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IIW . .wbale as pronounced by those who do not
have the same pronunciation for both whale
and wail
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with a hyphen between,
eath's-taead \'deths-,hed\

1 tip, banish, active

1 site, side, buy, tripe (actually, this sound is

\a\ + \i\, or \4\ + \i\)

J job, gem, edge, join, judge (actually, this
sound is \d\ + \zh\)

u
m.

.kin, cook, actae

^German icb, Bucb
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feen, as in thin, ether
single sound, not two);
ween, two sounds as in
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, .then, either, this (actually, this is a single
sound, not two)

. .rule, youth, union \'yUn-y3n\, few \'fyU\

.pull, wood, book, curable \'kyOr-»-b3l\

. . German filllen, hilbsch

. .French rue, German fliblen

.Vivid, give

we, away; in some words having final \(,)3\
a variant \a-w\ occurs before vowels, as in
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at the entry word

y yard, young, cue \'kyU\, union \'yUn-y3n\

... .indicates that during the articulation of the
sound represented by the preceding character
the front of the tongue has substantially the
position it has for the articulation of the first

sound of yard, as in French digne Vden^X

yu. . . .youth, union, cue, few, mute

yU . . .curable, fury

Z . . . .zone, raise

Zh ...with nothing between, as in vision, azure
\'azh-3r\ (actually, this is a single sound, not

two); with a hyphen between, two sounds as

in gazehound \'gaz-,haand\

For «ynable-rinal \i\> \a\. m« VV \A\ in **Guid«r

.slant tine used in pairs to mark the begiaoins
and end of a transcription: \*pen\

.mark preceding a syllable with primary
(strongest) stress: \*pen-ro9n-,ship\

.mark preceding a syllable with secondary
(next-strongest) stress: \*pcn-m9n-,ship\

.mark of syllabtt divWoo

(). .indicate thai whit is tymboUzed between is

present in some utteraoces but not in others:

faclory \"f»k-t(a-)r8\

For a fuller explanation see "Guide to Pronunciation", "Explanatory Notes" 2
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PREFACE
History of the Collegiate Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary

is an entirely new book — newly edited and typeset. It will however have for
many persons the characteristics of an old friend. For many years Merriam-Web-
ster dictionaries have formed a series in which the unabridged dictionary is

the parent work and the Collegiate Dictionary the largest abridgment. From
each successive revision of the unabridged work new abridged books have
sprung. In 1898 the first edition of the Collegiate appeared. Its size, appear-
ance, typography, and above all its wealth of material and scholarly presentation
quickly won for it a high place in the regard of both general reader and scholar.
In 1910 a second edition appeared, followed by new editions or revisions in
1916 (the third), 1931 (the fourth), 1936 (the fifth), and 1949 (the sixth).
This seventh in the Collegiate series incorporates the best of the time-tested
features of its predecessors.

Scope and format The general content and overall plan of the previous
edition have proved so well adapted to the needs of its users that an attempt to
change its essential character and form seems inadvisable. The editors feel too
that relatively few entries, both in its main vocabulary and in the special sections,
can be omitted without loss to the user of Webster's Seventh New Collegiate.
At the same time many new terms and meanings, many older terms and meanings
of increasing importance or frequency, many abbreviations, and many proper
names must be added in a new edition. The problem is solved partly by the
development of a new dictionary style based upon completely analytical ones
phrase definitions throughout and partly by the adoption of a new typeface.
Times Roman, introduced to Merriam-Webster dictionaries in Webster's
Third New International Dictionary. This compact and legible face makes
possible more words to a line and more lines to a column than in the preceding
Collegiate.

The general vocabulary The vocabulary of the Collegiate is intended to
meet the needs both of the college student and of the general reader seeking
clear and accurate but not encyclopedic information. Every entry and every
definition of the previous edition has been reviewed, and many of them have
been revised to incorporate additional, often new, information or to effect

improvements in the former presentation. The definitions are for the most part
based on the most recent available information contained in the parent work,
Webster's Third New International Dictionary, with such modifications
or adaptations as are required by the smaller scope of the Collegiate. Wherever
they are needed and as freely as possible within the limitations of the space,
phrases and sentences have been given that illustrate the definitions. This
Collegiate follows the practice of its predecessors in including only a limited
selection of slang, dialect, and obsolete terms and meanings. Since behind the
present work are all the vast resources of the Third New International,
containing some 450,000 vocabulary entries, the problem is one of selection of
terms to be included here. Usefulness is the criterion.

Special subjects The greater emphasis on the technical and scientific

vocabulary, which is perhaps the most noticeable difference between recent
and earlier Collegiates, has been continued in this Collegiate, The wealth
of information prepared by the 200 outside consultants for the Third New
International has been freely drawn upon.

Trademarks Public interest in the status, the pronunciation, and the ap-
plication of many terms originally coined for use as trademarks makes such terms
a matter of lexical concern. In a dictionary of this scope, however, it is possible
to include only a limited number of those trademarks most likely to be sought
by the average dictionary user. All entries suspected of being trademarks have

4a
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been checked on the trademark register in the United States Patent Office at
Washington, D. C, and those which were thus found to be trademarks are
identified as such. The inclusion of a term in this dictionary is not to be taken as
an expression of the publishers' opinion as to whether or not it is subject to
proprietary rights, but only as an expression of their belief that such a term is of
sufficiently general use and interest to warrant its inclusion in a work of this kind.
No definition in this dictionary is to be regarded as affecting the validity of any
trademark.

Presentation of material Although the presentation of the material con-
forms to accepted Merriam-Webster dictionary practice and will in general
offer no difficulty to most users of this book, occasional details may raise
questions requiring precise answer. The editors have tried to anticipate and
answer all such questions in the section of "Explanatory Notes" following this

preface. Every user of this book, even the experienced dictionary consulter,
will gain much from a reading of these pages.

Order of definitions In general the order of definitions follows the practice
of the Third New International, where the earliest ascertainable meaning
is placed first and later meanings are arranged in the order shown to be most
probable by dated citations and semantic development. This arrangement
applies alike to all meanings whether standard, technical, or scientific. The
historical order is of especial value to those interested in the development of
meanings and offers no difficulty to the user who is merely looking for a par-
ticular meaning.

Pronunciation The pronunciations given in this dictionary are based on
those of the Third New International and reflect a large file of transcriptions
from actual educated speech in all fields and in all parts of the United States.

To make these pronunciations more representative the Merriam-Webster pro-
nunciation key has been revised. Many of the symbols of preceding editions
have been retained, some with slight alteration, a few substitutions have been
made, and some symbols have been dropped altogether. It is still fundamentally
a diacritical key that makes use of many of the conventions of English spelling
and is based on the principles that every distinct significant sound should have
a distinct symbol to represent it and that no sound should be represented in
more than one way. The elimination of symbols for all nonsignificant differences
in sound makes it possible for transcriptions to convey to speakers in different
parts of the English-speaking world sounds proper to their own speech. The
new pronunciation alphabet is designed to represent clearly the standard speech
of educated Americans. A chart of this key is printed on the front and back
inside covers, key lines are printed at the bottom of every other page, and the
system is further explained in the "Guide to Pronunciation" in the front matter.
This guide has been condensed by Edward Artin, associate editor, from the
fuller treatment in the Third New International.

Synonyms Brief articles discriminating from one another words of closely
associated meaning have long been a valuable feature of the Collegiate.
The articles, adapted from the fuller treatments in Webster's Dictionary of
Synonyms and Webster's Third New International Dictionary, were
prepared by Dr. Philip H. Goepp, associate editor.

Pictorial illustrations The wide scope of illustrations that was a feature of
previous editions of the Collegiate has been retained in this new work. Many
new illustrations have been especially prepared under the supervision of Mildred
A. Mercier, assistant editor. In general the aim has been to include illustrations

not for their decorative quality but for their value in clarifying definitions.

Supplementary features The supplementary features of the previous edition
have been retained, and "Forms of Address" has been added.
The "Pronouncing Gazetteer" gives the spelling, syllabic division, and pro-

nunciation of over ten thousand names and continues to provide information
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on location, political status or ownership, population, and other statistics (as
length of rivers, height of mountains, area of political divisions) in the concise
form familiar to users of the Collegiate.
The "Biographical Names" section gives the spelling, pronunciation, given

names, dates, nationality, and a brief indication of achievements or sphere of
activity for over five thousand persons, ancient and modern, of general interest.
The list of "Colleges and Universities" which has proved to be one of the most

often consulted of the special sections of the Collegiate, has been revised and
its basis of selection broadened to include a larger number of institutions. The
pronunciation and syllabic division of the names of these institutions are given
wherever needed.
The lists of "Abbreviations" and of "Given Names" have been revised and

many entries have been added.
The section of "Arbitrary Symbols", the "Vocabulary of Rhymes", and the

several sections treating "Spelling", "Punctuation", "Plurals", "Compounds",
"Capitalization", "Italicization", and "Proofreaders' Marks" have been revised
and retained.

Editorial staff The editing, checking, proofreading, and similar operations
have been carried out by the trained editorial staff of G. & C. Merriam Com-
pany, many of whom worked not only on the preparation of the previous edition
of the Collegiate but also on the Webster's Third New International. An
exhaustive list of staff members who contributed to this Collegiate, some by
performing essential clerical work and others by preparing or reviewing a few
definitions, would serve little purpose; but it would be ungracious not to mention
the chief participants in various phases of the work. The writing of definitions
and production of copy have been under the general supervision of Dr. H. Bosley
Woolf, managing editor, assisted by Laverne W. King and Patricia F. Martin.
Definitions have been written by Dr. Philip H. Goepp, Dr. Maire Weir Kay,
Hubert P. Kelsey, Dr. Howard G. Rhoads, Dr. Charles R. Sleeth, associate
editors; and Dr. Warren B. Austin, Robert B. Costello, Philip W. Cummings,
J. Edward Gates, E. Ward Gilman, Dr. Robert J. Quinlan, Thomas H. B.
Robertson, and Raymond R. Wilson, assistant editors. Pronunciations have
been done by Edward Artin, associate editor, assisted by Elsie Mag, assistant
editor, and Harold E. Niergarth, editorial assistant. Etymologies have been
under the supervision of Dr. Sleeth and Dr. F. Stuart Crawford, assistant editor,
assisted by M. Eluned Roberts, assistant editor, and Betty Meltzer and Mary
Ellen Knight, editorial assistants. Cross-referencing has been under the super-
vision of Ervina E. Foss, assistant editor, assisted by Grace A. Kellogg, assistant
editor, and Eulelah W. Lyon and Doris N. Sherwood, editorial assistants. Proof-
reading, under the supervision of Mr. Gilman, has been done chiefly by Hubert
H. Roe, assistant editor, and by Grace E. Brophy, Robert W. Conboy, James M.
Donovan, Peter D. Haraty, Edith M. Lowe, and Gertrude F, New, editorial as-
sistants.

Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary represents the results of
the collaborative efforts of the permanent Merriam-Webster editorial staff.

It is the product of the only organization specializing completely in dictionary
making with more than 100 years of continuous experience in this field. It is

the latest addition to the Merriam-Webster series of dictionaries which have
served successive generations. We offer it to the user with the conviction that it

will serve him well,

Philip B. Gove
Editor in Chief



EXPLANATORY NOTES
A careful reading of these explanatory notes will make it easier for the user of this dictionary to comprehend the in-

formation contained at each entry. Here are brief explanations of the different typefaces, different labels, significant

punctuation, symbols, and other conventions by which a dictionary can achieve compactness. The chief divisions
are:

<

1. THE MAIN E^^TRY
2. THE PRONUNCIATION
3. FUNCTIONAL LABELS
4. INFLECTIONAL FORMS
5. CAPITALIZATION
6. ATTRIBUTIVE NOUNS

7. THE ETYMOLOGY
8. STATUS LABELS
9. SUBJECT LABELS

10. THE SYMBOLIC COLON
1 1 . SENSE DIVISION

12. VERBAL ILLUSTRATIONS 17. SYNONYMIES
13. NAMES OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS 18. COMBINING FORMS
14. USAGE NOTES 19. THE VOCABULARY ENTRY
15. CROSS-REFERENCES 20. PROPER NAMES
16. RUN-ON ENTRIES 21. ABBREVIATIONS

1. THE MAIN ENTRY

1.1 A heavy black letter or a combination of heavy
black letters (boldface type) set flush with the left-hand
margin of each column of type is a main entry or entry
word. The combination consists usually of letters set

solid (about) or of letters separated by one or more
spaces (air line) or of letters joined by a hyphen (air-dry).

What follows each such boldface entry in lightface type
on the same line and on indented lines below explains
and justifies its inclusion in the dictionary. The boldface
entry together with this added matter is also called an
entry.

1.2 The main entries follow one another in this dic-
tionary in alphabetical order letter by letter. For ex-
ample, book oj account follows bookmobile as if it were
printed bookojaccount with no spaces in the middle.
Entry words containing an arable numeral (3-D, 1080
"ten-eighty") are alphabetized as if the numeral were
spelled out. Entry words derived from proper names be-
ginning with abbreviated forms of Mac- (McCoy) are
alphabetized as if spelled mac-. Entries often beginning
with St. in common usage have the abbreviation spelled
out saint (Saint Martin's summer).

1.3 As an aid to finding a wanted entry, a pair of guide
words is printed at the top of each page. These are the
first and last words of a sequence of boldface words on
one page of the dictionary. Entries alphabetically be-
tween the word in the upper left corner and the word in
the upper right corner are defined on the same page.

1.4.1 When one entry has exactly the same written form
as another that follows it, the two are distinguished by
superior numbers preceding each word:

Sometimes such homographs are related, like the two
deads, which are different parts of speech derived from
the same root. At other times, there is no relationship
beyond the accident of spelling:

Whether homographs are related or not, their order is

usually historical: the one first used in English, insofar
as the dates can be established, is entered first.

1.4.2 For homographs one of which is undefined, see
16.1.1.

1.5 Such superscripts are used only when all the letters,

spaces, and hyphens of two or more main entries are
identical (except for foreign accent marks). A variation
in form calls for a new series of superscripts. In general,

words precede word elements made up of the same
letters, and lowercase type precedes uppercase type.

1.6 The centered periods within entry words indicate
division points at which a hyphen may be put at the end
of a written line, thus for ar-chae-oUo-gy:

chaeology archae-
ology archaeol-
ogy archaeolo-

Such periods are not shown after a single initial letter

(aplomb, not a-plomb) or before a single terminal letter

(ar-ea, not ar-e-a) because printers seldom cut off one
letter only. Many printers try to avoid cutting off two
letters only, especially at the end. They might divide
ar-cha-ic into ar-/chaic but not into archa-/ic. Other
words (April, apron) that are not often divided in print-
ing do not show a centered period.

1.6.1 A double hyphen s at the end of a line stands for
a hyphen that belongs normally at that point in a
hyphened word and should be retained when the word is

written out as a unit on one line.

1.7.1 When a main entry is followed by the word or
and another spelling or form, the two spellings or forms
are equal variants. Their order is usually alphabetical,
and the first is no more to be preferred than the second,
or third, or fourth, if three or four are joined by or. Both
or all are standard and any one may be used according
to personal inclination or personal style preferences:

ab.ei.Tance ... or ab-er-ran-cy
cad'die or cad-dy

If the alphabetical order of variants joined by or is

reversed, they remain equal variants. The one printed
first may be slightly more common but not enough to

justify calling them unequal:

cad-dis or cad.dice

1.7.2 When another spelling or form is joined to the first

entry by the word also instead of or, the spelling or form
after also is a secondary variant and occurs less fre-

quently than the first form:

wooMy also wooly . . . adj

The secondary variant belongs to standard usage and
may for personal or regional reasons be preferred by
some. If there are two secondary variants, the second is

joined to the first by or. Once the italic also is used to

signal a secondary variant, all following variants are
joined by or:

wool.ly also wool.ie or wooly . . . n

No evaluation below secondary is implied. Absence of a
variant does not mean that there is no variant.

1.7.3 Standard variants not shown with an or or also
are entered at their own places alphabetically whenever
their spelling places them alphabetically more than one
column away from the main entry. The form of entry is

loth var Oj LOATH
rime, rimer, rimester var oj rhyme, rhymer, rhymester

in which var o/ stands for "variant of".

2. THE PRONUNCIATION

2.1 The matter between reversed virgules \ \ is the
pronunciation in symbols shown in the chart headed
"Merriam-Webster Pronunciation Symbols". A hyphen -

shows syllable divisions. The hyphens in the respelling
for pronunciation often do not correspond with centered
periods in the boldface entry. The first syllable of the
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pronunciation of metric ends with \e\ and the second
syllable begins with \t\, but printers usually divide the
word between the t and the r.

2.2 A high-set mark ' indicates primary accent or stress;

a low-set mark , indicates a secondary accent;

dead-wood \'ded-,wu<)\

A stress mark stands at the beginning of the syllable
whose stress it indicates.

2.3 The presence of variant pronunciations simply in-
dicates that not all educated speakers pronounce the
word the same way. A second-place variant is not to be
regarded as per se a less desirable variant than the one
given first. In fact, it may be used by as many educated
speakers as the first variant. A variant which our records
indicate is appreciably less frequent than that or those
preceding may be preceded by also. Some variant pro-
nunciations (as \'f6r-3n\ and \'far-3n\ ior joreign) are
the kind that one speaker uses but another does not for
the reason that their dialects are different and that the
speech habits of one are different from those of the
other. It is practicable to label such variants in the
vocabulary only when analogy is lacking to make them
predictable. Thus South also precedes the variant
\'gre(3)t\ at great.

2.4 Parentheses mean that whatever is indicated by the
symbol or symbols between them is present in the pro-
nunciation of some speakers and absent from the pro-
nunciation of other speakers, or that it is present in
some utterances and absent from other utterances of the
same speaker, or that its presence or absence is un-
certain:

hick.O-Ty \'hik-(3-)re\
sense \'sen(t)s\
com.Iort.able \'k3m{p)(f)-t3-b3l\

Such pronunciations could alternatively have been
shown, at greater cost of space, as \'hik-re, 'hik-3-re\
and X'sens, 'sents\. At comfortable the parentheses
mean .that both \p\ and \f\ occur between \m\ and
\t\, or \p\ alone, or \f\ alone, or nothing.

2.5 When a word that is at its own alphabetical place
has less than a full pronunciation, the missing part is to

be supplied from a pronunciation in a preceding entry or
within the same pair of reversed virgules:

The hyphens before and after \'bak\ indicate that the
first part of the pronunciation and the final part are to

be taken from the pronunciation just preceding. The
pronunciation for the first two syllables of decemviral
will be found at the entry decemvir:

de.cem.vir \di-'sem-var\

2.6 Open compounds of two or more English words
usually have no pronunciation indicated (as at deadly
sin). In a sequence of numbered homographs usually
only the first {if not obsolete) is pronounced if their

pronunciations are the same:

^carp has the same pronunciation as ^carp. No pro-
nunciation is to be understood for obsolete words. (In
general, words obsolete in their entire range of meaning
show a pronunciation only if they occur in Shakespeare.)

2.7 The pronunciation of unpronounced derivatives
and compounds at the end of a main entry is the pro-
nunciation at the main entry plus the pronunciation of
the suffix or final element as given at its alphabetical
place in the vocabulary.

2.8 When a part of two or more variants is common to
each, often only the varying part of such variants is

shown. Such partial pronunciations are always begun or
stopped at a syllable boundary, except that when a
variation of stress is involved a partial pronunciation
may be stopped at the stress mark for a syllable not
shown:

Explanatory Notes

3. FUNCTIONAL LABELS

3.1 An italic label that indicates part of speech or some
other functional classification follows the pronuncia-
tion or, if no pronunciation is given, the main entry.
The eight traditional parts of speech are thus indicated:

active . . . adj (adjective)
across . . . adv (adverb)
al.tliough . . . conj (conjunction)
alas . . . inlerj (interjection)
act ... n (noun)
across prep (preposition)
lie . . . pron (pronoun)
help . . . vb (verb)

3.2 If a verb is both transitive and intransitive, the labels
vt and W introduce the subdivisions:

help . . . vb . . . vt . . .'^ vi

The character —^ is a boldface swung dash used to stand
for the main entry (as help) and mark the subdivisions of
the verb.
If there is no subdivision, vt or vi takes the place of vb:

de.base . . . v/

Definition of a verb as transitive does not preclude
intransitive usage, although it may be uncommon. On
occasion most transitive verbs get used intransitively.

3.3 Other italicized labels sometimes occurring in the
same position as the part-of-speech label are:

audio- comb Jorm (combining form, see 1 8)
ante- prejix
-ee . . . n sujjix
may . . . verbal auxiliary
Whoa ... V imper (imperative verb)
me.thinks . . . vb impersonal (impersonal verb)

Occasionally, two or more functional labels are com-
bined, as H or adj.

4. INFLECTIONAL FORMS

4.1 A plural for all standard nouns is shown in this

dictionary if it is not formed regularly by adding -i or
-es and changing a final -y if present to -('-;

man . . . n,pl men
mouse . . . n, pi mice
moth.er-in-law . . . n,pl mothers-in-law

4.2 If there are two or more plurals, all are written out
in full and joined by or or also to indicate whether the
forms are equal or secondary variants (see also 1.7.1

and 1.7.2):

lish . . . n. pt fish or lish.es
court-martial . . . n, pt conits-martial also court-maitials
fim.gus . . . n, pi lun.gl . . . also fun.gus-es
heel . . . n, pi beets . . . or beeves

4.3 Nouns that are plural in form and regularly used in

plural construction are labeled n pi (without a comma):

If the plural form is not always construed as a plural, the
label continues with an applicable qualification:

ge.net.iCS . . . nplbut sing in constr
lorty winks n pi but sing or pi in constr

in which sing in constr stands for "singular in construc-
tion" and means that the entry word takes a singular
verb.

4.4 An irregular plural form that falls alphabetically
more than one column from the main entry is entered at

its own alphabetical place:

Such an entry does not specify whether it is the only
plural; it simply tells where to look for relevant informa-
tion. At /oof the variant plurals yce( and /oof are shown.

4.5 The principal parts of all irregular standard verbs
are given in this dictionary. These principal parts, be-
sides the main entry, are the past, the past participle if

different from the past, and the present participle. They
are printed in that order in boldface:
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see . . , vb saw . . . seen . , . see.ing
maRe . . . i-ft made . . . mah-ing
hit . . . vb hit; hit.tlng
trap vb trapped; trap.ping
chagrin vi cha.grinea . . . cha.griu.ing
flye vb dyed; dye.ing
die . . . vi died; dy.ing
volley vb vol.leyed; vol.ley.ing
emcee vb em.ceed; em.cee.ing
ring vh rang . . . rung . . . ring.ing

4.6 Whenever any of the parts has a variant both are
written out in full:

sky VI skied or skyed; sky.ing
burn . . . vh burned . . . or burnt . . . burn.ing
show . . . vb showed . . . shown . . . or showed; show.ing
dwell . . . vi dwelt . . . or dwelled . . . dwell. ing
im.per-il . . . vt im.per.iled or im.per-illed; im.per-il.ing or

im-per-il-ling

4.7 Verbs are considered regular when they have in

their past a terminal -ed which is added with no other
change except dropping a final -e or changing a final -y

to -I-. The principal parts for these verbs are not in-

dicated unless there is some irregularity.

4.8 Principal parts are usually omitted at compounds
containing a terminal element or related homograph
whose principal parts are shown at its own place. At

over.take . . . vi

im.wrap . . . vi

the principal parts are not given because they can be
found at take and wrap. Principal parts are often not
given at nonstandard terms or at verbs of relatively low
frequency.

4.9 An entered principal verb part that falls alphabeti-
cally more than one column away from the main entry is

entered at its own alphabetical place if there is no entry
that is a homograph:

rang past oj ring

4.10 All adjectives and adverbs that have comparatives
and superlatives with the suffixes -er and -est have these
forms written out in full in boldface when they are ir-

regular or when they double a final consonant:

4.11 Comparatives and superlatives are usually omitted
at compounds containing a constituent element whose
inflection is regular. At

kind.heart.ed . . .

im.lucky . . . atij

atlj

kinderhearted and unluckiest are omitted. Similarly the
comparatives and superlatives of adverbs are often

omitted when an adjective homograph shows them, as at

jlat and hot.

4.12 Showing -er and -est forms does not imply any-
thing more about the use of more and most with a

simple adjective or adverb than that the comparative
and superlative degrees can often be expressed in either

way {hotter or more hot, hottest or most hot).

4.13.1 A form inflected by the addition of an ending
that does not add a syllable may be divided at any point

where a division is shown in the inflectional base:

mul'lel-^ pi mullet or mullets
iii'ter'vene—-* in.ter-vened-^ iiuter.venes

4.13.2 A form inflected by the addition of an ending
that adds a syllable may, if the spelling of the base does
not change, be divided between the two components, as

well as at any point at which a division is shown in the

base:

church—y church'Cs
coii'Strain—* coH'Strained—* con-strain-ing—^ con.strains
ap.proach-^ ap.proached—^ ap-proach-ing-^ ap.proach-es
re-tort—* re.torl.ed-^ re-lort-ing—* re-torts
stout^* stout-er-^ stout-est

4.13.3 In a syllable-increased form in which the final

consonant of the inflectional base is doubled, a divi-

sion is made between the doubled consonants:

re-bitt~^ re-hut-ted—* re-but-ting—* re-huts

When both of two identical consonants immediately
preceding a syllable-increasing ending belong to the in-

flectional base, a division is made after the second con-
sonant:

bluil-ing

4.13.4 In a syllable-increased form in which a final e of
the base is dropped before the ending, a division is

made between the letter that preceded the e and the
ending:

rate—* rat-ed—* rat-ing
glue^ glu-ing
plague—* plagu-ing
pique—* piqu-ing
gro-tesque—* gro-tesqu-er—* gro-iesgu-est

In syllable-increased forms like those in the last three
lines, in which gu or qu, with « silent, appears im-
mediately before the ending, some prefer to divide im-
mediately before the g or ? if it is not immediately
preceded by a short vowel or, in the case of g, by «
(haran-guing would suggest the substandard pronuncia-
tion \h3-'raQ-giQ\):

pi-quing
pla-guing
grotes-quer

5. CAPITALIZATION

5.1 The entries in this dictionary are set lowercase
unless usage calls for an initial uppercase letter when a
word is almost always capitalized or capitalized more
often than not. Other entries sometimes have an italic

label:

sometimes cap =

ojten cap=AS likely to be capitalized as not; acceptable
one way or the other

re often not capitalized than capitalized;
not usually capitalized

The absence of an initial capital or of one of these labels
indicates that the word is almost never capitalized
except under irrelevant circumstances (as beginning a
sentence or being in a list of all-capitalized words):

French n
Christian adj
french.ify . . .vt, ojien cap
die.sel . . . n . . . sometimes cap

5.2 When an entry has more than one letter in question,
the form or the label specifies the capitalization re-

quired by usage:

French bulldog
black-eyed Su.san
French Canadian
neo-Dar.win.ian . . . oJten cap N

5.3 A word that usually has some of its senses capi-

talized and some not is labeled to show a variation from
the boldface form of entry by applicable use of two
additional labels:

rflp=almost always capitalized or more often capitalized
than not

not cflp=almost never capitalized

5.4 See also section 20, on "Proper Names".

6. ATTRIBUTIVE NOUNS

G.l The label often attrib in italics added to the label n
at a main entry indicates that the noun is often used as

an adjective equivalent in attributive position before a
substantive (as in air passage, cabbage soup) :

air . . . n, oJten attrib

cab.bage . . . «, often attrib

fox . . . n, pi 10X.es or fox ojten attrib

Shoul.der . . . n, often attrib

va.ca.tion . . . n, oJlen aiirib

6.2 While any noun is likely to get used attributively

sometimes, the label often attrib is confined to those
having such widespread general frequent attributive use
that they could be entered and defined as adjectives or
adjectival elements. The label is not used when there is

an entered adjective homograph (as silver, adj). Also, it

is not used at open compounds that may be often used
attributively when hyphened (as X ray in X-ray micro-
scope) -
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7. THE ETYMOLOGY

7.1 The matter in boldface square brackets preceding
the definition is the etymology. Meanings given in

roman type within these brackets are not definitions of
the main entry, but meanings of the Middle English, Old
English, or non-English words within the brackets. Such
etymological meanings may or may not be the same as
one or more of the meanings of the main entry. For the
meanings of abbreviations in an etymology, see the
page headed "Abbreviations Used in This Work".

7.2 It is the purpose of the etymology to trace a main
vocabulary entry as far back as possible in English, as

to Old English; to tell from what language and what
form it came into English; and (except in the case of
some words so highly specialized in usage as to be
distinctly outside the general vocabulary of English) to

trace the pre-English source as far back as possible.

These etyma (or a part of them) are printed in italic

type.

7.3 The etymology usually gives the Middle English and
Old English forms of native words in the manner il-

lustrated by the following examples:

.]

7.3.1 When a word is traced back to Middle English
but not to Old English, it is found in Middle English
but not in the texts that have survived from the Old
English period, even though it cannot be shown to have
been borrowed from any other language and even
though it may have cognates in the other Germanic
languages:

girl . . . n [ME gurle, girle young person of either sex]
poKe vb 1MB poken; akin to MD poken to poke]

7.3.2 When a word is traced back directly to Old
English with no intervening mention of Middle English,
it has not survived continuously from Old English times
to the present, but died out after the Old English period
and' has been revived in modern times for its historical
or antiquarian interest:

ge.mot or gemote . . . n [OE gemol . . .]

7.4 For words borrowed into English from other
languages, the etymology gives the language from which
the word is borrowed and the form or a transliteration
of the word in that language if the form differs from
that in English;

Explanatory Notes

etch ... v6 [ D eisen . . . ]

Ilam.boy.ant . . . arfj [F . . .]

judge . . . vb IMEjuggen, fr. OF jugier . . .]

ab.bot ... (1 [ME abbod, fr. OE, fr. LL abbat-, abbas .

7.4.1 In the comparatively rare cases where the ex-
pression "deriv. of" replaces the more usual "fr.", this

indicates that one or more intermediate steps in the
derivation of the form preceding the expression from the
form following have been omitted in the etymology:

es.pal.ier . . . « [F, deriv. of It spalla . . .]

7.5.1 Usually no etymology is given for words (in-

cluding open compounds) created in English by the
combination of existing constituents or by functional
shift from a homograph. This generally indicates that
the identity of the constituents is expected to be evident
to the user without guidance. Examples;

black.fish . . . n l : any of numerous dark-colored fishes
black.ness n : the quahty or state of being black
lame vl l : to make lame

7.5.2 When a family of words is obviously related to a
common English basic word, differing from it only by
containing various easily recognizable suffixes, usually
no etymology is given except at the basic word, even
though some of the derivatives may have been formed in
some other language than English:

im.mor.tal
death

im-mot.tal.i.ty

ad] [ ME, fr. L immortalis . . . ] 1 : exempt from

: the quality or state of being immortal . .

.

Actually the latter word was borrowed into Middle
English (via Middle French) from Latin immortalitas.

7.6 A considerable part of the technical vocabulary of
the sciences and other specialized studies consists of

words or word elements that are current in two or more
languages with only such slight modifications as are
necessary to adapt them to the structure of the individual
language in each case. Many words and word elements
of this kind have become sufficiently a part of the gen-
eral vocabulary of English to require entry even in an
abridged dictionary of our language. On account of the
vast extent of the relevant published material in many
languages and in many scientific and other specialized
fields, it is impracticable to ascertain the language of
origin of every such term, yet it would not be accurate
to formulate a statement about the origin of any such
term in a way that could be interpreted as implying that
it was coined in English. Accordingly, whenever a term
that is entered in this dictionary belongs recognizably to
this class of internationally current terms, and no
positive evidence is at hand to show that it was coined in
English, the etymology recognizes its international status
and the possibility that it originated elsewhere than in
English by use of the label ISV (for International
Scientific Vocabulary). Examples;

en.do.scope . . . n [ISV]
hap.loid . . . adj [ISV, fr. Gk haploeides single . . .] 1 : having

the gametic number of chromosomes or half the number
characteristic of somatic cells

-ene . .. n suljix [ISV, fr. Gk -ene. fem. of -enos, adj. suffix]
: unsaturated carbon compound

7.7.1 An etymology beginning with the name of a
language (including ME or OE) and not giving the
foreign (or Middle English or Old English) form in-
dicates that the foreign (or Middle English or OW
English) form is the same as that in present-day English;

lor .

7.7.2 An etymology beginning with the name of a
language (including ME or OE) and not giving the
foreign (or Middle English or Old English) meaning
indicates that the foreign (or Middle English or Old
English) meaning is the same as that expressed in the
first or only definition in the entry:

bea.con . . . n [ME beken, fr. OE beacen sign . . .] 1 : a
signal fire

de.note . . .vt [MF denoter, fr. L denotare . . .] 1 : to serve as
an indication of

7.8 When an entry word is derived from an earlier

Modern English word now obsolete or so rare that it

does not deserve an entry of its own in an abridged
dictionary, the meaning of such a word is given in
parentheses:

dab.ble . . .vb . . . [perh. freq. of dab (to daub)]

7.9 Small superscript figures following words or
syllables in an etymology refer in each case to the tone
of the word or syllable which they follow, and accord-
ingly are used only with forms cited from tone lan-
guages:

sam.pan . . . n [Chin{Pek) san^ pan'^, fr. san* three + pan^
board, plank]

VOO.doo . . . n [. . . Ewe vo^du^ tutelary deity, demon]

7.10 When the source of a word appearing as a main
entry is unknown, the formula "origin unknown" is

usually used. Only rarely and in exceptional circum-
stances does absence of an etymology mean that it has
not been possible to furnish any informative etymology;
this is the case, however, with some ethnic names. More
usually it means that no etymology is felt to be necessary;
this is the case, for instance, with a very large propor-
tion of the entries identified as variants and with
derivatives of the kind mentioned in paragraphs 7.5.1
and 7.5.2.

7.11.1 When a word has been traced back to its ul-

timate attested source language, if this is an Indos
European language, selected cognates in other Indo=
European languages, especially Old High German,
Latin, and Greek, are usually given where possible.
Examples:

bench . . . « [ME, fr. OE bene: akin to OHO bank bench]
beaxv^. . .iME beren. fr. OE6er(W,-akin to OHG iierfln tocarry,

l^Jerre, Gk phereini
eQlline . . . adj [ L equinus, fr. equus horse; akin to OE eoh horse,

Gk hippos}

7.11.2 Sometimes, however, to avoid space-consuming
repetition, what is done is to direct the user by a "more



at" cross-reference to another entry where the cognates
are given:

edict . . . n iL edictum, fr. neut. of edictus, pp. of edicere to
decree, fr. e- + dicere to say — more at diction ]

7.12 Besides the use of "akin to" to denote ordinary
cognate relationship, as in several examples in the pre-
ceding paragraph, there is in some etymologies a some-
what special use of "akin to" as part of a longer formula
"of—origin; akin to

—
". This longer formula indicates

that a word was borrowed from some language belong-
ing to a group of languages, the name of the group
being inserted in the blank just before origin; that for
some reason it is not possible to say with confidence
that the word in question is a borrowing of a particular
attested word in a particular language of the source
group; and that the word or words cited in the blank
after "akin to" are a cognate or cognates of the word in

question as attested within the source group. Examples:

gtiaid ... n [ME garde, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. garder to guard,
defend, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG warten to watch,
lake care — more at ward]

cantn [ME, prob. fr. MD or ONE; MD, edge, corner, fr. ONF,
fr. L canthus, cantus iron tire, perh. of Celt origin; akin to
W cant rim; akin to Gk kanthos corner of the eye]

This last example shows the two uses of "akin to" in

explicit contrast with each other. The word cited
immediately after "of Celt origin; akin to" is a Celtic
cognate of the presumed Celtic source word from which
the Latin word was borrowed; the word cited after the
second "akin to" is a further cognate from other Indo-
European languages.

8. STATUS LABELS

8.0 A status label in italics sometimes appears before a

definition. It provides a degree of usage orientation by
identifying the character of the context in which a word
ordinarily occurs. Status labels are of three kinds:
temporal, stylistic, and regional.

8.1.1 The temporal label obs for "obsolete" means that

no evidence of standard use since 1755 has been found:

en.wheel . . . vr, obs
em.lioss . , . vt . . . obs

obs is a comment on the word being defined, not on the
thing denoted by the word. When obsoleteness of the
thing is in question, it is implied in the definition (as by
onetime, jormerly, or historical reference)

:

ge.xnot ...«...: a judicial or legislative assembly in England
before the Norman conquest

man.telet ... n . . . : a movable shelter formerly used by
besiegers as a protection when attacking

8.1.2 The temporal label archaic means standard after

1755 but surviving in the present only sporadically or in

special contexts:

be-like . . , adv, archaic
end.long . . . adv . . . archaic
eld ... n ... 1 archaic

archaic is a comment on the word being defined, not on
the thing the word represents.

8.2.1 The stylistic label slang is affixed to terms
especially appropriate in contexts of extreme in-
formality, having usually a currency not limited to a
particular region or area of interest, and composed
typically of clipped or shortened forms of extravagant,
forced, or facetious figures of speech:

cork.ei . . . n . . . slang
lU'IU . . . n . . . slang
egg n . . . 3 slang

There is no completely satisfactory objective test for
slang, especially in application to a word out of context.
No word is invariably slang, and many standard words
can be given slang connotations or used so inappro-
priately as to become slang.

8.2.2 The stylistic label substand for "substandard"
indicates status conforming to a pattern of linguistic

usage that exists throughout the American language
community but differs in choice of word or form from
that of the prestige group in that community:

diown , , .vb . . . substand diownd.ed

Explanatory Notes lla

This label is not regional.

8.2.3 The stylistic label nonstand {or "nonstandard" is

used for a very small number of words that can hardly
stand without some status label but are too widely
current in reputable context to be labeled substand:

ir.re.gard.less . . nonstand

8.3.1 The regional label dial for "dialect" when un-
qualified indicates a regional pattern too complex for
summary labeling usually because it includes several
regional varieties of American English or of American
and British English:

lairup n, dial

8.3.2 The combined label dial Brit and the combined
label dial Eng indicate substandard currency in a
provincial dialect of the British Commonwealth and in

England respectively:

thir . . . pron . . . dial Brit
end vt . . . dial Eng

8.3.3 A standard word requiring a specified regional
restriction in the U.S. will have one of the seven labels

North, NewEng, Midland, South, West, Southwest, and
Northwest. These correspond loosely to the areas in

Hans Kurath's Word Geography oj the Eastern United
States (1949). Examples:

bon.ny.clab.ber
can.ni.kin . . . n
jay.bird . .

light-wood
Cay.use . .

ace.quia . .

pot.latcb .

'! . . . North & Midland
NewEng

chiejly Midland
n, chiejly South
. . West

. . . Southwest
. . . Northwest

No collective label (as U.S.) is used to indicate currency
in all regions of the U.S.

8.3.4 A regional label that names a country indicates
standard currency in the named part of the whole
English language area. Examples:

syne . , . adv . . . chiejly Scot
Sim.down.er . . . n. Austral
ma.vour.neen . . . n . . . Irish

Ca.nuck . . . n . . . chiejly Canad
pet.rol . . . n . . . Brit

draught chiejly Brit

9. SUBJECT LABELS

9.1 A prefixed word or phrase in italics names an
activity or association in relation to which a word
usually has a special meaning not identical with any
other meaning it may have apart from the labeled sub-
ject :

dhar.ma ... n ... 1 Hinduism :

dress . . . vi . . . 2 oj a jood animal :

dressmaker adj, oj women's clothes :

eX'Og.e.nous . . . adJ . . .b oj disease :

10. THE SYMBOLIC COLON

10.1 This dictionary uses a boldface character recog-
nizably distinct from the usual roman colon as a linking
symbol between the main entry and a definition. It

stands for an unexpressed simple predicate that may be
read "is being here defined as (or by)". It indicates that

the supporting orientation immediately after the main
entry is over and thus facilitates a visual jumping from
word to definition:

10.2 Words that have two or more definitions have
two or more symbolic colons. The signal for another
definition is another symbolic colon:

dead . . . adj . . . l : deprived of life : having died

10.3 If there is no symbolic colon, there is no defini-

tion. For what sometimes takes the place of a definition
see 14.2, 15.3. *
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11. SENSE DIVISION

Explanatory Notes

11.1 Boldface arable numerals separate the senses of a
word that has more than a single sense:

x...l:...2:...3:
de.camp ... vj ... 1 ; to break up a camp 2 : to depart

suddenly

11.2 Boldface lowercase letters separate coordinate
subsenses of a numbered sense or sometimes of an
unnumbered sense:

x...l:...2a:...l);...c:...3:
de.cen-cy ....... 2 a : the quality or state of being decent

... b : conformity to standards of taste, propriety, or
quality

ui*an>i*mate . . . adj . . . l : not animate: a ; not endowed
with life or spirit b : lacking consciousness or power of
motion 2 : . . .

11.2.1 The lightface colon (as in the preceding formu-
las) indicates that the definition immediately preceding
it binds together or subsumes the coordinate subsenses
that follow it:

11.2.2 The word as may or may not follow this light-

face colon. Its presence indicates that the subsenses
following are typical or significant examples which are
not exhaustive. Its absence indicates that the subsenses
following are exhaustive with respect to evidence for
dictionary inclusion.

11.3 Lightface numbers in parentheses indicate a
further division of subsenses:

X . . . 1 a : . . . b (1) : . . . (2) : . . . c : . . . 2 :

drag ..;«.., 3a: something (as a sea anchor) that retards
motion b (1) : the retarding force acting on a body . . .

moving through a fluid . . . parallel and opposite to the
direction of motion (2) : friction between engine parts

11.4.1 The system of separating by numbers and letters

reflects something of the semantic relationship between
various senses of a word. It is only a lexical con-
venience. It does not evaluate senses or establish an
enduring hierarchy of importance among them. The
best sense is the one that most aptly fits the context of
an actual genuine utterance.

11.4.2 Occasionally a particular semantic relationship
between senses is suggested by use of one of four italic

sense dividers: esp (for especially), specif (for speciji-

cally), also, or broadly.

11.5 The order of senses is historical: the one known to
have been first used in English is entered first. This
ordering does not imply that each sense has developed
from the immediately preceding sense. Sense 1 may give
rise to sense 2 and sense 2 to sense 3. As often as not,
however, each of several senses derived in independent
lines from sense 1 has served as the source of a number
of other meanings. Sometimes an arbitrary arrangement
or rearrangement is the only reasonable and expedient
solution to the problems of ordering senses.

11.6.1 An italic functional label or other information
given between a main entry and the etymology of a
multisense word applies to all senses and subsenses
unless a limiting label (as pi) is inserted immediately
after a divisional number or letter and before the
symbolic colon or unless in any way clearly inapplicable.
Examples of limiting labels:

li.on . . . n, pi lions ... la or pi lion :

ep.i.cu.re.an . . . adj l cap : of or relating to Epicurus or
Epicureanism 2 : of, relating to, or suited to an epicure

11.6.2 The etymology also applies to all senses and
subsenses unless another etymology in boldface brackets
is given after a sense number or letter:

aeuce ... n [MP deus two ...].. . 3 [obs. E deuce bad luck]

11.6.3 An italic status label, subject label, or guide
phrase does not apply to all the senses of a multisense
word. When divisional numbers are present, such a
label is inserted after the number:

2 archaic : . .

It then applies to lettered and parenthetically numbered
subsenses that follow. It does not apply to succeeding
boldface-numbered senses:

X . . .vt . . . 2 (

im.pugn . . .VI .

Senses la and lb are both obsolete but not sense 2. If it

falls between a boldface letter and the symbolic colon or
between a lightface number in parentheses and the
symbolic colon, it applies only to the immediately follow-
ing sense.

12. VERBAL ILLUSTRATIONS

12.1 The matter enclosed in a pair of angle brackets
illustrates an appropriate use of the word in context.
The word being illustrated is replaced by a swung dash
which stands for the same form of the word as the main
entry or by a swung dash plus an italicized suffix which
can be added without any change of letters to the form
of the main entry. Otherwise the word is written in full

and italicized:

er.satz . . . adj . . . <~ flour)

Lu.cul.lan . . . adj ... 2 : . . . <a ~ feast)

high-water adj : unusually short <~ pants)

join . . . vt . . . 4a:... (.~ed us for lunch)

12.2.1 A person's name or an italicized title included
in the angle brackets acknowledges the authorship or
source of a quoted verbal illustration:

12.2.2 Suspension periods indicate an omission in
quoted matter. Sometimes spelling, punctuation, or
capitalization has been normalized without notation
usually because the brief quotation is so far removed
from its original context that such matters are no longer
significant and may be actually misleading.

13. NAMES OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS

13.1 A main entry that defines the name of a kind of
plant or animal (as rose or lion) is a taxonomic entry.
Such entries employ in part a formal codified vocabulary
of New Latin names (taxa) developed and used by
biologists in accord with international codes of botan-
ical and of zoological nomenclature to identify and to
indicate the relations of plants and animals. Names of
taxa higher than the genus (as class, order, family) are
capitalized plural nouns often used with singular verbs
and are not abbreviated in normal use. The genus is the
fundamental taxon, names a group of closely related
kinds of plants (as Malus, which includes wild and
cultivated apples, crab apples, pears) or animals (as

Felis, which includes domestic and wild cats, lions,

tigers, cougars), and is a capitalized singular noun. Each
kind of organism has one and only one correct name
under these codes, that for a species (binomial or
species name) consisting of a singular capitalized genus
name combined with an uncapitalized specific epithet or
trivial name which is an appositive or genitive noun or
an adjective agreeing in case, number, and gender with
the genus name (as in Rosa setigera). For a variety or
subspecies (trinomial or variety name or subspecies
name) the name adds a similar varietal or subspecific
epithet (as in Rosa setigera tomentosa). Taxa when used
in this dictionary are enclosed in parentheses and ordi-
narily immediately follow the primary orienting noun.
Genus names and higher taxa are routinely oriented
in rank while genus names as well as binomials and tri-

nomials are italicized:

ba.sid.io.my.cete . . . . n . . . : any of a large class (Basidio-
mycetes) . .

.

perch n . . . 2 : any of numerous teleost fishes (as of the fam-
ilies Percidae, Centrarchidae, Serranidae) . . .

hem.lock . . . n . . . 2 : any of a genus {Tsuga) of evergreen
coniferous trees . . .

rob'in . . . n . . . l a : a small European thrush (Erithacus
rubecola) . . .



Explanatory Notes

By their use an absolute identification is made, and as
purely technical devices they do not have separate entry.

13.2 Taxonomic entries are in general oriented in-

directly to higher taxa by other vernaculars (as by
thrush at robin or alga at seaweed) or by technical ad-
jectives (as by teleost at perch, leguminous at pea, or
composite at daisy). Among the higher plants except
the composites and legumes and a few obscure tropical
groups such orientation is by a vernacular family name
which at the corresponding taxonomic entry is linked to
its technical equivalent:

oaK . . . n . . . 1 : a tree or shrub (genera Quercus or Litho-
carpus) of the beech family , . .

beccb . . . n , . . any of a genus {Fagus of the family Fagaceae,
the beech family) of hardwood trees . . .

parS'ley ... n ... a southern European annual or biennial
herb (Petroselinum crispum) of the carrot family . . .

car*rot . . . n . . . 1 : a biennial herb {Daucus carota of the
family Umbelliferae, the carrot family) . . .

13.3 A genus name used more than once in an unnum-
bered entry or in a numbered sense of an entry is rou-
tinely abbreviated in uses after the first:

nas.tux.tium ... n ... : any of a genus (Tropaeolum . . .); esp
: either of two widely cultivated ornamentals (T, majus and
T. minus)

14. USAGE NOTES

14.1 A usage note is introduced by a lightface dash.
Two or more successive usage notes are separated by a

semicolon. A usage note provides information about the
use of the word being defined and so always modifies
the word that is the main entry. It may be in the form of
a comment on idiom, syntax, semantic relationship,

status, or various other matters:

dredge vi . . .
— often used with up

al.le.gro . . . adv {or adj) ... : ... — used as a direction in

music
dreg ...n... 1... — usu. used in pi.

14.2 A usage note may stand in place of a definition

and without the symbolic colon. Some function words
have little or no semantic content, and most interjections

express feelings but otherwise are untranslatable into

a meaning that can be substituted. Many other words (as

some oaths and imprecations, calls to animals, special-

ized signals, song refrains, and honorific titles), though
genuinely a part of the language, have a usage note
instead of a definition:

gee inter] ... — used as an introductory expletive or to express
surprise or enthusiasm

at . . . prep ... 1 — used as a function word to indicate
presence or occurrence in, on, or near

ahoy . . . inter) ... — used in hailing <ship ~>

15. CROSS-REFERENCES

15.0 Various word relationships requiring that matter
at one place in a dictionary show special awareness of
matter at another place are taken care of by a system of
cross-references. A sequence of lightface small capitals

used anywhere in a definition is identical letter-by-letter

with a boldface main entry (or with one of its inflectional
forms) at its own alphabetical place. This sequence is a
cross-reference; its boldface equivalent elsewhere is

what is cross-referenced to and is not itself a cross

=

reference.

15.1 A cross-reference following a lightface dash and
beginning with either see or compare is a directional
cross-reference. It explicitly directs one to look some-
where else for further information. It never stands for

a definition but (with a few exceptions, as at variant
combining forms and numerals) is always appended to

one:

15.2 A cross-reference following a symbolic colon is a
synonymous cross-reference. It may stand alone as the
only definitional matter for a boldface entry or for a
sense or subsense of an entry. It may be one of a group
of definitions joined in series by symbolic colons. In
either case the cross-reference means that the definitions
at the entry cross-referenced to can be substituted as
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definitions for the boldface entry or the sense or sub-
sense at which the cross-reference appears:

horse.less carriage . . . n : automobii.e
dec*la.ra*tion . . . n 1 : the act of declaring : announcement
deck vt . . . 2 a ; to clothe elegantly : array b ; decorate

15.2.1 Two or more synonymous cross-references are
sometimes introduced by a symbolic colon and separated
from each other by a comma. This indicates that there
are two or more sets of definitions at other entries which
can be substituted in various contexts:

lay out vt . . . 4 : arrange, design

15.2.2 A synonymous cross-reference sometimes
accounts for a usage note introduced by called also at
the entry cross-referenced to:

15.3.1 A cross-reference following an italic var oj is a
cognate cross-reference. It is explained and illustrated
in 1.7.3 as applied to standard variants.

15.3.2 A limiting label before the var oj in a cognate
cross-reference indicates in what way an entry word is

nonstandard.

15.4 A cross-reference following an italic label

identifying an entry as an inflectional form of a singular
noun, of an adjective or adverb, or of an infinitive verb
is an inflectional cross-reference. These are illustrated

in 4.4 and 4.9.

15.5 A cross-reference may or may not be identified by
a superscript number before it or by a lightface sense
number or letter after it. A synonymous cross-reference
to a homograph is not identified by part of speech:
nouns refer to nouns, adjectives to adjectives. Cross-ref-
erences to verbs sometimes distinguish between vt and

16. RUN-ON ENTRIES

16.1.1 A main entry may be continued after a lightface

dash by a boldface derivative or compound or by a
homograph with a different functional label. This is a

run-on entry. Its boldface is always in alphabetical
order with respect to the word it is run on to. It has a
functional label but no definition:

(

elas.tic . . . adj . . .
— elas.U.cal.ly .

gate ... n ... — gate.keep.er . . . n -

El.e.at.ic . . . adj . . .
— Eleatic n

. . adv
gate.way . . . n

16.1.2 An additional run-on entry sometimes follows:

— er.io.ne.ous.ly adv — er-rO-adj

16.2 A main entry may be continued after a lightface

dash by a boldface phrase containing the main entry
word or an inflected form of it. This also is a run-on
entry. It often is not in alphabetical order. It may or
may not have a functional label but it has a definition:

event

.

- in any event

:

16.3 A run-on entry is an independent entry with
respect to function and status. Labels at the main entry
do not apply unless they are repeated.

17. SYNONYMIES

17.1 Synonymous words are briefly discriminated in a
paragraph following the entry of one of the words of a
group. This paragraph is a synonymy and is signaled by
the boldface abbreviation syn indented.

17.2 Words considered in a synonymy refer a|Kheir own
alphabetical places to its location by running on the
boldface letters syn and the word:

decline n . . . syn see deterioration
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18. COMBINING FORMS

18.1 A main entry that begins or ends with a hyphen is

a word element that forms part of an English compound.
The identifying label, besides the hyphen, is comb Jorm
for "combining form", or if the element is used only as
an affix, the label is prefix or suljix. A suffix or terminal
combining form that always determines syntactic func-
tion is further identified by addition of a part-of-speech
label (as adj sujjix or n comb jorm):

eo- comb form
de- prefix
-derm . . . n comb jorm

18.2 This dictionary enters combining forms for two
reasons: chiefly to make easier the writing of etymolo-
gies of words in which they occur over and over again;
and to recognize meaningful elements that are constantly
being used to form new words not yet authenticated for
dictionary inclusion. A compound consisting of a known
word and a known combining form is not censurable
merely by being absent from the dictionary.

19. THE VOCABULARY ENTRY

19.1 The following definition appears at its own
alphabetical place in the dictionary;

vocabulary entry n : a word (as the noun book), hyphened or
open compound (as the verb book-match or the noun
book review), word element (as the affix pro-), abbreviation
(as agt), verbalized symbol (as Na), or term (as man in the
street) entered alphabetically in a dictionary for the purpose
of definition or identification or expressly included as an
inflectional form (as the noun mice or the verb saw) or as a
derived form (as the noun godlessness or the adverb global-
ly) or related phrase (as one lor the book) run on at its base
word and usu. set in a type (as boldface) readily distin-
guishable from that of the hghtface running text which de-
fines, explains, or identifies the entry

As defined, this term applies to all the entries as they are
printed alphabetically with or without hyphens, all their
boldface and italic variants (preceded by called also), all

the run-on entries, and all inflectional forms written out
in boldface.

20. PROPER NAMES

20.1 Names of human beings are not entered as such in
the main vocabulary. They are dictionary entries but are

Explanatory Notes

not classed as vocabulary entries. They are entered in
a separate section of back matter titled "Biographical
Names", containing surname and prenames, pronuncia-
tion and syllabic division, dates, epithets, nationality,
and occupation.

20.2 Names of places and geographic formations (as
rivers and mountains) are not entered as such in the
main vocabulary. They are dictionary entries but are not
classed as vocabulary entries. They are entered in a
separate section of back matter titled "A Pronouncing
Gazetteer", containing name, pronunciation and syl-
labic division, location by geographic or national rela-
tionship, and quantitative data (as population, area,
length, or height). Many entries run on derivative ad-
jectives and nouns (as Cuban) not given in the main
vocabulary if there are no extended senses.

20.3 Names of institutions of higher education are not
entered as such in the main vocabulary. They are dic-
tionary entries but are not classed as vocabulary entries.
They are entered in a separate section in the back matter
under the title "Colleges and Universities in the United
States and Canada", containing name, pronunciation
and syllabic division, location, kind of student body,
and earliest date.

20.4 Given names of persons are not entered as such in
the main vocabulary. They are dictionary entries but are
not classed as vocabulary entries. They are entered in two
lists in the back matter under the title "A Pronouncing
Vocabulary of Common English Given Names", con-
taining pronunciation and syllabic division, provenience,
and meaning if known.

21. ABBREVIATIONS

21.1 Abbreviations are not included as main entries in
the vocabulary but they are classed as vocabulary
entries. They are separately alphabetized in a section of
back matter titled "Abbreviations". For abbreviations
used in the dictionary chiefly as space savers see the
separate list "Abbreviations Used in This Work" pre-
ceding the first page of the vocabulary.

21.2 Symbols for chemical elements are included
alphabetically among the abbreviations in the back
matter.
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3 banana, collect, abut

9, 3 humdrum, abut

immediately preceding \l\, \n\, \m\, \r|\,

as in battle, mitten, eaten, and sometimes cap
and bells V'm-\, lock and key \-'ri-\; im-
mediately following \1\, \m\, \r\, as often
in French table, prisme, titre

ar. . . .operation, further, urger

^^"
[ as in two different pronunciations

'a-r f
°^ hurry \'h3r-e, "ha-reX

& mat, map, mad, gag, snap, patch

3 day, fade, date, aorta, drape, cape

SL bother, cot, and, with most American speak-
ers, father, cart

d, father as pronounced by speskers who do not
rhyme it with bother

aU . . .now, loud, out

b baby, rib

Cn . . .chin, nature \'na-ch3r\ (actually, this sound
is \t\ + \sh\)

U did, adder

e bet, bed, peck

6, ,6 beat, nosebleed, evenly, easy

e . . . .easy, mealy

I fifty, cuff

g go, big, gift

h . . . .hat, ahead

nW . .whale as pronounced by those who do not
have the same pronunciation for both whale
and wail

1 tip, banish, active

1 ... .site, side, buy, tripe (actually, this sound is

\a\ -I- \i\, or \a\ + \i\)

J job, gem, edge, join, judge (actually, this
sound is \d\ + \zh\)

k kin, cook, ache

k . . . . German ich, Buch

1 lily, pool

m. . . .murmur, dim, nymph

n no, own

•

O .

O .

oe.

oe

6i.

P •

r..

s ..

sh

t ..

th.

. . indicates that a preceding vowel or diphthong
is pronounced with the nasal passages open, as
in French un bon vin blanc \oe"-bo"-va"-blH"\

. .sing \'siri\, singer \'siQ-3r\, finger \'fir|-

g3r\, ink \"iQk\, thing \'thiQ\

. . bone, know, beau

. .saw, all, gnaw

. .French boeuf, German Holle

. .French feu, German Hohle

. . coin, destroy, sawing

. . pepper, lip

. .rarity

. .source, less

. .with nothing between, as in Shy, mission,
machine, special (actually, this is a single

sound, not two); with a hyphen between,
two sounds as in death's-head \'deths-,hed\

.tie, attack

.with nothing between, as in thin, ether
(actually, this is a single sound, not two);
with a hyphen between, two sounds as in

knighthood \'nit-,hud\

th . . .then, either, this (actually, this is a single

sound, not two)

U . . . .rule, youth, union \'yun-y3n\, few \'fyu\

U . . . .pull, wood, book, curable X'kyiir-a-balN

Ue ... German fiillen, hiibsch

lie . .French rue, German fiihlen

V . . . .Vivid, give

W . . . .we, away; in some words having final \(,)q\
a variant \3-w\ occurs before vowels, as in

\'fal-3-wiri\, covered by the variant \9(-w)\
at the entry word

y . . . .yard, young, cue \'kyU\, union \'yun-y3n\

^ ... .indicates that during the articulation of the

sound represented by the preceding character
the front of the tongue has substantially the

position it has for the articulation of the first

sound of yard, as in French digne \den>\

yu . . . youth, union, cue, few, mute

yU . . . curable, fury

Z . . . .zone, raise

Zh . . .with nothing between, as in vision, azure

\'azh-3r\ (actually, this is a single sound, not
two); with a hyphen between, two sounds as

in gazehound \'gaz-,haund\

For syllable-final \i\, \u\, see \i\, \vl\ in "Guide"

.slant line used in pairs to mark the beginning
and end of a transcription: \'pen\

.mark preceding a syllable with primary
(strongest) stress: \'pen-man-,ship\

.mark preceding a syllable with secondary
(next-strongest) stress: \'pen-m3n-,ship\

.mark of syllable division

( ) . . .indicate that what is symbolized between is

present in some utterances but not in others:

factory \'fak-t(3-)re\
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\j»\ when a stress mark (' or ,) stands at the begin-
* ning of the syllable in which it occurs, this

symbol, called schwa, is pronounced as in hud or nut
or the last syllable of aqueduct; when the syllable in

which it stands is without stress mark, it is pronounced
as in the first syllable of alone or occur or as in the
second syllable of colony or as in the last syllable of
abbot or jamous or sabbath or circus.

Formerly nearly all phonetic alphabets used for the
vowel of bud a symbol different from that for the vowel
of the second syllable of abbot, and some alphabets
still do. Some who are familiar only with these alphabets
find the use of \3\ in stressed syllables objectionable
when they encounter it for the first time. But use of

\3\ as a symbol for both unstressed and stressed vowel
is rapidly increasing, and abandonment of a separate
symbol for the vowel of bud parallels abandonment of
former symbols for half-long a, e, and o in whose stead
a, e, and o without stress mark are entirely adequate.
With \a-'b3t\ for abut compare ye-ze\ for easy, where
the same vowel symbol is used in both a stressed and
unstressed syllable.
The sound \3\ often intrudes between a vowel and a

following \1\ or \r\ in words whose orthography has
no letter answering to \a\, as in eel, aisle, mere, jlour.

On the other hand, words often pronounced with \3\
between a vowel and \1\ or \r\ and written with a
letter answering to \3\ may often or sometimes be
pronounced without \3\, as denial, betrayal, theory,
jlower, aeronaut, puerile, diary.

Many transcribers who record an epenthetic \3\
before \r\ completely or largely ignore the same epen-
thesis before \1\ and yet \3\ is often as distinctly

heard in'fruilty as in realty, cruelty, loyalty. In spite

of the fact that a context favorable to the presence or
the absence of \a\ in jlower is usually equally favorable
to the presence or the absence of \3\ in Hour, writers

of metered verse usually treat a vowel + \l\ or \r\
of words like denial and Jlower as freely either disyllabic

or monosyllabic but infrequently treat the vowel + \1\
or \r\ of words like aisle and flour as disyllabic. There-
fore the transcriptions in this book parenthesize \3\
in both Jlower and Jlour but show a hyphen before the

\3\ of Jlower and no hyphen before the \3\ of Jlour,

thus:

A variant pronunciation without hyphen before the \3\
(e.g., \'flau(.i)r\ at Jlower, \di-'ni(3)l\) is to be under-
stood for all words in whose transcription \(-3)\ oc-
curs, except in the sequence \3r(-3)l\ as at pearl. Words
transcribed with \(-3)\ before a word-final \1\ or
\r\ are more apt to retain the \3\ before a vowel-initial
word following without pause than words transcribed
only with \(3)\ in such position.

For such words as weary, eerie, which do not contain
any of the orthographic sequences ir, irr, yr, yrr, most
dictionaries of English show the first vowel as some-
thing other than the vowel of hid or the first vowel of
mirror, pyrrhic. American dictionaries have often used
for the first syllable of weary, eerie' thesame vowel
symbol as for the first syllable of Acar/iv \'we-ri\ or \'we-
re\, \'e-ri\ or \'e-re\ are indeed often heard from
speakers in the deep South. British dictionaries usually
snow the penult of these words as containing the vowel
of the penult of mirror and pyrrhic but as having,
unlike mirror and pyrrhic, \a\ between the \i\ and the
\r\: \'wi3ri\, \'i3ri\. Some observers of American
speech believe that many American speakers, especially
in the region east of the AUeghenies, consistently have,
like southern British speakers, \i3\ in the penult of
weary but only \i\ in the penult of mirror. Webster's
Third New International Dictionary usually shows no
more than what may be regarded as the two extremes of
variation of words like weary, \'wir-\ and \'wi;r-\,
leaving the third variant, \'wi3r-\, to be inferred. In
this CotlcKiate the pronunciation for weary is the less
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space-consuming formula \'wi(3)r-e\ (=\'wir-e,
\'wi3r-e\), leaving the variant \'we-re\ to be inferred.
We do not, however, transcribe \i(3)\ in all environ-
ments in which some transcribers do. For example,
\3\ following the \r\ often seems less conducive than
\e\ or \i\ following the \r\ to \i3\ before the \r\ in

American speech. We accordingly show only \i\ in

serum, appearance, although both apparently usually
have \i3\ in southern British speech and the first at

least often has \e\ in the deep South.
Certain disyllables, typically with only one inter-

vocalic r and with a or ai preceding and y or ie follow-
ing, as vary, Jairy, are usually shown as having \a3\,
\e3\, or \a\ in their penult and as differing from very
(with penultimate \3\) and carry (with penultimate
\a\). The treatment of vary ani Jairy in Webster's Third
New International Dictionary and in this book parallels
that of words like weary and eerie. We are less confident
than some observers, however, as to the extent and
consistency of the distinction that penultimate \3\
maintains between words like weary and vary on the
one hand and mirror, very, and carry on the other.
Sentence-final eerie, vary in "How utterly eerie!",
"They never vary" are more apt to be spoken with an
\3\-final penultimate diphthong in all varieties of
American speech than weaker-stressed very, Larry of
"not very good", "Larry Johnson". But we hear \3\
in words like very and Larry also when they are more
prominent, as when Very! is the whole of a sentence or
Larry is used vocatively.
No dialect of English appears to contain a class of

disyllables that contrasts with disyllables like Jury in

that the penult of the one class has \(y)u3\ or \(y)U\
whereas the penult of the other has \u\. Words like

Jury have traditionally been transcribed with \U\ or
\u3\ in the penult. Treatment in this book parallels
that for weary and vary.

For words of the type glory theusual transcription
in American dictionaries is witji \o\ or \6\, or both,
in the penult. We show both \o\ and \6\, and have a
degree of misgiving that \(3)\ might have been justi-

fiable after the first. At least beyond much doubt
\'glor-e\ is a better transcription than the often shown
\'glo-re\ for most speakers who have \o\ in the
penult, although \'glo-ri\, with more of a diphthongiz-
ing \u\ ending to the \o\ and with a more consonantal
\r\, is often used in the deep South.

In words of the type serious, various, Jurious, and
glorious, with antepenultimate rather than penultimate
stress, a diphthongizing \3\, although apparently usual
in southern British speech, is rare in most varieties

of U.S. speech and is not shown in this book. Thus
pairs like serious and Sirius are rarely distinguished in

this country except in the deep South, where Sirius
has first-syllable \i\ and serious may have first syllable

\e\, and the other three-syllable words mentioned have
the same vowel as the related two-syllable words.

In three of the four classes of antepenultimate-stress
words of which the foregoing statements are made — the
classes to which belong j(?no«5, various, and glorious—two
successive vowel sounds follow the \r\. Words in which
a single vowel sound follows usually do not exhibit the
same pronunciation pattern. Compare imperial but
imperative, posterior but posterity {experiment, how-
ever, may have \-'p'r-\, especially in less cultivated
speech, on the analogy of experience), hilarious but
hilarity (the latter never or rarely has \-'lar-\), vic-

torious but priority (the latter never or rarely has
\-'or-\). The u of security, however, is of the same^
quality as the u of curious.

\3\ (preceding \l\, \n\, \m\, \r|\; for ^ following
* \l\, \m\, \r\, see below \I'A, \m'\, \rA)

printed as a superior character means that a consonant
following it is a syllabic consonant, that is, a consonant
that immediately follows another consonant without
any vowel between, as in the second syllable of battle

\'bat-'^l\, eaten \'et-'^n\, and in one pronunciation of
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and as in cap and bells \,kap-'m-'belz\ and in lock and
key \,lak-'^r)-'ke\.

When the consonant next preceding the \l\ or \n\
of an unstressed syllable is other than \t\, \d\, \s\,
\z\, or (before \1\) \n\, there is room for doubt
whether the nucleus of the unstressed syllable is syllabic
\1\ or \n\ or is \3\ between the two consonants.
XA immediately following \l\, \m\, \r\ (used

only in words borrowed from French) indicates that
these sounds are like the -le, -me, and -re respectively
of French table, prisme, litre, all of which are ones
syllable words when so pronounced. In certain contexts
in French and, with speakers who know something of
the phonetics of French, in similar contexts in English,
words such as these for which the vocabulary may show
only \1'^\, \m'^\, \r'A have other variants. Illustrative
examples, with fully French transcriptions:

table X'tabl"'

—

one syllable; before a pause\
table \'tab

—

one syllable; also before a pause; most Jrequeiit in

rapid or informal speeclt\
la table est belle \la-ta-ble—bel—/OHr syllables; before a vowel

following without pause\
table de bois \la-bl3-da-bwa

—

four syllables; before a consonant
following witliout pause\

table de bois \tab-d3-bwa

—

three syllables; also before a conso-
nant following without pause; most frequent in rapid or in-

formal speech and in set phrasesX

X'gr.gj-X words like demurrer are so transcribed but
» in rapid speech the last syllable is much

weakened or lost.

\o\ as in mat, map, mad, gag, snap, patch. For the
" • vowel part of the words map, mad, gag most

dictionaries use the same symbol, although two ap-
preciably different vocalic sounds or sequences are
heard from some speakers and three from others. For
many speakers and for most items with other speakers
the differences are susceptible to the explanation that

one word has the sort of \a\ that occurs before \p\,
the second the kind of \a\ that occurs before \d\, and
the third the kind of \a\ that occurs before \g\. But
for some speakers whose two can's of "Let's can what
we can" are vocalically different such an explanation
does not suffice. The number of such otherwise identical

pairs consistently occurring in the speech of any one
speaker is small enough, however, so that we follow the
traditional practice of showing \a\ in mad and gag as
well as in map. Words of the type of vary, Carey, carious,
discussed in section on \3\, are reported by observers
of the speech of an area having New York City at its

northern perimeter and Washington, D.C., at its

southern, to have with a high percentage of speakers
a stressed vowel like that of mad, maddest as spoken
in the same area and to differ therein from words like

carry, whose stressed vowel is like that of map as
spoken in the same area. The discussion at the section
on \3\ provides clues to the identification of such words.

In words in which this dictionary shows only \ar\
some American speakers have \er\ instead, pronounc-
ing both marry and merry \'mer-e\.

\ o\ \ a\ the symbol \a\ represents the vowel
\a \ , \ a \ qc ^gi 2nd cod in the speech of those
who pronounce these words differently from caught
and cawed. The \a\ of some such speakers may vary
appreciably from the \a\ of other such speakers, the
\a\ of most Americans, for example, being articulated
with the lips not or little rounded and being fairly

long in duration before certain consonants. The \a\
of many southern British speakers, on the other hand,
is articulated with appreciable lip rounding and is short
in duration in all contexts. \a\ is to be understood,
however, as covering all pronunciations of cot, cod that
are different from caught, cawed.
The symbol \a\ represents the a of cart, card, father

in the speech of those who have for the a a sound dif-

ferent from the sound used for the o of cot, cod, bother.
Because speakers of American English who have a

sound requiring \a\ for its representation are a

decided minority, \4\ is sparingly used in vocabulary
transcriptions of English words (see last paragraph of
this section). In transcriptions of foreign words, as
French, \4\ indicates a vowel with an articulation be-
tween that of the vowel of English stack and that of
the most frequent American pronunciation of stock. In
British and British-dialect pronunciations, as at Scottish
daw, \4\ indicates a vowel of fairly long duration.
The four words stalk, stork, stock, stark conveniently

illustrate (with respect to the sound immediately follow-

ing the \t\) the variation in the pronunciation of these
and rhyming words in the English-speaking world as a
whole. With probably most American speakers stalk
and stork have after the \t\ the same vowel, for which
our symbol is \6\, and stock and stark both have after
the \t\ the same vowel, different from \<i\, for which
our symbol is \a\:

\6\ stalk, stork \i\ stock, stark

In the vocabulary, these and rhyming words are so
transcribed only, and departures from this pattern have
to be supplied from the paragraphs that follow.

In southern British speech the grouping for these
words is

stalk, stork; stock; stark

This grouping has been the traditional one for a long
period even in American dictionaries, and symbols of
the type \6\, \o\, and \aV respectively, have usually
been employed. But we strongly feel the desirability
of emphasizing the sameness in most American speech
of the vowels of stock and stark, and have no doubt
that an a-based symbol is much more acceptable in a
transcription of stock than an o-based in a transcription
of stark. Our vowel symbols for the southern British
pronunciation of these words would be

\6\ stalk, stork \a\ stock \a\ stark

With many speakers in eastern New England these
words group in one of the two following ways:

\6\ stalk, stork, stock \a\ stark

\6\ stalk, stork \6\ or \a\ stock \a\ stark

In both southern British and eastern New England
speech \a\ occurs in a small number of words not
having ar in the spelling and not shown with an \4\
variant in the vocabulary transcription. The commonest
of these are listed below.

In areas of the United States as disparate as western
Pennsylvania and the Far West the four words group

\6\ stork \a\ or \6\ stalk, stock \a\ stark

Another grouping, heard in the Southwest, is

\6\ stalk, stork, stark \a\ stock

With many in the New Orleans area either the grouping
is the same or stark belongs in a middle group, with
articulation between that of stalk, stork and that of
stock.

In dialects in which \a\ is to be understood instead
of the \a\ of our transcriptions, \a\ occurs in words of
the type of stark, hearken (in which the sound or
sound sequence used for ar, ear is followed by a con-
sonant), in words of the type of star (in which the
sound or sound sequence used for ar is followed by
pause when the word is sentence-final), in derivatives
of words like star (as starry, starred), and in words in
which a of the spelling is followed by a consonant
letter other than r and is not preceded by w or wh (thus
\i\ may be the value of the a in father, calm, Chicago
but not of the a in watch, what, swap: \a\ does occur,
however, in quaff, waft). \a\ occurs also, with more
consistency probably in southern British than in eastern
New England speech, in certain words in which \a\
is the usual American vowel and in most of which the
vowel is immediately followed by \f\, \th\, \s\ (but
not by \sh\), or by \n\ and a consonant. The follow-
ing words and word constituents are among the most
susceptible to the \a\ pronunciation. It is to be under-
stood for all of these items although in the vocabulary
it is shown only tor the dozen or so in which it occurs
with especially high frequency.

advance, advantage, aft, after, aghast, Alexander, answer, ask, aunt,
avalanche, bask, basket, bath, behalf, blanch, Blanche, blast, branch,
brass, calf, can't, cask, casket, cast, caste, caster, castle, castor, chaff,
chance, chancel, chancellor, chancery, chandler, chant, clasp, class,

craft, daft, dance, disaster, distaff, draft, draught, enchant, example,
fast, fasten, flabbergast, Flanders, flask, France, Frances, Francis,
gasp, ghastly, giraffe, glance, glass, graft, grant, -graph, grass, grasp,
half, halve, lance, last. lath, laugh, -mand, mask, mast, master, nasty,

pass, past, pastor, path, plant, plaster, prance, raft, rafter, rascal,

rasp, raspberry, repast, salve in), sample, sampler, Sanders^on),
shaft, shan't, slander, slant, staff, stanchion, supplant, task, trance,
transvantage, vast
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\a_--.j-\ is frequently the only variant shown or
* implied for words like player but when

stress is sufficiently weak, as in taxpayer, the variant
\e(-)3r\ or even \er\ occurs.

\jii"i\ as the sound of ow in now, ou in hud, and ou
"" * in out. The first element ranges in value from

\a\ through \a\ to \U\. In eastern Canada and along
the Atlantic coast of the U.S. from Virginia to South
Carolina a variety that may be symbolized \3u\ also

occurs before voiceless consonants. \au\ is used in the

vocabulary for all varieties.

\b\ as in babv, knob.

\ rh\ based on English orthography, for the sound
\*-'ll\ \t\ followed by the sound \sh\ in the same
syllable, as in chin, pitcher, jixture, exhaustion. The
sounds that come between the two vowels in the words
cha-cha (dance) and hotshot can in both cases be re-

garded as \t\ followed by \sh\ but as being in the same
syllable in the first (\'cha-,cha\) and distributed be-

tween the two syllables in the second (\'hat-,shat\).

For words of the type mention, essential, and pro-
vincial, transcriptions of the type \-n-shan\ and
\-n-sh3l\ have enjoyed a long tradition in dictionaries.

At least in American speech and in most common words
of this type \t\ almost always intrudes between the
\n\ and \sh\, and we transcribe \-n-ch3n\ and
\-n-ch3l\.
Words like picture, capture, in which a second stop

\k\ or \p\ precedes the stop \t\ of the sound complex
transcribed \ch\, are usually transcribed with the
equivalent of the symbols \-k-tsh3r\, \p-tsh3r\. But
these consonantal sequences are frequently simplified

to \-k-sh3r\, \-p-sh3r\, which are to be understood
as variants when not given. The \ksh\, \psh\ se-

quences are most frequent in the shorter of the two forms
that present participles of -cture and -pture usually
have, and the one-stop variants are usually shown for

these in the vocabulary.

correctness in pronunciation ^^/^p™^'^^^:

ciation is often used. Yet it is probable that many who
use the term would find it difficult to give a precise and
clear definition of the sense in which they use it. When
the essential facts are considered, correctness of pronun-
ciation must be a flexible term. It is perhaps as accurate
a definition as can be made to say that a pronunciation
is correct when it is in actual use by a sufficient number
of cultivated speakers. This is obviously elastic, depend-
ing both on knowledge — never accurately ascertain-

able — of the number of users, and on judgment as to

the cultivation of the speakers.
The standard of English pronunciation, so far as a

standard may be said to exist, is the usage that now pre-

vails among the educated and cultured people to whom
the language is vernacular; but since somewhat different

pronunciations are used by the cultivated in different

regions too large to be ignored, we must admit the fact

that uniformity of pronunciation is not to be found
throughout the English-speaking world, though there is

a very large percentage of practical uniformity.
The function of a pronouncing dictionary is to record

as far as possible the pronunciations prevailing in the
best present usage rather than to attempt to dictate what
that usage should be. In so far as a dictionary may be
known and acknowledged as a faithful recorder and
interpreter of such usage, so far and no farther may it be
appealed to as an authority.
There is a constantly increasing body of technical

terms which, being more often written than spoken, are
often called "book words". For many of these no
accepted usage can properly be said to exist, and their

pronunciations must be determined on the analogies of
words more often spoken, or according to the accepted
rules of pronunciation for the languages from which
they are derived.

\ r\\ as in dried, deduce.
»*^ * \d\ is often lost between \n\ and \z\ as in

mends and between \1\ and \z\ as Jields. Such in-

flected forms are not transcribed or entered simply in

order that such loss may be indicated.

HinVlthnnff<! diphthongal vowel sequences not
UipiiUHJiiga shown in the key line or key page

are used in the transcription of some interjections and
borrowings from foreign languages, as in \— , 'a{i)\ eh,

\'leu\ leu.

Hi<;«;imilatir>n often in some words in which oneuiddiiiiuauuii pronunciation variant contains two
or more identical or similar sounds another variant
lacks one of these sounds, by dissimilation. Thus there
is often no first \r\ in governor and surprise, no second
\r\ in paraphernalia, no first \n\ in government, and no
second \1\ in Wilhelmina. This tendency for one of such
sounds not to appear is so strong that the nonappear-
ance is frequent with the very best of speakers.
The nonappearance of one \r\ in governor, etc., is

frequent in the speech of those who regularly have \r\
in words like barn, cure, and hence is not to be explained
in the same way as is the nonappearance of the cor-
responding \r\ in the speech of r-droppers, who usually
do not have \r\ in barn and usually have \r\ in cure
only when a vowel sound follows. For governors, for ex-
ample, r-droppers usually say \'g3v-3-n3z\, with neither
of the two possible \r\'s present, whereas those who
have no first \r\ by dissimilation usually say X'gav-
a-n3rz\. /{-droppers' pronunciations are not shown
in the vocabulary of this dictionary.

divisions in pronunciations Iplich isuaii"
happen automatically when sequences of sounds are
uttered. Most syllables can be articulated properly by
articulating in order the sounds of a transcription that
makes no attempt to demarcate the syllables. However,
an attempt at complete syllable demarcation has been
traditional in American general dictionaries for so long
a time that an impression prevails that transcriptions
without it are incomplete. Out of deference to this

questionable but widely held belief this dictionary at-

tempts complete syllable demarcation. The syllabic in-

dication is in many specific instances, however, prosodic
rather than phonetic. A word like night is sharply
monosyllabic, and a word like winner or Moab is sharply
disyllabic, but words having a vowel sequence of which
unstressed \3\ is the final member fall in between, as the
variant of sower or sore with \o3\, the variant of sawer
or sore with \63\, and the variant oijlower or jlour with
\au3\. Phonetically these words are all parallel in that

all have variants without the \3\ and all are ambiguous
as to their syllabic content on a strictly phonetic basis.

A vowel or vowel sequence with \3\ alternatively pres-

ent or absent after it is usually freely treated in verse as

either disyllabic or monosyllabic when the spelling con-
tains a letter to which \3\ is referable and that letter is

in turn followed by r or / (as in sower, sawer, Jlower,
friar, fryer, real, vial), but such a vowel item is usually
treated as monosyllabic in verse when there is no such
letter (as in sore, reel, vile; whether -r and -/ words, as
soar and real, with vowel-letter sequences that in other
environments are capable of being digraphs, as in

soak, reap, fall prosodically in the flower or the flour
class is determined largely by etymology). In this dic-

tionary, accordingly, sore and flour are transcribed
\'so(3)r, •s6(3)r\ and \'flau(3)r\, respectively, with no
mark of syllable division, whereas sower, sawer, and
flower are transcribed \'so(-3)r\, \'s6(-3)r\, and
\'flau(-3)r\, respectively, with hyphen. For this last

group the variants \'so3r\, \'s63r\, and \'flau3r\,

with \3\ but without the hyphen and hence matching
variants given for the first group, are not shown but are

to be understood.
An exception to the disyllabic alternative in poetry

for transcriptions containing the item \(-3)\ are such
words as world, in the transcription of which \(-3)\ ap-
pears between \r\ and \1\ to make it clear that only
one of the two values of \3r\ heard in a word like worry
occurs in these words. Phonetically, however, the \'w3r-
3ld\ alternative is as disyllabic as is a word like moral.

\3\-final vowel sequences in other environments, as

in Goa, riot, may also vary in syllabic count in poetry but
do not raise the transcriptional problems that words
with r and / do (they would if our transcriptions cov-
ered the speech of r-droppers; compare Goa, gore).
Words like Goa and riot are transcribed with an un-
parenthesized hyphen before the \3\.

Items like strawy and the -stroy part of destroy also

raise a problem of syllable count. In the vocabulary,
however, the traditional interpretation of the syllables

in these has been followed.
Unanimity of opinion does not exist among linguists

and phoneticians as to the extent to which boundaries
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between words are recognizable on a purely phonetic
basis, without the help of context. It is possible in
transcription that does not attempt complete syllable
division and that employs a noncommittal placement of
stress marks (as over, under, or immediately preceding
a vowel) to avoid committing oneself where there is

doubt, but in the kind of transcription shown in this dic-
tionary such avoidance is not possible. The placement
of our marks of syllable division is based largely on an
accumulation of records of syllable divisions heard
between the vowels of two consecutive words at a point
other than the word boundary. Thus hearing a never- . . .

as an ever- . . ., and vice versa, in the interval that
elapses until further context makes the speaker's intent
clear (occasionally a speaker's intent is unclear even
after the addition of context) is cause for feeling that
a name and an aim are indistinguishable when both
have the same first vowel \3\, as they usually do, and
are without context or are in an ambiguous context.
Accordingly, the articulation of some sounds and se-
quences of sounds varies when their distribution at word
boundaries having no pause varies wliereas the articula-
tion of others does not. Though \n\ seems to sound the
same in a name and an aim, nt definitely does not seem
to sound in ten trips as it does in tent rips. Items like
\nt\, in vocabulary-transcription practice, can vary in
division in phonetic contexts otherwise identical; items
like \n\ cannot (two exceptions are noted in the next
paragraph). The syllabic placement of items, like \n\,
regarded as not subject to variation has been determined
thus: a consonant or consonant sequence that can
freely begin English words is put with the following
vowel if the preceding vowel is long or is^ unstressed
(\in-'d(y)U-sm3nt\ inducement, \'pa-stre\ pastry,
\3-'stnn-J3nt\ astringent); a single such consonant or
the first member of such a sequence is put with the
preceding vowel if that vowel is short and stressed
(X'bas-manX busman, \'ves-tre\ vestry); of a sequence
that cannot freely begin English words such right-hand
part^ as can be is put with the following vowel (X'fsr-
"stratX jirst-rate, \'han-,drit-3n\ hand-written). The
jreely here makes necessary several ad hoc decisions, as
the division \'yus-f3l\ useful in spite of English sphere
and division after rather than before the \s\ of \sth\
in callisthenics, esthetic in spite of English sthenic. On
the other hand, a few consonant sequences have been
made syllable-initial that do not begin thoroughly En-
glish words. A two-syllable pronunciation of admiral is

common but syllable-final \dm\ of the alternative
\'adm-r3l\ does not end English words and syllables
initial \mr\ of the alternative \'ad-mr3l\ does not
begin English words (the second alternative is shown).
\dl\ and \tl\ are placed at the beginning of a syllable
when certain consonants precede although the \dl\ and
\tl\ sequences do not occur initially in purely English
words (\'lan-,dlad-e\ landlady, \'d3k-tbs\ ductless).
In some environments \d\ and \t\ can be formed by
merely a closure of the articulating organs involved,
but after these certain consonants \d\ and \t\ require
a release or explosion to be heard at all and the release
takes place through the tongue opening for \1\. If \1\
is in a following syllable then the \d\ or \t\, it appears,
necessarily is too.
An occasional departure is made from these practices

when there is a variant proniinciation that requires a
different division: \'ez-(3-)le\ instead of_ the longer
'e-z3-le 'ez-le\ at easily, \,do-,mes-'tis-3t-e, d3-, ,da-\
instead of the longer last variant \,dam-,es-\ at
domesticity. Such liberties are taken only with conso-
nants and consonant sequences regarded as always
articulated the same in a given phonetic context. For
such differences as \i "lU-sivX for elusive but \il-'u-siv\
for illusive see the section on \i\.

It has been traditional practice in dictionaries not to
show a short vowel as the last sound in a stressed
syllable. But the \tr\ of Patrick is different with most
American speakers from the \tr\ of pat request, the \t\
of atoll is usually different from the last intervocalic
consonant in "not in all but at all". This dictionary
therefore contains such divisions as \'pa-trik\ at
Patrick and \'a-,t61\ at atoll.
When no \s\ precedes, \k\ or \p\ before a vowel

with less than primary stress is spoken with so much
less force than \k\ or \p\ before a vowel with primary
stress (compare microbe with crow) that its syllable
initialness is less likely to be felt, and such a \k\ or \p\
could be put with a preceding vowel. However, in
contexts the same in sounds and stress the pronuncia-
tion seems to be the same whether a word boundary

\e\

precedes or follows, and the system evolved for this
dictionary calls for such divisions as \'mi-,krob\
microbe, \'a-pr3l\ April.

as in bet, bed, and the first syllable of merry.
In words in which this dictionary shows only

\ar\ some American speakers have \er\ instead,
pronouncing both merry and marry \'mer-e\.

\ e\ ''^ '" ^''"'i head, as in the first syllable of easy,
*^' and, with most Americans, Canadians, and
Australians, as in the second syllable of easy. \i\ occurs
instead of unstressed \e\ as in easy in some dialects
(e.g., southern British).

\ g_3j-\ is frequently the only variant shown or im-
' ' plied for words like Jrcer, but when stress

is sufficiently weak, as in sightseer, the variant \i(-)3r\
or even \ir\ occurs.

fnrpion \x/r»rHc 'his dictionary shows a partiallyHJIC13U wuius pr completely anglicized pro-
nunciation for many foreign words and phrases for
which a full foreign pronunciation has traditionally been
given in dictionaries. For such entries the full foreign
pronunciation, if not alternatively shown, is usually an
acceptable variant. The speaker who is sufficiently con-
versant with the phonetics of a foreign language to be
capable and desirous of using the full foreign pronun-
ciation is unlikely to use an English dictionary as a
source. In foreign pronunciations all except the sim-
plest indications of length have been avoided. For the
same reasons the pronunciations of British dialect words
have often been somewhat anglicized. No special sym-
bol, for example, has been used for the vowel that oc-
curs in Scotland and northern England for the vowel of
words like cat.

FrPnrVl wnrH*; '^""^ French pronunciations are
1 i&ii^ii wvjiua shown without any stress marks,
as is the usual practice of transcribers of French.

\ l->\ as in hat, ahead. After voiceless fricatives alone
' * or preceded by another consonant {household,
bathhouse, jishhook, lo.xhole, selj-hclp), after the voice-
less affricate \ch\ (beachhead), after the voiceless stop
\k\ or \p\ alone or preceded by another consonant
{Lockheed, elkhound, sinkhole, trip hammer), after

the voiceless stop \I\ when preceded by another conso-
nant (pcsthouse, priesthood, felt hat), and possibly in

British speech after \t\ when not so preceded (rathole),

an \h\ that would be pronounced if what preceded
were omitted has a strong tendency to disappear. Since
the variant without \h\ often cannot be shown by
simply parenthesizing the \h\ (\'prest-,hud, 'pre-,stud\)
it has usually been omitted.

\hw\ "^^"^ '^°'^ ''^^ "'' °^ *>'"''. whale by speakers
• tvv \ whose whet and wet, whale and wail are not

pronounced the same.

\J\ as in bit, bid, here, hear. For \i\ preceding \j\,
* \g\, \k\, \r)\, \sh\, \ch\, \v\ (as in cabbage,

pfennig, attic, riding, jamish, spinach, active) in the same
unstressed syllable in the vocabulary, \eS, not shown,
is a frequent variant. Before the same sounds, except
possibly \r)\, \3\ is a much less frequent variant.
When in the vocabulary unstressed \i\ is the vowel of

the first of two successive syllables and there occurs be-
tween it and the following vowel a consonant or conso-
nant sequence that can be pronounced at the beginning
of a syllable, \i\ frequently has variants that are not
shown but are to be understood, and the range of the
variation depends on whether the consonant or se-

quence is placed in the syllable with the \i\ or is

placed in the following syllable. When \i\ is not final

in the syllable, \a\ is to be understood as a variant, as
in \il-'U-siv\ for illusive. When \i\ stands at the end of
its syllable, \3\ and \e\ as well are to be understood
as variants, as in \i-'lu-siv\ for elusive. When \t\ is the
intervocalic consonant, this convention is not to be
understood, since in our transcriptions a syllable-final
and a syllable-initial intervocalic \t\ represent two
markedly different sounds.

In some dialects of English, as southern British, \i\
is the usual vowel in most words in which this dictionary
shows \3\ answering to /, .v, or e in the spelling, as for
the 1 of rabbit, the e of duchess, and the y of syllabic.

See the section on \e\.
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\] \ as in try, light, guide, aisle. \i\ is a diphthong,
• not a single sound, with heaviest stress on the

first element. Its beginning position ranges from the
position for the \a\ heard in usk in eastern New En-
gland to the position for the unrounded \a\ heard from
most U.S. speakers for the vowel of hot, heart; its ending
position ranges from that for monophthongal \a\ to

that for \i\. In eastern Virginia and in an area of
Canada having Toronto as its metropolis, the position
of the first element before voiceless consonants is

approximately that of the \'a\ of nut. In the southern
U.S.. the second part of the \ai\ or \ai\ variety of the
diphthong may disappear, and finally and before voiced
consonants, less often before voiceless consonants, the
pronunciation may be simply \a\ or unrounded \il\,

as in \'wavz\ or \'wavz\ for wives.

perhaps less often \eQ\ are variants especially
in the southern U.S. These variants are not shown.

\ j\ as iny'ug, badge, dgile. \j\ is the sequence \d\
» J » and \zh\ pronounced in the same syllable, and

is probably different from the \dzh\ that occurs in one
pronunciation of bud gendarme, although words be-
ginning with \zh\ are so rare in English that there is

scant opportunity for the reaching of conclusions on
the basis of random listening.

\ 1^\ as for ch in German siech and Buch; a nons
»_> English voiceless fricative sound, made with
the tongue in a range of positions from approximately
that of the \k\ in English keep to that of the \k\ in

English cool but without closure.

\1\ as in leaj, loot, police, allude, feel, jool. The
* » range of articulation for \1\ in English is fairly

wide, but the variations are similar in most contexts in

the English-speaking world. An \l\, however, between
a preceding stressed vowel and a following unstressed
vowel often exhibits a striking dialectal difl'erence that
vocabulary transcriptions do not attempt to cover.
Most Americans, for example, pronounce Alice and
.•salad \'al-as\, \'sal-3d\ whereas in the South these
words ire widely pronounced \'a-lis\, \'sa-Ud\.

\ ~|\ as in maim, hammer, nymph; the usual articu-
» ^'' » lation of \m\ is with the lips in contact to form
a closure but when an \f\ or \v\ sound immediately
precedes or follows, the closure is made by the lower
lip against the upper front teeth, as in nymph, triumph,
triumvir, Ho.ljman(n). In this dictionary the \m\ of
words like chasm is treated as forming an extra syllable
(\'kaz-am\). Such pronunciations are the usual ones
in prose but other pronunciations occur and are to be
understood. Before a vowel in poetry a word like

chasm fits without jar into a line where a stressed mono-
syllable is required, since the \m\ can be pronounced
at the beginning of the syllable to which the following
vowel belongs: uhysm of time \3-,biz-mc)v-'tIm\.
Similar pronunciations before a vowel are heard,
though less frequently, in prose, especially when the
vowel preceding the \m\ has only secondary stress, as
in enthusiasm of the crowd. In poetry a monosyllabic
pronunciation of a word-final vowel and -sm is also
sometimes required before a pause or a consonant, and
before the latter at least may be accomplished by using
a pronunciation like that which occurs in some contexts
for -sme words in French, as in abvsni below \3-,bizm'-
ba-'lo\.

\n\ as in known, manly, enrage, tenth.

\n\ indicates that the preceding vowel is pro-
» » nounced through the nose, that is, with the
velum lowered and the nostrils open at the back.

ng see section on \ri\.

\ n\ ''^ '" hung yhar]\, hanger yhar|-3r\, anger
* J * \'aQ-g3r\, .singer \'sir]-ar\, linger \'fir]-g3r\.
The sound of the ng in hang and of the n in anger is a
single sound not the sound \n\ followed by the sound
\g\, although the transcription \ng\ for this single
sound is used in some of the smaller members of this

series to avoid the use of characters that are not letters
of the ordinary English alphabet.

\ fp\ ^^ '" '^'^"'^fi bauj, German Holle; \(e\ can be
» ^^^ * approximated by pronouncing \e\ with
moderately rounded lips. This and \oe\_are variously
anglicized in English. In a few words \o\ is frequent,
as in the surname Loeb. Among those who do not drop
r, \'3r\ is frequently heard, less often \'a\ (KSchel,
surname of a musicologist who assigned opus numbers
to Mozart's works, is constantly made an exact rhyme
of circle by announcers for radio classical-music pro-
grams!. Those who drop r, and some even who do not,
often use the same pronunciation as for the or of work.
\'3(r)\ is frequently the transcription in anglicized
pronunciations in this dictionary, as at disease.

\~r£,\ ''^ '" French jeu, German Hohlc; \oe\ can be
^ * approximated by pronouncing \a\ with
strongly rounded lips.

\r\\\ as in coin, boy. In the southern U.S. and
* chiefly before a consonant in the same word

the second element is sometimes lost or replaced by \3\.
It is problematic whether phonetically the sequence of
sounds represented by the spelling strawy is disyllabic
whereas the sequence represented by the -stroy of
destroy is monosyllabic; prosodically however the
sequences are usually so treated and the vocabulary
puts a parenthesized hyphen in the respelling of
strawy.

nrpQpnt nartirinlpQ ">^ny present participles are
prCbeill pdrULipiCi pronounced in the vocab-
ulary in order to show such variations as that between
the two-syllabled and the three-syllabled pronunciation
of flickering. In these pronunciations only \ir)\ is shown
for the ending but other variants occur, see the entry
-ing in the vocabulary.

\ ^.X as in rid, arouse, merry as pronounced by all

* ^ » speakers of standard JEnglish, and as in one
pronunciation of carbarn, lizard, bare, murder. In some
dialects, as those of eastern New England, the south-
eastern U.S., and southern England, words of the type
of the last three, in which r occurs at the end of a word
(often before a silent e) or before a consonant, are
not, at least in some contexts, pronounced with an \r\.

See the section on dissimilation.

\o\ as in so, less, lesser.
* » Presenting difficulty is the transcription of

the .V of words like abstain, teamster, instigate, which
is preceded by a voiced consonant and followed by a
voiceless one that starts out like a \z\ but ends up like

an \s\. This dictionary follows tradition and transcribes
\s\, except when .9 is clearly the final member of a word
component, as in foolscap.
When an 5 of the spelling is followed by letters whose

pronunciation is \ch\, as in mischiel, digestion, both
\s\ and \sh\ occur for the .9. The articulatory position
of the vowels \e\, \i\, \a\, \e\ is closest to that of

\sh\ and the \sh\ variant is limited to words in which
one of those four vowels precedes.

<;pmimlon "dually a comma separates variant pro-
aciliicoivjii nunciations, but a semicolon separates
a partially transcribed variant on the right of it that

is not meant to be read with a variant on the left of it: at

dengue the semicolon in X'deg-ge; 'deq-.ga, 'den-\ sig-

nifies that \'den-\ goes with the \ ,ga\ variant only.

_ojo -cian ''^ '" magnesia, Andalusia. For many
-sia, -ataii words ending in -sia as many as _ten

variants for the ending occur: Xzha. zhe-a, sha, she-a,

chiefly Brit zi-3, zya, zhya, si-a, sya, shya\. An especially

wide range of variants occurs for many words in -sian.

c+_pcc the stress shown for words in the vocabulary
all CSS

jj usually that borne by the word when it is

pronounced by itself without context. In context, how-
ever, a word may have a different stress pattern. In
particular, adjectives that in isolation are pronounced
with a primary stress on a syllable except the first

and that have preceding this primary stress a syllable

with secondary stress or a vowel followed by two or
more consonants, in context (as when they are attribu-

tive or sentence-initial) undergo a reduction of the

primary stress to secondary; retain a secondary stress

that precedes or undergo a change of it to primary; or
acquire either a secondary or a primary stress on a
preceding syllable on which no stress is indicated in
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the vocabulary. When such words are spoken with
emphasis, the primary stress may be retained and a
second primary stress pronounced ahead of it:

The therapy was .bene'ficial
The story was fic'titious
This proved ,bene,ricial {or 'bene.ficial) therapy
An obviously ,ric,titious {or 'fictitious) story
'Bene.ficial for , Bene.ficial or 'Bene'fician as the therapy was . .

.

'Fic.titious {or .Fic.titious or 'Fic'titious) though the story is . .

.

Other parts of speech that in isolation have a primary
stress on the last syllable may undergo the same kind
of stress variation:

'Al.giers {or 'Al'giers), site of the trouble . .

.

cvmlir»1 numfc 'he terms bar, one-dot, and two^syiilUUl immcb
^o, (.an be used with the name of

a character in this way: \a\ is "bar a", \th\ is "bar
t-h", \6\ is "one-dot o", \U\ is "two-dot u". Symbols
with no modifier are plain: \a\ is "plain a", \i\ is

"plain i" because the dot is not a modifier.

\ 4-\ as in tights, attend, Atlantic.
» " * In some positions (as when a stressed vowel
precedes and an unstressed vowel follows) the con-
sonant represented by a r or tt in the spelling is widely
pronounced in the U.S. the same as d or dd would be
pronounced in the same context, with resultant leveling
of pairs like latter and ladder. If there were in English in
addition to the word mediator the three words metiador,
mediador, metiator, all with \'e\ and \,a\, many would
pronounce all four exactly alike. Such leveling is not
indicated in vocabulary transcriptions. Because, how-
ever, the consonant sound that causes it can be treated
as a syllable-final \d\, the leveling is frequently sug-
gested by placing a \t\ at the end of the syllable con-
taining a preceding vowel rather than at the beginning
of l\\s syllable containing a following vowel, as in
\'kwot-3\ quota, \'fat-'l\ jatal. Divisions like \'kwo-
taS, traditional when a long vowel precedes the con-
sonant, are realistic enough for some dialects (e.g.,

southern British) but are misleading for the usual
American pronunciation.
The sound that often makes latter and ladder the same

in pronunciation does not occur in standard speech in
words like enter (different from ender), and yet the
traditional division \'en-t3r\ is as unrealistic for most
American pronunciation, as is \'kwo-t3\. \'ent-3r\ is

better, and in fact even in standard rapid speech the
\t\ may not be present at all, with consequent leveling
of such pairs as winter, winner.

\ fU\ \tli\ ^^^ basic difference between \th\ as

either is that the first is pronounced without and the
second with vibration of the vocal cords.

\ u\ *^'^ symbol, used in most diacritical alphabets
* " • for the sounds following the \f\ of jew and
often for the sounds between the \f\ and \r\ of jury,
is replaced in this dictionary by \yu\ and \yu\, which
are not only phonetically more realistic but also trans-
criptionally more economical in permitting the showing
of two variants by parenthesization, as in \'n(y)u\ for
new.

\ |j\ as in pull, wood, injurious. \u\ is usually shown
* " • as the second part or ending position of the
diphthong of loud but in most articulations a point this
hi]gh is not reached, the ending position being closer to
\o\. Diphthongs with the same second member and
various first members are used by some speakers instead
of a vowel + \1\ sequence when what follows the
potential \1\ is one of the consonants \b\, \f\, \k\,
\m\, \p\, \v\, as in \'seuf\ for selj and \'fium\ for
yWrn, Such \u\ variants are not shown in the vocabulary.
A \u\ that is the last character in an unstressed

syllable is to be understood as having multiple value.
When a consonant stands at the beginning of the next
syllable, _\0\ equals \U\, \u\, and \a\, as in \byu-
rak-r3-se\ at bureaucracy. When a vowel stands at the
beginning of the next syllable, \u\ equals \U\, \u\.

and \3w\, as in \ytJ-'an-3-m3s\ at euonymus (the
division \y3-'wan-3-mas\ is to be understood for the
third variant).

\ ||\ as in rule, moon, jew \'fyu\, union \'yun-y3n\.
\ " \ The sequences \lyu\, \syU\, and \zyu\ in
the same syllable are rare in American speech and are
not shown in this dictionary. They are heard more often
in British speech, where they are used in words, most
of them of Latin or Greek origin, that have in the spell-
ing a vowel item other than oo or ou, as ew of lewd, eu
of pseudo, u of presume, ui of suit.

\ 1e\ ^^ '" German jiillen, hiibsch; \ie\ can be
* * approximated by pronouncing \i\ with mod-
erately rounded lips.

\T^\ as in French rue, German jUhlen; \ie\ can
' * be approximated by pronouncing \e\ with
strongly rounded lips.

\ii_3r\ is frequently the only variant shown or
* implied for words like wooer, viewer, but

when stress is sufficiently weak, as in horseshoer, the
variant \u(-)3r\ or even \ur\ occurs.

\y\ as in vote, level, give. Under the assimilative
» influence of a following \'^m\, the lip-teeth

sound \v\ may have as a variant the two-lip sound
\b\, as in give 'em, government. This variant, not shown
in the vocabulary, is widely believed to be confined to
substandard speech.

\ vv \ Words like strenuous and silhouette are often
transcribed in some such fashion as \'stren-yu-3s\,
\,sil-u-'et\. But silhouette and Scylla wet as usually
pronounced have the same sounds in them, and in an
ambiguous context in which the two would be stressed
the same could not usually be distinguished. The sim-
plest way to show this identity is to retain the traditional
transcription for Scylla and to transcribe silhouette
\,sil-3-'wet\, as this dictionary does.

\Yyy\ as hu in French huile or u in French nuit.
« \w>'\ can be approximated by rounding the

lips as for \w\ while the tongue makes the articulation
for \y\.

\y\ for words of the type of exact, exult, in which
» the sounds that correspond to the x of the

spelling are preceded by an unstressed and followed by
a stressed vowel, the vocabulary usually shows only
the value \gz\ for the x. For such words some speakers
have \ks\ instead.

as in yard, yours, European \,yur-3-'pe-3n\,
cue \'kyu\, union \'yun-y3n\.

not a symbol for a sound but a diacritic used
in transcriptions of foreign words only to sig-

nify a modification of the sound of the preceding
symbol by articulating the sound while the tongue is in
approximately the position for the sound \y\, with
the tip behind the lower front teeth.

Frequently at the end of the articulation of \n^\
or \P\ an independent \y\ sound is heard, without
anything else accompanying, \n''y\, VyN, but it is

usually considered unnecessary to transcribe this offs

glide.

\ Vli\ \vi'l\ these two transcriptions replace the
XJ'UX, \jfU\ ypf previous editions of this dic-

tionary, \yii\ occurring before \r\ as in European and
\yu\ elsewhere as in unity. These two transcriptions
not only better display the nature of the sounds but
also make it possible to show two pronunciations for a
word like new simply by parenthesizing, \'n(y)U\.

\j\ as in zone, jreezer, raise. On the sound of the
^ * s in words like abstain, teamster, instigate, see

the section on \s\.

\y\

\A



ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS WORK
For a more extensive list see "Abbreviations" following the vocabulary

A Agricultural
aft about
abbr abbreviation
abl ablative
Acad Academy
ace accusative
act active
A.D anno Domini
adi adjective
aav adverb
AF Anglo-French
Airik Afrikaans
Azric Agriculture
Ala Alabama
Alb Albanian
Alia Alberta
alter alteration
a.m ante meridiem
Am America,

American
AmerF American French
Amerind American Indian
AmerSp American Span-

ish
anc ancient, anciently
anthropol .... anthropologist
aor aorist
Ar Arabic
Aram Aramaic
archaeol archaeologist
Ariz Arizona
Ark Arkansas
Arm Armenian
art article

Assyr Assyrian
asiron astronomer,

astronomy
attrib attributive
atly attorney
aug augmentative
Austral Australian
Av Avestan
AV Authorized Ver-

sion

b bom
Bab Babylonian
bacteriol bacteriologist
B.C. before Christ,

British Colum-
bia

Belg Belgian
Beng Bengalese
Bib Biblical
Bret Breton
Brit Britain, British
bro brother
Bulg Bulgarian

C centigrade, Col-
lege

Calij California
Canad Canadian
CanF Canadian French
Cant Cantonese
cap capital, capital-

ized
capt captain
Catal Catalan
caus causative
Celt Celtic
cen central
cent century
cgs centimeter-gram*

second
chem chemist
Chin Chinese
Co company, county
coed coeducational
Colo Colorado
comb combining
compar comparative
Conjed Confederate
conj conjunction
Conn Connecticut
constr construction
contr contraction
Copt Coptic
Corn Cornish
criminal criminologist

d died
D Dutch

/ Dan Danish
dat dative
dau daughter
D.C. District of Co-

lumbia
def definite
Del Delaware
deriv derivative
dial dialect
dim diminutive
disc discovered
Dor Doric
Dr Doctor
dram dramatist

22a

E east, eastern,
English

econ economist
Ed Education
educ educator
e.g exempli gratia
EGmc East Germanic
Egypt Egyptian
emp emperor
Eng England, English
Esk Eskimo
esp especially
Eth Ethiopic
ethnol ethnologist

F Fahrenheit,
French

fem feminine
Finn Finnish
// floruit (L. flour-

ished)
Fla Florida
Flem Flemish
Jr from
Fr French
Jreg frequentative,

frequently
Fris Frisian
Jt feet
Jut future

G German
Ga Georgia
Gael Gaelic
gen general, genitive
Ger German
Gk Greek
Gmc Germanic
Goth Gothic
gov governor
govt government
Gr Brit Great Britain

Heb Hebrew
hist historian
Hitt Hittite
Hung Hungarian

/ island
Ice! Icelandic
IE Indo-European
/// IlUnois
imit imitative
imper imperative
incho inchoative
Ind Indiana
indef indefinite
indie indicative
injin infinitive
Inst Institute

interj interjection
. .intransitive

Ion .ionic
IrGael Irish Gaelic
irreg irregular
ISV International Sci-

entific Vocabu-
lary

It, Ital Itahan

Jap Japanese

L Latin
La Louisiana
LaF Louisiana French
LG Low German
LGk Late Greek
LReb late Hebrew
/// literally

Lith Lithuanian
LL Late Latin
loc locative

m miles
M Mechanical
Man Manitoba
manuj manufacturer
masc masculine
Mass Massachusetts
math mathematician
Md Maryland
MD Middle Dutch
Me Maine
ME Middle English
Med Medical
meteorol meteorologist
Mex Mexican
MexSp Mexican Spanish
MF Middle French

MFlem Middle Flemish
MGk Middle Greek
MHG Middle High

German
Mich Michigan
mil military
min minister
Minn Minnesota
MIr Middle Irish
Miss Mississippi
ML Medieval Latin
MLG Middle Low Ger-

Mo Missouri
modif modification
Mont Montana
MPer Middle Persian
MS manuscript
MSw Middle Swedish
mt mountain
Mt Mount
MW Middle Welsh

naut nautical
N.B New Brunswick
N.C North Carolina
N.Dak North Dakota
NE northeast, north-

eastern
Nebr Nebraska
neut neuter
Nev Nevada
NewEng New England
Njld Newfoundland
hIGk New Greek
NGmc North Germanic
N.H New Hampshire
NHeb New Hebrew
t^.J New Jersey
f'^L New Latin
1^. Mex New Mexico
A^o North
nom nominative
nonstand nonstandard
Norw Norwegian
nov novelist
n pi noun plural
N.S Nova Scotia
N^ northwest, north-

western
N.Y. New York
IVYC New York City
N.Z New Zealand

obs obsolete
occas occasionally
OE Old English
OF Old French
OFris Old Frisian
OHG Old High Ger-

Orr Old Irish
Olt Old Italian
Okla Oklahoma
OL Old Latin
ON Old Norse
ONF Old North

French
Ont Ontario
OPer Old Persian
OPg Old Portuguese
opp opposite
OProv Old Provencal
OPruss Old Prussian
Oreg Oregon
orig originally
ORuss Old Russian
OS Old Saxon
OSlav Old Slavic
OSp Old Spanish
OSw Old Swedish

Pa Pennsylvania
PaG Pennsylvania

German
part participle
pass passive
P.E.I. Prince Edward

Island
Pek Pekingese
Per Persian
perf perfect
perh perhaps
pers person
Pg Portuguese
philos philosopher
physiol physiologist
pi plural
p.m post meridiem
Pol Polish
polit political, polld-

bec
prec preceding
prep preposition
pres present, president
prob probably
proj professor
pron pronoun
pronunc pronunciation
Prov Provengal
prp present participle
Pruss Prussian
pseud pseudonym
psychol psychologist

.QuebecQue .

R.C. Roman Catholic
redupl reduplication
rejl reflexive
R.I. Rhode Island
Rom Roman,

Romanian
rpm revolutions per

minute
RSV Revised Stand- •

ard Version ^.-^

Russ Russian '
,*

S south, southern -.

Sask Saskatchewan
Sc Scotch, Scots
S.C South Carolina
Scand Scandinavian
ScGael Scottish Gaelic
Sch School
Scot Scottish
S.Dak South Dakota
SE southeast,

southeastern
secy secretary
Sem Seminary,

Semitic
Serb Serbian
Shak Shakespeare
sing singular
Skt Sanskrit
So South
sociol sociologist
Sp, Span Spanish
specif specifically
sp.gr specific gravity
sg square
St Saint, Sainte
Ste Sainte
substand substandard
Sudan Sudanese
superl superlative
Sw, Swed . . . .Swedish
SiV southwest,

southwestern
syn synonym

Tag Tagalog
Tech Technology
Tenn Tennessee
Tex Texas
theol theologian
Theol Theological
Toch Tocharian
Toch A Tocharian A
Toch B Tocharian B
trans transitive,

translation
treas treasurer
Turk Turkish

U University
U.A.R United Arab Re-

public
U,N United Nations
US United States
USSR Union of Soviet

Socialist
Republics

usu usual, usually

V verb
Va Virginia
var variant
vb verb
vi verb intransitive
VL Vulgar Latin
voc vocative
vt verb transitive
Vt Vermont

W Welsh, west,
western

Wash Washington
WGmc West Germanic
Wis Wisconsin
W. Va West Virginia
Wyo Wyoming

zool . zoologist
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a a

' A <

la \'a\ n, often cap, often attrib 1 a : the first

letter of the English alphabet b ; a graphic
representation of this letter c : a speech
counterpart of orthographic a 2 : the tone A
3 : a graphic device for reproducing the letter

a 4 : one designated a esp. as the first in

order or class 5 a ; a grade rating a student's
work as superior in quality b : one graded or
rated with an A 6 ; something shaped like

the letter A
aa \3, (')a\ indefinite article [ME, fr. OE
an one — more at one] 1 — used as a function

word before singular nouns when the individual in question is un-
specified <a man overboard) and before number collectives and
some numbers <a dozen); used before words beginning with a
consonant sound 2 a : one <swords all of a length) b : the same
<birds of a feather) 3 : any <.a man who is sick can't work) 4 [by
folk etymology fr. ^a] : in, to, or for each <twice a week)

3a \a\ prep [ME. fr. OE a-, an, on} chiefly dial : on, in. at
4a \a, (')a\ vb [ME, contr. of have} archaic : have <God '^ mercy)
5a \a\ prep [ME, by contr ] archaic : of <the time ^ day)
la- prefix [ME. fr. OE] 1 ; on : in : at <abed) 2 : in (such) a
state or condition (afire) 3 : in (such) a manner <aloud) 4 ; in
the act or process of (gone o-hunting)

2a- or an- prefix [L & Gk; L. fr. Gk — more at UN-] : not : without
(asexual) — a- before consonants other than h and sometimes even
before h, an- before vowels and usu. before h (ahistorical) (anastig-
matic) (flnhydrate)

-a n suffix [N L. fr. -a (as in magnesia) ] ; oxide (thoria)

aard-vark \'ard-.vark\ n [obs. Afrik, fr. Afrik aard earth + vark
pig] : a large burrowing nocturnal African mammal (Orycteropus
afer of the order Tubulidentata) that has extensile tongue, powerful
claws, large cars, and heavy tail and feeds on ants and termites

aard.wolf \-,wulf\ n [Afrik, fr. aard + wolf} : a maned striped
mammal {Proieles cristata) of southern and eastern Africa that
resembles the related hyenas and feeds chiefly on carrion and insects

Aar-on X'ar-an, "er-V n [LL, fr. Gk Aaron, fr. Heb Ah&ron} ; a
brother of Moses and high priest of the Hebrews

Aa>roti>ic \a-'ran-ik, e-\ adj 1 : of or stemming from Aaron
2 : of or relating to the lesser Mormon order of priesthood
Ab \'ab. 'av, '6v\ n [Heb Abh} : the 11 th month of the civil year or
the 5th month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar

ab- prefix [ME, fr. OF & L; OF. fr. L ab-. abs-, a-, fr. ab, a — more
at of] ; from : away : off (aftaxial) (ai>striction)

aba \3-'ba\ n [Ar 'aba''} 1 ; a fabric woven from the hair of camels
or goats 2 : a loose sleeveless outer garment worn by Arabs

ab<a>ca \,ab-3-'ka\ n [Sp abacd. fr. Tag abakd} 1 : a fiber ob-
tained from the leafstalk of a banana (Musa textilis) native to the
Philippines 2 : the plant that yields abaca
aback \3-'bak\ adv \ archaic : backward, back 2 ; in a position
to catch the wind upon the forward surface of a square sail 3 : by
surprise : unawares
aba-cus X'ab-s-kss. 3-'bak-3s\ n,

pi aba>ci \'ab-5-,sT, -,ke; a-'bak-
,T\ or aba-cus-es [L, fr. Gk
abak-, abax, lit., slab] 1 ; a slab
that forms the uppermost member
or division of the capital of a
column 2 : an instrument for
performing calculations by sliding
counters along rods or in grooves
labaft \a-'baft\ adv Va- + baft

aftl] ; toward or at the stem : aft
zabalt prep : to the rear of : behind; specif : toward the stem from
ab*a>lo>ne \,ab-3-'lo-ne\ n [AmerSp abulon} : any of a genus
(Haiioris) of rock-clinging gastropod moUusks having a flattened
shell of slightly spiral form that is lined with mother-of-pearl and
has a row of apertures along its outer edge
laban-don \3-'ban-d3n\ vl [ME abandounen, fr. MF abandoner, fr.

abandon, n.. surrender, fr. a bandon in one's power] 1 ; to give up
with the intent of never again claiming a right or interest in 2 : to
withdraw from often in the face of danger or encroachment (-^
ship) 3 : to withdraw protection, support, or help from : desert
4 : to give (oneself) over to a feeling or emotion without check,
restraint, or control 5 a : to cease from maintaining, practicing or
using b ; to cease intending or attempting to perform — aban-
don<er n — abaii<don>ment \-m3nt\ n
syn desert, forsake: abandon stresses leaving a person or thing

entirely at the mercy of someone or something; desert implies
terminating an occupation, companionship, or guardianship, and
often implies culpable leaving of a post of duly; forsake implies a
breaking off of a close association by repudiation or renunciation
syn see in addition relinquish

3 abut; °r kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; f) sing; 5 flow; b flaw; 6i coin; til tliin; t^ this;

abacus 2

sabandon n l : a thorough yielding to natural impulses 2 : en-
thusiasm, exuberance
aban*doned \a-'ban-dsnd\ adj ; wholly free from restraint and esp
moral restraint

k has \a-'ba\ [F] : down with
abase \3-"bas\ vt [ME abassen, fr. MF abaisser, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) +
(assumed) VL bassiare to lower] 1 archaic : lower, depress
2 : degrade, humble — abase<ment \-'ba-sm3nt\ n
syn demean, debase, degrade, humiliate: abase suggests losing

or voluntarily yielding up dignity or prestige; demean implies losing
or injuring social standing by an unsuitable act or associadon;
debase implies a deterioration of moral standards or character;
degrade suggests the taking of a step downward sometimes in rank
but more often on the road to moral degeneration; humiliate im-
plies the severe wounding of one's pride and the causing of deep
shame
abash \3-'bash\ vt [ME abaishen. fr. (assumed) MF abaiss-, abair
to astonish, alter, of MF eslmir, fr. ex- + bair to yawn — more at
abeyance] : to destroy the self-possession or self-confidence of
: disconcert syn see embarrass — abash>ment \-msnt\ n

abate \3-'bat\ vb [ME abaten, fr. OF abattre to beat down — more
at rebate] vt 1 ; to put an end to : nullify <^ a nuisance)
2 a : to reduce in degree or intensity : diminish b : to reduce in
value 3 : deduct, omft 4 a : to beat down or cut away so as to
leave a figure in relief b obs : blunt 5 : deprive -^ vi 1 : to de-
crease in force or intensity : subside 2 a : to become defeated
or become null or void b ; to decrease in amount or value —
abat-er n
syn subside, wane, ebb: abate stresses the idea of progressive

diminishing (winds are abating^ subside implies the ceasing of tur-
bulence or agitation (after the panic had subsided) wane suggests
the fading or weakening of something good or impressive {waning
enthusiasm) ebb suggests the receding of something that commonly
comes and goes {ebbing vitality) syn see in addition decrease
abate>ment \3-'bat-m3nt\ n 1 : the act or process of abating ; the
state of being abated 2 : an amount abated; esp : a deduction from
the full amount of a tax

ab*a>tis \'ab-3-,te, 'ab-at-3s\ n, p/ab*a*tis \-3-,tez\ or ab-a>tis-es
\-at-3-s3z\ [F. fr, abattre} : a defensive obstacle formed by felled
trees with sharpened branches facing the enemy
A battery n i a battery used to heat the filaments or cathode heaters
of electron tubes

ab>at<toir \'ab-3-,twar\ n [F, fr. abattre} : slaughterhouse
ab>ax.i.al \(')a-'bak-se-3l\ adj ; situated out of or directed away
from the axis

ab-ba.cy \'ab-3-se\ n [ME abbatie, fr. LL abbatia} : the office,
dignity, jurisdiction, or term of tenure of an abbot
Ab*bas>id \a-'bas-3d\ n : a member of a dynasty of caliphs
(750-1258) claiming descent from Abbas the uncle of Mu-
hammad

ab>ba>tiai Va-'ba-shal, a-\ adj : of or relating to an abbot, abbess,
or abbey

ab>be \a-'ba. 'ab-,a\ n [F, fr. LL abbat-, abbas} : a member of the
French secular clergy in major or minor orders — used as a title

ab*bess \'ab-3S\ n [ME abbesse, fr. OF. fr. LL abbatissa, fem. of
abbat-, abbas} : a woman who is the superior of a convent of nuns

Abbe-Vil.li.an \ab-'vil-e-an, ,ab-3-'vil-\ adj [Abbeville, France]
; of or relating to an early lower Paleolithic culture characterized
by bifacial stone hand axes
ab'bey \*ab-e\ n [ME. fr, OF abaie, fr. LL abbatia abbey, fr.

abbat-, abbas} 1 a : a monastery ruled by an abbot b : a convent
ruled by an abbess 2 : an abbey church syn see cloister

ab-bot \'ab-3t\ n [ME abbod, fr. OE, fr. LL abbat-, abbas, fr. LGk
abbas, fr. Aram abba father] : the superior of an abbey for men

ab.bre-Vi-ate \3-'bre-ve-,at\ vt [ME abbreviaten, fr. LL abbrevia-
tus, pp. of abbreviare — more at abridge] : to make briefer

: shorten; specif : to reduce (as a word or phrase) to a shorter
form intended to stand for the whole syn see shorten— ab-bre«vi-
a»tor \-,at-3r\ n

ab>bre>vi-a>tion \3-,bre-ve-'a-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or result of
abbreviating : abridgment 2 : a shortened form of a word or
phrase used for brevity esp. in writing in place of the whole
ABC \.a-(,)be-'se\ n, pi ABC's or ABCs \-'sez\ 1 : alphabet —
usu. used in pi. 2 B. i the rudiments of reading, writing, and
spelling — usu. used in pi, b : the rudiments of a subject

ABC soil n : a soil that has a well-differentiated profile with distinct

A-, B-, and C-horizons
ab-di>ca>ble \'ab-di-k3-bal\ adj: that may be abdicated
ab<di>cate \'ab-di-,kat\ vb [L abdicatus, pp. of abdicare, fr. ab- +
dicare to proclaim — more at diction] vt : to relinquish (as sov-
ereign power) formally : renounce ^ vi ; to renounce ajhrone,
high office, dignity, or function — ab>di>ca-tion \,ab-di-'ka-shan\
n— ab*di>ca-tor \'ab-di-,kat-3r\ n

au out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yll few; yil furious; zh vision
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syn RENOUNCE, resign: abdicate implies a giving up of sovereign
power or sometimes an evading of responsibility such as that of a
parent; renounce may replace it but often implies additionally a
sacrifice for a greater end; resign applies to the giving up of an
unexpired office or trust

ab-dO'inen X'ab-da-msn. ab-'do-m3n\ n [MF & L; MF, fr. L]
1 ; the part of the body between the thorax and the pelvis; also : the
cavity of this part of the trunk containing the chief viscera 2 : the

posterior section of the body behind the thorax in an arthropod
— ab'dom-i-nal Xab-'dam-sn-nx adj— ab-dora-i-naMy \-e\ adv
ab>dom<i>nous \ab-'dam-3-n«\ adj [L abdomin-, abdomen} ; big-

bellied

ab'duce \ab-*d{y)us\ vt [L abducerel : abduct
ab>dU<ceilt \ab-'d(y)us-'nt\ adj [L abducent-, abducens, prp. of

abducere] nj a muscle : abducting
ab>duct \ab-*d9kt\ vt [L abductus, pp. of abducere, lit., to lead
away, fr. ab- + ducere to lead — more at tow] 1 : to carry off

(a person) by force 2 : to draw away (as a limb) from a position

near or parallel to the median axis of the body; also l to move
apart (similar parts) — ab>dnc>tor \-'d3k-t3r\ n
ab'duction Xab-'dsk-shanX n 1 : the action of abducting : the

condition of being abducted 2 : the unlawful carrying away of a
woman for marriage or immoral intercourse
abeam \3-'bem\ adv {or adj) : on a line at right angles to a ship's

keel
iabe<ce>dar<i*an \,a-be-(,)se-'der-e-9n\ n [ME abecedary, fr. ML
abecedarium alphabet, fr. LL, neut. of abecedarius of the alphabet,
fr. the letters a + b -¥ c ¥ dli one learning the alphabet and other
rudiments

^abecedarian adj 1 a : of or relating to the alphabet b : alpha-
betically arranged 2 : rudimentary

abed \3-'bed\ adv {or adj) : in bed
Abel \'a-b3l\ n [LL, fr. Gk, fr. Heb Hebhen I a son of Adam and
Eve killed by his brother Cain

abele \s-'be(a)l\ « [D abeel, fr. ONF abiel, fr. L albus white] : a
tall Old World poplar {Populus alba) with whitish tomentose twigs
and leaves

Abe*lian group \3-,biel-y3n-\ n [Niels Abel tl829 Norw mathema-
tician] : a commutative group
abel.mosk \'a-b3l-,mask\ n [deriv. of Ar abU -I- misk father of
the musk] : a bushy herb (Hibiscus moschaius) of the mallow family
native to tropical Asia and the East Indies whose musky seeds are
used in perfumery and in flavoring coffee

Ab<er<deen An-gus \,ab-3r-.de-'nao-g35\ n [Aberdeen & Angus,
counties in Scotland] : any of a breed of black hornless beef cattle

originating in Scotland
ab.er.rance \a-'ber9ntt)s\ or ab«er-ran.cy \-an-se\ n : devution
1ab>er>raut \a-'ber-3nt\ adj [L aberrant-, aberrans, prp. of aberrare
to go astray, fr. ab- + errare to wander, err] 1 : straying from the
right or normal way 2 : deviating from the usual or natural type
; atypical — ab-ei'iant-ly adv

^aberrant n 1 : an aberrant natural group, individual, or structure

2 ; a person whose behavior departs substantially from the standard
ab-er>ra>tlon \.ab-3-'ra-sh3n\ n [L aberratus, pp. of aberrare^
1 : the act of being aberrant esp. from a moral standard or normal
state 2 : failure of a mirror, refracting surface, or lens to produce
exact point-to-point correspondence between an object and its

image 3 ; unsoundness or disorder of the mind 4 : a small
periodic change of apparent position in heavenly bodies due to
the combined effect of the motion of light and the motion of the
observer 5 : an aberrant organ or individual : sport 5 — ab-
er>ra>tion-al X-shnal, -sh3n-'l\ adj

abet \a-'bet\ vt abet*ted; abet-ting [ME abetten, fr. MF abeter. fr.

a- (fr. L ad-) + beter to bait, of Gmc origin; akin to OE bxtan to
bait) 1 ; encourage, instigate 2 : to assist in the achievement
of a purpose syn see incite — abet-ment \-mant\ n — abet-tor
or abet-ter \-'bet-3r\ n
ab ex-tra \a-*bek-stra\ adv [LL] : from without
abey^ance \9-'ba-3n(0s\ n [MF aheance expectation, fr. abaer to
desire, fr. a- + baer to yawn, fr. ML balare] 1 ; a lapse in succes-
sion during which there is no person in whom a title is vested
2 : temporaryjnactivity : suspension

abey>ant \^'ba-3nt\ adj [back-formation fr. abeyancel i being in
abeyance syn see latent
abhominable adj, obs : abominable
ab>bor \3b-'h6olr. ab-\ vt ab<horred; ab>tior<nng [ME abhorren,

fr. L abhorrere, fr. ab- + horrere to shudder — more at horror]
1 : to regard with extreme repugnance : loathe 2 : to turn aside
or keep away from esp. in scorn : reject syn see hate — ab>hor-
rence \-'h6r-an(t)s, -'har-\ n — ab>boT>rer \-'h6r-ar\ n

ab«hor>rent \-'h6r-3nt, -'har-\ adj [L abhorrent-, abhorrens, prp. of
abhorrere'] 1 a archaic : strongly opposed b : feeling or showing
abhorrence 2 : not agreeable (-^ to their philosophy) 3 : de-
testable syn see hateful, repugnant — ab-hor-rent»ly adv
Abib \a-'vev\ n [Heb Abhibh, lit., ear of grain] : the 1st month of
the ancient Hebrew calendar corresponding to Nisan

abid>ance \3-'bTd-=n(t)s\ n 1 ; an act or stale of abiding : con-
tinuance 2 : compliance
abide \3-^bTd\ vb abode \-'b6d\ or abid>ed; abid>ing [ME abiden.
fr. OE abidan, fr. a-, perfective prefix + bidan to bide; akin to
OHG ir-, perfective prefix) vt 1 archaic % to wait for : await
2 a : to endure without yielding : wtthstand b : to bear patiently
; TOLERATE 3 I to acccpt without objection — vi 1 : to remain
stable or fixed in a state 2 : to continue in a place ; sojourn syn
see BEAR, continue, stay — abid-ei n — abide by 1 : to conform
to 2 : to acquiesce in

abid'ing adj : enduring, permanent
ab*i*gail \*ab-3-.gal\ n [Abigail, servant In The Scornful Lady.
a play by Francis Beaumont & John Fletcher] ; a lady's waiting
maid

abil>i-ty \3-'bil-at-e\ n [ME abilite, fr. MF habilite, fr. L habilitat-,

habiliias, fr. habilis apt, skillful — more at able] 1 a : the quality
or state of being able; esp ; physical, mental, or legal power to
perform b : competence in doing ; skill 2 : natural talent or
acquired proficiency : aptttude

-abil-i.ty also -ibil-i-ty \3-'bil-at-e\ n sujjix [ME -abilite, -ibilite,

fr. MF -abilite, -ibilite. fr. L -abilitas, -ibililas, fr. -abilis, -ibilis

-able -f -tas -ty] : capacity, fitness, or tendency to act or be acted
on in a (specified) way (recuperafti/i/^)

ab In-i-tio \,ab-3-'nisb-e-,o\ adv [L] : from the beginning

abolitionist

ab in.tra \a-'bln-tre\ adv [NL] : from within
abio>gen>e*sis \,a-,bT-o-'ien-3-sas\ n, pi abio-gen>e*ses \-'jen-3-
,se2\ [NL, fr. ^a- + bio- -f- L genesis i : the origination of living
from lifeless matter — abio>ge>net>ic \-o-J3-'net-ik\ adj — abio-
ge«net.i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — abio«ge-net-i-caMy \-k(^)Ie\ adv— abi.og-e-nist \,a-(,)bi-'aj-3-n3st\ n

ab'ject \'ab-,jekl, ab-'\ adj [ME, fr. L abjectus, fr. pp. of abicere to
cast off, fr. ab- + jacere to throw — more at jet] 1 : sunk to a low
condition 2 a : cast down in spirit : servile b : showing utter
resignation : hopeless syn see mean — ab-iec>tion \ab-'iek-sh3n\
n — ab-ject-ly \'ab-Jek-(t)le, ab-'\ adv — ab-Ject-ness \-,}ekCt)-
nas. -'jek(t)-\ n
ab>lu>ra>tion \,ab-j3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of abjuring
2 : an oath of abjuring

ab.jure \ab-'ju(3>r\ vr [ME abjuren, fr. MF or L; MF abjurer, fr. L
abjurare. fr. ab- + jurare to swear — more at jury] 1 a : to
renounce upon oath b : to reject solemnly ; recant 2 : to abstain
from : avoid — ab>iur<er n
syn abjure, renounce, forswear, recant, retract mean to with-
draw a vow or given word, abjure implies a firm and final rejecting
or abandoning often made under oath; renounce often equals
ABJURE but may carry the meaning of disclaim or disown; forswear
may add to abjure an implication of perjury or betrayal; recant
stresses the withdrawing or denying of something professed or
taught; retract applies to the withdrawing of a promise, an offer,
or an accusation

ab>late \a-'blat\ vb [L ablatus (suppletive pp. of aujerre to remove,
fr. au- away + jerre to carry), fr. ab- + latus, suppletive pp. of
jerre — more at ukase, bear, tolerate] vt i to remove by cutting
or by erosion, melting, evaporation, or vaporization '^ vi : to
become ablated

ab>la>tion \a-'bla-sh3n\ n ; the process of ablating; specij : surgical
removal
iab>la<tive \'ab-lat-iv\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting a gram-
matical case expressing typically the relations of separation and
source and also frequently such relations as cause or instrument— ablative n

iab.la.tive \a-'blat-iv\ adj : tending to ablate
ablative absolute \,ab-lat-ivA n : a construction in Latin in which
a noun or pronoun and its adjunct both in the ablative case form
together an adverbial phrase expressing generally the time, cause,
or an attendant circumstance of an action

ab*laut \'ap-,laut, 'ab-\ n [G. fr. ab away from -f laut sound) ; a
systematic variation of vowels in the same root or affix or in related
roots or affixes esp. in the Indo-European languages that is usu.
paralleled by differences in use or meaning (as in sing, sang, sung,
song)

ablaze \3-'blaz\ adj l ; being on fire 2 : radiant with light or
bright color
able \'a-b3l\ adj abler \-b (3-)l3r\ ablest \-bf3-)l3st\ [ME, fr

MF, fr. L habilis apt. fr. habere to have — more at HABn) la: hav-
ing sufficient power, skill, or resources to accomplish an object
b : susceptible to action or treatment 2 : marked by intelligence,
knowledge, skill, or competence
syn able, capable, competent, qualified mean having power or

fitness for work, able suggests ability above the average as revealed
in actual performance; capable stresses the having of qualities
fitting one for work but does not imply outstanding ability;
competent and qualified imply having the experience or training
for adequate performance

-able also -ibie \3-bal\ adj sujjix [ME, fr. OF. fr. L -abilis, -ibilis,
.

fr. -a-, -I-, verb stem vowels -!- -bills capable or worthy of] 1 : capa-

'

ble of. fit for, or worthy of (being so acted upon or toward) —
chiefly in adjectives derived from verbs <breaka6/e> <collectifr/e>

2 : tending, given, or liable to <knowledgead/^> <perisha6/e>
Able — a communications code word for the letter a
able-bod<ied \,a-b3l-'bad-ed\ adj : having a sound strong body

: ROBUST
able—bodied seaman n : an experienced deck-department seaman
qualified to perform routine duties at sea — called also able seaman
abloom \3-'bliJm\ adj : blooming
ab-lu.tion Xa-'blU-shan, a-'blu-\ n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L
ablution-, ablutio, fr. ablutus, pp. of abluere to wash away. fr. ab-
-f- lavere to wash — more at lye] : the washing of one'^ body or
part of it as a religious rite — ab>Iu>tion>ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj
ably \'a-ble\ adv : in_an able manner
ab*ne<gate \'ab-ni-,gat\ vf [back-formation fr. abnegation] 1 : stm-
render, relinquish 2 : deny, renounce — ab*ne-ga-tor \-,gat-
pr\n

ab>ne>ga>tlon \,ab-ni-'ga-sh3n\ n [LL abnegation-, abnegatio, fr. L
abnegatus, pp. of abnegare to refute, fr. ab- -J- negare to deny —
more at negate] : denial; esp : self-denial
ab>nor-mal \i')ab-'n6r-mal\ adj [F anormal, fr. ML anormalis, fr. L
a- + LL normalis normal] : deviating from the normal or average;
esp : markedly irregular — ab>nor>mal>ly \-m»-le\ adv

ab-nor-mal>i>ty \.ab-(,)n6r-'mal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being abnormal 2 ; something abnormal
laboard \3-'b6(3)rd. -'b6(3)rd\ adv 1 : on. onto, or within a ship,

a railway car, or a passenger vehicle 2 : alongside
^aboard prep : on, onto, wtthin <go ~ ship) <~ a plane)
abode \3-'bod\ n [ME abod, fr. abiden to abide] 1 obs ; watt,
DELAY 2 ; residence, SOJOURN 3 : the place where one abides : home
aboLiSh \3-'bal-ish\ vt [ME abolisshen, fr. MF aboiiss-. stem of
abolir, fr. L abolere, prob. back-formation fr. abolescere to disap-
pear, fr. ab- + -olescere (as in adolescere to grow up) — more at
adult] 1 : to do away with wholly : annul 2 : to destroy com-
pletely — abol-ish-able \-a-bal\ adj— abol.isb-er n ~- abol-isH-
ment \-m3nt\ n
syn ABOLISH, annihilate, extinguish mean to make nonexistent.

abolish implies a putting an end chiefly to things that are the out-
growth of law. custom, and conditions of existence; annihilate
may apply to the wiping out of existence of anything material or
immaterial; extinguish implies complete destruction and suggests
a gradual means such as stifling, choking, smothering

ab>o*U<tion \,ab-3-'Hsh-3n\ n [MF, fr. L abolition-, abolitio, fr.

abolitus, pp. of abolere] : the act of abolishing : the state of being
abolished : abrogation; sj}ecif : the abolishing of slavery — ab»o-
li>tion-aTy \-'lisli-3-,ner-e\ adj

ab>o*li<tion>ism \,ab-3-'lish-3-,niz-3m\ n : principles or measures
fostering abolition esp. of slavery — ab-0'li«tion-ist \-'lish-

(a-)n3st\ n or adj



abomasal absolute

ab-oma-sal \,ab-o-'ma-S3l\ adj ; of or relating to the abomasiun
ab.oma.sum \-s3m\ n, pi ab-oma-sa \-sa\ [NL, fr. L ab- +
omasum tripe of a bullock] ; the fourth or true digestive stomach of
a ruminant
A-bomb \*a-,bam\ n ; atom bomb— A-bomb vb
abom>i*na>ble \3-'bam-(3-)n3-b3l\ adj 1 : worthy of or causing
loathing or hatred : detestable 2 : quite disagreeable or un-
pleasant syn see hateful — abom-i>na>bly \-ble\ adv
abominable snow-man \-'sno-man. -,man\ n, ojten cap A&S : an
animal reported as existing in the high Himalayas and usu. thought
to be a bear
abom-i>nate \a-'bam-3-,n3t\ vt [L abominatus, pp. of abominari,
lit., to deprecate as an ill omen, fr. ah- + omin-. omen omen] : to
hate or loathe intensely : abhor syn see hate — abom<i>na-tor
\-.nat-sr\ n
aboma-na-Uon \5-,bam-3-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : something abominable
2 : extreme disgust and hatred : loathing

ab>oral \(')a-'bor-3l, -'borA adj : opposite to or away from the
mouth — ab<oral-ly \-a-le\ adv

ab*orig-i>nal X.ab-s-'rij-nsl, -an-^\ adj 1 ; indigenous, PRiMmvE
2 ^ of or relating to aborigines syn see native — ab>orig>i>naMy
\-e\ adv

ab-orig<i>ne \,ab-a-'rlj-»-f,)ne\ n [L aborigines, pi., fr. ab origine
from the beginning] 1 : an indigenous inhabitant esp. as contrasted
with an invading or colonizing people 2 pi Z the original fauna
and flora of a geographical area

aborn.ing \3-'b6(3)r-nio\ adv Va- + E dial, homing (birth)]
; while being born or produced

abort \a-'b6(3)rt\ vb [L abnrlare, fr. abortus, pp. of aboriri to
miscarry, fr. ab- + oriri to rise, be born — more at rise] vi" 1 : to
bring forth premature or stillborn offspring 2 ; to become checked
in development so as to remain rudimentary or to shrink away
f^ vt 1 ; to give birth to prematurely; also : to terminate the preg-
nancy of before term 2 : to terminate prematurely <~ a diseiise)

abor>ti*fa<cient \3-,bdrt-a-'fa-shant\ adj : inducing abortion— abortitacient n
abor-tion \3-'b6r-shan\ n 1 : the expulsion of a nonviable fetus:
as a : spontaneous expulsion of a human fetus during the first 12
weeks of gestation — compare miscarriage b : illegal abortion
2 : monstrosity 3 a : arrest of development (as of a part or
processl resulting in imperfection b : a result of such arrest

abor-tion<ist \-sh(a-)n3st\ n : a producer of illegal abortions
abor-tive \3-'b6rt-iv\ adj 1 obs : prematurely born 2 : FRurrLESS,
UNSUCCESSFUL 3 I imperfectly formed or developed : rudi-
mentary 4 : tending to abort — abor-tive>ly adv — ahor-tive-
ness n
ABO system \,a-f,)be-'6-\ n : the basic sy.stem of antigens of
human blood behaving in heredity as an allelic unit to produce
any of the four blood groups A, B, AB, or O ~ called also ABO
group
abound \3-'baund\ vi [ME abounden, fr. MF ahonder. fr. L ahun-
dare. fr. ah- + undo wave — more at water] 1 : to be present
in large numbers or in great quantity 2 : to become copiously
supplied <stream '^ing in fish)
labOUt \a-'baut\ adv [ME, fr. OE abutan, fr. 'a- + hutan outside— more at but] 1 : on all sides : around 2 a : in rotation
b : around the outside 3 a : approximately b : almost <'--

starved) 4 : here and there 5 : in the vicinity ; near 6 ; in
succession : alternately (turn -^ is fair play) 7 a : in the op-
posite direction (face ~) b ; in reverse order <the other way ~>
^about prep 1 : on every side of : around 2 a : in the immediate
neighborhood of : near b : on or near the person of c : in the
makeup of <a mature wisdom ^' him) d : at the command of <has
his wits -^ him) 3 a : engaged in b : on the verge of <'^ to join
the army) 4 ; with regard to ; concerning 6 ; over or In dif-
ferent parts of
Sabout adj 1 : moving from place to place; specij ; out of bed
2 : around 2

about-face \3-'baut-'fas\ n [fr. the imper. phrase about JaceJ
1 : a reversal of direction 2 : a reversal of attitude or point of
view — about-lace vi

about ship VI [fr. the imper. phrase about ship'\ ; tack
labove \a-'b9v\ adv [ME, fr. OE abufan, fr. a- + bufan above, fr.

be- + uian above; akin to OE ojer over] 1 a : in the sky : overhead
b : in or to heaven 2 a : in or to a higher place b : higher on the
same page or on a preceding page : upstairs 3 ; in or to a
higher rank or number 4 archaic ; in addition : besides
3above prep 1 : in or to a higher place than : over 2 a : superior to
(as in rank, quality, or degree) b : out of reach of c ; in preference
to d : too proud or honorable to stoop to 3 : exceeding in
number, quantity, or size : more than
sabove n : something that is above
4abOve adj : written or discussed higher on the same page or on a
preceding page
labove.board \s-'bav-.bo(3)rd, -.b6(3)rd\ adv [fr. the difficulty
of cheating at cards when the hands are above the table] ; in a
straightforward manner : openly
saboveboard adj ; being without concealment or deception
above-groimd \-,graiind\ adj : located on or above the surface
of the ground
ab OVO \a-'bo-(,)vo\ adv [L, lit., fr. the egg] ; from the beginning
ab-ra'Ca<dab>Ta X.ab-ra-ka-'dab-raX n [LL] 1 : a magical charm or
incantation used to ward off calamity 2 : unlnteUigible language
: jargon

abrad-ant \9-^brad-»nt\ n : abrasive
abrade \3-'brad\ vb [L abradere to scrape off, fr. ab- + radere to
scrape— more at rat] vt 1 a ; to rub or wear away esp. by friction
: erode b : to irritate or roughen by rubbing 2 ; to wear down In
spirit : irritate ^ vi : to undergo abrasion — abrad-er n
Abra.ham \'a-br3-,ham\ n [LL, fr. Gk Abraam, fr Heb 'Abhra-
ham ] : an Old Testament patriarch and founder of the Hebrew people

abran.chi-ate \C^)a-'brao-ke-3t\ adj : lacking gills

abra>Sion \3-'bra-zhan\ n [ML abrasion-, abrasio, fr. L abrasus,
pp. of abradere} 1 ; a wearing, grinding, or rubbing away by
friction 2 : an abraded area of the skin or mucous membrane
iabra>slTe \3-'bra-siv. -zlv\ adj : tending to abrade
aabrasive n ; a substance used for abrading

a wide area :

the open 3 :

ide circulation

widely
beyond
about

ab-re*act \,ab-rE-'akt\ vt [part trans, of G abreagieren, fr. ab away
from + reagieren to react] : to release (a repressed or forgotten
emotion) by or as if by verbalization in psychoanalysis— ab>re>ac-
tion \-'ak-sh3n\ n

abreast \a-'brest\ adv (or adj) 1 ; beside one another with bodies
in line 2 : up to a particular standard or level esp. of knowledge
of recent developments

abridge \3-'brij\ vt [me abregen, fr. MF abregier. fr. LL ab-
hreviare. fr. L ad- + brevis short — more at brief] 1 a archaic
: DEPRIVE b : diminish, curtail 2 : to shorten in duration or
extent 3 : to shorten by omission of words without sacrifice of
sense : conuen.se syn see shorten — abridg^er n
abridg-ment or abridge-ment \3-'brij-m3nt\ n 1 a : the action of
abridging b : the state of being abridged 2 : a shortened form of
a work retaining the general sense and unity of the original
syn abridgment, ab-stract, synopsis, conspectus, EprroME

mean a condensed treatment, abridgment suggests reduction in
compass with retention of relative completeness; abstract applies
to a summary of points of a treatise, document, or proposed
treatment and usu. has no independent worth; synopsis implies a
skeletal presentation of an argument or a narrative suitable for
rapid examination; conspectus implies a quick overall view of a
large detailed subject; epitome suggests the briefest possible pre-
sentation of a complex whole that still has independent value

abroach \3-'broch\ adj 1 ; broached, tapped 2 : being In ac-
tion or agitation : astir

abroad \3-'br6d\ adv {or adj) 1 :

2 : outside of an implied place; esp
the boundaries of a country 4 : i

5 : wide of the mark ; astray
ab<ro-gate \'ab-r3-,gat\ vt [L abrogatus, pp. of ahrogare. fr ab- -\-

rogare to ask, propose a law — more at right] 1 : to abolish by
authoritative action : annul 2 : to do away with syn see nullify— ab*ro>ga-tion X.ab-ra-'ga-shanX n
abrupt \3-'br3pt\ adj [L ahnipius, fr. pp. of ahrumpere to break
off. fr. ab- + rumpere to break — more at reave] 1 : broken off;
also : suddenly terminating as if cut or broken off (--^ plant fila-

ments) 2 a : sudden, unexpected b : unceremoniously curt
{^^ manner) c : marked by sudden changes in subject matter
: DISCONNECTED 3 : rising or dropping sharply ; precipitous
syn see precipitate, steep — abrupt>ly \9-'brsp-(t)le\ adv— abrupt-ness \3-'br3p(t)-n3s\ n

abrup-tlon \3-'br3p-shan\ n : a sudden breaking off or away
ab-scess X'ab-.sesX n [L abscessus, ht., act of going away, fr.

abscessus. pp. of abscedere to go away, fr abs-, ab- + cedere to go— more at cede] : a localized collection of pus surrounded by
inflamed tissue — ab-scessed \-,sest\ adj

ab-scise \ab-'sTz\ vb [L ahscisus, pp. of abscidere, fr. abs- -\-

caedere to cut — more at concise] vt ; to cut off by abscission
'« vj ; to separate by abscission

ab-scis>sa \ab-*sis-9\ n [NL, fr. L, fem.
of abscissus. pp. of abscindere to cut off, fr.

ab- + scindere to cut — more at shed] : the
horizontal coordinate of a point in a plane
Cartesian coordinate system obtained by
measuring parallel to the x-axis

ab>SCiS>Sion \ab-'sizh-3n\ n [L abscission-,
abscissio, fr. abscissus'] 1 : the act or
process of cutting off : removal 2 ; the
natural separation of flowers, fruit, or
leaves from plants at a special separation ^Pabscisiof poIntP

ab-SCOnd \ab-'skand\ vi [L abscondere to hide away, fr. abs- ¥
condere to store up. conceal — more at condiment] ; to depart
secreUy and hide oneself — ab>scond>er n
ab.sence \'ab-s9n(tls\ n 1 : the state of being absent 2 : want,
LACK 3 : inattention to things present
iab>sent \'ab-sant\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L absent-, absens, prp. of
abesse to be absent, fr ah- -f esse to be — more at is] 1 : not
present or attending : missing 2 : not existing : lacking 3 : in-
attentive — ab-sent-ly adv

3ab-sent \ab-'sent\ vt : to keep (oneself) away
ab<sen<tee \,ab-san-'te\ n : one that is absent or that absents
himself; specij : a proprietor that lives away from his estate or
business — absentee adj

absentee ballot n ; a ballot by which an absent voter may vote In
advance by mail

ab'Sen-tee-ism \,ab-san-'te-,iz-am\ n 1 ; protracted absence of
an owner from his property 2 ; chronic absence from work or
other duty
ab<sent<mind*ed \,ab-53nt-'mTn-d3d\ adj : lost in thought and
unaware of one s surroundings or action; also : given to absence of
mind — ah-sent-nund-ed^ly adv — ab>sent>mmd-ed>ness n
absent voter n : a qualified voter unavoidably not present to
vote in person at the place where he is registered

ab>Sinttie or ab<Sinth \'ab-,sin(t)th\ n [F absinthe, fr. L absin-
thium, fr. Gk apsinthion'i 1 : wormwood 1; esp : a common
European wormwood {Artemisia absinthium) 2 : a green liqueur
flavored with wormwood or a substitute, anise, and other aromatics

ab*Sit omen \,ab-sat-'o-m3n\ interj [L, may (evil) omen be absent]— used as a mild invocation
ab-so-lute \'ab-ss-,lut\ adj [ME absolut, fr. L absolutus, fr. pp. of
absolvere} 1 a : free from imperfection : perfect b : free from
mixture ; pure <— alcohol) 2 : being, governed by. or characteris-
tic of a ruler or authority completely free from constitutional or
other restraint 3 a : standing apart from a normal or usual syn-
tactical relation with other words or sentence elements <the -^

construction this being the case in the sentence "this being the case,
let us go") b oj an adjective or possessive pronoun : standing
alone without a modified substantive {blind in "help the blind"
and ours in "your work and ours" are ~) c oj a verb : having no
object in the particular construction under consideration though
normally transitive (kill in "if looks could kill" is an '^ verb)
4 : having no restriction, exception, or qualification <an •^ require-
ment) <'-^ freedom) 5 : indubitable, unquestionable (-^ proof)
6 a : independent of arbitrary standards of measurement b : re-
lating to or derived in the simplest manner from the fundamental
units of length, mass, and time <'>-' electric units) c ; relating to
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absolute acaleph

the absolute-temperature scale <1 0** ~> 7 : fundamental, ultimate
8 : perfectly embodying the nature of a thing 9 : comprising an
artistically self-sufficient composition having no external reference
<'-^ music) 10 : measuring or representing the distance from an
aircraft to the ground or water beneath — absolute n — ab-
so«lute-ly \'ab-s3-,lUt-le, ,ab-s3-'\ adv— ab-so-lute-ness N-.liit-

nss. -'liit-\ n
absolute ceiling n : the maximum height above sea level at which
a particular airplane can maintain horizontal flight under standard
air conditions

absolute pitch n 1 : the position of a tone in a standard scale

independently determined by its rate of vibration 2 : the ability

to sing or name a note asked for or heard
absolute scale n : a temperature scale based on absolute zero

absolute temperature n : temperature measured on the absolute
scale

absolute value n 1 : the numerical value of a real number irrespec-

tive of sign 2 ; the positive square root of the sum of the squares
of the real and imaginary parts of a complex number

absolute zero n : a hypothetical temperature characterized by com-
plete absence of heat and equivalent to approximately — 2 73.16°C
or -459.69'F

ab-so*lu>tlon \,ab-S3-'lu-sh9n\ n ; the act of absolving; specij

1 or sins pronounced by a priest in the sacrament of

ab.S0'lut*ism \'ab-S3-,liJt-,iz-sm\ n 1 a : a political theory that

absolute power should be vested in one or more rulers b ; govern-
ment by an absolute ruler or authority 2 ; advocacy of a rule by
absolute standards or principles — ab-so-lut-ist \-,lut-3st\ n or
adj — ab>so*lu-tis-tic \,ab-s3-.lu-'tis-tik\ adj

ab'SOlve \sb-'zalv, -'salv, -'zolv, -'s61v\ vt [ME absohen, fr. L
absolvere, fr. ab- + solvere to loosen — more at solve] 1 : to set

free from an obligation or the consequences of guilt 2 : to remit
(a sin) by absolution syn see exculpate — ab'S0lv»er n

ab-SOrb \3b-'s6o)rb. -'z6f3)rb\ vt [MF absorber, fr. L absorbers,
fr. ab- + sorbere to suck up; akin to Gk rhophein to suck up]
1 : ASSIMILATE, INCORPORATE 2 : to suck or take up or in <a

sponge ^i water) 3 : to engage or engross wholly <r~'ed in

thought) 4 : to receive without recoil, echo, or other effect <a

sonnA-absorbing surface) 5 ; to take over (a cost) — ab-sorb-
abiM'ty Xab-.sor-ba-'bil-st-e, -,z6r-\ n — ab-sorb-able \sb-
's6r-b3-b3l, -'z6r-\ adj — ab-sorb-er n
syn ABSORB, IMBIBE, ASSIMILATE mean to take something in so as

to become imbued with it. absorb may connote a loss of identity

in what is taken in or an enrichment of what takes in; imbibe
implies a drinking in with noticeable or profound effect; assimilate
stresses an incorporation into the substance of the body or mind

ab.sor.ben-cy Xsb-'sor-ban-se, -'zdr-\ n : the quality or state of
being absorbent

ab-S0r*bent \-bant\ adj [L absorbent-, absorbens, prp. of absorberel
: having power, capacity, or tendency to absorb ('^ cotton)— absorbent n

ab>sorb>ing adj : fully taking attention : engrossing — ab-sorb-
ing.ly \-bir)-le\ adv

ab.sorp.tion Xab-'sorp-shan, -'zorp-X n [F& L; F, fr. L absorption-,
absorptio, fr. absorpius, pp. of absorberel 1 a : the process of
absorbing or of being absorbed — compare adsorption b : inter-

ception esp. of light or sound waves 2 ; entire occupation of the
mind — ab-5orp<tive \-'s6rp-tiv, -'z6rp-\ adj
ab.Stain \3b-'stan\ vi [ME absteinen, fr. MF abstenir, fr. L ab-
stinere, fr. abs-, ab- + tenere to hold — more at thin] : to refrain
voluntarily from an action syn see refrain — ab'StaiU'Sr n
ab<Ste>mi>OUS \ab-'ste-me-3s\ adj [L abstemius, fr. abs- + temetum
mead ; akin to L tenebrae darkness — more at temerity] 1 : sparing
esp. in eating and drinking 2 : sparingly used or indulged in <'~
diet) — ab'Ste-mi'Ous-ly adv

ab>Sten>tion \3b-'sten-chan\ n [LL abstention-, abstentio, fr. L
abstentus, pp. of abs{inere'\ ; the act or practice of abstaining— ab'Sten-tious \-ch3s\ adj

ab-Sti.nence \'ab-st3-n3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L abstinentia, fr.

abstinent-, abstinens, prp. of abstinere] 1 ; voluntary forbearance
esp. from indulgence of appetite or from eating some foods : ab-
stention 2 ; habitual abstaining from intoxicating beverages— ab>sti<nent \-n3nt\ adj — ab'Sti*nent*ly adv
lab'Stract \ab-'strakt, 'ab-,\ adj [ML abstracius, fr. L, pp. of
abstrahere to draw away, fr. abs-, ab- -H trahere to draw — more
at draw] 1 a : disassociated from any specific instance <~
entity) b : difficult to understand : abstruse (-^ problems)
C : ideal <'^ justice) d : insufficiently factual : formal (possessed
only an -^ right) 2 : expressing a quality apart from an object
{honesty, whiteness, triangularity are '^ words) 3 a : dealing
with a subject in its abstract aspects : theoretical b : impersonal,
detached 4 : having only intrinsic form with little or no attempt
at pictorial representation (-^ painting) — ab<5tract-Iy \ab-
'strak-(i)le. 'ab-,\ adv — ab-stract.ness \ab-'strak(t)-n3s, 'ab-,\ n

aab-Stract \'ab-,strakt, in sense 2 also ab-'\ n [ME, fr. L abstractusi
1 : SUMMARY, epitome 2 : an abstract thing or state 3 ; ab-
straction 4 syn see abridgment
3ab*stract \ab-'strakt, 'ab-, , in sense 3 usu 'ab-,\ vt 1 : remove,
SEPARATE 2 ; to consider apart from application to a particular
instance 3 : to make an abstract of : summarize 4 : to draw
away the attention of 6 ; steal, purloin — ab-strac-tor or
ab'Stract-er n

ab^stract^ed \ab-'strak-t3d, 'ab-,\ adj ; preoccupied, absent-
minded — ab.stract-ed-ly adv — ab-stract-ed*ness n
abstract expressionism n : the theory or practice of freely creating
abstractions characterized by sinuous linearity, amorphous shape,
and highly decorative surface

ab-straC'tion \ab-*strak-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act or process of ab-
stracting : the state of being abstracted b (1) : an abstract idea or
term (2) : a visionary idea 2 : absence of mind 3 : abstract
quality or character 4 : an abstract composition or creation in art

ab>Strac>tion<ism \-sha-,niz-3m\ n 1 : the creation of abstractions
in art 2 : the principles or ideals of abstract art — ab<strac>tion-
ist \-shi3-)nast\ adj or n

ab>strac*tive \ab-'strak-tiv\ adj : relating to, characterized by, or
derived by abstraction

ab'Strict \ab-'strikt\ vt iab- + L strictus, pp. of stringere to draw
tight — more at strain] ; to cut off in or as if in abstriction

ab>Strlc>tion \ab-'strik-sh3n\ n : the formation of spores by the cut-
ting off of portions of the sporophore through the growth of septa

ab-Stmse \9b-'strUs, ab-\ adj [L abstrusus, fr. pp. of abstrudere
to conceal, fr. abs-, ab- + trudere to push — more at threat]
: difficult to comprehend : recondtte — ab<strnse>Iy adv — ab-
struse-ness n

ab>surd \3b-'s3rd, -'zardX adj [MF absurde, fr. L absurdus, fr. ab-
H- surdus deaf, stupid — more at surd] ; ridiculously unreason-
able, unsound, or incongruous — ab>5nr>di>ty \3b-'s3rd-3t-e,
-'z3rd-\ n — ab-surd'ly adv — ab>surd-ness n

abu.lia \a-'b(y)u-le-a\ n [NL, fr. ^a~ + Gk &ou/e will] : abnormal
lack of ability to act or to make decisions — abu*lic \-Uk\ adj
abun-dance \3-'b3n-d3n(t)s\ n 1 : an ample or overflowing
quantity : profusion 2 ; affluence, wealth 3 : relative degree
of plentifulness
abun.dant Xs-'ban-dantX adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L abundant-, abun-
dans, prp. of abundare to abound] : existing in or possessing
abundance : abounding syn see plentiful — abun-dant>ly adv
abundant year n : perfect year
>abuse \3-'byuz\ vt [ME abusen, fr. MF abuser, fr. L abusus, pp.
of abuti, fr. ab- + uii to use — more at use] 1 : to attack in words
: revile 2 obs : deceive 3 : to put to a wrong or improper use
4 : to use so as to injure or damage : maltreat — abns>er n
2abuse \3-'byiis\ n 1 : a corrupt practice or custom 2 ; improper
use or treatment : misuse 3 obs : a deceitful act : deception
4 : abusive language 5 ; physical maltreatment
syn vituperation, invective, obloquy, scurriltty, billings-

gate: ABUSE stresses harshness and unfairness of verbal attack;
vituperation implies fluent and sustained abuse; invective implies
fully as much vehemence but usu. suggests logical presentation
or cogent expression and public attack; obloquy suggests defama-
tion and consequent shame and disgrace; scurrilfty implies
viciousness of attack and coarseness or foulness of language;
billingsgate implies practiced fluency and variety of profane or
obscene abuse

abU'Sive X^-'byu-siv, -ziv\ adj 1 : wrongly used : perverted
2 a : characterized by or serving to abuse verbally b : physically
injurious — abu*sive<ly adv — abu*sive-nes3 n
abut \3-'b3t\ vb abut.ted; abut.ting [me abutten, partly fr. OF
aboter to border on, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + bout blow, end, fr. boter
to strike; partly fr. OF abuter to come to an end. fr. a- + but end.
aim — more at iBurr, sbutt] vj 1 : to touch along a border or
with a projecting part <Iand '^s on the road) 2 a : to terminate at
a point of contact b ; to lean for support '^ vr ; to border on
: touch — abut-ter n

abu*tl*lon \3-'byiit-'l-,an\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Ar awbutllun
abutilon] : any of a genus (Abuiilon) of plants of the mallow
family with usu. lobed leaves and showy solitary bell-shaped flowers

abut*m.ent \3-'b3t-m3nt\ n ; the action or place of abutting: as
a : the part of a structure that directly receives thrust or pressure
(as of an arch) b : an anchorage for the cables of a suspension
bridge or aerial railway

abut*tals Xa-'bat-^lzX n pi : the boundaries of lands with respect
to other contiguous lands or highways by which they are bounded

abut.ting adj : adjoining, bordering syn see adjacent
aby or abye \3-'bT\ vt [ME abien, fr. OE abycgan, fr. a- + bycgan
to buy — more at abide, buy] archaic : to suffer a penalty for

abysm \3-'biz-3m\ n [ME abime, fr. OF abisme, modif. of LL
abyssus] : abyss
abys>mal \3-'biz-msl\ adj 1 a : having the character of an abyss

; bottomless b : immeasurably hopeless or wretched : unending
2 : abyssal syn see deep — abys*mal-ly \-m3-le\ adv

abyss \3-'bis\ n [me abissus, fr. LL abyssus, fr. Gk abyssos. fr.

abyssos bottomless, fr. a- + byssos depth; akin to Gk bathys deep
— more at bathy-1 1 : the bottomless gulf, pit, or chaos of the old
cosmogonies 2 a : an immeasurably deep gulf or great space
b : intellectual or spiritual profundity; also : vast moral depravity

abys.sal \3-'bis-3l\ adj 1 : unfathomable 2 : of or relating to

the bottom waters of the ocean depths
Ab.ys*sin<i'an cat \,ab-3-,sin-e-3n-, -,sin-y3n-\ n lAbyssinia,
kingdom in Africa] : any of a breed of small slender cats of African
origin with short brownish hair ticked with darker color

ac see ad-
aca*cia \3-'ka-sh3\ n [NL, genus name. fr. L. acacia tree. fr. Gk
akakia shittah] 1 : any of a genus (Acacia) of woody leguminous
plants of warm regions having the leaves pinnate or reduced to

phyllodes, having white or yellow flower clusters, and including

some that yield gums or tanning extracts 2 : gum arabic
ac>a*deme \'ak-3-,dem\ n [irreg. fr. L academia} 1 a : a place of
instruction b : academic environment 2 ; academic; esp : pedant
iac<a<dem<ic \,ak-3-'dem-ik\ adj 1 a : of. relating to, or associated

with an academy or school esp. of higher learning <^ costume)
b : very learned but inexperienced in the world of practical reality

<"^ thinker) c : based on formal study at an institution of learning

2 ; of or relating to literary or art rather than technical or pro-
fessional studies 3 : conforming to the traditions or rules of a
school (as of Hterature or art) or an official academy ; conven-
tional 4 a : theoretical without having an immediate or practical

bearing : abstract <an ~ question) b : having no practical or
useful significance — aC'a*dem-i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ac>a>dem-
i.cal.ly \-k(3-}le\ adv
^academic n 1 : a member of an institution of learning 2 : one
that is academic in background, outlook, or methods

ac>a*dem*i'Cals \,ak-3-'dem-i-k3lz\ n pi ; conventional academic
dress con.sisting of cap and gown and sometimes hood

ac>a>de*mi'Cian \,ak-3d-3-'mish-3n, a-.kad-s-X n 1 a : a member
of an academy for promoting science, art, or literature b : a
follower of an artistic or philosophical tradition or a promoter of

its ideas 2 : academic
ac>a*dem*i*cism \,ak-3-'dem-3-,siz-3m\ also acad-e-mism \3-

'kad-3-,miz-3m\ n 1 : academic manner, style, or content : for-
malism 2 : purelv speculative thoughts and attitudes

acad*e*my \3-'kad-3-me\ n, ojten attrib [L academia, fr. Gk
Akademeia, fr. Akademeia, gymnasium where Plato taught, fr.

Akademos Attic mythological hero] 1 cap '. the school of philoso-

phy founded by Plato 2 a : a school above the elementary level;

esp ; a private high school b : a high school or college in which
special subjects or skills are taught 3 : a society of learned persons
united to advance art, science, or literature 4 : a body of estab-

lished opinion in a particular field widely accepted as authoritative

aca-leph \'ak-3-,lef\ n [deriv. of Gk akalephe nettle] : any of i



acanth-

acantbus 2

t instrumental accom-

acantll- or acantlio- comb form [NL, fr. Gk akanth-, akaniho-, fr.

akantha; akin to ON ogn awn — more at awn] : thorn : spine
<Qcanr/ious> <y4canr/iopterygii>

acan.tho.ceph.a.lan \3-.kanft)-th»-'sef-3-bn\ n [deriv. of acanth-
+ Gk kephale head — more at cephauc] : any of a group (Acan-
thocephala) of intestinal wonns with a hooked proboscis that as
adults lack a digestive tract and absorb food through the body wall~ acanthocepbalan adj

acan-thoid \3-'kan-,th6id\ adj : resembling a spine ; spinous
ac-an.thop«ter.yg.i.an V.ak-an-.thap-ts-'Hj-e-anX n [deriv. of
acanth- + Gk pteryg-, pteryx wing, fin — more at pterygoid] : any
of a major division (Acanthopterygii) of teleost fishes including
most spiny-finned fishes (as basses, perches, mackerels) and some
soft-finned fishes — acanthopterygian adj
acan.thous \3-'kan(t}-th3s\ adj : spinous
acan-tlius\3-'kan(t)-ih3s\n. pi acan.thus-es
also acan>tlu \-'kan-,thi\ [NL, genus name,
fr.Gk akanthos bear's-foot, fr. akanrha] 1 : any
of a genus (Acanthus of the family Acanthaceae,
the acanthus family) of prickly herbs of the
Mediterranean region 2 : an ornamentation
(as in a Corinthian capital) representing or
suggesting the leaves of the acanthus
a cap.pel-la also a ca.pel.la \4k-3-'pel-3\ adv
(or adj) [It a cappella in chapel style] :

paniment
ac>a>n*a>sis \,ak-3-'rT-3-s3s\ n ; infestation with or disease caused
by mites
aca.rid \'ak-3-r3d\ n : any of an order (Acarina) of arachnids in-
cluding the mites and ticks; esp : a typical mite (family Acaridae)— acarid adj

ac-a.roid resin \,ak-3-,r6id-\ n [NL acaroides"] : an alcohol-solu-
ble resin from Australian grass trees

acar-pel-ous or acar-pel-lous \(')a-'kar-pa-las\ adj : having no
carpels

acar>pons \(')a-'kar-p3s\ adj [Gk akarpos, fr. a- + -karpos
-carpous] : not producing fruit : sterile
aca.rus X'ak-a-rssX n, pi ac-a-ri \-.rT\ [NL, genus name, fr. Gk
akari, a mite]: mtte; espi one of a formerly extensive genus {Acarus)

acat>a*lec>tic \,a-,kat-''l-'ek-tik\ adj [LL acatalecticus, fr. acata-
lectus, fr. Gk akatalekios, fr. a- + katalegein to leave off] : not de-
fective in the last foot <--' verse) — acatalectic n

acan.dal \(')a-'k6d-'l\ or acau-date \-'k6-,dat\ adj : lacking a
tail

acau-les.cent \.a-C,)k6-*les-'nt\ or acau-Iine \(')a-'k6-,ITn\ adj
[a- + L cau/ij stem] : having no stem or appearing to have none

ac-cede \ak-'sed\ vi [ME acceden, fr. L accedere to go to, be added,
fr. ad- + cedere to go — more at cede] 1 archaic : approach
2 a : to adhere to an agreement b ; to express approval or give
consent 3 : to enter upon an office or dignity syn see assent
acce.le.ran.do \(.}a-,chel-3-'ran-(.)do\ adv (or adj) [It, lit . ac-
celerating, fr. L accelerandum, gerund of accelerare} : gradually
faster — used as a direction in music

ac>cel>er*ate \ik-'sel-s-,rat. ak-\ vb [L acceleraius, pp. of accel-
erare, fr. ad- + celer swift — more at CELERrrv) vr 1 : to bring
about at an earlier point of time 2 : to add to the speed of 3 : to
hasten the ordinary progress or development of 4 a : to enable (a
student) to complete a course in less than usual time b ; to speed
up (a course of study) 5 : to cause to undergo acceleration — vi
1 : to move faster 2 : to follow a speeded-up educational program— ac<cel<er*a<tive \-.rat-iv\ adj

ac-cel>er*a>tion \ik-,sel-a-'ra-shan, {,)ak-\ n 1 ; the act or process
of accelerating : the state of being accelerated 2 : the time rate
of change of velocity

acceleration of gravity : the acceleration of a freely falling body
under the influence of gravity expressed as the rate of increase of
velocity per unit of time with the value at sea level in latitude 45
degrees being 980.616 centimeters per second per second

ac-cel>er>a-tor \ik-'seI-3-,rat-3r, ak-\ n : one that accelerates: as
a : a muscle or nerve that speeds the performance of an action
b : any of several devices for increasing the speed of a motor
vehicle engine; esp : a foot-operated throttle that varies the supply
of fuel-air mixture to the combustion chamber c : a substance that
speeds a chemical reaction d ; an apparatus for imparting high
velocities to charged particles

ac.cel.er.om.e.ter \ik-.sel-a-'ram-at-ar, ak-\ n nSV occe/eration
-I- -o- -h -meter'i : an instrument for measuring acceleration or for
detecting and measuring vibrations
laccent \'ak-,sent\ n [MF, fr. L accentus, fr. ad- -h cantus song, fr.

cantus, pp. of canere to sing — more at chant] 1 : a distinctive
manner of usu. oral expression: as a : the inflection, tone, or
choice of words taken to be unique in or highly characteristic of an
individual— usu. used in pi. b : speech habits typical of the natives
or residents of a region or of any other group 2 a : an articulative
effort giving prominence to one syllable over adjacent syllables
b ; the prominence thus given a syllable 3 : rhythmically significant
stress on the syllables of a verse usu. at regular intervals 4 archaic
: utterance Sa : a mark (as ', ^, *) used in writing or printing to
indicate a specific sound value, stress, or pitch, to distinguish words
otherwise identically spelled, or to indicate that an ordinarily mute
vowel should be pronounced b : an accented letter 6 a : greater
stress given to one musical tone than to its neighbors b (I) : the
principle of regularly recurring stresses which serve to distribute a
succession of pulses into measures (2) : special emphasis placed
exceptionally upon tones not subject to such accent c : accent
mark 2 7a: emphasis laid on a part of an artistic design or com-
position b : a detail or area emphasized; esp ; a small detail in
sharp contrast with its surroundings c : a substance or object used
for emphasis 8 ; a mark placed to the right of a letter or number
and usu. slightly above it: a (1) : a double prime (2) : prime
b : a mark used singly with numbers to denote minutes and doubly
to denote seconds of time or to denote minutes and seconds of an
angle or arc c : a mark used singly with numbers to denote feet
and doubly to denote Inches 9 : attribution of special importance
: EMPHASIS

sac-cent \'ak-,sent, ak-'\ vt 1 a ; to utter with accent ; stress
b ; to mark with a written or printed accent 2 archaic : to give
voice to 3 : to give prominence to or increase the prominence of

accidental

accent marK n 1 : accent Sa, 8 2a: one of several symbols used
to indicate musical stress b : a mark placed after a letter designat-
ing a note of music to indicate in which octave the note occurs
ac*cen-tu-al \ak-'sench-(3-)wal\ adj [L accenius'\ : of, relating to,
or characterized by accent; sped} : based upon accent rather than
upon quantity or syllabic recurrence — ac>cen'tu<al-ly \-e\ adv
accen.tU.ate \ak-'sen-chs-,wat\ vt [ML accentuatus, pp. of
accentuare, fr. L accentus'\ : accent, emphasize — ac>cen>ta*a-
tion \(,)ak-,sen-ch3-'wa-sh3n\ n

ac>cept \ik-'sept. ak-\ vb [ME accepten, fr. MF accepter, fr. L
accepiare, fr. acceptus, pp. of accipere to receive, fr. ad- + capere to
take — more at heave] v; 1 a : to receive with consent b : to be
able or designed to take or hold (something applied) 2 : to give
admittance or approval to 3 a : to endure without protest b : to
regard as proper, normal, or inevitable c : to receive as true
d ; to receive into the mind : understand 4 a : to make a favor-
able response to b : to undertake the responsibility of 5 : to
assume an obligation to pay 6 : to receive (a legislative report)
officially ^ vi : to receive favorably something offered — usu. used
with oj syn see receive
accept-abU.i.ty \ik-,sep-t3-'bil-at-e, (,)ak-\ n : the quality or state
of being acceptable

ac-cept-able Xik-'sep-ta-bsl, ak-\ adj 1 : capable or worthy of
being accepted : satisfactory 2 a : welcome, pleasing b : bare-
ly adequate — ac-cept>able>ness n — ac-cept-ably \-ble\ adv

aC'Cep.tance \ik-'sep-tan(t)s, ak-\ n 1 : the act of accepting
: APPROVAL 2 : the quality or state of being accepted or acceptable
3 : an agreeing either expressly or by conduct to the act or offer of
another so that a contract is concluded and the parties become le-
gally bound 4 a : the act of accepting a time draft or bill of ex-
change for payment when due according to the specified terms
b : an accepted draft or bill of exchange 5 : acceptation 2

ac-cep*tant \-t3nt\ adj : willing to accept ; receptive
ac-cep<ta>tion \.ak-,sep-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 ; acceptance; esp ; favor-
able reception or approval 2 : the generally accepted meaning of a
word or understanding of a concept syn see meaning

ac-cept-ed adj : generally approved or used — ac>cept*ed<ly adv
ac.cept*er Xik-'sep-tsr. ak-\ n 1 : one that accepts 2 : acceptor 2
ac-cep>tive \ak-'sep-tiv\ adj 1 : receptive 2 : acceptable
aC'Cep.tor Xik-'sep-tar. ak-\ n 1 : accepter 1 2 : one that accepts
an order or a bill of exchange
access \'ak-,ses\ n [ME, fr. MF & L; MF acces arrival, fr. L
accessus approach, fr. accessus, pp. of accedere to approach — more
at accede] 1 a : onset 2 b : a fit of intense feeling : ouTBURyr
2 a : permission, liberty, or ability to enter, approach, com-
municate with, or pass to and from or to make use of b ; a way or
means of approach c : the action of going to or reaching 3 ; an
Increase by addition

ac-ces.si-bil.i.ty \(.)ak-,ses-»-'bil-3t.e, ik-\ n : the quality or state
of being accessible
IC-ces.Si-ble \ik-'se;

of access 3 : open to influence 4 : obtainable -

ble-Dess n — ac<ce5*si>bly \-ble\ adv
iac>ces*Sion \ik-'sesh-3n, ak-\ n 1 : something added : acquisi-
tion 2 : the act of becoming joined ; adherence 3 a : increase by
something added b : acquisition of additional property by
growth, increase, or other addition to existing property 4 : the act
of assenting or agreeing 5 a : a coming near or to : approach,
admittance b : the act of coming to high office or a position of
honor or power 6 : a sudden fit or outburst ; access — ac-ces-
sion>al X-'sesh-nsl, -an-'I\ adj

saccession vr : to record in order of acquisition

ac*ces>so*ri*al \,ak-sa-'s5r-e-al, -'s6r-\ adj : of, relating to, or
constituting an accession or accessory ; supplementary
lacces-so-ry also acces-sa.ry \ik-'ses-(a-)re. ak-\ n 1 a : a
thing of secondary or subordinate importance : adjunct b : an
object or device not essential in itself but adding to the beauty,
convenience, or effectiveness of something else 2 a : a person not
actually or constructively present but contributing as an assistant
or instigator to the commission of an offense— called also accessory
before the fact b : one who knowing that a crime has been com-
mitted aids or shelters the offender with intent to defeat justice —
called also accessory after the fact

saccessory adj 1 : aiding or contributing In a secondary way
: supplementary 2 : assisting in or contributing to as a subordi-
nate 3 : present in a minor amount and not essential as a constit-
uent <an ~ mineral in a rock)
accessory Iniit n : a fruit (as apple) of which a conspicuous part
consists of tissue other than that of the ripened ovary

ac<ciac<ca<tu>ra \(,)a-,chak-3-'tur-a\ n [It, lit., crushing] : a
discordant note sounded with a principal note or chord and im-
mediately released

ac>Ci*dence \'ak-S3d-3n(t)s, -s3-,den(t)s\ n [L accidentia Inflections
of words, nonessential qualities, pi. of accident-, accidens, n.] ; a
part of grammar that deals with inflections

acci.dent X'ak-sad-snt, -S5-.dent\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L accident-,
accidens nonessential quality, chance, fr. prp. of accidere to
happen, fr. ad- + cadere to fall — more at chance] 1 a : an event
occurring by chance or from unknown causes b : lack of intention
or necessity : chance c : an unforeseen or unplanned event
2 a : an unfortunate event resulting from carelessness, unaware-
ness, ignorance, or unavoidable causes b : an unexpected happen-
ing causing loss or injury which is not due to any fault or mis-
conduct on the part of the person injured but from the consequences
of which he may be entiUed to some legal relief 3 : a nonessential
property of an entity or circumstance 4 ; an irregularity of a sur-
face (as of the moon)

lac>ci-den>tal \,ak-s3-'dent-'*I\ adj 1 : arising from extrinsic
causes : nonessential 2 : occurring by chance or unexpectedly— ac<ci*den*tal>ly \-'dent-le, -n-e\ adv — ac-ci-den>tal>ness
\-'dent-*l-nas\ n
syn FORTurrous, contingent, casual, incidental, adventitious:
accidental stresses chance; fortuitous so strongly suggests
chance that it often connotes entire absence of cause; contingent
suggests possibility of happening but stresses uncertainty and de-
pendence on other future events for existence or occurrence;
casual stresses lack of real or apparent premeditation or intent;
incidental stresses nonessential or secondary character; ad-
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accidental

VENTmous implies a lack of relation to the original or Intrinsic
character of a thing (adventitious importance)

^accidental n 1 : a nonessential property 2 a : a chromatically
altered note (as a sharp or flat) foreign to a key indicated by a
signature h : a prefixed sign indicating an accidental

ac*cip-i'ter \ak-'sip-at-3r\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, hawk] : any
of a genus {Accipiier) of medium-sized short-winged long-legged
hawks with low darting flight; broadly ; a hawk (as of the family
Accipitridae, the accipiter family) of similar appearance or habit of
flight — aC'Cip-i-trine \-'sip-a-,trin\ adj or n

1ac>claiin \3-'klam\ vb [L acclamare, lit., to shout at, fr. ad- +
clamare to shout — more at claim] vt \ l applaud, praise 2 : to
declare by acclamation 3 archaic ; shout -^ v( ; to shout praise or
applause — ac*claim*er n
^acclaim n 1 : the act of acclaiming 2 : applause, praise
ac*Cla-iaa>tiOU \,ak-l3-'ma-sh3n\ n [L acclamation-, acclamath,
fr. acclamatus, pp. of acclamare] 1 ; a loud eager expression of
approval, praise, or assent 2 : an overwhelming affirmative vote
by cheers, shouts, or applause rather than by ballot
accli-mate Xa-'kll-mst, 'ak-l3-,mat\ vt [F acclimater, fr. a- (fr. L
ad-) + climat climate] : accumatize — ac*cli>ma*tion \,ak-
,lT-'ma-sh3n, ,ak-l3-\ n

ac>cli*ma>U>za.tion \3-,kIT-mat-a-'za-sh3n\ « : the process or re-
suit of acclimatizing

_
ac>cli-ma>tize \3-'kli-m^,tTz\ vt : to adapt to a new temperature,
altitude, climate, environment, or situation ^ vi ; to become
acclimatized — ac.cli-ma.tiz.er n

aC'CliV'i-ty \3-'kliv-3t-e\ n [L accUvitas, fr. acclivis ascending, fr.

ad- + clivus slope — more at declivity] ; a slope that ascends
aC'CO*lade \'ak-3-,Iad\ n [F, fr. accoler to embrace, fr. (assumed)
VL accoUare, fr. L ad- -\- collum neck — more at collar] 1 : a
ceremonial embrace 2 a ; a ceremony or salute to mark the con-
ferring of knighthood b : a ceremony marking the recognition of
special merit 3 : a mark of acknowledgment : award 4 : a brace
or a line used in music to join two or more staffs carrying simultane-
ous parts

ac>coni>tno*date \3-'kam-3-,dat\ vb [L accommodatus, pp. of
accommodare, fr. ad- + commodare to make fit, fr. commodus
suitable — more at commode] vt 1 ; to make fit, suitable, or
congruous : adapt 2 : to bring into agreement or concord
; reconcile 3 ; to furnish with something desired, needed, or
suited: a : to grant a loan to esp. without security h : to provide
with lodgings : house c : to make room for d : to hold without
crowding or inconvenience ~ vi : to adapt oneself; specij ; to un-
dergo accoinmodation syn see adapt, contain — ac*com*mo-
da*tive \-,dat-iv\ adj— ac>com-mo<da*tive*ness n

aC'Com-mO'dat'lng adj :_disposed to be helpful or obliging — ac-
com.mO'dat'ing'ly \-,dat-ir)-le\ adv

ac<coin<mo-da''tiou \3-,kam-3-*dI-shan\ n 1 ; something supplied
for convenience or to satisfy a need: as a : lodging, food, and serv-
ices or seat, berth, or other space occupied together with services
available — usu. used in pi. b : a public conveyance (as a train)
that stops at all or nearly all points c ; loan 2 : the act of
accommodating : the state of being accommodated: as a : the pro-
vision of what is needed or desired for convenience b : adapta-
tion, ADJUSTMENT c : an adjustment of differences : settlement
d : the automatic adjustment of the eye for seeing at different
distances effected chiefly by changes in the convexity of the crystal-
line lens; also : the range over which such adjustment is possible —
ac*com*mo*da<tlon*al \-shnal, -sh3n-M\ adj
accommodation ladder n : a light ladder or stairway hung over the
side of a ship for ascending from or descending to small boats
accommodation paper n : a bill, draft, or note made, drawn,
accepted, or endorsed by one person for another without considera-
tion to enable that other to raise money or obtain credit thereby

ac<com>mo*da-tor \3-'kam-3-,dat-ar\ « ; one who substitutes for
a regularly employed domestic worker
accom.pa.ni.ment \3-'k9mp-(3-)ne-m3nt\ n 1 : a subordinate
instrumental or vocal part designed to support or complement a
principal voice or instrument 2 : an addition (as an ornament)
intended to give completeness or symmetry : complement 3 : an
accompanying situation or occurrence ; concomitant
accom.pa.nist \3-'k3mp- (3-)n3st\ also accom.pa.ny.istX-'kamp-
(3-)ne-3si\ n : one (as a pianist) that plays an accompaniment

ac>C0m-pa-ny \3-'k3mp-(3-)ne\ vb [ME accompanien, fr, MF
acompaignier, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) -{• compaing companion, fr. LL
companiol vt 1 : to go with or attend as an associate or companion
2 ; to perform an accompaniment to or for 3 a : to cause to be in
association b ; to be in association with ^ vi ; to perform an
accompaniment
syn accompany, attend, escort mean to go along with, accom-
pany implies closeness of association and with a personal subject
usu. equality of status; attend implies a waiting upon in order to
serve usu. as a subordinate; escort adds to accompany implica-
tions of protection, ceremony, or courtesy
ac>com>pUce \3-'kam-pl3S, -'ksm-V n [alter, (fr. incorrect division
of a complice) of complice] : one associated with another esp. in
wrongdoing
ac<COm>plish \&-'kam-plish, -'ksm-V vt [ME accompUsshen, fr. MF
acompliss-. stem of acomplir, fr. (assumed) VL accomplere, fr. L ad-
-I- complere to fill up —more at complete] 1 ; to execute fully
: PERFORM 2 : to attain to (a measure of time or distance) : cover
3 archaic a : to equip thoroughly b ; perfect syn see perform— ac>com •plish- able \-3-bal\ adj

ac*com<plished adj l : completed, effected 2 : complete in
acquirements as the result of practice or training; esp : having
many social accomplishments
accom.plish.ment Xs-'kam-pllsh-mont. -'ksm-V n 1 : the act of
accomplishing : completion 2 : something accomplished
; achievement 3 a : a quality or ability equipping one for society
b : a special skill or abihty acquired by training or practice syn see
acquirement
laccord \3-'k6(3)rd\ vb [ME accorden, fr. OF acorder, fr.

(assumed) VL accordare, fr. L ad- + cord-, cor heart — more at
heart] vt 1 : to bring into agreement : reconcile 2 a : to grant as
suitable or proper b : allovi/ c : award d : allot -^ vi 1 archaic
: to arrive at an agreement 2 obs : to give consent 3 : to be in
harmony syn see agree, grant

^accord n [ME. fr. OF acort, fr. acorder] 1 : agreement, con-
FORMrrY 2 : balanced interrelationship : harmony 3 obs : assent
4 : voluntary or spontaneous impulse to act

3 stated or attested

accordion

; the quality or state of

ubject to giving an

acculturation

accor.dance \3-'k6rd-'n(t)s\ n l : agreement, conformity
<m ~ with a rule) 2 : the act of granting

ac>cor>dant \-='nt\ adj 1 : agreeing, consonant 2 : harmonious— aC'COT'dant'ly adv
accord. ing as conj l : in accord with the way in which 2 a : de-
pending on how b : depending on whether : if

ac*cord>ing>ly \3-'k6rd-io-le\ adv 1 : in accordance : correspond-
ingly 2 : consequently, so
according to prep l : in conformity with 2 : i

by 3 ; depending on
laccor-di.on \3-'k6rd-e-3n\ n [G
akkordion, fr. akkord chord, fr. F
accord, fr. OF acort] : a portable key-
board wind instrument in which the
wind is forced past free metallic reeds by
means of a hand-operated bellows —
ac-cor-di.on-ist \-e3-n3st\ n

^accordion adj ; folding or creased or
hinged to fold like an accordion
laccost \a-'k6st\ vt [MF accoster,
deriv. of L ad- -|- cosia rib, side — more
at coast] : to approach and speak to
: speak first to : address

aaccost n, archaic ; address, greeting
accouche-ment \.a-.kiish-'ma", 3-
'kiJsh-,\ n [F] : lying-in; esp : parturition

accou.clieur \,a-,kU-'shar\ n [F] : obstetrician
laC'COUnt \3-'kaunt\ n 1 archaic : beckoning, computation
2 a : a record of debit and credit entries chronologically posted to
a ledger page to cover transactions involving a particular item or a
particular person or concern b : a statement of transactions during
a fiscal period 3 : a collection of items to be balanced — usu. used
in pi. 4 : a statement of explanation of one's conduct 5 a : a peri-
odically rendered reckoning listing charged purchases and credits
b : the patronage involved in estabUshing or maintaining an ac-
count : BUSINESS 6 a : value, importance b : esteem, judgment
7 : PROFIT, advantage 8 a : a statement or exposition of reasons,
causes, grounds, or motives b : a reason giving rise to an action or
other result c : careful thought : consideration 9 : a statement
of facts or events : relation 10 : hearsay, report — usu. used in
pi. 11 ; a sum of money or its equivalent deposited in the common
cash of a bank and subject to withdrawal by the depositor — on
account ot ; for the sake of ; by reason of ; because of
2account vb [ME accounten, fr. MF acompter, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) +
compter to count] vt 1 : to give a report on 2 : to think of as <-^j
himself lucky) '^ vi 1 : to furnish a justifying analysis or explana-
tion — used with for 2 a : to be the sole or primary factor — used
with jor b : to bring about the capture or destruction of something
i'^ed for two rabbits)

ac.count.abil.i.ty \s-.kaunt-3-'bil-3t-e\ j

being accountable
account.able \3-'kaunt-3-b3l\ adj 1
account : answerable 2 : capable of being accounted for : ex-
plainable syn see responsible — ac-count-able*ness n — ac-
count-ably \-ble\ adv

ac.coun.tan*cy \a-'kaunt-=n-se\ n ; the profession or practice of
accounting

ac>coun<tant \3-'kaunt-'nt\ n l : one that gives an account or is

accountable ; reckoner 2 : one skilled in the practice of account-
ing or in charge of pubhc or private accounts— ac*coun'tant-ship
\-.ship\ n

account executive n : a business executive responsible for the
management of a client's account
aC'Count'ing n l : the system of recording and summarizing busi-
ness and financial transactions in books and analyzing, verifying,
and reporting the results; also ; the underlying body of principles
and procedures 2 a : practical application of accounting b : an
instance of applying the principles and procedures of accounting

ac. counter or ac>coa<tre \a-'kut-3r\ vt ac-cou-ter-ing or ac-
cou<tring \-'kUt-3-riri, -'kii-tririN, [F accoutrer, fr. MF acoustrer,
fr. a- + costure seam, fr. (assumed) VL consutura, fr. L consutus, pp.
of consuere to sew together, fr. com- -(- suere to sew] : to provide
with equipment or furnishings ; fit out syn see furnish

ac.cou.ter.ment or accou-tre-ment \3-'kiit-3r-m3nt, -'kU-tra-
m3nt\ n 1 : the act of accoutering ; the state of being accoutered
2 a ; an article of equipment or dress esp. when used as an accessory
b : EQUIPMENT, trappings; specif : a soldier's outfit usu. not in-

cluding clothes and weapons — usu. used in pi.

ac<cred>it \3-'kred-3t\ vr [F accrediter, fr. ad- + credit credit]
1 ; to put (as by common consent) into a reputable category 2 : to
give official authorization to or approval of: a : to provide with
credentials; esp : to send (an envoy) with letters of authorization
b : to vouch for as in conformity with a standard c : to recognize (an
educational institution) as maintaining standards that qualify the
graduates for admission to higher or more specialized institutions
or for professional practice_ 3 : credit syn see approve — ac-
cred>i>ta*tion \3-.kred-o-'ta-sh3n\ n

accrete \a-'kret\ vb [back-formation fr. accretion] vi ; to grow or
become attached by accretion '*- vr : to cause to adhere or become
attached

ac.cre.tion \3-'kre-sh3n\ n [L accretion-, accretio, fr. accretus, pp.
of accrescere] 1 ; the process of growth or enlargement: a ; in-
crease by external addition or accumulation b : the increase of
land by the gradual or imperceptible action of natural forces

2 : a product of accretion; esp : an extraneous addition 3 : co-
herence of separate particles ; concretion — aG-cre>tion>ary
\-sh9-,ner-e\ adj — ac^cre-tive \3-'kret-iv\ adj

ac-cru>al \3-'kru-al\ n 1 : the action or process of accruing
2 : something that accrues or has accrued

ac*cnie \3-'krU\ vb [ME acreuen, prob. fr. MF acreue increase, fr.

acreistre to increase, fr. L accrescere, fr. ad- -H crescere to grow— more at crescent] vi 1 : to come into existence as a legally

enforceable claim 2 : to come by way of increase or addition
3 : to be periodically accumulated whether as an increase or a
decrease ~ vt ; accumulate — ac>crue>ment \-m3nt\ n

ac*cul*tUT*ate \3-'k3l-ch»-.rat\ vb [back-formation fr. accultura-
tion] ; to change through acculturation

ac.cul.tur.a-tion \a-,kal-ch3-'ra-shan\ n : a process of inter-

cultural borrowing between diverse peoples resulting in new and
blended patterns; esp ; modifications in a primitive culture resulting



acculfurational achromafically

ac-et-al<de.byde \,as-3-'tal-d3-.hTd, .as-at-'alA n nSV} ; a color-
less volatile water-soluble liquid aldehyde CH3CHO used chiefly
in organic synthesis
acet-amide \&-'set-3-,mTd, ,as-3t-'am-,Td\ n [G azetamid, fr.

azet- + amid amide] : a white crystalline amide CzHsNO of
acetic acid used esp. as a solvent and in organic synthesis

acet-an.i-lide or acet-an-i-lid \,as-9-'tan-=i-,Td, ,as-3t-'an-, -'1-

3d\ n [ISV] : a white crystalline compound CeHgNO that is

derived from aniline and acetic acid and is used esp. to check pain
or fever

ac-e*tate \'as-3-,tat\ n 1 : a salt or ester of acetic acid 2 : cellulose
acetate or one of its products 3 : a phonograph recording disk
made of an acetate or coated with cellulose acetate
ace-tic \3-'set-ik\ adj [prob. fr. F acetique, fr. L acetum vinegar,
fr. acere to be sour, fr. acer sharp — more at edge] : of, relating
to, or producing acetic acid or vinegar

acetic acid n ; a colorless pungent liquid acid C2H4 02 that is

the chief acid of vinegar and that is used esp. in synthesis (as of
plastics)

ace>ti>fi>ca-tion \3-,set-3-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n : the act of acetifying
: the state of being acetified

ace-ti.fi-er \a-'set-3-.n(-3)r\ n : one that acetifies

ace>ti>fy \-,fT\ vb : to turn into acetic acid or vinegar
ace<to*ace>tic acid \,as-a-to-3-,set-ik-, 3-,set-o-\ n [part trans,
of G azetessigsdure, fr. azet- acet- + essigsaure acetic acid] : an
unstable acid C4H6O3 found in abnormal urine
ace.tone \'as-3-,ton\ n [G azelon, fr. L acetumi : a volatile fra-
grant flammable liquid ketone CsHsO used chiefly as a solvent
and in organic svnthesis and found abnormally in urine — ac«e-
ton<ic \,as-3-'tan-ik\ adj

ac.e.to.phe.net-i.din \,as-3-,to-f3-'net-3d-3n\ n [ISV] : a white
crystalline compound C10H13NO2 that is used to ease pain or
fever
ac>e-tose \'as-3-,tos\ adj ; sour like vinegar : acetous
ace>tous \3-'set-3s\ adj ; relating to or producing vinegar; also

; SOUR, VINEGARY
acetyl \a-'set-n. 'as-atA n : the radical CH3CO- of acetic acid
acet-y.late \3-'set-n-,at\ or acet-y.llze \-,T2\ vi : to introduce the
acetyl radical into (a compound) — acet*y-la*tioii \3-,set-'l-'a-
shanV n

ace-tyl.cho.line \3-.set-M-'ko-,len\ n [ISV] : a compound C7-
H17NO3 released at autonomic nerve endings, held to function
in the transmission of the nerve impulse, and formed enzymatically
in the tissues from choline
acet>y>lene \3-'set-=I-3n. -'l-,en\ n : a colorless gaseous hydro-
carbon HC =CH made esp. by the action of water on calcium
carbide and used chiefly in welding and soldering and in organic
synthesis — acet.y-le-nic \3-,set-n-'e-nik, -'en-ik\ adj

ac-e^tyl-ic \,as-3-'til-ik\ adj : of or relating to acetyl
ace.tyl.sa.Iicy.late \3-,set-'l-s3-'lis-3-.lat\ n : a salt or ester of
acetylsalicvlic acid

ace-tyl.sal-i.cyl.ic acid \3-'set-l-.saI-a-.siI-ikA n [ISV] : aspirin 1

Acha<tes \3-'kat-(,)e2\ n [L] 1 : a faithful companion of Aeneas
in Vergil's Aeneid 2 : a faithful friend
lache \'ak\ VI [ME aken, fr. OE aeon; akin to LG dken to hurt]
1 a : to suffer a usu. dull persistent pain b ; to become distressed
or disturbed (as with anxiety or regret) c : to feel compassion
2 ; to become filled with painful yearning

2ache n : a usu. dull persistent pain
achene \3-'ken\ n [NL achaenium, fr. a- + Gk chainein to yawn— more at yawn] : a small dry indehiscent one-seeded fruit

developing from a simple ovary and usu. having a thin peri^rp
attached to the seed ai only one point — ache-ni^al \3-'ke-ne-3l\
adj

Ach.er.on \'ak-3-,ran\ n [L, fr. Gk Acheron} 1 : a river in Hades
2 : the nether world : hades

Acheu.le.an also Acheu-li-an \3-'shii-le-an\ adj [F Acheuleen,
fr. St. Acheul, near Amiens. France] : of or relating to a lower
Paleolithic culture characterized by bifacial tools with round
cutting edges

^ che>val \,ash-3-'val\ adv [F, lit., on horseback] ; with a part
on each side ; astride

acbiev>able \3-'che-v3-b3l\ arfj ; capable of being achieved
: attainable

adlieve \3-'chev\ vb [ME acheven, fr. MF achever to finish, fr.

a- (fr. L ad-) + chiej end, head — more at chief] vt 1 : to bring
to a successful conclusion : accomplish 2 : to get as the result

of exertion : win (^ greatness) '« vi : to attain a desired end or
aim syn see perform, reach

achieve>inent \a-'chev-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of achieving : ac-
complishment 2 a : a result brought about by resolve, persistence,
or endeavor b : a great or heroic deed syn see feat

Achil-les \3-'kil-(.)e2\ n [L, fr. Gk Achilleusi ; a Greek warrior
and hero of Homer's Iliad

Achilles' heel n [fr. the story that Achilles was vulnerable only
in the heel] : a vulnerable point

Acllilles tendon n : the strong tendon joining the muscles in the
calf of the leg to the bone of the heel

achla*myd-e-ous \,ak-l3-'mid-e-3s, ,a-kl3-\ adj {a- + Gk chlamyd-,
chlamys mantle] : lacking both calyx and corolla

achlor.hy-dria \.a-.klor-*hT-dre-3, -,kl6r-\ n [NL. fr. a- + chlorine
+ hydrogen} : absence of hydrochloric acid from the gastric juice— achlor^hy-dric \-drik\ adj

aclion>drite \(')a-'kan-,drit\ n : a stony meteorite without rounded
grains — achon.drit-ic \,a-,kan-'dnt-ik\ adj

achon.dro.pla.sia \.a-,kan-dr3-'pla-2h(e-)3\ n [NL] ; failure

of normal development of cartilage resulting in dwarfism— acbon-
dro-plas'tic \-'plas-tik\ adj
achromat- or achromato- comb Jorm [Gk achromatos colorless,

fr. a- + chromat-, chroma color — more at chromatic] : achro-
matic (.achromatism^
ach>ro*inat>ic \,ak-r3-'mat-ik\ adj 1 ; refracting light without
dispersing into its constituent colors : giving images practically

free from extraneous colors <an '^ telescope) 2 : not readily
colored by the usual staining agents 3 : possessing no hue : neu-
tral ; being black, gray, or white 4 : being without accidentals
or modulation : diatonic — ach-ro-mat-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
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from contact with an advanced society —'ac«oul-tur-a*tion«al
\-shn3l, -sh3n-n\ adj ~ ac<ctil<tur-a-tlTe \3-'kal-ch^,rat-iv\ adj

ac-CU>inn-late \a-'kyii-my3-,lat\ vb [L accumulatus, pp. of ac-
cumulare, fr. ad- + cumulare to heap up — more at cumulate]
vt 1 : to heap or pile up : amass 2 : collect, gather -^ vi : to
increase in quantity or number
ac*cu>mU'la>tion. \3-,kyu-my3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : the action or process
of accumulating : the slate of being or having accumulated 2 ; in-

crease or growth by addition esp. when continuous or repeated
3 : something that has accumulated or has been accumulated

ac>cu<inu<la>tive Xs-'kyii-mys-.lat-iv, -latA adj 1 : cumulattve
2 : tending or given to accumulation — ac*cu>mu*la*tive*ly
adv — aG>cu-mu*la*tive>ness n

ac>cu*inu>la>tor \3-'kyiJ-my3-,lat-3r\ n : one that accumulates:
as a : shock absorber_ h Brit : storage cell

ac>CU>ra<cy \'ak-y3-ra-se\ n 1 ; freedom from mistake or error
; correctness 2 a : conformity to truth or to a standard or
model : exactness b ; degree of conformity of a measure to a
standard or a true value

the result of care 2 : conforming exactly to truth or to a
standard : exact syn see correct — ac<cu<rate>ly X-ys-rst-le.

-ysrtA adv — ac-cu>rate*ness \-n3s\ n
accursed Xa-'ksrst, -'kar-S3d\ or accurst \3-'k3rst\ adj [ME
acursed, fr. pp.of acursen to consign to destruction with a curse,

fr. a- (fr. OE o-, perfective prefix) 4- cursen to curse — more at

abide] 1 : being under a_ curse 2 : damnable, detestable— ac>cius*ed>ly \-'k3r-s3d-le\ adv— ac-curs>ed>ness V'kar-sad-
n3s\ n

ac>OUS-aI \3-'kyu-z3l\ nj accusation
ac-cu-sa-tion \,ak-y3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of accusing : the
state or fact of being accused 2 ; a charge of wrongdoing : al-
legation

laC'CU'Sa-tive \3-'kyii-z3t-iv\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF accusatif,

fr. L accusativus, fr. accusatus, pp. of accusare} 1 : of, relating to,

or being the grammatical case that marks the direct object of a verb
or the object of any of several prepositions 2 : accusatory —
ac>cu<sa>Uve>ly adv

^accusative n : the accusative case of a language : a form in the
accusative case

ac>CU>sa>to>ry \3-'kyii-z3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; containing, express-
ing, or tending to accusation
ac-cuse \3-'kyiiz\ vb [ME accusen, fr. OF acuser, fr. L accusare
to call to account, fr. ad- + causa lawsuit, cause] vt : to charge
with a fault or offense : blame —

' vi : to bring an accusation —
ac>cus<er \3-'kyiJ-z3r\ n — ac>cns-ing>ly \-'kyu-zio-le\ adv
ac>cused n, pi accused : one charged with an offense; esp : the
defendant in a criminal case

ac-CUS-tom \3-'k3S-t3m\ vt [me accustomen, fr. MF acostumer,
fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + costume custom] ; to make familiar through use
or experience : habituate
ac-cus-tomed adj 1 : customary, usual 2 : used, wont <~ to
work) syn see usual
lace \'as\ n [ME or. fr. OF, fr. L, unit, a copper coin] 1 a : a die
face marked with one spot bra playing card marked in its center
with one large pip c : a domino end marked with one spot 2 : a
very small amount or degree ; particle 3 ; a score won by a
single stroke 4 : a golf score of one stroke on a hole or a hole so
made 5 : a combat pilot who has brought down at least five

enemy airplanes 6 : one that excels at something
2ace vt 1 : to score an ace against (an opponent) 2 : to make
(a hole in golf) in one stroke

3ace adj : of first or high rank or quality
-a>ce>ae \'a-se-,e\ n pi sujjix [NL, fr. L, fern. pi. of -aceus -aceous]

: plants of the nature of <Rosaceae> — in names of famihes of
plants; formerly in names of orders of plants
acel-da>ma \3-'sel-da-m3\ n [fr. Aceldama, field bought by Judas
with the money received forbetraying Christ (Acts 1:18-19), fr.

Gk Akeldama, fr. Aram haqel dema, lit., field of blood] : a field

of bloodshed
acel>lu>lar \(')a-'sel-y3-l3r\ adj ; not made up of cells

acen-tric \(^)a-'sen-trik\ adj : not centered : having no center
-a-ceous \*a-sh3s\ adj sujjix [L -aceus} 1 a : characterized by

; full of iseiaceous} b ; consisting of (carbonaceousy ; having
the nature or form of <.sax>onaceous} 2 a ; of or relating to a group
of animals typified by (such) a form icetaceous) or characterized
by (such) a feature <crustaceoM5) b : of or relating to a plant
family typified by (such) a genus irosaceous}

aceph.a-IOUS \(')a-'sef-3-l3s\ adj [Gk akephalos, fr. a- + kephale
head — more at cephalic] 1 ; lacking a head or having the
head reduced_ 2_ : lacking a governing head or chief
ace>quia \3-'sa-ke-3\ n [Sp, fr. Ar as-saqiyah the irrigation stream]
Southwest ; an irrigation ditch or canal

acer.ate.\'as-3-.rat\ or acer-OSe \-,ros\ adj [L acer sharp —
more at edge] : having the form of or a tip like the point of a
needle

acerb \3-'S3rb\ adj [F or L; F acerbe. fr. L acerbus, fr. acer} 1 : acid
or sour to the taste 2 : acid in temper, mood, or tone

ac>er>bate \'as-3r-,bat\ vt ; irrttate. exasperate
acer-bi>ty \&-'s3r-b3t-E\ n 1 : acidity of taste 2 : acidity of
temper or tone syn see acrimony

acer-vate \3-'s3r-v3t, 'as-ar-.vatX adj [L acervatus, pp. of acervare
to heap up, fr. acervus heap] : growing in heaps or closely com-
pacted clusters — acer*vate*ly adv — ac-er-va<tiou \,as-5r-
'va-shsnV n

acet- or aceto- comb jorm [F & L; F acet-, fr. L acet-, fr. acetum}
: acetic acid : acetic <aceryl)

aG*e-tab>u>lar \,as-3-'tab-y3-lar\ ad/: of or relating to an acetabulum
ac>e*tah>u*lu2n \-i3m\ n. pi acetabulums or ac*e*tab-n>la \-i3\
[L. fr. acetum} 1 a : the cup-shaped socket in the hipbone b : the
cavity by which the leg of an insect articulates with the body
2 : a sucker of an invertebrate (as a trematode or leech)

ac-e-tal \'as-3-,tal\ n [G azetal, fr. azet- acet- 4- a/kohal alco-
hol] : any of various compounds characterized by the grouping
>C(OR)2 and obtained esp. by heating aldehydes or ketones
with alcohols



achromaticity

lens

— ach-ro>ma>tic>i-t7 \,ak-r5-md-*tls-3t-e\ n ~ achro*ma*tlze
\(')a-'kr6-m3-.tTz\ vt

achromatic lens n ; a lens made by com-
bining lenses of different glasses having
different focal powers so that the light

emerging from the lens forms an image
practically free from unwanted colors
achro.ma.tin \(')a-'kro-m3t-3n\ n : the
part of the cell nucleus not readily colored
by basic stains — achro*raa*tin<ic \,a-,kro-ma-*tin-ik\ adj
achrO'ina-tism \(')a-'kr6-ma-,tiz-3m\ n : the quality or state of
being achromatic

achrO'ina-tous \ (')a-'kro-mst-3s\ adj : lacking or deficient in color
achy \'a-ke\ adj : afflicted with aches
acicu.la \9-'sik-y3-i5\ n. pi acic-u.lae \-,le\ or aciculas [NL,
fr. LL, ornamental pin — more at aglet] : a needlelike spine.
bristle, or crystal — acic-a-lar \-l3r\ adj — acic-u-Iate \-l3t,

-,lat\ adj
lacid \*as-9d\ adj [F or L; F acide. fr. L acidus, fr. acere to be
sour — more at acetic] 1 a : sour, sharp, or biting to the taste

b : sharp, biting, or sour in manner, disposition, or nature
c : sharply clear, discerning, or pointed 2 a : of. relating to, or
being an acid; also : having the reactions or characteristics of an
acid b ; marked by excessive or abnormal concentration of acid
3 ; relating to or made by a process (as in making steel) in which
the furnace is lined with acidic material and an acidic slag is used
4 : rich in silica syn see sour — ac-id-ly adv — ac*id>ness n

2acid n ; a sour substance; specij : any of various typically waters
soluble and sour compounds capable of reacting with a base to
form a salt that are hydrogen-containing molecules or ions able
to give up a proton to a base or substances able to accept an un-
shared pair of electrons from a base

aci-dan.tlie.ra \,as-3-"dan(t)-th3-r3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk
akid-, akis needle + NL anthera anther; akin to Gk akme point— more at edge] : any of a genus iAcidanihera) of African herbs
of the lily family cultivated for their loose spikes of slender-tubed
flowers

ac>id-fast \'as-3d-,fast\ adj : not easily decolorized by acids
acid'ic \3-'sid-ik\ adj 1 ; acid-forming 2 : acid
acid-i>fi<ca*tlon \s-,sid-3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
acidifying

acid<i*fi>er \9-'sid-3-,fT(-3)r\ n : one that acidifies; esp : a sub-
stance used to increase soil acidity

acid>i>Iy \3-'sid-3-,fT\ vr : to make acid or convert into an acid
'*- vi : to become acid

ac>i<dlm-e-ter \,as-3-'dim-3t-3r\ n ; an apparatus for measuring
the strength or the amount of acid present in a solution — acid>i-
met^ric \a-,sid-3-'me-trik\ adj — ac>i-dliii*e>try \,as-3-'dim-3-
tre\ n

acid>i>ty \3-'sid-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality, state, or degree of being
acid : TARTNESS 2 : HYPERACmrrY

acld'O'phile \3-'sid-3-,fn\ or acid>o>phll \-,fil\ n : an acidophilic
substance, tissue, or organism

aci-do-phil-ic \,as-3-,do-'fii-ik\ or aci.doph.i-lous \,as-3-
'daf-(3-)!as\ adj 1 : staining readily with acid stains 2 ; preferring
or thriving in a relatively acid environment

aci.doph.i.lUS milk \,as-s-,daf-0-)lasA n [NL Lactobacillus
acidophilus, lit., acidophilic Lactobacillus] : milk fermented by
any of several bacteria and used therapeutically to change the
intestinal flora

ac>i<d0-sls \,as-3-'d6-s3s\ n : an abnormal state of reduced
alkalinity of the blood and of the body tissues — ac<i*dot*iC
\-'dat-tk\ adj

acid test n : a severe or crucial test

acid>u*late \3*'sij-3-.lat\ vi [L acidulusi : to make acid or slightly
acid — acid>u-la-tlon \3-,sij-3-'la-sh3n\ n

acid'U'leut \3-'si]-3-l3nt\ adj [F acidulant, fr. prp. of aciduler to
acidulate, fr. L acidulusi : acidulous

acid>U<lous \3-'sij-3-l3s\ adj [L acidulus sourish, fr. acidusi ; acid
in taste or manner ; harsh syn see sour

ac>i>nar \'as-3-n3r\ adj : of or relating to an acinus
ac.i«nous \'as-3-n3s\ adj [F or L; F acineux, fr. L acinosus, fr.

acinus] : consisting of or containing acini
ac-i.nus \'as-3-n3s\ n, pi aci-ni \-,nT\ [NL, fr. L, berry, berry
seed] ; one of the small sacs in a racemose gland lined with secreting
cells

ack-ack \'ak-,ak\ n [Brit, signalmen's telephone pron. of AA,
abbr. of aniiaircrajtl : an antiaircraft gun; also : antiaircraft fire

ac*knowl>edge \ik-'nal-ij. ak-\ vt [ac- (as in accorrf) + knowledge]
1 : to own or admit knowledge of 2 : to recognize the rights,

authority, or status of 3 a : to express gratitude or obligation for
b ; to take notice of c ; to make known the receipt of 4 : to
recognize as genuine or valid — ac*lcnowl>edge<abIe \-i-j3-b3l\
adj
syi

agaii
ing of something that has been or might be concealed; admit
implies a degree of reluctance to disclose, grant, or concede; own
implies acknowledging something in close relation to oneself; avow
implies openly or boldly declaring what one might be expected to
be silent about; confess may apply lo an admission of a weakness,
failure, omission, or guilt

ac<knowl<edged \-iJd\ adj : generally recognized or accepted— ac-knowl*edged*ly \-i-j3d-le. -ij-d!e\ adv
ac-knowl'edg*meut also ac>knowl-edge>ment Nik-'nai-ij-msnt.
ak-\ n 1 a : the act of acknowledging b : recognition or favorable
notice of an act or achievement 2 : a thing done or given in
recognition of something received 3 : a declaration or avowal of
one's act or of a fact to give it legal validity

aclin>ic line \,a-,khn-ik-\ n : an imaginary line roughly parallel
to the geographical equator and passing through those points
where a magnetic needle has no dip
ac>me \'ak-me\ n [Gk akme point, highest point — more at EDOE]

: the highest point : peak syn see summit
ac>ne \'ak-ne\ n [Gk aA:/ie eruption on the face, MS var. of akme,
lit., point] : an inflammatory disease involving the oil glands and
hair foHicles of the skin; specij : one found chiefly in adolescents
and marked by papules or pustules esp. about the face
acock \3-'kak\ adv {or adj) ; in a cocked position
acold \»-'kold\ adj [ME] archaic : cold, chilled

acrimoniousness
aco.lyte \*ak-3-.lIt\ n [ME acolite, fr. OF & ML; OF. fr. ML
acoluthus. fr. MGk akolouihos, fr. Gk, adj., following, fr. a-, ha-
(akin to Gk homos same) + keleuthos path — more at same]
1 : one who assists the minister in a Uturgical service by performing
minor duties 2 : one who attends or assists ; follower

ac>o-nite \'ak-3-,nTt\ n 1 : aconitum 1; esp : a common monks-
hood {Aconitum napellus) 2 : the dried tuberous root of a monks-
hood (Aconitum napellus) formerly used as a sedative

ac-O.ni.tmn \,ak-3-*nTt-3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, aconitum,
fr. Gk akoniton] 1 ; any of a genus (Aconitum) of usu. bluish
flowered poisonous herbs of the crowfoot family — compare
monkshood, wolfsbane 2 : aconite 2
acorn \'a-.k60)m, -ksrnX n [ME akern, fr.

OE secern; akm to MHG ackeran acorns
collectively. Russ yagoda berry] : the nut of
the oak usu. seated in or surrounded by a
hard woody cupule of indurated bracts
acorn tube n ; a very small vacuum tube
resembling an acorn in shape and used at
extremely high frequencies

acous.tic \3-'ku-siik\ adj [Gk akoustikos of
hearing, fr. akouein to hear — more at hear]
; of or relating to the sense or organs of hearing, to sound, or to
the science of sounds: as a : deadening sound b ; operated by
or utilizing sound waves — acous-ti-cal \-sti-k3l\ adj— acous-
ti-cal-ly \-kf3-)le\ adv

ac-0US*ti<cian \,a-,ku-'stish-3n, 3-,ku-\ n ; a specialist in acoustics
acouS'tics \a-'kU-stiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : a science
that deals with the production, control, transmission, reception,
and effects of sound 2 also acoustic : the sum of the qualities that
determine the value of an auditorium or other enclosure as to
distinct hearing
acquaint \3-'kwant\ vr [ME aquainten, fr. OF acointier, fr. ML
accognitare, fr. LL accognitus, pp. of accognoscere to know per-
fectly, fr. L ad- + cognoscere to know — more at cognition] 1 ; to
cause to know personally 2 : to make familiar : cause to know
firsthand syn see inform

ac*quaint'ance \3-'kwant-'n(t)s\ n 1 a : personal knowledge
: familiarfty b : the state of being acquainted 2 a archaic : the
persons with whom one is acquainted b : a person whom one
knows but who is not a particularly close friend — ac>qaaint-
ance-ship \-,shJp\ n

ac>qui>esce \,ak-we-'es\ vi [F acquiescer, fr. L acquiescere, fr. ad-
+ quiescere to be quiet — more at quiet] ; to accept or comply
tacitly or passively syn see assent

ac-qui-es-cence \,ak-we-'es-'n(t)s\ n : the act of acquiescing : the
state of being acquiescent

ac-qui<es>cent \,ak-we-'es-'nt\ adj [L acquiescent-, acquiescens,
prp. of acquiescere} ; acquiescing or disposed to acquiesce — ac-
qui*es>cent-ly adv

ac>quii>able \3-'kwT-r3-b3l\ adj : capable of being acquired
acquire \3-'kwT(3)r\ vt [ME aqueren, fr. MF aquerre, fr. L ac-
quirere, fr. ad- + quaerere to seek, obtain] 1 : to come into
possession of often by some uncertain or unspecified means 2 : to
come to have as a characteristic, trait, or ability (as by sustained
effort or through environmental forces) <an acquired physical
character) syn see get
acquire.ment \-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of acquiring 2 : an at-
tainment of mind or body usu. resulting from continued endeavor
syn ACQUIREMENT, ACQUISITION, ATTAINMENT. ACCOMPLISHMENT

mean a power or skill won through exertion or effort, acquire-
ment suggests the fruit of constant endeavor to cultivate oneself;
acquisition stresses eagerness of effort and an inherent value in
what is gained; attainment suggests a distinguished achievement;
ACCOMPLISHMENT implies a socially useful skill

acqui.Si.tion \,ak-w3-'2ish-3n\ n [ME acquisicioun, fr. MF or L;
MF acquisition, fr. L acquisition-, acquisitio, fr. acquisiius. pp. of
acquirere} 1 ; the act of acquiring 2 ; something acquired or
gained syn see acquirement

ac>quiS'i*tive \3-'kwiz-3t-iv\ adj : given to or strongly desirous of
acquiring and possessing syn see covetous — ac'quis»i>tive»ly
adv — ac-qulS'i>tive<ness n
acquit \3-'kwit\ vt ac-quit-ted; ac*quit»ting [ME aquiten, fr. OF
aquifer, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + quite free of — more at quit] 1 a archaic
; to pay off (as a claim or debt) to obs : repay, requfte 2 : to
discharge completely (as from an obligation or accusation) (the
court acquitted the prisoner) 3 : to conduct (oneself) usu. satis-
factorily (the recruits acquitted themselves hke veterans) syn see
BEHAVE, EXCULPATE — ac-quit>ter n

ac>quit-tal \3-'kwit-'l\ n : a setting free from the charge of an
offense by verdict, sentence, or other legal process

ac-quit<tance \3-'kwit-'n(t)s\ n : a writing evidencing a discharge
from an obligation; esp : receipt

acr- or aero- comb jorm [MF or Gk; MF acro-,_ fr. Gk akr-, akro->
fr. akros topmost, extreme; akin to Gk akme point — more at
edge] 1 : beginning ; end : tip (acronym) 2 a : top : peak : sum-
mit (acrodont) b ; height (acrophobia) c ; extremity of the body
(acrocyanosis)

acre \'a-k3r\ n [ME, fr. OE secer: akin to OHG ackar field, L ager.
Gk agros, L agere to drive — more at agent] 1 a archaic ; a field

esp. of arable or pasture land b pi : lands, estate 2 : any of
various units of area; esp ; a unit in the U.S. and England equal to
1 60 square rods — see measure table 3 ; a broad expanse or great
quantity

acre<age \'a-k(3-)rij\ n : area in acres : acres
acre-Joot \'a-k3r-*ful\ n : the volume (as of irrigation water) that
would cover one acre to a depth of one foot

acre-inch \'a-k3-'rinch\ n : one twelfth of an acre-foot
ac-rid \'ak-r3d\ adj [modif. of L acr-, acer sharp — more at edoe]
1 : sharp and harsh or unpleasantly pungent in taste or odor
; IRRFTATING, CORROSIVE 2 : bitterly irritating to the feelings —
acTid'l'ty \a-'krid-3t-e, 3-\ n — ac>nd>ly adv — ac<rid*ness n

ac>ri-dine \'ak-r3-,den\ n ; a colorless crystalline compound
CiaHgN occurring in coal tar and important as the parent com-
pound of dyes and pharmaceuticals

ac-rl.fla.vine \,ak-r3-'fla-,ven\ n [acridine + jlavine} : a yellow
dye Ci 4H1 4N3CI used as an antiseptic esp. for wounds

ac>ri>mo-ni<ous \,ak-r3-'mo-ne-3s\ adj : caustic, biting, or
rancorous esp. in feeling, language, or manner — ac*n-mo*ni-
oas*ly adv — ac-ri*mo>nl*ous*ness n



acrimony
ac<ri-mo-ny \'ak-ra-^o-ne\ n [MF or L; MF acrtmonie, fr. L
acrimonia, it. acr-, acerl : harsh or biting sharpness esp. of words,
manner, or disposition
syn ACRIMONY, ACERBITY, ASPERITY mean temper or language

marked by angry irritation, acrimony implies bitterness and ill

will and the power to sting or blister with verbal attack; acerbity
suggests sourness as well as bitterness and applies esp. to mood;
ASPERITY suggests quickness of temper and sharpness of resentment
usu. without bitterness

acro.bat \'ak-r3-,bat\ n [F & Gk; F acrobate, fr. Gk akrobates, fr.

akrobatos walking up high, fr. akros + bainein to go — more at
come] 1 ; one that perfornis gymnastic feats requiring skillful

control of the body 2 : one adept at swiftly changing his position— ac>ro<bat>ic \.ak-r3-'bat-ik\ ad} — ac>ro>bat-i-cal-ly \-i-
k(a-)le\ adv

ac-ro>bat>ics \,ak-r3-'bat-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : the
art, performance, or activity of an acrobat 2 : any spectacular,
showy, or startUng performance involving great agiUty

ac>r0<car-p0US \,ak-r3-'kar-pas\ adj [NL acrocarpus, fr. Gk
akrokarpos bearing fruit at the top, fr. akr- acr- + -karpos -carpous]
oj a moss : having the archegonia and hence the capsules terminal
on the stem

ac-ro>dont \*ak-r3-,dant\ adj 1 of teeth : consolidated with the
summit of the alveolar ridge without sockets 2 ; having acrodont
teeth

acrog>e>nous \a-'krai-3-n3s\ also ac>ro<gen<iC \,ak-ra-'jen-ik\ adj
: increasing by growth from the summit or apex— acrog>e-uous*ly
adv

acro-Ie.in \9-'kr6-le-3n\ n [ISV acr- (fr. L acr-, acer) + L olere to
smell — more at odor] ; a colorless irritant pungent liquid alde-
hyde C3H40 obtained by dehydration of glycero.' or destructive
distillation of fats

ac-ro>meogal-ic \,ak-ro-mi-*gal-ik\ adj : exhibiting acromegaly —
acromegalic n

ac-ro*meg>a>ly \,ak-ro-*meg-3-Ie\ n [F acromegalie, fr. acr- + Gk
megal-, megas large — more at much] ; chronic hyperpituitarism
marked by progressive enlargement of hands, feet, and face
ac>ro>nyin \'ak-r3-,nim\ n [acr- + -onym (as in homonym)'\ I a
word (as radar, snaju) formed from the initial letter or letters of
each of the successive parts or major parts of a compound term

acrop<e-tal \3-'krap-3t-'l\ adj {acr- + -petal (as in centripetar)'\

1 proceeding from the base toward the apex or from below upward— acrop*e-taMy \-'l-e\ adv
ac-ro>pho>bia \,ak-r3-'fo-be-3\ n [NL] : abnormal dread of being
at a great height

acrop>o>lis \3-'krap-3-l3s\ n [Gk akropolis, fr. akr- acr- + polis
city — more at police] : the upper fortified part of an ancient
Greek city
lacross \3-'kr6s\ adv [ME acros, fr. AF an crois, fr. an In (fr. L in)

+ crois cross, fr. L crux — more at in, cross] 1 : in a position
reaching from one side to the other : crosswise 2 : to or on the
opposite side 3 : so as to be understandable, acceptable, or
successful : over

aacross prep 1 : to or on the opposite side of 2 : so as to intersect
or pass at an angle 3 : into an accidental or transitory meeting or
contact with <ran '^ an old friend)
3across adj : crossed
acioss-the-board adj 1 ; placed in combination to win, place, or
show 2 : embracing all classes or categories : blanket

acroS'tic \a-'kr6-stik\ n [MF & Gk; MF acrostiche, fr. Gk akro-
stichis, fr, akr- + stichos hne; akin to steichein to go — more at
stair] 1 : a composition usu. in verse in which sets of letters (as
the initial or final letters of the lines) taken in order form a word or
phrase or a regular sequence of letters of the alphabet 2 : acronym
3 : a series of words of equal length arranged to read the same hori-
zontally or vertically — acrostic adj — acros-U>cal>ly \-sti-
k(3-)le\ adv

ac>ry-late \'ak-ra-,lat\ n l : a salt or ester of acrylic acid
2 : acryuc resin

acryl'ic \3-'kriI-ik\ adj [ISV acrolein + -yl + -fc] : relating to
acrylic acid or its derivatives — acrylic n

acrylic acid n : an unsaturated liquid add C3H402 that polymerizes
readily

acrylic fiber n : a synthetic textile fiber made by polymerization of
acrylonitrile usu. with other monomers

acrylic resin n ; a glassy thermoplastic made by polymerizing
acrylic or methacrylic acid or a derivative of either and used for
cast and molded parts or as coatings and adhesives

ac-ry-lo-ni-trUe X.ak-ra-.lo-'nl-trolX n : a colorless volatile flam-
mable liquid nitrile CHz=CHCN used chiefly in organic synthesis
and for polymerization
lact \'akt\ n [ME, partly fr. L actus doing, act, fr. actus, pp. of
agere to drive, do; partly fr. L actum thing done, record, fr. neut. of
actus, pp. — more at agent] 1 a ; a thing done : deed b : some-
thing done by a person pursuant to his volition 2 : a state of real
existence rather than possibiUty 3 ojten cap ; the formal product
of a legislative body : stATUTE; also : a decision or determination of
a sovereign, a legislative council, or a court of justice 4 : the pro-
cess of doing 5 ojten cap ; a formal record of something done or
transacted 6a; one of the principal divisions of a play or opera
b : one of the successive parts of a variety show or circus c : a
display of affected insincere behavior : pretense syn see ACnoN

2act vt 1 obs : actuate, animate 2 a : to represent or perform by
action esp. on the stage b ; feign, simulate c ; impersonate
3 ; to play the part of as if in a play <--- the man of the world)
4 : to behave in a manner suitable to {^ your age) ^^-^ vi 1 a : to
perform on the stage b ; to behave as if performing on the stage
: pretend 2 : to take action : move <think before '^ing')

3 : to conduct oneself : behave <'>-' like a fool) 4 : to perform a
specified function : serve <trees '^ing as a windbreak) 5 : to
produce an effect : work <wait for a medicine to ~) Q oj a play
: to be capable of being performed 7 : to give a decision or award— act>abil>i>ty \,ak-ta-'bil-3t-e\ n — act-able \'ak-t3-b3l\ adj

Ac-tae>on \ak-'te-3n\ n [L, fr. Gk Aktaion'] : a hunter in classical
mythology transformed into a stag and killed by his own hounds for
having seen Diana bathing

ac-tln \'ak-t3n\ n [ISV, fr. L actus'i ; a protein of muscle that is

active in muscular contraction
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active

actin- or actinl- or actino- comb form [NL, ray, fr. Gk aktirt-^
aktino-, fr. aktin-, aktis: akin to OE uhte morning twilight, L
noct-, nox night — more at night] 1 a : having a radiate form
<^c/momyces) b : actinian <acr/niform) 2 a ; actinic <ac/inium>
b : actinic radiation (as X rays) <acrinotherapy)

lact>ing adj 1 : performing services temporarily or for another <~
president) 2 a : suitable for stage performance <'^ play) b : pre-
pared with directions for actors
^acting n : the art or practice of representing a character on a stage
or before cameras

ac-tin>ia \ak-'tin-e-3\ n, pi ac>tin>i-ae \-e-,e\ or ac-tin*l>as
[NL, fr. Gk aktin-, aktis'\ : any sea anemone or related animal —
ac-tin>i-an \-e-3n\ adj or n

ac-tin>ic \ak-'tin-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or exhibiting actinism —
ac-tin>i>cal>ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

actinic ray n : a radiation having marked photochemical action
ac-ti.nide series \'ak-ta-,nTd-\ n [ISV] : a series of heavy radio-
active metallic elements of increasing atomic number beginning
with actinium (89) or thorium (90) and ending with element of
atomic number 103 — compare periodic table

ac>ti-nism \'ak-t3-,niz-3m\ n ; the property of radiant energy esp.
in the visible and ultraviolet spectral regions by which chemical
changes are produced

ac>tin>i-um \ak-'tin-e-3m\ n : a radioactive trivalent metalUc
element resembling lanthanum in chemical properties and found
esp. in pitchblende — see element table

ac<ti>noid \'ak-t3-,n6id\ adj 1 : resembling a ray (as of a radially
syrnmelrical animal) 2 : exhibiting radial symmetry

ac<tin<o-lite \ak-'tin-'l-,Tt\ n : a bright or grayish green amphibole
occurring in fibrous, radiated, or columnar forms

ac-ti.nom-e-ter X.ak-ta-'nam-at-arV n 1 : an instrument for meas-
uring the direct heating power of the sun's rays 2 : an instrument
for measuring the actinic power of radiant energy or for determin-
ing photographic exposure to be given — ac-ti-no-me-Jric
\,ak-t3-no-*me-trik\ adj — ac>ti<nom>e>try \,ak-t3-'nam-a-tre\ n

acti-no-mor-phic \,ak-t3-n6-'m6r-fik\ also acti.no.mor-phous
\-f3S\ adj [ISV] : being radially symmetrical and capable of
division into essentially symmetrical halves by any longitudinal
plane passing through the axis — ac-ti-no-mor-phy \'ak-t3-n6-
,m6r-fe\ n

ac>ti<no*my*ces \,ak-t3-n6-'mT-,sez\ n, pi actinomyces [NL,
genus name, fr. actin- + Gk myket-, mykes fungus; akin to Gk
myxa mucus — more at mucus] : any of a genus {Actinomyces) of
filamentous bacteria including both soil-inhabiting saprophytes and
disease-producing parasites — ac>ti-no-iny*ce-tal \-,raT-'set-'l\
adj

acti-no.my.cete \,ak-t3-no-'mT-,set, -,mT-'set\ n [derlv. of Gk
aktin-, aktis + myket-, mykes'\ : any of an order (Actinomycetales)
of filamentous or rod-shaped bacteria including the actinomyces
and streptomyces — ac>ti>no-my-ce>tous \-,mT-'set-ss\ adj

ac<ti-no-my>Cin Xiak-ta-no-'mTs-^nV n : any of various red or
yellow-red mostly toxic polypeptide antibiotics isolated from soil

bacteria (esp. Streptomyces antibioticus)
acti-no-my-co-sis \,ak-t3-no-,mT-*ko-sas\ n : infection with or
disease caused by actinomycetes; esp : a chronic disease of cattle,
swine, and man characterized by hard granulomatous masses usu,
in mouth and jaw — ac*ti>no>my>cot-ic \-'kat-ik\ adj

ac>ti>non \'ak-ta-,nan\ n [NL, fr. actinium'^ : a heavy radioactive
gaseous element that is an inert gas isotopic with radon and thoroa
and lives only a few seconds

ac.ti.no-ura.ni.iun \,ak-t3-(,)no-yu-'ra-ne-3m\ n [NL, fr. actin-
ium + uranium] : the uranium isotope of mass 235

ac*ti>no<zo-an \.ak-t3-,no-'z6-9n\ n or adj [actin- + Gk zoion
animal; akin to Gk zoe life — more at quick] : anthozoan

ac>tlon \'ak-sh3n\ n 1 : a proceeding in a court of justice by which
one demands or enforces one's right 2 ; the bringing about of an
alteration by force or through a natural agency 3 : the manner or
method of performing: a : the deportment of an actor or speaker
or his expression by means of attitude, voice, and gesture b : the
style of movement of the feet and legs (as of a horse) c ; a function
of the body or one of its parts 4 : an act of will 5 a : a thing done
: deed b p/ ; behavior, conduct c : inhiative, enterprise
6 a (1) ; an engagement between troops or ships (2) : combat in
war h (1) ; an event or series of events forming a literary com-
position (2) : the unfolding of the events of a drama or work of
fiction : plot (3) : the movement of incidents in a plot c : the
combination of circumstances that constitute the subject matter of a
painting or sculpture 7 a : an operating mechanism b : the
manner in which a mechanism operates
syn action, act, deed mean something done or effected. AcnoN

often implies a process that involves more than one step, or is

continuous, or is capable of repetition; act suggests a single ac-
complishment complete in itself and essentially unique; deed com-
monly suggests an act either illustrious or remarkable syn see in
addition battle
ac*tion>able \'ak-sh(3-)n3-b3l\ adj ; subject to oraffording ground
for an action or suit at law — ac>tion>ably \-ble\ adv

ac*ti>vate \'ak-t3-,vat\ vt ; to make active or more active: as
a (1) : to make (as molecules) reactive or more reactive (2) : to
convert (as a provitamin) into a biologically active derivative
b ; to make (a substance) radioactive, luminescent, photosensitive,
or photoconductive c : to treat (as carbon or alumina) esp. so as
to improve adsorptive properties d : to aerate (sewage) so as to
favor the growth of organisms that decompose organic matter
e : to set up or formally institute (amiUtary unit) with the necessary
personneland equipment -^ vi ; to become active — ac-ti«va-tor
\'ak-t&-,vat-9r\ n

activated carbon n : a highly adsorbent powdered or granular
carbon made usu. by carbonization and chemical activation and
used chiefly for purifying by adsorption — called also activated
charcoal

ac<ti<va-tion \,ak-t3-'va-sh3n\ n : the act or process of activating

aC'tive \'ak-tiv\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF actij, fr. L activus, fr.

pp. of agere to drive, do — more at agent] 1 : characterized
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ball" is '^> hoj a verb or verb form : expressing action as distinct

from mere existence or state coj a grammatical construction : con-
taining an active verb form 4 : quick in physical movement
; LIVELY 5 : requiring vigorous action or exertion <'— sports)

6 : having practical operation or results : effective <an ^- law)
7 a : disposed to action : energetic <"-' interest) h : engaged in

an action or activity : participating <an -^ club member) 8 : en-

gaged in full-time service esp. in the armed forces <~ duty)
9 : marked by present operation, transaction, movement, or use <~
account) i^ titles in a publisher's catalog) <a student's -^ vocabu-
lary) 10 a ; capable of acting or reacting : activated b : tending
to progress or increase (-^ tuberculosis) 11 : still eligible to win
the pot in poker 12 : moving down the line : visiting in the set—
used of couples in contredanses or square dances — active n —
ac'tive-ly adv — ac.tive-ness n

ac-tiV'ism \'ak-ti-,viz-am\ n ; a doctrine or practice that empha-
sizes vigorous action (as the use of force for political ends) —
aC'tiV'ist \-vast\ n or adj — ac-tiv>is*tic \,ak-ti-'vis-tik\ adj

acUv-i'ty \ak-'tiv-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being active

2 : vigorous or energetic action ; liveliness 3 : natural or normal
function: as a : a process that an organism carries on or par-
ticipates in by virtue of being alive b : any similar process actually

or potentially involving mental function; specif : an educational
procedure designed to stimulate learning by firsthand experience
4 : an active force 5 a ; a pursuit in which a person is active

b : a form of organized, supervised, often extracurricular recrea-

tion 6 : an organizational unit for performing a specific function;
also : its function or duties

act ol God : an extraordinary interruption by a natural cause (as a
flood or earthquake) of the usual course of events that experience,
prescience, or care cannot reasonably foresee or prevent

acto-ray-o-Sin \,ak-t3-'mT-3-s3n\ n [ISV acrin + -o- + myosin']

; a viscous contractile complex of actin and myosin held to be con-
cerned together with adenosine triphosphate in muscular contrac-
tion

aC'tor \'ak-t3r\ n 1 a : one that acts a part b : a theatrical per-
former c : one that behaves as if acting a part 2 : one that takes
part in any affair : participant — ac>tress \'ak-tras\ n

act out vt : to express (repressed or unconscious impulses) in overt
behavior without awareness or insight esp. during psychoanalytic
investigation

actU-al \'ak-ch(-aw)3l, 'aksh-wslX adj [ME actuel, fr. MF, fr. LL
actualis, fr. L actus act] I obs : active 2 a : existing in act and
not merely potentially b : existing in fact or reality (-^ and
Imagined conditions) c : not false or apparent : real <'^ costs)

3 : present or active at the time : current syn see real
ac*tu*al*i<ty \,ak-ch3-'wal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
actual 2 : something that is actual

ac>tu>al>iza>tion \,ak-chi.3-w)3-l3-'za-shan, ^ksh-w3-\ n : the act
or process of actualizing : realization

ac-tu>al*lze \'ak-ch(3-w)9-,lTz, 'aksh-w3-\ vt : to make actual -^

v( : to become actual
ac.tu-al-ly \'ak-ch(3-w)3-le, 'aksh-wa-; 'aksh-le\ adv : In act or In
fact : REALLY

ac-tu*ar*i*al \,ak-cha-'wer-e-3l\ adj ; of or relating to actuaries

; relating to statistical calculation esp. of life expectancy — ac>tu-
ar.i-al-ly \-e-3-le\ adv _

aC'tU.ary \'ak-ch3-,wer-e\ n [L actuarius shorthand writer, fr.

actum record — more at act] 1 obs : clerk, registrar 2 : one
who calculates insurance and annuity premiums, reserves, and
dividends

ac>tU-ate \'ak-ch3-,wat\ vt [ML actuatus, pp. of actuare, fr. L
flcrwsact] 1 : to put into mechanical action or motion_ 2 : to move
to action syn see move ~ ac-tU'a>tion \,ak-ch»-'wa-shan\ n

ac>tU>a>tor \'ak-ch3-,wat-3r\ n : one that actuates; specij : a
mechanism for moving or controlling something indirectly instead
of by hand

act up VI ; to act in a way different from that which is normal or ex-
pected: as a : to behave in an unruly manner b : to show off

acu.ity \3-'kyu-3t-e\ n [MF acuite, fr. OF aguete, fr. agu sharp, fr.

L acuius} : keenness of perception : sharpness
acu>Ie>ate \3-'kyLi-Ie-3t\ adj [L aculeaius having stings, fr. aculeus,
dim. of acus] : having a sting ; furnished with spines or prickles

acu*men \3-'kyiJ-m3n\ n [L acumin-, acumen, lit., point, fr.

acuere'\ : keenness of perception, discernment, or discrimination
esp. in practical matters syn see discernment
tacu-mi-nate \&-'kyiJ-ma-nat\ adj : tapering to a slender point
: pointed

aacu>mi>nate \-,nat\ vt : to make sharp or acute ~ v/ ; to taper or
come to a point — acu-mi<na>tion \3-,kyU-m3-'na-sh3n\ n
acu>punc>ture \'ak-yu-.p3Q(k)-ch3r\ n [L acus + E puncture]

X an orig. Chinese practice of puncturing the body to cure disease or
relieve pain

acute \a-'kyUt\ adj [L acutus, pp. of acuere to sharpen, fr. acus
needle; akin to L acer sharp — more at edge] 1 : ending in a sharp
point: as a ; measuring less than 90 degrees <^ angle) b ; com-
posed of acute angles 2a: marked by keen discernment or in-

tellectual perception esp. of subtle distinctions : penetrating
b ; responsive to slight impressions or stimuli <^' observer) 3 : of a
kind (as in intensity) to act keenly on the senses; esp : characterized
by sharpness or severity <"-' pain) 4 : having a sudden onset, sharp
rise, and short course {^ disease) 6 : seriously demanding urgent
attention : crftical G A oj an accent mark : having the form '

b : marked with an acute accent c : of the variety indicated by
an acute accent — acute-ly adv — acute*ness n
syn acute, critical, crucial mean full of uncertainty as to out-

come. ACUTE stresses intensification of need, or symptoms, or con-
flicting emotions to a culmination or breaking point; CRtncAL adds
to ACUTE implications of imminent change, of attendant suspense,
and of decisiveness in the outcome; crucial suggests a dividing of
the ways and often a test or trial involving the determination of a
future course or direction syn see in addition sharp

acy*CliC \(')a-'sT-klik, -'sik-lik\ adj 1 : not cyclic; esp l not dis-

posed in cycles or whorls 2 : having an open-chain structure; esp
: aliphatic

ac-yl \'as-3l\ n [ISV, fr. acid] : a radical derived usu. from an
organic acid by removal of the hydroxyl from all acid groups
ad \'ad\ n : advertisement 2

ad- or ac- or al- or ag- or al- or ap- or as- or at- prefix [ME, fr.

MF, OF & L; MF, fr. OF, fr. L, fr. ad — more at at] 1 : to

: towards— usu. ac- before c, k, or q (acculturation) and aj- before

Addison's disease

/ and ag- before g (aggrade) and al- before I <aniteratIon> and ap-
before p (approximal) and as- before s <ajsuasive) and at- before (

<flrtune> and ad- before other sounds but sometimes ad~ even before
one of the listed consonants (atfsorb) 2 : near ; adjacent to — in
this sense always in the form ad- (adrenal)

-ad \,ad, ad\ advsujjix [Lod] :in the direction of Howard (cephalarf)
ad-age Vad-ii\ n [MF, fr. L adagium, fr. ad- + -agium (akin to aio
1 say); akin to Gk e he spoke] : a saying embodying common ob-
servation often in metaphorical form
lada.gio \a-'daj-(,)o, -'daj-e-,o, -'dazh-\ adv {or adj) [It, fr. ad to -H
agio ease] : in an easy graceful manner : slowly— used chiefly as a
direction In music

3adagio n 1 : a musical composidon or movement In adagio tempo
2 : a ballet duet by a man and woman or a mixed trio displaying
difficult feats of balance, lifting, or spinning
lAd.am \*ad-3m\ n [ME, fr. LL, fr. Gk, fr. Heb Adham] 1 : the
first man and progenitor of the human race 2 ; the unregenerate
nature of man — Adam>ic \a-'dam-ik\ adj — Adain>i>cal
\-i-kal\ adj

SAdaxnad; [Robert Adam tl792& James /Idam tl 794 Sc designers]
: of or relating to an 18th century style of furniture characterized by
straight lines, surface decoration, and conventional designs (as
festooned garlands and medallions)

adaxu-and-eve \,ad-3-m3n-'(d)ev\ n : puttyroot
lad.a.mant \'ad-3-mant, -.mant\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L adamant-,
adamas hardest metal, diamond, fr. Gk] 1 : a stone believed to be
of impenetrable hardness 2 ; an unbreakable or extremely hard
substance
^adamant adj : unshakable or immovable esp. in opposition

: unyielding syn see inflexible — ad>a>mant>ly adv
ad. a.man. tine \,ad-a-*man-.ien. - tin. -'mant-'n\ adj [ME, fr. L
adamantinus. fr. Gk adamantinos. fr. adamant-, adamas] 1 : made
of or having the quality of adamant 2 : rigidly firm : unyielding
3 : resembling the diamond in hardness or luster

Adam's apple n : the projection in the front of the neck formed by
the largest cartilage of the larynx
Adam's needle n ; any of several yuccas
adapt \3-'dapt\ vb [F or L; F adapter, fr. L adaptare, fr. ad- +
aptare to fit, fr. aptus apt. fit] vt : to make fit (as for a specific or
new use or situation i often by modifying — vi : to become adapted
syn adapt, adjust, accommodate, conform, reconcile mean to

bring one into correspondence with another, adapt implies a suit-

ing or fitting by modification and sometimes connotes pliability or
readiness; adjust implies a bringing into exact or close correspon-
dence often by use of tact or ingenuity; accommodate implies a
reaching of a state of adjustment or adaptation by yielding or
giving in a necessary degree or amount; conform implies a bringing
into accord with a pattern, example, or principle; reconcile im-
plies the demonstrating of the consistency or congruity of things
that seem to be incompatible

adapt'abil-i*ty \a-,dap-ta-'bil-3t-€\ n : the quality or state of being
adaptable

adapt>able \3-'dap-ta-b3l\ adj : capable of being adapted : sutTABLB
syn see plastic

ad*ap*ta>tion \,ad-,ap-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act or process of
adapting b : the state of being adapted 2 : adjustment to environ-
mental conditions: as a ; adjustment of a sense organ to the in-

tensity or quality of stimulation b : modification of an organism
or its parts that fits It better for -the conditions of Its environment
3 : something that is adapted; specij : a composition rewritten into
a new form — ad.ap.ta.tion-al \-shn3l, -shan-'l\ adj — ad>ap-
ta>tion-aMy \-e\ adv

adapt*er also adapt.or \3-'dap-tar\ n 1 : one that adapts 2 a : a
device for connecting two parts (as of different diameters) of an
apparatus b ; an attachment for adapting apparatus for uses not
orig. intended

adap'tion \a-'dap-sh3n\ n : adaptation
adap.tive \3-'dap-tiv\ adj : showing or having a capacity for or
tendency toward adaptation — adap-tive-ly adv

Adar \a-'dar\ n [Heb Adhar] : the 6th month of the civil year or
the 12th month of the ecclesiastical year In thejewish calendar
Adar She-ni \a-,d'ar-sha-'ne\ n [Heb Adhar Shenl second Adar]

: veadar
ad-ax<i<al \(*)a-'dak-se-3i\ adj : situated on the same side as or
facing the axis (as of an organ)
add \'ad\ vb [ME adden, fr. L adders, fr. ad- + -dere to put — more
at do] vt 1 ; to join or unite so as to increase in number, size, or
amount 2 : to say further ; append 3 : to combine (numbers)
Into an equivalent simple quantity or number -^ vi 1 a : to perform
addition b : to come together or unite by addition 2 a : to serve
as an addition b : to make an addition : enlarge — add<able or
add'ible \'ad-3-b3l\ adj

ad-dax \'ad-,aks\ n [L] ; a large light-colored antelope (Addax
nasomaculata) of No. Africa, Arabia, and Syria

ad'dend \'ad-,end, a-'dend\ n [short for addendum] ; a number to
be added to another

ad>den*duni \3-'den-dsm\ n, pi ad*den>da \-d3\ [L, neut. of
addendus, gerundive of addere] 1 : a thing added : addftion
2 : a supplement to a book — sometimes pi. but sing, in constr,

lad'der \'ad-3r\ n [ME, alter, (by incorrect division of a naddre) of
naddre, fr. OE nxdre; akin to OHG natara adder. L nairix water
snake] 1 : the common venomous viper ( Vipera berus) of Europe:
broadly : a terrestrial viper (family Viperidae) 2 : any of several

No. American snakes (as the hognose snakes) harmless but popu-
larly reputed venomous

3add>er \'ad-3r\ n : one that adds
ad-der*s-tongue \'ad-3rz-.t3o\ n 1 : a fern (genus Ophioglossum,
family Ophioglossaceae) whose fruiting spike resembles a serpent's

tongue 2 : dogtooth violet
lad'dict \3-'dikt\ vt [L addicius, pp. of addicere to favor, fr. ad- +
dicere to say — more at diction] 1 : to devote or surrender (one-

self) to something habitually or obsessively; esp : to accustom (one-

self) to the habitual use of a drug 2 : to induce to use an addicUve
drug

sad'dict \'ad-(.)ikt\ n : one who is addicted esp. to a drug

ad>diC*tion \3-'dik-shan\ n : the quality or state of being addicted;

specij : compulsive use of habit-forming drugs

ad>diC*tive \a-'dik-tiv\ adj : causing or characterized by addiction

Ad.di.son»s disease \*ad-3-s3nz-\ n [Thomas Addison tl860 E
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physician] : a destructive disease marked by deficient secretion of
tiie adrenal cortical hormone and characterized by extreme weak-
ness, loss of weight, low blood pressure, gastrointestinal distur-

bances, and brownish pigmentation of the skin and mucous mem-
branes
ad<di-Uon \3-'dish-3n\ n [ME, fr, MF, fr. L addition-, additio, fr.

addiius, pp. of addere"] 1 : the result of adding : increase 2 : the
act or process of adding 3 : the operation of combining numbers
so as to obtain an equivalent simple quantity 4 : a part added (as

to a building or residential section) 5 : direct chemical combina-
tion of substances into a single product

ad>di>tion<al Xa-'dish-nal, -'dish-an-'lX adj ; existing by way of
addition : added — ad-di-tion*al«ly \-e\ adv
lad-di^tive \'ad-3t-iv\ adj 1 : admitting, involving, or charac-
terized by addition 2 : produced by addition — ad>di>tive>ly adv

sadditive n ; a substance added to another in relatively small
amounts to impart or improve desirable properties or suppress
undesirable properties

lad.dle \'ad-=l\ adj [ME adel filth, fr. OE adela; akin to MLG adele
liquid manure] 1 oj an egg : rotten 2 : confused, muddled

Saddle vb ad<dling \'ad-lio. -'l-io\ vr : to throw into confusion
; CONFOUND ~ v/ 1 : to bccomc rotten : spoil 2 : to become
addled
lad.dress \3-'dres\ vb [ME adressen, fr. MF adresser, fr. a- (fr.

L ad-) + dresser to arrange — more at dress] v/ 1 a : direct, aim
b : to direct to go : send 2 archaic ; to make ready; esp ; dress
3 : to direct the efforts or attention of (oneself) 4 a : to communi-
cate directly b : to communicate directly to; esp ; to deliver a
formal speech to 5 a ; to mark directions for delivery on <'^ a
letter) b : to consign to the care of another 6 : to greet by a pre-
scribed form 7 : to adjust the club preparatory to hitting (a golf
ball) -^ vi, obs : to direct one's speech or attentions— ad>dress-ern

sad-dress \3-'dres, 'ad-,res\ n 1 a obs : preparation b : skillful

readiness : adroftness 2 a ; bearing, deportment b : the manner
of speaking or singing : delivery 3 : dutiful attention esp. in
courtsliip — usu. used in pi. 4 : a formal communication; esp : a
prepared speech delivered to a special audience or on a special
occasion 5 a : a place where a person or organization may be
communicated with b ; directions for delivery on the outside of
an object (as a letter or package) c : the designation of place of
delivery on a business letter 6 ; a preparatory position of the
player and club in golf 7 : a unit where particular information is

stored (as in a computer) syn see tact
ad'dress>ee \,ad-,res-'e, 3-,dres-'e\ n : one to whom something is

addressed
ad'duce \3-'d(y)iis\ vr [L adducere, lit., to lead to, fr. ad~ + ducere
to lead — more at tow] : to offer as example, reason, or proof in
discussion or analysis — ad*duc<er n
syn cite, advance, allege: adduce implies offering facts, evi-

dence, or instances as proof of or in support of something stated;
CITE implies an adducing of specific instances or authority; advance
implies the presenting not of facts but of a theory or claim or pro-
posal for consideration or acceptance; allege implies reciting facts
intended to be proved but may suggest that proof is not available or
possible

ad<du-cent \a-'d(y)us-'nt\ adj [L adducent-, adducens, prp. of addu-
cere'\ oj a muscle : adducting
lad-duct \3-'dskt, a-\ v/ [L adductus, pp. of adducere"] : to draw (as

a limb) toward or past the median axis of the body; also : to bring
together (similar parts) <'>^ the fingers)— ad-duc- live \-'d3k-tiv\
adj — ad-duc-tor \-t9r\ n

2ad>duct \'ad-,3kt\ n [G addukt, tt. L adductus"} : a chemical addi-
tion product

ad*dUC>tion Xa-'dak-shsn, a-\ n 1 ; the action of adducting : the
state of being adducted 2 ; the act or action of adducing or bring-
ing forward
-ade n sujfix [ME, fr. MF, fr. OProv -ada, fr. LL -ata, fr. L, fern,

of -atus -ate] 1 ; act ; action (blockade) 2 : product; esp ; sweet
drink (limeade)
-adel.phous \3-'del-f3s\ adj comb form [prob. fr. NL -adelphus, fr.

Gk adelphos brother, fr. ha-, a- (akin to homos same) + delphys
womb — more at same, dolphin] : having (such or so many)
stamen fascicles (jnonadelphous}

aden- or adeno- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. aden-, aden; akin to L
inguen groin, Gk nephros kidney] : gland (adenitis)

ad.e.nine \*ad-'n-,en\ n : a purine base CsHsNs that is a constituent
of nucleic acids and various enzyme systems

ad.e.no.car-ci'no-ma \,ad-'n-(,)o-,kars-'n-'o-ma\ n [NL] : a
malignant tumor originating in glandular epithelium — ad>e*no-
car<ci*no>ma>tous \-'am-3t-as, -'o-mst-X adj

iad>e>iioid \'ad-'n-,6id, 'ad-,n6id\ or ad*e>noi-dal \,ad-'n-'6id-
'l\ adj [Gk adenoeides, fr. aden} 1 : of, resembling, or relating to
glands or glandular or lymphoid tissue 2 a : of or relating to the
adenoids b usu adenoidal ; typical or suggestive of adenoid dis-
order
^adenoid n : an enlarged mass of lymphoid tissue at the back of the
pharynx characteristically obstructing breathing — usu. used in pi.

ad<e-iio-ma V.ad-'n-'o-msX n : a benign tumor of a glandular
structure or of glandular origin — ad>e>nom>a>tou5 \-'am-3t-3s\
adj

aden-O.Sine \3-'den-3-.sen\ n [ISV, blend of adenine & riboseZ : a
nucleoside C10H13N5O4 that is a constituent of ribonucleic acid
yielding adenine and ribose on hydrolysis
adenosine tri-phos.phate \-,trT-'Fas-,fat\ n : a derivative of
adenosine that occurs in muscle tissue and serves as a source of
energy
iad>ept \'ad-,ept\ n [NL adeptus, alchemist who has attained the
knowledge of how to change base metals into gold, fr. L, pp. of
adipisci to attain, fr. ad- ¥ apisci to reach — more at apt] : a
highly skilled or well-trained individual ; expert
sadept \3-'dept\ adj : thoroughly proficient : expert syn see
proficient — adept-ly \-'dep-(t)le\ adv — adept-ness \-'dep(t)-
n3S\ n
ad>e>qua*cy \*ad-i-kwa-se\ n : the quality or state of being ade-
quate

ad<e>quate \-kw3t\ adj [L adaequatus, pp. of adaequare to make
equal, fr. ad- H- aequare to equal — more at equate] 1 ; sufficient
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for a specific requirement; specij : barely sufficient 2 : lawfully
and reasonably sufficient syn see sufrcient — ad*e*quate*ly adv— ad>e>quate-ness n
ad eun.dem \.ad-e-"3n-d3m\ or ad eundem gia.dum \-'grad-3m\
adv (or adj) [NL ad eundem gradum} : to, in, or of the same rank— used esp. of the honorary granting of standing or a degree by a
university to one whose work was done elsewhere

ad-Iiere \ad-'hj(3)r, 3d-\ vi [MF or L; MF adherer, fr. Ladhaerere,
fr. ad- + haerere to stick — more at HEsrrATE] 1 : to give support
or maintain loyally 2 obs ; to be consistent : accord 3 : to hold
fast or stick by or as if by gluing, suction, grasping, or fusing
4 : to bind oneself to observance syn see stick

ad>lier<ence \-'hir-3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act, action, or quality of
adhering 2 ; steady or faithful attachment : FiDELfrY
syn adherence, adhesion mean a sticking to or together, ad-

herence is applied chiefly to mental or moral attachment {adherence
to principles); adhesion is commonly restricted to physical attach-
ment {adhesion of iron to a magnet)
ad.her.end \-'hi(3)r-,end, ,ad-.hi(3)r-'\ n [.adhere -H -end (as in
addend)} t the surface to which an adhesive adheres; also : one
of the bodies held to another by an adhesive
lad.her-ent \ad-'hir-3nt, 3d-\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF adherent, fr.

L adhaerent-, adhaerens, prp. of adhaerere} 1 ; able or tending to
adhere 2 : connected or associated with esp, by contract 3 ; ad-
NATE — ad'her*ent<ly adv
^adherent n : one that adheres: as a : a follower of a leader, party,
or profession b ; a believer in or advocate of a particular thing,
idea, or church syn see follower

ad>he>Sion \-'he-zh3n\ n [F or L; F adhesion, fr. L adhaesion-,
adhaesio, fr. adhaesus, pp. of adhaerere} 1 : steady or firm attach-
ment : adherence 2 : the action or state of adhering; specij ; a
union of bodily parts by growth 3 ; tissues abnormally united by
fibrous tissue resulting from an inflammatory process 4 : agree-
ment to join 5 : the molecular attraction exerted between the
surfaces of bodies in contact syn see adherence — ad>he>sion*al
\-'hezh-n3l, -'he-zh3n-'l\ adj
iad*he-sive \-'he-siv, -ziv\ adj 1 : tending to remain in associa-
tion or memory 2 : tending to adhere : prepared for adhering
: sticky — ad<he*sive>Iy adv — ad.he»sive.ness n

aadhesive n : an adhesive substance (as glue or cement)
adhesive tape n : tape coated on one side with an adhesive mixture
ad hoc \(')ad-'hak\ adv {or adj) [L, for this] ; for the particular
end or case at hand without consideration of wider application
ad ho-mi.nem \{')ad-'ham-3-,nem\ adj [NL. lit., to the man]

; appealing to a person's feelings or prejudices rather than his
intellect

adia>bat>ic \.ad-e-3-'bat-ik, ,a-,dT-3-\ adj [Gk adiabatos im-
passable, fr. a- + diabatos passable, fr. diabainein to go across, fr.

dia- + bainein to go — more at come] : occurring without loss or
gain of heat (-^ expansion) — adia>bat*i>cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

adieu \3-'d(y)u\ n, pi adieus or adieux \3-'d(y)uz\ [ME, fr. MF,
fr. a (fr. L ad) + Dieu God, fr. L Deus — more at at, deityj
: FAREWELL — oftcn uscd interjectioually

ad in.fi.ni.tum \,ad-,in-f3-'nit-3m\ adv {or adj) [L] : without end
or limit

lad in.ter-im \(')ad-'in-t3-r3m, -,rim\ adv [L]: for the intervening
time : TEMPORARILY

2ad interim adj : made or serving ad interim
adi-OS \,ad-e-'6s, ,ad-\ interj [Sp adios, fr. a (fr. had) + Dios God.

fr. L Deus} — used to express farewell
ad-i<pose \'ad-3-,pos\ adj [NL adiposus, fr. L adip-, adeps fat, fr.

Gk aleipha: akin to Gk lipos fat — more at leave] ; of or relating

to animal fat : fatty — ad>i>pos>i>ty \,ad-3-'pas-3t-e\ n
adipose tissue n : connective tissue in which fat is stored and which
has the cells distended by droplets of fat

ad. it \'ad-3t\ n [L aditus approach, fr. aditus, pp. of adire to go to,

fr. ad- + ire to go — more at issue] ; a nearly horizontal passage
from the surface in a mine

ad*)a>cen>cy Xs-'jas-^n-seX n 1 : something that Is adjacent
2 : the quality or state of being adjacent ; contigufty

ad<ia>cent \3-'jas-'nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF. fr. L adjacent-,
adjacens, prp. of adjacere to lie near, fr. ad- + jacere to lie; akin to

L jacere to throw — more at jet] la: not distant : nearby
b : having a common border : abutting : immediately preceding
or following 2 oj two angles ; having a common vertex and side
— ad'ja.cent-ly adv
syn adjacent, adjoining, contiguous, abutting mean being in

close proximity, adjacent may or may not imply contact but always
implies absence of anything of the same kind in between; adjoining
definitely implies meeting and touching at some point or line;

contiguous implies having contact on all or most of one side;

abutting suggests having a contact with something else at a bound-
ary or dividing line

ad.jec.ti-val \,aj-ik-'tT-v3l\ adj 1 : adjective 2 : characterized
by the use of adjectives — ad-)ec>ti>val»ly \-v3-le\ adv
lad-jective \'aj-ik-tiv\ adj [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF adjectif, fr.

LL adjectivus, fr. L adjectus, pp. of adjicere to throw to, fr. ad- +
jacere to throw — more at jet] 1 ; of, relating to, or functioning
as an adjective (an -^ clause) 2 : not standing by itself : dependent
3 : requiring or employing a mordant ('^ dyes) 4 : procedural
(-- law) — ad>jec>tive>ly adv

sadjective n : a word belonging to one of the major form classes

in any of numerous languages and typically serving as a modifier
of a noun to denote a quality of the thing named, to indicate its

quandty or extent, or to specify a thing as distinct from something
else

ad'join \9-*j6in\ vb [ME adjoinen, fr. MF adjoindre, fr. L adjungere,
fr. ad- + jungere to join — more at yoke] vt 1 : to add or attach
by joining 2 ; to lie next to or in contact with '«- vi ; to be close
to or in contact with one another

ad*]oin<ing adj : touching or bounding at a point or line syn see
adjacent
ad-journ \3-'J3m\ vb [ME ajournen, fr. MF ajourner, fr. a- (fr. L
ad-) + jour day — more at journey] vt i to suspend indefinitely
or until a later stated time '^ vi : to suspend a session to another
time or place or indefinitely
syn prorogue, dissolve: adjourn implies suspending delibera-

tions either until an appointed resumption or indefinitely; PRO-
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ROOUE and dissolve apply to action by the crown or Its representa-
tive; PROROGUE implies ending a session so that all bills not enacted
are quashed and can be taken up only as new matter at a succeeding
session; dissolve implies that the body ceases to exist as presently
constituted so that an election must be held if it is to be reconsti-
tuted

ad.joiirn.ment Xa-'jsm-msntX n 1 : the act of adjourning 2 : the
state or interval of being adjourned
adoudge \a-'jaj\ vt [ME ajugen, fr. MF ajugier, fr. L adjudicare,
it. ad- + judicare to judge — more at judge] 1 a : to decide or
rule upon as a judge : adjudicate b : to pronounce judicially

: RULE 2 archaic : sentence, condemn 3 : to hold or pronounce
to be : DEEM 4 : to award or grant judicially

ad>ju*di<cate \3-'jiJd-i-,kat\ vr [L adjudicatus. pp. of adjudicarjl
; to hear or try and determine judicially — ad>ia<di>ca>tlve \-,kat-
iv, -k3t-\ adj — ad*ju*di-ca-tor \-,kat-sr\ n

ad>ju<di>ca*tion \a-,jud-i-'ka-shan\ n 1 : the act or process of
adjudicating 2 : a judicial decision or sentence; ipeci/ : a decree
in bankruptcy — ad-iu*dl-ca-to-ry V'jUd-i-ka-.tor-e, -,tdr-\ adj
lad>iunct \'ai-,3ri(k)t\ n [L adjunctum, fr. neut. of adjunctus, pp.
of adjungere] 1 : something joined or added to another thing
but not essentially a part of it 2 : a word or word group that quali-
fies or completes the meaning of another word or other words and
is not itself one of the principal structural elements in its sentence
3 ; a person associated with or assisting another — ad-junc-tive
\a-'j30(k)-tiv\ adj

^adjunct adj l : added or joined as an accompanying object or
circumstance 2 : attached in a subordinate or temporary capacity
to a staff — ad.junct.ly \'aj-,3o(k)-tle, -,eD-kIe\ adv

ad<iunc>tion \a-'j3o(k)-sh3n\ n : the act or process of adjoining
ad'ju-ra.tion \,aj-9-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : a solemn oath 2 : an earnest
or solemn urging or charging — ad-jur-a'tcry \3-'jur-3-,tor-c,
-,tdr-\ adj

ad. jure \3-'ju(3)r\ vr [ME adjuren, fr. MF & L; MF ajurer, fr. L
adjurare, fr. ad- + jurare to swear — more at jury] 1 : to charge
or command solemnly under or as if under oath or penalty of a
curse 2 : to entreat earnestly : charge syn see beg

ad.just \a-'j3st\ vb [F ajusier, fr. a- + juste exact, just] vt 1 a : to
bring to a more satisfactory state: (1) ; settle, resolve (2) : rec-
tify b ; to make correspondent or conformable : adapt c : to
bring the parts of to a true or more effective relative position
2 : to reduce to a system : regulate 3 : to determine the amount
to be paid under an insurance policy in settlement of {a loss)
'— vi : to adapt or conform oneself syn see adapt — ad.just.able
\a-'j3s-t3-bal\ adj — ad.just.ei also ad.jus.tor \-t3r\ n
ad.jusMnent \3-'j3s(t)-m3nt\ n 1 ; the act or process of adjusting
2 ; a settlement of a claim or debt in a case in which the amount in-

volved is uncertain or in which full payment is not made 3 : the
state of being adjusted 4 : a means by which things are adjusted
one to another 5 : a correction or modification to reflect actual
conditions— ad-iust-men-tal \3-,j3s(t)-'ment-'l\ adj

ad>ju*tan.cy \'aj-3t-3n-se\ n : the office or rank of an adjutant
ad.jU'tant \'aj-3t-3nt\ n [L adjutant-, adjutans, prp. of adjutare to
help — more at aid] 1 : a staff officer in the army, air force, or
marine corps assisting the commanding officer and responsible esp.
for correspondence 2 : one who helps : assistant

adjutant bird n : any of several large upright storks (genus Lep-
toptiios) having the head and neck bare and feeding on carrion or
small animals

adjutant general n, pi adjutants general 1 ; the chief administra-
tive officer of an army 2 : the chief administrative officer of a ma-
jor military unit (as a division or corps)
lad.jU'Vant \'aj-3-v3nt\ adj [F or L; F, fr. L adjuvant-, adjuvans,
prp. of adjuvare to aid — more at aid] ; serving to aid or contribute
; auxiliary

^adjuvant n : one that helps or facilitates; esp i something that
enhances the effectiveness of medical treatment

Ad.le-ri.an \ad-'Ur-e-3n\ adj [Alfred Adler tl937 Austrian psychi-
atrist] ; of, relating to, or being a theory and technique of psycho-
therapy emphasizing the importance of feelings of inferiority, a
will to power, and overcompensation in neurotic processes
ad lib \('}ad-*hb\ adv [NL ad libitum'] : without restraint or limit

lad—lib \(')ad-'lib\ adj : spoken or composed extempore
2ad-lib vb ad-libbed; ad-lib-bing vt : to deUver spontaneously

^' VI : to improvise lines or a speech
adli.bi.tiun \(')ad-'lib-3t-3m\ adv [NL] : in accordance with one's
wishes — used as a direction in music

ad.ruan \'ad-,man\ n ; one who writes, solicits, or places advertise-
ments
ad.mea.sure \ad-'mezh-3r, -'ma-zhar\ vt [ME amesuren, fr. MF
amesurer, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + mesurer to measure] : to determine
the proper share of : apportion
ad.mea.sure'inent \-m3nt\ n 1 : determination and appordon-
ment of shares 2 : determinadon or comparison of dimensions
3 : DIMENSIONS, size

Ad.me.tus \ad-'met-ss\ n [Gk Admetos} : the husband of Alcestis

ad.min-is.ter \3d-*min-3-st3r\ vb ad.min.is.ter.ing \-st(s-)ri]3\
£ME administren, fr. MF administrer. It. L administrare, fr. ad- -\-

ministrare to serve — more at minister] vt 1 t to superintend the
execution, use, or conduct of 2 a : to mete out ; dispense b : to
give ritually c : to give remedially -^ vi 1 : to perform the office
of administrator 2 : to furnish a benefit : minister 3 : to manage
affairs syn see execute — ad.min*is.tra.ble \-str3-b3l\ adj ~-

ad.min.is.trant \-str3nt\ n
ad.min.is.trate \3d-'min-&-,strat\ vr [L administratus, pp. of
administrare] : administer

ad.min.is.tra.tion X-.min-a-'stra-shan, ad-\ n 1 ; the act or process
of administering 2 : performance of executive duties : manage-
ment 3 : the execution of public affairs as distinguished from
pohcy making 4 a : a body of persons who administer b cap : a
group constituting the political executive in a presidential govern-
ment c : a governmental agency or board 6 : the term of office
of an administrative officer or body

ad.min*is*tra*tive \3d-,min-3-,strat-Iv. -str3t-\ adj % of or relating
to administration or an administration : executive

administrative county n : a British local administrative unit often
not coincident with an older county

ad.min.is.tra.tor \3d-'min-3-.strat-3r\ n 1 : a person legally
vested with the right of administration of an estate 2a: one that
administers esp. public affairs b : a priest appointed to administer

temj)orarily a diocese or parish — ad>]nin-is>tra*triz \-,!nin-a-
'stra-triks\ n

ad.zni.ra.ble \'ad-m(3-)r3-b3l\ adj 1 obs : exciting wonder : sur-
prising 2 : deserving the highest_esteem : excellent— ad-mi>ra-
ble.ness n — ad.mi.ra.bly \-ble\ adv

ad.mi.ral \'ad-mO-)r3l\ n [ME, fr. MF amiral admiral & ML
admiralis emir, admirallus admiral, fr. Ar amir -al- commander of
the (as in amir-al-bahr commander of the sea) ] 1 archaic : the com-
mander in chief of a navy 2 a : a naval officer of flag rank b ; a
commissioned officer in the navy ranking above a vice admiral and
below a fleet admiral 3 archaic : flagship 4 ; any of several
brightly colored butterflies (family NymphaUdae)
admiral ol the fleet : the highest-ranking officer of the British navy
ad.mi.ral'ty \'ad-m(3-)r3l-te\ n 1 Brit, cap : the executive de-
partment or officers having general authority over naval affairs
2 : the court having jurisdiction of maritime questions; also : the
system of law administered by admiralty courts

ad.mi.ra.tion \,ad-m3-'ra-sh9n\ n 1 archaic : wonder 2 : the
object of admiring esteem 3 a : a feeling of dehghted or astonished
approbation b : the act or process of regarding with admiration
ad.mire \3d-'mT(3)r\ vt [MF admirer, fr. L admirari, fr. ad- +
mirari to wonder — more at smile] 1 archaic : to marvel at 2 ; to
regard with admiration 3 : to esteem highly syn see regard —
ad.mir.er n

ad.mlS'Si'bil'i.ty \3d-,mis-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being admissible

ad-mis.si.ble \3d-'mis-3-baI\ adj [F, fr. ML admissibilis, fr. L
admissus, pp. of admittere] 1 ; capable of being allowed or con-
ceded : permissible {^ conclusions) 2 ; capable of being or
worthy to be admitted <'^ evidence)

ad'Diis.Sion \3d-'rnish-3n\ n 1 a : the granting of an argument or
position not fully proved b : acknowledgment that a fact or state-
ment is true 2 a : the act or process of admitting b : the state or
privilege of being admitted c : a fee paid at or for admission syn
see admittance — ad.mis.sive \-'mis-iv\ adj
ad.mit \3d-'mit\ vb ad.mit-ted; ad.mit.ting [ME admitten, fr. L
admiitere, fr. ad- + mittere to send — more at smtte] vt 1 a : to
allow scope for : permit b : to accept as true or valid 2 ; to allow
entry -^ vi 1 : to give entrance or access 2a: allow, permit
b : to make acknowledgment syn see acknowledge, receive —
ad-mit-ted-ly adv

ad.mit.tance \3d-'mit-=n(t)s\ n 1 a : permission to enter b : ad-
mission 2 : the reciprocal of the impedance of a circuit
syn ADMrTTANCE. admission mean permitted entrance, admittance

Is usu. appUed to mere physical entrance to a locality or a building;
admission applies to entrance or formal acceptance that carries
with it rights, privileges, standing, or membership
ad.mix \ad-'miks\ vt [back-formation fr. obs admixt nungi&i with,

fr. ME, fr. L admixtus] : mingle, blend
ad>mix*ture \ad-'miks-ch3r\ n [L admixtus, pp. of adtniscere to
mix with, fr. ad- + miscere to mix — more at mix] 1 a : the act of
mixing b : the fact of being mixed 2 a : something added by
mixing b : a product of mixing : mixture
ad>mon*isll \ad-'man-ish\ vr [ME admonesten. It. MF admonester,
fr. (assumed) VL admonestare, alter, of L admonere to warn, fr. ad-
+ monere to warn — more at mind] 1 a : to indicate duties or
obligations to b : to express warning or disapproval to esp. gentiy,
eamesUy, and solicitously 2 : to give friendly earnest advice or
encouragement to syn see reprove — ad.mon.ish.er n — ad-
mon.ish.ing.ly \-ia-!e\ adv — ad-mon-ish-ment \-m3nt\ n

ad.mo.ni.tion \,ad-ma-'nish-3n\ n [ME amonicioun, fr. MF
amonition, fr. L admonition-, admonitio, fr. admonitus, pp. of
admonere] 1 : gentle or friendly reproof 2 : counsel or warning
against fault or oversight

ad.mon.i'to.ry \ad-'man-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : expressing admoni-
tion : warning

ad.nale \'ad-,nat\ adj [L adgnatus, pp. of adgnasci to grow on, fr.

ad- + nasci to be bom — more at nation] : grown to a usu. unlike
part esp. along a margin <an -^ antler) — ad*na.tion \ad-'na-
sh3n\ n
ad naU'Se.am \ad-'n6-ze-3m\ adv [L] ; to a sickening degree
ad.nexa \ad-'nek-S3\ n pi [NL, fr. L annexa, neut. pi. of annexus,
pp. of annectere to bind to — more at annex] : conjoined, subor-
dinate, or associated anatomic parts; specij : the embryonic mem-
branes and other temporary structures of the erabi^o — ad.nex.al
\-S3l\ adj

ado \3-'dU\ rt [ME, fr. at do, fr. at + don, do to do] 1 : bustling
excitement : turmoil 2 : trouble, difrculty syn see stir
adO'be \3-'do-be\ n, often attrib [Sp, fr. Ar at-tub the brick, fr.

Copt tobe brick] 1 : a brick or building material of sun-dried
earth and straw 2 : a heavy clay used in making adobe bricks;
broadly : alluvial or playa clay in desert or arid regions 3 : a
structure made of adobe bricks

ad*o*les.cence \,ad-'l-'es-^n(t)s\ n : the state or process of grow-
ing up; also : the period of life from puberty to maturity termi-
nating legally at the age of majority
lad'O'les-cent X.ad-^l-'es-'ntX n [F, fr. L adolescent-, adolescens,
prp. of adolescere to grow up — more at adult] : one that is in the
state of adolescence

^adolescent adj : of, relating to, or being in adolescence — ad-
o-les-cent-ly adv

Ado-nis \3-'dan-3s, -'do-n3S\ n [L, fr. Gk Adonis'\ : a beautiful
youth loved by Aphrodite
adopt \3-'dapt\ vt [MF or L; MF adopter, fr. L adoptare, fr. ad- -H

optare to choose — more at option] 1 : to take by choice into a
relationship; specif : to take voluntarily (a child of other parents)
as one's own child 2 ; to take up and practice as one's own
3 : to accept formally and put into effect 4 ; to choose (a text-

book) for required study in a course — adopt.abll-l-ty \3-,dap-
t3-'bil-3t-e\ n — adopt-able \-'dap-t3-b3l\ adj— adopt.er n
syn adopt, embrace, espouse mean to take an opinion, policy, or

practice as one's own. adopt implies accepting something devised
or created by another; embrace implies a ready or happy accept-
ance; espouse adds an implication of close attachment to a cause
and a sharing of its fortunes for better or worse

adop.tion \3-*dap-sh3n\ n : the act of adopting : the state of being
adopted

adop.tion.ism or adop*tian.ism \-sh3-,niz-3m\ n, often cap : the
doctrine that Jesus of Nazareth became son of God by adoption —
adop.tion.ist \-sh(3-)n3St\ n, often cap

adop.tlye \3-'dap-tiv\ adj 1 : of or relating to adoption 2 : made
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or acquired by adoption <~ father) 3 : tending to adopt — adop-
tive-ly ady

ador«abil.i.ty \3-,dor-3-'bil-st-e, -,d6r-\ n : the quality of being
adorable

ador*able \9-'dor-3-b3l, -'ddr-\ adj 1 ; worthy of being adored
2 : extremely charming — ador*able*ness n — ador-ably \-ble\
adv

ad>0*ra*Uon \,ad-a-'ra-sh3n\ n : the act of adoring ; the state of
being adored
adore \3-'doC3)r, -'d6(3)r\ vr [MF adorer, fr. L adorare, fr. ad- +
orare to speak, pray — more at oration] 1 ; to worship or honor
as a deity or as divine 2 : to regard with reverent admiration and
devotion 3 : to be extremely fond of syn see revere — ador-er n
adorn \a-'dd(3)rn\ VI [ME adornert, fr. MF adorner, fr. L adornare,
fr. ad- + ornare to furnish — more at ornate] ; to decorate with
ornaments : beautify
syn decorate, ornament, embellish, beautify, deck, garnish:

adorn implies an enhancing by something beautiful in itself; deco-
rate suggests reheving plainness or monotony by adding beauty of
color or design; ornament and embellish imply the adding of
something extraneous, ornament stressing the heightening or
setting off of the original, embellish often stressing the adding of
superfluous or adventitious ornament; beautify adds lo embellish
a suggestion of counterbalancing plainness or ugliness; deck implies
the addition of something that contributes to gaiety, splendor, or
showiness; garnish suggests decorating with a small final touch for
use or service
adorn*ment \-m3nt\ n 1 : the action of adorning : the state of
being adorned 2 : something that adorns
ad rem \ (')ad-'rem\ adv [L, to the thing] : to the point : relevantly
adren- or adreno- comb jorm iadrenall 1 : adrenal glands {adreno-
cortical} 2 : adrenahne (adrenergic)

adre.nal \3-'dren-n\ adj 1 : adjacent to the kidneys 2 : of, re-
lating to, or derived from adrenal glands or secretion

adrenal gland n : either of a pair of complex endocrine organs near
the anterior medial border of the kidney consisting of a mesodermal
cortex that produces steroids like sex hormones and hormones
concerned esp. with metabolic functions and an ectodermal
medulla that produces adrenaline

Adren*a>lin \3-'dren-'l-an\ trademark — used for a preparation of
levorotatory epinephrine

adren*a<line \a-'dren-'I-3n\ n ; epinephrine
ad<ren>er>giC \,ad-r3-'n3r-jik\ adj [adren- + Gk ergon work —
more at work] 1 ; liberating or activated by adrenaline or a sub-
stance like adrenaline <an ~ nerve) 2 : resembling adrenaline

adre.no.cor.ti-cal \3-,dre-no-'k6rt-j-kal\ adj ; of, relating to, or
derived from the cortex of the adrenal glands

adre.no.cor.ti.CQ.trO'phic \a-,dre-no-,k6rt-i-ko-'traf-ik, -'tro-
fik\ or adre>no.cor<ti>co<trop*ic \-'trap-ik\ adj : acting on or
stimulating the adrenal cortex

adrenocorticotrophic hormone n : a protein hormone of the
anterior lobe of the pituitary gland that stimulates the adrenal

adrift \3-*drift\ adv (or adj) 1 ; without motive power and without
anchor or mooring 2 ; without guidance or purpose

adroit \3-'dr6it\ adj [F, fr. a droit properly] 1 : dexterous in the
use of the hands 2 : marked by shrewdness, craft, or resourceful-
ness in coping with difficulty or danger syn see clever, dexterous— adroit-ly adv ~ adroit>ness n

ad>sci>ti>tious \,ad-s3-'tish-3s\ adj [L adscitus, fr. pp. of adsciscere
to receive, fr. ad- + sciscere to accept, fr. scire to know — more at
SCIENCE] ; derived or acquired from something extrinsic

ad>script \'ad-,skript\ adj [L adscriptus, pp. of adscribere to as-
scribe] ; written after <iota -^>

ad.sorb \ad-'s6(3)rb, -z6{3)rb\ vt lad- + -sorb (as in absorb)'\ : to
take up and hold by adsorption — ad-sorb-able \-'s6r-b3-b3l,
-'z6r-\ adj

ad>sor>bate \ad-'s6r-b3t, -'z6r-\ n ; an adsorbed substance
ad-sor*bent \-b3nt\ adj ; having the capacity or tendency to
adsorb — adsorbent n

ad>sorp-tion \ad-'s6rp-sh3n, -'zdrp-X n [irreg. fr. adsorb'^ ; the
adhesion in an extremely thin layer of molecules (as of gases,
solutes, or liquids) to the surfaces of solid bodies or liquids with
which they are in contact — compare absorption — ad>sorp*tive
\-'s6rp-tiv, -'z6rp-\ adj

ad.u.lar-ia \,aj-a-'lar-e-3, -ner-\ n [It adularia, fr. F adulaire, fr.

Adula, Swiss mountain group] : a transparent or translucent ortho-
clase

ad*U>late \'aj-3-,Iat\ vt [back-formation fr. adulation, fr. ME, fr.

MF, fr. L adulation-, adulatio, fr. adulatus, pp. of adulari to flatter]
: to flatter or admire excessively or slavishly — ad>u>la-tion
\.aj-3-'la-sh3n\ n — ad>u*la*tor \'aj-3-,lat-sr\ n — ad<u-la>to>ry
\-la-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

ladult \3-*daU, •ad-,3lt\ adj [L adultus, pp. of adolescere to grow
up, fr. ad- + -olescere (fr. alescere to grow) — more at old]
1 : fully developed and mature : grown-up 2 : of. relating to, or
characteristic of adults — adult-hood \3-'daIt-,hud\ n — adolt-
ness \3-'d3lt-n3s, 'ad-,slt-\ n
2adult n : one that is adult; esp : a human being after an age (as 21)
specified by law

adul.ter-ant \3-'d3l-tC3-)r5nt\ n ; an adulterating substance or
agent — adulterant adj
ladul.ter«ate \3-'d3l-t3-,rat\ vt [L adulteratus, pp. of adulterare,
fr. ad- + alter other — more at else] : to corrupt, debase, or make
impure by the addition of a foreign or inferior substance; esp : to
prepare for sale by replacing more valuable with less valuable or
inert ingredients in whole or in part — adul*ter>a<tor \-,rat-3r\ n

2adul»ter.ate \3-'dal-t(3-)rst\ adj 1 : tainted with adultery
: adulterous 2 : adulterated, spurious

adul-ter-a.tion \3-,dal-ta-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : the process of adulterat-
ing : the condition of being adulterated 2 : an adulterated product

adul<ter>er \a-'dal-tar-3r\ n ; one that commits adultery; esp ; a
man who commits adultery

adiU*ter<ess \3-'d3l-t(3-)r3s\ n : a woman who commits adultery
adul-ter-ine \3-'d3l-ta-,rin, -,ren\ adj la: marked by adulteration

: SPURIOUS b : illegal 2 : bom of adultery
adUl-ter<OUS \3-'d3l-t(3-)ras\ adj : relating to, characterized by, or

given to adultery — adnI-ter*ous*ly adv
adul.tery \3-'d3l-t(a-)re\ n [ME, alter, of avoutrie, fr. MF, fr. L
adulterium, fr. adulter adulterer, back-formation fr. adulterare^
; voluntary sexual intercourse between a married man and someone
other than his wife or between a married woman and someone other
than her husband

ad*lim>brate \'ad-3m-,brat, a-'dsm-X vt [L adumbratus, pp. of
adumbrare, fr. ad- + umbra shadow — more at umbrage] 1 : to
foreshadow vaguely ; intimate 2 a : to give a sketchy representa-
tion or outline of b : to suggest or disclose partially 3 : shade,
OBSCURE ~ ad<am>hra*tion \,ad-(,)am-'bra-sh3n\ n — ad*um-
bra>tive Xa-'dsm-brat-ivX adj— ad-ura-bra.tive.ly adv

adust \»-'dast\ adj [ME, fr. L aduslus, pp. of adurere to set fire to,
fr. ad- + urere to burn — more at ember] 1 : burned, scorched
2 archaic ; of a sunburned appearance 3 ; of a gloomy appearance
or disposition
ad va.lQ.rem \,ad-v3-'Ior-sm, -'I6r-\ adj [L, according to the value]

: imposed at a rate percent of the value as stated in an invoice {ad
valorem tax on goods)
lad.vance \3d-*van{t)s\ vb [ME advauncen, fr. OF avancier, fr.

(assumed) VL abantiare, fr. L abante before, fr. ab- + ante before —
more at a>jte-] vt 1 : to bring or move forward 2 : to accelerate
the growth or progress of : forward 3 ; to raise to a higher rank
: promote 4 : to supply or furnish in expectation of repayment
5 archaic : to lift up : raise 6 : to bring forward in time: a ; to
make earlier : hasten b ; to place later in time 7 : to bring for-
ward for notice, consideration, or acceptance : propose 8 : to
raise in rate : increase '^ vi 1 ; to move forward : proceed
2 : to make progress : increase 3 : to rise in rank, position,
or importance 4 : to rise in rate or price — ad-vanc-er n
syn advance, promote, forward, further mean to move or

help to move ahead, advance stresses effective assisting or hasten-
ing a process bringing about a desired end; promote suggests an
encouraging or fostering; forward implies an impetus forcing
something ahead; further suggests a removing of obstacles or
obstructions in the way of a desired advance syn see in addition
adduce
sadvance n 1 : a forward movement 2 : progress in development
; improvement 3 : a rise in price, value, or amount 4 : a first step
or approach made : offer; also ; a progressive step 5 ; a provision
of something (as money or goods) before a return is received; also
: the money or goods supphed — in advance : before, before-
hand
3advance adj l : made, sent, or furnished ahead of time 2 ; going
or situated before

ad'Vanced adj 1 : far on in time or course 2a; beyond the ele-
mentary or introductory b ; being beyond others in progress or
development

ad>vance>ment \ad-'van(t)-sm3nt\ n 1 : the action of advancing
: the state of being advanced: a ; promotion or elevation to a
higher rank or position b : progression to a higher stage of de-
velopment 2 ; an advance of money or value
lad.van.lage \3d-'vant-ij\ n [ME avantage, fr. MF. fr. avant before,
fr. L abante} 1 : superiority of position or condition 2 a ; benefit,
gain; esp : benefit resulting from some course of action b obs
: interest 3a 3 : a factor or circumstance of benefit to its possessor
4 : the first point won in tennis after deuce; also : the score for it— to advantage : so as to produce a favorable impression or
effect

^advantage vt : to give an advantage to : BENEPrr
ad>van-ta>geous \,ad-,van-'ta-jas, -vsn-X adj : giving an advantage

; FAVORABLE syu sce BENEFICIAL — ad>van-ta<geous>ly adv —
ad*van-ta*geous>ness n

ad*vec>tion \ad-*vek-sh3n\ n [L advection-, advectio act of bring-
ing, fr. advectus, pp. of advehere to carry to, fr. ad- + vehere to
carry — more at way] : the horizontal movement of a mass of air

that causes changes in temperature or in other physical properties— ad»vec*tive \-'vek-tiv\ adj
Ad-vent \'ad-,vent\ n [ME, fr. ML adventus. It. L, arrival, fr.

adventus, pp.] 1 : a penitential season beginning four Sundays
before Christmas 2 a : the coming of Christ at the incarnation
b ; SECOND coming 3 not cap ; coming, arrival <'-- of spring)
syn see arrival

Ad>vent>i5m \'ad-,vent-,iz-3m, -v3nt-\ n 1 ; the doctrine that the
second coming of Christ and the end of the world are near at hand
2 : the principles and practices of Seventh-day Adventists — Ad-
vent'ist \-,vent-ast, -van-tast\ adj or n

ad.ven.ti-tia \,ad-v3n-'tish-(e-)3\ n [NL, alter, of L adventicla,

neut. pi. of adventicius coming from outside, fr. adventus, pp.] : an
external chiefly connective tissue covering of an organ; esp ; the
external coat of a blood vessel — ad*ven-ti*tial \-'tish-3l\ adj

ad>ven«ti-tious \,ad-v3n-*tish-3s\ adj [L adventicius} 1 ; added
extrinsically and not inherent or innate 2 : arising or occurring
sporadically or in other than the usual location syn see ACCIDE^aAL— ad.ven*ti.tious'ly adv — ad'ven.ti-tious-ness n

ad*ven<tive \ad-'vent-iv\ adj 1 ; introduced but not fully natural-
ized 2 : ADVENTITIOUS 2 — adveutlve n — ad>ven-tive-]y adv
Advent Sunday n : the first Sunday in Advent
lad'Ven.ture \3d-'ven-ch3r\ n [ME aventure, fr. OF, fr. (assumed)
VL adventura, fr. L adventus, pp. of advenire to arrive, fr. ad- +
venire to come — more at come] 1 a : an undertaking involving
danger and unknown risks b : the encountering of risks 2 : a
remarkable experience 3 : an enterprise involving financial risk

aadventure vb ad-ven-tur-ing \-'vench-o-)rio\ vt 1 : to expose to
danger or loss ; venture 2 : to venture upon : try «- vi 1 : to
proceed despite danger or risk 2 : to take the risk

ad'Ven.tur-er \3d-'ven-char-3r\ n : one that adventures: as
a : SOLDIER OF FORTUNE b : one that engages in risky commercial
enterprises for profit

ad>ven-ture*some \sd-'ven-ch3r-s3m\ adj : given to incurring
risks ; venturesome

ad>ven>tur>ess \ad-'vench-(3-)r3s\ n ; a female adventurer; esp : a
woman who seeks position or Uvelihood by questionable means

ad.ven.tur-ism \ad-'ven-ch3-,riz-am\ n : ill-considered or rash
improvisation or experimentation esp. in politics or foreign affairs

or in defiance of consistent plans or principles — ad^ven-tur-ist
\-'vench-(3-)r3st\ n — ad>ven*tur>is>tiG \-,ven-ch3-'ris-tik\ adj
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ad*ven>tur>ous \3d-'vench-C9-)r3s\ adj 1 : disposed to seek ad-
venture or to cope with the new and unknown 2 : characterized by
unknown dangers and risks — ad>ven-tar-ous-ly adv — ad-
ven-tur-ous*ness n
Syn ADVENTUROUS, VENTURESOME, DARING, DAREDEVIL, RASH,

RECKLESS. FOOLHARDY mean exposing oneself to danger more than
required by good sense, adventurous implies a wiUingness to

accept risks but not necessarily imprudence; venturesome applies
chiefly to acts and carries a stronger suggestion of imprudence;
DARING stresses fearlessness in courting danger; daredevil stresses

ostentation in daring; rash suggests imprudence and lack of fore-
thought; reckless implies heedlessness of probable consequences;
FOOLHARDY suggests E recklessncss that is inconsistent with good

lad'Verb \'ad-.v3rb\ n [MF adverbe. fr. L adverbium, fr. ad- +
verbum word — more at word] : a word belonging to one of the
major form classes in any of numerous languages, typically serving
as a modifier of a verb, an adjective, another adverb, a preposition,
a phrase, a clause, or a sentence, and expressing some relation of
manner or quality, place, time, degree, number, cause, opposition,
affirmation, or denial

2adverb adj : adverbial
ad.ver.hi-al \ad-'v3r-be-3l\ adj : of, relating_ to, or having the
function of an adverb — ad-ver-bi-aMy \-3-le\ adv
ad ver-biun XOad-'var-bam^ adv [L] : to a word : verbatim
ad.ver«sary \'ad-v9(r)-,ser-e\ n : one that contends with, opposes,
or resists : enemy syn see opponent

ad-ver-sa-tive \ad-'var-sat-iv\ adj ; expressing antithesis, opposi-
tion, or adverse circumstance (the -^ conjunction buiy — adversa-
tive n — ad.ver.sa-tive'ly adv

ad.verse \ad-'v3rs. 'ad-,\ adj [ME, fr. MF advers, fr. L adversus,

pp. of adveriere'] 1 ; acting against or in a contrary direction : an-
tagonistic 2 : opposed to one's interests : unfavorable 3 a : op-
posite in position b : turned toward the stem or axis <'^ leaves)— compare averse — ad-verse-ly adv — ad-verse«ness n
syn antagonistic, counter, counteractive: adverse applies to

what is unfavorable, harmful, or detrimental; antagonistic usu.
implies mutual opposition and either hostility or incompatibility;
counter applies to forces coming from opposite directions with
resulting conflict or tension; counteractive implies an opposition
between two things that nullifies the effect of one or both

ad-ver.Si.ty \ad-'var-s3t-e\ n 1 : a condition of suffering, destitu-
tion, or affliction 2 : a calamitous or disastrous experience syn
see misfortune

ad-vert \ad-'vart\ vi [ME adverten, fr. MF & L; MF advertir, fr. L
advertere, fr. ad- + vertere to turn — more at worth] 1 ; to pay
heed or attention 2 : to direct attention : refer

ad'Ver-tence \ad-*v3ri-=ns\ n 1 : the action or process of adverting
: attention, notice 2 : advertency 1

ad-ver-ten-cy X-'n-seX n 1 : the quaUty or state of being advertent
: HEEDFULNESS 2 I ADVERTENCE 1

ad»ver*tent \-*nt\ adj [L advertent-, advertens, prp. of adverterel
: giving attention ; heedful — ad-vei'tenMy adv

ad-ver.tise \'ad-V3r-,tT2\ vb [ME advertisen, fr. MF advertiss-,

stem of advertir'i vt 1 ; inform, notify 2 a : to announce publicly
esp. by a printed notice or a broadcast b : to call public attention
to esp. by emphasizing desirable qualities so as to arouse a desire
to buy or patronize '^ vj : to issue or sponsor advertising — ad-
ver'tis-er n

ad-ver-Use-menl \,ad-v3r-'tT2-m9nt;3d-'vart-32-m3nt, -3-smant\ n
1 : the act or process of advertising 2 : a public notice; esp : one
pubUshed in the press or broadcast over the air

ad.ver-tis.ing n 1 : the action of calling something to the attention
of the public esp. by paid announcements 2 : advertisements
3 ; the business of preparing advertisements for publication or
broadcast

ad*vice \ad-'vTs\ n [ME, fr. OF avis opinion, prob. fr. the phrase
ce m'est a vis that appears to me, part, trans, of L mihi visum est it

seemed so to me] 1 : recommendation regarding a decision or
course of conduct ; counsel 2 : information or notice given
; intelligence
syn counsel: advice implies real or pretended knowledge or

experience, often professional or technical, on the part of the one
who advises; counsel often stresses the fruit of wisdom or delibera-
tion and may presuppose a weightier occasion, or more authority,
or more personal concern on the jjart of the one giving counsel

ad<vi5*abil>i>ty \3d-,vr-z3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
advisable

ad«vis-able \ad-'vT-z3-b3l\ adj ; proper to be advised or to be
done : prudent syn see expedient — ad>vis*able>ness n — ad-
vis*ably \-ble\ adv

ad. vise \3d-'viz\ vb [MF advisen, fr. OF aviser, fr. avisi vt 1 a : to
give advice to : counsel b : caution, warn c : recommend
2 : to give information or notice to : inform ~ vi : to take counsel
: consult — ad.vis-er or ad'Vi-sor \-'vi-23r\ n

ad-vised \3d-'vTzd\ adj : thought out : considered — ad>vis>ed.ly
\-'vi-z3d-le\ adv

ad'Vise.ment \3d-'vTz-mant\ n : careful consideration ; deubera-
TION
lad'Vi'SO.ry \3d-'vTz-(3-)re\ adj 1 : having or exercising power to
advise 2 : containing or giving advice
2advisory n : a report giving information (as on the weather)
ad.vo-ca.cy \'ad-va-k3-se\ n ; the act or process of advocating

; SUPPORT
lad.VO.cate X'ad-vs-kat, -,kat\ n [ME advocat, fr. MF, fr. L
advocaius, fr. pp. of advocare to summon, fr. ad- + vocare to call— more at voice] 1 ; one that pleads the cause of another; sped)
; one that pleads the cause of another before a tribunal or judicial
court : counselor 2 : one that defends or maintains a cause or
proposal

2ad.vo.cate \-,kat\ vtj to plead in favor of syn see support — ad-
VO.ca.tion \,ad-v3-'ka-sh3n\ n — ad'VO'Ca.tor \'ad-v3-,kat-3r\ n
ad-VOW.Son \3d-'vauz-'n\ n [ME. fr. OF avoueson, fr. ML advoca-
tion-, advocaiio, fr. L, act of calling, fr. advocatus, pp.] : the right
in English law of presenting a nominee to a vacant ecclesiastical
benefice
ady.nam.ic \.a-.dT-'nam-ik, .ad-3-\ adj [Gk adynamia, fr. a- +
dynamis power, fr. dynasthai to be able] : of defective functional
or vital powers
ad.y.tum \'ad-3-t3m\ n, pi ad.y.ta \-t3\ [L. fr. Gk adyton, neut.
of adytos not to be entered, fr. a- + dyein to enter; akin to Skt

upa-du to put on] : the Innermost sanctuary in an ancient temple
open only to priests ; sanctum

adz or adze \'ad2\ n [ME adse, fr. OE
adesa'[ ; a cutting tool with a thin arched
blade set at right angles to the handle

ae \'a\ adj [ME (northern dial.) a, alter.
of an] chiejly Scot : one

ae.cial \'e-sh(e-)3l\ adj : of or relating

a./;c?. unseemly, fr. a- + e/;co5 seemly, fr. wu'h'fiat^hSS'TsWp
participle of eikenai to seem] : the fruiting carpenter's wi h spuf^body of a rust fungus m which the first Jcoooer's
binucleate jporej are usu. produced

ae.des \aj'ed-(,)e2\ n [NL. genus name. fr. Gk aedes unpleasant,
fr. a- + edos pleasure; akin to Gk hedys sweet — more at sweet]
: any of a genus (Aedes) of mosquitoes including the vector of
yellow fever, dengue, and other diseases

ae>dile \'e-,dTl\ n [L aedilis, fr. aedes temple — more at edify] ; an
official in ancient Rome in charge of public works and games, po-
lice, and the grain supply

Ae.ge-an \i-'je-3n\ adj [L Aegaeus, fr. Gk Aigaios'\ 1 : of or relat-
ing to the arm of the Mediterranean sea east of Greece 2 : of or
relating to the prehistoric civilization of the islands of the Aegean
sea and the countries adjacent to it esp. in the Bron2e Age

Ae.gir \'ag-3r\/i [ON.-fgir] : the god of the sea in Norse mythology
ae.gis \'e-j3s\ n [L, fr. Gk aigis goatskin, perh. fr. aig-, aix goat;
akin to Anm aic goat] 1 :a shield or breastplate emblematic of
majesty that was orig. associated chiefly with Zeus but later mainly
with Athena 2 : protection, defense 3 : patronage, sponsor-
ship

Ae.giS.Uius \i-'jis-th3s\ n [L. fr. Gk Aigisthos-\ : a lover of
Clytemneslra

-aemia — see -emia
Ae.ne.as \i-*ne-3s\ n [L. fr. Gk Aineiasl : a son of Anchises and
Aphrodite, defender of Troy, and hero of Vergil's Aeneid

Aeneo.lith-iC \a-,e-ne-o-'lith-ik\ adj [L aeneus of copper or
bronze, fr. aes copper, bron2e — more at ore] ; of or relating to a
transitional period between the Neolithic and Bronze ages in
which somecopper was used

lae.O.lian \e-'o-le-3n, -'6I-y3n\ adj 1 ojten cap : of or relating to
Aeolus 2 : giving forth or marked by a soughing sound or musical
tone produced by or as if by the wind

2aeolian var oj eolian
lAe.O'lian \e-'o-le-3n, -'ol-yan\ adj : of or relating to Aeolis or its

inhabitants
^Aeolian n 1 z a member of a group of Greek peoples of Thessaly
and Boeotia that colonized Lesbos and the adjacent coast of
Asia Minor 2 : aeolic

aeolian harp n : a box-shaped musical instrument having stretched
strings usu. tuned in unison on which the wind produces varying
harmonics over the same fundamental tone
lAe.ohic \e-'ai-ik\ adj : iaeolian
2Aeolic n : a groujj of ancient Greek dialects used by the AeoUans
ae.O'lo.trop.ic \,e-3-lo-'trap-ik\ adj [Gk amlos variegated] : aniso-
tropic 1 — ae.Q.lot'ro.py \,e-3-'la-tr3-pe\ n
Ae.O'Ius \'e-3-l3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Aiolos} : the god of the winds in
classical mythology

ae-on X'e-an, 'e-.an\ n [L, fr. Gk aion — more at aye] : an im-
measurably or indefinitely long period of time : age
ae.cni.an \e-'o-ne-3n\ or ae'On*ic \-'an-ik\ adj : everlasting
2 a(l), 2 b

aer- or aero- comb jorm [ME aero-, fr. MF, fr. L. fr. Gk aer-, aero-,
fr. aerZ 1 a : air : atmosphere (aerate) (aerobiology) b : aerial
and (aeromarine) 2 : gas (aerosol) 3 ; aviation (aerodrome)

aer.ate \'a(-3)r-.at, 'e(-3)r-\ vt 1 : to supply (the blood) with
oxygen by respiration 2 : to supply or impregnate with air
3 a : to combine or charge with gas b ; to make effervescent— aer.a>tion \.a(-3)r-'a-sh3n, ,e(-3)rA n

aer.a.tor \'a(-3)r-,at-3r. 'e(-3)r-\ n : one that aerates; esp : an
apparatus for aerating something (as sewage)

lae.ri.al \"ar-e-3l, 'er-. a-'ir-e-3l\ adj [L aerius, fr. Gk aerios, fr.

aerZ 1 a ; of, relating to, or occurring in the air or atmosphere
b : consisting of air c : existing or growing in the air rather than
in the ground or in water d : lofty e : operating or operated
overhead on elevated cables or rails 2 : suggestive of air: as
a : lacking substance : thin b : imaginary, ethereal 3 a : of or
relating to aircraft b : designed for use in. taken from, or operating
from or against aircraft c : effected by means of aircraft — aer>i-
al.ly \-3-le\ adv

^aer.i.al X'ar-e-sl, 'er-\ n 1 : ANTENNA 2 2 : forward pass
aer.i.al'ist \'ar-e-3-l3st, 'er-\ n : one that performs feats in the air
or above the ground esp. on the flying trapeze

aerial ladder n ; a mechanically operated extensible fire ladder usu.
mounted on a truck

ae.rie \'a(3)r-e. 'e(3)r-, •i(3)r-, 'a-(3-)re\ n [ML aerea, fr. OF
aire, fr. L area area, feeding place for animals] 1 : the nest of a
bird on a cliff or a mountaintop 2 obs : a brood of birds of prey
3 : a dwelling on a height

aer>if>er>OUS \,a-(3-)'rif-3-r3s, ,e-\ adj ; containing or conveying

aer.i.Ii*ca*tion X.ar-a-fs-'ka-shsn. ,er-\ n : the act of aerifying or
of aerating : the state of being aerified or aerated

aer.i.form. Var-a-.form, 'er-\ adj : having the nature of air ; gas-
eous

aer.i'fy \-,fT\ vt 1 ; aerate 2 2 : to change into an aeriform state
and esp. into vapor

aer.i.ly \'ar-3-le, 'er-\ adv : in an aery manner
aero \'a(-3)r-(.)6, 'e(-3)r-\ adj [aero-'i 1 ; of or relating to aircraft
or aeronautics 2 : designed for aerial use

aero.bal.lis-tics X.ar-o-bs-'lis-tiks, ,er-\ n pi but sing or pi in

consir ; the ballistics of the fhght of missiles and projectiles in the
atmosphere

aer>o>bat>ics \,ar-3-'bat-iks, ,er-\ n pi but sing or pi in constr
[blend of aer- and acrobatics\ : performance of stunts in an air-
plane or glider

aer.obe \'aC-3)r-,5b. e(-3)r-\ n [F aerobie, fr. aer- aer- + -bie
(fr. Gk bios life) — more at quick] : an organism (as a bacterium)
that lives only in the presence of oxygen
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aer-O-bic \,a-(3-)'ro-bik, ,e-\ adj 1 : living, active, or occurring
only in the presence of oxygen 2 : of, relating to, or Induced by
aerobes — aer.O'bi»cal-Iy \-bi-k(3-)le\ adv

aero>bi>0<siS \,ar-o-C,)bT-'6-S3S, ,er-, -be-\ n ; life in the presence
of air or oxvgen — aero<bi>ot-ic \-'at-ik\ adj — aero-bi-ot-i-
caMy \-i-k('3-ne\ adv
aerO'drome \'ar-3-,drom, 'er-\ n, Brit ; airfield, airport
aero-dy*nam-ic \,ar-o-C,)dT-'nam-ik, .er-\ adj : of or relating to
aerodynamics — aero>dy>iiam-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

aero>dy<nam>i>cist \-'nam-3-s3st\ n : one who specializes In
aerodynamics
aero.dy.nam.iCS \.ar-o-(,)dT-'nam-iks, ,er-\ n pi but sing or pi in

constr : a branch of dynamics that deals with the motion of air and
other gaseous fluids and with the forces acting on bodies in motion
relative to such fluids

aero-dyne \'ar-3-,dTn, 'er-\ n laerodynamic"] ; a heavier-than-air
aircraft that derives its lift in flight from forces resulting from its

motion through the air

aero-em-bO'lism N.ar-o-'em-ba-.liz-sm, ,er-\ « 1 : a gaseous em-
bolism 2 : a condition equivalent to caisson disease caused by
rapid ascent to high altitudes and resulting exposure to rapidly
lowered air pressure — called also air bends
aero-gram or aero-gramme \'ar-3-,gram, 'er-\ n ; air letter
aer-Og-ra-plier \,a-(3-'l'rag-r3-f3r, ,e-\ n : a navy warrant officer
who observes and forecasts weather and surf conditions
aer-og-ra-phy \-fe\ n ; meteorology
aer-o-lite \'ar-3-,lTt. 'er-x also aero-lith \-,Iith\ n : a stony
meteorite — aer>o-lit-ic \,ar-3-'lit-ik, ,er-\ adj

aer-0<log>i-cal X.ar-a-'laj-i-kal, ,er-\ adj : of or relating to aerology
aer-ol-o-gist \,a-('3-)'ral-5-jast. ,e-\ n ; a specialist in aerology
aer-ol-O-gy \-je\ n l : meteorology 2 : a branch of meteorology
that deals esp. with the air

aero-me-chan-ic \.ar-o-mi-'kan-ik, ,er-\ n : an aircraft mechanic
aero-me-chan-ics \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : mechanics
that deals with the equilibrium and motion of gases and of solid

bodies immersed in them
aero-med-i-cal \,ar-o-*med-i-k3l, ,er-\ adj ; of or relating to aero-
medicine
aero-med-i-Cine \-'mcd-3-S3n\ n : a branch of medicine that deals
with the diseases and disturbances arising from flying and the
associated physiologic and psychologic problems

aero-me-te- or- 0-graph \.ar-o-,met-e-'6r-3-.graf, ,er-\ n : mete-
orograph; esp : one adapted for use on an airplane

aer-om-e-ter \.a-(30'ram-3t-3r, ,e-\ n [prob. fr. F aeromitre, fr.

aer- + metre -meter] ; an instrument for ascertaining the weight
or density of air or other gases
aero-naut \'ar-3-,n6t, 'er-, -,nat\ n IF aeronaute, fr. aer- aer- +
Gk nautes sailor — more at nautical] : one that operates or travels

in an airship or balloon
aero-nau-ti-cal x.ar-a-'not-i-kal, ,er-, -'nat-X or aero-nau-lic
\-ik\ adj ; of or relating to aeronautics — aero-nau-ti-cal-ly
\-i-k{3-)]e\ adv

aero-nau-tiCS \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr 1 : a science dealing
with the operation of aircraft 2 : the art or science of flight

aero-neu-rO'Sis \,ar-o-n(y)ii-'ro-s3s, ,er-\ n : a functional nervous
disorder of airmen caused by emotional stress and characterized
by physical symptoms (as restlessness, abdominal pains, and diar-

rhea)
aero-panse \'ar-o-,p6z, 'er-\ n : the level above the earth's surface
where the atmosphere becomes ineffective for human and aircraft
functions

aero-plane \'ar-3-,plan, 'er-\ n, chiefly Brit var oj airpu^ne
aero-sol \'ar-3-,sal, 'er-, -,sdl\ n ; a suspension of fine solid or
liquid particles in gas (as smoke, fog, or an insecticide)

aero-Sol*ize \-.Tz\ vt i to disperse as an aerosol
aero-space \'ar-6-,spas, *er-\ n : the earth's atmosphere and the
space beyond

aero-sphere \'ar-o-,sfi(3)r, 'er-\ n [F aerosphire, fr. aer- aer- +
sphere sphere, fr. L sphaeral ; the body of air around the earth

aero-Stat \-,stat\ n [F aerostat, fr. aer- + -statZ : an aircraft that
embodies one or more containers filled with a gas lighter than air

and that is supported chiefly by buoyancy derived from the sur-
rounding air

aero*Stat-iCS \,ar-o-'stat-iks, ,er-\ n pi but sing or pi in constr
[modif. of NL aerostatica, fr. aer- + statica statics] : a branch of
statics that deals with the equilibrium of gaseous fluids and of
solid bodies immersed in them

aero-ther-mo-dy-nam-ics \.ar-o-,th3r-m3-(,)di-'nam-iks, ,er-\ n
pi but sing or pi in constr : the thermodynamics of gases and esp. of
air

laery \'a(3)r-e, e(3)r-e. 'a-3-re\ adj [L aerius — more at aerial]
; having an aerial quality ; ethereal

saery \like aerie\ var 0} aerie
Aes-Chy-le-an \,es-k3-*Ie-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or suggestive
of Aeschylus or his tragedies

Aes-CU-la-pi-an \,es-ky3-'la-pe-3n\ adj_ [Aesculapius, Greco-
Roman god of medicine, fr. L, fr. Gk Asklepios} ; of or relating to
Aesculapius or the healing art : medical

Ae-sir \'as-,iO)r\ n pi [ON ^sir, pi. of ass god] : the chief gods
of the Norse pantheon
Ae>SO-pi*an \e-'so-pe-3n\ also Ae-SOp-iC \-'sap-ik\ adj : of, re-
lating to, or characteristic of Aesop or his fables

aesthesio— see esthesio-
aes-thete \'es-.thet\ n [back-formation fr. aesthetic'] : one having
or affecting sensitivity to the beautiful esp. in art

aes-thet-ic \es-'thet-ik\ adj [G dsthetisch, fr. NL aestheticus, fr.

Gk aisthetikos of sense perception, fr. aisthanesthai to perceive —
more at audible] 1 a ; relating to or dealing with aesthetics or
the beautiful h : artistic 2 : appreciative of, responsive to, or
zealous about the beautiful syn see artistic — aes-thet-i-cal
\-i-kal\ flrf; — aes-thet-i-cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv — aes-the-ti-cian
\,es-th3-'tish-3n\ n

aes-thet-i-cism \es-'thet-3-.siz-am\ n 1 a : a doctrine that the
Erincipies of beauty are basic to other esp. moral principles

: the advocacy of artistic and aesthetic autonomy 2 : devotion
to or emphasis on beauty or the cultivation of the arts

affiliate

aes-thet-iCS \es-'thet-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : a branch
of philosophy dealing with the nature of the beautiful and with
judgments concerning beauty 2 : the description and explanation
of artistic phenomena and aesthetic experience by means of other
sciences fas psychology, sociology, ethnology, or history)

aes-ti-val \'es-t3-v3l\ adj [ME estival, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L
aestivalis, fr. ae^/ivHs of summer, fr. aestas summer — more at edify]
; of or relating to the summer

aes-ti-vate \'es-t3-,vat\_v/ ; to pass the summer in a state of torpor
aes-ti-va-tion \,es-t3-'va-sh3n\ n 1 : the state of one that aesti-
vates 2 ; the disposition or method of arrangement of floral parts
in a bud

al see ad-
alar \3-'far\ adv [ME ajer, fr. on jer at a distance and oj fer from a
distance] : from or at a great distance

aleard or aleared \3-'fi(3)rd\ adj [ME ajered, fr. OE ajxred, pp. of
ajseran to frighten, fr. a-, perfective prefix -H jseran to frighten —
more at abide, fear] dial : afraid

af.fa-bil-i-ty \,af-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
affable : sociability

af-la-ble \'af-3-b3l\ adj [MF, fr. L ajjabilis, fr. ajjari to speak to,
fr. ad- + jari to speak — more at ban] 1 a ; being pleasant and at
ease in talking to others b : characterized by ease and friendliness
2 : PLEASANT syn see gracious — af-fa-bly \-ble\ adv

af.lair \3-'fa(a)r. -'fe(a)r\ n [ME & MF; ME ajjaire, fr. MF, fr.

ajaire to do] 1 2l pi : commercial, professional, or public business
b ; MATTER, concern 2 ; a procedure, action, or occasion only
vaguely specified; also ; an object or collection of objects only
vaguely specified 3 a also al-faire ; a romantic or passionate
attachment typically of limited duration : liaison lb b or affaire
: a matter occasioning pubhc anxiety, controversy, or scandal
: case

af-faire d'hon-neur \3-,faf3)r-d3-'n3r, -,fe(a)r-, -(,)d6-\ n. pi
affaires d'honueur \-.faC3)r(z)-, -.fe(3)r(z)-\ [F, lit., affair of
honor] : a matter involving honor; specij : duel
laf-fect \'af-,ekt\ n [L ajjecius, fr. ajjectus, pp.] 1 obs : feeling,
affection 2 : the conscious subjective aspect of an emotion con-
sidered apart from bodily changes

aaf-fect \3-'fekt, a-\ vb [MF & L; MF ajjecter, fr. L afjectare, fr.

ajjectus, pp. of afjicere to influence, fr. ad- + jacere to do — more
at DO] vt 1 archaic : to aim at 2 a archaic : to have affection for
b ; to be given to ; fancy <'^ flashy clothes) 3 : to make a
display of liking or using ; cultivate <"^ a worldly manner)
4 : to put on a pretense of : feign <'^ indifference, though deeply
hurt) 5 : to tend toward <drops of water '^ roundness) 6 : fre-
quent — vi, obs : INCLINE 2 syn see assume

3af-fect \3-'fekt, a-\ vt 1 : to produce an effect upon 2 : to
produce a material influence upon or alteration in 3 : to make
an impression on ; influence
syn influence, touch, impress, sway: affect applies to the

acting of a stimulus strong enough to produce a noticeable response
or reaction or modification usu. without a radical change; in-
fluence presupposes an agent or agency that acts so as to change
in some degree one's nature, character, or behavior; touch may
suggest forceful or emotional stirring, arousing, or impinging
on; IMPRESS suggests a deep or lasting effect; sway implies the
acting of influences that are not resisted or are irresistible, with
resulting change in character or course of action

af-fec-ta-tion \,af-,ek-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 obs : a striving after 2 a : the
act of taking on or displaying an attitude or mode of behavior
not natural or not genuine b : unnatural speech or conduct
: artificialitv syn see pose

af*fect-ed adj l ; inclined toward 2 a : given to affection b : as-
sumed artificially or falsely : preiended — af-fect-ed-ly adv— af-fect-ed-ness n

al-fect-ing adj : moving the emotions syn see moving — af-fect-
ing-ly \-'fek-tio-le\ adv
laf-tec-tion \3-'fek-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF ajjection, fr. L ajjection-,

afjectio, fr. ajjectus. pp.] 1 ; a moderate feeling or emotion
2 : tender attachment ; love 3 obs : PARTiALrrv, prejudice
4 ; the feeling aspect of consciousness 5a; propensfty, dis-
POsmoN b archaic : affectation 2 syn see feeling

2affection n 1 : the action of affecting : the state of being affected
2 a (1) : a bodily condition (2) : disease, malady b : attribute

af*fec-tion-al Xa-'fek-shnsl. -sh3n-'l\ adj : belonging or relating

to the affections — af-Iec-tion-al-ly \-e\ adv
af-lec-tion-ate \3-'fek-sh(3-)n3t\ adj l obs i mentally or emo-
tionally affected or inclined 2 : having affection or warm regard
; LOVING 3 ; proceeding from affection ; tender — af-fec*tion-
ate-ly adv

af-fec-tioned \-sh3nd\ adj, archaic : disposed
al-fec-tive \a-'fek-tiv\ adj 1 ; relating to, arising from, or In-
fluencing feelings or emotions ; emotional 2 : expressing emotion— af-fec-tive-ly adv — af*fec*tiv-i-ty \,af-.ek-niv-3t-e\ n

af-len-pin.scher \'af-3n-,pin-ch3r\ n [G, fr. ajje monkey +
pinscher, a breed of hunting .dog] : any of a breed of small dogs
with a stiff red. gray, or black coat, pointed ears, and bushy
eyebrows, chin tuft, and moustache

af-fer-ent \'af-3-r3nt, -,er-3nt\ adj [L ajjerent-, ajferens, prp. of
ajjerre to bring to, fr. ad- + jerre to bear — more at bear] ; bearing
or conducting inward; specij ; conveying impulses toward a nerve
center — compare efferent — af-fer-ent-ly adv
laf.fi-ance \3-'fT-3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. aSJier to pledge,
trust, fr. ML alfidare to pledge, fr. L ad- + (assumed) VL Jidare
to trust — more at fiance] archaic : trust, confidence

3affiance vt : to solemnly promise (oneself or another) in marriage
: betroth

al*Ii*ant \3-'fr-3nt\ n [MF, fr. prp. of ajfierl : one that swears to
an affidavit; broadly ; deponent

al-li-da-Vit \.af-3-'da-v3t\ n [ML, he has made an oath, fr. ajjtdarel
: a sworn statement in writing made esp. under oath or on affirma-
tion before an authorized magistrate or officer

laf-fil*i*ate \3-'fil-e-,at\ vb [ML ajjiliatus, pp. of ajjiliare to
adopt as a son, fr. L ad- + jilius son — more at feminine] vt
1 a : to bring or receive into close connection as a member or
branch iajjiliated organizations) b : to associate as a member
<'^j himself with the local club) 2 : to trace the origin of '^ viz to

abut^, a kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;
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connect or associate oneself : combibib — aI*fU*l*a*tlon \3-,fll-

e-*a-sh3n\ n
2af-lil<i-ate \3-'fil-c-3t\ n : an affiliated person or organization
laMine \3-'nn\ n [MF ajjin, fr. L ajjinis, fr. afjims, adj.] : a
reiative by marriage

2affine ad) [L ajjinis, adj.] : of, relating to, or being a transforma-
tion that transforms straight lines into straight lines and parallel
lines into parallel lines but may alter distance between points and
angles between lines ('^ geometry)

af-fined \a-'find\ adj 1 : joined in a close relationship : con-
nected 2 : bound by obligation
aMin-i-ty \s-'fin-3t-e\ n [ME afjinite, fr. MF or L; MF ajinite, fr.

L ajtinitas, fr. ajjinis bordering on, related by marriage, fr. ad-
+ jinis end, border] 1 : relationship by marriage — compare
CONSANGUiNiTV 2a; sympathy marked by community of interest

: KINSHIP b ; ATTRACTION; esp I an attractive force between
substances or particles that causes them to enter into and remain
in chemical combination c : a person esp. of the opposite sex
having a particular attraction 3a: causal connecdon or relation-
ship ; RESEMBLANCE b I a relation between biological groups
involving resemblance in the whole plan of structure and Indicating
community of origin syn see attraction, ukeness
aMinn \9-'farm\ vb [ME ajjermen, fr. MF ajermer, fr. L ajjirmare.
fr. ad- + jirmare to make firm, fr. jirmus firm — more at hrm]
v/ 1 a : VALIDATE, CONFIRM b I to State positively 2 : to assert
as valid or confirmed ~ vi 1 : to testify or declare by affirmation
2 : to uphold a judgment or decree of a lower court syn see
ASSERT — a{*Tirm<ahle Xa-'fsr-ma-balX adj — af>fir>maiice
\3-'far-man(t)s\ n

af>fir>ina>tion \,af-ar-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of affirming; also
; something affirmed : assertion 2 ; a solemn declaration made
under the penalties of perjury by a person who conscientiously
declines taking an oath
iaf>fir*ma>tive \a-'f3r-mst-iv\ adj 1 : asserting a predicate of
a subject 2 : asserting that the fact Is so 3 : positive <'^ ap-
proach) — af>Iir*ina*tive<ly adv

Saffirmative n 1 : an expression (as the word yes) of affirmation
or assent 2 : an affirmative proposidon 3 : the side that up-
holds the proposition stated in a debate
lal-fiX \a-'fiks\ VI [ML ajjixare, fr. L ajjixus, pp. of ajfigere to
fasten to, fr. ad- + Jigere to fasten — more at dike] 1 : to attach
physically ; fasten <'^ a stamp to a letter) 2 : to attach in any
way : ADD, append {-^ a signature to a document) 3 j impress
<~erf his seat) syn see fasten — al*fix>a>tion \,af-,ik-'sa-sh3n\ n

3af*fLS \'af-,iks\ n 1 ; a sound or sequence of sounds or a letter

or sequence of letters occurring as a bound form attached to the
beginning or end of a word, base, or phrase or inserted within a
word or base and serving to produce a derivative word or an
inflectional form 2 : appendage — al-fix>al \-,ik-sal\ or al-
lix-i.al \a-'fik-se-al\ adj
aMla.tus \3-'flat-as\ n [L, act of blowing or breathing on, fr.

ajjlatus, pp. of ajjlare to blow on, fr. ad- + jlare to blow — more
at blow] : a divirie imparting of knowledge or power : inspiration
aMliCt \3-'flikt\ vt [ME ajjlicten, fr. L ajjlictus. pp. of ajjligere
to cast down, fr. ad~ + jligere to strike — more at profligatb]
1 obs a : HUMBLE b : overthrow 2 a : to distress severely so as
to cause continued suffering b ; trouble, injure
syn TRY, TORMENT. TORTURE. RACK. GRILL: AFFLICT is a general

term applying to the causing of pain or suffering or of acute
annoyance, embarrassment, or any distress; try suggests imposing
something that puts a strain on the powers of endurance or of
self-control; torment suggests persecution or the repeated inflicting
of suffering or annoyance; torture adds the implication of causing
to writhe with unbearable pain; rack stresses straining or wrench-
ing; GRILL suggests causmg acute discomfort as by long and
relentless questioning

al'flic-tion \3-'fUk-sh3n\ n 1 : the state of being afflicted 2 ; the
cause of continued pain or distress; also ; great suffering

al-flic-tive \9-*flik-tiv\ adj : causing afflicdon : distressing— af*nic*tive*ly adv
al-flu.ence \'af-,lu-an(t)s, -la-w3nms\ n 1 a : an abundant flow
or supply : profusion b : abundance of property : wealth
2 : a flowing to or toward a point : influx

laf.nu.ent \'af-,Iu-ant. -l3-want\ adj [ME. fr. MF, fr. L ajjluent-.
ajjluens, prp. of ajjluere to flow to, flow abundantly, fr. ad- +
jluere to flow — more at fluid] 1 a : flowing in abundance
: copious b : having an abundance of goods : wealthy 2 : flow-
ing toward syn see rich — al<im*ent-ly adv

saftluent n : a tributary stream
af.flux \'af-.l3ks\ n [F or L; F, fr. L ajjluxus, pp. of ajjluere"]

: AFFLUENCE 2

af-Iord \a-'fo(a)rd, -•f6(3)rd\ vt [ME ajorthen, fr. OE gejorthian
to carry out. fr. ge-, perfective prefix -f- jorthian to carry out, fr.

jorih — more at co-, forth] 1 : to manage to bear or to bear the
cost of without serious loss or detriment <can •^ to be generous)
<— a new coat) 2 a : yield, fl'Rnish <~i an opportunity) b : to
furnish or offer typically or as an essential concomitant <~s a
fine view) syn see give
aMor.est \a-'f6r-3st. -Tar-\ vt [ML afjorestare, fr. L ad- -\- ML
jorestis forest — more at forest] : to establish forest cover on~ al>for<es>ta>tion \C,)a-,f6r-3-'sta-sh9n, -,rar-\ n
af-fran-Chise \a-'fran-,chTz\ vt [MF ajranchiss-, stem of ajranchir,
fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + jranchir to free — more at franchise] : en-
franchise 1

lat-lray \3-'fra\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ajjreer tostarUe] : fray, brawl
^affray vt [ME ajjraien, fr. MF ajjreer^ archaic : startle, frighten
af-In.cate \'af-ri-k3t\ n [prob. fr. G ajjrikata, fr. L ajjricata,
fern, of ajjricatus, pp. of ajjricare to rub against, fr. ad- + jricare
to rub — more at friction] : a stop and its immediately following
release through the artlculatory position for a continuant nonsyl-
lablc consonant (as the \t\ and \sh\ that are the constituents of
the \ch\ in why choose) — af-lric-a-tive \a-'frik-at-lv\ n or
adj

af>lri>ca>tion \,af-r3-'ka-sh3n\ n ; conversion (as of a simple stop
sound) into an affricate

lal.lright \a-'frTt\ vt [fr. ME ajyrht, ajright frightened, fr. OE
ajyrht, pp. of ajyrhtan to frighten, fr. a-, perfective prefix +
jyrhtan to fear; akin to OE Jyrhto fright — more at abide, fright]
: frighten, alarm

2affright n : sudden and great fear : terror

laf'front \a-'fr3nt\ vt [ME ajronten, fr. MF ajronter to defy. fr.

(assumed) VL ajfrontare, fr. L ad- + Jront-, jrons forehead— more
at front] 1 : to insult esp. to the face by behavior or language
; offend 2 a : to face in defiance ; coNFRO^^T b obs : to en-
counter face to face 3 : to appear direcUy before syn see offend

^affront n 1 a : a deliberately offensive act or utterance b : an
offense to one's self-respect 2 obs : a hostile encounter
syn INSULT, indignitv: affront implies a deliberate and usu.

open act of disrespect; insult implies an attack intended to humili-
ate or degrade; indignity suggests an outrageous offense to one's
personal dignity

af<lU*Sion \a-'fyu-2han\ n [LL afjusion-. ajjusio, fr. L ajjusus,
pp. of ajjundere to pour on, fr. ad- + jundere to pour — more at
found] : an act of pouring a liquid upon
af'ghan \'af-,gan, -ganV n [Pashto ajghanl] 1 cap ; a native or
inhabitant of Afghanistan 2 cap : pashto 3 : a blanket or shawl
of colored wool knitted or crocheted in strips or squares 4 : a
Turkoman carpet of large size and long pile woven In geometric
designs — Afghan adj
Afghan hound n : a tall slim swift hunting dog native to the Near
East with a coat of silky thick hair and a long silky topknot

af'ghani \af-'gan-e\ n [Pashto ajghanL lit.. Afghan] 1 — see money
table 2 : a silver coin no longer in active circulation representing
one afghani

ali.cio-na.do \3-,fis-e-3-'nad-(,)o, -.fe-se-s-, -.fish-a-\ n [Sp, fr.

pp. of ajicionar to inspire affection, fr. ajicidn affection, fr. L
ajjection-, ajjectio — more at affection] : devotee, fan

afield \3-'fe(3)ld\ adv 1 : to, in. or on the field 2 : away from
home or usual surroundings : abroad 3 ; out of the way : astray

afire \3-'fT(a)_r\ adj : on fire ; blazing
aflame \3-'nam\ adj ; afire
afloat \3-'flot\ adv {or adj) [ME ajlot, fr^ OE on jlot, fr. on + jlot,

fr. jlot deep water, sea; akin to OE jleotan to float — more at
FLEET] 1 a : borne on or as if on the water b : at sea 2 : free

of difficulties : self-suffic ient 3a: circulating about : rumored
b : ADRIFT 4 : flooded with or submerged under water ; awash

aflut*tei \3-'fl3t-3r\ adj 1 ; fluttering 2 : nervously excited
afoot \3-'fut\ adv (or adj) 1 ; on foot 2 a ; on the move ; astir
b : in progress

alore \3-'fo(9)r. -'f6(3)r\ adv or conj or prep [ME, fr. OE onjoran,
fr. on + joran before — more at before] chiejly dial : before

afore•men•tioned \-,men-ch3nd\ adj : mentioned previously
afore>said \-,sed\ adj ; said or named before or above
afore>thoiight \-,th6t\ adj : premeditated, deuberate <with
malice ~)
afore*tiine \-,tTm\ adv, archaic : formerly
a lor*ti>0>ri \,a-,f6rt-e-'o(3lr-e; a-,f6rt-e-'o(3)r-J, -o(3)r-e;
-'6(3)r-\ adv [NL, lit. fr. the stronger (argument)] : with greater
reason or more convincing force — used in drawing a conclusion
that Is Inferred to be even more certain than another

afoul \a-'fau(3)l\ adj ; fouled, tangled
afoul of prep 1 : In or into collision or entanglement with 2 : In

or into conflict with
Afr- or Afro- comb jorm [L Ajr-, Ajerl t African (^/ramerican)

: African and <.4yro-Asiatic)
afraid \3-'frad, South also 3-'fre(3)d\ adj [ME ajjraied, fr. pp. of
ajjraien to frighten — more at affray] 1 : filled with fear or
apprehension 2 : filled with concern or regret over an unwanted
contingency 3 ; disinclined, reluctant {'^ of hard work)
syn see fearful

afreet or afrit \'af-,ret, »-'fret\ n [Ar 'ijrltl : a powerful evil

jinn, demon, or monstrous giant in Arabic mythology
afresh \a-'fresh\ adv 1 : with fresh or unabated vigor ; anew
2 : from a new start : again

Af>ri>can \'af-ri-k3n\ n 1 ; a native or inhabitant of Africa 2 : an
individual of immediate or remote African ancestry; esp : negro— African adj
Af-ri-can-der or Af.ri-kan.der \,af-ri-'kan-d3r\ n [Afrik Ajri-

kaner, Ajrikaander, lit., Afrikaner] : any of a breed of tall red
large-homed humped southern African calUe used chiefly for
meat or draft

Af*ri<can<ist \'af-ri-k3-n3st\ n : a specialist in African languages
or cultures

African violet n : a tropical African plant (SaintpauUa ionanthd)
of the gloxinia family widely grown as a house plant for its velvety
fleshy leaves and showy purple, pink, or white flowers

Af.ri.kaans \,af-ri-'kan(t)s. -'kanz, "af-ri-A n [Afrik, fr. ajrikaans,
adj., African, fr. obs. Afrik ajrikanisch, fr. L ajricanus'] : a lan-

guage developed from 1 7th century Dutch that is one of the official

languages of the Republic of So. Africa
Af<ri*ka*ner \,af-ri-'kan-3r\ n [Afrik. lit., African, fr. L ajricanus}

; a So. African native of European descent; esp : an Afrikaans*
speaking descendant of the I7th century Dutch settlers

Af^ro-Amer-l-can \.af-(,)ro-3-'mer-3-k3n\ or Af-ra-mer-i-can
\,af-r3-'mer-\ adj : of or relating to Americans of African and
esp. of negroid descent — Afro-American or Alramerican n

Af«ro-Asi.at.ic languages \,af-(.)ro-,a-zhe-,at-ik-\ n pi x a
family of languages widely distributed over southwestern Asia
and northern Africa comprising the Semitic, Egyptian, Berber,
Cushitic, and Chad subfamilies

afront adv, obs ; abreast
lalt \'aft\ adv [ME ajie back. fr. OE sejtan from behind, behind;
akin to OE sejterl : near, toward, or in the stem of a ship or the
tail of an aircraft : abaft

2aft adj : REARWARD, *AFTER 2
Saft Scot var oj oft
laf.ter \'af-tar\ adv [ME, fr. OE sefter; akin to OHG ajtar after]

: following in time or place : afterward, behind
latter prep 1 a : behind in place b (1) : subsequent to in time or
order (2) : subsequent to and in view of <^' all our advice)
2 — used as a function word to indicate the object of a stated
or implied action <go --^ gold) 3 : so as to resemble: as a : in
accordance with b : with the same or a derived name c : in the
characteristic manner of d : in imitation of
Salter conj : subsequently to the time when
«after adj 1 : later In time : subsequent 2 : located toward the
stem of a ship or tail of an aircraft : hinder

af>ter>birth \'af-tsr-,b3rth\ n : the placenta and fetal membranes
that are expelled after delivery
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af-ter-brain \-,bran\ n : the posterior subdivision of the hindbrain
: MYELENCEPHALON

a2>ter>burn-er V-.bsr-narX n : an auxiliary burner attached to the
tail pipe of a turbojet engine for injecting fuel into the hot exhaust
gases and burning it to provide extra thrust

af-ter-care \-,kc(a)r, -,ka(3)r\ n : the care, nursing, or treatment
of a conviilescent patient

a{-ter>clap \-,klap\ n : an unexpected usu. untoward event follow-
ing a supposedly closed affair

af<ter>damp \'af-t3r-,damp\ n : a toxic gas mixture remaining after

an explosion of firedamp in mines
af>ter>deck \--dek\ n : the part of a deck abaft midships
af*ter-ef>fect \*at-t3-r3-,fekt\ /i 1 : an effect that follows its cause
after an interval 2 : a secondary result (as in the action of a drug)
coming on after the subsidence of the first effect

af.ter«glow \'af-t3r-,glo\ n 1 : a glow remaining where a light has
disappeared 2 : a reflection of past splendor, success, or emotion

af-ler-im-age \'af-t3-,rim-ij\ n : a usu. visual sensation occurring
after the external stimulus causing it has ceased to operate

al<ter>hle \'af-t3r-,lTf\ n l : an existence after death 2 : a later

period in one's life

at.ter.math \'af-t3r-,math\ n [*ajter + math (mowing, crop)]
1 ; a second-growth crop : rowen 2 : consequence, result

af-ter'niost \-,most\ adj : nearest the stern of a ship : farthest aft

af-ter>noon \,af-t3r-'nun\ n 1 ; the part of day between noon and
sunset 2 : a relatively late period (as of time or life) — anernoon

af-ter-noons \-'niinz\ adv : in the afternoon repeatedly : on any
afternoon

af*ter-piece \'af-tar-,pes\ n : a short usu. comic entertainment
performed after a play

af-ter-shait \-,shaft\ n : an accessory plume arising from the pos-
terior side of the stem of some feathers — al>ter*sliaft<ed adj

af-ter>taste \-.tast\ n : persistence of a sensation (as of flavor)

after the stimulating agent has gone
af-ter-thought \'af-tar-,th6t\ n ; an idea occurring later : a part,

feature, or device not thought of originally

af-ter-time \-,tTm\ n : future
af-ter-ward \'af-t3(r)-w9rd\ or aMer-wards \-w3rdz\ adv : at a
later or succeeding time ; subsequently

aI<ter>world \'af-t3r-,w3rld\ n : a future world : a world after death

ag see AD-
Aga-da \3-'gad-9, -'god-X yar of haggadah
again \3-'gen. -'ginX arfv [ME, opposite, again fr. OE ongean oppo-
site, back, fr. on + gen, gean still, again; akin to OE gean- against,
OHG gcgin against, toward ] 1 : in return : back 2 : another time
: anew 3a : on the other hand b : in the next place : further
4 : in addition : besides
lagainst \3-'gen(tlst. -'gin(t)st\ prep [ME, alter, of againes. fr.

again'} 1 a : directly opposite : facing b obs : exposed to 2 a : in

opposition or hostility to b : as a defense or protection from
3 : compared or contrasted with 4 : in preparation or provision
for 5a: in the direction of and into contact with b ; in contact
with 6 : in a direction opposite to the motion or course of 7 a : as
a counterbalance to b : in exchange for c : as a charge on
8 : before the background of
^against conj. archaic ; in preparation for the time when : before
Ag-a.mem.non \,ag-a-*mem-,nan, -nanX n [L, fr. Gk Agamemnon}

: a King of Mycenae and leader of the Greeks in the Trojan War
aga.mete \,a-g9-'met. Oa-'gam-.etX n [ISV, fr. Gk agametos un-
married, fr. a- + gamein to marry — more at gamete] ; an asexual
reproductive cell

agam<ic \i*)a-*gam-ik\ adj [Gk agamos unmarried, fr. a- + gamos
marriage — more at bigamy] ; asexual, PARTHENOGENEnc —
agatn>i-cal>ly \-i-kO-)le\ adv

aga.mo-gen.e-SiS \,a-,gam-3-'jen-a-s3s, ,ag-3-mo-'ien-\ n [NL, fr.

Gk agamos + L genesis} 1 : parthenogenesis 2 ; asexual repro-
duction — aga-mo*ge>net>ic \-j3-'net-ik\ adj — aga-mo-ge-
net*i<caMy \-i-ko-ile\ adv
aga-mO'Sper-my XOa-'gam-a-.spar-me, 'ag-s-mo-.spar-V n [Gk
agamos + E -spermy} : apogamy; specij : apogamy in which sexual
union is not completed and the embryo is produced from the inner-
most layer of the integument
ag.a.pan.thus \,ag-3-'pan(t)-th3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk
agape + anihos flower — more at anthology] ; any of several
African plants (genus Agapanihus) of the lily family cultivated for
their umbels of showy blue or purple flowers
lagape \a-'gapc//jo-'gap\ady 1 : wide open ; Gaping 2 : being in a
state of wonder

3aga*pe \a-'ga-(,)pa, 'ag-3-,pa\ n [LL, fr. Gk agape, lit., love]
1 : LOVE 3a 2 : love feast

agar \'ag-,ar\ or agar-agar \,"ag-,"ar-'ag-;ar\ n [Malay agar-agar}
1 : a gelatinous colloidal extractive of a red alga (as of the genera
Gelidium, Gracilaria, and Eucheuma) used esp. in culture media or
as a gelling and stabilizing agent in foods 2 : a culture medium
containing agar

aga-riC \'ag-9-rik. 3-'gar-ik\ n [L agaricum, a fungus, fr. Gk
agarikon} 1 a ; any of several pore fungi (genus Fomes) used esp.
in the preparation of punk b : the dried fruiting body of a fungus
(F. ojjicinalis) formerly used in medicine 2 : any of a family
(Agaricaceae) of gill fungi including the common brown-spored
edible meadow mushroom

ag>ate \'ag-3t\ n, ojten attrib [MF, fr. L achates, fr. Gk achates}
1 : a fine-grained variegated chalcedony having its colors arranged
in stripes, blended in clouds, or showing mosslike forms 2 ; some-
thing made of or fitted with agate: as a : a drawplate used by
gold-wire drawers b : a bookbinder's burnisher c : a playing
marble of agate 3 : a size of type approximately 5'/^ point

agate line n : a space one column wide and M 4 inch deep used as a
unit of measurement in publication advertising
ag>ate>ware \'ag-3t-,wa(3)r, -,we(3)r\ n 1 ; pottery veined and
mottled to resemble agate 2 ; an enameled iron or steel ware for
household utensils

aga*ve \3-'gav-e\ n [NL Agave, genus name. fr. L, a daughter of
Cadmus, fr. Gk Agaue} : any of a genus (Agave) of plants of the
amar>llis family having spiny-margined leaves and flowers in tall

agave

spreading panicles and Including some cultivated for their fiber
or for ornament
agaze \3-'gaz\ adj : gazing
»age \*aj\ n [ME, fr. OF aage, fr. (as-

'^

sumed) VL aetaiicum, fr. L aetal-, aetas,
fr. aevum lifetime— more at aye] 1 a : the
part of an existence extending from the
beginning to any given time b ; lifetime
c : the time of life at which some par-
ticular qualificiition, power, or aipacity
arises or rests; specij ; majority d : one
of the stages of life 2 a : the period
contemporary with a person's lifetime or
with his acdve life b : generation
c ; a long time 3 a : a period of lime in
history or in the development of man or
in the history of the eiirth b ; a period
of time in prehistory characterized by the
use of artifacts made from a distinctive
material 4 : an individual's development
measured in terms of the years requisite
for like development of an average in-
dividual syn see period
2age vb aged; ag-ing or age-ing vi 1 : to become old : show the
effects or the characteristics of increasing age 2 a : to acquire a
desirable quality by standing undisturbed for some time b ; to
become mellow or mature : ripen '— vr 1 : to cause to become old
2 : to bring to a state fit for use or to maturity

-age \ij\ n sufjix [ME, fr. OF, fr. L -aiicum} 1 : aggregate : collec-
tion (^truckage) 2 a : action : process <hauloge> b : cumulative
result of <break«ge> c : rate of <dosage> 3 ; house or place of
(orphanage) 4 : state : rank (peonage) 5 : fee : charge (postage)

aged \*a-J3d, in senses lb and 2b 'ajd\ adj 1 : grown old: as a ; of
an advanced age b : having attained a specified age (a man -^
forty years) c ; well advanced toward reduction to base level —
used of topographic features 2 a : typical of old age b : having
acquired adesired quality with age — aged-ness n

age*less \'aj-l3s\ adj X : not growing old or showing the effects of
age 2 : timeless, eternal — age-less*ly adv

age*long Vaj-,Ioo\ adj : lasting for an age : everlasting
agen>cy \'a-jan-se\ n 1 : the capacity, condition, or state of acting
or of exerting power : operation 2 : a person or thing through
which power is exerted or an end is achieved : instrumentality
3 a : the office or function of an agent b : the relationship between
a principal and his agent 4 : an establishment engaged in doing
business for another 5 : an administrative division (as of a govern-
ment) syn see mean

agen>da \3-'jen-d3\ n [L, neut. pi. of agendum, gerundive of agere}
: a list, outline, or plan of things to be done : program
agen.dum \-dam\ n. pi agenda or agendums [L] : agenda
agene \'a-,jen\_/i [fr. Agene, a trademark] : nitrogen trichloride
agen>e>Sis \(*)a-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] : lack or failure of develop-
ment (as of^a body part)

age.nize_\'a-j3-,niz\ vi : to treat (flour) with nitrogen trichloride
agent \'a-J3nt\ n [ME, fr. ML agent-, agens, fr. L, prp. of agere to
drive, lead, act, do; akin to ON aka to travel in a vehicle, Gk agein
to drive, lead] 1 a ; something that produces or is capable of pro-
ducing an effect : an active or efficient cause b : a chemically,
physically, or biologically active principle 2 : one that acts or
exerts power 3 : a person responsible for his acts 4 : means,
INSTRUMENT 5 I One who acts for or in the place of another by
authority from him syn see mean

agen<tial \a-'jen-ch9l\ adj : of, relating to, or expressive of an
agent or agency — agen>tiaMy \-ch3-le\ adv
agent officer n : an army officer appointed to disburse funds
agent prO'VO.ca.teur \,azh-,a"-pro-,vak-3-'t3r, 'a-J3nt-\ n, pi
agents provocateurs \.azh-.a"-pr6-,vak-3-'t3r. 'a-j3n(t)s-pro-\
[F, lit., provoking agent] : one employed to associate himself with
members of a group or with suspected persons and by pretended
sympathy with their aims or attitudes to incite them to some action
that will make them liable to apprehension and punishment
age-old \'a-'jold\ adj : having existed for ages ; ancient
ag-er-a.tum \,aj-3-^rat-3m\ n [NL, genus name. fr. Gk ageratos
ageless, fr. a- + geras old age — more at corn] : any of a large
genus (Ageratum) of tropical American composite herbs often
cultivated for their small showy heads of blue or white flowers; also
: any of several related blue-flowered plants (genus Eupatorium)

iag>glom-er<ate \3-'glam-3-,rat\ vb [L agglomeratus, pp. of
agglomerare to heap up, join. fr. ad- + glomer-, glomus ball — more
at clam] : to gather into a ball, mass, or cluster

2ag>glom<er>ate \-r9t\ adj : agglomerated; specij : clustered or
growing together but not coherent (an ~ flower head)

3ag.glom.er.ate \-r3t\ n 1 : a jumbled mass or collection 2 : a
rock composed of volcanic fragments of various sizes and degrees
of angularity

ag>glom.er>a.tion \3-,glam-3-'ra-sh9n\ n 1 : the action or process
of collecting in a mass 2 : a heap or cluster of disparate elements— ag'glom-er-a.tive \3-'glam-3-,rat-iv\ adj
lag.glU'ti.nate \3-'gliit-^n-3t\ adj : agglutinative 2

2ag-glU.ti.nate V'n-.atX vb [L aggtutinatus, pp. of agglutinare to
glue to, fr. ad- + glulinare to glue, fr. glutin-, gluten glue — more at
gluten] vt 1 : to cause to adhere : fasten 2 : to combine into a
compound : attach to a base as an affix 3 : to cause to undergo
agglutination ^ vi 1 ; to unite or combine into a group or mass
2 : to form words by agglutination

ag>glU-ti>na-tion \3-,glUt-^n-'a-sh3n\ n 1 : the action or process of
agglutinating 2 : a mass or group formed by the union of separate
elements 3 : the formation of derivative or compound words by
putting together constituents of which each expresses a single
definite meaning 4 : a reaction in which particles (as red blood
cells or bacteria) suspended in a liquid collect into clumps and which
occurs esp. as a serologic response to a specific antibody

ag-glu.ti.na.tive \3-'gliit-'n-,at-iv\ adj 1 : adhesive 2 : charac-
terized by agglutination

ag>glu-ti-nin \3-'glUt-'n-3n\ n [ISV agglutination + -in} : a sub-
stance (as an antibody) producing agglutination

ag-gra-da*tion \,ag-r3-'da-sh3n\ n : a modification of the earth's
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aggrade
surface in the direction of uniformity of grade by deposition

ag-grade \3-'grad\ vl lad- + grade'\ : to fill with detrital material
ag>gran>dize \3-'gran-,diz, 'ag-ran-X vt [F agrandiss-, stem of
agrundir, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + grandir to increase, fr. L grandire, fr.

grandis great] 1 : to make great or greater 2 : to make appear
great or greater : exaggerate — ag-gran*dize<ment \3-'gran-
dsz-msnt, -.dtz-. ,ag-rsn-'diz-\ n — ag>gran>dlz*er \3-*gran-

ag*gra-vate \'ag-r3-,vat\ vt [L aggravatus, pp. of aggravare to
make heavier, fr. ad- + gravare to burden, fr. gravis heavy — more
at GRIEVE] 1 obs a : to make heavy : burden b ; increase 2 : to
make worse, more serious, or more severe 3 a : exasperate,
ANNOY b : to produce inflammation in syn see intensify

ag-gTa>va>tion X.ag-ra-'va-shanX n 1 : the act, action, or result of
aggravating; esp ; an increasing in seriousness or severity 2 : an
act or circumstance that intensifies or makes worse 3 : irritation,
PROVOCATION
^ag.gre.gate \'ag-ri-gat\ adj [ME aggregai, fr. L aggregatus, pp.
of aggregare to add to, fr. ad- + greg-, grex flock — more at
gregarious] : formed by the collection of units or particles into a
body, mass, or amount : collective: as a {!) : clustered in a
dense mass or head <an "- flower) (2) : formed from the several
ovaries of a single flower b : composed of mineral crystals of one
or more kinds or of mineral or rock fragments — ag'gre-gate»ly
adv — ag'gre*ga_te*ness n

2ag-gre-gate \-,gat\ vt 1 : to collect or gather into a mass or whole
2 : to amount in the aggregate to

^ag-gre-gate \-g3t\ n 1 : a mass or body of units or parts some-
what loosely associated with one another 2 : the whole sum or
amount : sum total 3 a : an aggregate rock b : any of several
hard inert materials used for mixing with a cementing material to
form concrete, mortar, or plaster c ; a clustered mass of individual
soil particles varied in shape, ranging in size from a microscopic
granule to a small crumb, and considered the basic structural unit
of soil 4 : SET 1 7 syn see sum

ag*gre«ga.tion \,ag-ri-'ga-shan\ n 1 a : the collecting of units or
parts into a mass or whole b : the condition of being so collected
2 : a group, body, or mass composed of many distinct parts
: assemblage

ag'gre.ga-tive \'ag-ri-,gat-iv\ adj ; tending to aggregate : collec-

ag.gress \9-'gres\ vi : to commit aggression
ag.greS'Sion \3-'gresh-3n\ n [L aggiessus, pp. of aggredi to attack,
fr. ad- + gradi to step, go — more at grade] 1 : an offensive action
or procedure; esp ; an unprovoked attack 2 : the practice of
making attacks or encroachments

ag'greS'Sive \3-'gres-iv\ adj 1 a : tending toward or practicing
aggression b : marked by combative readiness : MiLrrANT
2 a : marked by driving forceful energy or initiative : enterprising
b : marked by obtrusive energy : self-assertive — ag*gres«sive*ly
adv — ag'greS'Sive-ness n
syn MILITANT. ASSERTIVE, SELF-ASSERTIVE, PUSHING: AGGRESSIVE

Implies a disposition to dominate often in disregard of others'
rights or in determined and energetic pursuit of one's ends; miutant
also implies a fighting disposition but suggests not self-seeking but
devotion to a aiuse, movement, or principle; assertive suggests
bold self-confidence in expression of opinion; self-assertive
connotes unpleasant forwardness or brash self-confidence; push-
ing may apply to ambition or enterprise or to snobbish and crude

offici

ag-greS'Sor \-ar\ n : one that commits or practices aggression
ag'grieve \3-'grev\ vt [ME agreven. fr MF agrever, fr. L aggravare
to make heavier] 1 : to give pain or trouble to ; distress 2 ; to
inflict injury upon syn see wrong

ag'grieved adj 1 : troubled or distressed in spirit 2a: showing
grief, injury, or offense b : suffering from an infringement or
denial of legal rights

aghast \3-'gast\ adj [ME agast, fr pp. of agasten to frighten, fr. a-
(perfective prefix) + gasten to frighten — more at abide, cast]
: struck with terror, amazement, or horror : shocked

ag'ile \'aj-3l\ adj [MF, fr. L agUis, fr. agere to drive, act — more at
agent] 1 : readily able to move quickly and easily ; nimble
2 : mentally quick and resourceful — ag-ile-ly \-3{l)-le\ adv
syn nimble, brisk, spry: agile implies dexterity and ease in

physical or mental actions; nimble stresses lightness and swiftness
of action or thought; brisk suggests liveliness, animation, or vigor
of movement sometimes with a suggestion of hurry; spry stresses an
ability for quick action that is unexpected because of age or
known infirmity

agil<i-ty \3-'iil-st-e\ n : the quality or state of being agile : nimble-
NESS, DEXTERrrY

aging pres part oj AGE
agio \'aj-(,)o, -e-,o\ n [It, alter, of It dial, lajje, fr. MGk allagion ex-
change, fr. Gk allage exchange, fr. alios other — more at ei^e] : a
premium or percentage paid for the exchange of one currency for
another; also : the premium or discount on foreign bills of exchange
agio*tage \,azh-3-'tazh, ,aj-3-\ n [F, deriv. of It agio} 1 : exchange
business 2 : stockjobbing

ag*i<tate \'aj-a-,tat\ vb [L agitatus, pp. of agilare, freq. of agere to
drive — more at agent] v; 1 a obs : to give motion to b : to move
with an irregular, rapid, or violent action 2 : to excite the mind or
feelings of : disturb 3 a : to discuss excitedly and earnestly b : to
stir up public discussion of — vi ; to attempt to arouse public
feeling syn see discompose, shake — ag*i-tat*ed>ly adv

ag-i>ta*tion \,aj-a-'ta-shan\ n : the act or process of agitating : the
state of being agitated

ag>i-ta-tO \,aj-3-'tat-(,)o\ adv (or adj) [It, lit., agitated, fr. L
agitatus} : in a restless and agitated manner — used as a direction
in music

ag»i-ta-tor \'aj-3-,tat-3r\ n ; one who agitates: as a : one who stirs

up public feeling on political or other issues b : an implement or
apparatus for stirring or shaking

Agla.ia \3-'gla-{y)3, -'glT-3\ n [L, fr. Gk] ; one of the three Graces
agleam \3-'gIem\ adj ; gleaming
ag-let \'ag-lat\ n [ME aglet, fr. MF aguillene, aiguilletle, dim. of
aguille, aiguille needle, fr. LL acicula. acucula ornamental pin, dim.
of L acus needle, pin — more at acute] 1 : the plain or ornamental
tag covering the ends of a lace or point 2 : any of various orna-
mental studs, cords, or pins worn on clothing

agley \3-'gla, -'gle\ adv [Sc. lit., squintingly, fr. 'a- + gley to
squint] chiejly Scot : awry, wrong

18 agree
aglit.ter \3-^glIt-3r\ adj ; gltiterino
aglow \a-'glo\ adj : glowing
ag<nail \'ag-,nal\ n [ME, corn on the foot or toe, fr. OE angnxgJ, fr.
ang' (akin to enge tight, painful) -f- niegl metal nail — more at
ANGER, nail] : a sore or inflammation about a fingernail or toenail;
also : hangnail
lag-nate \'ag-,nat\ n [L agnatus, fr. pp. of agnasci to be bom in
addition to. fr. ad- + nasci to be bom — more at nation] 1 : a
relative whose kinship is traceable exclusively through males 2 : a
paternal kinsman

^agnate adj 1 : related through male descent or ou the father's side
2 : ALLIED, AKIN — ag^nat-lc \ag-;nat-ik\ adj — ag-nat-i-cal-ly
\-i-ko-ile\ adv— ag>na-tlon \-'na-sh3n\ n

Ag^ne-an Vag-ne-snX n lAgni, ancient kingdom in Turkestan]
: tocharian a

agonize \ag-'nTz\ vt [L agnoscere to acknowledge (fr. ad- + noscere
to know) + E -ize (as in recognize) — more at know ] archaic : rec-
ognize, acknowledge
ag>no*men \ag-'no-m3n\ n, pi ag-nom-i.na \-'nam-3-n3\ or
agnomens [L. irreg. fr. ad- + nomen name — more at name] : an
additional cognomen given to a person by the ancient Romans (as
in honor of some achievement)

ag-no5>tic \ag-'nas-tik\ adj [Gk agnostos unknown, unknowable,
fr. a- -t- gnosios known, fr. gignoskein to know — more at know]
1 : of or relating to the belief that the existence of any ultimate
reality (as God) is unknown and prob. unknowable 2 : non-
coMMnTAL. undogmatic syn see atheist — agnostic n — ag-
nos>tl*cism \-ta-,siz-3m\ n

Ag.nus Dei \,ag-,nus-'da(-,e), ^n-.yiis-; ,ag-n3s-'de-,T\ n [ME. fr.

LL, lamb of God, fr. its opening words] 1 ; a liturgical prayer said
or sung to Christ as Savior 2 : an image of a lamb often with a
halo and a banner and cross as a symbol of Christ
ago \3-'go\ mij (or adv) [ME agon, ago, fr. pp. of agon to pass away,
fr. (DE dgan, fr a-, perfective prefix + gan to go — more at abide,
go] : earlier than the present time
agog \3-'gag\ adj [MF en gogues in mirth] ; full of intense interest
or excitement : eager

-a*gOgue \3-,gag\ n combjorm [F& NL; F, fr. LL-agogwj promot-
ing the expulsion of, fr. Gk -agogos, fr. agein to lead; NL -agogon,
fr Gk, neut. of -agogos — more at agent] : substance that promotes
the secretion or expulsion of {smmcnagoguey
agon \'ag-,an, a-'gon\ n, pi agons also ago>nes \a-'go-,nes,
3-'go-(,)nez\ [Gk agon) : contest, conflict; specij ; the dramatic
conflict between the chief characters in a literary work

ag>o-nal \'ag-3n-''I\ adj : of, relating to, or associated with agony
and esp. the death agony
agone \3-'g6n also -'gan\ adj (or adv), archaic : ago
agon<ic \(')a-'gan-ik. 3-\ adj [Gk agonos without angle, fr. a- -f-

gonia angle — more at -gon] 1 : not forming an angle 2 : being
an imaginary line passing through points where there is no mag-
netic declination and where a fr^Iy suspended magnetic needle
indicates true north

ag<o*nist \'ag-a-n3st\ n [LL agonista competitor, fr. Gk agonistes,

fr. agnnizesthai to contend, fr. agon} 1 : one that is engaged in a
struggle 2 [back-formation fr. antagonist} : a muscle that is

checked and controlled by the opposing simultaneous contraction
of another muscle

ag.o-niS'tiC \,ag-a-'nis-dk\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the athletic

contests of ancient Greece 2 : argumentative 3 : striving for

effect : strained — ag<o<nls*tl-cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — ag-o-nis-ti-
cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

ag'0*nlze Vag-3-,ni2\ vt : to cause to suffer agony : torture
~ VI 1 : to suffer agony, torture, or anguish 2 : struggi^

ag<o-nized adj : characterized by, suffering, or expressing agony
ag*o*niz-ing adj : causing agony : painful
ag'O-ny \'ag-3-ne\ n [ME agonie. fr. LL agonia, fr. Gk agonia
struggle, anguish, fr. agon gathering, contest for a prize, fr. agein

to lead, celebrate — more at agent] 1 a : intense pain of mind or
body : anguish, torture b : death struggle 2 : violent struggle

or contest 3 : a strong sudden display (as of joy or delight)

: outburst syn see distress
agony column n : a newspaper column of personal advertisements
relating esp. to missing relatives or friends
lag.o-ra \'ag-3-r3\ n. pi agoras or ag.o.rae \-,re, -.rT\ [Gk —
more at Gregarious] : a gathering place or assembly; esp ; the
marketplace in ancient Greece

2ago>ra \,ag-3-'ra\ n, pi ago<rot \-'rot\ [NHeb "agorah, fr. Heb, a
small coin] — see pound at .money table

ag>O'ra>pli0*bia \,ag-3-ra-'fo-be-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk agora + NL
phobia] : abnormal fear of crossing or of being in open spaces
— ag<o-ra>pho-bic \-'fo-bik, -*fab-ik\ adj
agOU'U \3-'gut-e\ n [F, fr. Sp aguti, fr. Guarani] 1 : a tropical

American rodent (genus Dasyprocta or Myoprocta) about the size

of a rabbit 2 : a grizzled color of fur resulting from the barring
of each hair in several alternate dark and Light bands
agrafe or agraffe \3-'graf\ n [F agraje} : a hook-and-loop fasten-

ing; esp : an omamenlal clasp used on armor or costumes
agran.u-lo-cyte \(')a-'gran-y3-lo-,sit\ n : a leukocyte without
cytoplasmic granules

agran-u-lO'Cy-to-SiS \,a-,gran-y3-to-.sT-'to-S3s\ n : a destructive

condition marked by severe decrease in blood granulocytes and
often associated with the use of certain drugs

ag>ra>plia \'ag-r3-fa\ n pi [Gk, neut. pi. of agraphos unwritten, fr.

a- + graphein to write — more at carve] ; sayings of Jesus not in

the canonical gospels but found in other New Testament or early

Christian writings

iagTar>i>att \3-'grer-e-3n, -'grar-\ adj [L agrarius, fr. agr-, ager
field — more at acre] 1 : of or relating to fields or lands or their

tenure 2 : of, relating to, or characteristic of the fanner or his

^agrarian n : a member of an agrarian party or movement
agrar-i>an<ism \-e-3-.niz-3m\ n : a social or political movement
designed to bring about land reforms or to improve the economic
status of the farmer

agree \3-'gre\ vb [ME agreen, fr. MF agreer, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + gre
will, pleasure, fr. L gratum, neut. of gratus pleasing, agreeable —
more at grace) vl 1 : admit, concede 2 : to settle upon by com-
mon consent : arrange « vi 1 : to give assent : accede 2 a : to

achieve or be in harmony : concur b ; to get along together

C : to come to terms 3 a : to be similar ; correspond <both copies
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""> b : to be consistent (story ^s with the facts) 4 : to be fitting,

Sleasing, or healthful ; sun <climate '^s with hira> 6 : to have an
ifleclional form denoting identity or a regular correspondence

other than identity in a grammatical category (as gender, number,
case, or person)
syn AGREE, CONCUR, COINCIDE mean to come into or be in harmony

regarding a matter of opinion, agree implies unison or complete
accord often after discussion or adjustment of differences; concur
implies arriving at a specific or definite agreement, as Uirough a
vote, that may provide a basis for common effort toward a goal;
coincide applies chiefly to opinions or judgments that are in agree-
ment rather than to persons
syn SQUARE, conform, accord, comport, harmonize, cor-

respond: AGREE implies being in a relation that reveals no dis-

crepancies, significant differences, inequalities, untoward effects;

square suggests showing a precise or a mathematically exact agree-
ment; conform stresses agreement in essentials; accord stresses a
general compatibility; comport suggests the absence of any in-

congruity; harmonize and correspond may apply to the relation
of dissimilar things, but harmonize stresses their blending to pro-
duce an agreeable effect, and correspond stresses their matching,
complementing, or answering to each other syn see in addition
assent

agree«abil.i.ty \3-,gre-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : agreeableness
agree-ahle \3-'gre-3-b3l\ adj 1 : pleasing to the mind or senses

; pleasant 2 : ready or willing to agree or consent 3 : being in

harmony : consonant syn see pleasant — agree>able*ness n
— agree-ably \-ble\ adv
agree.ment \3-'gre-m3nt\ n 1 a : the act or fact of agreeing b ; har-
mony of opinion, action, or character : concord 2 a : an arrange-
ment as to a course of action b : compact, treaty 3 a ; a con-
tract duly executed and legally binding b : the language or instru-

ment embodying such a contract
agres>tlc \3-'gres-lik\ adj [L agrestis, fr. ager] : rustic, rural
ag>n>cnl>tur<al \,ag-ri-'kalch-0-)r3l\ adj : of, relating to^ used
in, or concerned with agriculture — ag-ri-cuMur-aMy \-e\ adv

ag-ri-CUl-ture \'ag-ri-,k3l-ch3r\ n [F, fr. L agricultura, h. ager
field + cuUura cultivation — more at acre, culture] : the science
or art of cultivating the soil, producing crops, and raising livestock

; FARMING — ag>ri'CuMur-ist \,ag-ri-'k3lch-C3-)r3st\ or ag>n-
cul'tur-al'ist \-(3-)ra-l3st\ n
ag-n>mo<ny \'ag-r3-,mo-ne\ n [ME, fr. MF & L;_M_F aigremoine,
XT. L agrimonia, MS var. of argemonia, fr. Gk argemonel ; a common
yellow-flowered herb (genus Agrimonia) of the rose family having
toothed leaves and fruits like burrs; also ; any of several similar

or related plants
ag>ri>Ol>0>gy \,ag-re-'al-3-je\ n [Gk agrios wild, fr. agros field,

country] : the comparative study of the customs of nonliterate
peoples

ag-ro-bi.o.log.ic \,ag-,ro-,bT-3-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to
agrobiology — ag-ro.bi.clog.i.cal \-i-kal\ adj ~ ag>ro*bi-o-
log>i*caMy \-k(9-)Ie\ adv

ag>ro>bi-ol-0*gy \,ag-(,)ro-C,)bT-'al-3-je\ n [Gk agros} ; the study
of plant nutrition and growth and crop production in relation to
soil management

ag>ro>10g>ic \,ag-r3-'laj-ik\ adj ; of or relating to agrology — ag-
ro<log<i*cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ag<ro>log<i>caMy \-ko-)le\ adv

agrol-o.gist \a-'graI-3-J3St\ n ; a specialist in agrology
agrol'O'gy \-je\ « [ISV, fr. Gk agros field — more at acre] : a
branch of agriculture dealing with soils esp. in relation to crops

ag-ro.noni'ic \,ag-r3-'nam-ik\ adj ; of or relating to agronomy— ag>TO'nom>i*cal \-i-kal\ adj
agron<o>mist \3^'gran-3-mast\ n : a specialist in agronomy
agron-O'Diy \-me\ n [prob. fr. F agronomic, fr. Gk agros field +
-nomie -nomy] ; a branch of agriculture dealing with field-crop
production and soil management
aground \»-'graund\ adv {or adj) 1 ; with the bottom lodged on
the ground or on the shore : stranded 2 : on the ground
ague \'a-(,)gyiJ\ n [ME fr. MF ague, it. ML (febris) acuta, Ut.,

sharp fever, fr. L, fem. or acutus sharp — more at ACtfTE] 1 : a fever
(as malaria) marked by paroxysms of chills, fever, and sweating
that recur at regular intervals 2 : a fit of shivering ; chill — agu-
ish \'a-,gyii-ish\ adj — agu>ish<ly adv
ah \'a\ interj [ME] — used to express delight, relief, regret, or
contempt
aha \a-'ha\ interj [ME] — used to express surprise, triumph, or
derision

Ahab \'a-,hab\ n [Heb Ak'abh'l ; a king of Israel in the 9th century
B.C.

ahead \3-'hed\ adv 1 a : in a forward direction or position : for-
ward b ; in front 2 ; in, into, or for the future 3 : in or toward
a more advantageous position 4 : at or to an earlier time ; in
advance — ahead adj
ahead of prep 1 ; in front or advance of 2 : In excess of ; above
ahim^sa \3-'him-,sa\ n [Skt ahirhsa noninjury] : the Hindu and
Buddhist doctrine of refraining from harming any living being

A-hozlzon n : the outer dark-colored layer of a soil profile con-
sisting largely of partly disintegrated organic debris
ahoy \3-'h6i\ interj [a- (as in aha) + hoy'\ — used in hailing <shlp
~>

ai \'T\ n [Pg ai or Sp ai, fr. Tupi ail ! a sloth (genus Br^adypus) with
three claws on each front foot

ai-blins \'a-bl3nz\ adv [able + -tings, -tins -lings] chiejly Scot
: PERHAPS

laid \'ad\ vb [ME eyden, fr. MF aider, fr. L adjulare, fr. adjutus, pp.
of adjuvare, fr. ad- + juvare to help] vt ; to give help or support to
: assist; esp ; to contribute to ^ vi" : to give assistance syn see
HELP — aid*er n

2aid n 1 : a subsidy granted to the king by the English parliament
until the 18th century for an extraordinary purpose 2 : the act of
helping or the help given : assistance 3 a ; an assisting person
or group — compare aide b : an auxiliary or instrumental device
4 : a tribute paid by a vassal to his lord

aide \'ad\ n [short for aide-de-campl ; a person who acts as an
assistant; specij ; a military officer acting as assistant to a superior
aide-de-camp \,ad-di-'kamp, -'ka"\ n, pi aides->de-camp \,adz-
di-\ [F aide de camp, lit., camp assistant] : aide

ald*man \'ad-,man\ n : an army medical corpsman attached to a
field unit

ai-glet \'a-gl3t\ var o/ aglet
ai-giette \a-'gret, 'a-,\ n [F] 1 : an ornamental spray of feathers
(as of the egret) 2 : a spray of gems often worn on a hat or in hair

ai.guille \a-'gwe(3)l, -*gwe\ n [F, lit., needle — more at aglet]
1 : a sharp-pointed pinnacle of rock 2 : an instrument for boring
holes in stone or other masonry materials
ai.gluMette \,a-gwa-'let\ n [F — more at oglet] : aglet; specij

: a shoulder cord worn by a high military aide
ail \'a(3)l\ vb [ME eilen, fr. OE eglan; akin to MLG egelen to
annoy] vt : to give physical or emotional pain, discomfort, or trou-
ble to : be the matter with ^ vi ; to have something the matter; esp
: to suffer ill health

ai'lan-thus \a-'lan(l)-thas\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Amboinese ai
lantho, lit., tree (of) heaven] : any of a small Asiatic genus (AHan-
thus of the family Simaroubaceae. the ailanthus family) of chiefly
tropical trees and shrubs with bitter bark, pinnate leaves, and
terminal panicles of ill-scented greenish flowers

ai<Ie<TOn \ 'a-la-.ranX n [F, fr. dim. of aile wing ] ; a movable part of
an airplane wing or a movable airfoil external to the wing for
impariing a rolling motion and thus providing lateral control
aiUment \'a(3)l-m3nt\ n 1 ; a bodily disorder or chronic disease
2 : UNREST, UNEASINESS
laim \'am\ vb [ME aimen, fr. MF aesmer & esmer: MF aesmer, fr.

OF, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + esmer to estimate, fr. L aestimare — more at
ESTEEM] VI 1 : to direct a course : point a weapon 2 : aspire '^ vt

1 obs : guess, CONJECTURE 2 a : point b : to direct to or toward
a specified object or goal c : intend
2aim n 1 obs : mark, target 2 : the pointing of a weapon at a
mark; also : the weapon's accuracy or effectiveness 3 obs a ; con-
jecture, guess b : the purposive directing of effort 4 : object,
PURPOSE syn see intention

aim<Iess \'am-bs\ adj : lacking aim or purpose — aim-less-ly adv— aim-less-ness n
lain \'an\ adj or n [ME an, fr. OE an] chiejly Scot t ONE
2ain adj or n [prob. fr. ON eiginni dial Brit I own
ain't \'ant\ [prob. contr. of are not} 1 a : are not b : is not
c ; am not — though disapproved by many and more common in
less educated speech, used orally in most parts of the U. S. by
many educated speakers esp. in the phrase ain't I 2 substand
a : have not b : has not
Ai>nu \'i-(,)nii\n,p/ Ainu or Ainus [Ainu, lit., man] 1 : a member
of an indigenous Caucasoid people of Japan 2 : the language of
the Ainu people

lair \'a(3)r, 'e(3)r\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OF, fr. L aer, fr. Gk aer}
la: the mixture of invisible odorless tasteless gases (as nitrogen
and oxygen) that surrounds the earth b ; a light breeze
c : archaic : breath 2 a : empty space b : nowhere c slang
: a sudden severance of relations 3 : compressed air 4 a : travel
or transportation by aircraft b : the medium of transmission of
radio waves; also : radio, television <went on the '^> 5 : pub-
licity 6 a : the look, appearance, or bearing of a person esp. as
expressive of some personal quality or emotion : demeanor b : an
artificial or affected manner : haughtiness <to put on ^s) c : out-
ward appearance of a thing : manner d ; a surrounding or per-
vading influence : atmosphere 7 [prob. trans, of It aria} a Eliza-
bethan & Jacobean music ; an accompanied song or melody in
strophic form b : the chief voice part or melody in choral music
c : tune, melody syn see pose — up in the air : not yet settled

2air vt 1 : to expose to the air for drying, purifying, or refreshing
: ventilate 2 ; to expose to public view or bring to public notice
'^ vj ; to become exposed to the open air syn see express

air base n : a base of operations for military aircraft

air bladder n : a sac containing gas and esp. air, occurring chiefly in
fishes, and serving as a hydrostatic organ or assisting respiration

air<borne \-.bo(3)m, -,b6(3)m\ adj 1 : supported wholly by
aerodynamic and aerostatic forces 2 : transported by air

air brake n 1 ; a brake operated by a piston driven by compressed
air 2 : a surface (as an aileron) that may be projected into the
airstream for lowering the speed of an airplane

air*brush \-,br3sh\ n : an atomizer for applying by compressed
air a fine spray (as of paint or a protective coating) — airbrush vt

air'burst \-.barst\ n : the burst of a shell or bomb in the air

air coach n ; a passenger airliner offering service at less than first*

class rates usu. with curtailed accommodations
air commands : a unit of the U.S. Air Force higher than an air force
air-con-di-tion \,a(9)r-k3n-'dish-3n, ,e(3)r-\ vt [back-formation
fr. air conditioning} : to equip with an apparatus for washing air

and controlling its humidity and temperature; also ; to subject
(air) to these processes — alr-con<di>tion>er \-'dish-(3-)n3r\ n

air controlman n : a naval petty officer who controls and coordi-
nates air traffic

air-cool \'a(a)r-'kiil, 'e(3)r-\ vt [back-formation fr. air-cooled &
air cooling} : to cool the cylinders of (an internal-combustion
engine) by air without the use of any intermediate medium

air.cralt \'a(3)r-.kraft, 'e(3)r-\ n, pi aircraft ojten attrib : a weight*
carrying structure for navigation of the air that is supported either
by its own buoyancy or by the dynamic action of the air against its

surfaces
aircraft carrier n ; a warship with a flight deck on which airplanes
can be launched and landed

air-crew \'a(3)r-,krii, 'e(3)r-\ n : the crew manning an airplane
air division n : a unit of the U.S. Air Force higher than a wing and
lower than an air force
air>drome \-,dr6m\ n [alter, of aerodrome} : airport
air*drop \-,drap\ n ; delivery of cargo or personnel by parachute
from an airpl^ane in flight — air-drop \-,drap\ vt

air-dry \-'dri\ adj : dry to such a degree that no further moisture
is given up on exposure to air

Aire-dale \'a(3)r-,dal, 'e(3)r-\ n [Airedale, valley of the Aire river,
England] ; any of a breed of large terriers with a hard wiry coat
that is dark on back and sides and tan elsewhere

air express n [fr. Air Express, a service mark] ; package transport
by airlines; also : the packages so shipped

air.field \*a(a)r-,feld, e(s)r-\ n 1 : the landing field of an airport
2 : airport
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air-flow \-,fIo\ n : the motion of air relative to the surface of a
body immersed in it

air-foil \-,f6il\ n ; a body (as an airplane wing or propeller blade)
designed to provide a desired reaction force when in motion rela-

tive to the surrounding air

air force n 1 : the military organization of a nation for air warfare
2 : a unit of the U.S. Air Force higher than an air division and
lower than an air command

air-frame \-.fram\ n [aircraft + Jrame'] t the structure of an air-

plane or rocket without the power plant
air-freight \-'frat\ n ; freight forwarding service by air in volume;
also : the charge for this service

air-glow \-,gl6\ n : light from the nighttime sky that originates in

the high atmosphere and is associated with photochemical reactions
of gases caused by solar radiation

air gun n 1 : a rifle from which a projectile is propelled by com-
pressed air 2 : a pistol-shaped hand tool that works by compressed
air 3 : airbrush

air-head \-,hed\ n Vair + -head (as in beachhead)"] : an area in
hostile territory secured usu. by airborne troops for further use
in bringing in troops and materiel by air

air hole n l a : a hole to admit or discharge air b : a spot not
frozen over in ice 2 : a condition of the atmosphere (as a local
down current)_that causes an airplane to drop suddenly

air-i-Iy X'ar-a-le, 'er-\ adv : in an airy manner : lightly
air-i-ness \'ar-e-n3s, 'er-\ n : the quality or state of being airy

air lane n : a path customarily followed by airplanes; esp : one
made easy for navigation by steady winds

air letter n 1 : an airmail letter 2 : a letter sheet esp. for airmail
air*llft \'a(3)r-,lift, 'e(a)r-\ n 1 : a supply line operated by air-

planes 2 : improvised air transportation — airlift vt

air line « 1 : a straight line through the air between two points
; BEELiNE 2 air-line \-,lTn\ : an established system of aerial trans-
portation, its equipment, or the organization owning or operating it

air-lin-er \-.lT-nar\ n : an airplane operating over an airline

air lock n l : an intermediate chamber between the outer air and
the working chamber of a pneumatic caisson; also : a similar inter-

mediate chamber 2 : a stoppage of flow caused by air being in a
part where liquid ought to circulate

air-mail \'aCa)r-'ma(3)I, 'e(3)r-, -,mal\ n : the system of trans-
porting mail by airplanes; also : the mail transported — airmail vt

air-man \'a(3)r-m3n, 'e(a)r-\ n 1 : an enlisted man or woman in

the air force; specij : one of any of four ranks below a staff sergeant
2 : a civilian or military pilot or aviator

airman basic n : an enlisted man of the lowest rank In the air force
air-man-ship \'a(3)r-man-,ship, 'e(3)r-\ n : skill in piloting or
navigating airplanes

air mass n : a body of air extending hundreds or thousands of
miles horizontally and sometimes as high as the stratosphere and
maintaining as it travels nearly uniform conditions of temperature
and humidity at any given level

Air Medal n : a U. S. miUtary decoration awarded for meritorious
achievement while participating in an aerial flight

air mile n : a mile in air navigation; specij ; a unit equal to 6076.1154
feet

air-mind-ed \'a(a)r-'mTn-d3d, 'eCa)r-\ adj ; Interested in aviation
or in air travel — air-mind -ed-ness n
air-plane \'a(3)r-,plan, 'e(3)r-\ n [alter, of
LGk aeroplanes wandering in
air, fr. Gk aer- + pianos
wandering, fr. planasthai to
wander — more at planet]
: a fixed-wing aircraft heavier
than air that is driven by a
screw propeller or by a high*
velocity jet and supported by
the dynamic reaction of the
air against its wings

air plant n i : epiphyte 2 : a
plant (genus Kalanchoe) that airpluu^,, ouiB-^-^^i, au.ie,"--^"©"*'--
propagates new plants from l spinner, 2 propeller, 3 cowling,
the leaves 4 air scoop, 5 cockpit, 6 radio

air pocket n : air hole 2 antenna mast, 7 leading edge of
air police n : the military wing. 8 Pitot-static tube, 9 fin,

police of an air force 10 tab, 11 aileron, 12 rudder,

air-port \'a(3)r-,po(3)rt, ii retractable landing gear, 14 iu-

'e(3)r-, -,p6(3)rt\ n : a tract selage, 15 trailing edge of wing,
of land or water that is main- 16 retractable tail wheel, 17 stabi-

tained for the landing and hzer, 18 elevator, 19 tabs

takeoff of airplanes and for
receiving and discharging passengers and cargo and that usu. has
facihties for the shelter, supply, and repair of planes

air-post \-'post\ n ; airmail
air pump n : a pump for exhausting air from a closed space or for
compressing air or forcing it through other apparatus

air raid n : an attack by armed airplanes on a surface target

air sac n 1 : one of the air-filled spaces in the body of a bird con-
nected with the air passages of the lungs 2 : air bladder
air-screw \'a(3)r-,skrii, 'e(a)r-\ n 1 ; a screw or screw propeller
designed to operate in air 2 Brit : an airplane propeller

air-ship \-,ship\ n : a lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion
and steering systems

air-Sick \-,sik\ adj ; affected with motion sickness associated with
flying — air-sick-ness n

air sleeve n : wind sock — called also air sock
air-space \'a(a)r-,spas, 'e(9)r-\ n : the space lying above the earth
or above a certain area of land or water; esp : the space lying above
a nation and coming under its jurisdiction

air-speed \-,sped\ n : the speed of an airplane with relation to the
air as distinguished from its speed relative to the earth

air-stream \-,strem\ n ; airflow
air-strip \-,strip\ n ; a runway without normal air base or airport
facilities

lairt \'art, 'ertX n [ME art, fr. ScGael dirdi chiejly Scot l compass
point : direction

2airt vt, chiejly Scot ; direct, guide ^ vi, chiejly Scot : to make

air-light \'a(3)r-'tTt, 'e(3)r-\ adj 1 ; impermeable to air or nearly
so 2 ; impenetrable esp. by an opponent; also ; permitting no

prob. fr.

singli single-engine:

opportunity for an opponent to score — alr-tiglit-ness n
air-to-air \.aCa)rt-9-'(w)a(9)r, ,eC3)rt-a-'(w)e(3)r\ adv (or adj)

: from one airplanein flight to another <'-- rockets)
air-wave \'a(3)r-,wav, 'e(3)r-\ n 1 : the medium of radio and tele-

vision transmission — usu. used in pi. 2 ; airway 4
air-way \-,wa\ n l : a passage for a current of air (as in a mine or
to the lungs) 2 : a designated route along which airplanes fly
from airport to airport; esp : such a route equipped with naviga-
tional aids 3 : air line 2 4 : a channel of a designated radio
frequency for broadcasting or other radio communication
air-wor-thi-ness \-,w3r-ihe-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being
airworthy

air-Wor-thy_\-,w3r-tlie\ adj ; fit for operation in the air

airy \'a(3)r-e, 'e(3)r-\ adj 1 a : of or relating to air ; atmospheric
h : high in the air : lofty c : performed in air : aerial 2 : lacking
reality : empty 3 a : sprightly, vivacious b : ethereal 4 : open
to the free circulation of air : breezy 5 ; affected, proud

aisle \'T(3)1\ n [ME He, fr. MF aile wing, fr. L ala; akin to OH eaxi
shoulder, L axilla armpit — more at axis] 1 : the side of a church
nave separated by piers from the nave proper 2 : a passage be-
tween sections of seats

ait \'at\ n [ME, alter, of OE Igeoth, fr. Ig island — more at island]
dial chiejly Brit : a little island

aitch \'ach\ n [F hache, fr. (assumed) VL hacca] : the letter h
aitch-bone \'ach-,bon\ n [ME AacAfton, alter, (resulting from incor-
rect division of a nachebon) of (assumed) ME nachebon, fr. ME
nache buttock (fr. MF, fr. LL natica, fr. L natis) + bon bone —
more at nates] 1 : the hipbone esp. of cattle 2 : the cut of beef
containing the aitchbone
'ajar \3-'iar\ adv {or adj) [earlier on char, fr. on + char turn —
more at chare] : sUghtly open

sajar adj Va- + jarl : discordant
Ajax \'a-,jaks\ n [L, fr. Gk Aias] 1 : a Greek hero in the Trojan
War who kills himself because the armor of Achilles is awarded to
Odysseus 2 : a fleet-footed Greek hero in the Trojan War— called
also Ajax the Less
Akan \'ak-,an\ n, pi Akan or Akans 1 : a language spoken over
a wide area in Ghana and extending into the Ivory Coast 2 : the
Akan-speaking peoples

akim-bo \3-'kim-(,)bo\ adv (or adj) [ME in kenebowel : with the
hand on the hip and the elbow turned outward
akin \3-'kin\ adj 1 : related by blood : descended from a common
ancestor or prototype 2 : essentially similar, related, or compatible
syn see similar
Ak-ka-di-an \9-'kad-e-3n\ n 1 : a Semitic inhabitant of central
Mesopotamia before 2000 B.C. 2 : an ancient Semitic language of
Mesopotamia used from about the 28th to the 1st century B.C.— Akkadian adj

ak-va-vit \'ak-wa-,vet, 'ak-va-\ var oj aquaytt
al see ad-
l-al \3l. '1\ adjsujjix [ME, fr. OF& L; OF, fr. L -alis] : of, relating
to, or characterized by (directional) (fictiona/)

2-al n sujjix [ME -aille, fr. OF, fr. L -alia, neut. pi. of -alis] : action
: process (rehearsa/)

3-al \,al, ,61, si, =1\ n sujjix [F, fr. alcool alcohol, fr. ML alcohol'}

1 : aldehyde <butana/> 2 : acetal <butyra/)
a la or a la \.al-3, ,al-3, ,al-(.)a\ [F d la} : in the manner of
ala \'a-l3\ n, pi alae \-.le\ [L] : a wing or a winglike anatomic
process or part — alar \'a-i3r\ adj — ala-ry \-l3-re\ adj

al-a-has-ter \'al-3-,bas-t3r\ n [ME alabastre, fr. MF, fr. L alabaster
vase of alabaster, fr. Gk aiabastros} 1 ; a compact fine-textured
gypsum usu. white and translucent 2 : a hard compact calcite

or aragonite that is translucent and sometimes banded — alabaster
or al>a-bas*trine \,al-3-'bas-tran\ adj

a la carte \,al-a-'kart, 4l-\ adv (or adj) [F d la carte by the bill

of fare] : with a separate price for each item on the menu
alack \9-'lak\ interj [ME] archaic — used to express sorrow,
regret, or reproach

alac-ri-tOUS \a-'lak-r3t-3s\ adj ; characterized by alacrity

alac-ri-ty \3-'lak-r3t-e\ n [L alacritas, fr. alacr-, alacer lively,

eager; akin to OE & OHG ellen zeal] : a cheerful promptness or
readiness : briskness syn see celerity
Alad-din Vs-'lad-^'nX n : a youth in the Arabian Nights' Entertain-

ments who comes into possession of a magic lamp and ring

al-a-me-da \,al-3-'med-3, -'mad-\ n [Sp, fr. dlamo poplar] : a
public promenade bordered with trees

a la mode \,al-3-'mod, ,al-\ adj [F d la mode according to the
fashion] 1 : fashionable, stylish 2 : topped with ice cream
ala-mode \-'mod\ n : a thin glossy silk fabric (as for hoods)
al-a-nine Val-3-.nen\ n [G alanin, irreg. fr. aldehyd aldehyde]

; a white crystaUine amino acid C3H7NOZ formed esp. by the
hydrolysis of proteins
lalarm \3-'larm\ also alar-um \3-'Iar-3m\ n [ME alarme, alarom,
fr. MF alarme, fr. Olt aW arme, \\X., to the weapon] 1 usu alarum,
obs : a call to arms 2 a : a signal warning of danger b ; a device

that signals a warning of danger 3 : the terror caused by danger
4 ; a warning notice syn see fear

2alarm also alarum vt 1 : to arouse to a sense of danger 2 : to
strike with fear ; terrify 3 : disturb, excrre

alarm clock n : a clock that can be set to give an alarm
alarm-ism \3-'lar-,miz-3m\ n : the often needless raising of alarms
— alarra-ist \-m3st\ n or adj
alarm reaction n ; the complex of reactions of an organism to

stress (as by increased hormonal activity)

alas \3-*las\ interj [ME, fr. OF, fr. a ah + 7as weary, fr. L lassus
— more at let] — used to express unhappiness, pity, or concern

Alas-kan malamute \3-,ias-k3n-\ n : any of a breed of powerful
heavy-coated deep-chested dogs of Alaskan origin with erect

ears, heavily cushioned feet, and plumy tail

Alaska lime n : the time of the 10th time zone west of Greenwich
that includes central Alaska

alate \'a-.lat\ also alat-ed \-.lat-3d\ adj_{L_alatus, fr. ala} : having
wings or a winglike part — ala-tion \a-'la-sh3n\ n

alb \'alb\ n [ME albe. fr. OE, fr. ML alba, fr. L. fem. of albus

white] : a full-length white Unen vestment with close sleeves and
often a cincture worn at the Eucharist

al-ha-core \'ai-b3-.ko(3)r. -.k6(3)r\ n, pi albacore or albacores
[Pg albacor, fr. Ar al-bakHrah the albacore] 1 : a large pelagic

tuna ( Thunnus germo) with long pectoral fins that Is the source of
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most canned tuna; broadly ! any of various tunas (as a bonlto)
2 : any of several carangid fishes

Al-ba-nian \al-'ba-ne-3n, -nysn also 6\'\ n 1 ; a native or Inhabi-
tant of Albania 2 : the Indo-European language of the Albanian
people — Albanian ad}

al>ba>tross \'al-ba-,tr6s, -,tras\ n, pi al-
ftatross or albatrosses [prob. alter, of
alcatras (water bird), fr. Pg or Sp alcatraz
pelican] : any of various large web-footed
seabirds (family Diomedeidae) that are
related to the petrels and include the larg-
est seabirds

al.be.do \aI-'bed-(,)o\ n [LL, whiteness,
fr. L albus^ : reflective power; specij : the
fraction of incident Hght or electromag-

,

netic radiation that is reflected by a surface albatross

or body (as the moon or a cloud)
al-be.it \ai-'be-3t, 61-\ conj [ME, lit.^ all though it be] : even

' though : ALTHOUGH — ~~^ "

Al-ber-ich \*al-bs-rife\ n [G] : the king of the dwarfs and chief
of the Nibelungs in Germanu; legend

AI>bi>gen>se3 \,a!-b3-'jen-.sez\ n pi [ML, pi. of Albigensis, lit.,

inhabitant of Albi, fr. Albiga (Albl), France] : members of a
Catharistic sect of southern France between the Uth and 13th
centuries — Al<bi>gett<sian X-'jen-chsn, -'jen(t)-se-3n\ ad) or n— Al>bi>gen-sian>ism \-,iz-am\ n

al*bin>ic \al-'bin-ik\ ad] ; of, relating to, or affected with albinism
al-bi>iiisni X'al-ba-^iz-am, al-'bT-\ n ; the condition of an al-

bino
al-bi*no \al-'bT-(,)no\ n, ojten attrib [Pg, fr. Sp, fr. aibo white, fr.

L albus'i : an organism exhibiting deficient pigmentation; esp
: a human being or lower animal that is congenilally deficient in

pigment and usu. has a mi'V - "^ translucent skin, white or colorless
hair, and eyes with pink or b. : iris and deep-red pupil — al>bi-
not-ic \,al-b3-'nat-ik, -,bT-\ Ci /

Al-bi.on \'al-be-an\ n [L] : Er l^nd
al.bite \'a]-,bTt\ n [Sw albit. '-r. L albus'\ : a tricllnic usu. white
feldspar consisting of a soJija aluminum silicate NaAlSijOa— al-bit«ic \al-'bit-ik\ adj
al*bum \'al-b3m\ n [L, a white tablet, fr. neut. of albus'\ 1 a : a
book with blank pages for autographs, stamps, or photographs
bra container with envelopes for phonograph records c : one
or more phonograph records or tape recordings carrying a major
musical work or a group of related selections 2 : a collection
usu. in book form of literary selections, musical compositions, or
pictures ; anthology
al.bu.men \al-'byu-m3n\ n [L, fr. albus} 1 : the white of an egg
2 : ALBUMIN

al>bu>mlii \al-'byU-man\ n : any of numerous simple heat-co-
agulable water-soluble proteins that occur In blood plasma or
serum, muscle, the whites of eggs, milk, and other animal sub-
stances and in many plant tissues and fluids
ial>bu<min'Oid \-m3-,n6id\ adj ; resembling albumin ; protein
aalbiiminoid n i : protein 2 : scleroprotein
al>bu>niin>ous Xal-'byii-ms-nssN adj ; relating to, containing, or
having the properties of albumen or albumin

al.bu.min.uria \(,)al-,byu-m3-'n(y)ur-€-3\ n [NL] : the presence
of albumin in the urine often symptomatic of kidney disease— al>bu>min>uric \-'n(y)ur-ik\ adj
al-bu>mose X'al-bya-.mos, -,moz\ n : any of various products of
enzymatic protein hydrolysis
al.bur-num \al-'bar-nam\ n [L, fr. albus white] : sapwood
al*ca-iC \al-'ka-ik\ adj, ojten cap [LL Alcaicus of Alcaeus, fr. Gk
Alkdikos. fr. Alkaios Alcaeus, // ab 600 B.C. Gk poet] : relating
to or written in a verse or strophe marked by complicated varia-
tion of a dominant iambic pattern — alcaic n

al.cai.de or al.cay.de \al-'kTd-e\ n [Sp alcaide, fr. Ar al-qd'idxhc
captain ] : a commander of a castle or fortress (as among Spaniards,
Portuguese, or Moors)

al-cal.de \al-'kal-de\ n [Sp, fr. Ar al-qadl the judge] : the chief
administrative and judicial officer of a Spanish town

al'Ca.zar \al-'kaz-3r, ,al-k3-'zar\ n [Sp alcazar, fr. Ar al- qa^r the
castle] ; a Spanish fortress or palace

Al*ces.tiS \al-'ses-t3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Alkestis'] : the wife of Admetus
who saves her husband's life by dying In his place and who is

brought back from Hades by Hercules
al'Chem.iC \al-'kem-ik\ adj : of or relating to alchemy — al-
cbem.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj — al-cbem.i.caMy \-k(a-)le\ adv

al.Che.miSt \'al-ka-m3st\ n : one who studies or practices alchemy— al.cbe.mis.tic \,al-k3-*mis-tik\ or ai.che.mis.ti.cal \-ti-k3l\
adj

al-Che-mize \'al-k3-.mTz\ vt : to change by alchemy ; transmute
al.Che.my \'al-k3-me\ n [ME alkamie, alquemie, fr. MF or ML;
MF alquemie, fr. ML alchymia, fr. Ar al-klmiya\ fr. al the +
kimiya" alchemy, fr. LGk chemeial 1 : a medieval chemical
science and speculative philosophy aiming to achieve the trans-
mutation of the base metals into gold, the discovery of a universal
cure for disease, and the discovery of a means of indefinitely
prolonging life 2 : a power or process of transforming something
common into something precious
Alcme.ne \alk-'me-ne\ n [Gk Alkmene} ; the mother of Hercules
by Zeus

al.CO.hol \*al-k3-,h6l\ n [NL, fr. ML, powdered antimony, fr.
OSp, fr. Ar al-kuhul the powdered antimony] 1 : a colorless
volatile flammable liquid C2H5OH that is the intoxicating agent
in fermented and distilled liquors — called also ethyl alcohol
2 ; any of various compounds that are analogous to ethyl alcohol
in constitution and that are hydroxyl derivatives of hydrocarbons
3 ; liquor (as beer, wine, or whiskey) containing alcohol
lal.CO.nol.ic \.al-k3-'h61-ik, -'hal-\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or
caused by alcohol b : containing alcohol 2 : addicted to the use of
alcoholic drinks In excess — al>co.bol.i*cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
^alCObolic n : one who is addicted to the excessive use of alcoholic
drinks or suffers from alcoholism

al.CO-hol.ism X'al-ka- h6-,liz-am\ n 1 : continued excessive use
of alcoholic drinks 2 : the state of being poisoned by alcohol
esp. as a result of excessive drinking
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al-CO.hol.lze \-,lTz\ vt ; to treat or saturate with alcohol
al.GO.hol*Oin>e.ter \,al-k3-,ho-'lam-at-3r\ n [F alcoolometre, fr.

alcool alcohol + -o- + -metre -meter] : a device for determining
the alcoholic strength of liquids — al.co.bol>om*e.try \-'lam-
a-tre\ n
Al-CO.ran \,al-k»-'ran\ n [ME, fr. MF or ML; MF & ML, fr. Ar
al-qur'an, lit., the reading] archaic : koran

al.cove \'al-,kov\ n [F alcove, fr. Sp alcoba, fr. Ar al-qubbah the
arch] 1 a : a nook or small recess opening off a larger room
b ; a niche or arched opening (as In a wall) 2 : summerhouse
Al.cy.Q.ne \al-'sT-3-(.)ne\ n [L, fr. Gk AlkyonU : the brightest
star in the Pleiades

Al.deb.a.ran \al-'deb-3-r3n\ n [Ar al-dabaran, lit., the follower]
; a red star of the first magnitude that is seen in the eye of Taurus
and is the brightest star in the Hyades

al-de.hyde \'al-d3-,hTd\ n [G aldehyd, fr. NL al dehyd., abbr. of
alcohol dehydrogenaium dehydrogenated alcohol] : acetaldehyde;
broadly ; any of various highly reactive compounds typified by
acetaldehyde and characterized by the group —CHO — al.de-
by.dic \,al-da-'hTd-ik\ adj

al.der \'61-d3r\ n [ME. fr. OE alor: akin to OHG elira alder, L
alnus"^ : any of a genus (Alnus) of toothed-leaved trees or shrubs
of the birch family growing in moist ground and having wood
used by turners and bark used in dyeing and tanning

al.der-man X'ol-dsr-msnX n [ME, fr. OE ealdorman, fr. ealdor
parent (fr. eald o\A) + man — more at old] 1 : a person governing
a kingdom, district, or shire as viceroy for an Anglo-Saxon king
2 in England & Ireland : a magistrate ranking next below the
mayor in cities and boroughs 3 : a member of a city legislative
body — al<der*nian<ic \,61-d3r-'man-ik\ adj

Al.dine \'61-,dTn, -.den\ adj [It aldino, fr. Aldus Manutius tl515]
; printed or published by Aldus Manutius of Venice or his family in
the late 15th and 16th centuries — Aldine n

al-dol \'al-,dol, -,dol\ n [ISV, fr. aldehyde} : a coloriess beta-hy-
droxy aldehyde C4H8O2 used esp. In organic synthesis; broadly
: any of various similar aldehydes — al.dol.iza*tion \,al-,d6-l3-
'za-shan, -.do-\ n

al.dose \'al-,dos, -,doz\ n ; a sugar containing one aldehyde group
per molecule

ale \'a(3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE ealu; akin to ON ol ale, L alumen alum]
1 : a fermented liquor brewed esp. by rapid fermentation from an
Infusion of malt with the addition of hops 2 ; an English country
festival at which ale is the principal beverage

ale.atO.ry \*a-Ie-3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj [L aleatorius of a gambler, fr.

aleator gambler, fr. alea a dice game] 1 : depending on an uncer-
tain event or contingency as to both profit and loss <an '^ contract)
2 : relating to good or esp. bad luck

alee \3-'le\ adv {or adj) : on or toward the lee

ale.house \'a(3)l-,haijs\ n : a place where ale Is sold to be drunk on
the premises

Al.e.man.niC \,al-3-'man-ik\ n [LL alemanni, of Gmc origin; akin
to Goth atamans totality of people] : the group of dialects of Ger-
man spoken in Alsace, Switzerland, and southwestern Germany

alem.bic \3-'lem-bik\ n [ME, fr. MF & ML; MF alambic & ML
alembicum, fr. Ar al-anhiq. fr. al the + anbiq
still, fr, LGk ambik-, ambix alembic, fr. Gk, cap of
a still] 1 ; an apparatus formerly used in distilla-

tion 2 : something that refines or transmutes as
if by distillation

aleph \'al-,ef, 'al-3f\ n [Heb aleph, prob. fr.

eleph ox] : the 1st letter of the Hebrew alphabet— symbol H
aleph-null \-'n3l\ n : the cardinal number of the
aggregate of all the natural numbers that is the
smallest transfinite cardinal number

lalert \^'l3rt\ adj [It alVerta, lit., on the ascent]
la: watchful and prompt to meet danger
b : quick to perceive and act 2 : active, brisk
syn see intelligent, watchful — alert-ly adv — , , , ...
alert.ness n alembic: / head,

2alert « 1 ; an alarm or other signal of danger „^«?"fy^5'*,'

™

2 : the period during which an alert is in effect receiver, 4 lamp
— on the alert : on the lookout for danger
3alert vt : to call to a state of readiness : warn
-a.les \'a-(,)le2\ n pi sujjix [NL, fr. L, pi. of -alls -al] : plants con-
sisting of or related to — in the names of taxonomic orders

al.eu.rone \'al-ya-,ron\ n [G aleuron, fr. Gk, flour; akin to Arm
aiam I grind] : protein matter in the form of minute granules or
grains occurring in seeds in endosperm or in a special peripheral
layer— aI>eu.ron.ic \,al-ya-'ran-ik\ adj

Aleut \3-*lut\ n [Russ] 1 : a member of a people of the Aleutian
and Shumagin islands and the western part of Alaska peninsula
2 : the language of the Aleuts

lale.wife \'a(3)l-,wTf\ n, pi alewives : a woman who keeps an
alehouse

^alewile n, pi alewives : a food fish (Pomolobus pseudoharengus) of
the herring family (Clupeidae) very abundant on the Atlantic coast;
also : any of several related fishes (as the menhaden)

al.ex.an.der V.al-lg-'zan-dsr, ,el-\ n, ojten cap ; an iced cocktail
made from creme de cacao, sweet cream, and gin or brandy

Al-ex.an.dri-an \.al-lg-'zan-dre-an, ,el-\ adj 1 : of or relaUng to
Alexander the Great 2 : HELLENiSTtc

al-ex.an.drine \-'zan-dr3n\ n, ojten cap [MF alexandrin, adj., fr.

Alexandre Alexander the Great t323 B.C. king of Macedonia; fr.

its use in a poem on Alexander] ; a verse of 12 syllables consisting
regularly of 6 iambics with a caesura after the 3d iambic — alex-
andrine adj

al.ex.an.drite \-'zan-,drTt\ n [G alexandrit, fr. Alexander I

tl825 Russ emperor] : a grass-green chrysoberyl that shows a
columbine-red color by transmitted or artificial light

alex.ia \3-'lek-se-a\ n [NL. fr. a- + Gk lexis speech, fr. legein to
speak] ; aphasia characterized by loss of ability to read
Al'fa \'al-fa\ — a communications code word for the letter a
al.lal.la \ai-'fal-fa\ n [Sp, modif. of Ar dial, al-ja^jasah the alfalfa]

: a deep-rooted European leguminous plant (Medicago sativa)

widely grown for hay and forage
aMil.a-ria \(,)al-,fil-a-'rc-3\ n [AmerSp aljilerillo, fr. Sp, dim. of
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aljiler pin, modif. of Ar aUkhilal the thorn 1 ; a European weed
(Erodium cicutarium) of the geranium family grown for forage in

western America
aMor-ja \al-'f6r-h3\ n [Sp. fr. Ar al-khurU West : saddlebag
al*fres*co \aI-'fres-(,)ko\ adv {or adj) [It] : in the open air

alg- or algo- comb Jorm [NL, fr. Gk alg-, fr. a/gos] : pain (a/go-
phobia)

al.ga \'al-g3\ n, p?al-gae \'al-f.^je\ cf/50 algas [L, seaweed] : any
of a group (Algae) of chiefly aquatic nonvascular plants (as sea-

weeds, pond scums, stoneworts) with chlorophyll often masked by a
brown or red pigment — al<gal \-g3l\ adj — al*goid \-.g6id\ adj

al-gar>ro<ba \,al-ga-'ro-b3\ n [Sp. fr Ar al-kharrubah the carob]
1 : CAROB 2 [MexSp, fr. Sp] : MESQurrE; also ; its pods

al<ge<bra \'al-j3-br3\ n [ML, fr. Ar al-jahr, lit., the reduction]
1 a : a generalization of arithmetic in which letters representing
numbers are combined according to the rules of arithmetic b : a
treatise on algebra 2 : a mathematical ring whose elements can be
multiplied by elements of a specified field in accordance with
special rules 3 ; a logical or set calculus ~ compare boolean
ALGEBRA — al-gcbra-ist \'al-j3-.bra-3st\ n

al>ge-bra>ic \.al-j3-'bra-ik\ adj 1 : relating to. involving, or ac-
cording to the laws of algebra 2 : involving only a finite number
of algebraic operations <'^ equation)^— compare transcendental
— al-ge-bra-i*caMy \-'bra-a-ko-)le\ adv

algebraic number n : a root of an algebraic equation with rational
coefficients

-al*gia \'al-j(e-)3\ n comb jorm [Gk, fr. algos'S : pain <neurafeia>
al'gid \'al-j3d\ adj [L algidus, fr, algere to fee! cold; akin to Icel

elgur slush] : chill, cold ~ al«gid*i.ty \al-'jid-3t-e\ n
al>gill \'al-j3n\ n : any of various colloidal substances from marine
brown algae including some used esp. as stabilizers or emulsifiers

Al'gol \'al-.gal, -,g61\ n [Ar al-ghUI. lit., the ghoul] : a fixed star in

the constellation Perseus remarkable for its periodic variation in

brightness which is due to eclipses by a dark satellite

al.go.lag.nia \,al-g6-'lag-ne-3\ n [NL, fr. alg- + Gk lagneia\usf\
: pleasure in inflicting or suffering pain — al>go-lag>nic \-nik\
adj — al<go-lag<nist \-n3st\ n

al*gol<o>g7 \al-'gal-3-je\ n : the study or science of algae
al<gom-e>ter \al-'gam-3t-3r\ n : an instrument for measuring the
smallest pressure that induces pain — al-go-met-ric \.al-g9-'me-
trik\ or al>go-met-ri*cal \-tri-kal\ adj — al^gom-e-try \al-
'gam-3-tre\ n
iAl-gon.la*an \al-'gao-ke-an\ or Al«gon.kin \-k3n\ or Al«gon-
qiii-an \-'gan-kwe-3n. -'gao-\ or Al-gon-qnin X-'gan-kwan,
-'gariA 1 [CanF Algonquin] 1 : an Indian people of the Ottawa
river valley 2 usu Algonquin : a dialect of Ojibwa 3 usu Algon-
Quian : a stock of Indian languages spoken from Labrador to
Carolina and westward to the Great Plains 4 usu Algonquian : any
of the Indian peoples speaking Algonquian languages & Algonkian
; the Algonkian era or system or group of systems

2Algonkian adj : proterozoic
ai-go*phO'bia \,al-g3-'fo-be-3\ n [NL] : morbid fear of pain
al'g0*nthm X'al-ga-.rith-smX n [alter, of ME algnrisme, fr. OF &
ML; OF. fr. ML algorismus, fr. Ar al-khuwarizmi, fr. al-Khuwarizmi
jl 825 A.D. Arab mathematician] : a rule of procedure for solving a
recurrent mathematical problem (as of finding the greatest common
divisor)

Al-ham-bra \al-'ham-br3\ n [Sp, fr Ar al-hamra'' the red house]
: the palace of the Moorish Kings at Granada, Spain

Al>liam>bresque \,al-.ham-'bresk\ or AI>liam.bra*ic \-'bra-ik\
adj : made or decorated after the fanciful style of the ornamentation
in the Alhambra

all- cnmbjoj^m [L, fr. ala — more at aisle] : wing <(7//form>
lalias \'a-le-as, 'al-yas\ adv [L, otherwise, fr. alius other — more at
Ei^E] ; otherwise called : otherwise known as

3alias n : an assumed name
All Ba.ba \,aI-e-'bab-3\ n : a woodcutter in the Arabian Nights"
Entertainments who enters the cave of the Forty Thieves by using
the password Sesame

lal-i-bi \'al-3-,br\ n [L. elsewhere, fr. alius'\ 1 : the plea of having
been at the time of the commission of an act elsewhere than at the
place of commission; also : the fact or state of having been else-
where at the time 2 : a plausible excuse esp. for failure or negli-
gence syn see apology

aalibi vb al*i>bied; al>i<bi>ing vi : to offer an excuse '^ vr ; to
exonerate by an alibi

al.i.dade \'al-3-.dad\ n [ME allidatha, fr. ML alhidada, fr. Ar aU
'idadah the revolving radius of a circle] : a rule equipped with
simple or telescopic sights and used for determination of direction:
as a : a part of an astrolabe b : a part of a surveying instrument
consisting of the telescope and its attachments
lalien \'a-le-an. 'al-yanV adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. L alienus, fr. aliusl
1 a : belonging or relating to another person or place : strange
b ; relating, belonging, or owing allegiance to another country
or government ; foreign 2 : different in nature or character syn
see extrinsic

lalien n 1 : a person of another family, race, or nation 2 : a
foreign-born resident who has not been naturalized and Is still a
subject or citizen of a foreign country; broadly : a foreign-bom

salien vt l : alienate, estrange 2 : to make over (as property)
aljen-abil-i-ty \,al-y3-na-'bil-9t-e, ,a-Ie-3-n3-\ n : the capability of
being transferred to other ownership

alien-able V'al-ya-na-bsl, 'a-le-&-n3-\ adji transferable to the owner-
ship of another

alien-age \-nij\ n : the status of an alien
alien*ate \'a-le-3-,nat, 'al-y3-\ vt 1 : to convey or transfer (as
property) to another 2 : to make unfriendly, hostile, or indifferent
where attachment formerly existed 3 : to cause to be withdrawn
or diverted syn see estrange — alien-ator \-,nat-3r\ n

alien>ation X.a-le-a-'na-shsn, ,al-y3-\ n 1 : a conveyance of prop-
erty to another 2 : the estrangement of a person or of his affections
3 : mental derangement

alien>ee n : one to whom property is transferred
alien.ism \'a-le-a-.niz-3m, 'al-y3-\ n : the status of an alien

alien>ist \-nast\ n [F alieniste. fr. aliene insane, fr. L alienatus, pp.
of alienare to estrange, fr. alienus] : one that treats diseases of the
mind; esp : a specialist in legal aspects of psychiatry

alien-or \,a-le-3-'n6(a)r, ,al-y3-\ n : one who alienates property

ali*fomi \'a-I&-.f6rm, 'aI-3-\ adj i having winglike extensions
: wing-shaped

lalight \3-'lTt\ VI alight.ed also alit \a-'lit\ alight-ing [ME
alighten. fr. OE aUhtan. fr. a- (perfective prefix) + Uhlan to ahght— more at abide, light] 1 : to get down ; dismount 2 : to
descend from the air and settle 3 archaic : to come by chance

^alight adj : lighted up : set on fire

align also aline \3-'lTn\ vb [F aligner, fr. OF, fr a- ffr L ad-^ +
ligne line, fr. L linea] vi 1 : to bring into line or alignment 2 : to
array on the side of or against a party or cause ~ v/ 1 : to get
or fall into line 2 : to be in or come into precise adjustment or
correct relative position syn see line — align*er n
allgn*ment also aline.ment \3-'lTn-mant\ n 1 : the act of aligning
or state of being aligned; esp : the proper positioning or state of
adjustment of parts fas of a mechanical or electronic device) in
relation to each other 2 a : a forming in line b : the line thus
formed 3 : the ground plan in distinction from the profile
»alike \a-'lTk\ adj [ME ilik (alter, of ilich) & alik, alter, of OE
onCic, fr. on + lie body — more at uke] : uke syn see similar— alike.ness n

salike adv : in the same manner, form, or degree : equally
lal'i.ment \'al-a-m3nt\ n [ME. fr L alimentum. fr. alere to nourish— more at old] : food, nltrimevt; also : sustenance — al'i.men-
tal \,al-3-'ment-^l\ adj— al>i*men.tal.ly \-'l-e\ adv

2al>i.ment \'al-3-,ment\ vt : to give aliment to
al-i.men.ta.ry X.al-a-'mem-a-re, -'men-tre\ adj 1 : of or relating
to nourishment or nutrition 2 : furnishing sustenance or main-

alimentary canal n : the tubular passage that extends from mouth
to anus and functions in digestion and absorption of food and
elimination of residual waste

al.i.men.ta.tion X.al-a-msn-'ta-shanN n : the act or process of
affording nutriment; also : the state or mode of being nourished— al'i-men.ta<tive \,al-3-'ment-3t-iv\ adj

al.i.mo.ny \'al-3-,mo-ne\ n [L alimonia sustenance, fr. alerel

1 : the means of livmg : maintenance 2 : an allowance made to
a woman for her support by a man pending or after her legal separa-
tion or divorce from him

Al'i'Oth \'al-e-,ath, -,oth\ n ; a star of the first magnitude hi the
handle of the Big Dipper

al-i.phat-iC \,al-a-'fat-ik\ adj [ISV, fr. Gk aleiphat-. aleiphar oil.

fr. aleiphein to smear; akin to Gk Hpos fat — more at leave] : of.

relating to. or derived from fat; specif ; belonging to a group of
organic compounds having an open-chain structure and consisting
of the paraffin, olefin, and acetylene hydrocarbons and their
derivatives

al.i.quot \'al-»-,kwat, -kw3t\ adj [ML aliquotus, fr. L aliquot some,
several, fr. alius other + qunt how many — more at else, quota]
1 : contained an exact number of times in another 2 : fractional— aliqnot n

al-i-UB'de \,al-€-'an-de\ adv {or adj) [L, fr. alius other -t- unde
whence; akin to ubi where — more at else, ubiqufty] ; from an-
other source : from elsewhere

alive \3-'ITv\ adj [ME. fr. OE on life, fr. on + Uj life] 1 a : having
life : not dead or inanimate b : living <proudest boy ~> 2 ; still

in existence, force, or operation : active <kept hope ~> 3 : know-
ing or realizing the existence of ; sensftive <-« to the danger)
4 : marked by alertness, activity, or briskness 5 : marked by
much life, animation, or activity : swarming syn see aware,
living — alive>ness n

aliz.a.rin Va-'liz-a-ranX n [prob. fr. F alizarine'^ 1 : an orange or
red crystalline compound C14H8O4 formerly prepared from mad-
der and now made synthetically and used esp. to dye Turkey reds
and in making red pigments 2 : any of various acid, mordant, and
solvent dyes derived like aUzarin proper from anthraquinone

al.ka.hest \'al-k3-,hest\ n [NL alchahest] : the universal solvent
supposed by the alchemists to exist — al*ka.bes-tic \,al-ka-'hes-
tik\ adj

al'ka.les.cence \,ai-k3-'ies-'n(t)s\ aiso al.ka.les.cen-cy \-='n-se\

n : somewhat alkaline property — al.ka*les*cent X-^ntX adj
al-ka.li \*al-k3-.!T\ n. pi alkalies or alkalis [ME. fr ML. fr. Ar
al-qili the ashes of the plant saltwort] 1 : a soluble salt obtained
from the ashes of plants and consisting largely of potassium or
sodium carbonate; broadly : a substance (as a hydroxide or car-
bonate of an alkah metal) having marked basic properties — com-
pare base 7 2 : ALKALI METAL 3 ! a solublc Salt or a mixture of
soluble salts present in some soils of arid regions in quantity
detrimental to agriculture

al'kal'l.fy \al-'kal-3-,fT, 'aI-k3-l3-\ vt : to convert or change into
an alkali or make alkaline '*' vi : to become alkaline

alkali metal n : any of the univalent mostly basic metals of group I

of the periodic table comprising lithium, sodium, potassium, ru-
bidium, cesium, and francium

al.ka>Iim*e<ter \,al-k^'lim-at-ar\ n [F alcalimetre, fr alcali alkali

-I- -metre -meter] : an apparatus for measuring the strength or the
amount of alkali In a mixture or solution — al'ka.lim.e^try
\-'lim-3-tre\ n

al'ka.line X'al-ka-bn, -,lTn\ adj : of, relating to, or having the
properties of an alkali; esp : having a pH of more than 7 — al-
ka.lin*i.ty \,al-k3-'lin-at-e\ n

alkaline earth n : an oxide of any of several bivalent strongly basic
metals comprising calcium, strontium, and barium and sometimes
also magnesium, radium or less often berylUum

al.ka.Iin.iza.tion X.al-ks-.lin-s-'za-shan. -l3-ns-'za-\ n : the act or
process of alkalinizing

al'ka.lin.ize X'al-ka-la-.nTzX vt : to make alkaline

al.ka.loid \'al-ka-,l6id\ n. ojten attrib ; any of numerous usu.
colorless, complex, and bitter organic bases containing nitrogen
and usu. oxygen that occur esp. in seed plants — al.ka.loi>dal
\,al-k3-'l6id-'l\ adj

al'ka.lO'Sis \,al-k3-'lo-S3s\ n : a condition of increased alkalinity

of the blood and tissues

al'ka.net \'al-k3-,net\ n [ME. fr. OSp alcaneta, dim. of alcana
henna shrub, fr. ML alchanna. fr. Ar Al-hinnd" the henna] 1 a : a
European plant {Alkanna tinctoria) of the borage family; also : its

root b : a red dyestuff prepared from the root 2 : bugloss
3 : any of several American plants (genus Liihospermum) of the
borage family

al'kyd \'al-ksd\ n, ojten attrib [blend of alkyl and acidi : any of
numerous thermoplastic or thermosetting synthetic resins made by
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heating polyhydroxy alcohols with polybaslc acids or their anhy-
drides and used esp. for protective coatings

al-kyl \'al-k3l\ n [prob. fr. G, fr. alkohol alcohol, fr. ML alcohol
1 a : a univalent aliphatic radical CnHzn+i h : any univalent
aliphatic, aromatic-aliphatic, or alicyclic hydrocarbon radical

2 : a compound of alkyl radicals with a metal — al>byl-ic \al-
•kil-ik\ adj

lall \'61\ adj [ME all, al, fr. OE eall; akin to OHG aJ all] 1 a : the
whole of <sat up -^^ night) h : as much as possible 2 : every mem-
ber or individual component of i;^ men will go) 3 : the whole
number or sum of <'^ the angles of a triangle are equal to two right

angles) 4 : every i^ manner of hardship) 5 : any whatever
<beyond '^ doubt) 6 : nothing but : only; a : completely taken
up with, given to, or absorbed by <became '^ attention) h : having
or seeming to have (some physical feature) in conspicuous excess or
prominence <~ legs) C : paying full attention with <-- ears)
7 dial : used up ; entirely consumed — used esp. of food and drink
<the beer was ^> 8 : being more than one person or thing syn see
WHOLE — all the : as much of ... as : as much of a ... as <a// the
home I ever had)
2aU adv 1 : wholly, altogether <sat ~ alone) — often used as an
intensive <'^ across the country) 2 obs : exclusively, only
3 archaic : just 4 : so much <~ the better for it) 6 ; for each side
; APIECE <the score is two '^)

*all pron 1 : the whole number, quantity, or amount : TOTALfrY <'^
that 1 have) (-^ of us) <-- of the books) 2 : everybody, every-
thing <sacrificed -^ for love)

all- or alio- combjorm [Gk, fr. alios other — more at else] : other
: different ; atypical <fl//ogamous) <a//omerism)
laMa breve \.al-3-'brev, ,al-3-'brev-{,)a\ adv (or adj) [It, ht.. ac-
cording to the breve] : in duple or quadruple time with the beat
represented by the half note

3alla breve n : the sign (t marking a piece or passage to be played
alia breve; also : a passage so marked

Al-lah \'al-3. a-'la\ n [Ar allah} : the Supreme Being of the Mus-
lims
all-Amer*i<caii \,6-Ia-'mer-3-k3n\ adj 1 : composed wholly of
American elements 2 : representative of the U.S. as a whole; esp
; selected as the best in the U.S. 3 : of or relating to the American
nations as a group

al>lan>to-ic \,al-3n-'to-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or derived from the
allantois

al-lan-to.ls \a-'lant-3-w3s\ n, pi al-lan-to-ides X.al-sn-'to-a-
,de2\ [NL. deriv. of Gk allant-, alias sausage] : a vascular fetal

membrane of reptiles, birds, or mammals formed as a pouch from
the hindgut and in placental mammals intimately associated with
the chorion in formation of the placenta

al*lar*gan>dO \,al-,ar-'ean-(,)do\ adj (or adv) [It, widening, verbal
of allargare to widen, fr. al- (fr. L ad-) + largare to widen] : be-
coming gradually broader with the same or greater volume — used
as a direction in music
all-around \,6-la-'raund\ adj 1 : competent in many fields 2 : hav-
ing general utility syn see versatile

al*lay \9-*la\ vt [ME alayen, fr. OE dlecgan, fr. a- (perfective prefix)
-H lecgan to lay — more at AsroE. lay] 1 ; to subdue or reduce in
intensity or severity : alleviate 2 : to make quiet : calm syn see
relieve

all btit adv ; very nearly : almost
all clear n : a signal that a danger has passed
al>Ie*ga>Uon \,al-i-'ga-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of alleging 2 : a positive
assertion; specij : a statement by a party to a legal action of what
he undertakes to prove 3 : an assertion unsupported and by
implication regarded as unsupportable

al-lege \3-'lej\ vt [ME alleggen, fr. OF alleguer. fr. L allegare to
dispatch, cite, fr. ad- 4- legare to depute — more at legate]
1 a : to declare as if under oath but without proof b ; to assert
without proof or before proving 2 archaic ; to adduce or bring
forward (as a source or authority) 3 : to bring forward as a
reason or excuse" syn see adduce

al-leged \3-'lejd, -'lej-3d\ adj 1 : asserted, declared <an '^ mira-
cle) 2 : supposed, so-called — aMeg*ed>ly \-'lej-sd-le\ adv
AMe-ghe-ny spurge \,al-3-,ga-ne-\ n [Allegheny mts.. U.S.A.]

; a low herb or subshrub (Pachysandra procumbens) of the box
family widely grown as a ground cover

al.le.giance \3-'le-jan(t)s\ n [ME allegeaunce, modif. of MP
ligeance, fr. OF, fr. lige liege] 1 a : the obligation of a feudal
vassal to his liege lord b (1) : the fidelity owed by a subject or
citizen to his sovereign or government (2) : the obligation of an
alien to the government under which he resides 2 ; devotion or
loyalty to a person, group, or cause syn see fidelity

al>le*giant \3-'le-J3nt\ adj : giving allegiance : loyal
al4e-gor>l-cal X.al-a-'gor-i-ksl, -'gar-X adj 1 : of or relating to
allegory 2 : having hidden spiritual meaning transcending the
Uteral sense of a sacred text — al>le>gor>l>cal>ly \-k(a-)le\ adv— aMe>gor>i>caI-ness \-k3l-nas\ n

al-Ie-go-rist \'aI-3-,g6r-3st, -,g6r-\_n ; a writer of allegory
al4e>go>rl*za-tion V.al-a-.gor-s-'za-shan, -,g6r-, -,gar-, -gar-X n

; allegorical representation or interpretation
al>le<gO>rize \'al-3-,gor-,rz, -,g6r-, -g3-rTz\ vt 1 : to make into
allegory 2 ; to treat or explain as allegory -^ v/ 1 ; to give
allegorical explanations 2 ; to compose or use allegory — al»le-
go-riz>er n

al.le-go>ry \'al-3-.gor-e. -.g6r-\ n [ME allegorie, fr. L allegoria, fr.

Gk allegoria, fr. allegorein to speak figuratively, fr. alios other -H

-agorein to speak publicly, fr. agora assembly — more at else,
gregarious] 1 a : the expression by means of symbolic fictional
figures and actions of truths or generalizations about human
conduct or experience b : an instance of such expression 2 : a
symbolic representation : emblem
tal>le<gret.tO \.al-9-'gret-(,)o. ai-\ adv (or adj) [It, fr. allegrol
: faster than andante but not so fast as allegro— used as a direction
in music

'allegretto n ; a piece or movement in allegretto tempo
lal>le>gro \3-neg-(,)r6. -la-(,)gro\ adv (or adj) [It, merry, fr.

(assumed) VL alecrus lively, alter, of L alacr-, alacer — more at
alacrtty] : in a brisk lively manner— used as a direction in music

3allegro n : a piece or movement in allegro tempo

al-lele \3-'le(9)l\ n [O allel, short for allelomorph'^ 1 : either of a
pair of alternative Mendelian characters 2 : a gene that is the
vehicle of an allele — al>le<lic \-'le-lik, -'lel-ik\ adj — aMeMsm
\-*Ie(3)l-.iz-3m, -'lel-.iz-\ n

al.le.lO.morph \3-'lel-3-,m6rf, -'I5-l3-\ n [Gk allelon of each other
(fr. alios . . . alios one . . . the other, fr. alios other) + morphe form

more at else] : allele — aMe>lo-mor-phic Na.Iel-a- mor-fik,
-,le-l3-\ adj— al*le-lo*mor>phlsm Vs-'lel-a-.mor-.fiz-sm, -'le-l3-\ n

al.le-lu-ia \,al-3-'lu-ya\ interj [ME, fr. LL. fr. Gk allelouia, fr.

Heb halSluyah praise ye Jehovah] : hallelujah
al>le>mande \,al-3-'mand; 'al-3-,man(dl, -m3n\ n, ojten cap [F. fr.

fem. of allemand German] 1 a : a 17th and 18lh century court
dance developed in France from a German folk dance b : a step
with arms interlaced 2 : music for the allemande

al>ler-gen \'al-3r-j3n\ n ; a substance that induces allergy — al-
ler<gen>ic \,al-3r-'jen-ik\ adj

al>ler*giG \3-'l9r-jik\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or inducing allergy
2 : disagreeably sensitive : antipathetic

al>ler>gist X'al-arjgstX n : a specialist in allergy
al<ler>gy \'al-3r-je\ n [G allergic, fr. all- + Gk ergon work — more
at work] 1 : altered bodily reactivity (as to antigens) 2 : exag-
gerated or pathological reaction- (as by sneezing, respiratory em-
barrassment, itching, or skin rashes) to substances, situations, or
physical states that are without comparable effect on the average
individual 3 : a feeling of antipathy or repugnance

al.le.thrin \'al-3-thr9n\ n iallyX + pyrethrin} : a light yellow
viscous oily synthetic insecticide C19H26O3 used esp. in household
aerosols

al>le*vl'ate \3-'le-ve-,at\ vt [LL alleviatus, pp. of alleviare, fr. L
ad- + levis light — more at light] 1 : to make easier to be en-
dured : moderate 2 ; to remove or correct in part ; lessen syn
see RELIEVE — al<le'Vi<a>tion \3-,le-ve-'a-shsn\ n

al«le.vi.a.tive \a-*le-ve-,at-iv\ or al-le-vLa-to-ry \-ve-3-,t5r-e,
-,t6r-\ adj ; tending to alleviate : palliative
laMey \'al-e\ n [ME, fr. MF alee, fr. OF, fr. aler to go. modif. of
L ambulare to walk] 1 : a garden or park walk bordered by trees
or bushes 2 a : a grassed enclosure for bowling or skittles b ; a
hardwood lane for bowling 3 : a narrow street; esp : a thorough-
fare through the middle of a block giving access to the rear of
buildings

aalley n [by shortening and alter, fr. alabaster} : a superior playing
marble
al<ley>way \*al-e-,wa\ n : a narrow passageway
All Fools' Day n : april fools' day
all fours n pi 1 : ail four legs of a quadruped or the two legs and
two arms of a biped 2 sing in constr : any of various card games
in which points are scored for winning high, low, jack, and the
game

all hail interj — used to express greeting, welcome, or acclamation
All-haMows \6l-'hal-(,)62, -3z\ n, pi Allhallows [short for All
Hallows' Day'ij all saints' day

all'heal \'6l-,hel\ n : any of several plants (as valerian or self-heal)

used esp. in folk medicine
al>li*a>ceous \,al-e-'a-sh3s\ adj [L allium'} ; resembling garlic or
onion

al<li>ance \3-'lT-3n(t)s\ n 1 a : the state of being allied : the action
of allying b : a bond or connection between families, states,

parlies, or individuals 2 : an association to further the common
interests of the members; esp : a confederation of nations by formal
treaty 3 : union by relationship in qualities : affinity

al'lied \»-'ITd. 'al-,rd\ adj 1 : joined, connected 2 a : joined in
alliance by compact or treaty b cap : of or relating to the nations
united against the Central European powers in World War I or
those united against the Axis powers in World War II 3 : related
esp. by common properties, characteristics, or ancestry

al>li*ga>tor \'al-3-,gat-3r\ n [Sp el lagarto the lizard, fr. el the
(fr. L Ule that) + lagarto lizard, fr. (assumed) VL lacartus, fr. L
lacertus, lacerta — more at lariat, lizard] la; either of two
crocodilians (genus Alligator) having broad heads not tapering to
the snout and a special pocket in the upper jaw for reception of the
enlarged lower fourth tooth b : crocodilian 2 : leather made
from alligator's hide 3 : a machine with a strong movable jaw
like an alligator's 4 ; a devotee of current swing music

alligator pear n : avocado
alligator snapper n : a voracious snapping turtle (Macrochelys
temminckil) of the rivers of the Gulf states that may reach nearly
ISO pounds in weight and 5 feet in length

al<lit>er>ate \3-'lit-3-,rat\ vb [back-formation fr. alliteration} vt

1 : to form an alliteration 2 : to write or speak alliteratively
'^^ vr : to arrange or place so as to make alliteration

al-lit-er-a-tion \3-,lit-3-'ra-sh3n\ n iad- + L littera letter] : the
repetition of usu. initial consonant sounds in two or more neigh-
boring words or syllables (as wild and woolly, r/ireatening throngs)— called also head rhyme, initial rhyme

al4it-er-a.tive \3-'lit-3-,rat-iv, -r3t-\ adj : of, related to, or marked
by alliteration — aMit-er>a*tive*ly adv

al*li>um \'al-e-3m\ n (NL, genus name, fr. L, garlic] : any of a
large genus (Allium) of bulbous herbs of the lily family including
the onion, garlic, chive, leek, and shallot

al«l0 \'al-(.)o\ adj iall-} : isomeric or closely related

lallo see all-
^allo- comb form [Gk alios other — more at else] ; being one of a
group whose members together constitute a structural unit esp. of
a language <a//ophone) — compare -eme

al<lo>ca>Me \'al-3-k3-b3l\ or al-lo-cat-aWe \'al-3-,kat-3-b3l\ adj
; capable of being allocated; also : assignable to a particular ac-
count or to a particular period of time

al>IO-Cate \'al-3-,kat\ vt [ML allocatus, pp. of allocare, fr. L ad- +
locare to place, ir. locus place — more at stall] 1 : to apportion
for a specific purpose or to particular persons or things : distribute
2 : assign, designate syn see allot — al-lo>ca-tion \,al-3-*ka-
shan\ n

al-lo>CU-tlon \,al-3-'kyU-shan\ n [L allocution-, allocutio, fr.

allocutus, pp. of alloqui to speak to, fr. ad- -t- loqui to speak]
: address; esp ; an authoritative or hortatory address

al>log-a-mous \3-'lag-3-m3s\ adj : reproducing by cross-fertiliza-
tion — aMog>a>iny \-me\ n
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al<]o>grap}l \'al-a-,graf\ n 1 : a letter of an alphabet in a particular
shape (as A or a) 2 : any letter or combination of letters that is one
of several ways of representing one phoneme (as pp in hopping
representing the phoneme p) — al-lo-grapb*ic \,al-3-'graf-ik\ adj

al-lora>er>ism \3-'lam-3-.riz-3m\ n : variiibility in chemical con-
stitution without variation in co'stalline form — al>loin<er*ous
\-r3s\ adj

al<lo>inet>nc \.al-3-'me-trik\ adj : of, relating to, or exhibiting
allometry

al<lom<e>try \5-Mam-3-tre\ n : relative growth of a part in relation
to an entire organism; also I the measure and study of such growth

lal-lo.tnorpll \'aI-3-,m6rf\ n [ISV] 1 : any of two or more distinct
crystalline forms of the same substance 2 : a pseudomorph that
has undergone change or substitution of material — al>lo*inor-
phic \,al-3-'m6r-fik\ adj — aMo-mor*pIilsin \'al-3-,m6r-,fiz-

2allomorph n l^allo- + morpheme} : one of two or more forms that
a morpheme has at different points in the language <the -es \3z\ of
dishes, the -s \z\ of dreams, the -s \s\ of traps, the -en \3n\ of
oxen, the vowel modification distinguishing teeth from tooth,
and the zero suffix of sheep in those sheep are '^5 of the same
morpheme) — aMo-mor>pliic \,al-a-'m6r-fik\ adj — aI<lo>inor-
phism \'al-a-,m6r-,fiz-3m\ n

al-lo*nyin \'al-3-,nim\ n [F aUonyme, fr. all- + -onyme -onym]
: the name of another person assumed by an author

al*l0*paUl \'al-3-.path\ n : one who practices allopathy — aMo-
path>ic \,al-3-'path-ik\ adj — aMo*path*i<cal*ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

al.lop.a.thy \3-'lap-9-the\ n [G allopathie. fr. all- + -pathie
-pathy] 1 ; a system of medical practice that combats disease by
remedies producing effects different from those produced by the
disease treiited 2 : a system of medical practice making use of all

measures proved of value in treatment of disease
al-lo-pat-ric \,al-3-'pa-trik\ adj [all- + Gk paira fatherland, fr.

pati'r father — more at father] : occurring in different areas or in
isolation <^ speciation) — aMo*pat*ri*caMy \-tri-k(a-)le\ adv
— aMop-a-try \3-'Uip-3-tre\ n

al>10-pliane \'al-a-,fan\ n [Gk allophanes appearing otherwise, fr.

all- + phainesthai to appear, pass, of phainein to show — more at
FANCY] : an amorphous translucent mineral of various colors often
in incrustations or stalactite forms consisting of a hydrous alu-
minum silicate

al'lO-phone \'aI-3-,fon\ n i^allo- + phone} : one of two or more
variants of the same phoneme <the aspirated p of pin and the non-
aspirated p of spin are ~s of the phoneme p> — al-lo-phon-ic
\,al-a-'fan-ik\ adj

all-or-none \,6-l3r-'n3n\ adj : marked either by entire or complete
operation or effect or by none at all

al-lot \3-'lat\ vt al-lot-ted; al-lot-ting [ME alotten. fr. MF aloter,

fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + lot, of Gmc origin; akin to OE hlol lot] 1 : to
assign as a share or portion ; allocate 2 : to distribute by lot or
as if by lot

syn ASSIGN, apportion, allocate: allot may imply haphazard or
arbitrary distribution; assign stresses an authoritative and fixed
allotting but carries no clear implication of an even division;
APPORTION implies a dividing according to some principle; allocate
suggests a fixed appropriation usu. of money to a person or group
for a particular use

al>lot*meiit \3-'lat-m3nt\ n : the act of allotting; also : something
that is allotted

al*10>trope \'al-3-,trop\ n [ISV, back-formation fr. allotropy} : a
form showing allotropy — al'lo*trop-ic \,al-a-'ti^p-ik\ adj— aMo*trop*i*caMy Vi-k(3-)le\ adv

al-lot.ro.py \3-'la-tr3-pe\ n : the existence of a substance and esp.
an element in two or more different forms usu. in the same phase

all' ot-ta-va \,al-o-'tav-3, al-\ adv {or adj) [It, at the octave]
; OTTAVA

al*lot-tee \3-,Iat-'e\ n : one to whom an allotment is made
all out adv : with maximum effort

all-out \'6-'laui\ adj : made with maximum effort : extreme
'all-over \'6-,lo-v3r\ adj {or adv) : covering the whole extent or
surface

^allover n l : an embroidered, printed, or lace fabric with a design
covering most of the surface 2 : a pattern or design repeated so as
to cover the surface

al-lOW \3-'lau\ vb [ME allowen, fr. MF alouer to place (fr. ML
allocare) Sc allouer to approve, fr. L adlaudare to extol, fr. ad- +
laudare to praise — more at allocate, laud] vt la: to assign as a
share (as of time or money) b : to reckon as a deduction or an
addition <'--^ a gallon for leakage) 2 : admit, concede 3 a : per-
mit (gaps '^ passage) b : to neglect to restrain or prevent <--' the
meat to bum) 4 dial a : to be of the opinion : think Iq : intend,
PU^N ~ VI 1 : to make a possibility : admit — used with oj 2 : to
make allowance — used with /or 3 dial : suppose, consider syn
see LET
al4ow-able \3-'lau-3-b3l\ adj ; permissible — al-low*able-nes5 n— al-low*ably \-ble\ adv
'al.low-ance \a-'lau-3n(t)$\ n 1 a : a share or portion allotted or
granted b : a sum granted as a reimbursement or bounty or for
expenses 2 : handicap 3 t an allowed dimensional difference
between mating parts of a machine 4 : the act of allowing : per-
mission 5 : the taking into account of mitigating circumstances or
contingencies
3allowance vt 1 : to put upon a fixed allowance 2 : to supply in

a fixed or regular quantity
al'low-ed-ly \3-'Iau-ad-le\ adv : by allowance : ADMrrrEDLV
lal-loy \'al-,6i, 3-'16i\ n [MF aloi, fr. aloier to combine, fr. L alligare

to bind -- more at ally] 1 ; the degree of mixture with base
metals : fineness 2 : a substance composed of two or more metals
or of a metal and a nonmetal intimately united usu. by being fused
together and dissolving in each other when molten; also ; the state

of union of the components 3 archaic : a metal mixed with a more
valuable metal to give durability or some other desired quality

4 : an admixture of something that debases
2al-loy \3-'16i, 'al-,6i\ vt l : to reduce the purity of by mixing with
a less valuable metal 2 : to mix so as to form an alloy 3 : to
debase by admixture

lall riglit adv 1 : SATISFACTORILY 2 : very well : yes 3 : beyond
doubt : CERTAINLY

2all right adj 1 : satisfactory, correct 2 : safe, well 3 slang
; good, honest

all-round \*61-'raund\ var oj all-around

aloe

\ Christian feast observed November 1 in honorAll Saints* Day n :

of all the saints
all'Seed \*ol-,sed\ n ; any of several many-seeded plants (as knot-
grass)

All Souls* Day n : a day of solemn supplication for the souls in
purgatory observed November 2 in some Chrisdan churches

all-Spice \'6I-,spTs\ n : the berry of a West Indian tree (Pimenta
dioica) of the myrUe family or the mildly pungent and aromatic
spice prepared from it; also : the allspice tree

all told adv : everything counted : in all

al<lude \3-'lud\ VI [L alludere, lit., to play with, fr. ad- + ludere to
play] : to make indirect reference syn see refer
lal-lure \3-'lu(3)r\ vt [ME aluren, fr. MF alurer, fr. OF. fr. a- (fr.

L ad-) -h loire lure — more at lure] : to entice by charm or attrac-
tion syn see attract — al-lure-ment \-m3nt\ n

^allure n : attraction, charm
al<lU-Sion \a-'lU-zh3n\ n [LL allusion-, allusio, fr. L alJusus, pp. of
alludere} 1 : the act of alluding or hinting at 2 : an implied or
indirect reference — al>Iu<siye Xa-'lli-siv, -ziv\ adj — al*ln-sive-
ly adv — aMu-sive-ness n

ial<lu<vi-al \3-'lU-ve-3l\ adj : relating to, composed of, or found
in alluvium

^alluvial n : an alluvial deposit
allUTial Ian n ; the alluvial deposit of a stream where it issues from
a gorge upon a plain or of a tributary stream at its junction with
the main stream

al-lU-Vi-on \3-'lii-ve-3n\ n [L alluvion-, alluvio, fr. alluere to wash
against, fr. ad- + lavere to wash — more at lye] 1 ; the wash or
flow of water against a shore 2 : inundation, flood 3 : allu-
vium 4 : an accession to land by the gradual addition of matter (as

by deposit of alluvium) that then belongs to the owner of the land
to which it is added; also : the land so added

al.lu-vi'Um \3-'lu-ve-3m\ n, pi alluviums or al-Iu-via \-ve-3\
[LL, neut. of alluvius alluvial, fr. L alluere} ; clay, silt, sand, gravel,
or similar detrital material deposited by running water

lal'ly \a-'lT. *al-,T\ vb [ME allien, fr. OF alier. fr. L alligare to bind
to, fr. ad- + ligare to bind — more at ligature] vt 1 : to unite or
form a connection between (as by marriage or by treaty) ; associ-
ate 2 : to connect or form a relation between (as by likeness or
compatibility) -^ vi : to enter into an alliance

2al.ly \'al-,T, 3-'lT\ n 1 : a plant or animal linked to another by
genetic or evolutionary relationship 2 : a sovereign or state associ-
ated with another by treaty or league 3 : someone or something
associated with another as a helper : auxiliary

-al-ly \(3-)le\ adv sujjix V-al + -ly} : 2-ly <terrifica//^> — in ad-
verbs formed from adjectives in -ic with no alternative form in -ical

al*lyl \'al-3l\ n [ISV. fr. L allium garlic] : an unsaturated univalent
radical CjHs compounds of which are found in the oils of garlic

and mustard ~ al>lyl>LC \3-'lil-ik\ adj
allyl resin n : any of various thermosetting transparent abrasion*
resistant synthetic resins derived from allyl alcohol
al-ma-gest \'al-m3-,jest\ n [ME almageste, fr. MF & ML, fr. Ar
al-majusti the almagest, fr. al the + Gk megiste, fern, of megistos,
superl. of megas great — more at much] ; any of several early
medieval treatises on a branch of knowledge

al-ma master \,al-m3-'mat-3r\ n [L, fostering mother] : a school
(as a college) which one has attended

al>ma>nac \'6l-m3-jiJtk, 'al-\ n [ME almenak, fr. ML almanach,
prob fr. Ar al-manUkh the almanac] 1 : a publication containing
astronomical and meteorological data arranged according to the

days, weeks, and months of a given year and often including a
miscellany of other information 2 : a publication containing
statistical, tabular, and general information
al>man-dine \'al-m3n-,den\ n [ME alabandine. fr. ML alabandtna,

fr. Alabunda ancient city in Asia Minor] 1 : almandfte 2 : a
violet variety of the ruby spinel or sapphire 3 : the purple Indian
garnet

al>man>dite \'al-m3n-,dTt\ n [alter, of almandine} : a deep red
garnet consisting of an iron aluminum silicate Fe3Al2(Si04)3

al*migllty \6l-'mTt-e\ adj [ME, fr. OE ealmihiig, fr. eall all -)-

mihtig mighty] 1 ojten cap : having absolute power over all

{Almighty God) 2 : relatively unlimited in power
Almighty n : ^GOD — used with the

al-mond X'am-and, 'am-, *al-m3nd\ n
[ME almanUe, fr. OF. fr. LL amandula,
alter, of L amygdala fr. Gk amygdale}
1 a : a small tree {Prunus amygdalus) of
the rose family resembling the peach in

flowers b : the drupaceous fruit of this

tree; esp ; its ellipsoidal edible kernel
2 ; any of several similar fruits or the
trees producing them
almond eye n ; a somewhat triangular
obliquely set eye — al-mond-eyed \,am-

almond green n ; a variable color averaging a moderate yellowish
green

al-mo-ner X'al-ms-nar, •am-3-\ n [ME almoiner, fr. OF almosnier,

fr. almosne alms. fr. LL eleemosyna}i an officer who distributes alms

aI>most \'61-.most, 6l-'\ adv [ME, fr. OE ealmstst, fr. eall +
m^st most] ; only a little less than ; nearly
alms \'amz, 'almz\ n, pi alms [ME almesse, almes, fr. OE xlmesse,

£elms; akin to OHG alamuosan alms; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc
word borrowed fr. LL eleemosyna alms. fr. Gk eleemosyne pity,

aims, fr. eleemon merciful, fr. eleos pity] 1 archaic : chartt^'

2 : something given freely to relieve the poor — alms-giv-er
\-,giv-3r\ n — alms-giv-ing \-,giv-ir)\ n

alms-house \-,haCis\ n l Brit : a privately financed home for the

poor 2 archaic ; poorhouse
alms-man \-m3n\ n : a recipient of alms
al-ni-co \'al-ni-,ko\ n [a/uminum + mckel + cobalt] : a powerful
permanent-magnet alloy containing iron, nickel, aluminum, and
one or more of the elements cobalt, copper, and titanium

al-oe \'al-(,)o\ n [ME, fr. LL, fr. L, dried juice of aloe leaves, fr.

Gk aloe, dried juice of aloe leaves, agalloch] 1 pi l the fragrant

wood of an East Indian tree {Aquilaria agallocha) of the mezereon
family 2 \'al-3-.we\ a : any of a large genus {Aloe) of succulent

chiefly southern African plants of the lily family with basal leaves

and spicate flowers b : the dried juice of the leaves of var '

used as a purgative and tonic — usu. used in pi. but sing

almonds

-'did.
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3 : any of a genus {Furcraea) of American plants of the amaryllis

family somewhat like the African aloes

aloft \3-'16ft\ adv [ME, fr. ON a lopt, fr. a on, in + lopt air] 1 : at

or to a great height 2 : in the air; esp ; in flight 3 : at, on, or to

the masthead or the higher rigging

alO-Iia \3-'16-a, a-'lo-,ha\ inter} [Hawaiian, fr. aloha love] Hawaii
— used to express greeting or farewell

al-O-ln \'al-3-wan\ n : a bitter yellow crystalline cathartic obtained
from the aloe
lalone \3-'lon\ adj [ME, fr. al all + one one] 1 : separated from
others : isolated 2 : exclusive of anyone or anything else : only
3 : INCOMPARABLE, UNIQUE
Syn ALONE, SOLFTARY, LONELY, LONESOME, FORLORN, DESOLATE mean

being apart from others, alone stresses the objective fact of being
entirely by oneself; solitary impUes the absence of any others of the

same kind; lonely adds to solftary the suggestion of longing for

companionship; lonesome heightens the implication of dreariness;

forlorn and desolate both emphasize dreariness and a sense of

loss but DESOLATE implies a sharper and more poignant sense of

^alone adv 1 : solely, exclusively 2 : without aid or support

lalong \3-'16o\ prep [ME, fr. OE andlang, fr. and- against + lang

long — more at ante-] 1 ; in a line parallel with the length or

direction of 2 : in the course of 3 : in accordance with : in

2along adv i ; forward, on <move ~> 2 : from one to another
<word was passed ~> 3 : as a companion or associate <brought
his wife '^> <work -^ with colleagues) 4 a : at (

point (plans are far --'> h : all the time (knew
truth all '-'> 5 : at or on hand (had his gun '-->

along Oi prep [ME Hong on, fr. OE gelang on, fr. ge-,

prefix + lang — more at co-] dial : because of

along-shore \3-'16o-'sho(a)r, -'sh6(3)r\ adv (or adj)

shore or coast
lalong.side \3-'16o-,sTd\ adv 1 : along the side

2 : close at the side

^alongside prep : side by side with; specij \ parallel to

alongside of prep : alongside
laloof \a-'luf\ adv [obs. alooj (to windward)] ; at a distance : out
of involvement

2aloof adj : removed or distant in interest or feeling : reserved
syn see indifferent — aloof>ly adv — aloof<ness n

al*0>pe-Cia \,al-3-'pe-sh(e-)a\ n [ME allopicia, fr. L alopecia, fr.

Gk alopekia, fr. alopek-, alopex fox — more at vulpine] ; loss of

hair : baldness — aI-o-pe<cic \-'pe-sik\ adj

aloud \a-'laud\ adv [ME, fr. 'a- + loud'i 1 archaic : loudly
2 : with the speaking voice

alow \3-*lo\ adv [ME, fr. 'a- + tow] : below
alp \'alp\ n [back-formation fr. Alps, mountain system of Europe]

: a high rugged mountain
al-paca \ai-'pak-3\ n [Sp, fr. Aymara
allpaca'i 1 : a mammal with fine long
woolly hair domesticated in Peru and
prob. a variety of the guanaco 2 : wool
of the alpaca or a thin cloth made of or
containing it; also I a rayon or cotton
imitation
al.pen.glow \'al-p3n-,glo\ n [prob.
part trans, of G Alpengluhen, fr. Alpen
Alps -I- gliihen glow] : a reddish glow
seen near sunset or sunrise on the sum-

al>pen.liorn \'al-pan-.h6(3)rn\ or alp-
horn \'alp-.\ n [G, fr. Alpen + horni
; a straight wooden horn 7 to 15 feet in
length that has an upturned bell and is

used by Swiss herdsmen
aI<pen>5tock \'al-pan-,stak\ n [G, fr.

Alpen + stock staff] : a long iron-pointed staff used
cUmbing

al-pes-trine Xal-'pes-tranX adj [ML alpestris mountainous, fr. L
Alpes Alps] : growing at high elevations but not above the timber
line ; subalpine
lal.pha \'al-f3\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk, of Sem origin; akin to Heb
aleph aleph] 1 ; the first letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol A
ora 2 ; something that is first : beginning 3 ; the chief or bright-
est star of a constellation

^alplia ora- adj : closest in the structure of an organic molecule to a
particular group or atom (a -substitution) (a-naphthol)
alpha and omega n [fr. the fact that alpha and omega are respec-
tively the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet] : the beginning
and ending

al.pha-bet X'aNfa-.bet, -bat\ n [ME alphabete, fr. LL alphahetum,
fr. Gk alphabe/os, fr. alpha + beta beta] 1 a : a set of letters or
other characters with which one or more languages are written esp.
if arranged in a customary order bra system of signs or signals
tliat serve as equivalents for letters 2 ; rudiments, elements

al-pha-bet-ic \.al-f3-'bet-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or employing an
alphabet 2 ; arranged in the order of the letters of the alphabet

- al-pha-het-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — al-pha-bet-i-cal-ly \-ko-}le\

alpaca

mountain

active emission) 2 : a stream of alpha particles — called also
alpha radiation
Al-phe.us \al-'fe-as\ n [L, fr. Gli. Alpheiosl : a river-god in love with
the nymph Arethusa

al<pine \'al-,pTn\ n 1 : a plant native to alpine or boreal regions
that is often grown for ornament 2 cap ; a person possessing
Alpine physical characteristics

Alpine adj 1 ojten not cap : relating to or resembling the Alps or
any mountains 2 often not cap : of, relating to, or growing on ele-

vated slopes above timberline 3 : of or relating to a type of stocky
broadheaded white men of medium height with brown hair or eyes
often regarded as constituting a branch of the Caucasian race

al>pin>ism \'al-p3-,niz-3m\ n, ojten cap : mountain chmbing in the
Alps or other high mountains — al>pin>ist \-n3st\ n

al>ready \61-'red-e\ adv [ME al redy, fr. al redy, adj., wholly ready,
fr. al all + redy ready] 1 : prior to a specified or implied past,
present, or future time : previously 2 : so soon

al.right \6I-'rTt\_flrfv (or adj) [ME. fr. al + right} : all right

Al-sa>tian \al-'sa-sh3n\ n [ML Alsalia Alsace] : German shep-
herd

al'Sike clover \,al-,sak-, -,sTk-\ n lAlsike, Sweden] : a European
perennial clover {Trijolium hybridum) much used as a forage plant

al.SO \'61-(,)so\ adv [ME, fr. OE eallswd, fr. eall all -H swa so —
more at so] 1 : likewise 2 : in addition : too

al'SO-ran \'6l-(,)so-,ran\ « 1 : a horse or dog that finishes out of
the money in a race 2 : a contestant that does not win

Al-ta>ic \al-'ta-ik\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the Altai mountains
2 ; of, relating to, or constituting a language family comprising the
Turkic, Tungusic, and Mongolic subfamilies

Al-tair \al-'tT(9)r, -'ta(a)r, -te(3)r\ n [Av al-toTir, lit., the flier]

: the first magnitude star Alpha (a) Aquilae
al.tar \"61-t3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME alter, fr. OE altar, fr. L altare:
akin to L snXolere to burn up] 1 ; a usu. raised structure or place
on which sacrifices are offered or incense is burned in worship
2 ; a usu. enclosed table used in consecrating the eucharistic
elements or as a center of worship or ritual
altar hoy n : acolyte I

altar call n : an appeal by an evangelist to worshipers to come
forward to signify their decision to commit their lives to Jesus
Christ

altar of repose ojten cap A&R : repository 2
al*tar*piece \'61-t3r-,pes\ n : a work of art to decorate the space
above and behind an altar
lltar rail n : a railing in fron
from the body of the church

altar stone « : a stone slab with a compartment containing the
relics of martyrs that forms an essential part of a Roman Catholic
altar

alt«az.i.inuth \(*lal-'taz-(3->m3th\ n [ISV a/ritude + azimuth'}
: a telescope mounted so that it can swing horizontally and verti-

cally; also : any of several other instruments similarly mounted
al.ter \'6I-t3r\ vb al>ter-ing \-tt3-)rio\ [ME alteren, fr. MF
alterer, fr. ML alterare, fr. L alter other Cof two); akin to L alius

other — more at else] vt 1 : to make different without changing
into something else 2 : castrate, spay '^ vi : to become different

syn see change — al>ter*abil<i*ty \,6I-t(3-)r3-'bil-3t-e\ n — al-

ter-able \'ol-io-)r3-b3l\ adj — al.ter.ably \-ble\ adv
aUter'ant \'6I-t3-r3nt\ n : something that alters

al>ter<ation \,6t-t3-'ra-shan\ n 1 a : the act or process of altering

b : the state of being altered 2 : the result of altering ; modifica-

ial«ter«ative \'61-t3-,rat-iv, -rat-X n : a drug used empirically to
alter favorably the course of an ailment

^alterative adj ; causing alteration

al'ter-cate \'6l-t3r-,kat\ vi [L altercatus, pp. of altercari, fr. alter"}

: to dispute with zeal, heat, or anger ; wrangle
al'ter>ca.tion \,61-t3r-'ka-sh3n\ n ; a noisy or angry dispute
syn see quarrel

al-ter ego \,6I-t3-'re-C,1go also -'Teg-(,)o\ n £L, lit., second I] : a
second self; esp ; a trusted friend

al'tern Xol-'tam, al-; '6l-(,), 'al-(.)\ adj [L alternus} archaic
alt mate

al.pha.bet.iza-tion X.al-fs-.bet-a-'za-shanX n 1 : the act or process
of alphabetizing 2 : an alphabetically arranged series, list, or file

al-pha.bet-ize \'al-f3-b3-,tTz\ vt 1 : to furnish with an alphabet
2 : to arrange alphabetically — al-pha>bet*iz*er n

alpha iron n : the form of iron stable below 910°C
al-pha-mer.ic \.al-f3-'mer-ik\ adj ialphahei + numeric] : con-
sisting of both letters and numbers; specij : capable of using both
letters and numbers — al-pha>mer*i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj

al-pha-nu-mer-ic \,al-f3-nCy)ii-'mer-ik\ adj [alphabet + nu-
meric} : alphameric
alpha particle « : a positively charged nuclear particle identical
with the nucleus of a helium atom that consists of 2 protons and 2
neutrons and is ejected at high speed in certain radioactive trans-
formations
alpha privative n ; the English prefix a- expressing negation
alpha ray n l : an alpha particle moving at high speed (as in radio-

9 abut; ^ Icitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; ati out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

j joke; rj^sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this; ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yii furious; zh vision

ial'ter«nate X'ol-tsr-nat. *atA adj [L alternatus, pp. of alternare, fr.

alternus alternate, fr. alter} 1 a : occurring or succeeding by turns
ta : reciprocating 2a: arranged first on one side and then on the

other at different levels or points along an axial line b : arranged
one above or alongside the other 3 : every other : every second
4 : alternative, subshtute syn see iNTERMrrrENX — al-ter-nate-

2al.ter.nate \-,nat\ vt 1 : to perform by turns or in succession
2 : to cause to alternate ~ vi : to happen, succeed, or act by turns

3al.ter.nate \-n3t\ n l : alternative 2 : one that takes the place
of or alternates with another

alternating current n : an electric current that reverses its direction

at regularly recurring intervals

al'ter.ua.tion X.ol-tsr-'na-shan, ,al-\ n 1 a : the act or process of
alternating or causing to alternate b : alternating occurrence
: succession 2 : disjunction 2a 3 : the occurrence of different

allomorphs or allophones
alternation of generations : the occurrence of two or more forms
differently produced in the life cycle of a plant or animal usu. in-

volving the regular alternation of a sexual with an asexual genera-
tion but not infrequently consisting of alternation of a dioecious
generation with one or more parthenogenetic generations

lal-ter.na.tive \6l-'t3r-nat-iv, al-\ adj 1 : offering or expressing a
choice (^ plans) 2 : alternate — al-ter-na.tive.ly adv — al-

ter-na-tive-ness n
ialternative n l a : a proposition or situation offering a choice
between two incompatible things b : an opportunity for deciding
between two incompatible courses or propositions 2 : one of two
or more incompatible things, courses, or propositions to be chosen
syn see choice

al*ter*na<tor \'61-t3r-,nat-3r, 'al-\ n ; an electric generator for
producing alternating current

al.thaea or al-thea \al-'the-3\ n [L althaea marsh mallow, fr. Gk
althaia} 1 : rose of sharon 2 2 : a hollyhock or related plant
(genus Althaea)
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1 See ALEPH, BETH, ctc, in the vocabulary. Where two forms of a letter are given, the one at the right is the form used at the end of a word.

2 Not represented in transliteration when initial. 3 The left column shows the form of each Arabic letter that is used when it stands alone, the

second column its form when it is joined to the preceding letter, the third column its form when it is joined to both the preceding and the following

letter, and the right column its form when it is joined to the following letter only. In the names of the Arabic letters, a, i, and u respectively are

pronounced like a injather, / in machine, u in rude. 4 Hebrew and Arabic are written from right to left. The Hebrew and Arabic letters are all

primarily consonants; a few of them are also used secondarily to represent certain vowels, but full indication of vowels, when provided at all, is

by means of a system of dots or strokes adjacent to the consonantal characters. 5 Alif represents no sound in itself, but is used principally as an

indicator of the presence of a glottal stop (transliterated ' medially and finally; not represented in transliteration when initial) and as the sign

of a long a. 6 When B has two dots above it ( 5 ), it is called ta marbuta and, if it immediately precedes a vowel, is transliterated t instead of h.

7 See ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA, etc, in the vocabulary. The letter gamma is transliterated n only before velars; the letter upsilon is transliterated u

only as the final element in diphthongs. 8 See Cyrillic in the vocabulary. 9 This sign indicates that the immediately preceding consonant is not

palatalized even though immediately followed by a palatal vowel. 10 This sign indicates thai the immediately preceding consonant is palatalized

even though not immediately followed by a palatal vowel. !1 The alphabet shown here is the Devanagari. When vowels are combined with pre-

ceding consonants they are indicated by various strokes or hooks instead of by the signs here given, or. in the case of short a, not written at all.

Thus the character^ represents ka; the character ^ij, ka: the character f^, ki: the character ^pj. k'l; the character ^, ku; the character ^, ku:

the character^, A/-.- the character^, Jt?; the character^, ke: the character^, kai; the character ^TT. /co; the character ^fl, kau; and the charac-

ter^, k without any following vowel. There are also many compound characters representing combinations of two or more consonants.
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alt>hom \'alt-,h6(a)m\ n IG, fr. alt alto + horn horn] ; the alto
member of the saxhorn family used most frequently in bands where
it often replaces the French horn
al>though also al-lho \61-'tho\ conj [ME although, fr. at aU +
though'] : in spite of the fact that : even though : though

al'tim-e.ter \al-'tim-9t-3r, *al-t3-,met-3r\ n [L alius + E -meter'}

; an instrument for measuring height usu.
in the form of an aneroid barometer de-
signed to register changes in atmospheric
pressure— al.tim.e*try \aI-'tim-3-tre\ n

al-ti-pla-no \,al-ti-'plan-(.)o\ n [AmerSp,
fr. L altus + planum plain] : a high plateau
or plain : tableland

al.U.tude \'al-t3-,t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. L
altiludo height, depth, fr. altus high, deep— more at old] 1 a ; the angular elevation
of a celestial object above the horizon
I) ; tjie vertical elevation of an object above
sea level c ; the perpendicular distance
from the base of a geometric figure to the
vertex or to the side parallel to the base
2 : the height or an extremity of some quaUty reading an indicated
or degree of excellence 3a: vertical dis- altitude of 500 feet:

tance or extent b : position at a height 1 barometer scale,
c : an elevated region : eminence — usu. reading 29.92 inches
used in pi. syn see height — al>ti-tU- of mercury, 2 setting

di.nal \,al-t9-'t{y)Ud-=n-3l\ adj knob
alUtUde sickness n : the effects {as nosebleed
or nausea) of oxygen deficiency in the blood and tissues developed
in rarefied air at high altitudes

al-to \'al-(,no\« [It, lit., high, fr. La/r«5] 1 a (1) : countertenor
(2) : contralto b : the second highest of the four voice parts
of the mixed chorus 2 ; the second highest member of a family
of musical instruments; specif : althorn

al.to.CU.mu.lUS \,al-(,)to-'kyu-my3-l3s\ n [NL, fr. L altus + NL
•c- + cumulus'! I a fleecy cloud formation consisting of large
whitish globular cloudlets with shaded portions

lal-tO-getll-er \,61-t3-'geni-3r\ adv [ME altogedere, fr. al all +
togedere together] 1 : wholly, thoroughly 2 : on the whole

2altogether n : nude — used with the

al-to-re-lie.vo or al-to-ii.lie.vo \.al-(,)to-ri-'le-(,)vo, ^I-(.)t6-
rel-'ya-(,)vo\ n, pi alto-relievos or al.to-n*lie.vi \,aI-(,)to-
rel-'ya-(,)ve\ [It alto rilievo'\ 1 : high relief 2 ; a sculpture
executed in high relief

aMo.sUa.tUS \,al-(,)to-'strat-3S, -'strat-\ n [NL, fr. L altus +
>JL -o- + stratus} : a cloud formation similar to cirrostratus but
darker and at a lower level

al*tn>CiaI \al-'trish-3l\ adj [L allric-, altrix fem. of altor one who
nourishes, fr. altus pp. of alere to nourish — more at old] ; having
the young hatched in a very immature and helpless condidon so as
to require care for some time — compare precocial

al>tru<ism \'al-tru-,i2-3m\ n [F altruisme, fr. autrui other peo'ple,

fr. OF, oblique case form of autre other, fr. L alter] : regard for
or devotion to the interests of others — al*tru-lst \-tru-3st\ n— aMru.iS'tic \.al-tru-'is-tik\ adj — al-tru-is-ti-cal.ly \-ti-

kC3-jIe\ adv
al.u.la \'al-ya-la\ n, pi aUu-lae \-,Ie, -,li\ [NL, fr. L, dim. of ala
wing — more at aisle] : bastard wing — al^uUar \-l3r\ adj

al>UlU \'al-3m\ n [ME, fr. MF alum, alun, fr. L alumen — more at
ale] 1 : a potassium aluminum sulfate KAU'SOaij.lZHzO or an
ammonium aluminum sulfate T<H4A1(S04)2.12H20 used esp. as
an emetic and as an astringent and styptic 2 : any of various
double salts isomorphous with potash alum 3 : aluminum sulfate
Al2(S04)3

alu-mi-na Xo-'lU-ras-nsX n [NL, fr. L alumin-, alumen alum]
; aluminum oxide AI2O3 occurring native as corundum and in
hydrated forms (as in bauxite)

alu>itii>uate \-n3t\ « : a compound of alumina with a metallic
oxide

alU^mi-nif-er-OUS \3-,lii-m3-'nif-C3-)r3s\ adj : containing alum or
aluminum
al-u-mln-i-um \.al-ya-'i

; ALUMINUM
alu-mi-nize \3-'lU-ma-.nT2\ vt i to treat or coat with aim
aln-mi.no.sil-i.cate Xa-.lU-ma-no-'sil-s-.kat, -'sil-i-k3t\ n [L alu-
min-, alumen + -o- + ISV silicate} : a combined siUcate and
aiuminate
alu>mi>nous \s-'lu-ra3-n3s\ adj : of, relating to, or containing
alum or aluminum
alu.mi-num \3-*liJ-m3-nam\ n, ojten attrib [NL, fr. alumina}

; a bluish silver-white malleable ductile light trivalent meudlic
element with good electrical and thermal conductivity, high re-
flectivity, and resistance to oxidation that is the most abundant
metal in the earth's crust occurring always in combination — see
ELEMENT table

aluminum sulfate n : a colorless salt Al2(S04)3 usu. made by
treating bauxiie with sulfuric acid and used in making paper, water
purification, and tanning
alum<2ia Xa-'lam-naX n, p/alum>uae \-(,)ne\ [L, fem. of alumnus}

I a girl or woman who has attended or has graduated from a
particular school, college, or university
alum.nus Va-'bm-nssX /i, pi alum-ni \-,nT\ [L, foster son, pupil,
fr. alere to nourish — more at old] : one that has attended or
graduated from a particular school, college, or university

al»lim*root \'al-3m-,rijt, -,rut\ n 1 : any of several No. American
herbs (genus Heuchera) of the saxifrage family; esp t one {H.
americana) with an astringent root 2 ; a geranium {Geranium
maculatum)
Alun>dum \3-'lsn-d3m\ trademark — used for a material that re-

sembles corundum in hardness and that is made by fusing alumina
in an electric furnace

al'U-nite \'al-(y)3-,nTt\ n [F, fr. alun alum] : a mineral KCAlOh-
(804)2.3H2O consisting of a hydrous potassium aluminum sulfate
and occurring massive or in rhombohedral crystals (hardness
3.5-4)

al<>ve>o>Iar \al-'ve-3-l3r\ adj 1 : of, relating to, resembling, or
having alveoli 2 : of, relating to, or constituting the part of the
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n-e-3m\ n [NL, fr. alumina} chiejly Brit

Jaws where the teeth arise, the air cells of the lungs, or glands with
secretory cells about a central space 3 : articulated with the tip
of the tongue touching or near the teethridge — al>ve-o-lar>ly adv

al*ve>q-Iate \-l3t\ adj : pitted like a honeycomb — al>ve-o<la-tion
\al-,ve-3-'la sh3n, ,al-(,)ve-\ n

al.ve.o.lUS \al- ve-3-l3s\ n. pi al.ve-O.Ii \-,lT, -(,)le\ [NL, fr. L,
dim. of alveus cavity, hollow, fr. alvus belly; akin to ON hvann/o/i
stalk of angelica, Gk aulas, a reed instrument] 1 : a small cavity
or pit: as a : a socket for a tooth b : an air cell of the limgs

: an acinus of a compound gland d ; a cell or compartment of a
honeycomb 2 : teethridge
al-way \'61-(,)wa\ adv [ME] archaic : always
al-ways \'61-wez, -wsz, -(,)waz\ adv [ME alway, alwayes, fr. OE
ealne weg, ht., all the way, fr. ealne (ace. of eall all) + weg (ace.)

way — more at way] 1 ; at all times ; invarubly 2 : forever,
perpetually 3 : without exception
Al>yce clover \,al-3s-\ « [prob. by folk etymology fr. NL Alysi-
carpus, genus name, fr. Gk halysis chain + karpos fruit — more at
harvest] : a low spreading annual Old World legume (Alysicarpus
vaginalis) used in southern U.S. as a cover crop and for hay and
pasturage
alys-sum \3-'hs-3m\ n [NL, fr. Gk aJysson, plant believed to cure
rabies, fr. neut. of alyssos curing rabies, fr. a- + lyssa rabies]
1 ; any of a genus (Alyssum) of Old World herbs of the mustard
family with small yellow racemose flowers 2 : sweet alyssum
am [ME, fr. OE eom; akin to ON em am, L sum, Gk eimi, OE is is]

pres 1st sing oj be
amah \'am-3, *am-(,)a\ n [Pg ama wet nurse, fr. ML amma"}

: a female servant typically Chinese; esp : nurse
amain \3-'man\ adv 1 ; with all one's might 2 a : at full speed
b : in great haste 3 : greatly, exceedingly
Ama-le-bite \'am-3-.Iek-,rt, 3-'mal-a-.kTt\ « [Heb 'AmaleqJ, pi.

fr. *Amaleq Amalek, grandson of Esau] : a member of an ancient
nomadic people Uving south of Canaan
amal.gam \9-'mal-g3m\ n [ME amalgame, fr. MF. fr. ML amal-
gama} 1 : an alloy of mercury with another metal that is solid or
liquid at room temperature according to the proportion of mercury
present and used esp. in making tooth cements 2 : a mixture of
different elements
amal<ga>mate \3-'mal-g3-,mat\ vb ; to unite hi or as if in an
amalgam; esp i to merge into a single body syn see mix

aDial-ga>ma>tion \3-,mal-g3-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act or process
of amalgamating : UNrriNG b : the state of being amalgamated
2 : the result of amalgamating : amalgam 3 : merger (-^ of two
corporations) — amal>ga'ma'tive\-'mal-g3-,mat-iv\ ad/— amai-
ga>ma>tor \-.mat-3r\ n

am.a.ni.ta \,am-3-'nTt-3, -'nct-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk
amanitai, pi., a kind of fungus] : any of various mostly poisonous
white-spored fungi (genus Amanita) with the volva separate from
the cap

aman.u.en-sis \3-,man-y3-'wen(t)-s3s\ n, pi aman-u-en-ses
\-\ven{t)-(,)se2\ [L, fr. {servus) a manu slave with secretarial

duties] : one employed 10 write from dictation or to copy manu-
script : secretary
am.a.ranth \'am-3-,ran(t)th\ n [L amarantus, a flower, fr. Gk
atnaranton, fr. neut. of amarantos unfading, fr. a- + marainein to
waste away — more at smart] 1 : an imaginary flower that never
fades 2 : any of a large genus (Amaranthus of the family Ama-
ranthaceae, the amaranth family) of coarse herbs including pig-
weeds and various form.s cultivated for their showy flowers
3 : a dark reddish purple
am-a.ran.thine \,am-3-'ran(t)-th3n, -'ran-.thmV adj 1 a : of
or relating to amaranth b ; undving 2 : of the color amaranth

am>a>relle \,am-3-'rel\ n [G, fr. ML amarellum, fr. L amarus
bitter; akin to OE ampre sorrel, Gk omos raw] ; any of several

cultivated cherries derived from the sour cherry (Prunus cerasus)

and disdnguished from the moreilos by their colorless juice

am.a-ryl'Iis \,am-3-'ril-as\ n [NL, genus name, prob. fr. L, name
of a shepherdess in Virgil's Eclogues} : any of a genus (Amaryllis

of the family Amaryllidaceae, the amarylUs family) of bulbous
African herbs with showy umbellate flowers; also ; a plant of
any of several genera (as Hippeastrum or Sprebelia)

amass \3-'mas\ vt [MF amasser, fr. OF, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + masser
to gather into a mass, fr masse mass] vt 1 : to collect for oneself

; accumulate 2 : to collect into a mass ; gather — amass>er n
— amass<ment Vm3nt\ n
am.a.teur \'am-3-,t3r. -st-sr, -3-,t(y1u(3)r, -3-,chu(3)r, -3-ch3r\ n
[F, fr. L amator lover, fr. amatus, pp. of amare to love] 1 : de-
votee, admirer 2 : one who engages in a pursuit, study, science,

or sport as a pastime rather than as a profession 3 : one lacking
in experience and competence in an art or science — amateur adj
— am.a.teur.isli \,am-3-'t3r-ish, -*i(y)u(3)r-\ adj— anva-teur-
ish'ly adv — am-a'teur-ish-ness n — am*a>teur'ism \'am-3-
.tsr-.iz-am, -st-s-.riz-, -3-,t(y)ut3jr-,iz-, -,chii(3jr-.iz-, -ch3-,riz-\ n
syn dilettante, dabbler, tyro: amateur and dilettante both

imply a taste or lilting for something rather than an expert knowl-
edge of it; amateur often applies to one practicing an art without
mastery of its essentials but in sports it suggests not so clearly

lack of skill but avoidance of direct remuneration; dilettante
often implies elegant trifling in the arts but may still apply simply
to the lover of an art rather than its skilled practitioner; dabbler
suggests desultory habits of work and lack of persistence; tyro
implies inexperience often combined with audacity with resulting
crudeness or blundering
Ama*ti \a-'mat-e, 3-\ n x a violin made by a member of the Amati
family of Cremona

am.a-tive \'am-3t-iv\ adj [ML amaiivus, fr. L amatus} : disposed
or disposing to love ; amorous — am.a-tlve>ly adv — am-a-tive-
ness n

am>a>tol \'am-3-,t61, -,tal\ n [ISV ammonium + connective -a-

+ trinitroro/uene] : an explosive consisting of ammonium nitrate
and trinitrotoluene

am*a*to>ry \'am-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : of, relating to, or expressing
sexual love

am>au>ro>slS \,am-(,)6-'ro-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk amaurosis, lit.,

dimming, fr. amauroun to dim, fr. amauros dim] ; decay of sight
occurring without perceptible external change — am>au>rot*ic
\-'rat-ik\ adj

{
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. fr. OE amasian, fr. a- (perfective
to confuse — more at abide] 1 06^

< fill with wonder : astound syn see
ainaz*ing adj — amaz-ing-ly \-'ma-

lamaze \3-'maz\ vt [ME .

prefix) + (assumed) mas\
: BEWILDER, PERPLEX 2 :

SURPRISE — amazed adj
zio-le\ adv
2amaze n : amazement
amaze>ment \3-'maz-m3nt\ n 1 obs '. BEWILDERMENT, consterna-
tion 2 : the quality or staie of being amazed
am>a*zon \'am-3-,zan, -3-z3n\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk Amazon'^
1 cap ; a member of a race of female warriors repeatedly warring
with the ancient Greeks of mythology 2 ; a tall strong masculine
woman : virago

Am>a>zo*uian \.am-9-'zo-ne-3n, -nyan\ adj la: relating to, re-

sembhng, or befitting an Amazon Xi oj a woman, not cap ; mascu-
line. WARLIKE 2 : of or relating to the Amazon river or its valley

am>a>zon.ite \'am-a-z3-,nTt\ or am>a*zon-stonG \-z3n-,st5n\ n
[Amazon river] ; an apple-green or verdigris-green microcline

am-hage \'am-bij\ n [back-formation fr. ME ambages, fr. MF or
L; MF, fr- L, fr ambi- + agere to drive — more at agent] 1 archaic
; ambiguity, circumlocution — usu. used in pi. 2 pj. archaic
: indirect ways or proceedings — am>ba-gious \am-'ba-jas\ adj

am>bas*sa>dor Xam-'bas-ad-ar, am-. im-\ n [ME ambassadour, fr.

MF ambassadeur, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG ambahi service]

1 : an official envoy; esp i a diplomatic agent of the highest
rank accredited to a foreign sovereign or government as the resident
representative of his own sovereign or government or appointed
for a special and often temporary diplomatic assignment 2 a ; an
authorized representative or messenger b : an unofficial rep-
resentative — am.bas-sa-do.ri.al \(,)am-,bas-3-'dor-e-3l, am-,
im-, -'dor-V adj ~ ain>bas*sa*dor*sliip Xam-'bas-sd-ar-.ship,

am>l)as*sa>dress \am-'bas-a-dr3s, am-, im-\ n 1 ; a female am-
bassador 2 : the wife of an ambassador
lam-ber \*am-bar\ n [ME ambre, fr. MF, fr. ML ambra, fr. Ar
'anhar ambergris] 1 : a hard yellowish to brownish translucent
fossil resin that takes a fine polish and is used chiefly in making
ornamental objects (as beads) 2 ; a variable color averaging a
dark orange yellow
2amber adj 1 : consisting of amber 2 : resembling amber; esp

; having the color amber
ani«ber*gris \-,gris, -,gres\ n [ME ambregris, fr. MF ambre gris,

fr ambre + gris gray — more at grizzle] : a waxy substance
found floating in or on the shores of tropical waters, believed to
originate in the intestines of the sperm whale, and used in per-
fumery as a fixative

ambi- prejjx [L ambi-, amb- both, around; akin to L ambo both,
Gk ampho both, amphi around — more at by] ; both <fl/«6ivalent>

am<bi*dex*trous \.am-bi-'dek-stras\ adj [LL ambidexter, fr. L
ambi- + dexter'^ 1 ; using both hands with equal ease 2 : un-
usually skillful : versatile 3 : characterized by duplicity ; dou-
ble-dealing — am'bi>dex>trou3>ly adv

am>bi>ence or am.bi.ance \a"-bya"s, 'am-be-an(t)s\ n : a sur-
rounding or pervading atmosphere : environme?vt

am>bi*ent \'am-be-3nt\ adj [L ambient-, ambiens, prp. of ambire
to go around, fr ambi- + ire to go — more at ISSUE] ; surrounding
on all sides ; encompassing

am»bi-gU'ity \,am-b3-'gyu-3t-e\ n : the quaUty or state of being
ambiguous in meaning, also : an ambiguous word or expression

am>big*U-0U3 \am-'big-ya-was\ adj [L ambiguus, fr. ambigere to
wander about, fr ambi- -H agere to drive — more at agent]
1 : doubtful or uncertain esp. from obscurity or indistinctness;
also : inexplicable 2 : capable of being understood in two or
more possible senses : equivocal syn see obscure — am>big>u-
ouS'ly adv — am<big>u*ous*ness n

ani'bit \'am-b3t\ n [ME, fr. L ambitus, fr. ambitus, pp. of ambirel
1 : circuit, compass 2 ; precincts, bounds
lam-bi.tion \am-'bish-an\ n [ME. fr MF or L; MF. fr. L ambition-
ambitio. lit., gomg around, fr ambitus, pp] 1 a ; an ardent desire
for rank, fame, or power b : desire to achieve a particular end
: aspiration 2 : the objet t of ambition
syn ambition, aspiration, pretension mean strong desire for

advancement, ambition applies lo the desire for personal advance-
ment or preferment and may suggest equally a praiseworthy or an
inordinate desire; aspiration implies a striving after something
higher than oneself or one's present status which may be ennobling
or uplifting or may be unwarranted and presumptuous; pretension
suggests ardent desire for recognition of accomplishment without
actual possession of the necessary ability

^ambition vt ; to have as one's ambition : desire
am*bi*tlous \am-'bish-as\ adj la; having or controlled by
ambition b : having a desire to achieve a particular goal : as-
piring 2 : resulting from, characterized by, or showing ambition— am-bi'tious-ly adv

am.biv.a.lence \am-'biv-a-l9n(t)s\ n [ISV] : simultaneous at-
traction toward and repulsion from an object, person, or action~ ain*biv<a<lent \-l3iit\ adj — am-biv<a-lent-ly adv

am*bi.yer-Sion \,am-bi-'v3r-zhan, -sh3n\ n [ambi- -\- -version
(as in introversion) ] : the personality configuration of an ambivert— am-bi-ver-sive \-'var-siv, -ziv\ adj

am.bi.vert \'am-bi-,vart\ n [ambi- + -vert (as in introverO'i : a
person having characteristics of both extrovert and introvert
lam>ble \'am-bal\ vi ara<bliiig \-b(a-)lio\ [ME amblen, fr. MF
ambler, fr. L atnbulare to walk] ; to go at or as if at an amble
: saunter

2anible n 1 a : an easy 4-beat equine gait with lateral motion
b : 'RACK b 2 : an easy gait 3 : a leisurely walk — ani*bler
\-bfa-lIar\ n

am.blyg.O.nite \am-'blig-3-,nTt\ n [G amblygonit, fr. Gk am-
blygonios obtuse-angled, fr. amblys blunt + gonia angle; akin to
L molere to grind — more at meal, -gon] : a mineral (Li Na)
A1P04(F,0H) consisting of basic lithium aluminum phosphate
commonly containing sodium and fluorine and occurring in white
cleavable masses

am.bly.O'Pia \,am-ble-'o-pe-a\ n [NL, fr. Gk amblyopia, fr.

amblys + -opia -opia] : dimness of sight without apparent change
in the eye structures associatedesp. with toxic effects or dietary
deficiencies — am-bly-o-pic \-'o-pik, -'ap-ik\ adj

am.bo.cep.tor \'am-bo-,sep-tar\ n [ISV ambi- -(- rece;7/or] ; the
lytic antibody used in complement-fixation tests

am-boy-na or am-boi-na \am-'b6i-na\ n [Amboina, Moluccas.

Indonesia] ; a mottled curly-grained wood of a leguminous tree
{Pterocarpus indicus) of southeastern Asia

am-bro-sia \am-'bro-zh(e-)a\ n [L. fr. Gk, lit., immortality, fr.

ambroios immortal, fr. a- + -mbrotos (akin to brotos mortal) —
more at murder] 1 a : the food of the Greek and Roman gods
b : the ointment or perfume of the gods 2 ; something extremely
pleasing to taste or smell — am>bro-siaI \-zh(e-)al\ adj — am-
bro-sial-ly \-zh(e-)a-le\ adv
Am-bro.sian \-zh(e-)an\ adj : of, relating to, or ascribed to St.

Ambrose
am-bro-type \'am-br3-,tTp\ n [Gk ambrotos + E typ€'\ : a photo-
graph made on glass by backing a thin negative with a black surface
am.bry \'am-bre; 'am-re, 'om-X n [ME armarie, fr. OF, fr. L
armarium, fr. arma weapons — more at arm] dial chlejly Brit
: Pantry; also : a cupboard or chest esp. for food

ambs-ace \'am-,zas\ n [ME ambes as, fr. OF, fr. ambes both -I- as
aces] archaic : the lowest throw at dice; also : something worthless
or unlucky

am>bu*la-cral \,ara-bya-'lak-ral, -'lak-V adj : of or relating to an
ambulacrum
am.bu.la.cnun \-ram\ n, pi am.bu.la-cra \-ra\ [NL. fr. L,
alley, fr ambulare to walk] : one of the radial areas of echinoderms
along which run the principal nerves, blood vessels, and water
tubes

am.bU'Iance \'am-by3-l3n(t)s\ n [F, field hospital, fr. ambulant
itinerant, fr, L ambulant-, ambulans, prp. of ambulare'] ; a vehicle
equipped for transporting wounded, injured, or sick persons or
animals
ambulance chaser n : a lawyer or lawyer's agent who Incites
accident victims to bring suit for damages
am>bu*lant \'am-bya-lant\ adj : moving about : ambulatory
am«bu<late \-^at\ vi (L ambulatus. pp. of ambulare"] : to move from
place to place : walk — am>bu*la*tlon \.am-bya-'la-sh3n\ n
lam.bu-la.lo.ry X'am-bya-la-.tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj 1 : of, reladng to,

or adapted to walking; also ; occurring while walking 2 : moving
from place to place : itinerant 3 ; alterable 4 : able to walk
about and not bedridden
^ambulatory n : a sheltered place to walk in (as in a cloister or
church)
am-bUS-cade \'am-b3-,skad\ n [MF embuscade, modif. of Olt
imboscata, fr. imboscare to place in ambush, fr. in (fr. L) + bosco
forest, perh. of Gmc origin; akin to OHG busc forest — more at
in, bush ] : ambush — ambuscade vb — am*bus*cad<er n
lam*bush \'am-,bush\ vb [ME embushen, fr. OF embuschier, ft-

en in (fr. L in) + busche stick of firewood] vt 1 : to station in
ambush 2 : to attack from an ambush ; waylay -^ vi : to lie in
wait ; LURK — am*bush>ment \-m3nt\ n
^ambush n : a trap in which concealed persons lie in wait to attack
by surprise; also ; the persons lyiftg in wait or their concealed
position
ameba« ameban, amebic^ ameboid var oJ amoeba, amoeban,
AMOEBIC, AMOEBOID

am-e*bi-a*sis \,am-l-'bT-a-sas\ n : infection with or disease caused
by amoebdS
amebic dysentery n ; acute intestinal amebiasis of man caused
by an amoeba iEndamoeba histolytica) and marked by dysentery,
griping pain, and eiosion of the intestinal wall

amebocyte var oj amoebocyte
ame dam*nee \am-da-na\ n, pi ames damn^es \am-da-naCz)\
[F lit., damned soul] : a willing tool of another person

ameer var of emir
ame*llo-rate \a-'mel-ya-,rat. -'me-le-a-\ vb [alter, of meliorate]
vt : to make better or moje tolerable '— vi ; to grow better syn see
improve — ame-lio-ra-tion \-.mel-ya-^'ra-shan, -,me-le-3-\ n
— ame>lio_»ra'tive \-'mel-v3-,rat-iv. -'me-le-aA s^j — ame'Iio-
Ta»tor \-,rat-ar\ n ~ ame'lio-ra>to-ry \-ra-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ udj
amen \('|a-Vnen, (')a-\ interj [ME, fr. OE. fr. LL. fr. Gk amen,
fr. Heb amen] — used to express solemn ratification or hearty ap-
proval
ame>na'bil-i*ty \a-,me-na-'bil-at-e, -,men-a-\ n : the quality or
state of being amenable : tractablenlss

ame<na>ble Va-'me-na-bal, -'men-3-\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) AF,
fr. MF amener to lead up, fr. OF. fr. a- (fr. L ad-) -h mener to
lead, fr. L minare lo drive, fr. minari to threaten — more at mount]
1 ; liable to be brought to account ; answerable 2 a : capable
of submission to judgment or test b : readily brought to yield or
submit : TRACTABLE syu see obedient, responsible — ame*na>bly
\-ble\ adv
amen corner \.a-,men-\ n : a conspicuous comer in a church
occupied by fervent worshipers
amend \a-'mend\ vb [ME amenden, fr. OF amender, modif. of L
emendare, fr. e, ex out + menda fault; akin to L mendax lying,
mendicus beggar. Skt minda physical defect] vt 1 : to put right;

specij : to miike emendations in 2a; to change or modify for the
better : improve b : to alter esp. in phraseology; specij : to alter

formally by modification, deletion, or addition -^ vi : to reform
one.^elf syn see correct — amend>able \-'men-da-bal\ adj
— amend-er n

amen.da'to*ry \^'men-da-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj [amend + -atory (as

in emendaiory)] % CORRECTIVE
amend>ment \a-'men(d)-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of amending esp. for
the better : correction 2 : a substance that aids plant growth
indirectiv by improving the condition of the soil 3 a ; the process
of amending by parliamentary or consdiutional procedure b ; an
alteration proposed or effected by this process
amends \a-*men(.di2\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME amendes, fr.

OF, pi of amende reparation, fr. amender] : compensation for a
loss or injury ; recompense

ame>ni>ty \a-'men-at-e, -'me-not-X n [ME amenite, fr. L amoenitat-,
amoenitas, fr. amoenus pleasant] 1 a t the quality of being pleasant
or agreeable b (1) : the attractiveness and value of real estate

or of a purely residential structure (2) ; a feature conducive to
such attractiveness and value 2 ; something that conduces to
material comfort or convenience 3 usu pi a 1 manner expressive
of or conducive to pleasanmess or smoothness of social inter-

course b ; an act or form conventionally observed esp, in social
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pression of the menstrual discharge — amen*or*rbe*ic \-'r
adj _ament X'ara-snt, 'a-rasntX n [NL amentum^ fr.

L, thong, strap] : an indeterminate spicate
inflorescence bearing scaly bracts and apetalous
unisexual flowers (as in the willow) — amen-
ta-ceous X.am-an-'ta-shss, .a-manA adj— amen>tif<er<ous \-'tif-(3-)r3s\ adj

amen.tia \(')a-'men-ch(e-)3\ n [NL. fr. L,
madness, fr. ament-, amens mad, fr. a- (fr,

ab') + ment-, mens mind — more at mind]
; mental deficiency; specif : a condition of
lack of development of intellectual capacity aments* a a a
amerce \3-'m3rs\ vt [ME amercien fr. AF staminate, 'b pi'stil*
amercier, fr. OF a merct at (one s) mercy] late
: to punish by a fine the amount of which is

fixed by the court; broadly : punish — amerce-ment X-'mar-
smant\ n — amer>cia>hle X-'mar-se-s-bal, -'mar-sha-bslX adj
lAmer-i>can \a-'mer-3-k3n\ n 1 ; an Indian of No. America or
So. America 2 : a native or inhabitant of No. America or So.
America 3 : a citizen of the U.S.
^American adj 1 : of or relating to America 2 ; of or relating to
part of the U.S. or its possessions or original territory 3 : of or
relating to the division of mankind that comprises the Indians of
No. America and So. America

Ainer>i*ca>na \3-,mer-3-'kan-9, -'kan-, -'ka-nsX n pi : materials
concerning or characteristic of America, its civilization, or its

culture; also ; a collection of such materials
American chameleon n i a lizard {Anolis carolinensis) of the
southeastern U.S.
American cheese n l : cheddar cheese made in America 2 : a
process cheese made from American cheddar cheese
American English n : the native language of most inhabitants of
the U.S. — used esp. with the implication that it is clearly distin-
guishable from British English yet not so divergent as to be a sepa-
rate language
American Indian n : a member of any except usu. the Eskimos of
the aboriginal peoples of the western hemisphere constituting one
of the divisions of the Mongoloid stock

Amer<i*can<ism \3-'mer-3-k3-,niz-am\ n 1 : a characteristic feature
of American English esp. as contrasted with British English
2 : attachment or allegiance to the traditions, interests, or ideals of
the U.S. 3 a : a custom or trait peculiar to America b : the
political principles and practices essential to American national
culture

Amer>i>can-iSt X-ks-nsstX n ; a speciaUst in the languages or cul-
tures of the aboriginal inhabitants of America
American ivy n : Virginia creeper
Amer.i-can.iza.tioa Xa-.mer-s-ks-na-'za-shanX n 1 : the act or
process of americanizing 2 ; instruction of foreigners (as im-
migrants) in English and in U.S. history, government, and culture

amer>i*can*ize Xs-'mer-a-ka-.nTzX vt, ojten cap ; to cause to acquire
or conform to American characteristics -^ vi, ojten cap l to ac-
quire or conform to American traits

American plan n : a hotel rate whereby guests are charged a fixed
sum for room and meals combined
American sable n : a pine marten (Martes americana) or its fur

American saddle horse n : a 3-gaited or 5-gaited saddle horse of a
breed developed chiefly in Kentucky from Thoroughbreds and
native stock
American Standard Version n : an American revision of the
Authorized Version of the Bible published in 1901 — called also
American Revised Version
American trotter n : a Standardbred horse
am.er.i«Ci-um X,am-3-'ris(h)-e-3mX n : a radioactive metalHc
element produced by bombardment of uranium with high-energy
helium nuclei — see element table

Am.er-ind X'am-a-.rindX n lAmerican /nrfian] ; a_n American
Indian or Eskimo — Am>er*in>di-an X.am-a-'rin-de-anX adj —
Am-er<in>dic X-dikX adj

amet.a.bol.ic X,a-,met-3-'bal-ikX or ame.tab-o.Ions X-ms-'tab-a-
19SX adj [a- + Gk metabole change — more at metabolism] : lack-
ing metamorphosis — ame<tah-o-li5m X-ma-'tab-9-,liz-3m\ n

am-e.thyst X'am-s-thast, -(JthistX n [ME amatiste, fr. OF& L; OF,
fr. L amethystus, fr. Gk aniethystos, ht., remedy against drunken-
ness, fr. a- + methyein to be drunk, fr. methy wine — more at
mead] 1 a ; a clear purple or bluish violet variety of crystallized
quartz much used as a jeweler's stone b ; a deep purple variety of
corundum 2 : a variable color averaging a moderate purple— am-e*th7s*tine X.am-s-'this-tanX adj

am-e.tro.pia X.am-a-'tro-pe-aX n [NL, fr. Gk ametros without meas-
ure (fr. a- + metron measure) + NL -opia — more at measure]
: abnormal refractive condition of the eye in which images fail to
focus upon the retina — am>e-tro-plc X-'tro-pik, -'trap-ikX adj
Am-har-iC Xam-'har-ikX n : the Semitic language that is tlie official
language of Ethiopia — Amharic adj

ami-a-bil>i*ty X.a-me-s-'bil-at-eX n : the quality of being amiable
ami.a.ble X'a-me-s-balX adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL amicabilis friendly,
fr. L amicus friend; akin to L amare to love] 1 archaic ; pleasing,
admirable 2 a obs : amorous b : generally agreeable c : having
a friendly, sociable, and congenial disposition — ami>a-ble*ness n— ami-a-bly X-bleX adv
syn good-natured, obliging, complaisant: amiable implies

having qualities that make one liked and easy to deal with or live

with; good-natured implies a cheerful desire to please or to be
helpful and sometimes a willingness to be imposed upon; obliging
stresses a friendly readiness to be helpful; complaisant implies a
courteous or amiable desire to please and sometimes suggests a weak
lack of resistance

am.i.an-thus X,am-e-'an(t)-th3sX or am-Lan-tus X-'ant-ssX n [L
amiantus, fr. Gk amicmtos, fr. amiantos unpolluted, fr. a- +
miainein to pollute] ; fine silky asbestos

am-i>ca*bil*i*ty Xiam-i-ks-'bil-st-eX « : the quality of being amica-
ble

am<i-ca>ble X'am-l-ka-balX adj [ME, fr. LL amicabilisl : charac-
terized by friendship and goodwill ; peaceable — am>i>ca*ble-
ness n — am-i-ca.bly \-bleX adv

9 abut; f kitten; _ er further; a back; a bake; U. cot, cart; ait out;
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syn neighborly, friendly: amicable implies that the parties con-
cerned are not disposed to quarrel and are at peace with each other;
neighborly imphes a disposition to live on good terms with those
nearby and to be helpful on principle; friendly positively implies
cordiality and often warmth or intimacy of personal relations
am.ice X'am-ssX n [ME amis, prob. fr. MF, pi. of omit, fr. ML
amictus, fr. L, cloak, fr. amicius, pp. of amicire to wrap around, fr.

am-, amb- around + jacere to throw — more at ambi-, jet] ; a
liturgical vestment made of an oblong piece of cloth usu. of white
linen and worn about the neck and shoulders and partly under the
alb

ami.cro.nu-cle.ate X.a-.mT-kro-'n(y)ii-kle-3tX adj : lacking a
micronucleus
ami.cus cu-ri-ae X9-.me-ka-'sk(y)ur-e-,TX n, pi ami.ci curiae
X-,me-(,)ke-'k(y)ur-X [NL, ht., friend of the court] : a bystander
that suggests or states some matter of law for the assistance of a
court
amid Xa-'midX or amidst X-'midst, -'mitstX prep iamid fr. ME
amidde, fr. OE onmiddan, fr. on -H middan, dat. of midde mid;
amidst fr. ME amiddes, fr. amidde + -es -s] 1 ; in or into the middle
of ; among 2 : during
amid- or amldo- comb form [ISV, fr. amide'] 1 : containing the
group NHa characteristic of amides united to a radical of acid
character <amidosulfuric> 2 : amin- <amidophenol>
am-ide X'am-.rd, -sdX n [ISV, fr. NL ammonia] : a compound
resulting from replacement of an atom of hydrogen in ammonia by
an element or radical or of one or more atoms of hydrogen in
ammonia by univalent acid radicals — compare imide — anild*lc
Xa-'mid-ik, a-X adj

ami'do X9-'nied-(,}o, 'am-a-.doX adj [amid-] 1 : relating to or con-
taining the group N Hj or a substituted group NH R or N Rz united
to a radical of acid character — compare amino 2 ; amino

am-i.dol X'am-a-.dol, -.dolX n [G, fr. Amidol, a trademark] : a
colorless crystalline salt C6H3(NH2)20H.2HC1 used chiefly as a
photographic developer

amld-Ships Xs-'mid-.shipsX adv ; in or toward the part of a ship
midway between the bow and the stern
ami.go Xa-'me-(,)go, a-X n [Sp, fr. L amicus — more at amiable]

: friend
amin- or amino- comb form [ISV, fr. amine] : containing the group
NH2 united to a radical other than an acid radical (amittobenzoic
acid)
amine Xa-'men, 'am-snX n [ISV, fr. NL ammonia] : any of various
compounds derived from ammonia by replacement of hydrogen by
one or more univalent hydrocarbon radicals— ami>nic Xs-'me-nik,
a-, -'min-ikX adj
ami*no Xa-'mF (,)no, 'am-a-.noX adj lamin-] : relating to or con-
taining the gioup NHz or a substituted group NHR or NR2 united
to a radical other than an acid radical — compare amido
amino acid n ; an amphoteric organic acid containing the amino
group NHz; esp ; any of the alpha-amino acids that are the chief
components of proteins

ami>no>beu*zo>ic acid X3-ime-(,)no-f.)ben-,zo-ik-, .am-3-(,)n6-X n
[ISV] ; any of three crystalline derivatives C7H7NO2 of benzoic
acid of which the yellowish para-substituted acid is a growth factor
of the vitamin B complex and of folic acids
amino nitrogen n ; nitrogen occurring as a constituent of the amino
group

ami-no.py.rine X3-.me-no-'pTf9)r-.en. .am-3-no-X " [ISV, fr. amin-
4- ^ntipyrine] i a white crystalline powder C13H17N3O used to re-
lieve fever and pain
amir var oj emir
Amish \'am-ish, 'ara-X adj ; of or relating to a strict sect of Men-
nonite followers of Amman that settled in America — Amish n— Amish-man X-msnX n
lamiss Xa-'misX adv la: wrongly, faultily b : astray 2 : im-
properly
2amiss adj 1 : wrong 2 : faulty, imperfect 3 : improper —
usu. used predicatively

ami>t0>sis X.a-(,)mT-'to-sasX " [NL] : cell division in which sim-
ple' cleavage of the nucleus is followed by the division of the cyto-
plasm — ami>tot*iG X-'tat-ikX adj — ami-tot*i-caMy X-i-k(a-)leX

am.i.ty X'am-st-eX n [ME amite, fr. MF amite, fr. ML amicitas, fr.

L amicus friend — more at amlable] : friendship; esp ; friendly
relations between nations
am-me>ter X'am-.et-arX n [anvpexQ + -meter] : an instrument for
measuring electric current in amperes
am*mine \'am-,en, -an; s-'men, a-X « 1 ; a molecule of ammonia as
it exists in a coordination complex <hex-a/«mJKe-cobalt chloride
(Co(NH3)6]Cl3) 2 : an ammino compound
am-mi.no X'am-a-,no; 3-'me-(,)n6, a-X adj [ISV ammino-, fr.

ammine] : of, relating to, or being an ammine
am*mo X'am-(.)oX n [by shortening & alter ] : ammunition
am<mO>nia Xa-'mo-nysX n [NL, fr L sal ammoniacus sal ammoniac,
lit., salt of Ammon, fr. Gk ammoniakos of Ammon, fr. Amman
Ammon, Amen, an Egyptian god near one of whose temples it was
prepared] 1 ; a pungent colorless gaseous alkaline compound of
nitrogen and hydrogen NH3 that is very soluble in water and can
easily be condensed by cold and pressure to a liquid 2 : ammonia
water
am.mo.ni-acXa-'mo-ne-.akX n [ME & L; ME, fr. L ammoniacum,
fr. Gk ammoniakon, fr. neut. of ammoniakos of Ammon] : the
aromatic gum resin of a Persian herb {Dorema ammoniacum) of the
carrot family used as an expectorant and stimulant and in plasters

am.mo.ni-a-cal X.am-a-'nT-a-kslX or am-mo-ni-ac Xo-'mo-ne-.akX
adj I of, relating to, containing, or having the properties of am-
monia

am>mo<nl>ate Xs-'mo-ne-.atX vt 1 : to combine or impregnate with
ammonia or an ammonium compound 2 : ammonify — am>mo-
ni>a>tion X^-.mo-ne-'a-shanX n
ammonia water « : a water soludon of ammonia
am>mo>nl>fi-ca.tion Xa-.mo-ns-fs-'ka-shanX « 1 : ammoniation
2 ; decomposition with production of ammonia or ammonium
compounds esp. by the action of bacteria on nitrogenous organic
matter — am-mo-ni-li-er X3-'mo-n3-,fI(-3)rX n — am«mo«ni-ly
X-.fTX vb

life
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am>mo*nite \'am-3-,nTt\ n [NL ammonites, fr. L cornu Ammonis.
lit., horn of Ammon] : any of numerous flat spiral fossil shells of
cephalopods (order Ammonoidea) esp. abundant in the Mesozoic
age — am-mo-mt'ic \,am-3-'nit-ik\ adj
Ara.mou-ite \'am-3-.nTt\ n [LL Ammonites, fr. Heb 'Ammon,
Ammon (son of Lot), descendant of Ammon] : a member of a
Semitic people who In Old Testament times lived east of the Jordan
between the Jabbok and the Amon — Ammonite adj
am.mo<niiim \3-'m6-ne-am, -nyamX n : an ion NH4"^ or radical
NH4 derived from ammonia by combination with a hydrogen ion
or atom and known in compounds (as salts) that resemble in prop-
erties the compounds of the alkali metals and in organic compounds
(as quaternary ammonium compounds)

ammouiuiu Cllioride n : a white crystalline volatile salt NH4CI
I expectorant — called also sal ammoniac
a weakly basic compound NH4OH that

is formed when ammonia dissolves in water and that exists only in
solution
ammonium nitrate n : a colorless crystalline salt NH4NO3 used in
explosives and fertilizers

ammonium sulfate n ; a colorless crystalline salt (NH4)2S04 used
chiefly as a fertilizer

am^mo-noid \'am-3-,n6id\ n : AMMONrrE
am*mu*m>tion \,am-y3-'nish-3n\ n [obs. F amunition, fr. MF, alter,

of munition] 1 a : the projectiles with their fuzes, propelling
charges, and primers fired from guns b : explosive miUtary items
(as grenades, bombs) 2 : any material used in attack or defense

am-ne>Sia \am-'ne-zh3\ n [NL, fr. Gk amnesia forgetfulness, prob.
alter, of amnestia] 1 : loss of memory due usu. to brain injury,
shock, fatigue, repression, or illness 2 : a gap in one's memory— am>ne>si>ac \-z(hie-,ak\ or am-ne>sic \-zik, -sik\ adj or n
—- am>nes>tic \-'nes-tik\ adj
am*nes-ty \'am-na-ste\ n [Gk amnestia forgetfulness, fr. omnestos
forgotten, fr. a- + mnasthai to remember — more at mind] : the act
of an authority (as a government) by which pardon is granted to a
large group of individuals — amnesty vt

am*m*on \'am-ne-,an, -3n\ n, pi amnions or am<nia \-ne-a\ [NL,
fr, Gk, caul, prob. fr. dim. of amnos lamb — more at yean] 1 : a
thin membrane forming a closed sac about the embryos of reptiles,

birds, and mammals and containing a serous fluid in which the
embryo is immersed 2 : an analogous membrane of

:-.ot\ adj

amoe-

am>ni>ot*icam*ni-ote \-
\,am-ne-'at-ik\ adj

amoe-ba \s-'me-ba\ n, pi amoebas
bae \-(.)be\ [NL, genus name, ir. Gk
amoibe change, fr. ameihein to change — more
at migrate] ; any of a large genus {Amoeba) of
naked rhizopod protozoans wiih lobose and
never anastomosing pseudopodia and without
permanent organelles or supporting structures
that are widely distributed in fresh and salt

water and moist terrestrial situations; broadly
: a naked rhizopod or other amoeboid pro-
tozoan — amoe-bic \-bik\ also amoe-ban amoeba: J nucleus;

\-b3n\ adj ^ contractile vacu-

amoebiasis var oj amebiasis ol^i -^.^ food vacu-

auioe*bo*cyte \3-'me-ba-,sTt\ n : a cell (as a °*^

phagocyte) having amoeboid form or movements
amoe*boid \-,b6id\ adj : resembling an amoeba specif, in moving or
changing in shape by means of protoplasmic flow

ia.mol£ \a-'m3k, -'mak\ adv [Malay amok^ ; in a murderously
frenzied state or violently raging manner <run '^>

2amoH adj ; possessed with a murderous or violently uncontrollable

3amok n ; a murderous frenzy that occurs chiefly among Malays
amo-le \3-'mo-le\ n [Sp. fr. Nahuatl amolli soap] : a plant part (as
a root) possessing detergent properties and serving as a substitute
for soap; also : a plant so used
among \3-'m3ri\ also amongst \-'m3anc)st\ prep {among fr. ME,
fr. OE on gemonge, fr. on + gemonge, dat. of gemong crowd, fr. ge-
(associative prefix) + -mong (.akin to OE mengan to mix); amongst
fr. ME amonges, fr. among + -es -s — more at CO-, mingle] 1 ; in
or through the midst of : surrounded by 2 : in company or
association with <hving -^ artists) 3 : by or through the aggregate
of (discontent '^ the poor) 4 ; in the number or class of (wittiest
~ poets) 5 : in shares to each of (divided -^ the heirs)
6 a : through the reciprocal acts of (quarrel -^ themselves)
b : through the joint action of (made a fortune •^ themselves)

amon.til.la-do \3-,man-ta-'lad-(.)o, -ti(l)-'yath-(,)o\ n [Sp, fr. a
from + Mantilla, town in Spain] ; a pale dry sherry

amor-al \(')a-'m6r-3l, (')a-, -'marA adj 1 : neither moral nor im-
moral; specij ; outside the sphere to which moral judgments apply
2 ; lacking moral sensibility (infants are --> — amor*al>ism
\-a-,Uz-am\ n — amo-ral*i-tr \.a-ma-'ral-at-e, .a-, -(,)m6-\ n— amor-aMy \(')a-'mdr-3-le, (')a-, -'mar-\ adv

amo*ret*to \,am-&-'ret-(,)o, .am-\ n, pi amo<ret*ti \-'ret-(,)e\ or
amorettos [It, dim. of arnorel : cupid, cherub 3

am'0r<ist \'am-3-rast\ n : a devotee of love and esp. sexual love
: gallant — am<or-ls-tlc \,am-3-'ris-tik\ adj

Am.O.rite \'am-3-,rTt\ n [Heb £mori] : a member of one of various
Semitic peoples living m Mesopotamia. Syria, and Palestine during
the 3d and 2d millenniums bc. — Amorite adj

am-O.rouS \*am-0-U3s\ adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. ML amorosus, fr. L
amor love, fr. amare to love] 1 : inclined to love and esp. sexual
love 2 : being in love : e.^amored 3 a : indicative of love b ; of
or relating to love — am-o-rous-ly adv — am>o<rous>ness n
amor>pIlism \9-'m6r-,fiz-3m\ n : amorphous quality
amoT'phouS \-f3S\ adj [Gk amorphos, fr. a- + morphe form]

: having no determinate form : shapeless: as a ; lacking complex
bodily organization b : lacking division into parts C : uncrystal-
LI2ED — amor>pboas*ly adv — amor-phous'ness n
amort \a-'mb(3)rt\ adj [short for all-a-mort, by folk etymology fr.

M¥ a la mart to the death] archaic ; at the point of death
amor>tl>za*tion V.am-art-a-'za-shsn, »-,m6rt-\ n 1 : the act or
process of amortizing 2 : the result of amortizing

am-or.tize X'am-sr-.rlz also a-'m6r-.tTz\ vt [ME amortisen io
deaden, ahenate in mortmain, modif. of MF amortiss-, stem of
amortir, fr. (assumed) VL admortire to deaden, fr. L ad- + mart-,
mors death ~ more at murder] : to provide for the gradual ex-
tinguishment of (as a mortgage) usu. by contribution to a sinking

fund at the time of each periodic interest payment
Amos \'a-m3s\ n [Heb 'Amds'\ : a Hebrew prophet of the 8th
century B.C.

lamount \3-'maunt\ vi [ME amounten, fr. OF amonter, fr. amont
upward, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + mont mountain — more at mount)
1 : to add up (bill ~ed to 10 dollars) 2 ; to be equivalent (acts
that '^ to treason)
samount n 1 : the total number or quantity : aggregate 2 : the
whole effect, significance, or import 3 : a principal sum and the
interest on it syn see sum
amour \3-'muO)r. a-, a-\ n [ME. love, affection, fr. OF, fr. OProv
amor, fr. L, fr. amare to love] : a love affair esp. when illicit

amour pro.pre \,am-,ur-'propr', jd.m-, -'pr6pr'\ n [F, lit., love of
oneself] : self-esteem

am'pe>lop<SiS \.am-p3-'lap-S3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk ampelos grapevine
+ opsis appearance — more at optic] : any of a genus (Parlhenocis-
sus) of the grape family that includes the Virginia creeper

am>per*age \'am-p(3-)rij, -,pi(3)r-ij\ n : the strength of a current of
electricity expressed in amperes
am-pere \'am-,pio)r\ n [Andre M. Ampere tl836 F physicist]

; the practical mks unit of electric current that is equivalent to a
flow of one coulomb per second or to the steady current produced
by one volt applied across a resistance of one ohm
ampere-hour n : a unit of electricity equal to the quantity carried
past any point of a circuit in one hour by a steady current of one

ampere—turn n : the mks unit of magnetomotive force equal to the
magnetomotive force around a path that links with one turn of
wire carrying an electric current of one ampere

am*per*sand \'am-p3r-,sand\ n [alter, of and (<fi) per se and, lit.,

(the character) & by itself (is the word) andl : a character & stand-
ing for the word and
am'pUat-amine \am-'fet-3-,men, -manX n [ISV alpha-methyl*
pheneihyl + amine} : a compound C9H13N used esp. as an in-

halant and in solution as a spray in head colds and hay fever
amphi- or amph- prejix [L amphi- around, on both sides, fr. Gk
amphi-, amph-. fr. amphi — more at ambi-] : on both sides : of
both kinds : both (a/np/iibiotic) (am/j/j/stylar)

am>plii<ar>thio<5is \,am{p)-fe-(,)ar-'thro-s3s\ n [NL] : articula-
tion admitting slight motion and including symphysis and syndes-
mosis

am>phib>ia \am-'fib-e-3\ n pi : amphibla,ns
am.phlb-i-an \-e-3n\ n [deriv. of Gk amphibian amphibious being,
fr. neut. of amphibios] 1 : an amphibious organism; esp : any of
a class (Amphibia) of cold-blooded vertebrates intermediate in
many characters between fishes and reptiles with gilled aquatic
larvae and air-breathing adults 2 : an airplane designed to take
off from and land on either land or water 3 : a flat-bottomed ve-

tiicle that moves on tracks having finlike extensions by means of
which it is propelled on land or water — amphibian adj

am.phi.bi-ot.ic \,am(pi-fi-(,)bT-'at-ik\ adj [ISV] ; terrestrial hi
one stage of existence and aquatic in another
am>phlb>i-OUS \am-'fib-e-3S\ adj [Gk amphibios, Ut., living a dou-
ble life, fr. amphi- + bios mode of life — more at quick] 1 : able
to hve both on land and in water (—' plants) 2a: relating to or
adapted for both land and water b : executed by coordinated
action of land, sea, and air forces organized for invasion; also

: trained or organized for such action 3 : combining two charac-
teristics — am^phlb'i'OUS'ly adv — am-phib-i*ous-ness n
am>phl'bole \'am(p)-f3-,bol\ n [F, fr. LL amphibolus, fr. Gk
amphibolos ambiguous fr. amphiballein to throw round, doubt,
fr. amphi- -h ballein to throw — more at devil] 1 : hornblende
2 : any of a group of minerals A2B5(Si,Al)8022(OHiz with like

crystal structures usu. containing three groups of metal ions
am>phib*0-lite \am-'fib-3-,iTt\ n : a usu. metamorphic rock con-
sisting essentially of amphibole ~ am*ptiib>o*lit>ic \(,)am-,fib-
3-'lit-ik\ adj

am-plli*bol-0*gy \,am(p)-f3-'bal-a-je\ n [ME amphibologie, fr. LL
amphibalagia, alter, of L amphibolia, fr. Gk amphibolos} 1 ; am-
biguity in language 2 : a phrase or sentence ambiguous because of
its grammatical construction — called also amphiboly

am>plu>bracll \'am(p)-f3-,brak\ n [L amphibrachys, fr. Gk, lit.,

short at both ends, fr. amphi- + brachys short — more at brief]
; a metrical foot consisting of a long syllable between two short
syllables in quantitative verse or of a stressed syllable between two
unstressed syllables in accentual verse {romantic is an accentual -^>
— am-plii*brach>ic \,am(p)-f3-'brak-ik\ adj

am*pliic>ty>on>ic \(,)ara-,fik-te-"an-ik\ adj : relating to an am-
pbiclyony

am<pllic>ty>0>ny \am-'fik-te-3-ne\ n [Gk amphiktyania} ; an asso-
ciation of neighboring states in ancient Greece to defend a common
religious center; broadly ; an association of neighboring states for
their common interest

am-pili.dip.loid \,am(p^-fi-'dlp-,I6id\ adj, oJ an imerspecijic hybrid
; having a complete diploid chromosome set from each parent
strain — amphidiploid n — ara-plii*dip*loi-dy \-.ldid-e\ n

am.pllim*a>cer \am-'fim-3-S3r\ n [L amphimacrus, fr, Gk amphima-
kros, lit., long at both ends, fr. amphi- + makros long] : a metri-
cal foot consisting of a short syllable between two long syllables

in quantitative verse or of an unstressed syllable between two stressed
syllables in accentual verse {runaway is an accentual "-)

am'PlU<miC'tiC \.am{p)-fi-'mik-tik\ adj [ISV amphi- + Gk miktos
blended, fr. mignynai} : capable of interbreeding freely and of pro-
ducing fertile offspring — am.phi-mic>ti*cal.ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
am*phi<mix*i5 \-'mik-s3s\ n [NL, fr. amphi- + Gk mixis mingling,
fr, meignynai to mix — more at mix] 1 : the union of germ cells in

sexual reproducdon 2 : interbreeding
Am.phi'On \am-'fT-3n\ n [L, fr. Gk Amphjon} : a son of Zeus and
Antiope noted for building the walls of Thebes by charming the
stones into place with a lyre

am*phi.ox>US \,am(p)-fe-'ak-sas\ n [NL, fr. amphi- + Gk oxys
sharp] : lancelet; esp ; any of a genus {Branchiostoma)

am*phi*pl0ld \'am(p)-fi-,pl6id\ adj, oj an interspecific hybrid : hav-
ing at least one complete diploid set of chromosomes derived from
each ancestral species — amphiploid n — am-phi>pIoi*dy
\-.pl6id-e\ n

am*plli<pod \-,pad\ n [deriv. of Gk amphi- + pod-, pous foot —
more at foot] : any of a large group (Amphipoda) of crustaceans
comprising the sand fleas and related forms — amphipod adj

am>pIli>pro-Style \,am(p)-fi-'pro-,stTl\ adj [L amphiprosiylos, fr.
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Gk, fr. amphi- + prostylos having pillars in front, fr. pro- + stylos
pillar] : having columns at each end only — ampnipro- style n

am.phis>bae>na \,am(p)-f3S-'be-n3\ n [L, fr. Gk amphisbaina, fr.

amphis on both sides (fr. amphi around) + bainein to walk, go —
more at by, come] ; a serpent in classical mythology having a
head at each end and capable of moving in either direction — am-
pliis>bae>nic \-nik\ adj

am>plu-5ty-lar \,am(p)-fi-'sti-lor\ adj : having columns at both
ends or on both sides

am.phi.Uie.ater \'am(p)-f3-,the-3t-3r, -,thi-\ n il. amphitheatrum,
fr. Gk amphitheatron, fr. amphi- + theatron theater] 1 ; an oval or
circular building with rising tiers of seats about an open space
2 a ; a very large auditorium; also : arena b : a room with a
gallery from which doctors and students may observe surgical
operations c : a rising gallery in a modern theater d : a flat or
gently sloping area surrounded by abrupt slopes — am>pbi*tlie-
at^ric \,am(p)-fs-the-'a-trik\ or am-pUi^the-at-ri-cal \-tri-kal\
adj— am-phi'the^at-ri'CaMy \-tri-k(3-)le\ adv

Am.phi.tri.te \,am(pVf3-'trit-e. 'am(p)-fa-,\ n [L, fr. Gk Amphi-
triie'] : a Nereid and wife of Poseidon

ain>pIiit>ro<potis \am-'fi-tr3-p3s\ adj : having the ovule inverted
but with the attachment near the middle of one side

Am.plli.try-on \am-'fi-tre-9n\ n £L, fr. Gk Amphitryonl i the
husband of Alcmene
am>pho-ra Vam(p)-f3-r3\ n, pi am>pho<rae \-,re, -,rT\ or ani-
pboras [L, modif. of Gk amphoreus, amphiphoreus, fr. amphi- +
phoreus bearer, fr. pherein to bear — more at bear] : an ancient
Greek jar or vase with a large oval body, narrow cylindrical neck,
and two handles that rise almost to the level of the mouth

am.pho.ter.ic \jam(p)-f3-'ter-ik\ adj [ISV, fr. Gk amphoteros each
of two, fr. ampho both — more at ambi-] : partly one and partly the
other; specij : capable of reacting chemically either as an acid or
as a base

am-ple \'am-p3l\ adj [MF, fr. L amplus] 1 ; generous or more than
adequate in size, scope, or capacity : copious 2a: enough to
satisfy : abundant b : more than enough syn see plentiful— am-ple*ness n — am-ply \-ple\ adv

am>plex*i>caul \am-'plek-si-.k61\ adj [NL amplexicaulis. fr. L
amplexus (pp. of amplecti to entwine, fr. ambi- + plectere to braid)
+ -i- + caulis stem — more at hole] oj a leaj ; sessile with the base
or stipules surrounding the stem

am>pli>dyne \'am-pl9-,dTn\ n lamplifier + Gk dynamis power ~
more at dynamic] ; a direct-current generator that by the use of
compensating coils and a short circuit across two of its brushes
precisely controls a large power output whenever a small power
input is varied in the field winding of the generator

am*pli*fi>ca.tiou \,am-pl3-f3-'ka-shan\ n 1 : an act, example, or
product of amplifying 2a: matter by which a statement is ex-
panded b : an expanded statement

am.pli.n-er \*am-pl3-,fr(-3)r\ n : one that amplifies; specij : a
device usu. employing vacuum tubes or transistors to obtain ampli-
fication of voltage, current, or power

am.pli.fy \-,fT\ vb [ME ampUjien, fr. MF amplijier, fr. L ampliji-
care, fr. amplus'l vt 1 : to expand (as a statement) by clarifying
detail or illustration or by closer analysis 2 : increase, extend
3 : to utilize (an input of power) so as to obtain an output of greater
magnitude through the relay action of a transducer '^ vi ; to
expand one's remarks or ideas syn see expand

am-pli-tude \-,t{y)ud\ n 1 : the quality or state of being ample
; FULLNESS 2 : the extent or range of a quality, property, process,
or phenomenon: as a : the extent of a vibratory movement (as of
a pendulum) measured from the mean position to an extreme
b : the maximum departure of the value of an alternating current
or wave from the average value 3 : the arc of the horizon between
the true east or west point and the foot of the vertical circle passing
through any star or object

amplitude modulation n : modulation of the amplitude of a radio
carrier wave in accordance with the strength of the audio or other
signal; also : a broadcasting system using such modulation
am.pul or am.poule \'am-(,)pyU(a)l, -(,)pUl\ n [ME ampulle flask,
fr. OE & OF; OE ampulle & OF ampoule, fr. L ampullar % a small
bulbous glass vessel hermetically sealed and used to hold a solution
for hypodermic injection
am^pul-la \am-'pul-3, -'p^l-V n, j3/am.puMae \-(.)e, -.T\ [ME, fr.

OE, fr. L, dim. of amphoral 1 : a glass or earthenware flask with a
globular body and two handles used esp. by the ancient Romans
to hold ointment, perfume, or wine 2 : a saccular anatomic swelling
or pouch — am>pul-lar \-ar\ adj
am-pu-tate \'am-py3-,tat\ vt [L amputatus, pp. of amputare, fr.

am-, amb- around + puiare to cut, prune — more at ambi-, pave]
: to cut or lop off : prune; esp : to cut (a limb or projecting part)
from the body — am*pu*ta*tion \,am-py9-'ta-shan\ n — am>pu-
ta-tor \*am-py3-,tai-3r\ n
am.pu-tee \,am-py3-'te\ n : one that has had a limb amputated
am-trac or am-tiaclj \'am-,trak\ n [amphibious + rractor]

: amphibian
amuck \3-'mak\ var of amok
am.u>let \'am-y3-l3t\ n [L amuletumi ; a charm (as an ornament)
often inscribed with a magic incantation or symbol to protect the
wearer against evil or to aid him syn see fetish
amuse \3-'myiiz\ vb [MF amuser, fr. OF, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + muser
to muse] vr 1 a archaic % to divert the attention of : bemuse
b obs : to occupy the attention of : absorb 2 a : to entertain or
occupy in a light, playful, or pleasant manner : divert b ; to appeal
to the sense of humor of ^ vi, obs : muse — amus-er n
syn divert, entertain: amuse stresses engaging the attention so as

to keep one interested or engrossed usu. lightly or frivolously;
divert implies the distracting of the attention from worry or rou-
tine occupation esp. by something causing laughter or gaiety;
entertain suggests the activity of supplying amusement or diversion
by specially prepared or contrived methods
amuse-ment \-m3nt\ n 1 : a means of amusing or entertaining
2 : the condition of being amused 3 : pleasurable diversion
: entertainment
amusement parK n : a commercially operated park with various
devices for entertainment
amus-ing \-'myii-ziri\ adj : giving amusement : diverting— amus-
mg.ly \-ziD-le\ adv

anachronistic

amu*Sive \-'myii-ziv, -siv\ adj : tending to amuse or to tickle
the fancy or excite mirth ; amusing

amyg<da'lin \s-'mig-d3-l3n\ n [NL Amygdalus, genus name, fr.
LL, almond tree, fr. Gk amygdalos; akin to Gk amygdalel : a white
crystalline cyanogenetic glucoside CsoHavNOi i found in the bitter
almond (Amygdalus communis amara)
1amyg>da<loid \-,16id\ n [Gk amygdaloeides, adj.] : an igneous
and usu. volcanic rock orig. containing small cavities filled with
deposits of different minerals (as chalcedony or calcite)

^amygdaloid or amyg.da.loi-dal \-,mig-d3-'l6id-n\ adj [Gk
amygdaloeides, fr. amygdale almond] 1 ; almond-shaped 2 ; hav-
ing the characteristics of amygdaloid
am*yl \*am-3l\ n [blend of amvl- and -yl^ : the normal pentyl
radical CH3(CHz)3CH2-; broadly : pentyl
amyl- or amylo- combjorm [LL amyl-, fr. L amylum, fr. Gk amylon,
fr. neut. of amylos not ground at the mill, fr. a- + myle mill— more
at MEAL] : starch <a/Mv/ase>
am>y>la-ceouS \,am-3-'la-sh3s\ adj : of, relating to, or having the
characteristics of starch : starchy
amyl alcohol n : either of two commercially produced mixtures of
alcohols CsHnOH obtained from fusel oil or derived from pen-
tanes and used esp. as solvents

am-y<lase \'am-3-,Ias, -,laz\ n : any of the enzymes that accelerate
the hydrolysis of starch and glycogen or their intermediate hy-
drolysis products
iam-y>loid \-,16id\ or am<y.loi>dal Xiam-s-'ldid-^lX adj : resem-
bling or containing amylum
^amyloid n : a nonnitrogenous starchy food
am.y.lol.y.sis \,am-9-'lal-3-s3s\ n [NL] : the conversion of starch
into soluble products (as dextrins and sugars) esp. by enzymes— am.y.lo.lyt'ic \-lo-'lit-ik\ adj
am*y<10p-Sin \-'lap-s3n\ n [amyl- + -psin (as in trypsin)'^ : the
amylase of the pancreatic juice
am>y>lose \'am-3-,los, -,loz\ n 1 : any of various polysaccharides
(as starch or cellulose) 2 : any of various compounds (CsH j oOs) x
obtained by the hydrolysis of starch
am-y.lum \-l3ni\ n_[L — more at amyl-] : starch
amyo>to*nia \,a-,mi-3-'to-ne-3\ n [NL] : deficiency of muscle tone
Ian \9n, (*)an\ indejiniie article [ME, fr. OE an one — more at
ONE] : 2A — in standard speech and writing used (1) invariably
before words beginning with a vowel letter and sound {an oak);
(2) invariably before /(-initial words in which the h is silent <an
honor); (3) frequently before /i-initial words which have in an
inidal unstressed syllable an \h\ sound often lost after the an {an
historian); (4) sometimes esp. in England before words like union
and European whose initial letter is a vowel and whose initial sounds
are \yii\ or \yii\
2an or an' conj l \see and\ substand : and 2 \(*)an\ archaic ; if

an— see a-
i-an or -ian also -ean n sujfix l-an & -fan fr. ME -an, -ian, fr. OF &
L; OF -ien, fr. L -ianus, fr. -i- + -anus, fr. -anus, adj. suffix; -ean fr.

such words as Mediterranean, European^ 1 ; one that is of or
relating to (America/)) (BostoniaH) 2 ; one skilled in or specializ-
ing in (phonetician)
2-an or -ian also -ean adj sujjix 1 : of or belonging to (American)
<Florid/<3«) 2 : characteristic of : resembling (Mozartean)

3-an n sujjix [ISV -an, -ane, alter, of -ene, -ine, & -one} 1 : unsatur-
ated carbon compotmd (tolan) 2 : anhydride of a carbohydrate
(dextran)
lana \'an-3\ adv [ME, fr. ML, fr. Gk, at the rate of, lit., up] : of
each an equal quantity — used in prescriptions

2ana \'an-3, 'an-\ «, pi ana or anas l-anal 1 : a collection of the
memorable sayings or table talk of a person 2 : a collection of
anecdotes or interesting or curious information about a person or
a place
ana- or an- prejix [L, fr. Gk, up, back, again fr. ana up — more at
ON] 1 ; up : upward (anabolism) 2 : back : backward ianatio-
pous)
-ana Van-a, 'an-a, 'a-n3\ or -i.ana \&-'\ n pi sujjix [NI., fr. L, neut.
pi. of -anus -an & -ianus -ian] : collected items of information esp.
anecdotal or bibliographical concerning <America«a> (Johnsoniana)
an 'a \3-'n6\ Scot : and all

ana*bap*tism \.an-3-'bap-,tiz-9m\ n [NL anabaptismus, fr. LGk
anabaptismos rebaptism, fr. anabaptizein to rebaplize, fr. ana- again
+ baptizein to baptize] 1 cap a : the doctrine or practices of the
Anabaptists b ; the Anabaptist movement 2 : the baptism of
adults previously baptized as infants

Ana>bap«tist \-'bap-t3St\ n : a Protestant sectarian of a radical
movement arising in Zurich in 1524 and advocating the baptism
and church membership of adult believers only, the practice of
holiness, simplicity, nonresistance. mutual help, and the separation
of church and state — Anabaptist adj

anab-a>5is \3-'nab-3-s3s\ n, pi anab<a>ses \-'nab-3-,sez\ [Gk,
inland march, fr. anabainein to go up or inland, fr. ana- + bainein
to go — more at come] 1 : a going or marching up ; advance;
esp : a military advance 2 [fr. the retreat of Gk mercenaries in
Asia minor described in the Anabasis of Xenophon] : a difficult

and dangerous military retreat

an>a<bat>ic \,an-3-'bat-ik\ adj [Gk anabatos, verbal of anabainein"}

: upward-moving (an ^ wind)
ana.bi-0-sls \.an-3-(,)bT-'o-S3S\ n [NL, fr. Gk anabiosis return to
life, fr. anabioun to return to hfe, fr. ana- + bios life — more at
quick] : a state of suspended animation induced in some organisms
by desiccation — ana-bi>ot<ic \-'at-ik\ adj

an>a*boI*ic \,an-3-'bal-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or characterized by
anabolism

anab.o.lisra \3-'nab-3-,liz-3m\ n [ISV ana- + -holism (as in metabo-
lism)} : constructive metabolism

anab<o<lite \3-'nab-9-,lTt\ n ; a product of an anabolic process~ anab-o>lit*ic \3-,nab-3-'lit-ik\ adj
anach<rO<nism \3-'nak-r3-,niz-3m\ n [prob. fr. MGk anachronfs-
mos, fr. anachronizesthai to be an anachronism, fr. LGk anachro-
nizein to be late, fr. Gk ana- + chronos time] 1 : an error in
chronology; esp ; a chronological misplacing of persons, events,
objects, or customs in regard to each other 2 ; a person or a thing
that is chronologically out of place — anach.ro. nis* tic \3-.naK-
r3-'nis-tik\ fl/50 ana.chron.ic \,an-3-'kran-ik\ or anach-ro-nous
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\a-'nak-rs-ii3s\ adj — anacIi.ro-iiis.ti.cal»ly \&-,nak-ra-'nls-
ti-kC3-)Ie\ also anach-ro-nous«ly adv

ail*a>clit>lc \,an-3-'klit-ik\ adj [Gk anaklitos, verbal of anaklinein
to lean upon, fr. ana- + klinein to lean — more at lean] 1 ; charac-
terized by dependence of libido on a nonsexual instinct 2 : of,

relating to, or characterized by the direction of libido toward a
pregenital love object

an-a-co-lu-thic \,an-a-k3-'lu-thik\ adj : oj or relating to anacolu-
thon — an-a-cO'lU'tHi'Cal.ly \-thi-k(a-)le\ adv

an.a>co>lu>thoii \,an-3-k5-'m-,than\ n, pi an-a-co>ln<Uia \-'lU-

th9\ or anacolutlions [LL. fr. LGk anakolouthon inconsistency
in logic, fr. Gk, neut. of anakolouthos, inconsistent, fr. an- +
akolouthos following, fr. ha-, a- together + keleuthos path; akin to
Gk hama together — more at same] : syntactical inconsistency or
incoherence within a sentence; esp ; the shift from one construc-
tion to another (as in "you really ought — well, do it your own
way")

an>a>con>da \,an-3-'kan-da\ n [prob. modif. of Sinhalese hena-
kandayd a slender green snake] : a large arboreal snake {Eunectes
murinus) of the boa family of tropical So. America that crushes its

prey in its coils; broadly : any large constricting snake
anac*re>on>tic \3-,nak-re-'ant-ik\ n i a poem in the manner of
Anacreon ; a drinking song or hght lyric

Anacreontic adj [L anacreonticus, Jr. Anacreont-, Anacreon
Anacreon, fr. Gk Anakreont-, Anakreon'^ 1 ; of, relating to, or
resembling the poetry of Anacreon 2 : gay, convivial, or amatory
in tone or theme
au.a'Cm.SiS \,an-3-*kru-S3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk anakrousis beginning
of a song, fr. anakrouein to begin a song, fr. ana- + krouein to

strike, beat; akin to Lith krusti to stamp] 1: one or more syllables

at the begiiuiing of a line of poetry that are regarded as preliminary
to and not a part of the metrical pattern 2 : upbeat; specij : one
or more notes or tones preceding the first downbeat of a musical
phrase

aua*cul<tiire \'an-3-,k3l-char\ n [ISV] : a mixed bacterial culture;

esp : one used in the preparation of autogenous vaccines
an>a>dem \'an-3-,dem\ n £L anadema, fr. Gk anadema, fr. anadein
to wreathe, fr. ana- + dein to bind — more at diadem] : garland,
CHAPLET

ana*di*plO*sis \,an-3d-3-'plo-S9S, -(,)dTA n [LL, fr. Gk anadiplosis,

lit., repetition, fr. anadiploun to double, fr. ana- + diploun to
double — more at diploma] : repetition of a prominent word (as

the last) In one phrase or clause at the beginning of the next (as

"rely on his honor — honor such as his?")
anad.ro-mous \3-'nad-r3-m3s\ adj [Gk anadromos nmning up-
ward, fr. anadramein to run upward, fr. ana- + dramein to run —
more at dromedary] : ascending rivers from the sea for breeding
<shad are '->

anae-mia var of anemia
an.aer.ohe \'an-3-,rob; (')an-'a(-3)r-,ob, -'e(-a)r-\ n [ISV] : an
anaerobic organism

an.aer.O-bic \,an-3-'ro-bik; ,an-,a-(a-)'ro-, -,e-(a-)'r6-\ adj 1 : liv-

ing or active in the absence of free oxygen 2 : relatiri^g to or In-

duced by anaerobes — an*aer-o-bi-cal.ly \-bi-kCa-)le\ adv
an<aes*the>5la, an.aes.thet«ic var of anesthesia, anesthetic
ana-glypll \'an-3-,glif\ n [LL anaglyphus embossed, fr. Gk
anaglyphos, fr. anaglyphein to emboss, fr. ana- + glyphein to carve— more at cleave] 1 : a sculptured, chased, or embossed orna-
ment worked in low relief 2 : a stereoscopic motion or still picture
in which the right component of a composite image usu. red in color
is superposed upon the left component in a contrasting color to
produce a three-dimensional effect when viewed through cor-
respondingly colored fillers in the form of spectacles — ana-glypU-
ic \,an-3-'ghf-ik\ adj

an-a.go.ge or au-a.go.gy \'an-3-,go-]e\ n [LL, fr. LGk anagoge,
fr. Gk, reference, fr. anagein to refer, fr. ana- + agein to lead —
more at agent] : interpretation of a word, passage, or text (as of
Scripture or poetry) that finds beyond the literal, allegorical, and
moral senses a fourth and ultimate spiritual or mystical sense— an»a.gog.ic \,an-a-'gai-ik\ or an>a>gog4=cal \-i-k3l\ adj— an-a.gog.i.caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv
lana-gram \'an-3-,gram\ n [prob. fr. MF anagramme, fr. NL
anagrammat-, anagramrna, modif. of Gk anagrammatismos, fr.

anagrammatizein to transpose letters, fr. ana- + grammai-, gramma
letter — more at gram] 1 : a word or phrase made by transposing
the letters of another word or phrase 2 pi but sing in constr : a
game in which words are formed by rearranging the letters of
other words or by arranging letters taken (as from a stock of cards
or blocks) at random — ana* gram.mat-ic \,an-a-gr3-'mat-ik\
or ana*gTam<mat>i<cal \-i-kal\ adj — ana>gTain<mat>i<cal<>ly
\-ko-)le\ adv
sanagram vt ana-giammed; ana^gram.ming 1 ; anagram-
MATI2E 2 : to rearrange (the letters of a text) in order to discover
a hidden message

ana.grain*ma*tize \,an-3-'gram-3-,tTz\ vt : to transpose (as letters

in a word) so as to form an anagram
anal \'an-'l\ adj : of, relating to, or situated near the anus— anaMy \-'l-e\ adv
anal.Cime \3-'nal-.sem\_n [F, fr. Gk analkimos weak, fr. an- ¥
alkimos strong, fr. alke strength] : a white or sUghtly colored
zeolite occurring in various igneous rocks massive or in crystals

anal>cite \-,sTt\ n : analcime
an.aUectS Van-'l-,ek(t)s\ n pi [NL analecta, fr. Gk analekta,
neut. pi. of analektos, verbal of analegein to collect, fr. ana- +
legein to gather— more at legend ] ; selected miscellaneous written
passages
an.a<lem>ma \,an-'l-'em-3\ n [L, sundial on a pedestal, fr. Gk
analemma, lofty structure, sundial, fr. analambanein to take up,
fr. ana- 4- lambanein to take — more at latch] : a graduated scale

having the shape of a figure 8 and showing the sun's declination
and the equadon of time for each day of the year

an.a-lep.tiC X.an-^l-'ep-tikX adj [Gk analepiikos, fr. analambanein
to take up, restore] ; restorative; esp ; stimulant to the central
nervous system — analeptic n

an.al.ge.sia X.an-'l-'je-zhs, -z(h)e-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk analgesia, fr.

an- + algesis sense of pain, fr. algein to suffer pain, fr. algos paiii]

: insensibility to pain without loss of consciousness — an-al'ge«sic
\-'je-zik, -sik\ adj orn — an>al*get>ic \-'jet-ik\ adj or n

an.a.log.i-cal \.an-n-'aj-i-kal\ adj 1 : of, relating to. or based
on analogy 2 : expressing or implying analogy — an>a>10g*i-
cal*ly \-k(8-)le\ adv

anal>0>gist \»-'naI-a-J3st\ n ; one who searches for or reasons from
analogies

anal>0-gize \3-'nal-3-jTz\ vi \ to use or exhibit analogy '— yt
: to compare by analogy

anal*o>gOUS \3-'nal-3-g3s\ adj [L analogus, fr. Gk analogos, lit,

proportionate, fr. ana- + logos reason, ratio, fr. legein to gather,
speak — more at legei^d] 1 : showing an analogy or a likeness
permitting one to draw an analogy 2 : being or related to as an
analogue syn see similar — aiial<o-gous>ly adv — anal>o>goas-
ness n

an.a-logne or an-a-log \'an-'l-,6g, -^g\ n [F analogue, fr. ana-
logue analogous, fr. Gk analogos} 1 ; something that is analogous
or similar to something else ; parallel 2 : an organ similar in
function to an organ of another animal or plant but different in
structure and origin

analogue computer n : a calculating machine that operates with
numbers represented by directly measurable quantities (as volt-
ages, resistances, or rotations)
anal>o<gy \3-'nal-3-je\ n 1 ; inference that if two or more things
agree with one another in some respects they wti\ prob. agree in
others 2 : resemblance in some particulars between things other-
wise unlike : siMiLARrrY 3 : correspondence between the members
of pairs or sets of linguistic forms that serves as a basis for the
creation of another form 4 : correspondence in function between
anatomical parts of different structure and origin — compare
homology syn see ukeness

an.al.pha-bet \(')an-'al-f3-,bet, -b3t\ n [Gk analphabetos not
knowing the alphabet, fr. an- + alphabetos alphabet] : iLLriERATE— an-al-pha-bet'lc \,an-,al-f3-'bet-ik\ adj or n
anal-y-sand \3-'nal-3-,sand\ n {.analyse + -and (as in multiplicand)'}

: one who is undergoing psychoanalysis
anal. y.sis \3-'nal-a-sas\ n, pi anal.y.ses \-'naI-a-,sez\ [NL, fr.

Gk, fr. analyein to break up, fr. ana- + lyein to loosen — more at
lose] 1 : separation of a whole into its component parts 2 a : an
examination of a complex, its elements, and their relations b : a
statement of such an analysis 3 : the use of function words in-

stead of inflectional forms as a characteristic device of a language
4a; the identification or separation of ingredients of a substance
b : a statement of the constituents of a mixture 5 a ; proof of
a mathematical proposition by assuming the result and deducing a
valid statement by a series of reversible steps b (1) : a branch of
mathematics concerned mainly with functions and limits (2) ; cal-
culus 3 b 6 a : a method in philosophy of resolving complex
expressions into simpler or more basic ones b : clarification of
an expression by an elucidation of its use in discourse 7 : psy-
choanalysis

analysis si.tus \-*sTt-3s, -'set-; -'sT-,tus, -'se-X n [NL, lit, analysis
of situation] : tofologv 3

an*a>lyst \'an-'l-9st\ n [prob. fr. analyze} 1 : a person who
analyzes or who is skilled m analysis 2 : psychoanalyst

an.a.lyt.iC \,an-n-'it-ik\ adj [LL analyticus, fr. Gk analytikos, fr.

analyein} 1 : of or relating to analysis or analytics; esp I sep-
arating something into component parts or constituent elements
2 : skilled in or using analysis <a keenly -« man) 3 : not synthetic;
esp : logically necessary : tautologous (-^ truth) 4 : charac-
terized by analysis rather than inflection 5 : psychoanalytic
6 : treated or treatable by or using the methods of algebra and
calculus rather than geometry — an-a.lyt'i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj— an-
a.lyt.i.caMy \-k(a-)le\ adv — an.a.ly.tici.ty \,an-'l-3-'tis-

st-e\ n
analytic geometry n ; the study of geometric properties by means
of algebraic operations upon symbols defined in terms of a co-
ordinate system — called also coordinate geometry

an.a.lyt.ics \,an-'l-'it-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; the method
of logical analysis

an.a.lyz.able Van-'l-.T-za-bslV adj ; capable of being analyzed
an.a.ly.za.tion \,an-'l-3-'za-sh3n\ n : analysis
an.a.lyze or chiefly Brit an.a-lyse Van-^l-.TzX vt [prob. irreg. fr.

analysis} 1 ; to study or determine the nature and relationship

of the parts of by analysis <~ a traffic pattern) 2 : to subject to
scientific or grammatical analysis 3 : psychoanalyze — an<a-
lyz.er n
syn resolve, dissect, break down: analyze suggests separating

or distinguishing the component parts of something (as a substance,
a process, a situation) so as to discover its true nature or inner
relationships; resolve does not commonly presuppose a personal
agent and often suggests a permanent physical separation into

parts with consequent alteration of the original whole; dissect
suggests a searching analysis by lajdng bare parts or pieces for

individual scrutiny; break down implies a reducing to simpler
parts or divisions

an.am. ne.sis \,an-,am-'ne-S3S\ n, pi an.am-ne.ses \-'ne-,sez\

[NL, fr.Gk anamnesis, fr. anamimneskesthai to remember, fr. ana-
+ mimneskesthai to remember — more at mind] 1 : a recalling to

mind : reminiscence 2 : a preliminary case history of a medical or
psychiatric patient — an.am>nes.tlc \-'nes-tik\ adj — an.am-
neS'ti.cal'ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

ana.mor.pblc \,an-3-'m6r-fik\ adj [NL anamorphosis distorted

optical image] : producing or having different magnification of

the image in each of two perpendicular directions — used of an
optical device or its image

An.a.ni.as \,an-3-'nr-3s\ n [Gk. prob. fr. Heb Hananyah} 1 : an
early Christian struck dead for lying 2 : liar

an.a-pest \'an-3-,pest\ n [L anapaestus, fr. Gk anapaistos, lit.,

struck back (a dactyl reversed), fr. (assumed) Gk anapaiein to

strike back, fr. Gk ana- + paiein to strike] 1 : a metrical foot con-
sisting of two short syllables followed by one long syllable or of two
unstressed syllables followed by one stressed syllable 2 : a verse
written in anapests — an-a-pes'tic \,an-a-'pes-tik\ adj or n

ana-phase \'an-3-,faz\ n [ISV] : the stage of mitosis in which the
chromosome halves move toward the poles of the spindle — ana-
pha*sic \.an-a-'fa-2ik\ adj

anaph-o.ra \3-'naf-3-r3\ n [LL, fr. LGk, fr. Gk, act of carrying
back, reference fr. anapherein to carry back, refer, fr. ana- + pherein
to carry — more at bear] : repetition at the beginning of two or
more successive clauses or verses esp. for rhetorical or poetic effect

an.apU.ro.di-sia \.an-,af-ra-'dizh-(e-)3\ n [NL, fr. a- + Gk
aphrodisios sexual — more at aphrodisiac] : absence or impairment
of sexual desire — an.apli.ro.dls*i*ac \-'diz-e-,ak\ adj or n

ana*pliy<lac-tlc \,an-3-fa-*lak-tik\ adj : of, relating to, affected by,
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or causing anaphylaxis — ana-pby-lac-tl^caMy \-ti-k(9-)le\ adv
ana-phy-lac-toid \-'lak-,t6id\ adj ; resembling anaphylaxis
ana.phy.lax.is \-'lak-s3S\ n [NL, fr. ana- + -phylaxis (as in
prophylaxis)'^ ; hypersensitivity (as to foreign proteins or drugs)
resulting from sensitization following prior contact with the causa-
tive

an.a.pla.Sia \,an-3-'pla-zh(e-)3\ n [NL] : reversion of cells to a
more primitive or undifferentiated form — au>a*plas*tic \-'plas-
tik\ ad]

an<arch \'an-,ark\ n [back-formation fr. anarchy'^ ; a leader or
advocate of revolt or anarchy

an>ar*Ctuc \a-'nar-kik\ adj ; of, relating to, or tending toward
anarchy : lawless — an*ar-ctu-cal \-ki-kal\ adj — an<ar'Clii-
cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

an-ar-chism \'an-3r-,kiz-3m\ n 1 : a poUtical theory holding aU
forms of governmental authority to be unnecessary and undesirable
and advocating a society based on voluntary cooperation and free
association of individuals and groups 2 : the advocacy or practice
of anarchistic principles

an.ar-Chist \'an-3r-k3st\ n 1 ; one who rebels against any author-
ity, established order, or ruling power 2 ; one who believes in,
advocates, or promotes anarchism or anarchy; esp ; one who uses
violent means to overthrow the established order — anarchist or
an>ar*cliis>tic \,an-3r-'kis-tik\ adj

an^ar.cho-syn.di'Cal-ism \a-,nar-ko-'sin-di-ka-,liz-3m, .an-sr-
ko-\ n ; SYNDICALISM — an-ar<cho-syn>di>cal-ist \-ka-l3st\ n

an.ar-Cliy \'an-3r-ke\ n [ML anarchia, fr. Gk, fr. anarchos ruler-
less, fr. an- + archos ruler — more at arch-] 1 a : absence of
government b ; a state of lawlessness or political disorder due to
the absence of governmental authority c : a Utopian society hav-
ing no government and made up of individuals who enjoy complete
freedom 2 ; absence or denial of authority or order ; disorder
3 : ANARCHISM

an.ar.thria \a-'nar-thre-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk anarthros inarticulate, fr.

an- + arthron joint — more at arthr-] : inability to articulate
words as a result of brain lesion

an.a*sar.ca \.an-3-'sar-k3\ n [NL, fr. ana- + Gk sark-. sarx flesh— more at sarcasm] ; edema with accum.ulation of serum in the
connective tissue — ana*sar*cous \-k3s\ adj

an>as*tig-mat \a-'nas-tig-,mat, ,an-3-'stig-\ n [G, back-formation
fr. anastigmatisch anastigmatic] : an anastigmatic lens

an.astig.mat.ic \,an-3-(.)stig-'mat-ik, .an-.as-iig-\ adj [ISV]
: not astigmatic — used esp. of lenses that are able to form approxi-
mately point images of object points
anas-to>mose \3-'nas-t3-,m6z, -,mos\ vb [prob. back-formation fr.

anasiomosis'i vt ; to connect or join by anastomosis — vi i to com-
municate by anastomosis
auas.to-mo-sis \a-,nas-t3-'mo-s3s\ n, pi anas>to<mo-ses \-'m6-
,sez\ [LL, fr. Gk anastomosis, fr. anastomoun to provide with an
outlet, fr. ana- -h stoma mouth, opening — more at stomach]
1 : the union of parts or branches (as of streams, blood vessels, or
leaf veins) so as to intercommunicate : inosculation 2 : a product
of anastomosis : network — anas>to-raot-ic \-'mat-ik\ adj
anas.uo.phe \3-'nas-tr3-(,)fe\ n [ML, fr. Gk anastrophe, lit., turn-
ing back, fr. anastrephein to turn back, fr. ana- + sirephein to turn— more at strophe] ; inversion of the usual syntactical order of
words for rhetorical effect

an.a-tase \'an-3-,tas. -,taz\ n [F, fr. Gk anastasis extension, fr.

anaieinein to extend, fr. ana- + teinein to stretch — more at thin]
; a tetragonal titanium dioxide used esp. as a white pigment
anath>e>ma \3-'nath-3-m3\ n [LL anathemat-, anathema, fr. Gk,
thing devoted to evil, curse, fr. anatiihenai to set up, dedicate, fr.
ana- + tithenai to place, set — more at DO] 1 a ; a ban or curse
solemnly pronounced by ecclesiastical authority and accompanied
by excommunication b : the denunciation of anything as accursed
c : a vigorous denunciation : curse 2 a : one that is cursed by
ecclesiastical authority b : one that is intensely disliked or loathed

anath>e>ina>tlZ8 \3-'nath-3-m3-,tTz\ vt ; to pronounce an anathema
upon syn see execrate_

An-a.to.lian \.an-3-'to-le-3n, -toI-y3n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant
of Anatolia and specif, of the western plateau lands of Turkey in
Asia 2 : a group of extinct languages of ancient Anatolia some-
times considered a branch of the Indo-European language family— Anatolian adj
an.a-tom-iC \,an-3-'tam-ik\ adj : of or relating to anatomy —
an-a-tom.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj— an-a-tom-i-caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

anat-o-mist \3-'nat-3-m3st\ n 1 : a student of anatomy; esp : one
skilled in dissection 2 :_one who analyzes minutely and critically

anat<o>mize \3-'nat-3-.miz\ v; 1 : to cut in pieces in order to
display or examine the structure and use of the parts : dissect
2 : ANALYZE

anat-O-my \3-'nat-3-me\ n [LL anatomia dissection, fr. Gk
anatome, fr. anatemnein to dissect, fr. ana- + temnein to cut — more
at TOME] 1 : a branch of morphology that deals with the
of organisms 2 ; a treatise on anatomic science or art 3
of separating the parts of an animal or plant in order to
their position, relations, structure, and function ; dissection
4 obs : a body dissected or to be dissected 5 : structural makeup
esp. of an organism or any of its parts 6 ; a separating or dividing
into parts for detailed examination : analysis 7 a (1) ; skeleton
(2) ; MUMMY b : the human body

auat-IO<pous Xa-'na-trs-pssX adj : having the ovule inverted so that
the micropyle is bent down to the funiculus to which the body of the
ovule is united

-ance \3n(t)s. 'n(t)s\ n sujjix [ME, fr. OF, fr. L -antia, fr. -ant-, -ans
-ant + -ia -y] 1 ; achon or process (furtherance) : instance of an
action or process <performa«ce> 2 : quality or state : instance of
a quaUty or state (protuberance) 3 : amount or degtee (conduct-
o/rce)

au.ces-tor \'an-,ses-t3r\ n [ME ancestre, fr. OF, fr. L antecessor
one that goes before, fr. antecessus, pp. of antecedere to go before,
fr. ante- -\- cedere to go — more at cede] 1 a : one from whom a
person is descended and who is usu. more remote in the line of
descent than a grandparent b : forefather 2 2 ; forerunner,
prototype 3 : a progenitor of a more recent or existing species or
group — an-ces*tress \-tr3s\ n

an-ces-tral \an-'ses-tr3l\ adj : of, relating to, or derived from an
ancestor — an>ces>traMy \-tr3-le\ adv

an-ces-try \'an-.ses-tre\ n 1 : line of descent : lineage; specif
; honorable, noble, or aristocratic descent 2 : persons initiating or
comprising a line of descent ; ancestors
syn ancestry, lineage, pedigree mean one's progenitors col-

lectively or their quality or character, ancestry stresses the image
of a family tree branching and ramifying as it ascends <only brothers
and sisters have exactly the same ancestry^ lineage stresses
descent in line of generation, and may equal the broadest sense of
jamily by designating all the descendants of a single progenitor;
PEDIGREE implies known and recorded and usu. notable or distin-
guished ancestry

An-chi.ses \an-'kT-C,)sez, aoA n [L, fr. Gk Anchises'\ : the father of
Aeneas
lan.Chor X'ao-ksrX n, ojten attrib [ME ancre, fr.

OE ancor, fr. L anchora, fr. Gk ankyra- akin to L
uncus hook — more at angle] 1 ; a device usu. of
metal attached to a ship or boat by a cable and
cast overboard to hold the vessel in a particular
place by means of a fluke that digs into the bottom
2 : a reliable support 3 : something thai serves to
hold an object firmly 4 : an object shaped like a
ship's anchor 6 ; one who competes or is placed
last

2anclior vb an<c}ior*ing \-k(3-lrir)\ vt 1 : to hold
in place in the water by an anchor 2 ; to secure
firmly ; fix '^ vi 1 ; to cast anchor 2 ; to become anchor 1

:

1 ring,
fixed 2 stock, 3

an-chor.age \'ao-k(3-)rij\ n 1 a ; the act of shank, 4 bill,

anchoring : the condition of lying at anchor 5 fluke, 6 arm,
b : a place where vessels anchor : a place suitable 7 throat, 8
for anchoring 2 : a means of security : ground of crown
trust 3 ; somethmg that provides a secure hold

an.Chor'CSS \'ar]-k(3-)r3S\ or an-Ciess \-kr3s\ n [me ankeresse,
fr. anker hermit, fr. OE ancor, fr. Olr anchara, fr. LL anachoreta\
; a female anchorite

an-clio-rite \'ao-k3-.rTt\ also an.cho.ret \-,ret\ n [ME, fr. ML
anchorita, alter, of LL atiachoreta, fr. LGk anachoreies, fr. Gk
anachorein to withdraw, fr. ana- + chorein to make room, fr.

choros place; akin to Gk cheros left, bereaved — more at heir]
: one who lives in seclusion usu. for religious reasons ; recluse —
an.cho.rit-ic \,aa-k3-'rit-ik\ adj
anchor ring n : torus_4
an.Cho-vy \'an-,ch6-ve, an-'\ n, pi anchovies or anchovy [Sp
anchova'S ; any of numerous small fishes (family Engraulidae) re-

sembling herrings; esp : a common Mediterranean fish {Engraulis
encrasicholus) used esp. for sauces and relishes

an.cien r^.gime Va"s-ya"-ra-zhem\ n [F, Ut., old regime] 1 : the
polidcal and social system of France before the Revolution of 1789
2 : a system or mode no longer prevailing
lan.cient X'an-shant, -chant, 'ao(k)-shant\ adj [ME ancien. It.

MF, fr. (assumed) VL anteaniis, fr. L ante before — more at ante-]
1 : having had an existence of many years 2 : of or relating to a
remoie period, to a time early in history, or to those living in such a
period or time; specij ; of or relating to the historical period begin-
ning with the earliest known civilizations and extending to the fall

of the western Roman Empire a.d.476 3 ; having the qualities of
age or long existence: a % venerable h : old-fashioned, an-
tique syn see old — an-cient^ly adv — an>cient-ness n
^ancient n 1 : an aged living being 2 ; one who lived in ancient
times: a /?/ : the civilized peoples of antiquity; esp ; those of the
classical nations b ; one of ihe classical authors

3aucient n [alter, of ensign'i 1 archaic ; ENSIGN, standard, flag
2 obs ; the bearer of an ensign

an.cient.ry \-re\ n : ancientness. antiquity^
an<>cil>la \an-'sil-3\ n, p/au-cil-Iae \-'sil-(,)e\ [L. female servant]

: AID, HELt-ER
au.cil-lary \'\'an(t)-s3-,ler-e, an-'siI-3-re\ adj 1 s subordinate,
SUBSIDIARY 2 : AUXILIARY. SUPPLEMENTARY

au>coil \'ao-,kan\ n, pi an>co*nes \ao-'ko-ne2\ [L, fr. Gk ankon
elbow; akin to L uncus hook] : a bracket, elbow, or console used
as an architectural support

-an.cy Xan-se, ^n-\ n sujjix [L -antia — more at -ance] : quality or
state (piquancy}

an.cy4o.sto-mi.a.SiS \.ao-ki-16-st3-'mT-3-s3s, ,an-s3-\ n [NL, fr.

Ancylostoma, genus of hookworms, fr. Gk ankylos hooked +
stoma mouth; akin to L uncus hook — more at angle, stomach]
: infestauon with or disease caused by hookworms; esp : a lethargic
anemic state in man due to blood loss through the feeding of hook-
worms in the small intestine
and \3n(d), (')an fd), usu 'n^d) ajler t, d. s or z, ojten 'm ajter p or b.
sometimes 't\ ajier k or g\ conj [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG unti
and] 1 — used as a function word to indicate connection or addi-
tion esp. of items within the same class or type; used to join sen-
tence elements of the same grammatical rank or function 2 obs ; if

an>da>lu>Site \,an-d3-'lU-,sTt\ n [F andalousite, fr. Andalousie
Andalusia, region in Spain] : a mineral AUSiOs consisting of a
silicate of aluminum usu. in thick nearly square orthorhombic
prisms of various colors
lan.dan-te \an-'dan-,ta, -'dant-e, an-'dant-e\ adj {or adv) [It, lit.,

going, prp. of andare to go] ; moderately slow — used as a direc-
tion in music
2andante « : a musical piece or movement in andante tempo
lan.dan.ti'no \,an-,dan-'te-(,)no\ adj {.or adv) [It, dim. of andantel
: rather quicker in tempo than andante— used as a direction in music

2andantino n : a musical piece or movement in andantino tempo
An-de>an \'an-de-3n, an-'\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
the Andes mountain system

an.des.ite \'an-(,)de-,zTt\ n [G andesit, fr. Andes} : an extrusive
usu. dark grayish rock consisting essentially of oligoclase or feldspar

and.iron \'an-.dT(-3)m\ n [ME aundiren, modif. of OF andier}
: one of a pair of metal supports for firewood used on a hearth and
made of a horizontal bar mounted on short legs with usu. a ver-
tical shaft surmounting the front end

and/or \'an-'d6(3)r\ conj — used as a function word to indicate
that words are to be taken together or individually

andr- or andro- comb Jorm [MF, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. andr-, oner man
(male); akin to Oscan ner man, Skt n^, Olr nert strength] 1 : man
(androphobm} 2 : male (ondz-oecium)
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andradite

an-dra.dite \an-'drad-,Tt\ n l3os6 B. de Andrada e Silva tl838
Brazilian geologist] : a garnet Ca3FezCSi04)3 of any of various
colors ranging from yellow and green to brown and black

An<(lro-cles \'an-dra-,klez\ n [L, fr. Gk Androkles] : a Roman
slave held to have been spared in the arena by a lion from whose
foot he had years before extracted a thorn

an>droe<ci*iun \an-*dre-sfh)e-3m\ n, pi an*droe<cia \-s(h)e-a\
[NL. fr andr- + Gk oikion. dim. of oikos house — more at vicin-
ity] : the aggregate of microsporophylls in the flower of a seed plant

ail*dIO<gen \'an-dr3-j3n\ n [ISV] : a substance (as a sex hormone)
tending to stimulate ihe development of secondary sex character-
isdcs in the male — an-dro»gen>ic \,an-dr3-'jen-ik\ adj

an.drog-y-nous Xan-'draj-a-nasX adj [L androgynus hermaphrodite,
fr. Gk androgynos, fr. andr- + gyne woman — more at queen]
1 : HERMAPHRODITIC 2 I bearing both staminaie and pistillate

flowers in the same cluster with the male flowers uppermost —
an*drog-y*ny \-ne\ n

An>drom-a-clie \au-'dram-9-(,)ke\ n [L, fr. Gk AndromacheJ : the
wife of Hector

An>dTom-e'da \an-'dram-3d-3\ n [L, fr. Gk Andromede] 1 : an
Ethiopian princess rescued from a monster by Perseus and made his
wife 2 [L (gen. Andromcdae)} ; a northern constellation directly
south of Cassiopeia between Pegasus and Perseus

an>dros*ter*one \an-'dras-i3-,ron\ n [ISV andr- + sterol + -one}
: an androgenic hormone that is a hydroxy ketone CjgHsoOz
found esp. in human male urine
-an.drous \'an-dr3s\ adj comb form [NL -andrus, fr. Gk -andros
having (such or so many) men, fr. andr-, a/ier} ; having (such or so
many) stamens imonaridrous}

All-dva.ri\'an-,dwar-e\ n [ON] ; a dwarf robbed of his treasure by
Loki

_
ane \'an\ adj or n or pron, chiefly Scot ; ONE
-ane \,an\ n suffix [ISV -an. -ane, alter, of -ene, -ine, & -onel
1 : i-AN 1 {lolaney 2 : saturated or completely hydrogenated
carbon compound (as a hydrocarbon) <methane>

an<ec-dot>age \'an-ik-,dot-ij\ n ; the telling of anecdotes; also

: ANECIXJTES
an>ec*dot*al \,an-ik-'dot-=l\ adj : relating to, characteristic of, or
containing anecdotes — an-ec-dot-al-ly \-'l-e\ adv

ail>ec>dOte \'an-ik-,dot\ n [F. fr. Gk anekdota unpublished items,
fr. neut. pi. of anekdoros unpublished, fr. a- + ekdidonai to publish,
fr. ex out + didonai to give — more at ex-, date] : a usu. short
narrative of an interesting, amusing, or biographical incident~ an>ec-dot*ic \,an-ik-'dat-ik\ or au-ec*dot*i*cal \-i-k3l\ adj
— au*ec-dot>i-cal>ty \-ko-)le\ adv

an<eclio>ic \,an-i-'ko-ik\ adj : free from echoes and reverberations
anele \s-'ne(3)l\ vt [ME anelen, fr. an on + elen to anoint, fr ele

oil, fr. OE (kle, fr, L oleum ~- more at on, oil] archaic : to anoint
esp. in giving extreme unction
anem- or anemo- comb form [prob. fr. F anemo-, fr. Gk anem-,
anemo-, fr. anemos — more at animate] : wind <anemosis> {anemo-

ane>mia \a-'ne-me-a\ n [NL. fr. Gk anaimia bloodlessness, fr. a- 4-

•aimia -emia] 1 a : a condition in which the blood is deficient in

red blood cells, in hemoglobin, or in_ total volume b : ischemia
2 : lack of vitahty — ane>inic \3-'ne-mik\ adj — ane'mi>cal-ly
\-mi-k(3-ile\ adv
anemO'giaph \3-'nem-3-.graf\ n t a recording anemometer— anemo-graph'ic \a-,nem-3-'grdf-ik\ arf/

an<e*mom*e>ter \,an-a-'mam-3t-3r\ n : an
instrument for measunng and indicating
the force or speed of ihe wind — an-e-mo-
met*ric \,an-3-mo-'me-trik\ also an-e-
mo*met*n-cal \-in-k3l\ adj

an>e-mom<e'tr7 \,an-^'mam-3-tre\ n : the
act or process of ascertaming the force,
speed, and direction of wind
anem>0'ne \3-"nem-3-ne\ n [L. fr. Gk
anemone] 1 : any of a large genus (Ane-
mone) of the crowfoot family having lobed
or divided leaves and showy flowers with-
out petals but with conspicuous often col-
ored sepals 2 : sea anemone
an<e>moph>l>lous \,an-3-'maf-3-l3s\ adj

: normally wind-pollindted — an>e>nioph-
i.ly \-le\ n

anent \3-'nent\ prep [ME onevent, anent, fr. OE on ejen alongside,
fr. on -t- efen even] : ABOtrr. concerning

an-er-Oid \'an-3-,r6id\ adj [F aneroide, fr. Gk

34 angle of attack

,
fr Gk,

i at new] ;

of /

+ LGk ,

liquid

aneroid barometer n : a barometer in which the action of atmo-
spheric pressure in bending a metaUic surface is made to move a
pointer

an.es-the.Sla \,an-3s-'the-zha\ n [NL, fr. Gk anaisthesia insensi-

bility, fr. a- + aistheais perception, fr. aisthariesthai to perceive]
: loss of sensation with or without loss of consciousness

an<eS'the*sl>ol<o<gist \,an-3s-,the-ze-'al-3-j3st\ n : anesthetist;
specif ; a physician specializing in anesthesiology

an.es-the.si.ol.o.gy \-je\ n i a branch of medical science dealing
with anesthesia and anesthetics

lan>es>thet>iC \,an-3s-'thet-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or capable
of producing anesthesia 2 : Jacking perceptive sensitiveness
— an»es*tJiet'i.caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

^anesthetic n 1 t a substance that produces anesthesia 2 : some-
thing that brings relief : palliative

anes*the>tist \3-'nes-ih3t-3St\ n : one who administers anesthetics

anes<the-tize \3-*nes-th3-,tTz\ vt i to subject to anesthesia

an-eS'trous \(')an-'es-tr3S\ adj 1 : not exhibiting estrus 2 ; of

or relating to anestrus
an>es*tTUS \-tr3S\ n [NL, fr. a- + estrusi : the period of sexual
quiescence between two periods of sexual activity in cyclically

breeding mammals
an*eu*ry5m also an-eu.rlsm \'an-y3-.riz-3m\ n [Gk aneurysma
fr. aneurynem to dilate, fr ana- + eurynein to stretch, fr. eurys wide
— more at eury-] : a permanent abnormal blood-filled dilatation

of a blood vessel resulting from disease of the vessel wall — an-
eu-rys>mal \,an-y*-*riz-m3l\ adj
anew \3-'n(y)ii\ adv [ME of i fr. OE of J fr. of +

new] 1 ; for an additional time : afresh 2 : in a new form
an-Irac.tu.QS.i.ty \(.)an-.frak-ch^'was-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality
or state of being anfractuous 2 : a winding channel or course;
esp : an intricate path or process (as of the mind)

an-fractU-OUS \an-'frak-ch3-w3s\ adj [F anfractueux, fr. LL
aitfractuosus, fr. L anfracius coil, bend, fr. anjractus crooked, fr.

an- (fr amhl- around) + fractus, pp. of frangere to break — more
at AMBI-, break] : full of windings and intricate turnings : tortuous

an*ga<ry \'ar)-g3-re\ n [LL angaria service to a lord, fr. Gk
angareia compulsory public service, fr. angaros Persian courier]
; the right in international law of a belligerent to seize, use, or
destroy property of neutrals

an.gel \'an-j3l\ n [ME. fr. OF angele, fr. LL angelus, fr. Gk
angelos, lit., messenger] 1 ; a spiritual being superior to man in
power and intelligence; specif : one in the lowest rank 2 : an
attendant spirit or guardian 3 : a white-robed winged figure of
human form in fine art 4 : messenger., harbinger <-^ of death)
6 ; a person felt to resemble an angel 6 Christian Science : a
message originating from God in his aspects of Truth and Love
7 slang ; one (as a backer of a theatrical venture) who supports
with money or influence — an>gel-ic \an-'jel-ik\ or an>gel*i*cal
\-l-k3!\ adj — an.gel.i-cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

an.gel>fish \'an-j3l-,fish\ n 1 : any of several compressed bright*
colored tcleost fishes (family Chaetodontidae) of warm seas
2 : scalare

angel food cake n ; a white sponge cake made of flour, sugar, and
whites of eggs

an>geL>i*ca \an-'jel-i-k3\ n [NL, genus name. fr. ML. fr. LL. fern,

of angelicas angelic, fr. LGk angelikos, fr Gk, of a messenger, fr.

angelos] : any of a genus {Angelica) of herbs of the carrot family;
esp : a biennial (A. archangelica) whose roots and fruit furnish
a flavoring oil

An-ge.lus \'an-J3-l3S\ n [ML, fr. LL. angel; fr. the first word of
the opening versicle] 1 : a Roman Catholic devotion that com-
memorates the Incarnation and is said morning, noon, and evenings
2 ; a bell announcing the time for the Angelus

lau.ger \'ar)-g3r\ n [ME, affliction, anger, fr. ON angr grief;

akin to OE enge narrow, L angere to strangle, Gk anchein} ; a
strong feeling of displeasure and usu. of antagonism
syn IRE, rage, fury, indignation, wrath, anger is the general

term for the emotional reaction of extreme displeasure and sug-
gests neither a definite degree of intensity nor a necessarily out-
ward manifestation; ire is now chiefly literary and suggests great
intensity and its exhibition in acts or words; rage implies loss of
self-ctmtrol from violence of emotion; fury suggests even more
violence and connotes a degree of temporary madness; indignation
stresses righteous anger at what one considers unfair, mean, or
shameful; wrath may imply either rage or indignation but sug-
gests strongly a desire or intent to avenge or punish

2aJiger vb an.ger-ing \-g(3-)rio\ vt : to make angry ^ vi : to
become angry
An.ge*vin \'an-j3-v3n\ adj [F, fr. OF, fr. ML andegavinus, fr.

Andfgavia Anion] : of. relating to, or characterisuc of Anjou
or the Plantagenets — Angevin n

angi- or angio- comb form [NL, fr. Gk angei-, angeio-, fr. angeion
vessel, blood vessel, dim. of angos vessel] 1 : blood or lymph vessel
(angioma) 2 : seed vessel (ofigiocarpous)

an-gi-na \an-'iT-n3\ « [L, quinsy, fr. angere'] ; a disease marked
by spasmodic attacks of intense suffocative pain as a : a severe
inflammatory or ulcerated condition of the mouth or throat
b : angina pectoris — an-gl-nai \-'jin-'l\ adj — an>gl-nose'
\'an-j3-,nos\ adj

angina pec-to.ris \an-,iT-n3-'pek-t(3-)r3s\ n [NL, lit., angina of
the chesi] : a disease condition marked by brief paroxismal
attacks of chest pain precipitated by deficient oxygenation of the
heart muscles

an.gio.car-pous \,an-je-o-'kar-p3s\ or an-gio-car-pic \-pik\ adj
; having or being fruit enclosed within an external covering —
an-giO'Car*py \'an-]e-o-,kar-pe\ n

an>gi<ol'0>gy \,an-je-'al-3-je\ n : the study of blood vessels and
lymphatics

an*gl>o<Uia \,an-je-'o-m3\ n : a tumor composed chiefly of blood
vessels, or lymph vessels — an*gi>o*ma'tous \-'am-3t-3s, -'o-mai-X
adj
an.giO'Sperm \'an-je-3-,sp3rm\ n [deriv. of NL angi- + Gk sperma
seed — more at sperm] : any of a class (.Angiospermae) of vas-
cular plantsjiaving the seeds in a closed ovary — an*gio>sper-
mons \,an-je-3-'sp3r-m3s\ adj

lan.gle \'aQ-g3l\ n [ME, fr. MF,
ancleow ankle ]

1 a archaic I CORNER
b : a projecting struc-
tui e or fragment
2 a : the figure formed
by two lines extend-
ing from the same
point or by two sur-
faces diverging from
the same line b : a measure of the amount of turning necessary

to bring one line or plane into coincidence with or parallel to

another 3 a (1) : point of view {2) : aspect b : a special

approach, point of attack, or technique for accotnphshing an
obiective syn see phase — an>gled \-g3ld\ adj
Wangle vb an.giing \-g(3-)Ho\ vt 1 : to turn, move, or direct at

an angle 2 : to present (as a news story) from a particular or
prejudiced point of view '-- vi : to turn or proceed at an angle
3angle vi an-gling \-gi3-Mio\ [ME angelen, fr angel fishhook, fr.

OE, fr anga hook; akin to OHG ango hook, L uncus, Gk onkos
barbed hook, ankos glen] 1 : to fish with a hook 2 : to use artful

means to attain an objective

An-gle \'ao-g3l\ n [L Angli, pi., of Gmc origin; akin to OE Engle,

pi.. Angles] : a member of a Germanic people conquering England
with the Saxons and Jutes in the 5th century a.d. and merging
with them to form the Anglo-Saxon peoples

An-gle-doz-er \'ao-g3l-rd6-z3r\ trademark — used for a tractor<»

dnven pustier and scraper with the blade at an angte for pushing
material to one side

angle iron n 1 : an iron cleat for loining parts of a structure at an
angte 2 : a piece of structural steel rolled with an L-shaped section

angle ol attack : the acute angle between the direction of the

relative wind and the chord of an airfoil

L angulus: akin to OE

B. right, C
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ngler

angle Ol incidence : the angle that a line (as a ray of light) falling
on a surface makes with a perpendicular to the surface at the point
of incidence

angle ol reflection : the angle between a reflected ray and the
normal drawn at the point of incidence to a reflecting surface

angle ol relraction ; the angle between a refracted ray and the
normal drawn at the point of incidence to the interface at which
refraction occurs

an>gler \'ari-glar\ n 1 ; one that angles 2 ; a
marine fish {Lophius piscatorius) having a
large flattened head and wide mouth with a
lure on the head and fleshy mouth appendages
used to attract smaller fishes as prey

an.gle.Site \'ao-g3l-.sTt\ n [F anglesUe, fr.

Anglesey island, Wales] : a mineral PbS04
consisting of lead sulfate formed by the oxida-
tion of galena
au.gle.worm \'ar]-g3l-,w3rm\ n : earthworm
An.gli.an X'ao-gle-snX n 1 : angle 2 : the
Old English dialects of Mercia and Northum-
bria — Anglian adj
An>gU>can \'aD-gli-kan\ adj [ML angUcanus, fr. angUcus English,
fr. LL Angli English people, fr. L, Angles] 1 ; of or relating to
the established episcopal Church of England and churches of
similar faith and order in communion with it 2 : of or relating to
England or the English nation — Anglican n — An*gli*can<ism
\-ka-.niz-3m\ n

an.gli.Cism \'aa-gl3-.siz-3m\ n, often cap [ML anglicus English]
1 : a characteristic feature of English occurring in another language
2 : adherence or attachment to English customs or ideas

An>gli>cist \'aQ-gl3-s3st\ n ; aspeciaUst in English linguistics

'za-sh3n\ n, ojten cap ; the process
being anglicized

ojten cap 1 : to make English in
to adapt (a foreign word or phrase)

to English usage; esp ; to borrow into English without alteration
of form or spelling and with or without change in pronunciation

an>gling n : the act of one who angles; esp ; the act of fishing with
hook and line usu. for sport
Anglo- combjorm [NL, fr. LL AngW^ 1 : English <^ng/o-Norman)
2 : English and <y4n^/o-Japanese>

An-glo-Catll-O'lic \.ao-(.)glo-'kath-(a-)lik\ adj : of or relating
to a High Church movement in Anglicanism emphasizing its con-
tinuity with historic Catholicism and fostering Catholic dogmatic
and liturgical traditions — Anglo-Catholic n — An<glo-Ca-
thol-i*cisni \-ks-'thal-3-,siz-am\ n
An-gio-Frencli \,aD-(Jglo-'french\ n : the French language used
in medieval England
An>glo-Nor-man \-'n6r-m3n\ j

in England after the Conquest
used by Anglo-Normans

an.glo.phile \'ao-gl3-.fTl\ n, ojten cap [F, fr. anglo- -H -philel
: one who greatly admires or favors England and things Enghsh

an.glo-phobe \'ao-gl3-.fob\ n, ojten cap [prob. fr. F, fr. anglo- +
-phobe\ : one who is averse to England and things English

an.glo.pho-bia \,ao-gl3-'fo-be-s\ n, ojten cap [NL] : intense
aversion to England or the English — an<glo<pho>hic \-'fo-bik,
-'fab-ik\ adj^ ojten cap
An.glo-Sax-on \,ari-(,1gIo-'sak-s3n\ n [NL Anglo-Saxones, pi

an.gli-ci.za.tion \,ao-!
or the result of anglicizing (

an-gli-cize \'aa-gla-,sTz\ v,

quality or characteristics

alter, of ML Angli Saxones, fr. L Angli Angles + LL Saxones
Saxons] 1 : an Angle, Saxon, or Jute in England in the 5th century
A.D. 2 : englishman; specij ; a person descended from the
Anglo-Saxons 3 ; OLD English 1 4 : direct plain EngUsh —
Anglo-Saxon adj

an.go>ra Xao-'gor-s, an-, -'gor-X n 1 : the hair of the Angora
rabbit or Angora goat 2 ; a yarn of Angora rabbit hair used esp.
for knitting

Angora cat n [Angora (Ankara), Turkey] : a long-haired domestic
cat
Angora goat n : any of a breed or variety of the domestic goat
reared for its long silky hair which is the true mohair
Angora rabbit n : a long-haired usu. white rabbit with red eyes
that is raised for fine wool

an.gos-tu.ra bark \,ar)-g3-.st(y)ur-9-\ n {.Angostura (now Ciudad
Bolivar), Venezuela] : an aromatic bitter bark used as a tonic and
antipyretic and obtained from two So. American trees {Galipea
ojjicinalis and Cusparia trijoliaia) of the rue family

an-grl-ly \*ar)-gr3-le\ adv ; in an angry manner
an.gri-ness \-gre-n3s\ n : the state of being angry
an.gry \'ao-gre\ adj 1 : feeling or showing anger : wrathful
2 a : indicative of or proceeding from anger <r^ words) b : seem-
ing to show anger or to threaten angrily <an ^^ sky) 3 : painfully
inflamed <an -- rash)

angst\'ao(k)st\H [Dan &G; Dan, fr. G; akin to L angustus-[ : a
feeling of anxiety ; dread

ang.Strom X'aq-stramV n [Anders J. Angstrom tl874 Sw physicist]
: either of two units of wavelength: a : one ten-billionth of a
meter b : the wavelength of the red spectrum line of cadmium
divided by 6438.4696
lan.guish \'ar|-gwish\ n [ME angwisshe, fr. OF angoisse, fr. L
angustiae, pi., straits, distress, fr. angustus narrow; akin to OE
enge narrow — more at anger] ; extreme pain or distress of either
body or mind syn see sorrow
aanguisb vi : to suffer intense pain or sorrow *** v/ : to cause to
suffer anguish or distress

an.guished adj : produced, affected, or accompanied by anguish
an>gu>lar X'ao-gya-lsrX adj [MF or L; MF angulaire, fr. L angularis,
fr. angulus angle] 1 a : having one or more angles b : forming
an angle : sharp-cornered 2 : measured by an angle <'-- distance)
3a: stiff in character or manner b : having the bones prominent
from lack of plumpness — an*gu-lar>ly adv

an-gu-lar-i»ty \,ar]-gy3-"lar-at-e\ n 1 : the quality of being angular
2 pi : angular outlines or characteristics

aH'gU'late X'ao-gya-lst, -,lat\ adj ; formed with comers ; angled
<-- leaves) — an-gu-late^ly adv

an<gu<la>tiou X.ao-gya-'la-shanV n 1 : the action of making
angulate 2 : an angular formation or shape
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An>gus \'ao-gas\ n [Angus, county In Scotland] : Aberdeen Angus
an'gus>tl- \ai3-,g3s-t3\ comb jorm [L, fr. angustus"] i narrow
ianguslifoUate) {angusiiTOStra.te')

an>hy>dride \(')an-'hT-,drrd\ n : a compound derived from an-
other (as an acid) by removal of the elements of water

an.hy.drite \-'hi-,drit\ n [G anhydrit, fr. Gk anydros"] : a mmeral
CaS04 consisting of an anhydrous calcium sulfate that is usu.
massive and white or sUghtly colored
an-by-drous \-'hT-dr3s\ adj [Gk anydros, fr. a- + hydor water— more at water] ; free from water and esp. water of crystallization
ani \a-'ne\ n [Sp am, or Pg ani, fr. Tupi ortj] : any of several black
cuckoos (genus Crotaphagus) of the warmer parts of America

an-i.Iine \'an-n-sn\ n [G anilin, fr. anil mdigo, fr. F, fr. Pg, fr. Ar
an-nll the indigo plant, fr. Skt nih indigo, fr. fem. of nila dark blue]
: an oily liquid poisonous amine CsHsNHz obtained esp. by the
reduction of nitrobenzene and used chiefly in organic synthesis
(as of dyes)

aniline dye n : a dye made by the use of aniline or one chemically
related to such a dye; broadly : a synthetic organic dye

-•An.i.mad-ver-Sion X.an-a-.mad-'var-zhsn, -mad-, -'vsr-shsnX n [L
animadversion-, animadversio, fr. animadversus, pp. of animad-
vertere'] 1 : a critical and usu. censorious remark 2 : adverse
criticism
syn animadversion, stricture, aspersion, reflection mean an

adverse criticism, animadversion impUes criticism prompted by
prejudice or ill will; stricture implies censure that may be either
ill-natured or judicious; aspersion imputes a slanderous character
to the criticism; reflection often indicates an implied rather than
direct aspersion or criticism

an>i<mad*vert \-'v3rt\ vb [L animadvertere to pay attention to,
censure, fr. animum advertere, lit., to turn the mind to] vt, archaic
: notice, observe '— vi ; to make an animadversion
ian>i*mal \'an-3-m3l\ n [L, fr. miimale, neut. of animalis animate,
fr. anima soul] 1 : any of a kingdom (Animalia) of living beings
typically differing from plants in capacity for spontaneous move-
ment and rapid motor response to stimulation 2a: one of the
lower animals as distinguished from man b : mammal 3 ; a
human being considered chiefly with regard to his physical nature
4 : ANiMALrrv 2
^animal adj 1 ; of. relating to, or derived from animals 2 a : of
or relating to the physical or sentient as contrasted with the in-
tellectual or rational _ h : sensual, fleshy syn see carnal— an*i-mal-ly \-m3-le\ adv

an.i.mal.cu.lar \,an-3-'maI-ky3-lar\ adj : of or relating to ani-
malcules

an.i-mai.cule \-'mal-(.)kyu(a)l\ or an-i-mal-cu-lum X-'mal-kya-
lam\ n, p/ animalcules or an-i-nial-cu-la \-'mal-ky3-l3\ [NL an-
imalculum, dim. of L animall : a minute usu. microscopic organism

animal beat n ; heat produced in the body of a living animal by
functional chemical and physical activities

animal husbandry n : a branch of agriculture concerned with the
production and care of domestic animals
an-i.mal.ism X'an-s-ms-.liz-smX n 1 a (1) : the qualities typical
of animals; esp i buoyant health and uninhibited vitality (2) : the
exercise of these qualities b : preoccupation with the satisfaction
of physical drives or wants 2 : a theory that human beings are
nothing more than animals — an-i-mal-ist \-m3-l3St\ n — an-i-
mal>is>tic \,an-3-ma-'lis-tik\ adj

an-i-nial.i.ty \,an-3-'mal-3t-e\ n 1 ; animalism la(l) 2 a : the
state of being an animal b : animal nature 3 : the animal world

an'i*mal>iza>tion X.an-s-ms-ls-'za-shsnX n : the act of animaUzing
: the state of being animaUzed

an<i>mal<lze \'an-3-m3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to represent in animal form
2 : brutalize, sensualize

animal magnetism « l : a force held to reside in some individuals
by the emanation of which a strong quasi-hypnotic influence can
be exerted 2 Christian Science ; error, mortal mind
animal spirits n pi : vivacity arising from physical health and
energy
lan.i.mate \'an-3-m3t\ adj [ME, fr. L anim.atus_, pp. of animare
to give Hfe to, fr. anima breath, soul; akin to OE othian to breathe,
L animus spirit, mind, courage, Gk anemos wind] 1 : possessing
life : ALIVE 2 : of or relating to animal hfe as opposed to plant
life 3 : full of life : animated syn see living — au>i>mate-l7
adv — an'i.mate»ness n

2an>i-mate \-,mat\ vt 1 : to give spirit and support to ; encourage
2 a ; to give life to b ; to give vigor and zest to 3 : to move to
action 4 a : to make or design in such a way that apparently
spontaneous lifelike movement is effected b : to produce in the
form of an animated cartoon syn see quicken
an4.mat>ed adj 1 a ; alive, living b : fuU of movement and
activity c : full of vigor and spirit ; vivacious 2 ; having the
appearance of something alive ; lifelike 3 ; made in the forrh
of an animated cartoon syn see lively, uving — au-i*mat-ed>ly
adv
animated cartoon n : a motion picture made from a series of draw-
ings simulating motion by means of sUght progressive changes

an*i-ma'tion \,an-3-'ma-shan\ n 1 : the act of animating or the
state of being animate or animated 2a: animated cartoon
b ; the preparation of animated cartoons

an.i-ma.to \.an-a-"mat-(,)o\ adv {or adj) [It, fr. L animatusl
: with animation — used as a direction in music

an>i>ma>tor \'an-3-,mat-3r\ n ; one that contributes to the pro-
duction of an animated cartoon

an.i.misra \'an-3-.mi2-am\ n [G anlmismus, fr. L anima] 1 : a
doctrine that the soul is the vital principle of organic development
2 : attribution of conscious life to nature or natural objects
3 : behef in the existence of spirits separable from bodies — an*i-
mist \-m3st\ n — an>i*mis-tic \,an-a-'mis-tik\ adj

an.j-mos.i.ty \.an-3-'mas-at-e\ n [ME animosite, fr. MF or LL;
MF animosite, fr. LL animositat-, cuiimosilas, fr. L animosus
spirited, fr. animus] : ill will or resentment tending toward active
hostility syn see enmity
an>i>mus \'an-3-mas\ n [L, spirit, mmd, courage, anger] 1 ; basic
attitude or governing spirit : disposition, intention 2 : deep*
seated hostiUty ; antagonism syn see enmity

au>ion \'an-.T-3n, -,T-,an\ n [Gk, neut. of anion, prp. of i
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go up, fr. ana- + ienal to go — more at issue] : the ion in an elec-
trolyzed solution that migrates to the anode; broadly ; a negatively
charged ion
an*ion-ic \,^n-(,)r-'an-ik\ adi 1 : of or relating to anions 2 : char-
acterized by an active and esp. surface-active anion — an>ion-i-
cal-ly \-i-k(s-)le\ adv

auis- or aniSO- comb form [NL, fr. Gk, fr. anisos, fr. a- + isos
equal] : unequal (aniseikonia) <a«wodactylous>

an.ise \'an-as\ n [ME artis. fr. OF. fr. L anisum, fr. Gk anneson,
anisoni ; an herb {Pimpinella anisum) of the carrot family having
carminative and aromatic seeds; also ; aniseed
ani-seed \'an-3(s)-,sed\ n [ME anis seed, fr. anis + seed'\ : the
seed of anise often used as a flavoring in cordials and in cooking

an*iS>ei*kO>nia \,an-,T-,sT-'ko-ne-a\ n [NL, fr. anis- + Gk eikdn
image — more at icon] : a defect of binocular vision in which the
two retinal images of an object differ in size — an>is>ei*l£On>ic
\-'kan-ik\ adj

an>is>ette \,an-9-'set, -'zet\ n [F, fr. anis'\ ; a usu. colorless sweet
Uqueur flavored with aniseed
an.isog.a.mous \,an-r,)T-'sag-3-m3S\ also an-iso-gam-ic \-,T-s3-

'gam-ik\ adj ; characterized by fusion of unlike gametes or of
individuals usu. differing chiefly in size <---' reproduction) — an-
lsog*a-m7 \-C.)i-'sag-3-me\ n
an>iso<met>nc \,an-,T-s3-'me-trik\ adj [F anisometrigue, fr. a- +
isomeirique isometric] : having unsyrametrical parts

au>iso*me>tro>pia \,an-,T-s3-m3-'tro-pe-3\ n [NL. fr. Gk aniso-
metros of unequal measure (fr. anis- + metron measure) + NL
-opia — more at measure] : unequal refractive power in the two
eyes — au*iso>ine>tro-pic \-'trap-ik, -*tro-pik\ adj

an>isO>trop<ic \,an-,i-S3-'trap-ik\ adj 1 : exhibiting properties
with different values when measured along axes in different direc-
tions <an --« crystal) 2 ; assuming different positions in response
to external stimuli — an>iso>trop>i*cal<ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv —
an»isot*ro»py \-(,)T-'sa-tra-pe\ or an>isot-ro-pism \-,piz-9m\ n

an.ker.ite \'ao-ka-,rTt\ n [G ankerit, fr. M. J. Anker tl843
Austrian mineralogist] : a dolomitic iron-containing mineral
Ca(Fe.Mg,Mn)(C03)z
ankh \'aok\ n [Egypt '/i^] ; a cross having a loop for its

upper vertical arm and serving esp. in ancient Egypt as an
emolem of life

au>kle \'ar)-ksl\ n [ME ankel, fr. OE ancleow; akin to
OHG anchlao ankle, L angulus angle] 1 : the joint be-
tween the foot and the leg; also : the region of this joint

2 : the joint between the carmon bone and pastern (as in
the horse)

an.kle.houe \'ao-k3l-'bon, -,bon\ n : talus 1 ankh
an-klet \'ao-kl3t\ n 1 : something (as an ornament)
worn around the ankle 2 : a short sock reaching shghtly above
the ankle 3 : a woman's or child's low shoe having one or more
ankle straps

an-ky-lose \'ar)-ki-,los, -,Ioz\ vb [back-formation fr. ankylosis']

vt : to unite or stiffen by ankylosis ^ vi : to undergo ankylosis
an-ky.lo.SiS \,ao-ki-'lo-S3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk ankylosis, fr. ankyloun
to make crooked, fr. ankylos crooked; akin to L uncus hooked —
more at angle] 1 : stiffness or fixation of a joint by disease or
surgery 2 ; union of separate bones or hard parts to form a single
bone or part — an<k7>Iot-ic \-'lat-ik\ adj

an.la-ge \'an-,!ag-3\ n, pi an-la^gen \-3n\ also anlages [G, lit.,

act of laying on] ; the foundation of a subsequent development
: RUDIMENT; specif ; the first recognizable commencement of a
developing part or organ in an embryo

an>lia \'an-3\ n [Hindi a«a] 1 : a former monetary unit of Burma,
India, and Pakistan equal to Vis rupee 2 : a coin representing one

annual.ist \'an-=l-»st\ n : a writer of annals : historian — an>nal-
iS'tiC \,an-='l-'is-tik\ adj

an>nals Van-'lz\ n pi [L annates, fr. pi. of annalis yearly — more at
annual] 1 ; a record of events arranged in yearly sequence
2 : historical records : chronicles 3 : records of the activities

of an organization
Aii>nam*ese \,an-3-'mez. -'mes\ n, pi Annamese l a : a Mon-
golian people that occupies mainly Cochin China and the coast
regions of Annam and Tonkin b or An<uam*ite \'an-3-,mit\ : a
member of such people 2 : the language of the Annamese people
: VIETNAMESE — Annamesc adj

an<>nat>tO \3-'nat-(,)o\ n [of Cariban origin; akin to GaUbl annoio
tree producing annotto] ; a yellowish red dyestuff made from the
pulp around the seeds of a tropical tree {Bixa orellana, family
Bixaceae)

an*ueal \a-'ne(3n\ vr [ME anelen, fr. OE onslan, fr. on + xlan to
set on fire, bum, fr al fire; akin to OE ad funeral pyre — more at
edifv] 1 : to heat (as glass) in order to fix laid-on colors 2 : to
heat and then cool usu. for softening and rendering less brittle

3 : STRENGTHEN, TOUGHEN <was '^-'Cd by hardship)
an>ne*Ud X'an-^'l-^aX n [deriv. of L anellus httle ring — more at
ANNULET] ; any of a phylum (Annelida) of coelomate and usu.
elongated segmented invertebrates including the earthworms,
various marine worms, leeches, and related forms — annelid adj— au-nel'i>dan \»-'ne!-3d-'n\ adj or n
ian*nex \3-'neks, 'an-,eks\ vt [ME annexen. fr. MF annexer, fr. OF,
fr. annexe joined, fr. L awiexus, pp. of annectere to bind to, fr. ad-
+ nectere to bind] 1 : to attach as a quality, consequence, or con-
dition 2 archaic : to join together materially : untte 3 : subjoin,
APPEND 4 ; to incoiporate (a country or other territory) within
the domain of a state 5 ; to obtain or take for oneself — an>nes-
a*tion \,an-,ek-'sa-sh3n\ n~ an-nex*a*tiou*al \-shnsl, -sh3n-^l\
adj — aii*nex>a>tioU'ist \-sh{a-)n3st\ n
2an>nex \'an-,eks, -iks\ n ; something annexed or appended: as
a : an added stipulation or statement ; appendix b : a subsidiary or
supplementary structure : wing

an.ni- hi 'late \a-'nT-a-,Iai\ vt [LL annihilatus, pp. of annihilare to
reduce lo nothing, fr. L ad- + nihil nothing — more at nil] 1 a : to
cause to be of no effect ; nullify h ; to destroy the substance or
force of 2 ; to regard as of no consequence 3 : to cause to cease
to exist 4 a : to destroy a considerable part of <the army was
annihilated') b ; to vanquish completely ; rout syn see abolish— an>ni>hi>la>Uon \a-,nT-3-'la-sh3n\ n — an>ni>lii-la-tive
\3-'nT-&-.lat-iv\ adj ~ anoni'hi-la'tor \-,lat-3r\ n

an-ni-ver-sa-ry \.an-3-'v3rs-(3-)re\ n, often attrib [ME anniver-
sarie, fr. ML, anniversarium, fr. L, -neut. of anniversarius returning
annually, fr. annus year + versus, pp. of vertere to turn — more at

ANNUAL, worth] 1 : the annual recurrence of a date marking a
notable event 2 ; the celebration of an anniversary
an-no Do*mi>ni \,an-(,)o-*dam-3-ne, -'do-ma-, -,nT\ adv, often cap
A [ML, in the year of the Lord] — used to indicate that a time divi-
sion falls within the Christian era
an.no he-gi-rae \-hi-'jT(3)-(.)re, -'hei-3-,re\ adv, often cap A&H
[NL, in the year of the Hegira] — used to indicate that a time
division falls within the MusUm era

an>no>tate \'an-3-,tat\ vb [L annotatus, pp. of annotare, fr. ad- -f-

notare to mark — more at note] vi : to make or furnish critical or
explanatory notes or comment ~ vr : to make or furnish annota-
tions for (a literary work or subject) — an-no*ta-tor \-,tat-3r\ n
syn ANNOTATE, GLOSS mean to add comment to a text, annotate

imphes furnishing a text with critical, historical, or explanatory
notes; GLOSS impUes supplying a text with definitions of difficult

words or phrases
an>no. taction \,an-a-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of armotating 2 : a
note added by way of comment or explanation
an.nounce \3-'naun(t)s\ vb [ME announcen, fr. MF annoncer, fr. L
annuntiare, fr. ad- + nuntiare to report, fr. nuntius messenger]
vt 1 : to make known publicly ; proclaim 2 a : to give notice of
the arrival, presence, or readiness of b ; to indicate beforehand
; FORETELL 3 : to serve as an announcer of ^ vi 1 : to serve as an
announcer 2 : to declare one's candidacy ; give one's pohtical
support syn see declare

an-noimce-raent \3-'naun(t)-sm3nt\ n 1 : the act of announcing
or of bemg announced 2 : a pubUc notification or declaration
3 : a piece of formal stationery designed for a social or business
announcement
an.nouncer \3-'naiinft)-ssr\ n : one that announces; esp : one
that introduces television or radio programs, makes commercial
announcements, reads news summaries, and gives station Identifi-

an-noy \3-'n6i\ vb [me anoien, fr. OF enuier, fr. LL inodiare to
make loathsome, fr. L in + odium hatred — more at odium] vt

1 ; to disturb or irritate esp. by repeated acts ; vex 2 : harass,
MOLEST ^ vi ; to be a source of annoyance — an>noy*er n
syn VEX, irk, bother; annoy implies a wearing on the nerves by

persistent petty unpleasantness; vex implies greater provocation
and stronger disturbance and usu. connotes anger but sometimes
perplexity or anxiety; irk stresses difficulty in enduring and result-
ing weariness or impatience of spirit; bother may imply either a
bewildering or upsetting but always suggests interference with
comfort or peace of mind syn see in addition worry

an>noy<ance \s-'n6i-an(t)s\ n 1 : the act of annoying or of being
annoyed 2 : the state or feeling of being annoyed : vexation
3 ; a source of vexation or irritation : nuisance

an<noy*ing adj ; irrftatino, vexing — an-noy>ing-ly \-io-le\ adv
»an.nu.al \'an-y3(-wa)l\ adj [ME, fr. MF & LL; MF annuel, fr.

LL annualis, blend of L annuus yearly (fr, minus year) and L annalis
yearly {fr. annus year); akin to Goth athnam (dat. pi.) years, Skt
atati he walks, goes] 1 : covering the period of a year 2 : occur-
ring or performed once a year ; yearly 3 ; completing the life

cycle in one growing season — an>na>al>ly \-e\ adv
^annual n 1 : a publication appearing yearly 2 : an event that
occurs yearly 3 : something that lasts one year or season; specif
; an annual plant

annual ring n : the layer of wood produced by a single year's growth
of a woody plant

an.nu-itant \a-'n(y)ii-3t-3nt\ n : a beneficiary of an annuity
an.nu.ity \3-*n(y)ii-9t-e\ n [ME annuite, fr. MF annuite, fr. ML
annidiat-, annuitas, fr. L annuus yearly] 1 : an amount payable
yearly or at other regular intervals 2 ; the right to receive or the
obligation to pay an annuity

an.nul \3-'n3l\ vt an.nulled; an-nul-ling [ME annullen, fr. MF
annuller, fr. LL annullare, fr. L ad- + nullus not any — more at
NULL] 1 : to reduce to nothing ; OBLirERATE 2 : to make ineffec-
tive or inoperative : neutralize <'^ the drug's effect) 3 : to de-
clare or make legally void syn see nullify

an>nU'lar \'an-y3-l3r\ adj [MF or L; MF annulaire, fr. L annularis,

fr. annulus'\ : of, relating to, or forming a ring — an«nu>lai-2»ty
\,an-y3-'lar-3t-e\ n — an-nu*lar*ly adv

annular eclipse n : an eclipse in which a thin outer ring of the sun's
disk is not covered by the apparently smaller dark disk of the moon

annular ligament n : a ringlike ligament or band of fibrous tissue
encircling a part (as the wrist or ankle)

an-nu.Iate X'an-ys-lat, -.lat\ or an-nu-lat-ed \-,lat-sd\ adj : fur-

nished with or composed of rings : ringed
an.nu4a*tion \,an-ya-'la-sh?n\ n : formation of rings; also : ring
an*nu-iet \'an-ys-l9t\ n [modif. of MF annelet, dim. of anel, fr. L
anellus, dim. of annulus'] 1 ; a little ring 2 : a small architectural
molding or ridge forming a ring

an^nul'ment \3-'n3l-m3nt\ n : the act of armulling or of being
annulled; specif : a judicial pronouncement declaring the invahdity
of a marriage
an.nu-lus \'an-y3-l3s\ n, pi an.nu-li \-,lT, -Ie\ also an-nu-lus-es
[L, dim. of anus ring, anus — more at anus] : ring; esp ; a part,
structure, or marking resembling a ring

an>nun>ci-ate \3-'nan(t)-se-,at\ vt : announce
an>nun>ci*a>tion \3-,n3n(t)-se-'a-sh3n\ n [ME annunciacioun, fr.

MF anunciation, fr. LL annuniiation-, annuntiatio, fr. L annuntiatus,

pp. of annuntiare—more at announce] 1 ; the act of announcing
or of being announced : announcement 2 cap : the 25th of
March on which many Christian churches commemorate the an-
nouncement of the Incarnation related in Luke 1 28-35

an.nun•ci-a-tor \3-'n3n(t)-se-,at-ar\ n : one that annunciates;
specif : an electricaUy controlled signal board or indicator — an-
nuU'Ci«a»to-ry \-se-a-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj

an>ode \'an-,od\ n [Gk anodos way up, fr. ana- + hodos way —
more at cede] 1 ; the positive terminal of an electrolytic cell —
compare cathode 2 : the negative terminal of a primary cell or
of a storage battery that is deUvering current 3 : the electrons
collecting electrode of an electron tube — an*od*ic \a-'nad-ik\ adj— an-od'i'CaMy \-i-k(a-)]e\ adv

an<od>ize \'an-a-,dTz\ vt ; to subject (a metal) to electrolytic action
as the anode of a cell in order to coat with a protective or decorative
film
ian.o»dyne_ \'an-3-,dTn\ adj [L anodynos, fr. Gk anodynos, fr.

a- + odyne pain; akin to OE etan to eat] ; serving to assuage pain
: soorHn>ja
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semette: akin to OHG amelza ant] ; any of a family (Formicidae) of
colonial hymenopterous insects with complex social organization
and various castes performing special duties

ant see anti-
i-ant \3nt, 'nt\ n sujjix [ME, fr. OF, fr. -ant, prp. suffix, fr. L
-ant-, -ans, prp. suffix of first conjugation, fr. -a- (stem vowel of
first conjugation) + -nl-, -ns, prp. suffix; akin to OE ~nde. prp.
suffix, Gk -nt-, -n, pres., fut. & aor. part, suffix] la: one that per-
forms {a specified action) ; personal or impersonal agent <claimanA
<coolanr> b : thing that promotes (a specified action or process)
<expectorart/> 2 ; one connected with (annuitanr) 3 : thing that
is acted upon (in a specified manner) (inhala/i;)

2^ut adj sujjix 1 : performing (a specified action) or being (in a
specified condition) <somnambulflwr> 2 : promoting (a specified
action or process) (expectora/ir)

aU'ta \'an-ta\ n. pi antas or an<tae Van-
,ie, -.tT\ [L; akin to ON ond anteroom] : a
pier produced by thickening a wall at its ter-

A,A, antas

sanodyne n 1 : a drug that allays pain 2 : something that soothes,
calms, or comforts — an-o-dyn-ic \,an-3-'din-ik\ adj

auoiut \3-'n6int\ vr [ME anointen, fr. MF enoint, pp. of enoindre,

fr. L inunguere, fr. in- + unguere to smear — more at ointment]
1 : to rub over with oil or an oily substance 2 a : to apply oil to
as a sacred rite esp. for consecration to ; to designate as if through
the rite of anointment ; consecrate — anoiut-ei n — auoiut-
ment VmantX n

auoni-a<lis>tic \3-,nara-a-'lis-tik\ adj : of or relating to the
astronomical anomaly — aiiom-a*lls>ti'CaI \-ii-k3l\ adj

aiioin*a>louS \a-'nam-a-las\ adj [LL anomalus, fr. Gk anomalos,
lit., uneven, fr. a- + homalos even, fr. homos same — more at
SAME] 1 ; deviating from a general rule, method, or analogy ; ab-
normal 2 : being out of keeping with accepted notions of fitness

or order; also : inconsistent with what would naturally be expected
synsee irregular — anom-a-lous-ly adv ~ auom<a*Iou5>nessn

aiiom-a*ly \3-'nam-3-le\ n 1 : the angular distance of a planet
from its perihelion as seen from the sun 2 : deviation from the
common rule : irregularfty 3 : something anomalous; esp
; something that deviates in excess of normal variadon

an.O'inie or an.O'iny \'an-3-me\ n [F anomie, fr. Gk anomia law-
lessness, fr. anomos lawless, fr. a- + nomos law. fr. nemein to
distribute — more at nimble] : a state of society in which normative
standards of conduct and belief are weak or lacking; also : a
similar condition in an individual commonly characterized by dis-

orientation, anxiety, and isolation
anon \3-'nan\ adv [ME, fr. OE on an, fr, on in + an one — more
at ON, one] 1 archaic : at once : immediately 2 archaic : soon,
PRESENTLY 3 X at another time
au-o-nym also an-o-nyme \'an-3-,nim\ n 1 : one that retains

anonymity or is of unknown name 2 ; pseudonym
an-o.nym.i.ty \,an-a-*nim-3i-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
anonymous 2 : one that is anonymous
anon<y-mous \3-'nan-3-m3s\ adj [LL anonymus, fr. Gk anonymos,
fr. a- + onyma name — more at name] 1 : having or giving rio

name <r^ author) 2 : of unknown or unnamed source or origin
<~ gifts) 3 : lacking marked individuality or personality (brown
--- houses) — anon-y-mous-ly adv — anon*y*mous*ness n_

anoph*e>les \3-^'naf-a-,lez\ n [NL, genus name, fr. GV. anopheles
useless, fr. a- + ophelus advantage, help; akin to OE o- behind,
OHG a-, Skt a- toward and to Skt phalam fruit, profit] : any of a
genus [Anopheles) of mosquitoes that includes all mosquitoes which
transmit malaria to man — anoph-e-line \-,lin\ adj or n

an>0>rak \'an-3-,rak\ n [Greenland Esk anoraq} i parka
an.oreX'la \,an-3-'rek-se-3\ n [NL. fr, Gk, fr. a- + orexis appe-
tite, fr. ore.gein to stretch out, reach after — more at right] ; loss

of appetite esp. when prolonged — an*orexi-geu*ic \,an-a-,rek-

S3-'jen-ik\ adj
an-or<tlute \3-'n6r-.thTt\ n [F. fr. a- + Gk orthos straight — more
at arduous] : a white, grayish, or reddi.sh feldspar CaAlzSizOs
occurring in many igneous rocks — au-or*Uiit'ic \,an-(,)6r-

'thit-ik\ adj
an.or.lhO'Site \9-'n6r-th^,sTt\ n [F anorihose, a feldspar, fr. a-

+ Gk orthos'^ : a granular Plutonic igneous rock composed almost
exclusively of a soda-lime feldspar (as labradorite)

an<os-mla \a-'naz-me-9\ n [NL, fr. a- + Gk osme smell — more
at odor] ; loss or impairment of the sense of smell — an-os>nuc
\-mik\ adj
lan^Oth.er \3-'n3th-sr\ adj 1 : different or distinct from the one
considered 2 : some other : later 3 : being one more in addition
to one or more of the same kind ; new

^another pron l : an additional one : one more 2 : one that is

different from the first or present one 3 : one of a group of un-
specified or indefinite things
anotH.er-guess \3-'n3th-ar-.ges\ adj [alter, of anothergates, fr.

^another + gate"] archaic ^ of another sort
an>ox>emia X.an-.ak-'se-me-aV n [NL] a : condition of subnormal
oxygenation of the arterial blood — an-ox.emic \-mik\ adj

an*bx-ia \a-'nak-se-3\ n [NL] ; hypoxia esp. of such severity as
to result in permanent damage — an-ox>ic \-sik\ adj

an-ser-ine \'anCti-s^,rTn\ adj [L anserinus, fr. anser goose — more
at GOOSE] : of, relating to, or resembling a goose
1an>SWer \'an(t)-S3r\ n [ME, fr. OE andswaru; akin to ON andsvar
answer; both fr a prehistoric WGmc-NGmc compound whose first

constituent is represented by OE and- against, and whose second
constituent is akin to OE swerian to swear — more at ante-]
la: something spoken or written in return to or satisfying a

question b : a correct response 2 a ; a reply to a charge : defense
b : a rejoinder made by the defendant in an equity case in reply to

the charges made by the complainant in his bill 3 : something done
in response; also : responsive action 4 : a solution of a problem
aanswer vb an-swer-ing \'an(tjs-(a-)rio\ vi 1 : to speak or write

in reply 2 a : to be or make oneself responsible or accountable
b : to make amends : atone 3 : to be in conformity or correspon-
dence <~ed to the description) 4 : to act in response to an action

performed elsewhere or by another 5 : to be adequate : serve
~ vr 1 ; to speak or write in reply to; also : to say or write by way
of reply 2 : to reply in rebuttal, justification, or explanation
3 a : to correspond to b : to be sufficient for : serve 4 ohs : to

atone for 5 : to act in response to 6 : to offer a solution for;

esp : solve — an>swer.er \-S3r-ar\ n
syn respond, reply, rejoin, retort answer implies either the

logical or practical satisfying of a question, demand, call, or need;
respond implies reacting to any stimulus often spontaneously or
without resistance or delay; reply implies making a return that

covers the same ground as the question being answered; it may
focus upon the act of answering <he answered correctly; he replied

vigorously) rejoin often implies answering an implied question or
objection and may suggest sharpness or
quickness in answering; retort sug-
gests responding to an explicit charge
or criticism by way of retaliation

an-swer.able \'an(t)s-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj
1 : liable to be called to account : re-
sponsible 2 archaic ; suitable, ade-
quate 3 archaic : accordant, corre-
sponding 4 : capable of being refuted
syn see responsible
ant \'ant\ n [ME ante, emete, fr. OE
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ant<ac>id \C')ant-'as-3d\ adj : counteractive
of acidity — antacid n
An.tae-an \an-*te-3n\ adj : resembling
Antaeus esp. in strength

An-tae.US \an-*te-as\ n [L, fr. Gk Antaiosl
: a mythical giant whom Hercules is able to
overcome only by keeping him from touching
his mother earth

an*tag-o*nlsm \an-'tag-5-,niz-am\ n 1 a : actively expressed
opposition, hostility, or antipathy b ; opposition or contrariety of
a conflicting force, tendency, or principle 2 : opposition in physio-
logical action; esp : interaction of two or more substances such that
the action of any one of them on living cells or tissues is modified
syn see enmity

an-tag»o»nist \an-'tag"3-n3st\ n 1 ; one that opposes another esp.
in combat : adversary 2 : an agent of physiological antagonism:
as a : a muscle that contracts with and limits the action of an
agonist with which it is paired b : a drug that opposes the action
of another syn see opponent

an*tag>o-nis*tic \(,)an-,tag-3-'nis-tik\ adj ; characterized by or
resulting from antagonism^: opposing syn see adverse — an>tag-
o>ms>ti*caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

an*tag>o>nize \an-'tag-a-,nTz\_v/ [Gk antagonlzesthai, fr. antt- +
agonizesthai to struggle, fr. agon contest — more at agony] 1 : to
act in opposition to : counteract 2 : to incur or provoke the
hostihty of syn see oppose

ant>aiC-tiC \(')ant-'ark-tik, -'art-jk\ adj, ojten cap [ME antartik,

fr. L antarcticus, fr. Gk antarktikos, fr. anti- + arktikos arctic]

: relating to the south pole or to the region near it

antarctic circle «, ojien cap A&C z a^ small circle of the earth
parallel to its equator approximately 23° 27' from the south pole

An.tar.es \an-'ta(9)r-(,)ez, -'teO)r-\ n [Gk Antares^ : a giant red
star of very low density that is the brightest star in Scorpio

ant bear n : a large anteater {Myrmecophaga jubata) of So.
America with shaggy gray fur,

a bl£ '

and ,

der
ant cow n ; an aphid from which
ants obtain honeydew
lan.te \'ant-e\ n lante-'] 1 : a
poker slake usu. put up before
the deal to build the pot 2 : an
amount paid ; price

2ante vt an.ted; an.te-ing : to
put up (an ante); also : pay, produce
ante- prejix [ME, fr. L, fr. ante before, In front of; akin to OE and-
against, Gk anti before, against — more at end] 1 a : prior

: earlier <anretype> b : anterior : forward <«nreroom> 2 a ; prior

to : earlier than (antediluvian) b : in front of iantech.Qir)

ant>eat>er \'ant-,et-ar\ n : any of several mammals that feed largely

or entirely on ants: as a ; an edentate with a long narrow snout,

a long tongue, and enormous salivary glands b ; echidna c : aard-

an.te.bel'lum \,arit-l-'bel-3ra\ adj [L ante bellum before the war]
; existing before a war; esp : existhig before the Civil War

an.te-ceiie \,ant-3-'sed\ vt [L antecedere, fr. ante- + cedere to go —
more at cede] : precede

an.te.ced.ence \,ant-3-'sed-'n(t)s\ n : priorfty, precedence
lan-te.ced-ent \,ant-3-'sed-=nt\ n [ME, fr. ML & L; ML antece-

dent-, antecedens, fr. L, logical antecedent, lit., one that goes before,

fr neut. of antecedent-, antecedens, prp. of antecedere'] 1 : a sub-
stantive word, phrase, or clause referred to by a pronoun (as John
in "I saw John and spoke to him"); broadly : a word or group of
words replaced and referred to by a substitute 2 ; the conditional
element in a proposition (as i^ A in "if A, then B") 3 : the first

term of a mathematical ratio 4 a : a preceding event, condition,
or cause b pi : the significant events, conditions, and traits of
one's earlier life 5 a : a predecessor in a series; esp ; a model or
stimulus for later developments b pi i ancestors, parents syn
see CAUSE

2antecedent adj 1 : prior in time or order 2 : causally or logically

prior syn see preceding — an.te-ced.ent.ly adv
an.te.'Ces-SOr \,ant-i-'ses-3r\ n [ME antecessour, fr. L antecessor
— more at ancestor] : one that goes before : predecessor

an*te>Cham>ber \'anl-i-,cham-b3r\ n [F antichambre, fr. MF, fr.

It anti- (fr L ante-) + MF chambre room — more at chamber] : an
outer room leading to another usu. more important room

an.te.Choir \'ant-i ,kwT(a)r\ n : a space enclosed or reserved for
the clergy and choristers at the entrance to a choir
lan>te-date \'ant-i-,dat\ n : a date assigned to an event or docu-
ment earlier than the actual date of the event or document

2antedate vt 1 a : to date as of a time prior to that of execution
b : to assign to a date prior to that of actual occurrence 2 archaic

_ipate 3 % to precede in time

ant bear
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an.te.fix \'ant-i-,fiks\ n [L antejixum, fr. neut. of antejixus, pp.
of aniejigere to fasten before, fr. ante- + jigere to fasten — more
at DIKE] 1 : an ornament at the e:ives of a classical building con-
cealing the ends of the joint tiles of the roof 2 : an ornament of
the molding of a classic cornice — an>te.lix-al \,ant-i-'fik-s3l\ adj

an-te-lope \'ant-'l-,op\ n, pi antelope or antelopes [ME, fabulous
heraldic beast, prob. fr. MF anielop
savage animal with sawlike horns, fr.

ML anthalopus, fr. LGk antholop-,
aniholops'} la: any of various Old
World ruminant mammals (family
Bovidae) that differ from the true oxen
esp. in lighter racier build and homs
directed upward and backward
b : PRONGHORN 2 Z leather from
antelope hide

an.te me*ri<cli*em \,ant-i-m3-*rid-e-
om\ adj [L] ; being before noon
an-te-mor-tem \-'m6rt-3m\ adj [L
ante ntortem'\ : preceding death

an.te-na.lal \,ant-i-*nat-n\ adj : of or
relating to an unborn child; also
: occurring during pregnancy

an.teu.na \an-'ten-3\ n, pi an-ten-
nae \-'ten-(,)e\ or antennas [ML, fr. L, sail yard] 1 ; a movable
segmented organ of sensadon on the head of insects, myriapods,
and crustaceans 2 pi usu antennas : a usu. metallic device (as a rod
or wire) for radiating or receiving radio waves — an>ten*ual
\-'ten-'l\ adj

an*ten*nule \an-'ten-(,)yu(a)l\ n ; a small antenna or similar ap-
pendage

an<te*pen-di<iun \,ant-i-'pen-de-am\ n, pi antepend!tuns or an-
te.pen*dia \-de-a\ [ML, fr. L ante- + pendere to hang — more
at pendant] : a hanging for the front of an altar, pulpit, or lectern

an.te.pe-niilt X.ant-i-'pe-.nalt, -pi-'\ also an.te.pen.ul-U-ma \-pi-
'n9l-t3-ma\ n [LL antepaenultima, fern, of aniepaenultimus preced-
ing the next to last, fr. L ante- -t- paenuhimus penultimate] ; the
3d syllable of a word counting from the end (as cu in accumulate) —
an.te.pen-ul'ti-mate \-pi-'nal-t3-m3i\ adj or n

an.te.ri.or \an-'tir-e-3r\ adj [L, comp. of ante before — more at
ANTE-] 1 a : situated before or toward the front b : abaxial
2 a : coming before in time : antecedent b : logically prior
syn see preceding — an.te. ri. or. ly adv

an*te>room \'ant-i-,rijm, -,rum\ n : a room placed before or form-
ing an entrance to another and often used as a waiting room

antn see anti-
an.the.Iion Xant-'hel-ysn, an-'thel-\ /i, p/ an-tbe-lia N-yA or
anthelions JGk anthelion, fr. neut. of anthelios opposite the sun,
fr. mill- + helios sun — more at solar] : a somewhat bright white
spot appearing on the parhelic circle opposite the sun

an.thel.min.tic \,ant-,hel-'mint-ik, ,an-,thel-\ adj ianti- + Gk
helminth--, helmis worm — more at helminth ] : expelling or destroy-
ing parasitic worms esp. of the intestine — anthelmintic n

an.tliem \'an(t)-th3m\ n fME antem, fr. OE antejn, fr. LL anti-
phona._ fr. LGk antiphona, pi. of aniiphonon, fr. Gk, neut. of
antiphonos responsive, fr. anti- + phone sound — more at ban]
1 a ; a psalm or hymn sung antiphonally or responsively
sacred vocal composition with words u ""

2 ; a song or hymn of praise or gladness
an.tlie.mi.on \an-'the-me-3n\ n. pi an-the-mia \-me-3\ [Gk, fr.

dim. of anthemon flower, fr. anihos — more at anthology] ; an
ornament of floral or foliated forms arranged in a radiating cluster
but always flat (as in relief sculpture or in painting)

an.ther \'an(t)-th3r\ n [NL anthera, fr. L. medicine made fr.

flowers, fr. Gk anthera, fr. fern, of antheros flowery, fr. aiiihos^

; the part of a stamen that develops and contains pollen and is usu.
borne on a stalk — an-ther-al \-th3-ral\ adj

an.ther.id-i-al \,antt)-th9-'rid-e-al\ adj : of or relating to an
antheridium

an.Uier.id.i.um \-e-3m\ n, pi an.ther-id.ia \-e-3\ [NL, fr.

anthera} ; the male reproductive organ of a cryptogamous plant
au.the.SiS \an-'the-S3S\ n [NL, fr. Gk anthesis bloom, fr. anthein
to flower, fr. anthos'\ : the action or period of opening of a flower

ant.Iiill \'ant-,hil\ n : a mound thrown up by ants or termites in
digging their nest

an-tho.cy.a.nin \,an(t)-th3-'sT-3-n9n\/i {Oaanthos + kyanos dd^T^a

blue] : any of various soluble glucoside pigments producing blue to
red coloring in flov^ers and plants

an.UiQ.di.um \an-*th6d-e-3m\ n, pi an-tlio.dia \-e-a\ [NL, fr.

Gk anthodes flowerlike, fr. anthosj : the flower head of a composite
plant; also ; its involucre

an.thol.cgist \anj'thal-a-i3st\ n : a maker of an anthology
an.tliol.Q.gize \-,jiz\ vt : to compile or publish in an anthology
an.thoI.Q.gy \an-'thal-3-je\ n [NL anthologia collection of epi-
grams, fr. MGk, fr. Gk, flower gathering, fr. anthos flower 4- logia
collecting, fr. legein to gather; akin to Skt andha herb — more at
legend] ; a collection of selected literary pieces or passages

an.tlioph.a.gous \aii-'thaf-3-g3s\ adj [Gk aiithos 4- E -phagous'}
: feeding on flowers — an>ttlopli.a'gy \-3-je\ n

an-tUcpllore \'an(t")-th3-,f5(3)r, -,f6(a)r\ n [Gk an-
thophuros flower-bearing, fr. anthos + pherein to bear— more at bear] : a prolongation of the receptacle that
bears the pistil and corolla at its apex (as in the pinks)
an.tho-zo.an \,an{t)-th3-'zo-3n\ n [deriv. of Gk
anthos + zoion animal; akin to Gk zoe life — more at
quick] : any of a class (Anthozoa) of marine coe-
Icnterates (as the corals and sea anemones) having
polyps with radial partitions — anthozoan adj

an-thra.cene \*an(t)-thr3-,sen\ n : a crystalline cyclic
hydrocarbon CiaHio obtained from coal-tar distillation

an.thra-cite \'an(t)-thr3-,sTt\ n [L anthracites, a
bloodstone, fr. Gk anthrakites, fr. anthrak-, anthraxi
; a hard natural coal of high luster differing from bitu-
minous coal in containing little volatile matter —
an.tlira.cit.ic \,an(t)-thr3-'sit-ik\ adj

an.tlirac.nose \an-'thrak-,n6s\ n [F, fr. Gk anthrak-,
anthrax + nosos disease] ; any of numerous destructive
plant diseases caused by imperfect fungi and char-
acterized by often dark sunken lesions or blisters
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an.thra.qui-none \.an(t)-thLr3-kwin-'on, -'kwin-.onX n [prob. fr.

F, fr. anthracene + quinonel ; a yellow crystalline ketone CiaHgOz
derived from anthracene and used esp. in the manufacture of dyes

an.thrax \'an-,thraks\ n [ME antrax carbuncle, fr. L anthrax, fr.

Gk, coal, carbuncle] ; an infectious disease of warm-blooded
animals (as cattle and sheep) caused by a spore-forming bacteriimi
(Bacillus anthracis), found transmissible to man esp. by the handling
of infected products (as hair), and characterized by external ulcerat-
ing nodules or by lesions in the lungs

anthrop- or auUiropo- comb jorm [L anthropo-, fr. Gk anthrop-,
anthropo-, fr. anthropos] : human being ianihropogenesis}

an-Uirop.iC \an-'thrap-ik\ adj [Gk anthropikos, fr. anthroposl I of
or relating to mankind or the period of man's existence on earth —
an.throp.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj

an.tliro-po-cen.tric \.an(t)-thrs-p3-'sen-trik\ adj X : considering
man to be the most significant entity of the universe 2 : interpret-
ing or regarding the world in terms of human values and experiences— an.thro.po.cen.tn.cal.ly \-tri-k(3-)le\ adv — an.thro.po-
cen-trici.ty \-po-{.)sen-'tris-3t-e\ n

an.thro.po.gen.e.sis \.an(t)-thr3-p3-'jen-9-s3s\ n [NL, fr.

anthrop- + L genesis} ; the study of the origin and development of
man — an.thro.po.ge.net.ic \-po-j3-'net-ik\ adj

an.tluo*po>gen>ic \-p3-'jen-ik\ adj 1 ; of or relating to anthro-
pogenesis 2 : of, relating to, or involving the impact of man on
nature
an.thro.pog.ra.phy \.an(t)-thr3-'pag-r3-fe\ n : a branch of an-
thropology dealing with the distribution of the human race as
distinguished by physical character, language, institutions, and
customs
lan.tliro.poid \'an(t)-thr3-j)6id\ adj [Gk anthropoeides, fr.
anthropos} 1 : resembling man 2 : resembling an ape (r^
mobsters)
^anthropoid n : any of several large tailless semierect apes (family
Pongidae) — an.thro.poi'dal \,an(t)-thr3-*p6id-n\ adj

an.thro.po-log.i.cal \,an(t)-thr3-p3-'laj-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating
to anthropology — an>thro>po>log>i>cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

an-tliro.pol.o.gist \,an(t)-thr3-*pal-3-J3st\ n : a speciaUst in an-
thropology

an.tlirO.pbl.Q.gy \-ie\ n [NL anthropologia, fr. anthrop- + -logia
-logy] 1 a : the science of man; esp : the study of man in relation to
disiribuuon, origin, classification, and relationship of races,
physical character, environmental and social relations, and culture
b : a treatise on this science 2 : teaching about the origin, na-
ture, and destiny of man esp. from the perspective of his relation
to God

an.thro.po.met.ric \,an(t)-thr3-p3-'me-trik\ adj : of or relating to
anthropometry — an.thro.po.met.n>cal \-tri-k3l\ adj — an-
thro.po-met-ri.cal.ly \-ko-jle\ adv

an.Uiro.pom.e.try \.an(t)-thr3-'pam-3-tre\ n [F anthropometric,
fr. anthrop- + -nietrie -metry] ; the study of human body measure-
ments esp. on a comparative basis
an.thro.po.mor.pliic \,an(t)-thr3-p3-'m6r-fik\ adj aL anthro-
pomorphus of human form, fr. Gk anthropomorphos, fr. anthrop- -4-

-morphos -morphous] 1 : described or thought of as having a hu-
man form or with human attributes <^ deities) 2 : ascribing
human characteristics to nonhuman things <^ supematuralism) —
an'thrO'Po.mor.phi.caMy \-fi-k(3-)le\ adv
an-thro-po-mor-pllism \-,fiz-3m\ n : an interpretation of what is

not human or personal in terms of human or personal character-
istics : HUMANizATJON — an.thrO'PO.mor.phlst \-f3st\ n

an.tlirO'PO.mor.pliize \-,frz\ vt : to attribute human form or
personality to

an-thro.pop.a.tHism \,an(0-thr3-'pap-3-,thiz-3m_, -po-'path-.iz-\
n [LGk anthropopatheia_h.\xma^D\Xy , fr. Gk anthropopathes having
human feelings, fr. anthrop- + pathos experience — more at pathos]
: the ascription of human feeUngs to something not human

an.thro-poph.a.gous \,an(t)-thr3-*paf-3-g3s\_ adj : feeding on
human flesh — an.thro>poph*a>gy \-*paf-3-je\ n

an.thro-poph.a.gus \-'paf-s-g3s\ «, pi an.thro.popli.a.gi
\-'paf-3-,gT, -j'l, -,ge\ [L, fr. Gk anihropophagos, fr. anthrop- -H

'phagos -phagous] : man-eater, cannibal
an.thro.pos-o.phy \.an(t)-thr3-'pas-3-fe\ n : a 20th century
spiritual and mystical doctrine growing out of dieosophy

lan.ti \'an-,tT, 'ant-e\ n Ianti-} : one who is opposed
2anti prep : opposed to : againsp
tanti- or ant- or anth- prejix ianti- fr. ME, fr. OF & L; OF, fr. L,
against, fr. Gk, fr. anti; ant- fr. ME, fr. L, against, fr. Gk, fr. anti;
anth- fr. L, against, fr. Gk, fr. anti — more at ante-] 1 a ; of the
same kind but situated opposite, exerting energy in the opposite
direction, or pursuing an opposite policy <a/iriclinal) b : one that
is opposite in kind to <an/jclimax> 2 a : opposing or hostile to in
opinion, sympathy, or practice <a/»/-Semite) b : opposing in
effect or activity (as by inhibiting, curing, neutralizing, or combat-
ing) (onracid)

2an.ti- \.ant-i, 'ant-\ prejix fMF & ML, fr. L ante-} ; ante- ianti-
masque)
lan-ti.air.craft \,ant-e-*a(3)r-,kraft, -e(3)r-\ adj : designed for or
concerned with defense against air attack

3antlaircraft n : an antiaircraft weapon
an.ti.bi.o.sls \,ant-i-(,)bT-'6-S3s. .an-,tT-, -be-\ n [NLJ : antag-
onistic association between organisms to the detriment of one of
them or between one organism and a metabolic product of another

lan.ti'bi.Ot.ic \,ant-i-(,)bT-'at-ik, ,an-,tT-, -be-\ adj 1 : tending to
prevent, inhibit, or destroy life 2 : of or relating to antibiosis or
antibiotics — an.ti.toi*Ot»i.cal.Iy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

^antibiotic n : a substance produced by a microorganism and able
in dilute solution to inhibit or kill another microorganism

an.ti'body \'anl-i-,bad-e\ n ; any of the body globulins that combine
specifically with antigens and neutrahze toxins, agglutinate bac-
teria or cells, and precipitate soluble antigens
lan>tic \'ant-ik\ n 1 : a grotesquely ludicrous act or action : caper
2 archaic : a performer of a grotesque or ludicrous part : buffoon

SantiC adj [it antico ancient, fr. L aniiquus — more at antiqijeJ
1 archaic : GROTESQUE, BIZARRE 2 a I Characterized by clownish
extravagance or absurdity b : whimsically gay : froucsome

an.ti-cat-a.lyst \,ant-i-'kat-M-3st, .an-,tT-\ n 1 ; an agent that
retards a reaction 2 : a catalytic poison

an-ti.cath.Qde \-'kath-,5d\ n [ISV] : the target in an electron tube
and esp. an X-ray tube



anticholinergic 39 antirrhinum
an-ti.cho.lin.er.gic X-.ko-ls-'nar-jIk, -.kal-9-\ adj : opposing or
aanulling the physiologic action of acetylcholine — anticholin-
ergic n

an.tl.chO'Un.es-ter-ase \-'nes-t3-,ras, -,raz\ n : a substance that
inhibits a cholinesterase by combination with it

an.ti.Christ \'ant-i- krist\ n [ME amicrist, iv. OF& LL; OF, fr LL
Antichristus, fr, Gk Antichrisws, fr ami- -|- Christos Christ]
X : one who denies or opposes Christ; specif, cap : a great antagonist
expected to fill the world with wickedness but to be conquered
forever by Christ at his second coming 2 : a false Christ

an>tic<i'pant \an-'tis-3-psnt\ adj : A>mciPATiNG, expectant— usu.
used with oj — anticipant n

an>tiG>i>pate \an-'us-s-,pat\ vb [L anricipatus, pp. of anticipare, fr.

ante- + -cipare (fr. capere to take) — more at heave] vt 1 : to give
advance thought, discussion, or treatment to 2 : to meet (an
obHgation) before a due dale 3 : to foresee and deal wiih in ad-
vance ; FORESTALL 4 : to use or expend In advance of actual
possession 5 : to act before (another) often so as to check or
counter 6 ; to look forward to as certain : expect — vi : to speak
or write in knowledge or expectation of later matter syn see
FORESEE, PREVENT — an*tic*i>pa*tor \ .pat-9r\ n

an>tlc>i<pa*tion \(,)an-,tis-3-'pa-sh3n\ n 1 : the use of money
before it is available; esp : the taking or alienation of the income of
a trust estate before it is due 2 a : a prior action that takes into
account or forestalls a later h ; the act of looking forward : ex-
pectation; specij : pleasurable expectation 3 a ; visualization of a
future event or state b : an object or form that anticipates a later
type 4 : the premature entry of one or more tones of a succeeding
chord to form a temporary dissonance syn see prospect

aJi-tlc-i.pa.tive \an-'tis-3-.pat-iv, -pat-\ adj ; given to or engaged
in anucipation — an.tic*i»pa-tive.ly adv

an>tic<i.pa*to*ry \an-'tis-3-pa-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : anticipatino
an*ti*cli'mac<tic \,ant-l-i.,)kiV'mak-tik\ adj : relating to or of the
nature of an anticHmax - an*b>cUoinac>tl'Cal \-ti-kal\ adj —
an<ti°cU>mac>tl-cal'ly \-k'a-'ie\ aav

au>ti>cll*max \^ni-i-'klT-,muks\ n 1 : the usu. sudden transition
in writing or speaking from a significant idea to a tri vial or ludicrous
idea; aho : an instance of such transition 2 ; an event esp. closing
a series that is strikingly less important than what has preceded it

an>ti>cli.nal \,ant-i-'klTn-'*I\ adj lanti- + Gk klinein to lean — more
at lean ] : inclining In opposite directions; specij ; of or relating to a

,-,klTn\ n [back=
linal} ; an arch of

stratified rock in which the layers bend
downward in opposite directions from
the crest — compare syncline

an.ti-co.ag.u-Iant \,ani-i-ko-'ag-p-
lant, ,an-,ti-\ n : a substance that
hinders clotting of blood

an.ti.cy-clone \.ant-l-'sT-,klon\ n : a system of winds that rotates
about a center of high atmospheric pressure clockwise in the north-
em hemisphere and counterclockwise in the southern, that usu.
advances at 20 to 30 miles per hour and that usu. has a diameter of
1500 to 2500 miles — an.ti-cy-clOQ.ic \-v,JsI-'klan-ik\ adj

an>ti*dot>al \,ant-i-'dot-'l\ adj : of relating to, or acting as an
antidote — aii-ti-dot>aMy \ 'l-e\ adv

an.ti.dote \'ant-i-.dot\ n [ME aniidot. fr. L antidotum, fr. Gk
antidoios, fr. fern, of aniidoios given as an antidote, fr. antididonai
to give as an antidote, fr ami- t didonai to give — more at date]
1 ; a remedy to cotmteract the effects of poison 2 : something that
relieves, prevents, or counteracts

au>ti>eu.zyme \,ant-e-'en-,zTm, ,an-,tT-\ n : an Inhibitor of enzyme
action; esp ; one produced by living cells

an-ti-led.er.al.ist X.ant-i-'fed-^a-irs-last. ,an-.tT-\ n, ojten cap
A & F I one opposing in 1787-88 the adoption of the U.S. Con-
stitution

an>tl-loul>ing \-'fau-Iio\ adj ; intended to prevent fouling of
underwater structures

an-ti>treeze \'ant-i-,frez\ n ; a substance added to a liquid to lower
its freezing point

an-ti.gen \'ant-i-j9n\ n PSV] : a usu. protein or carbohydrate
substance (as a toxin or enzyme) that when introduced into the
body stimulates the production of an antibody — an->ti*gen-ic
\,ant-i-'jen-ik\ adj — an>ti>gen-i>cal*ly X-i-k^s-jleX adv —
aii«ti'ge-mc'i-ty \-js-'nts-ai-e\ n

An-tig.O-ne \an-'tig-3-ne\ n [L. fr Gk Aniigone^ : a daughter of
Oedipus and Jocasta who performs funeral rites over the body of
her brother Polynices against the command of her uncle Creon

an.ti.he.lix \,ant-i-'he-liks. ,an-,tiA n [NL] : the curved elevation
of cartilage wiitiin or in front of the helix of the ear

an.ti-his-ta.mine \,ant-i-"his-t3-,nien. -man\ n i any of various
compounds used for treating allergic reacdons and cold symptoms
presumably by inacdvating histamine — an-ti>his-ta>min<'ic
\-,his-t3-'m!n-ik\ adj or n

an>ti*kuock \,ant-i-*nak\ n : a substance used as a fuel or fuel
additive to prevent knocking in an internal-combustion engine

an.li-log.a.ritlini V.ant-i-nbg-a-.ntli-am, ,an-ti-, -'tag-\ n : the
number corresponding to a given logarithm

an.ti-ma-cas-sar \,ant-i-m3-'kas-9r\ n lami- + Macassar {oil) (a
hair dressing)] : a cover to protect the back or arms of furniture

an.ti-mag.net.ic \,ant-i-i,.imag-*net-tk, .an-.tT-\ adj. oj a watch
; having a bald-nce unit composed of alloys that will not remain
magnetized

an>ti>ma*lar*i-al \-m3-'ler-e-aI\ adj ; serving to prevent, check, or
cure malaria — antimalarial n

an-ti-mat.ter \'ant-i-.mat-3r\ n : matter composed of the counter-
parts of ordinary matter, antiprotons instead of protons, positrons
instead of electrons, and antineuurons instead of neutrons

an.ti-mi.cro-hi.ai \,ant-injmi-"kro-be-ai\ adj ; inimical to mic-
robes — antimicrobial n

antimissile missile n ; a missile for Intercepting another missile
in flight

an-ti-mo-ni-al \,ant-s-'mo-ne-3l\ adj : of, relating to, c

antimony — autimonial n
an.ti-mon.ic \-'man-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or derived from an-
timony with a valence of five

r cootammg

an*tl*mo>ni'Otis \-'mo-ne-9s\ adj ; of, relating to, or derived from
antimony with a valence oi three

an<tl-mO'ny \*ant-3-,m6-ne\ n [ME amimonie, fr. ML amimoniumi
1 t STiBNtTE 2 : a trivalent and pentavalent metalloid commonly
metallic silvery white, crystalline, and brittle element that is used
esp as a constituent of alloys and in medicine — see element table

an-ti-neu.trl.no\,ant-i-n(y)u-'tre-(.)n5. .an-,tT-\ 't: a hypothetical
particle tliought to be emitted during radioactive decay

an.ti.neu.tron \-'n(y)u-,tran\ n : an uncharged particle of mass
equal tu that of the neutron but having a magnetic moment in the
opposjte direction

ant'ing \'ant-io\ n : the deliberate placing by some birds of living
ants among the feathers

an-ti-node \'ant-i-,nod\ n [ISV] : a region of maximum amplitude
situated between adjacent nodes

an*tiono-mi-an \,ant-i-'no-me-sn\ n : one who holds that under
the gospel dispensation the moral law is of no use or obligation
because faith alone is necessary to salvation — antinomian adj —
an*tl<no*mi-an>ism \-me-3-,niz-3m\ n
an-Un.O-my \an-'nn-3-me\ n [G antinomie, fr. L anfinomia conflict
of laws, fr Gk, fr ami- + nomos law — more at nimble] 1 : a
contradiction between two apparently equally valid prhiciples or
between inferences correctly drawn from such principles 2 : OP-
P()SrTH,>N, CONTRAOICnON

an.ti.nu.cle.on \,ant-i-'n(y)u-kle-,an, ,an-,tT-\ n : a particle of the
same mass as a ftucleon but differing from it in the sign of its
electrical charge or the direction of its magnetic moment

au>ti>ox>i'dant X.ant-e-'ak-sad-snt, ,an-,ti-\ n : a substance that
opposes oxidation or inhibits reactions promoted by oxygen or
peroxides - antioxidant adj

an.ti.pas.to \.ant-i-'pas-(.)to, -'pas-X n [It, fr. ami- (fr. L ame-) +
pasio food, fr L pastus, fr. pastas, pp. of pascere to feed — more at
PCWJDJ ; HORS d'oeuvre

an-U-pa.thet.ic \.ant-i-p3-'thet-ik\ adj 1 : having a constltu-
uonal aversion 2 : arousing or manifesting antipathy — an-ti>pa-
tnet.j.cal-ly \-i-ko-)le\_adv

an-tip-a-thy \an-'tip-3-the\ n [L amipathia, fr Gk amipatheia, fr.

annput/T^s of opposite feelings, fr. ami- + pathos experience —
more ai pathos] 1 obs : opposition In feeling : iNcowPATiBiLrrY
2 : settled aversion or dislike : disiaste 3 : an object of aversion
syn see enmht

an-ti.pe«n.od.ic \,ant-i-,pir-e-'ad-ik, ,an-.tT-\ adj [ISV] : pre-
ventive of periodic returns of disease — antiperiodlc n

au*ti'per*sou.uel \-,p3rs-^n-'el\ adj : designed for use against
military personnel

an.ti-phlo-gis4ic \,ant-l-fla-'jls-tik\ adj ; counteracting inflamma-
tion antiphlogistic n

an*tl>phon X'ant-a-fsn, -.fan\ n [LL amiphona — more at anthem]
1 : a psalm, anthem, or verse sung antlphonally 2 ; a verse usu.
from Scripture said or stmg liturglcally before and after a canticle,
psalm, or psalm verse
ian-tlpli>o*nal \an-'uf-3n-M\ n : antiphonary
^antiphonal adj : of or relating to an antiphon or antiphony— an-
liph.»»nai'lv \-'i-e\ ^dv

au-tiph-o-nary \an-'tit-a-,ner-e\ n 1 ; a book containing a col-
lecuon oi auuohons 2 : a book containing the choral parts of the
divjiie office

aa-tlpil-o-ny \an-'tif-a-ne\ n : responsive alternation between two
^oups fsp of singers

an>tip-o-dal \an-'up-3d-'K ^dj 1 ; of or relating to the antipodes;
specij : situated at the opposite side of the earth 2 : diametrically
opposite 3 ; opposed

an.ti.pode \-ant-9-,p6d\ n, pi an>tip>o>des \an-'tlp-3-,dez\ [ME
antipodes, pi., persons dwelling at opposite points on the globe, fr.

L. fr Gk, fr pi. of amipod-, antipous with feet opposite, fr ami- •\-

pijd-, pous foot — more at foot] 1 : the parts of the earth dia-

metrically opposite ~ usu. used in pi. 2 l_ the exact opposite or
contrary - an-tip-cde-an \(.)an-.tip-a-'de-aa\ adj

aja-tl»pope \'ant-i-,pop\ n [MF amipape, fr. ML amipapa, fr. ami-
(- papa pope] ; one elected or claiming to be pope in opposition
to the pope canonically chosen

an-tl-pro-ton \,ant-i-*pr6-.lan, -,an-,tT-\ n ; a particle equal in
mass but opposite in electrical charge to a proton

an-ti.py-ret.ic \.ant-i-(,ipT-'ret-ik\ n ; an agent that reduces fever

an-ti-pv-rme \,ant i-"pT-,ren\ n [fr. Aniipyrine, a trademark]
: a white crystalline compound CnGuNzO used to relieve fever,

pain. Of rheumatism _
ian.tl.quar4.an \,ant-9-'kwer-e-sn\ n : antiquary
^antiquarian adj 1 ; of or relating to antiquaries or antiquities

2 : de^hng In old or rare books — an^ti-quar-i-an-ism \-e-3-

an-ti-quaiy \*ant~3-.kwer-e\ n ; one who collects or studies
auUMUities

an-tl-uuate \'ant-s-,kwat\ vr [LL amiquatus, pp. of amiquare, it.

L amUiuui] X to make old or obsolete — au*ti>qua'tion \.ant-3-
'kwa-shanV n

an.ti-quat.ed adj 1 : oBsoirre 2 : old-fashioned, outmoded
3 : advanced in age syn see old
lan-tlQue \an-'tek\ adj [Mf . fr L amiquus. fr. ame before — more
at ."^.Nit 11a: belonging to antiquity b ; among the oldest of
lis class 2 : Delonging to eariier periods : ancient 3 ; in a former
style ot fasnion ; old-pashioned 4 ; imitating or suggesting the
crafta or siyie ot an earlier period syn see old — an-tique>ly adv

an^tique-ness n
lantiqua i^ l ; a relic or object of ancient times or of an earlier

pciioU 2 : a work of art, piece of furniture, or decorative object
maoe at asi eariier period and according to U.S. customs \siws be-
fore 18JO
an-tlq-iu-ty \au-'tlk-wad-e\ n 1 : ancient times; esp : those before
the Miadle Ages 2 i the quality of being ancient 3 p/ a : relics

oi moMumenis of ancient times b : matters relating to the life

or culture of ancient times 4 : the people of ancient times

an.tU'flu.nnm \.ant-9-'iT-n3m\ n [NL. genus name. fr. L, snap-
aiTagon, fr Gk amirrhinon, fr anti- like (fr. atiti against, equivalent
tOi T rhin-. rhis nose] : any of a large genus {Antirrhinum) of
herbs of the figwort family with bright-colored irregular flowers
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an*tl-Sein*ite \,ant-i-'sein-,Tt, ,an-,tT-\ n : one who is hostile to or
discriminates against Jews — an-ti-Se'init-ic \-S3-'mit-ik\ adj— an'ti-Sem.i'tism \-'sem-9-,ti2-am\ n

an.ti.sep.sis \,ant-3-'sep-S3S\ n ; the inhibiting of the growth and
multiplication of microorganisms by antiseptic means
lan.ti>sep*tiC \,ant-3-'sep-lilc\ adj ianti- + Gk ^eptikos putrefying,
septic] la: opposing sepsis, putrefaction, or decay; esp : prevent-
ing or arresting the growth of microorganisms (as on living tissue)

b : acting or protecting like an antiseptic 2 : relating to or char-
acterized by the use of antiseptics 3a: scrupulously clean
: ASEPTIC b ; extremely neat or ordered; esp i neat to the point of
being bare or uninteresting c : free from what is held to be con-
taminating d : IMPERSONAL, DETACHED; esp % Coldly impersonal —
an-tiosep^ti^cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

2antiseptic n : a substance that checks the growth or action of
microorganisms esp. in or on living tissue; also : germicide

an.ti.se.rum \'ant-i ,sir-sm, 'an-.ti-, -,ser-\ n [ISV] : a serum con-
taining antibodies

an.ti.slav.ery \,aut-i-'slav-Ca-)re, .an-.tT-\ n, ojten attrib : opposi-
tion to slavery

an.ti.so.cial \-'so-shal\ adj 1 : hostile to the well-being of society
2 : averse to the society of others : misanthropic

an.tl.spas.mod'ic \-,spaz-'mad-ik\ adj : capable of preventing
or reheving spasms or convulsions — antispasmodic n

an.tiS.tro.phe_\an-'tis-tr3-(.)fe\ n [LL, fr. Gk amistrophe, fr.

ami- + strophe strophe] : a returning movement in Greek choral
dance exacdy answering to a previous strophe; specij : the part
of a choral song delivered during this movement — an'ti-^stroph-ic
\,ant-3-'straf-ik\ adj ~ an.ti.stroph.i'CaMy \-i-k(s-)le\ adv

an.ti'SUb.ma.rine X.ant-i-'sab-ms-.ren, ,an-,tl-, -.ssb-ma-'\ adj
: designed or waged to destroy submarines

an.ti'tauk \,ant-i-'taok\ adj : designed to destroy or check tanks
an.tith.e-sis \an-'tith-3-sas\ n, pi an-tith.e.ses \-'tith-a-,se2\
[LL, fr. Gk, lit., opposition, fr. antitithenai to oppose, fr. anti- +
tithenai to set —.more at do] 1 a (1) : the rhetorical contrast of
ideas by means of parallel arrangements of words, clauses, or sen-
tences (2) : opposition, contrast b (1) : the second of two op-
posing constituents of an antithesis (2) : the direct opposite
; contrary 2 ; the second stage of a dialectic process

an.ti.thet4.cal \.ant-3-'thet-i-k3l\ or an.ti-thet.ic \-'thet-ik\ adj
: constitudng or marked by antithesis syn see opposriE — an*ti-
thet-i.cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adj

an.ti-thy.roid \,ant-i-'thi-,r6id\ adj ; able to counteract excessive
thyroid activity

ail=ti.tox-ic \,ant-i-'tak-sik\ adj 1 ; counteracting poison 2 : of,

relating to, or being an antitoxin
an4i>tox4il \,ant-i-*tak-s3n\ n [ISV] : an antibody formed in the
body as a result of the introduction of a toxin and capable of
neutralizing the specific toxin that stimulated its production and
produced commercially in animals by injection of a toxin or toxoid
(as of human disease) with the resulting serum being used to coun-
teract the toxin in other individuals

aJl-ti'trades \'ant-i-,tradz\ n pi \ z the prevailing westerly winds
of middle latitudes 2 : the westerly winds above the trade winds

an. ti. trust X.ant-i-'trsst, ,an-,tiA adj i of or relating to legislation
or opposition to trusts or combinations; specif : consisting of
laws to protect trade and commerce from unlawful restraints and
monopolies or unfair business practices

an-ti-tus.sive \-'tas-iv\ adj : tending or having the power to
control or prevent cough

an.ti"type \'ant-i-,tTp\ n [LL antitypus, fr. LGk antitypon, fr. Gk,
neut. of antitypes corresponding, fr. ami- + typtein to strike]
: something that corresponds to or is foreshadowed in a type —
an-ti.typ.i.cal \,ant-i-'tip-i-k3l\ or an.ti-typ-ic \-'tip-ik\ adj

an-ti-ven-in \,ant-i-'ven-9n, ,an-,ti-\ n [ISV] ; an antitoxin to a
venom ; an antiserum containing such antitoxin

an.ti.w.ta.min \,ant-i-'vit-a-m3n\ h : a substance that renders a
vitamin ineffective

ant.ler \'ant-l3r\ n [ME aunteler, fr. MF
amoillier, fr. (assumed) VL ameoculare, fr.

neut. of anteocularis located before the eye, fr.

L ame- + ocuius eye] : the solid deciduous
horn of an animal of the deer family or a branch
of such horn ~ ant.lered \-l3rd\ adj
ant lion n : any of various neuropterous insects
(as of the genus Myrmeleon) having a long*
jawed larva that digs a conical pit in which it

lies in wait to catch insects (as ants) on which
it feeds
ant.onym \'an-t3-.nimj 'ant-*n-,im\ n : a
word of opposite meanmg — an.ton.y.mous
\an-'tan-3-m3S\ adj — an-ton-y-my \-me\ n

an.tre \'ant-3r\ n [F, fr. L aniruml ; cave 1

an.troise \*an-,tr6(3)rs\ adj [NL
irreg. fr. L anterior + -orsus (as in
toward the right) ] : directed forward or upward — an.trorse«ly adv
antrum \'an-tram\ n, pi an.tra \-tra\ [LL, fr. L, cave, fr. Gk
antroni ; the cavity of a hollow organ or a sinus
an.uran \3-'n{y)ur-an, aA adj or n [deriv. of a- + Gk oura tail

— more at squirrel] : salientian
an.ure.sis \,an-yu-'re-S3s\ n [NL] ': failure or inability to void
urine — an.Uret.ic \-'ret-ik\ adj

an.uria \a-'n(y)ur-e-3\ n [NL] : absence or defective excretion of
urme — an.u.ric \-'n(y)ur-ik\ adj
an.urous \3-'n(y)ur-3S, a-\ adj ; having no tail

anus \'a-n3s\ n [L; akin to Olr dinne anus] : the posterior opening
of the alimentary canal

au.Vil \'an-v9l\ n [ME anjilt, fr. OE; akin
to OHG anajalz anvil; both fr. a prehistoric
WGmc compound whose first constituent is

represented by OE an on, and whose second
constituent is akin to Sw dial, jilta to beat;
akin to L pellere to beat — more at on,
FELT] 1 : a heavy usu. steel-faced iron block
on which metal is shaped 2 : incus

anx.i.ety_\ao-'zT-3t_^\ n [L anxietas. fr. anvil: 1,2 holes for
set chisels or swage

blocks, 3 horn
anticipated ill b : solicitous

^

antlers: a brow
antler, b bay ant-
ler, c royal antler,

d surroyal

interest 2 ; a cause of anxiety syn see care
anx.ious \'ao(k)-sh3s\ adj [L anxius; akin to L angere to strangle,
distress — more at anger] 1 : characterized by extreme imeasiness
of mind or brooding fear about some contingency : worried
2 : characterized by, resulting from, or causing anxiety : worrying
3 : ardently or earnestly wishing syn see eager — anx*ious.ly adv— anx-jous-ness n
lany \'en-e\ adj [ME, fr. OE ^nig; akin to OHG einag any, OE
an one — more at one] 1 ; one or some indiscriminately of what-
ever kind; a : one or another taken at random <ask ^ man you
meet) b : every — used to indicate one selected without restriction
('^ child would know that) 2 : one, some, or all indiscriminately
of whatever quantity: a : one or more — used to indicate an un-
determined number or amount (have you ^ money) b : all —
used to indicate a maximum or whole (needs ~ help he can get)
C : a or some without reference to quantity or extent 3a; un-
measured or unlimited in amount, number, or extent <---' quantity
you desire) b : appreciably large or extended (could not endure it— length of time)
2any pron, sing or pi in constr 1 : any person or persons : anybody
2 a : any thing or things b : any part, quantity, or number
3any adv : to any extent or degree ; at all

any.body \'en-^e-,bad-e, -b3d-\ pron : any person : anyone
any.how \'en-e-,hau\ adv 1 a : in any manner whatever b : hap-
hazardly 2 a ; at any rate b : in any event
any.more \,en-e-'mo(3)r, -'m6(3)r\ adv : at the present time : now— used in a negative context
any.one \'en-e-(,)wan\ pron : any person indiscriminately : any-
body

any.place \'en-e-^,plas\ adv : in any place : anywhere
lany-thing \'en-e-,thiQ\ pron : any thing whatever
^anything adv : at all

anything but adv :_not at all

any.way \'en-e-,wa\ adv 1 : anywise 2 : in any case : anyhow
any-ways \'en-e-,waz\ adv 1 archaic ; anywise 2 chisjly dial : in
any case
lany.where \'en-e-.(h)we(a)r, -.(h)wa(3)r, -(h)w3r\ adv 1 : at, in.
or to any place or point 2 : at all : to any extent
2anywhere n i any place
any.wise \'en-e-,wiz\ adv : in any way whatever : at all

An'Zac \'an-,zak\ n [.^ustrahan and A'ew Zealand ^rmy Corps] : a
soldier from AustraUa or New Zealand
Al \'a-'w3n\ adj 1 ; having the highest possible classification —
used of a ship 2 : of the finest quality ; first-rate

ao.rist \'a-9-r3st. 'e-s-X n [LL & Gk; LL aorisios, fr. Gk. fr. aoristos
undefined, fr. a- + horistos definable, fr. horizein to define — more
at horizon] : an inflectional form of a verb typically denoting
simple occurrence of an action without reference to its completeness,
duration, or repetition — aorist or ao>nS'tic X.a-s-'ris-tik, ,e-a-\
adj — ao.ris.ti'Cal.ly \-ti-k(9-)le\ adv
aor.ta \a-'6rt-3\ n, pi aortas or aor.tae \-'

,te\ [NL, fr. Gk aorte, fr. aeirein to lift] :

great trunk artery that carries blood from
heart to be distributed by branch
through the body — aor>tal \-*6rt-=l\ adj— aor.tic \-'6rt-ik\ adj

aou.dad \'au-.dad\ n [F, fr. Berber audad'\ : a
wild sheep (Ammoiragus lervia) of No. Africa

^ ou.trance \,a-,u-'tra''s\ adv [F] : to the limit
: unsparingly

lap see ad-
2ap see apo-
apace \3-'pas\ adv [ME, prob. fr. MF d pas on
step] : at a quick pace : swiftly
Apache \3-"pach-e, in sense 3 a-'pasli\ n, pi
Apache or Apach-es \-*pach-ez, -'pash-3z\
[Sp] 1 a : an Athapaskan people of the Ameri-
can southwest b : a member of this peoole 2 ; any of the
Athapaskan languages of the Apache people 3 not cap [F, fr.

Apache Apache Indian] a : a member of a gang of criminals esp.
in Paris b ; ruffian
ap.a.nage var oj appanage
ap-a.re.jo \.ap-9-'ra-(,)(h)o\ n [AmerSp] : a packsaddle of stuffed
leather or canvas
lapart \3-'part\ adv [ME, fr. MF apart, lit., to the side] 1 a : at a
httle distance b : separately in space or Lime 2 ; as a separate unit
: independently 3 : aside 4 : into two or more parts : to pieces

2apart adj 1 : separate, isolated 2 : divided — apart.ness n
apart from prep : other than : besides
apart'heid \3-'par-,tat, -.tit; -'part-.hat, -,hTt\ n [Afrik. lit., sepa-
rateness] : racial segregation; specij : a policy of segregation and
pohtical and economic discrimination against non-European groups
in the Union of So. Africa
apart.ment \3-'part-m3nt\ n, often attrib [F appartemcnt, fr. It
appartamemo} 1 ; a room or set of rooms fitted esp. with house-
keeping facilities and used as a dwelling 2 I a building made up of
individual dwelling units — apart>men*tal \3-,part-'ment-'l\ adj
apartment building n ; a building containing separate residential
units and usu. having conveniences in common — called also apart-
ment house

ap.a.thet.ic \,ap-3-'thet-ik\ adj l : having or showing little or no
feeling or emotion : spiritless 2 : having litUe or no interest or
concern : indifferent syn see impassive — ap.a.thet'i'Cal'ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ap*a>thy \'ap-3-the\ n [Gk apatheia, fr. apathes without feeling, fr.

a- -I- pathos emotion — more at pathos] 1 : lack of feeling or
emotion : impassiveness 2 ; lack of interest or concern ; in-
difference

ap<a<tite \'ap-3-,tTt\ n [G apatit, fr. Gk apate deceit] : any of a
group of calcium phosphate minerals of the approximate general
formula Cas(F,Cl,OH,^C03)(P04)3 occurring variously as hexag-
onal crystals, as granular masses, or in fine-grained masses as the
chief constituent of phosphate rock and of bones and teeth; specij

; calcium phosphate fluoride Ca5F(P04)3
lape \'ap\ n [ME, fr. OE apa; akin to OHG qfjo ape] 1 a ; MONKEY;
esp : one of the larger tailless Old World forms b : any of a family
(Pongidae) of large semierect primates (as the chimpanzee or
gorilla) — called also anthropoid ape 2 a : mimic b ; a large
uncouth person — ape*Uk6 \ a-jjlik\ adj

a,a,a aorta;
r right ventricle;

/ left ventricle
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2ape vt : imitate, mimic syn see copy — ap-er n
apeak \a-'pek\ adv (or adj) [alter, of earlier apike, prob. fr. a- +
pikel : in a vertical position <oars "->

ape-man \'ap-'man, -,nian\ n ; a primate (as pithecanthropus)
intermediate in character between Homo sapiens and the higher apes

aper.gu \a-per-siE, ,ap-ar-'sU\ n, pi apergus \-si£(z), -'suz\ [F]
1 : an immediate impression; esp ; insight 2 2 : a brief survey or
sketch : OUTLINE syn see compendium

ape>ri>ent \a-'pir-e-ant\ adj [L aperient-, aperiens, prp. of aperire'}

: gently moving the bowels : laxative — aperient n
ape-ri>od*lc \,a-,pir-e-'ad-ik\ adj 1 ; of irregular occurrence
2 : not having periodic vibrations ; not oscillatory — ape>ri>od*i-
caMy \-i-k(3-jIe\ adv — ape<ri*o>(lic>i-ty \-e-a-'dis-at-e\ n

aper-i>tif \4p-,er-3-'tef\ n [F aperitij aperient, aperitif, fr. MF
aperitij, adj., aperient, fr. ML aperiiivus, irreg. fr. L aperire} : an
alcoholic drink taken before a meal as an appetizer

ap-er.ture \'ap-3(r}-.chu{3)r, -char, -,t(y)u(3)r\ n [ME, fr. L
apertura, fr. apertus. pp. of aperire to open — more at weir]
1 ; an opening or open space : hole 2a: the opening in a photo-
graphic lens that admits the light b ; the diameter of the stop in
an optical system that determines the diameter of the bundle of
rays traversing the instrument
syn APERTURE, INTERSTICE, ORIFICE mean a passage through.

APERTURE applies to any opening in an otherwise solid wall or
surface; interstice applies to an unfilled gap or interval in a mass or
a fabric; orifice applies to an opening suggesting a mouth or a vent

apet-al>ous \(')a-'pet-^l-3S\ adj : having no petals — apet>aly
V'l-e\ n

apex \'a-.peks\ n, pi apex-es or api.ces \'a-pa-,sez, 'ap-a-\ [L]
la; the uppermost point : vertex b ; the narrowed or pointed
end : TIP 2 : the highest or culminating point syn see summit

apliaer-e.SiS or apher-e-SiS \3-'fer-3-S3S\ n [LL, fr. Gk aphairesis,
lit., taking off, fr. aphairein to take away, fr. apo- + hairein to take]
: the loss of one or more sounds or letters at the beginning of a word
(as in round for around, coon for raccoon) — aph>ae-ret>ic
\,af-3-'ret-ik\ adj

aph-a-nite \'af-3-,nTt\ n [F, fr. Gk aphanes invisible, fr. a- +
phaineslhai to appear — more at phenomenon] : a dark rock of
such close texture that its separate grains are invisible to the naked
eye — aph-a<nit>ic \,af-3-*nit-ik\ adj
apha.sia \3-'fa-zh(e-)3\ n [NL, fr. Gk, fr. a- + -phasia'\ : loss or
impairment of the power_to use words usu. resulting from a brain
lesion — aplia*si-ac \-ze-,ak\ adj — apha*sic \-zik\ n or adj

aph-elion \a-"fel-y3n\ n, pi aph-elia \-y3\ [NL. fr. apo- + Gk
helios sun — more at solar] ; the point of a planet's or comet's
orbit most distant from the sun

apll«e-SiS \'af-3-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk, release, fr. aphienai to let go, fr.

apo- + hienai to send — more at jet] ; aphaeresis consisting of the
loss of a short unaccented vowel (as in lone for alone) — aphet-ic
\3-'fet-ik\ adj — apliet<i<cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

aphid \'a-f3d, 'af-9d\ n : any of numerous small sluggish homopter-
ous insects (superfamily Aphidoidea) that suck the juices of plants

aphis \'a-fas, 'af-ssX n, pi aphi.des X'a-fa-.dez, *af-3-\ [NL Aphid-,
Aphis, genus name] : an aphid of a common genus {Aphis); broadly
: aphid

aphis lion n : any of several insect larvae (as a lacewing or ladybug
larva) that feed on aphids

apho.nia \(')a-'fo-ne-a\ n [NL, fr. Gk aphonia, fr. aphonos voice-
less, fr. a- + phone sound — more at ban] : loss of voice and of all

but whispered speech ~ aphon<ic \-'fan-ik\ adj
aph-o-rism \'af-a-,riz-3m\ n [MF aphorisme. fr. LL aphorismus, fr.

Gk aphorismos definition, aphorism, fr. aphorizein to define, fr.

apo- + horizein to bound — more at horizon] 1 : a concise state-
ment of a principle 2 : a terse formulation of a truth or sentiment
; adage, maxim — apn>o>nst \'af-3-r3st\ n — apli*o>ns*tic
\,af-3-'ris-tik\ adj — aph>o>ns>ti*caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

aph>o>rize \'af-3-,riz\ vi : to write or speak in or as if in aphorisms
apho.tiC \(')a-'fot-ik\ adj rjacking light

aph.rO'dis-i-ac \.af-r3-'diz-e-,ak\ adj [Gk aphrodisiakos sexual, fr.

aphrodisia sexual pleasures, fr. neut. pi. of aphrodisios of Aphrodite,
fr. Aphrodite'] : exciting sexual desire — aphrodisiac n — aph-
ro>di-si>a>cal V.af-rsd-a-'zT-a-kal, -'si-\ adj

Aph.ro-di.te \,af-r3-'dit-e\ n [Gk Aphrodite] 1 : the goddess of
love and beauty in Greek mythology 2 ; a brown black-spotted
butterfly {Argynnis aphrodite) of the U.S.
aphyMous \(')a-'fil-3s\ adj [Gk aphyllos. fr. a- + phyllon leaj —
more at blade] : not having foliage leaves — aphyl-Iy \'a-,fil-e\ n

api>an \'a-pe-3n\ adj [h apianus, fr. apis} : of or relating to bees
api>ar>i>an \,a-pe-'er-e-an\ adj : of or relating to beekeeping or bees
api-a-rist \'a^pe-3-^r3st, -pe-,er-3st\ n ; beekeeper
api-ary \'a-pe-,er-e\ n [L apiarium, fr. apis bee] ; a place where
bees are kept; esp ; a collection of hives or colonies of bees kept for
their honey

api<cal \'ap-i-k3l, 'a-pi-\ adj [prob. fr. NL apicalis, fr. L apic-,
apex} ; of, relating to, or situated at an apex — api>cal>ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv

apiC>U>late \3-'pik-y3-]3t\ adj [NL apiculus, dim. of L apic-, apex}
: ending abrupUy in a small distinct point

api>cul<tur<al \,a-p3-'k3lch-(3-)r3l\ adj ; of or relating to apiculture
api«ciil.ture \'a-p3-.kal-ch5r\ n [prob. fr. F, fr. L apis bee + F
culture} : beekeeping esp. on a large scale — api-cul-tur-ist
\,a-p3-'k3lch-(3-jr3st\ n

apiece \3-'pes\ adv : for each one : individually
Apis \'a-p3S\ n [L, fr. Gk.'fr. Egypt Ap] : a sacred bull worshiped
by the ancient Egyptians

ap-ish \'a-pish\ adj : resembling an ape: as a : given to slavish
imitation b ; extremely silly or affected — ap>ish*Iy adv — ap-
ista*nes5 n

apiv-o-rous \a-'piv-3-r3s\ adj [prob. fr. F apivore, fr. L apis -I- F
-vore -vorous] : bee-eating

apla>ceu>tal \,a-pl3-'sent-'l\ adj : having or developing no
placenta

ap>la>nat>ic \,ap-l3-'nat-ik\ adj [a- + Gk planasthai to wander —
more at planet] : free from or corrected for spherical aberration

ap-lite \'ap-,lTt\ n [prob. fr. G aplit, fr. Gk haploos simple — more
at HAPL-] : a fine-grained light-colored granite consisting almost
entirely of quartz and feldspar — ap>lit>ic \ap-'ht-ik\ adj
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aplomb \»-'plam, -|pl9m\ n [F, lit., perpendicularity, fr. MF, fr. a
plomb, lit., according to the plummet] ; complete composure or
self-assurance ; poise syn see confidence

ap>nea or ap*noea \'ap-ne-a, ap-'\ n [NL] 1 ; transient cessation
of respiration 2 : asphyxia — ap>ne>ic \ap-'ne-ik\ adj
apo- or ap- or aph- prejix [ME. fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L. fr. Gk, fr.

apo — more at of] 1 : away from : off <o/j/ieUon> 2 : detached
: separate <a;7ocarpous> 3 : formed from : related to <apomorphine>

apOC>a>lypse \3-'pak-3-,lips\ n [ME, revelation, Revelation, fr. LL
apocalypsis, fr. Gk apukalypsis, fr. apokalyptein to uncover, fr.

apo- -f- kalyptein to cover — more at hell] 1 a ; one of the Jewish
and Christian writings of 200 e.c. to ad. 150 marked by pseudo-
nymity, symbolic imagery, and the expectation of an imminent
cosmic cataclysm in which God destroys the ruling powers of evil
and raises the righteous to life in a messianic kingdom b cap : the
biblical book of Revelation 2 ; something viewed as a prophetic
revelation — apoc*a-lyp*tic \3-,pak-3-'lip-tik\ or apoc-a>lyp>ti-
cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — apoc<a>lyp>U>cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv — apoc-
a'lyp'ti'Cism \-t3-,siz-3m\ n

apoc<a<Iyp>tist \-tasi\ n : the writer of an apocalypse
apo>car>pous \,ap-3-'kar-p3s\ adj : having the carpels of the
gynoecium separate — apo>car>py \'ap-3-,kar-pe\ n

apo.chro.mat-ic \.ap-3-kro-'mat-ik\ adj [ISV] : free from chro-
matic and spherical aberration (--^ lens)
apoco-pe \3-'pak-3-{.)pe\ n [LL, fr. Gk apokope, lit., cutting off,
fr. apokoptein to cut off, fr. apo- + koptein to cut — more at capon ]

; the loss of one or more sounds or letters at the end of a word (as
in sing from Old English singan)

apo-crine \'ap-3-kr3n. -.krln. -,kren\ adj [ISV apo- + Gk krinein to
separate — more at certain] : producing a secretion by separation
of part of the cytoplasm of the secreting cells

apocry.pha \3-'pak-r3-f3\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ML, fr. LL.
neut. pi. of apocryphus secret, not canonical, fr. Gk apokryphos
obscure, fr. apokryptein to hide away, fr. apo- + kryptein to hide —
more at crypt] 1 : writings or statements of dubious authenticity
2 cap a : books included in the Septuagint and Vulgate but ex-
cluded from the Jewish and Protestant canons of the Old Testament
b : early Christian writings not included in the New Testament

apoc>ry>phal \-f3l\ adj l ojten cap : of or resembling the Apoc-
rypha 2 : not canonical ; spurious syn see fictitious — apoc-
ry-phal.ly \-f3-le\ adv — apoc>ry*phal*ness n

ap-O-dal \'ap-3d-=l\ or ap-o.dous \-3d-as\ adj [Gk apod-, apous,
fr. a- + pod-, pous foot — more at foot] : having no feet or
analogous appendages <eels are "->

apo.dictic \,ap-a-'dik-tik\ or apo.deic-tic \-'dTk-tik\ adj [L
apodicticus, fr. Gk apodeiktikos, fr. apodeiknynai to demonstrate,
fr. apo- + deiknynai to show — more at diction] : expressing or of
the nature of necessary truth or absolute certainty — apo>diC-
ti-cal.ly \-ti-k(9-)le\ adv

apod. 0.sis \3-'pad-3-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk, fr. apodidonai to give back,
deliver, fr. apo- + didonai to give — more at date] ; the main clause
of a conditional sentence

apo.en.zyine \,ap-a-'wen-,zTm\ n [ISV] : a protein that forms an
active enzyme system by combination with a coenzyme and de-
termines the specificity of this system for a substrate

apo-gam.ic \,ap-3-'gam-ik\ or apog-a-mous \3-'pag-3-m3s\ adj
: of or relating to apogamy — apo>gam-2>cal*ly \,ap-3-'gara-i-
k(3-)le\ adv
apog-a-my \3-'pag-3-me\ n [ISV] : development of a sporophyte
from a gamelophyte without fertilization

apo^ge-an \,ap-3-'je-3n\ adj ; of or connected with the apogee
apO'gee \'ap-3-(,)je\ n [F apogee, fr. NL apogaeum, fr. Gk
apogaion, fr. neut. of apogeios, apogaios far from the earth, fr. apo-
+ ge earth] 1 : the point in the orbit of a satellite of the earth at
the greatest distance from the center of the earth — compare perigee
2 : the farthest or highest point : culmination

apolit*i*cal \,a-p3-'lit-i-k3l\ adj 1 : having an aversion for or no
interest or involvement in political affairs 2 : having no political
significance — apoUt>i>caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

Ap<ol>lin*i<an \,ap-3-'lin-e-3n\ adj : Apollonian
Apol-lO \3-'pal-(.lo\ n [L Apollin-, Apollo, fr. Gk Apollon} : the
godof sunlight, prophecy, and music and poetry in Greek mythology

Ap>0l*l0*ni<an \,ap-3-'lo-ne-3n\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or re-

sembling the god Apollo 2 : harmonious, measured, ordered, or
balanced in character
ApoMyon \9-'pa]-y3n, -'pal-e-3n\ n [Gk Apollyon} : the angel of hell

apol>0*get>iC \3-,pal-3-'jet-ik\ adj [Gk apologeiikos, fr. apologeis-
thai to defend, fr. apo- + logos speech] 1 : offered in defense or
vindication 2 : offered by way of excuse or apology — apol>o-
get'i'Cal'Iy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

apoI>0>get>iCS \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : systematic argu-
mentative discourse in defense esp. of the divine origin and author-
ity of Christianity

apO'IO'gia \,ap-3-'lo-](e-)3\ n [LL] : apology; esp ; defense 3b
syn see apology

apol'O'gist \3-'pal-3-j3st\ n ; one who speaks or writes in defense of
a faith, a cause, or an institution

apoUO'gize \-9-,jT2\ vi : to make an apology — apol<o>giz*er n
apo-logue \'ap-3-,l6g, -,lag\ n [F, fr. L apologus, fr. Gk apologos,
fr. apo- + logos speech, narrative] : an allegorical nairative usu.
intended to convey a moral
apol'O'gy \3-'pal-3-je\ n [MF or LL; MF apologie, fr. LL apologia,
fr. Gk, fr. apo- + logos speech — more at legend] 1 a : a formal
justification : defense b : excuse 2a 2 ; an admission of error or
discourtesy accompanied by an expression of regret 3 : a poor
substitute : makeshift
syn apologia, excuse, plea, pretext, alibi: apology now com-

monly applies to an expression of regret for a mistake or wrong
with implied admission of guilt or fault; like apologia it may be
used to imply not an admission of guilt or error but a desire to make
clear the grounds for some belief or course of action; excuse im-
plies an intent to avoid or remove blame or censure; plea stresses
an appeal for understanding or sympathy or mercy; pretext
suggests subterfuge, the offering of a pretended reason or motive in
place of the real one usu. before the mtended action; alibi appUes
to an explanation that is merely plausible rather than entirely
truthful
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apo-mict \'ap-3-,inikt\ n [prob. back-formation fr. ISV apomlctic,
fr. apo- + Gk mignynai to mix — more at mix] : one produced or
reproducing by apomixis —_apo-mic*tic \,ap-9-'mik-tik\ adj —
apo-miC'ti-cal'ly \-ti-kC3-)Ie\ adv

apO'iniX'is \,ap-3-'mik-S9S\ n [NL, fr. apo- + Gk mixis act of
mixing, fr. mignynai'^ : reproduction (as apogamy) involving the
specialized generative tissues but not dependent upon fertilization

apo>mor<phlne \,ap-9-'m6r-,fen\ n [ISV] : an artificial crystalline
alkaloid C17H17NO2 from morphine with a powerful emetic action

apo-ueu<ro-siS \,ap-3-n(y)u-*ro-sas\ n [NL, fr. Gk aponeurosis,
fr. aponeurousthai to pass into a tendon, fr. apo- + neuron sinew —
more at nerve] : any of the thicker and denser of the deep fasciae
that cover, invest, and form the terminations and attachments of
various muscles and differ from tendons in being flat and thin —
apo-neu>rot*lc \-'rat-ik\ adj

apO'pliyMite \,ap-3-'fil-,Tt\ n [F, fr. apo- + Gk phyllon leaf] : a
mineral KCa4Si802oCF,OH).8H20 composed of a hydrous potas-
sium calcium silicate related to the zeolites and usu. found in
transparent square prismsor white or grayish masses

apoph*y-se-al \a-,paf-3-'se-3l\ adj : of or relating to an apophysis
apoph.y.sis \3-'paf-3-sas\ n, pi apoph.y-ses \-'paf-9-.se2\ [NL,
fr. Gk, fr. apo- + phyein to bring forth — more at be] ; an expanded
or projecting part esp. of an organism

ap'0-plec-tic \,ap-3-'pIek-tik\ adj [F or L_L; F apoplectique, fr. LL
apoplecticus, fr. Gk apoplektikos, fr. apoplessein'] 1 : of, relating to,

or causing apoplexy 2 ; affected with, inclined to, or showing
symptoms of apoplexy — ap-o-plec>ti-caI>ly \-ti-k(9-)le\ adv

ap.O.plexy \'ap-3-,plek-se\ n [ME apoplexie, fr. MF & LL; MF, fr.

LL apoplexia^^ fr. Gk apoplexia, fr. apoplessein to cripple by a stroke,
fr. apo- + plessein to strike — more at pl.mnt] ; sudden diminution
or loss of consciousness, sensation, and voluntary motion caused by
rupture or obstruction of an artery of the brain

aport \3-'po(9)rt, -'p6(3)rt\ adv {or adj) : on or toward the left side
of a ship

apo-se-mat-ic \,ap-3-si-'mat-ik\ adj : being conspicuous and serv-
ing to warn — apo^se.mat'i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

apO'Si'O.pe-sis \,ap-a-,sT-9-'pe-s3s\ n [LL, fr. Gk aposiopesis, fr.

aposiopan to be quite silent, fr. apo- + siopan to be silent, fr. siope
silence] : the leaving of a thought incomplete usu. by a sudden
breaking off — apo«si^o«pet'ic \-'pel-ik\ adj

apOS-ta-sy \a-'pas-t3-se\ n [ME apostasie, fr. LL apostasia, fr. Gk,
lit., revolt, fr. aphistasthai to revolt, fr. apo- + histasthai to stand]
1 : renunciation of a religious faith 2 : abandonment of a previous
loyalty : defectio>j_

apos-tate \3-'pas-,tat, -t3t\ n : one who commits apostasy — apos-
tate adj

apoS'ta'tize \3-'pas-t3-,tTz\ vi : to commit apostasy
a pos.te.ri-o.ri \.a-(,)po-,stir-e-'o(9)r-e, -,ster-; ,a-(,)pa-,stir-e-
6^3ir-.i, -(,)po-, -'oO)r-e; -•6(3)r-\ adj [L, lit., from the latter]
: relating to or derived by reasoning from observed facts : syn-
thetic; specij : INDUCTIVE — a posteriori adv
apos.tle \3-'pas-9l\ n [ME, fr. OF & OE; OF apostle 8c OE apostol,
fr. LL apostolus, fr. Gk apostolos, fr. aposiellein to send away, fr.

apo- + siellein to send — more at stall] 1 : one sent on a mission:
^s a : one of an authoritative New Testament group sent out to
preach the gospel and made up esp. of Christ's 12 original disciples
and Paul b ; the first prominent Christian missionary to a region
or group 2 : one who initiates a great moral reform or first ad-
vocates any important belief or system 3 : the highest ecclesiastical
official in some church organizations 4 : one of a Mormon ad-
ministrative council of 12 men — apos*tle>shlp Val-,ship\ n

Apostles' Creed n : a Christian creed anciently ascribed to the
Twelve Apostles that begins "I believe in God the Father Almighty"

apos-to.late \3-'pas-t9-,lat, -l3t\ n [LL apostolatus, fr. apostolus'}
: the office or mission of an apostle

ap-os<tol*ic \,ap-3-'stal-ik\ adj 1 a : of or relating to an apostle
b : of or relating to the New Testament apostles or conforming to
their teachings 2 a : of or relating to a succession of spiritual
authority from the apostles held {as by Roman Catholics, An-
glicans, Eastern Orthodox) to be perpetuated by successive ordina-
tions of bishops and to be necessary for the validity of sacraments
and orders b : papal — apos-to-lic*l-ty \3-,pas-t3-'lis-st-e\ n

apostolic delegate n ; an ecclesiastical plenipotentiary representing
the Holy See in a country that has no formal diplomatic relations
wuh it

Apostolic Father n ; a church father of the 1st or 2d century a.d.
iapos«tro-phe \a-'pas-tr3-(,)fe\ n [L, fr. Gk apostrophe, lit., act of
turning away, fr. apostrephein to turn away, fr. apo- + strephem to
turn — more at strophe] : the addressing of a person usu. not pres-
ent or of a thing usu. personified for rhetorical purposes — ap*os-
troph-ic \,ap-a-'straf-ik\ adj

aapostrophe n [MF & LL; MF, fr. LL apostrophus, fr. Gk apo-
strophos, fr, apostrophos turned away, fr. apustrephein\ ; a mark ' or
' used to indicate omission of one or more letters or figures, the
possessive case, or the plural of letters or figures (as in three 7's)— apostrophlc adj

apoS'tro-pllize \3-'pas-tr3-.frz\ vt : to address by or in apostrophe~ VI : to make use of apostrophe
apothecaries' measure /i ; a measure of capacity — see measure
table

apothecaries' weight n — see measure table
apotn.e.cary \3-"path-a-,ker~e\ n [ME apothecarie, fr. ML apothe-
carius^ fr. LL, shopkeeper, fr. L apoiheca storehouse, fr. Gk
apotheke, fr. apoiithenai to put away, fr. apo- + tithenai to put —
more at do] 1 : one who prepares and sells drugs or compounds for
medicinal purposes 2 ^pharmacy

apo-the.cial \,ap-3-'the-sh(e-)3l\ adj : of or relating to an
apothecium

apo.the.ci.um \-'the-s(h)e-3m\ n, pi apo-the-cia \-s(h')e-3\
[NL, fr. L apotheca} I a spore-bearing structure in many lichens
and fungi consisting of a discoid or cupped body bearing asci on the
exposed flat or concave surface
apO'thegm \'ap-3-,them\ n [Gk apophthegmat-, apophthegma, fr.

apophihengesthai to speak out, fr. apo- + p/ithengesthai to utter]
; a short, pithy, and instructive saying or formulation : aphorism —
apo-theg.mat-ic \,ap-3-(.)theg-'mat-ik\ or apO'theg.mat-i-cal
\-i-k3l\ adj— apo>tlieg>mat*i*Gal>ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

apo.thejO'Sis \3-,path-e-'6-s3s. ,ap-9-"the-3-S3s\ n [LL, fr. Gk
apotheosis, fr. apotheoun to deify, fr. apo- + iheos god] 1 : eleva-
tion to divine status : deihcation 2 : the perfect example —

apo-the*o>size \,ap-9-'the-9-^sTz, o-'path-e-3-\ vt

Ap<pa>la*chian tea \,ap-3-,la-ch9n-, -,lach-9n-\ n [Appalachian
mouniains, U.S.A.] : the leaves of either of two hollies (jlex glabra
and /, vomiioria) of the eastern U.S. used as a tea; also : eittierof
the plants

ap.pall also ap.pal \9-'p61\ vb ap-palled; ap-pall-ing [ME ap-
pallen, fr. Mf apalir, fr. OF, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + palir to grow pale,
fr. L pallescere, incho, ol paltere to be pale] vi, obs : weaken, fail
-^ vr : to overcome with fear or dread syn see dismay

ap.pall.ing adj ; inspiring horror or dismay syn see fearful —
ap.pali«ing.ly \-*p6-lio-le\ adv

ap.pa.nage \'ap-9-nij\ n [F apanage, fr. OF, fr. apaner to provide
for a younger offspring, fr. OProv apanar to support, fr. a- (fr. L
ad-) + pan bread, fr. hpanis — more at food] 1 a : a grant (as of
land or revenue) made by a sovereign or a legislative body to a
dependent member of the royal family or a principal liege man
b : a property or privilege appropriated by a person as his share
2 : a rightful endowment or adjunct

ap.pa.ra-tus \.ap-9-'rat-9s, -'rat-\ n, pi apparatus or ap>pa*ra-
tU5-es [L, fr. apparatus, pp. of apparare to prepare, fr. ad- 4-

parare to prepare — more at pare] 1 a : a set of materials or
equipment designed for a particular use b : an instrument or ap-
pliance designed for a specific operation c ; a group of organs
having a common function 2 : the functional machinery by means
of which a systematized activity is carried out; esp : the organiza-
tion of a poHtical party or an underground movement
lap.parcel \3-'par-9l\ vt ap-par-eled or ap-par-elled; ap>par>el-
ing or ap"par.el.ling [ME appareillen, fr. OF apareillier to pre-
pare, fr. (assumed) VL appariculare, irreg. fr. L apparare"] 1 ; to
put clothes on : dress 2 : adorn, embellish
2apparel n 1 : the equipment of a ship (as sails, rigging) 2 Z per-
sonal attiie : clothing 3 : something that clothes or adorns

ap»par-ent \3- 'par-ant, -'per-\ adj [ME, fr. OF aparent, fr. L
apparent-, apparens, prp. of apparere to appear] 1 : open to
view ; visible 2 : clear or manifest to the understanding : evident
3 : appearing as actual to the eye or mind 4 : having an inde-
feasible right to succeed to a title or estate 5 : having such an
appearance of reality as to appear reasonably true under the cir-
cumstances — ap.par-ent-ly \-'par(-9)nt-le, -'per(-9)nt-\ adv— ap-par-ent-ness \-'par-3nt-n9s, -'per-X n
syn illusory, seeming, ostensible: apparent suggests appearance

to unaided senses that is not or may not be borne out by more rigor-
ous examination or greater knowledge; illusory definitely implies
a false impression based on deceptive resemblance or faulty ob-
servation, or influenced by emotions that prevent a clear view;
SEEMING implies a character in the thing observed that gives it the
appearance, sometimes through intent, of something else; ostensi-
ble apphes chiefly to reasons or motives and suggests a discrepancy
between an openly declared or naturally implied aim or reason and
the true one syn see in addition evident

ap.pa>ri4ion \,ap-3-'rish-9n\ n [ME apparicioun, fr. LL apparition-,
apparitio appearance, fr. L apparitus, pp. of apparere'\ 1 a ; an
unusual or unexpected sight : phenomenon b : a ghostly figure
2 : appearance — ap*pa<ri*tion-al \-'rish-n9l, -9n-'l\ adj

ap.par-i-tor \3-'par-3t-9r\ n [L, fr. apparitus} : an official formerly
sent to carry out the orders of a magistrate, judge, or court
lap.peal \9-'pe(3)l\ n 1 : a legal proceeding by which a case is

brought from a lower to a higher court for rehearing 2 : a
criminal accusation 3 a : an application for corroboration or
decision h : an earnest plea : entreaty 4 ! the power of arousing
a sympathetic response ; attraction

^appeal vb [ME appelen to accuse, appeal, fr. MF apeler, fr. L
appelare, fr. appellere to drive to, fr. ad- + pellere to drive — more
at felt] vf 1 : to charge witii a crime : accuse 2 : to take pro-
ceedings to have (a case) reheard in a higher court '— vi 1 ; to take
a case to a higher court for rehearing 2 ; to call upon another for
corroboration, vindication, or decision 3 : to make an earnest
request 4 : to arouse a sympathetic response^— ap-peal-abil-i-ty
\3-,pe-l9-*bil-9t-e\ n — ap-peal-ahle \9-'pe-l3-b3l\ adj — ap-
peal-er n — ap-peal-ing adj — ap.peal*ing-ly \-'pe-lio-le\ adv

ap-pear \9-'pi_(3)r\ vi [ME apperen, fr. OE aparoir, fr. L apparere,
fr. ad- + parere to show oneself; akin to Gk. peparein to display]
1 : to come into sight 2 : to come formally before an authoritative
body 3 : to have an outward aspect : seem 4 : to become evident
5 : to come before the public or into public view 6 : to come into

ap.pear.ance \9-'pir-9n(t)s\ « 1 a : the act, action, or process of
appearing b : the coming into court of a party in an action or his
attorney 2a; outward aspect : look b : external show : sem-
blance c pt : outward indications 3 a : a sense impression or
aspect of a thing b ; the world of sensible phenomena 4 a : some-
thing that appears : phenomenon b ; an instance of appearing

ap.peas-able \3-'pe-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of being appeased
ap.pease \3-'pez\ vt [ME appesen, fr. OF apaisier, fr. a- (fr. L
ad-) -I- pais peace — more at peace] 1 : to bring to a state of peace
or quiet ; Calm 2 : to cause to subside ; allay 3 : pacify,
concilute; esp : to buy off (a potential aggressor) by concessions
usu. at the sacrifice of principles syn see pacify — ap*pease*ment
\9-'pez-m3nL\ n — ap*peas.er n

lap-pel-lant \9-'pel-3nt\ adj : appealing, appellate
2appeUant n : one that appeals; specij ; one that appeals from a
judicial decision or decree

ap.pel-late \9-'pel-9t\ adj [L appellatus, pp. of appellare'] ; of,

relating to, or taking cognizance of appeals; specij ; having the
power to review the judgment of another tribunal

ap*pel.Ia>tion \,ap-3-'la-sh9n\ n 1 archaic ; the act of calling by a
name 2 : an identifying name or title : designation

ap-pel-la-tive \9-'pel-9t-iv\ adj 1 : of or relating to a common
noun 2 ; of, relating to, or inclined to the giving of names —
ap-pel-la-tive n — ap.pel.la-tive-ly adv

ap-pel-Iee \,ap-9-'Ie\ n : one against whom an appeal Is taken
ap.pend \9-'pend\ vt [F appendre, fr. LL appendere, fr. L, to
weiyh, fr. ad- -f pcndere to weigh — more at pendant] 1 : attach,
AFFIX 2 : to add as a supplement or appendix
ap.pen.dage \9-'pen-dij\ n l : an adjunct to something larger or
more important : appurtenance 2 : a dependent or subordinate
person 3 : a subordinate or derivative body part; esp : a hmb or
analogous part (as a seta) — ap-pen.daged \-dijd\ adj

ap.pen.dant \3-'pen-d3nt\ adj 1 : associated as an attendant cir-

cumstance 2 : belonging as a right 3 ; attached as an appendage— appendant n
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ap*pen>dec>t0-m7 \,ap-9n-'dek-t3-me\ n IL appendic-, appendix +
E -ectomy} : surgical removal^of the vermiform appendix

ap>pen*di'Cl-tis \3-,pen-ds-'sit-3s\ n ; inflammation of the vermi-
form appendix

ap-pen.dic-u-lar \,ap-9n-'dik-y3-br\ adj : of or relating to an
appendage and esp. a limb (the -^^ skeleton)

ap.pen.dix \3-'pen-diks\ n, pi ap-pen-dix-es or ap-pen-di-ces
\-d3-.sez\ [L appendic-. appendix, fr. appendere'S 1 a : appendage
b : supplementary material usu. attached at the end of a piece of
writing 2 : a bodily outgrowth or process; specij ; vermiform
APPENDIX

ap.per-Ceive \,ap-ar-'sev\ vt [ME apperceiven, fr. OF aperceivre.
fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + perceivre to perceive] : perceive, apprehend

ap-per-cep-tion \,ap-3r-'sep-sh3n\ n [F apercepiion, fr. apercevoir'\
1 : introspective self-consciousness 2 : the process of under-
standing something perceived in terms of previous experience —
ap'per-cep.tive \-'se_p-tiv\ adj

ap>per>taln \,ap-3r-'tan\ v/ {ME apperteinen, fr. MF apartenir, fr.

LL appertinere. fr. L ad- + periinere to belong — more at pertain]
: to belong or be connected as a rightful part or attribute : pertain

ap.pe-ten.cy \'ap-at-3n-se\ or ap-pctence \-9n(t)s\ n [L ap-
peteniia, fr. appetent-. appetens, prp. of appetere] 1 : a fixed and
strong desire : appetfte 2 : a natural affinity (as between chemi-
cals) 3 : an instinctive propensity in animals to perform particular
actions (as sucking) — ap>pe>teut \-ant\ adj

ap.pe-tite \'ap-3-,tTt\ n [ME apetit, fr. MF, fr. L appeiiius, fr.

appeiiius, pp. of appetere to strive after, fr. ad- + petere to go to —
more at feather ] 1 ; one of the instinctive desires necessary to keep
up organic life; esp : the desire to eat 2 a : an inherent craving
b ; taste, preference — ap>pe*ti'tive \-.tTt-iv, a-'pet-at-iv\ adj

ap-pe>tiZ-er \'ap-a-,tT-z3r\ n : a food or drink that stimulates the
appetite and is usu. served before a meal

ap-pe-tiZ-ing \'ap-3-,tT-2io\ adj : appealing to the appetite esp. in
appearance or aroma — ap^pe-tiZ'ing.ly \-zio-Ie\ adv

Ap.pi.an Way \,ap-e-3n-\ w iAppius Claudius Caecus //300 b.c.
Roman statesman] : an ancient paved highway extending from
Rome to Brundisium

ap*plaud \3-'pl6d\ vb [MF or L; MF applaudir, fr. L applaudere,
fr. ad- + platidere to applaud] vi ; to express approval esp. by
clapping the hands — v/ 1 : praise, approve 2 : to show approval
of esp. by clapping the hands — ap'plaud*able \-9-bsl\ adj— ap-plaud-ably \-ble\ adv — ap*plaud>er n
ap.plause \3-'pl6z\ n [ML applausus, fr. L, clashing noise, fr.

applausus, pp. of applouderel : approval pubUcly expressed (as by
clapping the hands) ; acclaim

aP'ple \'ap-al\ n. ojten atfrib [ME appel, fr. OE xppel: akin to OHG
apjul apple, OSlav abluko^ 1 : the fleshy usu. rounded and red
or yellow edible pome fruit of a tree (genus Malus) of the rose
family; also X an apple tree 2 ; a fruit or other vegetable production
suggestive of an apple

ap*ple-iack \'ap-3l-,jak\ n : brandy distilled from cider; also ; an
alcoholic beverage consisting of the central unfrozen portion of a
container of frozen hard cider

apple maggot n : the larva of a two-winced fly {Rhagoletis porno-
nella) that burrows in and feeds esp. on apples

ap-ple-pie \,ap-3l-,pi\ adj : excellent, perfect <~ order)
Ap.ple.ton layer X.ap-al-tsn-, alt-'n\ n [Sir Edward Appleton
61892 E physicist] : F layer
ap>pli<ance \9-'pIT-3n(t)s\ n 1 ; an act of applying 2 a : a piece
of equipment for adapting a tool or machine to a special purpose
; attachment b : an instrument or device designed for a particular
use c : a household or office mechanism (as a stove, fan, or re-

frigerator) operated by gas, electric current, or a small motor
3 obs ; compliance syn see implement

ap<pli*ca>bll>l*ty \,ap-li-ka-'bil-at-e also 3-,plik-3-\ n : the quality
or state of being applicable

ap>pll>ca>ble X'ap-li-ka-bal also 3-'pIik-a-\ adj ; capable of being
applied : appropriate syn see relevant

ap-pli>cant \'ap4i-k3nt\_n : one who applies
ap-pli>ca.tlon \,ap-Ii3-'ka-shan\ n [ME applicacioun, fr. L applica-
tion-, applicatio inclination, fr. applicatus, pp. of applicore'\ 1 : an
act of applying: a ; an act of putting to use b ; an act of ad-
ministering or superposing c ; assiduous attention 2 : request,
petition 3 : something applied or used in applying: as a : the
practical inference to be derived from a principle or moral tale

b : a medicated or protective layer or material <an oily ^ for dry
skin) c : a form used in making a request 4 : capacity for prac-
tical use

ap.pU-ca.tive \'ap-b-,kat-iv also 3'plik-3t-\ adj 1 : applicable,
practical 2 : applied — ap-pli-ca.tive.ly adv

ap>pli*ca-tor \'ap-l9-,kat-ar\ n : one that applies; specij ; a device
for applying a substance (as medicine or polish)

aP'Pli'Ca.to-ry \'ap-li-k3-.tor-e, -,t6r- also 3-'plik-3-\ adj : capable
of being applied

ap>plied \3-'plTd\ adj : put to practical use; esp : LrriLrrARL^N

ap.pli.er \a-*plT{-3)r\ n : one that applies
1ap*pli-qu€ \,ap-la-'ka\ n. ojten aiirib [F, pp. of appliquer to put
on, fr. L applicare'\ ; a cutout decoration fastened to a larger piece
of material

2appliC[u6 vt ap.pli.qn6d; ap.pli.qu^.ing : to apply (as a decora-
tion or ornament) to a larger surface

ap.ply \3-'plT\ vb [ME applien, fr. MF aplier, fr. L applicare, fr.

ad- + plicare to fold — more at ply] vt 1 a : to put to use esp. for

some practical purpose b : to lay or spread on 2 : to employ
diligently or with close attention '^ vi 1 : to have relevance 2 : to
make an appeal or request esp. in the form of a written appli

ap.pog.gia-tu.ra \3-,paj-3-'tur-3\ n [It. lit., support] : a:

bellishing note or tone preceding an essential
melodic note or tone and usu. written as a 'one _
note of smaller size

ap.point \3-'p6int\ vb [ME appointen, fr. MF
apointier to arrange, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + point]
vt 1 a : to fix or set officially <~ a trial date)
b : to name officially <"- a committee) c archaic
: ARRANGE d ; to determine the disposition of
(an estate) to someone by virtue of a power of
appointment 2 : equip '^ v; 1 archaic : to
make an engagement 2 : to exercise a power of
appointment syn see furnish appoggiatura

ap.poin.tee \3-,p6in-'te, ,a-,p6in-\ n 1 : one who is appointed
2 : one to whom an estate is appointed

ap>point<ive \3-'p6int-iv\ adj ; of, relating to, or subject to appoint-

ap<point*ment \3-'p6int-m3nt\ n 1 : an act of appointing : desig-
nation; specij ; the designation by virtue of a vested power of a
person to enjoy an estate 2 : a nonelective office or position
3 : an arrangement for a meeting : engagement 4 : equipment
or furnishings — usu. used in pi.

ap.por*tiou \a-'p6r-sh3n, -'p6r-\ vt ap>por>tiou.ing \-sh(3-)nio\
[MF apportionner, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + portionner to portion] : to
make a proportionate division or distribution of syn see allot

ap-por-tion-nient \-shan-m3nt\ « : an act or result of appor-
tioning; esp : the apportioning of representatives or taxes to the
several states according to U.S. law

ap.pose \a-'poz\ vt [MF aposer, fr. OF, fr. a- + poser to put —
more at pose] 1 archaic : to put before : apply (one thing) to
another 2 : to place in juxtaposition or proximity

ap>po.site \'ap-a-23t\ adj [L appositus, fr. pp. of apponere to place
near, fr. ad- + ponere to put — more at POsmoN] : highlv pertinent
or appropriate : apt syn see relevant — ap.po>site>ly adv— ap'pcsite.ness n

ap.pO'Si.tlon X.ap-s-'zish-snX n 1 a : a grammatical construction
in which two typically adjacent nouns referring to the same person
or thing stand in the same syntactical relation to the rest of a
sentence (as the poet and Burns in "a biography of the poet Burns")
b : the relation of one of such a pair of nouns or noun equivalents
to the other 2 a : an act or instance of apposing; specij ; the
deposition of successive layers upon those already present (as in
cell walls) b : the state of being apposed — ap.po>si*tion>al
\-'zish-nat, -3n-'l\ adj ~ ap>pO'Si*tion.al.ly \-e\ adv

ap'POS'i.tive \a-'paz-at-iv\ adj : of, relating to, or standing in
grammatical apposition — appositive n — ap.pos>l.tive.ly adv

ap.prais.al \3-'pra-z3l\ n : an act or instance of appraising; esp
: a valuation of^property by the estimate of an authorized person

ap.praise \3-'praz\ vt [ME apprelsen, fr. MF aprisier to apprize]
1 : to set a value on ; estimate the amount of 2 ; to evaluate the
worth, significance or status of; esp : to give an expert judgment of
the value or merit of syn see estimate — ap.praise.ment \-m3nt\
n — ap.prais.er n — ap.praiS'ing adj — ap-prais-ing-ly \-'pra-
ziD-le\ adv

ap.pre.cia-ble \3-'pre-sh3-b3l\ adj : capable of being perceived
or measured syn see perceptible — ap.pie.cia.bly \-ble\ adv

aP'Pr^e.Ci-ate \3-'pre-she-,at\ vb [LL appretiatus, pp. of appreiiare,
fr. L ad- + pretium price — more at price] vt 1 a ; to evaluate the
worth, quality, or significance of b : to admire greatly c : to
judge with heightened perception or understanding ; be fully aware
of d : to recognize with gratitude 2 : to increase the value of
-^ VI ; to increase in number or value — ap.pre*ci.a.tor \-.at-3r\ n— ap.pre.cia.to.ry \-sh3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj
syn appreciate, value, prize, treasure, cherish mean to hold

in high estimation, appreciate often connotes sufficient under-
standing to enjoy or admire a thing's excellence but it may imply
merely warm admiration and enjoyment; value implies rating a
thing highly for its essential or intrinsic worth; prize implies taking
a deep pride in or setting great store by; treasure emphasizes
jealously guarding or keeping something as being precious and
irreplaceable; cherish implies a special love and care for something
and connotes a deep-seated, long-lasting, often irrational attach-
ment syn see in addition understand

ap.pre.ci.a.tion \3-,pre-she-'a-sh3n\ n 1 a ; sensitive awareness;
esp : recognition of aesthetic values b ; evaluation, judgment;
esp : a favorable critical estimate c : an expression of admiration,
approval, or gratitude_ 2 : increase in value

ap.pre.cia.tive Xs-'pre-shat-iv also -she-,at-\ adj : having or show-
ing appreciation — ap.pre.cia.tive.ly adv — ap.pre.cia.tive-
nes3 n

ap.pre-hend \,ap-ri-'hend\ vb [ME apprehenden, fr. L apprehen-
dere, lit., to seize, fr. ad- + prchendere to seize — more at pre-
hensile] v/ 1 a obs : to take hold of b : arrest. sei?-e 2 a : to
become aware of ; perceive b ; to anticipate esp. with anxiety,
dread, or fear 3 : to grasp with the understanding : recognize the
meaning of — vi : understand, grasp syn see foresee

ap.pre.hen-si.ble \,ap-ri-'hen(t)-s^b3l\_ arf; ; capable of being
apprehended — ap>pre.ben*si.bly \-ble\ adv

ap.pre.hen.sion \,ap-ri-'hen-ch3n\ n [ME, fr. LL apprehension-,
apprehensio. fr. L apprehensus, pp. of apprehendere] 1 a : the act
or power of perceiving or comprehending b : the result of ap-
prehending mentally : conception 2 : seizure by legal process
; ARRE.ST 3 : suspicion or fear esp. of future evil : foreboding

ap.pre.hen.sive \,ap-ri-'hen(t)-siv\ adj 1 : capable of apprehend-
ing or quick to do so : discerning 2 : having apprehension
: cognizant 3 : viewing the future with anxiety or alarm syn
see FEARFUL — ap>pre.hen.sive>ly adv — ap-pre-hen-sive-ness n
lap.pren-tice \3-'prent-3s\ h, ojten attrib [ME aprentis, fr. MF,
fr. OF, fr. aprendre to learn, fr. L apprendere, apprehendere\
la: one bound by indenture to serve another for a prescribed
period with a view to learning an art or trade in consideration of
instruction and formerly usu. of maintenance b : one who is

learning by practical experience under skilled workers a trade, art,

or calling 2 : an inexperienced person ; novice — ap.preu>tice-
shlp \-3(sh)-,ship. -3s-,ship\ n

^apprentice vt : to set at work as an apprentice; esp ; to bind to an
apprenticeship by contract or indenture

ap.pressed \a-'prest\ adj [L appressus, pp. of apprimere to press
to, fr. ad- + premere to press — more at press] : pressed close to or
lying flat against something

ap.prise also ap.prize \3~'pnz\ vt [F appris, pp. of apprendre to
learn, fr. OF aprendre] : to give notice to : tell syn see inform

ap.prize \3-'prTz\ vt [me apprisen, fr. MF aprisier. fr. OF, fr. a-
(fr. L ad-) + prisier to appraise] ; value, appreciate

lap.proacll \3-'proch\ vb [ME approchen, fr. OF aprochier, fr.

LL appropiare, fr. L ad- + props near; akin to L pro before —
more at for] vt 1 a ; to draw closer to : near b : approximate
2 : to take preliminary steps toward «' vi : to draw nearer; specij
: to hit a golf ball from the fairway toward the green

^approach n 1 a : an act or instance of approaching b : approxi-
mation 2 a : a preliminary step b : manner of advance 3 : a
means of access : avenue
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ap-proach.abil-i.ty \3-,pro-ch3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state
of being approachable

ap>proach>al)le \3-'pro-ch3-b3l\ adj : capable of being approached
: accesstble; specij : easy to meet or deal with

ap*pro>bate \'ap-r3-,bat\ vt [ME approbaten. fr. L approbatus, pp.
of approbarel X APPROVE, SANcnoN — ap>pro-ha>to>ry \'ap-r3-
bs-.tor-e, a-'pro-ba-, -t6r-\ adj

ap>pro*ba>tlon V.ap-rs-'ba-shanX n 1 obs ; proof 2 a : an act of
approving formally or officially b ; commendation, praise

ap«pro>pn<>a-bIe \a-'pro-pre-a-bal\ adj ; capable of being appro-
priated
lap«pro-pri-ate \3-'pro-pre-,at\ vt tME appropriaten, fr. LL ap-
propriatus, pp. of appropriare, fr. L ad- + proprius own] 1 : to
take exclusive possession of ; annex 2 : to set apart for or assign
to a particular purpose_or use 3 : to take without permission— ap*pro-pn*a.tor \-.at-ar\ n
syn appropriate, preempt, arrogate, usurp, confiscate mean

to , seize high-handedly, appropriate stresses making something
one's own or converting to one's own use without authority or
with questionable right; preempt implies beforehandedness in
taking something desired or needed by others; arrogate implies
insolence, presumption, and exclusion of others in seizing rights,

powers, or functions; usurp implies unlawful or unwarranted
intrusion into the place of another and seizure of what is his by cus-
tom, right, or law; confiscate always implies seizure through
exercise of authority

2ap-pro-pri-ate \3-'pro-pre-3t\ adj : especially suitable or com-
patible : fitting syn see fit — ap'pro*pri*ate*ly adv — ap-pro-
pri-ate.ness n

ap>pro>pri>a>tion \s-,pro-pre-'a-sh3n\ n 1 : an act or instance
of appropriating 2 : something that has been appropriated;
specij ; money set aside by formal action for a specific use

ap-pro«pri-a*tive \a-'pro-pre-,at-iv\ adj : relating to appropriation
aP'Prov-able Xa-'prli^a-balX adj : capable of being approved— ap-provably Vble\ adv
ap-prov»al \9-*pru-v3l\ n ; an act or instance of approving : ap-
probation — on approval : subject to a prospective buyer's
acceptance or refusal

ap-prove \3-'pruv\ vb [ME approver!, fr. OF aprover, fr. L appro-
bare, fr. ad' + probare to prove — more at prove] vt 1 obs : prove,
ATTEST 2 ; to have or express a favorable opinion of 3 a ; to
accept as satisfactory b : to give formal or official sanction to
: ratify ^ VI ; to take a favorable view — ap-prov-ing-ly \-'prii-

viD-le\ adv
syn APPROVE, endorse, sanction, accredit, certify mean to

have or express a favorable opinion of. approve often implies no
more than this but may suggest esteem or admiration; endorse
adds to approve the implication of backing as by an explicit state-
ment; sanction implies both approval and authorization; accredit
and certify usu. imply official endorsement attesting to con-
formity to set standards
»ap«prOX.i-riiate \a-'prak-S3-m3t\ adj [LL approximatus, pp. of
approxiniare to come near, fr. L ad- + pro.ximare to come near— more at proximate] 1 : nearly correct or exact 2 : located
close together <~ leaves) — ap>prox<i<mate'ly adv

2ap.prox.i.raate \-.mat\ vt 1 a : to bring near or close b ; to bring
together 2 : to come near to ; approach -^ vj ; to come close

ap-prOX.i<ma-tion \a-,prak-s5-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process
of drawing together 2 : the quality or state of being close esp. in
value 3 : something that is approximate; esp ; a mathematical
value that is nearly but not exactly correct — ap>prox>i>lua>tive
\a-'prak-s9-,mat-iv\ adj— ap-prox-i-ma.tive-ly adv

ap-pur-te-nance \3-'part-n3n(t)s, -^n-an(t)s\ n 1 : an incidental
right (as a right of way) attached to a principal property right and
passing in possession with it 2 ; a subordinate adjunct : ap-
pendage 3 pi : accessory objects

ap.piir.te-nant Xa-'part-nsnt, -'n-3nt\ adj [ME apertenant, fr. MF,
fr. OF, prp- of aparfcuir to belong] 1 : constituting a legal accom-
paniment 2 ; auxiliary, accessory — appurtenant n

apraC'tiC \a-'prak-tik\ or aprax-ic \-'prak-sik\ adj [apractic fr.

Gk aprakios inactive, fr. a- + prassein; apraxic fr. NL apraxia']
: of. relating to, or marked by apraxia

apraX'ia \-'prak-se-a\ n [NL, fr. Gk, inaction, fr. a- + praxis
action, fr. prassein to do — more at practical] : loss or impairment
of ability to execute complex coordinated movements

apn>COt \'ap-r3-,kat, 'a-pr3-\ n, often attrib [alter, of earlier abre-
cock, dcriv. of Ar al-birquq the apricot] 1 a : the oval orange=
colored fruit of a temperate-zone tree (Prunus armeniacd) re-

sembling the related peach and plum in flavor b : a tree that
bears apricots 2 : a variable color averaging a moderate orange

April \'a-pr3l\ n [ME. fr. OF & L; OF avrilU fr. L Aprilis^ : the
4th month of the Gregorian calendar
April lool n : the butt of a joke or trick played on April Fools'
Day; also : such a joke or trick

April Fools' Day n : April 1 characteristically marked by the playing
of practical jokes

apri'O.ri \.a-pre-'o(3)r-e, .ap-re-; .a-(,)prT-o(3)r-,T, ,a-pre-'o(3lr-
e; -'6(3)r-\ adj [L. from the former] 1 a : deductive d ; relating
to or derived from reasoning from self-evident propositions
: analytic C : presupposed by experience 2 : being without
examination or analysis : presumptive — a priori adv — a pri»or-
i'ty \-'6r-3t-e\ n
apron X'a-pran, -pamX n, ojten attrib [ME, alter, (resulting fr.

incorrect division of a napron) of napron, fr. MF naperon, dim. of
nape cloth, modif. of L mappa napkin — more at map] 1 : a gar-
ment usu. of cloth, plastic, or leather usu. tied onto the front of the
body with strings around the waist and used to protect clothing
or adorn a costume 2 ; something that suggests or resembles an
apron in shape, position, or use: as a : the lower member under
the sill of the interior casing of a window b : an upward or down-
ward vertical extension of a sink or lavatory c ; a piece of water-
proof cloth spread out (as before the seat of a vehicle^ as a protection
from rain or mud d ; a covering fas of sheet metal) for protecting
parts of machinery e : an endless belt for carrying material
1 : an extensive fan-shaped deposit of detritus g : the part of the
stage in front of the proscenium arch h ; the area along the
waterfront edge of a pier or wharf i : a shield (as of concrete,
planking, or bnishwood) along the bank of a river, along a sea
wall, or below a dam j ; the extensive paved part of an airport
immediately adjacent to the terminal area or hangars

Arab
Tap-ro-po5 \,ap-r3-'po, 'ap-r3-,\ adv [F <3 propos, lit., to the
purpose] 1 : at an opportune time ; seasonably 2 ; by the way
^apropos adj ; being to the point : pertinent
^apropos prep : apropos of syn see releva?«jt
apropos ot prep : with regard to ; concerning
apse \'aps\ n [ML & L; ML apsis, fr. L] 1 ; a projecting part of
a building (as a church) usu. semicircular in plan and vaulted
2 : apsis 1

ap>si*dal X'ap-ssd-^lN adj : of or relating to an apse
ap'Sis \'ap-s3s\ n, pi ap-si-des \-s3-,dez\ [NL apsid-, apsis, fr.

L, arch, orbit, fr. Gk hapsid-, hapsis, fr. haptein to fasten] 1 : the
Eoint in an astronomical orbit at which the distance of the body
om the center of attraction is either greatest or least 2 : apse 1

apt \'apt\ adj [ME, fr. L aptus, lit., fastened, fr.pp. of apere to
fasten; akin to L apisci to reach, apud near, Skt apta fit] 1 : un-
usually fitted or qualified : ready, prepared 2a: having an
habitual tendency or inclination : likely b : ordinarily disposed
: INCLINED 3 ; suited to its purpose; specij : being to the point
4 : keenly intelligent : quick-wmED syn see ftt, quick. — apt-ly
\'ap-(t)le\ adv — apt*ness \'ap(t)-n3s\ n

ap>ter-ous \'ap-t3-r3s\ adj [Gk apteros, fr. a- + pteron wing —
more at feather ] 1 : lacking wings 2 : lacking winglike expansions

ap-ter«yx \'ap-t3-riks\ n [NL, fr. a- + Gk pteryx wing; akin to
Gk pteron] : kiwi

ap>ti>tude \'ap-t3-,t(y)iid\ n 1 ; capacity for learning : aptness
2 a ; inclination, tendency b : a natural ability ; talent
3 : general suitability : appropriateness syn see gift — ap'ti-
tU'di-nal \,ap-t3-'t(y)iid-n3l, -"n-slX adj — ap<ti>tu>di>naMy
\-e\ adv

aq.ua \'ak-w3, 'ak-\ «, pi aq-uae \'ak-(,)we, 'ak-,wT\ or aquas
[L] : water; esp : an aqueous solution

aq*ua<cade \'ak-w3-.kad, 'ak-\ n [.-^lywacarfe, a water entertainment
spectacle orig. at Cleveland, O. (1937)] : a water spectacle that
consists usu. of exhibitions of swimming and diving with musical
accompaniment
Aq>ua>dag \-,dag\ trademark — used for a colloidal suspension of
fine panicles of graphite in water for use as a lubricant

aq.ua.lor.tis \,ak-w3-'f6rt-3s, ,ak-\ n [NL aqua jor lis, lit., strong
water] ; nitric aCId
aq>ua<lung \'ak-w3-,l30, 'ak-\ n : an underwater breathing ap-
paratus consisting of a cylinder of compressed air and a watertight
face mask — aq*ua-lun'g>er \-,l3o-3r\ n
aq>ua*ma<rine X.ak-ws-ma-'ren. ,ak-'^ n [NL aqua marina, fr.

L. sea water] 1 : a transparent beryl that is blue, blue-green,
or green in color 2 : a pale blue to light greenish blue
aq<ua<plane \'ak-w3-,plan, 'ak-\ n : a board towed behind a
speeding motorboat and ridden by a person standing on it— aqua-
plane VI — aq*ua>plan*er n

aq.ua pu-ra \,ak-w3-'pyur3, ,ak-\ n [L] : pure water
aqua re-gia \-'re-j(e-)3\ n [NL, lit., royal water] : a mixture of
nitric and hydrochloric acids that dissolves gold or platinum

aq-ua.relle\,ak-w3-'rel, ,ak-\ n [F, fr. obs. It arguare//a (now acque-
rello), fr. acqua water, fr. L aqua] I a drawing in water color and
esp. transparent water color — aq^ua^rell'ist \-'rel-3st\ n

aquar-ist \3-'kwar-3st, -'kwer-\ n : one who keeps an aquarium
aqiiar'i'Um \3-'kwar-e-3m, -*kwer-\ n. pi aquariums or aquar.ia
\-e-3\ [L, watering place for cattle, fr. neut. of aquarius of water,
fr. aqua] 1 : a container (as a glass tank) or an artificial pond in

which living aquatic animals or plants are kept 2 : an establish-
ment where such aquatic collections are kept and exhibited
Aquar>i>US \3-'kwar-e-3S, -'kwer-\ n [L (gen. Aquarii), lit., water
carrier] 1 : a constellation south of Pegasus pictured as a man
pouring water 2 ; the Uth sign of the zodiac
laquat'lc \3-*kwat-ik, -'kwat-\ adj 1 : growing or living in or
frequenting water 2 : performed in or on water — aqnat*l*cal>ly
\-i-k!3-)le\ adv

^aquatic o 1 : an aquatic animal or plant 2 pi but sing or pi in

constr : water sports
aq>ua<tiut \'ak-w3-,tint. 'ak-\ n [It acqua tinta dyed water] ; etch-
ing with aquafortis so that the resulting print resembles a water-
color made with flat washes of different strengths; also : an en-
graving so made — aquatint vt

aq<ua>vlt \'ak-w3-.vet\ n [Sw, Dan & Norw akvavit, fr. ML aqua
viiae] ; a clear Scandinavian hquor made by redistilling neutral
spirits and flavored with caraway seeds

aq.ua Vi.tae \,ak-w3-'vTt-e. .ak-\ n [ME, fr. ML, lit., water of life]

1 : alcohol 2 : a strong liquor
aq.ue.dUCt \'ak-w3-,d3kt\ n [L aquaeductus, fr. aquae (gen. of
aqua) + ductus act of leading — more at duct] 1 a : a conduit
for water; esp : one for carrying a large quantity of flowing water
b ; a structure for conveying a canal over a river or hollow 2 : a
canal or passage in a part or organ

aque-OUS \'a-kwe-3S, 'ak-we-\ adj [ML aqucus, fr. L aqua] 1 a : of,

relating to, or resembling water b : made from, with, or by water
2 : of or relating to the aqueous humor — aque-ous-ly adv

aqueous humor n ; a hmpid fluid occupying the space between
the crystalline lens and the cornea of the eye

aq.Ui'CUl.tur.al \,ak-wi-'k3lch-(3-)r3l, ,ak-\ adj : of or relating to
aquiculture

aq.Ui.cul.ture \'ak-wl-,k3t-ch3r, 'ak-\ n [L aqua + E -culture (as in
agriculture)] 1 : the cultivation of the natural produce of water
2 : hydroponics

aq.ui.fer \'ak-w3-f3r, 'ak-\ n [NL. fr. L aqua + -Jer] : a water*
bearing stratum of permeable rock, sand, or gravel — aquii.er.QUS
\a-*kwif-(3-)r3s. a-\ adj

Aq.ui'la \'ak-w3-l3\ n [L (gen. Aquilae), lit., eagle] : a northern
constellation in the MJlky Way southerly from Lyra and Cygnus

aq'Ui'le*gia \,ak-w3-'le-j(%-)3\ n [NL] ; columbine
aq.Ul.line \'ak-w3-,lTn, -l3n\ adj [L aquilinus, fr. aquila eagle]
1 : of, relating to, or resembling an eagle_ 2 ; curving like an eagle's

beak — aq.ui.lin*i'ty \,ak-w3-'lin-3t-e\ n
ar \'ar\ n [ME] : the letter r

-ar \3r\ adj sujjix [ME, fr. L -aris, alter, of -alis -al] : of or relating

to <moleculrtr> : being (spectacular) ; resembling (oracular)
Ar-ab \'ar-3b. in sense 2 ojten 'a-,rab\ n [ME. fr. L Arabus, Arabs,
fr. Gk Arab-, Araps, fr. Ar * Arab'\ 1 a : a member of the Semitic
people of the Arabian peninsula b : a member of an Arabic*
speaking people 2 not cap ; street arab 3 : a horse of the stock
used by the natives of Arabia and adjacent regions; specij ; a
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borse of a breed noted for its graceful buUd, speed. Intelligence,
and spirit — Arab adj
lar-a-besque \,ar-3-'besk\ adj [F, fr. It arabesco Arabian in
fashion, fr. Arabo Arab, fr. L Arabus'] ; relating to or being in the
style of arabesque
Sarabesque n 1 : an ornament or style that employs flower, foliage,
or fruit and sometimes animal and figural outlines to produce an
intricate pattern of interlaced sometimes angular and sometimes
curved lines 2 : a posture in ballet in which the body is bent for-
ward from the hip on one leg with the corresponding arm extended
forward and the other ajmand leg backward

Ara*bi>ail coffee \3-,ra-be-3n-\ /i : an African large evergreen
shrub or small tree [Cojjea arabica) widely cultivated in warm
regions for its seeds which form most of the coffee of commerce
iAr<a>biC \'ar-a-bik\ ad] 1 ; of, relating to, or characteristic of
Arabia or the Arabs 2 ; of, relating to, or constituting Arabic

^Arabic n : a Semitic language orig. of the Arabs of the Hejaz and
Nejd that is now the prevailing speech of Arabia, Jordan, Lebanon,
Syria, Iraq, Egypt, and parts of northern Africa

arab'i'Ca coffee \a-,rab-i-k3-\ n, ojten cap A [NL Cofjea arabica
Arabian coffee] : a drink produced from Arabian coffee

arable numeral n, ojien cap A : one of the number symbols 0, 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 — see number table
ar-a-bil.uty \.ar-3-'bil-9i-e\ n : the state of being arable
Al*ab<ist \'ar-3-b3sl\ n ; a specialist in the Arabic language or
culture
lai-a-ble \'ar-3-b3l\ adj [MF or L; MF. fr. L arabilis, fr. arare to
plow — more at ear] : fit for or cultivated by plowing or tillage

^arable n : land that is tilled or tillable

Ar*a-by \'ar-s-be\ n : Arabia
Aiach.ne \a-'rak-ne\ n [L, fr. Gk Arachne] : a Lydian giri trans-
formed into a spider for challenging Athena to a contest in weaving
arach-nid \3-'rak-nad\ n [deriv. of Gk arachne spider] : any of a
class (Arachnida) of arthropods comprising mostly air-breathing
invertebrates, including the spiders and scorpions, mites, and ticks,

and having a segmented body divided into two regions of which
the anterior bears four pairs of^legs but no antennae— arachnid adj— arach<ni<dau \-nad-an\ adj or n
larach-noid \&-'iak-,n6id_\ n [NL arachnoides, fr. Gk arachnoeides,
like a cobweb, fr arachne spider, spider's web] : a thin membrane
of the brain and spinal cord thai lies between the dura maier and the
pia mater
Saraclinoid adj 1 ; of or relating to the arachnoid membrane
2 : covered with or composed of soft loose haiis or fibers

Sarachuoid adj [deriv. of Gk arachne'^ : resembling or related to the
arachnids

ara>gO>nite \3-'rag-3-,nTt. 'ar-a-ga-X n [G aragonit, fr. Aragon,
Spain] : a mineral CaCOs consisting Like calcite of calcium carbon-
ate but differing from calcite in its orthorhombic crystallization,
greater density, and less distinct cleavage

Ar-a-mae.an \,ar-3-'me-3n\ n [L Aramaeus, fr. Gk Aramaios, fr.

Heb 'Aram Aram, ancient name for Syria] 1 : a member of a
Semitic people of the 2d millennium B.C. in Syria and Ijpper Meso-
potamia 2 : ARAMAIC — Aramaean adj
Ar-a*ma*iG \,ar-9-'ma-ik\ n : a Semitic language known since the
9ih century B.C. as the speech of the Aramaeans and later used
extensively in southwest Asia as a commercial and governmental
language and adopted as their customary speech by various non=
Aramaean peoples including the Jews after the Babylonian exile

ara.ne-id \9-'ra-ne-3d\ n [deriv. of L aranea spider] : spider 1— ar>a-ue*idal \,ar-3-'ne-3d-n\ adj — ar*a*ne>idau \-3d-'n\
adj or n

Arap-a'bo or Arap-a.boe \3-'rap-a- ho\ n, pi Arapaho or Arap-
ahOS or Arapahoe or Arapahoes [perh. fr. Crow aa-raxpe-ahu,
lit., tattoo] 1 : an Algonquian people of the plains region from
southern Saskatchewan and Manitoba to New Mexico and Texas
2 ; a member of the Arapaho people

ai-a-pai-ma \,ar-a''pT-ma\ n [Pg & Sp, of Tupian origin; akin to
Mura uarapdinu pirarucu] : pirarucu

ar>a>ro*ba \,ar-3-'ro-b3\ n [Pg. of Tupian origin; akin to Tup!
arariba, a Brazilian tree] : GOa powder

Arau-ca-ni>an \9-,rau-'kan-e-an\ also Arau*can \3-'rau-k3n\ n
[Sp araucano, fr, Arauco, province in Chile] 1 ; a member of a
group of Indian peoples of south central Chile and adjacent regions
of Argentina 2 : the language of the Araucanian people that
constitutes an independent language family — Araucanian adj

ar-aU'Car-ia \.ar-.6-'kar-e-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Arauco\
1 any of a genus {Araitcaria) of So. American or Australian trees

of the pine family
Ar-a-wak \'ar-3-.wak\ n 1 a : an Indian people of the Arawakan
group now living chiefly along the coast of British Guiana b ; a
member of this people 2 ; the language of the Arawak people
Ar>a*wak>an \,ar-3-'wak-3n\ n 1 a ; a group of Indian peoples of
Bolivia, Brazil. Colombia, Guiana, Paraguay. Peru. Venezuela, and
formerly the West Indies b : a member of any of these peoples
2 : the language family of the Arawakan peoples — Arawakan adj

ar-ba.lest or ar-ba-list \'ar-b3-l3si\ n [ME arblast, fr. OE. fr. OF
arbulesie, fr. LL arcuballisia, fr L areas bow + ballisia ~ more at
arrow] : CROSSBOW, esp : a medieval military weapon with a steel

bow used to throw balls, stones, and quarrels — ar-ba-lest-er
\- les-tar\ n

ar«bi.ter \'ar-b3t-ar\ n [ME arbitre, fr MF. fr. L arbitr-, arbiter^

1 ; a person with power to decide a dispute : judge 2 ; a person or
agency having absolute power of judging and determining

ar<bi>tTa>ble \'ar-b3-tra-b9l\ adj : subject to decision by arbitration
ar-bi-trage \'ar-b3-,trazh\ n [ME. arbitration, fr. MF. fr. OF, fr.

arbitrer to render judgment, fr. L arbitruri, fr. arbitr-, arbiter'^

: simultaneous purchase and sale of the same or equivalent security
in order to profit from price discrepancies

ar>bi*tral X'aT-ba-trsIX adj : of or concerning arbiters or arbitration

ar-bit>ra-ment Xar-'bi-tra-msntX n [ME. fr, MF arbitrement, fr.

arbitrer"] 1 archaic : the right or power of deciding 2 ; the act of
deciding as an arbiter 3 : the judgment given by an arbitrator

ar-bi«trar.i.ly X.ar-ba-'trer-a-leX adv : in an arbitrary manner
ai<bi>trar<i'n6SS X'ar-ba-.trer-e-nssX n : the quality or state of
being arbitrai-y

ai-bi*trai7 X'ar-ba-.trer-eX adj 1 : depending on choice or discre-

a abut;^ ® kitten; _ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life
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tion; specif : determinable by decision of a judge or tribunal
2 a : arising from will or caprice b ; selected at random and with-
out reason 3 I despotic, tyrannical

ar>bi>trate X'ar-bs-.tratX vi ; to act as arbitrator — vr 1 ; to act as
arbiter upon 2 : to submit or refer for decision to an arbiter 3 ar-
c/ia/c : DECIDE. DETERMINE — ar>bi>tra*tive X-.trat-ivX adj

ar-bi-tra-tion X,ar-b3-'tra-sh3nX n ; the act of arbitrating; esp : the
hearing and determination of a case in controversy by a person
chosen by the parties or appointed under statutory authority— ar>bi>tra*tion>al X-shnal, -shan-^lX adj

ar-bi<tra>tor X'ar-ba-.trat-srX n 1 : a person chosen to settle
differences between two parties in controversy 2 : arbiter
lar-bor or chiejly Brit ar-bour X'ar-barX n [ME erber plot of grass,
arbor, fr. OF herbier plot of grass, fr. herbe herb, grass] : a bower
of vines or branches or of latticework covered with climbing shrubs

2arbor n [L, tree, shaft] 1 a : a main shaft or beam b : a spindle or
axle of a wheel c : a shaft on which a revolving cutting tool is

mounted d : a spindle on a cutting machine that holds the work to
be cut 2 pi ar>bo»res X'ar-ba-,rez\ : a tree as distinguished from
a shrub

aj*bo>ra>ceous X.ar-b3-*ra-sh3sX adj : arboreal
Arbor Day n : a day designated for planting trees
ar>b.O*re>al Xar-'bor-e-al, -'bor-X adj [L arboreus of a tree, fr. arbor^
1 : of, relating to, or hke a tree 2 : inhabiting or frequenting trees— ar-bo-re-al^ly X-s-leX adv

ar*bo>re<ous X-e-asX adj 1 : wooded 2 : arborescent 3 : ar-
boreal 2

ar.bo-res.cence X.ar-b9-'res-»n(t)sX n : the condition of being
arborescent

ar*bo»res-ceut X-'ntX adj : resembling a tree in properties, growth,
structure, or appearance — ar-bo-res-cent-ly adv

ar«bo.re.tum X.ar-b3-'ret-amX n, pi arboretimxs or ar-bo.re-ta
X-'ret-sX [NL, fr. L, place grown with trees, fr. arbor'i % a place
where trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants are cultivated for scien-
tific and educational purposes

ar-bo.ri.cuiaure X'ai-ba-rs-.kal-char; ar-'bor-^-, -'bor-X " [harbor
+ -/- + culture] : the cultivation of trees and shrubs esp. for orna-
ment — ar-bO'ri-cul-tur.ist X,ar-ba-r3-'k3lch-(s-)r3st; ar-.bor-a-,
-.b6r-X n

ar<bo>rl-za-tion X,ar-b3-r3-'za-sh3nX n : formation of or into an
arborescent figure or arrangement; also : such a figure or arrange-

ar<bo>rize X'ar-bs-.rlzX vi X to branch freely and repeatedly
ar-bor-Vi.tae X.ar-bar-'vIt-eX n [NL arbor vitae, lit., tree of life]

: any of various evergreen trees (esp. genus Thuja) of the pine family
usu. with closely overlapping or compressed scale leaves that are
often grown for ornament and hedges

ar.bu.tus Xar-'byUt-asX rt [NL. genus name, fr. L, strawberry tree]
: any of a genus {Arbutus) of shrubs and trees of tlie heath family
with while or pink flowers and scarlet berries; also : a related trail-

ing plant {Epigaea repens) of eastern No. America with fragrant
pinkish flowers borne in early spring
larc X'arkX n [ME ark, fr. MF arc bow, fr. L arcus bow. arch, arc— more at arrow] 1 ; the apparent path described above and
below the horizon by the sun or other celestial body 2 ; something
arched or curved; esp : a sustained luminous discharge of electricity

across a gap in a circuit or between electrodes 3 ; a continuous
portion of a circle or other curve
2arc vi 1 : to form an electric arc 2 : to follow an arc-shaped
course
3arc adj {arc sine arc or angle (corresponding to the) sine (of so
many degreesij : inverse 2 <-- sine)

ai'Cade X^r-'kadX « 1 ; a long arched building or gallery 2 : an
arched covered passageway or avenue (as between shops) 3 : a
series of arches with their columns or piers

aT'Cad-ed X-'kad-adX adj : formed in or furnished or decorated with
arches or arcades

ar-ca-dia Xar-'kad-e-aX n, ojten cap [Arcadia, region of ancient
Greece frequendy chosen as background for pastoral poetry] : a
region or scene of simple pleasure and quiet

Ar*ca>di>ail Xar-'kad-e-anX n 1 ojten not cap : a person who lives

a simple quiet life 2 : a native or inhabitant of Arcadia 3 : the
dialect of ancient Greek used in Arcadia — arcadiau adj, ojten cap
Ar-ca.dy X'ar-kad-eX n : arcadia
ar<cane Xar-'kanX adj [L arcanus] ; SECRET, mysterious
ar-ca*num Xar 'ka-namX n, pi ar-ca>na X-nsX tL, fr. neut. of
arcanus secret, fr area chest — more at ark] 1 ; mysterious knowl-
edge known only to the initiate 2 : elixir
arc-bou.tant x,ar-bii-'ta"X n. pi arcs-bou-tants X-*ta"(z)X [F. lit-,

thrusting arch] : flying buttress
larch X'archX n [ME arche, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL area, fr. L

arches 1
' / round : imp impost, sp springer, v voussoir, k keystone,

ext extrados, ini inirados; 2 horseshoe; 3 lancet; 4 ogee; 5 trefoil;

6 basket-handle; 7 Tudor

arcus — more at arrow] 1 : a typically curved structural member
spanning an opening and serving as a support (as for the wall or
other weight above the opening) 2a: something resembling an
arch in form or function; esp ; either of two vaulted portions of
the bony structure of the foot that impari elasticity to it b : a
curvature having the form of an arch 3 : archway
2arch VI 1 : to cover or provide with an arch 2 : to form or bend
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W 1 ; to form an arch 2 : to take an arch*into an arch
shaped course
3arcn adj iarch-^ 1 : principal, chief <an crcA-villain) 2 larch-

(as in archrogue)1 a : cleverly sly ana alert b : playfully saucy
arch- prejix [ME arche-, arch-, fr. OE & OF; OE arte-, fr. LL arch-

& L archi-\ OF arch-, fr. LL arch- & L archi-, fr, Gk arch-, archi-,

fr. archein to begin, rule; akin to Gk arche beginning, rule, archos
ruler] 1 ; chief : principal <arc/!enemy> 2 : extreme : most fully

embodying the quaUties of his or its kind <arc/irogue>

l-arch \^rk, in a jew words also 3rk\ n comb form tME -arche,

fr. OF & LL & L; OF -arche, fr. LL -archa, fr. L -arches, -archus,

fr. Gk -arches, -archos, fr. archein'^ : ruler : leader <matriarcft>

2-arch \.ark\ adj comb jorm [prob. fr. G, fr. Gk arche beginning]
: having (such) a point or (so many) points of origin <endarc/i>

archae- or archaeo- also archeo- comb jorm [Gk archaio-, fr.

flrcTiaio^ ancient, fr. art:Ae beginning] ; ancient : primitive iArchae-
opteryx) (Archeozoic}

ar>chae<>o>log<i*cal or ar»che.o*Iog.i.cal \^r-ke-3-'lai-i-kal\ adj
; of or_ relating to archaeology — ar»cliae«o-log'i»cal'ly
X-i-kfa-ileX adv

ar.chae-ol'O-gisl or aT'Che-ol-o-gist \,ar-ke-'al-a-J3St\ n : a
speci,ih.-,t m archaeology _

ai'diae-ol-cgy or ar-che.oI'O-gy \-je\ n [F archeologie, fr. LL
ologui antiquarian lore, fr. Gk archaiologia, fr. archaio- +

losia -logy] 1 ; the scientific study of material remains (as fossil

relics, artifacts, monuments) of past human life and activities

2 : remains of the culture of a people : antiqutties
ar<Cliae>op>ter*yx \^r-ke-'ap-ts-riks\ n [NL, genus name, fr.

arrhae- + Gk pteryx wing; akin to Gk pieron wing — more at

fsather] : a primitive bird (genus Archaeopieryx) of the Upper
Jurassic period of Europe with reptiUan characteristics

ar-Chae*or-ms \,ar-ke-'6r-n3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. archae- +
Gk amis bird — more at erne] ; any of a genus {Archaeornis) of
Upper Jurassic toothed birds

ar-cha.ic \ar-*ka-ik\ adj [F or Gk; F archaique, fr. Gk archa'ikos,

fr. aychaios'\ 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of an earUer or
more primitive time ; antiquated 2 ; having the characteristics

of the language of the past and surviving chiefly in speciaUzed
uses 3 : surviving from an earher period; specij ! typical of a
previoujiy dominant evolutionary stage syn see old

arcliaiC smile n : an expression that resembles a smile and is

characteristic of ancient Greek sculpture
ar<cha>ism \'ar-ke-,iz-3m, -(,)ka-,iz-\ n [NL archalsmus, fr. Gk
archaismos, fr. arckaios'i 1 : the use of archaic diction or style

2 ; an instance of archaic usage 3 ; something archaic — ar-cha-
ist \-5st\ n — ar*cha*is<tic \.ar-ke-'is-tik, -(,)ka-\ adj ~ ar-

cha^ize \"ar-ke-,iz, -(,)ka-\ vb
arcil.an.gel \'ar-.kan-j9l\ n [ME, fr. OF or LL; OF archangele,
fr. LL archangelus, fr. Gk archongelos, fr. arch- + angelos angel]
: an angel of hi^ rank — arch^an-gel-ic \.ar-,kan-'jel-ik\ adj

arch.an.thio«pi2i.8 \ar-'kan(t)-thr3-,pm\ n [deriv. of Gk archi- +
anihroposl : a primitive man (as pithecanthropus)

arch.bish.op \(')arch-'bish-sp\ n [ME, fr. OE arcebiscop. fr. LL
archiepiscopus, fr. LGk archiepiskopos, fr. archi- + episkopos
bishop] ; a bishop at the head of an ecclesiasiical province or one
of equivalent honorary rank — arcIi-hisli.op«nc \-3-(,)prik\ n

aTCll-dea*COn \(')arch-'de-k0n\ n [ME archedeken, fr. OE arcedia-
con, fr. LL archidiaconus, fr. LGk archidiakonos, fr. Gk archi- +
diakonos deacon] 1 : an ecclesiastical dignitary usu. ranking
below a bishop 2 : an Anghcan or Episcopal priest who super-
vises a part of a diocese or the missionary work of a diocese
— arch-dea-coH'ate \-k3-n3t\ n — arch-dea'Con-ry \-k3n-re\ n
aich>di>oc>e<san \,arch-(Jdi-'as-3-ssn\ adj : of or relating to an
archdiocese

arch.di'O-cese \C)arch-'dI-a-s3s, -.sez, -,ses\ n : the diocese of an
archbishop

arcli*du*cal \(')arch-'d(y)ii-k3l\ adj [F archiducal, fr. archiducl
: of 01 relating to an archduke or archduchy

arch.duch.ess \(')arch-'dach-3s\ n [F archiduckesse, fem. of
archiduc archduke, fr. MP archeduc'\ 1 ; the wife or widow of an
archduke 2 : a woman having in her own right a rank equal to
that of an archduke

aTCh.ducIiy \-*d9ch-e\ n [F archiduche, fr. MF archeduche, fr.

arche- arch- + duche duchy] ; the territory of an archduke or
archduchess
arch-duke \(')arch-'d(y)ijk\ n [MF archeduc, it. arche- arch- +
due duke] : a sovereign prince; specij : a prince of the imperial
family of Austria — arch-duke'dom \-dam\ n
Ar>Che>an or Ar'Chae.an \ar-'ke-3n\ adj [Gk archaios] i of,

relating lo, or being the earlier part of the Precambrian era or the
oldest known group of rocks; also : precambrian — Archean n

arched \'archt\ adj : made with or formed in an arch
ar>che>gc*ui>al \,ar-ki-'go-ne-al\ adj : of or relating to an arche-
gonium; also : archegoniate

ar-clie-gcni-ate \-ne-3t\ adj i bearing archegonia — arcbegoni-
ate n

ar«che.go.ni.um \-ne-3m\ n, pi ar-che-go.nia \-ne-3\ [NL, fr.

Gk archegonos originator, fr. archein to begin -I- gonos procreaiion;
akin to Gk gignesthai to be born — more at arch-, kin] : the flasks

shaped female sex organ of mosses, ferns, and some gymnosperms
arch.en-e.my \(')ar-'chen-3-me\ n : a principal enemy
arch.en.ter.on \ar-'kent-3-,ran, -rsnX n [NL] : the cavity of the
gastrula of an embryo

Ar-cheO'ZO-ic also Ar-chaeczcic \,ar-ke-3-'zo-ik\ adj ; of, re-

lating to, or being the earliest era of geological history; also : relat-

ing to the system of rocks formed in this era — Archeozoic n
arch.er \'ar-ch3r\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL arcarius, alter, of arcuarius,

fr. arcuarius of a bow, fr. L arcus bow— more at arrow ] ; one who
uses a bow and arrow — called also bowntan

arch-ery \'arch-(a-)re\ n 1 ; the art, practice, or skill of shooting
with bow and arrow 2 ! an archer's weapons 3 : a body of
archers

ar-che.spore \'ar-ld-.spo(a)r, -,sp6(3^r\ oT-ar-che.spo.ri.um \,ar-
ki-Jspor-e-sra, -'sporA n, pi aichespores or ar-che.spo.ria
\-e-3\ [NL archesporium, fr. arche- (as in archegonium) + -sporium
(fr. spora spore) ] ; the cell or group of cells from which spore
mother cells develop— ar*che-spo*ri*al \,ar-ki-'sp6r-e-3l, -'sp6r-\
adj

ar-che.lyp.al \^r-ki-'ti-p3i\ or ar-cUe.typ-i.cal \-'tip-i-k3i\ adj
: of, relating to, or constituting an archetype — ar*cbe>typ*al<l7

n\ adj ; of, relating

\-'tT-p3-le\ or ar-cbe-typ-l-cal-ly \-'tip-i-k(3-)le\ adv
ar. Che.type \'ar-kl-,tTp\ n [L archetypum, fr. Gk archetypon, fr.

neut. of archetypos archetypal, fr. archein + typos type] 1 : the
original pattern or model of which all things of the same type are
representations or copies ; prototype 2 : a Platonic idea

arch. fiend \(=)arch-*fend\ n ; a chief fiend; esp : satan
archi- or arch- prejix [F or L; F, fr. L, fr. Gk — more at arch-]
1 ; chief ; principal (orcA/blast) 2 : primitive ; original ; primary
(arcAenteron) <arc/ztcarp>

ar'Chl'Carp \'ar-ki-,karp\ n : the female sex organ in ascomycetous
fungi consisting usu. of a filamentous trichogyne and a basal fertile

ascogoniura
ar.Chi'dl.ac.o.nal \^r-ki-(JdT-'ak-3n-'l\ adj [LL archidiaconus
archdeacon] : of or relating to an archdeacon — ai-cbi*di>aG.O-
nate \-'ak-a-n3t\ n

ar.chi.epls.CQ.pal \4r-ke-3-'pis-k3-p3l\ adj [ML archiepiscopalis,
fr. LL archiepiscopus archbishop — more at archbishop] i^ot or
relating to an archbishop — ar.chi'epis>co.pal.ly \-pa-le\ adv— ar'Chi-epiS'CO.pate \-p3t, -,pat\ n

archiepiscopal cross n — see cross illustration

ar-chil \'ar-ch3l\ n [ME orchell^ 1 : a violet dye obtained from
hchens (genera Roccella and Lecanora) 2 I a plant that yields
archil

ar<Chi.man*drite \,ar-k3-'man-,drTt\ n [LL archimandrites, fr.

LGk, fr. Gk archi- + LGk mandra monastery, fr. Gk, fold, pen] : a
dignitary in an Eastern church ranking below a bishop; specij : the
superior of a large monastery or group of r

Ar.chi.me.de.an X.ar-ks-'med-e-sn, -mi-'di
to, or invented by Archimedes
Ar.chi.me.des' screw \,ar-ka-'med-
ez-\ n lArchimedes 1212 B.C. Gk
mathematician and inventor] ! a device
made of a lube bent spirally around an
axis or of a broad-threaded screw en-
cased by a cylinder and used to

ar.Clii'pe.lag.ic V^r-ka-pa-'laj-ik, ,ar- '

ch9-\ adj ; of, relating to, or located in Archimedes' screw
an archipelago

ar.cm.pel.a.gc \^r-k3-'pel-s-,go, ,ar-ch3-\ n, ^7? arcliipelagoes or
archipelagos [Archipelago Aegean sea, fr. It Arcipelago, ht., chief
sea, fr. arci- (fr. L archi-) + Gk pelagos sea] 1 : a sea or other
expanse of water with many scattered islands 2 ; a group of
islands

ar.chi.tect \'ar-ka-,tekt\ n [MF architecte, fr. 'LarchitecUis, fr.

Gk architekion master builder, fr. archi- + tekwn builder, car-
penter] 1 ; one who designs buildings and superintends their con-
struction 2 ; one who plans and achieves a difficult objective

ar.cM.tec.ton.ic \,ar-k3-,tek-*tan-ik\ adj [L architectonicus, fr. Gk
architektonikos, fr. architekton} 1 : of. relatij-^g to, or according
wdtti tiie principles of architecture ; ARCHrrErix'RAL 2 : resembling
architecture in structure or organization — ar.chi.tec'^loii.i.cal.ly
\.i-k(3-)le\ adv

ar.chi.tec-ton-ics \-'tan-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr, also

ai'Chi-teC'ton.ic \-ik\ 1 : the science of architecture 2 a : the
structural design of an entity b ; system of structure

ar-Clli.tec.tur.al \,ar-k3-*tek-ch3-r3l, -'tek-shr3l\ adj : of, relating

to, or conforming to the rules of architecture — ar»clli.tec.tlLr-

al'ly \-e\ adv
ar-clii.teC'ture \'ar-k3-,tek-ch3r\ n 1 : the art or science of build-
ing; specij : the art or practice of designing and building structures
and esp- habitable ones 2 : formation or construction as or as if as
the result of conscious act 3 ; architectural product or v/ork
4 : a method or style of building

ar.Chi.trave \*ar-k3-,trav\ « [MF, fr. Olt, fr. archi- -h trove
beam, fr. L trabsl 1 : the lowest division of an entablature resting

in classical architecture immediately on the capital of the colimm
2 : the molding around a door or other rectangular opening

ar.Chi.val \ar-'kr-v3l\ adj : relating to, contained in, or constitut-
ing archives

ar^chive \'ar-,kTv\ n [F & L; F, fr. L archivum, fr. Gk archeion
government house (in pi., official documents), fr. arche rule,

government] : a place in which public records or historical docu-
ments are preserved; also ; the material preserved — usu. used in pi.

ar-Chi.vist X'ar-ks-vast, -,ki-\ n : a person in charge of archives
ar-chi-volt \'ar-k3-,volt\ n [It archivoUo, fr. ML archivoltum] ; an
omameniat molding around an arch corresponding to an architrave

arcll.Iy adv : in an arch maimer
arch.ness n : the quahty of being arch
ar.Cbon yar-,kan, -ksnX n [L, fr. Gk archon, fr. prp. of archeini
1 : a chief magistrate in ancient Athens 2 ; a presiding officer

arch.way \'arch-,wa\ n : a way or passage under an arch; also : an
arch over a passage
-ar.Chy \,ar-ke, in a few words also 3r-ke\ n combjorm [ME -archie,

fr. MF, fr. L -archia, fr. Gk, fr. archein to rule — more at arch-]
; rule ; government <squirearcA>'>

ar-ci'Iorm \'ar-s3-,f6rm\ adj [L arcusho-N -V E -/- + -jormi I hav-
ing the form of an arch ; curved

arc lamp n : an electric lamp that produces hght by an arc made
when a current passes between two incandescent electrodes sur-
rounded by gas — called also arc light

larctic \'ark-tik, 'art-ik\ adj [ME artik. It. L arcticus, fr. Gk
arkiikns, fr. arktos bear, Ursa Major, north; akin to L ursus bear]
1 often cap : of, characteristic of, or relating to the region around
the north pole to approximately 65° N 2a: bitter cold : frigid
b ; cold in temper or mood — arc*ti'CaI.iy \-(3-)le\ adv

SarC'tic \'art-ik, 'ark-tik\ n : a rubber overshoe reaching to the
ankle or above

arctic circle «, ojten cap A&C x a small circle of the earth parallel to
its equator approximately 23* 27' from the north pole and cir-

cumscribing the frigid zone
Arc.tn.rus \ark-'t(y)ur-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Arkiouros, lit., bear
watcher] : a giant fixed star of the first magnicude in Bootes

ar.cn.at8 \'ar-kya-w3t, -,wat\ adj [L arcuatus, pp. of arcuare to
bend like a bow, fr. arcus bow] ; curved like a bow — ar.cu.ate*}y
adv
-ard \3rd\ also -art \3rt\ n sujHx [ME, fr. OF. of Gmc origin; akin
to OHG -hart (in personal names such as Gerkart Gerard), OE
^eardhard] : one that is characterized by performing some action,

possessing some quality, or being associated with some thing esp.
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conspicuously or excessively <braggar/> ^duUard} <pollarrf) ; large

one of its kind (staggard)
ar-del) \'ar-,deb\ n [Ar ardabb, irdabb'\ ; any of numerous Egyptian
units of capacity; esp X the customs unit equal to 5.44 imperial or
5.619 U.S. bushels

ar-deil>cy \'ard-^n-se\ n : the quality or state of being ardent
ar-dent X'ard-^'ntV adj [ME. fr. MF, fr. L ardent-, ardens prp. of
arderel la; characterized by warmth of feeling : passionate
b : ZEALOUS, DEVOTED 2 I FIERY. HOT 3 : GLOWING, SHINING
syn see impassioned — ar>dent*ly adv

ardent spirits n pi : strong distilled Uquors
ar*dor or chiefly Brit ar»dOHr \'ard-3r\ n [ME ardour, fr. MF& L;
MF, fr. L ardor, fr. ardere to bum; akin to OHG essa forge, L
aridus dry] 1 a ; warmth of feeling or sentiment : passion b : ex-
treme vigor or energy : intensity c : zeal, loyalty 2 : strong or
burning heat syn see passion
ar>dU>OUS \*arj-{a-)w9S\ adj [L arduus high, steep, difficult; akin to
ON orlhigr high, steep, Gk orthos straight] 1 a : hard to accom-
plish or achieve : difficult b : marked by great labor or effort

: STRENUOUS 2 : hard to climb : steep syn see hard — ai-du>ous-
ly adv — ar>du-ous>ness n

lare [me, fr. OE earun: akin to ON eru, erum are, OE is is] pres 2d
sing or pres pi oj be

2are \'a(3)r, 'e(a}r, 'ar\ n [F, fr. L area'\ — see metric system table

ar*ea \'ar-e-3, 'er-\ n [L, piece of level ground, threshing floor, fr.

arere to be dry; akin to L ardor} 1 ; a level piece of ground 2 ; the
surface included within a set of lines; specif ; the number of unit
squares equal in measure to the surface — see measure table,

METRIC system table 3 : areaway 4 : a particular extent of space
or surface or one serving a special function 5 : the scope of a
concept, operation, or activity ; field 6 : a part of the cerebral
cortex having a particular function — ar>e-al \-e-al\ adj — ar»e-
al.ly \-9-\e\adv

area>way \-e-3-,wa\ n ; a sunken space affording access, air, and
light to a basement

are>ca \3-'re-ka, 'ar-i-k3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Pg, fr. Malayalam
atekka} : any of several tropical Asian palms (Areca or related
genera); esp : betel palm

are-na \3-'re-na\ n [L harena, arena sand, sandy place] 1 : an area
in a Roman amphitheater for gladiatorial combats 2 a : an enclosed
area used for public entertainment b ; a building containing an
arena 3 : a sphere of interest or activity

ar*e>na>ceous \,ar-3-'na-shas\ adj [L arenaceus, fr. arena} 1 : re-

sembling, made of, or containing sand or sandy particles 2 : grow-
ing in sandy places
arena theater n : a theater having the acting area in the center of
the auditorium with the audience seated on all sides of the stage

ar-e-niC>0*l0US \,ar-a-'nik-a-las\ adj [L arena + E -/- + -colous}
: living, burrowing, or growing in sand

aren't \ (')arnt, 'ar-3nt\ 1 : are not 2 ; am not — used in questions
are-O'Ia \3-'re-a-ia\ n, pi are-o-lae \-.le\ or areolas [NL, fr. L,
small open space, dim. of area} ; a small area between things or
about something; esp : a colored ring {as about the nipple, a vesicle,

or a pustule) — are>o-lar \-l9r\ adj — are>o-late \-lat\ adj —
are*o*la<tion \3-,re-3-'la-shan, ,ar-e-3-\ n

ar>e>ole \'ar-e-,oi\ « : areola
Ar-e^op-a-gite \,ar-e-'ap-a-,]!t, -,gTt\ n : a member of the Areopa-
gus — Ar-e.op-a.git.ic \-^p-3-'jit-ik\ adj

Ar>e<op>a-gUS \-'ap-a-gas\ n [L, fr, Gk Areios pagos, fr. Areios
pagos (lit., hill of Ares), a hill in Athens where the tribunal met]
; the supreme tribunal of Athens

Ares \'a(a)r-(,')ez, 'ef3)r-; 'a-.rez\ n [L, fr. Gk Ares} : the god of
war in Greek mythology

ar€te \3-'rat\ n [F, lit., fish bone, fr. LL arista, fr. L, beard of grain]
; a sharp-crested ridge in rugged mountains

ar-e-thU-Sa \.ar-3-*thfy)U-za\ n [L, fr. Gk Arethousa} 1 cap : a
wood nymph transformed by Artemis into a stream running under
the sea and emerging in Sicily as a fountain 2 : any of a genus
{Are(husa) of bog orchids with a single linear leaf and solitary
purple flower

ar*ga*Ii \'ar-g3-Ie\ n [Mongolian] : a large Asiatic wild sheep
(Ov/s ammon) noted for its large horns; also ; any of several large
wild sheep (as the bighorn)

ar-gent \*ar-j3nt\ n [ME, fr. MF& L; MF, fr. L argen/um; akin to L
arguere to make clear, Gk argyros silver, argos white] archaic : the
metal silver; also ; whiteness — argent adj

ar-gen<tiC \ar-'jent-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or containing silver

esp. when bivalent
ar-gen>tif-er<OUS \.ar-J3n-'tif-C3-)r3s\ adj : producing or con-
taining silver

lar-gen-tine \'ar-j3n-,tTn, -,ten\ adj : relating to, containing, or
resembling silver : silvery
^argentine n : silver; also : any of various materials resembling it

ar*gen>tite \'ar-J3n-,tTt\ n ; native silver sulfide AgzS having a
metallic luster and dark lead-gray color and constituting a valuable
ore of silver

ar-gen.tous \ar-'ient-3s\ adj ; of, relating to, or containing silver

esp. when univalent
ar-gil \'ar-j3l\ n [ME, fr. L argilla, tr. Gk argillos; akin to Gk argos
white] : CLAY; esp : potter's clay

ar-gU-la>ceous \,ar-j3-'la-sh3s\ adj : of, relating to, or containing
clay or clay minerals : clayey

ar<gil-lite \ 'ar-j9-,lTt\ n : a compact argillaceous rock differing from
shale in being cemented by silica and from slate in having no slaty

cleavage
ar>gi<nine \'ar-i3-,nen\ n [G arginin} : a crystalline basic amino
acid C5H13N4COOH derived from guanidine
Ar-give \'ar-.jrv, -.gTv\ adj [L Argivus, fr. Gk Argeios, lit., of
Argos, fr. Argos city-state of ancient Greece] : of or relating to the
Greeks or Greece and esp. the Achaean city of Argos or the sur-
rounding territory of Argolis — Argive n
Ar*gO \'ar-(,)go\ n [L (gen. Argus), fr. Gk Argo} : a large constella-
tion in the southern hemisphere lying principally between Canis
Major and the Southern Cross

ar-gol \'ar-g3l\ n [ME argoile} X crude tartar

ar-gon \'ar-,gan\ n [Gk, neut. of argos idle, lazy, fr. a- + ergon
work — more at work.] : a colorless odorless inert gaseous element

found in the air and in volcanic gases and used esp. as a filler for
electric bulbs and electron tubes — see element table

ar<gO<naut \'ar-ga-,n6t, -.nat\ n [L Argonautes, fr. Gk Argonautes,
fr. Argo, ship in which the Argonauts sailed + nautes sailor — more
at NAUTICAL] 1 a cap X one of a band of heroes sailing with Jason
in quest of the Golden Fleece b : an adventurer engaged in a quest
2 : nautilus 2

ar-go-sy \'ar-g3-se\ n [modif. of It ragusea Ragusan vessel, fr.

Ragusa, Dalniatia (now Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia)] 1 : a large ship;
esp X a large merchant ship 2 : a fleet of ships 3 ; a rich supply

ar>got \*ar-g3t, -(,)go\ n [F] 1 : a special vocabulary and idiom
used by a particular underworld group esp. as a means of private
communication 2 : the language of a particular social group or
class syn see dialect

ar«gu-able X'ar-gya-wa-balX adj x open to argument, dispute, or
question — ar<gu>ably \-ble\ adv

ar.gue \'ar-(,)gyU, -gya-wX vb [ME arguen, fr. MF arguer to accuse,
reason & L arguere to make clear; MF arguer, fr. L argutare to
prate, fr. arguius clear, noisy, fr. pp. of arguere} vi 1 : to give
reasons for or against something : reason 2 : to contend or dis-
agree in words ; dispute ~ vr 1 : to give evidence of : indicate
2 ; debate 3 ; maintain, contend 4 : to persuade by giving
reasons : induce syn see discuss — ar<gu>er \-gy3-w3r\ n

ar-gU'Iy \'ar-gy3-,fT\ vt X dispute, debate ^ vi ; wrangle
ar.gu-ment \'ar-gy3-mant\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L argumentum, fr.

arguere} 1 obs x an outward sign : indication 2 : a reason given
in proof or rebuttal 3a; the act or process of arguing : argumen-
tation b : a coherent series of reasons offered c : disagreement,
quarrel 4 : an abstract or summary esp. of a literary work
5 ; the subject matter esp. of a literary work 6 : one of the inde-
pendent variables upon whose value that of a function depends

ar*gu*men-ta>tion Var-gya-man-'ta-shan, -,men-\ n 1 : the act or
process of forming reasons and of drawing conclusions and apply-
ing them to a case in discussion 2 : debate, discussion

ar.gu.men.ta.tive \,ar-gya-'ment-at-iv\ or ar-gu-men-tive
\-'ment-iv\ adj 1 : characterized by argument : controversial
2 : given to argument : disputatious — ar>gu<men>ta>tive>ly adv

ar.gu.men. turn \.ar-gya-'ment-3m\ n.p/ar.gu-men.ta \-'ment-3\
[L] : argument 3b

Ar-gus \'ar-g9s\ n [L, fr. Gk Argos} 1 ; a hundred-eyed monster of
Greek legend 2 : a watchful guardian
Ar-gus-eyed \,ar-g3-'sTd\ adj : vigilantly observant
ar.gyle also ar.gyll \'ar-,gTl\ n, often cap [Argyle, Argyll, branch
of the Scottish clan of Campbell, fr. whose tartan the design was
adapted] : a geometric knitting pattern of varicolored diamonds in
solid and outline shapes on a single background color; also : a sock
knit in such a pattern

ar.gyr-o.dite \ar-*jir-a-.dTt\ n [ISV, fr. Gk argyrodes rich in silver,

fr. argyros silver — more at argent] : a steel-gray mineral AgaGeSs
consisting of silver, germanium, and sulfur

ar-hat \'ar-(,)h3t\ n [Skt. fr. prp. of arhati he deserves; akin to Gk
alphein to gain] : a Buddhist monk who has attained nirvana —
ar-hat>ship \-,ship\ n

aria \*ar-e-3\ n [It, lit., atmospheric air, modif. of L aer} ; air,
melody, tune; specif : an accompanied elaborate melody sung (as in
an opera) by a single voice

Ar-i-ad.ne \,ar-e-*ad-ne\ n [L. fr. Gk Ariadne} X a daughter of
Minos who gives Theseus the thread whereby he escapes from the
labyrinth

Ar>i>an X'ar-e-an, 'er-\ adj : of or relating to Arius or his doctrines
esp. that the Son is not of the same substance as the Father but was
created as an agent for creating the world— Arlau n— Ar>i>au>isiU

-ar'i*an X'er-e-an, 'ar-\ n suffix [L -arius -ary] 1 : believer
<necessiti3;7a/i> ; advocate <latitudina/-ian> 2 : producer <dis-

cxv>\inariany

an>bo<Ila*vin'05is \,a-,rT-ba-,fla-v3-'no-sas\ n [NL] : a de-
ficiency disease due to inadequate intake of riboflavin

ar-id \'ar-3d\ adj [F or L; F aride, fr. L aridus — more at ardor]
1 : excessively dry; specif X having insufficient rainfall to support
agriculture 2 : lacking in interest and life : jejune syn see dry —
arid-i'ty \3-'rid-3t-e, a-\ n

Ar'i>el \'ar-e-al. 'er-\ n 1 : an airy prankish spirit in Shakespeare's
The Tempest 2 : the inner satellite of Uranus

Ar-i-es \'ar-e-.ez, "erA n [L (gen. Arietis), lit., ram; akin to Gk
eriphos kid. Olr heirp doe] 1 : a constellation between Pisces and
Taurus pictured as a ram 2 : the 1st sign of the zodiac

arl.et.ta \,ar-e-'et-3, ,ar-\ n [It, dim. of aria} x a short aria

aright \3-'rTt\ adv [ME, fr. OE ariht, fr. 'a- + riht right] : rightly,
correctly

ar-il \'ar-sl\ n [prob. fr. NL arillus, fr. ML. raisin, grape seed] : an
exterior covering or appendage of some seeds that develops after

fertilization as an outgrowth from the ovule stalk — ar>iled \'ar-

3ld\ adj— ar>il<late \'ar-3-.lat\ adj
ar>il>lode \'ar-3-,lod\ n [NL arillodium, fr. arillus + -odium (fr.

Gk -odes -like)] : a false aril originating from the orifice instead of
from the stalk of an ovule

ari-O-SO \,ar-e-'o-(,)so, -(,)z6\ adv [It, fr. aria} : in the style of
an aria — used as a direction in music — arioso n

arise \3-*rrz\ vi arose \-'roz\ aris-en \-'riz-=n\ aris<ing \-'rt-

ziQ\ [ME arisen, fr. OE arisan, fr. a-, perfective prefix -I- rlsan
to rise — more at abide] 1 : to get up : rise 2 a : to originate
from a source b : to come into being or to attention 3 : ascend
syn see spring

aris.ta \3-'ris-t3\ n, pi aris-tae \-(.)te, -,tT\ or aristas [NL, fr. L,
beard of grain] : a bristlelike structure or appendage — aris«tate
\-,tat\ adj

ar.is-tocra.cy \.ar-3-'stak-r3-se\ n [MF & LL; MF aristocratie, fr.

LL arislocratia, fr. Gk aristokratia, fr. aristos best -I- -kratia -cracy]

1 : government by the best individuals or a small privileged class

2 a : a government in which power is vested in a minority consist-
ing of those felt to be best qualified b ; a state with such a govern-
ment 3 : a governing body or upper class usu. made up of an
hereditary nobility 4 : the aggregate of those felt to be superior

aris«to*crat \3-'ris-t3-,krat. a-; 'ar-3-st3-\ n 1 : a member of an
aristocracy; esp : noble 2 : one who has the bearing and view-
point typical of the aristocracy; also X one who favors aristocracy
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aris.to.crat-ic \a-.ris-ta-'krat-lk, C,)a-,ris-ta-, ,ar-3-st3-\ adj [MF
aristocraiique, fr. ML aristocraticus, fr. Gk aristokratikos, fr.

aristos + -kratikos -cratic] 1 ; belonging to, having the qualities
of, or favoring aristocracy 2 : socially exclusive; also ; snobbish— aris*to*crat*i<cal>l7 \-i-k(3-)ie\ adv

Ar-is-to.te.lian or Ar.is.to-te.Iean V.ar-s-sta-'tel-ysn, -'te-le-

3n\ adj [L Arisloteles Aristotle, fr. G)i.Arisioteles'\ : of or relating to
the Greek philosopher Aristotle or his philosophy — Anstoteliau
n — Ar*is>to-te-lian*i5in \-,iz-3m\ n

ariUl-me*UC \3-'rith-m3-,tik\ n [ME arsmetrik, fr. OF arismetjque,
fr. L arithmetica, fr. Gk arithmeiike, fr. fem. of arithmetikos
arithmetical, fr. ariihmein to count, fr. arithmos number; akin to
Gk arariskein to fit] 1 a ; a branch of mathematics that deals with
real numbers and computations with them h : a treatise on arith-
metic 2 : COMPUTATION, CALCULATION — ar<iUi-met-ic \,ar-
ith-'met-ik\ or ar.ith-met-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj ~ ar>ith*inet*i-
cal-ly \-k(a-ne\ adv — arith*nie*ti<cian \3-.rith-m3-'tish-an\ n

aritlimetic mean n : a value that is computed by dividing the sum of
a set of terms by the number of terms
arithmetic progression n : a progression (as 3, 5, 7, 9) in
which the difference between any term and its predecessor is con-

-ar-i-um \'ar-e-sm, 'er->

fr. neut. of -arius -ary]
with <planeti3/-iu/n>

ark \'ark\ n [ME, fr. OE arc; akin to OHG arahha ark; bothfr. a
prehistoric Gmc word borrowed fr. L area chest; akin to L arcere to
hold off, defend, Gk arkein'^ 1 a : a boat or ship held to resemble
that in which Noah and his family were preserved from the Deluge
b ; something that affords protection and safely 2 a ; the sacred
chest in which the ancient Hebrews kept the iwo tablets of the Law
h ; a repository traditionally in or against the wall of a synagogue
for the scrolls of the Torah
Ar-kan-Saw-yer X'ar-kan-.so-ysrV n [earlier Arkansaw Arkansas +
-yer'i : a native or resident of Arkansas — used as a nickname

Ar>kie \'ar-ke\ n iArkasvsas + -iV] : an itinerant agricultural
worker esp. from Arkansas — compare OKIE
larm X-armX n [ME, fr. OE earm; akin to L armus shoulder, Gk
harmos joint, L arma weapons, ars skill, Gk arariskein to fit]

1 : a human upper limb; esp ; the part between the shoulder and
the wrist 2 : something like or corresponding to an arm: as
a : the forehmb of a vertebrate b ; a limb of an invertebrate ani-
mal c : a branch or lateral shoot of a plant d : a slender part of a
structure, machine, or an instrument projecting from a main
part, axis, or fulcrum e : the end of a ship's yard; also : the part
of an anchor from the crown to the fluke 3 : an inlet of water (as
from the sea) 4 : power, might 5 : a support (as on a chair)
for the elbow and forearm 6 : sleeve 7 : a functional division
of a group or activity — armed \'armd\ adj — arm*less \'arm-
l3s\ adj— arm*like \-,ITk\ adj
2arm vb [ME armen, fr. OF armer, fr. L armare, fi

tools] vt 1 : to furnish or equip with weapons 2
something that strengthens or protects 3 : tc

4 : to equip or ready for action or operation (-^ a
prepare oneself for struggle or resistance syn see

3arm n [ME armes (pi.) weapons, fr. OF, fr. L arm
of offense or defense : weapon; esp : firearm b : a combat branch
(as of an army) c : an organized branch of national defense (as
the navy) 2 77/ a : the hereditary heraldic devices of a family
b ; heraldic devices adopted by a government 3 a jj/ : active
hostilities : warfare b />/ : military service

ar>ma>da \ar-'mad-3, -'mad-X n [Sp, fr. ML armata army, fleet, fr.

L, fem. of armatus, pp. of armare'\ 1 : a fleet of warships 2 : a
large force of moving things (as vehicles)

ar.ma.dil.lo \.ar-m3-'dil-(,)6\ n, pi armadillos [Sp, fr. dim. of
armada armed one, fr. L armatus}
I any of several burrowing chiefly
nocturnal edentate mammals (family
Dasypodidae) of warm parts of the
Americas having body and head en-
cased in an armor of small bony
plates in which many of them can curl
up into a ball when attacked

Ar.ma.ged.don_ \,ar-m3-'ged-=n\ n
[Gk Armageddon, Harmagedon, scene
of the battle foretold in Rev 16:14-
16] 1 a : a final and conclusive
battle between the forces of good and evil b : the site or time of
Armageddon 2 : a vast decisive conflict

ar.ma-ment \'ar-m3-m3nt\ n [F armement, fr. L armamenta (pi.)

utensils, military or naval equipment, fr. armare to arm, equip]
1 ; a military or naval force 2 a : the aggregate of a nation's
military strength b : arms and equipment of a combat unit
c ; means of protection or defense ; armor 3 : the process of
preparing for war

ar'ma-men.tar<l<um \,ar-m3-,men-'ter-e-3m, -msn-X n, pi ar-ma-
men*tar*ia \-e-3\ [L, armory, fr. armamenta} 1 : the equipment
and methods used esp. in medicine 2 : matter available or utilized
for an undertaking or field of activity

ar-ma-ture \'ar-m3-.chu(9)r, -char, -.t(y)u(3)r\ n [L armature
armor, equipment, fr. armatus} 1 : an organ or structure (as teeth,
thorns) for offense or defense 2 a : a piece of soft iron or steel

that connects the poles of a magnet or of adjacent magnets b : the
movable part of a dynamo or motor consisting essentially of coils
of wire around an iron core c : the movable part of £ui electro-
magnetic device
laim-cbair \'arm-,cheC3)r, -,cha(3)r, 'arm-'\ n ; a chair with arm
rests

sarmchair adj l : remote from direct dealing with problems
<~ siTiitegist; 2 : sharing vicariously in another's experiences
armed forces np/ : the combined military, naval, and aii- forces of a

Ar>me.nian \ar-'me-ne-3n, -nyanX n 1 ; a member of a people
dwelling chiefly in Armenia 2 ; the Indo-European language of
the Armenians — Armenian adj

arm.lul X'arm-.fiilX n, pi armfuls \-.fulz\ or arms-Inl X'annz-
,fiil\ : as much as the arm can hold

arm<hole \'arra-,hoI\ n : an opening for the arm in a garment
ar.mi.ger \'ar-mi-j3r\ n [ML, fr. L, armor-bearer, fr. armiger bear-
ing arms, fr, arma arms + -ger -gerous] 1 : sqijire 2 : one en-

•. arma weapons.
: to furnish with

> fortify morally
bomb) '^ vi ; to
FLTRNISH
a] la:

adillo

titled to armorial bearings — ar-mig>er>al \ar-'mij-3-r3l\ adj
ar.mil.la.ry sphere \,ar-m3-,ler-e-. ar-,mil-3-re-\ n [F sphere
armillaire, fr. ML armilla,Ar. L, bracelet, iron ring, fr. armus arm,
shoulder; akin to OE earm arm] : an old astronomical instrument
composed of rings representing the positions of important circles
of the celestial sphere
Ar*min*i.an \ar-'min-e-3n\ adj : of or relating to Arminius or his
doctrines opposing the absolute predestination of strict Calvinism
and maintaining the possibility of salvation for all — Arminian n— Ar*min>i-an<ism \-e-3-,ni2-3m\ n
ar.mi.sUce \'ar-m3-st3s\ n [F or NL; F, fr. NL armistitium, fr. L
arma + -siitium (as in solstitium solstice) ] : temporary suspension
of hostihties by agreement between the two sides ; truce

Armistice Day n ; veterans oay— used before the official adoption
of Veterans Day in 1954

arm'Iet \'arm-l3t\ n 1 : a band of cloth, metal, or other material
worn around the upper arm 2 ; a small arm (as of the sea)

ar-moire \'ar-m9r\ n [MF, fr. OF armaire, fr. L
arma} : a usu. large and ornate cupboard, wardrobe, c

ar>mor or chiejly Brit ar>mour \'ar-m3r\ n [ME c

L armatura — more at armature] 1 : de-
fensive covering for the body; esp : covering
(as of metal) used in combat 2 : a quality or

Limstance that affords protection 3 a ; a
metaUic protective covering (as for a ship,

rplane, or automobile) b : a protecti
the covering of a

Dr a sheathing for wire.
4 : armored forces and

'. — ar<mored \-m3rd\ adj
n3r-,klad\ adj : sheathed

an armor-clad war-

fort,

covering (;

plant or animal,
cordage, or hose)
vehicles — armor 1

lar.mor-clad \'ar-
in armor
2armor-clad n
ship
armored scale n ; any of numerous scales
constituting a family (Diaspididae) and having
a firm covering of wax best developed in the
female
ar-mor.er \'ar-m3r-3r\ n 1 : one that makes
armor or arms 2 : one that repairs, assembles,
and tests firearms

ar-mo-ri-al \ar-'mor-e-3l, -'mor-X adj {armory
(heraldry)] - -

ar<

: of, relating to, or bearing heraldic ^ gorget. J shoul-

mo.ri.aMy \-e-3-le\ adv der piece, / pallette

n \dr '^Ar.,- l^« <^o._\ ^- At- 5 breastplate. 6
i-ksn,

breastpla
brassard, 7 elbow
piece, 8 skirt of
tasses, 9 tuille, 10

o»- mn yn \ ix^™ /-, ^ "v - 1 « . „ i f gaunllct, II CUiSSC,
ar.mo.ry \'arm-(3-)re\ n 1 a : a supply of J 7 ^nee piece.

Ar.mor*i<can \ar-*
mor.ic \-ik\ n ; a native or inhabit
Armorica; esp ; brjeton — Armorican
Armoric adj

for defense or attack b : a collection of jambeau, 14 solleret
available resources 2 : a place where arms
and military equipment are stored; esp : one used for training of
military reserve personnel 3 ; a place where arms are manufactured
arm-pit \'arm-,pit\ n ; the hollow beneath the junction of the ann
and shoulder

arm-rest \'arjn-,rest\ n : a support for the arm
ar.my \'ar-rae\ n [ME armee, fr. MF, fr. ML armata — more at
armada] 1 a : a large organized body of men armed and trained
for war esp. on land b : a unit capable of independent action and
consisting usu. of a headquarters, two or more corps, and auxiliary
troops c ojten cap : the complete military organization of a nation
for land warfare 2 : a great multitude 3 : a body of persons or-
ganized to advance a cause
army ant n : any of various nomadic social ants
ar-my-womi \'ar-me-.w3rm\ n : any of numerous larval moths that
travel in multitudes from field to field destroying grass, grain, and
other crops; esp : the common armyworra {Pseudaletia unipuncta)
of the northern U.S.

ar-ni-ca \'ar-ni-k3\ n [NL, genus name] 1 : any of many composite
herbs (genus Arnica) including some with bright yellow ray flowers

itand) used
for sprains or

ir relating to the

the dried flower heads of an arnica (esp.
esp. in the form of a tincture as a liniment
bruises^; also X this tincture

ar.Oid \'at3)r-,6id, 'e(3)r-\ adj [NL Arum} : o
arum family — aroid n

aroint \3-'r6int\ v imper [origin unknown] : begone <^- thee)
aro-ma \3-'ro-m3\ n [me aromat spice, fr. OF, fr. L aromat-,
aroma, h. G^ aromat-, aroma} la(l) : a distinctive pleasing odor
; fragrance (2) : the bouquet of a wine b : any smell or odor
2 : a distinctive quality : flavor syn see smell
tar>o*mat-ic \,ar-3-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or having
aroma: a ; fragrant b ; ha\'ing a strong smell c ; having a dis-
tinctive quality 2 : of, relating to, or characterized by the presence
of at least one benzene ring — used of cyclic hydrocarbons and their
derivatives — ar-o-mat-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3->le\ adv — ar>o>ma>tic-
i«ty N.ar-a-ma-'iis-st-e. 3-,ro-m3-\ n — ar-0-mat-ic-ness n
^aromatic n 1 : an aromatic plant, drug, or medicine 2 ; an aro-
matic organic compound

aro>ma>ti*za>tion \3-,ro-m3t-3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
aromatizing : the condidon of being aromatic

aro<ma<tize \3-'ro-m3-,tTz\ vt 1 : to make aromatic : flavor
2 : to convert into one or more aromadc compounds

arose past of arise
laround \3-'raund\ adv [ME, fr. 'a- + round} 1 a : in circumference
b : in, along, or through a circuit 2 a : on all or various sides
b ; in close from all sides so as to surround c : nearby 3a: here
and there in various places b : to a particular place 4 a ; in
rotation or succession b ; from beginning to end : through <mild
the year '^> c : to a customary or improved condition 5 ; in or
to ah opposite direction or position 6 : approximately
^around prep 1 a : on all sides of b ; so as to encircle or enclose
c : on or to another side of d : near 2 : in all directions outward
from 3 : here and there in or throughout 4 : so as to have a cen-
ter or basis in

^around adj 1 : about 12; being in existence, evidence, or circula-

ai'peg.gio \ar-*pej-e-,o, -'peJ-(,)o\ n [It. fr. arpeggiare to play (
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, ^iieit

arpeggio

the harp, fr. arpa harp, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG Aarpftaharp]
X ; production of the tones of a chord in suc-
cession and not simultaneously 2 : a chord
played in arpeggio

ar»pent \ar-'pa"\ «, pi arpents \-'pa"{z)\
[MF] 1 : any of various old French units
of land area; esp : one still used in French
sections of Canada and the U.S. equal to
about 0.85 acre 2 : a imit of length equal
to one side of a square arpent
ar-que-bus \'ar-\ var oj harquebus
ar-rack \'ar-9k, a-'rak\ n [Ar "araq sweet juice, liquor] : an alco-
holic beverage of the Far East or Near East; esp : one distilled from
the iuice of the coconut palm or a mash of rice and molasses

ar.raign \3-'ran\ vr [me arreinen, fr. MF araisner, fr. OF, fr. a-
(fr. L ad-) + raisnier to speak, fr. (assumed) VL rationare, fr. L
ration-, ratio reason ~ more at reason] 1 ; to call (a prisoner)
before a court to answer to an indictment : charge 2 : to accuse
of wrong, inadequacy, or imperfection — ar-raign-ment \-m3ni\ n

ar*range \9-'ranj\ vb [ME arangen, fr. MF arangier, fr. OF, fr. a-
+ rengier to set in a row, fr. reng row — more at rank] vt 1 : to
put in proper order ; dispose 2 : to make preparations for : plan
3 ; to come to an agreement or understanding about : settle
4 a ; to adapt (a musical composition) by scoring for voices or
instruments other than those for which orig. written b ; orches-
trate '^ VI 1 : to come to an agreement or understanding 2 ; to
make preparations : plan syn see order — ar<rang*er n
ar>range*meiit \3-'ranj-m3nt\ n 1 : the act, manner, or result of
arranging : the state of being arranged 2 a ; a preUminary
measure ; preparation h : a preparatory agreement or settlement
3 : something made by arranging parts or things together

ar<rant \'ar-snt\ adj [alter, of errant^ 1 : thoroughgoing, con-
firmed 2 : notoriously or outstandingly bad — ar<rant<ly adv

ar-ras \'ar-9s\ n, pi arras [ME, fr. Arras, France] 1 : a tapestry
of Flemish origin used esp. for wall hangings and curtains 2 : a
wall hanging_or screen of lapestry
'ar-ray \3-'ra\ vt [me arrayen, fr. OF arayer, fr. (assumed) VL
arredare, fr. L ad- + a base of Gmc origin; akin to Goth garaiths
arranged — more at ready ] 1 a : to set or place in order : draw up
: marshal b : to set or set forth in order (as a jury) for the trial
of a cause 2 : to clothe or dress esp. in splendid or impressive
attire : adorn syn see line — ar-ray-er n
2array n 1 a : a regular and imposing grouping or arrangement
; order b : military order c ; an orderly listing of jurors im-
paneled d : a group of individuals or kinds that has a definite
modal point forming a center of variations 2 a : clothing,
athre b : rich or beautiful apparel : finery 3 : a body of soldiers
: militia 4 : an imposing group : large number 5 a : a number
of mathematical elements arranged in rows and columns b : a
series of statistical data arranged in classes in order of magnitude

ar-rear \9-'ri(3)r\ n [me arrere behind, backward, fr. MF, fr.

(assumed) VL ad retro backward, fr. L ad to + retro backward,
behind] 1 ; the state of being behind in the discharge of obliga-
tions — usu. used in pi. 2 a : an unfinished duty — usu. used in pi.

b : an unpaid and overdue debt — usu. used in pi,

ai-rear-age \-ij\ n 1 : the condition of being in arrears 2 : some-
thing that is in arrears; esp : something impaid and overdue
lar«rest \3-'rest\ v^ [ME aresten, fr. MF arester to rest, arrest, fr.

(assumed) VL arrestare, fr. L ad- + restare to remain, rest]
1 a : to bring to a stop b : check, slow c : to make inactive
2 : SEIZE, capture; specij : to take or keep in custody by authority
of law 3 : to catch suddenly and hold for a while — ar-rest-er or
ar.res'tor \-'res-t3r\ n — ar-rest-ment \-'res(t)-mant\ n

aarrest n 1 a ; the act of stopping : check b ; the condition of
being stopped 2 a ; seizure b : the taking or detaining in cus-
tody by authority of law 3 ; a device for arresting motion

ar-rest-ing adj : striking, impressive
ar-rhyth.mia \a-'rith-me-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk, lack of rhythm, fr.

arrhythmos unrhythmical, fr. a- + rhythmos rhythm] ; an alteration
in rhythm of the heartbeat either in time or force

ar.rhyth.mic \a-'rith-mik\ adj [Gk arrhythmosl : lacking rhythm
or regularity — ar<rhyth-ini>cal \-rai-k3l\ adj — ar-rhyth»mi-
cal.ly \-k(3-)Ie\ adv

ar.ri.6re-ban \,ar-e-.e(3)r-'ban, -'ban\ n [F] : a proclamation of a
king (as of France) caUing his vassals to arms; also ; the body of
vassals summoned
ar-ri.6re-pen.s^e \-(,)pa"-'sa\ n [F, fr. arridre in back + pensee
thought] : mental reservation

ar-ris \'ar-3s\ n, pi arris or ar>ris-es [prob. modif. of MF areste,
lit., fishbone, fr. LL arista — more at arete] : the sharp edge or
salient angle formed by the meeting of two surfaces esp. in moldings

ar-liv-al \3-'rI-vsi\ n 1 : the act of arriving 2 : the attainment of
an end or state 3 : one that is arriving or has arrived
syn ADVENT: arrival implies reaching or appearing at a destina-

tion after precedent movement; advent applies to a momentous or
conspicuous arrival or to an appearance upon a scene, esp. a first

appearance or beginning
lar-rive \3-*rTv\ vi [me ariven, fr. OF ariver, fr. (assumed) VL
arripare to come to shore, fr. L ad- + ripa shore — more at rive]
1 a : to reach a destination b : to make an appearance 2 a : to
achieve an end b ; to reach a state or stage 3 a archaic : happen
b : to be near in time : come 4 : to be successful — ar-riv-er n

2ar.ri.V§ \.ar-i-'va\ n [F, fr. pp. of arriver to arrive, fr. OF
ariverl : one who has risen rapidly to success, power, or fame

ar-ri-viste \-'vest\ n [F, fr. arriver} : parvenu, upstart
ar-ro.ba \3-'ro-b3\ n [Sp & Pg, fr. Ar ar-rub^ ht., the quarter]
1 ; an old Spanish unit of weight equal to about 25 pounds used
in some Spanish-American countries 2 ; an old Portuguese unit
of weight equal to about 32 pounds used in Brazil

ar-ro-gance \'ar-3-g3n(t)s\ n : a feeling of superiority manifested
in an overbearing manner or presumptuous claims

ar-ro«gant \'ar-s-g3nt\ adj [ME, fr. L arrogant-, arrogans, prp. of
arrogarel 1 : exaggerating or disposed to exaggerate one s own
worth or importance in an overbearing manner 2 : proceeding
from or characterized by arrogance syn see proud — ar^ro-
gant'ly adv

ar-ro-gate \'ar-3-,gat\ vt [L arrogatus, pp. of arrogare, fr. ad- +
rogare to ask — more at right] 1 a : to claim or seize without

appropriate — ar*ro<ga*tlon \,ar-9-'ga-sh3n\ n
ar.ron-disse.ment \9-'ran-d3-sm3nt, 9-,ran-di-'sma"\ n [F] 1 : the
largest division of a French department 2 ; an administrative
district of some large French cities

ar.row \'ar-(,)o, -9(-w)\ n [ME arwBy fr. OE; akin to Goth arhwazna

<!=1^ ^^^N.
1 2 3 '^

'. arrow: 1 head, 2 shaft, 3 feather, 4 butt,
5 nock

shot from a bow and i .

having a slender shaft, a
pointed head, and feath-
ers at the butt 2 :

mark (as on a map
signboard) to indicate
direction

ar.row-Iiead \'ar-o-,hed, 'ar-9-\ n 1 : the usu. separate wedge=.
shaped striking end of an arrow 2 : something resembling an
arrowhead; specif ; a wedge-shaped mark on a drawing to limit a
dimension line 3 ; any of a genus {Sagittaria) of plants of the
water-plantain family with leaves shaped like arrowheads

ar-row-root \-,rUt, -,rut\ n l : any of a genus {Maranta of the
family Marantaceae, the arrowroot family) of tropical American
plants with tuberous roots; esp ; one {M. arundinacea) whose roots
yield a nutritive starch 2 : starch yielded by the common arrow-
root; also : a similar starch from other plants
ar-row-wood \-,wud\ n : any of several shrubs (as several vibur-
nums) having tough plant shoots formerly used to make arrows
ar-rowy \'ar-9-we\ adj 1 ; consisting of arrows 2 ; resembling
an arrow; esp ; swift, darting

ar^royo \3-'r6!-9. -'r6i-(,)o\ n [Sp] 1 : watercourse 2 : a water*
carved gully or channel

ar>se>nal X'ars-nsl, -''n-9l\ n [ft arsenate, modif. of Ar dar sina'ah
house of manufacture] 1 a : an establishment for the manufacture
or storage of arms and military equipment b : a collection of weap-
ons 2 : STORE, storehouse, repertory

ai-se.nate X'ars-nat, -=n-9t, -""n-iatX n : a salt or ester of an arsenic
acid
lar-se.nic N-ars-nik. -=n-ik\ n [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L arsenU
cum, fr. Gk arsenikon, arrhenikon yellow orpiment, fr. Syr zarnlgy
of Iranian origin; akin to Av zaranya gold, Skt hari yellowish —
more at yellow] 1 : a trivalent and pentavalent solid poisonous
element commonly metallic steel-gray, crystalline, and brittle — see
element table 2 : a poisonous trioxide AS2O3 or AS4O6 of
arsenic used esp. as an insecticide or weed killer — called also
arsenic trioxide

2ar«sen.ic \ar-'sen-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or containing arsenic
esp. with a valence of five

of, relating to, or containing arsenic

{

a binary compound of arsenic with a

adj ; of, relating to, or containing

ester of an arsenious acid
rTt\ n : a mineral FeAsS consist-
on sulfarsenide occurring in pris-
masses or grains

colorless flammable

ar-sen.i.cal \-i-k9i\ adj— arsenical n
ar-se.nide \'ars-'n-,Td\ n
more positive element

ar>5e*ni>ous \a^-'se-ne-^s^
arsenic esp. when trivalent

ar-se-nite \'ars-'n-Jt\ n : a salt c

aT»se.no.py-rite \,ars-''n-o-'pT(9)
ing of a hard tin-white or grayish i

matte orthorhombic crystals or i

ar.sine \ar-'sen, "ar-A ti [ISV, fr

extremely poisonous gas AsHs with an odor like garUc; also ; a
derivative of arsine

ar>sis \'ar-s9s\ n, pi ar-ses \-,sez\ [LL & Gk; LL, raising of the
voice, accented part of foot, fr. Gk, upbeat, less important part of
foot, lit., act of lifting, fr. aeirein, airein to lift] 1 a : the Ughter or
shorter part of a poetic foot esp. in quantitative verse b : the
accented or longer part of a poetic foot esp. in accentual verse
2 : the imaccented part of a musical measure

ai'SOnVars-^nX n [obs. F, fr. OF, fr. ars pp. of ardre to bum, fr.

L ardere — more at ardor] ; the malicious burning of or attempt
to bum property (as a building) — ar-son-ist \'ars-n9st, -^n-9st\ n

ars-plien.a*mine \ars-'fen-9-,men\ n [ISV ars&mc -h phenamine}
: a light-yellow toxic hygroscopic powder C12H12AS2N2O2.-
2HCI.2H2O formerly used in the treatment of spirochetal diseases

lart \ Oart, 9rt\ [ME, fr. OE eart; akm to ON est, ert (thou) art, OE
is is] archaic pres 2d sing oj be

2art \'art\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L art-, ars — more at arm] 1 a : skill

in performance acquired by experience, study, or observation
: KNACK b ; human ingenuity in adapting natural things to man's
use 2 a : a branch of learning: (1) ; one of the humanities (2) pi

; the hberal arts b archaic : learning, scholarship 3 a : an occu-
pation requiring knowledge or skill : trade b ; a system of rules or
methods of performing particular actions c : systematic applica-
tion of knowledge or skill in effecting a desired result 4 a : the
conscious use of skill, taste, and creative imagination in the pro-
duction of aesthetic objects; also ; works so produced b : the
craft of the artist c (1) : fine arts (2) : one of the fine arts

(3) : a graphic art 5 a archaic : a skillful plan b : artfulness
syn art, skill, cunning, artifice, craft mean the faculty of

performing what is devised, art may be used interchangeably with
all the other terms but in its most distinct sense it contrasts with
them in implying a personal, unanalyzable creative power; skill
stresses technical knowledge and proficiency; cunning suggests
ingenuity and subtlety in devising, inventing, or executing; artifice
suggests mechanical skill esp. in imitating things in nature; craft
may imply expertness in workmanship or suggest trickery and guile

in attaining one's ends
-art — see -ARD
Ar<te>miS \'art-9-m9S\ n [L, fr. Gk] : the goddess of the moon,
wild animals, and hunting in Greek mythology

ar.te-mi.Sia \,art-9-'mizh-(e-)9, -'miz-e-9\ n [NL. genus name, fr.

L, artemisia, fr. Gk] : any of a genus {Artemisia) of composite
herbs and shrubs with strong-smelling foliage

arteri- or arterio- comb form [MF, fr. LL, fr. Gk arteri-, arterio-

fr. arteria artery] 1 : artery <arreWology> 2 : arterial and iarterio-

venous)
iar-te.ri«al \ar-'tir-e-9l\ adj 1 a : of or relating to an artery

b : relating to or being the bright red blood present in most arteries

that has been oxygenated in lungs or gills 2 : of, relating to, or

abut; % kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

1 joke; r} sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb tHin; ^ tHis;

au out; CS chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I Ufe
u loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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constituting through-traffic facilities — ar*te>rl-al*ly \-3-le\ adv

^arterial n t a through street_or arterial highway
ar>te>ri>al<iza>tion Var-.tlr-e-a-la-'za-shanX n : the process of
arterializing

ar*te<ri>al>ize \ar-'tir-e-3-,lT2\ vt : to transform (venous blood)
into arterial blood by oxygenation

ar»te.ri.og'ra.phy \(,)ar-,tir-e-'ag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] ; the roentgeno-
graphic visuaUzation of an artery after injection of a special sub-
stance

ai.te.ri.O'lar \-e-'o-l3r, ar-'tir-«-&-Ur\ adj ; of or relating to an
arteriole

ar.te.ri-ole \ar-'tir-e-,ol\ n [F or NL; F arteriole, prob. fr. NL
arteriola, dim. of L arteria] : one of the small terminal twigs of an
artery that ends in capillaries

ar-te.riO'Scle.rO'Sis \ar-.tir-e-o-skl3-'ro-sas\ n [NL] : a
chronic disease characterized by abnormal thickening and harden-
ing of the arterial walls — ^r.te'rio.scle*rot-ic \-'rat-ik\ adj or n

ante.rio.ve.nous \ar-,tir-e-(,)6-'ve-n3S\ adj flSV] : of, relating to,

or connecting the arteries and veins
ar>te*ri'tiS \,art-3-'rTt-as\ n [NL] ; arterial inflammation
ar.te.ry \'art-3-re\ n [ME arterie, fr. L arteria, fr. Gk arteria; akin
to Gk aorte aorta] 1 : one of the tubular branching muscular- and
elastic-walled vessels that carry blood from the heart through the
body 2 : a channel (as a river or highway) of communication

ar>te*Sian well Var-.te-zhsn-X n [F artesian, lit., of Artois, fr. OF,
fr. Arteis Artois, France] 1 : a well made by boring into the earth
until water is reached which from internal pressure flows up like a
fountain 2 : a deep-bored well

art'ful \'art-f3l\ adj 1 ; performed with or showing art or skill

2 : ARTIFICIAL 3 : skillful or ingenious in gaining an end; also

X CRAFTY, WILY syn scc SLY — OTt'lul'ly \-f3-le\ adv — art-
ful* ness n

arthr- or arlhro- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk, fr. arthron; akin to Gk
arariskein to fit — more at arm] : joint <ar//iralgia> <arr/7ropathy>

ar>thial*gia \ar-'thral-j(e-)3\ n [NL] : neuralgic pain in one or
more joints — ar-thral-gic \-jik\ adj

ar-thrit.ic \ar-'thrit-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or affected with arthri-

tis — arthritic n — ar^tiirit-i'CaMy \-i-k{a-)le\ adv
ar>tliri>tls \ar-'thrTt-as\ n [L, fr. Gk, fr. arthroni : inflammation of
joints due to infectious, metaboUc, or constitutional causes

ar. thro.mere \*ar-thr3-,mi(3^r\ n : one of the body segments of a
jointed animal — ar-thro-mer-ic V.ar-thrs-'mer-ik, -'mit3)r-\ adj

ar-throp-a-tliy Var-'thrap-a-the\ n [ISV] : a disease of a joint

ar>tliro>pod \'ar-thr3-,pad\ n [NL Arthropoda, fr. arthr- + -podal
: any of a phylum (Arthropoda) of invertebrate animals with ar-
ticulate body and limbs (as insects, arachnids, and crustaceans)— arthropod adj— ar*tlirop.o-dal \ar-'thrap-ad-'l\ or ar'throp-
o.dan \-3d-3n\ or ar>throp*o*dous \-ad-as\ adj

ai'thrO'SiS \ar-'thro-S3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk arthrosis jointing, articula-
tion, fr. arihroun to articulate, fr. arthroni I an articulation or line
of juncture between bones

ar. thro.spore \'ar-thr3-,spo(3)r, -,sp6(3)r\ n : a thick-walled
vegetative resting cell formed by blue-green algae (as of the genus
Nostoc); also : a similar body (as in fungi) — ar«thro-spor.io
\,ar-thra-'spor-ik, -'sp6r-\ or ar>tIiro<spo*rous \-3s; ar-'thras-
p3-ras\ adj
Al'thur \'ar-th3r\ n : a semilegendary 6th century king of the
Britons — Ar>thu-ri'aii \ar-'th(y)ur-e-an\ adj

ar.ti.choke \''art-3-,chok\ n [it dial, articiocco, fr. Ar al-khurshuf
the artichoke] 1 ; a tall composite herb {Cynara scolymiis) like a
thistle with coarse pinnately incised leaves; also : its edible flower
head which is cooked as a vegetable 2 : Jerusalem artichoke
lar-ti.cle \'art-i-k3l\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L a/Ticu/uj joint, division,
dim. of artus joint; akin to Gk arariskein to fit — more at arm]
1 a : a distinct often numbered section of a writing b ; a separate
clause c : a stipulation in a contract or a creed d : a nonfictional
prose composition usu. forming an independent portion of a pub-
lication 2 : an item of business : matter 3 ; any of a small set of
words or affixes (as a, an, the) used with nouns to limit or give defi-

niteness to their application 4 : a member of a class of things; esp
; a piece of goods : commodity

2article vt ar>ti*cllng \-k(a-)Uo\ : to bind by articles (as of ap-
prenticeship)

ar»tic*u.lar \ar-'tik-ya-br\ adj [ME articuler, fr. L articularis, fr.

articulusi : of or relating to a joint
lar.tiC'U.late Var-'tik-ys-latX adj [NL articulatus, fr. L articulusi
1 a : divided into syllables or words meaningfully arranged ; in-
telligible h : able to speak c : e.xpressing or expressed readily,
clearly, or effectively 2 a : consisting of segments united by joints
; JOINTED <--^ animals) b : marked into distinct parts — ar.tic»u-
late<Iy adv — ar>tic>u>late'ness n

Sar.tiCU-late \-,lat\ vb [L articulatus, pp. of articulare, fr. ar-
ticulus'} vt 1 a : to pronounce distinctly 6 : to give clear and effec-
tive utterance to 2 a : to unite by means of a joint : joint b : to
form or fit into a systematic whole —' vi 1 : to utter articulate
sounds : enunciate 2 : to become united or connected by or as if

by a joint ~ ar-tic>u*la*tive \-l3t-iv, -,lat-\ adj — ar-tic-U'la'tor
\-,lat-3r\ n

ar-tic.u.la.tion\(,)ar-,tik-y3-'la-sh3n\n la : the action or manner
of jointing or interrelating b ; the state of being jointed or inter-
related 2 a (1) : a joint or juncture between bones or cartilages in
the skeleton of a vertebrate (2) : a movable joint between rigid
parts of any animal b (U : a joint between two separable plant
parts (as the base of a leafstalk) (2) : a plant stem node or inter-
node 3 a : the act or manner of articulating sounds b ; an articu-
lated utterance or sound; specij : consonant

ar.ticu.la.to.ry \ar-'tik-y3-l3-,tor-e. -,t6r-\ adj : of or relating to
articulation

ar.ti.lact or ar.te.lact \'art-3-.fakt\ n [L arte by skUl (abl. of art-,

ars skill) + jactum, neut. oi jactus, pp. of jacere to do — more at
ARM, do] 1 ; a usu. simple object (as a tool or ornament) showing
human workmanship or modification 2 : a product of artificial

character due to extraneous (as human) agency — ar<ti*fac<tu>al
\,art-3-'fak-ch3(-w3)l, -'faksh-walX adj

ar-ti.Iice X-art-a-fssX n [MF. fr. L artijicium, fr. artijic-, artijex
artificer, fr. L art-, ars + jacerel 1 a : an artful stratagem : trick
b ; guile, trickery 2 a : an ingenious device or expedient
b : ingenuity, inventiveness syn see art, trick

ar*ti.!i.cer Var-'tif-a-sar, 'art-a-fa-sarV « 1 : a skilled or artistic
worker or craftsman 2 ; one that makes or contrives : deviser

ar>ti>li*cial \^rt-3-'flsh-al\ adj 1 a : contrived by art rather than

logical characters not necessarily indicative of natural relationships— ar«ti'n«ci»ai.i*ty \4rt-3-,fish-(e-)-'al-3t-e\ fi
— ar.ti-li-cial-ly

\,art-a-'fish-3-le\ adv -~ ar»ti'li'Cial'ness n
syn artificial, FACrrnous, synthetic mean brought into being

not by nature but by art or effort, artificial is applicable to any-
thing that is not the result of natural process or conditions <the
state is an artijicial society) but esp. to something that has a counter-
part in nature; factitious apphes chiefly to emotions or states of
mind not naturally caused or spontaneously aroused; synthetic
applies esp. to a manufactured substance or to a natural substance
so treated that it acquires the appearance or qualities of another and
may substitute for it; all three terms may suggest a lack of the
natural and spontaneous in social or personal matters

artificial borizon n l : horizon Ic 2 : an aeronautical Instru-
ment based upon a gyroscope and designed
to furnish a surface constantly perpen-
dicular to the vertical and therefore
parallel to the horizon

artificial respiration n ; the rhjthmic
forcing of air into and out of the lungs of a
person whose breathing has stopped

ar>til*ler>ist \ar-'til-(9-)r3st\ n ; gunner,
artilleryman

ar*til.lery \ar-'til-(a-)re\ n [ME artillerie,

fr. MF] 1 ; weapons (as bows, slings,
catapults) for discharging missiles
2 a ; large caUber crew-served mounted
firearms (as guns, howitzers, rockets)
: ordnance b slang ; small arms artificial horizon: /
3 : a branch of an army armed with miniature airplane; 2
artiUery — ar.til.lery.man\-(3-)re-m3n\ honzon bar; 3 degree
n of bank scale m lO's of

arty manner degrees; 4 pointer; "

inactivating knob
art-i.ly \'art-n-e\ adv
art-i-ness \'art-e-n3s\ n : the quahty
state of being arty

ar.tio.dactyl \,art-e-6-'dak-t'l\ n [deriv. of Gk artios fitting,
even-numbered + daktylos finger, toe; akin to Gk arariskein to fit— more at arm] ; any of an order (Artiodactyla) of hoofed mam-
mals (as the camel or ox) with an even number of functional toes
on each foot — artiodactyl or ar>tio*dac*ty-lous \-t3-l3s\ adj

ar.ti.san \'art-3-zan. -san, chiejly Brit .art-3-'zan\ n [MF, fr. Olt
artigiano, fr. arte art. fr. L art-, ars'\ : one trained to manual dex-
terity or skill in a trade

art.ist \'art-3st\ n l a : one who professes and practices an art in
which conception and execution are governed by imagination and
taste b : a person skilled in one of the fine arts 2 : a usu. adept or
skillful public performer or entertainer ; artiste 3 a obs : one
skilled or versed in learned arts b archaic : artisan 4 ; one who
is adept at deception

ar<tiste \ar-'test\ n [F] ; a skilled adept performer; specij ; a
musical or theatrical entertainer

ar-tis.tic \ar-'tis-tik\ adj 1 : relating to or characteristic of art or
artists 2 : showing taste in arrangement or execution — ar*tis>ti-
caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
syn aesthetic; artistic stresses the point of view of one who pro-

duces art and thinks in terms of creating beauty or form; aesthetic
stresses the point of view of one who analyzes and reflects upon the
effect a work of art has upon him; either term may suggest a con-
trast with the practical, functional, or moral aspects of something

ar-tist-ry \*art-3-stre\ n 1 : artistic quality of effect or workman-
ship 2 : artistic ability

art-less \'art-l3s\ adj 1 ; lacking art, knowledge, or skill : un-
cultured 2 a : made without skill : rude b : free from arti-

ficiality : NATURAL {'^ grace) 3 : free from guile or craft : sincerely
simple syn see natural — art-less-ly adv — art.Iess-ness n

arty \'art-e\ adj 1 : showily imitative of art 2 : aspiring to be
artistic : dilettante
ar.um \'ar-3m, 'er-\ n [NL. genus name, fr. L, arum, fr. Gk aron'l

; any of a genus {Arum of the family Araceae, the arum family) of
Old World plants with flowers in a fleshy spathe subtended by a
leafy bract; broadly : a plant of the arum family

anin>di-na*ceous \3-,r3n-d3-'na-sh3s\ adj [L arundinaceus, fr.

arundin-, arundo reed + -aceus -aceous] : of, relating to, or re-
sembling a reed

i-ary \US usu ,er-e when an unstressed syllableprecedes, 3-re or re
when a stressed syllable precedes: Brit usu a-re or re in all cases\
n sujjix [ME -arie, fr. OF & L; OF -aire, -arie, fr. L -arius, -aria,

-arium, fr. -arius, adj. suffix] 1 : thing belonging to or connected
with; esp : place of iovary^ 2 : person belonging to, connected
with, or engaged in <functionar>'>

2-ary adj sujjix [ME -arie, fr. MF & L; MF -aire, fr. L -arius'] : of,
relating to, or connected with (budget^iry)
lAry-an \'ar-e-3n, 'er-\ adj [Skt drya noble, belonging to the
people speaking an Indo-European dialect who migrated into
northern India] 1 : of or relating to the Indo-European family of
languages or to their hypothetical prototype 2 : of or relating to
speakers of Indo-European languages 3 a : of or relating to a
hypothetical ethnic type illustrated by or descended from early
speakers of Indo-European languages to ; nordic 4 : of or relat-

ing to Indo-Iranian or its speakers
2Aryan n 1 : a member of the Indo-European-speaking people
early occupying the Iranian plateau or entering India and con-
ciuering and amalgamating with the earlier non-Indo-European
inhabitants 2 a : a member of the people speaking the language
from which the Indo-European languages are derived b : an in-
dividual of any of those peoples speaking these languages since
prehistoric times : indo-european : nordic d : gentile

ar.y.te-noid \,ar-a-'te-,n6id, a-'rit-^n-,6id\ adj [NL arytaenoides,
fr. Gk arytainoeides, lit., ladle-shaped, fr. arytaina ladle] 1 : re-

lating to or being either of two small laryngeal cartilages to which
the vocal cords are attached 2 : relating to or being either of a
pair of small muscles or an impaired muscle of the larynx — ary-
tenoid n
las \3z, (,)az\ conj [ME, fr. OE eallswd just as, likewise — more at
also] 1 : as if <looks ^ he had seen a ghost —S.T. Coleridge)
2 : in or to the same degree in which <deaf ~ a post) 3 ; in the
way or manner that (do '^ I do> 4 : in accordance with what or
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the way in which (quite good '-~- boys go> 6 ; while, when (spilled
the milk --^ she got up> 6 : regardless of the degree to which
: THOUGH (improbable ~ it seems, it's true) 7 : for the reason that
(stayed home '^ she had no car) 8 ; that the result is : that <so
clearly guilty '^ to leave no doubt)

2as adv 1 ; to the same degree or amount : equally (~ deaf as a
post) 2 : for instance (various trees, ^^ oak or pine) 3 : when
considered in a specified form or relation <my opinion '^ dis-
tinguished from his)

3as pron 1 ; THAT, WHO, WHICH — uscd after same or such (in the
same building ^ my brother) (tears such '^ angels weep —John
Milton) and chiefly dial, after a substantive not modified by same or
such (that kind of fruit '^ maids call medlars —Shak.) 2 : a fact
that (is a foreigner, -^ is evident from his accent)

*asprep 1 a : like 2 (all rose ~ one man) h : like la (his face was
"-' a mask —Max Beerbohm) 2 : in the capacity, character, condi-
tion, or role of (works '^ an_editor)
5as \'as\ n, pi as'ses \'as-,ez, 'as-9z\ [L] 1 ; libra 2a 2 a : a
bronze coin of the ancient Roman republic b ; a unit of value
equivalent to an as coin
as see AD-
asa-let.i.da or asa-foe-ti-da \,as-3-'fit-ad-e, -'fet-ad-aX n [ME
asajedda, fr. ML asajoetida, fr. Per aza mastic + Ljoeiida, fem. of
Joetidus fetid] : the fetid gum resin of various oriental plants (genus
Ferula) of the carrot family formerly used in medicine
aS'bes-tOS also as-bes-tlis Xas-'bes-ras, az-\ n [ME albestron
mineral supposed to be inextinguishable when set on fire, prob. fr.

MF, fr. ML Gsbeston, alter, of L asbestos, fr. Gk, unslaked lime, fr.

asbestos inextinguishable, fr. a- -H sbennynai to quench; akin to
Lith gesti to be extinguished 1 : a mineral (as amphibole) that readily
separates into long flexible fibers suitable for use as an incom-
bustible, nonconducting, or chemically resistant material

as-bes-to*sis \,as-,bes-'to-s3s, ,a2-\ /i ; a pneumoconiosis due to
asbestos particles

asc- or asco- comb form [NL, fr. ascus'\ : bladder (c^cocarp)
as>ca*n<a-sis \,as-k3-'rT-3-s3s\ n : infestation with or disease
caused by ascarids

a5>ca<rid X'as-ka-radX n [deriv. of LL ascarid-, ascaris intestinal
worm, fr. Gk askarid-, askaris; akin to Gk skairein to gambol] ; a
nematode worm of a family (Ascaridae) including the common
roundworm {Ascaris lumbricoides) parasitic in the human intestine

aS'Ca.ris \'as-k3-r3s\ n, pi as-car«i.des \a-'skar-3-,dez\ [LL]
: ASCARID

as-ceilfl \3-'send\ vb [ME ascenden, fr. L ascendere, fr. ad- + scan-
dere to cUmb — more at scan] vi la: to move gradually upward
b ; to slope upward 2 a : to rise from a lower level or degree
b : to go back in time or in order of genealogical succession '^ vr

1 ; to go or move up : mount 2 : to succeed to ; occuty — as-
cend«able or as.cend»ible \s-'sen-d3-b3l\ adj
syn ASCEND, mount, climb, scale mean to move upward or to-

ward tlie top. ASCEND implies httle more than progressive upward
movement; mount implies reaching the top or attaining impressive
or dangerous heights; climb suggests effort and the use of hands and
feet; SCALE suggests an essentially vertical ascending requiring the
use of ladder or rope
aS'Ceu.dance or as.cen.dence \3-'sen-dan(t)s\ n x AscENO.aNCY
as-cen.dan-cy or as.cen.deil'Cy \3-'sen-dan-se\ n ; governing or
controlling influence ; domination syn see supremacy
las.ceu-dant also as.cen.dent \3-'sen-d3nt\ n [ME ascendent, fr.

ML ascendent-, ascendens, fr. L, prp, of ascendere"] 1 ; the point of
the ecUptic or degree of the zodiac that rises above the eastern
horizon at any moment 2 : a state or position of dominant
power 3 : a lineal or collateral relauve in the ascending line
sascendant also ascendent adj la; moving upward ; rising
b ; directed upward (an --^ stem) 2 a : superior b : dominant

aS'Cend.er \3-'sen-dar, 'a-,\ n i the part of a lowercase letter that
exceeds x height; also : a letter thai has such a part

as-cend-ing adj 1 : mounting or sloping upward 2 ; rising upward
usu. from a more or less prostrate base or point of attachment

as>cen>Sion \3-'sen-ch9n\ n [ME, fr. L ascension-, ascensio, fr.

ascerisus, pp. of ascendere'} t the act or process of ascending
as<cen>sion*al Xs-'sench-nal, -3n-'i\ adj : of or relating to ascen-
sion or ascent
Ascension Day n : the Thursday 40 days after Easter on which Is

commemorated Christ's ascension into Heaven
as-cen-sive \3-'sen(t)-siv\ adj ; rising or tending to rise

as.cent \3-'sent\ n [irreg. fr. ascend'] 1 a : the act of rising or
mounting upward : climb b : an upward slope or rising grade
: ACCLivrrY c : inclination, gradient 2 : an advance in social
status or reputation : progress 3 : a going back in time or up-
ward in order of genealogical succession

as.certain \,as-3r-'tan\ vt [ME acertainen, fr. MF acertainer. fr. a-
(fr. L ad-) + certain] 1 archaic ; to make certain, exact, or precise
2 : to find out_or learn with certainty syn see discover — as-cer-
tain*abl8 \-'ta-n3-b3l\ adj — as>cer-taln*ment \-'tan-msm\ n

as.ce.sis \3-'se-s3s\ or as-lce-sis \-'ske-\ « [LL or Gk; LL, fr.

Gk askesis, lit,, exercise, fr. askeln] : self-discipline, asceticism
aS'Cet'ic \3-'set-ik\ adj [Gk asketikos, lit., laborious, fr. asketes
one that exercises, hermit, fr. askein to work, exercise] : practicing
strict self-denial as a means of rehgious discipline; also % austere
syn see severe_— ascetic « — as>cet'i-cal\-i-k3l\ ad;"— as.C8t*i-
cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ ady — as>cet*i-cism \3-'set-3-,siz-3m\ n

as°Cld<i*an \s-'sid-e-9n\ n ; any of an order (Ascidiacea) of simple
or compound ^anicates; broadly ; tunicate

as-cid.i.um \3-'sid-e-9m\ n, pi as-cid-ia \-e-a\ [NL, fr. Gk
askidion, dim. of askos wineskin, bladder] : a pitcher-shaped or
flask-shaped organ or appendage of a plant

as.Ci.tes \a-'srt-ez\ n [me aschytes, fr. LL ascites, fr. Gk askites,
fr. askos] ; accumulation of serous fluid in the abdomen— as*cit*ic
\-"sit-ik\ adj

as.cle.pi-ad \3-'sk!e-pe-3d, a-, -,ad\ n [deriv. of Gk asklepiad-,
asklepias swallowwort] : milkweed

As.Cle.pi.us \-'skle-pe-3s\ n [Gk Asklepios] ; the god of medicine
in Greek mythology
aSoCO'Carp \'as-k3-,karp\ n : the mature fruiting body of an
ascomycetous fimgus; broadly : such a body with its enclosed asci,

spores, and paraphyses — as>co*car>pous \,as-k3-'kar-pas\ adj

ashy
as*co*go*nl.iim \,as-k3-'go-ne-3m\ n, pi as*co-go*nia \-ne-a\
[NL, fr. asc- + Gk gonos procreation — more at gon-] ; the fertile
basal often one-celledportion^of an archicarp; broadly : archicarp
as.CO^my.cete \,as-ko-'mi-,set, -,ml-'set\ n [deriv. of Gk askos +
myket-, mykes fungus; akin to L mucus] ; any of a class (As-
comycetes) of higher fungi (as yeasts, molds) v/ith septate hyphae
and spores formed in asci — as>co>my>ce>tous \-,mi-'set-as\ adj

ascor>biC acid \a-,sk6r-bik-\ n [a- -H NL scorbutus scurvy — more
at scoRBcrric] : vitamin c

aS'CO-spore \'as-k9-,spo(3')r, -,sp6fs)r\ n : one of the spores con-
tained in an ascus — as-co>spor>ic \,as-k9-'spor-ik, - sp6r-\ or
as«co-spo-rous \-'sp6r-9s, -'spor-; a-'skas-pa-rasX adj

aS'COt \'as-k9t, -,kat\ n lAscot Heath, racetrack near Ascot, En-
gland] ; a broad neck scarf that is looped under
the chin and sometimes pinned

as.crib-able \9-"skrT-b3-b9l\ adj ; capable of being
ascribed : attributable

as.cribe \9-'skrTb\ vt [ME ascriven, fr. MF
ascrivre, fr. L ascribere, fr. ad- + scribere to i— more at scribe] ; to refer to a supposed i

source, or author ; attribute
syn ATTRIBUTE, ASSIGN, IMPUTE, REFER, CREDIT:

ASCRIBE suggests an inferring or conjecturing of
cause, quahty, authorship; attribute suggests less
tentativeness than ascribe, less definiteness than
assign; assign implies ascribing with certainty or
after deliberadon; impute suggests ascribing something that brings
discredit by way of accusation or blame; refer suggests assigning
a thing to a class or to an origin or cause; credit implies ascribing
a thing or esp. an action to a person or other thing as its agent,
source, or explanation

as.crip.tlon \9-'skrip-sh3n\ n [LL ascription-, ascriptio, fr. L,
written addition, fr. ascriptus, pp. of ascribere] ; the act of ascrib-
ing : attribution

pi as-ci \'as-,fk)T, -,ke\ [NL, fr. Gk askos
the membranous oval or tubular spore sac of

ascot

as.cus \'as-k9s\
wineskin, bladder] ;

an ascomycete
aS'dic \'az-(,)dik\ n [.4nti-,Submarine Detection investigation Com-
mittee] ; sonar

-ase \,as, -,az\ n suffix [F, fr. diastase] : enzyme (protea.Jc)
asep.siS \(')a-'sep-s9s, 3-\ n [NL] : the condition of being aseptic

: the methods of making or keeping aseptic
asep.tic \-'sep-tik\ adj [ISV] 1 : preventing infection; also : free
or freed from pathogenic microorganisms 2a: lacking vitality,
emotion, or warmth b t detached, objective c : cleansing,
purifying — asep.ti'CaMy \-ti-k(9-)le\ adv
asex-u.al \(')a-'seksh-(9-jw9l, -'sek-sh3l\ adj 1 : lacking sex or
functional sexual organs 2 : produced without sexual action or
differentiation — asex.U'al'ly \-e\ adv

asejcual generation n : the generation of an organism with alterna-
tion of generations that reproduce asexually

asexual reproduction n : reproduction without union of individuals
or germ cells

as lor prep ; with regard to : concerning (as for me)
As.gard Vas-,gard, 'az-\ n [ON dsgarthr] I the home of the gods
in Norse mythology

as good as adv : in effect : practically ias good as new)
lash \'ash\ n [ME asshe, fr. OE ssc; akin to OHG ask ash, L
ormis wild mountain ash] 1 : any of a genus {Fraxinw;) of trees of
the olive family with pinnate leaves, thin furrowed bark, and gray
branchlets 2 : the tough elastic wood of an ash
2ash n, often attrib [ME asshe, fr. OE asce; akin to OHG asca ash, L
aridus dry— more at ardor] 1 a: the solid residue left when com-
bustible material is thoroughly burned or is oxidized by chemical
means b : fine particles of mineral matter from a volcanic vent
2 pi t RUINS 3 pi I the remains of the dead human body after
cremation or disintegration 4 : something that symbolizes grief,

repentance, or humiliation 5 pi : deathly pallor

3asSi vt : to convert into ash
ashamed \9-'shamd\ adj [ME. fr. OE dscamod, pp. of ascamian to
shame, fr. a- (perfective prefix) + scamian to shame — more at
abide, shame] la; feeling shame, guilt, or disgrace b : feeling
inferior or unworthy_ 2 : restrained by anticipation of shame— ashani'ed.ly \-'sha-m9d-le\ adv

Aslian.ti \3-'shant-e, -'shant-X n, pi Aslianti or Ashantis [ Ashant!
A'^san^e'^ ] 1 : a West African people of Ghana 2 : the dialect of
Akan spoken by the Ashanti people

ash can n l : a metal receptacle for refuse 2 slang : depth charge
asll'Can \'ash-,kan\ adj, often cap ; depicting city life realistically
('^ school of artists)

lash.en \'ash-3n\ adj ; of, relating to, or made from the wood of the
ash tree

2asben adj 1 : consisting of or resembling ashes 2 : of the color
of ashes 3 : deadly pale :_ blanched

Ash.er \'ash-9r\ n [Heb Asher] ; a son of Jacob and ancestor of
one of the tribes of Israel

ashe-rah \9j'shir-9\ n, pi ashe.rim \-9m\ or asherahs often cap
[Heb asherah] \ a tree or pole foimd beside the altar in a Canaanite
high place and held to be sacred to the goddess Asherah

Ash.ke.nazi \,ash-k9-'naz-e\ n, pi Ash.ke.naz.im \-'naz-9m\
iaeb Ashkenazi] : a member of one of the two great divisions of
Jews comprising the eastern European Yiddish-speaking Jews— Asb.ke.uaz'ic \-'naz-ik\ adj

ash.lar \'ash-l3r\ n [ME asheler, fr. MF aisselier a traverse beam,
fr. OF, fr. ais board, fr. L axis, alter, of assis] 1 : hewn or squared
stone; also : masonry of such stone 2 : a thin squared and dressed
stone for facing

ashore \3-'sho(3)r, -'sh6(9)r\ adv (or adj) : on or to the shore
ash'Tam \'ash-r3m\ n [Skt dsrama. fr. a toward + srama religious
exercise] 1 : a secluded dwelling of a Hindu sage or the group of
disciples he instructs there 2 : a religious retreat

Ash.to.retli \'ash-t9-,reth\ n [Heb 'Ashtoreth] ; astarte
Ashur \'a-,shu('9)r\ n [Assyrian Ashur] ; the chief deity of the
Assyrian pantheon
Ash Wednesday n : the first day of Lent
ashy \'ash-e\ adj 1 : of or relating to ashes 2 : deadly pale

a abut; 3 -kitten; _8r further; a back; a halve; a cot, cart;

j joke; T\ sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; t^ this;
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Asian \'a-zh3n. -sh3n\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
the continent of Asia or irs people — Asian n
Asian influenza n : influenza caused by a mutant strain of the
influenza virus

Asi-at'iC \,a-zhe-'at-ik\ adj : asian — often taken to be offensive
— Asiatic n

Asiatic cholera n : a destructive cholera of Asiatic origin caused
by a bacterium ( Vibrio comma)
laside \3-'sTd\ adv 1 : to or toward the side (stepped ^> 2 : out
of the way ; away 3 : out of consideration (jesting '^>

2aside prep, obs : beyond, past
3aside n 1 : words meant to be inaudible to someone; esp ; an
actor's words heard by the audience but supposedly not by other
characters on stage 2 : a straying from the theme : digression

aside from prep 1 : in addition to : besides 2 : except for

as il conj 1 : as it would be if <it was as ij he had lost his last

friend) 2 : as one would do if <he ran as ij ghosts were chasing
him) 3 : THAT <it seemed as ij the day would never end)

as.i.nine \'as-'n-,Tn\ adj [L asininus, fr. asinus ass] 1 : of, relating
to, or resembling an ass 2 : stupid, obstinate syn see simple— as*i>uine*l7 adv — as-i-nin-i-ty \,as-'n-'in-3t-e\ n
ask \'ask\ vb asked \'as(k)t\ ask'ing [ME asken, fr. OE Sscian:
akin to OHG eiscon to ask, L aeruscare to beg] v( 1 a : to call on
for an answer b : to put a question about c : speak, utter
(^ a question) 2 a : to make a request of : beg b : to make a
request for (she ^erf help from her teacher) 3 : to call for : re-
quire 4 ; to set as a price 5 : invite ^ vi 1 : to seek information
2 ; to make a request {--^ed for food) 3 : look — often used in
the phrase ask jor trouble — ask>er n
syn question, interrogate, query, inquire: ask implies no more

than the putting of a question; question suggests the asking of
series of questions; it may imply a challenging of truth or correct-
ness; interrogate suggests formal or official systematic question-
ing; QUERY implies a desire for authoritative information or con-
firmation or for the resolution of a doubi; inquire implies a search-
ing for facts or for truth often specifically by asking questions
syn ASK, request, solicit mean to seek to obtain by making one's

wants known, ask implies merely the statement of the desire;
REQUEST implies greater formality and courtesy and the expectation
of an affirmative response; solicit suggests a calling attention
to one's wants or desires in the hope of having them satisfied

askance \3-'skan{t)s\ or askant \-'skant\ adv [origin unknown]
1 : with a side glance : obliquely 2 : with disapproval or distrust

: scornfully
askew \a-'skyij\ adv (or adj) [prob. fr. a- + skew"} : awry, amiss
laslant \3-'slant\ adv : in a slanting direction : obliquely
^aslant prep ^over or across in a slanting direction
'asleep \9-'slep\ adj 1 : sleeping 2 : dead 3 : lacking sensation
: numb 4 : inactive, sluggish

2asleep adv 1 : into a state of sleep 2 t into the sleep of death
3 : into inactivity or sluggishness

as long as conj 1 : provided that (can do as they like as long as
they have a B average) 2 : inasmuch as ; since {as long as you're
going, I'll gotoo)
laslope \3-'slop\ adj : sloping, slanting
^aslope adv ; in a sloping or slanting direction
As-mo.de.US \,az-m3-'de-3s\ n [LL Asmodaeus, fr. Gk Asmodaios.
fr. Heo A^hmadhai'] ; an evil spirit in Jewish demonology

aso-cial \(')a-'so-sh9l\ adj 1 : inconsiderate of others ; selfish
2 : solitary, withdrawn

as of prep : on, at, during, from (takes effect as oj July 1)
lasp \"asp\ n [ME] : aspen
2asp n [ME aspis. fr. L. fr Gk] : a small venomous snake of Egypt
variously identified as the cerastes or a small African cobra (Naja
haje)

as-par>a«glne \3-'spar-9-,jen\ n [F, fr. L asparagus'i : a white
crystalline amino acid C4H8NZO3 found in most plants

aS'par-a.gns \9-'spar-s-g33\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, asparagus
plant, fr. Gk asparagos: akin to Gk spargan to swell — more at
spark] : any of a genus (Asparagus) of Old World perennial
plants of the lily family having much-branched stems, minute
scalelike leaves, and linear cladophylls; esp t one (A. ojjicinalis)

widely cultivated for its edible young shoots
as<par<tic acid \a-,spart-ik-\ n [ISV, irreg. fr. L asparagus"] : a
crystalline amino acid CaH7N04 found esp. in plants

as>pect \'as-,pekt\ n [ME, fr, L aspectus, fr. aspectus, pp. of
aspicere to look at, fr. ad- + specere to look — more at spy]
1 a : the position of planets or stars with respect to one another
held by astrologers to influence human affairs b : a position
facing a particular direction ; exposure c : the manner of presen-
tauon of a plane to a fluid through which it is moving or to a
current 2 a : appearance, view; also : status h : mien, air
3 archaic I an act of looking : gaze 4 a : the nature of the action
of a verb as to its beginning, duration, completion, or repetition
and without reference to its position in time h : a set of inflected
verb forms that indicate aspect syn see phase — as*pec>tu*al
\a-'spek-cha(-w9)I, -'speksh-w9l\ adj

aspect ratio n : the ratio of the width of a television image to its

height
as.pen \'as-p9n\ n [alter of ME asp, fr. OE a^spe: akin to OHG
aspa aspen. Latvian apsa} : any of several poplars (esp. Populus
tremula of Europe and P iremuloides and P grandidemata of No.
America) with leaves that flutter in the lightest wind on account
of their flattened petioles — aspen adj

as.per*ges \9-'sp9r-i.)je2\ n [L, thou wilt sprinkle, fr. aspergere]
: a ceremony of sprmkUng altar, clergy, and people with holy water

as.per.gil-lo-sis \.as-p9r-(,>jil-'o-s9s\ n : infection with or disease
caused las In poultry) by molds (genus Aspergillus)

as.per.gil.lum \,as-p3r-"jil-9m\ n, pi as.per-gil*la \-'jil-9\ or
aspergillums [NL, fr. L aspergeye"] : a brush or perforated globe
used for sprinkling holy water

as.per-gU'lus \ 'jii-9s\ n, pi as.per-gil.li \-'jil-,T\ [NL. genus
name, fr aspergillum} : any of a genus ( Aspergillus) of ascomy-
celous fungi with brancned radiate sporophores including many
common molds

as-per*i-ty \a-'sper-3t-e, 9-\ n iM.^ aspreteAt OE asprete fr aspre
rough, fr L asper} 1 : rigor. stvhRiT-i 2 a : roughness of surface
: unevenness bo6i : sourness c : roughness of sound 3 : rough-
ness of manner or of temper : harshness syn see acrimony
as*perse \3-'spsrs, a-\ vt [L aspersus, pp. of aspergere, fr. ad- +

spargere to scatter] 1 : sprinkle; esp ; to sprinkle with holy
water 2 ; to viUfy with injurious charges syn see malign

as<per>sion \9-'sp9r-2h9n, -sh9n\ n 1 : a sprinkling with water
esp. in religious ceremonies 2 a : the act of calumniating : def-
amation I) : a calumnious expression syn see animadversion

as-plialt \'as-,f61t\ or as-plial-tum \as-'f6l-t9m\ n [ME aspalt,
fr. LL aspaltus, fr. Gk asphaltos'i 1 : a brown to black bituminous
substance that is found in natural beds and is also obtained as a
residue in petroleum or coal-tar refining and consists chiefly of
hydrocarbons 2 : an asphaltic composition used for pavements
and as a waterproof cement — as<plial*tic \as-'f61-tik\ adj

as-phal-tite \'as-,f61-,tit\ n ; a native asphalt occurring in vein
deposits below the surface of the ground

aspher.iC \(')a-'sfi{9)r-ik, -'sfer-\ adj : denarting slightly from the
spherical form (--^ optical surface) — aspher-i-cal \-'sfir-i-k9l,
-*sfer-\ adj

as*pho-del \'as-f3-,del\ n [L asphodelus, fr. Gk asphodelosZ ; any
of various Old World usu. perennial herbs (esp. genera Asphodelus
and Asphodeline) of the lily family that bear their flowers in long

as.phyx.ia \as-'fik-se-9\ n [NL, fr. Gk. stopping of the pulse, fr.

a- + sphyzein to throb] : suspended animation due to deficiency
of oxygen and excess of carbon dioxide in the blood

as«phyx.i.ate \-se-,at\ vt : to cause asphyxia in; also : to kill

or make unconscious through want of adequate oxygen, presence
of noxious agents, or other obstruction to normal breathing
~ vi ; to become asphyxiated — as<phyx*l>a>tion \ (,)as-,fik-se-
'a-sh9n\ n — as-phyx-J>a*tor \as-'fik-se-,at-9r\ n
ias*pic \'as-pik\ n [MF. alter, of aspe, fr. L aspis] obs : ^asp
2aspic n [F, Ut., asp] : a savory jelly of fish or meat stock used
cold to garnish meat or fish or to make a mold of meat, fish, or
vegetables

as-pi*dis-tra \,as-p9-*dis-tr3\ n [NL, irreg. fr. Gk aspid-, aspis
shield] : an Asiatic plant {Aspidistra lurida) of the lily family with
large basal leaves that is often grown as a foliage plant

ias*pl<rant \'as-p(9-ir9nt, 9-'spT-r9nt\ n : one who aspires
^aspirant adj : aspiring
1as*pi-rate \'as-p3-,rat\ vt [L aspiratus, pp. of aspirare] 1 : to
pronounce (a vowel or wordi with an initial /i-sound 2 a : to draw
by suction b : to remove (as blood) by aspiration

2as.pi.rate \'as-p{9-ir9t\ n 1 : an independent sound \h\ or a
character (as the letter h) representing it 2 : a consonant having
as its final element aspiration in the same syllable 3 ; material
removed by aspiration

_
a&>pi*ra>tion \,as-p9-'ra-sh9n, -(,)pir-'a-\ n 1 ; the pronunciation
or addition of an aspirate; also : the aspirate or its symbol 2 : a
drawing of something in, out, up, or through by or as if by suction:
as a : the withdrawal of fluid from the body b : the taking of
foreign matter into the lungs with the respiratory current 3 a : a
strong desire to achieve something high or great ft : an object of
such desire syn see ambition

as>pi*ra>tor \'as-p9-,rat-9r\ n ; an apparatus for producing suction
or moving or colieciing materials by suction; esp : a hollow tubular
instrument connected with a parual vacuum and used to remove
fluid or tissue or foreign bodies from the body

as*pire \3-'spTO)r\ vi [ME aspiren, fr. MF or L; MF aspirer, fr. L
aspirare. ht., to breathe upon, fr. ad- + spirare to breathe] 1 : to
desire a lofty object 2 : .-vscend, soar — as*pir-er n

as>pl>rin \'as-p(9-)r9n\ n, pi aspirin or aspirins [ISV, fr. acetyl
-(- i-p/'raeic acid (former name of salicylic acid), fr. NL Spiraea^
genus of shrubs — more at spirea] 1 ; a white crystalline deriva-
tive CgHgOA of salicyUc acid used for relief of pain and fever
2 : a tablet of aspirin

as regards or as respects prep : in regard to : with respect to
ass \'as\ n [ ME, fr. OE assa, perh. fr. Olr asan. fr. L asinus] 1 : any
of several hardy gregarious mammals (genus Equus) that are
smaller than the horse, have long ears, and include one domesti-
cated form (£. asinus) used as a beast of burden 2 : a stupid,
obstinate, or perverse person

a5<sa.fet*i>da or as*sa'foe>ti>da var oj asafftida
aS'Sai \a-'sT\ adv [It, fr. (assumed) VL ad satis enough — more at
asset] ; VERY — used with tempo direction in music (allegro '^)

as.sail \9-'sa(9)l\ vt [ME assailen, fr. OF asaillir, fr. (assumed)
VL assalire, alter, of L assilire to leap upon, fr ad- + satire to
leap] ; to attack violently with blows or words syn see attack. —
as*sail°able \-'sa-l9-b9l\ adj— as<sail'aiit \49ni\ n

A5*sain>ese \.as-9-'me2, -'mes\ n, pi Assamese l : a native or
inhabitant of Assam, India 2 ; the Indie language of Assam

as.sas.Sin \9-'sas-*n\ n [ML assassinus, fr. Ar hushshdshln, pi. of
hashshdsfi one addicted to hashish] 1 cap : one of a secret order
of Muslims that at the time of the Crusades terrorized Christians
and other enemies by secret murder committed under the influence
of hashish 2 ; murderer; esp % one that murders either for hire
or from fanatical motives

aS'SaS'Si'Uate \9-'sas-'n-.at\ vt 1 : to murder by sudden or
secret attack 2 : to injure or destroy unexpectedly and treacher-
ously syn see kill — a5>sas>si>na>tion \9-.sas-'n-'a-sh9n\ n

assassin bug n : a predaceous bug (family Reduviidael living
mostly on other insects though a few suck blood : conenose

las-sault \9-'s6lt\ n [ME assaut, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL as-
sultus, fr. assaltus, pp. of assalire] 1 : a violent physical or verbal
attack 2 a ; an apparently violent attempt or a willful offer with
force or violence to do hurt to another without the actual doing
of the hurl threatened (as by lifting the fist in a threatening matmer)
- compare battery lb b : rape

^assault vt 1 : to make an assault upon 2 : rape ~ vi : to make an
asbault syn see attack

assault boat n ; a small portable boat that is used in an amphibious
military attack or in land warfare for the crossing of rivers or
lakes
las*say \'as-,a, a-'sa\ n [ME. fr. OF essai, assal test, effort — more
ai ESSA^ ] 1 archaic : trial, attempt 2 : examinadon and deter-
mination as to chaiacterisdcs (as weight, measure, quality) 3 : anal-
ysis (as of an ore or drug) to determine the presenee. absence, or
quantity of one or more components 4 : a substa,nce to be as-

sayed; also :_the tabulated result of assaying
2as-say \a-'sa, 'as-,a\ vt 1 : try, attempt 2 a : to analyze tas an
ore for one or more valuable components b ; estimate -»- vi ; to
prove up in an assay — as>say>er n
as.se.gai or as.sa.gai \'as-i-,gT\ n [deriv. of Ar az-zaghdya the



assemblage
assegai, fr. a!- the + zaghaya assegai] : a slender hardwood spear
or light javelin usu. tipped with iron and used in southern Africa

as>sein<blage \9-'seni-blij\ n 1 ; a collection of persons or things
; GATHERING 2 : the act of assembUng ; the state of being assembled

as-sem.ble \3-'sem-bsl\ vb as-sem-bling \-b(9-)hi3\ [ME as-

semblen, fr. OF assembler, fr. (assumedj VL assimulare, fr. L ad-
+ simul together — more at same] vt 1 : to collect into one place
or group : CONVOKE 2 : to fit together the parts of -^ vi : to meet
together : convene syn see gather — as-sem.bler \-bt3-)lsr\ n

as.sem.bly \3-'sem-ble\ n [ME assemblee, fr. MP, fr. OF, fr.

assemblerl 1 : a company of persons gathered for deliberation
and legislation, worship, or entertainment 2 cap ; a legislative

body; specij : the lower house of a legislature 3 : assemblage
4 ; a signal given by drum, bugle, trumpet, or all field music for
troops to assemble or fall in 5a; the fitting together of manu-
factured parts into a complete machine, structure, or unit of a
machine b : a collection of parts so assembled
assembly line n ; an arrangement of machines, equipment, and
workers in which work passes from operation to operation in direct
hne until the product is assembled

as<sem<bly>nian \s-'sem-ble-m9n\ n ; a member of an assembly
las.sent \9-'sent\ vi [ME assenten, fr. OF assenter, fr. L assentari,

fr. assentire, fr. ad- + sentire to feel] : agree, concur
SyU ASSENT, CONSENT, ACCEDE, ACQUIESCE, AGREE, SUBSCRIBE mean

to concur with what someone else has proposed, assent implies
an act involving the understanding or judgment and applies to
propositions or opinions; consent involves the will or feelings

and indicates compliance with what is requested or desired;
ACCEDE implies a yielding, often under pressure, of assent or
consent; acquiesce implies tacit acceptance or forbearance, of
opposition; agree usu. implies previous difference of opinion or
precedent attempts at persuasion; subscribe implies not only
consent or assent but hearty approval and acdve support
^assent n ; an act of assenting : acquiescence, agreement
as*sen-ta-tion X.as-'n-'ta-shan, ,as-,en-\ n ; ready assent esp. when
insincere or obsequious

as.sert \3-'sart\ vi [L assertus, pp. of asserere, fr. ad~ + severe to
join — more at series] 1 : to state or declare positively 2a; main-
tain, VINDICATE b : POSIT, POSTULATE
syn DECLARE, AFFIRM, PROTEST, AVOW: ASSERT implies Stating

confidently without need for proof or regard for evidence; declare
adds to ASSERT an implication of open or public statement; affirm
implies conviction of truth and willingness to stand by one's
Statement because of evidence, experience, or faith; protest
emphasizes affirming in the face of denial or doubt; avow stresses

frank declaration and acknowledgment of personal responsibiUty
for the statement being made syn see in addition maintain— assert oneself ; to compel recognition of one's rights or
position

as*ser*tion \3-'s3r-sh3n\ n ; the act of asserting; also : affirma-
tion, declaration

as.sert.ive \a-'s3rt-iv\ adj : disposed to bold or confident assertion
syn see aggressive — as-sert>ive.ly adv — aS'Sert'iye-ness n

asses pi oj as
as.sess \9-'ses\ vt [ME assessen, prob. fr. ML assessus, pp. of
assidcre, fr. L, to sit beside, assist in the office of a judge — more
at assize] 1 ; to determine the rate or amount of (as a tax) 2 a : to
impose (as a tax) according to an established rate b : to subject to
a tax, charge, or levy 3 : to make an official valuation of (prop-
erty) for the purposes of taxation 4 ; to determine the importance,
size, or value of syn see estimate — as-sess-able y'ses-3-b3t\ adj
as-sess-ment \3-'ses-m3nt\ n 1 ; the act of assessing : appraisal
2 : the amount assessed

aS'SeS'Sor \s-'ses-3r\ n 1 : assistant, coadjutor 2 : an official

who assesses property for taxation
aS'Set \'as-,et\ n [back-formation fr. assets, sing., sufficient
property to pay debts and legacies, fr. AF asetz, fr. OF assez
enough, fr. (assumed) VL ad satis, fr. L ad to + satis enough —
more at at, sad] 1 pi & : the property of a deceased person subject
by law to the payment of his debts and legacies b : the entire
property of all sorts of a person, association, corporation, or
estate applicable or subject to the payment of his or its debts
2 ; advantage, resource 3 pi ; the items on a balance sheet
showing the book value of property owned

as-sev«er»ate \3-'sev-9-,rat\ vt [L asseveratus, pp. of asseverare,
fr. ad- + severus severe] ; to affirm or aver positively or eamesdy— as-sev.er-a'tion \3-,sev-9-'ra-sh9n\ n

as>5i>du.ity \,as-9-'d(y)iJ-9t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
assiduous ; DILIGENCE

as>Sid*ii>OUS \9-'sij-''9-)w3s\ adj [L assiduus, fr. assidere} : steadily
attentive ; diligent syn see busy — as<sid>u>ous>ly adv— as-sid<u>ous<ness n
laS'Sign \9-'sTn\ vt [ME assignen, fr. OF assigner, fr. L assignare,
fr. ad- + signare to mark, fr. sigfium mark, sign] 1 ; to transfer
(property) to another esp. in trust or for the benefit of creditors
2 a : to appoint to a post or duty b : prescribe ir^ the lesson)
3 : to fix authoritatively ; specify <"^ a limit) 4 ; to ascribe as
motive or reason syn see allot, ascribe
^assign n : assignee
as.sign.abil.i.ty \9-,sI-n9-'bil-9t-e\ « : the quality or state of
being assignable
as.sign.able \9-'sT-n9-b9l\ adj : capable of being assigned — as-
sign.ably \-ble\ adv

as.Si.gnat \,as-,en-'ya, 'as-ig-,nat\ n [F, fr. L assignatus, pp. of
assignare'i : a bill issued as currency by the French Revolutionary
government (1790-95) on the security of expropriated lands

as.sig.na-tion \,as-ig-*na-sh9n\ « 1 : the act of assigning or the
assignment made; esp : allotment 2 : a lovers' meeting or the
appointment for it

as. sign.ee \9-,sT-'ne. ,as-,i-; ,as-9-'ne\ n 1 ; a person to whom
an assignment is made 2 : a person appointed to act for another
3 : a person to whom a right or property is legally transferred

aS'Sign.er \9-'sT-n9r\ or as.Sign.or \9-'sT-n9r; 9-,sT-'n6(9)r, ,as-

J-; ,as-9-'n6(9)r\ n : one that assigns or makes an assignment
aS'Sign.ment \9-'sTn-m9nt\ n 1 : the act of assigning 2 : a post
or duty to which one is assigned ; appointment 3 : the transfer of
property; esp ; the transfer of property to be held in trust or to be
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used for the benefit of creditors syn see task

as-Sim.i.la-bil.i-ty \9-.sim-9-l3-'bil-9t-e\ n ; the quality or state of
being assimilable

as.slm.i.la.ble \3-'sim-9-!9-b9l\ adj % capable of being assimilated
laS'Sim.i.late \9-'sim-3-,lat\ vb [ml assimilatus, pp. of assimilare,
fr. L assimulare to make similar, fr. ad- + simulare to make similar,
simulate] vt 1 a : to take in and appropriate as nourishment : ab-
sorb into the system b : to take into the mind and thoroughly
comprehend 2 a : to make similar b : to alter by assimilation
c : to absorb into the cultural tradition of a population or group
3 : compare, liken -^ vi ; to become assimilated syn see absorb— as*sim.i.la<tor \-.lat-9r\ n

2as-Sim.i.late \-l9t, -.lat\ n : something that is assimilated
as.sim.i.la.tion \9-,sim-9-'la-sh9n\ n 1 a : an act. process, or
instance of assimilating b ; the state of being assimilated 2 : the
incorporation or conversion of nutrients into protoplasm that in
animals follows digestion and absorption and in higher plants in-

volves both photosynthesis and root absorption 3 : adaptation of
a sound to an adjacent sound <in the word cupboard the \p\
sound of the word cup has undergone complete '-->

as.sim.i'la.tive \9-'sim-9-,lat-iv\ adj : of, relating to, or causing
assimilation

aS'Sim.i.la.to.ry \9-*sim-(9-)l3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : assimilative
laS'SiSt \9-*sist\ vb [MF or L; MF assister to help, stand by, fr. L
assistere, fr. ad- + sistere to cause to stand; akin to L stare to stand— more at stand] vi 1 : to give support or aid 2 ; to be present as
a spectator '^ vr ; to give support or aid to ; help syn see help

iassist « 1 ; an act of assistance : aid 2 : the act of a player who
by handling the ball (as in baseball) or passing the puck (as in
hockey) enables a teammate to make a put-out or score a goal

aS'Sis.tance \9-'sis-t9n(t)s\ n ; the act of assisting or the aid sup-
plied : support

aS'SiS'tant \3-'sis-t9nt\ n i one who assists : helper; also : an
auxiliary device or substance — assistant adj

as.Size \9-*sTz\ n [ME assise, fr. OF, session, settlement, fr. asseoir
to seat, fr. (assumed) VL assedere, fr^L assidere to sit beside, assist

In the office of a judge, fr. ad- -\- sedere to sit— more at srr] 1 : an
enactment made by a legislative assembly : ordinance 2 a ; a
statute regulating weights and measures of articles sold in the mar-
ket b : the regulation of the price of bread or ale by the price of
grain 3 : a fixed or customary standard 4 a ; a judicial inquest
b : an action to be decided by such an inquest, the writ for insti-

tuting it, or the verdict or finding rendered by the jury 5a: the
periodical sessions of the superior courts in English counties for
trial of civil and criminal cases — usu. used in pi. b : the time or
place of holding such a court, the court itself, or a session of it—
usu. used in pi.

as.sO'Cia.ble \3-'so-shfe-)3-b3l, -se-9-\ adj : capable of being
associated, joined, or connected m thought
las.SQ.ci-ate \9-'so-s(hje-.at\ vb [ME associat associated, fr. L
associatus, pp. of associare to unite, fr. ad- -\- sociare to join, fr.

socius companion — more at soci.al] vt 1 : to join as a partner,
friend, or companion 2 065 ; to keep company with : attend
3 : to join or connect together : combine 4 : to bring together in
any of various ways (as in memory or imagination) '— vi 1 : to
come together as partners, friends, or companions 2 : to combine
or join with other parts : unite syn see join

2as>S0'Ciate \9-'so-s(h)e-9t, -shst, -s(h)e-,at\ n 1 : a fellow worker
: partner, colleague 2 ; companion, comrade — associate adj

as-so.ci.a-tion \9-,so-se-'a-sh9n, -she-\ n 1 : the act of associating
; the state of being associated 2 : an organization of persons hav-
ing a common interest : society 3 : something Unked in memory
or imagination with a thing or person 4 : the process of forming
mental connections or bonds between sensations, ideas, or memories
5 ; the formation of polymers by Unkage through hydrogen bonds
6 : a major unit in ecological community organization character-
ized by essential uniformity and usu. by two or more dominant
species — as-so.ci-a.tion-al \-shnal, -sh3n-'l\ adj

association football n : joccer
as-SO-cia.tive \9-'so-s(h)e-,at-iv, -sh9t-iv\ adj 1 : of or relating

to association esp. of ideas or images 2 : dependent on or ac-

quired by association or learning 3 : combining elements in such
a manner that the result is independent of the grouping <addition

is an -^ operation) — as-so.cia.tive-ly adv
as. soil \9-'s6i(3)l\ vt [ME assoiJen, fr. OF assoldre, fr. L absolvere
to absolve] 1 archaic X absolve, pardon 2 archaic ; acquit,
clear 3 archaic : expiate — as.soil.ment \-m3nt\ n, archaic

as.SO.nance \'as-9-n9n(t)s\ n [F, fr. L assonare to answer with the
same sound, fr. ad- + sonare to sound — more at sound] 1 ! re-

semblance of sound in words or syllables 2 a : relatively close

juxtaposition of similar sounds esp. of vowels b ; repetition of
vowels without repetition of consonants (as in story and holy) used
as an alternative to rhyme in verse — as.so-nant \-n9nt\ adj or n

as soon as conj : immediately at or just after the time that

aS'SOrt \9-'s6(9)rt\ vb [MF assortir, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) -\- sorte sort]

vt 1 : to distribute into groups of a Uke kind ; classify 2 : to
supply with an assortment or variety (as of goods) -^ vi 1 ; to

agree in kind : harmonize 2 : 10 keep company : associate
— as-sort-a.tive \3-'s6rt-9t-iv\ adj — as.sort.er n

aS'Sort.ed \3-'s6rt-9d\ adj 1 : consisting of various kinds
2 : matched, sufted <an \W-assorted pair)

as.sort-ment\-'s6(9)rt-m9nt\/i 1 : the act of assorting ; thestate
of being assorted 2 : a collection containing a variety of sorts

aS'SUage \9-'swaj\ vt [ME aswagen, fr. 0¥ assouagier, fr. (assumed)
VL assuaviare, fr. L ad- + suavis sweet — more at sweet] 1 ; to
lessen the intensity of (pain) ; ease 2 : pacify, quiet 3 : appease,
quench syn see relieve — as*suage.ment \-m3nt\ n

aS'Sua.sive \9-'swa-siv. -ziv\ adj : calming, soothing
aS'SUme \9-'siim\ vt [ME assumen, fr. L assumere, fr. ad- + sumere
to take — more at consume] 1 a : to take up or in : receive
b : to take into partnership, employment, or use 2 a : to take to or
upon oneself : undertake b : to put on (clothing) ; don 3 : seize,

usurp 4 ; to take in appearance only 5 : to take as granted or
true : suppose 6 : to take over (the debts of another) as one's own
syn assume, affect, pretend, simulate, feign, counterfeit, sham
mean to put on a false or deceptive appearance, assume often implies
a justifiable motive rather than an intent to deceive; affect im-
pUes making a false show of possessmg, using, or feeling; pretend
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assuming 54 astronomy
Implies overt and sustained profession of what is known to be false
or not genuinely believed or felt; simulate suggests assuming the
appearance of something (as an emotion) by imitating the signs of
it; FEIGN implies more artful invention than pretend, less specific
mimicry than simulate; couNTERFErr implies achieving the highest
degree of verisimilitude of any of these words; sham imphes an
obvious falseness that fools only the gullible

aS'Suni'ing aclj : pretentious, presumptuous
as-sump-Sit \3-'s3m{p)-s3t\ n [NL, he undertook, fr. assumere to
undertake, fr, L] 1 a : a common-law action alleging damage from
a breach of agreement b ; an action to recover damages for breach
of contract or promise 2 : a promise or contract not under seal on
which an action of assumpsit may be brought

aS'Sump.tion \a-'s3m{p)-sh3n\ n [ME. fr. LL assumption-,
assumption fr. L, taking up, fi". assumptus, pp. of assumere] 1 a : the
taking up of a person into heaven b cap : the church feast com-
memorating the Assumption of the Virgin Mary that is observed on
August 15 2 : a taking to or upon oneself 3 : the act of laying
claim to or taking possession of 4 : arrogance, pretension
5a: the supposition that something is true b : a fact or statement
taken for granted 6 : the taking over of debts of another

as.sutnp.tive \3-'s3ni(p^-tiv\ adj : assumed, assuming; also

; arrogant
as*siir<ance \3-'shur-3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act of assuring ; pledge
2 : the state of being sure or certain 3 : security, safety 4 : the
act of conveying or the instrument or other legal evidence of the
conveyance of real property 5 chiejly Brit : insurance 6 : self=
confidence, self-reliance 7 : audacity, presumption syn see
certainty, confidence

as-sure \a-'shu(3)r\ v/ [ME assuren, fr. MF assurer, fr. ML
assecurare, fr. L ad- + securus secure] 1 : to make safe (as from
risks or against overthrow) : insure 2 : to give confidence to

: reassure 3 : to make sure or certain : convince 4 : to inform
positively 5 : to make certain the coming or attainment of : GUAR-
ANIEE syn see ENSURE
las-sured \3-'shuond\ adj la: safe, sure b : unquectionable,
CERTAIN c : guaranteed 2a: confident, self-possessed
b : complacent 3 : (onvinced — as-sured>ly X-'shiir-ad-le,
-'shui3)rd-\ adv — as-sured-ness V'shiir-ad-nas, -'shuo)rd-\ n

2assured «. pi assured or assureds 1 : the person in whose favor
an insurance policy stands 2 : a person who is insured

aS'Sur-er nr as-siir-or \a-'shur-3i-\ n : one that assures : insurer
as<sur-gent \3-'s3r-J3nt\ adj [L assurgent-, assurgens, prp. of
assurgere to rise, fr. ad- + surgere to rise — more at surge] : as-
cending, rising; esp : ascendant lb
AS-syr«i*an \a-'sir-e-3n\ n 1 : a member of an ancient Semitic race
forming the Assyrian nation 2 ; the Semitic language of the
Assyrians — Assyrian adj

As-syr-i-ol-o.gist \9-,sir-e-'al-3-J3st\ n : a specialist in Assyriology
AS-syr-i'Ol«0-gy \-Je\ n : the science or study of the history,
language, and antiquities of ancient Assyria

-ast \,ast, 5st\ n sujfix [ME, fr. L -asles, fr. Gk -astes, fr. verbs in
-azein'i : one connected with (ecdysin^r)

astar•hoard \3-'star-b3rd\ adv : toward or on the starboard side

AS-tar-te \a-'start-e\ n [L. fr. Gk Astartel Z the Phoenician goddess
of fertility and of sexual love

astat*ic \(')a-'stat-ik\ odj 1 : not static : not stable or steady
2 ; having Uttle or no tendency to take a fixed or definite position
or direction — astat>i>caMy \-i-k(s-)le\ adv — astaM-cism
\-'stat-a-,siz-3m\ n

as*ta*tine \'as-t3-,ten\ n [Gk astatos unsteady, fr. a- + statos
standing, fr histanai to cause to stand — more at stand] : a radio-
active halogen element discovered by bombarding bismuth with
helium nuclei and also formed by radioactive decay — see element
table

as-ter \'as-t3r\ n 1 [NL. genus name, fr. L,
aster, fr. Gk aster-, aster star, aster — more at
star] : any of various chiefly fall-blooming
leafy-stemmed composite herbs (Aster and
closely related genera) with often showy heads
containing tubular flowers or both tubular and
ray flowers 2 [NL, fr. Gk aster-, aster'[ ; a
system of gelated cytoplasmic rays typically
arranged radially about a centrosome at either
end of the mitotic spindle and sometimes per-
sisting between mitoses
i-as-ter \,as-t9r, 'as-\ n suffix [ME, fr. L,
suffix denoting partial resemblance] : one that
is inferior, worthless, or not genuine (critic-

s-aster n comb form [NL, fr. Gk aster'\ : star

aster

<di.

aS'te.rla \a-'s r-e-3\ . a precious stone, fr. Gk, fern, of
osienos starry, ir aster-, aster} : a gem stone cut to show asterism

as>te*ri-at>ed \-e-.at-3d\ adj [Gk asterios] ; exhibiting asterism
(sense 2)

las-ter-isk \'as-t3-,risk\ n JLL asteriscus, fr. Gk asteriskos, Ut.,

little star, dim. of aster-, aster} : the character *used in printing
writing as a refer*

letters or words
aasterisk vt : to m,
as-ter-lsm x'as-ta-
range in consteila

ark indication of the omission of

an asterisk : star
n [Gk asterpmos, fr. asterizein to ar-

-. aster-, aster} 1 a : CONSTELLATION
_ . .. small grouD of stars 2 : the optical phenomenon of a stars
shaped figure exhibited by some crystals by reflected Ught (as in a
star sapphire! or by tran.^mitted light (as in some mica) 3 : three
asterisks arranged in the form of a pyramid (as * # * or # * *) esp. in
order to direct attention to a following passage

astern \3-'si3rn\ adv 1 ; behmd a ship or aircraft ; in the rear
2 : at or toward the stem of a ship or aircraft 3 : stem foremost
: BACKWARD

aster>nal \('>a-'st9ni-'l\ adj 1 : not attached to the sternum
2 : having no sternum

las-ter-oid \'as-t3-,r6id\ n [Gk asteroeides starlike. fr. aster-,

aster] 1 ; one of thousands of small planets between Mars and
Jupiter with diameters from a fraction of a mile to nearly 500 miles
2 : starfish

^asteroid adj 1 : resembling a star 2 : of or resembling a starfish

as>the*nia \as-*the-ne-a\ n [NL, fr. Gk astheneia, fr. asthenes
weak, fr a- -t- sthenos strength] : lack or loss of strength : OEBitrrY

as-tbeU'lc \-'then-ik\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or exhibiting asthenia

: WEAK 2 ! characterized by slender build and slight muscular
development ; ectomorphic
asth.ma \*az-m3\ n [ME asma, fr. ML, modif. of Gk asthma^

: a condition of continuous or paroxysmal labored breathing
accompanied by wheezing, a sense of constriction in the chest,
and often attacks of coughing or gasping — asth-mat<ic \az-
•mat-ik\ adj or n — astb>niat-i>cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

as tUough conj : as if

as* tig'mat -iC \,as-tig-'mat-ik\ adj {a- + Gk stigmat-, stigma mark— more at stigma] 1 : affected with, relating to, or correcting
astigmatism 2 : showing incapacity for observation or discrimina-
tion — as-tlg>niat>i-cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

astig-ma-tism \3-'stig-m3-.tiz-3m\ n 1 : a defect of an optical sys-
tem (as a lens) in consequence of which rays from a point fail to
meet in a focal point resulting in a blurred and imperfect image
2 ; a defect of vision due to astigmatism of the refractive system of
the eye and esp. to corneal irregularity 3 : distorted understand-
ing suggestive of the blurred vision of an astigmatic person

astir \»-'st9r\ adj 1 : exhibiting activity 2 : being out of bed ; up
as to prep 1 : with regard or reference to : as for ; about <at a loss
as to how to explain the mistake) 2 : according to : by (graded
as to size and color)

asto>tna>tal \(')a-'stam-3t-*l, -'st6-m3t-\ adj ; lacking stomata
asto.ma*tous \-'stam-3t-3s, -'sto-mat-X adj : lacking a stoma
aS'ton.ied \3-'stan-ed\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of astonien} archaic

: dazed, DISMA'i ed
as-ton-ish \3-'stan-ish\ vt [prob. fr. earlier astony (fr. ME astonen,
astonien, fr. OF estoner, fr. — assumed — VL extonare. fr. L ex- -\-

tonare to thunder) -I- -ish (as in abolish)} 1 obs : to strike with
sudden fear 2 : to strike with sudden wonder syn see surprise

as*ton>ish.inent \-m3nt\ n 1 : the state of being astonished;
also : f ONSTERNATION 2 : a cause of amazement or wonder
las.tOlUid \3-'staund\ adj [ME astoned, fr. pp. of astonen} archaic

: ASTOUNDED
^astound vb : to fill with bewildered wonder syn see surprise
astr- or astro- comb form [ME astro-, fr. OF, fr. L astr-, astro-, fr.

Gk, fr. astron — more at star] 1 ; star : heavens : astronomical
<a.??/-ophysics) 2 ; aster of a cell <ajrrosphere>

lastrad'dle \3-'strad-^l\ adv : on or above and extending onto both
sides : astride

^astraddle prep : with one leg on each side of : astride
AS'traea \a-'sire-3\ n [L. fr. Gk Astraia} : the goddess of justice in
Greek mythology

as.Ua.gal \'as-tri-gal\ n [L astragalus, fr. Gk astragalos ankle-
bone, molding] : a narrow half-round molding — as>trag>a>!ar
\a-'strag-3-!3r\ adj

as.trag.a.lus \3-'strag-3-l3s\ n, pi as.trag.a-li \-.1t, -,Ie\ [NL.
fr. Gk astragalos} 1 : one of the pro.ximal bones of the tarsus of
the higher vertebrates — compare talus 1 2 : astragal

aS'tra.khan or as.tra.chan \'as-tra-k3n, -,kan\ n, often cap
lAstrakhan, U.S.S.R.] 1 : karakul of Russian origin 2 : a cloth
with a usu. wool, curled, and looped pile resembling karakul

as.tral \'as-tr3l\ adj [LL astralis, fr. L astrum star, fr. Gk astron}
1 a ; of or relating to the stars b : consisting of stars : starry
2 ; of or relating to a mitotic aster 3 : of or consisting of a super-
sensible substance held in theosophy to be next above the tangible
world m refinement 4 : visionary; also : exalted — as>tral>ly
\-tr3-le\ adv

astray \3-'stra\ adv (or adj) [ME, fr. MF estraie wandering, fr.

estraier to stray — more at stray] 1 : off the right path or route
; STRAYING 2 : into error ; mistaken

lastride \3-'sirTd\ adv 1 : with one leg on each side 2 : with the
legs stretched wide apart

aastride prep 1 : on or above and with one leg on each side of
2 : placed or lying on both sjdes of 3 : spanning, bridging

as-trlu-gen-cy \a-'strin-j3n-se\ n ; the quality or state of being
astringent

las.triU'gent \a-'strin-j3nt\ adj [prob. fr. MF, fr. L astringent-,

astringens, prp. of astringere to bind fast, fr, ad- + stringere to
bind tight — more at strain] 1 : able to draw together the soft

organic tissues : styptic, puckery {^ lotions) <an '^ fruit)

2 : suggestive of an astringent effect upon tissue : austere; also

: tonic — as-trin-gent'ly adv
2astringent « : an astringent agent or substance
as-tro-cyte \'as-tr5-,sTt\ n [ISV] : a star-shaped cell (as of the
neuroglia) — as-tro-cyt-ic \,as-tr3-'sit-ik\ adj

as-tro-dome \'as-tr3-,dom\ n [ISV] : a transparent dome in the
upper surface of an airplane from within which the navigator makes
celestial observations _
aS'tro.gate \*as-tr3-,gat\ vb iostr- -)- -gate (as in navigate)} X to

navigate in interplanetary space —_ as»trO'ga*tion \,as-tra-'ga-

sh3n\ n — as-tro'ga-tor \';

of celestial bodies before the invention of the sextant
as-lroLo-ger \3-'stral-9-jar\ n : one who practices astrology

as.trO'log.i.cal \,as-tr3-'laj-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to astrology
— as-trO'log-i-cal'ly \-k(3-Ue\ adv

as-trol.O.gy \3-'stral-a-je\ n [ME astrologie, fr. MF, fr. L astrologia,

fr Gk, fr. astr- -\- -logia -logy] 1 obs : astronomy 2 ; the divina-

tion of the supposed influences of the stars upon human affairs and
terrestrial events by their positions and aspects

as.trc>naut \'as-tr3-,ndt, -,nat\ n iastr- ¥ -naut (as in aeronaut)}

: a traveler in interplanetary space — as-tro»nau«ti»caI \,as-tr3-

n6t-i-k3l, -'nat-\ adj — as-tro-nau-ti-caMy \-ko-)le\ adv

as.tro-nau.tics \-'n6t-iks. -'nat-\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : the

science of the construction and operation of vehicles for travel in

inteiTJlanetary or interstellar space 2 : astrogation
as*tro.nav>i>ga4ion \,as-(.)tr6-,nav-9-'ga-sh3n\ n : celestial
NAVlG\TlON
aS'tron.Q.mer \3-'stran-3-m3r\ n : one who Is skilled in astronomy
or who makes observations of celestial phenomena

as.tro.nom.i.Gal \,as-tr3-'nam-i-k3l\ or as.tro.nom-ic \-ik\ adj
1 ; of or relating to astronomy 2 : enormously or inconceivably
large <^ figures) — as'tro-nom.i'cal.ly \-i-k(3-ile\ adv
astronomical unit n : a unit of length used in astronomy equal to the
mean distance of the earth from the sun or about 93 million miles

as-tron>o*my \3-'stran-s-me\ n [ME astronomie, fr. OF, fr. L
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astronomia, fr. Gk, fr. astr- + -nomia -nomy] 1 ! the science of the
celestial bodies and of their magnitudes, motions, and constitution
2 : a treatise on astronomy

as.tro.pho.tog.ra.phy \,as-(,)tro-f3-'tagra-fe\ n [ISV] : the ap-
pUcation of photography to astronomical investigations
as-tro-phys-i-cal \,as-tr3-'fiz-i-ksl\ adj : of or relating to astro-
physics

as.tro.phys.i-cist \-'fiz-3-s3st\ n : a specialist in astrophysics
as-trO.phys.iCS \-'fiz-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ISV] : a
branch of astronomy dealing with the physical and chemical con-
stitution of the celestial bodies
as-trcsphere \'as-tr3-.sfi(3)r\ n [ISV] 1 : centrosphere 2 : an
aster exclusive of the centrosome

as-tute \3-'st(y)ut, a-\ adj [L astutus, fr. astus craft] ; sagacious;
also : WILY syn see shrewd — a5-tute<ly adv — as>tute-ness n

As-ty.a.nax \a-'stT-3-,naks\ n [Gk] : a son of Hector and Androm-
ache hurled by the Greeks from the walls of Troy
astyJar \(')a-'stT-l3r\ adj [a- + Gk stylos pillar — more at steer]
; having no columns or pilasters

asun^der \3-'S3n-d3r\ adv {or adj) 1 : into parts <tom '--'> 2 : apart
from each other in position (wide '^>

as well as prep : in addition to : besides
as yet adv ; up to the present time ; yet
asy-lum \3-'si-l3m\ n [me, fr. L. fr. Gk asylon^ neut. of asylos
inviolable, fr, a- + sylon right of seizure] 1 : an inviolable place of
refuge and protection giving shelter to criminals and debtors
: SANCTUARY 2 I a place of retreat and security ; shelter 3a: the
protection or inviolability afforded by an asylum ; refuge b : pro-
lection from arrest and extradition given esp. to political refugees
by a nation or by an embassy or other agency enjoying diplomatic
immunity 4 : an institution for the relief or care of the destitute
or afflicted and esp. the insane

asyill'inet*ric \,a-s3-'me-trik\ adj [Gk asymmetria lack of pro-
portion, fr. asymmetros iil-proportioned, fr. a- + symmetros sym-
metrical — more at symmetry] ; not symmetrical — asym-met'Ti-
cal \-tri-k3!\ adj — asym-met>n-cal<ly \-k(3-jle\ adv — asym-
me-try XOa-'sim-a^treV n

asyinp>tom<at>iC \,a-,sim(p)-t3-'mat-ik\ adj : presenting no sub-
jective evidence of disease — asynip>tom-at>i-caI>ly \-i-kC9-)le\

as<ymp-tote \'as-3mCp)-.tot\n [prob.fr. (assumed) NLasymptotus,
fr. Gk asymptotes, fr. asymptotos not meeting, fr. a- + sympiptein
to meet — more at symptom] : a line that is the limiting position of
a tangent to a curve as its point of contact recedes indefinitely along
an infinite branch of the curve — as.ymp.tot»ic \,as-3m(p)-
'tat-ik\ adj — as-ymp<tot<i*cal<Iy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

asyn.chro.nism VOa-'sio-krs-.niz-am, -'sin-\ or asyn.chro.ny
\-kr3-ne\ n : the quality or state of being asynchronous

asyii>cIiro*nous \-kr3-n9s\ adj : not synchronous — asyn-chro-
nous-ly adv

as*yii-c[et>lc \,as-'n-'det-ik\ adj : marked by asyndeton — as»yn-
det.i.cal.ly \-i-kC301e\ adv

asyn.de.ton \a-'sin-d9-,tan\ n, pi asyndetons or asyn.de-ta
\-d3t-3\ [LL, fr. Gk, fr. neut. of asyndetos unconnected, fr. a- +
syndetos bound together, fr. syndein to bind together, fr. syn- +
aein to bind] : omission of the conjunctions that ordinarily join
coordinate words or clauses (as in / came, I saw, I conquered)
lat\3t, {')a\.\prep [ME, fr. OE a?/; akin to OHG az at, L a^/] 1 —
used as a function word to indicate presence or occurrence in, on,
or near (staying '^ a hotel) (-^ a party) <sick ^-- heart) 2 — used
as a function word to indicate the goal of an indicated or Implied
action or motion <aim •-« the target) (laugh '^ him) (creditors are
'^ him again) 3 — used as a function word to indicate that with
which one is occupied or employed i^ work) <~ the controls)
<an expert <-- chess) 4 — used as a function word to indicate
situation in an active or passive state or condition <a criminal --^

liberty) ('^ rest) 5 — used as a function word to indicate the
means, cause, or manner (sold '^ auction) (laughed '^ his joke)
<act '^ your own discretion) 6 a — used as a function word to
indicate the rate, degree, or position in a scale or series (the
temperature -^ 90) (~ first) b — used as a function word to
indicate age or position in time (will retire ^ 6S> (awoke ^ mid-
night)

2at \'at\ n, pi at [Siamese] — see kip at money table
at see AD-
At>a<brine X'at-a-brgn, -,bren\ trademark — used for quinacrJne
At.a.Ian.ta \,at-=l-'ant-3\ n [L, fr. Gk Atalante'] ; a beautiful and
fleet-footed heroine of Greek legend who challenges her suitors
to a race and who is defeated when she stops to pick up three
golden apples dropped by one of the suitors

at all \3-'t61, 3t-'6i\ adv 1 ; in all ways : indiscriminately (will
go anywhere at all} 2 : in any way or respect : to the least extent
or degree ; under any circumstances (not at all likely)
at-a>mau \,at-3-'man\ n [Russ] : hetman
at.a.mas.co lily \.at-a-"mas-(.)ko-\ n [attamusco, lit., it is red
(in some Algonquian language of Virginia)] : any of a genus
{Zephyranthes) of American bulbous herbs of the amaryllis family
with pink, white, or yellowish flowers

at-a.Tactic \,at-3-'rak-tik\ or at-a-rax-ic \-'rak-sik\ n u
fr, Gk ataraklos calm, fr. a~ -H tarassein; ataraxic fr. Gk
calmness, fr. a- + tarassein to disturb — more at dreg] ; a tran-
quilizer drug — ataraqtic adj

at>a<vism \'at-a-,viz-am\ n [F atavisme, it. L atavus ancestor]
1 : recurrence in an organism or in any of its parts of a form
typical of ancestors more remote than the parents usu. due to
recombination of ancestral genes 2 : an individual or character
manifesting atavism : throwback — at*a>vist \-vast\ n — at-a-
vis.tic \.at-3-'vis-tik\ adj — at-a-vis-tLcaMy \-'vis-ti-k(3-)le\
adv
atax-ia \a-'tak-se-3\ n [Gk, fr. a- -I- tassein to put in order — more
at TACTICS] 1 : lack of order : confusion 2 : an inabQity to
coordinate voluntary muscular movements symptomatic of some
nervous disorders — atax>ic \-sik\ adj
late past oj EAT
aate \'at-e, 'at-; 'a-,ta, 'a-,te\ rt [Gk Atel 1 cap i a Greek goddess
held to lead gods and men to rash actions 2 : blind impulse.

-ation

reckless ambition, or excessive folly that drives men to ruin
l-ate \at, .at\ n sujjix [ME -at, fr. OF. fr. L -atus, -atum, masc.
& neut. of -atus, pp. ending] 1 : one acted upon (in a specified
way) (distilltire) 2 [NL -atum, fr. L] : chemical compound or
complex anion derived from a (specified) compound or element
(phenolare) (ferra/e>; esp : salt or ester of an acid with a name
ending in -ic and not beginning with hydro- (borare)

2-ate n sujjix [ME -at, fr. OF, fr. L -atus, fr. -atus, pp. ending]
: office : function : rank : group of persons holding a (specified)
office or rank or having a (specified) function (vicara/e)

3-ate adj sujjix [ME -at, fr. L -atus, fr. pp. ending of 1st conj.
verbs, fr. -a-, stem vowel of Jst conj. + -tus, pp. suffix — more at
-ED] 1 : acted on (in a specified way) : brought into or being in
a (specified) state (temperare) 2 : marked by having (crania/e>

*-ate \,at\ vb sujjix [ME -aten, fr. L -atus, pp. ending] : act on
(in a specified way) (insulare) ; cause to be modified or affected
by (camphora/e) ; cause to become <activa/e> : furnish with
(capacitate)

At<e>bnn \"at-3-br3n\ trademark — used for quinacrine
-at.ed \.at-ad\ adj sujjix : 3.ate (locularerf)
ate.lier \,at-*i-'ya\ n [F] 1 : an artist's or designer's studio or
workroom 2 ; workshop

a tem.po \a-'tem-(,)po\ adv (or adj) [It] : in time — used as a
direction in music to return to the original rate of speed

Ate.ri.an \3-'tir-e-9n\ adj [F aterien, fr. Bir el-Aler (Constantine),
Algeria] ; of or relating to a Paleolithic culture of northern Africa
characterized by Mousterian features, tanged arrow points, and
leaf-shaped spearheads
Ath-a.na.sian X.ath-a-'na-zhan, -'na-shanX adj : of or relating to
Athanasius (1373) the bishop of Alexandria or his advocation of
the homoousian doctrine against Arianism
Atbanasian Greed n : a Christian creed originating in Europe
about A.D. 400 and relating esp, to the Trinity and Incarnation
Ath.a.pas-kan or Ath.a.pas-can \.ath-3-*pas-kan\ or Ath-a-
bas-can or Ath.a.bas-ban \-'bas-\ n [Cree Athap-askaw, an
Athapaskan people, lit., grass or reeds here and there] 1 : a lan-
guage stock of the Na-dene group in No, America 2 : a member
of a people speaking an Athapaskan language
atbe.ism \*a-the-,iz-am\ n [MF atheisme, fr. athee atheist, fr. Gk
atheos godless, fr. a- + theos god] 1 a : disbelief in the existence
of deity b ; the doctrine that there is no deity 2 : ungodliness,
WICKEDNESS

atlie>ist \'a-the-3st\ n : one who denies the existence of God— athe«is-tic \.a-the-'is-tik\ adj — atbe.is.ti.cal.Iy \-'is-tl-
k(3-)le\ adv
syn agnostic, deist, freethinker, unbeliever, infidel: an
ATHEIST is one who denies the existence of God and rejects all

religious faith and practice; an agnostic withholds belief because
he is unwilling to accept the evidence of revelation and spiritual
experience; deist rejects the conception of God as an active ruler
and guide known through revelation while believing in a supreme
being as creator of the universe; freethinker suggests loss of faith
and a belief only in the rational and credible; unbeliever implies
loss or lack of religious faith without suggesting a substitute for it;

infidel usu. applies to one belonging to a faith (as the Muham-
madan) other than Christian or Jewish and commonly connotes an
enemy of the true faith

ath.e=ling \'ath-3-lio. 'ath-\ n [ME, fr. OE setheling, fr. sethelu
nobility, akin to OHG adal nobility] : an Anglo-Saxon prince or
nobleman; esp : the heir apparent or a prince of the royal family
Athe.na \3-"the-n3\ or Atlie-ne \-(.)ne\ n [Gk Athene'^ : the
goddess of wisdom and of women's crafts in Greek mythology

ath-e>nae<iim or ath«e*ne.um \,ath-3-'ne-3m\ n [L Athenaeum,
a school in ancient Rome for the study of arts, fr. Gk Athenaion,
a temple of Athena, fr. Athene'] 1 : a literary or scientific associa-
tion 2 ; a building or room in which books, periodicals, and
newspapers are kept for use

atll-er>0<ma \,ath-3-'ro-m3\ n [NL atheromat-, atheroma, fr. L,
a tumor containing gruellike matter, fr. Gk atheroma, fr. athera
gruel] : fatty degeneration of the inner coat of the arteries —
ath<er*o-ma<to>sis \-,ro-m3-'to-s3s\ n — ath>er>o>ma-ton5
\,ath-3-'ram-3t-3S. -'rom-\ adj

ath-ero-scle.ro-sis \.ath-3-ro-skl3-'ro-S3s\ n [NL, fr. atheroma
+ sclerosis] : an arteriosclerosis characterized by the deposition
of fatty substances in and fibrosis of the inner layer of the arteries— ath.ero-scle-rot-ic \-skl3-'rat-ik\ adj

athirst \3-'th3rst\ adj [ME, fr. OE ojihyrst, pp. of ojthyrstan to
suffer from thirst, fr. oj off, from -H thyrstan to thirst — more at
OF] 1 ; thirsty 2 : eager, longing syn seeFAGER

ath.lete \'ath-,let\ n [ME, fr. L athleta, fr. Gk athletes, fr. athlein
to contend for a prize, fr. athlon prize, contest] : one who is

trained to compete in exercises, sports, or games requiring physical
strength, agility, or stamina

athlete's foot n : ringworm of the feet

ath-let-ic \ath-'let-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to athletes or athletics

2 ; characteristic of an athlete; esp : VIGOROUS, active 3 : charac-
terized by heavy frame, large chest, and powerful muscular develop-
ment : mesomorphic 4 : used by athletes — ath.let-i-cal-ly
\-'let-i-kf3-)le\ adv — atli>let>i*cism \-'let-3-,siz-3m\ n

ath'let'iCS \ath-'let-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : exercises,

sports, or games engaged in by athletes 2 : the practice or prin-
ciples of athletic activities

ath-0-dyd \'ath-3-,did\ n laero-thcTmodvnamic duct] : a jet engine
(as a ramjet engine) consisting essentially of a continuous duct of
varying diameter which admits air at the forward end, adds heat
to it by the combustion of fuel, and discharges it from the after end

at home \3t-'hom\ n : a reception given at one's home
ath-rccyte \'ath-r3-,sTt\ n [Gk athroos together, collected -1- ISV
•cyte] ; a cell capable of picking up foreign material and storing
it ingrjinular form in its cytoplasm — ath-ro-cy'to-sis \.ath-
r3-,si-'to-S3s\ n
lathwart \3-'thw6(3)rt, naut ojten -•th6(3)rt\ adv 1 ; across esp.
obliquely 2 : so as to thwart
2athwart prep 1 : across 2 : in opposition to
atilt \3-'tilt\ adj (or adv) 1 : tilted 2 : with lance in hand
-a-tion \'a-sh3n\ n sujjix [ME -acioun, fr. OF -ation, fr. L -ation-,

-atio, fr. -atus -ate -I- -ion-, -to -ion] ; action or process (flirtanon)
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-afive

; something connected with an action or process (discolorario/i)

-a.tive \,at-iv, 3t-\ adj sujjix [ME, fr. MF -atij, fr. L -aiivus, fr.

-atus + -ivus -ive] : of, relating to, or connected with (authori-
taiive} : tending to <taIkanVf >

At>ka mackerel \,at-ka-, ,at-\ n [Atka Island, Alaska] : a greenhng
{Pleurogrammus monoplerygius) of Alaska and adjacent regions
valued as a food fish

iAt>Ian<te>an \,at-,lan-'te-3n, 3t-'lant-e-\ adj ; of, relating to, or
resembling Atlas : sfrong
2AUantean adj : of or relating to Atlantis
At<lan>tiC time \3t-'lant-ik-\ n lAtlantic ocean] : the time of
the 4th time zone west of Greenwich that includes the Canadian
Maritime provinces

At*lan>tlS \3t-'lant-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk] : an island sunk according to
the ancients beneath the ocean west of the Strait of Gibralur

at.las \'at-l3s\ n [L Atlant-, Atlas, fr. Gk] 1 cap a : a Titan forced
to bear the heavens on his shoulders b ; one who bears a heavy
burden 2 a : a bound collection of maps b : a bound collection
of tables, charts, or plates 3 : the first vertebra of the neck 4 pi
usu at>lan<tes \3t-'lant-C,)ez\ : a figure or half figure of a man
used as a column to support an entablature

At>li \'at-le\ n [ON] : a king in Norse mythology who marries
Gudrun after Sigurd's death and who is slain by her to avenge
his treachery to her brothers
at*man \'aj-m3n\ n, ojten cap [Skt atman, lit., breath, soul; akin
to OHG atum breath] 1 Hinduism : the innermost essence of
each individual 2 : the supreme universal self

at<mom*e-ter \ai-'mam-3t-ar\ n [Gk atmos + E -meter'\ ; an
instrument for measuring the evaporating capacity of the air

at*mo*spliere \'at-m3-.sfi(a)r\ n [NL almosphaera, fr. Gk atmos
vapor + L sphaera sphere; akin to Gk aenai to blow — more at
wind] 1 a : a gaseous mass enveloping a heavenly body (as a
planet) b : the whole mass of air surrounding the earth 2 : the
air of a locality 3 : a surrounding influence or environment
4 : a unit of pressure equal to the pressure of the air at sea level

or approximately 14.7 pounds to the square inch 5 a ; the overall
aesthetic effect of a work of art bra dominant effect or appeal
at-mcspher-ic \,at-m3-'sfi(3)r-ik, -'sfer-\ adj la: of or relating to
the atmosphere b : resembling the atmosphere : airy c : occur-
ring in or actuated by the atmosphere 2 ; having, marked by, or
contributing aesthetic or emotional atmosphere — at>mo<spIier-
i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

at*mo>5pher>ics \-iks\ n pi : disturbances produced in radio re-

ceiving apparatus by atmospheric electrical phenomena; also : the
electrical phenomena causing such disturbances

atoll \'a-,t61, -.tal, -.tol, 'a-\ n [Maldivian aiolu} ; a coral island
nsisting of a reef
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atoU

moreatTOME] 1

;

of the minute indi-
visible particles of
which according to ancient materialism the universe is composed
2 : a tiny particle : err 3 a : the smallest particle of an element that
can exist either alone or in combination b ; a group of such par-
ticles constituting the smallest quantity of a radical 4 : the atom
considered as a source of vast potential energy
atom bomb or atomic bomb « 1 : a bomb whose violent explosive
power is due to the sudden release of atomic energy resulting from
the splitting of nuclei of a heavy chemical element (as plutonium or
uranium) by neutrons in a very rapid chain reaction — called also
fission bomb 2 ; any bomb whose explosive power is due to the
release of atomic energy — at>om-bomb \,at-3m-'bam\ vt

atom>iC \3-'tam-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or concerned with atoms,
atomic energy, or atomic bombs 2 : minute 3 oj a chemical ele-

ment : existing in the state of separate atoms — atom-i'Cal*ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

atomic clock n : a precision clock that depends for its operation on
an electrical oscillator regulated by the natural vibration frequen-
cies of an atomic system (as a beam of cesium atoms)
atomic cocktail n t a radioactive substance (as sodium iodide)
administered orally in water to patients with cancer
atomic energy n : energy that can be liberated by changes in the
nucleus of an atom (as by fission of a heavy nucleus or fusion of
light nuclei into heavier ones with accompanying loss of mass)

at>0-miC-i>ty \,at-3-'mis-3t-e\ n 1 a : valence b : the number of
atoms in the molecule of an element c : the number of replaceable
atoms or groups in the molecule of a compound 2 : the state of
consisting of atoms
atomic mass n ; the mass of any species of atom usu. expressed in
atomic mass units

atomic mass unit n : a unit of mass for expressing masses of atoms,
molecules, or nuclear particles equal to Vis of the atomic mass of the
most abundant oxygen isotope gO's
atomic number n ; an experimentally determined number charac-
teristic of a chemical element that represents the number of protons
in the nucleus which in a neutral atom equals the number of elec-

trons outside of the nucleus and that determines the place of the
clement in the periodic table — see element table

atomic pile n : reactor
atom-ics \3-'tam-iks\ n pi but sing in constr ; the science of atoms
esp. when involving atomic energy
atomic theory n 1 : a theory of the nature of matter; all material
substances are composed of minute panicles or atoms of a compar-
atively small number of kinds and all the atoms of the same kind are
uniform in size, weight, and other properties — called also atomic
hypothesis 2 : any of several theories of the structure of the atom;
esp : one based on experimentation and theoretical considerations
holding that the atom is composed essentially of a small positively
charged comparatively heavy nucleus surrounded by a compara-
tively large arrangement of electrons

atomic weight n : the average relative weight of an element re-

ferred to some element taken as a standard with hydrogen some-
times being assigned an atomic weight of 1 but oxygen with an
atomic weight of 16 or carbon with an atomic weight of 12 usu.
being taken as a basis — see element table

«', pi. of atomus atom]

at-om-ism \'at-a-,miz-3m\ n ; a doctrine that the universe Is com-
posed of simple indivisible minute particles ~ at<om*ist \-msst\ n

at>om*lS'tic \,at-3-'mis-tik\ adj 1 : of or relating to atoms or
atomism 2 : composed of many simple elements; also : divided
into unconnected or antagonistic fragments <an '^ society) —
at-om.is.ti.cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

at>om.is-tlC3 \,at-3-'mis-tiks\ n pi but sing in constr ; a science
dealing with the atom or with the use of atomic energy

at>om>iza.tion \-ma-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of atomizing
at*om-ize \'at-3-,mTz\ vt 1 : to reduce to minute particles or to a
fine spray 2 : to treat as made up of many discrete units 3 ; to
subject to atomic bombing
at>om>iz*er \-,mT-z3r\ n ; an instrument for atomizing esp. a per-
fume or disinfectant
atom smasher n ; accelerator d
at'O^my \*at-a-me\ n [irreg. fr. L

: ATOM, MITE
aton*al \('ia-'ton-'l, (')a-\ orfj : marked by avoidance of traditional
musical tonality; esp : organized without reference to key or tonal
center and using the tones of the chromatic scale impartially —
aton.al.ism \-M-,iz-3m\ n — aton-al-ist \-'l-asi\ n — aton-al-
iS'tic \,a-,ton-'l-'is-tik\ adj — ato*nal>i-ty \.a-to-'naI-3t-e\ n— aton-al-ly \('ja-'t6n-''l-e\ adv
atone \3-'ton\ vb [ME atonen to become reconciled, fr. at on in
harmony, fr. at + on one] vt 1 obs : reconcile 2 : to supply
satisfaction for : expiate ~ vi : to make amends
atoue>ment \-m3nt\ n 1 obs : reconciliation 2 : the reconcilia-
tion of God and man through the death of Jesus Christ 3 ; repara-
tion for an offense or injury ; satisfaction 4 Christian Science
: the exemplifying of nian's oneness with God

aton.lc \(')a-'tan-ik\ adj 1 : characterized by atony 2 : uttered
without accent or stress — ato>nlc>i>ty \,a-to-'nis-3t-e\ n

at'O.uy \'at-''n-e\ n [LL atonia, fr. Gk, fr. atonos without tone, fr.

a- + tonos tone] : lack of physiological tone esp. of a contractile
organ
latop \3-'tap\ prep : on top of
2atop adv {or adj), archaic : on, to, or at the top
-a.tor Ai5u//i";c[ME -atourjr. OF& L; OF, fr. L -a/or, fr. -a/«5 -ate +
-or} : one that does (totalizator)

at-ra.bil.iOUS X.a-tra-'bil-yssX adj IL atra bilis black bile] 1 ; given
to or marked by melancholy : Gloomy 2 ; ill-natured, peevish
AUeus \'a-.trus, "a-tre-asX n [L, fr. Gk] ; a king of Mycenae and
father ofAgamemnon and Menelaus

atri-al \'a-tre-3l\ adj : of or relating to an atrium
atriO.ven.triCU-lar \,a-tre-(,)o-(,)ven-'trik-ya-lar\ ad/ [NL atrium

-\- E ventricular} : of, relating to, or located between an atrium and
ventricle of the heart

atrip \3-*trip\ adj ; hove just clear of the ground — used of an
anchor
atri.um \'a-tre-3m\ n, pi atria \-tre-3\ also atri-ums [L] 1 : the
central hall of a Roman house 2 [NL, fr. L] : an anatomical
cavity or passage; esp ; the main chamber of an auricle of the heart
or the entire auricle

atrO-CiOUS \3-'tro-sh3s\ adj [L atroc-, atrox gloomy, atrocious, fr.

atr-, ater black + -oc-, -ox (akin to Gk dps eye) — more at EYE]
1 : extremely wicked, brutal, or cruel 2 : barbaric 3 : savage-
ly fierce : murderous 4 : appalling, terrible, horrifying <an^ act) 5 : very bad : abominable (^ handwriting) syn see out-
rageous — atrO'Cious-ly adv — atro-cious-ness n

atroc-i-ty \3-'tras-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being atrocious
2 : an atrocious act, object, or situation

atroph'ic \a-'traf-ik, a-\ adj : relating to or marked by atrophy
lat-ro.phy \*a-tr3-fe\ n [LL atrophia, fr. Gk, fr. atrophos ill fed, fr.

a- + trephein to nourish; akin toGk ihrombos c\o\., curd] ; decrease
in size or wasting away of a body part or tissue; also ; arrested
development or loss of a part or organ incidental to the normal
development or life of an animal or plant

2atrophy vr : to undergo atrophy ~ vr : to cause to undergo atrophy
at«ro«pine \'a-tr3-,pen, -panV n [G airopin, fr. NL Airopa, genus
name of belladonna, fr. Gk Atropos'] : a poisonous white crystalline
alkaloid C17H23NO3 from belladonna and related plants used esp. to
relieve spasms and to dilate the pupil of the eye

At>ro<pos \'a-tr3-,pas, -pas\ n [Gk] : the one of the three Fates in
classical mythology who cuts off the thread of life

at-tach \3-'tach\ vb [ME attachen, fr. MF attacher. fr. OF estachier,

fr. esiache stake, of Gmc origin; akin to OE siaca stake] vr 1 ; to
take by legal authority esp. under a writ 2 : to bring (oneself) into
an association 3 ; to bind by personal ties 4 : connect, tie

5 : ascribe, attriblte '^ VI ; to become attached ; adhere syn
see FASTEN — at-tach-able \-'tach-3-bsl\ adj

at*ta-Che \,at-3-'sha. ,a-,ta-\ n [F, pp. of attacher'i ; a technical
expert on the diplomatic staff of his country at a foreign capital

at<ta.ch6 case \3-'tash-e-, -'tash-.a-; ,at-a-*sha-. ,a-,ta-'sha-\ n ; a
small suitcase used esp. for carrying papers and documents

at>tached adj : permanently fixed when adult
at*tach>ment \3-'tach-mant\ n 1 ; a seizure by legal process; also

: the writ or precept commanding such seizure 2 a : the state of
being personally attached : FiOELrrv b : regard 3 : a device
attached to a machine or implement 4 : the physical connection by
which one thing is attached to another 5 ; the process of physically
attaching
lat-tack \3-'tak, substand -'takt\ vb at>tacked \-'takt, substand
-'tak-t3d\ at<tack-ing \-'tak-io, substand -'tak-tio\ [MF aitaquer,
fr. (assumed) Olt estaccare to attach, fr. stacca stake, of Gmc
origin; akin to OE siaca] vt 1 ; to set upon forcefully 2 : to assail

v^^th unfriendly or bitter words 3 : to begin to affect or to act

upon injuriously 4 : to set to work upon ~ v^ ; to make an attack
syn attack, assail, assault, bombard, storm mean to make an

onslaught upon, attack implies taking the initiative in a struggle;

ASSAIL implies attempting to break down resistance by repeated
blows or shots; assault suggests a direct attempt to overpower by
suddenness and violence of onslaught; bombard implies attacking
with bombs or shells; in extended use it suggests continuous pester-
ing; storm implies attempting to break into a defended position by
the irresistible weight of rapidly advancing numbers

^attack n 1 : the act of attacking : assault 2 : an offensive or
antagonistic action 3 : the beginning of destructive action (as by a
chemical agent) 4 : tiie setting to work upon some imdertaking
6 ; the act or manner of begiiming a musical tone or phrase 6 : a
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I active episode of a chronic or recurrent dis-fit of sickness; esp

ease
at-tain \s-'tan\ vb [ME atteynen, fr. OF ataindre, fr. (assumed) VL
atlaiigere, fr. L attingere, fr. ad- + langere to touch — more at
TANGENT] vt 1 I ACHIEVE, ACCOMPLISH 2 z to come into posscssion
of ; OBTAIN 3 : to arrive at -^ vi : to come or arrive by motion,
growth, or effort syn see reach — at'tain-ahil-i-ty \3-,ta-nG-
'bil-3t-e\ n— at<tam-al)Ie X-'ta-na-balV fid>'— at-tain^ahle-ness n

at-tain-der \9-'tan-d3r\ n [ME atiaynder, fr. MP ataindre to
accuse, attain] 1 : extinction of the civil rights and capacities of
a person upon sentence of death or outlawry 2 : dishonor

at-tain-ment \3-*tan-mant\ n 1 : the act of attaining : the condi-
tion of being attained 2 ; something attained ; accomplishment
syn see acquirement
1at>taint \a-'tant\ vt [ME attaynten, fr. MF ataint, pp. of ataindre"]
1 : to affect by attainder 2 a obs : infect, corrupt b archaic
; taint, sully 3 archaic ; accuse

^attaint n, obs ; a stain upon honor or purity ; disgrace
at-tar \'at-3r, 'a-,tar\ n [Per 'atir perfumed, fr. 'iVr perfume, fr. Ar]

: a fragrant essential oil (as from rose petals); also ; fragrance
lat-tempt \3-'tem(p)t\ vt [L attemptare, fr. ad- + temptare to
touch, try — more at tempt] 1 ; to make an effort toward : try —
often used with an infinitive 2 archaic : tempt 3 archaic : to try to
subdue : attack — at-tempt-alile X-'temip^-ta-balX adj
syn attempt, try, endeavor, essay, strive mean to make an

effort to accompUsh an end. attempt implies making an essentially
single effort and usu. suggests failure; try stresses effort or experi-
ment made in the hope of testing or proving something; endeavor
heightens the implications of exertion and difficulty; essay implies
difficulty but also suggests tentative trying or experimenting;
strive implies great exerrion against great difficulty and specifically
suggests persistent effort

^attempt n 1 : the act or an instance of attem.pting; esp : an unsuc-
cessful effort 2 archaic ; attack, assault

at*tend \3-'tend\ vb [ME attenden, fr. OF atendre, fr. L attendere,
lit., to stretch to, fr. ad- + tendere to stretch — more at thin] vt

1 archaic ; to give heed to 2 : to look after or take charge of
3 archaic a : to wait for b : to be in store for 4a: to go or stay
with as a companion, nurse, or servant b : to visit professionally
as a physician 5 : to be present with : accompany 6 : to be
present at ~ vr 1 : to apply oneself 2 : to apply the mind or pay
attention 3 : to be ready for service 4 obs : wait, stay 5 : to
take charge : see <I'11 -- to that) syn see accompany

at.ten.dance \3-'ten-dan(t)s\ n 1 ; the act or fact of attending
2a: the persons or number of persons attending b : the number
of times a person attends
lat-ten-dant \3-'ten-d3nt\ adj : accompanying or following as a
consequence

2attendant n l : one who attends another to render a service;
esp : an employee who waits on customers 2 ; something that ac-
companies ; concomttant 3 : one who is present

at-ten*tion \a-'ten-ch3n\ n [ME attencioun, fr. L attention-, atten-
tion fr. attentus, pp. of atiendere} la: the act or state of attending
esp. through applying the mind to an object of sense or thought
b ; a condition of readiness for such attention involving esp. a
selective narrowing or focusing of consciousness and receptivity

- 2 : observation, notice; esp : cgnsideration with a view to action
3 a ; an act of civility or courtesy esp. in courtship b ; attentive-
NESS 4 : a position assumed by a soldier with heels together,
body erect, arms at the sides, and eyes to the front — often used as
a command — at*ten*tlon>al X-'tench-nal, -'ten-ch3n-^l\ adj

at^ten.tive \3-'tent-iv\ adj 1 ; heedfltl, observant 2 : heedful
of the comfort of others : courteous 3 : paying attentions
syn see THOUGfTTFUL — at'Jen-tive.iy adv — at-ten-tive-ness n
lat'ten-U.ate \3-'ten-y9-,wat\ vb [L attenuatus, pp. of attenitare to
make thin, fr. ad- + tenuis thin — more at thin ] vr 1 : to make thin
or slender 2 : to lessen the amount, force, or value of : weaken
3 : to reduce the severity, virulence, or vitality of 4 : to make
thin in consistency : rarefy -^ vi ; to become ttiin, fine, or less~ at'ten*u-a>tion \3-,ten-ya-'wa-sh3n\ n

2at<ten>u>ate \3-'ten-ya-w9t\ adj 1 : attenuated 2 : tapering
gradually usu. to a long slender point {-^ leaves)

at'test \3-*test\ vh [MF attester, fr. L attestari, fr. ad- + testis wit-
ness — more at testament] vt 1 a ; to affirm to be true or genuine;
specij : to authenticate by signing as a witness b : to authenticate
officially 2 ; to establish or verify the usage of 3 : to be proof of
; manifest 4 : to put on oath '— vi x to bear witness ; testify — at-
teS'ta'tion \,a-,tes-*ia-sh3n, ,at-a-'sta-\ n — at'test-er n

at.tic \'at-ik\ n [F attique, fr. attiqiie of Attica, fr. L Atticus'\ 1 : a
low story or wall above the main order of a facade in the classical
styles 2 : a room behind an attic 3 : the part of a building im-
mediately below the roof
lAt-tic \'at-ik\ adj [L Atticus, fr. Gk Atiikos, fr. Attike Attica,
Greece] 1 : Athenian 2 : marked by simplicity, purity, and refine-
ment

2AttiC n : a dialect of ancient Greek orig. used in Attica and later
the literary language of the Greek -speaking world

at>tl<cism \'at-3-,siz-3m\ n, ojten cap ; a characteristic feature of
Attic Greek language or hterature

lat.lire \9-'tT(3)r\ vt [ME attiren, fr. OF atirier, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) +
tire order, rank, of Gmc origin; akin to OE tir glory; akin to L
deus god] 1 : DRESS, array 2 : to clothe with rich garments

2attire n 1 : dress, clothes; esp ; splendid or decorative clothing
2 : the antlers or antlers and scalp of a stag or buck

at.ti.tude \'at-9-.t(y)ud\ « [F, fr. It attitudine, fr. attitudine apti-
tude, fr. LL aptitudin-, apiitudo fitness — more at aptitude]
1 : the arrangement of the parts of a body or figure : posture
2 a : a mental position with regard to a fact or state b ; a feeling
or emotion toward a fact or state 3 : the position of something in
relation to a frame of reference

at-ti'tu.di-nize \,at-3-'t(y)iid-='n-,Tz\ vi : to assume an affected
mental attitude : pose

at'tcrn \3-'t9rn\ vi [ME attoumen, fr. MF atorner, fr. OF, fr. a-
(fr. L ad-) + tamer to turn] : to agree to become tenant to a new
owner or landlord of the same property — at*torn>nient \-ra3nt\ n
at'tor-ney \a-'t3r-ne\ n [ME attourney, fr. MF atorne, pp. of
atornerl : one who is legally appointed by another to transact
business for him; specij : a legal agent qualified to act for suitors

and defendants in legal proceedings syn see lawyer — at<tor-
ney-ship \-,ship\ n

attorney general n, pi attorneys general or attorney generals
; the chief law officer of a nation or state who represents the govern-
ment in Udgation and serves as its principal legal advisor

at-tract \3-'trakt\ vb [ME attracten, fr. L aitractus, pp. of attra-
here, fr. ad- + trahere to draw — more at draw] vt : to cause to
approach or adhere: as a : to pull to or toward oneself or itself

b : to draw by appeal to natural or excited interest, emotion, or
aesthetic sense : entice ^ vi : to exercise attraction — at* tract-
able \-'trak-ta-b3l\ adj — at-trac-tor \-'trak-tar\ n
syn ALLURE, charm, captivate, fascinate, enchant: attract is

the broadest of these in application, stressing only the fact of having
or exerting power to draw; allure implies an enticing by what is

fair, pleasing, or seductive; charm implies the power of casting a
spell over the person or thing affected and so compelling a re-
sponse, but it may, like captivate, suggest no more than evoking
dehght or admiration; fascinate suggests a magical influence and
tends to stress the ineffectiveness of attempts to resist; enchant is

perhaps the strongest of these terms in stressing the appeal of the
agent and the degree of delight evoked in the subject

at-trac.tion \3-'trak-sh3n\ n 1 : the act, process, or power of
attracting; specij : personal charm 2 % an attractive quality, ob-
ject, or feature 3 ; a force acting mutually between particles of
matter, tending to draw them together, and resisting their separation
syn attraction, affintty, sympathy mean the relationship exist-

ing between things or persons that are naturally or involuntarily
drawn together, attraction implies the possession by one thing
of a quality that pulls another to it; affinity implies a suscepti-
bility or predisposition on the part of the thing or person that is

drawn; sympathy implies a reciprocal or natural relation between
two things that are both susceptible to the same influences

at'traC'tive \3-'trak-tiv\ adj : having the power to attract; specij
; charming — at'trac-tive-ly adv — at«trac-tive.ness n

at.trib.Ut-able \3-'trib-y3t-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being attributed
lat.tri-bute \'a-tr3-.byut\ n [ME, fr. L attributus, pp. of attribuere
to attribute, fr. ad- + tribuere to bestow — more at tribute]
1 : an inherent characteristic; also : an accidental quality 2 : an
object closely associated with or belonging to a specific person,
thing, or office; esp : such an object used for identification in
painting or sculpture 3 : a word ascribing a quahty; esp ; adjec-
tive syn see qualtty
2at.tlib.ute \3-'trib-y3t\ vt 1 : to explain by way of cause 2 a : to
regard as a characteristic of a person or thing b : to reckon as
made or originated in an indicated fashion c ; classify, designate
syn see ascribe — at.trib»ut'er n

at.tri.bu-tion \,a-tra-'byii-sh3n\ n : the act of attributing; also : an
ascribed quality, character, or right

at-trib-u-tive \3-'trib-y3t-iv\ adj : relating to or of the nature of
an attribute : attributing; specij : joined directiy to a modified
noun without a linking verb {red in red hair is an ^^ adjective) —
compare predicate — attrihutive n — at-trib-U'tive-ly adv

at«trit«ed \3-'xnt-3d\ adj : worn by attrition

at*trl*tion \9-'trish-3n\ n [L attrition-, attritio, fr. attritus, pp. of
aiterere to rub against, fr. ad- + terere to rub — more at throw]
1 [ME atiricioiin, fr. (assumed) ML attrition-, attritio, fr. L] : sor-
row for one's sins that arises from a motive other than that of the
love of God 2 : the act of rubbing together : friction; also : the
act of wearing or grinding down by friction 3 : the act of weaken-
ing or exhausting by constant harassment or abuse— at>trl>tion*aI
\-'trish-n3l, -'trish-9n-^l\ adj

at'tune \3-'t(y)Un\ vt : to bring into harmony ; tune — at>tune-
ment \-m3nt\ n

atyp-i-cal \(')a-'tip-i-k3l\ adj t not typical : irregular — atyp-i-
caMy \-k(9-)le\ adv

au.bade \o-'bad\ n [F, fr. (assumed) OProv aubada, fr. OProv
alba, auba dawn, fr. (assumed) VL alba, fr. L, fern, of albus white]
1 ; a song or poem greeting the dawn 2 a : a morning love song
b : a song or poem of lovers parting at daybreak 3 : morning

lau-bum \'6-b3rn\ adj [ME auborne blond, fr. MF, fr. ML alburnus
whitish, fr. L albus] 1 ; of the color auburn 2 : of a reddish
brown color
2auburn n : a moderate brown
AUobus.sou \'o-b3-,so"\ n lAubusson, France] 1 : a figured scenic
tapestry used for wall hangings and upholstery 2 ; a rug woven
to resemble the tapestry Aubusson
au cou^rant \o-kii-ra"\ adj [F, lit., in the current] : fully in-
formed ; up-to-date
lauc-tiou y6k-sh9n\ n [L auction-, audio, lit., increase, fr. auctus,
pp. of augere to increase] 1 : a public sale of property to the high-
est bidder 2 : the act or process of bidding in some card games
sanction v^ auction-ing \-sh(9-)mr]\ : to sell at auction <^e<^ off
his library)

auction bridge n : a bridge game differing from contract bridge in
that tricks made in excess of the contract are scored toward game

auC'tion.eer \,6k-sh3-'ni(3)r\ n i an agent who sells goods at
auction — auctioneer vt

auc<tO'ri>al \6k-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj [L auctor author — more at
author] : of or relating to an author
au°da>cious \6-'da-sh9S\ adj [MF audacieux^ fr. audace boldness,
fr. L audacia. It. audac-, audax bold, fr. audere to dare, fr. avidus
eager — more at avid] 1 a : intrepidly daring : adventurous
b ; recklessly bold : rash 2 ; contemptuous of law, religion, or
decorum : insolent 3 : marked by audacity — au*da>cious>ly
adv — au-da-clous-ness n

au-daC'i-ty \6-'das-3t-e\ n [ME audacite, fr. L audac-, audax]
1 : the quality or state of being audacious: a : boldness b : im-
pudence 2 : an audacious act syn see temerity

au.di.bil.i-ty \,6d-9-'bil-9t-e\ n : audible quaUty or state

au>di*ble \'6d-3-b3l\ adj [LL audibilis,J.x. L audire to hear; akin
to Gk aisthanesthai to perceive, Skt avis evidently] ; heard or
capable of being heard — au>di*bly \-ble\ adv

au.di-ence \'6d-e-9n(t)s, 'adA n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L audientia, fr.

audient-, audiens, pip. of audire] 1 : the act or state of hearing
2 a : a formal hearing or interview b : an opportunity of being
heard 3 a ; a group of listeners or spectators b : the reading
pUbUc 4 : FOLLOWING
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au^dile \'6-,dTl\ n [L audire to hear] : a person whose mental
imagery is audiioiy rather than visual or motor — aadile adj

iau>dio \'6d-e-,o\ adj iaudio-'\ 1 : of or relating to acoustic,
mechanical, or electrical frequencies corresponding to normally
audible sound waves which are of frequencies approximately from
15 to 20,000 cycles per second 2 a : of or relating to sound or its

reproduction and esp. high-fidelity reproduction h ; relating to

or used in the transmission or reception of sound
2audiO n 1 : the transmission, reception, or reproduction of sound
2 : the section of television equipment that deals with sound

audio- comb jorm [L audire to hear] 1 : hearing (audiometer)
2 ; sound <(7M£//ophile> 3 : auditory and (aurf/o-visual)

au-dl*om<e>ter \,6d-e-'am-at-3r\ n : an instrument_used in measur-
ing the acuity of hearing_— au*dio-met>ric \,6d-e-a-'me-trik\ adj
— aU'di.om.e.try \,6d-e-*am-s-tre\ n

au>diO-plUle \'6d-e-3-,fn\ n : one who is enthusiastic about sound
reproduction and esp. music from high-fidelity broadcasts or
recordings

au>diO'Vl*5U<al \,6d-e-(,)o-'vizh-(3-)w3l, -'vizh-si\ adj 1 : of or
relating to both hearing and sight 2 : making use of both hearing
and sight in teaching
lau-dit \'6d-at\ n [ME. fr. L auditus act of hearing, fr. auditus, pp.]
1 a : a formal or official examination and verification of an account
book b ; a methodical examination and review 2 : the final report
of an examination of books of account by auditors
2audit vt 1 : to examine with intent to verify 2 : to attend (a

course) without working for or expecting to receive formal credit

lau-di-tiOU \6-'dish-3n\ n [MForL; MF. fr. I. audition-, auditio. fr

auditus, pp. of audire^ 1 : the power or sense of hearing 2 : the

act of hearing; esp : a critical hearing 3 : a trial performance to

appraise an entertainer's merits
sauditiou vb au-di-tion-ing \-'dish-(3-)niQ\ vt : to test in an audi-
tion — v/ : to give a trial performance

au-di-tive \'6d-3i-iv\ adj ; AuorrORY
aU'di'tor \'od-3t-3r\ n 1 ; one that hears or listens 2 ; one au-
thorized to examine and verify accounts 3 : one that audits a
course of study _
au-di<tO'n>um \,6d-3-'tor-e-3m, -'t6r-\ n 1 : the part of a public
building where an audience sits 2 : a room, hall, or building used
for public gatherings

au*di>to*ry \'od-3-,tor-e. -,tor-\ adj : of, relating to, or experienced
through hearing

auditory nerve n : either of the Sth pair of cranial nerves connecting
the inner ear with the brain and transniitiing impulses concerned
with hearing and batttnce

au lait \o-'fa\ adj [F, lit., to the point] 1 : fully competent
: (ARABLE 2 : fully informed : familiar 3 : socially correct

Aul*Kla>rung \'auf-,kla-r3ri. -,kler-3o\ " [G] : enlightenment 2

au loud \o-*fo"\ adv [F] : at bottom : fundamentally
aul Wie-der-seh-eu \auf-*ved-3r-.za(-3)n\ inierj [G, lit., till seeing
again] — used to express farewell

Au-ge-an \6-'je-3n\ adj [L Augeas, king of Elis, fr. Ok Augeias:
fr the legend that his stable, left neglected for thirty yea
finally cleaned by Kercules] : extremely filthy or corrupt

aU'ger \'6-g3r\ n [ME, alter, (resultirig from
a nauger) of nauger, fr. OE najogar: akin to

OHG nabuger auger; both fr a prehistoric WGmcs
NGmc compound whose constituents are repre-
sented by OE naju nave and gar spear — more at

GORE] 1 : a tool for boring holes in wood con-
sisting of a shank with a crosswise handle for

tuiTiing, a central tapered feed screw, and a pair
of cutting lips 2 : any of various instruments or
devices made like an auger and used for boring
(as in soil) or forcing through (as a meat grinder)

laugllt \'6t. 'at\ pron [ME, fr. OE awiht, fr. a ever
+ wiht creature, thing — more at aye, wight]
archaic : ANYTHING screw, 3 tapc.-

2angllt adv, archaic : at all iug pod
taught n [alter, (resulting from incorrect division
of a naught) of naught'^ 1 ; zero, cipher 2 archaic : nonentity,
NOTHING

au>gite \'6-,iTt\ n [L augites, a precious stone, fr. Gk augites}

1 ; a mineral consisting of an aluminous usu. black or dark green
pyroxene in igneous rocks 2 : pyroxene — au-git-ic \6-'jit-ik\

adj
laug.ment \6g-'ment\ vb [ME augmenten, fr. MF qugmenter, fr.

LL augmentare. fr, au^rnemum increase, fr. augere to increase —
more at ek.e] vi ; to become augmented : increase -^ vt 1 : to

enlarge or increase esp. in size, amount, or degree 2 : to add an
augment to syn see increase — aug-ment-able \-s-bal\ adj
— aug-meut*er n
2aug>meut \'og-,meni\ n : a vowel prefixed or a lengthening of the
initial vowel to mark past time esp. in Greek and Sanskrit verbs

aug*tneu-ta*tion X.og-msn-'ta-shan. -,men-\ n 1 : the act or proc-
ess of augmenting 2 : the state of being augmented 3 : somethmg
that augments
laug'men.ta-live \og-'ment-at-iv\ adj 1 : able to augment
2 : indicating large size and sometimes awkwardness or unattrac-
tiveness — used of words and affixes; compare diminutive
^augmentative n : an augmentative word or affix

aug>nient-ed \6g-'ment-9d\ adj. oj a musical interval ; made greater

by one half step than a major or perfect interval

au gra-tin \6-'grai-^n, 6-. -'grat-\ adj [F, lit., with the burnt
scrapings from the pan] : covered with bread crumbs, butter, and
cheese and browned
lau.gur \*6-g3r\ n [L; prob. akin to L augere"] 1 : an official di-

viner of ancient Rome 2 : soothsayer, diviner
aaugur vt 1 ; to foretell esp. from omens 2 : to give promise of

: PRESAGE '^ vi : to predict the future esp. from omens
aU'gu.ry \'6-gya-re. -ga-\ n 1 ; divination from omens or portents
or from chance events (as the fall of lots) 2 : omen, portent
au>gUSt \6-'gast\ adj [L augustus: akin to L augere to increase]

: marked by majestic dignity or grandeur — au-gust-ly adv
— aU'gust-ness n
Au.gust \"o-g3st\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. L Augustus, fr. Augustus Caesar
tI4 AD. Roman emperor] : the Sth month of the Gregorian
calendar
Au-gus-tan \6-'g5S-t3n\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of
Augustus Caesar or his age 2 : of, relating to, or characteristic

augers: 1, 2,

great auk

of the neoclassical period In England — Augustan n
lAU'gus.tin.i.an \,6-g3-'stin-e-3n\ adj 1 : of or relating to St.

Augustine or his doctrines 2 : of or relating to any of several
orders under a rule ascribed to St. Augustine — AU'gus-tin»i«an-
ism \-e-3-,ni2-3m\ n

^Augustinian « 1 : a follower of St. Augustine 2 : a member of an
Augustinian order; specij : a friar of the Hermits of St. Augustine
founded in 1256 and devoted to educational, missionary, and parish

au jus \o-*zhu(s). -'jlis; o-zhi£\ adj [F, lit., with juice] : served in

the juice obtained from roasting
auk \'6k\ n [Norw or Icel alk, alka, fr. ON
alka: akin to L olor swan] : any of several
black and white short-necked diving seabirds
(family Alcidae) that breed in colder parts of
the northern hemisphere

auk'let \'0-kl3i\ n : any of several small auks
of the No. Pacific coasts
au lait \5-'la\ adj [F] : containing milk
aiUd \'61(d), 'al(dA adj, chiefly Scot : old
auld lang syne \,6l-,fd)ao-'zTn, ol-.fdMao-.
,01-. -'sin\ n [Sc, lit., old long ago] : the good
old times
au ua.tu-rel \,o-,nat-3-'rei\ adj [F] la: be-
ing in natural style or condition b : nude
2 : cooked plainly

aunt X'ant, 'ant\ n [ME, fr. OF ante, fr. L an
amma mother, nurse, Gk amma nurse] 1 :

father or mother 2 : the wife of one's uncle
aur- or auri- comb form [L, fr. auris ~~ more at ear] 1 : ear (aural)
(atiri'scope) 2 ; aural and <aur/nasal>

au.ra \'or-3\ n [.ME, fr. L, air, breeze, fr. Gk; akin to Gk aer air]

1 a : a subtle sensory stimulus b ; a distinctive atmosphere sur-
rounding a given source 2 : a luminous radiation ; nimbus
3 : a subjective sensation fas of lights) experienced before an at-

tack of some nervous disorders
au>ral \*6r-3l\ adl : of or relating to the ear or sense of hearing
— au-ral'iy \-3-le\ adv
aurar p! aj EVRm
au«re.ate \*6r-e-3t\ adj [ME aureat. fr. ML aureatus decorated with
gold, fr, L aureus golden — more at oriole ] 1 : of a golden color
or brilliance : resplendent 2 : marked by affected, grandiloquent,
and rhetorical style

au*re-ole \'6r-e-,61\ or au*re*0<la \6-'re-3-l3\ n [ME aureole
heavenly crown worn by saints, fr. ML aureola, fr. L. fem. of aureo-
lus golden — more at oriole] 1 ; a radiant light around the head
or body of a representation of a sacred personage 2 : radiance,
AtiRA 3 : the luminous area surrounding the sun or other bright
light when seen through thin cloud or mist ; corona
Au.reo-my.cin \,6r-e-o-'mTs-=n\ trademark — used for chlortetra-
cvcline
au re.voir \,or-3v-'war, .6r-\ n [F, lit., till seeing again] : good-bye
aU'riC \'or-ik\ adj [L aurum gold — more at oriole] : of, relating

derived from gold esp. when trivaleni

au-ri-cle \'0r-i-k3l\ n [L
2b b : the chamber or

blood from the
uricles 2 : an angular

la. fr. dim. of auris ear] 1 a : pinna
her of the chambers of the heart that
ins and forces it into the ventricle or
ir ear-shai>^ anatomic lobe or process

au*riC*U*la \6-'rik-y3-la\ n [NL. fr. L, external ear] 1 : a yellows
flowered Alpine primrose (Primula auricula) 2 ; auricle

au*riC>U>lar \6-'rik-y3-l3r\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or using the ear
or the sense of hearing 2 : told privately 3 : known by the sense
of hearing 4 : of or relating to an auricle or auricula

au»nc-u-late \6-'rik-ya-l3t\ adj ; having ears or auricles

au-ric-u-lo-ven.triC'U'lar \6-,rik-y3-.16-(,)ven-'irik-ya-lar\ adj
: ATRIOVh^^^RICULAR

au.ril-er-OUS \0-'rif-(9-) rssX adj [L aurijer, fr. aurum + -jer -ferous]

: gold-oeiuiag
Au-ri>ga \6-'rT-g3\ n [L (gen. Aurigae), lit., charioteer] : a con-
stellation between Perseus and Gemini

Au*ri>gna*Cian \,6r-en-'ya-shan\ adj [F aurignacien, fr. Aurignac,
France] : of or relating to an Upper Paleolithic culture marked by
finely made artifacts of stone and bone, paintings, and engravings
aU'fOChs \'auf9)-,raks, '6{o)-\ n. pi aurocbs also au-rochs-es [G,
fr. OHG Urohso. fr. uro aurochs 4- ohso ox, akin to OE ur aurochs
— more at ox] 1 : URUS 2 : wisent

aU'ro*ra \3-*r6r-3. 6-, -*i 6r-\ n [L — more at east] : dawn —
au<ro>ral \-3l\ adj — au-ro-re^an \-e-3n\ adj

aurora aus>tra<Iis \-,roi-3-u)6-'sira-l3S, -.r6r-\ n [NL. lit., south-
em aurora] : a phenomenon in the southern hemisphere corre-
sponoing to the aurora borealis in the northern
aurora bo-re.al.is \-,bor-e-'al-3s, -,bdr-\ n [NL, lit., northern
dawn ] : a luminous phenomenon that consists of streamers or
arches of light in the sky at night, is held to be of electrical origin,

and appears to best advantage in the arctic regions
aU'rOUS \'0r-3s\ adj [ISV, fr. L aurum gold — more at ORIOLE] : of,

relaung to, or containing gold esp. when univalent

aUS-CUl>tate \'o-sk3l-,tat\ vt [back-formauon fr. auscultation} : to

examme by auscultation — aus*cul>ta*to*ry \6-*sk.sl-t3-,t6r-e

-,Wi'\ adj
auS*CUl>ta>tion y.b-sksI-'ta-shanX n [L auscultation-, auscultatio

act of listening, fr auscuUatus, pp of ausculiare to listen, akin to L
auris ear — more at ear] : the act of listening to sounds arising

within organs as an aid to diagnosis and treatment

aus>pi-cate \'o-sp3-.kat\ vt [L auspicatus, pp. of auspicari to take
auspices, fr auspic-. auspex} : to initiate or enter upon esp. in a
manner calculated to ensure good luck

aus.pice \'0-spas\ n. pi aus*pic>es \-sp3-s3z, -,sez\ [L auspicium,

fr auspic- auspex diviner by birds, fr. avis bird + specere to look,

look at — more at aviary, spyJ 1 : observation in augury e;.p of

the flight and feeding of birds 2 : a prophetic sign : augur e^p : a
favorable sign 3 pi : kindly patronage and guidance : protection

aus*pi-ci0U5 \6-'spish-9s\ adj 1 : affording a favorable auspice
: pROpmous 2 : attended by good auspices : prosperous syn see

FAVORA.BLE — aus-pi-cious'ly adv — aus-pl>cious<ness n

aus-ten.ite \'6s-t3-,nit, 'as-\ n [P^ fr. Sir W C Roberts- ^wvre/i

tWOiii E metallurgist] : a solid solution In iron of carbon and some-
times other solutes that occurs as a constituent of steel unde
conditions — aus-ten-it-ic \,6s-ta-'mt-ik, ,as-\ adj
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aus-tere \6-'sti(3)r\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L austerus. It. Gk
harsh, severe; akin to Gk hauos dry — more at sere] 1 a : stern and
forbidding in appearance and manner b : somber, grave 2 ; rig-

idly abstemious ; ascetic 3 : unadorned, simple syn see severe— aus'terc'ly adv — aus-tere-ness n
aus-ter-i-ty \6-'ster-3t-e\ « 1 ; the quality or state of being austere
2 a : an austere act, manner, or attitude 1) : an ascetic practice
3 : enforced or extreme economy

Aus-tln \'6s-t3n, 'as-\ adj [ME Austyn, n., Augustinian, fr. LL
Augustinus Si. Augustine] chiejly Brit I augustinian
lAustr- or AustrO- comb Jorm [ME auslr-, fr. L, fr. Austr-, Auster
south wind; akin to L aurora dawn — more at east] 1 ; south
: southern <_4wsrroasiatic) 2 ; AustraUan and <y4u5rro-Malayan>

2Austr- or Austro- combjorm [prob. fr. NL, fr. Austria^ : Austrian
and <.-iui'/'ro-Hungarian>

aus*tral \'6s-tral, "as-X adj 1 ; southern 2 cap : AustraUan
AuS'tra<lia Day \6-'stral-y3-, a-\ n : a national holiday in Australia
obsei-ved in commemoration of the landing of the British at Sydney
Cove in 17SS and observed on Jan. 26 if a Monday and otherwise
on the next Monday

Aiis<tra*lian ballot \-,stral-y3n-\ n : an official ballot printed at
public expense on which the names of all the nominated candidates
and proposals appear and which is distributed only at the polling
place and marked in secret

Australian terrier n : a small rather short-legged usu. grayish
wirehaired terrier of Australian origin

Aus>tra<loid \'6s-tr3-,16id, 'as-\ adj iAustraliSi + E -oid'i : of or
relating to an ethnic group including the Australian aborigines
and other peoples of southern Asia and Pacific islands sometimes
including the Ainu — Austral^old n

aus<tra>10*plth>e>Cine \6-,stra-lo-*pith-3-,sTn, a-\ adj [deriv. of L
ausiralis southern (fr. Austr-, Auster) + Gk piihekos ape] : of or
relating to extinct southern African apes (esp. genus Australopithe-
cus) with near-human dentition — australopithecine n

Aus>trai>orp \'6s-tr3-,!6 0)rp, 'as-\ n lAustralian + Orpington]
: a usu. black domestic fowl developed in AustraUa and valued
for egg production

AU5<tro<asi<at<ic \,6s-(,)tro-,a-zhe-'at-ik, ,as-\ adj ; of, relating
to, or constituting a family of languages once widespread over
northeastern India and Indo-China

Aus-tro-ne-sian X.os-tra-'ne-zhan, ^s-, -sh3n\ adj lAustronesia,
islands of the southern Pacific] : of, relating to. or constituting a
family of agglutinative languages spoken in the area extending from
Madagascar eastward through the Malay peninsula and archipelago
to Hawaii and Easter Island and including practically all the native
languages of the Pacific islands with exception of the Australian,
Papuan, and Negrito languages

aut- or auto- comb jorm [Gk, fr. autos same, -self, self] 1 ; self

: same one (awrism) <auiobiography> 2 : automatic ; self-acting
: self-regulating <aurodyne>

au>ta>coid \'6t-3-,k6id\ n [out- + Gk akos remedy; akin to Olr
hicc healing] : a specific organic substance (as a hormone) forming
in one pan of the body, moving in the body fluid or the sap, and
modifying the activity of the cells of another part — au>ta'COi>daI
\,6t-a-'k6id-^l\ adj

au* tar-Chic \6-'tar-kik\ (wy : autarkic— au-tar-chi-cal \-ki-k3l\
adj
lau-tar-chy \'6-.tar-ke\ n [Gk autarchia, fr. aut- + -archia -archy]
1 : absolute sovereignty 2 ; absolute or autocratic rule

2autarcliy n [by alter ] : autarky
au«tar*kic \6-'tar-kik\ adj % of, relating to, or marked by autarky— au>tar>ki-c.al \-ki-k9l\ adj
au.tar-ky \'6-.tar-ke\ n [G autarkie, fr. Gk autarkeia, fr. autarkes
self-sufficient, fr, aut- -\- arkein to defend, suffice — more at ark]
1 : self-sufficiency, independence; specij : national economic
self-sufficiency and independence 2 : a policy of estabUshing a
self-sufficient and independent national economy

aut.ecol.o-gy \.6t-i-'kal-3-je\ n [ISV] ; ecology deaUng with
individual organism or individual kinds of organisms

au-then-tic \3-'thent-ik, 6-\ adj [ME autentik, fr. MF autentique,
fr. LL authenticus, fr. Gk authentikos, fr. authenies perpetrator,
master, fr. aut- -\- -hentes (akin to Gk anyein to accomplish, Skt
sanoti he gains)] 1 obs : authoritative 2 : worthy of acceptance
or behef : trustworthy 3 : not imaginary, false, or imitation
: genuine— au-then.ti-cal'ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv— au.then. tic-i-ty
\,6-,then-'tis-at-e, -th3n-\ n
syn authentic, genuine, VERriABLE, BONA fide mean being actu-

ally and exactly what the thing in question is said to be. authentic
implies being fully trustworthy as according with fact or actuality
^authentic record) genuine implies accordance with an original or
a type without counterfeiting, admixture, or adulteration {genuine
maple syrup) veritable may stress true existence or actual identity
{veritable offspring) but more commonly merely stresses the suita-
bility of a metaphor {veritable hail of questions) bona fide applies
when sincerity of intention is in question ibona jide sale of secur-
ities)

au-then.ti-cate \s-'thent-i-,kat, 6-\ vt : to prove or serve to prove
the authenticity of syn see confirm — au-tlien>ti>ca>tion
Xaj.theni-i-'ka-shan, (,)6-\ n — au-then-ti-ca-tor \3-'theni-i-
,kat-; -\n

aU'thor \'6-th3r\ n [ME auctour, fr. ONF, fr. L auctor promoter,
originator, author, fr. auctus, pp. of augere to increase — more at
eke] 1 : one that writes or composes a book or other literary work
2 ; one that originates or makes : creator; esp ; god — author vt

au-thor-ing \-th(3-)rir]\ — au-thor«ess \'6-th(a-)r3s\ n — au-
tho-rioal \6-'th6r-e-3l, -'thor-X adj

au.thor-i.tar.i.an Xo-.thar-a-'ter-e-sn, a-, -,th6r-X adj 1 : relating
to or favoring blind submission to authority 2 : relating to or
favoring a concentration of power in a leader or an elite not
constitutionally responsibli^ to the people — authoritarian n —
au>thor-i>tar-}-an<isni X-e-s-.niz-amX n

au-tllor<i-ta>tive Xa-'thar-a-.tat-iv, 6-, -'th6r-\ adj la; having or
proceeding from authority b : entitled to obedience, credit, or
acceptance 2 ; dictatorial, peremptory — au-tbor-i-ta-tive-ly
adv — au*t]ior>i>ta-tive-nes5 n

au-thor-i-ty Xs-'thar-st-e, 6-, -'thor-X n [ME auctorite, fr. OF auc-
torite, fr. L auctoritat-, auctoritas opinion, decision, power, fr.

auctor'l 1 a : a citation used in defense or support; also : the source

9 abut; » kitten; er further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

I joke; T) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; tb tbin; j^ tbis;

from which the citation is drawn b (1) ; a conclusive statement or
set of statements; also ; a decision taken as a precedent (2) ; tes-
timony c ; an individual cited or appealed to as an expert
2a: power to influence or command thought, opinion, or be-
havior b ; freedom granted ; right 3 a : persons in command;
specij : government b ; a governmental agency or corporation
to administer a revenue-producing public enterprise 4 a : grounds,
warrant b : convincing force syn see influence, power
au.tbo.ri.za.Uon X.6-th(3-)ra-'za-sh3n\ n : the act of authorizing

: an instrument that authorizes ; sanction
au*tbo>rize X'o-tha-.rTzX vt 1 : to invest with esp. legal authority

; empower 2 ; to establish by authority (as precedent) : sanction
3 : to furnish a ground for : justify — au-tho-riz>er n

Authorized Version n : a revision of the English Bible carried out
under James I, published in 1611, and widely used by Protestants

au-thor.ship X'o-thar-.shipX n 1 : the profession of writing
2a; the origin of a literary production b : the state or act of
creating or causing
aU'tism X'o-.tiz-amX n : absorption In fantasy as escape from
reality — au>tis-tic X6-'tis-tik\ adj

au-to X'ot-(,)o, 'at-X n : automobile
autp- comb jorm Vauiomobile'] ; self-propelling : automotive
<<2u/otruck)

au<to>an.ti<body X.6t-(,)o-'ant-i-,bad-eX n : an antibody against
one of the constituents of the tissues of the individual that pro-

au-to.bahn X'aut-o-,banX n [G, fr. auto + bahn road] : a German
expressway

au.to.bi-og.ra.pher X.6t-3-(,)bT-'ag-r3-f3r, -be-X n : one who
writes his biography

au-tctiio.graph.i.cal X.ot-a-.bl-a-'graf-i-kglX or au-to-bio-
graph-ic X-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or of the nature of an auto-
biography — au>to<bio*graph>l<cal>ly X-i-k(a-)leX adv
au-to.bi.og.ra.phy X.ot-a-cjbl-'ag-ra-fe, -be-X n ; the biography
of a person narrated by himself

au>to*bus X'6t-o-,basX « {auto + bus'\ : omnibus 1

au.to.ca.tal.y.sis X.6t-o-ks-'tal-3-s3sX « [NL] : catalysis of a
reaction by one of its products — au>to>cat*a-Iyt>ic X-ikat-'l-
'it-ikX adj

au.tocb.tbon Xo-'tak-thanX n, pi autochthonsor au>toch*tho>nes
X-th3-,nezX [Gk autochthon, fr. aut- + chthon earth — more at
humble] 1 a : one supposedly sprung from the ground he inhabits
b ; aborigine, native 2 : something that is autochthonous; esp
: an indigenous plant or animal — au>toch-tho*nism X-ths-.niz-

au'toch.tho.nous Xo-'tak-tha-nasX adj : indigenous, native —
aU'toch.tho.nouS'ly adv ~ aU'toch»tbo.ny \-neX n
lau. to. clave \'dt-o-,klavX n [F. fr. aut- + L clavis key — more at
CLAVICLE] : an apparatus using superheated steam under pressure
^autoclave vt : to subject to the action of an autoclave
au*toc«ra»cy \6-'tak-ra-seX n 1 : government in which one person
possesses unlimited power 2 : the authority or rule of an autocrat
3 : a community or state governed by autocracy

au»t0-crat X'6t-3-,kratX n [F autocraie, fr. Gk autokrates ruling by
oneself, absolute, fr. aut- + -krates ruling — more at -crat] : a
monarch or other person ruling with unlimited authority

aU'to.crat.ic X.ot-a-'krat-ikX adj 1 : of, relating to, or being
autocracy or an autocrat : absolute 2 : characteristic of or
resembling an autocrat : despotic — au-to-crat-i-cal X-i-kslX adj— au'to.crat-i-cal'ly \-k(3-)lex adv

au-to-da-le X.aiit-o-ds-'fa, ,6t-X ", pi au-tos-da-Ie X-oz-ds-X [Pg
auto da je, lit., act of the faith] : the ceremony accompanying the
pronouncement of judgment by the Inquisition and followed by the
execution of sentence by the secular authorities; broadly : the burn-
ing of a heretic

au-to.di.dact X.6t-o-'dT-,daktX « [Gk autodidaktos self-taught, fr.

aut- -I- didaktos taught, fr. didoskein to teach ^more at docile]
: a self-taught person — au-tO'di-dac-tic \-(,)di-'dak-tik\ adj

au.to-dyne X'ot-s-.dmX n [ISV aut- + heterodyne} i a heterodyne
in which the auxihary current is generated in the device used for
rectification

aU'toe.cious X6-'te-shasX adj [aut- -i- Gk oikia house — more at
VICINITY] : passing through all life stages on the same host <'--'

rusts) — au-toe-cious-ly adv — au*toe-cisni X-'te-.siz-amX n
aU'tO-erot'iC X.6t-o-i-'rat-ikX adj : of, relating to, or marked by
autoerotism — au-to-erot*i'Cal-ly X-i-k{3-)IeX adv

au.to-er.o.tism X-'er-a-.tiz-smX or au-to-erot-i-cism X-I-'rat-a-

^iz-smX « 1 ; sexual gratification obtained solely through one's
own organism 2 ; sexual feeUng arising without known external
stimulation
au>tog>a-mous Xo-'tag-a-masX adj : of, relating to, or reproducing
by autogamy
au-tog>a<my Xo-'tag-g-meX n [ISV] : SELF-FERTiLiz.aLTioN : as
a ; pollination of a flower by its own pollen b : conjugation of two
sister cells or sister nuclei of protozoans or fungi

au«to.geu-e«sis X.ot-o-'jen-a-sasX " [NL] : abiogenesis — au-tj)-
ge>net*ic X-ja-'net-ikX adj — au>to-g6<net-i-cal>ly X-l-k(9-)leX
adv
au.tog.e-nous Xo-'taj-s-nssX or au-tcgen-ic X.ot-a-'jen-ikX adj
[Gk autogenes, fr. aut- 4- -genes bom, produced — more at -gen]
1 ; produced independently of external influence or aid ; endogen-
ous 2 ; originating within or derived from the same individual <an
'^ graft) — au-tog-e.nous-ly adv

au.to.gi.ro also au.to.gy.ro \,6t-o-'jT('3)r-(,')oX " [fr. Autogiro.a
trademark] ; a rotary-wing aircraft that employs a propeller for
forward motion and a freely rotating rotor for lift

lau-to.graph X'ot-a-.grafX n [LL autographum, fr. L, neut. of
autographus written with one's own hand, fr. Gk autographos, fr.

out' -I- -graphos written — more at -graph] 1 : something written
with one's own hand: a : an original manuscript b : a person's
handwritten signature 2 ; a representation or trace of an object
produced in a photographic emulsion by the mechanical, electrical,

chemical, or radiation effects of the object itself — aU'tog.ra-phy
Xo-'tag-ra-feX n

aautograph vt 1 : to write with one's own hand 2 : to write one's
signature in or on
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autographic 60 avellane
au-to-grapll.ic \,6t-s-'graf-ik\ ad] 1 ; of, relating to, or constitut-
ing an autograph 2 & oj an instrument : self-recording ft o/ a
record : recorded by a self-recording instrument — au*tO>graph<i-
caMy X-i-ki'a-'leX adv

au-tO'hyp.nO'SiS \,6t-o-hip-'no-s3s\ n [NL] : self-induced
hypnosis

au-to-in-fec-tion \-in-'fek-sh3n\ n [ISV] : reinfection with larvae
produced by parasitic worms already in the body

au-tO*m<OC>u>la>tiOIl \.6t-(,)o-in-^k-y3-'la-sh3n\ n [ISV] 1 : in-
oculation with vaccine prepared from material from one's own body
2 : spread of infection from one part to other parts of the same
body

au-to.in.tox.i-ca-tion \-in-,tak-s3-'ka-shsn\ n [ISV] ; a state of
being poisoned by toxic substances produced within the body either
by body cells or by microorganisms

au-tO'load'ing \,6t-5-'16d-io\ adj : semiautomatic b
aU'tol-O'gOUS \6-'tal-3-g3s\ adj [aut- -I- -ologous (as in homolo-
gous I ] : derived from the same individual

aU'tol.y.sate \6-'tal-3-,sat, -,zat\ n : a product of autolysis
au-tol.y-sin \6-'taI-3-s3n\ n : a substance that produces autolysis
au-toUy-SiS \6-'t"al-3-s3s\ n [NL] : self-digestion occurring in
plant and animal tissues esp. when these are not in normal con-
tinuity with the organism — aU'to*lyt»iC \,6t-^I-'it-ik\ adj

aU'tO*mat \'6t-3-.mat\ n [fr. Automot, a trademark] : a cafeteria in
which food is delivered to patrons from coin-operated compart-

aU'tO'inate \'6t-3- ,mat\ vt [back-formation fr. automation^ 1 : to
operate by automation 2 : to convert to largely automatic opera-
tion : AUTOMATIZE
iau*tO<mat<iC \,6t-3-'mat-ik\ adj [Gk automates self-acting, fr.

aut- + -matos (akin to L ment-, mens mind) — more at mind]
1 a : largely or wholly involuntary; esp : reflex 5 b : acting or
done spontaneously or unconsciously; also : resembling an auto-
maton : MECHANICAL 2 : having a self-acting or self-regulating
mechanism 3 oj a firearm : using either gas pressure or force of
recoil and mechanical spring action for repeatedly ejecting the
empty cartridge shell, introducing a new cartridge, and firing it

syn see spontaneous —au-to-mat-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
^automatic n : a machine or apparatus that operates automatically;
esp : an automatic firearm

au-to.ma-tic-i.ty \,6t-3-m3-'tis-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being automatic

automatic pilot n ; a device for automatically steering ships and
aircraft — called also auto pilot

au.tcma.tion \,6t-&-'ma-sh3n\ n Vautomatic} 1 : the technique
of making an apparatus, a process, or a system operate auto-
matically 2 : the state of being operated automatically 3 : auto-
maucally controlled operation of an apparatus, process, or system
by mechanical or electronic devices that take the place of human
organs of observation, effort, and decision

au*tom*a*tiSin \6-'tam-3-,tiz-3m\ n [F automatisms, fr. automate
automaton, fr. L auiomalonl i a : the quality or state of being
automatic b : an automatic action 2 : a theory that views the
body as a machine and consciousness as a noncontrolling adjunct of
the body 3 : the power or fact of moving independently of external
stimuli or under the influence of external stimuli but independent of
conscious control 4 : suspension of the conscious mind to release
subconscious images — au-tom-a'tist \-'tam-3t-3St\ n

aii»tom«a.ti«za-tion \6-,tam-3t-3-'za-sh3n\ n : automation
aU'tom.a-tlse \6-'tam-3-,tTz\ vt Vautomatic} : to make automatic
au<tom.a*toii \6-'iam-3t-3n, -3-.tan\ n. pi automatons or au-
tom*a-ta \-3t-3\ [L, fr. Ck. neut. of automaioi] 1 : a mechanism
that is relatively self-operating; esp : robot 2 : a machine or con-
trol mechanism designed to follow automatically a predetermined
sequence of operations or respond to encoded instructions 3 ; a
creature who acts in a mechanical fashion
lau.to-mo.bile \,6t-3-mo-'be(3)l. '6t-3-mo-,bel, ,6t-3-*mo-,bel\ adj
[F. fr aut- + mobile} : automotive

2aulomohile n ; a usu. 4-wheeled automotive vehicle designed for
passenger transportation and commonly propelled by an internal
combusdon engineusing avolatile fuel — automobile v: — au-
to-mo-hll<ist \-'be-l3st, -,be-\ n

au-to*mo-tive \,6t-3-'m5t-iv\ adj 1 : self-propelled 2 ; of,
relating to, or concerned with automotive vehicles or machines

au*tO>Uom>iC \,6t-3-'nam-ik\ adj 1 a : acting independently of
volition i'-^ reflexes) b : relating to, affecting, or controlled by the
autonomic nervous system 2 ; due to internal causes or influences
: spontaneous — au*to*nom-i<cal*Iy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

autonomic nervous system n : a part of the vertebrate nervous
system that innervates smooth and cardiac muscle and glandular
tissues and governs involuntary actions

au»ton*0-miSt \6-'tan-3-m3Si\ n : one who advocates autonomy
au*ton*0-mous \6-'tan-3-m3S\ adj [Gk autonomos independent, fr.

aut- + nomos law — more at nimble] 1 ; of, relating to. or marked
by autonomy 2a: having the right or power of self-government
b ; undertaken or carried on without outside control : self-con-
tained 3a: exisEing or capable of existing independently <'^
zooid) b : responding, reacting, or developing independently of
the whole <an '^ growth) 4 : controlled by the autonomic nervous
system syn see free — au>ton>o-mous-ly adv

au»tou«o.my \-me\ n 1 : the quality or state of being autonomous;
esp : the right of self-government 2 ; a self-governing state

au-tO'Phyte \'6t-3-,fTt\ n : a plant capable of synthesizing its own
food from simple inorganic substances — au-to-pliyt'ic \,6t-3-
'fit-ik\ adj— au.to.phyt-l.cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

au»t0'plas*tic \,6C-o-'plas-tik\ adj : of, relating to, or involving
repair of lesions with tissue from the same body — an-tO>plas-
ti^caMy \-ti-k{3-)le\ adv — au>to*plas-ty \'6t-o-.plas-le\ n

au-top-sy \'b-,tap-se, '6t-3p-\ n [Gk autopsia act of seeing with
one's own eyes. fr. aut- + opsis sight, fr. opsesthai to be going to
see] : postmortem examination — autopsy vt

au-to.!a.diegraph \,dt-o-'rad^-3-,graf\ or au.to.ra.dicgram
\-,gram\ n [ISV] : an image produced on a photographic film or
plate by the radiations from a radioactive substance in an object
which is in close contact with the emulsion — aU'to-ra-dlq;gTaph-
ic \-,rad-e-3-'graf-ik\ adj — au>to>ra>di<og>ra>phy \-,rad-e-'ag-
r3-fe\ n

au.to-sex.ing \'6t-o-,sek-sia\ adj : showing characters that are
differential for sex at birth or hatching

au-tO>SO<mal \,6t-3-'s6-m3i\ adj : of or relating to an autosome

an>to>some \'6t-3-,som\ n : a chromosome other than a sex
chromosome
au.to.sug.ges.tion X.ot-o-ssfgl-'jesOil-chsnX n [ISV] : an in-
fluencmg of one's own attitudes, behavior, or physical condition
by mental processes other than conscious thought ; seu-hypnosis

au.to.tel.ic \,6t-o-'tel-ik\ adj [Gk autoteles, fr. aut- + telos end]
: having a purpose in itself — au-to.tel.ism \-'tel-,iz-3m\ n

au-to.tom.ic \,6t-3-'tam-ik\ or au-tot-cmous \6-*tat-3-m3s\ adj
: of, relating to, or characterized by autotomy

au.tot.o.mize \6-'iat-3-,mTz\ vt : to effect autotomy of ^ vi : to
undergo autotomy
au«tOt.0.my \-me\ n [ISV] : reflex separation of a part from the
body : division of the body into two or more pieces

au.to.trans.form.er \.6t-o-f,)tranrt)s-'f6r-m3r\ n ; a transformer
in which the primary and secondary coils have part or all of their

au.to.tioph \'6t-3-,traf\ n [G. fr. autotroph, adj.] : an autotrophic
organism — au-tot-ro.phy \6-'ta-ir3-fe\ n
au.tO.UO.phiC \,6t-3-"traf-ik, -'tro-fikX adj [prob. fr. G autotroph,
fr. Gk auiotrophos supplying one s own food, fr. aut- + trephein to
nourish — more at atrophy] 1 ; needing only carbon dioxide or
carbonates as a source of carbon and a simple inorganic nitrogen
compound for metabolic synthesis 2 ; not requiring a specified
exogenous factor for normal metabolism — au*to>tro>plii>cal<ly
\-i-k(3-ile, -fi-\ adv

au.to.trucfe \'6t-o-^tr3k\ n ; a motor-driven truck
au.to.type \'6t-3-,tip\ n i : f.\csimile 2 a : carbon process b : a
picture made by the carbon_ process — aU'to-typ-ic \,6t-3-'tip-ik\
adj — aU'tO'typy \*6t-3-,ti-pe\ n
aU'tumn \'6t-3m\ n [me autumpne, fr. L autumnus'] 1 : the season
between summer and winter — called also fall 2 : a time of ma-
turity or decline — au>tum-nal \6-'t3m-nsi\ adj— au*tum>nal>ly
\-n3-le\ adv
autumn crocus n : an autumn-blooming colchicum
au>tun<ite \o-'t3n-,Tt\ n lAutun, France] : a radioactive lemon-yel-
low mmeral Ca(UO2UPO4)2.10-i2H2O occurring in tabular
crystals with basal cleavage and in scales resembling those of mica
aus.e.sis \6g-'ze-s3s, 6k-'se-\ n [NL, fr. Gk auxesis increase,
growth, fr. auxein to increase — more at eke] : growth; specij : in-
crease of cell size without cell division — aux>et>ic \-'zet-ik, -'set-X
adj — aux-et>i<cal<ly \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv
laux-il.ia-ry \6g-'zil-y3-re, -*zil-(3-)re\ adj [L auxiliaris, fr. auxil-
ium help; akin to Gk auxein to increase] 1 a : offering or provid-
ing help b : functioning in a subsidiary capacity 2 oj a verb
: accompanying another verb and typically expressing person,
number, mood, or tense 3a: supplementary b : reserve
4 : equipped with sails and a supplementary inboard engine

2auxiliary n 1 a ; an auxiliary person, group, or device; specij : a
member of a foreign force serving a nation at war b : a Roman
Catholic titular bishop assisting a diocesan bishop and not having
the right of succession 2 ; an auxiliary boat or ship 3 : an
auxiliary verb

aux-in \'6k-s3n\ n [ISV, fr. Gk auxein} : an organic substance able
in low concentrations to promote elongation ot plant shoots and
usu. to produce other specific growth effects; broadly ; plant hor-
mone — aus-in>2c \6k-'sin-ik\ adj — aux>in>i>cal-Iy \-i-k(3-)le\
adv
ava or ava* \3-'v6, -'vaX adv [Sc av (alter, of Boj) + a all] Scor ; of
all : t aU
lavail \3-"vaC3"i!\ vb [ME availen, prob. fr. a- (as in ahaten to abate)
-f vailen to avail] i-i : to be of use or advantage : serve —' v/ : to
be of use or advantage to : profit — avail of : to make use of
2avail n 1 ; advantage toward attainment of a goal or purpose : use
(effort was of little —) 2 pi. archaic : profits or proceeds esp. from
a business or from the sale of property

avail.abil.i.ty \3-,va-l3-'bi]-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
available 2 ; an available person or thing

avail.at)le \3-'va-l3-b3l\ adj l a obs : capable of availing b archaic
: having a beneficial effect 2 : valid — used of a legal plea or
charge 3 : such as may be availed of : usable 4 : accessible,
OBTAINABLE Sat having the requisite political associations and
circumstantial qualifications for winning electiun to office b : will-

ing to accept nomination or election 6 : present in such chemical
or physical form as to be usable (as by a plant) i-^ nitrogen) ('^

water) — avall.able.ness n — availably \-ble\ adv
lav.a.lanche \'av-3-,lanch\ n [F, fr. F dial, lavantse, avalantse}
i ; a large mass of snow, ice, earth, rock, or other material in swift
motion down a mountainside or over a precipice 2 ; a sudden great
or overwhelming rush of something
zavalanche vi : to descend in or as if in an avalanche '^ vt : over-
whelm. FLOOD

Av.a.lon yav-3-.lan\ n [F] : an Island in the western seas held esp.
in Arthurian legend to be an earthly paradise — called also Avilion

avant-garde \,av-,an(t)-'gard, -a^-x n. often attrib [F. vanguard]
: those esp. in the arts who create, produce, or apply new. original,

or experimental ideas, designs, and techniques; t'^y? : a group that is

extremist or bizarre — avant-gaxd-ism \-'gard-,i2-3m\ n —
avant-gard-ist \-'gard-3st\ n

av.a.rice \'av-(3-)r3s\ n [me. fr. OF, fr. L avaritia. fr. avarus
avaricious, fr. avere to covet — more at avid] : excessive or in-

satiable desire for wealth or gain : greedlness, cupidity
av.a.ri-CiOUS \,av-3-'rish-3s\ adj : greedy of gain syn see covetous— av.a.ri'ClouS'ly adv — av.a.ri.cions.ness n

avast \3-'vast\ V imper [perh. fr. D houd vast hold fast] — a nautical
command to stop or cease
av.a-tar \'av-3-,lar\ n [Skt avatdra descent, fr. avatarati he
descends, fr. ava- away + tarati he crosses over — more at ukase,
through] 1 : the incarnation of a Hindu deity (as Vishnu)
2 a : an incarnation of another person b : an embodiment usu. in a
person (as of a concept, philosophy, or tradition) 3 ; a variant
phase or version of a continuing basic entity

avaunt \3-'v6nt, 3-'vant\ adv [ME, fr. MP avant, fr. L abante
forward, before, fr. ab from + ante before] archaic X away, hence
ave \'av-(,)a\ n [ ME, fr L, hail] 1 : an expression of greeting or of
leave-taking : hail, farewell 2 ojtcn cap % ave maria
avel-Ian \3-'vel-3n\ or avel.lane \3-'veI-,an, 'av-3-,lan\ adj [L
ahellana, avellana filbert, fr. fern, of Abellanus of Abella, fr. Abella,
ancient town in Italy] oj a heraldic cross : having the four arms
shaped like conventionalized filberts — see cross illustration



Ave Maria

Ave Ma.ria \.av-(.)a-m3-'re-a\ n [ME, fr. ML, hail, Mary] : a
salutation to the Virgin Mary combined as now used in the Roman
Catholic Church with a prayer to her as mother of God
avenge \a-'venj\ vi [ME avengen, prob. fr. a- (as in ahaten to abate)
+ vengen to avenge, Er, OF vengier — more at vengeance] 1 : to
take vengeance for or on behalf of 2 : to exact satisfaction for (a

wrong) by punishing the wrongdoer — aveng*er n
syn AVENGE, REVENGE mean to punish one who has wronged one-

self or another, avenge imphes infUcting just or merited punishment
asp. on one who has injured someone other than oneself; revenge
implies getting even or paying back in kind or degree

av.ens \'av-3nz\ n, pi avens [ME avence, fr. OF] : any of a genus
(Ceum) of perennial herbs of the rose family with white, purple, or
yellow flowers

av.en.tail \'av-an-,tal\ n [ME, modif. of OF ventaille} : ventail
aven>tu>rine \a-'ven-cha-,ren, -r3n\ « [F, fr. aventure chance —
more at adventure] 1 ; glass containing opaque sparkling particles

of foreign material usu. copper or chromic oxide 2 : a translucent
quartz spangled throughout with scales of mica or other mineral
av.e.nue \'av-a-,n(y)u\ n [MF, fr. fern, of avenu, pp. of avenir to
come to, fr. L advenire — more at adventure] 1 ; an opening or
passageway to a place 2 : a way or means to an esp. intangible end
3 a chiefly Brit : the principal walk or driveway to a house situated
off a main road b : a broad passageway bordered by trees 4 : a
street esp. when broad and attractive
aver \9-'v9r\ vr averred; aver>nng [ME averren, fr. MF averer,

fr. ML adverare to confirm as authentic, fr. L ad- + verus true —
more at very] 1 a : to verify or prove to be true in pteading a
cause b : to allege or assert in pleading 2 ; to declare positively

lav.er-age \'av-(3-)rij\ n [modif. of MF avarie damage to ship or
cargo, fr. Olt avaria, fr. Ar 'awanyah damaged merchandise]
1 ; sundry petty charges regularly defrayed by the master of a ship
and usu. included in the freight 2 a : a less than total loss sustained
by a ship or cargo b : a charge arising from damage caused by sea
perils customarily distributed equitably and proportionately among
all chargeable with it 3 a : a single value (as a mean, mode,
median) that summarizes or represents the general significance of a
set of unequal values b : mean lb(l) 4 a : an estimation of or
approximation to an arithmetic mean b : something typical of a
group, class, or series 5 ; a ratio (usu. a rate per thousand) of
successful tries to total tries (batting ~ of .303)
syn mean, median, norm: average is exactly or approximately the

quotient obtained by dividing the sum total of a set of figures by the
number of figures; mean may be the simple average or it may repre-
sent value midway between two extremes <a high of 70° and a low of
50° give a mean of 60°> median applies to the value that represents
the point at which there are as many instances above as there are
below {average of a group of persons earning 3, 4, 5, 8, and 10
dollars a day is 6 dollars, whereas the median is 5 dollars) norm
means the computed or estimated average of performance of a sig-

nificantly large group, class, or grade (scores about the norm for
5th grade arithmetic)

2average adj l : equaling an arithmetic mean 2 a : approximating
or resembling an arithmetic mean in being about midway between
extremes to : not out of the ordinary : common C oJ a color

: medial in value — av-er-age.ly adv — av-er-age.ness n
aaverage vi l : to be or come to an average <the gain averaged out
to 20 percent) 2 ; to buy or sell additional shares or commodities
to obtain a more favorable average price '^ vt 1 ; to do, get, or
have on the average or as an average sum or quantity 2 : to lind
the arithmetic mean of (a series of unequal quantities) 3 a : to
bring toward the average 1) : to divide among a number propor-
tionately

aver-ment Na-'var-mantX n : the act of averring : that which is

averred : affirmation
Aver.nus \3-'v3r-n3s\ n [L] ; the infernal regions
averse \3-'vars\ adj [L aversus, pp. of avertere^ 1 : having an
active feeling of repugnance or distaste (^^ to strenuous exercise)

2 ; turned away from the stem or axis — compare adverse syn see
disinclined — averse-ly adv — averse«ness n
aver«Sion Xa-'vsr-zhan, -shan\ n 1 obs : the act of turning away
2 a ; a feeling of repugnance towards something with a desire to
avoid or turn from it b : a settled dislike : antipathy 3 archaic
; a person or thing that is the object of aversion

avert \3-'v3rt\ vi [me averten, fr. MF avertir, fr. L avertere, fr. ab-
+ vertere to turn — more at worth] 1 : to turn away or aside (as

the eyes) 2 ; to see coming and ward off : avoid syn see prevent
Av»er«tin X'av-art-an, 9-'vart-^n\ trademark — used for tribro-
moethanol
Aves-ta \3-'ves-t3\ n [MPer Avastak, lit., original text] : the sacred
books of Zoroastrianism
Aves>tan \-t3n\ n : one of the two ancient languages of Old Iranian
and of the sacred books of Zoroastrianism — Avestan adj
av>gas \'av-,gas\ n [aviaiion ^a^oline] : gasoline for airplanes
avi.an \'a-ve-sn\ arfj [L avis} ; of, relating to, or derived from birds
avi.an>ize \-ve-3-.nTz\ vt : to modify or attenuate (as a virus) by
repeated culture in the developing chick embryo

avi.a.rist \'a-ve-3-rast, -ve-,er-3st\ n : one who keeps an aviary
avi.ary \'a-ve-,er-e\ n [L aviarium, fr. avis bird; akin to Gk aetos
eagle] ; a place for keeping birds confined

avi>ate \'a-ve-,at, 'av-e-\ vi [back-formation fr. aviation"] : to
navigate the air fas in an airplane)

avi.a.tion X.a-ve-'a-shan, ,av-e-\ n, often attrib [F, fr. L avis]
1 : the operation of heavier-than-air aircraft 2 : military airplanes
3 : airplane inanufaciure, development, and design

avi-a.tor \'a-ve-,at-3r, 'av-e-\ n ; the operator or pilot of an airplane
avi>a.trix \,a-ve-'a-triks, ,av-e-\ n : a woman aviator— called also

avi.cia.ture X'a-vs-.kal-char. 'av-sA n [L avis -f- E culture] : the
raising and care of birds and esp. of wild birds in captivity —
avi-cul-tur.ist \,a-v3-'k3lch-(3-)r3st, ,av-3-\ n

av.id \*av-ad\ adj [F or L; F avide, fr, L avidus, fr. avere to covet;
akin to Goth awi\\\iih thanks, Gk enees gentle] 1 : craving eagerly
: greedy 2 : characterized by enthusiasm and vigorous pursuit
syn see eager — av-id>ly adv — av>id-ness n

av>l>din \'av-3d-sn\ n [fr. its avidity for biotin] ; a protein found in

61 av/ash

white of egg that combines with biotin and makes it inactive
avid.ity \a-*vid-3t-e, a-\ n 1 : the quality or state of being avid
2 : an intense desire for gain 3 a : the strength of an acid or base
dependent on its degree of dissociation b : affinity 2b

avi.lau.na\,a-v3-'f6-n3, ,av-3-\n [NL, fr. Lav/y + NL/auna]: the
birds or the kinds of birds of a region, period, or environment —
avi-lau-nal \-'f6n-^l\ adj — avi-lau-naMy \-'l e\ adv — avi-
lau>nis-tic V(Jfo-'nis-tik\ adj

av.i.ga-tion \,av-a-'ga-shan\ n [L avis -J- E -gation (as in naviga-
tion 1 ] ; ndvj^gadon of airplanes

avi.on.ic \.a-ve-'an-ik, ,av-e-\ adj : of, for, or relating to the field
of avionics

avi*on>iCS \-iks\ n pi [aviation electron/c.?] : the development and
production of electrical and electronic devices for use in aviation,
missilery, and astronautics; also : the devices and systems so de-
veloped

avir.u.lent \(')a-'vir-(y)3-l3nt\ adj [ISV] : not virulent — compare
nonpathogenic

avi.ta.min-osis \,a-.vTt-3-ma-'no-sas\ n [NL] : disease resulting
from a deficiency of one or more vitamins — avi-ta«niin«ot-ic
\-m3-'nat-ik\ adj

av.o-ca-do \,av-3-'kad-(,)o, .av-\ n, pi avocados also aTocadoes
[modif. of Sp aguacafe, fr. Nahuatl ahuscatl] 1 : the pulpy green
or purple edible fruit of various tropical American trees (genus
Persea) of the laurel family 2 ; a tree bearing avocados

av.o.ca.tion X.av-a-'ka-shsn. "av-a-A n [L avocation-, avocatio, fr.

avocaius, pp. of avocare to call away, fr. ab- + vocare to call, fr.

VOC-, vox voice — more at voice] 1 archaic ; diversion, distrac-
tion 2 ; a subordinate occupation pursued in addition to one's
vocation esp. for enjoyment ; hobby 3 : customary employment
: vo( ATiON — av>o<ca*tion<al \-shn3l, -shan-'l\ adj

av.o.cet \'av-3-,set\ n [F & It; F avocette, fr. It avocetta] : any of
several rather large long-legged shorebirds (genus Recarvirostra)
with webbed feet and slender upward-curving bill

avoid \a-'v6id\ vt [ME avoiden, fr. OF esvuiclier, fr. es- (fr. L ex-) +
vuidier to empty — more at void] 1 obs % void, expel 2 archaic
: to depart or withdraw from ; leave 3 : to make legally void
: ANNUL <-- a plea) 4 a : to keep away from : shun b : to prevent
the occurrence or effectiveness of c : to refrain from syn see
ESCAPE — avoid-able \-a-b3l\ adj — avoid>ably \-ble\ adv
avoid-ance V-'void-'nftisV n 1 obs a : an action of emptying, vacat-
ing, or clearing away b : outlet 2 ; annulment 3 : an act or
practice of avoiding something undesirable or unwelcome

av-oir-dU*polS \,av-3rd-a-''p6iz, 'av-srd-a-A " [ME avoir de pois
goods sold by weight, fr. OF, lit., goods of weight] 1 : avoirdu-
pois weight 2 : weight, heaviness; esp : personal weight

avoirdupois weight n : the series of units of weight based on the
pound of 1 6 ounces and the ounce of 1 6 drams — see measure table
avouch \3-'vauch\ vt [ME avouchen to cite as authority, fr. MF
avochier to summon, fr. L advocare — more at advocate] 1 : to
declare as a matter of fact or as a thing that can be proved : affirm
2 ; to vouch for : guarantee 3 : to acknowledge esp. as one's
own : admit — avouch>meut \-m3nt\ n
avow \3-'vau\ vt [ME avowen, fr. OF avouer, fr. L advocare]
1 : to declare as a fact : claim 2 ; to declare openly, bluntly, and
without shame syn see acknowledge, assert — ayow-er
\-'vau(-3)r\ n

avow-al \-'vauf-3)l\ « : an open declaration or acknowledgment
avowed \-'vaud\ adj : openly acknowledged or declared ; ad-
mitted — avowed-ly \-'vau(-3)d-le\ adv

avulse \3-'v3ls\ vt [L avulsus, pp. of avellere to tear off, fr. ab- -\-

veliere to pluck — more at vulnerable] ; to separate by avulsion
avul>sion \-'v3l-sh3n\ n : a forcible separation or detachment: as
a : a tearing away of a body part accidentally or surgically b : a
sudden cutting off of land by flood, currents, or change in course of
a body of water; esp : one separating land from one person's
property and joining it to another's
avun-CU.lar \a-'v30-ky3-l9r\ adj [L avunculus maternal uncle —
more at uncle] : of, relating to, or resembling an uncle

await \3-"wat\ vb [ME awaiten, fr. ONF awaitier, fr. a- (fr. L ad-)
+ waitier to watch — more at waft] vt 1 obs : to watch for 2 : to
wail for 3 : to be in store for '— vi 1 obs : attend 2 : to stay or
be in waiting : wait 3 : to be in store

lawake \3-'wak\ vb awoke \-'wok\ also awaked \-'wakt\
awaked also awoke or awo-ken \-'wo-k3n\ awak.ing vi 1 : to
cease sleeping 2 : to become active again 3 : to become conscious
or aware of something {awoke to their danger) ~ v/ 1 : to arouse
from sleep or a sleeplike state 2 ; to make active : stir up
2awake adj : roused from sleep ; alert syn see aware
awak*en \3-'wa-k9n\ vb awak>en>ing \-'wak-(3-)niT)\ [ME
awakenen, fr. OE awxcnian, fr. a- -t- wxcnian to waken] : awake— awak-en-er \-'wak-(^)n3r\ n
laward \3-*w6(3)rd\ vt [ME awarden to decide, fr. ONF eswarder^
fr. es- (fr. L ex-) -h warder to guard, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
warten to watch — more at ward] 1 : to give by judicial decree
2 : to confer or bestow as an award : give syn see gr.\nt — award-
able \-'w6rd-3-b3l\ adj — award>er n
2award n 1 a : a judgment or final decision; esp ; the decision of
arbitrators in a case submitted to them b ; the document contain-
ing the decision of arbitrators 2 : something that is conferred or
bestowed : prize
aware \3-'wa(3)r. -'we(3)r\ adj [ME iwar, fr. OE gewxr, fr. ge-
(associative prefix) -I- wxr wary — more at co-, wary] 1 archaic
1 watchfux 2 : having or showing realization, perception, or
knowledge — aware>ness n
syn cognizant, conscious, sensible, alive, awake: aware

implies vigilance in observing or alertness in drawing inferences
from what one sees or hears or learns; cogni2L\nt implies having
special or certain knowledge as from firsthand sources; conscious
implies having an awareness of the present existence of something;
it may suggest a dominating realizarion or even preoccupation;
SENSIBLE implies direct or intuitive perceiving esp. of intangibles or
of emotional states or qualities; alive adds to sensible the implica-
tion of acute sensitiveness to something; awake implies that one
has become alive to something and is on the alert

awash \3-'w6sh, -'wash\ adv (or adj) 1 : washed by waves or tide
2 ; washing about : afloat 3 : overflowed by water

a abut^ ® kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; r| sing; o flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; th thin; t^ this;
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laway \3-'wa\ adv 1 : on the way : along <get '^ early) 2 : from
this or that place : hence, thence <go '--> 3 a : In another place
b ; in another direction 4 : out of existence : to an end (echoes
dying ~> 5 : from one's possession <gave '^ a fortune) 6 a : un-
interruptedly, ON (clocks ticking ---> b : without hesitation or
delay 7 : by a long distance or interval ; far ('^ back in 1910)
aaway adj 1 : absent from a place : gone 2 : distant (a lake 10
miles '^> 3a; played on an opponent's grounds (home and '^

games) b o/ a galj ball ; lying farthest from the cup and to be
played first c baseball : out (two '^ in the 9th) — away-ness n
lawe \'6\ n [ME, fr. ON agi; akin to OE ege awe, Gk achos pain]
1 obs : dread, terror 2 archaic ; the power to inspire dread
3 a : profound and reverent fear inspired by deity b ; abashed
fear inspired by authority or power c ; fearful veneration inspired
by something sacred or mysterious d ; reverent wonder tinged with
fear inspired by the subUme
2awe vt 1 ; to inspire with awe 2 : to control or check by inspiring
with awe

1 anchor ; just clear of the ground and hang-

)-l3s\ adj 1 : feeling no awe 2 obs : in-

ard side
aweigh \3-*wa\ adj, oj c

ing perpendicularly
awe.less or aw-less \'

awe»soilie \'6-S3m\ adj 1 : expressive of awe 2 : inspiring awe— awe-some-ly adv — awe-some.ness n
awe.strick.en \'6-,strik-3n\ or awe.slrucK \-,strak\ adj : filled

with awe
law.ful \'6-f3l\ adj 1 ; inspiring awe 2 : filled with awe: as a obs
: TERRIFIED, AFRAID 1) z deeply respectful or reverential 3 : ex-
tremely disagreeable or objectionable 4 : exceedingly great —
used as an intensive ("-' chance) syn see fearful
lawful adv : AWFULLY, VERY, EXTREMELY
aw.fuMy \usu '6-fa-le in senses 1 & 2, "o-fle in senses 3 & 4\ adv
1 : in a manner to inspire awe 2 archaic ; with a feeling of awe
3 : in a disagreeable or objectionable manner 4 : exceedingly,
EXTREMELY (an ^ hard rain)

aW'lul.iiess \'6-f3l-nas\ n : the quality or state of being awful
awhile \3-"hwI(9)l, a-'wTO)l\ adv : for a while
awhiil \a-'hw3r(-3)l, 3-'wsr(-3)l\ adv (or adj) : in a whirl : whirling
awk.ward \'6-kward\ adj [ME awkeward in the wrong direction,
fr. awke turned the wrong way, fr. ON djugr; akin to OHG abuh
turned the wrong way, L opacus obscure] 1 obs a ; perverse
X) : ADVERSE 2 ; lacking or showing lack of dexterity or skill esp.
in the use of the hands or of instruments : clumsy 3 a : lacking
ease or grace (as of movement or expression) b : appearing ills

proportioned, outsize, or poorly fitted together : ungainly
4 a : lacking social grace and assurance b : causing embarrass-
ment 5 : poorly adapted for use or handling 6 : requiring caution— awk-ward.ly adv — awk-ward.ness n
syn CLUMSY, maladroit, inept, gauche: awkward is widely

applicable and may suggest unhandiness, inconvenience, lack of
muscular control, embarrassment, lack of tact; clumsy implies
stiffness and heaviness and so may connote inflexibility, unwieldi-
ness, or lack of ordinary skill; MALADRorr, inept, and gauche
imply lack of mental or social dexterity; MALAOROrr suggests a
tendency to create awkward situations; inept suggests a lack of
aptness leading to futile or absurd situations or prompting inane
remarks and often implies complete failure or inadequacy; GAUCHE
implies the effects of shyness, inexperience, or ill breeding
awl \'bl\ n [ME al, fr. OE xl; akin to OHG dla awl, Skt ard} : a
pointed instrument for marking sur-
faces or piercing small holes (as in
leather or wood)

awl-Sliaped \'61-,shapt\ adj : shaped
like an awl; specif ; being linear and
tapering to a fine point
aw.mous X'a-mas, '6-\ n [ME
(northern dial . ) almouse, fr. ON
almusa, fr. OS almosa or OHG awls: 1 ordinary, 2 sewing
alamuosanl Scot : ALMS
awn\'6n\ n[ME, fr. OE'agenJr. ON ogn; akin to OHG o^ona awn,
OE ecg edge — more at edge] : one of the slender bristles that term-
inate the glumes of the spikelet in some cereal and other grasses;
broadly : a small pointed process — awned \'6nd\ adj
aw*nmg \'6-nio, 'an-iriV n [origin unknown] 1 : a rooflike cover
extended over or before a place (as over the deck of a ship or before
a window) as a shelter 2 : a shelter resembling an awning — awn-
inged \-niod, -iDd\ adj

awn.less \'6n-l3s\ adj ; lacking awns
AWOL \'a-,w6I, ,a-,d3b-3l-yu-,o-'el\ n, often not cap [absent mth-
out leave] : one who is absent without leave— AWOL adv {or adj),
often not cap
awry \3-'rT\ adv (or adj) 1 : turned or twisted toward one side

: ASKEW 2 : out of the right, expected, or hoped-for course ; amiss

C^^^

lax akin to OHG ackus ;
axe \'aks\ n [ME, fr. OE

ascia, Gk axine} 1 : a cutting
tool that consists of a heavy
edged head fixed to a handle with
the edge parallel to the handle
and that is used esp. for felling
trees and chopping and splitting
wood 2 ; a hammer with a
sharp edge for dressing or spall-
ing stone 3 : removal from
office or employment : dismissal
(got the '^)

2ax or axe vt 1 a : to shape,
dress, or trim with an ax b : to
chop, split, or sever with an ax
2 : to remove, kill, or curtail as
if with an ax ax: / fireman's ax; 2-7 single-bit
axe-nic \C)a-*zen-ik. -'ze-nikX patterns: 2 Michigan, 3 Yankee,
adj ia- + Gk xenos strange] 4 Connecticut. 5 wedge, 6 rock-
; free from other living organ- away. 7 Hudson Bay; 8-13 dou-
isms ble-bit patterns: 8 crown. 9 West-

ax-i-al \'ak-se-3l\ or ax.al \-S3l\ ern, W peeling, 11 wedge. 12
adj 1 ; of, relating to, or hav- Puget Sound falling, 13 forester's
ing the characteristics of an axis
2 : situated around, in the direction of, on, or along an axis

— ax.l.al-l.ty \^-se-'al-3t-e\ n — ax.i.al-ly \'ak-se-3-le\ adv
axial skeleton n : the skeleton of the trunk and head
ax.il \'ak-s3l, -^il\ n [NL axilla, fr. L] : the angle between a
branch orleaf and the axis from which it arises

ax.ile \-,sil\ adj : relating to or situated in an axis
ax.U.la \ak-'sU-3\ n, pi ax.il-lae \-'sU-(,)e, -.i\ or axillas [L]

: armpit
ax.il.lar \ak-'sil-ar, 'ak-s3-l3r\ n : an axillary part (as a vein, nerve,
or feather)
iax.il.lary \'ak-s3-^[er-e\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or located near
the axilla 2 : situated in or growing from an axil

^axillary n : axillar; esp : one of the feathers arising from the axiUa
and closing the space between the flight feathers and body of a
flying bird

ax'i.o.log.i.cal \,ak-se-3-'laj-l-k3l\ adj ; of or relating to axiology— aX'i.o.log.i'Cal.Iy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
ax.i.ol.o.gy \,ak-se-'al-3-je\ n [Gk axios + ISV -logy} : the study
of the nature, types, and criteria of values and of value judgments
esp. in ethics
ax.i.om \'ak-se-3m\ n [L axioma, fr. Gk axioma, lit., honor, fr.

axioun to think worthy, fr. axios worth, worthy; akin to Gk agein to
drive] X ; a maxim widely accepted on its intrinsic merit 2 a : a
proposition regarded as a self-evident truth b : postulate 1

ax-i.om.at.ic \,ak_-se-3-'mat-ik\ adj [MGk axidmatikos, fr. Gk,
honorable, fr. axiomat-, axioma'] : of, relating to, or having the
nature of an axiom — ax.i.om^at.i>caI>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
as.is \'ak-s3s\ n, pi ax.es \-,sez\ [L, axis, axle; akin to OE eax
axis, axle, Gk axon, L axilla armpit, agere to drive — more at
agent] 1 a : a straight line about which a body or a geometric
figure rotates or may be supposed to rotate b : a straight line with
respect to which a body or figure is symmetrical c : a straight hne
that bisects at right angles a system of parallel chords of a curve
and divides the curve into two symmetrical portions d ; one of the
reference lines of a coordinate system 2 a : the second vertebra
of the neck that serves as a pivot for the head to turn on b : any of
various central, fundamental, or axial parts 3 : a plant stem
4 ; one of several imaginary lines assumed in describing the posi-
tions of the planes by which a crystal is bounded, the positions of
atoms in the structure of the crystal, and the directions associated
with vectorial and tensorial physical properties 5 : a main hne of
direction, motion, growth, or extension 6 a : an implied line in
painting or sculpture through a composition to which elements in
the composition are referred b : a line actually drawn and used as
the basis of measurements in an architectural or other working
drawing 7 ; any of three fixed lines of reference in an airplane
which are usu. centroidal and mutually perpendicular and of which
the first is the principal longitudinal line in the plane of sym-
metry, the second is perpendicular to the first in the plane of sym-
metry, and the third is perpendicular to the other two — called also
respectively longitudinal axis, normal axis, lateral axis 8 : partner-
ship, alliance
ax.ite \-,sIt\ n : axon; also : one of Its terminal branches
ax.le \'ak-s3l\ n [ME axel- (as in axelire)] 1 archaic : AXIS
2 a : a pin or shaft on or with which a wheel or pair of wheels
revolves b (1) ; the spindle of an axletree (2) : axletree

axle.tree \-(.)tre\ n [ME axeltre, fr. ON dxultre, fr. ojcu// axle +
tre tree] : a fixed bar or beam with bearings at its ends on which
wheels (as of a cart) revolve
Ax.min.ster \'ak-,smin(t)-st3r\ n lAxminster, England] ; a
machine-woven carpet with pile tufts inserted mechanically In a
variety of textures and patterns

ax.o.lotl \*ak-sa-.lat-=l\ n [NahuaU, lit., water doll] : any of
several salamanders (genus Ambystoma) of mountain lakes of
Mexico and the western U. S. that ordinarily live and breed without
metamorphosing

ax.on \'ak-,san\ also ax-one \-.son\ n [NL axon, fr. Gk axon"]
: a usu. long and single nerve-cell process that as a rule conducts
impulses away from the cell body — ax.Q.iial \'ak-s3n-'l\ or
ax.on>ic \pk-'san-ik\ adj

ax.o.no.met.ric projeclion \,ak-s3-no-,me-trik-\ n ; a drawing
projection by lines perpendicular to the drawing surface in which a
rectangular soUd_appears as inclined and shows three faces

aX'Seed \'ak(s)-,sed\ n : a European herb {Coronilla varia) that Is

naturalized in the eastern U.S. and has umbels of pink-and-white
flowers and sharp-angled pods
3y \'T\ interj [MP aymi ay me] — used tisu. with following me to
express_ sorrow or regret
ayah \'i-3. 'a-y3\ n [Hindi dya, fr. Pg aia, fr. L avia grandmother]

: a native nurse or maid in India
laye also ay \'a\ adv [ME, fr. ON ei: akin to OE a always, L
aevum age, Ufetime, Gk aidn age] ; ever, always, continually
2aye also ay \'i\ adv [perh. fr. ME ye, yie — more at yea] ; yes
3aye also ay yr\ n, pi ayes ; an affirmative vote or voter
aye-aye \'T-,i\ n [F, fr. Malagasy aiay] : a nocturnal lemur
(Daubentonia madagascariensis) of Madagascar

ayin \'T-3n\ n [Heb "ayin, lit., eye] : the 16th letter of the Hebrew
alphabet — symbol V
Ay.ma.ra \j-m3-'t^\ n, pi Aymara or Aymaras [Sp aymar&'i
1 a ; an Indian people of Bolivia and Peru b ; a member of this
people 2a; the language of the Aymara people b ; a language
family of the Kechumaran stock comorising Aymara

Ayr.shire \'a(3)r-,shi(3)r, -shar, 'e(3")r-; •ash-,T(3)r\ n [Ayrshire,
Scotland] : any of a breed of hardy dairy cattle originated in Ayr
that vary in color from white to red or brown

az- or azo- comb form [ISV, fr. azote] ; containing nitrogen esp. as
the bivalent jroup —N=N— (azine)

aza.lea \3-'zal-y3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk. fem. of azaleos dry;
akin to L aridus dry — more at ardor] : any of a genus or subgenus
(Azalea) of rhododendrons with funnel-shaped corollas and usu.
deciduous leaves including many species and hybrid forms culti-
vated as ornamentals
Aza.zel \3-'2a-z3l. 'az-3-,zeI\ n [Heb 'Szdzel] : an evil spirit of the
wilderness given a scapegoat by the ancient Hebrews in a ritual of
atonement

azide \'az-,Td, 'a-,zTd\ n : a compound containing the group N3
combined with an element or radical — az'i'do \'az-3-,do\ adj
az.i.muth \'az-(3-)m3th\ n [ME, fr. (assumed) ML, fr. Ar as-sumut
the azimuth, pi. of as-samt the way] 1 ; an arc of the horizon
measured between a fixed point (as true north) and the vertical
circle passing through the center of an object usu. in astronomy
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and navigation clockwise from the north point through 360 de-
grees 2 : horizontal direction expressed as the angular distance
between the direction of a fixed point (as the observer's heading)
and the direction of the object — az>i*muth*al \,az-3-'m3th-3l\

land

shortest distance and can be measured to scale
azlne \'az-,en. 'a-,zen\ n 1 : any of numerous organic compounds
witn a nitrogenous 6-membered ring 2 : a compound of the gen-
eral formula RCH=NN=CHR or R2C=NN=CR2 formed by

the action of hydrazine on aldehydes or ketones
azo \'az-(,)o\ adj [ar-] ; relating to or containing the group—N =N— united at both ends to carbon
azo dye n : any of numerous versatile dyes containing azo groups
azo.ic \(*)a-"zo-ik, 3-\ adj [a- + Gk zoe life — more at quick]

; having no life; specij : of or relating to the part of geologic time
that antedates life

azole \'az-,oI, 'a-,zol\ n : any of numerous compounds charac-
terized by a 5-membered ring containing at least one atom of nitro-
gen

azon-al \ (')a-'zon-'l\ adj : of, relating to, or being a soil or a major
soil group marked by soils lacking well-developed horizons often
because of immaturity — compare intrazonal, zonal

azote \'az-.ot, 3-"2ot\ n [F, irreg. fr. a- + Gk zde'\ : Nrr'koGEN
az.0.te.mia \,az-&-'te-me-a\ n [ISV azote + NL -emia) : an excess
of nitrogenous bodies in the blood as a result of kidney insufficiency— az-O'te-mic \-'ie-mik\ adj

aZ'Oth \'az-,6th\ n [Ar az-za'ug the mercury ] 1 : mercury regarded
by alchemists as the first principle of metals 2 : the universal
remedy of Paracelsus

azo.tic \a-'zot-ik, a, -'zat-\ adj ; of or relating to azote
azO'to.bacter \a-'2ot-3-,bak-tar, 3-'zot-\ n [NL, genus name, fr.

ISV azote -I- NL bacterium} : any of a genus iAzotobacter) of large
rod-shaped or spherical bacteria occmring in soil and sewage and
fixing atmospheric nitrogen

az.o.tu-ria \,az-3-'tiy)ur-e-A n [ISV azote + NL -uria] : an excess
of urea or other nitrogenous substances in the urine

Az-ra.el \'az-ra-.el\ n [Ar 'AzrarilSi. Heb M'zar'e/] : the angel of
death in Jewish and Islamic belief

Az.tec \*a2-.tek\ n [Sp azteca, fr. Nahuall. pi. of aztecatl} 1 a : a
member of a Nahuatl people that founded the Mexican empire con-
quered by Cortes in 1519 b ; a member of any people under Aztec
influence 2 a : the language of the Aztec people b : nahuatl— Az-tec*an \-3n\ adj
azure \*azh-3r\ n [ME asur, fr. OF azur, prob. fr. OSp. modif. of
Ar Idzaward, fr. Per lazhuward'} 1 archaic ; lapis lazuli 2 : the
blue color of the clear sky 3 : the unclouded sky — azure adj

azur-ite \'azh-a-,rTt\ n [F, fr azur azure] 1 : a mineral Cu3(0H)z-
(COa^z consisting of blue basic carbonate of copper, occurring in
monoclinic crystals, in mass, and In earthy form, and constituting
an ore of copper 2 : a semiprecious stone derived from azurite
azygo- comb form [ISV. fr. Gk azygos'\ : azvgous
az-y.gOUS or az-y.gos \'az-i-gas\ adj [NL azygos. fr. Gk. fr. a- +
zygon yoke] : not being oue of a pair : single — azy-gous n

I) \M3e\ rt. ojten cap, often attrib 1 a : the sec-
ond letter of the English alphabet b : a
graphic representation of this letter : a
speech counterpart of orthographic 6 2: the
tone B 3 : a graphic device for reproducing
the letter 6 4; one designated b esp. as the
second in order or class 5 a ; a grade rating a
student's work as good but short of excellent
b : one graded or rated with a B 6 ; some-
thing shaped like the letter B
baa or ba \*ba, 'ba\ « [imitj : the bleat of a
sheep — baa vi

baal \'ba(-3)I\ n, pi baals or baa-lim \'ba-(a-)lam. "ba-a-.UmX
ojten cap [Heb bu'al lord] : any of numerous Canaanite and
Phoenician local deities — baal-lsm \'ba-(a-),Iiz-am\ n, ojten cap

ba-baS'SU \,bab-3-'sU\ n [Pg babagu"} : a tall pinnate-leaved palm
(urbignya sp^ciosa or O. martiana) of northeastern Brazil with
hard-shelled nuts yielding a valuable oil

ibab-bitt \*bab-3t\ n : a babbitt-metal lining for a bearing
^babbitt vr : lo line or furnish with babbitt metal
Bab'bitt \'bab-at\ n [George F. Babbitt, character In the novel
Baobiit (1922) by Sinclair Lewis] I a business or professional man
who conforms unthinkingly to prevailing middle-class standards
— Bai>=hitt.ry \-a-tre\ n

babbitt inetal n [Isaac Babbitt tl862 Am inventor] : an alloy used
for hniiig t>carings: esp : one containing dn, copper, and antimony

bab'bJB Vbab-al'x vb bab-bling \'bab-(3-)liD\ tME baoelen, prob.
of imit. ongiii] "/ la: to utter meaiilngless sounds b : to talk
fooUiiliiy : pRATiiE c : to talk excessively : chaiter 2 : to make
sounds as ttiuugh babbling '^ vt 1 : to utter in an incoherently or
meaninglessiy repetitious manner 2 : to reveal by talk that is too
free — babble n — bab*ble-xiient \-9l-m3nt\ « — bab'bler \'bab-
(S- il9r\ n

Bab-coc-k test \.bab-^ak-\ n [Stephen M. Babcock tl931 Am
agnculturat chemist] : a test for determining the fat content of
milk and milk products
babe \'bab\ n [ME, prob. of imlt. origin] 1 a ; infant, baby
b itong- : OiRL, WOMAN 2 : a naive inexperienced person

Ba.bel Vba-bsl. 'bab-slX n [Heb Babhel, fr. Assyr-Bab bab-ilu
gate of g«Ki] 1 : a city in Shinar where the building of a tower is

held in ttie Book of Genesis to have been interrupted by the con-
tusion of tongues 2 ojten not cap a ; a confusion of sounds or
voices b ; a scene of noise or confusion
Ra^boon Vba-'ban, chiefly Brit b9-\ n [ME babewin, fr. MP
babouin^ fr. baboae grimace] : any of several large African and
Asiatic apes {Papio and related genera) having doglike muzzles and
short tails — ba^boon-ish \-'bii-nish\ adj
teubU \'bab-(,;u\ n [Hindi babu, lit., father] 1 : a Hindu gentle-
man — a form of address corresponding to Mr. 2 a : an Indian
clerk who writes English b : an Indian having some education In
Bagjish — often used disparagingly

ba.bul \b3-*bul\ n [Per babUl] : an acacia tree (Acacia arabica)
widespre.ad in nortliem Africa and across Asia that yields gum
arable and tannins as well as fodder and timber

ba-bosll-ka \b3-'bush-k3\ n [Russ, grandmother, dim. of baba old
woman] 1 : a usu. triangularly folded kerchief for the head
2 : a head covering resembling a babushka
tba-by \'ba-be\ n [ ME, fr. babe J 1 a (1 ) : an extremely young child;
esp : infant (2) : an extremely young animal b ; the youngest of a
grouD 2 : an infantile person 3 a slang ; girl, woman b slang
: PERSON, THING — ba*by*hood \-,hud\ n — ba>by-ish \-ish\ adj

2baby vr 1 : to tend solicitously : gratify 2 ; to operate or treat
with care syn see indulge

baby blue-eyes \.ba-be-'blu-,Tz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr
: NEMOPHILA

baby farm n : a place where care of babies Is provided for a fee— baby farming n
Bab*y>lon \'bab-a-lan, -,!an\ n [ Babylon, ancient city of Babylonia]

: a large city full of luxury and wickedness
iBab.y.lo.nian X.bab-a-'lo-nyan, -ne-an\ n 1 : a native or in-
habitant of ancient Babylonia or Babylon 2 : the form of the
Akkadian language used in ancient Babylonia
^Babylonian adj l ; of, reladng to, or characterisdc of Babylonia
or Babylon, the Babylonians, or Babylonian 2 I luxurious

baby's breath n 1 : gypsophila 2 ; any of several plants (as a
grape hyacinth) with delicate scented flowers

ba-by-sit \'ba-be-,sit\ vi" [back-formation fr. baby-sitter'^ ; to care
for children usu. during a short absence of the parents — ba-by-
sit- ter n

baC'Ca \*bak-3\ n, pi bac>Gae \'bak-,se, 'bak-,T\ [NL, fr. L baca,
bacca berry] : berry Ic — bac-^cif-er<ous \bak-'sif-(3-)ras\ adj

bac>ca.lau-re>ate \,bak-3-'16r-e-3t, -'lar-\ n [ML baccalaureatus,
fr. bacculaureus bachelor, alter, of baccalarius^ 1 : the degree of
bachelor conferred by universides and colleges 2 a : a sermon to a
graduating class ta : the service at which such a sermon is delivered

bac>ca>rat \,bak-a-*ra, ,bak-\ n [F baccara] : a card game played
in European casinos

bac*cate \'bak-,at\ adj [L bacca berry] 1 : pulpy throughout like

a berry 2 : bearing berries

Bac-Chae \'bak ,e, -,T\ n pi [L, fr. Gk Bakchai, fr. Bakchosl
1 : the female attendants or priestesses of Bacchus 2 : the women
participating in the Bacchanalia
ibac-cha-nal \*bak-3n-'l\ adj [L bacchanalis of Bacchus] : bac-
chanalian
2bac<clia<nal \'bak-3n-n, .bak-s-'nal, -'nal\ n 1 a : a devotee of
Bacchus; esp ; one who celebrates the Bacchanalia b : reveler
2 ; drunken revelry or carousal : Bacchanalia

baccha.na'lia \.bak-3-'nal-ya\ n, pi bacchanalia [L. pi., fr. neut.
pi. of bacchanalis] X pi, cap : a Roman festival of Bacchus cele-

brated with dancing, song, and revelry 2 : a drunken feast : orgy— bac>cha>na>ilan \-'naI-y3n\ adj or n
t)ac>chant \ba-*kant, -'kant; 'bak-3nt\ n, pi baccbants or bac-
chantes \ba-'kants, -'kants, -'kant-ez, -kant-ez\ [L bacchant-,
bacchans, fr. prp. of bacchari to take part in the orgies of Bacchus]
: BACCHANAL — bacchant adj — bac«chan>tic \b3-*kant-ik,
-'kant-\ adj
bacchante \ba-'kant(-e), -•kantC-e)\ n [F, fr. L bacchant-, bac-
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Chans'] ; a priestess or female follower of Bacchus ; maenad

bac.chic \'bak-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to Bacchus 2 : bac-
chanalian
Bacchus \'bak-as\ n [L, fr. Gk Bakchos] \ the god of wine in
classical mythology
bach \'bach\ vi, slang : to live as a bachelor — bach n, slang
toach-e.lor \'bach-(a-)br\ n [ME bacheler, fr. OF, fr. ML baccala-
rius tenant farmer, squire, advanced student, of Celdc origin; akin
to IrGael bachlach shepherd, peasant, fr. Olr bachall staff, fr. L
baculum'] 1 : a young knight who follows the banner of another
; KNIGHT BACHELOR 2 1 a person who has received the lowest degree
conferred by a college, university, or professional school ('^ of
arts) 3 a : an unmarried man b : a male animal (as a fur seal)

without a mate during breeding time — bach*e>lor<bood \-,hiid\ n
bachelor's button n : any of numerous plants (as a daisy) with
flowers or flower heads that suggest buttons; esp : cornflower 2

ba.cil'Ia*ry \'bas-3-,ler-e, b3-'sil-a-re\ or ba.cil.lar \b3-'sil-sr,

'bas-3-l3r\ adj [ML & J<iL bacillusl 1 : shaped like a rod; also : con-
sisting of small rods 2 : of, relating to, or produced by baciUi

ba.cil.lus \ba-'sil-3s\ n, pi ba«ciMi \-'sil-.T\ [NL, fr. ML, smaU
staff, rod, dim. of L baculus staff, alter, of baculum — more at

BACTERIUM] 1 : any of a genus (Bacillus) of aerobic rod-shaped
bacteria producing endospores that do not thicken the rod and
including many saprophytes and some parasites (as B. ani/iracis of
anthrax); broadly ; a straight rod-shaped bacterium 2 ; bacterium;
esp : a disease-producing bacterium

bac>i*tra>CiIl \,bas-a-'tras*'n\ n [NL Bacillus subtilis (species of
bacillus producing the toxin) + Margaret Tracy b ab 1936 Am
child in whose tissues it was found] : a toxic antibiotic isolated from
a bacillus {Bacillus subtilis) and usu. used topically against cocci
ibacK \'bak\ n [ME, fr. OE bxc; akin to OHG bah back] 1 a ; the
rear part of the human body esp. from the neck to the end of the
spine b : the corresponding part of a quadruped or other lower
animal c : spinal column d : backbone 4 2 a : the hinder
part : rear; also : the farther or reverse side b ; something at or
on the back for support <--' of a chair) 3 : a position in some games
behind the front line of players; also : a player in this position
— backed \'bakt\ adj — back-less \'bak-Ias\ adj
2back adv 1 a : to, toward, or at the rear b ; in or into the past

; ago c ; in or into a reclining position d (1) ; under restraint

(2) : in a delayed or retarded condition 2 a : to, toward, or in a
place from which a person or thing came b : to or toward a former
state c : in return or reply
3back adj 1 a : being at or in the back <~ door) b : distant from a
central or main area : remote c : articulated at or toward the back
of the oral passage 2 ; being in arrears ; overdue 3 : moving or
operating backward 4 : not current <— number of a magazine)
4back vt 1 a : to support by material or moral assistance ; uphold
b ; SUBSTANTIATE c : COUNTERSIGN, ENDORSE; also X to assume finan-
cial responsibility for 2 ; to cause to go back or in reverse 3 a : to
furnish with a back b : to be at the back of ~ vj 1 : to move
backward 2 oj the wind ; to shift counterclockwise 3 : to have
the back in the direction of something syn see recede, support —
back and Jill 1 : to manage the sails of a stiip to keep it clear of
obstructions as it floats down with the current of a river or channel
2 ; to take opposite positions alternately ; shilly-shally
sback n [ D bak ] ; a shallow vat or tub used esp. by brewers or dyers
back-ache \'bak-,ak\ n ; a pain in the lower back
back-bench-er \-*ben-ch3r\ n : a rank-and-file member of a
British legislature

back*bit8 \-,brt\ vt : to say mean or spiteful things about (one
absent) : slander -^ vi ; to backbite a person — back«bit-er n
back*board \-,bo(3)rd, -.b6(3)rd\K : aboard or other construction
placed at or ser\'ing as the back

back'boue y'bon, -,bon\ « 1 : spinal colltmn, spine 2 a : a chief

mountain ridge, range, or system b : the foundation or most sub-
stantial or sturdiest part of something 3 : firm and resolute charac-
ter 4 : the back of a book usu. lettered wiih the title and the au-
thor's and publisher's names syn see fortitude

back.cross \'bak-,kr6s\ vt i^backl : to cross (a first-generation
hybrid) with or as if with one parent — bacbcross n

back'drop \'bak-,drap\ n 1 : a painted cloth hung across the rear
of a stage 2 : background

back.er \'bak-ar\ n 1 : one that supports 2 : a worker who
works with backs or backing

back. field \-,feld\ n : the football players whose positions are
behind the line of scrimmage; also ; the positions themselves
iback.Iire \-,fiCa)r\ n l : a fire started to check an advancing fire

by clearing an area 2 : an improperly timed explosion of fuel
mixture in the cylinder of an internal-combustion engine
2backliie vi 1 ; to make or undergo a backfire 2 : to have the
reverse of the desired or expected effect

back-formaticn n 1 ; a word formed by subtraction of a real or
supposed affix from an already existing longer v/ord (as pea from
pease) 2 : the formation of a back-formation
back.gam.mou \'bak-,gam-3n\ n [perh. fr.

^hack + ME gamen, game game] ; a game
played with pieces on a double board in
which the throwing of dice determines the

ph.

back.ground \-.graund\ n 1 a : the scenery
or ground behind something seen or repre-
sented b : the part of a painting representing
what lies behind objects in the foreground
2 : an inconspicuous position 3a: the
natural conditions that form the settmg backgammon board
within v/hich something is experienced b (1) with men arranged

antecedent to a as at beginning of a
game• development (2) : informa'

tial to understanding of a problem
: the total of a person's experience, knowledge, and
intrusive sound that interferes with received elec-

tronic signals

background music n ; music to accompany the dialogue or action
of a motion picture or radio or television drama
iback.hand \'bak-,hand\ n 1 : a stroke made with the back of the
hand turned in the direction of movement 2 : handwriting whose
strokes slant downward from left to right
abackhand or back.hand.ed \-,han-d3d\ adv : with a backhand
3backliand vt ; to do, hit, or catch with a backhand

back.hand.ed \-,han-d3d\ adj l : using or made with a backhand
2 : HEsrrANT, diffident 3 : indirect, devious; esp ; sarcashc
4 : written in backhand

back.hoe \-,ho\ n : an excavating machine whose bucket is rigidly
attached to a iiinged stick on the boom and is drawTi toward the
machine in operation

back.ing \-io\ n 1 : something forming a back 2 a : support, aid
b : endorsement esp. of a warrant by a magistrate

back.lash \-,lash\ n l ; a sudden violent backward movement or
reaction 2 : a snarl in that part of a fishing line woimd on the r^
iback'log \-,I6g, -,lag\ n 1 ; a large log at the back of a hearth fire
2 : a reserve that promises continuing work and profit 3 : an
accumulation of tasks unperformed or materials not processed
2backlog vb : to accumulate as a backlog
back matter n : matter following the main text of a book
back of prep : behind
back.rest \'bak-,rest\ /i : a rest at or for the back
back-saw \'bak-,s6\ n ; a saw with a metal rib along Its back
back-scat.ter \-,skat-9r\ or back-scat.ter.ing \-,skat-5-ria\ n

; the scattering of radiation (as X rays) in a direction opposite to
that of the incident radiation due to reflection from particles of
the medium traversed; also ; the radiation so reversed

back-set \-,set\ n : setback
back-side \-'sid\ n : buttocks — often used in pi.

back. slap \-,slap\ vt : to display excessive or effusive goodwill for^ vi ; to display excessive cordiality or good-fellowship — back-
slap.per n — back-slap.ping adj or n

back-slide \-,slld\ vi back-sUd \-,slid\ backslid or back-slid.den
\-,s!id-^n\ back-slid'ing \-,sIid-io\ : to lapse morally or in the
practice of religion — back. slid. er \-,slTd-ar\ n

back.spin \-.spin\ n :a backward rotary motion of a ball
iback-stage \'bak-'staj\ adv 1 : in or to a backstage area 2 : se-
CREIXY, privately
2back-stage V,staj\ adj 1 : relating to or occurring in the area
behind the proscenium and esp. in the dressing rooms 2 : of or relat-
ing to the private lives of theater people 3 : of or relating to the
inner workings or operations (as of an organization)

back-stairs \-,sta(3)rz, -,ste(a)rz\ adj ; secret, furtive; also
: SORDID, scandalous

back.stay \-.sta\ n 1 : a stay extending from the mastheads to
the side of a ship and slanting aft 2 ; a strengthening or supporting
device at the back
back.Stitch \-,stich\ n ; a hand stitch made by inserting the needle
a stitch length to the right and bringing it uo an equal distance to
the left — backstitch vb
iback-Stop \-,stap\ n : something at the back serving as a stop: as
a : a screen or fence (as behind home plate in baseball) b : a
player (as the catcher in baseball) whose position is behind the bat-
ter c ; a stop (as a pawl) that prevents a backward movement
2backStop rt 1 ; to serve as a backstop to 2 : support, bolster
baok'Stretch \-,strech\ n : the side opposite the homestretch on a
racecourse

back-Stroke \-,strok\ n ; a swimming stroke executed on the back
back-swept \-,swept\ adj : swept or slanting backward
back swimmer n ; a water bug (family Notonectidae) that swims
on its back
back.sword \'bak-,so(3)rd, -,s6(3"ird\ n 1 ; a single-edged sword
2 : singlestick — back-sword-man \-m3n\ n

back talk « ; an impudent, insolent, or argumentative reply
back,track "V-.trakX vi 1 : to retrace one's course 2 ; to reverse a
position or stand
iback.ward \-w3rd\ or back.wards \-w3rdz\ adv la: toward
the back b ; with the back foremost 2 a ; in a reverse or con-
trary direction or way b : toward the past c ; toward a worse
state

^backward adj 1 a : directed or turned backward b ; done or
executed backward 2 archaic : situated toward the back 3 : dif-
fident, SHY 4 : retarded in development — back-ward*!? adv— back'Ward.ness n
abackward n : the part behmd or past
back.wash \-,w6sh, -,wash\ n 1 : backward movement (as of
water or air) produced by motion of oars or other propelling force
2 ; a consequence or by-product of an event ; aftermath

back.wa.ter \-,w6t-9r, -,wat-\ n 1 a ; water turned back in its

course by an obstruction, an opposing cuirent, or the tide b : a
body of water turned back 2 : an isolated backward place
back-woods \-'wudz, -,\\iidz\ n pi but sing or plin consir 1 ; wooded
or partly cleared areas on the frontier 2 : a remote cultiu^ally

backward area — back.woods.man \-m3n\ n
ba.COn \'ba-kan\ n [ME, fr. MF, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
bahho side of bacon; akin to OHG bah back — more at back] : a
side of a pig cured and smoked

Ba-co-lll-an \ba-'ko-ne-3n\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic
of Francis Bacon or his doctrines 2 ; of or relating to those who
believe that Francis Bacon wrote the works usu. attributed to
Shakespeare — Baconian n
bacter-emia \,bak-ta-'re-me-3\ n [NL, alter, of bacteriemia, fr.

bacteri- -1- -emia] ; the usu. transient presence of bacteria or other
microorganisms in the blood — bac.ter.emlc \-raik\ adj

bacteri- or bacterio- comb jorm [NL bacterium] ; bacteria <6ac-
teridiXy {bacteriolysis}

bac*te.ri-al \bak-'tir-e-al\ adj : of, relating to, or caused by bac-
teria <~ ooze) — bac.te.ri.al.ly \-a-le\ adv

bacte.ri.Ci.dal Vbak-.tir-a-'sTd-^lV adj : destroving bacteria— bacte-rl-ci-dal-ly \-'l-e\ adv — bac.te.ri.clde \-'tir-3-.sid\ n
bac-ter.in \'bak-t3-r3n\ n ; a suspension of killed or attenuated
bacteria for use as an antigen

baC'te-n.O'lOg.iC \bak-,tir-e-3-'lai-ik\ adj : of or relating to bac-
teriology — bac.te.ri.Q.log.i'cal \-i-k3l\ adj — bac.te>ri.o.!og-
i.caMy \-i-kr3-)le\ adv

bac-te.ri-ol.o.gist \(.)bak-,tir-e-'al-3-j3st\ n : a specialist in
bacteriology

bac>te.ri-ol-o.gy \-]e\ n [ISV] 1 : a science that deals with bac-
teria and their relations to medicine, industry, and agriculture
2 : bacterial life and phenomena

bacte.ri.ol.y.sis \-'al-3-S3s\ n [NL] : destruction or dissolution
of bacterial cells — bac<te.ri.o*lyt>ic \(,)bak-.lir-e-3-'Ut-ik\ adj

bacte.rio-phage \bak-'tir-e-a-,faj, -.fazh\ n [ISV] : any of various
specific bacteriolytic viruses normally present in sewage and in body
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products — toac'te.rio-phag-ic \-,tir-e-3-'fai-ik\ or bac-te>rl-
opb-a-gous \(,)bak-,tir-e-'aT-3-g3s\ ad] — l)ac-te>n'Opli-a»gy
\(,)bak-,tir-e-'af-3-je\ n

l)ac>te>rio-sta>Sis \bak-,tir-e-o-'sta-s3s\ n [NL] : inhibition of the
growth of bacteria without destruction j— bac>te'rio-stat \-'tir-e-

6-,stat\ n — baC'te'rio.stat'ic \-.tir-e-o-'stat-ik\ adi — bac-te-
rlo*stat-i>caMy \-i-ko-)le\ adv

tac-te-ri'Um \bak-'tir-e-3m\ n, pi bac-te-na \-e-3\ [NL, fr. Gk
bakterion staff; akin to L baculum staff] ; any of a class (Schizomy-
cetes) of microscopic plants having round, rodhke, spiral, or fila-

mentous single-celled or noncellular bodies often aggregated into
colonies or motile by means of flagella. living in soil, water, or-

ganic matter, or the bodies of plants and animals, and being auto-
trophic, saprophytic, or parasitic in nutrition and important to
man because of their chemical effects and as pathogens

t)ac>te.ri>za>tion \,bak-t3-r3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act of bacterizing
: the state of being bacterized

bac*te.rize \'bak-i3-,rTz\ vt : to subject to bacterial action

ibac.te*roid \-.r6id\ or bac.te.roi.dal \,bak-ta-'r6id-=I\ adj
[ISV, fr. NL bacterium'] : resembling bacteria

2bacteroid n ; an enlarged branched bacterium
ba>cu>U*Ionn X'bak-ya-Ia-.form, ba-'kyii-l3-\ adj [L baculum staff]

: shaped like a rod ('^ chromosomes)
ibad \'bad\ archaic past oj bid
2bad \"bad\ adj worse \'w9rs\ worst \'w3rst\ [ME] 1 a : below
standard : poor b : unfavorable <~ impression) c : decayed,
SPOILED 2 a ; morally evil b : mischievous, disobedient 3 : in-

adequate (•^ lighting) 4 : disagreeable, unpleasant i~ news)
6 a : INJURIOUS, harmful b : severe <~ cold) 6 ; incorrect,
FAULTY <~ grammar) 7 : ill, sick (feel ^y 8 : sorrowful,
sorry 9 : INVALID, VOID — bad adv — bad»ly adv — bad-ness n
syn EVIL, ILL, WICKED, NAUGHTY: BAD may apply to anything or
anyone reprehensible for whatever reason and to whatever degree;
EVIL is a stronger term than bad and usu. carries a baleful or sinister

connotation; ill is a less emphatic synonym of evil and may imply
malevolence or vice; wicked implies violation of moral law and
connotes malice and malevolence; naughty applies to trivial mis-
behavior chiefly of children
3bad n 1 : something that is bad 2 : an evil or unhappy state

bad Wood n : ill feeling ; BrrrERNESs
bad<der>locks \'bad-3r-,laks\ n pi but sing in constr [origin un-
known] : a large blackish seaweed {Alaria esculenta) often eaten as
a vegetable in Europe
bade past oj bid
badge \'baj\ n [ME bage, bagge"] 1 : a device or token esp. of mem-
bership in a society or group 2 : a characteristic mark 3 : an
emblem awarded for a particular accomplishment — badge vt

1bad>ger \'baj-sr\ n [prob. fr. badge; fr, the white mark on its fore-
head] 1 a : any of several sturdy burrowing mammals (genera
Meles and Taxidea of the family Mustelidae) widely distributed in

the northern hemisphere b ; the pelt or fur of a bad^r 2 Austral
a : WOMBAT b : bandicoot 3 cap ; a native or resident of Wis-
consin ^ used as a nickname
2badger vt bad-ger-ing \-(3-)rir)\ [fr. the sport of baiting badgers]

: to harass or annoy persistently syn see baft
bad.i.nage \,bad-'n-'azh\ n [F] : playful repartee : banter
bad>land \'bad-,land\ n : a region marked by intricate erosional
sculpturing, scanty vegetation, and fantastically formed hills—usu.
used in pi.

bad-nun>ton \-,mlnt-'n\ n I Badminton, residence of the Duke of
Beaufort, England] : a court game played with light long-handled
rackets and a shuttlecock volleyed over a net

Bae.de-ker \'bad-i-kar\ n [Kari Baedeker fl&59 G publisher of
guidebooks] : guidebook
ibaMle \'baf-3l\ vt baf.fling \-C3-)lio\ [prob. alter of ME (Sc)
bawchillen to denounce, discredit publicly] 1 : to defeat or check
by confusing : perplex 2 a : to check or break the force or flow of
by or as if by a baffle b ; to prevent (sound waves) from inter-
fering with each other (as by a baffle) syn see frustrate — baf-
fle-ment \-3l-m3nt\ n — baf-Iler \-(3-)l3r\ n
2baflle n 1 : a plate, wall, screen, or other device to deflect, check,
or regulate flow 2 ; a partition or cabinet to impede the exchange
of sound waves between front and back of a loudspeaker
ibag \'bag\ n [ME bagge, fr. ON baggi] 1 ; a flexible usu. closed
container for holding, storing, or carrying something: as a : purse;
esp : handbag b : a bag for game c : suitcase 2 ; something re-

sembling a bag: as a : a pouched or pendulous bodily part or
organ; esp : udder b : a puffed-out sag or bulge in cloth c : a
square white canvas container to mark a base in baseball 3 : the
amount contained in a bag 4 a (1) : a quantity of game taken
(2) ; the maximum quantity of game permitted by law b : spoils
C : a group of persons or things 5 slang : a slovenly unattractive
woman — in the bag : sure, certain
2bag vb bagged; bag-ging vi 1 : to swell out : bulge 2 : to hang
loosely ~ vr 1 : to cause to swell 2 : to put into a bag 3 a : to
take (animals) as game b : to get possession of c : capture,
SEIZE; also : to shoot down : destroy syn see catch
ba-gasse \b3-'gas\ « [F] ; plant residue (as of sugar cane) left after
a product (as juice) has been extracted

bag.a-telle \,bag-s-'tel\ n [F, fr. It bagattella} 1 : trifle 2 : a
game played with a cue and balls on an oblong table having cups or
cups and arches at one end

ba.gel_\'ba-g3l\ n [Yiddish beygel, deriv. of OHG boug ring; akin to
OE beog ring — more at bee] : a hard glazed doughnut-shaped roll

bag'ful \*bag-,ful\ n, pi bagfuls \-,fulz\ also bags-ful \'bagz-,ful\
; the quantity held by a bag; esp ; a large quantity

bag.gage \'bag-ij\ n [ME bagage, fr. MF, fr. bague bundle] 1 : a
group of traveling bags and personal belongings of travelers

: luggage 2 : transportable equipment esp. of a military force
3 a : superfluous or intrusive things and circumstances b ; out-
moded theories or practices 4 [prob. modif. of MF bagassse, fr.

OProv bagassal a : a v/orthless or vile woman; esp ; prostitute
b : a young woman or girl

bag.gi.ly \'bag-3-le\ adv : in a baggy way
bag*gi>ness \'bag-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being baggy
bag<ging \'bag-io\ n : material (as cloth) for bags

bagpipe

— Bahai adj —

bag.gy \'bag-e\ adj : loose, puffed out, or hanging like a bag
bag>man \'bag-m3n\ n 1 chiejly Brit : TRAVELING salesman 2 : a
person who collects or distributes illicit money on behalf of another

ba>gnio \'ban-(,)yo\ n [It bagno, lit., public baths (fr. the use of
Roman baths at Constantinople for imprisonment of Christian
prisoners by the Turks), fr, L balneum, fr, Gk balaneion; akin to
OHG quellan to gush — more at devil] 1 obs : prison 2 : brothel

bag-pipe \'bag-,pTp\ n i a musical wind instrument consisting of a
leather bag, a valve-stopped tube, and
three or four sounding pipes — often used
in pi. — bag-pip>er \-,pT-par\ n

ba.guette \ba-*get\ n [F, tit., rod] 1 : a
small molding like but smaller than the
astragal : bead 2 : a gem having the shape
of a long narrow rectangle; also ; the shape
itself

bag-wig \'bag-,wig\ n : an 18th century
wig with the back hair enclosed in a small
silk bag
bag.worm \-,w3rm\ n : a larva! moth
(family Psychidae) living in a silk case
covered with plant debris and feeding on
foliage
bah \'ba, 'baX interj — used to express
disdain or contempt
Ba-hai \ba-"ha-,e, -'hT\ n iPer bahd'i, lit.,

of glory, fr. baha glory] : an adherent of a
religious movement originating among
Shia Muslims in Iran in the 19th century
and emphasizing the spiritual unity of mankind
Ba*ha-lsm X-'ha-.iz-am, -'hT-,iz-\ n
baht \'bat\ rt. pi bahts orbaht [Thai bdtl — see money table
ibail \'ba(a)I\ n [ME, custody, security for appearance, fr. MF,
custody, fr. baillier to have in charge, deliver fr. ML bajulare to
control, fr. L, to carry a load, fr. bajulus porter] 1 : security given
for the due appearance of a prisoner in order to obtain his release
from imprisonment 2 : the temporary release of a prisoner upon
security 3 : one who provides bail

2bail vt [In sense 1, fr. AF baillier, fr. F, to deliver; in other senses,
fr. '6ai7] 1 : to deliver (property) in trust to another for a special
purpose and for a limited period 2 : to release under bail 3 : to
procure the release of by giving bail 4 : to help from a predica-
ment usu. by financial aid

3ball n [ME bailie bailey, fr, OF] chiejly Brit : a device for confining
or separating animals
4baU n [ME bailie, fr. MF, bucket, fr. ML bajula water vessel, fr.

fem. of L bajulus] : a container used to remove water from a boat
sbail vt 1 : to clear (water) from a boat by dipping and throwing
over the side — usu. used with out 2 ; to clear water from by dip-
ping and throwing — usu. used with out '^ vi :_to parachute from an
airplane — usu. used with out — bail-er \'ba-l3r\ n

6bail n [ME beil, baile, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw bygelhow,
hoop; akin to OE bugan to bend — more at bow] 1 a : a supporting
halt hoop b : a hinged bar for holding paper against the platen of a
typewriter 2 : the arched handle of a kettle or pail

bail-able Vba-l3-b3l\ adj 1 : entitled to bail 2 : admitting of bail

bail>ee \ba-'le\ n : the person to whom goods are bailed
bai-ley \"ba-Ie\ n [ME bailli, fr. OF bailie, balie palisade, bailey]
1 : the outer wall of a castle or any of several walls surrounding the
keep 2 : the space immediately within the external wall or be-
tween two outer walls of a castle

Bai-ley bridge \.ba-leA n [Sir Donald Bailey b\9Q\ E engineer] :a
bridge designed for rapid construction from interchangeable lat-

ticed steel panels that are coupled with steel pins
bai-lie \'ba-le\ n [ME] 1 chiejly dial I bailiff 2 : a Scottish
municipal magistrate corresponding to an English alderman

bai-lifl \'ba-l3f\ n [ME baillij, bailie, fr. OF bailUj , fr. brtfV custody,
jurisdiction] 1 a : an official employed by a British sheriff to serve
writs and make arrests and executions b : a minor officer of some
U.S. courts usu. serving as a messenger or usher 2 chiejly Brit

: one who manages an estate or farm — bai-lll!-ship \-,ship\ n
bai-li-WiCk \'ba-li-,wik\ n [ME baillijwik, fr. baillij -\- wik dwelling
place, village, fr, OE wic; akin to OHG wlch dwelling place, town]
1 : the office or jurisdiction of a bailiff 2 : one's special domain

bail-ment \*bai,3)l-m3nt\ n ; the action of bailing a person, goods.
or money

bail-or \ba-']6(3)r, 'ba-l3r\ a
goods or money to another i

bails-man \'ba(3)lz

; who delivers-bail'er\'ba-lar\/j

:

n trust

: one who gives bail for another
bairn X'bafalrn. 'be(3)rn\ n [ME be^n, barn, fr. OE beam & ON
barn; akin to OHG barn child] chiejly Scot : child
ibait \'bat\ vt [ME batten, fr. ON beita: akin to OE b^tan to bait,

bitan to bite] 1 a ; to persecute or exasperate with wanton,
malicious, or persistent attacks b : nag, tease 2 a : to harass
with dogs usu. for sport b : to attack by biting and tearing
3 a : to furnish with bait b : entice, lure 4 : to give food and
drink to (an animal) esp. on the road '^ vi, archaic : to stop for
food and rest when traveling — bait>er n
syn baft, badger, heckle, hector, chivy, hound mean to harass

by efforts to break down, baft implies wanton cruelty or delight in
persecuting a helpless victim; badger implies pestering so as to
drive a person to confusion or frenzy; heckle implies persistent in-

terruptive questioning of a speaker in order to confuse or dis-

comfit him; hector carries an implication of bullying and domineer-
ing that breaks the spirit; chivy suggests persecution by teasing or
nagging; hound implies unrelenting pursuit and harassing

2bait n [ON beit pasturage & beita food; akin to OE b'ltan to bite]
1 : something used in luring esp. to a hook or trap; also : a poison-
ous material distributed as food to kill pests 2 : lure, temptation

baize \'baz\ n [MF baies, pi. of bale baize, fr. fem. of bai bay*
colored] : a coarse woolen or cotton fabric napped to imitate felt

Ibake \'bak\_v/? [ME baken, fr, OE bacon; akin to OHG bahhan to
bake, Gk phogein to roast] vt 1 : to prepare (as food) by dry heat
esp. in an oven 2 ; to dry or harden by subjecting to heat 3 obs
; to make hard or solid -^ vi 1 ; to prepare food by baking it 2 ; to
become baked — bak-er n
2bake n l : the act or process of baking 2 : a social gathering at
which a baked food is served

a abut;>' ^ kitten; or further; a back; a bake; U. cot, cart; au oat; cb chin; e less; e easy; ^ gift; i trip; I life
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Bakelite

Ba-ke-lite \'ba-k3-,lTt, -,klTt\ trademark — used for any of various
synthetic resins and plastics

tiake'tneat \'bak-,met\ or baked meat n, obs ; cooked, usu. baked
food; specij ; a meat pie

Backer \'ba-k9r\ — a communications code word for the letter b
baker's dozen n : thirteen
bakers* yeast n i a yeast (as Saccharomyces cerevisiae) used or
suitable for use as leaven
bak.ery \'ba-k(3-)re\ n ; a place for baking or selling baked goods
bake-sliop \'bak-,shap\ n : bakfrv
baking powder « : a powder used as a leavening agent in making
bilked goods {as quick breads) that consists of a carbonate, an acid
substance, and starch or flour

baking soda n : sodium bicarbonate
bak'Sheesh \'bak-.shesh, bak-'\ n, pi baksheesh [Per bakhshish,
fr. bdkhsh'idan to give; akin to Gk phagein to eat, Skt bhajati he
allots] ; tip, gratuity; also : alms
BAL \'bal\ n [British /4nti-Z,ewisite] : a compound CjHbOSz de-
veloped as an antidote against lewisite and used against other
arsenicals and against mercurials

Ba.laara \'ba-l3m\ n [Gk, fr. Heb Bil 'am'} : an Old Testament
prophet rebuked by the ass he is riding

bal.a.lai>ka \.ba!-a-*lT-ka\ n [Russ] ; a triangular wooden instru-
ment of the guitar kind used esp. in the U.S.S.R.
ibal.ance \'bal-3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL bilancia,

fr. LL bilanc-, bilanx having two scalepans, fr, L bi- + lane-, lanx
plate; akin to OE eln ell— more at ell] 1 J an instrument for weigh-
ing; esp X a beam that is supported freely in the center and has two
pans of equal weight suspended from its ends 2 ; a means of judg-
ing or deciding 3 : a counterbalancing weight, force, or influence
4 : a vibrating wheel operating with a hairspring to regulate the
movement of a timepiece 5 a : stability produced by even distribu-
tion of weight on each side of the vertical axis to : equipoise be-
tween two contrasting or opposing elements C : equality between
the totals of the two sides of an account 6 a : an aesthetically
pleasing integration of elements ; harmony b : the juxtaposition
in writing of syntactically parallel constructions containing similar
or contrasting ideas 7 : physical equilibrium 8 a : weight or
force of one side in excess of another b : something left over
; REMAINDER c X an amount in excess esp. on the credit side of an
account 9 : mental and emotional steadiness 10 : the point on an
object at which forces balance
abalance vt 1 a (1) : to compute the difference between the debits
and credits of {an account) (2) : to pay the amount due on : settle
b : to arrange so that one set of elements exactly equals another </^
equations) 2 a : counterbalance, offset b : to equal or equalize
in weight, number, or proportion 3 ; to compare the weight of in
or as if in a balance 4 a : to bring to a state or position of equipoise
b : to poise in or as if in balance c ; to bring into harmony or
proportion '^ vi 1 : to become balanced or established in balance
2 : to be an equal counterpoise 3 : fluctuate, waver 4 : to
move with a swaying or swinging motion syn see compensate

balance of power : an equilibrium of power between two or more
nations sufficient to prevent any one from becoming strong enough
to make war or otherwise attempt to impose its will upon another

balance of trade ; the difference in value over a period of time be-
tween a country's imports and exports

bal<anc<er \'bal-3n-s3r\ n x one that balances: as a : ^halter
b : an electronic appliance used with a direction finder to improve
the sharpness of the direction indication
balance sheet n : a statement of financial condition at a given date
balance wheel n : a wheel that regulates or stabilizes motion
bal.as \'bal-3s\ n [ME, fr. MP balais, fr. Ar balakhsh, fr. Balakh-
shan, ancient region of Afghanistan] ; a ruby spinel of a pale roses
red or orange

ba>la*ta \b3-'lat-3\ n [Sp, of Cariban origin; akin to Galibi
balata} : a substance like gutta-percha that is the dried juice of
tropical American trees (esp. Manilkara bidentata) of the sapodilla
family and is used esp. in belling and golf balls; also ; a tree yielding
balata

bal-boa \bal-*b5-3\ n [Sp, fr. Vasco Niinez de Balboa tlS17 Sp
explorer] — see money table

bal-brig.gan \bal-'brig-3n\ n [Balhriggan, Ireland] ; a knitted
cotton fabric used esp. for underwear or hosiery

bal'CO.ny \'bal-k9-ne\ n [It balcone, fr. Olt, scaffold, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG balko beam — more at balk] 1 ; a platform
that projects from the wall of a building and is enclosed by a parapet
or railing 2 : an interior projecting gallery in a public building
ibald \'b61d\ adj [ME balled: akin to OE bael fire, pyre, Dan
baeldet bald, L Julica coot, Gk phalios having a white spot]
1 : lacking a natural or usual covering (as of hair) 2 : unadorned
3 : UNDISGUISED, PALPABLE 4 X marked with white syn see bare— bald-ly \'b61-(d)le\ adv — bald-ness \'b61(d)-n3s\ n
3bald vi : to become bald
bal'da.chin X'bbl-ds-ksn, 'bal-\ or bal.da.clii.no Nibal-ds-Tce-
{,)no\ n [It baldacchiiio, fr. Baldacco Baghdad, Iraq] 1 : a rich
embroidered fabric of silk and gold 2 : a cloth canopy fixed or
carried over an important person or a sacred object 3 ; an
ornamental structure resembling a canopy used esp. over an altar

bald eagle n ; the common eagle (Haliaeeius leucocephalus) of No.
America that is wholly dark when young but has white head and
neck feathers when mature and also a while tail when old

Bal.der \'b61-d9r\ n [ON Baldr'i x the son of Odin and Frigga and
god of light and peace in Norse mythology

bal.der.dash \'b6l-d3r-,dash\ n [origin unknown] ; nonsense
bald.head \'b6ld-,hed\ n l ; a bald-headed person 2 : bald-
pate 2

bald'pate yb6Ud)-,pat\ n l : baldhead l 2 ; a white-crowned
No. American widgeon [Mareca americana)

bal'dric \'b61-drik\ n [ME baudry, baudrik} : an often ornamented
belt worn over one shoulder to support a sword or bugle
ibale \'ba{3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE bealu; akin to OHG balo evil, OSIav
bolu sick man] 1 ; great evil 2 ; woe, sorrow

2bale n [ME, fr. OF, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG balla ball] : a
large bundle of goods; specij : a large closely pressed package of
mercnandise bound and usu. wrappea

3bale vt X to make up into a bale — bal-er n
ba.leen \b9-'len\ n [ME baleine whale, baleen, fr. L balaena whale.
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fr. Gk phallaina: akin to Gk phalios penis] ; whalebone
bale.fire \'ba(3)l-.fT(3)r\ n [ME. fr. OE bzljyr funeral fire, fr.

biel pyre -I- fyr fire] ; an outdoor fire often used as a signal fire

bale. fill \-f3i\ adj 1 ; deadly or pernicious in influence 2 : fore-
boding evil ; ominous syn see sinister — bale.ful.ly Vf3-le\ adv— bale.ful*ness \-fal-n3s\ n
ibalk \'b6k\ n [ME balke, fr. OE balca; akin to OHG balko beam,
LJulcire to prop, Gk phalanx log, phalanx] 1 ; a ridge of land left

unplowed as a dividing line or through carelessness 2 ; beam,
rafter 3 : H3NDRANCE, CHECK 4 a : the space behind the balkline
on a billiard table b : any of the outside divisions made by the
balklines 5 : failure of a player to complete a motion begun; esp
: an illegal motion of the pitcher in baseball while in position

2balk vt 1 archaic : to pass over or by 2 : to check or stop by or as
if by an obstacle : block «- vz 1 : to stop short and refuse to go
2 : to refuse abruptly — used with at 3 : to commit a balk in
sports syn see frustrate — balk.er n

bal.kan.lza.tion \,bol-k3-na-'za-shan\ n, ojten cap x the process of
balkanizing or the state of being balkanized

bal'kan.lze \'b61-k3-,nrz\ vt, ojten cap [Balkan peninsula] : to
break up (as a region) into smaller and often hostile units

balk'line \*b6-,k]Tn\ n 1 ; a line across a billiard table near one
end behind which the cue balls are placed in making opening shots
2 a : one of four lines parallel to the cushions of a billiard table
dividing it into nine compartments b : a carom billiards game that
sets restrictions determined by these lines

balky \'b6-ke\ adj x likely to balk : balking syn see contrary
iball \'b61\ n [ME bal, fr. ON bbllr; akin to OE bealluc tesUs,
OHG balla ball, OE bula bull] 1 : a round or roundish body or
mass: as a : a spherical or ovoid body used in a game or sport
b : earth, globe c : a spherical or conical projectile; also : pro-
jectiles used in firearms d : a roundish protuberant anatomic
structure; esp x the rounded eminence at the base of the thumb or
great toe 2 : a game in which a ball is thrown, kicked, or struck;
esp X BASEBALL 3 a : the delivery of the ball (curve ^> b ; a
pitched baseball not struck at by the batter that fails to pass
through the strike zone

2ball vb X to form or gather into a ball — ball.er n
3ball n [F bal, fr. OF, fr. bailer to dance, fr. LL ballare, fr. Gk
ballizein; akin to Skt balbaliti he whirls] 1 : a large formal gather-
ing for social dancing 2 : a good time : picnic

bal.lad \'bal-3d\ n [ME balade song sung while dancing, song, fr.

MF, fr. OProv balada dance, song sung while dancing, fr. balar to
dance, fr. LL ballare] 1 : a simple song : air 2 a : a narrative
composition in verse of strongly marked rhythm suitable for sing-
ing b : an art song accompanying a traditional or other ballad
3 : a popular song; esp x a slow romantic or sentimental dance song

bal.lade \b3-'lad\ n [ME balade, fr. MF, ballad, ballade] 1 : a
fixed verse form consisting of usu. three stanzjis with recurrent
rhymes, an envoi, and an identical refrain for each part 2 a : an
elaborate musical setting of a ballad
usu. for piano suggesting the epic ballad

bal.lad.ry \'bal-3-dre\ n x ballads
ball-and-socket joint n : a joint in
which a ball moves within a socket so as

allow rotary motion in every direction

musical composition

'ithir

ball-and-socket joint

ibal-last \'bal-3st\ n [prob. fr. LG, of
Scand origin; akin to Dan.& Sw barlast
ballast; akin to OE baer bare & to OE
blsest load — more at last] 1 : a heavy
substance used in a ship or balloon to
improve its stability 2 : something that gives stability esp. in char-
acter or conduct 3 : gravel or broken stone laid in a railroad bed or
used in making concrete

^ballast vt 1 : to steady or equip with or as if with ballast 2 : to
fill in {as a railroad bed) with ballast

ball bearing n : a bearing in which the journal turns upon loose
hardened steel balls that roll easily in a race; also x one of the balls
in such a bearing

ball cock n : an automatic valve whose opening and closing are
controlled by a spherical float at the end of a lever

bal>le<ri-na \,bal-3-'re-n3\ n [It, fr. ballare to dance, fr. LL] : a
female ballet dancer : danseuse

bal.let \'ba-,la, ba-'\ n [F, fr. It balletto, dim. of balla dance, fr.

ballarel 1 a ; dancing in which conventional poses and steps are
combined with hght flowing figures and movements b : a theairical

art form using ballet dancing to convey a story, theme, or atmos-
phere 2 ; music for a ballet 3 : a group that performs ballets — bal-
let.ic \ba-'let-ik\ adj

baI.let>o>mane \ba-'let-3-,man\ n {ballet

mania]] : a devotee of ballet — baMet'O.n
ne-3. -nv3\ n

ball-flow.er \*b6l-.flau(-a)r\ n x an
architectural ornament consisting of a
ball placed in the hollow of a circular
flower

bal.lis.ta \ba-'lis-ta\ n, pi baMis-tae
\-,te\ [L, fr. (assumed) Gk ballisies, fr.

ballein to throw — more at devil] : an
ancient military engine often in the form
of a crossbow for hurling large missiles

bal.lis.tiC \b3-'tis-tik\ adj [L ballisra] : of or relating to ballistics

or to a body in motion^ according to the laws of ballistics — bal-
lis.ti'CaMy \-ti-k(3-)Ie\ adv

ballistic miSsUe n : a self-propelled missile guided in the ascent of a
high-arch trajectory and freely falling in the descent

bal-liS-tiCS \ba-'lis-tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in conur 1 a: the science
of the motion of projectiles in flight b : the flight characteristics of
a projectile 2a; the study of the processes within a firearm as it is

fired b : the firing characteristics of a firearm or cartridge
bal.l0.net \,bal-a-'na\ n [F ballonnet, dim. of ballon} x a compart-
ment of variable volume within the interior of a balloon or airship
used to control ascent and descent
ibal.loon \ba-'liin\ n [F ballon large football, balloon, fr. It dial.

ballone large football, aug. of balla ball, of Gmc origin] 1 : a
nonporous bag of tough light material filled with heated air or a pas
lighter than air so as to rise and float in the atmosphere 2 ; a toy
consisting of an inflatable rubber bag 3 : the outline enclosing
words represented as coming from the mouth of a pictured fig-

ure esp. in a cartoon — bal*loon>ist \-'lii-n9st\ n

ball-flowers
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sballoon vt ; inflate, distend — vf 1 ; to ascend or travel in a
balloon 2 : to swell or puff out 3 : to increase rapidly

balloon sail n : a large light sail set in addition to or in place of an
ordinary light sail

balloon tiie n : a pneumatic tire with a flexible carcass and large
cross section designed to provide cushioning through low pressure

balloon vine n : a tropical American vine {Cardiospermiim halicaca-
bum) of the soapberry family bearing large ornamental pods

Ibal.lot \'bal-3t\ n [It ballotta, fr. It dial., dim. of balla ball]
1 a : a small ball used in secret voting b : a sheet of paper used
to cast a vote 2 a : the action or system of voting b ; the right to
vote c : 'VOTE la 3 ; the number of votes cast

^ballot v/ : to vote or decide by ballot — bal>lot>er n
bal.lotte.ment Xba-'Iat-msniX n [F, lit., act of tossing, shaking,
fr. ballotter to toss, fr. MF baloter, fr. balone little ball. fr. It dial.

baUotta} : a sharp upward pushing against the uterine wall with a
finger for diagnosing pregnancy by feeling the return impact of the
displaced fetus; also : a similar procedure for detecting a floating
kidney
ball-point pen n : a pen having as the writing point a small rotating
steel ball that inks itself by contact with an inner magazine

ball-room X'bol-.riim, -,rum\ n : a large room for dances
ball valve n ; a valve in which a ball regulates the aperture by its

rise and fall due to fluid pressure, a spring, or its own weight
bal>ly>}l00 \'bal-e-,hu\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a noisy attentiona
getting demonstration or talk 2 : flamboyant, exaggerated, or sen-
sational advertising or propaganda — ballyboo vt

bal*ly>rag \-,rag\ var oj bullyrag
balm \'bam, 'balm\ n [ME basme, baume, fr. OF, fr. L balsamum
balsam, fr. Gk balsamon'\ 1 ; a balsamic resin; esp : one from small
tropical evergreen trees (genus Commiphora of the family Burser-
aceae) 2 : an aromatic preparation (as a healing ointment) 3 : any
of various aromatic plants (as of the genera Melissa or Monarda)
4 ; a spicy aromatic odor 9 ; a soothing restorative agency

balin<i<ly \'bam-3-le, 'bal-ma-X adv : in a balmy manner
balm>i>ness \-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being balmy
balm ol GU-e.ad \-'gil-e-3d\ [Giliad, region of ancient Palestine
known for its balm (Jer 8.22)] 1 : a small evergreen African and
Asian tree {Commiphora meccanensis of the family Burseraceae)
with aromatic leaves; also ; a fragrant oleoresin from this tree

2 : an agency that soothes, relieves, or heals 3 : any of several
plants (as the fir Abies balsamea that yields Canada balsam)

bal-mor»al \bal-'m6r-al. -*mar-\ n [Balmoral Castle, Scotland]
1 ; a laced boot or shoe; esp : an oxford shoe with quarters meeting
over a separate tongue 2 ojten cap X a round flat cap with a top
projecting all around
balmy \'bam-e, 'bal-me\ adj 1 a : having the qualities of balm

; SOOTHING b : mild 2 : foolish, insane
bal.ne.ol-o.gy \.bal-ne-'al-a-je\n [ISV, fr. L 6a/ne«m bath — more
at BAGNIO] : the science of the therapeutic use of baths
iba.lo.ney \ba-'16-ne\ var oj bologna
2baloney n ibologna'\ slang : pretentious nonsense : bunkum —
often a generalized expression of disagreement

bal-sa \'b61-S3\ n [Sp] l : a tropical American tree (Ochroma
lagopus) of the silk -cotton family with extremely light strong wood
used esp. for floats; also : its wood 2 : raft; specij : one made of
two cylinders of metal or wood joined by a framework and used for
landing through surf

bal-sam \'b6I-sam\ n [L balsamum'^ 1 a : an aromatic and usu.
oily and resinous substance flowing from various plants; esp : any
of several resinous substances containing benzoic or cmnamic acid
and used esp. in medicine b : a preparation containing resinous
substances and having a balsamic odor 2 a : a balsam-yielding
tree b : impatiens; esp : a common garden ornamental (Impatiens
balsamina) 3 : balm 5 — bal-sam-ic \b6l-'sam-ik\ adj
balsam ol Pe-ru X-pa-'rliX : a leguminous balsam from a tropical
American tree (Myroxylon pereirae) used in perfumery and medicine

balsam ol To-lu \-t3-'lu\ [Santiago de Tola, Colombia] : a balsam
from a tropical American leguminous tree {Myroxylon balsamum)
used esp. in cough syrups and perfumes

Bal.tiC \'b61-tik\ adj [ML {mare) balticum Baltic sea] 1 : of or
relating to the Baltic sea or to the states of Lithuania. Latvia, and
Estonia 2 : of or relating to a branch of the Indo-European
languages containing Latvian, Lithuanian, and Old Prussian

Bal-to-Slav.ic \,b61-{.ito-'slav-ik, -'slav-\ n % a subfamily of Indo^
European languages consisting of the Baltic and the Slavic branches

Ba.lu.cni \b3-'lu-che\ n, pi Baluchi or Baluchis [Per BaluchU
1 a ; an Indo-Iranian people of Baluchistan b : a member of this
people 2 : the Iranian language of the Baluchi people

bal-US.ter \'baI-3-st3r\ n [F balustre. fr. It balaustro, fr. balaustra
wild pomegranate flower, fr. L balaustium, fr. Gk balausiion; fr. its

shape] : an upright often vase-shaped support for a rail

bal-US-trade \-9-.strad\ n [F, fr. It balauslrata, fr. balaustrol ; a
row of balusters topped by a rail

bam-bi-no \bam-'be-(,)no, bam-\ n, pi bambinos or bam-bi-nl
\-C,)ne\ [It, dim. of bambo child] 1 : child, baby 2 pi usu bam-
bini : a representation of the infant Christ
bam>b00 \bam-'bii\ n [Malay bambu'\ : any
of various chiefly tropical woody or arborescent
grasses (as of the genera Bambusa, Arundinaria,
and Dendrocalamus) including some with hol-
low stems used for building, furniture, or uten-
sils and young shoots used for food — bamboo
adj
bamboo curtain n, ojten cap B&C : a political,
military, and ideological barrier in the Orient

bam.boo-zle \bam-'bu-z3l\ vt bam.boo.zUng
\-'bU2-(a-)ho\ [origin unknown] : to conceal
one's true motives from esp. by elaborately
feigning good intentions so as to gain an end
; hoodwink — bam>boo>zle*ment X-'bU-zal-
mantX n
iban \*ban\ vb banned; ban.ning [MB bannen bamboo: A p
to summouj^ curse, fr. OE bannan to summon; tion of stem;
akin to OHG bannan to command, L jari to longitudinal
speak, Gk phanai to say, phone sound, voice]
vt 1 archaic : curse 2 ; to prohibit esp. by

tion of stem

legal means or social pressure — v/ : to utter curses or maledictions
2ban n [ME, partly fr. bannen & partly fr. OF ban, of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG bannan to command] 1 : the summoning in feudal
times of the king's vassals for military service 2 : anathema,
EXCOMMUNICATION 3 : MALEDICTION. CURSE 4 : legal prohibition
5 : censure or condemnation esp. through public opinion

3ban \'ban\ n, pi ba-ni \-(,)e\ [Romanian] — see leu at money
table

ba*ual \b3-'nal; bs-'nal, ba-', ba-'; 'ban-^l\ adj [F, fr. MF, of com-
pulsory feudal service, possessed in common, commonplace, fr.
ban] 1 : wanting originality, freshness, or novelty : trite 2 : com-
mon, ordinary syn see insipid — toa-nal-i-ty \ba-'nal-3t-e. ba-,
ba-\ n — ba*naMy \b3-'naHe; ba-'nal-le, ba-, ba-; 'ban-''l-(lje\

ba.nana \ba-'nan-3\ n, ojten attrib [Sp or Pg; Sp, fr. Pg, of African
origin; akin to Wolof banana banana] 1 ; an elongated usu. taper-
ing tropical fruit with soft pulpy flesh enclosed in a soft usu. yellow
rind 2 : a widely cultivated perennial herb (genus Musa of the
family Musaceae, the banana family) bearing fruits that are ba-
nanas in compact pendent bunches
banana oil n 1 : a colorless liquid acetate CtHiaOz of amyl
alcohol that has a pleasant fruity odor and is used as a solvent
and in the manufacture of artificial fruit essences 2 : a lacquer
containing amyl acetate
iband \"band\ n [in senses 1 & 2, fr. ME band, bond something
that constricts, fr. ON band: akin to OE bindan to bind; in other
senses, fr. ME bande strip, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL binda, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG binta fillet; akin to OE bindan} 1 : something
that confines or constricts while allowing a degree of movement
2 : something that binds or restrains legally, morally, or spiritually:
as a : a restraining obUgation or tie affecting one's relations to
others or to a tradition b archaic : a formal promise or guarantee
archaic : a pledge given : SECURrry 3 : a strip serving to join or

hold things together: as a : belt 2 b : a cord or strip across the
backbone of a book to which the sections are sewn 4 : a thin flat
encircUng strip esp. for binding: as a ; a close-fitting strip that
confines material at the waist, neck, or cuff of clothing b : a strip
of cloth used to protect a newborn baby's navel — called also
bellyband c ; a ring of elastic 5 : an elongated surface or section
with parallel or roughly parallel sides; specij : a more or less wells
defined range of wavelengths, frequencies, or energies of optical,
electric, or acoustic radiation 6 : a narrow strip serving chiefly as
decoration: as a : a narrow strip of material applied as trimming
to an article of dress b p/ : .i pair of strips hanging at the front of
the neck as part of a clerical, legal, or academic dress c : a ring
without raised portions 7 : a strip of grooves on a phonograph
record containing a single piece or a section of a long piece —
band.ed \'ban-d3d\ adj
2band vt 1 ; to affix a band to or tie up with a band 2 : to finish
with a band 3 a : to attach (oneself) to a group b : to gather to-
gether or summon for a purpose c : to unite in a company or con-
federacy -^ vi : to unite for a common purpose — band-er n
3band n [MF bande troop] : a group of persons, animals, or things;
esp ; a group of musicians organized for playing together
iban.dage \'ban-dij\ n [MF, fr. banded : a strip of fabric used esp.
to dress and bind up wounds; also : a similarly used strip or band
2bandage vt : to bind, dress, or cover with a bandage — ban-
dag -er n

ban-dan.na or ban.dana \ban-'dan-3\ n [Hindi bSdhnu a dyeing
process involving the tying_ of cloth in knots, cloth so dyed, fr.

bSahna to tie, fr, Skt badhnati he ties; akin to OE bindan] ; a large
figured handkerchief
band'box \'ban(d)-,baks\ n 1 : a usu. cylindrical box of pasteboard
or thin wood for holding light arricles of attire 2 ; a relatively
small structure resembling a bandbox
ban.deau \ban-'d6\ n, pi ban-deaux \-'doz\ [F, dim. of bande"]
1 ; a fillet or band esp. for the hair 2 : brassiere

ban.de.role or ban.de-rol \'ban-d3-.r6I\ n [F banderole, fr. It

banderuola, dim. of bandiera banner, of Gmc origin; akin to Goth
bandwo sign] : a long narrow forked flag, streamer, or scroll

bau>di.coot \'ban-di-,kiii\ n [Telugu pandikokku} 1 : any of
several very large rats (Nesokia and related genera) of India and
Ceylon destructive to rice fields and gardens 2 : any of various
small insectivorous and herbivorous marsupial mammals (family
Peramelidae) of Australia, Tasmania, and New Guinea

ban-dlt \'ban-d3t\ n [It bandito, fr. pp. of bandire to banish, of
Gmc origin; akin to OHG bannan to command — more at ban]
1 pi also ban-dlt-ti \ban-'dit-e\ : outlaw, brigand 2 : one who
steals, profiteers, or kills : gangster — ban-dit-ry \'ban-d3-tre\ n
band*mas>ter \'ban(d)-,mas-t3r\ n : a conductor of a musical band
baU'dOg \'ban-,d6g\ n [ME bandogge, fr. band + dogge dog] : a
dog foi"merly kept tied as a watchdog or because ferocious

ban<do*lier or ban.do.leer \,ban-da-'U(3)r\ n [MF bandouliere,
deriv. of OSp bando band, of Gmc origin; akin to Goth bandwo} : a
belt worn over the shoulder and across the breast often for the
suspending or supporting of some article (as cartridges) or as a
part of an official or ceremonial dress
ban-dore \'ban-.d6(a)r, -.d6(a)r\ or ban.do.ra \ban-'d6r-a, -'dor-X
n [Sp bandurria or Pg bandurra, fr. LL pandura 3-stringed lute,

fr. Gk pandoura'\ : a bass stringed instrument resembling a guitar
band saw n t a saw in the form of an endless steel belt running over
pulleys; also ; a power sawing machine using this device
band shell n ; a bandstand having at the rear a sounding board
shaped like a huge concave seashell
bands.man \'ban(d)z-m9n\ « ; a member of a musical band
band-stand \'ban(d)>,stand\ n : a usu. roofed stand or raised
platform on which a band or orchestra performs
band.wag.on \'ban-,dwag-3n\ n 1 ; a usu. ornate and high wagon
for a band of musicians esp. in a circus parade 2 : a party, faction,

or cause that attracts adherents or amasses power by its timeliness,
showmanship, ov momentum
iban.dy \'ban-de\ vb [prob. fr. MF bander to be tight, to bandy,
fr. bande strip — more at band] vt 1 : to bat (as a tennis ball)
to and fro 2 a : to toss from side to side or pass about from one
to another b : exchange; esp : to exchange (words) argumenta-
tively c : to discuss lightly or banteringly d : to use in a glib or
offhand manner 3 archaic : to band together '— vi 1 obs : con-
tend 2 archaic : UNITE
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2tiandy n [perh. fr. MF handi, pp. of bander'] ; a game similar to
hockey and believed to be its prototype
3bandy adj [prob. fr. bandy (hockey stick)] 1 of legs : bowed
2 ; BOWLEGGED — Taan-dy-lcgged \,ban-de-'leg(-3)d, -•lag(-3)d\

ibane \'ban\ n [ME, fr. OE bona; akin to OHG bono death, Av
banta iU] la obs : murderer, slayer to : poison c : death,
DESTRUCTION d i WOE 2 : a source of harm or ruin : curse
ibane vr, obs : to kill esp. with poison
3bane n [ME (northern dial.) ban, fr. OE ban} chiejly Scot : BONE
bane.ber-ry \'ban-,ber-e\ n : the acrid poisonous berry of a plant
(genus Actaea) of the crowfoot family; also : the plant itself

bane'ftil \'ban-fal\ adj 1 archaic : poisonous, noxious 2 : creat-
ing destruction or woe : ruinous syn see pernicious — bane<ful-
ly \-f3-le\ adv
Tbang \'bao\ vb [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Icel banga to
hammer] vt 1 : to strike against : bump 2 : to knock, beat, or
thrust vigorously often with a sharp noise ^ vi 1 : to strike with
a sharp noise or thump 2 ; to produce a sharp often metallic
explosive or percussive noise or series of such noises

2baug H 1 : a resounding blow 2 ; a sudden loud noise 3 a ; a
sudden striking effect b : a quick burst of energy c : thrill
shang adv : right, directly
ibaiig n [prob. short for bangtail (short tail)] : a fringe of banged
hair
sbang vt : to cut short and squarely across (as front hair)

ban. ga.lore torpedo \,baD-g3-.lo(3)r-, -,16(3)r-\ n {Bangalore,
India] ; a metal tube that contains explosives and a firing mecha-
nism and is used to cut barbed wire and detonate buried mines
bang.kok \'bar)-.kak, bao-'\ « [earUer bangkok, a fine straw, fr.

Bangkok, Thailand] ; a hat woven of fine palm fiber in the Philip-

pines
ban.gle \'bar)-g3l\ n [Hindi bangll} 1 : a stiff usu. ornamental
bracelet or anklet slipped or clasped on 2 : an ornamental disk

Bang's disease \'baoz-\ n [Bemhard L. F. Bang tl932 Dan
veterinarian] : brucellosis; specij ; contagious abortion of cattle

bang. tail \'bao-.tal\ n ibangtail (short tail)] 1 : racehorse
2 : a wild horse

bani pi oj ban
ban.ish \'ban-ish\ vt [ME banishen, fr. MF baniss-, stem of banir,

of Gmc origin; akin to OHG bannan to command — more at ban]
1 ; to require by authority to leave a country 2 : to drive out or
remove from a home or place of usual resort or continuance : expel— ban^ish-er n — ban>ish>ment \-ish-mont\ n
syn banish, exile, deport, transport mean to remove by au-

thority from a state or country, banish implies compulsory re-

moval from a country not necessarily one's own; exile may imply
compulsoiy removal or an enforced or voluntary absence from one's
own country; deport implies sending out of the country an alien

who has illegally entered or whose presence is judged inimical to
the public welfare; transport implies sending a convicted criminal
to an overseas penal colony

ban.is.ter also ban.nis.ter \'ban-9-st3r\ n [alter, of baluster]

1 ; one of the upright supports of a handrail alongside a staircase

2 a : a handrail with its supporting posts b : handrail
ban.jo \'ban-(,)jo\ n, pi banjos also banjoes [prob. of African
origin; akin to Kimbundu mbanza, a similar instrument] ; a musical
instrument of the guitar class with a long narrow fretted neck and
small drum-shaped body — ban.jo.ist \'ban-,jo-3st\ n
Ibank \'baok\ n [ME, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON bakki
bank; akin to OE bene bench — more at bench] 1 : a mound, pile,

or ridge raised above the surrounding level: as a ; a piled up mass
of cloud or fog b : an undersea elevation rising esp. from the con-
tinental shelf 2 ; the rising ground bordering a lake, river, or sea
or forming the edge of a cut or other hollow 3 a : a steep acclivity

b : the lateral inward tilt of a surface along a curve or of a vehicle
when taking a curve 4 ; a protective or cushioning rim or piece

2bank vr l a : to raise a bank about b ; to cover (as a fire) with fresh
fuel and adjust the draft of air so as to keep in an inactive state

c ; to build (a curve) with the roadbed or track inclined laterally

upward from the inside edge 2 ; to heap or pile in a bank 3 ; to
drive (a ball in billiards) into a cushion 4 : to form or group in a
tier -^ VI 1 : to rise in or form a bank 2 a ; to incline an airplane
laterally b oj an airplane : to incline laterally

3bank n [ME, fr. OF banc bench, of Gmc origin; akin to OE bene]
1 : a bench for the rowers of a galley 2 : a group or series of
objects arranged near together in a row or a tier: as a : a row of
keys on a typewriter b : a set of two or more elevators 3 : one of
the horizontal and usu. secondary or lower divisions of a headline
4bank n [ME, fr. MF or Olt; MF banque, fr. Olt banca, lit., bench,
of Gmc origin; akin to OE bene} 1 a obs : the table, counter, or
place of business of a money changer b : an establishment for the
custody, loan, exchange, or issue of money, for the extension of
credit, and for facilitating the transmission of funds 2 ; a person
conducting a gambling house or game; specij ; dealer 3 : a sup-
ply of something held in reserve: as a : the fund of the banker or
dealer in a gambling game b : a fund of pieces belonging to a game
(as dominoes) from which the players draw 4 : a place where
something is held available

Sbank vi l : to keep a bank 2 : to deposit money or have an ac-
count in a bank -^ v/ : to deposit in a bank — bank on or bank
upon ; to depend upon

bank-able \'bar)-k3-bsl\ adj : acceptable to or at a bank
bank acceptance n : a draft drawn on and accepted by a bank
bank annuities n pi : consols
bank'book \'bagk-,buk\ n : the depositor's book in which a bank
enters his deposits and withdrawals — called also passbook
bank discount n : the interest discounted in advance on a note and
computed on the face value of the note
ibank.er \'bao-k3r\ n l ; one that engages in the business of
banking 2 : the player who keeps the bank in a gambling game
2banker n : a man or boat employed in the cod fishery on the New-
foundland banks
abanker n : a sculptor's or mason's workbench
banker's bill n : a bill of exchange drawn by a bank on a foreign
bank
bank holiday n 1 Brit ; legal holiday 2 : a period when banks
in general are closed often by government fiat

bank.lng n : the business of a bank or a banker
bank money n ; a medium of exchange consisting chiefly of checks
and drafts
bank note n : a promissory note issued by a bank payable to bearer
on demand without interest and acceptable as money
bank paper n 1 ; circulating bank notes 2 : bankable commercial
paper (as drafts or bills)

bank rate n ; the discount rate fixed by a central bank
bank.roll \'bao-,krol\ n : supply of money : funds
lbank.rupt\'bar)-(,)kr3pt\ n[modif. of MF& Olt; MP banqueroute,
fr. Olt bancarotta, fr. banca bank -f- rotta broken, fr. L rupta, fem.
of ruptus, pp. of rumpere to break — more at bank, reave] lata
person who has done any of the acts that by law en tide his creditors
to have his estate administered for their benefit b ; a person
judicially declared subject to having his estate administered under
the bankrupt laws for the benefit of his creditors C : a person who
becomes insolvent 2 ; one who is destitute of a particular thing
abankrupt vt : to reduce to bankruptcy syn see deplete
3bankrupt adj l a : reduced to a state of financial ruin : impover-
ished; specij : legally declared a bankrupt b : of or relating to
bankrupts or bankruptcy {^ laws) 2 a : broken, ruined <a ^
professional career) b : depleted, sterile c : destitute
bank-rupt.cy \'bar)-(,)kr3p-(t)se\ n 1 : the quality or state of be-
ing bankrupt 2 : utter failure or impoverishment

bank.sia \'bao(k)-se-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Sir Joseph Banks
11820 E naturalist] ; an Australian evergreen tree or shrub (genus
Banksia) of the protea family with alternate leathery leaves and
yellowish flowers in dense cylindrical heads
Bank.side \'baok-,sid\ n : the bank of the Thames at Southwark
iban.ner \'ban-9r\ n [ME banere, fr. OF, of Gmc origin; akin to
Goth bandwo sign; akin to ON benda to give a sign] 1 a : a piece of
cloth attached by one edge to a staff and used by a monarch, feudal
lord, or other commander as his standard and as a rallying point in
battle b : flag 1 c : an ensign displaying a distinctive or syraboUc
device or legend 2 ; a headline in large type running across a
newspaper page 3 : a strip of cloth on which a sign is painted
2banner adj : distinguished from all others esp. in excellence
Iban.ner. et X'ban-a-rat, ,ban-3-'ret\ n, ojten cap [ME baneret, fr.

OF, fr. banere} : a knight leading his vassals into the field under his
own banner and therefore ranking above a knight bachelor
abanneret also ban.ner.ette n : a small_ banner
ban.ne-rol also ban.ner roll \*ban-a-,rol\ n : banderole
ban.nock \'ban-3k\ n [ME bannok} 1 : an often unleavened bread
of oat or barley flour baked in flat loaves 2 I^ewEng ; CORN
bread; esp ; a thin cake baked on a griddle
banns \'banz\ n pi [pi. of bann, fr. ME bane, ban proclamation,
ban] : public announcement esp. in church of a proposed marriage
iban.quet \'bao-kw3t. 'ban- also -,kwet\ n [MF, fr. Olt banchetto,
fr. dim. of banca bench, bank] : an elaborate and often ceremonious
meal for numerous people often honoring a person
2banquet vt : to treat with a banquet : feast '— vi : to partake of a
banquet — ban.quet.er n

ban.quette \bao-'ket, ban-\ n [F, fr. Prov banqueta, dim. of banc
bench, of Gmc origin; akin to OE bene bench] 1 a : a raised way
along the inside of a parapet or trench for gunners or guns b South
: siDtwALK 2 a : a long upholstered seat b : a sofa having one
roll-over arm c : a built-in upholstered bench along a wall

Ban-quo \'bao-(,)kwo, 'ban-\ n ; a Scottish thane in Shake-
speare's Macbeth whose ghost appears to Macbeth after his murder
ban.shee \'ban-(,)she\ n [ScGael bean-slth, fr. or akin to Olr ben
side woman of fairyland] : a female spirit in Gaelic folklore whose
wailing warns a family of the approaching death of a member
iban.tam \'bant-3m\ n I Bantam, former residency in Java]
1 : any of numerous small domestic fowls that are often miniatures
of members of the standard breeds 2 : a person of diminutive
stature and often combative disposidon 3 : jeep
2bantam adj 1 : small, diminutive 2 : pertly combative : saucy
ban.tarn, weight \-,wat\ n : a boxer of the class whose maximum
weight is 118 pounds
iban.ter \'bant-3r\ vb [origin unknown] vt 1 : to speak to or
address in a witty and teasing manner ; rally 2 archaic : delude
3 chiejly South & Midland ; challenge — vj : to speak or act play-
fully or wituly — ban>ter*er \-3r-9r\ n — ban.ler.ing-ly \'bant-
s-rio-le\ adv
2banter n : good-natured and usu. witty and playful teasing

bant.ling \"bant-lio\ n [perh. modif. of G bankling bastard, fr.

bank bench, fr. OHG — more at bench] : a very young child

Ban.tu \'ban-(,)tu, 'ban-X n. pi Bantu or Bantus 1 a : a family
of Negroid peoples who occupy equatorial and southern Africa
b : a member of this people 2 : a group of African languages spo-
ken generally south of a line from Cameroons to Kenya

ban.yan \'ban-y3n\ n [earher banyan Hindu merchant, fr. Hindi
banivd; fr. a banyan pagoda erected under a tree of the species in
Iran] : an East Indian tree (Ficus bengalensis) of the mulberry
family with branches that send out shoots which grow down to the
soil and root to form secondary trunks

ban-zai \(')ban-'zT\ n [Jap] : a Japanese cheer or cry of triumph
banzai attack \,ban-,zT-\ n ; a reckless desperate mass attack
originated by Japanese soldiers

bao.bab \'bau-,bab, "ba-s-V n [prob. native name in Africa] : a
broad-trunked Old World tropical tree (Adansonia digitata) of the
silk-cotton family with an edible acid fruit resembling a gourd

bap.ti'Sia \bap-'tizh-(e-)a\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk baptisis a
dipping, fr. baptein} : any of a genus (Bapiisia) of No. American
leguminous plants with showy pealike flowers

bap.tism \'bap-,tiz-3m\ n 1 a : a Christian sacrament signifying

spiritual rebirth and admitting the recipient to the Christian com-
munity through the ritual use of water b ; a rite using water for

ritual purification c Christian Science ; purification by or sub-
mergence in Spirit 2 : an act, experience, or ordeal by which one is

purified, sanctified, initiated, or named <'^ of fire) — bap*tls*maZ
\bap-*tiz-m3l\ adj — bap*tis.mal*ly \-m3-le\ adv

bap.tist \'bap-t3st\ n 1 : one that baptizes (John the Baptisty

2 cap ; a member or adherent of an evangelical Protestant de-
nomination marked by congregational polity and baptism by im-
mersion of believers only — Baptist adj

bap.tis-tery or bap.tis.try \'bap-t3-stre\ n : a part of a church or
formerly a separate building used for baptism

bap-tize \bap-'tlz, 'bap-,\ v6 [ME baptizen, fr. OF baptiser, fr LL



baptizer 69 bargeboard
baptizare, fr. Gk baptizetn to dip, baptize, fr. baptos dipped, fr.

baptein to dip; akin to ON kaja to dive] vt 1 ; to administer baptism
to 2 a : to purify or cleanse spiritually asp. by a purging experience
or ordeal b : initiate 3 : to give a name to (as at baptism) ; christen
'^ v/ : to administer baptism — bap-tiz*er n
Ibar VbarX n, ojten attrib [ME barre, fr. OF] 1 a : a straight piece
(as of wood or metal) that is longer than it is wide and has any of
various uses (as for a lever, support, barrier, or fastening) b ; a
solid piece or block of material usu. rectangular and considerably
longer than it is wide 2 : sometiiing that obstructs or prevents
passage, progress, or action : impediment; as a : the complete and
permanent destruction of an acdon or claim in law; also : a plea or
objection that effects such destruction b : any intangible or non-
physical impediment C : a submerged or partly submerged
bank (as of sand) along a shore or in a river often obstructing navi-
gation 3 a (1) ; the railing in a courtroom that encloses the place
about the judge where prisoners are stationed or where the business
of the court is transacted in civil cases (2) : court, tribunal
(3) : a particular system of courts (4) : any authority or tribunal
tiiat renders judgment b (1) ; the barrier in the English Inns of
Court that formerly separated the seats of the benchers or readers
from the body of the hall occupied by the students (2) : the whole
body of barristers or lawyers qualified to practice in any jurisdiction

(3) : the profession of barrister or lawyer 4 : a strai^t stripe,

band, or Ime much longer than it is wide; as a : one of two or more
horizontal stripes on a heraldic shield b : a metal or embroidered
strip worn on a military uniform esp. to indicate rank or service
6 a : a counter at wliich food or esp. alcoholic beverages are served
b : barroom 6 a : a vertical line across the musical staff before the
initial measure accent b : measure 7 : a lace and embroidery
joining covered with buttonhole stitch for connecting various parts
of the patteni in needlepoint lace and cutwork

2bar vt barred; bar-ring 1 a ; to fasten with a bar b : to place
bars across to prevent ingress or egress 2 : to mark with bars
: stripe 3 a : to confine or shut in by or as if by bars b ; to set
aside : rule out c : to keep out : exclude 4 a : to interpose legal
objection to or to the claim of b : prevent, forbid

3bar prep ; except
4bar n [G, fr. Gk barosl 1 : a unit of pressure equal to one million
dynes per square centimeter 2 : the absolute cgs unit of pressure
equal to one dyne per square centimeter

bar- or baro- comb Jorm [Gk baros; akin to Gk barys heavy — more
at grieve] : weight <6arometer>
Ba-rab-bas \b9-'rab-3S\ n [Gk, fr. Aram Bar-abba^ ; a prisoner
released in preference to Christ at the demand of the multitude
Ibarb \'barb\ n [ME barbe barb, beard, fr. MF. fr. L barba'\ 1 a : a
sharp projection extending backward (as from the point of an
arrow or fishhook) and preventing easy extraction b : a biting or
pointedly cridcal remark or comment 2 : a medieval cloth head-
dress passing over or under the chin and covering the neck 3 : bar-
bel 2 4 ; one of the side branches of the shaft of a feather 5 : a
plant hair or bristle ending in a hook — barbed \'barbd\ adj

sbarb vt : to furnish with a barb
3barb n [F barbe, fr. It barbero, fr. barbero of Barbary, fr. Barberia
Barbary. coastal region in Africa] 1 : a horse of a breed related to
the Arabs and introduced into Spain by the Moors 2 : a pigeon of
a domestic breed related to the carrier pigeons

bar-bai*ian \bar-'ber-e-3n, -'barA adj [L barbarus} 1 : of or re-
lating to a land, culture, or people alien and usu. believed to be in-
ferior to one's own 2 : lacking refinement, learning, or artistic or
literary culture — barbarian n — bar>bar<i>an>ism \-a-,niz-3m\ n
syn barbarian, barbarous, barbaric, savage mean charac-

teristic of imciviHzed man. barbarian often implies a state some-
where between tribal savagery and full civilization; barbarous
tends to stress the harsher or more brutal side of uncivilized life;

barbaric suggests crudeness of taste and fondness for gorgeous
display; savage suggests more primitive culture than barbarian
and greater harshness or fierceness than barbarous

bar*bar*ic \bar-*bar-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of
barbarians 2 a : marked by a lack of restraint : wild b : having
a bizarre, primitive, or unsophisticated quality syn see barbarian

bar.ba.rism \'bar-b9-,riz-3m\ n 1 : a word or expression that in
form or use offends against contemporary standards of correctness
or purity 2 a : a barbarian or barbarous social or intellectual
condition ; backwardness b : the practice or display of bar-
barian acts, attitudes, or ideas

bar-bar-i-ty \bar-'bar-at-e\ n 1 ; barbarism 2 a : barbarous
cruelty : inhumanity b : an act or instance of barbarous cruelty

bar-ba*ri>za-tion \,bar-b(3-)r3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act or process of
barbarizing ; the state of behig barbarized

baT>ba>7ize \'bar-b3-,rTz\ vi ; to become barbarous ~ vr ; to make
barbarian or barbarous

bat-ba-rous \'bar-b(3-)ras\ adj [L barbarus, fr. Gk barbaros
foreign, ignorant] 1 : characterized by the use of barbarisms in
speech or writing 2 a : uncivilized b : lacking culture or refine-
ment ; PHILISTINE 3 : mercilessly harsh or cruel syn see barbar-
ian, fierce — bar>ba>rous<ly adv — bar>ba>rous>ness n
Bar>ba>iy ape \,bar-b(3-)reA n [Barbary, coastal region in Africa]

: a tailless monkey {Macaca sytvana) of No. Africa and Gibraltar
bai>bate \'bar-,bat\ adj [L barbatus, fr. barba'\ : bearded esp. with
long stiff hairs

barbe \'barb\ n [ME, fr. MF. lit-., beard] : irarb 2
ibar-be-cue \'bar-bi-,kyii\ n, often attrib [AmerSp barbacoa, prob.
fr. Taino] 1 : a large animal (as a hog or steer) roasted or broiled
whole or split over an open fire or barbecue pit 2 ; a social gather-
ing esp. in the open air at which barbecued food is eaten
^barbecue vt 1 : to roast or broil on a rack over hot coals or on a
revolving spit before or over a source of cooking heat 2 : to cook
in a highly seasoned vinegar sauce
barbed wire \'ba(r)b-'(d)wTO)r\ n ; twisted wires armed with
barbs or sharp points — called also barbwire

bar.bel \'bar-bal\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL barbellus, dim.
of L barbus barbel, fr. barba beard — more at beard] 1 : a
European freshwater fish {Barbus jluviatilis) of the carp family with
four barbels on its upper jaw; also : any of various other fishes of
this genus 2 ; a slender tactile process on the lips of a fish

bar-bell \'bar-,bel\ n : a bar with adjustable weighted disks at-
tached to each end used for exercise and in weight lifting

bar.bel.late \'bar-b3-,lat, bar-'bel-3t\ adj [NL barbella short stiff

hair, dim. of L barbula, dim. of barba'j ; having short stiff hooked
bristles or hairs <a '^ fruit)
ibar-ber \'bar-bar\ n [ME, fr. MF barbeor, fr. barbe beard ~ more
at BARB] : one whose business is cutting and dressing hair, shaving
and trimming beards, and performing related services
zbarber vb bar-ber.ing \-b(3-)rir)\ vt : to render the services of a
barber to '^ vi ; to perform the services of a barber

bar.ber*ry \'bar-,ber-e\ n [ME barbere, fr. MF barbarin, fr. Ar
barbarts'i I any of a genus {Berberis of the family Berberidaceae, the
barberry family) of shrubs having spines, yellow flowers, and ob-
long red berries

barber's itch n ; ringworm of the face and neck
bar«bet \'bar-b9t\ n [prob. fr. ^barb'\ : any of numerous nonpasser-
ine tropical birds (family Capitonidae) having a stout bill

bar-bette \bar-'bet\ n [F, dim. of barbe headdress] 1 : a mound
of earth or a protected platform from which guns fire over a para-
pet 2 : a cylinder of armor protecting a gun turret on a warship

bar.bl.can \'bar-bi-k9n\ n [ME, fr. OF barbacane, fr. ML bar-
bacana} t an outer defensive work; esp : a tower at a gate or bridge

bar.bi-cel \'bar-b»-,sel\ n [NL barbicella. dim. of L barba'\ : one of
the small hook-bearing processes on a barbute of a feather

bar*bi*tal \'bar-b3-,t61\ n [barbituric + -al (as in Veronar}'^ : a
white crystalline addictive hypnotic CaHizNzOa often administered
in the form of its soluble sodium salt

bar.bi.tu.rate \bar-'bich-s-r3t, -,rat; ,bar-b3-'t(y)ur-3t, -•t(y)ij(a)r-
,at\ n 1 ; a salt or ester of barbituric acid 2 : any of various
derivatives of barbituric acid used esp. as sedatives or hypnotics

bar-bi.tU-riC acid \,bar-b3-,t(y)ur-ik-\ n [part trans, of G bar-
biiursdure, irreg. fr. the name Barbara + ISV uric + G saure acid]
: a crystalline acid CaHiNzOs derived from pyrimidine

bar>bule \'bar-(,)byu(a)l\ n : a minute barb; esp : one of the pro-
cesses that fringe the barbs of a feather

bar-ca-role or bar-ca-roUe \'bar-k3-,rol\ n [F barcarolle, fr. It
barcarola, fr. barcarolo gondolier, fr. barca bark, fr, LL] 1 : a
Venetian boat song characterized by the alternation of a strong and
a weak beat suggesting a rowing rhythm 2 : a piece of music
imitating a barcarole

bar cliart n : a graphic means of comparing numbers by rectangles
with lengths proportional to the numbers represented — called also
bar graph
»bard \'bard\ n [ME, fr. ScGael & Mir] lata tribal poet-singer
gifted in composing and reciting verses on heroes and their deeds
b ; a composer, singer, or declaimer of epic or heroic verse 2 : poet— bard.ic \'bard-ik\ adj
abard or barde \'bard\ n [MF barde, fr. OSp barda, fr. Ar barda'ahl

: a piece of armor or ornament for a horse's neck, breast, or flank
3bard vt : to accouter with bards
bai-dol-a-ter \bar-*dal-3t-3r\ n [Bard {of Avon), epithet of Shake-
speare + ido/a/er] : one who idolizes Shakespeare — bar-dol>a*try
\-3-tre\ n
ibare \'ba(3)r, 'be(3)r\ adj [ME, fr. OE bxr: akin to OHG bar
naked, Lith basas barefoot] X a : lacking its natural, usual, or
appropriate covering b (I) : lacking clothing (2) obs i barehead-
ed C : UNARMED 2 : open to view : exposed 3 a : unfurnished
or scantily supplied ; b ; destitute i^ of all safeguards) 4a: hav-
ing nothing left over or added : mere b : devoid of amplification
or adornment 5 obs i worthless — bare*ly adv — bare>ness n
syn BARE, NAKED, NUDE, BALD, BARREN mean deprived of naturally

or conventionally appropriate covering, bare implies the removal of
what is additional, superfluous, ornamental, or dispensable;
NAKED suggests absence of protective or ornamental covering but
may imply a state of nature, of destitution, of defenselessness, of
simple beauty; nude applies to the unclothed human figure and
commonly lacks special connotation; bald implies actual or seem-
ing absence of natural covering and may suggest a conspicuous
bareness; barren implies an absence of natural covering esp. of
trees and may suggest aridity or impoverishment or sterility

2bare vr : to make or lay bare : uncover, reveal
3bare archaic past oj bear
bare-back \",bak\ or bare-backed \-'bakt\ adv {or adj) : on the
bare back of a horse : without a saddle

bare-'iaced \'bai?)r-'fast, *be(3)r-\ adj 1 ; having the face un-
covered: a : beardless b : wearing no mask 2 a : unconcealed,
OPEN b : lacking scruples — bare-Xaced'ly \-'fa-sad-le, -'fasi-le\

adv — bare- laced* ness X-'fa-sad-nss, -'fas(t)-h3s\ n
bare-foot \-,fut\ or bare-loot-ed \-'fut-3d\ adv {or adj) : with the
feet bare : unshod

ba.rege \b9-'rezh\ n [F barege, fr. Barkges, town in the Pyrenees,
France] : a sheer fabric of open weave for women's clothing usu.
made of wool in combination with silk or cotton
bare-band.ed \'ba{9)r-*han-dad, 'be(3)r-\ adv {or adj) 1 ; without
gloves 2 : without tools or weapons

bare*head.ed \-'hed-ad\ adv {or adf) : without a hat or other cover-
ing for the head — bare*bead''ed>ness n

bar*fly \'bar-,flT\ n ; a drinker who freqdents bars
ibar.gain \'bar-g3n\ n, ojten attrib 1 : an agreement between
parties settling what each gives or receives in a transaction between
them or what course of action or policy each pursues in respect to
the other 2 ; something acquired by or as if by bargaining; e^^
: an advantageous purchase 3 ; a transaction, situation, or event
with important good or bad results

2bargain vb [ME bargainen, fr. MF bargaignier, of Gmc origin; akin
to OE borgian to borrow — more at bltrv] vi 1 : to negotiate over
the terms of a purchase, agreement, or contract ; haggle 2 : to
come to terms : agree -^ vt \ to sell or dispose of by bargaining
; BARTER — bar.gain-er n — bargain lor : to count on in advance
ibarge \'barj\ n [ME, fr, OF, fr, LL barca'] : any of various boats:
as a ; a roomy usu, flat-bottoraed boat used chiefly for the
transport of goods on inland waterways b ; a large motorboat
supplied to the flag officer of a flagship c : a roomy pleasure boat;
esp : a boat of state elegantly furnished and decorated
2barge vt : to carry by barge '^ vi ; to move or thrust oneself heed-
lessly or unceremoniously
barge.board \-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n [origin unknown] : a board
often ornamented that conceals roof timbers projecting over gables
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bark lb

L person who barks

l)arg*ee \bar-'je\ rt, Brit : BARGEMAN
barge^man \'barj-raan\ « ; the master or a deckhand of a barge
tar.ghest \'bar-g3st\ n [perh. fr. E dial, bar ridge (fr. ME bergh
mound) + ghest, alter, of E ghost} dial Eng : a ghost or goblin
portending misfortune

bar-ic \'bar-ik\ adj ; of or relating to barium
ba.ri'lla \b9-'rel-ya, -'re-(y)3\ n [Sp barrilla} 1 : either of two
European saltworts {Salsola kali and S. soda) or a related Algerian

Elant {Halogeton souda) 2 ; an impure sodium carbonate made
rom barilla ashes formerly used esp. in making soap and glass

tiarate \'ba(3)r-,Tt, 'be(3)r-\ n [Gk barytes weight, fr. barysj
: barium sulfate BaS04 occurring as a mineraJ

barl'tone \'bar-3-,t5n\ n [F baryton or It baritono, fr. Gk bary-
tonos deep sounding, fr. barys heavy + tonos tone — more at

grieve] 1 a ; a male singing voice of medium compass between
bass and tenor b ; one having such a voice 2 : the saxhorn inter-

mediate in size between althorn and tuba
bar-l'Um \'bar-e-3m, 'ber-\ n [NL] : a silver-white malleable toxic
bivalent metallic element of the alkaline-earth group that occurs
only in combination — see element table

barium sulfate n i a colorless crystalline insoluble compound
BaS04 that occurs in nature as bariie, is obtained artificially by
precipitation, and is used as a pigment and extender, as a filler, and
as a substance opaque to X rays
Ibark \'bark\ v6 [ME berken fr. OE beorcan; akin to ON berkja to
bark, Lilh burgeti to growl] vi la: to make the characteristic

short loud cry of a dog b : to make a noise resembhng a bark
2 : to speak in a curt loud and usu. angry lone : snap -^ vt 1 ; to
utter in a curt loud usu. angry tone 2 : to advertise by persistent
outcry
sbark n 1 a ; the sound made by a barking dog b : a similar sound
2 ; a short sharp peremptory tone of speech or utterance

sbark n [ME, fr. ON bark-, borkr; akin to MD & MLG borke
bark] 1 : the tough exterior covering of a woody root or stem
2 a : TANBARK b I ciuchona bark

4bark vt 1 ; to treat with an infusion of tanbark 2 a : to strip the
bark from; specij ; girdle 3 b : to rub off or abrade the skin of
Sbark n [ME, fr. MF barque, fr. OProv barca, fr. LL] 1 a ; a small
sailing ship b : a 3-masted ship with
forem.ast and mainmast square-rigged
and mizzenmast fore-and-aft rigged
2 : a craft propelled by sails or oars

bark beetle n i a beetle (family Scolytl-

dae) that bores under bark of trees

both as larva and adult
bar-keep. ei \'bar-,ke-p3r\ or bar.keep
\-,kep\ n : one that keeps or tends a
bar for the sale of liquors

bar.ken.tine \'bar-k3n-,ten\ n l^bark
+ -entine, alter, of -amine (as in
brigantine) ] : a 3-masted ship having the
foremast square-rigged and the main-
mast and mizzenmast fore-and-aft rigged
ibark.er \'bar-k5r\ n : one that barks; esp : <

at an entrance to a show
2baiker n : one that removes or prepares bark
barky \'bar-ke\ adj : covered with or resembling bark
bar-ley \'b'ar-le\ n [ME barly, fr. OE bierlic of barley; akin to OE
bere barley, L/ar spelt] : a cereal grass (genus Hordeum, esp. H.
vulgare) having the flowers m dense spikes with long awns and
three spikelets at each joint of the rachis; also ; its seed used in malt
beverages and in breakfast foods and stock feeds

bar.ley.corn \-,k6(a)m\ n 1 : a grain of bariey 2 : an'old unit of
length equal to the third part of an inch
barm \'bar_m\ n [ME berme, fr. OE beorma; akin to L fermentitm
yeast, jervere to boil] ; yeast formed on fermenting malt hquors

bar>maid \'bar-,mad\ «, chiefly Brit : a female bartender
bar.man \-m3n\ n ; bartender
Ear.me.ci-dal \.bar-ma-'sTd-=l\ or Bar.me.cide \'bar-m9-,sTd\
adj i Barmecide, a wealthy Peisian, who, in a tale of The Arabian
Nights, invited a beggar to a feast of imaginary food] : providing
only the illusion of plenty or abundance <a '-^ feast)

bar mitz.vah \bar-'mits-v9\ n, ojten cap B&M [Heb bar mlswdh,
lit., son of the (divine) law] 1 ; a Jewish boy who reaches his 13th
birthday and attains the age of religious duty and responsibility
2 : the initiatory ceremony recognizing a boy as a bar mitzvah
barmy \'bar-me\ adj 1 ; full of froth or ferment 2 : balmy 2
barn \'barn\ n [ME bern, fr. OE berewrn, fr. bere -H zm place]
1 : a usu. large building for the storage of farm products, for feed,
and usu. for the housing of farm animals or farm equipment 2 : a
large building for the housing of a fleet of vehicles
Bar.na.bas \'bar-n3-b3s\ « [Gk, fr. Aram BarnebhWdhl : a com-
panion of ihe apostle Paul on his first missionary journey

bar-na.Cle \'bar-ni-kal\ n [ME barnakille, alter, of bernake, of
Celt origin; akin to Com brennyk hmpet] 1 : a European goose
{Branta leucopsis) that breeds in the arctic and Is larger than the
related brant — called also barnacle goose 2 : any of numerous
marine crustaceans (order Cirripedia) with feathery appendages for
gathering food that are free-swimming as larvae but fixed to rocks
or floating logs as adults — bar<>na*cled \-k3ld\ adj

bariioStorm \*bam-,st6rm\ vi 1 : to tour through rural districts
staging theatrical performances usu. in one-night stands 2 : to
travel from place to place making brief stops; specij i to pilot ope's
airplane in sightseeing fUghts with passengers or in exhibition
stunts in an unscheduled itinerant course esp, in rural districts -^ vt
: to tiavel across while barnstorming — barn-slorm.er n

barii.yard \-,ydrd\ n : a usu. fenced area adjoining a bara
baro- — see bar-
baro.gram \'bar-3-,gram\ n [ISV] : a barographic tracing
baro.graph \-.graf\ n [ISV ] : a self-registering barometer — baro-
graph-ic \,bar-3-'graf-ik\ adj

ba.rom.e.ter \b3-'ram-at-ar\ n 1 : an Instrument for determining
the pressure of the atmosphere and hence for assisting in judgment
as to probable weather changes and for determining the height of an
ascent 2 : something that serves to register fluctuations (as in
public opinion) -— baro-met-ric \,bar-3-'me-trik\ or baro.met-
ri'Cal \-tri-k3l\ at^j — baro.met-ri*caMy \-tri-k(9-)le\ adv— ba.rom-e.try \b3-'ram-9-tre\ n

barometric gradient n : the rate of fall In atmospheric pressure
between two stations : the slope of an isobaric surface
barometric pressure « ; the pressure of the atmosphere usu.
expressed in terms of the height of a column of mercury

bar-on \'bar-3n\ n [ME, fr. OF. of Gmc origin; akin to OHO baro
freeman] la; one of a class of tenants holding chiefly by mihtary
or other honorable service directly from a feudal superior (as a
king) b : a lord of the realm : noble, peer 2 a : a member of the
lowest grade of the peerage in Great Britain b ; a nobleman on
the continent of Europe of varying rank c : a member of the lowest
order of nobility in Japan 3 : a man of great or overweening power
or influence in some field of activity

bar.on.age \-3-nij\ n ; the whole body of barons or peers : NOBiLrrY
bar.on.ess \-3-n9s\ n 1 ; the wife or widow of a baron 2 : a
woman who holds a baronial title in her own right

bar-on.et \'bar-a-n3t, US also ,bar-a-*net\ n : the holder of a
dignity or degree of honor ranking below a baron and above a
knight

bar.on.et-age \-ij\n 1:baronetcy 2: the whole body of baronets
bar-on. et-cy \-se\ n : the rank of a baronet
ba.rong \b3-'r6p, -'rao\ n [native name in the Philippines] : a
thick-backed thin-edged knife or sword used by Moros

ba.ro.nial Xba-'ro-ne-al, -nyslX adj 1 : of or relating to a baron or
the baronage 2_: stately, ample

bar.ony \'bar-3-ne\ nil the domain, rank, or dignity of a baron
2 ; a vast private landholding

ba.roque Xba-'rok, ba-, -'rak\ adj [F, fr. It barocco} ; of, relating
to, or having the characteristics of a style of artistic expression
prevalent esp. in the I7th century that is marked generally by elab-
orate and sometimes grotesque ornamentation and specificaUy also
in architecture by dynamic opposition and the use of cui^ved and
plastic figures, in music by improvisation, contrasting effects, and
powerful tensions, and in literature by complexity of form and
bizarre, ingenious, and often ambiguous imagery — baroque n
ba-rouche \b3-'riish\ n [G baruische, fr. It biroccio, deriv. of LL
biroius two-wheeled, fr. L bi- + rota wheel — more at roll] ; a
four-wheeled carriage with a driver's seat high in front, two double
seats inside facing each other, and a folding top over the back seat
barque \'bark\, bar-quen.tlne \'bar-k3n-,ten\ var oj bark,
BARKENTINE
ibar.rack \'bar-3k, -ik\ n [F baraque hut, fr. Catal barraca'i
1 usu pi IB. building or set of buildings used esp. for lodging soldiers
in garrison 2 usu pi a i a. structure resem.bling a shed or bam that
provides temporary housing h : housing characterized by extreme
plainness or dreary uniformity
2barrack vt : to lodge in barracks
3barrack vb [origin unknown] chiefly Austral ; jesr, deride— bar.rack. er n
bar.ra.COCn \,bar-3-'kiin\ n [Sp barracSn, aug. of barraca hut, fr.

Caial] ; an enclosure or barrack formerly used for temporary
confinement of slaves or convicts

bar-ra-COU-ta \,bar-a-'kiit-3\ n [modif. of AmerSp barracuda^
1 : a large marine food fish {Thyrsites atun) 2 I barracuda

bar-ra.cu-da \,bar-3-'kUd-3\ n, pi barracuda or barracudas
[AmerSp] : any of several large voracious marine fishes (genus
Sphyraena) of warm seas related to the gray mullets and including
excellent food fishes as weU as forms regarded as toxic
ibar-rage \'bar-ij\ n [F, fr. barrer to bar, fr. barre bar] : an
artiticial dam placed in a watercourse to increase the depth of water
or to divert it into a channel for navigation or irrigation

2bar-rage Xbs-'razh, -'raj\ n [F (n> de) barrage barrier fire] 1 : a
barrier of fire esp. of artillei-y laid on a line close to friendly troops
to screen and protect them 2 ; a rapid-fire massive or concentrated
delivery or outpour (as of speech or writing)

3bar.rage Xba-'razh, -'raj\ vt : to deliver a barrage against
barrage balloon n : a small captive balloon used to support wires
or nets as protection against air attacks

bar.ra-mun.da X.bar-a-'man-daX or bar-ra.mun-di \-de\ n [na-
tive name in Australia] : any of several Australian fishes; esp X a
large red-fieshed lungfish {Neoceratodus forsleri) of Austrahan
rivers esteemed as food

bar.ran.ca \b3-'rap-k3\ or bar.ran.co \-(,)ko\ n [Sp] 1 ; a deep
guUey or anoyo with steep sides 2 : a steep bank or bluff

bar.ra.tor also bar-ra.ter \*bar-ai-sr\ tt ; one who engages in
barratry

bar.ra-try \-a-tre\ n [ME barratrie, fr. MF baraterie deception, fr.

barater to deceive, exchange] 1 ; the purchase or sale of office or
preferment in church or state 2 : a fraudulent breach of duty on
the part of a master of a ship or of the mariners to the injury of the
owner of the ship or cargo 3 ; the persistent incitement of litigation

Barred \'bard\ adj : marked by or divided off by bars; specif : hav-
ing alternate bands of different color
ibar.rel \'bar-3l\ n [ME barel, fr. MF baril} 1 : a round bulging
vessel of greater length than breadth that is usu. made of staves
bound with hoops and has flat ends of equal diameier 2a: the
amount contained in a barrel; esp ; the amount fixed for a certain
commodity (as 5 bushels of corn) used as a unit of measure or
weight b i a great quantity 3 ; a drum or cylinder or a round part
similar to one of these: as a : the discharging tube of a gun b : the
cylindrical metal box enclosing the mainspring of a timepiece
C : the part of a fountain pen or of a pencil containing the ink or
lead d : a cylindrical or tapering housing containing the optical
components of a photographic-lens system and the iris diaphragm
e : TUMBLING barrel f I the fuel outlet from the carburetor on
a gasoline engine 4 : the trunk of a quadruped — bar-reled adj

2barrel vb bar-reled or bar.relled; bar-rel-ing or bar-rel.ling vt

: to put or pack in a barrel ^ vi : to travel ai a high speed
barrel chair n : an upholstered chair with a high soUd rounded back
bar-rel-ful \'bar-3i-.fui\ «, pi barrelfals \-.tiiLz\ or bar-rels-ful
\-9lz-,ful\ : barrel 2a

bar-rel-house \-sl ,haus\ n 1 : a cheap drinking and usu. dancing
establishment 2 : a style of jazz characterized by a very heavy beat
and simultaneous improvisation by each player

barrel orgau « ; an instrument for producing music by the action of
a revolving cylinder studded with pegs upon a series of valves that
admit air from a belloyvs to a set of pipes

barrel roll n : an aerial maneuver in which a complete revolution
about the longitudinal axis is made
ibar-ren \*bar-3n\ adj [ME bareine, fr. OF barainej 1 : not
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reproducing: as a : Incapable of producing offspring — used esp.
oi females or matings b ; not yet or not recently pregnant c ; ha-
bitually failing to fruit 2 : not productive: as a : producing in-

ferior or scanty vegetation <--- soils) b : unproductive of results or
gain : fruitless <a ^ scheme) 3 : devoid, lacking 4 : lacking
interest, information, or charm 5 ; dull, unresponsive syn see
BARE, sterile — bai'Teii'ly adv — bar-ren.ness \-an-n3s\ n
^barren n 1 : a tract of barren land 2 p/ : an extent of usu. level

land having an inferior growth of trees or little vegetation
bar>rette \ba-'ret, b3-\ n [F. dim. of bane bar] : a clip or bar for
holding a woman's hair in place
ibar*ri-cade \'bar-a-,kad, ,bar-3-'\ vt 1 ; to block off or stop up
with a barricade 2 ; to prevent access to by means of a barricade

sbarricade n [F, fr. MF, fr. barriquer to barricade, fr. barrique
barrel] 1 : an obstruction or rampart thrown up across a way or
passage to check the advanceof the enemy 2 : barrier, obstacle

bar>ri-ca*do \,bar-a-'kad-(,)o\ n, pi barricadoes [modif. of F
barricade'] archaic ; barricade — barricado vi, archaic

bar«ri»er \'bar-e-3r\ n [ME barrere, fr. MF barriere, fr. barre'\

1 a : a material object or set of objects that separates, demarcates,
or serves as a barricade b : an extension of the antarctic continen-
tal ice sheet into the sea resting partly on the bottom 2 pi, ojten
cap : a medieval war game in which combatants fight on foot with
a fence or railing between them 3 : the movable gate or device at

the starting line in a racetrack 4 : something immaterial that im-
pedes or separates 5 : a factor that tends to restrict the free move-
ment and mingling of individuals or populations

barrier reef n : a coral reef roughly parallel to a shore and separated
from it by a lagoon

bar-ring \'bar-io\ prep : excluding by exception : excepting
bar-ris.ter \*bar-3-star\ n Vbar + -/- + -ster} Brit : a counsel ad-
mitted to plead at the bar in the superior courts of law : counselor
2 — compare solicitor syn see lawyer

bar-room \'bar-,rUm, -,rum\ n : a room or establishment whose
main feature is a bar for the sale of liquor
Ibar.row \'bar-(,}o, -3(-w)\ n [ME bergh, fr. OE beorg: akin to
OHG berg mountain, Skt brhant high] 1 ; mountain, mound —
used only in the names of hills in England 2 : a large mound of
earth or stones over the remains of the dead : tumulus
abarrow n [ME barow, fr. OE bears: akin to OHG barug barrow,
OE borian to bore] ; a male hog castrated before sexual maturity

3barr0W n [ME barew, fr. OE bearwe: akin to OE beran to carry —
more at bear] 1 a : handbarrow b : wheelbarrow 2: a cart
with a shallow box body, two wheels, and shafts for pushing it

bar sinister n 1 : a supposed heraldic charge held to be a mark of
bastardy 2 : the fact or condition of being of illegitimate birth

bar.tend-er \'b'ar-,ten-d3r\ n : one that serves liquor at a bar
ibar»ter \'bart-ar\ vb [ME bartren. fr. MF baraier} vi : to trade by
exchanging one commodity for another ~ v/ ; to trade or exchange
by or as if by bartering — bar>ter*er \-3r-3r\ n

2barter n 1 : the act or practice of carrying on trade by bartering
2 : the thing given in exchange in bartering

Barth'ian \'bart-e-3n\ adj : of or relating to Earth or his theology
— Bartbian n

bar-ti'Zan X'bart-s-zan, ,bart-3-'zan\ n [ME
brelasinge, fr. bretasce parapet — more at
brattice] : a small overhanging or project-
ing structure for lookout or defense

ba.ry.ta \b3-'rIt-3\ n [NL, modif. of Gk
barytes weight — more at BARrrE] : any of
several compounds of barium; esp ; barium
monoxide — ba«ryt«ic \-'rit-ik\ adj

bar.yte Vba(3)r-,Tt, be(a)r-\ or ba.ry-tes
\b3-'rit-ez\ var oj barite

bary.tone_\'bar-3-,t6n\ var oj baritone
bas-al \'ba-s3l, -Z3l\ adj 1 a ; relating to, situated at, or forming the
base b : arising from the base of a stem <~ leaves) 2 a : of or re-

lating to the foundation, base, or essence : fundamental b ; of,

relating to, or essential for maintaining the fundamental vital ac-
tivities of an organism : minimal — ba-sal-ly \-e\ adv

basal metabolic rate n ; the rate at which heat is given off by an
I: complete

.

bartizans

|basal meiaDoXism n : the turnover of energy in a fasting and resting]
organism using energy solely to maintain vital cellular activity,]

piration, and circulaUonas measured bv the basal metabolic " *

stone, fr. Gk basanites (liihos), fr. basanos touchstone, fr. Egypt
b}}nw\ : a dark gray to black dense to fine-grained igneous rock that
consists of basic plagioclase, augite, and usu. magnetite — ba-
sal'tic \b3-'s6!-tik\ adj

bas bleu \ba-blffi\ n [F bas-bleu} : bluestocking
bas^cule \'bas-(,)kyliC3)l\n[F, seesaw] : an apparatus or structure
in which one end is counterbalanced by the other on the principle of
the seesaw or by weights
ibase \'bas\ n, pi bas-es \'ba-S3z\ [ME, fr.

MF, fr. L basis, fr. Gk, step, base, fr.

bainein to go — more at come] 1 a : the
bottom of something considered as its

support : foundation b (1) : the lower part b
of a wall, pier, or column considered as a _
separate architectural feature (2) : the ^

lower part of a complete architectural design D
C : that part of a bodily organ by which it is

attached to another more central structure N
of the organism 2 a ; a main ingredient
b : a supporting or carrying ingredient (as base of a column: B
of a medicine) 3 ; the fundamental part of upper torus- Cscotia*
something ; groundwork 4 : the lower d lower torus; F^F,f\
part of a heraldic field 5 a : the point or fillets; M shaft- '

N

line from which a start is made in an action plinth '

or undertaking b ; a line in a survey which
serves as the origin for computations c ; the locality or the in-
stallations on which a military force relies for supplies or from which
it initiates operations d : the number with reference to which a set
of numbers or a mathematical table is constructed e : root 6
6 a : the starting place or goal in various games b : any one of the
four stations at the comers of a baseball infield 7 : any of various
typically water-soluble and acrid or brackish tasting compounds

capable of reacting with an acid to form a salt that are molecules or
ions able to take up a proton from an acid or substances able to
give up an unshared pair of electrons to an acid
syn BASIS, foundation, ground, groundwork: base implies a

broad and solid bottom by which something is held up or stabilized;
basis carries the same meaning but applies to immaterial things
ibasis of belief); foundation implies something laid down or con-
structed to serve as a base or basis; ground applies to a material, a
substance, a surface upon which something is built or against
which it is displayed; groundwork equals foundation but applies
chiefly to immaterial things (lay a groundwork for negotiations)
— based \'bast\ adj — oil base 1 : completely or absurdly mis-
taken 2 : unawares

abase vt 1 : to make, form, or serve as a base for 2 : to find a
base or basis for ; establish — usu. used with on or upon

3base adj : constituting or serving as a base
4base adj [ME bas, fr. MF, fr. ML bassus short, low] 1 archaic

: of little height 2 obs : low in place or position 3 obs : bass
4 archaic : baseborn 5a: resembling a villein : servile <a '^
tenant) b : held by villenage <~ tenure) 6 : of inferior quahty
; debased: as a : alloyed with or made of inferior metal b of
language i not classical (•-^ Latin) 7 : contemptible, ignoble
8 : lacking higher values : degrading 9 : of comparatively little

value — base-ly adv — base-ness n
syn LOW, VILE: base stresses the ignoble and may suggest greed,

grossness, cowardice, cruelty, treachery; LOW implies falling below
ordinary human standards of dignity, taste, fairness, morality;
vile suggests filth or extreme depravity
sbase obs var oj ^bass
base*ball \'bas-,b61\ n, ojten attrib : a game played with a bat and
ball between two teams of nine players each on a large field center-
ing upon four bases that mark the course a runner must take to
score; also : theball used in this game
base<board \-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a board situated at or forming
the base of something; specij ; a molding covering the joint of a wall
and the adjoining floor
base-born \-'b6(3lrn\ adj 1 a : of humble birth ; lowly b : of
illegitimate birth : bastard 2 : mean, ignoble
base burner n : a stove in which the fuel is fed from a hopper as the
lower layer is consumed
base hit /? : a hit in baseball that enables the batter to reach base
safely with no error made and no base runner forced out

base-less \'ba-sl3s\ adj : having no base or basis
base-lev-el \'ba-,slev-3l\ n ; the level below which a land surface
cannot be reduced by running water
base line n 1 : a main line taken as or representing a base 2 : the
area within which a baseball player must keep when running be-
tween bases 3 : the back Une at each end of a tennis court
base.man \'ba-sm3n\ n : a man stationed at a base
base.ment \'ba-sm3nt\ n, oj(en attrib [prob. fr. ^base] X : the
ground floor facade or interior in Renaissance architecture 2 : the
part of a building that is wholly or partly below ground level

3 : the lowest or fundamental part of anything
ba-sen-ji \b3-'sen-je\ n [of Bantu origin; akin to Lingala basenji, pi.

of mosenji native] : any of an African breed of small compact curlya
tailed chestnut-brown dogs that rarely bark

base on balls : an advance to first base given to a baseball player
who receives four balls

base pay n : a rate or amount of pay for a standard work period,
job, or position exclusive of additional payments or allowances
base runner n : a baseball player of the team at bat who is on base
or is attempting to reach a base — base-run-ning X'bas-.ran-ioV n

ibasll \*bash\ vb [origin unknown] vt : hit, smash '^ vi : crash
abash n, chiefly Brit : a forceful blow
ba.shaw \b3-'sh6\ var of pasha
bastl-ful \'bash-fal\ adj iohs. bash (to be abashed)] 1 : inclined to
shrink from public attention : shy, diffident 2 : characterized by,
showing, or resulting from extreme sensitiveness, self-consciousness,
or shyness syn see shy — bash-lul-ly \-f3-le\ adv — bash-
ful-ness \-f3l-n3S\ n

bashi-ba-zoulJ \,bash-e-b3-'ziik\ n [Turk ba^i bozuk irregular
soldier] 1 : a member of an irregular ill-disciplined auxiliary of the
Ottoman Empire 2 : a turbulent ill-disciplined person

iba.siC \'ba-sik\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or forming the base or
essence : fundamental 2 ; constituting or serving as the basis or
starting point 3 a : of, relating to, containing, or having the
character of a base b : having an alkaline reaction 4 of rocks
: containing relatively little silica 5 : relating to or made by a
basic process — ba-si-cal-ly \-si-k(3-)le\ adv
2basic n : something that is basic : fundamental
Basic English n : a copyrighted system of simplified English con-
sisting of 850 words and a short list of grammatical rules

ba-sici-ty \ba-'sis-3t-e\ n : the quality or degree of being a base
basic process n : a process carried on in a furnace lined with basic
material and under a slag that is dominantly basic

basic slag n : a slag low in silica and high in base-forming oxides
that is used in the basic process of steelmaking and that is then
useful as a fertilizer_

ba>5id-i*al \b3-'sid-e-3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or having a basidium
ba-sid.io-my-cete \b3-.sid-e-o-'mT-,set, -,mr-'set\ n [deriv. of
NL basidium + Gk mykei-, rnykes fungus] : any of a large class
(Basidiomycetes) of higher fungi having septate hyphae, bearing
spores on a basidium, and including rusts, sniuts, mushrooms, and
puffballs — ba-sid-io-my-ce-tous \-e-o-,mi-'set-3s\ adj

ba-sid-io-spore \b3-'sid-e-3-,spo(3)r, -,sp6(3)r\ n [NL basidium •\-

E -0- + spore] : a spore produced by a basidium — ba<sid<io>spo-
rous \ -,sid-e-3-'spor-3S, -'spor-; -e-'as-p3-r3s\ adj

ba.sid.i-um \b3-'sid-e-3m\ n, pi ba-sid-ia \-e-3\ [NL, fr. L basis'\

: a structure on a basidiomycete in which nuclear fusion occurs
followed by meiosis and on which usu. four basidiospores are borne

ba>Si-fised \'ba-si-,fikst\ adj {.basis + fixed] : attached at or near
the base

ba*si>Iy \-s3-,fT\ vt ; to convert into a base or make alkaline

ba>sil \'ba2-3l, 'bas-, 'bas-, 'baz-\ n IMF basile,h.'LhbasiUcum,(T.
Gk basilikon, fr. neut. of basilikos] ; any of several plants of the
mint family; esp : either of two plants {Ocimum basilicum and O.
suave) with leaves used in cookery
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bas-i>Iar \'bas-3-l3r\ also bas-i.lary \-,ler-e\ adj [irreg. fr. basis'\

; of, relating to, or situated at the base
Ba>5il.i.an Xbs-'zil-e-an, -'siI-\ adj : of or relating to St. Basil or
a community under his monastic rule — Basilian n

ba.sU.i-ca \b3-'sil-i-ka, -'zil-\ n [L, fr. Gk basilike, fr. fem. of
basilikos royal, fr. basileus king] 1 : an oblong building ending in a
semicircular apse used in ancient Rome esp. for a court of justice
and place of public assembly 2 ; an early Christian church build-
ing consisting of nave and aisles with clerestory and a large high
transept from which an apse projects 3 ; a Roman Catholic church
or cathedral given ceremonial privileges — ba<sil>i>can \-k3n\ adj

bas-i.lisls \'bas-3-,hsk, "baz-X n [ME, fr. L basUiscus, fr. Gk basi-
liskos. It. dim. of basileusi 1 : a legendary reptile with fatal breath
and glance 2 ; any of several crested tropical American Uzards
(genus Basiliscus) related to the iguanas and noted for their ability
to run upon their hind legs — basilisk adj

ba-sin \'bas-*n\ n [ME, fr. OF bacin, fr. LL bacchinon^ 1 a ; an
open usu. circular vessel with sloping or curving sides used typically
for holding water for washing b : the quantity contained in a basin
2 a : a dock built in a tidal river or harbor b : a water area en-
closed or partly enclosed 3 a : a large or small depression in the
surface of the land or in the ocean floor b ; the entire tract of
country drained by a river and its tributaries c : a great depression
in the surface of the lithosphere occupied by an ocean 4 : a broad
area of the earth beneath which the strata dip usu. from the sides
toward the center — ba>sined \-'nd\ adj

bas-i.net \.bas-3-'net\ n [ME bacinet, fir. OF, dim. of bacin'\ : a
light often pointed steel helmet

ba«sip<e*tal \ba-'sip-at-'l\ adj [L basis + petere to go toward —
more at feather] : proceeding from the apex toward the base or
from above downward — ba>Sip^e*tal>l7 \-'l-e\ adv

ba.sis \'ba-s3s\ n, pi ba*ses \-,sez\ [L] 1 : foondation 2 : the
principal component of anything 3 : something on which anything
is constructed or estabhshed 4 : the basic principle syn see base

bask \'bask\ vb [ME basken, fr. ON baihask, refl. of batha to
bathe; akin to OE bwth bath] vi 1 : to Ue in or expose oneself to a
pleasant warmth or atmosphere 2 : to take pleasure or derive en-
joyment '^ vr, obs : to warm by continued exposure to heat
bas.ket \'bas-k5t\ n [ME, prob. fr. (assumed) CNF baskot; akin
to OF baschoue wooden vessel; both fr. L bascauda dishpan, of
Celt origin; akin to Mir base necklace — more at fascia] lata
receptacle made of interwoven material (as osiers) b ; any of
various lightweight usu. wood containers C : the quantity con-
tained in a basket 2 : something that resembles a basket esp. in
shape or use 3 a : a net open at the bottom and suspended from a
metal ring that constitutes the goal in basketball b : a field goal in
basketball — bas-ket*work \-,wark\ n

baS'ket'ball \-,b61\ n, often attrib : a usu. indoor court game in
which each of two teams tries to toss an inflated ball through a
raised goal; also : the ball used in this game

basket lern n 1 : male fern 2 : a tropical American sword
fern (Nephrolepis pectinata)

basket-handle arch n — see arch illustration

basket hilt n ; a hilt with a basket-shaped guard to protect the hand— has.ket-hilt.ed \'bas-kat-'hil-t3d\ adj
Basket IVIaker n 1 : any of three stages of an ancient culture of
the plateau area of southwestern U.S. that preceded and formed
one cultural development with the Pueblo 2 : a member of the
people who produced the Basket Maker culture
basket—of-gold n \ a European perennial herb {Alyssum saxatile)
widely cultivated for its grayish foliage and yellow flowers

bas.ket-ry \'bas-ka-tre\ n 1 : the art or craft of making baskets or
objects woven like baskets 2 ; objects produced by basketry

basket star « : an echinoderm (order Euryalida) resembling a star-
fish with slender complexly branched interlacing arms

basket weave « : a textile weave resembling the checkered pattern
of a plaited basket

bas mitZ-vah \ba-'smits-v3\ n, ojten cap B&M [Heb bath mi^-
wah, lit., daughter of the (divine) law] 1 ; a Jewish girl who at
about 13 years of age assumes religious responsibilities 2 ; the
synagogue ceremony recognizing a girl as a bas mitzvah

ba.SQ.phil \'ba-sa-,fil\ or ba-so-phile \-.fTl\ n : a basophilic
substance or structure; esp ; a white blood cell with basophihc
granules

ba<SO<phiI<iC \,ba-s3-'fil-ik\ adj [ISV base + -o- + -philic'\ : stain-
ing readily with basic stains
Basque \'bask\ n [F, fr. L Vascol 1 : one of a people of ob<:cure
origin inhabiting the western Pyrenees on the Bay of Biscay
2 : the language of the Basques of unknown relationship 3 not cap
: a tight-fitting bodice for women — Basque adj

bas-re.liel \,bar-i-'lef\ n [F, fr. bas low -I- relief raised work]
1 : sculptural relief in which the projection from the surrounding
surface is sUght and no part of the modeled form is undercut
2 : sculpture executed in bas-relief

'bass \'bas\ n, pi bass or bass.es [ME base, alter, of OE bsers;

akin to OE byrst bristle] : any of numerous edible spiny-finned
fishes (esp. families Centrarchidae and Serranidae)
2bass \'bas\ adj [ME bas base] 1 : deep or grave in tone 2 : of
low pitch

3bass \'bas\ n 1 : a deep or grave tone : low-pitched sound
2 a (1) : the lowest part in polyphonic or harmonic music (2) ; the
lower half of the whole vocal or Insirumental tonal range b (1) : the
lowest male singing voice (2) ; a person having such a voice
c : the lowest member in range of a family of instruments

4bass \'bas\ n [alter, of bast} 1 ; a coarse tough fiber from palms
2 ; BASSWOOD 1

bass clei /lira clef placing the F below middle C on the fourth
line of the staff 2 : the bass staff

bass drum n ; a large drum having two heads and giving a booming
soimd of low indefinite pitch
ibaS'Set \'bas-»t\ n [F, fr. MF. fr. basset short, fr. bas low — more
at base] : any of an old French breed of short-legged slow-moving
hunting dogs with very long ears and crooked front legs

2basset n [perh. fr. obs. F, low stool, fr. basset short] ; the out-
cropping edge of a geologrcal stratum
3basset vi : to appear at the surface
baS'Set horn \'bas-3tA n [prob. fr. G bassetthom, fr. It bassetto
(dim. of basso bass) + G horn, fr. OHG] ; a tenor clarinet in F

bass liddle n : the double bass esp. as used in jazz orchestras
bass born n : tuba
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bassinet 1

plastic, or other material and often having a hood over one end
2 ; a perambulator that resembles a bassinet

basS'ist \'ba-s3st\ n : a double bass player
bas.SO \'bas-(.)o, 'bas-X n [It, fr. ML bassus,
fr. bassus short, low] ; a bass singer; esp ; an
operatic bass

bas-soon \b3-'siJn. ba-\ n [F basson, fr. It
bassone, fr. basso\ ; a tenor or bass doubles
reed woodwind instrument having a long
doubled conical wooden body connected to the
mouthpiece by a thin metal tube — bas-
soon>ist \-'su-n3st\ n

bas-so pro.Iun.do \,bas(,)o-pr3-'f3n-(,)do,
,bas-, -'fun-\ n, pi basso profuudos [It basso
projondo, MX., deep bass] 1 : a deep heavy
bass voice with a compass extending to about
C below the bass staff 2 ; a person having a
basso profundo voice
bas.so-re-lie.vo also
,bas-(',)6-rel-'ya-(.)v6\ i

relief] : bas-relief
bass viol n 1 : viola da gamba 2 : double bass
basS'WOOd \'bas-.wud\ n 1 : any of a genus (Tilia. esp. T. ameri-
cana) of trees of the linden family; also t its straight-grained white
wood 2 a : a tulip tree (Liriodendron tulipijera) b ; tulipwood 1

bast \'bast\ n [ME, fr. OE bsest: akin to OHG & ON bast'[

1 : phloem 2 : a strong woody fiber obtained chiefly from the
phloem of plants and used esp. in cordage, matting, and fabrics
ibas.tard \*bas-tard\ n [ME, fr. OF] 1 : an illegitimate child
2 : something that is spurious, irregular, inferior, or of question-
able origin 3 : an offensive or disagreeable person — used as a
generalized term of abuse — bas<tard>ly \-le\ adj

^bastard adj l ; illegitimate 2 : of inferior breed or stock
; mongrel 3 I of abnormal shape or irregular size 4 : of a kind
similar to but inferior to or less typical than some standard <'^
measles) 5 : lacking genuineness or authority : spurious

bas-tard>iza>tlon \,bas-tard-3-'za-shan\ n ; the act or process of
bastardizing

bas-tard>ize \'bas-t3r-,dTz\ vt 1 : to declare or prove to be a
bastard 2 : to reduce from a higher to a lower state or condition

bastard wing n : the process of a bird's wing corresponding to
the thumb and bearing a few short quills

bas>tardy \*bas-t3rd-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being a bastard
; ILLEGITIMACY 2 I the begetting of an illegitimate child

ibaste \'bast\ vt [ME basten, fr. MF bastir, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG besten to patch; akin to OE bsEst bast] : to sew with long
loose stitches in order to hold in place temporarily — bast>er n

2baste vt [origin unknown] : to moisten (as meatt at intervals with
a hquid (as melted butter, fat, or pan drippings) esp. during the
cooking process — bast*er n
Sbaste vt [prob. fr. ON beysta; akin to OE beatan to beat] 1 : to
beat severely or soundly : thrash 2 : to scold vigorously : berate

baS'tille or bas.tile \ba-'ste(3)l\ n [F bastille, fr. the Bastille,

tower in Paris used as a prison] ; prison, jail

Bastille Day n : July 14 observed in France as a national holiday
in commemoration of the fall of the BasUlle in 17S9
ibas*ti*na'do \,bas-ta-'nad-(.)o, -'nad-\ or bas-U-nade \,bas-
t3-'nad, -'nad\ n, pi bastinadoes or bastinades [Sp bastonada,
fr. baston stick, fr. LL bastum) 1 : a blow wiih a stick or cudgel
2 a : a beating esp. vrith a stick b ; a punishment consisting of
beating the soles of the feet with a stick 3 : stick, cudgel

2bastiiiado vt : to subject to repeated blows
ibast'iug \'ba-stir)\ n 1 ; the action of a sewer who bastes
2 a : the thread used by a baster b : the stitching made by a baster

abasting n 1 : the action of one that bastes food 2 : the Uquid
used by a baster

sbasting n : a severe beating
bas>tion X'bas-chan, 'bas-te-9n\ n
[MF, fr. bastille fortress, modif. of
OProv basiida, fr. bastir to build,
of Gmc origin; akin to OHG

I

besten to paich] 1 : a projecting
Xi^arl.of a. iQftificaf/OfP^ -fl j a/tffjj-
fied area or position 3 : some-
thing that is considered a strong-
hold : bulwark — bas'tioned
\-ch3nd, -te-3nd\ adj

Ba-SU-to \b3-'siJt (,)o\ n, pi
Basuto or Basutos ; one of the
Bantu-speaking people of Basuto-
land
ibat \'bat\ n [ME, fr. OE batt,

prob. of Celt origin; akin to Gaulish andabaia, a gladiator] 1 ; a
stout solid stick : club 2 : a sharp blow ; stroke 3 a : a wooden
implement used for hitting the ball in various games b ; a racket
used in various games (as squash) c ; the short whip used by a
jockey 4a: batsman b ; a turn at batting — usu. used with at

5 : batting 2 — usu. used in pi. 6 Brit I GArr 7 : binge
2bat vb bat.ted; bat-ling vt 1 : to strike or hit with or as if with a
bat 2 a : to advance (a base runner) by batting b : to have a
batting average of 3 : to compose esp. in a casual, careless, or
hurried manner — usu. used with out 4 : to discuss at length or
consider in detail -^ vi 1 a : to strike or hit a ball with a bat
b ; to take one's turn at bat 2 : to wander aimlessly

3bat n [alter, of ME bakke. prob. of Scand origin, akin to OSw
naitbakka bat] ; any of an order (Chiropiera) of nocturnal pla-

cental flying mammals with forelimbs modified to form wings

<bat vr bat'ted; bat-ting [prob. alter, of ^batel : to wink esp. in

surprise or emotion <never batted an eye)
ibatch \'bach\ n [ME bache: akin to OE bacati to bake] 1 : the

quaniity baked at one time : baking 2 a : the quantity of material

prepared or required for one operation; specif ; a mixture of raw
materials ready for fusion into glass b : the quantity produced at

one operation 3 : a group of persons or things : lot
sbatcli var of bach
Ibate \'bat\ vb [ME baten, short for abaten to abate] vt 1 : to

reduce tbe force or intensity of : moderate <he bated his breath)

face. fiank. curtain
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2 ; to take away : deduct 3 archaic ; to lower esp. In amoxmt or
estimation 4 archaic : blont '*' vi, obs : diminish, decrease

abate vi [ME baten, fr. MF batre to beat — more at debate] oJ a
falcon ; to beat the wings impatiently
ba-teau also bat-teau \ba-'to\ n, pi ba>teaux \-'to(zA tCanF, fr.

F, fr. OF batel, fr. OE bat boat] : any of various small craft; esp
: a flat-bottomed boat with raked bow and stern and flaring sides

bat>fisll \'bat-,fish\ n : any of several fishes with winglike pro-
cesses: as a : any of several flattened pediculate fishes (as a com-
mon West Indian form Ogcocephahis vespertilio) b : a flying

gurnard {Dactylopterus voliians) of the Atlantic c : a California
stingray (Aetobatus calijamicus)

bat>fowl \'bat-,faul\ v( ; to catch birds at night by blinding tbem
with a light and knocking them down with a stick or netting them
ibath \'bath, 'bath\ n, pi baths X'bathz, 'baths, 'bathz, 'baths\
[ME, fr. OE basth; akin to OHG bad bath, OE bacan to bake]
1 ; a washing or soaking (as in water or steam) of all or part of the
body 2a; water used for bathing b (1 ) : a contained liquid for
a special purpose (2) : a receptacle holding the liquid c (1) : a
medium for regulating the temperature of something placed in or
on it (2) ; a vessel containing such medium 3 a : bathroom
b : a building containing an apartment or a series of rooms designed
for bathing c : spa — usu. used in pi. 4 : the quality or state of
being covered with a liquid 5 : bathtub

2batll v^ Brit : to give a bath to ~ vi, Brit : to take a bath
3bath n [Heb] : an ancient Hebrew hquid measure corresponding
to the ephah of dry measure

bath- or batho- comb jorm [ISV, fr. Gk bathos, fr. bathys deep —
more at b^thy-] : depth <6arAometer>

Batli brick \'bath-, *bath-\ n [Bath, England] : an unfired brick
of siliceous material used as a scourer and polisher of metals

bath chair n, ojten cap B : a hooded and sometimes glassed wheeled
chair used esp. by invalids; broadly : wheelchair
ibathe \'bath\ v6 [ME bathen, fr. OE bathian; akin to OE bxth
bath] vt 1 ; to wash in water or another liquid 2 ; moisten, wet
3 ; to apply water or a liquid medicament to 4 : to flow along the
edge of : lave 5 : to suffuse with or as if with light -^ vi 1 : to
take a bath 2 ; to go swimming 3 ; to become immersed or ab-
sorbed — bath-er \'ba-th9r\ n — bath-ing \-itiiD\ «

2balhe n 1 Brit I ' BATH 2 Brit : swim, dip
ba>thet-ic \bs-'thet-ik\ adj [bathos + -etic (as in pathetic)^

: characterized by bathos — ba>thet*i>cal-]y \-i-k(301e\ adv
bath'house \'bath-,haus, 'bath-\ n 1 ; a building equipped for
bathing 2 : a building containing dressing rooms for bathers

Bath'i'Hette \,bath-3-'net, ,bath-\ trademark — used for a port-
able bathtub for babies

batho.lith \'bath-3-,lith\ n [ISV] ; a great mass of intruded
igneous rock thai for the most part stopped in its rise a considerable
distance below the surface — batho>Uth>ic \,bath-3-'lith-ik\ adj

ba-thom-e-ter \b9-'tham-3t-3r\ n : an instrument for measuring
depths in water

ba>thos \'ba-,thas\ n [Gk] 1 a : the sudden appearance of the
commonplace in otherwise elevated matter or style b ; anti-
climax, LETDOWN 2 : FLATNESS, TRFTENEss 3 ; insincere or over-
done pathos : SENTIMENTALISM
bath-room \'bath-,riim, 'bath-, -,rum\ n : a room containing a
bathtub or shower and usu. a washbowl and toilet

bath-tub \-.t3b\ n : a usu. fixed tub for bathing
bathy- comb jorm [ISV, fr. Gk, fr. bathys deep; akin to Skt gdhate he
dives into] 1 : deep ; depth {bathyaX} 2 : deep-sea ^bathysphere}

bathy^al \'bath-e-al\ adj : deep-sea
bathy.met.ric \,bath-i-'me-trik\ adj : of or relating to bathy-
metry — bathy*niet-ri>cal \-tri-k3l\ adj — bathy-met>ri<cal>l7
\-tri-k(3-)le\ adv

ba.thym.e.try \ba-'thim-a-tre\ n [ISV] : the measurement of
depths of water in oceans, seas, and lakes

bathy.scaphe \'bath-i-,skaf, -,skaf\ n [ISV bathy- + Gk skaphe
light boat] ; a navigable submersible ship for deep-sea exploration
having a spherical watertight cabin attached to its underside
bathy.sphere \'bath-i-,sfi(a)r\ n : a strongly built steel diving
sphere for deep-sea observation

ba>til[ \b9-'tek, 'bat-ik\ n [Malay] 1 a : an Indonesian method of
,^hand-printing textiles by coating with wax the parts not to be

, dyed b : a design so executed 2 : a fabric printed by batik
.bat-ing \'bat-io\ prep ; with the exception of ; excepting
ba<tiste Aba-'te:>i, ba-\ m IF] ; afirie soTt "sheer fabric otptaSn

made of various fibers

bat-man \'bat-m3n\ n : an orderly of a British military officer

ba-ton \b5-'tan, ba-, -'to"\ n [F b&ton, fr. OF boston, fr. L bastum
stick] 1 ; CUDGEL, TRUNCHEON 2 ; a staff borne as a symbol of
office 3 ; a narrow heraldic bend 4 ; a stick or wand with which
a leader directs a band or orchestra 5 : a hollow cylinder carried
by each member of a relay team and passed to the succeeding
runner 6 : a smooth staff with a ball at one end carried by a
drum major or baton twirler

ba.tra.Chi.an \ba-'tra-ke-3n\ n [derlv. of Gk batrachos frog]
: FROG, TOAD, SALiENTiAN; broadly I a vertebrate amphibian— batrachian adj
bats*man X'bat-smanX n ; a batter esp. in cricket
batt var oj bat
bat.tai.lous \'bat-n-3s\ adj [ME bataillous, fr. MF bataillos, fr.

bataille battle] archaic ; ready for battle ; warlike
bat<ta<lia \bs-'tal-y9\ n [It battaglia} 1 obs : a large body of men
in battle array 2 archaic ; order of battle

bat'tal'ion \b3-'tal-y9n\ n [MF bataillon fr. Olt battaglione, aug.
of battaglia company of soldiers, battle, fr. LL battalia combat —
more at battle] 1 : a considerable body of troops organized to act
together ; army 2 ; a military unit composed of a headquarters
and two or more companies, batteries, or similar units
ibat-ten V'bat-^nX vb bat-ten-lng \'bat-nio, -='n-iD\ [prob. fr. ON
batna to improve] vl 1 a : to grow fat b : to feed gluttonously
2 : to grow prosperous '" vt ; fatten

2batten n [F baton's 1 a Brit : a piece of lumber used esp. for
flooring b : a thin narrow strip of lumber used esp. to seal or
reinforce a joint 2 : any of various strips, bars, or supports
resembling or used similarly to battens

3 abut; o kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; ^ cot, cart;
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abatten vt : to furnish or fasten with battens
ibat.ter \'bat-ar\ vb [ME bateren, prob. freq. of batten to bat, fr.

bat's vt 1 a : to beat with successive blows so as to bruise, shatter,
or demolish b ; bombard 2 : to subject to strong, overwhelming,
or repeated attack 3 ; to wear or damage by blows or hard usage
'^ vi ; to strike heavily and repeatedly : beat

Shatter n [me bater, prob. fr bateren} 1 : a mixture that consists
of flour, liquid, and other ingredients and is thin enough to pour
or drop from a spoon 2 : a damaged area on a printing surface

Shatter vt [origin unknown] ; to give a receding upward slope to
^batter n ; a receding upward slope of the outer face of a wall or
other structure

Shatter n ; one that bats; esp ; the player whose turn it is to bat
battering ram ;? 1 : a military siege engine consisting of a large
wooden beam with a head of iron used in ancient times to beat
down the walls of a besieged place 2 : a heavy metal bar with
handles used to batter down doors and walls

bat.tery \'bat-3-re. 'ba-tre\ n 1 a ; the act of battering or beating
b : the unlawful beating or use of force upon a person without his
consent — compare assault 2a 2 a : a grouping of artillery
pieces for tactical purposes b ; the guns of a warship 3 : an
artillery unit in the army equivalent to a company 4 a : a com-'
bination of apparatus for producing a single electrical effect
b : a group of two or more cells connected together to furnish
electric current; also ; a single cell that furnishes electric current
5 a : a number of similar articles, items, or devices arranged,
connected, or used together : srf, series b : an impressive or
imposing group ; array 6 : the position of readiness of a gun for
firing 7 : the pitcher and catcher of a baseball team
bat<tlng \'bat-iri\ n 1 a ; the act of one who bats b : the use of or
ability with a bat 2 : layers or sheets of raw cotton or wool used
for lining quilts or for stuffing or packaging
ibat.tie \'bat-n\ n, ojten attrib [ME batel, fr. OF bataille battle,
fortifying tower, battalion, fr LL battalia combat, alter of battualia
fencing exercises, fr. L battuere to beat, of Celt origin; akin to
Gaulish an(Xa.bata, a gladiator; akin to h Jatuus foolish, Russ bat
cudgel] 1 ; a general encounter between armies, ships of war, or
aii-planes 2 : a combat between two persons 3 archaic : bat-
talion 4 ; an extended contest, struggle, or controversy
syn BATTLE, engagement, action mean a hostile meeting between

opposing forces, battle implies a general and prolonged combat;
engagement stresses the actual encountering of forces in combat
rather than strategic aspects; action suggests combat at a particular

place, time, or ohase of an operation
abattle vb bat-fling \'bat-lio, -'I-ioX vi 1 : to engage in battle

; FIGHT 2 ; to contend with full strength, vigor, craft, or re-

sources ; STRUGGLE ~ v/ ! to fight against
abattle vt [ME batailen, fr. MF bataillier to fortify, fr. OF, fr.

bataille} archaic ; to fortify with batdements
bat.tle-ax or bat.tle-axe \'bat-'l-,aks\ n 1 : a broadax formerly
used as a weapon of war 2 slang ; a quarrelsome domineering

{

battlements: A, A
merlons; B, B crenels;
C machicolations

battle cruiser n : a warship of battleship size and of the highest
speed and heaviest battery but without the heavy armor pro-
tection of the battleship

bat'tle-dore \'bat-M-,d5(9)r, -.d6(9>r\ n [MB batyldore bat used
in washing clothes, prob. fr. OProv batedor beating instrument, fr.

batre to beat, fr. L battuere} : a light flat bat or racket used in

striking a shuttlecock
bat*tle*field \-,feld\ n : a place where a battle is fought — called

also battleground
battle group n : a military unit normally made up of five companies
bat.tle.ment \'bat-''l-ra3nt\ n [ME batelment, fr. MF bataille} : a
parapet with open spaces that surmounts
a wall and is used for defense or deco-
ration — bat^tle-ment-ed \-.ment-ad\
adj

bat>tle*plane \-,plan\ n : warplane
battle royal n, pi battles royal or
battle royals 1 a : a fight participated

in by more than two combatants; esp

: such a contest in which the last man in

the ring or on his feet is declared the
winner b ; a violent struggle 2 ; a
heated dispute

bat>tle'Shlp \'bat-=I-,ship\ n [short for

line-oj-battle ship} : a warship of the
largest and most heavily armed and armored class

bat-tle.wag.on \-,wag-an\ n ; batiteship
bat>tue \ba-'t(y)ii, F ba-tS\ n [F, fr. battre to beat, fr. 0¥ batre
— more at debate] ; the beating of woods and bushes to flush

game; also : a hunt in which this procedure is used
bat'ty \'bat-e\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling a bat 2 slang

X mentally unstable ; crazy
bat'Wing \'bat-,wio\ adj : shaped like the wing of a bat
bau-ble \'b6-bal, 'bab-al\ n [ME babel, fr. MF] 1 : trinket 2 ; a
fool's scepter 3 ; trifle
bau.drons X'bod-ranz, 'bdth-\ n [ME] chiejly Scot X CAT, KnTY
baulk chiejly Brit var of balk
Bau*md \b6-'ma\ adj [Antoine Baume tl804 F chemist] : being,
calibrated in accordance with, or according to either of two arbi-

trary hydrometer scales for liquids lighter than water or for liquids
heavier than water that indicate specific gravity in degrees

baux-ite \'b6k-,sTt, 'bak-\ n [F bauxite, fr. Les Baux, near Aries,
France] ; an impure mixture of earthy hydrous aluminum oxides
and hydroxides that commonly contains similar compounds of iron
and occas. of manganese, usu. has a concretionary or ooUtic struc-

ture, and is the principal source of aluminum — baux*it>ic \b6k-
'sit-ik, bak-\ adj

Ba-var<i>an \b3-*ver-e-3n, -'var-\ « 1 : a native or inhabitant of
Bavaria 2 : the High German dialect of Bavaria and Austria
— Bavarian adj
baw.bee or bau.bee \'b6-(,)be\ n [prob. fr. Alexander Orrok, laird

of SiW&bawbe jl 1538 Sc mintmaster] 1 la ; any of various Scottish
coins of small value b : an English halfpenny 2 : trifle

baw>cocl£ \'b6-,kak\ n [F beau cog, fr. beau fine + cog fellow,

cock] : a fine fellow
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bawd 74 bean
bawd \'bdd\ n [ME bawdel 1 obs : pander 2 a : one who keeps
a house of prostitution ; madam I) ; prostitute

feawd-i-ness \'bod-e-n3s\ n ; the quaUty or state of being bawdy
tawd.ry \*b6-dre\ n [ME bawderie, it. bavMe} 1 obs Z unchasttty
2 : offensively suggestive, coarse, or obscene language : bawdiness
ibawdy \'b6d-e\ adj ; of, relating to, or having the characteristics
of a bawd : obscene, lewd
2bawdy n [prob. fr. ^bawdy] : bawdry 2
ibawl \*b61\ vb [ME baulen, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Ice!
baula to low] v'l 1 : to cry out loudly and unrestrainedly ; yell
2 : to cry loudly or lustily : wail ~ v? 1 ; to cry out at the top of
one's voice 2 ; to reprimand loudly or severely — bawl^er n

2t)awl n : a loud prolonged cry : outcry
Ifiay \'ba\ adj [ME, fr. MF bai, fr. L badius; akin to Olr buide
yellow] : reddish brown <a -^ mare>
2bay n 1 : a bay-colored animal; specif : a horse with a bay-colored
body and black mane, tail, and points 2 ; a moderate brown
3bay n [ME, berry, fr. MF bale, fr. L 6aca] 1 a : laurel 1 b : any
of several shrubs or trees {as of the genera Magnolia, Myrica, and
Cordonia) resembling the laurel 2 a : a garland or crown esp. of
laurel given as a prize for victory or excellence 6 : honor, fame— usu. used in pi.

bay n [ME, fr. MF baee opening, fr. OF, fr. fern, of bae, pp. of
baer to gape, yawn — more at abeyance] 1 : a principal compart-
ment of the walls, roof, or other part of a building or of the whole
building 2 : a main division of any structure: as a : a compart-
ment in a bam b : bay window c : the forward part of a ship on
each side between decks often used as a ship's hospital d (1) : a
longitudinal part of an elongated aircraft structure lying between
two adjacent transverse members or walls (2) : any of several
compartments in the fuselage of an airplane 3 : a vertical support
on which various pieces of electronic apparatus are mounted
Shay vb [ME baien, abaien, fr. OF abaiier, of imit. origin] vi : to
bark with prolonged tones '^ vt 1 : to bark at 2 : to bring to bay
3 : to pursue with barking 4 : to utter in deep prolonged tones

6bay nix the position of one unable to retreat and forced to face
danger 2 : the position of one checked 3 : a baying of dogs
7bay n, ojten attrib [ME baye. fr. MF baie'i 1 : an inlet of the sea
or other body of water usu. smaller than a gulf 2 ; a small body of
water set off from the main body 3 ; any of various terrestrial

formations resembling a bay of the sea
ba.ya-dere \'bT-a-,di(3)r, -,de(3)r\ n [F bayadere Hindu dancing
girl] : a fabric with horizontal stripes in strongly contrasted colors
bay antler \'ba-\ n [earlier bes antler, fr. ME bes- secondary (fr.

MF, fr. L bis- twice) + E aniler"} — see antler illustration

bay.ber.ry \'ba-,ber-e\ n 1 : a West Indian tree (Pimeiita race-
nwsa) of the myrtle family yielding a yellow aromatic oil 2a: wax
myrtle; esp ; a hardy shrub (Myrica pensylvanica) of coastal eastern
No. America b : the fruit of a wax myrtle

Bay.eux tapestry \,br-,u-, ,ba-.Cy)u-, ba-'yaCOA i iBayeux, village
in France] : a long narrow strip of embroidered linen that depicts
events in the Norman invasion of England and is held to date from
the 11th or 12th century
bay leaf n ; the dried leaf of the European laurel used in cooking
Ibay-O.net X'ba-a-nat, -.net, ,ba-3-'nei\ n, ojten attrib [F ba'ionette,
fr. Bayomie, France] : a steel blade made to be attached at the
muzzle end of a shoulder arm and used in hand-to-hand combat
abayonet vb hay-o-net'ed also bay.o. net-ted; bay.o.net-ing
also bay-o-net.ting vt 1 : to stab with a bayonet 2 : to compel
or drive by or as if by the bayonet ^ vi : to use a bayonet
bay.OU \'bT-(,)(y)6, -(.)Cy)u, -(y)a\ n [LaF, fr. Choctaw bayuk-\
1 ; a creek, secondary watercourse, or minor river that is tributary
to another river or other body of water 2 : any of various usu.
marshy or sluggish bodies of water
bay rum n : a fragrant cosmetic and medicinal liquid distilled from
the leaves of the West Indian bayberry or usu. prepared from essen-
tial oils, alcohol, and water
Bay Stat*er \'ba-,stat-or\ /i : a native or resident of Massachusetts— used as a nickname
bay window n : a window or series of windows forming a bay or
recess in a room and projecting outward from the wall

ba>zaar \b3-'zar\ n [Per bdzdrl 1 : an Oriental market consisting
of rows of shops or stalls selling miscellaneous goods 2 a : a
place for the sale of goods to : department store 3 : a fair for
the sale of articles esp. for charitable purposes

ba>ZOO-ka \b3-'zLi-k9\ n [bazooka (a crude musical instrument
made of pipes and a funnel)] : a Ught portable shoulder weapon
consisting of an open-breech smoothbore firing tube that launches
armor-piercing rockets
B battery n : an electric battery connected in the plate circuit of an
electron tube to cause flow of electron current in the tube
BCG vaccine \,be-(,)se-"je-\ n [feacillus Calmette-Guerin] : a vac-
cine prepared from a living attenuated strain of tubercle bacilli and
used to vaccinate human beings against tuberculosis
B complex n : vrrAMiN b complex
BC soil \*be-'se-\ n ; a soil whose profile has only B-horizons and
C-horizons

bdel.li.um \'del-e-3m\ n [ME, fr. L. fr. Gk bdellion] : a gum resin
similar to myrrh obtained from various trees (genus Commiphora)

be \(')be\ vb. past 1st & 3d sing was \(')w3z, 'waz\ 2d sing were
\(*)w3r\ pi were; past subjunctive were; past part been \(')bin,
chiejly Brit (')ben\ pres part be-ing \'be-io\ pres 1st sing am \3m,
(')am\ 2d sing are Xsr, (')ar\ 3d sing is \(')iz, azX pi are; pres
subjunctive be [ME been, fr. OE beon; akin to OHG bim am, L jui
I have been, ju/urus about to be, fieri to become, be done, Gk
phynai to be born, be by nature, phyein to bring forth] vi 1 a : to
equal in meaning : have the same connotation as <God is love)
<January is the first month) <let x '^ 10) ; represent symbolically
b : to have identity with (the first person I met was my brother)
c : to constitute the same class as d : to have a specified qualifica-
tion or characterization (the leaves are green) e : to belong to the
class of (the fish is a trout) — used regularly in senses la through
le as the copula of simple predication 2 a : to have an objective
existence : have reality or actuality : live (I think, therefore I am)
(once upon a time there was a knight) b : to have, maintain, or
occupy a place, situation, or position (the book is on the table)
c : to remain unmolested, undisturbed, or uninterrupted — used
only in infinitive form (let him -^) d ; occur ; take place (the
concert was last night) e archaic ; belong, befall '— verbal

auxiliary 1 — used vrith the past participle of transitive verbs as a
passive-voice auxiliary (the money was found) (the house is being
built) 2 — used as the auxiliary of the present participle in pro-
gressive tenses expressing continuous action (he is reading) (I have
been sleeping) 3 — used with the past participle of some intransi-
tive verbs as an auxiliary forming archaic perfect tenses (Christ is

risen from the dead —1 Cor 15:20 (DV)> (the minstrel boy to the
war is gone —Thomas Moore) 4 — used with the infinitive with to
to express futurity, arrangement in advance, or obligation (I am to
interview him today) (he was to become famous)

be- prefix [ME, fr. OE bi-, be-; akin to OE bi by. near — more at by]
1 : on : around : over (6edaub) (fcesmear) 2 : to a great or greater
degree : thoroughly (defuddle) (derate) 3 : excessively ; ostenta-
tiously ~ in intensive verbs formed from simple verbs (6edeck) and
in adjectives based on adjectives ending in -ed (feeribboned)
4 : about : to : at ; upon : against ; across (bestride) (6espeak)
5 : make ; cause to be : treat as (ftelitde) {beiooX} (befriend)
6 : call or dub esp. excessively (6edoctor) 7 : affect, afflict, treat,
provide, or cover with esp. excessively (fc^devil) (befog)
ibeacb \'bech\ n [origin unknown] 1 : shore pebbles : shingle
2 a : a shore of an ocean, sea, or lake or the bank of a river covered
by sand, gravel, or larger rock fragments b : a seashore area
2beach vt : to run or drive ashore
beach.comb.er \'bech-,k6-m3r\ n ; a drifter or loafer usu. along
the seacoast; esp : a white man living as a loafer in tbe So. Pacific
beach flea n : any of numerous amphipod crustaceans (family Or-
chestiidae) living on ocean beaches and leaping like fleas

beach grass n : any of several tough strongly rooted grasses that
grow on exposed sandy shores; esp : a rhizomatous perennial
(genus Ammophila) widely planted to bind sandy slopes

beach-head \'bech-,hed\ n 1 : an area on a hostile shore occupied
to secure further landing of troops and supplies 2 ; FOOTHOLD
beach wagon n : station wagon
beachy \'be-che\ adj : covered with pebbles or shingle
ibea.con \'be-k3n\ n [ME beken, fr. OE beacen sign; akin to OHG
bouhhan sign] 1 ; a signal fire commonly on a hill, tower, or pole
2 a : a lighthouse or other signal for guidance b : a radio trans-
mitter emitting signals for guidance of airplanes
2beacon vt : to furnish with a beacon -^ vi : to shine as a beacon
ibead \'bed\ n [ME bede prayer, prayer bead, fr. OE bed, gebed
prayer; akin to OE biddan to entreat, pray] 1 a obs : prayer —
usu. used in pi. b p/ : a series of prayers and meditations made with
a rosary 2 : a small piece of material pierced for threading on a
string or wire (as in a rosary) 3 : a small ball-shaped body: as
a ; a drop of sweat or blood b : a bubble formed in or on a beverage
c : a small metal knob on a firearm used as a front sight d : a blob
or a line of weld metal e : a glassy drop of flux (as borax) used as a
solvent and color test for several raetaUic oxides and salts 4 ; a
projecting rim, band, or molding

2bead vt 1 ; to furnish, adorn, or cover with beads or beading
2 : to string together like beads — v/ : to form into a bead

bead.ing n 1 ; material or a part or a piece consisting of a bead
2 : a beaded molding 3 : an openwork trimming 4 ; beadwork

bea.dle \'bed-'l\ n [ME bedel, fr. OE bydel: akin to OHG butil
bailiff] : a minor parish official whose duties include ushering and
preserving order at services and sometimes civil functions

bead>roll \'be-,drol\ n [fr. the reading in church of a list of names
of persons for whom prayers are to be said] 1 ; a list of names
: CATALOG 2

\_
rosary

beads-man X'bedz-manX n, archaic : one who prays for another
bead'WOrk \'be-,dv*^rk\ n 1 ; ornamental work in beads 2 : join-'

ery beading
beady \'bed-e\ adj 1 : resembling beads; esp : small, round, and
shiny with jnterest or greed (^^ eyes) 2 : marked by beads

bea«gle \'be-g3l\ n [ ME begle'] : a small short-legged smooth-coated
hound
beaK \'bek\ n [ME bee, fr. OF, fr. L beccus, of Gaulish origin]
la: the bill of a bird; esp : the bill of a bird of prey adapted for
striking and tearing b (1) : any of various rigid projecting mouth
structures (as of a turtle) (2) ; the elongated sucking mouth of
some insects c : the human nose 2 : a pointed structure or forma-
tion a ; a metal-pointed beam projecting from the bow of an ancient
galley for piercing an enemy ship b : the spout of a vessel c ; a
continuous slight architectural projection ending in an arri^
d : a process suggesting the beak of a bird — beaked \'bekt\ adj.

bea>lter\'be-kar\ n C^tErbiker, fr. ON bikarr, prob. fr. OS bikeri;

akin to OHG behhari beaker; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word
borrowed fr. ML bicarius beaker, fr. Gk bikos earthen jug] 1 : a
large drinking cup with a wide mouth and sometimes supported
on a standard 2 ; a deep openmouthed and often projecting*
lipped thin vessel used esp. by chemists and pharmacists
Ibeam \'bem\ n [ME beem, fr. OE beam tree, beam; akin to OHG
bourn tree] 1 a : a long piece of heavy often squared timber suita-

ble for use in construction b : a wood or metal cylinder in a loom
on which the warp is wound c : the part of a plow to which han-
dles, standard, and colter are attached d : the bar of a balance
from which scales hang e : a horizontal supporting structural mem-
ber; also : boom, spar 1 : the extreme width of a ship at the widest
part g : an oscillating lever on a central axis receiving motion at
one end from an engine piston rod and transmitting it at the other
2 a : a ray or shaft of light b : a collection of nearly parallel rays
(as X rays) or particles fas electrons) c : a constant directional
radio signal transmitted for the guidance of pilots; also : the course
Indicated by a radio beam 3 : the main stem of a deer's antler

4 : the width of the buttocks — on the beam : on a true course
2beam vt 1 : to emit in beams or as a beam 2 : to support with
beams 3 a : to aim (a broadcast) by directional antennas b : to
direct to a particular audience '^ vi 1 : to send out beams of light

2 : to smile wi^h joy
beam-ends \'be-'menfd>z\ n pi : the ends of a ship's beams — on
her beam-ends : inclined so much on one side that the beams ap-
proach a vertical position

beamy \'be-me\ adj 1 : emitting beams of light : radiant 2
: broad in the beam

bean \'ben\ n [ME bene, fr. OE bean: akin to OHG bona bean]
la: broad bean b : the seed of any of various other erect or
climbing leguminous plants (esp. genera Phaseolus, Dolichos, and
Vigna) c : a plant bearing beans d ; a bean pod used when
immature as a vegetable 2 a ; a valueless item b p/ : a small
amount 3 a : any of various seeds or fruits that resemble beans



bean caper m Beaufort scale

or bean pods b i a plant producing these 4 : a protuberance on
the upper mandible of waterfowl 6 : head, brain
bean caper n : any of several perennial plants (genus Zygophyllum
of the family Zygophyllaceae, the bean-caper family) having usu.
ill-smelling foliage and flower buds used as capers

tiean-ie \'be-ne\ « : a small round tight-fitting skullcap worn esp.
by schoolboys and collegians
beano \'be-(,)n6\ n [by alter.] ; bingo
bean tree n : any of several trees having fruits resembling a bean
pod: as a ; a yellow-flowered Australian leguminous tree {Catano-
spermum australe) with large pods containing seeds like chestnuts

ibear \'ba(a)r, be(9)r\ n, pi bears ojten attrib tME here, fr. OE
bera; akin to OE brun brown] 1 or pi bear ; any of a family (Ursi-
dae of the order Camivora) of large heavy mammals having long
shaggy hair, rudimentary tail, and plantigrade feet and feeding
largely on fruit and insects as well as on flesh 2 : a surly, uncouth,
or shambling person 3 [prob. fr. the proverb about selling the
bearskin bejore catching the beary ; one that sells securities or com-
modities in expectation of a price dechne — compare bull
2bear vb bore \'bof3lr, 'b6(3)r\ borne \'bo(3)ra, b6(alm\ also
horn \'b6o)m\ bear.ing [ME beren, fr. OE beran; akin to OHG
beran to carry, L ferre, Gk pherein] vt 1 a : to support and move
; CARRY b : to be equipped or furnished with c : to hold in the
mind d : disseminate e : behave, conduct i'^ing himself well)
1 ; to have as a feature or characteristic g : to adduce in testifying
<'^ false witness) h : to have as an identification i : lead,
ESCORT i : RENDER, GIVE 2 a : to give birth to b : to produce as
yield c (1) ; to permit growth of (2) ; contain (oil-bearing
shale) 3 a : to support the weight of : sustain b : tolerate,
ENDURE c : ASSUME, ACCEPT d : to hold above, on top, or aloft
e : to admit of : allow 4 : thrust, press ~ vr 1 a : to force
one's way b : to be situated : lie c : to extend in a direction indi-
cated or implied d : to become directed e ; to go or incline
in an indicated direction <road ~j to the right) 2 a ; apply,
PERTAIN b ; to exert influence or force 3 : to support a weight or
strain — often used with up 4 t to produce fruit : yield
Syn BEAR, SUFFER, ENDURE, ABIDE, TOLERATE, STAND mean tO Sus-

tain something trying or painful, bear usu. implies the power to
sustain without flinching or breaking; suffer suggests acceptance
or passivity rather than courage or patience in bearing; endure
implies continuing firm or resolute through trials and difficulties;
abide suggests acceptance without resistance or protest; tolerate
suggests overcoming or successfully controlling an impulse to resist,

avoid, or resent something injurious or distasteful; stand empha-
sizes even more strongly the ability to bear without discomposure
or flinching syn see in addition carry

bear-able X'bar-s-bal, 'ber-\ adj : capable of being borne ; tolera-
ble — bear.ably \-ble\ adv

bear.bait.ing \'ba(3ir-,bat-ia, be(3)r-\ n : the former practice of
setting dogs on a chained bear

bear»ber>ry \-,ber-e\ n 1 ; a trailing evergreen plant (Arctosta-
phylos uva-ursi) of the heath family with astringent foUage and red
berries 2 ; the large cranberry (Oxycoccus macrocarpus) 3 : a
deciduous holly {Ilex decidua) of the southern U. S. 4 : cascara
BUCKTHORN
ibeard \'bi(a)rd\ n IME herd, fr. OE beard; akin to OHG ban
beard, L barba"] 1 ; the hair that grows on a man's face often ex-
cluding, the moustache 2 : a hairy or bristly appendage or tuft

3 : bevel Ic; also : the bevel plus the shoulder — beard-ed \-3d\
adj— beard.less \-l3s\ adj
abeard vf l : to furnish with a beard 2 : to confront and oppose
with boldness, resolution, and often effrontery : defy
beard.tongue \'bi(3)rd-.tar]\ n : pentstemon
bear-er X'bar-sr, 'ber-\ n ; one that bears: as a : porter b : a
plant yielding fruit c : one holding a check, draft, or other order
for payment esp. if marked payable to bearer
bear garden n 1 ; an estabhshment for bearbaiting or similar
practices 2 : a scene of unruly rowdy disturbance
bear grass n 1 : any of several plants of the lily family (as a yucca)
chiefly of the southern and western U. S. with fohage resembling
coarse blades of grass 2 : any of several grasses

bear*ing n l ; the maimer in which one bears or comports oneself
.' : carriage, BEHAVIOR 2a: the act, power, or time of bringing

forth offspring or fruit b : a product of bearing ; crop 3 : pres-
. SURE, THRUST 4 a ; an object, surface, or point that supports
' b ; a machine part in which a joumalrTjin, or other part-turns

5 : a charge in a coat of arms 6a: the situation or direcdon of
one point with respect to another or to the compass b : a determi-
nation of position cpl : comprehension of one s position, environ-
ment, or situation d : relation, connection; also : purport
7 : the part of a structural member that rests upon its supports
syn bearing, deportment, demeanor, mien, manner, carriage
mean the way in which a person outwardly manifests his personaUty
or attitude, bearing is the most general of these words but now
usu. implies characteristic posture; deportment suggests actions or
behavior as formed by breeding or training; demeanor suggests
one's attitude toward others as expressed in outward behavior;
mien is a literary term referring both to bearing and demeanor;
MANNER impUes characteristic or customary way of moving and
gesturing and addressing others; carriage applies chiefly to ha-
bitual posture in standing or walking
bearing rein n ; checkrein l

bear-ish \'ba(3)r-ish, *be(3)r-\ adj 1 ; resembling a bear In rough-
ness, gruffness, or surliness 2 : marked by, tending to, or expecting
a decline in stock prices — bear-isb'ly adv — bear>ish<ness n

bear-skin \'ba(3)r-,skin, be(s)r-\ n : an article made of the skin
of a bear; esp ; a miUtary hat made of the skin of a bear

beast \'best\ n [ME beste, fr. OF. fr. L bestial 1 a : an animal as
distinguished from a plant b : a lower animal as distinguished from
man c ; a 4-footed mammal as distinguished from man, lower
vertebrates, and invertebrates d : an animal under human control
2 : a contemptible person

beas- tings \"be-stir)z\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME bestynge, fr.

OE bysting, fr. beost beastings] : the colostrujn esp. of a cow
beast»li-nessj^'best-le-nas\ n : the quality or state of being beastly
ibeast-ly \'best-le\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling a beast
2 : bestial 3 : abominable, disgusting

9 abut; ^ kitten; ar farther; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; I}'' sing; o flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; tb thin; t& this;

abeastly adv ; very
'beat \'bet\ yb_ beat; beat«en \'bet-'n\ or beat; beat»ing [ME
beten, fr. OE beatan; akin to OHG bozan to beat, L -jutare to beat,
justis club] vt 1 : to strike repeatedly: a ; to hit repeatedly so as
to inflict pain b : to walk on : tread c : to dash against d : to
flap or thrash at vigorously e : to strike at to rouse game; also i to
range over in or as if in quest of game f ; to mix by stirring ; whip
g : to strike repeatedly to produce music or a signal <^ a drum)
2 a : to drive or force by beating b : to pound into a powder,
paste, or pulp c : to make by repeated treading or driving over
d ; to lodge or dislodge by repeated hitting e : to shape by beating
(^ swords into plowshares); esp : to flatten thin by blows i : to
sound or express by drum beat or soxmd 3 : to cause to strike or
flap repeatedly 4 a : overcome, defeat; also : surpass b ; to
prevail despite <~ the odds) c : bewilder, baffle d (1) : fatigue,
exhaust (2) ; to leave dispirited, irresolute, or hopeless e : cheat
5 a (1) : to act ahead of usu. so as to forestall (2) : to report a
news item in advance of b : to come or arrive before c : circum-
vent <---' the system) 6 ; to indicate by beating <'^ the tempo)
'^ VI 1 a : to become forcefully impelled ; dash b : to glare or
strike with oppressive intensity c : to sustain distracting activity
d : to beat a drum 2 a (1) : pulsate, throb (2) ; tick b : to
sound upon being struck 3 a : to strike repeated blows b : to
strike the air : flap c : to strike cover to rouse game; also % to
range or scour for or as if for game 4 : to progress with much
tacking or with difficulty syn see conquer

2beat n 1 a ; a single stroke or blow esp. in a series; also : pulsa-
tion, tick b ; a sound produced by or as if by beating c ; a
driving impact or force 2 : one swing of the pendulum or balance
of a timepiece 3 : each of the pulsations of amplitude produced
by the union of soimd or radio waves or electric currents having
different frequencies 4 a : a metrical or rhythmic stress in poetry
or music or the rhythmic effect of these stresses b : the tempo
indicated to a musical performer 5 : a regularly traversed round6a: something that excels b : the reporting of a news story
ahead of competitors 7 : deadbeat 8 a : an act of beating to
windward b : one of the reaches so traversed : tack

3beat adj [ME beten, bete, fr. pp. of beten'\ 1 a ; exhausted
b : sapped of resolution or morale 2 ; of or relating to beatniks

4beat n : beatnik
beat-er \'bet-3r\ n l : a person or thing that beats
2 : one that beats up game in hunting

be>atl£>ic \,be-3-'tif-ik\ adj [L beatijicus making
happy, fr. beatus happy, fr. pp. of beare to bless; akin
to L bonus good — more at bounty] 1 : of, possessing,
or imparting beatitude 2 : having a blissful or benign
appearance — be.atif»i»cal«ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

be-at'i-fi.ca.tion Xbe-.at-s-fg-'ka-shanX n : the act
of beatifying : the state of being beatified

be.at.i.fy \be-'at-a-,fr\ vt [MP beatijier, fr. LL beatiji-
care, fr. L beaiusl 1 : to make supremely happy
2 : to declare to have attained the blessedness of heaven
and authorize the title "Blessed" and limited public
religious honor for eee beater

be-at.i.tude \be-'at-3-.t(y)iid\ n [L beatitudo, fr.
^'k^"^'-^*^

beatus"] 1 : a state of utmost bliss — used as a title for a primate of
an Eastern church 2 ; any of the declarations made in the Sermon
on the Mount (Mt 5:3-12) beginning "Blessed are"

beatohils \'bet-nik\ n Vbeat + Yiddish -nik, suffix denoting a per-
son, fr. Russ & Pol] : a person having a predilection for imcon-
ventional behavior and dress and often a preoccupation with
exotic philosophizing and self-expression

Bs-atrice n [It] 1 \,ba-3-'tre-(,)cha, 'be-a-tr3s\ : a Florentine
woman immortalized in Dante's Vita Nuova and Divind Commedia
2 \'be-3-tr3s\ ; the witty heroine in Shakespeare's Much Ado about
Nothing

beau \'bo\ n, pi beatix \'boz\ or beans [F. fr. beau beautiful, fr.

hbellus pretty] 1 : dandy 2 : a man who is a frequent or steady
escort of a woman : lover
Beau Brum-mell \bo-'bram-3l\ n [nickname of G. B. Brummell
tl840 E dandy] : dandy

Beau-fort scale \,bo-fart-\ n [Sir Francis Beaujort tl857 E
BEAUFORT SCALE

MILES PER
HOUR

Less than 1

description

Gentle breeze

Moderate breeze 13-18

Fresh breeze

Calm; smoke rises ver-
tically

Direction of wind
shown by smoke but
not by wind vanes

Wind felt on face; leaves
rustle; ordinary vane
moved by wind

Leaves and small twigs
in constant motion;
wind extends light flag

Raises dust and loose
paper; small branches
are moved

Small trees in leaf begin
to sway; crested wave-
lets form on inland
waters
Large branches in mo-
tion ; telegraph wires
whistle; umbrellas used
with difficulty
Whole trees in motion;
inconvenience in walk-
ing against wind

Breaks twigs off trees;
generally impedes pro-
gress

Slight structural dam-
age occurs; chimney
pots and slates re-
moved

Trees uprooted; con-
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12-17 Hurricane 73-136

I scale i

slderable structural
damage occurs

Very rarely experienced;
accompanied by wide-
spread damage
Devastation occurs

naval officer & hydrographer] : a scale in wiiich the force of the
wind is indicated by numbers from to 17 or orig. from to 12
beau geste \h6-'2hest\ n. pi beaux gestes or beau gestes \bo-
'zhest\ [F. lit,, beautiful gesture] 1 : a graceful or magnanimous
gesture 2 : an insubstantial conciliatory gesture
beau ide-al \,bo-,T-'def-a)l\ n, pi beau ideals [F beau ideal ideal
beauty] ; the perfect type or model
Beau-me var oj baume
beau monde \bo-'mand, -mo"d\ n, pi beau mondes \-'man(d)z\
or beaux mondes \-mo"d\ [ F, lii., fine world] : the world of high
s'Kiety and fashion

beaU'te.ous \'byLit-e-as\ adj [ME, fr. beaute'] : beautiful —
beau-te-ous'ly adv — beau-te-ous-ness n

beaU'ti>Cian \byu-'tish-an\ n [beauty + -ician'i ; COSMETOLOGIST
beau-ti>fi>ca>tioil V.byiit-a-fa-'ka-shanX n ; the act or process of
beautifying

beau.tJ.fi.er \'byut-3-,fi(-3^r\ n : one that beautifies
beau-tl-ful \'byUt-i-f3l\ adj : having qualities of beauty or that
excite sensuous or aesthetic pleasure — beau-ti-ful-ly \-i(9-)le\
adv — beau<ti*fui*ness \-f3l-n9s\ n
Syn LOVELY. HANDSOME, PRETTY, COMELY, FAIR: BEAUTIFUL applies

to whaiever excites the keenest of pleasure to the senses and stirs

emotion through the senses; lovely is close to beautiful but applies
to a narrower range of emotional excitation in suggesting the grace-
ful, delicate, or exquisite; handsome suggests essentially an ap-
proval of what conforms to a standard in regularity, symmetry,
fitness of proportion, quality of workmanship; pretty applies to
what gives an immediate but often superficial or insubstantial im-
pression of attractiveness; comely is like handsome in suggesting
what is coolly approved rather than emotionally responded to;

FAIR suggests beauty because of purity, flawlessness, or freshness
beau-ti.fy \'byUt-a-,f7\ vf : to make beautiful or add beauty to

: embellish '^ VI : to grow beautiful syn see adorn
beau.ty \'byUt-e\ n [ME beaute, fr, OF biaute, fr. bel, biau beautiful,
fr. L bellus pretty; akin to L bonus good] 1 : the quality or ag-
gregate of qualities in a person or tiling that gives pleasure to the
senses or pleasurably exalts the mind or spirit ; loveliness 2 ; a
beautiful person or thing; esp : a beautiful woman 3 : a graceful,
ornamental, or excellent quality that contributes to beauty

beauty busb n : a Chinese shrub (Kolkwitzia amabilis) of the honey-
suckle family with pinkish flowers and bristly fruit

beauty sbop n : an establishment or department where halrdressing,
facials, and manicures are done — called also beauty parlor
beauty spot n l ; ipatch 2 2a: nevus b : a minor blemish
beaux arts \b6-'2ar\ n ;?/ [F] : fine arts
beaux esprits pi oj del esprit
ibea.ver \'be-v3r\ n, pi beavers [ME bever, fr. OE beojor: akin
to OHG bibar beaver. OE brun brown] 1 or pi beaver a : either of
two large semiaquatic rodents (genus Castor) with webbed hind
feet and a broad flat tail that construct dams and underwater
lodges and yield valuable fur and castor b : the fur or pelt of the
beaver 2 a ; a hat made of beaver fur or a fabiic imitation
b : silk hat 3 ; a heavy fabric of felted wool or of cotton napped
on both sides

abeaver n [ME baviere, fr. MF] 1 : a piece of armor protecting the
lower part of the face 2 : a helmet visor

be-bop \'be-.bap\ n [imit.] : bop — be-bop-per n
be*calin \bl-'kam, -'kalm\ vi 1 ; to keep motionless by lack of wind
2 : to make calm : soothe

be^cause \bi-'k6z, -(*)ka2\ cony [ME because that, because, fr. by
cause that] 1 ; for the reason that : since 2 : the fact that : that
because of prep : by reason of : on account of
beC'Ca'fi'CO \,bek-3-'fe-(,)ko\ n, pi beccaflcos or beccaficoes
[It, fr. beccare to peck + jico fig, fr. Ljicus'] : any of various Euro-
pean songbirds esteemed as a table delicacy
b6.Cha.meI \,ba-sh3-*mel\ n [F sauce bechamelle, fr. Louis de
Bechamel tl703 F courtier] : a white sauce sometimes enriched
with cream

be>ctiaDce \bi-'chan(t)s\ vb, archaic : bef.all
b§che-de-mer \,bash-d»-'mef3)r\ n [F, lit., sea grub] 1 pi
bSche-de-mer or bgches-de-mer \,bash-(32-)d3-\ : trepang
2 cap B&M : a lingua franca ba^ed on English and used esp, in New
Guinea, the Bismarck archipelago and the Solomon islands
ibeck \'bek\ n [ME bek, fr. ON bekkr: akin to OE bsec brook.
OHG bah, Mir bHal flowing water] Brit ; brook,

2beck vt [ME becken, alter, of beknenl archaic X BECKON
3beck n 1 chiejly Scot : Bow, curtsy 2 a ; a beckoning gesture
b : BIDDING, summons

beck*et \'bek-3t\ n [origin unknown] : a device for holding some-
thing in place; esp t a grommet or a loop of rope with a knot at one
end to catch in an eye at the other

becket bend n : sheet bend
beck-on \'bek-an\v/) beck-on-lug \'bek-C3-)niD\ [ME beknen, fr.

OE biecnan, fr beacen sign — more at beacon] vi 1 ; to summon
or signal typically with a wave, nod, or other gesture 2 : to appear
inviting : attract <— vt : to beckon to — beckon n

be-cloud \bi-'klaud\ vt : to obscure with or as if with a cloud
be.come \bi-'ksm\ vb be»came \-'kam\ become; becom>ing
[ME becomen to come to, become, fr. OE becuman, fr. be- + cuman
to come] vi 1 a : to come into existence b : to come to be ('-^ sick)
: HAPPEN 2 ; to undergo change or development **- vr : to suit or
be suitable to (her clothes ^ her)
be*com<ing \-'k3m-io\ adj 1 : marked by fitness or propriety
2 ; having an attractive effect — be*com>ing'ly \-le\ adv

Becque.rel ray \be-'krel-, ,bek-3-,rel-\ n [Antoine H. Becquerel
tl908 F physicist] : a ray emitted by a radioactive substance
ibed \'bed\n[ME. fr OE fterfrf; akin to OHG6err/bed, hjodere to
dig] 1 a : a piece of furniture on or in which pne may lie and sleep
b (1) : a place of marital sex relations (2) : marital relationship

: a place for sleeping d ; sleep; also : a time for sleeping e (1 ) : a
mattress filled with soft material (2) : bedstead I : the equipment
and services needed to care for one hospitalized patient or hotel

guest 2 ; a flat or level surface: as a : a plot of ground prepared
for plants b ; the bottom of a body of water; esp X an area of sea
bottom supporting a heavy growth of a particular organism
3 : a supporting surface or structure ; foundation; esp : the earth-
work that supports the ballast and track of a railroad 4 : layer,
stratum 5a: the place or material in which a block or brick is

laid b : the lower surface of a brick, slate, or tile

2bed vb bed'ded; bed-ding vt 1 a : to furnish with a bed or bedding
b : to put or take to bed 2 a : embed b : to plant or arrange in
beds c : base, establish 3 a : to lay flat or in a layer b : to make
a bed in or of ^ vi la: to find or rhake sleeping accommodations
b : to ^o to bed 2 ; to form a layer 3 : to lie flat or flush

be>daub \bi-'d6b, -'dab\ vt 1 ; to daub over ; besmear 2 : to
ornament with vulgar excess

be.daz-zle \bi-'da2-3l\ vt 1 ; to confuse by a strong light : dazzle
2 : to impress forcefully ; enchant — be-daz-zle-ment \-m3nt\ n

bed-bug \'bed-,bag\ n : a wingless bloodsucking bug {Cimex
lectularius) sometimes infesting houses and esp.
beds and feeding on human blood

bed-clotbes \'bed-,klo(ih)z\ n pi : the covering (as
sheets and blankets) used on a bed

bed'der \'bed-ar\ n 1 : one that makes up beds
2 : a bedding plant
ibed-ding \"bed-iD\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. bedd"]
1 : bedclothes 2 : a bottom layer : foundation
3 : material to provide a bed for livestock

sbedding adj [fr. gerund of ^bed'i : appropriate or
adapted for culture in open-air beds

be-deck \bi-*dek\ vt ; to deck out : adorn
be-dev-U \bi-'dev-3l\ vt 1 : to possess with or as
if with a devil : bewftch 2 : to change for the worse : spoil 3 : to
drive frantic : harass 4 : to confuse utterly : muddle — be-
dev-il-ment \-al-mant\ n
be-dew \bi-'d(y)u\ vt : to wet with or as if with dew
bed-last \'bed-,fast\ adj : BEDRIDDEN
Bed-ford cord \,bed-f3rd-\ n [perh. fr. New Bedjord, Massachu-
setts] : a clothing fabric with lengthwise ribs

be-dight \bi-'dTt\ vt be-dight-ed or bedigbt; be-dight-ing archaic
: EQUIP, ARRAY

be-dim \bi-'dim\ v; : to make dim or obscure
Bed-i-vere \"bed-3-,vi(a)r\ n : a knight of the Round Table who is

present at the departure of the dying Arthur for Avalon
be*di-zen \bi-'dTz-^n, -'diz-\ v; ; to dress or adorn with gaudy
vulgarity — be-di-zen-ment \-m3nt\ n

bed-lam \*bed-l3m\ n IBedlam, popular name for the Hospital of
St. Mary of Bethlehem, London, an insane asylum, fr. ME Bedlem
Bethlehem] 1 obs ; madman, lunatic 2 archaic x a lunatic asylum
3 : a place or scene of uproar and confusion — bedlam adj

bed-Iam-ite \'bed-i3-,mTt\ n : madman, lunatic — bedlamite adj
Bed-Ung-ton terrier \,bed-lig-tsn-\ n [Bedlington, England] : a
swift rough-coated terrier of light build

bed molding n : the molding of a cornice below the corona and above
the frieze; also ; a molding below a deep projection

bed-ou-in \'bed-3-w3n\ n, p/_ bedouin or bedouins ojten cap [F
bedouin, fr. Ar badawi, hidwan, pi. of badawi desert dweller] : a
nomadic Arab of the Arabian, Syrian, or No. African deserts
bed-pan \'bed-,pan\ n : a shallow vessel used by a person in bed for
urination or defecation

bed-plate \'bed-,plat\ « : a plate or framing used as a support
be-drag-gle \bi-'drag-al\ vt x to wet thoroughly
be-drag-gled \bi-'drag-3ld\ adj 1 : soiled and stained by or as if

trailing in mud 2 : dilapidated
bed-rid-den \'bed-,rid-'n\ or bed-rid \-,rid\ adj [alter, of ME
bedrede, bedreden, fr. OE bedreda, fr.bedreda one confined to bed,
fr. bedd bed + -rida, -reda rider, fr. ndan to ride] : confined to bed

bed-rock \'bed-'rak, -.rak\ n 1 : the solid rock underlying other
surface materials (as soil) 2a; lowest point : nadir b ; basis

bedrock valley n x a valley eroded in bedrock
bed-roll \'bed-,r61\ n : bedding rolled up for carrying
bed-room \-,riJm, -,rum\ n x a room furnished with a bed and in-

tended primarily for sleeping
bed-side \-,sTd\ n x the side of a bed esp. of a sick or dying person
bed-sore \-,so(a)r, -,s6falr\ n : an ulceration of tissue deprived of
nutrition by prolonged pressure

bed-spread \-,spred\ n ; a usu. ornamental cloth cover for a bed
bed-spring \-,spria\ n : a spring supporting a mattress
bed-stead \-,sied, -,stid\ n : the framework of a bed
bed-straw \-.str6\ n (fr. its use for mattresses] : an herb (genus
Galium) of the madder family having angled stems, opposite or
whorled leaves, and small flowers

bed-time \-,tlm\ n : time to go to bed
bed-ward \'bed-ward\ or bed-wards \-w?rdz\ adv : toward bed
ibee \'be\ n [ME, fr. OE beo; akin to OHG bla bee, Lith bilis"]

1 ; a social colonial hymenopterous insect (Apis mellijera) often
kept in a state of domestication for the honey that it produces;
broadly ; any of numerous insects (superfamily Apoidea) that differ

from the related wasps esp. in the heavier hairier body and in hav-
ing sucking as well as chewing mouthparts, that feed on pollen and
nectar, and that store both and often also honey 2 : an eccentric

notion : fancy 3 [perh. fr. E dial, been help given by neighbors,
fr ME bene prayer, boon, fr. OE ben prayer — more at boon] : a
gathering of people for a specific purpose (spelling ^)

2bee n [ME beghe metal ring, fr. OE beag: akin to OE bugan to bend
— more at bow] : a piece of hard wood at the side of a bowsprit to

reeve fore-topmast stays through
sbee n X the letter b
bee balin n : any of several mints (as monarda) attractive to bees
bee-bread \'be-.bred\ n : bitter yellowish brown pollen stored up in

honeycomb cells and used mixed with honey by bees as food
beech Vbech\ n, pi beecb-es or beech [ME beche, fr. OE bece:

akin to OE boc beech. OHG buohha, Ljagus, Gk phegos oak] : any
of a genus (Fagus of the family Fagaceae, the beech family) of
hardwood trees with smooth gray bark and small edible nuts; also

; its wood — beech-en \'be-ch9n\ adj
beech-drops \'bech-,draps\ n pi bur sing or pi in constr X : a low
wiry plant {Epijagus virginiana) of the broomrape family parasitic

on the roots of beeches 2 : squawroot
bee eater n : any of a family (Meropidae") of brightly colored slender-
billed insectivorous chiefly tropical Old World birds
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bos head of cattle

at cow] 1 ; the flesh of an
adult domestic bovine
2 a : an ox, cow, or bull in
a full-grown or nearly
full-grown state; esp : a
steer or cow fattened for
food h ; a dressed carcass
of a beef animal c ; beef
animals 3 : muscular
flesh : BRAWN 4 pi beejs,
slang ; complaint
2beef vt : to add strength or
power to '^ vi : complain
beef cattle n pi : cattle de-
veloped primarily for the
efficient production of
meat and marked by
capacity for rapid growth,
heavy well-fleshed body,
and stocky build

beef.eat.er \'be-,fet-3r\ n
: a yeoman of the guard of
an English monarch i. t * * i. i , * , . ^

hpp flvn • anv nf nnm^rniic ^^^' ^' ^ Wholesale cuts: 1 shank, 2
two XiSged mesTfS ^°"°^ ^^* ^"™P ^°^ ^^^""^ ^^t off 3
BombSe) many o^ ^^^^ ^^'^1^0^ f^' Y^'Jl^'l^'/r
which resemble bees "'l' ^ ""n ih^^ ^'^^^-'^

^'^^^^^' Ji
tippf.cfpak \'hFf ctaifX F7

shank B retail cuts: a heel pot roast, b

JhP hSTnnlrt^r Steak, e pinbone steak, / short ribs, g
hpS<S?fllf fiVn^ic „ . ^ porterhouse steak, h T-bone steak, /UeefSteaK lungus n : a club steak, ; flank steak, k rib roast, m
bright red edible pore biade rib roast, n plate, o brisket, pfungus (Fisrulma hepaiica) crosscut shank, ? arm pot roast! r
g^^^"lS o°,^f^? trees boneless neck, s blade roast

beel-wood \'bef-,wud\ n
: any of several hard heavy reddish chiefly tropical woods used esp.
for cabinetwork; also : a tree (as a bully tree) yielding beefwood

beefy \'be-fe\ adj : brawny, thickset
bee.hive \'be-,hrv\ n 1 ; a hive for bees 2 : something resembling
a hive for bees — beehive adj

bee.keep.er \-.ke-p3r\ n : one who raises bees — bee-keep-ing n
bee.line \'be-,lTn\ n [fr. the belief that nectar-laden bees return to
their hives in a direct line] ; a straight direct course

Beel.ze-bub \be 'et-zi-.bsb, "bel-zi-, "bel-X n lBeelzehid>^ prince of
devils, fr. L, fr Gk Beelzeboub, fr. Heb Ba'al zebhubh, a Philistine
god, lit., lord of flies] 1 ; devil 2 : a fallen angel in Milton's
Paradise Lost ranking next to Satan

been past part of BE
bee plant n : a plant much frequented by bees for nectarr as a : a
heavy-scented herb (Cleome serrulata) of the caper family with
pink flowers b : any of various figworts (genus Scrophularia)

beer \'biO)r\ n [ME ber, fr. OE beor: akin to OHG bior beer] 1 ; a
malted and hopped somewhat bitter alcoholic beverage; specij
: such a beverage brewed by slow fermentation 2 : a carbonated
nonalcoholic or a fermented slightly alcoholic beverage with
flavoring froni^ roots or other plant parts <birch ~>
beery \'bi(3)r-e\ adj 1 ; affected or caused by beer <^ voices) <~
sentimentality) 2 : smelling or tasting of beer <'>^ tavern)

bees.tings var oj beastings
bees.wax \'bez-,waks\ n : wax i

beet \'bet\ n [ME bete, fr. OE bete, fr. L beta"] : a biennial garden
plant (genus Beta) of the goosefoot family with thick long-stalked
edible leaves and swollen root used as a vegetable, a source of sugar,
or for forage; also ; its root
Ibee-tle \'bet-n\ n [me betylle, fr. OE
bitula, fr. bltan to bite] 1 : any of an
order (Coleoptera) of insects having
four wings of which the outer pair are
modified into stiff elytra which protect
the inner pair when at rest 2 : any of
various insects resembling a beetle

abeetle n [^ME betel, fr. OE bietel: akin
to OE beatan to beat] 1 ; a heavy

^

wooden hammering or ramming in-
strument 2 ; a wooden pestle or bat
for domestic tasks 3 : a machine for
giving fabrics a lustrous finish — beetle vt

3beetle adj [ME bitel-browed having overhanging brows, prob. fr.

betylle, bitel beetle] ; being prominent and overhanging
^beetle vi bee.tling \'bet-lir], -'l-ir)\ : project, jut
beet leafliopper « : a leafhopper (Eutettix tenellus) that transmits a
virus disease to sugar beets and other plants in the western U.S.

bee tree w l : a hoUow tree in which honeybees nest 2 : easswood 1

be.fall \bi-'f61\ vi : to happen esp. as if by fate ^ vt : to happen to
be. fit \bi-'fit\ vt ; to be proper or becoming to — be-fit-ting adj
be.fog \bi-'f6g, -'fag\ vt 1 ; to make foggy : obscure 2 ; confuse
be.fool \bi-'fiil\ vt 1 ; to make a fool of 2 ; delude, deceive
»be.fore \bi-'f6(3)r, -f6(3)r\ adv [ME, adv. & prep., fr. OE
bejoran, fr. be- + joran before, fr. /ore] 1 ; in advance : ahead
2 : EARLIER, previously

2before prep 1 a (l ) : in front of (2) : in the presence of <stood '--'

the judge) b ; under the jurisdiction or consideration of <the case~ the court) c (1) : at the disposal of (2) : in store for : in the
future of 2 : preceding in time (come -^ six o'clock) 3 : in a
higher or more important position than <put quantity ^^ quality)
^before conj l : earlier than the time when 2 ; sooner than
be.fore.hand \bi-'fo(3)r-,hand, -*f6(s)r-\ adv (or adj) 1 a : in
anticipation b ; in advance 2 : at a previous time ; early — be-
fore*Iiand.ed<>ness X-.han-dsd-nas, -'han-\ n

be.fore-time \-,t]m\ adv ; formerly
be.foul \bi-'fau(3)l\ vt : to make foul with or as if with dirt or filth

be.friend \bi-'frend\ vt : to act as a friend to
be.fud.dle \bi-'f3d-'l\ vt 1 ; to muddle or stupefy with or as if

beetle

with drink 2 : confuse, perplex — be.fud.dle.ntent \-m3nt\ n
beg \'faeg\ vb begged; beg.ging [ME beggen'] vt 1 ; to ask for as a
charity 2 : to ask earnestly for : entreat 3a: evade, sidestep
b ; to assume as established or proved {'^ the question) '^ vi
1 : to ask for or live by asking for charity 2 : to ask earnestly for
something 3 ; decline, renege — used with oJJ
syn beg, entreat, beseech, implore, supplicate, adjure, im-

portune mean to ask urgently, beg suggests earnestness or in-
sistence in asking for something to which one has no claim or right;
entreat implies an effort to overcome resistance or deflect from
resolute purpose; beseech implies great eagerness or anxiety;
implore adds to beseech a suggestion of greater urgency or
anguished appeal; supplicate suggests a posture of humility;
adjure implies enjoining as well as pleading and suggests the in-
volving of something sacred; importune suggests an annoying
persistence in trying to break down resistance to a request

be.gat \bi-'gat\ archaic past oj beget
be. get \bi-'get\ vt be-got \-'gat\ be. got.ten \-'gat-'n\ or begot;
be.get-ting [ME hegeten, alter, of beyeten, fr. OE bigletani 1 : to
procreate as the father : sire 2 : cause — be-get-ter n
ibeg.gar \'beg-3r\ n [ME beggere, beggare, fr. beggen to beg +
-ere. -are -er] 1 : one that begs; esp ; one that lives by asking for
gifts 2 : pauper 3 : fellow

2beggar vt beg.gar-ing \'beg-('^)riri\ 1 : to reduce to beggary
2 ; to exceed the resources or abilities of <'^s description)

beg.gar.li.ness \-le-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being beggarly
beg.gar.ly \'beg-3r-le\ adj l : befitting or resembling a beggar; esp

: marked by unrelieved poverty 2 ; mean syn see contemptible
beg.gar's-lice \"beg-3rz-,lTs\ or beg.gar-lice \-3r-,lTs\ n pi but
sing or pi in constr : any of several plants (as of the genera Lappula,
Desmodium, and Galium) with prickly or adhesive fruits; also I one
of these fruits

beg.gar-ticks or beg.gar's-ticks \-.tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in
constr 1 : BUR MARIGOLD; also : its prickly achenes 2 : beggar's*
LICE

beg. gar.weed \'beg-3r-,wed\ n 1 ; any of various plants (as a
knotgrass, spurry. or dodderl that grow in waste ground 2 : any
of several tick trefoils (genus Desmodium^; esp : a West Indian
forage plant (£). tortuosum) cultivated in tiie southern U.S.

beg.gary \'beg-3-re\ n 1 : poverty, penury 2 : the class or oc-
cupation of beggars 3 : the act of begging : mendicancy

be-gin \bi-'gin\ vb be-gan \-'gan\ be.gun \-'g3n\ be-gin.ning
[ME beginnen, fr. OE beginnan; akin to OHG biginnan to begin. OE
onginnan'^ vi la; to do the first part of an action b : to undergo
initial steps ; commence 2 a : to come into existence : arise
b : to have a starting point 3 : to do or succeed in the least degree
^ vi 1 : to set about the activity of 2 a : to call into being ; found
b ; originate, invent 3 : to come first in — be.gin.ner n
syn commence, start, iNmAXE. inaugurate: begin and com-

mence are practically identical in meaning but commence suggests
slightly greater formality; start, opposed to stop, suggests a getting
or setting into motion or setting out on a journey and implies a
definitely marked change from a state of rest or waiting to move-
ment; iNinATE implies the taking of a first step of a process or series
that is to continue; inaugurate adds to initiate a stronger im-
plication of both a ceremonious beginning and an expectation of
long continuance

be.gin.ning \bi-'gin-ir]\ « 1 : the point at which something begins
2 : the first part 3 ; origin, source 4 a : a rudimentary stage or
early period b : something undeveloped or incomplete

be.gird \bi-'g3rd\ vt X \ gird la 2 : surround, encompass
be-gone \bi-'g6n also -'gan\ vi [ME, fr. be gone (imper.)] ; to go
away ; depart — used esp. in the imperative

be.go.nia \bi-'g6n-y3\ n [NL. genus name, fr. Michel Begon tl710
F governor of Santo Domingo] : any of a large genus {Begonia of
the family Begoniaceae, the begonia family) of tropical herbs with
asymmetrical leaves widely cultivated as ornamentals

be.grlme \bi-'grTm\ vt : to make dirty with grime
be.grildge \bi-'gr3j\ vt 1 ; to give or concede reluctantly 2 a : to
look upon with reluctance or disapproval b : to take little plea-
sure in 3 : to envy the pleasure or enjoyment of

bS'-guile \bi-'gT(3M\ vt 1 : to lead by deception 2a: deceive,
hoodwink b : to deprive by guile ; cheat 3 : to while away
4 : to please or persuade by the use of wiles : charm syn see
DECEIVE, WHILE— be.gulle.ment \-m3nt\ n — be.guil.er n

be.gnine \bi-'gen\ n [AmerF beguine. fr. F beguin flirtation] : a
vigorous popular dance of the islands of Saint Lucia and Martinique
somewhat like the rumba
Be.guine \'ba-,gen\ n [MF] : a member of one of various ascetic
and philanthropic communities of women not under vows founded
chiefly in the Netherlands in the 13th century

be.gum \'be-g9m\ n [Hindi begam} : a Muslim lady of high rank
be.lialf \bi-'haf, -'hafX n [ME, fr. by + halj half, side] : interest,
BENEFIT; also : support, defense — used esp. in the phrase in behalf
oj or on behaljof

be.liave \bi-'hav\ vb [ME behaven, fr. be- -f- haven to have, hold]
vt 1 : to bear or comport (oneself) in a particular way 2 : to con-
duct (oneself) in a proper manner '^ vi 1 : to act, function, or
react in a particular way 2 : to conduct oneself properly
syn BEHAVE, CONDUCT, DEPORT, coiviPORT, ACQUFT mean whcn

used with a reflexive to act or to cause oneself to do something in a
certain way. behave implies meeting a standard usu. of what is

proper or decorous; conduct implies action or behavior that shows
the extent of one's power to control or direct oneself; deport im-
plies behaving so as to show how far one conforms to conventional
rules of discipline or propriety; comport suggests conduct measured
by what is expected or required of one in a certain class or position;
acquit applies to action under stress that deserves praise or meets
expectations

be.hav.ior or chiefly Brit be-hav-iour \bi-'ha-vysr\ n [alter, of
ME behavour, fr. behaven^ 1 : the manner of conducting oneself

2 : the way in which something behaves — be-hav-ior-al \-vy3-
r3l\ adj — be-bav-ior-aMy \-r3-le\ adv

be.hav.ior.ism \bi-'ha-vy3-,riz-3m\ n ; a doctrine that the data
of psychology consist of the observable evidences of organismic
activity to the exclusion of introspective data or references to

and mind — be-bav-ior-ist \-vy3-r3st\ adj or n —
a abnt; ^ Jcitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; rj^sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; di coin; tli thin; th tbis;
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be-hav-Jor-is-tic \bl-,ha-vy3-'ris-tik\ adj

bedhead \bi-*hed\ vt : to sever the head from : decapitate
be.he.moth \bi-'he-m3th, 'be-3-,m6th\ n [ME. fr. L, fr. Heb
behemoth} X ojten cap : an animal that is prob. the hippopotamus
described in Job 40:15-24 2 : something of oppressive or
monstrous size or power

be-hest \bi-'hest\ n [ME, promise, command, fr. OE behxs
promise, fr. behatan to promise, fr. be- + hatan to command,
promise] 1 : command, demand 2 : urgent prompting
Ibe-hind \bi-'hTnd\ adv [ME behinde, fr. OE behindan, fr. be- +
hindan from behind; akin to OE hinder behind — more at hind]
1 a : in the place, situation, or time left (stay "-> b : in, to, or
toward the back <Iook ---> 2 a ; in a secondary or inferior posi-
tion b : in arrears c : slow 3 archaic ; still to come

3behind prep 1 a ; in the place, situation, or time left by <the staff
stayed -^ the troops) b (1) : in, to, or toward the back of <look '^

you) (2) : beyond in past time 2 : inferior to 3 : later than
; AFTER 4 a (1) : in a hidden or obscure causal relation to <the
conditions -^ the strike) (2) ; in the background of b : in a sup-
porting position at the back of <an argument with experience -^ it)

abehind n 1 : the back side 2 : buttocks
be.hind.hand\bi-'hind-,hand\arfv Corarfj) 1; in arrears 2a:be-
hind the times b : in an inferior position c : behind schedule

be.liold \bi-'hold\ vb [ME beholden to keep, behold, fr. OE
behealdan, fr. be- + healdan to hold] vt 1 : to perceive through
sight or apprehension : see 2 ; to gaze upon : observe ^ vi — used
in the imperative esp. to call attention — be«hold-er n

be>llold<en \bi-'h6I-d3n\ adj [ME. fr. pp. of beholden} ; under
obligation for a favor or gift : indebted

be.hoo! \bi-'huf\ n [ME behof. fr. OE behoj; akin to OE hebban to
raise — more at heave] : advantage, profit

be.hOOve \bi-'huv\ or be.hove \-'h5v\ vb [ME behoven, fr. OE
behojian, fr. behoj} vt ; to be necessary, proper, or advantageous
for <it ^s us to fight) ~ vt : to be necessary, fit. or proper

beige \'bazh\ n [F] 1 ; cloth made of natural undyed wool
2 : a variable color averaging hght grayish yellowish brown —
beige adj _

be-ing \'be-io\ n 1 a : the quality or state of having existence
b (1) : something conceivable as existing (2) : something that
actually exists (3) ; the totality of existing things c : conscious
existence ; life 2 ; the qualities that constitute an existent thing
: essence; esp : PERSONALrrv 3 : a living thing; esp : person

Be*ia \'ba-ja\ n, pi Beja 1 a : a nomadic pastoral people living
between the Nile and the Red sea b : a member of this people
2 : the Cushitic language of the Beja people

bel \*bel\ n [Alexander Graham Bell tl922 Scottish-Am inventor
of the telephone] ; ten decibels

be>Ia>bor or chiejly Brit be<la>hour \bi-']a-b9r\ vt 1 : to work on
or at to absurd lengths <~ the obvious) 2 a archaic ; to beat
soundly b ; assail, attack

be-Iat>ed \bi-'lat-3d\ adj [pp. of belate (to make late)] 1 : de-
layed beyond the usual time 2 : existing or appearing past the
norma! time — be>lat>ed>ly adv — be*lat-ed'ness n
ibe.lay \bi-'la\ vb [ME beleggen to beset, fr. OE belecgan, fr. be- +
iecgan to lay] vt 1 a : to secure (as a rope) by turns around a cleat,
pin. or bitt ta : to make fast 2 : stop 3 a : to secure (a person) at
the end of a rope b ; to secure (a rope) to a person or object -^ vi

1 : to be made fast 2 : stop, Qurr 3 : to make fast by belaying
2belay n 1 : the obtaining of a hold (as for a rope) during mountain
climbing; also ; a method of obtaining such a hold 2 : something
to which a mountain climber's rope is anchored

bel can>to \bel-'kan-(,)to\ n [It, ht., beautiful singing] : operatic
singing originating in 1 7lh century and I8th century Italy and
stressing ease, purity, and evenness of tone production and an agile
and precise vocal technique

belch \'belch\ vb [ME belchen. fr. OE bealcian} vi 1 : to expel gas
suddenly from the stomach through the mouth 2 : to erupt, ex-
plode, or detonate violently 3 : to issue forth spasmodically : gush~ v/ 1 : to eject or emit violently 2 ; to expel (gas) from the
stomach suddenly : eruct — belcb n

bel.dam or bel.dame \'bel-d3m\ n [ME beldam grandmother, fr.

MF bel beautiful + ME dam} ; an old woman; esp ; hag
be.lea.guer \bi-'le-g3r\ vt be-lea-guer-ing \-gf3-)rio\ [D
belegeren, fr. be- (akin to OE be-) + leger camp; akin to OHG
legar bed — more at lair] 1 : to surround with an army so as to
prevent escape ; besiege 2 : beset, harass

bel.em.nite \'be!-3m-,nTt\ n [F belemnite, fr. Gk belemnon dart;
akin to Gk ballein to throw — more at devil] : a conical fossil shell
of an extinct cephalopod (family Belemnitidae) — bel'em>nit<iC
\.bel-3m-'nit-ik\ adj

bel es.prit \,bel-3-'spre\ n. pi beanx es-prits \.b6-,zes-'pre\ [F,
lit., fine mind] ; a person with a fine and gifted mind

bel.lry ybel-fre\ n [MEheljrey. alter, of berfrev, fr. MF berjrel,
deriv. of Gk pyrgos phoreios movable war tower] 1 : a bell tower;
esp : one surmounting or attached to another structure 2 ; a room
in which a bell is hung in a tower 3 : a cupola, turret, or frame-
work to enclose a bell

bel.ga \'bel-g3\ n [F, fr. L Belga Belgian] : a former Belgian unit
of value for use in foreign exchange equal to 5 francs

Bel'gae \-,gT. -.je\ n pi [L, pi. of Belga} : a people occupying
northern France and Belgium in Caesar's lime — Bel>gic \-iik\ adj

Bel'gian \'bel-j3n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of Belgium 2 : any
of a Belgian breed of heavy usu. roan or chestnut draft horses— Belgian adj
Belgian hare n ; any of a breed of slender dark red domestic rabbits
Belgian sheepdog n : any of a breed of hardy black or gray dogs
developed in Belgium esp. for herding sheep

Be-li.al \'be-le-al. 'bel-y3l\ n [Gk, fr. Heb biUva'al worthlessness]
1 : SATAN 2 : one of the fallen angels in Milton's Paradise Lost

be<lie \bi-'li\ vt 1 archaic : to tell lies about 2 a : to give a false
impression of b ; to present a contrasting appearance to 3 a ; to
prove false b : to run counter to — be>li>er \-'lT(-3)r\ n

belief \b3-'lef\ n [ME beleave. prob. alter, of OE geleaja, fr. ge-.
associative prefix + leaja: akin to OE lyjan} 1 : a state or habit of
mind in which trust or confidence is placed in some person or thing
2 : something believed; specij : a tenet or body of tenets held by a
group 3 : conviction of the truth of some statement or reality of a
fact esp. when well grounded
syn belief, faith, credence, credfl mean the assent to the truth

of something offered for acceptance, belief and fafth are often used

interchangeably but belief may or may not Imply certitude In the
believer whereas faith always does even where there is no evidence
or proof; fafth may also suggest credulity; credence suggests the
fact of intellectual assent without implying anything about grounds
for assent; credit implies assent on grounds other than direct
proof, usu. the known trustworthiness of the source of what is
proposed for acceptance syn see in addition opinion

be>Uev<able \ba-'le-v3-b3l\ adj : capable of being believed — be-
liev-ably \-ble\ adv

be.lieve \b3-'lev\ vb [me beleven, fr. OE belejan, fr. be- + lyjan.
lejan to allow, believe; akin to OHG gilouben to believe. OE leoj
dear — more at love] vi 1 ; to have a firm religious faith 2 : to
have a firm conviction as to the reality or goodness of something
3 : think, suppose '^ vt 1 : to take as true or honest <^ the re-
ports) 2 ; to hold as an opinion : suppose — be«liev-er n

be<lilce \bi-'lTk\ adv, archaic : most Ukely : probably
be.lit.tle \bi-'lit-n\ vt be.lit.tling \-'lit-lia, -'I-io\ 1 : to make
seem Utile or less 2 : to speak of slightingly : disparage syn

decry — be.lit'tle»ment \-'lit-=l-m3nt\ n — be'lit-tler \-'Ut-

,
fr. by + live, dat. of /// life] Scot

lar. -l-arV i

be.live \bi-'lTv\ adv [ME biliv,

: in due time ; by and by
ibell \'bel\ n [ME belle, fr. OE; akin to OE
beilan to roar — more at bellow] 1 : a
hollow metallic device that vibrates and
gives forth a ringing sound when struck
2 ; the sounding of a bell as a signal
3 a : a bell rung to tell the hour b ; a stroke
of such a bell esp. on shipboard c : the
time so indicated d ; a half hour 4 ; some-
thing having the form of a bell: as a ; the
corolla of a flower b ; a flaring mouth of a
wind instrument 5 a : a percussion instru-
ment consisting of metal bars or tubes that . „ , ,

when struck give out tones resembling bells °^'' ^= i crown, 2
— usu. used in pi. b : glockenspiel head, 3 shoulder, 4

2bell v; 1 : to provide with a beU 2 : to ^^'^^' i ^^^ i'"?^,
make bell-mouthed ~ vi : to take the form ^ i^^^^J^^"^',

" *'P*

of a bell : flare - beU the cat : to do a ^ moiJth. 9 clapper

daring or risky deed
3bell VI [ME belten, fr. OE beilan} : to make a resonant bellowing
or baying sound

SHIP'S BELLS
. OF BELLS

1 12:30
HOUR (A.M. OR P.M.)—

4:30 8:30
2 i-.oo 5:00 9:00
3 1:30 5:30 9:30
4 2:00 6:00 10:00
S 2:30 6:30 10:30
6 3:00 7:00 11:00
7 3:30 7:30 11:30
8 4:00 8:00 12:00

^bell n : bellow, roar
bel.la.don.na \,bel-3-'dan-3\ n [Tt, lit., beautiful lady] 1 : a Euro-
pean poisonous plant (Atropa belladonna) of the nightshade family
having reddish bell-shaped flowers.- shining black berries, and root
and leaves that yield atropine — called also deadly nightshade 2 ; a
medicinal extract from the belladonna plant
belladonna lily n : an amaryllis (Amaryllis belladonna) often culti-
vated for its fragrant usu. white or rose flowers

bell'blrd \'bel-,bard\ n ; any of several birds whose notes are
likened to the sound of a bell

bell>boy \*bel-,b6i\ n ; a hotel or club employee who escorts guests
to rooms, assists them with luggage, and runs errands

belle \*bel\ w [F. fr. fern, of beau beautiful — more at beau] : a
popular attractive girl or woman

Bei.ler.o.phon \b3-'ler-3-.fan\ n [L, fr. Gk Bellerophon} : a hero
in Greek legend noted for killing the Chimera

belles let.tres \bel-letr^\ n pi but sing in constr [F, lit., fine
letters ] ; I iterature that is an end in itself and not practical or purely
informative

beMe.triSt \bel-'le-tr3st\ n ibelles lettres} ; a writer of belles let-

tres — beMe>tns«tic \,bel-a-'tris-tik\ adj
bell.flow-er \'bel-,flau(-3)r\ n : any of a genus (Campanula of the
family Campanulaceae. the bellflower family) having an acrid
juice, alternate leaves, and usu. showy bell-shaped flowers

bell.hop \-,hap\ n [short for bell-hopper} ; bellboy
bel.li.COSe \'bel-i-.k6s\ adjlUE. fr. L bellicosus, fr. bellicus of war.
fr. bellum war] : favoring or inclined to start quarrels or warfare
: WARLIKE syn see belligerent — bel>li>cose<ly adv — bel>li-
cose-uess n — bel.li.cos>i-ty \,bel-i-'kas-9t-e\ n

bel.lig-er-ence \b3-'Uj-(3-)r3n(t)s\ n : an aggressive or truculent
attitude, atmosphere, or disposition

bel.lig-er.eu.cy \-(3-)r3n-se\ n ; the state of being at war or In
conflict; specij ; the status of a legally recognized belligerent

bel.lig.er.ent Xba-'hj-O-lrantX adj [modif. of L belligerant-
belligerans, prp. of belligerare to wage war, fr. belliger waging war,
fr. bellum + gerere to wage — more at cast] 1 : waging war; specif
; belonging to or recognized as a military power protected by and
subject to the laws of war 2 : inclined to or exhibiting assertiveness
or combativeness — belligerent n ~ bel-lig>er-ent*Iy adv
syn bellicose, pugnacious, quarrelsome, contentious: bellig-

erent implies being actually at war or in an actively hostile mood;
bellicose suggests a disposition to fight or to start a fight; pug-
nacious suggests a disposition that takes pleasure in personal
combat; quarrelsome stresses an ill-natured readiness to fight

without good cause; contentious implies perverse and irritating

fondness for arguing and quarreling
bell jar n ; a bell-shaped usu. glass vessel designed to cover objects
or to contain gases or a vacuum

bell.man \'bel-m3n\ n : a man fas a town crier) who rings a bell

bell metal n ; bronze that consists usu. of three to four parts of
copper to one of tin and is used for making bells

Bel'lO'na \b3-'lci-n3\ n [L] : the Roman goddess of war
bel.low \'bcl-(,)6. -3(-w)\ vb [ME belwen, fr. OE bylgian; akin to
OE & OHG hetlan to roar. Skt bhdsate he talks] vi 1 : to make the
loud deep hollow sound characteristic of a bull 2 : to shout in a
deep voice ^ vr : bawl — bellow n
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beUlOWS X'bel-C.loz. -3z\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME bely, be-
low^ belwes — more at belly] 1 : an instrument
or machine that by expansion and contraction
draws in air through a valve or orifice and expels it

through a tube; also : any of various other blowers
2 : LUNGS 3 : the expansible part in a camera

bell-pull \'bel-,pul\ n ; a handle or knob attached to
a cord or wire by which one rings a bell; also ; the
cord itself

bell.weth.er \*bel-'weth-3r, -,weth-\ n [ME, leading
sheep of a flock, le;>der, fr, belle bell + wether; fr.

the practice of belling the leader of a flock] ; one
that takes the lead or initiative : leader

bell.wort X'bel-.wsrt, -,w6(3lrt\ n 1 : bellflower
2 : any of a small genus {Uvularia'\ of herbs of the h„_H hi^iinu/c
lily family with yellow drooping bell-shaped flowers ^^^^ oeiiows

ibel.ly \*bel-e\ n [ME bely bellows, belly, fr. OE belg bag, skin;
akin to OHG balg bag, skin, OE blawan to blow] 1 a : abdomen 1

b : the undersurface of an animal's body; also ; hide from this part
c : WOMB, UTERUS d ; the stomach and its adjuncts; also : appetite
for food 2 : the internal cavity : interior 3 : a surface or object
curved or rounded like a human belly 4a: the part of a sail that
swells out when filled with wind b ; the enlarged fleshy body of a
muscle

2belly vb : to swellor bulge out
ibel.ly.ache \'bel-e-,ak\ n ; pain in the abdomen and esp. in the
bowels : colic

and find fault whiningly or peevishly
a band around or across die belly:

2bellyaciie i/, slang ; tocompla
bel.ly.band \'bel-e-,band\ n
as a : girth b : band 4b

belly button n : navel l

bel.ly-Iand \*bel-e-,land\ vi : to land an airplane without use of
landing gear — belly landing n

be-long \bi-'l6r)\ vi [ME belongen, fr. be- + longen to be suitable— more at long] 1 a : to be suitable, appropriate, or advantageous
b : to be in a proper situation 2 a ; to be the properlj' of a person
or thing— used with to b : to become attached or bound by birth,

allegiance, or dependency 3 : to be an attribute, part, adjunct, or
function of a person or thing 4 : to be properly classified (whales
'^ among the mammals)

be>long*ing n l : possession — usu. used in pi. 2 : close or inti-

mate relationship
Be.lO<rus>Sian \,bel-o-'r3sh-3n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of
Belorussia, U.SS.R. 2 : the Slavic language of the Belorussians— Belorussian adj

be.loved \bi-'lav(-3id\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of beloven to love, fr. be- +
loven to love] : dearly loved — beloved n
ibe-low \bi-'lo\ adv [be- + low, adj.] 1 : in or to a lower place
2 a : on earth b : in or to Hades or hell 3 ; on or to a lower floor
or deck 4 ; in or to a lower rank or number 5 : lower on the same
page or on a following page
2below prep 1 : in or to a lower place than : under 2 : inferior to
(as in rank) 3 ; not suitable to the rank of : beneath

3below n : something that is below
<below adj : written or discussed lower on the same page or on a
following page

Bel-sliaz-zar \bel-'shaz-3r\ n [Heb Belshas?arJ : a son of Nebu-
chadnezzar and king of Babvlon

ibelt \'belt\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG balz belt; both fr. a pre-
historic WGmc-NGmc word borrowed fr. L balteus belt] 1 a : a
strip of flexible material worn around the waist b ; a similar
article worn as a corset or for protection or safety 2 : a contin-
uous band of tough flexible material for transmitting motion and
power or conveying materials 3 : a natural area characterized by
some distinctive feature (as of habitation, geology, or life forms);
esp : one suited to a particular crop <the com '^> — belt>ed \'bel-
t3cl\ adj — below tbe belt : unfairly

2belt vt 1 a : to encircle or fasten with a belt
beat with or as if with a belt ; thrash b : s

with a band 4 ; to sing in a forceful
move or act in a vigorous or violent m,

3belt n : a jarring blow : whack
Bel.tane \'bel-t3n\ n [ME. fr. ScGael beaUlainn} 1 : the first

day of May in the old Scottish calendar 2 : the Celtic May Day
festival

belt highway n : a highway skirting an nrban area
belt*ing n l : belts 2 : material for belts
Belts.ville Small White \'beits-,vil-\ n [Beltsville, Md.] : a small
white domestic turkey of a variety developed by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture

be.lu-ga \b3-'lu-g3\ n [Russ, fr. belyi white; akin to Gk phainein to
show — more at fancy] 1 : a white sturgeon {Acipenser huso) of
the Black sea, Caspian sea, and their tributaries 2 [Russ belukha,
fr. belyll : a cetacean (Delphinapterus lettcas) of the dolphin family
becoming about 10 feet long and white when adult

bel-ve-dere \'bel-v3-.dif3lr\ n [It. lit., beautiful view] : a structure
(as a summerhouse) designed to command a view

be.ma \'be-m3\ n [LL & LGk; LL, fr. LGk bema, fr. Gk, step,

tribunal, fr. bainein to go — more at come] ; the part of an Eastern
church containing the altar ; sanctuary

be>mire \bi-'mT(a)r\ vt ; to cover or soil with, drag through, or
sink in mire
be*moan \bi-'mon\ vt 1 : to express grief over : lament 2 : to
look upon with regret, displeasure, or disapproval syn see deplore
be-mock \bi-'mak. -'m6k\ vt : mock
be*muse \bi-'myUz\ vt 1 : to make confused : bewilder 2 : to

iben \'ben\ adv [ME. fr. OE binnan, fr. be- + innan within, from
within, fr. /«] Scot : within
2ben \(')ben\ prep, Scot : wrrniN
3ben \'ben\ n, Scot : the inner room or parlor of a 2-room cottage
ibench \'bench\ n [ME, fr. OE bene: akin to OHG bank bench]
1 a : a long seat for two or more persons h ; a thwart in a boat
c : a seat on which the members of an athletic team await a turn or
opportunity to play 2a: the seat where a judge sits in court
b : the office or dignity of a judge c : the place where justice is

administered : court d : the persons who sit as judges 3 a : a

abut; 3, kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; g sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;

: to gird on 2 a : to
KE. HTT 3 : to mark
or style '*- vi : to

seat for an official b : the office or dignity of such an official
C : the officials occupying such a bench 4 a : a long worktable
b : a table forming part of a machine 5 ; terrace, shelf; esp : a
former shore of a sea or lake or floodplain of a river 6 a : a plat-
form on which a dog is placed at a dog show b : a dog show
3bench vt 1 : to furnish with benches 2 a : to seat on a bench
b : to remove from or keep out of a game 3 : to exhibit (dogs) on
a bench ~ vi ; to form a bench by natural processes
bench. er \'ben-ch3r\ n : one that sits on or presides at a bench
bench mark n : a mark on a permanent object indicating elevation
and serving as a reference in topographical surveys and tidal
observations
bench show n : an exhibition of small animals in competition for
prizes on the basis of points of physical conformation and condition
bench warrant n : a warrant issued by a presiding judge or by a
court against a person guilty of some contempt or indicted for some

ibend \'bend\ n [ME, fr. MP bende, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
binta, bant band — more at band] 1 heraldry : a diagonal band
2 ; the half of a butt or a hide trimmed of the thinner parts 3 [ME,
band, fr. OE bend fetter — more at band] : a knot by which one
rope is fastened to another or to some object

2bend vb bent \'bent\ bend.ing [ME bendan. fr. OE bendan: akin
to OE bend fetter] vt 1 : to constrain or strain to tension <'^a bow)
2 a : to turn or force from straight or even to curved or angular
b : to force back to an original straight or even condition c : to force
from a proper shape 3 : fasten <-- a sail to its yard) 4 : to make
submissive : subdue 5 : determine, resolve {bent on self-destruc-
tion) 6 a : to cause to turn from a straight course : deflect
b : GUIDE. DIRECT c : incline, dispose 7 : to direct strenuously
or with interest : apply ~ vi 1 ; to curve out of a straight line or
position; specij ; to incline the body in token of submission 2 ar-
chaic : to direct oneself 3 : incline, tend 4 : to work vigorously
syn see curve
abend n l : the act or process of bending : the state of being bent
2 ; something that is bent: as a : a curved part of a stream
b : wales — usu. used in pi. 3 pi but sing or pi in constr : caisson
DISEASE <a case of the ^s}

ben.day \'ben-"da\ adj, ojten cap [Benjamin Day tl9l6 Am
printer] : involving a process for adding shaded or tinted areas
made up of dots for reproduction by line engraving — benday vt

bend-er \'ben-dar\ n 1 : one that bends 2 : spree
bend sinister n, heraldry % a bend drawn from sinister chief to
dexter base
ibe-neath \bi-'neth\ adv [ME benethe, fr. OE beneothan, fr. be- -I-

neoihan below; akin to OE nithera nether] 1 ; in or to a lower
position : BELOW 2 : directly under ; underneath
2beneath prep 1 a : in or to a lower position than : below b : di-
rectly under c : at the foot of 2 : not suitable to the rank of
; lowering to 3 ; under the control, pressure, or influence of

be<ne<di>ci*te \,ben-3-'dis-3t-e\ interj [ME, fr. LL, bless, pi. imper.
of benedicere'\ obs — used to express a wish

Ben*e>dick \'ben-3-,dik\ n : a young lord and confirmed bachelor
who marries Beatrice in Shakespeare's Much Ado about Nothing

ben.e-dict \'ben-3-,dikt\ n [alter of Benedick} : a newly married
man who has long been a bachelor

Ben<e>dlO>tine \,ben-3-*dik-t3n, -,ten\ n : a monk or a nun of one
of the congregations following the rule of St. Benedict and devoted
esp. to scholarship and liturgical worship — Benedictine adj

bene-dic-tion \,ben-3-'dik-sh3n\ n [ME benediccioun, fr. LL
benediction-, benediciio, fr. benedictus. pp. of benedicere to bless, fr.

L, to speak well of, fr. bene well + dicere to say] 1 : the invocation
of a blessing; esp : the short blessing with which public worship is

concluded 2 ojten cap : a Roman Catholic or Anglo-CathoIic
devotion including the exposition of the eucharistic Host in the
monstrance and the blessing of the people with it

bene-diC'tO»ry \-'dik-t(3-)re\ adj : of or expressing benediction
Bene<diC>tUS \-'dik-t3s\ n [LL, blessed, fr pp. of benedicere; fr. its

first word] 1 : a canticle from Mt 21 9 beginning "Blessed is he
that Cometh in the name of the Lord" 2 : a canticle from Lk 1:68
beginnmg "Blessed be the Lord God of Israel"

bene>fac>tion X.ben-a-'fak-shan. 'ben-a-A n ILl. benefaction-^ bene-
jactio, fr. L bene factus, pp. of bene jacere to do good to, f r. b ene +
jacere to do — more at do] 1 : the act of benefiting 2 : a benefit
conferred; esp \ a charitable donation
bene-lac-tor \'ben-3-,fak-t3r\ n : one that confers a benefit;
specij ; one that makes a gift or bequest

bene>fac-tress \-tr3S\ n : a female benefactor
be-nef.ic \b9-'nef-ik\ adj [L benejicus, fr. bene + Jacerel : be-
neficent

ben.e.Iice \'ben-3-f3s\ n [ME, fr. MP. fr. ML benejicium, fr. L,
favor, promotion, fr. benejicus} 1 : an ecclesiastical office (as a
rectory) to which the revenue from an endowment is attached
2 : a feudal estate in lands : fief — benefice vt

be-nef.i.cence \b3-'nef-3-S3nft)s\ n [L benejicentia, fr. benejicus}
1 : the quality or state of being beneficent 2 : benefaction

be*nef.i>cent \-S9nt\ adj [back-formation fr. benejicence} 1 : do-
ing or producing good; specij : performing acts of kindness and
charity 2 : productive of benefit — be-nel*i>cent>ly adv

ben<e<fi>cial \,ben-3-'fish-3l\ adj [L benejicium favor, benefit]

1 : conferring benefits : advantageous 2 : receiving or entitling

one to receive for one's own benefit — ben-e-fi-cial-ly \-'fish-3-

le\ adv — ben-e-fi-cial-ness n
syn ADVANTAGEOUS, profffable: benercial implies esp. promot-

ing health or well-being; advantageous stresses a choice or prefer-
ence that brings superiority or greater success in attaining an end;
profitable implies the yielding of useful or lucrative returns

ben<e>li-ciary \-'fish-e-,er-e. -'fish- (3-1 re\ n ; one who receives
something: as a ; the person designated to receive the income
of a trust estate b : the person named (as in an insurance policy)
to receive proceeds or benefits accruing — beneficiary adj
iben.e.fit \'ben-3-,fit\ n [ME, fr. AF benjet, fr. L bene jactum, fr.

neut. of bene jactus} 1 archaic ; an act of kindness : benefaction
2 a : something that promotes well-being : advantage b : useful
aid : help 3a; financial help in time of sickness, old age, or un-
employment b : a payment or service provided for under an
annuity, pension plan, or insurance policy 4 : an entertainment or



benefit 80 beryllium

ben-
social event to raise fionds for a person or cause

abenefit vb ben-e-fit'ed or ben-e-Iit.ted; ben-e.fit.ing
e«Iit»ting vt ; to be useful or profitable to (medicines that ^ man-
kind) -^ v; : to receive benefit {-^ from experience)

benefit of clergy 1 : clerical exemption from trial in a civil court
2 : ihe ministration or sanction of the church

be.nev.o-lence \b3-'nev-(3-)lsn(t)s\ n 1 : disposition to do good
2 a : an act of kindness b : a generous gift 3 : a compulsory levy
by certain English kings on the asserted claim of prerogative

l)e»nev*0»lent \-(3-HanL\ adj [ME. fr. L benevolent-, benevolens, fr.-

bene + volent-, volens, prp. of velle to wish — more at will]
1 : marked by or disposed to benevolence 2 : marked by or sug-
gestive of benign feelings 3 : arising from benevolence — be»nev-
o-lent-ly adv — be-neV'O.lent-ness n

Ben*gali \ben-'g6-le. beo-V n [Hindi bahgdli, fr. Bangal Bengal]
1 ; a native or resident of Bengal 2 : the modem Indie language
of Bengal — Bengali adj

ten.ga-Une \'beo-g3-,len\ n [F, fr. Bengal : a fabric with a cross-
wise rib made from the major textile fibers or a combination of these
Ben<gal light \,ben-,g61. ,beo-\ n 1 : a blue hght used formerly
for signahng and illumination (as in theaters) 2 : any of various
colored lights or flares

l)e«nigllt«ed. \bi-'nTt-9d\ adj 1 : overtaken by darkness or night
2 : existing in a state of intellectual, moral, or social darkness : un-
enlightened — be-night-ed-ness n

be^nign \bi-'nTn\ adj [ME benigne, fr. MF, fr. L benignus, fr. bene
well + gigni to be bom, pass, of gignere to beget] 1 : of a gentle
disposition : gracious 2a: manifesting kindness and gentleness
b : FAVORABLE 3 : of a mild character (^-^ tumor) syn see kind

.
— be-uig-ui-ty y'nig-nst-e\ n — be*nign-ly \-'nTn-le\ adv

fte»nig-nan«cy \bi-'nig-nan-se\ n ; benignant quality
l)e<mg<naut \-n3nI\ adj ibenign + -ant (as in malignant)"] 1 : kind-
ly, GENTLE 2 ; FAVORABLE, BENEFICIAL Syn SCC KIND — be-nig-
nant-ly adv

Ijen.i.son \'ben-a-s3n. -2sn\ n [ME beneson, fr. OF beneigon, fr. LL
benediction-., benedictio} : blessing, benediction

ben>ja-min \'ben-ja-m3n\ n [by folk etymology fr. MF benjoin]
1 : BENZOIN 1 2 : any of several wake-robins 3 X balsam 2b
Benjamiu n [Heb Binydmln'] : a son of Jacob and ancestor of one
of the tribes of Israel

ben.ne or ben-ni \'ben-e\ n [of African origin; akin to Mandingo
bene sesame] : sesame 1

beu>net \'ben-at\ n [short for herb bennet, fr. ME herbe beneit, fr.

MF herbe beneiie, fr. ML herba benedicta, Ut., blessed herb] ; either
of two American avens {Geum virginianum and G. canadense)
ibeut \'bent\ n [ME, grassy place, bent grass, fr. OE beonot-; akin
to OHG binuz rush] 1 : unenclosed grassland 2 a (1) : a reedy
grass (2) : a stalk of stiff coarse grass b : any of a genus (Agrostis)
including important chiefly perennial and rhizomatous pasture and
lawn grasses with fine velvety or wiry herbage
2bent adj [ME, fr. pp. of benden to bend] 1 : changed by bending
out of an original straight or even condition 2 : strongly inclined
3bent n [irreg. fr. ^bend} 1 a : strong inclination or interest : bias
b ; a special inclination or capacity 2 : capacity of endurance
3 ; a transverse framework to carry lateral as well as vertical loads
syn see gift

Ben.tham*ism \'ben(t1-th3-,miz-3m\ n [Jeremy Bentham tlS32 E
philosopher] ; the utilitarian philosophy of Bentham and his
followers — Ben.tham.ite \-.mit\ n

ben-thic \'bena)-ihik\ or ben-thal \-th3l\ adj ibenthos"] 1 : of,

relating to, or occurring at the bottom of a body of water 2 : of,

relating to, or occurring in the depths of the ocean
ben*tllon<iC \ben-'than-ik\ adj [irreg. fr. benthos^ : benthic
ben*thOS \'ben-,thas\ n [Gk; akin to Ok bathys deep] 1 : the
bottom of the sea esp. in the deep pans of the oceans 2 : organisms
that live on or in the bottom of bodies of water

ben-ton>ite \'bent-'n-,Tt\ n [Fort Benton, Montana] : an absorp-
tive and colloidal clay mineral used esp. as a filler (as in paper) or
carrier (as of drugs) — ben-ton-it.ic \,bent-'n-'it-ik\ adj
ben tro.va.to \,ben-tra-'vat-(,)o\ adj [It, lit., well foimd] : charac-
teristic or appropriate but not true

be>niunb \bi-'n3m\ vt [ME benomen, fr. benomen, benorne, pp. of
benimen to deprive, fr. OE beniman, fr. be- + niman to take] 1 ; to
make inactive : deaden 2 ; to make numb esp. by cold

benz- or benzo- comb jorm [ISV. f r. benzoic acid"] : related to ben-
zene or benzoic acid <6enzophenone> {benzyiy

benz-al'de.hyde \ben-'zal-ds-,hTd\ n [G benzaldehyd, fr. benz- +
fl/de/iyd aldehyde] : a colorless nontoxic aromatic liquid CeHsCHO
found in essential oils (as of peach kernels)

Ben-ze>dnne \'ben-z3-,dren\ trademark — used for amphetamine
ben.zene \'ben-,zen, ben-'\ n [ISV benz + -ene] : a colorless volatile

flammable toxic liquid aromatic hydrocarbon CsHe used in organic
synthesis, as a solvent, and as a motor fuel — called also benzol —
ben.ze-noid \'ben-z3-,n6id\ adj

benzene ring n : a structural arrangement of u
atoms held to exist in benzene and other aro- *-

matic compounds and marked by six carbon ^^-^^
atoms linked by alternate single and double HCa ' ^CH
bonds in a planar symmetrical hexagon with ii *|
each carbon attached to hydrogen in benzene xjr-S t ^Au
itself or to other atoms or groups in substituted rl(j\^^'^n
benzenes — called also benzene nucleus; compare Q
META- 4b, orth- 3b, para- 2b Tj

ben.zi.dine \*ben-za-,den\ n [pro6. fr. G "
benzidin, fr. benzin -i- -idin -idine] : a crystalline formula for
base Ci zHt zNz prepared from nitrobenzene and benzene ring
used esp. in making dyes

ben>zine \'ben-.zen, ben-*\ n [G benzin, fr. benz-) 1 ; benzene
2 : any of various volatile flammable petroleum distillates used esp.
as solvents or as motor fuels

ben-zo>ate \'ben-2a-,wat\ n : a salt or ester of benzoic acid
benzoate ol soda ; sodium benzoate
ben.zo.caine \'ben-z3-,kan\ n [ISV] ; a white crystalline ester
CgHnNO; used as a local anesthetic

ben.zo.ic acid \,ben-,2o-ik-\ n [ISV. fr. benzoin'\ : a white crystalline
acid CfiHsCOOH found naturally (as in benzoin or in cranberries)
or made synthetically (as by oxidation of toluene) and used esp. as a
preservative in medicine and in organic synthesis

ben.zo.in \'ben-za-w3n, -,wen. -,z6in\ n [MF benjoin. fr. OCatal
benjui, fr. Ar luban jdwi, lit., frankincense of Java] 1 ; a hard

fragrant yellowish balsamic resin from trees (genus Styrax) of
southeastern Asia used esp. in medicine, as a fixative in perfumes,
and as incense 2 : a white crystaUine hydroxy ketone CiiHizOa
made from benzaldehyde 3 a : a tree yielding benzoin b : spice-
bush 1

beU'ZOl \'ben-,z61, -.2ol\ n [G, fr. benz- + o/] : benzene; also ; a
mixture of benzene and other aromatic hydrocarbons

ben.zo^phe.none \,ben-(,)zo-fi-'n6n, -'fe-,non\ n [ISV] : a color-
less crystalline ketone C13H10O used chiefly in perfumery

ben<ZO>yl \'ben-za-,wil\ n [G, fr. benzoesdure benzoic acid + Gk
/iv/e matter, lit., wood] ; the radical CeHsCO— of benzoic acid

ben-zyl \'ben-,zel, -Z3l\ n [ISV benz- + -.v/] : a univalent radical
CsHsCHz derived from toluene by removal of one hydrogen atom
from the side chain ~ ben«zyl«ic \ben-'zil-ik\ adj

Be<o*wiilf \'ba-3-,wuIf\ n ; a Geatish warrior and hero of the Old
English poem Beowulj

be*paint \bi-'pant\ vt, archaic : tinge
bequeath \bi-'kweth, -'kweth\ vt [ME bequethen, fr. OE becwethan,
fr. be- + cwethan to say ] 1 : to give or leave by will— used esp. of
personalty 2 ; to hand down — be.qneath-al \-3i\ n

be.quest \bi-'kwest\ n [ME, irreg. fr. bequethen] 1 : the action of
bequeathing 2 : something bequeathed : legacy

be.rate \bi-'rat\ vt : to chide vehemently syn see scold
Ber.ber \'b3r-b3r\ n [Ar Barbar] 1 : a member of a Caucasoid
people of northern Africa west of TripoU 2 a : a branch of the
Afro-Asiatic language family comprising languages spoken by
minorities in northern Africa b : any one of these languages

ber.ceuse \be(a)r-'saCr)z\ n, pi ber.ceuses \-'s3(r>z(-a2)\ [F]
1 : LULLABY 2 : a musical composition of a tranquil nature

be.reave \bi-'rev\ vt be-reaved or bC'reft \-*reft\ be-reav-ing
[ME bereven, fr. OE bereajian, fr. be- + reajian to rob — more at
REAVE] 1 : to deprive esp. by death : strip, dispossess iberejt of
hope) 2 obs : to take away— be-reave.raent \-'rev-m3nt\ n
Ber-e-ni-ce's Hair \,ber-3-,ni-sez-\ n : coma Berenices
be.ret \ba-'ra\ n [F berrei, fr. Prov] : a soft flat visorless wool cap
berg \'b3rg\ n : iceberg
ber.ga.mot \'b3r-g3-,mat\ n [F bergamote, fr. It bergamotta, of
Turkic origin] 1 : a pear-shaped orange {Citrus bergamia) whose
rind yields an essential oil used in perfumery 2 ; any of several
mints fesp. genera Mentha and Monarda)

beri.beri \,ber-e-'ber-e\ n [Sinhalese hxribsri'\ : a deficiency
disease marked by inflammatory or degenerative changes of the
nerves, digestive system, and heart and caused by a lack of or in-

ability to assimilate thiamine
Be.ring time \'bif3)r-io-. 'befslr-X n IBering sea] : the time of the
Uth time zone west of Greenwich that includes western Alaska and
the Aleutian islands

Berke.le.iau or Berke-ley-an \'bar-kle-3n, 'bar-; bar-'. .bsr-'V adj
: of or relating to Bishop Berkeley or his system of philosophical
idealism — Berkeleian n — Berke-le.ian-isra \-3-,niz-9m\ n

berke.li.um V'bar-kle-sm, ,bsr-'ke-le-3m\ n [NL, fr, Berkeley,
Calif] : a radioactive metallic element produced by bombarding
americium 241 with helium ions — see element table

Berk.Shire \'b3rk-,shi(3)r, -shar\ n iBerkshire, England] :any of a
breed of medium-sized black swine with white markings

ber.lin \(,)b3r-'lin\ n [F berline, fr. Berlin. Germany] ; a 4-wheeled
2-seated covered carriage with a hooded rear seat

berm or benne \'b3rm\ n [F berme, fr, D berm strip of ground along
a dike; akin to ME brimme brim] ; a narrow shelf, path, or ledge
Ber.mu.da grass Xbar-'myiid-s-. esp South -'miid-X n iBermuda
islands. No. Atlantic] : a trailing stoloniferous souihem European
grass (Cynodon dactylon)

Bermuda rig n : a fore-and-aft rig marked by a triangular sail and
a mast with an extreme rake
Bermuda shorts n pi : knee-length walking shorts
Ber.nese mountain dog X.bsr-.nez- -,nes-\ n [Bern, Switzerland]

: any of a Swiss breed of large powerful long-coated black dogs with
brown and while markings formerly used for draft

ber.ried \'ber-ed\ adj 1 : furnished with berries : baccate
2 ; bearing eggs <a '^ lobster)

iber.ry \'ber-e, esp in compounds in which a stressed syllable im-
mediately precedes Brit often & US sometimes b(a-lre\ n [ME
berye, fr. OE berie; akin to OHG beri berry] 1 a : a pulpy and usu.

edible fruit (as a strawberry, raspberry, or checkerberry) of small
size irrespective of its structure b : a simple fruit (as a currant,

grape, tomato, or banana) with a pulpy or fleshy pericarp c : the

dry seed of some plants (as coffee) 2 : an egg of a fish or lobster

iber.ry \'ber-e\ vi 1 : to bear or produce berries i~ing wheat)
2 : to gather or seek berries

ber.ry.like \-,lTk\ adj 1 : resembling a berry esp. in size or struc-

ture 2 : being small and rounded : COCCOtD
ber-seem \ (,)b3r-'sem\ n [Ar barslm, fr. Copt berslm ] : a succulent

clover ( Trijolium alexandrinum) cultivated as a forage plant and
green-manure crop esp. in the alkaline soils of the Nile valley and in

the southwestern U.S. — called also Egyptian clover

iber.serk \b3(r)-'sark. .bar-, -'zsrk; 'bar-A or ber.serk.er \-ar\
n [ON berserkr, fr. bjorn bear + serkr shirt] : an ancient Scandi-
navian warrior frenzied in battle and held to be invulnerable

aberserk adj : frenzied, crazed — berserk adv
ibertb \'barth\ n [prob. fr. ^bear + -th] 1 : sufficient distance for

maneuvering a ship 2 : the place where a ship lies when at anchor
or at a wharf 3 : a place to sit or sleep esp. on a ship or vehicle

: accommodation 4 a : a billet on a ship b : job, position

2berth vt 1 : to bring into a berth 2 : to allot a berth to ^ vi\ to

come into a berth
ber.Uia \'b3r-th9\ n [F berthe. fr. Berthe (Bertha) t783 queen of

the Franks] ; a wide round collar covering the shoulders
Ber.til.lon system \'b3rt-=l-,an-, 'bert-e-,(y)o°-\ n [Alphonse
Beriillon tl914 F criminologist] : a system of identification of

persons by a description based on anthropometric measurements,
standardized photographs, notation of markings, color, thumb line

impressions, and other data
ber.yl \'ber-al\ n [ME, fr. OF beril, fr. L beryllus, fr. Gk beryllos, of
Indie origin; akin to Skt vaidurva cafs-eye] : a mineral BeBAlz-

SieOis consisting of a silicate of beryllium and aluminum of great

hardness and occurring in green, bluish green, yellow, pink, or
white hexagonal prisms

be.ryl.li.um \b»-'ril-e-9m\ n [NL, fr. Gk berylUon, dim. of beryl-

las'] : a steel-gray Ught strong brittle toxic bivalent metallic element
— see element table



beseech 81 bewray
be-seech \bi-'sech\ vb be-songht \-'s6t\ or be-seeched; be-
seech-ing [ME besechen, fr. be- + sechen to seek] vt 1 : to ask
earnestly for : beg 2 : to request earnestly ; implore -^ vi : to
make supplication syn see beg
be>seem \bi-'sem\ vz, archaic ; to be fitting or becoming "^ vt,

archaic ; to be suitable to : BEFrr
be-set \bi-'set\ vt l ; to set or stud with or as if with ornaments
2 : TROUBLE, HARASS 3 a I to Set upon ; assail b : to hem in
: SURROUND — be-set-ment \-m3nt\ n

be-set-ting adj : constantly present or attacking : obsessive
be*show \bi-'sho\ n [Makah bishowk'^ ; sablefish
be.Slirew \bi-*shru, esp South -'sru\ vt, archaic ; curse
ibe-side \bi-'sTd\ ady [ME, adv. & prep., fr. OE be sldan at or to the
side, fr. be at (fr. bi) + sldan, dat. & ace. of side side — more at
BY] 1 archaic : nearby 2 archaic : besides

sbeside prep 1 a : by the side of b : in comparison with c : on a
par with 2 ; besides 3 : wide of i^ the point) — beside oneself
; in a state of extreme excitement

ibe-sides \bi-'sTdz\ prep 1 : other than : except 2 : in addition to
2besides adv 1 : in addition : also 2 : moreover, furthermore
3besides adj : else
be-siege \bi-'sej\ vt 1 : to surround with armed forces 2 a : to
press with requests ; importune b : beset — be-sieg-er n
be-smear \bi-'smi(3)r\ vt ; smear
be>smirch \bi-'sm9rch\ vt : sully, soil
be-som \'be-23m\ n [ME beseme, fr. OE besma: akin to OHG
besmo broom] 1 ; broom 2; esp ; one made of twigs 2 : broom la

be.sot \bi-'sat\ vt be. sot-ted; be. sot. ting [6e- + sot (to stultify)]

; to make dull or stupid : stupefy; esp : to muddle with drunken-
ness or infatuation — be. sot.ted \-'sat-9d\ adj

be-spat-ter \bi-'spat-ar\ vt : spatter
be.speak \bi-'spek\ vt 1 : to hire, engage, or claim beforehand
2 : to speak to esp. with formality ; address 3 : request 4 a : in-
dicate, SIGNIFY b ; to show beforehand : foretell

be.spoke \bi-'sp6k\ or be-spcken \-'spo-k3n\ adj [pp. of be-
speak"] 1 Brit a ; custom-made b : deahng in or producing cus-
tom-made articles 2 dial ; engaged

be>sprent \bi-'sprent\ adj [ME bespreynt, fr. pp. of besprengen to
besprinkle, fr. OE besprengan'i archaic : sprinkled over

be-sprin.kle \bi-'sprir)-k3l\ vt [ME besprengeln, freq. of bespren-
gen} : sprinkle
Bes.se-mer converter \,bes-3-mar-\ n [Sir Henry Bessertier tlS98
E engineer] : the furnace used in the Bessemer process
Bessemer process n : a process of making steel from pig iron by
burning out carbon and other impurities by means of a blast of air
forced through the molten metal
Ibest \'best\ adj, superlative oj good [ME, fr. OE betst; akin to
OE bot remedy] 1 : excelling all others 2 : most productive of
good or of advantage, utility, or satisfaction 3 : largest, most
2best adv, superlative oj well 1 ; in the best way 2 : most
sbest n 1 : the best state or part 2 ; one that is best <the ~ falls
short) 3 : one's maximum effort <do your ~> 4 : best clothes

4best vt I to get the better of ; outdo
ibe.stead also be-sted \bi-'sted\ adj [ME bested, fr. be- + sted, pp.
of steden to place] 1 archaic ; placed, situated 2 archaic : beset
^bestead vt be.stead.ed; bestead; be-stead.ing ibe- -t- steady
1 archaic : HELP 2 archaic : to be useful to : avail

bes-tial \'bes(hVch3l. 'besChlA adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L bestialis, fr.

bestia beast] 1 a ; of or relating to beasts b : resembling a beast
2a: lacking inielligence or reason b : marked by base or inhuman
instincts or desires : brutal — bes>tial.lze \-ch9-,li2\ vt —
bes'tiai.ly \-ch9-le\ adv

bes.ti.al.i.ty \,bes(h)-che-'al-3t-e, ,bes(h)-\ n 1 : the condition or
status of a lower animal 2 : display or gratification of bestial
traits or impulses 3 : sexual relations between a human being and
a lower animal

bes-ti.ary \'besfh)-che-.er-e, 'bes(h)-\ n [ML bestiarium, fr. L.
neut. of bestiarius of beasts, fr. bestia"] : a medieval allegorical or
moralizing work on the appearance and habits of animals

be.stir \bi-'st9r\ vt : to stir up ; rouse to action
best man n : the principal groomsman at a wedding
be.stow \bi-'sto\ vt [ME bestowen, fr. be- + stowe place — more at
stow] 1 : use, APPLY 2 a : put, place b : oEPosrr, stow
3 : quarter, lodge 4 : to present as a gift ; confer — usu. used
with on or upon syn see give — be.stow.al \-'sto(-9)l\ n

be.strew \bi-'stru\ vt 1 : strew 2 : to lie scattered over
be.stride \bi-'strid\ vt 1 : to ride, sit, or stand astride ; straddle
2 : to tower over : dominate 3 archaic : to stride across

best seller n ; an article (as a book) whose sales are among the
highest of its class
ibet \'bet\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : something that is laid, staked,
or pledged typically between two parties on the outcome of a con-
test or any contingent issue : wager b ; the act of giving such a
pledge 2 : something to wager on

2bet vb bet or bet-ted; bet. ting vt 1 : to stake on the outcome of an
issue 2 a : to maintain with or as if with a bet b : to make a bet
with '*' vi : to lay a bet
ibe.ta \*bat-9, 'bet-\ n [Gk beta, of Sem origin; akin to Heb beth-
beth] 1 ; the second letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol B or ^
2 : the second brightest star of a constellation 3 a : beta particle
b : beta ray

2beta or fi- adj : second in position in the structure of an organic
molecule from a particular group or atom (•^ substitution)

be.ta.ine \'bet-9-.en\ n [ISV, fr. L beta beet] ; a sweet crystalline
quaternary ammonium salt CgHizNOa occurring esp. in beet juice;
also : its hydrate C5H13NO3 or the chloride of this

be.take \bi-'tak\ vt 1 archaic : commit 2 : to cause (oneself) to go
beta particle n ; an electron or positron ejected from the nucleus of
an atom during radioactive decay

beta ray n 1 : beta particle 2 ; a stream of beta particles

be.ta-tron \*bat-3-.tran, *bet-\ n [ISV] : an accelerator in which
electrons are propelled by the inductive action of a rapidly varying
magnetic field

,be*tel \'bet-n\ n [Pg, fr. Tamil verrilai'i : a climbing pepper
(Piper betle) whose dried leaves are chewed together with betel nut
and lime as a stimulant masticatory esp. by southeastern Asians

Be.tel.geuse_\'bet-'l-,juz, "bet-, -,Ja(r)z\ n [F Betelgeuse, fr. Ar
bayt al-jawza"" Gemini, lit., the house of the twins (confused with
Orion & Betelgeuse') ] : a variable red giant star of the first mag-
nitude near one shoulder of Orion

betel nut n : the astringent seed of the betel palm
betel palm n ; an Asiatic pinnate-leaved palm {Areca cathecu) with
an orange-colored drupe wUh an outer fibrous husk

b§te noire X.bat-ns-'war, bat-'nwar\ n, pi b§tes noires \-'war(z),
-'nwar(z)\ [F, lit., black beast] : a person or thing strongly de-
tested or avoided : bugbear

beth \'bat(h), 'bas\ n [Heb beth, fr. bayith house] ; the 2d letter
of the Hebrew alphabet — symbol 3

beth.el \'beth-3l\ n [Heb beth' el house of God] 1 ; a hallowed
spot 2 ; a chapel for Nonconformists or seamen

be.think \bi-'thiok\ vr 1 a : remember, recall b : to cause (one-
self) to be reminded 2 : to cause (oneself) to consider

be.tide \bi-'tTd_\ vt : to happen to : befall ~ vi" : befall, happen
be.times \bi-'timz\ adv 1 : in good time : early 2 archaic ; in a
short time_: speedily

be.tise \ba-'te2\ n, pi bg.tises \-'tez\ [F] 1 : folly, stupidity
2 : an act of foolishness or stupidity

be-to.ken \bi-'t6-k9n\ vt be-to-ken.ing \-'t6fc-(9-)nio\ 1 : to
give evidence of ; show 2 : foreshow, presage

bet-O-ny \'bet-^n-e\ n [ME betone, fr. OF betoine, fr. L vettonica,
betonica, fr. Vettones, an ancient people inhabiting the Iberian
peninsula] 1 : any of several woundworts (genus Stachys) 2 : any
of several germanders (genus Teucrium)

be-tray \bi-'tra\ vb [ME betrayen, fr be- + trayen to betray, fr. OF
tra'ir, fr, L tradere'^ vt 1 ; to lead astray; esp % seduce 2 : to de-
liver to an enemy by treachery 3 ; to fail or desert esp. in time of
need 4 a : to reveal unintentionally b : show, indicate c ; to
disclose in violation of confidence -^ vi ; to prove false syn see
reveal — be-tray.al \-'tra(-9)i^\ n — be.tray-er \-'tra-9r\ n

be-troth \bi-'tmth. -'troth. -*trotti\ vt [ME betrouthen, fr. be- +
trouthe truth, troth] : to promise to marry or give in marriage

be-trotn.al \-9l\ n 1 : the act of betrothing or fact of being be-
trothed 2 : a mutual promise or contract for a future marriage

be-trothed n : the person to whom one is betrothed
bet-ta \'bet-9\ n [NL] : any of a genus (Betta) of small brilliantly
colored long-finned freshwater fishes of southeastern Asia
ibet-ter \'bet-9r\ adj, comparative of GOOD [ME betire, fr. OE
betera: akin to OE bot remedy, Skt bhadra fortunate] 1 ; more than
half 2 : improved in health 3 : of high quality (ladies' ^ dresses)

^better adv, comparative oj well 1 : in a more excellent manner
2 a : to a higher or greater degree b : more

abetter n 1 a : something better b : a superior esp. in merit or rank
2 : advantage, victory <get the ^ of him)

4belter vr 1 : to make better as a : ameliorate b : to improve the
condition of 2 : to surpass in excellence : excel '*' vi : to become
better syn see improve

bet-ter-ment \-m9nt\ « 1 : a making or becoming better 2 : an
improvement that adds to the value of a property or facility

bet-tor or bet-ter ybet-arX n : one that bets

ibe-tween \bi-'twen\ prep [ME betwene, prep. & adv., fr. OE
betweonum, fr. be- + -jweonum (dat. pi.) (akin to Goth tweihnai two
each); akin to OE twa two] 1 : by the common action of : in com-
mon to <ate six '^ them) 2 : in. the time, space, or interval that
separates 3 ; in point of comparison of <not much to choose -^ the
two coats) 4 : from one to the other or another of <the bond ^^

the two men)
^between adv : in an intermediate space or interval

be-tween-brain \-,bran\ n ; diencephalon
be-tween -times V.tTmzN adv :_at or during intervals

be-tween.whiles \bi-'twen-,hwilz, -,wilz\ adv ; betweentimes
be-twixt \bi-'twikst\ adv or prep [ME, fr. OE betwux, fr. be- -I-

-twux (akin to Goth tweihnai) ] archaic : between
Beu-lah \'byU-l9\ n ; a land of rest and quiet near the end of life's

journey in Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress
ibev-el \'bev-9l\ adj : oblique, beveled
2bevel n [(assumed) MF, fr. OF ba'if with open mouth, fr. baer to

yawn — more at abeyance] 1 a : the angle that one surface or line

makes with another when they are not at right angles b ; the slant

or inclination of such a surface or line c : the part of printing type
extending from face to shoulder 2 : an instrument consisting of
two rules or arms jointed together and opening to any angle for

drawing angles or adjusting surfaces to be given a bevel

3bevel vb bey-eled or bev-elled; bev-el-ing or bev-eMing
\'bev-(9-)lir]\ vt ; to cut or shape to a bevel ~ vi : incline, slant

bevel gear n : one of a pair of toothed wheels whose working sur-

faces are inclined to non-
parallel axes

bev-er.age \*bev-C3-)rij\ n
[ME, fr. MF bevrage, fr.

beivre to drink, fr. L bibere —
more at potable] : liquid for
drinking; esp : such liquid
other than water
bevy \'bev-e\ n [ME beveyl
1 ; a large group or collection
2 : a group of animals and esp.
quail together bevel gears

be.wail \bi-'wa(9)l\ vt 1 ; to
wail over 2 ; to express deep regret for syn see deplore

be-ware \bi-'wa(3)r, -'we(9)r\ vb [ME been war, fr. been to be +
war careful — more at be, ware] vi : to be on one's guard <--' of the
dog) '— vr 1 : to take care of 2 : to be wary of

be-wil-der \bi-'wil-d3r\ vr be-wil-der-ing \-d(9-)riQ\ 1 : to
cause to lose one's bearings 2 : to perplex or confuse esp. by a
complexity, variety, or multitude of objects or considerations
syn see puzzle — be-wil-der-ment \-d9r-m3nt\ n

be-witch \bi-'wich\ vt 1 a : to influence or affect esp. injuriously
by witchcraft b : to cast a spell over 2 : charm, fascinate <«- vi

: to act in a way that bewitches — be-witch-ery \-(9-)re\ n
be-witch-ment \-'wich-m9nt\ n 1 a : the act or power of bewitch-
ing b : a spell that bewitches 2 ; the state of being bewitched
be-wray \bi-'ra\ vt [ME bewreyen, fr. be- + wreyen to accuse, fr.

OE wregan] archaic % divulge, betray
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bey \'ba\ n [Turk, gentleman, chief] 1 a : a provincial governor in
the Ottoman Empire b : the former native ruler of Tunis or Tunisia
2 — formerly used as a courtesy title in Turkey and Egypt
Ibe»yond \be-'and\ adv [ME. prep- & adv., fr OE hegeondan, fr.

be- + genndan beyond, fr geond yond — more at yond] 1 : on or
to the farther side : farther 2 : in addition : besides
^beyond prep 1 : on or to the farther side of 2 ; out of the reach
or sphere of 3 : in addition to : besides
3beyond n 1 ; something that lies beyond 2 : something that lies

outside the scope of ordinary experience; specif : zhereafter
bez-ant \'bez-^nt, bs-'zant\ n [ME besani, fr. MF, fr. ML Byzaniius
Byzantine, fr. Byzantium, ancient city in Asia Minor] 1 ; solidus 1

2 : a flat disk used in architectural ornament
bez-el \'bez-3l\ n [prob. F dial., alter, of F biseau} 1 ; a sloping
edge or face esp. on a cutting tool 2a: the top part of a ring
b : the oblique side or face of a cut gem; specif : the upper faceted
portion of a brilliant projecting from the setting

be»zique \bo-'zek\ n [F besique} : a card game similar to pinochle
that is played with a pack of 64 cards

be^zoar \'be-.zo{s)r. -,z6(9)r\ n [F bezoard, fr. Sp bezoar, fr. Ar
bazahr, fr Per pad-zahr.h /rarf protecting (against) +zaftr poison]
; any of various concretions found chiefly in the alimentary organs
of ruminants and formerly believed to possess magical properties

bhak'tl \'bsk-te\ n [Skt, lit., portion] : devotion to a deity con-
stituting a way to salvation in Hinduism
bhaug \'bao\ n [Hindi bhSg] 1 a : hemp 1 b : the leaves and flow-
ering tips of hemp ; cannabis 2 : any of several narcotic and in-
toxicant products obtained from bhang
B-horizoU n : a soil layer immediately beneath the A-horizon from
which it obtains organic matter chiefly by illuviation and is usu.
distinguished by less weathering
ibi- prefix [ME. fr L; akin to OE twi'\ 1 a : two -ffeiparous)
b : coming or occurring eve\y two (ft/monthly) <6weekly> c : into
two parts <6isect> 2a: twice : doubly : on both sides <6iconvex>
(fjfeerrate) b : coming or occurring two times <fc/weekly> — often
disapproved in this sense because of the likehhood of confusion
with sense lb; compare semi- 3 : between, involving, or affecting
two (specifiedl symmetrical parts <ftiaural> 4 a : containing one
(specified) constituent in double the proportion of the other con-
stituent or in double the ordinary proportion <6icarbonate>
b : Di- 2 <6iphenyt>

2bi- or bio- comb form [Gk, fr. bios mode of life — more at quick]
: life : living organisms or tissue <6ioecology> <f'ioluminescence>

bi<an>nu>al \(')bt2^'an-y9(-w9)l\ adj : occurring twice a year —
bi*an*nu>al'ly \-e\ adv

^bi.as \'bT-3s\ n [MF biais'i 1 ; a line diagonal to the grain of a
fabric; esp : a line at a 45° angle to the selvage often utilized in the
cutting of garments for smoother fit 2a; an inclination of tem-
perament or ouUook; esp ; prejudice h ; beni". tendency c i a
tendency of a statistical estimate to deviate in one direction from
a true value 3 a : a peculiarity in the shape of a bowl that causes
it to swerve when rolled on the green h ; the tendency of a bowl
to swei-ve or the impulse causing this tendency; also : the swerve
of the bowl 4 : an unvarying component of the electric potential
difference between a given element of an electron tube and the
cathode syn see predilection

2bias adj : diagonal, slanting — used chiefly of fabrics and their
cut — bi'as-ness n

3bias adv 1 ; diagonally (cut cloth ~> 2 obs : awry
4bias vt bj«ased or bi-assed; bi-as*ing or bi-as-sing 1 ; to give a
bias to : prejudice 2 ; to apply a slight negative or positive voltage
to syn see incline

bi-au.ral \(')bT-'or~3l\ var of BINAURAL
bi-au-ric-u^late \,bi-o-'rik-y3-bt\ adj : having two auricles
bi>as-i-al \(')bT-'ak-se-3l\ adj ; having two axes — bi-ax-i-al-Iy
\-3-le\ adv

'bib \*bib\ vb bibbed; bib-hing [ME bibben"] archaic ; drink
2bib « 1 ; a cloth or plastic shield tied under a child's chin to protect
the clothes 2 ; the part of an apron or of overalls extending above
the waist in front — bibbed \'bibd\ adj— bib*less \'bib-las\ adj

bib and tucker n : an outfit of clothing
bibb \'bib\ n [alter of 2^/i)] ; a side piece of timber bolted to the
hounds of a ship's mast to support the trestletrees

bib.ber \'blb-3r\ n ; tippler — bih-bery \'bib-s-re\ n
bib-cock \'bib-,kak\ also bibb cock n : a stop-
cock or faucet having a bent-down nozzle

bi.be.lot \.bib-o-)'lo, ,beb-\ n. p! bibelots
\-'16(z)\ [F] 1 : a small household ornament or
decorative object : trinket 2 : a miniature book
esp. of elegant design or format

bi.ble \'bT-b9l\ n, ofter^ attrib [ME, fr. OF. fr. ML
biblia, fr. Gk. pi. of bibiion book. dim. of byblos
papyrus, book, fr. Byblos, ancient Phoenician
city from which papyrus was exported] 1 cap
: the sacred scriptures of Christians comprising
the Old Testament and the New Testament 2 cap ; the sacred
scriptures of Juaaism or of some other religion 3 obs : book 4 cap
: a copy or an edition of the Bible 5 : a publication that is pre-
eminent esp, in authoritativeness 6 : something suggesting a book

:

as a : a small holystone b : omasum

The Books of the Old Testament

bibcock

DOUAY ALITHORIZED DOUAY AUTHORIZED
VERSION VERSION VERSION. VERSION

Genesis Genesis Wisdom
Exodus Exodus Ecclesiasticus
Leviticus Leviticus Isaias Isaiah
Numbers Numbers Jeremias Jeremiah
Deuteronomy Deuteronomy Lamentations Lamentations
Josue Joshua Baruch
Judges Judges Ezechiel Ezekiel
Ruth Ruth Daniel Daniel
1 & 2 Kings 1 & 2 Samuel Osee Rosea
3 & 4 Kings 1 & 2 Kings Joel Joel
1 & 2 Paralipom 1 & 2 Chronicles Amos Amos

enon Abdias Obadiah
1 Esdras Ezra Jonas Jonah
2 Esdras Nehemiah Micheas Micah
Tobias Nahum Nahum
Judith Habacuc Habakkuk
Esther Esther Sophonias Zephaniah

Job
Psalms
Proverbs
Eccle.'^iastes

Canticle of
Canticles

Law
Genesis
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy

1 & 2 Esdras'
Tobit
Judith
Rest of Esther^
Wisdom of
Solomon

Job Aggeus Haggal
Psalms Zacharias Zechariah
Proverbs Malachias Maiachi
Ecclesiastes 1 & 2 Machabees
Song of Solomon

Former Prophets Ezekiel
Joshua The Twelve
Judges Hagiographa
1 & 2 Samuel Psalms
1 & 2 Kings Proverbs

Latter Prophets Job
Isaiah

Ruth
Lamentations
Ecclesiastes
Esther
Daniel
Ezra
N ehemiah

Song of Songs 1 & 2 Chronicles

PROTESTANT APOCRYPHA
Ecclesiasticus Prayer of Azari- Bel and the
or the Wisdom ah and the _ Dragon^"
of Jesus Son Song of the
of Sirach Three Holy

Baruch

The Prayer of
Manasses'

1 & 2 Mac-

The Books of the New Testament
Matthew Romans Colossians Hebrews
Mark ISc 2 Corin- 1 & 2 Thessa- James
Luke thians lonians 1 & 2 Peter
John Galatians 1 & 2 Timothy 1. 2. 3 John
Acts of the Ephesians Titus Jude
Apostles Philippians Philemon Revelation

{DV:
Apocalypse)

bib.li.cal \'bib-Ii-k3l\ adj [ML biblicus, fr. biblia-^ 1 : of. relating
to. or in accord with the Bible 2 : suggestive of the Bible or Bible
times - bita»U'Oal-ly \-k(3-)Ie\ adv

bib'li.cism \'bib-l9-,siz-sm\ n, often cap : adherence to the letter of
the Bible — bib'li-cist \-l9-s9st\ n, often cap

bibUo- comb form [MF, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. bibiion} : book <6f6/iofilm>
bib'Uo.film \'bib-le-6-.film\ n : a microfilm used esp. for photo-
graphing pages of books

bib.li.og.ra.pher \.bib-le-*ag-r9-f9r\ n 1 : an expert in bibliog-
raphy 2 ; a compiler of bibliography

bib.li.O.graph.ic \,bib-Ie-9-'graf-ik\ adj ; of or relating to bib-
liography — bih.U.o-graph.i.cal \-i-k9l\ adj — bib-li-o-grapli-
i-cal-ly \-k(9-)le\ adv

bib.U.og.ra.phy \.bib-le-'ag-r3-fe\ n [prob. fr. NL bibliographia,
fr, Gk. the copying of books, fr. biblio- + -graphia -graphy] 1 : the
history, identification, or descripdon of writings or publications
2 : a list often with descriptive or critical notes of writings relating
to a particular subject, period, or author; also ; a list of works
written by an author or printed by a publishing house 3 : the
works or a list of the works referred to in a text or consulted by the
author in its production

bib.li-ol-a.ter \,bib-le-'al-9t-»r\ n 1 : one overly devoted to books
2 ; one excessively venerating the Bible literally interpreted— bib*li-ol>a>trous \-'al-9-tr9s\ adj — bib*li.Dl.a.try \-tre\ n

bib-lio-ma.nia \,bib-ie-9-'ma-ne-9, -ny9\ n [F bibliomanie, ft.

biblio- + manie mania, fr. LL mania} % extreme preoccupation with
books esp as possessions — bib>Iio>nia>ni>ac \-ne-,ak\ n or adj—
bib<lio<ma>ni-a>cal \-le-o-rn9-'nT-9-k9l\ adj

bib>U<op.e>gy \,bib-Ie-'ap-9-je\ n (deriv. of Gk biblio- + pegnynai
to fasten together — more at pact] : the art of binding books

bib.lio.phile \'bib-le-9-,fn\ n [F, fr. biblio- + -phile} : a lover of
books esp. for quaUties of format; also : a book collector — bib-
Iio*phll*ic \,bib-le-3-'fU-ik\ adj — bib<U'Oph*i*lisni \-'af-3-,Iiz-
9m\ n — bib-U'Oph-i-list \-l9st\ n — bib-li'Oph.i.ly \-Ie\ n

bib.li-o.pole \'bib-le-9-,pol\ or bib.li.op.o_.Iist \,bib-le-'ap^-l9st\
n [L bibliopola bookseller, fr. Gk bibliopoles, fr. biblio- + polein to
sell] : a dealer esp. in rare or curious books — bib*li*o*pol*ic
\,bib-le-9-'paI-ik\ adj

bib.lio.tlie.ca_ \.bib-le-9-'the-k9\ n [L, fr. Gk bibliotheke. It.

biblio- + cheke case; akin to Ok tithenai to put, place] 1 : a collection
of books 2 ; a list of books — blb.lio.the.cal \-'the-k9l\ adj

bib.li.ot.ic \,bib-le-'at-ik\ adj ; of or relating to bibliotics

bib.li.Ot.ics \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [biblio- -I- connective
•t- + -ics} ; the study of handwriting, documents, and writing
materials esp. for determining genuineness or authorship — bib-
li-o-tist \'bib-le-9-t9st\ n

bib'U'lOUS \*bib-y9-l9s\ adj [L bibulus, fr. bibere to drink] 1 : highly
absorbent 2 a : inclined to drink b : of or relating to drink or
drinking — bib-u-lous-ly adv — bib.U'lous.ness n

bi*cam>er*al \(')bT-'kam-(9-)r9l\ adj : having, consisting of. or
based upon two legislative chambers (-^ legislature) — bi.cam.er-
al'tsm \-(9-)r3-,Iiz-9m\ n

bi.cap.su.lar \(')br-'kap-s9-l9r\ adj [prob. fr. F bicapsulaire, fr.

bi- + capsulaire capsular] : having two capsules or a two-celled
capsule

bi-car-bon-ate \ Obl-'kar-ba-.nat, -n9t\ n [ISV] : an acid carbon-

bicarbonate ot soda ; sodium bicarbonate
bl.cen.te.na.ry \.bT-(,)sen-'ten-9-re, (')br-'sent-'n-,er-e\ adj : bi-

centennial — bicentenary n
bi.cen.ten.ni.al \,bT-f.)sen-'ten-e-9l\ adj : relating to a 200th
anniversary — bicentennial n

bi.cen.tric \(*)bT-'sen-trik\ adj : having or involving two centers
— bt.cen.tric«i»ty \,bT-(,)sen-'tris-9t-e\ n

bi'Ceps \'bT-,seps\ n [NL bicipit-, biceps, fr. L, two-headed, fr. 6/-

-H capit-, caput head — more at head] ; a muscle having two heads:
as a : the large flexor muscle of the front of the upper arm b : the
large flexor muscle of the back of the upper leg

bi.chlo.nde \C)bT-'kl6(9}r-,Td, -'kl6(3)r-\ n [ISV] : DicHLORros;
esp : mercuric chloride

bl*chro.mate \(')bT-'kr6-,mat\ n : dichromate; esp ; one of
sodium or potassium — bi>cbro.mat.ed \-,mat-9d, 'bT-kro-\ adj
bi'Chrome \'bT-,krom\ adj ; two-colored
bl'Cip.l.tal \bT-'sip-9t-='l\ adj ; of, relating to, or being a biceps
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Iblck.er \'bik-ar\ n [ME biker"] la; petulant quarreling • alter-
cation b ; a sound of or as if of bickering 2 Scot ; brawl, fracas

abicker vi bick.er-ing \-Ca-)ria\ 1 ; to contend in petulant or
petty altercation 2 a ; to move quickly and unsteadily with a
rapidly repeated noise b : quiver, flicker — bick<er>er \-3r-ar\ n

bi.col.or or chiejly Brit bi.col.oUT \'bi-,k3l-3r\ adj [L bicolor, fr.

bi- + color] : two-colored — bicolor n — bi>col>ored \-'kal-3rd\
ad}

bicolor lespedeza n ; an Asiatic leguminous shrub (Lespedeza bi-

color) with purple flowers in axillary racemes widely used as an
ornamental, as a source of wild-bird food, and in erosion control

bi.con.cave \,br-(,)kan-'kav, (')bT-'kan-,\ adj [ISV] : concave
on both sides — bi-con-cav-i-ty \,bT-(,)kan-'kav-3t-e\ n

bi.con.vex \,bT-(,)kan-'veks, (')br-'kan-,\ adj [ISy] : convex on
both sides — bi-con.vex-l.ty \,bi-(,)kan-'vek-sat-e\ n
bi.com \'bT-,k6(3)m\ or bi.comed \-.k6C3)md\ adj [L bicornis,
it. bi- + cornu horn] : two-homed : resembling a crescent

bi.cor.nu.ate \C)bT-'k6r-ny3-wat\ adj ibi- + L cornu] : having
two horns or hom-shaped processes
ibi-cus.pid \(')br-'k3s-p3d\ also bi-cus-pi-date \-pa-,dat\ adj
[NL bicuspid-, bicuspis, fr. bi- + L cuspid-^ cuspis pohitj ; having
or ending in two points

^bicuspid n : a human premolar tooth
ibi.cy.ole \'bTT.sik-3l\n [F. (r. bi- + -cycle (as ia tricycle)] : a vehi-
cle with two wheels tan-

which it is propelled
sbicycle vi bi>cy*cling
\'bi-,sik-C3-)lia\ : to ride
a bicycle — bi'Cy»cler
\-,sik-(a-)l3r\ n — bi-cy-
clist \'bT-,sik-(3-)l3st\ n

bi.cy-clic \ Obl-'sl-klik,
-'sik-Iik\ adj [ ISV ] 1 : con-
sisting of or arranged in
two cycles 2 : containing bicycle: / handlebar. 2 saddle, 3 frame,
two usu. fused nngs in the 4 pedal, 5 sprocket wheel, 6 chain,
structure 01 the molecule 7 tire 8 fork

bi.cy.lin.dri-cal \.bT-s3-
"lin-dri-kalX adj ; having two cylindrical surfaces usu. with their
axes parallel
Ibid \'bid\ vb bade \'bad, 'badX or bid; bid.den \'bid-»n\ or bid
also bade; bid.ding [partly fr. ME bidden, fr. OE bidden; akin to
OHG bitten to entreat, Skt badhaie he harasses; partly fr. ME
beden to offer, command, fr. OE beodan; akin to OHG biotan to
offer, Gk pynthanesthai to learn by inquiry] vr 1 a archaic : be-
seech, ENTREAT b : to issue an order to : tell c : to request to
come : INVITE 2 : to give expression to (.bade me a tearful farewell)
3a: OFFER — usu. used in the phrase to bid dejiance b past bid
(1) ; to offer (a price) whether for payment or acceptance (2) : to
make a bid of or in (a suit at cards) ^ vi ; to make a bid syn see
COMMAND — bid'der n — bid fair : to seem likely

abid n 1 a ; the act of one who bids b : a statement of what one
will give or take for something; esp : an offer of a price ; some-
thing offered as a bid 2 : an opportunity to bid 3 : invitation
4 a : an announcement of what a card player proposes to undertake
b ; the amount of such a bid c ; a biddable bridge hand 5 : an
attempt or effort to win, achieve, or attract

bid-da.bil-i.ty \.bid-3-'biI-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
biddable

bid'da.ble X'bid-a-bslX adj 1 : obedient, docile 2 j capable of
being bid — bid>da-bly \-ble\ adv
ibid'dy \'bid-e\ n [perh. imit.] : hen la; also ; a young chicken
abiddy n [dim. of the name Bridget] 1 : a hired girl or cleaning
woman 2 ; woman — usu. used disparagingly

bide \'bTd\ yb bode \'bod\ or bid.ed; bided; bid.lng [ME biden,
fr. OE bidan: akin to OHG bitan to wait. "L Jidere to trust, Gk
peithesthai to believe] vi 1 ; to continue in a state or condition
2 : wait, tarry 3 : abide, sojourn '- vr l past usu bided : to wait
for <'^ one's time) 2 archaic : to encounter and resist : with-
stand 3 chiejly dial : to put up with : tolerate — bid>er n

bi.den.tate \(')fal-'den-,tat\ adj [(assumed) NL bidentatus, fr. NL
bi- -I- dentatus dentate] : having two teeth

bield \'be(9)ld\ vt or n [ME belden to encourage, protect, fr. OE
bieldan to encourage; akin to OE beald bold] chiejly Scot ; shelter

bi<en>ni>al \(')bT-'en-e-3l\ adj 1 ; occurring every two years
2 : continuing or lasting for two years; specij ; growing vegetatively
during the first year and fruiting and dying during the second— biennial n — bi>en*iil*al-ly \-3-le\ adv
bl-en.ni.nm \bT-'en-e-sm\ n, pi bienniums or bi-en.nia \-e-3\
[L, fr. bi- + annus year — more at annual] : a period of two years

bier \'bi(3)r\ n [ME here, fr. OE bsr; akin to OE beran to carry]
1 archaic : a framework for carrying 2 : a stand on which a corpse
or coffin is placed; also : a coffin together with its stand

bl<la-clal \(')bT-'fS-shal\ adj 1 ; having opposite surfaces alike
<'— leaves) 2 : having two fronts or faces

bill \'bif\ n [prob. irait.] slang ; whack, blow — blM vt, slang
bi.fid \'bT-,fid, -f3d\ adj [L bijidus, fr. bi- + -jidus -fid] : divided
into two equal lobes or parts by a median cleft <a -^ leaf) — bi-fid-
I'ty \bl-'fid-3t-e\ n — bi-fid-ly adv

bi.fi.lar \(')bT-'n-Iar\ adj [ISV bi- + L Jilum thread — more at
FILE] 1 : involving two threads or wires 2 ; Involving a single
thread or wire doubled back upon Itself — bi-fi-lar-Iy adv

bi-flag-el.late \(')bT-'flaj-a-lst. -,lat\ adj : having two flageUa
ibi.fo-cal \(')bi-'f6-k3l\ adj [ISV] : having two focal lengths
sbilocal n 1 : a bifocal glass or lens 2pl i eyeglasses with bifocal
lenses

bi.lo.li-ate \(')bT-*fo-Ie-at\ adj [(assumed) NL bijoliatus, fr, NL
bi- + hjoliatus leaved] 1 : two-leaved 2 : bifoliolate

W-lO.U.O.late \(')bI-'fo-le-a-.lat\ adj [(assumed) NL bijoliolatus,

fr. L bi- + LL joliolum, dim. of L folium leaf — more at blade]
; having two leaflets <'^ leaves)

bi-form \'bT-,f6rm\ adj [L bijormis, fr, bi- -V jorma form] : com-
bining the qualities or forms of two distinct kinds of Individuals

Bil-rost \'be-.fr6st\ n [ON bijrbst] ; the rainbow bridge connect-

ing heaven and earth In Norse mythology
bi-lur.cate \'bT-(,)fsr-,kat, bl-'far-X vb [ML bijurcatus, pp. of
bijurcare, fr. L bijurcus two-pronged, fr. bi- + furca fork] : to
divide iii^to two branches or parts — bi*fur>cate XObi-'far-kat,
-,kat; 'bi-CJfsr-.katX adj — bi-Iur>cate>iy adv

bi.fur-ca.tion \,br-(.)f3r-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of bifurcating
; the state of being bifurcated 2 a : the point at which bifurcating
occurs b : branch
ibig \'big\ adj big'gei; big.gest [ME, prob. of Scand origin; akin
to Norw dial, bugge important man; akin to OE byl boil, Skt
bhuri abundant] 1 a obs : of great strength b : of great force
<a ^ storm) 2 a ; large in dimensions, bulk, or extent <"-- house);
also : large in quantity, number, or amount <a '^ fleet) b ; con-
ducted on a large scale <'-« government) 3 a : pregnant; esp
; nearly ready to give birth b : full to bursting ; swelling c oj
the voice ; full and resonant 4 a : chief, preeminent b : out-
standing, prominent; esp : outstandingly worthy or able <a truly
'^ man) c : of great importance or significance (the -^ moment)
d : imposing, pretentious; also : boastful <'^ talk) e ; mag-
nanimous, GENEROUS syn see large — big-ly adv — big-ness n

2big adv 1 : to a large amount or extent 2 a ; in an outstanding
manner b : pompously, pretentiously c : magnanimously

big>a-mist \'big-3-mast\ n : one who practices bigamy
big.a.mous \'big-a-m3s\ adj 1 ; guilty of bigamy 2 : Involving
bigamy — big-a>mou5>ly adv
big.a.my \'big-3-me\ n [ME bigamie, fr. ML bigamia, fr. L bi- -H
LL -gamia -gamy, fr. Gk, fr. gamos marriage; akin to L gener sons
in-law] : the act of entering into a ceremonial marriage with one
person while still legally married to another that when willfully done
constitutes a statutory offense

Big-ar.reau \,big-3-'r6\ « [F] : any of several cultivated sweet
cherries with rather firm often light-colored globular fruits
Big Ben \-'ben\ n : a large bell In the clock tower of the Houses of
Parliament in London

big brother n l ; an older brother 2 ; a man who befriends a
delinquent or friendless boy 3 ojten cap both Bs l the leader of an
authoritarian state or movement

bi.gem4.nal \(')bT-'jem-3n-M\ adj [LL bigeminus doubled, fr. L
bi- + geminus twin — more at geminate] ; double, paired <a '^
pulse) — bi'geni'i'ny \-'jem-9-ne\ n

bi'ge.ner*ic \,bT-J9-'ner-ik\ adj x of. relating to, or Involving two
genera <a ^ hybrid)

big.eye Vblg-,T\ n : either of two small widely distributed reddish
to silvery percold fishes (Priacanthus cruentatus and P. arenatus)
of tropical seas

big game n 1 : large animals sought or taken by hunting or fishing
for sport 2 : an important objective esp. when involving risk
ibig.gin or big.ging \'big-an\ n [ME bigging, fr. biggen to dweU.
fr. ON byggja; akin to OE beon to be] dial Brit : building
2biggin n [MF beguin] dial Brit I cap: a : a child's cap b : nightcap
big.gisll \'big-ish\ adj i somewhat big ; comparatively big
big-head \'big-,hed\ n 1 : any of several diseases of animals
marked by swelling about the head 2 : an exaggerated opinion of
one's importance : conceit — big.head-ed \-'hed-3d\ adj

big.heart.ed \'big-'hart-3d\ adj ; being generous and kindly— big-heart. ed'ly adv
big-horn \'big-,h6(a)m\ n, pi bighorn or
bighorns : a usu. grayish brown wild sheep
(Ovis canadensis) of mountainous western
No. America

ibight \'bTt\ n [ME, fr. OE byht; akin to OE
bugan to bend — more at bow] 1 obs I a
comer, bend, or angle esp. of a body part
2a; the middle part of a slack rope b ; a
loop esp. in a rope 3 a ; a bend esp. in a
river or a mountain chain b ; a bend in a
coast forming an open bay; also ; a bay
formed by such a bend

2bight vt 1 ; to lay or fasten (a rope) in
bights 2 ; to fasten with a bight

big league n : major league — big leagn.er \-*Ie-g3r\ n
big-mouthed \'big-'mauthd, -'mautht\ adj 1 ; having a large
mouth 2 ; loudmouthed

big.no.nia \big-'n5-ne-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. J. P. Bignon
tl743 F royal librarian] : any of a genus {Bignonia) of American
and Japanese woody vines of the trumpet-creeper family with com-
pound leaves and tubular flowers

big.ot \'big-st\ n [MF, hypocrite, bigot] ; one obstinately or in-
tolerantly devoted to his own church, party, belief, or opinion

big.Ot-ed \'big-3t-sd\ adj : so obstinately attached to a creed, opin-
ion, or practice as to be illiberal or intolerant — big-ot-ed-ly adv

big-ot-ry \'big-a-tre\ n : the state of mind of a bigot; also ; behavior
or beliefs ensuing from such a state of mind

big shot \'big-.shat\ n : a person of consequence or prominence
big-tick.et ybig-'tik-at\ adj : high-priced
big time \'big-,tTm\ n 1 : a liigh-paying vaudeville circuit requiring
only two performances a day 2 ; the top rank

big top \-,tap\ n 1 : the main tent of a circus 2 ; circus 2

big tree \-,tre\ n : a California evergreen {Sequoiadendron gigan*
teum) of the pine family that often exceeds 300 feet in height

big-wig \'big-,wig\ n ; a person of consequence
Bi.ha.ri \bi-'har-e\ n : a group of Indie dialects spoken by the
inhabitants of Bihar

bi.jou \'be-,zhu\ n, p?bi.j0US \-.zhu(z)\ [F, fr. Bret bizou ring, fr.

biz finger; akin to W bys finger] : a small dainty usu. ornamental
piece of delicate workmanship ; jewel — bijou adj

bi-iou.te.rie \bi-'zhut-3-,re\ n [F. fr. bijou] : a collection of trin-
kets or ornaments : jewels

bi-ju.gate \'bT-J3-,gat, ObT-'jii-gatV also bi.Ju.gOUS \-g3s\ adj
ibi- + 'Ljugum yoke— more at yoke] : having two pairs of leaflets— used of a pinnate leaf

ibiie \'bTk\ n [ME] 1 chiejly Scot : a nest of wild bees, wasps, or
hornets 2 chiejly Scot : a crowd or swarm of people

AbiKe n or vi [by shortening & alter.] : bicycle — bil£-er n
bi-ki.nl \b3-'ke-ne\ n [F, fr. Bikini, atoll of the Marshall islands]

: a woman's abbreviated two-piece bathing suit

bighorn
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ibi.la.bi-al \(')bi-'la-be-3l\ adj [ISV3 \ oS a consonant X produced
with both lips 2 : of or relating to both lips

^bilabial w : a bilabial consonant
bi*la'bl*ate \-be-3t\ adj ; having two lips <a '^ corolla of a mint)
bi'Ian<der X'bil-sn-dsr. 'bi-l3n-\ n [obs. D billander, fr. bin inside

+ D land'i : a small 2-masted merchant ship

bi'lat>er>al \(')bT-'lat-3-r3l, -'la-tralX adj 1 : having two sides

2 : affecting reciprocally two sides or parties <~ treaty) 3 : bilat-

erally symmetrical — bLlat-er-aMsra \-,iz-am\ n — bi*lat<er-

aMy \-e\ adv — bi-lat-er-al-ness n
bil'ber-ry \'bil-,ber-e\ n [bil- (prob. of Scand origin; akin to Dan
b0lle whortleberry) + berry'i : any of several plants (genus Vac-
cinium) that differ from the typical blueberries in having their

flowers arise solitary or in very small clusters from axillai"y buds;
also : its sweet edible bluish fruit

ibil'bo or bil.boa \'bil-(,)bo\ n {Bilboa, Bilbao, Spain] : a finely

tempered sword
2bilbo n [perh. fr. Bilhoa, Spain] : a long bar of iron with sliding

shackles used to confine the feet

bile \'bi(a^l\ n [F. fr. L bills: akin to W bmtlhWe^ 1 a : a yellow or
greenish viscid alkaline fluid secreted by the liver and passed into

the duodenum where it aids esp. in the digestion and absorption of
fats b : either of two humors associated in old physiology with
irascibility and melancholy 2 : proneness to anger ; spleen

bile acid n ; a steroid acid of or derived from bite

Ibilge \'bilj\ n [prob. modif. of MF boulge, bouge leather bag,
curved part — more at budget] 1 : the bulging part of a cask or
barrel 2 a : the part of the underwater body of a ship between the

flat of the bottom and the vertical topsides b : the lowest point of
a ship's inner hull 3 : stale or worthless remarks or ideas

2bilge VI 1 : to undergo a fracture or other damage in the bilge

2 : to rest on the bilge
bilge keel n ; a longitudinal projection like a fin secured for a
disi.Tnce along a ship near the turn of the bilge on either side to

check rolling

bilge water n : water that collects by seepage or leakage in the bilge
of a ship or other vessel

bilgy \'bil-je\ adj : resembling bilge water esp. in smell

bil.har.zia \bil-'har-ze-3\ n [NL. fr Theodor Bilharz tl862 G
zoologist] 1 ; SCHISTO.SOME 2 : schistosomiasis

bil>ia>ry \'bil-e-,er-e, 'bil-ya-reX adj [F biliare, fr. L bilisl : of,

relating to, or conveying bile; also : affecting the bile-conveying
structures (-^ disorders)

bi*lin-ear \(*)bT-'lin-e-ar\ adj : linear with respect to each of two
variables

bi>lin>gual \(')bT-'liir|-gwal\ adj [L bilinguis, fr. bl- + lingua tongue— more at tongue] 1 : of, containing, or expressed in two
languages 2 : using or able to use two languages esp. with the
fluency characteristic of a native speaker — bilingual n — t)i*lin-

gual>ism \-gw5-,]iz-3m\ also bi-lin'gual.i.ty \,bT-{,)UD-'gwal-
3t-e\ n — bi'lin-gual-Iy \(')bi-'liri-gw3-le\ adv

bil'iOUS \'bil-y9s\ adj [MF bilieux, fr. L biliosus, fr. biUs'\ 1 a : of
or relating to bile b : marked by or suffering from disordered liver

function and esp. excessive secretion of bile c : appearing as
though affected by a bilious disorder 2 : of a peevish ill-natured

disposition : choleric — bil>ious>ly adv — bil>ious>ne5s n

bi.li>TU>bin X.bil-a-'rii-bsn, ,bT-l3-\ n [L bills + ruber red — more
at red] : a reddish yellow pigment C33H36N4O6 occurring in bile,

blood, urine, and gallstones

bi.li-ver-din \-'v3rd-^n\ n [Sw, fr, L bills + obs. F verd green] : a

green pigment C33H34N4O6 occurring in bile

ibilk \'bilk\ VI tperh. alter, of ^ba!k] 1 : balk, frustrate 2 : to
cheat out of what is due; also : to evade payment of 3 : to slip

away from ; elude — bilk*er n
2bilk n : an untrustworthy tricky individual : cheat
ibill \'bil\ n [ME bile, fr. OE; akin to OE bill] 1 : the jaws of a

bird together with their horny covering 2 : a beak (as of a turtle)

or other mouihpart felt to resemble a bird's bill 3 : a projecdon of
land like a beak 4 : the end of an anchor fluke or of a yard
2biU vi 1 : to touch and rub bill to bill 2 : to caress affectionately

3biU n [ ME bil, fr. OE bill; akin to OHG */// pickax. Ok phitros log]
1 : a weapon used up to the I8th century that consists of a long
staff terminating in a hook -shaped blade 2 : billhook

4bill n [ME, fr. ML billa, alter, of bulla, fr. L, bubble, boss] 1 a : a
written document b : memorandum c : letter 2 obs : a formal
petition 3 ; a draft of a law presented to a legislature for enact-
ment 4 ; a declaration in writing stating a wrong a complainant
has suffered from a defendant or stating a breach of law by some
person <a '^ of complaint) 5 : a paper carrying a statement of
particulars (as a list of men and their duties as part of a ship's crew)
6 a : an itemized account of the separate cost of goods sold, services
rendered, or work done : invoice bra statement in gross of a
creditor's claim c ; a statement of charges for food or drink
: CHECK 7 a ; a written or printed advertisement posted or other-
wise distributed to announce an event of interest to the public; esp
; an announcement of a theatrical entertainment b ; a programmed
presentation : the entertainment presented on a given program
8 a ; a piece of paper money b : an individual or commercial note

Sbill vr 1 a : to enter in or prepare a bill of (charges) b ; to submit
a bill of charges to c : to enter (as passengers or freight) in a way-
bill d ; to Issue a bill of lading to or for 2 a : to advertise esp. by

posters or placards b : to arrange for the presentation of
bil'la.bong \'bil-3-,b6o. -,bar)\ n [native name in Australia] Austral
1 a : a blind channel leading out from a river bra stream bed usu.
dry but filled seasonally 2 ; a backwater forming a stagnant pool
ibill-board \'bil-,b6(a)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n ; a projecdon or ledge fixed
on the bow of a vessel for the anchor to rest on

^billboard n [ "6/// + boards r a flat surface (as of a panel, wall, or
fence) on which bills are posted; specij r a large panel designed to
carry outdoor advertising

bill'bug \'bil-,b3g\ n [ ^bill -t- bug] r a weevil (esp. genus Calendra)
having larvae that eat the roots of cereal and other grasses

billed \'bUd\ adj : having a biU
bill.er \'bil-ar\ n : one that bills: as a : a clerk who makes out bills

b : a machine for making out bills

ibil-let \'bil-3t\ n[MEbylet,iv. UF billette, 6\m. of &u//e document,
fr. ML bulla} 1 archaic : a brief letter r note 2 a r an official
order directing that a member of a military force be provided with
board and lodging (as in a private home) b : quarters assigned by
or as if by a billet 3 r berth, position <a soft ~)

sbillet vt 1 r to assign lodging to (as soldiers) by a billet r quarter
2 : to serve with a billet <'-- a householder) -*- vi ; to have quarters

3billet n [ME bylet, fr. MF billete, dim. of bille log, of Celt origin;
akin to Olr bile sacred tree] 1 a r a chunky piece of wood (as for
firewood) r bolt 5 b obs i cudgel 2 a : a bar of metal b r a
piece of semifinished iron or steel nearly square in secdon made by
rolling an ingot or bloom era secUon of nonferrous metal ingot
hot-worked by forging, rolling, or extrusion r a nonferrous casting
suitable for rolling or extrusion 3 r an ornament in Norman mold-
ings that resembles a billet of wood

bil-let-doux \,bU-(,)a-'dij\ n, pi billets-doux \-(,)a-'du(z)\ [F
billet doux, lit., sweet letter] : a love letter

bill-fisU \'bil-,fis^\ n : a fish with long slender jaws (as a gar)
bill-fold \-,f6Id\ n [short for earlier billjolder] I a folding pocket-
book for paper money

bill'head \-,hed\ n : a printed form usu. headed with a business
address and used for billing charges

bill>hook \-,huk\ n I a cutting tool consisting of a blade with a
hooked point fitted with a handle and used esp. in pruning

bil-liard \*bil-y3rd\ n [back-formadon fr. billiards] t carom 1 —
used as an attributive form of billiards ('^ ball)

bil-liards \-y3rdz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ MF billard billiard
cue, billiards, fr. bllle] : any of several games played on an oblong
table by driving small balls against one another or into pockets
with a cue; specij r a game in which one scores by causing a cue ball
to hit in succession two object balls

bil.lings.gate \'bil-ioz-,gat, Brit usu -git\ n {Billingsgate, old gate
and fish market, London, England] r coarsely abusive language
syn see abuse

bil.lion \'bil-yan\ n [F, fr. bi- + -illion (as in million)] 1 —
see NUMBER table 2 : a very large number — billion adj — bil-
liontb \-y3n(t)th\ adj — billioutll n, pi billiontbs \-y3n(t)s,
-y3n(t)ths\

bil.lion.aire \,bil-y3-'na(3)r, -'ne^3>r, 'bil-ya-A n ibillion + -aire (as
in millionaire) ] : one whose wealth is a billion or more

bill Of exchange : an unconditional written order from one person
to another to pay to a person designated a sum of money named

bill of lare x : menu 2 : program
bill of goods r a consignment of merchandise
bill ol healtb r a certificate of the state of health of a ship's company
and of a port with regard to infectious diseases given to the ship's
master at the time of leaving

bill of lading r a receipt lisdng goods shipped signed by the agent of
the owner of a ship or issued by a common carrier

bill Ol rigbts ojten cap B&R : a summary of fundamental rights and
privileges guaranteed to a people against violation by the state —
used esp. of the first 10 amendments to the U.S. Constitution

bill of sale r a formal instrument for the conveyance or transfer of
title to goods and chattels

bil. Ion \'bil-3n\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. bille log] 1 r an alloy of silver
with more than its weight of copper, tin, or other base metal
2 : gold or silver heavily alloyed with a less valuable metal

ibil-low \'bil-(,)d. -a(-w)\ n [prob. fr. ON bylgja; akin to OHG
balg bag — more at belly] 1 r wave; esp % a great wave or surge of
wnter 2 ; a rolling mass (as of flame or smoke) like a high wave

2billow VI 1 : to rise or roll in waves or surges 2 r to bulge or swell
out (as through action of the wind) -^ v/ : to cause to billow

bil-lowy \'bil-3-we\ adj r characterized by billows
bill.post.er \'bil-,po-star\ n r one that posts advertising bills —
called also bjllstlcker — bill<post<ing \-sdo\ n
ibil-ly \'bil-e\ n [prob. fr. the name Billy] % a heavy usu. wooden
club; esp I a policeman's club

2billy n [prob. short for billycan (billy)] chlejiy Austral r a can of
metal or enamelware made with a lid and a wire bail and used for
outdoor cooking or for carrying food or liquid

bil>ly<cocK \'bil-e-,kak\ n [origin unknown] Brit : a stiff felt hat
billy goat \'bil-e-\ n [fr. the name Billy] : a male goat
bi.lo.bate \(')bT-'l6-,bat\ also bi.lo.bat-ed \-,bat-3d\ adj ; di-

vided into two lobes
bi>lobed \'bT-'16bd\ adj r bilobate
bi-loc.U.Iai \(')bT-'lak-y3-l3r\ or bi.lOCU-late \-l3t\ adj [bi- +
NL loculus] I divided into two cells or compartments

bil.tong \'bil-,t6r), -,tao\ n [Afrik, fr. bil buttock -t- tong tongue]
Africa r jerked meat

bi*man<u>al \('tbT-'man-y3(-w3)l\ adj r done with or requiring the
use of both hands — bi>man-u*al*ly \-e\ adv

bi-mes-ter \(')bT-'mes-t3r, 'bT-A n {bi- + -mesier (as in semester)]
r a period of two months

bi>mes*tri-al \bT-'mes-tre-3l\ adj [L bimestrls, fr. bi- ^ mensis
month — more at moon] : continuing two months : bimonthly

bi*met*al \'bT-,met-'l\ adj ; bimetallic — bimetal n

bi>me-tal*lic \,bT-m3-'tal-ik\ adj 1 r relating to. based on, or using
bimetallism 2 : composed of two different metals — often used of
devices having a part in which two metals that expand differenUy
are bonded together — bimetallic n
bi<met>aMism \(')bT-'met-'l-,iz-am\ n [F bimetatlisme, fr. bi- -H

meial metal] r the use of two metals (as gold and silver) jointly as a
monetary standard with both constituting legal tender at a pre-
determined ratio — bi-met-al-list \-'l-3st\ n — bi-met-al-lis-tic
\,bT-,met-'l-'is-tik\ adj
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bi*mil>le*na*ry \(')bT-'mil-9-,ner-e, ,bT-m3-'len-3-re\ or t)l-mil-
len*l>al \,bT-m3-*len-e-sl\ n 1 : a period of 2000 years 2 : a
2000th anniversary — bimillenary adj

t}i>inod>aI \{'>bT-'mod-'l\ adj : possessing two statistical modes— bi<nio-dal-i<ty \.bi-m5-'dal-3t-e\ n
bi*mO'lec*u<lar \.bT-m9-'lek-ya-lar\ adj [ISV] : relating to or
formed from two molecules — _bi»mo-leC'U«lar'Iy adv
ibi-montli<ly \(')br-'m3n(t)th-le\ adj 1 : occurring every two
months 2 : occurring twice a month : semimonthly

2bimontlily n : a bimonthly pubhcation
3bimonUily adv 1 ; once every two months 2 : twice a month
bi-inor<plie'inic \,bi-(,)m6r-'fe-nuk\ adj ; consisting of two mor-
phemes

bi-mo>tored \(')bI-'mot-3rd\ adj : equipped with two motors
ibill \'bin\ n [ME btnn, fr. OE] ; a box, frame, crib, or enclosed
place used for storage

2bin vt binned; bin-ning ; to put into a bin
bin- comb jorm [ME. fr. LL, fr. L bini two by two; akin to OE twin
twine] : 'EI- </?maural>
ibi*na>iy \'bT-n3-re\ adj [LL binarius, fr. L bini'\ 1 : compounded
or consisting of or marked by two things or parts 2 ; composed
of two chemical elements, an element and a radical that acts as an
element, or two such radicals 3 : relating to, being, or belonging
to a system of numbers having two as its base <^ digit) 4 : relating
two logical elements 5 a : having two musical subjects or two
complementary sections b : duple — used of measure or rhythm

2binary n : something constituted of two things or parts
binary star n ; a system of two stars that revolve around each other
under their mutual gravitation

bi-nate \'bT-,nat\ adj : growing in pairs — bi*nate»ly adv
bln*au>ral \(')bT-'n6r-3l\ adj [ISV] 1 : of. relating to. or used with
two or both ears 2 : of, relating to, or characterized by the place-
ment of sound sources (as in sound transmission and recording) to
achieve in sound reproduction an effect of hearing the sound
sources in their original positions — bin>au-ral*ly \-3-le\ adv
ibind \'bTnd\ vb bound \'baund\ bind-ing [ME binden, fr. OE
bindan: akin lo OHG bintan to bind, Gk peisma cable] vt 1 a ; to
make secure by tying b ; lo confine, restrain, or restrict as if with
bonds c : to put under an obligation d : to constrain with legal

authority 2 a ; to wrap around with something so as to enclose or
cover b : bandage 3 : to fasten round about 4 : to tie together
5 a : to cause to stick together b ; to take up and hold (as by
chemical forces) 6 ; constipate 7 ; to make firm or sure : settle
8 : to protect, strengthen, or decorate by a band or binding
9 : to apply the parts of the cover to (a book) 10 : indenture,
APPRENTICE 11 ; to cause to be attached (as by gratitude) 12 : to
fasten together 13 : to effect (an insurance policy) by an oral
commitment or a written instrument '— vi 1 : to form a cohesive
mass 2 : to hamper free movement or natural action 3 : to
become hindered from free operation 4 : to exert a restraining or
compelling effect

2bind rt 1 a : something that binds b : the act of binding : the
state of being bound c : a place where binding occurs 2a: tie 3
to : SLUR la 3 : a position that restricts freedom of action

bind>er \*bTn-d3r\ az 1 ; a person that binds something (as books)
2a: something used in binding b : a detachable cover or other
device for holding together sheets of paper or similar material
c : the sheet of tobacco that binds the filler in a cigar 3 : some-
thing that produces or promotes cohesion in loosely assembled
substances 4 : a receipt for money paid to secure the right to
purchase real estate upon agreed tenns; also : the money itself

bind>ery \'bTn-d(3-ire\ n : a place where books are bound
lblnd<ing \'bTn-dio\ n 1 : the action of one that binds 2 : a
material or device used to bind; as a : the cover and fastenings
of a book b : a narrow fabric used to finish raw edges c : a set

of ski fastenings for holding the toe of the boot firm on the ski

2binding adj l : that binds 2 : imposing an obligation — bind>ing-
ly \-dio-le\ adv — bind-ing-uess n

binding energy n : the energy required to break up a molecule,
atom, or atomic nucleus completely into its constituent particles

bind over vt : to put under bonds to do something
bind'Weed \'bTn-,dwed\ n : any of various twining plants (esp.

genus Convolvulus of the morning-glory family) that mat or inter-

lace with plants among which they grow
bine \'bTn\ n [alter, of ^bind'i : a twining stem or flexible shoot (as

of the hop); also : a plant (as woodbine) whose shoots are bines
Bi>net-Si<mon scale \bi-,na-se-'mo"-\ n [Alfred Binet 11911 and
Theodore Simon 61873 F psychologists] : an intelligence test con-
sisting orig. of tasks graded from the level of the average 3-year-old
to that of the average 12-year-old but later extended in range

binge \'binj\ n [E dial, binge (to drink heavily)] 1 a : carousal.
SPREE b : a riotous indulgence 2 : a social gathering : party

bin>go \'bir)-(,)go\ n [earlier bingo (interj. used to announce an
unexpected event) ] : a game like lotto played usu. by many players
at once for prizes

bin-na.cle \'bin-i-kal\ n [alter, of ME bltakle, fr. OPg or OSp;
OPg bitdcola & OSp bitdcula, fr. L hahitaculum dwelling place, fr.

habiiare to inhabit — more at habitation] ; a case, box, or stand
containing a ship's compass and a lamp
ibin-oc-n-lar XbT-'nak-ya-Iar, b3-\ adj : of, relating to. using, or
adapted to the use of both eyes <-- vision) — bin.oc.u.lar.i.ty
\(,)bT-.nak-ya-'lar-3t-e, b^\ n — bin-ocu.lar.ly arfv

3bin>oc>u*lar Xba-'nak-ya-lar, bT-\ n 1 ; a binocular optical instru-

ment 2 : field glass — usu. used in pi.

bi-no-mi-al \b7-'n6-me-3l\ n [NL binomium, fr. ML, neut. of
binomius having two names, alter, of L binominis, fr. bi- + nomin-,
nomen name — more at name] 1 : a mathematical expression con-
sisting of two terms connected by a plus sign or minus sign 2 : a
biological species name consisting of two terms — binomial adj
— bi>no>mi-al>ly \-me-3-le\ adv
binomial distribution n : a frequency distribution of the proba-
bility that an attribute that occurs with a given probability among
the members of a population will occur a certain number of times
in a succession of samples of the population
binomial nomenclature « : a system of nomenclature in which
each species of animal or plant receives a name of two terms of

binomial theorem n : a theorem by means of which a binomial
may be raised to any power without performing the multiplications

bi-nu.cle.ar \(')bt-'n(y)u-kle-3r\ or bi-nu-cle-ate \-kle-3t\ or
bi-nu>cle-at>ed \-kle-,at-3d\ adj : having two nuclei

bio see bi-

ibiO>as<say \,bT-(,)o-'as-,a. -a-'sa\ n t^/ological assays : determina-
tion of the relative strength of a substance (as a drug) by comparing
its effect on a testorganism with that of a standard preparation

2bio.as-say \-a-'sa, -'as-,a\ vi : to perform a bioassay on
bio-cat^a.lyst \,bi-(,)o-'kat-M-ast\ n : a substance (as an enzyme
or a trace element) that activates or accelerates biological processes— bio*cat>a-lyt*ic \-,kat-'l-'it-ik\ adj

bio-ce-nol-o-gy \-si-'nal-3-je\ n : a branch of biology concerned
with natural communities and the interaction of their members

bio-chem.i.cal \,bT-(,)6-'kem-i-k3l\ adj [ISV] 1 : of or relating
to biochemistry 2 : characterized by, produced by, or involving
chemical reactions in Hving organisms — biocbemical n — bio-
cbem<i-cal>ly \-k(3->le\ adv

bio>cbem-lst \,bT-o-'kem-3st\ n : one trained in or engaged in
biochemistry

bio.Chem.is.try \-a-stre\ n [ISV] : chemistry that deals with the
chemical compounds and processes occurring in organisms

biO'Cide \'bT-3-,sTd\ n : pesticide
biccli.mat-ic \,bT-(,i6-klT-'mat-ik\ adj : of or relating to the rela-
tions of climate and living matter

bio-ecol>o*gy \,bT-(,)6-i-'kal-3-je\ n : ecology dealing with the
interrelation of plants and animals with their common environment

bio.Ila.vo.noid \,bT-6-'fla-v3-,n6id\ n : a biologically active
flavonoid — called also vitamin P

biO.gen.e-SiS \,bT-6-'jen-3-S3s\ n [NL] 1 : the development of life

from preexisting life 2 : a supposed tendency for stages in the
evolutionary history of a race to briefly recur during the develop-
ment and differentiation of an individual of that race — biO'ge-

. net'ic \-j3-'net-ik\ adj — bio-ge-net>i>caMy \-i-ko-ile\ adv
bio>gen>ic \,bi-6-'jen-ik\ adj : produced by the action of living
organisms

bio<geo-grapli<ic \-,je-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to biogeog-
raphy — bio>geo>graph<ic-al \-i-k3l\ adj

biO.ge.Og-ra.phy \,bT-o-je-'ag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : a branch of biology
that deals with the geographical distribution of animals and plants

bi-Og-ra-ph^ Xbl-'ag-rs-far. be-\ n : a writer of a biography
bio-grapb.i-cal \.bT-3-'graf-i-k3l\ or bicgraph.ic \-ik\ adj
1 : of, relating to, or constituting biography 2 : consisting of
biographies 3 : brieflyidentifying persons <'--' names) — bio-
gTaph*i>caI*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

bi-Og.ra.pliy Xbl-'ag-ra-fe, be-\ n [LGk biographia, fr. Gk bl- -\-

'graphia -graphy] 1 : a usu. written history of a person's life

2 : biographical writings in general 3 : a life history (as of a coin)
ibi'0-log»ic \,bT-9-'iaj-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to biology or to
life and living processes 2 : used in or produced by applied biology
— bi'O-log'i'Cal \-i-ksI\ adj— bi*o*log-i-cal*ly \-kf3-)le\ adv

Sbiologic n : a biological product used in medicine — biological n
biological control n : attack upon noxious organisms by interfer-

ence with their ecological adjustment
biological warfare n : warfare involving the use of living organisms
(as disease germsl esp. against men, animals, or plants

bi>ol*o>gisiil \bT-'al-3-Jiz-am\ n ; preoccupation with biological
explanations in the analysis of social situations

bi.ol»0«gist \bT-'al-3-J3st\ n : a speciahst in biology
bi-ol-o-gis-tic \(,)bT-,al-a-'jis-tik\ adj : of or relating to biologism
— bi-ol-o-giS'li-caljly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

bi.ol.O-gy \bT-'al-3-je\ n, often attrib [G biologie, fr. bi- + -logie

-logy] 1 a : a branch of knowledge that deals with living organisms
and vital processes b : ecology 2a: the plant and animal life of
a region or environment b ; the laws and phenomena relating to an
organism or group

bio-lu-mi-nes-ceuce \.bT-(,)o-.lu-m3-'nes-'n(t)s\ n [ISV] : the
emission of light from living organisms; also : the light so produced
— bio-lu-mi'iies-cent \-'nt\ adj

blo*mass \'bT-o-,mas\ n : the amount of living matter (as in a unit
area or volume of habitat)

biO«met*rics \,bT-6-'me-triks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : the
statistical study of biological observations and phenomena

bi«0-nom-ic \,bT-3-'nam-ik\ adj [prob. fr. F bionomigue, fr. bio-

nomie ecology, fr. bi- + -nnmie -nomy] : ecological — bi»o«nom-
i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — bi*o*nom.i.caI-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

bi-O-nom-iCS \-'nam-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : ecology
bi-ont \'bT-,ant\ n : a discrete unit of living matter : organism —
bi-on*tic \bi-'ant-jk\ adj

bi-op-sy \*br-,ap-se\ n [ISV bi- + Gk opsis appearance] : the
removal and examination of tissue, cells, or fluids from the living

body
bi>o*SCOpe \'bT-3-,skop\ n ; a motion-picture projector

-bi>o-sis \(,)bT-'6-s3s, be-\ n comb form, pi -bi*0>5es \-,sez\ [NL,
fr Gk biosis, fr. bioun to live. fr. biosi : mode of life (.parabiosis}

bio*sphere \'br-3-,sfif3)r\ n i : the part of the world in which life

can exist 2 : living beings together with their environment
biO'Syn-tbe-sis \,bT-6-'sin(t)-th&-s3s\ n [NL] : the production of
a chemical compound by a living organism — bio-syn-tliet-ic
\-sin-'thet-ik\ adj— bio-syn-tbet-l-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

bio-sys.te.mat*ic \,bi-o-,sis-ta-'mat-ik\ adj : of or relating to
experimental taxonomyesp. as based on cytogenetics — bio-sys-
tem>a-ty \-sis-'tem-at-e\ n

bi.O-ta \bT-'ot-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk biote life; akin to Gk bios'] : the
flora and fauna of a region

biO>tech>nol<o<gy \,br-f,)o-tek-'nal-9-ie\ n : the aspect of tech-

nology concerned with the application of biological and engineer-

ing data to problems relating to man and the machine
bl-0t4c \bT-'at-ik\ adj [Gk bioiikos, fr. bioun] : of or relating to

life; esp : caused by living beings
-bl.ot.ic\(,)bT-'at-ik, be-\ adjcombjorm [prob. fr. NL -feio/icw, fr.

Gk bidtikos'] : having a (specified) mode of hfe iendobiotic}

biotic potential n : the inherent capacity of an organism or species

to reproduce and survive
bi>0>tin \'bT-9-t9n\ n [ISV, fr. Gk biotas life, sustenance; akin to

Gk bios] : a colorless crystalline growth vitamin C10H16N2O3S of
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the vitamin B complex found esp. In yeast, liver, and egg yolk

bi-o.tite \'bT-3-,tTt\ n [G biolit, fr. Jean B. Biot tl862 F mathe-
matician] : a generally black or dark green form of mica Kz-
(Mg.Fe,Al)6(Si,Al)B02o(OH)4 forming a constituent of crystalline
rocks and consisting of a silicate of iron, magnesium, potassium,
and aluminum (hardness 2.5-3} — bi*o«tit«ic \,bi-3-'tit-ik\ adj

bio-type \'bT-3-,tTp\ n [ISV] ; the organisms sharing a specified
genotype; also : the genotype shared or its distinguishing peculiarity— blo-typ-ic \,bi-3-'tip-ik\ adj

l}l>0Vll>lar \(')bI-'6-vy3-l9r\ adj, oj Jraternal twins l derived from
two ova

bi.pack \'bT-,pak\ n : a pair of films each sensitive to a different
color used by simultaneous exposure one through the other usu.
with the emulsion surfaces in contact

bip.a-rous \'bip-9-r3s\ adj 1 : bringing forth two young at a birth
2 ; branching dichotomously

bi.par'ti'San also bi-par.ti.zan \(')bT-'p'art-3-z3n, -S3n\ adj
: representing or composed of members of two parties — bi*par-
tiosau'ism \-z3-.niz-3m, -s3-\ n — bi'par<>ti>san<ship \-z3n-,ship,

bi-par-Ute \(')br-'par-itTt\ adj [L bipartitus, pp. of bxpartire to
divide in two, fr. bi- + partire to divide, fr. part-, pars part]
1 a : being in two parts h : having two correspondent parts one
for each party {^ contract) c ; shared by two <'^ treaty) 2 : di-
vided into two parts almost to the base <~ leaf) — bi*par-tite-ly
adv — bi-par-ti'tJon \,bi-,par-'tish-an\ n

bi-ped \'bT-.ped\ n [L biped-, bipes, fr, bi- + ped-, pes foot] : a
two-footed animal — biped or bi-ped^al \C')bi-'ped-'l\ adj

bi.phe-nyl \(')bT-'fen-=l, -'fen-\ n [ISV] ; a white crystalline hydro-
carbon Cetis-CeHs used esp. as a heat-transfer medium

bi-pin-nate \-'pin-,at\ adj ; twice pinnate — bi-piu-nate-ly adv
bi-plane \'bT-,plan\ n t an airplane with two main supporting
surfaces usu. placed one above the other

bi*pod \'bT-,pad\ n ibi- + -pod (as in tripod)] ; a two-legged stand
bi*po*lar \(')bT-'p6-l3r\ adj 1 : having or involving the use of two
poles 2 ; relating to or associated with the polar regions 3 : hav-
ing or marked by two mutally repellent forces or diametrically
opposed natures or views — bi-po-lar-i-ty \,bi-po-'lar-3t-e\ n

bi.pro.pel-Iant \,bT-pr3-'pel-3nt\ n : a rocket propellant consisting
of separate fuel and oxidizer that come together only in a combus-
tion chamber

bi*guad*rat*ic \,bT-(,)kwa-'drat-ik\ n : a fourth power or equation
involving a fourth power in mathematics — biquadratic adj

bi>ra>cial \(')bT-'ra-sh3l\ adj : of, relating to, or involving members
of two races — bi*ra*cial.ism \-sh9-,liz-3m\ n

bi>ra<di-al \(')bl-'rad-e-3l\ adj : having both bilateral and radial
symmetry

bi>ra<mous \(')bT-'ra-m3s\ adj : having two branches
Ibirch \'b3rch\ n [ME. fr. OE beorc; akin to OHG birka birch, L
jraxinus ash tree, OE beorht bright — more at bright] 1 : any of a
genus {Beiula of the family Betulaceae. the birch family) of
monoecious deciduous usu. short-lived trees or shrubs having
simple petioled leaves and typically a layered membranous outer
bark that peels readily 2 : the hard pale close-grained wood of a
birch 3 ; a birch rod or bundle of twigs for flogging — bircb or
birch-en \'b3r-ch3n\ adj

2birch vr : to beat with or as if with a birch : whip
bircli-bark \'b3rch-,bark\ n : a canoe made of birch bark
ibird \*b3rd\ n [ME, fr. OE briddi 1 archaic i the young of a
feathered vertebrate 2 ; any
of a class (Aves) of warm?
blooded vertebrates distin-
guished by having the body
more or less completely covered
with feathers and the forehmbs
modified as wings 3 : a game
bird 4 : CLAY PIGEON 5 slang
; fellow; esp ; a peculiar per- Is,

son 6 ; shuttlecock l

7 : a hissing or jeering ex-
pressive of disapproval; also
: dismissal from employment
8 : GUIDED MISSILE

abird vi : to observe or identify
wild birds in their natural
environment

bird.bath \-,bath, -.bath\ n : a
usu. ornamental basin set up
for birds to bathe in

bird-brain \-,bran\ n : a
stupid or a fUghty thoughtless
person

bird-call \-,k61\ w 1: the note bird (waxwlng): 1 bill, 2 fore-

or cry of a bird or a sound "<^'^, 3 crown, 4 crest, 5 auri-

imitative of it 2 : a device for cular region, 6 throat, 7 breast,

imitating a birdcall * abdomen, P undertaU co-

bird colonel «, Wfl«g : COLONEL verts, iO tad i/ primanes, 12
j^ secondaries, 13 upper wing cov-

bird dog n 1 : a gundog trained ^'^- ^'^ scapulars

to hunt or retrieve birds
2a: one (as a canvasser or talent scout) who seeks out something
for another b : one who steals another's date

bird.er \'b3rd-3r\ n l : a catcher or hunter of birds esp. for
market 2 : one that birds

bird.house Vb3rd-,haiis\ n ;

: AVIARY
ibird.ie \'b3rd-e\ « 1 : a Uttle bird 2 : a golf score of i

less than par on a hole
sbirdie vt ; to shoot in one stroke under par
bird-lime \'b3rd-,!Tm\ « 1 : a sticky substance usu. made from the
bark of a holly (Tlex aquijolium) that is smeared on twigs to snare
sm;ill birds 2 : something that ensnares — birdlime vt

bird louse n : any of numerous wingless insects (order Mallophaga)
that are mosUy parasitic on birds

bird.man X'bsrd-msnX n 1 : one who deals with birds 2 : aviator
bird of paradise : any of numerous brilliantly colored plumed
oscine birds (family Paradiseidae) of the New Guinea area

bird of passage : a migratory bird or person

I artificial nesting site for birds; also

I stroke

bird of prey : a carnivorous bird that feeds wholly or chiefly on
meat taken by hunting
bird pepper n x a capsicum {Capsicum jrutescens) having very small
oblong extremely pungent red fruits

bird-seed \'b3rd-,sed\ n i a mixture of small seeds (as of hemp or
millet) used chiefly for feeding cage birds
ibird's-eye \'b3rd-,2T\ « l ; any of numerous plants with small
bright-colored flowers 2 a : an allover pattern for textiles con-
sisting of a small diamond with a center dot b : a fabric woven
with this pattern 3 : a small spot in wood surrounded with an
ellipse of concentric fibers

2bird*s-eye adj l a : seen from above as if by a flying bird <'^
view) b : CURSORY 2 : marked with spots resembling birds' eyes
3 : of or relating to wood (as maple) containing bird's-eyes

bird's-loot \'b3rdz-,fut\ n, pi bird's-foots : any of numerous
plants with leaves or flowers resembhng the foot of a bird; esp
: any of several legumes (as of the genera Ornithopus, Lotus, and
Trigonella) with bent and jointed pods

bird'S-fOOt trefoil n : a European legume (Lotus corniculatus)
having claw-shaped pods and widely used esp. in the U^. as a
forage and fodder plant

bi.re.lrin.gence \.bT-ri-'frin-j3n(t)s\ n [ISV] : the refraction of
hght in two slightly different directions to form two rays — bi-
re.frin-gent \-j3nt\ adj

bi-reme \"bi-,rem\ h [L biremis, fr. bi- -f- remus oar] : a galley
with two banks of oars common in the early classical period

bi-ret.ta \b3-'ret-a\ n [It berretta, fr. OProv berret cap, irreg. fr. LL
birrus cloak with a hood, of Celt origin; akin to Mir berr short] : a
square cap with three ridges on top worn by clergymen esp. of the
Roman Catholic Church

birk \'bi(9)rk\ n [ME birch, birk'i chiejly Scot : birch — birk.en
\-3n\ adj, chiejly Scot

birK.ie \'bi(3»r-ke, 'bsr-V n [origin unknown] 1 Scot : a lively
smart assertive person 2 Scot : fellow, boy

birl \'b3r(-a)I, Scot also 'bir(9)l\ vb [ME birlen, fr. OE byrelian;
akin to 0£ beran to carry — more at bear] vt 1 also birle chiejly
Scot a : POUR h ; to ply with drink 2 a : to cause (a floating log)
to rotate by treading b : spin -^ vi 1 chiejly Scot : CAROUSE
2 ; to progress by whirling — birl-er \*b3r-l3r, 'bi(3)r-l3r\ n

ibirr V'bar, 'bi(3)r\ n [ME. strong wind, attack, fr. OE byre strong
wind& ON ft^r/- favoring wind; both akin to OEfterfl"] 1: force or
onward rush (as of the wind); also : vigor 2 ; a whirring sound

2birr vi, chiejly Scot : to make a whirring sound
birse \'bif3)rs, 'bsrsX n [(assumed) ME birst, fr. OE bvrst] 1 chiejly
Scot : a bristle or tuft of bristles 2 chiefly Scot : anger
ibirth \'b3rth\ n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. ON byrth: akin to OE
beran} 1 a : the emergence of a new individual from the body of
its parent b : the act or process of bringing forth young from the
womb 2 a : lineage, EXTRACnoN b : high or noble birth 3 a ar-
chaic ; one that is bom b : beginning, start <^ of an idea)

ibirth vt 1 chiejly dial : to bring forth 2 : to give rise to : originate
'*' VI, dial : to bring forth a child or young

birth certificate n : a copy of an official record of a person's date
and place of birth and parentage

birth control n : control or limitation of the number of children
born esp. by preventing or lessening the frequency of impreg-

birth-day \'b3rth-.da\ n 1 a : the day of a person's birth b : a day
of origin 2 a : an anniversary of one's birth b ; a year of life

birth-mark \-,mark\ n : an unusual mark or blemish on the skin at
birth : NEVUS — birthmark vt

birth-place \-,plas\_n : place of birth or origin
birth-rate \'b9r-,thrat\ n : the ratio between births and individuals
in a specified population and time often expressed as number of
Uve births per hundred or per thousand population

birth.right \-.thrIt\ n : a right, privilege, or possession to which a
person is entitled by birth syu see heritage

birth-root \-,thrUt, -,thrut\ n ; any of several trilliums with astrin-
gent roots used in fotkmedicine

birth-stone \'b3rth-,ston\ n : a precious stone associated sym-
boHcally with the month of one's birth

birth.WOrt \-,w3rt, -,wd(o)rt\ n 1 : any of several plants (genus
Arisfolochia of the family Aristolochiaceae, the birthwort family) of
herbs or woody vines with aromatic roots used in folk medicine to
aid childbirth 2 ; birthroot

bis \'bis\ adv [L, fr. OL dvis; akin to OHG zwiro twice, L duo two]
: TWICE — used as a direction to repeat or as a mark of repetition

Bi-sa-yan \b3-'sr-3n\ n [Bisayan Bisayd] 1 : a member of any of
several peoples in the Visayan islands, Philippines 2 : the Austro-
nesian language of the Bisayans

bis-cuit \'bis-k3t\ n, pi biscuits also biscuit [ME bisquite, fr. MF
bescuit, fr. {pain) bescuit twice-cooked bread] 1 : any of various
hard or crisp dry baked products; esp, Brit : cracker 4 2: earth-
enware or porcelain after the first firing and before glazing : bisque
3 : a small quick bread made from dough that has been rolled and
cut or dropped from a spoon

bise \'bez\ n [ME. fr. OF, of Gmc origin] : a cold dry north wind
of southern France, Switzerland, and Italy

bi-sect \'bT-,sekt, bT-'\ vt : to divide into two usu. equal parts
'^ vi : separate; also : cross, intersect — hi-sec-tion \'bT-,sek-
shsn. bi-'\ n_— bi-sec-tion-al \-shn3l, -shan-'*l\ adj — bi*sec-
tion-al'ly \-e\ adv

bi.sec-tor X'bT-.sek-tar. bT-'\ n : one that bisects; esp : a straight
line that bisects an angle or a line segment

bi-ser-rate \f')bi-'se(3)r-.at\ adj 1 : doubly serrate : having the
serrations serrate 2 : serrate on both sides

bi-ses-u-al \(')bI-'seksh-(3-)w3l, -'sek-sh3l\ adj 1 : hermaph-
roditic; broadly : possessing characters of or sexually oriented
toward both sexes 2 : of, relating to, or involving two sexes —
bisexual n — bi-sex-u-al-i-ty \,bi-,sek-sh3-'wal-3t-e\ n — bi-
sex-u-al-ly adv

bish-op \'bish-3p\ n [ME bisshop, fr. OE bisceop, fr. LL episcopus
fr. Gk episkopos, lit., overseer, fr. epi- -\- skeptesihai to look — more
at spy] 1 : one having spiritual or ecclesiastical supervision: as
a : an Eastern, Roman Catholic. Anglican, or Episcopal
clergyman ranking above a priest, having authority to ordain and
confirm, and typically governing a diocese b : any of various
Protestant clerical officials who superintend other clergy c : a
Mormon high priest presiding over a ward or over all other bishops
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and over the Aaronic priesthood 2 : a chess piece that can move
diagonally across any number of unoccupied squares 3 : a mulled
beverage of port wine flavored with roasted orange and cloves

biSli-op-ric \'bish-o-f,)prik\ n [ME bisshnpriche, fr OE hisceopnce,
fr. bisceop -t- rice kingdom - more at rich] 1 : diocese 2 : the
office of bishop 3 : a bishop's seat or residence 4 i the ad-
ministrative body of a Mormon ward consisting of a bishop and
two high priests as counselors

biS-mutll \'bi7-m3th\ n [obs. G bismut (now wismut), modif. of
wismut, Er. wise meadow -t- mut claim to a mine] : a heavy brittle

grayish white chiefly trivalent metallic element chemically like
arsenic and antimony — see element table — biS'inutli-al \-raa-
th3l\ adj — bis*ina<ttaic \biz-'msth-ik, -'myU-thik\ adj

bi-SOn X'bls-'n, 'biz-\ n. pi bison [L bisont-, bltnn. of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG wisant aurochs; akin to OPruss ivi^-sambrs aurochs]
; any of several large shaggy-maned usu. gregarious recent or ex-
tinct bovine mammals (genus Bisnn) having a large head wiih short
horns and heavy t'orequarters surmounted by a large fleshy hump;
as a : wisent b : buffalo b bi>sou-tine \-''n-.tm\ adj
ibisque \'bisk\ n [F] ; odds allowed an inferior player- as a : a
point taken when desired in a set of tennis b ; an extra turn in
croquet c : one or more strokes off a golf score
Jbisque n [F] 1 : a thick cream soup made of shellfish or of the flesh

of birds or rabbits; also : a cream soup of pureed vegetables
2 ; ice cream containing powdered nuts or macaroons

sbisque n [by shortening & alter ] : Biscurr 2; esp : unglazed ceramic
ware that is not to be glazed but is hard-fired and vitreous

bL5>ter or bis-tre \'bis-tar\ n [F bistrel 1 : a yellowish brown to
dark brown oigment used in art 2 : a grayish to yellowish brown
— biS'tered \-t9rd\ adj

bis. tort \'bis-,t6o^rt\ n [MF blitorte, fr fassumed) ML bislorta,

fr L bis- + torta, fern, of tortus, pp of torquere to twist — more at
torture] : any of several polygonums; esp ; a European herb
{Polygonum bistorta) or a related American plant {P. bistordoides)
with twisted roots used as astringents

biS'tro \'bis-(,Uro, 'bes-\ n [F] 1 : a small or unpretentious
European wineshop or restaurant 2 a ;_a small bar or tavern
b : NIGHTCLUB — bis*tro-ic \bis-'tro-ik, bes-\ adj

bi.sul-cate \r)bT-'s3f-,kat\ adj : cloven <~ hoof)
bi.sul.late \('ibi-'s3l-.fat\ n [ISV] : an acid sulfate

bi-sul-fide \-,fTd\ n [ISV] : disulfide
bi-sul-lite \-,fTt\ n [F, fr, bi- -»- sulJire^ : an acid sulfite

ibit \'bit\ n [ME bitt, fr OE bite act of biting; akin to OE bitan'i

1 : something bitten or held with the
teeth: a : the usu. steel part of a
bridle inserted in the mouth of a horse
b : the rimmed mouth end on the stem
of a pipe or cigar holder 2a: the
biting or cutdng edge or part of a tool;
also I a replaceable part of a compound
tool that actually performs the function
(as drilling or boring) for which the
whole tool is designed b pi : the jaws
or nippers of tongs or pincers 3 ', some-
thing that curbs or restrains 4 : the
part of a key that enters the lock and
acts on the bolt and tumblers

2bit vr bit'ted; bit-ting 1 a : to put a
bit in the mouth of (a horse' b : to bits
control as if with a bit : curb 2 : to s si

form a bit on fa keyt
3bit n [ME. fr OE bUa; akin to OE
bitani 1 : a small quantity of food : morsel; esp : a small deUcacy
2 a : a small piece or quantity of some material thing b (1) : a
small coin {2> : a unit of value equal to % of a dollar (four '^s)

3 ; something small or unimportant of its kind: as a : a brief
period : while b : somewhat : some degree or extent c ; the
smallest or an insignificant amount or degree d ; a small part
usu. with spoken lines in a theatrical performance

*bit n [binary digir] 1 : a unit of information equivalent to the
result of a choice between two eaually probable alternadves
2 : a unit of computer memory corresponding to the ability to
store the result of a choice between two alternatives

bi-tar.trate \(')bT-'tar-,trat\ n [ISV] : an acid tartrate
ibitcll \"bich\ n [ME biccfie, fr OE bicce: akin to OE bzc back]
1 : the female of the dog or some other carnivorous mammals
2 a : a lewd or immoral woman b : a malicious, spiteful, and dom-
ineering woman 3 slang : complaint

2bitch vr 1 slang : spoil, botch 2 slang : to complain of or about
3 slang z cheat, doublecross ^ vL slang : complain

ibite \'bTt\ vb bit \'bit_\ bit-ten \'b\x-'n\ clw bit: bit-ing \'bTt-
ir]\ [ME biten, fr OE bitan akin to OHG bizan to bite, Lfindere to
split] vt 1 : to seize with teeth- laws, or an analogous organ so as to
enter, giip, or wound; aho ; to wound, pierce, or sting with a fang,
a proboscis, or similar organ 2 ; to cut or pierce as if with an
edged weaoon 3 ; to cause sharp pain or stinging discomfort to
4 a : to take hold of b : to affect profoundly : impress 5 : to eat
into : corrode 6 a : to take in : c heat b ; to catch as if with teeih

bv a sudden turn of events '^ vi 1 ; to bite something or have the
habit of biting 2 oj a weapon or tool : to cut, pierce, or take hold
3 : to cause iiritation or smarting 4 : corrode 5 a o/ fish : to
take a bait b : to respond so as to be caught by something used as
bait 6 : to take or maintain a firm hold — bitter \'bit-3r\ n

2bite n 1 : the act or manner of bidng 2 ; food : a : the amount of
food taken at a bire : morsel b ; a small amount of food : snack
c ; a meal esp. if im.promptu 3 archaic : cheat, irick; also

: SHARPER 4 : a wound made by biting 5 : the hold or grip by
which friction is created or purchase obtained 6 : a surface that
creates friction or is brought into contact with another for the
purpose of obtaining a hold 7 : a keen incisive quality or sharp
penetrating effect S : the corroding of an etcher's plate by acid

9 : an amount taken usu. in one operation for one purpose : cut
bite-wing \'bTt-,wio\ n : a dental X-ray film designed to show the
crowns of the upper and lower teeth simultaneously

bit-ing \'bTt-ir|\ adj : that causes sharp pain syn see incisivb

biting midge n : any of a family (C£ratopogonldae> of midges
bit-stock \'bit-,stak\ n : a device for turning a bit by hand : brace
ibitt \'bit\ n [perh. fr. ON biti beam; akin to OE bot boat] 1 : a

3 abut; jr^ kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

3 joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;

single or double post of metal or wood fixed on the deck of a ship
for securing mooring or other lines 2 : bollard 1

2bitt vr : to make (a cable) fast about a bitt
ibit-ter \'bft-3r\ adj [ME, fr. OE biter; akin to OHG bittar bitter,
OE hUan} 1 a : having or being a peculiarly acrid, astringent, or
disagreeable tasre suggestive of an infusion of hops that is one of
the four basic taste sensarions b : distasteful or distressing to the
mind : gallino 2 : marked by intensity or severity: a : accom-
panied by severe pain or suffering b : vehement, relentless (•^
partisan); also : exhibiting intense animosity c (1) : harshly
reproachful : sharp and resentful (2) ; marked by cynicism and
rancor d : intensely unpleasant esp. in coldness or rawness
3 : expressive of severe pain, grief, or regret — bit-ter-ish \'bit-3-
rish\ adj — bit-ter.l7 adv — bit-ter*ness n

2bitter adv : bitterly
abitter n 1 : bitter quality 2 a pi : a usu. alcoholic solution of bit-
ter and often aromatic plant products used esp. in preparing mixed
drinks or as a mild tonic b Brit : a very dry heavily hopped ale

4bitter n : to make bitter <—prf ale)
ibitter end n t the inboard end of a ship's anchoring cable
sbitter end n [prob. fr. ^bitter endl t the last extremity however
pamful or calamitous — bit-ter-end-er \,bit-3-'ren-d3r\ n
ibit-tern \*bit-3m\ n [ME bitowe, fr. MF butor'i : any of various
small or medium-sized nocturnal herons {Botauras and related
genera) with a characteristic booming cry

2bittern n [in-eg. fr. ^bitter"] : the bitter mother liquor that remains In
saltworks after the salt has crystallized out

bitter principle n : any of various neutral substances of strong bitter
taste fas aloin> extracted from plants

bit-ter-root yt>it-3(r>-,rUt, -,riJt\ n ; a succulent Rocky mountain
herb [Lewisia rediviva) of the purslane family with fleshy farina-
ceous roors and pink flowers
ibit-ter-sweet \'bii-3r-,swet\ n l : something that is bittersweet;
esp : pleasure alloyed with pain 2 a : a sprawling poisonous
weedy nightshade (Solanum dulcamara) with purple flowers and
oval reddish orange berries b : a No. American vining staff tree
(Celasrrus srondens) having clusters of small greenish flowers
succeeded by yellow capsules that open when ripe disclosing the

(

rlet ;

2bittersweet adj l : being at once bitter and sweet 2 : of or relat-
ing to a prepared chocolate containing little sugar

bit-ter-weed \'bit-?r-,wed\ n : any of several American plants con-
taining a bitter principle: as a ; ragweed 2b; horseweed
c : a sneezeweed (genus Heleniuni)

bit-tOCk \'bit-9k\ «- chiejly Scot : a litUe bit
ibit-ty orbit-tie \'bit-e\ adj : made up of or containing bits

ibitty or bittie adj, dial : small, tiny (a litde — dog)
bi-tu-men \b5-'tf3')U-man, bT-\ n [ME bithumen mineral pitch, fr. L
bftumin-. bitumen} 1 : an asphalt of Asia Minor used in ancient
times as a cement and mortar 2 : any of various mixtures of hydro-
carbons 'as rar> often together with their nonmetallic derivatives —
bi-tu-mi-nJ-za-tion V-.tryili m3-n3-'za-shan\ n — bi-tu-nu-nize
\ 't(yiu-m3-,ni;z\ vt — bi-tu-mi-noid \-.n6id\ adi

bi-tu-rai-nous Nb^-'tCy-.u-ms-nas. bT-\ adj 1 : resembling, con-
taining, or impregnated with bitumen 2 : of or relating to bitu-
minous coal

bituminous coal n : a coal that yields when heated considerable
volatile bituminous matter — called also soft coal

bi-va-lence \('>bT-'va-l3n(ils\ or bi.va-len.cy \-lan-se\ n : the
quality or state of being bivalent
tbi-va-lent \-l3nr\ adj 1 : having a valence of two 2 : associated
in patn; in synapsis
2bivalent n ; a pair of synaptic chromosomes
ibi-valve \'bT-.valv\ also bi-valved \-,valvd\ adj 1 : having a
shell composed of two valves 2 : having or consisting of two cor-
re'^ponding movable pieces

ibivalve r : an animal (as a clam) with a 2-vaIved shell

bi-vaT'i.ate \(')bT-'ver-e-at, -'var-\ adj : of, relating to, or involving
two variables

biv-ouac \*biv-,wak, -3-,wak\ n [F, fr. LG biwake, fr. bi at -l-

wtike guard] 1 : an encampment under little or no shelter usu. for a
short time 2 ; a camping out for a night; also : a temporary
shelter or settlement — bivouac vi biv-ouacked; biv-ouack-ing
ibi-week-ly \(')br-'we-kle\ adj 1 : occurring every two weeks

; FORTNIGHTLY 2 : occurring twice a week — biweekly adv
2biweekly n ; a biweekly publication
bi-year-ly \i'')bT-'yi<'3"'-le\ adj 1 : biennial 2 : biannual
'bi-zarre \b9-'zar\ adj [F, fr. It bizzarro} : strikingly out of the
ordinary as a : odd, extravagant, or eccentric in style or mode
b : involving sensational contrasts or incongruities C : atypical
syn ';ee fantastic — bi-zarre-ly adv — bi>zarre-ness n

2bizarre n : a flower with atypical striped marking
bi-zon-al \i'lbT-'z5n-M\ adj : of or relating to the combined affairs

of cwo administrative areas — bi-zone \'bT-^6n\ n

iblab \'biab\ n [ME blabbe; akin to ME blaberen] 1 : tattletale
2 : idle or excessive talk : chatter — blab-by \'blab-e\ adj

2blab vb blabbed; blab-bing vr : to reveal esp. by talking without
reserve or discretion ^ vi 1 ; to reveal a secret esp. by indiscreet
chatter 2 : praitle
iblab-ber \'blab-3r\ vb blab-ber-ing \'blab-Ca-)rio\ tME
blabereti'] : babble, CHATTER
2blabber n ; idle talk : babble
3blab.ber \*blab-3r\ n {.^blab} : one that blabs
blab-ber-moutb \'blab-9r-.mauth\ n : one who talks too much;
esp : TATTLETALE
iblack \*blak\ adj [ME blak, fr. OE blxc; akin to OHG blah
black. L flagrare to hum,Gkph!egein, OE &jp/ fire — more at bald]
1 a : of the color black b : very dark 2 a ; having dark skin, hair,

and eyes : swarthy b : of or relating to a group or race charac-
terized by dark pigmentation; esp : negroid 3 : dressed in black
4 : SOILED, dirty 5 a : characterized by the absence of light <a '^
night) b : reflecting or transmitdng little or no light ('^ water)
6 a : thoroughly evil : wicked <a •--' deed) b ; expressive of
condemnation or discredit 7 : invoking the supernatural and esp.
the devil 8 a : gloomy, calamftous; specif : marked by the oc-

of disaster b : sullen, hostile 9 : complete, utter
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— black*isb \-lsh\ oaf/— Wack-ly ady
Sblack « 1 ; a black pigment or dye; esp : one consisting largely of
carbon 2 : the achromatic object color of least lightness character-
istically perceived to belong to objects that neither reflect nor trans-
mit hght 3 : something that is black; esp : black clothing 4 : a per-
son belonging to a dark-skinned race; also : one stemming in part
from such a race 5 : total or nearly total absence of light 6 : the
condition of making a profit (in the '^>

sblaclc vb : blacken
l)lack'a*moor \'blak-3-,mu(3lr\ n [irreg. fr. blacK + Moot\ : a
dark-skinned person; esp : negro

tlack-and-hlue \,blak-3n-'blu\ adj : darkly discolored from
blood effused by bruising
Black and Tan n : a recruit enlisted in England in 1920-21 for
service in the Royal Irish Constabulary against Irish independence

black and white n 1 : writing, print 2 ; drawing or printing in
black and white or in monochrome; also ; a work so executed
black art n : magic practiced by conjurers and witches
black-a-vised also black-a-viced VbIak-3-,vIst\ adj [.black + F
d vis as to face] : dark-complexioned
iblack'ball \'blak-,b61\ n 1 : a small black ball for use as a nega-
tive vote in a ballot box 2 : an adverse vote esp. against admitting
someone to membership in an organization

sblackhall vr 1 : to vote against; esp : to exclude from membership
by casting a negative vote 2 ; boycott, ostracize

black bass n ; any of several highly prized freshwater sunfishes
(genus Micropterus) native to eastern and central No. America

black'ber.ry \'blak-,ber-e\ n 1 : the usu. black or dark purple juicy
but seedy edible fruit of various brambles (genus Rubus) of the rose
family 2 : a plant that bears blackberries

black bile n : a humor of medieval physiology believed to be secreted
by the kidneys or spleen and to cause melancholy

black'bird \'blak-,b3rd\ n : any of various birds of which the males
are largely or entirely black : as a : a common and famihar British
thrush {Turdus merula) that is black with orange bill and eye rim
b : any of several American birds (family Icteridae)

black'board \'blak-,b6(a)rd, -,b6(s)rd\ n, ojten attrib : a hard
smooth usu. dark surface used esp. in a classroom for writing or
drawing on with chalk or crayons

black'body \'blak-'bad-e\ n ; an ideal body or surface that com-
pletely absorbs all radiant energy falling upon it with no reflection
black book n : a book containing a blackhst
black calla n : an ornamental aroid {Arum palaestinum) with a dark
purple or blackish spathe suggesting that of the calla

black'Cap \'blak-,kap\ n 1 ; a black-fruited raspberry (Rubus
occidenfalis) native to eastern No. America and cultivated in
varieties — called also black raspberry 2 : any of several birds with
black heads or crowns: as a : a small European warbler (Sylvia
airicapilJa) with a black crown b ; chickadee

black-capped \'blak-'kapt\ adj, oj a bird : having the top of the
head black
blacK*COGk \-,kak\ n : black grouse; specij : the male black grouse
black crappie « : a silvery black-mottled sunfish (Pomoxis nigrOi>

maculatus) of the Mississippi drainage and eastern U.S.
black*damp \'blak-'damp\ w ; a carbon dioxide mixture occurring
as a mine gas and incapable of supporting life or flame

black death n ; a form of plague epidemic in Europe and Asia in the
1 4th century

black diamond n Xplt coal 3a 2 : ^carbonado 3 : dense black
hematite

black.en \'blak-3n\ vb black-en-ing \'blak-(9-)niri\ vi : to be-
come dark or black -^ vt 1 ; to make black 2 : defame, sully —
black. en.er \'blak-(3-)n3r\ n

black-eyed pea \,blak-,Td-\ n : cowpea
black-eyed Su-san \-'siJz-'n\ n : either of two No. American cone-
flowers {Rudbeckia hirta and R. serotina^ having flower heads with
deep yellow to orange rays and dark conical disks

black'lace \'blak-,f5s\ n. ojten attrib 1 : makeup for a Negro
role and esp. a comic one in a minstrel show 2 : boldface

black'fin \'blak-,fin\ n : a whitefish {Leucichlhys nigripinnis) of
the Great Lakes valued as a food fish

black*Iish \'blak-.fish\ n 1 : any of numerous dark-colored fishes;
esp : a small food fish (Dallia pectoralis) of Alaska and Siberia
that is remarkable for its ability to revive after being frozen for a
long time 2 : any of several small toothed whales (genus Globi-
cephala) related to the dolphins and found in warmer seas

black flag n : a pirate's flag usu. bearing a skull and crossbones
black'fly \'blak-,fli\ n : any of several small dark-colored insects;
esp : a two-winged biting fly (Sirnulium or related genera) whose
larvae live in flowing usu. clear streams

Black'foot \'blak-,fut\ n, pi Blackfeet or Blackloot 1 a : an
Indian confederacy of Montana, Alberta, and Saskatchewan b ; a
member of a people belonging to this confederacy 2 ; the Al-
gonquian language of the Blackfeet

black grouse « : a large grouse (Lyrurus tetrix) of western Asia and
Europe of which the male is black with white wing patches and the
female is barred and mottled
Iblack.guard X'blag-srd, -,ard; 'blak-,gard\ n 1 obs *, the kitchen
servants of a large household 2 a : a rude or unscrupulous person
: scoiTNDREL b ; one who uses foul or abusivelanguage — black-
guard'ism \-.i2-sm\ n — black>guard* ly \-le\ adj or adv

^blackguard vi, archaic ; to behave in a ruffianly manner '^ vr ; to
talk about or address in abusive terms : denounce

black gum n : either of two tupelos (Nyssa sylvatica and N. bijlora)
with light and soft but tough wood

black hand n, often cap B&H la lawless Sicilian or Italian-American
secret society engaged in crime (as terrorism or extortion) — black—
hand'Or \'blak-,han-d3r\ n
black'head \'blak-,hed\ n 1 : any of various birds with black
about the head 2 : a small plug of sebum blocking the duct of a
sebaceous gland esp. on the face 3 : a destructive disease of tur-
keys and related birds caused by a protozoan (Histomonas melea-
gridis) that invades the intestinal ceca and liver 4 ; a larval clam
or mussel attached to the skin or gills of a freshwater fish
Wack-heart \*blak-,hart\ n 1 ; a dark-fruited cherry 2 : a
plant disease in which the central tissues blacken

black'ing n : a substance that is applied to an object to make It black
Iblack-jack \'blak-.jak\ n 1 [black + jack (vessel)] : a tankard
for beer or ale usu. of tar-coated leather 2 ; sphalerite 3 ; a
hand weapon typically Consisting of a piece of leather-enclosed
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metal with a strap or springy shaft for a handle 4 : a common
often scrubby oak (Quercus marilandica) of the southeastern and
southern U.S. with black bark 5 : twenty-one 2

^blackjack vt : to strike with or as if with a blackjack
black knot n : a destructive disease of plum and cherry trees char-
acterized by black excrescences on the branches and caused by a
fungus (Dibotryon morbosa)

black lead n ; graphite
blackleg \'blak-,leg, -,lag\ n 1 : an enzootic usu. fatal toxemia
esp. of young cattle 2 ; a professional gambler 3 chiejly Brit
: SCAB

black letter n : a style of type or lettering with a heavy face and
angular outlines used by the earliest European printers and some-
times for printing German

black'light \'blak-,lTt\ n : invisible ultraviolet or infrared hght
black<list \'blak-,list\ n ; a hst of persons who are disapproved
of or are to be punished or boycotted — blacklist vt

black magic n : witchcraft
black.mail \'blak-,mal\ n [black + ^mail} 1 : a tribute anciently
exacted on the Scottish border by freebooting chiefs for immunity
from pillage 2 a : extortion by threats esp. of public exposure
b ; the payment extorted — blackmail vt — black-mail«er n
Black Ma.ria \,blak-ma-*rT-a\ n : patrol wagon
black market n : ilhcit trade in goods in violation of official
regulations

black-mar-ket \'blak-'mar-k3t\ vb : to buy or sell in a black market— black marketer or black marketeer n
black.ness n : the quality or state of being black
black out vi 1 ; to become enveloped in darkness 2 : to undergo a
temporary loss of vision, consciousness, or memory 3 : to ex-
tinguish or screen all lights for protection esp. against air attack
—• v/ 1 : to cause to black out 2 : to suppress by censorship

black-out \'blak-,aut\ w 1 a : a turning off of the stage lighting to
separate scenes in a play b ; a period of darkness enforced as a
precaution against air raids 2 a ; a transient dulling or loss of
vision or consciousness b : suppression

black perch n : any of various dark-colored fishes fas a bass)
black.poll \'blak-,pol\ n : a No. American warbler (Dendroica
striata) having the top of the head of the male bird black when in
full plumage
Black Rod n : the principal usher of the House of Lords and of
various other legislative bodies in the British Commonwealth

black rot n : a bacterial or fungous rot of plants marked by dark
brown discoloration

black sheep n : a discreditable member of an otherwise respectable
group <the black sheep of the family)

Black>shirt \'blak-,sh3rt\ n ; a member of a fascist organization
having a black shirt as a distinctive part of its uniform
black.smith \'blak-,smith\ n [fr. his working with iron, known as
black metal] ; a smith who forges iron — black>smith«ing
V.smith-io\ n

black.snake \'blak-,snak\ n 1 : any of several snakes largely
black or very dark in color; esp ; either of two harmless snakes
(Coluber constrictor and Elaphe obsolete) of the U.S. 2 ; a long
tapering braided whip of rawhide or leather
black.thom \'blak-.th6r3)m\ n 1 ; a European spiny plum
(Prunus spinosa) with hard wood and small white flowers 2 : any
of several American hawthorns

black tie n : semiformal evening dress for men
black-top \'blak-,tap\ n, ojten attrib ; a bituminous material used
esp- for surfacing roads — blacktop vt

black vomit n l ; vomitus consisting of dark-colored matter
2 : a condition characterized by black vomit; esp ; yellow fever

Black.wall hitch \,blak-,w61-\ n [Blackwall, shipyard in London,
England] ; a hitch made by passing the end of a line round the
shank of a hook and crossing it under the standing part in the
mouth of the hook

black walnut n : a walnut (Juglans nigra) of eastern No. America
with hard strong heavy dark brown wood and oily edible nuts;
also ; its wood or nut

black<wa-ter \'blak-,w6t-ar, -,wat-\ n : any of several diseases of
lower animals or man characterized by dark-colored urine

black widow n : a venomous New World spider (Latrodectus
maclans) having the female black with an hourglass-shaped red
mark on the underside of the abdomen

blad.der \'blad-3r\ n [ME, fr. OE blSdre: akin to OHO blatara
bladder, OE blawan to blow] 1 k : a membranous sac in animals
that serves as the receptacle of a liquid or contains gas; esp : the
urinary bladder b : vesicle 2 : something resembling a bladder
esp. in being inflatable

bladder kelp n : any of various brown algae with prominent floats;
esp : BLADDER WRACK

blad-der-like \-,lTk\ adj : similar to or inflated like a bladder
blad-der-nut \-,nst\ « : an ornamental shrub or small tree (genus
Staphylea ci the family Staphyleaceae, the bladdernut family) with
panicles of small white flowers followed by inflated capsules; also
: one of the capsules

bladder worm n : a bladderlike larval tapeworm (as a cysticercus)

blad*der*WOrt V-.wart, -,w6(a)rt\ n : any of a genus (Utricularia of
the family Lentibulariaceae, the bladderwori family) of chiefly
aquatic plants with vesicular floats or insect traps

bladder wrack n : a common black rockweed (Fucus vesiculosus)

used in preparing kelp and as a manure
blad>dery \'blad-3-re\ adj : having bladders: also ; bladderltke
blade \'blad\ n [ME, fr. OE blxd; akin to OHO blat leaf, Ljolium,
Ok phyllon, OE blowan to blossom — more at blow] 1 a ; leaf
la(l ); esp ; the leaf of an herb or more narrowly of a grass b : the
flat expanded part of a leaf as distinguished from the petiole

2 : something resembling the blade of a leaf: as a : the broad flat-

tened part of an oar or paddle b ; an arm of a screw propeller,
centrifugal fan, or steam turbine c ; a broad flat body part; specij

: scapula — used chiefly in naminc cuts of meat d : the flat

portion of the tongue immediately behind the tip; also : this portion
together with the tip 3a: the cutting part of an implement
b (1) : sword (2) : swordsman (3) : a jaunty rakish fellow <gay '^>

c : the runner of an ice skate — blad*ed \'blad-3d\ adj
blae \'bla\ adj [ME bla, bio, fr. ON blar: akin to OHO blao blue
— more at blue] chiejly Scot : dark blue or bluish gray

blain \'blan\ n [ME, fr. OE blegen; akin to MLG bleine blain, OE
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blawan to blow] ; an Inflammatory swelling or sore
Wam.able also ftlame.able \'bla-raa-bal\ arfj ; deserving of blame

: REPREHENSIBLE — t)Iatn*ably \-bIe\ adv
Iblame \'blam\ vt [ME blamen. It. OF blamer, fr. LL blasphemare
to blaspheme, fr. Gk biasphemein} 1 : to find fault with ; censure
2 a : to hold responsible <~ him for everything) t) : to place
responsibility for <~^ il on me) syn see criticize — blam-er n
2blame n 1 : reproof, censure 2 a : a state of being blame-
worthy ; CULPABILITY b archaic ; fault, sin 3 : responsibility for
something deserving censure

blame.ful \'blam-f3l\ adj ; deserving of blame — blame*ful>ly
\-f3-le\ adv

blame>less \'blam-l3s\ adj : free from blame or fault : irreproach-
able — blame-less-ly adv — blame*less-ness n
blame>wor*tbl>nes5 Vblam-.wsr-the-nasX n : the quality or state
of being blameworthy

l)lame>wor-tliy \-the\ adj : deserving blame : censurable
syn GUILTY, CULPABLE: PLAMEWORTHY is likely to be chosen in

deliberate avoidance of the stronger connotation of the other
words and is very wide in applicability; guilty implies responsi-
bility for or consciousness of crime, sin, or at least unquestioned
error or misdoing; culpable usu. suggests less stringent blame than
GUILTY and connotes malfeasance or errors of omission, negligence,
or ignorance

blanc fixe -\'blar]k-'fiks\ n [F, lit., fixed white] : barium sulfate
BaSO^ prepared as a heavy white powder and used esp. as a filler in
paper, rubber, and linoleum or as a pigm.ent
blancb \'blanch\ vblME blaunchen, fr. MF blanchir, fr. OF blanche,
fem. of blanc, adj., white] vt 1 : to take the color out of: a : to
bleach by excluding light (-^ celery) b : to scald or parboil in
water or steam in order to remove the skin from or whiten (-^

almonds) <--' kidney) c : to clean fa coin blank) in an acid solu-
tion d : to cover (sheet iron or steel) with a coating of tin 2 ; to
make ashen or pale -^ vi : to become white or pale syn see whiten— blanch*er n
blanc-mange \bl3-'manj\ n [ME blancmanger, fr. MF blanc
manger, lit., white food ] : a dessert made from gelatinous or starchy
substances and milk usu. sweetened, flavored, and shaped in a mold

bland \'bland\ adj [L blandus} 1 ; characterized by smoothness
or tranquillity : unperturbed 2a: having a soothing effect (a '^
climate) b : dull, insipid syn see soft, suave — bland<ly
\'blan-(dMe\ adv — bland-ness \'blan(d)-n3s\ n

blan*dish \'blan-dish\ vb [ME blandhhen, fr. MF blandiss-, stem of
btandir, fr. L blandiri, fr. blandus mild, flattering] vt : to coax with
flattery : cajole — vi : to use flattery — blan<dlsh>er n — blan-
dish<ment \-mant\ n
iblank \'blar)k\ adj [ME, fr. MF blanc, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG blanch white; akin to L Jiagrare to burn — more at black]
1 archaic : colorless 2a; appearing or causing to appear dazed,
confounded, or nonplussed <^ dismay) b : expressionless <a ^^

stare) 3a: lacking interest, variety, or change <~ hours)
b : empty; esp : free from writing or marks <--' paper) c : having
spaces to be filled in d ; missing, void (a •^ suit at cards) 4 : ab-
solute, unqualified <a ~ refusal) 5 : unfinished; esp : having a
plain or unbroken surface where an opening is usual <— key) <---'

arch) syn see empty — blanK-ly adv — blank-ness n
2blank n 1 a : an empty space (as on a paper) b : a paper with
spaces for the entry of data 2 a : an empty or featureless place or
space b : a vacant or uneventful period 3 : bull's-e'iE 4 4 : a
dash substituting for an omitted word 5 a : a piece of material pre-
pared to be made into something (as a key) by a further operation
b ; a cartridge loaded with powder but no bullet 6 : void 4
3blank vr 1 a : obscure, obliterate <'-*^ out a line) b : to stop
access to ; seal <~ off a tunnel) 2 : to keep from scoring i'^ed
for eight innings) 3 : to cut with a die from a piece of stock

blank check n 1 : a signed check with the amount unspecified
2 : complete freedom of action

blank endorsement n ; endorsement of commercial paper without
a qualifying phrase making the paper payable to the bearer
iblan.ket \"blao-k3t\ n [ME, fr. OF blankete, fr. blanc'i 1 a : a
large usu. oblong piece of woven fabric used as a bed covering
b : a similar piece of fabric used as a body covering 2 ; something
that resembles a blanket; esp ; a covering layer

2blanket vt 1 : to cover with a blanket: a : to cover so as to
obscure, interrupt, suppress, or extinguish b : to apply or cause
to apply to uniformly despite wide separation or diversity among
the elements included 2 archaic : to toss in a blanket

^blanket adj 1 ; covering a group or class 2 : applicable In all

instances
blan.ket-flow.er \'blao-k3t-.flau(-3)r\ n : gaillardia
blanket stitch n : a buttonhole stitch with spaces of variable width
used on materials too thick to hem — blanket-stitch vt

blank verse n : unrhymed verse; specij : unrhymed iambic pentam-
eter verse
iblare \'bla(a)r, 'ble(s1r\ vb [ME bleren; akin to OE blxtan to
bleat] VI : to sound loud and strident '^ vt 1 ; to utter raucously
2 : to proclaim flamboyantly

2blare « l : a loud strident noise 2 : flamboyance
blar-ney \*blar-ne\ n iBlarney stone] ; skillful flattery : blandish-
ment — blarney vb
Blarney stone n : a stone In Blarney Castle near Cork, Ireland,
held to make those who kiss it skilled in flattery

bla>se \bla-'za\ adj [F] : apathetic to pleasure or excitement as a
result of excessive indulgence or enjoyment : sophisticated

blas-pheme \blas-'fem, 'blas-.\ vb [ME blasjemen, fr. LL blas-
phemare'] vt 1 : to speak of or address with irreverence 2 : revile,
ABUSE ~ vi : to utter blasphemy — blas-phem-er n

bla5>phe-mous \'blas-f3-mss\ adj : impiously irreverent : profane— blas-phe-mous-ly adv — blas*phe>mous>ues5 n
blas>phe-my \*blas-f3-me\ n 1 a : the act of insulting or showing
contempt or lack of reverence for God b : the act of claiming the
attributes of deity 2 : irreverence toward something considered
sacred or inviolable

iblast \'blast\ n [ME, fr. OE blxst: akin to OHG blast blast, OE
blawan to blow] 1 a : a violent gust of wind b ; the effect or
accompaniment of such a gust 2 ; the sound produced by an
impulsion of air through a wind instrument or whistle 3 a : a

stream forced through a hole b : a violent outburst c : the con-
tinuous blowing to which a charge of ore or metal is subjected in a
furnace 4 a : a sudden pernicious influence or effect b : a disease
that suggests the effect of a noxious wind; esp : one of plants that
causes the foliage or flowers to wither 5 a : an explosion or violent
detonation b : the charge used esp. for shattering rock c : the
violent effect produced in the vicinity of an explosion that consists
of a wave of increased atmospheric pressure followed by a wave of
decreased atmospheric pressure 6 : speed, capacity

2blast VI 1 : to produce a strident sound 2 a : to use an explosive
b : SHOOT 3 : to make a vigorous attack 4 : shrivel, wither
•^ vt 1 a : to injure by or as if by the action of wind b : to affect
with a blighting influence 2 : to shatter by or as if by an explosive
: demolish 3 a : to apply a forced draft to b : to strike with explo-
sive force — blast*er n — blast-ing n or adj

blast- or blasto- combjorm [G, fr. Gk, fr. blastos'l : bud : budding
: germ (fi/a^rodisc) {blastu\a.y

-blast \,blast\ n combjorm [NL -blastus, fr Gk blastos bud, shoot;
akin to OE molda top of the head, Skt murdhan head] ; formative
unit esp. of living matter : germ : cell : cell layer {^^iblasiy

blast-ed adj 1 a : blighted, withered b : damaged by violence
: battered 2 : confounded, detesiable

blaS'te.raa \bla-'ste-m3\ n_, pi blastemas or blas-te.ma.ta
\-mat-3\ [NL, fr. Gk blastema offshoot, fr. blastosl : a mass of
living substance capable of growth and differentiation — blas-te-
mat>ic \,blas-t3-*mat-ik\ or blas-te-mi& \bla-'ste-mik\ adj

blast furnace n : a furnace in which combustion is forced by a cur-
rent of air under pressure; esp ; one for the reduction of iron ore

-blas-tiC \'blas-tik\ adj comb jarm [ISV, fr. -blasts : having (such
or so many) buds, germs, cells, or cell layers <diplo6/njn'c)

blast-ie \'blas-te\ n [Sc blast to wither, fr. ^blasl} Scot : an ugly
little creature

blast-ment \'blasCt>-m3nt\ n, archaic : a blighting influence
blas.to.coel or blas-tccoele \"blas-t3-,sel\ n [ISV] : the cavity of
a blastula — bIas-to-coe>lic \,blas-ta-'se-lik\ adj

blas-to-cyst \'blas-t3-,sist\ n : the modified blastula of a placental
mammal

blas.to.derm \-,d3rm\ n [G, fr. blast- + -derm'l : a blastodisc after
completion of cleavage and formation of the blastocoel — blas-
to*der.mat'ic \,blas-t3-,dar-'mat-ik\ or blas-to°der>mic X-'dsr-
mik\ adj

blaS'tO'diSC \'blas-t3-.disk\ n
;

egg with discoidal cleavage usu
upper surface of the yolk mass

blast off vi : to take off

blast-off \'blas-,t6f\ n : a blasting off (as of a rocket)
blas>to*gen>e>si5 \,bIas-t3-'jen-3-sas\ n [NL] 1 ; reproduction by
budding 2 ; the transmission of inherited characters through the
germ plasm ~ blas>tO'ge<net>ic \-t6-J3-'net-ik\ adj

blas.to.mere \'blas-t3-.mi(3)r\ n [ISV] : a cell produced during
cleavage of an egg — blas-to>mer-ic \,blas-t9-'mi(3)r-ik, -'mer-\
adj

bias.tD.my.cete_\,blas-t3-'mT-. set, -(,)ml-'set\ n [deriv. of blast- +
Gk myket; mykes fungus — more at myc-] : any of a group (Blasto-
mycetes) of pathogenic fungi growing typically like yeasts

blas.tO'my<C0'Si3 \-(,)mT-'ko-s3s\ n : a disease caused by a
blastomycete — blas-to-my-cot-ic \-'kat-ik\ adj

blas>to>por<al \,blas-t3-'por-al, -'p6r-\ or blas>to>por>ic \-ik\ ad}
: of. relating to, or involving a blastopore

blas<to<pore \'bIas-ta-,po(3)r, -,p6(a)r\ « : the opening of the
archenteron

bias.to.sphere \'blas-t3-,sfi(a)r\ n : blashjla — blas.to-spher.lo
\,blas-t3-'sfiO)r-ik, -'sfer-\ adj

blas.tu.la \'bias-ch3-l3\ n, pi blastnlas or
blas.tu.lae \-,le\ [NL, fr. Gk blastos^ : an
early metazoan embryo typically having the
form of a hollow fluid-filled rounded cavity
bounded by a single layer of cells — compare
gastrula, morula — blaS'tU'lar \-lar\ adj
— blas-tU'la-tion \,blas-ch3-'la-sh3n\ n

blat \"blat\ vb blat.ted; blat-ting [imit] vi

1 : to cry esp. like a calf or sheep 2 a : to
make a raucous noise b : blab ^ vt i to
utter loudly or foolishly : blurt — blat n v

bla.tan.cy \'blat-=n-se\ n 1 : the quahty or section of blastula:
state of being blatant 2 : something that is q blastocoel, ma
blatant

_ macromere, mi mi-
bla.tant \'blat-*nt\ adj [perh. fr. L blatire to cromere, a animal
chatter] 1 : noisy esp. in a vulgar or offensive pole, v vegetal pole
manner : clamorous 2 : obtrusive,
brazen syn see vociferous— bla-tant-ly adv

blate \'blat\ adj [ME] chiejly Scot : timid, sheepish; also I SLOW
iblath-er \'blatti-3r\ vi blath*er>ing \-(3-)rir]\ [ON blathra; akin
to MHG blodern to chatter] : to talk foolishly — blath>er>er
\-3r-3r\ n

^blather n 1 : voluble or nonsensical talk 2 : stir, commotion
blath.er.skite \'blatli-3r-,skTt\ n Iblather + Sc dial, skate a
contemptible person] ; a blustering talkative fellow

blaw \'bl6\ vb blawed; blawn \'bldn\ [ME (northern dial.) blawen^
fr. OE blawan} chiejly Scot : BLOW
iblaze \*blaz\ n [ME blase, fr. OE blxse torch; akin to OE bselfire"]

1 a : an intensely burning fire b : intense direct light often ac-
companied by heat c : an active burning; esp : a sudden outburst
of flame 2 : something that resembles the blaze of a fire: as a : a
dazzling display b : a sudden outburst c : brilliance
syn FLAME, flare, glare, glow: blaze implies great rapidity In

kindling of material and the radiation of intense heat and light;

flame suggests a tongue or sheet of glowing vapor in wavering or
flickering motion; flare implies a sudden and rapid burst of fire or
flame against a dark background; glare implies the reflection or
diffusion of very bright steady light; glow stresses luminosity with-
out flame and may suggest warmth and suffused radiance In con-
trast to blazing heat or blinding gTare

2blaze vi la: to bum brightly : flame b : to flare up 2 : to be
conspicuously brilliant 3 : to shoot rapidly and repeatedly
<'^ away) — blaz>ing adj— blaz>ing>ly \'bla-zio-le\ adv

{

a abut; f Kitten; _ gr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

) joke; Iq sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t& this;
g gift; 1 trip; T life

yu furious; zh vision
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ablaze vt [ME blasen, fr. MD blasen to blow; akin to OHG blast
blast] : to make public or conspicuous : proclaim

4l)laze n [G bias, fr. OHG plas; akin to OE blxse} 1 a : a white
mark on the face of an animal b : a white or gray streak in the hair
of the head 2 : a trail marker; esp : a mark made on a tree by
chipping off a piece of the bark
sblaze vt 1 : to mark (as a trail) with blazes 2 : pioneer
blaz^er \'bla-z3r\ n 1 : one that blazes 2 ; a single-breasted
sports jacket in bright stripes or solid color

blazing star n 1 archaic : comet 2 archaic : a center of attraction
; CYNOSURE 3 : any of several plants having conspicuous flower
clusters: as a : a plant (Chamaelirium luteum) of the bunchflower
family b : button snakeroot I

iWa.zon X'talaz-^nX n [ME blason, fr. MF] 1 a : coat of arms
b : the proper description or representation of heraldic or armorial
bearings 2 : description, show; esp % ostentatious display
2blazon vt bla-zon-ing \'blaz-nio, -='n-io\ 1 : to publish far and
wide; esp : to boast of 2 a : to describe (heraldic or armorial
bearings) in technical terms b : to represent (armorial bearings) in
drawing or engraving 3 a ; to depict or inscribe in colors b : deck,
adorn — bla<zon<er \-n3r, -='n-ar\ n — bla»zon.mg n

bla=zon.ry \'blaz-=n-re\ n 1 a : blazon lb b ; blazon la
2 : dazzling display

lbleacll_\'blech\ vb [ME blechen, fr. OE blscean; akin to OE blac
pale, bxl fire] vt 1 ; to remove color or stains from 2 : to make
whiter or lighter ^ vi : to grow white or lose color syn see whiten

2bleacll n 1 ; the act or process of bleaching 2 : a preparation used
in bleaching 3 : the degree of whiteness obtained by bleaching

bleach>er \'ble-ch3r\ n 1 : one that bleaches or is used in bleach-
ing 2 usu pi but sing or pi in constr : a usu. uncovered stand of
tiered planks providing seating space for spectators

bleaching powder n : a powder for bleaching; esp : a mixture of
calcium hydroxide, chloride, and hypochlorite used as a bleach,
disinfectant, or deodorant
ibleak \'blek\ adj [ME bleke pale; prob. akin to OE Wac] 1 rex-
posed and barren and often windswept 2 : cold, raw 3a: lack-
ing in warmth or kindliness b : not likely to be favorably concluded
c : severely simple — bleak-ly adv — bleak-ness n

Sbleak n [ME blekel ; a small European cyprinid river fish (Alburnus
luridus) with silvery scale pigment used in making artificial pearls

iblear \'bli(a)r\ vt [ME bleren} 1 a : to make (the eyes) sore or
watery b : dim. blur {'-^ed sight) 2 archaic : deceive

ablear adj l : dim with water or tears 2 : dull, dim — blear-
eyed \-'id\ adj_

Weary X'blifalr-eX adj 1 oj the eyes or vision : dull or dimmed esp.
from fatigue or sleep 2 : poorly outlined or defined : dim 3 ; tired
to the point of exhaustion
Ibleat \'blet\ vb [ME bleten, fr. OE bl^etan; akin to L/Zere to weep.
OE bellan to roar — more at bellow] vi 1 a : to utter the natural
cry of a sheep or goat b ; to make a sound resembling this cry;
broadly : whimper 2 a : to talk complainingly or with a whine
b : blather ~ v/ : to utter in a bleating manner — bleat«er n

ibleat n 1 a ; the cry of a sheep or goat b : a sound resembling this
cry 2 : whining or foolish talk ; blather

bleb \'bleb\ njperh. alter, of blob'i 1 : a small blister 2 : bubble— bleb-by \-e\ adj
ibleed \'bled_\ vb bled \'bled\ bleed=ing [ME bleden, fr. OE
bledan, fr. blod blood ] vf 1 a : to emit or lose blood b : to sacrifice
one's blood esp. in battle 2 : to feel anguish, pain, or sympathy
<his heart ^s for you) 3 : to escape by or as if by oozing or flow-
ing from a wound 4 : to give up some constituent (as sap or dye)
by exuding or diffusing it 5 a : to pay out or give money b : to
have money extorted 6 : to be printed so as to run off one or more
edges of a printed page or sheet after trimming — often used with
ojj -^ v/ 1 ; to remove or draw blood from 2 : to get or extort
money from 3 ; to draw sap from (a tree) 4 a ; to extract or let

out some or all of a contained substance from <'--> a tire) b : to
extract or cause to escape from a container 5 : to cause (as a
printed illustration) to bleed; also : to trim (as a page) so that some
of the printing bleeds

2bleed n : an illustration or a page that bleeds or is bled; also : the
part trimmed off in bleeding or the corresponding area of the print-
ing plate

bleed. er \'bled-9r\ n : one that bleeds; esp : hemophiliac
bleeding heart n : a garden plant {Dice/ura spectabilis) of the
poppy family with racemes of deep pink drooping heart-shaped
flowers; broadly : any of several plants (genus Dicentra)

blel.lum \'blel-3m\ n [perh. blend of Sc bleber to babble and
skellum rascal] Scot : a lazy talkative person
Iblem-ish \'blem-ish\ vt [ME blemisshen, fr. MF blesmiss-, stem of
blesmir to make pale, wound, of Gmc origin; akin to G blass pale;
akin to OE blasse torch — more at blaze] : to spoil by a flaw
: SULLY

^blemish n : a noticeable imperfection; esp : one that impairs ap-
pearance but not utility

syn blemish, defect, flaw mean an imperfection, blemish sug-
gests something that affects only the surface or appearance;
defect implies a lack or want that is often hidden and is essential to
completeness or perfect functioning; flaw suggests a small defect
in continuity or cohesion that is likely to cause failure under stress
Iblench \'blench\ vi [ME blenchen to deceive, blench, fr. OE
biencan to deceive; akin to ON blekkja to impose on] I to draw
back or turn aside from lack of courage : flinch syn see recoil
2blench vb [alter, of blanch"] : bleach, wkften
iblend \*blend\ vb blend-ed also blent \'blent\ blend.ing [ME
blenden, modif. of ON blanda; akin to OE biandan to mix, Lith
blandus thick (of soup)] vr 1 ; mix; esp : to combine or associate so
that the separate constituents or the hne of demarcation cannot be
distinguished 2 : to prepare by thoroughly intermingling different
varieties or grades 3 : to darken the tips of (a fur) with dye ~ vi

1 a : to mingle intimately b ; to combine into an integrated whole
2 : to produce a harmonious effect : harmonize syn see mix —
blend-er n

2blend n : something produced by blending; as a : a product (as a
whiskey) prepared by blending b : a woid produced by combining
other words or parts of words in an unusual way

blende \'blend\ n [G, fr, blenden to blind, fr. OHG blenten; akin to
OE blind] 1 ; sphalerfte 2 : any of several minerals (as metallic

blink

or more straight whiskeys or a blend of whiskey and neutral spirits
blending inheritance n : inheritance by the progeny of characters
intermediate between those of the parents

blen.ny \*blen-e\ n [L blennius, a sea fish, fr. Gk blennos] : any of
numerous usu. small and elon-
gated and often scaleless fishes
(Blenniidae and related families)
living about rocky shores

blephar- or blepharo- comb
jorm [NL. fr. Gk, fr blepharon]
1 ; eyelid {blepharospasm}
2 : cilium : flageUum {blepharo-
plast)

bles-bok \'bles-.bak\ n [Afrik,
fr. bles blaze -I- bok male ante-
lope] ; a So. African antelope
(DamaUscus albijrons) having a ocellated blenny of Europe
large white spot on the face ^

bless \'bles\ vt blessed \'blest\ also blest \'blest\ bless-ing
[ME blessen, fr. OE bletsian, fr blod blood; fr. the use of blood in
consecration] 1 : to hallow or consecrate by religious rite or word
2 : to make the sign of the cross upon or over 3 : to invoke divine
care for 4 : praise, glorify 5 ; to confer prosperity or happiness
upon 6 : protect, preserve

bless=ed \'bles-3d\ or blest \'blest\ adj 1 : holy <The ~ Trinity)
2 : of or enjoying happiness; specij : enjoying the bliss of heaven— used as a title for a beatified person 3 : bringing pleasure
or contentment : delightful 4 : cursed, damned — used as an
intensive (not a ^^ drop) — bless-ed.Iy adv — bless-ed.ness n
Bless.ed Sacrament X.bles-sd-X n : the consecrated Host
bless.ing n l a : the act of one that blesses b : approval 2 : a
thing conducive to happiness or welfare 3 : grace said at a meal

bleth.er \'bleth-ar\ var oj blather
blew past oj blow
iblight \'blTt\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : any disease or injury of
plants resulting in withering, cessation of growth, and death of
parts without rotdng b : an organism that causes blight 2 : some-
thing that frustrates one's plans or withers one's hopes 3 : some-
thing that impairs or destroys 4 : an impaired condition

2blight vt 1 : to affect with blight 2 : to cause to deteriorate : ruin^ vi : to suffer from or become affected with blight
blimp \'blimp\ n 1 [perh. fr. itype^ B + limp] : a nonrigid airship
2 [Col. Blimp, cartoon character created by David Low] ojten cap
; a person of ultraconservative nationalistic outlook and com-
placent stupidity — blimpusb \'blim-pish\ adj

blin \'blin\ n, pi blini \-e\ or blin.is \-ez\ [Russ] : blintze
iblind \'blind\ adj [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG blint blind, OE
biandan to mix — more at blend] 1 a (I) : sightless (2) rhaving
less than Mo of normal vision in the more efficient eye when refrac-
tive defects are fully corrected by lenses b : of or relating to sight-
less persons 2 a ; unable or unwilling to discern or judge b : un-
supported by evidence or plausibility <---' faith) 3 a ; having no
regard to rational discrimination, guidance, or restriction {^^
choice) b : lacking any directing or controlling consciousness <'^
chance) c : marked by complete insensibility; also : drunk
4 : made or done without sight of certain objects or knowledge of
certain facts that could serve for guidance (^ purchase); esp % per-
formed solely by the aid of instruments within an airplane <a -^
landing) 5 : defective; esp % lacking a growing point or producing
leaves instead of flowers 6 : difficult to discern, make out, or dis-
cover: as a : illegible; also : lacking a complete or legible address
('-- mail) b : hidden from sight : covered <--^ seam) 7 : having
but one opening or outlet <'^ alley) 8 : having no opening for
light or passage : blank <~ wall) — bliud-ly \'blTn-(d)le\ adv— blind.ness \'blTn(d)-n3s\ n
2blind vt 1 a : to make blind b : dazzle 2 a : to withhold light
from ; darken b : hide, conceal c ; to make dim by comparison

3blind n 1 : something to hinder sight or keep out light: as a : a
window shutter b ; a roller window shade c : Venetian blind
d : 3 BLINDER 2 : a place of concealment : ambush 3 a : some-
thing put forward for the purpose of misleading : subterfuge
b (1) : a person serving as an agent for another who keeps under
cover (2) ; one who acts as a decoy or distraction
«blind adv : blindly; esp : to the point of insensibility
blind date n 1 : a date between two persons of opposite sex who
have not previously met 2 : either participant in a blind date

blind-er \'blTn-d9r\ n : either of two flaps on a horse's bridle to
prevent sight of objects at his sides

blind-fish \'blTn(d)-,fish\ n : any of several small fi.shes with vestig-
ial functionless eyes found usu. in the waters of caves
iblind.fold \-.fold\ vt [ME blindjellen, blindjelden to strike blind,
blindfold, fr. blind -1- jellen to fell ] 1 : to cover the eyes of with or as
if with a bandage 2 ; to hinder from seeing; esp : to keep from
comprehension — blindfold adj

2blindfold w 1 : a bandage for covering the eyes 2 ; something
that obscures mental or physical vision

blind gut n : cec um
blind.man's buff \,bITn(d)-,man2-\ n : a group game in which a
blindfolded player tries to catch and identify another player

blind spot n 1 a : the point in the retina not sensitive to Hght where
the optic nerve enters b : a portion of a field that cannot be seen or
inspected with available equipment 2 : an area in which one fails

to exercise judgment or discrimination 3 : a locality in which radio
reception is markedly poorer than in the surrounding area

blind tiger n, slang : a place that sells intoxicants illegally

blind«worm \'biin-,dw3rm\ n : a small burrowing limbless lizard
with minute eyes; esp : a European lizard (Anguisjragilis) popularly
believed to be blind — called also slowworm
^blink \'blirik\ vb [ME blinken to open one's eyes] vi 1 a obs : to
look glancingly : peep b : to look with half-shut winking eyes
c : to wink esp. involuntarily 2 : to shine dimly or intermittently
3 a : to look with too little concern b : to look with surprise or
dismav '- v/ 1 a : to cause to blink b : to remove (as tears) from
the eye by blinking 2 ; to deny recognition to syn see wink

2blink n 1 chiejly Scot I glimpse, glance 2 : glimmer, sparkle
3 : an esp. involuntary shutting and opening of the eye 4 a ; a
whiteness about the horizon caused by the reflection of light from
ice at sea b : a dark appearance of the sky about the horizon caused
by the absence of reflected light due to open water — on the blink
; in or into a disabled or useless condition
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Ibllnk.er \'blio-k3r\ n 1 : one that bUnks; esp : a light that can be
flashed on and off in a sequence of coded intervals for signaling a
message 2 a : blinder b ; a cloth hood with shades projecting at
the sides of the eye openings used on skittish racehorses— usu. used
in pi.

^blinker vt : to put blinders or blinkers on
blin.tze \'blin(t)-S3\ or blintz \'blin(t)s\ n [Yiddish blintse, fr.

Russ blinets, dim. of blin pancake] : a thin rolled pancake with a
filling usu. of cream cheese

blip \'blip\ n [prob. fr. blip (a short crisp sound)] : an image on a
screen esp. in radar

bliss \'blis\ n [ME blisse, fr. OE bUss: akin to OE bluhe blithe]
1 : complete happiness 2 : paradise, heaven

bliss-fill \'blis-fal\ adj x full of, marked by, or causing bhss— bliss-ful-ly \-f3-le\ adv — bliss-Iul-nesa n
ibliS.ter \'blis-t3r\ n [ME, modif. of OF or MD; OF blostre boil,

fr. MD bluyster blister; akin to OE blssst blast] 1 : an elevation of
the epidermis containing watery liquid 2 ; an enclosed raised spot
(as in paint) resembling a blister 3 : an agent that causes blistering

4 : a disease of plants marked by large swollen patches on the leaves
5 ; any of various structures that bulge out_ (as a gunner's compart-
ment on an airplane) — blis-tery \-t(9-)re\ adj

2blister vb blis>ter>ing \-t(3-)rio\ vi ; to become affected with a
blister ^ v; 1 : to raise a blister on 2 a : to administer severe
physical punishment to esp. by whipping b : to scorch with words

blister beetle n : a beetle (as the Spanish fly) used medicinally dried
and powdered to raise blisters on the skin; broadly ; any of numer-
ous soft-bodied beetles (family Meloidae)

blister copper n : metallic copper of a black blistered surface that is

the product of converting copper matte and is about 98.5 to 99.5
percent pure

blister rust n : any of several diseases of pines that are caused by
rust fungi (genus Cronardum) in the aecial stage and that affect the
sapwood and inner bark and produce blisters externally

blithe X'blTth, 'blTtliV adj [ME, fr. OE blithe: akin to OHG blldi

joyous, OE bSl fire] 1 : of a happy lighthearted character or dis-

position 2 : CASUAL, HEEDLESS syn see MERRY — blittie>ly adv
blith.er \'b]ith-3r\ vi : blather {'--ing idiot)

blithe-some \'bhth-s9m, 'blTtliA adj ; gay, merry — blitbe-
some*ly adv

blitz \'blits\ n, ojten aitrib 1 a : blitzkrieg 1 b ; an intensive
aerial campaign; also % air raid 2 : a fast intensive nonmilitary
campaign — blitz vt

blitz-krieg \'blit-.skreg\ n [G, lit., lightning war, fr. blitz lightning
+ krieg war] 1 ; war conducted with great speed and force; sped}
: a violent surprise offensive by massed air forces and mechanized
ground forces in close coordination 2 ; a sudden overpowering
bombardment — blitzkrieg vt

bliz-zard \'bliz-3rd\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a long severe snow-
storm 2 : an intensely strong cold wind filled with fine snow

ibloat \'blot\ adj [alter, of ME blout'\ : bloated, puffy
2bloat vt 1 : to make turgid or swollen 2 a : to fill to capacity or
overflowing : inflate b ; to make vain '— vi : swell
3bloat n 1 a : one that is bloated b slang : drunkard 2 : a
flatulent digestive disturbance of domestic animals (esp. cattle)

marked by abdominal bloating
ibloat-er \'bl6t-sr\ n [obs. bloat (to cure)] : a large fat herring or
mackerel lightly salted and briefly smoked

abloater n \}bloat'\ : a small but common cisco {Leucichthys hoyi) of
the Great Lakes
iblob \'blab\ n [ME] 1 a : a small drop or lump of something viscid

or thick b : a spot of color 2 : something ill-defined or amorphous
2blob vt blobbed; blob-bing : to mark with blobs : splotch
bloc \'blak\ n, often attrib [F, lit., block] 1 a : a temporary com-
bination of parties in a legislative assembly b : a group of legis-

lators in a U.S. legislative assembly who act together for some com-
mon purpose irrespective of party lines 2 a ; a combination of
persons, groups, or nations forming a unit with a common interest

or purpose b : a group of nations united by treaty or agreement
for mutual support or joint action
iblock \'blak\ n, ojten attrib [ME blok, fr. MF
bloc, fr. MD blok: akin to OHG bloh block, Mir
blog fragment] 1 : a compact usu. solid piece <

of substantial material esp. when worked or *

altered from its natural state to serve a particular
purpose: as a : the piece of wood on which a
person condemned to be beheaded lays his neck
for execution b : a mold or form upon which
articles are shaped or displayed c : a hollow
rectangular building unit usu. of artificial ma-
terial d : a lightweight usu. cubical and solid
wooden or plastic toy that is usu. provided in sets blocks 4: 1 single

permitting building activities e : the casting that block with rope
contains the cylinders of an internal-combustion passed through
engine 2 a : blockhead b slang : ihead 1 the swallow and
3 a : obstacle b : an obstruction of an op- over the sheave;

ponent's play in sports; esp : a checking in foot- 2 double block
ball by use of the checker's body c : interrup-
tion of normal physiological function of a tissue or organ; esp
: HEART block d : an instance or the result of psychological
blockage or blocking 4 : a wooden or metal case enclosing one
or more pulleys and having a hook, eye, or strap by which it may
be attached 5 : a platform from which property is sold at auc-
tion; broadly : sale at auction 6 a : a quantity, number, or section

of things dealt with as a unit b (1) : a large building divided
into separate functional units (2) : a line of row houses (3) : a

part of a building or integrated group of buildings distinctive in

some respect c (1) : a usu. rectangular space (as in a city) en-
closed by streets and occupied by or intended for buildings (2)

; the distance along one of the sides of such a block d : a length of
railroad track of defined limits the use of which is governed by block
signals 7 ; a piece of material having on its surface a hand-cut
design from which impressions are to be printed

sblock vt 1 a ; to make unsuitable for passage or progress by ob-
struction b archaic : blockade c : to hinder the passage, prog-
ress, or accomplishment of d : to interfere usu. legitimately with
(as an opponent) in various games or sports e : to prevent normal
functioning of 1 : to prohibit conversion of (foreign-held funds)

into foreign exchange; also : to limit the use to be made of (such
funds) within the country 2 ; to mark or indicate the outline or
chief lines of 3 : to shape on, with, or as if with a block 4 : to
make (two or more lines of writing or type) flush at the left or at
both left and right 5 : to secure, support, or provide with a block '^
VI ; to block an opponent in sports syn see hinder — block>er n
iblock-ade \bra-'kad\ n, ojten attrib 1 : a measure of war consist-
ing of the isolation by a belligerent of a particular area vital to the
interests of an 'enemy through deployment of armed forces so as to
effectively hamper ingress and egress; broadly : any restrictive
measure designed to obstruct the commerce and communications of
an unfriendly nation 2 : something that constitutes an obstacle
^blockade vt : to subject to a blockade — block-ad-er n
block-ade-run.ner \-.r3n-3r\ n : a ship or person that runs
through a blockade — block-ade-run-ning X-.ran-ioX n

block*age \'blak-ij\ n ; an act or instance of obstructing : the state
of being blocked

block and tackle n : pulley blocks with associated rope or cable for
hoisting or hauling
block-bust-er V'blak-.bas-tarX n 1 : a huge high-explosive demoli-
tion bomb 2 : something or someone notably effective or violent

block-head \'blak-,hed\ n : a stupid person
block-house \-,haus\ n 1 a ; a structure of heavy timbers formerly
used for military defense with sides loopholed and pierced for gun-
fire and often a projecting upper story b ; a small defensible
building for protection from enemy fire 2 : a building usu. of
reinforced concrete serving as an observation point for an operation
likely to be accompanied by heat, blast, or radiation hazard

block-ish \-ish\ adj : resembling a block — block-ish*ly adv
block letter n : a letter or lettering in sans serif

block plane n ; a small plane made with the blade set at a lower pitch
than other planes and used chiefly on end grains of wood

block signal n : a fixed signal at the entrance of a block to govern
railroad trains entering and using that block

block system n : a system by which a railroad track is divided into
short sectionsand trains are run by guidance signals

blocky \'blak-e\ adj 1 : resembling a block in form or raassiveness
: rHUNKV_ 2 : filled with or made up of blocks or patches

bloke \'bIok\ n [origin unknown] chiejly Brit : man, fellow
iblond also blonde \'bland\ adj [F blond, masc., blonde, fem.3
1 a o/ human hair 1 of a flaxen, golden, light auburn, or pale
yellowish brown color b oj human skin ; of a pale white or rosy
white color c oj a person : having blond hair and skin and usu.
blue or gray eyes 2 a : of a light color b : of the color blond
c : made light-colored by bleaching — blond-ness \'blan(d)-n3s\ n

2blond also blonde n 1 : a blond person 2 : a light yellowish brown
to dark grayish yellow
iblood \'bl3d\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE blod: akin to OHG bluot
blood] 1 a : the fluid that circulates in the heart, arteries, capil-
laries, and veins of a vertebrate animal carrying nourishment and
oxygen to and bringing away waste products from all parts of the
body b : a comparable fluid of an invertebrate c : a fluid re-

sembling blood 2 a ; lifeblood; broadly : life b : human stock
or lineage; esp : royal lineage <a prince of the ~> C : relationship
by descent from a common ancestor : kinship d : persons related
through common descent : kindred e (1) : honorable or high
birth or descent (2) : descent from parents of recognized breed or
pedigree 3 ; the shedding of blood; also : the taking of life

4 a : blood regarded as the seat of the emotions : temper b obs
: lust c : a gay showy foppish man ; rake 5 : personnel

2bIood vt 1 : to stain or wet with blood 2 a : to expose (a hunting
dog) to sight, scent, or taste of the blood of its prey b ; to give
experience to

blood bank n ; a place for storage of or an institution storing blood
or plasma; also : blood so stored

blood-bath \-,bath, -,bath\ n ; a great slaughter ; massacre
blood brother n 1 : a brother by birth 2 : one that is bound in
ceremonial blood brotherhood

blood brotherhood « : a solemn friendship estabhshed between usu.
unrelated men by a ceremonial use of each other's blood

blood cell n : a cell normally present in blood
blood count n : the determination of the blood cells in a definite

volume of blood; also : the number of cells so determined
blood-cur-dling Vblad-.kard-Uo. -"l-ioX adj : such as might be ex-
pected to congeal the blood through fear or horror

blood-ed \'bl3d-3d\ adj 1 : entirely or largely of pure blood
2 : having blood of a specified kind (waTm-bloodedy

blood feud n ; a feud between different clans or families

blood-fin \'bl3d-.fin\ n : a small silvery So. American fish {Aphyo-
charax rubripinnis) with deep-red fins

blood group n : one of the classes into which human beings can be
separated on the basis of the presence or absence in their blood of
specific antigens — called also blood type

blood-guilt \-,gilt\ n : guilt resulting from the shedding of blood —
blood-guilt-i-uess \-,gil-te-n3s\ n — blood-guilty \-te\ adj

blood heat n : a temperature approximating that of the human body
blood-hound \'bl3d-,haund\ n : a large powerful hound of a breed
of European origin remarkable for acuteness of smell

blood-i-ly \'blad--M-e\ adv : in a bloody manner
blood-i-ness \'bl3d-e-n3S\ n ; the quality or state of being bloody
blood-less \'blad-l3s\ adj 1 : deficient in or free from blood
2 ; not accompanied by loss or shedding of blood 3 : lacking in

spirit or vitality 4 : lacking in human feeling — blood-less-ly adv
— blood-less-ness n

blood-let-ting \-,let-iq\ n 1 ; phlebotomy 2 : bloodshed
blood-line \-,tTn\ n ; a sequence of direct ancestors esp. in a
pedigree; also : family, strain

blood-mo-bile \-mo-.bel\ n iblood + automotive] : an automobile
staffed and equipped for collecting blood from donors

blood money n l : money obtained at the cost of another's life

2 : money paid by a manslayer or members of his family, clan, or
tribe to the next of kin of a person killed by him

blood platelet n : one of the minute protoplasmic disks of vertebrate
blood that assist in blood clotting

blood poisoning n : septicemia
blood pressure n : pressure exerted by the blood upon the walls of
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the blood vessels and esp. arteries varying with the muscular
efficiency of the heart, the blood volume and viscosity, the age and
health of the individual, and the state of the vascular wall

l)lood,«red \'bl3d-*red\ adj : having the color of blood
l3lood*root \'bl9d-,rut, -,rut\ n : a plant (Sanguinaria canadensis) of
the poppy family having a red root and sap and bearing a solitary
lobed leaf and white flower in early spring

blood sausage n : sausage containing a large proportion of blood
so that it is very dark in color — called also blood pudding

blood serum « ; blood plasma from which the fibrin has been
removed

blood.sned \'blad-,shetl\ n 1 : the shedding of blood 2 : the
taking of life : slaughter

blood'Shot \-,shat\ adj, oj an eye : inflamed to redness
blood- stain \-,stan\ n ; a discoloration caused by blood — blood-
stained \-.stand\ adj

blood'Stone \-,ston\ n : a green chalcedony sprinkled with red
spots resembling blood

blood'Stream \-,strem\ n ; the flowing blood in a circulatory system
blood'Suck*er \-,s9k-9r\ w 1 : an animal that sucks blood; esp

: LEE( H 2 ; a person who sponges or preys on another — blood-
suck'ing \-iri\ adj

blood test n : a test of the blood; esp : a serologic test for syphilis
blood-thirst.i.ly \'bl3d-.th3r-st3-Ie\ adv : in a bloodthirsty manner
blood-thirst.i-ness X-.thsr-ste-nasX n : the quality or state of being
bloodthirsty

blood. thirsty \-sie\_adj : eager for the shedding of blood
blood-type \'bl3d-,tip\ vi ; to determine the blood group of
blood vessel n : a vessel in which blood circulates in an animal
blood'Worm \-,w3rm\ n 1 : any of various reddish annelid worms
often used as bait 2 : the red aquatic larva of some midges
blood-wort \-,w3rt, -,w6(a)rt\ n : any of a family (Haemodoraceae,
the bloodwort family) of perennial herbs with a deep red coloring
matter in the roots
'bloody \'blad-e\ adj 1 a : containing or made up of blood b : of
or contained in the blood 2 ; smeared or stained with blood
3 : accompanied by or involving bloodshed; esp : marked by great
slaughter 4 a : murderous b : merciless, cruel 5 : bloodred
6 Brir — used as an intensive; often considered vulgar — bloody vt

2bloody adv, Brit — used as an intensive; often considered vulgar
bloody mary n [prob. fr. Bloody Mary, appellation of Mary I tl558
queen of England] ; a beverage made of vodka and tomato juice

bloody shirt « : a means employed to stir up or revive party or
sectional animosity
ibloom \'blum\ n [ME blame lump of metal, fr. OE bloma] 1 : a
mass of wrought iron from the forge or puddling furnace 2 : a bar
of iron or steel hammered or rolled from an ingot
2blOom n [ME blome, fr, ON blom; akin to OE blowan to blossom —
more at blow] 1 a (1) : flower (2) : flowers or amount of flowers
(as of a plant) b : the flowering state <the roses in ~> c : a period
of flowering <the spring '^> 2 : a state or time of beauty, freshness,
and vigor 3 : a surface coating or appearance: as a : a delicate
powdery coating on some fruits and leaves b ; a rosy appearance of
the cheeks; broadly ; an outward evidence of freshness or healthy
vigor c : the grainy or powdery surface of a newly minted coin
d : glare caused by an object reflecting too much light into a tele-
vision camera 4 : bouquet 3a
abloom vi 1 : to produce or yield flowers 2 a : to flourish esp. in
youthful beauty, freshness, or excellence b : to shine out : glow
3 : to appear or occur unexpectedly or in surprising quantity or
degree -^ v/ 1 ops : to cause to bloom 2 : to give bloom to
Ibloom.er X'blii-msrX n 1 : a plant that blooms; also : a person who
reaches full competence, skill, or maturity 2 : a stupid blunder

2bloo-mer X'blii-marX n [Amelia Bloomer tl894 Am pioneer in
feminism] 1 : a costume for women consisting of a short skirt and
long loose trousers gathered closely about the ankles 2 p/ a : full

loose trousers gathered at the knee formerly worn by women for
athletics b ; underpants of similar design worn chiefly by girls

bloom.lng \'blu-mir), in sense 3 usu -man\ adj 1 : flowering
2 ; thriving in health, beauty, and vigor 3 [prob. euphemism for
bloody'[ slang — used as a generalized intensive (-^ fool) —
bloom-ing-ly \-mir)-le\ adv
bloomy \'blii-me\ adj 1 : full of bloom 2 : covered with bloom
bloop.er \'blU-p3r\ n [bloop (an unpleasing sound)] 1 ; an em-
barrassing public blunder 2 a : a high baseball pitch lobbed to
the batter b : a fly ball hit barely beyond a baseball infield
iblos-som \'bias-3m\ n [ME blosme, fr. OE blostm: akin to OE
blowan'\ 1 a : the flower of a seed plant <apple '^s^ b : bloom
la{2),lb 2 : a period or stage of development analogous to the
unfolding of a flower — blos-somy \-3-me\ adj
2blossom VI 1 : bloom 2 ; to unfold hke a blossom: as a : to
flourish and prosper b : develop, expand c : to come into being

iblot \'blat\ n [ME] 1 : SPOT, stain 2 : disgrace, blemish
2blot vb blot. ted; blot-ting vr 1 : to spot, stain, or spatter with
some discoloring substance 2 : to make obscure : eclipse 3 obs
: mar; esp ; to stain with infamy 4 a ; to dry with blotting paper or
other absorbing agent b : to remove by blotting the surface — vi

1 : to make a blot 2 : to become marked with a blot
3bIot n [origin unknown] 1 : a backgammon man exposed to cap-
ture 2 archaic ; a weak or exposed point

blotch \'blach\ n [prob. alter, of botch'\ 1 -; iMPERFEmoN,
BLEMISH 2 ; a spot or mark (as of color or ink) esp. when large or
irregular — blotch vt — blotched adj — blotchy Vblach-e\ adj

blot out vt 1 : to make insignificant or inconsequential 2 : to make
obscure or invisible ; hide 3 : destroy, kill syn see erase

blot'ter \'blat-3r\ /? 1 : a piece of blotting paper 2 ; a book in
which entries are made temporarily pending their transfer to
permanent record books

blotting paper n ; a soft spongy unsized paper used to absorb ink
from freshly written manuscript

blouse X'blaiis, 'blaiiz; some say 'blaus but 'blau-Z3z\ n [F] 1 : a
loose overgarment like a shirt or smock varying from hip-length to
calf-length 2 : the dress and undress uniform coat of the U.S.
Army; also ; the upper outer garment of a uniform 3 ; a usu. looses'
fitting garment covering the body from the neck to the waist
iblow \'bI6\ vb blew X'bluX blown \'blon\ blow*ing [ME blowen.
fr. OE bldwan: akin to OHG blden to blow. L jlare, Gk phallos
penis] VI 1 oj air : to move with speed or force 2 : to send forth a
current of air or other gas 3 a : to make a sound by or as if by
blowing b o^ a wind instrument ; sound 4 a ; boast b : storm.

BLuyrER 5a: pant, gasp \iof a cetacean ; to eject moisture-laden
air from the lungs through the blowhole 6 : to move or be carried
by or as if by wind 1 oj an electrical juse : to melt when overloaded
Z oj a tire : to release the contained air through a spontaneous
rupture -^ vt 1 a : to set (gas or vapor) in motion b : to act upon
with a current of gas or vapor 2 : to play or sound on (a wind in-
strument) 3 a ; to spread by report b ; damn, disregard (-^
the expense) 4 a : to drive with a current of gas or vapor b ; to
clear of contents by forcible passage of a current of air 5 a : to
distend with or as if with gas b : to produce or shape by the action
of blown or injected air i-^ing bubbles) i'^ing glass) 6 oj insects
: to deposit eggs or larvae on or in 7 : to shatter, burst, or destroy
by explosion 8 a : to put out of breath with exertion b : to let (as
a horse) pause to catch the breath 9 a : to spend (money) reck-
lessly b : to treat with unusual expenditure (I'll -^ you to a steak)
10 : to cause (a fuse) to blow 11 : to rupture by too much pressure
iblew a gasket) 12 slang ; misplav. muff 13 : to leave esp.
hurriedly (blew town) — blow hot and cold : to be favorable at
one moment and adverse the next
2blow w 1 : a blowing of wind esp. when strong or violent : gale
2a: BOASTING, BRAG b slang t BOASTER 3 : au act or instance of
blowing from the mouth or nose or through or from an instrument
4 a : the time during which air is forced through molten metal to
refine it b : the quantity of metal refined during that time
3blOW W [ME blowen, fr. OE blowan; akin to OHG bluoen to bloom,
L jlorere to bloom, Jlor-, jlos flower] : flower, bloom

4blow n 1 : a display of flowers 2 : 2bloom lb
sblOW n [ME (northern dial.) blawl 1 ; a forcible stroke delivered
with a part of the body or with an instrument .2 : a hostile act or
state : combat (come to -^s} 3 : a forcible or sudden act or effort
; ASSAULT 4 : a severe and usu. sudden calamity
blow-by-blow \-bi-, -ba-X adj : minutely detailed <~ account)
blow.er \'blo(-3)r\ n 1 : one that blows 2 : braggart 3 : a
device for producing a current of air or gas

blow.fish \'b^o-.fish\ n 1 ; puffer 2 2 South : walleyed pike
blow.fly \-,fli\ n : any of various two-winged flies (family Cal-
liphoridae) that deposit their eggs or maggots esp. on meat or in
wounds; esp : a widely distributed bluebottle {Calliphora vicina)
blow.gun \-,g3n\ n : a tube through which a projectile may be
impelled by the force of the breath

blow.hard \-,h_ard\ n ; braggart
blow.hole \-,h61\ « 1 : a nostril in the top of the head of a whale or
other cetacean 2 : a hole in the ice to which aquatic mammals (as
seals) come to breathe
blow in VI, slang : to arrive casually or unexpectedly
blown \'bl6n\ adJiWB blowen, fr. pp. of blowen to blow] 1 : swol-
len; esp : afflicted with bloat 2 : flyblown 3 : out of breath

blow out vi : to become exdnguished by a gust -^ vt 1 : to extin-
guish by a gust 2 ; to dissipate (itself) by blowing — used of storms

blow-out \'bIo-,aut\ n 1 slang : a big social affair 2 a : a bursting
of a container (as a tire) by pressure of the contents on a weak spot
b : a hole made in a container by such bursting
blow over vi : to pass away without effect

blow.plpe \'blo-,pTp\ n 1 : a small tubular instrument for directing
a jet of air or other gas into a flame so as to concentrate and increase
the heat 2 : a tubular instrument used for revealing or cleaning a
bodily cavity by blowing into it 3 : blowgun 4 : a long metal
tube on the end of which a glassmaker gathers a quantity of molten
glass and through which he blows to expand and shape it

blOW.sy also blow.zy \'blau-ze\ adj [E dial, blowse, blowze
(wench)] 1 : being coarse and ruddy of complexion 2 : di-
sheveled, frowzy

blow.torch \'blo-,t6(3)rch\ n : a small lamp or torch with a device
to intensify combustion by means of a blast

blow-tube \-,t(y)iib\ n 1 : blowgun 2 : blowpipe 4
blow up v/ 1 : to inflate or expand to unreasonable proportions
2 : to bring into existence by blowing of wind 3 : to make an
enlargement of ~ vi 1 a : explode b : to be disrupted or destroyed
by or as if by explosion c : to lose self-control; esp : to become
violently angry 2 a : to become filled with or as if with air b : to
become expanded to unreasonable proportions 3 ; to become or
come into being by or as if by blowing of wind

blow.up \'bIo-,3p\ n : a blowing up: as a : explosion b : an out-
burst of temper c : a photographic enlargement
blowy \'blo-e\ adj 1 : windy 2 : readily blown about
iblub-ber \'bl3b-3r\ n [ME bluber bubble, foam, prob. of imit.
origin] la: the fat of whales and other large marine mammals
b : excessive fat on the body 2 : the action of blubbering

ablubber vb blub.ber.ing \'bl3b-(9-)rio\ [ME blubren to make a
bubbling sound, fr. bluber"^ vi : to weep noisily -^ vt 1 ; to swell,
distort, or wet with weeping 2 ; to utter while weeping
ablubber adj : puffed out : thick <~ lips)

iblub-bery \'bl3b-(a-)re\ adj : ^blubber
2blubbery adj : having or characterized by blubber
blu.cher \'bUi-char also -k3r\ n [G. L. von Blucher tl819 Prussian
field marshal] : a shoe having the tongue
and vamp cut in one piece and the quarters
lapped over the vamp and laced together
for closing
iblud.geon \'bl3j-3n\ n [origin unknown]

; a short stick used as a weapon usu. having
one thick or loaded end
^bludgeon vt 1 : to hit with or as if with a
bludgeon 2 : coerce
iblue \'bIU\ adj [ME, fr^ OF blou, of Grac
origin; akin to OHG blao blue* akin to L
jlavus yellow, OE b^l fire — more at bald]
1 ; of the color blue 2a: bluish b : livid
<'--' with cold) C : bluish gray <"-' cat)
3a; low in spirits : melancholy b : pro-
ductive of low spirits : depressing (things
looked ~) 4 : wearing blue S oj a woman : learned, intellec-
tual 6 : puRFTANicAL 7 : profane, indecent — blue.ly adv— blue-ness n — blu-ish or blue-ish \-ish\ adj
2blue n 1 : a color whose hue is that of the clear sky or that of the
portion of the color spectrum lying between green and violet
2 a : a pigment or dye that colors blue b : bluing 3a: blue
clothing or cloth b : one belonging to an organization whose
uniform or badge is blue 4 a (1) : sky (2) : the far distance
b : sea 5 ; a blue object 6 : bluestocking

blucher
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sblae vb blned; blue-ing or blueing vt : to make blue ~ v/ : to turn
blue

blue baby n ; an infant with a bluish tint usu. from a congenital
defect of the heart in which mingling of venous and arterial blood
occurs

blue*beard \'blu-,bi(3lrd\ n IBlueheard, a fairy-tale character] : a
man who marries and kills one wife after another

blue>beU \-,bel\ n 1 : any of various bellflowers; esp : harebell 1

2 ; any of various plants hearing blue bell-shaped flowers: as
a : the European wood hyacinth or grape hyacinth b : a low tufted
New Zealand plant ( Mahlenhergta gracilis) of the bellflower family
3 : a blue-flowered columbine

blue.ber-ry \'blu-.ber-e. -b(^)re\ n : the edible blue or blackish
berry of any of several plants (genus Vaccinium) of the heath fam-
ily; also : a low or tall shrub producing these berries

bllie-bird \-,b3rd\ n : any of several small No. American song-
birds (genus Sialia) related to the robin but more or less blue above

blue blood n l \'bm-'bl3d\ : membership in a noble or socially
prominent family 2 \-,bbd\ : a member of a noble or socially

blunderbuss

with smooth bluish leaf sheaths
blue-Stock.ing X-.stak-ioX n [Bluestocking society, 18th cent.
hterary clubs] :_a woman having intellectual or literary interests

blue>Stone \-,ston\ n : a building or paving stone of bluish gray
color; specij : a sandstone quarried near the Hudson river

blue streak n l ; something that moves very fast 2 : a constant
stream of words (talked a blue streak}

blu-et \'blii-3t\ « [prob. fr. ^blue] : an American plant (Houstonla
caerulea) of the madder family with bluish flowers and tufted stems

blue Vitriol n : a hydrated copper sulfate CuSo4.5H;0
blue.weed \'blu-,wed\ n : a coarse prickly blue-flowered European
weed iEchium vulgare) of the borage family naturalized in the U.S.

iblulf \'bi3f\ adj [obs. D blaf flat; akin to MLG blafj smooth]
1 a ; having a broad flattened front b ; rising steeply with a broad
front either flat or rounded 2 : good-naturedly frank and out-
spoken — blulf-ly adv — bluff-ness n
Syn BLUFF, BLUNT, BRUSQUE, CURT, CRUSTY, GRUFF mean abrupt

and unceremonious in speech and manner, bluff contioies gooda
natured outspokenness and unconventionality; blunt suggests di-
rectness of expression in disregard of others' feelings; brusoue ap-
plies to a sharpness or ungraciousness that may be intentional or
merely incidental to loss of emotional control; curt stresses short-
ness and may or may not imply discourtesy; crusty suggests a harsh
or surly manner sometimes concealing an inner kindliness; gruff
suggests a hoarse or husky speech which may imply bad temper but
more often implies embarrassment or shyness

2blaff n : a high steep bank ; cliff
3blull vb [prob. fr. D blujjen to boast, play a kind of card gam.e]
vt 1 : to deceive (an opponent) in cards by a bold bet on an in-
ferior hand with the result that the opponent withdraws a winning
hand 2 a : to deter or frighten by pretense or a mere show of
strength b : deceive c : fEiGN -^ vi : to bluff or try to bluff
someone — bluffier n

''bluff n 1 a : an act or instance of bluffing b : the practice of
bluffing 2 : one who bluffs

blu.ing or blue.ing \'blu-io\ n : a preparation used In laundering
to counteract yellowing of white fabrics
iblun.der \'bl3n-d3r\ »/, blun-der-ing \-d(3-)rlo\ [ME blundren}
vi 1 : to move unsteadily or confusedly 2 : to make a mistake
through stupidity, ignorance, confusion, or carelessness '— v/ 1 ; to
utter stupidly, confusedly, or thoughtlessly 2 : to make a stupid,
careless, or thoughtless mistake in — blun*der-er \-d3r-ar\ n
^blunder n : a gross error or mistake resulting from stupidity,
ignorance, confusion, or carelessness syn see error

blun.der-buss \"bl9n-d3r-,b3s\ n [by folk etymology fr. obs. D
donderbu^, fr. D dander thunder
+ obs. D bus gun] 1 : an ob-
solete short firearm having a
large bore and usu. a flaring
muzzle so as to be effective at
close quarters when loaded with
a number of bails 2 : a blunder-
ing person
ibluut \'blpnt\ adj [ME] 1 a : slow or deficient in feeling : insen-
sitive b : obtuse in understanding or discernment ; dull 2 : hav-
ing an edge or point that is not sharp 3 : lacking refinement or
tact syn see bluff, dull — blunt-Iy adv — blunt>ness n
sblunt vt ; to make blunt -^ vi : to become blunt
iblur \'bl3r\ n [perh. akin to ME bleren to blear] 1 : a smear or
stain that obscures but does not efface 2 ; something seen or
perceived as vague or lacking definite outline — bliir*ry \-e\ adj

2blur vb blurred; blur*ring vt 1 : to obscure or blemish by smear-
ing 2 : sully 3 : to make dim, indistinct, or vague in outUne or
character 4 : to make cloudy or confused -^ vi 1 ; to make blurs
2 : to become vague, indistinct, or indefinite

blurb \'bl3rb\ n [coined by Gelett Burgess] : a short highly com-
mendatory publicity notice

blurt \'bl3rt\ vt [prob, imit.] ; to utter abruptly and impulsively
— usu. used with out — blurt n
iblush \'bl3sh\ vi [ME blusshen, fr. OE blyscan to redden, fr.

blysa flame; akin to OHG bluhhen to burn brightly] 1 ; to become
red in the face esp. from shame, modesty, or confusion 2 : to feel

shame or embarrassment 3 : to have a rosy or fresh color ; bloom— blush* er n
2blU5l] n [ME, prob. fr. blusshen'i 1 : APPEARANCE, VIEW <at first —'>

2 : a reddening of the face esp. from shame, modesty, or confusion
3 : a red or rosy tint — blush-ful \-fal\ adj
iblUS.ter \'bl3s-t3r\ vb blUS.ter.ing \'bl3S-t(»-)rir)\ [ME blustren,
grob. fr. MLG bliisterenl vi 1 a : to blow in stormy noisy gusts

; to be windy and boisterous 2 : to talk and act with noisy
swaggering threats -^ v/ 1 : to utter with noisy self-assertiveness

2 : to drive or force by blustering — blUS>ter<er \-t3r-3r\ n
zblUSter n 1 : a violent boisterous blowing 2 : violent commotion
3 : boastful empty speech — blus>ter-ous \-t(3-)r3s\ adj — blus-
tery \-t(a-)re\ adj

boa \'bo-3\ n [L, a water snake] 1 ; a large snake (as the boa con-
strictor, anaconda, or python) that crushes its prey 2 ; a long
fluffy scarf of fur, feathers, or delicate fabric

boa constrictor « : a tropical American boa {Constrictor constrictor)

that is light brown barred or mottled with darker brown and reaches
a length of 10 feet or more; broadly : boa 1

boar \'bo(3lr, b6(3lr\ n [ME bor, fr. OE bar; akin to OHG &
OS ber boar] 1 a : an uncastrated male swine b : the male of any
of several mammals (as a guinea pig or coonl 2 : the Old World
wild hog iSus scroja) from which most domestic swine derive
iboard \'bo(3")rd, 'b6(a)rd\ n [ME bord piece of sawed lumber,
border, ship's side, fr. OE; akin to OHG bort ship's side, Skt
bardhaka carpenter] 1 obs : border, edge 2 a : the side of a ship
b : the stretch that a ship makes on one tack in beating to windward
3 a ; a piece of sawed lumber of little thickness and a length greatly
exceeding its width bp/: stage 2a(2) 4 a arc/ja/c :table 3a b:a
table spread with a meal c ; daily meals esp. when furnished for pay
d : a table at which a council or magistrates sit era group of
persons having managerial, supervisory, or investigatory powers (-^

of directors) (school '^> <~ of examiners) 1 : league, asso-
ciation g (1) : the exposed hands of all the players in a stud
poker game (2) : an exposed dummy hand in bridge 5 a : a flat
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formerly worn in Scotland b ; one that wears such a cap; specif
: SCOT 2 a ; roRNFLnwER 2 bra low-growing annual lupine of
Texas with silky foliage and blue flowers usu. held to constitute a
single variable species {Lupinus subcarnosus)

blue booK n 1 ojten cap both Bs t a government publication pro-
viding information on some topic 2 r a directory or register esp. of
persons of social prominence 3 r a blank blue-covered booklet
used in colleges for writing examinations

blue>bot>tle \'blU-,bat-*l\ n 1 a r cornflower 2; broadlv r cen-
taurea b r grapk hyacinth 2 : any of several blowflies that have
the abdomen or the whole body iridescent blue in color and make a
loud buzzing noise in flight
blue cat n r a large bluish catfish (Ictahtrus furcatus) of the Mis-
sissippi valley that may exceed 100 pounds in weight

blue Cheese n r cheese marked with veins of greenish blue mold
blue chip n 1 : a blue-colored poker chip usu. of high value 2 r a
slock issue that commands a high price as a result of public con-
fidence in its stability

blue.coat \'blu-,kot\ n z one that wears a blue coat: as a ; a
Union soldier during the Civil War b : policeman

blue-col.lar \'blu-'kal-ar\ adj r of, relating to, or constituting the
wage-earning class

blue crab n r any of several largely blue swimming crabs; esp l an
edible crab (C. sapidus) of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts

blue curls n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 ; a mint (genus Trichostema)
with irregular blue flowers 2 ; self-heal

blue devils n pi r low spirits r despondency
blue-eyed grass \,blii-,Td-\ n r a plant (genus Sisyrinchium) of the
iris family with grasslike foliage and delicate blue flowers

blue-fin \'blu-,fin\ n r a very large tuna {Thunnus thynnus)
blue.lish \-.fish\ n 1 : an active voracious fish (Pomatomus
saltotrix) related to the pompanos that is bluish above and silvery
below 2 r any of various dark or bluish fishes (as the pollack)

blue Hag n ; a blue-flowered iris; esp r a common iris (Iris versicolor)
of the eastern U.S. with a root formerly used medicinally

blue<gill \'blu-,gil\ n r a common sunfish {Lepomis machrochirus)
of the eastern and central U.S. sought for food and sport

blue*grass \-,gras\ n r any of several grasses (genus Poa) having
bluish green culms; esp r a valuable pasture and lawn grass (P.
pratensis) — called also Kentucky bluegrass
blue—green alga \,b!iJ-,gren-\ n r any of a class (Myxophyceae) of
algae having the chlorophyll masked by bluish green pigments

blue gum n : any of several Australian timber trees (genus
Eucalyptus)

blue*jack yblU-,jak\ n Ihlue + jack (as in blackjack)} : an oak
(Quercus cinerea) of the southern U.S. with entire leaves and small

blue»iack»et \-Jak-3t\ n ; an enlisted man in the navy r sailor
blue jay \-,ja\ n r jay tb
blue jeans n pi x work pants or overalls usu. made of blue denim
blue law n 1 r one of numerous extremely rigorous laws designed to
regulate morals and conduct in colonial New England 2 r a
statute regulating work, commerce, and amusements on Sundays

blue mold « r a fungus (genus Penicillium) that produces blue or
blue-green surface growths

blue moon n r a very long period of time (once in a blue moon}
blue-nose \'blii-,noz\ n ; one who advocates a rigorous moral code
blue note n r a minor interval occurring in a melody or harmony
where a major would be expected

blue-pen-cU \'blu-'pen(t)-s3l\ vt r to edit, delete, or revise

blue pe-ter \-'pet-3r\ n r a blue signal flag with a white square in
the center used to indicate that a merchant vessel is ready to sail

blue pike n i r pike perch; esp r walleye 2 : muskellunge
blue<point \'blu-,p6int\ n [Blue Point, Long Island] r a small
oyster typically from the south shore of Long Island

blue point n r a Siamese cat having a bluish cream body and dark
gray points

blue-print \-.print\ n 1 r a photographic print in white on a
bright blue ground used esp. for copying maps, mechanical draw-
ings, and architects' plans 2 r a program of action — blueprint vt

blue racer n r a blacksnake of a bluish green subspecies (Coluber
constrictor jlaviventris) occurring from Ohio to Texas

blue ribbon n 1 r a blue ribbon awarded the first-place winner in a
competition 2 r an honor or award gained for preeminence

blue-ribbon jury n r special jury
blues X'bliizX n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 r low spirits r melan-
choly 2 r a song sung or composed in a style originating among
the American Negroes, expressing melancholy, and exhibiting con-
tinual occurrence of blue notes in melody and harmony 3 r the
blue uniform of the U.S. Navy
blue-sky \'blii-'skT\ adj r having little or no value <-- stock)
blue—Sky law n r a law providing for the regulation of the sale of
stocks or other securities

blue-stem \'blii-.stem\ n r either of two important hay and forage
grasses {Andropogon jurcatus and A. scaparius) of the western U.S.
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nsu. rectangular piece of material designed for a special purpose
b : a surface, frame, or device for posting notices or listing market
quotations 6a: any of various wood pulps or composition ma-
terials formed into flat rectangular sheets ti : the stiff foundation
piece for the side of a book cover 7 : an organized securities or
commodities exchange — on board ; aboapd

2l)0ai(} vt 1 archaic i to come up against or alongside fa shipl usu.
to attack 2 ; accost, address 3 : to go aboard fas a ship or
train) 4 : to cover with boards <— up a window) 5 : to provide
with regular meals and often also lodging usu. for compensation
^ v( : to take one's meals usu. as a paying customer — board-er n

boaid loot n : a unit of quantity for lumber equal to the volume of
a board 12 x 12 x I mches

ftoard-ing.hoiise \'bord-ia-,haus, 'bord-X « : a house at which
persons are boarded
boarding scliool ma school in which pupils are boarded and lodged
as well 3s taught

board'lJJ^e \'boo)rd-,irk. 'b6(3)rd-\ adj : resembling a board;
sperij : RiniD <a '^ abdomen)
board measure n : measurement in board feet

board of trade l cap B& r ; a British governmental department
concerned with commerce and industry 2 : an organization of
businessmen for the protection and promotion of business interests

3 : a commodities exchange
board nils /i : a measuring stick with a scale for computing board
feet

board-walK X'bofalrd-.wok, 'b6^3lrd-\ n 1 : a walk constructed of
planking 2 ; a promenade orig. of planking along a beach

boar>lSh \'b6(3)r-ish, 'b6(3)r-\ adj : resembling a boar
boart \'b6(3)rt, 'b6f3)rt\ var oj bort
Iboast \*bost\ n EME boosfl 1 : the act of boasting : br\g 2 : a
cause for pride — boast-Xul \'b6st-f3l\ adj — boast*Iul<ly
\-f3-le\ adv — boast*ful*ness n

sboast vi 1 : to vaunt oneself : brag 2 archaic : glory, exult
**- vr 1 ; to speak of or a=sert with excessive pride 2 : to possess
or display proudly — boast-er n
syn BOAST, brag, vaunt, crow mean to give expr&^sion to one's

pride in oneself or one's accomplishment, boast implies ostenta-
tiousness and usu, exaggeration; brag suggests a crude and artless
glorifying of oneself; vaunt is more literary than the others and
usu. connotes more pomp and bombast than boast and less crudity
than brag; crow implies an exulting esp. over a defeated opponent
3boast vt [origin unknown] : to shape (stone) roughly with a broad
chisel in sculpture and stonecutting as a preliminai-y to finer work
»boat \'b6t\ n [ME boot. fr. OE bat: akin to ON beif boat] 1 : a
small vessel propelled by oars or paddles or by sail or power
2 : SKIP 3 ; a boat-shaped utensil or device <gravy ~->

2boat 17 ; to place in or bring into a boat '— vi ; to go by boat
boat-er \-ar\ n 1 : one that boats 2 chiefly Brit : a stiff straw hat
boat liooK n : a pole-handled hook with a point or knob on the back
used esD. to pull or push a boat, raft, or log into place

boat'inaii \'bot-m9n\ n : a man who manages, works on, or deals
in boats — boat'inan'Sbip \-man-,ship\ n

boat'SWain \*b6s--''n\ n [ME bootswein, fr. boot boat -I- swein boy,
servant] 1 : a petty officer on a merchant ship having charge of
hull maintenance and related work 2 ; a naval warrant officer in
charge of the hull and all related equipment

boat train n : a train scheduled to connect with a boat
ibob \'bab\ vb bobbed; bob.bing [ME boben'[ v? 1 ; to strike with
a quick litdit blow : rap 2 : to move up and down in a short quick
movement <'--' the head) 3 ; to polish with a bob ; buff ^ vi

1 a : to move up and down briefly or repeatedly <a cork bobbing in
the water) b : to emerge, arise, or appear suddenly or unexpect-
edly <•— up again) 2 ; to nod or curtsy briefly 3 ; to try to seize
something with the teeth <'^ for apples)

2bob n 1 a : a short quick down-and-up motion b Srot : any of
several dances 2 obs : a blow or tap esp. with the fist 3 a : a
modification of the order in change ringing b : a method of change
ringing using a bob 4 ; a small polishing wheel of solid felt or
leather with rounded edges

3b0b vt bobbed; bob.bing [ME bobben. fr. MF bober'i 1 obs : DE-
CEIVE, cheat 2 obs : to take by fraud : filch
4bob n [ME bobbel 1 a ; bunch, cluster: as (1) Scot : nosegay
(2) : a bunch or tuft used for bait in angling; also : float 2a b : a
knob, knot, twist, or curl esp. of ribbons. yaiTi, or hair c : a short
haircut on a woman or child 2 : a hanging ball or weight fas on
a plumb line or on the tail of a kite^ 3 archaic : the refrain of a
song; specij : a short and abrupt refrain often of two syllables 4 : a
small insignificant piece ; trifle
5bob VI bobbed; bob.bing : to angle with a bob esp. through ice

6bob 1'/ bobbed; bob.bing l : to cut shorter : crop 2 : to cut (hair)

in the style of a bob
Tbob n. p/bob [perh. fr. the name Bob"} slang ; shilling
sbob n ; bobsled
bob'ber \'bab-sr\ n : one that bobs
bob.bery \'bab-(a-)re\ n [Hindi bdp re, lit., oh father!] : hubbub
bob.bin \'bab-an\ n [origin unknown] la: any of various small
round devices on which threads are wound for working handmade
lace b ; a cylinder or spindle on which yam or thread is wound
c : a coil of insulated wire or the reel it is wound on 2 I a narrow
cotton cord formerly used by dressmakers for piping

bob'bi.net \,bab-3-'net\ li [blend of bobbin and net'\ : a machine^
made net of cotton, silk, or nvlon usu. with hexagonal mesh

bob.ble \'bab-ol\ vb bob-Wing \'bab-(3-)lio\ [freq. of '6o6]
1 ; 'bob 2 : fumbl£ — bobble n

bob.by \'bab-e\ n [Bobby, nickname for Robert, after Sir Robert
Peel, who organized the London police force] Brit : policeman

bobby pin « [*6o6] : a flat wire hairpin with prongs that press close
together used esp. for bobbed hair

bobby socks or bobby sox n pi [fr. the name Bobby"] ; girls' socks
reaching above the ankle

bob-by-sox.er \'b'ab-e-,sak-sar\ or bob.by-sock-er \-,sak-3r\ n
: an adolescent girl

bob-cat \'bab-,kat\ n {'bob: fr. the stubby tail] : a common No.
American lynx (Lynx riijus) typically rusty or reddish in base color

bob.Q.liuk \'bab-3-,Iiok\ n [imit.] ; an American migratory song-
bird (Dolichonyx oryzivorus)

bob.Sled \'bab-,sled\ n [perh. fr. *bob'\ 1 : a short sled usu. used
as one of a pair joined by a coupling 2 ; a compound sled formed

of two bobsleds and a coupling — bobsled v/

bob.stay \'bab-,sta\ n [prob. fr. 2606] : a stay to hold a ship's
bowsprit down

bob. tail \'bab-,tal\ n [<foo6] 1 : a bobbed tail or a horse or dog
with one; esp : old English sheepdog 2 ^something curtailed or
abbreviated — bobtail or bob. tailed \-,tald\ adj
bob veal \'bab-\ h [E dial, bob young calf] : the veal of a very young
or unborn calf

bob.White \Obab-'Ch)wTt\ n [imit.] : any quail of a genus (Colinis)
of which the best-known species (C virginianus^ ircludss a favorite
game bird of the eastern and central U.S — called also partridge

bO*cac.ciO \b3-'kach-(e-K,)6\ n [perh. deriv of Sp bocacha, aug.
of boca mouth] : a large rockfish {Sebastodes paucispinis) of the
Pacific coast locally important as a market fish

bOC-Cie or boC'Ci or boo.ce \'bach-e\ r, pi but sing in constr [It
bocce, pi. of boccia ball, fr (assumed) VL boiiia boss] ; Italian
lawn bowling played in a long narrow court
bock \'bak\ n [G, short for bockbier, by shorf.ening & alter, fr.
Einbecker bier, Ut.. beer from Einbeck. fr. Einbeck, Germany] : a
heavy dark rich beer usu. sold in the early spring
ibode ybod\ vt [ME boden. fr OE bodian: akin to OE beodan to
pro<:laim] 1 archaic % to announce beforehand : foretell 2 ; to
indicate by signs : presage — bode-ment \-m3nt\ n
2bode past oj bide
bo-dhi-satt-va or bod.dhi.satt.va \.bod-i-'s9t"V3\ n [Skt bo-
dhisa/tva one whose essence is enlightenment, fr. hodhi enlighten-
ment + satrva being] ; a being that compassionately refrains from
entering nirvana in order to save others and is worshiped as a deity
in Mahayana Buddhism

bod.ice \'bad-3s\ n [alter of bodies, pi. of ^bodyZ 1 archaic
: CORSET, STAYS 2 I the waist of a woman's dress

bod-ied \'Dad-ed\ adj : havmg a bodv or such a body <\ong,-bodiedy
bod.i.less X'bad-e-Ias, -'1-3S\ adi : having no body : incorporeal
ibod.i'iy \'bad-'!-e\ adj 1 : having a body ; physical 2 : of or
relating to the body (.^ comfort) <— organs)
syn bodily, physical, corporeal, corporal, somatic mean of

or relating to the human body bodily suggests contrast with mental
or sp'fitual: physical suggests more vaguely or less explicitly an
organic structure; corporeal suggests the substance of which the
body is composed ^corporeal existence > corporal applies chiefly
to things that affect or involve the body; somatic implies contrast
with physical and is useful as being free of theological and poetic
connotations
2bodUy adv 1 : in the flesh 2 : as a whole : altogether
bod'ing \'bod-ir)\ n ; foreboding
bod.kin ybad-kanV n [ME] la; dagger, stiletto b : a sharp
slender instrument for making holes in cloth c : an ornamental
hairpin shaped like a stiletto 2 : a blunt needle with a large eye for
dtt^wing tape or ribbon through a loop or hem

Bo.dO-ni \b3-=do-ne\ n [Giambattista Bodoni tl8I3 It printer]
; a punting type based on original designs by Bodoni
ibody \'bad-e\ h [ME, fr OE bodig; akin to OHG botah body]
1 a : the organized physical substance of an animal or plant either
living oi dead as fll : the material part or nature of man (2) : the
dead organism ; corpse (3) ; the person of a human being before
the law b ; a human being : person 2a: the main part of a plant
or animal body esp. as distinguished from limbs and head ; trunk
b ; the main, central, or principal part as (1) : the nave of a church
(2) ; the bed or box of a vehicle on or in which the load is placed
3a: the part of a garment covering the body or trunk b : the
main part of a document as distinguished from the title, preface, or
appendixes c : the sound box or pipe of a musical instrument
d : printed text : ordinary reading matter 4 a : a ma.ss of matter
distinct from other masses b : one of the seven planets of the old
astronomy c : something that embodies or gives concrete reality

to a thing; specij : a sensible object in physical space 5 : a group
of persons or things; as a : a fighting unit : force b : a group of
individuals organized for some purpose ; corporation <a legisla-
tive '-'> 6a: viscosity, consistency — used esn. of oils and grease
b : resonance of musical tone c ; richness of flavor — used of a
beverage 7 : the part of a printing type extending from foot to
shoulder and underlying the bevel

2body vt : to give form or shape to : embody
body corporate n : corporation
body.guard \'bad-e-,gard\ n : a guard to protect or defend the
person; also % retinue
body politic n 1 archaic : corporation 2 2 : a group of persons
politically organized under a single governmental authority
body snatcher n : one that without authority takes corpses from
graves usu. for dissection

boelim.ite \'bam-,Tt, 'b3(r)m-\ n [G bohmit, fr .1. Bohm (Boehm),
20th cent. G scientist] : a mineral consistmg of an orlhorhombic
form of aluminum oxide and hydroxide AIO1.OH) found in bauxite
Boer \'bo(s)r, 'b6(3)r, "biifs^rX n [D, lit., farmer ~ more at boor]
: a South African of Dutch or Huguenot descent
Bo-fors gun X.bo-.forz-, ,biJ-\ n[ Bojors. munition works in Sweden]

: a double-barreled automatic antiaircraft gun
ibog ybag. 'b6g\ n [of Celt origin; akin to Olr bocc soft; akin to
OE biigan to bend — more at bow] : v,'et spongy ground; esp : a
poorly dramed usu. acid area rich in plant residues, frequently sur-
rounding a body of open water, and having a characteristic flora
(as of sedges, heaths, and sphagnum! — bog.gy \'bag-e. 'b6g-\ adj

2bog vb bogged; bog.ging : to sink into or as if into a bog : ^^IRE

bog asphodel n : either of two bog herbs {.\'arthecium ossijragum of
Europe and .V, americanum of the U.S.) of the bunchflower family
resembling the true asphodel

Jbo.gejr or bOjgy or bcgie n [prob. alter, of bogle] l_\'biig-e,
'bo-ge, 'bij~ge,_'bug-3r\ ; specter, phantom 2 \'bo-ge also
'biig-e or 'bli-geV ; a source of annoyance, perplexity, or harass-
ment 3 \'bo-ge\ a chiejly Brit : an average golfer's score used as
a standard for a particular hole or course b : one stroke over par
on a hole 4 \'bo-ge\ : a numerical standard of performance set
up as a mark to be aimed at in competition

abO'gey \'bo-ge\ vt : to shoot (a hole in golf) in one over par
bo.gey.man \'bug-e-,man. 'bo-ge-, 'bu-ge-. 'bug-3r-\ n ; a mon-
strous imaginary figure used in threatening children; broadly : a
terrifying person or thing

bog.gle \'bag-9l\ VI bog.gling X'bag-fs-llioV [perh. fr. bogle]
1 : to start with fright or amazement 2 : to hesitate because 0!
doubt, fear, or scruples 3 : bungle — boggle n
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tO'gie also t)0«gey or l)0«gy \'bo-ge\ n [origin unknown] 1 t a
low strongly built cart 2 a chiejly Brit : a swiveling railway truck
b ; the driving-wheel assembly consisting of the rear four wheels of
a 6-wheel truck 3 : one of the weight-carrying wheels on the inside
perimeter of the tread of a tank serving to keep the treads in line

bo-gle \'b6-gal\ also bog.gle \'bag-3l\ n [E dial. fSc & northern),
terrifying apparition; akin to ME bug^e scarecrow] dial Brit
: GOBLIN, specter; also : any object of fear or loathing : bogey

bo-gus \'bo-g3S\ adj ibogus (a machine for making counterfeit
money)] : spurious, sham
bog-wood X'bag-.wud, 'b6g-\ n ; the wood of trees preserved in
peat bogs and used esp. for ornamenial purposes

bO'Iiea \bo-'he\ n, ojten cap [Chin (Pek) wu^-i^, hills in China
where it was grown ] _; black tea

bo*lie>niia \bo-'he-me-a\ n, ojten cap [trans, of F bohemel ; a
community of bohemians ; the world of bohemians

Bo*lie.mi*an \bo-'he-me-3n\ n 1 a : a native or inhabitant of
Bohemia b : the group of Czech dialects used in Bohemia 2 ojten
not cap a ; vagabond, wanderer; esp : gypsy b : a writer or
artist living an unconventional life — bohemian adj, ojten cap— bo-lie-mi-an-ism \-me-3-,niz-3m\ n, ojten cap
Boliemian Brethren n p/ : a Christian body originating among
Hussites in Bohemia in 1467 and forming a parent body of the
Moravian Brethren
Bohr theory \'b6(3)r-, "boCalr-X n [Neils H. D. Bohr tl962 Dan
physicist] ; a theory in physical chemistry: an atom consists of a
positively charged nucleus about which revolves one or more
electrons
iboil \'b6ir3ll\ n [alter, of ME bile, fr. OE by-n : a localized swell-
ing and inflammation of the skin resulting from infection in a
skin gland, having a hard central core, and forming pus

iboil vb [ME boilen, fr. OF boillir, fr. L bullire to bubble, fr. bulla
bubble] vi 1 a : to generate bubbles of vapor when heated — used
of a liquid b : to come to the boiling point 2 : to become agitated
like boiling water : seethe 3 ; to be moved, excited, or stirred up
4 a : to rush headlong b : to burst forth : erupt 5 : to undergo
the action of a boiling liquid -^ ur 1 : to subject to the action of a
boiling liquid 2 : to heat to the boiling point 3 ; to form or
separate (as sugar or salt) by boiling

3boil n ; the act or state of boiling
boiled oil n : any fatty oil (as linseed oil) whose drying properties
have been improved by heating usu. with driers

boil-er \'b6i-l3r\ n 1 : one that boils 2 a : a vessel used for boiling
b ; the part of a steam generator in which water is converted into

steam and v/hich consists usu. of metal shells and tubes c : a tank
in which water is heated or hot water is stored

boil>er>mak*er X'boi-I^r-.ma-karX n 1 : a workman who makes,
assembles, or repairs boilers 2 ; whiskey with a beer chaser

boiling point n : the temperature at which a liquid boils

boiS'ter<OUS \'b6i-st(3-)r3S\ adj [ME boistous rough] 1 obs
a ; DURABLE, STRONG b : COARSE c I MASSIVE 2 a : noisily turbu-
lent ; ROWDY b : marked by exuberance and high spirits

3 ; STORMY, TUMULTUOUS syn see vociferous — boiS'ter.ous-'ly
adv — bois<ter-ou5>ness n

bo.la \'b5-l3\ or bo-las \-l3s\ n, pi bolas
\-l3z\ also bo-las-es [AmerSp bolas, fr. Sp
bola ball] : a weapon consisting of two or
more stone or iron balls attached to the ends
of a cord for hurling at and entangling an ani-

mal
bold \'b61d\ adj [ME, fr. OE beald: akin to
OHG 6a/rfbold] 1 a : fearless before danger
: INTREPID b : showing or reflecting a cou-
rageous daring spirit and contempt of danger
<a '^ plan) 2 : impudent, presumptuous
3 obs : ASSURED, CONFIDENT 4 I SHEER, STEEP
<~ cliffs) 5 : ADVENTUROUS. DARING <a '"-'

thinker) 6 : standing out prominently : con-
spicuous 7 ; bold-faced 2 ~ bold-ly \'b61-
(dlle\ adv — boId*ness \'boUd)-n3S\ n

bold-face \'b61{d)-,fas\ n : a heavy-faced type;
also : printing in boldface

bold-Iaced \'bol(d)-'fast\ adj 1 : bold in
manner or conduct : impudent 2 : set in
boldface

bole \'bol\ n [ME, fr. ON &o/r] : the trunk of a tree

bo>le.ro \b3-'le(a)r-(,)o\ n [Sp] 1 : a Spanish dance in y^ time; also

X the music for it 2 : a loose waist-length jacket open at the front

bo-le.tus \b3-'let-3s\ n, pi bo.le-tus.es or bo-le-ti \-Me-,ti\ [NL,
genus name, fr. L. a fungus, fr. Gk boliies} : any of a genus (Boletus)
of soft pore fungi some of which are poisonous and others edible

bo-li-var \b3-'le-,var. 'bal-3-var\ n, pi bolivars or bo-li-va-res
\,bal-9-'var-.as, .b6-li-\ [AmerSp bolivar, fr. Simon Bolivar tl830
So. American liberator] — see money table

bo>li*vi-a-no \b3-,liv-e-'an-(,)o\ n [Sp] — see money table

boll \*bol\ n [ME] : the pod or capsule of a plant (as cotton)
boMard \'b'al-3rd\ n [perh. irreg. fr. bole} 1 : a post of metal or
wood on a wharf around which to fasten mooring lines 2 : bitt 1

bol-lix \'bal-iks\ vt [alter, of bollocks, pi. of ballock testis, fr. ME,
fr. OE bealluc} : to throw into disorder; also : bungle — bollix n

boll weevil n : a grayish weevil (Anthonomus grandis) about H inch
long that infests the cotton plant puncturing and laying its eggs in

the squares and bolls
boll.worm \'b61-,w3rm\ n : corn earworm; also : any of several
other moth larvae that feed on cotton bolls

bo-lo \'b6-(,)16\ n [Sp] : a long heavy Philippine single-edged knife

bO'lO'gna \b3-'I5-ne also -n(yl3\ n [short for Bologna sausage, fr.

Bologna, Italy] : a large smoked sausage of beef, veal, and pork
bo«lo.graph \'b6-l3-.graf\ n [Gk bole stroke, beam of light (fr.

ballein to throw) + E -o- + -graph — more at devil] : the record
made by a bolometer — bo-lo-grapb'ic \,b6-l3-'graf-ik\ adj

bo>lom<e>ter \b3-'lam-3t-3r\ n [Gk bolr + E -o- + -meter'] : a very
sensitive resistance thermometer used in the detection and measure-
ment of feeble thermal radiation and esp. adapted to the study of
infrared spectra — bo-lo-^met.ric \,bo-la-*me-trik\ adj — bo*lo-
met>ri'Cal'ly \-tri-k(3-)le\ adv

bo<lo-ney var oj baloney

bola

Bol.she.vilt \'b61-sh3-,vik, "bol-, 'bal-, -,vek\ n, pi Bolsbevilcs
also Bol-she-vi-ki \,bol-sh3-'vik-e. ,b61-, .bal-. -'ve-ke\ [Russ
boVshevik, fr. boVshe larger] 1 ; a member of the extremist wing
of the Russian Social Democratic party in Russia that seized
supreme power in the Revolution (1917-20) 2 : communist 3 —
Bolshevili adj

bol-she-vism X'bol-sha-.viz-sm, 'bol-, 'bal-\ n, ojten cap 1 : the
doctrine or program of the Bolsheviks advocating violent overthrow
of ciHpitalism 2 : Russian communism
BoLshe-vist \-sh3-v3st\ n or adj : bolshevik
bol-Slie.vlze_\-sh3-,viz\ vt : to make Bolshevist
ibol-ster \'bol-st3r\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE belg bag — more at
BELLY] 1 : a long pillow or cushion extending the full width of a
bed 2 : a structural part designed to eliminate friction or provide
support or bearing; esp : the horizontal connection between the
volutes of an Ionic capital

2boIster vrbol-ster-ing \-st(3-)riri\ ; to support with or as if with a
bolster; also : reinforce — bol-ster-er \-st3r-3r\ n
ibolt \'bolt\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG bolz crossbow, Lith
beldeti to beat] 1 a : a shaft
or missile designed to be shot
from a crossbow or catapult;
esp : a short stout usu. blunts

,

headed arrow b : a hghtning
stroke : thunderbolt 2 a : a
wood or metal bar or rod used
to fasten a door b : the
part of a lock that is shot or
withdrawn by the key 3 a : a
roll of cloth of specified length '

b : a roll of wallpaper of . ,. , , ^ . ,^
specified length 4 a met^l oolts 4: / stove bolt, with cotter pin,

rod or pin for fastening ob- ^J
^ ^™f^??''* ? machine bolt;

jects together that usu. has a *^ eyebolt; 5 U bolt; 6 plow bolt; 7
head at one end and a screw expansion bolt

thread at the other and is secured by a nut 5 a : a block of timber
to be sawed or cut (as into shingles or staves) b : a short round
section of a log 6 : the breech closure of a breech-loading rifle

2bolt vi 1 : to move suddenly or nervously : start 2 : to move
rapidly : dash 3 a : to dart off or away : flee b : to break away
from control or off a set course 4 : to break away from or oppose
one's political party '^ vt la archaic : shoot, discharge
b : FLUSH, start <'--' rabbits) 2 : to say impulsively ; blurt
3 : to secure with a bolt 4 : to attach or fasten with bolts 5 : to
swallow hastily or without chewing 6 : to break away from

3boIt adv 1 : in an erect position 2 archaic ; directly, straight
4boIt n : an act of bolting
sbolt vt [ME bultan, fr. OF buleter, of Gmc origin; akin to MHG
biuteln to sift, fr. biutel bag, fr. OHG butil] 1 : to sift (as flour)
usu. through fine-meshed cloth 2 archaic : sift 2
ibolt-er \'bol-t3r\ n : a machine for bolting flour; also ; the operator
of such a machine

2bolter n 1 : a horse given to running away 2 : a voter who bolts

bolt-rope \'b61t-,rop\ n : a strong rope stitched to the edges of a
sail to strengthen it

bo-lus \'bo-l3s\ n [LL, fr. Gk bolos lump] : a rounded mass: as
a : a large pill b : a soft mass of chewed food
tbomb \'bam\ n [F bombe. fr. It bomha, prob. fr. L bombus deep
hollow sound, fr. Gk bombos, of imit. origin] 1 : an explosive de-
vice fused to detonate under specified conditions 2 : a vessel for
compressed gases 3 : a rounded mass of lava exploded from a
volcano 4 : a lead-lined container for radioactive material

2bonib vt : to attack with bombs
ibom-bard \'bam-,bard\ n [ME bombarde, fr. MF, prob. fr. L bom-
bus] : a late medieval cannon
2bom-bard \bam-'bard. bsm-X vt 1 : to attack with artillery or
bombers 2 : to assail vigorously or persistently (as with questions)
3 ; to subject to the impact of rapidly moving particles (as electrons
or alpha rays) syn see attack — bom*bard*ment \-m3nt\ n

bom-bar-dier X.bam-bsfrVdiCalrX n 1 a archaic : artilleryman
b : a noncommissioned officer in the British artillery 2 ; a bomber*
crew member who uses the bombsight and releases the bombs
bom-bar-don Xbam-'bard-'n, *bam-bar-d3n\ n [F, fr. It bom-
bardnne] 1 ; the bass member of the shawm family 2 : a bass tuba

botn-bast \'bam-,bast\ n [MF bombace, fr. ML bombac-, bombax
cotton, alter, of L bombyc-, bombyx silkworm, silk, fr. Gk bombyk-,
bombyx] 1 obs : cotton or any soft fibrous material used as pad-
ding 2 : pretentious inflated speech or writing — bombast adj^
bom-bast-er \-,bas-t3r\ n — bom*bas-tic \bam-*bas-tik\ adj
syn rhapsody, rant, fustian: bombast implies verbose grandi-

osity or inflation of style disproportio nate to the thought; rhapsody
applies to an ecstatic or effusive utterance governed by the feehngs
rather than by logical thought; rant suggests a sustained violence
and extravagance of expression; fustian suggests a padding out
with sonorous or grandiloquent inanities or banalities

bom-ba-zine \,bam-b3-'zen\ n [MF bombasin, fr. ML bombacinum,
bombycinum silken texture, fr. L, neut. of bombycxnus of silk, fr.

bombyc-, bombyx] 1 : a silk fabric in twill weave dyed black 2 ; a
twilled fabric with silk warp and worsted filling

bomb bay n : a bomb-carrying compartment on the underside of a
combat airplane
bombe \'bam, 'b6"b\ n [F. ht., bomb] : a frozen dessert made by
lining a round or melon-shaped mold with one mixture and filling

it with another
bomb-er \'bam-3r\ n ; one that bombs; specij : an airplane designed
for bombing

bom-bi-nate \'bam-b3-,nat\ vr [NL bombinatus, pp. of bombinare,
alter, of L bombilare, fr. bombus] : buzz, drone — bom-bi-na-tion
\,bam-b3-'na-sh3n\ n

bomb-proof \'bam-'priif\ adj : safe from the force of bombs
bomb-shell \'bam-,shel\ nit bomb 1 2 : a devastating surprise

bomb-sight \'bam-,sTt\ n : a sighting device for aiming bombs
bo-na-ci \,b6-n3-'se\ n [Sp bonasi] : a black grouper {Mycteroperca
bonaci); also : any of several related marine food fishes

bona lide \'b6-na-,fTd, 'ban-a-; .bo-na-'fld-e, -'fTd-3\ adj [L, in
good faith] 1 : made in good faith without fraud or deceit

(
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2 ! made with earnest intent : sincere 3 : genuine syn see au-
thentic
l)0*nan-za \b3-'nan-z9\ n [Sp, lit., calm, fr. ML bonacia, alter, of L
malacia calm at sea, fr. Gk malakia, Ut., softness, fr. malakos soft ]

1 : an exceptionally large and rich ore shoot or pocket in veins
carrying gold and silver 2 : something that yields a large profit
Bo-na.part.ism \'bo-na-,part-,iz-am\ n 1 ; support of the French
emperors Napoleon I, Napoleon III, or their dynasty 2 ; a political
movement associated chiefly with authoritarian rule by a usu.
military leader ostensibly supported by a popular mandate —
Bo-na-part'ist \-,part-3st\ n or adj

l)on*bon \'ban-,ban\ n [F, Cbaby talk), redupl. of bon good, fr. L
bonus — more at bounty] ; a candy with chocolate or fondant
coating and fondant center with fruits and nuts sometimes added
ibond n [ME, fr. OE bonda householder, fr. ON bondi, alter, of
buandi, fr. prp. of bua to dwell; akin to OE bur dwelling — more at
bower] obs : BONDM.^N — boud adj
2boud \'band\ n [ME band, bond — more at band] 1 ; something
that binds or restrains : fetter 2 ; a binding agreement : covenant
3 a : a band or cord used to tie something to : a material or device
for binding c : a mechanism by means of which atoms, ions, or
groups of atoms are held together in a molecule or crystal — usu.
represented in formulas by a hne or dot d : an adhesive, cementing
material, or fusible ingredient that combines, unites, or strengthens
4 ; a tie of loyalty, sentiment, or friendship 5 a : an obhgation
made binding by a money forfeit; also : the amount of the money
guarantee b : one who acts as bail or surety c : an interest-bearing
certificate of public or private indebtedness d : an insurance
agreement pledging surety for financial loss caused by the act or
default of a person or by some contingency 6 : the systematic
lapping of brick in a wall 7 : the sL^te of goods manufactured,
stored, or transported under the care of bonded agencies until the
duties or taxes on them are paid
3bond vl 1 : to lap (as brick) for solidity of construction 2 a : to
secure payment of duties and taxes on (goods) by giving a bond
b ; to convert into a debt secured by bonds c : to provide a bond
(sense 5d) for or cause to provide such a bond 3 a : to cause to
adhere firmly b : to embed in a matrix ~ vi ; to hold together or
sohdify by or as if by means of a bond or binder : cohere — bond-
able \'ban-d3-bal\ adj — bond*er n
bond-age \'ban-dii\ n 1 : villein tenure or service 2 : serfdom,
slavery 3 : subjection to compulsion syn see servitude

bond-er<ize \'ban-d3-,rTz\ vl [back-formation fr. Bonderized, a
trademark] : to coat (steel) with a patented phosphate solution for
protection against corrosion

boud-hold-er \'band-,hol-d3r\ n ; a lender holding a bond
bond-maid \'ban(d)-,mad\ n : a female slave or bond servant
bond'inan Vban(d)-m3n\ n : SLAVE, SERF — bond-wom*an
\'ban-.dwum-an\ n

bond paper /? ; a strong durable paper used esp. for documents
bond servant n : one bound to service without wages; also : slave
iboiids-man \'ban(d)2-man\ n : bondman
ibondsman n : surety
bond-stone \'ban(d)-,ston\ n : a stone long enough to extend
through the full thickness of a wall to bind it together
Ibone \'bon\ n. ojten attrib [ME bon, fr. OE ban; akin to OHG &
ON bein bone] la: one of the hard parts of the skeleton of a
vertebrate b ; any of various hard animal substances or structures
akin to or resembling bone : the hard largely calcareous tissue of
which the adult skeleton of most vertebrates is chiefly composed
2 pi : skeleton; also : body 1 3 a;?/: clappers b : a strip of
whalebone or steel used to stiffen a corset or dress c pi l dice
4 pi but sing or pi in constr, ojten cap % an end man in a minstrel
show who may perform on the bones — bone-less \-l3s\ adj
3bone vt 1 : to remove the bones from <'^* a fish) 2 : to provide (a

garment) with stays '^ vi ; to study hard : grind; also : cram
bone ash n ; the white porous residue chiefly of tribasic calcium
phosphate from bones calcined in air used esp. in ceramics; also
: tribasic calcium phosphate

bone black n : the black residue chiefly of tribasic calcium phosphate
and carbon from bones calcined in closed vessels used esp. as a
pigment or adsorbent — called also bone char
bone china n : translucent white china made with bone ash or
calcium phosphate

bone-fish \'b6n-,fish\ n 1 ; any of several slender silvery smalU
scaled fishes (family Albulidae) ; esp : a notable sport and food fish
{Albula vulpes)_of warm seas 2 : tenpounder

bone-head \'bon-,hed\ « ; a stupid person : numskull
bone meal n : fertilizer or feed made of crushed or ground bone
bonder \'bo-n3r\ n 1 : one that bones 2 : blunder, howler
bone>set \'bon-,set\ n : any of several composite herbs (genus
Eupatoriurri) ; esp : a perennial (£. perjoliatum) with opposite leaves
and white-rayed flower heads used in folk medicine

bon-fiie \'ban-,fT(3)r\ n [ME bonejire a fire of bones, fr. bon bone
+ jire'l : a large fire built in the open air

ibong Vbao, 'b6o\ n [imit.] : the deep resonant sound esp. of a
bell

2bong vb ; ring
bon-go \'bar)-(,)go\ n, pJ bongos also bongoes [AmerSp bongd"]

: one of a pair of small tuned drums played with the hands
bon.ho-mie also bon.hom-mie \,ban-3-'me, ,bo-n3-\ n [F bon-
homie, fr. bonhomme good-natured man, fr. bon good + homme
man] : good-natured easy friendliness : GENiALrrv

bon-i-lace X'ban-a-fss, -,fas\ n [Bonijace, innkeeper in The
Beaux' Stratagem by George Farquhar] ; the proprietor of a hotel,
nightclub, or restaurant

bo-ni-to \b3-'net-(,)6\ n, pi bonitos or bonito [Sp, fr. bonito
pretty, fr. L bonus good] ; any of various medium-sized tunas inter-
mediate between the smaller mackerels and the larger tunas; also
: any of various fishes somewhat resembling these

bon mot \b6"-'mo\ n. pi bons mots \bo"-'m6(z)\ or bon mots
\-'mo(z)\ [F, lit., good word] ; a clever remark ; wrrriciSM

bonne \'b6n\ n [F, fr. fem. of bon} : a French nursemaid or maid-

nless woolen fabric b : a woman's cloth or straw hat tied under
the chin 2 a : an additional piece of canvas laced to the foot of a
jib or foresail b Brit : an automobile hood c : a cover for an open
fireplace or a cowl or hood to increase the draft of a chimney

d : a metal covering for valve chambers, hydrants, or ventilators
2bonnet vt : to provide with or dress in a bonnet
bon-ni.Iy \'ban-=i-e\ adv : in a bonny manner
bon.ny also bon-nie \'ban-e\ adj [ME bonie, fr OF bon good. fr. L
bonus"] chiejly Brit : handsome, attractive, fine

bon-ny-clab*ber \'ban-e-,klab-3r\ n [IrGael bainne clabair, fr.

bainne milk + clabair, gen. of clabar sour thick milk] North &
Midland : 'clabber

bon-sai \ban-'sT\ n, pi bonsai [Jap] : a potted plant (as a tree)
dwarfed by special methods of culture

bon*spiel Vban-,spel\ n [perh. fr D 6ond league + j/?e/ game] : a
match or tournament between curling clubs
bon ton \(')ban-'tan\ n, pi bons tons \(')ban-'tanz\ [F, lit., good
tone] 1 : fashionable manner or style 2 : polite society

bo-nus \'bo-n3S\ n [L, good — more at bounty] 1 ; something
given in addition to what is usual or srricrly due 2 a Brit : divi-
dend lb b : money or an equivalent given in addition to an
employee's usual compensation c : a premium given by a corpora-
tion to a purchaser of its securities, to a promoter, or to an em-
ployee d (1) : a government subsidy to an industry (2) : a govern-
ment payment to war veterans 3 : a sum of money in addition to
interest or royalties charged for the granting of a loan or privilege
to a company, or for the lease or transfer of property
bon vi'Vant \,bari;ve-'vant, ,bo"-ve-'va"\ n. pi bons vivants
\,ban-ve-'vants, ,bo"-ve-'va"(z)\ or bon vivants \same\ [F, ht.,

good hver] ; a person having cultivated or refined tastes esp. in
food and drink syn see epicure
bon voy-age \,bo"v-.wT-'a2h, -,wa-'yazh; ,bo"-,v6i-'azh. ,ban-\ n
[F] : a good trip : farewell — often used interjectionally

bony or bon-ey \'b5-ne\ adj bon-i-er; bon-i-est 1 a : consisting
of bone b : resembling bone 2a: full of bones b ; having prom-
inent bones; also : skinny, scrawny 3 ; barren, lfjvn
bony lab5rrinth n ; the cavity in the temporal bone that contains the
membranous labyrinth of the ear

bonze \'banz\ n [F, fr. Pg bonzo. fr. Jap bonso] : a Buddhist monk
'boo \'bu\ interj [ME 6o] — used to express coniempt or disap-
proval or to startle or frighten
2boo n : a shout of disapproval or contempt — boo vb
boob \'bijb\ n [short for booby] : simpleton; also : boor
boob-oi-sie \,bub-,wa-'ze\ n iboob + -oisie (as in bourgeoisie)}

: a class of the general public that is composed of boobs
boo-boo \'bU-(,)tau\ n [prob. baby-talk alter, of boohoo, imitation
of the sound oj weeping] 1 dial % bruise, sore 2 slang : blunder

boo-by \*bU-be\ n [modif. of Sp bobo, fr. L balbus stammering,
prob. of imit. origin] 1 ; an awkward foohsh person : dope
2a: any of several small gannets (genus Sala) of tropical seas
b : any of several American ducks 3 : the poorest performer or
lowest scorer in a group
booby hatch n : an insane asylum
booby trap n : a trap for the unwary or unsuspecting; esp : a con-
cealed explosive device contrived to go off when some harmless=>
looking object is touched — boo-by-trap \'bij-be-,trap\ vt

boo*dle \'biid-n\ n [D boedel estate. lot, fr. MD; akin to ON
bufh booth] 1 ; a collection or lot of persons 2 : bribe money

boo-gie-woo-gie \,bug-e-'wug-e. ,bti-ge-'wij-ge\ n [origin unknown]
: a percussive style of playing blues on the piano characterized by a
persistent rhythmic bass and florid figurations of a simple melody
ibook \'buk\ n [ME, fr. OE boc; akin to OHG buoh book, OE hoc
beech; prob. fr. the early Germanic practice of carving runic
characters on beech wood tablets — more at beech] 1 a : a set of
written sheets of skin or paper or tablets of wood or ivory b : a set

of written, printed, or blank sheets bound together into a volume
c : a long written or printed literary composition d : a major
division of a treatise or literary work e : a volume of business
records of any of various kinds 2 cap : bible 3 : something felt to
be a source of enlightenment or instruction 4 a : the total availa-
ble knowledge and experience that can be brought to bear on a task
or problem b : the standards or authority relevant in a situation
c : judgment, opinion 5 a : all the charges that can be made
against an accused person <threw the -^ at him) b : responsibiuty,
account 6 a ; libretto b : the script of a play 7 : a packet of
commodities bound together <a '-- of matches) 8 a : bookmaker
b : the bets registered by a bookmaker 9 : thetricks a card player
must win before scoring — book>biud*er \-,bin-d3r\ n — one lor
the book : an act or occurrence worth noting
2book vt 1 a : to enter, write, or register so as to engage transporta-
tion or reserve lodgings b : to schedule engagements for c : to set

aside time for 2 ; to enter charges against in a police register '*' vi

1 : to reserve something in advance 2 : chiejly Brit : to register in
a hotel — book-er n
3book adj 1 ; bookish or derived from books 2 : shown by books
of account

book-bind<ing \-.bTn-dio\ n 1 : the binding of a book 2 : the art
or trade of binding books
book-end \'buk-,end\ n : a support for the end of a row of books
book-ie \'buk-e\ n [by shortening & alter] : bookmaker 2
book-lsh \'buk-ish\ adj 1 a : of or relating to books b ; fond of
books and reading 2 : inclined to rely on book knowledge rather
than practical experience — book-ish-ly adv — book-ish-ness n

book-keep-er \'buk-,ke-p3r\ n : one who records the accounts or
transactions of a business — book-keep-ing \-pio\ "

book-let \'buk-l3t\ n : a httle book; esp : pamphlet
book louse n : a minute wingless insect (order Corrodentia^; esp

: an insect (as Liposcelis divinatorius) injurious esp. to books
book-mak-er \'buk-,ma-k3r\ n 1 a : a printer, binder, or designer
of books b ; one who compiles books from the writings of others
2 : one who determines odds and receives and pays off bets —
book-mak-ing \-kio\ n
book-man \-m3n\ n 1 : LnrERATEUR 2 : one who sells books
book-maik \-,mark\ n : a marker for finding a place in a book
book-match \-,mach\ vt ; to match the grains of (as two sheets of
veneer) so that one sheet seems to be the mirrored image of the other

book-mo-bile \'buk-mo-,beI\ n ibook -t- automodZ/e] : a truck that
serves as a traveling library

book of account 1 : ledger 2 : a book or record essential to a
of

Book ol Common Prayer ; the s ; book of the Angli( I Com-
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book review n : a critical estimate of a book
l(00k-seU-er \'buk-,sel-3r\ n : the proprietor of a bookstore
book-shelf \-,shelf\ n 1 : an open shelf for holding books 2 ; a
small coDection of books
book value « ; the value of something as shown by the books of ac-
count of the business owning it; specif : the value of capital stock as
indicated by the excess of assets over liabilities

book'Worm \-,w3rm\ n 1 : any of various insect larvae that feed
on the binding and paste of books 2 : a person unusually devoted
to reading or study

Bool.ean algebra \,bu-le-9n-\ n [George Boole tl860 E mathe-
matician] : a logical calculus esp. of classes arranged as a system of
theorems deduced from a set of undefined symbols and axioms con-
cerning them
iboom \'bum\ n [D. tree, beam; akin to OHG bourn tree — more at
beam] 1 : a long spar used variously to extend the foot of a sail or
facilitate handling of cargo or mooring 2 a : a long beam pro-
jecting from the masi of a derrick to support or guide an object to
be lifted or swung b : a long movable arm used to manipulate a
microphone 3 : a line of connected floating timbers across a river
or enclosing an area of water to keep sawlogs together; also ; the
enclosed logs 4 : a chain cable or line of spars extended across a
river or the mouth of a harbor to defend it by obstructing naviga-
tion 5 : a spar or outrigger connecting the tail surfaces and the
main supporting structure of an airplane

2booni vb [imit ] vi 1 ; to make a deep hollow sound 2 a : to
increase in esteem or importance b : to experience a sudden rapid
growth and expansion usu. with an increase in prices c : to de-
velop rapidly in population and importance -^ vr 1 : to cause to
resound 2 ; to cause a rapid growth or increase of ; boost

3booni n 1 : a booming sound or cry 2 : a rapid expansion or in-
crease: as a ; a general movement in support of a candidate for
office b : rapid settlement and development of a town or district
c : a rapid widespread expansion of economic activity

bOO-mer-ang \'bu-m3-,raa\ n [native name in Aus-
tralia] 1 ; a bent or angular throwing club which can
be thrown so as to return near the starting point
2 ; an act or utterance that reacts to the damage of its

originator — boomerang vi

bOOmUet \'bum-l3t\ n i a small boom
iboon \'bun\ n [ME, fr. ON bon petition; akin to OE
ben prayer, bannan to summon — more at ban ] 1 : ben-
EFrr, FAVOR; esp : one that is given in answer to a re-
quest 2 : a timely benefit : blessing

2boon adj [ME bon, fr. MF, good — more at bonny]
1 : BOUNTEOUS, BENIGN 2 I MERRY, CONVIVIAL

boon. dog. gle \'biin-,d6g-3l, -.dag-\ n [coined by
Robert H. Link] 1 : a handicraft article of leather or
wicker 2 : a trivial, useless, or wasteful activity —
boondoggle vi boon.dog.gling \-(3-)lio\ — boon-
dog, gler \-{3-)br\ n
boor \'bu(3}r\ n [D boer: akin to OE buan to dwell] 1 : peasant
2 : BOER 3a: vokel b : a rude or insensitive person

boor<isIl \'bu(3)r-ish\ adj : resembling a boor : rude — boor-ish-
ly adv — boor-isb.ness n
syn BOORISH, churlish, loutish, CLOWNISH mean uncouth in

manners or appearance, boorish implies rudeness of m.anner due to
insensitiveness to others' feelings and unwillingness to be agreeable;
CHURLISH suggests surlincss, unresponsiveness, and ungracious-
ness; loutish implies bodily awkwardness together with stupidity
or abjectness; clownish suggests ill-bred awkwardness, ignorance
or stupidity, ungainliness, and often a propensity for absurd antics
iboost \'biJst\ v; [origin unknown] 1 : to push or shove up from

assist. PROMOTE <
"

: PLUG 4 : (

the voltage of

1 amount 3 : an act

below 2a; increase, raise b : assist, promote <— morale)
3 : to promote the cause
force, pressure, or amount; esp ;

electric circuit) syn see lift
2boost n 1 ; a push upwards 2
that brings help or encouragement

boost-er \'bii-star\ n 1 : one that boosts 2 : an enthusiastic sup-
porter 3 ; an auxiliary device for increasing force, power, or
pressure 4 : a radio-frequency amplifier for a radio or television
receiving set 5 : the first stage of a multistage rocket providing
thrust for the launching and the initial part of the flight 6 : a
substance that increases the effectiveness of a medicament; esp : a
supplementary dose of an immunizing agent to increase immunity
iboot \'biJt\ n [ME, fr. OE bot remedy; akin to OE betQia better]
1 archaic : deliverance 2 chiejlv dial : something to equalize a
trade 3 obs : avail — to boot ; besides

2boot vb, archaic : avail, profit
3boot n [ME, fr. MF bote'i 1 : a covering of leather or rubber for the
foot and leg 2 ; an instrument of torture used to crush the leg and
foot 3 : a sheath or casing resembling a boot that provides a
protective covering for the foot or leg or for an object or part re-

sembling a leg 4 ; a sheath enclosing the inflorescence 5 Brit : an
automobile trunk 6 : a blow delivered by or as if by a booted foot
; KICK; also : a rude discharge or dismissal 7 ; a navy or marine
recruit undergoing basic training

<boot vt 1 : to put boots on 2a: kick b : to eject or discharge
summarily 3 ; to make an error on (a grounder in baseball)
Sboot n V'booi'i archaic : booty, plunder
boot'black \'but-,blak\ n : one who shines shoes
boot camp n : a navy or marine camp for basic training
boot.ed \'but-3d\ adj 1 : wearing boots 2 a : having a continuous
horny covering — used of the tarsus of a bird b : having the
shanks and toes feathered — used esp. of domesticated birds

boo-tee or boO'tie Vbii-'te. oj injants' jootwear 'but-e\ n : a boot
with a short leg; esp ; an infant's knitted or crocheted sock

Bo-O.tes \bo-'6t-ez\ n [L (gen. Bo'dtis), fr. Gk Bootes, lit., plow-
man, fr. bous head of cattle — more at cow] ; a northern constella-
tion containing the bright star Arcturus

booth \'bijth\ n. pi booths X'biithz, 'bijths\ [ME bothe, of Scand
origin; akin to ON buth booth; akin to OE buan to dwell] 1 : a
temporary shelter for livestock or field workers 2 a : a stall or
stand for the sale or exhibition of goods b : a small enclosure
affording privacy or isolation for one person at a time o ; a
restaurant accommodation consisting of a table between two backed
benches

boot>jack \'bUt-,]ak\ n : a metal or wood device shaped like the
letter V apd used in pulling off boots

boot'lace \-,las\ n.Brit : shoelace
iboot.leg \-,leg, -,lag\ n 1 : the upper part of a boot 2 : some-
thing bootlegged; specij : moonshine — bootleg adj
2booUeg vt 1 a : to carry (alcoholic liquor) on one s person illegally
b : to manufacture, sell, or transport for sale (alcoholic liquor)
contrao' to law 2 a : to produce or sell illicitly b : smuggle ~ vi

: to engage in bootlegging — boot-leg-ger \-3r\ n
boot'Iess \'biit-l3s\ adj : useless, UNPRorrrABLE — boot*less-ly
adv — boot'less-ness n

boot'lick \-,lik\ vt : to fawn on obsequiously ^ vi ; fawn — boot-
lick n — boot'lick*er \-3r\ n
boots \'biits\ n pi but sing or pi in cnnstr [fr. pi. of ^boot'i Brit : a
servant esp. in a hotel who shines shoes

boo-ty \'but-e\ n [modif. of MF butin, fr. MLG bUte exchange]
1 : spoils; esp : loot taken in war 2 : a rich gain or prize syn see
spoil
ibooze \'buz\ vi [ME bousen, fr. MD or MFlem busen; akin to
MHG bus swelling] : to drink intoxicating liquor to excess —
booz-er \'bU-23r\ n — boozy \-ze\ adj
2booze n 1 ; intoxicating donk; esp : hard liquor 2 : spree
ibop \'bap\ VI bopped; bop>ping [imit.] : nrr, sock
2bop n ; BLOW
3bop n, ojten attrib [short for bebop"] : jazz characterized by
rhythmic harmonic complexity and innovaiion, lengthened melodic
line, andusu. by loud bravura execution — bop.per n

bo.ra \'bor-3. 'b6r-\ n [It. dial., fr. L boreas} : a violent cold north-
erly wind of the Adriatic

bo-racic \b3-'ras-jk\ adj [ML borac-, borax-} : boriC
bor-age \'b6r-ij, 'bar-\ n [ME, fr. MF bouragel : a rough-hairy
blue-flowered European herb (Borago ojjicinalis of the family
Boraginaceae, the borage family) used medicinally and in salads
bcrane \'bofa)r-.an, 'b6(a)r-\ n [ISV, fr, boron} : a compound of
boron and hydrogen or a derivative of such a compound

bo.rate \-,at\ « : a salt or ester of a boric acid
bo.rat.ed \-,at-9d\ adj : mixed or impregnated with borax or boric
acid
bcrax \'bo(a)r-.aks, 'b6Ca)r-, -9ks\ n [ME boras, fr. MF, fr. ML
borac-, borax, fr. Ar buraq, fr. Per burahl : a hydrated sodium
borate Na2BdO7l0H2O used esp. as a flux, cleansing agent, and
water softener and as a preservative

bo.ra»zon \'bor-3-,zan, 'bor-X n [boron + az- + -on] : a boron ni-
tride BN of cubical crystallization as hard as diamond but more re-
sistant to high temperature
Bor.deaux \b6r-'d5\ n. pi Bor.deaux \-*d6z\ : any of various
white or red wines of the Bordeaux region of France

bordeaux mixture n, ojten cap B : a fungicide made by reaction of
copper sulfate, lime, and water

bor.del \'b6rd-M\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF. fr. borde hut, of Gmc
origin; akin to OE bord board] archaic : brothel

bor.del.lo \b6r-'del-(j6\ n [It, fr. OF bordell : brothel
Tbor-der \'bord-3r\ n [ME bordure, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. border to
border, fr. bort border, of Gmc origin; akin to OE bord} 1 : an
outer part or edge 2 : boundary, frontier 3 : a narrow bed
of planted ground along the edge of a garden or walk 4 : an orna-
mental design at the edge of a fabric or rug 5 : a plain or decora-
tive margin around printed matter — bor-dered \-3rd\ adj
syn margin, verge, edge, rim, brim, brink; border denotes the

part of a surface that marks its boundary line; margin denotes a
border of definite width or distinguishing character; verge applies
to the line marking an extreme limit or termination of something;
edge denotes the terminating line made by two converging surfaces
as of a blade or a box; rim applies to an edge of something circular
or curving; brim applies to the upper inner rim of something hollow;
BRINK denotes the abrupt edge of something that falls away steeply

aborder vt bor-der-ing \'b6rd-f3-)rio\ 1 : to put a border on
2 : to touch at the edge or boundary : bound ~ vi 1 : to lie on
the border 2 : to approach the nature of a specified thing : verge
i^s on the ridiculous) — bor-der-er \-3r-3r\ n

bor.de.reau \.b6rd-3-'ro\ n, pi bor-de-reaux \-'ro(2)\ [F] ; a
detailed note or memorandum of account; esp ; one containing an
enumeration of documents

bor.der.land \'b6rd-3r-,land\ n 1 a : territory at or near a border
; FRONTIER b : an outlying region ; fringe 2 : a vague inter-
mediate state or region ; a twilight zone

border line n : a line of demarcation ; a boundary line

bor.der-line \'bord-3r-.ITn\ adj 1 : situated at or near a border line

2 a : intermediate b : not quite average, standard, or normal
C : not quite meeting accepted patterns; esp ; verging on the in-

decent d : having only marginal certainty or validity

Border terrier n : a small terrier of British origin with a harsh
dense coat and close undercoat

bor-duie \'b6r-jar\ n [ME ] : a border surrounding a heraldic shield

ibore \'bo(3)r, 'b6(3)r\ vb [ME boren, fr. OE borian; akin to OHG
boron to bore, L jorare to bore, jerire to strike }vt 1 : to pierce with
or as if with a rotary tool 2 ; to form or construct by boring -^ vi

1 a : to make a hole by boring b : to sink a mine shaft or well
2 a : to make one's way laboriously b : to move ahead steadily

2bore n 1 : a hole made by or as if by boring 2 a : an interior
lengthwise cylindrical cavity b : the interior tube of a gun 3 a ; the
size of a hole b : the interior diameter of a tube ; caliber, gauge
c : the diameter of an engine cylinder

3bore past oj bear
*bore n [(assumed) ME bore wave, fr. ON baral : a tidal flood with
a high abrupt front
sbore n [origin unknown] : one that causes boredom
6bore vt ; to weary with ennui or tedium
bo-re.al \*b6r-e-3l, 'b6r-\ adj [ME boriall, fr. LL borealis, fr. L
boreas north wind, north, fr. Gk, fr. Boreas} 1 : of. relating to, or
located in northern regions 2 cap : of. relating to, or growing in
northern and mountainous parts of the northern hemisphere
Bo-re-as \-e-as\ n [L, fr. Gk] 1 : the god of the north wind in
Greek mythology 2 : the north wind personified

bore.dom_\'b6(3)rd-3m, 'b6(3*rd-\ n : the state of being bored
bor.er X'bor-sr, 'b6r-\ n : one that bores : as a : a worker who bores

<
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holes b ; a tool used for boring c (1) : SEnpwoRM (2) ; an insect
that as larva or adult bores in the woody parts of plants

l)0<ric \'bor-ik, 'b6r-\ adj ; of or containing boron
boric acid n ; an acid derived from boron trioxide E2O3; esp : a
white crystalline compound H3BO3 used esp. as a weak antiseptic

born \'b6(3)m\ adj [ME, fr. OE boren, pp. oiberan to carry — more
at BEAR] 1 a : brought into existence by or as if by birth b : na-
tive (American-6 o/-n> 2a: having from birth specified qualities
<a — leader) b : being in specified circumstances from birth

borne past part of bear
bor.ne.Ol \'b6r-ne-,61, -,oI\ n [ISV, fr. Borneo, island in the Malay
arcliipelago] : a crystalline cyclic alcohol CioHitOH known in
three optically different forms found in essential oils

born-ite \'b6(a)r-,nTt\ n [G bornit, fr. Ignaz von Born tl791
Austrian mineralogist] : a brittle metallic-looking mineral CubFcSa
consisting of a sulfide of copper and iron and constituting a valu-
able ore of copper

bo.ron \'bo(3)r-,an, 'b6(a)rA n iborax + -on (as in carbon)'[ : a
trivalent metalloid element found in nature only in combination
and used in metallurgy and in nucleonics — see element table —
bo.ron-ic \bor-'an-ik, b6-'ran-\ adj

bo.ro-sil.i.cate \,bor-o-'siI-i-kat, ,b6r-, -3-,kat\ n [ISV boron +
silicate} I a siUcate containing boron in the anion and occurring
naturally
bor-ough \'b3r-C.)o, 'ba-Oro, -3(-w), -ra(-w)\ n [ME burgh, fr. OE
burg fortified town; akin to OHG burg fortified place. OE beorg
mountain — more at barrow] 1 a : a medieval fortified group of
houses forming a town with special duties and privileges b : a town
or urban constituency in Great Britain that sends a member or
members to Parliament c : an urban area in Great Britain in-
corporated for purposes of self-government 2 a : a mimicipal
corporation proper in some states (as New Jersey and Minnesota)
corresponding to the incorporated town or village of the other states
b ; one of the five constituent political divisions of New York City

borough English n : a custom formerly existing in parts of England
by which the lands of a tenant intestate descend to the youngest son
bor.row \'bar-(,)o. "bor-, -3(-w)\ vb [ME borwen, fr. OE borgian;
akin to OE beorgan to presei^ve — more at bury] vt 1 : to receive
with the imphed or expressed intention of returning the same or an
equivalent {-^ a book) 2 a : to appropriate for one's own use {^ a
metaphor) b : derive, adopt 3 : to take (one) from a figure of
the minuend in arithmetical subtraction in order to add as 10 to the
next lower denomination 4 : to introduce into one language from
another 5 : to dig from a borrow pit 6 dial : lend ^ v( 1 : to
borrow something 2 : to putt to one side of the cup in golf so as to
allow for the slant of the green — bor-row»er \-3-w3r\ n

borrow pit n : an excavated area where material has been borrowed
for use as fill at another location
Bors \'b6(a)rz\ n : a knight of the Round Table and nephew of
Lancelot

borsch or borscht \'b6(3)rsh(t)\ n [Ri
vegetable soup often including red beets

borsch circuit n ; the theaters and nightclubs associated with the
Jewish summer resorts in the Catskills

bort \'bd(a)rt\ n [prob. fr. D boort} : imperfectly crystallized
diamond or diamond fragments used as an abrasive

bor*ZOi \'b6r-,z6i\ n [Russ borzoi, fr. borzoi swift; akin to L
jesiinare to hasten] : any of a breed of large long-haired dogs of
greyhound type developed in Russia esp. for pursuing wolves

bos-cage also bosk.age \'bas-kij\ n [ME boskage, fr. MF boscage,
fr. OF, fr. bois, bosc forest, perh. of Gmc origin; akin to ME bush\
: a growth of trees or shrubs : thicket

bosh \'bash\ n [Turk bo^ empty] 1 : foolish talk or activity
; NONSENSE 2 ; something worthless or trifling

bosk or bosque \'bask\ n [prob. back-formation fr. boskyi : a
small wooded area

bosk.et or bos-quet \'bas-k3t\ n [F bosquet, fr. It boschetto, dim. of
bosco forest, perh. of Gmc origin; akin to ME bush} : thicket

Bos*l£op man \,bas-.kap-\ n [Boskop, locality in the Transvaal] : a
late Pleistocene southern African man prob. ancestral to modem
Bushmen and Hottentots — bOS'kop-Oid \-k9-,p6id\ adj

bosky \'bas-ke\ adj [E dial, bosk bush, fr. ME bush, bosk} 1: hav-
ing abundant trees or shrubs 2 : of or relating to a woods

bO'S'n or bo''S'n or bo.sun o/-bo''Suh \'bos-'n\ varof boatswain
Ibo-som \'buz-3m, "buz-V n [ME, fr. OE bosm; akin to OHG
buosam bosom, Skt bhuri abundant — more at big] 1 : the front of
the human chest; esp ; the female breasts 2a: the anatomical
center of secret thoughts and emotions b : close relationship
: EMBRACE <lived in the '^ of her family) 3 a ; a broad surface
b : an inmost recess 4a: the part of a garment covering the breast
b : the space between the breast and the garment covering it

abosom vt 1 : to enclose or carry in the bosom 2 : embrace
3boSoni adj : close, intimate {^ friends)
bO'Somed \-smd\ adj : having (such) a bosom <flat-6ojomeJ>
bO'Somy \-9-me\ adj 1 : swelling upward or outward </^ hills)
2 ; having prominent well-developed breasts
Iboss \'bas, 'b6s\ n [ME boce, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL bottia}
1 a : a protuberant part or body
b : a raised ornamentation : stud

: an ornamental projecting block
used in architecture 2 : a soft pad
used in ceramics and glassmaking
3 : the enlarged part of a shaft

2boS3v/ 1 : to ornament with bosses
: emboss 2 : to treat (as the sur-
face of porcelaini with a boss
3b0SS \ 'b6s\ n [D baas master;
akin to Fris baes master] 1 : one
who exercises control or authority;
specij : one who directs or super-
vises workers 2 a : a poUtician
who controls votes in a party
organization or dictates appoint-
ments or legislative measures i,r»o« i^-

b : an official having dictatorial
"°^^ ^^

authority over an organization— boss>dom \-d3m\ n— boss>ism
\-,iz-am\ n

4boss \'b6s\ adj 1 : pRTNCiPAL, master 2 slang : excellent
sboss \'b6s\ vr 1 : direct, supervise 2 : order
6b0S3 \'b6s\ n [E dial., young cow] : cow, calf

boss>l*nes3 Vbb-se-nasX n : the quality or state of being bossy
ibossy \'bas-e, 'bo-seX adj 1 ; marked by a swelling or roundness
2 : marked by bosses : studded

2bossy \'b6-se\ 71 : cow, calf
3bossy \'b6-se\ adj : inclined to domineer : dictatorial
Bos<ton \'b6-st3n\ n [F, fr. Boston, Massachusetts] 1 ; a card
game for four players with two decks of cards 2 ; a dance some-
what like a waltz
Boston bag n ; a handbag that is held together at the top opening by
two handles
Boston cream pie n : a round cake that is spUt and fiUed with a
custard or cream filling

Boston tern n : a luxuriant fern {Nephrolepis exaltata bostoniensis)
often with drooping much-divided fronds
Boston ivy n ; a woody Asiatic vine {Parthenocissus tricuspidata)
of the grape family with 3-lobed leaves
Boston terrier n : any of a breed of small smooth-coated terriers
originating as a cross of the bulldog and bullterrier and being
brindle or black with white markings — called also Boston bull
Bos*weU \'haz-,wel, -wal\ n [James Boswell tl795 Sc lawyer and
biographer] : one who records in detail the conversation and ac-
tivities of a usu. famous contemporary

bot also bott \'bat\ n [perh. modif. of ScGael boiteag maggot] : the
larva of a botfly; esp : one infesting the horse
ibo.tan.i.cal \b3-'tan-i-k3l\ adj [F botanique, fr. Gk botanikos of
herbs, fr. botane pasture, herb, fr. boskein to feed; akin to Lith
gauja herd ] 1 ; of or relating to plants or botany 2 : derived from
plants 3 : SPECIES — bO'tan-i.caMy \-k(3-)Ie\ adv
2botanical n : a vegetable drug esp. in the crude state

bot'a*nlSt \'bat-^n-3st, 'bat-n3st\ « : a speciahst in botany or in a
branch of botany ; a professional student of plants

bot-a>nlze \-'n-,rz\ vi : to collect plants for botanical investigation;
a/50 : to study plants esp, on a field trip '^ v^ : to explore for
botanical purposes

bot.a.ny \'bat-'n-e, 'bat-ne\ n [back-formation fr. botanical} 1 : a
branch of biology dealing with plant life 2 a : plant life b : the
properties and hfe phenomena exhibited by a plant, plant t>'pe, or
plant group 3 : a botanical treatise or study; esp ; a particular
system of botany
ibotch \'bach\ n [ME boche, fr. ONE, fr. (assumed) VL bottia
boss] : an inflammatory sore

2bOtch vr [ME bodchen} 1 : to repair or patch Ineptly 2 : bungle
3 : to assemble or construct in a makeshift way — botch»er n

3botch n 1 : something that is botched : mess 2 : patchwork,
hodgepodge — botchy \-e\ adj

bot'fly \'bat-,flT\ n : any of various stout two-winged flies (group
Oestroidea) with segmented larvae parasitic in cavities or tissues of
various mammals including man
iboth \'both\ adj [ME boihe, fr. ON bathir: akin to OHG beide
both] : the two : the one and the other <'^ feet)

2both pron : the one as well as the other <--' of us) <we are '^ well)
3both conj — used as a function word to indicate and stress the in-
clusion of each of two or more things specified by coordinated
words, phrases, or clauses <^^ New York and London)
iboth-er \'batli-ar\ vb both-erring \-(3-)riri\ [perh. fr. IrGael
bodhar bothered] vt 1 a : to cause to be nervous : fluster b ; puz-
zle, MYSTIFY 2 a : to annoy esp. by petty provocation : irk
b : to intrude upon : pester c : to cause to be anxious or concerned
: trouble '— vj 1 : to feel mild concern or anxiety 2 : to take
pains 3 : to stir up petty trouble syn see annoy
2bother n l a : a state of petty discomfort, annoyance, or worry
b : something that causes petty annoyance or worry 2 ; fuss

both>er<atiOU \.batli-3-'ra-sh3n\n 1 : the act of bothering or the
state of being bothered 2 : something that bothers

both. er.some \'batti-3r-s3m\ adj : causing bother : vexing
bot.0.n6eorbot-on.n6e \.bat-=n-'a\ adj IMF botonne }oj a heraldic
cross : having a cluster of three balls or knobs at the end of each
arm — see cross illustration

bo tree \'bo-\ n [Sinhalese bo, fr. Skt bodhi} : pipal
bot.ry.oi'dal \,ba-tre-'6id-'l\ also bot.ry-oid \'ba-tre-,6id\ adj
[Gk botryoeides, fr. botrys bunch of grapes] : having the form of a
bunch of grapes
Ibot-tle \'bat-n\ n, ojten attrib [ME botel, fr.

MF bouteille, fr. ML butticula. dim. of LL
buttis cask] 1 a : a rigid or semirigid container
typically of glass or plastic having a compara-
tively narrow neck or mouth and no handle
b : a bag made of skin c : the quantity held
by a bottle 2 a : intoxicating drink <hit the
'^) b : bottled milk used in place of mother's
milk — bot-tle-lul \-,ful\ n, pi botUefuls
\-.fulz\ or bot.tles.lul \-nz,-ful\

abottle vt bot-tling \'bat-Ur], -n-io\ 1 : to
put into a bottle 2 ; to confine as if in a bottle— usu. used with up — bot*tler X-lsr, -'l-9r\ n

bottle club n : a usu. private establishment at
which patrons are served intoxicating drinks bottles la: chemical
after legal closing hours bottle: 1 reagent, 2

bottled gas n ; gas under pressure in portable weighing, 3 drop-
cylinders ping, 4 and 5

ibot. tie-neck \'bat-'I-,nek\ n 1 a : a narrow washing, 4 for pre-
route b : a point of traffic congestion cipitates, 5 for gases
2 a : obstruction b : impasse

^bottleneck vr : to slow or halt by causing a bottleneck
3bottleneck adj : narrow (•^ harbor)
bot-tle-nosed dolphin \,bat-'l-,noz-\ n : any of various moder-
ately large stout-bodied toothed whales (genus Tursiops and esp. T.
truncatus) with a prominent beak and falcate dorsal fin

ibot.tom \'bat-3m\ n [ME botme, fr. OE botm; akin to OHG
bodam bottom, L jundus, Gk pythmen} 1 a : the under surface of
something : underside b : a surface designed to support something
resting on it c : buttocks, rump 2 : the surface on which a body
of water Ues 3a: the part of a ship's hull lying below the water
b : boat, ship 4 a : the lowest part or place b : the remotest or
Inmost point c ; last (-^ dollar) d : the trousers of pajamas —
usu. used in pi. e : the last half of an inning of baseball 5 : Iowa
lying grassland along a watercourse — usu. used in pi. 6 : basis,
source 7 : capacity (as of a horse) to endure strain 8 : the main
plowing mechanism of a plow 9 : a color applied to textile fibers
before dyeing — at bottom : basically, really
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^bottom v/ 1 ; to furnish with a bottom 2 ; to provide a founda-
tion for 3 : to bring to the bottom 4 : to get to the bottom of
**- VI 1 : to become based 2 : to reach the bottom — bot>tom>er n

bot-tom-less \-3m-las\ adj 1 : having no bottom <a ^ chair)
2a; extremely deep b ; unfathomable <a ^ mystery) c : bound-
less, UNLIMITED — boMom-lesS'ly adv — bottom-less-ness n

bot-torn'most \-3m-,mQst\ adj 1 a ; lowest b ; last c ; deepest
2 ; most basic

bottom round n ; the part of a round steak situated on the outside of
the round

bototom-ry \'bat-3m-re\ n [modif. of D bodemerij, fr. bodem
bottom, ship; akin to OHG bodam^ : a contract by which a ship is
hypothecated as security for repayment of a loan at the end of a
successful voyage

bot-u-lin \'bach-3-l3n\ n [prob. fr. NL botulinusi : a toxin that is

formed by the botuUnus and is the direct cause of botuUsm
bot-u-li-nal \,bach-3-*lm-'l\ adj i of, relating to, or produced by
the botuhnus

l30t>u-ll>nus \-'lT-n3s\ n [NL, fr. L botulus sausage] : a spore-form-
ing bacterium {Clostridium botulinum) that secretes botulin

1)0t<u*lism \'bach-a-,Uz-3m\ n ; acute food poisoning caused by
botulin in food

tOU-cl6 or bou.Cle \bU-'kla\ n [F boucle curly, fr. pp. of boucler to
curl, fr. bode buckle, curl] 1 : an uneven yarn of three plies one of
which forms loops at intervals 2 ; a textile fabric of boucle yarn

bou.doir \'bud-,war, 'bud-, -,w6(9)r\ n [F, fr. bouder to pout] ; a
woman's dressing room, bedroom, or private sitting room
bouMant \bu-*fant. -fa"\ adj [F, fr. MF, fr. prp. of boujjer to
puff] : puffed out <-— hairdos)

boulle \'bUf\ n ; op^ra boupfe
bou^gain-vil-lea or bou.gain.vil-Iaea \.bii-g3n-'vil-ya, ,bo-,
-'ve-(y)3\ n [NL, fr. Louis Antoine de Bougainville tlSU F
navigator] : any of a genus (Bougainvillaea) of the four-o'clock
family of ornamental tropical American woody vines with brilliant
purple red floral bracts
bough \'bau\ n [ME, shoulder, bough, fr. OE bog; akin to OHG
buog shoulder. Gk pechys forearm] : a branch of a tree; esp : a main
branch syn see shoot — boughed \'baud\ adj
bought \'b6t\ adj [pp. of buyl i ready-made <-^ clothes)
bOUghtnen \-=n\ adj ibought + -en (as in jorgotten) ] chiejly dial

: BOUGHT
bOU-gie \'bu-,zhe, -,je\ n [F. fr. Bougie, seaport In Algeria] 1 ; a
wax candle 2 a : a tapering cylindrical instrument for introduction
into a tubular passage of the body b ; suppository

bouil.la.baisse \,bij~y3-'bas\ n [F] : a highly seasoned fish stew
made of at least two kinds of fish

bOUil.lon \'bu-.yan; 'bCil-.yan, -y3n\ n [F, fr. OF boillon, fr. boillir
to boil] : a clear seasoned soup made usu. from lean beef

bouillon cube n : a cube of evaporated seasoned meat extract
bOUl.der \'bol-d3r\ n [short for boulder stone, fr. ME bulder ston,
part trans, of a v/ord of Scand origin; akin to Sw dial. buUersten
large stone in a stream, fr buller noise + sten stone] : a detached
and rounded or much-worn mass of rock — boul<dered \-d3rd\
adj— boul<=dery \-d(3-)re\ adj
Ibou-le \'bii-(.)le, bu-'la\ n [Gk boule, lit., wlU, fr. boulesthai to
wish] : a legislative council of ancient Greece consisting first of
an aristocratic advisory body but later of a representative senate

aboule \'bijl\ n [F, ball — more at bowl] : a pear-shaped mass (as
of sapphire) formed synthetically in a special furnace with the
atomic structure of a single crystal but with axes generally in a
random position with respect to its length

bou-le.vard \"bul-3-,vard, *biil-\ n [F, modif. of MD bolwerc
bulwark] : a broad often landscaped thoroughfare

bou-le-var-dier \.bul-(3-),vard-'ya; ,bul-3-.var-'di(9)r, ,blil-\ n ; a
frequenter of the Parisian boulevards; broadly : man-about-town

boule.ver.se.ment \blil-ver-sa-ma"\ n [F] 1 : reversal 2 : con-
vulsion, DISORDER

boulle \'bul, 'byu(a)I\ n [Andr^ Charles Boulle tl732 F cabinet-
maker] ; inlaid decoration of tortoiseshell, yellow metal, and white
metal in cabinetwork
ibounce \*baun(t)s\ vb [ME bounsen'\ vi 1 obs : beat, bomp
2 ; to cause to rebound <'— a ball) 3 a : dismiss, fire b : to expel
precipitately from a place -^ v( 1 : to strike and rebound 2 ; to
recover from a blow or a defeat quickly — usu, used with back
3 : to be returned by a bank as no good <hls checks ---) 4 a : to
leap suddenly : bound b : to walk with springing steps
ibounce n l a : a sudden leap or bound b : rebound 2 : bluster
3 : liveliness, verve 4 slang : a peremptory dismissal

bounc*er \*baun(t)-s3r\ n % one that bounces; specif : one employed
to restrain or eject disorderly persons

bounc-i.ly \-sa-le\ adv : with verve ; jauntily, springily
bounC'ing \-sia\ adj ; healthy, robust — bounc'-ing-ly \-le\ adv
bouncing bet \,baun(t)-sia-'bet\ n, ojten cap 2d B [fr. Bet,
nickname for Elizabeth^ ; soapwort — called also bouncing bess
bouncy \'baun(t)-se\ adj 1 ; buoyant, exuberant 2 ; resilient
3 : marked by or producing bounces
Ibound \'baund\ adj [ME boun, fr. ON buinn, pp. of bua to dwell,
prepare; akin to OHG buan to dwell — more at bower] 1 archaic
: ready 2 ; intending to go : going (•^ for home)

abound n [ME, fr. OF bodne, fr. ML bodinal 1 a : a Umitlng line

: boundary— usu. used in pi. b : something that Umits or restrains
2 usu pi a. I borderland b ; the land within certain bounds

3bOund vt 1 : to set limits to : confine 2 : to form the boundary of
; enclose 3 : to name the boundaries of

4b0Und adj [ME bounden, fr. pp. of binden to bind] la: fastened
by or as if by a band : confined <desk-6ourtd) b : certain, sure
<'^ to rain soon) 2 ; placed under legal or moral restraint or
obligation ; obliged <duty-6owfid) 3 ; constipated, costive
4 o/ a book a : secured to its covers by cords or tapes b : cased in
6 ; resolved, determined 6 ; held in chemical or physical com-
bination 7 ; always occurring in combination with another lin-

guistic form (as un~ in unknown, -jr in speaker) — compare free
Sbound n [MF bond, fr. bondir to leap, fr. (assumed) VL bombitire to
hum, fr. L bombus deep hollow sound — more at bomb] 1 : leap,
jump 2 : bounce, rebound
Abound vi 1 ; to move by leaping 2 : rebound, bounce
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bound.a-ry \'baijn-dfa-)re\ n : something that indicates or fixes a
limit or extent; specij : a bounding or separating line

boundary layer n : a region of retarded fluid near the surface of a
body which moves through a fluid or past which a fluid moves

bound-en \'baiin-d3n\ adj [ME] 1 archaic : being under obligation
: beholden 2 ; made obhgatory ; binding <our -^ duty)

bound-er \-d3r\ n l : one that bounds 2 chiejly Brit : a man of ob-
jectionable social behavior : cad — bouud-er-ish \-d3-rish\ adj
bOUUd'less \'baun-(d)l3s\ adj ; having no boundaries ; vast —
bound<less>ly adv — bound.less-ness n

bound up adj : entirely devoted : inseparable from
boun-te.ous \'baunt-e-3s\ adj [ME bounievous, fr, MF bontij kind,
fr. OF, fr. bonte'i 1 : giving or disposed to give freely 2 : liberally
bestowed — boun'te«ous>iy adv — boun.te«ous-ness n

boim*tied \'baunt-ed\ adj 1 ; having the benefit of a bounty
2 : rewarded or rewardable by a bounty

boun-ti'ful \'baunt-i-f3i\ adj 1 ; full of bounty : gracious
2 ; abundant, plentiful syn see liberal — boun«ti'ful»ly
\-f(3-)Ie\ adv — boun«ti'ful-ness \-fal--ri3s\ n

boun.ty Vbaunt-e\ n [ME bounte goodness, fr. OF bonte, fr. L
bonitat-, bonitas, fr, bonus good, fr. OL duenos: akin to MHG
zwiden to grant, L bene well] 1 ; liberality in giving ; Generosity
2 ; somettiing that is given generously 3 : yield esp. of a crop
4 ; a reward, premium, or subsidy esp. when offered or given by a
government: as a : a grant to encourage an industry b : a pay-
ment to encourage the destruction of noxious animals

bounty hunter n % one that hunts for the reward offered
bou.quet \b6-'ka, bu-\ n [F, fr. MF, thicket, fr. ONF bosquet, fr.
OF bosc forest — more at boscage] 1 a ; flowers picked and fas-
tened together in a bunch : nosegay b : a large fhght of fireworks
2 : compliment 3 a : the distinctive fragrance of a wine b : a
subde aroma or quality syn see fragrance

bour.bon \'buo)r-b3n, 'bofalr-, 'b6(3)r-; usu 'bar- in sense 4\ n,
ojten attrib [Bourbon, seigniory in France] 1 cap ; a member of a
French family founded in 12 72 to which belong the rulers of France
from 1589 to 1793 and from 1814 to 1830, of Spain from 1700 to
1808. from 1814 to 1868, and from 1875 to 1931, of Naples from
1735 to 1805, and of the Two Sicilies from 1815 to 1S60 2 ojten
cap t a person who clings obstinately to the social and political
ideas of the old order of things; specif : an extremely consei'vative
member of the U.S. Democratic party usu. from the South 3 I Bour-
bon (now Reunion), French island in the Indian ocean] ; a rose
(Rosa borboniana) of compact upright growth with shining leaves,
prickly branches, and clustered flowers 4 [ Bourbon county,
Kentucky] : a whiskey distilled from corn mash; specif % a whiskey
distilled from a mash of corn, malt, and rye and aged in new charred
oak containers — bour»bon-isni \-b3-,niz-3m\ n, often cap

bOUr*don \'bu(a)rd-^n\ n [ME burdoun, fr. MF bourdon bass pipe,
of imit. origin] 1 : a drone bass (as in a bagpipe) 2 : an organ
stop of a droning quality sounding an octave below written pitch
bourg \'bLi(3)r(g)\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF bore, fr. L burgus fortified
place, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG burg fortified place] : town,
village- as a : one neighboring a castle b : a market town
ibour.geois \'bu(3)rzh-,wa, burzh-'\ n, pi bourgeois \-'wa(z)\
[MF, fr. OF borjois, fr. bore} 1 a : burgher b : a middle-class
person; esp t businessman 2 : one with social behavior and po-
htical views held to be Influenced by private-property interest
; capitalist 3 pi : bourgeoisie

^bourgeois adj l ; of, relating to, or characteristic of the townsman
or of the social middle class 2 : marked by a concern for material
interests and respectability and a tendency toward mediocrity
3 : dominated by commercial and industrial interests : capitalistic

bour.geoise \-,waz, -'wazV n [ F, fern, of bourgeois'] 1 ; a woman of
the middle class 2 : bourgeois

bour.geoi.sie \,burzh-,wa-'ze\ n, /)/bonrgeoisie [F, fr. bourgeois]
1 : BOURGEOIS 2 : a social order dominated by bourgeois

bour.geon \'b3r-j3n\ var oj burgeon
ibourn or bourne \'bo(3irn, 'b6(3)m, 'bu(s)m\n iyi¥ burn, bourne— more at burn] ; stream, brook
2boiirn or bourne n [MF bourne, fr. OF bodne — more at bound]
1 archaic ; boundary, limit 2 archaic : goal, destination

bour*r6e \bu-'ra, 'bii-,\ n [F] : a l7th century French dance usu, in
duple time with an upbeat; also i a musical composition with the
rhythm of such a dance

bourse \'bu(3)rs\ n [F, lit., purse, fr. ML bursa — more at PUEtsE]
: exchange 5a; specij : a European stock exchange

bour.tree \'bu(3)r-(,)tre\ n [ME bourtre} Brit : the common large
black-fruited elder (Sambucus nigra) of Europe and Asia

bouse \'bauz\ vb [origin unknown] vt ; to haul by means of a tackle^ vi : to bouse something
bou<Stro>phe*don \,bii-str3-'fed-,an, -"nX adj [Gk boustrophedon,
adv.. lit., turning like oxen in plowing, fr. bous ox, cow + strephein
to turn — more at cow, strophe] : of or relating to the writing of
alternate lines in opposite directions

bout \'baut\ n [E dial., a trip going and returning In plowing, fr.

ME bought bend] : a spell of activity: as a ; an athletic match (as
of boxing) b : outbreak, attack c : session

bou-tique \bli-'tek\ n [F] : a small retail store; esp : a fashionable
specialty shop or department for women

bou»ton.niere X.but-'n-'Ks^r, ,bu-t3n-'ye(3)r\ n [F boutonniere
buttonhole, fr. MF, fr. bouton button] ; a flower or bouquet worn
in a buttonhole
Bou-vi-er des Flan.dres X.bii-ve-.ad-a-'flan-dsrz, -•fla"dr'\ n [F.
lit., cowherd of Flanders] : any of a breed of large powerfully
built rough-coated dogs originating in Belgium and used esp. for
herding and in guard work
ibo.Vlne \'bo-,vTn, -,ven\ adj [LL bovinus. fr. bov-, bos ox, cow —
more at cow] 1 : of, relating to, or resembling the ox or cow
2 : having qualities (as sluggishness or patience) characteristic of
oxen or cows — bo«vine-ly adv — bo-vin«i'ty \bo-'vin-3t-e\ n

2bovine n : an ox (genus Bos) or a closely related animal
ibow \'bau\ vb [ME bowen, fr. OE bugan; akin to OHG biogan to
bend, Skt bhujati he bends] vi 1 : submft, yield 2 : to bend the
head, body, or knee in reverence, submission, or shame 3 ! to
Incline the head or body in salutation, assent, or to acknowledge
applause /^ vt 1 : to cause to incline 2 ; to incline (as the head)

<
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esp. In respect or submission 3 ! to crush with or as if with a
heavy burden 4 a : to express by bowing b ; to usher in or out
with a bow
2bow Ai : a bending of ihe head or body in rrapect, submission, as-

sent, or salutation

Show \'b6\ n [ME bowe, fr. OE boga; akin to OE bugan^ 1 a : some-

2ZZ

violin bow: 1 stick, 2 head, 3 hair, 4 frog, 5 screw

thing bent Inio a simple curve ; bend, arch b : rainbow 2 : a
weapon made of a strip of flexible material (as wood) with a cord
connecting the two ends and holding the strip bent and used to pro-
pel an arrow 3 : bowman, archer 4 a : a metal ring or loop
forming a handle (as of a key^ b : a knot formed by doubling a
ribbon or string into two or more loops c : bow tie d : a frame for

the lenses of eyeglasses; also : the curved sidepiece of the frame
passing over the ear 5 a : a resihent wooden rod with horsehairs
stretched from end to end used in playing an instrument of the viol

or violin family b : a stroke of such a bow
*bow \'bo\ VI 1 : to bend into a curve 2 : to play a stringed musi-
cal instrument with a bow -« v/ 1 : to bend into a curve 2 : to
play (a stringed instrument) with a bow
Show \'bau\ n [orob. fr Dan bov shoulder, bow, fr. ON hogr; akin
to OE bog bough] 1 : the forward part of a ship 2 : ^bowman
Bow bells \'bo-,\ n pi ; the bells of the Church of St. Mary-le-Bow
in London

bowd'ler-iza-tlon X.bod-la-r^-'za-shsn, ,baiid-\ n : the act or result

of bowdlerizing
t}OWd>ler-ize \'bod-l3-,rTz, 'baudA vt [Thomas Bawdier tl82S E
editor] ; to expurgate (as a book) by omitting or modifying parts
considered indelicate

bow-el \'bau(-3)l\ n [ME, fr. OF boel, fr. ML botellus. fr. L. dim. of
botulus sausage] 1 : intestine : one of the divisions of the intestines

: GUT — usu. used in pi. 2 archaic : the seat of pity, tenderness, or
courage — usu. used in pi. 3 plz the interior parts- esp ; the deep or
remote parts (•^s of the earth) — how>el-les5 \'bau{-a)l-l3s\ adj
Ibow.er \'bau(-3)r\ n [ME bour dwelling, fr. OE bur: akin to OE
& OHG buan to dwell. OE bean to be] 1 : an attractive dwelling
or retreat 2 : a lady's private apartment in a medieval hall or
castle 3 : a shelter (as in a garden) made with tree boughs or vines
twined together : arbor — bow-ery \-e\ adj
2bower vi ; embower, enclose
3bower n : an anchor carried at the bow of a ship
bow-er-bird \'bau(-a)r-,b3rd\ n ; any of various passerine birds
(family Paradisaeidae) of the Australian region that build chambers
or passages arched over with twigs and grasses, often adorned with
bright-colored objects, and used esp. to attract the females
bOW*ery \'bau-(-a)r-e\ n [D bouwerij. fr. bouwer i^rmer, fr, bouwen
to till; akin to OHG buan to dwell] 1 : a colonial Dutch plantation
or farm 2 [Bowery, street in New York City] : a city street or
district notorious for cheap saloons and homeless derehcts

bOW'lin \'bo-,fin\ « : a voracious dull-green iridescent American
freshwater ganoid fish {Amia calva) of little value for food or sport

l)OW>frout \-,fr3nt\ adj 1 ; having an outward curving front {_^
furniture) 2 : having a bow window in front

bOW>head \-,hed\ ri ; the whalehone whale (Balaena mysticetus) of
the Arctic — called aLso Greenland whale

bow-ie knife \'bu e- . "boA n [James Bowie tl836 Am soldier] : a
stout straight single-edged hunting knife
bowling \'bo-iD\ n ; the technique of managing the bow in playing
a stringed musical instrument
bow-knot \'bo-,nat. -'nat\ n : a knot with decorative loops
IbOWl \'boI\ rt [ME bolle, fr. OE bolla: akin to OHG bolla blister,

OE blawan to blow] 1 : a concave usu. hemispherical vessel used
esp. for holding liquids; specij ; a drinking vessel (as for wine)
2 : the contents of a bowl 3 : a bowl-shaped or concave pari: as
a : the hollow of a spoon or tobacco pipe b : the receptacle of a
toilet 4 a ; a natural formation or geographical region shaped
like a bowl b : a bowl-shaped structure; esp ; an athletic stadium
abowl n [ME boule, fr. MF. fr. L bulla bubble] 1 a : a ball (as of
hgnum vitae) weighted or shaped lo give it a bias when rolled in
lawn bowling b pi but sing in constr : lawn bowling 2 : a cast of
the ball in bowling 3 : a cylindrical roller or drum
3bowl VI 1 : to participate in a game of bowling 2 : to roll a ball in
bowling 3 : to travel in a vehicle smoothly and rapidly '«- vt

1 a : to roll (a ball) in bowling b (1) : to complete bv bowling <~
a string) (2) ; to score by bowUng (^s 150) 2 a : to strike with
a swiftly moving object b ; to overwhelm with surprise
bowlder var oj boulder
bow-leg \'bo-,leg. -,lag, 'bo-'\ n i a leg bowed outward at or below
the knee — bow-legged \'bo-'leg(-9)d, -'lag(-a)d\ adj

ibowl.er \'bo-lsr\ n : one that bowls
2bow.Ier \'b5-l3r\ n IBowler, 19th cent, family of E hatmakers]

: DERBY 3
bOW.line \'bo-l3n, -,lTn\ n [ME bouline, perh. fr. bowe bow + Unel
1 ; a rope used to keep the weather edge of a square sail taut
forward 2 ; a knot used to form a loop that neither slips nor jams

bowl.ing \'b6-liri\ n : any of several games in which balls are rolled
on a green or down an alley at an object or group of objects
ihow.man \'b5-m3n\ n : archer
2bow.man ybaii-m^nX n t a boatman, oarsman, or paddler sta-
tioned in the front of a boat
bow out \(')bauA VI : retire, withdraw
bow saw Vbo-\ n : a saw having a narrow blade held under tension
by a light bow-shaped frame
bowse \'bauz\ var oj bouse
bow.sprit \'bau-.sprit, 'bo-\ n [ME bouspret, prob. fr. MLG
bochspret, fr. bach bow + spret pole] ; a large spar projecting
forward from the stem of a ship

bow>string \'b6-,strio\ n i a waxed or sized cord joining the ends
of a shooting bow
bowstring hemp n : any of various Asiatic and African sansevieras;
also : its soft tough leaf fiber used esp. In cordage
bow tie \'bo-\ n ; a short necktie tied in a bowknot

bow window \T55-\ n ; a bay window usu. with a curved ground
plan
bow-wow X'baii-.waii, baii-'X n [imit.] 1 ; the bark of a dog; also

; DOG 2 : noisy clamor or protest 3 : arrogant dogmatic maimer
bOW-yer \'b6-y3r\ n : one that makes shooting bows
ibox \'baks\ n, pi box or box-es [ME, fr. OE, fr, L buxus, fr. Gk
pyxes'] ; an evergreen shrub or small tree (genus Buxus of the family
Buxaceae, the box family); esp : a widely cultivated shrub {S.
sempervirens) used for hedges, borders, and topiary figures
SbOX n [ME, fr. OE, fr. LL buxis, fr. Gk pyxis, fr. pyxes'] 1 a : a
rigid typically rectangular receptacle often with a cover b : some-
thing having a flat bottom and four upright sides c : the contents
of a box as a measure of quantity d : the driver's seat on a carriage
or coach 2 Brit : a gift in a box 3 : a small compartment (as for a
group of spectators in a theater) 4 a : a boxlike receptacle (as f'3r a
bearing) b : a signaling apparatus with its enclosing case 5 ; a
square or oblong division or compartment 6 : a square or oblong
hollow space or recess 7 : a small simple sheltering or enclosing
structure 8 : printed matter enclosed by rules or white space
9 ; any of six spaces on a baseball diamond where the batter,

coaches, pitcher, and catcher stand 10 : predicament, fix
3box vt 1 : to furnish (as a wheel hub) with a box 2 : to enclose in

or as If in a box 3 : boxhaul 4 : to enclose with boarding or
lathing so as to bring to a required form 5 : to mix (paint) by
pouring back and forth between two containers — box the
compass 1 ; to name the 32 points of the compass in their
order 2 ; to make a complete reversal

*box n [ME] ; a punch or slap esp. on the ear
Sbox vt 1 ; to hit (as the ears) with the hand 2 : to engage In boxing
with -^ vj ; to fight with the fists : engage in boxing
box call n : calfskin that is tanned with chromium salts and has
square markings on the grain

box camera n : a camera of simple box shape with a simple lens and
rotary shutter

box-car \'bak-,skar\ n : a roofed freight car usu. with sliding doors
in the sides
box coat n 1 ; a heavy overcoat formerly worn for driving 2 : a
loose coat usu. fitted at the shoulders
box elder m & No. American maple (Acer negundo) with compound
leaves
ib0X-er X'bak-ssrV n : one that engages in the sport of boxing
2b0xer n : one that makes boxes or packs things in boxes
3boxer n [G, fr. E ^boxer] : a compact medium-sized short-haired
usu. fawn or brindle dog of a breed originating In Germany

Box-er \'bak-s3r\ n [approx. trans, of Chin (Pek.) i* he^ chTUan^,
lit., righteous harmonious fist] ; a member of a secret society that in
1900 attempted by violence to drive foreigners out of China and to
force native converts to renounce Christianity

box-hanl \'baks-,h6l\ vt : to put (a square-rigged ship) on the
other tack by luffing and then veering short round on the heel

box-i-ness \'bak-se-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being boxy
ibox-lng \'bak-sio\ n 1 : an act of enclosing in a box 2 : a box-
like enclosure : casing 3 : material used for boxes and casings
^boxing n : the art of attack and defense with the fists practiced as a
sport
Boxing Day n : the first weekday after Christmas observed as a legal
holiday in parts of the British Commonwealth and marked by the
giving of Christmas boxes to postmen and other employees

boxing glove n ; one of a pair of leather mittens heavily padded on
the back and worn in boxing

box kite n : a tailless kite consisting of two or
more open-ended connected boxes

box.like \'bak-,sllk\ adj ; resembling a box
esp. in shape
box otlice n l : an office (as In a theater)
where tickets of admission are sold 2 : suc-
cess (as of a show) in attracting ticket
buyers; also ; something that enhances such
success
box score n [fr. its arrangement in a news-
paper box] : a summary and score of a game
(as baseball) in tabular form; broadly : total count : SUMMARY

box seat n 1 : the driver's seat on a coach 2 a ; a seat in a theater
or grandstand box b : a position favorable for viewing something
box spring n ; a bedspring that consists of spiral springs attached to
a foundation and enclosed in a cloth-covered frame
box Stall n ; an individual enclosure for an animal
box-thorn \'baks-.th6(3)rn\ n : matrimony vine
box-wood \'bak-,swud\ n 1 ; the very close-grained heavy tough
hard wood of the box (Buxus); also ; a wood of similar properties

2 : a plant producing boxwood
boxy \'bak-se\ adj ; resembling a box
boy \'bbi\ n, ojien attrib [ME; akin to Fris boi boy] 1 a : a male
child from birth to puberty b : son eta male person not felt to be
mature : youth d : sweatheart. beau 2 a : one native to a given
place (local •^> b : fellow, person 3 a : a male servant b : a
man of a race felt to be inferior — boy-hood \-,hud\ n — boy-ish
\-ish\ adj — boy-ish-ly adv — boy-isb-ness n

bO-yar also bo-yard \bo-'yar\ n [Russ boyarin, fr. OSlav boljarinu]

1 ; a member of a Russian aristocratic order next in rank below the
ruling princes until its abolition by Peter the Great 2 : a member
of a privileged landholding class in Romania
iboy-COtt \'b6i-,kat\ vt [Charles C. Boycott tl897 E land agent in
Ireland who was ostracized for refusing to reduce rents] : to engage
in a concerted refusal to have anything to do with usu. as an ex-
pression of disapproval or to force acceptance of certain conditions
2boycott n ; the process or an instance of boycotting
boy-friend \*b6i-^rend\ n 1 : a male friend 2 : a frequent or
regular male companion of a girl or woman 3 : a male paramour
Boyg \*b6ig\ n [Norw b0ig bugbear] ; a formless or pervasive ob-
stacle, problem, or enemy

boyo \'bbi-(.)6\ n {boy + -o] Irish : boy, lad
boy scout n : a member of the Boy Scouts of America
boy-sen-ber-ry \'b6iz-'n-.ber-e. 'b6is-\ n [Rudolph Boysen
JIl^23 Am horticulturist + E berry] : a very large bramble fruit

with a raspberry flavor; also ; the trailing hybrid bramble of this

fniit developed by crossing several blackberries and raspberries
bO-ZO \'b6-(,)z6\ n [origin unknown] slang ; fellow, guy
bra \'bra\ n : brassiere

box kite
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brace 3

2 a : to prepare for
INVIGORATE, FRESHEN

t 4 a : to furnish or
FORCE 5 ; to put or
th up 2 : to get ready

brab-We \'brab-3l\ vi brab-bling \-(3-)Uq\ [MD brabbelen, of
imit. origin] : squabble — brabble n
ibrace \'bras\ n, pi brac«es [ME, pair, clasp, fr. MF, two arms, fr.

L bracchia, pi. of bracchium arm, fr. Gk brachion,

fr. compar. of brachys short — more at brief]
1 or pi brace : two of a kind (several ^ of quail)
2 ; something (as a clasp) that connects or fastens

3 : a crank-shaped instrument for turning a bit

4 : something that transmits, directs, resists, or
supports weight or pressure: as a ; a piece of
structural material that serves as a tie or strut to
bear transverse strains and prevent distortion b : a
rope rove through a block at the end of a ship's

yard to swing it horizontally c pi i suspenders
d : an appliance for supporting a body part
e pi I wire fastened to teeth to correct irregularities

in their position S a : a mark i or j or — used to
connect words or items to be considered together
b ; this mark connecting two or more musical
staffs the pans on which are to be performed sim-
ultaneously; also : the group of staffs so connected c
3a 6 : an exaggerated position of rigidly erect bearing
thing that arouses energy or strengthens mc

2brace vt 1 archaic : to fasten tightly : bin
use by making taut b : prepare, steel c
3 : to turn (a sail yard) by means of a bra
support with a brace 1) : strengthen, re
plant firmly ^ vi 1 : to take heart — used v

brace-let \'bra-sl3t\ n [ME, fr. MF, dim. of bras arm, fr. L brac-
chium'^ 1 : an ornamental band or chain worn around the wrist

2 : something (as handcuffs) resembling a bracelet
ibra-cer \'bra-s9r\ n : an aim or wrist protector
2brac.er \'bra-s9r\ n ; one that braces or makes firm; esp ; a drink
of liquor

bra>chl>al \'brak-e-3l, 'bra-ke-\ adj ; of or relating to the arm or a
comparable process
ibra>chi>ate \'brak-e-,at, 'bra-ke-, -e-3t\ adj [L bracchiatus, fr.

bracchium'} ; having widely spreading branches arranged in al-

ternate pairs
2bra>clli>ate \-,at\ vi [L bracchiumj ; to progress by swinging from
one hold to anotherby the arms ibrachiating gibbon) — bra-
chi<a<tion \,brak-e-'a-sh3n, ,bra-ke-\ n

brach>i0.pod \'brak-e-3-,pad\ n [deriv. of L bracchium + Gkporf-,
pous foot — more at foot] ; any of a phylum (Brachiopoda) of
marine invertebrates with bivalve shells within which is a pair of
arms bearing tentacles by which a current of water is made to bring
microscopic food to the mouth — brachiopod adj
bra.Chi.um X'brak-e-am, 'bra-ke-\ n, pi bra-chia \-e-3, -ke-3\ [L
bracchium, brachium'] 1 : the upper part of the arm or forelimb
from shoulder to elbow 2 : a process of an invertebrate compara-
ble to an arm
brachy- comb jorm [Gk, fr. brachys'} : short <foracfijdactylous>
bracliy<ce<plial.ic \,brak-i-S3-'fal-ik\ adj [NL brachycephalus, fr.

Gk brachy- + kephale head] : short-headed or broad-headed with
a cephalic index of over 80 — brachy-ceph-a-ly \-i-'sef-a-le\ n

brachy.cra-ni.al \,brak-i-'kra-ne-3l\ also brachy.cra.nic \-nik\
adj ; short-skulled or broad-skulled witha cranial index of 80 and
above — brachy^cra-ny \'brak-i-,kra-ne\ n

bracby.dac>ty<lous \,brak-i-'dak-t3-l3s\ adj : having abnormally
short digits — brachy-daC'ty-ly \-le\ n

bra.chyp.ter-ous \bra-'kip-t3-ras\ adj [Gk brachypteros, fr.

brachy- + pteron wing — more at feather] : having rudimentary or
abnormally small wings <'^ insects)
brachy.uran \,brak-e-'yur-3n\ n [deriv. of Gk brachy- + oura tail— more at squirrel] ; any of a tribe or suborder (Brachyura) of
crustaceans having the abdomen greatly reduced and including the
typical crabs — brachyuran adj — bracby-urous \-'yur-3s\ adj

brack>en \'brak-3n\ « [ME braken, prob. of Scand origin; akin to
OSw brxkne fern] : a large coarse fern (as the common brake,
Pteridium aquilinum); also : a growth of brakes
Ibrack-et \'brak-3t\ n [MF braguette codpiece, fr. dim. of brague
breeches, fr. OProv braga, fr. L braca, fr. Gaulish braca, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG bruoh breeches — more at breech] 1 : an
overhanging member that projects from a structure (as a wall) and
is usu. designed to support a vertical load or to strengthen an angle
2 a : a short wall shelf b : a fixture projecting from a wall or
column (as for holding a lamp) 3a: one of a pair of marks [ ] used
in writing and printing to enclose matter or in mathematics and
logic as signs of aggregation ~ called also square bracket b ; one
of the pair of marks < ) used to enclose matter — called also angle
bracket c : parenthesis 3 d : brace 5b 4 ; a pair of shots
fired to determine the exact distance from gun to target 5 ; a
section of a continuously numbered or graded series; esp ; one of a
graded series of income groups

^bracket vt 1 a : to place within or as if within brackets b : sepa-
rate 2 : to furnish or fasten with brackets 3a: associate
b : classify, group 4 : to fire a bracket on (as a target)

bracket tungus n : a basidiomycete that forms shelflike sporophores
brack.ish \'brak-ish\ adj [D brae salty; akin to MLG brae salty]

1 : somewhat salty 2 : distasteful — brack.ish-ness n
bract \'brakt\ n [NL bractea, fr. L, thin metal plate] 1 : a leaf

from the axil of which a flower or floral axis arises 2 : a leaf borne
on a floral axis; esp : one subtending a flower orflower cluster —
brac*te*al \'brak-te-9l\ adj — brac>te-ate \-te-3t, -,at\ adj —
bract>ed \-tad\ adj
braete.o.late Xbrak-'te-a-Iat, "brak-te-a-.latX adj : furnished with
bracteoles

brac>te<Ole \'brak-te-,ol\ n [NL bracteola, fr. L, dim. of bractea}
: a small bract esp. on a floral axis — called also bractlet

ibrad \'brad\ n [ME, fr. ON broddr spike] 1 : a thin nail of the
same thickness throughout but tapering in width and slightly

headed 2 : a slender wire nail with a small deep round head
2brad vt brad-ded; brad-ding : to fasten with brads
brad<awl \'brad-,6I\ n ; an awl with chisel edge used to make holes
for brads or screws

brady-car.dia \,brad-i-'kard-e-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk bradys slow -H NL
-cardial ; a slow heart rate

brae \'bra\ n [MB bra, fr. ON bra eyelash; akin to OE bregdan to
move quickly] chiefly Scot : a hillside esp. along a river

ibrag \'brag\ adj brag-ger; brag<gest [ME] : fieist-rate

2brag « 1 : a^pompous or boastful statement 2 : arrogant talk or
manner : cockiness 3 : braggart
3brag vb bragged; brag-ging vi : to talk boastfully '^ vr : to assert
boastfully syn see boast — brag-ger \'brag-ar\ n — brag<gy
\-e\ adj

brag*ga>do>cio \,brag-9-'do-s(h)e-,o, -(.)sho\ n [Braggadocchio,
personification of boasting in Faerie Queeiie by Edmund Spenser]
1 ; braggart, boaster 2 a : empty boasting b : cockiness

brag.gart \'brag-3rt\ n : a loud arrogant boaster — braggart adj
Bra-gi \'brag-e, 'brag-\ n [ON] : one of the Aesir
brall*ma V'bra-ma, "bram-a, 'bram-\ n [Brahmaputra river, India]

: any of an Asian breed of very large domestic fowls with feathered
legs

iBrah*ma \'bram-3\ n [Skt Brahman, masc, God] 1 : the ultimate
ground of all being in Hinduism 2 : the creator god of the Hindu
sacred triad
2Brall-ma X'bra-ms, 'bram-3, 'bram-\ n : brahman 2

Brah>man or Brah*min \'bram_-3n; 2 is 'bra-man, 'bram-an,
'bram-an\ n, ojten attrib [Skt brahmana, lit., having to do with
prayer, fr. brahman, neut., prayer] 1 a ; a Hindu of the highest
caste traditionally assigned to the priesthood b : 'brahma 1

2 : any of an Indian breed of humped cattle : zebu; esp : a large
vigorous heat-resistant and tick-resistant usu. silvery gray animal
evolved in the southern U.S. by interbreeding Indian cattle and
used chiefly for crossbreeding — Brah<inan>ic \bra-'man-ik\ adj
Brah.man•ism \'bram-3-,niz-am\ n : orthodox Hinduism adher-
ing to the pantheism of the Vedas and to the ancient sacrifices

and family ceremonies
Brah-min \'bram-3n\ n : an intellectually and socially cultivated
person regarded as aloof; esp : such a person from one of the older
New England families — Brali'min-i»cal \bra-'min-i-kal\ adj— Brah>min>ism \'bram-3-,niz-am\ n

Ibraid \'brad\ vt [ME breyden, lit., to move suddenly, fr. OB
bregdan: akin to OHG brettan to draw (a sword), Gk phorkon
something white or wrinkled] 1 a : to form (three or more
strands) into a braid b : to make by braiding 2 : to do up (the
hair) by interweaving three or more strands 3 ; intermingle, mix
4 : to ornament esp. with ribbon or braid — braid* er n
2braid n 1 a : a cord or ribbon having usu. three or more component
strands forming a regular diagonal pattern down its length; esp
: a narrow fabric of intertwined threads used esp. for trimming
b : a length of braided hair 2 : high-ranking naval officers

braid-lng \'brad-io\ n : something made of braided material
Ibrail \'bra(3)l\ n [ME brayle, fr. AF braiel, fr. OF, strap] 1 : a
rope fastened to the leech of a sail and run through a block for

hauling the sail up or in 2 ; a dip net with which fish are hauled
aboard a boat from a purse seine or trap

2brail vt 1 : to take in (a sail) by the brails 2 ; to hoist (fish) by
means of a brail

braille \'bra(3)l\ n, ojten cap [Louis Braille tl852 F teacher of
the blind] : a system of writing for the blind that uses characters
made up of raised dots — braille vt

i
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h i j
8 9

kimnopqrst
Capital Numeral

U V X y Z W Sign Sign

braille alphabet: the first ten letters serve also as numerals
and each letter serves also, when standing alone, as a

L word

braille-writ.er \-,rTt-3r\ n, ojien cap : a machine for writing braille

that resembles a typewriter in size and action
ibrain \'bran\ n [ME, fr. OE brsgen: akin to MLG bregen brain,
Gk brechmos front part of the head] 1 a : the portion of the
vertebrate central nervous system that constitutes the organ of
thought and neural coordination, includes all the higher nervous
centers receiving stimuli from the sense organs and interpreting
and correlating them to formulate the motor impulses, is made
up of neurons and supporting and nutritive structures, is enclosed
within the skull, and is continuous with the spinal cord through
the foramen magnum b : a nervous center in invertebrates com-
parable in position and function to the vertebrate brain 2 a : in-

tellect, intelligence — often used in pi. b (1) ; a very intelli-

gent or intellectual person (2) : the chief planner of an organi-
zation or enterprise — usu. used in pi.

2braiu vt 1 : to kill by smashing the skull 2 : to hit on the head
braln>case \-.kas\ n : the cranium enclosing the brain
brain-cbild \-,chTld\ n : a product of one's creative imagination
brain.i-ness \'bra-ne-nas\ n : the quality or state of being brainy
brain.isb \'bra-nish\ adj : hotheaded, impetuous
brain.less \'bran-l3s\ adj : unintelligent, stupid, silly —
brain-lesS'ly adv — brain>less<ness n

brain.pan \'bran-,pan\ n : braincase
brain.pow.er \-,pau(-3)r\ n 1 : intellectual ability 2 : people
with developed intellectual ability

brain. sick V.sik\ adj 1 : mentally disordered 2 : arising from
mental disorder — brain.sick-Iy adv

brain.storm \-,st6rm\ n 1 : a violent transient fit of insanity
2 a : a sudden bright idea b ; a harebrained idea

brain trust n : expert advisers concerned esp. with planning and
strategy and often lacking official or acknowledged status —
brain trust-er N-.tras-tarX n

a abut; ^ kjtten; _ 9r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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1)raln>wash V'bran-.wosh, -,wash\ vr [back-formation fr. brain'
washing"] : to subject to brainwashing — brainwash n

lirain.wash.ing n ttrans. of Chin (Pek) fisP nao^} 1 : a forcible
indoctrination to induce someone to give up basic poHtical, social,

or religious beliefs and attitudes and to accept contrasting regi-
mented ideas 2 : persuasion by propaganda or salesmanship

brain wave nix rhythmic fluctuations of voltage between parts
of the brain resulting in the flow of an electric current; also ; the
current produced 2 : brainstorm 2a
brainy \'bra-ne\ adj : intelligent, intellectual
braise \'braz\ vt [F braiser} : to cook slowly In fat and little

moisture in a closed pot
Ibrake \'brak\ archaic past oj break
2brake \'brak\ n [ME, fern] : any of a genus iPteridium) of tall

ferns with temately compound fronds
3brake n [ME, fr. MLG; akin to OE brecan to break] 1 ; a toothed
instrument or machine for separating out the fiber of flax or hemp
by breaking up the woody parts 2 : a machine for bending,
flanging, folding, and forming sheet metal
brake n [ME] 1 : a device for arresting the motion of a mechanism
usu. employing friction 2 : something used to slow down or stop
movement or activity — brake-less \'bra-kl3s\ adj
Sbrake vt : to retard or stop by or as if by a brake — vi 1 : to
operate or manage a brake; esp : to apply the brake on a vehicle
2 : to become checked by a brake

fibrake n [ME -brake] : rough or marshy land overgrown usu.
with one kind of plant — braky \'bra-ke\ adj

brake-man \'brak-m3n\ n : one who operates or repairs brakes
bram.ble \'bram-bal\ n [ME brembel, fr. OE bremel; akin to OE
brom broom] : any of a genus {Rubus) of usu. prickly shrubs of
the rose family including the raspberries and blackberries; broadly
: a rough prickly shrub or vine — bram-bly \-bCa-)Ie\ adj

bran \'bran\ n [ME, fr. OF] : the broken coat of the seed of
cereal grain separated from the flour or meal by sifting or bolting
ibrancll \'branch\ n, ojten atirib [ME, fr. OF branche, fr. LL
branca paw] 1 ; a natural subdivision of a plant stem; esp ; a
secondary shoot or stem (as a bough) arising from a main axis
(as of a tree) 2 : something that extends from or enters into a
main body or source: as a (1) : a stream that flows into another
usu. larger stream : tributary (2) South & Midland : creek 2
b ; a side road or way c : a slender projection (as the tine of an
antler) d : a part of a curve separated from others 3 : a part
of a complex body: as a : a division of a family descending from
a particular ancestor b : an area of knowledge apart from re-
lated areas c (I) ; a division of an organization (2) ; a separate
but dependent part of a central organization d : a language group
less inclusive than a family syn see shoot — branched \'brancht\
adj — branch-less \'branch-las\ adj — branchy \'bran-che\ adj
2branch vi 1 ; to put forth branches : ramify 2 : to spring out
(as from a main stem) : diverge 3 : to be an outgrowth — used
with jrom 4 : to extend activities — usu. used with out ~ vt

1 ; to ornament with designs of branches 2 : to divide up ; section
bran-cilia \'brar}-ke-a\ n, p/bran-chi.ae \-ke-,e, -,T\ [L, sing., fr.

Gk, pi. of branchion gill; akin to Gk bronchos trachea] ; ^gill— bran-chl-al \-ke-3l\ adj — bran-chi-ate \-ke-3t, -,at\ adj
bran-ChiO-pod \'brar)-ke-s-,pad\ n [deriv. of Gk bronchia gills

+ pod-, pous foot — more at foot] : any of a group (Branchiopoda)
of aquatic crustaceans typically having a long body, a carapace,
and many pairs of leaflike appendages — brancliiopod adj —
bran-chi'Op-o-dan \,brao-ke-'ap-ad-9n\ adj — bran-chi-op-o-
dous \-ad-3s\ adj

branch-let \'branch-Iat\ n : a small usu. terminal branch
ibrand \'brand\ n [ME, torch, sword, fr. OE; akin to OE bsrnan
to burn] 1 a : a charred or burning
piece of wood b : something re-
sembling a burning brand 2 : SWORD
3 a (1) : a mark made by burning
with a hot iron to attest manu-
facture or quality or to designate
ownership (2) : a mark made with
a stamp or stencil for similar pur-
poses : trademark b (1) ;

put on criminals with a hot iron
(2) ; a mark of disgrace : stigma
4 a (1) : a class of goods identified
as the product of a single firm or jl*<^ \/ "X^
manufacturer : make (2) : manu- ^\ j\ j\
facturer b : a characteristic or 7 ^-v^S ' \ ?

distinctive kind ; variety 5 : a
tool used to produce a brand
abrand vt 1 : to mark with a brand
2 : to mark or expose as infamous
; STIGMATIZE 3 I to impress in-
dehbly — brand- er n
ibran-dish \'bran-dish\ vr [ME
braundisshen, ir. MF brandiss;

, ,„,m,,v. -. „ ^w„,i-i,m ^ ,
of brandir^fr, OF fr.6r«.,rf sword ^^^^b^S^^j?; rwalk1i;*| x! 9
of Gmc origin; akm o OE brand] ^^ ^ ^q ^ p ^^ ^
1 : to shake or wave (as a weapon) •' p »? r*>v/r«*^ p
menacingly 2 : to exhibit in an os-

*^' ^'^ reverse r

tentatious or aggressive manner syn see swing
sbrandisU n : an act or instance of brandishing
brand-ling \'bran-(d)lio\ n : a small yellowish earthworm (Eisenia
joetida) with brownish purple rings found in dunghills
brand-new \'bran-'n(y)ii\ adj : conspicuously new and unused
ibran-dy \'bran-de\ n [short for brandywine, fr. D brandewijn,
fr. MD braniwijn, fr. brant distilled + wijn wine] : an alcoholic
liquor distilled from wine or fermented fruit juice (as of peaches)

2brandy vt : to flavor, blend, or preserve with brandy
brank \'braok\ n [origin unknown] : an instrument made of an
iron frame surrounding the head and a sharp metal bit entering
the mouth and formerly used to punish scolds — usu. used in pi.

bran-ni-gan \'bran-i-g3n\ n 1 : spree 2 : squabble
brant \'brant\ n, pi brant or brants [origin unknown] : a wild
goose; esp % any of several small dark geese (genus Branta) that
breed in the Arctic and migrate southward
ibrash \'brash\ n [obs. E brash to breach a wall] : a mass of
fragments (as of ice)

2brash adj [origin unknown] 1 : brittle <-- wood) 2 a : tending
to act in headlong fashion ; impetuous b ; done in haste without

ci,o -P„ ^.
brands 3a (1): / diamond X,

' 2 box X, 3 circle X. 4 bar X.
5 rocking X, 6 swinging X, 7

regard for consequences : rash 3 : unlnhibltedly energetic or
demonstrative : BUMPnous 4 a : lacking restraint and discern-
ment : TACTLESS b : aggressively self-assertive : impudent S ; pierc-
ingly sharp ; harsh — brash-ly adv — brash- ness n

brass \'bras\ n [ME bras, fr. OE brss; akin to MLG bras metal]
1 : an alloy consisting essentially of copper and zinc in variable
proportions 2a: brass musical instruments — often used in pi.
b : a usu. brass memorial tablet c : bright metal fittings or utensils
d ; a brass, bronze, or gunmetal hning for a bearing e : empty
fired cartridge shells 3 : brazen self-assurance ; gall 4 ; brass
HATS — brass adj

bras-sard Xbra-'siird, 'bras-.ard\ also bras-sart \-'sar(t), -,ar(t)\ n
[F brassard, fr. MF brassal, fr. Olt bracciale, fr. braccio arm, fr. L
bracchium] 1 ; armor to protect the arm 2 : a cloth band worn
around the upper arm usu. bearing an identifying mark

brass-bound \'bras-,baijnd,-'baund\ adj 1 : having trim made of
brass or a metal resembling brass 2 a (1) ; tradition-bound and
opinionated (2) : uncompromising, inflexible b : brazen

brass hat n l ; a high-ranking miUtary officer 2 : a person in a
high position in civilian hfe

bras-si-ca \'bras-i-k3\ n [NL. genus name, fr. L, cabbage] : any
of a large genus {Brassica) of Old World temperate zone herbs
(as cabbages) wjth beaked cylindrical pods

brass-ie \'bras-e\ n : a wooden golf club with more loft than a
driver — called also number two wood

bras-Siere \br3-'zi(3)r also .bras-e-'e(3)r\ n [obs. F brassiere
bodice, fr. OF braciere arm protector, fr. bras arm] : a woman's
close-fitting undergarment having cups for bust support

brass-i-ly \'bras-3-le\ adv : in a brassy manner
brass-i-ness \'bras-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being brassy
brass knuckles n pi but sing or pi in constr : a set of four metal
finger guards on a transverse piece worn over the front of the
doubled fist as a weapon

brass tacks n pi \ details of immediate pracdcal importance
brassy \'bras-e\ adj 1 : brazen, obstreperous 2 : resembling
brass esp. in color 3 : resembling the sound of a brass instrument

brat \'brat\ n [perh. fr. E dial, brat (ragamuffin)] ; child; specij
; an ill-mannered annoying child — brat-tisb \'brat-ish\ adj— brat-ty \-e\ adj

brat-tice \'brat-3s. -ish\ n [ME bretais parapet, fr. OF bretesche,
it. ML breteschia] : an often temporary partition of planks or
cloth used esp. in a mine to control ventilation — brattice vt

ibrat-tle ybrat-=l\ n [prob. imit.] chiejly Scot t clatter, scamper
2brattle vi, chiefly Scot : to make a clattering or rattling sound
bra-va \'brav-(,)a, bra-'va\ n [It, fern, of bravo] : bravo — used
interjectionally in applauding a woman

bra-va-do \br3-'vad-(,)o\ n [MF bravade & OSp bravata, fr. Olt
bravata, fr. bravare to challenge, show off, fr. bravo] la: bluster-
ing swaggering conduct b : a pretense of bravery 2 : fool-
hardiness
ibrave \'brav\ adjiUF, fr. OIt& OSp 6ravo courageous, wild, fr. L
barbarus barbarous] 1 : courageous 2 : making a fine show
: colorful 3 : excellent, splendid — brave-Iy adv

abrave vt 1 : to face or endure with courage 2 obs ; to make
showy ~ vi, archaic : to make a brave show — brav-er n
3brave n l archaic : bravado 2 : one who is brave; specij t a
No. American Indian warrior 3 archaic : bully, assassin

brav-ery \'brav-(3-)re\ n 1 a : fine clothes b : showy display
2 : the quality or state of being brave : courage
ibra-vo \'brav-(,)5\ n, pi bravos or bravoes [it, fr. bravo^ adj.]
: villain, desperado; esp : a hired assassin

2bra.vo \*brav-(,5o, bra-'v6\ n : a shout of approval — often
used interjectionally in applauding a performance
3bravo \;/A:e 2bravo\ vt : to applaud by shouts of bravo
Bra-vo Vbrav-(,)o\ — a communications code word for the letter b
bra-vu-ra \br3-*v(y)iir-3\ n, ojten attrib [It, lit., bravery, fr.

bravare] 1 ; a florid brilliant musical style 2 : virtuosic self*
assured performance
braw \'br6\ adj [modif. of MF brave] 1 chiefly_ Scot I GOOD, FINB
2 chiejly Scot ; well dressed — braw-ly \'brb-Ie\ adv, chiejly Scot
ibrawl \'br61\ vi [ME brawlen] 1 : to quarrel noisily : wrangle
2 : to make a loud confused noise — brawl-er n

2brawl n 1 : a noisy quarrel or fight 2 : a loud tumultuous noise
brawn \'br6n\ n [ME, fr. MF braon muscle, of Gmc origin; akin to
OE brsd flesh] la: full strong muscles esp. of the arm or leg

b : muscular strength 2 a Brit : the flesh of a boar b : headcheese
brawn-l>ness \'br6-ne-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
brawny
brawny \'br6-ne\ adj 1 : muscular, strong 2 : being swollen
and hard <a ^^ infection)
Ibray \'bra\ vb [ME brayen. fr. OF braire to cry, fr. (assumed) VL
bragere, of Celt origin; akin to Mir braigid he breaks wind; akin
to L jrangere to break — more at break] vi ; to utter the charac-
teristic loud harsh cry of a donkey '^ vr : to utter or play loudly,
harshly, or discordantly — bray n

abray vt [ME brayen, fr. MF broiler, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
brehhan to break] 1 : to crush or grind fine 2 : to spread thin

bray-er \'bra-ar\ n : a printer's hand inking roller

ibraze \'braz\ vb [irreg. fr. brass] obs : harden
2braze vb [prob. fr. F braser, fr. OF. to bum, fr. brese live coals]

: to solder with a relatively infusible alloy — braz-er n
ibra-zen \'braz-'n\ adj [ME brasen, fr. OE br^sen, fr. bnes brass]
1 : made of brass 2 a : sounding harsh and loud like struck brass
b : of the color of polished brass 3 : impudent, shameless— bra-zen-Iaced X.braz-'n-'fastX adj -— bra*zen-ly adv — bra-
zen-ness \*braz-'n-(n)3s\ n
2brazen vt bra-zen-ing \'braz-niQ, -"n-loX : to face with defiance
or impudence

ibra.zier \'bra-zh5r\ n [ME brasier, fr. bras brass] : one that
works in brass

2brazler n [F brasier, fr. OF. fire of hot coals, fr. brese] 1 : a
pan for holding burning coals 2 : a utensil in which food Is

exposed to heal through a wire grill

bra-zil.ein \bra-*2il-e-3n\ n [ISV brazilin] : a red crystalline dye
CieHijOs related to hematein

bra.zi-lin V'braz-a-lsn, br3-'zil-an\ n [F bresiline, fr. br&sil brazil-
wood, prob. fr. Sp brasil] : a phenolic compound CigHmOs from
brazilwood that oxidizes readily to brazilein
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Bra<zil nut \bro-,zU-\ n ^IBrazil, country In So. America] : a
tall So. American tree {Bertholletia excelsa of the family Lecy-
thidaceael that bears large globular capsules each containing
several closely packed roughly triangular oily edible nuts; also ; its

nut
l)ra>zil>wood \br3-'2il-,wud\ n : the heavy wood of any of various
tropical leguminous trees (esp. genus Caesalpinia) used as red and
purple dyewoods and in cabinetwork
ibreach Vbrech\ n [ME breche, fr. OE bryce: akin to OE brecan
to break] 1 ; infraction or violation of a law, obligation, tie, or
standard 2 a : a broken, ruptured, or torn condition or area
b : a gap (as in a wall) made by battering 3 a : a break in accus-
tomed friendly relations b : a temporary gap in continuity ; hiatus
4 : the leap of a whale out of water

2breacll vi 1 : to make a breach in 2 ; break, violate ^ vi : to
leap out of water <a whale '^ing'y

breach of promise : violation of a promise esp. to marry
ibread \'bred_\ n [ME breed, fr. OE bread; akin to OHG brot
bread, OE breowan to brew] 1 : a food made of flour or meal with
liquid, shortening, and leavening and kneaded, shaped, allowed to
rise, and baked 2 : a portion of bread 3 : food, sustenance

2bread v/ : to cover with bread crumbs
bread and butter « : a means of sustenance or livelihood
bread-and-butter adj l a : of or relating to a means of livelihood
or everyday activities b : dependable as a steady source of income
2 : sent or given as thanks for hospitality <~ letter)

bread*bas>ket \'bred-,bas-k9t\ n l slang : stomach 2 : a major
cereal-producing region

bread-fruit \-,frUt\ n : a round usu. seedless fruit that resembles
bread in color and texture when baked; also ; a tall tropical tree
(Artocarpus aliilis) of the mulberry family that bears it

bread-root \-,rUt, -,rut\ n : the nutritious root of a western U. S.
hairy leguminous plant {Psoralea esculenta)

bread-Stuff \*bred-,st3f\ n l : grain, flour 2 : bread
breadth \'bredth, 'bretth\ n [obs E brede breadth (fr. ME, fr. OE
brxdu, fr. brad broad) + -th (as in length)} 1 : distance from side
to side : width 2a; something of full width b : a wide expanse
3 a : comprehensiveness b : liberality of views or taste

breadth.ways \-,waz\ or breadth.wise \-,wTz\ adv (or adJ) : in
the direction of the breadth

bread>Win*ner \'bred-,win-3r\ n : a member of a family whose
wages supply its livelihood; also : a means of livelihood — bread-
win>ning \-,win-iri\ n
ibreak \'brak\ vb broke \'br6k\ bro-ken \'bro-kan\ breaking
[ME breken, fr. OE brecan; akin to OHG brehhan to break, L
jrangere'] vt la: to separate into parts with suddenness or violence
b : .maim. MLTiL-^TE c : RUPTURE d : to cut into and turn over the
surface of : plow 2 a ; violate, transgress b ; to invalidate
(a will) by action at law 3 a : to force entry into b : to burst and
force a way through c : to escape by force from d : to make or
effect by cutting, forcing, or pressing through e : penetrate,
pierce 4 : to make ineffective as a binding force : sunder 5 a : to
disrupt the order or compactness of <— ranks) b ; to end, close,
or destroy by dispersing <'^ up the gang) 6 a : to defeat utterly
and end as an effective force ('^ a rebellion) b : to crush the spirit

of c : to make tractable or submissive: as (1) : to train (an animal)
to adjust to the service or convenience of man (2) ; inure, ac-
custom d : to exhaust in health, strength, or capacity 7 a : to
ruin financially b : to reduce in rank 8 a : to turn aside the force
or intensity of b : to cause failure and discontinuance of (a strike)
by measures outside bargaining processes 9 : exceed, surpass
<~ a speed record) 10 : to ruin the prospects of 11 : to demon-
strate the falsity of <'-- an alibi) 12 : to reduce the price of sharply
13 a : to stop or bring to an end suddenly : halt (-^ a deadlock)
b : interrupt, suspend c : to open and bring about suspension
of operation {'^ an electric circuit) d : to destroy unity or com-
pleteness of e : to change the appearance of uniformity of f ; to
split the surface of <fish —ing water) g : to cause to discontinue
a habit 14 : to make known 15 a : to find an explanation or
solution for : solve b : to discover the essentials of (a code or
cipher system) 16 ; to alter sharply the direction or course of
17 : to open the action of (a gun) -^ vi 1 a : to escape with sudden
forceful effort b ; to develop or emerge with suddenness and force
C : to come into being by or as if by bursting forth <day was -^ing)
d : to act or change with abruptness i'^ing into laughter) e : to
emerge from the surface of the water f : to make a sudden dash
g ; to separate after a clinch in boxing 2 a : to come apart or split

into pieces : burst, shatter b : to open spontaneously or by
pressure from within C oj a wave : to curl over and fall apart in
surf or foam 3 : to become fair : clear (when the weather ~j)
4 : to give way in disorderly retreat 5 a : to fail in health, strength,
vitality, or control (.broke under questioning) b : to become
crushed ^by grief, disappointment, or anguish c : to become
inoperative because of damage, wear, or strain 6 ; to undergo a
sudden marked decrease in price or value 7 : to end a relationship,
connection, accord, or agreement 8 a : to swerve suddenly b : to
curve, drop, or rise sharply 9 a ; to alter sharply in tone, pitch,
or intensity b : to shilt abruptly from one register to another
10 : to fail to keep a prescribed gait 11 : to interrupt one's
activity or occupation for a brief period 12 : to make the opening
shot of a game of pool 13 a : to divide into classes, categories, or
types (our cases -^ up into three types) b : to fold, bend, lift, or
come apart at a seam, groove, or joint c of cream : to separate
during churning into liquid and fat d oJ an emulsion : to separate
permanently usu. into oily and aqueous layers 14 : happen,
DEVELOP — break the ice 1 : to make a beginning 2 : to get
through the first difficulties in starting a conversation or discussion— break wind ; to expel gas from the intestine

2break n l a : an act or action of breaking b : the opening shot
in a game of pool or billiards c : the act of opening a gap in an
electrical circuit 2 a : a condition produced by breaking b : a
gap in an otherwise continuous electric circuit 3 : the action or
act of breaking in, out, or forth 4 : dash, rush <a base runner mak-
ing a '^ for home); esp : a quick offensive thrust toward the basket
in basketball 5a: the start of a race b ; the act of separating
after a clinch in boxing 6 : an interruption in continuity (waiting
for a '--' in the bad weather): as a ; a notable change of subject
matter, attitude, or treatment b (1) : an abrupt, significant, or
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noteworthy change or interruption in a continuous process, trend,
or surface * (2) : an interruption from work or duty for rest or
relaxation (3) : a planned interruption in a radio or television
program (a '^ for the commercial) c p/ : a hne of cliffs and associ-
ated spurs and small valleys at a mesa's edge or a river's head
d : deviation of a pitched baseball from a straight line e : dis-
location, fault t : failure of a horse to maintain the prescribed
gait g : an abrupt change in the quality or pitch of musical tone
h : a notable variation in pitch, intensity, or tone in the voice
7 : a rupture in previously friendly relations : disagreement causing
separation 8 : a sequence of successful shots in billiards : run
9 : a place or situauon at which a break occurs : a : the point where
one musical register changes to another b ; a short ornamental
passage interpolated between phrases in jazz c : the place at which
a word is divided (as at the end of a line) d : a pause or interrup-
tion (as a caesura or diaeresis) within or at the end of a verse
e : a failure to make a strike or a spare on a frame in bowling
10 : a sudden and abrupt decline of prices or values 11 : an awk-
ward social blunder; specif : a gauche or imprudent comment
causing embarrassment 12 : a stroke of good luck

break>able \'bra-k3-b3l\ adJ : capable of being broken — break-
able n

break-age \'bra-kij\ n 1 a : the action of breaking b : a quantity
broken 2 : allowance for things broken

break-away \'bra-k3-,wa\ n l ; an act or instance of breaking
away (as from a group or tradition) 2 : an object made to shatter
or collapse under pressure or impact — breakaway adj

break*bone fever \,brak-,bon-\ n : dengue
break down vt l a : to cause to fall or collapse by breaking or
shattering b : to make ineffective 2 a : to separate (as a chemical
compound) into simpler substiinces : decompose b : to take apart
esp. for storage or shipment and for later reassembling -^ vi

1 a : to become inoperative through breakage or wear b : to be-
come inapplicable or ineffective 2 a : to be susceptible to analysis
or subdivision b : to undergo decomposition syn see analyze

break*down \'brak-.daun\ n : the action or result of breaking
down

: as a : a failure to function b : a physical, mental, or nervous
collapse c : failure to progress or have effect : disintegration
d : decomposition e : division into categories : classification;
also : an account analyzed into categories
ibreak'Cr \'bra-k3r\ « 1 a : one that breaks b : a device or
instrument that breaks; specif : a machine or plant for breaking
rocks or crushing anthracite 2 : a wave breaking into foam against
the shore, a sandbank, or a rock 3 : a strip of fabric under the
tread of a tire for extra protection of the carcass

2brea»ker \'bra-kar\ n [by folk etymology fr. Sp barricaj : a small
water cask

break even vi : to emerge from a contest or transaction with balanc-
ing gains and losses; esp ; to operate a business or enterprise with-
out either loss or profit — break-even \bra-'ke-van\ adj

break>fast \'brek-fsst\ n : the first meal of the day — breakfast vb
break in v/ i : to enter a house or building by force 2 : to interrupt
in a conversation 3 : to start in an activity or enterprise -^ vt

1 a : to accustom to a certain activity or occurrence b ; to over-
come the stiffness of (a new article) 2 : to break so as to cause to
fall inward

break-ueck \'brak-,nek\ adj ; extremely dangerous (^ speed)
break out vi : to be affected with a skin eruption -^ v/ 1 a : to
take from stowage preparatory to using b : to put into readiness
for action or use 2 a : to dislodge from the bottom and start pull-
ing up (an anchor) b : to display flying and unfurled c : dislodge
break<out \'bra-,kaut\ h ; a violent or forceful break from restraint;
esp : a military attack to break from encirclement

break.through \'brak-,thru\ n 1 : an act or point of breaking
through an obstruction 2 ; an offensive thrust that penetrates
and carries beyond a defensive line in warfare 3 ; a sudden ad-
vance in knowledge or technique

break up v/ l : to disrupt the continuity or flow of 2 : to bring
to an end 3 : to break into pieces in scrapping or salvaging : scrap
•^ VI 1 : to cease to exist as a unified whole 2 : to lose morale,
composure, or resolution — break>up \'bra-,k3p\ n

break.wa-ter \'bra-,kw6t-3r, -,kwat-\ n : a structure to protect a
harbor or beach from the force of waves
ibream \'brim, 'brem\ n, pi bream or breams [ME breme. fr MF,
of Gmc origin; akin to OHG brahsima bream, brettan to draw (a

sword) — more at braid] 1 : a European freshwater cyprinid fish

{Abramis brama); broadly : any of various related fishes 2 a
: porgy or related fish (family Sparidae) b : any of various fresh-
water sunfishes {Lepomis and related genera); esp : blueGill
2bream \'brem\ vt [prob. fr. D brem furze] : to clean (a ship's
bottom) by heating and scraping
'breast \'brest\ n [ME brest, fr. OE breast; akin to OHG brust
breast, Russ bryukho belly] 1 : either of two protuberant milk»
producing glandular organs situated on the front of the chest in
the human female and some other mammals; broadly : a discrete
mammary gland 2 : the fore or ventral part of the body between
the neck and the abdomen 3 : the seat of emotion and thought
: bosom 4 a : something resembling a breast b : face 6

2breast vt 1 : confront 2 : to contend with resolutely

breast-bone \*bresit)-'bon, -,bon\ n : sternum
breast drill n : a portable drill with a plate that is pressed by the
breast in forcing the drill against the work

breast.plate \'bres(t)-,plat\ n 1 : a metal plate worn as defensive
armor for the breast 2 : a vestment worn in ancient dmes by a
Jewish high priest and set with 12 gems bearing the names of the
tribes of Israel 3 : a piece against which the workman presses
his breast in operating a breast drill or similar tool 4 : plastron 2

breast.stroke \'bres(t)-,str6k\ n : a swimming stroke executed by
extending the arms in front of the head while drawing the knees
forward and outward and then sweeping the arms back with palmis
out while kicking backward and outward

breast.work \'bres-,tw3rk\ « ; an improvised or temporary fortifi-

breath \'breth\ n [ME breth, fr. OE brxth; akin to OHG bradam
breath, OE beorma yeast] 1 a : air charged with a fragrance or
odor b : a slight indication : suggestion 2 a : the faculty of
breathing b : an act of breathing : opportunity or time to

{
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breathe ; respite 3 t a slight breeze 4 a ; air inhaled and exhaled
In breathing "D : something (as moisture on a cold surface) pro-
duced by breath or breathing 5 : a spoken sound : ittterance
6 ; SPIRIT, ANIMATION 7 : expiration of air with the glottis wide
open (as in the formation of \f\ and \s\ sounds)

breathe \'breUi\ vb [ME brethen, fr. breth'i \i 1 A obs i to emit a
fragrance or aura b : to become manifest 2 a : to draw air into
and expel it from the lungs : respire; broadly ; to take in oxygen
and give out carbon dioxide through natural processes 1> : to inhale
and exhale freely 3 : live 4 : to pause and rest before continuing
5 : to blow softly 6 : to use air to support combustion -^ vt

1 a ; to send out by exhaling b : to instill by or as if by breathing

(r^ new life into the movement) 2 a : utter, express b : manifect",
/EVINCE 3 ; to give rest from exertion to 4 : to take in in breathing
breathed \'bretht\ adj : voiceless 2

breath.er \'bre-th3r\ n 1 ; one that breathes 2 : a break in
activity for rest 3 : a small vent in an airtight enclosure

breath.iug \'bre-thip\ n l : breather 2 2 ; either of the marks
' and ' used in writing Greek to indicate aspiration or its absence

breath'less \*breth-Ias\ adj 1 a : not breathing b : dead 2 a
: panting or gxsping for breath b : leaving one breathless C : hold-
ing one"s breath from emotion 3 : stale, stuffy — breath«less-ly

breath-tak.ing \'breth-,ta-kiQ\ adj 1 : making one out of breath
2 ; EXCITING, thrilling — breath-tak-tng-ly \-kiri-!e\ adv

breathy \'breth-e\ adj : characterized by or accompanied with the
audible passage of breath

brec-cia \'brech-(e-)a\ n [It] : a rock consisting of sharp fragments
embedded in a fine-grained matrix

brecci-ate \'brech_-e-,at\ vi : to form (rook) into breccia — brec-
ci-a-tion_\,brech-e-'a-sh3n\ n

brede \'bred\ n [alter, of braidl 1 archaic ; embroidery 2 archaic
: BRAIDING; esp ; interweaving of colors

bree \'bre\ n [ME bre} chiejly Scot ; broth, ljquor
breech \'brcch; '"breeches" {garment) is usit 'brich-3z\ n [ME,
breeches, fr. OE brec, pi. of broc leg covering; akin to OHG
bruoh breeches, OE brecan to break] "L pi a. \ short trousers cover-
ing the hips and thighs and fitting snugly at the lower edges at

or just below the kjiee b : pants 2 : buttocks 3 a : the part
of a firearm at the rear of the bore b : the bottom of a pulley block

breech'blOCk \'brech-,blak\ n ; the block in breech-loading fire-

arms that closes the rear of the bore against the force of the charge
breech. Clout \-,klaut\ or breech-cloth \-,kl6th\ n : loincloth
breech.es buoy \'bre-ch3z- also 'brich-9z-\ n : a canvas seat in

the form of breeches hung from a life buoy running on a hawser and
used to haul persons from one ship to another or from ship to shore

breech.ing \'bre-chir). 'brich-io\ n : the part of a harness that

passes around the breech of a draft animal
breech.load-er \'brech-'lod-ar\ n : a firearm receiving its am-
munition at the breech — breech-load.ing \-'lod-ir)\ adj
ibreed \'bred\ vb bred \'bred\; breed.ing [ME breden, fr. OE
bredan: akin to OE brod brood] vt 1 : lo produce (offspring) by
hatching or gestation 2 a ; beget 1 b : produce, engender
3 : to propagate sexually: a ; to propagate (plants) by artificial

pollination b ; to improve (a stock) by controlled propagation
: to develop (desired qualities) by breeding 4 a ; to bring up

: nurture b ; to inculcate by training 5 a : to mate with : mate,
INSEMINATE b I IMPREGNATE 6 : to produce (a fissionable element)
by bombarding a nonfissionable element with neutrons from a
radioactive element -^ vi 1 ; to produce offspring by sexual union
2 ; to propagate animals or plants — breed, er n

2breed n 1 ; a group of animals or plants presumably related by
descent from common ancestors and visibly similar in most charac-
ters; esp X such a group differendated from the wild type under the
influence of man 2 ; a number of persons of the same stock

3 : class, kind
breed.ing n 1 ; the action or process of bearing or gencradng
2 : ANCESTRY 3 a : education b : training in or observance of
the proprieties 4 : the propagation of plants or animals

breebs \'breks\ n pi [ME (northern dial.) breke, fr. OE brecl
chiejly Scot : breeches
ibreeze \'brez\ n [ME brise'\ 1 a : a light gentle wind b : a wind
of from 4 to 31 miles an hour 2 : something easily done : ciNCH
2breeze vi : to proceed quickly and easily {breezed through the book)
3breeze n [prob. modif. of F braise cinders] : residue from the
making of coke or charcoal

breeze.way \-,wa\ n : a roofed open passage connecdng two
buildings (as a house and garage) or halves of a building

breez-i.ly \'bre-23-le\ adv : in a breezy manner
breez-i.ness Vbre-ze-nas\ n : a breezy quality or manner
breezy \'bre-2e\ adj 1 : swept by breezes 2 ; brisk, lively
breg.ma \'breg-ma\ n, pi breg.ma.ta \-m3t-3\ [NL bregmat-,
bregma, fr. LL. front part of the head, fr. Ok; akin to Gk brechmos
front part of the heaJ] : the point of junction of the coronal and
sagittal sutures of the skull — breg.mat.io \breg-'mat-ik\ adj

bremS'Strah.lung \'brem(psh)-,shtral-3o\ n [G, lit., decelerated
radiation] ; the electromagneuc radiauon produced by the sudden
retardation of an electrical paiticle in an intense electric field

brent \'brent\ var oj brant
brethren pi of brother — used chiefly in formal or solemn address
Breth.ren \'brcttj-(3-ir3n, -amX n pi : members of various sects

originating chiefly in ISth century German Pietism; esp : dunkers
Bret.on \'bret-'n\ n [F, fr. ML Briton-, Brito, fr. L, Briton] 1 : a
native or inhabitant of Brittany 2 a : the Celtic language of the

Breton people b : the Brythonic division of Celdc — Breton adj
breve X'brev, 'brev\ n [ME — more at brief] 1 : a curved mark ^
used to indicate a short vowel or a short or imstressed syllable

2 : a note equivalent to four half notes
ibre.vet \br3-'vet. chiefly Brit 'brev-it\ n [ME, an official message,
fr. MF. fr. OF, dim. of briej letter] : a commission giving a military
officer higher nominal rank than that for which he receives pay

abrevet vt bre-vet.ted or brev.et.ed; bre-vet-ting or brev-et-ing
; to confer rank upon by brevet

bre.via.ry \'bre-v(y)3-re. -ve-,er-e\ n [L breviarium, fr. brevis —
more at brief] 1 : a brief summary : abridgment 2 ojten cap
[ML breviarium, fr. L] a : a book containing the prayers, hymns,
psalms, and readings for the canonical hours b : divine office

brev.i.ty \'brev-3t-e\ n [L brevitas, fr. brevis'i 1 : shortness of
duradon 2 : expression in few words : conciseness

ibrew XTsriiX vb [ME brewen, it. OE breowan; akin to I. jervere to
boil] 1 : to prepare by steeping, boiling, and fermentadon or by
infusion and fermentation 2 a : to bring about (trouble) as if

by brewing magical potions b : contrive, plot -^ vi 1 : to brew
beer or ale 2 : to be forming — brew.er X'brii-sr, 'bru(-3)r\ n
2brew /I 1 a : a brewed beverage b ; a product of brewing 2 : the
process of brewing
brew.age \'bru-ij\ n : brew
brewer's yeast n : a yeast used or suitable for use in brewing;
specif I the dried pulverized cells of a yeast {Saccharomyces
cerevisiae) used esp. as a source of B-complex vitamins

brew.ery ybrii-a-re, 'bru(-a}r-e\ n : a plant where malt liquors are
manufactured

brewis \'bruz, 'brij-3s\ n [ME brewes, fr. OF broez, nom. sing,
accus. pi. of broet, dim. of breu broth, of Gmc origin] dial : broth
Ibri-ar \'brT(-3ir\ var oj BRiER
2briar ;i : a tobacco pipe made from the root of a brier
bri.ard \bre-'ar(d)\ n [F, fr. Brie, district in France] : any of an
old French breed of large strong usu. black dogs

brib-able \'brT-b3-b3l\ adj : capable of being bribed
ibribe \'bnb\ vt : to induce or influence by or as if by bribery
~ vi : to pracdce bribery — brib.er n

2bribe n [ME, something stolen, fr. MF, bread given to a beggar]
1 : money or favor bestowed on or promised to a person in a
position of trust to pervert his judgment or corrupt his conduct
2 : something that serves to induce or influence

brib.ery \'bri-b(3-)re\ n : the act or practice of bribing
bric-a-brac \*brik-3-,brak\ ^ [F bric-a-brac} ; a miscellaneous
collection of often antique articles of virtu ; curios
ibricK \'brik\ n [ME bryke, fr. MF briaue, fr. MD bricke: akin to
OE brecan to break] 1 pi bricks or brick : a handy-sized unit of
building or paving material typically of moist clay hardened by
heal 2 slang ; a good fellow 3 : a rectangular compressed mass

2brick vt : to close, face, or pave with bricks
briCK'bat \'brik-,bat\ n 1 ; a fragment of a hard material fas a
brick) esp. when used as a missile 2 : an uncomplimentary remark

brick.lay-er \'brik-.la-3r, -,le(-3^r\ n : one who lays brick
brick-le \'brik-3l\ adj [ME brekyl} dial : BRnrLE
brick red « ; a variable color averaging a moderate reddish brown
brick-work \'brik-.w3rk\ n : work of or with brick
brick.yard \-,yard\ n : a place where bricks are made
ibrid.al \'brTd-n\ n [ME bridale, fr. OE brydealu, fr. bryd + ealu
ale — more at ale J : a nuptial festival or ceremony : marriage

2bridal adj : of or relating to a bride or a wedding : nuptial
bridal wreath n ; a spirea {Spiraea prunijolia) widely grown for its

umbels of small white flowers borne in spring
bride \"brTd\ n [ME, fr. OE bryd; akin to OHG brut bride] ; a
woman newly married or about to be married

bride-groom X'brld-.griim, -^|grijm\ n [ME bridegome, fr. OE
brvdguma; akin to OHG bruiigomo bridegroom; both fr. a pre-
historic NGmc-WGmc compound whose consuiuenis are repre-
sented by OE bryd and by OE guma man] : a man newly married
or about to be married

brides-maid \'brTdz-,mad\ n : a woman attendant of a bride

bride.well \'brT-,dwel, -dw3l\ n [Bridewell, London jail] : prison
ibridge \'brij\ n [ME brigge, fr. OE brycg; akin to OHG brucka

A^fWI.

bridge, OSlav brUviino beam] 1 a : a structure carrying a roadway
over a depression or obstacle b : a time place, or means of con-
nection or transition 2 : something resembling a bridge in form or

function: as a : the upper bony part of the nose; also : the part of

a pair of glasses that rests upon it b ; an arch serving to raise the

strings of a musical instrument C : a raised transverse platform on a

ship from which it is conned d : gantry 2b 3 : something (as a

partial denture anchored to adjacent teeth) that fills a gap 4 : an
electrical instrument or network for measuring or comparing resis-

tances, inductances, capacitances, or impedances by comparing the

ratio of two opposing voltages to a known ratio

abridge vt 1 ; to make a bridge over or across; also : to traverse by a

bridge 2 : to provide with a bridge — bridge-able \-a-b3l\ adj

abridge n [origin unknown] : any of various card games for four
plavers developed from whist; esp : contract bridge

brid'ge.board \'brii-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : string 7a
bridge-head \-,hed\ n 1 a : a defensive work protecting the end of
a bridge nearest an enemy b : a locality fortified to protect a
bridge site, ford, or defile from attack from the other side c : an
area around the end of a bridge 2 : an advanced position seized

in hostile territory as a foothold for further advance

bridge-work \'brij-.wprk\ n : a dental bridge

ibri.dle \'brTd-'l\ n [ME bridel, fr. OE bridel: akin to OE bregdan
lo move quickly] 1 a : the headgear with which a horse is governed
consisting of a headstall, a bit, and reins b : a strip of metal joining

two parts of a machine esp. for limiting or restraining motion
2 : something resembhng a bridle in shape or function: as a : a
length of secured cable with a second cable attached to the bight

to which force is applied b ; curb, restrap^ : frenum
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sblidle vb bri<dling \'bnd-Uo. -'l-ia\ v/ 1 : to put a bridle upon
2 ; to restrain with a bridle -^ vi ; to show hostility or resentment
esp. by drawing back the head and chin syn see restrain

bridle patll n ; a trail passable to or designed for horses
Brie \'bre\ n [F, fr. Brie, district in France] : a soft perishable
cheese ripened by mold
ibrief \'bref\ adj [ME brej, breve, fr. MF brief, fr. L brevis; akin to
OHG murg short, Gk brachysj 1 ; short in duration or extent
2a: coN( isE b : curt, abrupt — brief.ly adv — brief-ness n
syn BRIEF, short mean lacking length, brief applies primarily to

duration and may imply condensation, conciseness, or occas. in-
tensity; short may imply sudden stoppage or incompleteness

abriel n EME breJ, fr. MF, fr. ML brevis, fr. LL, summary, fr. L
brevis, adj. ] 1 : an official letter or mandate; esp : a papal letter less

formal than a bull 2 : a brief written item or document: as
a : a concise article b : synopsis, summary c : a concise statement
of a client's case made out for the instruction of counsel in a trial
at law 3 ; an outline of an argument; esp : a formal outline esp.
in law that sets forth the main contentions with supporting state-
ments or evidence 4 : short snug underpants — usu. used in pi.

sbrief vt 1 : to make an abstract or abridgment of 2 Bri[ : to retain
as legal counsel 3 a ; to give final precise instructions to b : to
coach thoroughly in advance c : to give essential information to

brief>case \-,k_as\ n ; a flat leather case to carry papers
brief.less \'bre-flas\ adj : having no legal clients
ibri.er \'brT(-a)r\ n [ME brere, fr. OE brerl i a plant (as of the
genera kosa, Rubus, and Smilax) with a woody thorny or^prickly
stem; also : a mass or twig of these — bri-ery \'brT-(3-)re\ adj

2brier n [F bruyere heath, fr. (assumed) VL brucaria, fr. LL brucus
heather, of Celt origin] ; a heath {Erica arborea) of southern
Europe the root of which is used for making pipes

bri.er.root \'brT(-3)r-,riit. -,riit\ n ; a root (as of the brier Erica
arborea) used for tobacco pipes

ibrig \'brig\ n [short for brigantinei : a 2-masted square-rigged
ship — compare hermaphrodite
BRIG

2brig n [prob. fr. ^brigl ; a temporary
place (as on a ship) of confinement
for offenders in the U.S. Navy
: GUARDHOUSE, PRISON

3brig chiefly Scot var of bridge
ibri.gade \brig-'ad\ n [F, fr. It
brigata, fr. brigare} 1 a : a large body
of troops b ; a tactical and adminis-
tradve unit composed of a head-
quarters, one or more units of in-
fantry or armor, and supporting units
2 ; a group of people organized for
special activity

zbrigade vt : to form or unite into a brigade
brig.a-dier \,brig-3-'di(a)r\ n [F, fr. brigade"] 1 ; brigadier
GENERAL 2 : an officer in the British army commanding a brigade

brigadier general /i ; a commissioned officer in the army, air force,
or marine corps ranking above a colonel and below a major
general

brig-and \'brig-3nd\ n [ME brigaunt, fr. MF brigand, fr. Olt
brigante, fr. brigare to fight, fr. briga strife, of Celt origin] : one
who lives by plunder usu. as a member of a band : bandit — brig-
and.age \-3n-dij\ n ~ brig.and.ism \-3n-,diz-3m\ n

brig.an.dine \'brig-3n-,den\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. brigand] ; medieval
body armor of scales or plates

brig.an.tine \'brig-sn-,ten\ n [MF brigantin, fr. Olt brigantino, fr.

brigante] 1 : a 2-masted square-rigged ship differing from a brig
In not carrying a square mainsail 2 ; hermaphrodite brig
bright VbrTt\ adj [ME, fr. OE beorht: akin to OHG beraht bright,
Skt bhrajate it shines] la: radiating or reflecting light : shining
b : radiant with happiness or good fortune 2 archaic : illustrious,
GLORIOUS 3 : resplendent with charms 4 ; of high saturation or
brilliance <'^ colors) 5 ; intelligent, clever; also : lively,
CHEERFUL — bright adv ~ bright.ly adv — bright.ness n
syn BRILLIANT, RAIMANT, LUMINOUS, LUSTROUS: BRIGHT implies

emitdng or reflecting a high degree of light; brilliant implies in-

tense often sparkling brightness; radiant stresses sending forth
light but often means no more than bright; luminous imphes
emission of steady, suffused, glowing light by reflection or in sur-
rounding darkness; lustrous stresses an even, rich light from a sur-
face that reflects brighUy without sparkling or glittering

bright-en \'brTt-=n\ vt bright-en.ing \'bnt-nio, 'n-ir)\ : to make
bright or brighter '— vi : to become bright or brighter

Brlgbt's disease \'brTts-\ n [Richard Bright tl858 E physician]
: any of several kidney diseases attended with albumin in the urine

bright.work \'brTt-.w3rk\ n : polished or plated metalwork
briU\'bril\n,pi: brill [perh.fr. Com brJ/AW mackerel ] : a European
flatfish (Bothus rhombus) related to the turbot; broadly : turbot

bril.liance \'bril-y3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being brilliant

bril'lian.cy \-y3n-se\ n 1 ; brilliance 2 : an instance of brilliance

ibril.liant X'bril-yantX adj [F brillant, prp. of briller to shine, fr. It

brillare, fr. brillo beryl, fr. L beryllus] 1 : very bright : glittering
<a ^ hght) 2 a ; striking, distinguished b : disdnguished by
unusual mental keenness or alert-

ness syn see bright — briUiant*l7
adv — brll>liant-ness n

2brilliant n : a diamond or other
gem cut in a particular form with
numerous facets so as to have
especial brilliancy

bril.lian.tine \'bril-y3n-,ten\ n
1 : a preparation for making hair
glossy 2 ; a light lustrous fabric
similar to alpaca usu. of cotton and
mohair or worsted

Briirs disease \'brilz-\ n [Nathan
E. Brill tl925 Am physician] : an
acute infectious disease held to be
a mild form of typhus
ibrim \'brim\ n [ME brimme; akin
to MHO brem edge] 1 a : the

brilliant: briolette. A; Ameri-
can cut, top and side view, B
and C; marquise, D; a bezel, b
girdle, c pavilion; / table, 2
star facet, 3 main facet, 4

comer facet, 5 culet

edge or rim esp. of a cup, bowl, or depression (the -^ of the crater)
b ; brink, VERGE 2 : the projecting rim of a hat syn see border— brim-tul \-'ful\ adj
2brim vb brimmed; brim*ming vt ; to fill to the brim '^ vi 1 : to
become full to the brim 2 : to reach or overflow a brim

brim.met \'brim-3r\ n : a cup or glass brimful
brim.Stone \'brim-.ston, chiefly Brit brim(Dt-st3n\ n [MB brin-
ston, prob. fr. birnen to bum + sion stone] : sulfur

brind.ed \'brin-dad\ adj [ME brended] archaic ; brindled
brin-dle \'brin-d'l\ n [brindle, adj ] : a brindled color or animal
brin.dled \-d=ld\ or brin.dle \-dn\ adj [alter, of brindedl ; having
obscure dark streaks or flecks on a gray or tawny ground
ibrine \'brTn\ n [ME, fr. OE bryne; akin to MD brine brine, L
fricare to rub — more at friction ] 1 a : water saturated or strongly
impregnated with common salt b : a strong saline solution (as of
calcium chloride) 2 ; the water of a sea or salt lake
2brine vt : to treat (as by steeping) with brine — brin.er n
Bri-nel! hardness \brs-.nel-\ n [Johann A. Brinell tl925 Sw
engineer] : the hardness of a metal or alloy measured by hydrauli-
cally pressing a hard ball under a standard load into the specimen

Brinell number n : a number expressing Brinell hardness and
denoting the load applied in testing in kilograms divided by the
spherical area of indentation produced in die specimen in square
millimeters

brine shrimp n ; a branchiopod crustacean (genus Artemia)
bring \'brij]\ vb brought \'br6t\ bring.ing \'brio-io\ [ME
bringen, fr. OE bringan; akin to OHG bringan to bring, W hei)rwng
to accompany] vt 1 a ; to convey, lead, carry, or cause to come
along with one toward the place from which the action is being re-
garded b : to cause to be, act, or move in a special way: as (1)
: attract (2) : persuade, induce (3) : force, compel (4) ; to
cause to come into a particular state or condition c dial : escort,
accompany 2 : to cause to exist or occur- as a : produce (win-
ter will --- snow and ice) b : to result in : effect c : institute <---'

legal action) d ; adduce <-- an argument) 3 : prefer <--^ a charge)
4 ; to procure in exchange : sell for -— vi, chiefly Midland % yield,
produce

bring about vt i to cause to take place : effect
bring down vt 1 ; to cause to fall esp. by shooting 2 s to carry
(a totan forward

bring lorth vt : to bear (as fmit) or give birth to ; produce
bring lorward vt 1 ; to produce to view : introduce 2 : to carry
(a total) forward

bring in v/ 1 ; to produce as profit or return 2 : to enable (a man
on base) to reach home plate by a hit 3 ; to report to a court
<jury brought in a verdict) 4 a : to cause fas an oil well) to be pro-
ductive b ; to win tricks with the long cards of (a suit) in bridge

bring off vt 1 : to cause to escape : rescue 2 : to achieve or carry
to a successful issue

bring on vt : to cause to come into action or existence
bring out vt 1 : to make more noticeable 2 a : to present to the
public b : to introduce formally to society 3 : utter

bring to v; l : to cause (a boat) to he to or come to a standstill
2 : to restore to consciousness

bring up vr 1 : rear, educate 2 : to cause to stop suddenly 3 ; to
bring to attention : introduce 4 : vomit ~ vi : to stop suddenly

brin.i.ness \'brT-ne-n3s\ n : the quahty or state of being briny
brink \'briok\ n [ME, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON brekka
slope; akin to "L front-, frons forehead] 1 : edge, border; esp : the
very edge at the top of a steep place 2 ; a bank esp. of a river
3 : the point of onset : verge (•-- of war) syn see border

brink.man.ship X'briok-man-.shipX n [brink + -manship (as In
horsemanships] X the practice of pushing a dangerous situation to
the limit of safety before stopping

briny \'bjr-ne\ adj ; of or resembling brine or the sea : salty
brio \*bre-(,)o\ n [It] : vivacity, spirit
bri.OChe \bre-'osh, -'6sh\ n [F, fr. MF dial., fr. brier to knead, of
Gmc origin; akin to OHG brehhan to break — more at break] ; a
roll baked from light yeast dough rich with eggs and butter

bri.o-lette \,bre-3-'let\ n [F] ; an oval or pear-shaped diamond
cut in triangular facets

bri.quette or bri-quet \brik-'et\ n [F briquette, dim. of brlque
brick] : a compacted often brick-shaped mass of usu. fine material

bri.sance \bri-'zan(t)s, -'za"s\ n [F, fr. brisant, prp. of briser to
break, fr. OF brisier, of Celt origin; akin to Olr brissim I break;
akin to h fricare to rub — more at friction] ; the shattering or
crushing effect of an explosive — brl.sant \-'zant, -'2a"\ adj

Bri.se.is \brT-'se-as\ n [L. fr. Gk Briseis] I a woman captive of
Achilles taken away from him by Agamemnon

'brisk \'brisk\ adj [prob. modif. of MF brusque] 1 : keenly alert
; LIVELY 2 a : pleasingly tangy <~ tea) b : invigorating, fresh
<--- weather) 3 : sharp in tone or manner 4 : energetic, quick
<a_'^ pace) syn see agile — brisk-ly adv — brisk-ness n

2brisk vt : to make brisk — vi % to become brisk <the market -^ed up)
bris-ket \'bris-k3t\ n [ME brusket: akin to OE breost breast] ; the
breast or lower chest of a quadruped animal

bris.ling or bris-tling \'briz-lir), 'bris-V^ n [Norw brisling, fr. LG
bretling, fr. bret broad; akin to OE ferarf broad] : a small herring
(Clupea sprattus) thai resembles and is processed like a sardine

ibris.tle \'brls-3l\ n [ME bristiL fr. brust bristle, fr. OE byrst; akin
to OHG burst bristie, L. fastigium top] : a short stiff coarse hair or
filament — bris*tle>like \'bris-3(l)-.lTk\ adj — bris.tly \'bris-
(9-)Ie\ adj

ibristle vb bris.tling \'bris-(3-)lio\ vi 1 a : to rise and stand stiffly

erect <quills bristling in all directions) b ; to raise the bristles (as in
anger) 2 : to take on an aggressive attitude or appearance 3 : to
appear as if covered with bristles (^^ with difficulties) '^ vt 1 : to
furnish with bristles 2 : to make bristly ; ruffle

bris.tle.tail \'bris-9l-,tal\ n : any of various wingless insects (orders
Thysanura and Entotrophi) \yith two slender caudal bristies

bris.tol \'brist-^l\ n [Bristol, England] : cardboard with a smooth
surface suitable for writing or printing

brlt or britt \'brit\ n [Cora brythel mackerel] 1 : young or small
herring or other small schooling fishes 2 : minute marine animals
largely crustaceans and pteropods

bri-tan.nia metal \bri-.tan-y3-, -,tan-e-3-\ n IBriiannia, poetic

(

a abut; 3 kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

i joke; I) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t^ tbis;
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name for Great Britain, fr. L] : a silver-white alloy largely of tin,

antimony, and copper similar to pewter
Bri.tan.nic \bri-'tan-ik\ adj : British
britch.es \'brich-az\ n pi [alter, of breeches] : breeches, pants
Bnt*i>cism \'brit-3-,siz-3m\ n IBriiis^h + -icism (as in gallicism)'}

; a characteristic feature of British English
Brit-ish \'brit-ish\ n [ME Bruttische of Britain, fr. OE Bretiisc, of
Celt origin; akin to W Brythnn Briton] 1 a : the Celtic language of
the ancient Britons b : British engush 2 : the people of Great
Britain or the British Commonwealth — Britisll adj

BritLStl English n : the native language of most inhabitants of
England; esp : English characteristic of England and clearly

distinguishable from that used in the U.S., Australia, and elsewhere
Brit.isU.er \'brit-i-sh3r\ n : briton 2
British thermal unit n : the quantity of heat required to raise the
temperature of one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit at or near
39.2^F

Brit.on \'brit-^n\. n [ME Breton, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L Briton-,
Brito. of Celt origin; akin to W Brythoni 1 ; a member of one of
the peoples inhabiting Britain previous to the Anglo-Saxon in-

vasions 2 : a native or subject of Great Britain; esp : englishman
britS-ka or hritz.ska \'brich-k3, 'bn't-sk3\ n [G britschkalialouQ
open carriage with a folding top over the rear seat and a front seat
facing the rear

Brit.ta.ny spaniel X.brit-^n-e-V n [ Brittany, region in France] : a
large active spaniel of a French breed developed by interbreeding
pointers with spaniels of Brittany
ibrit_«tl8 X^brit-^IX adj [ME britil; akin to OE breotan to break. Skt
bhruna embryo] la: easily broken, cracked, or snapped ('^ clay)
<"^ glass) b ; easily disrupted, overthrown, or damaged : frail

t C : requiring careful handling : difficult (-^ personality)
d : sharp, tense <'--' staccato of snare drums) 2a; perishable,
MORTAL b ;transitory. evanescent 3 ; lacking warmth, depth, or
generosity of spirit : COLD syii see fragile — brit-tle-ness n
^brittle n : candy made by boiling sugar until it caramelizes, adding
nuts, and cooling in thin sheets

Brit.ton.ic \bri-'tan-ik\ adj [L Britton-, Britto Briton] % bry-
THONIC 2
BriX scale \'brik(s)-'ska(3)i\ n [Adolf F. Brix tl870 G scientist]

: a hydrometer scale for sugar solutions so graduated that its read-
ings at a specified temperature represent percentages by weight of
sugar in the solution
ibroach \'broch\ n [ME broche, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL brocca,
fr L, fem. of broccus projecting] 1 : any of various pointed or
tapered tools, implements, or parts: as a : a spit for roasting meat
b : a tool for tapping aisks 2 : brooch
2broaca vt 1 a : to pierce (as a cask) in order to draw the contents
: tap b : to open up or break into (as a mine or stores) 2 : to
shape or enlarge (a hole) with a boring tool 3 a : to make known
for the first time b : to open up (a subject i for discussion -— vi : to
break the surface from below s]ai see express — broach. er n
abroach vb [perh. fr. ^broach} vi : to veer or yaw dangerously esp.
in a following sea so as to He beam on to the waves — used chiefly
with to ~ vr : to cause (a boat) to broach
ibroad \'br6d\ adj [ME brood, fr. OE brad; akin to OHG breit

broad] 1 : extended in breadth ; wide 2 : extending far and wide
; SPACIOUS 3 a : open, full b : plain, obvious 4 ; marked by
lack of restraint, delicacy, or subtlety: a obs : outspoken
b : coarse, indelicate <-^ stories) 5 a : liberal, catholic (~
views) b ; widely applicable or applied : general 6 ; relating to
the main or essential points <-' outlines) 7 : dialectal esp. in

pronunciation Bof a vowel : open — used specif, of a pronounced
as in father — broad-Iy adv — broad-ness n
syn broad, wide, deep mean having horizontal extent, broad and

wide apply to a surface measured or viewed from side to side
(broad pathway) wide is more common when units of measurement
are mentioned ('rugs eight feet widey or applied to unfilled space be-
tween limits {wide doorway) broad is prefeired when full hori-
zontal extent is considered (broad shoulders) deep may indicate
horizontal extent away from the observer or from a front or
peripheral point <a deep lot) {deep woods)
abroad adv ; broadly, widely (-^ awake)
abroad n X : the broad part (.as of the hand) 2 Brii ; an expansion
of a river — often used in pi. 3 slang ; woman
broad arrow n 1 : an arrow with a flat barbed head
2 Brit : a broad arrow mark identifying government
property including convicts' clothing

broad.ax or broad.axe \'br6-,daks\ n i a large ax
with a broad blade

broad bean « : the large flat edible seed of an Old
World upright vetch (Vicia faba); also : this plant
widely grown for its seeds and as fodder
Ibroad.cast \'br6d-,kast\ adj 1 : cast or scattered in all directions
2 ; made public by means of radio or television — broadcast adv

2broadcast n 1 : the act of transmitting sound or images by radio
or television 2 : a single radio or television program
abroadcast vb broadcast also broad-cast>ed; broad-cast-lng vr

1 ; to scatter or sow (seed) broadcast 2 : to make widely known
3 ; to transmit as a broadcast -^ vi 1 : to transmit a broadcast
2 : to speak or perform on a broadcast program— broad*cast>er n
Broad Church adj : of or relating to a liberal party in the Anglican
communion esp. in the later 19th century — Broad ChiLTChman n

broad.Cloth ybr6d-.kl6th\ n 1 : a twilled napped woolen or
worsted fabric with smooth lustrous face and dense texture 2 : a
fabric usu. of cotton, silk, or rayon made in plain and rib weaves
with soft semigloss finish

broad.en \'br6d-'n\ vb broad-en-ing \'br6d-niQ, -'n-io\ vi : to
become broad '— v/ : to make broader

broad gauge n : a railroad gauge wider than standard gauge— broad-ganged \'br6d-'gajd\ adj
broad hatchet n ; a short-handled hatchet with a broad cutting
blade and rectangular hammering face opposite
broad jump n : a jump for distance in track-and-field athletics— broad jumper n
broad'leal \'br6d-,lef\ adj : broad-leaved
broad-leaved \-'levd\ or broad-leafed \-'leff\ adj : having broad
leaves; sperij : having leaves that are not needles (-^ evergreens)

broad.loom \-,lum\ adj : woven on a wide loom; also : so woven
in solid color <^ carpeting) — broadloom n

broad

broad-nund-ed \-'mTn-d3d\ adj 1 ; tolerant of varied views
: CATHOLIC 2 : inclined to condone minor departures from ortho-
dox behavior — broad-mind-ed-ly adv — broad-mind* ed.ness n
Tbroad-side \'br6d-.sTd\ n 1 : the side of a ship above the waterline
2 : a broad or unbroken surface 3 a archaic : a sheet of paper
Erinted on one side b : a sheet printed on one or both sides and
Dided 4 : something (as a ballad^ printed on a broadside 5 a

; all the guns on one side of a ship; also ; their simultaneous dis-
charge b ; a volley of abuse or denunciation
^broadside adv l : with the broadside toward a given object or
pi^int 2 : in one volley 3 : at random — broadside adj
broad-spectrum adj : effective against various microorganisms
broad.sword \'br6d-^o(aird, -,s6(3)rd\ n ; a sword with a broad
blade for cutting rather than thrusting

broad.tai! \-,tal\ n l a : karakul I b : a fat-taUed sheep
2 ; the fur or skin of a very young or premature karakul lamb hav-
ing a flat and wavy appearance resembling moire silk

broad'Wile \-,wTf\ n labroad + wife] : the wife of a slave belonging
to another master in the slaveholding states of the U.S.

Brob^ding.nag.ian \,brab-dir)-*nag-e-3n, -dig-'nag-\ n i an in-
habitant of a country in Swift's Gulliver's Travels where everything
is on a giant scale ~ Brobdingnagian adj

bro.cade \bro-*kad\ n [Sp brocado, fr. Catal brocat, fr. It broccato,
fr. broccare to spur, brocade, fr brocco small nail, fr. L broccus
projecting] 1 : a rich oriental silk fabric v/ith raised patterns in
gold and silver 2 : a fabric characterized by raised designs
— brocade vt — bro.cad-ed \-'kad-3d\ adj

broca-teUe \,brak-3-*tel\ n [F. fr. It broccatello, dim. of broccato}
: a stiff decorating fabric with patterns in high relief

brocco.li or broco-li \'brak-(3-)le\ n [It, pi. of broccolo flowering
top of a cabbage, dim. of brocco small nail, sprout] : a large hardy
cauliflower; esp : a branching cauliflower with a head of functional
florets at the end of each branch — called also sprouting broccoli

bro-Chette \bro-'shet\ n [F, fr, OF brocheie, fr. broche pointed
too! more at broach] : a small spit : skewer

bro.chure \bro-'shuoir\ n [F, fr brocher to sew. fr. MF, to prick,
fr OF brnchier. fr broche} ; pamphlet, booklet
brock \'brak\ n [ME, fr. OE broc. of Celt origin] : badger
brock-et \'brak-at\ n [ME broket} 1 : a male red rieer two years
old — compare pricket 2 : any of several small So. American
deer (genus Mazama) with unbranchcd horns
bro-gan X'bro-gan, bro-'gan\ n [IrGael brogan, dim. of brog} : a
heavy shoe; esp : a coarse work shoe reaching to the ankle
ibrogue \'brog\ n [IrGael & ScGael brog, fr. Mir broc, fr. ON
brok leg covering; akin to OE broc leg covering — more at breech]
1 : a stout coarse shoe worn formerly in Ireland and the Scottish
Highlands 2 : a heavy shoe often with a hobnailed sole : brogan
3 ; a stout oxford shoe with perforations and usu. a wing tip

2brogue n [perh. fr. IrGael barrog wrestling hold; fr. the idea that
unfamiliar features of pronunciation must be the result of a physical
impediment of the tongue] : a dialect or regional pronunciation;
esp ; an Irish accent

broi-der \*br6id-ar\ vr [ME broideren, modif of MF brqder — more
at EMBROIDER] : EMBROIDER — broi.dcry \'br6id-(3-)re\ n
ibroil \'br6i(aU\ vb [ME broilen, fr. MF bruler to burn, modif. of
L ustulare to singe, fr. ustus. pp. of urere to bum] vt : to cook by
direct exposure to radiant heat : grill -^ vi ; to become broiled

2broil n \z the act or state of broiling 2 : something broiled : grill
Sbroil vft [ME broilen, fr. MF brouiller to mix, broil, fr OF brooilier,
fr breu broth — more at brewis] vi ; embroil — vi" : brawt,

'^broil 'I ; a noisy disturbance : tumult; esp i quarrel
broil=er \'br6i-l?r\ n 1 : one that broils 2 : a bird fit for broiling;
esp ; a young chicken of up to 2^6 pounds dressed
ibroke \'brok\ adj [ME, alter, of broken} : penniless
ibroke past oj break
bro-ken \"bro-k3n\ adj [ME, fr. OE brocen, fr. pp. of brecan to
break] 1 : violently separated into parts : shattered 2 : damaged
or altered by or as if by breaking: as a : fractured <a -^ leg)
b of land surfaces ; being irregular, interrupted, or full of obstacles
c : violated by transgression <a '^ promise) d ; interrupted,
discontinuous e ; disrupted by change <~ home) t of a flower
; having an irregular, streaked, or blotched pattern esp. from virus
infection 3 a : made weak oi infirm b : subdued, crushed <a ---

spirit) c ; bankrupt d : reduced in rank 4a: cut off : discon-
nected b : imperfectly spoken or written <-- tnglish) 5 : not
complete or full — bro-ken-ly adv — brO'ken-ness V-kan-nssX n

brO'ken.heaxt.ed \,br6-k3n-*hart-3d\ adj ; crushed by grief or
despair

broken wind n : heaves — bro-ksn-wind.ed \,bro-k3n-*wln-dad\
adj

bro.ker \'bro-k3r\ n [ME, negotiator, fr. (assumed) AF brocour;
akm to OF broche pointed tool, tap of a cask] 1 a ; an agent who
arranges marriages b : an agent who negotiates contracts of pur-
chase and sale 2 Brit : a dealer in secondhand goods
bro.ker.age yhro-kO-lrijX n 1 : the business of a broker 2 I the
fee or commission for transacting business as a broker
brom- or bromo- comb Jnrm [prob. fr. F brome, fr. Gk bromos
bad smell] : bromine (bromide)
ibro-mate \'bro-,mat\ n : a salt of bromic acid
2bromate vt : to treat with a bromate; broadly : brominate
brome.grass \*brom-,gras\ n [NL Bromus, genus name, fr. L
bromos oats, fr Gk] : any of a large genus {Bromus) of tall grasses
often having drooping spikelets

bro-me.ll>ad \bro-'me-le-,ad\ n [NL Bromelia, genus of tropical
American plants, fr. Olaf Bromclius tl 705 Sw botanist] : any of a
family (Bromeliaceae) of chiefly tropical American and epiphytic
herbaceous plants including the pineapple and various ornamentals

bro.mic \'bro-mik\ adj : of, relating to. or containing bromine esp.
with a valence of five

bromic acid n : an unstable strongly oxidizing acid HBrOs known
only in solution or in the form of its salts

bro.mide \'br6-,mTd\ n 1 ; a binary compound of bromine with
another element or a radical including some (as potassium bromide)
used as sedatives 2 a : a commonplace or tiresome person : bore
b : a commonplace or hackneyed statement or notion

bro-mid-io \bro-'mid-ik\ adj : dull, tiresome, uninterfsting
bro-mi.nate \'bro-m3-^at\ vt ; to treat or cause to combine with

a compound of bromine — bro*mi*na>tion \,br6-
-sh3n\ n
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bro-mine \'bro-,men\ n [F brome bromine + E -inel : a nonmetallic
halogen element normally a deep red corrosive toxic liquid giving
off an irritating reddish brown vapor of disagreeable odor — see
ELEMENT table

bro.mism \'bro-,mi2-3m\ n ; an abnormal state due to excessive or
prolonged use of bromides
bro-mo \'br6-(.)mo\ n [brom-^ : a proprietary effervescent mix-
ture usu. containing a bromide and used as a headache remedy,
sedative, and alkalinizing agent
bronc \'brar]k\ n '. bronco
broncU- or broncho- combjorm [prob. fr. F. throat, fr. LL. fr. Gk,
fr. bronchos} : bronchial tube : bronchial bronchitis}

bron>chi>al \'brao-ke-3l\ adj : of or relating to the bronchi or
their ramifications in the lungg — hron-chi.al-ly \-3-le\ adv

bronchial asthma n : asthma resulting from spasmodic contraction
of bronchial muscles

bronchial tube n : a primary bronchus
or any of its branches

bron>chl>ec>ta>sis \,brari-ke-'ek-t3-
sas\ n [NL] : a chronic dilatation of
bronchi or bronchioles

bron.chi.ole \'brao-ke-.6I\ n [NL
bronchiolum'i : a minute thin-walled
branch of a bronchus

bron.chit.ic \bran-'kit-ik, braa-\ adj
; of or affected with bronchitis

bron.chi.tis \-'kTt-3s\ n : acute or
chronic inflammation of the bronchial
tubes or a disease marked by this

bron.cho.pneu.mo-nia \,brari-C.^k6- bronchial tubes: 1 wind-
n(y)u-'mo-ny3. ,bran-\ n [NL] : pneu- pipe; 2,2 bronchi
monia involving many relatively small
areas of lung tissue

toron-cho.scope \'brari-k3-.skop\ n [ISV] ; a tubular illuminated
instrument used for inspecting the bronchi or passing instruments— bron>cbo*scop<ic \,brar)-k3-'skap-ik\ adj — bron>cho<scop-
i>caMy \-i-kf3-)le\ adv— hron<clios>co>pist \bran-'kas-ka-p3st,
braij-\ n — bron'Chos>co<py \-pe\ n

bron-chus \'brar!-k3s\ n, pi bron<chi \'bran-,kT, 'braq-, -,ke\
[NL, fr. Gk bronchos] : either of the two primary divisions of the
trachea that lead respectively into the right and the left lung;
broadly : bronchial tube

bron.co \'brao-f.)ko, *bran-\ n [MexSp. fr. Sp, rough, wild] : an
unbroken or imperfectly broken range horse of western No.
America; broadly ; mustang

bron.to.saur \'brant-3-,s6(3)r\ also bron.to.sau-rus \,brant-3-
's6r-3s\ n [deriv. of Gk brome thunder -I- sauros lizard; akin to Gk
bremein to roar — more at saurian] : any of various large quadru-
pedal and prob. herbivorous dinosaurs (genus Apatosaurus)
Bronx cheer \'brao(k)s-\ « iBronx, borough of New York City]

: RASPBERRY 3
tbronze \'branz\ vt : to give the appearance of bronze to
2bronze n, ojien attrib [F. fr. It bronzo} 1 a : an alloy of copper and
tin and sometimes other elements b ; any of various copper-base
alloys with little or no tin 2 : a sculpture or artifact of bronze
3 : a moderate yellowish brown — bronzy \'bran-ze\ adj

Bronze Age n ; the period of human culture characterized by use
of bronze tools and held to begin in Europe about 3500 B.C. and
in western Asia and Egypt somewhat earlier
Bronze Star Medal n ; a U. S. military decoration awarded for
heroic or meritorious service except for aerial flights

bronZ'ing n : a bronze coloring or discoloration (as of leaves)
brooch X'broch, 'brlichX n [ME broche pointed tool, brooch — more
at BROACH] : an ornamental fastening device usu. with a clasp
ibrood \'brud\ n [ME, fr. OE brod; akin to OE beorma yeast —
more at barm] 1 ; the young of an animal or a family of young;
esp : the young (as of a bird or insect) hatched or cared for at one
time 2 : a group of similar nature or origin

2brood vt 1 a : to sit on or incubate (eggs) b : to produce by or as
if by incubation : hatch 2 oj a bird ; to cover (young) with the
wings 3 : to think anxiously or moodily upon : ponder ^ vi
laoj a bird : to brood eggs or young b : to sit quietly and thought-
fully 2 : HOVER. LOOM 3 a : to dwell moodily on^ subject b : to
be in a state of depression — brood>ing>ly \-ir)-le\ adv
3brood adj : kept for breeding <'^ mare> <'-' flock)
brood-er \'briid-3r\ n 1 I a person or animal that broods 2 ; a
heated structure used for raising young fowl

brood'i'Hess V'brlid-e-nasX n : the quality or state of being broody
broody \'brud-e\ adj 1 a : physiologically ready to brood b : suit-
able for producing offspring 2 : contemplative, moody
'brook \'bruk\ vl [ME brouken to use, enjoy, fr. OE brucan; akin
to OHG brithhan to use, 'Ljrui to enjoy] : endure, tolerate
2br00k n [ME. fr. OE broc; akin to OHG bruoh marshy ground]

: creek 2

brook.ite \'bruk-.Tt\ n [Henry J. Brooke tl857 E mineralogist]
; titanium dioxide TiOa occurring as a mineral in orthorhombic
crystals commonly translucent brown or opaque brown to black

brook.let \-l3t\ n : a small brook
brook trout n : the common speckled cold-water char (Salvelinus
Joniinalis) of eastern No. America
Ibroom \'brum, 'brum\ n [ME, fr. OE brom: akin to OHG bramo
bramble, MF brimme brim] 1 a : any of various leguminous shrubs
(esp. genera Cytisus and Genista) with long slender branches, small
leaves, and usu. showy yellow flowers b : heather 2 : a bun-
dle of firm stiff twigs or fibers bound together on a long handle for
sweeping and brushing
^broom vt ; to sweep with or as if with a broom
broom>corn \-,k6(3)m\ n : any of several tall cultivated sorghums
whose stiff-branched panicle is used in brooms and brushes
broom.rape \-,rap\ n l ; any of various leafless herbs (family
Orobanchaceae, the broomrape family) growing as parasites on
the roots of other plants 2 : Indian pipe

broom-stick \-,stik\ n ; the long thin handle of a broom
brose \'br5z\ n [perh. alter, of Sc bruis broth, fr. ME brewesi : a
chiefly Scottish dish made with a boiling liquid and meal

broth \'br6th\ n, pi broths \'br6ths, 'br6thz\ [ME, fr. OE; akin

9 abut; a kitten; _ or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; r) sihg; o flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; th thin; th this;

: the quality or state of being

brougham 1

to OHG brod broth, Lfervere to boil] ; liquid in which meat, fish,
cereal grains, or vegetables have been cooked : stock
broth-el \'brath-3l, 'br6th-\ n [ME, worthless fellow, prostitute, fr.
brothen, pp. of brethen to waste away, go to ruin, fr. OE breothan
to waste away] : an establishment in which prostitutes are available

broth-er \'br3th-ar\ n, pi brothers or breth-ren \'breth-(3-)r3n,
*breth-3rn\ [ME^ fr. OE brothor; akin to OHG bruodor brother. L
Srater, Gk phrater member of the same clan] 1 : a male who has
the same parents as another or has one parent in common with an-
other 2 : KINSMAN 3 : a fellow member — used as a title for minis-
ters in some evangelical denominations 4 : one related to another
by common ties or interests 5 a cap : a member of a congregation
of men not in holy orders and usu. in hospital or school work
b : a member of a men's religious order who is not preparing for
or ready for holy orders <a lay '--'>

broth.er.hood \-,hud\ n [me brotherhede, brotherhod, alter, of
brotherrede, fr. OE brothorrasden, fr. brothor + rSden condition]
1 : the quality or state of being brothers or a brother 2 : an associ-
ation (as a labor union) for a particular purpose 3 ; the whole
body of persons engaged in a business or profession
broth.er-in-law \'br3th-(3-)r3n-,I6, "brsth-am-.loV «. pi broth-
ers-in-law \"br3th-3r-Z3n-\ 1 : the brother of one's spouse —
compare APt-TNrrY 2 : the husband of one's sister; broadly : the
husband of one's spouse's sister

broth.er-li-ness X'brath-sr-le-n
brotherly

broth.er.ly X'brstji-sr-leX adj
2 : natural or becoming to brothers : affection
brougham \'brU(-3)m, 'br6-3m\ n [Henry Peter Brougham' Baron
Brougham and Vaux tI868 Sc
jurist] 1 ; a Hght closed carriage
with seats inside for two or four
2 : a 2-door sedan

brought past oj BRING
brou-ha.ha \bru-'ha-(,)ha. ,bru-
,ha-'ha\ n [F] : hubbub, furore
brow \'brau\ n [ME, fr. OE
brU; akin to ON brUn eyebrow,
Gk ophrysl 1 a : eyebrow
b : the ridge on which the eve-
brow grows C : FOREHEAD
2 : the projecting upper part or
margin of a steep place 3 : expression, mien
brow antler n — see antler illustration
brow.beat \'brau-,bet\ vt : to depress or abash with stem manner
or arrogant speech : bully
ibrown \'braun\ adj [ME broun, fr. OE brun; akin to OHG brUn
brown. Gk phryne toad] : of the color brown; esp : of dark or
tanned complexion
2brown « : any of a group of colors between red and yellow in hue,
of medium to low lightness, and of moderate to low saturation
3brown vi : to become brown ~ vr : to make brown
brown alga n : any of a division (Phaeophyta) of variable mostly
marme algae with their chlorophyll masked by brown pigment
brown Bet-ty \-'bet-e\ n : a baked pudding of apples, bread
crumbs, and spices
brown bread n l : bread made of whole wheat flour 2 : a dark
brown steamed bread made usu. of commeal, white or whole wheat
flours, molasses, soda, and milk or water
brown coal n : lignfte
brown-eyed Su.san \.brau-.nTd-'suz-'n\ n Ibrown-eyed + Susan
(as in black -eyed Susan'^] 1 : any of various dark-centered cone-
flowers (genus Rudbeckia) 2 ; a gaillardia (Gaillardia aristata)
of the Rocky mountain area with brownish purple flowers
Brown.ian movement \.brau-ne-3n-\ n [Robert Brown tlS58 Sc
botanist] : a random movement of microscopic particles suspended
in liquids or gases resulting from the impact of molecules of the
fluid surrounding the particles — called also Brownian motion

brown-ie \'brau-ne\ n Vbrown} 1 : a good-natured goblin who
performs helpful services at night 2 : a member of the Giri Scouts
from 7 through 9 years 3 : a small square or rectangle of rich usu.
chocolate cake containing nuts
brown.ish \'brau-nish\ adj : somewhat brown
brown.out \'braia-,naijt\ n {brown + -out (as in blackout)} : a
curtailment of the use of electric power esp. in display lighting

brown-shirt \*braun-,sh3rt\ n. ojten cap ; nazi; esp : storm trooper
brown.stone \'braun-,st6n\ w 1 : a reddish brown sandstone used
for building 2 : a dwelUng faced with brownstone
brown study n : a state of serious absorption or abstraction
brown sugar n : soft sugar whose crystals are covered by a film of
refined dark syrup
Brown Swiss « : any of a breed of large hardy brown dairy cattle
originating in Switzerland

brown-tail moth n : a tussock moth {Nygmia phaeorrhoea) whose
larvae feed on foliage and are irritating to the skin
brown trout n : a speckled European trout {Salmo trutta) widely
introduced as a game fish
ibrowse \'brauz\ n [prob. modif. of MF brouts, pi. of brout sprout,
fr. OVbrost, of Gmc origin; akin to OS brustian to sprout; akin to
OE breost breast] 1 : tender shoots, twigs, and leaves of trees and
shrubs fit for food for cattle 2 : an act or instance of browsing
2browse vt 1 a : to consume as browse b : graze 2 : to look over
casually : skim -^ vi I a : to feed on or as if on browse b : graze
2 a : to skim a book reading random passages b : to look over
books esp. in order to select one to read c : to casually inspect
goods offered for sale — browS'Cr n

bru-Cel.lO.SiS \.bru-s3-'16-S3s\ n [NL, fr. Brucella, genus name, fr.
Sir David Bruce tl931 Brit bacteriologist] : infection with or
disease caused by bacteria (genus Brucella) esp. in humans or cattle

bru-Cine \'bru-.sen\ n [prob. fr. F, fr. NL Brucea (genus name of
Brucea antidysenterica, a shrub)] ; a poisonous alkaloid CzaHzs-
N2O4 found with strychnine esp. in nux vomica

bru.in \'brij-3n\ n [D, name of the bear in Reynard the Fox} im^K
Ibruise \'bruz\ vb [ME brusen, brisen, fr. MF & OE; MF bruisier to
break, of Celt origin; akin to Olr bruu I shatter; OE brvsan to
bruise akin to Olr bruu, L jrustum piece] vr 1 a archaic : disable
b ; BATTER, dent 2 : to inflict a bruise on ; contuse 3 ; crush

(
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4 : WOUND, INJURE; €sp X to infllct psychological hurt on '^ vi 1
: to inflict a bruise 2 : to show the effects of bruising

sbruise n 1 a : a:n injury that does not break the skin but causes
rupture of small underlying blood vessels with resulting discolora-
tion of tissues : CONTUSION b : a similar injury to plant tissue

2 : ABRASION, SCRATCH 3 : an injury esp. to the feelings

bruis-er Vbrii-zsrX n 1 slang : pugilist 2 : a big husky man
Ibruil \'brLJt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, noise] archaic : a report esp.
when favorable : rumor
2bnut vt : to noise abroad : report
bru>mal \'brii-m3l\ adj, archaic ; indicative of or occurring In the

brume \*brum\ n [F, mist, winter, fr. OProv bruma, fr. L, winter, fr.

brevis short] : mist, fog — bru>mous \'brii-m3s\ adj
ibriun.ma.gera \'br3m-i-j9m\ adj [alter, of Birmingham, England,
The source in the 17th cent, of counterfeit groats] : showy and cheap
^brummagem n : something cheap or inferior ; tinsel
brunch \'br3nch\ n [breakfast + \unch'\ : a late breakfast, an early
lunch, or a combination of the two

bru-net or bru-nette \bru-'net\ adj [F brunet, masc. & brunette,
fern., brownish, fr. OFj^fr. brun brown, fr. ML brunus, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG brun brown] : of dark or relatively dark pig-
mentation: a oj hair and eyes : BROWN, BLACK b oj shin ; brown,
OLIVE — bmnet n
Brun.hild \'brun-,hilt\ n [G Brunhilde'i : a queen in Germanic
legend won by Siegfried for Gunther
bru-ni-zem \,brij-n3-'zem\ n [origin unknown] : any of a zonal
group of deep dark prairie soils developed from loess

brunt \'br3nt\ n [ME] 1 ohs : ONSET, ATTACK 2 ; the principal
force, shock, or stress esp. of an attack

ibrusll \'br3sh\ n [ME hrusch. fr. MF broce'\ 1 ; brushwood
2 a : scrub vegetation b : land covered with scrub veeetation

2brusll n [ME brusshe, fr. MF broisse, fr OF broce} 1 : a device
composed of bristles set into a handle and used esp. for sweeping,
scrubbing, or painting 2 : something resembling a brush: as
a : a bushy tail b : a feather tuft worn on a hat 3 a ; an electrical
conductor made of copper strips or a block of carbon that makes
sliding contact between a stationary and a moving part of a generator
or a motor b : brush discharge 4 a : an act of brushing b ; a
quick light touch or momentary contact
3brush VI 1 a : to apply a brush to b : to apply with a brush
2 a : to remove with or as if with a brush b : to dispose of in an
offhand way : dismiss (-^ed him off) 3 : to pass lightly over or
across : touch gently against in passing -^ vi : to move heedlessly
past someone — brush.er n
*brush vi [ME bruschen to rush, fr. MF brosser to dash through
underbrush, fr. broce} : to move so lightly as to be scarcely per-
ceptible
Sbrush n [ME brusche rush, hostile collision, fr. bruschen] ; a brief
encounter or skirmish syn see encounter
brush discharge n : a faindy luminous relatively slow electrical
discharge having no spark

brushed adj : finished with a nap (a ^ fabric)
brush-off \'br3sh-,6f\ n : a quietly curt or disdainful dismissal
brush up vt 1 : to polish up by eliminating small imperfections
2 : to renew one's skill in ^^ vi : to refresh one's memory : renew
one's skill (brush up on his math) — hrush*up \'br5sh-,3p\ n

brush.wood \'br?sh-,wud\ n 1 : wood of small branches esp. when
cut or broken 2 : a thicket of shrubs and small trees
ihrushy \'bi-3sh-e\ adj : shaggy, rough
2brushy adj ; covered with or abounding in brush or brushwood
brusque also brusk \'br3sk\ adj [F brusque, fr. It brusco, fr. ML
bruscus butcher's-broom] : markedly short and abrupt : sharp and
often harsh syn see bluff — hrusqae«ly adv — hrusaue>iiess n

brus.que.rie \,br3s-ka-*re\ n [F, fr. brusque} : brusqueness
Brus-selS carpet \,br3s-3lz-\ n {Brussels, Belgium] : a carpet
made of colored worsted yarns first fixed in a foundation web of
strone linen thread and then drawn up in loops to form the pattern

Brussels lace w l ; any of various fine needlepoint or bobbin laces
with floral designs made orig. in or near Brussels 2 : a machine*
made net of hexagonal mesh

brussels sprout n. often cap 5 1: any of the edible small green
heads borne on the stem of a plant {Brassica oleracea gem-
mifera) 2 : the plant that bears brussels sprouts

brut X'brlit, 'bi-i£l\ adj [F. lit., rough] oj champagne : very dry : usu.
containing less than 1 5 percent sugar by volume

bni-tal \'brijt-^l\ adj 1 archaic : of. relating to, or typical of beasts
: ANIMAL 2 : befitting or resembling a brute: as a : grossly ruth-
less : brutish <a ^ attack) b : cruel, cold-blooded <~ treat-
ment) c : HARSH. SEVERE <"- weather) d : unpleasantly accurate
and incisive (the ~ truth) — bru-tal-ly \-^I-e\ adv

bru.tal.i-ty \brii-'tal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being brutal
2 : a brutal act or course of acdon

brU'tal.iza.tion \,briJt-M-9-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
brutalizing ; the state of being brutalized

bru.tal.ize \'brut-'l-,Tz\ it 1 : to make brutal, unfeeling, or in-
human 2 : to treat brutally
ibrute \'brht\ adj [ME, fr. MF brut rough, fr. L brutus stupid, lit.,

heavy; akin to L gravis heavy] 1 : of. relating to. or typical of
beasts 2 : having neither life nor soul 3 : resembling an animal
in quality, action, or instinct: as a : cruel, savage b : grossly
sensual c ; unreasoning 4 : purely physical 6 ; crude
2brute n 1 ; bf.a.st 2 : a brutal person
brut-ish \'brLit-ish\ adj 1 ; of. relating to, or t>pical of beasts
2a: strongly and grossly sensual : insensttive b : unreasoning,
irrational C : stupidly cruel — bnit-ish.ly adv — brnt*lsh*ness n
Bryn.hUd \'brin-,hild\ n [ON Brynhildr] : a Valkyrie waked from
an enchanted sleep by Sigurd who later forgets her and is killed
through her agencv

bry-Ol.O.gy \brT-'al-3-ie\ n [Gk bryon moss + ISV -logv} : a
branch of botany that deals with the br>'ophytes 2 : moss life or
biologv

bry.O.ny \'br7-3-ne\ n [L brynnia, fr. Gk bryonia: akin to Gk
brvon} : any of a genus (Bryonia') of tendril-bearing vines of the
gourd family with large leaves and red or black fmil

bryo.pbyte \'brT-»-,nt\ n [deriv. of Gk bryon + phyton plant;
akin to Gk phvein to bring forth — more at be] : any of a division
(Bryophvta) of nonflowering plants comprising the mosses and
liverworts — bryo-phyt'ic \,brT-3-'fit-ik\ adj

cheek — more at pock] : of, relating
the cavity of the mouth
[F boucanier} 1 : one of the free-

bryczo.an \,brT-5-'zo-3n\ n tNL Bryozoa, class name. fr. Gk
bryon + NL -zoa} \ any of a phylum or class (Bryozoa) of aquatic
mostly marine invertebrate animals that reproduce by budding and
usu. form f>ermanently attached branched or mossy colonies —
bryozoan adj

Bryth.on \'brith-,"an, -an; 'brsth-snX n [W] 1 : a member of the
British branch of Celts 2 : a speaker of a Brythonic language
»Bry.thou.ic \brith-'"an-ik\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or characteristic
of the Brythons 2 : of, relating to, or characteristic of the division
of the Celtic languages that includes Welsh, Cornish, and Breton
sBrytbonic n ; the Brythonic branch of the Celtic languages
ibub-ble \"b3b-al\ vb huh-bling \'b3b-0-Uio\ [ME bublen} vi
1 : to form or produce bubbles 2 : to flow out with a gurgling
sound suggesting the forming and rising of bubbles 3 : to seem to
give off bubbles : effervesce ~ vr 1 : to utter (as words) effer-
vescently 2 a : to cause to bubble h : burp

2bubble n, ojten attrib 1 : a small globule typically hollow and light:
as a : a small body of gas within a liquid b : a thin film of liquid
inflated with air or gas c : a globule in a transparent sohd
2 a : something that lacks firmness, solidity, or reality b : a
delusive scheme 3 : a sound hke that of bubbling

bubble and squeak n : potatoes and cabbage fried together
bubble chamber n : a chamber of heated liquid in which the path
of an ionizing particle is made visible by a string of vapor bubbles

bubble gum n : a chewing gum that can be blown into large bubbles
bub-bler \*b3b-(3-il3r\ n : a drinking fountain from which a stream
of water bubbles upward
ibub.bly \'b3b-f3-Me\ adj 1 : full of bubbles : effervescent
2 : resembling a bubble

2bubbly n : champagne
bu-bo \'b(yiu-f.lb6\ n, pi bnboes [ML bubon-, bubo, fr. Gk
boubon] : an inflammatory swelling of a lymph gland esp. in the
groin — hu-bon-ic \b(ym-'ban-ik\ adj
bubonic plague n : plague in which the formation of buboes is a
prominent feature

bUC>cal \'b3k-3l\ adj [L but
to, or involving the cheeks
bucca.neer \,b3k-3-'niOir
hooters preying upon Spanish ships and seitl

West Indies in the 17th century; broadly : pirate 2 ': an un-
scrupulous adventurer esp. in politics or business — buccaneer vi

BU'Ceph.a.lus \byU-'sef-r3-il3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Boukephalos} : the
war horse of Alexander the Great
ibuck \'b3k\ n. pi bucks [ME. fr. OE bucca stag, he-goat; akin to
OHG boc he-goat, Mir bocc} 1 or pi buck : a male animal; esp : a
male deer or antelope 2 a : a male human being : man b : a
dashing fellow : dandy 3 or ;>/ buck : antelope 4 a : buckskin;
also : an article made of buckskin ^ slang : dollar 3b 5 [short for
sowhuck} : SAWHORSE 6 3 : 3 supporting rack or frame b ; a short
thick leather-covered block for gymnastic vaulting
2buck VI 1 oj a horse or mule : to spring with a quick plunging leap
2 : to charge against something as if butting 3 a : to move or react
jerkily b : balk 4 : to strive for advancement sometimes without
regard to ethical behavior '-' v; 1 ; to throw (as a rideri by bucking
2 a archaic : iBUTT b : OPPOSE, RESIST 3 : to charge into (the
opponents' line in football) 4 : to pass esp. from one person to
another — buck>er n
3buck adj tprob. fr. ^buck} : of the lowest grade within a military
Ci^tegory <-^ private)
*buck n [short for earUer buckhorn knife} : an object formerly used
in poker to mark the next player to deal; broadly : a token used as a
mark or reminder
sbuck adv [origin unknown] South & Midland ; stark <--^ naked)
buck-and-wing \,b3k-3n-'wio\ n : a solo tap dance with sharp foot
accents, springs, leg flings, and heel clicks

buck-a-roo or bUCk-er-OO \,bak-3-'ru\ n [by folk etymology fr. Sp
vaquero. fr. vaca cow, fr. L vacca} 1 : cowboy 2 ; broncobl'STEr

buck-bean \'b3k-,ben\ n : a plant {Menyanthes trijoliata of the
family Menyanthaceae) growing in bogs and having racemes of
white or purplish flowers

buck-board Vh3k-.b6(a)rd. -,bd(9)rd\ n [obs E buck body of a
wagon 4- E board} ; a four:a

wheeled vehicle with a springy
platform carrying the seat
ibuck.et \'b3k-3t\ n [ME. fr.

AF bukei, fr OE buc pitcher,
belly; akin to OHG bUh belly.

Skt bhUri abundant] 1 : a
typically round vessel for catch-
ing, holding, or carrying liquids
or solids 2 : something re-

sembling a bucket: as a : the
scoop of an excavating machine
b ; one of the receptacles on the rim or a waier-wneei c : one oi tne
cups of an endless-belt conveyor d : one of the vanes of a turbine
rotor 3 : a large quantity

2bucket vt 1 : to draw or lift in or as if in buckets 2 Brit a : to ride

(a horsei hard b : to drive hurriedly or roughly 3 : to deal with
in or as if in a bucket shop ~ vi 1 : hustle, hurry 2 a : to move
about haphazardly or irresponsibly b : to move roughly or jerkily

bucket brigade n : a chain of persons acting to put out a fire by
passing buckets of water from hand to hand

bucket seat n : a low separate seat for one person used chiefly in
automobiles and airplanes

bucket shop n [bucket shop (low gin mill); fr. the small speculations
that took place there] 1 : a dishonest brokerage house that does
not execute orders placed on margin by customers and anticipates a
profit from market fluctuations adverse to the customer's interests

2 : a gambling establishment in which wagers are made on the
changes in market quotations

buck.eye \'bak-,T\ n 1 : a shrub or tree (genus Aesculus^ of the
horse-chestnut family; also : its large nutlike seed 2 cap : a native
or resident of Ohio — used as a nickname
buck tever n : nervous excitement of an inexperienced hunter at the
sight of game
buck-bound \'b3k-.haund\ n : a dog used for coursing deer
ibuck-le \'b3k-3l\ n [ME6oc/^, fr. MF.bossofashield.buckIe.fr.
L buccula, dim. of bucca cheek] 1 : a fastening for two loose ends
that is attached to one and holds the other by a catch 2 : an orna-
mental device that suggests a buckle 3 archaic t a crisp curl

buckboard
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atonckle vb budding \'b3k-(&-)Ho\ vt 1 : to fasten with a buckle
2 : to prepare with vigor for action 3 : to cause to bend, give
way, or crumple -— v/ 1 : to apply oneself with vigor : strive <~s
down to the job) 2 ; to bend, heave, warp, or kink usu. under the
influence of some external agency 3 : to become distorted by
buckling; broadly ; collapse 4 : to give way ; yield <'^ under)

sbuckle n ; a product of buckling
Ibuck.ler X'bsk-lsrX n [ME bocler. fr. OF, shield with a boss, fr.
bocle'\ 1 a ; a small round shield held by a handle at arm's length
and used to ward off blows b : a shield worn on the left arm to
protect the front of the body 2 : something or someone that shields
and protects

^buckler vt : to shield or defend with or as if with a buckler
bucko \'b3k-(,)o\ n 1 ; one who is domineering and bullying

; SWAGGERER 2 chiejly Irish : young fellow : lad
buck passer n ; a person that habitually evades responsibility —
buck-pass-ing \'b3k-,pas-iQ\ n

buck.ra \'b3k-r3\ n [Ibibio & Efik Tri*ba^ka?-ra\ lit., master]
1 chiejly South : a white man — used chiefly by Negroes and often
disparagingly 2 chiejly South : boss, master
IbUCk.ram \'b3k-rsm\ n [ME bukeram, fr. OF boquerant, fr. OProv
bocaran, fr. Bokhara, city of central Asia] 1 : a stiff-finished heavily
sized fabric of cotton or linen used for stiffening in garments,
millinery, and bookbinding 2 archaic ; stiffness, rigidity
abuckram adj : suggesting buckram esp. in stiffness or formahty
3buckiam vt 1 : to strengthen with or as if with buckram 2 archaic

: to make pretentious
buck>saw Vbsk-,s6\ n : a saw set in a usu. H-shaped frame that is

used for sawing woodon a sawbuck
t}UCk*Shee \'b9k-{.)she\ n [Hindi bakhsis"] Brit : gratuity, wind-
fall

buck-shot \'b3k-,shat\ n : a coarse lead shot
buck-skin \'b3k-,skin\ n, ojten aitrib 1 a : the skin of a buck
b ; a soft pliable usu. suede-finished leather 2 a/?/: buckskin
breeches b archaic : a person dressed in buckskin; esp ; an early
American backwoodsman 3 : a horse of a Ught yellowish dun
color usu. with dark mane and tail

buck-tail \'bsk-,tal\ n : an angler's lure made of hairs from the tail

of a deer or a similar material
buck.thorn \'bsk-,th6(s)m\ n 1 : any of a genus {Rhamnus of the
family Rhamnaceae, the buckthorn family) of often thorny trees or
shrubs some of which yield purgatives or pigments 2 : a tree
(Bumelia lycioides of the sapodUla family) of the southern U.S.

buck.tooth \'b3k-'tuth\ n : a large projecting front tooth — buck-
toothed \-'tiitht\ adj
buck up vb i^buckl vi ; to become encouraged -^ vt X l improve,
SMARTEN 2 ; to raise the morale of
buck-wheat \'b3k-.(h)wet\ n [D boekweit, fr. boec- (akin to OHG
buohha beech tree) + weit wheat — more at beech] 1 : any of a
genus (Fagopyrum of the family Polygonaceae, the buckwheat
family) of herbs with alternate leaves and clusters of apetalous
flowers; esp : either of two plants (F. esculeutum and F. tartaricum)
long cultivated for their edible seeds 2 : the triangular seed of a
buckwheat used as a cereal grain
1bu*col*ic \byU-*kal-ik\ adj [L bucolicus, fr. Gk boukolikos, fr.

boukolos cowherd, fr. bous head of cattle + -kolos (akin to L colere
to cultivate) ] 1 : of or relating to shepherds or herdsmen : pastoral
2 : rustic syn see rural — bu>col-i>cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

sbucolic n : a pastoral poem : eclogue
ibud \'bad\ n [ME budde; akin to OE budda beetle, Skt bhuri
abundant — more at big] 1 : a small lateral or terminal protuber-
ance on the stem of a plant that is an undeveloped shoot 2 : some-
thing not yet mature or at full development: as a : an incompletely
opened flower b : youth c : an outgrowth of an organism that
differentiates into a new individual ; gemma; also : primordium
abud vb bud'ded; bud'ding vi 1 oj a plant a : to set buds b ; to
commence growth from buds 2 : to be or develop like a bud
3 r to reproduce asexually esp. by the pinching off of a small part of
the parent '^ vt 1 : to produce or develop from or as if from buds
2 : to cause (as a plant) to bud 3 : to insert a bud from a plant of
one kind into an opening in the bark of (a plant of another kind)
usu. in order to propagate a desired variety — bud-dei n
Bud'dha \'bud-a, 'bud-\ n [Skt, enhghtened] 1 : a person who has
attained Buddhahood 2 : a representation of Gautama Buddha
Bud-dha-hood \-,hud\ n : a state of perfect spiritual fulfillment
sought in Buddhism

Bud-dilism \'bu-,diz-am, 'bud-,iz-\ n : a religion of eastern and
central Asia growing out of the teaching of Gautama Buddha that
suffering is inherent in life and that one can be liberated from it

by mental and moral self-purification — Bud>dhist \'biid-9st,
•bud-\ n or adj — Bud>dhis>tlc \bu-'dis-tik, bu-\ adj

l)Ud>dle \'b3d-'l\ n [origin unknown] : an apparatus on which
crushed ore is washed

bud>dle>ia \'b3d-le-a, ,b9d-'le-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Adam
Buddie tl715 E botanist] ; any of a genus (Buddleia of the family
Loganiaceae) of shrubs or trees of warm regions with showy
terminal clusters of usu. yellow or violet flowers
bud'dy \'bad-e\ n [prob. baby talk alter, of brother"] ; companion,
partner; esp : fellow soldier

ibudge \'b3j\ n [ME bugee, fr. AF bogee'] : a fur formerly prepared
from lambskin dressed with the wool outward
2budge vb [MF bouger, fr. (assumed) VL bullicare, fr. L bullire to
boil] vi : move, shift; esp : yield '^ v/ : to start or cause to move
3budge adj [origin unknown] archaic : pompous, solemn
bud<ger>i*gar \'b3j-(a-)re-,gar\ n [native name in Australia] : a
small AustraUan parrot {Melopsittacus undulatus) usu. hght green
with black and yellow markings in the wild but bred under domes-
tication in many colors
ibud.get \'bsj-at\ n [ME bowgette, fr. MF bougette, dim. of bouge
leather bag, fr. L bulga, oi Gaulish origin; akin to Mir bolg bag;
akin to OE b^lg bag — more at belly] 1 chiejly dial ; a usu. leather
pouch, wallet, or pack; also : its contents 2 ; stock, supply
3 a : a statement of the financial position of a sovereign body for
a definite period of time based on estimates of expenditures during
the period and proposals for financing them b : a plan for the
coordination of resources and expenditures c ; the amount of
money that is available for, required for, or assigned to a partic-

ular purpose — bnd*get*ar7 \'b3j-&-,ter-e\ adj
2budget vt 1 a : to put or allow for in a budget b ; to put on a
budget 2 a ; to plan expenditures for in a budget b ; to plan or
provide for the use of in detail ^- vi : to draw up a budget

bud-ge-teer \.b3j-3-'ti(9)r\ or bud.get-er \'baj-3t-3r\ n : a person
who prepares or uses a budget

bud'gie Vb3j-e\ n [by shortening and alter.] : budgerigar
bud scale n i one of the leaves resembling scales that form the
sheath of a plant bud
bud sport n ; a mutation arising in a plant bud
»buff \'b3f\ n [MF bujjle wild ox, fr. Olt bujalo] 1 : a garment (as
a uniform) made of buff leather 2 ; the bare skin 3 a ; a moderate
orange yellow b : a light to moderate yellow 4 : a device (as a
stick or block) having a soft absorbent surface {as of cloth) by
which polishing material is apphed 5 [earlier bujj (an enthusiast
about going to fires); fr. the buff overcoats worn by volunteer
firemen in New York City 0*1820] : fan, enthusiast

2buII adj : of the color buff
3bu!I vt 1 : to pohsh with or as if with a buff 2 : to give a buff
or velvety surface to (leather)

ibul.Ja-lo \'b3f-3-.l5\ n, pi buffalo or buffaloes [It bujalo &
Sp bujalo, fr. LL bujalus, alter, of L bubalus, fr. Gk boubalos
African gazelle, irreg. fr. bous head of cattle] ; any of several wild
oxen; as a : water buffalo b : any of a genus (Bison); esp X a
large shaggy-maned No. American wild ox {B. bison) with short
horns and heavy forequarters with a large muscular hump

2buflalo vt : bewilder, baffle, overawe
buffalo berry n : either of two sUvery-foliaged western U.S. shrubs
{Shepherdia argentea and 5. canadensis) of the oleaster family;
also : their edible scarlet berry

buffalo bug n : carpet beetle
buffalo fish n ; any of several large suckers (family Catostomldae)
mostly of the Mississippi valley

buffalo grass n ; a low-growing grass (Buchloe dactyloides) of
former feeding grounds of the American buffalo; also : grama

buffalo robe n : the hide of an American buffalo lined on the skin
side with fabric and used as a coverlet or rug
ibuff-er \'b3f-3r\ n : one that buffs
^buffer n, ojten attrib [bujf (to react like a soft body when struck) ]

1 : any of various devices or pieces of material for reducing shock
due to contact 2 : a means or device used as a cushion against
the shock of fluctuations in business or financial activity 3 : some-
thing that serves to separate two items: as a : buffer state
b : a person who shields another esp. from annoying routine
matters 4 : a substance or mixture capable in solution of neutral-
izing both acids and bases and thereby maintaining the original
hydrogen-ion concentration of the solution; also : such a solution

abutter vt t to treat or prepare (a solution) with a buffer
butter state n : a small neutral state lying between two larger
potentially rival powers
ibut.fet \'b3f-3t\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, dim. of bujje] 1 : a
blow esp. with the hand 2 ; something that affects like a blow

sbuffet vt 1 : to strike with or as if with the hand 2 a : to strike
repeatedly : batter b : to contend against ~ vi 1 : strive, con-
tend 2 : to make one's way esp. under difficult conditions
abuf-Iet \(,)b3-'fa, bii-\ n [F] 1 : a sideboard often without a
mirror 2 : a cupboard or set of shelves for the display of table-
ware 3 a ; a counter for refreshments b chiejly Brit : a restaurant
operated as a public convenience (as in a railway station) c : a
meal set out on a buffet or a table to be eaten without formal service

butting wheel n ; a wheel covered with material for polishing
l)Uff leather n : a strong supple oil-tanned leather produced chiefly
from cattle hides

buf.fle-head \'baf-al-,hed\ n [archaic E bujjle buffalo 4- E head}
: a small No. American diving duck (Bucephala albeold)

bul*fO \*bU-(,)fo\ n [It, fr. bujjone] : clown, buffoon; specij : a
male singer of comic roles in opera

bUf.fOOn \(,)b9-*fLin\ n [MF boujjon, fr. Olt bujfone, fr. ML
bujon-, bujo, fr. L, toad] : clown — bul-loon-ery \-'fiin-(3-)re\ n— buf'loon-ish \-'fii-nish\ adj
ibug \'b3g\ n [ME bugge scarecrow; akin to Norw dial, bugge
important man — more at big] 1 obs : bogey, bugbear 2 a : an
insect or other creeping or crawling invertebrate b : any of
several insects commonly considered esp. obnoxious: as (1) : bed-
bug (2) : cockroach (3) : head louse c : any of an order
(Hemiptera and esp. its suborder Heteroptera) of insects with
sucking mouthparts, fore wings thickened at the base, and incom-
plete metamorphosis including many economic pests — called
also true bug 3 ; an unexpected defect, fault, flaw, or imperfection
4 : a disease-producing germ or a disease caused by it 5a: fad,
enthusiasm b : enthusiast, hobbyist c : a crazy person 6 a ar-
chaic ; a self-important person b : a prominent person

2bUg vt bugged; bug.glng : to plant a concealed microphone in

bug-a-boo \'b3g-3-,biJ\ n [origin unknown] 1 : an imaginary
object of fear : bugbear, bogey 2 : a source of concern

bug-bane \'b3g-,ban\ n : a perennial herb (Cimicijuga racemosa)
of the crowfoot family with flowers believed to repel insects

bug-bear \'b3g-,ba(3)r, -,be(3)r\ n 1 : an inmginary goblin or
specter used to excite fear 2 ; an object or source of dread

bug.ger \'bug-3r, 'b3g-\ n [ME bougre heretic, sodomite, fr. MF,
fr. ML Bulgarus, Ut., Bulgarian] 1 : sodomitb 2 a : a worthless
person : rascal — often used affectionately b : fellow, chap

bug.gery \'bug-a-re, 'bag-X n : sodomy
ibug-gy \'b3g-e\ adj : infested with bugs
2buggy n [origin unknown ] 1 : a Ught
one-horse carriage made with two
wheels in England and with four
wheels in the U.S. 2 : a small cart
or truck for short transportations of
heavy materials
'bug-house \*b3g-.haiis\ n, slang : an
insane asylum
^bughouse adj, slang ; mentally de-
ranged : CRAZY
ibu-gle \'byu gsl\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr.

LL bugula] : any of a genus (Ajuga)
of plants of the mint family; esp ; a

i

American buggy
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European annual (A. reptans) with spikes of blue flowers natural-
ized in the U.S.
2bUgle n [ME, buffalo, instrument made fr. a buffalo hom, bugle,

fr. OF, fr. L buculus, dim. of bos head of cattle — more at cow]
: a brass instrument with a cupped mouthpiece like the trumpet
but having a shorter and more conical tube

sbugle vb bu>gUng \-g(3-)iio\ vt ; to sound or summon by or as
if by a bugle call ~ vi : to sound a bugle — bu-gler \-gl3r\ n

*l)Ugle n [perh. fr. ^bugle} I a small cylindrical bead of glass or
plastic used for trimming esp. on women's clothing — bugle adj

bu.gle-weed Vbyu-gal-,wed\ n : any of a genus (Lycopus) of

mints; esp : one (L. virginicus) that is mildly narcotic and astringent

bU'glOSS \'byu-,glas, -,gl6s\ n [MF buglosse,ir. L buglossa, irreg.

fr. Gk bouglossos, fr. bous head of cattle + glossa tongue] ; any of

a genus {Anchusa, esp. A. ojjicinalis) of rough-hairy plants of the

borage family; also : any of several rough-hairy herbs
bug-seed \'b3g-,sed\ n ; a fleshy annual herb {Corispermum hys'
sopijolium) of the goosefoot family with flat oval seeds

bulll \'bul, byu(3)I\ var oj boulle
bUlir \'b3r\ n : BUHRSTONE 2

bullT'Stone \'bar-,ston\ n [prob. fr. burr + stoned 1 : a siliceous

rock used for millstones 2 : a millstone cut from buhrstone
ibuild \'bild\ vb built \"bilt\ buUd.ing [ME bilden, fr. OE
byldan; akin to OE buan to dwell — more at bower] vt 1 : to form
by ordering and uniting materials by gradual means into a com-
posite whole : CONSTRUCT 2 : to cause to be constructed 3 ; to

develop according to a systematic plan, by a definite process,

or on a particular base 4a: increase, enlarge b : to improve
the status of : enhance (-^ up a candidate) -^ vi 1 : to engage in

building 2 : to progress toward a peak (tension '^ing up>
2build n : form or mode of structure ; make; esp ; pkysiqije

bUlld>ed archaic past oj BUILD
build-er \'bil-d3r\ n 1 : one that builds; esp : one that contracts
to build and supervises building operations 2 ; a substance
added to or used with detergents to increase their cleansing action

builder's knot n : clove hftch
build in vr : to construct as an integral part of something
build'ing \'bil-dio\ w l : a usu. roofed and walled structure built

for permanent use (as for a dwelling) 2 ; the art or business of

assembling materials into a structure

build>up \'bil-,d3p\ n 1 ; the act of building up 2 : something
produced by building up

built-in \'bil-'tin\ adj 1 : forming an integral part of a structure;

esp : constructed as or in a recess in a wall 2 : inherent
buUt-up \'bil-'t3p\ adj 1 ; made of several sections or layers

fastened together 2 : covered with buildings

buird-ly \'bu('9^r(d)-le\ adj [prob. alter, of burly'\ Scot : husky
bulb X'balbX n [L bulbus, fr. Gk bolbos bulbous plant; akin to Arm
bolk radish] 1 a : a mass of overlapping membranous or fleshy
leaves on a short stem base enclosing one or more buds able to
develop into new plants and constituting the resting stage of many
plants (as lily, onion, hyacinth, tulip) b ; a fleshy structure (as

a tuber or corm) resembling a bulb in appearance c : a plant
having or developing from a bulb 2 : a bulb-shaped part; specij

: a rounded glass envelope enclosing the light source of an electric

lamp or such an envelope together with the light source it encloses

3 : a rounded or swollen anatomical structure 4 : a camera setting

that indicates that the shutter can be opened by pressing on the
release and closed by ending the pressure — bUl>ba*ceous X.bal-

'ba-sh3s\ adj — bulbed \'b3lbd\ adj
bul'bar X'bsl-bar, -,bar\ adj : of or relating to a bulb; specij : in-

volving the medulla oblongata
bUl-bil \'b3l-b3l, -.bil\ n [F bulbiUe, dim. of bulbe bulb, fr. L
buibus'i ; a small or secondary bulb; esp : an aerial deciduous
bud produced in a leaf axil or replacing the flowers

bul-bous \'b3l-bas\ adj 1 : having a bulb ; growing from or
bearing bulbs 2 : resembhng a bulb — bUl-bous>ly adv

bul-bul \'bui-,bul\ n [Per, fr. Ar] 1 : a Persian songbird frequently
mentioned in poetry that is prob. a nightingale (Luscinia golzii)

2 : any of a group of gregarious passerine birds (family Pycno-
notidae) of Asia and Africa

Bul'gar ybsl-.gar. 'biil-X n [ML Bulgarus} i Bulgarian
Bul<gar*i*an X.bal-'gar-e-an. bul-, -'ger-\ n 1 : a native or in-

habitant of Bulgaria 2 ; the Slavic language of the Bulgarians
— Bulgarian adj
ibulge \*b3lj\ n [MP boulge, bouge leather bag, curved part]

1 : BILGE 1,2 2 : a swelling or protuberant part 3 : advantage,
UPPER HAND 4 : sudden expansion syn see PROJEcnoN
2bulge vf : to cause to bulge ~ vi 1 archaic : bilge 1 2 a ; to
jut out ; SWELL b : to bend outward c : to become protuberant
bulgy \'b3l-]e\ adj : bulged, bulging; esp : protuberant
bu<lim>ia \byu-'lim-e-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk boulimia great hunger, fr.

bous head of cattle + limos hunger — more at cow, less] ; an
abnormal and constant craving for food
ibulk \'b3lk\ 71 [ME, heap, bulk, fr. ON buiki cargo] 1 a : mag-
NTTUDE, VOLUME b I bulky material felt to promote intestinal motil-
ity 2a: body la; esp : a large or corpulent human body b ; a
large mass 3 : the main or greater part
syn BULK, MASS, VOLUME mean the aggregate that forms a body or

unit with reference to size or amount, bulk implies an aggregate
that is impressively large, heavy, or numerous; mass suggests an
aggregate made by piling together things of the same kind; volume
applies to an aggregate without shape or outline and capable of
flowing or fluctuating— in bulk : not divided into parts or packaged in separate units

3bulk vt 1 : to cause to swell or bulge : stuff 2 : to gather into a
mass or aggregate 3 : to have a bulk of ~ v/ 1 : swell, expand
2 a ; to have a bulky appearance : loom b : to be weighty or
Impressive 3 : to form into a cohesive mass

bulk.head \*b3lk-,hed, 'b3l-,ked\ n [bulk (structure projecting from
a building) + head'] 1 : an upright partition separating compart-
ments 2 : a structure or partition to resist pressure or to shut off
water, fire, or gas 3 ; a projecting framework with a sloping door
giving access to a cellar stairway or a shaft

bulk.i.ly \'bDl-k3-le\ adv ; in a bulky manner
bulk>i<ness \-ke-nas\ n : the quahty or state of being bulky
bulky \'bal-ke\ adj ; having bulk: as a : large of its kind; esp

: corpulent b ; having great volume in proportion to weight
bulky color n ; any partly or wholly transparent color perceived

as filling a space In three dimensions
IbuU \'biil\ n [ME bule, fr. OE bula; akin to OE blawan to blow]
1 a : an adult male bovine animai; also ; a usu. adult male of
various large animals b : elephant c : a draft ox 2 ; one who
buys securities or commodities in expectation of a price rise or who
acts to effect such a rise — compare bear 3 3 : one that resembles a
bull 4 : BULLDOG 5 5?a«g: policeman, DETECnVE Sea;?: TAURUS
sbull adj la; male b : of, relating to, or resembling a bull

2 : large of its kind 3 ; rising <a '^ market)
3bul2 vi ; to behave like a bull; esp ; to advance forcefully '«- v;

1 : to try to raise the price of (as stocks) or in (a market) 2 : to
act on with the violence of a bull : force

4biai n [ME bulle, fr. ML bulla, fr. L, bubble, amulet] 1 ; a solemn
papal letter sealed with a bulla or with a red-ink imprint of the
device on the bulla 2 : edict, decree
sbull n [perh. fr. obs. bull to mock] 1 ; a grotesque blunder in
language 2 slang a : empty boastful talk b : nonsense
6bull vi, slang : to engage in idle often boastful talk '— vt, slang : to
fool esp. by fast boastful talk

bul.la \'bul-3\ n.pibul.lae \'bul-.e, -,T\ 1 [ML] : the round usu.
lead seal attached to a papal bull 2 [NL, fr. L] : a hollow thin*
walled rounded bony prominence 3 : a large vesicle or blister— buMate \'bul-,at\ adj
bul.Iace \'bul-9s\ n [ME bolace, fr. MF beloce, fr. ML bolluca}

: a European plum (Prunus domestica insititia) with small ovoid
fruit in clusters
bull'bat \'bul-,bat\ n : nighthawk la
ibuU'dOg \'bul-,d6g\ n 1 : a compact muscular short-haired dog
of an English breed marked by vigor and sagacity with forelegs
set widely apart and an undershot lower jaw 2 : a revolver of
large caliber and short barrel 3 I a proctor's attendant at an
English university
2bulIdog adj : resembling a bulldog
3bUlldog vt : to throw (a steer) by seizing the horns and twisting
the neck

bull*doze \'biil-,d6z\ vt [perh. fr. ^bull + alter, of dose'\ 1 : bully
2 : to move, clear, gouge out, or level off by pushing with a bull-
dozer 3 : to force as if by using a bulldozer
bull.doz.er \-.do-z3r\ n 1 : one that bulldozes 2 : a tractors
driven machine having a broad blunt horizontal blade or ram for
clearing land, road building, or comparable activities

bul'let \'bul-ot\ n [MF bouleite small ball & boulet missile, dims,
of boule ball] 1 archaic : a small round mass 2 : a round or elon-
gated missile (as of lead") designed to be fired from a firearm; broadly
% CARTRIDGE la 3 : something suggesting a bullet esp. in form or
vigor of action — bul>let*proof \,bul-3t-'pruf\ adj
ibul.Ie-tin \"bul-3t-'n\ n [F. fr. It bullettino, dim. of bulla papal
edict, fr. ML] 1 : a brief public notice issuing usu. from an authori-
tative source 2 : periodical; esp : the organ of an institution or
association

^bulletin vt : to make public by bulletin

bull fiddle n : double bass — bull fiddler n
bull.fight \'bul-,fTt\ n ; a spectacle in which men ceremonially
excite, fight with, and usu. kill bulls in an arena for public amuse-
ment — bull-fight. er n

bull.finch \'bul-,finch\ n : a European finch (Pyrrhula pyrrhula)
having in the male rosy red underparts, blue-gray back, and black
cap, chin, tail, and wings; also ; any of several other finches

bull.frog \'biil-,fr6g. -,frag\ n : frog; esp ; a heavy-bodied deep*
voiced frog (as of the genus Rand)

bull.bead \'bul-.hed\ n : any of various large-headed fishes (as a
miller's-thumb or sculpin) esp ; any of several common freshwater
catfishes (genus Ameiurus) of the U.S.
buU.head.ed \'biil-'hed-3d\ adj : stupidly stubborn : HEADsmoNG— bull.head. ed-ly adv — bull>head>ed.ness n
bul*lion \'bul-y3n\ n [ME. fr. AF, mint] 1 ; gold or silver con-
sidered as so much metal; specij : uncoined gold or silver in bars
or ingots 2 : lace, braid, or fringe of gold or silver threads

buU'isIl \'bul-ish\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or suggestive of a bull
2 a : marked by, tending to cause, or hopeful of rising prices (as in
a stock market) b : optimistic — bull-ish-ly adv

bull mastiff n : a large powerful dog of a breed developed by
crossing bulldogs with mastiffs

Bull Moose n {bull moose, emblem of the Progressive party of 1 91 2 ]

: a follower of Theodore Roosevelt in the U.S. presidential cam-
paign of 1912

bull neck n : a thick short powerful neck — bull-necked \'biil-

'nekt\ adj
bul'lock \'biil-3k\ n 1 : a yoimg bull 2 : a castrated bull ; ^feer
— bul.locky \-3-ke\ adj
buU'Pen \'bul-,pen\ n 1 : a large detention cell where prisoners
are held until brought into court 2 : a place on a baseball field

where relief pitchers warm up during a game
bull-pout \'bul-,paut\ n ibullhead + pout} : bullhead; esp : the
common dark bullhead {Ameiurus nebulosus)

buU-ring \'bul-,riD\ n ; an arena for bullfights

buU-roai-er X'bul-'ror-sr, -Vdr-V n : a slat of wood tied to the end
of a thong that makes an intermittent roaring sound when whirled

bull session n i^bull} : an informal discursive group discussion

bull's-eye \'bial-,zT\ n, y?/ bull's-eyes 1 : a small circular or oval
wooden block without sheaves having a groove around it and a
hole through it 2 : a small thick disk of glass inserted (as in a
deck) to let in light 3 ; a very hard globular candy 4 a : the

center of a target; also : something centra] or crucial bra shot
that hits the bull's-eye; broadly : something that precisely attains

a desired end 5 : a simple lens of short focal distance or a lantern
with such a lens 6 ; a circular opening for air or light

bull snake n : any of several large harmless No. American snakes
(genus Pi(uophis) feeding chiefly on rodents

bull-ter.ri.er \'but-'ter-e-3r\ n [6u//dog -f- terrier} : a short-haired
terrier of a breed originated in England by crossing the bulldog
with terriers

bull tongue n : a wide blade attached to a cultivator or plow to stir

the soil, kill weeds, or mark furrows
bull.whip \'bul-,hwip,-,wip\ n : a rawhide whip with plaited lash

15 to 25 feet long
ibul.ly \'bul-e\ n [prob. modif. of D boel lover, fr. MHG buole}
1 archaic a I SWEETHEART b : a fine chap 2 a : a blustering

browbeating fellow; esp : one habitually cruel to others weaker
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than himself h : the protector of a prostitute : pimp 3 a ! a
hired ruffian b dial Brit I a fellow workman

abully adj 1 : excellent, first-rate — often used interjectionally
2 : resembling or characteristic of a bully

3l)tiilv vt : to act the part of a bully toward t domineer ^ vi i to
act as a bully : bluster

4bully Odv : VERY, OCTSTANDINGLY
sbuUy n [prob. modif. of F (Jbceuf) boulU boiled beef] : pickled or
canned usu. corned beef

bul*ly>rag \'bul-e-,rag\ vt [origin unknown] 1 : to intimidate by
bullying 2 : to vex by teasing : badger

bully tree n [by folk etymology fr. AmerSp hajata} : any of several
tropical American trees of the sapodilla family; esp : one {Manil-
kara bidentata) that yields balata gum and a heavy red timber

bul-rush \'bul-,r3sh\ n [ME bulrysche} ; any of several large
sedges growing in wet land or water: as a : a sedge (genus Scirpus,
esp. 5. tacifstn's) b Brit : either of two cattails (Typha latijolia and
T. angwitifnUa) c t a common American rush {Juncus ejjusus)
d : papyrus
ibuUwark \'bul-(,Uv3rk, -.work; 'bal-(,)w3rk\ n [ME bidwerke,
fr. MD holwprc, fr. MHG, fr. bole plank -1- were work] 1 a : a
solid wall-like structure raised for defense : rampart b ; break-
water. SEAWALL 2 : a strong support or protection in danger
3 : the side of a ship above the upper deck — usu. used in pi.

^bulwark vt : to fortify or safeguard with a bulwark : protect
ibum \'h3m\ n [ME bom\ chiejly Brit : BCTTOrKS
2bura vi buimued; bum-ming [ME bumhen. of imit. origin] dial
chiniJy Brit ; to make a droning or murmuring sound : hum
3bum vb bummed; bumming [prob. back-formation fr. bummer]
vi ; to go around in the manner of a bum : a : loaf b : to wander
esp. like a iiamp '-' vr ; to obtain by begging : cadge — bum*mer n
*bum n [prob. short for bummer] 1 : one inclined to sponge
off others and avoid work 2 : hobo, tramp
sbura adj 1 : inferior, worthless 2 : disabled <a ^ knee)
fibura n [prob. fr. ^bum] : a drinking spree : bender
ibum-ble \*bam'b3l\ vi bum.bling \-b(9-)lio\ [ME bomblen to
boom, of imit. origin] 1 : buzz 2 : drone, rumble
2bumble vb [prob. alter, of bungle] vi 1 ; blunder; specif : to
speak ineptly in a stuttering and faltering manner 2 : to proceed
unsteadily : stumble ~ vt '. bungle — bum-bler \-b(3-il3r\ n

bum«ble.bee \'b3m-b9[-,be\ n ; any of numerous large robust
hairy social bees (genus Bombiis)
bum>boat \'b3m-,b6t\ n [prob. fr. LG bumboot, fr. bum tree +
boot boat] ; a boat that brings provisions and commodities for
sale to larger ships in port or offshore
ibump \'bsmp\ vb [imit.] vt 1 : to strike or knock \vith force or
violence 2 : to collide with 3 a : to knock out of place b : to
oust usu. by virtue of seniority right 4 : to apply pressure to (as

sheet metal) so as to make or remove a concavity or convexity
^ vj 1 : to knock against something with a forceful jolt 2 : to
proceed in a series of bumps — bump into : to encounter esp. by
chance
2bump n 1 a : a sudden forceful blow, impact, or jolt b : demotion
2 ; a relatively abrupt convexity or protuberance on a surface:
a.s a : a swelling of tissue b : a cranial protuberance
ibump.er X'bam-parX n [prob. fr. bump (to bulged] 1 : a cup or
gias.s filled to the brim 2 : something unusually large or big —
bumper adj
2bumper h 1 : one that bumps 2 ; a device for absorbing shock or
preventing damage (as in collision); specij I a metal bar at either
end of an automobile

bump.i.ly \'b3m-p3-le\ adv ; in a bumpy manner
bump«i.ness \-pe-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being bumpy
ibump-kin X'bpmfp^-kgnV n [perh. fr. Flem bommekijn small cask,
fr. MD. fr. bomnie cask] : an awkward and unsophisticated rustic —
bump-kin>ly adj
2bump.kin or bum>kin \'b3m(p)-k3n\ n [prob. fr. Flem boomken,
dim. of boom tree] : a projecting boom of a ship

l}Ump>tious \'b3m(p)-sh3s\ adj Vbump + -lious (as in fractious)]

; presum.ptuously, obtusely, and often noisily self-assertive ; ob-
trusive — bump-tious-ly adv — bump*tious*ne5S ri

bumpy \'b3m-pe\ adj 1 : having or covered with bumps 2 : caus-
ing bumps or jolts

ibun \'b3n\ n [ME bunne] 1 : any of various sweet or plain small
breads; esp : a round roll 2 : a knot of hair shaped like a bun
2bun n [perh. alter, of E dial, bung (intoxicated)] : LOAD 4
Bu*na \'b(3'Vii-na\ trademark— used for any of several rubbers made
by polymerization or copolymerization of butadiene
ibunch \'bpnch\ n [ME bunche] 1 : protuberance, swelling
2 a : a number of things of the same kind : cluster <a '^ of grapes)
b : a homogeneous group — bunc]i*i*ly \'b3n-ch3-Ie\ adv —
bunchy \-che\ adj
2bunch vr 1 : swell, protrude 2 : to form a group or cluster
'— v/ ; to form into a bunch

l)Unch.flOW.er \'t>3nch-.flau(-3)r\ n : a tall summer-blooming herb
{Melanthium virginicum of the family Melanlhaceae, the bunch-
flower family) of the eastern and southern U.S. bearing a panicle of
small greenish flowers; broadly : a plant of this genus

bun.CO or bun.ko ytrap-(i)k6\ n [perh. alter, of Sp banca bench,
bank, fr. It] : a swindling game or scheme — bunco vt

ibund \'b3nd\ n [Hindi band, fr. Per] 1 : an embankment used
esp. in India to control the flow of water 2 : an embanked
thoroughfare along a river or the sea esp. in the Far East

2bund V'biind, 'bandX n. ojten cap [G, fr. MHG bunt] : a political

association; specif : a pro-Nazi German-American organization of
the lP30s ~ bund-ist \-3st\ n, ojten cap
ibun-dle \'b3n-d^I\ n [ME bundel, fr. MD; akin to OE byndel
bundle, hindan to bind] 1 a : a group of things fastened together
for convenient handling b : package, parcel c : a considerable
accumulation d slang : a sizable sum of money 2 a : a small
band of mostly parallel fibers (as of nerve) b : vascular bundle

2bundle vb bun-dUng \'b3n-(d>lio, -d^I-ir)\ vt 1 : to make into a
bundle ; whap 2 : to hustle unceremoniously ~ vi 1 : hustle,
hurry 2 : to practice bundling — bun-dler \-dlar, -dn-9r\ n
bundle up vb : to dress warmly
bundling n : a former custom of an unmarried couple's occupying

a abut;j^ ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; r| sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tli thin; ^ tHis;

the same bed without undressing esp. during courtship
ihung \'bao\ " [ME, fr. MD bonne, bonghe, fr. LL puncta puncture,
fr. L, fern, of punctus, pp. of pungere to prick — more at pungent]
1 : the stopper in the bunghole of a cask; also : bunghole 2 : the
cecum or anus esp. of a slaughter animal
2bung vt 1 : to plug with or as if with a bung 2 : heave, toss
3 a : batter, bruise (badly '^ed up) b : to cause to bulge or swell

bun-ga-low \'b3o-g9-.lo\ n [Hindi baiiglu, lit., (house) in the Ben-
gal style] : a usu. one-storied house of a type first developed in
India and characterized by low sweeping lines and a wide veranda

bung.hole \'b9ri-.hol\ n : a hole for emptying or filling a cask
bun.gle \'bao-S3l\ ''^ bun.gling \-gi'3-)lir)\ [perh, of Scand origin;
akin to Icel banga to hammer] vi : to act or work clumsily and
awkwardly '- vt : mishandle, botch — bun»gler \-go-)l3r\ n— bun.gling \-g(a-)lir)\ adj om — bun.gling-ly \-g,3-)lio-le\ adv

bun.ion \'b3n-yan\ n [prob. irreg. fr. bunny fswelling)] : an en-
largement from chronic inflammation of the small sac on the first
joint of the great toe
ibunk \'b3ok\ n [prob. short for bunker] 1 a ; a built-in bed (as on
a ship) that is often one of a tier of berths b ; a sleeping place
2 : a feeding trough for catUe
2bunk vi : to occupy a bunk ~ vr : to provide with a bunk
sbunk n : bunkum, nonsense
ibun-ker \'b3o-k3r\ n [Sc bonker chest or box] 1 : a bin or com-
partment for storage 2 a ; a protective embankment or dugout;
esp : a fortified chamber mosdy below ground often built of rein-
forced concrete and provided with embrasures b : a sand trap or
embankment constituting a hazard on a golf course
2bunker vb bun-ker-ing \-k(9-)rio\ vz : to fill a ship's bunker with
coal or oil -^ vt 1 : to store in a bunker 2 : to hit (a golf ball)
into a bunker
bunk.honse \'b'3ok-,haus\ n ; a rough simple building providing
sleeping quarters
bun.kum or bun.combe \'b3o-k3m\ n [Buncombe County, N.C.;
fr. the defense of a seemingly irrelevant speech made by its con-
gressional representative that he was speaking to Buncombe] : in-
sincere or foolish talk : nonsense
bun.ny \'b3n-e\ n [E dial, bun (rabbit)] ; rabbit
Bun.sen burner \.b3n(t^-san-\ n [Robert W. Bunsen tl809 G
chemLst] : a gas burner consisting typically of a straight tube with
small holes at the bottom where air enters and mixes with the gas
and produces a blue intensely hot flame
ibunt \*h9nr\ n [perh. fr. LG. bundle, fr MLG; akin to OE byndel
bundle] 1 a : the middle part of a square sail b : the part of a
furled sail gathered up in a bunch at the center of the yard 2 : the
bagging portion of a fishing net
2bunt n [origin unknown] : a destructive covered smut of wheat
caused by a fungus (Tilletia Joetida or T. caries)
3bunt vb falter, of butt] vt 1 : to strike or push with or as if with the
head : butt 2 : to push or tap (a baseball i lightly without swing-
ing the bat ~ vi : to bunt a baseball — bunt-er n

4bunt rt 1 : an act or instance of bunting 2 : a bunted ball
ibun-ting \'bant-io\ n [ME] ; any of various stout-billed birds
(Emberiza and related genera) usu. included in the finch family

2bunting n [perh. fr. E dial, bum (to sift)] 1 ; a lightweight loosely
woven fabric used chiefly for flags and festive decorations
2 a : flags b : decorations esp. In the colors of the national flag

bunt-line V'bant-.Im. -l3n\ n : one of the ropes attached to the foot
of a square sail to haul the sail up to the yard for furling
ibuoy \"bU-e, 'b6i\ n^ME boye, fr. (assumed) Mf bole, of Gmc
origm; akin to OE beacen sign —
more at beacon] 1 ; float 2; esp
: a floating object moored to the
bottom to mark a channel or some-
thing (as a shoal) lying under the
water 2 : life buoy
2bU0y vt 1 : to mark by or as if by a
buoy 2 a : to keep afloat b : sup-
port, SUSTAIN (hope '^s him up)
^ VI : FLOAT

buoy.an.cy V'boi-an-se, 'bii-y3n-\ n
la: the tendency of a body to float
or to rise when submerged in a fluid

b : the power ol a fluid to exert an
upward force on a body placed in it

buoy.ant \'b6i-ant, 'bli-ysntX adj : having buoyancy: as a : capa-
ble of floating b : cheerful, gay — buoy-ant'ly adv
bur var oj burr
Bur.ber.ry X'b^r-ba-re, 'b3r-,ber-e\ trademark — used for various
USU- wool fabrics used esp. for coats for outdoor wear
'bur.ble \'b3r-b3l\ vi bur*bling \-b(3-)liri\ [ME burblen] 1 ; bub-
ble 2 : babble, prattle — bur*bler \-b(3-Har\ n

2burble n 1 : prattle 2 : the breaking up of the streamline flow
of air about a body (as an airplane wing) — bur.bly \-b(3)le\ adj

bur.bot \'b3r-b3t\ n, pi burbot also burbots [ME borbot, fr. MF
bourbotte, f r bourbeter to burrow in the mud ] : a freshwater fish

(Low lota) of the cod family having barbels on the nose and chin
and existing in the northern parts of the Old World and the New
Ibur.den \'b3rd-^n\ n [ME, fr. OE byrthen: akin to OE beran to
carry] 1 a : something that is carried : load b : duty, responsi-
bilttv 2 : something oppressive or worrisome : encumbrance
3 a : cargo, lading (beast of '^) b : capacity for carrying cargo

2burden vt bur.den.ing X'bs^rd-nio, -"n-igX : load, oppress
^burden n [alter, of bourdon] 1 archaic : a bass or accompanying
part 2 a : CHORLis b : a recurring or emphasized idea or theme
burden ot proof : the duty of proving a disputed assertion or charge

{

; RESILIENCE, VIVACriY

syns i ONEROUS -to bear— bur.den-some.ness /

bur.dock \'b3r-,dak\ n : any of a genus {Arctium) of coarse
composite herbs with globular flower heads bearing prickly bracts

bu.reau \'byu(9)r-(,)o\ n, pi bureaus also bu-reaux \-(,)6z\ [F,
desk, cloth covering for desks, fr. OF burel woolen cloth, fr. (as-

sumed) OF bure. fr. LL burra shaggy cloth] 1 a Brit : writing
DF^K; esp : one having drawers and a slant top b ; a low chest of
drawers with a mirror for use in a bedroom 2 a : a specialized

au out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

1i loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zU vision
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administrative unit; esp : a subdivision of an executive department
of a government I) ; a business establishment for exchanging in-

formation, making contacts, or coordinating activities

l)U-reaU'Cra>cy \byu-'rak-r3-se\ n [F bureaucratic, fr. bureau +
-cratie -cracy] 1 a : a body of nonelective government officials

b ; an administrative poUcy-making group 2 : government
characterized by specialization of functions, adherence to fixed
rules, and a hierarchy of authority 3 : a system of administration
marked by officialism, red tape, and proliferation

tu-reau-crat \'byiir-3-,krat\ w : a member of a bureaucracy; esp
: a government official following a narrow rigid formal routine
— bu»reau.crat.ic \,byur-3-'krat-ik\ ady— bu-reau-crat-i-caMy
\-i-ki3-)le\ adv

tu-rette or bu.ret \byu-'ret\ n [F burette, fr. MP, cruet, fr. buire
pitcher, alter, of Oh buie, of Gmc origin] : a graduated glass tube
with a small aperture and stopcock for delivering measured quanti-
ties of liquid or for measuring the liquid or gas received or discharged

burg \'b3rg\ n [OE ~ more at borough] 1 : an ancient or medieval
fortress or walled town 2 : city, town
bur-gage \'b9r-gij\ n [ME, property held by burgage tenure, fr. MF
bourgage, lit., burgage, fr. OF, fr. bourg. bore town] ; a tenure by
which real property in England and Scotland was held of the king
or other lord for a yearly rent or for watching and warding

bur.gee \,b3r-'je, 'bar-,\ n [perh, fr. F dial, bourgeais shipowner]
: a swallow-tailed flag used esp. by ships for signals or identification

bur.geon \'b3r-j9n\ vi [ME burjonen, fr. burjon bud, fr. OF, fr.

(assumed) VL burrion-, burrio, fr. LL burra shaggy cloth] 1 a : to
send forth buds, branches, or other new growth ; sprout b ; blos-
som, BLOOM 2 : EXPAND, FLOURISH

burg-er X'bar-gsrX n [hamburgerl : a fried or grilled patty of meat
or meat substitute usu. served in a sandwich

bur-gess \'b3r-j3s\ n [ME burgeis, fr. OF borjois, fr. borc'[ 1 a : a
citizen of a British borough b : a representative of a borough,
corporate town, or university in the British Parliament 2 : a
representative in the popular branch of the legislatures of colonial
Maryland and Virginia

burgll \'b3r-(,)o, "ba-Oro, -af-w), -r3f-w)\ « [ME — more at bor-
ough] : borough; specif ; an incorporated town in Scotland hav-
ing local jurisdiction of certain services

bur-glier Vbar-g9r\ n : an inhabitant of a borough or a town
bur-glar \'bar-gl3r\ n [AF burgler, fr. ML burglator, prob. alter, of
burgatnr, fr. burgatus, pp. of burgare to commit burglary, fr. L
burgus fortified place] : one who commits burglary : thief

bur-glar-i-ous \,b3r-'glar-e-3s, -'gler-\ adj : of, relating to, or
resembhng burglary — bur»glar-i*OUS'ly adv

bur.glar-ize \'b3r-gl3-,rTz\ vr : to rifle by burglary
bur-gla-ry \'b3r-gl3-re\ n ; the act of breaking into a building
esp. with intent to steal; specij X the act of breaking into and enter-
ing the dwelling house of another at night with felonious intent

bur«gle \*b3r-g3l\ vt bur-gling \-gC3-)lia\ [back-formation fr.

burglar^ : burglarize
bur-go.mas.ter \'b3r-g3-.mas-t3r\ n [part modif., part trans, of D
burgemeester, fr burg town -I- meester master] : the chief magistrate
of a town in certain European countries : mayor

bur.gO*net X'bar-ga-nst, ,b3r-g3-'net\ n [modif. of MF bourgui-
giwtie'] : either of two l6th century helmets

bur.goo X'bsr-.gii, (,)b3r-'\ n [origin unknown] 1 : oatmeal gruel

2 : hardtack and molasses cooked together 3 a : a stew or thick
soup of meat and vegetables orig. served at outdoor gatherings (as a
political rally or barbecue) b ; a picnic at which burgoo is served
Bur=gun.dy X'bar-gan-deV n i Burgundy, region in France] : a red
or white table wine from the vineyards of Cote d'Or, Yonne, and
Saone-et-Loire, France; also ; a similar wine made elsewhere

bur>i>al \'ber-e-3l\ n, often attrib [ME beriel, berial, back-forma-
tion fr. beriels (taken as a plural), fr. OE byrgels; akin to OS
burgisli tomb] 1 : GRAVE, tomb 2 : the act or process of burying

bur.i.er \'ber-e-3r\ n ; one that buries
bu«rin X'byiir-an, 'b9r-\ n [F] 1 ; a steel cutting tool with the blade
ground obliquely to a sharp point 2 : a prehistoric flint tool with
a beveled point

burke X'bsrkX vt [William Burke tI829 Ir criminal executed for this

crime] 1 : to suffocate or strangle in order to obtain a body to be
sold for dissection 2 a : to suppress quietly or indirectly {^ an
inquiry) b : bypass, avoid <---' an issue)

iburl \'b3r(-3)l\ n [ME burle, fr. (assumed) MF bourle tuft of wool,
fr. (assumed) VL burrula, dim. of LL burra shaggy cloth] 1 ; a
knot or lump in thread or cloth 2 a : a hard woody often flattened
hemispherical outgrowth on a tree b : veneer made from burls

2buri vt burl-ing X'bar-lioX ; to finish (cloth) esp. by repairing
loose threads and knots — burl-er X'bar-IarX n

bur-lap X'bar-.lapX « [alter, of earlier borelapp} : a coarse heavy
plain-woven fabric usu. of jute or hemp used for bagging and wrap-
ping and in furniture and linoleum manufacture

buried X'b3r(-9)ld\ adj : having a distorted grain due to burls

ibur.lesque X(.)b9r-'leskX adj [F, comic, fr. It burlesco, fr. burla
joke, fr. Sp] : of, relating to, or having the characteristics of
burlesque — bur-Iesque-ly adv
2burlesque n 1 a ; mockery usu. by caricature b ; a witty or deri-

sive usu. literary imitation 2 : theatrical entertainment of a broadly
humorous often earthy character consisting of short turns, comic
skits, and sometimes striptease acts syn see caricature
aburlesque vt ; to imitate in a humorous or derisive manner
: MOCK ^ vi : to employ burlesque — bur-lesqu-er n

bur.ley X'bar-leX n, often cap [prob. fr. the name Burleyl ; a thin*
bodied air-cured tobacco grown mainly in Kentucky

bur.li.ly X'bsr-la-leX adv ; in a burly manner
bur.li.ness X'bar-le-nasX " : the quality or state of being burly
bur.ly X'bsr-leX adj [ME] 1 : strongly and heavily built ; husky
2 : BLUFF, HFARTY

bur marigold n : any of a genus (Bidens) of coarse composite herbs
with prickly adherent fruits

Bur.mese X.bsr-'mez, -'mesX n, pi Burmese 1 : a native or in-

habitant of Burma 2 : the Tibeto-Burman language of the Burmese
people — Burmese adj
Burmese cat n : any of a breed of cats resembling the Siamese cat
but of solid and darker color and with orange eyes

iburn X'bamX n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG brunno spring of water,
hfervere to boil] Brit : brook, rivulet
2bura X'barnX vb burned X'bsrndX or burnt \'b9mt\ burn.lng

[ME birnen, fr. OE byrnan, v.i., bsernan, v.t.; akin to OHG
brinnan to bum, 'Lfervere to boil] vi la: blaze b ; to imdergo
combustion c : to contain a fire (the stove is '^ing} 2 ; to pro-
duce or undergo an effect suggestive of fire: as a : to feel hot
b : to become altered by or as if by the action of fire or heat; esp
: scorch (crops '^ under a torrid sun> c ; to die in the electric
chair d : to appear as if on fire : glow '^ vt 1 a ; to cause to
undergo combustion; esp ; to destroy by fire ('^ trash) b ; to use
as fuel (this furnace '^s gas) c : to produce by the action of fires

or heat (-^ a hole) 2 a ; to injure or alter by or as if by fire or heat
b : EXHAUST, dissipate c ; to subject to excessive speed or use
3 slang a : irritate, annoy b : chea.t— burn-able \'b9r-n9-b9l\
adj — burn-ing X-nioX adj — burn-ing-Iy X-nir)-leX adv
3burn n 1 : an injury, damage, or effect produced by or as if by
burning 2 : the act, process, or result of burning

burn.er X'bsr-narX « : one that burns; esp : the part of a fuel*
burning device (as a stove or furnace) where the flame is produced

bur.net X(.)b9r-'net, 'bar-nstX n [ME, fr. OF burnete, fr. brun
brown] : any of a genus (Sanguisorha) of herbs of the rose family
with odd*pinnate stipulate leaves and spikes of apetalous flowers

burning bush n : any of several plants associated with fire (as by
redness) as a : ^wahoo a b : fraxinella c : summer cypress
burning ghat n : a level space at the head of a ghat for cremation
burning glass « : a positive lens for producing intense heat by
converging the sun's rays
ibur-nish X'b9r-nishX v^ [ME bumischen, fr, MF bruniss-, stem of
brunir. lit., to make brown, fr bruni ; to make shiny or lustrous esp.
by rubbing : polish — bur-nish>er n — fcur'nish.ing adj or n
2burnish n : luster, gloss
bur.noose or bur-nous XObar-'niisX n [F burnous, fr. At burnus"}

I a hooded cloak worn by Arabs and Moors
burn. sides X'bgrn-.sTdzX n pi [Ambro.se E. Burnside 11881 Am
general] : side-whiskers; esp : full muttonchop whiskers

'bturp \'b9rp\ n [imit.] ; belch
2burp vi I belch '^ vr : to help (a baby) expel gas from the stomach
esp. by patting or rubbing the back
burp gun n : a small submachine gun
iburr X'bgrX " [ME burre: akin to OE byrst bristle — more at bris-
tle] 1 usu bur a ; a rough or prickly envelope of a fruit b : a
weed that bears burs 2 a : something that resembles a bur \3 (\) : a
small rotary cutting tool {I') usu bur : a bit used on a dental drill

3 [ME burwhe circle] ; a small washer put on the end of a rivet
before swaging it down 4 : an irregular rounded mass; esp : a tree
burl 5 : a thin ridge or area of roughness produced in cutting or
shaping 6 a : a trilled uvular r as used by some speakers of
English esp. in northern England and in Scotland b : a tongue*
point trill that is the usual Scottish r 7 ; a rough humming sound
; WHIR — burred X'bgrdX adj — burr-er X'bsr-srX n

2burr vi 1 : to speak with a burr 2 : to make a whirring sound
'^ vt 1 ; to pronounce with a burr 2 a : to form into a projecting
edge b : to remove burrs from
3burr n [perh. fr. 'fewrr] : buhrstone
bur reed n ; any of a genus (Sparganium, family Sparganiaceae) of
plants with globose fruits resembling burs

bur.ro X'b3r-(.)o, 'biir-, -9(-w); 'b3-(.)ro, -r3(-w)X " [Sp, irreg. fr.

borrico, fr. LL burricus small horse] ; donkey; esp ; a small one
used as a pack animal
ibur.row \'b3r-(,)o, •b3-(.)ro, -9(-w), -r9(-w)X " [ME borow"!
1 : a hole in the ground made by an animal (as a rabbit) for shelter
and habitation 2 ; passage, gallery
2burr0W vt l archaic I to hide in or as if in a burrow 2 a : to
construct by tunneling b : to penetrate by means of a burrow
^ vi 1 ; to conceal oneself in or as if in a burrow 2 a : to make
a burrow b ; to progress by or as if by digging — bur.row-er n

burrstone varof buhrstone
bur-ry X'b^r-eX adj 1 : containing burs 2 : resembling a bur

; prickly 3 of speech : characterized by a burr
bur>5a X'b3r-s3\ n, pi bur-sas X-sszX or bur-sae X-.se, -,sTX [NL,
fr. ML, bag, purse] ; a bodily pouch or sac: esp : a small serous sac
between a tendon and a bone — bur-sal \-s3lX adf

bur-sar X'bar-sgr, -,sar\ n [ML bursarius, fr. bursa"^ : an officer
(as of a monastery or college) in charge of funds : treasurer

bur-sa-ry X-s(3-)reX ri [ML bursaria, fr. bursa'] 1 : the treasury
of a college or monastery 2 : a monetary grant to a needy student

burse X'b3rs\ n [MF bourse, fr. ML bursa'] 1 obs : exchange,
bourse 2 a : purse b : a square cloth case used to carry the
corporal in a Communion service

bur«seed X'b9r-,sed\ n : stickseed
bur.si.form X'b9r-s9-,f6rraX adj [ML bursa + E -iform"] I shaped
like a pouch

bUT'Si'tis X(.^b3r-'sTt-3sX i [NL, fr. bursa} ; inflammation of a
bursa esp. of the shoulder or elbow
iburst X'barstX vb burst or burst-ed X'bgr-stadX burst'ing [ME
bersten, fr. OE bers/an; akin to OHG brestan to burst, Mir brosc
noise] vi 1 : to break open, apart, or into pieces usu. from impact
or from pressure from within 2 a : to give way from an excess of
emotion (his heart will ^ with grief) b ; to give vent suddenly to a
repressed emotion ('^ into tears) 3 a ; to emerge or spring sud-
denly (~ out of a house) b : launch, plunge (^ into song)
4 : to be filled to the breaking point '^ vt 1 : to cause to burst
2 ; to produce by or as if by bursting — burst*er n

2burst n 1 a ; a sudden outbreak; esp : a vehement outburst (as of
emotion) b ; explosion, eruption c : a sudden intense effort

d ; a volley of shots 2 : an act of bursting 3 : a result of bursting;
specif : a visible puff accompanying the explosion of a shell

bur-then X'bgr-thsnX archaic var of burden
bUT'ton X'bsrt-'nX " [origin unknown] : any of several arrange-
ments of hoisting tackle; esp : one with a single and a double block

bur-weed \'b9r-,wedX n ; any of various plants (as a cocklebur or
burdock) having burry fruit

bury X'ber-e\ vt [ME burien, fr. OE byrgan: akin to OHG bergan tc
shelter, Russ berech" to save] 1 : to dispose of by depositing in or
as if in the earth; esp : to inter with funeral ceremonies 2 : con-
ceal, hide {buried her face in her hands) 3 a : to consign to obUv-
ion : ABANDON b : submerge, engross syn see hide
ibus X'bssX n, pi bus-es or bus-ses often attrib [short for omnibusl
1 a : a large motor-driven passenger vehicle b ; automobile
2 : a small hand truck 3 : a usu. uninsulated bar or tube used
as an electrical conductor at a circuit junction
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busby

2bus vb bussed; bns-sing vi 1 : to travel by bus 2 ; to work as a
busboy ^' vr ; to transport by bus

bus.boy \'b3s-,b6i\ n {omnibus (busboy)] : a waiter's assistant;
specij ; one who removes dirty dishes and resets tables in a restaurant
bUS-by \'b3z-be\ n [prob. fr. the name Busby} 1 : a
military fuU-dress fur hat with a pendent bag on one
side usu. of the color of regimental facings 2 : the
bearskin worn by British guardsmen
ibUSll \'bush\ n, ojten atirib [ME; akin to OHG busc
foiest] 1 a : SHRUB; esp : a low densely branched shrub
b : a clump or thicket of shrubs 2 : a large uncleared
or sparsely settled area (as in Australia) usu. scrubs
covered or forested : wilderness 3 a (1) archaic : a
bunch of ivy formerly hung outside a tavern to indicate
wine for sale (2) obs : tavern b : advertising (good
wine needs no ^ —Shak.) 4 : a bushy tuft or mass;
esp : BRUSH 2a
2bush vt : to support, mark, or protect with bushes -^ vi

: to extend like or resemble a bush
sbusb n [D bus bushing, box, fr. MD busse box, fr.

LL buxis — more at Box] 1 : bushing 2 ; a threaded"socket
^bUSll vt : to furnish with a bushing
bush baby n : any of several small African lemurs (genus Galago)
bush bean n : any of various low-growing compact bushy cultivated
bean:^ that form a vaiiety of the kidney bean

bushed \'busht\ adj 1 : covered with or as if with a bushv growth
2 chiejly Austral : LOST, bewildered 3 : tired, exhausted
IbUSh.el \'biash-al\ n [ME bussheU fr. OF boissel, fr. (assumed)
OF boisse one sixth of a bushel, of Celt origin; akin to Mir boss
palm of the hand] 1 : any of various units of dry capacity— see measure table 2 : a container holding a bushel 3 : a large
quantity : lots — bush-el-age \-3-lij\ n
2bushel vb bush-eled; biish-el-ing \-(a-)Ho\ [prob. fr. G bosseln
to do poor work, to patch; akin to OE beaian to beat] ; repair,
renov.ate — busU-el>man \-al-m3n\ n

Bu-Shi'do \,b0-she-'d6\ n [Jap bushiclo} : a feudal-military Japa-
nese code of chivalry valuing honor above life

bush-i-ly \'bush-3-le\ adv : in a bushy manner
bush.i-ness \'bush-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being bushy
bUSh-ing \"bush-iQ\ n 1 : a usu. removable cylindrical lining for
an opening (as of a mechanical part) used to limit the size of the
opening, resist abrasion, or serve as a guide 2 : an electrically
insulating lining for a hole to protect a through conductor
bush-man \'bush-m3n\ n 1 [modif. of obs, Afrik boschjesman, fr.

boschje (dim. of bosch forest) + Afrik man} cap : one of a race of
nomadic hunters of southern Africa 2a: woodsman b chiejly
Austral : one that lives in the bush; specij ; hick

bush-mas-ter \-,mas-t3r\ n : a tropical American pit viper (Lache-
sis mutus) that is the largest New World venomous snake
bush*raug-er \-,ran-j3r\ n 1 : frontiersman, woodsman 2 Aus-
tral : an outlaw living in the bush

bush-tit \-,tit\ n : any of several titmice (genus Psaltriparus) of
western No. America
bush.whack \'bush-,hwak, -,wak\ v6 [back-formation fr. bush-
whacker} vi 1 a ; to clear a path through thick woods esp. by chop-
ping down bushes and low branches b ; to propel a boat by pulling
on bushes along the bank 2 a ; to live or hide out in the woods
b ; to fight in or attack from the bush « vt : ambush — bUSh-
whacK-er n — bush-whack-ing n
bushy \'bush-e\ adj 1 : full of or overgrown with bushes 2 : re-
sembling a bush; esp : thick and spreading

bus-i-ly \'biz-(a-fle\ adv ; in a busy manner
busi-ness X'biz-nas, -n3z\ n, ojten attrib 1 archaic : busyness
2a: occupation, calling b : an immediate task or objective
: mission 3 a : a commercial or industrial enterprise b : trade,
COMMERCE; esp : PATRONAGE 4 I AFFAIR, MATTER <a Strange ~>
5 : movement or action (as lighting a cigarette) by an actor intended
esp. to establish atmosphere, reveal character, or explain a situation
6 : a rightful interest : personal concern <none of your '--> 7 a : a
maximum effort; esp : a damaging assault b : double cross
syn BUSINESS, commerce, trade, industry, TRAFFIC mean activity

in supplying commodities, business may be an inclusive term but
Specifically designates the activities of those engaged in the purchase
or sale of commodities or in related financial transactions; com-
merce and TRADE imply the exchange and transportation of com-
modities; industry applies to the producing of commodities, esp.
by manufacturing or processing, on so large a scale that capital
and labor are significantly involved; traffic applies to the opera-
tion and functioning of public carriers of goods and persons syn
see in addition work

business cycle n ; a recurring succession of fluctuations in eco-
nomic activity

busi-ness.like \'biz-n5-,sirk, -naz-.lTkX adj 1 : exhibiting qualities
felt to be advantageous in business 2 : serious, purposeful

busi.ness-man \'biz-n3-,sman\ n : a man who transacts business;
esp : a business executive

busk_\'b3sk\ vb [ME busken, fr. ON buask to prepare oneself, refl.

of bua to prepare, dwell] dial Brit : prepare
bus-kin \'bas-k3n\ n [perh. modif. of Sp borcegui} 1 : a laced boot
reaching halfway or more to the knee 2 a : cothurnus b ; trag-
edy; esp : tragedy resembling that of ancient Greek drama

bus.man's holiday X.bss-msnz-X n : a holiday spent in following
or observing the practice of one's usual occupation
buss \'bas\ n [prob. imit.] : kiss — buss vt

ibust \'bast\ n [F buste, fr. It busto, fr. L bustum tomb] 1 : a
sculptured representation of the upper part of the human figure
including the head and neck and usu. part of the shoulders and
breast 2 : the upper portion of the human torso between neck and
waist; esp : the breasts of a woman

2bust vb bust-ed also bust; bust-ing [alter, of burst} vt 1 : hit,

punch 2 a : burst, break b : to ruin financially 3 : demote
4 : tame — vi la: burst b : to break down 2 : to go broke

3bust n 1 slang : punch, sock 2 a : a complete failure ; flop
b : a business depression 3 : spree

bUS-tard \'b3S-t3rd\ n [ME, modif. of MP bistarde, fr. Olt bislarda,
fr. L avis tarda, lit., slow bird] : any of a family (Otididae) of Old
World and Australian game birds

bust-er \'bss-tar\ n 1 a : an unusually sturdy child b ojten cap
: FELLOW 2 : one that breaks or breaks up; as a : plow b [short
for broncobuster] : one who breaks horses 3 Austral : a sudden
violent wind often coming from the south 4 : something having
unusual destructive force; as a : a jarring fall b : blockbuster
ibus-tle \'b3s-3l\ VI bus-lling \'b3S-(3-)lio\ [prob. alter, of obs.
buskle to prepare, freq. of busk} 1 : to move briskly and often
ostentatiously 2 ; to be busily astir — bus-tling \-(3-)lio \ adj—
bus-tling-ly \-(3-)lio-Ie\ adv

2bustle n : noisy or energetic activity syn see stir
3bUStle n [origin unknown] : a pad or framework expanding and
supporting the fullness and drapery of the back of a woman's skirt
ibusy \'bi2-e\ adj [ME bisy, fr. OE bisig; akin to MD & MLG
besich busy] 1 a : engaged in action : occupied b : being in use
<'-- telephone) 2 : full of activity : bustling 3 ; officious,
meddling 4 : full of distracting detail <a '^ design)
syn industrious, diligent, assiduous, sedulous: busy chiefly

stresses activity as opposed to idleness or leisure; it may connote
purposive activity; industrious implies characteristic or habitual
devotion to work; diligent suggests earnest application to some
specific object or pursuit; assiduous stresses careful and unremit-
ting application; sedulous implies painstaking and persevering
application
2busy vt : to make busy : occupy ^ vi : bustle
busy-body \'biz-e-.bad-e\ n ; an officious or inquisitive person
busy.ness \'biz-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being busy
'but \(')b3t\ conj [ME. fr. OE butan, prep.& conj.. outside, without,
except, except that; akin to OHG buzan without, except] 1 a : ex-
cept for the fact (would have protested ^^ that he was afraid)
b : that (there is no doubt -^ he won) c : without the concomitant
that (it never rains '-- it pours) d ; if not : unless e subsiand : than
(no sooner started -^ it stopped) 2 a : on the contrary (not peace
'--' a sword) b : vet (poor ~ proud) c : except (none '^ the brave
deserve the fair —John Dryden) — but what : that . . . not (I
don't know but what I will go)
2butprep 1 Scot a : without, lacking b : outside 2 a : with the
evception of : barring (no one there --^ me) b ; other than

3but adv 1 ; ONLY, merely (he is ~ a child) 2 Scot ; outside
3 : to the contrary <who knows '^ that he may succeed) 4 ; def-
iNrrELY, positively (get there '^ fast)

4but pron ; that not : who not (nobody ^ has his fault —Shak.)
Shut \*b3t\ n [Sc but. adj. (outer)] Scot : the kitchen or living quar-
ters of a 2-room cottage

but- or buto- comb jorm [ISV, fr. butyric} ; containing a group of
four carbon atoms (ftwrane)

bu-ta-di-ene \,byUt-3-'dT-,en, -,dT-'\ n : a flammable gaseous
hydrocarbon C4H6 used in making synthetic rubbers

bu-tane \'byU-,tan\ n : either of two isomeric flammable gaseous
paraffin hydrocarbons C4H10 obtained usu. from petroleum or
natural gas

bu-ta-nol X'byiit-^n-.ol, -,61\ n : a butyl alcohol derived from
normal butane
ibutch-er \'buch-3r\ n [ME bocher, fr. OF bouchier, fr. bouc
he-goat, prob. of Celt origin; akin to Mir bocc he-goat — more at
buck] 1 a : one who slaughters animals or dresses their flesh
b : a dealer in meat 2 : one that kills ruthlessly or brutally
3 ; botcher 4 : a vendor esp. on trains or in theaters

2butcher vt butcb-er-ing \-{3-)rio\ l : to slaughter and dress
for market (~ hogs) 2 : to kill in a barbarous manner 3 ; botch— butch-er-er \-3r-3r\ n

butch-er-bird X'buch-sr-.bsrdX n : any of various shrikes
butch-er-ly \'buch-3r-ie\ adj : resembling a butcher : savage
butch-er's-broom X'biich-srz-.brlim, -,brum\ n ; a European
leafless plant (Ruscus aculeatus) of the lily family with stiff-pointed
leaflike twigs used for brooms

bulch-ery \'buch-(3-)re\ n 1 chiejly Brit : slaughterhouse
2 : the preparation of meat for sale 3 : carnage 4 : botch

bu-tene \'byu-.ten\ n : a normal butylene
bu-teo \'byLit-e-,o\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, a hawk] : any of a
genus (Buteo) of hawks with broad rounded wings and soaring
flight; broadly : a hawk^ of similar appearance or habit of flight— bu.te-Q.nine \byu-'te-3-,nTn\ adj or n

but-ler \*b3t-l3r\ n [ME buteler. fr. OF bouteillier bottle bearer, fr.

bouteille bottle — more at bottle] 1 ; a manservant having charge
of the wines and liquors 2 : the chief male servant of a household

butler's pantry « : a service room between kitchen and dining room
ibutt \*b3t\ vb [ME butten, fr. OF boter, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG bozan to beat] vi : to thrust or push head foremost ; strike
with the head or horns -^ v/ : to strike with the head or horns

2bUtt n : a blow or thrust usu. with the head or horns
3butt /i_[ME, partly fr. MF but target, end, of Gmc origin; akin to
ON butr log, LG butt blunt; partly fr. MF bute backstop, fr. but
target] 1 a : a mound, bank, or other backstop for catching mis-
siles shot at a target b : target c pi : range 5b d : a blind
for shooting birds 2 a obs : limit, bound b archaic : goal
3 : an object of abuse or ridicule : victim

'ibutt vb [partly fr. ^butt, partly fr. ^butt} vi : abut ^ vt 1 a : to
place end to end without overlapping b : to join along the edges
2 : to trim or square off at the end

sbutt n [ME; prob. akin to ME buttok buttock, LG butt blunt, OHG
bozan to beat] 1 a : the large or thicker end of something b : the
base of a plant from which the roots spring c : the thicker or
handle end of a tool or weapon 2 : an unused remainder

6butt n [ME. fr. MF botte, fr. OProv bota, fr. LL buttis} 1 : a large
cask esp. for wine, beer, or water 2 : any of various units of liquid
capacity; esp : a measure equal to 108 imperial gallons 3 : the
part of a hide or skin corresponding to the animal's back and sides

butte \'byut\ n [F, knoll, fr. MF bute mound of earth serving as a
backstop] : an isolated hill or small mountain with steep or pre-
cipitous sides usu. having a smaller summit area than a mesa
ibut-ler \'b3t-3r\ n [ME, fr. OE butere; akin to OHG butera
butter; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L butyrum
butter, fr. Gk boutyron, fr. bous cow + tyros cheese; akin to Av
tuiri- whey — more at cow] 1 : a solid emulsion of fat globules,
air, and water made by churning milk or cream and used as food
2 ; a buttery substance: as a : any of various fatty oils remaining
nearly solid at ordinary temperatures b : a food spread made

{
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from fruit, nuts, or other food <peanut '^> 3 :

abutter vt 1 ; to spread with or as if with butter 2 : blandish
but-ter-and-eggs X.bst-s-ra-'negz, -'nagzX n pi but sing or pi in

constr : any of several plants (as toadflax) having flowers of two
shades of yellow

but.ter.ball \'bat-ar-,b61\ n 1 : a chubby person 2 : bufflehead
butter bean n l : wax bean 2 : lima bean: as a chiejiy South &
Midland : a large dried lima bean b : sieva bean 3 : a green shell

bean esp. as opposed to a snap bean
butler clam n ; either of two large delicately flavored clams (Saxi-
domus nuftallii and S. giganteus) of the Pacific coast of No. America

but-ter-'Cup \'b3t-sr-,kap\ n : a yellow-flowered crowfoot (genus
Ranunculus)

but.ter.fat \'b9t-3r-,fat\ n : the natural fat of milk and chief
constituent of butter consisting essentially of a mixture of glyccrides
and chiefly of butyrin, olein, and palmitin

but.ter.fin.gered \,b3t-ar-"fia-g3rd\ adj : apt to let things fall or
slip through the fingers : careless — but-ter.Jin-gers X'bst-sr-
tfJ0-g3i'2\ " pi but sing or pi in constr

but-ter-fish \-,fish\ n : any of numerous mostly percoid fishes with
a slippery coating of mucus

but-ter-lly \'b3t-ar-,fir\ n. ojten atfrih 1 : any of numerous slender=
bodied diurnal insects (order Lepidoptera) with large broad usu.
brightly colored wings 2 : something that resembles a butterfly;
esp I a person chiefly occupied with the pursuit of pleasure

butterfly bush n : buddleia
butterfly fish n : any of various fishes having variegated colors,
broad expanded fins, or both: as a ; a European blenny {Blennius
ocellaris) b : flying gurnard c : any of a family (Chaeto-
dontidae) of smail brilliantly colored spiny-finned fishes of tropical
seas with a narrow deep body and fins partly covered with scales

butterfly valve n 1 : a double clack valve 2 : a damper or throttle
valve in a pipe consisting of a disk turning on a diametral axis

butterfly weed n : an orange-flowered showy milkweed {Asclepias
tuberosa) of eastern No. America

but.ter.milk \'b9t-9r-.mi!k\ n 1 : the liquid left after butter has
been churned from milk or cream 2 : cultured milk made by the
addition of certain organisms to sweet milk

but.ter.nut \-,n3t\ n 1 a : the edible nut of an American tree
iJuglans cinereo) of the walnut family b : the tree itself 2 a pi
; homespun overalls dyed brown with a butternut extract b slang
: a soldier or partisan of the Confederacy during the Civil War

but.ter.scotch \'b3t-9r-,skach\ n, ojtenattrib : a candy made from
brown sugar, corn syrup, and water; also : the flavor of such candy

butter tree n : any of various trees (as the shea tree) whose seeds
yield a substance similar to butter

but-ter-weed \'b3t-3r-.wed\ n : any of several plants having yellow
flowers or smooth soft foliage: as a : horseweed 1 b : an Ameri-
can wild lettuce (Lactuca canadensis) c ; an American ragwort
(Senecio glabellas)

but.ter.wort X-.wart, -,w6(airt\ n : any of a genus (Pinguicula) of
herbs of the bladderwort family with fleshy greasy leaves

ibut-tery \'bat-3-re, 'b3-tre\ n [ME boierie. fr. MF. fr. botte cask,
butt — more at butt] 1 : a storeroom for liquors 2 a chiefly
dial : pantry bra room (as in an English college) stocking pro-
visions for sale tostudents
2but-tery \'b3t-3-re\ adj la; having the qualities, consistency, or
appearance of butter b : containing or spread with butter 2

butt liiiige n : a hinge usu. mortised flush into the edge of a door
butt joint n : a joint made by fastening the parts together end-to-end
without overlap and often with reinforcement

but<tock \'b3t-3k\ n [ME buttok — more at blttt] 1 : either
rounded half of the lower part of the back together forming the
part on which a persons sits 2 p/ a : the seat of the body b : rump
ibut.ton \'bat-=*n\ n, ojten attrib [ME baton, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr.

boter to thrust] 1 : a small knob or disk secured to an article and
used as a fastener by passing it through a buttonhole or loop
2 : something that resembles a button: as a : any of various parts
of a plant or of an animal b ; a small globule of metal remaining
after fusion c : a guard on the tip of a fencing foil 3 slang a : the
point of the chin i) pi t wits
2but.ton \'bat-^n\ vb but-ton.ing \'b9t-nir), -'n-lo\ vt 1 : to
furnish or decorate with buttons 2 : to close or fasten with buttons
"- VI : to have buttons for fastening — but-ton-sr X-nar, -^n-3r\ n

but-ton-ball \'b3t-''n-,b61\ n 1 : 2plane 2 : buttonbush
but.ton.bUSh \-,bush\ n : a No. American shrub (Cephalanthus
occidentalis) of the madder family with globular flower heads
Ibut.ton.hole \-,hol\ n ; a slit or loop for fastening a button
2buttonhoIe vt 1 : to furnish with buttonholes 2 : to work with
buttonhole stitch — but.ton-hol.er n
abuttonhole vt [alter, of buttonhold'] : to detain in conversation by
or as if by holding on to the outer garments of

buttonhole stitch n : a closely worked loop stitch used to make a
firm edge (as on a buttonhole)

but. ton.hook \'b3t-'n-,huk\ n ; a hook for drawing small buttons
through buttonholes

button quail n : any of various small terrestrial Old Worid birds
(family Turnicidae) that resemble quails but lack a hind toe and
are related to the cranes and bustards
button snakeroot n 1 : any of a genus (Liatris) of composite
plants with spikes of rosy-purple rayless flower heads 2 : any of
several usu. prickly herbs (genus Eryngium) of the carrot family
but'ton.wood \'b3_t-''n-,wud\ n ; zplane
but.tony \'b3t-'n-e, 'b3t-ne\ adj 1 : ornamented with buttons
2 : resembling a button

ibut.tress \'ba-trss\ n [ME butres, fr. MF bouterez, fr. OF boterez,
fr. boter'\ Ira projecting structure of masonry or wood for sup-
porting or giving stability to a wall or building 2 : something
that resembles a buttress: as a : a projecting part of a mountain
or hill b : a horny protuberance on a horse's hoof at the heel
c : the broadened base of a tree ti"unk or a thickened vertical part
of it — but-tressed \-tr3st\ adj
2butlress vt : to furnish or shore up with a buttress
butt Shalt n : a target arrow
butt-stock \'bst-,stak\ n : the stock of a firearm in the rear of the
breech mechanism

butt weld n : a butt joint made by welding — butt-weld X'bat-
'weld\ vt — butt welding n

bU-tyl \'byut-'l\ n ; any of four isomeric univalent radicals C4H9
derived from butanes
Butyl trademark — used for any of various synthetic rubbers made
by polymerizing isobutylene

butyl alcohol n : any of four flammable alcohols C4H9OH derived
from butanes and used in organic synthesis and as solvents

bu-tyl.ate \'byiit-''l-,at\ vt : to introduce the butyl group into (a
compound) — bu-tyl-ation \,bylit-''l-'a-shan\ n

bU'tyl.ene \'byUt-"l-,en\ n : any of three isomeric hydrocarbons
C4H8 of the ethylene series obtained usu. by cracking petroleum

butyr- or butyro- comb jarm [ISV, fr butvrici : butyric ibutyraiy
bu.ty.ra-ceous \,byUt-3-'ra-sh3s\ adj [L butyrum butter— more at
butter] 1 ; resembling or having the quahties of butter 2 : yield-
ing a buttery substance

bu-ty-ral \'byut-3-,ral\ n : an acetal of butyraldehyde
bu-tyr-al.de.hyde \.byiit-3-'ral-d3-,hrd\ n [ISV] : either of two
aldehydes C3H7CHO used esp. in making polyvinyl butyral resms

bu-ty.rate \*byut-3-.rat\ n : a salt or ester of butyric acid
bu.tyr.ic \byli-'tir-ik\ adj [F butyrique, fr. L butyrum'] ; being or
producing butyric acid i^^ fermentation)

butyric acid n : either of two isomeric fatty acids C3H7COOH; esp
; a normal acid C4H8O2 found in butter in the form of glycerides

bu.ty.rin \'byUt-3-ran\ n : any of the three liquid glycerides o£
butyric acid
bUS.om \'b3k-S3m\ adj [ME buxsum, fr. (assumed^ OE bUhsum, fr.

OE bugan to bend — more at bow] 1 obs : obf^difnt, tractable
2 arciiaic : full of gaiety : blithe 3 : vigorously or healthily plump;
specij :. full-bosomed — bux-om.ly adv — bux.om-ness n
Tbuy \'bT\ vb bought \'b6t\ buy.ing [ME byen. fr, OE bycgan;
akin to Goth bugjan to buy] vt 1 : to acquire by payment : pur-
chase 2 a : to obtain in exchange for something b : redeem 6
3 : bribe, hire 4 : to be the purchasing equivalent of 5 slang
: ACCEPT, believe <I don't '^ that hooey) -^ v( : to make a purchase

2buy n 1 : purchase 2 : something of value at a favorable price
buy-er \'bT(-3)r\ n : one that buys; esp ; a department head of a
retail store
buy off vt 1 : to induce to refrain (as from prosecution) by a pay-
ment or other consideration 2 : to free by payment
buy out vt : to purchase the share or interest of
Tbuzz \'b3z\ vb [ME bussen, of imit. origin] vi 1 : to make a low
continuous humming sound like that of a bee 2a: murmur,
WHISPER h : to be filled with a confused murmur <the room ~ed
with excitement) 3 : to make a signal with a buzzer '— vf 1 ; to
utter covertly by or as if by whispering 2 : to cause to buzz 3 : to
fly low and fast over (planes ^^ the crowd) 4 : to summon or
signal with a buzzer 5 dial Eng ; to drink to the last drop
2bUZZ n 1 : a persistent vibratory sound 2 a : a confused murmur
or flurry of activity b : rumor, gossip 3 ; a signal conveyed by
buzzer; specij. slang : a call on the telephone

bUZ'Zard X'baz-srdX n [ME busard, fr. OF, alter, of buison, fr. L
buteon-, buteo} 1 chiejiy Brit : bliteo 2 : any of various usu. large
birds of prey 3 : a contemptible or rapacious person

buzz bomb n : robot bomb
buzz-er \'b3z-9r\ n ; one that buzzes; specij : an electric signaling
device that makes a buzzing sound
buzz saw n : a circular saw having teeth on its periphery and
revolving upon a spindle
tby \('lbT, esp bejore consonants b3\ prep [ME, prep. & adv., fr.

OE, prep., be, bi; akin to OHG fc? by, near, L ambi- on both sides,
around, Gk amphi'i 1 ; in proximity to : near 2 a : through or
through the medium of ; via (enter '^ the door) b : in the direction
of : TOWARD (north '^ east) c : into the vicinity of and beyond
: past (went right ~ him) 3 a : during the course of (studied ~
night) b : not later than (~ 2 p.m.) 4 a : through the agency or
instrumentality of (-^ force) b : sired by 5 : with the witness or
sanction of (swear •^ all that is holy) 6 : in conformity with (---'

the rules) ; according to 7 : with respect to 8 a : in or to the
amount or extent of (win '^a nose) b chiejiy Sent : in comparison
with : beside 9 : in successive units of (walk two -- two) 10 —
used as a function word in multiplication and in measurements
(2 --^

2by \'bi\ adv la: close at hand : near b : at or to another's home
(stop '^ for a chat) 2 : past (saw him go --•) 3 : aside, away

3by or bye \'bT\ adj 1 : off the main route : side 2 : incidental
4by or bye VbT\ n. pi byes \'bTz\ : something of secondary im-
portance : a side issue — by the by : by the way : incidentally
by and by \,bT-an-'bT\ adv : before long ; soon
by-and-by \,bT-3n-'bT\ n : a future time or occasion
by and large \,bT-3n-'rarj\ adv : on the whole ; in general
by-blow \'bT-,blo\ n 1 : an indirect blow 2 : an illegidmate child
bye \'bT\ n [alter, of 'by] : the position of a participant in a tourna-
ment who has no opponent after pairs are drawn and advances to
the next round without playing

by-election also bye-election \'bT-3-.lek-sh?n\ n : a special
election held between regular elections in order to fill a vacancy

by.gone \'bT-,g6n also -,gan\ adj : gone by : past; esp : outmoded— bygone n
by.law or bye-law \'bT-,16\ n [ME bilawe, prob. fr. (assumed) ON
byliyg, fr. ON byr town + Idglaw] I a rule adopted by an organiza-
tion chiefly for the government of its members and the regulation of
its affairs

by-line \'bT-,lTn\ n 1 : a secondary Une : sideline 2 : a line at the
head of a newspaper or magazine article giving the writer's name
by-name \'bT-,nam\ « 1 : a secondary name 2 : nickname
iby.pass \'bT-,pas\ n 1 : a passage to one side; e^p : a deflected
route usu. around a town 2 a : a channel carrying a fluid
around a part and back to the main stream b : ^shunt b
2bypass vt la: to avoid by means of a bypass b ; to cause to
follow a bypass 2 a : to neglect or ignore usu. intentionally
b : CIRCUMVENT

by.past \'bT-,past\ adj : bygone
by.path VbT-^path, -,path\ n : byway
by-play \-,pla\ n : action engaged in on the side while the main
action proceeds; specij : incidental stage business
by-prod.uct \'bT-,prad-(,)9kt\ n 1 : something produced (as in
manufacturing) in addition to the principal product 2 ; a second-
ary and sometimes unexpected or unintended result

byre \'bT(a)r\ n [ME, fr. OE byre: akin to OE bUr dwelling — more
at BOWER] chiejiy Brit z a cow bam
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tjy.road \'bT-,r6d\ n : byway
By>ron>ic \br-*ran-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or having tlie charac-
teristics of the poet Byron or his writings — By>ron*i*cal>ly
\-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv — By*roii>ism \'bT-r3-,niz-3m\ n

bys-sus \'bis-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk byssos flax, of Sem origin; akin to
Heb bu? linen cloth] 1 ; a fine prob. Unen cloth of ancient times
2 [NL, fr. L] ; a tuft of long tough filaments by which some
bivalve mollusks (as mussels) make themselves fast

by-stand-er \'bT-,stan-d3r\ n ; a nonparticipant observer
by-street \'bT-,strei\ n : a street off a main thoroughfare : side street

by the way adv : in passing ; incidentally
by«way \'bT-,wa\ « 1 ; a side road esp. httle traveled 2 ; a second-
ary or littie known aspect or field

by.word \*b!-,w3rd\ n 1 : a proverbial saying : proverb 2 a : one
that persenifies a type b : one that is noteworthy or notorious
3 : EPITHET 4 : a frequently used word or phrase
iBy-zan-Une \'biz-''n-,ten. bs-'zan-, 'bTz-=n-; 'biz- ""n- .tin; ba-'zant-
*n\ n : a native or inhabitant of Byzantium
2Byzantine adj l : of, relating to, or characteristic of the ancient
city of Byzantium 2 : of, relating to, or having the characteristics
of a style of architecture developed in the Byzantine Empire esp. in
the 5th and 6th centuries featuring the dome carried on pendentives
over a square and incrustation with marble veneering and with
colored mosaics on grounds of gold 3 ; of or relating to the
Eastern Orthodox Church or the rite characteristic of it

i
C \*se\ n, often cap, often attrib 1 a
third letter of the English alphabet I

graphic representation of this

2 a ;
: hundred

rt of . thographii
^lang : a sum of SlOO

3 : the tone C 4 ; a graphic device for
reproducing the letter c 5 ; one designated
c esp. as the third in order or class 6 a : a
grade rating a student's work as fair or
mediocre in quality b ; one graded or rated
with a C 7 ; something shaped like the
letter C

ca* \'k6, 'ka\ Scot var of call
icab \'kab\ n [Heb qahh'\ ; ah ancient Hebrew unit of capacity

equal to about two quarts

2cab \'kab\ n [short for cabnolet'\ X a : cabriolet : a similar

light closed carriage (as a hansom) h : a carriage for hire 2 : taxi-

cab 3 [short for cabin] a : the part of a locomotive that houses
the engineer and operating controls b ; a comparable shelter on a
truck, tractor, or crane
lca>bal \k3-'bal\ n [F cabale, cabala, intrigue, cabal, fr. ML
cabbala cabala, fr. LHeb qabbdlah, lit., received (lore)] 1 ; a

number of persons secretly united to bring about an overturn or
usurpation esp. in public affairs 2 ; the artifices and intrigues of

such a group syn see plot
2cabal vi ca.balled; ca.bal.ling : to unite in or form a cabal

ca.ba.la or cab-ba.la or cab-ba-lah \'kab-3-la, ks-'biil-sX n, often

cap [ML cabbala} 1 : a medieval and modern system of Jewish
theosophy, mysticism, and thaumaturgy marked by belief in crea-

tion through emanation and a cipher method of interpreting

Scripture 2 a : a traditional, esoteric, occult, or secret matter

b : esoteric doctrine or mysterious art — cab>a<lism X'kab-a-.liz-

3ni\ n — cab>a<li5t \-l3st\ n — cab>a*lis*tic \,kab-3-'lis-tik\ adj

ca.bal.le.ro \,kab-3-'le(3)r-(,)o. -aa)-'ye(3)rA n, pi caballeros
[Sp, fr. LL caballarius hostler — more at cavalier] 1 : knight,
CAVALFER 2 chiefly Southwest ; horseman
ca.baua \ka-'ban-(y)3\ n [Sp cabana, lit., hut, fr. ML capannal

1 : a beach shelter resembling a cabin usu. with an open side

facing the sea 2 : a lightweight structure with living facilities

cab.a-ret \,kab-3-'ra\ n [F, fr. ONF] 1 archaic : a shop selling

wines and liquors 2 : a restaurant serving liquor and providing
entertainment (as by singers or dancers); also : the show provided
icab.bage \'kab-ij\ n, often attrib [ME caboche, fr. ONF, head]
1 ; a leafy garden plant (Brassica oleracea capiiata) of European
origin having a short stem and a dense globular head of usu. green
leaves that is used as a vegetable 2 : a terminal bud of a palm tree

that resembles a head of cabbage and is eaten as a vegetable

3 slang : paper money or bank notes

^cabbage n [pcrh. by folk etymology fr. MF cabas cheating, theft]

Brit : pieces of cloth left in cutting out garments and traditionally

said to be kept by tailors as perquisites

3cabbage vb ; to take surreptitiously ; steal, filch
cabbage butterlly n : any of several largely white butterflies

(family Pieridae) the green larvae of which are cabbageworms
cabbage palm n : a palm with terminal buds eaten as a vegetable

cabbage palmetto n : a fan-leaved cabbage palm {Sabal palmetto)
native to coastal southern U.S.
cab'bage.worm \'kab-ij-,warm\ n ; an insect larva that feeds on
cabbages; esp ; the toxic green larva of the cabbage butterflies

cab-by or cab.bis \'kab-e\ n ; cabdriver
cab-driv.er \'kab-,drT-v3r\ n ; a driver of a cab
ca.ber \*kab-ar, 'ka-b3r\ n [ScGael cabar] : pole; esp : a young
tree trunk used for tossing as a trial of strength in a Scottish sport

Icab.in \'kab-an\ n [ME cabane, fr. MF, fr. OProv cabana hut,

fr. ML capanna] 1 a : a private room on a ship for one or a few
persons — compare cabin cu^ss bra compartment below deck
on a small boat for passengers or crew c : an airplane or airship

compartment for cargo, crew, or passengers 2 : a small one-story
dwelling usu. of simple construction 3 a chiefly Brit : cab 3

b ; the part of a passenger trailer used for living quarters

2cabin vi ; to live in or as if in a cabin ~ vt : confine
cabin boy n ; a boy acting as servant on a ship

cabin class n : a class of accommodations on a passenger ship
superior to tourist class and inferior to first class

icab. i.net \'kab-(3-)n3t\ n [MF, small room, dim. of ONF cabine
gambling house] 1 a : a case or cupboard usu. having doors and
shelves b : a collection of mineralogical specimens C : an upright
case housing a radio or television receiver : console d : a chamber
having temperature and humidity controls and used esp. for in-

cubating biological samples 2 a archaic : a small room providing
seclusion b : a small exhibition room in a museum 3 a archaic

(1) : the private room serving as council chamber of the chief

councillors or ministers of a sovereign (2) ; the consultations and
actions of these councillors b (1) often cap ; a body of advisers
of a sovereign or other head of a state (2) ; a similar advisory
council of a governor of a state or a mayor c Brit ; a meeting

woodworker who makes
na-kir)\ n
finished woodwork made

of a cabinet
2cabinet adj l ; suitable by reason of size for a small room or by
reason of attractiveness or perfection for preservation and display
in a cabinet 2 : belonging to a governmental cabinet 3 a : used
or adapted for cabinetmaking b : done or used by a cabinet-
maker

cab.i.net-mak-er \-,ma-k3r\ n : a skilled
fine furniture — cab*i.net.mak.ing \-.m

cab-i.net.work \'kab-(3-)nDt-,w3rk\ n
by a cabinetmaker
ica.ble \'ka-b9l\ n, often attrib
[ME, fr. ONF, fr. ML capulum
lasso, fr. L capere to take —
more at heave] 1 a : a strong
rope esp. of 10 or more inches cable
in circumference b : a cables
laid rope c : a wire rope or metal chain of great tensile strength
d : a wire or wire rope by which force is exerted to control or
operate a mechanism 2 ; cable length 3 a : an assembly of
electrical conductors insulated from each other but laid up to-
gether usu. by being twisted around a central core b ; cablegram
4 : something resembling or fashioned like a cable

2cable vb ca.bling \'ka-b(a-)lia\ yt 1 : to fasten with or as if

with a cable 2 ; to provide with cables 3 : to telegraph by sub-
marine cable 4 ; to make into a cable or into a form resembling a
cable '^ vi : to communicate by a submarine cable

cable car n : a car made to be moved on a railway by an endless
cable operated by a stationary motor or along an overhead cable
ca.ble.gram \'ka-b3l-,gram\ n : a message sent by a submarine
telegraph cable

ca.ble-iaid \,ka-b3l-'lad\ adj : composed of three ropes laid
together left-handed with each containing three strands twisted
together i-^ rope)

cable length n : a maritime unit of length variously reckoned as 100
fathoms, 120 fathoms, or 608 feet

ca.blet Vka-bl3t\ n : a small cable; specif ; a cable-laid rope less

than 10 inches in circumference
ca.ble.way \'ka-b3l-,wa\ n : a suspended cable used as a track
along which carriers can be pulled
cab.man \'kab-m3n\ n ; cabdriver
Cab-O.chon \'kab-3-,shan\ n [MF, aug. of ONF caboche head]

: a gem or bead cut in convex form and highly polished but not
faceted; also : this style of cutting — cabochon adv
ca.boO'dle \k3-'bUd-''l\ n [prob. fr. ca- (intensive prefix, prob.of
imit. origin) + boodle] slang ; collection, lot
ca.boose \k3-'bus\ n [prob. fr. D kabuis, fr. MLG kabuse} 1 a : a
deckhouse for cooking b : an open-air cooking oven 2 : a
freight-train car attached usu. to the rear mainly for the use of
the train crew and railroad workmen

cab.o.tage \'kab-3-,tazh\ n [F, fr. caboter to sail along the coast]
1 : trade or transport in coastal waters or between two points
within a country 2 : the right to engage in cabotage

ca.bret'ta \k3-'bret-3\ n [modif. of Pg and Sp cabra goat] : a light

soft leather from hair sheepskins
ca.bril.la \k3-'bre-(y)3. -'bril-3\ n [Sp, fr. dim. of cabra goat, fr L.
capra she-goat. fem. of caper he-goat — more at capriole] : any of
various sea basses of the Mediterranean, the California coast, and
the warmer parts of the western Atlantic

cab.ri'Ole \'kab-re-,61\ n [F, caper] 1 : a curved furniture leg

ending in an ornamental foot 2 : a ballet leap in which one leg is

extended in mid-air and the other struck against it

cab.ri.o.Iet \,kab-re-3-'la\ n [F, fr. dim. of cabriole caper, alter,

of MF capriole] 1 : a light 2-wheeled one-horse carriage with a
folding leather hood, a large apron, and upward-curving shafts

2 : a convertible coupe
cab.Stand \*kab-.stand\ n : a place where cabs await hire

cac- or caco- comb form [NL, fr. Gk kak-, kako-, fr. kakos bad]
; bad (cacogenics)

ca* can.ny \k6-'kan-e\ n, Brit : slowdown — ca* canny vi, Brit

ca.cao \k3-'kau, k3-'ka-(,)6\ n [Sp, fr. Nahuatl cacahuatl cacao
beans] 1 : any of several trees (genus Theobroma) of the chocolate
family; esp : chocolate tree 2 : the dried partly fermented fatty

seeds of the chocolate tree used in making cocoa and chocolate

cacao butter var of cocoa butter
cacb.a.lot \'kash-3-.lat, -,Io\ n [F] : sperm whale
1 cache \'kash\ n [F, fr. cacher to press, hide, fr. (assumed) VL
coacticare to press together, fr. L coactare to compel, fr. coactus,

pp. of cogere to compel — more at cogent] 1 a : a hiding place esp.

for concealing and preserving provisions or implements b ; a
secure place of storage 2 : something hidden or stored in a cache
2cache vt : to place, hide, or store in a cache
ca.chectic \ka-'kek-tik\ adf [F cachectique, fr, L cachecticus, fr.

Gk kachektikos, fr. kak- ¥ echein] : affected by cachexia
ca.chet \ka-'sha\ n [MF. fr. cacher to press, hide] 1 a ; a seal

used esp. as a mark of official approval b : an indication of

a abut; ,® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; 'rj sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; Oj this;

au out; cb chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yii furious; zb vision
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approval carrying great prestige 2 a : a characteristic feature or
quality conferring prestige b : prestige 3 : a flour-paste case
In which an unpleasant medicine is swallowed 4 a : a design or
inscription on an envelope to commemorate a postal or philatelic

event b : an advertisement forming part of a postal meter impres-
sion c : a motto or slogan included in a postal cancellation

ca>chex*ia \ka-*kek-se-a\ also ca.Chexy \'kak-.ek-se, ka-'kek-\ n
[LL cachexia, fr. Gk kachexia bad condition, fr, kak- cac- -i-

fiexis condition, fr. echein to have, be disposed] ; general physical
wasting and malnutrition usu, associated with chronic disease

Cach>in>Iiate \'kak-3-,nat\ vi [L cachinnaius, pp. of cachinnare,
of imit. origin j_: to laugh loudly or immoderately — cach>iii>na-
tion \.kak-3-'na-sh3n\ n

ca*_clIOU Xka-'shii, 'kash-(,)u\ n [F, fr. Pg cachu, fr. Malayalara
kaccu} 1 : CATECHU 2 : a pill or pastille used to sweeten the breath

ca.chu-clia \k3-'chii-cha\ n [Sp, small boat, cachucha] ; a gay
Andalusian solo dance in triple time done with castanets

ca-cique \k3-'sek\ n [Sp, of Arawakan origin; akin to Talno
cacique chief] 1 a : a native Indian chief in areas dominated
primarily by a Spanish culture b ; a local political boss in Spain
and Latin America 2 [AmerSp, fr. Sp] : any of numerous tropical
American orioles (as of the genus Cacicus) having thebase of the
bill expanded into a frontal shield — ca-ciqu-ism \-'se-,kiz-3m\ n
cack-le \'kak-3l\ vi cacK-ling \-(3-nio\ [ME cakelen, of imit.

origin] 1 : to make the sharp broken noise or cry characteristic
of a hen esp. after laying 2 : to laugh in a way suggestive of a
hen's cackle 3 : chatter — cackle n — cack-ler \-(3-)l3r\ n
caco*de<mon \,kak-3-'de-man\ n [Gk kakodaimon, fr. kak- cac- -f-

daimon spirit] ; demon — caco-de>mon>ic \-3-di-'man-ik\ adj
cac-o.dyl \'kak-3-,dil\ n [ISV, fr. Gk kakodes ill smelling, fr. kak-
+ -odes (akin to Gk ozein to smell)] 1 : an arsenical radical As-
(CHs^a whose compounds are noted for their vile smell and
poisonous properties 2 : a colorless liquid Asz(CH3)4 consisting
of two cacodyl radicals — cac-o-dyl-ic \,kak-3-'dil-ik\ adj

Caco-e>thes \,kak-3-'we-_(,)thez\ n [L, fr. Gk kakoeihes wicked-
ness, fr neut. of kakoeihes mahgnant. fr. kak- cac- + ethos charac-
ter — more at ethical] ; an insatiable desire : mania

cacO'gen.e.sis \-'jen-a-sas\ n [NL] : racial deterioration esp.
when due to the retention of inferior breeding stock — caco-
gen-ic \-'icn-ik\ adj

caco-gen.ics \-'jen-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [cac- +
-genics (as in eugenics)'\ 1 :_DYSGENics 2 : CACOGENESis

ca-cog-ra-phy \ka-'kag-r3-fe\ n 1 : bad handwriting — compare
CAiLiGRAPHY 2 '. bad Spelling — compare orthography
cac.o.mis.Ue \'kak-3-.mis-3l\ n [MexSp. fr. Nahuatl tlacomiztli,

fr. tlaco half + mizili mountain lion] : a carnivore {Bassariscus
astutus^ related to and resembling the raccoon; also : its fur or pelt

ca*COpll>0<nous \ka-'kaf-9-nas\ adj [Gk kakophonos. fr. kak- +
phone voice, sound] : harsh-sounding — ca>copli<o>nous<ly adv
ca-coph-o.ny \-ne\ n ; harsh or discordant sound ; dissonance;
specij : harshness in the sound of words or phrases

cac.tiis \'kak-t3s\ n, pi cacti \-,tT, -(,)te\ or cac-tus.es [NL,
genus name, fr. L, cardoon, fr. Gk kaktosl : any of a family
(Cactaceae, the cactus family) of plants with fleshy stems and
branches with scales or spines instead of leaves

ca>CU'ini-nal Xka-'kyii-man-'lX adj [ISV, fr. L cacumin-, cacumen
top. point] : rftroflex

cad \'kad\ n [E dial,, unskilled assistant, short for Sc caddie"]
1 obs : an omnibus conductor 2 ; a person without gentlemanly

ca.das.tral \k3-'das-tr3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to a cadastre
2 : showing or recording property boundaries, subdivision lines,

buildings, and related details — ca>daS'tral-ly \-tr3-le\ adv
ca-das-tre \k3-'das-t3r\ n [F, fr. It catastro, fr. Olt catastico, fr.

LGk katasiichon notebook, fr. Gk kata by + stichos row, line —
more at cata-, distich] : an official register of the quantity, value,
and ownership of real estate used in apportioning ta.ves

ca.dav-er \k9-'dav-3r\ /i [L, fr. cadere to fall] : a dead body usu. in-
tended for dissection — ca*dav>er>ic \ka-'dav-(3-)rik\ adj

ca<dav>er'ine \k3-'dav-3-,ren\ n : a syrupy colorless fuming pto-
maine C5H1 4N z formed by decarboxylation of lysine esp. in
putrefaction of flesh

ca-dav-er-ous \k3-'dav-(a-)r3s\ adj 1 a : of or relating to a corpse
b : suggestive of corpses or tombs 2 a ; pallid, livid b : gaunt,
emaciated — ca*dav<er'Ous<ly adv
cad<die or cad.dy \'kad-e\ n [F cadet military cadet] 1 Scot : one
that waits about for odd jobs 2a: one that assists a golfer esp.
by carrying his clubs b ; a small wheeled device for conveying
things inconvenient to carry by hand — caddie or caddy vi

icad>dis or cad.dice \'kad-3s\ n [ME cadas cotton wool, prob. fr.

MF cadaz, fr. OProv cadarzl I worsted yarn; specij l a worsted
ribbon or binding often used for garters

2caddi5 or caddice n : caddisworm
caddis fly n : any of an order (Trichoptera) of 4-winged insects
with aquatic larvae — compare caddisworm
cad'dish \'kad-ish\ adj ; resembling a cad — cad<dlsh*ly adv— cad'dish.ness n
cad.dis.worm \'kad-3-,sw3rm\ n [prob. alter, of codworm: fr. the
case or tube in which it lives] ; the larva of a caddis fly that lives
in and carries around a silken case covered with bits of debris
cad-dy \'kad-e\n[Malay A<2/j]: a small box, can, or chest; e^p: one
to keep tea in

icarte \'kad\ adj [E dial, cade pet lamb, fr. ME cad"] : left by its

mother and reared by hand : pet <a — lamb) <a --^ colt)
2cade n [MF, fr. OProv, fr. ML catanus] : a European juniper (/«-
niperus uxycedrus) whose wood yields by distillation a dark tarry
liquid used locally in treating skin diseases
-cade \,kad, 'kad\ n comb jorm [cavalcade"] ; procession <motor-

ca.delle \ka-'del\ n [F, fr. Prov cadello, fr. L catella, fem. of catellus
httle dog. dim. of catulus young animal] ; a small cosmopolitan
black beetle (Tenebroides mauritaniciis) destructive to stored grain

ca.dence \'kad-='n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. Olt cadenza, fr. cadere to fall. fr.

L] 1 a : a rhythmic sequence or flow of sounds in language b : the
beat, time, or measure of rhythmical motion or activity 2 a : a
falling inflection of the voice b : a concluding and usu. falling
strain; specij : a musical chord sequence moving to a harmonic close
or point of rest 3 ; the modulated and rhythmic recurrence of a
sound esp. in nature — ca<denced \-'n(t)st\ adj

caduceus 2

ca.den-cy \'kad-M-se\ n : cadence
ca.dent \'kad-^nt\ adj [L cadent-, cadens, prp. of cadere] 1 archaic

; FALLING 2 : having rhythmic fall

ca.deii.za \k9-'den-za\ n [It, cadence, cadenza] 1 : a parenthetic
flourish in an aria or other solo piece commonly just before a final
or other important cadence 2 : a technically brilliant sometimes
improvLsed solo passage toward the close of a concerto
ca.det \k3-"det\ n. ojten attrib [F. fr F dial, capdet chief, fr. LL
capitellum, dim. of L capit-, caput head — more at head] 1 a ; a
younger brother or son b : youngest son c : a younger branch of
a family or a member of it 2 ; one in training for a miUtary or
naval commission; esp ; a student in a service academy 3 : a
junior in a business or occupation who is engaged principally in
learning 4 slang : pimp — ca.det<Ship \-,ship\ n
cadge \'kaj\ vb [back-formation fr. Sc cadger carrier, huckster, fr.

ME cadgear, fr. caggen to tie] : BEG, SPONGE — cadg.er n
cad.mi.imi \'kad-me-am\ n [NL, fr. L cadmia calamine; fr. the
occurrence of its ores together with calamine — more at calamine]
: a tin-white malleable ductile toxic bivalent metallic element used
esp. in protective platings and in bearing metals— see elhment table
Cad.mus \'kad-mss\ n [L, fr. Gk Kadmos] : a Phoenician prince
held in Greek legend to have killed a dragon and sown its teeth
from which sp_rang armed men who fought together

cad.re \'kad-re\ n [F, fr. It quadro. fr. L guadrum square — more
at quarrel] 1 : frame, framework 2 : a nucleus esp. of trained
personnel capable of assuming control and of training others
ca-du.ce.an \k3-'d(y)ij-se-an\ adj ; of or relating to a caduceus
ca-du.ce.us \-se-3s\ n. pi ca-du.cei \-se-,T\ [L^ modif. of Gk
karykeion, fr. karyx, kcryx herald; akin to OE hreth
glory] 1 : the symbohc staff of a herald; specij ; a

~
representation of a staff with two entwined snakes
and two wings at the top 2 : an insignia bearing a
caduceus and symbolizing a physician
ca.dU-Ci-ty \k3-'d(y)u-S3t-e\ n [F caducite, fr. caduc
transitory, fr. L caducus] 1 : the quality of being
transitory or perishable 2 : senility

ca.dU.COllS \ka-'d(ym-k3s\ adj [L caducus tending to
fall, transitory, fr. cadere to fail] ; falling off easily
or before the usual time — used esp. of floral organs

cae.cal. cae.ciun var oj cecal, cecum
cae.ci.liaa Xsi-'sil-yan. -'sel-, -e-3n\ n [deriv. of L
caecilia, a hzard. fr. caecus blind] : any of an order
(Gymnophiona) of chiefly tropical burrowing amphib-
ians resembling worms — caecilian adj
caen- or caeno see cen-
Gae.sar \'se-23r\ n [Gaius Juhus Caesar 144 B.C. Roman general
and statesman] 1 : any of the Roman emperors succeeding Augus-
tus Caesar — used as a title 2 a ojten not cap ; a powerful ruler:
(1) : emperor (2) ; altocrat, dictator b [fr. the reference in
Mt 22:21 3 : the civil power : a temporal ruler — Cae.sar>e.an or
Cae-sar.i.au \s|-'zar-e-3n, -'zer-\ adj
Cae.sar.ism \*se-za-,riz-3m\ n : imperial authority or system

: political absolutism : dictatorship — Cae.sar.ist \-z3-r3st\ «
cae.si.um var oj cesium_
caeS'Pi.tOSe \'ses-pa-,t6s\ adj [NL caespitosus, fr. L caespit-,
caespes turf] 1 : forming a dense turf or sod 2 : growing in
clusters or tufts

cae.su.ra \si-'z(h)ur-3\ n, pi caesuras or cae-su.rae \-'z(h)uf3lr-
(,)e\ [LL, fr. L, act of cutting, fr. caedere to cut] 1 in Greek and
Latin prosody : a break in the flow of sound in a verse caused by
the ending of a word within a foot 2 in modern prosody ; a usu.
rhetorical break in the flow of sound in the middle of a line of
verse 3 : break, interrltption 4 : a pause marking a rhythmic
point of division in a melody — cae-SU'Tal \-'z(h)ur-al\ adj

ca.Je also ca.le \ka-'fa, ka-\ n. ojten attrib [F cafe coffee, cafe, fr.

Turk kahve — more at coffee] 1 : coffee 2 ; restaurant
3 : barroom 4 ; cabaret, nightclub

ca.l6 au lait \(.>ka-,fa-6-'la\ n [F, coffee with milk] ; coffee with
usu. hot milk in about equal parts

ca-Jg noir \-,fan-(3-)*war\ n [F, black coffee] : coffee without
milk or cream; also ; demitasse

cal.e.te-ria \.kaf-3-'Ur-e-3\ n [AmerSp cafeteria retail coffee store,
fr. Sp caje coffee] ; a self-service restaurant or lunchroom

caf.feine \ka-'fen, 'kaf-e-snX « [G kajjein. fr. kajjee coffee, fr. F
caje] ; a bitter compound CsHioN^Oz found esp. in coffee, tea,
and kola nuts and used medicinally as a stimulant and diuretic —
caf.feiu.ic \ka-'fe-nik, ,kaf-e-'in-ik\ adj

caf.tan \kaf-"tan\ n [Russ kajtan, fr. Turk, fr. Per qajtan] : a usu.
cotton or silk often striped ankle-length garment with very long
sleeves and a sash fastening that is common throughout the Levant
»cage \'kaj\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L cavea cavity, cage, fr. cavus hollow— more at cave] 1 : a box or enclosure having some openwork
for confining or carrying birds or animals 2 a : a barred cell for
confining prisoners b ; a fenced area for prisoners of war 3 ; a
framework serving as support 4 : an enclosure like a cage in form
or purpose 5 a ; a screen placed behind home plate to stop base-
balls during batting practice b : a goal structure consisting of posts

basketball
for practicing

2 : to put (as

outdoor sports and often adapted for indoor
2cage vt 1 : to confine or keep in or as if in a cage
a puck) into a cage and score a goal
cage.ling \*kaj-lio\ n : a caged bird
ca.gey also ca.gy \'ka-je\ adj ca.gi-er; ca.gi.est [origin un-
known] 1 ; hesitant about committing oneself 2 ; wary of being
trapped or deceived : shrewd, cautious — ca-gey.ness or ca.gi-
ness \-je-n9s\ n — ca.gi.ly \-J3-le\ adv

ca.hier \ka-'ya\ n [F, fr. MF quaer, caier quire] 1 : a report or
memorial concerning policy esp. of a parliamentary body 2 ; a
number of sheets of paper put together for binding or bound loosely

ca.hOOt \k3-*hut\ n [perh. fr. F cahute cabin, hut] : partnership,
league — usu. used in pi. <in ~5 with the devil)
cai.man \ka-'man, kT-; 'ka-man\ n [Sp caiman, prob. fr. Carib
cayman] : any of several Central and So. American crocodilians
similar to alligators but often superficially resembling crocodiles
Cain \'kan\ n [Heb Qayin] ; the brother and murderer of Abel
-caine \,kan, 'kan\ n comb jorm [G -kain, fr. kokain cocaine]

; synthetic alkaloid anesthetic (procame)
ca.ique \ka-'ek\ n [Turk kayik] 1 : a light skiff used on the
Bosporus 2 : a Levantine sailing vessel
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calrd \'kard\ n [ScGael ceard; aldn to Gk kerdos profit] Scot i a
travelijag tinker; also : tramp, gypsy

cairn \'ka(3tm, 'ke(3)m\ n [ME carne, fr. ScGael corn; akin to Olr
& W corn cairn ] ; a heap of stones piled up as a memorial or as a
landmark — cairned \*ka(3)md, *ke(9)rnd\ adj
Caini-gorm \*ka(a)m-,g6(3lnn, 'ke(a)rn-\ n [Cairngorm, mountain
In Scotland] ; a yellow or smoky-brown crystalline quartz
cairn terrier n [fr. its use in hunting among cairns] ; a small com-
pactly built hard-coated terrier of Scottish origin
cais.son \'ka-,san, 'kas-'nX n [F, aug. of caisse box, fr. OProv
caisa, fr. L capsa chest, case ~ more at case] 1 a : a chest to hold
ammunidon b : a 2-wheeIed vehicle for artillery ammunition
attachable to a horse-drawn limber 2 a ; a watertight chamber
used in construction work under water or as a foundation b : a
float for raising a sunken vessel c : a hollow floating box or a boat
used as a floodgate for a dock or basin 3 : coffer 4

caisson disease n ; a sometimes fatal disorder marked by neuralgic
pains and paralysis and caused by too rapid decrease in air pressure
after a stay in compressed atmosphere — called also bends

cai-tiff \'kat-9f\ adj [ME caitij, fr. ONE, captive, vile, fr. L
captivus captive] : being base, cowardly, or despicable — caitiff n

Caj*e<put \'kaj-3-pat, -,put\ n [Malay kayu puieh, fr. kayu wood,
tree -I- puteh white] 1 or ca}>a-put or caj-u^put \'kaj-a-\ : an
East Indian tree {Melaleuca leucadendron) of tbe myrtle family that
yields a pungent medicinal oil 2 ; California, laurel

ca>joIe \ka-'j61\ vr [F cajoler to chatter like a jay in a cage, cajole,
alter, or MF gaioler, fr. ONF gaiole birdcage, fr. LL caveola^ dim.
of L cavea cage] 1 : to persuade with deUberate flattery esp. m the
face of reluctance 2 : to deceive with soothing words or false
promises ~ ca.iole*ment \-m3nt\ n — ca'1ol-er n — ca-lol-ery
\-'j61-(9-)re\ n
Ca.jun also Ca.jan \'ka-Jan\ n [by alter, of Acadian'\ 1 : a Louisi-
aniao descended from French-speaking immigrants from Acadia
2 : one of a peopie of mixed white, Indian, and Negro ancestry in
southwest Alabama and southeast Mississippi
icake \'kak\ n [ME, fr, ON kaka; akin to OHG kuocho cake]
la: any of numerous breads usu. small in size and round and flat

in shape b ; any of numerous fancy sweetened breads often coated
with an icing c ; a flattened usu. round mass of food baked or
fried 2 a : a block of compacted or congealed matter (r^ of ice)
b : a hard or britde layer or deposit : crust
scake vt 1 : encrust 2 : to fill (a space) with a packed mass
'^ vi % to formor harden into a mass

ca]:e*walk \'ka-.kw6k\ n 1 ; an American Negro entertainment
having a cake as prize for the most accomplished steps and figures
In walking 2 : a stage dance developed from walking steps and
figures typically involving a high prance with backward tilt— Cakewalk vi — cake-waLk-er n
Cal.a.bar bean \.kal-s-.barA n [Calabar, Nigeria] ; the dark
brown highly poisonous seed of a tropical African woody vine
(Physosiigma venenosum) used as a source of physostigmine and as
an ordeal bean in native witchcraft trials

cal.a.bash \'kaI-3-,bash\ n, ojten attrib [F & Sp; F calebasse
gourd, fr. Sp calahoza, prob, fr. Ar qar'ah ydbisah dry gourd]
1 ; GOURD; esp I the common bottle gourd 2 : a tropical American
tree (Crescencia cujete) of the trumpet-creeper family; also : its hard
globose fruit 3 : a utensil made from the shell of a calabash
cal*a<boose \'kal-3-,biis\ n [Sp calabozo dungeon] dial : jail
ca.la-di.iun \k3-'lad-e-3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Malay kSladi,
an aroid plant] : any of a genus (Caladium, esp. C. bicolor) of
tropical American ornamental plants of the arum family with showy
variously colored leaves
Cal>a>man*der \'kal-a-,man-d3r\ n [prob. fr. D kalamanderhout
calamander wood] : the hazel-brown black-striped wood of an East
Indian tree (genus Diosoyros, esp. D. quaesila) related to ebony
cal-a-mary \'kal-a-,mer-e\ or cal-a.mar \-.mar\ n [L calamarius
of a pen, fr. calamus reed; fr. the shape of its inner shell] ; SQUID

cal.a-mine \'kal-9-,raTn, -manX n [F, ore of zinc. fr. ML calamina,
alter, of L cadmia, fr. Gk kadmeia, lit., Theban fearth), fr. fern, of
kadmeios Theban, fr. Kadmos Cadmus, founder of Thebes] : a
DiLxture of zinc oxide with a small amount of ferric oxide used in
lotions, liniments, and ointments in skin treatment
Cal.a.mint \'kal-a-,mint\ n [ME calament, fr. OF, fr. ML cala-
mentum, fr. Gk kalaminthe'i : any of a genus {Saiureja, esp. S.
calamintha) of mints — called also basil thyme

cal*a-mlte \'kal-9-,mTt\ n [NL Catamites, genus of fossil plants,
fr. L calamus'] ; a Paleozoic fossil plant (esp. genus Calamites) re-

sembling a giant horsetail
Ca-lam>i>tous \k3-'lam-st-as\ adj ; producing or attended with
calamity — ca'Iam-i-tous*ly adv — ca-lam-i>tous-ness n
Ca.lam-i.ty \k3-'lam-3t-e\ n [MF catamite, fr. L calamitat-, ca-

lamitas; akin to L clades destruction — more at halt] 1 : a slate of
deep distress or misery caused by major misfortune or loss 2 : an
extraordinarily grave event marked by great loss and lasting distress
and affliction syn see disaster
cal-a-mon-din \,kal-s-'man-dan\ n [Tag kalamunding] : a small
spiny citrus tree {Citrus mitis) of the Philippines; also : its fruit

cal-a.mus \'kal-3-m3s\ n. pi cal-a-mi \-,mT, -.me\ [L, reed, reed
pen, fr. Gk kalamos — more at haulm] 1 : the sweet flag {Acorus
calamus) or its aromatic root 2 ; the barrel of a feather : quill

ca-lan-do \ka-'lan-(,)do\ adj (or adv) [It, fr. L calandum, gerund of
calare to slacken, fr. Gk chalan] : diminishing in rapidity and
loudness : dying away — used as a direction in music

Ca-lash \k3-'lash\ n [F caliche, fr. G kalesche, fr. Czech kolesa
wheels, carriage; akin to Gk kyklos wheel — more at wheel]
1 a : a hght small-wheeled 4-passenger carriage with a folding top
b : CALICHE 2 2 a ; a large hood worn by women in the 18th
century b : a folding carriage top

cal-a.tlios XTtal-a-.thasX or cal-a.tlius \-th3s\ n, pi caLa-tlii
\-,thi, -,the\ [Gk kalathos basket] : a flared fruit basket borne on
the head as a symbol in Greek and Egyptian art of fruitfulness

Calc- or calci- or calCO- comb form [L calc-, calx lime — more at
CHALK] : calcium : calcium salt {calcicy {calcify}

cal*ca>ne*al \kal-'ka-ne-3l\ adj : relating to the heel or calcaneus
cal-ca>ne-iun \-ne-9m\ n, pi cal.ca.neaVne-a\ [L, heel— more at
CALK] 1 ; CALCANEUS 2 I a proccss of the tarsoraetatarsus of a bird
analogous to the calcaneus

cal.ca.ne-Tis \-ne-M\ n, pi cal.ca<nel \-ne-.T\ [LL, heel, alter, of
L calcaneum^ : a tarsal bone that in man is the great bone of the
heel

cal-car \'kal-,kar\ n, pi cal-car-ia \kal-'kar-e-a, -'ker-V [L, fr.
calc-, cabc heel — more_at calk] : a spurred prominence

cal>car>e*ous \kal-'kar-e-3s, -'ker-\ adj [L calcarius of lime. fr.
calc-. calx lime] la: resembling calcite or calcium carbonate esp.
in hardness h : consisting of or containing calcium carbonate; also
; containing calcium 2 : growing on limestone or in soil impreg-
nated with lime — cal>car*e*ous-ly adv — cal>car>e*ous>ness n
caI<ce.iform \'kal-se-3-,f6rm\ adj [L calceus shoe] ; shaped like a
slipper (the -^ lip of certain orchids)

cal-ce.o.lar.ia \.kal-se-3-'lar-e-3. -'ler-X n [NL, genus name, fr. L
calpeolus small shoe. dim. of calceus shoe, fr calc-, calx heel] ; any
of a genus {Calceolaria) of tropical American plants of the figwort
family with showy pouch-shaped flowers

cal-ce.Q.late \'kal-se-3-,lat\ adj [L calceolusj ; calceiform —
cal-ce-o^Iate-ly adv

calces pi oj CALX
Cal.chas \"kal-kas\ n [L, fr. Gk Katchas} : a priest of ApoUo hi the
Greek army at Troy
cal.cic \'kal-sik\ adj t derived from or containing calcium or lime
cal.ci.cole \'kal-s3-.kol\ n [F, calcicolous, fr. calc- + -cole -colons]

: a plant normally growing on calcareous soils — cal-cic-o-lous
\kaI-'sik-3-lss\. adj

cal.cil.er.ol \kal-'sif-3-.r6l, -,roI\ n [blend of calcijerous +
ergosterol] ; vitamin Dz

cal>cif*er>ous \kal-'sif-C3-)r3s\ adj : producing or containing
calcium carbonate esp. calcite

cal.cif'ic \kal-'sif-ik\ adj [calcijy'i : involving or caused by calcifi-

cal.cl.Jl.ca.tion \.kal-sa-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 ; the process of calcify-
ing; specif ; deposition of insoluble lime salts (as in tissue) 2 : a
calcified structure

cal.ci.fuge \'kal-sa-,fyuj\ n [F. calcifugous, fr. calc- -H h fugere to
flee — more at fugitive] : a plant not normally growing on calcare-
ous soils — cal*cif-u-gous \kal-'sif-ya-gas\ adj

caX-ci-ty \'kal-s3-,fT\ vr : to make calcareous by deposit of calcium
salts "^ vl t to become calcareous

cal.Ci-mine \'kal-S3-.mTn\ n [alter, of kalsomine, of unknown
origin] : a white or tinted wash of glue, whiting or zinc white, and
water used esp. on plastered surfaces — calcimine vt

cai.ci>na>tlon \,kal-s3-'na-sh3n\ n : the act or process of calcining
; the state of being calcined

cal.Cine \kaI-'sTn\ vb [ME calcenen, fr. MF calciner, fr. L calc-,
calx lime — more at chalk ] v/ : to heat (as inorganic materials) to a
high temperature but without fusing in order to effect useful changes
(as oxidation or pulverizing) — vf ; to undergo calcination

cal>Cite \'kal-,sTt\ n : a mineral CaCOa consisting of calcium car-
bonate crystalhzed In hexagonal form and including common
limestone cha)k and marble — cal-cit>ic \kal-'sit-ik\ adj
Cal-Ci-um \'kal-se-3m\ n, often attrib [NL, fr. L calc-, calx lime]
: a silver-white bivalent metallic element of the alkaline-earth group
occurring only in combination — see element table

calcitun carbifle n : a usu. dark gray crystalline compound CaCz
used for the generation of acetylene
calcium carbonate n : a salt CaCOs found In nature as calcite and
aragonite and in plant ashes, bones, and shells and used In making
lime and portiand cement
calcium chloride n : a deliquescent salt CaClz used in its anhydrous
state as a white porous solid as a drying and dehumidifying agent
and In a hydrated state to lay dust
calcium cyanamlde n ; a compound CaCNz obtained In Impure
form by passing dry nitrogen over calcium carbide at a high tem-
perature and used as a fertilizer and a weed killer and as a source of
other nitrogen compounds
calcium light n : limelight la, lb
calcium phosphate n : any of various phosphates of calcium: as
a : the phosphate CaH4(P04)2 used as a fertilizer and in baking
powder b ; the phosphate CaHP04 used in pharmaceutical prep-
arations and animal feeds c : the phosphate Ca3(P04); used as a
fertilizer d : a naturally occurring phosphate of calcium Cas-
(F.C1,0H.HC03)(P04)3 containing other elements or radicals (as

fluorine) and occurring as the chief constituent of phosphate rock,
bones, and teeth

calC-Sin.ter \'kalk-,slnt-3r\ n [G kalksinter, fr. kalkUme + sinter']

; calcareous sinter ; travertine
calC*spar \'kalk-,spar\ n [part trans, of Sw kalkspat, fr. kalk lime
+ spat spar] ; calcite

calc-tu.fa \-,t(y>u-f3\ or calc-luff \-,t3f\ n [G kalk + E tufa or
tuff] : calcareous tufa

cal.cu-la-bil.i.ty \,kal-ky3-ls-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality of being
calculable

cal.cU'Ia.ble \'ka!-ky9-!a-bal\ adj 1 ; subject to or ascertainable
by calculation 2 : that may be counted_ on : dependable —
cal>cU'la*ble*ness n — cal-cu>la*bly \-ble\ adv

Cal-CU-late \'kal-ky3-,lat\ vb [L calculatus, pp. of calculare, fr.

calculus pebble (used in reckoning), dim. of calc-, calx stone used
in gaming, Ume — more at chalk] vt 1 a : to determine by mathe-
matical processes b : to reckon by exercise of practical judgment
; EynMATE c : to solve or probe the meaning of : figure out 2 ; to
design or adapt for a purpose 3 chiefly North a ; to judge to be
true or probable b : intend ^ vi 1 a : to make a calculation
b ; to forecast consequences 2 ; COUNT, rely
syn CALCULATE, COMPUTE, ESTIMATE, RECKON mean to determine

something mathematically, calculate is usu. preferred in reference
to highly intricate process and problematical rather than exact or
definite result; compute is the simpler term for reaching an exact
result by simpler arithmetic process; estimate applies chiefly to the
forecasting of costs or trends and suggests a seeking of usable but
tentative and approximate results; reckon usu. suggests the simpler
arithmetical processes or rough-and-ready methods

cal.cu*Iat>ed \-,lat-3d\ adj 1 a : worked out by mathematical
calculation b ; engaged in, undertaken, or displayed after reckon-
ing or estimating the statistical probability of success or failure

2 : planned or contrived to accomplish a purpose 3 : brought

a abut; ? kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; r] sing; o flow; 6 flaw; di coin; th tltin; ^ tnis;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yti furious; zh vision
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about by deliberate intent 4 : apt, likely — Gal>ca<>lat*ed>l7 adv
cal<>cu>lat>lng \-,lat-io\ o.dj 1 : maldng calculations <"-- machine)
2 : marked by prudent and deliberate analysis or by shrewd con-
sideration of self-inierest : scheming

cal-cu-la>tiOii \,kal-ky3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 a : the process or an act of
calculating b ; the result of an act of calculating 2a: studied care
in analyzing or planning to ; cold heartless planning to promote
self-interest — cal>CU>Iat>ive \'kal-ky3-,lat-iv\ adj

cal.cu.la.tor \'kal-ky3-.iat-ar\ n 1 : one that calculates: as
a : a machine for performing mathematical operations mechanically
bra person who operates such a machine 2 : a set or book of
tables for facilitating computations

cal>cu-lous \'kal-ky9-l3s\ ad} ; caused or characterized by a cal-
culus or calculi

cal.cu.lus \-l9s\ n, pi cal.cu-li \-.lT. -,le\ also cal-cu-lus-es [L,

Sebble, stone in the bladder or kidney, stone used in reckoning]
; a concretion usu. of mineral salts around organic material

found esp. in hollow organs or ducts 2 archaic : calculation
3 a ; a method of computation or calculation in a special symbolic
notation to ; the mathematical methods comprising differential and
integral calculus
calculus of variations : a branch of mathematics dealing with
maxima and minima of integrals of functions of curves as the curves
vary in a specified way

cal-de-ra \kal-'der-9, -'dir-\ n [Sp. lit., caldron, fr- LL caldarial ; a
crater with a diameter many times that of the volcanic vent formed
by collapse of the central part of a volcano or by explosions of
extraordinary violence

cal.dron X'kol-dranX n [ME, alter of cauderon, fr. ONF, dim. of
caudiere, fr. LL caldaria, fr. L, warm baih. fr. fern, of caldarius
suitable for warming, fr. calidus warm, fr cohere to be warm] 1 ; a
large kettle or boiler 2 : something reserobhng a boiling caldron

ca.leclie or ca-leche \k9-'lesh\ n [F caleche — more at calash]
1 I calash la 2 ; a 2-wheeled horse-drawn vehicle with a driver's
seat on the splashboard used in Quebec 3 : calash 2a

Cal.e.factOory \,kai-3-*fak-t(9-Ve\ n [ML calHactorium, fr. L
calejactus. pp. of calejacere to warm] : a monastery sitting room
ical.en.dar X'kal-sn-darX n [ME calender, fr. AF or ML; AF
calender, fr. ML kalendarium, fr. L, moneylender's account book,
fr. kalendae calends] 1 ; a system for fixing the beginning, length,
and divisions of the civil year and arranging days and longer di-
visions of time (as weeks and months) in a definite order 2 : a
tabular register of days according to a system usu. covering one
year and referring the days of each month to the days of the week
3 : an orderly list- as a : a hst of cases to be tried in court b : a
list of bills or other items reported out of committee for considera-
tion by a legislative assembly c : a list of events or activities giving
dates and details 4 Brii : a university catalog

MONTHS OF THE PRINCIPAL CALENDARS
GREGORIAN JEWISH MUHAMMADAN

name days name days name days
January Tishri Muharram*
begins 10 days begins first n w in A.H. 1378 began
after winter moon after a Jtum- July 18, 1948 30
solstice 31 nal equinox 30 Safar 29
FebruaiT 28 Heshvan 29 Rabi I 30
in leap years 29 3r30 Rabi II 29
March 31 Kislev 29 Jumada I 30
April 30 3r 30 Jumada II 29
May 31 Tebet 29 Rajab 30
June 30 Shebat 30 Sha'ban 29
July 31 Adar2 29 Ramadan 30
August 31 Jr30 Shawwal 29
September 30 NisanJ 30 Dhu'l-Qa'dah 30
October 31 lyar 29 Dhu'l-Hijja 29
November 30 Slvan 30 in leap years 30
December 31 Tammuz

Ab
Elul

29
30
29

'The equinoxes occur on March 21 and September 23, the solstices
on June 22 and December 22. ^In leap years Adar is followed by
Veadar or Adar Sheni, an intercalary month of 29 days. ^Anciently
called Abib; the first month of the postexiUc calendar; sometimes
called the first month of the ecclesiastical year. 'Retrogresses
through the seasons; the Muhammadan year is lunar and each month
begins at the approximate new moon; the year 1 a.h. began on
Friday, July 16, a.d. 622.

^calendar vi cal-en-dar-ing \-df3-)riri\ : to enter in a calendar
ical-en.der X'kal-an-darX vt cal-en-der.ing X-d(3-)rio\ [MF
calandrer, fr. calandre machine for calendering, modif. of Gk
kylindros cylinder] : to press between rollers or plates in order to
smooth and glaze or thin into sheets ~ cal*eii*der>er \-dar-ar\ n
2calender n : a machine for calendering something
3calender n [Per galandar, fr. Ar, fr. Per kalandar uncouth man]

: one of a Sufic order of wandering mendicant dervishes
ca-len.dri.cal Xka-'len-dri-kalX also ca.len.dric X-drik\ adj : of,
relating to, characteristic of. or used in a calendar

cal-ends X'kal-an (d)zX n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME kalendes, fr.
L kalendae, calendae'} i the first day of the ancient Roman month
from which days were counted backward to the ides
ca.len.du.la Xks-'len-ja-lsX « [NL, genus name, fr. ML, fr. L
calendae calends] ; any of a small genus {Calendula) of yellow*
rayed composite herbs of temperate regions

cal>en<ture X'kal-an-,chu{3)rX i_[Sp calentura, fr. calentar to heat,
fr. L calent-, calens, prp. of calere to be warm — more at lee] : a
tropical fever caused by exposure to heat

icall X'kaf, "kafX n. pi calves X'kavz, 'kavzX also calls often attrlb
[ME. fr. OE cealj: akin to OHG kalb calf. ON kalii calf of the leg,
L galla gQllnut] 1 a : the young of the domestic cow or of some
closely related mammals b : the young of various other large
animals 2 pi caljs I the hide of the domestic calf; esp : calfskin
3 : an awkward or silly boy or youth 4 : a small mass of ice set
free from a coast glacier or from an iceberg or floe

acall n, pi calves X'kavz, 'kavzX [ME, fr. ON kaljil : the fleshy
hinder part of the leg below the knee

call love n : transitory affection felt by a boy or a girl for one of the
opposite sex — called also puppy love
cairs-loot jelly X.kavz-.fiit-. ,kafs-. .kSvz-, ,k4fs-\ n : jelly made
from gelatin obtained by boiling calves' feet

Call.sMn \Tcaf-.skln, 'kif-X n • leather made of the skin of a calf
Gal>gon X'kai-,gan\ trademark— used for a complex sodium phos-
phate glass used esp. in water softening
Cal-i'ban X'kal-a-.banX n ; a savage and deformed slave in Shake-
speare's The Tempest

cal-i.ber or cal.j.bre X'kal-a-bsrX n [MF calibre, fr. Olt calibro, fr.
Ar qalib shoemaker's last] 1 a : the diameter of a bullet or other
projectile b ; the diameter of a bore (as of a cannon or other fire-
arm) 2 : the diameter of a round body; esp : the internal diameter
of a hollow cylinder 3 a : degree of mental capacity or moral
quality b ; degree of excellence or importance ; quality
CaMobrate X'kal-a-,brat\ vt 1 : to ascertain the caliber of (as a
thermometer tube) 2 : to determine, rectify, or mark the gradua-
tions of — cal>i>bra>tion X.kal-a-'bra-shanX n — cal>i>bra-tor
X'kal-3-,brat-arX n_

ca.U.che Xka-'le-cheX n [AmerSp, fr Sp. flake of Ume, fr. cal lime,
fr. L calx ~ more at chalk] 1 : the nitrate-bearing gravel or rock
of the sodium-nitrate deposits of Chile and Peru 2 : a crust of cal-
cium carbonate that forms on the stony soil of aiid regions

cal-i.co X'kal-i-,koX n, pi calicoes or calicos iCalicut, India]
la; cotton cloth imported from India to Brit : a plain white
cotton fabric that is heavier than muslin c : any of various cheap
cotton fabrics with figured patterns 2 ; a blotched or spotted
animal (as a piebald horse) — calico adj

calico bass n 1 : black crappie 2 ; a mottled California sea
bass {Paralabrus clathratus) esteemed as a sport fish

calico bush n : mountain laurel
calico printing n ; the process of making fast-color designs on
cotton fabrics (as calico)
Cal.i-Ior.nia laurel X.kal-a-.for-nya-, -ne-a-\ n [Calijomia, state of
western U.S.] : a Pacific coast tree i Umbellularia calijornicd) of the
laurel family with evergreen fohage and small umbellate flowers
California poppy n : any of a genus (Eschscholrzia) of herbs of the
poppy family; esp : one (£. calijornicd) widely cultivated for its
pale yellow to red flowers
CaliJornia rosebay « : a usu pink-flowered rhododendron (Rhodo-
dendron macrophyllum) of the Pacific coast

Cal.i.for-ni.um X.kal-s-'for-ne-smX n [NL, fr. California, state of
western U.S.] : a radioactive element discovered by bombarding
curium. 242 with alpha particles — see element table

Ca.lig.i.nous Xka-'lij-a-nosX adj [MF or L; MF caligineux. fr. L
caliginosus, fr. caligin-, caligo darkness] ; misty, dark, obscure

cal°i.pash X'kal-a-.pash. .kal-s-'X n ; a fatty gelatinous dull greenish
edible substance next to the upper shell of a turtle
ca!4>pee X'kal-s-.pe, ,kal-a-'X n : a fatty gelatinous light yellow
edible substance attached to the lower shell of a turtle
icaM.per or caLli-per X'kal-a-parX n [alter, of
caliber'^ 1 a : a measuring instrument with
two legs or jaws that can be adjusted to deter-
mine thickness, diameter, and distance between
surfaces <a pair of '^5> b : an instrument for
measuring diameters (as of logs or trees) con-
sisting of a graduated beam and at right angles
to it a fixed arm and a movable arm 2 : thick-
ness esp. of paper, paperboard. or a tree
^caliper or calliper v; cal-i.per.ing or caLli-
per-ing X-P',3-)rioX : to measure by or as if by calipers 1: 1 out-
calipers side, 2 inside

ca.liph or ca.lif X'ka-bf. 'kal-sfX n [ME caliphe,
fr. MF calije, fr. Ar khaUjah successor] : a successor of Muham-
mad as temporal and spiritual head of Islam — used as a title

ca>liph-ate \-,at, -atX n : the office or dominion of a caliph
caMs-tlien.lG X.kal-as-'then-ikX adj ; of or relating to calisthenics
cal<is*tlien.ics X-iksX n pi but sing or pi in constr [Gk kalos beauti-
ful + sthenos strength — more at calligraphy] 1 ; systematic
bodily exercises without apparatus or with light hand apparatus
2 HSU sing in constr X the art or practice of caUsthenics

Ca«lix X'ka-Uks, 'kal-iksX n, pi ca-li-ces X'ka-ls-.sez, 'kal-s-X [L
calic-, calix— more at chalice] : cup; esp : an ecclesiastical chalice
icalk X'kokX calk-er X'ko-karX var oj caulk, caulker
2calk X'kokX n [prob. alter, of calkin, fr. ME kakun, fr. MD or
ONF; MD calcoen horse's hoof. fr. ONF calcain heel, fr. L
calcaneum, fr. calc-, calx heel; akin to Gk kolon limb, skelos leg]
: a tapered piece projecting downward on the shoe of a horse to
prevent slipping; also ; a similar device worn on the sole of a shoe
3calk vt 1 : to furnish with calks 2 : to wound with a calk
icall X'kolX vb [ME callen, prob. fr. ON kalla: akin to OE hilde-
calla batde herald, OHG kallon to talk loudly, OSlav glasu voice]
vi la; to speak in a loud distinct voice so as to be heard at a
distance ; shout b : to make a request or demand {r^ for an
investigation) c oj an animal : to utter a characteristic note or cry
d : to get or try to get into communication by telephone — often
used with up e : to make a demand in card games (as for a par-
ticular card or for a show of hands) 1 : to give the calls for a
square dance 2 Scot ; drive 3 : to make a brief visit '— vt

1 a (1) : to utter in a loud distinct voice — often used with out
(2) : to announce or read out loudly or authoritatively b (1) ; to
command or request to come or be present ; summon <

—

ed to
testify) (2) ; to cause to come : bring i~^s to mind an old saying)
C ; to summon to a particular activity, employment, or office

d ; to invite or command to meet : convoke <'--' a meeting) e : to
rouse from sleep or summon to get up f : to give the order for
; bring into action <^' a strike) g (1) : to make a demand in
bridge for (a card or suit) (2) : to require (a player) to show the
hand in poker by making an equal bet (31 : to challenge to make
good on a statement (4) : to charge with or censure for an offense
<deserves to be ^ed on that) Ii ; to attract (as game) by imitating
the characteristic cry i : to halt (as a baseball game) because of
unsuitable conditions j : to rule on the status of <'^ a base runner
safe) k : to give the calls for (a square dance) — often used with
ojj 1 (1) : to get or try to get in communication with by telephone
(2) : to deliver (a message) by telephone (3) : to make a signal to
in order to transmit a message m : suspend <time was — ed while
the field was cleared) n (I) : to demand payment of esp. by formal
notice <~ a loan) (2) : to demand presentation of (a bond issue)
for redemption 2 a : to speak of or address by a specified name
<"^ her Kitty) : give a name to b (1) ; to regard or characterize
as of a certain kind : consider (2) : to estimate or consider for
purposes of an estimate or for convenience c (1) : to describe cor-
recUy in advance of or without knowledge of the event : PREDICT
(2) : to name in advance syn see summon



call 119 calypso
Scall R 1 a : an act of calling with the voice : shout b : an Imitation
of the cry of a bird or other animal made to attract it c ; an
instrument used for calling <a duck '^> d : the cry of a bird or
other animal 2 a : a request or command to come or assemble
b : a summons or signal on a drum, bugle, or pipe c : admission
to the bar as a barrister d : an invitation to become the minister
of a church or to accept a professional appointment e : a divine
vocation or strong inner prompting to a particular course of action
1 : a summoning of actors to rehearsal g ; the attraction or appeal
of a particular activity, condition, or place h ; an order specifying
the number of men to be inducted into the armed services during a
specified period 3 a : demand, claim b : need, justification
c : a demand for payment of money d : an option to buy a certain
amount of stock, grain, or other commodity at a fixed price or
within a certain time e : an instance of asking for something
; REQUEST <many '^s for Christmas stories) 4 : roll call 5 : a
short usu. formal visit 6 ; the name or thing called <the '^ was
heads) 7 ; the act of calling in a card game 8 ; the act of calling
on the telephone 9 : the score at any given time in a tennis game
10 : a direction or a succession of directions for a square dance
rhythmically called to the dancers 11 : a decision or ruling made
by an official of a sports contest

Cal-Ia \'kaI-3\ n [NL, genus name, modif. of Gk kallaia rooster's
wattles] ; a familiar house or greenhouse plant (Zaniedeschia
aefhiopica) of the arum family with a white showy spathe and
yellow spadix; also : a plant resembling this

caU*able \'k6-la-b3i\ adj : capable of being called; specij ; subject
to a demand for presentation for payment (^ bond)

cal-lant \'kal-3nt\ or cal-lan \-3n\ n [D or ONF; D kalani
customer, fellow, fr. ONF cailand customer, fr. L calent-, calens,
prp. of calere to be warm — more at lee] chiefly Scot ; BOY, lad

call-board \'k61-.bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a bulletin board
call*boy \-,b6i\ n 1 ; bellboy, page 2 : a boy who summons
actors to go on stage

call down vt 1 : to cause or entreat to descend 2 : reprimand
ical.Ier \'ka]-sT\ adj [ME callour} 1 Scot : fresh 2 Scot : cool
2call.er \"k6-l3r\ n : one that calls

cal-let \'kal-3t\ n [perh. fr. MF caillette frivolous person, fr.

Caillette jl 1500 F court fool] chiefly Scot i trull, prostitute
call girl » ; a prostitute who may be procured by telephone
call house n : a house or apartment where call girls may be procured
cal.Iig-ra-plier Xka-'lig-rs-fsrX n 1 : one that writes a beautiful
hand 2 : pf,nman <a fair ~> 3 : a professional copyist or engrosser

cai>li<gTapIl*ic \,kal-a-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to calligraphy— cal'11'graph-i'Oal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
cal-lig.ra.phist Xka-'lig-ra-fsstX n : calligrapher
CaMJg.ra*pliy \-fe\ n [F or Gk; F calligraphie. fr. Gk kalligraphia,
fr. kalli- beautiful (fr. kallos beauty) + -graphia -graphy; akin to
Gk kalos beautiful, Skt kalya healthy] 1 : fair or elegant hand-
writing or the art of producing such writing 2 ; penmanship

call-lng \'k6-lii3\ n 1 : a strong inner impulse toward a particular
course of action esp. when accompanied by conviction of divine
influence 2 ; the vocation or profession in which one customarily
engages 3 : sexual heat esp. of the female cat syn see work

calling card n : visiting card
cal.li-ope Xka-'ll-a-fjpe, in sense 2 also 'kal-e-.opX n [L, fr. Gk
Kalliope] 1 cap : the Greek Muse of eloquence and heroic poetry
2 : a musical instrument consisting of a series of whistles played
by keys arranged as in an organ

cal.li.op.SiS \,kal-e-'ap-sas\ n [NL, fr. Gk kalli- + apsis ap-
pearance — more at optic] : coreopsis — used esp. of annual forms

Cal.lis.to \ka-'lis-(,)to\ n iCallisto, Gk nymph] : the so-called
4th but really 5th satellite of Jupiter

cal>Il>tllump \'kaI-3-,th3mp\ n [back-formation fr. callithiimpian,
adj., alter, of E dial, gallithumpian disturber of order at elections
in 18th cent.] : a noisy boisterous parade — cal-li-thump-ian
\,kal-3-'th3m-pe-3n\ adj

call loan n : a loan payable on demand of either party
call market « : the market for call loans
call money n : money loaned or ready to be loaned on call

call number n : a combination of characters assigned to a library
book to indicate its place on a shelf

call off vt 1 : to draw away : divert 2 : to give up : cancel
cal-lose \'kal-,6s. -,oz\ n [L callosus callous] : a carbohydrate
component of plant cell walls

cal.los.i.ty \ka-'las-3t-e, k3-\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
callous: as a ; marked or abnormal hardness and thickness
b : lack of feeling or capacity for emotion 2 : callus 1

IcaMous \'kal-3s\ adj [MF calleux. fr. L callosus, fr. callum, callus
callous skin; akin to Skt kina callosity] 1 a : hardened and
thickened b : having calluses 2 a : feeling no emotion b : feel-

ing no sympathy for others — cal.lous-ly adv — caMous>ness n
scallous vt ; to make callous
call out vt 1 : to summon into action (call out troops) 2 : to
challenge to a duel 3 : to order on strike
caMow \'kal-{,)6, -a{-w)\ adj [ME calu bald, fr. OE; akin to OHG
halo bald] 1 oj a bird : not yet having enough feathers to fly

2 : lacking adult sophistication : immature <~ youth) syn see
rude — cal*low*uess X'kal-o-nss, -3-n9s\ n

call rate n : the interest rate charged on call loans
call to quarters : a bugle call usu. shortly before taps that sum-
mons soldiers to their quarters

call up v/ 1 : to bring to mind : evoke 2 : to summon before an
authority 3 : to summon together 4 : to summon for active mil-
itary duty 5 : to bring forward for consideration or action
call~up X'ko-.bpX rt ; an order to report for military service
icaMus \'kal-ss\ n [L] 1 ; a thickening of or a hard thickened
area on skin or bark 2 : a substance exuded around the fragments
of a broken bone that is converted into bone and repairs the break
3 ! soft tissue that forms over a wounded or cut plant surface

Scallus vi : to form callus ~ v/ : to cause callus to form on
icalm \'kam, 'kalm\ n [ME calme, fr. MF, fr. Olt calma, fr. LL
cauma heat, fr. Gk kauma, fr. kaiein to burn — more at caustic]
1 a ; a period or condition of freedom from storms, high winds,
or rough activity of water b : complete absence of wind or presence
of wind having a speed no greater than one mile per hour 2 : a
state of repose and freedom from turmoil or agitation

3calm adj 1 ; marked by calm ; cttll 2 : free from
excitement, or disturbance — calm<ly adv — calm<ness n
syn TRANQUIL, serene, placid, peaceful: calm implies freedom

from agitation of any sort often in the face of danger or provoca-
tion; TRANQUIL suggests a more settled or deeper quietude or
composure and 4acks the imphcation of previous agitation or
activity; serene implies a lofty and unclouded tranquillity; placid
implies an undisturbed appearance and often suggests a degree of
complacency; peaceful implies repose or attainment of tranquiUity
often in contrast with or following strife or turmoil or bustle
3calm Vi : to become calm ~ v/ : to make calm
calm<ative \'kam-3t-iv, 'kaI-mat-\ n or adj l^calm -I- -ative (as in
sedative]'\ ; sedative
cal>o>mel X'kal-s-msl, -,mel\ n [prob. fr. (assumed) NL calomelas,
fr. Gk kalos beautiful + melas black] ; mercurous chloride HgzClz
used in medicine esp. as a purgative and fungicide
ica.lo.riC \k3-'16r-ik, -'lor-, -'lar-; *kal-3-rik\ n [F calorique, fr. L
calor] 1 : a supposed form of matter formerly held responsible
for the phenomena of heat and combustion 2 archaic : heat

^caloric adj 1 : of or relating to heat 2 : of or relating to calories— ca'lo-ri-cal-ly \k3-'16r-i-k(a-)Ie, -'lor-, -'Iar-\ adv
cal-O.rie also cal-O-ry \'kal-(3-)re\ n [F calorie, fr. L calor heat, fr.

calere to be warm— more at lee] 1 a : the amount of heat required
at a pressure of one atmosphere to raise the temperature of one
gram of water one degree centigrade — called also gram calorie,
small calorie b : the amount of heat required to raise the tempera-
ture of one kilogram of water one degree centigrade : 1000 gram
calories or 3.96S Btu — called also kilogram calorie, large calorie
2 a : a unit equivalent to the large calorie expressing heat-producing
or energy-producing value in food when oxidized in the body
b : an amount of food having an energy-producing value of one
large calorie

cal.O-rif.iC \,kal-3-'rif-ik\ adj [F or L; F calorijique, fr. L caloriji-
cus, fr. calor] 1 : caloric 2 : productive of heat

cal.o-rim.e.ter \.kaI-3-'rim-3t-9r\ n [ISV, fr. L calor"^ : any of
several apparatuses for measuring quantities of absorbed or
evolved heat or for determining specific heats — ca.lori«met«riG
\,kal-a-r3-'me-trik; ks-.lor-s-, -,lar-\ adj — ca>lorl>met>ri-cal-ly
\-tri-k(3-)Ie\ adv — cal-o.rim.e.try \,kaI-3-'rim-3-tre\ n

ca-lotte \k3-'lat\ n [F] : skullcap; esp : zucchetto
ca-loy.er \k3-'16if-alr, "kal-a-yarV n [It & F; F caloyer, fr. obs. It
caloiero, fr. MGk kalogeros venerable, fr. kalos beautiful -f- geras
old age] : a monk of the Eastern Church
cal.pac or cal.pack \'kyl-.pak, kal-'\ n [Turk kalpak'\ : a high=<
crowned cap worn in Turkey, Iran, and neighboring countries

cal.trop X'kal-trap, 'k61-\ also caLthrop \-thr3p\ n
[ME calketrappe star thistle, fr. OE calcatrippe, fr.

ML calcatrippa'\ 1 : any of several plants with
spined fruits or flower heads: as a ; star thistle
b : any of various herbs (genera Tribulus and Kail-
stroemia) of the bean-caner family c : water
chestnut 1 2 : a device with four metal points so
arranged that when any three are on the ground the
fourth projects upward as a hazard to the hoofs of caltrop 2
horses or to pneumatic tires

cal.u.met \'kal-y3-,met, -mat; ,kal-y3-'met\ n [AmerF, fr. F dial.,

straw, fr, LL calamellus, dim. of L calamus reed] ; a highly orna-
mented ceremonial Amerindian pipe

ca.lum>nl.ate \k3-'l3m-ne-,at\ vt 1 : to utter maliciously false
statements, charges, or imputations about 2 : to injure the
reputationof by calumny syn see malign — ca-luin*nl>a>tion
\ka-,l3m-ne-'a-sh3n\ n — ca<lum>ni'a<tor \k3-'l3m-ne-,at-3r\ n
ca-lum<m>ous \k3-'l9m-ne-3s\ adj : constituting or marked by
calumny : slanderous — ca-lum>ni>ous>ly adv
cal.um.ny \'kal-(y)3m-ne\ n [MF & L; MF calomnie, fr. L_ca/-
umnia, fr. calvi to deceive; akin to OE hoi calumny, Gk kelein
to beguile] 1 : the malicious uttering of false charges or mis-
representations calculated to damage another's reputation 2 : a
misrepresentation intended to blacken another's reputation

cal'Va.dos \,kal-v3-'d6s, -'dos, -'d'as\ n, ojten cap [F, fr. Calvados^
Normandy, France] : a dry brown apple brandy

cal-var.i.um \kai-'var-e-3m, -'ver-\ n, pi cal-var-ia \-e-3\ [NL, fr.

L calvaria skull, fr. calvus bald; akin to Skt aWkulva completely bald]
: a skull lacking the lower jaw or lower jaw and facial portion

cal.va.ry \'kalv-C3-)re\ n iCalvary, the hill near Jerusalem where
Jesus was crucified] 1 : an open-air representation of the crucifix-

ion of Christ 2 : an experience of intense usu. mental suffering

Calvary cross n — see cross illustration

calve \'kav, "kavX vb [ME calven, fr. OE cealjian, fr. cealj calf]
VI 1 : to give birth to a calf; also ; to produce offspring 2 oJ an ice

mass : to separate or break so that a part becomes detached ^ vt

1 ; to produce by birth 2 oj an ice mass : to let become detached
calves pi oj calf
Gal*vin.ism \'kal-v3-,niz-3m\ n [John Calvin tl564 F theologian]

: the theological system of Calvin and his followers emphasizing
the sovereignty of God and including the doctrines of predestina-
tion, limited atonement, total depravity, irresistibility of grace,
and the perseverance of saints — Oal-Vln>lSt \-v9-n3st\ n or adj
— Cal'Vin-iS'tic \,kal-va-'nis-tik\ adj — GaI<vin>is>ti>caMy
\-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

calx \'kalks\ n, pi calx*es or cal.ces \'kal-,sez\ [ME cats, fr. L
calx lime — more at chalk] ; the friable residue left when a metal
or other mineral has been subjected to calcination or combustion

ca>ly>ce>al \,ka-l3-'se-3l, ,kal-3-\ adj ; of or relating to a calyx

ca>ly>cine \'ka-l3-,sTn, 'kal-3-\ adj : relating to or resembling
a calyx

ca>ly>cle \'ka-li-k3l, 'kal-i-\ n [L calyculus, dim. of calyc-, calyx
calyx] : epicalyx

ca<lyc>U*late \k3-'lik-ya-,lat, -l3t\ adj 1 : having a calyculus
2 : having pitted surfaces

ca.lyc-u-lus \-y3-bs\ n, pi ca-lyc-u-li \-,lT, -,le\ [NL, modif. of E
calicle] : a small cup-shaped structure (as a taste bud)
ica-lyp.so \ka-'Up-(,)so\ n[L, fr. Gk R'alypso] 1 cap : a sea nymph
held in the Odyssey to have kept Odysseus seven years on the

island of Ogygia 2 [NL, genus name, prob. fr. L] : a bulbous bog
orchid (genus Cyfherea) of northern regions bearing a single white
flower variegated with purple, pink, and yellow

3 abut; f kitten; BT further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; i) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; {h tbis;

au out; cb chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; U foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zb vision
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2ca.l7p.so n [prob. fr. Calypsol i an improvised ballad usu.
satirizing current events in a style originating in competition in the
British West Indies — ca.iyp.so-ni.an \k3-,iip-'so-ne-3n, ,kal-

(,)ipA n or adj
ca-lyp-tra \k3-'lip-tr3\ n [NL, fr. Gk kalyptm veil, fr. kalyptein
to cover — more at hell] 1 ; the archegonium of a liverwort or
moss; esp : one forming a membranous hood over the capsule in

a moss 2 : a covering of a flower or fruit suggestive of a cap or
hood 3 : ROOT CAP — ca-lyp-trate \k3-'Up-,trat, 'kal-^oA adj
ca.lys \'ka-liks, 'kal-iks\ n, pi ca.Iyx.es or ca.ly.ces \'ka-l3-

,sez. 'k9l-3-\ [L calyc', calyx, fr. Gk kalyx — more at chalice]
1 : the external usu. green or leafy part of a flower consisting of
sepals 2 : a cuplike animal structure
cam \'kam\ n [perh. fr. F came, fr. G kamm. Ht., comb. fr. OHG
kambi ; a rotating or sliding piece that imparts motion to a roller
moving against its edge or to a pin free to move in a groove on its

face or that receives motion from such a roller or pin
ca.ma.ra.de.rie \,kam-(a-)'rad-3-re. ,kam-f3-)*rad-\ n [F, fr.

camarade comrade] : friendly familiarity and goodwill between
comrades : good-fellowship
cani.a<riMa \,kam-3-'riI-3, -'re-{y)3\ n [Sp, lit., small room]

: a group of unofficial often secret and scheming advisers : cabal
cam.as or cam-ass \'kam-3s\ n [Chinook Jargon kamass'\ : any
of a genus (Cama.ssia) of plants of the lily family of the western
U S. with edible bulbs — compare death camas

icara-ber \*kam-b3r\ vb cam-ber-iiig X-bCs-'jrinX [F camhrer, fr.

MF cambre curved, fr. L camur — more at chamber] vi ; to curve
upward in the middle -^ v/ ; to arch slightly

2camber n 1 ; a slight convexity, arching, or curvature (as of a
beam, deck, road) 2 : the convexity of the curve of an airfoil

from its chord 3 : a setting of the wheels of an automotive vehicle
closer together at the bottom than at the top
cam>bi>al \'kam-bc-al\ adj : of, relating to, or being cambium
cam.bi.um \-be-3m\ n, pi cambiums or cam.bia \-be-3\ [NL,
fr. ML, exchange, fr. L cambiare to exchange] : a thin formative
layer between the xylem and phloem of most vascular plants that
gives rise to new cells and is responsible for secondary growth
Cam-bcdioan \kam-'b6d-e-9n\ n 1 ; a native or inhabitant of
Cambodia 2 : khmer 2
Cam.bri.an \"kam-bre-an\ adj [ML Cambria Wales, fr. W Cymry
Welshmen] 1 : welsh 2 : of, relating to, or being the earliest
geologic period of the Paleozoic era or the corresponding system
of rocks marked by fossils of every great animal type except the
vertebrate and scarcely recognizable plant fossils — Cambrian n
cam.brie \'kam-brik\ n [obs. Flem Kameryk Cambrai, city of
France] 1 ; a fine thin white linen fabric 2 ; a cotton fabric that
resembles cambric
cambric tea k ; a hot drink of water, milk, sugar, and often tea
Tcame past oj come
2came \'kam\ n [origin unknown] : a slender grooved lead rod
used to hold together panes of glass esp. in a stained-glass window
cam. el \'kam-sl\ n [ME, fr. OE & ONF, fr. L camelus, fr. Gk
kamelos, of Sem origin; akin to Heb & Phoenician gamal camel]
i : either of two large ruminant mammals used as draft and saddle
animals in desert regions esp. of Africa and Asia: a : the Arabian
camel (Camelus drumedariiis) with a single large hump on the back
b : the Bactrian camel (C. bactrianus) with two humps 2 : a
watertight structure used esp. to lift submerged ships
cam.el.back \-,bak\ n l ; a steam locomotive with the cab astride
the boiler 2 : an uncured compound chiefly of reclaimed or syn-
thetic rubber used for retreading or recapping pneumatic tires

cara-el.eer \,kam-3-'lif3)r\ n ; a camel driver
ca.mel.lia also ca.me.lia \k3-'mel-y3\ n [NL Camellia, genus
name, fr. Camellus (Georg Josef Kamel tl706 Moravian Jesuit
missionary)] : any of several shrubs or trees (genus Camellia) of the
tea family; esp : an ornamental greenhouse shrub (C. japonica)
with glossy evergreen leaves and showy roselike flowers

ca.mel.O'pard \k3-'meI-3-,pard\ n [LL camelopardus, alter, of L
camelopardalis, fr. Gk kamelopardalis, fr. kamelos + pardalis
leopard] 1 ; giraffe 2 cap : a northern constellation between
Cassiopeia and Ursa Major
Cam.e.lot \'kam-a-,lat\ n : the site of King Arthur's palace and
court in Arthurian legend
camel's Hair n 1 : the hair of the camel or a substitute for it (as
hair from squirrels' tails) 2 ; cloth made of camel's hair or a mix-
ture of camel's hair and wool usu. light tan and of soft silky texture
Cam.em.bert \'kam-3m-.be(a)r\ n [F, fr. Camembert, Normandy,
France] : a soft unpressed cheese with an odor and flavor produced
by a blue mold (Penicillium camembert!)
cam.eo \'kam-e-,o\ n [It] 1 a : a gem carved in relief; esp : a small
piece of sculpture on a stone or shell cut in relief in one layer with
another contrasting layer serving as background b : a small medal-
lion with a profiled head in relief 2 : a carving or sculpture made
In the manner of a cameo
cam. era \'kam-(3-)r3\_/i [LL, room — more at chamber] 1 pi also
cam.er.ae \'kam-3-,re, -,rT\ : chamber; esp : a judge's chamber
2 : the treasury department of the papal curia 3a; camera
OBSCURA b : a lightproof box fitted with a lens through the
aperture of which the image of an object is recorded on a hghts
sensitive material c : the part of a television transmitting ap-
paratus in which the image to be televised is formed for conversion
into electrical impulses — in camera : privately, secretly

cam.er.al \'kam-(3-)r3l\ adj ; of or relating to a legislative or
judicial chamber
cam.er.a.Iism \-(a-)r3-,Uz-3m\ n [G kameralismus, fr. ML
cameralis of the royal treasury, fr. camera royal treasury, fr. LL,
chamber] : the mercantilism of a group of 18th century German
public administrators emphasizing economic policies designed to
strengthen the power of the ruler — cam>er.a*list \-last\ n
camera lU-Ci.da \,kam-(3-)r3-'iu-s3d-3\ n [NL, lit., light chamber]

: an instrument that by means of a prism or mirrors and often a
microscope causes a virtual image of an object to appear as if pro-
jected upon a plane surface so that an outline may be traced
cam.era.man \'kam-(a-)r3-.man, -m3n\ n : one that operates a

camera ob.scu.ra \.kam-(3-)rs-3b-'skyur-3\ n [NL, lit., dark
chamber] : a darkened enclosure having an aperture usu. provided
with a lens through which light from external objects enters to form
an image of the objects on the opposite surface

cam*er<len.go \,feam-ar-neg-(,)go\ n [It camarlingo} ; a cardinal
who heads the Apostolic Camera
ca.mion \ka-my6"\ n [F] ; motortruck: also : bus
cam.i.sa.do \,kam-3-'sad-(,)o, -'sad-\ n [prob. fr. obs. Sp cami-
sada"] archaic : an attack by night
ca.mise \k3-'mez, -*mes\ n [Ar gamls, fr. LL camisia^ : a light shirt,

gown, or tunic
cam.i'SOle \'kam-a-,sol\ n [F, prob. fr. OProv camisolla, dim. of
camisa shirt, fr. LL camisia'\ 1 : a shoa negligee jacket for women
2 : a short sleeveless undergarment for women

cam.let \'kam-l3t\ n [ME cameloit, fr MF comelot, fr. Ar hamlat
woolen plush] 1 a : a medieval Asiatic fabric of camel's hair or
Angora wool b : a European fabric of silk and wool ; a fine
lustrous woolen 2 : a garment made of camlet
camomile var oj chamomile
ca.mor.ra Xka-'mor-a, -'mar-\ n [It] : a group of persons united for
dishonest or dishonorable ends; esp : a secret organization formed
about 1820 at Naples, Italy — ca>mor>ris-ta \.ka-,mo-'re-sta\ n,

pi ca.mor.ris.ti \-ste\
cam.OU.flage \'kam-3-,flazh, -.flaj\ n, ojten artrib [F, fr. camoujler
to disuuise, fr. It camufjare"] 1 a : the disguising ot equipment or an
installation with paint, nets, or foliage b : the disguise so applied
2 a : concealment by means of disguise b : behavior or an ex-
pedient designed to deceive or hide — camouflase vt

icamp \'kamp\ «, ojten aitrib [MF, prob. fr. ONF or OProv, fr. L
campus plain, field; akin to OHG hamj crippled, Gk ^m;>?bend]
1 a : ground on which tents or buildings are erected for usu.
temporary shelter (as for troops) b : the group of tents or buildings
erected on such ground c : a tent, cabin, or other shelter d ; an
open-air location where one or more persons camp e : a to\vn
newly sprung up in a lumbering or mining region 2 a : a body of
persons encamped b (I) ; a group or body of persons; esp ; a
group engaged in promoting or defending a theory or doctrine
(I) : an ideological position 3 : militai-y service or Ufe

2camp vi 1 ; to pitch or occupy a camp 2 ; to live in a camp or out-
doors -^ vr ; to put into a camp , also i accommodate — camp-er n

cam*paign \kam-'pan\ n [F campagne, prob fr. It campagna
level country, campaign, fr. LL campania level country, fr. L, the
level country around Naples] 1 ; a connected series of military
operations forming a distinct phase of a war 2 : a connected series

of operations designed to bring about a particular result (election
'^> — campaign vi — cam.paign.er n
campaign ribbon n ; a narrow ribbon-covered bar or strip of ribbon
whose distinctive coloring indicates a military campaign in which
the wearer has taken part

cam.pa.ni.le \,kam-p3-'ne-le\ n. pi campaniles \-lez\ or cam-
pa-ni.li \-u)le\ [It. fr. campana bell, fr. LL] : a usu. freestanding
bell tower

cam.pa.nol.o.gist \,kam-p3-'nal-a-j5st\ n x one that practices oris
skilled in campanology
cam.pa.nol.Q.gy \-je\ n [NL campanologia, fr. LL campana + NL
-o- + -logia -logy] : the art of bell ringing

cam.pan.U'la \kam-'pan-y3-l3\ n [NL, dim. of LL campanaj
: bellflower

cam.pan.u.late \-l3t, -,lat\ adj [NL campanula bell-shaped part,
dim. of LL campana'\ ; shaped like a bell

camp.bell.ite \'kam-(b)3-,lTt\ n, ojten attrib [Alexander Campbell
tl866 Am theologist] : disciple 2 — often taken to be offensive

cam.peS'tral \kam-'pes-tr9i\ adj [L campestr-, campester, fr.

campusi : of or relating to fields or open country : rural
camp fire girl n [fr. Camp Fire Girls, Inc.] ; a member of a national
organization for girls from 7 to 18
camp follower n 1 : a civihan who follows a military unit to attend
or exploit military personnel; specij : prostitlte 2 : a disciple or
follower who is not of the main body of members or adherents
cam.phene \'kam-,fen\ n : any of several terpenes related to cam-
phor; esp : a colorless crystalUne lerpene CioHig used in insecticides
cam.phine or cam.phene \'kam-.fen\ n [ISV. fr. camphor'} : an
explosive mixture of turpentine and alcohol
cam.phire \'kam-,fTf3)r\ n [ME caumjre} : henna
cam.pUor \'kamrp)-f3r\_n_[ME caumjre, fr. AF, fr. ML camphora,
fr. Ar kafur, fr. Malay kapur} 1 : a tough gummy volatile fragrant
crystalline compound CioHicO obtained esp. from the wood and
bark of the camphor tree and used as a carminative and stimulant
in medicine, as a plasticizer, and as an insect repellent 2 : any of
several similar compounds — cam.pho.ra>ceous \,kam(p)-f3-"ra-
sh3s\ adj — cam.phor.ic \kam-'f6r-ik, -'far-\ adj
cam.phor.ate \'kam(p)-f3-,rat\ v/ : to impregnate or treat with
camphor
camphor ice n : a cerate made chiefly of camphor, white wax,
spermaceti, and castor oil

camphor tree n : a large evergreen tree (Cinnamomum camphora) of
the laurel family grown in most warm countries
cam-pi-on \'kam-pe-3n\ n [prob. fr. obs. campion (champion)]

: any of various plants (genera Lychnis and Silene) of the pink
family: as a : a European crimson-flowered plant (L. coronaria)

b : an herb {S. cucubalus) with white flowers
camp meeting n : a series of evangelistic meetings held outdoors or
in a tent and attended by families who often camp nearby
Cam.po X'kam-CJpo, 'kam-\ n [AmerSp. fr. Sp. field, fr. L campus}

; a grassland plain in So. America with scattered perennial herbs
campong var oj kampong
cam.po-ree \,kam-p3-'re\ n icamp + jamboree] : a gathering of boy
or girl scouts from a given geographic area
cam.po san.to \,kam-po-'sant-o\ n [It& Sp, lit., holy field] chiejly

Southwest : cemetery
camp.stool \'kamp-,stUl\ n : a folding stool

cam.pus \'kam-p3s\ n, ojten attrib [L, plain — more at camp] : the
grounds and buildings of a university, college, or school; also ; the
grassy area in the central part of the grounds

cam-py.lot.ro.pous \,kam-pi-'la-tr3-p3s\ adj [Gk kampytos bent
-i- ISV -tropous; akin to Gk kampe bend] : having the ovule curved

cam.shaft \'kam-,shaft\ n : a shaft to which a cam is fastened or of
which a cam forms an integral part
cam wheel n : a wheel set or shaped to act as a cam
lean \k3n, i')kaTi sometimes \i'j:}\ vb. past could \kpd, (')k\i6\ pres
sing & pi can [ME (lst& 3d sing. pres. indie), fr. OE;_akin to OHG
kan (1st & 3d sing. pres. indie.) know, am able. OE cnan-an to know— more at know] vt 1 obs : know, understand 2 : to be able to
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do, make, or accomplish ~ vi, archaic : to have knowledge or skill
«** verbal auxiliary 1 a ; know how to <be ^^ read) b ; be physically
or mentally able to <he --« lift 200 pounds) c ; may perhaps <do
you think he '^ still be living) d : be permitted by conscience or
feeling to (-^ hardly blame him) e : be inherently able or designed
to (everything that money '^ buy) t : be logically or axiologically
able to <2 + 2 -^ also be written 3 + 1) g : be enabled by law,
agreement, or custom to 2 ; have permission to — used inter-
changeably with may <you -^ go now if you hke)

Scan \'kan\ n [ME canne, fr. OE; akin to OHG cAanna} 1 ; a
usu. cylindrical receptacle: a : a vessel for holding liquids; specif
t a drinking vessel b ; a cylindrical metal receptacle usu. with an
open top, often with a removable cover, and sometimes with a
spout or side handles (as for holding milk, oil," coffee, tobacco,
ashes, or garbage) c ; a tinplate container in which perishable
foods or other products are hermetically sealed for preservation
until use — called also tin d : a jar for packing or preserving fruit

or vegetables 2 slang ; jail 3 : depth charge 4 : destroyer 2
Scan \'kan\ vt canned; can<ning 1 a : to put in a can : preserve by
sealing in airtight cans or jars b : to hit (a golf ball) into the cup
2 slang : to expel from school : discharge from employment
3 slang : to put a stop or end to 4 : to record on discs or tape
{canned music) — can>ner n

Ca>naan>ite \'ka-n3-.nTt\ n [Gk Kananites, fr. Kanaan Canaan] ; a
member of a Semitic people inhabiting ancient Palestine and
Phoenicia from about 3000 B.C. — Ganaanite adj
Can>a-da balsam \,kan-3d-3-\ n [Canada, country in No. Ameri-
ca] : a viscid yellowish to greenish oleoresin exuded by the balsam
fir {Abies balsamea) that sohdifies to a transparent mass and is used
as a transparent cement esp- in microscopy
Canada thistle n : a European thistle (Cirsium arvense) naturalized
in No. America where it is a pernicious weed
Canadian Frencli \k3-.nad-e-3n-\ n ; the language of the French
Canadians

ca.naille \ka-'na(a)l, -'nT\ n [F, fr. It canaglia, fr. cane dog, fr. L
canis — more at hound] ; rabble, riffraff
ica-nal \k3-'nal\ n [ME, fr. L canalis pipe, channel, fr. canna reed— more at cane] 1 : channel, watercourse 2 : a tubular
anatomical passage or channel roucr 3 : an artificial waterway
for navigation or for draining or irrigating land 4 : any of various
faint narrow markings on the planet Mars .

scanal vt ca>nalled or ca^naled; ca>nal>ling or ca>nal-ing : to
construct a cana]^ through or across

ca>nal<boat \-,b6t\ n : a boat for use on a canal
can*a-lic>u-late X.kan-^'l-'ik-ya-Iat, -,lat\ adj : grooved or channeled
longitudinally <a -- leafstalk)

can-a-licu-lus \-y3-l3s\ n, pi can-a-licu-li \-y»-,IT, -.Ie\ [L,
dim. of canalis'\ : a minute canal in a bodily structure
ca>naMza>tion Xks-.nal-s-'za-shan, .kan-^l-a-X n 1 : an act or
instance of canalizing 2 : a system of channels

ca>nal<lze \ka-'nal-,Iz, •kan--'l-\ vt 1 a : to provide with a canal or
other channel b : to make Into or hke a canal 2 : to provide with
an outlet; esp ; to direct into preferred channels '^ vi 1 : to flow in
or into a channel 2 ; toestablish new channels
can>a>p€ \'kan-a-pe, -,pa\ n [F, lit., sofa, fr. ML canopeum,
canapeum mosquito net — more at canopy] ran appetizer consisting
of a piece of bread or toast or a cracker topped with caviar, an-
chovy, or other savory food
ca*naid \k9-'nard\ n [F, lit., duck, fr. MF vendre des canards a
moitie to cheat, lit., to half-sell ducks] ; a false or unfounded report
or story; esp : a fabricated report

ca.nary \k9-'ne(a)r-e\ n [MF canarie, fr. OSp canario, fr. Islas
Canarias Canary islands] 1 ; a lively 16th century court dance
2 ; a Canary islands usu. sweet wine similar to Madeira 3 a ; a
small finch (Serinus canarius) native to the Canary islands and usu.
greenish to yellow that is kept as a cage bird and singer b : any of
various small birds largely yellow in color 4 slang ; informer 2
canary seed n l ; seed of a Canary islands grass {Phalaris canarien-
sis) used as food for cage birds 2 : seed of a common plantain
(Flantago major)

canary yellow n : a hght to a moderate or vivid yellow
ca-nas>ta \ka-'nas-t3\ n [Sp, lit., basket] 1 : rummy using two full

decks plus four jokers which are all wild along with the eight deuces
and having the object of melding groups of seven of the same rank
2 : a combination of seven cards of the same rank in canasta
can*can ykan-,kan\ n [F] : a woman's dance of French origin
characterized by high kicking
ican-cel \'kan{t)-s3l\ vb can^celed or can-celled; can-cel>ing or
can«ceMing \-sC9-)lio\ [ME cancellen, fr. MF canceller, fr. LL
cancellare, fr. L, to make like a lattice, fr. cancelli (pi.), dim. of
cancer lattice, alter, of career prison] vt 1 a ; to mark or strike out
for deletion b : omit, delete 2 a ; to destroy the force, effective-
ness, or validity of ; annul b ; to bring to nothingness ; destroy
c : to match in force or effect : offset 3 a : to remove (a common
divisor) from numerator and denominator b : to remove (equiva-
lents) on opposite sides of an equation or account 4 : to deface (a

postage or revenue stamp) esp. with a set of parallel lines so as to
invalidate for reuse ~ vj ; to neutralize each other's strength or
effect : counterbalance syn see erase — can-cel-er or can-oel-
ler \-s(s-)l3r\n — can-cel-la-tion \,kan(t)-s3-'la-sh9n\ n

Scancel n l ; cancellation 2 a ; a deleted part or passage
b : a passage or page from which something has been deleted
C (1) ; a leaf containing deleted matter (2) ; a new leaf or slip sub-
stituted for matter already printed

can.cel-late \'kan(t)-s3-,lat, -lst\ adj [L cancellatus, pp. of
cancellare'] : RETictn_ATE, chambered <~ leaves); specij : cancel-
lous

can-cel-lous \'kan(t)-s(9-)l9s, kan-'sel-3S\ adj [NL cancelli inter-

secting osseous plates and bars in cancellous bone, fr. L, lattice] oj
bone ; having a porous structure

can-cer \'kan(t)-s3r\ n [ME, fr. L (gen.* Cancrf), lit., crab; akin to
Gk karkinos crab, cancer] 1 cap a ; a northern zodiacal constella-
tion between Gemini and Leo b ; the 4th sign of the zodiac 2 [L,
crab, cancer] a : a mahgnant tumor characterized by potentially
unlimited growth with local expansion by invasion and systemic by
metastasis b ; an abnormal state marked by such tumors 3 ; a
source of evil 4 a ; an enlarged tumorlike growth b : a disease
marked by such growths — can-cer-ous \'kan(t)s-(3-)rss\ adj

candelabrum

can.CToid XTcao-.krdidV adj [L cancr-, cancer crab, cancer]
1 : resembling a crab 2 : resembhng a cancer

can.de-la-bra X.kan-da-'lab-ra, -'lab-, -'lab-\ n :

can-de.la.brum \-r3m\ n, pi can-de-la-bra \.i
brums [L, fr. candela'] : a branched candlestick
or lamp with several lights

can.dent \'kan-d9nt\ adj [L candent-, candens,
prp. of candere} ; heated to whiteness : glow-
ing
can-des.cence \kan-'des-='n(t)s\ n : a candes-
cent state : glowing whiteness

can>des>cent \-'nt\ adj [L candescent-, can-
descens, prp. of candescere, incho. of candere"}
t glowing or dazzling esp. from great heat

can.did \'kan-d3d\ adj [F & L; F candide, fr. L
Candidas bright, white, fr. candere to shine,
glow; akin to shine, glow; akin to LGk kan-
daros ember] 1 ; white 2 ; free from bias,
prejudice, or malice : fair 3 a : marked by
honest sincere expression b ; indicating or
suggesting sincere honesty and absence of de-
ception c ; disposed to criticize severely
; BLUNT 4 : relating to photography of sub-
jects acting naturally or spontaneously without
being posed <'--' picture) syn see frank —
can>did>ly adv — can<dld*ne5S n

can.di.da.cy \'kan-(d)3d-a-se\ n : the state of
being a candidate

can.di.date \'kan-(d)3-.dat, -(d)ad-9t\ n [L
candidaius, fr. canc/idams .clothed in white, fr. Candidas white; fr.

the while toga worn by candidates for office in ancient Rome]
: one who offers himself or is offered by others for an office, mem-
bership, or honor

can. di- da. ture \ 'kan- (d) ad-a-.chii (a) r, -char\ n, chiejly Brit
: candidacy

candid camera n l ; a usu. smalt camera equipped with a fast lens
and used for taking informal photographs of unposed subjects often
without their knowledge 2 : a miniature camera

can.died \'kan-ded\ adj 1 : encrusted or coated with sugar
2 ; baked with sugar or syrup until translucent
ican.dle \'kan-d=l\ n [ME candel, fr. OE, fr. L candela, fr. candere]
1 : a long slender cyUndrical mass of tallow or wax containing a
loosely twisted linen or cotton wick that is burned to give hght
2 ; something resembling a candle in shape or use <a sulfur ~ for
fumigating) 3 a : an international unit of luminous intensity equal
to the luminous intensity of five square millimeters of platinum at its

soUdification temperature — called also international candle b : a
similar unit equal to one sixtieth of the luminous intensity of one
square centimeter of a blackbody surface at the solidification
temperature of platinum — called also candela, new candle
2candle vt can.dling \'kan-(d)lio, -d^MoX : to examine by hold-
ing between the eye and a light^— can.dler \*kan-(d)l3r, -d'l-3r\ n

can. die.her.ry \*kan-dM-,ber-e\ « 1 a : candlenot b : wax
MYRTLE 2 : the fruit of a candleberry

can.dle.fisll \-,fish\ n 1 : a marine food fish {Thaleichthys paciji-
cus) of the north Pacific coast related to the smelt 2 : sablefish
can.die-loot \-'fut\ n ; footcandle
can.dle. light \-d^l-.(l)Tt\ n, ojten attrib 1 a : the light of a candle
b : a soft artificial light 2 : the time for hghting up : twilight
Can*dle>mas \-m3s\ n [ME candelmasse, fr. OE candelmsesse, fr.

candel + msesse mass, feast; fr. the candles blessed and carried in
celebration of the feast] : the church feast celebrated on February 2
in commemoration of the presentation of Christ in the temple and
the purification of the Virgin Mary

can*dle-nut \-,n3t\ n : the oily seed of a tropical tree (Aleurites
moluccana) of the spurge family used locally to make candles and
commercially as a source of oil; also : this tree

can.dle.pin \-,pin\ n 1 ; a slender bowling pin tapering toward top
and bottom 2 pi but sing in constr '. a bowling game using candle-
pins and a smaller ball than that used in tenpins
can.dle.pow.er \-,pau(-3ir\ n : luminous intensity expressed in
candles
can. die.stick \-,stik\ n : a holder with a socket for a candle
can.dle-wick \-,wik\ n l : the wick of a candle 2 a : a soft cotton
embroidery yarn b ; embroidery made with this yarn usu. in tufts

can.die-wood \-,wud\ n 1 : any of several trees or shrubs (as

ocotillo) chiefly of resinous character 2 : slivers of resinous wood
can.dor or chiejly Brit can*dour \*kan-d9r\ n [F<£ L; F candeur, fr,

L candor, fr. candere — more at candid] 1 a : whiteness, bril-
liance b obs : unstained purity 2 : freedom from prejudice or
malice : fairness 3 archaic : kindliness 4 ; forthrightness
ican.dy \'kan-de\ n [ME sugre candy, part trans, of MF sucre
candi_, part trans, of Olt zucchero candi, fr. zucchero sugar + Ar
qandi candied, fr. qand cane sugar] 1 : crystallized sugar formed
by boiling down sugar syrup 2 a : a confection made of sugar
often with flavoring and filling b ; a piece of such confection
2candy vt 1 : to encrust in or coat with sugar often by cooking to a
thicker consistency in a heavy syrup 2 : to make seem attractive

: sweeten 3 : to crystalUze into sugar — vi ; to become coated
or encrusted with sugar crystals : become crystallized into sugar
can.dy. tuft \'kan-de-,t3ft\ n {Candy (now Candia) Crete, Greek
island + E iuji] : any of a genus (Iberis) of plants of the mustard
family cultivated for their white, pink, or purple flowers
icane \'kan\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. OProv cana, fr. L canna, fr. Gk
kanna, of Sem origin; akin to Ar qanah hollow stick, reed] 1 a (1)

; a hollow or pithy and usu. slender and flexible jointed stem (as of
a reed) (2) ; any of various slender woody stems; esp : an elongated
flowering or fruiting stem (as of a rose) usu. arising directly from
the ground b : any of various tall woody grasses or reeds: as
(1) : any of a genus {Arundinaria) of coarse grasses (2) : sugar-
cane (3) : SORGHUM 2 : cane dressed for use: as a : a cane
walking stick; broadly : walking stick b : a cane or rod for flog-

ging c ; RATFAN; esp : split rattan for wlckerwork or basketry
2cane vt 1 : to beat with a cane 2 : to weave or furnish with cane
cane.brake \-.brak\ n t a thicket of cane
can.er \'ka-n3r\ n ; one that weaves cane seats and backs of chairs
ca.nes.cent \k3-'nes-'nt\ adj [L canescent-, canescens, prp. of

3 abut; ^ kitten; er further; a back; a bake; & cot, cart;
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canescere, Incho. of canere to be gray, be white, fr. canus white,
hoary — more at hare] ; growing white, whitish, or hoary; esp
; having a fine grayish whjte pubescence <'^ leaves)

cane sugar n : sucrose from sugarcane
ca.nic*0>la lever \k3-,nik-3-l9-\ n [NL canicola (specific epithet of
Leptospira canicola) fr. L canis dog + -cola inhabitant] : an acute
disease in man and dogs characterized by gastroenteritis and mild
jaundice and caused by a spirochete (.Leptospira canicola)

Ca-nic>u<la \ka-'nik-y3-l3\ n [L, dim. of canisy : sirius
ca*nic.u.lar \ka-'nik-y3-l3r\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the Dog Star
or its rising 2 : of or relating to the dog days
ica.nine \'ka-,nTn\ adj [L caninus, fr. canis dog] 1 ; of or relating
to dogs or to the family (Canidae) including the dogs, wolves,
jackals, and foxes 2 : of, relating to, or resembling a dog
2canine n l : a conical pointed tooth; esp ; one situated between the
lateral incisor and the first premolar 2 ; doo

Ca.nis Ma.jor \.ka-na-*sma-J3r. ,kan-3-\ n [L (gen. Canis Majoris),
lit., greater dog] : a constellation to the southeast ok Otion con-
taining the Dog Star
Canis Mi.nor \-'smT-n3r\ n [L. (gen. Canis Minoris), lit., lesser dog]
: a constellation to the east of Orion containing Procyon

can.is>ter \'kan-3-st3r\ n [L canistrum basket, fr. Gk kanastron, fr.

kanna reed — more at cane] 1 : a small box or can for holding a
dry product 2 : encased shot for close-range artillery fire 3 ; a
hght perforated metal box that contains material to absorb, filter,

or detoxify poisons and irritants in the air and is used with gas
masks
Ican.Ker X'kao-ksrX n [ME, fr. ONF canere, fr. L cancer crab,
cancer] 1 a (1) : an erosive or spreading sore (2) obs : gangrene
1 (3) : an area of necrosis in a plant 1) : any of various disorders
of plants or animals marked by chronic inflammatory changes 2 ar-
chaic ; a caterpillar destructive to plants 3 chiejly dial a : rust
b : VERDIGRIS 2 4 : a source of corruption or debasement 5 chiejly
dial : a common European wild rose {Rosa canina) — can>ker*ous
\'kao-k(3-)r3s\ adj

acanker vb can-ker-ing \'kao-k(3-)riQ\ vt 1 obs : to infect with a
spreading sore 2 ; to corrupt with a malignancy of mind or spirit
'^ VI 1 : to become infested with canker 2 ; to undergo corruption
canker sore n : a small painful ulcer esp. of the mouth
can<ker>worm \'kao-kar-,warm\ n ; any of various insect larvae
that injure plants esp. by feeding on buds and foliage
can>na \'kan-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, reed] : any of a genus
iCanna of the family Cannaceae) of tropical herbs with simple stems,
large leaves, and a terminal raceme of irregular flowers

can<na>t)in \'kan-3-b3n\ n [L cannabis} : a dark resin from
pistillate hemp plants

can.na.bis \-b3s\ n [L. hemp, fr. Gk kannabis, fr. the source of OE
hsenep hemp] ; the dried flowering spikes of the pistillate plants of
the hemp
canned \'kand\ adj 1 : sealed in a can or jar 2 : transcribed for
radio or television reproduction 3a: syndicated b : hackneyed,
STEREOTYPED 4 slang ; DRUNK

can-nel coal \.kan-'I-\ n [prob. fr. E dial, cannel candle, fr. ME
candel} : a bituminous coal containing much volatile matter that
bums brightly

can«nery \'kan-(3-)re\ n : a factory for the canning of foods
can.ni.bal \*kan-3-.b3l\ n [NL Canibalis Carib, fr. Sp Canibal, fr.

Arawakan Caniba, Carib, of Cariban origin; akin to Carib Galibl
Caribs, lit., strong men] 1 : a human being who eats human flesh

2 : an animal that devours its own kind — cannibal adj — can-
ni>bal*ic \.kan-a-*bal-ik\ adj — can-ni>bal>ism \'kan-3-b3-,liz-
3m\ n —• can-ni-baMS'tic \,kan-9-b9-'lis-tik\ adj
can>ui*bal<ize \'kan-3-b3-,liz\ vt 1 : to dismantle (a machine)
for parts to be used as replacements in other machines 2 : to
deprive of parts or men in order to repair or strengthen another
unit '^ vi 1 ; to practice cannibalism 2 ; to cannibahze one unit
for the sake of another of the same kind

can>ni*kin \'kan-i-k9n\ n [prob. fr. obs. D kanneken, fr. MD
canneken, dim. of canne can; akin to OE canne can] 1 ; a small can
or drinking vessel 2 NewEng % a wooden bucket
can*ni>ly X'kan-^'I-eX adv : in a canny manner
can<ni>ness \'kan-e-n3s\ n : the state of being canny
ican>non \'kan-3n\ n, pi cannons or cannon [MP canon, fr. It

cannone, lit., large tube, aug. of canna reed, tube, fr. L, cane, reed —
more at cane] 1 pi usu cannon a : an artillery piece ; big gun
b : a heavy-caliber automatic aircraft gun firing explosive shells

2 : a smooth round horse bit 3 or can>on : the projecting part of a
bell by which it is hung : ear 4 [alter, of carom'^ Bril : a carom in
billiards and bagatelle 5 ; shank
2cannon vi 1 : to discharge cannon 2 Brit ; to carom in billiards
-^ v/ 1 : cannonade 2 Brit ; to carom into
ican>non>ade \,kan-3-'nad\ n ; a heavy fire of artillery

^cannonade vr : to attack with artillery '«- vi 1 : to deliver artillery
fire 2 : ^cannon 2
ican>non-baU \*kan-3n-,b61\ n 1 a : a round solid missile made for
firing from a cannon b : a missile of a soUd or hollow shape made
for cannon 2 ; a hard flat tennis service 3 : a fast train

2cannonball vi : to travel with great speed
cannon bone n [F canon, lit., cannon] : a bone in hoofed mammals
that supports the leg from the hock joint to the feilock
can.non-eer \.kan-9-'ri^i(3)r\ n ; an artillery gunner
can>non>ry \'kan-9n-re\ n 1 ; cannonading 2 ; artillery
can.not \'kan-(,)at; ka-'nat, ka-'\ : can not — cannot but : to be
bound to ; must
can.nu-la \'kan-y9-l9\ n, pJ cannulas or can-nu-lae \-,te\ [NL,
fr. L, dim. of canna reed — more at cane] ; a small tube for insertion
into a body cavity or into a duct or vessel

can<nu>lar \-l9r\ adj : tubular
ican.ny \'kan-e\ adj Vcani la: foresiohted, knowing b ; pru-
dent, wary c : clever, sly d : frugal, thrifty e : shrewd in
worldly affairs : sharp-witted 2 Scot a : fortunate, lucky
b : free from unnatural powers or ill-omened aspects c : skilled
in the supernatural or occult 3 a Scot l careful, steady b Scot
: quiet, snug c dial Brit ; agreeable to the eyes : pleasant

2canny adv, Scot : in a canny manner
ca.noe \k3-'nu\ n [F, fr. NLcanoa. fr. Sp. fr. Arawakan, of Cariban
origin; akin to Galibi canaoua'] ; a long light narrow boat with both
ends sharp and sides curved that is usu. paddled by hand — ca-
noe vb~ ca-noe-ist \-'nu-3st\ n

ican-on \'kan-9n\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. LL. fr. L, ruler, rule, model,
standard, fr. Gk kanon; akin to Gk kanna reed — more at cane]
1 a : a regulation or dogma decreed by a church council h : a
provision of canon law 2 [ME, prob. fr. OF, fr. LL, fr. L, model]
; the most solemn and unvarying part of the Mass including the act
of consecration 3 [ME, fr. LL, fr. L, standard] a : an authorita-
tive hst of books accepted as Holy Scripture b ; the authentic
works of a writer 4 a : an accepted principle or rule b : a cri-
terion or standard of judgment c_: a body of principles, rules,
standards, or norms 5 [LGk kanon, fr. Gk, model] : a contra-
puntal musical composition in two or more voice parts in which the
melody is imitated exactly and completely by the successive voices
syn see law

acanon n [ME canoun, fr. AF canunie, fr. LL canonicus one living
under a rule, fr. L according to rule, fr. Gk kanonikos, fr. kanon\
1 : one of the clergy of a medieval cathedral or large church living
in community under a rule 2 : a clergyman belonging to the chapter
or the staff of a cathedral or collegiate church 3 : canon regular

3ca>iion \'kan-y3n\ var oj canyon
can>on*ess \'kan-3-n3s\ n 1 : a woman living in community under
a religious rule but not under a perpetual vow 2 : a member of a
Roman Catholic congregation of women corresponding to canons
regular

ca*non.ic \k9-'nan-ik\ adj 1 : canonical 2 : of or relating to
musical canon

ca>non*i-cal \-i-k9l\ adj l : of or relating to a canon 2 ; con-
forming to a general rule : orthodox 3 : accepted as forming the
canon of scripture 4 : of or relating to a clergyman who is a canon
6 : reduced to the simplest or clearest schema possible — cannon-
i.caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

canonical hour n 1 : a time of day canonically appointed for an
office of devotion 2 : one of the daily offices of devotion that
compose the Divine Office and include matins with lauds, prime,
terce, sext, none, vespers, and compline

ca<uon>i*cals \k9-'nan-i-k3lz\ n pi : the vestments prescribed by
canon for a clergyman when officiating

can<on>ic>i<ty \,kan-9-'nis-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
canonical

can>on<ist \'kan-9-n9st\ n : a speciahst in canon law
can>on>iza>ticn \,kan-9-n9-'za-sh9n\ n ; the act of canonizing : the
state of being canonized
can>on>ize \'kan-9-,nrz\ vt [ME canonizen, fr. ML canonizare, fr.

LL canon catalog of saints, fr. L, standard] 1 : to declare (a de-
ceased person) an officially recognized saint 2 : to make canonical
3 : to sanction by ecclesiastical authority 4 : to accord sactosanct
or authoritative standing to
canon law n : the ecclesiastical law governing a Christian church
canon regular n, pi canons regular : a member of one of several
Roman Catholic religious institutes of regular priests living in com-
munity under a usu. Augustinian rule
can>on<ry \'kan-9n-re\ /i 1 : the prebend or office of a canon
2 ; a body of canons

ca-no-pic jar \k3-,no-pik-, -,nap-ik-\ n, often cap C ICanopus, city
in ancient Egypt] : a jar used by the ancient Egyptians for preserv-
ing the viscera of a deceased person usu. for burial with the mummy
Ca.no.pus \k3-*n6-p9S\ n [L, fr. Gk Kanoposl : a star of the first

magnitude in the constellation Argo not visible north of 37"
latitude
lcan>o>py \'kan-9-pe\ n [ME canope, fr. ML canopeum mosquito
net, fr. L conopeum, fr. Gk kdnopion, fr. konops mosquito] 1 a : a
cloth covering suspended over a bed b : a cover ias of cloth) sus-
pended above an exalted personage or sacred object ; baldachin
C : the uppermost spreading branchy layer of a forest d : awn-
ing, marquee 2 : an ornamental rooflike structure 3a; the
transparent enclosure over an airplane cockpit b : the lifting or
supporting surface of a parachute
2canopy vt : to cover with or as if with a canopy
ca>no>rous \k9-'n6r-9s, -'nor-; 'kan-3-r3s\ adj [L canorus, fr.

canor melody, fr. canere to sing — more at chant] : sounding
pleasandy : melodious — ca'no«rous-ly adv — ca>no<rous-ness n

canst \k3n(t)st, (')kan(t)st\ archaic pres 2d sing oj can
leant \'kant\ adj [ME, prob. fr. (assumed) MLG kanti dial Eng
; lively, lusty

2cant n [ME, prob. fr. MD or ONF; MD, edge, comer fr. ONF, fr.

L canihus, cantus iron tire, perh, of Celt origin; akin to W cant rim;
akin to Gk kanthos corner of the eye] 1 obs : corner, niche
2 : an external angle (as of a building) 3 a : a sudden thrust pro-
ducing a bias b : the bias so caused 4 : an oblique or slanting
surface 5 : an inclination from a given line : slope
Scant vt 1 : to give a cant or oblique edge to : bevel 2 ; to set at
an angle : tip or tilt up or over 3 : to turn or throw off or out by
tilting or rotating (-^ a rifle) 4 chiejly Brit ; to give a sudden turn
or new direction to ^ vi 1 : to pitch to one side : lean 2 : slope

4cant adj 1 ; having canted comers or sides 2 : slanting with
respect to a particular straight line

Scant v: [prob. fr. ONF canter to tell, lit., to sing, fr. L cantare —
more at chant] 1 ; beg 2 : to speak in cant or technical terms
3 : to talk hypocritically

Acant n, ojten attrib 1 : affected singsong speech 2 a : argot 1

b obs ; the phraseology peculiar to a religious class or sect c : jar-
gon 2 3 : a set or stock phrase 4 : the expression or repetition
of conventional, trite, or unconsidered opinions or sentiments;
esp ; the insincere use of pious phraseology syn see dialect

can't \(')kant, Ok^ntX ; can not
can>ta>bi>Ie \kan-'tab-3-,la, kan-'tab-9-le\ adv (or adj) [It, fr. LL
cantabilis worthy to be sung, fr. L cantare"] ; In a singing manner
— often used as a direction in music
Can.ta.bri.gian \,kant-9-'brij-(e-)3n\ n [ML Cantabrigia Cam-
bridge] 1 ; a student or graduate of Cambridge University 2 : a
native or resident of Cambridge, Mass. — Cantabrigian adj
can-ta4a \kan-'tal-9\ n [origin unknown] ; a hard fiber produced
from the leaves of an agave {Agave cantala)

can-ta>lDupe \'kant-'l-,6p\ n iCantalupo, former papal villa near
Rome, Italy] 1 : a muskmelon (Cucumis melo cantalupensis) with a
hard ridged or warty rind and reddish orange flesh 2 ; any of several
muskmelons resembling the cantaloupe; broadly : muskmelon

can.tan.ker.ous \kan-'tao-k(9-)r3s, k9n-\ adj [perh. irreg. fr.

obs. coniack (contention)] : ill-natured, quarrelsome — can-
tan*ker*ous>ly adv — can-tan-ker*ous*ness n

cau>ta*ta \k9n-'tat-9\ n [it, fr. L, sung mass, ecclesiastical chant, fr.



cantatrice 1^3 capillarity

fern, of cantatas, pp. of cantarel t a choral composition comprising
choruses, solos, recitatives, and interiudes, usu. accompanied by
organ, piano, or orchestra

can.ta. trice \,kant-3-'tre-che, ,ka°-t3-'tres\ n, pi can*ta>trlces
\-'tre-chez, -'tres(-3z)\ or can>ta*tJi>ci \-'tre-che\ [It& F; F, fr.

It, fr. LL cantatric; cantatrix, fem. of L caniator singer, fr, can-
talus, pp.] : a woman singer; esp ; an opera singer

cant dog n l^cant} : PEAVEY
can*teen \kan-'ten\ n [F cantine bottle case, sutler's shop, fr. It
cantina wine cellar, fr. canto corner, fr. L canthus iron tire] 1 : POST
EXCHANGE 2 ; a recreation room maintained by civilians for
servicemen 3 : a temporary or mobile restaurant 4 a : a parti-
tioned chest or box for holding cutlery b : a soldier's mess kit
5 ; a usu. cloth-jacketed flask for carrying water or other Uquids
icant>er \'kant-3r\ n : one that talks cant: as a : beggar, vaga-
bond h : a user of professional or religious cant
2can<ter \*kant-ar\ vb [short for obs. canterbury, fr. canterbury, n.
(canter), fr. Canterbury, England; fr. the supposed gait of pilgrims
to Canterbury] vi 1 : to move at or as if at a canter ; lope 2 ; to
ride or go on a cantering horse «- vr : to cause to go at a canter

3cail*ter n l : a 3-beat gait resembling but smoother and slower
than the gallop 2 : a ride at such a gait

Can.ter-buiy bell \.kant-3{r)-.ber-e-\ n [Canterbury, England]
: any of several bellflowers (as Campanula medium) cultivated for
their showy flowers

can.tha.ris \'kan(t)-th3-rgs\ n, pi can-thar-i-des \kan-'thar-a-
,dez\ [ME & L; ME cantharide, fr. L cantharid-, cantharis, fr. Gk
kantharid', kantharis} 1 : Spanish fly 1 2 pi but sing or pi in

constr : a preparation of dried beetles (as Spanish fhes) used as a
counterirritant and formerly as an aphrodisiac
cant hook n [^cant'\ : a wooden lever resembUng a peavey but having
a blunt end usu. with a toe ring and lip instead of a sharp spike
can.thus \'kan(t)-thas\ n, pi can-thi \'kan-,thT-, ,the\ [LL, fr.

Gk kanthos — more at cant] ; either of the angles formed by the
meeting of the upper and lower eyehds

can*ti-cle \'kant-i-kal\ n [ME, fr. L canticulum, dim. of canticum
song, fr. cantus, pp. of canere to sing] : SONG; specif : one of
several liturgical songs (as the Magnificat) taken from the Bible

can.ti-le.ver \'kant-n-,e-v3r, -.ev-3r\ n [perh. fr. 2cant + -i- -f-

lever"] ; a projecting beam or member supported at only one end:
as a : a bracket-shaped member supporting a balcony or a cornice
b : either of the two beams or trusses that project from piers toward
each other and that when joined direcdy or by a suspended con-
necting member form a span of a cantilever bridge

can*tll>late \'kant-4-,at\ vt [L cantillatus, pp. of cantillare to sing
low, fr, cantare to sing — more at chant] : to recite with musical
usu. improvised tones— can>til>la>tion \,kant-'l-'a-sh3n\ n

Can>ti>na \kan-*te-n3\ n [AmerSp, fr. Sp, canteen, fr. It, wine
cellar — more at canteen] Southwest 1 ; a pouch or bag at the
pommel of a saddle 2 ; a small barroom : saloon

can.tle \'kant-n\ n [ME cantel, fr. ONF, dim. of cant edge, comer]
1 ; SLICE, portion 2 : the upwardly projecting rear part of a sad-
dle
can.tO \'kan-(,)t6\ n [It, fr. L cantus song, fr. cantus, pp. of canere
to sing] ; one of the major divisions of a long poem
ican.ton \'kant-'n, 'kan-,tan\ n [MF, fr. OProv, fr. cant edge,
comer fr. L canthus iron tire — more at cant] 1 obs : division,
section 2 [MF, fr. It cantone, fr. canto corner, fr. L canthus] ; a
small territorial division of a country; as a : one of the states of
the Swiss confederation b : a division of a French arrondissement
3 : the top inner quarter of a flag 4 : the dexter chief region
of a heraldic field — can*ton>al \'kant-'n-al, kan-'^n-^lX adj

acan>ton ykant-'n, 'kan-,tan. in sense 2 usu kan-'ton or -'tan\ vt

1 ; to divide into parts; specif ; to divide into cantons 2 : quarter
can-ton crepe \,kan-,tan-\ n, often cap 1st C {Canton, China] : a
soft thick dress crepe made in plain weave with fine crosswise ribs

Can-ton-ese \.kant-'n-'ez, -'es\ n, pi Cantonese 1 ; a native or
inhabitant of Canton, China 2 ; the dialect of Chinese spoken in
and around Canton — Cantonese adj

can-ton flannel \,kan-.tan-\ n, often cap C iCanton, China]
: flannel lb

can>tOU>ment \kan-'t6n-mant, -'tan-\ n 1 ; the quartering of
troops 2 a : a group of more or less temporary structures for
housing troops b India ; a permanent mihiary station

can*tor \'kant-3r\ n [L, singer, fr. cantus pp. of canere to sing]
1 ; a choir leader ; precentor 2 : a synagogue official who sings
or chants liturgical music and leads the congregadon in prayer

can.trip \'kan-tr3p\ n [prob. alter, of caltrop} chiefly Scot ; spell
can*tus \'kant-3s\ n, pi can>tns \'kant-3s, 'kan-,tus\ 1 t cantus
FiRMUS 2 : the principal melody or voice

can-tus fir.mus \.kant-3s-'fi(a)r-m3s, -'fsrA^CML, Ht., fixed song]
1 ; the plainchant or simple Gregorian melody orig. sung in unison
and prescribed as to form and use by ecclesiastical tradition 2 ; a
melodic theme or subject; esp : one for contrapuntal treatment
canty \'kant-e\ adj l^cant} dial Brit : cheerful, sprightly
Ca-nuck \ka-'nak\ n [prob. alter, of Canadian] 1 ; Canadian
2 chiefly Canad i French Canadian 3 : Canadian French —
usu. used disparagingly

can-vas also can-vass \'kan-V3s\ n, often attrlb [ME canevas, fr.

ONF, fr. (assumed) VL cannabaceus hempen, fr. L cannabis hemp— more at cannabis] 1 ; a firm closely woven cloth usu. of linen,

hemp, or cotton used for clothing and sails 2 : a set of sails ; sail
3 : a piece of canvas used for a particular purpose 4 ; a military or
camping tent or a group of tents 5 ; a cloth surface prepared to
receive an oil painting; also : the painting on such a surface
6 ; a coarse cloth so woven as to form regular meshes for working
with the needle 7 : the floor of aboxing or wrestUng ring

can*vas>bacb \-,bak\ n : a No. American wild duck (Aythya
valisineria) esteemed for sport and food

can-vass also can.vas \'kan-vas\ vt 1 obs : to toss In a canvas
sheet in sport or punishment 2 a obs ; beat, trounce b archaic
: CASTIGATE 3 a I to examine in detail; specif ; to examine (votes)

officially for authenticity b : discuss, debate 4 ; to go through
(a district) or go to (persons^ to soUcit orders or political support
or to determine opinions or sentiments -^ vi ; to seek orders or
votes : SOLICIT — canvass n — can>vass-er n

can*yon Vkan-yanV n [AmerSp caflSn, prob. alter, of obs. Sp
calldn, aug. of calle street, fr. L callis footpath] : a deep narrow
valley with precipitous sides often with a stream flowing through_it
can>zo.ne \kan-'z6-ne, kant-'so-(.)na\ n, pi can^zo-nes \-nez,
-(,)naz\ or can>zo-ni \-ne\ [It, fr, L camion-, caniio song, fr.

cantus, pp. of canere to sing — more at chant] 1 ; a medieval
Italian or Frovengal lyric poem 2 : the melody of a canzone

can.Z0«net \,kan-z3-'net\ n [It canzonetta, dim. of canzone] 1 : a
part-song resembling but less elaborate than a madrigal 2 : a
hght and graceful song
caou.tcbouc \kau-'chuk, -'chukX n [F. fr. obs. Sp cauchuc (now
caucho), fr. Quechua] : i rubber 2a
leap \'kap\ n, often attrib [ME cappe, fr. OE cseppe, fr. LL cappa
head covering, cloak] 1 : a usu. tight-fitting covering for the head;
esp : one for men and boys usu. with a visor and without a brim
2 : a natural cover or top; as a ; an overlying rock layer usu. hard
to penetrate b (1) ; pileus (2) : calyptra c : the top of a bird's
head or a patch of distinctively colored feathers in this area
3a: something that serves as a cover or protection esp. for a tip,

knob, or end bra fitting for closing the end of a tube c : a layer
of new rubber fused onto the worn surface of a pneumatic tire

4 a ; a cardinal's biretta b : mortarboard 5 : an overlaying or
covering structure 6 : a paper or metal container holding an ex-
plosive charge
2cap vt capped; cap*ping 1 a : to provide or protect with or as if

with a cap b ; to give a cap to as a symbol of honor or rank 2 ; to
form a c;ip over : crown 3 a : to follow with something more
noticeable or more significant : outdo b ; match c : climax

ca.pa.bil.i.ty \,ka-p3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
capable 2 : a feature or faculty capable of development : poten-
tiality 3 ; the capacity for an indicated use or development
ca.pa.ble \'ka-p3-b3l\ adj [MF or LL; MF capable, fr. LL capa-
bilis, irreg. fr. L capere to take] 1 : susceptible 2 obs ; compre-
hensive 3 ; having sufficient physical or mental ability 4 : hav-
ing traits conducive to or admitting of 5 : having general ef-
ficiency and ability 6 obs : having legal right to own, enjoy, or
perform syn see able — ca<pa*ble*ness n— ca>pa>bly \-ble\ adv
Ca-pa-ClOUS \k3-'pa-sh3s\ adj [L capac-, capax capacious, capable,
fr. L capere] : able to contain a great deal — ca*pa>cious>ly adv— ca>pa-cious>ness n
ca>pac-i*tance \k3-'pas-3t-an(t)s\ n [capacity] 1 a : the property
of an electric nonconductor that permits the storage of energy as
a result of electric displacement when opposite surfaces of the non-
conductor are maintained at a difference of potential b : the mea-
sure of this property equal to the ratio of the charge on either sur-
face to the potential difference between the surfaces 2 : a part of
a circuit or network that possesses capacitance — ca<pac>i-tive
\-'pas-3t-iv\ adj— ca«pac-i-tive-ly adv

ca-pac-i-tate \k3-'pas-3-,tat\ vt : to make capable : qualify
ca>pac*i>tOI \-'pas-3t-3r\ n : a device giving capacitance usu. con-
sisting of conducting plates or foils separated by thin layers of
dielectric with the plates on opposite sides of the dielectric layers
oppositely charged by a source of voltage and the electrical energy
of the charged system stored in the polarized dielectric

ca>pac>i>ty \k3-*pas-at-e, -'pas-te\ n [ME capacite, fr. MF capacite,
fr. L capacitat-, capacitas, fr. capac-, capax] 1 a : the ability to
hold, receive, store, or accommodate b ; a measure of content : the
measured ability to contain : volume — see measure table, metric
system table c : maximum production or output d (1) : capaci-
tance (2) ; the quantity of electricity that a battery can deUver
under specified conditions 2 : legal qualification, competency,
power, or fitness 3a; ability, caliber b : power to grasp and
analyze ideas and cope with problems c : potentiality 4 ; a
position or character assigned or assumed
cap-a-pie or cap-a-pie \,kap-s-'pe\ adv [MF (de) cap a pi from
head to foot] ; from head to foot : at all points

ca>pa7>i-S0n \k3-'par-a-S3n\ n [MF caparaqon, fr. OSp caparazdn]
1 a : an ornamental covering for a horse b : decorative trappings
and harness 2 : rich clothing ; adornment — caparison vt

icape \'kap\ n, often attrib [ME cap, fr. MF. fr. OProv, fr. L
caput head — more at head] : a point or extension of land jutting

out into water as a peninsula or as a projecting point
2cape n [prob. fr. Sp capa cloak, fr. LL cappa head covering, cloak]
1 ; a sleeveless outer garment or part of a garment that fits closely
at the neck and hangs loosely from the shoulders 2 : the short
feathers covering the shoulders of a fowl below the hackle
Cape Cod cottage \(,)kap-,kad-\ n [Cape Cod, Mass.] : a compact
rectangular dwelling of one or one-and-a-half stories usu. with a
central chimney and a steep gable roof

Cape crawfish n [Cape of Good Hope] : the common edible spiny
lobster {Jasus lalandii) of southern Africa

cap.e.Iin \'kap-(3-)bn\ n [CanF capelan, fr. F, codfish, fr. OProv,
chaplain, codfish, fr. ML cappellanus chaplain — more at chaplain]
: a small northern sea fish (Malloius villosus) related to the smelts

Ca>pel-la \k3-'pel-s\ n [L, lit., she-goat, fr. caper he-goat — more
at capriole] ; a star of the first magnitude in Auriga
'ca.per \'ka-p3r\ n [back-formation fr. earlier capers (taken as a
plural), fr. ME caperis, fr. L capparis, fr. Gk kapparis] 1 ; any
of a genus (Capparis of the family Capparidaceae, the caper family)
of low prickly shrubs of the Mediterranean region; esp : one (C.
spinosa) cultivated for its buds 2 : one of the greenish flower
buds or young berries of the caper pickled for use as a relish

2caper vl ca>per>ing \-p(a-)rio\ [prob. by shortening & alter, fr.

capriole] ; to leap about in a gay froUcsome way : prance
3caper n 1 : a gay bounding leap 2 : a capricious escapade
cap.er.cail.Ue \,kap-3r-'kal-(y)e\ or cap-er-caiLzie \-'kal-ze\ n
[ScGael capalcoille, lit., horse of the woods] ; the largest Old World
grouse (Tetrao urogallus)

cape.slan \'kap-.skin\ n, often attrib [Cape of Good Hope]
: a light flexible leather made from sheepskins with the natural
grain retained and used esp. for gloves and garments

Ca<pe>tian \k3-'pe-sh9n\ adf ; of or relating to the French dynasty
founded by_Hugh Capet and reigning 987-1328 — Capetian n

ca-pi.as \'ka-pe--3s\ n [ME, fr. L, you should seize, fr. capere to take— more at heave] ; a legal writ or process commanding the officer

to arrest the person named in it

cap-il>laT-i>ty \,kap-3-'lar-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
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capillary 2 ; the action by which the surface of a liquid where It

is in contact with a soHd is elevated or depressed depending upon
the relative attraction of the molecules of the liquid for each other
and for those of the solid

lcap.il.Iary \'kap-a-,ler-e, Brit usu ka-'pil-a-re\ adj [F or L; F
capillaire, fr. L capiUaris, fr. capillus hair] 1 ; resembling a hair

esp. in slender elongated form; esp : having a very small bore <a -^

tube) 2 : involving, held by, or resulting from surface tension (as

in the soil) 3 ; of or relating to capillaries or capillarity

2capillaiy n : a capillary tube; esp : any of the smallest vessels of
the blood-vascular system connecting arterioles with venules and
forming networks throughout the body

capillary attraction n ; the force of adhesion between a solid and
a Uquid in capillarity

icap.i.tal \'kap-aL-=*l, 'kap-tnv adj [ME, fr. L capitalis, fr. capit-,

caput head] 1 a : punishable by death <a -^ crime) b : involving
execution i~ punishment) c : most serious <a ^^ error) 2 oj a
letter ; of or conforming to the series A. B, C, etc. rather than a, b,

c, etc. 3a; chief in importance or influence b : being the seat

of government 4 ; of or relating to capital 5 : excellent
^capital rt [ F or It; F, fr. It capiiale, fr. capitale, adj. chief, principal,

fr. L capitalis'i 1 a ; a stock of accumulated goods esp. at a speci-

fied time and in contrast to income received during a specified

period b : the value of these accumulated goods c : accumulated
goods devoted to the production of other goods d : net worth
e ; CAPFTAL STOCK, i I accumulated possessions calculated to bring
in income g : persons holding capital h : advantage, gain
2 Vcapital} a ; a capital letter; esp : an initial capital letter b : a
letter belonging to a style of alphabet modeled upon the style

customarily used in inscriptions 3 Vcapital} a : a city serving as

a seat of government h : a city preeminent in some special activity

3capital n [ME capitale, modif. of ONF capitel, fr. LL capitellum
small head, top of column, dim. of L capit-, caput] ; the uppermost
member of a column or pilaster crowning the shaft and taking the

weight of the entablature
capital account n 1 a : an account representing ownership in a
business b : a corporation account classified as part of net worth
c ; ^cAPFfAL la 2 : a capital assets account

capital assets n pi : long-term assets either tangible or Intangible

capital expenditure n : an expenditure for long-term additions or
betterments properly chargeable to a capital assets account

cap.i.taUism X'kap-st-^'l-.iz-sm, 'kap-t=l-\ n : an economic system
characterized by private or corporation ownership of capital goods,
by investments that are determined by private decision rather than
by state control, and by prices, production, and the disuibution
of goods that are determined mainly in a free market

Icap.i'tal.ist \-3st\ n : a person who has capital esp. invested in

business; broadly : a person of wealth ; plutocrat
scapitalist or cap.i.tal.is.tic \,kap-at-'l-'is-tik, ,kap-t'!-\ adj

1 ; owning capital 2 a : practicing or advocating capitalism

b : marked by capitalism — cap.i.taMs.ti.caMy \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv
cap.i.tal>iza*tion x.kap-st-n-a-'za-shsn, .kap-t=l-\ n 1 a : the

act or process of capitalizing h : a sum resulting from a process of
capitalizing c : the total liabilities of a business including both
ownership capital and borrowed capital d ; the total value of
such Uabilities 2 ; the use of a capital letter in writing or printing

cap.i'tal'ize \'kap-3t-n-,Tz, 'kap-t^'l-X vl 1 : to write or print with
an initial capital or in capitals 2 : to convert into capital 3 a ; to

compute the present value of (an income extended over a period of

time) b : to convert (a periodic payment) into an equivalent
capital sum 4 : to supply capital for ^ vi : to gain by turning
something to advantage ; PROFrr <~ on an opponent's mistake)

capital levy n : a levy on personal or industrial capital in addition
to income tax and other taxes : a general property tax

cap.i-taJ-ly \'kap-3t-^l-e, 'kap-t^l-\ adv 1 ; in a manner involving
the death sentence 2 : excellently, admirably

capital ship n : a warship of the first rank in size and armament
capital stock n l : the outstanding shares of a joint-stock com-
pany considered as an aggregate 2 I capitalization Id 3 : the
ownership element of a corporation divided into shares and rep-
resented by certificates

cap.i'tate \'kap-3-,taT\ adj [L copitatus headed, fr. capit-, caput
head] 1 : formmg a head 2 : abruptly enlarged and globose

Cap.i.ta-tion \,kap-3-'ia-sh3n\ n, ojien attrib [LL capitation-,

capitatio poll tax, fr. L capit-, caput} 1 ; a direct uniform tax im-
posed upon each head or person : poll tax 2 ; a uniform per
capita payment or fee

cap'i'tol Vkap-3t-'l,'kap-t'l\ n [L Capitolium, temple of Jupiter at

Rome on the Capitoiine hill] 1 : a buildmg in which a state legis-

lative body meets 2 cap : the building in which the U. S. Congress
meets at Washington

Cap'i'to.line \*kap-9t-'l-.m, Brit usu k3-'pit-3-,lTn\ adj [L capita-

linus, fr. Capitolium] : of or relating to the smallest of the seven
hills of ancient Rome, the capitol on it, or the gods worshiped there

ca.pit.U.lar \k3-'pich-3-l3r\ adj [ML capitularis, fr. capitulum
chapter] : of or relating to an ecclesiastical chapter

ca.pit.U'laiy \-,ler-e\ n [ML capitulare, lit., document divided into

sections, fr. LL capitulum section, chapter — more at chapter] ; a
civil or ecclesiastical ordinance; also ; a collection of ordinances

ca*pit*U.late \k3-*pich-a-,lat\ vi [ML capitulatus, pp. of capitulare

to distinguish by heads or chapters, fr. LL capitulum] 1 archaic

; PARLEY, NEGOTIATE 2 a t to Surrender esp. upon terms b : to

cease resisting : acquiesce syn see yield
oa.pit.u.la*tion \ka-,pich-3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : a set of terms or articles

constituting an agreement between governments 2 ; the act or
agreement of one that surrenders upon stipulated terms
ca.pit.U'ium \k3-'pich-3-l3m\ n. pi ca-pit-u-la \-l3\ [NL, fr. L,

small head] 1 : a rounded protuberance of an anatomical part
(as a bone) 2 ; a racemose inflorescence with the axis shortened
and dilated to form a rounded or flattened cluster of sessile flowers

ca.pon \'ka-,pan, -pan\ n [ME, fr. OE capun, prob. fr. ONF capon,
fr. L capon-, capo: akin toGk koptein to cut] ; a castrated male
chicken — ca.pon.ize \'ka-p3-,niz\ vt

cap.Q.ral \'kap-(a-)r9l, ,kap-a-'ral\ n [F, lit., corporal — more at

CORPORAL] : a coarse tobacco
ca.pote \k^'p6t\ n [F, fr. cape cloak, fr. LL cappa"] ; a usu. long
and hooded cloak or overcoat

cap.per \'kap-3r\ n 1 : one that caps; esp : an operator or a ma-
chine that appUes the closure or cap 2 ; decoy 3, shill
cap.ping \'kap-io\ n : something that caps

cap.ric acid \,kap-rik-\ n [ISV, fr. L capr-, caper goat; fr. Its odor]
: a fatty acid C10H20O2 found in fats and oils

ca.priccio \k3-'pre-(,)cho, -che-,6\ n [It] 1 : whimsy, fancy
2 : caper, prank 3 : an instrumental piece in free form usu. lively
in tempo and brilUant in style

ca-price \k3-'pres\ n [F, fr. It capriccio, lit., head with hair standing
on end, shudder, fr. capo head (fr. L caput) + riccio hedgehog, fr. L
ericius] 1 : a sudden unpredictable turn or change; esp l whim
2 : a disposition to change one's mind impulsively 3 : capriccio 3
syn caprice, freak, whim, vagary, crotchet mean an irrational

or fanciful notion, caprice emphasizes lack of evident motivation
and suggests willfulness; freak suggests an impulsive, causeless
change of mind; whim stresses the unaccountability or quaintness of
a notion or desire; vagary suggests the erratic, extravagant, or
irresponsible character of a notion or impulse; crotchet impUes a
perversely heretical or eccentric opinion or preference esp. on some

ca.pri'Cious \ka-'prish-as, -'pre-shssV adj : governed or charac-
terized by caprice : apt to change suddenly or impredictably syn
see inconstant — ca*pri.cioas>ly adv — ca.pri.clous.ness n
Cap.ri-corn \'kap-ri-,k60)m\ n [ME Capricorne, fr. L Capri-
cornus (gen. Capricorni), it. caper goat -f- cornu horn — more at
horn ] 1 ; a southern zodiacal constellation between Sagittarius and
Aquarius 2 : the 10th sign of the zodiac

cap.rl'fi.ca.tlon \,kap-r3-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n [L caprijication-, caprl-
jicatio, fr. caprijicatus, pp. of caprijicare to pollinate by caprifica-
tion, fr. caprijicus] : artificial pollination of figs by hanging in the
trees flowering branches of the caprifig to facilitate pollen transfer
by a wasp to the edible figs

cap.ri.fig \'kap-r3-,fig\ n [ME caprijige, part trans, of L caprijicus,

fr. capr-, caper goat + jicus fig — more at fig] ; a wild fig {Ficus
carica sylvestris) of southern Europe and Asia Minor used for
caprification of the edible fig; also ; its fruit

cap.rine \'kap-,rTn\ adj [L caprinus, fr. capr-, caper] : of, relating
10. or being a goat

cap.ri-Ole \'kap-re-,ol\ n [MF or Olt; MF capriole, fr. Olt
capriola, fr. capriolo roebuck, fr. L capreolus goat, roebuck, fr.

capr-, caper he-goat; akin to OE hsefer goat, Gk kapros wild boar]
1 : CAPER 2 oj a trained horse : a vertical leap with a backward kick
of the hind legs at the height of the leap — capriole vi

ca.pro.lc acid \ka-,pro-ik-\ n [ISV, fr. L capr-, caper] ; a liquid
fatty acid CeHizOa thai is found as a glycerol ester in fats and oils

or made synthetically and used in pharmaceuticals and flavors

ca.pryl.ic acid \k3-,pril-ik-\ n [ISV capryl, a radical contained In
it] : a fatty acid C14H16O2 of rancid odor occuning in fats and oils

cap'Sa.icin \kap-'sa-a-s3n\ n [irreg. fr. NL Capsicum] : a colorless
irritant phenolic amide CieH27N03 from various capsicums

Cap'Si-an \'kap-se-3n\ adj [F capsien, fr. L Capsa Gaisa, Tunisia]
; of or relating to a Paleohthic culture of northern Africa and south-
ern Europe
cap.si'Cum \'kap-si-k3m\ n [NL, genus name] 1 : any of a genus
(Capsicum) of tropical herbs and shrubs of the nightshade family
widely cultivated for their many-seeded usu. fleshy-walled berries— called also pepper 2 : the dried ripe fruit of some capsicums (as

C. jrutescens) used as a gastric and intestinal stimulant
cap.size \'kap-,sTz, kap-'\ vb [origin unknown] vt i to cause to

capstan

cap.Stan \'kap-stan\ n [ME] : a machine for mov-
ing or raising heavy weights by winding cable around
a vertical spindle-mounted drum that is rotated
manually or driven by steam or electric power
cap.stone \'kap-,st6n\ n Vcap] 1 ; a coping stone

: COPING 2 : the crowning point : ACME
cap.su.lar \'kap-sa-l3r\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or
resembling a capsule 2 : capsul.^te
cap.su.late \-,lat, -l9t\ or cap.su.lat-ed \-,lat-3d\
adj : enclosed in a capsule
leap. sale X'kap-sal, -(,)siil\ n [F, fr. L capsula, dim.
of capsa box — more at case] 1 a : a membrane or
sac enclosing a body part b : either of two layers of
while matter in the cerebrum 2 : a closed receptacle containing
spores or seeds: as a : a dry dehiscent usu. many-seeded fruit com-
posed of two or more carpels b : the spore sac of a moss 3 ; a
gelatin shell enclosing medicine 4 : an often polysaccharide enve-
lope surrounding a microorganism 5 : an extremely brief conden-
sation 6 : a compact usu. detachable receptacle 7 : an ejectable

enclosed pilot compartment
zcapsule adj l : extremely brief 2 ; small and very compact
icap'tain \'kap-t3n\ n [ME capitane, fr. MF capitain, fr. LL
capitaneus, adj. & n.. chief, fr. L capit-, caput head — more at head]
1 a : the commander of a body of troops or of a miUtary establish-

ment b : a commander under a sovereign or general c (1) : an
officer in charge of a ship (2) : a commissioned officer in the navy
ranking above a commander and below a commodore or a rear
admiral d : a commissioned officer in the army, air force, or marine
corps ranking above a first lieutenant and below a major e : a dis-

tinguished military leader f ; a leader of a side or team 2 ; a dom-
inanr figure — cap-tain-cy \-se\ n — cap.tain.ship \-,ship\ n
acaptain vt : to be captain of : lead
icap.tion \'kap-shan\ n [ME capcioun, fr. L caption-, captio, fr.

captus, pp. of capere to take — more at heave] 1 : the part of a
legal instrument that shows where, when, and by what authority it

was taken, found, or executed 2 a ; the heading esp. of an article

or document : title b : the explanatory comment or designation
accompanying a pictorial illustration c : a motion-picture subtiUe

2caption vt cap.tion.ing \'kap-sh(3-)nio\ : to furnish with a cap-
tion ; entitle

cap.tious \'kap-sh3s\ adj [ME capcious, fr. MF or L; MF captieux
fr. L captiosus, fr. captio act of taking, deception] 1 ; calculated to
confuse, entrap, or entangle in argument 2 ; marked by an in-
cUnation to stress faults and raise objections syn see critical —
cap.tious.ly adv — cap.tious.ness n

cap.ti.vate \'kap-t3-,vai\ vt 1 archaic I seize, capture 2 : to
influence and dominate by some special charm, art, or trait and
with an irresistible appeal syn see attract — cap.ti>va*tiOU
\,kap-i3-'va-shan\ n — cap'ti-va-tor \'kap-t3-,vat-3r\ n

cap.tive \'kap-tiv\ adJiME, fr. L captivus, fr. captus, pp. of caperel
1 a : taken and held as piisoner esp. by an enemy in war b ; kept
within bounds ; confined c (1) ; held under control (2) ; owned
or controlled by another concern and operated for its needs rather
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than for an open market <a ^^ mine) 2 : of or relating to captivity
3 : CAPTIVATED, CHARMED — captlve n

cap<tiv-l>ty \kap-'tiv-st-e\ n 1 ; the state of being captive 2 ar-
chaic : a group of captives

cap>tor \'kap-t9r, -,t6(3)r\ n [LL, fr. L captus"} ; one that has cap-
tured a person or thing
icap-ture \'kap-ch3r\ n [MF, fr. L captura, fr. captus, pp. of caperel
1 ; the act of catching or gaining control by force, stratagem, or
guile 2 : one that has been taken; esp : a prize ship 3 : the act of
moving so as to take an opponent's chessman or checker 4 : the
coalescence of an atomic nucleus with an elementary particle that
may result in an emission from or fission of the nucleus

2capture vt cap>tur>ing \'kap-ch3-rio. 'kap-shrio\ 1 a : to take
captive : win, gain <'^ a city) to ; to preserve in a relatively perma-
nent form 2 : to take according to rules of a game 3 ; to bring
about the capture of (an elementary particle) syn see catch
ca-puche \k3-'pUch, -'push\ n [It cappuccio, fr. cappa cloak, fr. LL]

; HJOD; esp ; the cowl of a Capuchin friar

ca.pu.cllin V'kap-ya-shan, -chan; k3-'p(y)u-\ n [MF, fr. Olt
cappuccino, fr. cappuccio; fr. his cowl] 1 cap : a member of the
Order of Friars Miror Capuchin forming since 1529 an austere
branch of the first order of St. Francis of Assisi engaged in mission-
ary work and preaching 2 : a hooded cloak for women 3 : any of
a genus {Cebus) of So. American monkeys; esp : one (C. capucinus)
with the hair on its crown resembling a monk's cowl
Cap.u.let \'kap-ya-l3t\ n ; the family of Juliet in Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet

Cap'V>bara \,kap-i-'bar-3, -'bar-\ n [Pg capibara, fr. Tupi] : a
tailless largely aquatic So. American rodent {Hydrochoerus capy-
bara) often exceeding four feet in length

car \'kar\ n [.ME carre, fr. AF, fr. L carra, pi. of carrum, alter, of
carrus, of Cdt origin; akin to Olr & MW carr vehicle; akin to L
currere to run] 1 ; a vehicle moving on wheels: a archaic ; car-
riage, cart, wagon b : a chariot of war or of triumph c : a
vehicle adapted to the rails of a railroad or street railway d : auto-
mobile 2 : the cage of an elevator 3 : the portion of an airship
or balloon that carries the power plant, personnel, and cargo
ca<ra<bao \,kar-5-'bau. ,kar-\ n [Phil Sp, fr. Eastern Bisayan
karabdw'] : water buffalo

caT<a*bi*neer or car.a.bi-nier \.kar-3-b3-'ni(air\ n [F carabinier,
fr. carabine carbine] ; a soldier armed with a carbine

caT>a.bi<ner \,kar-3-'be-n3r\ n (G karabiner] : an oblong ring that
snaps to the eye or link of a piton to hold a freely running rope

Cara<caia \,kar-3-'kar-3, -3-k3-'ra\ n [Sp caracara & Pg caracard,
fr. Tupi caracara, of imit. origin] : any of various large longs
legged mostly So. American hawks like vultures in habits

car<a-COle \'kar-3-,k61\ n [F, fr. Sp caracal snail, spiral stair,

caracole] 1 : a half turn to right or left executed by a mounted
horse 2 ; a turning or capering movement — caracole vb
car>a>cul Vkar-3-k3l\ n [alter, of karakul} : the pelt of a karakul
lamb after the curl begins to loosen

ca.rale \ka-'raf\ n [F, fr. It carajja, fr. Ar gharrajah"} : a bottle
with a flaring lip used to hold water or beverages

car.a.ga.na \,kar-3-'gan-3\ « [NL, genus name, of Turkic origin;

akin to Kirghiz karaghan Siberian pea tree] : any of a genus
(Caragana) of Asiatic leguminous shrubs or small trees extensively
used in dry areas for hedges and in shelterbelts

car>a>geen var oj carrageen
car-a.mel \'kar-3-m3l, 'kar-mal\ n [F, fr. Sp caramelo, fr. Pg,
icicle, caramel, fr. LL calamellus small reed — more at shawm]
1 : an amorphous brittle brown and somewhat bitter substance
obtained by heating sugar and used as a coloring and flavoring
agent 2 ; a firm chewy candy usu. cut in small blocks
car>a>mel*ize \-m3-,iTz\ vb : to turn into caramel
ca.ran.gid \k3-'ran-j3d, -'rar)-g3d\ adj [deriv. of F carangue shad,
horse mackerel, fr. Sp caranga} : of or relating to a large family
(Carangidae) of marine spiny-finned fishes including important
food fishes — carangid, n
car*a>pace \'kar-3-,pas\ n [F, fr. Sp carapachol 1 ; a bony or
chitinou? case or shield covering the back or part of the back of an
animal (as a turtle) 2 ; a hard protective outer covering
icarat var oj karat
2car-at \'kar-3t\ n [prob. fr. ML carratus, fr. Ar qlrdt bean pod, a
small weight, fr. Gk keraiion carob bean, a small weight, fr. dim. of
kerat-, keras horn] ; a unit of weight for precious stones equal to
200 milligrams

car-a.van \'kar-3-,van, -V3n\ n [It caravana, fr. Per karwan}
1 a : a company of travelers on a journey through desert or hostile

regions; also : a train of pack animals b : a group of vehicles
traveling together in a file 2 : a covered vehicle: as a : a vehicle
equipped as traveling Uving quarters b Brit : trailer 3b

car.a.van.sa-ry \,kar-3-'van(t)-s3-re\ or car-a-van-se-rai \-s3-
,rT\ n (Per karwansaral, fr. karwan caravan + sarai palace, inn]
1 : an inn in eastern countries where caravans rest at night that is

usu. a large bare building surrounding a court 2 : hotel, inn
car.a.vel \'kar-3-,vel, -V3l\ n [MF caravelle, fr. OPg caravela}

: any of several sailing ships; specif : a small 15th and 16th century
ship with broad bows, high narrow poop, and lateen sails

car.a.way \'kar-3-,wa\ n [ME. prob. fr. ML carvi, fr. Ar karawya,
fr. Gk icaronl : a biennial usu. white-flowered aromatic herb
(Carum carvi) of the carrot family with pungeni fruits

carb- or carbo- comb jorm [F, fr. carbone} : carbon ; carbonic
: carbonyl : carboxyl (carftide) <ca/-6ohydrate)

car>ba<mate \'kar-b3-,mat, kar-'bam-,at\ n : a salt or ester of
carbamic acid
car*bam>ic acid \(,)kar-,bam-ik-\ n [ISV carb- -H amide] : an acid

CH3NO2 known in the form of salts and esters that is a half amide
of carbonic acid

carb-an>ion \kar-'ban-,T-3n, -,T-,an\ n : an organic ion carrying a
negative charge at a carbon location
car>ba*zole \'kar-b3-,zol\ n [ISV] : a crystalline feebly basic
cyclic compound CuHgN found in anthracene that is the parent of
various dyes

car>bide \'kar-,bTd\ n [ISV] ; a binary compound of carbon with a
more electropositive element; esp ; calcium carbide

car-bine \'kar-,bTn, -,ben\ n [F carabine, fr. MF carabin carabineer]
1 : a short-barreled lightweight shoulder firearm 2 : a light auto-
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matlc or semiautomatic military rifle

car-bi-nol \'kar-b3-,n61, -,noI\ n [ISV, fr. obs. G karbin methyl, fr.

G karb- carb-] : methanol; also : an alcohol derived from it

car.bo.cy.cUc \.kar-bo-'sI-klik, -'sik-lik\ adj [ISV] : being or
having an organic ring composed of carbon atoms

cai.bo.hy.drate \,kar-bo-'hT-,drat. -dr3t\ n : any of various neutral
compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen (as sugars, starches,
celluloses) most of which are formed by green plants and which
constitute a major class of animal foods
car-bo*lat-ed \'kar-b3-.lat-3d\ adj : impregnated with carbolic acid
car.bol.ic acid \(,)kar-.baI-ik-\ n [ISV carb- + L oleum oU —
more at oil] ; phenol 1

car<bDn \'kar-b3n\ n, ojten attrib [F carbone, fr. L carbon-, carbo
ember, charcoal] 1 : a nonmetallic chiefly tetravalenl element
found native (as in the diamond and graphite) or as a constituent of
coal, petroleum, and asphalt, of Umestone and other carbonates,
and of organic compounds or obtained artificially in varying de-
grees of purity esp. as carbon black, lampblack, activated carbon,
charcoal, and coke — see element table 2 a : a sheet of carbon
paper b : carbon copy 3 a ; a carbon rod used in an arc lamp
b : a piece of carbon used as an element in a voltaic cell

car.bo.na.ceous \,kar-b3-'na-sh3s\ adj 1 : rich in carbon 2 : re-
lating to, containing, or composed of carbon 3 : carbonous 2
icai<bo.na.do \,k'ar-b3-'nad-(,)6, -'nad-\ n, pi cartoouados or
carbonadoes [Sp carbonada} archaic : a broiled or grilled piece
of meat scored before cooking
^carbonado vt 1 archaic : to make a carbonado of 2 archaic : cut
3carbonado n, pi carbonados [Pg. lit., carbonated] : an impure
opaque dark -colored fine-grained aggregate of diamond particles
valuable for its superior toughness
icar>bon<ate \'kar-b3-,nat, -n3t\ n ; a salt or ester of carbonic acid
2caT>bon>ate \-,nat\ vt 1 : to convert into a carbonate 2 ; to
impregnate with carbon dioxide (.carbonated beverage) — car-
bon<ation \,kar-b3-'na-sh3n\ n

carbon black n ; any of various colloidal black substances con-
sisting wholly or principally of carbon used esp. as pigments
carbon copy n 1 : a copy made by carbon paper 2 : duplicate
carbon cycle n 1 : a cycle of thermonuclear reactions in which four
hydrogen atoms synthesize into a helium atom with the release of
nuclear energy and which is held to be the source of most of the
energy radiated by the sun and stars 2 : the cycle of carbon in
living beings in which carbon dioxide is fixed by photosynthesis to
form organic nutrients and ultimately restored to the inorganic state
by respiration and protoplasmic decay
carbon dioxide n : a heavy colorless gas COz that does not support
combustion, dissolves in water to form carbonic acid, is formed esp.
by the combustion and decomposition of organic substances, is

absorbed from the air by plants in photosynthesis, and is used in the
carbonation of beverages
carbon disulfide n : a colorless flammable poisonous liquid CSz used
as a solvent for rubber and as an insect fumigant — called also
carbon bisuljide

carbon 14 n ; a heavy radioactive isotope of carbon of mass number
14 used esp. in tracer studies and in dating archaeological and
geological materials

car«bon.ic \kar-'ban-ik\ adj ; of. relating to, or derived from car-
bon, carbonic acid, or carbon dioxide

carbonic acid n : a weak dibasic acid H2CO3 known only In solution
that reacts with bases to form carbonates

carbonic acid gas n : carbon dioxide
car.bon.if.er.OUS \,kar-b3-'nif-(3-)rss\ adj 1 : producing or con-
taining carbon or coal 2 cap : of, relating to, or being the period of
the Paleozoic era between the Devonian and the Permian or the
corresponding system_of rocks — Carbonilerous n
car-bo-ni-um \kar-'bo-ne-3m\ n [carb- + -onium} : an organic Ion
carrying a positive charge at a carbon location
car>bon<iza-tion \,kar-b3-n3-'za-sh3n\ n : the process of car-
bonizing; esp ; destructive distillation (as of coal)

car»bon.ize \'kar-b3-,nTz\ vt 1 : to convert into carbon or a car-
bonic residue 2 : carburize 1 ~ vi : 10 become carbonized
carbon monoxide n : a colorless odorless very toxic gas CO that
bums to carbon dioxide with a blue flame and is formed as a prod-
uct of the incomplete combustion of carbon
car*bon>ous \'kar-b3-n3s\ adj 1 : derived from, containing, or
resembling carbon 2 : brittle and dark in color
carbon paper n 1 : a thin paper faced with a waxy pigmented coat-
ing so that when placed between two sheets of paper the pressure of
writing or typing on the top sheet causes transfer of pigment to the
bottom sheet 2 : gelatin-coated paper used in the carbon process
carbon process n : a photographic printing process utilizing a sheet
of paper coated with bichromated gelatin mixed with a pigment
carbon tetrachloride n : a colorless nonflammable toxic liquid CCI4
that has an odor resembling that of chloroform and is used as a
solvent and a fire extinguisher

car»bon.yl X'kar-ba-.nil, -,nei\ n 1 : a bivalent radical CO occurring
in aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids, esters, acid halides, and
amides 2 ; a compound of the carbonyl radical with a metal —
car»bon-yl>ic \,kar-b3-'nil-ik\ adj
Car>bo*run.dum X.kar-bs-'ran-damX trademark — used for var-
ious abrasives
car.box.yl \kar-'bak-s3l\ n [ISV] : a univalent radical -COOH
typical of organic acids — car»box.yl-ic \,kar-(,)bak-'sil-lk\ adj

car-box*yl>ase \kar-'bak-s3-,las, -.laz\ n [ISV] : an enzyme that
catalvzes decarboxylation or carboxylation
icar.box.yl>ate \-,lat, -l3t\ n : a salt or ester of a carboxylic acid
2car-box»yl'ate \-,lat\ vt : to introduce carboxyl or carbon dioxide
into (a compound) with formation of a carboxyUc acid — car*box-
yl-ation \(,)kar-,bak-s3-'la-sh3n\ n

car-boy \'kar-,b6i\ n [Per qardba, fr. Ar qarrabah demijohn] ; a
large cylindrical container for liquids made of glass, plastic, or
metal and cushioned in a special container

car.bun.Cle \'kar-,barj-k3l\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L carbunculus small
coal, carbuncle, dim. of carbon- carbo charcoal, ember — more at
carbon ] 1 a obs : any of several red precious stones b ; the garnet
cut cabochon 2 ; a painful local purulent inflammation of the
skin and deeper tissues with multiple openings for the discharge of
pus and usu. necrosis and sloughing of dead tissue — car>bun>cled
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\-k3l(l\ adj — car>baii*cu-lar \kar-'b3o-ky3-Isr\ ad]
car.bu-ret \'kar-b(y)3-,rat, esp by chemists -,ret\ vt caT-ba*ret*ed
also car>bu-ret>ted; car.bu-ret.ing also car*bu>ret-ting [obs.
carbitret (carbide) ] 1 : to combine chemically with carbon 2 : to
enrich by mixing with volatile carbon compounds — car>bu<re-
tion \,kar-b(y)3-'ra-sh3n\ n

Car-bu-ret-or \'kar-b(y)3-,rat-3r\ n : an apparatus for supplying
an internal-combustion engine with vaporized fuel mixed with air
in an explosive mixture
car'bu*n<za>tion \.kar-bya-r3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the process of car-
burizing

car*bu*rize \'kar-by3-,rTz\ vt [obs. carburet (carbide)] 1 : to com-
bine or impregnate (as metal) with carbon 2 : carburet 2

car-ca-jou X'kar-ks-Jii, -,zhij\ n [CanF, fr. Algonquian Monta-
gnais karkajou} ; wolverine

car*ca.net \'kar-k3-n3t\ n [MF carcan} archaic l an ornamental
necklace or headband
car*case \'kar-kss\ Brit var of carcass
car.cass \'kar-k3s\ n [MF carcasse, fr. OF carcois"] 1 : a dead body

: corpse; esp : the dressed body of a meat animal 2 : the living,

material, or physical body 3 : the decaying or worthless remains
of a structure 4 : the foundation structure of something (as a tire)

Carcin- or carcino- comb jorm [Gk karkin-, karkino-, fr. karkinosl
1 ; crab (carcinology) 2 : tumor : cancer <ca7-cmogenic>

car*cin-o-gen \kar-'sin-a-j3n, 'kars-'n-3-,jen\ /i ; a substance or
agent producing or inciting cancer — car*ci<no>gen<e-sis \,kars-
"n-o-'jen-s-sasX n — car-ci.no.gen-ic \-'jen-ik\ adj ~ cai<ci*iio-
ge-nic-i-ty \-j3-'nis-3t-e\ n

car. ci.no.ma X.kars-^n-'o-maX n, pi carcinomas or car.cl>no-
ma-ta \-m3t-3\ [L, fr. Gk karkinoma cancer, fr. karkinos] ; a
malignant tumor of epithelial origin — car>ci*no.ma.tous \,kars-
'n--am-3t-3s, -'o-matA adj

car.ci.no.ma.tO'Sis \-,o-m3-'to-sas\ n [NL, fr. L carcinomat-,
carcinoma} : a condition in which multiple carcinomas are develop-
ing simultaneously usu. after dissemination from a primary source
icard \'kard\ vt : to cleanse, disentangle, and collect together (as

fibers) by the use of a card preparatory to spinning — card.er n
Scaid n [ME carde, fr. MFj fr. LL cardus thistle, fr. L carduusi
1 : an implement for raismg a nap on cloth 2 : an instrument
or machine for carding fibers consisting usu. of bent wire teeth set
closely in rows in a thick piece of leather fastened to a back
3card n [ME carde, modif. of MF carte, prob. fr. Olt carta, lit.,

leaf of paper, fr. L charia leaf of papyrus, fr. Gk chartes} 1 : play-
ing CARD 2 pi but sing or pi in canstr a : a game played with cards
b : card playing 3 : something compared to a valuable playing
card in one's hand 4 : a usu. clownishly amusing person ; wag
6 : COMPASS CARD 6 a : a flat stiff usu, small and rectangular piece
of paper or thin paperboard b : program; esp : a sports program
(racing --> c : a wine list : menu

flcard vt 1 : to place or fasten on or by means of a card 2 ; to pro-
vide with a card 3 : to list or record on a card 4 : score
car.da.mom X'kard-a-mam, -,mam\ n [L cardarnomum, fr. Gk
kardamomon, blend of kardamon peppergrass & amomon, an Indian
spice plant] : the aromatic capsular fruit of an East Indian herb
(Elettaria cardarnomum) of the ginger family with seeds used as a
condiment and in medicine; also ; this plant
Icard.board \'kard-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a stiff moderately
thick paperboard

^cardboard adj : made of or as if of cardboard
cardi- or cardio- comb jorm [Gk kardi-, kardio-, fr. kardia — more
at heart] : heart {cardiogram}

-car-dia \'kard-e-3\ n comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk kardia} : heart action
or location (of a specified type) <dextrocard/rt> (tachycardia)
1car.di.ac \'kard-e-,ak\ adj [L cardiacus, fr. Gk kardiakos, fr.

kardia} 1 a : of, relating to, situated near, or acting on the heart
b : of or relating to the part of the stomach into which the esopha-
gus opens or to the stomach exclusive of the pyloric end 2 ; of or
relating to heart disease

2cardiac n : a person with heart disease
car.di.al.gia \,kard-e-'al-j(e-)a\ n [NL, fr. Gk kardlalgia, fr.

kardia + -algia} 1 ; heartburn 2 : pain in the heart
car.di.gan \'kard-i-g3n\ n [James Thomas Brudenell, 7th Earl of
Cardigan tl868 E soldier] ; a usu. coUarless sweater or jacket that
opens the full length of the center front

Cardigan n i Cardigan county, Wales] : a Welsh corgi with rounded
ears, slightly bowed forelegs, and long tail

icar.di.nal X'kard-nsl, -'n-3l\ adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL cardinalis,
fr. L, of a hinge, fr. cardin-, cardo hingej akin to OE hratian to rush,
Gk skairein to gambol] : of basic importance : main, chief,
primary syn see essential — car.di.nal.ly \-e\ adv
scardinal n 1 i a high ecclesiastical official of the Roman Catholic
Church who ranks next below the pope and is appointed by him
to assist him as a member of the college of cardinals 2 : cardinal
NUMBER — usu. uscd in pi. 3 ; a woman's short hooded cloak
orig. of scarlet cloth 4 [fr. its color, resembling that of the car-
dinal's robes] : any of several American finches (genus Richmon-
dena) of the southern and middle U. S. of which the male is bright
red with a black face and pointed crest — car*di'Ual>sbip
\-.ship\ n

car-di.nal.ate \-3t, -,at\ n 1 : the office, rank, or dignity of a car-
dinal 2 : CARDINALS

cardinal Ilower n : the brilliant red flower of a No. American
lobelia {Lobelia cardinalis); also i this plant

cardinal number n l : a number (as 1, 5, 15) that is used in simple
counting and that indicates how many elements there are in an
assemblage — see number table 2 : the property that a mathemati-
cal set has in common with all sets that can be put in one-to-one
correspondence with it

cardinal point n : one of the four principal compass points
cardinal virtue n : one of the four natural virtues prudence, justice,
temperance, or fortitude; also : one of the three theological virtues
faith, hope, and charity
car.dio.gram \'kard-e-3-,gram\ n [ISV] ; the curve or tracing made
by a cardiograph

car.dio.graph \-.graf\ n [ISV] : an Instrument that registers
graphically movements of the heart — car.dl*og.ra.plier \,kard-
e-'ag-r3-f3r\ n — car-dio.graph. ic \,kard-e-3-'graf-ik\ adj— cai-
di-og.ra-phy \.k_ard-e-'ag-r3-fe\ n

car*di.Oid \'kard-e-,6id\ n : a heart-shaped curve traced by a point

on the circumference of a circle rolling completely around an equal
fixed circle

car.di.Ol.Cgist Vkard-e-'al-3-J3st\ n : a speclaUst in cardiology
car.di.ol.o.gy \-je\ n [ISV] : the study of the heart and its action
and diseases

car-dio.re.spi.ra.to.ry \,kard-e-(.)o-'res-p(a-)r3-,tor-e. -ri-'spl-
ra-, -,t6r-\ adj : of or relating to the heart and lungs

car.dio.vas.cu.Iar \-'vas-ky3-l3r\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or
involving the heart and blood vessels
car.doon \kar-'dUn\ n [F cardon, fr. LL cardon-, cardo thisUe, fr.
cardus, fr. L carduus thistle, artichoke — more at chard] : a large
perennial plant (Cynara cardunculus) related to the artichoke

card.sharp. er \'kard-.shar-par\ or card-sHarp \-.sharp\ n : one
who habitually cheats at cards
icare \'ke(3)r, 'ka(3)r\ n [ME. fr. OE caru; akin to OHG kara
lament, L garrire to chatter] 1 : suffering of mind : grief 2 a : a
burdensome sense of responsibility : anxiety b ; a cause for such
anxiety 3 ; painstaking or watchful attention 4 : regard coming
from desire or esteem 5 ; charge, supervision 6 : a person or
thing that is an object of attention, anxiety, or solicimde
syn concern, solicitude, anxiety, worry: care implies oppres-

sion of the mind weighed down by responsibility or disquieted by
apprehension; concern implies a troubled state of mind because of
personal interest, relation, or affection; solicitude implies great
concern and connotes either thoughtful or hovering attentiveness
to one in pain, illness, or distress; anxiety stresses anguished un-
certainty or fear of misfortune or failure; worry suggests fretting
over matters that may or may not be real cause for anxiety

2care vi l a : to feel trouble or anxiety b : to feel interest or con-
cern <-- about freedom) 2 : to give care (-^ for the sick) 3 a : to
have a liking, fondness, or taste (don't ~ for her) b : to have an
inclination (would you -^ for some pie) ^ vt 1 : to be concerned
about or to the extent of 2 : wish — car-er n
ica.reen \k3-'ren\ n [MF carene keel, fr. Olt carena, fr. L carina
keel, ht., nutshell; akin to Gk karyon nut] archaic ; the act or
process of careening : the state of being careened
2careen vt 1 a : to cause (a boat) to lean over on one side to : to
clean, caulk, or repair (a boat) in this position 2 ; to cause to
heel over ~ vi 1 a : to careen a boat b : to undergo this process
2 : to heel over 3 : to sway from side to side : lurch
ica-reer \ka-'ri(3)r\ n [MF carriere, fr. OProv carriera street, fr.

ML carraria road for vehicles, fr. L carrus car] 1 a : COURSE,
passage b ; full speed or exercise of activity 2 : encounter,
charge 3 : a course of continued progress 4 : a profession for
which one trains and which is undertaken as a permanent calling

^career vi : to go at top speed esp. in a headlong manner
ca.reer.ism \-,iz-3m\ n : the policy or practice of advancing one's
career often at the cost of ones integrity — ca-reer.ist \-3st\ n

care.free \'ke(3)r-.fre, 'ka(3)r-\ adj : free from care
care.ful \-f3l\ adj 1 archaic a : solicitous, anxious b : filling

with care or solicitude 2 : exercising or taking care 3a: marked
by attentive concern and solicitude b : marked by wary caution
or prudence c ; marked by painstaking effort — care.Iul*ly
\-f(3-)Ie\ adv — care-ful.ness \-f3l-nas\ n
syn careful., meticulous, scrupulous, punctilious mean show-

ing close attention to details of behavior or performance, careful
implies attentiveness and cautiousness in avoiding mistakes;
meticulous may imply either commendable extreme carefulness or
hampering finical caution over minutiae; scrupulous applies to
painstaking attention to what is proper or fitting or ethical;
punctilious impUes minute often excessive attention to fine points-

care-less \-l9s\ adj 1 a : free from care : untroubled (~ days)
b ; unconcerned, indifferent (~ of the consequences) 2 : not
taking care 3 : iiot showing or receiving care: a : negligent,
SLOVENLY b : unstudied, spontaneous (-^ grace) c obs : un-
valued, disregarded — care. less.ly adv — care-less.ness n
Ica.ress \k3-'res\ n [F caresse, fr. It carezza, fr. caro dear, fr. L
carus — more at CHARrrv] 1 : an act or expression of kindness
or affection : endearment 2 a : a light stroking, rubbing, or
patting b : kiss — ca-res-sive \-'res-iv\ adj — ca-res-sive'ly adv
2caress vt 1 : to treat with tokens of fondness, affection, or kind-
ness : CHERISH 2 : to touch or stroke lightly in a loving or endear-
ing manner — ca-ress-er n
syn fondle, pet, cuddle: caress implies expressing affection by

light stroking or patting; fondle suggests handling or caressing in
a doting manner; pet applies to caressing or fondhng children or
animals but may suggest an indulging or pampering with special
attentions; cuddle suggests closely but gentiy embracing so as to
soothe or comfort

car-et \'kar-3t\ n [L, there is lacking, fr. carere to lack, be without— more at caste] : a mark A made on written or printed matter to
Indicate the place where something is to be inserted

care.laii.er Vke(3)r-.ta-k3r, 'ka(3)r-\ n 1 : one that takes care
(usu. as occupant) of the house or land of an owner who may be
absent 2 ; one temporarily fulfilling the functions of office

care.worn \-,w6(3)rn, -.w6(3)rn\ adj : showing the effect of grief

or anxiety
car.fare \'kar-,fa(3)r, -,fe(3)r\ n : passenger fare (as on a bus)
car.go \*kar-(,)go\ n, pi cargoes or cargos [Sp, load, charge, fr.

cargar to load, fr. LL carricare — more at charge] ; the goods or
merchandise conveyed in a ship, airplane, or vehicle ; freight

car.liop \'kar-,hap\ n \.car + -hop (as in bellhop)} : one who serves
customers at a drive-in restaurant
Car.ib \'kar-3b\ n [NL Caribes (pl.), fr. Sp Caribe, fr. Arawakan
Carib} 1 : a member of an Indian people of northern So. America,
the Lesser Antilles, and the Caribbean coast of Honduras,
Guatemala, and British Honduras 2 : the language of the Caribs
Ga.ri.toan X'kar-a-bsn, k3-'re-ban\ n 1 : a member of a group of
Amerindian peoples of northern So. America, the Lesser Antilles,

and the Caribbean coast of Honduras. Guatemala, and British

Honduras 2 : the language family comprising the languages of the
Cariban peoples

Ga.rib'be.au X.kar-o-'be-sn, k3-Mb-e-\ adj [NL Caribbaeus, fr.

Caribes} : of or relating to the Caribs, the eastern and southern
West Indies, or the Caribbean sea

ca.ri.be \ka-'re-be\ n [AmerSp, fr. Sp, Carib. cannibal] : a small
voracious So. American characin fish (genus Serrasalmo)
car.i.bou \'kar-3-,bu\ n. pl caribou or caribous [CanF, of Algon-
quian origin] : any of several large palmate-anllered deer (genus
Rangijer) of northern No. America that are related to the reindeer
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car-l>ca.tllTe \'kar-I-k3-.chuC3)r. -,tCy)uC3)r\ n [It caricatura,
lit., act of loadiJng, fr. caricare to load, fr. LL carricarel 1 ; exag-
geration by means of often ludicroas distoition of parts or charac-
teristics 2 : a representation esp. in literature or art that has the
qualities of caricature 3 : a distortion so gross as to seem like
caricature — caricature vt — car>i>ca>tur-ist \-3st\ n
syn CARICATURE, BURLESQUE, PARODY, TRAVESTY mean a comic or

grotesque imitation, caricature implies ludicrous exaggeration of
the characteristic features of a subject; burlesque impUes mockery
either through treating a trivial subject in a mock-heroic style or
through giving a serious or lofty subject a frivolous treatment;
PARODY applies esp. to treatment of a trivial or ludicrous subject in
the exactly imitated style of a well-known author or work; travesty
implies that the subject remains unchanged but that the style and
effect is extravagant or absurd

car-ies \'kar-ez, 'ker-\ n, p/.caries [L, decay; akin to Gk ker death]
: a progressive destruction of bone or tooth; esp : tootli decay
Car-UJon \'kar-3-,lan, ka-'ril-yanX n [F, alter, of OF quarregnon,
fr. LL quaternion-, quaternio set of four] 1 a ; a set of fixed bells
sounded by hammers controlled by a keyboard 1) ; a stop in a pipe
organ imitating a carillon c : an electronic instrument imitating a
carillon 2 ; a composition for the carillon

car.il.lon.neur \,kar-3-(.)la-'nar, ks-.rU-ya-'narX n [F, fr. car-
illon'i : a carillon player

ca.ri-na Xka-'rl-ns, -'re-\ n, pi carinas or ca>ri-nae \-'rT-.ne,
-*re-,nT\ [NL, fr. L, keel] : a keel-shaped anatomical part, ridge, or
process; esp : the part of a papilionaceous flower that encloses the
stamens and pistil — ca-ri<nal \k3-'rTn-=l\ adj

cai'i.nate \'kar-3-,nat, -n3t\ also car-i-nat-ed \-,nat-3d\ adj
: KEELED, ridged <a r^ scpal)

cax-i.o.ca \,kar-e-'o-ka\ n [Pg, fr. Tupi] 1 cap i a. native or resi-

dent of Rio de Janeiro 2 a : the samba adapted to ballroom danc-
ing b : the mu^ic^for such a dance

car*i>Ole \'kar-e-,61\ n [F carriole, fr. OProv carriola, deriv. of L
carrus car] 1 ; a light one-horse carriage 2 : a dog-drawn tobog-
gan
car>i*OUS \'kar-e-3s, "ker-X adj [L cariosus, fr. cartes'^ : affected with
caries
icark \'kark\ vb [ME carken, lit., to load, burden, fr. ONE carquier,
fr. LL carricare'i vt ; WORRY '^ vi : to be anxious

2cark n ; trouble, distress
carl or carle \'kar(3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE -carl, fr. ON karl man, carl]
1 : a man of the common people 2 chiefly dial ; churl, boor

Car.line or car-lin \'kar-l3n\ n [ME kerling, fr. ON, fr. karl man]
chiejly Scot ; woman; esp : an old woman

Car.Iing \'kar-ho, -lsn\ n [F carlingue, fr. ONF calingue, fr. ON
kerling, lit., old woman] : a fore-and-aft member supporting a
deck of a ship or framing a deck opening

Car-list \'kar-l3st\ n [Sp carlista, fr. Don Carlos claimant to the
Spanish throne under the Salic law] ; a supporter of Don Carlos
or his successors as having rightful title to the Spanish throne
cai.loaa \'kar-'16d\ « 1 : a load that fiUs a car 2 : the minimum
number of tons required for shipping at carload rates
carload rate \,kar-,16d-\ n ; a rate for large shipments lower than
that quoted for less-than-carload lots of the same class
Car<lo>vln.giau \,kar-l3-'vin-j(e-)9n\ adj [F carlovingien, prob. fr.

ML CflWus Charles -H F -ovingien (as in merovingien Merovingian)]
; carolingIAN

car>ma>gnole \'kar-ra3n-,y61\ n [F] 1 ; a lively song popular at
the' time of the first French Revolution 2 : a street dance in a
meandering course to the tune of the carmagnole

Car.mel.ite \'kar-m3-.lTt\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. ML carmelita. fr.

Carmel Mount Carmel, Palestine] : a member of the Roman
Catholic mendicant Order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel founded
in the 12 th century
car*mi>na.tive \kar-'min-9t-iv, 'kar-m3-,nat-\ adj [F carminatij, fr.

L carminatus, pp. of carminare to card, fr. carmin-, carmen card, fr.

carrere to card — more at chard ] : expelling gas from the alimen-
tary canal so as to reUeve coUc or griping — carminative n
car-mine \'kar-msn, -,mTn\ n [F carmin, fr. ML carminium, irreg.

fr. Ar qirmiz kermes + L minium — more at minium] 1 ; a rich
crimson or scarlet lake made from cochineal 2 : a vivid red
car-nage \'kar-nij\ n [MF, fr. ML carnaticum tribute consisting
of animals or meat, fr. L earn-, caro'\ 1 : the flesh of slain animals
or men 2 : great destruction of life

car.nal \'kam-=l\ adj [ME, fr. ONF or LL; ONF, fr. LL camalls,
fr. L earn-, caro flesh; akin to Gk keirein to cut] 1 ; bodily,
corporeal 2a: marked by sexuality h ; relating to or given to
crude bodily pleasures 3a: temporal b : worldly — car-
naM>ty \kar-'nal-3t-e\ n — car-nal.ly \'kam-'l-e\ adv
syn CARNAL, FLESHLY, SENSUAL, ANIMAL mean having a relation

to the body, carnal may mean only this but more often connotes
derogatorily an action or manifestation of man's lower nature;
fleshly is somewhat less condemnatory than carnal; sensual
may apply to any gratification of a bodily desire or pleasure but
commonly implies sexual appetite with absence of the spiritual or
intellectual; animal stresses a relation to man's physical as dis-

tinguished from his rational nature usu. without definitely deroga-
tory suggestion

car.nall-ite \'kara-n-,Tt\ n [G carnallit, fr. Rudolf von Carnall
tl874 G mining engineer] : a hydrous potassium-magnesium
chloride KMeCU-fiHsO important as a source of potassium
car-nas>si>al \kar-'nas-e-sl\ adj [F carnassier carnivorous, deriv.

of L earn-, caro} : of, relating to, or being teeth of a carnivore
larger and longer than adjacent teeth and adapted for cutting
rather than tearing — carnassial n

Gar*na>tlon \kar-'na-shan\ n [MF, fr. Olt carnagione, fr. came
flesh, fr. L earn-, caro} 1 a (1) : the variable color of human flesh

(2) : a pale to grayish yellow to ; a moderate red 2 : any of the
numerous cultivated usu. double-flowered pinks derived from the
common gillyflower
car<nau>ba \kar-'n6-ba, ,kar-ns-'u-ba\ n [Pg] : a fan-leaved palm
{Copernicia cerifera) of Brazil with an edible root and leaves yield-

ing a useful fiber and a brittle yellowish wax used esp. in polishes

camauba wax n ; a hard brittle high-melting wax from the leaves
of the camauba palm used chiefly in polishes

Car.ne.gie unit X.l^r-ns-ge-, (,)kar-,neg-e-\ n [fr. its having been

first defined by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancemeni of
Teaching] : the credit given for the successful completion of a
year's study of one subject in a secondary school

car>ne<lian \kar-'nel-y3n\ n [alter, of cornelian fr. ME corneline,
fr. MF, perh. fr. cornelle cornel] : a hard tough chalcedony that
has a red or reddish color and is much used for seals

car.ni.val \'kar-na-v3l\ n, often attrib [It carnevale, alter, of
earlier camelevare, lit., removal of meat, fr. carne flesh (fr. L
earn-, caro) -I- levare to remove fr. L, to raise] 1 : a season or
festival of merrymaking before Lent 2 : a merrymaking, feasting,
or masquerading 3 a : a traveling enterprise offering amusements
b : an organized program of entertainment or exhibition

car.ni.vore \'kar-na-,v6(3)r, -.v6(3)r\ n [deriv. of L camivorus}.
1 : a flesh-eating animsJ; esp : any of an order (Camivora) of
flesh-eating mammals 2 ; an insectivorous plant

car.nlv.O.rous \kar-'niv-(9-)r3s\ adj [L camivorus, fr. cam-, caro
flesh -I- -varus -vorous — more at carnal] 1 : subsisting or feeding
on animal tissues 2 oj a plant : subsisting on nutrients obtained
from the breakdown of animal protoplasm 3 : of or relating to
the carnivores — car>niv<o>rous-ly adv — cai-niv.O'rous-ness n

car.no. tite \'kar-na-,tTt\ n [F, fr. M. A. Carnot tl920 F inspector
general of mines] : a mineral K2(U02)2(V04)2.3HzO consisting
of a hydrous radioactive vanadate of uranium and potassium
car-ny or car-ney or car.nie \'kar-ne\ n 1 ; carnival 3a 2

: one who works with a carnival
car>Ob \'kar-3b\ n [MF carobe, fr. ML carrubium, fr. Ar kharrubahl
1 : a Mediterranean evergreen leguminous tree {Ceratonia siliqua)
with racemose red flowers 2 : a carob pod or its sweet pulp
ca.roche \k3-'r6ch, -'r6sh\ n [MF carroche, fr. Olt carroccio, aug.
of carro car, fr. L carrus'} ; a luxurious or stately carriage for persons
icar.Ol \'kar-3l\ n [ME carole, fr. OF, modif. of LL choraula
choral song, fr. L, choral accompanist, fr. Gk choraules, fr. choros
chorus + aulein to play a reed instrument, fr. aulas, a reed instru-
ment] 1 ; an old round dance with singing 2 : a song of joy or
mirth 3 ; a popular song or ballad of religious joy

2carol vb car*oled or car.oiled; car.ol.ing or car-ol.Iing vi 1 : to
sing esp. in a joyful manner 2 ; to sing carols; specif : to go about
outdoors in a group singing Christmas carols '^ vt 1 : to praise
-in or as if in song 2 : to sing esp. in a cheerful manner : warble
Car.o-line \'kar-3-.lTn, -l3n\ or Car-cle-an \,kar-3-*le-3n\ adj
[NL carolinus, fr. ML Carolus Chades] : of or relating to Charles— used esp. with ref. to Charles 1 and Charles II of England
Car.Q.lin.gian \,kar-a-'Un-j(e-)3n\ adj [F carolingien, fr. ML
karolingi French people, prob. fr. (assumed) OHG karling French-
man, fr. Karl Charles] : of or relating to a Prankish dynasty dating
from about a.d. 613 and including among its members the rulers of
France from 751 to 987, of Germany from 752 to 911, and of Italy
from 774 to 961 — Carolingian n

Car.o.lin-ian N.kar-a-'lin-yan, -"hn-e-anV adj : of, relating to,

or characteristic of No. Carolina or So. CaroUiia or both ot their
people — Carolinian n
icar-om \'kar-3m\ n [by shortening & alter, fr. obs. carambole,
fr. Sp carambola'] 1 : a shot in billiards in which the cue ball

strikes each of two object balls 2 : a rebounding esp. at an angle
zcarom vi 1 : to make a carom 2 : to strike and rebound : glance
car-o.tene \'kar-3-,ten\ n [ISV, fr. LL carota carrot] : any of
several orange or red crystalline hydrocarbon pigments (as C^Hse)
occurring in the chromoplasts of plants and in the fatty tissues of
plant-eating animals and convertible lo vitamin A
ca.rot-enoid \k3-'rat-'n-,6id\ n : any of various unsaturated usu.
yellow to red pigments (as carotenes) found widely in plants and
animals and characterized chemically by a long aliphatic polyene
chain composed of isoprene units — carotenoid adj

Ca>r0t>id \k3-'rat-3d\ adj [F or Gk; F carotide, fr. Gk karotides
carotid arteries, fr. karoun to stupefy; akin to Gk kara head] : of,

relating to, or being the chief artery or pair of arteries that pass up
the neck and supply the head — carotid n

ca.rous-al \k3-'rau-zal\ n : carouse 2

ica.rouse \k3-'rauz\ n [MF carrousse, fr. carous, adv., all out (in

boire carous to empty the cup), fr. G garaus'i 1 archaic : a large cup
of liquor drunk up 2 ; a drunken revel

^carouse vi 1 : to drink deeply or freely 2 ; to take part in a
carouse -^ vt, obs i to drink up : quaff — ca«rous«er n
car.cU'Sel var of carrousel
icarp \'karp\ VI [ME carpen, of Scand origin; akin to Icel karpa to

dispute] : to find fault or complain querulously — carp-er n

2carp n, pi carp or carps [ME carpe, fr. MF, fr. LL carpa, prob. of

Gmc origin; akin to OHG karpfo carp] : a large variable Old
Worid soft-finned freshwater fish {Cyprinus carpio) of sluggish

waters often reared for food; also : any of various related fishes

(family Cyprinidae) or similar fishes (as the European sea bream)
carp- or CarpO- comb form [F & NL, fr. Gk karp-, karpo-, it.

karpos ~ more at harvest] : fruit <carpel> <carpology>

-carp \,karp\ n comb form [NL -carpium, fr. Gk -karpion, fr.

karpos} ; part of a fruit (mesocar;?) : fruit (schizocar/;)

icar.pal \'kar-p3l\ adj [NL carpalis, fr. carpu^} : relating to the

carpus
^carpal n ; a carpal element : carpale
car.pa.le \kar-'pal-(.)e, -'pal-, -'pal-\ n, pi car«pa'lia \-e-3\ [NL,
neut. of carpalis} : a carpal bone

car.pel \'kar-p3l\ n [NL carpellum, fr. Gk karpos fruit] : one of the

structures in a seed plant comprising the
iimermost whorl of a flower, functioning as
megasporophylls, and collectively constitut-
ing the gynoecium— car.pel-Iary \-p3-,ler-e\

adj— car>peMate \-,lat, -i9t\ adj
car.pen.ter X'kar-pan-tsr, 'karp-'m-tsrX n
[ME, fr. ONF carpentier, fr. L carpentarius
carriage maker, fr. carpentum carriage, of
Celt origin; akin to Olr carr vehicle — more
at car] ; a workman who builds or repairs carpels: flower cut
wooden structures or their structural parts — away 1 1 petals'
carpenter vb car-pen-ter-ing \-t(3-)rio\ — 2,2, "stamens; 3,3,
car.pen.try \-tre\ n carpels; 4.4, sepals

carpenter bee n : any of various solitary bees
(Xylocopa and related genera) that gnaw galleries In sound timber

s kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out;

1) ^'sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; tU tbin; tg tbis; ii loot;
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car.pet \T£ar-pat\ n [ME, fr. MF carpite, tt. Olt carpUa, fr. carpire
to pluck, modif. of L carpere to pluck] : a heavy woven or felted
fabric used as a floor covering; esp : a fabric made in breadths to be
sewed together and tacked to the floor — carpet vt

icar.pet-bag \-,bag\ n : a traveling bag originally of carpet often
common in the U.S. in the 19th century
2carpetbag adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of carpetbaggers
car.pet'bag.ger \-,bag-3r\ n [fr. their carrying all their belongings
in carpetbags] T : a Northerner in the South after the American
Civil War esp. seeking private gain under the reconstruction
governments 2 : a nonresident who meddles in politics — car-
pet-hag«g8ry \-,bag-(3-)re\ n

carpet beetle n : a small beetle (Anthrenus scrophulariae) whose
larva damages woolen goods; broadly ; any beetle of similar habits
car-pet'ing \'kar-p3t-io\ n : material for carpets; also : carpets
carpet knight n [fr. the carpet's having been a symbol of luxury] ; a
knight devoted to idleness and luxury

car.pet.weed \'kar-p3l-.wed\ n : a No. American mat-forming
weed {Mollugo veriicillata of the family Aizoaceae, the carpetweed
family)

-car-pic \'kar-pik\ adj comb form [prob. fr. NL -carpicus, fr. Gk
karpos fruit] : -Carpous <polycar/>ic>

carp-ing \'kar-piD\ adj : likelyto carp ; faultfinding syn see
CRITICAL — carp.lng'ly \-pio-le\ adv
car.po.go.ni.um \,kar-p3-'go-ne-3m\ n, pi car.pO'go>nia \-ne-3\
ENL] 1 : the flask-shaped egg-bearing portion of the female re-
productive branch in some thallophytes 2 : ascogonium
car-pol.o.gy \kar-'pal-a-je\ /I [ISV] : a branch of plant morphology
dealing with fruit and seeds
car-poph.a.gous \kar-'paf-3-g3S\ adj [Gk karpophagos, fr. karp-
carp- -*- 'phagos -phagous] ; feeding on fruits
car.po.phore \'kar-p3-.fo(3)r, -,f6(3)r\ n [prob. fr. NL carpo-
phorum, fr. carp- -f- -phorum -phore] 1 : the stalk of a fungal
fruiting body or the entire fruiting body 2 : a slender prolongation
of a floral axis from which the carpels are suspended

car-port \'kar-,po(3)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ n ; an open-sided automobile
shelter usu. formed by extension of a roof from the side of a
building
car.po.spore \'kar-pa-,spo(3)r, -,sp6(3)r\ n : a diploid spore of a
red alga — car>po-spor*ic \,kar-p3-'spor-ik, -'sp6r-\ adj
-car.pous \'kar-p3s\ adj comb jarm [NL -carpus, fr. Gk -karpos, fr,

karpos fruit — more at harvest] ; having (such) fruit or (so many)
fruits ii)Q\ycarpous) car.py \,kar-pe\ n comb jorm
car-pus \'kar-p3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk karpos — more at wharf]
1 : WRIST 2 : the bones of the wrist

car-rack \^kar-3k\ n [ME carrake, fr. MF caraque, fr. OSp carraca,
fr. Ar qaraqlr, pi of qurqur merchant ship] : Galleon
car-ra-geen or car-ra.gheen \'kar-3-,gen\ n {Carragheen, near
Waterford, Ireland] : a dark purple branching cardkiginous sea-
weed (Chondrus crispus) found on the coasts of northern Europe
and No. America

car-re-four \,kar-9-'fu(3)r\ n [MF, fr. LL quadrijurcum, neut. of
quadrijurcus having four forks, fr. L quadri- + jurca fork]
1 : crossroads 2 ; square, plaza

car.rel \'kar-3l\ n [alter, of ME carole round dance, ring] ; a small
enclosure for individual study in the stack room of a library
car.riage \'kar-ii\ n [ME cartage, fr. ONF, fr. carter to transport in
a vehicle] 1 : the act of carrying 2 a archaic : deportment
b : manner of bearing the body : posture 3 archaic : management
4 : the price or expense of carrying 5 obs : burden, load 6 obs
: IMPORT, SENSE 7 a : a wheeled vehicle; esp : a horse-drawn vehicle
designed for private use and comfort b Brit : a railway passenger
coach 8 ; a wheeled support carrying a burden 9 : a movable
part of a machine for supporting some other movable object or
part 10 obs : a hanger for a sword syn see bearing
carriage trade n : trade from well-to-do or upper-class people
car-rick bend \,kar-ik-\ n [prob. fr. obs. E carrick carrack, fr. ME
carrake, carryk] ; a knot used to join the ends of two large ropes

carrick bitts /i;j/ : the bitts supporting a ship's windlass
car-ri-er \'kar-e-3r\ n 1 : bearer, messenger 2 a : an individual
or organization engaged in transporting passengers or goods for hire
b ; a transportation line carrying mail between post offices c : a
postal employee who delivers or collects mail d : one that delivers
newspapers 3 a ; a container for carrying b ; a device or machine
that carries : conveyer 4 : aircraft carrier 5 : one that
harbors and disseminates the causative agent of disease infectious
to its kind to which it is immune 6 a : a usu. inactive accessory
substance b ; a substance (as a catalyst) by whose agency some
element or group is transferred from one compound to another
7 : an electric wave or alternating current whose modulations are
used as signals in radio, telephonic, or telegraphic transmission

carrier pigeon n 1 ; a pigeon used to carry messages; esp ; homing
pigeon 2 : any of a breed of large long-bodied show pigeons

car-ri-ole var oj cariole
car-ri-on \'kar-e-an\ n [ME caroine, fr. AF, fr. (assumed) VL
caronia, irreg. fr. L cam-, caro flesh — more at carnal] ; dead and
putrefying flesh; also : flesh unfit for food
car.ron-ade \,kar-3-'nad\ n [Carron, ScoUand] : an obsolete short
light iron cannon

car-rot \'kar-3t\ n [MF carotte, fr. LL carota, fr. Gk karotoni
1 : a biennial herb {Daucus carota of the family Umbelliferae, the
carrot family) with a usu. orange spindle-shaped edible root; also
; its root 2 : a promised often illusory reward or advantage

car.roty \-3t-e\ adj 1 : resembling carrots in color 2 : having hair
the color of carrots

car-rou-sel \,kar-3-'scl, -'zel\ n [F carrousel, fr. It carosello'] 1 :a
tournament or exhibition in which horsemen execute evolutions
2 : merry-go-round

icar-ry \'kar-e\ vb [ME carien, fr. ONF carter to transport in a
vehicle, fr. car vehicle, fr. L carrus — more at car] vt 1 : to move
while supporting (as a package) ; transport 2 : convey, take
3 chiejly dial : conduct, escort 4 : to influence by mental or
emotional appeal : sway 5 : to get possession or control of
: capture 6 ; to transfer from one place to another (•^ a number
in adding) 7 ; to contain and direct the course of (the drain
carries sewage) 8 a : to wear or have upon one's person , b : to
bear upon or within one 9 a : to have as a mark, attribute, or
property <'^ a scar) b : imply, involve <the crime carried a heavy
penalty) 10 : to hold or comport (as one's person) in a specified
manner 11 : to sustain the weight or burden of (pillars ~ an arch)

12 : to bear as a crop 13 ; to sing with reasonable correctness of
Eitch 14 a ; to keep in stock for sale; also ; to provide sustenance
Dr (land ^^ing 10 head of cattle) b ; to have or maintain on a list

or record ('^ a person on a payroll) 15 : to maintain and cause to
continue through financial support or personal effort 16 : to pro-
long in space, time, or degree 17 a ; to gain victory for; esp : to
secure the adoption or passage of b (1) : to succeed in (an elec-
tion) (2) ; to win a majority of votes in (as a legislative body or a
state) 18 : publish 19 a : to bear the charges of holding or having
(as stocks or merchandise) from one time to another b : to keep on
one's books as a debtor 20 : to hold to and follow after (as a
scent) 21 : to hoist and maintain (a sail) in use 22 : to cover (a
distance) or pass (an object) at a single stroke in golf 23 : to allow
(an opponent) to make a good showing by lessening one's opposi-
tion '^ VI 1 ; to act as a bearer 2 a : to reach or penetrate to a
distance (voices ^ well) b : to convey itself to a reader or audi-
ence 3 : to undergo or admit of carriage in a specified way ^ oj a
hunting dog i to keep and follow the scent 5 : to win adoption
syn carry, bear, convey, transport mean to move something

from one place to another, carry tends to emphasize the means by
which something is moved or the fact of supporting off the ground
while moving; bear stresses the effort of sustaining or the im-
portance of what is carried {bear the banner aloft) convey sug-
gests the continuous movement of something in the mass; transport
imphes the moving of something to its deslinaiion
scarry n 1 : the range of a gun or projectile or of a struck or thrown
ball 2a; the act or method of carrying b : portage 3 : the
position assumed by a bearer with color staff or guidon in position
for marching

car-ry-all \'kar-e-,61\ n 1 [by folk etymology fr. F carriole] a : a
light covered carriage for four or more persons b : a passenger
automobile similar to a station wagon but with a higher body often
on a truck chassis 2 V carry + all] ; a capacious bag or case 3 ; a
self-loading carrier esp. for hauhng earth and crushed rock

carrying capacity n ; the population (as of deer) that an area will
support without undergoing deterioration

carrying charge n l ; expense incident to ownership or use of prop-
erty 2 : a charge added to the price of merchandise sold on the
Installment plan
carry off vt 1 : to cause the death of 2 : to perform easily or
successfully 3 : to brave out

carry on vt ; conduct, manage ^ vi 1 : to behave in a foolish,
excited, or improper manner 2 : to continue one's course or ac-
tivity in spite of hindrance or discouragement
carry out vt l : to put into execution 2 ; to bring to a successful
issue 3 : to continue to an end or stopping point
carry over vt 1 a ; to hold over (as goods) for another season
b : to transfer (an amount) to the succeeding column, page, or
book relating to the same account 2 ; to deduct (a loss or an un-
used credit) from taxable income of a subsequent period ^ vi ; to
persist from one stage or sphere of activity to another

car.ry-over \*kar-e-,o-v3r\ n l ; the act or process of carrying over
2 ; something carried over

car-sick A'kar-,sik\ adj : affected with motion sickness esp. in an
automobile — car sickness n
icart \'kart\ n [ME. prob. fr. ON kartr; akin to OE cr^t cart, OE
CT-ado/ cradle] 1 : a heavy usu. horse-drawn 2-wheeled vehicle used
for farming or transporting freight 2 : a lightweight 2-wheeled
vehicle drawn by a horse, pony, or dog 3 : a small wheeled vehicle

2cart vt ; to carry or convey in or as if in a cart — cart-er n
cart-age \'kart-ij\ n ; the act of or rate charged for carting
carte blanche \'kart-'bla"sh, -'blanchX n, pi cartes blanches
\'kart-'bla"sh(-32), -'blanch (-d2)\ [F] : full discretionary power

car-tel \kar-'tet\ n [MF, letter of defiance, fr. Olt cartello, lit.,

placard, fr. carta leaf of paper — more at card] 1 : a written agree-
ment between belligerent nations 2 : a combination of independent
commercial enterprises designed to limit competition 3 : a com-
bination of political groups for common action syn see monop-

Car-te.Sian \kar-'te-zh3n\ adj [NL cartesiarjus, fr. Cartesius
Descartes] : of or relating to Rene Descaries or his philosophy— Cartesian n — Car-te-sian-ism \-2h3-,niz-3m\ n

Cartesian coordinate n l : the distance of a point from either of
two intersecting straight-line axes measured parallel to the other
axis 2 : the distance from any of three intersecung coordinate
planes measured parallel to that one of three straight-line axes that
is the intersection of the other two planes
Car.thu-sian \kar-'th(y)u-zh3n\ n [ML cartusiensis, irreg. fr. OF
Chartrouse, motherhouse of the Carthusian order, near Grenoble,
France] : a member of an austere contempladve religious order
founded by St. Bruno in 1084 — Carthusian adj
car-ti-lage \'kart-'l-ij, 'kart-lij\ n [L canilagin-, cartilago: akin to
L Gratis wickerwork] 1 : a translucent elastic tissue that composes
most of the skeleton of the embryos and very young of vertebrates
and becomes for the most part converted into bone in the higher
vertebrates 2 : a part or structure composed of cartilage

car.ti.lag.i.nous \,kart-M-'aj-3-nas\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or re-
sembUng cartilage 2 ; having a skeleton mostly of cartilage
car-to-gram \'kart-3-,gram\ n [F cartogramme, fr. carte +
'gramme -gram] : a map showing statistics geographically

car-tog-ra.pher \k"ar-'tag-r3-far\ n : one that makes maps
car-to-graph-ic \,kart-3-'graf-ik\ adj\ of or relating to cartography— car-to-graph-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj
car-tog-ra.phy \kar-'tag-ro-fe\ n [F cartographie, fr. carte card,
map + -graphic -graphy] : the science or art of making maps

car-ton \'kart-^n\ n [ F, fr. It cartone pasteboard] : a cardboard box
or container

car-toon \kar-'tun\ n [It cartone pasteboard, cartoon, aug. of
carta leaf of paper — more at card] 1 : a preparatory design,
drawing, or painting 2 a ; a satirical drawing commenting on
public and usu. political matters b : comic strip 3 : animated
cartoon — cartoon vb — car-toon-ist \-'tU-n3st\ n
car-touche or car-touch \kaT-'tUsh\ n [F, fr. It cartoccio, fr. carta']

1 : a gun cartridge with a paper case 2 ; an ornate or ornamental
frame 3 : an oval or oblong figure (as on ancient Egyptian monu-
ments) enclosing a sovereign's name

car-tridge \'kar-trij, dial or archaic 'ka-trij\ n [alter, of earlier
cartage, modif . of MF cartouche] 1 a : a tube of metal, paper,
or both containing a complete charge for a firearm and usu. a cap
or other initiating device b ; a case containing an explosive charge
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for blasting
Insertion intc

apparatus 3 : a small case
phonograph pickup containing the
needle and the mechanism for translat-

ing stylus motion into electrical voltage
car*tu4ary \'kar-ch3-,ler-e\ n [ML
chartularium, fr. chariula charter— more at charter] : a collection of
charters; esp ; a book containing dupli-
cates of the charters and title deeds of
an estate

cart-wlieel \'kart-,hwel, -,wel\ n 1 ; a large coin (as a silver dollar)
2 : a lateral handspring with arms and legs extended

cartridge for shotgun,
cut away: 1 powder,

2 shot, 3,3 wads

case.mate XTca-.smatX n [MF, fr. Olt casamatta'] : a fortified
position or chamber or an armored enclosure on a warship from
which guns are fired through embrasures
case.ment \'ka-sm3nt\ n [ME, hollow molding, prob. fr. ONF

- ' ^ + casse-\
i window

t cheese] : marked by

I military barracks

ula little piece of flesh, dim. of caro flesh] 1 : a naked fleshy
outgrowch (as a bird's wattle) 2 ; an outgrowth on a seed adjacent
to the micropyle — ca>ruii>cu*lar \k3-'rao-kya-lar\ adj~ ca«run-
cuolate \-l3t, -,lat\ or ca>run>cu<Iat>ed \-,lat-ad\ adj

car-va-crol \'kar-va-,kr61, -,krol\ n [ISV, fr. NL carvi (specific

epithet of Carum carvi caraway) + L acr-, acer sharp] ; a liquid
phenol C10H14O of various mints used as an antiseptic

carve \'karv\ vb [ME kerven, fr. OE ceorjan; akin to MHG kerben
to notch, Gk graphein to scratch, write] vt 1 : to cut with care or
precision {carved fretwork) 2 : to make or get by cutting 3 : to
cut into pieces or slices ~ vi 1 ; to cut up and serve meat 2 : to
work as a sculptor or engraver — carv-er n

car.vel \'kar-val, -,vel\ n [ME carvile, fr. MF caravelle, carvetlel
: CARAVEL

car-vel-built \-.bilt\ adj [prob. fr. D karveel-, fr. karveel caraveX,
fr. MF carvelle'\ ; built with the planks meeting flush at the seams
carv-eu \'kar-v3n\ adj : carved
carv-ing \'kar-vio\ n 1 : the act or art of one who carves 2 : a
carved object, design, or figure

cary- or caryo see kary-
caiy>at*id \,kar-e-'at-3d\ n, pi caryatids or cary*at>i>de3
\-3-,dez\ [L caryatides, pi., fr. Gk karyatides priestesses of Ar-
temis at Caryae, caryatids, fr. Karyai Caryae in Laconia] : a
draped female figure supporting an entablature

cary>op>SiS \,kar-e-'ap-s3s^ n, pi cary>op>ses \-'ap-,sez\ or
cary>op>si-de5 \-'ap-s3-,dez\ [NL] : a small one-seeded dry in-

dehiscent fruit in which the fruit and seed fuse in a single grain
ca<sa \'kas-3\ n [Sp& It, fr. L, cabin] Southwest '. dwelling
ca<sa*ba \k3-'sab-3\ n iKasaba (now Turgutlu), Turkey] : any of
several winter melons with yellow rind and sweet flesh

Cas-ban \'kaz-.ba, 'kaz-\ n [F. fr, Ar dial, gasbah] 1 ; a No. Af
rican castle or fortress 2 : the native sec[ion of a No. African city

cas<ca*bel \*kas-ka-,bel\ n [Sp, lit., small bell like a sleigh bell]

1 : a projection behind the breech of a muzzle-loading cannon
2 : a small hollow perforated spherical bell enclosing a loose pellet

icas-cade \ka-'skad\ n [F, fr. It cascaia, fr. cascare to fall, fr.

(assumed) VL casicare, fr. L casus pp. of cadere to fall] 1 : a steep
U5U. small fall of water; esp : one of a series 2a: something
arranged in a series b : a fall of material (as lace) that hangs in a
zigzag line 3 : something falling or rushing forth in quantity

. Scascade vi : to fall in a cascade -^ v; 1 : to cause to fall like a
cascade 2 ; to connect in a cascade arrangement
caS'Caxa \ka-'skar-3\ n [Sp cdscara bark, fr. cascar to crack, break,
fr. (assumed) VL quassicare to shake, break, fr. L quassare — more
at QUASH] X : cascara buckthorn 2 : cascara sagrada

cascaia buckthorn n : a buckthorn (Rhamnus purshiana) of the
Pacific coast of the U.S. yielding cascara sagrada
cascara sa*gra>da \-sa-'grad-a\ n [AmerSp cAscara sagrada, lit.,

sacred bark] : the dried bark of cascara buckthorn used as a mild

cas-ca-ril-la \,ka5-k3-'ril-»\ n [Sp, dim. of cdscara^ : the aromatic
bark of a West Indian shrub {Croton eluteria) of the spurge family
used for making incense and as a tonic; also : this shrub
lease \'kas\ n [ME cas, fr. OF, fr. L casus fall, chance, fr. casus,

pp. of cadere to fall —- more at chance] 1 a ; a set of circumstances
or conditions b (1) : a situation requiring investigation or action
by the pohce or other agency (2) ; the object of investigation or
consideration 2 ; coNDrriON; specij ; condition of body or mind
3 [ME cas, fr. MF, fr. L casus, trans, of Gk ptosis, lit., fall] a : an
inflectional form of a noun, pronoun^ or adjective indicating its

grammatical relation to other words b : such a relation whether
indicated by inflection or not 4 : what actually exists or happens
: fact 5 a : a suit or action in law or equity b (1) : the evidence
supporting a conclusion or judgment (2) ; argument; esp : a con-
vincing argument 6 a : an instance of disease or injury; also ; pa-
tient b : instance, example c ; a peculiar person : character
syn see instance — in case 1 ; if 2 : as a precaution 3 : as a
precaution against the event that

2case n [ME cas, fr. ONF casse, fr. L capsa chest, case, fr. capere to
take — more at heave] 1 a ; a box or receptacle to contain some-
thing b : a box together with its contents c : SET; specij : pair
2 : an outer covering or housing 3 : a shallow divided tray for
holding printing type 4 ; the frame of a door or window ; casing
3case vt 1 : to enclose in or cover with a case : encase 2 : to line

(as a well) with supporting material 3 slang ; to inspect or study
esp. with intent to rob

ca>se>ate \'ka-se-,at\ vi [L caseus cheese] : to undergo caseation
ca>se-ation \,ka-se-'a-sh3n\ n : necrosis with conversion of
damaged tissue into a soft cheesy substance

case bard-en \'kas-,hard-'n\ vt 1 : to harden (a ferrous alloy) so
that the surface layer is harder than the interior 2 : to make
callous — case-bard-ened adj

case history n : a record of history, environment, and other relevant
details (as of an individual) esp. for use in analysis or iUustration

ca.sein \ka-'sen, 'ka-se-3n\ n [prob. fr. F caseine, fr. L caseus'l : a
phosphoprotein of milk : as a : one that is precipitated from milk
by heating with an acid or by lactic acid in souring and that is used
In making paints and adhesives b : one that is produced when milk
Is curdled by rennet, that is one of the chief constituents of cheese,
and that is used in making plastics

case knife n 1 : sheath knife 2 : a table knife
case law n : law established by judicial decision In cases
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; a window sash that opens or
with such a sash^

ca-se<ous \'ka-se-as\ adj [L c

also : CHEESY
ca-sern or ca-serne \k3-'z3m\ n [F (

in a garrison town
case Shot n ; an artillery projectile consisting of a number of balls or
metal fragments enclosed in a case

case system n : a system of teaching law in which instruction is

chiefly on the basis of leading or selected cases as primary author-
ities instead offrom textbooks
case*work \'ka-,sw3rk\ n : intensive sociological study of the his-
tory and environment of a maladjusted individual or family for
diagnosis and treatment — case>work*er n
case-worm \'ka-,sw3rm\ n ; an insect larva that makes a case for its

body
leash \'kasb\ n [MF or Olt; MF casse money box. fr. Olt cassa, fr.

L capsa chest — more at case] 1 : ready money 2 : money or
its equivalent paid promptly after purchasing
2cash vt ; to pay or obtain cash for ('^ a check)
3cash n, pi cash [Pg caixa, fr. Tamil kacu, a small copper coin, fr.

Skt karsa, a weight of gold or silver; akin to OPer karsha-, a
weight] 1 ; any of various coins of small value in China and south-
em India; esp I a Chinese coin usu. of copper alloy that has a
square hole in the center 2 : a unit of value equivalent to one Ccish

cash-book \-,buk\ n : a book in which record is kept of all cash
receipts and disbursements
ca.Shew \'kash-(.)ii. ks-'shu\ n [Pg acaj{i, caju, fr. Tupi aco/ii] : a
tropical American tree {Anacardium occideniale) of the sumac
family grown for its edible kidney-shaped nut and receptacle and
the gum it yields; also ; its nut
icash-ier \ka-'shi(3)r, ka-\ vt [D casseren, fr. MF casser to dis-
charge, annul — more at quash] 1 : to dismiss from service; esp
; to dismiss ignominiously 2 : reject, discard

Jcash-ier \ka-'shiO)r\ n [D or MF; D kassier, fr. MF cassier, fr.

casse money box] : one that has charge of money: as a : a high
officer in a bank or trust company responsible for moneys received
and expended b : one who collects and records payments

cashier's check n : a check drawn by a bank upon its own funds and
signed by the cashier
cash.mere \'kazh-,mi(3)r, "kash-X n [Cashmere (Kashmir)] 1 : fine
wool from the undercoat of the Kashmir goat or a yarn of this

wool 2 : a soft twilled fabric made orig. from cashmere
cash register n : a business machine that records the amount of
money received, that usu. has a money drawer, and that exhibits the
amount of each sale
cashing \'ka-sir)\ n ; something that encases : material for encasing:
as a : an enclosing frame esp. around a door or window opening
b : a metal pipe used to case a well c ; tire 2b d ; a membranous
case for processed meat
ca-si-no \k3-'se-(.)no\ n [It, fr. casa house, fr. L. cabin] 1 : a
building or room used for social amusements; specij : one used for
gambling 2 : summerhouse 3 or cas-si-no : a card game

cask \'kask\ n [MF casque helmet, fr. Sp casco potsherd, skull,

helmet, fr. cascar to break — more at cascara] 1 ; a barrel-shaped
vessel of staves, headings, and hoops usu. for liquids 2 : a cask
and its contents; also : the quantity contained in a cask

cas.ket \*kas-kat\ n [ME, modif. of MF cassette'^ 1 : a small chest
or box (as for jewels) 2 : a usu. ornamented and lined rectangular
box or chest for a corpse to be buried in — casket vt

casque \*kask\ n [MF — more at cask] 1 : a piece of armor for the
head : helmet 2 : an anatomic structure suggestive of a helmet

cas-sa.ba var oj casaba
Cas.san-dra \k3-'san-dra\ n [L, fr. Gk Kassandra'] 1 ; a daughter
of Priam endowed with the gift of prophecy but fated never to be
believed 2 : one who prophesies misfortune or disaster

cas-sa-va \k3~'sav-3\ n [Sp cazabe cassava bread, fr. Taino
caqdbil I any of several plants (genus Manihot) of the spurge family
grown in the tropics for their fleshy edible rootsiocks which yield a
nutritious starch; also : the rootsiock or its starch

cas-se«role \*kas-3-.rol, 'kaz-\ n [F, saucepan, fr. MF, irreg. fr.

casse ladle, dripping pan, deriv. of Gk kyathos ladle] 1 : a deep
round usu. porcelain dish with a handle used for heating substances
in the laboratory 2 : a dish in which food may be baked and
served 3 : the food cooked and served in a casserole

cas-sette \k3-'set\ n [F. fr. MF, dim. of ONF casse case] : a Ught-
tight magazine for holding film or plates for use in a camera

cas-sia \*kash-3\ n [ME. fr. OE, fr. L, fr. Gk kassia, of Sem origin;
akin to Heb qSsi'ah cassia] 1 ; a coarse cinnamon bark (as from
Cinnamomum cassia) 2 : any of a genus {Cassia) of leguminous
herbs, shrubs, and trees of warm regions

cas-si-mere \'kaz-3-,mi(3)r, 'kas-\ n [obs. Cassimere (Kashmir)]
; a smooth twilled usu. wool fabric

Cas>Si-o-pe-ia \,kas-e-3-'pe-(y)3\ n [L, fr. Gk Kassiopeia'\ 1 ; the
mother of Andromeda 2 [L (gen. Cassiopeiae) , fr. Gk Kassiopeia\
: a northern constellation between Andromeda and Cepheus

Cassiopeia's Chair n : a group of stars in the constellation Cassio-
peia resembling a chair

cas-sit-er-ite \k3-'sit-3-,rTt\ n [F cassiterite, fr. Gk kassiteros tin]

; a brown or black mineral that consists of tin dioxide SnOz and is

the chief source of metallic tin

cas-sock \'kas-3k\ n [MF casaque, fr. Per kazhaghand padded
jacket, fr. kazh raw silk -I- aghand stuffed] : an ankle-length gar-
ment with close-fitting sleeves worn esp. in Roman Catholic and
Anglican churches by the clergy and by laymen assisting in divine
services

cas-so-wary \'kas-3-,wer-e\ n [Malay kesuariZ ; any of several
large ratite birds (genus Casuarius) esp. of New Guinea and
Australia closely related to the emu

least \'kast\ vb cast; cast-ing [ME casten, fr. ON kasta; akin to
ON kos heap and perh. to L gerere to carry, wage] vt 1 a : to cause
to move by throwing <'^ a fishing lure) b : direct <'^ a glance)
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C (1) ! to put forth <the fire ~s a warm glow) (2) : to place as if

by throwing <'^ doubt upon their reUability) d : to deposit (a

ballot) formally e (1) : to throw off or away <the horse ^ a shoe)
(2) : to get rid of : discard <~ off all restraint) (3) : shed, molt
(4) ; to bring forth; esp : to give birth to prematurely f : to throw
to the ground esp. in wrestling g : to build by throwing up earth
2 a (1) ; to perform arithmetical operations on ; add (2) ; to
calculate by means of astrology b archaic ; decide, intend
3 a : to dispose or arrange into parts or into a suitable form or
order b (1) ; to assign the parts of to actors (2) : to assign to a
role or part 4 a : to give a shape to (a substance) by pouring in liquid

or plastic form into a mold and letting harden without pressure <'^

steel) b ; to form by this process <~ machine parts) c : to make a
stereotype or other printing plate from (letterpress matter) : plate
5 ; TURN <'^ the scale slightly) 6 : to make (a knot or stitch) by
looping or catching up 7 ; twist, warp <a beam ^ by age> ~ vi

1 ; to throw something; specij : to throw out a lure with a fishing
rod 2 dial Brit : vomit 3 dial Eng ; to bear fruit : yield 4 a : to
perform addition b obs : estimate, conjecture 5 : warp
6 : to make a cast — used of hunting dogs or trackers 7 a ; veer
b : to wear ship 8 : to take form in a mold syn see discard,
THROW — cast lots : to draw lots to determine a matter by chance
2cast n 1 a : an act of casting b : something that happens as a
result of chance c : a throw of dice d ; a throw of a hne (as a
fishing line) or net 2 a ; the form in which a thing is constructed
b : the set of characters in a play or narrative c : the arrangement
of draperies in a painting 3 : the distance to which a thing can be
thrown; specij : the distance a bow can shoot 4 a : a turning of the
eye in a particular direction; also : expression b : a slight stra-

bismus 5 : something that is thrown or the quantity thrown: as
a ; the number of hawks released by a falconer at one time b Brit

; the leader of a fishing line c : the quantity of metal cast at a
single operation 6a; something that is formed by casting in a
mold or form: as (1) ; a reproduction (as of a statue) in metal or
plaster : casting (2) : a fossil reproduction of the details of a
natural object by mineral infiltration b : an impression taken from
an object with a liquid or plastic substance : mold c : a rigid dress-
ing of gauze impregnated with plaster of paris for immobilizing a
diseased or broken part 7 : forecast, conjecture 8 a : an over-
spread of a color : shade b ; tinge, suggestion 9 a : a ride
on one's way in a vehicle : lift b Scot : help, assistance 10 a
: SHAPE, appearance ft ; characteristic quality 11 ; something
that is thrown out or off. shed, or ejected: as a : the excrement of
an earthworm b : a mass of plastic matter formed in cavities of
diseased organs and discharged from the body c ; the skin of an
insect 12 : the ranging in search of a trail by a dog, hunting pack,
or tracker

cas-ta.net \,kas-t3-'net\ n [Sp castaheta, fr.

castaha chestnut, fr. L castanea — more at
CHESTNUT] ; a rhythm instrument used esp. by
dancers that consists of two small shells of ivory,
hard wood, or plastic fastened to the thumb and
clicked together by the other fingers — usu. used
in pi.

cast-away \'kas-t3-,wa\ adj 1 : thrown away
: REJECTED 2 : cast adrift or ashore as a sur-
vivor of a shipwreck — castaway n

caste VkastX n [Pg casta, lit., race, lineage, fr.

fem^ of casto pure, chasie, fr. L castas; akin to L castanets
carere to be without, Gk keazein to split, Skt
&asaii he cuts to pieces] 1 : one of the hereditary social classes in
Hinduism that restrict the occupation of their members and their
intercourse with the members of other castes 2 a : a division of
society based upon differences of wealth, inherited rank or privi-
lege, profession, or occupation b : the position conferred by caste
standing ; prestige 3 : a system of rigid social stratification char-
acterized by hereditary status, endogamy, and social barriers sanc-
tioned by custom, law, or religion 4 : a polymorphic social insect
(as the bee) that carries out a particular function in the colony

cas.teHan X'kas-ta-lan, ka-'stel-3n\ n [ME castelleyn, fr. ONF
castelain, fr. L castellanus occupant of a castle, fr. casiellanus of a
castle, fr. castellum castle] : a governor or warden of a castle or fort

Cas.tel.lat.ed \'kas-t3-,lat-3d\ adj [ML casiellaius. pp. of castellare
to fortify, fr. L castellum} 1 : having battlements like a castle
2 : having or supporting a castle

cast>er \'kas-t3r\ n 1 : one that casts (as a machine that casts type)
2 or cas-tor \-t3r\ a ; a cruet, sifter, or other small container for
condiments b : a stand for holding casters 3 or castor : a
wheel or set of wheels mounted in a swivel frame used for support-
ing furniture, trucks, and portable machines

caS'ti«gate \'kas-t3-,gat\ vt [L castigatus, pp. of casiigare} Z to
punish, reprove.or criticize severely — syn see punish — cas-ti-ga-
tion \,kas-t3-'ga-shan\ n — cas-ti>ga>tor \'kas-ta-,gat-9r\ n

cas-tile soap \(,)ka-.stel-\ n, ojten cap C [Castile, region of Spain]
; a fine hard bland soap made from olive oil and sodium hydroxide;
also ; any of various similar soaps
Cas.tiMan \ka-'stil-y3n\ n 1 ; a native or inhabitant of Castile;
broadly ; Spaniard 2 a : the dialect of Castile b : the official
and literary language of Spain based on this dialect — Gastilian
adj

cast'ing n l : the act of one that casts 2 : something cast in a
mold 3 : something that is cast out or off

casting vote n : a deciding vote cast by a presiding officer

cast iron n : a commercial alloy of iron, carbon, and silicon that is

cast in a mold and is hard, brittle, nonmalleable, and incapable of
being hammer-welded but more easily fusible than steel

icas.tle \'kas-3l\ n [ME castel fr. OE, fr. ONF. fr. L castellum
fortress, castle, dim. of casirum fortified place; akin to L cassi

castrate] 1 a ; a large fortified building or set of buildings
massive or imposmg house 2 ; a retreat safe against intrus
invasion 3 : =rook

scastle vb cas'tled; cas-tling \'kas-(a-)Ui3\ vt 1 : to establish in
a castle 2 : to move (the king in chess) in castling ~ vi 1 : to
move the king two squares toward a rook and in the same move the
rook to the square next past the king 2 oj the king : to move in
castling

caS'tled \'kas-9ld\ adj : castellated
castle in the air ; a visionary project — called also castle in Spain
cast-off \'kas-,t6f\ adj : thrown away or aside — cast>off n
cast on vt : to place (stitches) on a knittmg needle for beginning or
enlarging knitted work

cas>tor \'kas-tar\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk kastor, fr. Kastor Castor]
1 : beaver la 2 : a bitter strong-smelhng creamy orange-brown
substance consisting of the dried perineal glands of the beaver and
their secretion used esp. by perfumers 3 ; a beaver or other hat
Cas.tor \'kas-t3r\ n [L, fr. Gk Kastor} 1 : the mortal twin of
Pollux 2 : the more northern of the two bright stars in Gemini

castor bean n : the very poisonous seed of the castor-oil plant;
also : this plant

castor oil n [prob. fr. its former use as a substitute for castor in
medicine] : a pale viscous fatty oil from castor beans used esp. as a
cathartic or lubricant

castor-oil plant n : a tropical Old World herb (Ricinus communis)
widely grown as an ornamental or for its oil-rich castor beans

cas.trate \'kas-,trat\ vt [L castratus, pp. of castrare; akin to Skt
sasati he cuts to pieces] 1 a : to deprive of the testes : geld b : to
deprive of the ovaries : spay 2 : to deprive of vitaUty or effect

: EMASCULATE — castratc n — cas-tra-tion \ka-'stra-sh3n\ n
ica.su.al \'kazh-(a-)w3l, 'kazh-«l\ adj [ME, fr. MF & LL; MF
casuel, fr. LL casualis, fr. L casus fall, chance] 1 : subject to,

resulting from, or occurring by chance 2a: occurring without
regularity ; occasional b ; employed for irregular periods
3 a ; feeling or showing litde concern : nonchalant b (1) : in-
formal, natural (2) : designed for informal use syn see ac-
cidental, random — ca*su>al*ly \-e\ adv — ca>su>al>ness n
^casual n 1 : a casual or migratory worker 2 : an officer or
enlisted man awaiting assignment or transportation to his unit

ca.SU.al-ty \'kazh-3l-te, 'kazh-0-)wsl-\ n 1 : serious or fatal
accident : disaster 2 a : a military person lost through death,
wounds, injury, sickness, internment, or capture or through being
missing in action b ; a person or thing injured, lost, or destroyed

ca.SU.ist \'kazh-(3-)w3st\ n [prob. fr. Sp casuista, fr. L casus fall,

chance — more at case] : one skilled in or given to casuistry— ca*su<is-tic \,kazh-3-*wis-tik\ or ca>su>is<ti>cal \-ti-k3l\ adj
ca-su-ist-ry \'kazh-(3-)wa-stre\ n 1 : a method or doctrine dealing
with cases of conscience and the resolution of questions of right or
wrong in conduct 2 ; sophistical, equivocal, or specious reasoning

ca.sus bel-li \.kas-3s-'bel-,e, ,ka-sas-'bel-,T\ n [NL, occasion of
war] : an event or action that justifies or allegedly justifies war

icat \'kat\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE can: akin to OHG kazza
cat; both fr. a prehistoric NGmc-WGmc word prob. borrowed fr.

LL cattus, catta cat] 1 a : a carnivorous mammal {Felis catus)
long domesticated and kept by man as a pet or for catching rats and
mice b ; any of a family (Felidae) including the domestic cat,

lion, tiger, leopard, jaguar, cougar, wildcat, lynx, and cheetah
c : the fur or pelt of the domestic cat 2 : one resembling a cat
3 : a strong tackle used to hoist an anchor to the cathead of a ship
4 ; CATBOAT 5 : CAT-o' -nine-tails 6 : CATFISH 7 slang a : a
player or devotee of hot jazz b : guy

2cat vt cat'ted; cat>ting ; to bring (an anchor) up to the cathead
Cat trademark — used for a Caterpillar tractor
cata- or cat- or GaMl^ prejix [Gk kata-, kat-, kath-, fr. kata down,
in accordance with, by; akin to L com- with] ; down <ca/oclinal>

cat>a-bol>ic \,kat-3-'bal-ik\ adj : of or relating to catabolism— cat*a*boM-cal*Iy \-i-k{3-)le\ adv
ca<tab'0>lism \k3-'tab-5-^iz-3m\ n [Gk katabole throwing down,
fr. kataballein to throw down, fr. kata- -t- ballein to throw — more
at devil] : destructive metabolism

ca>tab>o-lize \-^iz\ vt : to subject to catabolism -^ vi ; to imdergo
catabolism

cat>a>clire.si3 \,kat-a-'kre-s3s\ n, pi cat-a>clire>ses \-'kre-.sez.\

[L, fr. Gk katachresis misuse, fr. katachresthai to use up, misuse, fr.

kata- ->r chresthai to use] 1 : use of the wrong word for the context
2 : use of a forced and esp. paradoxical figure of speech (as blind
mouths) — cat>a<chre5*tic \-'kres-tik\ or cat-a-chres-ti-cal
\-ti-k3l\ adj — cat'a-chreS'ti'CaMy \-ti-k(3-1le\ adv

cat*a>clysm \'kat-a-,kliz-3m\ n [F cataclysme, fr. L cataclysmos, fr.

Gk kaiakiysmos, fr. kataklyzein to inimdate, fr. kata- + kiyzein to
wash — more at clyster] 1 : flood, deluge 2 ; a violent geo-
logic change 3 : a momentous and violent event marked by over-
whelming upheaval and demolition syn see disaster — cat*a-
clys-mal \,kat-3-'kliz-m3l\ adj — cat>a<clys>inic \-mik\ adj

cat<a>comb \'kat-a-,kom\ n [MF catacombe, prob. fr. Olt cata-
comba, fr. LL catacumbae, p!.] ; a subterranean cemetery of gal-
leries with recesses for tombs — usu. used in pi.

ca>tad-ro-mous \k3-*tad-r3-m3s\ adj [prob. fr, NL catadromus, fr.

cata- -*- -dromus -droraous] : living in fresh water and going to the
sea to spawn
cat-a.lalque \'kat-a-,falk. -,f6(l)k\ n [It catajalco, fr. (assumed)
VL catajalicum scaffold, fr. caia- -f- Ljala siege tower] 1 : an orna-
mental structure sometimes used in solemn funerals for the lying in
state of the body 2 : a pall-covered coffin-shaped structure used
at requiem masses celebrated after burial
Cat.a.lan \'kat-n-3n, -,an\ n [Sp Caialdn} 1 ; a native or inhabit-
ant of Catalonia 2 ; the Romance language of Catalonia, Valen-
cia, and the Balearic islands — Catalan adj

cat>a*lase \'kat-=l-,as, -,az\ n icatalysis} : an enzyme that catalyzes
the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen and
the oxidation by hydrogen peroxide of alcohols to aldehydes— cat>a'lat<ic \,kat-=l-'at-ik\ adj

cat-a*lec>tic \.kat-=t-'ek-tik\ adj [LL catalecticus, fr. Gk katalekti-

kos, fr. kaialegein to leave off. fr. kata- + legein to stop] : lacking
a syllable at the end or ending in an imperfect foot — catalectic n

cat<a<lep<sy \'kat-'l-jep-se\ n_ [ME catalempsi fr. ML catalepsia,

fr. LL catalepsis, fr. Gk katalepsis, lit., act of seizing, fr. kaialam-
banein to seize, fr. kaia- + lambanein to take — more at latch]
; a condition of suspended animation and loss of voluntary motion
in which the limbs hold any position they are placed in — cat*a>lep-
tic \,kat-'l-'ep-tik\ adj or n

cat.a.lex-is \,kat-n-'ek-sas\ n, pi cat-a-Iex-es \-'ek-.sez\ [NL,
fr, Gk kaiulexis close, cadence, fr. katalegein\ : omission or incom-
pleteness m the last foot of a line or other unit in metrical verse

icat-a*log or cat.a-logue \'kat-'l-,6g. -,ag\ n [ME caieloge, fr.

MF catalogue, fr. LL caialogus, fr. Gk katalogos, fr. katalegein to

list, enumerate, fr. kata- + legein to gatherj speak] 1 : list,

regisier 2 a : a complete enumeration of items arranged sys-

tematically with descriptive details b : a pamphlet or book that
contains such a list c : material in such a list

^catalog or catalogue vt 1 t to make a catalog of 2 : to enter in a
catalog; esp : to classify (books or other library material) descrip-
tively — cat-a-log-er or cat-a»logu-er n



catalogue raisonne 431 catenulate

catalogue rai>SOn.n€ \-,raz-On-'a\ n [F, Ut., reasoned catalog]
: a systematic annotated catalog; esp ; a critical bibliography

ca-tal-pa Xka-'tal-pa, -'t6l-\ n [Creek kutuhlpa, lit., head with
wings] ; any of a small genus (Catalpa) of American and Asiatic
trees of the trumpet-creeper family with cordate leaves and pale
showy flowers in terminal racemes

ca«tal>y*5i5 \k9-'tal-3-s3s\ n [Gk katalysis dissolution, fr. katalyein
to dissolve, fr. kata- cata- + lyein to dissolve, release] : modifica-
tion and esp. increase in the rate of a chemical reaction induced by
material unchanged chemically at the end of the reaction; also : any
reaction brought about by a separate agent — cat-a-lyt*ic \,kat-
"l-'it-ikX adj— cat-a-lyt-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Cat-a-Iyst \'kat-'l-3st\ n 1 : a substance or agent inducing catalysis
2 : a substance that initiates a chemical reaction and enables it to
proceed under milder conditions than otherwise possible

catalytic cracber n ; the unit in a petroleum refinery in which
cracking is carried out in the presence of a catalyst

cat>a<lyze \'kat-^l-Jz\ vt : to subject to or produce or alter by
catalysis — cat«a«lyz«er n
cat-a-ma>ran \.kat-a-m&-*ran\ n [Tamil kattumaram, fr. kattu
to tie + maram tree] 1 : a raft consisting of logs or pieces of wood
lashed together and propelled by paddles or sails 2 ; a boat with
twin hulls or planing surfaces side by side

cata-me.nia \,kat-a-'me-ne-a\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [NL,
fr. Gk katamenia, it. neut. pi. of katamenios monthly, fr. kata by
-t- men month] ; menses — cata>me>ni>al \-ne-3l\ ad}

cat-a-mite \'kat-a-,mit\ n [L catamitus. It. Catamitus Ganymede,
fr. Etruscan Catmite, fr. Gk Ganymedes\ : a boy kept for purposes
of sexual perversion
Cat*a*moimt \'kat-»-,maunt\ n [short for cat-a-mountaln2 : any
of various wild cats: as a : cougar b ; lynx
cat-a-moun.tain \,kat-9-'maunt-'n\ n [ME cat o} the mountainel

X any of various wild cats: as a : the European wildcat b ; leopard
cat>a-plio<re*si5 \ kat-3-fa-'re-s3s\ n [NL] : electrophoresis— cat>a>pho<ret-ic \-'ret-ik\ adj — cat*a*pho*ret*l<cal*ly
\-i-k(9-)le\ adv

Cat.a.pla.Sia \,kat-3-'pla-zh(e-)a\ n [NL] : reversion of cells or
tissues to more primitive character — cat-a-plas*tic \-'plas-tik\
ad}
cat*a<plasm \'kat-3-,pIaz-am\ n [MF cataplasme, it. L cataplasma^
fr. Gk kataplasma, it. kataptassein to plaster over] : poultice
cat-a.plexy \'kat-3-j)lek-se\ n [G kataplexie, it. Gk kajaplexis,
fr. kataplessein to strike down, terrify, fr. kata- + plessein to
strike — more at plaint] ; sudden loss of muscle power following
a strong emotional stimulus
Icat.a.pult \'kat-3-,palt, -.pult\ n [MF or L; MF catapuUe, fr. L
catapulta, it. Gk katapaltes, it. kata- + pallein to hurl — more at
POLEMIC] 1 : an ancient mUitary device for hurling missiles 2 : a
device for launching an airplane at flying speed

2catapu!t vt ; to throw or launch by or as if by a catapult '** v/ ; to
become catapulted

cat-a.racl \'kat-3-.rakt\ n [L cataracta waterfall, portcullis, fr. Gk
kataraktes, fr. katarassein to dash down, fr. kata- cata- + arassein
to strike, dash] 1 [MF or ML; MF cataracte, it. ML cataracta,
it. L, portcullis] ; a clouding of the lens of the eye or of its capsule
obstructing the passage of light 2 a obs ; waterspout b ; water-
fall; esp ; a large one over a precipice c : steep rapids In a river
d ; DOWNPOUR, FLOOD — cat>a>rac>tal \,kat-a-'rak-t^l\ ad}

Ca.tarrh \k9-'tar\ n [MF or LL; MF catarrhe, it. LL catarrhus,
it, Gk katarrhous, fr. katarrhein to flow down + kata- + rhein
to flow — more at stream] ; inflammation of a mucous membrane;
esp ; one chronically affecting the human nose and air passages— ca-tarrh-al \-3l\ adj — ca-tarrh-aMy \-3-le\ adv

ca.tas-ta.sis \ka-'tas-ta-s9s\ n, pi ca.tas.ta-ses \-t3-.sez\ [Gk
katastasis settlement, fr. kathistanai to set in order, fr. kata- +
histanai to cause to stand — more at stand] : the complication
Immediately prior to the climax of a play; also : the climax of a play

Ca-las.tro.plie \k3-'tas-tr3-(,)fe\ n [Gk katastrophe, it. katastre-
phein to overturn, fr. kata- + strephein to turn] 1 : tiie final event of
the dramatic action esp. of a tragedy 2 : a momentous tragic event
ranging from extreme misfortune to utter overthrow or ruin 3 : a
violent and sudden change in a feature of the earth 4 : utter failure
; FLN.SCO syn see disaster — cat-a-stroph^ic \,kat-3-'straf-ik\ ad}— cat<a<stroph>i>caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

cata-tO-nia \,kat-a-'t6-ne-3\ n [NL, fr. G katatonie, fr. kata-
cata- + NL tonus'} 1 : catalepsy 2 : a disorder marked by
catalepsy — cata*toil-ic \-'tan-ik\ ad} or n
cat'bird \'kat-,b3rd\ n ; an American songbird (Dumetella caro-
linensis) dark gray in color with black cap and reddish under tail

coverts
cat.boat \-,bot\ n ; a sailboat having
a cat rig and usu. a centerboard and
being of light draft and broad beam

cat.bri.er \-.brT(-3)r\ n : any of
several prickly climbers (genus Smilax)
of the lily family

cat.call \-,kdl\ n : a sound like the
cry of a cat or a noise made to ex-
press disapproval (as at a sports
event) — catcall vb
icatch X'kach, "kechV vb caught
\'k6t\ calch.ing [ME cacchen, fr.

ONF cachier to hunt, fr. (assumed)
VL captiare, alter, of L captare to
chase, fr. captus, pp. of capere to
take — more at heave] vt 1 a : to
capture or seize esp. after pursuit
b ; TRAP, ENSNARE C : DECEIVE d I tO
discover unexpectedly : find <caught
In the act) e : lo check suddenly or
momentarily f ; to become suddenly
aware of 2 a : to take hold of : seize _ _

C : SNATCH, INTERCEPT d ! to avail oncsclf of : TAKE 6 ; to Obtain
through effort : get i : to get entangled <--- a sleeve on a nail)

3 a : to become affected by (-^ fire) <~ pneumonia) b ; to be
struck by 4 a : to seize and hold firmly b : fasten 6 : to take
or get usu. momentarily or quickly <"- a glimpse of a friend)

3 abut; o kitten; 9T further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

] Joke; ij slug; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; th this;

catboat

to affect suddenly

6 a ! OVERTAKE D ; to get aboard in time <'^ the bus) 7 : at-
tract, ARREST 8 ; to make contact with 9 ; to grasp by the
senses or the mind : apprehend •«- v/ 1 : to grasp hastily or try to
grasp 2 : to become caught 3 of a crop : to come up and become
established 4 ; to play the position of catcher on a baseball team
syn capture, trap, snare, entrap, ensnare, bag: catch impUes

the seizing of something in motion or in flight or in hiding; capture
suggests taking by overcoming resistance or difficulty; trap,
SNARE, entrap, ENSNARE imply seizing by some device that holds
the one caught at the mercy of his captor; trap and snare apply
more commonly to physical seizing, entrap and ensnare more often
to figurative; bag implies getting possession of by shooting down
a fleeing or distant quarry syn see in addition incur
2catCh n 1 : something caught; esp : the total quantity caught at
one time 2 a : the act, action, or fact of catching b ; a game
in which a ball is thrown and caught 3 : something that checks
or holds immovable 4 : one worth catching esp. as a spouse 6 ; a
round for three or more unaccompanied voices written out as one
continuous melody with each succeeding singer taking up a part in
turn 6 : fragment, snatch 7 : a concealed difficulty 8 ; the
catching of a field crop

catch>all \-,61\ n : something to hold a variety of odds and ends
catch-er X'kach-ar, 'kech-V n ; one that catches; specif ; a base-
ball player stationed behind home plate

catch. fly \-,flT\ n : any of various plants (as of the genera Lychnis
and Silene) with viscid stems to which small insects adhere

catch.Ing ad} l : infectious, contagious 2 : alluring, catchy
catch.ment \'kach-mant, 'kech-\ n 1 : the action of catching water
2 : something that catches water; also ; the amount of water caugiit

catch on vi 1 ; understand, tumble 2 ; to become popular
catch.pen.ny \'kach-,pen-e, 'kech-X adj : designed esp. to get
small sums of money from the ignorant

catch.pole or catch.poU \-,pol\ n [ME cacchepol, fr. OE aecepot,
it. (assumed) ONF cachepol, lit., chicken chaser, fr. ONF cachier
+ pol chicken, fr, L pullus — more at catch, pullet] : a sheriffs
deputy; esp ; one who makes arrests for debt
catch up VI : to travel or work fast enough to overtake or complete
catch,up \'kech-3p, 'kach-; 'kat-s3p\ var of catsup
catch.word X'kach-.ward, 'kech-\ n 1 a : a word under the right*
hand side of the last line on a book page that repeats the first

word on the following page b : either of the terms to right and
left of the head of a page of an alphabetical reference work (as a
dictionary) indicating the first and last entries on the page 2 : a
word or expression repeated until it becomes representative of a
party, school, or a point of view
catchy \'kach-e, 'kech-X adj 1 : apt or tending to catch the In-
terest or attention 2 : tricky 3 ; fitful, irregular

cat distemper n : panleucopenia
Cate \'kat\ n [ME, article of purchased food, short for acate, fr.

ONF acat purchase, fr. acater to buy, fr. (assumed) \L accaptare,
it. L accepiare to accept] ; a dainty or choice food

cat.e.Che.SiS Vkat-s-'ke-sasX n, pi cat-e-Che.ses \-'ke-,sez\ [LL.
fr. Gk kaiechesis, fr. katechein to teach] : oral instruction of
catechumens — cat-e>chet*i'Cal \,kat-3-'ket-i-ksl\ ad}

cat.e*Ohisin \'kat-a-,kiz-3ra\ n 1 : oral instruction 2 : a manual
for catechizing; specif ; a summary of religious doctrine often In
the form of questions and answers 3 : a set of formal questions
put as a test — cat.e.chis.mal \.kat-3-'klz-mal\ adj — cat*e-
chiS'tic \-'kis-tik\ ad}

cat-e=chist \'kat-i-k9st\ n : one that catechizes
cat.e.chi.za.tion \,kat-i-ka-'2a-shsn\ n : the act of catechizing
or being catechized

cat.e.cluze \'kat-3-,kTz\ vt [LL catechizare, fr. Gk katechein to
teach, lit., to din into, fr. kata- cata- + echein to resound, fr.

eche sound — more at echo] 1 : to instruct systematically esp.
by questions, answers, and explanations and corrections; specif
; to give religious instruction in such a manner 2 ; to question
systematically or searchingly — cat>e*chiz.er n
Cat'C'Chu \'kat-a-,chii\ n [profa. fr. Malay kachu, of Dravldian
origin; akin to Tamil & Kannada kacu catechu] : any of several
dry, earthy, or resinous astringent substances obtained from
tropical Asiatic plants: as a : an extract of the heartwood of an
East Indian acacia {Acacia catechu) b : gambier

cat.e.chu.men \,kat-a-'kyii-m3n\ n [ME cathecumyn, fr. MF
cathecumine, it. LL catechumenus, fr. Gk katechoumenos, pres.
pass. part, of katechein} 1 ; a convert to Christianity receiving
training in doctrine and discipline before baptism 2 ; one receiv-
ing instruction in the basic doctrines of Christianity before ad-
mission to communicant membership in a church

cat-e.gor.i.cal \,kat-3-'g6r-i-k3l, -'gar-\ also cat-e.gor.ic \-lk\
ad} [LL categoricus, fr. Gk kategorikos, it. kategoria affirmation,
category] 1 a : absolute, unqualified b : having no qualifica-
tion or reservation 2 : of, relating to, or constituting a category— cat-e.gor.i.cai-ly \-i-k(9-)le\ adv
categorical imperative n : a moral obligation or command that is

unconditionally and universally binding
cat.e.go.ri.za.tion \,kat-i-g3-r3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act of categoriz-
ing ; the state of being categorized ; classification

cal.e-go.rize \*kat-i-g3-,rTz\ vt : to put into a category : classify
cat.e.go-ry \'kat-3-,gor-e, -,g6r-\ n [LL categoria, fr. Gk kategoria
predication, category, fr. kategorein to accuse, affirm, predicate,
fr. kata- + agora public assembly — more at gregarious] 1 a : a
general class to which a logical predicate or that which it predi-ates
belongs b : one of the underlying forms to which any fact known
by experience must conform 2 : class, group, classification
ca.te.na \k3-'te-n3\ n, pi ca.te.nae \-(,)ne\ or catenas [ML, fr.

L, chain — more at chain] : a connected series of related things

cat>e.nary \'kat-s-,ner-e, esp Brit ks-'te-na-re\ n [NL catenaria,

fr. L, fem. of catenarius of a cliain, fr. catena} 1 : the curve
assumed by a perfectly flexible inextensible cord of uniform density
and cross section hanging freely from two fixed points 2 : some-
thing in the form of a catenary — catenary adj
cat.e>nat3 \'kat-3-,nat\ vt [L catenatus, pp. of catenare, fr. catena}

: to connect in a series ; link — cat.e.na-tion \,kat-a-'na-sh3n\ n
ca.ten-u.late \k3-'ten-y3-l3t\ adj [ISV, fr. LL catenula, dim. of
L catena} : shaped like a chain
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cater 132 caulk
ca-ter \'kat-3r\ vl [oba. cater (buyer of provisions), fr. ME catour,
short for acatour, fr. AF, fr. ONF acater to buy] 1 ; to provide a
supply of food 2 : to supply what is required or desired

cat.er.an \'kat-3-ran\ n [ME ketharan, prob. fr. ScGael ceathair-
neacb freebooter, robber] : a former military irregular or brigand
of the Scottish Highlands

cat.er-cor.ner \,kat-e-'k6(r)-n3r, ^at-a-, .klt-e-\ or cat-er-cor-
nered \-n3rd\ adv {or adjj fobs, cater (four-spot) + E corner^ : in
a diagonal or oblique position: on a diagonal or oblique line
ca*tei-<;ous>in \'kat-3r-,k3z-=n\ n ; an intimate friend
ca>ter>er \'kat-3r-3r\ n ; one that caters; esp : one who provides
food and service for a social affair — ca<ter>e53 \'kat-a-ras\ n

cat.er.pil.lar \'kat-a(r)-.pil-3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME catyrpel, fr.

ON F catepelose, lit., hairy cat] ; the elongated wormlike larva of a
butterfly or moth; also ; any of various similar larvae

Caterpillar trademark — used for a tractor made for use on rough
or soft ground and moved on two endless metal belts

cat-er*waill \'kat-ar-,w61\ vi [ME caterwawen"), : to make the char-
acteristic harsh cry of a rutting cat — caterwaul n

cat*fac*lllg \'kat-,fa-sio\ n ; a disfigurement or malformation of
fruit suggesting a cat's face in appearance
cat>2ish \'kat-,fish\ n : any of numerous usu. stout-bodied large*
headed voracious fishes (order Ostariophysi) with long tactile barbels
cat-gut \-,g3t\ n : a tough cord made usu. from sheep intestines
cath see cata-
Cath.ar \'kath-,ar\ n, pi Cath-a-ri \'kath-3-,rT, -,re\ [LL catharl
(pi.), fr. LGk katharoi, fr. Gk, pi. of katharos, adj.] ; a member
of one of various ascetic and dualistic Christian sects of the later
Middle Ages — Cath-a-risiu \'kath-3-,riz-3m\ n — Catb-a-rist
\-9rast\ or Cath-a»nS"tic \,kath-a-'ris-tik\ adj

ca.thar.sis \ks-*thar-s3s\ n, pi ca-thar-ses \-'thar-,sez\ [NL,
fr. Gk kaiharsis, fr. kathairein to cleanse, purge, fr. katharos pure]
1 : PURGATION 2 a : purification or purgation of the emotions
(as pity and fear) primarily through art b ; a purification or
purgation that brings about spiritual renewal or release from
tension 3 : elimination of a complex by bringing it to conscious-
ness and affording it expression
tca.thar.tic \k3-'lhiirt-ik\ adj [LL or Gk; LL catharticus, fr. Gk
Jcathartikos, fr. kathairein] : of, relating to, or producing catharsis

2catliartic n : a cathartic medicine : purgative
cat>head \'kat-,hed\ n ; a projecting piece of timber or Iron near
the bow of a ship to which the anchor is hoisted and secured

ca>tliect \k3-'thekt\ vt [back-formation fr. cathectic} : to invest
with libidinal energy

ca.thec.tic \k3-'thek-tik\ adj [NL cathexis^ : of, relating to, or
invested with libidinal energy

ca.the.dra \k3-'thc-dr3\ n [L. chair] : a bishop's official throne
lca>the-dral \ka-'ihe-dr3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or containing a
cathedra 2 : emanating from a chair of authority 3 : suggestive
of a cathedral

^cathedral n : a church that contains a cathedra and is the principal
church of a diocese

catli.er.ine wheel \,kath-(3-)r3n-\ n, oJten cap C [St. Catherine
of Alexandria -tabSOJ Christian martyr] 1 ; a wheel with spikes
projecting from the rim 2 : pinwheel 2 3 : cartwheel 2

catll.e.ter \'kath-3t-ar\ n [LL, fr. Gk katheter, fr. kathienai to
send down, fr. kaia- cata- + hienai to send — more at jet] : a
tubular medical device for insertion into canals, vessels, passage-
ways, or body cavities usu. to permit injection or withdrawal of
fluids or to keep a passage open

cath.e.ter-iza.tion X.kath-st-a-ra-'za-shsn, ,kath-t3-ra-\ n : the
act or an instance of caiheterizing

calh-e.ter.ize \'kath-3t-a-,riz, 'kath-t3-\ vt ; to introduce a
catheter into

ca.thex.is \k3-*thek-s3s\ n [NL (intended as trans, of G besetzung),
fr. Gk kathexis holding, fr. katechein to hold fast, occupy, fr.

kata- -H echein to have, hold — more at scheme] ; investment of
libidinal energy in a person, object, or idea

cath>Ode \'kath-,od\ n [Gk kathodos way down, fr. kata- 4-

hodos way — more at cede] 1 : the negative terminal of an elec-
trolytic cell — compare anode 2 : the positive terminal of a
primary cell or of a storage battery that is delivering current 3 ; the
electron-emitting electrode of an electron tube — ca-thod*ic \ka-
thad-ik\ adj— ca.thod.LcaMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

cathode ray n l : one of the high-speed electrons projected in a
stream from the heated cathode of a vacuum tube under the
propulsion of a strong electric field 2 ; a stream of cathode-ray
electrons
cathode-ray tube n : a vacuum tube in which cathode rays usu.
in the form of a slender beam are projected upon a fluorescent
screen and produce a luminous spot

cath.Q.liC \'kath-0-)Uk\ adj [MF & LL; MF cathoUque, fr. LL
caiholicus, fr. Gk katholikos universal, general, fr. katholou in
general, fr. kata by + holos whole — more at cata-, safe] 1 : com-
prehensive, universal; esp : broad in sympathies, tastes, or in-
terests 2 cap a ; of, relating to, or forming the church universal
b : of, relating to, or forming the ancient undivided Christian
church or a church claiming historical continuity from it; specij
; Roman Catholic — ca>ttiol*i*cal>ly \k3-'tha!-i-k(s-)le\ adv— ca>thol<i-cize \ka-*thal-3-,siz\ vb

Cath-o-liC \'kath-(3-)lik\ n 1 : a person who belongs to the
universal Christian church 2 : a member of a Catholic church;
specij : ROMAN catholic

ca-thol.i.cate \ka-'thal-3-,kat, -i-kat\ n : the see of a catholicos
Ca.thol.i-cism \ka-*thal-3-,siz-3m\ n 1 : the faith, practice, or
system of Catholic Christianity 2 : Roman Catholicism

cath-O'lic-i.ty \,kath-3-'lis-st-e\ n \ cap \ the character of being
in conformity with a Catholic church 2 a : liberality of sentiments
or views b ; universalitv c : comprehensive range

ca.thol.i.con \k3-'thal-3-,kan\ n [F or ML; F, fr. ML, fr. Gk
katholikon, neut. of katholikos] : cure-all, panacea

ca.thol.i.cos \k3-'thal-i-k3s\ n, pi ca.tliol.i.cos-es \-k3-s3z\ or
ca.thol.i.coi \-'tlial-3-,k6i\ ojten cap [LGk katholikos. fr. Gk,
general] : the patriarch of 'he separated Armenian or Nestorian
Church

Cat>ion VTcat-.T-snX n [Gk katlon, neut. of kation, prp. of katienal to
go down. fr. kata- cata- + ienai to go — more at issue] : the ion in
an electrolyzed solution that migrates to the cathode; broadly : a
positively charged ion

cat-ion.ic \,kat-(,)i-'an-ik\ adj : characterized by an active and

cafs cradle, first figure

esp. surface-active cation — cat-lon-I-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
cat>kln \'kat-k3n\ n [fr. Its resemblance to a cat's tail] : a usu.
long ament densely crowded with bracts — cat-kin-ate \-,at\ adj

cat>lil:e \'kat-,lik\ adj : resembling a cat : stealthy
cat-nap V,nap\ n ; a very short hght nap — catnap vi
cat-nip \-,mp\ n \}cat + obs. nep (catnip), fr. ME, fr. OE nepte, fr.
L nepetal : a strong-scented mint (Nepeta cataria) with whorls
of small pale flowers in terminal spikes
cat-o'-nine-taUs \.kat-3-'nTn-.talz\ n, pi cat-o'-niue-taUs [fr.
the resemblance of its scars to the scratches of a cat] : a whip made
of usu. nine knotted lines or cords fastened to a handle

ca-top-tric \k3-'tap-trik\ adj [Gk katoptrikos, fr. katoptron mirror,
fr. katopsesthai to be going to observe, fr. kata- cata- + opsesthai
to be going to see] : of or relating to a mirror or reflected light;
also : produced by reflection ~ ca-top-tri-cal-ly \-tri-k(3-)le\ adv
cat rig M ; a rig consisting of a single mast far forward carrying a
single large sail extended by a boom — cat-rigged \'kat-'rigd\ adj

cat's cradle n : a game in which a string looped in a pattern like a
cradle on the fingers of one per-
son's hands is transferred to the
hands of another so as to form a
different figure

cat's-eye \'kat-,sT\ n 1 ; any
of various gems (as a chryso-
beryl or a chalcedony) exhibit-
ing opalescent reflections from
within 2 : a small reflector
placed to reflect beams from
automobile headlights
cat's-foot \'kats-,fut\ n 1 : ground ivy 2 : any of several
composite plants (genus Antennaria, esp. A. neodioica)
cat's-paw \'kat-,sp6\ « 1 : a light air that ruffles the surface of the
water in irregular patches during a calm 2 [fr. the fable of the
monkey that used a cat's paw to draw chestnuts from the fire] ; one
used by another as a tool ; dupe 3 : a hitch in the bight of a rope
so made as to form two eyes into which a tackle may be hooked
cat-sup \'kech-3p, 'kach-; 'kat-s3p\ n [Malay kechap spiced fish
sauce] ; a seasoned sauce of puree consistency usu. of tomatoes

cat- tail \'kat-,tai\ n ; any of a genus {Typha of the family Typha-
ceae, the cattail family) of tall reedy marsh plants; esp : a plant
(Typha latijolia) with long flat leaves

cat-ta-lo \'kat-'l-,o\ n, pi cattaloes or cattalos [blend of cattle
and bujjalo} : a hybrid between the American buffalo and domestic
catde that is hardier than the latter

cat-ti-ly X'kat-n-eV adv : in a catty manner
cat-ti-ness \'kat-e-03s\ n : the quality or state of being catty
cat-tie X'kat-^IX n, pi cattle [ME catel, fr. ONF, personal property,
fr. ML capitate, fr. L, neut. of capitalis of the head — more at
capital] 1 : domesticated quadrupeds held as property or raised for
use; specij : bovine animals kept on a farm or ranch 2 ; a class of
contemptible persons
cat-tle-mau \-m3n, -,man\ n : a man who tends or raises cattle
cat.tleya \'kat-le-3, kat-'la-»\ n [NL, fr. Wm. Cattley tlS32 E
patron of botany] : any of a genus {Cattleya) of tropical American
epiphytic orchids with showy hooded flowers
icat-ty \*kat-e\ n [Malay kati} : any of vaiious units of weight of
China and southeast Asia varying around Hi pounds; also ; a
standard Chinese unit equal to 1.1023 pounds

2cat-ty adj 1 ; resembling a cat: as a : stealthy b ; agile
c ; slyly spiteful ; malicious 2 : of or relating to a cat

cat.ty-cor-ner or cat-ty-cor-nered var oj catercorner
cat-walk \'kat-,w6k\ n : a narrow walkway (as along a bridge)
Cau-ca-sian Xkd-'ka-zhan, -'kazh-3n\ adj 1 : of or relating to the
Caucasus or its inhabitants 2 a : of or relating to the white race of
mankind as classified according to physical features b : of or re-
lating to the white race as defined by law specif, as composed of
persons of European, No. African, or southwest Asian ancestry —
Caucasian n — Can-ca-soid \'k6-k3-,s6id\ adj or n
icau-CUS \'k6-k3s\ n [prob. of Algonquian origin] ;

ing of a group of persoas belonging to the san
or facdon usu. to select candidates or to decide (

2caucus vi : to hold or meet in a caucus
cau-dad \'k6-,dad\ adv [L cauda'\ : toward the tail (

cau-dal \'k6d-n\ adj [NL caudalis, fr. L cauda tail —
coward] 1 : of, relating to, or being a tail 2 : situated_in or
directed toward the hind part of the body — can-dal-ly \-'l-e\ adv

cau-date \'k6-,dat\ also cau-dat-ed \-3d\ adj : having a tail or a
taiUike appendage ; tailed — cau-da-tion \k6-'da-sh3n\ n
cau-dez Vk6-,deks\ n, pi cau-di-ces \'k6d-3-,sez\ or cau-dex*es
[L, tree trunk or stem — more at code] 1 : the stem of a palm or
tree fern 2 : the woody base of a perennial plant

cau-di-llO \kau-'tlie-(,){y)o, -'tlieI-f,)yo\ n [Sp, fr. LL capitellum
small head] : a Spanish or l^tin-Araerican military strong man
cau-dle \'k6d-'l\ n [ME caudel, fr. ONF, fr. caut warm, fr. L
calidus — more at caldron] : a drink (as for Invalids) usu. of warm
ale or wine mixed with bread or gruel, eggs, sugar, and spices
caught past oj catch
caul \'k6l\ n [ME calle, fr. MF cale] 1 : the large fatty omentum
covering the intestines 2 : the inner fetal membrane of higher
vertebrates esp. when not ruptured or covering the head at birth
cauldron var oj caldron
cau.les-cent Xkb-'les-'ntV adj [ISV, fr. L caulis'\ : having a stem
evident above ground

cau-li-Cle \'k6-li-kal\ n [L cauliculus, dim. of caulis'] ; a rudimen-
tary stem (as of an embryo or seedling)

cau-li-now-er \'k6-li-,flau(-3)r, 'kal-i-\ n, ojten attrib [It cavoljiore,
fr. cavolo cabbage (fr. LL caulus, fr. L caulis stem, cabbage) +
Jiore flower, fr. L jlor-, jlos} : a garden plant (Brassica oleracea
capitata) related to the cabbage and grown for its compact edible
head of usu. white undeveloped flowers; also : the flower cluster

cauliflower ear n : an ear deformed from Injury and excessive
growth of reparative tissue

cau-Iine \'kd-,lTn\ adj [prob. fr. NL caulinus, f'-. L caulisj : of,

relating to, or growing on a stem; specij : growing on the upper
portion of a stem
Icaulk \*k6k\ vt [ME caulken, fr. ONF cauquer to trample, fr. L
calcare, fr. calc-, calx heel] 1 : to stop up and make watertight the
seams of by filling with a waterproofing compound or material
2 : to stop up and make tight against leakage — caulk-er n

I closed meet-
poJitical party
pohcy

r posterior end
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acaulk var of CALK
caus*al \'k6-zal\ ad] 1 : expressing or indicating cause : causattvb
2 : of, relating to, or constituting a cause 3 : involving causation
or a cause 4 : arising from a cause — caus-al>ly \-z3-le\ adv

cau>5al>i>ty \k6-'zal-st-e\ n 1 : a causal quality or agency 2 : the
relation between a cause and its effect or between regularly cor-
related events or phenomena

caU'Sa^tlou \k6-'za-sh3n\ n 1 a ; the act or process of causing
b : the act or agency by which an effect is produced 2 : causality

caus-ative \'k6-z3t-iv\ adj 1 : effective or operating as a cause or
agent 2 : expressing causation — causative n — cau5>ative>ly adv
icause \*k6z\ n [me, fr. OF, fr. L causa-\ 1 a : something that
occasions or effects a result b : a person or thing that is the oc-
casion of an action or state; esp ; an agent that brings something
about c : reason, motive 2 a ; a ground of legal action b : case
3 : a matter or question to be decided 4 : a principle or movement
militantly defended or supported — cause*less \-l3s\ adj
syn CAUSE, determinant, antecedent, reason, occasion mean

something that produces an effect, cause apphes to any event, cir-

cumstance, or condition or any combination of these that brings
about or helps bring about a result; determinant applies to a cause
that fixes the nature of what results as a product or an outcome;
antecedent applies to that which has preceded and may therefore
be in some degree responsible for what follows or derives or
descends from it; reason applies to a traceable or explainable cause
of a known effect; occasion apphes to a particular time or situation
at which underlying causes become effective
Scanse vt 1 : to serve as cause or occasion of 2 : to effect by com-
mand, authority, or force — caus<er n
cause c6.16.bre \,koz-sa-'lebr% ,k6z-\ n, pi causes cS-ld-bres
\5a/?ie\ [F, Ut., celebrated case] 1 : a legal case that excites wide-
spread interest 2 : a notorious incident or episode

CaU'Se.rie \,koz-(a-)'re\ n [F, fr. causer to chat, fr. L causari to
plead, discuss, fr. causa'S 1 : an informal conversation : chat
2 : a short informal composition
cause-way \'k6z-,wa\ n [ME cauciwey, fr. cauci causey + wey way]
1 : a raised way across wet ground 2 ; highway; esp ; one of
ancient Roman construction in Britain — causeway vt

Cau.sey \*k6-ze\ n [ME cauci, fr. ONF caucie, fr. ML calciata
paved highway, fr. fem. of calciatus paved with limestone, fr. L
calc; calx limestone] 1 : causeway 1 2 obs : causeway 2

CauS^tiC \'k6-stik\ adj [L causticus, fr. Gk kaustikos, fr. kaiein to
bum; akin to Lith kule smut of plants] 1 : capable of destroying or
eating away by chemical action ; corrosive 2 : sharp, incisive (-^

wit) 3 : relating to or being the envelope of rays emanating from a
point and reflected or refracted by a curved surface — caustic n —
caus-ti.cal \-sti-k3l\ adj — caus-U-cal-ly \-sti-k(a-)le\ adv —
caus'tiC'i-ty \k6-'stis-st-e\ n

caustic potash, n : potassium hydroxide
caustic soda n ; sodium hydroxide
cau.ter.i.za.tion X.kot-s-ra-'za-shanX n : the act or effect of cau-
terizing

cau*ter*ize \"k6t-3-,rTz\ vt : to sear with a cautery or caustic
caU'tery \'k6t-s-re\ « [L cauten'um, fr. Gk kauterion branding iron,
fr. kaiein'[ 1 : cauterization 2 : a hot iron, caustic, or other agent
used to burn, sear, or destroy tissue
icaU'tion \'k6-sh3n\ n [L caution-, cautio precaution, fr. cautus,
pp. of cavere to be on one's guard] 1 : warning, admonishment
2 : precaution 3 : prudent forethought to minimize risk 4 : one
that arouses astonishment or commands attention

2cautiou vt cau-tion-ing \'k6-sh(3-)nir)\ ; to advise caution to
syn see warn

cau*tion*ary \'k6-sh3-,ner-e\ adj : serving as or offering a caution
cau>ti0U5 \'k6-sh3s\ adj : marked by or given to caution — cau-
tious'ly adv — cau-tious.ness n
syn circumspect, wary, chary: cautious implies the exercise of

forethought usu. prompted hy fear of probable or even of merely
possible danger; circumspect suggests less fear and stresses the
surveying of all possible consequences before acting or deciding;
WARY emphasizes suspiciousness and alertness in watching for
danger and cunning in escaping it; chary implies a cautious re-
luctance to give, act, or speak freely

cav-al.cade \,kav-3l-'kad, *kav-al-,\ n [MF. ride on horseback, fr.

Olt cavalcata, fr. cavalcare to go on horseback, fr. LL caballicare,
it. L caballus horse; akin to Gk dial, kaballeion horse-drawn ve-
hicle] 1 a : a procession of riders or carriages b : a procession of
vehicles or ships 2 : a dramatic sequence or procession : parade
Icav-a.lier \,kav-3-"li(3^r\ n [MF, fr. Olt cavaliere, fr. OProv
cavalier, fr. LL caballarius horseman, fr. L caballus'] 1 ; a gentle-
man trained in arms and manege 2 ; a mounted soldier ; knight
3 cap : an adherent of Charles I of England 4 : gallant

2cavalier adj l : debonair 2 ; given to offhand dismissal of im-
portant matters : disdainful 3 a cap : of or relating to the party
of Charles I of England in his struggles with the Puritans and
ParUament b ; aristocratic c cap : of or relating to the English
Cavalier poets of the niid-17th century — cav>a-lier>ly adv —
cav>a*lier-ness n

cavalier projection n [obs. cavalier (raised platform in a bastion)]
: an oblique projection with lines of projection at a 45° angle

ca*val>la \k3-*val-3\ n, pi cavalla or cavallas [Sp caballa, a fish,

fr. LL, mare, fem. of L caballus] 1 : cero 2 also ca«val*ly
\-'vaI-e\ ; any of various carangid fishes (esp. genus Caranx)

cav>al>ry \'kav-3l-re\ n [It cavalleria cavalry, chivalry, fr. cavaliere"]

1 : horsemen 2 : an army component mounted on horseback or
moving in motor vehicles and assigned to combat missions that re-

quire great mobility — cav<al-ry*man \-m3n, -,man\ n
cav-a*ti>na \,kav-s-'te-na\ n [It, fr. cavata production of sound
from an instrument, fr. cavare to dig out, fr. L, to make hollow, fr.

cavus] 1 : an operatic solo simpler and briefer than an aria 2 : a
sustained melody
leave \'kav\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L cava, fr. cavus hollow; akin to ON
hunn cub, Gk kyein to be pregnant, koilos hollow, Skt svayati he
swells] 1 : a natural underground chamber open to the surface
2 Brit : a secession or a group of seceders from a political party
scave vt ; to form a cave in or imder : hollow, undermine
acave \'kav\ vb [prob. alter, of calve] vi 1 ; to fall in or down esp.
from being undermined 2 : to cease to resist ; submit— usu. used

with in «* v/ ; t^ cause to fall or collapse — usu. used with in
ca-ve.at \'ka-ve-,at, 'kav-e-, -at; 'kav-c-,at. -3t\ n [L, let him be-
ware, fr. cavSre — more at hear] 1 a : a warning enjoining from
certain acts or practices b : an explanation to prevent misinterpre-
tation 2 : a legal warning to a judicial officer to suspend a pro-
ceeding until the opposition has a hearing
caveat emp.tor \-'em(p)-t3r, -.t6(3)r\ n [NL, let the buyer be-
ware] ; a principle In commerce: without a warranty the buyer
takes the risk of quahty upon himself
cave dweller n ; one (as a prehistoric man) that dwells In a cave
cave-in \'ka-.vin\ n 1 : the action of caving in 2 ; a place where
earth has caved in

cave-man \'kav-,man\ n 1 : a cave dweller esp. of the Stone Age
2 ; a man who acts with rough violent directness
icav-ern \'kav-3m\ n [ME caverne, fr. MF, fr. L caverna, fr. cavus]
1 an underground chamber often of large or indefinite extent ; cave

2cavern vt 1 : to place in or as if in a cavern 2 : to form a cavern of
: HOLLOW — used with out

cav-ern-ous \-ar-n3s\ adj 1 ; having caverns or cavities 2 : con-
stituting or suggesting a cavern 3 oj animal tissue ; composed
largely of vascular sinuses and capable of dilating with blood to
bring about the erection of a body part — cav«ern-ous*ly adv

ca-vet-to \ka-"vet-(.)d\ n, pi ca-vet-ti \-e\ [It, fr. cavo hollow, fr-

L cavus] : a concave molding having a curve that roughly approxi-
mates a quarter circle

caV'i.ar or cav.i.are \'kav-e-^r\ n [earlier cavery, caviarie, fr. obs.
It caviari, pi. of caviaro, fr. Turk havyar] ; processed salted roe of
the sturgeon or other large fish prepared as an appetizer

cav-il \'kav-3l\ vb cav-iled or cav-illed; cav.il.ing or cav>il-
ling \-0-)Iio\-[L cavillari to jest, cavil, fr. cavilla raillery] vi : to
raise trivial and frivolous objection -^ vr : to raise trivial objections
to —.cavil n — cav-il-er or cav^il-ler \-(3-)lar\ n

cav.i.ty \'kav-3t-e\ n [MF cavite, fr. LL cavitas, fr. L cavuj hollow]
; an unfilled space within a mass; esp : a space hollowed out

ca.yort \k3-'v6(a)rt\ vj [perh. alter, of curvet] : prance, frisk
ca-vy \'ka-ve\ n [NL Cavia, genus name, fr. obs. Pg Qavia (now
savid), fr. Tupi sawiya rat] 1 ; any of several short-tailed roughs
haired So. American rodents (family Cavildae); esp : guinea pig
2 : any of several rodents related to the cavies
caw \'k6\ vi limit.] : to utter the harsh raucous natural call of the
crow or a similar cry — caw n
cay \'ke, 'ka\ n [Sp cayo — more at key] ; a small low island or
emergent reef of sand or coral ; islet, key
cay.enne pepper \(,)k!-,en-, (,)ka-\ n [by folk etymology fr.

earlier cayan, modif. of Tupi kyinha] 1 : a pungent condiment con-
sisting of the ground dried fruits or seeds of hot peppers 2 : hot
pepper 2; esp : a cultivated pepper with very long twisted pungent
red fruits 3 : the fruit of a cayenne pepper
cay.man var oj caiman
Ca.yu-ga \ke-'u-g3, 'kyii-, ka-'(y)u-\ n, pi Cayuga or Oayugaa
1 a : an Iroquois people of New York state b : a member of thi^
people 2 : the language of the Cayuga people
Cay.use \'kT-,(y)us, ki-'\ n, pi Cayuse or Cay-us-es 1 a : an
Indian people of Washington and Oregon b : a member of this
people 2 pi cayuses, not cap. West ; a native range horse
C battery n : a battery used to maintain the potential of a grid*
controlled electron tube at a desired -value constant except for
signals superposed upon it

C cle! n : a movable clef indicating middle C by its placement on one
of the lines of the staff

icease \'ses\ vb [ME cesen, fr. OF cesser, fr. L cessare to delay, fr.

cessus, pp. of cedere] vt t to bring to an end ; terminate ^- vi

1 a : to come to an end b : to bring an activity or action to an end
; discontinue 2 obs : to die out : become extinct syn see stop

2cease n ; cessation — usu. used with without
cease-fire \'ses-'fT(a)r\ n 1 : a miUtary order to cease firing 2 : a
suspension of active hostilities

cease-less \'se-sl3s\ adj : constant, continual — cease-less*ly
adv — cease-less-ness n

ce.cal \*se-k3l\ adj ; of or relating to a cecum — ce-caMy \-e\ adv

ce-cro.pia moth \si-,kr6-pe-3-\ n [NL cecropia, fr. L, fem. of

Cecropius Athenian, fr. Gk Kekropios, fr. Kekrops Cecrops,
legendary king of Athens] ; a large silkworm moth (Samia cecropia)

ce>cum \'se-k3m\ n, pi ce-ca \-k3\ [NL, fr. L intestinum caecum,
lit., blind intestine] : a cavity open at one end (as the bUnd end of a
duct); esp ; the bhnd pouch in which the large Intestine begins and
into which the ileum opens from one side

ce>dar \'sed-ar\ n [ME cedre, fr. OF, fr. L cedrus, fr. Gk kedros;
akin to Lith kadagys juniper] 1 a : any of a genus (Cedrus) of

usu. tall coniferous trees (as the cedar of Lebanon, C. libani, or the
deodar; of the pine family noted for their fragrant durable wood
b ; any of numerous coniferous trees (as of the genera Juniperus,
Chamaecyparis, or Thuja) felt to resemble the true cedars esp. in

the fragrance and durability of their wood 2 : the wood of a cedar
ce>darn \'sed-am\ adj, archaic : made or suggestive of cedar
cede \'sed\ v/ [F or L; F ceder, fr. L cedere to go, withdraw, yield;

prob. akin to L cis on this side] 1 : to yield or grant typically by
treaty 2 : assign, transfer — ced-er n

ce>dil<la \si-'dil-3\ n [obs. Sp cedilla, dim. of ceda zee, fr. LL zeta;

fr. the use of a small z placed after or under a c to indicate a sibilant

pronunciation] ; a mark placed under the letter c (as c) to show thaf.

the c is to be pronounced like s

cee \'se\ n : the letter c

cei>ba \'sa-ba\ n [Sp] 1 : a massive tropical tree (Ceiba pentandra)
of the silk-cotton family with large pods filled with seeds invested
with a silky floss that yields the fiber kapok 2 : kapok

ceil \'sc(3)l\ vt [ME celen, prob. fr. (assumed) MF celer, fr. L
caelare to carve, fr, caelum chisel, fr. caedere to cut] 1 : to fur-

nish (as a wooden ship) with a lining 2 : to furnish with a ceiling

ceil>iug \'se-liQ\ n 1 a ; the overhead inside lining of a room
b ; material used to ceU a wall or roof of a room 2 : something
thought of as an overhanging shelter 3 a : the height above the
ground from which prominent objects on the ground can be seen
and identified b : the height above the ground of the base of the
lowest layer of clouds when over half of the sky is obscured
4 a : absolute ceiling b : service ceiling 5 : an upper usu.

a abut; ? kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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prescribed limit ~ cell-lnged \-llDd\ ad}
ceiling unlimited n : a cloudless or nearly cloudless sky ; a sky less

than half obscured by clouds at levels lower than a fixed altitude
Ceil.om-e.ter \se-'lam-3t-3r\ n [cei/ing + -o- + -meter'\ : a photo-
electric instrument for determining by triangulation the height of the
cloud ceiling above the earth

cel.an.dine \'sel-3n-.dTn, -,den\ n [ME celidoine, fr. MF, fr. L
chelidonia, fr. fera. of chelidonius of the swallow, fr. Gk chelidonios,
fr. cheilidon-, chelidon swallow] 1 ; a yellow-flowered biennial herb
{Chelidonium majus) of the poppy family 2 : a yellow-flowered per-
ennial crowfoot {Ranunculus ficaria) — called also lesser celandine

-cele \,sel\ n comb jorm [MF, fr. L, fr. Gk kele: akin to OE heala
hernia, OSlav kylal i tumor ; hernia <varicoce/e>

cel*e-hrant \'seI-3-br3nt\ n : one who celebrates; sped} ; the priest
officiating at the Eucharist

cel<e>brate \'sel-3-,brat\ vb [L celebratus. pp. of celebrare to fre-

quent, celebrate, fr. celebr-, celeber much frequented, famous; akin
to L celer} vt 1 : to perform (a sacramient or solemn ceremony)
publicly and with appropriate rites (•^ the mass) 2 a : to honor
(as a holy day or feast day) by solemn ceremonies or by refraining
from ordinary business b ; to demonstrate satisfaction in by
festivities or other deviation from routine 3 : to hold up for public
acclaim : extol ^ vi 1 ; to observe a holiday, perform a religious
ceremony, or take part in a festival 2 ; to observe a notable occa-
sion with festivities syn see keep — cel*e>bra>tion \,sei-a-'bra-
shan\ n — ceI>e>bra>tor \'seI-3-,brat-3r\ n

cel>e<brat>ed ad} : widely known and often referred to ; renowned
syn see famous — cel>e<brat>ed>ness n

ce*leb'n.ty \s3-'leb-r3t-e\ n 1 : the state of being celebrated 2 : a
celebrated person
ce<le>n>ac \s3-'ler-e-,ak, -'lir-\ n [irreg. fr, celery'] : a celery grown
for its thickened edible root

ce-ler-i-ty \s3-'ler-3t-e\ n [ME celerite. fr. MF celeriti, fr. L
celeritai; celeritas, fr. celer swift] : rapidity of motion ; swiftness
syn CELERITY, ALACRITY, LEGERITY mean quickness in movement

or action, celerity implies speed in accomplishing work; alacrity
stresses promptness in response to suggestion or command;
legerity implies lightness and ease as well as swiftness of movement

cel.ery \'sel-{a-)re\ n [prob. fr. It dial, seleri, pi. of selero, modif.
of LL selinon, fr. Gk] : a European herb {Apium graveolens) of the
carrot family; sped} : one of a cultivated variety (A. graveolens
dulce) with leafstalks eaten raw or cooked

ce*les-ta \s3-'les-t3\ « [F celesta, alter, of celeste, lit., heavenly, fr.

L caelestis'^ : a keyboard instrument with hammers that strike steel

plates producing a tone similar to that of a glockenspiel
ice.les-tial \s3-'lesCh)-ch3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L caelestls
celestial, fr. caelum sky; akin to Skt citra bright] 1 ; of, relating to,

or suggesting heaven 2 ; of or relating to the sky or visible

heavens (a -^ body) 3 a : ethereal, otherworldly b : olym-
pian, SUPREME 4 [Celestial Empire, old name for China] cap : of
or relating to China or the Chinese — ce»IeS'tial«ly \-ch9-Ie\ adv

^celestial n 1 ; a heavenly or mythical being 2 cap : Chinese 1

celestial equator n : the great circle on the celestial sphere midway
between the celestial poles

celestial globe n : a globe depicting the celestial bodies
celestial marriage n : marriage solemnized in a Mormon temple

; navigation by observation of the positions
for<

celestial navigation
of celestial bodies

celestial pole « ; one of the two points on the celestial sphere
around which the diurnal rotation of the stars appears to take place

celestial sphere ^ : an imaginary sphere of infinite radius against
which the celestial bodies appear to be projected and of which the
apparent dome of the visible sky forms half

ce-les-tite \'seI-3-,stTt, sa-'Ies-,tTt\ n [G zolestin, fr. L caelestis] ; a
usu. white mineral SrS04 consisting of strontium sulfate

ce>li<ac disease \'se-le-,ak-\ n : a chronic nutritional disturbance
In young children characterized by defective digestion and utiliza-

tion of fats and by abdominal distention, diarrhea, and fatty stools

cel>i*ba*cy \'sel-3-ba-se\ n 1 ; the state of not being married
2a: abstention from sexual intercourse b ; abstention by vow
from marriage

cel>i<bate \'sel-a-b3t\ n [L caelibatus, fr. caelib-, caelebs unmar-
ried; akin to Skt kevala alone and to OE libban to live] : one who
lives in celibacy — celibate adj

cell \'sel\ n [ME, fr. OE, religious
house and OF celle hermit's cell,

fr. L cella small room; akin to L
celare to conceal — more at hell]
1 : a small religious house de-
pendent on a monastery or convent
2 a : a one-room dwelling occupied
by a solitary person (as a hermit)
b : a single room usu. for one per-
son (as in a convent or prison)
3 : a small compartment (as in a
honeycomb), receptacle (as the
calyculus of a polyp), cavity (as In
a plant ovary), or bounded space
(as in an insect wing) 4 : a small
usu. microscopic mass of proto-
plasm bounded externaUy by a ^

'^t'^iaTr^V i "endoplasm'" 4
semipermeable membrane, usu. in- vacuole, 5 plastid, 6 nuclear
cludmg one or more nuclei and sap, 7 chromatin reUculum.
various nonliving products capa- g nucleolus, 9 nuclear mem-
ble alone or interacung with other brane iO centriole 11 cen-
cells of perf9rming all the funda- trosoriie. i^ plasma Membrane,
mental functions of life and form- jj cell membrane. 14 nucleus
ing the least structural aggregate
of living matter capable of functioning as an independent unit
6 : a receptacle (as a cup or jar) containing electrodes and an
electrolyte either for generating electricity by chemical action or for
use in electrolysis 6 ; a set of points in one-to-one correspondence
with a set in a euclidean space of any number of dimensions
7 : the basic and usu. smallest unit of an organization or movement;
esp : the primary unit of a Communist organization 8 : a portion
of the atmosphere that behaves as a unit 9 : a single unit in a
device for converting radiant energy into electrical energy or for
varying the intensity of an electrical current in accordance with
radiation — celled \'seld\ adj

I typical cell. 1 chondriosome,

cel.lar \'sel-ar\ n [ME celer, it. AF, fr. L cellarium storeroom, fr.
cella ] 1 a : basement b ; the lowest rank 2 : a stock of wines

cel.lax.age \'sel-s-rii\ n 1 : a cellar esp. for storage 2 : charge for
storage in a cellar

ceMar.er \'sel-3r-3r\ n [ME celerer, fr. OF, fr. LL cellariarius, fr.

L cellarium] : an official (as in a monastery) in charge of provisions
ceMai.ette or cel.lar-et \,sel-a-'ret\ n : a case or sideboard for a
few bottles of wine or liquor

cel.Iist \'chel-ast\ n : one that plays the cello
cell membrane/j l ; plasma membrane 2 : a cell wall
cel-lo \'chel-(,)o\ n [short for violoncello'] ; the bass member of the
violin family tuned an octave below the viola

cel-loi.din \se-'16id-'n\ n [ce//ulose + -old + -in] : a purified
pyroxylin used chiefly in microscopy

Cel-lO-phane \'sel-3-.fan\ n [F, fr. cellulose + -phane (as in dia-
phane diaphanous, fr. ML diaphanus)] : a transparent tissue of
regenerated cellulose used chiefly for packaging

cel.iU'Iar X'sel-ys-brX ad} [ NL cellularis, fr. cellule living cell, fr. L,
dim, of cella small room] 1 ; of, relating to, or consisting of cells

2 : containing cavities : having a porous texture — cel>lu>lar-i-ty
\,sel-y3-'lar-3t-e\ n — cel-Iu>lar>ly \'sel-y3-l3r-le\ adv

cel.lu-lase X'sel-ys-.las, -.laz\ n [ISV cellulose + ~ase] : an en-
zyme that hydrolyzes cellulose

cel.lule \'sel-(.)yii(3)l\ n [L cellula] : a small cell

ceMu.li.tis \,sel-ya-'lTt-3s\ n [NL, fr. cellula] : diffuse and esp.
subcutaneous inflammation of cormective tissue

ceMu-loid \'sel-(y)3-,]6id\ n [fr. Celluloid, a trademark] : motion*
picture film — celluloid ad}

Celluloid trademark — used for a tough flammable thermoplastic
composed essentially of cellulose nitrate and camphor
ceMu-lOSe X'sel-ys-.los. -,loz\ n [F, fr. cellule Uving cell. fr. NL
cellula] : a complex polymeric carbohydrate (CsHioOs)! yielding
only glucose on complete hydrolysis, constituting the chief part of
the cell walls of plants, and yielding many fibrous products

cellulose acetate n ; any of several compounds insoluble in water
formed esp. by the action of acetic acid, anhydride of acetic acid,
and sulfuric acid on cellulose and used for making textile fibers,
packaging sheets, photographic films, and varnishes

cellulose nitrate n : any of several esters of nitric acid formed by
the action of nitric acid on cellulose (as paper, linen, or cotton)
and used for making explosives, plastics, rayon, and varnishes
icel*lu*los-ic \.sel-y3-Uo-sik, -zik\ adj ; of. relating to, or made
from cellulose <'^ fibers)
2celIulosic n ; a substance made or derived from cellulose
Gel*Si-US \'sel-se-as, -sh3s\ ad} [Anders Celsius tl744 Sw astrono-
mer] : CENTIGRADE <10° '--

)

celt \'selt\ n [LL celtis chisel] : a prehistoric stone or metal imple-
ment shaped like a chisel or ax head

Celt \'selt. 'kelt\ n [F Celte, sing, of Celtes, fr. L Celtae] 1 : a
member of a division of the early Indo-European peoples dis-
tributed from the British Isles and Spain to Asia Minor 2 : a mod-
em Gael, Highland Scot, Irishman, Welshman, Cornishman, or
Breton

iCelt-ic X'sel-Uk, 'keI-\ ad} ; of, relating to, or characteristic of the
Celts or their languages

^Celtic n : a group of languages closely related to the Italic, usu.
subdivided into Brythonic and Goidelic, and confined to Brittany,
Wales, western Ireland, and the Scottish Highlands

Celtic cross n — see cross illustration

Celt>i*cist \'sel-ta-s3st, 'kel-\ n : a specialist in Celtic languages .

or cultures
cem*ba<lo \'chem-b3-,lo\ n [It] ; harpsichord
ice-ment \si-'ment\ n [ME sement, fr. OF ciment, fr. L caementum
stone chips used in making mortar, fr. caedere to cut — more at
CONCISE] 1 : a powder of alumina, silica, lime, iron oxide, and
magnesia burned together in a kiln and finely pulverized and used
as an ingredient of mortar and concrete 2 ; a binding element or
agency: as a ; a substance to make objects adhere to each other
b ; a notion or feeling serving to unite firmly 3 : cementum
4 ; the fine-grained groundmass or glass of a porphyry
2cement vt 1 : to unite by or as if by cement 2 : to overiay with
concrete -^ v/ ; to become cemented — ceraent>er n
ce>men*ta*tion \,se-,men-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act or process of
cementing b : the state of being cemented 2 : a process of sur-
rounding a solid with a powder and heating the whole so that the
solid is changed by chemical combination wiih the powder
ce*ment'ite \si-'ment-,Tt\ n [^cement] : a hard brittle iron carbide
FeaC in steel, cast iron, and iron-carbon alloys

ce>men>tl<tlous \,se-,men-'tish-as\ ad} ; having the properties of
cement
ce>men>tlim \si-'ment-9m\ n [NL, fr. L caementum] % a specialized
external bony layer of the part of a tooth normally within the gum

cem.e-tery \'sem-3-.ter-e\_n [ME cimitery, fr. MF cimitere, fr. LL
coemeterium, fr. Gk koimeterion sleeping chamber, burial place, fr.

koiman to put to sleep; akin to L cunae cradle] : a burial ground
cen- or ceno- or caen- or caeno- comb jorm [Gk kain~, kaino-, fr.

kainos — more at recent] ; new : recent (Cenozoic)
-cene \,sen\ ad} comb jorm [Gk kainos] ; recent — in names of
geologic periods (Eocene)

cen<o*blte ysen-a-,bTt\ n [LL coenobita, fr. coenobium monastery,
fr. LGk koinobion, deriv. of Gk koin- coen- -t- bios life — more at

quick] : a member of a religious group living in common — Cen-
Q.bit'ic \,sen-a-'blt-ik\ or cen.o=bit«i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj

ce<no<gen.e.SiS \,se-na-'jen-3-sas, ,sen-3-\ n [G zdnogenesis, fr.

zdn-^en- + L genesis] : Introduction during development of adap-
tive characters absent from the earlier phylogeny of a strain —
ce-no'ge-net'ic \-j3-'net-ik\ adj — ce*no>ge>net*i>cal>ly
\-i-k(a-)le\ adv

ce*no*5pe'Cies \,se-n3-'spe-(,)shez, -(,)sez\ n 1 : the sum of the
possible expressions of a complex genotype 2 ; a group of bio-
logical units capable by reason of closely related genotypes of
essentially free gene interchange
ceno<taph \'sen-a-,taf\ n [F cenotaphe, fr. L cenotaphium, fr. Gk
kenotaphion, fr. kenos empty -f- taphos tomb; akin to Arm sin

empty — more at epitaph] : a tomb or a monument erected in honor
of a person whose body is elsewhere

ce*no<te \si-'n5t-e\ n [Sp, fr. Maya tzonot] : a deep sinkhole in
limestone having ajpool at the bottom found esp. in Yucatdn
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Ce<IiO*zo-iG \,se-n3-'zo-ik, ,sen-3-\ adj : of, relating to, or being an
era of geological history that extenc^ from the beginning of the
Tertiary period to the present time and is marked by a rapid evolu-
tion or mammals and birds and of grasses, shrubs, and higher
flowering plants and by little change in the invertebrates; also : re-
lating to the system of rocks formed in this era — Cenozoic n
cense \'sen{t)s\ vt [ME censen, prob. short for encensen to incense,
fr. MF encenser, fr. LL incensare, fr. incensum incense] ; to perfume
esp. with a censer

cen>ser \'sen(t)-s3r\ n : a vessel for burning incense; esp i a
covered incense burner swung on chains in a religious
ritual

1cen<S0r \'senft)-S3r\ n [L, fr. censere to assess, tax;
akin to Skt samsaii he recites] 1 ; one of two magis-
trates of early Rome acting as census takers, assessors,
and inspectors of morals and conduct 2 a : an of-
ficial who examines publications for objectionable
matter 1) : an official who reads communications and
deletes forbidden material 3 archaic : a faultfinding
critic 4 ; the psychic agency that represses unac-
ceptable notions before ihey reach consciousness —
cen>so>n>al \sen-'sor-e-3l, -'s6r-\ adj

scensor vt cen.sor-ing \'sen(t)s-C3-jria\ ; to subject
to hip

censer

Ceil*so*ri>OUS \sen-*s6r-e-as, -'s6r-\ adj [L censorius of a censor, fr.

censor} ; marked by or given to censure syn see critical — cen-
so>ri>ous<ly adv — cen-so-ri.ous.ness n

cen>sor<sliip \'sena)-s3r-,ship\ n 1 : the institution, system, or
practice of censoring or censors 2 : the office, power, or term of a
Roman censor 3 : exclusion from consciousness by the psychic
censor
cen>sui>able \'sench-(3-)ra-b3l\ adj ; deserving or open to censure
icen.sure \'sen-char\ n [L censura, fr. censere} 1 ; a judgment
involving condemnation 2 archaic : opinion, judgment 3 ; the
act of blaming or condemning sternly 4 : an official reprimand
acensure vr cen.sur.ing \'sench-(3-)rlr]\ l obs : estimate, judge
2 ; to find fault with and criticize as blameworthy syn see criticize— cen'SUr-er \'sen-ch3r-3r\ n

cen.SUS \'senft)-s3s\ n [L, tx. censere} 1 ; a count of the population
and a property evaluation in early Rome 2 : a periodic govern-
mental enumeration of populadon 3 : count, tally — census vt

cent \'sent\ n tMF, hundred, fr. L centum — more at hundred]
1 : a unit of value equal to Vioo part of a basic monetary unit (as
in the U.S. and Canada V-ioo dollar) — sec money table 2 : a
coin, token, or note representing one cent

cen.tal \*sent-n\ n [L centum + E -al (as in quintal)} chiejly Brit
: a short hundredweight

cent.are \'sen-,ta(3)r, -,te(3)r, -.tar\ or cen-tl-are \'sent-e-,a(9)r,
-,e(3)r, -,ar\ n [F centiare, fr. centi- hundred + are} — see met-
ric SYSTEM table

cen.taur \'sen-,t6(a}r\ n [ME, fr. L Centaurus fr. Gk Kentauros}
1 : one of a race fabled to be half man and half horse and lo dwell
in the mountains of Thessaiy 2 cap : centaurus
cen*tau>rea \sen-'t6r-e-9\ n [NL. genus name, fr. ML] : any of a
large genus iCentaurea) of composite herbs Including several
cultivated for their showy heads of tubular florets

Cen.tau-rus \-'t6r-3s\ n [L (gen. Ceniauri)} : a southern con-
stellation between the Southern Cross and Hvdra

Cen.tau.ry \'sen-,t6r-e\ n [ME centaure, fr. MF centauree, fr. ML
centaurea, fr. L centaureum, fr. Gk kentaureion, fr. Kentauros}
la; any of a genus (Centaurium) of low herbs of the gentian
family; esp : an Old World herb (C. umbellatum) formerly used as a
tonic b ; a related American plant (genus Sabaiia) 2 ; knapweed
Icen.la.VO \sen-*tav-(,)o\ n [Sp] 1 : a unit of value equal to '/oo
part of a basic monetary unit (as in the Mexican peso) — see
money table 2 : a coin representing one centavo

2cen.ta.V0 \-'tav-(,)u, -(,)6\ n [Pg, fr. Sp] — see cruzeiro, escudo at
MONEY table

cen>te>nar-i^an \,sent-'u-'er-e-3n\ n : one that is over 100 years
old — centenarian adj
cen>te>na-ry \sen-'ten-a-re, 'sent-'n-.er-eV adj or n ILL centenarium,
fr. L centenarius of a hundred, fr. cenieni one hundred each, fr.

centum hundred — more at hundred] ; centennial
cen.ten.ni.al \sen-'ten-e-3l\ n [L centum + E -ennial (as in
biennial}} ; a 100th anniversary or its celebration — centennial
adj — cen-ten'ni.aMy \-3-le\ adv
icen-ter or chiejly Brit cen-tie \'sent-3r\ n [ME centre, fr. MF,
fr. L centrum, fr. Gk kentron sharp point, center of a circle, fr.

kentein to prick; akin to OHG hamag pointed, Latvian sits hunting
spear] 1 : the point equidistant or at the average distance from
the exterior points of a circle, sphere, or other geometric figure
2 a : a place in or around which an activity concentrates or from
which something originates (propaganda '^> b : a group of nerve
cells having a common function (respiratory '-^> c : a region of
concentrated population 3 a : a middle part (as of an army or
stage) b ojien cap (1 ) : political figures holding moderate views
esp. between those of conservatives and liberals (2) : the views of
such politicians (3) : adherents of such views 4 : a player oc-
cupying a middle position on a team 5a: one of two tapered rods
which support work in a lathe or grinding machine and about or
with which the work revolves b ; a conical recess in the end of
work (as a shaft) for receiving such a center
2center or chiefly Brit centre vt cen.terming \'sent-9-rio, 'sen-
trio\ 1 : to place or fix at or around a center or central area or
position 2 ; to gather to a center : concentrate 3 : to adjust
(as lenses) so that the axes coincide -^ vi % to have a center

center bit /z : a bit with a sharp center point for guidance, a scorer
for marking the outline of the hole, and a lip for cutting away
the wood Inside the hole

cen>ter>l)oard \'sent-3r-,bo(a)rd, -,b6(a)rd\ n : a retractable keel
used esp. in sailboats
center field n l : the part of the baseball outfield between right
and left field 2 ; the position of the player for defending center
field — center fielder n
center ot gravity l : center of mass 2 ; the single point in a
body toward which every particle of matter external to the body

Is gravltationally attracted 3 : center 2a
center of mass ; the point that represents the mean position of the
matter in a body — called also center oj inertia

cen-ter-piece \'sent-ar-,pes\ n : an object occupying a central
position; specij : an adornment in the center of a table
center punch n : a hand punch consisting of a short steel bar with
a hardened conical point at one end used for marking the centers
of holes to be drilled

cen.tes.i.mal \sen-'tes-3-m3l\ adj [L centesimus hundredth, fr.

centum} ; marked by or relating to division into hundredths
icen-tes-i-mo \chen-'te2-3-,mo\ n, pi cen.les.i.mi \-(,)me\ [It]— see lira, somalo at money table
2cen*te5>i*ni0 \sen-'tes-3-,m6\ n [Sp centesimo} — see balboa,
escudo, peso at MONEY table

centi- comb form [F&L; F, hundredth, fr. L, hundred, fr. centum —
more at hundred] 1 : hundred <cenn'pede> 2 : hundredth part
{centimeter)

cen.ti-grade \'sent-a-,grad, 'sant-\ adj [F, fr. L centi- hundred
+ F grade} : relating, conforming to, or having a thermometric
scale on which the interval between the freezing point and the
boiling point of water is divided into 100 degrees with 0° repre-
senting the freezing point and 100° the boihng point <10° '^>

cen.ti.gram \-,g_ra.m\ /i — see metric system table
cen.ti.li-ter \-,let-ar\ n — see metric system table
cen-til>lion \sen-*til-y3n\ n, ojten attrib [L centum + E -illion (as
in million)} ~ see number table
cen.time \'san-,tem, 'sen-\ n [F, fr. cent hundred, fr. L centuml— see jranc, gourde at money table
cen-ti-me.ter \'sent-3-,met-3r, 'sant-\ n — see metric system table
centinieter-gram-second adj : of, relating to, or being a system
of units based upon the centimeter as the unit of length, the gram
as the unit of mass, and the mean solar second as the unit of time
cen.ti-mo \'sent-3-,mo\ n [Sp] — see bolivar, colon, guarani,
peseta at money table
cen.ti'pede \'sent-3-,ped\ n [L centipeda, fr. centi- + ped-, pes
foot — more at foot] : any of a class (Chilopoda) of long flat-

tened many-segmented predaceous arthropods with each segment
bearing one pair of legs of which the foremost pair is modified
into poison fangs

cent>ner \'sent-n9r\ n [prob. fr. LG] : any of various units of
weight used in Germany and Scandinavia corresponding to the
hundredweight <a -^ of 110.23 pounds)

cen.to \'sen-(,)to\ n, pi cen-to-nes \sen-'to-(,)nez\ [LL, fr. L,
patchwork garment; akin to OHG hadara rag, Skt kantha patched
garment] ; a literary work made up of parts from other works

centr- or centri- or centre- comb jorm [Gk kentr-, kentro-y fr-

kentron center — more at center] : center (centrifugal) <ce/i/roid>

icen.tral \'sen-tr3l\ adj [L centralis, fr. centrum center — more at
center] 1 : containing or constituting a center 2 : essential,
principal 3 : situated at, in, or near the center 4 a : centrally
placed and superseding separate scattered units <--^ heating)
b : controlling or directing local or branch activities 5 ; holding
to a middle between extremes ; moderate 6 : of, relating to, or
comprising the brain and spinal cord; also ; originating within the
central nervous system (~ deafness) — cen>tral-ly \-tr9-le\ adv

^central n : a telephone exchange or operator
cen.tral'ism \'sen-tr3-,liz-3m\ n : the concentration of power and
control in the central authority of a political system or other or-
ganization — compare federalism — cen*tral*lst \-l3st\ n or adj— cen.tral-is-tic \,sen-tr3-'lis-tik\ adj

cen-tial.i-ty \sen-'tral-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
central 2 : central situation 3_ : tendency to remain in the center

cen-tial-iaa-tion \,sen-tra-l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
centralizing

cen-tral-ize X'sen-tra-.lTzX vr : to concentrate by placing power and
authority in a center or central organization — cen-tral-iz*er n

central time n, ojien cap C : the time of the 6th time zone west of
Greenwich that includes the central U.S.

cen.tric \'sen-trik\ adj [Gk kentrikos of the center, fr. kentron}
1 : located in or at a center : central 2 : concentrated about or
directed to a center 3 : of or relating to a nerve center_— ceu-
tri-cal-ly \-tri-k(3-)le\ adv — cen-tric-i-ty \sen-'tris-3t-e\ n

-cen-tric \'sen-tnk\ adj comb jorm [ML -centricus, fr. L centrum
center] : having (such) a center or (such or so many) centers
ipoiycentric} : having (something specified) as its center <heho-
centric)
icen*tril-u-gal \sen-'trif-ya-g3l, -'trif-i-g3l\ adj [NL centrijugus,

fr. centr- + L jugere to flee] 1 : proceeding or acting in a direction
away from a center or axis 2 : using or acting by centrifugal
force 3 : efferent — cen-tril-u-gal-ly \-g3-le\ adv

2centrifugal n : a centrifugal machine or a drum in such a machine
centrifugal force n ; the force that tends to impel a thing or parts
of a thing outward from a center of romiion

cen.trif-u-ga.tion \i.,)sen-.trif-(y)3-'ga-sh3n, (,)san-\ n : the
process of cenirifuging
icen.tri-fuge \'sen-tr9-,fyUj, 'san-\ n [F, fr. centrifuge centrifugal,

fr. NL centrifugus} : a machine using centrifugal force for separat-
ing substances of different densities, for removing moisture, or for
simulating graviiational effects

2centrifuge vi : to subject to centrifugal action esp. in a centrifuge

cen.tri-Ole \'sen-tre-,oI\ n [G zentriol, fr. zenirum center] 1 : a
minute body forming the center of a centrosome 2 : centrosome 1

cen.trip-e.tal \sen-'trip-3t-'l\ adj [NL centripetus, fr. centr- 4- L
petere to go to, seek] 1 : proceeding or acting in a direction toward
a center or axis 2 : afferent — cen-trip-e»tal'ly \-'l-e\ adv

centripetal force n : the force that tends to impel a thing or parts of
a thing inward toward a center of rotation

cen>trist \'sen-tr3st\ n 1 ojien cap : a member of a center party
2 : one who holds moderate views

cen-trold \'sen-,tr6id\ n : center of mass — cen-troi>dal \sen-
'trbid-*l\ adj

cen.lro.mere \'sen-tr3-.mi(3)r\ n [ISV] : the point on a chromo-
some by which it appears to attach to the spindle in mitosis —
cen.tro-mer-ic \,sen-tra-'mer-ik, -'mir-\ adj

cen-tro<some \'sen-tr3-,som\ n [G xentrosom, fr. zentr- centr- -h

-som -some] 1 : a minute protoplasmic body sometimes held to
be the dynamic center of mitotic activity 2 : centriole 1 — cen-
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tro*so>inic \,sen-tr3-'so-mlk\ adj
cen.tro.sphere \'sen-tr3-,sfi(3)r\ n [ISV] 1 : the differentiated
layer of cytoplasm surrounding the centriole within the centrosome
2 : the central part of the earth

cen.trum \'sen-tr3ni\ n, pi centrums or cen-tia \-tr3\ [L— more
at CENTER] 1 : CENTER 2 ! the body of a vertebra
cen-tum X'kent-sm, 'ken -,turn\ adj [L, hundred; fr. the fact that its

initial sound (a velar stop) is the representative of an IE palatal
stop] : of, relating to, or constituting that part of the Indo-Eur-
opean language family in which the palatal stops did not in pre-
historic times become palatal or alveolar fricatives

cen-tu-ri-on \sen-'t(y)ur-e-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L
ceniurion-, centurio, fr. ceniuria} ; an officer commanding a Roman
century

cen«tu.ry \'sench-(3-)re\ n [L centuria, irreg. fr. centum hundred]
1 : a subdivision of the Roman legion 2 ; a group, sequence, or
series of 100 hke things 3 : a Roman voting unit constituted
according to property qualifications 4 : a period of 100 years;
speciS ; one of the 100-year divisions of the Christian era or of the
preceding period
century plant n ; a Mexican agave {Agave americana) maturing
and flowering only once in many years and then dying

ceorl \'cha-,6r(3)l\ n [OE — more at churl] : a freeman of the
lowest rank in Anglo-Saxon England

cephal- or cephalo- comb jorm [L, fr. Qk kephal-, kephalo-, fr.

kephale} : head {cephalad} <,Cephalopoda.y
ceph>a>lad \'sef-a-,lad\ adv : toward the head or anterior end of
the body

ce.phal.iC \s^-'{al-ik\_adj [MF cephalique, fr. L cephalicus, fr. Gk
kephalikos, fr. kephale head; akin to OHG gebal skull, ON gajl
gable, Toch A spal- head] 1 : of or relating to the head 2 : di-
rected toward or situated on or in or near the head — ce-plial>i-
caMy \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv

cephalic index n : the ratio multiplied
by 100 of the maximum breadth of
the head to its maximum length

ceph.a-lin \'sef-3-t3n\ n [ISV] : any
of various acidic phosphatides of liv-

ing tissues {as of the brain) with
marked thromboplastic activity

ceph.a.li-za.tion \,sef-3-l3-'za-sh3n\
n : an evolutionary tendency to special-
ization of the body with concentration
of sensory and neural organs in an
anterior head

ceph.a.lom.e.try \.sef-a-*lam-a-tre\ n and dolichocephalic
'

Geft)
[ISV] : the science of measuring the skulls above indicate mea-
head surements taken

ceph-a.lo-pod \'sef-3-l3-,pad\ n [de-
riv. of cephal- + Gk pod-, pous foot — more at foot] : any of a
class (Cephalopoda) of mollusks including the squids, cuttlefishes,
and octopuses, having a tubular siphon under the head, around the
front of the head a group of muscular arms usu. furnished with
suckers, highly developed eyes, and usu. a bag of inky fluid which
they can eject from their siphons — cephalopod adj — ceph-a-
Iop*o*dan \,sef-3-'lap-9d-an\ adj or n

ceph.a-lQ.tho.rax \.sef-3-15-'tho(3)r-,aks. -'th6f3)r-\ n [ISV] : the
united head and thorax of an arachnid or higher crustacean

Ce-phe-id \'se-fe-3d, 'sef-e-\ n : one of a class of pulsating stars
whose intrinsic light variations are very regular
Ce.pheus \'se-,fyus, -fe-3s\ n [L (gen. Cephei). fr. Gk Kepheus^

: a constellation between Cygnus and the north pole
ce<ra>ceous \s3-'ra-shas\ adjihcera wax] : resembling wax
ce.ram.al \s3-'ram-3l\ n iceramic + alloy} : cermet
1ce>ram>ic \s3-'ram-ik\ adj [Gk keramikos, fr. keramos potter's
clay, pottery] : of or relating to any product (as earthenware) made

ntially from a nonmetallic mineral by firing at high temperatures
2ceramic n 1 pi but sing
cles 2 : a product of

ce>ram*ist \s3-'ram-3st\
engages in ceramics

ce.ras.tes \s3-'ras-(,)tez\

naking arti-the art of
ufacture

ce.ram.i.cist \-3-s3st\ n : one who

. I [ME. fr. L, fr. Gk kerastes, lit., homed,
fr. keras} ; a venomous viper (Cerastes cornutus) of the Near East
having a horny process over each eye — called also horned viper

ce.rate \'si(3)r-.at\ n [L ccratum wax salve, fr. cera wax] : an unc-
tuous preparation for external use consisting of wax or resin or
spermaceti mixed with oil, lard, and medicinal ingredients

cerat- or cerato- or kerat- or kerato- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk
kerai-, kerato-, fr. keras} ; horn : horny <Cera/odus> ^keratin}

ce.iat.odus \s3-'rat-3d-3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. cerai- + Gk
odous tooth — more at tooth] : any of various recent or fossil

dipnoan fishes (as of the genus Ceratodus); esp : barramunda
Cer.he.re.an \(,)s3r-'bir-e-3n, ,s3r-b3-'re-an\ adj : of, relating to, or
resembling Cerberus
Cer.ber.us \'s3r-b(3-)r3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Kerberos} : a 3-headed dog
held in classical mythology to guard the entrance to Hades

-cer-cal \'s3r-k3l\ adj comb jorm [F -cerque, fr. Gk kerkos tall]

: -tailed <homoce'rca/>
cer-car.ia \(,)s3r-'kar-e-3, -'ker-\ n, pi cer>car>i>ae \-e-,e\ also
cer.car«i«as [NL, fr. Gk kerkos tail] : a usu. tadpole-shaped
larval trematode worm produced In a moUuscan host by a redia —
cer>car>i*al \-e-3l\ adj

cer.cis \'s3r-s3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk kerkis Judas tree]
: any of a small genus (Cercis) of leguminous shrubs or low trees

icere \'si(3)r\ vt [ME ceren to wax, fr. MF cirer, fr. L cerare, fr.

cerai ; to wrap in or as if in a cerecloth
2cere n [ME sere, fr. MF cere, fr. ML cera, fr. L, wax] : a usu. waxy
protuberance or tumid area at the base of the bill of a bird
ice.re-al \'sir-e-3l\ acfy [F or L; F cereale, fr. L cerealis of Ceres, of
grain, fr. Ceres\ : relating to grain or to the plants that produce it;

also ; made of grain
^cereal n l : a plant (as a grass) yielding farinaceous grain suitable
for food; also ; its grain 2 ; a prepared foodstuff of grain

cer<e>hel.lar \,ser-3-'bei-3r\ adj ; of or relating to the cerebellum
cer.e>hel.lum \,ser-3-'bel-3m\ n, pi cerebellums or cer>e<beMa
\-'beI-3\ [ML, fr. L, dim. of cerebrum} : a large dorsally pro-
jecting part of the brain esp. concerned with the coordination of
muscles and the maintenance of bodily equilibrium, situated
anterior to and above the medulla which it partly overlaps, and

formed In man of two lateral lobes and a median lobe
cerehr- or cerebro- comb form icerebrum} 1 : brain ; cerebrum
(cerebration) 2 : cerebral and (cerebrospinal)

ce>re*bral \s3-'re-br3l, 'ser-3-\ adj [F cerebral, fr. L cerebrum
brain; akin to Gk kara head, keras horn — more at horn] 1 a ; of
or relating to the brain or the intellect b : of, relating to, or being
the cerebrum 2 : appealing to intellectual appreciation — ce*re-
braMy \-br3-Ie\ adv

cerebral accident n : a sudden damaging occurrence (as of hemor-
rhage) within the cerebrum — compare apoplexy

cerebral hemisphere n : either of the two hollow convoluted lateral
halves of the cerebrum

cerebral palsy n : a disability resulting from damage to the brain
before or during birth and outwardly manifested by muscular In-
coordination and speech disturbances

cer<e>brate \'ser-3-,brat\ vi [back-formation fr. cerebration, fr.

cerebrum} : think — cer<e>bra-tion \,ser-3-'bra-sh3n\ n
cer>e>bro*slde \'ser-3-br6-,sId\ n icerebrose (galactose)] ; any of
various lipides found esp. in nerve tissue

ce.re.bro-spi.nal \s3-,re-bro-'spTn-'l, ,ser-3-bro-\ adj ; of or
relating to the brain and spinal cord or to these together with the
cranial and spinal nerves that innervate voluntary muscles
cerebrospinal fluid n ; a liquid comparable to serum secreted from
the blood into the lateral ventricles of the brain

cerebrospinal meningitis « : inflammation of the meninges of both
brain and spinal cord; specij ; an infectious epidemic often fatal
meningitis caused^ by the meningococcus

ce-re.brum \s3-'re-br3m, 'ser-3-br3m\ n, /?/ cerebrums or ce*re-bra
\-br3\ [L] 1 : BRAIN la 2 : an enlarged anterior or upper part of
the brain: a : the forebrain and midbrain with their derivatives
b ; FOREBRAIN 2a c ; the expanded anterior portion of the brain
that in higher mammals overlies the rest of the brain, consists of
cerebral hemispheres and connecting structures, and is held to be the
seat of conscious mental processes : telencephalon

cere>clotll \*si(3)r-.kl6th\ n [alter, of earlier cered cloth} : cloth
treated with melted wax or gummy matter and formerly used esp. for
wrapping a dead body
cere>ment \'ser-3-m3nt, 'si(3)r-m3nt\ n : a usu. waxed winding*
sheet — usu. used in pi.

icer.e-mo-ni.al \,ser-3-'m6-ne-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or forming a
ceremony — cer>e*mo>ni>aM5m \-3-,liz-3m\ n — cer-e<mo>m-
al-ist \-3-l3st\ n — cer-e-mo>ni>al>ly \-3-le\ adv — cer-e-mo-
ni>al<ness n
syn ceremonious, formal, conventional: ceremonial and
ceremonious both imply strict attention to what is prescribed by
custom or by state or church ritual, but ceremonl\l applies to
things that are themselves ceremonies or an essential part of them
<a ceremonial offering), ceremonious to persons addicted to ceremo-
ny or to acts attended by ceremony <a ceremonious old man) formal
applies both to things prescribed and to persons obedient to custom
and may suggest stiff, restrained, or old-fashioned behavior; con-
ventional implies accord with general custom and usage and may
suggest a stodgy lack of originality or independence

^ceremonial n : a ceremonial act, action, or system
cer>e*mo>ni>ous \,ser-3-'m6-ne-3s\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or con-
stituting a ceremony 2 : devoted to forms and ceremony ; punc-
tilious 3 : according to formal usage or prescribed procedures
4 : marked by ceremony syn see ceremonial — cer«e«mo-ni-
ous-Iy adv — cer>e>mo>ni>ous-ness n

cer>e-mo-ny \"ser-3-.m6-ne\ n [ME ceremonie, fr. MF ceremonie, fr.

L caerimonia} 1 : a formal act or series of acts prescribed by ritual,

protocol, or convention 2 a : a conventional act of politeness or
etiquette b ; an action performed only formally with no deep
significance c ; a routine action performed with elaborate pomp
3 a : prescribed procedures : usages b : observance of an estab-
lished code of civility or politeness
Ce.res \'si(3)r-(,)ez\ n [L] 1 : the goddess of agriculture in Roman
mythology 2 : the largest asteroid and the one first discovered

ce>re>US \'sir-e-3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, wax candle, fr. cera
wax — more at cerumen] ; any of various cacti (as of the genus
Cereus) of the western U.S. and tropical America

ce>ric \'si(3)r-ik, 'ser-\ adj : of, relating to, or contauilng cerium
ce-rise \s3-'res, -'rezX n [F, Ut., cherry, fr. LL ceresia — more at
cherry] : a moderate red

ce-ri>lim \'sir-e-3m\ n [NL, fr. Ceres} ; a malleable ductile metallic
element that is the most abundant of the rare-earth group — see
element table

cerium metal n ; any of a group of related rare-earth metals com-
prising cerium, lanthanum, praseodymium, neodymium, pro-
methium, samarium, and sometimes europium
cer>met \'s3r-,met\ n [ceramic + metal} : a strong alloy of a heat*
resistant compound (as dtanium carbide) and a metal (as nickel)
used esp. for turbine blades — called also ceramal
cer>nu>ous \'s3r-ny3-w3s\ adj [L cernuus with the face turned
earthward; akin to L cerebrum} ; nodding, pendTjlous
cero \'se(3^r-(,)5\ n, pi cero or ceros [modif. of Sp .sierra saw. cero]

; either of two large food and sport fishes {Scomberomorus cavalla
and S. regalis) of the warmer parts of the western Adantic ocean

ce._ro«tic acid _\s3-.r6t-ik-. -.rat-\ n [L cerotum, a pomade, fr. Gk
keroton, fr. keros wax — more at cerumen] ; a solid fatty acid
C26H52O2 occurring in waxes (as beeswax) and some fats

ce*rous \'sir-3s\ adj : of, relating to. or containing cerium esp. in
the trivalent state

icer>tain \'s3rt-'n\ adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL certanus, fr.

L certus, fr. pp. of cernere to sift, discern, decide; akin to Gk
krinein to separate, decide, judge, keirein to cut — more at shear]
la: fixed, settled b : proved to be true 2 : of a specific but
unspecified character : particular 3 a : dependable, reliable
b ; indisputable 4 a : inevitable b ; incapable of failing

: destined_ 5 : assured in mind or action syn see sure — cer-
tain-ly \-le\ adv

^certain pron, pi in constr ; certain ones
cer-tain>ty \-te\ n 1 : something that is certain 2 : the quality or
state of being certain
syn certainty, certffudp, assurance, conviction mean a state

of being free from doubt, certainty and certitude are very close,

but certainty may stress the existence of objective unquestionable
proofs, certftude may emphasize a faith Strong enough to resist all

attack; assurance impUes confidence rather than intellectual cer-
tainty; conviction appUes esp. to belief strongly held by an in-
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dividual and usu. concerned with moral or spiritual rather than fac-
tual matters

cer-tes \'s3rt-ez, 'ssrtsX adv [ME, fr. OF, fr. cert certain, fr. L
certusi archaic ; certainly

cer.ti.fi.ahle \'s9rt-s-.fT-3-bsl\ adj : capable of being certified —
cer-ti-fi-ably \-ble\ adv
Icer-UM.cate \{,)sar-'tif-i-k3t\ n [ME certijicat, fr. MF, fr. ML
certijicatum, fr. LL, neut. of certijicaius, pp. of certijicare to certify]

1 : a document containing a certified statement esp. as to the truth;
specif ; a document certifying that one has fulfilled the requirements
of and may practice in a field 2 ^ something serving the end of a
certificate 3 : a document evidencing ownership or debt

acer.tif.i.cate \-'tif-5-,kat\ vt : to testify to, furnish with, or
authorize by a certificate — cer*ti2<i*ca*to>ry \(,)s3r-'tif-i-k3-
,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj

cer*tl*Il*ca-tlon X.sart-s-fs-'ka-shonX n 1 : the act of certifying
: the state of being certified 2 : a certified statement

certilied check n : a check certified to be good by the bank upon
which it is drawn

certified mail n ; first class mail for which proof of delivery is

secured but no indemnity value is claimed
certified milk n ; milk produced in dairies that operate under the
rules and regulations of an authorized medical milk commission

certified public accountant n : an accountant who has met the
requirements of a state law and has been granted a state certificate

Cer.ti'fi-er \'s9rt-3-,fI(-3)r\ n : one that certifies

Cer.ti.fy \'sart-a-,fl\ vt [ME certijien, fr. MF certijier, fr. LL cer-
tijicare, fr. L cerius certain] 1 : to attest authoritatively: as
a : c'ONFiRM b ; to present in formal communication c : to attest
as being true or as represented or as meeting a standard d : to
attest officially to the insanity of 2 : to inform with certainty
3 ; to guarantee (a personal check) as to signature and amount by
so indicating on the face 4 : certificate, ucense syn see approve

cer.tio-ra.ri \,s3r-sh(e-)3-'re(3)r-e, -'rar-e\ n [ME, fr. L, to be in-
formed; fr. the use of the word in the writ] ; a writ of a superior
court to caU up the records of an inferior court or a body acting
in a quasi-judicial capacity

cer.ti-tude \'s3rt-s-,t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. LL certitudo, fr. L certus'^

1 ; the state of being or feeling certain 2 : unfailingness of act or
event syn see certainty
ce*ru>Ie>an \sa-'rii-le-3n\ adj [L caeruleus dark blue] ; somewhat
resembUng the blue of the sky
ce^ni-men \s3-'ru-m3n\ n [NL, irreg. fr. L cera wax, prob. fr. Gk
keros: akin to Lith korys honeycomb] : the yellow waxy secretion
from the glands of the external ear — called also earwax — ce-
ru>rai>nous \-ma-n3s\ adj

Ce.ruse \s3-'rus, 'si(a)r-.us\ n [ME, fr. MF ceruse, fr. L cerussa-\

1 : white lead as a pigment 2 ; a cosmetic containing white lead
ce*rus-5ite \s3-'ras-,rt\ n [G zerussit, fr. L cerussa'\ : a mineral
PbCOj consisting of lead carbonate occurring in colorless trans-
parent crystals and also massive

cer-ve-Iat \'s3r-v3-,lat. -,la\ n [obs. F, (now cervelas)'\ : smoked
sausage made of varying proportions of pork and beef

Cer*Vi-caI \'s9r-vi-k3l\ adj : of or relating to a neck or cervix
cei'Vi-ci'tiS \,s9r-v3-'sTt-3s\ n ; inflammation of the uterine cervix
cer-vine \'s3r-,vTn\ adj [L cervinus of a deer, fr. cervus stag, deer —
more at hart] : of, relating to, or resembling deer

cer^vix \'s3r-viks\ n, pi cer-vi'Ces \'s3r-va-,sez. (.)s3r-'vT-(,)sez\
or cer-vix-es [L cervic-, cervix"} 1 ; neck; esp : the back part of the
neck 2 : a constricted portion of an organ or part; esp : ih& narrow
outer end of the uterus
ce>sar*e>an or ce-sar-i-an \si-'zar-e-3n, -'zer-\ n [fr. the belief
that Julius Caesar was bom this way] : surgical incision of the walls
of the abdomen and uterus for deUvery of offspring — cesarean or
cesarian adj
ce-Si-um \'se-2e-3m\ n [NL, fr. L caesius bluish gray] : a silver^
white soft ductile element of the alkaU metal group that is the most
electropositive element known — see element table
icess \'ses\ n [ME cessen to tax, short for assessenj ; levy, tax
2cess n [prob. short for success} : LUCK (bad ^ to you)
ce5*sa>tiou \se-'sa-sh3n\ n [ME cessacioun, fr. MF cessation, fr. L
cessation-, cessatio delay, idleness, fr. cessatus, pp. of cessare to
delay, be idle] ; a temporary or final ceasing (as of action) : yrOP
ces.Sion \'sesh-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L cession-, cessio. fr. cessus,

pp. of cedere to withdraw] : a yielding to another ; concession
cesS'Pit \'ses-,pit\ n [cei'jpool + pit} : a pit for the disposal of
sewage and other refuse
Cess<p00l \-.pul\ n [by folk etymology fr. ME suspiral vent, cess-

Sool, fr. MF souspirail ventilator, fr. soupirer to sigh, fr. L suspirare,
t., to draw a long breath — more at suspire] : an underground

catch basin for household sewage or other Uquid waste
Ces>t0de \'ses-,t6d\ n [deriv. of Gk kestos girdle] : any of a sub-
class (Cestoda) of internally parasitic flatworms comprising the
tapeworms — cestode adj
Ices-tUS \'ses-tss\ n [L, girdle, belt, fr. Gk kestos, fr. kestos
stitched; akin to Gk kentron sharp point — more at center] ; a
woman's belt; esp : a symbolic one worn by a bride
3cestUS n [L caestus, fr. caedere to strike — more at concise] ; a
boxer's hand covering in ancient Rome of leather bands often
loaded with lead or iron
cesura var oj caesura
ce*ta<>cean \si-'ta-sh3n\ n [deriv. of L cetus whale, fr. Gk ketos}

: any of an order (Cetacea) of aquatic mostly marine mammals in-

cluding the whales, dolphins, porpoises, and related forms with
large head, fishlike nearly hairless body, and paddle-shaped fore-
limbs — cetacean adj — ce>ta-ceous \-sh3s\ adj
octane \'se-,tan\ n [fr. cetyl (the radical C16H33)] : a colorless oily
hydrocarbon C16H34 found in petroleum and used as a standard of
comparison in testing the ignition value of diesel fuels

ce.te.ris pa-ri.bUS \,kat-3-r3-'spar-3-bos\ adv [NL, other things
being equal] ; if all other relevant things, factors, or elements re-
main unaltered
Ce>tUS \'set-3s\ n [L (gen. Cetl), lit., whale] ; an equatorial con-
stellation south of Pisces and Aries
ce<Vi>tam<iC acid \,se-(,)vr-,tam-ik-\ n [cee + vitamin} i vitamin c
Clia.hlis \'shab-.le, sha-'blc\ n, pi Cha-blis \-,lcz, -'blezX [F, fr.

Chablis, France] : a dry white Burgundy table wine
cha-cha \'cha-,cha\ n [AmerSp cha-cha-cha} ; a fast rhythmic
ballroom dance originating in Latin America
Chac-ma \'chak-m3\ n [Hottentot] : a large dusky southern
African baboon {Papio comatus)
Chad \'chad\ n ; a branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family
comprising numerous languages of northern Nigeria and Cameroons

Chae-ta \'ket-3\ n, pi chae.tae \'ke-,te\ [NL, fr. Gk chaite long
flowing hair] ; bristle, seia — chae-tal \'ket-=l\ adj
Chae.tO.gnath \'ket-.ag-,nath, -3Cg)-\ n [deriv. of Gk chaite +
gnathos jaw — more at gnath-] ; any of a class (Chaetognatha)
of small free-swimming marine worms with movable curved chaetae
on either side of the mouth — chaetognath adj — cbae-tog*ua-
than \ke-'tag-n3-th3n\ adj or n
ichale \'chaf\ vb [ME chaujen to warm, fr. MF chaujer, fr. (as-
sumed) VL caljare, alter, of L calejacere, fr. calere to be warm 4-

jacere to make — more at lee, do] v/ 1 : irritate, vex 2 : to
warm by rubbing esp. with the hands 3 a ; to rub so as to wear
away ; abrade b : to make sore by or as if by rubbing '^ vi
1 : to feel irritation or discontent : fret 2 : rub, wear

achate n 1 ; a state of vexation ; rage 2 : injury or wear caused
by friction; also : rubbing, friction
Cha.fer \'cha-f9r\ n [ME cheajjer, fr. OE ceajor: akin to OE ceafl
jowl] : any of various large beetles (esp. family Scarabaeidae)
ichall \'chaf\ n [ME chaj, fr. OE ceaj: akin to OHG cheva husk]
1 ; the seed coverings and other debris separated from the seed in
threshing grain 2 : something light and worthless 3 : the scales
borne on the receptacle among the florets in the heads of many
composite plants — chatty \-e\ adj

2chafl n [prob. fr. ^chaJJ} : light jesting talk ! banter
3chall vb : to tease good-naturedly ; banter
iChaf.Jer \'chaf-3r\ n [ME chajjare, fr. chep trade -H^are journey]
1 obs : trade 2 archaic : a haggling about price ; bargainino

achafler vb chaMer.ing \'chaf-(3-)riD\ vi 1 obs : to engage in
buying and selling : trade 2 : haggle 3 Brit : to exchange
small talk -^ vr 1 obs a : to engage in buying or selling b ; ex-
change, barter 2 : to bargain for — chal>fer>er \-3r-9r\ n

chaf.tinch \'chaf-(.)inch\ n [ME, fr. OE ceajjinc, fr. ceaf +
jinc finch] : a European finch (Fringilla coelebs) of which the
male has a reddish breast plumage and a cheerful song
Chat.ing dish \'cha-fiD-\ n [ME chajing, prp. of chajen} : a
utensil for cooking food at the table
Cha.gas' disease \'shag-3s-C3z-)\ n [Carios Chagas tl934 Braz
physician] ; a tropical American trypanosomiasis
icha>grin \sh3-'grin\ n [F, fr. chagrin sad] ; disquietude or distress
of mind caused by humiliation, disappointment, or failure

2chagrin vt cha-grined \-'grind\ cha-grin.ing \-'grin-io\ ; to
vex acutely by disappointing or humiliating : mortify
ichain \'chan\ n [ME cheyne, fr. OF chaeine, fr. L catena; akin to
L cassis net] 1 a ; a series of usu. metal links or rings connected
to or fitted into one another and used for various purposes (as

support, restraint, or transmission of mechanical power) b ; a
series 01 links used or worn as an ornament or insignia (1) : a
measuring instrument of 100 links used in surveying (2) ; a unit
of length equal to 66 feet 2 ; something that confines, restrains,

or secures 3 a : a serier of tilings linked, connected, or associated
together b : a number of atoms united like links in a chain
2chain vt : to fasten, bind, or cormect with a chain; also l fetter
chain gang n ; a gang of convicts chained together
Chain letter n 1 : a social letter sent to a series of persons In suc-
cession and often added to by each 2 : a letter sent to several
persons with a request that each send copies to an equal number
chain mail n ; flexible armor of interlinked metal rings

chain*omat<ic \,cha-n3-'mat-ik\ adj [fr. Chainomatic, a trade-
mark] oj a balance or scale : having suspended from the beam
an adjustable fine chain the length of which is measured to deter-

mine minute weights
chain-re.act \,chan-re-'akt\ vi [back-formation fr. chain reaction'}

; to take part in or undergo chain reaction

chain-reacting pile n : reactor 3b
chain reaction n 1 : a series of events so related to each othfer

that each one initiates the succeeding one 2 : a chemical or
nuclear reaction yielding energy or products that cause further

reactions of the same kind and so becoming self-sustaining

chain saw n : a portable power saw that has teeth linked together

to form an endless chain
chain stitch n 1 ; an ornamental stitch like the links of a chain

2 : a machine stitch forming a chain on the underside of the work
Chain store n : a retail store that is a unit of a chain
ichair \'che(9)r, *cha(9)r\ n [ME chaiere, fr. OF, fr. L cathedra^

fr. Gk kathedra, fr. kata- cata- + hedra seat — more at srr] 1 a : a
seat with four legs and a back for one person b : electric chair
2 a ; an official seat or a seat of authority, state, or dignity b : an
office or position of authority or dignity c ; chairman 3 : a se-

dan chair 4 : any of various devices that hold up or support

2chair vt 1 a : to place in a chair b : to install in office 2 chiejly Brit

; to carry shoulder-high in acclaim 3 : to preside as chairman of

chair car /i 1 ; a railroad car having pairs of chairs with indi-

vidually adjustable backs on each side of the aisle 2 ; parlor car
ichair-man \-m3n\ n 1 : the presiding officer of a meeting or an
organization or committee 2 : a carrier of a sedan chair — chair-
man-ship \-,ship\ n — chaii.woni'an \-,wum-9n\ n

^chairman vr chair*nianed or chair•manned; chair>man>ing or
chaii>man>rLing : to act as chairman of

chaise \'shaz\ n [F, chair, chaise, alter,

of OF chaiere} 1 a : a 2-wheeled car-

riage for one or two persons with a
calasb top and the body hung on leather
straps and usu. drawn by one horse
h ; a similar 4-wheeled pleasure car-

riage c : post chaise 2 : a light car-
riage or pleasure cart

chaise longue \'shaz-'16D\ n, pi
chaise longues also chaises longues
\'shaz-'16oz\ [F chaise longue, lit.,

long chair] : a long reclining chair chaise la— called also chaise lounge \-'launj\

abut; ? kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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cha.Ia.za \k3-'la-z3\ n, prcha-la-zae \-,ze\ or chalazas [NL, fr.

Gk, hailstone; akin to Per zhala hail] 1 : either of a pair of spiral

bands in the white of a bird's egg that extend from the.yolk and attach
to opposite ends of the lining membrane 2 : the point at the base of
a plant ovule where the seed stalk is attached— cha*la'Zal\-z3l\ adj
Glial*ce<dO'm.an \,kal-s3-'do-ne-an\ adj : of or relating to Chal-
cedon or the ecumenical council held there in a.d. 451 declaring
Monophysitism heretical — Chalcedonian n

Chal<ced-0>ny \kal-'sed-'n-e\ n [ME calcedonie, a precious stone,

fr. LL chalcedonius, fr. Gk Chalkedon Chalcedon] : a translucent
quartz commonly pale blue or gray with nearly waxlike luster

Chal-cid \'kal-s3d\ n [deriv. of Gk chalkos copper] : any of a very
large superfamily (Chalcidoidea) of mostly minute hymenopterous
insects parasitic in the larval state on the larvae or pupae of other
insects — chalcid adj

Chal-co-py-rite \.kal-k3-'pT(3>r-,Tt\ n tNL chalcopyrites, fr. Gk
chalkos + L pyrites} : a yellow mineral CuFeSz consisting of cop-
per-iron sulfide and constituting an Important ore of copper
Ghal*da*ic \kal-'da_-ik\ adj or n : chaldean
Chal.de.an \kal-'de-3n\ n [L Chaldaeus Chaldean, astrologer, fr.

Gk Chaldaios, fr. Chaldaia Chaldea, region of ancient Babylonia]
1 a : one of an ancient Semitic people that became dominant in
Babylonia to ; the Semitic language of the Chaldeans 2 : a person
versed in the occult arts — Chaldean adj

Clial.dee \'kal-,de\ n [ME Caldey, prob. fr. MF cfialdee, fr. L
Chaldaeus\ : the Aramaic vernacular used as the original language
of some parts of the Bible

chal'dron \'chbl-dr3n\ n [MF chauderon, fr. chaudere pot, fr-

LL caldaria] : any of various old units of measure varying from
32 to 72 imperial bushels

Cha.let \sha-'la\ n [F] 1 : a remote
herdsman's hut in the Alps 2 a ; a
Swiss dwelling with unconcealed
structural members and a wide over-
hang at the front and sides b : a cot-
tage or house in chalet style

chaLice \'chal-?s\ n [ME, fr. AF, fr. L
calic-, calix; akin to Gk kalyx calyx]
1 ; a drinking cup : goblet; esp ; the
eucharistic cup 2 : the cup-shaped in-

terior of a flower
ichalk \'ch6k\ n [ME, fr. OE cealc;
akin to OHG & MLG kalk Ume; all fr.

a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L calc-

chalix pebble; akin to Gk skallein lo hoe] 1 a

chalet 2a

calx lime, fr. Gk
^ , _ .__ ._ _. _ _ . I soft white, gray,

buff limestone chiefly composed of the shells of foraminifers
Ij : chalk or a chalky material esp. when used in the form of a crayon
2 a : a mark madewith chalk b Brit % a point scored in a game
— cbalKy \'chb-ke\ adj
2clialk vt 1 : to rub or mark with chalk 2 : to write or draw with
chalk 3 a : to delineate roughly : sketch b : to set down or add
up : TOT ~ vi : to become chalky
chalb up vr 1 : ascribe, cREorr 2 : attain, achieve
chalk-stone \'ch6k-,ston\ n : tophus
iChaLlenge \'chal-9nj\ vb [ME chalengen to accuse, fr. OF chal-

engier, fr. L calummari to accuse falsely, fr. calumnia calumny] vt

1 : to demand as of right ; require 2 oj a sentry : halt 3 : to
take exception to : dispute 4 : to question the legahty or legal

qualifications of 5a: dare, defy b ; to call out to duel or
combat c : to invite into competition ^ vi 1 : to make or present
a challenge 2 ; to take legal exception — chal«leng»er n
2challenge n l a : a calling to account or into question ; protest
b : an exception taken to a juror before he is sworn c : a sentry's
command to halt and prove identity d ; a questioning of the right

or vaUdity of a vote or voter 2 a ; a summons often threatening,
provocative, stimulating, or inciting; specij : a summons to a duel
to answer an affront b ; an invitation to compete in a sport
3 : a test of immunity by exposure to virulent infective material
after specific immunization

Chal.lis \'shal-e\ n, pi chal-lises \-ez\ [prob. fr. the name
Challisi : a lightweight soft clothing fabric esp. of cotton or wool

Chal.one \'kal-,on\ n [Gk chalon, prp. of chalon to slacken] : an
hiternal secretion that depresses activity — compare hormone
icha.ly*be<ate \k3-'lib-e-3t, -'le-be-\ adj [prob. fr. NL chalybeatus,
irreg. fr. L chalybs steel, fr. Gk chalyb-, chalyps, fr. Chalybes,
ancient people in Asia Minor] : impregnated with salts of iron;
also : having a taste due to iron ('-^ springs)
2Chalybeale n : a chalybeate Uquid or medicine
Cham \'kam\ mr oJ khan
Cham.ae.phyte \'kam-i-.fit\ n [Gk chamai on the ground + E
-phyte — more at humble) ; a perennial plant that bears its over-
wintering buds above the surface of but near the soil

Ichani'ber \'cham-b3r\ n [ME chambre, fr. OF, fr. LL camera, fr.

L, arched roof, fr. Gk kamara vault; akin to L camur curved]
1 : room; esp ; bedroom 2 : a natural or artificial enclosed space
or cavity 3 a : a hall for the meetings of a deliberative, legislative,

or judicial body b : a room where a judge transacts business
c : the reception room of a person of rank or authority 4 a : a
legislative or judicial body; esp : either of the houses of a bicameral
legislature b : a voluntary board or council 5 a : the part of the
bore of a gun that holds the charge b : a compartment in the
cartridge cylinder of a revolver — cham-bered \-b3rd\ adj
achamber vt cham.ber.ing \-b(3-)rio\ 1 : to place in or as if in a
chamber : house 2 : to furnish with a chamber {^^ed corridors)
3 ; to serve as a chamber for; esp % to accommodate in the chamber
3chamber adj : intended for performance by a few musicians for a
small audience <'^ music)
Tcliamberer n, obs : chambermaid
2cham-ber«er \'cham-b3r-3r\ n [ME, chamberlain, fr. MF cham-
berier, fr. LL camerarius, fr. camera'] archaic ; gallant, lover

Cham>ber<lain ycham-bar-lanX n [ME, fr. OF chamberlayn, of
Gmc origin; akin to OHG chamarling chamberlain, fr. chamara
chamber, fr. LL camera] 1 ; an attendant on a sovereign or lord in
his bedchamber 2 a ; a chief officer in the household of a king or
nobleman b : treasurer 3 : an often honorary papal attendant;
specij : a priest having a rank of honor below domestic prelate

Cham'ber-maid \'cham-b3r-,mad\ n ; a maid who makes beds and
does general cleaning of bedrooms
chamber of commerce : an association of businessmen to promote
commercial and industrial interests

chamber pot n : a bedroom vessel for urine or other waste
Cham-bray \'sham-,bra, -bre\ n [irreg. fr. Cambrai, France] ; a
lightweight clothing fabric with colored warp and wtiite filling yams

|

Cha.me*leon \k3-'mel-yan, -'me-le^3n\ n [ME camelion, fr. MF,
j

fr. L chaniaeleon, fr. Gk chamaileon, fr. chamai on the ground +
lean lion — more at humble] 1 ; any of a group (Rhiptoglossa) of
Old World lizards with granular skin, prehensile tail, independently
movable eyeballs, and unusual ability to change the color of the skin
2 : a fickle or changeable person 3 : any of various American
lizards (as of the genus Anolis) capable of changing their color
icham<ler \'cham(p)-f3r, 'cham-p3r\ n [MF chanjreint, fr. pp. of
chanjraindre to bevel, fr. chant edge (fr. L canthus iron lire) +
Jraindre to break, fr. Ljrangere] t a beveled edge
2chamfeT vr cham-fer-ing \-f(a-)rio, -pO-)rio\ 1 : to cut a furrow
in (as a column) ; groove 2 ; to make a chamfer on ; bevel

Cham.fron \'cham(p)-fr3n\ n [ME shamjron, it. MF chanjrein}
: the headpiece of a horse's bard

Cham>OiS Vsham-e, in sense lalso sham-'wa\ n, pi Cham>OiS also
Cham*OiX \in sense 1 'sham-eCz) or sham-'wa(z), in sense 2 *sham-
ez\ [MF, fr. LL camox] 1 ; a small goaUike antelope (Rupicapra
rupicapra) of Europe and the Caucasus 2 also cham-my \*sham-
e\ : a soft pliant leather prepared from the skin of the chamois or
from sheepskin
Cham-cmlle \'kam-3- mil, -,mel\ n [ME camemille, fr. ML
camomilla, modif. of L chamaemelon, fr. Gk chaniaimelon, fr.

chamai -f melon apple] : any of a genus {Anthemis, esp. the com-
mon European A. nobilis) of composite herbs wiih strong-scented
foliage and flower heads that contain a bitter medicinal principle;

also ; a similar plant of a related genus (Matricaria)

ichamp \'champ\ vb [perh. imit.] vt 1 : to chew or bite on with
noisy vigor 2 : mash, trample '— vi 1 : to make biting or gnash-
ing movements 2 ; to show restive impatience of delay or restraint

2champ n : champion
cham.pac or cham.pak \'cham-,pak, 'cham-(,^irak\ n [Hindi &
Skt; Hindi campak, fr. Skt campaka] : an East Indian tree {Michelia
champaca) of the magnolia family with yellow flowers
Cham>pagne \sham-'pan\ n [F, fr. Champagne, region in France]

: a white sparkling wine made in the old province of Champagne,
France; broadly : a wine of the champagne type
Cham'paign \sham-'pan\ n [ME champaine, fr. MF champagne^ fr.

LL Campania — more at campaign] 1 : an expanse of level open
country ; plain 2 archaic : battlefield — champaign adj
cham>per>tous \'cham-psrt-ss\ adj : of or relating to champerty
Cham>per-ty \-p3rt-e\ n [ME champartie, fr. MF champart field

rent, rr. champ field (fr. L campus) + part portion — more at camp,
PART] ; a proceeding by which a person not a party in a suit bar-
gains to aid in or carry on its prosecution or defense in considera-
tion of a share of the matter in suit

Cham>pi>gnon \shara-'pin-y3n, cham-\ n [MF, fr. champagne} : an
edible fungus; esp : the common meadow mushroom {Agaricus
campestris)
icham<pi<on \'cham-pe-an\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. ML campion-,
campio, of WGmc origin] 1 ; warrior, fighter 2 : a miUtant
advocate or defender 3 : one that fights for another's rights or
honor 4 : a winner of first prize or place in competition
2champion vt 1 archaic : challenge, defy 2 ; to protect or fight
for as a champion syn see support
Cham<pi<on>Ship \-,ship\ n 1 : the position or title of a champion
2 : defense 3 ; a contest held to determine a champion _

Champ*le-v6 \,sha"-la-'va\ adj [F] : having the metal ground en- ' I
graved, cut out, or depressed and the resultant spaces filled in with
enamel pastes and fired — used of enamel work — champlevd n !

iChance \'chan(t)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL cadentia fall,

fr. L cadent-, cadens, prp. of cadere to fall; akin to Skt iad to fall]

la; something that happens unpredictably without discernible
human intention or observable cause b : the assumed impersonal
purposeless determiner of unaccountable happenings : luck
c ; the fortuitous or incalculable element in existence : contingency
2 : a situation favoring some purpose 3 : a fielding opportunity
in baseball 4 a : the possibility of an indicated or a favorable
outcome in an uncertain situation b : the degree of likelihood of
such an outcome 5 a : risk b : a ticket in a raffle — chance adj
2chance vi la: to take place or come about by chance : happen
b : to be found by chance c : to have the good or bad luck 2 ; to
come or light by chance '^ vr 1 ; to leave the outcome of to
chance 2 ; to accept the hazard of : risk syn see happen

chance>ful \-f3l\ adj 1 archaic : casual 2 : eventful
Chan.cel \'chan(t)-S3l\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL cancellus lattice, fr. L
cancelli; fr. the latticework enclosing it] ; the part of a church
lying east of the nave and including choir and sanctuary
chan-cel.lery or chan.cel. lory \'chan(t)-s(3-)l3-re„ -S3l-re\ n
1 a : the position, court, or department of a chancellor b : the
building or room where a chancellor has his office 2 : the office of
secretary of the court of a person high in authority 3 : the office or
staff of an embassy or consulate
Chan. eel.lor \'chan(t)-s(3-Uar\ n [ME chanceler, fr. OF chancelier,

fr. LL cancellarius doorkeeper, secretary, fr. cancellus} 1 a obs : the
secretary of a nobleman, prince, or king b : the lord chancellor of
Great Britain c Brit : the chief secretary of an embassy d : a
Roman Catholic priest heading the office in which diocesan busi-
ness is transacted and recorded 2 a ; the titular head of a British

university b : a university president 3 a ; a lay legal officer or
advisor of an Anglican diocese b : a judge in a court of chancery or
equity in various states of the U .S. 4 : the chief minister of state in
some European countries — chan-ceMor-ship \-.ship\ n

chancellor ol the exchequer ojten cap C&E % b. member of the
British cabinet in charge of the public income and expenditure
Chance-med-ley \'chan(t)-'smed-ie\ n [AF chance medlee mingled
chance] 1 : accidental homicide not entirely without fault of the
killer but without evil intent 2 : haphazardness
Chan.eery \'chan(t)s-(3-)re\ n [ME chancerie, alter, of chancellerie

chancellery, fr. OF, fr. chancelier} 1 a cap : a high court of equity in
England and Wales with common-law functions and jurisdiction

over causes in equity b : a court of equity in the American judicial
system c : the principles and practice of judicial equity 2 : a
record office for pubUc archives or those of ecclesiastical, legal, or
diplomatic proceedings 3 a : a chancellor's court or office or the
building in which he has his office b : the office of an embassy
; chancellery 3 4 ; a wrestling hold that imprisons the head or
encircles the neck ; stranglehold — in chancery 1 : in Utigation
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in a court of chancery; also : under the superintendence of the lord
chancellor <a ward in chancery^ 2 : in a hopeless predicament
Chan-cre \'shatj-k3r\ n [F, fr. L cancer'\ ; a primary sore or ulcer at
the site of entry of a pathogen (as in tularemia); spectj : the initial

lesion of syphilis — chan>crons \-k(^-)r3s\ adj
Chan-croid \'shao-,krdid\ n ; a venereal sore resembling a chancre
but differing in being the starting point of a local process and never
a systemic disease and in being caused by a different microorganism
(Hemophilus ducreyi) — chan>croi<dal \shao-'kr6id-^l\ adj

Cbancy \'chan(t)-se\ adj 1 Scot : bringing good luck : auspicious
2 ; uncertain in outcome or prospect : risky

Chan.de-lier \.shan-d3-'li(3)r\ n [F. lit., can-
dlestick, modif. of L candelabrum] ; a branched
often ornate lighting fixture suspended from a
ceiling

Chan.delle \shan-'del, sha"-\ n [F, lit., candle]
; an abrupt climbing turn of an airplane in
which the momentum of the plane is used to
attain a higher rate of climb — chandelle vi

Chan.dler \'chan-(d)br\ n [ME chandeler, fr.

MF chandelier, fr. OF, fr. chandelle candle, fr.

L candela} 1 ; a maker or seller of tallow or
wax candles and usu. soap 2 : a retail dealer
in provisions and supplies or equipment of a
specified kind <yacht '^>

Chan.dlery \-(d)l3-re\ « 1 : a place where
candles are kept 2 : the business of a chandler
3 : the commodities sold by a chandler
Idiange \'chanj\ vb [ME changen, fr. OF changier, fr. L camblare
to exchange, of Celt origin; akin to Olr camm crooked; akin to Gk
skambos crooked] vt 1 a : to make different in some particular
: MODIFY b : to make radically different : transform c : to give a
different position, course, or direction to d : reverse <'^ one's
vote) 2 a : to replace with "another b : to move to another;
also ; swrrCH c : to exchange for an equivalent sum or compara-
ble item d ; to undergo a loss or modification of (foliage changing
color) e : to put fresh clothes or covering on i'-^ a bed) « vi

1 ; to become different : alter 2 oj the moon : to pass from one
phase to another 3 ; to shift one's means of conveyance : trans-
fer 4 oj the voice : to shift to lower register : break 5 : to
undergo transformation, transition, or substitution 6 : to put on
different clothes 7 : to accept something else in return ; exchange
syn ALTER, VARY, MODIFY: CHANGE imphes making either an es-

sential difference often amounting to a loss of original identity or a
substitution of one thing for another; alter implies a difference in
some particular respect without suggesting loss of identity; vary
stresses a breaking away from sameness, duplication, or exact
repetition; modify suggests a difference that limits, restricts, or
adapts to a new purpose
change hands : to pass from the possession of one person to

chandelier

that of anothe
2cliauge n 1 : the act, process result of changing: as a : al-
teration b : transformation c : suBSTrrunoN d : the passage
of the moon from one monthly revolution to another; also % the
passage of the moon from one phase to another 2 ; a fresh set of
clothes 3 Brii : exchange 4 a : money in small denominations
received in exchange for an equivalent sum in larger denominations
tt ; money returned when a payment exceeds the amount due
C ; coins of low denominations <a pocketful of '^> 5 : an order in
which a set of bells is struck in change ringing
syn mutation, permutation, vicissitude: change may imply any

variation whatever whether affecting a thing essentially or super-
ficially; mutation stresses lack of permanence and stability and
presents change as inevitable; permutation implies transposition
within a group of otherwise unchanged items; vicissitude implies
a change great enough to constitute a reversal of what has been

Cliange*abil>i>ty \,chan-j3-'bil-si-e\ n : changeableness
Cliange>able \'chan-j3-b3l\ adj : capable of change: as a ; vari-
able b ; alterable c % fickle d : iridescent — change^able-
ness n — change.ably \-ble\ adv
Change^ful \'chanj-f3l\ adj : notably variable : uncertain —
change-ful-ly \-f3-le\ adv — change-Iul*ness n

cliange*less \'chani-l3s\ adj : unchanging, constant — cbange-
less.ly adv — change-less>ness n
ChangeUing \'chanj-liQ\ n 1 archaic : turncoat 2 : a child
secretly exchanged for another in infancy 3 archaic : imbecile— changeling adj

Cliange oil vi 1 ; to alternate with another at doing an act 2 : to
alternate between acts or instruments or between action and rest
cbange ol lile : menopause
changier \'chan-j3r\ n 1 ; one that changes 2 obs ; money
CHANGER
change ringing n : the art or practice of ringing a set of tuned bells
in continually varying order
IChan.nel \'chan-=l\ n [ME chaixel, fr. OF, fr. L canalis channel— more at canal] la: the bed where a natural stream of water
runs b : the deeper part of a river, harbor, or strait c : a strait or
narrow sea between two close land masses d : a means of commu-
nication or expression e : a way or course of thought or action
1 : a band of frequencies of sufficient width for a single radio or
television communication 2 : a usu. tubular enclosed passage
: CONDurr 3 ; a long gutter, groove, or furrow 4 ; a metal bar of
flattened U-shaped section

2cliannel vt chan.ncled or chan*nelled; clian.nel.ing or clian-
nel>ling l a : to form, cut, or wear a channel in b : groove <"-'

a chair leg) 2 : to convey into or through a channel
^channel n [alter, of chainwale, fr. chain + wale'\ : one of the flat

ledges of heavy plank or metal bolted edgewise to the outside of a
ship to increase the spread of the shrouds

Clian-nel>iza>tion \,chan-'l-3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act or process of
channeling

clian>nel*ize x'chan-^l-.TzV vt : channel
chan.son \sha"-s6"\ n, p/chan-sons \-s6°C2)\ [F, fr. L can/ton-,
cantio, fr. cantus, pp.] : song; spectj ; a music-hall or cabaret song
clian*son de geste \-so"d-3-zhest. -so"-jest\ n, pi chansons de
geate \same, or -so"2-d3-2hest\ [F, lit., song of heroic deeds]
: any of several Old French epic poems of the 11th to the 13th
centuries

ichant \'chant\ vb [ME chanten, fr. MF chanter, fr. L cantare, fr.

cantus, pp. of canere; akin to OE hana rooster. Gk kanache ringing
sound] vi 1 : to make melodic sounds with the voice : sing; esp
; to sing a chant 2 : to recite in a monotonous repetitive tone
'^ vt 1 : to utter as in chanting 2 ; to celebrate or praise in song
3chant n 1 : song 2 a : a repetitive liturgical melody in which as
many syllables are assigned to each tone as required b : a rhythmic
monotonous uiterance or song c ; a composition for chanting

Chant>er \-3r\ n 1 : one that chants: a : chorister b : cantor
2 ; the chief singer in a chantry 3 : the reed pipe of a bagpipe with
finger holes on which the melody is played — chaut-ress Vchan-
tras\ n

Chan>te>relle \,shant-3-'rel, ,shant-\ n [F] ; an edible mushroom
(Canfharellus cibarius) of rich yellow color and pleasant aroma

chan>teuse \sha"-'ta(r)z, shan-'tiiz\ n, pi clian.teuses
\-'t3{r)z{-5z), -'tuz(-az)\ [F, fem. of chanteur singer, fr. chanter}
; a female concert or nightclub singer

Chan.tey or chan-ty \'shant-e, 'chant-X n [modif. of F chanter}
: a song sung by sailors in rhythm with their work

Chan.ti.cleer \.chant-3-'kli(5)r, .shant-\ n [ME Chantecleer,
rooster in verse narratives, fr. OF Chantecler, rooster in the Roman
de Renart} : icock 1

Chan-try \'chan-tre\ n [ME chanterie, fr. MF, singing, fr. chanter}
1 : an endowment for the chanting of masses commonly for the
founder 2 ; a chapel endowed by a chantry
Cha>nu<kah \like hanukkah\ var oj hanukkah
Clia<os \'ka-,as\ n [L, fr. Gk — more at gum] 1 obs : ch.^sm, abyss
2 a ojten cap ; a state of things in which chance is supreme; esp
: the confused unorganized state of primordial matter before the
creation of distinct forms b ; a state of utter confusion c ; a con-
fused mass or heterogeneous agglomeration— Cha<0t-ic \ka-'at-ik\
adj— cha*ot>i>caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv
ichap \'chap\ n [short for chapman} 1 dial chiejly Eng ; buyer
2 ; fellow

2chap vb Chapped; chap.ping [ME chappen: akin to MD cappen to
cut down] : to open in slits or chinks : crack

3cliap n : a crack or a sore roughening of the skin from exposure
<chap X'chap. 'chapX n [^chap} ; jaw : the fleshy covering of a jaw;
also : the forepart of the face ^- usu. used in pi.

chap*a*ra*ios or chap.a.re-jos \,shap-3-'ra-.6s, -3s\ npl [MexSp
chaparreras} : chaps

chap<ar-ral \,shap-3-'ral, -'rel\ n [Sp, fr. chaparro dwarf evergreen
oak, fr. Basque txapar} ; a thicket of dwarf evergreen oaks;
broadly : a dense impenetrable thicket of shrubs or dwarf trees

chaparral bird n : roadrunner — called also chaparral cock
chaparral pea n : a thorny California leguminous shrub (Pickeringia
montana) forming dense thickets
chap-book \'chap-,buk\ n [c/iapman -f- book} ; a small book
containing ballads, tales, or tracts

chape \*chap, 'chap\ n [ME. scabbard, fr. MF, cape, fr. LL cappa}
; the metal mourning or trimming of a scabbard or sheath

cha.peau \sha-'p6\ n, pi cha^peaus \-'p6z\ or cha.peaux
\-'p6(z)\ [MF, fr. OF chapel — more at chaplet] : hat

chap. el \'chap-al\ n [ME, fr. OF chapele, fr. ML cappella, fr. dim.
of LL cappa cloak; fr. the cloak of St. Martin of Tours preserved
as a sacred relic in a chapel built for that puipose] 1 ; a subordi-
nate or private place of worship : as a : a place of worship in a resi-

dence or institution b : a room or recess in a church for meditation
and prayer or small religious services 2 : a choir of singers belong-
ing to a chapel (as of a prince) 3 : a chapel service or assembly at
a school or college 4 : an association of the employees in a print-
ing office 5 : a place of worship used by a Christian group other
than an established church <a nonconformist '^) 6 a ; funeral
HOME b : a room for funeral services in a funeral home
ichap.er-on or chap.er.one \'shap-5-,ron\ n [F, lit., hood, fr. MF,
head covering, fr. chape} 1 : a person (as a matron) who accom-
panies one or more young unmarried women in public or in mixed
company for propriety 2 : an older person who accompanies
young people at a social gathering to ensure proper behavior
zchaperon or chaperone vt 1 : escort 2 ; to act as chaperon to
or for -^ vj : to act as a chaperon — chap.er.on.age \-,ro-nii\ n

Chap.falI.en \'chap-,f6-bn, *chap-\ adj 1 : having the lower jaw
hanging loosely 2 : dejected, depressed

Chap.i.ter \'chap-3t-3r\ n [ME chapitre, fr. MF, alter, of OF
chapitle, fr. L capitulum, lit., little head] ; the capital of a column

Chap.lain \'chap-l3n\ n [ME chapelain, fr. OF, fr. ML cappellanus,

fr. cappella} 1 : a clergyman in charge of a chapel 2 : a clergyman
officially attached to the army or navy, to a public institution,

or to a family or court 3 ; a person chosen to conduct religious

exercises — chap-lain-cy \-se\ n — chap>laiu-6hip \-.ship\ n
chap.let \'chap-lat\ n [ME chapelet, fr. MF, fr. OF, dim. of chapel
hat, garland, fr. ML cappellus head covering, fr. LL cappa} 1 : a
wreath to be worn on the head 2 a : a string of beads b : a part
of a rosary comprising five decades 3 : a small molding caryed
with small decorative forms — chap.let.ed \-ad\ adj

Chap.man \'chap-m3n\ n [ME, fr. OE ceapman, fr. ceap trade -f-

man} 1 archaic : merchant, trader 2 Brit ; an itinerant dealer

Chaps \'shaps\ n pi [modif. of MexSp chaparreras} : leather leg-

gings resembling trousers without a seat that are worn esp. by
western ranch hands

Chap.ter \'chap-t3r\ n [ME chapitre division of a book, meeting of
canons, fr. OF, fr. LL capitulum division of a book & ML, meeting
place of canons, fr. L, dim. of capit-, caput head — more at head]
1 : a main division of a book 2 a : a regular meeting of the canons
of a cathedral or collegiate church or of the members of a religious

house b : the body of canons of a cathedral or collegiate church
3 ; a local branch of a society or fraternity

Chapter house n ; the building or rooms where a chapter meets
ichar \'char\ n, pi Char or chars [origin unknown] : any of a
genus {Salvelinus) of small-scaled trouts

schar vb charred; char.ring [back-formation fr. charcoal} 1 : to
burn to charcoal : burn 2 ; to burn slightly or partly ; scorch
3Char n : a charred substance ; charcoal
4char vi charred; char.ring [back-formation fr. charwoman} : to
work as a charwoman
schar n [short for charwoman} Brit : charwoman
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char>a<banc \'shar-3-,baj3\ n [F char & bancs, lit., wagon with
benches] Brit : a sightseeing motor coach

CliaT>a>Cin \'kar-9-S3n\ n [deriv. of Gk charak-, charax pointed
stake, a fish] ; any of a family (Characidae) of usu. small brightly
colored tropical fishes — characin adj
iChar.acter \'kar-ik-tsr\ n [ME caracier, fr. UFcaractere. fr. L
character mark, distinctive quality, fr, Gk charakier, fr. charassein
to scratch, engrave; akin to Lith ierti to scratch] lata conven-
tionalized graphic device placed on an object as an indication of
ownership, origin, or relationship b ; a graphic symbol (as a
hieroglyph, alphabet letter) used in writing or printing c ; a
magical or astrological emblem d ; alphabet e (1) ; writing,
PRINTING (2) : style of writing or printing (3) : cipher 2 a : one
of the attributes or features that make up and distinguish the indi-
vidual b (1) : a feature used to separate distinguishable things (as

organisms) into categories (2) : the detectable expression of the
action of a gene or group of genes C : the complex of mental and
ethical traits marking a person, group, or nation 3 ; position,
RANK 4 : a short literary sketch of the qualities of a social type
6 : REFERENCE 4b 6 a t a person marked by notable or conspicuous
traits : personage b ; one of the persons of a drama or novel
C : the personality or part which an actor re-creates 7 ; reputa-
tion 8 : moral excellence and firmness syn see disposition,
QUALrrv, TYPE — char-ac-ter-less \-l3s\ adj
acharacter vt 1 archaic : engrave, inscribe 2 a archaic l repre-
sent, portray b : characterize
icliar.ac.ter>is.tic \,kar(-i k-t3-'ris-tik\ adj ; serving to mark the
individual character — char-ac>ter-is>ti<cal>Iy \-ti-k{a-)le\ adv
syn CHARACTERISTIC, INDIVIDUAL, PECULIAR. DISTINCTIVE mean

indicating a special quality or identity, characteristic applies to
something that distinguishes or identifies a person or thing or class;

INDIVIDUAL stresses qualities that distinguish one from all other
members of the same kind or class; peculiar applies to qualities
possessed only by a particular individual or class or kind and
stresses rarity or uniqueness; di5T1nctive indicates qualities dis-

tinguishing and uncommon and often superior or praiseworthy
2characteristic « 1 : a distinguishing trait, quality, or property
2 ; the integral part of a common logarithm

Char.acter-iza.tion X.kar-ik-to-^rs-'za-shanX n : the act of char-
acterizing; esp ; the representation of human character or motives
through the arts

Char-acter.ize \'kar-ik-t3-,rrz\ vt 1 : to describe the character or
quahty of : delineate 2 : to be a characteristic of : distinguish
char.actery \'kar-ik-t(3-)re, k3-'rak-\n : written letters or symbols
Cha-rade \sh3-'rad\ n [F] : a word represented in riddling verse or
by picture, tableau, or dramatic action

ChaT'Coal Vchar-,kol\ n [ME charcolel 1 : a dark or black porous
carbon prepared from vegetable or animal substances 2 a : a piece
or pencil of fine charcoal used in drawing b : a charcoal drawing
chard \'chard\ n [F carde, fr. OProv cardo edible cardoon, fr. L
carduus thistle, artichoke; akin to MLG harst rake, L carrere to
card] ; a beet (Beta vulgaris cicla) with large leaves and succulent
stalks often cooked as a vegetable — called also Swiss chard

Chare \'cha(3lr, 'che(3)r\ or Char ychar\ n [ME char turn, piece
of work, fr. OE cierr; akin to OE cierran to turn] ; chore
Icharge \'char]\ vb [ME chargen. fr. OF chargier, fr. LL cnrricare,
fr. L carrus wheeled vehicle— more at car ] v/ 1 a archaic : to lay or
put a load on or in ; load b (1) : to place a charge (as of powder)
in (2) : to load or fill to capacity c (1) : to restore the active ma-
terials in (a storage battery) by the passage of a direct current
through in the opposite direction to that of discharge (2) : to give
an electric charge to d (1) : to assume as a heraldic bearing
(2) : to place a heraldic bearing on e : to fill full 2 a : to impose a
task or responsibility on b : to command, instruct, or exhort with
right or authority c oj a judge : to give a charge to (a jury)
3 a : accuse, blame b : to impute blame or guilt for 4 a : to bring
(a weapon) into position for attack ; level <•--- a lance) b : to
rush against or bear down upon ; attack 5 a (1) : to impose a
pecuniary burden on <'^ his estate with debts incurred) (2) : to
impose or record as a pecuniary obligation (^^ debts lo an estate)

b (1) : to fix or ask as fee or payment (2) ; to ask payment of (a

person) (-^ a student ?50 for meals) ^ vi 1 ; to rush forward in
assault : attack 2 ; to ask or set a price syn see command
acharge n 1 a obs : a material load or weight b : a figure borne
on a heraldic field 2a: the quantity that an apparatus is intended
to receive and fitted to hold b ; a store or accumulation of force
Ctadefinitequaniity of electricity d.s/rtng : thrill, kick 3 a ; ob-
ligation, requirement b : management, supervision c ; the
ecclesiastical jurisdiction (as a parish) committed to a clergyman
d ; a person or thing committed to the care of another 4a: in-
struction, command b : instruction in points of law given by a
court to a jury 5 a : expense, cost b : price c : a debit to an
account 6 a : accusation, indictment b ; a complaint of error,
failure, or wrong 7 I attack, assault

charge-able \'char-J3-b3l\ adj 1 obs : financially burdensome
: expensive 2 a : liable to be accused or held responsible b : suita-
ble to be charged to a particular account c : qualified to be made a
charge on the county or parish — charge. able.ness n

charge-a-plate \'char-ja-.plat\ or charge plate n [fr. Charga^
plate, a trademark ] : an embossed address plate used by a customer
when buving on credit

Char.g6 d'aMaires \(,)shar-.zhad-3-*fa(3)r, -'fe(a)r\ n. p/char.g6s
d*af.falres \-.zhad-a-. -,zhaz-d3-\ [F, lit., one charged with af-

fairs] 1 : a subordinate diplomat who substitutes for an ambassa-
dor or minister in his absence 2 : a diplomat inferior in rank to an
ambassador or minister and accredited by one government to the
foreign minister of another
Charge of quarters : an enlisted man designated to maintain order
after duty hours in the area of his unit
IChax.ger \'char-J3r\ n [ME chargeour;
akin to ME chargen to charge] archaic
: a large flat platter for carrying meat

2charg.er n 1 : one that charges: as a : an
appliance for holding or inserting a charge
of powder or shot in a gun b : a cartridge
clip 2 : a cavalryhorse
char*i-ly \'char-3-le, 'cher-\ adv : in a chary
manner : carefully
char-i-ness \'char-e-nas, 'cher-\ n 1 : the
quality or state of being chary : caution
2 : carefully preserved state : iNTECRrrv chariot 2

Ichar-i.Ot \'char-e-3t\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. char wheeled
vehicle, fr. L carrus'i 1 : a light 4-wheeIed pleasure or state car-
riage 2 ; a 2-wheeled horse-drawn battle car of antiquity used
also in processions and races

^chariot vt : to carry in or as if in a chariot ^ vi ; to drive or ride
in or as if in a chariot

Char.i'O.teer \,char-e-3-'ti(3)r\ n 1 : one who drives a chariot
2 cap : the constellation Auriga
cha.ris.ma \k3-'riz-m3\ or cliar-isra \'kar-,iz-3m\ n, pi cha.ris-
ma.ta \k3-'riz-m3t-3\ or char-isms [Gk charisma favor, gift, fr.

charizesthai to favor, fr. charis grace; akin to Gk chairein to rejoice]
1 : an extraordinary power (as of healing) given a Christian by the
Holy Spirit for the good of the church 2 : a personal magic of
leadership arousing special popular loyalty or enthusiasm for a
statesman or miUtary commander ~ char*is*mat.ic \,kar-3z-
•mal-ik\ adj

Char.i-ta-ble \'char-3t-3-b3l\ ad] 1 : exhibiting the virtue of
Christian love : benevolent 2 : Uberal in benefactions to the
poor 3 : merciful or kind in judgingothers : lenient — char-
i-ta-ble-ness n — char-i-ta-bly \-ble\ adv

Char.i.ty \'char-3t-e\ n [ME charite, fr. OF charife, fr. LL caritat-,
caj-itas Christian love, fr. L, deamess, fr. carus dear; akin to Skt
kama love] 1 : love 3a (1) 2a: kindness or help for the needy or
suffering b : an institution engaged in relief of the poor c : public
provision for the relief of the needy 3 a : a gift for public benevo-
lent purposes b : an institution (as a hospital) founded by such
a gift 4 : lenient judgment of others syn see mercy

Cha.ri.va.ri \.shiv-3-*re, 'shiv-3-.\ n [F, fr. LL caribaria headache,
fr. Gk karebaria, fr. kara, kare head -I- barys heavy] : shivaree
char.ka or char-kha X'char-ka, 'charA n [Hindi carkha'] : a do-
mestic spinning wheel used in India chiefly for cotton

Char.la.tan \'shar-l3-t3n\ n [it ciarlatano, alter, of cerretano, lit.,

inhabitant of Cerreto, fr. Cerreio, village in Italy] : a pretender to
medical knowledge : quack; also : faker, fraJo — char<la>tan-
ism \-t3-,niz-3m\ n — char.la.tan-ry \-t3n-re\ n

Charles's Wain \.chari-z3Z-'wan, 'charlz-'wan\ n [Charlemagne
tS14 king of the Franks] : the Big Dipper
Charles.ton \'chari-st3n\ n [Charleston, S. C] : a ballroom dance
in which the knees are twisted in and out and the heels are swung
sharply outward on each step
Char.ley horse \'char-le-,h6rs\ n [fr. Charley, nickname for
Charles'] : pain and stiffness from muscular strain in an arm or leg

Char-lie \'char-le\ [fr. the name Charlie] — a communications
code word for the letter c

char-lock \'char-,Iak, -l3k\ n [ME cherlok, fr. OE cerlic] : a wild
mustard (Brassica kaber) often troublesome in grainfields

Char.IOtte \'sh3r-l3t\ n [F] : a dessert consisting of a filling of
fruit, whipped cream, or custard placed over strips of bread, cake,
or ladyfingers

Char.IOtte riisse \,shar-!3t-'rlis\ n [F, lit., Russian charlotte] ; a
charlotte made with sponge cake or ladyfingers and a whipped^
cream or custard-gelatin filling

iCharm \'charm\ n [ME charme, fr. OF, fr. L carmen song, fr.

canere to sing — more at chant] 1 a : the chanting or reciting of a
magic spell : incant.^tion b : an act or expression believed to
have magic power 2 : something worn about the person to ward
off evil or ensure good fortune : amulet 3 a : a trait that fasci-
nates, allures, or delights b : a physical grace or attraction
4 : a small ornament worn on a bracelet or chain syn see fetish
scharm vt 1 : to affect by or as if by magic ; compel; also : delight
2 : to endow with supernatural powers by means of charms;
also : to protect by spells, charms, or supernatural influences
3 : to control (an animal) typically by charms '^ vi 1 : to practice
magic and enchantment 2 : to have the effect of a charm ; fasci-
nate syn see attract

cliarm.er \'char-m3r\ n 1 : enchanter, magician 2 : one that
pleases or fascinates; esp : an attractive woman

Char.nel \'cham-n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML carnale, fr. LL, neut.
of carnalis of the flesh] 1 obs : cemetery 2 : a building or
chamber in which bodies or bones are deposited — charnel adj
Char.on \'kar-an, 'ker-sn\ n [L, fr. Gk Charon] : a son of Erebus
held in Greek myth to ferry the souls of the dead over the Styx
Char-poy \'char-,p6i\ n [Hindi cdrpdi] : a bed consisting of a frame
strung with tapes or light rope used esp. in India
char.qui \'char-ke, 'shar-\ n [Sp, fr, Quechua ch'arki dried meat]

: jerked beef
charr \'char\ var oj char
1 chart \'chart\ n [MF charte, fr. L charta piece of papyrus, docu-
ment — more at card] X ; map: as a : an outline map exhibiting
something (as climatic or magnetic variations* in its geographical
aspects b : a map for the use of navigators 2 a : a sheet giving
information in tabular form b : graph c : diagram d : a sheet
of paper ruled and graduated for use in a recording.instrument
zchart vt 1 : to make a map or chart of 2 : to lay out a plan for

Char.ta.ceoiiS \kar-"ta-sh3s\ adj : resembling or made of paper
ichar.ter \'chart-3r\ n [ME chartre, fr. OF, fr. ML chartula,, fr. L,
dim. of charta] 1 ; a written instrument or contract (as a deed)
executed in due form 2 a : a grant or guarantee of rights, fran-
chises, or privileges from the sovereign power of a stale or country
b : constitution 3 : an instrument in writing from the authorities
of a society creating a lodge or branch 4 : a special privilege,
immunity, or exemption 6 ; a mercantile lease of a ship or some
principal part of it

^charter vt 1 a : to establish, enable, or convey by charter b Brit

: certify {^ed mechanical engineer) 2 : to hire, rent, or lease for
temporary use syn see hire — char.ter-er \-3r-3r\ n

chartered accountant n, Brit : a member of a chartered institute of
accountants
Char.tism ychart-,iz-am\ n [ML charta charter, fr. L, document]

: the principles and practices of a body of 19th century English
political reformers advocating better social and industrial condi-
tions for the working classes

chart.ist \'chart-3st\ n 1 : cartographer 2 : a stock-market
analyst who relies on charts and graphs for his predictions

Cliar.tist \'chart-3st\ n : an advocate of Chartism
Char-treuse Xshar-'trliz. -'triisX n [F. fr. La Grande Chartreuse,
chief monastery of the Carthusian order] 1 : a usu. green or yellow
liqueur 2 : a variable color averaging a brilliant yellow green
Char.tU'lary \'kar-ch3-.ler-e\ n [ML chartularium] : cartulary
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Char.WOm.an \'char-.wum-9n\ n {chare + womani 1 Brit ; a
woman hired to char 2 : a cleaning woman usu. in a large building
chary \'chaC3)r-e, 'che(9)r-\ adj [ME, sorrowful, dear, fr. OE
cearig sorrowful, fr. caru sorrow] 1 archaic ; treasured, dear
2 a : CAUTIOUS, sparing 1) : watchful syn see cautious

Cha.ryb.dis \k3-'rib-d3s\ n [L, fr. Gk] : a whirlpool off the Sicilian
coast personified by the ancients as a female monster
iChase \*chas\ vb [ME chosen, fr. MF chasser, fr. (assumed) VL
capiiare — more at catch] vt 1 a ; to follow rapidly : pursue
b ; hunt c : to follow regularly or persistently with the intention
of attracting or alluring 2 obs : harass 3 ; to seek out 4 a ; to
cause to depart or flee : drive b slang ; to take (oneself) off
'^ VI 1 ; to chase an animal, person, or thing 2 : rush, hasten
syn pursue, follow, trail: chase implies going swifdy after and

trying to overtake something fleeing or running; pursue suggests a
continuing effort to overtake, reach, attain; follow puts less em-
phasis upon speed or intent to overtake and may not imply an
awareness on the part of the leader that he is pursued; trail may
stress a following of tracks or traces rather than a visible object
3chase n 1 a ; the act of chasing : pursuit b : hunting — used
with the c : an earnest or frenzied seeking after something desired
2 : something pursued 3 a : a franchise to hunt within certain limits
of land b : a tract of unenclosed land used as a game preserve
debase vt [ME chassen, modif. of MF enchasser to set] 1 a : to
ornament (metal) by indenting with a hammer and tools without a
cutting edge b : to make by such indentation c : to set with
gems 2 a : groove, indent b : to cut (a thread) with a chaser

4cliase n IF chas eye of a needle, fr. LL capsus enclosed space, fr.

L, pen, alter, of capsa box — more at case] 1 : groove, furrow
2 : the bore of a cannon 3a; trench b ; a channel (as in a wall)
for something to lie in or pass through

fiChase n [prob. fr. F chdsse frame, fr. L capsa] : a rectangular steel
or iron frame into which letterpress matter is locked for printing
or plating — compare form
iChas.er \'cha-s3r\ n 1 : one that chases 2 : a mild drink (as
water or beer) taken after hard liquor

3Cliaser n : a skilled worker who produces ornamental chasing
3chaser n : a tool for cutting screw threads
Cba.sid \'has-ad, '!sas-\ n, pi Cha.si.dim \'has-ad-am, k3-'sed-\
var oj hasid
chasm X'kaz-amX n [L chasma, fr. Gk; akin to L hiare to yawn]
1 : a deep cleft in the earth ; gorge 2 : gulf
iohas*s6 \sha-'sa\ vi chas-sed; chas-se-ing [F. n., fr. pp. of
chasser to chase] 1 : to make a chasse 2 : sashay

acliass^ n : a sliding dance step resembling the galop
Chasse.pot \'shas-(.)p6\ n [F, fr. Antoine A. Chassepot tl905 F
Inventor] : a bolt-action rifle firing a paper cartridge
Chas-seur \3ha-'S3r\ n [F, fr. MF chasser'] 1 : hunter, huntsman
2 : one of a body of light cavalry or infantry trained for rapid
maneuvering 3 ; a liveried attendant : footman

Chas>5is \'shas-e, 'chas-\ n, pi chas-sis \-ez\ [F chassis, fr. (as-
sumed) VL capsicum, fr. L capsa box — more at case] 1 : the frame
upon which is mounted the body (as of an automobile or airplane),
the working parts (as of a radio), the barrel and other recoiling
parts (of a cannon), or the roof, walls, floors, and facing (as of a
building) 2 : the frame and working parts as opposed to the body
(as of an automobile) or cabinet (as of a radio or television set)

Chaste \'chast\ adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. L castus pure — more at caste]
1 ; innocent of unlawful sexual intercourse 2 : celibate 3 ; pure
in thought and act.; modest 4 : pure or severe in design and ex-
pression — chaste-ly adv — chaste-ness \'chas(t)-n3s\ n
syn PURE, modest, decbSit: chaste primarily implies a refraining

from acts or even thoughts or desires that are not virginal or not
sanctioned by marriage vows; it may imply avoidance of anything
that cheapens or debases; pure differs from CHAS^rE in implying
Innocence and absence of temptation rather than control of one's
impulses and actions; modest and decent apply esp. to deportment
and dress as outward signs of inward chastity or purity
Chas<ten \'chas-'n\ vt chas'ten»ing \'chas-nio, -'n-ioX [alter, of
obs. E chaste to chasten, fr. ME chasien, fr. OF chasiier, fr. L
castigare, fr. castus + -igare (fr. agere to drive) — more at act]
1 ; to correct by punishment or suffering ; discipline; also ; purify
2 ; to prune of excesj, pretense, or falsity ; refine syn see punish— chas-ten<eF X'chas-nar, -^n-9r\ n

Chas.tlse \cha-'stlz\ vt [ME chastisen, alter, of chasten] 1 : to
Inflict punishment on (as by whipping) 2 : to censure severely
: castigate 3 archaic : chasten 2 syn see punish — chas.tise-
ment Vcha-'stiz-mant, *c^as-taz-\ n — chas«tis.er \cha-'sti-23r\ n

Chas<ti>ty \'chas-t3t-e\ n 1 : the quahty or state of being chaste:
as a : abstention from unlawful sexual intercourse b ; abstention
from all sexual intercourse c : purity
d ; restraint and simplicity in design or
integrity

Cha.su-ble \*chaz(h)-3-bal, 'chas-
9-\ n [F, fr. LL casubla hooded
garment] : the outer vestment of
the celebrant at the Eucharist
ichat \'chat\ vi cliat-ted; chat-
ting [ME chatten, short for chat-
teren ] 1 : chatter, prattle
2 ; to talk in a light, informal, or
familiar manner
achat n 1 archaic : idle small talk
; CHATTER 2 : light familiar talk;

esp ; conversation 3 [imit.i

: any of several songbirds (as of
the genera Saxicola or Icteria)

Cha.teau \sha-'io\ n, pi chS-
teaus \-'toz\ or cha-teaux
\-'to(2)\ [F, fr. L castellum castle] 1 : a feudal castle in France
2 ; a large country house 3 : a French vineyard estate

Chat>e>lain \'shat-=l-,an\ n [MF chatelain, fr. L castellanus occu-
pant of a castle] ; castellan
Chat>eJaine \'shat-=l-,an\ n [F chatelaine, fem. of chdtelain]
1 a : the wife of a castellan b ; the mistress of a chateau 2 : a
clasp or hook for a watch, purse, or bunch of keys
Cha.toy.ance \sh3-'t6i-an(t)s. ,sha-,twa-'ya"s\ or cha-toy-an.cy

\sh3-'tdi-3n-se\ n ; the quality or state of being chatoyant
icha>toy>ant \sh3-'t6i-3nt, ,sha-,twa-'ya"\ adj [F, fr. prp. of
chatoyer to shine like a cat's eyes] : having a changeable luster or
color with an undulating narrow band of white light
2chatoyant n : a chatoyant gem
Chat*tel \*chat-'I\ n [ME chatel property, fr. OF, fr. ML capitate —
more at cattle] 1 ; an item of tangible movable or immovable
property except real estate, freehold, and the things which are
parcel of it 2 : slave, bondsman

Chat.ter \'chat-3r\ vb [ME chatteren, of imit. origin] vi 1 ; to utter
rapidly succeeding sounds somewhat like language but inarticulate
and indistinct (squirrels '^erf angrily) <a ^ing stream) 2 : to talk
idly, incessantly, or fast : jabber 3 a : to click repeatedly or un-
controllably irking teeth) b o/ a tool ; to vibrate rapidly in cutting
•^ vt 1 : to utter rapidly, idly, or indistinctly 2 dial Eng ; tear,
shatter 3 ; to cut unevenly with a chattering tool — chatter n
chat-ter-box \-,baks\ n : one who talks much and idly
chat-ter-er \'chat-3r-3r\ n 1 : one that chatters 2 : any of various
passerine birds (as a waxwing)
chatter mark n l : a fine undulation formed on the surface of
work by a chattering tool 2 : one of a series of short curved
cracks on a glaciated rock surface transverse to the glacial striae
Chat-ti.ly \'chat-*l-e\ adv ; in a chatty manner
Chat-ti-ness \'_chat-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being chatty
Chat-ty \'chat-e\ adj 1 ; given to informal friendly talk 2 ; of or
relating to chat (a — letter)

Tchaul.leur X'sho-fsr, sho-'\ n [F, lit., stoker, fr. chaujjer to heat,
fr. MF chaujer] ; a person employed to drive a motor vehicle
2chauneur vb chauf-feur'ing \'sho-f(3-)rio. sho-'fsr-ioX vi ; to do
the work of a chauffeur ^ vt 1 : to transport in the manner of a
chauffeur 2 : to operate as chauffeur
Chaul.moo.gra \ch61-'mu-gr3\ n [Beng caulmugrd] : any of several
East Indian trees (family Flacourtiaceae) that yield an acrid oil
used in treating leprosy and skin diseases
Chaunt \'ch6nt._'chant\ chaunter archaic var of chant, chanter
chaus.sure \sho-sLEr\ n, pi chaussures \same\ [ME chaucer, fr.
MF chaussure] 1 ; footgear 2 pi I shoes

Chau*taU'qua \sh3-'l6-kw3\ n [Chautauqua lake, western New
York] ; a popular lyceum and amusement enterprise of the late
19th and early 20th centuries

Chau.Vin-ism \'sho-v3-.niz-3m\ n [F chauvinlsme, fr. Nicolas
Chauvin jl 1815 F soldier of excessive patriotism and devotion to
Napoleon] : excessive or blind patriotism — compare jingoism— chaU'Vin-ist \-v3-n3st\ n — chau*vin*is-tic \.sho-v3-'nis-tik\
adj— chaU'Vin-i5*ti*caMy \-ti-k(»-)le\ adv
ichaw \'cho\ vb [by alter.] dial : chew
2chaw n, dial ; a chew esp. of tobacco
iCheap \'chep\ n [ME chep, fr. OE ceap trade; akin to OHG kouf
trade; both fr- a prehistoric Gmc stem borrowed fr. L caupo
tradesman] obs : bargain
2cheap adj 1 a ; purchasable below the going price or the real value
b : charging a low price C ; depreciated in value (as by cur-
rency inflaiion) {^ dollars) 2 ; costing little trouble to obtain
<a ~ victory) 3 a : shoddy, meretricious b : worthy of scorn
4 a : yielding small satisfaction b : paying or able to pay less

than going prices 5 oj money I obtainable at a low rate of in-
terest 6 Brit : specially reduced in price syn see contempti-
ble — cheap adv — cheap-ly adv — cheap-ness n

cheap.en \'che-p3n\ vb cheap-en. ing \'chep-(3-)nio\ vt 1 [obs.
E cheap (to price, bid for)] archaic a : to ask the price of b : to
bid or bargain for 2 a : to make cheap in price or value b ; to
lower in general esteem c : to make tawdry, vulgar, or inferior
^ vi : to become cheap
Cheap-jack \'chep-,jak\ n, often attrib [cheap + the name Jack'^
1 ; a chaffering huckster 2 ; a dealer in cheap merchandise

Cheap.skate \-,skat\ n ; a shabby or miserly person
1 Cheat \'chet\ n [earlier cheat forfeited property, fr. ME chet
escheat, short for escheie — more at esche.at] 1 ; the act of
fraudulently deceiving : deception, fraud 2 : one that cheats
: pretender, deceiver 3 : any of several grasses: esp ; the com-
mon chess {Bronuts secalinus) 4 : the obtaining of property from
another by an intentional active distortion of the truth

2cheat vt 1 : to deprive of something valuable by the use of deceit
or fraud 2 ; to influence or lea-d by deceit, trick, or artifice

3 : to defeat in an expectation or purpose by deceit and trickery
'— vi 1 a ; to practice fraud or trickery b : to violate rules dis-

honestly (as at cards) 2 : to be sexually unfaithful — cheat- er n
syn CHEAT, cozen, defraud, swindle, overreach mean to get

something from another by dishonesty or deception, cheat sug-
gests using trickery that escapes observation; cozen implies artful
persuading or flattering to attain a thing or a purpose; defraud
stresses depriving one of his rights and usu. connotes deliberate
perversion of the truth; swindle implies large-scale cheating by
means of misrepreseniation or mean abuse of confidence; over-
reach implies getting the better of in dealing or bargaining
icheck \'chek\ n [ME chek, fr. OF eschec, fr. Ar shah, fr. Per,
lit., king; akin to Gk ktasihai to acquire] 1 : exposure of a chess
king to an aitack from which he must be moved to safety 2 a : a
sudden stoppage of a forward course or progress : arrest b : ^stop
9 c : a checking of an opposing player in ice hockey 3 : a sudden
pause or break in a progression 4 archaic : reprimand, rebuke
5 ; something or someone that arrests, limits, or restrains ; re-
straint 6 a : a standard for testing and evaluation : criterion
b : examination c : inspection, investigation d : the act of
testing or verifying; also : the sample or unit used for testing or
verifying 7 : a written order directing a bank to pay money as
instructed 8 a : a ticket or token showing ownership or identity
or indicating payment made b : a counter in various games c : a
slip indicating the amount due : bill 9 [ME chek, short for
cheker checker] a : a pattern in squares that resembles a checker-
board b : a fabric woven or printed with such a design 10 : a
mark typically v" placed beside an item to show it has been noted,
examined, or verified 11 : crack, break 12 : a rabbet-shaped
cutting : RABBET — in check : under restraint or control
icheck vt 1 : to place (a chess king) in check 2 chiefly dial x re-
buke, reprimand 3 a : to slow or bring to a stop : brake b ; to
block the progress of (a hockey player) 4 a : to restrain or
diminish the action or force of : control b : to slack or ease
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off and then belay again (as a purchase or rope) 6 a ; to c<

pare with a source, original, or authority : verify b : to
spect for satisfactory condition, accuracy, safety, or performa
C ; to mark with a check as examined, verified, or satisfactory

6 a : to consign for shipment for the holder of a passenger ticket

b : to ship or accept for shipment under such a consignment
7 : to mark into squares : checker 8 : to leave or accept for

safekeeping in a checkroom 9 : to make checks or chinks in ^ vi

1 a ct/ a dog ; to stop in a chase esp. when scent is lost b : to

halt through caution, uncertainty, or fear : stop 2 a : to in-

vestigate conditions b : to correspond point for point ; tally
3 : to draw a check on a bank 4 : to waive the right to initiate

the betting in a round of poker 5 : crack, split syn see restrain
check'book \-,buk\ n : a book containing blank checks on a bank
icheck-er \'chek-;>r\ n [ME cheker, fr. OF eschequier, it. eschec'i

1 archaic : chessboard 2 : a square or spot resembling checker-
board markings 3a; either of two Old World service trees

iSorbus domesrica and S. torminalis) b : the fruit of a checker
4 [back-formation fr. checkers'i : a man in checkers
2checker vi check.er-ing \'chek-(a-)rio\ 1 a : to variegate with
different colors or shades b : to vary with contrasting elements
or situations 2 : to mark into squares

acliecker n : one that checks
Check-er-ber-ry \'chek-3(r)-,ber-e\ n [cftec/cer (wild service tree) +
berry'] 1 : any of several reddish berries; esp : the spicy red
berrylike fruit of a wintergreen (Ca«///ieria /7rocum6en5) 2 ; a plant
producing checkerberries
Check<er<bloom \-3r-,blum\ n [prob. fr. ^checker -V bloom'\ : a
purpie-flowered mallow {Sidalcea malvaejlora) of the western U.S.
cneck-er-board \-3(r)-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a board used in
checkers and other games with usu. 64 squares in 2 alternating colors
Check-ers \'chek-3rz\ n pi but sing in constr : a checkerboard
game for 2 players each with 12 men
Checking account n : a demand deposit account in a bank against
which the depositor can draw checks
icheck*mate \'chek-,mat\ vt [ME chekmaten, fr. chekmate, interj.

used to announce checkmate, fr. MF eschec mat, fr. Ar shah mat,
fr. Per, lit., ihe king is left unable to escape] 1 : to arrest, thwart,
or coimter completely 2 : to check (a chess opponent's king) so
that escape is impossible
^checkmate n 1 a : the act of checkmating to : the situation of a
checkmated king 2 : a complete check
check'POint \-,p6int\ n : a point at which vehicular traffic is

hailed for inspection or clearance
Check>reln \-,ran\ « 1 ; a short rein looped over a hook on the
saddle of a harness to prevent a horse from lowering his head
2 : a branch rein connecting the driving rein of one horse of a
span or pair with the bit of the other

Check-roopi X-.riim. -,rum\ n : a room at which baggage, parcels,
or clothing is checked
Check.row \'chek-,r6\ vt ; to plant (as com) at the points of
intersection of right-angled rows to permit two-way cultivation
check-up \'chek-,3p\ n : examination; esp : a general physical

Ched'dar \'ched-ar\ n, ojten cap [Cheddar, England] ; a hard
pressed standard factory cheese of smooth texture
che-der \'kad-ar, 'ked-\ var oj heder
icheek \'chek\ n [ME cheke, fr. OE ceace; akin to MLG kake
jawbone] 1 : the fleshy side of the face below the eye and above
and to the side of the mouth; broadly : the lateral aspect of the
head 2 ; something suggestive of the human cheek in position
or form; broadly : side 3 : effrontery, impudence syu see
temerity — cheek by jowl : in close proximity
2Cheek vt : to address rudely or impudendy
Cheekoboue \-'bon, -,b6n\ n : the prominence below the eye that is

formed by the zygomatic bone; also I zygomatic bone
Cheek. i-ly \'che-k3-le\ adv : impudently, boldly
Cheek.i.ness \'che-ke-n3s\ n : effrontery, insolence
Cheeky \'che-ke\ adj 1 ; having or showing cheek : impudent
2 : having well-developed cheeks — used esp. of a bulldog

Cheep \'chep\ vb [imit.] vi 1 : to utter faint shrill sounds ; peep
2 : to make a small sound -^ vt l chirp — cheep n
icheer \'chi(3)r\ n [ME chere face, cheer, fr. OF. face] 1 a obs
: face b archaic ; facial expression 2 ; state of mind or heart
: SPIRIT 3 ; animation, gaiety 4 : hospitable entertainment
: WELCOME 5 : food and drink for a feast : fare 6 ; something
that gladdens 7 : a shout of applause or encouragement

2cheer vt 1 a : to arouse to hope or courage when dejected : com-
fort b : to make glad or happy 2 ; to urge on or encourage esp.
by shouts 3 : to applaud with shouts '»- vi 1 obs : to be mentally
or emotionally disposed 2 : to grow or be cheerful : rejoice— usu. used with up 3 ; to utter a shout of applause or triumph

cheer.lul \'chir-fal\ adj 1 a : full of good spirits : merry b : un-
grudging ('^ obedience) 2 : conducive to cheer : likely to
dispel gloom or worry (sunny -^ room) syn see glad — cheer-
ful-ly \-f{9-)le\ ady — cheer.ful-ness \-fal-nas\ n

cheer.i.ly \'chir-3-le\ adv : in a cheery manner ; cheerfully
Cheer.i.ness \'chir-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being cheery
Cheer.iO \,chi(3)r-e-'o\ interj [cheery -H -o] chiejly Brit — usu.
used as a farewell and sometimes as a greeting or toast

Cheer.less \'chi(a)r-l3s\ adj ; bleak, dispiriting — cheer<less*Iy
adv — cheer-less-ness n

cheer-ly \'chi(9)r-le\ adv : cheerily, heartk^y
cheery \'chi(9)r-e\ adj : bright, gay
icheese \'chez\ n, ojten attrib [ME chese, fr. OE cese; akin to
,OHG kasi cheese; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed
fr. L caseus cheese; akin to OE hwatherian to foam, Skt kvathati
he boils] 1 a : curd separated from whey, consolidated by molding
or pressure, and ripened for use as a food b : an often cylindrical

cake of this food 2 : something like cheese in shape or consistency

^cheese n [perh. fr. Urdu chiz thing] 1 slang ; something i\isx»

rate 2 slang : someone important ; boss
cheese-burg-er \-,bar-g3r\ n [cheese + hamfewrger] ; a hamburger
with a slice of toasted cheese
cheese.cake \-.kak\ n 1 : a caka made by baking a mixture of
cottage cheese, eggs, and sugar or a filling of similar texture in

a pastry shell or a mold lined with sweet crumbs 2 : publicity
photographs featuring the curves of female legs or buttocks
cheese.cloth \-,kl6th\ n [fr. its use in cheesemaking] : a very

lightweight unsized cotton gauze
cheese.pai.ing \-,par-io, -,per-\ « 1 ; a worthless bit 2 : miserly
or petty economizing : stinginess — cheeseparing adj
cheesy \'che-ze\ adj 1 ; resembling or suggesting cheese esp. in
consistency or odor 2 slang : shabby, cheap <~ comedy)
Chee.tah \'chet-3\ n [Hindi clta, fr. Skt citrakdya tiger, fr. citra
bright -i- kaya body; akin to Skt cinoti he heaps up] ; a long-
legged spotted swift-moving African and formerly Asiatic cat
{Acinonyx jubatus) about the size of a small leopard that has
blunt nonretractile claws and is often trained to run down game
chef \'shef\ n [F, short for chej de cuisine head of the Idtchen]
1 : a skilled male cook who manages a kitchen 2 : cook

chef d'oeu.vre \sha-doevr^\ n, p/ chefs d'oeuvre \same\ [F, lit.,

leading work] : a masterpiece esp. in art or literature

Che-la \'ke-l3\ n, pi chelae \-(,)le\ [NL, fr. Ok chele claw] : a
pincerlike organ or claw borne by a limb of a crustacean or arachnid
Iche.late \'ke-,lat\ adj 1 : resembling or having chelae 2 [Ok
chele claw, hoof] ; of, relating to, or having a cyclic structure usu.
containing five or six atoms in a ring in which a central metallic
ion is held in a coordination complex — chelate n

^chelate vt : to combine with (a metal) so as to form a chelate ring
'^_ vi : to react so as to form a chelate ring — che.la>tion \ke-
'la-sh3n\ n

che.licera \ki-'Us-a-r3\ n, pi che.lic.er.ae \-,re\ [NL, fr. F
chelicere, fr. Gk chele + keras horn — more at horn] ; one of
the anterior pair of appendages of an arachnid often specialized
as fangs — che-lic.er.al \-a-ral\ adj
Chel.le-an or CheLli-an \'shel-e-3n\ adj [F chelleen, fr. Chelles,
France] : abbevillian

Che.lo.ni.an \ki-*16-ne-3n\ adj [Gk chelone tortoise'] : of, relating
to, or being a tortoise or turtle — chelonian n
chem- or chemo- also chemi- comb jorm [NL, fr. LGk chemeia
alchemy — more at alchemy] 1 : chemical : chemistry <c/iemosmo-
sis) <c/iemotaxis> 2 : chemically <c/iem/sorb)
Chem.ic \'kem-ik\ adj [NL chimicus alchemist, fr. ML alchimicus,
fr. alchymia alchemy] 1 archaic : alchemic 2 ; chemical
ichem.i'Cal \'kem-i-k3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, used in, or pro-
duced by chemistry 2 : acting or operated or produced by chemi-
cals — chera.i'Cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
^chemical n : a substance obtained by a chemical process or used
for producing a chemical effect

chemical engineering n : engineering dealing with the industrial
application of chemistry
chemical warfare n : tactical warfare using Incendiary mixtures,
smokes, or irritant, burning, or asphyxiating gases
chemi.lu.mi.nes.cence \,kem-e-,lu-m3-'nes-='n(t)s\ n [ISV] ; lu-
minescence due to chemical reaction usu. at low temperatures;
esp : bioluminescence — chemi.lu.mi-nes. cent \-'nes-'nt\ adj
che.min de fer \sh3-,man-d3-'fe(3)r\ n, pi che-mins de fer
\-,man-d3-\ [F, lit., railroad] ; a card game resembling baccarat

Che-mise \sh3-'mez\ n [ME, fr. OF, shirt, fr. LL camisial 1 : a
woman's one-piece undergarment 2 : a loose straight-hanging
dress

Chem.i'Sette \,shem-e-'zet\ n [F, dim. of chemise'} : a woman's
garment; esp ; one (as of iace) to fill the open front of a dress
chem.ism \'kem-,iz-3m\ n : operation in obedience to chemical laws
chemi'Sorh \'kem-i-,sdrb\ or chemo.sorb \'kem-3-\ vt [chem- +
-sorb (as in adsorb)} : to take up and hold usu. irreversibly by
chemical forces — chemi>sorp*tion \,kem-i-'s6rp-sh3n\ n
Chem.iSt \'kem-3St\ n [NL chimista, short for ML alchimista'}

1 a obs : alchemist b ; one trained in chemistry 2 Brit : pharma-
cist

Chem-is-try \'kem-a-stre\ « 1 : a science that deals with the
composition, structure, and properties of substances and of the
transformations that they undergo 2a; the composition and
chemical properties of a substance <the "-' of iron) b : chemical
processes and phenomena (as of an organism) <blood ~)
Che-mo.au.to.tro.phic \,kem-6-,6t-3-'traf-ik. ,ke-mo-, -'tro-fik\

adj ; being autotrophic and oxidizing some inorganic compound as
a source of energy — chemO'aU'to.tro.phi-caMy \-(a-)le\ adv —
chemo.au'tot.rb.phy \-6-'ta-tr3-fe\ n

che.mo.pro.phy.lactic \-,pr6-fa-'lak-tik\ adj : of or relating to
chemoprophylaxis
che.mo.pro.phy-lax.is \-'Iak-s3s\ n ; the prevention of infectious
disease by the use of chemical agents

Che.mo-re.cep. lion \-ri-'sep-sh3n\ n [ISV] : the physiological
reception of chemical stimuU — che-mo.re.cep-Jive \-'sep-tiv\
adj — che.mo.re.cep.tiv-i-ty \-(,)re-,sep-'tiv-3t-e\ n

Che.mo.re. cep. tor \-ri-'sep-t3r\ n [ISV] ; any sense organ as a
taste bud) responding to chemical stimuli^

chem.OS.mo.sis \.kem-as-'m6-s3s, -az-'mo-s3s\ n [NL] : chemical
action taking place through an intervening membrane — chem-os-
mot.ic \-'mat-ik\ adj

che.mO'Syn.the.sis \.kem-6-*sin(t)-th3-s3s. .ke-moA n [ISV]
: synthesis of organic compounds by energy derived from chemical
reactions — che-mo.syn.thet.ic \(,)sin-'thei-ik\ adj

Che.mo.tac.tic \-'tak-tik\ adj : involving or exhibiting chemotaxis
— che.mo'tac.ti.cal'ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

che.mo.tax.ls \-'tak-s3s\ n [NL] : orientation or movement
in relation to chemical agents
che.mcther.a.peu.tlc \-,ther-3-'pyiit-ik\ adj : of or relating to
chemotherapy — chemotherapeutic n — che'mo-ther.a.peu.ti-
cal \-i-k3l\ adj — che^mo'ther'a^peU'ti-caMy \-i-k{3-)le\ adv
Che.mo.ther.a.py \-'ther-3-pe\ « [ISV] ; the use of chemical agents
in the treatment or control of disease
che.mot.ro.pism \ke-'ma-tr3-,piz-3m\ n [ISV] : orientation of
cells or organisms in relation to chemical stimuli

chem.ur.gic \ke-'m3r-jik, k3-\ adj : of, relating to, or produced by
chemurgy — chem.ur.gi.cal>ly \-ji-kC3-)le\ adv
Chem-ur.gy \'kem-C,)3r-je, ka-'mar-\ n ; a branch of applied chem-
istry that deals with industrial uiilization of organic raw materials
esp. from farm products

che.nille \sh3-'ne(3)l\ n [F, lit., caterpillar, fr. L canicula, dim. of
canis dog; fr. its hairy appearance] 1 : a wool, cotton, silk, or
rayon yarn with protruding pile; also : a pile-face fabric with a
filling of this yarn 2 : an imitation of chenille yam or fabric.

Che.no.pod X'ke-na-.pad, 'ken-3-\ n [deriv. of Gk chen goose -f-

podion, dim. of pod-, pous foot] ; a plant of the goosefoot family
Cheque \'chek\ chiejly Brit var oj check 7
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Cher.iSll \'cher-ish\ vt [ME cherisshen, fr. MF chertss-, stem of
cherir to cherish, fr. OF, fr. chier dear, fr. L carus — more at char-
ity] 1 a ; to hold dear : feel or show affection for b : to keep or
cultivate with care and affection : nurture 2 : to entertain or
harbor in the mind deeply and resolutely syn see appreciate
Cbei>no<zem \.cher-n3-'2h6m\ n [Russ, lit., black earth] : a dark*
colored zonal soil with a deep rich humus horizon found in tem-
perate to cool climates of rather low humidity
Cher>o>kee \''cher-3-,ke, ,cher-3-'\ n, pi Cherokee or Gherokees
[prob. fr. Creek tciloki people of a different speech] 1 a : an Iro-
quoian people orig. of the Appalachian mountains of Tennessee
and No. Carolina h ; a member of this people 2 : the language of
the Cherokee people
Cherokee rose n : a Chinese climbing rose {Rosa laevigata) with a
fragrant white blossom

Che.root \sh3-'rUt, ch3-\ n [Tamil curuUu, lit., roll] : a cigar cut
square at both ends
Cher-ry \'cher-e\ n [ME chery, fr. ONF cherise (taken as a plural),
fr. LL ceresia, fr. L cerasus cherry tree, fr. Gk kerasos — more at
cornel] 1 a : any of numerous trees and shrubs (genus Prunus) of
the rose family that have pale yellow to deep red or blackish
smooth-skinned nearly globular rather small fruits which are drupes
enclosing a smooth seed and that include various improved forms
cultivated for their fruits or ornamental flowers b ; the fruit or
wood of a cherry 2 ; a variable color averaging a moderate red

cherry laurel n 1 : a European evergreen shrub {Prunus lauro-
cerasus) common in cultivation 2 ; an evergreen shrub {Prunus
caroliniana) of the southern U.S.

Cherry plum n : an Asiatic plum {Prunus cerasifera) used extensively
in Europe as a stock on which to bud domestic varieties

Cher«ry-Stone \'cher-e-,ston\ /j : a small quahog
Cher>SO-nese \'k3r-s9-,nez, -,nes_\ n [L chersonesus, fr. Gk cherso-
nesos, fr. cherscs dry land + nesos island] ; peninsula

Chert X'chart, 'chat\ n [origin unknown] : a rock resembling flint

and consisting essentially of cryptocrystalline quartz or fibrous
chalcedony — cherty \-e\ adj
cher<ub \'cher-ab\ n, pi cherubs or cher>u>blin \'cher-(y)3-
,bim, -'ker-\ [L, fr. Gk cheroub, fr. Heb kirubh'\ 1 : a biblical
figure often represented as a being with large wings, a human
head, and an animal body and regarded as a guardian of a sacred
place 2 ; an angel of the second highest rank 3 pi cherubs a ; a
beautiful usu. winged child b : an innocent-looking esp. chubby
and rosy person — che-ru<bic \ch9-'ru-bik, -'rab-ik; 'cher-9-bik\
adj

Cher-vil \'ch3r-v3l\ n [ME cherville, fr. OE cerfille: akin to OHG
kervila} : an aromatic herb (Anthriscus cerejolium) of the carrot
family with divided leaves oiten used in soups and salads; also
: any of several related plants

Ches.a.peake Bay retriever \,ches-(3-).pek-.ba-\ n : a large
powerful sporting dog developed in Maryland by crossing New-
foundlands with native retrievers

Chesh.ire cat \,chesh-3r-\ n iCheshire. England] : a cat with a
broad grin in Lewis Carroll's Alice^s Adventures in Wonderland

Cheshire cheese n : a cheese similar to cheddar made chiefly in
Cheshire, England
ichess \'ches\ n [ME ches, fr. OF esches, ace. pi. of eschec check at
chess — more at check] ; a game for 2 players each of whom
moves his 1 6 pieces according to fixed rules across a checkerboard
and tries to checkmate his opponent's king — chess-board
\-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n — Chess-man \-,man, -m9n\ n

achess n [origin unknown] ; a weedy annual bromegrass (Bromus
secalinus) widely distributed as a weed esp. In grain; broadly
; any weedy bromegrass

chest \'chest\ n [ME, fr. OB cest; akin to OHG & ON kista chest]
1 : a container for storage or shipping; esp ; a box with a hd esp.
for safekeeping of belongings 2 : the place where money of a pub-
lic institution is kept : treasury; also l the fund so kept 3 : the
part of the body enclosed by the ribs and breastbone — chest>ed
\'ches-t3d\ adj

Ches.ter.lield \'ches-t3r-,feld\ n [fr. a 19th cent. Earl of Chester-
Jield'] 1 ; a single-breasted or double-breasted semifitted overcoat
with velvet collar 2 ; a davenport usu. with upright armrests
Ches. ter White \,ches-t3r-\ n iChester County, Pa.] ; any of a
breed of large white swine
lchest<nut \'ches-(,)n3t\ n [ME chasteine, chesten chestnut tree fr.

MF chastaigne, fr. L castanea, fr. Gk kastanea'\ 1 ; the edible nut of
a tree or shrub (genus Castanea) of the beech family; also ; a plant
bearing chestnuts or its wood 2 : a grayish brown 3 : horse
CHESTNUT 4 : a horse having a body color of any shade of pure or
reddish brown with mane, tail, and points of the same or a lighter
shade — compare ^bay 1, 'sorrel 6 : a callosity on the inner side
of the leg of the horse 6 a : an old joke or story b ; something
repeated to the point of staleness
achestnul adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling a chestnut 2 : of
the color chestnut
chestnut blight n ; a destructive fungous disease of the American
chestnut marked by cankers of bark and cambium

che.val-Hie-frise \sh3-,val-d3-'frez\ n, pi che-vaux-de-frise
\sh3-,vod-3-\ [F, lit., horse from Friesland] 1 : a defense con-
sisting of a timber or an iron barrel covered with projecting spikes
and often strung with barbed wire 2 : a protecting line (as of
spikes) on top of a wall — usu. used in pi.

Che-val glass \sh3-*val-\ n [F c/ieva/ horse, support] : a full-length
mirror that may be tilted in a frame

Che>va<lier \,shev-3-'li(3)r, esp for lb & 2 also sh3-'val-,ya\ n [ME,
fr. MF, fr. LL caballarius horseman] la: cavalier 2 b : a mem-
ber of any of various orders of knighthood or of merit (as the Le-
gion of Honor) 2 a ; a member of the lowest rank of French
nobility b ; a cadet of the French nobility 3 : a chivalrous man
Che>ve>lure \,sh9v-li£r\ n [F, fr. L capillatura, fr. capillatus hav-
ing hair, fr. capillus hair] ; a head of hair

CheV'i'Ot \'shev-e-3t, esp Brit 'chev-\ n, ojten cap [Cheviot hills,

England and Scotland] 1 ; any of a breed of hardy hornless medi-
um-wooled meat-type sheep originating in the Cheviot hills 2 a : a
fabric of cheviot wool b : a heavy rough napped plain or twill

fabric of coarse wool or worsted c : a sturdy soft-finished plain or
twill cotton shirting

chev-ron \'shev-r3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, rafter, chevron, fr. (assumed)
VL caprion-, caprio rafter; akin to L caper goat] 1 or chev>er*on
\-(3-)r3n\ : a heraldic charge consisting of two diagonal stripes
meeting at an angle usu. with the point up 2 ; a sleeve badge usu.
indicating the wearer's rank and ser-
vice (as in the armed forces)
chev-rctain \"shev-r3-,tan\ n [F,
dim. of chevrot kid, fawn, fr. MF, dim.
of chevre goat, fr. L capra she-goat,
fem. of capr-, caper he-goat] : any of
several very small hornless ruminants
(family Traguhdae) of tropical Asia
and West Africa

'
chevrons 2:

ichew \'chU\ vb [ME chewen, fr. OE sergeant, 2

1 mt. area, Italy]

oarine staff

__ _ _ force staff

akrn\o"OHG fciwH-'a'/i'to'ch^w, sergeant, 3 army staff

OSlav zivatil vt : to crush or grind (as sergeant

food) with the teeth : masticate '^ vi

: to chew something; specij ; to chew tobacco — chew-able
\-3-bal\ adj — chew-er n — chewy \'chu-e\ adj

2chew n 1 : the act of chewing 2 : something for chewing
chewing gum n : a preparation of chicle and sometimes other plastic
insoluble substances sweetened and flavored for chewing
Che-winK \chi-'wiok\ n [imit.] : a common towhee {Pipilo ery-
throphihalmus) of eastern No. America
Chey.enne \shT-*an, -'en\ n, pi Cheyenne or Cheyennes [Can F,
fr. Dakota Shaiyena, fr. shaia to speak unintelligibly] 1 a : an
Indian people of the western plains b : a member of this people
2 : the Algonquian language of the Cheyenne people

Chi \'kT\ n [Gk cAei] : the 22d letter of the Greek alphabet — sym-
bol X or X
Chi-an-U \ke-'ant-e, -'ant-X n [It, fr. the Chic

: a still dry usu. red table wine
Chiao \'tyau\ n, pi chlao [Chin (Pek) chiao^'\ — seeyuan at money
table

chiar.QSCU.rist \ke-^r-3-'sk(y)ur-3st. ke-,ar-\ n : an artist In
chiaroscuro
Chiar.QSCU-ro \-'sk(y)u(a)r-(,)o\ n [It, fr. chiaro clear, light +
oscuro obscure, dark] \ : pictorial representation in terms of light
and shade without regard to color 2 : the arrangement or treat-
ment of Ught and dark parts in a pictorial work of art
chi>as>ma \kT-'az-m3\ n, pi chi<as*ma-ta \-m3t-a\ or cbiasmas
[NL, fr. Gk, crosspiece, fr. chiazein to mark with a chi, fr. chi (x)]
1 ; an anatomical intersection (the optic -^> 2 : a fusion and ex-
change of segments of chromatids between members of a bivalent
during meiosis — chi*as*mal \-m3l\ adj — chi-as>mat*ic
\,ki-3z-'mat-ik\ adj — chi<as>mic \kT-'a2-mik\ adj

Chi.as.ma.ty.py \kT-'az-m3-,tT-pe\ n [NL chiasma + ISW type^
: the spiral twisting of homologous chromosomes during zygotene
that results in chiasma formation and provides the mechanism for
crossing over
Chiaus \'chaus(h)\ n [Turk ^avus, fr. qav voice, news] : a Turkish
messenger or sergeant
Chib.cha \'chib-(,)cha\?i,;7/ChibchaorChibchas [Sp, of Amer Ind
origin] 1 a ; a Chibchan people of central Colombia b ; a member
of this people 2 : the extinct language of the Chibcha people
Chib>chan \-ch3n\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting a language
stock of Colombia and Central America
Chi'bouk or chi-bouque Xcha-'biik, sha-\ n [F chibouque, fr. Turk
qibuk'\ ; a long-stemmed Turkish tobacco pipe with a clay bowl
ichic \'shek\ n [F] : easy elegance and sophistication of dress or
manner : style

2chic adj 1 : cleverly stylish ; smart 2 : currently fashionable
Chi.ca.go \sh3-'kag-(,)o, -'k6g-\ n [Chicago, 111,] ; a method of
playing contract bridge in sets of four deals

chi.ca>lo*te \,che-k3-'lot-e\ n [Sp, fr. Nahuati chicalotll ; a white*
flowered prickly poppy {Argemone platyceras) of Mexico and the
southwestern U.S.
iChi'Cane \shik-'an, chik-\ vb [F chicaner, fr. MF, to quibble, pre
vent justice] vi ; to use chicanery ^ vt i trick, cheat

2chicane n l : chicanery 2 : an obstacle on a racecourse 3 ; the
absence of trumps in a hand of cards
chi'Ca-nery \-'an-(3-)re\ n l : deception by artful subterfuge or
sophistry 2 : a piece of sharp practice : trick — usu. used in pl.

chi'Chi Vshe-(,)she, 'che-(,)che\ adj [F] 1 : elaborately orna-
mented : SHOWY 2 : arty, precious — chichi n

Chi>chi*pa>te \,che-ch3-'pat-e\ n [AmerSp, fr. Nahuati chichipatli,

ht., bitter medicine] : a tropical American timber tree {Svi/eetia

panamensis) of the family Leguminosae
chick \'chik\ n 1 a : chicken; esp ; one newly hatched b : the
young of any bird 2 : child 3 slang : a young woman
chick>a>dee Vchik-a-{,)de\ n [imit.] : any of several crestiess Amer-
ican titmice (genus Penthestes or Parus) usu. with the crown of the
head sharply demarked and darker than the body
Chick<a*ree \'chik-3-,re\ n [imit.] ; an American red squirrel
{Sciurus hudsonicus) or a related squirrel

Chick*a-saw \'chik-3-,s6\ n, pl Chickasaw or Chickasaws
1 a ; a Muskogean people of northern Mississippi and Alabama
b : a member of this people 2 : a dialect of Choctaw spoken by the
Chickasaw

iQhick.en \'chik-sn\ n [ME chiken, fr. OE cicen young chicken;
akin to OE cocc cock] la: the common domestic fowl {Gallus
gallus) esp. when young; also : its flesh used as food b : any of
various birds or their young 2 a slang ; a young woman b ; cow-
ard 3 slang : petty esp. miUtary detail strictly enforced
^chicken adj i slang : chickenhearted, chicken-livered
2 slang : insistent on petty esp. miUtary discipline

3chicken vi chick>en>ing \'chik-(a-)nio\ slang : to lose one's
nerve i-^ed out before the robbery)
chicken colonel n [fr. the eagle worn on the shoulders] slang

: colonel la
chicken leed n, slang : a trifling sum
chicken hawk n : a hawk that preys or is believed to prey on
chickens

Chick- en.heart.ed \,cbik-3n-'hart-3d\ adj : timid, cowardly
chick.en-liv.ered \-'liv-ard\ adj : fainthearted, cowardly
chicken pox n : an acute contagious virus disease esp. of children
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marked by low-grade fever and formation of vesicles

chicken snake n : any of various large harmless No. American
colubrid snakes (genus Elaphe) — called also rat snake
chick-pea \'chik-.pe\ n [by folk etymology fr. ME chiche, it. MF,
fr. Lcicer] : an Asiatic leguminous herb {Cicer arietinum) cultivated
for its short pods with one or two seeds; also ; its seed
chick-weed \'chik-,wed\ n ; any of various low-growing small*
leaved weedy plants of the pinl^ family (esp. genera Arenaria,
Cerasdum, and Stellaria) several of which are relished by birds or
used as potherbs

Chlc>le V'chik-al, -le\ n [Sp, fr. Nahuatl chictlil ; a gum from the
latex of the sapodilla used as the chief ingredient of chewing gum

Chi-CO \'che-(,)ko\ n [modif. of Sp chicalote} : a greasewood
{Sarcobatus vermiculatus)

ChiC.O-ry \'chik-(9-)re\ n [ME cicoree, fr. MF cichoree, chicoree, fr.

L cichoreum, fr. Gk kichoreia'i 1 : a thick-rooted usu. blue=
flowered European perennial composite herb {Cichorium intybus)

widely grown for its roots and as a salad plant 2 : the dried ground
roasted root of chicory used to flavor or adulterate coffee

chide \'chTd\ vb chid \'chid\ or chid-ed \'chTd-3d\ chid
or chid.den \'chid-^n\ or chided; chid.ing \'chTd-io\ [ME
chiden, fr. OE cldan to quarrel, chide, fr. cJrf strife] vi : to speak out
in angry or displeased rebuke -*- vr : to voice disapproval to : scold
syn see reprove

ichief \'chef\ n [ME, fr. OF, head, chief, fr. L caput head — more at
HEAD] 1 : the upper part of an heraldic field 2 : the head of a body
or organization ; leader 3 : the principal or most valuable part

2chief adj 1 : accorded highest rank or office 2 ; of greatest im-
portance, significance, or influence— chiel>ly adv or adj
3chiel adv, archaic i chiefly
chief justice n : the presiding or principal judge of a court of justice

Chief master sergeant n : a noncommissioned officer of the highest
enlisted rank in the air force

chief ol staff l : the ranking officer of a staff in the armed forces
serving as principal adviser to a commander 2 : the ranking office

of the army or air force
ChieJ of state : the formal head of a national state as distinguished
from the head of the government

Chief petty officer n : an enlisted man in the navy ranking above a
petty officer and below a senior chief petty officer

Chief.tain \'chef-tan\ n [ME chiejtaine, fr. MF chevetain, fr. LL
capitojieus chief — more at captain] : a chief esp. of a band, tribe,

or clan — chief*tain<cy \-se\ n — chief- tain-ship \-,ship\ n
chief warrant Ofticer n ; a warrant officer of senior rank in the
armed forces

Chiel \'che(a)l\ or chield \'che(3)ld\ n [ME (Sc) cheld, alter, of
ME child child] chiefly Scot : fellow, lad

Chiff-chaff \'chif-,chaf\ n [Imlt.] : a small grayish European
warbler {Phylloscopus collybita)

ichif.fon \shif-'an, 'shif-,\ n [F, lit., rag, fr. chijje old rag, alter,

of MF chipe, fr. ME chip chip] 1 : an ornamental addition (as a
knot of ribbons) to a woman's dress 2 : a sheer fabric esp. of silk

2chiffon adj 1 : resembUng chiffon in sheerness or softness 2 : hav-
ing a light delicate texture achieved usu. by adding whipped egg
whites or whipped gelatin <leraon -^ pie)

Chif.fo-nier \,shif-3-'nio}r\ n [F chijjonnier, fr.

chijjon'i : a high narrow chest of drawers
Chig.ger \'chig-3r, 'jig-\ n 1 : CHIGOE l 2 [of
African origin ; akin to WolofyVga insect] : a 6-legged
larval mite (family Trombiculidae) that sucks the
blood of vertebrates and causes intense irritation

Chl-gnon \'shen-,yan\ n [F, fr. MF chaignon
chain, collar, nape] ; a knot of hair worn at the
back of the head

Chi.goe \*chig-(,)o, che-(,)go\ n [of Cariban ori-
gin; akin to Galibi chico chigoe] 1 ; a tropical flea

(Tunga penetrans) of which the fertile female
burrows under the skin causing great discomfort —
called also chigger 2 : chigger 2
Chi.hua.hua \ch3-'wa-(.)wa, sha-, -w3\ n
[MexSp, fr. Chihuahua, Mexico] : a very small

chiffonier

round-headed large-eared short-coated dog held to antedate
Aztec civilization

Chil<blain \*chil-,blan\ n [3c/h7/] : an inflammatory swelling or sore
caused by exposure (as of the feet or hands) to cold
Child \'chT(3)ld\ n, pi Chil.dren \'chil-drsn, -darn also 'chul-\
[ME, fr, OE cild; akin to Goth kilthei womb. Skt jathara belly]
1 a ; an unborn or recently bom person b dial : a female infant
2 a ; a young person of either sex esp. between irifancy and youth
b : a childlike or childish person c : a person not yet of age 3 usu
childe \'chi(3)ld\ archaic : a youth of noble birth 4 a : a son or
daughter of human parents b : descendant 5 : one strongly in-
fluenced by another or by a place or state of affairs 6 : product,
RESULT — child-less \'chT(a)l-(d)las\ adj — chlld-less-ness n —
with child : pregnant

Child.bear.ing \'chn(d)-,bar-io, -,ber-\ n : the act of bringing
forth children : parturition — childbearing adj

child.bed \-,bed\ n ; the condition of a woman in childbhth
childbed fever n : puerperal fever
child-birth \'chn(d)-,b3rth\ n ; parturition
Chlld-hood \"chnd-,hud\ n : the state or time of being a child
Child-ish \'chn-dlsh\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or characteristic of a
child 2 : siMPLEMiNDED, PUERILE syn see childlike — child-
ista-ly adv — child-ish-ness n

Child-like \'chr(a)l-,(d)lTk\ adj : of, relating to, or resembling a
child or childhood; esp ; marked by innocence, trust, and in-
genuousness — child-like-ness n
syn childish: childlike suggests attractive and admirable

qualities of childhood such as innocence, straightforwardness, trust;
CHILDISH impUes having qualities (as fretful impatience or unde-
veloped taste and mentality) that are appropriate to children but
deplorable in adults; both terms may apply to any age

Child.Iy \'chT(3)l-(d)le\ adj : childlike
Chile saltpeter \'chil-e-\ n [Chile, country In So. America] : sodium
nitrate esp. occurring naturally — called also Chile niter

Chili or cmie or chil.li \'chil-e\ n, pi chil-ies or chil-es or chil-Ues
[Sp chile, fr. Nahuatl chilli'] 1 a ; hot pepper 1 b usu chilli, chiejly
Brit : a pepper whether hot or sweet 2 : hot pepper 2 3 a : a thick
sauce of meat and chilles b : chili con carnb

Chil.i.ad \'kil-e-.ad, -ad\ n [LL chiliad-, chilias, fr. Gk, fr. chiliot
thousand] 1 : a_group of 1000 2 : a period of 1000 years

Chil-i-asm \'kil-e-,az-3m\ n [NL chiliasmus, fr. LL chiliastes one
that believes in chiliasm. fr. chilias} ; millenarianism — chil*i*ast
\-e-.ast -e-3sL\ n — chll>i-as*tic \,kil-e-'as-tik\ adj

Chili con car-ne \.chil-e-,kan-'kar-ne, -kan-X n [Sp chile con carne
chili with meat] ; a spiced stew of ground beef and minced chilles or
chiU powder usu. with beans

chili sauce n ; a spiced tomato sauce orig. made with chilles
icllill \'chil\ vb [ME chillen, fr. chile cold, frost, fr. OE cele; akin to
OE cealdcold'i vi la: to become cold b : to shiver or quake with
or as if with cold 2 ; to become taken with a chill 3 o] a metal : to
become surface-hardened by sudden cooling ^ vt 1 a : to make
cold or chilly h : to make cool esp, without freezing 2 : check,
DAMPEN 3 : to surface-harden (metal) by sudden cooling— chlU-er
n — chill-ing*ly \'chil-io-le\ adv

2chill adj 1 a : moderately cold b : cold, raw 2 : affected by cold
3 : DISTANT, formal 4 : depressing, dispiriting — chill-ness n

3chlll « 1 a ; a sensation of cold attended with shivering b ; a dis-
agreeable sensation of coldness 2 : a moderate but disagreeable
degree of cold 3 : a check to enthusiasm or warmth of feeling

Chill.i.ly \'chil-3-le\ adv : in a chilly manner
Chill.i.ness \'chil-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being chilly
chilly \'chil-e\ adj 1 : noticeably cold ; chilling 2 : unpleasantly
affected by cold 3 : lacking warmth of feeling 4 : tending to
arouse fear or apprehension
Chi.mae.ra \ki-"mir-3, k3-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, chimera]

: any of a family (Chimaeridae) of marine elasmobranch fishes with
a tapering or threadlike tail and usu. no anal fin
IChime \'chTm\ n [ME, cymbal, fr. OF chimbe, fr. L cymbalum
cymbal] 1 ; an apparatus for chiming a bell or set of bells 2 : a
musically tuned set of bells 3 a : the sound of a set of bells — usu.
used in pi. b : a musical sound suggesting that of bells 4 : ac-
cord, HARMONY
3chime vi la: to make a musical esp. harmonious sound b : to
make the sounds of a chime 2 : to be or act in accord '^ vl 1 : to
cause to sound musically by striking 2 : to produce by chiming
3 : to call or indicate by chiming (clock chiming midnight) 4 : to
utter repetitively : din 2 — chim-er n
achime \'chim\ or chine \'chTn\ n [ME chimbe, fr. OE cimb-\ akin
to OE camb comb] : the edge or rim of a cask
chime in vi ; to break into a conversation or discussion '^ vr : to
remark while chiming in

Chi-me-ra or chi-mae-ra \kT-'mir-a, ka-X /i_[L chimaera, fr. Gk
chimaira she-goat, chimera; akin to Gk cheimon winter] 1 a cap ; a
she-monster in Greek mythology usu. with a lion's head vomiting
flames, a goat's body, and a serpent's tail b : an imaginary monster
compounded of incongruous parts 2 : an illusion or fabrication of
the mind; esp : an unreaUzable dream 3 ; an individual, organ, or
part consisting of tissues of diverse genetic constitution and occur-
ring esp. in plants and most frequently at a graft union

Chi-mere \sh3-'mi(3)r, ch3-\ n [ME chimmer, chemeyr'\ : a loose
sleeveless robe often with balloon sleeves of lawn attached worn by
some bishops of the Anglican Communion

chi-me-ri.cal \kT-'mer-i-k9i. ks-, -'mir-\ or chi-me-ric \-ik\ adj
[chimera'} 1 ; existing only as the product of unrestrained imagina-
tion : UNREAL 2 : inclined to fantastic schemes or projects syn see
imaginary — chi>me-ri-cal>ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv
Chim-ney \'chim-ne\ n [ME, fr. MF cheminee, fr. LL caminata, fr. L
caminus furnace, fireplace, fr. Gk kaminos: akin to Gk kamara
vault] 1 dial ; fireplace, hearth 2 : a vertical structure incor-
porated into a building and enclosing a flue or flues that carry off
smoke; esp : the part of such a structure extending above a roof
3 : SMOKESTACK 4 : a tube usu. of glass placed around a flame (as
of a lamp) 5 : something resembling a chimney
chimney piece n : a decorative construction over a fireplace
chimney pot n : a usu. earthenware pipe placed at the top of a
chimney
Chimney sweep n : a person who cleans soot from chinmeys
chimp X'chimp, 'shimp\ n : chimpanzee
chim>pan-zee \,chim-,pan-'ze, .shim-, -pan-; chim-'pan-ze, shim-\n
[Kongo dial, chimpenzi} : an anthropoid ape {Fan troglodytes) of
equatorial Africa that is smaller, more arboreal, and less fierce than
the gorilla
iChln \'chin\ n [ME, fr. OE cinn; akin to OHG kinni chin, L gena
cheek, Gk genys jaw, cheek] 1 ; the lower portion of the face lying
below the lower lip and including the prominence of the lower jaw
2 ; the surface beneath or between the branches of the lower jaw

2chln vb chinned; chin-ning vt 1 : to bring to or hold with the chin
2 : to raise (oneself) while hanging by the hands until the chin is

level with the support ^ vi, slang : to talk idly : chatter
chi-na \'chi-n3\ n [Per chmi Chinese porcelain] 1 : a vitrified

ceramic ware of clay, feldspar, and flint differing from porcelain in
being made in two firings 2 : porcelain; also : earthenware
China aster n [China, country of Asia] : a Chinese annual aster
{Callistephus chinensis) occurring in many showy forms

chi-na.ber-ry \'chT-na-.ber-e\ n 1 : a soapberry {Sapindus
saponaria) of the southern U.S. and Mexico 2 : a small Asiatic
tree (Melia azedarach of the mahogany family) naturalized in the
southern U.S. where it is widely planted for shade or ornament
Chl-na>man \'chi-n3-m3n\ n : a native of China : Chinese — often
taken to be offensive
China rose n 1 : any of numerous garden roses derived from a
shrubby Chinese rose (Rosa chinensis) 2 : a large showy-flowered
Asiatic hibiscus (Hibiscus rosa-sinensis)

Chi-na.town \'chT-n3-,taun\ n : the Chinese quarter of a city

China tree n : chinaberry
chi-na'Ware \'chT-n_3-,wa(3)r, -,we(3)r\ n : china
chin>hone \*chin-'b5n, -,b6n\ n : mandible; esp : the median an-
terior part of the human mandible
chinch \*chinch\ n [Sp chinche, fr. L cimic-, cimex} : bedbug
chinch bug n : a small black-and-white bug {Blissus leucopterus)
very destructive to cereal grasses
chin-che-rin.chee \.chia-ka-ri(n)-'che\ n, pi chincherinchee or
chlncherinchees [origin unknown] : a southern African perennial
bulbous herb {Ornithogalum ihyrsoides) with long-lasting spikes of
starry white blossoms

Chin-Chil-la \chin-'chil-3\ n [Sp] 1 : a small rodent {Chinchilla
laniger) the size of a large squliTel with very soft fur of a pearly
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gray color that is native to the mountains of Peru and Chile but
extensively bred in captivity; also ; its fur 2 : a heavy twilled
woolen coating
ichine \'chrn\ n [ME, fr. MF eschine, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
scina shinbone, needle — more at shin] 1 ; backbone, spine; also

: a cut of meat or fish including the backbone or part of it and the
surrounding flesh 2 : ridge, ckesi

scliiue vt : to cut through the backbone of (as in butchering)
Chi-nese \chT-'nez, -'nes\ n, pi Chinese 1 : a native or inhabitant
of China or one of his descendants 2 : a group of related languages
used by the people of China that are often mutually unintelligible
in their spoken form but share a single system of writing and that
constitute a branch of the Sino-Tibetan language family; specij

: MANDARIN — Ghluese adj
Chinese cabbage n : either of two Asiatic brassicas {Brasslca
pekinensis and B. chinensis) widely used as greens
Chinese chestnut n : an Asiatic chestnut {Castanea mollissima) of
importance chiefly for its resistance to chestnut bUght
Chinese date n : an Asiatic tree iZiziphus jujuba) of the buckthorn
family; also ; its edible fruit — called also jujube
Chinese lantern n : a collapsible lantern of thin colored paper
Chinese puzzle n 1 : an intricate or ingenious puzzle 2 : some-
thing intricate and obscure
Chinese lyall n IChlnese Wall, a defensive wall built in the 3d cent.

B.C. between China and Mongolia] ; a strong barrier; esp ; a
serious obstacle to intercourse or understanding
Chinese white n ; zinc white esp. in a dense form
Ching or Ch'ing \'chio\ n [Chin (Pek) chUng^ ] ; a Manchu dynasty
in China dated 1644-1912 and the last imperial dynasty
ichinlf \'chiok\ n [prob. alter, of ME chin crack, fissure, fr. OE
cine: akin to OE cinan to gape, OHG chinan to split open] 1 : a
small cleft, rent, or fissure 2 : a means of evasion or escape

achiiik vt X to fill the chinks of (as by caulking) ; stop up
3chinK n [imit.] 1 : a short sharp sound 2 slang ; coin, money
4cliink vi : to make a slight sharp metallic sound '^ vM to cause to
make a chink

Chi-no \'che-(,)no, "she-V n [AtnerSp] 1 : a usu. khaki cotton twill

of the type used for military uniforms 2 : an article of clothing
made of chino — usu. used in pi.

ClU>no- \.chi-,no\ comb jorm ; Chinese and <CA/«o-Japanese)
Ctli<noi>se.rle \,shen-,w"az-(3-)'re, shen-'waz-(3-)re\ « [F, fr. chinols

Chinese, fr. Chine China] : a style in art (as in decoration) reflecting

Chinese qualities or motifs; also : an object or decoration m this style

Chi.nooU \sh3-'nuk. ch3-\ n, pi Chinook or Chinooks [Chehalis
Tsinuk'\ 1 a : an Indian people of the north shore of the Columbia
river at its mouth b ; a member of this people 2 : a Chinookan
language of the Chinook and other nearby peoples 3 not cap
a : a warm moist southwest wind of the coast from Oregon north-
ward b : a warm dry wind that descends the eastern slopes of the
Rocky mountains

Glli>nook<an \-9n\ n : a language family of Washington and Oregon
— Chinookan adj
Chinook Jargon n : a pidgin language based on Chinook and other
Indian languages, French, and English and formeriy used as a
lingxoa franca in the northwestern U.S. and on the Pacific coast of
Canada and Alaska

Cliin*qua.pin \'chio-ki-,pin\ n [alter, of earlier chincomen, of
Algonquian origin] 1 : any of several trees (genera Castanea or
Castanopsis^, esp : a dwarf chestnut {Castanea pumila) of the U.S.
2 ; the edible nut of a chinquapin

Chintz \'chin(t)s\ n [earlier chints, pi. of chint, fr. Hindi chlt'l 1 : a
printed calico from India 2 ; a usu. glazed printed cotton fabric

Chintzy \'chin(t)-se\ adj 1 : decorated with or as if with chintz

2 : GAUDY, CHEAP
ichip \'chip\ n [ME] lata small usu. thin and flat piece (as of
wood or stone) cut, struck, or flaked off b (1) : a small thin slice of

food (as a potato chip) (2) ; French fry 2 ; something small,

worthless, or trivial 3 a : one of the counters used as a token for

money in poker and other games b pi, slang ; money c pi \ some-
thing hazarded 4 : a piece of dried dung — usu. used in combina-
tion <cow '^> 6 : a flaw left after a chip is removed — chip oil
the old block : a child that resembles his parent — Chip on one*s
shoulder : a challenging or beUicose attitude

2chip vb Chipped; chlp>ping vt 1 a : to cut or hew with an ax,

chisel, or other edged tool b (1) : to cut or break (a small piece)

from something (2) ; to cut or break a fragment from 2 slang

Brit ; CHAFF, banter *** vi 1 : to break off in small pieces 2 : to

play a chip shot
Chip in v& : contribute
Chiptmunk \'chip-,m3Dk\ n [alter, of earlier chitmunk, of Algon-
quian origin; akin to Ojibwa atchitamd squirrel] ; any of numerous
small striped semiterrestrial American squirrels (genera Tamias and
Eutamias) — called also ground squirrel

Chipped beef \'chip(t)-\ n : smoked dried beef sliced thin

Chip.pen-dale \'chip-3n-,dal\ adj [Thomas Chippendale tl779
E cabinetmaker] ; of or relating to a late 18th century English
furniture style characterized by graceful outline and often ornate
rococo ornamentation
ichip-per \'chip-3r\ n : one that chips
achipper adj [perh. alter, of E dial, kipper (lively)] : gay, sprightly
Chip.pe-wa \'chip-3-.w6, -.wa, -,wa. -(3-)w3\ n, pi Chippewa or
Ghippewas : ojibwa
chip shot n : a short usu. low approach shot in golf that lofts the
ball to the green and allows it to roll

Cllir- or ChilO- comb jorm [ L, fr. Gk chelr*, cheiro-, fr. cheir; akin to

Hitt kesarhand"} ; hand <c/n>opractic>

Chirk \'ch3rk\ vb [ME charken, chirken to creak, chirp, fr. OE
cearcian to creak; akin to OE cracian to crack] : cheer <~ up>

Clii*rog*ra*plier \kl-'rag-r3-f3r\ n ; one who studies or practices

chirography
Clll.ro>giaph*ic \,kT-r3-'graf-lk\ adj X of, relating to, or in hand-
writing — chi-ro-graph-i«cal \-i-kal\ adj

chi.rog.ra.phy \kT-'rag-r3-fe\ n 1 : HANDWRmNO, pehmanship
2 ; calligraphy 1

Clii*ro*man*cer \*ki-r9-,man(t)-s3r\ n : one who practices chiro-
mancy

cm-ro.man.cy \-se\ n [prob. fr. MF chiromande, fr. ML chiro-
mantia, fr. Gk cheir- chir- + -manteia -mancy — more at -mancy]
; divination by examination of the hand : palmistry

Chi.rop.O.dist \ka-'rap-sd-3st. sh3-\ n [chir- + pod--, fr. his
originally treating both hands and feet] : a practitioner of chiropody

ClU>rop>o>dy \-'rap-3d-e\ n : the care and treatment of the human
foot in health and disease — called also podiatry

Chi.ro.prac.tiC \'ki-r3-,prak-tik\ n Ichir- + Gk praktikos prac-
tical, operative — more at practical] ; a system of healing holding
that disease results from a lack of normal nerve function and
employing manipulation and specific adjustment of body structures
(as the spinal column) — chi<ro*praC'tor \-tar\ n

Chi>rop*ter \kT-'rap-t3r\ n [deriv. of Gk cheir hand -f- pteron wing— more at feather] ; ^bat ^- chi>rop*ter>an adj or n
chirp \'charp\ n [imit.] ; the characteristic short sharp sound
of a small bird or cricket — chirp vb

Chirr \'ch3r\ n [imit.] : the short vibrant or trilled sound charac-
teristic of an insect (as a grasshopper or cicada) — chirr vi

chir-rup X'chsr-sp, 'chir-V n [imit.] : chirp — chirrup vb
Chi-rur.geon \kr-'r3r-j3n\ n [ME cirurgian, fr. OF cirurgien. It.

cirurgie surgery] archaic ; surgeon
ichis-el \'chiz-3l\ n [ME, fr. ONF, prob. alter, of chisoir gold-

chisels: 1 socket paring chisel, 2 cold chisel, 3 box chisel, 4
beveled firmer chisel, 5 floor chisel. 6 stonecutter's chisel,

7 turning chisel, 8 bricklayer's chisel, P blacksmith's chisel

smith's chisel, fr. (assumed) VL caesorium cutting instrument, fr.

L caesus, pp. of caedere to cut — more at concise] ; a metal tool

with a cutting edge at the end of a blade used in dressing, shaping,
or working a solid material (as wood, stone, or metal)

achisel vb chis.eled or chis-elled; chis-el-ing or chis-eMing
\'chiz-(3-)lio\ vt 1 ; to cut or work with or as if with a chisel

2 : cheat '^ vi 1 ; to work with a chisel 2 a : to employ shrewd
sometimes unfair practices b ; intrude <'^ in on the racket)
— chis>el>er \'chiz-(3-)l3r\ n
chis>eled or chis-elled \'chiz-3ld\ adj 1 : cut or wrought with a
chisel 2 : appearing as if chiseled : clear-cut <sharply -^ profile)

Chi-square \'kl-'skwa(3)r, -'skwe(9)r\ n ; the sum of the quotients
obtained by dividing the square of the difference between the
observed and theoretical values of a quantity by the theoretical

value
ichit \'chit\ n [ME chitte kitten, cub] 1 ; chujo 2 : a pert young

2chit n [Hindi ciithU : a short letter or note; esp ; a signed voucher
of a small debt (as for food)

chit*chat \'chit-,chat\ n [redupl. of chat} : small talk, gossip
— chitchat vi

Chi-tin \'kit-*n\ n [F chitine, fr. NL Chiton, genus of mollusks]

; an amorphous homy polysaccharide that forms part of the hard
outer integument of insects, crustaceans, and some other in-

vertebrates — chi'tin-ous X'kTt-^'n-as, 'kit-n3s\ adj
Chi.ton \'kTt-'n, 'kl-,tan\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk chiton tunic;

of Sem origin; akin to Heb kultoneth tunic] 1 : any of an order
(Polyplacophora) of elongated bilaterally symmetrical marine
mollusks with a dorsal shell of calcareous plates 2 [Gk chiton}

; the basic garment of ancient Greece worn usu, knee-length by
men and full-length by women

Chit-ter \'chit-5r\ vi [ME chiteren, prob. of imit. origin] : TwmER,
chirp; also : chatter

chit.ter.lings or chit-lings or chit-lins \*chit-l3nz\ n pi [ME
chiterlingl : the intestines of hogs esp. prepared as food

Chi>val*ric \sha-'val-rik\ adj : relating to chivalry : chivalrous
chiv-al-rous \'shiv-3l-r3s\ adj 1 : valiant 2 : of, relating to, or
characteristic of chivalry and knight-errantry 3 a ; marked by
honor, generosity, and courtesy b : marked by especial courtesy

and consideration to women syu see civil — chlv-al-rous-ly adv
— chiv-al-rous-ness n

Chiv*al.ry \'shiv-3l-re\ n [ME chivalrie, fr. OF chevalerie, fr.

chevalier} 1 : mounted men-at-arms 2 archaic a : martial valor

b : knightly skill 3 : gallant or distinguished gentlemen 4 : the

dignity or system of knighthood 6 : the qualifications or character

of the ideal knight
Chive \'chTv\ n [ME, fr. ONF, fr. L cepa onion] : a perennial plant

{Allium schoenoprasum) related to the onion
Chivy or chiv-vy \'chiv-e\ vt 1 : chase, pursue 2 a ; harass,
annoy, tease b : maneuver, manipulate syn see batf

Chla.mydo-spore \kl3-'mid-3-,sp6(a)r, -.sp6(9)r\ n [L chlamyd-,

chlamys + ISV spore} : a thick-walled usu. resting spore — Chla-

mydo-spor-ic \kl3-,mid-3-'spor-ik, -'spdr-\ adj
Chla.mys \'klam-3s, 'kla-masX n IX. chlamyd-, chlamys, fr. Gk]

; a short obiong mant e worn by young men of ancient Greece
Chloe \'klo-e\ n [L, fr. Gk Chloe} : a shepherdess of pastoral poetry

Chlor- or Chloro- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. chloros greenish yellow
— more at yellow] 1 : green <c/i/orine) <c/iZorosis) 2 : chlorine

: containing chlorine (.chloric} <cft/oroprene)

ChlO*ral \'kl6r-3l, 'kl6r-\ n [F, fr. chlor- + alcoo\ alcohol] 1 : a
pungent colorless oily aldehyde CCbCHO obtained by the action

of chlorine on ethyl alcohol and used in making DDT and chloral

hydrate 2 : a bitter crystalline hydrate CCl3CH(OH)2 of chloral

used as a hypnotic — called also chloral hydrate

Clllo<raI*OSe \-s-,los, -,loz\ n : a bitter crystalline compound
CbH 1 1 CI3Os formed by heating chloral with dextrose and used as a
hypnotic — chlo-ral-osed \-.16st, -.lozd\ adj
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ChlO-ra<mine \'kl6r-3-,men, Td6r-\ n [ISV] : any of various
compounds containing nitrogen and chlorine

Clilor<am<phen.i'Col \,klor-,am-'fen-i-,k61, 'kl6r-, -,k6I\ n ichlor- +
amid- + p/ien- + nitr- + glyco/] ; a broad-spectrum antibiotic

CHH12CI2N2OS isolated from cultures of a soil microorganism
{Streptomyces venezuelae) or prepared synthetically

ClllO>rate \'lclo(3)r-,at, 'kI6(9)r-\ n : a salt of chloric acid

chlOT.dane \*kJ6(a)r-,dan\ or chlor-dan \-,dan\ n {chlor- +
indane, indan (CgHio)] : a highly chlorinated viscous volatile

liquid insecticide CioHgCU
ChlO'iel-la \kl^'rel-a\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk chloros^ : any
of a genus {Chlorella) of unicellular green algae potentially a
cheap source of high-grade protein and B-complex vitamins

ChlO'lic \'klor-ik, 'kl6r-\ adj : relating to or obtained from chlorine

Chloric acid n ; a strong acid HCIO3 hke nitric acid in oxidizing
properties but far less stable

cnlo.ride \*klo{3)r-,Td, 'kl6(3)r-\n [G cA/orW, fr. c^tor- + -id -ide]

; a compound of chlorine with another element or radical; esp \ a
salt or ester of hydrochloric acid

chloride ol lime : bleaching powder
Chlo>n*nate \'kl6r-3-,nat. 'kI6r-\ v/ ; to treat or cause to combine
with chlorine or a chlorine compound — chlo-ri-na>tion
\,klor-a-'na-sh3n, ,kl6r-\ n — chlo-ri>ua*tor \'klor-3-,nat-3r,
kl6r-\ n

Chlo>line \'klo(9)r-,en, 'kl6(9)r-, -3n\ n : a halogen element iso-
lated as a heavy greenish yellow irritating gas of pungent odor
used esp. as a bleach, oxidizing agent, and disinfectant in water
purification — see element table
ichlo-rite \-.Tt\_n [G cMorit, fr. L chlontis, a green stone, fr. Gk
chlorilis, fr. chloros] i any of a group of monoclinic usu. green
minerals associated with and resembling the micas — chlo>rit*iC
\kl9-'rit-ik, kloA adj

achlorite n [prob. fr. F. fr. chlor-"] : a salt of chlorous acid
Chlo*ro \'klor-(,)6. 'kl6r-\ adj [chlor-} ; containing chlorine
chlo.ro.ben.zene \,klor-o-'ben-.2en, ,kl6r-, -,ben-'\ n [ISV] : a
colorless flammable volatile toxic liquid CgHsCl made usu. by
chlorination of benzene and used in organic synthesis and as a
solvent
lChlo*ro.form \'klor-3-.f6rm, "klor-X n [F chlorojorme, fr. chlor- +
jormyle formyl; fr. its having been regarded as a trichloride of this

radical] : a colorless volatile heavy toxic liquid CHCI3 of ethereal
odor and sweetish taste used esp. as a solvent or as a general
anesthetic or a carminative and anodyne

achlorolorm vt : to treat with chloroform esp. so as to produce
anesthesia or death

Chlo-ro.hy.drin X.klor-o-'hT-drsn, ,kl6r-\ n [ISV, fr. chlor- +
hydr-"] : any of various organic compounds derived from glycols
or polyhydroxy alcohols by substitution of chlorine for part of the
hydroxyl groups

Chlo-ro.my.ce.tin \,klor-o-,mT-'set-'n, ,kl6r-\ trademark — used
for chloramphenicol

chlo.rO'Phyll also chlo-ro.phyl \'klor-5-,fil, 'klor-, -falX n [F
chlorophylle, fr. chlor- + Gk phyllon leaf — more at blade] 1 ; th^
green photosynthetic coloring matter of plants found in chloro-
plasts and made up chiefly of a blue-black ester CssHyzMgNAOs
and a dark green ester CssHyoMgN^Os — called also respectively
chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b 2 : a waxy green chlorophyll-contain-
ing substance extracted from green plants and used as a coloring
agent or for its claimed deodorant properties — chIo»ro-phyl-
lose \,klor-a-'fil-.os, ,kl6r-\ adj — chlo>ro*phyMous \-3s\

ChlQ.ro.pic-rin V.klor-a-'pik-ran. ,kl6r-\ n [G chlorpikrin, fr.

chlor- + Gk pikros bitter] : a heavy colorless liquid CChNOz
that causes tears and vomiting and is used esp. as a soil fumigant

ChlO'TO-plast \'kl5r-3-,plast, 'kl6r-\ n [ISV] : a plastid containing
chlorophyll and being the seat of photosynthesis and starch
formation

ChlQ.rO'Prene X'klor-a-.pren, "klor-X n {chlor- + isoprene] ; a
colorless liquid CaHsCI made from acetylene and hydrochloric acid
and used esp. in making neoprene by polymerization

Chlo<lo<siS \kl3-'r6-s3S\ n 1 : an iron-deficiency anemia in young
girls characterized by a greenish color of the skin — called also
greensickness 2 : a diseased condition in green plants marked by
yellowing or blanching — chlo>rot>ic \-'rat-ik\ adj — clilo>rot-
l*cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Chlo<rous acid \,klor-3s-, .kl6r-\ n [F acide chloreux, fr. chlor-}
: a strongly oxidizing acid HCIO2 known only in solution and in
the form of its salts

Chlor>prom>a>zine \klor-'pram-3-,zen, kI6r-\ n ichlor- +
promethazine (CjtHzoNzS)] : a phenothiazine derivative CitHjs-
CIN2S used as a tranquilizer In the form of its hydrochloride

Chlor.tet.ra«cy«Cline \,klor-.te-tra-'si-,klen, ',kl6r-\ n : a yellow
crystalline antibiotic CzjHzsClNzOa produced by a soil actinomy-
cete (Streptomyces aureojaciens), used in the treatment of diseases,
and added to animal feeds for stimulating growth
ichock \'chak\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a wedge or block for
steadying a body (as a cask) and holding it motionless, for filling

in an unwanted space, or for blocking the movement of a wheel
2 : a heavy metal casting with two short horn-shaped arms curving
inward between which ropes or hawsers may pass for mooring
or towing
ichock vt : to provide, stop, or make fast with or as if with chocks
3chock adv ; as close or as completely as possible
chock.a.block \'chak-3-.blak\ adj 1 : brought close together
2 : very full ; crowded

Chock-full \'ch3k-'ful. 'chakA adj [ME chokkejull, prob. fr.

choken to choke + Jull} ; full to the limit ; crammed
Choco.late \'chak-(3-)l3t, 'ch6k-\ n [Sp. fr. Nahuatl xocoati}
1 : ground roasted cacao beans — called also bitter chocolate
2 : a beverage of chocolate in water or milk 3 ; a small candy
with a center (as of fondant) and a chocolate coating 4 ; a
variable color averaging a brownish gray — chocolate adj
Chocolate tree n ; a cacao {Theobroma cacao of the family Ster-
culiaceae, the chocolate family) cultivated esp. in tropical America
Choctaw \'chak-(,)t6\ n, pi Choctaw or Ohoctaws [Choctaw
Chahta} 1 a : a Muskogean people of Mississippi, Alabama, and
Louisiana to : a member of this people 2 : the language of the
Choctaw and Chickasaw people
ichoice \'ch6is\ n [me chats, fr. OF, fr. choisir to choose, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHO kiosan to choose] 1 : the act of choosing

; SELECTION 2 : power of choosing : option 3 a ; a person or
thing chosen b : the best part : cream 4 : a sufficient number
and variety to choose among 5 : care in selecting
syn OPTION, alternative, preference, selection, election:

CHOICE suggests the opportunity or privilege of choosing freely;

option imphes a power to choose that is specifically granted or
guaranteed; alternative implies a necessity to choose one and
reject another or other possibihdes; preference suggests the
guidance of choice by one's judgment or predilections; selection
Implies a wide range of choice; election impUes an end or purpose
which requires exercise of judgment

^choice adj 1 : worthy of being chosen : select 2 : selected with
care ; well chosen 3 a ; of high quahty b oj meat : of a grade
between prime and good — choice>ly adv — cholce>ness n
syn EXQuisrrE, elegant, rare, dainty, delicate: choice stresses

preeminence in quahty or kind; exquisite implies a perfection in
workmanship or design that appeals only to very sensitive taste;

ELEGANT appHcs to what is rich and luxurious but restrained by
good taste; rare suggests an uncommon excellence; dainty and
DELICATE both imply exquisiteness, subtlety, fragility, but dainty
usu. carries an additional suggestion of the effeminate or mincing
ichoir \'kwl(-3)r\ n [ME quer, fr. OF cuer, it. ML chorus, fr. L,
chorus] 1 ; an organized company of singers esp. in church
service 2 : a group of instruments of the same class 3 : an
organized group of persons or things 4 : a division of angels
6 ; the part of a church occupied by the singers or by the clergy;
specij : the pari of the chancel between sancttjary and nave
6 : a group organized for ensemble speaking

2choiT vb ; to sing or sound in chorus or concert
3choir adj ; of the class in a religious order bound to recite the
Divine Office and devoted chiefly to the order's special work

Choir-boy \-,b6i\ n ; a boy member of a church choir
choir lolt n : a gallery appropriated to a choir
ChoiT>inas>ter \-,mas-t3r\ n : the director of a choir (as in a church)
ichoke \'ch6k\ vb [me choken, alter, of achoken, fr. OE aceocian— more at cheek] vt 1 : to check normal breathing of by com-
pressing or obstructing the windpipe or by poisoning or adulterat-
ing available air 2 ; to check or suppress expression of or by
; silence 3 a ; to check the growth, development, or activity of
b ; to obstruct by filhng up or clogging; also ; to fill completely
; JAM 4 : to enrich the fuel mixture of (a motor) by partially
shutting off the air intake of the carburetor 5 : to grip (as a
baseball bat) some distance from the end of the handle '^ vi

X : to become choked in breathing 2 ; to become obstructed or
checked 3 : to shorten one's grip esp. on the handle of a bat
2ch0ke n 1 ; the act of choking ; suffocation 2 : something that
chokes; as a : a valve for choking a gasoline engine D ; a
narrowing toward the muzzle In the bore of a gun
ChOke-ber-ry \-,ber-e\ n : a small berrylike Eistringent fruit; also

: a shrub (genus Aronia) of the rose family bearing chokeberries
Choke<Cher-ry \-,cher-e, -'cher-\ n : any of several American wild
cherries with bitter or astringent fruit; also : this fruit

Choke coil n : reactor 2
choke>damp \'chok-.damp\ n : blackdamp
chok>er \'ch6-k5r\ « 1 ; one that chokes 2 ; something worn
closely about the throat or neck: as a ; a wide neckcloth; esp
: STOCK b_: a^high stiff collar c : a short necklace
choky \'cho-ke\ adj : tending to cause choking or become choked
Choi- or Chole- or Cholo- comb jorm [Gk chol-, chole-, cholo-, fr.

chole, cholos — more at gall] : bile : gall <c/io/ate) <c/io/elith>

ChO'late \'k6-,lat\ n : a salt or ester of cholic acid
cho.le.cys.tec.to.my x.ko-b-.sis-'tek-ta-me, ,kal-3-\ n [NL chole-
cystis gallbladder (fr. chol- + Gk kystis bladder) + ISV -ectomy— more at cyst] : surgical excision of the gallbladder

Cho.le.cys.ti.tis \-'tTt-3s\ n [NL, fr. cholecystis} : inflammation
of the gallbladder

Cho.ler \'kal-ar, 'k6-l3r\ n [ME coler, fr. MF colere, fr. L cholera
bilious disease, fr. Gk, fr. chole} 1 a archaic : yellow bile b obs
: BILE la 2 obs : BILIOUSNESS 3 ; IRASCIBILrrY

Chol.era \*kaI-3-rs\ n, ojten attrib [ME colera bile, fr. L cholera}
; any of several diseases of man and domestic animals usu. marked
by severe gastrointestinal symptoms; esp : Asiatic cholera —
choI*e>ra<ic \,kal-3-'ra-ik\ adj

Cho>ler>iC \'kal-a-rik, ka-'Ier-ik\ adj 1 : easily moved to anger
: hot-tempered 2 : angry, irate syn see irascible

Cho.les>ter<Ol \k3-'les-t3-,r61, -,rol\ n [F cholesterine, fr. chol- +
Gk stereos solid] : a steroid alcohol C27H4sOH present in animal
cells and body fluids, important in physiological processes, and im-
plicated experimentally as a factor in arteriosclerosis

Cho-lic acid \,k6-!ik-, ,kai-ik-\ n [Gk cholikos, fr. chole} : a
crystalline bile acid C24H40O5
Cho.line \'ko-,len, 'kal-,en\ n [ISV] : a base CSH15NO2 that is

widely distributed esp. in animal and plant products and is a vi-
tamin of the B complex essential to the liver function

Cho>lin>er*gic \,k6-l3-'n3r-jik, ,kal-3-\ adj [ISV acetylcholine +
Gk ergon work — more at work] 1 oj autonomic nerve Jibers

; liberating or activated by acetylcholine 2 ; resembling acetyl-
choline esp. in physiologic action

cho>lin-es<ter>ase \,ko-l3-'nes-t3-,ras, ,kal-»-, -,raz\ n : an enzyme
that hydrolyzes choline esters

chon \chan\ n, pi chon [Korean] — see hwan at money table
choudT- or chondri- or chondro- comb jorm [NL. fr. Gk chondr-,
chondro-, fr. chondros grain, cartilage] : cartilage <c/iondrocranium)
Chon•drio*some \'kan-dre-3-,s6m\ n [Gk chondrion, dim. of
chondros, + ISV -some} ; any of the minute apparently self-per-

petuating Upoprotein complexes in cytoplasm that are held to func-
tion in cellular metabolism and secretion

Chon.drite \'kan-,drTt\ n [ISV, fr. Gk chondros grain] : a meteoric
stone characterized by the presence of chondrules — chon*drlt*ic
\kan-'drit-ik\ adj

Chon.dlO*cra>ni.um \,kan-dro-'kra-ne-3m\ n : the embryonic
cartilaginous cranium; also ; the part of the adult skull derived
therefrom
Chon.dmle \'kan-(.)driil\ n [Gk chondros grain] : a rounded gran-
ule of cosmic origin often found embedded in meteoric stones

Choose \'chiiz\ vb chose \'ch6z\ cho-sen \'choz-=n\ choos-lng
\'chii-zIo\ [ME chosen, fr. OE ceosan; akin to OHG kiosan to
choose, L gustare to taste] vt 1 : to select esp. freely and after
consideration 2 a : to have a preference for b (1) : decide {chose
to go by train) (2) ; prefer -^ v/ X : to make a selection 2 ; to
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take an alternative 3 : to see fit : incline — clioos-er n
Choosy or clioos.ey \'chii-ze\ ad} cIioos*i>er; oIioos*i-est : fastidi-
ously selective ; particular
ichop \'chap\ v6 chopped; chop>ping [ME chappen, choppen —
more at chap] vt 1 a : to sever by usu. repeated blows of a sharp
instrument b : to cut into pieces : mince 2 ; to strike (a ball) with
a short quick downward stroke ~ vi 1 : to make a quick stroke or
repeated strokes with a sharp instrument (as an ax) 2 archaic : to
move or act suddenly or violently
2chop n 1 a : a forceful usu. slanting blow with or as if with an
ax or cleaver b ; a sharp downward blow or stroke 2 : a small
cut of meat often including a part of a rib 3 : a mark made by or
as if by chopping 4 : material that has been chopped up 5 a : a
short abrupt motion to ; a stretch of choppy sea
3Ghop VI chopped; Chop<ping [ME chappen, choppen to barter, fr.

OE ceapian — more at cheap] 1 : to change direction 2 : to
veer with or as if with the wind — chop logic : to argue with so-
phistical reasoning and minute distinctions
4Chop n [Hindi chap stamp] 1 a : a seal or official stamp or its

impression b : a license validated by a seal 2 a : a mark on goods
or coins to indicate nature or quality b : a kind, brand, or lot of
goods bearing the same chop c : quality, grade

chop-faII>en \'chap-,f6-l3n\ var oj chapfallen
chop-house \'chap-,haus\ n : restaurant
chO'Pine \cho-'pen, 'chap-3n\ n [MF chapin, fr. OSp] : a woman's
shoe of the 16th and 17ih centuries with a very high sole
Chop mark n ; an indentation made on a coin to attest weight, sil-

ver content, or legality — chop-marked \'chap-,markt\ adj
chop>per \'chap-3r\ n 1 : one that chops 2 slang : helicopter
chop-pi.ness ychap-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being choppy
ichop-py \'chap-e\ adj {chop (crack)] : chapped
2choppy adj, oj the wind ; changeable, variable
3choppy adj 1 : rough with small waves 2 : jerky, disconnected
chops Vchaps\ n pi [alter, of *chap} 1 ; jaw 2 a : mouth b : the
fleshy covering of the jaws

chop.stick \'chap-,stik\ n [pidgin E.
fr. chop fast (of Chinese origin; akin to
Cant kap) + E slick] : one of a pair of
slender sticks held between thumb and
fingers and used chiefly in oriental
countries to lift food to the mouth
Chop su-ey \chap-'sii-e\ n [Chin (Cant)
shop sui odds and ends, fr. shap miscel-
laneous + sui bits] : a dish prepared
chiefly from bean sprouts, bamboo
shoots, water chestnuts, onions, mush-
rooms, and meat or fish and served
with rice and soy sauce

Cho-rag>ic \k9-'raj-ik\ adj ; of or relating to a choragus
cho-ra.gus \k3-'ra-g3s\ or cho=re.gus \-'re-\ n [L & Gk; L
choragus, fr. Gk choragos, choregos, fr. choros chorus + agein to
lead — more at agent] 1 : the leader of a chorus or choir 2 : a
leader of a dramatic chorus in ancient Greece

ChO.ral \'k6r-3l, 'k6r-\ adj [F or ML; F choral, fr. ML choralis, fr.

L chorus] : of, relating to, or performed by a chorus or choir or in
chorus — cho-ral-ly \-a-le\ adv

cho.rale also cho-ral \k3-'ral, -'ral\ n [G choral, short for choral-
gesang choral song] 1 : a hymn or psalm sung to a traditional or
composed melody in church; also : a hymn tune or a harmonization
of a traditional melody (a Bach '^> 2 : chorus, choir
chorale prelude n : a composition usu. for organ based upon a

chopsticks

choral I

choral speaking n
group often using
ichord \*k6(3)rd\

prose by ;ensemble speaking of poetry
voice combinations and contrasts

[alter, of ME cord, short for accord] : a com-
bination of tones that blend harmoniously when sounded together
2chord vi 1 : accord 2 : to play chords on a stringed instrument^ vt 1 ; to make chords on 2 : harmonize
3chord n [alter, of ^cord] 1 ; cord 3a 2 ; a straight line joining
two points on a curve; specij : the segment of a secant between its

intersections with a curve 3 : an individual emotion or disposition
4 : either of the two outside members of a truss connected and
braced by the web members 5 : the straight line joining the leading
and trailing edges of an airfoil

chord>al \'k6rd-'I\ adj 1 : of or relating to a chord 2 : relating
to music characterized more by harmony than by counterpoint
chor>da<meso<derm \,k6rd-s-'mez-3-,darm, -'mes-\ n [NL chorda
cord + E mesoderm] ; the portion of the embryonic mesoderm that
forms notochord and related structufes and serves as an inductor
of neural structures — chor-da-meso-der-mal \-,mez-3-'dar-msl,
..mes-\ adj
Chor>date \'k6rd-3t. 'k6(a)r-,dat\ n [deriv. of L chorda cord] : any
of a phylum or subkingdom (Chordata) of animals having at least

at some stage of development a notochord, dorsally situated central
nervous system, and gill clefts and including the vertebrates, lance-
lets, and tunicates — chordate adj

Chore \'cho(9)r, 'ch6(3)r\ n [alter, of chare] 1 pi : the regular or
daily light work of a household or farm 2 : a routine task or job
3 : a difficult or disagreeable task syn see task

-chore \,k6(3')r, ,k6(3)r\ n comb form [Gk chorein to withdraw, go;
akin to Gk cheros bereaved — more at heir] : plant distributed by
(such) an agency (zoochore) — -cho»rous \'kor-9S, 'k6r-\
adj comb jorm — -Cho»ry \,kor-e, ,k6r-\ n comb jorm
Cho>rea \k3-'re-a\ n [NL, fr. L, dance, fr. Gk chorda^ fr. choros
chorus] : a nervous disorder (as of man or dogs) marked by
spasmodic movements and incoordination
cho*reO'graph \'kor-e-3-,graf, 'k6r-\ vt : to compose the choreog-
raphy of ^ vi : to engage in choreography — cho*re<og*ra<pher
\,k6r-e-'ag-ra-far, ,k6r-\ n

cho>reo>graph.ic \,kor-e-3-'graf-ik, ,k6r-\ adj : of or relating to
choreography — cho>reo>graph>i>cal<ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Cho>re.og'ra*phy X.kor-e-'ag-rs-fe, ,k6r-\ n [F choregraphie, fr.

Gk choreia + F -graphie -graphy] 1 : the art of symbolically
representing dancing 2 : dancing; esp : stage dancing as dis-

tinguished from social or ballroom dancing 3 : composition and
arrangement of dances esp. for ballet

chor.iamh \'k6r-e-,am(b), 'k6r-\ n, pi choriambs \-.am2\ [LL
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choriambus, fr. Gk chorlambos, fr. choreios of a chorus, (fr. choros)
+ iambos iambus] : a prosodic foot consisting of a trochee fol-
lowed by an iamb — chor-iam*bic \,kor-e-'am-bik, ,k6r-\ adj
cho>ric \'kor-ik, *k6r-. *kar-\ adj : of, relating to, or in the style of
a chorus and esp. a Greek chorus

Cho.rio.al.lan.to.ic \,k5r-e-(.)6-,al-3n-'to-ik, ,k6r-\ adj ; of, re-
lating to, or produced by chorioallantois

Cho.riO.al.lan.tO.iS \-3-'lant-3-w3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk chorion + NL
allantois] : a vascular fetal membrane composed of the fused cho-
rion and adjacent wall of the allantois that in the hen's egg is used
as a living culture medium for viruses and for tissues
cho-ri-on \'k6r-e-,an, "kor-X n [NL, fr. Gk] : the highly vascular
outer embryonic membrane of higher vertebrates that in placental
mammals is associated with theallantois in the formation of the
placenta — cho-ri-on*ic \,k6r-e-'an-ik, ,k6r-\ adj

cho^ri-pet.al.ous \.kor-i-'pet-M-3s, .k6r-\ adj [deriv. of Gk choris
apart + petalon leaf; akin to Gk cheros bereaved] ; polypetalous

cho.ris.ter \'kor-s-star, Tcor-, 'kar-\ n [ME querister, it. AF
cuerisire, fr. ML chorista, fr, L chorus] ; a singer in a choir; specif
: choirboy
C-horizon n : the layer of a soil profile lying beneath the B-horizon
and consisting essentially of more or less weathered parent rock
cho.ro.graph-ic \,kor-a-'graf-ik, ,k6r-\ adj : of or relating to
chorography
Cho-rog.ra.phy Xka-'rag-ra-feX n [L chorographia. fr. Gk choro-
gruphia, fr. choros place + -graphia -graphy; akin to Gk cheros]
1 : the art of describing or mapping a region or district 2 : a
description or map of a region; also : the physical conformation
and features of such a region

clio-roid coat \.k6r-.6id-, ,k6r-\ or cho-ri-oid coat \-e-.6id-\ n
[NL choroides, fr. Gk chorioeides, fr. chorion] : a vascular mem-
brane containing large branched pigment cells that lies between the
retina and the sclerotic coat of the vertebrate eye

chor.tle \'ch6rt-=l\ vi chor-tling \'ch6rt-lia. -'l-io\ [blend of
chuckle and snort] 1 : to sing or chant exultantly 2 : to laugh or
chuckle esp. in satisfaction or exultation — chortle n — chor-tler
\'ch6rt-l3r, -n-3r\ n
icho.rus \'k6r-3s, 'korA n [L. ring dance, chorus, fr. Gk choros]
1 a : a company of singers and dancers in Athenian drama par-
ticipating in or commenting on the action; also ; a similar company
in later plays b ; a character in Elizabethan drama who speaks the
prologue and epilogue and comments on the action c : an organ-
ized company of singers who sing in concert : choir; specij : a
body of singers who sing the choral parts of a work (as in opera)
d : a group of dancers and singers supporting the featured players
in a musical comedy or revue 2 a : a part of a song or hymn re-
curring at intervals b : the part of a drama sung or spoken by the
chorus c : a composition to be sung by a number of voices in con-
cert d : the main part of a popular song 3 : something performed,
sung, or uttered simultaneously by a number of persons or animals;
also : sounds so uttered 4 : a unanimous utterance by the members
of a group — in chorus ; in unison
^chorus vb : to sing or utter in chorus
chorus girl « : a young woman who sings or dances in a chorus (as
of a musical comedy) — called also chorine \'k6(a)r-,en, •k6(a)r-\

1 chose past of choose
2chose \'shoz\ n [F, fr. L causa cause, reason] : a piece of personal
property : thing
cho.seu \'choz-^n\ adj [ME. fr. pp. of chosen to choose] 1 ; se-
lected or marked for favor or special privilege 2 : elect
chott \'shat\ n [F chott, fr. Ar shaft] : a shallow saline lake of
northern Africa; also : the dried bed of such a lake
Chou \'jo\ n [Chin (Pek) Chou^] : a Chinese dynasty traditionally
dated 1122 to about 256 B.C. and marked by the development of
the philosophical schools of Confucius, Mencius, Lao-tzu, and
Mo Ti
chough \'chaf\ n [ME] : a bird of an Old Worid genus (Pyrrho-
corax) related to the crows with red legs and glossy black plumage
ichouse \'chaus\ vt [Turk c^vwj doorkeeper, messenger] ; cheat,
TRICK
2chouse vt [origin unknown] IVest : to drive or herd roughly
Chow \'chau\ n [perh. fr. Chin (Pek) chiao^ meat dumpling] slang

: food, victuals
chow-chow \'chau-,chau\ n [pidgin E] 1 ; a Chinese preserve of
ginger, fruits, and peels in heavy syrup 2 : chopped mixed pickles
in mustard sauce
chow chow \'chau-,chau\ n, often cap both Cs [fr. a Chin dial, word
akin to Cant kau dog] : a heavy-coated blocky dog with a broad
head and muzzle, a very full ruff of long hair, and a distinctive

blue-black tongue and black-lined-mouth — called also chow
Chow-der \'chaud-3r\ n [F chaudiere kettle, contents of a kettle, fr.

LL caldaria — more at caldron] 1 : a thick soup or stew of sea-
food (as clams) usu. made with milk, salt pork or bacon, onions, and
potatoes or other vegetables 2 : a thick soup resembling chowder
chow mein \'chau-'man\ n [Chin (Pek) ch'ao^ mien*, fr. ch'ao^
to fry + rnien^ dough] 1 : fried noodles 2 : a thick stew of
shredded or diced meat, mushrooms, vegetables, and seasonings
that is served with fried noodles

Chres-tom.a.thy \kre-'stam-3-the\ n [NL chrestomaihia, fr. Gk
chrestomatheia. fr. chrestos useful -H manthanein to learn; akin to
Skt hrasva small] Z : a selection of passages compiled to aid in
learning a language 2 : a volume of selections from an author
Chrism \'kriz-9m\ n [ME crisme, fr. OE crisma, fr. LL cfirisma, fr.

Gk. ointment, fr. chriein to anoint; akin to OE greot grit, sand]
: consecrated oil used in Roman Catholic and some other liturgical

churches esp. in baptism, confirmation, and ordination
Chris.om \'kriz-3m\ n [ME crisom, short for crisom cloth, fr.

crisom chrism -I- cloth] \ a white cloth or robe put upon a person at
baptism as a symbol of innocence
chrisom child n : a child that dies in its first month
Christ \'krTst\ n [ME Crist, fr. OE, fr. L Christus, fr. Gk Christos,
lit., anointed, fr. chriein to anoint] 1 ; Messiah 2 : JEsus 3 : an ideal
type of humanity 4 Christian Science : the ideal truth that comes
as a divine manifestation of God to destroy incarnate error
chris-ten \*kris-'n\ vt Chris-ten-ing \'kris-nia, -'n-ioX [ME
cristnen, fr. OE cristnian, fr. cristen Christian, fr. L christianus]
1 a : BAPTIZE b : to name at baptism 2 : to name or dedicate (as
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a ship) by a ceremony suggestive of baptism 3 : denominate

4 : to use for the first time
GliriS>teu>dom \'kris-*n-d3m\ n [ME cristendom, fr. OE cristen-

dom, fr. cristen] 1 ; Christianity 2 : the portion of the world in

which Christianity prevails

ChriS'ten-ing n : the ceremony of baptizing and naming a child

iChris-tian \'krism)-ch3n\ n [L christianus, adj. & n., fr. Gk
Christianas, fr. Christos'\ 1 a : an adherent of Christianity

b : (1) : DisciPLF 2 (2) : a member of one of the Churches of

Christ separating from the Disciples of Christ in 1906 and seeking

a united New Testament Christianity (3) ; a member of one of the

churches in the union of Congregational Christian Churches
2 : the hero in Banyan's Pilgrim's Progress

aChristian adj 1 : of, relating to, or professing Christianity

2 a : of or relating to Jesus Christ b : of, based on, or conforming
with Christianity c : of or relating to a Christian d : representing

Christianity (his most ~ majesty, the king) — Chris* tian-ly adv

Christian Brother n : a member of the Roman Cathohc institute

of Brothers of the Christian Schools founded in France in 1680
and devoted to primary and secondary education

Christian era n : the era used in Christian countries for numbering
the years since the birth of Christ

chris.li-a.nia \.kris(h)-che-'an-e-3, ,kris-te-. -'an-\ n. often cap
[Christiania (now Oslo), Norway] : a skiing turn used for altering

direction of descent or for checking or stopping and executed usu.

at high speed by shifting body weight forward and skidding into a

turn with parallel skis — called also chris-tie, chris-ty \*kris-te\

Chris-tian.i.ty \,kris(h)-che-'an-3t-e, krisCh)-*chanA n 1 : the

whole body of Christian behevers 2 : the religion derived from
Jesus Christ, based on the Bible as sacred scripture, and professed

by Eastern, Roman Catholic, and Protestant bodies 3 : con-
formity to the Christian religion

Chris.tian.iza.tion \,kris(h)-ch9-n3-'2a-sh3n\ n : the act or

process of Chrisuanizing or stale of being Christianized

Chris.tian-ize \'krisCh)-cha-,niz\ vf ; to make Christian — Chris-
tian>iz>er n

christian name n, often cap C : the name given at birth or christen-

ing as distinct from the family name
Christian Reformed ad} : of or relating to a church formed in the

Netherlands in 1834 by dissenters from the Netherlands Reformed
Church or one formed in the U.S. in 1857 by dissenters from the

Reformed Church in America
Christian Science n : a religion discovered by Mary Baker Eddy In

1866 that was organized under the official name of the Church of

Christ, Scieniist, that derives its teachings from the Scriptures as

understood by its adherents, and that includes a practice of spiritual

healing based upon the leaching that cause and effect are mental

and that sin. sickness, and death will be destroyed by a full under-

standing of the divine principle of Jesus's teaching and heaUng
— Christian Scientist n
Chrlsl-llke \"krTsi-,ITk\ adj : resembling Christ in character, spirit,

or action — Christ-like.ness n

ChriSt-ly \'krTst-Ie\ adj : of, relating to, or resembling Christ

Christmas \'kris-m3S\ n [ME Chrisiemasse, fr. OE Crisfes m^sse,

Ut., Christ's mass] 1 : a Christian feast on December 25 or among
the Armenians on January 6 that commemorates the birth of

Christ and is usu. observed as a legal holiday 2 : christmastide
Christ-mas. tide \'kris-m3-.stTd\ n ; the festival season from
Christmas eve till after New Year's Day or esp. in England till

Epiphany
Christmas tree n : a usu. evergreen tree decorated at Christmas
chris.to.log-i.cai \,kris-ta-'laj-i-k3l\ adj, often cap : of or relating

to Christology
Chris- tol.o-gy \kris-'tal-3-ie\ n [Gk Christos Christ + E -logy'\

: theological interpretation of the person and work of Christ

Christ's-thorn \'krTsfts1-'th6(a)m\ n : any of several prickly or
thorny shrubs of Palestine (esp. the shrub Paliurus spina-christi or
the jujube Ziziphus jujuba)
Chrom- or chrome- comb form [F, fr. Gk chroma color] 1 : chro-
mium {chromxT.'sy 2 a ; color : colored <c/iromosphere> b ; pig-

ment <cAromogen>
Chro-ma \'kr6-m3\ n [Gk chroma^ 1 : saturation 4a 2 ; a qual-

ity of color combining hue and saturation _syn see color
Chromat- or ChromalO- comb form [Gk chromat-, chroma} 1 : color

ichromatid) 2 : chromatin <c/i/-o/narolysis>

Chro.mate \'kr6-,mai\ n [F, fr. Gk chroma'] : a salt or ester of

chromic acid
Ichro.mat'ic \kr5-'mat-ik\ adj [Gk chromatikos, fr. chromat-,

chroma skin, color, modified tone; akin to OE greot sand — more at

grit] 1 a : of or relating to color or color phenomena or sensa-

tions b : highly colored 2 : of or relating to chroma 3 a : of,

relating to, or giving all the tones of the chromatic scale b : charac-
terized by frequent use of nonharmonic tones or of harmonies
based on nonharmonic tones — chrcmat'i.cal.ly \-i-kCa-)le\ adv
— chro.mat-i-cism \-'mat-3-,slz-3ra\ n
^chromatic n : ac( idental 2

chromatic aberration n : aberration caused by the differences in

refraction of the colored rays of the spectrum
chro.ma.tici.ty \,kro-m3-'tis-st-e\ n 1 : the quaUty or state of

being chromatic 2 : the quality of color characterized by its

dominant or complementary wavelength and purity taken together

Chro.mat.iCS \kro-'mat-iks\ n pi but sing in constr ; the branch of

colorimetry that deals with hue and saturation

chromatic scale n : a musical scale consisting entirely of half steps

chro.ma.tid \'kr6-m3-tad\ n : one of the paired complex constitu-

ent strands of a chromosome
Chro.ma.tin X'kro-ma-tanX n : the part of a cell nucleus that stains

intensely with basic dves; specif ; a complex of a polymerized nu-
cleic acid with basic proteins of protamine or histone type present

in chromomeres and held to be the physical carrier of genes— chro-
ma-tin-ic \,kro-m3-'tin-ik\ adj

chrO'ma.tO'graph'ic \kro-,mat-3-'graf-ik, ,kr6-m3t-3-\ adj : of or
relating to chromatography — chro.ma.to.graph-i.cal.ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Chro.ma.log-ra.phy \,kr6-m3-*tag-ra-fe\ n : a separating esp. of
closely related compounds by allowing a solution or mixture of
them to seep through an adsorbent (as clay or paper) so that each
compound becomes adsorbed in a separate often colored layer

Chro.ma.tol-y.Sis \-'tal-a-sas\ n [NL] : the dissolution and break-
ing up of chromophil material (as chromatin) of a cell — chro*ma-

to-Iyt-lc \kro-,mat-n-'lt-ik, ,kro-m3t-\ adj
chro.matO'Phore \kro-'mat-3-,fo(3)r, -,f6(3)r\ n [ISV] 1 : a
pigment-bearing cell; esp : one of the integumental cells of an
animal capable of causing skin color changes by expanding or con-
tracting 2 : CHROMOPLAST, CHLOROPLAST — chTO-ma'to-phor-ic
\kr6-.mat-3-'f6r-ik, ,kro-mat-9-, -'far-\ adj — chrcma-toph-o-
rous \,kro-m_3-'taf-(3-)r3s\ adj
ichrome \'krom\ n [F, fr. Gk chroma] 1 a ; chromium b : a
chromium pigment 2 \ something plated with an alloy of chromium
2chrome vr : to treat with a compound of chromium (as in dyeing)
-chrome \,krom\ n comb form or_ adj comb form [ML -chromat-,
-chroma colored thing, fr. Gk chromat-, chroma] 1 ; colored thing
<heIiocArome> ; colored (heterocArome) 2 : coloring matter
iurochromey
chrome alum n : an alum in which chromium Is the trivalent metal;
esp : a dark violet salt KCr(S04)z.l2H20 used in tanning and as a
mordant in dyeing
chrome green n : any of various brilliant green pigments containing
or consisting of chromium compounds
chrome red n : a pigment consisting of basic lead chromate PbzOCrO^
chrome yellow n ; a pigment consisting essentially of neutral lead
chromate PbCrO*
Chro.mic \'kro-mik\ adj ; of, relating to, or derived from chromium
esp. when trivalent

chromic acid n : an acid HzCr04 analogous to sulfuric acid but
known only in solution and esp. in the form of its salts

Chro-raide \'kro-.mTd\ n [deriv. of Gk chromis, a sea fish] : any of
several small brightlycoiored African fishes (family Cichlidae)

Chro.mi.nance \'kro-m3-n3n(t)s\ n [chrom- -H Xnminance] ; the
difference between a color and a chosen reference color of the same
luminous intensity in color television

chro.mite \'kro-,mTt\ n [G chromit, fr. chrom-] z a mineral
FeCr204 that consists of an oxide of iron and chromium
Chro.mi.um \'kro-me-3m\ n, often attrib [NL, fr. F chrome] : a
blue-white multivalent metallic element found naturally only in

combination and used esp. in alloys and in electroplating — see
ELEMENT table

chro.mo \'kr5-(,)mo\ « ; chromolfthograph
Chro.mO'gen \'kr6-m»-i3n\ n [ISV] 1 a ; a precursor of s pigment
b : a compound not itself a dye but containing a chromophore and
so capable of becoming one 2 : a pigment-producing microor-
ganism — chro-mo.gen.ic \,kr6-m^'jen-ik\ adj
chro.mO'lltho-graph \,kr5-ms-'lith-3-,graf\ n : a picture printed
in colors from a series of stones prepared by the lithographic

process — chro-mo-litho-graph-ic \-,hth-a-'graf-ik\ adj —
3i the enlargements
appear to be con-

chro'mo.li.thog-ra-phy \-Uth-'ag-r5-fc\ n

cliro.mo-mcre \'kro-ms-.mi(a)r\ n [ISV] : c

of the chromonema at which nucleoprotei
centrated — chro-mo.mei.ic X.kro-ma-'mer-ik, -'mir-\ adj
chro.mo.ne.ma \,kro-m3-'ne-ma\ n, pi chro.mo-ne.ma.ta
\-'ne-m3t-a\ [N L, fr. chrom- + Gk nema thread — more at needle]
; the coiled filamentous core of a chromatid heldto be the actual

carrier of the genes — chro-mcne-mal \-'ne-m3l\ or chro-
mo-ne.mat'ic \-ni-'mat-ik\ or chro.mo-ne.mic \-'rie-mik\ adj
chro.mo.phil \'kr6-m3-,fil\ or chro-mat-o.phU \kro-'mat-3-,fil\

adj [ISV] : staining readily with dyes
chro-mo-phore \'kr6-m3-,fo(a)r, -,f6(a)r\ n [ISV] : a groupthat
gives rise to color in a molecule — chro.mo-phor.ic \,kro-m3-
'for-ik, -'farA adj

chro.mO'Plast \'kro-m3-,plast\ n [ISV] : a colored plastid usu-
containing red or yellow pigment
chro-mo.pro.tein \,kro-ma-'pr6-.ten, -'prot-e-9n\ n : a com-
pound of a protein wiih a metal-containing pigment or a carotenoid

cnro.mo.som-al \,kro-ma-'so-mol\ adj : of or relating to chromo-
somes — chro-mo.som.aMy \-m3-Ie\ adv
Chro-mO'SOme \'kro-m»-,som\ n [ISV] : one of the usu. elongated
chroma tin-containing basophilic bodies of the cell nucleus made up
of chromatids and usu. constant in number in the cells of any one
kindof plant or animal — chro.mo.so*mic \.kro-ma-'so-mik\ adj

Chro.mo.sphere \'kro-m3-,sfi(3)r\ n : the lower part of the

atmosphere of the sun thousands of miles thick and composed
chiefly of hydrogen gas; also : a similar portion of the atmosphere of

any star — chro-mo.sphe.ric \.kr6-m3-'sfiO)r-ik, -'sfer-\ adj

Chro.mons \'kr6-m3s\ adj : of, relating to, or derived from
chromium esp. when bivalent

Chron- or chrono- comb form [Gk, fr. chronos] : time <cftro/JOgram>

chro.nax.ie \'kro-,nak-se\ n [F, fr. chron- + Gk axia value, fr.

axios worthy ] : the minimum time required for excitation of a struc-

ture by a constant electric current of twice the threshold voltage

Chron.ic \'kran-ik\ adj [F chronique. fr. Gk chronikos of time. fr.

chronos] 1 a : marked by long duration or frequent recurrence

; not acute b : suffering from a chronic disease 2 a : always
present or encountered; esp : constantly vexing, weakening, or
troubling <~ petty warfare) b ;. habftual, accustomed syn see

INVETERATE — chronlc /I — cbron'i'cal \-i-k3l\ adj — chron*i-
cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv — cIirw*niC'i*ty \kra-'nis-3t-e\ n

Chron-i.Cle \'kran-i-k3l\ n [ME cronicle. fr. AF, alter, of OF
chronique, fr. L chronica, fr. Gk chronika, fr. neut. pi. of chronikos]

1 ; a usu. continuous and detailed historical account of events

arranged in order of time without anaivsis or interpretation

2 : HISTORY, NARRATIVE — chiomcle vt chron-i'ding \-k(3-)lia\
— chron-i.cler \-k(s-)l3r\ n

Chro.no.gram X'kran-a-.gram, 'kro-ns-X n 1 : an inscription,

sentence, or phrase in which certain letters express a date or epoch
2 ; the record made by a chronograph — chro.no. gram.mat.ic

\.kran-3-gr3-'mat-ik, .kro-n»-\ or chro.no.gram.mat.i-cal
\-i-k3l\ adj

chro.nO'graph \'knin-3-,graf, 'kro-ns-X n ; an instrument for

measuring and recording time intervals: as a : an instrument hav-
ing a revolving drum on which a stylus makes marks b : a watch
with a sweep-second hand c : an instrument for measuring the

time of fUght of projectiles — chro.no.graph'ic \,kran-3-'graf-ik,

,kr6-n3-\ adj — chro.nog.ra.phy Xkra-'nagra fe\ n

chro.noi.o.ger \kra-'nal-3-ior\ n : CHRONOLOoisr
Chro.nO'log.lc Vkran-^l-'aj-ik, .kron-\ adj : of, relating to, or

arranged in chronology — chro.no.log.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj —
chro.no.log.i*cal.ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

chro.nol'O'glst Xkrs-'nal-s-jastX n : an expert In chronology
chro.nol'O'gy \-je\ n [NL chronologia, fr. chron- -^ -logia -logy]

1 : the science that deals with measuring time by regular divisions
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and that assigns to events their proper dates 2 : a chronological
table or list 3 : an arrangement in order of occurrence

Cliro-iioin-e-ter \kr3-'nam-3t-3r\ n ; an instrument for measuring
time ; timepiece; esp ; one intended to keepJime with great accuracy
— cliro>iio-met>nc \,kran-a-'me-trik, .kro-naA or chro.no>met-
ri>cal \-tri-k3l\ adj — clii'o-no>met>ri>cal-Iy \-k(s-)le\ adv

Cliro>iioin*e<try \kr3-'nam-a-ire\ n 1 : the science of measuring
time 2 ; the measuring of time by periods or divisions

Chro-no-scope \'kran-a-.skop, 'kro-ns-X n : an instrument for
precise measurement of small time intervals

chiys- or cliryso- comb jorm [Gk, fr. chrysos} I gold : yellow
<c/j/->,sarobin>

clirys-a-llcL \'kris-3-l3d\ n ; chrysalis — chrysalid adj
chrys.a.lis \'kris-3-l3s\ n. pi chjy.saM^des \kr3-'sal-3-,dez\ or
CliryS-a.liS.es \'kris-3-l3-S3z\ [L chrysallid-, chrysallis golds
colored pupa of butterflies, fr. Gk, fr. chrysos gold, of Sem origin]

; the pupa of insects (as butterflies) that pass the pupal stage in a
quiescent condition enclosed in a firm case
chry.san.Uie.mum \kris-'an{t)-th3-m3m\ n [L, fr. Gk chrysanthe-
mon, fr. cfirys- + anifiemon flower, fr. anihos'i 1 : any of various
composite plants (genus Chrysanthemum) including weeds, orna-
mentals grown for their brightly colored often double flower heads,
and others important as sources of medicinals and insecdcides

2 : a flower head of an ornamental chrysanthemum
Chrys.a.ro.liln \.kris-3-'r6-ban\ n [chrys- + ararofta] : a powder
obtained from Goa powder and used to treat skin diseases

Cliry.se.iS \krT-'se-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Chryseis] : a daughter of a
priest of Apollo captured by the Greeks at Troy and given to

Agamemnon but later restored to her father

Cliryso.ber.yl \'kris-a-jber-3l\ n [L chrysoberyllus, fr. Gk chryso-
beryllos, fr. chrys- + beryllos beryl] 1 obs ; a yellowish beryl 2 : a
usu. yellow or pale green mineral BeAUO* consisting of beryllium
aluminum oxide with a litde iron sometimes used as a gem
Chrys.elite \'kris-3-.irt\ n [me crisolUe, fr. OF, fr. L chrysolUhos,
it. Gk, fr. chrys- + -liihos -Ute] : olivine

Clirys.O.prase \'kris-3-,praz\ n [ME crisopace, fr. OF, fr. L chryso-
prasus, fr. Gk chrysoprasos, fr. chrys- + prason leek; akin to L
porrum leek] : an apple-green chalcedony valuedas a gem
chthon.ic \'ihan-ik\ or chtho.ni.an \'th6-ne-3n\ adj [Gk
chthon-, chthon earth] : infernal (-^ deities)

Chub \'ch3b\ rt. pi chub or chubs [ME chubbel 1 : a common
European freshwater cyprinid fish (Leuciscus cephalus); also : any
of various related fishes (as the fallfish) 2 : any of several marine
or freshwater fishes not closely related to the true chub
chub.bi-ness \'ch3b-e-n3s\ n ; plumpness
chub.by \"ch3b-e\ adj [chubl ; plump <a ~ boy>
ichuck \'ch3k\ vb [ME chukkeni : cluck
2chuck n — used as a term of endearment
3chuck vt [origin unknown] 1 ; to give a pat or tap 2 a : to toss

or throw with a short action of the arm b : discard; also ; eject,

OUST <~ him out of office) 3 : to have done with i^ed up his job)

4chuck n 1 ; a pat or nudge under the chin 2 : toss, jerk
schuck n [E dial, chuck (lump)] 1 a : a por-
tion of a side of dressed beef including most
of the neck, the parts about the shoulder
blade, and those about the first three ribs

b : a similar cut of dressed veal or lamb
2 chiefly l^est : FOOD 3 ; an attachment for
holding a workplace or tool in a machine (as

a drill press or lathe)

6chuck \'chsk\ var oj chock
Chuck-hole \'ch9k-,hoi, 'ch3g-\ n Pchuck -i-

hole} : a hole or rut in a road
chuck.le \'ch3k-3l\ vi chuck.ling X'chak-
(3-)iio\ [prob. freq. of •c/i«c/c] : to laugh
inwardly or quietly — chuckle n
chucK-le-head \'chak-3l-,hed\ n ichuckle (lumpish) {- head}

: blockhead — chuck-le-head.ed \,ch9k-al-'hed-3d\ adj
chuck wagon n [schuck} ; a wagon equipped with a stove and
provisions for cooking
Chuck-will's-wid.ow \,chak-,wiIz-'wid-(,)o, -3(-wA n [imit.] :a
goatsucker (Caprimulgus carolinensis) of the southern U.S.

Chuff \'ch3f\ n [ME chujje} t boor, churl
chufly \'ch3f-e\ adj [perh. fr. E dial, chujj chubby] : fat, chubby
chug \'ch3g\ n [imit.] : a dull explosive sound made by or as if by a
laboring engine — chug vi chugged; chug.ging
chu.kar \ch3-'kar\ «, pi chukar or chukars [Hindi cakor} : a
largely gray and black Indian partridge {Alectoris graeca chukar)
introduced Into dry parts of the western U.S.
Chuk.ka \'ch3k-3\ n ichukka, alter, of chukker; fr. a similar polo
player's boot] : a short usu. ankle-leugth leather boot with two
pairs of eyelets

chuk-kei or chuk-kar \'ch3k-3r\ or chuk.ka \'ch3k-3\ n [Hindi
cakkar circular course, fr. Skt cakra wheel, circle— more at wheel]
; a playing period of a polo game „
ichum \'ch3m\ n [perh. by shortening & alter, fr. chamber Jellow
(roommate)] ; an intimate friend

2chum VI chummed; chura.ming l ; to room together 2 ; to be
an intimate friend

3chum n [origin unknovra] ; chopped fish or other matter thrown
overboard to attract fish

Chum.mi.ly \'ch3ra-3-le\ adv : in a chummy manner
chum-mi*ness \'ch3m-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
chummy
chum-my \'ch3m-e\ adj : INTIMATE, sociable
chump \'ch3mp\ n [perh. blend of chunk and lumpl : fool, dupe
chunk \'ch3r]k\ n [perh. alter, of chuck (short piece of wood)]
1 : a short thick piece : lump 2 : a large noteworthy quantity
3 : a strong thickset horse usu. smaller than a draft horse
chunky \'ch3r]-ke\ adj : stocky
ichurch \'ch3rch\ n [ME chirche. fr. OE cirice; akin to OHG
kirihha church; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word derived fr.

LGk kyriakon, fr. Gk, neut. of kyriakos of the lord, fr. kyrios
lord, master, fr. kyros power; akin to L cavus hollow — more at
cave] 1 ; a building for pubhc esp. Christian worship 2 : the

clergy or officialdom of a religious body 3 ; a body or organiza-
tion of religious believers as: a ; the whole body of Christians
b : denomination c ; congregation 4 : public divine worship

ichurch vt ; to bring to church to receive one of its rites

3church adj 1 : of or relating to a church (^ government) 2 chiejly
Brit ; of or relating to the eslabhshed church

church. go. er \-,go(-3)r_\ n : one that goes to church esp, habitually— church.go-ing \-,go-ia\ adj or n
church.less \'ch3rch-l3s\ adj : not affiliated with a church
Church-li.ness \-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being churchly
church. ly \'ch3rch-Ie\ adj 1 ; of or relating to a church 2 : suit-
able to or suggestive of a church 3 : adhering to a church
church.mau \-m3n\ n 1 : cleroym.an 2 : a member of a church
Church of England : the estabUshed episcopal church of England
Church Slavic n : old church Slavonic
church'War.den \'ch5rch-,w6rd-''n\ n : one of two lay parish
officers in the Church of England with responsibility esp. for
parish properly and alms
Church.wom.an \-,wum-on\ n : a woman adherent of a church
church.yard \-,yard\ n : a yard that belongs to a church and is often
used as a burial ground

Churl \'ch3r(-3n\ n [ME, fr. OE ceorl man, ceori; akin to Gk
geras old age] 1 : ceorl 2 : a medieval peasant 3 : rustic, coun-
tryman 4 a ; a rude ill-bred person b : a stingy morose person
churl-ish \'ch3r-lish\ adj 1 : of or resembling a churl : vulgar
2 : characteristic of or befitting a churl : rude 3 : difficult to
work with or deal with : intractable <'--' soil) syn see boorish— churl-ish-ly adv — churl.ish.ness n
ichurn \'ch?rn\ n [ME chyme, fr. OE cyrin; akin to OE corn
grain; fr. the granular appeiirance of cream as it is churned — more
at corn] ; a vessel in which milk or cream is agitated to separate
the oily globules from the other parts and thus to obtain butter
2churn vt 1 : to agitate (milk or cream) in a churn in order to
make butter 2 a : to stir or agitate violently b : to make (as
foam) by so doing ~ vi 1 : to work a churn 2 a : to produce or
be in violent agitation b ; to proceed by means of rotating members
Churr \'ch3r\ vi [imit.] : to make a vibrant or whirring noise like
that of a partridge — churr n

Chur.ri.gue.resque \,chur-i-g3-'resk\ adj [Sp churrigueresco, fr.

Jose Churriguera tl723 Sp architect] ; of or relating to a Spanish
baroque architectural style characterized by elaborate surface
decoration or its La tin-American adaptation
Chute \'shut\ n [F, fr. OF, fr. cheoir to fall, fr. L cadere — more at
chance] 1 a ; fall 6b b : a quick descent (as in a river) ; rapid
2 : an inclined plane, sloping channel, or passage down or through
which things may pass ; slide 3 : parachute

chut-ney \'ch3t-ne\ n [Hindi catnU : a condiment of acid fruits
with raisins, dates, and onions seasoned with spices

Chy.la-ceous \kT-'la-sh3s\ adj : of, resembhng, or being chyle
chyle \*kT(3)I\ n [LL chylus, fr. Gk chylos juice, chyle, fr. chein to
pour] : lymph that is milky from emulsified fats, characteristically
present in the lacteals, and most apparent during intestinal absorp-
tion of fats which pass to the blood largely by way of the lacteals
and thoracic duct — chy.Ious \'ki-l3»,\ adj
chyme \'kTm\ n [NL chymus. fr. LL, chyle, fr, Gk chymes juice, fr.

chein'\ ; the semifluid mass of partly digested food expelled by the
stomach into the duodenum — chy.mous \'ki-m3s\ adj
Chy.mo-tryp.Sin \,kr-m3-'trip-s3n\ n [chyme + -o- + trypsin^

; a pancreatic proteinase secreted as a zymogen and able when
activated to break internal peptide bonds
ci-bo-ri-um \S3-'bor-e-3m, -'b6r-\ n, pi ci-bo-ria \-e-3\ [ML, fr.

L, cup. fr. Gk kiborion} 1 : a goblet-shaped vessel holding the
eucharistic bread 2 : baldachin; specij : a freestanding vaulted
canopy supported by four columns over a high altar

ci'Ca.da \s3-'kad-3, -'kad-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, cicada]
: any of a family (Cicadidae) of homopterous
insects with a stout body, wide blunt head, and
large transparent wings

ci-ca-la \s3-'kal-3\ n [It, fr. ML, alter, of L
cicadal : CICADA

cica-tri.cial \,sik-3-'trish-3l\ adj : of c

to a cicatrix
cica.tri.cle \'sik-a-.trik-3l\ n [I

1 ; cicatrix 2a 2 ; blastodisc
ci.ca.trix \'sik-3-,triks, s3-'ka-triks\ n, pj ci-ca-
tri-ces \,sik-3-'tn-(,)sez, s3-'ka-tr3-,sez\ ['

cicatric-, cicatrix} 1 : a scar resulting fro
formation and contraction of fibrous tissue in
a flesh wound 2 ; a mark resembling a scar
esp. when caused by the previous attachment of a
part or organ: as a : a mark left on a stem after
the fall of a leaf or bract b : hilum la cicada

clca-trize \'sik-3-,triz\ vt 1 ; to induce the for-
mation of a scar in 2 : scar ~ vi : to heal by forming a scar

Cic.e-ly \'sis-(3-)le\ n [by folk etymology fr. L seselis, fr. Gk] ; any
of several herbs of the carrot family (as of the genus Myrrhis); esp
; one (A/, odorata) with white flowers and aromatic root

Ci-ce-ro.ne \,sis-3-'ro-ne, ,chich-3-\ n, pi Ci.ce-ro.ni \-(.)ne\ [It,

fr. Cicerone Cicero] : a guide who conducts sightseers

Cicer.o.ni.an \,sis-3-'r6-ne-3n\ adj [L Ciceronianus, fr. Marcus
Tullius Cicero t43 B.C. Roman orator] : of, relating to, or char-
acteristic of Cicero or his writings <~ eloquence)

Cich.lid \'sik-l3d\ n [deriv. of Gk kichle thrush, a kind of wrasse;
akin to Gk chelidon swallow — more at celandine] : any of a

. family (Cichlidae) of mostly tropical spiny-finned freshwater fishes
including several kept in the tropical aquarium — cichlid adj
cl.cis.beo \,che-ch3z-'ba-(,)o\ n [It] : lover, gallant
-Ci-dal \'sTd-n\ adj comb jorm [LL -cidalis, fr. L -cida'] : killing

: hiiving power to kill <filariciV/a/)

-Cide \,sTd\ n comb Jorm [MF, fr. L -cida, fr. caedere to cut, kill— more at concise] 1 : killer (Insecticide) 2 [MF, fr. L -cidium,
fr. caedere} ; killing <suic/rfe)

Ci.der \'sTd-3r\ n [ME sidre, fr. OF. fr. LL sicera strong drink, fr.

Gk sikera, fr. Heb shekhar} : the expressed juice of fruit (as apples)
used as a beverage or for making other products (as vinegar)
Ci-de.vant \,sed-3-'\^"\ adj [F, lit., formerly]

9 abut; a kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; f) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thia; tb this;



cigar 150 circumambulate
Ci-gar \slg-'ar\ n tSp cigarro] i a small roll of tobacco leaf for
smoking
Cig>a.rette also Cig.a.ret \^ig-3-'ret. 'slg-a-,\ n [F cigarette, dim.
of cigare cigar, fr. Sp cigarro'^ : a narrow short tube of cut tobacco
enclosed in paper and designed for smoking

Cil*i>aiy \'sil-e-,er-e\ adj 1 : of or relating to cilia 2 : of, relating

to. or being the annular suspension of the lens of the eye
icil>i>ate \'sil-e-at. -,at\ or cil.i-at.ed V,at-3d\ adJ : provided
with cilia — cil-i-ate'ly adv

3Ciliate n : any of a subphylum (Ciliophora) of ciliate protozoans
Cil>i*0<late \'sil-e-3-,Iat\ adj t N L cilioluml ; minutely ciliate

Cil-i.um \'sil-e-3m\ n, pi cil.ia \-e-a\ [NL, fr. L, eyeUd]
1 ; EYELASH 2 ; a minute hairlike process often forming a fringe;

esp : a hairlike process of many cells that is capable of lashing
movement and serves esp. in free unicellular organisms to produce
locomotion or in higher forms a current of fluid

Ci<mex \'sT-,meks\ H, pi cim.i'Ces \*sira-a-,se2\ [L cimic-, cimex
— more at chinch] : bedbug
iCini.me.ri.au \s3-'mir-e-sn\ adj : very dark or gloomy : stygian
aCimmerian n [L Cimmerii, a mythical people, fr. Gk Kimmerioi'j

; one of a mythical people described by Homer as dwelling in a
remote realm of mist and gloom
icinch \'sinch\ n [Sp cinclia, fr, L cingula girdle, girth, fr. cingere'i

1 ; a strong girth for a pack or saddle 2 : a tight grip 3 a : a
thing done with ease b ; a certainty to happen

3clncll vt 1 ; to put a cinch on 2 : to make certain ; assure
Cin.CllO.na \sio-'ko-na, sin-'cho-\ n fNL. genus name, fr. the
countess of Chinchon tl641 wife of the Peruvian viceroy] 1 ; any
of a genus {Cinchona) of So. American trees and shrubs of the
madder family 2 : the dried bark of a cinchona (as C. ledgeriana)
containing alkaloids (as quinine) and used as a specific in malaria— cin.chon.lc \sio-'kan-ik, sin-'chan-\ adj

Cin-cll0>nme \'siD-k3-,nen\ n : a bitter white crystalline alkaloid
CigHzzNjO found esp. in cinchona bark and used like quinine
Cin.cho.nism X'siri-ka-.niz-amX n : a condition produced by exces-
sive or long-continued use of cinchona or its alkaloids and marked
by temporary deafness, ringing in the ears, headache, dizziness,
and rash
Cinc-tUie X'siaCk'J-chsrX n [L cinctiira girdle, fr. cinctus, pp. of
cingere to gird; akin to Skt kanci girdle] 1 : the act of encircling
2 a : an encircling area b : girdle, belt

Cin.der \'sin-dsr\ n [ME sinder, fr. OE; akin to OHG sintar dross,
slag, OSIav s^dra stalactite] 1 ; the slag from a metal furnace
: DROSS 2 pi ; ASHES 3 a : a partly burned combustible in which
fire is extinct b : a hot coal without flame, c : a partly burned
coal capable of further burning without flame 4 ;_a fragment of
lava from an erupting volcano — Cin*dery \-d{3-)re\ adj
Giu.der>el<la \,sin-da-'reI-3\ n : the heroine of a fairy tale who Is

mistreated by her stepmother but elevated to happiness and afflu-

ence through the intervention of a fairy godmother
Cine \'sin-e\ n [short for cinema'\ ; motion picture
Cin.e-ma \'sin-3-m3\ n [short for cinematograph'^ 1 chiejty Brit
a : MOTION PICTURE b : a motion-picture theater 2a; movies;
esp : the motion-picture industry b : the art or technique of mak-
ing motion pictures — cin»e.mat.ic \,sin-3-*mat-ik\ adj — cin.e-
znat'i'cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Cin.e.mat'O.graph \,sin-3-'mat-a-,graf\ n [F cinematographe, fr.

Gk kinemat-, kineina movement (fr. kinein to move) -I- -o- 4- -graphe
-graph — more at hight] 1 chiejly Brit I a motion-picture camera,
projector, theater, or show 2 chiejly Brit : cinema 2b

Cin*e*ma<tOg-ra.pher \,sin-3-m9-'tag-r3-f3r\ n l : a motion-
picture cameraman 2 ; a motion-picture projectionist
cin-e.mat'O.graph.ic \.sin-3-,mat-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating
to cinematography — cin.e>mat.o>grapb'i'Cal \-l-k3l\ adj— cin>e<mat>o*grapli-i*caI>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Cln.e.ma.tog.ra.phy \,sin-3-m3-'tag-r3-fe\ n ; the art or science
of motion-picture photography

CiU.e.Ole \'sin-e-,6I\ n [ISV, by transposition fr. NL oleum cinae
wormseed oil] : a liquid CioHisO of camphoraceous odor con-
tained in many essential oils and used esp. as an expectorant

Cin.er.ar-ia \.sin-3-*rer-e-3, -'rar-\ n [NL, fr. L, fem. of cinerarias
of ashes, fr. ciner-, cinisi : any of several pot plants deriving from
a perennial composite herb {Senecio cruentus) of the Canary islands
and having heart-shaped leaves and clusters of bright flower heads
cin.er-ar.i.um \-e-3m\ n, pi cin>er.ar*ia \-e-3\ [L. fr. ciner-,

cinis'[ ; a place to receive the ashes of the cremated dead — cin-er-
ary \'sin-9-,rer-e\ adj

Ci.ne.re.OUS \S3-'nir-e-3s\ adj [L cinereus, fr. ciner-, cinis ashes]
1 : gray tinged with black 2 ; resembling or consisting of ashes

Cin.er.in \'sin-3-r3n\ n [L ciner-, cinis ashes] : either of two com-
pounds CzoHzeOj and CziHzbOs of high insecticidal properties
cin.gU'late \'sio-gy3-l3t\ adj : having a cingulum
cin-gu.lum \-l3m\ n, pi cin.gu-la \-l3\ [NL, fr. L, girdle, fr.

cingere to gird] ; a differentiated band or girdle (as of color)
Cin.na.bar \'sin-3-,bar\ n [ME cynabare, fr. MF & L; MF cenobre.
fr. L cinnabaris, fr. Gk kinnabari of non-IE origin; akin to Ar
zinjajr cinnabar] 1 : native red mercuric sulfide HgS that is the
only important ore of mercury 2 : artificial red mercuric sulfide
used esp. as a pigment — cin*na*bar>ine \-,bar-,Tn, -.en\ adj

Cin>nani*ic \s3-'nam-ik\ adj [F cinnamique, fr. cinname cinnamon,
fr. L cinnamon} ; of, relating to, or obtained from cinnamon
Cin.na.mon \*sin-3-m3n\ n. ojten attrib [ME cynamone, fr. L
cinnamomum, cinnamon, fr^ Gk kinnamomon, kinnamon, of non-IE
origin; akin to Heb qinnamon cinnamon] 1 a : the highly aro-
matic bark of any of several trees (genus Cinnamomum) of the
laurel family used as a spice b ; a tree that yields cinnamon
2 : a light yellowish brown
cinnamon stone n : EssoNrrE
Cin.qualn \sio-'kan\ n [F. fr. cinq'\ : a five-line stanza
ciUQue \'siok, 'sar)k\ n [ME cink, fr. MF cinq, fr. L quinque— more
at five] : five; esp : the number five in dice or cards
Cin.Que.cen-tiSt \.chio-kwi-'chent-3St\ n ; an Italian of the
cinquecento; esp : a poet or artist of this period

Cin.que.cen.to \,chio-kwi-'chen-(,)t5\ n [It, lit., five hundred, fr.

cinque five (fr. L quinque) + cento hundred, fr. L centum — more at
HUNDRED] : the 16th century esp. in Italian art

Cinque. foil \'sir)k-,f6il, 'saqk-V n [ME sink foil, fr. MF cincjoille,

fr. L quinque}olium, fr. quinque five + jolium leaf — more at blade]
1 ; any of a genus iPotentilla) of plants of the rose family with S*

lobed leaves 2 : a design enclosed by five joined foils

ci>on var oj SCION
ici.pher \'sT-f3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. MF cijre, fr. ML cifra,
fr. Ar sijr empty, cipher, zero] 1 a : the symbol denoting the
absence of all magnitude or quantity : zero b : an insignificant
individual : nonenttty 2 a ; a method of transforming a text in
order to conceal its meaning — compare code 3 b ; a message in
code 3 : an Arabic numeral 4 : a combination of symbolic letters;
esp : the interwoven initials of a name

acipher vb ci.pher.iiig \-f(3-)rio\ vi : to use figures in a mathe-
matical process « v/ 1 : encipher 2 : to compute arithmetically

clr.ca \'s3r-k3, 'ki(3)r-(,)ka\p/-e/j [L, fr. circum around] ; at, in, or
of approximately
Cil'Cas-sian \(.)s3r-'kash-3n\ n iCircassia, region in Russia] 1 :a
member of a group of peoples of the Caucasus of Caucasian race
but not of Indo-European speech 2 : the North Caucasic lan-
guage of the Circassian peoples — Circassian adj
Circassian walnut n : the light brown irregularly black-veined
wood of the English walnut much used for veneer and cabinetwork

Cir.ce \'s3r-(,)se\ n [L, fr. Gk Kirke} ; an island sorceress held in
the Odyssey to have been thwarted by Odysseus with an herb given
him by Hermes — Cir-ce-an \'S3r-se-3n, ,S3r-'\ adj

Cir.Ci.nate \'s3rs-=n-,at\ adj [L circinatus, pp. of circinare to
round, fr. circinus pair of compasses, fr. circus} : coiled, rounded;
esp : rolled up on the axis with the apex as a center— Clr*ci>uate>l7
adv

iCir-Cle \'s3r-k3l\ n, ojten attrib [ME cercle,
fr. OF, fr. L circulus, dim. of circus circle,
circus, fr. or akin to Gk krikos, kirkos ring]
1 a ; RING, halo b : a closed plane curve
every point of which is equidistant from a
fixed point within the curve C : the plane
surface bounded by such a curve 2 : the
orbit or period of revolution of a heavenly
body 3 ; something in the form of a circle
or section of a circle: as a ; circlet,
diadem b ; an instrument of astronomical
observation the graduated limb of which circle lb: AB diam-
consists of an entire circle c : a balcony or eter; C center; CD,
tier of seats in a theater d ; the perimeter CA, CB, radii; EKF
at the surface of a plane passing through arc on chord EF;
a sphere {-^ of latitude) e : rotary 4 : an EKFL (area) segment
area of action or influence : realm 5 a : CY- on chord EF: ACD
CLE, ROUND b ; fallacious reasoning in (area) sector; GH se-
which something to be demonstrated is cant; 7"fA/ tangent at
covertly assumed 6 ; a group bound by a point P: EKFBPDA
common tie; specif : coterie 7 ; a ter- circumference
ritorial or administrative division or district

2circle vb cir-cling \-k(9-)lio\ vr 1 : to enclose in or as if in a
circle 2 : to move or revolve around '^ vi 1 a : to move in or as
if in a circle b : circulate 2 ; to describe or extend in a circle— cir*cler \-k(3-)l3r\ n

cir.clet \'s3r-kl3t\ n ; a little circle; esp : a circular ornament
iCir.CUit \'s3r-k3t\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. MF circuite, fr. L cir-

cuitus, fr. pp. of circumire, circuire to go around, fr. circum- + ire

to go — more at issue] 1 a : a usu. circular line encompassing an
area b : the space enclosed within such a line 2 a : a course around
a periphery b : a circuitous or indirect route 3 a : an accustomed
tour (as by a traveling judge or preacher) around an assigned
district or territory b : the route traveled 4 a : the complete path
of an electric current including usu. the source of electric energy
b : an assemblage of electronic elements : hookup 5 a : an associa-

'

tion of similar groups : league b : a group of establishments offer-

ing similar entertainment or presenting a series of contests; esp : a
chain of theaters at which productions are successively presented
syn see circumference — cir>cuit>al \-k3t-'l\ adj

^circuit vt : to make a circuit about -^ vi : to make a circuit

Circuit breaker n : a switch that automatically interrupts an electric

circuit under an infrequent abnormal condition
cir.cU'itous \(,)s3r-'kyu-3t-3s\ adj : indirect, roiwdabout —
cir-cu-itous-ly adv — cir*cu>itouS'ness n

cir.cuit-ry \'s3r-k3-tre\ n 1 : the detailed plan of an electric circuit

2 ; the components of an electric circuit

Cir-CU-ity \(,)s3r-'kyU-3t-e\ n [irreg. fr. circuit} I indirection
loir.CU.lax \'s3r-ky3-l3r\ adj [ME circuler, fr. MF, fr. LL circularis,

fr. L circulus circle] 1 : having the form of a circle ; round
2 : moving in or describing a circle or spiral 3 ; ciRCurrous, in-

direct 4 : marked by or moving in a cycle 5 : intended for circu-

lation — cir-cu-lar-i-ty \.S3r-ky3-'lar-3t-e\ n — cir-cu-lar-Iy adv
— cir.cu-lar>ness n
^circular n : a paper (as a leaflet) Intended for wide distribution

Cir>cU'lar-lza*tion \,s3r-ky3-l3-ra-'za-sh3n\ n : an act or instance of
circularizing

cir.cU'lar-ize \'s3r-ky3-l3-.rTz\ vt 1 a : to send circulars to
b : to poll by questionnaire 2 : publicize

Circular measure n : the measure of an angle in radians

Cir.CU.late \'s3r-ky3-,lat\ vb [L circulatus, pp. of circulare, fr.

circulus circle] vi 1 : to move in a circle, circuit, or orbit; esp t to
follow a course that returns to the starting point <bfood --^s through
the body) 2 : to pass from person to person or place to place: as

a : to flow without obstruction b : to become well known or wide-
spread : to go from group to group at a social gathering d ; to

come into the hands of readers; specij ; to become soldor dis-

tributed <-* vt : to cause to circulate — cir*cu.la.tor \-,lat-ar\ n

Circulating decimal n : repeating decimal
Cir.cU'la.tion \,sor-ky^-^a-sh^n\ n 1 : flow 2 : orderly move-
ment through a circuit; esp ; the movement of blood through the

vessels of the body induced by the pumping action of the heart

3a; passage or transmission from person to person or place to
place; esp : the interchange of currency <coins in ~> b : the extent

of dissemination: as (1) : the average number of copies of a
publication sold over a given period (2) : the total number of items

taken by borrowers from a library — cir-cu*la.tive \'s3r-kya-Aat-

iv\ adj — cir.cu-la.to.ry \-l3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj
circum- prefix [OF or L; OF, fr. L, fr. circum, fr. circus circle —
more at circle] ; around : about (c/rcwmpolar)
Cir.cum^am.bi.ent \,s3r-k3-'mam-b5-3nt\ adj [LL circumambient-^
circumambiens, prp. of circumambire to surround in a circle, fr. L
circum- -(- ambire to go around] : surrounding, encompassing
Cir>cum-am-bU-late \-by3-4at\ vb [LL circumambulatus, pp. of
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circumambulare, fr. L circum + ambulare to walk — more at
CIRCUM-] : to circle on foot esp. ritualistically

CiX-cum-cise \'s3r-k3m-.sTz\ vt [ME circumcisen, fr. L circumclsus,

pp. of circumcidere, fr. circum- + caedere to cut] ; to cut off the
prepuce of (a male) or the clitoris of (a female)

Cir.ciUU>Ci<Sion \,s3r-k3m-'sizh-3n\ n 1 : the act of circumcising or
being circumcised; specij : a Jewish rite performed on male infants
as a sign of inclusion in the covenant between God and Abraham
2 cap : a feast on January 1 commemorating the circumcision of
Jesus

Cir-cum.fer.ence \sa(r)-'k3m(p)-f3m(t)s, -f(3-)r3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr.

MF, fr. L circamjerentia, fr. circumjerre to carry around, fr.

circum- + jerre to carry— more at bear ] 1 ; the perimeter of a circle

2 : the external boundary or surface of a figure or object : periph-
ery — cir>cuni'fer»en'tial \-,k3m(p)-f9-'ren-ch3l\ adj
Syn CIRCUMFERENCE, PERIMETER, PERIPHERY, CIRCUrT, COMPASS
mean a continuous line enclosing an area, circumference and
PERIMETER apply to the line enclosing a circle or ellipse and therefore
also to the closed curve marking the section of a sphere or cylinder;
perimeter applies additionally to the bounding line of any area or
the bounding surface of a solid; periphery applies to the circular
area lying near the actual bordering line of an area regarded as
approximately round; circuit applies to a journey or route around a
periphery or, broadly, to any path that returns to its starting point;
compass appUes to the range or extent of the area enclosed by a
circle or figuratively to the field or aggregate embraced by any
general principle
lcir-cuni«fles X'sar-kam-.fleksN adj [L circumjlexus, pp. of cir-

cumjlectere to bend around, mark with a circumflex, fr. circum- +
jlectere to bend] la: characterized by the pitch, quantity, or
quality indicated by a circumflex b : marked with a circumflex
2 : bending around <a -^ artery)

Scixcumflex « ; a mark ^, '^, or ~ orig. used in Greek over long vowels
to indicate a rising-falling tone and in other languages to mark
length, contraction, or a particular vowel quality

Cir-CUm-flU-ent \(,)s3r-'k3m-fl3-want\ adj [fr. L circumfluent-,
circumjluens, prp. of circumjluere to flow around, fr. circum- +
jluere to flow] : flowing round or surrounding in the manner of a
fluid — cir.cum-IlU'OUS \-w3s\ adj

Cir.cum.fuse \,s9r-k3m-'fyuz\ vt [L circumjusus, pp. of circum-
jundere to pour around, fr. circum- + jundere to pour — more at
FOUND] : SURROUND, ENVELOP — cir-cum-fu-slon \-'fyii-zh3n\ n
Cir>CUm-10*CU>tlon \,s3r-k3m-lo-'kyu-sh3n\ n [L circumlocution-,
circumlocutio, fr. circum- ¥ locutio speech, fr. locutus, pp. of loqui
to speak] 1 : the use of an unnecessarily large number of words to
express an jdea 2 : evasion in speech — cir*cum-loc*u-t0*r7
\-'lak-y3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

Cir.cum.lu.nar X.ssr-kam-'rd-nsrX adj : revolving about or sur-
rounding the moon

cir.cum-nav.i'gate \-'nav-3-,gat\ vt [L circumnavigatus, pp. of
circumnavigare to sail around, fr. circum- + navigare to navigate]
: to go completely around (as the earth) esp. by water — cir-

cum' uav>l>ga>tion \-,nav-3-'ga-shan\ n— cir-cum-nav-i-ga-tor
\-'nav-3-,gat-3r\ n

CiT>cum<po>lar \,sar-k3m-'po-l3r\ adj 1 ; continually visible above
the horizon <a ^ star) 2 ; surrounding or found in the vicinity of a
terrestrial pole

Cir-cum.scis.sUe \-'sis-3l\ adj [L circumscissus, pp. of circum-
scindere to tear around, fr. circum- + scindere to cut, split] ; dehis-
cing by fissure around the circumference of the pyxidium
Cir-Cum. scribe \'s3r-k3m-,skrTb\ vt [L circumscribere, fr. circum-
+ scribere to wriie, draw] 1 a : to draw a Hne around b : to sur-
round by a boundary 2 a : to constrict the range or activity of
b : to define or mark off carefully 3 ; to encircle (a geometrical
figure) so as to touch at as many points as possible syn see lindt
Cir*CUm>SCFlp>tion X.sar-kam-'skrip-shanX n [L circumscription-,
circumscripiio, fr. circumscriptus, pp. of circumscribere'\ 1 : some-
thing that circumscribes: as a : LiMrr, boundary b ; restriction
C ; an outline or inscription around something 2 ; the act of
circumscribing : the state of being circumscribed: as a : delimtta-
TiON, DEFiNmoN b I UMiTATiON 3 I a circumscribed area or
district

Cir.cum-spect X'sar-kam-.spektX adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF cir-

conspect, fr. L circumspectus, fr. pp. of circumspicere to look around,
be cautious, fr, circum- + specere to look — more at spy] : careful
to consider all circumstances and possible consequences ; prudent
syn see cautious — Gir«cuni'Spec-tij)n X.sar-ksm-'spek-shsnX n —
cir-cum-spect-ly \'s3r-k9m-,spek-tle\ adv

cir.cum.stance \'s3r-k9ra-,stan(t)s, -st3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
circumstantia, fr. circumstant-, circumstans, prp, of circumstare to
stand around, fr. circum- + stare to stand] 1 a : a condition, fact,

or event accompanying, conditioning, or determining another
b ; an accessory condition 2 pi l the sum of essential and en-
vironmental factors; esp : situation with regard to wealth 3 : cere-
mony 4 a : accompanying incident ; detail b : happening, fact
5 : CHANCE, fate syn see occurrence

cir.cum-stanced \-,stan(t)st, -st3n(t)st\ adj : placed in particular
circumstances esp. in regard to property or income

Cir>cum.Stan.tial \,s3r-kam-'stan-ch3l\ adj 1 : belonging to, con-
sisting in, or dependent on circumstances 2 : pertinent but not
essential : incidental 3 : abounding in factual detail <'^ account)
4 : ceremonial — cir-cum.stan.tial.ly \-'stanch-(3-)le\ adv
syn minute, particular, detailed: circumstantlsiL suggests

treatment that fixes in time and place with precise mention of
concrete items and happenings; minute implies searching, close
attention to the smallest details; particular implies zealous atten-
tion to every feature or item; detailed stresses abundance or com-
pleteness of detail

Circumstantial evidence n : evidence that tends to prove a fact by
proving other events or circumstances which afford a basis for a
reasonable inference of the occurrence of the fact in issue

Cir.cum.stan.ti-al.i.ty \,s3r-k3m-.stan-che-'al-3t-e\ n : the
quality or state of being circumstantial; esp ; minuteness of detail

Cir-cum.Stan -ti.ate \-'stan-che-.at\ vt : to supply with circum-
stantial evidence or support
1cir.cum<val*late X.sar-kam-'val-.at, -'val-stX adj ; surrounded by
or as if by a rampart; esp ; enclosed by a ridge of tissue (s^ papilla)

2cir.cum.val.late \-'val-.at\ vt [L clrcumvallatus, pp. of circum-
vallare, fr. circum- + vallum rampart] ; to surround by or as if by
a rampart — clr.cum.val.la.tion \-,vaI-'a-sh3n\ n
Cir.cum.vent \.s3r-k9m-'vent\ vt [L circumventus pp. of circum-
venire, fr. circum- + venire to come] 1 a : to hem m b : to make a
circuit around 2 ; to check or defeat esp. by ingenuity or strat-
agem syn see frustrate — cir-cum.ven-tion \-'ven-ch3n\ n
Cir.cum.vo.lu.tion XOsar-.kam-va-'lU-shan, .ssr-kam-vo-X n [ME
circumvolucioun, fr. ML circumvolution-, circumvoluiio, fr. L cir-

cumvolutus, pp. of circumvolvere to revolve, fr. circum- + volvere
to roll] : an act or instance of turning around an axis

Cir.CUS \'s3r-k3s\ n, ojten attrib [L, circle, circus — more at circle]
1 a : a large arena enclosed by tiers of seats on three or all four sides
and used for athletic contests, exhibitions of horsemanship or in
ancient times chariot racing and other spectacles b : a public
spectacle 2 a : an arena often covered by a tent and used for
variety shows usu. Including feats of physical skill and daring, wild
animal acts, and performances by jugglers and clowns b : a
circus performance C : the physical plant, livestock, and personnel
of such a circus 3 a obs : circle, ring b Brit ; a usu. circular
area at an intersection of streets 4 : flying circus
cirque \*sark\ n [F, fr. L circus'[ 1 archaic : circus 2 ; circle,
circlet 3 : a deep steep-walled basin on a mountain shaped like
half a bowl

Cirr- or cirri- or cirro- combjorm [NL cirrus'\ : cirrus <Ci>ripedia)
<ci>/-ose) <c//TOstratus)

Cir.rate \'si(a)r-,at\ adj [L cirratus having ringlets, fr. cirrus}
1 : bearing a cirrus 2 : curled like a cirrus <a '^ leaf)

cir.rhcsis \sa-'ro-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk kirrhos orange-colored]
: fibrosis esp. of the liver with hardening caused by excessive forma-
tion of connective tissue followed by contraction — cir.ihot.ic
\-'rat-ik\ adj or n

Cir.rl.ped \'sir-3-,ped\ or Cir-ri.pede \-,ped\ n [deriv. of NL cirr-

+ I. pad-, pes footl : any of a subclass (Cirripedia) of specialized
marine crustaceans (as barnacles) free-swimming as larvae but
permanently attached or parasitic as adults — cirriped adj
cir-ro.ou.mu.lus \,sir-(,}6-'kyu-my3-l3s\ n [NL] : a cloud form of
small white rounded masses at a high altitude usu. in regular group-
ings forming a mackerel sky
Cir.rose or Cir.rhose \'si(3)r-,os\ adj [NL cirrosus, fr. cirr- + L
-osus -ose] : cirrate

Cir.ro.Stra-lus \,sir-(,)6-'strat-3s, -'strat-X n [NL] : a fairly uni-
form layer of high stratus darker than cirrus

Cir.rous \'sir-3s\ adj 1 : cirrate 2 : resembUng cirrus clouds
cir-rus \'sir-3s\ n, pi cir.ri \'sir-.T\ [NL, fr. L, curl] 1 ; tendril
2 : a slender usu. flexible animal appendage: as a : an arm of a
barnacle b : a filament of a crinoid c : a tactile barbel (as of a
fish) d ; a tuft of hair on the legs or antennae of many insects
6 : a fused group of cilia functioning like a hmb on some pro-
tozoans 1 : the male copulatory organ of various invertebrate
animals 3 : a wispy white cloud usu. of minute ice crystals
formed at altitudes of 20,000 to 40.000 feet

Cis- prejix [L, fr. cis — more at he] ; on this side <ci5-Alleghany)
Cis.co \'sis-(.)ko\ n [short for CanF ciscoette} : any of various
whitefishes (genus Leucichthys) including important food fishes of
the Great Lakes region (esp. L. artedi)

Cis.lu-nar \(')sis-'lu-n3r\ adj ; lying between the earth and the
moon or the moon's orbit

Cis.ter.cian Xsis-'tar-shsnX n [ML Cistercium Citeaux] : a member
of a monastic order founded at Citeaux, France, in 1098 under an
austere Benedictine rule — Cistercian adj

CiS.tern \'sis-t3m\ n [ME, fr. OF cisteme, fr. L cisterna, fr. cista

box, chest — more at chest] 1 : an artificial reservoir for storing
liquids, esp. water; specif : an often underground tank for storing
rainwater 2 : a fluid-containing sac or cavity in an organism

cis.ter-na \sis-'t3r-n3\ n, pi cis.ter-nae \-,ne\ [NL, fr. L,
reservoir] : cistern 2; esp : one of the large spaces imder the
arachnoid membrane — cis-ter.nal \sis-'t3ru-'l\ adj

cit.able \'srt-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being cited

Cit.a.del \'sit-3d-=l, -3-,del\ n [MF citadelle, fr. Olt cittadella, dim.
of cittade city, fr. ML civitat-, civitas — more at city] 1 a : a for-

tress that commands a city b : stronghold 2 archaic ; the pro-
tected central structure in a heavily armored warship

Ci'ta.tion \sT-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : an official summons to appear (as

before a court) 2 a : an act of quoting; esp : the citing of a previ-
ously settled case at law b : excerpt, quote 3 : mention: as
a : a formal statement of the achievements of a person receiving an
academic honor b : specific reference in a military dispatch to
meritorious performance of duty syn see encomium

Cite \'sTt\ vt [MF ciler to cite, summon, fr. L citare to put in motion,
rouse, summon, fr. citus, pp. of ciere to stir, move — more at hight]
1 : to summon to appear before a court 2 : to quote by way of
example, authority, or proof 3 a : to refer to; esp ; to mention
formally in commendation or praise b ; to name in a citation
syn see adduce, summon

ciUi.a.ra \*sith-a-r9, 'kith-\ n [L] : an ancient Greek stringed in-

strument of the lyre class with a wooden sounding board
citll.er \'sith-3r, 'sith-\ n [F cithare, fr. L cithara} ; cnTERN
Cit.ied \'sit-ed\ adj ; occupied by cities

cit'i.fy \'sit-i-,fr\ vt : to stamp with or accustom to urban ways
Cit.i'Zen \'sit-3-zan\ n [ME citizein, fr. AF citezein, alter, of OF
citeien, fr. ciie city] 1 ; an inhabitant of a city or town; esp : one
entitled to the rights and privileges of a freeman 2 a : a member of
a state h : a native or naturalized person who owes allegiance to a
government and is entitled to reciprocal protection from it 3 ; a
civilian as distinguished from a specialized servant of the state— Cit-

i.zen.ess \-z3-n3s\ n — cit-Lzen-ly \-z3n-le\ adj
syn crriZEN, subject, national mean a person owing allegiance to

and entitled to the protection of a sovereign state. crnzEN is pre-
ferred for one owing allegiance to a state in which sovereign power
is retained by the people and sharing in the political rights of those
people; subject implies allegiance to a personal sovereign such as a
monarch; national designates one who may claim the protection of
a state whether or not he is an actual citizen or subject and applies
esp. to one living or traveUng outside that state

cit.i.zen.ry \-zan-re\ n ; the whole body of citizens

Cit.i.zen.ship \-,ship\ n 1 : the status of being a citizen 2 : the
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quality of an individual's response to membership in a community
Citr- or Citri- or Citro- comb jorm [NL. fr. Citrus, genus name]
1 : citrus <ciVriculture> 2 : citric acid <cirrate>

Cit.ral \*si-,tral\ n [ISV] : an unsaturated liquid aldehyde CgHis-
CHO of many essential oils that has a strong lemon and verbena
odor and is used esp. in perfumery

Ci.tiate \'si-,trat also 'sT-\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of citric acid
Cit-ric acid \,si-trikA n [ISV] : a tricarboxylic acid CeHeO? of
fileasant taste obtained esp. from lemon and lime juices or by
ermentation of sugars and used as a flavoring

Cit-ri'CUl.ture X'si-tra-.kal-chsrX n ; the cultivation of citrus fruits— cit-ri<cul-tur-lst \,si-tra-'k3lch-(3-)r3st\ n
ICit.rine \'si-.trTn\ adj [ME, fr. MF citrin, fr. ML citrinus, fr. L
citrus citron tree] ; resembling a citron or lemon esp. in color

aci-trine \-,tren\ n : a black quartz changed in color by heating
into a semiprecious yellow stone resembling topaz

Cit.ron \'si-tran\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OProv, modif. of L citrus citron
tree] la: the fruit of a tree (Citrus medica) like the lemon in
appearance and structure but larger; also : this tree b : the pre-
served rind of the citron used esp. in fruitcake 2 : a small hard-
fleshed watermelon used esp. in pickles and preserves

Cit*ro<nel*la \,si-tra-'nel-3\ n [NL, fr. F citronnelle lemon balm, fr.

citron^ : a fragrant grass {Cymbopogon nardus) of southern Asia
that yields an oil used in perfumery and as an inseclifuge

cit-ro-nel.lal \-*nel-,al\ n [ISV, fr. NL citronella} : a lemon*
odored aldehyde CioHiaO found in many essential oils

Cit>rus \'si-tr3s\ n, pi citrus or Cit'ius^es ojien aitrib [NL, genus
name, fr. L, citron tree] : any of a genus (Citrus) of often thorny
trees and shrubs of the rue family grown in warm regions for their
large fruit {as the orange) with firmusu. thick rind and pulpy flesh

clt>tern \'sit-3rn\ or ciUi>ern V'sitli-arn, 'sith-\ or cith.ren \'sith-

rsnX n [blend of cither and gittern'\ ; a guitar with a pear-shaped
flat-backed body popular esp. in Renaissance England

City \'sit-e\ n, often attrib [ME cilie large or small town, fr. OF
cite capital city, fr. ML civitat-, civitas, fr. L, citizenship, state, city
of Rome, fr. ciVi,s citizen — more at home] 1 a : an inhabited
place of greater size, population, or importance than a town or
village b : an incorporated British town usu. of major size or
Importance having the status of an episcopal see c : a usu. large
or important municipality in the U.S. governed under a charter
granted by the state d ; an incorporated municipal unit of the
highest class in Canada 2 : ciry-STAXE 3 : the people of a city

city manager n : an official employed by an elected council to
direct the administration of a city government

city slicker n i slicker 2

city-state \'sit-e-'stat, -,stat\ n : an autonomous state consisting
of a city and surrounding territory

Civ.et \'siv-3t\ n [MF civette, fr. Olt zibetto, fr. Ar zafearf civet per-
fume] : a thick yellowish musky-odored substance found in a
pouch near the sexual organs of the civet cat and used in perfume

Civet cat n l a : any of several carnivorous mammals (family
Viverridae); esp : a long-bodied short-legged African animal
(Civettictis civetta) that produces most of the civet of commerce
b ; CACOMiSTLE c : any of the small spotted skunks {genus Spilo-
gale) of western No. America 2 : the fur of a civet cat

Civ>ic \'siv-ik\ adj [L civicus, fr. civis citizen] : of or relating to a
citizen, a city, citizenship, or civil affairs — civ«i«cal»ly Vsiv-i-
k(3-)Ie\ adv

CiV-ics \'siv-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a social science dealing
with the rights and duties of citizens

CiV.il \'siv-9l\ adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. L civilis, fr. civis} 1 a : of or
relating to citizens {^ liberties) b : of or relating to the state or
its citizenry 2 a ; civilized ('^ society) b : courteous, urbane
3 a : of, relating to, or based on civil law b : relating to private
rights and to remedies sought by action or suit distinct from criminal
proceedings c : established by law 4 oj time ; based on the
mean sun and legally recognized for use in ordinary affairs 5 ; of
or relating to civic as distinguished from mihtary or religious affairs
Syn POLITE, COURTEOUS, GALLANT, CHIVALROUS: CIVIL SUggCStS

no more than a bare minimum fulfillment of the requirements of
good breeding and forbearance from roughness or unpleasantness;
POLITE implies polished manners and thoughtfuiness but often sug-
gests lack of cordiality; courteous implies more actively con-
siderate or dignified politeness; gallant and chivalrous imply
courteous attentiveness esp. to women but gallant suggests
spirited and dashing behavior and ornate expressions of courtesy
and chivalrous high-minded and self-sacrificing behavior

civil death n : the status of a living person equivalent in its legal
consequences to natural death; specif : extinction of civil rights

civil defense n : the complex of protective measures and emergency
relief activities conducted by civiUans in case of hostile attack or
sabotage or natural disaster

civil engineer n ; an engineer whose training or occupadon is In
the designing and construction of public works (as roads or har-
bors) and of various private works — civil engineering n

Ci'Vil'ian \s3-'vil-yan\ n 1 : a speclaUst in Roman or modem civil
law 2 : one not on active duty in a military, poUce, or fire-fighting
force — civilian adj

Ci'Vil-i.ty \s9-'vil-3t-e\ n 1 archaic : training in the humanities
2 a : POLFTENEss, courtesy b : a polite act or expression

CiV.i'liz.able \'siv-3-,lT-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of being civiUzed
Civ.i.li.za.tion \,siv-3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 a : a relatively high level
of cultural and technological development; specif : the stage of
cultural development at which wridng and the keeping of written
records is attained b : the culture characteristic of a particular
time or place 2 ; the process of becoming civilized 3 a : refine-
ment of thought, manners, or taste b ; a situation of urban comfort

CiV'i'Ilze \'siv-3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to cause to develop out of a primitive
state; specif ; to bring to a technically advanced and rationally or-
dered stage of cultural development 2a: educate, refine
b ; to render social «- vj : to acquire the customs and amenities of
a civil community — civ*i>Iized adj

Civil law n, often cap C&L 1 : Roman law esp. as set forth in the
Justinian code 2 : the body of private law developed from Roman
law and used in Louisiana and m many countries outside the Eng-
lish-speaking world 3 : the law established by a nation or state
for its own jurisdiction 4 : the law of civil or private rights

Civ.il'ly \'siv-3(lMe\ adv 1 : In a civil marmer : politely 2 ; in
terms of civil rights, matters, or law <~ dead)

Civil rights n p/ : the nonpolitlcal rights of a citizen; esp : the rights

of personal liberty guaranteed to U. S. citizens by the 13th and
14th amendments to the Constitution and by acts of Congress

Civil servant n : a member of a civil service
Civil service n : the administrative service of a government or
international agency exclusive of the armed forces; esp : one in
which appointments are determined by competitive examination

civil war n : a war between opposing groups of citizens of the same
country or nation
iclab.ber \'klab-ar\ n [short for bonnyclabberj chiefly dial : sour
milk that has thickened or curdled

aclabber vb, chiefly Midland : curdle
clach-an \'klak-3n\ n [ME, fr. ScGael] Scot & Irish ;

iclack \'klak\ vb [ME clacken, of imit. origin] vi ]_ _

PRATTLE 2 ; to make an abrupt striking sound or series of sounds
3 of fowl I CACKLE, cluck '-^ Vt 1 : to causc to make a clatter

2 : to produce with a chattering sound; specif : blab — clack>er n
3clack n 1 a : rapid continuous talk : chatter b : tongue 2 ar-
chaic : an object (as a clack valve) that produces clapping or rattling
noises usu. in regular rapid sequence 3 : a sound of clacking
clack valve n ; a valve usu. hinged at one edge that permits flow
of fluid in one direction only and that closes with a clacking sound
Clacto-ni.an \kIak-'to-ne-an\ adj [C/acro/i-on-Sea, England] : of
or relating to a Lower Paleolithic culture characterized by stone
flakes with a half cone at the point of striking
iclad \'klad\ adj : clothed, covered
2clad vt clad; clad*ding : sheathe, face; specif ; to cover (a metal)
with another metal by bonding

Clad.ding \'klad-io\ n : metal coating bonded to a metal core
Clad-Ode \'klad-,od\ n INLcladodium, fr. Gk kladosl Z CLAdophyll— cla-dQ.di.al \kla-'dod-e-al\ adj
Clado-phyll \'klad-3-.fil\ n [NL cladophyllum, fr. Gk klados
branch -i- phyllon leaf — more at gladiator, blade] : a branch
assuming the form of and closely resembling an ordinary foUage
leaf and often bearing leaves or flowers on its margins
Iclaim \'klam\ vt [ME claimen, fr. OF clamer, fr. L clamare to cry
out, shout; akin to L calare to call — more at low] 1 a : to ask for
esp. as a right b : to call for : require 2 : to assert in the face
of possible contradiction : maintain syn see demand — claim-
able \'kla-m3-b3l\ adj — claini<ant \-mant\ n — claim>er n

sclaim n 1 ; a demand for something due or believed to be due
(insurance '^) 2 a : a right to something; specif : a title to a
debt, privilege, or other thing in the possession of another b : an
assertion open to challenge <a — of authenticity) 3 : something
that is claimed; esp : a tract of land staked out
claiming race n : a race in which a claim to purchase at a stipu-
lated price any of the horses running can be entered before the
race usu. by another owner starting a horse at that meeting

Clair-voy-ance \kla(3)r-'v6i-3n(t)s, kle(3)r-\ n 1 : the professed
power of discerning objects not present to the senses 2 : acuteness
of perception : penetration
lClair.voy.ant \-3nt\ adj [F, fr. clair clear (fr. L clarus) + voyant,
prp. of voir to see, fr. L vidcre} 1 : unusually perceptive : discerjj-
ING 2 : of or relating to clairvoyance — clair.voy-ant.ly adv
^clairvoyant n : one held to have the power of clairvoyance
iclam \'klam\ n [ME, fr. OE clamm bond, fetter; akin to OHO
klamma constriction, L glomus ball] ; clamp, clasp
2clam n, often attrib Vclam; fr. the clamping action of the shells]
1 a : any of numerous usu. equivalve edible ma-
rine bivalve mollusks living in sand or mud
b : a freshwater mussel c : the flesh of a clam
used as food 2 : a stolid or closemouthed person
3 : clamshell

3clam VI clammed; clam.ming : to gather clams
esp. by digging
cla.mant X'kla-mant, 'klam-3nt\ adj [L clamant-^
damans, prp. of clamare to cry out] 1 : CLAM-
OROUS, BLATANT 2 : demanding attention : ur-
gent — cla.mant.ly adv

Clam.a.to-ri.al \,klam-3-'tor-e-3l, -'tor-X adj [de-
riv. of L clamator bawler, fr. clamatus, pp. of
clamare} \ of or relating to a large group (Clama-
tores) of passerine birds with little abiUty to sing
Clam.bake \'klam-.bak\ n 1 a : an outdoor
party; esp : a seashore outing where food Is

cooked on heated rocks covered by seaweed
b : the food served at a clambake 2 : a gathering
characterized by noisy sociabihty; esp ;

rally

5 6^

'poUtical d^.m: / siphon,
2 incurrent ori-

clani.ber XTclam-CbjsrX vb clam.ber-ing \'klam- ^'S' 1 ^''i"^?^'
b(3-)riD, 'klam-(3-)rir)\ [ME clambren: akin to °.,f' J,.,, °;
OE climban to climb ] : to climb awkwardly (as by "^' »„!, '

scrambling) — clam.ber.er \-(b)ar-3r\ n
clam.mi'ly \'klam-3-le\ adv ; in a clammy manner
Clam.mi.ness \'klam-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being clammy
Clam.my \'klam-e\ adj [ME. prob. fr. clammen to smear, stick, fr.

OE ctxman: akin to OE ctxg clay] 1 : damp, soft, sticky, and usu.
cool 2 a : causing clamminess <.~ fear) b : aloof, repellent
iclam.or or chielly Brit clam.oiu \'klam-3r\ n [ME, fr. MF
clamour, fr. L clamor, fr. clamare to cry out] 1 a : noisy shout-
ing b : a loud continuous noise 2 : insistent public expression
(as of support or protest)

Jclamor or chiejly Brit Clamour v6 clam.or.ing \-(s-)riri\ vJ 1 : to
make a din 2 : to become loudly insistent ^ vt 1 : to utter or
proclaim insistently and noisily 2 : to influence by means of clamor
3clamor or chiejly Brit clamour vt [origin unknown] obs : silence

clam.or.ous \'klam-(3-)r3s\ad; 1 : full of clamor : noisy 2 : nois-
ily insistent syn see vociferous — clam-or-ous-ly adv — clam-
or.ous.ness n
iclamp \'klamp\ n [ME, prob. fr. (assumed) MD klampe: akin to
OE clamm bond, fetter — more at clam] 1 : a device designed to

bind or constrict or to press two or more parts together so as to
hold them firmly 2 : any of various instruments or appliances h.tv-

Ing parts brought together for holding or compressing something
iclamp vt 1 : to fasten with a clamp 2 a : to place by decree

: IMPOSE b : to hold tightly

Clamp down vi : to impose restrictions : become repressive

clam.shell \'klam-,shel\ n : a bucket or grapple (as on a dredge)
having two hinged jaws
clam up vJ, slang : to become silent

Clan \'klan\ n [ME, fr. ScGael clann offspring, clan, fr. Olr eland
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plant, offspring, fr. L planta plant] lata Celtic group esp. In

the Scottish Highlands comprising a number of households the
heads of which claim descent from a common ancestor h : sib 3
2 : a group united by a common interest or common characteristics

clan-deS'tlue \klan-'des-t9n\ adj [MF or L; MF clandestin, fr. L
clandestinus, irreg. fr. clam secretly; akin to L celare to hide — more
at HELL] : held in or conducted with secrecy : surreptitious syn
see SECRET — claii<des*tine-ly adv — clan.des.tine-ness n
Iclang \'klao\ yb [L clangere; akin to Gk klazein to scream, bark,
OE hldwan to low] vi la: to make a loud metallic ringing sound
b : to go with a clang 2 : to utter the characteristic harsh cry of a
bird ~ vr : to cause to clang
2clang n 1 ; a loud ringing metallic sound 2 : a harsh cry of a bird

^Cl^n'gor or chiefly Brit Clan^gOlU \'klao-3r a/50 -g3r\ n [h clangor
fr. clangerel : a resounding clang or medley of clangs — clan.gor-
ous \-(g)9-ras\ adj — clan-gor.ous.ly adv

2clangor or chiefly Brit Clangour vj ; to make a clangor
iClanK \'klar]k\ vb [prob. imit.] vj 1 : to make a clank or series of
clanks 2 : to go with a clank -*- vr : to cause to clank — clanls-

ing'ly \'klar)-kio-le\ adv
2clank n : a sharp brief metallic resonance
Clan>nish \'klan-ish\ adj 1 : of or relating to a clan 2 ; tending to
associate only with a select group of similar background or status— clan>nish-Iy adv — clan-nish-ness n
Clans>man \'klanz-m3n\ n : a member of a clan
iclap \'klap\ vb clapped also clapt; clap.ping [ME clappen, fr.

OE clceppan; akin to OHG klaphon to beat, L gleba clod — more at

CLIP] vt 1 : to strike together (as two flat hard surfaces) so as to

produce a sharp percussive noise 2 a : to strike (the hands)
together repeatedly usu. in applause b : applaud 3 : to strike

with the flat of the hand in a friendly way 4 : to put or apply
energetically 5 : to improvise hastily -^ vi 1 : to produce a per-
cussive sound; esp : slam 2 : to go abruptly or briskly 3 : applaud

Sclap n 1 ; a device that makes a clapping noise 2 obs : a sudden
stroke of fortune and esp. ill fortune 3 : a loud percussive noise;

specif : a sudden crash of thunder 4 a : a sudden blow b : a
friendly slap 5 : the sound of clapping hands; esp ; applause
3clap n [MF clapoir bubo] : gonorrhea
Clap.board X'klab-srd; 'kla(p)-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(9)rd\ n [part trans,

of D klaphout'] 1 archaic i a size of board for making staves and
wainscoting 2 : a narrow board usu. thicker at one edge than the
other used for siding — clapboard vt

Clap.per \'klap-3r\ n : one that makes a clapping sound: as

a : the tongue of a bell b slang : the tongue of a talkative person
c : one of a pair of flat sticks held between the fingers and used to
produce musical rhythms d : a person who applauds
Clap.per.Claw \'klap-3r-,kl6\ vt [perh. fr. clapper + claw (v.) 3

1 dial Eng : to claw with the nails 2 dial Eng : scold, revile
Clap.trap \'klap-,trap\ n : pretentious nonsense : trash
claque \'klak\ n [F, fr. claquer to clap, of imit. origin] 1 : a group
hired to applaud at a performance 2 : a group of sycophants
Clar*ence \'klar-3n(t)s\ n [duke of Clarence, later William IV of
England tl837] : a closed 4-wheeled 4-passenger carriage

Clar.et \'klar-3t\ n [ME, fr. MF ivin) claret clear wine, fr. claret

clear, fr. cler clear] 1 : a dry red table wine; specif ; one from the
Bordeaux district of France 2 : a dark purplish red — claret adj

Cla.re.tian Xkla-'re-shan, klfiA n [St. Anthony Claret tl870 Sp
priest & founder of the order] : a member of the Congregation of
the Missionary Sons of the Immaculate Heart of Mary founded in
Vich, Spain, in 1849 — Claretian adj

clar.i'fi'Ca.tion \,klar-3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
clarifying

Clar.i.fi.er \'klar-3-.fT(-a)r\ n : one that clarifies

Clar-i.fy \'klar-3-.fT\ vb [ME clarifien, fr. MF clarifier, fr. LL
clarificare, fr. L clarus clear — more at clear ] vr 1 ; to make (as a
liquid) clear, pure, or pellucid usu. by freeing from suspended
matter 2 : to free of confusion 3 : to make understandable
**- VI ; to become clear

Clar-i.net \,klar-3-'net, 'klar-a-nstX also clar-i.O-net \,klar-
e-3-'net\ n [F clarinette, prob. deriv. of ML clarion-, clario'i

: a single-reed woodwind instrument having a cylindrical
tube with moderately flaring end — clar.i-net.ist or clar-i-
net*tist \,klar-3-'net-3St\ n
iclar.i.on \'klar-e-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF & ML; MF clairon, fr.

ML clarion-, clario, fr. L clarus clear] 1 : a medieval trumpet
with clear shrill tones 2 : the sound of or as if of a clarion

^clarion adj : brilliantly clear; esp : stentorian
Clar-i.ty \'klar-at-e\ n [ME clarite, fr. L claritat-, claritas, fr.

clarus'] : the quality or state of being clear : lucidity
Clark.ia \'klar-ke-3\ n [NL, fr. William Clark tl838 Am ex-
plorer] ; a showy annual herb (genus Clarkia) of the eve-
ning-primrose family of the Pacific slope of No. America

Cla.ro \'klar-(,)o\ n [Sp, fr. claro Ught, fr. L clarus] ; a light-
colored generally mild cigar
Clary \'kla(3)r-e, kle(3)r-\ n [ME clarie, fr. MF sclaree, fr.

ML sclareia] : an aromatic mint {Salvia sclarea) of southern
Europe grown as a potherb and ornamental
iclash \'klash\ vb [imit.] vi 1 ; to make a clash 2 : to come clari-
into conflict '^ v/ : to cause to clash — clash.er n net
sclash n 1 : a noisy usu. metallic sound of collision 2 a : a
hostile encounter : skirmish b : a sharp confUct
Clas.mat.O.Cyte \kla2-'mat-3-.sTt\ n [ISV, fr. Gk klasmat-, klasma
fragment (fr. klan to break) + ISV -cyte — more at halt] : histio-
cyte — clas.mat'O'Cyt.ic \(,)kla2-,mat-a-'sit-ik\ adj
iclasp \'klasp\ n [ME claspe] 1 a : a device (as a hook) for hold-
ing objects or parts together b ; a bar or other device attached
to a military medal to indicate an additional award of the medal or
the action or service for which it was awarded 2 : embrace, grasp
2clasp vt 1 : to fasten with or as if with a clasp 2 ; to enclose and
hold with the arms; specif ; embrace 3 ; to seize with or as if with
the hand : grasp

Clasp.er \'klas-psr\ n ; a structure (as a fin) modified for use In
copulation
clasp knife n : pocketknife; esp : a large one-bladed folding knife
having a catch to hold the blade open
iclass \'klas\ n, often attrib [F classe, fr. L classis group called to

8 abut; ® kitten; _ or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; Q^ sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; t^ this;

arms, class of citizens] 1 a : a group sharing the same economic
or social status b ; social rank; esp : high social rank c : high
quality : elegance 2 a : a course of instruction b ; a body of
students meeting regularly to study the same subject c : the period
during which such a body meets d : a body of students or alumni
whose year of graduation is the same 3 a : a group, set, or kind
sharing common attributes; esp X a major category in biological
taxonomy ranking above the order and below the phylum or divi-
sion b : a division or rating based on grade or quaUty — class-
less \-l3s\ adj

2oIass vt ; classify
class-con.scious \'klas-,kan-ch9s\ adj ; actively aware of one's
common status with others In a particular economic or social
level of society — class consciousness n
Idas.sic \'klas-ik\ adj [F or L; F ciassique, fr. L classicus of the
highest class of Roman citizens, of the first rank, fr. classis]
1 a : of recognized value : serving as a standard of excellence
b : traditional, enduring c ; characterized by simple tailored
lines in fashion year after year 2 ; of or relating to the ancient
Greeks and Romans or their culture ; classical 3a: historically
memorable b ; noted because of special literary or historical
associations 4 a : authentic, authoritative b ; typical

Selassie « 1 : a literary work of ancient Greece or Rome 2 a : a
work of enduring excellence or its author b : an authoritative
source 3 : a typical example 4 : a traditional event

clas.si.cal \'klas-i-k3l\ adj [L classicus] 1 : standard, classic
2 a : of or relating to classicism b : versed in the classics 3 a : au-
THORFTATivE, TRADITIONAL b : of or relating to a form or system
felt to be of first significance before modern times c : conforming
to a pattern of usage sanctioned by a body of literature rather than
by everyday speech 4 : concerned with or giving instruction In
the humanities, the fine arts, and the broad aspects of science

clas.si-cal.ism \-,Iz-3m\ n ; classicism — clas>si>cal>ist
\-3St\ n

clas.si-cal-i.ty \,klas-3-'kal-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of
being classic 2 : classical scholarship

ClaS'Si.cal.ly \'klas-I-k(3-)le\ adv : in a classic or classical manner
claS'Si'Cism \'klas-3-,siz-3m\ n 1 a ; the principles or style em-
bodied in the literature, art, or architecture of ancient Greece and
Rome b : classical scholarship c : a classical idiom or expression
2 : adherence to traditional standards (as of siraphcity, restraint,
proportion) universally and enduringly valid

clas.Si'CiSt \-s3st\ n 1 ; an advocate or follower of classicism
2 ; a classical scholar — clas>si.cis.tlc \,klas-a-'sis-tik\ adj

ClaS'Sl.Cize \'klas-a-,sTz\ vt : to make classic or classical -^ vi

: to follow classic style
Clas.si.fi.able \'klas-3-,fT-9-b3l_\ adj : capable of being classified

ClaS'Si.fi.ca.tion \,klas-3-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of
classifying 2 a : systematic arrangement in groups or categories
according to established criteria; specif : taxonomy b : j:lass,
category — clas.si'fi.ca.to.rloly \,klas-(9-ifa-ka-'tor-a-le, kla-
,sif-a-. -'t6r-\ adv — clas.si-fi.ca.to-ry \'klas-(9-)f3-k9-,tor-e,
kla-"sif-9-, -.tor-; 'klas-(9-)f9-,kat-9-re\ adj

Clas.Si.fied \'klas-3-,fTd\ adj 1 : divided into classes or placed
In a class 2 : withheld from general circulation for reasons of
national security

Clas.si-fi.er \*klas-9-,fr(-3)r\ n 1 : one that classifies; specif ; a
machine for sorting out the constituents of a substance (as ore)
2 ; a word or morpheme used with numerals or with nouns desig-
nating countable or measurable objects

clas.si'fy \'klas-9-,fT\ vt 1 ; to arrange In classes 2 : to assign
(as a document) to a category

clas.sis \'klas-9s\ n, pi clas.ses \'klas-,ez\ [NL, fr. L, class]
1 ; a governing body in some Reformed churches corresponding to
a presbytery 2 ; the district governed by a classis

Class.mate \'klas-,mat\ n : a member of the same class In a school
or college

Class.room \-,rlim, -,rum\ n ; a place where classes meet
Classy \*klas-e\ adj, slang : elegant, stylish
Clas.tlc \'klas-tik\ adj [ISV, fr. Gk klastos broken, fr. klan to
break — more at halt] ; made up of fragments of preexisting rocks

clath.rate_ \'klath-,rat\ adj [L clathratus, fr. clathri (pi.) lattice,

fr. Gk kleithron bar, fr. kleiein to close] ; resembling a lattice

iClat-ter \*klat-9r\ vb [ME clatren, fr. (assumed) OE clatrian;

of imit. origin] vi 1 ; to make a ratding sound 2 : to move or
go with a clatter 3 ; prattle ~ vr : to cause to_ clatter —
clat'ter.er \-3r-3r\ n — clat.ter-ing.ly \'klat-9-rio-le\ adv

20latter n l ; a rattling sound (as of hard bodies striking together)
2 : commotion 3 ; noisy chatter — clat-tery \'klat-3-re\ adj

ClaU'di.ca.tion \,kl6d-3-'ka-sh3n\ n [L claudication-, claudicatio,

fr. claudicaius, pp. of claudicare to limp, fr. claudus lame; akin to L
claudere to close — more at close] : lameness, limping

Claus.al \'kl6-z3l\ adj ; relating to or of the nature of a clause

clause \'kl6z\ n [ME, fr. OF, clause, fr. ML clausa close of a
rhetorical period, fr. L fem. of clausus, pp. of claudere to close]

1 : a separate section of a discourse or writing; specif : a distinct

article in a formal document 2 : a group of words containing a
subject and predicate and functioning as a member of a complex or
compound sentence

Claus.tral \'kl6-str9l\ adj [ME, fr. ML claustralis, fr. claustrum
cloister — more at cloister] : cloistral
ClauS'tlo.pho.bia \,kl6-str9-'f6-be-9\ n [NL, fr. L claustrum bar,
bolt + NL phobia — more at cloister] : abnormal dread of
being In closed or narrow spaces — claus-tro-pho.bic \-bik\ adj

Cla.vate \*kla-,vat\ adj [NL clavatus, fr. t clava club, fr. clavus
nail, knot In wood] ; gradually thickening near the distal end
; claviform — cla-vate-ly adv —• cla.va>tion \kla-'va-sh9n\ n

clave past of cleave
Cla.ver \*kla-v9r\ vi [prob. of Celt origin; akin to ScGael clabaire
babbler] chiefly Scot ; prate, gossip — claver n, chiefly Scot
clav.i-chord \'klav-9-,k6(9)rd\ n [ML clavichordium, fr. L clavis

key + chorda string — more at cord] : ah early keyboard Instru-
ment having strings pressed by tangents attached directly to the
key ends — clav-i-cliord.ist \-9st\ n

Clav4.Cle \'klav-i-k9l\ n [F clavicule, fr. NL clavicula, fr. L, dim.
of L clavis key; akin to Gk kleid-, kleis key, L claudere to close]
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clavicorn 154 clepsydras

clay pigeon

: a bone of the vertebrate shoulder girdle typically serving to link
the scapula and sternum — cla-vic<u>lar \kla-'vik-y9-lar\ adj

Clav.i.COrn \'klav-3-.k6(3lrn\ adj [ISV, fr. L clam club + cornu
horn — more at hokn] : having club-shaped antennae (•^ beetles)

Cla.vier \kl3-'vi(3)r; 'klav-e-ar, 'klavA n [F, fr. OF, key bearer,
fr. L clavis key] 1 : the keyboard of a musical instrument 2 £G
klavier, fr. F clavier'] : an early keyboard instrument — cla»vier-
ist \kl3-'vir-ast; 'klav-e-s-rsst, 'klav-\ n — cla-vier<is<tlc \kl3-
,vi(3)r-'is-tik; ,klav-e-3-'ris-lik, ,klav-\ adj

ciav>i<form \'klav-a-,f6rm\ adj [L clava club] : shaped like a club
iclaw \'kl6\ n,oJten attrib [ME clawe, fr. OE clawu hoof, claw;
akin to ON klo claw, OE cliewen ball — more at clew] 1 ; a
sharp usu. slender and curved nail on the toe of an animal 2 : any
of various similar sharp curved processes esp. if at the end of a
limb (as of an insect); also : a limb ending in such a process
3 : one of the pincerlike organs terminating some limbs of arthro-
pods (as a lobster or scorpion) 4 ; something that resembles a
claw; specij : the forked end of a tool (as a hammer) 5 ; a wound
from or as if from a claw — clawed \'kl6d\ adj
2claw vb : to rake, seize, or dig with or as if with claws
Claw hammer n 1 : a hammer with one end of the head forked for
pulling out nails 2 : tailcoat
claw hatchet n : a hatchet with one end of the head forked
Clay \'kla\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE claeg: akin to OHG kUwa
bran, LL glut-, glus glue, MGk glial 1 a : an earthy material
plastic when moist but hard when fired composed mainly of fine
panicles of hydrous aluminum silicates and other minerals and
used for brick, tile, and earthenware; specij : soil composed chiefly
of this material having particles less than a specified size b : earth,
MUD 2 a : a substance that resembles clay in plasticity and is used
for modeling b : the human body as distinguished from the spirit— clay-ey \'kla-e\ adj — clay-ish \'kla-ish\ adj
clay-bank \'kla-,bar)k\ n : a horse of yellowish color
clay loam n : a loam consisting of from 20 to 30 percent clay
Clay.more \'kla-.mo(a)r, -.m6(3)r\ n [ScGael claidheamh mor, lit.,

great sword] : a large 2-edged sword formerly used by Scottish
Highlanders; also : their basket-hilted broadsword

Clay-pan \-,pan\ n ; hardpan consisting mainly of clay
Clay pigeon n : a saucer-shaped target usu. made of baked clay
and pitch and thrown from a trap in skeet and
trapshooting

1 Clean \'klen\ adj [ME dene, fr. OE c/sne;
akin to OHG kleini delicate, dainty, Gk
glainoi ornaments] 1 a : free from dirt or
polludon; specij : not fouled <ship with a ^
bottom) b : free from contamination or
disease c : relatively free from radioactive
fallout 2a: free from admixture ; pure
b oj a precious stone : having no interior flaws visible c : free
from growth that hinders tillage 3 ; characterized by moral
Integrity ; honorable 4 : ceremonially or spiritually pure
6 a ; thorough, complete b : deftly executed : skillful 6 a : rel-

atively free from eiTor or blemish : clear; specij : legible <'^ copy)
b : unencumbered (-^ bill of sale) 7 a : characterized by clarity
and precision : trim b : even, smooth <a ~ edge) 8 a : having
or carrying nothing : empty b slang : carrying no concealed
weapons 9 : habitually neat — clean*ness \'klen-n3s\ n

2clean adv : in a clean manner
3clean vt 1 : to rid of dirt, impurities, or extraneous matter
: purge 2a: strip, empty b slang : to deprive of money or
possessions — vi : to undergo or perform a process of cleaning
<~ up before dinner) — clean»able \'kle-n3-b3l\ arf^— cle&n-er n

Clean-cut \'klen-'kat\ adj 1 : cut so that the surface or edge is

smooth and even 2 : sharply defined 3 : of wholesome ap-
pearance

clean-hand-ed \-'han-d3d\ adj : innocent of wrongdoing
clean-limbed \-'limd\ adj ; well proportioned : trim
Clean-li-ness \'klen-le-nas\ n : the quality or state of being cleanly
iclean-ly \'klen-le\ adj 1 ; careful to keep clean : fastidious
2 : habitually kept clean

2clean.ly \'klen-Ie\ adv : In a clean manner
Cleanse \'klenz\ vb [ME denser, fr. OE clSnsian to purify, fr.

clxne clean] : clean — cleans-er n
Clean>up \'kle-,n3p\ n l : an act or Instance of cleaning 2 slang

: an exceptionally large profit ; killing
iClear \'kli{alr\ adj [ME clere. fr. OF cler, fr. L clarus clear, bright;
akin to L calare to call — more at LOW] 1 a : bright, luminous
b : CLouDL&ss; specij ; less than one-tenth covered <a ~ sky) c : free
from mist, haze, or dust <a '--' day) d : untroubled, serene <a~
gaze) 2 : c lean, pure: as a : free from blemishes b ; easily seen
through : transparent c : free from abnormal sounds on ausculta-
tion 3 a : easily heard b ; ea^iily visible : plain c ; easily under-
stood : unmistakable 4 a : capable of sharp discernment : keen
b ; free from doubt : sure 5 : free from guile or guilt : innocent
6 : unhampered by restriction or limitation: as a : unencumbered
by debts or charges b : net <a ~ profit) c ; unqualified, abso-
lute d : free from obstruction e : emptied of contents or cargo
t ; free from entanglement g : denuded, bare — clear*ly adv —
clear*nes5 n
syn clear, transparent, translucent, pellucid, limpid mean

capable of being seen through, clear implies absence of cloudiness,
haziness, or muddiness; transparent implies being so clear that
objects can be seen distincdy; translucent implies the passage of
light but not vision; pellucid suggests a shining clearness as of
crystal; limpid implies the soft clearness of pure water
syn clear, perspicuous, lucid mean quickly and easily under-

stood, clear implies freedom from obscurity, ambiguity, or undue
complexity; perspicuous applies to a style that is simple and
elegant as well as clear; lucid suggests a clear logical coherence
and evident order of arrangement syn see in addition evident

2clear adv 1 : in a clear manner 2 : wholly, entirely
sclear vt 1 a ; to make clear or translucent b ; to free from pollu-
tion or cloudiness 2 a : lo free from accusation or blame : vindi-
cate b : to certify as trustworthy 3 a : to give Insight to : enlighten
b : to make intelligible ; explain 4 a : to free from obstruction:
as (1) : OPEN (2) : disentangle (3i : to rid or make a rasping
noise as if ridding (the throat) of phlegm b (1) : to submit for
approval (2) : authorize 5 a : to free from obligation or en-
cumbrance b : SETTLE, discharge <'^ an account) c (1 ) ; to free
(a ship or shipment) by payment of duties or harbor fees (2) : to

pass through (custotns) fl : to gain without deduction ; het
<'^ a profit) e : to put through a clearinghouse 6 a : to get
rid of : REMOVE b ; transmft, dispatch 7 a : to leap over or go
by without touching b : pass <the bill ~ed the legislature) ^ vi

1 a : to become clear b : to go away : vanish c : sell 2 a : to
obtain permission to discharge cargo b : to conform to regula-
tions or pay requisite fees prior to leaving port 3 : to pass through
a clearinghouse 4 : to go to an authority (as for approval) before
becoming effective — Clear-able V'klir-s-baK adj — clear-er
\'khr-3r\ n

4clear n : a clear space or part — in the clear 1 : in inside measure-
ment 2 : free from guilt or suspicion

Clear.ance \'klir-3n(t)s\ n 1 : an act or process of clearing: as
a : the act of clearing a ship at the customhouse; also : the papers
showing that a ship has cleared b : the offsetting of checks and
other claims among banks through a clearinghouse c : authoriza-
tion d : a sale to clear out stock 2 : the distance by which one
object clears another or the clear space between them

clear-cut \*kli(3)r-'k3t\ adj I : sharply ouUined : distinct
2 ; DEFiNrrE, unequivocal syn see incisive

clear-eyed \-'Id\ adj l : having dear eyes 2 ; discerning
clear-head. ed \-'hed-ad\ adj : having a clear understanding

: perceptive — clear-head-ed-ly adv — clear-head-ed-ness n
Clear-ing \'kli(3)r-iri\ n 1 : the act or process of making or be-
coming clear 2 : a tract of land cleared of wood and brush 3 a : a
method of exchanging and offsetting commercial papers or accounts
with cash settlement only of the balances due after the clearing
b p/ : the gross amount of balances so adjusted

Clear-ing.house \-,haus\ n 1 : an establishment maintained by
banks for settling mutual claims and accounts 2 : a central agency
for collection, classification, and distribution esp. of information

Clear-Sight.ed \'kIi(3)r-'sTt-3d\ adj l ; having clear vision
2 : DISCERNING — clear-sight.cd.ly adv — clear-sight-ed-ness n

clear.wing \'kli(3)r-,wia\ n : a moth (as of the families Aegeriidae
or SphingidaeJ having the wings largely transparent and devoid of
scales
iCleat \'k]et\ n [ME clete wedge, fr. (as-
sumed) OE cleat; akin to MHG kldz lump— more at CLOUT] 1 a : a wedge-shaped
piece fastened to or projecting from some-
thing and serving as a support or check
b : a wooden or metal fitting usu. with two
projecting horns around which a rope may cleat lb
be made fast 2 a ; a strip fastened across
something to give strength or hold in position h : a projecting
piece (as on the bottom of a shoe) that furnishes a grip

2cleat vt 1 : to secure to or by a cleat 2 : to provide with a cleat
Cleav-able \'kle-v3-bal\ adj : capable of being split

Cleay-age \'kle-vij\ n l a : the quality of a crystallized substance
or rock of splitting along definite planes b : a fragment (as of a
diamond) obtained by splitting 2 ; the action of cleaving : the
state of being cleft 3 : cell division" esp ; the series of mitotic
divisions of the egg that results in the formation of the blastomeres
and changes the single-celled zygote into a multicellular embryo
icleave \'klev\ 17" cleayed \'klevd\ or clove \'klov\ also clave
\'klav\ cleav-ing [ME clevien, fr. OE clijian} : adhere, clinq
syn see siiCK

2cleave vb cleaved \'klevd\ also clelt \'kleft\ or clove \'klov\
cleaved also clelt or clo-ven yklo-van\ cleav-ing [ME eleven,

fr. OE deujan: akin to ON kljuja to split, L glubere to peel, Gk
glyphein to carve] vr 1 : to divide by or as if by a cutting blow
; split 2 ; to separate into distinct parts and esp. into groups
having divergent views -^ vi 1 ; to split esp. along the grain
2 : to penetrate or pass through something by or as if by cutting
syn see tear

cleav-er \'kle-v3r\ n : one that cleaves; esp : a butcher's implement
for cutting animal bodies into joints or pieces

Cleav-ers \-varz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME clivre, alter, of
OE clije burdock, cleavers; akin to OE clijian to cleave, adhere]
: any of several plants (genus Galium, esp. G. aparine) of the
madder family having the siems covered with curved prickles

cleek \'klek\ n [ME (northern) cleke, fr. cleken to clutch] 1 chiejly
Scot : a large hook (as for a pot over a fire) 2 : a wooden golf
club with more loft than a spoon — called also number jour wood

clef \'klef\ n [F. lit., key, fr. L clavis] I a sign placed at the
beginning of a musical staff to determine the position of the notes

icleft \'kleft\ n [ME clijt, fr. OE geclyjt: akin to OE cleojan to
cleave] 1 : a space or opening made by splitting : fissure 2 : a
usu. V-shaped indentation resembling a cleft

3cleft adj [ME, fr. pp. of eleven] : partially split or divided; specij
: divided about halfway to the midrib <a -^ leaf)

cleft palate n : congenital fissure of the roof of the mouth
cleis-tog.a-mous \klT-'stag-a-m:
'gam-ik\ adj : of, relating to, o
tog-a-mous-ly adv

cleis-tog-a-my \klT-'stag-a-me\ 1

to close) + ISV -gamy — mor , - .

in violets) of small inconspicuous closed self-pollinating flowers
additiondl to and often more fruitful than the showier type
Cle-ma.tis \'klem-3t-3s; kU-'mat-as, -'mat-, -'mat-\ n [NL, genus
name, fr. L, fr. Gk klematis brushwood, clematis, fr. klemat-,
klema twig, fr. Gk klan to break — more at half] : a vine or herb
(genera Clematis, Atragene, or Viorna) of the crowfoot family
having three leaflets and usu. white or purple flowers

clem-eu-cy \'klem-3n-se\ n 1 a : disposition to be merciful
b : an act or instance of leniency 2 : mildness syn see mercy

Clem-ent \'klem-ant\ adj [ME, fr. L clement-, demens] 1 : in-

cUned to be merciful ; lenient 2 : mild — ciem-eut-ly adv
iclench \'klench\ vt [ME clenchen, fr. OE -clencan: akin to OE
clingan to cling] 1 : cunch 1 2 : to hold fast : clutch 3 : to

set or close tighdy
2clench n 1 : the end of a nail that Is turned back lu clinching
it 2 : an act or instance of clenching

clepe \'klep\ vt cleped \'klept, 'klept\ cleped or ycleped \I-\ or
yclept \i-'klept\ clep-ing [ME depen, fr. OE dipian to speak,
call; akin to OFris kleppa to ring, knock] archaic : name, call
clep.sy.dra \'klep-s3-drs\ n, pi clepsydras or clep-sy-drae
\-,dre, -,drT\ [L, fr. Gk klepsydra, fr. kleptein to steal + hydor
water — more at klept- water] : water clock



clerestory 155 clinquant

clere.sto.ry or clear.sto-ry \'kli(3)r-,stor-e, -.st6r-\ n [ME, fr.

clere clear + story'i 1 : an outside wall of a room or building
carried above an adjoining roof and pierced with windows
2 : GALLERY 3 : a ventilating section of a railroad car roof

Cler-gy X'klar-jeV n [ME clergie, fr. OF, knowledge, learning, fr.

clerc clergyman] 1 : the body of men ordained to the service of
God in the Christian church 2 : the official or sacerdotal class of a
religion 3 : clergymen

Cler-gy-man yji-msnX n ; a member of the clergy

Cler-ic \'kler-ik\ n [LL clericus} : a member of the clergy; specif
: one in orders below the grade of priest

iclei'ioCal \'kler-i-kal\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of
the clergy, a clergyman, or a cleric 2 :_of or relating to a clerk or
office worker — cler-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

sclerical n 1 ; clergyman 2 : clericalist
clerical collar n : a narrow stiffly upright white collar buttoned at
the back of the neck and worn by clergymen

Cler<i-cal-ism X'kler-i-ks-.liz-amX n : a policy of maintaining or
increasing the power of a religious hierarchy — cler>i>cal>ist
V-ka-lastV n

Cler.i.liew \'kler-i-.hyu\ n [Edmund Clerihew Bentley tl956
E writer] : a light verse quatrain rhyming aabb and usu. dealing
with a person named in the initial rhyme

Cler*i-sy \'kler-3-se\ n [G klerisei clergy, fr. ML clericia, fr. LL
clericus cleric] : intelligentsia

iclerk X'klark, Brit usu rhymes with "lark"\ n [ME, fr. OF clerc &.

OE cleric, clerc, both fr. LL clericus, fr. LGk klerikos, fr. Gk kleros
lot, inheritance (in allusion to Deut 1S:2); akin to Gk klan to
break — more at halt] 1 : cleric 2 archaic : scholar 3 a : an
official responsible for correspondence, records, and accounts
to : one employed to keep records or accounts or to perform general
office work c : one who works at a sales or service counter
2clerk v( : to act or work as a clerk
Clerk.ly \'kl5r-kle\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or characteristic of a
clerk 2 archaic ; scholarly — clerkly adv
clerk regular n : a religious combining monastic vows with the
ministry of a diocesan priest

Clerk'Ship X'klark-.shipX n : the office or business of a clerk
clev»er \'klev-3r\ adj [ME diver, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
kljaja to split] i : showing skill or resourcefulness often with
physical dexterity 2 : marked by wit or ingenuity 3 dial a : good
b : easy to use or handle — clev-er^ish \-(3-)rish\ adj — clever-
ly \-3r-le\ adv — clev-er-ness \-ar-n9s\ n
syn ADROIT, cunning, ingenious: clever stresses physical or

mental quickness, deftness, or great aptitude; adroit often implies
a skillful use of expedients to achieve one's purpose in spile of
difficulties; cunning implies great skill in constructing or creating;
ingenious suggests the power of inventing or discovering a new way
of accomplishing something syn see in addition intelligent

Clev-is \'klev-3s\ n [earlier clevi, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
kljuja to spht] : a usu. U-shapedmetalshackle with the ends drilled

to receive a pin or bolt used for attaching or suspending parts
Iclew or clue \'klii\ n [ME clewe, fr. OE cliewen;
akin to OHG kliuwa ball, Skt glau lump] 1 ; a
ball of thread, yam, or cord 2 usu clue : some-
thing that guides through an intricate procedure
or maze of difficulties; specij ; a piece of evidence
tending to lead one toward the solution of a prob-
lem 3 a : a metal loop attached to the lower
comer of a sail b p/ : a combination of lines by
which a hammock is suspended
aclew or clue vt clewed or clued; clew>ing or
dueling or clu-ing 1 : to roll into a ball 2 usu
clue : to provide with a clue 3 : to haul (a sail)

up or down by ropes through the clews
Cli*clle \kle-'sha\ n [F, lit., stereotype, fr. pp. of
clicher to stereotype, of imit. origin ] 1 : a trite phrase or expression;
alsd ; the idea expressed by it 2 : a hackneyed theme or situation
— cliche adj
iclick \'klik\ n [prob. imIt.] 1 a : a slight sharp noise b : a speech
sound in some languages made by enclosing air between two stop
articulations of the tongue, enlarging the enclosure to rarefy the
air, and suddenly opening the enclosure 2 : detent

3click vt : to strike, move, or produce with a click ^ vi X : to make
a click 2 a : to fit or agree exactly b : to fit together c : to
function smoothly d ; succeed

Click beetle n : a beetle (family Elateridae) able to spring over with a
click when inverted

Cli-ent \'klT-9nt\ n [ME, fr. MP & L; MF client, fr. L client-, cliens;

akin to L clinare to lean — more at lean] 1 : a person under the
protection of another : vassal, dependent .2 a : a person who
engages the professional services of another b : patron, customer— cli*ent-age \-3n-tij\ n — cli<en-tal \klT-'ent-M\ adj

Cli>eil*tele \,klT-3n-'tel, ,kIe-.an-\ n [F clientele, fr. L clientela, fr.

client-, cliens'\ ; a body of cUents
Clin \'kUf\ n [ME clij, fr. OE; akin to OE clifian to adhere to] : a
very steep or overhanging face of rock : precipice

clilf dweller n 1 often cap C&D'az one of the people of the American
southwest who erected their dwellings on rock ledges or in the
recesses of canyon walls and cliffs b : a member of any cliff-dwell-

ing people 2 ; a person who lives in a large usu. metropolitan
apartment building — clill dwelling n
Glilf-hang>er \-,hao-3r\ n 1 : an adventure serial or melodrama;
esp : one presented in installments each ending in suspense 2 ; a
contest whose outcome is in doubt up to the very end
icli-mac>ter*ic \kll-'m_ak-t3-rik, ,kir-,ma_k-'ter-ik\ adj [L climac-
tericus, fr. Gk klimakterikos, fr. klimakter critical point, lit., rung
of a ladder, fr. klimak-, klimax'\ 1 : constituting or relating to a
critical period (as of life) 2 ; critical, crucial

^climacteric n l : a major turning point or critical stage 2 : men-
opause; also i a corresponding phenomenon of reduced sexual
activity and competence in the male

Cli>mac>tiC \klT-'mak-tJk\ adj ; of, relating to, or constituting a
climax — cli>mac>ti<cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)Ie\ adv
Cli-mate \'kli-m9t\ n [ME climat, fr. MF, fr. LL climat-, clima, fr.

Gk klimat-, klima inclination, latitude, climate, fr, klinein to lean]
1 ; a region of the earth having specified climatic conditions 2 ; the
average course or condition of the weather at a place over a period

of years as exhibited by temperature, wind velocity, and precipita-
tion 3 : the prevailing temper or environmental conditions char-
acterizing a group or period : milieu — cli>mat-ic \kir-'mat-ik\
adj— cIl*niat<i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Cli.ma.to-log.i.cal \,klT-m3t-n-'aj-i-k3l\ adj : relating to cUma-
tology

Cli.ma.tol.Q.gist \.klT-m3-'tal-a-J3st\ n : a specialist in climatology
Cli>ma.toI<o*gy \-je\ n ; the science that deals with climates and
their phenomena

icli.raax \'ktT-,maks\ n [L, fr. Gk klimax ladder, fr. klinein to lean]
1 : a figure of speech in which a series of phrases or sentences is
arranged in ascending order of rhetorit^i forcefulness 2 a : the
highest point : culmination b ; the point of highest dramatic
tension or a major turning point in the action (as of a play) c : or-
gasm d : MENOPAUSE 3 : a relatively stable stage or community
achieved by a population of plants or animals through successful
adjustment to an environment syn see summit
^climax vi : to come to a climax -^ vr : to bring to a climax
iclimb \'klTm\ vb [ME climben, fr. OE climban; akin to OE clamm
bond, fetter] vi la: to go upward with gradual or continuous
progress ; rise b : to slope upward 2 a : to go upward or raise
oneself esp. by grasping or clutching with the hands hof aplant ; to
ascend in growth (as by twining) 3 : to go about or down usu. by
grasping or holding with the hands -^ vr 1 : to go upwards upon
or along, to the top of, or over 2 ; to draw or pull oneself up, over,
or to the top of by using" hands and feet 3 : to grow up or over
syn see ascend — climb. able ykli-ma-bsl\ adj

3climb n 1 : a place where climbing is necessary to progress 2 : the
act or an instance of climbing : ascent by climbing
climb-er \'kIT-m3r\ n : one that cHmbs or helps in climbing
climbing iron n : a steel framework with spikes attached that may be
affixed to one's boots for climbing

clime \'klTm\ n [L climal ; climate
Clin- or clino- comb form [NL, fr. Gk klinein
to lean] : lean ; slant <c/mometer>

-cli-nal X'klTn-'lX adj comb form [ISV, fr. Gk
klinein'] i sloping imonoclinal)

iclinch \'klinch\ vb [prob. alter, of ^clench^
vt 1 a : to turn over or flatten the protruding
pointed end of (a driven nail); also : to treat
(a screw, bolt, or rivet) in a similar way
b : to fasten in this way 2 : clench 2 3 : to
make final or irrefutable : settle -^ vi 1 : to rlimbine iron
hold an opponent (as in boxing) at close

cumomg iron

quarters with one or both arms 2 : to hold fast or firmly
^clinch n 1 : a fastening by means of a clinched nail, rivet, or bolt;

also : the clinched part of a nail, bolt, or rivet 2 archaic ; pun
3 : an act or instance of chnching in boxing

cllnch>er \'klin-ch3r\ n ; one that clinches: as a : a decisive fact,

argument, act, or remark b ; an automobile tire with flanged beads
fitting into the wheel rim

Cline \'klTn\ n [Gk klinein to lean] : a graded series of morpholog-
ical or physiological differences exhibited by a group of related or-
ganisms usu. along a line of environmental or geographic transition

-cline \,klTn\ n comb form [back-formation fr. -clinall : slope
<monoc/ine>

cling \'kHr)\ vi clung \'kl30\ cMng-iiig IME clingen.h. OE clingan:
akin to OHG klunga tangled ball of thread, Mir glace hand]
1 a : to hold together b : to adhere as if glued firmly c : to hold
or hold on tightly or tenaciously 2 a : to have a strong emotional
attachment or dependence b : to linger near syn see stick

Cling'Stone \'kIio-.st5n\ n : a fruit (as a peach) whose flesh ad-
heres strongly to the pit

Clin>iC \'klin-ik\ n [F clinlque, fr. Gk klinlke medical practice at the
sickbed, fr. fem. of klinikos of a bed, fr. kline bed, fr. klinein to lean,

recline] 1 : a class of medical instruction in which patients are
examined and discussed 2 : a class meeting devoted to the analysis
and treatment of cases in some special field 3 a ; a facility (as of a
hospital) for diagnosis and treatment of outpatients b ; a group
practice in which several physicians work cooperatively

-CliU'iC \*klin-ik\ adj comb form [ISV, fr. Gk klineinl 1 : Inclining

: dipping <isoc/inic> 2 : having (so many) oblique intersections of
the axes <monoc/i/iic> <trit7/nic>

clln>i>cal \'kUn-i-k3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or conducted in or as
if in a chnic: as a : involving direct observation of the patient

b ; apparent to or based on clinical observation 2 : analytical,

detached, or coolly dispassionate ~ cliu<i-cal>ly \-k(3-)Ie\ adv
clinical thermometer n : a self-registering thermometer for measur-
ing body temperature

Cli*ni*cian \kUn-'ish-3n\ n : one qualified in the clinical practice of
medicine, psychiatry, or psychology as distinguished from one
specializing in laboratory or research techniques
icllnk \'klir]k\ vb [ME clinken, of imit. origin] vi : to give out a
slight sharp short metallic sound ^ vt \ Xo cause to clink

2clink n : a clinking sound
sclink n [Clink, a prison in Southwark, London, England] slang ; a
prison cell : jail
iclin.ker \'klio-k3r\ n [alter, of earlier klincard (a hard yellowish
Dutch brick) ] 1 : a brick that has been burned too much in the
kiln 2 : stony matter fused together ; slag

aclinker vb clln>ker>ing \'kiip-k(a-)rio\ vr 1 : to cause to form
clinker 2 ; to clear out the clinkers from '— vi : to turn to clinker
under heat

3clink>er \'klir]-ksr\ n Vclink'] 1 Brit ; something first-rate

2 slang a : a wrong note; also ; boner b : an utter failure ; flop
Clin<ker-built \-,bilt\ adj [clinker, n. (clinch)] : having the ex-
ternal planks or plates overlapping like the clapboards on a house
<a ~ boat)

Cli>nom-e>ter \klT-'nam-3t-3r\ n ; any of various Instruments for
measuring angles of elevadon or inclination — Cli>no>met-riC
\,klr-n3-'me-trik\ adj — cli-nom-e-try \klT-'nam-3-tre\ n

-Cli<n0US \'klT-n3s\ adj comb form [prob. fr. NL -clinus, fr. Gk
kline bed— more at clinic ] : having the androecium and gynoecium
in a (single or different) flower or (two separate) flowers idiclinous}

iClin<quant X'kUo-kant, kla"-ka"\ adj [MF, fr. prp. of clinquer to

glitter, lit., to clink, of imit. origin] : glittering with gold or tinsel

2clinquant n [F, fr. clinquant^ adj.] ; imitation gold leaf ; tinsel
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Clln>tO-nia \klin-'to-ne-3\ n CNL, genus name, fr. DeWitt Clinton
tl828 Am statesman] : any of a genus iCUntonia) of herbs of the
lily family with yellow or white flowers

Clio \'kir-(,)o\ n [L, fr. Gk Kleid] : the Greek Muse of history
iclip Vklip\ vr clipped; clip>pins [ME clippen, fr. OE clyppan; akin
to OHO kldjfra faihom, L gleba clod, globus globe] 1 : encompass
2 a : to hold in a tight grip ; clutch b ; to clasp or fasten with a
clip 3 : to block (an opposing player other than the ball carrier)

by hitting with the body from behind
2clip n 1 : any of various devices that grip, clasp, or hook 2 ; a
device to hold cartridges for charging the magazines of some rifles;

also ; a magazine from whicti ammunition is fed into the chamber of
a firearm 3 : a piece of jewelry held in position by a spring clip

3clip \b clipped; clip-ping [ME clippen, fr. ON klippa] vt la; to
cut or cut off with shears to : to cut off the distal or outer part of

c (1) : ^EXCISE (2) : to cut items out of 2a: curtail, diminish
b : to abbreviate in speech or writing 3 slang : hit, punch 4 ; to
take money from unfairly or dishonestly esp. by overcharging ~ v(

1 ; to clip something 2 : to travel or pass rapidly
flclip n X a pi, Scot : shears b ; a 2-bladed instrument for cutting
esp. the nails 2 ; something that is clipped: as a : the product of a
single shearing (as of sheep) b : a crop of wool of a sheep, a flock,

or a region c : a section of filmed material 3 : an act of clipping
4 : a sharp blow 5 : a rapid pace

clip>boarcl \'kIip-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a small writing board
with a spring clip at the top for holding papers

clip.per Vklip-ar\ /I 1 : one that clips something 2 : an implement
for clipping esp. hair, fingernails, or toenails — usu. used in pi.

3 a : one that moves swiftly b : a fast sailing ship; esp ; one with
long slender lines, an overhanging bow, tali raking masts, and a
large sail area

clip.ping \'kUp-ir]\ n : something that is clipped off or out of some-
thing; esp : an item clipped from a publication

clip-sheet Vklip-,shet\ n : a sheet of newspaper material issued by
an organization and usu. printed on only one side to faciUtate
clipping and reprinting
CliQue X'klek, 'klik\ n [F] : a narrow exclusive circle or group of
persons; esp : one held together by a presumed identity of interests,

views, or purposes — Cliqu>ey or cliquy \'klek-e, 'klik-\ adj —
cliqu'ish \-ish\ adj — cliqu-ish-ly adv — cliqu-ish-ness n

cli.to.ral X'klit-a-ral. 'klTt-\ or cli.tor.ic \kll-'t6r-ik, kl3-, -'tar-X
adj : of or relating to the clitoris

Cli.to.ris \'kUt-a-ras, 'klTt-\ n [NL, fr. Gk kleitorls^ : a small organ
at the anterior or ventral part of the vulva homologous to the penis
ClO-aca \kl6-"a-k3\ n, pi clo-acae \-,ke, -.se\ [L; akin to Gk klyzein
to wash] 1 : ^sewer 2 [NL, fr. L] : the common chamber into
which the intestinal, urinary, and generative canals discharge in
birds, reptiles, amphibians, and many f.shcs; also : a comparable
chamber of an invertebrate — clo>acal \-'a-k3l\ adj
iCloaK \'klok\ n [ME cloke, fr. ONE cloque bell, cloak, fr. ML
clocca bell; fr. its shape] 1 : a loose outer garment 2 : something
that conceals : pretense, disguise
2cloaK vr : to cover or hide with a cloak syn see disguise
cloak—antl-dag'ger adj ; dealing in or suggestive of melodramatic
intrigue and action usu. involving secret agents and espionage

ClOb-ber \'klab-3r\ vt clob-ber-ing \-(3-)rig\ [origin unknown]
1 slang : to pound mercilessly 2 slang ; to defeat overwhelmingly

ClOClie \'kI6sh\ n [F, lit., bell, fr. ML clocca'\ : a woman's small
helmetlike hat usu. with deep rounded crown and very narrow brim
IClOClt \'klak\ n, ojten attrib [ME clok, fr. MD clocke bell, clock, fr.

ONE or ML; ON F cloque bell, fr. ML clocca, of Celt origin; akin
to Mir clocc bell] 1 : a device other than a watch for indicating
or measuring time commonly by means of hands moving on a dial

2 r a registering device with a dial and indicator attached to a mech-
anism to measure or gauge its functioning or to record its output;
Specij : SPEEDOMETER 3 I TIME CLOCK
Sclock Vt 1 : to time with a stopwatch or by an electric timing de-
vice 2 : lo register on a mechanical recording device — clock-er/i
3clock n [prob. fr. clock (bell); fr. its original bell-like shape] ; an
ornamental figure on the ankle or side of a stocking or sock

ClOCk.wise \-,wTz\ adv : in the direction in which the hands of a
clock rotate as viewed from in front — clockwise adj
Cl0Ck*W0rk \-,w3rk\ n : machinery containing a train of wheels of
small size (as in a mechanical toy or a bomb-actuating device)
clod \'klad\ n [ME, alter, of c/of] 1 a : a lump or mass esp. of
earth or clay b : soil, earth 2 ; oaf, dolt — clod-dish \-ish\
adj — clod-dish-ness n — clod*dy \'klad-e\ adj
Clod.hop-per \'klad-,hap-ar\ n 1 ; a clumsy and Uncouth rustic

2 : a large heavy shoe
Clod-hop-ping \-io\ adj : boorish, rude
Clod-poll or Clod-pole \-,pol\ n : blockhead 2
iclog \'krag\ n [ME clogge short thick piece of wood] lata
weight attached to a man or an animal to hinder motion b ; some-
thing that shackles or impedes : encumbrance 1 2 ; a shoe, sandal,
or overshoe having a thick typically wooden sole

aclog vb clogged; clog-ging vr 1 a : encumber b : to impede with
a clog ; HINDER 2 : to fill beyond capacity : overload — vi

1 : to become filled with extraneous matter 2 : to unite in a mass
: clot 3 : to dance a clog dance syn see hamper

clog dance n : a dance in which the performer wears clogs and beats
out a clattering rhythm upon the floor — clog dancer n — clog
dancing n
lcloi-Son-n6 \,kl6i7.-''n-'a\ adj [F, fr. pp. of cloisonner to partition]
; consisiing of, used in, or forming cloisonne

2cloiSOnn6 n : a multicolored decoration made of enamels poured
into the divided areas in a design outlined with bent wire fillets or
metal strips secured to a usu. metal ground

ICloiS-ter \'kl6i-stsr\ n [ME cloistre, fr. OF, fr. ML claustrum, fr.

L, bar, bolt, fr. claudere to close] 1 a ; a monastic establishment
b : monastic hfe 2 : a covered passage on the side of a court usu.
having one side walled and the other an open arcade or colonnade
syn CLOISTER, convent, monastery, nunnery, abbey, priory
mean a house of persons living under reUgious vows, cloister and
convent are both general terms, though cloister connotes seclusion
from the world and convent stresses community of living; a
monastery is specifically a cloister for monks; a nunnery is a
cloister for nuns and is now more commonly called a convent; an
ABBEY is a house for monks or for nuns governed by an abbot or
by an abbess; a priory is governed by a prior or prioress and may
be subordinate to an abbey

2cloister vt clois-ter-ing \'kl61-st(3-)rii3\ 1 : to seclude from the
world in or as if in a cloister 2 ; to surround with a cloister

clois-tral \'kl6i-str3l\ adj : of, relating to, or suggestive of a cloister

CloiS-tress \'kl6i-siras\ n, obs : nun
clon-al \'klon-'l\ adj : of, relating to, or occurring in or as a clone— clon-al-ly X-'l-eX adv
clone \'klon\ n [Gk klon twig, slip; akin to Gk klan to break]

: the aggregate of the asexually produced progeny of an individual
Clo-nic \'klo-nik, 'klan-ik\_arfj ; exhibiting, relating to, or involving
clonus — clo-nic-i-ty \klo-'nis-at-e, kla-\ n
clo-nus \*kl6-n3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk klonos agitation; akin to L celer
swift] ; a forced series of alternating contractions and partial
relaxations of a muscle occurring in some nervous diseases

Cloot \'kliit\ n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON kid claw] 1 Scot
: a cloven hoof 2 cap, Scot : devil — usu. used in pi.

Cloot'ie yklut-e\ n [dim. of cloot^ chiejly Scot : devil
clop \'klap\ n [imit.] : a sound made by or as if by a hoof or wooden
shoe against pavement

1 close \'kloz\ vb [ME closen, fr. OF clos-, stem of clore, fr. L
clauderel vt 1 a : to move so as to bar passage through something
i^ the gate) b : to block against entry or passage <~ a street)

c : to deny access to d : screen, exclude <'^ a view) e ; to sus-
pend or stop the operations of <--^ school) 2 archaic : enclose,
contain 3 : to bring to an end or period : terminate 4 a : to
bring or bind together the parts or edges of <a closed fist) b : to
fill up (as an opening) '^ vi 1 a : to contract, fold, swing, or slide

so as to leave no opening b : to cease operation 2 a : to draw
near b : to engage iji a struggle at close quarters : grapple (-^ with
the enemy) 3 : to come together : meet 4 : to enter into or com-
plete an agreement 5 ; to come to an end or period — clos-er n
syn end. conclude, finish, complete, terminate: close suggests
making no longer accessible to outside forces that cause change or
development; end more strongly connotes finality and usu. implies
an achievement of progress or sequence; conclude adds to close
or to END a suggestion of formality; finish imphes that what one
has set out to do has been done; complete implies that what has
been done has no deficiencies; terminate impUes setting a limit in
time or space with or without completing or fulfilling

2clOse \'kl6z\ n 1 a : a coming or bringing to a conclusion b : a
conclusion or end in time or existence : cessation c : the conclud-
ing passage (as of a speech or play) 2 : the conclusion of a musical
strain or period : cadence 3 archaic : a hostile encounter

3close \'klos\ n [ME clos, ht., enclosure, fr. OF clos, fr. L clausum,
fr. neuter of clausus, pp.] 1 Brit : an enclosed area; esp : the pre-
cinct of a cathedral 2 chiejly Brit a : a narrow passage leading
from a street to a court and the houses within or to the common
stairway of tenements b : a road closed at one end

4clOSe \'klos\ adj [ME clos. fr. MF, fr. L clausus, pp. of claudere to
shut, close; akin to Gk kleiein to close. OHG sUozan'\ 1 : having
no openings : closed 2 a : confined or confining strictly b (1 ) o/
a vowel : HIGH 12 (2) : formed with the tongue in a higher
position than for the other vowel of a pair 3 : restricted to a
privileged class 4 a : secluded, secret b : secretive 5 : strict,
RIGOROUS (keep -^ watch) 6 : sultry, stuffy 7 : stingy, tight-
fisted 8 ; having little space between items or units 9 a ; fitting

tightly or exactly . b : very short or near to the surface c ; matching
or blending without gap 10 : being near in time, space, effect, or
.degree 11 : intimate, familiar 12 a : accurate, precise b
: marked by fidelity to an original c : terse, compact 13 ; de-
cided by a narrow margin 14 : difficult to obtain (money is ~)
15 o/ punctuation % characterized by liberal use esp. of commas —
close-ly adv — close-ness n
syn close, dense, compact, thick mean massed tightly together.

CLOSE implies the least possible space or interval between elements
without actual pressure or loss of individual identity; dense implies
compression of parts or elements so great as to be almost impene-
trable; compact suggests a firm union or consolidation of parts

within a small compass; thick implies a concentrated abundance of
parts or units syn see in addition stingy
sclose \'klos\ adv : in a close position or manner ; near
close corporation \'klos-\ n : a corporation whose stock is held
by a few persons who are often those active in the management
closed \'kI6zd\ adj 1 : not open : enclosed 2 a : forming a selfs

contained unit (^ association) b (1) : traced by a moving point
that returns to an arbitrary starting point (-^ curve); also : so made
that every plane section is a closed curve ('^ surface) (2) : having
elements subject to an operation that produces again elements of
the set (set -^ under division) 3 a : confined to a few (/^ member-
ship) b : rigidly excluding outside influence ir^ economy)
4 : ending in a consonant <j^ syllable)

closed chain n : ring 10
closed clicuil n : a television installation in which the signal is

transmitted by wire to a hmited number of receivers

closed-end \'kl6z-'dend\ adj : organized on a fixed basis: as

a : issued to the full amount authorized to : having a fixed capi-
talization of shares traded on the open market instead of being
redeemable daily on demand

closed shop n ; an establishment in which the employer by agree-
ment hires only union members in good standing

close>fist-ed Vklos-'fis-t3d\ adj : stingy, tightfisted
close-grained \-'grand\ adj ; having a closely compacted smooth
texture; esp : having narrow annual rings or small wood elements

Close-hauled \-'h61d\ adj : having the sails set for sailing as nearly

against the wind as the ship v/ill go
Close-mouthed \-'mauthd, -'mauihtX adj : cautious in speaking

: uncommunicative; also ; secretive
Close-stool \'kloz-,stiil, 'kl5s-\ n ; a stool holding a chamber pot
iclos-et \'klaz-3t. 'kl6-z3t\ n [ME, fr. MF, dim. of clos enclosure]
1 a : an apartment or small room for privacy to ; a monarch's
or official's private chamber for counsel or devotions 2 : a
cabiiiet or recess for china, household utensils, or clothing : cup-
board 3 ; water closet

^closet adj 1 ; closely private 2 : working in or suited to the closet

as the place of seclusion or study : theoretical
3closet vt 1 : to shut up in or as if in a closet 2 ; to take Into a
closet for a secret interview

closet drama n ; drama suited primarily for reading

close-up \'klo-,s3p\ n 1 : a photograph or movie shot taken at

close range 2 : an intimate view or examination of something
ClOS<tnd*l.al \kla-*strid-e-3l\ adj : of or relating to Clostridia
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ClOS>trid-i>iiin \-e-sra\ n, pi cl0S*trid-la \-e-9\ TNL, genus name,
fr. Gk kloster spindle, fr. kloihein to spin] ; any of various spore*
forming mostly anaerobic soil or intestinal bacteria (esp. genus
Clostridium)

IClO-SlU'e \'klo-zh3r\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L clausura, fr. clausus, pp.
of claudere to close — more at close] 1 archaic ; means of enclos-

ing ; ENCLOSURE 2 ! an act of closing : the condition of being
closed 3 : something that closes 4 [trans, of F cloture'^ : cloture

aclosiire vt clcsur-ing \'kl6zh-(3-)rio\ : cloture
iclol \'klat\ n [ME, fr. OE clott; akin to MHG kloz lump, ball —
more at clout] 1 : a portion of a substance cleaving together in

a thick nondescript mass (as of clay or gum) 2 a : a roundish vis-

cous lump formed by coagulation of a portion of liquid or by melt-

ing b : the coagulum produced by clotting of blood 3 : cluster
2cIot vb clot-ted; clot-ting vi 1 : to become a clot : form clots

2 ; to undergo a sequence of complex chemical and physical reac-
tions that results in conversion of fluid blood into a coagulum
: COAGULATE ^ vt 1 : to cause to clot 2 : to fill with clots

Cloth \'kl6th\ n.'pl cloths X'klottiz, 'klithsX ojtcn attrib [ME, fr.

OE cldth: akin to OE d'tthan to adhere to, LL glut-, glus glue] 1 a
: a pliable fabric made usu. by weaving, felting, or knitting natural
or synthetic fibers and filaments b : a similar material (as of glass)

2 ; a piece of cloth adapted for a particular purpose; esp : table-
cloth 3 a ; distinctive dress of a profession or calling b ; the
dress of the clergy; also : clergy

Clothe V'kloUlX vr clothed or clad \'klad\ cloth.ing [ME clothen,

fr. OE clathian, fr. clath cloth, garment] 1 a ; to cover with or as

if with cloth or clothing : dress D : to provide with clothes 2 : to

express or enhance by suitably significant language : couch 3 ; to

endow esp. with power or a quality
Clothes \'kloah)z\ n pi, often attrib [ME, fr. OE clathas, pi. of

clath cloth, garment] 1 : clothing 2 : bedclothes 3 : all the

cloth articles of personal and household use that can be washed
Clothes-horse \-,h6C3)rs\ n 1 : a frame on which to hang clothes

2 : a conspicuously dressy person
clothes moth n : any of several small yellowish moths whose
larvae eat wool, fur, or feathers
Clothes-pin \-,pin\ n : a forked piece of wood or plastic or a small

spring clamp used for fastening clothes on a line

Clothes-press \-,pres\ n : a receptacle for clothes

Clothes tree n : an upright post-shaped stand with books or
pegs around the top on which to hang clothes

ClOth-ier \*kl6rii-y3r. "klo-tlie-srV n [ME, alter, of clother, fr. clothl

1 one who makes or sells cloth or clothing

Cloth-ing \'kl6-tiiio\ n : garments in general; also : covering
ClO-tho \'klo-(,)tho\ n [L, fr. Gk Klotho, lit., the spinner, fr.

klothein to spin] ; the one of the three Fates in classical mythol
ogy who spins the thread of life

Cloth yard n : a yard esp. for measuring cloth; specij : a unit of 37
inches equal to the Scotch ell and used also as a length for arrows

ClO-ture Vttl6-ch3r\ n [F cloture, lit., closure, alter, of MF closure}

: the closing or Umitation of debate in a legislative body by calling

for a vote or by other authorized methods — cloture vi clo-tur-ing
\'klochf3-)no\
icloud \'klaud\ n, often attrib [ME rock, cloud, fr. OE clud.akin

to Gk gloutos buttock] 1 a : a visible

mass of particles of water or ice in the
form of fog, mist, or haze suspended usu.
at a considerable height in the air b : a
light filmy, puffy, or billowy mass seeming
to float in the air 2 : a usu. visible mass
of minute particles suspended in the air

or in a gas; also ; one of the masses of
obscuring matter in interstellar space
3 : a great crowd or multitude : swarm
4 : something that has a dark, lowering,
or threatening aspect & : something that
obscures or blemishes 6 ; a dark or
opaque vein or spot (as in marble)

SclOUd VI 1 ; to grow cloudy 2 a o/
facialfeatures : to become troubled, appre-
hensive, or distressed in appearance b ; to
become blurry, dubious, or ominous
3 : to billow up in the form of a cloud
'w vr 1 a : to envelop or hide with a cloud
or as if by a cloud b : to make opaque
esp. by condensation of moisture c ; to
make murky esp. with smoke or mist
2 ; to make unclear or indistinct

3 : TAINT, SULLY 4 ; to cast gloom over
cloud.ber-ry \-,ber-e\ n : a creeping
herbaceous raspberry {Rubus chamae-
morus) of north temperate regions; also
: its pale edible fruit

cloud burst \-,b9rst\ n : a sudden copious
rainfall

cloud chamber n : a vessel containing
saturated water vapor whose sudden ex-
pansion reveals the passage of an ionizing
particle by a trail of visible droplets
Cloud.i-Iy \'klaud--'l-e\ adv : in a cloudy
or clouded manner : indistinctly
cloud-i-ness X'klaud-e-nss, 'klaud-'n-

doudy " '
^^^ '^"^^'^ °' '^'^ ""^ *'^'°*

'^'^"'^ 1^- ^ "'^'
Cloud-land \-Jand\ n 1 : the region of fumXr^'altoitStlS'

'^";^

.

5 altocumulus, (5 slrato-
cumulus, 7 nimbostra-

the clouds 2 : the realm of visionary
speculatiorr or poetic imagination

cloud-less \-las\ adj : free from any cloud tus'Tc^Jmulus'.p'cuniuI
: CLEAR — cloud-iess-ly adv — cloud- lonimbus. J stratus
less*ness n

ClOUd.let \'klaud-l3t\ n : a small cloud
Cloudy \'klaud-e\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or resembling cloud 2
; darkened by gloom or anxiety 3a; overcast with clouds; specif
Z six tenths to nine tenths covered with clouds b : having a cloudy
sky 4 : obscure in meaning 5 : dimmed or dulled as if by clouds"

I color or texture ; MimKY

cloverleaf

iclout XTclaiitX n [ME. fr. OE cWt: akin to MHG kloz lump, Russ
gluda} 1 a dial chiefly Brit ; a piece of cloth or leather : rao
b ; a household cloth c : an article of clothing (as for infants)
2 : a blow esp. with the hand" also : a hit in baseball 3 : a white
cloth on a stake or frame used as a target in archery

2clout vt 1 : to cover or patch with a clout 2 : to hit forcefully
IClOVe \'klov\ n [ME, fr. OE clufu; akin to OE cleofan to split]

: one of the small bulbs developed in the axils of the scales of a
large bulb

2cl0Ve past of CLEAVE
3clove \"klov\ n [alter, of ME clowe, fr. OF clou (de girofle), lit.,

nail of clove, fr. L clavus nail] ; the dried flower bud of a tropical
tree {Eugenia aromatica) of the myrtle family; also : this tree
clove hitch \'klov-\ n [ME cloven, clove divided, fr. pp. of clevien
to cleave] ; a knot securing a rope temporarily to an object (as a
post or spar) and consisting of a turn around the object, over the
standing part, around the object again, and under the last turn
Clo.ven \'klo-V3n\ past part of cleave
Cloven loot n 1 : a foot (as of a sheep) divided into two parts at its

distal extremity — called also cloven hoof 2 [fr. the traditional
representation of Satan as cloven-footed] ; the sign of devilish
character — clo-ven-loot-ed \,klo-v3n-'fut-3d\ adj

Clo-ver yklo-var\ n (ME. fr. OE clafre; akin to OHG kleo clover]
: any of a genus (Trifolium) of low leguminous herbs having tri-

foliolate leaves and flowers in dense heads and including many val-
uable forage and bee plants; also : any of various other leguminous
plants (as of the genera Melilotus, Lespedeza, or Medicago)

clo-ver.leaf \-,lef\ n : a road
plan passing one highway over
another and routing turning
traffic onto connecting road-
ways which branch only to the
right and lead around in a circle
to enter the other highway from
the right and thus merge
traffic without left-hand turns
or direct crossings
iclown \'klaun\ n [perh. fr.

MF coulon settler, fr. L colonus
colonist, farmer — more at
COLONY] 1 : FARMER, COUN-
TRYMAN 2 : a rude ill-bred
person ; boor 3 a : a fool,
jester, or comedian in a play or
other entertainment; specif : a
grotesquely dressed comedy
performer in a circus b ; one
who habitually plays the buffoon : joker
2clown VI ; to act as a clown
clown.ish \'klau-msh\ adj : of or resembling a clown ; rude
syn see boorish — clown-ish-ly adv — clown-ish-ness n

cloy \'kl6i\ vb [ME acloien to lame, fr. MF encloer to drive in

a nail, fr. ML inclavare, fr. L in + clavus, nail] vt : to surfeit
with an excess usu. of something orig. pleasing -^ vi ; to cause
surfeit syn see satiate — cloy-ing-ly \-io-le\ adv

iclub \'kl3b\ n [ME clubbe, fr. ON klubba; akin to OHG kolbo
club, OE clamm bond] 1 a ; a heavy usu. tapering staff esp. of
wood wielded as a weapon b ; a stick or bat used to hit a ball with
in any of various games c : a playing card of the suit having a
figure like a clover leaf d : something resembling a club e : a
light spar I : Indian club 2 a : an association of persons for
some co^nmon object usu. jointly supported and meeting periodic-
ally b : the meeting place of a club c : an association of persons
participating in a plan by which they agree to make regular payments
or purchases in order to secure some advantage d ; nightclub

2club vb clubbed; club-bing vt 1 a : to beat or strike with or as if

with a club b : to gather into a club-shaped mass c : to hold like

a club 2 a : to unite or combine for a common cause b : to con-
tribute to a common fund ^ vi 1 : to form a club ; combine 2 : to
pay a share of a common expense ; contribute
3club adj 1 : of or relating to a club 2 ; consisting of foods in a
fixed combination offered on a menu at a set price

club-ba-ble or club-able X'klsb-a-bslX adj : sociable
club.by \'kl3b-e\ adj : characteristic of a club or club members: as
a : sociable b : select

club car n : lounge car
club chair n ; a deep low thickly upholstered easy chair often with
rather low back and heavy sides and arms

club-foot \'kl3b-'fut\ n : a misshapen foot twisted out of position
from birth; also : this deformity — ClUb-fOOt.ed \-'fui-3d\ adj

club.house \'klab-,haus\ « 1 ; a house occupied by a club or used
for club activities 2 : locker rooms used by an athletic team

club moss n : any of an order (Lycopodiales) of primitive vascular
plants often v/ith the sporangia borne in club-shaped strobiles

club steals n ; a small steak cut from the end of the short loin

icluck \'kl3k\ vb [imit.] vi 1 ; to make a cluck 2 : to make a
clicking sound with the tongue -^ v/ ; to call with a cluck
2ciuck n 1 : the characteristic sound made by a hen esp. in calling
her chicks 2 : a broody fowl

clue var of clew
Clum-ber spaniel \,kbm-b3r-\ n, often cap C & S iClumber,
estate in Nottinghamshire, England] : a large massive heavyset
spaniel with a dense silky largely white coat
iclump \'kl3mp\ n [prob. fr. LG klump; akin to OE clamm} 1 : a
group of things clustered together 2 : a j:ompact mass 3 : a
heavy tramping sound — clumpy \'kl3m-pe\ adj
sclump vi 1 : to tread clumsily and noisily 2 : to form clumps
^ vt \ to arrange in or cause to form clumps
Clum-si*ly \'kl3m-z3-le\ adv : in a clumsy manner
Clum-Si-ness \-ze-n3s\ n : the quality of being clumsy
Clum-sy \'klam-ze\ adj [prob. fr. obs. E clumse (benumbed with
cold) ] 1 a : lacking dexterity, nimbleness, or grace (--^ fingers)
b : lacking tact or subtlety <a ^ joke> 2 : awkwardly or poorly
made ; unwieldy syn see awkward
clung past of cling
ClU'pe.id \'klii-pe-sd\ n [deriv. of L clupea, a small river fish]

; any of a large family (Clupeidae) of soft-fiimed teleost fishes

3 abut; 3 kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j jok^ r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; tb this;
Z gift; i trip; I life

yu furious; zh vision
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Including the herrings and related forms — clnpeid adj
iclus.ter \*kl3s-t3r\ n [ME, fr. OE clyster; akin to OE clott clot]

1 : a number of similar things growing together or of things or
persons collected or grouped closely together ; bunch 2 : two
or more consecutive consonants or vowels in a segment of speech
~ clus'tery \-t(3-)re\ adj

2Cluster vb clus-ter-tng \-t(9-)riD\ vr 1 : to collect into a cluster

2 : to furnish with clusters -^ vi : to grow or assemble in a cluster

iclutch \'kl3ch\ vb [ME clucchen, fr. OE clyccan: akin to Mir
glace hand — more at cling] vt 1 : to grasp or hold with or as if

with the hand or claws usu. strongly, tightly, or suddenly 2 obs
: CLENCH ~ VI : to seek to grasp and hold syn see take

2clutch n 1 a : the claws or a hand in the act of grasping or seizing
firmly h : control, power c : the act of grasping, holding, or
restraining 2 ; a device for gripping an object (as ai the end of a
chain or tackle) 3 a : a coupling used to connect and disconnect
a driving and a driven part of a mechanism b ; a lever operating
such a clutch 4 : a tight or critical situation : pinch
3clutch n [alter, of dial. E cletch (hatching, brood)] : a nest of eggs
or a brood of chicks

iClut.ter \'kl3t-3r\ vb [ME clotteren to clot, fr. ctof] vt : to fill

or cover with scattered or disordered things that impede movement
or reduce effectiveness -^ vi, chiejly dial : to run in disorder

2clulter n 1 a : a crowded or confused mass or collection b : lit-

ter, DISORDER 2 chiejly dial : disturbance, hubbub
CIydes*dale \'kITd2-,dal\ n : a heavy feathered-legged draft horse
of a breed orig. from Clydesdale, Scotland
Clydesdale terrier n : a small terrier of a breed distinguished by
erect ears, long silky coat, and short legs

clyp.e.ate \'klip-e-3t\ or clyp.e-at.ed \-e-,at-ad\ adj 1 ; scutate
2 : having a clypeus or peltate part

Clyp^e.iis \'klip-e-3s\ n, pi clyp-ei \-e-T, -e-.e\ [NL] : a plate on
the anterior median aspect of an insect's head

Clys.ter \'klis-t3r\ n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF cUstere, fr. L clyster,

fr. Gk klysier, fr. klyzein to wash out] : enema
Cly*tem.nes.tra \,klTt-am-'nes-tr3\ n [L, fr. Gk Klytainmestral

: the wife of Agamemnon
C-mltosis n [ colchicine + mitosis'\ : an artificially induced
abortive nuclear division in which the chromosome number is

doubled — c-mitotic adj
CO- prejix [ME, fr. L, fr. com-: akin to OE ge-, perfective and col-

lective prefix, Gk koinos common] 1 : with ; together : joint

; jointly <coexist> (coheir) 2 ; in or to the same degree (coexten-
sive) 3a; fellow : partner (coauthor) (co-worker) b : having
a usu. lesser share in duty or responsibility ; alternate : deputy
(copilot) 4 ; of, relating to, or constituting the complement of an
angle (cosine) (codecUnation)
CO-ac-er-vate \k6-'as-3r-,vat\ n [L coacervatus, pp. of coacervere
to heap up, fr. co- + acervus heap] ; an aggregate of colloidal
droplets held together by electrostauc attractive forces — co-ac-
er-va'tion \(,)ko-,as-3r-'va-sh3n\ n
icoach \'koch\ n, ojten attrib [ME coche. It. MF, fr. G kutsche}
1 a : a large usu. closed fours
wheeled carriage having doors In
the sides and an elevated seat
in front for the driver b : a
railroad passenger car Intended
primarily for day travel c ; bus
la d : a house trailer e : an
automobile body esp. of a closed
model f : a class of passenger
air transportation at a lower fare
than first class 2 [fr. the con-
cept that the tutor conveys the
student through his examinations]
who instructs or trains a perforr
specif ; one who instructs players
petitive sport and directs team strategy
acoach vt 1 ; to train intensively by instruction, demonstration,
and practice 2 : to act as coach to 3 : to direct the movements
of (a player) «- vi" 1 ; to go in a coach 2 : to instruct, direct, or
prompt as a coach — coacb-er n
coach dog n : Dalmatian
coach.man X'koch-msnX n 1 : a man whose business Is to drive a
coach or carriage 2 : an artificial fly with white wings, peacock
feather body, brown hackle, and gold tag

co>act \ko-'akt\ vi : to act or work together — co>ac>tlye \-'ak-
tiv\ adj

CO*ac>tlon \-'ak-sh3n\ n 1 : joint action 2 : the interaction between
Individuals or kinds (as species) in an ecological commuruty

co.ad.ju.tor \,ko-a-'jut-3r, ko-'aj-at-arX n [ME coadjutour, fr. MF
coadjuteur, fr. L coadjutor, fr. co- + adjutor aid, fr. adjutus, pp.of
adjuvare to help — more at aid] 1 : one who works togetljer with
another : assistant 2 : a bishop assisting a diocesan bishop and
having the right of succession — coadjtitor adj

co-ad.U-nate Xko-'aj-s-nat, -,nat\ adj [LL coadunatus, pp. of
coadunare to combine, fr. L co- + adunare to unite, fr. ad- +
unus one — more at one] ; united; esp : grown together : con-
fluent — co<ad*u>na.tion \(,)ko-,aj-3-'na-shan\ n

co.ag.U'la.bil'i.ty \ko-,ag-y3-l3-'bU-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being coagulable

co.ag>u.la*ble \ko-'ag-y3-Ia-b3l\ adj : capable of being coagulated
co.ag.U'lant \-y3-l3nt\ n ; something that produces coagulation
co.ag.u.lase \-,las, -.Iaz\ n ; an enzyme that causes coagulation
ico.ag.u.late \k6-*ag-y3-l3t, -,lat\ adj : coagulated
2co«ag.u.late \-,Iat\ vb [L coagulatus, pp. of coagulare to curdle,
fr. coagulum curdling agent, fr. cogere to drive together — more at
cogent] vr : to cause to become viscous or thickened into a
coherent mass : curdle, clot ~ vi : to become coagulated— co>ag*u-la*tlou \(,)k6-,ag-y3-'la-sh3n\ n
co.ag.u.lum \ko-'ag-y3-l3m\ n, pi CO-ag.u.Ia \-l3\ [L, coagulant]

: a coagulated mass or substance ; clot, curd
icoal \'k61\ n, ojten attrib [ME col, fr. OE; akin to OHG & ON
hoi burning ember, IrGael gual coal] 1 : a piece of glowing
carbon or charred wood : ember 2 : charcoal 1 3 a : a black
or brownish black solid combustible substance formed by the
partial decomposition of vegetable matter without free access
of air and under the influence of moisture and often increased
pressure and temperature that Is widely used as a natural fuel

coach la

; private tutor b : one
a team of performers;

the fundamentals of a com-

b pi, Brit ; pieces or a quantity of the fuel broken up for burning
2coal vt 1 : to bum to charcoal : char 2 ; to supply with coal
'*' vi : to take in coal

coal-er \'k6-l3r\ n : something employed in transporting or sup-
plying coal
CO.alesce \,ko-3-'les\ vi [L coalescere, fr. co- + alescere to grow]
1 : to grow together 2 : to unite into a whole : fuse syn see
MIX — co>ales>cence \-'les-'n(t)s\ n — co<ales.cent \-'nt\ adj

coal.fisll \'ko!-,fish\ n : any of several blackish or dark-backed
fishes (as a pollack or sablefish)

coal gas n : gas made from coal: as a ; the mixture of gases thrown
off by burning coal b : gas made by carbonizing bituminous coal
in retorts and used for heating and lighting

coaling station n ; a port at which vessels may coal
CO.ali.tion \,k6-3-'hsh-3n\ n, ojten attrib [MF. fr. L coalitus, pp.
of coalescere] 1 a ; the act of coalescing : union b : a body
formed by the coalescing of orig. distinct elements : combination
2 ; a temporary alliance of distinct parties, persons, or states for
joint action — C0>ali>ti0n*ist \-'hsh-(3-)n3st\ n
coal measures n pi ; beds of coal with the associated rocks
coal oil n 1 ; petroleum or a refined oil prepared from it 2 ; kero-
SINE
Goal.sack \'k6l-,sak\ n : either of two dark nebulae in the Milky
Way located one near the Northern Cross and the other near the
Southern Cross

coal tar n : tar obtained by distillation of bituminous coal
coal-tar dye n : a dye made from a coal-tar derivative; broadly

: a synthetic organic dye
coam-lng \'ko-tnir]\ n [prob. Irreg. fr. comb] : a raised frame (as

around a hatchway in the deck of a ship) to keep out water
CO.apt \ko-'apt \v/ [LL coaptare, fr. L co- + aptus fastened, fit] : to
fit together and make fast — co*ap.ta.tion \(jko-,ap-'ta-sh3n\ n

CO-arc-tate \ko-'ark-,tat\ adj [L coarctatus, pp. of coartare to
press together, fr. co- + artus narrow, confined; akin to L artus
joint] : constricted; specij : enclosed in a rigid case — co-
arC'ta.tion \(,)ko-,"ark-'ta-sh3n\ n

coarse \'k6(3)rs. 'k6(3)rs\ adj [ME cors, fr course, n.,] 1 : of
ordinary or inferior quality or value : common, base 2 a (I)

; composed of relatively large parts or particles (-^ sand) (2) : loose
or rough in texture (--- skin) b : adjusted or designed for heavy,
fast, or less delicate work c ; not precise or detailed with respect
to adjustment or discrimination 3 : crude or unrefined in taste,

manners, or language 4 : harsh, raucous, or rough in tone —
coarse-ly adv — coarse.ness n
syn vulgar, gross, obscene, ribald: coarse impUes roughness,

rudeness, or crudeness of spirit, behavior, or language; vlilgar
is more condemnatory and implies actual offensiveness to good
taste; gross impUes extreme coarseness and insensitiveness; ob-
scene applies to anything strongly repulsive to the physical senses
or the sense of decency and propriety but esp. to flagrant violation
of taboo in sexual matters; ribald applies to what is amusingly
or picturesquely vulgar or irreverent or mildly indecent
coarse-grained \-'grand\ adj 1 : having a coarse grain 2 ; crude
coars.en \'k5rs-'n, 'k6rs-\ vb coars-en.ing \'k6rs-nir), 'kdrs-, -'n-

io\ vt I to make coarse -*- vi ; to become coarse
icoast \'kost\ n [ME cost, fr. MF coste, fr. L costa rib, side; akin
to OSlav host I bone] 1 obs ; border, frontier 2 ; land near
the seashore : seashore 3 ; a hill or slope suited to coasting;
also : a sUde down a slope (as on a sled) — coast.al \'k6si-*i\ adj

2coast vt 1 obs : to move along or past the side of : skirt 2 : to
saU along the shore of ^^ vi la archaic ; to travel on land along
a coast or along or past che side of something b : to sail along the
shore 2 a : to sHde, run, or gUde downhill by the force of gravity
b : to move along without or as if without further application of
propulsive power (as by momentum or gravity)

coast artillery n : artillery for defending a coast
coast.er \'ko-star\ n X : one that coasts: as a : a person engaged
in coastal traffic or commerce b : a ship saiUng along a coast or
engaged in trade between ports of the same country 2 a : a
round tray usu. of silver and often on wheels that is used for
circulating a decanter after a meal b : a shallow container or a
plate or mat to protect a surface c : a small vehicle used in coasting
coaster brake n : a brake in the hub of the rear wheel of a bicycle
operated by reverse pressure on the pedals

coast guard n 1 : a military or naval force employed in guarding
a coast or responsible for the safety, order, and operation of
maritime traffic in neighboring waters 2 t a member of a coast
guard

coast.guards.man \'kos(t)-,gardz-m3n\ or coast.guard.man
\-,gard-m9n\ n : a member of a coast guard

coast-line \'kost-,lTn\ n : the outline or shape of a coast
coast'ward \'kos-tw3rd\ or coast-wards \-tw3rdz\ adv : to-

ward the coast — coastward adj
coast.Wise \'k6s-,twTz\ adv : by way of or along the coast —
coastwise adj
icoat \'kot\ n, ojten attrib [ME cote, fr. OF. of Gmc origin; akin
to OHG kozza coarse mantle] 1 a : an outer garment varying in
length and style according to fashion and use b ; something re-

sembling a coat 2 : the external growth on an animal 3 ; a layer
of one substance covering another — coat.ed \-3d\ adj

2coat vr 1 : to cover with a coat 2 : to cover or spread with a
finishing, protecting, or enclosing layer

CO.ati \k3-'wat-e. ,ko-3-'te\ n [Pg coat'i, fr. Tupi] : a tropical
American mammal (genus Nasud) related to the raccoon but with
a longer body and tail and a long flexible snout
coat.ing \'kot-io\ " 1 : coat, covering 2 : cloth for coats

coat OJ arms [trans, of F cotte d'armes] 1 : a tabard or surcoat
embroidered with armorial bearings 2a; the particular heraldic
bearings (as of a person) usu. depicted on an escutcheon b ; a
similar symbolic emblem

coat-tail \*kot-,tal\ n 1 : the rear flap of a man's coat 2 pi I the
skirts of a dress coat, cutaway, or frock coat

CO-aU'thor \(')k5-'6-th3r\ n : a joint or associate author
coax \'koks\ vt [earlier cokes, fr. cokes, n. (simpleton)] 1 obs
; fondle, pct 2 : to influence or urge by gentle urging, caressing,
or flattering : wheedle 3 : to draw, gain, or persuade by means
of gentle urging or flattery — coax>er n

co.as.i.al \(')ko-'ak-se-3l\ adj 1 ; having coincident axes
2 : mounted on concentric shafts — co*ax.i.al.ly \-3-le\ adv



coaxial cable 159 cockney
' cocH.Ie.at.ed \-.at-3d\ adj : hav-

, 23 spur, 24 shank, 25 fluff,

26 saddle feathers, 27 tail coverts,
28 lesser sickles

coaxial cal)le n ; a cable that consists of a tube of electrically

conducting material surrounding a central conductor held in

place by insulators and that is used to transmit telegraph, tele-

phone, and television signals of high frequency
cob \'kab\ n [ME cobbe leader; akin to OE col cottage — more at

COT] 1 ; a male swan 2 dial Eng : a rounded mass. lump, or
heap 3 ; a piece of eight : a Spanish-American dollar 4 ; corn-
cob 1 5 : a short-legged stocky horse usu. with an artificially high
stylish action — cob-by \'kab-e\ adj

CO*balt \'ko-,b61t\ n [G kobalt. alter, of kobold, lit., goblin, fr.

MHG koboU) : a tough lustrous silver-white magnetic meiaUic
element that is related to and occurs with iron and nickel — see
ELEMENT table—ccbal-tic \k6-'b61-tik\ adj—cO'bSLl'lojis \-tas\
adj

cobalt blue n : a greenish blue pigment consisting essentially of
cobalt oxide and alumina

co.balt-ite \'ko-.b6i-,tit\ or co-balt-ine \'ko-,b6l-,ten\ n ico-

baliite. alter, of cobaltine, fr. F, fr. cobalt'] ; a mineral consisting
of a grayish to silver-white cobalt sulfarsenide CoAsS used in

making smalt

cobalt 60 n : a heavy radioactive isotope of cobalt of the mass
number 60 produced in nuclear reactors and used as a source of
gamma rays

COb>ber \*kab-3r\ n [origin unknown] Austral : buddy
iCOb.ble \'kab-3l\ vt COb-bling \-(3-)lio\ [ME coblen, perh.
back-formation fr. cobelere cobbler] 1 chiefly Brit : to mend or
patch coarsely 2 : to make or put together roughly or hastily

2C0bbIe n [back-formation fr. cobblestone} 1 : a naturally rounded
Stone larger than a pebble and smaller than a boulder; esp ; such
a stone used in paving a street or in other construction 2 pi,

chiejly Brit t lump coal about the size of small cobblestones
scobble vt cob-bling \-(3-)ho\ : to pave with cobblestones
C0b>bler \'kab-l3r\ n [ME cobelere] 1 : a mender or maker of
shoes and often of other leather goods 2 archaic : a clumsy
workman 3 : a tall iced drink consisting usu. of wine, rum, or
whiskey and sugar garnished with mint or a slice of lemon or
orange 4 : a deep-dish fruit pie with a thick top crust

COb.ble*stone \'kab-3l-,st6n\ n [ME, fr. cobble- (prob. fr. cob) +
stone] : 2C08BLE 1

cob coal n ; coal in large rounded lumps
C0<bel.lig'er*6nt \,ko-b3-'lij-fa-irant\ n : a country fighting with
another power against a common enemy — cobelligerent adj

CO-bia \'k6-be-3\ n [origin unknown] : a large percoid fish {Rachy-
centron canadus) of warm seas outstanding as a food and sport fish

CO'ble \'ko-b3l\ n [ME] Scot : a short flat-bottomed boat
COb>nut \'kab-,n3t\ n : the fruit of a European hazel (Corylus
avellana grandis); also : the plant bearing this fruit

CO*bra \'ko-bra\ n [Pg cobra {de capello), lit., hooded snake, fr. L
colubra snake] ; any of several venomous Asiatic and African
elapid snakes (genus Naja) that when excited expand the skin of
the neck into a hood by movement of the anterior ribs; also ; any
of several related African snakes
COb-web \'kab-,web\ n [ME coppeweb, fr. coppe spider (fr. OE
ztorcoppe) + web; akin to MD coppe spider] 1 ; the network
spread by a spider 2 : a single thread spun by a spider or insect
larva 3 : something resembling a spider web — cob* webbed
\-,webd\ adj— cob-web-by \-,web-e\ adj

CO>ca \'ko-k3\ n [Sp, fr. Quechua kuka] 1 ; any of several So.
American shrubs (genus Eryihroxylon, family Erythroxylaceae);
esp ; one {E. coca) with leaves resembling tea 2 : dried leaves of a
coca (as E. coca) containing alkaloids including cocaine
CO-caine \k6-'kan, 'k6-,\ n : a bitter crystalline alkaloid C^HziNO*
obtained from coca leaves and used as a narcotic and local anesthetic

COoCain-ism \ko-'ka-,niz-9m\ n : addiction to cocaine
co-cain-ize \k5-'ka-,niz\ vt : to treat or anesthetize with cocaine
COC-cal \'kak-3l\ adj : of or relating to a coccus
COC>Cld \'kak-S3d\ n [NL Coccus, genus of scales, fr. Gk kokkos
grain, kermes berry] ; scale insect, mealybug

Coccid.i-oi.do.my.co.sis \(,)kak-,sid-e-,did-6-(,)mT-'ko-s9s\ n
[NL, fr. Coccidiuides, genus of fungi, (fr. coccidium) + mycosis]
; a disease of man and lower animals caused by a fungus {Coc-
cidioides immiiis) and marked esp. by fever and localized pulmonary
symptoms

COC>cid>i.o>sis \(,1kak-,sid-e-'6-s3s\ n : infestation with or disease
caused by coccidia
coccid-i-um \kak-'sid-e-3m\ n. pi coccid-ia \-e-3\ [NL, dim. of
coccus] : any of an order (Coccidia) of protozoans usu. parasitic in
the digestive epithelium of vertebrates
COC-coid \'kak-,6id\ adj ; related to or resembling a coccus

; GLOBOSE — coccoid n
coccus \"kak-3S\ n, pi COCCI \'kak-,(s1T, 'kak-(,)(s)e\ [NL, fr.

Gk kokkos] 1 : one of the separable carpels of a schizocarp 2 ; a
spherical bacterium

-COCCUS n comb jorm, pi -cocci [NL, fr. Gk kokkos] : berry-shaped
organism ^Micrococcus)
COC>cyg*eal \kak-'sij-(e-)9l\ adj [ML coccygeus of the coccyx, fr.

Gk kukkyk-, kokkyx] ; of or relating to the coccyx
COC'Cyx \'kak-siks\ n, pi coc.cy-ges \'kak-s3-,jez, kak-'sr-(Jjez\
also coccyx. es \'kak-sik-s3z\ [NL, fr. Gk kokkyx cuckoo,
coccyx; fr. its resemblance to a cuckoo's beak] : the end of the
vertebral column beyond the sacrum in man and tailless apes
Co>cllin GlU>na X.ko-chgn-'cht-na, ,kach-3n-\ n ; any of an Asian
breed of large domestic fowls with thick plumage, small wings and
tail, and densely feathered legs and feet

CO-chi.neal \-kach-a-.neI. 'ko-ch3-\ n [MF & Sp; MF cochenille, fr.

OSp cochirdlla wood louse, cochineal] : a red dyestuff consisting of
the dried bodies of female cochineal insects used esp. as a bio-
logical stain and as an indicator
cochineal insect n ; a small bright red insect (Dactylopius coccus)
that is related to and resembles the mealybug and feeds on cactus

Coch*lea \'kak-le-3\ n, pi coch>le>ae \-le-,e, -,T\ or coch<le*as
[NL, fr. L, snail, snail shell, fr. Gk kochlias, fr. kochlos land snail; _ _
akin to Gk konche mussel] ; a division of the labyrinth of the ear East End of London b : the dialect of London or of the East End
of higher vertebrates that is usu. coiled like a snail shell and is the of London — cockney adj — cock-ney-lsU \-ish\ adj — cock-
seat of the hearing organ — cocli»le»ar \-le-ar\ adj ney>isni \-,'
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coch.le.ate VTcak-le-at.-.atV (

ing the form of a snail shell

icock \'kak\ n [ME cok, fr.

OE cocc, of imit. origin]
la: the adult male of the
domestic fowl {Callus gallus)
b : the male of birds other
than the domestic fowl
C ; WOODCOCK d archaic
: the crowing of a cock; also
: COCKCROW e : weather-
cock 2 : a device (as a
faucet or valve) for regulating
the flow of a hquid 3 a ; a
chief person : leader b : a
person of spirit and often a
certain swagger or arrogance
4 a ; the hammer in the lock
of a firearm b : the cocked
position of the hammer —
cock of the walk : one who
dominates a group
tion esp. overbearing.^ .

, l t d r. t., u
2cock VI 1 : STRUT, swagger ?

ear lobe, 7 ear. S eye, 9 blade

2 ' to turn tin or stick un -"^ pomts, JI base, 12 comb, 23

3 r'toposiUbn the hammer o^f ^^^^' {:^
rattles i 5 hackle, 16 wing

a firearm for firing ~ vt ''°*' '^ breast, 18 wmg bar, 19

1 a : to draw the hammer of secondaries, 20 primaries, 21 hock,

(a firearm) back and set f(

firing; also : to set (the trig-

ger) for firing h ; to draw or
bend back in preparation to throw or hit c ; to set a mechanism
for tripping 2 a : to set erect b : to turn, tip, or tilt usu. to one
side c : to lift and place high 3 ; to turn up (as a hat brim)
3cock n : TILT, SLANT (-^ of the head)
4cock n [ME cok, of Scand origin] : a small pile (as of hay)
scock vt : to put_(as hay) into cocks
COCk-ade \ka-'kad\ n [modif . of F cocarde, fr. fem. of cocard vain,
fr. cog cock, fr. OF coc, of imit. origin] ; a rosette or a similar

ornament worn on the hat as a badge — cock*ad>ed \-9d\ adj
cock-a-hoop \.kak-3-'hiip. -'h(ip\ adj [fr. the phrase to set cock a
hoop to be festive] 1 : triumphantly boastful : exulting 2 ; awry
Gock>aigne \ka-'kan\ n [ME cokaygne, fr. MF {pais de) cocaigne
land of plenty] ; an imaginary land of extreme luxury and ease

cock-a-leek.ie \,kak-i-'le-ke\ n [alter, of cockie (dim. of 'coc/c) -f-

leekie, dim. of leek] : a soup made of chicken boiled with leeks
COCk-a*lo-rum X.kak-s-'lor-sm. -'16r-\ n [prob. modif. of obs. Flem
kockeloeren to crow, of imit. origin] 1 ; a self-important little man
2 : the game of leapfrog 3 : boastful talk

cock-and-bull story \,kak-3n-'bul-\ n : an extravagant incredible
story told as true

COCk*a<tiel \.kak-3-'te(3n\ n [D kaketielje, deriv. of Malay
kakatua] \ a small crested gray Australian parrot {Nymphicus
hollandicus) with a yellow head

COCk>a>t0O \'kak-3-,tu\ n [D kaketoe, fr. Malay kakatua, fr.

kakak elder sibling -)- tua old] : any of numerous large noisy usu.
showy and crested chiefly Australasian parrots (esp. genus Kakatoe)

COCk.a.trice X'kak-s-tras, -.trTs\ n [ME cocatrice, fr. MF cocatris
ichneumon, cockatrice, fr. ML cocatric-, cockatrix ichneumon] : a
legendary serpent with deadly glance hatched by a reptile from a
cock's egg on a dunghill
cock-boat \'kak-,b6t\ n ; a small boat; esp ; one used as a tender to
a larger boat

COCk.cha.fer \'kak-,cha-f3r\ n i^cock -f- chajer] : a large European
beetle {Melolontha melolontha) destructive to vegetation both as

larva and adult; also_ ; any of various related beetles
cock.crow \'kak-,kro\ n : the time at which cocks first crow ; early
morning
cocked hat \'kakt-\ n l : a hat with brim turned up to give a
three-cornered appearance 2 : a hat with brim turned up on two
sides and worn either front to back or sideways
icock.er \*kak-3r\ vt [ME cokeren] : indulge, pamper
2cocker n : a keeper or handler of fighting cocks
COCk.er-el \'kak-(3-)ral\ n [ME cokerelle, it. OF dial, kokerel, dim.
of OF coc] : a young male domestic fowl

cock.er spaniel \,kak-ar-\ n {cocking (woodcock hunting)] : a
small spaniel with long ears, square muzzle, and silky coat

COCk>eye \'kak-'T, -J\ n : a squinting eye
cock-eyed \'kak-'Td\ adj 1 : having a cockeye 2 slang a : askew,
AWRY b : slighily crazy ; topsy-turvy c : drunk
cock-fight \'kak-,fTt\ n : a contest of gamecocks usu. heeled with
metal spurs — cock-fight-ing \-iD\ adj or n
cock-horse \'kak-,h6(3)rs\ n [perh. fr. cock, adj., (male) + horse]

: rocking horse
COCk-i-ness \'kak-e-n9s\ n ; the quality or state of being cocky
iCOCk*le \'kak-3l\ n [ME, fr. OE coccel] : any of several grainfield

v/eeds; esp : corn cockle
2C0Ckle n [ME cokille, fr. MF coquille shell, modify of L conchylia,
pi. of conchylium, fr. Gk konchylion, fr. konche conch] 1 : a
bivalve mollusk (family Cardiidae) having a shell with convex
radially ribbed valves; esp ; a common edible European bivalve
{Cardium edule) 2 : cockleshell

3cockle n [MF coquille] I pucker, wrinkle— cockle vb

cock-le-bur V'kak-sl-.bar, 'ksk-X n ; any of a genus {Xanthium) of
prickly-fruited composite plants; also X one of its stiff-spincd fruits

cock-le*shell \'kak-3l-,shel\ n 1 a : the shell or one of the shell

valves of a cockle b ; a shell (as a scallop shell) suggesting this

2 : a light flimsy boat
cock-les of the heart \.kak-3lz-\ [perh. fr. ^cockle] ; the core of
one's being

COCk.loft \"kak-,16ft\ n [prob. fr. ^cock] ; a small garret

cock.ney Vkak-ne\ n [ME cokeney, liu, cock's egg, fr. coken (gen.

pi. of cok cock) + ey egg. fr. OE asg] 1 obs a ; a spoiled child

b : a squeamish woman 2 a : a native of London and esp. ofjhe



cockneyfy 160 cog
C0Ck>ney>f7 \'kak-nl-,fi\ vt : to make cockney or like a cockney
cock.pit \'kak-.pit\ n 1 : a pit for cockfights 2 obs ; the pit of a
theater 3 a : an apartment of an old sailing warship used as
quarters for junior officers and for treatment of the wounded in an
engagement b : an open space aft of a decked area from which a
small ship is steered c : a space in the fuselage of an airplane for
the pilot or the pilot and passengers or in large passenger planes the
pilot and crew d : a space resembUng an airplane cockpit
COCk<roacll \'kak-,r6ch\ n [by folk etymology fr. Sp cucaracha
cockroach, Irreg. fr. cuca caterpillar] ; any of an order (Blattaria)
of chiefly roctumal insects including some that are domestic pests

COCKs-comb \'kak-,sk6m\ n 1 : coxcomb 2 : a garden plant
(genus Celosia) of the amaranth family grown for its flowers

cock.shut \'kak-,sh3t\ n [fr. the time poultry are shut in to rest] dia/
Eng : evening twilight

COCk'Shy \-,sh7\ n Vcock + shy, n.] : a throw at an object set up as
a mark; also : a mark or target so set up
COCk.sure \'kak-'shu(3)r\ adj [prob. fr. ^cock + sure'l X : perfectly
sure : certain 2 : marked by overconfidence or presumptuousness
: COCKY syn see sure — cock<sure*ly adv — cock>sure'ness n

icock.tail Vkak-,tal\ n Vcock + tail} 1 ; a horse with its tail

docked 2 : a horse not of pure breed
acocktail n [prob. fr. ^cock + tail] 1 ; an iced drink of distilled
liquor mixed with flavoring ingredients 2 ; an appetizer (as
tomato juice) served as a first course at a meal

3cocktail adjJ designed for semiformal wear <'^ dress)
cocky \'kak-e\ adj 1 : pert, arrogant 2 : jaunty
ico.co \'ko-(,)ko\ n [Sp& Pg;Sp, fr. Pg coco, lit., bogeyman] : the
coconut palm or its fruit

2C0C0 adj :_made from the fibrous husk of the coconut
CO>coa \'ko-f,}k6\ n [modif. of Sp cacao} 1 : cacao 1 2 a rchoco-
late deprived of a portion of its fat and pulverized b : a beverage
prepared by cooking the resulting powder with water or milk
cocoa butter n : a pale low-melting fat from cacao beans
ico.coU'SCious \(')ko-'kan-ch3s\ adj : conscious of the same
things
3coconscious or co>con<scious*ness n : mental processes outside
the main stream of consciousness but sometimes available to it

CO>co>uut also CO>coa>nut \'ko-k3-(,)n3t\ n : the drupaceous fruit

of the coconut palm whose outer fibrous husk yields coir and whose
nut contains thick edible meat and coconut milk
coconut palUl « : a tall pinnate-leaved tropical palm (Cocas nucifera)
prob. of American origin
co.coon \k3-'kun\ n [F cocon, fr. Prov coucoun, fr. coco shell, fr. L
coccunt excrescence on a tree, fr. Gk kokkos grain seed, kermes
beri-y] 1 a : an envelope often largely of silk which an insect larva
forms about itself and in which it passes the pupa stage b : any of
various other protective coverings produced by animals 2 : a
covering suggesting a cocoon; specif : a protective covering placed
or sprayed over military or naval equipment in storage
co.cotte \k6-k6t\ n, p/cocottes \-k6t(s)\ [F] : prostitute
C0C*0>zel'le \,kak-3-'zel-e\ n [prob. deriv. of It cocuzza squash] : a
summer squash resembUng the zucchini
Co-cy.tus \k5-'sTt-3S\ n [L, fr. Gk Kokytos] : a river tributary to
the Acheron in Hades

cod \'kad\ «, pi cod also COdS [ME] 1 a : a soft-finned fish {Gadus
morrhua) of the colder parts of the No. Atlantic that is a major
food fish b ; a fish of the cod family (Gadidae); esp : a Pacific fish
{Gadus macrocephalus) closely related to the Atlantic cod 2 : any
of various spiny-finned fishes resembUng the true cods
CO'da \'k6d-a\ n [It, lit., tail, fr. L caudal : a concluding musical
section that is formally distinct from the main structure

COd-dle \'kad-n\ vt COd-dling \'kad-Ua. -M-ir)\ [perh. fr. caudle]
1 : to cook (as eggs) in liquid slowly and gently just below the boil-
ing point 2 : to treat with extreme care : pamper
iCOde \'k6d\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L caudex, codex trunk of a tree,
tablet of wood covered with v/ax for writing on, book; akin to L
cudere to beat] 1 ; a systematic statement of a body of law; esp
; one given statutory force 2 : a system of principles or rules 3 : a
system or signals for communication; also : a system of words or
other symbols arbitrarily used to represent words
2code vt : to put in or into the form or symbols of a code — cod>er n
co-dec>li*na>tiou \.k6-,dek-la-*na-sh9n\ n : the complement of
the declination

co.de.len.dant \,ko-dJ-'fen-d3nt\ n : a joint defendant
CO'deine \'ko-,den. 'kod-e-9n\ n [F codeine, fr. Gk kodeia poppy-
head, fr. koos cavity; akin to Gk koilos hoUow] : a crystalline
alkaloid Ci aHaiNOs.HzO associated in opium with and similar
to morphine but feebler in its action and used esp. in cough remedies

CO«dex \'ko-,deks\ «, pi CO-di-ces \'kod-3-,sez, 'kad-\ [L] 1 obs
: CODE 1, 2 2 : a manuscript book esp. of Scripture, classics, or
ancient annals

cod'fish \'kad-,fish\ n ; cod; also ; its flesh used as food
COd-ger \'kaj-3r\ n [prob. alter, of cadger] ; a mildly eccentric or
disreputable fellow

C0d<i-cll \'k"ad-3-S3l, -,sil\ n [MF codicille, fr. L codicillus, dim. of
codic-, codex book] ; a legal instrument made subsequently to a will
and modifying it — cod>i*cil>la>ry Vkad-3-'sU-3-re\ adj

cod<i<li<ca>tion X.kad-g-fa-'ka-shsn, ,kod-\ n : the act of codifying
; the state of being codified

cod.j.ly \'kad-3-,fT, 'kod-\ vt 1 ; to reduce to a code 2 a : system-
atize b : classify
icod'ling \'kad-Uo\ n 1 ; a young cod 2 : a hake (esp. genus
UroDhycis)

2cod-iing \'kad-Uo\ or COd-lin \-l3n\ n [alter, of ME guerdlyng]
: a smaU immature apple; also ; any of several elongated greenish
English cooking apples

codling moth n : a small moth {Carpocapsa pomonetla) whose larva
lives in apples, pears, quinces, and English walnuts

cod.plece \'kad-.pes\ n [ME codpese, fr. cod bag, scrotum (fr. OE
codd) + pese piece] ; a flap or bag conceahng an opening in the
front of men's breeches esp. m the 15th and 16th centuries
1co-ed \'ko-,ed\ n [short for coeducational student] ; a female
student in a coeducational institution
2co-ed adj 1 : coeducational 2 : of, or relating to a co-ed
CO>ed>U>ca<tion \(,)ko-,ej-3-'ka-sh3n\ n : the education of students
of both sexes at the same institution — co<ed*u*ca>tion>al \-'ka-
shnsl, -shan-M\ adj — co*ed>u*ca>tion>aMy \-e\ adv

CO.ef.li.cient \^o-3-'fish-3nt\ n [NL coejjicient', coejjiciens, fr. L

CO- + ejficlent; efjiclens efficient] 1 : any of the factors of a prod-
uct considered in relation to a specific factor 2 a ; a number that
serves as a measure of some property or characteristic (as of a de-
vice or process)_ b : measure, degree

coe-la-canth \'se-la-.kan(t)th\ n [deriv. of Gk koilos hollow -I- NL
•acanthus — more at cave] : a fish or fossil of a family (Coela-
canthidae) of mostly extinct fishes — coelacanth adj — coe>la-
can. thine \,se-la-'kan-.thin, -'kan(t)-th3a\ adj — coe-la-can-
thous \-'kan(t)-th3s\ adj

-coele or -coel \,sel\ n comb form [prob. fr. NL -coela, fr. neut. pi.
of -coelus hollow, concave, fr. Gk -koilos, fr. koilos] : cavity
: chamber : ventricle <blastocoe/> <i;nterocoete)

coe.len-ter-ate \si-'lent-3-.rat. -r3t\ n [deriv. of Gk koilos + en-
teron intestine — more at inter-] : any of a phylum (Coelenterata)
of basically radially symmetrical invertebrate animals including the
corals, sea anemones, jellyfishes, and hydroids — coeleuterate adj
coe.len.ter.on \-.ran, -rsnX n. p/ coe.len.tera \-ra\ [NL. fr. Gk
koilos -t- enierqn] : the internal cavity of a coeleuterate

coe.li-ac \'se-le-.ak\ adj [L coeliacus. fr. Gk koiliakos, fr. koilia
cavity, fr. koilos] : of or relating to the abdominal cavity
coe.lom \'se-lam\ n, pi coeloms or coe-lo-ma.ta \si-'16-m3t-5\
[G, fr. Gk koiloma cavity, fr. koilos] : the usu. epilhelium-Uned
body cavity of metazoans above the lower worms — C0e>l0*mate
\'se-l3-,mat\ adj or n ^ coe>lo*mic \si-'iam-ik, -'lo-mikX adj

coen- or coeno- comb form [NL, fr. Gk koin-, koino-, fr. koinos —
more at co-] : common ; general <coeHocyte>

coe-no-bite \'se-n3-,bit\ var oj cenobite
coe.no-cyte \'se-n3-.sTt\ n [ISV] 1 a : a multinucleate mass of
protoplasm resulting from repeated nuclear division unaccom-
panied by cell fission b : an organism consisting of such a struc-
ture 2 : syncytium 1 — coe>no<cyt*ic \,se-na-'sit-ik\ adj
coe.nu.rus \si-'n(y)ur-3s\ n, pi coe-nu-ri \-*n(y)u(3)r-.r\ [NL,
fr. coen- + Gk oura tail] ; a complex tapeworm larva consisting of a
sac from the inner wall of which numerous scolices develop
CO.en>zyme \(')k5-'en-,zTm\ n : a thermostable nonprotein com-
pound that forms the active portion of an enzyme system after
combination with an apoenzyme

CO*egual \_(')ko-'e-kw3l\ adj : equal with one another — co<eqnal-
i'ty \,k6-e-*kwal-3t-e\n— co>equal'ly \(')k5-'e-kw3-le\ adv
CO.erce \ko-'3rs\ vt [L coercere, fr. co- + arcere to shut up en-
close — more at ark] 1 : to restrain or dominate by nullifying
individual will 2 : to compel to an act or choice 3 : to enforce
by force or threat syn see force — co*erc>ible \-'3r-s3-bal\ adj

co.er-cion \ko-'3r-zh3n, -shan\ n : the act, process, or power of
coercing

co-er<Cive \-'ar-siv\ adj ; serving or intended to coerce — co-er-
cive-ly adv -— co>er*ciye-ness n

C0.eta.ne.0U5 \,ko-3-'ta-ne-as\ adj [L coaetaneus, fr. co- + aetas
age — more at age] : coeval

CO.eter.nal \,ko-i-'tarn-n\ adj : equally or jointly eternal —
cO'eter.naMy \-'l-e\ adv — co.eter.ni-ty \-'t3r-nat-e\ n

CO.eval \ko-'e-V3l\ adj [L coaevus, fr. co- + aevum age, lifetime]
; of the same or equal age, antiquity, or duration syn see contem-
porary — coeval n — co.eval'i.ty \,ko-(,)e-'val-3t-e\ n

CO.ex.ist \,k6-ig-'zist\ vi 1 ; to exist together or at the same time
2 : to live in peace with each other esp. as a matter of policy— co.eX'iS'tence \-'zis-t3n(t)s\ n — co.ex.is.tent \-tant\ adj

co-ex.ten.sive \,k6-ik-'sten(t)-siv\ adj ; having the same spatial
or temporal scope or boundaries — co. ex-ten.sive.ly adv

cof.fee \'k6-fe, 'kaf-e\ n, ojten attrib [It& Turk; It cajjk. It. Turk
kahve, fr. Ar qahwah] 1 ; a drink made
by percolation, infusion, or decoction from
the roasted and grourid or pounded seeds
of several trees or shrubs (genus Cojjea)
of the madder family; also ; these seeds
either green or roasted or a plant produc-
ing them 2 : a cup of coffee <two -^s}
cof.fee.house \-.haus\ n : a place where
coffee and other refreshments are sold
: caf£

col.fee.pot \-,pat\ n : a utensU for pre-
paring or serving coffee

coffee Shop n : a small restaurant esp. for coffee: / floweiing and

a low table customarily \eayes, 2 fruit, 3 fruit
"' - —f- called also ^ith pericap pardy re-

moved to show seeds

Ught refreshn
coffee table
placed in front of a sofa
cocktail table

coffee tree n 1 : a tree (genus Cojfet
yielding coffee beans 2 : Kentucky coffee tree

COf.fer \'k6-f3r. 'kaf-srV n [ME cojjre. fr. OF, fr. L cophinus
basket, fr. Gk kophinos] 1 : chest, box; esp ; a strongbox for

valuables 2 : treasury, exchequer — usu. used in pi. 3a: the
chamber of a canal lock b : caisson c ; cofferdam 4 ; a
recessed panel in a vault, ceiling, or soffit

COf.fer.dam \-,dam\ n 1 ; a watertight enclosure from which
water is pumped to expose the bottom of a body of water and
permit construction (as of a pier) 2 ; a watertight structure for
making repairs below the waterUne of a ship
icof.fin \'k6-f3n\ n [ME, basket, receptacle, fr. MF cojin, fr. L
cophinus] 1 : a box or chest for a corpse to be buried in 2 : the
homy body forming the hoof of a horse's foot

^coffin vt : to enclose in or as if in a coffin
coffin bone n : the bone enclosed within the hoof of the horse

coffin comer n : one of the comers formed by a goal line and a
sideline on a football field into which a punt is often aimed so
that it may go out of bounds close to the defenders' goal line

COf.fle \'k6-f3l, 'kaf-3l\ n [Ar qajilah caravan] : a train of slaves

or animals fastened together
icog \'kag\ n [ME cogge, of Scand origin; akin to Norw kug cog;
akin to OE cycgel cudgel] 1 : a tooth on the rim of a wheel or
gear 2 : a subordinate person or part — cogged \'kagd\ adj

2cog vb cogged; cog.ging icog (a trickt] vi 1 olfs : to cheat in

throwing dice 2 obs : deceive 3 obs : to use venal flattery
'^ vt 1 : to direct the fall of (dice) fraudulently 2 obs : wheedle
3cog vb cogged; cog.ging [prob. alter, of cock (cog)] : to connect
by means of tenons
4cog n I a tenon on a beam or timber received into a mortise In

another beam to secure the two together
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CO*gen>cy Vko-j3n-se\ n : the quallty'or state of being cogent
CO>gent \'ko-jsnt\ adj [L cogent-, cogens, prp. of cogere to drive
together, collect, fr. co- + agere to drive— more at agent] ; having
power to compel or constrain; esp : appealing forcibly to the mind
or reason : convincing syn see valid — co*gent'ly adv

COg<i'ta>ble ykaj-st-a-balV adj : thinkable
COg.i-tate \'kaj-3-.tat\ vb [L cogitatus, pp. of cogUare to think,
think about, fr. co- + agitare to drive, agitate — more at agitate]
vt 1 : to ponder or meditate on usu. with intentness and ob-
jectivity 2 ; PLAN, PLOT '«- vi : to think deeply ; ponder syn
see THINK — cog'l-taotion \,kaj-a-'ta-sh3n\ n

COg=i.ta.tive \'kaj-3-,tat-iv\ adj 1 : of or relating to cogitation
2 : capable of or given to cogitation

CO-gnac \'k6n-,yak, 'kan-, 'k6n-\ n [F, fr. Cognac, France] 1 cap
: a brandy from the departments of Charente and Charente<*
Maritime distilled from white wine 2 : a French brandy
1C0g>Iiate \*kag-,nat\ adj [L cognaius, fr. co- + gnaius, natus, pp.
of nasci to be bom; akin to L gignere to beget — more at kin]
1 a ; related by blood b : related on the mother's side 2 a : re-

lated by descent from the same ancestral language h of a word or
morpheme : related by derivation, borrowing, or descent c oj a
substantive : related usu. in derivation to the verb of which it is the
object 3 ; of the same or similar nature — cog<iiate>ly adv
2C0gnate n ; one that Is cognate with another
COg>na>tion \kag-'na-sh9n\ n ; cognate relationship
COg*ni-tion \kag-'nish-3n\ n [ME cognicioun, fr. L cognition-,
cogriiiio, fr. cognitus, pp. of cognoscere to become acquainted with,
know, fr. CO- + gnoscere to come to know — more at know] : the
act or process of knowing including both awareness and judgment;
also : a product of this act — cog-ni*tion-al X-'nish-nal. -'nish-
3n-'l\ adj — cog-ni'tive \'kag-n3t-iv\ adj— cog-ni-tive-ly «dv
COg>ni>za>hle X'kag-na-zs-bal, kag-'nT-\ adj 1 : capable of being
known 2 ; capable of being judicially heard and determined— Cog'iii'Za-bly \-ble\ adv
COg-nl>zance \'kag-n3-23n(t)s\ n [ME conisaunce, fr. OF conois-
sance, fr. conoistre to know, fr. L cognoscere^ 1 : a distinguishing
mark or emblem (as a heraldic bearing) 2 a : surveillance, con-
trol b : APPREHENSION, PERCEPTION c : range of apprehension
d : NOTICE, OBSERVANCE 3 a I the right and power to hear and de-
cide controversies b : the judicial hearing of a matter

COg.ni-zant \-zsnt\ adj : having cognizance syn see aware
COg>nize \kag-'nTz\ vt [back-formation fr. cognizance"] ; know
cog*no<men \kag-'n6-m3n\ n, pi cognomens or cog-no.mi-na
\-'nam-3-na, -'no-m3-\ [L, irreg. fr. co- + nomen name — more at
name] 1 : surname; esp : the third of usu. three names of a person
among the ancient Romans 2 : name; esp ; a distinguishing nick-
name or epithet — cog'nom>i>nal X-'nam-an-^lV adj
co>gno<scen>te \,kan-y5-'shent-e\ n, pi co*gno>scen.ti \-e\
[obs. It (now conoscente), fr. cognoscente, adj., wise, fr. L cogno-
scent-, cognoscens, prp. of cognoscere'] ; CONNOISSEUR

COg*nos>cl>l}le \kag-'nas-3-b3l\ adj [LL cognoscibilis, fr. L
cognoscere] : cognizable
CO<gon \ko-'gon\ n [Sp cogdn, fr. Tag, Bisayan, Bikol kugori'\

: any of several coarse tall grasses (genus Imperata) used in the
Philippines and adjacent lands for thatching
cog railway n : a steep mountain railroad that has a rail with cogs
that engages a cogwheel on the locomotive to ensure traction

cogs-well chair \,kagz-,wel-, -w3l-\ n, ojten cap 1st C [fr. the name
Cogswell] : an upholstered easy chair with inclined back, thin open
arms, and cabriole legs

COg'Wheel \'kag-,hwel, -,wel\ n : a wheel with cogs or teeth
CO'hab>it \ko-'hab-at\ vi [LL cohabitare, fr. L co- + habitare to
inhabit, fr. habitus, pp. of habere to have] 1 ; to live together as
husband and wife 2 : to live together— co>hab>i-tant \-3t-3nt\
n — co-hah.i'ta'tion \(,)ko-,hab-9-'ta-sh3n\ n
co-heir \(')_ko-'a(9)r, -'e(9)r\ n : a joint heir
CO-here \ko-'hi(9)r\ vi [L cohaerere, fr. co- + haerere to stick]
1 a : to hold together firmly as parts of the same mass b ; adhere
c ; to display cohesion 2 : to consist of parts that cohere 3 a : to
become united in principles, relationships, or interests b : to be
logically or aesthetically consistent syn see stick

CO-her-ence \ko-'hir-9n(t)s, -'her-\ n ; the quality or state of co-
hering; esp : systematic connection esp. in logical discoiurse

CO-her-en-cy \-9n-se\ n : coherence
CO-her-ent \ko-'hir-9nt, -'her-\ adj [MF or L; MF coherent, fr. L
cohaerent-, cohaerens, prp. of cohaerere] 1 : having the quality of
cohering 2 ; logically consistent — co-her-ent-ly adv
CO«her-er \ko-'hir-9r\ n : a radio detector in which an imperfectly
conducting contact between pieces of metal or other conductors
loosely resting against each other is materially improved in con-
ductance by the passage of high-frequency current

co-he.sion \k6-'he-zh9n\ n [L cohaesus, pp. of cohaerere] 1 ; the
act or process of sticking together tightly 2 : union between
similar plant parts or organs 3 : molecular attraction by which
the particles of a body are united throughout the mass
co-he. sive \ko-'he-siv, -ziv\ adj : exhibiting or producing cohesion
or coherence — co-he-sive-ly adv — co-he-sive-ness n

CO.hort \'ko-,h6(9)rt\ n [MF & L; MF cohorte, fr. L cohort-,
cohors — more at court] 1 a : one of 10 divisions of an ancient
Roman legion b ; a group of warriors or soldiers : band,
group 2 a ; companion, accompuce b : follower, supporter
CO'hosh XTco-.hashX n [of Algonquian origin^ akin to Natick
koshki it is rough] : any of several American medicinal or poison-
ous plants: as a : a bugbane (Cimicijuga racemosa) b ; a peren-
nial herb {Caulophyllum thalictroides) of the barberry family
c : baneberry

coil X'koif, in sense 2 usu "kwafX n [ME coije, fr. MF. fr. LL cojea]
1 ; a close-fitting cap: as a : a hoodlike cap worn by nuns under
a veil b ; a soldier's defensive skullcap worn under a hood of mail
C ; a white cap formerly worn by English lawyers and esp. by
serjeants-at-law; also : the order or rank of a serjeant-at-law
2 : COIFFURE — coil N'koif, 'kwaf\ or coille \'kwaf\ vt coilfed or
coifed; coifl'ing or coif-ing

COil.feur \kwa-*f3r\ n [F, fr. coijjer] : a male hairdresser
iCOif.lure \kwa-'fyu(9)r\ n [F, fr. coijjer to cover with a coif,
arrange (hair), fr. coije] : a manner of arranging or styling the hair

2coiIfure vt : to arrange In a coiffure
coign Of van-tage \,k6i-n9-'vant-ij\ ; an advantageous position
Jcoil \'k6i(9)l\ n [origin imknown] 1 : tumult 2 : trouble
^COil vb [MF coillir to collect] vt 1 : to wind into rings or spirals
2 : to roll or twist into a shape resembling a coil ~ vi 1 : to move
in a circular, spiral, or winding course 2 : to form or lie in a coil
3coil n 1 a : a series of loops or a spiral b : a single loop of such a
coil 2 ; a number of turns of wire esp. in spiral form usu. for
electromagnetic effect or for providing electrical resistance 3 : a
series of connected pipes in rows, layers, or windings
iCOin \'k6in\ n [ME, fr. MF, wedge, corner, fr. L cuneus wedge]
1 archaic a : CORNER, cornerstone b : wedge 2 a : a piece of
metal issued by governmental authority as money b ; metal money
2C0in vt 1 a : to make (a coin) esp. by stamping : mint b : to
convert (metal) into coins 2 ; create, invent ('^ a phrase) —
coin.er n

coin-age \'k6i-nij\ n 1 : the act or process of coining 2 a : coins
b : something (as a word) made up or invented

CO-in-cide X.ko-an-'sld, 'ko-9n-,\ vi [ML coincidere, fr. L co- +
incidere to fall on, fr. in- + cadere to fall — more at chance]
1 a : to occupy the same place in space or time b ; to occupy
exacdy corresponding or equivalent positions on a scale or in a
series 2 : to correspond in nature, character, or function 3 ; to
be in accord or agreement : concur syn see agree
CO-in-ci»dence \ko-'in(t}-s9d-9n(t)s, -s3-,den(t)s\ n 1 : the condi-
tion or fact or an instance of coinciding : correspondence 2 : a
group of concurrent events or circumstances remarkable for lack
of apparent causal connection

CO.in. ci.dent X-ssd-snt, -s9-,dent\ adj [F coincident, fr. ML coinci-
dent-, coincidens, prp. of coincidere] 1 ; occupying the same space
or time <'-- events) 2 • of similar nature ; harmonious <a theory
'--' with the facts) syn see contemporary — co.in-ci.dent-ly adv

CO-in-ci.den.tal \(,)ko-,in(t)-s9-'dent-'l\ adj 1 : resulting from a
coincidence 2 : occurring or existing at the same time — co-in-
ci-den-taMy \-'dent-=I-e. -'dent-Ie\ adv

CQ.in.sur-ance \,ko-3n-'shur-9n(t)s\ n ; joint assumption of risk
(as by two underwriters) with another

co.in.sure \,k6-3n-'shu(3)r\ vb : to insure jointly — co.in.sur*er

coir \'k6i(-3)r\ n [Tamil kayi/u rope] : a stiff coarse fiber from the
outer husk of the coconut

cois-trel \'k6i-str9l\ n [MF coustillier soldier carrying a short
sword, fr. coustHle short sword, fr. L cultellus knife — more at
cutlass] archaic : a mean fellow : varlet

CO.ltal \'k6_-9t-^l\ adj : of or relating to coitus
CO.ition \ko-'ish-9n\ n [LL, fr. L coition-, coitio a coming together,
fr. coitus, pp. of coire to come together, fr. co- + ire to go— more at
ISSUE] : corrus — co-itlon.al \-'ish-n9l, -9n-n\ adj

CO'itus \'k6-9t-9S\ n [L, fr. coitus, pp.] : the natural conveying of
semen to the female reproductive tract : sexual intercourse
iCOKe \'kok\ n [ME; akin to Sw kiilk pith, Gk gelgis bulb of garlic]
: the residue of coal left after destructive distillation and used as
fuel; a/50 : a similar residue left by other materials (as petroleum)
distilled to dryness
2coke vt : to change into coke ^ vi ; to become coked
3coke n toy shortening & alter.] slang : cocaine
col \'kal\ n [F, fr. MF, neck, fr. L coUum] 1 : a pass In a
mountain range 2 ; a saddle-shaped depression in the crest of
a ridge
icol see coM-
2col- or coli- or coIo- comb jorm [NL, fr. L colon"] 1 : colon
<co/ids> <co/ostomy) 2 : colon bacillus <co//form>

icola pi oj colon
3co.la \'k6-l9\ n [fr. Coca-Cola, a trademark] : a carbonated soft
drink flavored with extract from coca leaves, kola nut, sugar,
caramel, and acid and aromatic substances

COl.an.der X'kal-an-dar, 'kal-\ n [ME colyndore, prob. modif. of
OProv colador, fr. ML colatorium, fr. L colatus, pp. of colare to
sieve, fr. colum sieve] : a perforated utensil for draining food

CO.lat.i.tude \(')ko-'lat-9-,t(y)Ud\ n : the complement of the lati-

tude
COl'Can.non \k'al-'kan-3n\ n [TrGael cat ceannan, lit., white-headed
cabbage] : potatoes and cabbage or other greens boiled and mashed

Col.Chi'Cine \'kal-ch3-,sen, 'kal-k3-\ « : a poisonous alkaloid
Cz2H25N06 extracted from the corms or seeds of the meadow
saffron (Colchicum autumnale) and used on mitotic cells to induce
polyploidy and in the treatment of gout
COl.chi'Cum V'kal-chi-kam, 'kal-ki-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, a
kind of plant with a poisonous root] 1 : any of a genus {Colchicum)
of Old World corm-producing herbs of the lily family with flowers
like crocuses 2 : the dried corm or dried ripe seeds of autumn
crocus containing colchicine, possessing emetic, diuretic, and
cathartic action, and used for gout and rheumatism

COl.co-thar X'kal-ka-thar, -,thar\ n [ML, fr. MF or OSp; MF col-
cotar, fr. OSp colcotar, fr. Ar dial, qulqutar] : a reddish brown
oxide of iron left as a residue when ferrous sulfate is heated and
used as glass polish and as a pigment
icold \'kold\ adj [ME. fr. OE ceald, cald; akin to OHO kalt cold, L
gelu frost, gelare to freeze] 1 ; having a temperature notably below
a norm 2 a : marked by lack of warm feeling ; unemotional
b ; done after deliberation or calculation and uncolored by per-
sonal feeling <a '^ act of aggression) 3 a : depressing, cheer-
less b ; producing a sensation of cold : chilling <'^ blank walls)
c : cool 4 a : dead b : unconscious (out '^> c : certain, sure
5 : made uncomfortable by cold 6 a : retaining only faint scents,
traces, or clues <~ trail); also : far from discovering b_: stale,
UNINTERESTING <'^ ncws) 7 : UNPREPARED — cold-ly \'kol-(d)le\
adv — cold-ness \'k61(d)-n3s\ n — in cold blood : with premedi-
tation : deliberately

scold n 1 a : a condition of low temperature b : cold weather
2 : bodily sensation produced by loss or lack of heat : chill
3 : a bodily disorder popularly associated with chilling: specij
; common cold — in the cold ; without heating — out in the cold
: deprived of benefits given others ; neglected

COld-blood.ed \'koI(d)-'bl9d-9d\ adj 1 a : done or acting without
consideration, compunction, or clemency <'^ murder) b : matters
OF-FACT, EMOTIONLESS 2 : having cold blood; specij ; having a
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body temperature not internally regulated but approximating that
of the environment 3 or cold-blood \-'bl3d\ ; of mixed or
inferior breeding 4 ; noticeably sensitive to cold — COld-blOOd-
ed.ly adv — cold-blood.ed.ness n

cold chisel n : a chisel made of tool steel of a strength, shape, and
temper suitable for chipping or cutting cold metal

cold cream n : a soothing and cleansing cosmetic basically a per-
fumed emulsion of a bland vegetable oil or heavy mineral oil

cold CtltS n pi I sliced assorted cold meats and cheeses
cold frame n : a usu. glass-covered frame without artificial heat used
to protect plants and seedlings

cold front n : an advancing edge of a cold air mass
cold rubber n ; a wear-resistant synthetic rubber made at a low
temperiiture (as 41° F.) and used esp. for tire treads

cold shoulder n : intentionally cold or unsympathetic treatment— cold-shoul<der \'k61(d)-'sh61-d3r\ vt

cold sore n : the group of blisters appearing about or within the
mouth in herpes simplex

cold sweat n : concurrent perspiration and chill usu. associated with
fear, pain, or shock

cold war n ; a conflict characterized by the use of means short of
sustained overt miUtary action

cold wave n : a period of unusually cold weather
cole \'kol\ n (ME, fr. OE cal, fr. L caulis stem, cabbage] ; any of
a genus (Brassica) of herbaceous plants; esp : rape
COle.man.ite \'koI-m3-,nrt\ n [William T. Coleman tl893 Am
businessman and mine owner] ; a mineral CazBsOn-SHzO con-
sisting of a hydrous calcium borate occurring in brilliant colorless
or white massive monoclinic crystals

co.le.op.ter-on \,k6-le-'ap-t3-,ran, kal-e-\ n, pi co<le*op>tera
\-t3-r3\ [N L, deriv. of Gk koleon sheath + pteron wing — more at
feather] : 'BEETLE 1 — co*le>op*ter>ous \-ta-r3s\ adj

CO>le<op*tlle \-'ap-t'l\ n [NL coleoptilum, fr. Gk koleon + ptilon
down; akin to Gk pteron'i : the first leaf of a monocotyledon form-
ing a protective sheath about the plumule

co-leo-rhi-za X.ko-le-a-'ri-za, ,kal-e-\ n, pi co.leo.rhi>zae \-C,)ze\
[NL, fr. Gk koleon + NL -rhizal : the sheath investing the hypo-
cotyl in some plants through which the roots burst

C0le*5law \'k61-,sl6\ n [D koolsla, fr. kool cabbage + sla salad]
; a salad made of raw sliced or chopped cabbage

CO>Ie<us \'ko-ie-3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk koleos, koleon
sheath] ; any of a large genus {Coleus) of herbs of the mint family

cole.wort V'kol-.wart, -,w6(3)rt\ n : cole; esp : one (as kale) that
forms no head
icol.ic \'kal-ik\ n [ME, fr. MF colique, fr. L colicus colicky, fr. Gk
kolikos, fr. kolon, alter, of kolon colon] ; a paroxysm of acute
abdominal pain localized in a hollow organ and caused by spasm,
obstruction, or twisting — col.icky \'kal-3-ke\ or colic adj

2co.liC \'ko-lik, 'kal-ik\ adj : of or relating to the colon
col.Ic.root \'kal-ik-,riJt, -,rut\ n : any of several plants having
roots reputed to cure coUc: as a : either of two bitter herbs
(Aleiris jarinosa and A. aurea) of the lily family 1) ; a wild yam
{Dioscorea paniculata)

col.iC'Weed \'kal-ik-,wed\ n ; squirrel corn
CO.li.form \'ko-l3-,f6rm, *kaI-3-\ adj : relating to, resembling, or
being the colon bacillus — coliform n

CO.lin \k3-'len\ n [Sp colin, modif. of Nahuatl ^olin^ : the bob-
white or a related New World game bird

OOl.i.se.um \,kal-a-'se-3m\ n [ML Colosseum, Colisseum'\ 1 cap
; COLOSSEUM 1 2 ; a large structure for public entertainments

CO.Ii.tis \ko-'lTt-as\ n : inflammation of the colon
coll- or collo- combjorm [NL, fr. Gk koll-, kollo-, fr. holla ~ more
at PROTOCOL] 1 ; glue (coWenchyma) 2 : colloid <co//otype)

COl.lab'O.rate \k3-'lab-3-,rat\ vi [LL collaboratus, pp. of collabo-
rare to labor together, fr. L com- + laborare to labor] 1 ; to work
jointly with others esp. in an intellectual endeavor 2 : to cooper-
ate with or assist usu. willingly an enemy of one's country and esp.
an occupying force 3 : to cooperate with an agency or instru-
mentality with which one is not immediately connected — col.lab-
o.ra.tlon \-,lab-a-'ra-sh3n\ n — _col.lab>o.ra.tive \-'lab-a-
,rat-iv\ adj — col'lab.o>ra.tor \-.rat-3r\ n

CoMab-o.ra.tion.ism \ka-,lab-a-'ra-sha-,niz-3m\ n : the advocacy
or practice of collaboration with an enemy — col.lab.o.ra*tiou-
ist \-sh(a-)n3st\ adj or n

COl-Iage \k3-'lazh\ n [F. gluing, fr. caller to glue, fr. colle glue, fr.

(assumed) VL colla, fr. Gk kolla'\ 1 : an artistic composition of
fragments of printed matter and other materials pasted on a pic-
ture surface 2 ; the art of making collages 3 : an assembly of
diverse fragments

COl-la.gen \'kai-3-j3n\ n [Gk holla + ISV -genl : an insoluble
fibrous protein that occurs in vertebrates as the chief constituent of
connective tissue fibrils and in bones and yields gelatin and glue
on prolonged heating with water — col.la. gen.ic \,kal-3-'jea-ik\
adj — coMag.e.nous \k3-'laj-a-n3s\ adj
icol.lapse \ka-'laps\ vb [L collnpsus, pp. of collabl, fr. com- + labi
to fall, slide — more at sleep] vi 1 : to break down completely
: DISINTEGRATE 2 I to fall or shrink together abruptly and com-
pletely 3 : to cave or fall in or give way 4 : to suddenfy lose
force, significance, effectiveness, or worth 5 : to break down in
vital energy, stamina, or self-control through exhaustion or disease;
esp : to fall helpless or unconscious 6 : to fold down into a more
compact shape '^ vt : to cause to collapse — col.laps.ibil*i>ty
\-,lap-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n — coMaps-ible \-'lap-s3-baI\ adj

^collapse n ; the act or an Instance of collapsing ; breakdown
ICOMar \'kal-3r\ n [ME coler, fr. OF, fr. L collare, fr. collum neck;
akin to ON & OHG hals neck, OE hweol wheel — more at wheel]
1 ; a band, strip, or chain worn around the neck: as a : a band
that serves to finish or decorate the neckline of a garment b ; a
short necklace c ; a band about the neck of an animal d : a part
of the harness of draft animals fitted over the shoulders and taking
strain when a load is drawn 2 : something resembling a collar in
shape or use (as a ring or round flange to restrain motion or hold
something in place) 3 : any of various animal structures or mark-
ings likened to a collar — coMar.less \-3r-l3s\ adj
acoUar vt la: to seize by the collar or neck b : captxjre, grab

: to get control of ; preempt 2 : to put a collar on
col.lar'bone \,kal-3r-'b5n, 'kal-ar-A n : clavicle
col-lard \'kal-ard\ n [alter, of coleworti \ a stalked smooth-leaved
kale — usu. used in pi.

col.late \k3-'Iat, "kal-.atX vt [back-formation fr collationl 1 a : to
compare critically b : to collect, compare carefully in order to
verify, and often to integrate or arrange in order 2 [L collatus,

pp.] : to admit and institute (a cleric) to a benefice 3 a : to verify
the order of (printed sheets) b : Gather 2e syn see compare— coMa.tor \k3-'lat-3r, 'kal-,at-\ n
icoMat-er-al \k3-*lat-a-r3l, -'la-tral\ adj [ME, prob. fr. MF, fr.

ML collateralis, fr. L com- + lateralis lateral] 1 a : accompanying
as secondary or subordinate ; concomttant b : indirect c ; serv-
ing to support or reinforce : ancillary 2 : belonging to the same
ancestral stock but not in a direct line of descent 3 : parallel,
coordinate, or corresponding in position, order, time, or signifi-

cance 4 a : of, relating to, or being an obligation or security
attached to another to secure its performance b : secured or
guaranteed by additional security — col.lat.er=.al-i.ty \-ilat-a-
'ral-3t-e\ n — col.lat*er*al-Iy \-'lat-3-r3-le, -'la-trs-X adv

^collateral n l : a collateral relative 2 : something used as
collateral security 3 : a branch of a bodily part (as a vein)

COl'la.tion Xks-'la-shsn, ka-\ n 1 [ME. fr. ML collation-, collatio,
fr. LL, conference, fr. L, bringing together, comparison, fr.

collatus (pp. of conjerre to bring together, bestow upon), fr. com-
+ laius, pp. of Jerre to carry] a : a light meal allowed on fast days
in place of lunch or supper b : a light meal 2 [ME, fr. L collation-,
coUaiio'\ : the act, process, or result of collating
COMeague \'kal-,eg\ n [MF collegue, fr. L collega, fr. com- +
legare to appoint, depute — more at leg.ate] : an associate in a
profession or a civil or ecclesiastical office

iCOl.lect \"kal-ikt, -.ekt\ n [ME collects, fr. OF, fr. ML collecta,
short for oratio ad collectam prayer upon assembly] : a short
prayer comprising an invocation, petition, and conclusion; specif,
ojten cap ; one preceding the eucharistic Epistle and varying wiUi
the day

2col'lect \k3-'lekt\ vb [L collectus, pp. of colligere to bind together,
fr. com- + legere to gather] vt 1 a ; to bring together into one
body or place b : to gather or exact from a number of persons or
other sources (-^ taxes) 2 : infer, deduce 3 : to gain or regain
control of <'^ his thoughts) 4 : to claim as due and receive pay-
ment for '^ vi 1 : assemble; also ; accumulate 2 a : to collect
objects b : to receive payment {--^ing on his insurance) syu see
GATHER — coMect.lble or col.lect.able \-'lek-t3-b3l\ adj

3C0l.lect \k3-'lekt\ adv {or adj) : to be paid for by the receiver
COMecta.nea \,kaI-,ek-'ta-ne-3\ n pi [L, neul. pi. of coUectaneus
collected, fr. collectus, pp.] : collected writings; also : literary items
forming a collection

col>lect<ed \k3-'lek-t3d\ adj 1 ; self-possessed, calm 2 of a gait

: performed or performable by a horse from a state of collection
syn see cool — col-lect-ed-ly adv — col-lect-ed.ness n

collection \k3-'lek-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of collecting
2 : something collected ; assemblage; esp ; an accumulation of
objects gathered for study, comparison, or exhibition 3 : a
standard pose of a well-handled saddle horse in which it is brought
well up to the bit with the center of gravity toward the rear quarters

iCOl-lec-tive \k3-'lek-tiv\ adj 1 : denoting a number of persons
or things considered as one group or whole {jlock is a ^— word)
2a: formed by collecting ; aggregated b of a fruit : multiple
3 a : of, relating to, or being a group of individuals b : involving
all members of a group as distinct from its individuals 4 : marked
by similarity among or with the members of a group 5 ; collectiv-
ized or characterized by collectivism 6 ; shared or assumed by
all members of the group <'^ leadership) — col-lective-ly adv

2collective n l : a collective body : group 2 ; a cooperative
unit or organization; specif ; collective farm

collective bargaining n : negotiation between an employer and
union representatives usu. on wages, hours, and working conditions

collective farm n : a farm esp. in a communist country formed
from many small holdings collected into a single unit for joint
operation under governmental supervision '

collective security n : the maintenance by common action of the
security of all members of an association of nations

col.leC'tiV'ism \k3-'lek-ti-,viz-3m\ n : a political or economic
theory advocating collective control esp. over production and
distribution or a system marked by such control — col.lec.tiv«ist
\-v3St\ adj or n — col>leC'tiv.is>tlc \-.lek-ti-'vis-tik\ adj

col.lec.tiv.i-ty \,kal-,ek-'tiv-3t-e, k3-,lek-\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being collective 2 : a collective whole; specif : the people
as a body

coI'IeC'tiv-iza'tlon \k^,lek-ti-v3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process
of collectivizing ; the state of being collectivized

COl.lec.tiV'ize \k3-'lek-ti-,vTz\ vt : to organize imder collective
control

col.lec.tor \k3-'lek-t3r\ n 1 : an official who collects funds or
moneys 2 : one that makes a collection (stamp --) 3 : an object
or device that collects 4 : a conductor maintaining contact be-
tween moving and stationary parts of an electric circuit — col-lec-
tor>ship \-,ship\ n

COl.leen \'kal-,en, ka-'len\ n [IrGael cailin'] : an Irish girt

col.lege \'kal-ij\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L collegium society, fr. collega
colleague — more at colleague] 1 : a body of clergy living

together on a foundation 2 ; a building used for an educational
or religious purpose 3 a : a self-governing constituent body of a
university b : a preparatory or high school c : an independent
institution of higher learning offering a course of general studies
leading to a bachelor's degree d : a part of a university offering a
specialized group of courses e ; an institution offering instruction
usu. in a professional, vocational, or technical field (teachers '-«)

(barber <--') 4 : company, group; specif : an organized body of
persons engaged in a common pursuit or having common interests

or duties 6 : the faculty, students, or administration of a college

COl.Ie>glaI \k3-'le-j(e-)3l\ adj 1 : collegiate 2 : marked by
power or authority vested equally in each of a number of colleagues

col.le.gian \k»-'le-j(e-)3n\ n : a student or recent graduate of a
college

COl.le'glate \k3-'le-j(e-)3t\ adj [ML collegiatus, fr. L collegium^
1 : of or relating to a collegiate church 2 ; of, relating to, or
comprising a college 3 : collegial 2 4 ; designed for or char-
acteristic of college students

collegiate church n 1 : a church other than a cathedral that has a
chapter of canons 2 : a church or corporate group of churches
under the joint pastorate of two or more ministers

COl*le*gium \ks-*le-j(e-)sm\ n [modif. of Russ kollegya, fr. L
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collegium'] ; a group in which each member has approximately
equal power and authority; specij : one in a soviet organization
COMem.bO'lan \k3-'lem-b3-!an\ n [deriv. of coll- + Gk embolos
wedge, stopper — more at embolus] : springtail — collembolan
or coMem-bo-lous \-l3s\ adj
GOMen.chy.ma \ka-'leo-ka-ma, -'len-X n [NL] : a plant tissue of
living usu. elongated cells with walls variously thickened esp. at the
angles but capable of further growth — compare sclerenchyma— col<len<chym>a-tous \,kal-3n-'kim-st-3s\ adj

COl'let \'kal-at\ n [MF, dim. of co/ collar, fr. L collum neck — more
at COLLAR] ; a metal band, collar, ferrule, or flange: as a ; a
small collar pierced to receive the inner end of a balance spring
on a timepiece b ; a circle or flange in which a precious stone is set

C0l<2ide \k3-'lTd\ vi i'L collidere, fr. com- + laedere to injure by
striking] 1 : to come together with solid impact 2 : clash

COl-lie \'kal-e\ n [prob. fr. E dial, colly (black)] : a large dog of a
breed developed in Scotland with a rough thick coat or less often
with a smooth coat and used in herding sheep
COUier \'kal-yar\ n [ME colter, fr. col coal] 1 : one that produces
charcoal 2 ; a coal^ miner 3 : a ship employed in transporting coal

COl*liery \'kal-y3-re\ n ; a coal mine and its connected buildings
COl.lie.Shang.ie \'kal-e-,sha]3-e\ n [perh. fr. collie + shang (kind
of meal)] Scot \ squabble, brawl

COl>U«gate \'kal-3-,gat\ vr [L colligatus, pp. of coUigare, fr. com-
+ ligare to tie] 1 ; to bind, unite, or group together 2 ; to
bring together (isolated facts) under a general concept or to
elicit a general principle — coI*li>ga<tion \,kal-3-'ga-sh3n\ n

COl*li*tnate \'kal-3-,mat\ vt [L collimaius, pp. of collimare, MS
var. of collineare to make straight, fr. com- + linea line] 1 ; to
make (as rays of light) parallel 2 ; to adjust the line of sight of
(a transit or level) — coMi-ma>tion \,kal-a-'ma-sh3n\ n

COl>li*nia-tor \'kal-3-,mai-3r\ n 1 ; a device for producing a
beam of parallel rays of light or other radiation or for forming
an infinitely distant virtual image that can be viewed without
parallax 2 : a device for obtaining a beam of molecules, atoms,
or nuclear particles of limited cross section

COl-lin.ear \ka-'lin-e-ar, ka-\ adj [ISV] ; lying on or passing
through the same straight line

COl-lins \'kal-snz\ n [prob. fr. the name Collins] ; a tall iced drink
with a base of distilled liquor (as gin)

COl'lin.sia \k3-'lin-zc-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Zaccheus Collins

tl831 Am botanist] : any of a genus {Collinsia) of U.S. biennial or
annual herbs of the figwort family

C0l-]i>sion \k3-'lizh-3n\ n [ME, fr. L collision-, collisio, fr. collisus,

pp. of collidere} : an act or instance of colliding
collo- — see coll-
COl-lo>cate \'kal-3-,kat\ vt [L collocatus, pp. of collocare, fr.

com- + locare to place, fr. locus place — more at stall] ; to set or
arrange in a place or position; esp ; to set side by side

col>lo>ca*tion \,kal-s-'ka-shan\ n : the act or result of placing or
arranging together; specij ; a noticeable arrangement or conjoining
of linguistic elements (as words)
COMo.di.on \k3-'16d-e-3n\ n [modif. of NL collodium, fr. Gk
kollodes glutinous, fr. kolla glue] ; a viscous solution of pyroxylin
used esp. as a coating for wounds or for photographic films

COl-logue \k3-'15g\ vi [origin unknown] 1 dial ; intrigue, con-
spire 2 : to talk privately : confer

C0l<l0id \'kal-,6id\ n, ojten attrib 1 : a substance that is in a state
of division preventing passage through a semipermeable membrane,
consists of panicles too small for resolution with an ordinary
light microscope, and in suspension or solution diffracts a beam
oi light and fails to settle out; also ; a system consisting of such
a substance together with the gaseous, liquid, or solid medium in
which it is dispersed 2 ; a gelaiinous or mucinous substance
found in tissues in disease or normally (as in the thyroid) — col-
loidal \ka-'16id-M, ka-\ adj — coMoi-daMy \-=l-e\ adv

COl>lop \'kal-3p\ n [ME] 1 : a small piece or slice esp. of meat
2 ; a fold of fat flesh

C0l>l0<quioal \k3-'16-kwe-3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to conversation
; conversational 2a: used in or characieristic of familiar and
informal conversation b ; using conversational style — colloquial
n — coMo<qui*aMy \-3-le\ adv

C0l>l0>qui>al-ism \-3-,liz-3m\ n 1 a : a colloquial expression
b ; a local or regional dialect expression 2 : colloquial style

col.Io.quist \'kal-3-kw3st\ n : talker
COMo.QUi.um \k3-'io-kwe-am\ n, pi colloquiums or coMo.quia
\-kwe-3\ [L, conversation] ; conference; specij : a seminar that
several lecturers take turns in leading

C0l>l0*quy \'kal-3-kwe\ n [L colloquium, fr. coUoqui to converse,
fr. com- + loqui to speak] 1 : conversation 2 ; conference

C0l*lo>type \'kal-o-,tTp\ n [ISV] 1 ; a photomechanical process
for making prints directly from a hardened film of gelatin or other
colloid that has ink-receptive and ink-repellent parts 2 ; a print
made by collotype
COMude \k3-'lud\ vi [L colludere. fr. com- + ludere to play, fr.

ludus game — more at ludicrous] : conspire, plot
COl.lu-Sion \k3-'lLi-zh3n\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. L collusion-, collusio,
fr. collusus, pp. of colludere] : secret agreement or cooperation for
a fraudulent or deceitful purpose — C0l>la-sive \-'lu-siv, -ziv\
adj — col>lu-sive>ly adv

COl.IU-vi.al \k3-'lii-ve-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or marked by
colluvium

Col-lu*vi>um \-ve-3m\ n, pi col-lu*via \-ve-3\ or collaviums
[NL, fr. ML, offscourings, alter, of L colluvies, fr. colluere to wash,
fr. com- + lavere to wash — more at lye] : rock detritus and soil
accumulated at the foot of a slope

COl*ly \'kal-e\ vt [alter, of ME colwen, fr. (assumed) OE colglan, fr.

OE col coal] dial chiejly Brit ', to blacken with or as if with soot
COl>!yT*}>um \k3-'lir-e-3m\ n, pi col-lyr-ia \-e-3\ or collyriums
[L, fr. Gk kollyrion pessary, eye salve, fr. dim. of kollyra roll of
bread] : an eye lotion i_ eyewash
COl>ly>wob>bIes \'kal-e-,wab-3lz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr
[prob. by folk etymology, fr. NL cholera morbus, lit., the disease
cholera] : bellyache
Colo see COL-
COl-O-cynth \'kal-3-,sin(t)th\ n [L colocynthis] i a Mediterranean
and African herbaceous vine {Citrullus colocynthis) related to the

watermelon; also ; its spongy fruit from which a powerful cathar-
tic is prepared _

CO>logne \k3-'lon\ n {Cologne, Germany] : a perfumed toilet water
iCO.lou \'ko-l3n\ n, pi colons or CO. la \-l3\ [L, fr. Gk kolon] : the
part of the large miestine that extends from the cecum to the rectum— co>lon<ic \ko-'lan-ik\ adj
scolon n [L, part of a poem, fr. Gk kolon limb, part of a strophe —
more at calk] 1 pi co.la \-l3\ ; a rhythmical unit of an utterance;
specij, in Greek or Latin verse ; a system or series of from two to not
more than six feet having a principal accent and forming part of a
line 2 pi colons ; a punctuation mark ; used chiefly to direct at-
tention to matter that follows (as a Ust, explanation, or quotation)

3co>lon \'ko-^an, k3-'16n\ n [L colonus] : a colonial farmer
«co.lon \k3-'16n\ n, pi cO'lo-nes \-'16-,nas\ [Sp coldn] — see
money table

COl.o.nel \'k3m-n\ n [alter, of coronel, fr. MF, modif. of Olt
colonnello column of soldiers, colonel, dim. of colonna column, fr. L
columna] 1 a : a commissioned officer in the army, air force, or
marine corps ranking above a lieutenant colonel and below a briga-
dier general b : lieutenant colonel 2 : a minor titular official

of a state esp. in southern or midland U.S. — used as an honorific
title — col-o-nel-cy \-'I-se\ n

Golouel Blimp \.k3m-M-'blimp\ n [Colonel Blimp, cartoon char-
acter created by David Low] ; a reactionary pompous army officer
or government official; broadly i an elderly pompous reactionary
ico-lo.nial \k3-'lo-ny3l, -ne-3l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of a colony 2 ojten cap : of or relating to the original 13
colonies foiming the United States 3 : possessing or composed
of colonies — co-lo-nial-ly \-e\ adv — co*lo*nial>ness n

scolonlal n : a member or inhabitant of a colony
CO'lO'Dial'lsm X-nys-.llz-am, -ne-3-,liz-\ n 1 : colonial status
2 : something characteristic of a colony 3 a : control by one
power over a dependent area or people 6 : a policy advocating or
based on such control — co>lo>nial*ist \-l3st\ n or adj

col-o-nist \'kal-3-n3st\ n 1 ; a member or inhabitant of a colony
2 : one who colonizes or settles in a new country

C0l>o*ni.za>tlou \,kal-3-n3-'za-sh3n\ n : an act or instance of
colonizing or of being colonized — cd'O-ni^za'tion^ist
\-sh(3-'in3st\ n

col>o<nize \'kal-3-,nTz\ vt 1 a ; to establish a colony in or on
b : to establish in a colony 2 : to send illegal or irregularly qualified
voters into 3 : to infiltrate with usu. subversive miUtants for
propaganda and strategy reasons <~ industries) '^ vi : to make or
establish a colony : settle — col-o*niz*er n

col.on.nade \,kal-a-'nad\ n [F, fr. U colonnato, fr. colonna] ; a
series of columns set at regular intervals and usu. supporting the
base of the roof structure — coI'On*nad*ed \-'nad-3d\ adj

COl-O-ny \'kal-3-ne\ n, ojten attrib [ME colonic, fr. MF & L; MF, fr.

L colonia, fr. colonus farmer, colonist, fr. colere to cultivate — more
at wheel] 1 a : a body of people living in a new territory but re-

taining ties with the parent state b ; the territory inhabited by such
a body 2 : a distinguishable locahzed population within a species
{-^ of termites) 3 a ; a circumscribed mass of microorganisms
usu. growing in or on a solid medium b : the aggregation of zooids
of a compound animal 4 a ; a group of individuals with common
characteristics or interests situated in close association b ; the
section occupied by such a group
COl>0*phon \'kal-3-f3n. -.fanX n [L, fr. Gk kolophon summit, finish-

ing touch] 1 : an insci-iption placed at the end of a book or manu-
script usu. with facts relative to its production 2 : an identifying
device used by a printer or a publisher
C04o.phO«ny \'kal-3-,fo-ne. ks-'laf-sA n [ME colophonie, deriv. of
Gk Kolophon Colophon, an Ionian city] ; rosin
led.or or chiejly Brit COl'OUr \'k3l-3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME colour,
fr. OF, fr. L color: akin to L celare to conceal — more at hell]
1 a : a phenomenon of light (as red, brown, pink, gray) or visual
perception that enables one to differentiate otherwise identical

objects b : the aspect of objects and light sources that may
be described in terms of hue, lightness, and saturation for ob-
jects and hue, brightness, and saturation for light sources — used
in this sense as the psychological basis for definitions of color
in this dictionary c : a hue as contrasted with black, white, or
gray 2 a : an outward often deceptive show : appearance b ; a
legal claim to or appearance of a right, authority, or office c : a
pretense offered as justification ; pretext d : an appearance of
authenticity : plausibilffy 3 : complexion tint: a : the tint char-
acteristic of good health b : blush 4 a : vividness or variety of
effects of language b : local color 5 a : a distinctively colored
badge or device or distinctively colored clothing — usu. used in pi.

b (1)/?;: stand, point OF VIEW (2) : character, nature— usu. used
in pi. 6 : the use or combination of colors 7 a : an identifying
flag, ensign, or pennant — usu. used in pi. b /j/ : a navy or nautical
salute to a flag being hoisted or lowered c pi X armed forces
8 : vrrALiTY, interest 9 : something used to give color ; pigment
10 : tonal quality in music 11 a : skin pigmentation other than
white characteristic of race b : the members of a race or group with
such pigmentation; esp : negroes 12 ; a small particle of gold in a
gold miner's pan after washing
syn chroma, hue. shade, tint, tinge: color is the general term

for any quality of light distinguishable by the visual sense, but it

specifically applies to the property of things seen as red, yellow,
blue, and so on as distinguished from black, gray, or white; chroma
Is a technical term for this specific sense; hue usu. implies some
modification of a finer discrimination of a primary color; shade
usu. applies to a color modified toward black, tint to one modified
toward white, but color, hue, shade, and tint are often inter-

changeable; TINGE suggests an interfusion or overlying stain of one
color over another background color

^COlOX or chiejly 5rtVcolOUrv6 COl-or-ing \'k3l-(3-)riri\ vt 1 a : to
give color to b : to change the color of : paint 2 ; to change as if

by dyeing or painting: as a : misrepresent, distort b ; gloss,
EXCUSE <"- a lie) c : influence, affect ^ vi : to take on color;
specij : blush — col>or>er \'k3l-3r-3r\ n

COl.or-able or chiejly Brit COl-OUr-able \'k3l-C3-)r3-b3l\ adj
1 ; seemingly valid or genuine_ 2 : feignee*, counterfeit syn see
PLAUSIBLE ~ col>or>ably \-ble\ adv

col*or*ation or chiejly Brit coI-our*ation \,k3l-3-'ra-sh3n\ n
1 a : the state of being colored b : use or choice of colors; specij
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; arrangement of colors 2 : characteristic quality 3 : COLOR 10
COl.or.a>tu-ia \,k3l-a-r3-'t(y}ur-3\ n, ojten aitrib [obs. It, lit.,

coloring, fr. LL, fr. L coloratus, pp. of colorare to color, fr. color]

1 : florid ornamentation in vocal music; broadly ; music with
ornate figuration 2 : a soprano specializing in coloratura

COlOi: bar n : a barrier preventing colored persons from participating
with whites in various activities — called also color line

col.or-hlind \'k3l-ar-,blTnd\ adj 1 ; affected with partial or total

inability to distinguish one or more chromatic colors 2 : in-
sensitive, OBLivjous — color blindness n
col*or<breed yk3l-ar-,bred\ vi : to breed selectively for the develop-
ment of particular colors i'^ing canaries for red)

COl.or-cast \-,kast\ n icolor + telecastl : a telecast in color —
colorcast vb
iCOl.Oied or chiejly Brit col>onred \'k3l-3rd\ adj 1 : having color
2 a : COLORFUL b : slanted, biased 3 a : of a race other than the
white; esp : negro b : of mixed race 4 ; of or relating to colored
persons
2colored n, often cap 1 ; colored people 2 ; a colored person
COl*or-fast \'k3l-3r-,fast\ adj : having color that retains its original
hue without fading or running — COl-or-fast>ness n \-,fas(t)-n3s\

Col.or.llU or chiejly Brit coLour-ful \'k3l-ar-f3l\ adj 1 : having
striking colors 2 ; full of variety or interest — col>or-ful-ly
\-f001e\ adv — col-or-Iul.ness X-fal-nssX n

color guard n : a guard of honor for the colors of an organization
col-or-il-ic \,kal-3-'rif-ik\ adj : capable of communicating color
COl-or.im.e.ter \-'rim-3t-3r\ n [ISV] : an instrument or device for
determining and specifying colors; specif : one used for chemical
analysis by comparison of a liquid's color with standard colors —
col'or-i-met-ric \,kaI-3-r3-*me-trik\ adj— col'Or>i>met'ri-Gal-ly
\-tri-k(3-)le\ adv — col-or-im.e-try \.k3l-3-'rim-3-tre\ n

COl'Or-ing or chiefly Brit col-our-ing n 1 a : the act of applying
colors b ; something that produces color c (1) : the effect pro-
duced by applying or combining colors (21 : natural color
(3) : COMPLEXION, COLORATION d : change of appearance (as by
adding color) 2 : influence, bias 3 : color 4 4 ; timbre, QUALrrv

col<or<ist or chiefly Brit col»our-ist \'kal-a-rast\ n : one that colors
or deals with color — col>or-ls>tlc \,kal-3-'ris-tik\ adj — col-
or-is-ti'CaMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

COl<or>less or chiefly Brit col>our'les5 \'k3l-3r-l3s\ adj 1 ; lacking
color 2 : PALLID. BLANCHED 3 : DULL, UNINTERESTING — COl-
or^less'ly adv — col>or'less-ness n

color phase n l a : a genetic variant manifested by the occurrence
of a skin or pelage color unlike the wild type of the animal group In
which it appears b : an individual marked by such a variant 2 ; a
seasonally variant pelage color

C0-l0S>sal \k5-'las-3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling a.

colossus 2 : of a bulk, extent, power, or effect approaching or
suggesting the stupendous or incredible 3 : of an exceptional or
astonishing degree syn see enormous — co-los-sal>ly \-3-le\ adv

COl.OS.se.um \.kaI-3-'se-3m\ n [ML, fr. L, neut. of colosseus
colossal, fr. colossus'] 1 cap ; an amphitheater built in Rome in the
first century a.d. 2 : coliseum 2

C0.l0S.suS_\k3-Mas-3s\ n, pi co>los>sus*es \-'las-3-s3z\ or co*Ios-
Si \-'las-,i, -(,)e\ [L, fr. Gk kolossos'} 1 : a statue of gigantic size
and proportions 2 : one resembling a colossus in size or scope

co-los-lo-my \k3-'las-t3-me\ n [ISV] : surgical formation of an
artificial anus

CO-lOS'trum \k3-'las-tr3m\ n [L, beastings] : milk secreted for a
few days after parturition and characterized by high protein and
immune body content
colour chiefly Brit var of COLOR
-CO.lOUS \k-a-bs\ adj comb form [L -cola inhabitant; akin to L
colere to inhabit] : living or growing in or on <areniro/owj>
COl.por-tage \'k"al-,p6rt-ii, -,p6rt-\ n : a colporteur's work
COl.por.teur \-,port-3r, -,p6rt-\ n [F, alter, of MF comporteur, fr.

comporter to bear, peddle] : a peddler of religious books
colt \'kolt\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OEciVd child] 1 a : foal bra
young male horse either sexually immature or before attaining an
arbitrarily designated age 2 : a young untried person : novice

Col-ter \'ko]-t9r\ n [ME. fr. OE culler & OF coltre, both fr. L
culler plowshare] : a cutter on a plow to cut the turf

colt-ish \'kol-tish\ adj 1 : undisciplined; esp : frisky, playful
2 : of, relating to, or resembling a colt — colt»ish»ly adv

colts*foot \'kolts-.fut\ n, pi coltsfoots : any of various plants with
large rounded leaves resembling the foot of a colt; esp : a perennial
composite herb (Tussilago farfara)

COl'U'brid X'kal-tyls-brsdX n [deriv. of L colubra snake] : any of a
large cosmopolitan family (Colubridae) of nonvenomous snakes —
coltibrid adj

Col'U'brine \-,brin\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling a snake
2 : COLUBRID

CO-lU-gO \k3-'lu-(,)gO\ n : FLYING LEMUR
col*um>bar'i>iun \,kal-3ni-'bar-e-am, -'ber-\ n, pi col>nm*bar>ia
\-e-3\ [L, lit., dovecote, fr. columha dove] 1 : a structure of vaults
lined with recesses for cinerary urns 2 : a recess in a columbarium
Co.liun.bia Vkg-'lam-be-aX n [NL. fr. Christopher Columbus tl506
It explorer] ; the United States

CO'liun-bi.an \-be-3n\ adj ; of or relating to the United States or
Christopher Columbus

COl.um.bine \'k'al-am-,bTn\ n [ME, fr. ML columbina. fr. L. fem.
of columbinus dovelike, fr. columba dove; akin to OHG holuniar
elder tree, Gk kolymbos a bird, kelainos black] : any of a genus
{Aquilegia) of plants of the crowfoot family with showy flowers

Col'iim.bine \-,bTn. -,ben\ n [It Colombina] : the saucy sweetheart
of Harlequin in comedy and pantomime

co.liim.bite Nka-'lsm-.bltX n [NL columbiumi : a black mineral
(Fe.MnI fCb.TahOg consisting essentially of iron and columbium

CO-lum-bi.lun Xks-'lam-be-smX n [NL, fr. Columbial : niobium
Co.lum.bUS Day Xka-'lsm-bss-V n : October 12 observed as a legal
holiday in many states of the U.S. in commemoration of the landing
of Columbus in the Bahamas in 1492 — called also Discovery Day

col-u>mel*la \,kal-(yla-'mel-a\ n,pl col.u.meMae \-'mel-(,)e, -,T\

[NL, fr. L, dim. of columna'\ : any of various plant or animal parts
resembling a column — col-u>mel>lar \-'mel-3r\ adj— coI>u>mel-
late \-3t, .,at\ adj

COl>Uinil XTcal-amV n [ME columne, fr. MF colomne, fr. L columnar
fr. columen top; akin to L collis hill — more
at HILL] 1 a ; a vertical arrangement of items
printed or written on a page b : one of two
or more vertical sections of a printed page
separated by a rule or blank space C : an accumu-
lation arranged vertically : stack d : a special
department in a newspaper or periodical 2 : a sup-
porting pillar; esp : one consisting of a usu. round
shaft, a capital, and a base 3 : something resem-
bUng a column in form, position, or function <a
~ of water) 4 : a long row (as of soldiers) —
co*lam-nar \ka-'l3m-n3r\ adj — col-umned
\'kal-3md\ adj

co>lum.nl.a*tion \k3-,l3m-ne-'a-sh3n\ n [modif.
of L columnation-, columnatio, fr. columna} : the
employment or the arrangement of columns in a
structure

Col>um*nist \'kal-3m-(n)3St also 'kaI-yam-\ n :

who writes a newspaper column
COl'Za \'kaI-23, 'kol-\ n [F, fr. D koolzaad, fr. MD
coolsaet, fr. coole cabbage -I- saet seed] 1 : any of
several coles; esp ; one (as rape) producing seed
used as a source of oil 2 : rapeseed
com- or col- or COn- prefix [ME, fr. OF. fr. L. with,
together, thoroughly] : with : together : jointly—

\

column 2 with

before b,p, or m (commingle), col- before ^^
/ (coflinear), and con- before other sounds <cc?/icen-

trate)

iGO>ma \'ko-m3\ n [NL, fr. Gk koma deep sleep] 1 : a
profound unconsciousness caused by disease, injury, oi

2 : a state of mental or physical sluggishness : torpor
2coma n, pi co-mae \-,me, -,mT\ [L, hair, fr. Gk kome} 1 :

entablature

i tufted

-shaped blu
Go*ma Ber-e-ni.ces \'ko-m3-,ber-3-'nT-(,)sez\ n [L (gen. Comae
Berenices), lit.. Berenice's hair] ; a constellation north of Virgo and
between Bootes and Leo
Co.man*che \ka-'man-che\ n, pi Comanche or Gomanches [Sp, of
Shoshonean origin; perh. akin to Hopi komdnci scalp lock] 1 ; a
Shoshonean people ranging from Wyoming and Nebraska south
into New Mexico and northwestern Texas 2 : a member of the
Comanche people
CO'man<che.an \-che-3n\ adj {Comanche, Texas] : of, relating to,

or being the period of the Mesozoic era between the Jurassic and the
Cretaceous or the corresponding system of rocks — Gomanchean n
ico*mate \(')k6-'mat, 'k6-,\ n : companion
2co-mate \'ko-,mat\ adj : covered with hair or filaments ; shaggy
C0<ma<t0Se \'ko-m3-,tos, 'kam-3-\ adj [F comateux, fr. Gk
kdmat-, koma} 1 : of, resembhng, or affected with coma 2 : le-
thargic, torpid
CO'mat-U'Ia \k3-'mach-3-!3\ n, pf co>mat<Q-lae \-3-,Ie, -,IT\ [NL,
former generic name, fr, LL, fem. of comatulus having hair neatly
curled, fr. L comatus hairy, fr. coma} ; comatulid

co*mat-U'Iid \-3-l3d\ n ; a free-swimming stalkless crinoid
icomb \'kom\ n [ME, fr. OE camb: akin to OHG kamb comb, Gk
gomphos tooth] 1 a : a toothed instrument used esp. for adjusting,
cleaning, or confining hair b : a structure resembling such a comb;
esp : any of several toothed devices used in handling or ordering
textile fibers C : currvcomb 2 a : a fleshy crest on the head of
the domestic fowl and other gallinaceous birds b ; something re-

sembling the comb of a cock 3 : honeycomb
2comb vb 1 : to draw a comb through for the purpose of arranging
or cleaning 2 : scrape, rake 3 a : to remove with or as if with
a comb b : to search or examine systematically 4 : to use in the
manner of a comb -^ vi '. to roll over or break into foam <waves ~)
icom.bat Xksm-'bat, 'kam-,\ vb com>bat-ed or com>bat-ted;
com*bat<iug or com-bat-ting [MF combattre, fr. (assumed) VL
combattere, fr. L com- + battere to beat — more at battle] vi

; STRUGGLE, FIGHT ~ v/ 1 : lo fight with : BATTLE 2 : to Struggle
against; esp : to strive to reduce or eliminate syn see oppose
2com.bat \'kam-,bat\ n, often aitrib 1 : a fight (

individuals
fighting in a
com.ba.tant \k3n
ready to engage ir

combat fatigue n :

psychotic reaction
causing intense stress

com*bat>ive \k3m-'bat-iv\ adj : eager to fight— com-bat'ive-ly adv — com<bat-ive>ness n

combe \'kiim, 'kom\ n [of Celt origin] 1 Brit : a deep narrow
valley 2 Brit : a valley or basin on the flank of a hill

Comb*er \'k6-m3r\ n l : one that combs 2 : a long curling wave
of the sea

com.bin.abil.i.ty Xksm-.bT-ns-'bil-st-eX n : ability to enter into
combination — com*bin*abIe \-'bT-n3-b3l\ adj
COm>bi>na<tion \,kam-b3-'na-sh3n\ n, often attrib 1 a : a result
or product of combining; esp : an alliance of individuals, corpora-
tions, or states united to achieve a social, political, or economic
end b : two or more persons working as a team 2 : an ordered
sequence: as a : a sequence of letters or numbers chosen In setting
a lock; also : the mechanism operating or moved by the sequence
b ; any of the different sets into which a number of individuals
(as letters) may be grouped without regard to order within the
group 3 : any of various one-piece undergarments for the upper
and lower parts of the body 4 : an instrument designed to perform
two or more tasks 5 a : the act or process of combining; esp : that
of uniting to form a chemical compound b :_the quality or state
of being combined — com-bi-na>tion>al \-'na-shnal. -sh3n-''I\ adj

cora.bi.na.tive \'kam-ba-,nat-iv. ksm-'bT-nat-X adj 1 ; tending or
able to combine 2 : resulting from combination

com.bi.na-to.ri.al Xkam-.bT-na-'tor-e-al, -'t6r-\ adj : of, relating
to, or involving combinations

Com*bi*na.to.ry Xk^m-'bl-ns-.tor-e,
icom.bme \k3m-'bTn\ vb [ME combir
combinare, fr. L com- + bini two by Iv

conflict, CONTROVERSY activegroups 2
ir : ACTION

i-*bat-*nt, 'kam-b3t-3nt\ adj : engaging in or
combat — combatant n
a traumatic psychoneurotic reaction or an acute
occurring under conditions (as wartime combat)

PUGNACIOUS

relationship; specif ; to (

2 : INTERMIX, BLEND 3 : tO pOSSeSS 1

-,tdr-\ adj : combinativb
len, fr. MF combiner, fr. LL
jo\vt 1 : to bring into close

chemical compound
combination 1 a : to
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become one b : to unite to fonn a chemical compound 2 ; to act to-

gether syn see join — coin*bui*er n
3com>bine \'kam-,brn\ n 1 ; an act or result of combining 2 : a
combination to effect some object 3 : a harvesting machine that

heads, threshes, and cleans grain while moving over a field

Scom-bine \'kam-,bTn\ vt ; to harvest with a combine
COinb*ings Vko-raiQz\ n pi ; loose hair removed by a comb
combing wool n : long-stapied strong-fibered wool found suitable

for combing and used esp. in the manufacture of worsteds
combining form \k3m-'br-nio-\ n ; a hnguistic form that occurs
only in compounds or derivatives and can be distinguished descrip-
tively from an affix by its ability to occur as one Immediate constit-

uent of a form whose only other immediate constituent is an affix

(as cephal- in cephalic) or by its being an allomorph of a morpheme
having another allomorph that may occur alone or can be distin-

guished historically from an affix by the fact that it is borrowed
from another language in which it is descriptively a word or a
combining form
Com<bo \'kam-(.)bo\ n [comfiinaUon + -o] 1 ; combination 2 : a
usu. small jazz or dance band
com-bust \k9ra-'bast\ v& [L combustus, pp. of comburere to bum
up, irreg. fr. com- + urere to bum — more at ember] : burn

C0m>bus>ti<bil*i.t7 \k3m-,b3s-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state

of being combusdble
COm*bUS>U'ble \kam-'bas-t3-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of combustioo
2 : easily excited — combustible n — com*bus-tl-bly \-bIe\ adv
COm>bUS<tion \k9m-'b3s-ch3n\ n 1 : an act or Instance of burning
2 a : a chemical process (as an oxidation) accompanied by the
evolution of light and heat b ; a slower oxidation 3 : violent
agitation : tumult — com-bus>tive \-'bas-tiv\ adj

COm-biiS*tor \-'bss-t3r\ n ; the chamber in a gas turbine or a jet

engine in which combustion occurs
come X'kam, sometimes without stress when a stress jollows\ vb
came \'kam\ come; com*ing X'ksm-loX [ME comen, fr. OE
cuman; akin to OHG queman to come, L venire, Gk bainein to walk,
go] vi la; lo move toward something : approach <~ here) b : to
move toward or enter a scene of action or into a field of interest —
used with an implication of purpose (he came to see us) c ; to
reach a particular station in a series (now we '^ to the section on
health) d (1) : to approach in kind or quality (this ^s near
perfection) (2) ; to result in (his plans ~ to naught) (3) : to
reach a condiuon through change (their fury came to a boil

(1) ; to advance toward maturity or a culminating state (the job
is coming nicely) (2) : to advance in a particular manner ("- run-
ning when I call) (3) : to advance, rise, or improve in rank or
condition (general had r^ up through the ranks) 2 : to get along
: FARE g : EXTEND (her dress came to her ankles) 2 a (1) : to
arrive at a particular place, end, result, or conclusion {came to
his senses) <.^ untied) (2) : amount (taxes '^ to more than it's

worth) b : to appear to the mind (the answer came to him)
c : HAPPEN, occijR (no harm will '^ to you) d (1) : originate,
arise (wine ^s from grapes) (~ of sturdy stock) (2) : to be or
have been a native or resident (he '^s from Toronto) e : to enter
or assume a condition, relation, use, or position (artillery came into
action) t : to fall within a field of view or a range of application
<this ^s within the terms of the treaty) g : to issue forth <sob came
from her throat) h : to take form (churn till the butter ^s} 1 : to
be available (this model ^s in several sizes) : exist <as good as they
'^> i : to experience orgasm 3 ; to fall to a person in a division
or inheritance of property 4 ; to become moved favorably
: relent 6 : to require a specified exertion or expenditure (good
clothes '^ high) <.easy ^, easy go) 6 : become <portrait seemed to
~ alive) (things will ~ clear if we are patient) ^ vt 1 ; to ap-
proach or be near (an age) (child coming eight years old) 2 : to
act or play the part of <'--' the stem parent) — come across : to
meet or find by chance — come at : to reach a mastery of : attain— come by 1 chiefly Midland : visit 2 : acquire — come into
: to acquire as an inheritance — come oft ; to cease to utter pre-
tentious or foolish talk {come ojj it) — come through 1 ; simviVB
2 : give, provide — come to pass ; happen — used with it

come about vr l : to come to pass : happen 2 : to change direction
(the wind has come about into the north) 3 : to shift to a new tack
come across vi ; to supply or furnish something demanded; esp : to
pay over money ; contribute
come along vi 1 : to make progress : succeed 2 : appear
come around vi : to come roimd
come back vi l : to return to hfe or vitality 2 : to return to memory
3 : REPLY, retort 4 ; to regain a former condition or position

come-baclc \*k3m-,bak\ n 1 a : a sharp or witty reply : retort
b ; a cause for complaint 2 : recovery
C0>me*di*an \k3-'med-e-3n\ n 1 ; an actor who plays comedy
2 : a comical individual; esp : a professional entertainer who uses
any of various physical or verbal means to be amusing

C0>me*diC \-'med-ik, -'med-\ adj ; of or relating to comedy
C0-me-di>enne \k3-,med-e-'en\ n [F comedienne, fem. of comidien
comedian, fr. comedie"] : a female comedian
com-e-do \'kam-3-,do\ n, pi com.e-do.nes \,kam-»-*d6-(,)nez\
[NL, fr. L, glutton, fr. comedere} : blackhead 2

come down vi l : to lose or fall in estate or condition 2 : to fall sick

come-down \'k3m-,daun\ n : a descent in rank or dignity
C0m.e^dy_\'kam-9d-_e\ n [ME, fr. MF comedie, fr. L comoedia, fr.

Gk komoidia, fr. komos revel + aeidein to sing — more at ode]
1 a : a theatrical, film, radio, or television drama of light and amus-
ing character and typically with a happy ending b : the genre of
dramatic hterature dealing with the comic or with the serious in a
light or satirical maimer 2 a ; a medieval narrative that ends hap-
pily (Dante's Divine Comedy^ b : a literary work written in a
comic style or treating a comic theme 3 : a ludicrous or farcical
event or series of events 4 : the comic element
C0me-hith>er \(,)kam-'hi£ti-3r, (,)ka-'mitli-\ adj : seducttvb
come in vi l : to place among those finishing icame in second)
2 a ; to become of use b : to make reply to a signal or call 3 : to
be the recipient 4 : to attain maturity, fruitfulness, or production
C0me-li>ness \'ksm-le-nss\ n : the quality or state of being comely
Come*ly \'kam-le\ adj [ME comly, alter, of OE cymlic glorious, fr.

pleasant and attractive-looking ! seemly syn see beautiful
come of! vi 1 : to acquit oneself 2 : succeed 3 : happen, occur
come on v/ l : to begin by degrees 2 : to make progress in
growth or development 3 : please — used in cajoling or pleading
come-on \'k3m-.6n, -^n\ n ; inducement, lure
come out vi 1 : to come into view : emerge 2 : to turn out
3 a : to declare oneself b : utter — used with with

come-H}Ut<er \(,)k3-'maut-ar\ n : radical, reformer
come over vi 1 a : to change from one side (as of a controversy)
to the other b ; to visit casually : drop in 2 Brit : become
Com>er \'k3ra-ar\ n 1 : one that comes or arrives <aU -^s) 2 : one
making rapid progress or showmg promise
come round vi l : to return to a former condition; esp : to come
to 2 : to change in direction or opinion; also : to come about
ico.mes.ti-ble \k3-'mes-ta-b3l\ adi [MF, fr. ML comestibilis, fr. L
comestus, pp. of comedere to eat, fr. com- + edere to eat] ; edible

3comestlble n : food — usu. used in pi.

COm>et \'kam-3t\ n [ME comete, fr. OE cometa, fr. L, fr. Gk kome-
tes, lit., long-haired, fr. koman to wear long hair, fr. fcome hair] ; a
celestial body that consists of a fuzzy head usu. surrounding a
bright nucleus, that often when in the part of its orbit near the sun
develops a long tail which points away from the sun, and that has
an orbit varying in eccentricity between nearly round and parabolic— com>e-tary \-3-,ter-e\ adj — co-met*ic \k3-'met-ik, ka-\ adj
come to vi 1 ; to recover consciousness 2 a : to bring a ship's

head nearer the wind : luff b : to anchor or stop at a certain pomt
come up vi X : to become mentioned 2 Brit : to enter a xmiverslty

Z oj a sailing ship ; to come to a certain direction esp. as near as
may be to the wind 4 ; to come before an authoritative person or
group for decision 5 ; to be equal
Come>up>pance \(,)ka-'map-3n(t)s\ n icome up + -once] ; a de-
served rebuke or penalty : deserts

COm.fit \'k3m(p)-f3t 'kam(p)-\ n [ME conjit, fr. MF, fr. pp. of
conjire to prepare, fr. L conjicere. fr. com- + jacere to make —
more at do] : a confection consisting of a piece of fruit, a root, or a
seed coated and preserved with sugar
iCOm.Iort \'k3m(p)-f3rt\ n 1 : strengthening aid: a ; ASSlsrANCB,
support b : consolation in trouble or worry : solace 2 a ; state

or feeling of relief or encouragement b ; contented well-being
3 : satisfaction, enjoyment 4 : one that gives or brings comfort— com>fort*less \-los\ adj
ScOmfort vt [ME comjorten, fr. OF conjorter, fr. LL conjortare to
strengthen greatly, fr. L com- + jortis strong] 1 : to give strength
and hope to ; cheer 2 : to ease the grief or trouble of : console
syn console, solace: comfort implies imparting cheer, strength,

or encouragement as well as lessening pain; console emphasizes
the alleviating of grief or mitigating the sense of loss rather than
distinct or full relief; solace suggests a lifting of spirits often from
loneliness or boredom as well as from pain or grief

Com*(ort*able \'kam(p)Cf}-t3-b3l, 'k3m(p)-f3rt-3-b3l\ adj 1 ; giv-
ing comfort; esp : providing physical comfort 2 : more than
adequate (~ income) 3 a : physically at ease b : placid, undis-
turbed — com-lort»abIe.ness n — com>fort*ably \-ble\ adv
syn cozy, snug, easy, restful, reposeful: comfortable applies

to anything that encourages serenity, well-being, or complacency
as well as physical ease; cozy suggests warmth, shelter, assured
ease, and fnendliness; snug suggests having just enough space for
conafort and safety but no more; easy implies relief from or absence
of anything likely to cause physical or mental discon:ifort or con-
straint; restful and reposeful apply to whatever induces or con-
tributes to rest or relaxation

com.fort.er \'k3m(p)-f3(r)t-©r\ n 1 ; one that gives comfort
2 a : a long narrow usu. knitted neck scarf b ; quilt, puff

comfort station n : rest room
com.liey \'k3m(p)-fre\ n [ME cumjirie, fr. OF, fr. L conjerva'\ ; any
of a genus {Symphytum) of plants of the borage family

COm*ly \'k3m(p)-fe\ adj [by shortening & alter.] : comfortablb
lCOm>ic \'kam-ik\ adj [L comicus, fr. Gk komikos, fr. komos revel]

1 a : of, relating to, or marked by comedy b ; composing or acting
in comedies 2 : causing laughter or amusement ; funny 3 : of or
relating to comic strips syn see laughable
3comic n 1 ; comedian 2 : the comic element 3 a : comic strip

b (1) : a magazme composed of comic strips (2) pi : the part of a
newspaper devoted to comic strips

COm>i<cal \'kam-i-k3l\ adj 1 archaic ; of or relating to comedy
2 : amusingly whimsical ; droll syn see laughable — com-1-
cal-i'ty \,kaai-i-'kal-3t-e\ n — com>i*caMy \'kam-i-k(&-)le\ adv
comic strip n ; a group of cartoons in narrative sequence

com-ing \'kam-io\ ady 1 : approaching, next ('^ year) 2: due,
deserved 3 : gaining importance

C0-ml>tia \k3-'mish-(e-)3\ n, pi comltia [L, pi. of comitium, fr.

com- + itus,pp. of ire to go — more at issue] ; one of several public

assemblies of the people in ancient Rome for the exercise of legisla-

tive, judicial, and electoral functions — co>mi°tial \-'mish-3l\ adj

COm-i<ty \'kam-3t-e\ n [L comttat-, comitas, fr. comis courteous,
fr. OL cosmis, fr. com- + -smis (akin to Skt smayate he smiles)]

1 a : a courteous code of behavior b : comfty of nations g : the
Informal and voluntary recognition by courts of one jurisdiction of
the laws and judicial decision of another 2 : avoidance of prosely-
tizirig members of another religious denomination
comity of nations 1 : the courtesy and friendship of nations marked
esp. by mutual recognition of executive, legislative, and judicial acts

2 ; the group of nations practicing international comity

Com*ma \'kam-a\ n [LL, fr. L, part of a sentence, fr. Gk komma
segment, clause, fr. koptein to cut ] 1 : a pimctuation mark , used esp,

as a mark of separation within the sentence 2 : pause, interval
comma bacillus n ; a bacterium {Vibrio comma) that causes Asiatic

cholera
comma fault n : the careless or unjustified use of a comma between
coordinate main clauses not connected by a conjunction
1C0m<mand \ka-'mand\ vb [ME comanden, fr. OF comander, fr.

(assumed) VL commanaare, alter, of L commendare to commit to

one's charge — more at commend] vt 1 : to direct authoritatively

; ORDER 2 ; to exercise a dominating Influence over: as a ; to have
at one's Immediate disposal b : to demand as one's due : exact
i<^s a high fee) c : to overlook or dominate from a strategic posl-

tiion d : to have military or naval command of as senior officer

9 abut; « kitten; or further; a back; 3 bake; S cot, cart; atll out;

] ]oke;^^ I) sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 41 coin; tli tbin; ft tUis; tl loot;
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2 obs : to order or request to be given '^ vi 1 : to have or to exer-
cise direct authority : Govern 2 : to give orders 3 : to be com-
mander 4 ; to dominate from an elevated position
Syn COMMAND, ORDER, EFD, ENJOIN, DIRECT, INSTRUCT", CHARGE
mean to issue orders, command and order imply authority and usu.
some degree of formality and impersonality; command stresses
official exercise of authority, order may suggest peremptory or
arbitrary exercise; bid suggests giving orders peremptorily as to
children or servants; enjoin implies giving an order or direction
authoritatively and urgently and often with admonition or solici-

tude; direct and instruct both connote expeciation of obedience
and usu. concern specific points of procedure or method, instruct
sometimes implying greater explicitness or formality; charge adds
to enjoin an implication of imposing as a duty or responsibility
^command n l : the act of commanding 2 : an order given
3a: the ability to control : mastery b : the authority or right to
command c (1) : the power to dominate (2) : scope of vision
d : facility in use 4 ; the personnel, area, or organization under a
commander 5 ; a position of highest authority syn see power
^command adj : done on command or request
coni*maii.dant \'kam-3n-,dant, -,dant\ n : commanding officer
COm>inan*deer \,kam-3n-'di(3)r\ vt [Afrik kommandeer, fr. F
commander to command, fr. OF comander} 1 a : to compel to
perform military service b ; to seize for military purposes 2 : to
take arbitrary or forcible possession of
Coni*mand*er \k3-'man-d3r\ n 1 ; one in an official position of
command or control; as a ; commanding officer b : the presiding
officer of a society or organization 2 ; a commissioned officer in
the navy ranking above a lieutenant commander and below a cap-
tain ~ com-maud*er«sliip \-,ship\ n
commander in cbief n : one who holds the supreme command of
an armed force
com*mand.ery \k3-'man-d(3-)re\ n 1 : a district under the control
of a commander of an order of knights 2 : an assembly or lodge in
a secret order
commanding officer n : an officer in command; esp : an officer in
the armed forces in command of an organization or installation

com>mand.ment \k3-'man(d)-m3nt\ n 1 : the act or power of
commanding 2 : something that is commanded; specij : one of the
biblical len Commandments
com*man-do \k3-'man-(,)d6\ n, pi commandos or commandoes
[Afrik kommando, fr. D commando command, fr. Sp comando, fr.

comandar to command, fr. F commander'} 1 Africa a : a military
unit or command of the Boers b : a raiding expedition 2 a : a
military unit trained and organized as shock troops esp. for hit-and*
run raids into enemy territory to ; a member of a commando or
other specialized raiding unit
com<me*dia del-rar-te \k3-,mad-e-3-(jdel-'art-e. -,med-\ n [It,

lit., comedy of art] : Italian comedy of the I6th to 18th centuries
Improvised from standardized situations and stock characters
comme il faut \,k3m-,el-'f6\ adj [F, lit., as it should be] : con-
forming to accepted standards ; proper
COm<mem*0>rate \k3-'mem-3-,rat\ vt [L commemoratus, pp. of
commemorare, fr. com- + memorare to remind of, fr, memor mind-
ful — more at memory] 1 : to call to remembrance 2 : to mark by
some ceremony or observation : observe 3 : to be a memorial of
syn see KEEP — com'mem>o>ra>tor \-,rat-3r\ n
Com*mem'0>ra.tion \k9-,mem-3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of com-
memorating 2 : something that commemorates
Com*mem.o.ra.tive \k3-'mem-(3-)r3t-iv, -'mem-a-,rat-iv\ adj : in-

tended as a commemoration : commemorating — commemorative
n — com»mem*o*ra«tive»ly adv
com.mence \k3-'men(t)s\ vb [ME comencen, fr. MF comencer, fr.

(assumed) VL cominiiiare, fr. L com- + LL initiare to begin, fr. L,
to Initiate] vt 1 : to enter upon : begin 2 : to initiate formally
by performing the first act of -^ vi 1 : to have a beginning : start
2 chiejly Brit : to begin to be or to act as 3 chiefly Brit : to take a
degree at a university syn see begin — com*menc>er n
COm.mence.ment \-*men(t)-smant\ n 1 : an act, instance, or time
of commencing 2a; the ceremonies or the day for conferring
degrees or diplomas b : the period of activities at this time
com-mend \k3-'mend\ vb [ME commenden, fr. L commendare, fr.

com- + mandare to entrust — more at mandate] vt 1 : to entrust
for care or preservation 2 : to recommend as worthy of confidence
or notice 3 : to mention with approbation : praise ^ vi : to com-
mend or serve as a commendation of something — com<mend>able
\-*men-d3-b9l\ odj — com*mend<ably \-ble\ adv
com<men.da*tion X.kam-an-'da-shsn, -,en-\ n 1 a : an act of
commending b : something that commends 2 archaic : compli-
ment — com-men»da-to.ry \k3-'men-d3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj
com<men>sal \ka-*men{t)-sal\ adj [ME, fr. ML commensalis, fr. L
com- + LL mensalis of the table, fr. L mensa table] 1 ; of or relat-

ing to those who habitually eat together 2 : living in astate of
commensalism — commeusal n — com-men>saMy \-s3-Ie\ adv
COm<men»sal-ism \-s9-,Iiz-3m\ n : a relation between two kinds of
organisms in which one obtains food or other benefits from the
other without damaging or benefiting it

com>men>su<ra.bil>i>ty \k3-,men(t)s-(3-)r3-'biI-3t-e, -.mench-(3-)
ra-\ n : the quality or state of being commensurable
com.men.su.ra.ble \k3-'men(t)s-{3-)r3-b3l. -'mench-C9-tr3-\ adj
1 : having a common measure; specij ; divisible by a common unit
an integral number of times 2 : commensurate 2 syn see pro-
portional — com-men-su.ra.bly \-ble\ adv
com<men>su*rate \k3-'men(t)s-(3-)r9t, -'mench-C3-)r3t\ adj [LL

,
fr. L com- ¥ LL mensuratus, pp. of mensurare to
mensura measure] 1 : equal in measure or extent

: coextensive 2 : proportionate, corresponding 3 : commen-
surable 1 syn see proportional — com-raen-su-rate-ly adv
—com.men-su.ra.tion Xka-.menCt^-sa-'ra-shan, -,men-ch3-'ra-\ n
icom.ment \'kam-,ent\ n [ME, fr. LL commentum, fr. L, invention,
fr. neut. of commentus, pp. of comminisci to invent, fr. com- +
-miiusci (akin to ment-, mens mind)] 1 : commentary 2 : a
note explaining, illustrating, or criticizing the meaning of a writing
3 a : REMARK, observation b : expression of opinion

'Scomment vi ; to make or write comment '«- v/ : to make a comment
on
com.men.tary \'kam-3n-,ter-e\ n 1 a : an explanatory treatise— usu. used in pi. b : a record of events usu. written by a par-
ticipant — usu. used in pi. 2 a : a systematic series of explanations
or interpretations of a writing b : comment 2 c : a descriptive

or critical oral narration 3 : something that serves for explanation
Com>men>tate \'kam-3n-,tat\ vb [back-formation fr. commentatorj
vt : to give a commentary on ~ vi : to act as a commentator
Com<men.ta>tor \-,tat-ar\ n : one who gives a commentary; esp

: one who reports and discusses news on radio or television
icom.merce \'kam-(.)3rs\ n [MF, fr. L commercium, fr. com- +
mere-, merx merchandise] 1 ; social intercourse : interchange of
ideas, opinions, or sentiments 2 : the exchange or buying and
selling of commodities on a large scale involving transportation
from place to place 3 : sexual intercourse syn see business
2com>merce \'kam-(,)3rs, ka-'msrsX vi, archaic ; commune
icom>mer>cial Xks-'mar-shslV adj 1 a : of, relating to, character-
istic of, or suitable for commerce b ; of an average or inferior
quality ('^ oxalic acid) 2 a : viewed with regard to profit b ; de-
signed for profit; esp : designed for mass appeal 3 : emphasizing
skills and subjects useful in business 4 ; paid for by advertisers
{^ TV> — com-mer-cial-ly \-'m3rsh-(a-)le\ adv
^commercial n : an advertisement broadcast on radio or television

commercial banK n : a bank including in its functions the accept-
ance of demand deposits subject to withdrawal by check
Com.mer>clal>i5m \-'mer-sh3-.Iiz-3m\ n 1 ; commercial spirit,

institutions, or methods 2 : excessive emphasis on profit — com-
mer.cial'ist X-'mar-shs-last, -'marsh-lastV h — com-mer-cial-
XS'tiC \-,m3r-sh3-'lis-tik\ adj

com>mer>cial.iza.tion \k3-,m3rsh-Ca-)l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act of
commercializing ; the state of being commercialized

com<mer*cial*ize Xka-'mar-shs-.llzV vt 1 a : to manage on a
business basis for profit b : to develop commerce in 2 : to exploit
for profit (-^ Christmas) 3 : to debase in quality for more profit
commercial paper n ; short-term negotiable instruments arising
out of commercial transactions
commercial traveler n : traveling salesman
C0m>mie \'kam-e\ n, ojten cap [by shortening and alter.] : com-
munist
Com.mi-na.tion \.kam-3-'na-sh9n\ n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF. fr. L
commination-, comminatio, fr. comminatus, pp. of comminari to
threaten, fr. com- -h minariJ.o threaten] : denunciation — com-
mi.na-to-ry X'kam-s-na-, tor-e, -.tor-; ks-'min-a-. -'min-X adj
com.min.gle Xka-'miq-gal, ka-\ vb ; mingle, blend syn see mix
Com>mi*nute \'kam-3-,n(y)iit\ vt [L comminutus, pp. of com-
minuere. fr. com- + minuere to lessen] ; to reduce to minute parti-
cles : PULVERIZE — com>mi>nu>tion \,kara-3-'n(y)u-sh3n\ n
C0m>mis*er<ate \k3-'miz-3-,rat\ vb [L commiseratus, pp. of com-
miserari, fr. com- -f- miserari to pity, fr. miser wretched] vt ; to
feel or express sorrow or compassion for_ "- vi : condole, syh-
PATHizE ~ com.mis.er-a.tive \-'miz-3-,rat-iv\ adj
com.mis.ei-a.tion \-,miz-&-'ra-sh3n\ n : the act of commiserating
syn see pity

Com*mi5-sar \'kam-3-,saf\ n [Russ komissar, fr. G kommissar, fr.

ML commissarius'] 1 a : a Communist party official assigned to a
military unit to teach party principles and policies and to ensure
party loyalty b : one resembling a political commissar in attempt-
ing to control public opinion or its expression 2 : the head oi a
government department in the U.S.S.R. until 1946

COm>miS>sar-i*at \,kam-3-'ser-e-3t\ n [NL commissariatus, fr.

ML commissariusl 1 ; a system for supplying an army with food
2 : food supphes 3 [Russ komissariat, fr. G kommissariat, fr. NL
commissariatus] ; a government department in the U.S.S.R. until
1946

C0m>miS>sar7 \"kam-3-,ser-e\ n [ME commissarie, fr. ML com-
missarius, fr, L commissus, pp.] 1 ; one delegated by a superior
to execute a duty or an office 2 a ; a store for equipment and
provisions; specij : a supermarket operated for military personnel
b : food supplies C : a lunchroom esp. in a motion-picture studio
iCOm.miS'Sion \k3-'mish-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L commission-,
commissio act of bringing together, fr. commissus, pp. of com-
mittere} 1 a : a formal written warrant granting the power to
perform various acts or duties bra certificate conferring military
rank and authority; also : the rank and authority so conferred
2 : an authorization or command to act in a prescribed manner
or to perform prescribed acts : charge 3 a : authority to act for,

in behalf of. or in place of another b ; a task or matter entrusted
to one as an agent for another 4 a : a group of persons directed
to perform some duty b : a government agency having adminis-
trative, legislative, or judicial powers C : a city council having
legislative and executive functions 5 ; an act of committing (as a
crime) 6 : a fee paid to an agent or employee for transacting a
piece of business or performing a service; esp ; a percentage of
the money received in a transaction paid to the agent responsible
for the business 7 : an act of entrusting or giving authority— in commission or into commission 1 ; under the authority
of commissioners 2 oj a ship : ready for active service 3 : in use
or in condition for use — on commission ; with commission
serving as partial or full pay for work done — out of commission
1 : out of active service or use 2 : out of working order
2commission vt com.mis.sion.ing \-'mish-(9-)nio\ 1 : to furnish
with a commission: as a : to confer a formal commission on
b : to order to be made 2 ; to put (a ship) in commission

com>mis*sion.aire \k3-.mish-3-'na(a)r, -'ne(3lr\ n [F commis-
sionnaire, fr. commission} chiejly Brit ; a uniformed attendant
commissioned officer n ; an officer of the armed forces holding
by a commission a rank of second lieutenant or ensign or above
com>miS'Sion>er \k3-'mish-(3-)n3r\ n : a person with a commis-
sion: as a : a member of a commission b : the representative
of the governmental authority in a district, province, or other
unit often having both judicial and administrative powers C : the
officer in charge of a department or bureau of the public service
d : the administrative head of a professional sport
commission mercliant n : one who buys or sells another's goods
for a commission
commission plan n : a method of municipal government under
which a small elective commission exercises both executive and
legislative powers and each commissioner directly administers one
or more municipal departments
Com>mis.sur<al \.kam-a-'shur-3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or being

com-mis-sure \'kam-3-,shu(3)r\ n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L
commissura a joining, fr. commissus, pp.] 1 : the place where two
bodies or parts unite : closure 2 ; a connecting band of nerve
tissue in the brain or spinal cord
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com.mit \k3-'mlt\ vb com.mit-ted; com.mit.ting [ME com-
mitten, fr. L committere to connect, entrust, fr. com- + mittere
to send] vt 1 a : to put into charge or trust : entrust I) : to
place in a prison or mental institution c : to consign or record for

preservation {^ it to memory) d : to put into a place for disposal
or safekeeping e : to refer (as a legislative bill) to a committee
for consideration and report 2 : to bring about : perform ('^ a
crime) 3a: obligate, bind b ; to pledge or assign to some
particular course or use c : to reveal the views of ~ vi, obs ; to
perform an offense — com<mit-ta-bIe \-'mit-9-b3l\ adj
Syn ENTRUST, CONFIDE. CONSIGN. RELEGATE: COMMFT may expreSS

the general idea of delivering into another's chaige or the special
sense of transferring to a superior power or to a special place of
custody; entrust implies committing with trust and confidence;
CONFIDE implies entrusting with assurance or reliance; consign
suggests transferring to remove from one's control with formality
or finaUty; relegate implies a consigning to a particular class or
sphere often with a suggestion of getting rid of
com.mit*ment \ks-'mit-mant\ n 1 a : an act of committing to a
charge or trust; as (1) : a consignment to a penal or mental in-

stitution (2) : an act of referring a matter to a legislative committee
b : MrrriMUS 2 a ; an agreement or pledge to do something in the
future; esp ; an engagement to assume a financial obligation at a
future date b : something pledged c : the state of being obligated
com>mit<tal \k3-'mit-M\ n : commitment, consignment
COm-mit-tee \k3-'mit-e. sense 1 also ,kam-9-'te\ n 1 archaic : a
person to whom a charge or trust is committed 2 a ; a body of
persons delegated to consider, investigate, take action on, or report
on some matter; specij : a body of members chosen by a legislative

body to give consideration to legislative matters b : a self-consti-
tuted organization for the promotion of some common object
Com>mit*tee>man Xka-'mit-e-msn, -.man\ n 1 : a member of a
committee 2 : a party leader of a ward or precinct — com*mit-
tee>wom>an \-,wum-3n\ n
committee ol the whole ; the whole membership of a legislative

house sitting as a committee and operating under informal rules

COm>mix \k3-'miks, ka-\ vb [back-formation fr. ME comixt
blended, fr. L commixtus, pp. of commiscere to mix together, fr.

com- -^ miscere to mix — more at mix] ; mix, blend
C0m*mi2'ture \-ch3r\ n [L commixtura, fr. commixtus'i 1 : the
act or process of mixing ; the state of being mixed 2 : com-
pound, MIXTURE
Com>mode \ka-'mod\ n [F, fr. commode, adj., suitable, con-
venient, fr. L commodus, fr. com- + modus measure — more at
mete] 1 : a woman's ornate cap popular in the late 17th and early
18th centuries 2 a ; a low chest of drawers b : a movable wash-
stand with a cupboard underneath c : a boxlike structure holding
a chamber pot under an open seat; also : chamber pot d : toilet 3b
COm>mo*dl*ous \k3-'mod-e-3s\ adj [ME, useful, fr. MF commo-
dieux, fr. ML commodiosus, irreg. fr. L commodum convenience,
fr. neut. of commodus} 1 : handy, serviceable 2 : comfortably
or conveniently spacious ; roomy — com*mo>di>ous>Iy adv— com>mo>di<ou5*ness n
Com>mod>i>ty \k3-'mad-3t-e\ n [ME commoditee, fr. MF com-
modite, fr. L commoditat-, commoditas, fr. commodus'^ la; CON-
VENIENCE, advantage b : something useful or valuable 2 : an
economic good: as a : a product of agriculture or mining b ; an
article of commerce 3 obs : quantity, lot
COm-mo.dore \'kam-a-,do{3)r, -,d6(3)r\ n [prob. modlf. of D
commandeur commander, fr. F, fr. OF comandeor, fr. comander to
command] 1 : a commissioned officer in the navy ranking above
a captain and below a rear admiral 2 : the ranking officer com-
manding a body of merchant ships 3 : the chief officer of a yacht
club or boating association
Icom-mon \'kam-3n\ adj [ME commun, fr. OF, fr. L communis— more at mean] 1 a ; of or relating to a community at large
; public b : known to the community <'-« nuisance) 2a: be-
longing to or shared by two or more individuals or by all members
of a group b : belonging equally to two or more quantities
C : having two or more branches (-^ carotid artery) 3a: occurring
or appearing frequently : familiar b : of the best known kind
<'^ salt) 4 a ; widespread, general i^ knowledge) b : char-
acterized by a lack of privilege or special status <'^ people)
C : ELEMENTARY, SIMPLE <'^ decency) 5 a : falling below ordinary
standards : second-rate b : lacking refinement c : completely
unprincipled 6 a o/ gender : either masculine or feminine h oj a
substantive : naming any of a class of beings or things C oj a
grammatical case ; denoting relations by a single form that in a
more highly inflected language might be denoted by two or more
different case forms — com<mou>Iy adv — com<mon*ness
\-3n-n3s\ n
syn ORDINARY, FAMILIAR, POPULAR, VULGAR: COMMON implies

usual everyday quahty or frequency of occurrence and occasionally
connotes inferiority; ordinary stresses accordance in quality or
kind with the regular order of things rather than frequency; famil-
iar stresses the fact of being generally known and easily recog-
nized; popular applies to what is accepted by or prevalent among
people in general sometimes in contrast to upper classes or special
groups; VULGAR may occasionally apply to popular esp. as op-
posed to the learned but nearly always now connotes crudeness of
manners or taste syn see in addition reciprocal
Scommon n 1 pi z the common people 2 pi but sing in constr : a
dining hall 3 pi but sing or pi in constr, ojten cap a : the political
group or estate comprising the commoners b : the parliamentary
representatives of the commoners c : house of commons 4 : the
legal right of taking a profit in another's land in common with the
owner 5 ; a piece of land subject to common use: as a ; un-
divided land used esp. for pasture b : a public open area in a
municipahty 6 a : a religious service suitable for any of various
festivals b : the ordinary of the mass — in common 1 : shared
together 2 : in a community
Com>mon>age \'kam-3-mj\ n X \ community land 2 : com-
monalty laC2)
COm>mon>al>l>ty \,kara-3-'nal-3t-e\ n [ME communalitie, alter, of
communalte'i 1 ; commonness 2 : the common people
Com.mon=al.ty \'kam-3n-n-te\ n [ME communalte, fr. OF comun-
altiy fr. comii/jfl? communal] 1 a (1) ; the common people (2) : the
political estate formed by the common people b : commonness
2 : a general group or body

i numbers

common carrier n : an individual or corporation undertaking to
transport for compensation persons, goods, or messages
common cold n : an acute virus disease of the upper respiratory
tract marked by inflammation of mucous membranes
common denominator n 1 : a common multiple of the denomina-
tors of a number of fractions 2 ; a common trait or theme
common divisor n : a number or expression that divides two or
more numbers or expressions without remainder — called also
common jactor
COm-mon<er \'kam-^n3r\ n 1 a : one of the common people
b : one who is not of noble rank 2 : a student (as at Oxford)
who pays for his own board
common Iractlon n : a fraction in which both numerator and
denominator are expressed
common law n : the body of law developed in England primarily
from judicial decisions based on custom and precedent, unwritten
in statute or code, and constituting the basis of the English legal
system and of the system in all of the U.S. except Louisiana
common-law marriage n ; a marriage relationship created by
agreement and usu. cohabitation between a man and a woman
without ecclesiastical or civil ceremony
common logarithm n ; a logarithm whose base is 10
common measure n : a meter consisting chiefly of iambic lines of
7 accents each arranged in rhymed pairs usu. printed in 4-line
stanza — called also common meter
common multiple n : a multiple of each of two or mor
or expressions
iCOm>mon>place \'kam-3n-,plas\ n [trans, of L locus
widely applicable argument, trans, of Gk koinos toposj 1 archaic
1 a striking passage entered in a commonplace book 2 a : an
obvious or trite observation b ; something taken for granted
2commonplace adj : ordinary, unremarkable — com*mon-
place.ness n
commonplace book n ; a book of memorabilia
common pleas n pi 1 : a former superior court of English common
law having jurisdiction over ordinary civil suits 2 : a court of
intermediate rank in some American states usu. having civil and
criminal jurisdiction

common room n 1 : a lounge available to all members of a residen-
tial communitv 2 : a room in a college for the use of the faculty
common school n : a free public school
common sense nit sound prudent judgment 2 : the unreflective
opinions of ordinary men syn see sense — com*mon«sen«si-
ble \,kam-3n-'sen(t)-s3-bal\ adj— com-mon-sen*si>cal \-'sen(t)-
si-k3l\ adj
common stock n : capital stock other than preferred stock
common time n : four beats to a measure in music
common touch n : the gift of appealing to or arousing the sym-
pathetic interest of the generality of man
com*mon>weaI \'kam-9n-,wel\ n 1 : the general welfare 2 archaic

: commonwealth
com>mon.wealth \-,weUh\ n 1 archaic ; commonweal 1 2 : a
nation, state, or other political unit: as a : one founded on law
and united by compact or tacit agreement of the people for the
common good b : one in which supreme authority is vested in the
people c : republic 3 cap a : the EngUsh state from the death
of Charles I in 1649 to the Restoration in 1660 b : protectorate
lb 4 ; a state of the U.S. — used officially of Kentucky, Massa-
chusetts, Pennsylvania, and Virginia 5 cap i a federal union of
constituent states — used officially of AustraUa 6 ojten cap : an
association of self-governing autonomous states having a somewhat
common political and cultural background and united by a com-
mon allegiance <the British Commonwealth} 7 ojten cap : a
poUtical unit having local autonomy but voluntarily united with
the U.S. — used officially of Puerto Rico
Commonwealth Day n : May 24 observed in parts of the British
Commonwealth as the anniversary of Queen Victoria's birthday
common year n ; a calendar year containing no intercalary period
Com>mo>tion \ka-'mo-sh3n\ n [ME, fr.MF, fr. L commotion-,
commotio, fr. commotus, pp. of commovere} 1 : a condition of
civil unrest or insurrection 2 : steady or recurrent motion 3 : men-
tal excitement or confusion 4 a : a flurried disturbance ; to-do
b : noisy confusion : AGrtATiON
Com>move Xks-'mliv, ka-\ vt [ME commoeven, fr. MF comrnuev-,
pres. stem of commovoir, fr. L commovere, fr. com- 4- movere to
move] 1 : to move violently : agitate 2 : exctte, impassion
COm>mu*nal Xka-'mylin-M, 'kam-yan-'lN adj [F, fr. LL communalis,
fr. L communis'] 1 : of or relating to one or more communes
2 ; of or relating to a community 3a: characterized by collective
ownership and use of property b : participated in, shared, or used
in common by members of a group or community 4 a ; of , relating
to, or based upon racial or cultural groups
COm-mu<nal*ism V-'l-.iz-amV n 1 ; social organization on a
communal basis 2 : loyalty to a sociopolitical grouping based on
reUgious affiliation — com>mu>nal*ist X-^l-astX n or adj
C0m-mu>nal>i4y \,kam-yu-'nal-at-e\ n 1 : communal state or
character 2 : group unity

COm>mu>nal<ize Vks-'myiin-'n-Jz, 'kam-ysn-X vt : to make com-
munal
Com>mu*nard \,kam-yu-'nard\ n : one who supported or par-
ticipated in the Commune of Paris in 1871
lcom>mune \ka-'myUn\ vi [ME communen to converse, administer
Communion, fr. MF comunier to converse, administer or receive
Communion, fr. LL communicare, fr. L] 1 : to receive Communion
2 : to communicate intimately <'-« with nature)
2com>mune \'kam-,yiin, k3-'myiin\ n [F, alter, of MF comugne,
fr. ML communia, ir. L, neut. pi. of communis^ 1 : the smallest
administrative district of many countries esp. in Europe 2 : com-
monalty 1 3 : communtty: as a : a medieval usu. municipal
corporation b (1) ; mir (2) : a usu. rural community organized on
a communal basis

Com>mu>ui>ca>bil>i<ty \ko-,myu-ni-k3-'bil-5t-e\ n : the quality
of being communicable
Com.mu>ni>ca>ble \k»-'myu-ni-k3-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of behig
communicated : TRANSMnrABLE 2 ; coMMumcATivE — com>mu-
nl*ca-ble>ness n — com>mu-ni<ca*bly \-blc\ adv
com>mu>nl>cant Xks-'myii-ni-ksntX n 1 ; a church member
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entitled to receive Communion: broadly : a member of a group 2
; one who communicates; specij : informant— communicani ad}

COin-inu-Ili«cate \ka-'rayu-n3-,kat\ vb [L communicatus, pp. of
communicare to impart, participate, fr. communis common — more
at MEAN] vt 1 archaic ; share 2 a : to make known <~ the news)
b : TRANSFER, TRANSMIT <'-- a diseasc) '^ VI 1 ; to receive Com-
munion 2 : to have communication <'^ by mail) 3 I 30IN,
CONNECT <the rooms ^) — com'mU'iii-ca.tor \-,kat-3r\ n
syn COMMUNICATE, IMPART mean to convey or transfer something

intangible, communicate implies making common to all what one
presently possesses; impart suggests causing another or others to
have what is primarily one's own
COm>mu*ni.ca>tiOU \ka-,myij-n3-'ka-sh3n\ « 1 : an act or instance
of transmitting 2a; information communicated b : a verbal or
written message 3 I an exchange of information 4 ;?/ a : a system
(as of telephones) for communicating b : a system of routes for
moving troops, supplies, and vehicles c : personnel engaged In
communicating 5 : a process by which meanings are exchanged
between individuals through a common system of symbols 6 pi but
sing or pi in constr a : a technique for expressing ideas effectively in
speech or writing or through the arts b ; the technology of the
transmission of information
COm*mu-ni*ca'tive \k3-*myu-n3-,kat-iv, -ni-k3t-iv\ adj 1 : tending
to communicate ; talkative 2 ; of or relating to communication— cora*mU'ni>ca.tive*Iy adv — coni>inu>ni>ca*tive*uess n

COin>inu*llion \k3-'myu-ny3n\ n [ME, fr. L communion-, communio
mutual participation, fr. communis'^ 1 ; an act or instance of shar-
ing 2 a cap : a Christian sacrament in which bread and wine are
partaken of as a commemoration of the death of Christ b : the
act of receiving the sacrament c cap ; the part of the Mass in which
the sacrament is received 3 : communication, intercourse
4 ; a body of Christians having a common faith and discipline

C0ni.mu-ni<qu6 \ka-'myii-n3-,ka, -.myii-na-'X n [F, fr. pp. of com~
muniquer to communicate, fr. L communicare} ; an official com-
munication : bulletin
CODl<inu<nism \'kam-y9-,niz-3m\ n [F communisme, fr. commun
common] 1 a ; a theory advocating elimination of private property
b ; a system in which goods are owned in common and are available
to all as needed 2 cap a : a doctrine based upon revolutionary
Marxian socialism and Marxism-Leninism that is the officii
Ideology of the USSR, b : a totalitarian system of government
in which a single authoritarian party controls stale-owned means
of production with the profess&i aim of establishing a stateless
society c : a final stage of society in Marxist theory in which the
state has withered away and economic goods are distributed equally

COni>inu>nist \'k'ara-y3-n9st\ n 1 ; an adherent or advocate of
communism 2 cap % communard 3 a cap : a member of a Com-
munist party or movement b o/ren cap : an adherent or advocate of
a Communist government, party, or movement 4 ojten cap ; one
held to engage in left-wing, subversive, or revolutionary activities— communist adj, ojten cap — com*mu>nis>tic \._kam-ya-'nis-tik\
adj, ojten cap — com*mu*ms*ti*caMy \-ti-kO-)le\ adv
Com<mu>ni>tar>i-ail \k3-,myii-na-'ter-e-3n\ adj ; advocating, prac-
ticing, or based on social organization in small cooperative partially
collectivist communities — communitarian n — com*mu-ni-
tar<i<an<isra \-e-3-,niz-3m\ n
COm*mu<ni.ty \ka-'myii-n3t-e\ n [ME comunete, fr. MF comunete,
fr. L communitat; communiias, fr. communisi 1 ; a unified body of
Individuals: as a : state, commonwealth b : the people with
common interests living in a particular area; broadly : the area itself

C : an interacting population of various kinds of individuals (as
species) in a common location d : a group of people with a com-
mon characteristic or interest living together within a larger society
e : a group linked by a common policy I ; a body of persons or
nations having a history or social, economic, and political interests

in common 2 : society at large 3a: joint ownership or participa-
tion b : LIKENESS c ; fellowship d ; a social state or condition
community center « : a building or group of buildings for a com-
munity's educational and recreational activities

community chest n ; a general fund accumulated from individual
subscriptions to defray demands on a community for charity and
social welfare
community property n ; property held jointly by husband and wife
Com.mu>ni.za<tion \,kam-y3-n3-'za-sh3n\ n, ojten cap : an act of
communizing : the state of being communized
Com<mu<nize \'kam-y3-,nT2\ vt [back-formation fr. communiza-
tion] 1 a ; to make common b : to make into state-owned property
2 : to subject to Communist principles of organization

Com*mut>able \k3-'myut-3-bal\ adj : capable of being commuted
C0m>mu*tate \'kam-y9-,tat\ vt [back-formation fr. commutation]

: to reverse every other cycle of (an alternating current) to form a
unidirectional current
com*mu>ta.lion X.kam-ys-'ta-shanX n [ME. fr. MF, fr. L commuta-
tion-, commutatio, fr. commutatus, pp. of commutare] 1 : ex-
change, trade 2 : replacement; specij ; a substitution of one
form of payment or charge for another 3 : a change of a legal
penalty or punishment to a lesser one 4 : an act of Commuting
5 : the action of commutating
commutation ticket n : a transportation ticket sold at a reduced
rate for a fixed number of trips over the same route during a limited
period

com.mu.ta.tive X'kam-ya-.tat-lv, ks-'mylit-st-X adj 1 : of, relating
to, or showing commutation 2 ; combining elements in such a
manner that the result is independent of the order in which the
elements are taken <addition is '^)

com*mu>ta>tor \'kam-y3-,tat-3r\ n 1 ; a switch for reversing the
direction of an electric current 2 : a series of bars or segments so
connected to armature coils of a dynamo that rotation of the
armature will in conjunction with fixed brushes result in unidirec-
tional current output in the case of a generator and in the reversal
of the current into the coils in the case of a motor
C0m>mute \k3-'myiit\ vb [L commutare to change, exchange, fr.

com- + muiare to change] vt la; to give in exchange for another
: exchange b : change, alter 2 ; to convert (as a payment)
into another form 3 ; to exchange (a penalty) for another less

severe 4 : COmmutate -^ vi 1 : to make up for something 2 ; to
pay in gross 3 : to travel back and forth regularly— com>mut*ern
COm*my \'kam-e\ var oj COMMIE
CO*mose Vko-.mos\ adj [L comosus hairy, fr. coma hair — more at
COMA] ; bearing a tuft of soft hairs

pangere to fasten — more at pact] 1 ; composed, made 2 ; closely
united or packed 3 : not gangling or spare in appearance <a '^
body) 4 : concentrated in a limited area or small space <"- form)
syn see close — com<pact-ly adv — com-pact>ness n
^compact vr 1 a : combine, consolidate b ; compress 2 : to
make up by connecting or combining ; compose -^ vi ; to become
compacted — com-pac-tor or com<pact*er n
3com.pact \'kara-,pakt\ rt 1 ; a small cosmetic case 2 : a relatively
small automobile
4com>pact \'kam-,pakt\ n [L compactum, fr. neut. of compactus^
pp. of compacisci to make an agreement, fr. com- + pacisci to
contract] : an agreement or covenant between two or more parties
COm>pac>tlon Xkam-'pak-shanX n ; the act or process of com-
pacting ; the state of being compacted
lCom*pan<ion \kam-'pan-y3n\ n [ME compainoun. It. OF com-
pagnon, fr. LL companion-, companio, fr. L com- + panis bread,
food] 1 : comrade 2 obs : rascal 3 a : one of a pair of match-
ing things, b : one employed to live with and serve another
^companion vt : accompany
3COmpanion n [by folk etymology fr. D kampanje poop deck] 1 : a
hood covering at the top of a companionway 2 : companionway
Coni>pan>ion*able \-ya-na-bal\ adj ; marked by, conducive to, or
suggestive of companionship ; socl\ble— com-pan<lon>able>nes3
n — com-pan>ion-abIy \-ble\ adv
COm>pan>ion*ate \kam-'pan-y»-nat\ adj : relating to or In the
manner of companions
companionate marriage n : a proposed form of marriage in which
legaHzed birth control would be practiced, the divorce of childless
couples by mutual consent permitted, and neither party would have
any claim on the other
Com>pan>ion>ship Xkam-'pan-ysn-.shlpX n : fellowship
com.pan>ion>way \-yan-,wa\ n i^companion} t a ship's stairway
from one deck to another
1C0m>pa>ny \'k3mp-(3-)ne\ n [ME companie, fr. OF compagnie, fr.

compain companion, fr. LL companio} la: association with
another : fellowship b : companions, associates c : visitors,
guests 2 a ; a group of persons or things b : a body of soldiers;
specij ; a unit (as of infantry) consisting usu. of a headquarters and
two or more platoons c ; an organization of musical or dramatic
performers (opera ---) d : the officers and men of a ship e : a firen

fighting unit I ; a local congregation of Jehovah s Witnesses

3 a : a chartered commercial organization or medieval trade guild
b ; an association of persons for carrying on a commercial or
industrial enterprise c : those members of a partnership firm whose
names do not appear in the firm name (John Doe and Company}
^company vt ; accompany ~ vi : assoclvte
company union n : an unaffiliated labor union of the employees of a
single firm

com<pa>ra>bil>i>ty \,kam-p(3-)r3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state

of being comparable
Com*pa<ra<ble \'kam-p(3-)ra-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of or suitable for
comparison — usu. used with to 2 : equivalent, similar — com-
pa>ra>ble>ness n — com>pa*ra*bly \-ble\ adv
iCOm*par>a<tlve \k3m-'par-3t-iv\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or con-
stituting the degree of comparison in a language that denotes in-

crease in the quality, quantity, or relation expressed by an adjective
or adverb 2 : considered as if in comparison to something else as
a standard not quite attained ; relative <'^ stranger) 3 : studied
systematically by comparison of phenomena <-^ literature) — com-
par-a-tive-ly adv — com*par-a>tive-ne5S n
2comparative n 1 ; one that compares with another esp. on equal
footing ; rival; specij : one that makes witty or mocking com-
parisons 2 ; the comparative degree or form in a language
Com<pa>ra>tor \kam-'par-3t-sr, 'kam-pa-,rat-\ n : an instrument for
comparing something with a like thing or with a standard measure
lCOm*pare \kara-'pa(9)r, -'pe(3)r\ vb [ME comparen, fr. MF
comparer, fr. L comparare to couple, compare, fr. compar like, fr.

com- + par equal] vt 1 : to represent as similar : liken 2 : to
examine the character or qualities of esp. to discover resemblances
or differences 3 : to inflect or modify (an adjective or adverb)
according to the degrees of comparison '^ vi 1 : to bear being
compared 2 ; to make comparisons 3 : to be equal or alike

syn COMPARE, contrast, collate mean to set side by side in order
to show differences and likenesses, compare implies an aim of
showing relative values or excellences by bringing out characteristic
qualities whether similar or divergent; contrast implies an em-
phasis on differences; collate implies minute and critical inspection
in order to note points of agreement or divergence
^compare n : comparison (beauty beyond '—

>

Com.par>i>SOn \k3m-'par-3-S3n\ n [ME, fr. MF comparaison, fr. L
comparation-, comparatio, fr. comparaius, pp. of comparare] 1 ; the
act or process of comparing: a : likening b : the juxtaposing of
items to establish similarities and dissimilarities 2 : identity of
features : similarfty 3 : the modification of an adjective or ad-
verb to denote different levels of quality, quantity, or relation

COm>part \kam-'part\ vt [It compartire, fr. LL compartiri to share
out, fr. L com- -\- partiri to share, fr. part-, pars part, share] : to
mark out into parts; specij ; to lay out in parts according to a plan
COm>part>ment Xksm-'part-mantV n [MF compartiment, fr. It

compartimento, fr. compartire] 1 : one of the parts into which an
enclosed space is divided 2 ; a separate division or section —
com>part>men-tal \kam-.part-'ment-=l\ adj— com-part*ment>ed
\-'part-,ment-3d\ adj

com'part>men.tal<ize \k3m-.p'art-'ment-°l-,Tz\ vt : to separate Into
isolated compartments or categories

lCOm<pass X'ksm-pss, 'kam-V vt [ME compassen, fr. OF compasser
to measure, fr. (assumed) VL compassare to pace off, fr. L com- -|-

passus pace] 1 ; contrtve, plot 2 a : encompass b ; to travel

entirely around 3 a : achieve, accomplish; also ; obtain b : com-
prehend syn see reach — com>pass>able X-pa-ss-balV adj

scompass n 1 a : boundary, circumference b : a circumscribed
space c : range, scope 2 : a curved or roundabout path 3 a : a
device for determining directions by means of a magnetic needle or
group of needles turning freely on a pivot and pointing to the
magnetic north b : any of various nonmagnetic devices that serve

the same purpose as the magnetic compass usu pi ; an instru-

ment for describing circles or transferring measurements consisting

of two pointed branches joined at the top by a pivot — called also
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pair oj compasses syn see circumferehcb
acompass adj ; curved, circular <a -^ timber); specij : semi-
circular
compass card n : the
circular card at-
tached to the needles
of a mariner's com-
pass on which are
marlced 32 points of
the compass and the
360" of the circle

com>pas>sioii Xk^m-
•pash-9n\ n [ME, fr.

MF or LL; MF, fr.

LL ompa
compassio, fr com-
passus, pp. of com-
pall to sympathize,
fr. L com- + pan to
bear, suffer] ; sym-
pathetic conscious-
ness of others' dis-
tress together with a
desire to alleviate it

syn see pity
icoiu-pas>slon-ata
\k3m-'pash-(3-)n3t\
adj : marked by compass card
compassion — com-
pas*sion'ate-ly adv — com>pas>sion>ate>ness n
2coin<pas*slon>ate \-'pash-3-,nat\ vr : pity
compass plant n : any of several plants whose leaves or branches
grow on the axis so as to indicate the cardinal points of the compass

COm>pat>i>bi}'i*ty \kam-,pat-3-'bil-3t-e\ n % the quality or state of
being compatible

Com-pat*i*ble \k9m-'pat-3-b3l\ adj [MF, fr. ML compatibilis, lit.,

sympathetic, fr. LL compati'[ 1 ; capable of existing together in
harmony 2 : capable of cross-fertilizing freely or uniting vegeta-
tively 3 : being or relating to a system in which color television
broadcasts may be received in black and white on receivers without
special modification 4 : capable of forming a homogeneous mix-
ture that neither separates nor is altered by chemical interaction
syn see consonant — coni*pat-i>ble-ness n — com*pat*i*bly
\-ble\ adv

com.pa.tri.ot Xksm-'pa-tre-at, -,at, chiefly Bril -'pa-\ n [F com-
patriote, fr. LL compatriola, fr. L com- + LL patriola fellow
countryman] 1 : a fellow countryman 2 : compeer, colleague
icom.peer \'kam-,pi(a)r, ksm-'X n X [ME, fr. OF compere, lit.,

godfather, fr. ML compaier, fr. L com- + pater father] ; companion
2 [modif. of L compar, fr. compar, adj., like] ; equal, peer

2conipeer v?, obs : equal, match
coni>pel \k3m-'pel\ vt com-pelled; com>pel>Ung [ME compellen,
fr. MF compellir, fr. L compellere, fr. com- + pellere to drive —
more at felt] 1 ; to drive or urge with force : constrain 2 : ex-
act, EXTORT 3 archaic ; to drive together syn see force — com-
peMa-ble \-a-b9l\ adj — com-peMer n

COm>peI>la>tion \,kam-p3-'Ia-shan, -,peI-'a-\ n [L compellaiion-,
compellatio, fr. compellatus, pp. of compellare to address, fr. com-
+ -pellare (as in appellare to accost, appeal to)] 1 ; an act or action
of addressing someone 2 : appellation 2
COm-pend \'kam-,pend\ n [ML compendium} l compendium
COm>pen°di>OUS \k3m-'pen-de-3s\ adj : marked by brief expression
of a comprehensive matter syn see concise — com>pen>di-ous>ly
adv — com.pen-di'ous-ness/i
com.pen.di.tim \k3m-'pen-de-3m\ n, pi compendiums or com-
pen>dla \-de-3\ [ML, fr. L, saving, shortcut, fr. compendere to
weigh together, fr. com- + pendere to weigh] : a brief summary
of a larger work or of a field of knowledge ; abstract
syn SYLLABUS, digest, survey, sketch, precis, aperqu: a com-

pendium gathers together and presents in concise or in outline form
all the essential facts and details of a subject; a syllabus gives the
material necessary for a comprehensive view of a whole subject often
in the form of a series of heads or propositions; a digest presents
material gathered from many sources and arranged for ready refer-
ence; a survey is a brief but comprehensive treatment presented
often as a preliminary to further study or discussion; a sketch is a
similar but slighter and more tentative treatment; a precis is a
concise statement of essential facts or points; an apercu ignores
details and gives a quick impression of the whole
com*pen-sa*ble \kam-'pen(t)-s3-bsl\ adj ; that Is to be or can be
compensated
COm<pen>sate \'kam-p3n-.sat, -.pen-\ vb [L compensatus, pp. of
compensare, fr. compensus, pp. of compendere"] vt 1 : to be equiva-
lent to : counterbalance 2 : to make proper payment to 3 a : to
provide with means of counteracting variation b : to neutralize
the effect of (variations) ^ vi 1 : to supply an equivalent -— used
with /or 2 : to offset an error, defect, or undesired effect — com-
pen.sa-tive \'kam-p3n-,sat-iv, -.pen-; k3m-'pen(t)-s3t-\ adj —
com>pen>sa>tor X'kam-pan-.sat-ar, -,pen-\ n— com*pen>sa-to>ry
\k3m-'pen(f)-S3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj
syn compensate, cou^r^ERVAIL, balance, offset mean to make up

for what is excessive or deficient, helpful or harmful in another.
compensate implies making up a lack or making amends for loss or
injury; countervail suggests counteracdng a bad or harmful in-
fluence or the damage suffered through it; balance implies the
equalizing or adjusting of two or more things that are contrary or
opposed so that no one outweighs the other or others in effect;
offset implies neutralizing one thing's good or evil effect by some-
thing that exerts a contrary effect syn see in addition pay
COm.pen.sa.tion.\,kam-p3n-'sa-sh3n, -,pen-\ n 1 a (1) : correction
of an organic inferiority or loss by hypertrophy or by increased
functioning of another organ or unimpaired parts of the same organ
(2) : a comparable psychic mechanism b : adjustment of the phase
retardation of one light ray with respect to that of another2a: something that constitutes an equivalent or recompense;
specij : payment to an unemployed or injured worker or his de-
pendents b : payment, wages — com*pen>sa-Uou-al \-'sa-
shnal, -sh3n-='I\ adj

C0m>pet6 \k3m-*pet\ vl [LL competere to seek together, fr. L, to
come together, agree, be suitable, fr. com- + peiere to go to, seek—
more at feather] : to vie with another for or as if for a prize
com.pe.tence \'kam-p3t-3n(t)A " 1 : means sufficient for the
necessities of life 2 ; the quaUty or state of being competent
com.pe.ten.cy \-3n-se\ n : competence
com.pe-tent \'kam-p3t-3nt\ adj [ME, suitable, fr. MF& L; MF, fr.

L competent-, competens, fr. prp. of competere to be suitable]
1 : having requisite abihty or qualities : fit 2 : rightfully belong-
ing : proper 3 : legally qualified or capable syn see able,
sufficient ~ com-pe-tent>ly adv
COm-pe>tl<tion \,kam-p3-'tish-3n\ n [LL competition-, competition
fr, L competituSy pp. of competere] 1 : the act or process of com-
peting : rivalry 2 : a contest between rivals; also ; the person
competing <first-rate '-^> 3 : the effort of two or more parties to
secure the business of a third party by the offer of the most favorable
terms ~ com-pet-i-to-ry \k3m-'pet-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

com.pet.i.tive \k3m-'pet-3t-iv\ adj ; relating to^ characterized by,
or based on competition <~ sports) <'--' bidding) — com^pet-l-
tive-ly adv — com>pet<i>tlye>ness n

com-pet.i.tor \k3m-'pet-3t-3r\ n : one that competes; esp l one
selling or buying goods or services in the same market as another

com-pi-la>tion \,kam-p3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of com-
piling 2 : something compiled; esp : a book composed of materials
gathered from other books or documents

com.pile \k3m-'pT(3)I\ vr [ME compilen, fr. MF compiler, fr. L
compilare to plunder] 1 ; to collect into a volume 2 : to com-
pose out of materials from other documents — com*pil-er n
com.pla.cence \k3m-'plas-='n(t)s\ n 1 ; calm or secure satisfaction
with one's self or lot ; ^elf-satisfaction 2 obs : complaisance

com*pla*cen<>cy \-'n-se\ n : complacence; esp : self-satisfaction
accompanied by unawareness of actual dangers or deficiencies
C0m<pla<cent \k3m-'plas-'nt\ adj [L complacent-, complacens, prp.
of complacere to please greatly, fr. com- + placere to please —
more at please] 1 : satisfied; esp ; self-satisfied 2 : feeling or
showing complaisance — com>pla>cent<Iy adv
COm<plain \k3m-'plan\ vi [ME compleynen, fr. MF complaindre,
fr. (assumed) VL complangere, fr. L com- + plangere to lament— more at plaint] 1 ; to express grief, pain, or discontent 2 : to
make a formal accusation or charge — com*plain>er n — com-
plain-lng'ly \-'pla-nir]-le\ adv
com.plain.ant \k3m-'pla-n3nt\ n : the party who makes the com-
plaint in a legal action or proceeding
C0m*plaint \k3m-*plant\ n [ME compleynte, fr. MF complainte,
fr. OF, fr. complaindre] 1 : expression of grief, pain, or resentment
2 a : that concerning which one complains b ; a bodily ailment
or disease 3 : a formal allegation against a party
com.plai.sance \k3m-'plas-'n(t)s, -'plaz-; 'kam-pla-.2an(t)s\n: dis-
position to please or obhge : affability
COm.plai.sant \-'nt, -.zant\ adj [_F, fr. MF, fr. prp. of complaire
to gratify, acquiesce, fr. L complacere to please greatlv] 1 : marked
by an inclination to please or oblige 2 : tending to consent to
others' wishes syn see amiable — com>plai>sant-ly adv
com.plect.ed \k3m-'piek-t3d\ adj [irreg, fr. complexion] : COM-
plexioned {dar^-complected}
icom.ple-ment \'kam-pl3-m3nt\ n [ME, fr.

L complementum, fr. complere] la: some-
thing that fills up, completes, or makes
perfect b : the quantity or number required
to make a thing complete; specij i the whole
force or personnel of a ship c : one of two
mutually completing parts : counterpart
2 : the amount of angle or arc by which a
given angle or arc falls short of 90 degrees
3 ; the interval in music required with a
given interval to complete the octave 4 : an
added word or expression by which a predi- complement 2: ACB
cation is madecomplete (as />re.rirfe/i/ in "they right angle; ACD
elected him president") 5 ; the thermolabile complement of DCB
substance in normal blood serum and plasma (and vice versa); AD
that in combination with antibodies causes complement of DB
the destruction of bacteria, foreign blood (and vice versa)
corpuscles, and other antigens
2Com«ple.ment \-,ment\ vt 1 : to be complementary to 2 obs

: compliment ^ vi, obs : to exchange formal courtesies
com-ple>nien>taI \,kam-pl3-'ment-='l\ adj 1 : relating to or being
a complement 2 obs : ceremonious, complimentary
com.ple.men-tar.i.ly \,k"am-pl3-(,)men-'tar-3t-e, -m3n-\ n : the
quality or state of being complementary

com.ple.men.ta.ry \.kam-pi3-'ment-3-re, -'men-treV adj 1 : serv-
ing to fill out or complete 2 : mutually supplying each other's lack
3 : relating to or constituting one of a pair of contrasting colors
that produce a neutral color when combined in suitable propor-
tions — complementary n
complementary angles n pi : two angles whose sum is 90 degrees
complement fixation n ; the absorption of complement to the
product of the union of an antibody and the antigen for which it

is specific when added to a mixture of such antibody and antigen
icom-plete \k3m^'plet\ adj [ME complet, fr. MF, fr. L completus
fr. pp. of complere to fill up. complete, fr. com- + plere to fill— more at full] 1 a : possessing all necessary parts ; entire
b ; having all four sets of floral organs : monoclinous c oj a
subject or predicate : including modifiers, complements, or objects
2 : brought to an end : concluded 3 : highly proficient 4 : fully
carried out : thorough syn see full — com.plete-ly adv —
com.plete-ness n — com-ple-tive \-'pIet-iv\ adj

^complete vt 1 : to bring to an end : finish 2 : to make whole or
perfect; esp : to provide with all lacking parts syn see close
complete fertilizer n ; a fertilizer that contams the three chief
plant nutrients (nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash)
Com>pIe>tion \k9m-'ple-sh3n\ n ; the act or process of completing

: the state of being complete
icom>plex \kam-'pleks, kam-', "kam-.X adj [L complexus, pp. of
complecti to embrace, comprise (a multitude of objects), fr. com-
4- pleciere to braid — more at ply] 1 a : composed of two or more
parts : composite b (1) oj a word : having a bound form as one
or both of its immediate constituents {unmanly is a <--' word)
(2) oj a sentence ; consisting of a main clause and one or more

B
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subordinate clauses 2 : hard to separate, analyze, or solve —
com>plex<ly adv — com>ple}c*ness n
S5rn COMPLEX, complicated, intricate, involved, knotty mean

having confusingly interrelated parts, complex suggests the un-
avoidable result of a necessary combining or folding and does not
imply a fault or failure; complicated applies to what offers great
difficulty in understanding, solving, or explaining; intricate
suggests such interlacing of parts as to make it nearly impossible
to follow or grasp them separately; involved implies extreme
complication and often disorder; knotty suggests complication and
entanglement that make solution or understanding improbable

3coin>pIex \'kam-,pleks\ n 1 : a whole made up of complicated or
interrelated parts 2 a ; a group of culture traits relating to a
single activity (as hunting), process (as use of flint), or culture unit
l> (1) : a system of repressed desires and memories that exerts a
dominating influence upon the personality (2) : an exaggerated
reaction to a subject or situation c : a group of ob^/iously related
units of which the degree and nature of the relationship is imper-
fectly known 3 : a complex substance in which the constituents
are more Intimately associated than in a simple mixture
complex fractioil n : a fraction with a fraction or mixed number
in the numerator or denominator or both
COm.plex.ion \k3m-'plek-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. tAL complexion-
complexio, fr. L, combination, fr. complexus. pp.] 1 : the combina-
tion of the hot, cold, moist, and dry qualities held in medieval phys-
iology to determine the quality of a body 2 a : an individual
complex of ways of thinking or feeling b ; a complex of attitudes
and inchnations 3 : the hue or appearance of the skin and esp.
of the face 4 ; general appearance or impression — com*plex-
ion-a] \-shn3l, -shsn-'lX adj — com*plex-ioned \-sh3nd\ adj
C0m<plex4>ty Xkam-'plek-sat-e, kam-\ n 1 ; the quality or state of
being complex 2 : something complex
complex number n ; a number of the form a+by/-i where a and
b are real numbers
com>pli>ance \k3m-'plT-3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act or process of com-
plying to a desire, demand, or proposal or to coercion 2 : a
disposition to yield to others
com>pli>an.cy \-3n-se\ n : compliance
Com>pli>ant \-3nt\ adj : ready or disposed to comply ; submissive— com>pIi-ant-Iy adv
com.pli.ca.cy \'kam-pli-k3-se\ n i^complicate} 1 : the quality
or state of being complicated 2 : something that Is complicated
1Com>pll>cate \'kam-pl3-,kat\ vt 1 : to combine esp. In an involved
or inextricable manner 2 ; to make complex or difficult -*- v/ ; to
become complicated

acom>pli>cate \-pll-k3t\ adj [L complicatus, pp. of complicare to
fold together, fr. com- +plicare to fold — more at ply] 1 : com-
plex, intricate 2 a : conduplicate 1) : folded longitudinally
one or more times — used of insect wings

COm<pli*cat>ed adj 1 : consisting of parts intricately combined
2 : difficult to analyze, understand, or explain — syn see complex— com*pIi>cat>ed*ly adv — com<pli>cat<ed>ness n

COm*pIi>ca>tJon \,kam-pl3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 a : complexity, in-
tricacy; specif : a situation or a detail of character complicating
the main thread of a plot b : a making difficult, involved, or
intricate c ! a complex or intricate feature or element d : a
difficult factor or issue often appearing unexpectedly and changing
existing plans, methods, or attitudes 2 : the act or process of com-
plicating : the state of being complicated 3 : a secondary disease
or condition developing in the course of a primary disease

COm.pIice \'kam-pl3s, 'k3m-\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. LL compUc-,
complex, fr. L com- -I- plicare to fold] archaic ; associate

com>plic>i>ty \k3m-'plis-at-e\ n ; association or participation in
or as if in a wrongful act

Com<pli*er \-'plT(-a)r\ n : one that complies
icom.pli.ment X'kam-pb-mantX n [F, fr. It complimento, fr. Sp
cumplimiento, fr. cumplir to be courteous — more at comply]
1 a : a formal expression of esteem, respect, affection, or ad-
miration; specif ; a flattering remark b ; formal and respectful
recognition ; deference 2 pi X best wishes ; regards
2com*pli'ment \-,ment\ vt 1 : to pay a compliment to 2 : to
present with a token of esteem
com.pli.men.tar.i.ly \,kam-pl3-C,)men-'ter-3-le, -m3n-\ adv : in
a complimentary manner
Com»pli<men.ta>ry \.kam-pl3-'ment-3-re, -'raen-tre\ adj 1 : ex-
pressing or containing a compliment 2 : given free as a courtesy
or favor <'^ ticket)

Com>pllne \*kam-pl3n, -,plTn\ n, often cap [ME compile, compline,
fr. OF compile, modif. of LL completa, fr. L, fem. of completus
complete] : the 7th and last of the canonical hours
COm>plot \'kam-,plat\ n [MF complot crowd, plot] archaic : PLOT,
conspiracy — cora*plot \kam-'plat, ksmA vh, archaic

COm*ply \k3m-'plT\ vi [It compllre, fr. Sp cumplir to complete,
perform what is due, be courteous, fr. L complere to complete]
1 obs ; to be ceremoniously courteous 2 : to conform or adapt
one's actions to another's wishes, to a rule, or to necessity

COm>po \'kam-(,)po\ n [short for composition'] ; any of various
composition materials
lCOm>po>nent Xksm-'po-nant, 'kam-„ kara-'\ n [L component-,
componens, prp. of componere to put together — more at COM-
POLTND] 1 : a constituent part : ingredient 2 : any one of the
vector terms added to form a vector sum or resultant syn see
element ~ com-po>nen>tial \,kam-p3-'nen-ch3l\ adj
3component adj : serving or helping to constitute : constituent
icom-port \k3m-'po(3)rt, -•p6(3)rt\ vb [MF comporter to bear,
conduct, fr. L comportare to bring together, fr. com- + portare to
carry — more at port] vl : accord, suit (acts that '^ with ideals)
'— v/ : conduct i^s himself blamelessly) syn see agree, behave
3com*pOTt \'kam-,po{3)rt, -,pd(3)rt\ n : compote 2

COm*port>ment \k3m-'p6rt-ra3nt. -'p6rt-\ n : bearing
COm>pose \kam-'poz\ v6 [MF composer, fr. L componere (perf.

indie, composui) — more at compound] vt 1 a : to form by put-
ting together ; fashion b : to form the substance of : coNSTrruTE
(composed of many ingredients) c (1) : arrange, set i-^ type)
(2) ; to set type for (a work) 2 a ; to create by mental or artistic

labor b : to compose music for 3 ; to reduce to a minimum
<'^ their differences) 4 ; to arrange in proper form 5 : to free

from agitation ; calm -^ vi : to pracdce composition : create
com>posed \-'p62d\ adj : free from agitation : calm; esp : self*

possessed syn see cool — com-pos-ed-ly \-'po-z3d-le\ adv— com*po5>ed-ness \-'p6-23d-n3s\ n
com>po5>er \k3m-'po-z3r\ n ; one that composes; esp : a person
who writes music
composing stick n : a shallow tray usu. of metal with an adjust-
able slide that is held In one hand by a compositor as he sets type
into it with the other hand
icom*pos>ite Xkam-'paz-at. k3m-\ adj [L compositus, pp. of
componere"] ; made up of distinct parts: as a cap : relating to or
being a modification of the Corinthian order combining angular
Ionic volutes with the acanthus-circled bell of the Corinthian
b : of or relating to a very large family (Compositae) of dicotyle-
donous herbs, shrubs, and trees often held to be the most highly
evolved plants and characterized by florets arranged in dense heads
that resemble single flowers c ; made up of two or more integral
or real rational prime factors — com-pos-ite-ly adv
^composite n 1 : something composite

: COMPOUND 2 : a composite plant
com.po.si.tion \.kam-p3-'zish-3n\ n [ME
composicioun, fr, MF composition, fr. L com-
position-, compositio, fr. compositus] la; the
act or process of composing; specif ; arrange-
ment into proper proportion or relation and
esp. into artistic form b : the work of a

, ^ ^
compositor 2 a : the manner in which composite 2: section

something is composed b : personal con- of a composite flower

stitution : makeup c : the qualitative and ^«ad: 7 disk flower,

quantitative makeup of a chemical com- ^ ray flower, 3 bracts

pound 3 ! mutual settlement or agreement
4 : a product of mixing or combining various elements or in-
gredients 5 : an intellectual creation: as a : a piece of writing;
esp ; a written exercise in school b : a written piece of music esp.
of considerable size and complexity c : a work of art whose
elements are combined artistically 6 ; the quality or state of being
compound — com<po>si*tion-aI \-'zish-n3l, -3n-'l\ adj
COm>pos*i«tor \k3m-'paz-3t-3r\ n ; one who sets type
com-pos men-tis \,kam-p3-'sment-3s\ adf [L, lit., having mastery
of one's mind] : of sound mind, memory, and understanding
lcom*p05t \'kam-,post\ n [MF, fr. ML compostum, fr. L, neut. of
compositus, compostus, pp. of componere to put together] 1 ; a
mixture consisting usu. largely of decayed organic matter and used
for fertilizing and conditioning land 2 : mixture, compound
^compost vt : to convert (as plant debris) to compost
com.po.snre \k3m-'po-zh3r\ n : calmness or repose esp. of mind,
bearing, or appearance ; self-possession syn see equanimity

COm-po.ta.tor \'kam-po-,tat-3r\ n [LL, fr. L com- + potator
drinker, fr. potatus, pp. of potare to drink] : a fellow drinker
COm-pote \'kam-,pot\ n [F, fr. OF composte, fr. L composta,
fem. of compostus, pp.] 1 ; fruits cooked in syrup 2 : a bowl of
glass, porcelain, or metal usu. with a base and stem and sometimes
a cover from which compotes, fruits, nuts, or sweets are served
icom*pound \kam-'paund, k3m-', 'kam-,\ vb [ME compounen, fr,

MF compondre, fr. L componere, fr. com- + ponere to put — more
at position] vt 1 : to put together (parts) to form a whole : com-
bine 2 : to form by combining parts 3 : to settle amicably
; compromise 4 a : to increase by geometric progression or by
an increment that itself increases b ; to add to 5 ; to agree for a
consideration not to prosecute (an offense) '«- vi 1 : to become
joined in a compound 2 : to come to terms of agreement —
CDm*poand-aMe \-3-b3l\ adj — com-pound>er n
acom.pound \'kam-,paund, kam-', k3m-'\ adj [ME compouned,
pp. of compounen] 1 : composed of or resulting from union of
separate elements, ingredients, or parts; specif : composed of
united similar elements esp. of a kind usu. independent 2 : involv-
ing or used in a combination 3 a of a word : constituting a com-
pound h of a sentence t having two or more main clauses

3com>pound \'kam-,paund\ n 1 a : a word consisting of com-
ponents that are words (as rowboat, high school, devil-may-care)
b : a word consisting of any of various combinations of words,
combining forms, or affixes (as anthropology, kilocycle, builder)

2 : something formed by a union of elements or parts; specif ; a
distinct substance formed by chemical union of two or more Ingre-
dients in definite proportion by weight
4com*pound \'kam-,paund\ n [by folk etymology fr. Malay
kampong group of buildings, village] 1 : an enclosure of European
residences and commercial buildings esp. in the Orient 2 : a
large fenced or walled-in area
compound-complex adj, of a sentence ; having two or more main
clauses and one or more subordinate clauses

compoand fracture n ; a bone fracture associated with lacerated
soft tissues through which bone fragments usu. protrude
compound interest n : interest computed on the sum of an original
principal and accrued interest

compound leaf n : a leaf in which the blade is divided to the midrib
forming two or more leaflets on a common axis

compound microscope n : a microscope consisting of an objective
and an eyepiece mounted in a drawtube
compound number n : a number (as 2 ft. 5 in.) involving different
denominations or more than one unit

com.pra.dor \,kam-pr3-'d6(3)r\ or com.pra.dore \-'do(3)r,

-'d6{3)r\ n [Pg comprador, lit., buyer] : a Chinese agent engaged
by a foreign establishment in China to have charge of its Chinese
employees and to act as an intermediary In business affairs

Com.pre-hend \,kam-pri-*hend\ vt [ME comprehenden, fr. L
comprehendere, fr. com- -H prehendere to grasp] 1 : to grasp
the meaning of mentally 2 : embrace syn see include,
understand — ,cora'pre«hend'ible \-'hen-d3-b3l\ arf/

com.pre-hen.si.bil-i.ty \-,hen(t)-s3-'bU-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being comprehensible

com.pre-hen.si.ble \-'hen(t)-s3-b3l\ adf : capable of being com-
prehended : intelligible — com'pre>lien»si'ble-ness n — com-
pre*lien»si.bly \-ble\ adv
com.pre.ben.sion \,kam-pri-'hen-ch3n\ n [MF & L; MF, fr. L
comprehension-, comprehensio, fr. comprehensus, pp. of com-
prehendere to understand, comprise] 1 a : the act or process of
comprising b ; comprehensiveness 2 a : the act or action of
grasping with the intellect b : knowledge gained by comprehend-
ing c : the capacity for understanding 3 : connotation 3

com*pre-lien>sive \-'hen(t)-siv\ adj 1 ; covering completely
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: mcLUSTVE 2 : having wide mental comprehensloii — com-pre-
taen-slve-ly adv — com-pre>lien*5iTe'Hess n
iCOm>press \k3m-'pres\ vb [ME compressen, fr. LL compressare
to press hard, fr. L compressus, pp. of comprimere to compress,
fr. com- + premere to press] vt ; to press or squeeze together : con-
dense ** v/ : to undergo compression syn see contract
acoin*pr8SS \'kam-,pres\ n [MF compresse^ fr. compresser to
compress, fr. LL compressare'] 1 ; a folded cloth or pad applied
so as to press upon a body part 2 : a machine for compressing

coin-pressed \k3m-'prest also 'kam-,\ adj : flattened as though
subjected to compression; a ; flattened laterally <petioles '^>
t) : narrow from side to side and deep In a dorsoventral direction— com*pressed*l7 \k3m-'prest-le, -'pres-3d-le\ adv
compressed air n : air under pressure greater than that of the
atmosphere

com.press.iftil.l-ly \k9m-,pres-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being compressible

COm«press<ible \k3m-'pres-^b9l\ adj : capable of being compressed
Com>pres>siou \k3m-'presh-3n\ n 1 ; the act or process of com-
pressing ; the state of being compressed 2 ; ths process of com-
pressing the working substance in a heat engine — com*pres-
Sionoal \-*presh-nal, -3n-n\ adj

Comopres-sive \k3m-'pres-iv\ adj 1 : of or relating to compression
2 : tending to compress — com-pres-sive-ly adv

Com>pres>5or \-'pres-sr\ n ; one that compresses: as a : a muscle
that compresses a part b : a machine that compresses gases
COm*prise \k9m-'prTz\ vt [ME comprisen, fr. MF compris, pp. of
comprendre, fr. L comprehendere'i 1 ; include, contain 2 : to
be made up of 3 : to make up ; constitute
lcom>pro>mise \'kam-pra-,mTz\ n [ME, mutual promise to abide
by an arbiter's decision, fr. MF compromis, fr. L compromissum,
fr. neut. of compromissus, pp. of compromiltere to promise mutu-
ally, fr. com- + promiltere to promise — more at promise] 1 a : the
process or a result of settlement by arbitration or by consent reached
by mutual concessions b ; something blending the characteristics
of two others 2 : a committal to something prejudicial : surrender
acompromise vt 1 obs : to bind by mutual agreement 2 : to adjust
or settle by mutual concessions 3 : to expose to discredit or mis-
chief ^ vi 1 ; to come to agreement by concession 2 : to make a
shameful or disreputable concession — com>pro>mis-er n
Compt X'kaiint, 'kam(p)t\ archaic var oj count
comp-trol.ler Xkan-'tro-br, 'kam(p)-, , kam(p)-'\ n [ME, alter, of
conrerroZ/er controller] 1 ; a royal-household official who examines
and supervises expenditures 2 : a public official who audits
government accounts and sometimes certifies expenditures 3 : con-
troller ic — comp'trol-leroship \-,ship\ n
Com.pul.sion \k9m-'p3l-shsn\ n [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF. fr. LL
compulsion-, compulsion fr. L compulsus, pp. of compellere to com-
Sel] 1 a ; an act of compelling ; the state of being compelled

; a force or agency that compels 2 : an irresistible impulse to
perform an irrational act
COm*pul-Sive \-'pal-siv\ adj 1 ; having power to compel 2 : of,
relating to, caused by, or suggestive of psychological compulsion
or obsession — com<pal>sive>ly adv — com-pol^ive-ness n
Com>pul>so*ry \kam-'pals-(3-)re\ adj 1 ; enforced, mandatory
2 : coercive, compelling

COm>piinc>tlon \k3m-'p3D(k)-shsn\ n [ME compimccioun, fr. MF
componction, fr. LL compunction-, compunclio, fr. L compunctus,
pp. of compungere to prick hard, sting, fr. com- + pungere to prick]
1 ; anxiety arising from guilt : remorse 2 ; an uneasy twinge syn
see penitence, qualm — com»pi:nC'tions\-sh3s\ adj
com-pur-ga-tion \,k'am-(,)p3r-'ga-sh3n\ n [LL compurgation-,
compurgatio, it. L compurgatus, pp. of compurgare to clear com-
pletely, fr. com- + purgare to purge] : the clearing of an accused
person by oaths of persons who swear to his veracity or innocence
Com.puT.ga»tor \'kam-C.)p3r-,gat-3r\ n ; one that under oath
vouches for the character or conduct of an accused person

Com-put*abil>i*ty \k3m-,pyUt-a-'bil-9t-e\ n : the quahty or state
of being computable
Com-put-abl6 \k3m-'pyiit-»-b9l\ adj ; capable of being computed
com-pu-ta-tion \,kam-pyii-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or action of
computing ; calculation 2 : a system of reckoning 3 : an
amount computed — com>pn*ta>tion>al X-shnsI, -sh3n-'l\ ad]
icom-pute \kam-'pyUt\ n : complttation (numbers beyond -")
2Compute v^ [L computarej vt ; to determine esp. by mathematical
means — vi t to make calculation : reckon syn see calculate
COm>pnt>er \k3m-'pyiit-3r\ n : one that computes; specij ; an
automatic electronic machine for performing calculations
COm-rade \'kam-,rad, -r9d\ n [MF camarade group sleeping In one
room, roommate, companion, fr. OSp camarada, fr. cdmara room,
fr. LL camera, camara'] 1 a : an intimate friend or associate
: companion h : a fellow soldier 2 [fr. its use as a form of ad-
dress by communists] : communist — com-rade>5hip \-,ship\ n
Comt.ian or Comt-ean \'karaCp)-te.3n, 'ko^t-e-X adj fof or relat-
ing to Auguste Comte or his doctrines — compare positivism la— Comt-ism \'kam(p)-,tiz-3m, "ko^t-.iz-X n— Comt-ist X'kam(p)-
tsst, 'k6"t-9stX adj or n
Icon X'kanX vr conned; con-ning [ME cormen to know, learn,
study, alter, of cunnen to know, infin. of can— more at can] 1 : to
study or examine closely ; peruse 2 : to commit to memory
2con var oj conn
3con adv [ME, short for contra"] : on the negative side : in opposition
4con n 1 ; an argument or evidence in opposltioQ 2 : the negative
position or one holding it

Scon adj : ^confidence
«con VI conned; con-ning [scon] 1 : swindle 2 : coax, cajole
7con R [short for consumption"] slang i a destructive disease of the
lungs; esp : TUBERCin-OSis
con see com-
con amo-re X,kan-9-'mor-e, ,ko-na-X odv [It] 1 : with love, devo-
tion, or zest 2 ; tenderly — used as a direction tn music
CO-na-tlon Xko-'na-shsnX w [L conation-, conatio act of attempting,
fr. conatus, pp. of conari to attempt — more at deacon ] : the power
or an act of striving that may appear as conscious volidon or desire
or behavioral tendencies — co-na-tion*al \-shnal, -shan-'lX adj— co-na-tiveX'ko-nst-iv, -,nat-; 'kan-st-X adj

CO*na<tllS \k6-'nat-3s, -'nat-X n, ;?/ CO.na.tUS \-9s; -"na-.tiis, -*na-\

[NL, fr. L, attempt, effort, fr. eonatus, pp.] : a natural tendency,
impulse, or striving
con brio Xkan-'bre-(,)o, k5n-X adv [It, lit., with vigor] : vigorously— used as a direction in music
icon.cat.e-nate Xkan-'kat-a-nst, kan-X odj [ME, fr. LL concatena-
tus, pp. of concatenare to link together, fr, L com- + catena chain— more at chain] : linked together

3conocat<-e-nate X-^-inatX vt : to link together in a series or chain— con*cat*e*na*tion X(.)kan-.kat-3-'na-shan, ksn-X n
lCOn>cave \kan-'kav, 'kan-,X adj [MF, fr. L concavus, fr. com- -f-

cavus hollow — more at cave] : hollowed or rounded Inward liko
the inside of a bowl — con<cave>ly adv — con>cave*ness n
3con-cave \'kan-,kavX n : a concave line or surface
con-cav-i-ty Xkan-'kav-at-eX n 1 ; a concave line, surface, or space

; HOLLOW 2 : the quality or state of being concave
con>ca<>TO-con°cave Xkan-,ka-C,)vo-X adj : concave on both sides
concavo-convex adj 1 ; concave on one side and convex on the
other 2 I having the concave side curved more than the convex
C0n*ceal Xk3n-'se(3)IX vt [ME concelen. fr. MF conceler, fr. L
concelare, fr. com- + celare to hide] 1 : to prevent disclosure or
recognition of 2 ; to place out of sight syn see hide — con*ceaI-
able X-'se-ls-bslX adj — con^ceal-ment X-'se(3)l-mantX n
con-cede Xksn-'sedX vb [F or L; F conceder, fr. L concedere, fr.

com- + cedere to yield — more at cede \ vt 1 : to grant as a right
or privilege 2 a : admit, acknowledge b ; to acknowledge
gmdgingly '^ vi ; to make concession : yield syn see grant —
con-ced*ed*ly X-'sed-3d-le\ adv — con>ced*er «

icon-ceit Xksn-'setX n [ME, fr. conceiven\ 1 a (1) s a result of
mental activity ; thought (2) ; individual opinion b : favor-
able opinion; esp : excessive appreciation of one's own worth or vir-

tue 2 a : a fanciful idea b ; an elaborate or strained metaphor
C : use or presence of such conceits in poetry 3 : a fancy article

sconceit vt 1 obs : conceive, understand 2 dial ; imagine
3 dial Brit ; to take a fancy to

Con>ceit>ed X-'set-3dX i^dj [^conceit] 1 ; Ingeniously contrived
; fanciful 2 : having an excessively high opinion of oneself— con^ceit-ed-ly adv — con*ceit*ed>ness n

con.ceiv.abii.i-ty Xksn-^e-vs-'bU-st-eX n : the quality or state of
being conceivable
C0n>ceiv>able Xksn-'se-vs-bslX adj ; capable of being conceived— con>ceiv-able*ness n — con>ceiv<ably X-bteX adv
COn-ceive Xksn-'sevX vb [ME conceiven, fr. OF conceivre, fr. L
concipere to take in, conceive, fr. com- + capers to take] vt 1 : to
become pregnant with (young) 2 a : to take into one's mind (--^ a
prejudice against him) b ; to form a conception of : imagine,
image 3 archaic \ to apprehend by reason or imagination : tWDER-
STAND 4 : to be of the opinion f" vi 1 : to become pregnant 2 : to
have a conception syn see think — con-ceiv-er n
Con>cent Xk^n-'sentX " [L concentus, fr. concentus, pp. of concinere
to sing together, fr. com- + canere to sing — more at chant]
archaic ; harmony, accord
con.cen-ter Xksn-'sent-sr, kan-X v& [MF concentrer, fr. com- -^

centre center] vt : to draw or direct to a common center ; concen-
trate ^ vi : to come to a common center
icon.cen.trate X'kan(l)-s3n-,trat, -.sen-X v6 [com- + L centrum
center] vt 1 a : to bring or direct toward a common center or ob-
jective b : to gather into one body. mass, or force 2 a : to make
less dilute {-^ syrup) b : to express or exhibit in condensed form
'^vj 1 ; to draw toward or meet in a common center 2 : gather,
collect 3 ; to concentrate one's powers, efforts, or attentions <'^
on a problem) — con>cen-tra-tor \-,tra.t-arX n

2concentrate n ; something concentrated
COn*cen.tra-tion X.kan{ti-s3n-'tra-sh3n, -,sen-X n 1 ; the act or
process of concentrating : the state of being concentrated; specif
: direction of attention on a single object 2 : a concentrated mass
or thing 3 : the relative content of a component : strength

concentration camp « : a camp where persons (as prisoners of war,
political prisoners, or refugees) are detained or confined

Con<cen<tra-tive X'kan(t)-s3n-,trat-iv, -.sen-X adj ; serving or tend-
ing to concentrate

con-cen-tric Xksn-'sen-trik, ('"ikan-X adj [ML concentricus, fr. L
com- -H centrum center] 1 : having a common center i-^ circles)

2 ; having a common axis : coaxial — con-cen-tri-cal-ly X-tri-

k(3-)leX adv— con*cen>tric>i>ty X.kan-.sen-'tris-at-eX n
Con-cept X'kan-.septX n [L conceptum, neut. of conceptus, pp. of
concipere to conceive] 1 ; something conceived in the mind
; thought, notion 2 : an abstract idea generalized from par-
ticular instances syn see idea
Con.cep>ta>Ole Xksn-'sep-ti-kslX n [NL conceptaculum, fr. L.
receptacle, fr. conceptus, pp. of concipere to take in] : an external
cavity containing reproductive cells in algae (as of the genus Fucus)

COn-cep>tion Xksn-'sep-shsnX n [ME concepcioun, fr. OF concep-
tion, fr. L conception-, conceptio, fr. conceptus, pp. of concipere to
take in. conceive] 1 a (1) : the act of becoming pregnant : the state

of being conceived (2) : embryo, fetus b archaic : beginning
2 a ; the function or process of formmg or understanding ideas or
abstractions or their symbols b : a general idea : concept c 3 a
complex product of abstract or reflective thinking d : the sum of a
person's ideas and beUefs concerning something 3 : the originating
of something in the mind syn see idea — con>cep*tion>al X-shnsl,
-sh3n-''l\ adj — con-cep-tiveX-'sep-tivX adj

con-cep.tu.al Xk3n-'sep-ch3(-w3)l, kan, -'sepsh-walX adj [ML con-
ceptualis of thought, fr. LL conceptus act of conceiving, thought,
fr. L conceptus, pp.]_: of, relating to, or consisting of concepts —
con>cep>tu>aMy X-eX odv

COn*cep>tU>al*ism \-,iz-3m\ n : a theory intermediate between
realism and nominalism that universals exist in the mind as subjects
of discourse or as predicates that may be properly affirmed of reality— con»cep«tU'al'istX-9stX n — con-cep>tul-a>is*tic X-iSep-
ch3 (-W3)l-'is-tik, -,sepsh-wal-X adj
COn>cep>tU-a].iza-Uon X-iSep-ch3(-w3)l-a-'za-shan, -.sepsh-wal-X n
; the act or process of conceptualizing

con-cep-tu-al.ize X-'sep-ch3(-w3)l-,Tz, -'sepsh-w3l-\ vt : to form a
concept of; esp ; to interpret conceptually
icon-cem Xksn-'ssmX v6 [ME concernen fr. MF & ML; MF con-
cerner, fr. ML concernere^ fr. LL, to sift together, mingle, fr. L
com- + cernere to sift] vt 1 a : to relate to : be about b : to bear
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on 2 : to have an Influence on : involve; also ; to be the business
or affair of 3 ; to be a care, trouble, or distress to 4 ; engage,
OCCUPY '— VI, obs ; to be of importance : matter
Sconcem n l : something that relates or belongs to one ; affair
2 : matter for consideration 3 a : marked interest or regard usu.
arising through a personal tie or relationship b : a state of uncer-
tainty and apprehension 4 : an organization or establishment for
business or manufacture 5 : contrivance, gadget syn see care
con>cerned adj : disturbed, anxious <"^ for his health)
COii*cern>ing Xksn-'sar-nioX prep ; relating to : regarding
COn'Cerii>ment Xkan-'sam-msntX n 1 ; something in which one is

concerned 2 : importance, consequence 3 archaic ; involve-
ment, participation 4 : soLicrruoE. anxiety
icon-cert \k3n-'s3rt\ vb [MF concener, fr. Olt concertare, fr. LL,
fr. L. to contend, fr. com- + cerfare to strive, fr. certus decided,
determined] vr 1 a : to plan together b : to settle by agreement
2 : devise, arrange «- vi : to act in harmony or conjunction

acon.cert \'kan(t)-s3rt, 'kan-,S3rt\ n [F. fr. It concerto, fr. con-
certare'] 1 a : agreement in design or plan b : a concerted action
2 : musical harmony : concord 3 a : a musical performance of
some length by several voices or instruments or both b ; recftal 3a

Con*cert*ed Xk^n-'s^rt-adX adj la: mutually contrived or agreed
on b : performed in unison 2 : arranged in parts for several voices

COn.cer-ti.na \,kanft)-s3r-'te-n3\ n 1 : a musical instrument of the
accordion family 2 : a coiled barbed wire for use as an obstacle

COn.cer.ti.no \,kan-ch3r-'te-C,)no\ n [It, dim. of concerto] 1 : the
solo instruments in a concerto grosso 2 : a short concerto

con.cert.mas.ter \'kan(t)-s3rt-.mas-t3r\ or con.cert.meis.ter
\-,mT-st3r\ n [G konzertmeister, fr. konzert concert + meister
master] : the leader of the first violins and assistant conductor

con.cer.to \k3n-'chert-(,)6\ n, pi con.cer.ti \-(.)e\ or concertos
[It, fr. concerto concert] : a piece for one or more soloists and or-
chestra usu. in svmphonic form with three contrasting movements
concerto gros.so \k3n-,chert-o-'gro-f,)so\ n, pi concert! gros.si
\-,chert-e-'gro-(,^se\ [It, lit., big concerto] : a baroque orchestral
composition with a small group of solo instruments contrasting
with the fuU orchestra

concert pitch n 1 a : philharmonic pitch 1 b : international
prrcH 2 ; a high state of fitness, tension, or readiness

Con.ces.Sion \k3n-'sesh-an\ n [F or L; F. fr. L concession-,
cessiOy fr. conce.ssus, pp. of concedere to concede] la: the act
instance of conceding b ; the admitting of a point claimed in argu-
ment 2 : something conceded: a : acknowledgment, admission
b : grant c (1) : a grant of land or property esp. by a government
in return for services or for a particular use (2) : a right to under-
take and profit by a specified activity (3) : a lease of a portion of
premises for a particular purpose; also : the portion leased or
the activities carried on

con.ces-sion.aire Xkan-.sesh-a-'naCa^r, -'ne(alr\ n [F concession-
tiaire, fr. concession] ; the beneficiary of a concession; esp ; one
that operates a refreshment stand at a recreational center

con.ces-sion.er \k3n-'sesh-(3-)n3r\ n : concessionaire
con.ces.sive \k3n-'ses-iv\ adj 1 : making for or being a concession
2 : denoting concession <a '^ clause) — con-ces-sive-ly adv
conch \'kar)k, 'kiinch, 'k6Qk\ n, pi conchs \'kaoks, 'k6oks\ or
C0UCh*es \'kan-ch3z\ [L concha mussel, mussel
shell, fr. Gk konche; akin to Skt sankha conch
shell] 1 : any of various large spiral-shelled
m^irine gastropod mollusks (as of the genera
Strombus and Cassis); also : its shell used esp.
for cameos 2 : concha 2
conch- or COncho- comb form [Gk konch-,
koncho-, fr. konche] : shell (concAology)
(fonfftiolin)

con.cha \'kao-k3\ n, pi con-chae \-,ke, -,kT\
[It & L; It cnnca semidome, apse, fr. LL
concha, fr. L. shell] 1 ; the plain semidome of
an apse; sometimes : apse 2 : something
shaped like a shell; esp : the largest and deepest
concavity of the external ear — con.chal
\-k3l\ adj conch

Conch.il.er.ous \kaa-'kif-(s-)res\ adj [ISV]
: shell-bearing

Con.chi.o.lin \kaD-'kt-a-l5n\ n : a scleroprotein forming the
organic basis of mollusk shells

COn<Choi>dal \kar)-'k6id-'l, kan-\ adj [Gk konchoeides like a
mussel, fr. konche] : having elevations or depressions shaped like
the inside surface of a bivalve shell — con*choi.dal.ly X-'l-eX adv

COn.chol.O'gy \kari-'kal-a-je\ n 1 : a branch of zoology that deals
nxh. shells 2 :

con.cierge \k6'
modif , of L
tendant at the entrant
ingress and egress, hai

con>cil*i>ar Xksn-'sil-t

to, or issued by a cou
con.cil.i.ate \k3n-'sil

;ssemble,

shells

syerzhV n, pi con.cierges \-'syerzh(-3z1\ [F,
'ellow slave, fr. com- ¥ serviis slave] : an at-

e of a building esp. in France who oversees
idles mail, and acts as a janitor or porter
-9r\ adj [L concilium council] ; of, relating
icil — con.cil.i.ar.ly adv
e-,at\ vb [L conciliatus, pp. of conciliare to

fr. concilium assembly, council
council] vt 1 : to gain (as goodwill) by pleasing acts 2 : to make
compatible : reconcile 3 : to gain the goodwill or favor of
syn see pacify — con.cil.i*a.tion \-,sil-e-'a-sh3n\ n — con-
GiM.a.tiye \-'sil-e-,at-iv\ adj — con.cil-i-a.tor \-'sil-e-,at-3r\ n
— con-cil.ia-to.ry \-'sil-y3-,tor-e, -'sil-c-a-, -,t6r-\ adj

COn.CiU.ni'ty \k3n-'sin-at-e\ n [L concinnitas, fr. concinnus skill-

fully put together] : harmony and often elegance of design esp. of
literary style in adaptation of parts to a whole or to feach other

GOn.Cise \k3n-'sTs\ adj [L concisus, fr. pp. of concidere to cut up, fr.

com- ¥ caedere to cut, strike; akin to MHO heie mallet. Arm
xait' to prick] 1 : marked by brevity of expression or statement
2 : cut short : brief — con>clse>ly adv — con.cise.ness n
syn concise, terse, succinct, laconic, summary, pithy, com-

pendious mean very brief in statement or expression, concise
suggests the removal of all that is superfluous or elaborative; terse
implies conciseness that is pointed and elegant; succinct implies
compression into the smallest possible space; laconic impUes
brevity to the point of seeming rude, indifferent, or mysterious;
SUMMARY suggests the statement of main points with no elaboration
or explanation; prrHV adds to succinct or terse the implication of
richness of meaning or substance; compendious applies to a treat-

ment at once full in scope and brief and concise in treatment

COn.cl.slon \k9n-*sizh-9n\ n [ME, fr. L concision-, concisio, fr.
concisus, pp.] 1 archaic : a cutting up or off 2 : conciseness

COn.clave \'kan-.klav\ n [ME, fr. MF or ML; MF, fr. ML, fr. L,
room that can be locked up, fr. com- + clavis key — more at clav-
icle] 1 : a private meeting or secret assembly; esp : a meeting of
Roman Catholic cardinals secluded continuously while choosing a
pope 2 : a gathering of a group or association : convention
Con-Clude \k3n-'klud\ vb [ME concluden, fr. L concludere to shut
up, end, infer, fr. com- + claudere to shut] vt 1 obs \ to shut up
: enclose 2 : to bring to an end 3 a : to reach as an end of rea-
soning b : to bring to a close (as an argument) by inferring
4 : judge, decide 6 ; to bring about as a result ; complete
-^ VI 1 : end 2 a : to form a final judgment b : to reach a de-
cision or agreement syn see close, infer — con'Clnd.er n
con-clu.sion Xkan-'klU-zhanV n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L conclusion-,
conclusio, fr. conclustis, pp. of concludere] 1 a : a reasoned judg-
ment : inference b : the necessary consequence of two or more
propositions taken as premises; esp ; the inferred proposition of a
syllogism 2 : termination, end: as a : result, outcome b pi
: trial of strength or skill — used in the phrase try conclusions
C : a final summing up d : the final decision in a law case e : the
final part of a pleading in law 3 : an act or instance of concluding
con.clu.sive \-*klii-siv, -ziv\ adj 1 : of or relating to a conclusion
2 : decisive, final — con.clu.sive.ly adv - con.clu-sive.ness n
syn conclusive, decisive, determinative, definitive mean bring-

ing to an end. conclusive applies to reasoning or logical proof that
puts an end to debate or questioning; decisive may apply to some-
thing that ends a controversy, a contest, or any uncertainty; de-
terminative adds an implication of giving a fixed course or direc-
tion; definitive applies to what is put forth as final and permanent

Con.coct \k3n-'kakt, kan-\ vt [L concoctus, pp. of concoquere to
cook together, fr. com- + coquere to cook] 1 ; to prepare by
combining crude materials 2 : devise, fabricate — con-coct-er n— con-coction \-'kak-sh3n\ n — con-coctive \-'kak-tiv\ adj
con.com.i'tance \k3n-'kam-3t-3n(t)s, kan-\ n 1 : accompani-
ment; esp ; regular conjunction with correlative variation of con-
comitants 2 : concomitant
jon-com-i.taut \-3t-3nt\ adj [L concomitant-, concomirans, prp- of

'omitari to accompany, fr. com- + comitari to accompany, fr.

comit-, comes companion] : accompanying esp. in a subordinate
incidental way — concomitant n — CQlucoift-i*tant-ly adv

con.cord \'kan-,k6(3)rd, 'kaoA n [METfr. OF Concorde, fr. L
Concordia, fr. concord-, concors agreeing, fr. com- + cord-, cor
heart] 1 a ; a state of agreement : harmony b : a harmonious
combination of tones simultaneously heard 2 : agreement by
stipulation, compact, or covenant : treaty 3 : agreement 3b

con.cor.dance \k3n-'k6rd-'n(t)s, kan-\ n [ME. fr. MF. fr. ML
concordaniia, fr. L concordant-, concordans] 1 : an alphabetical
index of the principal words in a book or the works of an author
with their immediate contexts 2 : concord, agreement

con.cor.dant \-'nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L concordant-, concordans,
piT). of concordare to agree, fr. concord-, concors] X agreeing,
consonant— con.cor.dant'ly adv
Con.cor.dat \k3n-'k6r-,dat\ n [F, fr. ML concordatum, fr. L, neut.
of concordatus. pp. of concordare] : compact, covenant; specij ; an
agreement between a pope and a sovereign or government for the
regulation of ecclesiastical matters

con.course \'kan-.ko(a)rs, 'kao-, -.k6(3)rs\ n [ME, fr. MF & L;
MF concours, fr. L concursus, fr. concursus, pp. of concurrere to run
together] 1 : an act or process of coming together and merging
2 : a meeting produced by voluntary or spontaneous coming
together 3 a : an open space where roads or paths meet b : an
open space or hall (as in a railroad terminal) where crowds gather

con.cres.cence \k3n-'kres-'n(f)s, kan-\ n [L concrescentia, fr.

concrescent-, concrescens, prp. of concrescere] 1 : increase by the
addition of particles 2 ; a growing together: coalescence; esp
: convergence and fusion of the lateral lips of the blastopore to
form the primordium of an embryo — con.cres.cent \-^nt\ adj
icon. Crete \kan-'kret, 'kan-,\ adj [ME, fr. L concretus, fr. pp. of
concrescere to grow together, fr. com- + crescere to grow]
1 : formed by coahtion of particles into one solid mass 2 : naming
a real thing or class of things 3a: characterized by or belonging
to immediate experience of actual things or events b : specific,
particular c : real, tangible 4 : relating to or made of con-
crete syn see special — con-cretC'Iy adv — con.crete.ness n
2con.crete \'kan-,kret. kan-'\ n 1 : a mass formed by concretion or
coalescence of separate particles of matter in one body 2 : a hard
strong building material made by mixing a cementing material and a
mineral aggregate with sufficient water to cause the cement to set
and bind the entire mass
3con.Crete \'kan-,krei, kan-'\ vr 1 a : to form into a solid mass
: solidify b : combine, blend 2 : to cover with, form of, or set in
concrete '^ vi : to become concreted
con.cre.tion \kan-'kre-sh3n, k3n-\ n 1 ; the act or process of
concreting : the state of being concreted <~ of ideas in an hypothe-
sis) 2 : something concreted: as a : a hard usu. inorganic mass
(as a bezoar or tophus) formed in a Uving body b : a mass of
mineral matter found generally in rock of a composition different

from its own and produced by deposition from aqueous solution
in the rock — con.cre-tion.ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj

COn.cu.bi.nage \kan-'kyii-b3-nij, k3n-\ n 1 : cohabitation of
persons not legally married 2 ; the state of being a concubine

COn.CU.bine \'kao-ky3-,bTn, 'kan-\ n [ME, fr. OF. fr. L concu-
bina, fr. com- + cubare to lie — more at hip] 1 : a woman Uving in
a socially recognized state of concubinage 2 : mistre^
con-cu.pis-cence \kan-'kyii-p3-son(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. LL
concupiscentia, fr. L concupiscent-, concupiscens, prp. of con-
cupiscere to desire ardently, fr. com- + cupere to desire] : ardent
desire; esp : sexual desire— con.cu.pis.cent \-s3nt\ adj

Con.cu.piS'Ci'ble \kan-'kyU-p3-sa-b3l\arf;[ME, fr. MFor LL; MF,
fr. LL concupiscibilis, fr. L concupiscere] ; moved by concupiscence
con.cur Nkan-'ksr, kan-\ vi con.curred; con-cnr-ring [ME con-
curren, fr. L concurrere, fr. com- + currere to run] 1 obs : to
come together : meet 2 : to happen together : coincide 3 : to

act together to a common end or single effect 4 a : approve ('-^ in

a statement) b : agree (-^ with an opinion) syn see agree
COn.cuT.rence \k3n-'k3r-3n(t)s, kan-, -'k3-r3n(t)s\ n 1 a : agree-
ment or union In action : cooperation b (1 ) : agreement in opinion
or design (2) : consent 2 : a coming together : conjunction
3 : a coincidence of equal powers in law
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con.cur.rent \-'kar-9nt, -'ks-rantX adj [ME, fr. MF& L; MF, fr. L
concurrent-, concurrens, prp. of concurrerel 1 a ; converging
b ; running parallel 2 : operating at the same time 3 : acting

in conjunction 4 : exercised over the same matter or area by two
different authorities — concurrent n — con-cur-rent-ly adv

concurrent resolution n : a resolution passed by both houses of a
legislative body that lacks the force of law
con.cuss \k3n-'k3s\ vt [L concussus. pp.] : to affect with concussion
Con.cus-Sion \kan-'k5sh-3n\ n [MF or L; MF, fr. L concussion-,

concussio, fr. concussus, pp. of concuiere to shake violently, fr.

com- + quatere to shake] 1 : shaking, AGrr.\TiON 2 a : a smart
or hard blow or collision I) ; a stunning, damaging, or shattering

effect fiom such a blow; esp : a jarring injury of the brain resulting

In disturbance of cerebral function — con-cus-sive \-'k3s-iv\ adj
COn>demn \k3n-'dem\ vt [ME condemnen, fr. OF condemner, fr. L
condemnare, fr. com- + damnare to condemn — more at damn]
1 ; to declare to be wrong ; censure 2 a : to pronounce guilty

; CONVICT b : sentence, doom 3 : to adjudge unfit for use or
consumption 4 : to declare convertible to public use under the
right of eminent domain syn see criticize — con-dem-naftle
\-'dem-fn1a-b3l\ arfj— con-demn-er or con-deran-or \-'dem-3r\ n

con.dem-na.tion \,kan-,dem-'na-shan, -dsm-X n 1 : censure,
BLAME 2 : the act of judicially condemning 3 ; the state of being
condemned 4 : a reason for condemning — con<dem>na>to>ry
Vkan-'dem-na-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

con.dens^able also con-dens-ible \k3n-'dea(t)-s3-b3l\ adj : capa-
ble of being condensed

con.den-sate X'kan-dan-.sat, -,den-; kan-'den-\ n ; a product of
condensation
COn-den-sa<tion \.kan-,den-'sa-sh3n, -dsnA n 1 : the act or proc-
ess of condensing: as a : a chemical reaction involving union be-
tween atoms in the same or different molecules often with elimina-

tion of a simple molecule to form a new more complex compound of

often greater molecular weight b : a reduction to a denser form
(as from steam to water) c : compression of a written or spoken
work into more concise form 2 : the quality or state of being
condensed 3 : a product of condensing; specif ; an abridgment
of a hterary work — con.den-sa'tion-al X-shnsl, -shan-^X adj
00n<dense \k3n-'den(t)s\ v6 [ME condensen, fr, MF condenser, fr.

L condensare, fr. com- + densare to make dense, fr. densus dense]
vt ; to make denser or more compact; esp : to subject to condensa-
tion ^ vi ; to undergo condensation syn see contract
Con>densed adj : reduced to a more compact form; specif ; having a
face that is narrower than that of a typeface not so characterized

condensed milk n : evaporated milk with sugar added
COn*dens*er \k3n-'den(t)-S3r\ n 1 : one that condenses: as a : a
lens or mirror used to concentrate light upon an object b : an
apparatus in which gas or vapor is condensed 2 : capacitor
COn.de<SCend \,kan-di-'send\ vi [ME condescenden, fr. MF con-
descendre, fr. LL condescendere. fr. L com- + descendere to descend]
1 a : to descend to a less formal or dignified level : stoop b : to

waive the privileges of rank 2 : to assume an air of superiority

syn see .stoop

con.de-seen.dence \-'sen-d3n(t)s\ n : condescension
con.de.scend-ing adj : showing or characterized by condescension

; patronizing — con.de-scend-ing-ly \-'sen-dir)-le\ adv
con.de>scen>sion \,kan-di-'sen-ch3n\ n [LL condescension-, con-
descensio, fr. condescensus, pp. of condescendere'] 1 ; voluntary
descent from one's rank or dignity in relations with an inferior

2 : a patronizing attitude
COn.dign Xksn-'dln, 'kan-,\ adj [ME condigne, fr. MF, fr. L con-
dignus very worthy, fr, com- + dignus worthy — more at DECENT]
: DESERVED, APPROPRIATE — COn-dlgU-ly adv

con.di-ment \'kan-d3-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L condimentum, fr.

condire to pickle, fr. condere to build, store up, fr, com- + -dere to
put — more at do] : something used to enhance the flavor of food;
esp ; a pungent seasoning
icon.di'tlon \kan-'dish-3n\ n [ME condicion, fr. MF, fr. L con-
dicion-, condicio terms of agreement, condition, fr, condicere to

agree, fr, com- + dicere to say, determine — more at diction]
1 a : a premise upon which the fulfillment of an agreement depends
: stipulation b obs : covenant c ; a provision making the
effect of a legal instrument contingent upon an uncertain event;
also ; the event itself 2 ; something essential to the appearance or
occurrence of something else : prerequisite: as a ; an environ-
mental requirement b : the subordinate clause of a conditional
sentence 3 a : a restricting or modifying factor ; qualification
b : an unsatisfactory academic grade that may be raised by doing
additional work 4 a : a state of being b : social status : rank
c : a state of health d : a state of physical fitness or readiness for

use Gpl : attendant circumstances 5 a obs : temper of mind b obs
1 trait c pi, archaic : manners, ways syn see state

acondition vb con.di.tion.ing \-'dish-(3-)nip\ vi, archaic : to make
stipulations ^ vt 1 : to agree by stipulating 2 ; to make con-
ditional 3 a : to put into a proper state for work or use b : air*
condition 4 : to give a grade of condition to 5 a : to adapt,
modify, or mold to conform to an environing culture b ; to
modify so that an act or response previously associated with one
stimulus becomes associated with another — con-dl-tion.er
\-'dish-C3-)n3r\ n

con.di'tionoal Xksn-'dish-nal, -an-'l\ adj 1 : subject to, implying,
or dependent upon a condition 2 : expressing, containing, or
implying a supposition 3 : stating conditions ('^ equations)
4 o/ a reflex : conditioned — conditional n — con.dj.tion.al.i.ty
\-,dish-3-'nal-3t-e\ n— con-di'tlon.al.ly \-'dish-n3-le, -sn-n-e\adv

con.di'tioned adj l : condftional 2 : brought or put into a
specified state 3 : determined or established by conditioning

Con.dole \k3n-'dol\ vb [LL condolere, fr. L com- + dolere to feel

pain; akin to Gk daidalos ingeniously formed] vi 1 obs : grieve
2 : to express sympathetic sorrow ^ vt, archaic : lament, grieve

con.do.lence \k3n-'do-lan(t)s, 'kan-ds-\ n 1 : sympathy with
another in sorrow 2 : an expression of sympathy syn see pity

COn.do.min.l'Um \,kan-d3-'min-e-am\ n [NL, fr. L com- + domin-
ium domain] 1 a : joint dominion; esp X joint sovereignty by two
or more nations b ; a government operating under joint rule

2 : a politically dependent territory under condominium
con.do.na.tion \,kan-do-'na-sh9n, -ds-X n : implied pardon of an
offense by treating the offender as if it had not been committed

con.done Xkan-'donX vt [L condonare to forgive, fr. com- ¥ donare
to give — more at donate] : to pardon or overlook voluntarily
syn see excuse — con.don-er n

con-dor X'kan-dar, -,d6(3)rX n. pi condors [Sp cdndor, fr. Quechua
kCiniurl 1 : a very large American vulture (Vuliur gryphus) of the
high Andes having the head and neck bare and the plumage dull
black with a downy white neck ruff and white patches on the wings
2 or pi con-do-res Xk3n-'dor-(,)as, -'dor-X : any of several So.
American coins bearing the picture of a condor

con.dot.tie.re X,kan-d3-'tye(3)r-e, ,kan-,dat-e-'e('a)r-X «, pl con-
dot.tie.ri X-e\ [It condottierel 1 : a leader of a band of mercenar-
ies common in Europe between the 1 4th and 1 6th centuries;
also : a member of such a band 2 I a mercenary soldier
con-duce Xk3n-'d(yliisX vi [ME conducen to conduct, fr. L conducere
to conduct, conduce, fr. com- + ducere to lead — more at tow] : to
lead or tend to a desirable result : contribute
syn conduce, contribute, redound mean to lead to an end.

conduce implies having a predictable tendency to further an end;
contribute suggests having an effective part in furthering an end;
redound implies leading to an unforeseen end or state by a flowing
back of consequences
con-du-cive X-'d(y1iJ-sivX ^dj : tending to promote or assist

: coNTRiBUTivE — con-du.cive.ness n
icon.duct X'kan-CJdaktX n [alter, of ME conduit, fr. OF, act of
leading, escort, fr, ML conducius, fr. L conductus, pp. of conducere']
1 obs : ESCORT, guide 2 : the act, manner, or process of carrying
on : MANAGEMENT 3 t a m.ode or standard of personal behavior
esp. as based on moral principles
acon.duct Xksn-'daktX vt 1 : guide, escort 2 : lead, direct
3 a : to convey in a channel b : to act as a medium for conveying
4 ; BEHAVE —' vi 1 of a road or passage : to show the way : lead
2 a ; to act as leader or director b : to have the quaUty of trans-
mitting light, heat,_ sound, or electricity — con.duct-ibil-i'ty
\k9n-,d3k-ta-'bil-3t-eX " — con-duct.ible X-'dsk-ta-bglX adj
syn manage, control, direct: conduct implies taking respon-

sibility for the acts and achievements of a group; manage implies
direct handling and manipulating or maneuvering toward a desired
result; control implies a regulating or restraining in order to keep
within bounds or on a course; direct impHes constant guiding and
regulating so as to achieve smooth operation syn see in addition
BEHAVE
con>duc-tance Xk3n-'d3k-t3nft)sX « 1 : conducting power
2 a ; the readiness with which a conductor transmits an electric

current b : the reciprocal of electrical resistance

con.duc-tion Xksn-'dak-shanX n 1 : the act of conducting or con-
veying 2 : transmission through or by means of a conductor; also
; CONDUCTIVITY 3 : the transmission of excitation through living
and esp. nervous tissue

con.ductive Xksn-'dak-tivX adj ; having conductivity
con-duc-tiv-i.ty X.kan-.dsk-'tiv-at-e, kan-X n : the quality or power
of conducting or transmitting: as a : the reciprocal of electrical

resistivity b : the quality of living matter responsible for the trans-
mission of and progressive reaction to stimuli

con.ductor Xksn-'dak-tsrX n : oi

b : a collector of fares in a public
musical ensemble d : a substance
electricity, heat, or sound — con*duC'to.ri.al \,kan-,dak-'t6r-
e-ai, ksn-, -'tor-X odj — con.ductress Xksn-'dak-trasX «
con.duit Vkan-,d(y)u-at, -,dwit, -ds-wat. -datX n [ME, fr. MF, lit.,

act of leading] 1 : a natural or artificial channel through which
water or other fluid is conveyed 2 archaic ; fountain 3 : a pipe,

tube, or tile for protecting electric wires or cables

COn>dU>pli.cate \{')kan-'d(y)ii-pli-k3tX adj [L conduplicatus, pp. of
conduplicare to double, fr. com- + duplic-, duplex double — more at

DUPLEX] ; folded lengthwise — used of leaves or petals in the bud
— con.du.pli.ca.tion X.kan-.d(y)ij-pli-'ka-sh3nX n
con.dy.lar X'kan-ds-lsrX adj ; of or relating to a condyle
con.dyle X'kan-.dll, -d'lX n [F & L; F. fr. L condylus knuckle, fr.

Gk kondylos] : an articular prominence on a bone; esp ; one of a
pair like knuckles — con.dy.loid X'kan-da-.loidX adj

COll.dy-lo-ma X.kan-da-'lS-maX « [NL, fr. Gk kondyloma, fr.

kondylos] % a warty growth on the skin or adjoining mucous mem-
brane usu. near the anus and genital organs — con.dy-lo.ma-tous
\-'lam-at-3s, -'I6m-X adj
icone X'konX« [MF
or L; MF, fr^ L

ovule-bearing or
pollen-bearing
scales or bracts in
trees of the pine
family or in cycads
arranged usu. on a
somewhat elongat-
ed axis b : any of
several flower or
fruit clusters sug-

2 a : a solid gen-
erated by rotating
a right triangle
about one of its legs— called also right
circular cone b : a
solid figure whose
base is a circle or
other closed plane
figure and whose
sides taper evenly
up to a point — see
voLUMEtable , .^ , -,,^ , ,.,
C ; any surface cones la: 1 stone pine, 2 cluster pine, 3 bigs

traced by a moving cone pine, 4 sugar pine, 5 deodar, 6 red spruce,

straight line passing
"^ Santa Lucia fir, 8 Nordmann's fir, P giant

through a fixed ver- sequoia

tex 3 : something
that resembles a cone in shape: as a ; one of the short sensory end

that conducts: as a ; guide
inveyance C : the leader of a
body capable of transmitting

3 abut; ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; ^ sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th tbin; ^ tliis;

au out; ch Chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

11 loot; U foot; y yet; yil few; yu furious; zU vision
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organs of the vertebrate retina usu . held to function in color vision
b ; any of numerous somewhat conical tropical gastropod moUusks
(family Conidae) c ; the apex of a volcano d : an ice-cream holder

3cone vt 1 ; to make cone-shaped 2 : to bevel like the slanting
surface of a cone <'^ a tire)

Cone>flow>er \'kon-,flau(-3)r\ n ; any of several composite plants
'having cone-shaped flower disks; esp : rudbeckia
COll>eI*rad \'kan-'l-,rad\ n [control of e/ectromagnetic radiation]

: a system for preventing the use of radio signals from an AM sta-
tion as a guide for hostile aircraft or missiles by shifting all AM
stations to the frequencies 640 or 1240 and having them broadcast
in a group in random order for short intervals on only these
frequencies
cone^nose \'kon-,noz\ n ; any of various large bloodsucking bugs
(esp. genus Triaioma) including some capable of infUcting pain-
ful bites — called also assassin bug, big bedbug, kissing bug
Con*e5>to.ga \,kan-3-'st6-g3\ n [Conestoga, Pa.] : a broad-
wheeled covered wagon usu. drawn by six horses and used esp.
for transporting freight across the prairies

CO.ney \'ko-ne\ ti [ME conies, pi., fr. OF conis, pi. of conil, fr. L
cuniculus} 1 a (1) : rabbit; esp ; the European rabbit (Oryctolagus
cuniculus) (2) ; pika b : hyrax c : rabbit fur 2 obs : dupe
3 : any of several fishes* esp : a dusky black-spotted reddish-finned
grouper (Cephalopholis julvus) of the tropical Atlantic

con-fab \k3n-'f ib, 'kiin-A vi con.Iabhed; con.fab.bing : con-
fabulate — con>Iab \'kan-.fab, ksn-'\ n
COn.Iab.U.late \k3n-'fab-y3-,lat\ vi [L confabulatus, pp. of con-
Jabulari, fr. com- + jabulari to talk, fr. jabula story ~ more at
fable] 1 ; CHAT 2 : pov/wow — con>fah'U*la-tion \kan-,fab-
ys-'la-shan, ,kan-\ n ~ con<fab<n*Ia*tor \k3n-'fab-y3-,lat-ar\
n — con>fab>u>la-to<ry \-l3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj
COn>fect \k3n-'fekt\ vt [L conjectus, pp. of conjicere to prepare— more at comfit] 1 ; concoct, coNfPOUND 2 : to make a
confection of : preserve — con>fect \'kan-,fekt\ n
COn>lec>tion \k3n-'fek-sh3n\ « 1 : the act or process of confecting
2 ; something confected: as a ; a fancy dish or sweetmeat : deli-
cacy; esp : a fruit or nut preserve b ; a medicinal preparation
usu. made with sugar, syrup, or honey c ; a piece of fine crafts-
manship — confection vr, archaic

con.feC'tion.ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ n 1 archaic : confectioner
2 ; confectionery 3 3 : sweets — confectionary adj

con<fec>tion*er \-sh(a-)n3r\ n : a manufacturer of or dealer in
confections

con.fec-tion.ery \-sh3-,ner-e\ n 1 : sweet edibles (as candy) 2 ; the
confectioner's art or business 3 ; a confectioner's shop
con-fed-er-a^cy \k3n-'fed-(3-)r3-se\ n 1 : a league or compact for
mutual support or common action ; alliance 2 ; a combination
of persons for unlawful purposes : conspiracy 3 ; the body
formed by persons, states, or nations united by a league; specif, cap
: the II southern states seceding from the U.S. in 1S60 and 1861— con.fed.er.al \-(3-)r3l\ adj ~- con-fed-er-aMst \-3st\ n
Icon-led.er-ate \k3n-'fed-(3-)r3t\ adj [ME conjederat, fr. LL
conjoederatus, pp. of conjoederare to unite by a league, fr. L com-
+ joeder-, joedus compact] \ : united in a league : allied 2 cap
: of or relating to the Confederate States of America

^confederate n 1 ; ally, accomplice 2 cap : an adherent of the
Confederate States of America or their cause

3con>fed>er<ate \-'fed-3-,rat\ vb ; to unite in a confederacy
Conlederate Memorial Day n : any of several days appointed for
the commemoration of servicemen of the Confederacy: a ; April
26 in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and Mississippi b : May 10 in
No. and So. Carolina c : June 3 in Kentucky, Louisiana, and
Texas d : May 30 in Virginia

confederate rose n, often cap C : a Chinese mallow (Hibiscus mu-
tabilis) with white or pink flowers that become deep red at night

con.fed*er>a.tion \k3n-,fed-a-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 ; an act of confeder-
ating : a state of being confederated : alliance 2 : league

COn-fed.er.a.tive \-'fed-f3-)rat-iv, -3-,rat-\ adj : of, relating to, or
characteristic of a confederation or confederates

con.ler \k3n-'f3r\ vb con.lerred; con.fer.ring [L confene to
bring together, fr. com- + ferre to carry — more at bear] vt 1 obs
; COMPARE 2 : GRANT, BESTOW ^ vi X to compare views : consult
syn see give — con-Ier-ee or con-fer'Tee \,kan-f3-'re\ n — con-
fer<ment \k3n-'far-m3ni\ n — con'fer>ra*ble \-'f3r-3-b3l\ adj —
coh'fer'ral \-'f3r-3l\ n — con-fer-rer \-'f3r-3r\ n

con.fer-ence \'k'an-f(3-)r3n(t)s, -f3mft)s\ n 1 a : a usu. formal
interchange of views : consultation b : a meeting for this
purpose; specif : a meeting of members of the two branches of a
legislature to adjust differences 2 also con>fer<rence \k3n-
'f3r-3n(t)s\ : bestowal 3 a : the representative assembly or
administrative organization of a denomination or of a territorial

division of a denomination: as (1) : one of a gradated system of
meetings of clergy and laymen (2) : an organization uniting the
Congregational churches of several associations b : an association
of athletic teams — con'fer-en»tial \,kan-f3-'ren-ch3l\ adj

con-fer-va \k3n-'f3r-v3\ n, pi con.Jer.vae \-f,We, -,vt\ also con-
lervas [L, a water plant, fr. confervere to boil together, heal, fr.

com- + jervere to boil — more at burn] ; any of a genus (Tribo-
nema) of algae; broadly : any of various filamentous algae forming
scums on still water — con>fer>void \-,v6id\ adj or n

COn.Iess \k3n-'fes\ vb [ME confessen, fr. MF conjesser, fr. OF, fr.

conjes having confessed, fr. L confessus, pp. of confiteri to confess,
fr. com- + fateri to confess; akin to l^fari to speak — more at ban]
vt 1 : to make acknowledgment of ; aomft 2 : to acknowledge to
God or to a priest; specif : to receive the confession of (a penitent)
3 : to declare faith in or adherence to : profess 4 ; to give evi-
dence of "- v/ 1 a : to disclose one's faults; specif : to unburden
one's sins or the state of one's conscience to God or to a priest
b : to hear a confession 2 : admit, own syn see acknowledge

con.fessed.ly \-3d-Ie, -'fest-le\ adv : by confession : AOMrrrEDLY
COn>Ies>sion \k3n-'fesh-3n\ n 1 ; an act of confessing; specif : a
disclosure of one's sins in the sacrament of penance 2 : a state-
ment of what is confessed: as a : a written acknowledgment of
guilt by a party accused of an offense b : a formal statement of
religious beliefs ; creed 3 : an organized religious body having
a common creed — con*fes<sion>al \-'fesh-n3l, -3n-=l\ adj

confessional n 1 : a place where a priest hears confessions 2 ; the
practice of confessing to a priest

Con.leS'Sor \k3n-*fes-3r\ n 1 : one that confesses 2 ; one who

^ves heroic evidence of faith but does not suffer martyrdom
3 a : a priest who hears confessions b : a priest who Is one's
regular spiritual guide

C0n*fet*ti \k3n-'fet-e\ n pi but sing in constr [It, pi. of confetto
sweetmeat, fr. ML conjectum, fr. L, neut. of conjectus, pp. of
conjicere to prepare] 1 : little candies 2 : small bits or streamers
of brightly colored paper made for throwing (as at weddings)
con.li.dant \'kan-f3-,dant, -,dant, ,kan-f3-'\ n [F confident, fr.

It confidente, fr. confidente confident, trustworthy, fr. L confident-,
confidens'] ; one to whom secrets are entrusted; esp : intimate

con>fi.dante \like confidant\ n [F confidente, fcm. of confident}
: a female confidant

con.fide \k3n-'fTd\ vb [ME confiden, fr. MF or L; MF confider, fr.

L confidere, fr. com- + jidere to trust] vi 1 : to have confidence
; trust 2 : to show confidence by imparting secrets ~ v/ 1 ; to
tell confidentially 2 ; entrust syn see coMMrr — con*lid>er n
icon-li-dence \'kan-f3d-3n{t)s, -f3-.den(t)s\ n 1 : faith, trust
2 a ; consciousness of feeling sure ; self-rell^nce b ; bold
certainty : cocksureness 3 : the quaUty or state of being certain
: assurance 4 a : a relation of trust or intimacy b : reliance on
another's discretion c ; legislative support <vote of '--'> 6 : a
communication made in confidence : secret
syn assurance, self-possession, aplomb: confidence stresses

faith in oneself and one's powers but does not usu. imply conceit;
assurance carries a stronger implication of certainty and often of
arrogance; self-possession implies the ease and coolness under
stress that arise from command of one's powers; aplomb suggests
a conspicuously manifest self-possession in trying situations
'confidence adj : of or relating to swindling by false promises
Con>li>dent X'kan-fad-snt, -fa-.dentV adj [L confident-, confidens,
fr. prp. of confidere'] 1 obs : trustful, confiding 2 : charac-
terized by assurance; esp : self-reliant 3 a : full of conviction
: certain b : cocksure — con-fi>dent>ly adv

con>fi>den>tial \,kan-f3-'den-ch3l\ adj 1 ; private, secret
2 ; showing or indicative of intimacy or willingness to confide <a
'^ tone) 3 : entrusted with confidences (-^ clerk) — con-fi-den-
ti>al<i>ty \-,d_en-che-'al-3t-e, -,den-'shal-\ n — con.fi-den^tiaMy
\-'dench-(3-)!e\ adv — con>fi>den>tial-ness \-'den-ch3l-n3s\ n

COn>lid-ing \k3n-'fTd-io\ adj : tending to confide : trustful— con.fid'ing.ly \-io-le\ adv — con-fid^ing-ness n
COn.fig.U.ra-tion \-.fig-(y)3-'ra-sh3n, ,kan-\ n [LL configura-
tion-, configuratio similar formation, fr. L configuraius, pp. of
configurare to form from or after, fr. com- + figurare to form, fr.

figura figure] 1 a : relative arrangement of parts ta : the figure,
contour, or pattern produced by such arrangement : the struc-
tural makeup of a chemical compound esp. with reference to the
space relations of the constituent atoms 2 ; gestalt syn see form— con.fig.U'ra.tiqn'al V-shnal, -shan-MX adj — con-fig-u-ra-
tion-aMy_\-shn3-le, -shsn-'l-eV adv — con-Iig^u-ra'tive \k3n-
'fig-(y)3-.rat-iv, -r3t-\ adj
icon.fine \'kan-.fTn, in sense 2a usu k3n-*fTn\ n [MF or L; MF
confines, pi., fr. L confine border, fr. neut. of confinis adjacent, fr.

com- + finis end] 1 usu pi a ; bounds, borders b ; outlying parts
: LiMrrs : TERRrroRV 2 a archaic : restriction b obs : prison

2con.fine \k3n-'fTn\ vi, archaic ; border ^ vt 1 : to keep within
Umits : restrict 2 a : to shut up : imprison b : to keep indoors
syn sec limit — con*lin-er n

con-fined adj : restricted to quarters; esp t undergoing childbirth
con-line-ment Xkan-'fln-msntX n : an act of confining ; the state
of being confined; specif : lying-in

COn.firra \k3n-'f3rm\ vt [ME confirmen, fr. OF confirmer, fr. L
confirmare, fr. com- + firmare to make firm, fr. firmus firm] 1 : to
make firm or firmer : strengthen 2 : to give approval to : ratify
3 ; to administer the rite of confirmation to 4 : to give new
assurance of the validity of 5 : assert, maintain — con-lirm-
abil>i<ty \-,f3r-m3-'biI-3t-e\ n — con-Iirm-able X-'fsr-ma-balX adj
syn confirm, corroborate, substantiate, verify, authenticate,

VALIDATE mean to attest to the truth or validity of something.
confirm implies the removing of doubts by an authoritative state-
ment or indisputable fact; corroborate suggests the strengthening
of what is already partly established; substantiate implies the
offering of evidence that sustains the contention; verify implies
the establishing of correspondence of actual facts or details with
those proposed or guessed at; authenticate implies establishing
genuineness by adducing legal or official documents or expert
opinion; validate implies establishing validity by authoritative
affirmation or by factual proof

COn>fir>ma*tion \,kan-f3r-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 ; an act or process of
confirming: as a (1) : a Christian rite admitting a baptized person
to full church privileges (2) : a ceremony confirming Jewish
youths in their ancestral faith b : the ratification of an executive
act by a legislative body 2a; confirming proof ; corroboration
b : the process of supporting a statement by evidence

Con*lir*nia>to*ry \k3n-'f3r-m3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : serving to con-
firm ; corroborative
con.firmed Xksn-'farmdV adj 1 a : made firm : strengthened
b : deeply ingrained c : chronic 2 : having received the rite of
confirmation syn see inveterate— con.firm-ed-ly \-'f3r-m3d-le\
adv — con'firmed<ness V-'fsr-msd-nss, -'f3rm(dVn3s\ n

con^fis-ca-ble \k3n-'fis-k3-b3l\ also con. fis.cat.able \*kan-f3-
,skat-3-b3l\ adj : liable to confiscation

iCOn.fiS.cate \'kan-f3-,skat, k3n-'fis-k3t\ adj [L confiscatus, pp. of
confiscare to confiscate, fr. com- + fiscus treasury — more at
fiscal] 1 : appropriated by the government : FORFErrFD 2 : de-
prived of property by confiscation

acon>fis*cate \'kan-f3-,skat\ vt 1 ; to seize as forfeited to the
public treasury 2 : to seize bj* authority syn see appropriate— con.liS'Ca.tion \,kan-f3-'ska-sh3n\ n — con. fis* ca> tor \'kan-
f3-,skat-3r\ n — con.fiS'Ca.to.ry Xkan-'fis-ks-.tor-e, -,tbr-\ adj

COn.fi'te.or \k3n-'fet-e-3r\ n [ME, fr. L, I confess, fr. confeteri to
confess — more at confess] : a prayer in which sins are confessed

con.li.ture \'kan-f3-,chu(3)r\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. confit comfit]
: preserved or candied fruit : jam

COn.lla.grant Nkan-'fla-grsntV adj [L conflagrant-. conflagrans,
prp. of conflagrare to bum, fr. com- + flagrare to bum — more at
BLACK] : burning, BLAZING

con.fla.gra.tion \,kan-fl3-'gra-sh3n\ n [L conflagration-, con-
flagratio, fr. conflagratus, pp. of conflagrare'] z fire; esp I a large
disastrous fire

con.fla.tion \k3n-'fla-sh3n\ n [LL conflation-, conflatio, fr. L con-
flatus, pp. of conjlare to blow together, fr. com- + flare to blow
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— more at blow] : blend, fusion; esp ; a composite reading or text
iGon-flict \'kan-,flikt\ n [ME, fr. L conjlictus act of striking to-
gether, fr. conjlictus, pp. of conjligere to strike together, fr com- +
fUgere to strike — more at profligate] 1 a ; disagreement
b : emotional tension resulting from incompatible inner needs or
drives 2 : war, battle 3 : collision 4 : the opposition of per-
sons or forces that gives rise to the di'amatic action in a drama or
fiction syn see discord

2con<>llict \ksn-'flikt, 'kan-,\ vi 1 archaic : to contend in warfare
2 ; to show antagonism or irreconcilability — con"flic-tion
\k3n-'flik-sh3n\ n — con-flic-tive \k3n-'fliktiv, 'kan-,\ adj

COn>flu>ence \'kan-.flu-an(t)s\ n 1 a : an act or instance of con-
gregating I) : CROWD 2 a ; the flowing together of two or more
streams b : the place of meeting of two streams c : the combined
stream formed by conjunction
iCOn.flU-ent \'kan-,flu-3nt, k3n-'\ adj [L conjluent-, conjluens,
prp. of conjluere to flow together, fr. com- + jluere to flow — more
at fluid] 1 ; flowing or coming together; also : run together
<'^ pustules) 2 : characterized by confluent lesions

aconfluent n : a confluent stream; broadly : tributary
COD.flux \'kan-,fl3ks\ n [ML conjluxus. It. L conjluxus, pp. of
conjluere'] : CONFLUENCE

COn>fO'Cal \(')kan-'f6-k3l\ adj ; having the same foci <'^ ellipses)

icon.form \k3n-'fd(a1rm\ vb [ME conjormen, fr. MF conjormer, fr.

L conjormare, fr. com- + jormare to form, fr. jorma form] v; : to
bring into harmony or agreement '— vi 1 ; to be similar or idendcal
2 ; to be obedient or compliant; esp ; to adapt oneself to prevaihng
standards or customs syn see adapt, agree — con*lorni*er n— con>forin>i5m \-'f6r-.miz-3m\ n — con>2orm*ist \-m3st\ n
^conform adj : conformable
COn>lomi>able Vkan-'for-ma-bsIX adj 1 ; corresponding In form or
character : similar — usu. used with to 2 : submissive, compliant
3 ; following in unbroken sequence — used of geoIogic_ strata
formed under uniform conditions — con«Iorni'ably \-ble\ adv

COIl>{or>mal Xksn-'for-mal, (')kan-\ adj [LL conjormalis having
the same shape, fr, L com- + jormalis formal, fr. jorma] 1 : leaving
the size of the angle between corresponding curves unchanged
Z oj a map ; representing small areas in their true shape

con.2or>mance \k3n-'f6r-m3n(t)s\ n : conformity
COn*for>nia.tion \,k'an-(,)f6r-'ma-sh3n, -far-X « 1 : the act of
conforming or producing conformity ; adaptation 2 : formation
of anything by symmetrical arrangement of its parts 3a; cor-
respondence esp. to a model or plan b ; structure c : the pro-
portionate shape or contour esp. of an animal syn see form

COn>for>nu<ty Xkan-'for-mat-eX n 1 : correspondence In form,
manner, or character : agreemei^t 2 a : an act or instance of con-
forming b : a point of agreement 3 : action in accordance with
some specified standard or authority : obedience
Cbn.lound Xkan-'faimd, kan-\ vt [ME conjounden, fr, OF con-
jondre, fr. L conjundere to pour together, confuse, fr. com- -¥

jundere to pour] 1 archaic ; to bring to ruin ; desfroy 2 obs
: consume, waste 3 a : to put to shame ; DiscoMFrr b ; REFtrrE
4 : DAMN 5 : BEWILDER, PERPLEX 6 a ! to mix Up S ; to increase
the confusion of syn see puzzle — con>found<er n
COn>found<ed Xksn-'faiin-dad, (')kan-', 'kan-,\ adj 1 : confused,
PERPLEXED 2 : damned — con*found>ed*ly adv

Con.fra.ter-ni.ty X.kan-fra-'tsr-nat-eX n [ME conjraternite, fr. MF
conjraternite, fr. ML conjraternitat-, conjraternitas, fr. conjrater
fellow, brother, fr. L com- + jrater brother] 1 ; a society devoted
to a religious or charitable cause 2 : fraternal union
con.frere \'ko"-.fre(a)r, 'kan-, -.fra(3lr, ko"-', kan-'\ n [ME, fr.

MF, trans, of ML conjrater] : colleague, comrade
con-front Xksn-'frsntX vt [MF conjronter to border on, confront,
fr. ML conjrontare to bound, fr, L com- + jront-. jrons forehead,
front — more at brink] 1 ; to face esp. In challenge ; oppose
2 a : to cause to meet : bring face to face b : encounter — con-
fron-ta! \-'fr3nt-'l\ or con>Iron>ta>tion \,kan-C,)frsn-'ta-shan\ n

Con>fll<Cian Xksn-'fyii-shsnX adj ; of or relating to the Chinese
philosopher Confucius or his teachings or followers— Confucian n— Gon-fu-cian-ism \-sh3-,mz-am\ n
COn*fuse \kan-'fyiJ2\ vt [back-formation fr. ME con/M.fed perplexed,
fr. MF conjus, fr. L conjusus^ pp. of conjundere] 1 archaic ; to
bring to ruin 2 : perplex, disconcert 3 a : to make indistinct
; BLUR b : to mix indiscriminately ; jumble c : to mistake for
another — con-fused-ly \-'fyuz(-a)d-le\ adv — con- fused-ness
\-'fyii-zad-n3s, -'fyiiz(d)-n3s\ n — con*fus-ing \-'fyii-zio\ adj— con-fus-ing-ly \-zio-ie\ adv

Con-fu-Sion \k3n-'fyii-zhan\ n 1 : an act or instance of confusing
2 : the qu^ity or state of being confused — con*fu*sion-£U
X-'fyiJzh-ngl, -'fyii-zh3n-'l\ adj

con-fu-ta-tlon \,kan-fyu-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of con-
futing ; refutation 2 : something that confutes (as an argument)— con-fu-ta-tive \k3n-'fyut-3t-iv\ adj
con-fute \k3n-'fyiit\ v/ [L conjurare, fr, com- 4- -jutare to beat —
more at beat] 1 ; to overwhelm by argument ; refute conclusively
2 obs : confound syn see disprove — con-fut-er n

con-ga \'kap-ga\ n [AmerSp, fr. Sp, fem. of congo of the Congo, fr.

Congo, region in Africa] 1 : a Cuban dance of African origin
involving three steps followed by a kick and performed by a groujf
usu. in single file 2 : a tall narrow bass drum beaten with the hands
C0U>g6 \ko"-'2ha, 'kan-,ja\ n [F, fr. L commeatus going back and
forth, leave, fr. commeatus, pp. of commeare to go back and forth,
fr. com- + meare to go — more at permeate] 1 a ; a formal per-
mission to depart b : dismissal 2 : a ceremonious bow 3 ; fare-
well 4 ; an architectural molding of concave profile

COn.geal \k3n-'je(a)l\ vb [ME congelen, fr. MF congeler, fr. L
congelare, fr. com- + gelare to freeze] vt 1 : to change from a fluid
to a solid state by or as if by cold 2 : to make viscid or curdled
; coagulate 3 : to make rigid, inflexible, or immobile « vi" : to
become congealed — con-gea}>ment \-mant\ n
con.gee \'kan-(,)je\ n : cong^ — congee vi congeed; congee*ing
con-ge-la-tion \,kan-j3-'la-sh3n\ n ; the process or result of
congealing

'COn-ge-ner \'kan-i3-nar, k3n-'je-\ n [L, of the 'same kind, fr. com-
-f- gener-, genus kind] 1 : a member of the same taxonomic genus
as another plant or animal 2 ; a person or thing resembling another
-in nature or action — con-ge-ner-ic \,kan-j3-'ner-ik\ adj— con-

ge-ner-ous \k3n-'je-n©-r3s,_-'Jen-a-, Okan-X adj
con-ge-nial Xkan-'je-nysl, -'je-ne-slX adj [com- + genius] 1 : hav-
ing the same nature, disposition, or tastes : kindred 2 a ; existing
or associated together harmoniously b : pleasant; esp ; agreeably
suited to one's nature, tastes, or outlook c : sociable, genial
syn see consonant — con-ge-nial-i-ty \-,je-ne-*al-at-e, -Jen-
'yal-\ n — con<<ge-nialoly X-'je-nys-le, -ne-a-\ adv

COn-gen-i-tal \kan-'jen-3t-^l\ adj [L congenitus, fr. com- + genitus
pp. of gignere to bring forth — more at kin] la: existing at or
dating from birth <~ idiocy) b ; constituting an essential charac-
teristic : INHERENT <^ fear of snakes) c : acquired during develop-
ment in the uterus and not through heredity 2 ; being such by
nature <-^ liar) syn see innate — con-gen-i>tal*ly \-'l-e\ adv

COn-ger eel \,kao-g3r-\ n [me congre, fr. OF, fr. L congr-, conger,
fr. Gk gongros; akin to ON kokkr ball, L gingiva gum] ; a large
strictly marine scaleless eel {Conger conger) important as a food
fish; broadly : any of various related eels ff^amily Congridae)
COn.ge-ries \'kan-j3-(,)rez; 'karj-g3-(,)rez, -grez\ n, pi congeries
\same\ [L, fr. congerere] : aggregation, collection

COn*gest \k3n-'jest\ vb [L congestus, pp. of congerere to bring to-
gether, fr. com- •{ gerere to bear] vt 1 : to cause an excessive full-

ness of the blood vessels of (as an organ) 2 ; clog 3 : to con-
centrate in a smaii or narrow space ~ vi : to become congested —
con-ges-tion \-'jes(h)-ch3n\ n — con-ges-tive \-'jes-tiv\ adj

con.gi-us \'kan-je-3s, "kari-ge-X n, pi con-gii \-je-,I\ [ME, Roman
hquid measure, fr. L] : gallon
COn-glo-bate \'kan-glo-,bat, kan-'\ vb [L conglobatus, pp. of
conglobare, fr. com- + globus globe] ; to form in a round mass— con-glo-bate \kan-'glo-b3t, -,bat; 'kan-gl6-.bat\ adj — con-
glo-ba-tion X.kan^glo-'ba-shsn, kan-A n

con-globe \k9n-'glob\ vb : conglobate
ICOn.glom-er-ate \k3n-'glam-(9-)r3t\ adj [L conglomeratus, pp.
of conglomerare to roll together, fr. com- + glomerare to wind into
a ball. fr. glomer-, glomus ball — more at clam] 1 : made up of
parts from various sources or of various kinds 2 ; densely and
often irregularly clustered ('^ flowers) <'^ eyes)

2con>glom-er-ate \-3-,rat\ vb ; to collect or form into a mass or
coherent whole

3Gon-glom-er-ate \-(3-)r3t\ n : a composite mass or mixture; specij
: rock composed of rounded fragments varying from small pebbles
to large boulders in a cement (as of hardened clay) — con-glom-
er^at-ic \-,glam-3-'rat-ik\ adj

con-glom-er-a-tion Vkan-.glam-a-'ra-shsn, ,kan-\ n 1 ; coL-
LEcnoN 2 : a mixed coherent mass

con-glu-ti-nate \k3n-'glut-'n-.at\ vb [L conglutinatus, pp. of
conglutinare to glue together, fr. com- + glulin-, gluten glue] vt

: to unite by or as if by a glutinous substance *« vi ; to become
conglutinated — con-glu-ti-na-tion \-,glUt-^n-'a-sh3n\ n
Con-go dye \,kar)-(,)go-\ n [Congo, territory in Africa] ; any of
various direct azo dyes mostly derived from benzidine
Congo red n : an azo dye red in alkaUne and blue in acid solution
Congo snake n : an elongated bluish black amphibian (Amphiuma
means) of the southeastern U.S. that has two pairs of very short
limbs each with two or three toes — called also congo eel
con-gou \'kao-{,)gii, -(Jg6\ n [prob. fr. Chin (Amoy) kong-hu
pains taken] : a black tea from China
con.grat-u-late \k3n-'grach-3-.lat\ vt [L congratulatus, pp. of
congratulari to wish joy. fr. com- + gratulari to wish joy, fr. gratus
pleasing] 1 ; to express sympathetic pleasure to on account of
success or good fortune 2 archaic : to express sympathetic plea-
sure at 3 obs ; salute, greet syn see felicttate — con-grat-u-
la-tor \-,lat-ar\ n — con-grat*u-la-to-ry \-'grach-(s-)la-,tor-e,
-,t6r-\ adj

con-grat-u-la-tion \k3n-,grach-3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of con-
gratulating 2 ; a congratulatory expression — usu. used in pi.

Con-gre-gate \'kaa-gri-,gat\ vb [ME congregaten, fr. L congrega-
ius, pp. of congregare, fr. com- + greg-, grex flock — more at
gregarious] : to collect into a group or crowd ; assemble
syn see gather — con-gre-ga-tor \-,gat-3r\ n

con-gre-ga-tion \,kao-gri-'ga-sh3n\ n 1 a ; an assembly of
persons : gathering; esp ; an assembly of persons met for worship
and religious instruction b : a religious community: as (1) ; an
organized body of believers in a particular locality (2) ; a Roman
Catholic religious institute with only simple vows (3) ; a group
of monasteries forming an independent subdivision of an order
2 : tiie act or an instance of congregating or bringing together
! the state of being congregated 3 : a body of cardinals and offi-

cials forming an administrative division of the papal curia

con-gre-ga-tiou-al X-shnal, -shan-'l\ adj 1 : of or relating to a
congregation 2 cap : of or relating to a body of Protestant
churches deriving from the English Independents of the 1 7th
century and affirming the essential Importance and the autonomy
of the local congregation 3 : of or relating to church government
placing final authority in the assembly of the local congregation— con-gre-ga-tion-al-ism V-shna-.liz-sm, -sh3n-^l-,iz-\ n, ojten
cap— con-gre-ga-tion-al-ist \-shna-i3st, -shan-='l-3st\ n, ojten cap
Congregational Christian adj : of or relating to a denomination
formed in the U.S. in 1931 by the union of the Congregational
Church and the Christian Church

Con-gress X'kag-grasX n [L congressus, fr. congressus, pp. of
congredi to come together, fr. com- + gradi to go — more at grade]
la: the act or action of coming together and meeting b : coi-
tion 2 : a formal meeting of delegates for discussion and usu.
action on some question 3 : the supreme legislative body of a
nation and esp. of a republic 4 : an association usu. made up of
delegates from constituent organizations 5 : a single meeting or
session of a group — con-gres-sio-nal Xkan-'gresh-nal, -an-'l\ adj— con-gres-sio-nal-ly \-e\ adv
congress gaiter n, ojten cap C : an ankle-high shoe with elastic
gussets in the sides — called also congress shoe

congressional districtma territorial division of a state from which
a member of the U.S. House of Representatives Is elected

Congressional Medal n : medal of honor
con-gress-man X'kaq-grs-smanX n : a member of a congress;
esp ; a member of the U.S. House of Representatives— con-gress-
wom-an \-gr3-,swum-3n\ n
con-gru-ence \k3n-'gru-3n(t)s, 'kao-gr3-w3nCt)s\ n 1 : the quality
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or state of according or coinciding 2 : grammatical agreement
3 : a statement that two numbers are congruent with respect to a
modulus

con.gru*eii-cy \-an-se, -w3n-se\ n : congruence
COn>gru*ent \-3nt, -W3nt\ adj [L congruent-, congruens, prp. of
congruere} 1 : CONGRUOUS 2 : superposable so as to be coinci-
dent throughout 3 : having the difference divisible by a modulus
<12 is ~ to 2 (modulo 5) since 12-2 = 2.5) — con-gru-ent-ly adv

COn.gru.ity Xkan-'grU-at-e, kan-\ n 1 ; the quality or state of
being congruent or congruous 2 : a point of agreement
Con>grU'OUS X'kao-gra-wasV adj [L congruus. fr. congruere to come
together, agree, fr. com- + -gruere (akin to Gk zacfirees attacking
violently)] 1 a : being in agreement, harmony, or correspondence
b : SUITABLE, APPROPRIATE 2 : marked by harmony among parts
syn sec consonant — con-gru*ous*ly adv — con-grU'Ous-ness n

con<ic \'kan-ik\ adj 1 : conical 2 : of or relating to a cone
con<i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj : resembling a cone esp. in shape i'^ roots)— con-i-cal'ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv — con*i*cal>ness \-ksl-n3s\ n
conic section n 1 : a plane section of a right circular conical
surface 2 : a curve gen-
erated by a point which
always moves so that the
ratio of its distance from
a fixed point to its dis-
tance from a fixed line is

co.nid.i.al \k3-'nid-e-3l\
adj : of. relating to, or
resembling conidia
co-nid.io.phore \ka-
nid-e-3-.f5(3)r, -,f6(a)r\
n [NL conidium •¥ ISV
-phore} : a structure that bears conidia; specif ; a specialized
hyphal branch that produces successive conidia usu. by abstriction— co«md'i'Opli'0'rous \ka-,nid-e-'af-(30r9s\ adj
co.nid.i.nm \k3-'nid-e-3m\ n, pi co-nid-ia \-e-a\ [NL, fr. Gk
konis dust] ; an asexual spore produced on a conidiophore

C0*ni>fer X'kan-s-far also 'ko-na-\ n [deriv. of L conijer cones-
bearing, fr. conus cone + -jer] : any of an order (Coniferales)
of mostly evergreen trees and shrubs including forms (as pines)
with true cones and others (as yews) with an arillate fruit — co-
niI>er-ous \ko-'nif-(3-)r3s. k3-\ adj

CO>ni-ine \'ko-ne-,en\ n [G koniin, fr. L contum'} ; a poisonous
alkaloid CbHjtN found in poison hemlock {Conium maculatum)
CO.ni.lun Xko-'nT-am, 'k5-ne-3m\ n [NL, genus name. fr. LL,
hemlock, fr. Gk koneion'\ ; any of a genus {Conium) of poisonous
herbs of the carrot family

Con>jec.tiir>al Xkan-'jek-chs-rsL-'jeksh-rslX adj 1 : of the nature
of or involving or based on conjecture 2 ; given to conjectures —
con'jec-tur<aMy \-e\ adv
icon.jectuie Xkan-'jek-chsrX n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L
conjectura, fr. conjectus, pp. of conicere, lit., to throw together,
fr. com- H- jacere to throw] 1 obs a ; interpretation of omens
I) : supposition 2 a ; inference from defective or presumptive
evidence b ; a conclusion deduced by surmise or guesswork
aconjecture vb con.iectiir-ing \-'jek<ha-rip, -'jek-shrio\ vt

1 : to arrive at by conjecture 2 : to make conjectures as to «- v/

: to form conjectures — con-jeC'ttir-er \-'jek-ch3r-ar\ n
syn CONJECTURE, SURMISE, GUESS mean to draw an inference from

slight evidence, conjecture implies forming an opinion or judg-
ment upon evidence insufficient for definite knowledge; surmise
implies even slighter evidence and suggests the influence of imagina-
tion or suspicion; guess stresses a hitting upon a conclusion either
wholly at random or from very uncertain evidence

C0n*i0in Xkan-'join, kan-\ vb [ME conjoinen, fr. MF conjoindre
fr. L conjungere, fr. com- + jungere to join — more at YOKE] : to
join together for a common purpose

COn.jOint \-'j6int\ adj [ME, fr. MF, pp. of conjoindre} 1 : united,
conjoined 2 ; related to. made up of, or carried on by two or
more in combination : joint — conooint»ly adv

COn>ja*gal \'kan-ji-g3l, kan-'ju-\ adj [MF or L; MF. fr. L conju-
galis, fr. conjug-, conjux husband, wife, fr. conjungere to join, unite
in marriage] : of or relating to marriage, the married state, or
matrimonial relations syn see matrimonial — con-ju-gal-i-ty
\,kan-ji-'gal-3t-e, -jii-\ n — con*ju-gal>ly adv

Con<jn*gant \'kan-ji-g3nt\ n : either of a pair of conjugating
gametes or organisms
icon.jU'gate Vkan-ji-gat, -ja-,gat\ adj [ME conjugal, fr. L con-
jugaius, pp. or conjugare to unite, fr. com- + jugare to join, fr.

jugum yoke] 1 a : joined together esp. in pairs : coupled b : act-
ing or operating as if joined 2 : having features in common but
opposite or inverse in some particular 3 : bijugate 4 ; having the
same derivation and therefore usu. some likeness in meaning ^-^
words) — con-jU'gate'ly adv — con<)U*gate>ness n

3con<iu>gate \-J9-,gat\ vt 1 : to give in prescribed order the various
inflectional forms of — used esp. of a verb 2 a : to join together
b : to unite chemically so that the product is easily broken down
into the original compounds — v/ 1 : to join together 2 a : to
pair and fuse in conjugation b : to pair in synapsis
aconjngate \like 'conjugate\ n ; something conjugate : a
product of conjugating
conjugated protein n : a compound of a protein with a nonprotein
Con-}U>ga>tion \,kan-j3-'ga-shan\ n 1 ; the act of conjugating

: the state of being conjugated 2 a : a schematic arrangement
of the inflectional forms of a verb b : verb inflection c : a class
of verbs having the same type of inflectional forms (the weak '^)

3a: fusion of usu. similar gametes with ultimate union of their
nuclei that among lower thallophytes replaces the typical fertiliza-

tion of higher forms b : temporary cytoplasmic union with ex-
change of nuclear material that is the usual sexual process in cili-

ated protozoans — con>]ii*ga-tion*al \-shn3l, -shan-^l\ adj —
con*ia>ga>tion>al*ly \-c\ adv — con-ju-ga-tive \'kan-j3-,gat-iv\
adj
icon.jiinct \k3n-'j3n(k)t, kan-\ adj [ME. fr. L conjuncius, pp. of
conjungere] 1 : joined, UNriED 2 : JOINT

2con-junct \'kan-,j9r)nclt\ n ; something joined or associated
with another; specij : one of the components of a conjunction

Con*junC'tion \k3n-'j30fk)-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or an instance of
conjoining : the state of being conjoined 2 : occurrence together
in time or space ; concurrence 3 a : the apparent meeting or

passing of two or more celestial bodies in the same degree of the
zodiac bra configuration in which two celestial bodies have their
least apparent separation 4 : an uninflected linguistic form that
joins together sentences, clauses, phrases, or words ; connective
5 : a compound statement in logic true only if all its components
are true — con*junc>tion>aI \-shnaI, -shan-*l\ adj — con>junc-
tion>aI-Iy \-e\ adv
con.juncti.va \.kan-jaok-'tT-va, kan-, -'te-X n, pi conjunc-
tivas or con.juncti-vae \-'tr-(,)ve, -'te-,vT: -ta-.ve, -,vr\ [NL, fr.

LL, fern, of conjunctivus conjoining, fr. L conjuncius} : the mucous
membrane that lines the inner surface of the eyelids and is con-
tinued over the forepart of the eyeball — conounc<ti>val \-v3l\
adj
con. j line* tive \k9n-'jso(k)-tiv\ adj 1 ; cONNEcnvE 2 : con-
joined, conjunct 3 : being or functioning like a conjunction
4 : copulative la — conjunctive n — con-junc-tive-ly adv

con.jimcti.vi.tis \k3n-.j3r)(k)-ti-*vit-ss\ n : inflammation of the
conjunctiva
con.jimctuie \k3n-'j3r)(k)-ch3r\ n 1 : conjunction, union
2 : a combination of circumstances or events esp. producing a
crisis ; juncture
Con>|u<Ta-tion X.kan-jo-'ra-shsn ,k3n-\ n 1 : the act or process of
conjuring : incantation 2 : an expression or trick, used in
conjuring 3 : a solemn appeal ; adjuration
con. jure \m vt 2 A vi senses "kan-jar also 'ksn-; in vt J sense kan-
'ju(3)r\ vb con.jur.ing \'kanj-(a-)ria, 'kanj-; k3n-'ju(3)r-io\ [ME
conjuren, fr. OF conjurer, fr. L conjurare to swear together, fr.

com- + jurare to swear] vt 1 : to charge or entreat earnestly or
solemnly 2 a : to summon by invocation or incantation b (1) : to
affect or effect by or as if by magic (2) : imagine, contrive "- vj

1 a ; to summon a devil or spirit by invocation or incantation
b : to practice magical arts 2 : to use a conjurer's tricks

Con.jUT.er or con>ju>ror X'kan-Jsr-ar, 'kan-X n 1 ; one that
practices magic arts : wizard 2 ; one that performs feats of
legerdemain and illusion : magician, juggler
iconk \'kaok, 'kookX n [prob. alter, of conch} : the visible fruiting
body of a tree fungus or decay caused by such a fungus — conky
\-e\ adj
2conk vi [prob. Imit.] 1 : to break down; esp : stall <the motor
r^ed out suddenly) 2 a : faint b : to go to sleep
iconn \'kan\ vt [alter, of ME condien to conduct, fr. MF conduire,
fr. L conducere} : to conduct or direct the steering of (as a ship)

2conn n : the control exercised by one who conns a ship
COn-nate \ka-'nat, 'kan-.atX adj [LL connatus, pp. of connasci to be
born together, fr. L com- + nasci to be born] 1 : innate, inborn
2 : AKIN, congenial 3 : bom or originated together 4 : con-
genitally or firmly united — con-nate.ly adv

COn.nat'U.ral \ka-'nach-(3-)r3l, k3-\ adj [ML connaturalis, fr. L
com- -I- naturalis natural] 1 ; connected by nature : inborn 2 : of
the same nature — con'nat.u-ral.i.ty \(,)ka-,nach-3-'ral-at-e,
k3-\ n — con.nat<u*ral.ly adv
COn.nect \ka-'nekt\ vb [L conectere, connectere, fr. com- + nectere
to bind] vt 1 : to join or fasten together usu. by something inter-

vening 2 : to place or establish in relationship ^ vi la; join,

unite b : to have a relationship 2 : to hit solidly or successfully
syn see join — con.nec'tor also con-nect'cr \-'nek-t3r\ n

con.nect.ed.Iy adv : in a connected manner : coherently
con.nect.ed.ness n ; the quality or state of being connected
connecting rod n ; a rod that transmits power from one rotating
part of a machine to another in reciprocating motion
con.nection or chiejly Brit con-nex-ion \k3-'nek-sh3n\ n [L
connexion-, connexio, fr. conexus, pp. of conectere} 1 ; the act of
connecting : the state of being connected: as a : causal or logical

relation or sequence b : contextual relations or associations era
relation of personal intimacy (as of family ties) d : coherence,
continuity 2 a : something that connects : link b : a means of
communication or transport 3 : a person connected with others
esp. by marriage or kinship 4 : a social, professional, or commer-
cial relationship; as a : position, job b : an arrangement to exe-
cute orders or advance interests of another c slang : a source of
contraband 5 ; a set of persons associated together: as a : de-
nomination b : CLAN — con.neC'tion.al \-shn3l, -sh3n-''l\ adj
icon-nective \k3-*nek-tiv\ adj : tending to connect — con.nec-
tive-ly adv — con-nec-tiv.i'ty \,ka-,nek-'tiv-3t-e, k3-\ n

2connective n : something that connects: as a ; the tissue connect-
ing the pollen sacs of an anther b : a linguistic form that connects
words or word groups

connective tissue « : a tissue of mesodermal origin rich in inter-

cellular substance or interlacing processes with little tendency for

the cells to come together in sheets or masses; specij : connective
tissue of stellate or spindle-shaped cells with interlacing processes
that pervades, supports, and binds together other tissues and forms
ligaments, tendons, and aponeuroses
conning tower n l ; an armored pilothouse (as on a battleship)

2 : a raised structure on the deck of a submarine used as an ob-
servation post and often as an entrance to the vessel

con.nip'tion \k3-'nip-sh3n\ n [origin unJcnown] : a fit of rage,

hysteria, or alarm
con.niv-ance \k3-'nT-v3n(t)s\ n : the act of conniving; esp ; knowl-
edge of and active or passive consent to wrongdoing
COn.nive \k3-'nTv\ v/ [F or L; F conniver. fr. L conivere, connivere

to close the eyes, connive, fr. com- -I- -nivere (akin to nictare to

wink); akin to OE & OHG hnlgan to bow, L nicere to beckon]
1 : to pretend ignorance of or fail to take action against something
one ouglit in duty to oppose 2 a : to be indulgent or in secret

sympathy ; wink b : to cooperate secretly or have a secret under-
standing 3 : CONSPIRE, intrigue — con.niv-er n

con.ni.vent \-'nT-v3nt\ adj [L conivent-, conivens, prp. of conivere}

: converging but not fused <'^ stamens)
con.nois.seur V.kan-a-'sar also -'su(3)r\ n [obs. F (now connais-

seur), fr. OF connoisseor, fr. connoistre to know, fr. L cognoscere
~- more at cognition] : expert; esp : one who understands the

details, technique, or principles of an art and is competent to act

as a critical judge — con.nois-seur-sbip \-,ship\ n
con.no.ta-tlon \,kan-a-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 a : the suggesting of a mean-
ing by a word apart from the thing it explicitly names or describes

b ; something suggested by a word or thing 2 : the meaning of a
word : signification 3 ; the property or properties connoted by
a term in logic — compare denotation — con-no-ta.lion-al
X-shnal, -shan-^'lX adj
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COn-no>ta>tive \'kan-3-,tat-Iv, k9-*not-at-iv\ adj 1 ! connoting or
tending to connote 2 : relating to connotation — con*110*ta-
tive-ly adv
Con.note Xka-'not, kaA vt [ML connotare, fr. L com- + notare to
note] 1 : to have as a connotation 2 : to be associated with or
inseparable from as a consequence or concomitant 3 : to indicate
as an essential attribute of_something denoted syn see denote

COn-nu*t)i>aI \k3-'n(y)ii-be-al\ adj [L conubialis, it- conubium,
connubium marriage, fr. com- + nubere to marry — more at nup-
tial] : of or relating to marriage or the marriage state ^ conjugal
syn see matrimonial — con^nu-bi-al-i-ty \-,nCy)ii-be-'al-3t-e\ n— con*nu-hi-al'ly \-'nry)u-be-9-le\ arfv

GO.noid \'ko-,n6id\ or co-noi.dal \ko-'n6id-'I\ adj ; shaped like

or nearly like a cone — conoid n
con-quer \'kao-k3r\ vb con>quer-ing \-k(a-)rio\ [ME conqueren
to acquire, conquer, fr. OF conquerre, fr. (assumed) VL conquaerere
It. L conquirere to search for, collect, fr. com- + quaerere to ask,
search] vi 1 : to gain or acquire by force of arms : subjugate
2 : to overcome by force of arms : vanquish 3 : to gain or win
by overcoming obstacles or opposition 4 : to overcome by mental
or moral power ; surmount -^ vi : to be victorious

syn CONQUER, vanquish, defeat, beat, lick, subdue, reduce,
OVERCOME, OVERTHROW, RoiTT mean to get the better of by force
or strategy, conquer implies gaining mastery of; vanquish implies
a complete overpowering or discomfiture of someone; defeat does
not imply the finality or completeness of vanquish which it other-
wise equals; beat is an informal equivalent for defeat and some-
times for vanquish; lick implies a humiliating beating; subdue
implies a defeating and suppression; reduce implies a forcing to
capitulate or surrender; overcome suggests getting the better of
with difficulty or after hard struggle; overthrow stre-^ses the
bringing down or destruction of enemy power; rout emphasizes
complete scattering of enemy forces

con>(iuer>or \-kar-3r\ n : one that conquers : vtctqr
con.quest \'kan-.kwest, 'kao-; 'kaD-kwast\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr.

(assumed) VL conquaesUus, alter, of L conquisiius, pp. of con-
quirere} 1 : the act or process of conquering 2a: something con-
quered; esp ; territory appropriated in war b ; a person whose
favor or hand has been won syn see victory

Con>qui>an \'kao-ke-3n\ n [MexSp con quien'i ; a card game for two
played with 40 cards from which all games of rummy developed

con.quis.ta.dor \k6o-'kes-t3-,d6_(3)r; kan-'k(w)is-, k3n-\ n, pi
con-quiS'ta-dQ.res \(,)k6D-,kes-ta-'d6r-ez, -'d6r-,as, -'dor-;

(,)kan-,k(w)is-, k3n-\ or con>quis»ta*dors [Sp, deriv. of L con-
quirere] : conqueror; specij : a leader in the Spanish conquest of
America and esp. of Mexico and Peru in the 16th century

con>san<guine Nkan-'sao-gwsn, kan-X adj : consanguineous
con.san-guin.e.biis \,kan-,san-'gwin-e-3s, -,sar)-\ adj [L consan-
guineiis, fr. com- + sariguin-, sanguis blood — more at sanguine]
; of the same blood or origin; specij ; descended from the same
ancestor — con'San.guin-e.ous>ly adv

C0n-san.guin*i.t7 \-'gwin-3t-e\ /7 1 : the quality or state of being
consanguineous 2 ; a close relation or connection
con-science \'kan-ch3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L
conscient-, consciens, prp- of conscire to be conscious, be i

of guilt, fr. com- + scire to know — more at science] 1 a : the
sense or consciousne.ss of the moral goodness or blameworthiness
of one's own conduct, intentions, or character together with a feel-

ing of obligation to do right or be good b : a faculty, power, or
principle enjoining good acts c ; the part of the superego in

psychoanalysis that transmits commands and admonitions to the
ego 2 obs : consciousness 3 : conformity to the dictates of
conscience : conscientiousness — in all conscience or in con-
science : in all fairness
conscience money n : money paid to relieve the conscience by
restoring what has been wrongfully acquired

COn-sci<en>tious \,kan-che-'en-chss\ adj 1 : governed by or con-
forming to the dictates of conscience ; scrupulous 2 : meticu-
lous, careful syn see upright— con.sci«en'tious*ly aciv— con-
sci»en-tious*ness n

conscientious objector n : one .who refuses to ser\'e in armed forces
or to bear arms as contrary to his moral or religious principles

Con.scio=na=ble \'kanch-(3-)n3-b3l\ adj [irreg. fr. conscience'^ obs
: conscientious
iCOn.SCiOUS \'kan-ch3s\ adj [L conscius, fr. com- -\- scire to know]
1 archaic t sharing another's knowledge or awareness of an inward
state or outward fact 2 : perceiving, apprehending, or noticing
with a degree of controlled thought or observation 3 : subjectively
perceived <~ guilt) 4 : capable of or marked by thought, will,

design, or perception 5 : self-conscious 6 : having mental
faculties undulled by sleep, faint, or stupor ; awake 7 : done or
acting with critical awareness syn see aware— con*scious>ly adv
^conscious n : consciousness 5
COn-scious>ness \'kan-ch3-sn3s\ n 1 : awareness esp. of some-
thing within oneself; also : the state or fact of being conscious of an
external object, state, or fact 2 : the state of being characteiized
by sensation, emotion, volition, and thought : mind 3 : the to-
tality of conscious states of an individual 4 : the normal state of
conscious life 5 : the upper level of mental life as contrasted with
unconscious processes
Icon-script \'kan-,skript\ adj [MF, fr. L conscriptus, pp. of con-
scribere to enroll, fr. com- + scribere to write — more at scribe]
1 : conscripted, drafted 2 : made up of conscripted persons

^conscript n : a conscripted person (as a military recruit)

3con-script \k3n-'skript\ vt : to enroll into service by compulsion— con>scrip-tion \-'skrip-sh3n\ n
icon-se<crate \'kan(t)-sa-.krat\ adj ; consecrated, hallowed
^consecrate vt [ME consecraten, fr. L consecratus. pp. of consecrare,
fr. com- -I- sacrare to consecrate — more at sacred] 1 : to induct
(a person) into a permanent office with a religious rite; specij : to
ordain to the office of bishop 2 a : to make or declare sacred;
specij : to devote irrevocably to the worship of God by a solemn
ceremony b ; to devote to a purpose with deep solemnity or dedi-
cation 3 : to make inviolate or venerable (rules consecrated by
time) syn see devote— con-se.cra-tive \-,krat-iv\jiti>'— con>se-
cra-tor n — con>se>cra>to>ry \'kan(t)-s3-kr3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

COn>se>cra*tion \,kan(i)-s3-'kra-sh3n\ n 1 ;"the act or ceremony
of consecrating 2 : the state of being consecrated

COn-se-cn-tlon X.kanW-s^-Tcyli-shsnX n rL consecution-, consecu-
tio, fr. consecutusy pp. of consequi to follow along] : sequence

con.sec-u>live \k3n-'sek-Cy)3t-iv\ adj ; following one after the
other in order without gaps : continuous — con-sec.u-tive.ly
adv — con>sec>n>tiye-ne55 n
syn consecutive, successive mean following one after the other.

consecutive stresses immediacy in following and implies that no
interruption or interval occurs (four consecutive days); successive
may apply to things of the same kind or class that follow each
other regardless of length of interval between (four successive
weekends)
Con-'Sen'SU-al \k3n-'sench-C3-)w3l, -'sen-chslX adj [L consensus +
E -fl/] 1 : existing or made by mutual consent without an act of
writing (a '^ contract) 2 : involving or being involuntary action
or movement accompanjang or correlative with voluntary action or
movement — con°sen<su>al<ly \-e\ adv

con.sen.sus \k3n-'sen(t)-s3s\ n [L, fr. crynsensus, pp. of consentirel
1 : group solidarity in sentiment and belief 2 a ; general agree-
ment : unanimity b : collective opinion
icon.sent \k3n-'sent\ vj [ME consenten. fr. L conspnfire, fr. com- +
sentire to feel] 1 archaic : to be in concord in opinion or sentiment
2 ; to give assent or approval ; agree syn see assent

^consent « 1 : compliance in or approval of what is done or pro-
posed by another ; acquiescence 2 : agreement as to action or
opinion; specij ; voluntary agreement by a people to organize a
civil society and give authority to the government — con-sent. er n
COn.sen.ta.ne^OUS \,kan(t)-s3n-'ta-ne-3s, ,kan-,sen-\ adj [L con-
sentaneus, fr. consentire to agree] 1 : agreeing, suited 2 ; done
or made by the consent of all — con.sen.ta.ne.QUS'ly adv

con.se.quence \'kan(t)-sa-,kwen(t^s, -si-kw3n(t)s\ n 1 : something
produced by a cause or necessarily following from a set of condi-
tions 2 : a conclusion that results from reason or argument
3 a ; importiince with respect to power to produce an effect : mo-
ment b : social importance 4 : the appearance of importance; esp
: sflf-importance syn see effect, importance

icon.se-quent X-kwant, -,kwent\ n 1 a : DEDumoN 2 b : the
conclusion of a conditional sentence 2 : the second term of a ratio
^consequent adj [MF, fr. L consequent-, ronsequens, prp. of conse-
qui to follow along, fr. com- + sequi to follow] 1 : following as a
result or effect 2 : observing logical sequence ; rational — con-
se-quent'iy \-,kwent-le, -kw3nt-\ adv

con-se-quen-tial \,kan(t)-s3-'kwen-ch3l\ adj 1 a ; following o.
being a physical or logical consequence b : consequent 2 2 : RE
sultant 3 : having significant consequences : important 4 : self^
important — con-se.quen-ti.al.i.ty \-,kwen-che-'al-3t-e\ n —
con»se.quen»tial.ly \-'kwench-(3-)le\ adv — con.se>quen>tial-
ness \-'kwen-chaI-n3s\ n

con.ser.yan.cy Xkan-'ssr-vsn-seX n [alter, of obs. conservacy con-
servation, fr. AF conservacie, fr. ML cnnaervatia, fr. L conservatus,

pp] 1 Brit : a board regulating fisheries and navigation in a river
or port 2 a : conservation b : an organization or area desig-
nated to conserve and protect natural resources
con.ser.va-tion X,kan(t)-ssr-'va-sh3nX n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L con-
servation-, conservation fr. conservatus, pp. of conservare"] ; a careful
preservation and protection of something; esp : planned manage-
ment of a natural resource to prevent exploitation, destruction, or
neglect — con>ser.ya>tion.al X-shnal, -shan-^lX adj
con-ser-va-tion-ist X.kanft^-ssr-'va-shfp-insstX « : one who advo-
cates conservation esp. of natural resources
conseryation of energy : a principle in classical physics: the total
energy of an isolated system remains constant irrespective of what-
ever internal changes may take place
conseryation of mass : a principle in classical physics: the total
mass of any material system is neither increased nor diminished
by reactions between the parts— called also conservation oj matter
con.ser.ya.tism Xkan-'sar-vg-.tiz-amX n 1 a : disposition in pol-
itics to preserve what is established b : a political philosophy based
on tradition and social stability, stressing established institutions,

and preferring gradual development to abrupt change 2 cap a : the
principles and policies of the Conservative party in the United
Kingdom b : the Conservative party 3 : tendency to prefer an
existing situation to change
icon.ser.ya.tive x-'sar-vst-ivX adj 1 : preservative 2 a : of or
relating to a philosophy of conservatism b : of or constituting a
political party professing the principles of conservatism: as (1) cap
; of or constituting a party of the United Kingdom advocating sup-
port of estabhshed institutions (2) cap : Progressive Conservative
3a: tending or disposed to maintain existing views, conditions,
or institutions ; TRAornoNAL b : moderate, cautious 4 cap : of
or relating to a movement in Judaism that holds sacred the Torah
and the religious traditions but accepts some liturgical and ritual

change — con.ssr-va.tiye-ly adv — con-ser.va>tive>ness n
aconseryative n 1 a : an adherent or advocate of political con-
servatism b cap : a member or supporter of a conservative political

garty 2a: one who adheres to traditional methods or views
: a cautious or discreet person

con-ser-va-toire Xkan-'sar-vs-.twarX n [F, fr. It conservatorio"}
; conservatory

con.ser.va-tor Xksn-'sar-vat-ar, -v3-,t6(3)r; 'kanft)-s9r-,vat-3r\ n
1 : one that preserves from injury or violation ; protector 2 : a
person, official, or institution designated to take over and protect
the interests of an incompetent 3 : an official charged with the
protection of something affecting public welfare and interests

con.ser.va.to-ry Xksn-'ssr-vg-jtor-e, -,t6r-X n 1 ; a greenhouse for
growing or displaying plants 2 [It conservatorio home for found-
lings, music school, fr. L conservatus, pp.] : a school speciaUzing in
one of the fine arts
icon.serye Xkan-'sarvX vt [ME conserven, fr. MF conserver, fr. L
conservare, fr. com- + servare to keep, guard, observe; akin to OE
searu armor, Av haurvaiti he guards] 1 : to keep in a safe or sound
state : preserve 2 : to preserve with sugar — con-serv-er n

2con.serve X'kan-.sarvX n X : sweetmeat; esp : a candied fruit

2 ; preserve; specij \ one prepared from a mixture of fruits

con. Sid.er Xkan-'sid-arX vb con-sid.er.ing X-'sid-(a-)rioX [ME
consideren, fr. MF considerer, fr. L considerare, lit., to observe the
stars, fr. com- + sider-, sidus star] vt 1 : to think about with care or
caution 2 : to regard or treat with attention or solicitude 3 : to
gaze on steadily or reflectively 4 : to come to view (-^ thrift essen-
tial) 6 : esteem 6 : suppose •^ vi : reflect, deliberate
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syn STUDY, CONTEMPLATE, WEIGH, REVOLVE: CONSIDER often Indi-
cates no more than think about but may suggest a conscious direc-

tion of thoughtj STUDY implies sustained purposeful concentration
and attention to details and minutiae; contemplate stresses focus-
ing one's thoughts on something but implies nothing as to purpose
or result of such thinking; weigh implies attempting to reach the
truth or arrive at a decision by balancing confhcting claims or
evidence; revolve suggests turning over a matter under considera-
tion so that all sides are taken into account
Icon. Sid. er-able \kan-'sid-3r-f3-}b3l, -'sid-rs-bslN adj 1 : worth
consideration 2 I large in extent or degree — coii.sid>er.a.1)ly adv

^considerable n : a considerable amount, degree, or extent
Con.sid*er<ate \k3n-'sid-f3-)r3t\ adj 1 : marked by or given to
careful consideration : circumspect 2 ; thoughtful of the rights
and feelings of^ others syn see thoughtful — con.sid-er.ate.ly
\-le. -'sid-art-le\ adv — con.sid.er-ate.ness \-n3s\ n

con.sid.er.ation \k9n-,sid-3-*ra-sh3n\ nit continuous and careful
thought 2a; something considered as a ground : reason b ; a
taking into account 3 : thoughtful and sympathetic regard 4 ; an
opinion obtained by reflection 5 a ; recompense, payment b : the
inducfement to a contract or other legal transaction; specif : an
act or forbearance or the promise thereof done or given by one
party in return for the act or promise of another

COn.Sid.ered \kan-'sid-3rd\ adj 1 : matured by extended delibera-
tive thought 2 : regarded with respect or esteem

con.sid.er.ing prep : in view of ; taking into account
con. sign \k3n-'sTn\ vb [MF consigner, fr. L consignare, fr. com- +
signum sign, mark, seal] vr 1 : to give over to another s care ; en-
trust 2 : to give, transfer, or deliver formally 3 : to send or
address to an agent to be cared for or sold '^ vi, obs : agree, sub-
mit syn see commit — con.sign.able \-'sT-n3-b3l\ adj— cou*sig-
na-tion \,kan-,si-'na-sh3n, ,kanCt)-sig-\ n — con*Sign*or
\k3n-'sT-n9r; ,kan-,si-*n6(a>r, ,k*an(t)-s3-\ n

COn.sign.ee \,kan-,sT-'ne. kan-.sT-, ,kan(t)-s3-\ n : one to whom
something is consigned or shipped
Con.sign.ment \kan-'sTn-m3nt\ n 1 ; the act or process of con-
signing 2 : something consigned esp. in a single shipment

COn.Sist \k3n-'sist\ vi [MF & L; MF consister, fr. L consistere, lit.,-

to stand together, fr. com- + sislere to take a stand; akin to L
stare to stand] 1 : lie, reside — used with in 2 archaic a : exist,

BE b : to be capable of existing 3 ; to become made up — used
with oj 4 ; to be consi.slent <it --^s with the facts)

con.sis.tence \kan-'sis-t3n(t)s\ n : consistency
con. sis. ten.cy \k9n-'sis-t3n-se\ « 1 a : condition of adhering to-
gether ; firmness b : firmness of constitution or character : per-
sistency 2 : degree of firmness, density, viscosity, or resistance
to movement or separation of constituent particles 3 a : agreement
or harmony of parts or features to one another or a whole : cor-
respondence; specij : ability to be asserted together without con-
tradiction b : harmony of conduct or practice with profession

COn-SiS.tent \kan-'sis-t3nt\ adj [L consistent-, consistens, prp. of
consistere} 1 ; possessing firmness or coherence 2a: agree-
ing with itself or something else : compatible b : uniform through-
out 3 : living or acting conformably to one's own belief, pro-
fessions, or character syn see consonant — con. Sis-tent.ly adv

COn.sis.tQ.ri.al \,kan-,sis-'tor-e-aI, -'tor-, kan-V adj : of or relating
to a consistory

Con.sis.lo.ry \k3n-'sis-tfa-1re\ n [ME consistorie, fr. MF, fr. ML &
LL; ML consistorium church tribunal, fr. LL, imperial council, fr.

L consistere to stand together] 1 ; a solemn assembly : council
2 : a church tribunal or governing body: as a : a solemn meeting of
Roman Catholic cardinals convoked and presided over by the pope
b : a church session in some Reformed churches 3 : the organiza-
tion that confers the degrees of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Rite of Freemasonry usu. from the 19th to the 32d inclusive; also
; a meeting of such an organization

COn.SO'Ci.ate \k3n-'so-s(h)e-,at\ vb [L consociatus, pp. of conso-
ciare, fr. com- + socius companion — more at social] vt : to bring
into association « vi_i to associate esp. in fellowship or partnership
COn.so*ci.a>tion \-,s5-se-'a-sh3n. -she-\ rt 1 : association in fellow-
ship or alliance 2 : an association of churches or religious societies

3 ; an ecological community with a single dominant — con»so-
ci.a-tion.al \-shn3l, -shan-^lX adj

con.sol \k9n-'sal, 'kan-,\ n [short for Consolidated Annuities, Brit-

ish government securities] : an interest-bearing government bond
having no maturity date but redeemable on call; specif : one first

issued by the British government in 1751 — usu. used in pi.

Con.SO.la.tion \,kanft)-sa-'la-sh3n\ n : the act or an instance of
consoling : the state of being consoled : comfort; also X something
that consoles (as a contest held for thosewho have lost early in a
tournament) — con>so.la-to.ry \kan-'so-l3-,tor-e, -'sal-a-, -,t6r-\
adj
Icon. sole \k3n-*sol\ vt [F consoler, fr. L consolari, fr. com- +
solari to console] : to alleviate the grief of syn see comfort
SCOn.sole \'kan-,sol\ n [F. fr. MF, short for consola-
teur bracket in human shape, Ut., consoler, fr. L
consolator, fr. consolatus, pp. of consolari'i 1 : an
architectural member projecting from a wall to form a
bracket or from a keystone for ornament 2 a : the
desk from which an organ is played and which con-
tains the keyboards, pedal board, and other control-
ling mechanisms b : a panel or cabinet on which are
mounted dials, switches, and other apparatus used
in centrally controlling electrical or mechanical de-
vices 3 : a cabinet (as for a radio or television set)
designed to rest directly on the floor

console table n : a table fixed to a wall with its top
supported by consoles; broadly : a table designed to
fit against a wall

con.sol.i.date \k3n-'saI-3-,dat\ vb [L consolidatus,
pp. of consolidare to make solid, fr. com- + solidus
solid] vt 1 : to join together into one whole : unite
2 : to make firm or secure ; strengthen (^ the beach-
head) 3 ; to form into a compact mass "^ vi ; to
become consolidated; specif : merge console sup-

consolidated school n : a public usu. elementary porting a
school formed by merging other schools cornice

con.sol.i-da-tion Xkan-.sal-s-'da-shanX n 1 : the act
or process of consolidating ; the state of being consolidated
2 : the merger of two or more corporations 3 : alteration of
lung tissue from an aerated condition to one of solid consistency

COn-SOm.md \,kan(t)-s»-'ma\ n [F, fr. pp. of consommer to com-
plete, boil down, fr. L consummare to complete — more at consum-
mate] : a clear soup usu. of beef, veal, and chicken

con-so.nance \'kan(t)-s(a-)n3n(t)s\ n 1 : harmony or agreement
among components 2a; correspondence or recurrence of sounds
esp. in words; specif ; recurrence or repetition of consonants esp.
at the end of stressed syllables without the like correspondence of
vowels b : an agreeable combination of musical tones c : sympa-
thetic vibration, resonance
con.so.nan-cy \-s(3-)nan-se\ n : consonance 1

l00n.so.nant \'kan(t)-s(3-)nant\ n [ME, fr. L consonant-, conso-
nans, fr. prp. of consonare'\ 1 : one of a class of speech sounds (as

\p\. \g\. \n\, \I\, \s\, \r\) characterized by constriction or
closure at one or more points in the breath channel 2 : a letter
representing a consonant; esp ; any letter of the English alphabet
except a, e, i, o, and u
^consonant adj [MF. fr. L consonant-, consonans prp. of consonare
to sound together, agree, fr. com- + sonare to sound] 1 : being
in agreement or harmony 2 ; marked by musical consonances
3 : having like sounds <'^ words) 4 ; relating to or exhibiting
consonance : resonant — con.so.nant*ly adv
syn consistent, compatible, congruous, congenl\l, sympa-

thetic: consonant implies the absence of elements making for
discord or difficulty; consistent may also imply this or it may stress
absence of contradiction between things or between details of the
same thing; compatible suggests having a capacity for existing or
functioning together without disagreement, discord, or mutual
interference; congruous is more positive in suggesting a pleasing
effect resulting from fitness or appropriateness of component ele-
ments; congenial implies a generally satisfying harmony between
personalities or a fitness to one's personal taste; sympathetic sug-
gests a more subtle or quieter kind of harmony than congenial

con.so.nan.tal \,kanft)-s3-'nant-'l\ adj : relating to, being, or
marked by a consonant or group of consonants
consonant shift n : a set of regular changes in consonant articula-
tion in the history of a language or dialect: a : such a set affecting
the Indo-European stops and distinguishing the Germanic lan-
guages from the other Indo-European languages b ; such a set
affecting the Germanic stops and distinguishing High German from
the other Germanic languages
icon.sort \'kan-,s6(3)ri\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L consort-, consors,
lit., one who shares a common lot, fr. com- + sort-, sors lot, share]
1 : associate 2 : a ship accompanying another 3 : spouse

aconsort n [MF consorte, fr. consori'\ 1 : conjunction, associa-
tion 2 a : a group of musicians entertaining by voice or instru-
ment b : a set of musical instruments of the same family
3con.sort \k3n-'s6(3)rt, kan-', 'kan-,\ vr 1 : unite, associate
2 obs : escort -^ vi 1 ; to keep company 2 obs : to make harmony
: play 3 : accord, harmonize

con.sor.tlum \k3n-'sor-sh(e-)3m. -'s6rt-e-3m\ n, pi con.sor-tia
\-'s6r-sh(e-)3, -'s6rt-e-3\ [L, fellowship, fr. consort-, consors}
1 : an international business or banking agreement or combination
2 : association, society 3 : the legal right of one spouse to the
company, affection, and service of the other

COn-spe-cif-iC \,kan(t)-spi-'sif-ik\ adj [NL conspecies congeneric
species] : of the same species

con. spec. tus Vkan-'spek-tasX n [L, fr. conspectus, pp. of conspicere}
1 ; a usu. brief survey or summary often providing an overall view
2 ; outline, synopsis syn see abridgment

COn-spic.U.OUS \k3n-'spik-y3-w3s\ adj [L conspicuus, fr. con-
spicere to get sight of, fr. com- + specere to look] 1 ; obvious to
the eye or mind 2 : attracting attention : striking 3 : marked
by a noticeable violation of good taste syn see noticeable —
con.spiC'U.ouS'ly adv ~ con*spic>U'OUS*ness n

con.spir-a.cy \k3n-'spir-3-se\ n [ME conspiracie, fr. L con-
spiratus, pp. of conspirare'] 1 : the act of conspiring together.
2 a : an agreement among conspirators b : a group of conspirators
syn see plot
con-spir-a.tor \k3n-'spir-3t-3r\ n : one that conspires : plotter
con.spir.a.to-ri.al \k3n-,spir-3-'t6r-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj : of. relating
to. or suggestive of a conspiracy— con.spir.a.to>ri.al>ly \-e\ adv

con. spire \k3n-'spT(9lr\ vb [ME conspiren, fr. MF conspirer, fr. L
conspirare to breathe together, agree, conspire, fr. com- + spirare to
breathe — more at spirii] vr ; plot, contrive « vj 1 ; to join in a
secret agreement to do an unlawful or wrongful act or to use such
means to accomplish a lawful end 2 ; to act in harmony
COn.sta-ble \'kan(t)-st3-b3l, •k3n(t)-\ n [ME conestable, fr. OF,
fr. LL comes stabuli, lit., officer of the stable] 1 : a high officer
of a medieval royal or noble household 2 : the warden or governor
of a royal castle or a fortified town 3 a : a pubUc officer respon-
sible for keeping the peace and for minor judicial duties b : a
British policeman of the lowest rank

icon-stab-u-lary \k3n-'stab-y3-,ler-e\ n 1 : the organized body of
constables of a particular district or country 2 : a military police
force organized separately from the regular army
^constabulary adj : of or relating to a constable or constabulary
COn'Stan-cy \*kan(t)-st3n-se\ n 1 a : steadfastness of mind under
duress : FORTrruDE b : fideuty. loyalty 2 : freedom from change
ICOn.Stant \'kan(t)-st3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. L constant-,
constans, fr. prp. of constare to stand firm, be consistent, fr. com- -H

stare to stand — more at stand] 1 ; steadfast, resolute; also
: faithful 2 ; invariable, uniform 3 : continually recurring
: regular syn see FAnnpuL, continual — con.stant-ly adv

^constant n : something invariable or unchanging: as a ; a number
that has a fixed value in a given situation or universally or that is

characteristic of some substance or instrument b : a number that is

assumed not to change value in a given mathematical discussion
C : a term in logic with a fixed designation

con.stel.late \'kanft)-st3-,lat\ vt 1 : to unite in a cluster 2 : to
set or adorn with or as if with constellations -^ vi ; cluster

con.stel.la.tion \,kan(t)-st3-'la-sh3n\ n [ME constellacioun, fr,

MF constellation, fr. LL constellation-, constellatio, fr. constellatus
studded with stars, fr. L com- + Stella star — more at sfar]
1 a : the configuration of stars esp. at one's birth b obs ; character
or constitution as determined by the stars 2 : any of 88 arbitrary
configurations of stars or an area of the celestial sphere covering
one of these configurations 3 : an assemblage, collection, or
gathering of usu. related persons, qualities, or things — con-stel-
la-tcry \k3n-'stel-3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj

con.ster'iiate \'kan(t)-st3r-,nat\ vt : to fill with consternation
con.ster.na.tion \,kan(t)-si3r-'na-sh3n\ n [F or L; F, fr. L con-
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sternation-, consternatio. It. constematus, pp. of constemare to
bewilder, alarm, fr. com- + -sternare (akin to OE starian to stare)]

: amazement or dismay that_ hinders or throws into confusion
COn-sU'Pate \'kan(t)-st3-,pat\ vt [ML constipatus, pp. of con-
slipare, fr. L, to crowd together, fr. com- + stipare to press together— more at stiff] : to make costive : cause constipation in

con>stl>pa>tion \,kan(t)-st3-*pa-sh3n\ n : abnormally delayed or
infrequent passage of dry hardened feces

Con-stlt*u<eu>cy \k3n-'st!ch-C3-)w3n-se\ 77 1 : a body of citizens
entitled to elect a representative to a legislative or other public body
2 ; the residents in an electoral district 3 : an electoral district

icon.stit.u.ent \k9n-*stich-(3-)w3nt\ n [F constituant, fr. MF, fr.

prp. of constituer to constitute, fr. L constiiuere} 1 ; one who
authorizes, another to act for him : principal 2 : an essential part
: COMPONENT, ELEMENT 3 : one of two or more linguistic forms that
enter into a construction or a compound and are either immediate
(as he and writes reviews in the construction "he writes reviews")
or ultimate (as he, write, -s, review, and -s in the same construction)
4 a : one of a group who elects another to represent him in a public
office b ; a voter in a constituency syn see element

iconstituent adj [L constituent-, consiituens, prp. of constituerel
1 : serving to form, compose, or make up a unit or whole : com-
ponent 2 : having the power to create a government or frame or
amend a constitution <a -^ assembly) — con-stit*u-ent-l7 adv

COU-Sti*tute \'kan(t)-st3-,t(y)iit\ vt [L consiitutus, pp. of constituere
to set up. constitute, fr. com- + statuere to set — more at statltfe]
1 : to appoint to an office, function, or dignity 2 ; to set up
: establish: as a : enact b : found c (l) ; to give due or lawful
form to (2) : to legally process 3 : form, compose

COn*sti>tu<tion \,kan(t)-st9-'t(y)ii-sh3n\ n 1 : an established law or
custom : ordinance 2 : the act of establishing, making, or setting

up 3a: the physical makeup of the individual comprising inherited
quahties modified by environment : physique b : the structure,
composition, physical makeup, or nature of something 4 : Uie
mode in which a state or society is organized; esp : the manner in

which sovereign power is distributed 6a: the fundamental prin-

ciples of a nation, state, or body politic that determine the powers
and duties of the government and guarantee certain rights to the
people and that together constitute the organic law of the land
bra written instrument embodying such rules

lCOn-Sti>tU>Uon>al X-shnsI, -shan-^lX adj 1 : relating to, inherent
in, or affecti,ng the constitution of body or mind 2 : of, relating to,

or entering into the fundamental makeup of something : essential
3 : in accordance with or authorized by the constitution of a state

or society 4 : regulated by or ruling according to a constitution (•^

monarchy) 5 : of or relating to a constitution 6 : loyal to or
supporting an established constitution or form of government

2constitutional n : a walk or other exercise taken for one's health
con*sti*tu-tion>al*isni y.iz-sniX « : adherence to or government
according to constitutional principles; also : a constitutional
system of government — con>sti-tu>tion>aMst \-3St\ n

Con<sti*tu-tion<al>i>ty \-,t(yjii-sh9-'naI-3t-e\ n : the quality or state

of being constitutional; esp : accordance with the provisions of a

con.sti.tu.lion.aMy \-'t(y)U-shna-le, -shan-'I-e\ adv la: in
accordance with one's constitution b : in structure, composition,
or constitution 2 : in accordance with poUtical constitution

Con*stl*tu-tive \'k'an(t)-st3-,t(y)iit-iv, ksn-'stich-at-ivX adj 1 : hav-
ing the power to enact or establish : constructive 2 : constitu-
ent, essential 3 : relating to or dependent on constitution <a '^

property) — coii'Sti'tu-tive.ly adv
COn.Strain \k3n-'stran\ vt iM.E' constrainen, fr. MF constraindre,
fr. L constringere to constrict, constrain, fr. com- + stringere to
draw tight — more at strain] 1 : compel 2 : to force or produce
in an unnatural or strained manner <a -^ed smile) 3 : to secure by
or as if by bond : confine 4 : to bring into narrow compass; also

; to clasp tightly 5 : to hold back by force; syn see force —
coii*straiiied>ly X-'stra-nad-le, -'stran-dle\ adv

con.straint \k3n-'strant\ n [ME, fr. MF constraint^ fr. con-
straindre} 1 a : the act of constraining : the state of being con-
strained : compulsion; also : restraint b : a constraining agency
or force ; check 2 a : repression of one's own feelings, behavior,
or actions b : a sense of being constrained ; embarrassment

COn«StriCt \k3n-'strikt\ vb [L constrictus, pp. of constringere"} vt

1 a : to draw together b : compress, squeeze 2 : to cause to falter

: stultify '^ VI : to become constricted syn see contract— con-
striC'tive \-'strik-tiv\ adj

COll>5tric>tion \k3n-'strik-shan\ n X z an act or product of con-
stricting 2 : the quality or state of being constricted 3 : something
that constricts

COn>StriC>tor \kan-'strik-tar\ n 1 : one that constricts 2 : a
muscle that contracts a cavity or orifice or compresses an organ
3 ; a snake that kills prey by compression in its coils ^

con.stringe \kan-'strinj\ v/ [L consf/were] 1 : constrict 2 : to
cause to shrink — con>strin>gent \-'strin-J3nt\ adj
COn>Stru>able Xksn-'strli-s-balX adj ; that may be construed
icon.Struct \k3n-'str3kt\ vt [L constructus, pp. of construere, fr.

com- + struere to build] 1 : to make or form by combining parts

2 : to set in logical order 3 : to draw (a geometrical figure) with
suitable instruments and under specified conditions — con.struct-
ible \-'strpk-t3-b3l\ adj— con.struc-tor \-t3r\ n

2con-Struct \'kan-,str3kt\ n : something constructed esp. by mental
synthesis (as the concept of a physical object out of sense-data)
COn.Struction \kan-'str3k-sh3n\ n 1 : the arrangement and con-
nection of words or groups of words in a sentence : syntactical
arrangement 2 : the process, art, or manner of constructing; also
: a thing constructed 3 : the act or result of construing, interpret-
ing, or explaining 4 : a nonrepresentational sculptural creation
composed of often disparate elements — con.struc.tion.al
\-shn3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj— con-struc.tion-al-Iy \-e\ adv

con.struc-tion-ist \k3n-'str3k-sh(3-)n3st\ n : one who construes an
instrument (as the U.S. Constitution) in a specific way <a strict '-«>

con.structive \k3n-'strak-tiv\ adj 1 : declared such by judicial
construction or interpretation <~ fraud) 2 ; of or relating to
construction 3 : promoting improvement or development <j^
criticism) — con.struc-tive-ly adv — con.struc.tive.ness n
con.struc.liv-ism \k3n-'str3k-ti-,viz-3m\ n ; nonfigurative art
concerned with formal organization of planes and expression of

volume in terms of modem industrial materials (as glass and plastic)— con.struC'tlv.ist \-ti-v3st\ adj or n
Con.Strue \kan-'stru\ vb [ME construen, fr. LL construere, fr. L.
to construct] vt 1 ; to analyze the arrangement and connection of
words in (a sentence or sentence part) 2 : to understand or ex-
plain the sense or intention of usu. in a particular way or with re-
spect to a given set of circumstances -^ vi ; to construe a sentence or
sentence part esp. in connection with translating
COn.SUb.Stan.tial \.kan(t)-s3b-'stan-ch3l\ ady [LL consubstantialis,
fr. L com- + substantia substance] : of the same substance
con-sub.stan.ti.a.tion \,kan(t)-s9b-.stan-che-'a-sh3n\ n : the ac-
tual substantial presence and combination of the body of Christ
with the eucharistic bread and wine

con.sue.tude \'kan(t)-swi-,t(y)ud, k3n-'su-3-\ n [ME, fr. L con-
suetudo — more at custom] : social usage : custom — con.sue-
tu-di.nary \,kan(t)-swi-'t(y)iid-'n-.er-e. k3n-.sU-3-\ adj

con.sul \'kan(t)-s3l\ n [Mti, fr. L, fr. consulere] 1 a : either of two
joint amiually elected chief magistrates of the Roman republic
b : one of three chief magistrates of the French republic from 1799
to 1804 2 : an official appointed by a government to reside in a
foreign country to represent the commercial interests of citizens of
the appointing country — con>sul>ar \-s(3-)l3r\ adj — con>sul-
ship \-s3l-,ship\ n

con.sul. ate \'kan(t)-s(3-)l3t\ n 1 ; a government by consuls
2 ; the office, term of office, or jurisdiction of a consul 3 : the
residence of a consul
^con.SUlt \k3n-'s3lt\ vb [MF or L; MF consulter, fr. L consuUare,
jr. consultus, pp. of consulere to deliberate, counsel, consult] vt

1 a : to ask the advice or opinion of <r^ a doctor) b ; to refer to
2 ; to have regard to ; consider ^ vi 1 : to consult a person
2 ; to dehberate together : confer — con*sult.er n

acon.sult \kan-'s3lt, *kan-,\ n : consultation
con.sul.tant \k3n-'sslt-'nt\ n 1 : one who consults another
2 : one who gives professional advice or services : expert

con.sul'ta.tion \,kan(t)-s3l-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : council, conference;
specif ; a deliberation between physicians on a case or its treatment
2 : the act of consulting or conferring

con.sul.ta-tive Xksn-'ssl-tst-iv. 'kan(t)-s3l-,tat-iv\ adj : of, re-
lating to, or intended for consultation : advisory <'^ conunittee)
con.sul-tive \kan-'s3l-tiv\ adj : consultative
cou.sul'tor \k3n-'s3l-t3r\ n : one that consults or advises; esp : a
member of a Roman Catholic diocesan advisory council similar to a
cathedral chapter
con.sum-able Xkan-'su-ma-bslV adj ; capable of being consumed
COn.SUme \k3n-'sum\ vb [ME consumen, fr. MF or L; MF con-
sumer, fr. L consumere, fr. com- + sumere to take up, take, fr. sub-
up + emere to take— more at sub-, redeem] vt 1 : to do away with
completely : destroy 2 a ; to spend wastefully ; squander
b : to use up : EXPEND 3 : to eat or drink esp. in great quantity
4 : to engage fully ; engross '^ vi : to waste or bum away : perish
con.sum.ed.ly \k3n-'sii-m3d-le\ adv : excessively
COn-sum-er \k3n-'sij-m3r\ n : one that consumes; specij : one that
utilizes economic goods
consumer credit n : credit granted to an Individual esp. to finance
purchase of consumer goods or defray personal or family expenses
consumer goods n pi i goods that directly satisfy human wants
icon.sum.raate Xksn-'ssm-st, 'kan(t)-s3-m3t\ adj [ME, fr. L
consummatus, pp. of consummare to sum up, finish, fr. com- +
summa sum] 1 ; complete in every detail : perfect 2 : extremely
skilled and accomphshed <a -^ liar) 3 : of the highest excellence or
greatest degree i^ skill) — con>sum.mate.ly adv

2con-sum-mate \'kan(t)-s3-,mat, vr / <5 vi also kan-'sam-st, -,at\
vf 1 a : finish, complete b : to make perfect : achieve 2 : to
complete by sexual intercourse ('^ a marriage) '— vi ; to become
perfected — con.sum.ma.tion \.kan(t)-s3-*ma-sh3n\ n — con-
sum.ma.tive Vkan(t)-s3-,mat-iv, kan-'ssm-at-ivX adj — con-
sum.ma.tor \'kanCt)-s3-,mat-3r, also ksn-'sam-at-ar, -,at-\ n —
con.sum.ma. to. ry \k3n-'s3m-a-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adv

con.sump.tion \k3n-'s3m(p)-sh3n\ n [ME consumpcioun, fr. L
consumption-, consumpiio, fr. consumptus, pp. of consumere}
1 : the act or process of consuming 2 : the utilization of economic
goods in the satisfaction of wants or in the process of production
resulting chiefly in their destruction, deterioration, or transforma-
tion 3 a : a progressive wasting away of the body esp. from pul-
monary tuberculosis b : tuberculosis
Icon-sump, live \k3n-'s3m(p)-tiv\ adj 1 : tending to consume
2 : of, relating to, or affected with consumption — COn>sump-
tive-ly adv

2consumptive n : a person affected with consumption
Icon-tact \'kan-,takt\ n [F or L; F, fr. L contactus, fr. contactus,

pp. of contingere to have contact with] la: union or junction of
surfaces b (1) : the junction of two electrical conductors through
which a current passes (2) : a special part made for such a junction
or connection 2 a : association, relationship b : connection,
communication c : direct visual observation of the earth's surface
made from an airplane esp. as an aid to navigation d : an establish-

ing of communication with someone or an observing or receiving
of a significant signal from a person or object 3 : one serving
as a carrier or source

scon.tact \'kan-,takt, k3n-'takt\ vt 1 ; to bring into contact
2 a : to enter or be in contact with : join b : to get in communica-
tion with <-« your local dealer) -^ vi : to make contact

3Con.tact Vkan-,takt\ adj : maintaining, involving, or caused by
contact
"con.tact \'kan-,takt\ adv : by contact flying

contact Hying n : navigation of an airplane by means of direct ob-
servation of landmarks

contact lens n : a thin lens designed to fit over the cornea
contact print n i a photographic print made with the negative in
contact with the sensitized paper, plate, or film

con.ta.gion \k3n-'ta-J3n\ n [ME, fr. MF& L; MF, fr. 'L contagion-
contagio, fr. contingere to have contact with, pollute] la: the
transmission of a disease by direct or indirect contact b : a con-
tagious disease era disease-producing agent (as a virus) 2a: poi-
son b : contagious influence, quality, or nature C : corrupting
influence or contact 3a: rapid communication of an influence (as

a doctrine or emotional state) b : an influence that spreads rapidly
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contagious 180 continuant

COIl*ta*gions \k3n-'ta-J3s\ ad) 1 ! cotomunlcable by contact
; CATCHING 2 ; bearing contagion 3 : used for contagious dis-
eases — con*ta>gioas>l7 adv — con^ta-gions-ness n
contagious abortion n : a contagious or infectious disease (as a
brucellosis) of domestic animals characterized by abortion

con.ta.gium \k3n-'ta-j(e-)am\ n, pi con-ta-gia \-j(e-)3\ [L, con-
tagion, fr. contingerej ; a virus or living organism capable of caus-
ing a communicable disease

COU.tain \k3n-'tan\ vb [ME conteinen. fr. OF contenij, fr. L con-
tinere to hold together, hold in, contain, fr. com- + tenere to hold —
more at thin] vt 1 : to keep within limits ; restrain; specij ; to
follow successfully a policy of containment toward 2 a : to have
within ; HOLD b : comprise, include 3 a : to be divisible by usu.
without a remainder b : enclose, bound "^ v/ ; to restrain oneself— con^tain-able \-'ta-na-b3l\ adj
syn hold, accommodate: contain implies the actual presence of

a specified substance or quantity within something; hold implies
the capacity of containing or the usual or permanent function of
containing or keeping; accommodate stresses holding without
crowding or inconvenience

COn>tain<er \k3n-'ta-n3r\ n : one that contains; esp : a receptacle
or a flexible covering for shipment of goods
con.tain.ment Xksn-'tan-msntV n 1 ; the act or process of contain-
ing 2 : the policy, process, or result of preventing the expansion of
a hostile power or ideology

Con>tani>i>nant Xkan-'tam-s-nsntV n : something that contaminates
COn>tam>i>nate \kan-'tam-9-,nat\ vt [L contaminatus, pp. of con-
taminare; akin to L contagio contagion] 1 : to soil, stain, or infect
by contact or association 2 : to make unfit for use by introduc-
tion of unwholesome or undesirable elements — con<>tain>i>iia<tiV6
\-,nat-iv\ adj — con>tani>i-na>tor \-,nat-3r\ n
syn contaminate, taint, pollute, defile mean to make impure or

unclean, contaminate implies intrusion of or contact with an out-
side source as the cause; taint implies that corruption and decay
have begun to take effect; pollute stresses the loss of purity and
cleanness through contamination; defile implies befouling of what
ought to be clean and pure and suggests violation or desecration
Con-tam.i>na>Uon Xksn-.tam-s-'na-shsnX n : a contaminating or
state of being contaminated; also ; something that contaminates

conte \k6"t\ n [F] ; a short tale esp. of adventure
COn-temn \k3n-'tem\ vt [ME coniempnen, fr. MF contempner, fr. L
contemnere, fr. com- + temnere to despise — more at stamp] ; to
view or treat with contempt : disdain, scorn syn see despise —
con-tem-ner also con*tem>nor \-'tem-3r, -'tem-nsrV n

con.tern.plate X'kant-sm-.plat. "kan-.tem-X vt [L contemplatus,
pp. of contemplari, fr. com- + templum space marked out for ob-
servation of auguries — more at temple] 1 ; to view or consider
with continued attention ; meditate on 2 : to have in view as
contingent or probable or as an end or intention '^ vi ; ponder,
MEDITATE syn see consider — con-tem>pla>tor \-.plat-ar\ n

con.tern>pla-tiou X.kant-am-'pla-shan, ,kan-.tem-\ n 1 a : con-
centration on spiritual things as a form of private devotion bra
state of mystical awareness of God's being 2 : an act of considering
with attention : study 3 : the act of regarding steadily 4 : in-
tention, EXPECTATION
icon.tem.pla.tive \k3n-'tem-pl3t-iv; 'kant-am-.plat-, 'kan-.tem-\
adj : marked by or given to contemplation; specij : of or relating
to a religious order devoted to prayer and penance — con-tem-
pla.tive.ly adv — con.tera.pla.Uve.ness n
zcontemplatlve n : one who practices contemplation
con.tera.po.ra.ne.ity \k3n-,tem-p(3-)r3-'ne-at-e, ,l^n-\ n : the
quality or state of being contemporaneous
con-tem-po.ra*ne>ous \-p3-'ra-ne-3s\ adj [L contemporaneus, fr,

com- + tempor-, tempus time] ; existing, occurring, or originating
during the same time syn see contemporary — con>teni>po-
ra.ne.ous'ly adv — con.tem-po-ra.ne.ons.ness n

Icon.tem.po.rary \k3n-'tem-p3-,rer-e\ adj [com- + L tempor-,
tempus} 1 : happening, existing, living, or coming into being dur-
ing the same period bf time 2 a : simultaneous b : marked by
characteristics of the present period ; modern
syn contemporary, contemporaneous, coeval, synchronous,

SIMULTANEOUS, COINCIDENT mean existing or occurring at the same
time, contemporary is likely to apply to people and what relates to
them, contemporaneous to events; both suggest time spans
measured in years; coeval refers usu. to periods, ages, eras, eons;
synchronous implies exact correspondence in time and esp. in
periodic intervals; simultaneous implies correspondence in instant
of time; coincident stresses simultaneousness of events and may be
used in order to avoid implication of causal relationship
aconlemporary n 1 : one that is contemporary with another
2 : one of the same or nearly the same age as another

con.tempt \k3n-'tem(pU\ n [ME, fr. L contemptus, fr. contemptus,
pp. of contemnere} la: the act of despising or the state of mind of
one who despises ; disdain b ; lack of respect or reverence for
something 2 ; the state of being despised 3 : willful disobedi-
ence to or open disrespect of a court, judge, or legislative body
con.tempi.ible \k3n-'temfp)-t3-b3i\ adj 1 : worthy of contempt

; despicable 2 obs : scornful, contemptuous — con.tempt-
Ible.ness n — con*tempt*ibly \-bIe\ adv
syn DESPICABLE, PFTIABLE, SORRY, SCURVY. CHEAP, BEGGARLY mean

arousing or deserving scorn, contemptible may imply any quality
provoking scorn or a low standing in any scale of values; despica-
ble may imply utter worthlessness and usu. suggests arousing an
attitude of moral indignation; prriABLE applies to what inspires
mixed contempt and pity; sorry may stress pitiable inadequacy or
may suggest wretchedness or sordidness; scurvy adds to despicable
an implication of arousing disgust; cheap and beggarly imply the
mean and paltry; cheap may also stress meretricious availability

con.temp.tu.ous \-*tem(p')-chaC-w3)s, -'tem(p)sh-w3s\ adj [L
contemptus contempt] : manifesting, feeling, or expressing contempt— con.temp'ta.ous.Iy adv — con.temp.ta.ous.ness n
Con.tend \k3n-'tend\ vb [MF or L; MF contendre. fr. L contendere,
fr. com- + tendere to stretch] vi 1 ; to strive or vie in contest or
rivalry or against difficulties 2 : to strive in debate : argue^ vt \ \ maintain, assert 2 : to struggle for — con.tend. er n
icon.tent \k3n-'tent\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L contentus, fr. pp. of
continere to hold in, contain] : satisfied, contented

^content vt 1 : to appease the desires of 2 : to limit (oneself) in
requirements, desires, or actions syn see satisfy
^content n : contentment; esp : freedom from care or discomfort
4con*tent \'kan-,tent\ n [ME, fr, L contentus, pp. of continere to

contain] 1 usu pi a : something contained <room*s —s) b : the
topics or matter treated in a written work 2 a : stmsTANCE, gist
b : essential meaning : signihcance c : the events, physical detail,
and information in a work of art 3 a : the matter dealt with in a
field of study b ; a part, element, or complex of parts 4 : the
amount of specified material contained : proportion

con.tent.ed \k3n-'tent-3d\ adj : satisfied or manifesting satisfaction
with one's possessions, status, or situation <a -^ smile> — con-
tent. ed.ly adv — con'tent-ed-ness n

COn-ten.tion \k3n-'ten-ch3n\ n [ME contencloun, fr. MF, fr. L
contention-, contentlo, fr, contentus, pp. of contendere to contend]
1 ; an act or instance of contending : strife 2 : a point advanced
or maintained in a debate or argument syn see discord

con>ten>tious \k3n-'ten-ch3s\ adj 1 ; argumentative, quarrel-
some 2 : hkely to cause contention <a ^ argument) syn see
belligerent — con-ten.tious.ly adv — con>ten-Uou5<ness n

con-tent.ment Xkan-'tent-mantX n 1 ; the quality or state of being
contented 2 : something that contents
con.ter.mi-nous Xksn-'tar-ma-nss, kan-\ adj [L conterminus, fr.

com- + terminus boundary — more at term] 1 ; coterminous
2 : having a common boundary — ccn.ter.mi.nous>ly adv

icon-test Xksn-'test, 'kan-,\ vb [MF contester, fr. L contestari
(litem) to bring an action at law, fr. contestari to call to witness,
fr. com- + testis witness] vt ; to make the subject of dispute, con-
tention, or litigation; esp ; dispute, challenge '^ vi : strive, vie— con>test<able \-3-b3l\ adj — con.test-er n

3con*test \'kan-,test\ n 1 : a struggle for superiority or victory
2 : a competition in which each contestant performs without direct
contact with or interference from his competitors
con.tes.tant Xkan-'tes-tant, also 'kan-,\ n 1 : one that participates
in a contest 2 ; one that contests an award or decision

Con.tes.ta.tiou \,kan-,tes-'ta-sh3n\ n ; an act or instance of
contesting : controversy
con-text \'kan-,tekst\ n [ME, weaving together of words, fr. L
contextus connection of words, coherence, fr. contextus, pp. of
contexere to weave together, fr. com- + texere to weave] 1 ; the

Sarts of a discourse that surround a word or passage and can throw
ght upon its meaning 2 : milieu, environment — con-lex. tu.al

\kan-'teks-ch3(-wa)l, k3n-\ adj— con-tex-tu-al-ly \-e\ adv
COn.tex.tnre \kan-'teks-char, "kan-,, kan-'\ n [F, fr. L contextus,

pp.] 1 : the act, process, or maimer of weaving parts into a whole;
also : a structure so formed <a ~ of lies) 2 ; context

Con-ti-gU'ity \,kant-3-'gyU-at-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
contiguous : proximity
Con.tig.u-ons \k3n-'tig-y3-w3s\ adj [L contiguus, fr. contingere
to have contact with] 1 : being in actual contact : touchino
2 : adjoining 3 : next or near in time or sequence syn see adja-
cent — con-tig-u-ous'ly adv — con.tlg<u-ous>ness n
Con.ti-nence \'kant-'n-on(t)s\ n 1 ; self-rectraint 2 : ability

to refrain from a bodily activity

lC0n.ti.nent \'kant-=n-3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L continent-, con-
tinens, fr. prp. of continere to hold in] 1 ; exercising continence
2 obs ; restrictive — con.ti-nent-ly adv

2con.ti.nent \'kant-'n-ant, 'kant-nantX n [in senses 1 & 2, fr. L
continent-, continens, prp. of continere to hold together, contain;
in senses 3 & 4, fr. L continent-, continens continuous mass of land,
mainland, fr. continent-, continens, prp.] 1 archaic ; container,
RECEPTACLE 2 archaic : a summary example ; epitome 3 : main-
land 4a: one of the usu. seven great divisions of land on the
globe b cap : the continent of Europe — used with the

icon.ti.nen-tal \,kant-'n-'ent-''l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, orcharac--
teristic of a continent <-" waters); specij : of or relating to the
continent of Europe as distinguished from the British Isles 2 ojten
cap : of or relating to the colonies later forming the U.S. (^Conti-

nental Congress) — con.ti.nen.tal-ly \-'I-e\ adv
^continental n l a ojten cap ; an American soldier of the Revolu-
tion in the Continental army b ; a piece of Continental paper
currency c : an inhabitant of a continent and esp. the continent
of Europe 2 : the least bit <not worth a '^>

continental code n : the international Morse code
continental shelf n : a shallow submarine plain of varying width
forming a border to a continent and typic^y ending in a steep
slope to the oceanic abyss

con-tin-gence \kan-'tin-j3nCt)s\ n 1 : tangency 2 ; contin-
gency
con. tin.gen.cy \k9n-'dn-j3n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
contingent 2 : a contingent event or condition: as a : a possible
or unforeseen occurrence b : something liable to happen as an
adjunct to something else syn see juncture
icon. tin.gent \k3n-'tin-j3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L contingent-,

contingens, prp. of contingere to have contact with, befall, fr. com-
+ tangere to touch] 1 : likely but not certain to happen : possi-

ble 2a: happening by chance or unforeseen causes b : intended
for use in circumstances not completely foreseen c : unpredict-
able 3 ; dependent on or conditioned by something else 4 : not
logically necessary; esp : empirical, factual 5 : not necessitated

: FREE syn see accidental — con. tin. gent.ly adv
2contingent n 1 : something contingent : contingency 2 : a
quota or share esp. of persons (as troops or athletes) supplied
from or representative of an area or group

con.tin-u.al \k3n-'tin-yaC-w3)l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L continuus
continuous] 1 : continuing indefinitely in time without interrup-
tion <-^ fear) 2 : recurring in steady rapid succession 3 : forming
a continuous series — con-tin-u-aMy \-e\ adv
syn continuous, constant, incessant, perpetual, perennial;

continual implies a close prolonged succession or recurrence;

continuous usu. implies an uninterrupted flow or spatial ex-
tension; constant implies uniform or persistent occurrence or
recurrence; incessant implies ceaseless or uninterrupted activity;

perpetual suggests unfailing repetition or lasting duration;
perennial implies enduring existence often through constant
renewal

con-tin-u-ance \k3n-'tin-y3-w3nCt)s\ n 1 a : the act or process
of continuing in a state, condition, or course of action b : pro-
longation, duration 2 : continuity 3 : sequel 4 : adjourn-
ment of court proceedings to a future day syn see continuation
con-tin-u.ant \-y3-w3nt\ n : something that continues or serves

as a continuation (as a consonant that may be continued or
prolonged without alteration during one emission of breath)
— continuant adj



confinuate 181 contrary

con*tbi>n*ate \-wst, -,wat\ ad], obs ; continuous
COn*tm>U>a>tion \kan-,tin-y3-'wa-sh3n\ n 1 ; continuance in
or prolongation of a state or activity 2 : resumption after an
interruption 3 : something that continues, increases, or adds
syn CONTINUANCE, CONTINUITY: CONTINUATION suggests prolonga-

tion or resumption; continuance implies duration, perseverance,
or persistent lingering; coNTiNurrv stresses uninterrupted con-
nection, sequence, or extent

con.lin-u.a.tive Xkan-'tin-ya-.wat-iv, -y3-wat-iv\ adj : relating
to, causing, or in the process of continuation

con.tin.u.a.tor \k3n-'tin-y3-,wat-ar\ n : one that continues
COn>tiU.ue \k3n-*tin-(,)yij, -y3(-wi\ vb [ME continuen, fr. MF con-
tinner, fr. L continuare, fr. continuus'] vi 1 : to maintain without
interruption a condition, course, or action 2 : to remain in exis-
tence ; ENDURE 3 : to remain in a place or condition : stay
4 ; to resume an activity after interruption '— v/ 1 a : to carry
on or keep up : maintain {continued walking) b : prolong; specij
; to resume after intermission 2 : to cause to continue 3 ; to al-

low to remain in a place or condition : retain 4 ; to postpone
(a legal proceeding) by a continuance — con>tin<u*er \-ya-wsr\ n
syn continue, last, endure, abide, persist mean to exist in-

definitely, continue applies to a process going on without ending;
LAST stresses existing beyond what is normal or expected; endure
adds an implication of resisting destructive forces or agencies;
ABIDE implies stable and constant existing esp. as opposed to
mutability; persist suggests outlasting the normal or appointed
time and often connotes obstinacy or doggedness

con>tin<ued adj 1 : lasting or extending without interruption
; continuous 2 ; resumed after interruption <"^ story)

coutmiied iraction n : a fraction whose numerator is an integer
and whose denominator is an integer plus a fraction whose numera-
tor is an integer and whose denominator is an integer plus a
fraction and so on

con'tln.u^ing \k3n-'tin-ya-wio\ adj 1 ; continuous, constant
2 : needing no renewal : lasting

con.ti.nu.ity \,kant-''n-'(y)U-9t-e\ n 1 a ; uninterrupted con-
nection, succession, or union : cohesioNj coherence b ; per-
sistence without essential change c : umnterrupted duration in
time 2 : something that has, exhibits, or provides continuity: as
a ; a script or scenario in the performing arts I) : transitional
spoken or musical matter esp. for a radio or television program
C : the story and dialogue of a comic strip syn see continuation

COn>tin<UO \k3n-'tin-Cy)9-,wo\ n [It, fr. continuo continuous, fr.

L continuus"! t a bass part usu. for keyboard instrument used esp.
in baroque ensemble music
con.tin.u.ous \kan-'tin-ya-w3s\ adj [L continuus, fr. continere to
hold together] 1 : marked by uninterrupted extension in space,
time, or sequence 2 oj a junction : having a numerical difference
between a value at a point and a nearby point that can be made
arbitrarily small as the second point nears the first syn see con-
tinual — con-tin.U'Ous-ly adv ~ con*tin>u>ous>ne5S n
con>tin>u.um \k3n-'tin-y3-w3m\ n, pi con*tin.ua \-w3\ also
continuums [L, neut. of continuus} 1 : something absolutely
continuous and homogeneous of which no distinction of content
can be affirmed except by reference to something else (as duration)
2a: something in which a fundamental common character is

discernible amid a series of insensible or indefinite variations
b : an uninterrupted ordered sequence c : an identity of substance
uniting discrete parts; broadly ; cONTtNUrrv 3 ; a set with the
same transfinite cardinal number as the set of real numbers

Con-tort \k3n-'t6(3)rt\ vb [L contortus, pp. of contorquere, fr.

com- -H torquere to twist] vt ; to twist in a violent manner ^ vi

; to twist into a strained shape or expression syn see deform —
con-tOT'tion \-*tdr-sh3n\ n — con-tOT'tive \-'t6rt-iv\ adj

con>tort*ed \k3n-'t6rt-3d\ adj ; convolute (-^ leaves)
Con>tor>tlon*ist \k3n-'t6r-sh(3-)n3st\ n ; one who contorts;
specij : an acrobat who. specializes in unnatural body postures— con-tor-tion'iS'tic \k3n-,t6r-sh3-'nis-tik\ adj
icon.tour \'kan-.tu{3)r\ n [F fr. It contorno fr. contornare to
round off, sketch in outline, fr. L com- + tornare to turn in a
lathe, fr. tormts lathe] ; the outline of an esp. curving or irreg-
ular figure; also : the line representing this outline syn see outline
scontouT vr 1 a : to shape the contour of b : to shape to fit

contours 2 : to construct (as a road) in conformity to a contour
Scontour adj 1 : following contour lines or forming furrows or
ridges along them to retard erosion of sloping land by runoff
rainwater (^ plowing) 2 ; made to fit the contour of something
contour leather n ; one of the medium-sized feathers that form
the general covering of a bird and determine the external contour
contour line n : a line (as on a map) connecting the points on a
land surface that have the same elevation
contour map n : a map having contour lines

contra- prejix [ME, fr. L, fr. contra against, opposite — more at
counter] 1 : against : contrary : contrasting <conrz-adistinction)
2 ; pitched below normal bass <co/i/raoctave>

COn*tra>band \'kan-tr3-,band\ n [It contrabbando, fr. ML contra-
bannum, fr. contra- + bannus, bannum decree, of Gmc origin]
1 : illegal or prohibited traffic 2 : goods or merchandise whose
importation, exportation, or possession is forbidden; also : smug-
gled goods 3 : a Negro slave who during the Civil War escaped
to or was brought within the Union lines — contraband adj
con>tra>band>ist \-,ban-d3st\ n ; smuggler
COn>tra>bass \'kan-tr3-,bas\ n [It contrabbasso, fr. contra- +
basso bass] : double bass — con*tra>basS'ist \-,ba-s3st\ n

COn-tra.baS'SOon X.kan-tra-bs-'sUn, -(,)ba-\ n : the largest mem-
ber of the oboe family an octave lower in pitch than the bassoon
Con*tra>cep>tion \,kan-tr3-'sep-sh3n\ n {contra- + conception}

; voluntary prevention of conception or impregnation — con*tra-
cep'tive \-'sep-tiv\ adj or n
lC0n*tract \'kan-,trakt\ n [ME, fr. L contractus, fr. contractus,

pp. of contrahere to draw together, make a contract, reduce in
size, fr. com- + trahere to draw] 1 a : a binding agreement between
two or more persons or parties : covenant b ; betrothal 2 : a
writing made by the parties to evidence the terms and conditions
of a contract 3 ; the department or principles of law having to
do with contracts 4 ; an undertaking to win a specified num-
ber of tricks or points in bridge 6 l^contract} : a word or form

3 abut; 3 Kitten; 9r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke;'' rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; Q this;

undergoing contraction or resulting from contraction
^contract adj ; contracted <a '^ noun)
3Con. tract \vt la & vi l usu 'k'an-.trakt, others usu k3n-'trakt\ vb
[partly fr. MF contracter to agree upon, fr. L contractus n.; partly
fr. L contractus, pp. of contrahere to draw together] vt la: to
establish or undertake by contract b : betroth 2 a : catch
<'^ a disease) b ; incur <'^ an obligation) 3 a : limit, restrict
b : KNIT, WRINKLE <frown ^ed his brow) C : to draw together
: CONCENTRATE 4 ! SHORTEN, SHRINK 5 I to Shorten (as a word)
by omitting one or more sounds or letters «-' vi 1 : to make a
contract 2 a : to diminish in size b oj muscle : to draw to shorter
and broader size — con.traot*IbiM«ty \k3n-,trak-t3-'bil-3t-e,
,kan-\ n — con-tract'ible \k3n-'trak-t3-b3l, 'kan-,\ adj
syn CONTRACT, SHRINK, CONDENSE, COMPRESS, CONSTRICT, DE-

FLATE mean to decrease in bulk or volume, contract is a general
antonym for expand and applies to any drawing together of
bounding surfaces or component particles or to a reducing of area,
compass, or length; shrink implies a contracting or a loss of
material and stresses a faUing short of original dimensions; con-
dense implies a reducing of something homogeneous to greater
compactness without significant loss of content; compress implies
a pressing into a small compass and definite shape usu. against
resistance; constrict implies a tightening that reduces diameter:
deflate implies a contracting by reducing the internal pressure of
contained air or gas syn see in addition incur
contract bridge \^an-,trak (t)-\ n : a card game identical with auc-
tion bridge except that odd tricks do not count toward game or slam
bonuses unless undertaken in the contract

COH'tractile \k3n-'trak-t-'l\ adj : having the power or property of
contracting — con>trac-til*i*ty \,kan-,trak-'til-3t-e\ n
con*trac.tlon Xkan-'trak-shanX n 1 a : the action or process of
contracting : the state of being contracted b : the shortening and
thickening of a functioning muscle or muscle fiber c : a reduction
in business activity 2 : a shortening of a word, syllable, or word
group by omission of a sound or letter; also : a form produced by
such shortening ~ con°trac-tion-al \-'trak-shn3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj— cou.trac'tive \-'trak-tiv\ adj
con-tractor \'kan-,trak-t3r, k3n-'\ n 1 : one that contracts or Is

party to a contract: as a : one that contracts to perform work or
provide supplies on a large scale b : one that contracts to erect
buildings 2 : something (as a muscle) that contracts or shortens

con.trac.tu.al \k3n-'trak-ch3(-w3)l, kan-, -'traksh-w3l\ adj [L con-
tractus contract] : of, relating to, or constituting a contract —
con-tractu-aMy \-e\ adv

Con.traC'ture \k3n-'trak-char\ n : a permanent shortening (as of
muscle, tendon, or scar tissue) producing deformity or distortion

con. tra.diet \,kan-tr3-'dikt\ vt [L contradictus, pp. of contradicere,
fr. contra- + dicere to say, speak] 1 : to resist or oppose in argu-
ment 2 a : to assert the contrary of : gainsay b : to deny the truth
of 3 a : to be the contradictory of b ; to go counter to C : to act
in a manner contrary to syn see deny — con<tra>dict*abIe \-'dik-
ta-b3l\ adj — con>tra-dic>tor \-'dik-t3r\ n

con.tra.diction \,kan-tr3-'dik-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of contradict-
ing 2 : an expression or proposition containing contradictory
parts 3a: logical incongruity b : opposition of inherent factors
con-tra-dic>tiou5 \-sh3s\ adj i : contradictory, opposite
2 : given to or marked by contradiction : contrary

con.tra.dic-to-ri-ly \-'dik-to-)r3-le\ adv : in a contradictory
manner

con.tra.dic4o.ri.nes3 \-tC3-)re-n3s\ n : the quality or state of
being contradictory
icon.tra.dic.tQ.ry \.kan-tr3-'dik-t(9-)re\ n 1 a : something
that contradicts b : OPPOsrrE, contrary 2 : a proposition so related
to another that if either is true or false the other is false or true

2conlradictory adj l : contradictious 2 : involving, causing,
or constituting a contradiction syn see opposfte
con. tra-dis. tine. tlon \,kan-tr3-dis-'tir](k)-sh9n\ n : distinction by
contrast (painting in -^ to sculpture) — con'tra>dis.tiuc*tive
\-'tiofk)-tiv\ adj — con-tra.dis.tinc.tive.ly adv

con.tra.dis.tln.guish \-'tio-gwish\ vt : to distinguish by contrast
of qualities

con.trall \'kan-,tral\ n [condensation trail} : streaks of condensed
water vapor created in the air by an airplane or rocket at high
altitudes

COU'tra.in.dl'Cate \,kan-tr^'in-d3-,kat\ vt : to make (a treatment
or procedure) inadvisable — con'tra*in'di.ca>tion \-.in-d9-'ka-
sh3n\ n — con.tra.in.dic.a*tive \-in-'dik-3t-iv\ adj

con.tra-lat.er-al X-'Iat-a-ral, -'la-tr3l\ adj [ISV] : occurring on
or acting in conjunction with similar parts on an opposite side

COn.tral-tO \k3n-'tral-(,)to\ n, ojten attrib [It, fr. contra- + alto}

1 : the lowest female singing voice ; a singer with such a voice
2 : the part sung by a contralto

con.tra.oc.-tave \,kan-tr3-'ak-tiv, -tsv, -,tav\ n ; the musical
octave that begins on the third C below middle C

COn.tra.pO'Si.tion \-p3-'zish-3n\ n [LL contraposition-, contra-
positio, fr. L contrapositus, pp. of contraponere to place opposite,
fr. contra- + ponere to place] ; opposmoN, A>rrrrHEsis

con. trap. tion Xkan-'trap-shanX n [perh. blend of contrivance,
trap, and invention} : contrivance, gadget

con'tra.pun.tal \,kan-tra-'p3nt-'l\ adj [It contrappunto counter-
point, fr. ML contrapunctus} 1 : of or relating to counterpoint
2 : polyphonic — con.tra.pun.tal>ly X-^l-eX adv
con>tra>pun>tist \-'p3nt-3st\ n ; one who writes counterpoint
con.tra.ri.ety \,kan-tr3-'rT-3t-e\ n [MB contrariete, fr. MF con-
trariete, fr. LL contrarietal-, contrarietas, fr. L contrarius contrary]
1 ; the quality or state of being contrary 2 : something contrary

con.trar.i.ly Vkan-.trer-s-le, k3n-*\ adv : in a contrary way
con.trar.l.ness \-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being contrary
con.trar.i.ous Vksn-'trer-e-as, kan-\ adj : perverse, ANTAGONisnc
Con.trari'Wise \'kan-,trer-e-,wTz, kan-'X adv 1 : on the contrary
2 : CONVERSELY, VICE VERSA 3 ; PERVERSELY, CONTRARILY
icon.trary \'kan-,trer-e\ n 1 ; a fact or condition incompatible
with another : opposfte 2 : one of a pair of opposites 3 a : a
proposition so related to another that though both may be false
they cannot both be true b : either of two terms (as black and
white) that cannot both be affirmed of the same subject — by
contraries ; in a manner opposite to what is logical or expected



contrary 182 conversance

on the contrary ; just the opposite ! no — to the contrary

acon-tiary \'kan-.trer-e. in sense 4 ojten k3n-'tre(3)r-e\ adj [ME
contrarie, fr. MF contraire, fr. L contrarius, fr. contra opposite]
1 a ; diametrically different b ; opposite in character : tending to an
opposing course c : mutually opposed : antagonistic 2 : op-
posite in position, direction, or nature 3 : unfavorable — used
of wind or weather 4 : disposed to contradict or oppose
Syn PERVERSE, RESTIVE, BALKY, FROWARD, WAYWARD: CONTRARY

Implies a temperamental unwillingness to accept dictation or
advice; perverse may imply wrongheaded, determined, or cranky
opposition to what is reasonable or nonnal; restive suggests
unwillingness or inability to submit to discipline or follow orders;
BALKY suggests a refusing to proceed or acquiesce for no evident
or explainable reason; froward implies habitual and often defiant
disobedience; wayward suggests strong-willed capriciousness and
irregularity in behavior syn see in addition opposite
3con-trary \like zcontrarv\ adv : contrarily, contrariwise
lCOn>trast Vkan-,trast\ n 1 ; the act or process of contrasting
: the state of being contrasted 2 : a person or thing that exhibits
differences when contrasted 3 : diversity of adjacent parts in
color, emotion, and tone

acon-trast Xkan-'trast, 'kan-A vb [F contraster, fr. MF, to oppose,
resist, alter, of contrester, fr. (assumed) VL contrastare, fr. L
contra- + stare to stand] vi ; to exhibit contrast '— vr : to put in
contrast syn see compare — con-trast-able \-3-boI\ adj
COn>trasty \'kan-,tras-te, ksn-'X adj : having or producing in
photography great contrast between highlights and shadows
Con.tra.yene \,kan-tr3-'ven\ vt [MF or LL; MF contrevenir. fr. LL
contravenire. fr. L contra- + venire to come] 1 : to go or act
contrary to (•^ a law) 2 : to oppose in argument : contradict
<'--' a proposition) syn see deny — con«tra>ven«er n

con.tra-ven.tion \.kan-tra-'ven-ch3n\ n [MF. fr. LL contra-
ventus. pp. of contravenire'] : the act of contravening : violation

con-tre*danse \'kan-tra-,dan(t)s, ko"-tr3-da"s\ or con-tra dance
Vkan-tr9-,dan(t)s\ n [F contredanse, by folk etymology fr. E
country-dance} 1 : a folk dance in which couples face each other
in two lines or in a square 2 ; a piece of music for a contredanse
con.Ire-temps S'kan-tra-.ta", ko"-tr3-ta"\ n, pi con-tre-temps
\-{,)ia"(zl\ [F. fr. cnntre- counter- + temps time, fr. L tempus}
: an inopportune embarrassing occurrence : mishap

COn«trib»Ute Vkan-'trib-ystX vb [L contributus. pp. of contribuere,
fr. cnm- + tribuere to grant — more at tribute] vt 1 : to give or
supply in common with others 2 : to supply (as an article) for
a publication -^ vi 1 a : to give a part to a common fund or store
h : to share in a joint effort 2 : to submit articles to a publication
syn see conduce — con*trib*U'tor \-y3t-ar\ n

COU>tli>bU>tion \,kan-tr3-'byii-sh3n\ n 1 : an esp. extraordinary
levy or tax 2 : the act of contributing; also : the sum or thing
contributed 3 : a writing for publication esp. in a periodical —
con.trib.u-tive Xkan-'trib-yst-ivX adj — con.trib'U«tive'ly adv

con.trib.U'tO'ry \ksn-'trib-y3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 a : contributing
to a common fund or enterprise b : subject to a levy of supplies,
money, or men 2 : of, relating to, or forming a contribution

con.trite \'kan-,trTt, kan-'X adj [ME contrit, fr. MF, fr. ML, fr. L,
pp. of conterere to grind, bruise, fr. com- + terere to rub ] 1 : griev-
ing and penitent for sin or shortcoming 2 : proceeding from con-
trition <--' sighs) — con-trite-ly adv — con>tritC'ness n

con.tri-tion Xkan-'trish-anX n : the state of being contrite : re-
pentance syn see penitence

Con-triV.ance \k3n-'trT-van(t)s\ n 1 : the act or faculty of con-
triving : the slate of being contrived 2 ; a thing contrived; esp
: a mechanical device

con.triye \k3n-*trTv\ vb [ME controven, contreven, fr. MF controver,
fr. LL contropare to compare] vr 1 a : devise, plan b ; to fabri-

cate as a work of art or ingenuity 2 : to bring about by stratagem
or with difficulty ~ vj ; to make schemes — con-triv-er n

con.triyed adj : artificial, labored
icon.trol \k3n-'tr61\ vt con-troiled; con-trol-ling [ME controUen,
fr. MF contreroller, fr. contrerolle copy of an account, audit, fr.

centre- counter- + rolle roll, account] 1 : to check, test, or verify

by evidence or experiments 2 a : to exercise restraining or direct-

ing influence over : regulate b : to have power over : rule
syn see conduct — con*troMa*ble \-'tro-l3-b3l\ adj— con>trol-
ment V-'irol-mantX n

scontrol n 1 a ; an act or Instance of controlling b : skill in the use
of a tool, instrument, technique, or artistic medium c : direction,

regulation, and coordination of production, administration, and
other business activities 2 : restraint, reserve 3 : a means or
method of controlling ; one that controls: as a ; the subject of a
control experiment b : a mechanism used to regulate or guide
the operation of a machine, apparatus, or system c : a personality
or spirit believed to actuate the utterances or performances of a
spiritualist medium syn see power
control experiment n : an experiment to check the results of other
experiments
COn>troMer \kan-'tro-l3r, 'kan-,\ n [ME conterroller, fr. MF
contrerolleur, fr. contrerolle] 1 a ; comptroller 1 b : comp-
troller 2 c : the chief accounting officer of a business enterprise

or an institution (as a college) 2 : one that controls or has power
or authority to control — con<troMer<ship \-,ship\ n

con.tro-ver-sial X.kan-tra-'vsr-shal, -'var-se-3l\ adj 1 : subject to,

relating to, or arousing controversy <a ~ public figure) 2 I given
to controversy : disputatious — con-tro-ver-sial-ism \-,iz-3m\ n
— con.trO'ver.sial.ist \-3st\ n — con-trO'ver.siaMy \-e\ adv
COn.trO'Ver-sy \'kan-tr3-,vsr-se\ n [ME controversie, fr. L con-
troversia, fr. controversus disputable, lit., turned opposite, fr.

contro' (akin to contra-) -H versus, pp. of vertere to turn — more at

worth] 1 : a discussion marked esp. by expression of opposing
views : dispute 2 : quarrel, strife

COn«tro-vert \*kan-tra-,v3rtj ,kan-tr3-'\ vb [controversy^ vt \ to
dispute or oppose by reasonmg : deny, contradict <---' a point in a
discussion) ~ vi : to engage in controversy syn see disprove —
con.tro-vert'er \-3r\ n — con-tro-vert-ible \-3-b3l\ adj

Con>tu.ma*cious \,kan-t(y)3-'ma-shas, ,kan-ch3-\ adj : stub-
bornly disobedient : rebellious — con.tu-ma-ciouS'ly adv
Con>tu-ma>cy \k3n-'t(y)ij-m3-se; 'kan-t(y)3-. 'kan-cha-V n [ME
contumacie, fr. L contumacia, fr. coniumac-. coniumax insubor-
dinate, fr. com- + tumere to swell, be proud] : stubborn resist-

ance to authority; specij : willful contempt of court
con>tU*me>li>ous \.kan-t(y)a-'me-le-3s, ,kan-ch9-\ adj t in-

solently abusive and humiliating — con<tu>me-li>ous*ly adv
COn-tU-me.ly \k3n-'t(y)U-m3-le; Tcan-t(y>9-.me-le, 'kan-chs-; '\s^n-

tam-le\ n [ME contumelie, fr. MF, fr. L contumelia: perh. akin to L
contumacia] : rude language or treatment arising from haughtiness
and contempt; also : an instance of such language or treatment
con.tuse \k3n-'t(y)uz\ vt [MF contuser, fr. L contusus, pp. of
contundere to crush, bruise, fr. com- + lundere to beat — more at
stint] : to injure (tissue) usu. without laceration : bruise — con-
tU'Sion \-'t(y)ii-2h3n\ n
C0'niin*drum Vks-'nsn-dramV n [origin unknown] 1 : a riddle
whose answer is or involves a pun 2 a ; a que^stion or problem
having only a conjectural answer b ; an intricate and difficult

problem syn see mystery
con.nr-ba-tion \,kan-(,)3r-'ba-sh3n\ n [com- + L urb-, urbs city]

; an aggregation or continuous network of urban communities
Con>va*lesce \,kan-v3-'Ies\ vi [L convalescere, fr. com- + valescere
to grow strong, fr. valere to be strong, be well — more at wield] : to
recover health and strength gradually after sickness or weakness

con.va-les=cence \,kan-v9-'les-^n(t)s\ n : the process or period of
convalescing — con-va-les-cent \-'nt\ adj or n
Con«vect \k3n-'vekt\ vb [back-formation fr. convection] vi : to
transfer heat by convection -^ vf : to circulate (warm air) by con-
vection

con.yec-tion Xkan-'vek-shanX n [LL convection-, convectio, fr. L
convectus, pp. of convehere to bring together, fr. com- + vehere to
carry] 1 : ihe action or process of conveying 2a: the circulatory
motion that occurs in a fluid at a nonuniform temperature owing to
tile variation of its density and the action of gravity b : the transfer
of heat by this automatic circulation of a fluid — con>veC'tion-aI
Vshnal. -shan-'lX adj — con-vec-tive \-'vek-tiv\ adj

Con.yeC'tor \-'vek-t3r\ n : a heating unit in which air heated by
contact with a heating device in a casing circulates by convection
con.yene \k3n-'ven\ vb [ME cnnvenen, fr. MF convenir to come
together] vi : to come together in a body ^ vt 1 : to summon
before a tribunal 2 : to cause to assemble syn see summon —
con-ven-er n

con-ve.nience \k3n-'ve-ny3n(t1s\ n 1 : fitness or suitability for
performing an action or fulfilling a requirement 2 : an appliance,
device, or service conducive to comfort 3 : a suitable time : op-
PORiUNiTY 4 : freedom from discomfort : ease
con.ve.nien-cy \-ny3n-se\ n, archaic : convenience
Con-ve.nient Xkan-'ve-nysntX adj [ME. fr. L convenient-, con-
veniens, fr. prp. of convenire to come together, be suitable] 1 obs
; suFFABLE, PROPER 2a: suited to personal comfort or to easy
performance b : suited to a particular situation 3 : near at hand
: handy — con-ve-nient-ly adv
icon.yent \'kan-V3nt, -.vent\ n [ME covent, fr. OF, fr. ML con-
ventus, fr. L, assembly, fr conventus. pp. of coyivenire] : a local com-
munity or house of a religious order or congregation; specij : an es-

tablishment of nuns syn see cloister
2con.vent \k3n-'vent\ vb [L conventus, pp.] obs : convene
con-ven-ti-cle \k3n-'vent-i-k3l\ n [ME, fr. L conventiculum, dim.
of conventus assembly] 1 : assembly, meeting 2 : an assembly of
an irregular or unlawful character 3 : an assembly for religious
worship; esp t a secret meeting for worship not sanctioned by law
4 : meetinghouse — con-ven-ti-cler X-i-kfsOlsrV n

COn.ven.tion \k3n-'ven-ch3n\ n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L con-
vention-, conventio, fr. conventus, pp. of convenire to come together,

be suitable, fr. com- -t- venire to come] 1 a : agreement, contract
b : an agreement between states for regulation of matters affecting

all of them C : a compact between opposing commanders esp.

concerning prisoner exchange or armistice d : a general agreement
about basic principles; also : a principle that is true by convention
2a: the summoning or convening of an assembly b : an assembly
of persons met for a common purpose C : the usu. state or national
organization of a religious denomination 3 a J usage or custom
esp. in social matters b : a rule of conduct or behavior c : a prac-
tice in bidding or playing that conveys information between part-
ners in a card game (as bridge)
con.yen.tion-al Xksn-'vench-nal, -'ven-ch3n-'l\ adj 1 : formed by
agreement or compact 2a: according with or based on convention
b : TRtFE, commonplace 3 a : according with a mode of artistic

representation that simplifies or provides symbols or substitutes

for natural forms b : of traditional design 4 : of, resembling, or
relating to a convention, assembly, or public meeting syn see cer-
emonial — con-ven-tion-al-ism V-.iz^smX n — con-ven-tion-al-
ist \-3st\ n — con«ven-tiou.al-ly \-e\ adv

con.ven.tion.al.i-ty \k3n-,ven-ch3-'nal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being conventional; specij : adherence to conventions
2 : a conventional usage, practice, or thing

con.ven-tion.aMza.tion \k3n-,vench-n3-l3-'za-sh3n, -.ven-chan-
"l-s-'za-X n : the act, practice, or product of conventionalizing

con.yen.tion-al.ize \k3n-'vench-n3-,ITz, -'ven-ch3n-'I-,Tz\ vt : to
make conventional

con.ven.tion.eer \k3n-,ven-ch3-'niC3)r\ n : a person attending a

iCon.ven-tU'al \k3n-'vench-C3-')w3l. kan-\ adj [ME, fr. MF or ML;
MF, fr. ML conventualis, fr. conventus convent] 1 ; of, relating

to, or befitting a convent or monastic life : monastic 2 cap ; of
or relating to the Conventuals — con.yen-tu.al.ly \-e\ adv
aconventual \*'\ n 1 ; a member of a conventual community
2 cap : a member of the Order of Friars Minor Conventual forming
a branch of the first order of St. Francis of Assisi under a mitigated
rule

con-verge \k3n-'v3rj\ vb [ML convcrgere, fr. L com- + vergere to
bend, incline] vi 1 : to tend or move toward one point or one
another : come together : meet 2 : to come together and unite in a
common interest or focus 3 I to approach a limit as the number of
terms increases without limit '— v/ : to cause to converge
con.ver«gence \k3n-'v3r-j3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act of converging and
esp. moving toward union or uniformity; esp : coordinated move-
ment of the two eyes resulting in impingement of the image of a

fioint on corresponding retinal areas 2 : the condition of converg-
ng; esp I independent development of similar characters (as of
bodily structure or cultural traits) often associated with similarity of
habits or environment ~ con>yer<gent \-J3nt\ adj
con-ver.gen-cy \-j3n-se\ n ; convergence
con.yers-able \k3n-'v3r-s3-b3l\ adj 1 i pleasant and easy to con-
verse with 2 archaic : relating to or suitable for social intercourse

C0n>vcr<sance \k3n-'v3rs-'n(t)s also 'kan-v3r-s3nCt)s\ or COn-
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ver*san>C7 \kan-'v3rs-'n-se\ n : the quality or state of being con-
versant

COn>ver>sailt \kan-'vsrs-''nt also 'kan-v3r-s3nt\ adj 1 archaic
; OCCUPIED. CONCERNED 2 orchaic ; having frequent, customary, or
familiar association 3 : having knowledge or experience — con-
ver'sant'ly adv

Con<ver>sa>tiou V.kan-var-'sa-shanX n [ME conversacioun, fr. MF
conversation, fr. L conversation-, conversatio, fr. conversatus, pp. of
conversari to live, keep company with] 1 obs : conduct, behavior
2 : SEXUAL INTERCOURSE 3 a (1) ; oral exchange of sentiments,
observations, opinions, ideas (2) ; an instance of such exchange
; TALK b : an informal discussion of an issue by represenratives of
governments, institutions, or groups — con*ver«sa»tiOll«al
\-shnsl, -shan-^iX adj — con>ver>sa>tion>al*ly \-e\ adv

COii*ver*sa-tion*al>ist \-shna-l3st, -shsn-^l-9st\ n ; one who con-
verses : TALKER

conversation piece n 1 : a painting of a group of persons in their
customary surroundings 2 : something novel or striking intended
to stimulate conversation

Con*ver*sa_>zi>o<ne \,kan-v3r-,sat-se-'o-ne\ n, pi con>ver-sa-zi-
o-nes \-nez\ or con*ver-sa>zi>o*m \-C,)ne\ [It, lit. conversaUon,
fr. L conversation-, conversatio} : a meeting for conversation esp.
about art. hterature, or science
ICon.verse \k3n-'v3rs\ vi [ME conversen, fr. MF converser, fr. L
conversari to live, keep company with, fr. conversus, pp. of con-
vertere to turn around] 1 a archaic : to become occupied or en-
gaged b : to have acquaintance or familiarity 2 ; to engage in
conversation : talk syn see speak — con'vers'er n

2C0n.verse \'kan-,vars\ n 1 obs : INTERCOURSE 2 : CONVERSATION
3con«verse Xksn-'vsrs, 'kan-,\ adj [L conversus. pp. of converterej
: reversed in order, relation, or action — cou-ver'=>^ly adv
COD'Verse \'kan-,v3rs\ n : something converse to a.iother; esp t a
proposition in logic obtained by conversion
COn-ver.Sion Xkan-'vsr-zhan. -shan\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L con-
version-, conversio, fr. conversus. pp. of converter^} 1 ; the act of
converting : the process of being converted 2 : an experience as-

sociated with a definite and decisive adoption of religion 3 a : in-

terchange of the terms of a logical proposition b : reduction of a
mathematical expression by clearing of fractions 4 : the making of
a score on a try for point after touchdown in football or a free throw
in basketball 5 ; something converted from one use to another —
COii>ver>sion>a! X-'varzh-nal, -'varsh-. -3n-'i\ adj
ICOn.vert \k3n-'v3rt\ vb [ME converten, fr. OF convertlr, fr. L
convertere, to turn around, transform, convert, fr. com- + vertere
to turn — more at worth] vt 1 a : to bring over from one belief,

view, or party to another b : to bring about a religious conversion
in 2 a : to alter the physical or chemical nature or properties of
esp. in manufacturing b (1) : to change from one form or function to
another (2) : to alter for more effective utilization c : to exchange
for an equivalent 3 obs : turn 4 : to subject to logical conversion
'^ vi 1 : to undergo conversion 2 : to make good on a try for
point after touchdown or on a free throw syn see transform

acou-vert \'kan-,v3rt\ n : one that is converted; esp : one who has
experienced conversion
syn CONVERT, PROSELYTE mean one who has changed from one

creed, belief, or opinion to a different one. convert implies a change
toward the belief^ or opinion of the user of the word, proselyte a
change away from it; convert therefore suggests sincere and volun-
tary change or acceptance, proselyte suggests the effect of
persuasion or special inducement

Con-vert-er \kpn-'v3rt-3r\ n ; one that converts: as a : the furnace
used in the Bessemer process b or con«ver»tor \-'v3rt-ar\ : a
device employing mechanical rotation for changing electrical energy
from one form to another; also I a radio device for converting one
frequency to another c : a device for adapting a television receiver
to receive channels for which it was not orig. designed

COn>vert>ibil*i>ty \k3n-,v3rt-a-*bil-3t-e\ n ; the quahty of being
convertible
iC0n«vert»ible \k3n-'v3rt-a-b3l\ adj 1 ; capable of being converted
2 : having a top that may be lowered or removed <-^ coupe)
3 : capable of being exchanged without restriction for gold or
currency of another kind — con"Vert>ibie*ness n — con*vert*ibIy
\-ble\ adv

aconvertible n ; something convertible; esp ; a convertible auto-
mobile
con'Verti-plane or con*verta*plane \k3n-'v3rt-a-,plan\ n : an
aircraft that takes off and lands like a helicopter and is convertible
to a fixed-wing configuration for forward flight

con.vex \kan-'veks; *kan-„ kan-'\ adj [MF or L; MF convexe, fr. L
convexus vaulted, concave, convex, fr. com- + -vexus (akin to OE
woh crooked, bent)] : curved or rounded like the exterior of a
sphere or circle — con*vex*ly adv — con>vex>ness n
COn>vex<i*ty Xksn-'vek-sst-e, kan-\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being convex 2 : a convex surface or part
con.vexo-con«cave \-,vek-(,)so-\ adj 1 i concavo-convex
2 : having the convex side of greater curvature than the concave

COn-vey \k3n-'va\ vt [ME conveyen, fr. OF conveier to accompany,
escort, fr. (assumed) VL conviare, fr. L com- + via way — more at
via] 1 obs : LEAD, conduct 2 a : to bear from one place to another
: transport b : to impart or communicate tiy statement, sugges-
tion, gesture, or appearance c (1) archaic : steal (2) obs : to
carry away secretly d : to transfer or deliver to another; specij ; to
transfer by a sealed writing e : to cause to pass from one place or
person to another : transmh" syn see carry
con-vey.ance \k3n-'va-anCt)s\ n 1 : the action of conveying 2 : a
means or way of conveying: as a : an instrument by wtiich title to
property is conveyed b ; a means of transport : vehicle
COn«vey»anc-er \-an-s9r\ n : one whose business is conveyancing
COn-vey»anc-ing \-3n-sio\ n : the act or business of drawing deeds»
leases, or other writings for transferring the title to property
con.vey.er or con-vey.or \k9n-'va-3r\ n : one that conveys: as

a : a person who transfers property b usu conveyor : a mechanical
apparatus for carrying packages or bulk material from place to
place (as by an endless moving belt or a chain of receptacles)

icon.Vict \k3n-'vikt\ adj, archaic I convicted
Scon>viCt \'kan-,vikt\ n 1 ; a person convicted of and under
sentence for a crime 2 : a person serving a prison sentence usu. for
a long term

3C0n<Vlct \kan-'vikt\ vt [ME convicten, fr. L convictus, pp. of
convincere to refute, convict] 1 ; to find or prove to be guilty
2 : to convince of error or sinfulness

COn>vic>tlon Xksn-'vik-shsnX n 1 : the act or process of convicting
of a crime esp. in a court of law 2 a : the act of convincing a person
of error or of compelling the admission of a truth b : the state of
being convinced of error or compelled to admit the truth 3 a ; a
strong peruasion or belief b : the state of being convinced syn see
certainty, opinion

COn-Vince \k3n-'vin(t)s\ vt [L convincere to refute, convict, prove,
fr. com- ¥ vincere to conquer] 1 a obs % to overcome by argument
b obs : overpower, overcome 2 obs : demonstrate, prove 3 : to
bring by argument to assent or belief — con-vinc-er n

Con*vinc>ing \kan-'vinft)-siri\ odj : having power to convince of
its truth, rightness, or reality : plausible syn see valid — con-
vinc>ing<ly \-sio-le\ adv — coii>vinc*ing>uess n

Con.vlV'lal Xksn-'viv-ysl, -'viv-e-alX adj [LL convivialis, fr. L con-
vivium banquet, fr. com- -f- vivere to live] : relating to, occupied
with, or fond of feasting, drinking, and good company — con-
Viv^i-^aM-ty \-,viv-e-'al-at-e\ n — con-viV'ial'ly Xkan-'viv-ya-le,
-'viv-e-a-Ie\ adv

con.vo.ca.tion \,kan-va-'ka-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L convoca-
tion-, convocatio. fr. convocatus, pp. of convocare'\ 1 a : an assembly
of persons convoked b (1 ) : an assembly of bishops and representa-
tive clergy of the Church of England (2) ; a consultative assembly
of clergy and lay delegates from one part of an Episcopal diocese;
also ; a territorial division of an Episcopal diocese c : a ceremonial
assembly of members of a college or university 2 : the act or proc-
ess of convoking — con>vo>ca*tion*al X-shnsl, -shan-'lX adj
COn.VOke \k3n-'vok\ vt [MF convoquer, fr. L convorare, fr. com- +
vocare to aUl] : to call together to a meeting syn see summon

lcon>vo>lute Vkan-v3-,liit\ vb [L convolutus, pp. of convolverel
: twist, coil

aconvolute adj ; rolled or wound together one part upon another
: coiled <a ^ shell) — con*vo>lnte>Iy adv

Con<vo<lUt<ed adj 1 : folded in curved or tortuous windings; specij

; having convolutions 2 : involved, intricate
COn>VO>lU>tlon \,kan-v9-'Iii-shsn\ n 1 : one of the irregular ridges
upon the surface of the braia and esp. of the cerebrum of higher
mammals 2 : a convoluted form or structure— con*vo>lu>tion>al
X-shnal, -shan-'l\ adj

COn<volve Xksn-'valv, -'v6Iv\ v6 [L convolvere, fr. com- + volvere to
roll — more at voluble] vt : to roll together : writhe ^ vi ; to roll

together or circulate involvedly
con-vol'VU-lus \k3n-'val;yy3-l3s, -*v61-\ n, pi con^vol-vu-lus-es
or con-vol«vU'li \-,li, -,le\ [NL. fr. L convolvere to roll together,
roll up] ; any of a genus {Convolvulus) of erect, traiUng, or twining
herbs and shrubs of the morning-glory family
Tcon»voy \'kan-,v6i, kan-'X vt [ME convoyen, fr. MF conveier,
convoierl X accompany, guide; esp : to escort for protection
2convoy \'kan-,v6i\ n 1 : one that convoys; esp : a protective
escort for ships, persons, or goods 2 : the act of convoying 3 ; a
group convoyed or organized for convenience or protection in
moving
COn»VUlse \kan-'v3ls\ vr [L convulsus, pp. of convellere to pluck up,
convulse, fr. com- + vellere to pluck] : to shake or agitate violently;
esp : to shake with or as if with irregular spasms syn see shake

COn>vul>Sion \k3n-'v3l-shan\ n 1 : an abnormal violent and in-

voluntary contraction or series of contractions of the muscles
2 a : a violent disturbance b ; an uncontrolled fit ; paroxysm— con.vul'SJon«ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj

Con.vnl'Sive \k3n-'v3l-siv\ adj : constituting or producing a con-
vulsion; also : attended or affected with convulsions syn see fit-

ful — cou.vul'Sive.ly adv — con>vuI>sive>ness n
cony var oj coney
COO \'kii\ VI [imit.] 1 ; to make the low soft cry of a dove or pigeon
or a similar sound 2 : to talk fondly or amorously — COO n
iCOOk \'kuk\ n [ME. fr. OE coc; akin to OHG koch; both fr. a
prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L coquus, fr. coquere to cook;
akin to OE aiigen fried, Gk pessein to cook] 1 : one who prepares
food for eating 2 : a technical or industrial process comparable to
cooking food ; a substance so processed
3cook vi 1 : to prepare food for eating 2 : to undergo the action of
being cooked 3 : occur, happen ^ vt 1 z concoct, improvise
<~erf up a scheme) 2 : to prepare for eating by a heating process
3 : FALSIFY, doctor 4 : to subject to the action of heat or fire —
cook-er n — cook one's goose : to ruin (one) irretrievably

COOk>book \-,buk\ n : a book of cooking directions and recipes

COOk.ery \*kuk-(9-)re\ n 1 : the art or practice of cooking 2 ; an
establishment for cooking
COOk'ie or cooky \'kuk-e\ n [D koekje^ dim. of koek cake] : any
of various small sweet flat or slightly raised cakes
COOk'OUt \'kuk-,aiJt\ n : an outing at which a meal is cooked and
served in the open; also : the meal cooked
icool \"kul\ adj [ME col, fr. OE cdl; akin to OHG huoli cool, OE
ceald cold] 1 ; moderately cold ; lacking in warmth 2 a : marked
by steady calmness and self-control b ; lacking ardor or friendliness

3 : not scant or bare 4 : unabashed, insolent 5 a : facihtating
or suggesting relief from heat b : marked by restrained emotion or
excitement <~ jazz) coj a color : producing an impression of cool-
ness; specij : of a hue in the range violet through blue to green
6 slang : excellent — cool-isli \'kU-lish\ adj — cool>Iy \'kiil-

(l)e\ adv — cool<ness \-n3s\ n
syn cool, composed, collected, unruffled, imperturbable,
nonchalant mean actually or apparently free from agitation or
excitement, cool may imply calmness, deliberateness, or dispassion-
ateness; composed implies freedom from agitation as a result of
self-discipline or a sedate disposition; collected implies a concen-
tration of mind that eliminates distractions esp. in moments of
crisis; UNRUFFLED suggests apparent serenity and poise in the face of
setbacks or in the midst of excitement; imperturbable implies cool-
ness or assurance even under severe provocation; nonchalant
stresses outward casualness of manner that may or may not imply
genuine unconcern or indifference

2cool vb 1 : to make or become cool 2 : moderate, calm
3C00l n 1 : a cool time, place, or situation 2 ; coolness
C00l>ant \'ku-l3nt\ n ; a usu. fluid cooling agent
C00l*er \'kU-lsr\ n l : one that cools: as a : a container for cooling
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liquids t) ; REFRIGERATOR 2 t LOCK-UP, MIL; csp t a Cell for vlo- '

lent prisoners 3 ; an iced drink with an alcoholic beverage as base
coo-lie Vkii-leX n [Hindi kuW} : an unskilled laborer or porter usu.
in or from the Far East
coon \'kUn\ n : raccoon
COon>can \'kUn-,kan\ n [by folk etymology fr. MexSp con quien
conquian. fr. Sp icon quienl with whom?] ; a game of rummy
played with two packs including the two jokers

coon cat n 1 chiejiy NewEng : angora cat 2 : CACOMistLB
3 : COATI

coon-tie \'kiint-e\ n [Seminole kunti coontie flour] ; any of several

tropical American woody plants (genus Zamia) of the cycad family
whose roots and stems yield arrowroot
Icoop X'klip, 'kup\ n [ME cupe; akin to OE cype basket, cot cot]

1 : a cage or small enclosure (as for poultry); also i a small building
for housing poultry 2 a : a confined area h : jail

2coop v/ 1 : to confine in a restricted often crowded area 2 ; to
place or keep in a coop : pen
co-op \'k6-,ap. ko-'; 'kUp\ n % cooperative
'coo.per \'kia-p3r, 'kup-3r\ n [ME couper, cowper, fr. MD cuper
(fr. cupe cask) or MLG kuper, fr. kupe cask; MD cupe & MLG kupe,
fr. L cupa; akin to Gk kypellon cup — more at hive] : one that
makes or repairs wooden casks or tubs

scooper vb coo-per-ing \'ku-p(a-)riD. *kup-(3-)rio\ vr : to work as
a cooper on '^ vi l to work at or do cooperiiig

coo*per.age \'kij-p(3-)rij, *kup-(3-)\ n 1 : a cooper's place of
business 2 : a cooper's work or products

CO'Op-er.ate \ko-'ap-(3-),rat\ vi [LL cooperatus, pp. of cooperari,

fr. L CO- + operari to work — more at operate] 1 ; to act or work
with another or others 2 : to associate with another or others
for mutual often economic benefit — co-op-er-a-tor \-,rat-3r\ n

CD'Op-er-a-tlon \(,)k6-,ap-3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of
cooperating 2 : association of persons for common benefit 3 : a
dynamic ecological state of organisms living in aggregation char-
acterized by sufficient mutual benefit to outweigh disadvantages
associated with crowding — co-op»er»a-tion'ist \-sh(s-)n9st\ n
ico»op>er.a.live \ko-'ap-(3-)rat-iv, -'ap-3-,rat-\ adj 1 a : marked
by cooperation (-^ efforts) b : marked by a willingness and ability

to work with others i^ neighbors) 2 : of, relating to, or organized
as a cooperative 3 ; relating to or comprising a program of com-
bined usu. liberal arts and technical studies at different schools —
C0'0p«er>a.tive.ly adv — co.op.eroa-tive-ness n

2cooperative n : an enterprise or organization owned by and
operated for the benefit of those using its services

co-opt \ko-'apt\ vr [L cooptare, fr. co- + optare to choose] 1 : to
choose or elect as a fellow member or colleague 2 : to appomt or
deputize summarily; also : preempt — co-op-ta-tion \,ko-,ap-
'ta-j;h3n\ n — co-op-ta.tive \koj'ap-t3t-iv\ adj — co-op-tion
\ko-'ap-shan\ n — co-op»tive \ko-'apjtiv\ adj

iC0'0r.di«nate \k5-'6rd-nat, -'n-at, -""n-iatV adj [back-formation fr-

coordination] 1 a : equal in rank, quality, or significance b(l) ; be-
ing of equal rank in a sentence (2) : joining words or word groups
of the same rank i-^ conjunction) 2 : relating to or marked by
coordination — co-or-di-nate-ly adv — co.or.di-nate-ness n

2coorclinale n 1 : one who is of equal rank, authority, or importance
with another 2a: any of a set of numbers used in specifying the

location of a point on a line, or surface, or in space b : any one of
a set of variables used in specifying the state of a substance or the
motion of a particle or momentum
3co.or.di.nate \ko-'6rd-'n-,at\ vb [back-formation fr. coordina-
/ion] vt 1 : to put in the same order or rank 2 ; to bring into a
common action, movement, or condition : harmonize '-' vi : to

be or become coordinate esp. so as to act together in a smooth
concerted way — co.or.di.na.tive \k6-'6rd-ii3t-iv, -'n-9t-,

-'n-,at-\ adj — co.or.di.na=tor \-'n-,at-3r\ n
coordinate bond n : a covalent bond held to consist of a pair of
electrons supplied by only one of the two atoms it joins

co.or.di.na-tion \(.)ko-,6rd-='n-'a-sh3n\ n [F or LL; F, fr. LL
coordination-, coordinaiio, fr. L co- + ordination-, ordinatio arrange-
ment] 1 : the act of coordinating 2 : the state of being coordinate
coordination complex n : a compound or ion with a central usu.
metallic atom or ion combined by coordinate bonds with a definite

number of surrounding ions, groups, or molecules
coot \'kijt\ n [ME coote; akin to D koet coot] 1 : any of various
sluggish slow-flying slaty-black birds (genus Fulica) of the rail

family that somewhat resemble ducks and have lobed toes and the
upper mandible prolonged on the forehead as a homy frontal shield

2 : a No. American scoter; also X any of several other American
ducks <mud '^) 3 : a harmless simple often old person

COO'tie \'kiit-e\ n [perh. modif. of Malay kutu'\ : a body louse
icop \'kap\ n [ME, fr. OE copp'[ 1 dial chiejiy Ens : top, CREffi
2 ". a cylindrical or conical mass of thread, yam. or roving wound on
a quill or tube; also ; a tube or quill upon which it is wound

2cop vt copped; cop.ping [perh. fr. D kapen to steal, fr. Fris kapia
to take away; akin to OHO kouj trade — more at cheap] 1 slang
: CATCH, CAPTURE 2 slang : steal, swipe

3C0p n [short for ^copper] : policeman
CO'pa.cet'ic or co.pe.set-ic \,k6-p3-'set-ik\ adj [origin unknown]
slang ; very satisfactory

CO-pai.ba Xko-'pT-ba, -'pa-; ,ko-p3-'e-b3\ n [Sp & Pg; Sp, fr. Pg
copaiba, of Tupian origin; akin to Guarani cupaiba copaiba] ; a
stimulant oleoresin obtained from So. American leguminous trees
(genus Copaijera); also ; one of these trees

CO'Pal X'ko-psl, -,pal; k6-'pal\ n [Sp, fr. Nahuatl copalli resin] : a
recent or fossil resin from various tropical trees

co.par.ce-nary \ko-'pars-''n-,er-e\ n 1 : joint heirship 2 : joint
ownership
co.par.ce.ner X-'pars-nsr, -'n-3r\ n ; a Joint heir

co.part.ner \(')k6-'part-n3r\ n : partner — co*part.ner>ship
\-,ship\ n

icope \*kop\ n [ME, fr. OE -cap, fr. LL cappa head covering] 1 ; a
long enveloping ecclesiastical vestment 2a: something resem-
bling a cope b ; coping
2cope vt : to cover or furnish with a cope or coping
Scope vb [ME copen, fr. MF couper to strike, cut, fr. OF, fr. coup
blow, fr. LL colpus, alter, of L colaphus, fr. Gk kolaphos buffet]
vi 1 obs : strike, fight 2 a : to maintain a contest or combat usu.
on even terms or with success b ; to overcome problems and dif-

ficulties 3 archaic : meet, encounter -^ v/ 1 obs ; to meet in
combat 2 obs ; to come in contact with 3 obs ; match

copmg

*cope vt [prob. fr. F couper to cut] 1 : notch 2 % to shape to
fit a coping or conform to the shape of another member
copeck var of kopeck
cope.mate Vkop-,mat\ or copes-mate \'kop-,smat\ n pcope +
mate'] 1 obs ^antagonist 2 obs : partner, comrade
CO.pe.pod \'ko-p3-,pad\ n [deriv. of Gk kope oar -I- pod-, pous
foot] : any of a large subclass (Copepoda) of usu. minute fresh-
water and marine crustaceans — copepod adj
cop.er \'k6-par\ n_ i'^copel Brit : a horse dealer esp. if dishonest
Co-per.ni.can \k6-'p3r-ni-k3n\ adj : of or relating to Copernicus
or the belief that the earth rotates daily on its axis and the planets
revolve in orbits round the sun — Copernican n

cope-stone \'kop-,ston\ n 1 : a stone forming a coping 2 : a
finishing touch_: crown

C0P'i«er \'kap-e-3r\ n : one that copies
CQ.pi.lot \'ko-,pT-lat\ n : a qualified airplane pilot who assists or
reUeves the pilot
cop.ing \'ko-pir)\ n ; the covering course of a
wall usu. with a sloping top
coping saw n [fr. prp. of ^cope'i : a saw of ribbon
shape under tension in a U-shaped frame used
for cutting intricate patterns in wood

CO.pi.QUS \'k6-pe-as\ adj [ME, fr L copiosus, fr

copia abundance, fr. co- -\- ops wealth — more at
opulent] 1 : yielding an abundance : rich
2 a : full of thought, information, or matter
b : profuse or exuberant in words, expression, or style 3 : LAV-
ISH syn see plentiful — co.pi.ous.ly adv — co-pi.ous-ness n
CO-pol-y-mer \(')ko-'pal-a-m3r\ n : a product of copolymerization— co.pol.y.mer.ic \,k6-,pal-a-'mer-ik\ adj
co-po-ly-mer-iza-tlon X.ko-pg-.Um-a-rs-'za-shsn, ,ko-,pal-3-m3-
r3-\ n t the act or process of copolymerizing

co.po.ly-mer-ize X.kS-pa-'Um-s-.rlz, Oko-'pal-a-ms-X vb : to
polymerize together
Icop.per \'kap-9r\ n, ojten attrib [ME coper, fr. OE; akin to OHG
kupjar cooper; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc-NGmc word borrowed
fr. LL cuprum copper, fr. L {aes) Cyprium, Ut., Cyprian metal]
1 : a common reddish chiefly univalent and bivalent metallic ele-

ment that is ductile and malleable and one of the best conductors of
heat and electricity — see element table 2 : a coin or token made
of copper or bronze 3 chiejiy Brit : a large boiler (as for cook-
ing) 4 : any of various small butterflies (family Lycaenidae) with
copper-colored wings — cop-pery \'kap-(3-)re\ adj
2copper v^ cop'per-ing \'kap-(3-)rio\ 1 ; to coat or sheathe with
or as if with copper 2 a : to bet against (as in faro) b : hedge
3copper n i^cop"] ; policeman
cop-per-as \'kap-(3-)r3s\ n [alter, of ME coperose, fr. MF, fr-

(assumed) VL cuprirosa, fr. LL cuprum ¥ L rosa rose] : a green
hydrated ferrous sulfate FeSOd.7H20
cop.per-head \'kap-3r-,hed\ n 1 a : a common largely coppery
brown pit viper {Agkistrodon contortrix) of upland eastern U.S.
b : a very venomous but sluggish Australian elapid snake {Dent-
sonia superbd) 2 : a person in the northern states who sympa-
thized with the South during the Civil War

cop.per -plate \,kap-3r-'plat\ n : an intaglio printing process using
engraved or etched copper plates; also % a print made by this process
copper pyrites n : chalcopyrite
cop-per-sraith \'kap-ar-,smith\ n : a worker in copper
cop-pice \'kap-3s\ n [MF cnpeiz, fr, couper to cut — more at cope]
1 ; a thicket, grove, or growth of small trees 2 : forest originating
mainly from sprouts or root suckers rather than seed

copr- or copro- comb form [NL, fr. Gk kopr-, kopro-, fr. kopros;
akin to Skt sakft dung] ; dung : feces <coproUte)

CO-pra X'ko-prs also 'kap-raX n [Pg, fr. Malayalam koppara'] : dried
coconut meat yielding coconut oil

cop-ro-lite X'kap-r^-.lTtX n ; fossil excrement — cop-ro.lit.ic
X,kap-r3-'lit-ik\ adj

CO.proph-a.gons Xka-'praf-a-gssX adj [Gickoprophagos, fr. kopT' +
-phagos -phagous] : feeding on dung — co-proph-a.gy \-3-ie\ n
copse X'kapsX n [by alter.] : coppice 1

Copt X'kaptX n [Ar gubf Copts, fr. Coptic gyptios Egyptian, fr. Gk
aegyptios'[ : an Egyptian of the narive race descended from the
ancient Egyptians; esp : a member of the ancient Monophysite
Christian church of Egypt

cop'ter X'kap-tarX " : helicopter
iCop.tic X'kap-tikX adj : of or relating to the Copts, their language,
or their church
^Coptic n : an Afro-Asiatic language descended from ancient
Egyptian and used as the liturgical language of the Coptic church

COp-u-la X'kap-ys-lsX n [L, bond] : something that connects: as
a : the connecting link between subject and predicate of a proposi-
tion b : a linguistic form that links a subject with its predicate and
sometimes has some additional meaning of its own
cop-u.late X'kap-y3-,latX vi [L copulatus. pp. of copulare to join, fr.

copula'^ 1 : to engage in sexual intercourse_ 2 oj gametes ; to fuse
?ermanently — cop-u-la-tion X.kap-ys-'la-shsnX n — cop-a-la-
o-ry X'kap-ya-la-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

icop-U-la.tive X'kap-y^-.lat-ivX adj 1 a : joining together coordi-
nate words or word groups and expressing addition of their mean-
ings <— conjunction) b : functioning as a copula 2 : relating

to or serving for copulation 3 : of or relating to coupling of
chemical compounds or radicals — cop.U'la-tive.ly adv
2copulative n : a copulative word or word group
icopy X'kap-eX n [ME copie, fr MF, fr. ML copia, fr. L, abundance— more at copious] 1 : an imitation, transcript, or reproduction
of an original work 2 : one of the printed reproductions of an
original text, engraving, or photograph 3 archaic : something to

be imitated : model 4 : matter to be set up for printing or photo-
engraving syn see reproduction

acopy vt 1 : to make a copy of 2 : to model oneself on ^ v/ 1 ; to
make a copy 2 : to undergo copying
syn imitate, mimic, ape, mock; copy implies duplicating an

original as nearly as possible; imttate suggests following a model
or pattern without precluding some variation; mimic implies a close
copying esp. of voice or mannerisms for sport or for lifeUke simula-
tion or representation; ape may suggest presumptuous or servile

or inept imitating of a superior original; MOCK adds to mimic the
clear implication of derisive intent

copy-book X-^biikX n 1 : a book containing copies 2 : a book
used in teachmg penmanship and containing models for imitatioa
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COpy»boy \-,b6i\ n : one who carries copy and runs errands
copy-cat \-,kat\ n : a sedulous imitator
copy-desk \-,desk\ n : the desk at which newspaper copy is edited
copy-hold \-,hoid\ n l : a former tenure of land in England and
Ireland by right of being recorded in the court of the manor
2 ; an estate held by copyhold

copy-hold-er \-,hol-d3r\ n l : a device for holding copy esp. for a
typesetter 2 : one who reads copy for a proofreader

COpy-iSt \'kap-e-3st\ n 1 ; one who makes copies 2 : imitator
COpy-read-er \-,red-3r\ n : a publishing-house editor who reads
and corrects manuscript copy; also : one who edits and headlines
newspaper copy
^copy-right \-,rTt\ n : the exclusive legal right to reproduce, pub-
lish, and sell the matter and form of a hterary, musical, or artistic
work — copyright adj

2copyrigllt v; : to secure a copyright on
iCO-quet n [F, dim. of cog cock] 1 \k6-'ket, -'ka\ obs ; a man who
indulges in coquetry 2 \-'ket\ : coquette

2co-quet \ko'ke(\ adj : coquettish
aco.quet or co-quette \-'ket\ vi co-qaet-ted; co-qnet-ting : to
play the coquette : flirt syn see trifle

CO-quet-ry \'ko-ka-tre, ko-'ket-a-re, -*ke-tre\ n 1 : a flirtatious act
or attitude 2 : trifling attention or consideration

co-quette \k5-'ket\ n [F. fem. of coquet] : a woman who endeavors
without affection to attract men's amorous attention — co-quett-
ish \-ish\ adj — co-quett-lsh-ly adv — co-quett-ish-ness n

CO-qui-lla nut \ko-'ke-(y)a-, -'kel-yaA n [Pg coquilho. dim of
cdco coconut] ; the nut of a piassava palm {Attalea Junijera) of
Brazil having a hard brown shell much used by turners

C0-qui*na \ko-'ke-n3\ n [Sp, prob. irreg. dim. of concha shell —
more at concha] 1 : a small marine clam (genus Donax) used for
broth or chowder 2 ; a soft whitish limestone formed of broken
shells and corals cemented together and used for building

CO-ra-cii-form Xka-'ras-e-a-.fdrm; .kor-s-'sT-a-, ,kar-\ adj [deriv.
of Gk korak-, korax raven + Ljorma form — more at raven] : of
or relating to an order (Coraciiformes) of arboreal nonpasserlne
birds including the rollers, kingfishers, and hombills

COr-a.cle X'kor-s-kal, 'kar-\ n [W corwgl} 1 : a small boat made by
covering a wicker frame with hide or leather and used by the ancient
Britons 2 : a boat made of broad hoops covered with horsehide or
tarpaulin and used in parts of the British Isles

COr-a-coid \'k6r-3-,k61d, 'kar-\ adj [NL coracoides, fr. Gk kora-
koeidcs, lit., hke a raven, fr. korak-, korax'] : of. relating to, or being
a process or cartilage bone of many vertebrates that extends from
the scapula to or toward the sternum — coracoid n

cor-al \'k6r-3l, 'kar-\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
corallium, fr. Gk korallion'] la: the cal-
careous or horny skeletal deposit produced by
anthozoan or rarely hydrozoan polyps; esp : a
richly red precious coral secreted by a gorgo-
nian (Corallium nobile) b ; a polyp or polyp
colony together with its membranes and skele-
ton 2 : a piece of coral and esp. of red coral
3 a : a bright reddish ovary (as of a lobster or
scallop) b : a variable color averaging a deep
pink — coral arf;— cor.y.loid\-3-.16id\ Of coral: portion of
cor-aI-loi*daI \,kor-3- loid-'l, ,kar-\ adj ^ colony of red

cor-al-bells \'k6r-3l-,belz, 'kar-\ n pi but sing coral with polyps
or pi in consTr : a perennial alumroot {Heuchera expanded
sanguinea) widely cultivated for Its feathery
spikes of tiny coral flowers
icor-al.line \'k6r-3-,lTn, 'kar-\ adj [F corallin, fr. LL corallinus. fr.

L corallium'] : of, relating to, or resembling coral or a coralline

2coralline n 1 : any of a family (Corallinaceae) of calcareous
red algae 2 : an animal that resembles a coral
coral pink n : a moderate yellowish pink
coral snake n 1 : any of several venomous chiefly tropical New
World elapid snakes (genus Micrurus) brilliantly banded in red,
black, and yellow or white that include two (M. julvius and M.
euryxanihus) ranging northward into the southern U.S. 2 X any
of several harmless snakes resembling the coral snakes

co-ran. to \ks-'rant-(,)o\ n, pi corantos or corantoes [modif. of
F courante} : courante

Cor-ban \'k6f3>r-,ban\ n [Heb qorban offering] ; a sacrifice or
offering to God among the ancient Hebrews

cor-beil or cor-beille X'kdr-bal, k6r-'ba\ n [F corbeille, lit., basket,
fr. LL corbicula, dim. of corbis basket] : a sculptured basket of
flowers or fruit as an architectural decoration
icor-bel \'k6r-b3l\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. dim. of corp raven, fr. L
corvus — more at raven] ; an architectural member that projects
from within a wall and supports a weight; esp l one that is stepped
upward and outward from a vertical surface
2corbel vt cor*beled or cor-belled; cor-bel-ing or cor-bel-ling

; to furnish with or make into a corbel

corbeling or corbelling n 1 ; corbel work 2 : the construction of
a corbel

COr-bie \'k6r-be\ n [ME, modif. of OF corbin, fr. L corvinus of a
raven] chiefly Scot : a carrion crow; also i raven

corbie gable n : a gable having corbiesteps

COr-bie-step \'k6r-be-,step\ n ; one of a series of steps terminat-
ing the upper part of a gable wall

COr-bi-na \kdr-'be-n9\ n [MexSp. fr. Sp, an acanthopterygian fish,

fr. fem. of corvino of a raven, fr. L corvinus"] ; any of several
American marine fishes; esp ; a spotted whiting {Menticirrhus
undulatus) favored by surf casters along the California coast
icord \'k6(a)rd\ n [ME, fr. OF corde, fr. L chorda string, fr. Gk
chorde — more at yarn] 1 a : a string consisting of several strands
woven or twisted together b : the hangman's rope 2 : a moral,
spiritual, or emotional bond 3 a : an anatomical structure (as a
nerve) resembling a cord b : a small flexible insulated electrical
cable having a plug at one or both ends used to connect a lamp or
other appliance with a receptacle 4 : a unit of wood cut for fuel
equal to a stack 4x4x8 feet or 128 cubic feet 5 a : a rib like a cord
on a textile b (1) : a fabric made with such ribs or a garment made
of such a fabric {2) pi \ trousers made of such fabric

cord-age \'k6rd-ij\ n 1 : ropes
or cords; esp ; the ropes in the
rigging of a ship 2 : the r

ber of cords (as of wood) c

given area
cor-date \'k6(3)r-,dat\
[NL cordaius, fr. L cord-, <

: shaped like a heart — cor-
date-ly adv '^

cord-ed \'k6rd-3d\ adj cordage 1:
1 a : made of or provided with B shroud-laid rope, C typical
cords or ridges; specij : mus- three-strand four-hawser cable;

ridges h of a muscle 1 strands, 2 yarns, 3 core, 4 ropes

cable-laid rope.

: striped or ribbed with or as

cled :

; TENSE, TAUT 2 I bouud, fas-
tened, or wound about with cords
if with cord : twilled
iCOr-dial \'k6r-j3l\ adjiun, fr. ML cordialis, fr. L cord-, cor heart— more at heart] 1 obs ; of or relating to the heart ; vital
2 : tending to revive, cheer, or invigorate 3 ; heartfelt, hearty
syn see GRACIOUS — cor-dial-ly\'k6rj-(3-)lc\<3dv—cor-dial-ness

^cordial n 1 ; a stimulating medicine or drink 2 ; liqueur
cor-dial'i-ty \,k6r-je-'al-at-e, k6r-']al-3t-\ n : heartiness
COr-di.er-ite \'k6rd-e-3-,rTt\ n [F, fr. Pierre L. A. Cordier tl861 F
geologist] ; a blue mineral (Mg,Fe)2Al4Si50]B with vitreous luster
and strong dichroism consisting of a silicate of aluminum, iron, and
magnesium

COr.di-form \'k6rd-3-,f6rm\ adj [F cordijorme, fr. L cord-, cor + F
-ijorme -iform] : shaped like a heart

COr-dil-Ie-ra \.k6rd-''l-'(y)er-a, kor-'dil-a-raV n [Sp] : a system of
mountain ranges often consisting of a number of more or less paral-
lel chains— cor-dlMe-ran \-'(y)er-3n, -s-ranX adj

COrd-ite \'k6(a)r-,drt\ n : a smokeless powder composed of nitro-
glycerin, guncotton, and mineral jelly usu. gelatinized by addition
of acetone and pressed into cords resembling brown twine

COr-dO-ba X'kord-a-bs, -3-v3\ n [Sp cdrdoba, fr. Francisco Fem4n-
dez de Cdrdoba tl526 Sp explorer] — see money table
cor-don V'kord-'n, 'k6(3)r-.dan\ n [F, dim. of corde cord] 1 a : an
ornamental cord used esp. on costumes b : a cord or ribbon worn
as a badge of honor or a decoration c : stringcourse 2 a : a
line of troops or of military posts enclosing an area b ; a line
of persons or objects around a person or place
icor-do-van \'k6rd-a-v3n\ adj [OSp cordovano, fr. Cdrdova (now
Cdrdoba), Spain] 1 cap ; of or relating to Cordoba and esp. Cdr-
doba, Spain 2 : made of cordovan leather
acordovan n : a soft fine-grained colored leather
icor-dU-roy \'k6rd-3-,r6i\ n, ojten attrib [perh. alter, of the name
Corderoy] 1 : a durable usu. cotton pile fabric with vertical ribs
or wales 2 : a road built of logs laid side by side transversely

2corduroy vt : to build (a road) of logs laid side by side transversely
COrd.wain \'k6(3)r-,dwan\ n [ME cordwane, fr. MF cordoan, fr.

OSp cordovano, cordovan] archaic ; cordovan leather
cord-wain-er \-,dwa-n3r\ n 1 archaic : a worker in cordovan
leather 2 ; shoemaker — cord-wain-ery \-,dwa-na-re\ n
cord-wood \'k6(3)r-,dwud\ n ; wood piled or sold in cords; also

; standing timber suitable for use as fuel
lCore\'ko(a)r, 'k6{3)r\ n [ME]1 : a central or foundational part: as
a ; the usu. inedible central part of some fruits (as a pineapple); esp
; the papery or leathery carpels composing the ripened ovary in a
pome fruit b : the portion of a foundry mold that shapes the
interior of a hollow casting c ; a part removed from the interior of
a mass d : the central strand around which other strands twist in
some ropes e ; a mass of iron serving to concentrate and intensify
the magnetic field resulting from a current in the coil I : the con-
ducting wire with its Insulation in an electric cable g : a layer of
wood on which veneers are glued (as in making plywood) h : an
arrangement of a course of studies that combines under certain basic
topics material from subjects conventionally separated and aims to
provide a common background for all students 2 a : a basic,
essential, or enduring part b : the essential meaning : gist
score vt : to remove the core from — cor-er n
Score n [ME chore chorus, company, fr. L chorus] chtejly Scot
; company; esp ; a company of players in a curling match

co-re-late \,k6-ri-'lat\ vt [back-formation fr. corelation] chiefly
Brit ; correlate — co-re. la-tion \,ko-ri-'la-sh3n\ n — co-rel-
a-tive \ko-'rel-3t-iv, ks-\ adj — co-rel*a-tive-ly adv

CO-re-11-gion-ist \,k6-ri-'Uj-a-n3st\ n ; one having the same re-
ligion

co-re-op-sis \,k6r-e-'ap-S3s, ,k6r-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk
koris bedbug -l- NL -opsis; akin to Gk keirein to cut — more at
shear] ; any of a genus (Coreopsis) of composite herbs

co-re -spon-dent \,ko-ri-'span-dant\ n ; a person named as guilty of
adultery with the defendant in a divorce suit

corf \'k6(3)rf\ n, pi corves \'k6(a)rvz\ [ME, basket, fr. MD corf or
MLG korj] Brit I a basket, tub, or truck used in a mine

CO-ri-a.ceous \.k6r-e-'a-shas, ,k6r-\ adj [LL coriaceus — more at
cuirass] : resembling leather

CO-ri-an-der X'kor-e-.an-dar, "kor-; Jcor-e-'. Jc6r-\ n [ME coriandre,
fr. OF, fr. L coriandrum, fr. Gk koriandron] : an Old World herb
(Coriandrum sativum) of the carrot family with aromatic fruits

iCo-rin-thi-an \k3-'rin(t)-the-an\ n 1 : a native or resident of
Corinth, Greece 2 a : a gay profligate man b : a fashionable
man-about-town; esp : sportsman c ; an amateur yachtsman

^Corinthian adj l : of, relating to, or characteristic of Corinth
or Corinthians 2 : of or relating to the hghtest and most ornate
of the three Greek orders of architecture characterized esp. by its

bell-shaped capital enveloped with acanthuses
Co-ri-O-liS force \,k6r-e-,o-l3s-, ,k6r-\ n [Gaspard G. Coriolis
tl843 F civil engineer] : a deflecting force acting on a body in
motion (as an airplane or projectile) due to the earth's rotation

CO-ri-um X'kor-e-am, 'k6r-\ n, pi co-ria \-e-3\ [NL, fr. L, leather— more at cuirass] 1 : dermis 2 ; the layer of a mucous mem-
brane corresponding to the dermis
icork \'kd(3)rk\ n [ME, cork, bark, prob. fr. Ar qurq, fr. L cortic-,
cortex] 1 a : the elastic tough outer tissue of a European oak

a abut;^ * kitten; _9r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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(Quercus suber) used esp. for stoppers and insulation b : phellem
2 : a usu. cork stopper for a bottle or jug 3 : an angling float

2cork vt 1 ; to furnish or fit with cork or a cork 2 : to blacken with
burnt cork

Cork>er \'k6r-kar\ n 1 : one that corks bottles or other containers
2 slang : one that is excellent

cork'ing \'k6r-kia\ adj, slang : extremely fine

lCorls«screw \'k6rk-.skru\ n : a pointed spiral piece of metal with a
handle used for drawing corks from bottles

acorkscrew vt 1 : wind 2 : to draw out with difficulty 3 : to
twist into a spiral ~ vi : to move in a winding course
cork-wood \'k6r-,kwud\ n : any of several trees having light or
corky wood; esp : a small or shrubby tree {Leitneria Jloridana) of
the southeastern U.S. that has extremely light soft wood and is the
sole member of its genus and family
corky \*k6r-ke\ adj : resembling cork
COrm \'k6(3)rm\ n [NL cormus, fr. Gk kormos tree trunk, fr.

keirein to cut — more at shear] : a rounded thick modified under-
ground stem base bearing membranous or scaly leaves and buds
and acting as a vegetative reproductive structure — compare bulb,
TUBER
cor-mel \'k6r-m3l\ n [dim. of corm'^ ; a small or secondary conn
produced by a larger corm
COr>mo>rant N'korm-Ca-lrant. 'k6r-m3-,rant\ n [ME cormeraunt, fr.

MF cormorant, fr OF cormareng. fr. corp raven + marenc of the
sea, fr. L marinusi 1 ; any of various dark-colored web-footed
voracious seabirds (family Phalacrocoracidae) with a long neck,
wedge-shaped tail, hooked bill, and a patch of bare often brightly
colored distensible skin under the mouth that are used in eastern
Asia for catching fish 2 : a gluttonous, greedy, or rapacious person
icorn \'k60)m\ /i, often attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG & ON
korn grain, L granum, Gk geras old age] 1 chiejly dial ; a small
hard particle : grain 2 : a small hard seed 3 a : the seeds of a
cereal grass and esp. of the important cereal crop of a particular
region (as in Britain wheat, in Scotland and Ireland oats, and in the
New World and Australia Indian com) b ; the kernels of sweet
com served as a vegetable while still soft and milky 4 ; a plant
that produces com 5 : something that is corny

Scorn vt 1 : to form into grains : granulate 2 a : to preserve or
season with salt in grains b : to salt lightly in brine containing
preservatives i-^ beef) 3 : to feed with com {^ horses)
Scorn n [ME come, fr. MF, horn, comer, fr. L cornu horn, point]

; a local hardening and thickening of epidermis (as on a toe)

corn borer n : any of several insects that bore in maize; esp X the
larva of an Old World moth {Pyrausta nubilalis) widespread in
eastern No. America where it is a major pest esp. in the stems and
crowns of Indian com, dahlias, and potatoes
corn bread n : bread made with cornmeal
Com«cob \'k6f3lm-,kab\n 1 : the axis on which the kernels of In-
dian com are arranged 2 : an ear of Indian com

corn cockle n ; an annual hairy weed (Asrostemma giihago) with
purplish red flowers found in grainfields

corn=crake \'k6(3lrn-,krak\ n : a common Eurasian short-billed
rail (Crex crex) that frequents grainfields — called also land rail

corn. crib \-,krib\ n ; a crib for storing ears of Indian com
corn dodger n, chiefly South & Midland : a cake of com bread fried,

baked, or boiled as a dumphng
COr-nea \'k6r-ne-3\ n [ML, fr. L, fern, of corneas homy. fr. cornu'i

1 the transparent part of the coat of the eyeball that covers the iris

and pupil and admits light to the interior — cor*ne>al \-3l\ adj
corn earworm n : a large striped yellow-headed larva of a moth
{Heliothis armigera) esp. destructive to the ear of Indian com

cor-nel \'k6rn-l, 'k6r-,nel\ n [deriv. of L cornus comel cherry
tree; akin to Gk kerasos cherry tree] ; any of various shrubs or trees
(Cornus and related genera) with very hard wood and perfect
flowers: specif: dogwood

cor-ne.lian \k6r-'nel-yan\ n : carnelian
cor-ue-ous \'k6r-ne-3s\ adj [L comeus} : horny
Icor.ner \'k6r-nar\ n [ME, fr. OF cornere, fr. cornel 1 a : the
point where converging lines, edges, or sides meet : angle b ; the
place of intersection of two streets or roads c : a piece designed to
form, mark, or protect a comer 2 a : the space between meeting
lines, walls, or borders close to the vertex of the angle b ; a posi-
tion from which escape or retreat is difficult or impossible 3 : con-
trol or ownership of enough of the available supply of a commodity
or security to permit manipulation of the price syn see monopoly
acor.ner vb cor-ner-ing\'k6(r)n-(a-)rio\ vt 1 : to drive into a comer
2 : to get a corner on <— wheat) '-»' vi 1 : to meet or converge at a
comer or angle 2 : to turn a comer <a car that '^s well)
3corner adj 1 ; situated at a comer 2 : used or fitted for use in or

COr>ner>stone \'k6fr)-n3r-.ston\ n 1 : a stone forming a part of a
comer or angle in a wall; specif : such a stone laid at a formal
ceremony 2 : the most basic element ; foundation

cor-ner.wise \-,wTz\ or cor.ner-ways \-,waz\ adv : diagonally
COr.net \k6r-'net\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. dim. of corn horn, fr. L cornu'}

1 : a valved brass band instrument that resembles the trumpet
2 : something shaped like a cone: as a : a piece of paper twisted for
use as a container b ; a cone-shaped pastry shell that is often filled
with whipped cream c Brit ; an ice-cream cone

cor.nel-a-pis.tons \k6r-,net-(,la-'pis-t3nz\ n, pi cor-nets-i-pis-
tons \-,nel-(,)(s)a-\ [F, lit., comet with valves] : cornet 1

cor.net'ist or cor-net-tist \k6r-'net-ast\ n ; a performer on the
comet
corn flour n, Brit : cornstarch
com. flow. er \'k6f3)m-,flau(-3)r\ n 1 ; corn cockle 2 ; a
European plant (Centaurea cyanus) having flower heads with blue,
pink, or white rays that is often culuvated in No. America
cornflower blue n ; a variable color averaging a moderate purplish

corn-busk. ing \'kdm-,h3s-klo\ n ; the husking of com; specif
; HUSKING

cor.nice \'k6r-n9s\ n [MP, fr. It] la: the molded and projecting
horizontal member that crowns an architectural composition b : a
top course that crowns a wall 2 : a decorative band of metal or
wood used to conceal curtain fixtures — cornice vt

cor.niche \'k6r-nish, k6r-'nesh\ n [F cornice, corniche, lit., cornice]
; a road usu. along the face of a cliff

COr*niC.U>late \k6r-*nlk-ya-l3t\ adj [L corhiculatus, fr. cornlculum.

dim. of comul : having small hom-shaped processes
iCor-niSb \'k6r-nish\ adj [Cornwall, England] : of, relatkig to, or
characteristic of Cornwall, Comishmen, or Comish
^GomiSll n 1 : a Celtic language of Cornwall eiftinct since the late
18th century 2 ; any of an English breed of domestic fowls much
used in crossbreeding for meat production
Gor.nish.man \-m9n\ n : a native or resident of Cornwall, Eng-
land
Com Law n : one of a series of laws in force in Great Britain before
1846 prohibiting or discouraging the importation of foreign grain

corn.meal \'k6(3)m-'me(5)]\ n ; meal ground from com
com pone n. South & Midland : com bread often made without
milk or eggs and baked or fried

com poppy n : an annua! red-flowered poppy (Papaver rhoeas)
common in European grainfields and cultivated in several varieties

corn snow n ; granular snow formed by alternate thawing and
freezing
Com*stalk \'k6f3^m-,st6k\ n ; a stalk of Indian com
corn.starch \-,starch\ n : starch made from com and used in foods
as a thickening agent, in making com syrup and sugars, and in the
manufacture of adhesives and sizes for paper and textiles

corn sugar n ; dextrose; esp : that made by hydrolysis of cornstarch
corn syrup n : a syrup containing dextrins. maltose, and dextrose
that is obtained by partial hydrolysis of cornstarch
cor.nu \'k6r-(,)nfy)ii\ n, pi C0T>nua \-ny3-w3\ [L] : horn; esp : a
hom-shaped anatomical structure — cor.nu. al \-nya-w9l\ adj
C0r>nn>C0.pia \,k6r-n(y')3-'ko-pe-3\ n [LL. fr. L cornu copiae horn
of plenty] 1 j a curved goat's horn overflowing with fruit and ears
of grain that is used as a decorative motif emblematic of abundance
2 : abundance 3 : a receptacle shaped like a hom or cone

cor.nut.ed \k6r-'n(y)Lit-3d\ adj [L comuius homed, fr. cornu hom— more at horn] 1 : having horns 2 : shaped like a hom
cor.nu. to \k6r-'n(y)iit-(,)o\ n [It, fr. L cornuius'\ : cuckold
corn whiskey n : whiskey distilled from a mash made up of not less
than 80 percent com
icorny \'k6r-ne\ adj 1 archaic ; tasting strongly of malt 2 ; of or
relating to corn 3 : characterized by threadbare moralizing, ex-
aggerated theatricaUty, or stereotyped sentiments : trite
2comy adj : relating to or having corns on the feet

COr.O'dy Vkor-ad-e, 'kar-\ n [ME corrodie, fr. ML corrodiumj : an
allowance of provisions for maintenance dispensed as a charity

CO.rol.la \k3-'ral-3\ n [NL. fr. L. dim. of corona} : the petals of a
flower constituting the inner floral envelope surrounding the
sporophylls — co-roMate \k9-'ral-3t; 'kor-s-.Iat, 'kar-\ adj

COr-ol-lary \'k6r-a-,ler-e, 'kar-. Brit k3-'ral-a-re\ n [ME corolarie,

fr. LL corollarium. fr. L, money paid for a garland, gratuity, fr.

corolla} 1 ; an immediate inference from a proved proposition
2 : something that naturally follows : result — corollary adj

CO.rO'Ua \k3-'ro-na\ n [L, garland, crown, cornice — more at
crown] 1 : the projecting part of a classic cornice 2 a : a usu.
colored circle often seen around and close to a luminous body (as

the sun or moon) caused by diffraction produced by suspended
droplets or occas. particles of dust b : the tenuous outermost part
of the atmosphere of the sun appearing as a gray halo around the
moon's black disk during a total eclipse of the sun c : the upper
portion of a body part (as a tooth or the skull) d ; an appendage
on the inner side of the corolla in some flowers (as the daffodil,

jonquil, or milkweed) e : a faint glow adjacent to the surface of an
electrical conductor at high voltage 3 [fr. La Corona, a trademark]
; a long straight cigar roundly blunt at the sealed end
Corona Aus-tra.Iis \k3-,r6-n9-(.)6-'stra-l3s\ n [L (gen. Coronas
Ausrralis), lit., southern crown] : a southern constellation adjoin-
ing Sagittarius on the south
Corona Bo*re.al.is \-,bor-e-'al-3s, -,b6r-\ n [L (gen. Coronae
Borealis), hi., northern crown] ; a northern constellation between
Hercules and Bootes

,

COr.q.nach X'kor-s-n^k, 'kar-\ n [ScGael corranach & IrGael
coranach} i a lamentation for the dead as sung or played on the
bagpipes in Scotland and Ireland ; dirge

CO.ro.na.graph or co.ro.no.graph \k3-'r6-na-,graf\ n : a telescope
for observation of the sun's corona without a total solar eclipse

icor.o.nal also cor.o-nel \'k6r-3n-'l, 'kar-\ n [ME coronal, fr. AF,
fr. L coronalis of a crown, fr. corona} : a circlet for the head

2co.ro.nal \'k6r-3n-^I, 'kar-; with reference to a corona, also ka-
'ron-\ adj 1 ; of or relating to a corona or crown 2 : lying in the
direction of the coronal suture

coronal suture n : a suture extending across the skull between the
parietal and frontal bones
iQor.o-nary \'k6r-3-,ner-e, "kar-X adj 1 : of. relating to, or being a
crown or coronal 2 a : resembling a crown or circlet esp. in
encircling another body part b : relating to or being the coronary
arteries or veins of the heart; broadly ; of or relating to the heart

'coronary n 1 : a coronary artery or vein 2 : coronary throm-
bosis
coronary thrombosis n : the blocking of a coronary artery of the
heart by a thrombus — called also coronary occlusion

COr.O.na.tlon X.kor-s-'na-shan, ,kar-\ n [ME coronacion, fr. MF
ler to crown] : the act or ceremony of invest-
his consort with the royal crown
sr, 'kar-\ n [ME, an officer of the crown, fr.

AF, fr. OF corone crown, fr. L corona} ; a public officer whose
principal duty is to inquire by an inquest held in the presence of a
jury into the cause of any death which there is reason to suppose is

not due to natural causes
COr-O-net \,k6r-3-'net. ,kar-\ n [MF coronette. fr. OF coronete, fr.

corone} 1 : a small or lesser crown usu. signifying a rank below
that of a sovereign 2 a : an ornamental wreath or band for the
head usu. for wear by women on formal occasions b : the lower
part of a horse's pastern where the hom terminates in skin

iCOr.po-ral \'k6r-p(a-)r3)\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. ML corporale, fr. L,
neut. of corporalis; fr. the doctrine that the bread of the Eucharist
becomes or represents the body of Christ] ; a linen cloth on which
the eucharistic elements are placed

2COrporal adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. L corporalis. fr. corpor-, corpus body]
1 : of or relating to the body (-^ punishment) 2 obs : corporeal,
physical syn see bodily — cor.po.raMy \-p(3->r»-le\ adv
^corporal n [MF, lowest noncommissioned officer, alter, of caporaL
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cor.po-ral.i.ty \,k6r-p3-'ral-at-e\ n : the quality or state of being
or having a body or a material or physical existence
corporars guard n 1 : the small detachment commanded by a
corporal 2 : a small group
COr-po>rate \'k6r-p(a-)r3t\ adj [L corporatus, pp. of corporare
to make into a body, fr. corpor-, carpus'] 1 a : formed into an
association and endowed by law with the rights and liabilities
of an individual ; incorporated U : of or relating to a corpora-
tion 2 : of or relating to a whole composed of individuals
3 : CORPORATIVE 2 — cor>po*rate<ly adv

COr^pO-ra-Uon X.kor-pa-'ra-shsnX n 1 a obs : a group of merchants
or traders united in a trade guild b : the municipal authorities
of a town or city 2 : a body formed and authorized by law to act
as a single person although constituted by one or more persons
and legally endowed with various rights and duties including the
capacity of succession 3 ; an association of employers and
employees in a basic industry or of members of a profession
organized as an organ of political representation in a corporative
state 4 ; potbelly

cor*po<rat<ism \'k6r-p(3-)r3t-,iz-3m\ or cor.pO'ra«tiv»isra X-ps-
,rat-i-,viz-, -p(a-)rat-\ n ; the organization of a society into corpora-
tions — cor.po'iat.ist \-p(3-)r3t-3st\ adj

cor.po-ra.tive \'k6r-p3-.rat-iv, -p(3-)r3t-\ adj 1 : of or relating to
a corporation 2 ; of orrelating to corporatism
COr>po>ra>tOT \'k6r-pa-,rat-ar\ n ; a corporation organizer, mem-
ber, or stockholder
COr-pO-re.al \k6r-*por-e-sl, -*p6r-\ adj [L corporeus of the body,
fr. corpor-, corpus] 1 : having, consisting of, or relating to a
physical material body: as a : not spiritual b : not immaterial
or intangible ; substantial 2 archaic : corporal syn see bodily,
MATERIAL — cor<po*re<al<ly \-e-a-le\ adv — cor>pO're*al*ness n

cor.po-re.al.i.ty \(,)k6r-,p6r-e-'al-3t-e, -,p6r-\ n : corporeal
existence

cor.po-re-ity \,k6r-pa-'re-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of having
or being a body ; materl^lity

Cor>po>sant \'k6r-p3-,sant, -,zant\ n [Pg corpo-santo, lit., holy
body] : saint elmo's fire

corps \'ko{3^r, 'k6(3)r\ n, p/ corps \'k6(3)rz, k6(9)rz\ [F. fr. L
corpus body] 1 a : an organized subdivision of the military estab-
lishment (Marine Corps} b : a tactical unit usu. consisting of two
or more divisions and auxiliary arms and services 2 a : a group of
persons associated together or acting under common direction
b ; an association of German university students

corps area n : a territorial division of the U.S. for purposes of
mihtary administration and training

corps de baMet \,k6rd-3-(.)ba-'Ia, .k6rd-\ n, pi corps de ballet
\same\ [F] : the ensemble or chorus of a ballet company

corpse \*k6{3)rps\ n [ME corps, fr. MF, fr. L carpus'^ 1 obs \ z.

human or animal body whether living or dead 2 a ; a dead body
csp, of a human being b : something discarded or defunct
corps.man \'k60)r(z)-m3n, 'k6(3)r{z)A n : a navy enlisted man
trained to give first aid and apprentice medical treatment

cor*pu.lence \'k6r-py3-l3n(t)s\ n : fleshiness, obesity
cor-pu.len.cy \-lan-se\ n : corpulence
COr-pu-lent \-l3nt\ adj [me, fr. L corpulentus, fr. carpus'^ : having
a large bulky body : obese— cor-pu-lent-ly adv
cor.pus \'k6r-p3s\ 77, pi cor-pcra \-pO-)ra\ [ME, fr. L] 1 : the
body of a man or animal esp. when dead 2 a : the main part or
body of a body structure or organ <the '^ of the jaw) b : the
nmin body or corporeal substance of a thing; specij : the principal
of a fund or estate as distinct from income or interest 3 ; all the
writings of a particular kind or on a particular subject

cor.pus caMo.siun \.kbr-p3-(.)ska-'lo-sam\ n. pi cor-po-ra cal-
lo.sa \,k6r-p(3-)r3-(.)ka-'lo-sa\ [NL, lit., callous body] : the
great band of commissural fibers uniting the cerebral hemispheres
in man and in the higher mammals
Cor.pus Chris.U \.k6r-p3-'skris-te\ n [ME, fr. ML. lit., body of
Christ] ; a Roman Catholic festival in honor of the Eucharist ob-
served on the Thursday after Trinity Sunday

cor.pus.cle X'kdr-.pas-al, -p3-s3l\ n [L corpusculum, dim. of
corpusl 1 : a minute particle 2 a : a hving cell; esp : one (as a
red or white blood cell or a cell in cartilage or bone) not aggregated
into continuous tissues b ; a small circumscribed multicellular
body — cor.puS'Cu.lar \k6r-'p3s-kya-l9r\ adj
cor.pus de-licti \,k6r-p3s-di-'iik-,tT, -(,)te\ n, pi cor-pcra
delicti \,k6r-p(3-)r3-\ [NL, lit., body of the crime] 1 : the
substantial and fundamental fact necessary to prove the commission
of a crime 2 : the material substance (as the body of the victim of a
murder) upon which a crime has been committed
cor.pus lu.te.um \.k6r-p3-'siut-e-am\ n, pi cor.pcra lu-tea
\,k6r-p(3-)r3-'lut-e-3\ [NL, lit., yellowish body] 1 : a reddish
yellow mass of endocrine tissue that forms from a ruptured Graafian
follicle in the mammalian ovary ^ : a preparation of the corpus
luteum of the hog or cow used to treat ovarian dysfunction
COr.rade \k3-*rad\ vb [L corradere to scrape together, fr. com- +
radere to scrape — more at rat] : to wear away by abrasion —
cor*ra.sion \-'ra-zh3n\ n — cor.ra.sive \-'ra-siv, -ziv\ adj

icor.ral \k3-'ral\ n [Sp, fr. (assumed) VL currale enclosure for
vehicles, fr. L currus cart, fr. currere to run — more at current]
1 ; a pen or enclosure for confining or capturing livestock 2 : an
enclosure made with wagons for defense of an encampment

scorral vt cor-ralled; cor.ral.ling l : to enclose in a corral
2 ; to arrange so as to form a corral 3 : collect, gather syn
see enclose
icor.rect \k3-*rekt\ vt [ME correcten, fr. L correctus, pp. of
corrigere, fr. com- + regere to lead straight — more at right]
1 a : to make or set right : amend b ; counteract, neutralize
C : to alter or adjust so as to bring to some standard or required
condition 2 a : rebuke, punish b : to point out for amendment
the errors or faults of — cor.rect.able \-'rek-t3-b3l\ adj
syn correct, rectify, emend, remedy, redress, amend, reform,

REVISE mean to make right what is wrong, correct implies taking
action to remove errors, faults, deviations, defects; rectify implies
a more essential changing to make something right, just, or properly
controlled or directed; emend specifically implies correction of a
text or manuscript; remedy implies removing or making harmless
a cause of trouble, harm, or evil* redress imphes making com-
pensation or reparation for an unfairness, injustice, or imbalance;

amend, reform, revise Imply an Improving by making corrective
changes, amend usu. suggesting sUght changes, reform implying
drastic change, and revise suggesting a detailed search for imper-
fections syn see in addition punish
acorrect ndj [ME, corrected, fr. L correctus, fr. pp. of corrigere}
1 ; conforming to an approved or conventional standard 2 : con-
forming to or agreeing with fact, logic, or known truth : accurate
3 ; conforming to a set figure (as an established price) — cor-
rect.ly \k3-'rek-(t)le\ adv — cor.rect.ness \-'rek(t)-n3s\ n
syn correct, accurate, exact, precise, nice, right mean con-

forming to fact, standard, or truth, correct usu. implies freedom
from fault or error as judged by some standard; accurate implies
fideUty to fact or truth attained by exercise of care; exact stresses
a very strict agreement with fact, standard, or truth; precise adds
to exact an emphasis on sharpness of definition or delimitation;
nice stresses great precision and delicacy of adjustment or dis-
crimination; right is close to correct but has a stronger positive
emphasis on conformity to fact or truth rather- than mere absence
of error or fault

COr-reC'tion \k3-'rek-sh3n\ n 1 : the action or an instance of
correcting: as a ; amendment, rectification b : rebuke,
punishment c : a bringing into conformity with a standard
d ; counteraction, neutralization 2 : a decline in market
price or business activity following and counteracting a rise
3a: something substituted in place of what is wrong b ; a
quantity appUed by way of correcting (as for adjustment or in-
accuracy of an instrument) 4 ; the treatment of offenders and de-
linquents through rehabilitation instead of penal action or custody— cor.rec.tion.al \-shn3l, -shsn-'lV adj
cor.recti'tude \k3-'rek-t3-,t(y)ud\ n [blend of correct and recti-
tude} ; correctness or propriety of conduct

cor.rective \k3-'rek-tiv\ adj ; tending to correct — corrective n.— cor.rec.tive-ly adv ~ cor.rec.tive*ness n
Cor.reC'tor \-t3r\ n ; one that corrects
'cor.re.late \'k6r-3-,lat, 'kar-\ n [back-formation fr. correlation}
: either of two tilings so related that one directly implies or is

complementary to the other (as husband and wife) — correlaten^^
^correlate vi : to bear reciprocal or mutual relations ^ vt 1 a : to
establish a mutual or reciprocal relation of b : to show a causal
relationship between 2 : to relate so that to each member of one
set or series a corresponding member of another is assigned

cor.re.la.lion \,k6r-3-'la-sh3n, ,kar-\ n [ML correlation-, cor-
relatio, fr. L com- + relation-, relatio relation] 1 ; the act of
correlating : the state of being correlated; specij ; a relation of
invariable accompaniment 2 ; reciprocal relation in the occur-
rence of different structures, characteristics, or processes in organ-
isms — cor.re.la-tion.al \-shn3l,-sh3n-n\ adj

cor.rel.a-tive \k3-'rel-3t-iv\ adj 1 : naturally related ; cor-
responding 2 : reciprocally related 3 oj paired words or expres-
sions : regularly used together but typically not adjacent <'--' con-
junctions) — correlative n — cor*rel.a.tive.ly adv
cor.re.spond \.k6r-3-'spand, Jcar-\ vi [MF or ML; MF cor-
respondre, fr. ML correspondere, fr. L com- + respondere to
respond] 1 a : to be in conformity or agreement : surr b ; to
compare closely : match c ; to be equivalent or parallel 2 : to
communicate with a person by exchange of letters syn see agree
cor.re.spon-dence \-'span-d3n(t)s\ n 1 a ; the agreement of
things with one another b : a particular similarity c : association
of members of one set with each member of a second and of mem-
bers of the second with each member of the first 2 ; communica-
tion by letters; also : the letters exchanged
correspondence school n : a school that teaches nonresident
students by mailing them lessons and exercises which upon com-
pletion are returned to the school for grading

cor.re.spoii'den.cy \-d3n-se\ n ; correspondence
icor-re.spon-dent \,k6r-3-'span-d3nt, ,kar-\ adj [ME, fr. MF or
ML; MF, fr. ML correspondent-, correspondens, prp. of cor-
respondere} 1 : similar 2 ; conforming, fitting
^correspondent n 1 ; something that corresponds 2 a : one who
communicates with another by letter b ; one who has regular
commercial relations with another c : one who contributes news
or comment to a newspaper often from a distant place
cor.re.spon.sive \-'span(t)-siv\ adj : mutually responsive
cor.ri.da \k6-'re-th3\ n [Sp corrida, lit., act of running] : bullfight
cor. rl.dor \'k6r-3d-3r, 'kar-, -3-.dd(3)r\ n [MF, fr. Olt corridore,
fr. correre to run, fr. L currere ~- more at current] 1 ; a passage-
way into which compartments or rooms open (as in a hotel) 2 : a
narrow strip of land through foreign-held territory

cor.rie \*k6r-e, 'kar-e\ n [ScGael coire, lit., kettle] : cirque 3
Cor.rie.dale \-,dal\ n {Corriedale, ranch in New Zealand] ; any
of a dual-purpose breed of rather large usu. hornless sheep de-
veloped in New Zealand
cor.ri'gen.dum \,k6r-3-'jen-d3m, .kar-\ n, pi cor.ri.gen-da \-d3\
[L, neut. of corrigendus, gerundive of corrigere to correct] : an
error in a printed work discovered after printing and shown with
its correction on a separate sheet bound with the original

cor.ri.gi.bil*i*ty \.k6r-3-j3-'bil-3t-e, ,kar-\ n ; the quality or state
of being corrigible

cor.ri-gi.ble \'k6r-3-j3-b3l, Tcar-X adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML cor-
rigibilis, fr. L corrigere} : capable of being set right ; reparable
<a ~ defect) — cor.ri.gi-bly \-ble\ adv

cor.ri.val \k3-'r7-v3l, k6-, ko-\ n [MF, fr. L corrivalis, fr. com- +
rivalis rival] : rival, competitor — corrival adj

cor.rob.0.rant \k3-'rab-(9-)r3nt\ adj. archaic i invigorating
cor.rob'O.rate \k3-'rab-3-,rat\ vt [L corroboratus, pp. of cor-
roborare, fr. com- + robor-, robur strength] : to support with
evidence or authority : make more certain syn see confirm— cor.rob'0>ra.tion \-,rab-3-'ra-sh3n\ n — cor-rob*o.ra.tive
\-'rab-3-,rat-iv, -'rab~(3-)r3t-\ adj — cor*rob'0<ra.tor \-'rab-3-
,rat-3r\ n — cor.rob.cra.to.ry \-'rab-(3-)r3-,t6r-e. -,t6r-\ adj

cor.rob.o-ree \k3-'rab-3-re\ n [fr. naUve name in New South
Wales, Australia] 1 : a nocturnal festivity with songs and symbolic
dances by which the Australian aborigines celebrate events of
importance 2 Austral a : a noisy festivity b ; tumult

cor.rode \k3-*rod\ vb [ME corroden, fr. L corrodere to gnaw to
pieces, fr. com- + rodere to gnaw — more at rat] \t 1 ; to eat
away by degrees as if by gnawing; esp ; to wear away gradually
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. by chemical action 2 ; consume, impair '- v/ : to undergo
rosion — cor.ro(i»ible \-'r6d-3-b3l\ adj

cor-ro.dy var oj corody
COr.ro.Sion \k3-'ro-zh3n\ n [ME, fr. LL corrosion-, corrosio act
of gnawing, fr. L corrosus, pp. of corrodere} 1 : the action, process,
or effect of corroding 2 : a product of corroding
iCOr-rO'Sive \-'ro-siv, -2iv\ adj 1 : tending or having the power
to corrode <'^ acids) <-- action) 2 : fretting, vexing — cor*ro-
sive-ly adv — cor.ro.sive*ness n

2corrosive n : something that corrodes
corrosive sublimate n : mercury chloride b
COr«ru»gate \'k6r-9-,gat, 'kar-X vb [L corrugatus, pp. of corrugare,
fr. com- + ruga wrinkle] vt : to form or shape into wrinkles or
folds or ridges and grooves : FURROW ^ vi ; to become corrugated
corrugated iron n : usu. galvanized sheet iron or sheet steel shaped
into straight parallel regular and equally curved ridges and hoUows

cor-ru-ga.tion X.kor-a-'ga-shan, ,kar-\ n 1 : the act of corrugating
2 ; a ridge or groove of a corrugated surface

1C0r«rupt \k3-'r3pt\ vb [ME corrupten, fr. L corruptus, pp. of
corrumpere, fr. com- 4- rampere to break — more at reave] vr

1 ; to change from good to bad in morals, manners, or actions;
specij : bribe 2 : rot, spoil 3 : to subject to corniption of blood
4 : to alter from the original or correct form or version ^ vi

1 a : to become tainted or rotten b : to become morally debased
2 : to cause disintegration or ruin syn see debase

^corrupt adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L corruptus, fr. pp. of
corrumpere} 1 a : morally perverted : depraved b : characterized
by bribery, the selling of political favors, or other improper conduct
2 archaic : tainted, putrid syn see vicious — cor.rupt'iy X-'rap-
(t)le\ adv — cor-rupt»ness \-'r3p(t)-n3s\ n

cor.rupt^er or cor.rup.tor Xka-'rap-tarX n ; one that corrupts
cor.rupt-ibil.i.ty Xka-.rap-ta-'bil-st-eX n ; capability of being
corrupted — cor>rupt<ible \-'rap-t3-b3l\ adj — cor-rupt-ibly
\-ble\ adv

Cor-rup-tion Vks-'rsp-shsnV n l a ; impairment of Integrity,
viriue, or moral principle ; DEPRAvrrY b : decay, decomposition
C : inducement to wrong by bribery or other unlawful or improper
means d : a departure from what is pure or correct 2 archaic
; an agency or influence that corrupts 3 chiejly dial : pus

Cor»rup«tion.ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n ; one who practices or defends
corruption esp. in politics

corruption of blood : a legal taint resulting from a conviction by
attainder and barring the attainted person from inheriting,
retaining, or transmitting any estate, rank, or tide

Cor-rup>tive \ka-'rsp-tiv\ adj : producing corruption — cor»rup-
tive-ly adv

cor.sage \k6r-'sazh, -'saj, 'kor-.X n [F, bust, bodice, fr. OF, bust,
fr, cars body, fr. L corpus} 1 : the waist or bodice of a woman's
dress 2 : an arrangement of flowers to be worn by a woman

cor-sair \'k6r-,sa(3)r, -,se(9)r\ n [MF & Olt; MF corsaire pirate,
fr. OProv corsari, fr. Olt corsaro, fr. ML cursnrius, fr. L cursus
course — more at course] 1 ; a privateer of the Barbary coast
2 : pirate

corse \'k6(3)rs\ n [ME cors, fr. OF, body] archaic I corpse
corse.let \(>i sense 1 'kor-slst, in sense 2 ,k6r-sa-'let\ n 1 or cors-
let [MF, dim. of cors body, bodice] a : a piece of armor for the
trunk b : a pikeman's armor including helmet 2 or cor.se-lette
[fr. Corselet te, a trademark] ; a foundation garment combining
girdle and brassiere
icor.set \'k6r-s3t\ n [ME, fr. OF, dim. of cars} 1 : a medieval
jacket usu. close-fitting and often laced 2 : a woman's closes
fitting boned supporting undergarment often hooked and laced
that extends from above or beneath the bust or from the waist to
below the hips and has garters attached — sometimes used in pi.

2corset vt : to dress in or fit with a corset
corset cover n : a woman's undergarment worn over a corset
Cor-se-tiere \,k6r-s3-'ti'3)r, -'tye(a)r\ n [F corsetiere, fem. of
corsetier, fr. corset} : one who makes, fits, or sells corsets, girdles,
or brassieres

Cor-tege also C0r.t6ge \'k6r-.tezh, k6r-'\ n [F cortege, fr. It

corieggio, fr. corteggiare to court, fr. corte court, fr. L cohort-,
cohors throng — more at court] 1 : a train of attendants : retinue
2 : procession; esp ; a funeral procession

cor-tex \'k6r-,teks\ n, pi cor.ti.ces \*k6rt-a-,sez\ or cor-tex-es
[L cortic-, cortex bark] 1 : a plant bark or rind used medicinally
2 : the outer or superficial part of an organ or body structure; esp
;the outer layer of gray matter of the cerebrum and cerebellum
3 a : the typically parenchymatous layer of tissue external to the
vascular tissue and internal to the corky or epidermal tissues of a
green plant; broadly : all tissues external to the xylem b : an outer
or investing layer of various al:ae, lichens, or fungi

COr*ti*cal \'k6rt-i-k3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or consisting of
cortex 2 : involving or resulting from the action or condition
of the cerebral cortex — cor-ti.cal-Iy \-kf;3-)le\ adv

cor-ti.cate \'k6rf-3-,kat\ adj : having a cortex
Cor«ti.COid \-,k6id\ n ; any of various adrenal-cortex steroids
cor.ti.co-ste.roid \,k6rt-3-'kas-t3-,rdid, ,k6rt-i-ko-'sti(3)r-,6id\ n
[L conic-, cortex + ISV steroid} : CORTICOID

cor.ti.co.sle.rone \,k6rt-3-'kas-t3-,ron, .kort-i-ko-'stiCalr-.onX n
; a colorless crystalline steroid hormone C21H30O4 of the adrenal

cor*tin \'k6rt-^n\ n : the active principle of the adrenal cortex
COr-ti'Sone \'k6rt-3-,son, -,z6n\ n [alter, of coriicosierone} : a
steroid hormone CjiHjsOs of the adrenal cortex used esp. in the
treatment of rheumatoid arthritis

CO.run.dura Xka-'ran-dsnA n [Tamil kuruntam, fr. Skt kuruvinda
ruby] : a very hard mineral AI2O3 that consists of aluminum oxide
occurring massive and as variously colored crystals which include
the ruby and sapphire, that can be synthesized, and that is used
as an abrasive (hardness 9, sp. gr. 3.95-4.10)

co-rus.cant Xka-'ras-kantN adj : CLnrERiNG, coruscating
COr-US.cate \'k6r-a-,skat, 'kar-X vi [L coruscatus, pp. of coruscare}

: flash, SPARKLE
cor.us*ca.lion X.kor-a-'ska-shsn, ,kar-\ n 1 ; glitter, sparkle
2 : a nash of wit

C0r.v6e \'k6r-,va, k6r-'\ n [ME corvee, ^h. MF, fr. ML corroSata,
fr. L, fem. of corrogatus, pp. of corrogare to collect, requisition,
fr. com- + rogore to ask] 1 : unpaid labor esp. on roads due from
a feudal vassal to his lord 2 : labor exacted in Ueu of taxes by

'ith racemose

public authorities esp. for highway construction or repair
corves pi oj corf
cor.vetle \k6r-'vet\ n [F] 1 ; a warship ranking in the old sailing
navies next below a frigate 2 ; a highly maneuverable armed
escort ship that is smaller than a destroyer

COr-Vi.na \k6r-'ve-n3\ var oj corbina
COr.Vine \'k6r-,vTn\ adj [L corvinus, fr. corvus raven — more at
raven] : of or relating to the crows : resembling a crow
Cor.vus \'k6r-v3s\ n [L (gen. Corvi^, Ut., raven] : a small con-
stellation adjoining Virgo on the south
Cor.y-bant \'k6r-a-.bant, 'kar-\ n, pi Cor.y-baats \-,ban(t)s\ or
Cor.y.ban.tes \.k6r-3-'ban-.tez, .kar-\ [F Corybante, fr. L
Coryhas, fr. Gk Korybas} : one of the attendants or priests of
Cybele noted for orgiastic processions and rites — Cor«y-ban*tic
\,k6r-a-'bant-ik, ,kar-\ adj

CO.ryd.a-Iis \k3-'rid-n-as\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk korydallis
crested lark; akin to L cornu horn — more at horn] : any of a large
genus (Corydalis) of herbs of the fumitory family
irregular flowers
cor.ymb \'k6r-.imfb). 'kar-, -3m(b)\ n, pi
corymbs \-.imz, -3mz\ [F corymbe, fr. L
corymbus cluster of fruit or flowers, fr. Gk
korymbos} : a flat-topped inflorescence; specij
: one in which the flower stalks arise at different
levels on the main axis and reach about the
same height and in which the outer flowers
open first and the inflorescence is indeterminate
— cor-ym-bose \-3m-,b6s\ also co'rym.bous
\k3-'rim-b3s, k6-\ adj — cor-ym.bose-ly adv

cor.y.phae-us \,k6r-3-'fe-3s, .kar-\ n. pi cot-
y.phaei \ 'fe-,T\ [L, leader, fr. Gk koryphaios,
fr. koryphe summit; akin to L cornu} 1 : the
leader of a chorus 2 : the leader of a party
or school of thought corvmb of cherry:
CO.ry.phee \.k6r-i-'fa\ n [F, fr. L coryphaeus} J peduncle; 2, 2

: a ballet dancer who dances in a small group pedicels; 3, 3
instead of in the corps de ballet or as a soloist; bracts
broadly t a dancer in the chorus : chorus girl

CO.ry-za \k3-'rT-za\ n [LL, fr. Gk knryza nasal mucus; akin to
OHG hroz nasal mucus. Skt kardama mud] : an acute inflammatory
contagious disease involving the upper respiratory tract; esp : com-
mon cold — co-ry-zal \-z3l\ adj

CO.se. cant \(')ko-'se-.kant, -kantV n [NL cosecant-, cosecans, fr.

CO- + secant-, secans secant] : the trigonometric function that for
an acute angle in a right triangle is the ratio between the hypotenuse
and the side opposite the angle
cosh \'kash\ n [perh. fr. Romany kosh stick] slang Brit : a weighted
weapon similar to a blackjack; also : an attack with a cosh

C0>Sig>na*t0*ry \(')ko-'sig-n3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ n : a joint signer
CO.Sine \'k6-,sTn\ n [NL cosinus, fr. co- + ML sinus sine] : the
trigonometric function that for an acute angle in a right triangle is

the ratio between the side adjacent to the angle and the hypotenuse
COS lettuce \'kas-, "kos-X n iKos, Cos, Gk island] : a lettuce {Lac-
tuca sariva longijolia) with long crisp leaves and columnar heads

icoS'inet-ic \kaz-'met-ik\ n ; a cosmetic preparation for external

acosmelic adj [Gk kosmetikos skilled In adornment, fr. kosmein to
arrange, adorn, fr. kosmos order] : relating to or making for
beauty esp. of the complexion : beautifying i^ salves); also
: correcting defects esp. of the face <~ surgery)

Cos<me<tol.o.gist \,kaz-m3-'tal-3-J3st\ n : one who gives beauty
treatments (as to skin and hair) — called also beautician

COS*me*tol>0>gy \.k"az-m3-'tal-3-je\ n [F cosmeiolngie, fr. cos-
metique cosmetic (fr. E cosmetic) -t- -logie -logy] : the cosmetic
treatment of the skin, hair, and nails
C0S*mic \'kaz-mik\ odj [Gk kosmikos, fr. kosmos order, universe]
1 : of or relating 10 the cosmos 2 : extremely vast; also : Grandi-
ose — cos-mi'cal'ly \-mi-k(3-)le\ adv
cosmic dtist n ; very fine particles of solid matter In any part of
the universe
cosmic noise n : galactic noise — called also cosmic static

cosmic ray « ; a stream of atomic nuclei of heterogeneous ex-
tremely penetrating character that enter the earth's atmosphere
from outer space at speeds approacliing that of light and bombard
atmospheric atoms to produce mesons as well as secondary par-
ticles possessing some of the original energy

COS*mO'gon>ic \,ka2-m3-'g'an-ik\ adj : of or relating to cosmogony— cos*mo>gon>i<cal \-i-k3l\ adj
cos.mog.o.nist \kaz-'mag-3-n3st\ n : a specialist in cosmogony
COS.mog.O-ny \-3-ne\ n [NL cosmogonia, fr. Gk kosmogonia, fr.

kosmos + gonos offspring] 1 : the creation or origination of the
world or universe 2 : a theory of the origin of the universe
cos<mog<ra>pher \kaz-'raag-r3-f3r\ n ; a specialist in cosmography
COS-mo.graph-iC \,kaz-m3-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to cos-
mography — cos<mo>graph'i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj — cos>mo>graph-
i.caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
COS-mog-ra-phy \kaz-'mag-r3-fe\ n [ME cosmographie, fr. LL
cosmographia, fr. Gk kosmographia, fr. kosmos -i- -graphia -graphy]
1 : a general description of the world or of the universe 2 : the
science that deals with the constitution of the whole order of nature
cos<mo>line \'kaz-m3-,len\ vt ; to smear with Cosmohne grease (as

for storage^
Cosmoline trademark — used for petrolatum
cos<mO'log>ic \,k3z-m3-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to cosmology— cos*mo*log'i'Cal \-i-k3l\ adj — cos-mo>log.i-caMy \-i-

k(3-)lc\ adv
COS'moI>o.gist \kaz-'mal-3-j3st\ n : a specialist in cosmology
COS.mol.Q.gy \kaz-'maI-3-je\ n [NL cosmologia, fr. Gk kosmos

-I- NL -logia -logy] 1 : a branch of metaphysics that deals with
the universe as an orderly system 2 : a branch of astronomy that

deals with the origin, structure, and space-time relationships of
the universe
COS.mo.naut X'kaz-ma-.not, -,nat\ n [part trans, of Russ kosmo-
navt, fr. Gk kosmos + Russ -navt (as in aeronavt aeronaut)] : a
traveler beyond the earth's atmosphere : astronaut

cos<mop*o*li5 \kaz-'map-3-l3s\ n [NL, back-formation fr. cos-
mopolites} : a cosmopolitan city

Cos*mo<pol>i>tan \,kaz-m3-'pal-3t-'n\ adj 1 : having worldwide
rather than limited or provincial scope or bearing 2 : having
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for couples that resembles the quadrille 2 : an elaborate dance
with frequent changing of partners executed under the leadership
of one couple at formal balls 3 : a formal ball
CO-to.neas.ter Xks-'to-ne-.as-tar, 'kat-=n-,es-\ n [NL, genus name,
fr. L cydonia, cotoneum quince + NL -asfer'\ : any of a genus
(Cotoneaster) of Old World flowering shrubs of the rose family

cot.quean \'kat-,kwen\ n l archaic : a coarse masculine woman
2 archaic : a man who busies himself with affairs properly feminine
GotS>WOld \'kat-,sw61d\ n iCotswoId hills. Gloucestershire, Eng-
land] ; a sheep of an English breed of large long-wooled sheep

COt'ta \'kal-3\ n [ML, of Gmc origin; akin to OHO kozza coarse
mantle — more at coat] : a waist-length surplice

COt-tage \'kat-ij\ n [ME colage, fr. (assumed) AF, fr. ME coti
1 ; the dwelling of a rural laborer or small farmer 2 : a small usu.
frame one-family house 3 : a small detached dwelling unit at an
institution 4 : a small house for vacation use
cottage cheese n : a soft uncured cheese made from soured skim milk— called also Dutch cheese, pot cheese, smearcase
cottage pudding n : plain cake covered with a

who lives in .

cotton: J flowering
branch; 2 fruit, unopened;

3 fruit, partly open

wide International sophistication 3 ! composed of persons,
constituents, or elements from all or many parts of the world
4 : found in most parts of the world and imder varied ecological
conditions <a '^ herb) — cosmopolitan n — cos*mo>pol>i>tan-
ism \-'n-,iz-3m\ n

COS.mop.o.Iite \kaz-'map-a-,ITt\ n [NL cosmopolites, fr. Ok
kosmopoliies, fr. kosmos + polites citizen] : a cosmopolitan person
or organism — cos*mop'0*llt>ism \-,lTt-,iz-am\ n
COS.mos \'kaz-m3s, 1 & 2 also -,m6s, -,mas\ « [G kosmos, fr. Gk]
1 a : an orderly harmonious systematic universe — compare
CHAOS b : ORDFP, HARMONY 2 : a complex orderly self-inclusive
system 3 pi cosmos also cos>mos*es [NL, genus name, fr. Gk
kosmosi ; any of a genus {Cosmos) of tropical American composite
herbs; esp : a widely cultivated tall fall-blooming annual (C.
bipinnaius) with yellow or red disks and showy ray flowers
COS-mo.tron \'kaz-m3-,tran\ n icosmic ray + -o- + -tron'] t PRO-
TON-synchrotron
COS-sack \'kas-.ak. -3k\ n [Russ kazak & Ukrainian kozak, fr.

Turk kazak free person] : a member of a favored military caste
of Russian frontiersmen and border guards in czarist Russia
iCOS'Set \'kas-5t\ n [origin unknown] ; a pet lamb; broadly : pet
2cosset vt ; to treat as a pet : fondle
iCOSt \'k65t\ n 1 a : the amount or equivalent paid or charged
for something : price h : the outlay or expenditure (as of effort or
sacrifice) made to achieve an object 2 : loss or penalty incurred
in gaining something 3 pi : expenses incurred in litigation; esp
: those given by the law or the court to the prevailing against the
losing party
acost vb cost; COSt-ing [ME costen, ir. MF coster, fr. L constare
to stand firm, to cost — more at constant] vi 1 : to require a
specified expenditure or payment 2 : to require effort, suffering.
or loss — vr 1 : to have a price of 2 : to cause to pay, suffer,

or lose 3 : to estimate or set the cost of
cos-ta \'kas-t3\ n, p! cos-tae \-(,)te, -,tr\ [L — more at coast]
1 : 'RIB la 2 : a part (as the midrib or a leaf or the anterior vein
of an insect wing) likened to a rib — cos>tal X'kast-^IX adj —
cos'tate \'kas-,tat\ adj

cost accountant n : a specialist in cost accounting
cost accounting n : the systematic recording and analysis of the
costs of material, labor, and overhead incident to production
COS-tard \'kas-t3rd\ n [ME] 1 : any of several large English
cooking apples 2 archaic : noddle, pate

cos-ter \'kas-t3r\ n, Brit : costermonger
COS-ter-moil.ger X'kas-tar-.msrj-gsr, -.maq-X n {costard, coster +
monger] Brit : a hawker of fruit or vegetables

COS.tive \'kas-tiv\ adj [ME, fr. MF costive, pp. of costiver to con-
stipate, fr. L constipare] 1 a : constipated b : causing con-
stipation 2 : slow in action or expression 3 : niggardly —
coS'tive-ly adv — cos-tive-ness n

cost<U>nes5 \'k6s(t)-le-n3s\ n : dearness, expensiveness
Cost-ly \'k6s;tj-le\ adj 1 : of great cost or value 2 ; GORGEOtJS,
SPLENDID 3 : made at heavy expense or sacrifice
Syn EXPENSIVE, dear, VALUABLE, PRECIOUS, INVALUABLE, PRICE-

LESS: COSTLY implies high price and may suggest sumptuousness,
luxury, or rarity; expensive may further imply a price beyond the
thing's value or the buyer's means; dear implies a relatively high
or exorbitant price usu. due to factors other than the thing's
Intrinsic value; valuable may suggest worth measured in useful-
ness as well as in market value; precious applies to what is of great
or even incalculable value because scarce or irreplaceable; invalu-
able and PRICELESS imply such great worth as to make valuation
nearly impossible, but invaluable now often means litUe more than
very useful, priceless htde more than amusingly odd or original
COSt.mary \'k6st-,mer-e\ n [ME costmarie, fr. coste costmary (fr.

OE cost, fr. L costum, fr. Gk kostos, a fragrant root) + Marie the
Virgin Mary] : a tansy-scented composite herb {Chrysanthemum
majus) used as a potherb and in flavoring
cost-plus N'kositi-'pbsX adj : paid on the basis of a fixed fee or
a percentage added to actual cost <a '^ contract)

COS.trel \'kas-tral\ n [ME, fr. MF costerel, fr. costier at the side,
fr. coste rib, side] dial Eng : a leather, earthenware, or wooden
container for liquids having ears by which it may be hung up
COS.tume \'kas-,t(y)um. kas-'\ n [F, fr. It. custom, dress, fr. L
consitetudin-, consueludo custom] 1 : the prevailing fashion in
coiffure, jewelry, and apparel of a period, country, or class 2 : a
suit or dress characteristic of a period, country, or class 3 : a
person's ensemble of outer garments; esp ; a woman's ensemble of
dress with coat or jacket — costume vt — costume adj
cos.tum.er \'kas-,t(y)u-m3r, kas-'\ or cos-tu-mi-er kas-'tCy)ii-
me-ar\ n ; a maker or dealer in costumes
CO-sy \'ko-ze\ var oj COZY
icot \'kat\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to ON kot small hut, L guttur
throat] 1 ; a small house 2 : cover, sheath; esp ; stall 4

2C0t n [Hindi khat bedstead, fr. Skt khatva, of Dravidian origin]
; a small often collapsible bed usu. of fabric stretched on a frame

CO>tan<gent \(')ko-'tan-J3nt\ « [NL cotangent-, cotangens, fr. co-
+ tangent-, tangens tangent] : the trigonometric function that for
an acute angle in a right triangle is the ratio between the side
adjacent to the angle and the side opposite
icote \'kol, 'kat\ n [ME, fr. OE] 1 dial Eng : 'cot 1 2 : a
shed or coop for small domestic animals and esp. pigeons

2cote \'kot\ vt [prob. fr. MF cotoyer] obs : to pass by
CO.te.rie \'kot-3-,re, ,kot-3-'\ n o'jten attrib [F, fr. MF, tenants, fr.

(assumed) MF cotier cottager, fr. ML cotarius] ; an intimate often
exclusive group ofpersons with a common interest or purpose
co>ter-mi-ual XOko-'tsrm-nal, -an-'l\ arfj : coterminous 1

co.ter.mi.nous \(')ko-'tar-ma-n3s\ adj [alter, of conterminous]
1 : having the same or coincident boundaries 2 : coextensive in
scope or duration — co.ter.mi.nous-ly adv

CO'thur-nus Xko-'thar-nssX n, pi co-thur-ni \-,nT, -(,) ne\ [L, fr. Gk
kothornos] 1 : a high thick-soled laced boot worn by actors in
Greek and Roman tragic drama — called also cothurn 2 : the
dignified somewhat stylized spirit of ancient tragedy

CO*tid-al \(')ko-'tTd-'l\ adj : marking an equality in the tides or a
coincidence in the time of high or low tide

CO>tiI>lion \ko-'tiI-y3n\ also CO-til-lon \k6-'til-y3n, kd-te-Cy)o"\ n
[F cotillon, lit., petticoat, fr. OF, fr. cote coat] 1 ; a ballroom dance

abutj, 3 kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

i joke; q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tt lliin; t^ this; ii loot; u foot; y yet; yil few; yu furious; zU vision

hot ;

COt-tag.er \'kat-ij-ar\ n ;

cottage
cottage tulip n : any of various tall-growing
May-flowering tulips
icot.ter or cot.tar \'kat-3r\ n [ME cottar, fr.

ML cotarius, fr. ME cot] ; a peasant or rural la-

borer occupying a cottage and sometimes a small
holding of land usu. in return for services

2cotter n [origin unknown] : a wedge-shaped or
i r t

tapered piece used to fasten together parts of a ^9°"^^- '' r^sten-

structure mg
J-%^^ J^^^

cotter pin n : a split metal pin whose ends are P^"^ ^ ^^"^ •'

bent after insertion through a slot or hole
icot.ton \'kat->n\ n [ME coton, fr. MF, fr. Ar gu{n] 1 a : a soft
usu. white fibrous substance com-
posed of the hairs clothing the seeds
of various erect freely branching trop-
ical plants (genus Gossypium) of the
mallow family b : a plant producing
cotton; esp : one grown for its cotton
c : acropof cotton 2 a:fabricmadeof
cotton b : yam spun from cotton 3 : a
downy coitony substance produced by
various plants (as the cottonwood)

2cotton VI cot.ton.ing \'kat-nia, -'n-

io\ : to take a hking {'^s to people
easily)
cotton candy n : a candy made by
spinning sugar that has been boiled
to a high temperature

cotton gin n : a machine that separates
the seeds, hulls, and foreign material
from cotton

cotton grass n : any of a genus
(Eriophorum) of sedges with tufted
spikes

cot. ton.mouth \1tat-'n-,mauth\ n : water moccasin
cot-ton-seed \-,sed\ n : the seed of the cotton plant yielding a
fixed semidrying oil used esp. in cooking and a protein-rich meal

cotton stainer n t any of several red and black or dark brown
bugs (genus Dysdercus) that damage and stain the lint of develop-
ing cotton

cot*ton.tail \'kat-'n-,tal\ n : any of several rather small No.
American rabbits (genus Sylvilagus) sandy brown in color with a
white-tufted underside of the tail

cot-ton.weed \-,wed\ n : any of various weedy plants (as cudweed)
with hoary pubescence or cottony seeds

cot-ton.wood \-,wud\ n : a poplar with a tuft of cottony hairs
on the seed; esp : one {Populus deltoides) of the eastern and central
U.S. often cultivated for its rapid growth and luxuriant foUage

cotton wool n : raw cotton; esp : cotton batting

COt'tony \'kat-ne, -'n-e\ adj : resembling cotton in appearance or
character: as a : covered with hairs or pubescence b : soft

COtyl- or COtyli- or COtylO- comb jorm [Gk kotyU, kotylo-, fr.

kotyle] ; cup : organ or part like a cup <cor>'/oid) (corj^/iform)

-COt-yl \'kat-'l\ n comb jorm [cotyledon] : cotyledon i^HcotyV}

cot-y.le.don \,kat-n-'ed-'n\ n [NL, fr. Gk kotyledon cup-shaped
hollow, fr. kotyle cup] 1 : a placental lobule 2 : the first leaf or
one of the first pair or whorl of leaves developed by the embryo of a
seed plant — cot.y.le.don-al X-'ed-nsl, -''n-3l\ adj — cot-y.le-
don-ary \-'ed-^n-,er-e\ or cot.y-le.don-ous \-'ed-nas, -'n-3S\ adj

CO'type \'ko-,tTp\ n : any of several secondary taxonomic types
ICOUCh \'kauch\ vb [ME couchen, fr. MF coucher, fr. L collocare
to set in place] vt 1 : to lay (oneself) down for rest or sleep 2 : to
embroider (a design) by laid threads fastened by small stitches at
regular intervals 3 : to place or hold level and pointed forward
ready for use 4 : to phrase in a specified manner 5 : to treat (a
cataract) by displacing the lens of the eye into the vitreous humor
'*- vj 1 : to lie down or recline for sleep or rest 2 : to lie in ambush
acouch n 1 ; an article of furniture (as a bed) for sitting or reclining;
specij : SOFA 2 : the den of an animal (as an otter)

couch-ant \'kau-chsnt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. prp. of coucher]
: lying down esp. with the head up <a heraldic lion '^)

couch grass V'kaiich-, 'kiJch-\ n [alter, of quitch grass] : a grass
spreading vigorously by creeping rhizomes; esp : a European grass
(Agropyron repens) naturalized in No. America as a weed

COU.gar X'kU-gar, -,gar\ n, pi cougars also cougar [F couguar,
modif. of Pg cuguardo, modif . of Tupi suasuarana, ht.. false deer, fr.

suasd deer -I- rana false] : a large powerful tawny brown cat {Felis
concolor) formerly widespread in the Americas but now extinct in
many areas — called also catamount, mountain lion, panther, puma
icough Vk6f\ vb [ME coughen, fr. (assumed) OE cohhian; akin to
MHG kuchen to breathe heavily] vi" 1 : to expel air from the lungs
suddenly with an explosive noise 2 : to make a noise like that of
coughing -^ v/ : to expel by coughing (-"^ up mucus)
2cough ?i 1 : a condition marked by repeated or frequent coughing
2 : an act or sound of coughing
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congb up vt : deliver, pay (cough up the money)
could \k3d, (')kud\ [ME couthe, coude, fr. OE cuthe; akin to OHG
konda could] past of can — used in auxiliary function in the past
<he found he '^ go> <he said he would go if he '^> and as an alterna-
tive to can suggesting less force or certainty or as a polite form in the
present <"- you do this for me> <iE you '^ come we would be pleased)
couldn't \'kud-'nt\ : could not
COU'lee \'kii-le\ n [CanF coulee, fr. F, flowing, flow of lava, fr.

couler to flow, fr. L colare to strain, fr, colum sieve] 1 chiefly West
a ; a small stream b : a dry creek bed c : a steep-walled valley or
ravine 2 : a thick sheet or stream of lava

COU>llsse \ku-'les\ n [F] 1 a : a side scene of a theater stage or the
space between the side scenes b ; a backstage area c : hallway
2 : a piece of timber having a groove in which something glides

COU-loir \kul-'war\ n [F, lit., strainer, fr. LL cnlatorium, fr. L
colatus, pp. of colare'] :_a mountainside gorge esp. in the Swiss Alps
COUUomb \'kij-,lam, -,Iom, kii-'\ n [Charles A. de Coulomb tl806
F physicist] : the practical mks unit of electric charge equal to the
quantity of electricity transferred by a current of one ampere in one
second

coulter var of colter
C0U°ma>rin \'kfy')ii-m9-r3n\ n [F coumarine, fr. coumarou tonka
bean tree, fr. Sp or Pg; Sp coumaru, fr. Pg, fr. Tupi] : a toxic white
cr^'stalline lactone CgHtiOz with an odor of new-mown hay found in
plants or made synthetically and used esp. in perfumery
cou-ma-rone \-,r6n\ n : a compound CsHgO found in coal tar

and polym.erized with indene to form thermoplastic resins used esp,
in coalings and priming inks
coun.cil \*kaun(t)-s9l\ n [ME counceil, fr. OF concile, fr. L con-
cilium, fr. com- + calare to call — more at low] 1 : an assembly or
meeting for consultation, advice, or d'.scusslon 2 : a group elected
or appointed as an advisory or legislative body 3 a : a usu. ad-
ministrative body b : an executive body whose members are
equal in power and authority c : a governing body of delegates
from local units of a federation 4 : deliberation in a council
5 a : a federarion of or a central body uniting a group of organiza-
tions b : a local chapter of an organization c ; CLUB, society

coun.cil.lor or coun.cil. or \'kaun(t)-s(3-)l3r\ n ; a member of a
council — coun-cil.lor.ship \-,ship\ n
coun.cil.man \'kaun(t)-s3l-m3n\ n ; a member of a council
council of ministers often cap C&M : cabinet 3b
Icoun.sel \'kaun(t)-S3i\ n [ME conseil, fr. OF, fr. L consilium, fr.

consulere to consult] la: advice given esp. as a result of con-
sultation b : a policy or plan of action or behavior 2 : delibera-
tion, CONSULTATION 3 a archoic : PURPOSE b : guarded thoughts-
or intentions 4 a pJ counsel (1) : a lawyer engaged in the trial or
management of a case in court (2) : a lawyer appointed to advise
and represent in legal matters an individual client or a corporate
and esp. a public body b : consultant 2 syn see advice, lawyer
2counsel vb coun-seled or coun.selled; coun.seMng or coun-
seMing \'-s(a-)UD\ vt : advise '^ vi : consult

coun.sel.ing n : the use of psychological methods in testing the
interes's of and giving professional guidance to individuals

coun.sel'or or coun.sel-lor \*kaunff)-sO-)l3r\ n 1 : adviser
2 : lawyer; specif : one that gives advice in law and manages cases
for cUents in court 3 t one who has supervisory duties at a summer
camp syn see lawyer — coun<sei.or'Ship \-,ship\ n
icount \'kaunt\ vb [ME counten, fr. MF compter, fr. L cnm.putare,
fr. com- + puiare to consider] vt 1 a : to indicate or name by units
or groups to find the total number of units involved : number
b : to name the numbers in order up to and including <---' ten)
c : to include in a tallying and reckoning <about 1 00 present, '^ins
children) 2 a : consider, account <~ oneself lucky) b : esti-

mate. ESTEEM c : to record as of an opinion or persuasion ('^ me
as uncommitted) 3 ; to include or exclude by or as if by counting
<--- me in) ^^ vi 1 a : to recite or indicate the numbers in order by
units or groups <'^ by fives) b : to count the units in a group
2 a : DEPEND <a man you can '^ on) b ; to take something into
consideration <'^eiion being present) 3 ; ^od. total 4 : to have
value or significance syn see relv ~- count. able \-3-b3l\ adj
2count n 1 : the act or process of counimg; also : a total obtained
by counting : tally 2 archaic a ; reckoning, .account b : con-
sideration, estimation 3 a : allegation, ch.arge; specif : one
separately stating the cause of action or prosecution in a legal
declaration or indictment <guilty on all -^s) b : a specific point
under consideration : issue 4 : the total number of individual
things in a given unit or sample (blood '— ) 5 : the calling off of
the seconds from one to ten when a boxer has been knocked down
3count n [MF comte, fr, LL comit-, comes, fr. L, companion, one of
the imperial court, fr. com- + ire to go — more at issue] ; a Euro-
pean nobleman whose rank corresponds to that of an English earl

count-down \'kaunt-,daun\ n : an audible backward counting in

fixed units (as seconds) from an arbitrary starting number to mark
the time remaining before an event; also ; preparations carried on
during such a count
icoun-te.nance \'kaunt-''n-3nft)s, 'kaun-t3-n?n(t)s, 'kaimt-
n3n(t)s\ n [ME contenance, fr, MF, fr, ML continentia, fr. L, re-

straint, fr. continent-, continens, prp, of continere to hold together]
1 obs ; bearing, demeanor 2a: calm expression b : mental
composure c ; look, expression 3 archaic a : aspect, semblance
b : PRETENSE 4 : face, visage; esp : the face as an indication of
mood, emotion, or character- 5 ; appearance or expression seem-
ing to approve or encourage syn see face, favor
acountenance vr : to extend approval or toleration to : sanction— coun.te.nanc-er n
icount-er \'kaunt-9r\ n [ME countour, fr. MF compiouer, fr. ML
computatorium computing place, fr. L computatus, pp. of compu-
tare] 1 : a piece (as of metal or ivory) used in reckoning or in

games 2 : something of value in bargaining ; asset '3 : a level

surface (as a table) over which transactions are conducted or food
is served or on which goods are displayed or work is conducted

2C0iUit.er n [ME. fr. MF conteor, fr, compter to count] t one that
counts; esp % a device for indicating a number or amount
3coun.ter \'kaiint-3r\ vb [ME countren, fr, MF contre] vt la: to
act in opposition to : oppose b : offset, nullify 2 : to adduce
ill answer '— vi : to meet attacks or arguments with defensive or
recali-n jiy steps

^coun-ter adv [ME contre, fr. MF, fr, L contra against, opposite;
akin to L com- with, together] 1 : in an opposite or wrong direc-

tion 2 : to or toward a different or opposite result or effect

flcoun-ter n l : contrary, opposfte 2 : the after portion of a boat

from the waterline to the extreme outward swell or stem overhang
3 a : a circular parry in fencing in which the blade follows that of
the opponent b : the act of giving a blow while receiving or parry-
ing one (as in boxing); also : the blow given c : an agency or
force that offsets : check 4 t a stiffener to give permanent form to
a boot or shoe upper around the heel 5 ; any area in the face of a
letter that is less than type-high and enclosed by the strokes
6coun-ter adj l : marked by or tending toward or in an opposite
direction or effect ; opposed 2 ; given to or marked by opposi-
tion or hostility 3 : situated or lying opposite 4 : counter-
manding syn see adverse
counter- prefix [ME contre-, fr. MF, fr. contrel la: contrary

; opposite <cownrerclockwise) <coM/ifermarch) b : opposing
: retaliatory (.counter\n\t3iX\V> <co«n/eroffen sive) 2 : comple-
mentary : corresponding <rou/ircrweight) <counre/part) 3 : dupli-
cate ; substitute icounterfoiV)

coun-ter-act \,kaLint-3-'rakt\ vt : to make ineffective or mitigate
the ill effects of by opposite force ; offset — coun>ter'ac>tion
\-'rak-sh3n\ n

coun.ter.active \-'rak-tiv\ adj ; tending to counteract syn see
ADVERSE
coun-ter.at.tack \'kaiint-3-r3-,tak\ n : an attack made to counter
an enemy's attack — counterattacl: vb
icoun-ter-bai.ance \'kaunt-3r-,bal-3ni't)s, ,kaunt-3r-'\ n 1 : a
weight that balances another : counterpoise 2 : a force or
Influence that offsets or checks an opposing force

2counterbalance \,kaunt-3r-'. 'kaiint-sr-A vt 1 : to oppose with
an equal weight or force 2 : to equip with counterbalances

coun.ter.change \'kaunt-3r-,chanj\ vt : interchange, exchange
icoun.ter-check \'kaunt-3r-,chek\ n : a check or restraint often
operating against something that is itself a check
2countercheck vr 1 ; check, counteract 2 : to check a second
time for verification

counter check n : a check obtainable at a bank esp. to be cashed
only at the bank by the drawer
coun.ter.claim \'kaiini-3r-,klam\ n : an opposing claim esp. inlaw— counterclaim vh

coun.ter.cIock'Wise \,kaunt-3r-'klak-,wT7A adv ; In a direction
opposite to that in which the hands of a clock rotate — counter-
clockwise adj

COun.ter-es.pi-O.nage X.kaunt-a-'res-pe-g-.nazh, -nij, -,naj; -ra-

'spe-a-nij\ n ; the attempt to discover and defeat enemy espionage
icoun.ter^feil \'kaunt-3r-,fii\ vr : to imitate or copy esp. with in-

tent to deceive '- vi 1 : pretend, feign 2 : to engage in counter-
feiting valuables syn see assume — coun.ter.Jeit-er n
acounterfeit arf> [ME coumrefet, fr. MF contrefait, fr. pp. of
contrejaire to imitate, fr, contre- + faire to make, fr. L, facere —
more at do] It made in imitation of something else with intent
to deceive : forged 2 a : feigned b ; sham, pretended

acounterfeit n l : something counterfeit : forgery 2 : something
likely to be confused with the genuine thing syn see imposture

coim-ter.foil \'kaunt-3r-,f6il\ n : a detachable stub usu. serving
as a record or receipt (as on a check or ticket)

coun.ter-in.tel.li.gence \,kaunt-3-r3n-'tel-3-j3nft)s\ n : organized
activity of an intelligence service designed to block an enemy's
sources of information, to deceive the enemy, to prevent sabotage,
and to gather political and military information

coun.ter.ir.ri=tant \,kaunt-3-'rir-3-t3nt\ n ; an agent applied
locally to produce superficial inflammation with the object of
reducing inflammation in deeper adjacent structures — counter-
irritant adj
count-er.man \'kaunt-3r-,man, -msnX n : one who tends a counter
coun-ter.mand \'kaunt-3r-,mand, ,kaunt-3r-'\ vt [ME counter-
maunden, fr. MF contremander, fr. contre- counter- + mander to
command, fr. L mandare] 1 : to revoke 'a former command)
by a contrary order 2 : to recall or order back by a superseding
contrary order — countermand n
coun.ter.marcli \'kaunt-3r-,march\ n : a rna'-chlng back; specif

: an evolution bv which a unit of troops reverses direction while
marching but keeps the same order — countermarch vi

coun.ter.mea.sure \-,raezh-3r, -,ma-zhar\ n : an action under-
taken to counter another

coun.ter.mine \-,mTn\ n 1 : a tuimel for intercepting an enemy
mine 2 : a stratagem for defeating an attack : counterplot
— countermine vb

coun.ter.of.fen-sive \'kaunt-3-r3-.fen(t)-siv\ n : a large-scale
military offensive imdertaken by a force previously on the defensive

COun.ter.pane \'kaunt-3r-,pan\ n [alter, of ME counrrepointe,
mndif. of MF coute pointe, Ut., embroidered quiltl : bedspread

coun.ter.part \-,part\ n 1 : one of two corre<:Donding copies of a
legal instrument : duplicate 2 a : a thing that fits another
perfectly b : something that completes': complement 3a: one
remarkably similar to another b : one having the same function
or characteristics as another : equivalent
icoun-ter-plot \-.plat\ vt : to intrigue against or foil with a plot

^counterplot n : a plot opposed to another
coun.ter.point \'kaunt-3r-,p6int\ n [MF contrepoint, fr. ML
conirupun.-tus, fr. L contra- counter- -f- ML punctus musical note,

melody, fr. L, act of pricking, fr. punctus, pp. of pnngere to prick
— more at point] 1 a ; one or more independent melodies added
above or below a given melody b : combination of two or more
related independent melodies into a single harmonic texture in

which each retains its linear character : polyphony 2 a : a
complementing or contrasting item : opposite b : use of contrast
or interplay of elements in a work of art (as a drama)
Icoun.ter.poise \-,p6iz\ vt [ME countrepe^en, fr. MF contrepeser,

fr. contre- + peser to weigh — more at poise] : counterbalance
2counterpoise n l : counterbalance 2 : an equivalent power
or force acting in opposition 3 : a state of balance

coun.ter.pose \,kaunt-3r-'poz\ vt [counter- -f- -pose (as in com-
pose)] ; to place in opposition, contrast, or equilibrium
coun.ter -prO'Pos.al \'kaunt-3r-pr3-,po-z5l\ n : a countering
proposal
coun.ter-piinch \-,p3nch\ n : a counter in boxing; also : a counter-
ing blow or attack — coun-ter-puncU.er \-.p3n-ch3r\ n
coun.ter-ref'Or-ma.tion \,kaunt-3(r>-,ref-9r-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 : an
opposing reformation 2 usu Counter-Reformation : the reform
movement in the Roman Catholic Church following the RefoiTnation

coun>ter*rev.o.lu*tlon \-,rev-3-'lii-sh3n\ n : a revolution in
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opposition to a current or earlier one — conn<>ter*re7*o*ln*tJon-
ary \-sh3-.ner-e\ adj or n ~ couu-ter*rev>o-lu-tion-ist
\-sh(3-)n3st\ n

Coaxi>ter<Sliaft \'kaunt-3r-,shaft\ n : a shaft that receives motion
from a main shaft and transmits it to a working part
icoun-ter-sign \-,sTn\ n 1 : a signature attesting the authenticity
of a document already signed by another 2 : a sign used in reply
to another; specij ; a miUtary secret signal that must be given by
one wishing to pass a guard

acountersign vt 1 : to add one's signature to after another's to
attest authenticity 2 : confirm, corroborate — coun-ter-sig-
na-ture \,kaunt-3r-'sig-na-,chu(3)r, -char, -,t(y)u(3)r\ n
Icoun-ter-sink \'kaunt-3r-,siok\ vt 1 : to make a countersink
on 2 : to set the head of (as a screw) at or below the surface

acoiintersiiik /i l : a funnel-shaped enlargement at the outer end
of a drilled hole 2 : a bit or drill for making such an enlargement

COun-ter-spy \-,spT\ n : a spy employed against enemy espionage
COun.ter.ten.or \-,ten-ar\ n [ME countretenour, fr. MF contre-
teneur, fr. contie- + teneur tenor] ; a tenor with an unusually high
range and tessitura

COUn.ter-vail \,kaunt-3r-'va(3)l\ vb [ME countrevailen, fr. MF
contrevaloir, fr. contre- counter- + valoir to be worth, fr. L valere— more at wield 3 vt 1 : to compensate for 2 archaic : equal,
MATCH 3 : to exert force against : counteract ^ vi ; to exert
force against an opposing side syn see compensate

coun-ter.view \'kaunt-3r-,vyij\ n, archaic : confrontation
coun-ter.weight \-.wat\ n : an equivalent weight : counter-
balance — counterweight vt

COunt-ess \'kaunt-3S\ n ; the wife or widow of an earl or count
or a woman who holds in her own right the rank of earl or count
count'ing.house \'kaunt-io-,haus\ n : a building, room, or office

used for keeping books and transacting business
counting room n : countinghouse
counting tube n ; an ionization chamber designed to respond to
passage through it of fast-moving ionizing particles and usu.
connected to some device for counting the particles — called also
counter tube

COunt'less \'kaunt-bs\ adj : too numerous to be counted : myriad
count noun n : a noun (as bean or sheet) that forms a plural and is

used with a numeral, with words such as many or jew, or with the
indefinite article a or an
count palatine « 1 a : a high judicial official in the Holy Roman
Empire b ; a count of the Holy Roman Empire having imperial
powers in his own domain 2 ; the proprietor of a county palatine
In England or Ireland

coun.tri.fied also couu.try.lied \'k3n-tri-,frd\ adj icountry +
-jied (as in glorijied) ] ; rural, rustic
ICOUn-try \'k3n-tre\ n [ME contree, fr. OF contree, fr. ML con-
trata fr. L contra against, on the opposite side] 1 : an indefinite
usu. extended expanse of land : region 2 a : the land of a person's
birth, residence, or citizenship b : a political state or nation or its

territory 3 a : the people of a state or district : populace b ; jury
C ; electorate 4 : rural as distinguished from urban areas
acountry adj l : of, relating to, or characteristic of the country
2 : prepared or processed with farm supplies and procedures

country club n ; a suburban club for social life and recreation
COun>try-danee \'k3n-tre-,dan(t)s\ n ; an EngUsh dance in which
partners face each other esp. in rows
COim.try.man X'kan-tre-msn, 3 ojten -.man\ n 1 : an inhabitant
or native of a specified country 2 : compatriot 3 : one living in
the country or marked by country ways : rustic — coun»try-
wom*an \-,wum-an\ n

COun-try>seat \,k3n-tre-'set\ n : a mansion or estate in the country
coun.try-side \'k3n-tre-,sTd\ n ; a rural area or its people
icoun.ty \'kaunt-e\ n [ME counte, fr. OF conte, fr. ML comitatus.
fr. LL, office of a count, fr. comit-, comes count — more at COUNT]
1 ; the domain of a count 2 a : one of the territorial divisions of
Great Britain and Ireland constituting the chief units for ad-
ministrative, judicial, and political purposes b (1) : the people
of a county (2) Brit : the gentry of a county 3 : the largest
territorial division for local government within a state of the U.S.
4 : the largest local administrative unit in various countries
acounty n [modif. of MF comte} obs : 3C0UNT
county agent n : a consultant employed jointly by federal and state
governments to advise about agriculture and home economics by
means of lectures, demonstrations, and discussions in rural areas
county palatine « : the territory of a count palatine
county seat n : a town that is the seat of county administration
icoup \'kop\ vb [ME coupen to strike, fr. MF couper — more at
COPE] chiejly Scot : overturn, upset
acoup \'kU\ n, pi coups \'kUz\ [F, blow, stroke] 1 : a brilliant,

sudden, and usu. highly successful stroke 2 : coup d'etat
coup de grace \,kud-3-'gras\ n, pi coups de grace \.kiid-3-\ [F
coup de grdce, lit., stroke of mercy] 1 : a death blow or shot
administered to end the suffering of one mortally wounded 2 : a
decisive finishing blow or event
coup de main \-'ma"\ n, pi coups de main \,kUd-3-\ [F, lit., hand
stroke] ; a sudden attack in force
coup d'etat \,kUd-3-'ta, ,kud-(,)a-\n, ;?/ coups d'etat \.kiid-3-'taCz),
,kud-(,)a-\ [F coup d'etat, lit., stroke of state] : a sudden decisive
exercise of force in politics; esp ; the violent overthrow or altera-
tion of an existing government by a small group
coup de the.atre \,kUd-3-ta-'atr=\ n, pi coups de theatre \,kiid-3-\
[F coup de theatre, lit., stroke of theater] : a sudden sensational
turn in a play; also : a sudden dramatic turn of events
coup d'oeU \ku-'d3(r), -'d3Cr)-y3, -'dsiV
n, pi coups d'oeil \same\iF, lit., stroke
of the eye] : a brief survey : glance
C0U>p6 or coupe \ku-'pa, 2 ojten 'klipX
n [F coupej 1 ; a four=wheeled closed
horse-drawn carriage for two persons
inside with an outside seat for the
driver in front 2 usu coupe : a closed
2-door automobile with one seat com-
partment and a separate luggage com-
partment

coup6 1

icou.ple \'k3p-3l\ vb cou.pling \-Ca-)IiD\ vt 1 : to connect for
consideration together 2 a ; to fasten together : link b : to
bring (two electric circuits) into such close proximity as to permit
mutual influence 3 : to join in marriage or sexual union -^ vi
1 : to unite in sexual union 2 : join

acouple n [ME, pair, bond, fr. OF cople, fr. L copula bond, fr. co- A-
apere to fasten] 1 a 2 a man and woman married, engaged, or
otherwise paired b ; any two persons paired together 2 ; pair,
brace 3 : something that joins or links two things together: as
a : two equal and opposite forces that act along parallel lines
b : galvanic couple 4 : an indefinite small number : few

3couple adj : TWO — used with a {a. -^ more oaths)
COU-ple.ment \'k3p-3l-m3nt\ n [MF. fr. coupler to join, fr. L
copulare, fr. copula} archaic : the act or result of coupling
COU>pler \'k3p-(3-)l3r\ n 1 : one that couples 2 : a contrivance
on a keyboard instrument by which keyboards or keys are con-
nected to play together
COU'pIet \'k3p-l3t\ n [MF, dim. of cople} 1 : two successive lines
of verse forming a unit marked usu. by rhythmic correspondence,
rhyme, or the inclusion of a self-contained utterance 2 : couple

COU'Pling \'k3p-lir] {usual jor 2), -3-!ir)\ n 1 : the act of bringing
or coming together : pairing; specij : sexual union 2 ; a device
that serves to connect the ends of adjacent parts or objects 3 : the
joining of or the part of the body that joins the hindquarters to
the forequarters of a quadruped 4 ; means of electric connection
of two electric circuits by having a part common to both
COU'POn \'k(y)u-,pan\ n [F, fr. OF, piece, fr. couper to cut — more
at cope] 1 : a statement of due interest to be cut from a bearer
bond when payable and presented for payment 2 : a form sur-
rendered in order to obtain an article, service, or accommodation:
as a : one of a series of attached tickets or certificates often to be
detached and presented as needed b : a ticket or form authorizing
purchases of rationed commodities c : a certificate or similar
evidence of a purchase redeemable in premiums d : a part of a
printed advertisement to be cut off for use as an order blank or
inquiry form
COur.age X'kar-ij. 'ka-rijX n [ME corage, fr. OF, fr. cuer heart, fr.

L cor — more at heart] : mental or moral strength to venture,
persevere, and withstand danger, fear, or difficulty

syn METTLE. SPIRIT, RESOLUTION, TENACITY: COURAGE implies
firmness of mind and will in the face of danger or extreme dif-

ficulty- METTLE suggests an ingrained capacity for meeting strain

or difficulty with fortitude and resilience; SPiRir also suggests a
quality of temperament enabUng one to hold one's own or keep
up one's morale when opposed or threatened; resolution stresses

firm determination to achieve one's ends; tenacity adds to resolu-
tion implications of stubborn persistence and unwillingness to
admit defeat

COU>ra>geous \k3-'ra-j3s\ adj : having or characterized by courage
: BRAVE ~ cou'ra-geous'ly adv — cou-ra>geous*ness n

COU-rante \ku-'rant, -'rant\ n [MF, fr. courir to run, fr. L currerej
1 ; a dance of Italian origin marked by quick running steps
2 ; music for a courante

cou-reur de bois \ku-.r3rd-ab-'wa\ n. pi coureurs de bols \same\
[CanF, lit., woods runner] : a French or half-breed trapper of
No. America and esp. of Canada

COU>ri<er \'kur-e-3r. 'kar-e-, 'k9-re-\ n, often attrib [MF courrler,

fr. Olt corriere, fr. correre to run, fr. L currere} : messenger:
as a : a member of a diplomatic service entrusted with bearing
messages b (1) : an espionage agent transferring secret informa-
tion (2) ; a runner of contraband c ; a member of the armed ser-

vices whose duties include carrying mail, information, or supplies

COUT.lan \'ku(3)r-lan. ku(3)r-'lan\ n [F, modif. of Galibi kurliri}

: a long-billed bird (Aramus guarana) intermediate in some respects
between the cranes and rails occurring in So. and Central America
iCOUrse \'ko(3)rs, k6(3lrs\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L cursus, fr. eursus,

pp. of currere to run — more at current] 1 a : the act or action

of moving in a path from point to point b ; life history, career
2 : the path over which something moves: as a : racecourse
b (1) : the direction of flight of an airplane usu. measured as a
clockwise angle from north (2 ) : a point of the compass c : water-
course d : land laid out for golf 3 a : accustomed procedure or
normal action b : a chosen manner of conducting oneself : be-

havior C ; progression through a series of acts or events or a
development or period 4 : an ordered process or succession: as

a : a series of lectures or other matter dealing with a subject or a
series of such courses constituting a cuniculum b : a series of doses
or medicaments administered over a designated period 5 a ; a
part of a meal served at one time b : row, layer; esp : a contin-

uous level range of brick or masonry throughout a wall c : the

lowest sail on a square-rigged mast — of course 1 : following
the ordinary way or procedure 2 : as might be expected

^course vt 1 a : to hunt or pursue (game) with hounds b : to cause
(dogs) to run (as after game) 2 : to follow close upon : pursue
3 : to run or move swifdy through or over : traverse '^ vi : to

run or pass rapidly usu. along an indicated path
lC0iU"S.er Vkor-sar. 'k6r-\ n [ME, fr. OF coursier, fr. course course,

run] : a swift or spirited horse ; charger
scourser « 1 ; a dog for coursing 2 : one that courses : hunts-
man 3 : any of a group of birds of Africa and southern Asia
related to the plovers and remarkable for their speed in running
couis-ing n 1 : the act of one that courses 2 : the pursuit of

running game with dogs that follow by sight instead of by scent

icourt \'ko(3)rt, 'k6(3)rt\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OF, fr. L cohort-,

cohnrs enclosure, throng, cohort, fr. co- + -hort-, -hors (akin to
hortus garden) — more at yard] la; the residence or establish-

ment of a sovereign or similar dignitary b : a sovereign's formal
assembly of his councillors and officers c : the sovereign and his

officers and advisers who are the governing power d : the family
and retinue of a sovereign e : a reception held by a sovereign
2 a ; a manor house or large building surrounded by usu. enclosed
grounds b ; motel c : an open space enclosed wholly or partly

by buildings or circumscribed by a single building d : a quadran-
gular space walled or marked off for playing one of various games
with a ball (as lawn tennis, racquets, handball, or basketball) or
a division of such a court e : a wide alley with only one opening
onto a street 3 a : an official assembly for the transaction of judi-
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cial business b : a session of such a court <~ Is now adjourned)
c : a chamber or other place for the administration of justice d : a
judge or judges in session e ; a faculty or agency of judgment or
evaluation 4 a : an assembly or board with legislative or adminis-
trative powers b : parliament, legislature 5 : conduct or at-

tention intended to win favor or dispel hostility

2coiirt vt 1 a : to seek to gain or achieve b (1) : allure, tempt
(2) : to act so as to invite or provoke 2 a : to seek the affections of
b oj an animal : to perform actions to attract for mating 3 : to seek
to attract by attentions and flatteries -^ vi 1 : to engage in social

activities leading to engagement and marriage 2 oj an animal ; to
engage in activity leading to mating syn see invite

COUr-te.ous \'kart-e-3s\ adj [ME cartels, fr. OF, fr. courts
1 ; marked by polished manners, gallantry, or ceremonial usage of

a court 2 : marked by respect for and consideration of others
syn see civil — cour-te^ous-ly adv — cour-te-ous-ness n
COur-tcsan X'kort-s-zsn, 'kort-, 'ksrt-, -san, -.zan, -.san\ n [MF
courtisane, fr, Olt cortigiana woman courtier, fern, of cortigiano
courtier, fr. corte court, fr. L cohort-, cohors'i ; a prostitute with a
courtly, wealthy, or upper-class clientele

cour.te.sy \'k3rt-5-se\ n [ME corieisie, fr. OF, fr. corteisl
1 a : courteous behavior b : a courteous act or expression
2 a : general allowance despite facts : indulgence <hills called
mountains by ~ only) b : consideration, cooperation, and gen-
erosity in providing; also ; agency, means
court game n ; an athletic game played on a court
court.house \'k6f3)rt-,haus, *k6(a)rtA n 1 a : a building In which
courts of law are regularly held b : the principal building in which
county offices are housed 2 ; county seat

court.ier X'kort-e-ar. 'k6rt-\ n 1 : one in attendance at a royal
court 2 : one who practices flattery

court-li.ness_\'k6rtj-le-n3s, 'k6rt-\ n : the quality of being courtly
icourt-ly \'k6(3)rt-le, "k6(3lrt-\ adj 1 a : of a quality befitting the
court : elegant b : insincerely flattering 2 ; favoring the policy
or party of the court
acourlly adv i in a courtly manner : politely
courtly love n : a late medieval conventionalized code prescribing
conduct and emotions of ladies and their lovers
icourt-mar.tial X'kort-.mar-shsl, 'k6rt-\ n, pi courts-martial
also court-martials 1 : a court consisting of commissioned
officers and in some instances enlisted personnel for the trial of
members of the armed forces or others within its jurisdiction 2 ; a
trial by court-martial
icourt-marlial vt court-mar-tialed also court-mar.Ualled;
court-mar-tiaMng also court-mar.tial-ling \-,marsh-JiD,
-,mar-sh3-lir]\ : to subject to trial by court-martial
Court of St. James \-f,)sant-'jamz, -s3nt-\ [fr. St. James's Palace,
London, former seat of the British court] ; the British court

court plaster n ; an adhesive plaster esp. of silk coated with
isinglass and glycerin
court.roora \'k6f3)rt-,rUm, k6(a)rt-, -.rum\ n ; a room in which a
court of law is held

court.ship \-,ship\ n ; the act or process of courting
court lennis n ; a game played with a ball and racket in an enclosed
court

court-yard \'kof3)rt-,yard, 'k6(3lrt-\ n ; a court or enclosure at-
tached to a building (as a house or palace)

COUS-in \'k3z-'n\ n [ME cosin, fr. OF, fr. L consobrinus, fr. com- +
sobrinus cousin on the mother's side, fr. soror sister] 1 a : a child of
one's uncle or aunt b : a relative descended from one's grand-
parent or more remote ancestor in a different line c : kinsman,
RELATIVE 2 : one associated with another : equivalent 3 — used
as a title by a sovereign in addressing a nobleman 4 : a person of a
race or people ethnically or culturally related or similar

cous.in-ger.man \,kaz-=n-'j3r-m3n\ n, pi cous-ins-ger-man
\,k3Z-'nz-\ [ME cosin germain, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. cosin + germain
german] : cousin la
couth \'kijth\ adj [back-formation fr. uncouthZ i polished, so-
phisticated
couth.ie \'ku-the\ adj [ME couth'\ chiefly Scot : pleasant, kindly
COU.ture \kU-'tu(3)r\ n [F, fr. OF cousture sewing, fr. (assumed)
VL consutura, fr. L consutus, pp. of consuere to sew together, fr.

com- + suere to sew — more at sew] ; the business of designing,
making, and selling fashionable custom-made women's clothing;
also ; the designers and establishments engaged in this business

COU-tU.ri-er \kii-'tur-e-3r, -e-,a\ n [F, dressmaker, fr, OF coustu-
rier tailor's assistant, fr. cousture'\ ; an estabhshment engaged in
couture; also : the proprietor of or designer for such an establish-
ment

COU-tu.ri.ere \ku-'tur-e-ar, -e-.e(a)r\ n [F couturiere, fr. OF
cousiuriere, fem. of cousturier'] ; a female couturier

COU'Vade \ku-'vad\ n [F, fr. MF. cowardly inactivity, fr. cover to
sit on, brood over — more at covey] : a primitive custom in which
when a child is bom the father takes to bed as if bearing the child,
cares for it, and submits himself to fasting, purification, or taboos
co.va.lence \(')ko-'va-l3n(t)s\ or co-va-len-cy \-l3n-se\ n : the
number of pairs of electrons an atom can share with its neighbors— co.va-lent \-bnt\ adj
covalent bond n : a nonionlc chemical bond formed by shared
electrons

co.var-i-ant \(')ko-'ver-e-3nt, -'var-X adj [ISV] : varying with
something else so as to preserve certain mathematical interrelations

icove \'kov\ n [ME, den, fr. OE coja: akin to OE cot] 1 : a con-
cavity or recessed place: as a : an architectural member with a
concave cross section b ; a trough for concealed lighting at the
upper part of a wall 2 : a small sheltered inlet or bay 3 a : a deep
recess or small valley In the side of a mountain b ; a level area
sheltered by hills or mountains

acove VI ; to make in a hollow concave form
3cove n [Romany kova thing, person] slang Brit : man, fellow
CO.ven \'k3v-3n, 'k6-van\ n [ME covin band, fr. MF. fr. ML
convenium agreement, fr. L convenire to agree — more at conven-
tion] ; an assembly or band of esp. 13 witches
Icov.e-nant \'k5v-(a-)n3nt\ n [ME. fr. OF, fr. prp, of covenir to
agree, fr. L convenire"} 1 ; a usu. formal, solemn, and binding
agreement : compact 2 a : a written agreement or promise usu.
under seal between two or more parties esp. for the performance of
some action b : the common-law action to recover damages for
breach of such a contract — cov>e>nan*tal Xikav-s-'nant-^lX adj

2cov>e<nant \'ksv-Ca-)n3nt, -s-,nant\ vt i to promise by a cove-
nant ; PLEDGE '^ vi : to enter into a covenant : contract

C0V*e>nan-tee \,k3v-3-,nan-'te\ n : the person to whom a promise
in the form of a covenant is made

cov-e.nant.er X'ksv-s-.nant-ar. 2 also ,k3v-3-'\ n 1 : one that
makes a covenant 2 cap : a signer or adherent of the Scottish
National Covenant of 1638

COV^cnan-tor X'kgv-a-.nant-ar, ,kav-a-,nan-'t6(3)r\ n ; the party
to a covenant bound to perform the obligation expressed in it

Gov.en-try X'kav-an-tre, 'kav-\ n ICoventry, England] : a state of
ostracism or exclusion (sent to —

>

icoy.er \'k3v-3r\ vb cov-er-ing \'kav-(3-)riD\ [ME coveren, fr.

OF covrir, fr. L cooperire. fr co- + operire to close, cover — more
at weir] vt 1 a : to guard from attack b (1) : to have within the
range of one's guns : command (2) : to hold within range of an
aimed firearm C (1) : to afford protection or security to : INSURE
(2) : to afford protection against or compensation for d (1) : to
guard (an opponent) in order to obstruct a play (2) : to be in
position to receive a throw to (a base in basebalH e (1) ; to make
provision for {a demand or charge) by means of a reserve or de-
posit (2) ; to maintain a check on esp. by pairoUing (3) : to
protect by contrivance or expedient 2 a : to hide from sight or
knowledge : conceal (-^ up a scandal) h : to lie over ; envelop
3 : to lay or spread something over : overlay 4 a ; to spread
over b ; to appear here and there on the surface of 5 : to place
or set a cover or covering over 6 a : to copulate with (a female)
<a horse -^s a mare) b : to sit on and incubate (eggs) 7 ; to
invest with a large or excessive amount of something (-^i himself
with glory) 8 ; to play a higher-ranking card on (a previously
played card) 9 : to have sufficient scope to include or take into
account 10 : to deal with : treat 11 a : to have as one's territory
or field of activity b : to report news about 12 ; to pass over
: TRAVERSE 13 I to place one's stake in equal jeopardy with in a
bet 14 : to buy securities or commodities for delivery against (an
earlier short sale) -^ vi 1 ; to conceal something illicit, blame-
worthy, or embarrassing from notice {^ up for a friend) 2 ; to
act as a substitute or replacement during an absence — coy^er-er
\'k3v-3r-3r\ n

2coyer n, ojten attrib 1 : something that protects, shelters, or guards:
as a : natural shelter for an animal or the factors that provide such
shelter b (1) : a position or situation affording protection from
enemy fire (2) : the protection offered by airplanes in tactical

support of a military operation 2 : something that is placed over
or about another thing: a : lid, top b : a binding or case for a
book; also : the front or back of such a binding c : an overlay or
outer layer esp. for protection d : a tablecloth and the other
table fittings e : roof 1 ; a cloth used on a bed g : something (as

vegetation or snow) that covers the ground h : the extent to
which clouds obscure the sky 3 ; something that conceals or
obscures : screen 4 ; an envelope or wrapper for mail

coy-er-age \'k3v-(3-)rij\ n 1 ; the act or fact of covering or some-
thing that covers; as a : inclusion within the scope of an insurance
policy or protective plan : insurance b : the amount available to
meet liabilities C : inclusion within the scope of discussion or
reporting 2 : the total group covered ; scope: as a : all the risks
covered by the terms of an insurance contract b : the number or
percentage of persons reached by a communications medium

COV.er.all \'k3v-3-,r61\ n : a one-piece outer garment worn to
protect other garments — usu. use3 in pi.

cover charge n ; a charge made by a restaurant or nightclub in
addition to the charge for food and drink

cover crop n : a crop planted to prevent soil erosion and to provide
humus

covered smut n ; a smut disease of grains in which the spore masses
are held together by the persistent grain membrane and glumes
covered wagon n : a wagon with canvas top supported by bows
icov-er-ing \'kav-(3-)rio\ n : something that covers or conceals
scovering adj : containing explanation of or additional information
about an accompanying communication ('^ letter)

cov.er.let \'k3v-3r-l3t, -.let, -,Iid. -l3d\ n [ME, alter, of coverlite, fr.

AF coverelyth, fr. OF covrir + lit bed, fr. L lecius] ; bedspread
tCO.vert \'k3v-3rt, 'ko-(,)v3rt\ adj [ME, fr. OF, pp. of covrir to
cover, fr, L cooperirel 1 : hidden 2 : covered over : sheltered
3 : being married and imder the authority or protection of her
husband syn see secret — cO'vert-ly adv — co-vert-ness n

2co.vert \'k3v-3rt, 'ko-v3rt\ n 1 a : hiding place : shelter b : a
thicket affording cover for game C : a masking or concealing
device 2 : a feather covering the bases of the quills of the wings
and tail of a bird 3 : a firm durable twilled sometimes water-
proofed cloth usu. of mixed-color yams
cov.er-ture \'k3v-3r-,chu(3)r, -char, -,t(y)u(3tr\ n 1 a : covering
b : SHELTER 2 : the legal status of a woman during marriage

COV.et \'k3v-3t\ vb [ME coveiten, fr. OF coveitier, fr. coveltii

desire, modif. of L cupiditat-, cupiditas, fr. cupidus desirous, fr.

cupere to desire; akin to MHG verwepjen to become moldy, Gk
kapnos smoke] vt 1 : to wish for enviously 2 : to desire (an-
other's possession) inordinately or culpably ^ vi : to feel inordinate
desire for another's possession syn see desire — cov-et.able \-3-

b3l\ adj — cov-et-er \-3r\ n — cov-et-ing-ly \-io-le\ adv
COV.et.ous \-3s\ adj 1 : marked by inordinate desire for wealth or
possessions or for another's possessions 2 : having a craving for
possession <~ of fame) — cov-et-ous.ly adv — cov>et*ous-nes5 n
syn greedy, acquisftive, grasping, avaricious: covetous im-

plies inordinateness of desire often for another's possessions;
greedy stresses lack of restraint and often of discrimination in
desire; acquisitive implies both eagerness to possess and ability to
acquire' and keep; grasping adds to covetous and greedy an im-
plication of selfishness and often suggests unfair or ruthless means;
avaricious implies obsessive acquisitiveness esp. of money and
strongly suggests stinginess

COV-ey \'k3v-e\ n [ME, fr. MF covee, fr. OF, fr. cover to sit on,
brood over, fr. L cubare to lie] 1 : a mature bird or pair of birds
with a brood of young; also % a small flock 2 : company, band
tCOW \'kau\ n [ME cou, fr. OE cu; akin to OHG kuo cow,
L bos head of cattle, Gk bous, Skt gol 1 : the mature female of
cattle (genus Bos) or of any animal the male of which is called
bull (as the moose) 2 : a domestic bovine animal regardless of
sex or age — cowy \-e\ adj
2C0W Vt [alter, of coll (to poll)] chiejly Scot i to cut short

: POLL
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the quality or state of

blue crab

3C0W vt [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Dan kue to subdue] ; to In-
tiraidate with
threats or show of
strength : daunt
cow-age or cow-
liage \'kau-ij\ n
[Hindi kavScI : a
tropical legumi-
nous woody vine
(Mucuna prurilum)
with crooked pods

barbed hairs that
cause severe itch-
ing; also ; these
hairs sometimes
used as a vermi-
fuge
cow.ard \'kau
C-3)rd\ n [ME, fr.

OF coart, fr. coe
cow: 1 hoof, 2 pastern, 3 dewclaw, 4 switch,

„„ 5 hock, 6 rear udder, 7 flank, 8 thigh, 9 tail,

ignoble fear or iO pinbone, 11 tail head, 12 thurl, 13 hip,

timidity— coward i4 barrel, 15 ribs, /(i crops, 17 withers, i 5 heart
adj girth, 19 neck, 20 horn, 21 poll, 22 forehead,

COW<ard-ice \-3s\ ^^ bridge of nose, 24 muzzle, 25 jaw, 26 throat,

n [ME cowardise, ^^ point of shoulder, 28 dewlap, 29 point of
fr. OF coardise fr' elbow, 30 brisket, 31 chest floor, 32 knee
coart'[ : lack' of ^^ °"^^ vjtM, 34 milk vein, 35 fore udder,
courage or reso- ^^ teats, 37 rump, 38 loin, 39 chine
lution
COW.ard.li«ness \'kau(-3)rd-le-r
being cowardly
icow-ard-Iy yie\ adv : in a cowardly manner
2cowardly adj : resembling or befitting a coward

Syn PUSILLANIMOUS, CRAVEN. DASTARDLY: COWARDLY implies a
weak or ignoble lack of courage; pusillanimous suggests a con-
temptible lack of courage; craven suggests a dishonoring abject
yielding to fear; dastardly implies behavior that is both cowardly
and treacherous or skulking or outrageous
COW.bane \'kau-,ban\ n ; any of several poisonous plants of the
carrot family (as a water hemlock)

cow-bell \'kau-,bel\ n : a bell hung about the neck of a cow to
make a sound by which it can be located
cow.her -ry \-,ber-e\ n ; any of several pasture shrubs (as Vaccinium
vitis-idaea) or their berries or fruits

COWobird \-,b3rd\ n : a small No. American blackbird {Molothrus
ater) that lays its eggs in the nests of other birds
COW'boy \-,b6i\ n ; one who tends or drives cattle; esp ; a usu.
mounted cattle ranch hand — coW'girl \-,g3rC-3)l\ n
cow.catch«er \-,kach-3r, -,kech-\ n : pilot 3
COW.er \'kau(-a)r\ vi [ME couren, of Scand origin; akin to Norw
kura to cower; akin to Gk gyros circle, OE cof] 1 : to stand or
crouch quivering in abject fear of something menacing or dom-
ineering 2 ; to shrink away from the cold syn see fawn
COW.Ilsh \'kaii-,fish\ n 1 a : any of various small cetaceans
b : sirenian 2 : any of various small bright-colored fishes {family
Ostraciontidae) with projections resembling horns over the eyes
coW'hand \'kau-,hand\ n : cowboy
COW.herd \-,h3rd\ n : one who tends cows
icow.llide \-,hTd\ n 1 : the hide of a cow or leather from it

2 : a coarse whip of rawhide or braided leather
scowhide vt : to flog with a cowhide whip
cowl \'kau(9)l\ n [ME cowle, fr. OE cugele, fr. LL cuculla monk's
hood, fr. L cucuUus hood] 1 : a hood or long hooded cloak esp. of
a monk 2 a : a chimney covering designed to improve the draft
b : the top portion of the front part of an automobile body forward
of the two front doors to which are attached the windshield and
instrument board c : cowling — cowl vt

cowled \'kau(3)ld\ adj : shaped like a hood : hooded <a -^ flower)
COW.lick \'kau-,Iik\ n ; a tuft of hair growing in a different direc-
tion from the rest and usu. turned up or awry as if licked by a cow

cowl'ing \'kau-lir]\ n ; a removable metal covering that houses the
engine and sometimes a portion of the fuselage or nacelle of an air-
plane; also : a metallic cover for any engine
COWl.staM \'koI-,staf, 'kau(3)l-\ n [ME cuvelstafj, fr. cuvel vessel

(fr. OE cyjel, fr. ONF cuvele small vat) + j/o//] dial Eng ; a staff
from which a vessel is suspended and carried between two persons
cow-man X'kau-msn, -,man\ n 1 : cowherd, cowboy 2 : a cattle
owner or rancher
co-wort.er \'ko-,w3r-ksr\ n : a fellow worker
COW.pea \'kau-,pe\ n : a sprawling leguminous herb (Vigna sinen-
sis) related to the bean and widely cultivated in southern U.S. esp.
for forage and green manure; also : its edible seed
Cow.per's gland X.kau-psrz-, .kU-psrz-, .kup-3rz-\ n [William
Cowper tl709 E surgeon] ; either of two small glands discharging
into the male urethra
cow.poKe \'kau-,pok\ n : cowboy
COW pony n i a light saddle horse trained for herding cattle

COW'POX \'kau-,paks\ n : a mild eruptive disease of the cow that
when communicated to man protects against smallpox
cow.punch.er \-,p3n-char\ n : cowboy
COW-rie or COW-ry \'kau(3)r-e\ n [Hindi kaurU : any of numerous
marine gastropods (family Cypraeidae) widely distributed in warm
seas with glossy often brightly colored shells

COW'Slip \'kau-,slip\ n [ME cowslyppe, fr. OE cuslyppe, lit., cow
-dung, fr. cu cow -I- slypa, slyppe paste] 1 : a common British
primrose {Primula veris) with fragrant yellow or purplish flowers
2 : marsh marigold 3 : shooting star 4 ; Virginia cowslip
cox \'kaks\ n : coxswain — cox vb
coxa \'kak-s3\ n, pi cox.ae \-,se, -,sT\ [L; akin to OHG hahsina
hock, Skt kaksa armpit] : the hip joint : hip — cox>al \-S3l\ adj
COX-coml) \'kak-,skom\ n [ME cokkes comb, lit., cock's comb]
1 a obs ; a jester's cap adorned with a strip of red b archaic ; pate,
HEAD 2 a obs : fool b : a conceited foolish person : fop — cox-
comb'ical \kak-'sko-mi-kgl, -'skam-i-\ adj
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Cox.sack-ie virus \(,)kiik-,sak-e-\ n iCoxsackie, N.Y.] : any of
several viruses apparently related to that of poliomyelitis and
associated with human diseases

cox.swain \'kak-s3n, -,swan\ n [ME cokswayne, fr. cok cockboat
4- swain servant] 1 ; a sailor who has charge of a ship's boat
and its crew 2 : a- steersman of a racing shell
icoy \'k6i\ adj [ME, quiet, shy, fr. MF coi calm, fr. L quietus quiet]
la: BASHFUL, SHY b : archly affecting shy or demure reserve
2 : showing reluctance to make a definite commitment syn see shy— coy-ly adv — coy-ness n

2coy vr, obs : caress ~ vi, archaic : to act coyly
coy-ote \'ki-,ot, kT-'ot-e\ «, pi coyotes or coyote [MexSp, fr.

Nahuatl coyotl'] : a small wolf [Canis lairans) native to western No.
America

coy.o.til.lo \,kT-3-'til-(,)o, ,k6i-3-, -'te-(.)(y^o\ n [MexSp, dim. of
coyote'] : a low poisonous shrub (Karwinskia humboldiiana) of the
buckihom family of the southwestern U.S. and Mexico
COy-pu \'k6i-(,)pij, k6i-'\ n [AmerSp coipu, fr. Araucan coypu'i
1 : a So. American aquatic rodent {Myocaslor coypus) with webbed
feet and dorsal mammae 2 : nlitria 2
COZ \'k3z\ n [by shortening & alter.] : cousin
coz-en \'k3z-=n\ vb coz-en-ing \'kaz-nir), -^n-io\ [obs. It coz-
zonare, fr. It cozzone horse trader, fr. L cocion-, cocio trader] vt
1 : cheat, DEFRAUD 2 : to beguile craftily : deceive ^ vi : to act
with artful deceit syn see cheat— coz.en>er X'kaz-nsr, -'n-3r\ n

COZ. en.age \'k3z-nij, -"n-ijX n 1 : the art or practice of cozening
: FRAUD 2_: an act of cozening or deception

CO-Zi-ly \'ko-Z3-le\ adv : in a cozy manner
co.zi.ness \'ko-ze-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being cozy
ico.zy \'k6-ze\ adj [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Norw koselig
cozy] 1 : enjoying or affording warmth and ease : SNUG
2a: marked by the intimacy of the family or close group b : sug-
gesting close association or connivance <'-- cartel) 3 : marked by a
discreet and cautious altitude or procedure syn see comfortable

2cozy adv ; in a cautious manner
3cozy « ; a padded covering for a teapot or other vessel to keep the
contents hot
CQ \'se-'kyU\ [abbr. for call to quarters^ — communication code
letters used at the beginning of radiograms of general information
or safety notices or by shortwave amateurs as an invitation to talk
to other shortwave amateurs
icrab \'krab\ n [ME crabbe, fr. OE
crabba: akin to OHG krebiz crab, OE
ceorjan to carve — more at carve]
1 : any of numerous chiefly marine
broadly built crustaceans: a ; any of
a tribe (Brachyura) with a short
broad usu. flattened carapace, a small
abdomen that curls forward beneath
the body, short antennae, and the
anterior pair of limbs modified as
grasping pincers b : any of various
other crustaceans resembling true crabs in the more or less reduced
condition of the abdomen 2 ; any of various machines for raising
or hauling heavy weights 3 : failure to raise an oar clear of the
water on recovery of a stroke or missing the water altogether when
attempting a stroke (catch a '^> 4 : apparent sideways motion
of an airplane headed into a crosswind

2crab vb crabbed; crab-bing vt 1 : to cause to move sideways or
in an indirect or diagonal manner; specij : to head (an airplane) by
means of the rudder into a crosswind to counteract drift 2 : to
subject to crabbing ~ vi 1 a (1) : to move sideways indirectly or
diagonally (2) : to crab an airplane b : to scuttle or scurry side-

ways like a crab 2 : to fish for crabs — crab-her n
3crab n [ME crabbe, perh. fr. crabbe 'crab] : CRABSTICk
4crab vb crabbed; crab.bing [ME crabben, prob. back-formation fr.

crabbed] vt 1 : to make sullen : sour 2 : to complain about
peevishly 3 : spoil, ruin ~ vi : carp, grouse — crab>ber n
scrab n t a sour ill-tempered person : crosspatch
crab apple n [^crab] 1 : a small wild sour apple 2 : a cultivated
apple with small usu. highly colored acid fruit

crab.bed \'krab-3d\ adj [ME, partly fr. crabbe 'crab, partly fr.

crabbe ^crab] 1 : MOROSE, peevish 2 : difficult to read or under-
stand syn see sullen — crab.bed-ly adv — crab.bed.ness n
crab.by Vkrab-e\ adj i^crab} : cross, ill-natured
crab cactus n : a So. American cactus (Zygocactus truncatus)

crab.grass \'krab-.gras\ n : a grass (esp. Digitaria sanguinalis) with
creeping or decumbent stems which root freely at the nodes

crab louse n : a louse (Fhthirus pubis) infesting the human body in

the pubic region
crab'Stick \'krab-,stik\ n 1 : a stick, cane, or cudgel of crab apple
tree wood 2 : a crabbed ill-natured person
icrack \'krak\ vb [ME crakken, fr. OE cracian; akin to SV.t jarate It

crackles — more at crane] vi 1 : to make a very sharp explosive
sound in or as if in breaking 2 : to break without parting 3 : fail:

as a : to lose control or effectiveness under pressure b : to fail in

tone <voice ^^ed) c ; to smash up a vehicle esp. by losing control
<'-«ed up on a curve) 4 : to go at good speed; specij : to proceed
under full sail or steam 5 : to break up into simpler compounds
usu. as a result of heating — vr 1 a : to break so that fissures appear
on the surface b : to break with a sudden sharp sound (-^ nuts)
2 a : to utter esp. suddenly or strikingly <~ a joke) b : extol,
PRAISE (wasn't all it was '^ed up to be) 3 : to strike with a sharp
noise : rap 4 : to put on (as full speed) 5 a (1) : to open (as a
bottle) for drinking (2) : to open (a book) for studying b : to
puzzle out and solve or reveal the mystery of <'^ a code) c : to
break into <"- a safe) d : to break through (as a barrier) so as to
gain acceptance or recognition 6 a ; to impair seriously or
irreparably : wreck <---' a car up) b ; to destroy the tone of (a

voice) c ; disorder, craze d : to interrupt sharply or abruptly
7 : to cause to make a sharp noise 8 a (1) : to subject (hydrocar-
bons) to cracking (2) : to produce by cracking b : to break up
(chemical compounds) into simpler compounds by means of heat

2crack « 1 : a sudden sharp noise 2 a dial chiefly Brit : talk,
gossip b : a sharp witty remark : quip 3 a : a narrow break
: fissure b : a narrow opening 4 a : a weakness or flaw caused by
decay, age, or deficiency : unsoundness b : a broken tone of the
voice c : crackpot 5 : moment, instant 6 : housebreaking.
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BURGLARY 7 I a sharp resounding blow 8 : attempt, try
Scrack adj ; of superiorexcellence or ability

crack-brain \'krak-,bran\ n ; an erratic person : crackpot —
crack'brained \-'brand\ adj

crack down vi : to take positive disciplinary action
crack-down \'krak-,daun\ n : an act or instance of cracking down
crack-er \'krak-3r\ n 1 chiejly dial ; a bragging liar : boaster
2 : something that makes a cracking or snapping noise: as a : fire-
cracker b : the snapping end of a whiplash : snapper c ; a paper
holder for a party favor that pops when the ends are pulled sharply
3 pi I NUTCRACKER 4 : a dry thin crisp bakery product made of
flour and water 5 a South % poor WHrtE — usu. used disparagingly
b cap : a native or resident of Georgia or Florida — used as a nick-
name 6 : the equipment in which cracking is carried out

crack. er.jack \'krak-3r-,jak\ or crack.a.jack \-3-,jak\ n Vcrack
+ -er + jack'\ X humdinger — crackerjack adj

Cracker Jack trademark — used for a candied popcorn confection
crack. ers X'krak-srzV adj [prob. alter, of cracked^ slang Brit

; CRAZY
icrack-ing X'krak-lqX adj {or adv) : great, smashing
^cracking n : a process in which relatively heavy hydrocarbons are
broken up by heat into lighter products
icrack-le \'krak-al\ v6 crack-Ung \-f3-)Ur)\ [freq. of ^crack} vi

1 a ; to make small sharp sudden repeated noises b : to show
animation ; sparkle 2 ; to develop a surface network of fine
cracks -^ v/ ; to crush or crack with snapping noises
2crackle n 1 a : the noise of repeated small cracks or reports
b : sparkle, effervescence 2 : a network of fine cracks on an
otherwise smooth surface

crack.le.ware \'krak-9l-.wa(3)r, -,weCa)r\ n : glazed ceramic ware
with a crazed finish

crack-Iing n l \*krak-f3-)Iia\ : a series of small sharp cracks or
reports 2 \'krak-l3n, -lio\ : the crisp residue left after lard has
been removed — usu. used in pi.

crack.ly \'krak-(3-)Ie\ adj : inclined to crackle : crisp
Crack.nel \'krak-nn\ n [ME krakenelle'] 1 : a hard brittle biscuit
2 : crackling 2 — usu. used in pi.

crack-pot \'krak-,pat\ n : an eccentric person — crack.pot adj
cracks.man X'krak-smsnX n : burguvr; also : safecracker
crack-up \'krak-,3p\ n 1 : breakdown 2 : crash, wreck
-C-ra.cy \k-r3-se\ n combjorm[MF&LL;UF-craiie.fT.Ll.-cratia,
fr. Gk -kratia, fr. kraios strength, power — more at hard] 1 ; form
of government; also : state having such a form <monoc/-ac>>
2 : social or political class (as of powerful persons) imobocracyy
3 : theory of social organization <technoc/-i3c>')

Icra-dle \'krad-'l\ n [ME cradel, fr. OE cradol: akin to OHG
kratto basket, Skt grantha knot] 1 a : a bed or cot for a baby usu.
on rockers or pivots b : a place of origin 2 : a framework or
support suggestive of a baby's cradle: as a (1) : a framework of
bars and rods (2) : the support for a telephone receiver or handset
b (1) : an implement with rods like fingers attached to a scythe and
used formerly for harvesting grain (2) : a low frame on casters on
which mechanics lie while working under an automobile c : a
frame to keep the bedclothes from contact with an injured part of
the body 3 : a rocking device used in panning for gold

scradle vb cra-dllng \'krad-lio, -M-ii3\ vr 1 a : to place or keep in
or as if in a cradle b: shelter, rear c : to support protectively or
Intimaiely 2 ; to cut (grain) with a cradle scythe 3 ; to place,
raise, support, or transport on a cradle 4 : to wash in a miner's
cradle -^ vi, obs : to rest in or as if in a cradle

era.die.song \'krad-=l-,s6r)\ n ; lullaby, berceuse
craft \'kraft\ n [ME, strength, skiU. fr. OE crsejt: akin to OHG
krajt strength] 1 : dextertty, skill 2 : an occupation or trade
requiring manual dexterity or artistic skill 3 : skill in deceiving to
gain an end 4 : the members of a trade or trade association 5 pi
usu craft a : a boat esp. of small size b ; aircraft syn see art

craft.i.ly \'kraf-t3-le\ adv : in a crafty manner
craft.i.ness \'kraf-te-nas\ n : the quality or state of being crafty
crafts.man \'kraf(t)-sm3n\ n 1 : a workman who practices a
trade or handicraft : artisan 2 : a workman in any skilled occupa-
tion — crafts.man.ship \-,ship\ n

craft union n ; a labor union with membership limited to workmen
of the same craft — compare industrial union

crafty \'kraf-te\ adj 1 dial chiejly Brit ; skillful, ingenious
2 : guileful, wily syn see sly
icrag \'krag\ n [ME, of Celt origin] 1 : a steep rugged rock or
cliff 2 archaic : a sharp detached fragment of rock — crag*ged
\-3d\ adj— crag.gi.ness \-e-n3s\ n — crag.gy \-e\ adj

acrag n [me, fr. MD craghe} chiejly Scot : neck, throat
crags.man \'kragz-m3n\ n ; one expert in chmbing crags or cliffs

crake \'krak\_n [ME, prob, fr. ON krdka crow or krdkr raven;
akin to OE crawan to crow] 1 ; any of various rails; esp : a short*
billed rail (as the corncrake) 2 ; the corncrake's cry
icram \'kram\ vb crammed; cram.ming [ME crammen, fr. OE
crammian: akin to Gk ageirein to collect] vt 1 : to pack tight : jam
2 a ; to fill with food to satiety : stuff b : to eat voraciously : bolt
3 ; crowd, force 4 : to prepare hastily for an examination «- vi

1 : to eat greedily or to satiety : stuff 2 : to study hastily at the
last minute for an examination — cram.mer n
3cram n l : crush 2 : last-minute study for an examination
cram.bo \'kram-(,)b6\ n [alter, of earlier crambe, fr. L, cabbage]
1 ; a game in which one player gives a word or line of verse to be
matched in rhyme by other players 2 : sloppy rhyme

cram.Oi.sie or cram.oi.sy \'kram-,6i-ze, 'kram-s-zeX n [MB
crammassy, fr. MF cramoisi, fr. cramoisi crimson] : crimson cloth
icramp \'kramp\ n [ME crampe, fr. MF, of Gmc origin; akin to
LG krampe hook] 1 ; a spasmodic painful involuntary contraction
of a muscle 2 : a temporary paralysis of muscles from overuse
3 : sharp abdominal pain — used usu. in pi.

Scianap n [LG or obs. D krampe hook; akin to OE cradol cradle]
1 a : a device usu. of iron bent at the ends used to hold timbers or
blocks of stone together b : 'clamp 2 a : something that confines
: shackle b : the state of being confined — cramp adj
3cramp vt 1 : to affect with or as if with cramp 2 ; confine,
RESTRAIN 3 : to turn (the front wheels of a vehicle) to right or left

4 : to fasten or hold with a cramp -^ vf : to suffer from cramps
cramp-fish \'kramp-,fish\ n : electric ray
cram.pen \'kram-,pan\ also cram-poon \kram-'pun\ n [MF
crampon, of Gmc origin; akin to LG krampe} 1 ; a hooked clutch

or dog for raising heavy objects — used usu. in pL 2 : climbing
iron — used usu. in pi.

cran-ber-ry \'kran-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ n [part trans, of LG kraanbere,
fr. kraan crane + here berry] 1 : the bright red acid berry
produced by some plants (as Vaccinium oxycoccus and V. macro-
carpon) of the heath family; also : a plant producing these 2 ; any
of various plants with fruit hke cranberries
cranberry bush n : a shrub or tree {Viburnum trilobum) of No.
America and Europe with prominently 3-iobed leaves and red fruit

cranch \*kranch\ var oj craunch
icrane \'kran\ n [ME cran, fr. OE; akin to OHG krano crane, Gk
geranos, L grus, Skt jarate it crackles] 1 : any of a family (Gruidae
of the order Gruiformes) of tall wading birds superficially re-
sembling the herons but structurally more nearly related to tiie

rails 2 : any of several herons 3 : a projection often horizontal
swinging about a vertical axis; as a : a machine for raising,
shifting, and lowering heavy weights by means of a projecting
swinging arm or with the hoisting apparatus supported on an over-
head track b : an iron arm in a fireplace for supporting ketUes
c : a boom for holding a motion-picture or television camera

2crane vt 1 ; to raise or lift by or as if by a crane 2 : to stretch
forward -^ vi 1 : to stretch one's neck to see better 2 : hesitate
crane fly n : any of numerous long-legged slender two-winged flies
(family Tipulidae) that resemble large mosquitoes but do not bite

cranes.bill \'kranz-.bil\ n ; geranium 1

cranl- or cranio- comb jorm [ML craniumi ; cranium <c/-aniate>

r cranium

single overhung
crank: 2 crankpin,
2 web, 3 journal,

4 crankshaft

cranial and (craniosacral)
cra.ni.al \'kra-ne-3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to the skull (

2 : cephalic — cra.ni.al-ly \-3-le\ adv
cranial index n : the ratio of the maximum breadth of the skull to
its maximum height multiplied by 100

cranial nerve n : any of the paired nerves that arise from the lower
surface of the brain and pass through openings in the skull

era.ni.ate X'kra-ne-at, -,at\ adi : having a cranium — craniate n
cra.ni.ol.o.gy \.kra-nc-'al-a-je\ n [prob. fr. G kraniologie, fr.
kranio- crani- -|- -logie -logy] : a science dealing with variations in
size, shape, and proportions of skulls among the races of men

cra.ni.om.e-try \-'am-3-tre\ n [ISV] : a science dealing with
cranial measurement
cra.nlo.sa-cral \^ra-ne-o-'sak-ral, -'sa-kralV adj 1 : of or relating
to the cranium and the sacrum 2 : parasympathetic

cra.ni.um \'kra-ne-3m\ n, pi craniums \-9mz\ or cra<nla \-3\
[ML, fr. Gk kranion; akin to Gk kara head] ; skull; specif ; the
part that encloses the brain
icrank \'kraok\ n [ME cranke, fr. OE
crane- (as in crancsiaej, a weaving instru-
ment); akin to OE cradol cradle] 1 : a bent
part of an axle or shaft or an arm keyed at
right angles to the end of a shaft by which
circular motion is imparted to or received
from it 2 a archaic : bend b : a twist or
turn of speech : coNCErr c (1) ; caprice,
crotchet (2) : an eccentric person; also
: enthusiast d : a bad-tempered person
: grouch

acrank vi l : to move with a winding course
: zigzag 2 : to turn a crank ^ vt 1 : to
bend into the shape of a crank 2 : to furnish
or fasten with a crank 3 : to move or operate
by a crank; specij ; to start by use of a crank
3crank adj [Sc, bent, distorted, prob. fr.

'cran/c] : out of kilter : loose
4crank adj [ME cranke, of unknown origin] 1 chiejly dial : merry,
HIGH-SPIRITED 2 Chiejly dial : cocKY. confident
Scrank adj [short for crank-sided (easily tipped)] oj a boat ; easily

tipped by an external force
crank-case \'kraok-,kas\ n : the housing of a crankshaft
crank.i'ly \'krao-ka-le\ adv : in a cranky manner
crank-l.ness \'krar)-ke-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being cranky
icran-kle \'kraD-k3l\ vb [freq. of ^crank] vt, obs : to break into
turns, bends, or angles ; crinkle -^ vi, archaic : wind, zigzag

2crankle n : bend, crinkle
crank.pin \'krarik-.pin\ n : the cylindrical piece which forms the
handle of a crank or to which the connecting rod is attached
crank.shall \'krao(k)-,shaft\ n ; a shaft driven by or driving a
crank
icranky \'krao-ke\ adj Vcrank & ^crank} 1 dial : imbecile, crazy
2 : being out of order 3 : crotchety, irrffable 4 : full of twists

and turns : tortuous syn sec irascible
acranky adj l^crank} oj a boat ; liable to heel or tip

cran.nog \'kran-,dg, -,ag\ n [ScGael crannag & IrCael crannogj
: an artificial fortified island constructed in a lake or marsh orig. in

prehistoric Ireland and Scodand
cran.ny \'kran-e\ n [ME crany, fr. MF cren, cran notchi 1 ; a small
break or sht : crevice 2 ; an obscure nook or comer

cran-reuch \'kran-(,)ruli\ n [prob. modif. of ScGael crannreofha']
Scot : HOARFROST, RIME
icrap \'krap\ n [back-formation fr. crapsi ; a throw of 2, 3. or 12
in the game of craps losing the shooter his bet unless he has a point
2crap VI crapped; crap.ping 1 : to throw a crap 2 : to throw a
seven while^trying to make a point — usu. used with out
icrape \'krap\ n [alter, of F crepe, fr. MF crespe, fr. crespe curly,

fr. L crispus — more at crisp] 1 ; crepe 2 : a band of crepe worn
on a hat or sleeve as a sign of mourning

2crape vt ; to cover or shroud with or as if with crape
3crape vt [F criper, fr. L crispare, fr. crispus"] : to make (the hair)

curly
crape myrtle n : an East Indian shrub (Lagerstroemia indica) of the
loosestrife family widely grown in warm regions for its flowers

craps \'kraps\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [LaF. fr. F crabs, craps,
fr. E crabs lowest throw at hazard, fr. pi. of ^crab'] 1 ; a gambLng
game played with two dice 2 : crap

crap. shoot. er \'krap-,shut-ar\ n : one who plays craps
crap.U.10US_ \'krap-y3-l3s\ adj [LL crapulosus, fr. L crapula, fr.

Gk kraipale] 1 : intemperate in drinking or eating 2 : sick from
excessive indulgence in liquor
icrash \'krash\ vb [ME crasschenl v/ 1 a : to break violently and
noisily : smash b : to damage (an airplane) in landing 2 a : to
cause to make a loud noise b : to force through with loud crashing
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noises 3 : to enter or attend without invitation or without paying^ vi 1 a : to break noisily b : to crash an airplane 2 a : to make
a smashing noise To ; to move with or as if with a crashing noise
3 : to force one's way with or as if with a crash — crash>er n

2crash n l : a loud sound (as of things smasliing) 2 : a brealdng
to pieces by or as if by coUision; also ; an instance of crashing
3 : a sudden decline or failure (as of a business)

scrasll adj : effected hastily on an emergency basis <a ~ program)
crash n [prob. fr. Russ krashenina colored linen] ; a coarse fabric
used for draperies, toweling, and clothing
crash dive n ; a dive made by a submarine in the least possible time— crash-dive \'krash-'div\ vi crash-dived; crash-div-ing
crash-land ykrash-'land\ vt : to land (an airplane) under emer-
gency conditions usu. 'with damage to the craft '^ vi : to crash-land
an airplane — crash landing n

era-sis \'kra-s3s\ n, pi cra-ses \'kra-,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk krasis
mixture, fr. kerannynai to mix] : cONSTirunoN, makeup

crass \'kras\ adj [L crassus thick, gross] : gross, insenshtve syn
see STUPTD — cras-si>tude \'kras-3-,t(y)iid\ n — crass«ly adv— crass-ness n

-crat \,krat\ n comb form [F -crate, back-formation fr. -cratie
-cracy] 1 : advocate or partisan of a (specified) theory of govern-
ment <theocrflO 2 : member of a (specified) dominant class
<plutocraO — -crat-ic \'krat-ik\ adj comb jorm

cratch \'krach\ n [ME cracche, fr. OF creche manger] 1 dial Brit
; a crib or rack esp. for fodder; also ; frame 2 archaic : manger

icrate \'krat\ [Lcran'^wickerwork— more at hurdle] 1 : an open
box of wooden slats or a usu. wooden protective case or framework
for shipping 2 ; jalopy

2crate vt : to pack in a crate
cra.ter n [L, mixingbowl, crater, fr. Gk krater, fr. kerannynai to
mix; akin to Skt asirta mixed] 1 \'krat-3r\ a : the bowl-shaped
depression around the orifice of a volcano h ; a depression formed
by the impact of a meteorite c : a hole in the ground made by the
explosion of a bomb or shell d : an eroded lesion 2 X'krat-ar,
kra-'lef3")r\ ; krater
C ration n : an army canned field ration
craunch \'kr6nch, 'kranch\ vb or n [prob. imit.] ! crunch
cra.vat \kr3-'vat\ n [F cravate, fr. Cravate Croatian] 1 : an ob-
solete neck scarf 2 : necktie

crave \"krav\ vb [ME craven, fr. OE crajian: akin to OHG krdpfo
hook, OE crarfor cradle] vt 1 ; to ask earnestly ; beg, demand
2 a : to want greatly : require b : to yearn for ^ vi i to have a
strong or inward desire syn see desire — crav.er n

cra.veu \'kra-v3n\ adj [ME cravant'i 1 : defeated, VANOtnsHED
2 : lacking courage syn see cowardly — craven n — cra-ven-ly
adv — cra^ven-ness \-v3n-n9s\ n

crav/ \'kr6\ n [ME crawe, fr. (assumed) OE crawa: akhi to Gk
bronchos trachea, throat, L vorare to devour] 1 : the crop of a bird
or insect 2 : the stomach esp. of a lower animal
icraw.Jish \'kr6-,fish\ n [by folk etymology fr. ME crevis, kraveys"]
1 : CRAYFISH 2 ; SPINY LOBSTER

acrawfish vi : to retreat from a position
icrawl \'kr61\ vb [ME crawlen, fr. ON krajJa: akin to OE crabba
crab] VI 1 : to move slowly with the body close to the ground : creep
2 : to drag along slowly or feebly 3 : to advance by guile or
servility 4 : to spread by extending stems or tendrils 5 a : to be
alive or swarming with or as if with creeping things b : to have the
sensation of insects creeping over one — v/ 1 : to move upon in or
as if in a creeping manner 2 slang : to reprove harshly syn see
creep — crawl. er n

2crawl n 1 a : the act of crawling b : chiejly Brit : a progress from
one pub to another 2 : a prone speed swimming stroke consisting
of a double overarm stroke combined with a flutter kick

3crawl n [Afrik kraal pen] : an enclosure in shallow waters
crawly \'kr6-le\ adj : creepy
cray.fish \'kra-,fish\ n [by folk etymology fr. MB crevis, fr. MP
crevice, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG krebiz crab — more at crab]
1 : any of numerous freshwater crustaceans (tribe Astacura)
resembling the lobster but usu. much smaller 2 : spiny lobster
Icray.on \'kra-.an, -an; 'kran\ n [F, crayon, pencil, fr. dim. of
craie chalk, fr. L creta\ 1 : a stick of white or colored chalk or
of colored wax used for writing or drawing 2 : a crayon drawing
acrayon vt i_ to draw with a crayon — cray*on>ist \'kra-3-n3st\ n
icraze \'kraz\ vb [ME crasen to crush, craze, of Scand origin; akin
to OSw krasa to crush] vt 1 obs : break, shatter 2 : to produce
minute cracks on the surface or glaze of 3 ; to make insane or as
if insane — vi 1 archaic : shatter, break 2 ; to become insane
3 : to develop a mesh of fine cracks

2craze n l obs a : break, flaw b : physical weakness : infirmity
2 : a transient infatuation ; mania, fad 3 : a crack in glaze or
enamel syn see fajhion

cra-zi-ly \'kra-za-le\ adv : in a crazy manner
cra.zi-ness_\-ze-nas\ n : the quality or state of being crazy
cra.zy \*kra-ze\ adj 1 : full of cracks or flaws : unsound; also

; crooked, askew 2 a : mad, insane b (1) : iMPRAcncAL (2)
: erratic 3 ; distracted with desire or excitement

crazy bone n ; funny bone
crazy quilt n i a patchwork quilt without a design
cra-zy.weed \'kra-ze-,wed\ n : locoweeo
Screak \'krek\ vi [ME creken to croak, of imit. origin] ; to make a
prolonged grating or squeaking sound
2creaE « ; a rasping or grating noise — creaky \'kre-ke\ adj
icream \'krem\ n, often cttrib [ME creime, creme. fr. MP craime,
cresme, fr. LL cramum, of Celt origin; akin to W cramen scab]
1 : the yellowish part of milk containing from 18 to about 40 per-
cent butterfat 2 a : a food prepared with cream b : something the
consistency of cream c : a usu. emulsified medicinal or cosmetic
preparation 3 : the choicest part 4 ; creamer 2 B^ a : a pale
yellow b ; a cream-colored animal — creamy \'kre-me\ adj
Scream vi 1 ; to form cream or a surface layer like the cream on
standing milk 2 : to break into or cause sometliing to break into
a creamy froth; also : to move like froth ^ vt la: skim Ic
b (1) : to take the choicest part of (2) : to take off (the choicest
part) 2 : to furnish, prepare, or treat with cream; also : to dress
with a cream sauce 3 a : to beat into a creamy froth b : to work
or blend to the consistency of cream c : to drub thoroughly;

also ; wreck 4 : to cause to form a surface layer of or like cream
cream cheese n : an unripened chee<;e made from whole sweet miU:
enriched with cteam; also % Cheddar
Gream°cups ykrem-,ksps\ n pi but sing or pi in constr I any of sev-
eral California annuals (esp. Flatystemon calijornicus) of the poppy
family
cream-er \'kre-mar\ « 1 ; a device for separating cream from milk
2 : a small vessel for serving cream

cream-ery \'krem-fa-)re\ n : an estabU.'^hment where butter and
cheese are made or where milk and cream are sold or prepared
cream-i-Iy \'kre-m3-le\ adv : in a creamy manner
cream. i.ness \-me-n9s\ n i the quality or state of being creamy
cream Ol tartar ; a white crystalline salt C^HsKOs used esp. in
baking powder and in certain treatments of metals
cream puff « : a round shell of light pastry filled with whipped
cream or a cream filling

Icrease \'kres\ n [prob, alter, of earlier creaste, fr. ME creste
crest] 1 : a line or mark made by or as if by folding a pliable sub-
stance 2 ; a specially marked area in various sports (as hockey)

2creas8 vt 1 ; to make a crease in or on : wrinkle 2 : to wound
slightly esp. by grazing —' vi : to become creased — creas«er n
icre.ate \kre-'at, 'kre-,at\ adi, archaic : created
acreate vt [ ME createn, fr. L o-eatus. pp. of creare ] 1 : to bring into
existence 2 a : to invest with a new form, office, or rank b : to
bring about by a course of action 3 : cause, make 4 a ; to
produce through imaginati\'e skill b : design syn see invent
cre.atine \'kre-3-,ten\ n [ISV, fr. Gk kreat-, kreas flesh — more at
RAW] : a white crystalline nitrogenous substance C^H^^iiOz found
esp. in the muscles of vertebrates free or as phosphocreaiine
cre.at4.nine \kre-'at-'n-.en\ n [G kreatinin, fr. kreafin creatine]

: a white crystalline strongly basic compound CaHyNaO formed
from creatine and found esp. in muscle, blood, and urine

cremation \kre-'a-shsn\ n 1 : the act of creating; esp % the act of
bringing the world into existence fiom nothing 2 : the act of
making, inventing, or producing: as a : the act of investing with a
new rank or office b ; the first representation of a dramatic role
3 : something that is created: as a : world b ; creatures singly
or in aggregate_ C : an original work of art

cre-ative \kre-'at-iv\ adj 1 : having the power nr quality of creat-
ing 2 I productive 3 : having the auality of something created
rather than imitated — cre.ative-ly adv — cre-ative.ness n

creative evolution n : evolution that is a creative rather than a
mechanically explicable process

cre.ativ.i.ty_\,kre-(,)a-'tiv-3t-e, ,kre-3-\ n : ability to create
cremator \kre-'at-9r\ n i one that creates or produces : maker
crea-tur'al \'krech-(3-)r3l\ adj : of, relating to, or being a creature
crea-ture \'kre-char\ n l ; something created 2 a ; a lower ani-
mal; esp : a farm animal b ; a human being : person c : a being
of anomalous or uncertain aspect or nature 3 : one who Is the
servile dependent or tool of another

creature comfort n : something that gives bodily comfort
crea4tire.ly \'kre-ch3r-le\ adj % of, relating to, or befitting a finite
or dependent being

creche \'kresh, 'krash\ n [F, fr. OF creche manger, crib, of Gmc
origin] 1 ; a day nursery 2 ; a foundling hospital 3 : a repre-
sentation of the Nativity scene in the stable at Bethlehem
credence \'kred-=n(t)s\ « [ME, fr. MP or ML; MF, fr. ML ere-
dentia, fr. L credent-, credens, prp. of credere to believe, trust]
1 ; mental acceptance ; belief 2 : credentials— used in the phrase
letters oj credence 3 [MF, fr. Olt credenza] : a Renaissance side-
board used chiefly for valuable plate 4 ; a small table where the
bread and wine rest before consecration syn see belief

ere.dent \'kred-'nt\ adj [L credent-, credens. prp.] 1 archaic | giv-
ing credence ; confiding 2 obs ; creoirle
icre.den.tiai \kri-'den-ch3l\ adj : warranting credit or confidence
^credential n 1 : something that gives a title to credit or confidence
2 p! : testimonials showing that a person is entitled to credit or has
a right to exercise official power 3 ; certificate, diploma

ere.den.za \kri-'den-z3\ n [It, lit., belief, confidence, fr. ML
credential 1 ; credence 3 2 : a sideboard, buffet, or bookcase
patterned after a Renaissance credence; esp : one without legs

cred-i-biLi-ty \,kred-3-*bil-9t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
credible

cred-i-ble \'kred-3-b3l\ arf/[ME, fr. L credibilis, fr. credere^ i capa-
ble of being believed syn see plausible — cred.i'bly \-ble\ adv
icred.it \'kred-3t\ n [MF, fr. Olt crediio, fr. L creditum something
entrusted to anotlier, loan, fr. neut. of creditus, pp. of credere to
believe, entrust — more at creed] 1 a ; the balance in a person's
favor in an account b : an amount or sum placed at a person's
disposal by a bank c : time given for payment for goods or services
sold on trust d (1) : an entry on the right-hand side of an account
constituting an addition to a revenue, net worth, or liability ac-
count (2) : a deduction from an expense or asset account e : any
one of or the sum of the items entered on the right-hand side of an
account f : a deduction from an amount otherwise due 2 ; reli-

ance on the truth or reality of something ; faith 3a; influence
or power derived from enjoying the confidence of another or others
: standing b : good name : esteem; also : financial or commercial
trustworthiness 4 archaic ; credibility 5 ; a source of honor
6 a : something that gains or adds to reputation or esteem ; honor
b : recognition, acknowledgment 7 : recognition by a school
or college that a student has fulfilled a requirement leading to a
degree syn see belief, influence

2credit vt [partly fr. ^credit: partly fr. L creditus, pp.] 1 : to supply
goods on credit to 2 : to trust in the truth of ; believe 3 archaic
; to bring credit or honor upon 4 : to enter upon the credit side
of an account 5 a : to give credit to b : to attribute to some person
syn see ascribe

cred.it-abil-i.ty \,kred-st-s-'bU-at-e\ n : the quality or state of
being creditable

cred.it.able \'kred-3t-9-baI\ adj 1 : worthy of belief 2 : worthy of
esteem or praise 3 : worthy of commercial credit 4 : assignable— cred-it.able.ness n — cred-it.ably \-ble\ adv

credit card « : a card authorizing credit purchases
credit line /? 1 : a line giving the name of a reporter, author, or
producer 2 ; the top amount of a customer's credit

a abut; 3/kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; A cot, cart;

j joke; rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; tfe this;
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CTei!l>i>tor \'kred-3t-ar\ n : one who gives credit in business matters
credit union n : a cooperative association ttiat makes small loans to
its members at low interest rates

ere.do \'kred-(,)o. 'krad-\ n [ME, fr. L, I believe] : creed
cre.du.li-ty \kri-'d(y)U-l3t-e\ n : undue readiness of belief

cred'U'lous Vkrej-3-bs\ adj [L credulus, fr. credere'i 1 : ready
to believe esp. on slight or uncertain evidence 2 : proceeding from
credulity — cred*u*lons*l7 adv — cred'U>lous«ness n
Cree \'kre\ n, pi Cree or Grees [short for earlier Christeno, fr.

CanF Christino, prob. modif. of Ojibwa Kenistenoagi 1 : an Indian
people ranging from Ontario to Saskatchewan and south into
Montana 2 : a member of the Cree people

creed \'kred\ n [ME crede, fr. OE credo, fr. L credo (first word of
the Apostles' and Nicene Creeds), fr. credere to believe, trust, en-
trust; akin to Olr cretim I believe, Skt srad-dadhati he believes]
1 ; a brief authoritative formula of religious belief 2 : a set of
fundamental beliefs — creed>al or cre<dal X'kred-^IX adj

creek \;krek, 'krik\ n [ME crike, creke, fr. ON -/criTci bend; akin to
ON krokr hook — more at crook] 1 chiefly Brit : a small inlet or
bay narrower and extending farther inland than a cove 2 : a
natural stream of water normally smaller than and often tributary
to a river 3 dial chiefly Brit I a narrow or winding passage
Creek \'krek\ n : a member of a confederacy of peoples chiefly of
Muskogean stock formerly occupying most of Alabama and
Georgia and parts of Florida
creel \'kre{3)l\ n [ME creille, creJe, prob. fr. (assumed) MF creille

grill, fr. L craticula"] 1 : a wickerwork receptacle (as for fish)

2 : a bar with skewers for holding bobbins in a spinning machine
icreep \'krep\ vi crept \'krept\ creep-ing [ME crepen, fr. OE
creopan; akin to Gk grypos curved, bent] 1 ; to move along with
the body prone and close to the ground; also : to move slowly on
hands and knees 2 : to move or advance slowly, timidly, or stealth-

ily 3 of a plant : to spread or grow over a surface rooting at in-

tervals or clinging with tendrils, stems, or aerial roots 4 a : to
slip or gradually shift position b ;-to change shape permanently
from prolonged stress or exposure to high temperatures
syn CREEP, CRAWL mean to move along a surface in a prone or

crouching posture, creep is likely to suggest stealthy, noiseless
progress; crawl is likely to suggest the movement of legless crea-
tures or the slow laborious progress of a turtle or a badly maimed
animal; crawl may also connote abjectness or submission

acreep n 1 ; a movement of or like creeping 2 : a distressing sensa-
tion like that caused by the creeping of insects over one's flesh;

esp : a feeling of apprehension or horror — usu. used in pi. 3 : an
enclosure that young animals can enter while adults are excluded
4 ; the slow change of dimensions of an object from prolonged
exposure to high temperature or stress 5 slang a ; a flophouse
sneak thief b_: an obnoxious or insignificant person

creep>age \'kje-pij\ n : gradual movement : creep
creep.er \'kre-p3r\ n 1 : one that creeps: as a : a creeping plant
(trumpet ^} h ; a bird (as of the family Certhiidae) that creeps
about on trees or bushes searching for insects c : a creeping insect
or reptile 2 : any of various tools or implements: as a : a fixture
with iron points worn on the shoe to prevent slipping b : climbing
iron c : a strip (as of sealskin) attachable to the bottom of a ski
to prevent sliding backward in uphill climbing d : grapnel
3 : a device for supplying or moving material in a steady flow
4 : a garment like a jomper for wear by infants when creeping

Creep-i-ness XTcre-pe-nssX n : the quality or state of being creepy
creeping eruption n : a skin disorder marked by a spreading red
line of eruption and caused esp. by larvae (as of hookworms not
normally parasitic in man) burrowing beneath the human skin
creepy Vkre-pe\ adj 1 ; marked by creeping 2 : having or
producing a sensation as of insects creeping on the skin; esp : eerie
creese var of kris
Creesh \'kresh_\ n [ME cresche, fr. MF craisse'i chiefly Scot : grease
CTe<mate \'kre-,mat, kri-'\ vt [L cremalus^ pp. of cremare to bum
up, cremate] : to reduce fadead body) to ashes by the action of
fire— crcma-tion \kri-'ma-sh3n\ n

cre>ma*tor \'kre-,mai-3r, kri-'\ n 1 : one that cremates corpses
2 : CREMATORY

cre.ma.to^ri-um V.kre-ms-'tor-e-am, .krem-s-, -'t6r-\ n, pi cre-
matoriums or cre>ma>tO'ria \-e-3\ ; crematory

cre-ma-to.ry \'kre-m3-,tor-e, 'krem-s-, -,tdr-\ n : a furnace for
cremation — crematory adj
crdme \'krem, 'krem\ n. pi crimes X'kremfz), 'kremz\ [F, fr. OF
cresme — more at cream] 1 : cream or cream sauce as used in
cookery 2 : a sweet liqueur 3_: cream 2b, 2c
cr&me de ca-cao \,krem-d3-'k6-(,)ko; .krem-da-ks-'kaii, -ds-ka-
'ka-(,)o\ n [F, lit., cream of cacao] : a sweet liqueur flavored with
cacao beans and vanilla

cr6me de la crfeme \,krem-d3-C.)la-'krem\ n [F, lit., cream of the
cream] : the verv best
cr^me de mentlie \.krem-d3-'mint. -'men(t)th; ,krem-da-'mant\ n
[F, lit., cream of mint] ; a sweet green or white mint-flavored
liqueur

cre*nate \'kre-,nat, 'kren-,at\ or cre-nat.ed \-9d\ adj [NL
crenatiis, fr. ML crena notch] : having the margin cut into rounded
scallops <a b'xcrenate leaf) — cre-nate-Iy adv

cre.na*tion Xkri-'na-shsn, kre-\ n 1 a : a crcnate formation; esp
: one of the rounded projections on an edge (as of a leaf or coin)
b ; the quality or state of being crenate 2 : shrinkage of red
blood cells in hypertonic solution resulting in crenate margins
icren<el \'kren-'l\ or cre.nelle \kr3-'nel\ n [MF crenel, fr. OF,
dim. of cren notch, fr. crener to notch; akin to ML crena notch]
: one of the embrasures alternating with merlons in a battlement

2cren.el vt cren-eied or cren^elled X'kren-'ldX cren-el-ing or
cren-el.ling \'kren-'l-io\ : crenellate

cren.el-late or cren-el.ate X'kren-'l-.atX v/ ; to furnish with bat-
tlements — cren-el-late \-,at, -3t\ adj — cren*el>la-tion \,kren-
'l-'a-shsnN n

cren>el>lat*ed or cren-el-at-ed \'kren-'l-,at-ad\ adj : having bat-
tlements

cren.u-late V'kren-ys-bt, -,lat\ also cren-u-lat-ed \-,lat-3d\ adj
[NL crenulatus, fr. crenula. dim. of ML cre/ja] : minutely crenate

cren.u>la>tion \,kren-ya-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : a minute crenation 2 : the
state of being crenulate

Cre.ole \'kre-,ol\ adj 1 cap : of or relating to Creoles 2 often
cap I of or relating to Creoles or their language 3 of food : pre-
pared with rice, okra, tomatoes, peppers, and high seasoning

Creole \'kre-,oI\ n [F criole. fr. Sp crlolto, fr. Pg crtoulo white
person bom in the colonies] 1 ; a person of native birth but of
European descent — used esp. in the West Indies and Spanish
America 2 : a white person descended from early French or Spanish
settlers of the U.S. Gulf states and preserving their speech and
culture 3 : a person of mixed French or Spanish and Negro
descent speaking a dialect of French or Spanish 4 a : the French
spoken by many Negroes in southern Louisiana b : Haitian

cre-o.sol \'kre-3-.s61, -,soI\ n [ISV creosote + -oH : a colorless
aromatic phenol CbHioOj obtained from guaiacum resin and the
tar made from beech
icre.o.SOte \'kre-3-,sot\ n [G kreosot, fr. Gk kreas flesh + soter
preserver, fr. snzein to preserve, fr. sos safe] 1 : a clear or yellowish
oily liquid mixture of phenolic compounds obtained by the distil-

lation of wood tar esp. from beechwood 2 : a brownish oily liquid
consisting chiefly of aromatic hydrocarbons obtained by distilla-
tion of coal tar and used esp. as a wood preservative

2creosote vt : to impregnate with creosote
creosote bush n : a resinous desert shrub {Covillea mexicana) of
the bean-caper family found in the southwestern U. S. and Mexico

crepe or cr6pe \'krap\ n [F crepe-\ 1 : a Ughl crinkled fabric
woven of any of various fibers 2 ; crape 2 3 : a small very thin
pancake — crepe arf/— crep-ey or crepy \'kra-pe\ adj
crepe de chine \,krap-d9-'shen\ n, often cap 2d C [F crepe de
Chine, lit., China crepe] : a soft fine clothing crepe

crepe myrtle or crSpe myrtle var of crape myrtle
crepe paper n : paper with a crinkled or puckered texture
crepe rubber n : crude mbber in the form of nearly white to brown
crinkled sheets used esp. for shoe soles
crepe su-zette \,krap-su-'2et\ n, pi crepes suzette \,krapfs)-su-\
or crepe SUZettes \,krap-su-'zets\ [F crepe Suzette, fr. crepe
pancake + Suzette Susy] : a thin pancake folded in quarters or
rolled and heated in a sauce of butter, sugar, orange or lemon
juice and grated rind, and a liqueur with added cognac, Curasao,
or rum usu. set ablaze for serving

crep>i>tant \'krep-3t-an^t\ adj : having or making a crackling sound
crep-i.tate \'krep-a-,tat\ vj" [L crepitatus, pp. of crepitare to
crackle, fr. crepitus, pp. of crepare to rattle, crack] ; to make a
crackling sound : crackle — crep-i>ta>tion \,krep-3-'ta-sh3n\ n
crept past of CREEP
cre.pus-cu-Iar Vkri-'pas-kya-brX adj 1 : of, relating to, or resem-
bling twilight : dim 2 ; active in the twilight <~ insects)
cre.pus.cule \kri-'pas-(.)kyUf9)l\ or cre-pus-cle \-'p3s-3l\ n [L
crepusculurrt, fr. creper dusky] : twilight

cre.scen-do \kri-'shen-(,)do, -'sen-\ n [It. fr. crescendo, adj.,
increasing, verbal of crescere to grow, fr. L] 1 a : a swelling in
volume of sound esp. in music b : a passage so performed 2 : a
gradual increase — crescendo adj {or adv)
Icres-cent \'kres-'nt\ n [ME cressant. fr. MF creissant, fr. prp. of
creistre to grow, increase, fr. L crescere; akin to OHG hirsi millet,
L creare to create, Gk koros boy] la: the moon at any stage
between new -moon and first quarter and between last quarter
and the succeeding new moon when less than half of the illuminated
hemisphere is visible b : the figure of the moon at such a stage
defined by a convex and a concave edge 2 : something shaped like
a crescent — cr6s<cen>tic \kre-'sent-ik\ adj
'crescent adj [L crescent-, crescens, prp. of crescere^ : increasing
cres-cive \'kres-iv\ adj [L crescere to grow] ; increasing, grow-
ing — cres^cive>ly adv

ere. sol \'kre-,s6l, -,sol\ n [ISV, irreg. fr. creosote'i ; any of three
poisonous colorless crystalline or liquid isomeric phenols CyHsO"
cress \'kres\ n [ME cresse, fr. OF cserse, cressa: akin to OHG
kressa cress] : any of numerous plants (esp. genera Rorippa, Arabis,
and Barbarea) of the mustard family with moderately pungent
leaves used in salads and garnishes

ores.set \*kres-3t\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. OF craisset. fr. craisse grease]
; an iron vessel or basket used for holding an illuminant (as burn-
ing oil) and mounted as a torch or suspended as a lantern
Cres.si-da \'kres-«i-3\ n : a Trojan woman who ha medieval
legend is unfaithful to her lover Troilus
icrest \'krest\ n [ME creste, fr. MF, fr. L crista: akin to OE
hrisian to shake, L curvus curved] 1 a : a showy tuft or process on
the head of a bird or other animal b ; the plume or identifying
emblem worn on a knight's helmet c (1) : a heraldic representation
of the crest (2) : a heraldic device depicted above the escutcheon
but not upon a helmet 2 : something suggesting a crest esp. in be-
ing an upper prominence, edge, or hmit: as a : peak; esp : the top
line of a mountain or hill b ; the ridge or top of a wave or roof
3 a ; a high point of an action or process b ; climax, cuLNiiNATiON

2crest vt 1 : to furnish with a crest : crown 2 : to reach the crest
of '— vi ; to rise to a crest

crest»ed \'kres-t3d\ adj : having a crest dzxi-crestedy
crest>fall*en \'kres(t)-,f6-l3n\ adj ; having a drooping crest or
hanging head ; dejected; also : shamefaced, humill\ted — crest-
fall-en-ly adv — crest*fall>en<ness \-l3n-nas\ n

crest>less \'krest-l3s\ adj : lacking a crest; specif ; lowborn
cre.syl.ic \kro-*sil-ik\ adj [ISV. fr. cresyl (the radical CH3C6H4-)]

; of or relating to cresol or creosote
cre*ta>ceous \kri-'ta-shss\ adj [L cretaceus, fr. creta chalk]
1 : having the characteristics of or abounding in chalk 2 cap l of,

relating to, or being the last period of the Mesozoic era or the cor-
responding system of rocks — cretaceous n — cre>ta>ceous>ly adv

ere. tin \'kret-=n, esp Brit 'kre-tin\ n [F cretin, fr. F dial, cretin
Christian, human being, kind of idiot found in the Alps, fr. L
christianus Christian] : one afflicted with cretinism; broadly : a
person with marked mental deficiency — cre-tin-ous \-3s\ adj
cre>tin-ism \-,iz-pm\ n : a usu. congenital abnormal condition
marked by physical and mental stunting and caused by severe
thyroid deficiency

ere.tonne \'kre-,tan, kri-'\ n [F, fr. Cretan, Normandy] : a strong
unglazed cotton or linen cloth used esp. for curtains and upholstery
crevasse \kri-'vas\ n [F, fr. OF crevace'^ 1 : a deep crevice or
fissure (as in a glacier or the earth) 2 : a breach in a levee

crev.ice \'krev-3s\ n [ME, fr. MF crevace, fr. OF. fr. crever to
break, fr. L crepare to crack — more at raven] ; a narrow opening
resulting from a split or crack ; fissure
icrew \'krU\ chiefly Brit past of CROW
Screw n [ME crue, Ut., reinforcement, fr. MF creue increase, fr.

creistre to grow] 1 archaic ; a band or force of armed men 2 : as-
semblage 3 a ; set, gang b : a company of men working on one
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job or under one foreman or operating a machine 4a: the whole
company belonging to a ship sometimes including the officers and
master b ; the persons who man an aircraft in flight c ; the body
of men manning a racing shell — crew*man \-m3n\ n
crew cut n : a very short haircut with the hair resembling the
bristle surface of a brush

crew-el \'krU-3l\ n [ME cmle"} : slackly twisted worsted yam used
for embroidery — crew-el-worlt \-,w3rk\ n

icrib \'krjb\ n [ME, fr. OE cribb; akin to OHG krippa manger.
Gk griphos reed basket, OE cradol cradle] 1 : a manger for feeding
animals 2 : an enclosure esp. of framework; as a : a stall for a
stabled animal b ; a small child's bedstead with high enclosing
usu. slatted sides c : any of various devices resembling a crate
or framework in structure d : a building for storage : bin 3 : a
small narrow room or dwelling ; hut, shack 4 : the cards dis-
carded in cribbage for the dealer to use in scoring 5 a ; a small
theft b : plagiarism c : a literal translation; esp : pony 3 d ; a
device used for cheating in an examination 6 ; creche 3

2crib vt cribbed; crib-bing 1 : confine, cramp 2 : to provide with
or put into a crib 3 : pilfer, ^eal; esp : plagiarize ^ vi

1 a : STE^L, plagiarize b : to use a crib : cheat 2 : to have the
vice of crib biting — crib-ber \'krib-9r\ n

crlb-bage \'krib-ij\ n pcr/d] : a card game in which the object is

to form various counting combinations and in which each player
Is dealt six cards and discards one or two to make up the crib

crib biting n : a vice of horses in which they gnaw (as at the manger)
while slobbering and salivating

crib>ri-form \'krib-r3-,f6rm\ adj [L cribrum sieve; akin to L
cernere to sift — more at certain] : pierced with small holes

cri'Ce.tid \krT-'set-3d, -'set-\ n [deriv. of NL Cricetus, genus name,
of Slav origin; akin to Czech krecek hamster] : any of a family
(Cricetidae) of small rodents (as the hamsters) — cricetid adj

crick \'krik\ n [ME cryk'\ : a painful spasmodic condition of
muscles (as of the neck or back) ~ crick vt

icrick-et \'krik-at\ n [ME criket, fr. MF criquet, of imit. origin]
i : a leaping orthopterous insect (family Gryllidae) noted for the
chirping notes produced by the male by rubbing together specially
modified parts of the fore wings 2 : a low wooden footstool

^cricket n [MF criquet goal stake in a bowling game] 1 : a game
played with a ball and bat by two sides of usu. U players each
on a large field centering upon two wickets each defended by a
batsman 2 : fair and honorable behavior

^cricket vi ; to play cricket — crick-et-er n
cri'COid \'kri-,k6id\ adj [NL cricoides, fr. Gk krikoeides ring=>

shaped, fr. krikos ring] : of. relating to, or being a cartilage of the
larynx with which the arytenoid cartilages articulate

cri>er \'krT(-a)r\ n ; one that cries: a : an officer who proclaims
the orders of a court b ; town crier
crime \'ki-Tm\ n [ME, fr. L crimen accusation, fault, crime] 1 : an
act or the commission of an act that is forbidden or the omission
of a duty that is commanded by a public law and that makes the
offender liable to punishment by that law; esp : a gross violation
of law 2 : a grave offense esp. against morality 3 : criminal
activity syn see offense
^crim.i.nal \'krim-3n-^I. 'krim-nglX adj [ME. fr. MF or LL; MF
criminel, fr. LL criminalis, fr. L crimin- crimen crime] 1 : in-
volving or being a crime 2 : relating to crime or its punishment
3 : guilty of crime 4 : disgraceful — crim-i^naMy \-e\ adv

2criniinal n : one that has committed a crime : malefactor
criminal conversation n : adultery considered as a tort
crim<i-nal<i<ty \,krim-3-'nal-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
criminal

criminal law n : the lawof crimes and their punishments
crim-i-nate \'krim-9-,nat\ vt [L criminatus, pp. of criminarl, fr.

crimin-, crimen accusation] 1 a : to accuse of a crime b : in-
criminate 2 : to represent as criminal : condemn — crim«i'na-
tion \,krim-3-'na-sh3n\ «

crim-i.no.log.i.cal X.krim-an-n-'aj-i-kal, .krim-nalA adjj of or re-
lating to criminology — crim-i.no-log'i-caMy \-k{s-}le\ adv

crim*l>nol*o-gist \,krim-a-'nal-3-J3st\ n : a specialist in criminology
crim.i-nol.O.gy \-je\ n [it criminologia, fr. L crimin- crimen +
It -o- + -logia -logy] ; the scientific study of crime as a social
phenomenon, of criminals, and of penal treatment
crim*i<noU5 Vkrim-g-nasV adj ; criminal
icrimp \'krimp\ vt [D or LG krimpen to shrivel; akin to LG krampe
hook — more at cramp] 1 : to cause to become wavy, bent, or
warped: as a : to form (leather) into a desired shape b : to draw
or pinch in or together in glass manufacturing c ; to roll the edge
of 2 : gash 3 ; to put a crimp in — crimp-er n
Scrimp n 1 ; something produced by or as if by crimping: as
a : a section of hair artificially waved or curled bra succession
of waves (as in wool fiber) 2 : something that cramps or inhibits
Scrimp n [perh. fr. ^crimp'\ : a person who entraps or forces men
into shipping as sailors or enlisting in an army or navy
4crimp vt : to trap into military service
crimpy \'krim-pe\ adj : having a crimped appearance : frizzy
Icrim.son \'krim-z3n\ n [ME crimisin, fr. OSp cremesin, fr. Ar
qirmizi, fr. qirmiz kermes] : any of several deep purpUsh reds

acrimson adj : of the color crimson
Scrimson vt ; to make crimson '^ vi : to become crimson
Icringe \*krinj"\ vi [ME crengen; akin to OE cringan to yield,
cradol cradle] 1 : to draw in or contract one's muscles involun-
tarily 2 ; to shrink in fear or servility 3 : to approach someone
with fawning and self-abasement syn see fawn — cring-er n

Scringe n : a cringing act; specij : a servile bow
crin.gle X'krio-gslX n [LG kringel, dim. of kring ring] : a thimble,
grommet, eyelet, or rope loop worked into or attached to the edge
of a sail and used for making fast rope and lines

tcrin-kle \'kriD-kal\ vb crin-kling \'krir)-k(3-)lir]\ [ME cryn-
kelen; akin to OE cringan to yield] vi la; to form many short
bends or turns b ; wrinkle, ripple 2 : to give forth a thin

crackling sound : rustle -^ v/ ; to cause to crinkle
^crinkle n 1 : winding, wrinkle 2 : any of several plant diseases
marked by crinkling of leaves — crin-kly \-k(9-)le\ adj

cri.noid \'krT~,n6id\ n [deriv. of Gk krinon lily] : any of a large
class (Crinoidea) of echinoderms having usu. a somewhat cup*
shaped body with five or more feathery arms — crinoid adj

crin.o.line VTcrin-n-anX n [F, fr. It crinolino, fr. crino horsehair
(fr. L crinis hair; akin to L crista crest) + lino flax, linen, fr. L
linum} 1 : an open-weave fabric of horsehair or cotton usu.
stiffened and used esp. for interlinings and millinery 2a; hoop-
skirt b : a full stiff skirt or underskirt — crinoline adj
cri-num \'krT-n3m\ n [NL, genus name. fr. L, lily, fr. Gk krinon}

: any of a large genus {Crinum) of chiefly tropical bulbous herbs
of the amaryllis family (family Amaryllidaceae) grown for their
umbels of often fragrant white red-marked flowers

cri>o>!lo \kre-'6(l)-(,)yo\ n [Sp] 1 a : a person of pure Spanish
descent bom in Spanish America b ; a person born and usu.
raised in a Spanish-American country 2 : a domestic animal of a
breed or strain developed in Latin America — criollo adj
icrip.ple \'krip-al\ n [ME cripeL fr. OE crypel; akin to OE creopan
to creep — more at creep] 1 : a lame or partly disabled person or
animal 2 : something flawed or imperfect

^cripple adj : being a cripple : lame; also : worn out : inferior
3cripple vt crip.pling \-(a-nia\ 1 : to deprive of the use of a limb
and esp. a leg 2 : to deprive of strength, efficiency, wholeness,
or capability for service syn see weaken — crip«pler \-(a-)l9r\ n

cri.SiS \'krT-S3s\ n, pi crLses \'krT-,sez\ [L, fr. Gk krisis, ht.,
decision, fr. krinein to decide — more at certain] 1 a : the turning
point for better or worse in an acute disease or fever b ; a par-
oxysmal attack of pain, distress, or disordered function c : an
emotionally significant event or radical change of status in a
person's life 2 ; the decisive moment (as in a literary plot) 3 : an
unstable or cnicial time or state of affairs; specij : the period of
strain following the culmination of a period of business prosperity
when forced liquidation occurs syn see juncture

IcriSp \-krisp\ adj [ME, fr. OE. fr. L crispus; akin to L curvus
curved — more at crown] la: curly, wavy; also : having
close stiff or wiry curls or waves b ; having the surface roughened
into small folds or curling wrinkles 2 a : easily crumbled : brittle
b oj pastry : SHORT c : being firm and fresh <-^ lettuce) 3 a : being
sharp, clean-cut, and clear <a ^ illustration) b : noticeably neat
c : sprightly, lively d ; frosty, snappy; also : fresh, invigo-
rating syn see fragile, incisive — crispOy adv — crisp-ness n

2crisp vt 1 : curl, crimp 2 : to cause to ripple : wrinkle 3 : to
make or keep crisp ^ vi 1 : CURL 2 ; ripple 3 : to become
crisp — crisp-er n

3crisp n 1 : something crisp or brittle 2 chiejly Brit : potato chip
criS*pa«tion \kris-'pa-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act or process of curling
b : the state of being curled 2 : a slight spasmodic contraction

crisp.i»ness \'kris-pe-n3s\ n : crispness, brittleness
crispy \'kris-pe\ adj : crisp
icriSS'CroSS \'kris-,kr6s\ n [obs. christcross, crisscross (mark of a
cross) ] 1 : a crisscross pattern ; network 2 ; a confused state

^crisscross vt 1 ; to mark with intersecting lines 2 : to pass back
and forth through or over '^ vi ; to go or pass back and forth
^crisscross adj : marked or characterized by crisscrossing
^crisscross adv 1 : in a way to cross something else 2 ; awry
cris-tate \'kris-,tat\ also cris-tat-ed \-,tat-3d\ adj : crested
cri-le-ri-qn \krT-'tir-e-an\ n, pi cri-te.ria \-e-3\ also criterions
[Gk kriterion, fr. krinein to judge, decide] : a standard on which
a judgment or decision may be based syn see standard
icrit-ic \'krit-ik\ n [L criticus, fr. Gk kriiikos, fr. kritikos able
to discern or judge, fr. krinein to judge] 1 a : one who expresses
a reasoned opinion on any matter involving a judgment of its value,
truth, or righteousness, an appreciation of its beauty or technique,
or an interpretation b : one who engages often professionally
In the analysis, evaluation, or appreciation of works of art 2 : one
given to harsh or captious judgment ; carper

2critic adj : critical
3critic n [Gk kritike art of the critic, fr. fem. of kritikos able to
discern] 1 archaic ; criticism 2 archaic : CRmQUE

crit-i*cal \'krit-i-k3l\ adj 1 a ; inclined to criticize severely and
unfavorably b : consisting of or involving criticism <'-^ writings)
C : exercising or involving careful judgment or judicious evaluation
d : including variant readings and scholarly emendations <a '^

edition) 2 a : of, relating to or being a turning point or specially
important juncture ('^ phase) b ; relating to or being a state in
which or a measurement or point at which some quality, property,
or phenomenon suffers a definite change <--' temperature) c : cru-
cial, DECISIVE ('-- test) d : indispensable for the weathering, solu-
tion, or overcoming of a crisis 3 : of doubtful issue 4 : of
sufficient size to sustain a chain reaction — used of a mass of
fissionable material — crit'i-cal-i-ty \,krit-a-'kal-3t-e\ n — crit-

i.caMy \'krit-i-k(3-)le\ adv — crit'i-cal.ness X-kal-nssV n
syn hypercritical, faultfinding, captious, carping, censo-

rious: CRITICAL may imply an effort to see a thing clearly and truly

in order to judge it fairly; often it implies harshness in judging;
HYPERCRITICAL suggests a tendency to judge by unreasonably strict

standards; faultfinding implies a querulous or exacting tempera-
ment; CAPTIOUS suggests a readiness to detect trivial faults or raise

objections on trivial grounds; carping implies an ill-natured or
perverse picking of flaws; censorious implies a disposition to be
severely critical and condemnatory syn see in addition acute

critical angle n 1 : the least angle of incidence at which total

reflection takes place 2 : the angle of attack at which the flow
about an airfoil changes abruptly with corresponding abrupt
changes in the lift and drag

crit-ic-as-ter \'krit-i-,kas-t9r\ n : an inferior or contemptible critic

crit>i>cism \'krit-a-,siz-am\ w 1 a : the act of criticizing usu.
unfavorably b : a critical observation or remark c : critique
2 : the art of evaluating or analyzing with knowledge and propriety
esp. works of art or literature 3 : the scientific investigation of
literary documents (as the Bible) in regard to such matters as
origin, text, composition, character, or history

crit-i*ciz>able \'krit-a-,sT-z9-b3l\ adj ; subject to criticism

crit*i>cize \'krit-3-,sTz\ vi : to act as a critic -^ vt 1 : to consider
the merits and demerits of and judge accordingly ; evaluate
2 : to stress the faults of : cavil at — crit-i-ciz-er n
syn reprehend, blame, censure, reprobate, condemn, de-

nounce: criticize implies finding fault esp. with methods or
policies or intentions; reprehend implies both criticism and severe
rebuking; blame may imply simply the opposite of praise but more
often suggests the placing of responsibility for something bad or
unfortunate; censure carries a stronger suggestion of authority
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and of reprimanding than blame; reprobate Implies strong dis-
approval or firm refusal to sanction; condemn usu. suggests an
unqualified and final unfavorable judgment; denounce adds to
CONDEMN the impUcation of a public declaration

Cri'tique Xkra-'tek, kri-\ n [alter, of ^critic} : an act of criticizing;

esp : a critical estimate or discussion
CZit-ter \'krit-ar\ n [by alter.] dial ; creature
icroak \'krok\ vb [ME croken, of imit. origin] vl 1 a ; to make a
deep harsh sound b : to speak in a hoarse throaty voice 2 ; to
predict evil ; crumble 3 slang ; die '^ vt 1 ; to forebode or
utter in a hoarse raucous voice 2 slang ; kill

Scroalf n ; a hoarse harsh cry (as of a frog) — croalcy \'kro-ke\ ad}
CI0al£>er \'kro-k3r\ n 1 : an animal that croaks 2 : any of various
fishes (esp. family Sciaenidae) that produce croaking or grunting
noises 3 : one that habitually forbodes evil : grumbler
Croat X'krot also 'kr6-,at\ n [NL Croata, fr. Serbo-Croatian
Hrval} X CROATIAN

Cro-atian \kro-'a-sh9n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of Croatia
2 : a south Slavic language spoken by the Croatian people and
distinct from Serbian chiefly in its use of the Latin alphabet— Croatian adj
IcrO'Chet \kr6-'sha\ n [F, hook, crochet, fr. MF, dim. of croche
hook, of Scand origin; akin to ON krokr hook — more at crook]
; needlework consislmg of the interlocking of looped stitches
formed with a single thread and a hooked needle

Scrochet vr : to make of crochet i-^ed a bedspread) '^ vi ; to work
with crochet — cro-chet-er \-'sha-3r\ n

cro.Cld.Q.lile \kr6-'sid-M-,Tl\ n [G krokydoUth, fr. Gk krokyd-,
krokys nap on cloth + G -lith -lite] : a lavender-blue or leek -green
mineral of the amphibole group that occurs in silky fibers and
massively — compare tigereve

icroclJ \'krak\ n [ME. fr. OE crocc: akin to MHO kruche crock]
1 ; a thick earthenware pot or jar 2 [fr. its formation on cooking
pots] dial : soot, smut 3 : coloring matter that rubs off from cloth
3crock vr, dial ; to soil with crock ; smltdge '-^ vi i to transfer color
under rubbing
3crock n [ME crok, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Norw dial.

krokje crock] : one that is broken down, disabled, or impaired
*crock VI ; to cause to become disabled '*' vi : to break down
crock.ery \'krak-(9-)re\ n : earthenware
Crock>et \'krak-3t\ n [ME croket, fr. ONF croquet
crook, dim. of croc hook, of Scand origin; akin to
ON krokr hook] ; an ornament usu. in the form
of curved and bent foUage used on the edge of a
gable or spire

Croco-dile \'krak-3-,dTl\ n [ME & L; ME coco-
drille, fr. OF, fr. ML cocodrillus, alter, of L croco-
dilus, fr, Gk krokodilos lizard, crocodile, fr. kroke
pebble + drilos worm- akin to Skt sarkara pebble— more at sugap ] 1 a : any of several large
voracious thick-skinned long-bodied aquatic rep-
tiles (as of the genus Crocodylus) of tropical and
subtropical waters; broadly : crocodilian h : the ski

a crocodile 2 archaic : one who hypocritically affects

crocodile bird n : an African plover {Pluvianus aegypticus) that
alights upon the crocodile and devours its insect parasites

crocodile tears n pi ; false or affected tears : hypocritical sorrow
croc.Q-dll.ian \,krak-3-*diI-e-3n, -'dil-ysnX n : any of an order
(Loricata) of reptiles including the crocodiles, alhgators, and re-

lated extinct forms — crocodilian adj
croco.ite \'krak-3-,wTt\ or croc.Oi.site \'krak-w3-,zTt\ n [G
krokoisit, krokoii, fr. F crocoise, fr. Gk krokoeis saffron-colored, fr.

krokos} ; a mineral PbCrO^ consisting of lead chroraate
cro>ciis \'kro-k3s\ n, pi cro-cns^es [NL, genus name.fr. L, saffron,
fr. Gk krokos, of Sem origin] 1 pi also cro-Ci \-,ke, -,kT, -,sT\ : any
of a large genus (Crocus) of herbs of the iris family having solitary

long-tubed flowers and slender linear leaves 2 a ; a dark red
ferric oxide used for polishing metals b : saffron 2

crolt \'kr6ft\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE creopan to creep — more at

CREEP] 1 chiejly Brit : a small enclosed field usu. adjoining a house
2 chiejly Brit % a small farm worked by a tenant — croIt>er n

crois.sant \kr3-,wa-'sa"\ n, pi croissants \-'sa"(z)\ [F, lit.,

crescent, fr. MF creissan('\ : a rich crescent-shaped roll

Croix de Guerre \kr3-.wad-3-'gef3>r\ n [F, ht., war cross] : a
French military decoration awarded for gallant action in war

Cro-raa*gnoil \kro-'mag-nan, -'man-yanX n [Cro-Magnon, a cave
near Les Eyzies, France] ; a tall erect race of men known from skele-
tal remains found chiefly in southern France and held to be of the
same species {Homo sapiens) as recent man
crom.lech \'kram-,lek\ n [W, Ut., bent stone] 1 : dolmen 2 : a
circle of monoliths usu. enclosing a dolmen or mound
crone \'kr6n\ n [ME, fr. ONF carogne. lit., carrion, fr. (assumed)
VL caronia —'more at carrion] ; a withered old woman
Gro>nus \'kr6-n3s, 'kran-asV n [L, fr. Gk Kronos^ I a Titan un-
throned by hisson Zeus

cro-ny \'kr6-ne\ n [perh. fr. Gk chronios long-lasting, fr. chronos
time] ! an intimate companion
IcrOOk \'kruk\ n [ME crok, fr. ON krokr hook; akin to OE cradol
cradle] 1 ; an implement having a bent or hooked form: as
a : POTHOOK b (1) : a shepherd's staff (2) : crosier 1 2 : a per-
son given to fraudulent practices ; thief 3 : bend, curve 4 : a por-
tion of something that is hook-shaped, curved, or bent

scrook vi 1 : bend 2 slang a ; cheat b ; steal ^ vi : curve, wind
crook'back \'kruk-,bak\ n 1 obs : a crooked back 2 obs : hunch-
back — crook*backed \-'bakt\ adj

crook*ed \'kruk-3d\ adj 1 : having or marked by a crook or curve
: bent 2 : dishonest — crook-ed»ly adv — crook>ed<ness n
syn crooked, devious-, oblique mean not straight or straight-

forward, crooked implies having curves, bends, or twists and sug-
gests cheating or fraudulence; devious implies a straying from the
direct path and may suggest slippery evasiveness or a delaying or
deceptive circuitousness; oblique implies departure from a per-
pendicular or horizontal direction and may suggest indirection or
lack of perfect straightforwardness
Crookes tube \*kruks-\ n [Sir William Crookes tl919 E physicist]

: a vacuum tube evacuated to a high degree for demonstrating the
properties of cathode rays
crook>neck \'kruk-,nek\ n : a squash with a long recurved neck
croon \'krun\ vb [ME croynen, fr. MD cronen; akin to OE crart

crane] vi 1 chiejly Scot a : bellow, boom b : wail 2 a : to sing

in a gentle murmuring manner b : to sing in half voice -^ v; : to
sing in a crooning manner — croon n — croon<er n
icrop \'krap\ n [ME, craw, head of a plant, yield of a field, fr. OE
cropp craw, head of a plant; akin to OHG kropj goiter, craw, OE
creopan to creep — more at creep] 1 : the stock or handle of a
whip; also ; a riding whip with a short straight stock and a loop
2 : a pouched enlargement of the gullet of a bird or insect that
serves as a receptacle for food and for its preliminary maceration
3 l^crop] a ; an earmark on an animal; esp : one made by a straight
cut squarely removing the upper part of the ear b ; a close cut of
the hair 4 a : a plant or animal or plant or animal product that can
be grown and harvested extensively for profit or subsistence
b : the product or yield of something formed together c : batch,
lot 5 : the total yearly production from a specified area
2crop vb cropped: crop.ping vt 1 a : to remove the upper or outer
parts of <-- a hedge) b : harvest <'^ trout) c : to cut off short
: clip 2 ; to cause (land) to bear produce; also : to grow as a crop
-^ VI 1 : to feed by cropping something 2 ; to yield or make a crop
3 : to appear unexpectedly or casually <problems -^ up daily)
crop-eared \'krap-'i(3)rd\ adj 1 : having the ears cropped 2 : hav-
ing the hair cropped so that the ears are conspicuous
icrop.per \'krap-3r\ n 1 : one that crops 2 : one that raises crops
^cropper n [prob. fr. E dial, crop neck. fr. ^crop} 1 ; a severe fall

2 ; a sudden or violent failure or collapse
cro.quet \kro-'ka\ n [F dial., hockey stick, fr. ONF, crook] 1 : a
game in which players drive wooden balls with mallets through a
series of wickets set out on a lawn 2 ; the act of driving away an
opponent's croquet ball by striking one's own ball placed against it— croquet vb

cro.quelle \kro-'ket\ n [F, fr. croguer to crunch] : a small cone*
shaped or rounded mass consisting usu. of minced fowl, meat, or
vegetable coated with egg and bread crumbs and fried in deep fat

cro>qui>gnole \'kro-k3n-,(y)ol\ n [F, a kind of biscuit, fr. croguer^
; a method used in waving the hair by winding it on curlers from
the ends of the hair toward the scalp

cro.quis \kr6-'ke\ n, pi cro<quis \-*ke(z)\ [F, fr. croguer to
crunch, sketch] : a rough draft : sketch
crore \'kro(3)r, 'kr6(a)r\ «, pi crores also crore [Hindi karorl

; ten million; specij ; a unit of value equal to ten million rupees
CrO'Sier \'kro-zh3r\ n [ME eraser crosier bearer, fr. MF crossier, fr.

crosse crosier, of Gmc origin; akin to OE crycc crutch — more at
crutch ] 1 : a staff with a pointed foot carried by bishops and ab-
bots as a symbol of office 2 ; a plant structure with a coiled end
icross \'kr6s\ n [ME. fr. OE, fr. ON or Olr; ON kross, fr. (as-

sumed) Olr cross, fr. L
cruc- crux — more at
ridge] 1 a : a structure
consisting of an upright
with a transverse beam
used esp. by the ancient
Romans for execution
b ojten cap : the cross on
which Jesus Christ was
crucified 2 ; an afflic-

tion that tries one's
virtue, steadfastness, or
patience 3 ; a cruciiorra
sign made to invoke the
blessing of Christ esp. by
touching the forehead,
breast, and shoulders
4 a : a device composed
of an upright bar trav-
ersed by a horizontal
one; specij : one used as a
Christian emblem b cap
; the Christian religion

monumentN'lha^Ded mce or crosses: 1 Latin, 2 Calvary, 3 patri-

^urmounted bv a cross archal or archiepiscopal, 4 papal, 5surmountea oy a cross
Lorraine, 6 Greek, 7 Celtic, S Maltese,

formed by two SiterTect- f.^^j?/^
Andrews JO iau 11 pommee

ing Unes crossing at their ixJ°^°"f^' /^iJ£''^;7''lnr^S-^ i*
miVinninK- ?n^ri7 • <;iich a Diolme, J6 formee, 17 tourchee, IS

7 : a cruciform badge, emblem, or decoration 8 : the intersection

of two ways or hues ; crossing 9 : thwarting, annoyance <a -^

in love) 10 a : an act of crossing unlike individuals bra cross-

bred individual or kind c : one that combines characteristics of two
different types or individuals 11 a : a fraudulent or dishonest con-
test b : dishonest or illegal practices — used esp. in the phrase on
the cross 12 a : a movement from one part of the stage of a theater

to another b ; a hook crossed over the opponent's lead in boxing
13 cap a : northern cross b : southern cross

across vt 1 a : to lie or be situated across b ; intersect 2 : to
ma];e the sign of the cross upon or over 3 : to cancel by marking a
cross on or drawing a line through ; strike out (-^ names off a list)

<~ out portions of a text) 4 : to place or fold crosswise one over
the other <-- the arms) 5 a (1) : to run counter to : oppose,
thwart (2) : contradict b ; to confront in a troublesome
manner : obstruct c (1) ; to spoil completely : disrupt — used
with up <his not appearing ^ed up the whole program) (2) : to

turn against : betray 6 a : to extend across : traverse b (11 : to

go from one to the other side of <^ a street) (2) : to pass over on
<'-- a bridge) 7 a : to draw a line across b ; to mark or figure

wilh lines : streak 8 : to cause (an animal or plant) to interbreed

with one of a different kind : hybridize 9 : to meet and pass on
the way <our letters must have ~ed each other) 10 : to carry or
take across -^ vi 1 : to move, pass, or extend across something;
specij : to pass from one side of the theater stage to another — used
with over 2 ; to lie or be athwart each other 3 : to meet in pass-

ing esp. from opposite directions 4 ; interbreed, hybridize
across adj 1 a ; lying across or athwart b : moving across <'^

traffic) 2 a : running counter ; opposing b : mutually opposed
('-^ purposes) 3 : involving mutual interchange : reciprocal
4 : marked bv bad temper : grumpy 5 : extending over or treating

several groups or classes <a cros^-cultural perspective) 6 : cross-
bred. H-rBRiD syn sec irascible — cross'ly adv — cro5s>ness n
Across adv ; not parallel : crosswise <io cross-wind wire)

cross*abIe \'kr6-s3-b5l\ adj : capable of being crossed

cross-bar \'krds-,bar\ n : a traverse bar or stripe
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cr0SSol)ill \'kr6s-,bil\ n : any of a genus (Loxia) of finches with
mandibles strongly curved and crossing each other

crosS'hones \-,bon2\ npl t two leg or arm bones placed or depicted
crosswise
cross-how \-,bo\ n : a weapon for discharging quarrels and stones
that consists chiefly of a short bow mounted crosswise near the end
of a wooden stock — cross-how-man \-m3n\ n

cross-bred \'kr6s-'bred\ adj : hybrid; specif : produced by inter-
breeding two pure but different breeds, strains, or varieties —
cross-bred \-,bred\ «_

icross.breed \'kr6s-,bred, -'bred\ vt : hybridize, cross; esp i to
interbreed two varieties or breeds of the same species — vi : to en-
gage in or undergo crossbreeding

across.breed \-,bred\ n : hybrid
icross-coun.try \'kr6-'skan-tre\ adj 1 : proceeding over country-
side (as across fields and through woods) and not by roads 2 : of
or relating to cross-country sports — cross-country adv
2cross-cotintry n : cross-country sports
cross-cur-rent X'kro-'sksr-snt, -'ska-rantX « 1 ; a current traverse
to the general forward direction 2 : a conflicting tendency
icrosS'CUt \'kr6-,sk9t, -'sk3t\ vt 1 : to cut with a crosscut saw
2 ; to cut, go, or move across or through : intersect

^crosscut adj 1 : made or used for cutting traversely <a --« saw)
2 ; cut across or traversely <a -^ incision)

3cross.CUt \'kr6-,sk3t\ n 1 : something that cuts across or through;
specif : a mine working driven horizontally and at right angles to
an adit, drift, or level 2 : cross section

crosse \'kr6s\ n [F, lit., crosier] ; the stick used in lacrosse
cross-er \'kr6-s3r\ n : one that crosses
cross-ex*am.i.na-tion \,kr6-sig-,zam-a-'na-sh3n\ n : the act or
process of cross-examining
cross-ex-am-ine \-'2am-3n\ vt : to examine by a series of questions
designed to check or discredit the answers to previous questions —
cross-ex-am-in-er \-'zam-(3-)n3r\ n

cross-eye \'kr6-,sT\ n 1 : strabismus in which the eye turns inward
toward the nose 2 pi : eyes affected with cross-eye — cross-eyed
\-'srd\ adj

cross-fer-tile \'kr6s-'f3rt-'l\ adj ; fertile in a cross or capable of
cross-fertilization

cross-fer-til-iza-tlon \'kr6s-,f3rt-'l-3-'za-shan\ n 1 a : fertili2a-

tion between gametes produced by separate individuals or some-
times by individuals of different kinds h : cross-pollination
2 : INTERCHANGE. INTERACTION — cross-fer-tll'lze \-"fart-'l-,T2\ vb

cross-file \-'n"(3)l\ vh ; to register as a candidate in the primary
elections of more than one political party

cross Jire n 1 : firing (as in combat) from two or more points so
that the lines of fire cross; also l a situation wherein the forces of
opposing factions meet or cross 2 : rapid or heated interchange

cross-grained \'kr6s-'grand\ adj 1 : having the grain or fibers
running diagonally, transversely, or irregularly 2 : difficult to deal
with — cross-grained-ness X-'gra-nad-nss, -'gran(d)-nas\ n

cross hair n ; one of the fine wires or threads in the focus of the
eyepiece of an optical instrument used as a reference line in the
field or for marking the instrumental axis

cross-hatch \'kr6s-,hach\ vb ; to mark with a series of parallel lines
that cross esp. obliquely — Crosshatch n — cross-hatch<ing n
cross-bead \'kr6s-,hed\ n : a metal block to which one end of a
piston rod is secured, which slides on parallel guides, and which has
a pin for attachment of the connecting rod

cross-ing n 1 : the act or action of crossing: as a : a traversing or
traveling across b : an opposing, blocking, or thwarting esp. in an
unfair or dishonest manner c : interbreeding, hybridizing 2 : a
point of intersection 3 : a place where a street or stream is crossed
cross-ing-over \,kr6-sio-'o-v3r\ n ; an interchange of genes or
segments between associated parts of homologous chromosomes
during synapsis

cross-let \'kr6-slat\ n : a small cross; esp ; one used as a heraldic
bearing — see cross illustration

cross-linic \'kr6-,slir]k\ n ; a crosswise connecting part (as an
atom or group that connects parallel chains in a complex chenaical
molecule) — cross-link vb

cross of Lor-raine \-b-'ran, -16-\ iLorraine, region of western
Europe] — see cross illustration

cross-over \'kr6-,so-v3r\ n 1 ; a crossing from one side, level, or
track to another or the place where such crossing is made; also ; a
passageway for effecting such a crossing 2 : an instance or prod-
uct of genetic crossing-over

cross-patch \'kr6-,spach\ n {.Across + patch (fool)] : GROUCH 2
cross-piece \'kr6-,spes\ n ; a horizontal member (as of a structure)
cross-pol-li-nate Vkr6-'spal-s-,nat\ or cross-poI-U-nize \-3-
,niz\ vt : to subject to cross-pollination

cross-pol-Ii-na-tion \,kr6-,spal-a-'na-sh9n\ n ; the transfer of
pollen from one flower to the stigma of another
cross-pur-pose \'kr6-'sp3r-p3s\ n : a purpose usu. unintentionally
contrary to another purpose of oneself or of someone else

Cross-ques-tion \'kr6-'skwes(h)-ch3n\ n : a question asked In
cross-examination — cross-question vt

cross-re-ler \,kr6s-ri-'f3r\ vb : to refer by a notation or direction
from one place to another (as in a book, Ust, or catalog) — cross-
rel-er-ence \'kr6s-Yef-3rnCt)s, -•ref-(9-)r3n(t)s\ n or vb

cross-road \'kr6s-,rod, -*rod\ n 1 ; a road that crosses a main road
or runs cross-country between main roads 2 usu pi but sing or pi in

constr a ; the place of intersection of two or more roads b (1) : a
small community located at such a crossroads (2) a central meeting
place c ; a crucial point esp. where a decision must be made
cross-ruft X'kros-.raf, -'rsfX n ! a series of plays in a card game in
which partners alternately trump different suits and lead to each
other for that purpose — crossruff vb

cross section n I : a cutting or piecp of something cut off at right
angles to an axis* also : a representation of such a cutting 2 ; a
measure of the probability of an encounter between particles such
as will result in a specified effect (as ionization or capture) 3 ; a
composite representation typifying the constituents of a thing in
their relations — cross-sec-tion-al X-'sek-shnal, -sh9n-'l\ adj

cross-ster-ile \'kr6s-'ster-3l\ adj : mutually sterile — cross- . _ _. _ .

ste-ril-i-ty \,kr6s-st9-'ril-3t-e\ n corona wreath, crown, fr. Gk korone; akin to Gk koronos curved, L
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cross-stitch VTcrds-.stichV n 1 ! any needlework stitch that forms
an X 2 : work having cross-stitch — cross-stitch vb
cross talk n ; unwanted sound reproduced by an electronic receiver
resulting from the inductive effect produced by another transmission
channel

cross-tree \'kr6-(,)stre\ n : two horizontal crosspieces of timber or
metal supported by trestletcees at a masthead that spread the upper
shrouds in order to support the mast — usu. used in pi.

cross vault n : a vault formed by the intersection of two or more
simple vaults — called also cross vaulting
cross-walk \'kr6-,sw6k\ n : a specially paved or marked path for
pedestrians crossing a street or road

cross-way \'kr6-.swa\ n : crossroad — often used in pi.

cross-wind \'kr6-,swind\ « ; a wind blowing in a direction not
parallel to a course
'cross-Wise \'kr6-,swT2\ also cross-ways \-,swaz\ adv 1 archaic
: in the form of a cross 2 : so as to cross something ; across

^crosswise adj : transverse, crossing
cross-word puzzle \,kr6-,sw3rd-\ n : a puzzle in which words are
filled into a pattern of numbered squares in answer to similarly
numbered clues and in such a way that they read across and down
crotch \'krach\ n [prob. alter, of ^cruich'\ 1 : a pole with a forked
end used esp. as a prop 2 : an angle formed by the parting of
two legs, branches, or members — crotched \'kracht\ adj
crotch-et \'krach-at\ n [ME crochet, fr. MF] 1 ofts a : a smaU
hook or hooked instrument b : brooch 2a: peculiarity bra
peculiar trick, dodge, or device 3 : quarter note syn see caprice

crotch-et-i-ness \-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being crotchety
crotch.ety \'krach-3t-e\ ddj 1 : given to crotchets 2 ; full of or
arising fromcrotchets

cro-ton \'krot-'n\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk kroton castor-oil
plant] 1 : any of a genus (Croton) of herbs and shrubs of the spurge
family: as a ; one (C. eluteria) of the Bahamas yielding cascarilla
bark b : an East Indian plant (C tiglium) yielding a viscid acrid
fixed oil used as a drastic cathartic, a vesicant, or a pustulant
2 : any of a genus (Codiaeum) of shrubs related to the crotons

Cro-ton bug \'krot-'n-\ n ICroton river, N Y., used as a water
supply for New York City] ; a small active winged cockroach
(Blatella germanica) common where food and moisture are found

crouch \'krauch\ vb [ME crouchen} vi 1 : to stoop with the limbs
close to the body 2 : to bend or bow servilely ; cringe -*- v/ ; to
bow esp. in humility or fear ; bend — crouch n
icroup \'krup\ n [ME croupe, fr. OF, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
kropf craw — more at crop] ; the rump of a quadruped
2croup n [E dial, croup to cry hoarsely, cough, prob. of imit. origin]

; a spasmodic laryngitis esp. of infants marked by episodes of
difficult breathing and hoarse metallic cough — croup-ous
\'krU-pas\ adj — croupy \-pe\ adj

crou-pi-er \'krii-pe-ar, -pe-,a\ n [F, lit. rider on the croup of a
horse, fr. croupe croup] : an employee of a gambling casino who
collects and pays bets

crouse \'krus\ adj [ME] chiefly Scot & Irish : COCKY; also : brisk
crou-ton \'krii-,tan, krii-'\ n [F cro&ton, dim. of croUte crust, fr.

MF crouste"] ; a small cube of bread toasted or fried crisp
icrow \'kro\ n [ME crowe, fr. OE crawe; akin to OHG krdwa
crow. OE crawan to crow] 1 : any of various large usu. entirely
glossy black oscine birds (family Corvidae and esp. genus Corvus)
2 : crowbar 3 cap a (1) : a Siouan people inhabiting the re-
gion between the Platte and Yellowstone rivers (2) : a member
of this people b : the language of the Crow people 4 cap
; CORVUS — as the crow flies : in a straight line

2crow vi crowed \'krod\ also in sense 1 chiefly Brit crew \'kru\
crow-ing [ME crowen, fr. OE crawani 1 : to make the loud shrill
sound characteristic of a cock 2 : to utter a sound expressive of
pleasure 3 a : exult, gloat b : brag syn see boast
3crow n 1 ; the cry of the cock 2 : a triumphant cry
crow-bar \'kro-,bar\ n : an iron or steel bar usu. wedge-shaped at
the working end for use as a pry or lever

crow-her-ry \'kr6-,ber-e\ n 1 : any of several heaths or related
plants: a : an undershrub (Empetrum nigrum) of arctic and alpine
regions with an insipid black berry b ; bearberry 1 c ; whortle-
berry 12: the fruit of a crowberry
icrowd \'kraud\ vb [ME crouden, fr. OE crudan; akin to MHG
kroten to crowd. OE crod multitude, Mir gruth curds] vi la; to
press on ; hurry b : to press close 2 ; to collect in numbers
f^ vt 1 a : to fill by pressing or thronging together b ; to press,

force, or thrust into a small space 2 : push, force 3 a : to urge on
b : to put on (sail) in excess of the usual for greater speed 4 : to put
pressure on 6 : throng, jostle 6 : to press close to

2crowd n 1 ; a large number of persons esp. when collected into a
somewhat compact body without order : throng 2 : the great
body of the people : populace 3 : a large number of things close
together 4 : a group of people having a common interest
syn throng, crush, mob, rout, horde: crowd implies a massing

together and often suggests a loss of individuality of the unit or
member; throng carries a stronger implication of movement and
pushing; crush stresses compact concentration that causes dis-
comfort; mob may be a casual intensive for crowd but specifically

implies a disorderly crowd bent on destruction or violence; rout
and HORDE apply to a rushing or tumultuous crowd
3crowd X'kraud, 'kriid\ n [ME croY>de, fr. (assumed) MW crwth}
1 ; an ancient Celtic stringed in-

strument played by plucking or
with a short bow — called also
crvi'th 2 dial Eng ; fiddle
crow-loot \'kro-,fut\ n, pi crow-
feet \-.fet\ 1 pi usu crowfoots
: any of numerous plants having
leaves pedately lobed; esp l any
of a genus {Ranunculus of the
family Ranunculaceae, the crow-
foot family) of mostiy yellow-flowered herbs 2 : crow's-foot a—
usu. used in pi. 3 on a boat : a number of small lines rove through
a long block
Crow-keep-er \'kro-,ke-p3r\ n, dial Eng : a person employed to
scare off crows
icrown \'kraun\ n [ME coroune, crowne, fr. OF corone, fr. L

crowd
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curvus, Mir cmind round ] 1 : a reward of victory or mark of honor;
esp : the title representing the championship in a sport 2 : a royal
or imperial headdress or cap of sovereignty ; diadem 3 X the highest
part: as a : the topmost part of the skull or head b : the summit of
a mountain c : the head of foliage of a tree or shrub d : the part of
a hat or other headgear covering the crown of the head e ; the part
of a tooth external to the gum or an artificial substitute for this

4 : a wreath, band, or circular ornament for the head 5 : something
resembling a wreath or crown 6 a (1) ojten cap : imperial or regal
power : sovereignty (2) cap : the government under a constitu-
tional monarchy b : monarch 7 ; something that imparts
splendor, honor, or finish : culmination 8 a : any of several old
gold coins with a crown as part of the device h ; an English silver
coin worth five shillings c : a size of paper usu. 15 x 20 in.

9 a : a unit of value equivalent to the value of a crown b (1)

: KORUNA (2) : KRONA (3) : krone (4) : kroon 10 a : the
region of a seed plant at which stem and root merge b : the thick
arching end of the shank of an anchor where the arms join it

acrown vt [ME corounen, it. OF coroner, fr. L coronare, fr. corona^
1 a : to place a crovm or wreath upon the head of; sped} ; to
invest with regal dignity and power : enthrone b : to recognize
officially as 2 : to bestow something upon as a mark of honor or
recompense ; adorn 3 : surmount, top; esp : to top (a checker)
with a checker to make a king 4 : to bring to a successful con-
clusion : CLIMAX 5 ; to provide with something like a crown: as
a : to fill so that the surface forms a crown h : to put an artificial

crown upon (a tooth) 6 : to hit on the head
crown canopy n : the cover formed by the top branches of trees in a
forest
Crown Colony n : a colony of the British Commonwealth over which
the Crown retains some control
crow-ner X'krii-nar, 'krau-\ n [ME. alter, of coroner'^ chiefly dial

: CORONER
crown-et \'krau-nat\ n. archaic : coronet
crown glass n 1 : a glass blown and whirled into the form of a
disk with a center lump left by the worker's rod 2 : alkali-lime
silicate optical glass having relatively low index of refraction and
low dispersion value
crown land n l : land belonging to the Crown and yielding
revenues that the reigning sovereign is entitled to 2 : public land
in some British dominions or colonies
crown lens n : the crown glass component of an achromadc lens

crown prince n : the heir apparent to a crown or throne
crown princess n 1 : the wife of a crown prince 2 : a female heir
apparent or heir presumptive to a crown or throne
crown saw n : a saw having teeth at the edge of a hollow cylinder
crow's-foot \'kr6z-,fut\ n, pi crow's-feet \-.fet\ : something
resembling a crow's foot: as a : any of the wrinkles around the
outer corners of the eyes — usu. used in pi. b ; crowfoot 1

crow's nest n ; a partly enclosed platform high on a ship's mast
for a lookout; also : a similar lookout on land
cro-zler var oj crosier
cruces pi oj crux
cru>cial \'krli-sh3l\ adj [F, fr. L cruc-, crux cross — more at
ridge] 1 archaic ; cruciform 2 : marked by final determination
of a doubtful issue ; decisive; broadly ; severe, trying syn see
acute — crU'CiaMy \'krush-(3-)le\ adv

cru.Ci.ate \'kru-she-,at\ adj [NL cruciatus, fr. L cruc-, crux}
: cross-shaped: a ; having leaves or petals in the form of a cross
b : crossing < ~ wings of an insect) — cru-ci-ate-ly adv

cru>Ci*ble \'krii-s»-b3l\ n [ME corusible, fr. ML crucibulum,
raodif. of OF croiseull 1 : a pot of a very refractory material
used for melting and calcining a substance that requires a high
degree of heat 2 : a severe test

crucible steel n : hard cast steel made in pots that are lifted from
the furnace before the metal is poured into molds

cru-Ci.ler \'krii-S3-f3r\ n [deriv. of L cruc-, crux + -jer} : any
plant of the mustard family— cru-ciI«er*ous \krii-'sif-(a-)ras\ adj

cru.Ci.IiX \'krii-s3-,fiks\ n [ME, fr. LL crucijixus the crucified

Christ, fr. crucijixus, pp. of crucijigere to crucify, fr. L cruc-, crux +
jigere to fasten] ; a representation of Christ on the cross
cru<ci.fix>ion \,krii-s3-'fik-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of crucifying
2 : extreme and painful punishment, affliction, or suffering

cru-Ci-form \'kriJ-S3-,f6rm\ adj iL cruc-, crux + B-jorm] : forming
or arranged in a cross — crucilorm n — cru-ci-form-ly adv

cru-Ci.fy \'kriJ-S3-,fT\ vi [ME crucijien, fr. OF crucijier, fr. LL
crucijigere] 1 ; to put to death by nailing or binding the hands
and feet to a cross 2 : to destroy the power of : mortify <— the

flesh) 3 : to treat cruelly : torture, persecute
icrud \'krad\ n [ME curd, crudd] 1 dial : 'curd 2 : a deposit or
incrustation of filth, grease, or refuse 3 : a usu._ill-defmed or
imperfectly identified bodily disorder — crud«dy \-e\ adj
2cnid vb crud-ded; crud<ding dial : zcurd
icnide \'krud\ adj [ME, fr. L crudus raw — more at raw] 1 : ex-
isting in a natural state and unaltered by cooking or processing
2 obs : unripe, IMMATURE 3 I marked by the primitive, gross, or
elemental or by uncultivated simplicity or vulgarity 4 : rough or
inexpert in plan or execution 6 : lacking a covering, glossing, or
concealing 6 : tabulated without being broken down into classes

<~ death rate) syn see rude — crude-ly adv — crude- ness n

2crude n : a substance in its natural unprocessed state; esp ; un-
refined petroleum

cru.di-ty \'krijd-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being crude
2 : something that is crude

cru-el \'kru(-3)i, 'kru(-3)i\ adj cni-eLer or cru.eMer; cru-el-est
or cru.eMest [ME, fr. OF. fr. L crudelis, irreg. fr.

crudus] 1 : disposed to inflict pain 2a: causing or
conducive to injury, grief, or pain b : unrelieved b^
leniency syn see fierce — cru-eMy \'kru-3-le,
'krii-; 'krijl-le, 'krul-le\ adv — crU'el*ness n

cru.el.ty \'kru(-3)l-tc. 'kru(-a)I-\ n [ME crueltciv.
OF cruelte, fr. L crudelilat-, crudelitas, fr. crudelis}
1 : the quality or state of being cruel 2 ; a cruel
action ; inhuman treatment 3 : marital conduct
held (as in a divorce action) to endanger life or
health or to cause mental suffering or fear

cru-et \'krU-3t\ n [ME. fr. AF, dim. of OF crue,
of Gmc origin; akin to OE crocc crock] 1 ; a
usu. glass bottle for condiments for the table 2 : a
vessel for wine or water for altar service

cruet

icmise XTmizX vb [D kruisen to make a cross, cruise, fr. MD
crucen, fr. cruce cross, fr. L cruc-, crux— more at ridge] vi" 1 : to
sail about touching at a series of ports 2 : to travel for the sake
of traveling 3 : to go about the streets at random 4 : to travel at the
most efficient operating speed -^ v/ 1 : to cruise over or about
2 : to inspect (as land) with reference to possible lumber yield

2cmise n : an act or an instance of cruising
cruis.er \'krLi-z3r\ n 1 : a boat or vehicle that cruises 2 : a large
fast moderately armored and gunned warship usu. of 6000 to
15,000 tons displacement 3 : a motorboat with cabin, plumbing,
and other arrangements necessary for hving aboard — called also
cabin cruiser 4 : a person who cruises
cruMer \'kr3l-3r\ n [D krulle, a twisted cake. fr. krul curly, fr. MD
cru!} 1 : a small sweet cake formed into twisted strips and fried
in deep fat 2 North & Midland ; an unraised doughnut

1 crumb \'kr3m\ n [ME crumme, fr. OE cruma; akin to MHG
krume crumb] 1 : a small fragment esp. of bread 2 : bit 3 : the
soft part of bread 4 slang : a worthless person
scrumb vt 1 : to break into crumbs 2 : to cover or thicken with
crumbs 3 : to remove crumbs from <-« a table)
crum.ble X'krsm-balX vb crum.bllng \-b(a-)lia\ [alter, of ME
kremelen, freq. of OE gecrymian to crumble, fr. crurrui} ; to break
into small pieces : disintegrate — crumble n

crum*bli>ness \'kr3m-b(3-)le-nas\ n : the quality or state of being
crumbly
crum.bUngs \'kr3m-b(3-)lioz\ n pi : crumbled particles : crumbs
crum-bly \-b(3-Me\ adj : easily crumbled ; friable <'^ soil)

crum.mie or crum.my \'kr5m-e\ n [Sc crumb crooked, fr. ME. fr.

OE] chiejly Scot : cow; esp : one with crumpled horns
crum-my or crumby \'kr3m-e\ adj [ME crumme] 1 obs : crumbly
2 slang a : miserable, filthy b : cheap, worthless

1 crump X'krsmpX vi [imit.] 1 : crunch 2 : to explode heavily
icrump n 1 : a crunching sound 2 : shell, bomb
acrump adj [perh. alter, of crimp (friable)] chiejly Scot ; BRrrrLE,
friable, crisp

crum.pet \'kr3m-p3t\ n [perh. fr. ME crompid (cake) wafer, lit.,

curled-up cake, fr. crumped, pp. of crumpen to curl up, fr. crump,
crumb crooked] : a small round cake of unsweetened batter cooked
on a griddle
icrum.ple \'kram-p3l\ vb crum.pling \-p(3-)Uo\ [(assumed) ME
crumplen, freq. of ME crumpen} vt 1 : to press, bend, or crush out
of shape : rumple 2 ; to cause to collapse ^ vi 1 ; to become
crumpled 2 : collapse
2crumple n : a wrinkle or crease made by crumpling
^crunch X'kranchX vb [alter, of craunch] : to chew, grind, or press
with a crushing noise

Scrunch n 1 ; an act of crunching 2 : a sound made by crunching— crunchy X'krsn-cheX adj
cruP'Per X'krsp-ar. 'krup-\ n [ME cruper, fr. OF crupiere, fr.

croupe hindquarters] 1 ; a leather loop passing under a horse's tail

and buckled to the saddle 2 : croup; broadly : buttocks
cru<ral \'kru(3)r-3l\ adj ; of or relating to the thigh or leg; specij

: femoral
crus \'krus. TcrssX n, pi cru-ia \'kru(a)r-3\ [L crur-, crus; akin to
Arm srunk shinbones] 1 : the part of the hind limb between the
femur or thigh and the tarsus or ankle ; shank 2 ; any of various
parts likened to aleg or to a pair of legs
icru.sade \krii-"sad\ n [blend of MF croisade & Sp cruzada; both
derivs. of L cruc-, crux cross] 1 cap : any of the military expeditions
undertaken by Christian powers in the Uth, 12th, and 13th cen-
turies to recover the Holy Land from the Muslims 2 : any remedial
enterprise undertaken with zeal and enthusiasm*
^crusade vi : to engage in a crusade — cru-sad-er n
cru-sa.do also cni.za.do \kru-'2ad-(,)6, -(.)u\ n. pi crusadoes or
crusades [Pg cruzado. lit., marked with a cross] : an old gold
or silver coin of Portugal having a cross on the reverse

cruse X'krijz, 'krus\ n [ME; akm to OE cruse pitcher] : a small
vessel (as a jar or pot) tor holding a hquld (as water or oil)

icrush \'kr3sh\ vb [ME crusshen, fr. MF cruisir, of Gmc origin;
akin to MLG krossen to crush] vt 1 a : to squeeze or force by
pressure so as to alter or destroy structure b : to squeeze together
into a mass 2 : hug, embrace 3 : to reduce to particles by pound-
ing or grinding 4 a : suppress, overwhelm b : to oppress or
burden grievously c : to subdue completely 5 : crowd, push
6 archaic ; drink -^ v/ 1 obs : crash 2 : to become crushed
3 : to advance with or as if with crushing — crush-er n

2crusU n 1 obs : CRASH 2 : an act of crushing 3 a : a violent
crowding (as of people) b : a large reception or party 4 : in-
fatuation; also ; the object of infatuation syn see crowd

crust \'krast\ n [ME, fr. L crusta; akin to OE hrUse earth, Gk
kryos icy cold] 1 a : the hardened exterior or surface part of
bread b : a piece of this or of bread grown dry or hard 2 ; the
pastry cover of a pie 3 : a hard or brittle external coat or covering:
as a : a hard surface layer (as of soil or snow) b : the outer part
of the earth composed essentially of crystalline rocks c : a deposit
built up on the interior surface of a wine bottle during long aging
d : an encrusting deposit of dried secretions or exudate; esp
1 scab 4 slang : iMPimENCE, nerve — crust vb

crus>ta*cean \,kr3-'sta-shsn\ n [deriv. of L crusta crust, shelU
: any of a large class (Crustacea) of mostly aquatic arthropods
having a chitinous or calcareous and chitinous exoskeleton and
including the lobsters, shrimps, crabs, wood lice, water fleas, and
barnacles — crustacean adj

crus.ta-ceous \-sh3s\ adj 1 : of, relating to, having, or forming a
crust or shell <a '^ lichen) 2 : crustacean

crust*al \'kr3st-'l\ adj : relating to a crust esp. of the earth or the

crust* ifi> caption N.kras-ta-fa-'ka-shsnX n : incrustation
crust-i-ly \'kr3s-t3-Ie\ adv : in a crusty or surly manner
crust*l*ness \-je-n3s\ n ; surliness. iRRFTABiLrrY
crusty \'kr3s-te\ adj 1 ; having or being a crust 2 ; sltrly,
irascible syn see bluff

1 crutch \'krach\ n [ME crucche, fr. OE crycc: akin to OHG
krucka crutch. OE cradol cradle] 1 a : a support typically fitting
under the armpit for use by the disabled in walking b : prop, stay
2 : a forked leg rest constituting the pommel of a sidesaddle
3 : the crotch of a human being 4 : a forked support

2crutch vt : to support on crutches : prop up
crux X'kraks, 'kruks\ n, pi crux*es also cru-ces \"krij-,sez\ [L
cruc-, crux cross, torture — more at ridge] 1 a : a puzzling or
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difficult problem : unsolved question b : a determinative point
at issue 2 ; a main or central feature

cru-zei.ro \kru-'za-C,)r6, -(,)rij\ n [Pg] — see money table
crwth \*kruth\ n [W] : scrowd I

icry \'krT\ vb cried; cry.ing [ME crien, fr. OF crier, fr. L quiritare
to cry out for help (from a citizen), to scream, fr. Qulrit-, Quiris
Roman citizen] vj 1 : to call loudly : shout 2 ; weep, lament
3 ; to utter a characteristic sound or call '^ vr 1 ; beg, beseech
2 : to proclaim publicly ; call out — cry havoc ; to sound an
alarm — cry wolf ; to give alarm without occasion
2cry n, pi cries 1 : an instance of crying: as a : an inarticulate
utterance of distress, rage, or pain b obs ; outcry, clamor
2 a obs : proclamation b pi, Scot : banns 3 : entreaty, ap-
peal 4 ; a loud shout 5 ; watchword, slogan 6 a ; common
report b : prevailing fashion 7 : the public voice 8 ; a pack of
hounds — a far cry : a long way — in full cry ; in full pursuit

cry- or cryo- comb form [G kryo-. fr. Gk, fr. kryos — more at
crust] ; cold : freezing <cr>'anesthesia> {cryogen}

cry down vt : disparage, depreciate
cry-ing adj l : calling for notice 2 ; notorious, he'nous
cry.mo.ther.a-py \,krT-mo-'ther-9-pe\ or cryo.ther*a-py \,krT-
6-\ n [Gk krymos, kryos icy cold + ISV therapy} ; therapeutic
use of coid

cry off vt ; to call off ^ vi, chiejly Brit ; to beg off
cryo.gen \'krT-3-j3n\ n ; refrigerant — cry-o-gen»ic \,krT-3-
'jen-ik\ adj

crycgen-iCS \,krT-3-']en-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr I a
branch of physics that relates to the production and effects of very
low temperatures

cryo.Iite \'kn-a-,lTt\ n [ISV] : a mineral Na^AlFs consisting of
sodium-aluminum fluoride found in Greenland usu. in white
cleavable masses and used in making soda and aluminum

cryo-p!liI>ic \,krT-3-'fil-ik\ adj : thriving at low temperatures
crycscop-ic \,krr-3-'skap-ik\ adj : of or relating to cryoscopy
cry.os.CQ.py \krT-'as-k3-pe\ n [ISV] : the determination of the
lowered freezing points produced in liquid by dissolved substances
to determine molecular weights of solutes and various properties
of solutions

cryo^Stat \'krT-3-,stat\ n [ISV] : an apparatus for maintaining
a constant low temperature

crjrpt \'kript\ n [L crypta, fr. Gk krypte, fr, fern, of kryptos hidden,
fr. kryptein to hide; akin to ON hreysar heap of stones, Lith
krauti to pile up] 1 ; a chamber (as a vault) wholly or partly
underground; esp : a vault under the main floor of a church
2 ; a simple gland, glandular cavity, or tube ; follicle — crypt»al
\'krip-t''l\ adj

crypt- or crypto- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk kryptos'\ : hidden : cov-
ered <crvp/ogenic>

crypt.anal. y.sis \,krip-ts-'nal-3-s3s\ n [cryptogram + analysis']

: the solving of cryptograms or cryptographic systems — crypt-
an.a.lyst Xkrip-'tan-'^UastX n — crypt-an-a-lyt-ic \,krip-
,tan-^l-'it-ik\ adj — crypt-an.a.lyze \krip-'tan-^l-,Tz\ v;

cryp.tic \'krip-tik\ adj [LL crypticus, fr. Gk kryptikos, fr. kryptos]
1 ; secret, occult 2 : enigmatic, mysterious 3 : serving to
conceal 4 : unrecognized 6 ; employing cipher or code syn
see obscure — cryp-ti>cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — cryp.ti.cal-ly \-ti-

k(3-)Ie\ adv
cryp-to \'krip-C,)to\ n [crypt-] : one who adheres or belongs
secretly to a party, sect, or other group

cryp.to.crys.tal.line \,krip-(,)t6-'kris-t3-Ian\ adj [ISV] : having
a crystalline structure so fine that no distinct particles are recog-
nizable under the microscope
cryp.to.gam \'krip-ta-,gam\ n [deriv. of Gk kryptos + -gamia
-gamy] ; a plant (as a fern, moss, alga, or fungus) reproducing by
spores and not producing flowers or seed — cryp.to-gam.ic
\,krip-t3-'gam-ik\ or cryp>tog>a>mous \krip-'tag-a-m3s\ adj

cryp.to.gen-ic \,krip-t9-'jen-ik\ adj ; of obscure or unknown
origin <a -^ disease)
Cryp-tcgram \'krip-t3-,gram\ n [F cryptogramme, fr. cryot- +
-gramme -gram] 1 : a writing in cipher or code 2 : a figure or
representation having a hidden significance — cryp.to.gram.mic
\,krip-ta-'gram-ik\ adj
icryp.to.graph \'krip-t3-,graf\ n 1 ; cryptogram 2 : a device
for enciphering and deciphering — cryp-tog.ra.pher \krip-'tag-
ra-fsrX n — cryp.to-graph-ic \,krip-ta-'graf-ik\ adj — cryp-
tO'graph'i'caloly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — cryp>tog*ra*phist \krip-
•tag-ra-f9st\ n

^cryptograph vt : to convert into code or cipher
cryp-tog.ra.phy \krip-'tag-r3-fe\ w [ NL crypfographia. fr. crypt- +
-graphia -graphy] 1 : the enciphering and deciphering of messages
in secret code 2 : cryptanalysis
cryp.tO.me.ria \,krip-t9-'mir-e-a\ n [NL, genus name, fr. crypt-

-\- Gk meros part] : an evergreen tree {Cryptomeria japonica) of
the pine family that is a valuable timber tree of Japan

cryp.tO.ZO.ite \,krip-t3-'zo-,Tt\ n [crypt- + -zoite (as in sporozoite)]
; a malaria parasite that develops in tissue cells and gives rise to
the forms that invade blood cells

icrys.tal \'krist-n\ n [ME cristal, fr. OF, fr. I. crystaUum,iT.G^s.
krystallos"] 1 : quartz that is transparent or nearly so and that is

either colorless or only slightly tinged 2 : something resembling
crystal in transparency and colorlessness 3 : a body that is formed
by the solidification of a chemical element, a compound, or a
mixture and has a regularly repeating internal arrangement of its

atoms and often external plane faces 4 : a clear colorless glass of
superior quality 5 ; the glass or transparent plastic cover over
a watch or clock dial 6 : a crystalline material used in electronics
as a frequency-determining element or for rectification

acrystal adj 1 : consisting of or resembling crystal : clear, lucid
2 : relating to or using a crystal <a '^ radio receiver)

crystal detector n ; a detector that depends for its operation on the
rectifying action of the surface of contact between various crystals
(as of galena) and a metallic electrode

crystal gazer n ; one that practices divination by gazing into a glass
or crystal ball — crystal gazing n

crys-tal.lif.er.ous \,kris-t9-*Uf-(3-)r3s\ adj [ISV] : producing or
bearing crvstais

crys.tal.lirie \'kris-t3-l3n\ adj [ME cristallin, fr. MF& L; MF, fr.

L crys/alllnus, fr. Gk krystalUnos, fr. krystallos] 1 : made of crystal
or composed of crystals 2 : resembling crystal: as a : transparent
b : clear-cut 3 : constituting or relating to a crystal

crystalline lens n : the lens of the eye in vertebrates
crys.taMite X-kris-ta-.irtX n [G kristalUt, fr. Gk krystallos]
1 a : a minute mineral form like those common in glassy volcanic
rocks usu. not referable to any mineral species but marking the
first step in crystallization b ; a single grain in a medium composed
of many crystals 2 : micelle — crys>taMlt.lc \.kris-t9-'ht-ik\
adj

crys.tal.liz-able \'kris-ta-.lT-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of forming or of
being formed into crystals

crys.taMi.za.tion X.kris-ta-b-'za-shanX n : the process of crys-
tallizing; also : a form resulting from this

crys.taMize also crys-tal-ize \'kris-ta-,lrz\ vt 1 ; to cause to
form crystals or assume crystaUine form 2 : to cause to take a
definite form (tried to ~ his thoughts) 3 : to coat with crystals
esp of sugar — vi : to become crystallized — crys.taMiz.er n

crys.tal.log.ra.pher \,kris-t3-'rag-ra-far\_w : a specialist in crys-
tallography — cryS'tal.lo.graph'ic \-lo-'graf-ik\ adj — crys-
taMo-graph-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj

crys.tal.log.ra.phy \-'lag-r3-fe\ n [F or NL; F cristallographie,
fr. NL crystallographia, fr. crystall- + -graphia -graphy] ; the
science dealing with the system of forms among crystals, their
structure, and their forms of aggregation
Icrys.tal.loid \'kris-t9-,16id\ adj : having properties of crystal
2crystalloid n 1 ; a substance that forms a true solution and Is

capable of being crystallized 2 : a crystalloid particle of protein
found esp. in oily seeds — crys*tal.loi.dal \,kns-t3-'16id-=l\ adj

crystal violet « : a triphenylmethane dye found in gentian violet
cry up vt : to enhance in value or repute by public praise : extol
Gte.nold \'ten-,6id, 'te-.noidX adj [ISV, fr. Gk ktenoeides, fr. kten-,
kteis comb — more at pectinate] ; having the margin toothed i'^
scale); also I having or consisting of ctenoid scales <-" fishes)

Cte.noph.o-ran \ti-'naf-3-rsn\ adj : of or relating to a ctenophore— ctenophoran n
Cteno.phore \'ten-9-,f6(3)r, -.f6r9)r\ n [deriv. of Gk kten-, kteis +
pherein to carry — more at bear] : any of a phylum (Ctenophora)
of marine animals superficially resembling jellyfishes but having
decided biradial symmetry and swimming by means of eight meridi-
onal bands of transverse ciliated plates
cub \'k9b\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a young fox or other car-
nivorous mammal b : a young shark 2 : a young person 3 : ap-
prentice; esp : an inexperienced newspaper reporter
Cu.ban heel \,kyu-b3n-\ n [Cuba, island in the West Indies] : a
broad medium-high heel with a moderately curved back

cu-ba.ture \'kyu-b3-,chu(9)r, -ch9r\ h [cube + -ature (as in quadra-
ture)] 1 : determination of cubic contents 2 ; cubic content

CUb-by \'k3b-e\ n [obs. E cub pen, fr. D kub thatched roof; akin
to OE coia den — more at cove] : a small room

cub.by.hole \-,h61\ n 1 : a snug place 2 ; pigeonhole 2
icube \'kyub\ n [ME, fr. L cubus, fr. Gk kybos cube, vertebra]
1 : the regular solid of six equal square sides — see volume table
2 : the product got by taking a number three times as a factor

2cube vt 1 : to raise to the third power 2 : to form into a cube
3 : to cut partly through (a steak") in a checkered pattern to increase
tenderness by breaking the fibers — cub>er n

30Uhe adj : raised to the third power
4cu.be \'kyU-,ba, kyii-'\ n [AmerSp cube] ; any of several tropical
American plants furnishing rotenone

CU.beb \'kyu-,beb\ n [MF cubehe. fr. OF, fr. ML cubeba, fr. Ar
kubabah] : the dried unripe berry of a tropical shrub {Piper
cubeba) of the pepper family that is crushed and smoked in ciga-
rettes for catarrh
cube root n : a number whose cube is a given number
CU'bic \'lcyii-bik\ adj 1 : having the form of a cube ; cubical
2a: relating to the cube considered as a crystal form b : iso-

metric b 3a: three-dimensional b : being the volume of a cube
whose edge is a specified unit <'^ inch) 4 : cube — cu.bic-ly adv

CU'bi.cal \'kyii-bi-k9l\ adj 1 : cubic; esp : shaped like a cube
2 : relating to volume — cu-bi-cal'ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

CU'bi'Cie \'kyU-bi-k3l\ n [L cubiculum, fr. cubare to lie, recline —
more at hip] 1 ; a sleeping compartment partitioned off from a
large room 2 ; a small partitioned space; esp : carrel

cubic measure n : a unit (as cubic inch or cubic centimeter) for
measuring volume — see measure table, metric system table

CU.bi.form \'kyij-b9-,f6rm\ adj [L cubus -H E -jorm] : having the
shape of a cube
CUb.ism \'kyu-,biz-3m\ n : a phase of Postimpressionism that
stresses abstract form at the expense of other pictorial elements
largely by use of intersecting often transparent cubes and cones— cub'ist \-b9St\ n — cubist or cu.bis-tic \kyu-'bis-tik\ adj

CU'bit \'kyu-b3t\ n [ME, fr. L cubitus elbow, cubit — more at hip]
: any of various ancient units of length based on the length of the
forearm from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger and usu,
equal to about 18 inches

CU'boid \'kyij-,b6id\ adj : approximately cubic in shape; specif
: being the outermost of the distal row of tarsal bones of many
higher vertebrates

cu^boi'dal \kyii-*b6id-'I\ adj : somewhat cubical
cub scout n : a member of the scouting program of the Boy Scouts
of America for boys of the age range 8-10
CUCk'ing stool \'k9k-iQ-\ n [ME cucking stol, lit., defecating chair]

: a chair formerly used for punishing offenders (as scolds or dis-
honest tradesmen) by public exposure or ducking in water
icuck.Qld \'k9k-9ld, 'kuk-\ n [ME cokewold] : a man whose wife
is unfaithful
^cuckold vt : to make a cuckold of
CUCk.Qld.ry \-3l-dre\ n : the practice of making cuckolds
icuck.oo \'kuk-(,)ij, 'kiik-\ n [ME cuccu, of imit. origin] 1 : a
largely grayish brown European bird (Cuculus canorus) noted for
its habit of laying eggs in the nests of other birds for them to hatch;
broadly : any of a large family (Cuculidae of the order Cuculi-
formes) to which this bird belongs 2 : the call of the cuckoo
^cuckoo vb ; to repeat monotonously as a cuckoo does its call

30UCkoo adj 1 : of or resembhng the cuckoo 2 : silly, crazy
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cuckoo clock 202 cumin
Cnckoo clock n : a watl or shelf clock that announces the hours by
sounds resembling a cuckoo's call

cuck.oo.now.er \'kuk-C,)u-,f]au(-3)r, 'kiik-X n 1 : a bitter cress
(Cardamine pratensis) of Europe and America 2 : ragged robin
3 : WOOD SORREL 1

CUCk>00-piUt \-.pint\ n [ME cuccupintel, fr. cuccu + pintel pintle]

; a European arum {Arum maculatum) with erect spathe and short
purple spadix
cuckoo spit n 1 ; a frothy secretion exuded upon plants by the
nymphs of spittle insects 2 : spriTLE insect
CU.CU.li.form \k(y>3-'k(y)u-la-,f6rm\ ad} [L cuculus cuckoo (of

imit. origin) + E -jorml ; of or relating to the cuckoos or the order
fCuculiformcs) including the cuckoos; also l resembling a cuckoo

CU-ciU.late \'kyu-k3-,lat, kyu-'kal-3t\ also cu-cul-Iat-ed X'kyii-

k3-,lat-3d\ adj [ML cucullatus, fr. L cucullus hood] ; hood-shaped
<a '^ leaf) : hooded

CU.CUm-ber \'kyu-(,)k3m-bar\ n [ME, fr. MF cocomhre, fr. L
cucumer-, cucumisi : the fruit of a vine (Cucumis sativus) of the
gourd family cultivated as a garden vegetable; also : this vine
CUClunbei tree n : any of several American magnolias (esp. Magnolia
acuminata) having fruit like a small cucumber
CU>CUr-bit \kyii-'k3r-b3t\ n [ME cucurbite, fr. MF, fr. L cucurbita
gourd] 1 : a vessel or flask for distillation used with or forming
part of an alembic 2 : a plant of the gourd family
cud V'kad, 'kud\ n [ME cudde, fr. OE cwudit: akin to OHG Au/iglue
Skt Jam gum] 1 : food brought up into the mouth by a ruminat-
ing animal from its first stomach to be chewed again 2 : quid
cud-bear X'kad-^baCsV, -,be(3'ir\ n [irreg.fr. Dr. Cuthberi GoT<lon,
18th cent. Sc chemist] ; a reddish coloring matter from lichens
icud-dle X'kad-^IX vb cud.dling \'k3d-Iir), -"l-ioX [origin unknown]
vt : to hold close for warmth or comfort or in affection -^ vi : to
He close or snug : nestle, snuggle syn see caress
2cuddle n : a close embrace ; the act of nestling
cud*dle-some \'k3d-^l-ssm\ adj : fit for or inviting cuddling
cud'dly \'k9d-Ie, -M-e\ adj : cuddlesome
icud-dy Vk3d-e\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a small cabin; also ; the
galley or pantry of a small ship 2 : a small room or cupboard

2CUd.dy or cud-die \'kud-e, 'kad-X n [perh. fr. Cuddy, nickname
for Cuthbertl 1 dial Brit : donkey 2 dial Brit : BLOCKHEAD
ICUd-gel \'k3j-5l\ n [ME kuggel, fr. OE cycgel; akin to MHG
kugeie ball, OE cot den — more at cot] : a short heavy club

aoudgel vt cud-geled or cud-gelled; cud-gel-ing or cud-gel-ling
\-f3-"iHo\ : to beat with or as if with a cudgel — cudgel one's
brains : to think hard fas for a solution to a problem)
cud-weed \'k3d-,wed, "kud-\ n : any of several composite plants
(as of the genus Gnaphalium) with silky or woolly foliage
icue \'kyu\ n [ME cu\ : the letter q
2cue n tprob. fr. qu, abbr. (used as a direction in actors* copies of
plays") of L quando when] i a : a word, phrase, or bit of stage
business in a play serving as a signal for a specific speech or action
b : something serving a comparable purpose ; hint 2 : a feature
indicating the nature of something perceived 3 : the part one has
to perform in or as if in a play 4 archaic : mood, humor

3cue v/ cu-ing or cue-ing 1 : to give a cue to : prompt 2 : to
insert into a continuous performance ('^ in sound effects)

<cue n [F queue, Ht., tail, fr. L Cauda'} 1 : queue 2 2 : a leather:*

tipped tapering rod for striking balls in billiards and other games
scue vb cu-ing or cue-ing 1 : braid, twist 2 : to strike with a cue
cue hall n : the ball a player strikes with his cue in bilhards and pool
cues-ta \'kwes-t9\ n [Sp, fr. L costa side, rib] : a hill or ridge
with a steep face on one side and gentle slope on the other

icuff \'kaf\ n [ME] 1 : something (as a part of a sleeve or glove)
encircling the wrist 2 : the turned-back hem of a trouser leg
3 : handcuff — usu. used in pi. — on tbe cull : on credit

2CUff vt 1 : to furnish with a cuff 2 : handcuff
3cuff vb [perh. fr. obs. E, glove, fr. ME] vt : to strike esp. with or as
if with the palm of the hand : buffet -*- vi : fight, scuffle

<CUfI n : a blow with the hand esp. when open : slap
CUi bo-no \'kwe-'bo-(,)n6\ n [L, to whose advantage?] 1 ; a
principle that probable responsibility for an act or event lies with
one with something to gain 2 ; usefulness or utility as a principle
in estimating the value of an act or policy
icui-rass \kwi-'ras, kyu-\ n [ME euros, fr. MF curasse, fr. LL
coreacea, fern, of coreaceus leathern, fr. L corium skin, leather;
akin to OE heortha deerskin, L cortex bark, Gk keirein to cut —
more at shear] 1 : a piece of armor covering the body from neck
to girdle; also : the breastplate of such a piece 2 : something (as
bony plates covering an animal) resembling a cuirass

^cuirass vt : to cover or armor with a cuirass
cui-ras-sier \,kwir-3-'si(3)r, ,kyur-\ n ; a mounted soldier wearing
a cuirass

CUi-Sine \kwi-'zen\ n [F, lit., kitchen, fr. LL coquina — more at
kitchen] : manner of preparing food

CUisse \'kwis\ also CUish \'kwish\ n [ME cussels, pi., fr. MF
cuissaux, pi. of cuissel, fr. cuisse thigh, fr. L coxa hip — more at
coxa] : a piece of plate armor for the thigh esp. in front

cult-tie \'kijt-'l, 'k3t-\ vt [origin unknown] Scot : coax, wheedle
cul-de-sac V.ksl-di-'sak, .kul-\ n, pi culs-de-sac X.ksUz)-,
,kul(z)-\ also cul-de-sacs \,ksl-d3-'saks, ,kulA [F. lit., bottom
of the bag] 1 ; a blind diverticulum or pouch 2 : a street closed
at one end

CU-let \'kyU-bt\ n [F. fr. dim. of cul backside, fr. L cuius: akin to
OE hydan to hide] 1 ; the small flat facet at the bottom of a brilliant
parallel to the table 2 : plate armor covering the buttocks
CU-lex \'kyu-,leks\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, gnat; akin to Olr
cuil gnat] : any of a large cosmopolitan genus (Culex) of mosquitoes
that includes the common house mosquito (C. pipiens) of Europe
and No. America — cu-li-cine \'kyii-la-.sin\ adj or n
CU-li-nary X'ksl-a-.ner-e. 'kyii-laA adj [L culinarius, fr. cullna
kitchen — more at kiln] : of or relating to the kitchen or cookery
iCUll \'k3l\ vt [ME cullen, fr. MF cuillir. fr. L colligere to bind
together — more at collect] 1 : to select from a group ; choose
2 : to identify and remove the culls from — CUll-er n

2cull n : something rejected for inferiority or worthlessness
cul-Ien-der var of colander
Cul-let \'k3l-at\ n [perh. fr. F cueillette act of gathering, fr. L cot-
lecia, fr. fern, of collectus. pp. of colligere} : broken or refuse glass
usu. added to new material to facilitate melting in making glass
CUl-Uon \'k3l-y3n\ « [ME coillon testicle, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL

coleon-, coleo, fr. L coleus scrotum] archaic l a mean or base fellow
cul-lis Vkal-as\ n [F coulisse groove] ; a gutter in a roof
icul-ly \'kal-e\ n [perh, alter, of cullion} archaic ; dupe, gull
2cully vt : to impose on : trick, cheat, deceive
iculm \'k3lm\ n [ME] 1 : refuse coal screenings ; slack 2 : a
Lower Carboniferous formation in which marine fossil-bearing
beds alternate with those containing plant remains

2culin /I [L culmus sialk] : a monocotyledonous stem
cul-mi>nant \'kal-m3-npnt\ adj 1 : being at greatest altitude or on
the meridian 2 : culminating : fully developed

CUl-mi-nate \'k3l-m3-.nat\ vb [ML culminatus, pp. of culminare, fr.

LL, to crown, fr. L culmin-, culmen top] vi \ oj a celestial body
; to reach its highest altitude; also : to be directly overhead
2 a : to rise to or form a summit b : to reach the highest or a cli-

mactic or decisive point ^ vt X io bring to a head or to the highest

cul-mi-na-tion \,k3l-ma-'na-shan\ n 1 : the action of culminating
2 : culminating position : summtt, climax syn see summit

CU-lotte \k(y)u-'lat\ n [F, breeches, fr. dim. of cu/ backside] : a di-
vided skirt; also X a garment having a divided skirt — often used in
pi.

cul-pa-bil-i-ty \.k3l-p3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the state of being culpable
CUl-pa-ble \'k3l-p3-bal\ adj [ME coupable, fr. MF, fr. L culpahilis,

fr. culpare to blame, fr. culpa guilt] 1 obs X guilty, criminal
2 : meriting condemnation or blame <--' negligence>_ syu see
blameworthy — cul-pa-ble-ness n — cul-pa^bly \-ble\ adv

CUl-prit \'k3!-prat, -,prit\ n [AF cul. (abbr. of culpable guilty) -f

prest, prit ready (i e. to prove it), fr, L praestus} 1 : one accused
of or arraigned for a crime 2 : one guilty of a crime or a fault

cult \'k3lt\ /I [ F & L; F culte, fr. L cultus care, adoration, fr. cuUus,
pp. of colere to cultivate — more at wheel] 1 : formal religious
veneration : worship 2 ; a system of rehgious beliefs and ritual;

also : its body of adherents 3 : a system for the cure of disease
based on dogma set forth by its promulgator 4 : great and esp.
faddish devotion; also X its object or adherents — cul-tic \'kal-tik\
adj — cult-ism \'kal-,tiz-3m\ n — cult-ist \'k3l-tsst\ n
CUltch or culch \'k3lch\ n [perh. fr. a F dial, form of F couche
couch] : material (as oyster shells) laid down on oyster grounds to
furnish points of attachment for the spat

cul>ti-gen \'kpl-t3-j3n\ n Icultivat&d + -gen} 1 : a cultivated or-
ganism (as maize) of a variety or species tor which a wild ancestor
is unknown 2 : cliltivar

cul-ti-va^bil-i-ty \,k3i-t3-vo-'biI-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being cultivable

cul-ti-va.ble \'kal-ta-va-b3l\ adj : capable of being cultivated

cul-ti-var \'ksl ts-.var, -,vefa)r, -,va(3)r\ n Iculiivated + variety]

; an organism of a kind originating and persistent under cultivation

cul-ti-vat-able \'k3l-t3-.vat-3-b3l\ adj : cultivable
CUl-ti-vate \'kal-t3-,vat\ vt [ML cultivatus, pp. of cultivare, fr.

cultivus cultivable, fr. L cultus. pp.] 1 : to prepare or prepare and
use for the raising of crops : till; specij : to loosen or break up the
soil about (growing plants) 2 a : to foster the growth of (-^

vegetables) b : culture 2a c : improve, refine (writers ^ style)

3 : further, encourage <~ the arts) 4 : to seek the society of
cul-ti-vat-ed adj x refined, educated (-^ speech)
CUl-ti-va-tion X.kal-ta-'va-shsnX n 1 : the act or art of cultivating;

specif : tillage 2 : culture, refinement
cul-ti-va-tor \'k3l-t3-,vat-3r\ n x one that cultivates; esp ; an im-
plement to loosen the soil while crops are
growing

cul-trate \'k3l-,trat\ also cul.trat-ed
\-9d\ adj [L cultraius knife-shaped, fr.

culfr-. culler knife, plowshare — more at
colter] : having a sharp edge and point
: knife-shaped

cul-tur-al \'k3lch-(a-)ral\ adj 1 : of or
relating to culture or culturing 2 : con-
cerned with the fostering of plant or
animal growth — cnl-tur-al-ly \-e\ adv
iCUl-ture \'k3l-ch5r\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
cultura, fr. cultus, pp] 1 : cultivation,
tillage 2 : the act of developing the
intellectual and moral faculties esp. by
education 3 X expert care and training
<beauty -^) 4 : enlightenment and
excellence of taste acquired by intellectual and aesthetic training

5 a : a particular stage of advancement in civiUzation b : the char-
acteristic features of such a stage or state c : behavior typical of a
group or class 6 ; cultivation of living material in prepared
nutrient media; also X a product of such cultivation

2cultiu"e vt cul-tnr>ing \'k3lch-(3-)rio\ 1 : cultivate 2 a : to
grow in a prepared medium b ; to start a culture from

CUl-tured \'k3l-ch3rd\ adj 1 : cultivated 2 : produced under
artificial conditions (--^ viruses) <--' pearls)

CUl-tus \'k3l-t3s\ « [L. adoration] ; cult
CUl-ver \'k3l-v3r, 'kuI-X n [ME, fr. OE culjer, fr. (assumed) VL
columhra, fr. L columbula, dim, of L columba dove] ; pigeon
CUl-yer-in \'k3l-V9-r3n\ n [ME. fr. MF couleuvrine, fr. couleuvre
snake, fr. L colubra} : an early firearm: a ; a rude musket b : a
long cannon of the 16th and 17th centuries

cul- vert \'k3l-v3rt\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a transverse drain
2 : a conduit for a culvert 3 : a bridge over a culvert

icum \(,)kiim, (.)k3m\ prep [L; akin to L com more at Co-]
: with : combined with : along with (served as an office-cum-den)
2cum X'kiim, 'k3m\ adj {or adv) l^cum} X including dividend (the -^

price of a stock)
icum-ber X'ksm-barX vt cum-ber-Ing \-b(3-)rio\ [ME cumbreni
1 obs a : DESTROY, defeat b : TROUBLE, HARASS 2 X tO bufdcn
needlessly ; clutter up
2cumber n ; something that cumbers; esp x hindrance
cum-ber-some X'ksm-bsr-samX adj 1 dial x burdensome, trouble-
some 2 : CLUMSY, UNWIELDY 3 X slow-moviug : lumbering —
syn see heavy — cum-ber-some-ly adv — cnm-ber-some*ness n
cum-brous \'k3m-b(,a-)r3s\ adj ; cumbersome syn see heavy —
cum-brous-ly adv — cum-brons-ness n
Cum-in \'k3m-3n\ n [ME, fr. OE cymen: akin to OHG kumJn cumin;
both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L cuminum, fr. Gk
kyminon, of Sera origin] ; a low plant (Cuminum cyminum) of the
carrot family long cultivated for its aromatic seeds

cultivator



cum laude 203 curfew
cnm lau>de \kum-laud-3, -e; ,k3m-'16d-e\ adv (or adj) [NL, with
praise] : with academic distinction (graduated cum laude)

cum-mer-bund \'k3m-ar-.b9nd\ n [Hindi kamarband, it. Per, fr.

kamar waist + band'\ : a broad sash worn as a waistband
cumquat var oj kumquat
cum.Shaw \'k3m-,sh6\ n [Chin (Amoy) kam sia grateful thanks (a

phrase used by beggars)] : present, gratuity, tip

Climul- or cumuli- or cumulo- comb form [NL, fr. L cumulus^
; cumulus and <cwm«/ocirrus>

CU<mu*late \'kyu-my3-,lat\ \b [L cumulafus, pp. of curnulare, fr.

cumulus mass] : accumulate — cu<mu>late X-Iat, -,lat\ adj — cu-
mu-la'tion \,kvii-mya-'la-shan\ n
cu-mu.la-tive X'kyli-mys-lat-iv, -,Iat-\ adj 1 : increasing by suc-
cessive additions 2 a : tending to prove the same point <'-- evi-

dence) b : additional rather than repeated <~ legacy) 3 a : tak-
ing effect upon completion of another sentence <'--' sentence)
b : incieasing in severity with repetition of the offense <~ penalty)
4 : to be added if not paid when due to the next or a future payment
i-^ dividends) 5 : formed by the addition of new material of the
same kind i-^ book index) — cu-mu-la-tiveoly adv — cu*mu>Ia-
tive-ness n

cu.mu.lo.cir-rus \,kyU-my3-lo-'sir-3s\ n [NL] : a small cumulus
cloud at a high altitude having the white delicacy of the cirrus

CU.mU'lo.nini'bus \-'nim-b3s\ n [NL] : a cumulus cloud often
spread out in the shape of an anvil extending to great heights

CU>mu>!o*stra.tus \-'strat-ss, -'strat-\ n [NL] ; a cumulus whose
base extends horizontally as a stratus cloud
cu>mu-lous \'kyu-my3-l3S\ adj : resembling cumulus
CU'mU'Ius \-bs\ n.pl cu-mu'li \-.li, -,le\ [L] 1 : heap, accumu-
lation 2 [NL, fr. L] : a massy cloud form having a flat base and
rounded outlines often piled up like a mountain

Cunc>ta>tion \,k3o(k)-'ta-sh9n\ n [L cunclaiion-, cunctatio, fr.

pp.

,\ adj tprob. fr. F
3 -iform] 1 : having

wedge-shaped

having tuyeres and tapping spouts near the bottom
cup.ping n : an operation of drawing blood to or from the surface
of the body by use of a glass vessel evacuated by heat
CUp.py \'k9p-e\ (yij 1 : resembling a cup 2 : full of small holes
cu.pre.ous \'k(y)U-pre-as\ adj [LL cupreus, fr. cuprum] ; contain-
ing or resembling copper : coppery
CU'pric \-prik\ adj [LL cuprum} : of, relating to, or containing
bivalent copper

CU-prite \-.prTt\ n [G kupril, fr. LL cuprum] : a mineral CuaO
consisting of copper oxide and constituting an ore of copper
CU'prous \-pras\ adj [LL cuprum] ; of, relating to, or containing
univalent copper

CU.pu.late \'kyu-py5-,lat, -l3t\ also cu.pu.lar \-lar\ adj : shaped
like or having or bearing a cupule

cu.pule \*kyu-(,)pyu(3)l\ n [NL cupula, fr. LL, dim. of L cupa tub— more at cup] : a cup-shaped involucre characteristic of the oak
in which the bracts are indurated and coherent

cur \'kar\ n [ME, short for curdogge, fr. (assumed) ME curren to
growl •}- ME dogge dog; akin to OE cran crane] 1 : a mongrel
or inferior dog 2 : an objectionable often surly or cowardly
fellow

cux-abil-i-ty \,kyiir-a-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quaUty or state of being
curable
cur-able \'kyur-9-b3l\ adj ; capable of being cured — cur>able-
ness n — cur. ably \-ble\ adv

cu.ra.gao \,k(y)ur-3-'sau, -'so\ also cu-ra-goa \-'soC-3)\ n [D
Curasao, fr. Curacao, island in Netherlands Antilles] : a liqueur
flavored with the dried peel of the sour orange

cu.ra.cy \'kyur-3-se\ n ; the office or term of office of a curate
cu.ra.re or cu-ra.ri \k(y)u-'rar-e\ n [Pg & Sp curare, fr. Carib
kurari] I a dried aqueous extract esp. of a vine (as Strychnos
toxijera of the family Loganiaceae) used in arrow poisons by So.
American Indians andjn medicine to produce muscular relaxation

cu.ra.rine \-'i^r-3n, -,en\ n : any of several alkaloids from curare
cu-ra.ri-za.tion \k(y^ii-.rar-9-'za-sh3n\ n : treatment with curare;
also : the resulting state — cu.ra.rize \kyu-'rar-,Tz\ vt

cu-ras-sow \'kyur-3-,s6\ n [alter, of Curasao] : any of several
large arboreal game birds (esp. genus Crax) of So. and Central
America related to the domestic fowls

CU.rate \'kyur-3t\ n [ME. fr. ML curatus, fr. cura cure of souls,
fr. L, care] 1 : a clergyman in charge of a parish 2 ; a clergyman
who assists a rector or vicar

cu-ra-tive \'kyur-3t-iv\ adj : relating to or used in the cure of
diseases — cu.ra-tive.ly adv

CU.ra-tor \kyu-'rat-3r, 'kyur-.at-, 'kyur-st-\ n : one that has the
care and superintendence of something; esp ; one in charge of a
museum, zoo, or other place of exhibit — cu.ra.to.ri.al \,kyur-3-
't6r-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj— cu-ra. tor-ship n

iciirb \'karb\ n, ojten attrib [MF courbe curve, curved piece of
wood or iron, fr. courbe curved, fr. L curvus] 1 : a chain or strap
on the upper part of the branches of a bit used to restrain a horse
2 : an enclosing frame, border, or edging 3 ; check, restraint
4 ; a raised edge or margin to strengthen or confine 5 : an edging
built along a street to form part of a gutter 6 [fr. the fact that it

orig. transacted its business on the street] : a market for trading in
securities not listed on a stock exchange
3curb vt ; to control or furnish with a curb syn see restrain
curb.ing \'k3r-bio\ n 1 ; the material for a curb 2 : curb
curb roof n ; a roof with a ridge at the center and a double slope
on each of its two sides
curb.stone yksrb-.stonX n : a stone set along a margin as a limit
and protection
curch X'ksrchX n [ME] Scoj ; kerchief 1

cur.cU'lio \(,)k3r-'kyU-le-,o\ n [L. grain weevil] ; any of various
weevils; esp % one that injures fruit

CUr.CU.ma \'kar-kya-m3\ n [N L, genus name, fr. Ar kurkum
saffron] : any of a genus {Curcuma) of Old World tropical herbs
of the ginger family with tuberous roots that includes the turmeric
icurd \'k3rd\ n [ME] 1 : the thick casein-rich part of coagu-
lated milk 2 : something resembling the curd of milk

2curd vb : coagulate, curdle
cur. die \'k3rd-'l\ vb cur-dling X'kard-lio, -'l-io\ [freq. of ^cwrrf]

vt 1 : to cause curds to form in 2 : spoil, sour '^ vi 1 : to
form curds : coagulate 2 : to go bad or wrong : spoil
curdy \'k3rd-e\ adj : resembling or coagulating into curds
icure \'kyuO)r\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. ML & L; ML cura. cure of
souls, fr. L, care] 1 a : spiritual charge ; care b ; pastoral charge
of a parish 2a: recovery or relief from a disease b : an agency
that cures a disease c ; a course or period of treatment d : spa
3 : a process or method of curing — cure-less \-l3s\ adj

2cure vt 1 a ; to restore to health, soundness, or normality b : to
bring about recovery from 2 a ; rectify, remedy b : to free
from something objectionable or harmful 3 : to prepare by chemi-
cal or physical processing for keeping or use '^ vi 1 ; to undergo
a curing process 2 : to effect a cure — cur.er \'kyur-3r\ n
syn HEAL, remedy, cure implies restoration to health after

disease; heal may also apply to this but commonly suggests
restoring to soundness after a wound or sore; remedy suggests
correction or relief of a morbid or evil condition often without
implying permanence or completeness of effect

3cu.re \kyu-'ra, 'kyu(3)r-,a\ n [F, fr. cure cure of souls — more at
curate] ; a parish priest

cure-all \'kyu(3)r-.6l\ n : a remedy for all ills ; panacea
cu-ret-tage \kyu-'ret-ij, ,kyur-3-'tazh\ n : surgical scraping or
cleaning by means of a curette
iCU-rette or CU-ret \kyu-'ret\ n [F curette, fr. curer to cure, fr. L
curare, fr. cura] : a scoop, loop, or ring used in performing curettage

2curette or curet vt cu-retl-ed; cu-rett-ing : to perform curettage
on — cu..rette.ment \-m3nt\ n

cur.few \'k3r-(.lfyu\ n [ME, fr. MF covrejeu, signal given to
bank the hearth fire, curfew, fr. covrir to cover -H jeu fire, fr. L
jocus hearth] 1 ; a regulation enjoining withdrawal of usu. spec-
ified persons from the streets or the closing of business establish-
ments or places of assembly at a stated hour 2 a : the sounding
of a bell or other signal to announce the beginning of a time of
curfew b : the signal used 3 : the hour at which a curfew be-
comes effective or the period during which it is in effect
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wavers] ; delay
'ksqfk'i-tst-X adj

CU.ne-ate \'kyii-ne-,at, -at\ adj [L cuneatus, fr. cuneus wedge; akin
to Skt sula spear] : narrowly triangular with the acute angle
towarcf the base <a ^ leaf) — cu.ncate.ly adv

cu.ne.at-ic \,kyii-ne-'at-ik\ adj ; cuneiform
icu.ne-i.lorm \kyu-'ne-a-,f6rm, 'kyii-n(e-)3-

cuneijorme, fr. MF, fr. L cuneus + MF -ijorn
the shape of a wedge 2 : composed of
characters <'^ alphabet)
^cuneitorm n l : cuneiform writing
2 : a cuneiform part; specij ; a
cuneiform bone or cartilage
cun.ner \'k3n-3r\ n [origin un-
known] : either of two wrasses:
a : an English wras.se (Crenilabrus
melops) b : a wrasse {Tautogotabrus
adspersus) abundant on the New
England shore

cun.ni.lin.gus \,k3n-i-'hr)-g3s\ or
cun-ni-linc'tus \-'lio(k)-tas\ n
[cunnilingus, NL, fr. L, one who
licks the vulva, fr. cunmts vulva +

• Ungere to lick; cunnilinctus, N L, fr. cuneiform 1

L cunnus + linctus. act oi licking,

fr. linctus, pp. of Ungere] : oral stimulation of the vulva or clitoris

icun.ning \'k3n-io\ adj [ME, fr. prp. of can know] 1 : exhibiting
skill 2 : crafty, artful 3 : prettily appealing : cute syn see
clever, sly — cun.ning'Iy \-ir)-le\ adv — cun-ning-ness n
'cunning n 1 obs : knowledge, learning; esp : magic art

2 : SKILL, dexterity 3 : SLYNESS, CRAFT SyU SeC ART
iCUp \'k3p\ n [ME cuppe, fr. OE; akin to OHG kopf cup; both fr. a
prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. LL cuppa cup, alter, of L
cupa tub; akin to OE hyj hive] 1 ; an open bowl-shaped drinking
vessel 2a: the beverage or food contained in a cup b : the con-
secrated wine of the Communion 3 : something that falls to one's
lot 4 : an ornamental cup offered as a prize 5 a : something
resembUng a cup b : a cup-shaped plant organ 6 : a usu. iced
beverage resembling punch but served from a pitcher rather than a
bowl 7 : CUPFUL 8 : a food served in a cup-shaped usu. footed
vessel (fruit '^> — cup-Iibe Vkap-.HltX adj — in one's cups
: DRUNK

2cup vt cupped; cup.ping 1 ; to treat by cupping 2 a : to curve
into the shape of a cup b : to place in a cup — cup.per n

cup.bear-er \-,bar-3r, -,ber-\ « : one who has the duty of filling and
handing cups of wine
cup'board yi^^ab-srdX n ; a closet with shelves for cups, dishes, or
food; also : any small closet

cup-cake \'k3p-,kak\ n : a small cake baked in a cuplike mold
'CU.pel \kyu-'pel, 'kyU-p3l\ n [F coupelle, dim. of coupe cup, fr. LL
cuppa] : a small shallow porous cup esp. of bone ash used in assay-
ing to separate precious metals from lead

2cupel vt cu.pelled or cu-peled; cU'pel.ling or cu.pel.ing : to
refine by means of a cupel — CU'pel>ler or cu-pel-er Xkyii-'pel-ar,
'kyu-p9-l3r\ n

CU.pel.la*tion \,kyii-p9-*la-sh3n, -,pe-\ n : refinement (as of gold or
silver"} in a cupel by exposure to high temperature in a blast of air
by which the lead, copper, tin, and other unwanted metals are
oxidized and partly sink into the porous cupel

CUp.Iul \'k3p-,ful\ n, pi cup.fuls \-.fijlz\ or cups.lul \'k3ps-.ful\
1 : as much as a cup will hold 2 : a half pint : eight ounces

cup-hold.er \'k3p-,hol-d3r\ n : a sports contestant successful in the
latest trial for a cup
Gu.pid \'kyij-pad\ n [L Cupido] 1 : the god of love in Roman
mythology 2 not cap : a winged naked infantile figure representing
Cupid often with a bow and arrov*'

CU.pid-i.ty \kyu-'pid-3t-e\ n [ME cupidite, fr. MF cupidite, fr. L
cupiditat-, cupiditas — more at covet] 1 archaic ; strong desire
; LUST 2 : inordinate desire for wealth : avarice, greed

Cupid's bow n : the classical form of bow
CU.pO'la \'kyii-p3-l3, -,lo\ n [It, fr. L cupula, dim. of cupa tub]
1 a : a rounded vault resting on a circular or other base and forming
a roof or a ceiling b : a small structure built on top of a roof
2 : a vertical cylindrical furnace for melting iron in the foundry
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Ca>na \'k(y)ur^-3\ n. ;jr CU'Tl.ae \Tcyur-e-,5, TcCir-e-.TX [L, fr. ct)-

+ vtr man — more at man] 1 ; a division of the ancient Roman
people comprising several gentes of a tribe 2 a : the court of a
medieval king b : a court of justice 3 often cap : the body of
congregations, tribunals, and offices through which the pope gov-
erns the Roman Catholic Church — cu>ri-al \'kyur-e-3l\ adj

CU.rie \'kyu(a)r-(.)e, kyu-*re\ n [Mme. Marie Curie tl934 Pol-F
chemist] : a unit quantity of any radioactive nuclide in which
3.7 X lO'o disintegrations occur per second

Cu-rie point \kyu-,re-, ,kyur-c-\ n [Pierre Curie tl906 F chemist]
1 : the temperature at which there is a transition between the ferro-
magnetic and paramagnetic phases 2 : a temperature at which
the anomalies Jhat characterize a ferroelectric substance disappear

CU*rio \'kyiir-e-,6\ n [short for curlosityl ; something arousing
interest as being novel, rare, or bizarre ; curiosity

CU-ri-O-sa \,kyur-e-'o-s3, -'o-zaX n pi [NL, fr. L, neut. pi. of
curiosusl : CURIOSITIES, RARITIES; esp : strange or unusual books

CU-ri-os-i-ty \,kyur-e-'as-3t-e, -'as-te\ n 1 ; desire to know:
a archaic t a blamable desire to seek knowledge (as of sacred
matters) h ; nosiness c : interest leading to inquiry 2 archaic
a ; careful workmanship b : undue nicety or fastidiousness
3a: one that arouses interest esp. for uncommon or exotic char-
acteristics b ; an unusual knickknack c : a curious trait or aspect

CU-ri-OUS \'kyur-e-as\ adj [ME, fr. MF curios, fr. L curiosus careful,
inquisitive, fr. cura cure] 1 a archaic l made carefully b obs
: ABSTRUSE c archaic ; precisely accurate 2a; marked by desire
to investigate and learn b ; marked by inquisitiveness about others'
concerns : prying 3 : exciting attention "as strange or novel : odd— cu-ri'ous'ly adv — cu'ri-ous-ness n
syn INQUISITIVE, PRYTNG; CURIOUS always implies an eager desire

to learn and may or may not suggest objectionable intrusiveness
or officiousness; rNQUTsmvE implies habitual impertinent curiosity
usu. about things secret or unrevealed; prying implies officious or
busy meddling esp. in personal affairs

cuprite \'kyu(3)r-,it\ n [F, fr. Pierre Curiel : a radioactive mineral
2Pb0.5U03.4H;0 found in orange acicular crystals

CU-ri-lun \"kyur-e-?m\ n [NL, fr. Marie& Pierre Curie"] : a metallic
radioactive trivalent element artificially produced — see element
table

icurl \'k3r(-3ll\ vb [ME curlen, fr. crul curly, prob. fr. MD; akin to
OHG krol curly, OE cradol cradle] vf 1 : to form into coils or
ringlets 2 : to form into a curved shape : twist 3 : to furnish with
curls '^ vi 1 a : to grow in coils or spirals b ; to form ripples or
crinkles 2 : to move or progress in curves or spirals 3 ; tv/ist,

CONTORT 4 : to play the game of curling
Sciirl n 1 : a lock of hair that coils : ringlet 2 : something having
a spiral or winding form : coil 3 : the action of curling : the state
of being curled 4 : an abnormal rolling or curling of leaves
5 ; a curved or spiral marking in the grain of wood 6 : tendril

curl.er \'k3r-l3r\ n 1 : one that curls 2 : a plavcr of curhng
cur-lew \'k9ri-(.)(y)u\ n, pi curlews or curlew [ME, fr. MF
corlieu, of imit origin] ; any of various largely brownish chiefly
migratory birds (esp. genus Numenius) related to the woodcocks
but distinguished bv long legs and a long slender down-curved bill

icurli-cue also curly.cue \'k3r-li-,kyii\ n Icurly + cue (a braid of
hair)] : a fancifully curved or spiral figure

2cuilicue vi : to form curhcues ~ vr : to decorate with curlicues
CUrl-i.ness \'kar-le-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being curly
curl-ing n : a game in which two teams of four men each shde curling
stones over a stretch of ice toward a target circle

curling iron n : a rod-shaped usu. metal instrument which can be
wave a lock of hair wound around it

; an ellipsoid stone or occas.
1 a gooseneck handle for delivery

in the game of curling
curl-pa-per \'kor(-a)l-,pa-p3r\ n : a strip or piece
of paper around which a lock of hair is wound for
curling
curly \'k3r-le\ ad] 1 : tending to curl; also I hav-
ing curls 2 : having fibers that undulate without
crossing <-- maple)
curly-coat.ed retriever \,k3r-le-,kot-ad-\ n : any
of a breed of sporting dogs with a short curly coat
CUr-mud-geon \(,)k3r-'m3j-3n\ n [origin unknown] 1 archaic

: a grasping avaricious man ; miser 2 : an irascible often old man— cur*mud.geon'ly adj
cum \'k3m\ or cur-ran \'ks-r3n\ n [ME cum; akin to ME corn]
1 Scot : GRAIN 2 Scot : a small number ; few

CUrr \'k3r\ vi [imit] : to make a murmuring sound (as of doves)
cur.ragU or cur-rach \'k3-r3(fe)\ n [ScGael curach & IrGael
currach; akin to Mir curach coracle] 1 Irish I marshy wasteland
2 Irish & Scot : coracle

CUr.rant X'kar-snt, *k9-r3nt\ n, often attrib [ME raison of Coraunte,
Ut., raisin of Corinth] 1 : a small seedless raisin grown chiefly in
the Levant 2 : the acid edible fruit of several shrubs (genus
Ribes) of tlie saxifrage family; also : a plant bearing currants

Cur-ren.cy N'kar-sn-se, *k3-r3n-\ n, often attrib \ a ; circulation as
a medium of exchange b : general use or acceptance 2 a : some-
thing that is in circulation as a medium of exchange including coin,
government notes, and bank notes b : paper money in circulation

ICUT-rent X'ksr-ant, 'ka-r3nt\ adj [ME curraunt. fr. OF curant, prp
of courre to run, fr. L currerel 1 a archaic ; running, FLOWmo
b (1) : presently elapsing (2) : occurring in or belonging to the
present time (3) : most recent (-^ issue) 2 t used as a medium of
exchange 3 : generally accepted, used, or practiced syn see
PREVAILING — cur-rent'ly adv — cur-rent-ness n

2current n 1 a : the part of a fluid body moving continuously in a
certain direction b : the swiftest part of a stream c ; a tidal or
nontidal movement of lake or ocean water d ; flow marked by
force or strength 2 : flux of forces ; trend 3 ; a movement of
electricity analogous to the flow of a stream of water; also : the
rate of such movement syn see tendency

current assets n pi : assets of a shori-term nature
cur.ri.cle X'ksr-i-kal, 'ka-ri-\ n [L curriculum running, chariot] : a
2-wheeled chaise usu. drawn by two horses

CUr>riC<U<lar \ka-'rik-ya-lar\ adj : of or relating to a curriculum
cur>ric*u*lum \-i3m\ n, pi cur.ricu.la \-la\ also curriculums
[NL, fr. L, running, fr. currerel 1 : the courses offered by an
educational institution or one of its branches 2 ; a set of courses
CUT.ricu.lum vi.tae Vka-.rik-a-lam-'we-.tl, -y3-lsm-'vlt-e\ n

heated to curl i

curling stone
piece of i

curling stone

[L, course of (one's) life] ; a short account of one's career and
qualifications prepared typically by an applicant for a position

cur.ri.er X'kar-e-sr, 'ka-re-X n [ME corier, fr. MF, fr. L coriarius,
fr, corium leather — more at cuirass] : one that curries

CUT-ri.ery X'ksr-e-a-re, Tia-re-X n 1 : the trade of a currier of
leather 2 ; a place where currying is done
CUr-rish X'ksr-ishX adj ; resembling a cur ; mongrel: also : ignoble
iCUr.ry \'kar-«, "ks-reX vt [ME currayen, fr. OF correer to prepare,
curry, fr. (assumed) VL conredare, fr. L com- + a base of Gmc
origin] 1 : to dress the coat of with a currycomb 2 ; to treat
(tanned leather) esp. by incorporating oil or grease 3 ; beat,
THRASH — curry la-vor X-'fa-vsrX [ME currayen favel to curry
a chestnut horse] : to seek to gain favor by flattery or attentions
icur-ry also cur.rie X'kar-e, 'ka-reX n [ Tamil-Malayalam kaci'i
1 : curry POWDER 2 : a food seasoned with curry powder
3curry v/ : to flavor or cook with curry
Ciir«ry.Comb \-,komX n : a comb made of rows of metallic teeth
or serrated ridges and used esp. to curry horses — cnrrycomb vt

Curry powder n : a condiment consisting of ground spices
1 curse X'karsX n [ME curs, fr. OE] 1 : a prayer or invocation for
harm or injury to come upon one : imprecation 2 ; something
that is cursed or accursed 3 : evil that comes as if in response to
imprecation or as retribution 4 : the cause of great harm or
misfortune : torment
scurse vf 1 a : to call upon divine or supernatural power to send
injury upon b : execrate 2 : to use profanely insolent language
against : blaspheme 3 : to bring great evil upon ; afflict ^ vi
: to utter imprecations : swear syn see execrate

cursed X'kar-sad', 'karstX also curst X'karstX adj : being under or
deserving a curse — cursed-ly adv — cursed*ness n
icur-sive X'ksr-sivX adj [F or ML; F, fr. ML cursivus, lit., running,
fr. L cursus, pp. of currere to run] : running, coursing: as a of
writing : flowing often with the strokes of successive characters
joined and the angles rounded b : having a flowing, easy, im-
promptu character — cur-sive-ly adv — cur^sive-ness n

2cursive n 1 ; a manuscript written in cursive writing 2 : a style
of printed letter imitating handwriting

CUT'SO.ri.al X.ksr-'sor-e-al, -'s6r-X adj ; adapted to running
cur-so-ri-ly X'ksrs-(3-)r3-leX adv : in a cursory manner
cur-so-ri.ness X-(3-)re-nasX n ; the quality of being cursory
CUr.SO-ry X'k3rs-(3-)reX adj [LL cursorius of running, fr. L cursus
running, fr. cursus, pp.] : rapidly often superficially performed
: hasty syn see slterficial

curt X'kartX adj [L curius shortened] 1 a : sparing of words ; terse
b ; marked by rude or peremptory shortness : brusque 2 archaic
; shortened syn see bluff — curt«ly adv — curt-ness n

cur. tail X(,lkar-'ta(3)lX vt [alter, of curtal to make a curtal of, fr.

curial, n.] ; to cutoff the end or any part of syn see shorten— cnr.tail.er X-'ta-larX n — cui-tail-ment X-'ta(3)l-m.antX n
icur.tain X'kart-=nX n [ME curtine, fr. OF, fr. LL cortina, fr. L
cohort; cohors enclosure, court] 1 ; a hanging screen usu. capable
of being drawn back or up; esp ; window drapery 2 : a device or
agency that conceals or acts as a barrier 3 a : the part of a bas-
tioned front that connects two neighboring bastions b (1) : a
similar stretch of plain wall (2) : a nonbearing exterior wall
4 a ; the screen separating the stage from the auditorium of a
theater b : the ascent of the curtain at the beginning of a play or
its descent at the end of a scene or act c : the final situation or
line of an act or the closing scene of a play dp/: end; esp : death

2curtain vt cur-lain-ing X'kart-nio, -'n-ioX 1 : to furnish with
curtains 2 : to veil or shut off with a curtain
curtain call n : a round of applause at an intermission or final
curtain that brings a performer back to the stage
curtain lecture n : a private lecture by a wife to her husband
curtain raiser « 1 ; a short play usu. of one scene with few charac-
ters used to open a performance 2 : a usu. short preliminary
icur.tal X'ksrt-nx n, archaic : an animal with a docked tail

acurtal adj IMF courtault, fr. court short, fr. L curtus"] 1 obs ; hav-
ing a docked tail 2 obs ; curtailed 3 archaic % wearing a short
frock <a '^ friar)

cur.tal as or cur.tle ax X'ksrt-n-X n [modif. of MF coutelasl
: cutlass

CUr.ti.lage X'kart-'l-iJX n [ME. fr. OF cortHlage, fr. cortil court-
yard, fr. cort court] : a yard within the fence surrounding a house
icurt.sy or curt.sey X'ksrt-seX n. pi curtsies or curtseys [alter,

of courtesy} ; an act of civility, respect, or reverence made mainly
by women and marked by a slight dropping of the body with bend-
ing of the knees

acurtsy or curtsey vi curt'Sied'or curt'Seyed; curt.sy*ing or
curt'Sey'ing : to make a curtsy

CU-ruIe X'kyii(3)r-,iilX adj [L currulis of a chariot, fr. currus
chariot, fr. currere to run] 1 ; of or relating to a seat reserved in
ancient Rome for the use of the highest dignitaries and usu. made like

a campstool with curved legs 2 ; privileged to sit in a curule chair
cur-va«ceous also cur.va«cious X.kar-'va-shasX adj : having a well*
proportioned feminine figure marked by pronounced curves

cur-va-ture X*kar-v3-,chu(3)r, -char, -,t(y)u(3)rX n 1 : the act of
curving ; the state of being curved 2 : a measure or amount of
curving; specif ; the rate of change of the angle through which the
tangent to a curve turns in moving along the curve 3 a : an ab-
normal curving b ; a curved surface of an organ
icurve X'karvX adj [L curvus curved] archaic l curved
2curve vb [L curvare, fr. curvusi vi : to have or take a turn, change,
or deviation from a straight line without sharp breaks or angularity
'^ vr ; to cause to curve : bend
syn curve, bend, turn, twist mean to swerve or cause to swerve

from a straight line, curve implies following or producing a line

suggesting the arc of a circle or ellipse; bend suggests a yielding
to force and usu. implies a distoriion from normal or desirable
straightness; turn implies change of direction essentially by rota-

tion and not usu. as a result of force; twist imphes the influence
of irresistible force having a spiral effect throughout the object or
course involved
3curve rt 1 : a curving line or surface ; bend 2 : something curved:
as a ; a curving line of the human body b pi i parentheses
3 a : a ball thrown so that it swerves from its normal course
b : trick, deception 4 a ; a line representing graphically a varia-

ble affected by conditions b : a graphic indication of development
or progress 6 a : a line that may be precisely defined by an equa-
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tlon In such a way that the coordinates of its points are functions
of a single independent variable or parameter 1) (1) : the inter-

section of two geometrical surfaces (2) ; the path of a moving
point
Icur-vet \(,)k3r-'vet\ n [It corvetta, fr. MF courhette, fr. courber to
curve, fr. L curvarel ; a prancing leap of a horse in which first

the forelegs and then the hind arc raised so that for an instant all

the legs are in the air

acurvet vi cnr-vet-ted or cur-vet»ed; cur-vet-ting or cur-vet-lng
; to make a curvet; also : prance, caper

Cur.Vi.lin.ear X.ksr-va-'lin-e-arX or CUT-vi.lin.eal \-e-ol\ adj [L
curvus + linea line] 1 I consisting of or bounded or represented
by a curved line 2 : marked by flowing tracery <'-« Gothic)— cur'Vi>Un«ear.i'ty \-,Un-e-'ar-3t-e\ n — cur-vi'liu-ear-ly adv

CU-sec \'kyU-,sek\ n [cubic foot per second] ; a volumetric unit of
flow equal to a cubic foot per second

CUSll.at \'k9sh-3t, 'kush-\ n [ME cowschote, fr. OE cuscotel chiefly

Scot : RINGDOVE 1

CU>Shaw Xkii-'sho, 'kii-A n [perh. of Algonqulan origin] ; winter
CROOKNECK

Cnsh>i*ly \'kush-3-le\ adv : in a cushy manner
Cusll.ing's aisease \'kush-ioz-\ n [Harvey Cusfiing tl939 Am
surgeon] : a disease characterized by obesity and muscular weak-
ness associated with adrenal or pituitary dysfunction
lCUSh>ion \'kush-9n\ n, ojten attrib [ME cusshin, fr. MF coissin, fr.

(assumed) VL coxinus, fr. L coxa hip — more at coxa] 1 : a soft
pillow or pad to rest on or against 2 : a bodily part resembling a
pad 3 : something resembling a cushion: as a ; pillow 3 I)

: RAT 3 c : a pad of springy rubber along the inside of the rim of
a biUiard table d : the head of a drill brace e : a padded insert

In a shoe f : a strip of soft resilient rubber between the breaker
and carcass of a pneumatic tire g ; an artificial pool provided to

absorb the kinetic energy of falling water and so prevent erosion
li : an elastic body for reducing shock i : a mat laid under a
large rug to ease the effect of wear 4 : something serving to miti-

gate the effects of disturbances or disorders: as a : a factor that
lessens adverse developments In the economy bra medical
procedure or drug that eases a patient's discomfort
acushion vt cush-ionang \-(3-)mD\ 1 : to seat or place on a
cushion 2 : to suppress by ignoring 3 : to furnish with a cushion
4 a : to mitigate the effects o( b : to protect against force or shock
6 : to check gradually so as to minimize shock of moving parts

CUSH.it'ic \,k9sh-'it-ik. kush-\ n iCush (Kush), ancient country in
the Nile valley] : a subfamily of the Afro-Asiatic language family
comprising various languages spoken in East Africa and esp. in
Ethiopia and Somaliland — Gushitic adj
cushy \'kush-e\ adj [Hindi khrush pleasant, fr. Per khush} : easy
CUSk \'kssk\ n, pi cusk or cusks [prob. alter, of tusk (a kind of
codfish)] 1 : a large edible marine fish {Brosme brosme) related
to the cod 2 : the New World burbot
cusp \'k9sp\ n [L cuspis point] ; point, apex: as a : either horn
of a crescent moon h ; a fixed point on a m-athematical curve at

which a point tracing the curve would exactly reverse its direction

of motion c : a pointed projection formed by or arising from the
intersection of two arcs or foils d '(1) : a point on the grinding
surface of a tooth (2) : a fold or flap of a cardiac valve — CUS-
pate \'k3s-,pat, -p3t\ also cus.pat-ed \-.pat-3d\ adj
CUS.pid \'k3s-p3d\ n [back-formation fr. bicuspid] : a canine tooth
cus.pi-date \'kss-p3-.dat\ or cus-pi-dat-ed \-,dat-ad\ adj [L
cuspidaius, pp. of cuspidare to make pointed, fr. cuspid-, cuspis
point] : having a cusp : terminating in a point <a -^ leaf)

CUS>pi<da>tlon \,k3s-p3-'da-sh3n\ n : decoration with cusps
CUS-pi-dor \'k3s-p3-,d6(3)r, -,d5(a)r\ n [Pg cuspidouro place for
spitting, fr. cuspir to spit, fr. L conspuere, fr. com- + spuere to spit
— more at spew] ; spittoon
ICUSS \'k?s\ n [alter, of curse"] 1 : curse 2 : fellow
3CUSS vb I CURSE — cuss>er n
cuss>ed \'k3s-ad\ adj : cursed — cuss>ed>ly adv
cnss>ed*±iess \-nas\ n : disposition to perversity : obstinacy
CUS>tard X'kas-tsrdV n [ME. a kind of pie] ; a sweetened mixture
of milk and eggs baked, boiled, or frozen
custard apple n 1 a : any of several chiefly tropical American
soft-fleshed edible fruits b : any of a genus (Annona of the family
Annonaceae, the custard-apple family) of trees or shrubs bearing
this fruit; esp : a small West Indian tree (A. reticulata) 2 ; papaw 2

CUS*tO>di>al \,k3-'stod-e-al\ adj : relating to guardianship
CUS-to-dl-au \,k3-'stod-e-3n\ n ; one that guards and protects or
maintains; esp : one entrusted with guarding and keeping prop-
erty or records or with custody or guardianship of prisoners or
inmates — cuS'to.di-an.shlp \-,ship\ n

CUS*tO>dy \'kas-t3d-e\ n [ME custodie, fr. L custodia guarding, fr.

custod-, cusios guardian] : immediate charge and control exercised
by a person or an authority (as over a ward)
ICUS-tom \'k9s-t9m\ n [ME custume, fr. OF, fr. L consuetudin-,
consuetudo, fr. consuetus, pp. of consuescere to accustom, fr. com-
-t- suescere to accustom; akin to suus one's own — more at suicide]
1 a : a usage or practice common to many or to a particular place
or class or habitual with an individual h : long-established
practice considered as unwritten law c : repeated practice d : the
whole body of usages, practices, or conventions that regulate
social life 2 p/ a ; duties, tolls, or imposts imposed by the sovereign
law of a country on imports or exF>orts b usu sing in constr ; the
agency, establishment, or procedure for collecting such customs
3 a : business patronage b : customers syn see HABrr
acustom adj 1 : made or performed according to personal order
2 ; specializing in custom work or operation
CUS-tom-ahle \-ta-m3-b3l\ adj, archaic : subject to customs
CUS.tom-ar^i.ly \,k3s-ta-*mer-3-le\ adv : by custom
CU5>tom>ar<i'ne5S \'k3s-t3-,mer-e-nas\ n : the quaUty or state of
being customary
CUS.tom-ary \'k3s-ta-,mer-e\ arf/ 1 a : holding or held by custom
<j^ tenants) b : based on or established by custom 2 : commonly
practiced, used, or observed ; HABrruAL syn see usual
CUS-tom-built \,kas-t3m-'bilt\ adj : built to individual order
CUS-tom-er X'kas-ta-marN n [ME custumer, fr. custume} 1 a : one
that purchases a commodity or service usu. systematically or fre-
quently b ; one that patronizes or uses services (as of a restaurant)

2 : an often strange or unusual Individual <a queer ~>
cus-tom.house \'k3s-t3m-,haiis\ also cus.toms.house \-t3mz-\ n

; a building where customs and duties are paid or collected and
where vessels are entered and cleared

cus>tom<ize X'kas-to-.mlzX vt : to build, fit, or alter according to
individual specifications
CUS.fom-made \,kas-t3m-'mad\ adj ; made to individual order
icut \'kat\ vb cut; cut-ting [ME cutten] vt 1 a : to penetrate with
or as if with an edged instrument b : to hurt the feelings of
C ; to strike sharply with a cutting effect d ; to strike (a ball) with
a glancing blow imparting a reverse spin 2 a : trim, pare b : to
shorten by omissions c : dissolve, dilute d ; to reduce in amount
3 a : MOW, reap b (1) : to divide into parts with an edged tool
(2) : fell, hew c : to separate from an organization ; detach
d : to change the direction of sharply 4 a : to divide into segments
b : INTERSECT, CROSS c : break, interrupt d (1) : to divide (a
deck of cards) into two portions (2) ; to draw (a card) from the
deck e ; to divide into shares : sPLrr 6a; stop, cease h : to
refuse to recognize (an acquaintance) : ostracize c : to absent
oneself from (as a clas's) d : to stop (a motor) by opening a switch
e ; to terminate the photographing of (a motion-picture scene)
6 a : to make by or as if by cutting: as (1) : carve (2) : to shape
by grinding (3) : engrave (4) ; to shear or hollow out b : to
record sounds (as speech or music) on (a phonograph record)
c : to type on a stencil 7 a ; execute, perform b ; to give the
appearance or impression of <-« a fine figure) ^ vi 1 a : to func-
tion as or as if as an edged tool b : to admit of being cut c ; to
perform the operation ofdividing, severing, incising, or intersecting
d ; to pierce through incisively e : to make a stroke with a whip,
sword, or other weapon 1 ; to wound feelings or sensibilities

g : to cause constriction or chafing h : to be of effect, influence,
or significance 2 a (1) : to divide a pack of cards esp. in order to
decide the deal or settle a bet (2) ; to draw a card from ihe pack
b : to divide spoils ; SPLrr 3 a : to go across rather than around
b ; to move swiftly c : to describe an oblique or diagonal line
d ; to change sharply in direction : swerve e ; to make an abrupt
transition from one sound or image to another in motion pictures,
radio, or television 4 ; to cease photographing motion pictures

2cut n 1 : something that is cut or cut off: as a : a length of cloth
varying from 40 to 100 yards in length b : the yield of products
cut esp. during one harvest c : a customary segment of a meat
carcass d ; a group of animals selected from a herd e ; share
2 : the effect produced by cutting: as a ; a creek, channel, or inlet
made by excavation or worn by natural action b ; an opening
made with an edged instrument c : a surface or outline left by
cutting d : a passage cut as a roadway e ; a grade or step esp. in
a social scale 1 : a subset of a set that when subtracted from the set
leaves the remainder disconnected g : a pictorial illustration
3 ; the act or an instance of cutting: as a ; a gesture or expression
that wounds the feelings b ; a straight passage or course c : a
stroke or blow with the edge of a knife or other edged toot d ; the
lash of a whip e ; the act of reducing or removing a part t i a
quick replacement of one foot by the other in dancing g : act
or turn of cutting cards; also : the result of cutting 4 : a voluntary
absence from a class 5 a : a stroke that cuts a ball; also : the spin
imparted by such a stroke b : a swing by a batter at a pitched base-
ball c : an exchange of captures in checkers 6 : an abrupt transi-
tion from one sound or image to another in motion pictures, radio,
or television 7a: the shape and style in which a thing is cut,
formed, or made b : pattern, type
cut-and-diied \,kat-'n-'drTd\ also cut-and-dry \-'drT\ adj

; according to a plan, set procedure, or formula : routine
CU.ta.ne.QUS \kyu-'ta-ne-3s\ adj [NL cuianeus, fr. L cutis skin]
:of, relating to, or affecting the skin — cu>ta*ne>ous>ly adv
iCUt»away \'k3t-3-,wa\ adj ; having or showing parts cut away
2cutaway n 1 : a coat with skirts tapering from the front waistline
to form tails at the back 2 : a cutaway picture or representation

cut back VI 1 : prune 2 : to return (a distillate) to a still 3 : re-
duce. DECREASE —' v( : to interrupt the sequence of a plot by intro-
ducing events prior to those last presented
cut-back \'k3t-.bak\ n 1 : something cut back 2 : reduction
CUtcb \'k3ch\ n [raodif. of Malay kachu] : catechu a
cut down vt la; to remodel by removing extras or unwanted
furnishings and fittings b : to remake by sewing over in a smaller
size 2 : to strike 6own and kill or incapacitate 3 : reduce, cur-
tail ^ vi ; to reduce or curtail volume or activity

cute \'kyut\ adj [short for acute"] 1 : clever, shrewd 2 ; attrac-
tive or pretty esp. by reason of daintiness or delicacy 3 : obviously
straining for effect — cute-ly adv — cute-ness n

cut glass n : glass ornamented with patterns cut into its surface by
an abrasive wheel and polished
cut-grass \'k3t-,gras\ n : a grass (esp. genus Leersia) with minute
hooked bristles along the edges of the leaf blade

CU'ti'Cle \'kyut-i-k3l\ n [L cuticula, dim. of cutis skin — more at
hide] 1 : SKIN, pellicle: as a : an external investment secreted
usu. by epidermal cells b ; the epidermis when the outermost
layer : a thin continuous fatty film on the external surface of
many higher plants 2 : dead or homy epidermis — cu<tic<u*lar
\kyii-'tik-y3-l3r\ adj

cut in v/ 1 : to thrust oneself into a position between others or
belonging to another 2 ; to join in something suddenly 3 : to
interrupt a dancing couple and take one as one's partner 4 : to
become automatically connected or started in operation -^ vt

1 : to mix with cutting motions 2 : to introduce into a number,
group, or sequence 3 ; to connect into an electrical circuit to a
mechanical apparatus so as to permit operation 4 ; to include
esp. among those benefiting or favored

cut-in \'k9t-.in\ n : something cut in — cut-in adj
CU*tin X'kyiit-^nX n [ISV, fr. L cutis] : an insoluble mixture con-
taining waxes, fatty acids, soaps, and resinous material that forms
a continuous layer on the outer epidermal wall of a plant

cu-tis \'kyijt-3s\ n, pi cu>tes \'kyij-.tez\ or CU>tis«es [L] : dermis
cut-lass also CUt-las \'k3t-l3s\ n [MF coulelas, aug. of cow/e/ knife,
fr. L cultellus. dim. of culter knife, plowshare] 1 ; a short curving
sword formerly used by sailors on war vessels 2 : machete

CUt.ler \'k3t-l3r\ n [ME, fr. MF coutelier, fr. LL cultellarius, fr. L
cultellus] : one who makes, deals in, or repairs cutlery

CUt«lery \'k3t-l3-re\ n 1 : edged or cutting tools; specif : imple-
ments for cutting and eating food 2 : the business of a cutler
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cutlet 206 cyder
cut.let \'k3t-l3t\ n [F cStelefte, fr. OF costelette, dim. of coste rib,

side, fr. L costa] 1 ; a small slice of meat broiled or fried 2 : a
food mixture shaped to resemble a cutlet

cut oil vt 1 : to strike off : sever 2 : to cause the death of 3 : to
stop the passage of 4 : to shut off : bar 5 : terminate 6 : sepa-
rate, ISOLATE 7 : disinherit 8 : to stop the operation of —' vi

t to cease operating
CUt'Ofl \'k3t-,df\ n 1 : the action or act of cutting off 2a: the
new and relatively short channel formed when a stream cuts
through the neck of an oxbow b : shortcut c : a channel made
to straighten a stream 3 : a device for cutting off 4 : something
cut off 5 : the point, date, or period for a cutoff — cutofi adj
'cut out vt 1 ; to form by erosion 2 : to form or shape by cutting
3 ; to determine or assign through necessity <his work is cur out for
him) 4 : to take the place of : supplant 5 a : eliminate b : to
stop or desist from 6 a : to remove from a series or circuit ; dis-
connect b : to make inoperative ^ vf 1 : to depart in haste
2 : to cease operating 3 : to swerve out of a traffic line

2cut out adj : naturally fitted

cut'OUt \'k3t-,aut\ n 1 : something cut out or off from something
else 2 : one that cuts out — cutout adj
Cut'Over \,kat-,6-v3r\ adj : having most of Its salable timber cut
cut-purse X'kst-.psrsX n 1 : a thief working by cutting purses
worn at the waist 2 : pickpocket

cut-rate \'kat-'rat\ adj 1 : marked by, offering, or making use of a
reduced rate or price 2 : second-rate, cheap

CUt.ter \'k3t*ar\ n, often attrib 1 : one that cuts: a : one whose
work is cutting or mvolves cutting b (1) : an instrument, machine,
machine part, or tool that cuts (2) : a device for vibrating a cutting
stylus in disc recording (3) : the cutting stylus or its point 2 a : a
ship's boat for carrying stores or passengers b : a fore-and-aft rigged
saihng boat with a jib, forestaysail, mainsail, and single mast
c ; a small armed boat in government sei*vice 3 ; a light sleigh

iCUt-thioat \'k3t-.throt\ n : one likely to cut throais ; murderer
2cutlliroat adj 1 : murderous, cruel 2 ; merciless, ruthless
CUttliroat contract n 1 : contract bridge in which partnerships
are determined by the bidding 2 : any of various three-hand
forms of contract bridge

cut time n : alla breve
icut'Ung n 1 : something cut or cut off or out: as a : a section of a
plant capable of developing into a new plant b : harvest
2 : something made by cutting; esp : recording

^cutting adj : given to or designed for cutting: as a : edged,
SHARP b : marked by sharp piercing cold c : wounding the feel-

ings of others : sarcastic d : sharp, intense syn see incisive— cut'ting'ly \-ir)-le\ adv
CUt-tle.bone X'kat-'^l-.bonX n [ME cotut cuttlefish (fr. OE cudele)

-h E bone; akin to OE codd bag] : the shell of cuttlefishes used for
polishing powder or for supplying cage birds with lime and salts

CUl.Ue.nsh \-.fish\ n [ME cotul + E jish^ ; a 10-armed marine
cephalopod mollusk (family Sepiidae) differing from the related
squid in having a calcified internal shell

cut'ty sark \'k3t-e-,sark\ n [E dial, cutty (short) + sark'\ 1 chiejly
Scot : a short garment 2 chiejly Scot : woman, hussy

cutty Stool n 1 chiejly Scot : a low stool 2 t a seat in a Scottish
church where offenders formerly sat for public rebuke

cut up vt la; to cut into parts or pieces b : to distress deeply
2 : GASH, SLASH 3 I to subject to carping hostile criticism '^ vi

1 : to undergo being cut up 2 ; to behave in a comic, boisterous,
or unruly manner

cut'Up \'k3t-,3p\ n ; one that clowns or acts boisterously
CUt»wa«ter \-,w6t-3r, -,wat-\ n : the forepart of a ship's stem
CUt'Work \-,w9rk\ n : embroidery in which a design is outlined in
buttonhole stitch and the intervening material then cut away
CUt'Worm \-,w3rm\ n : any of various smooth-bodied caterpillars
(family Noctuidae) that hide by day and feed at night

CU'Vette \kyU-'vet\ n [F, dim. of cuve tub, fr. L cupa — more at
hive] : a small often transparent vessel (as a tube)
CWm Vkum\ n [W, valley] : cirque 3
-cy \se\ n sujjix [ME -cie, fr. OF, fr. L -tia, partly fr. -/- (final stem
consonant) -h -ia -y, partly fr. Gk -tia, -teia, fr. -/- (final stem
consonant) -I- -ia, -eia -y] : action ; practice (mendicancj') : rank
; office (baronetcj') <chaplainc>'> : body ; class <magistracjj>
; state : quaUty <accurac>-> (bankruptcy-) <normalc>'> — often
replacing a final -t or -te of the base word
cyan- or cyano- comb jorm [G, fr. Gk kyan-, kyano-, fr. kyanos
dark blue enamel] 1 : dark blue ; blue (cywiolypo) 2 : cyanogen
<c>'anide> 3 : cyanide <cj/anogenetic>

cy<an>a<mide also cy.an-a.mid \sT-'an-3-m3d\ n [ISV] 1 : an
acidic compound CNN Hz obtained by the action of ammonia gas
on cyanogen chloride and by acidification of calcium cyanamide
2 : a salt or ester of cyanamide

cy>a>nate \'sT-3-,nat, -n3t\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of cyanic acid
cy*an>ic \sr-'an-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : relating to or containing cyano-
gen 2 : of a blue or bluish color

cyanic acid n : a strong acid HOCN obtained as a mobile volatile

liquid by heating cyanuric acid
icy-a-nide \'sT-a-,nTd, -nsdX n [ISV] : a compound of cyanogen
usu. with a more electropositive element or radical

2cy«a.nide \-,nTd\ vt ; to treat with a cyanide; specij : to treat (iron
or steel) with molten cyanide to produce a hard surface

cyanide process n ; a method of extracting gold and silver from ores
bv treatment with a sodium cyanide or calcium cyanide solution

cy-a>nine \'sT-3-,nen, -nonX n [ISV] : any of various dyes that
sensitize photographic film to light from the green, yellow, red,
and infrared regions of the spectrum

cy>a*nlte \*sT-3-,nTt\ var oj kyanfte
cy-a*no \'si-3-(,)no\ adj icyan-'\ : relating to or containing the
cyanogen group

cy.a.no.co.bal.o.min \,sT-a-(,)n6-ka-'b6-la-m3n\ n [cyan- +
cobalt -h vitamm] : vitamin Bu
cy>ano<gen \sT-'an-3-J9n\ n [F cyanogkne, fr. cyan- ¥ gene -gen]
1 : a univalent radical —CN present in simple and complex cya-
nides 2 ; a colorless flammable poisonous gas (CN)2
cy.a.no.ge-net.ic \.sT-a-no-p-'net-ik, (,)sT-.an-3-\ also cy-a.no-
gen-ic \-'jen-ik\ adj : capable of producing cyanide
cy.a.no.hy-drin \,sr-3-n6-*hr-dr9n\ n [ISV] : any of various
compounds containing both cyano and alcoholic hydroxyl groups
cy*a*nosed \'sT-3-,nozd, -,nost\ adj : affected with cyanosis

Cy-a>no-sls \^T-3-*no-s3s\ n TNL, fr. Gk kyanosis dark blue color,
fr. kyan- cyan-] : a bluish or purplish discoloration (as of skin) due
to deficient oxygenation of the blood — cy>a-not>ic V'nat-ik\ adj

cy.an.urate \.sT-3-'n(y)u(3)r-,at, -•n(y)iir-3t\ n ; a salt or ester of
cyanuric acid
cy-an.uric acid \,sT-3-.n(y)ur-ik-\ n [cyan- + urea"] : a crystalline
weak acid C3N3(OH)3 yielding cyanic acid when heated
Cyb-e-le \'sib-3-le\ n [L, fr. Gk Kybem i a nature goddess of the
ancient peoples of Asia Minor

cy.ber.net-ic \,sl-bar-'net-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or involving
cybernetics

cy-ber-net-ics \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [F cybernetique art
of government, fr. Gk kybernetes pilot, governor, fr. kybernan to
steer, govern] ; comparative study of the automatic control system
formed by the nervous system and brain and by mechanical-electri-
cal communication systems
cy.cad \'sT-k3d\ n [NL Cycad-, Cycas^ I any of a family (Cycada-
ceae) of tropical gymnospermous plants resembling palms but re-
producinglike lower forms by means of spermatozoids — cy-ca-
de>an \,si-ka-'de-3n, sT-'kad-e-\ adj — cy-cadi>lorm \sT-'kad-a-
,f6rm\ adj

cy-cas \'sT-k3s\ n [NL Cycad-, Cycas genus name] ; any of a genus
iCycas) of cvcads between tree ferns and palms in appearance

cycl- or cyclO- comb Jorm [NL, fr. Gk kykl-, kyklo-, fr. kyklosl
1 : circle (cyclometsr} 2 : cyclic <c>'c/ohexane)
cy.cla.men X'sl-kla-man, 'sik-!3-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk
kyklaminosi : any of a genus (Cyclamen) of plants of the primrose
family having showy nodding flowers
Icy.Cle \'sr-k3l, 6 also 'sik-glX n, ojten attrib [F or LL; F, fr. LL
cyclus. fr. Gk kyklos circle, wheel, cycle — more at wheel] 1 : an
interval of time during which a sequence of a recurring succession of
events or phenomena is completed 2 a : a course or series of
events or operations that recur regularly and usu, lead back to the
starting point b ; one complete performance of a vibration, elec-
tric oscillation, current alternation, or other periodic process
3 : a circular or spiral arrangement: as a ; an imaginary circle

or orbit in the heavens b ; whorl c : ring 10 4 : a long period
of time ; age 5 a : a group of poems, plays, novels, or songs treat-
ing the same theme b : a series of narratives dealing typically with
the exploits of a legendary hero 6 a ; bicycle b : tricycle
c : motorcycle — cy.clic \'si-kUk, 'sik-lik\ or cy*cU-caI \'si-
kli-kal, 'sik-h-\ adj — cy-cli-cal.ly \-k(a-)le\ adv

2cy-Cle \'si-k3!, ''ride" also 'sik-3l\ vb cy-Cling \'sT-k(3-)lii3,

'sik(--3)-\ VI la: to pass through a cycle b ; to recur in cycles
2 : to ride a cvcle; specij ; bicycle ^- v/ ; to cause to go through a
cycle — cy-cler \'si-k(3-)l3r, sik(-3)-\ n

cy.clist \'sT-k(a-)l3st, •sik(-3)-\ n : one who rides a cycle
Cy>cl0<>liex>ane \,sT-klo-'hek-,san\ n [ISV] : a pungent saturated
cychc hydrocarbon Csli^^ found in petroleum or made synthetically
and used chiefly as a solvent and in organic synthesis
icy.cloid \'sr-,kl6id\ n [F cycJoide, fr. Gk kykloeides circular, fr.

kyklos'i 1 ; a curve generated by a
point on the circumference of a circle
rolling along a straight line 2 : cy-
clothyme — cy-cloi>daI \si-'kI6id-
»1\ adj

Jcyclold adj 1 : circular; esp : ar- cvcloid
ranged or progressing in circles

2 ; smooth with concentric lines of growth <^' scales); also ! having
or consisting of cycloid scales 3 : cyclothymic

cy.clom-e.ter \sT-'klam-3t-3r\ n : a device made for recording the
revolutions of a wheel and often used for registering distance
traversed by a wheeled vehicle

cy.clone \'sT-.klon\ n [modif. of Gk kykloma wheel, coil, fr.

kykloun to go around, fr. kyklos circle] 1 : a storm or system of
winds that rotates about a center of low atmospheric pressure clock-
wise in the southern hemisphere and counterclockwise in the north-
em, advances at a speed of 20 to 30 miles an hour, and often brings
abundant rain 2 chiejly Midwest l tornado — cy'Clon-ic \sl-

•klan-ik\ adj — cy-clon.i»cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
cy.clo-ole.fin \,sT-klo-'o-l3-f3n\ n [ISV] ; a hydrocarbon (as of the
formula CnHzn-z) containing an unsaturated ring
cy.clo<par>af>Im \-'par-3-f3n\ n : a saturated cyclic hydrocarbon
of the formula CnHan

cy.ClO-pe-an \,sT-kl3-'pe-3n, sr-'klo-pe-\ adj 1 oJten cap X of. re-

lating to, or characteristic of a Cyclops 2 : huge, massive 3 : of
or relating to a style of stone construction marked typically by the

use of large irregular blocks without mortar
cy<clo<pe<dia or cy.clo-pae-dia \.sl-kl3-'ped-e-3\ n : en-
cyclopedia — cy-clo<pe*dic \-'ped-ik\ adj
cy-clo.pro.pane \,sT-kl3-'pro-,pan\ n [ISV] : a saturated cyclic

gaseous hydrocarbon C3H6 used esp. as an anesthetic

cy-clops \'sT-,klaps\ n [L, fr. Gk Kyklops, fr. kykl- cycl- + ops eye]
1 pi cy»clo.pes \si-'klo-(Jpe2\ cap : one of a race of giants In
Greek mythology with a single eye in the middle of the forehead
2 pi cyclops [NL, genus name, fr. L] ; water flea

cy>clo*ra.nia \,sT-kl3-'ram-3, -'ram-\ n [cycl- + -orama (as In /pan-

orama)] 1 : a large pictorial representation encircling the spectator
and often having real objects as a foreground 2 : a curved cloth or
wall used as a background of a stage set to suggest unlimited space
— cy>clo>ram*ic \-'ram-ik\ adj

cy<Clo<slS \sT-'klo-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk kyklosis encirclement, fr.

kykloun to go around] : the streaming of protoplasm within a cell

cy.clos.to«mate \sT-*klas-t3-m3t\ also cy.clo-sto.ma.tous \.sT-

kl3-'stam-3t-3s, -'stom-\ adj Uycl- + Gk stomal-, stoma mouth]
1 : having a circular mouth 2 : cyclostome

cy<ClO>Stome \'sT-k]3-.stom\ n [deriv. of Gk kykl- + stoma mouth]
: any of a class (Cyclostomi or Cyclostomata) of lowly craniate
vertebrates having a large sucking mouth with no jaws and com-
prising the hagfishes and lampreys — cyclostorae adj
cy*Clo>thyme \'sr-kl3-,thim\ n [back-formation fr. cyclothymia'^ : a
cyclothymic Individual
cy.clctHy.mia \.sr-kl3-'thT-me-a\ n [NL. fr. G zyklothymie, fr.

zykl- cycl- + -thymic -thymia] : a temperament marked by alternate

lively and depressed moods — cy»clO'thy«mic \-'thi-mik\ adj

Cy-Clo.tron \'sT-kl3-.tran\ n [cycl- + -tron; fr. the circular move-
ment of tiie particles] ; an accelerator in which particles are pro-
pelled by an altemaiing electric field in a constant magnetic field

cy>der Brit var oj cider
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Cyg-net \'sig-n3t\ n [ME sygnett, fr. MF cygne swan, fr. L cycnus^
cygnus It. Gk kyknos"^ ; a young swan
Oyg'llUS Vsig-nasX n [L (gen. Cygni), lit., swan] : a northern
consteUation between Lyra and Pegasus In the Milky Way

Cyl.in.der \'sil-3n-d3r\ « [MF or L; MF cylindre, fr. L cylindrus, fr.

Gk kylinciros, fr. kylindein to roll] 1 a : the surface traced by a
straight hne moving parallel to a fixed straight line and intersecting

a fixed curve b : the space bounded by any such surface and two
parallel planes cutting all the elements — see volume table 2 : a
cylindrical body: as a : the turning chambered breech of a revolver
I) (1) ; the piston chamber in an engine (2) : a chamber in a pump
from which the piston exf>els the fluid c : any of various rotating
members in printing presses; esp : one that impresses paper on an
inked form d ; a cylindrical clay object inscribed with cuneiform
inscriptions — cyl»in-dered \-d3rd\ adj

cylinder seal n : a cylinder (as of stone) engraved in Intaglio and
used esp. in ancient Mesopotamia to roll an impression on wet clay

cy-lin-drl-cal \s3-'lin-dri-k3l\ or cy-lin-dric \-drilc\ adj : relating

to or having the form or properties of a cylinder — cy*lln*dri*cal-
ly V'lin-dri-k(3-Ue\ adv
Cy*ma \'sT-ma\ n [Gk kyma, lit., wave] 1 ; a projecting molding
whose profile is a double curve 2 : a double curve formed by the
union of a concave line and a convex line

cy.mar var oj simar
cy.ma.tixun \sT-'ma-sh(e-')3m\ n, pi cy-ma-tla \-sh(e->3\ [L, fr.

Gk kymation, dim. of kymat-, kyma} : a crowning molding in classic

architecture; esp : cyma
cym.bal \'sim-b3l\ n IMF, fr. OE cymbal & MF cymhale, fr. L
cymbalum, fr. Gk kymbalon, fr. kymbe bowl] ; a concave brass plate
that produces a brilliant clashing tone and that is struck with a
drumstick or is used in pairs struck glancingly together— cym*1)al-
ist \-ba-last\ n
cym-bid-l-um \slm-'bJd-e-3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L cymba
boat, fr. Gk kymbe bowl, boat] : any of a genus (Cymbidium) of
tropical Old World orchids with showy boat-shaped flowers

cyme \'sTm\ n [NL cyma, fr. L, cabbage sprout, fr. Gk kyma swell,

wave, cabbage sprout, fr. kyein to be pregnant] : an inflorescence
in which all floral axes terminate in a single flower; esp : a determi-
nate inflorescence of this type containing several flowers with the
first-opening central flower terminating the main axis and subse-
quent flowers developing from lateral buds

Cy*nieiie \*sT-,men\ « [F cymene, fr. Gk kyminon cumin + F -ine
-ene — more at cumin] : any of three liquid isomeric hydrocarbons
CioHm that are methyl isopropyl derivatives of benzene; esp : a
colorless liquid of pleasant odor from essential oils

cy.mo.gene \*sT-m3-,jen\ n [ISV cvmene + -n- + -geni : a flam-
mable gaseous petroleum product consisting chiefly of butane
Cy.mo.phane \-,fan\ n [F. fr. Gk kyma wave + F -phane'\ ; chryso-
beryl; esp : an opalescent chrysoberyl
Cy*inose \'sT-,mos\ also cy.mous \-raas\ adj : of, relating to, being,
or bearing a cyme — cy«mose»ly adv
lGym>ric \'k3m-rik, "kim-X adj ; of, relating to. or characteristic of
the non-Gaelic Celtic people of Britain or their language; specij

: WELSH
2CymriC n ; brythonic; specif : the Welsh language
Cym.ry \-re\ npl [W] ; the Brythonic Celts; specij : WELSH
Cyn-ic \'sin-ik\ n [MF or L, MFcynigue, fr. L cynicus, fr. Gk
kynikos, lit., like a dog, fr. kyn-, kyon dog] 1 cap : an adherent or
advocate of the view that virtue is the only good and that its

essence lies in self-control and independence 2 : one who believes
that human conduct is motivated wholly by self-interest — cynic adj
cyn*i>cal \'sin-i-k3l\ adj 1 : captious, peevish 2 : having the
attitude or temper of a cynic; esp : contemptuously distrustful of
human nature and motives — cyn-i-cal-ly \-k(a-)le\ adv
syn CYNICAL, MISANTHROPIC, PESSIMISTIC, MisoGYNic mean deeply

distrustful, cynical implies having a sneering disbelief in sincerity
or nobility; misanthropic suggests a rooted distrust and dislike of
human beings in general and discomfort in their society; pessimistic
implies having a gloomy, distrustful view of life in general and of the
future; misogynic applies to a man having a deep-seated distrust of
and aversion to women

Cyn>i-cisin X'sin-s-.siz-amX n 1 cap : the doctrine of the Cynics
2a: cynical character or quality b : an expression of such quality

Cy-no.sure \'sT-n3-,shu(3)r. 'sin-a-X n [MF & L; MF, Ursa Minor,
guide, fr. L cynosura Ursa Minor, fr. Gk kynosoura, fr. kynos oura
dog's tail] 1 cap : the northern constellation Ursa Mmor; also

X NORTH STAR 2 13 Center of attraction or attention
Cyn.thia \'sin(t)-the-a\ n [L, fr. fem. of Cynthius of Cynthus, fr.

Cynthus, mountain on Delos where she was bom] 1 ; artenhs
2 : moon

cy*plier chiejiy Brit var of cipher
ley pres \(')se-'pra\ adv : in accordance with the rule of cy pres
2cy pres n [AF so near, as near (as may be)] ; a rule providing for
the construction of instruments in equity as nearly as possible in
conformity to the intention of the testator when literal construction
is illegal, impracticable, or impossible
Icy.press \'sT-pr3s\ n [ME, fr. OF cipr^s, fr. L cyparissus, fr. Gk
kyparissos] 1 a (1) : any of a genus (Cupressus) of mostly ever-
green trees of the pine family with symmetrical habit (2) : any of
several related trees; esp ; either of two large swamp trees (Taxo-
dium distichum and T. ascendens) of the southern U.S. with hard
red wood used for shingles b ; the wood of a cypress tree 2
: branches of cypress used as a symbol of mourning

^cypress \'sT-prss\ n [ME ciprus, cipres, fr. Cyprus, Mediterranean
idand] ; a silk or cotton usu. black gauze formerly used for mourn-
ing
cypress vine n ; a tropical American vine (Quamoclit pennala) of
the morning-glory family with red or white tubular flowers and
finely dissected leaves
cyp-ri-an \'sip-re-3n\ n, often cap [L cyprius of Cyprus, fr. Gk
kyprios, fr. Kypros Cyprus, birthplace of Aphrodite] : prostitute
cyP'n*nid X'sip-ra-nadV n [deriv. of L cyprinus carp, fr. Gk kyprinosl

: any of a family (Cyprinidae) of soft-finned freshwater fishes in-

cluding the carps and minnows — cyprinid adj — cyp»ri.noid
\-,n6id\ adj or n

Cy*priIl-odont \s3-'prin-3-.dant\ n [deriv. of L cyprinus + Gk
odont-, odous tooth — more at tooth] : any of an order (Micro-

<^rlnl) of soft-finned fishes Including the topmlnnows and killl-

fishes — cyprinodont adj
cyp.ri.pe-di.um \,sip-r3-'ped-e-3m\ n [NL. genus name, fr. LL
Cypris, a name for Venus + Gk pedilon sandal] : any of a genus
{Cypripedium) of leafy-stemmed terrestrial orchids having large
usu. showy drooping flowers with the Up inflated or pouched

cyp-se.la \'sip-S9-la\ n. pi cyp-se.lae \-,le\ [NL, fr. Gk kypsele
vessel, box] : an achene with two carpels and adherent calyx tube
Cy-re.na.ic \,sir_-3-"na-ik, ,sT-r3-\ n [L cyrenaicus, fr. Gk kyre-

ikos, fr. Kyrene Cyrene, Africa, home of Aristippus, author of the

Cy>riMic \s3-'ril-ik\ adj [St. Cyril 1869, apostle of the Slavs, re-

puted inventor of the Cyrillic alphabet] ; of, relating to, or con-
stituting an alphabet used for writing Old Church Slavonic and for
Russian and various other Slavic languages

cyst \'sist\ n [NL cystis, fr. Gk kystis bladder, pouch] 1 : a
closed sac having a distinct membrane and developing abnormally
in a cavity or structure of the body 2 : a body resembling a cyst:

as a : a resting spore of many algae b : an air vesicle (as of a rock-
weed) c : a capsule formed about a minute organism going into a
resting or spore stage; also I this capsule with its contents d : a
resistant cover about a parasite produced by the parasite or the host

cyst- or cysti- or cysto- comb form [F, fr. Gk kyst~, kysto-, fr.

kysiis'\ : bladder (cj'sritis) : sac (cj'^rocarp)

-cyst \,sist\ n comb form [NL -cystis, fr. Gk kystis'\ : bladder : sac
(blastocj'iO

cys.te.ine \'sis-,te-3n\ n [ISV. fr. cystine + -eiw] : a crystalline
amino acid CjHtNOzS readily oxidizable to cystine

cys-lic \'sis-tik\ adj 1 : relating to. composed of, or containing cysts
2 : of or relating to the urinary bladder or the gall bladder 3 : en-
cysted

cys.ti.cer^coid \,sis-t9-'s3r-,k6id\ n : a larval tapeworm having an
invaginated scolex and solid tailpiece

cys.ti.cer-cus \-'s3r-kas\ n. pi cys-ti'Cer-ci \-'sar-,sT\ [NL, fr.

cyst- + Gk kerkos tail] : a tapeworm larva consisting of a scolex
invaginated in a fluid-filled sac in tissues of an intermediate host

cystic librosis n : an hereditary disease that appears usu. in early
childhood, involves generalized disorder of exocrine glands, and is

marked esp. by deficiency of pancreatic enzymes, respiratory
symptoms, and excessive loss of salt in the sweat

cys-tine \'sis-,ten\ n [fr. its discovery in bladder stones] : a crystal-
line amino acid C6H1ZN2O4S2 widespread in proteins (as keratins)

and a major metabolic sulfur source
cys-ti.tis \sis-'tit-3s\ n [NL] : inflammation of the urinary bladder
cys-to-carp \'sis-t3-,karp\ n [ISV] : the fruiting structure produced
in the red algae after fertilization

icyS'toid \'sis-,t6id\ adj [ISV] : resembling a bladder
acystoid n : a cystoid structure; specif ; a mass resembling a cyst but
lacking a membrane

cys.tO'lilh \'sis-t3-,Iith\ n [G zystolith, fr. zyst- cyst- -H -lithl 1 : a
calcium carbonate concretion arising from the cellulose wall of cells

of higher plants 2 : a urinary calculus
cys.to-SCOpe \'sis-t3-,sk5p\ n [ISV] : an instrument for the visual

examination of the bladder and the passage of instruments under
visual control — cys-to-scop-ic \,sis-t3-'skap-ik\ adj

cyt- or cyto- comb form [G zyt-, zyto-, fr. Gk kytos hollow vessel
— more at hide] 1 ; cell (cj-rology) 2 : cytoplasm <c^rokinesis>

C3rt.as.ter \'sit-.as-t3r\ n [ISV] : aster 2

-cyte \,sTt\ n comb form [NL -cyta, fr. Gk kytos hollow vessel] : cell

<leukoc>'/e>

Cyth.er.ea \,sith-3-'re-3\ n [L, fr. Gk Kythereial : aphrodite
— Cyth-er-e-an \-'ie-3n\ adj

cy.to.ar.ciii-lec.tiire \,sit-6-'ar-k9-,tek-ch3r\ n : the cellular

makeup of a bodily tissue or structure

cy.to.chem.is.try \-'kem-3-stre\ n 1 ; microscopical biochemistry

2 : the chemistry of cells

cy-to.chrome \'sTt-3-,krom\ n ; any of several iron-containing

respiratory pigments prominent in intracellular oxidations

cy.to.ge.net.ic \,sTt-3-J3-'net-ik\ adj [ISV] : of or relating to

cytogenetics — cy.to.ge.net-l-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — cy.to-ge-net.i-

caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv ~ cy»to.ge.net.i.cist \-'net-3-s3st\

cy.tO.ge.net.iCS \-i3-'net-lks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ISV] : a
branch of biology that deals with the study of heredity and varia-

tion by the methods of both cytology and genetics

cy.tO.ki.ne.SlS X.slt-s-ka-'ne-sas, -(.)kT-\ n [NL, fr. cyt- + Gk
kinesis motion] 1 : cytoplasmic changes accompanying karyoki-

nesis 2 : cleavage of the cytoplasm into daughter cells follow-

ing nuclear division — cy.to>kl>net.ic \-'net-ik\ adj

cy.tclog.i.cal \,sTt-=l-'aj-i-k3l\ or cy.to.log.ic \-'aj-lk\ adj : of

or relating to cytology ~ cy-to-log-i-caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

cy.tol-o.glst \sT-'tal-a-j3st\ n : a specialist in cytology

cy.tol-O.gy \-je\ n [ISV] 1 : a branch of biology dealing with the
structure, function, multiplication, pathology, and life history of

cells 2 : the cytological aspects of a process or structure

cy-to-ly.sin \sI-'tal-3-s9n, ,sTt-'l-'Ts-'n\ n [ISV] : a substance pro-
ducing cytolysis

cy.tol.y.sis \sT-'tal-3-s3s\ n [NL] : the usu.pathologic dissolution

or disintegration of cells — cy.to.lyt-ic \,sit-'l-'it-ik\ adj

cy.to.phag.ic \,sTt-3-'faj-ik\ also cy.toph.a.gous \sT-'taf-3-g3s\

adj [cyt- -t- -phagic (fr. -phagy) or -phagoujl I of, relating to, or
involving phagocytosis — cy.toph.a.gy \si-'taf-3-je\ n

cy.to.plasm \'sTt-3-,plaz-3m\ n [ISV] ; the protoplasm of a proto-
plast external to the nuclear membrane — cy.to.plas.mic \,sit-

a-'plaz-mik\ adj — cy.to.plas-mi.cal-ly \-mi-k(a-)le\ adv

cy.to.plast \'sit-3-,plast\ n : the cytoplasmic content of a cell —
cy.to. plas-tic \,sTt-9-'plas-tik\ adj

cy.to.tax-o.nom.ic \,sTt-o-,tak-s3-'nam-lk\ adj : of or relating to
cytotaxonomy — cy.to.tax.o.nom.i.cal.ly_\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

cy.to.tax-on.0.my \,sTt-(,)o-(,)tak-'s'an-3-me\ n 1 : study of the
relationships and classification of organisms using both classical

systematic techniques and comparative studies of chromosomes
2 : the nuclear cytologic makeup of a kind of organism

cy.to.trop.iC \,sTt-3-'trap-ik\ adj : attracted to cells <a ~ virus)
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czar \'zar\ n [obs. Pol czar, fr. Russ tsar*, fr. Goth kaisar, fr. Gk or
L; Gk. fr. L Caesar — more at caesar] 1 ; emperor; specij : the
ruler of Russia until the 1017 revolution 2 : one having great
power or authority — Czar>dom \'zard-3m\ n

Czar<das \'char-,dash, -dash\ n,p! CZSLIdas \same\ iHnng csardds"]
; a Hungarian dance that starts slowly and ends in a whirl

Cza<>n<ua \za-'re-na\ n tprob. modif of G zarin, fr. zar czar, fr. Russ

tsar*"] : the wife of a czar
Czar<ism \'zar-,iz-am\ n 1 : the government of Russia under the
czars 2 : autocratic rule — czar<ist \'zar-3st\ rt or adj
Czech \'chek\ n [Czech Cech} 1 : a native or inhabitant of
Czechoslovakia; esp : a native or inhabitant of Bohemia, Moravia,
or Silesia provinces 2 : the Slavic language of the Czechs — Gzecll
adj — Czecli*isli \-ish\ ad}

d \'de\ n, often cap, often attrib 1 a : the
fourth letter of the English alphabet to : a
graphic representation of this letter c : a
speech counterpart of orthographic d 2 : 500
3 : the tone D 4 : a graphic device for re-
producing the letter rf 5 : one designated d
esp. as the fourth in order or class 6 a ; a
grade rating a student's work as poor in
quality b : one graded or rated with a D
7 ; something shaped like the letter D;
specij : a semicircle on a pool table about 22
inches in diameter and for use esp. in snooker

d- \,de, 'de\ prefix [ISV, fr. dextr-'\ 1 : dextrorotatory (^-tartaric
acid) 2 ; having a similar configuration at a selected carbon atom
to the configuration of dextrorotatory glyceraldehyde <D-fructose>
idab \'dab\ n [ME dabbe} 1 : a sudden blow or thrust : poke
2 : a gentle touch or stroke : pat

2dal) vb dabbed: dab-hing vt 1 : to strike or touch lightly : pat
2 : to apply lightly or irregularly : daub "— vt ; to make a dab
3dah n 1 : daub 2 ; a small amount
*dab n [AF dabbe} ; flatfish; esp ; any of several flounders (genus
Limanda)

sdab n [perh. alter, of adepti chiefly Brit I a skillful person : expert
dab. her \'dab-3r\ n 1 : one that dabs 2 ; a pad or ball used to
ink type or engraving plates

dab-hie \'dab-9l\ vb dab-bling \'dab-C3-)lio\ tperh. freq. of dab
(to daub)] VI : to wet by splashing or by little dips or strokes
: SPATTER '^ vi 1 a : to paddle, splash, or play in or as if in water
b : to reach with the bill to the bottom of shallow water to obtain
food 2 ; to work or concern oneself superficially (^s in art)

dab'bler \'dab-{3-)l3r\ n : one that dabbles: as a : dilettante
b : a duck that feeds by dabbling syn see amateur

dab>cllick \'dab-.chik\ n [prob. irreg. fr. obs. E dop (to dive) +
E chick'] : any of several small grebes

da ca>po \da-'ka-p(,)6, da-\ adv (or adj) [It] ; from the beglrmlng— used as a direction in music to repeat
dace \'das\ n, pi dace [ME, fr. MF dars, fr. ML darsus"] 1 : a small
freshwater European cyprinid fish (Leuciscus leuciscus) 2 : any
of various small No. American freshwater cyprinid fishes
da-cha \'dach-3\ n [Russ, lit., act of giving] ; a Russian country
house

dachs-hiind Vdaks-.hiint, 'dak-santX n. pi dachs=hunds or dachs-
hun-de \'daks-.hun-d3\ [G, fr. dcic/?.? badger + himddo^] : a small
dog of a breed of German origin with a long body, short legs, and
long diooping ears

Da'Cron \'da-,kran, 'dak-,ran\ trademark 1 — used for a synthetic
textile fiber consisting of a complex ester and having great resilience
2 ; a yarn or fabric made of Dacron fiber

, dactyl X-dak-t-nx n [ME dactile, fr. L dactylus, fr. Gk daktylos,
lit., finger; fr. the fact that the three syllables have the first one long-
est like the joints of the finger] ; a metrical foot consisting of one
long and two short syllables or of one stressed and two unstressed
syllables fas in tenderly) — dac>tyl<ic \dak-'til-ik\ adj or n

dactyl- or dactylo- comb form [Gk daktyl-, daktylo-, fr. daktylos'^
; finger ; toe ; digit <dac/>'/itis>

-dacty.lOUS \'dak-t9-l9s\ adj comb form [Gk -daktylos, fr. dak-
tylos] : having (such or so many) fingers or toes i^idactylous)

dacty-lus \'dak-t3-las\ n, pi dac-ty-li \-,lT, -,le\ [NL, fr. Gk dak-
tylos finger, toe] ; one or moie joints of the tarsus of some insects
following the enlarged and modified first joint

dad \'dad\ n [prob. baby talk] : father
da>da \'dad-(.)a\ n, often cap [F] : an artistic movement based
on deliberate irrationahty and negation of the laws of beauty and
organization — called also dadaism — da>da>ist \'da-,da-3st\ n,

often cap — da-da>is>tic \,da-(,)da-'is-tik\ adj, often cap
dad.dy \'dad-e\ « : father
dad.dy long-legs \.dad-e-'I6D-,legz, -.lagz\ n pi but sing
constr ; any of various animals with long slender legs; as a
FLY b : harvestman
ida.do \'dad-(,)6\ n, pi da.does [It, die.

plinth] la: the part of a pedestal of a column
between the base and the surbase b : the
lower part of an interior wall when specially
decorated or faced; also : the decoration
adorning this part of a wall 2 : a groove made
by dadoing 3 : a tool for dadoing
sdado vt 1 : to provide with a dado 2 a : to ^^^r,. „ c„rha<!P

|mJve°n^
groove b : to cut a rectangular

^^'IfSadS, c base

Dae.da.lian \di-'dal-y3n\ or Dae-da-lean Xdi-'dal-ysn, ,ded-'l-
'e-9n\ adj : of, relating to, or suggesting Daedaius

Daed.a.lus \'ded-'l*3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Daidolos] : the builder of the
Cretan labyrinth according to Greek legend and inventor of wings
whereby he and his son Icarus escape imprisonment
daemon var of demon
dafl vt [alter, of doff] 1 archaic ; to thrust aside 2 obs ; doff
dal.fo.dil \'daf-3-,diI\ n [prob. fr. D de affodil the asphodel, fr.

de the (fr. MD) + affodil asphodel, fr. MF afrodille. fr. L aspho-
delus: akin to OHG thaz the — more at that, asphodel] : any of
various bulbous herbs (genus Narcissus); esp ; a plant whose flow-
ers have a large corona elongated into a trumpet
daf.fy \'daf-e\ adj [obs. E daff, n. (iool)] slang ; crazy, foolish
daft \'daft\ adj [ME dajte gentle, stupid] la: silly, foolish

b : MAD,INSANE 2 Scot I frivoIously gay — dalt>ly \'daft-Ie\ adv— daft-ness \'daf(t)-n3s\ n
dag \'dag\ n [ME dagge] 1 : a hanging end or shred 2 ; matted or
manure-coated wool

dag'ger \'dag-3r\ n [ME] 1 : a short weapon for stabbing 2 a
: something that resembles a dagger b ; a mark t used typically to
designate a reference or a death date
da.guerre.Q.type \d3-'ger-(e-^a-,tTp\ n [F daguerreotype, fr.

L. J. M. Daguerre tl851 F painter + F -o- + type] : an ea.rly

photograph produced on a silver or a silver-covered copper plate;
also ; the process of producing such pictures — daguerreotype vt— da»guerre-0'typy \da-'gcr-(e-)a-,tT-pe\ n
dah \'da\ n [imit] : a dash in radio or telegraphic code
dahl.ia X'dal-ya, 'dal-\ n [NL. genus name, fr. Anders Dahl -flTS^
Sw botanist] ; any of a genus (Dahlia) of American tuberous^
rooted composite herbs having opposite pinnate leaves and rayed
flower heads and including many that are cultivated as ornamentals

dai.li.ness_\'da-Ie-nas\ n : the quaUty or state of being daily
idai«ly \'da-le\ adj la: occurring, made, or acted upon every
day b : issued every day or every weekday c : of or providing
for every day 2a: reckoned by the day (average '^ wage)
b : covering the period of or based on a day <'^ statistics)

syn DIURNAL, quotidian: daily is often used in contrast to
nightly in referring to the ordinary concerns of the day or daytime;
it may refer also to weekdays in contrast to holidays and Sundays;
DIURNAL is used in contrast to nnciumaj and is now chiefly in
astronomical or poetic use; quotidian emphasizes the quaUty of
daily occurrence

2daily adv i every day : every weekday
sdaily n : a newspaper published every weekday
daily double n : a system of betting on races in which the bettor
must pick the winners of two stipulated races in order to win
dai>mon \'dT-,mon\ n, pi dal<mo*nes \'dT-m3-,nez\ or dai>nions
[Gk daimon] : demon 1, 3_^dai-mon'iC \d!-'man-ik\ adj

dai*myo or dai>nilo \'dT-me-,o\ n [Jap daimyo] : a Japanese feudal
baron

daiu>ti>ly \'dant-'l-e_\ adv : in a dainty manner
dain.ti>ness \'dant-e-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being dainty
1dain*ty \'dant-e\ n [ME deinie, fr. OF deintie, fr. L dignitat-, dig-
nitas dignity, worth] 1 a : something delicious to the taste b : some-
thing choice or pleasing 2 obs : fastidiousness

2dainty adj 1 a : tasting good : tasty to : attractively prepared
and served 2 : marked by delicatebeauty 3 obs ; chary, reluc-
tant 4 a : marked by fastidious discrimination or finical taste

b : showing avoidance of anything rough syn see choice, nice
dai>qui<ri \'dT-k3-re, 'dak-3-\ n iDaiquiri, Cuba] : a cocktail made
of rum, lime juice, and sugar

dairy yde(3)r-e\ n, often aitrib [ME deyerie, fr. deye dairymaid, fr.

OE d^ge kneader of bread; akin to OE dag dough — more at
dough] 1 ; a room, building, or establishment where milk is kept
and butter or cheese is made 2a: the department of farming or
of a farm that is concerned with the production of milk, butter,

and cheese b : a farm devoted to such production 3 : an establish-
ment for the sale or distribution chiefly of milk and milk products

dairy breed n : a cattle breed developed chiefly for milk production
dairy cattle n pi : cattle of one of the dairy breeds
dairy. Ing \'der-e-io\ n : the business of operating a dairy

dairy-maid \-e-,mad\ n : a woman employed in a dairy

dairy>nian V-e-msn, -,man\ n : one who operates a dairy farm qr
works in a dairy

da-iS \'da-9s, 'dT-\ n [ME dels, fr. OF, fr. L discus dish, quoit —
more at dish] : a raised platform usu. above the floor of a hall or
large room to give prominence to those occupying it

dai<sy \'da-ze\ n [ME davpseve, fr. OE dtegeseage, fr. ds:g day +
cage eye] 1 a : a composite plant (as of the genera Bellis or
Chrysanthemum) having a flower head with we II -developed ray
flowers usu. arranged in one or a few whorls; esp ; a low European
herb (B. perennis) with white or pink ray flowers b : the flower
head of a daisy 2 slang : a first-rate person or thing

daisy ham n : a boned and smoked piece of pork from the shoulder
Da<ko<ta \d3-'kot-9\ n, pi Da-ko-tas also Dakota 1 : a member of
a Siouan people of the northern Mississippi valley 2 : the language
of the Dakota people
Da>Iai La<ma \,dal-,T-'lam-a\ n [MongoUan dalai ocean] ; the
spiritual head of Lamaism

dale \'da(9)l\ n [ME, fr. OE dsel: akin to OHG tal valley, Gk tholos

rotunda] : vale, valley
dales>man \'daO)lz-m3n\ n, Brit : one living or bom in a dale

da*leth \'dal-,eth. -,et\ n [Heb daleth, fr. dele'.h door] : the fourth
letter of the Hebrew alphabet — symbol T
daMi>ance \'dal-e-sn(t)s\ n : an act of dallying: as a : play;
esp : amorous play b : frivolous action : trifling

dal>li*er \'dal-e-9r\ n : one that dallies

Dal.lis grass \'dal-3s-\ n [perh. alter, of Dallas, Texas] : a tall

tufted tropical perennial grass (Paspalum dilatatum) introduced as
a pasture and forage gra^s in the southern U. S.

Ball sheep \'d61-\ or Ball's sheep \'d61z-\ n [William H. Dall

tl927 Am naturalist] : a large white wild sheep (Ovis moniana dalli

or O. dalli) of northwestern No. America
dal-ly \'dal-e\ vi [ME dalyen, fr. AF dalier] 1 a : to act playfully;

esp : to play amorously b : to deal lightly :toy 2 a : to waste time

b ; linger, dawdle syn see delay, trifle

dal-ma>tian \dal-'ma-sh3n\ n, often cap : a large dog of a breed
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prob. originating in Dalmatia and having a white short-haired
coat with black or brown spots

da]>inat<ic \-'mat-ik\ n [LL dalmatica, fr. I., fern, of dalmaticus
Dalmatian, fr. Dalmatia] 1 : an outer vestment worn by a deacon
or prelate 2 : a robe worn by a British sovereign at his corona-
tion

dal se*gno \dal-'san-(,)y5\ adv [It] ; — used as a direction In
music to return to the sign that marks the beginning of a repeat
idam \'dam\ n [ME dam, dame lady, dam — more at dame] : a
female parent — used esp. of a domestic animal

2dain n [ME] 1 a : a barrier preventing the flow of water; esp : a
barrier built across a watercourse b : a barrier to check the flow of
Uquid. gas, or air 2 : a body of water confined by a dam
3dam vt dammed; dam-ming 1 : to provide or restrain with a dam
2 : to stop up ; BLOCK
1dam>age \'dam-ij\ n [ME. fr. OF. fr. dam damage, fr. L damnum— more at damn] 1 : loss or harm resulting from injury to person,
property, or reputation 2 pi : compensation in money imposed by
law for loss or injury 3 : expense, cost
^damage vt ; to cause damage to syn see injure
dam<ag<ing adj : causing or able to cause damage : injurious— dam-ag-ing'ly \'dam-i-ji]3-le\ adv
idam-a-scene \'dam-3-,sen, ,dam-a-'\ « 1 cap ; a native or in-
habitant of Damascus 2 : damask 2b
^damascene adj 1 cap ; of, relating to, or characteristic of Damas-
cus or the Damascenes 2 ; of or relating to damask or the art of
damascening
adamascene vt [MF damasquiner, fr. damasquin of Damascus] : to
ornament fas iron or steel) with wavy patterns like those of wa-
tered silk or with inlaid work of precious metals
Da.mas-cus steel \d3-,mas-k3(s)-\n : hard elastic steel ornamented
with wavy patterns and used esp. for sword blades
Idam.ask \"dam-3sk\ n [ME damaske, fr. ML damascus, fr.

Damascus] 1 ; a firm lustrous reversible figured fabric made of
various fibers and used esp. for household linen 2 a : Damascus
STEEL b : the characteristic markings of such steel 3 ; a grayish
red
2damask adj 1 : made of or resembUng damask or Damascus steel

2 : of the color damask
damask rose n [obs. Damask of Damascus, fr. obs. Damask
Damascus] : a large hardy fragrant pink rose {Rosa damascena)
that is cultivated in Asia Minor as a source of attar of roses and is

a parent of many hybrid perpetual roses
dame \'dam\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L domina, fem. of dominus master;
akin to L domus house — more at timber] 1 : a woman of rank,
station, or authority: as a archaic ; the mistress of a household
b ; the wife or daughter of a lord c : a female member of an order
of knighthood — used as a title prefixed to the given name 2 a : an
elderly woman b slang : woman
dame's violet n ; a Eurasian perennial plant (ffesperis mafronalis)
widely cultivated for its spikes of showy, single or double, and
fragrant white or purple flowers — called also dame^s rocket
dam*mar or dam-ar also dam-mer \'dam-3r\ n [Malay damar]
1 ; any of various hard resins derived esp. from evergreen trees

(genus Agathis) of the pine family 2 : a clear to yellow resin ob-
tained in Malaya from trees of two genera {Shorea and Symplocos
of the family Dipterocarpaceae) and used in varnishes and inks
'damn \'dam\ vb [ME dampnen fr. OF dampner, fr. L damnare, fr.

damnum damage, loss, fine] vt 1 : to condemn to a punishment or
fate; specij : to condemn to hell 2 a : to condemn as invalid, ille-

gal, or immoral b : to condemn as a failure by public criticism

3 : to bring ruin on 4 : to swear at ; curse -^ vi ; curse, swear
syn see execrate — damn>ing>ly \'dam-ir)-le\ adv
2damn n l : the utterance of the word damn as a curse 2 : some-
thing of little value
3damn adj {or adv) : damned
daill>na«ble \'dam-ns-b3l\ adj 1 ; liable to or deserving condemna-
tion 2 : very bad ; execrable </^ weather) — dam>na<ble*ness
n — dam>na-bly \-ble\ adv
dam*na>tion \dam-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of damning 2 ; the
state of being damned
dam>na-to<ry X'dam-na-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; expressing, imposing,
or causing condemnation : condemnatory
idamned \'damd\ adj damned'Sr \'dam-d3r\ damned*est or
damnd*est \-d3st\ 1 ; damnable 2 ; complete, utter 3 ; ex-
traordinary — used in the superlative
2damned \'damCd)\ adv : extremely, very
dam<ni>fy \'dara-n3-,fT\ vt : to cause loss or damage to
Dam<o<cles \'dam-3-,klez\ n [L, fr. Gk Damokles} l a courtier of
ancient Syracuse held to have been seated at a banquet beneath a
sword hung by a single hair
Da>mon \'da-m3n\ n [L, fr. Gk Damonl : a Sicilian who pledges
his life for his friend Pythias
idamp \'damp\ n [MD or MLG, vapor; akin to OHG damph
vapor, OE dim dim] 1 ; a noxious gas esp. in a coal mine 2
: moisture: a : dampness, humidfty b archaic : fog, mist 3 a
: discouragement, check b archaic : depression, dejection
2damp vt 1 a : to affect with a noxious gas : choke b (1) : depress,
deject (2) : restrain, check c ; to check the vibration or oscilla-

tion of 2 : dampen -^ vi : to diminish progressively in vibration or
oscillation

3damp adj 1 a archaic : dazed, stupefied b : dejected, de-
pressed 2 : slightly or moderately wet syn see wet — damp<isti
\'dam-pish\ adj — damp>ly adv — damp^ness n
damp*en \'dam-p3n, "damp-'mX vb damp.en-ing \'damp-C3-)nl]3\
vt 1 ; to check or diminish the activity or vigor of : deaden 2 : to

make damp 3 : damp Ic ~ v/ 1 : to become damp 2 : to
become deadened or depressed — damp>en>er \'damp-(3-)n3r\ n
damp*er \'dam-p3r\ n ; one that damps: as a : a valve or plate (as

in the flue of a furnace) for regulating the draft b : a small felted

block to stop the vibration of a piano string c : a device designed
to bring a mechanism to rest with minimum oscillation

damp'ing-olf \,dam-pia-'6f\ n : a diseased condition of seedlings
or cuttings caused by fungi and marked by wilting and rotting

dam<sel \'dam-z3l\ or dam.o.sel or dam.o-zel \'dam-9-,zel\ n
[ME damesel, fr. OF dameisele, fr. (assumed) VL domnicella young
noblewoman, dim. of L domina lady] : a young woman: a archaic

: a young unmarried woman of high birth b : girl, maiden
dam>sel>fly \-,flT\ n ; any of numerous insects (suborder Zygop-
tera) distinguished from dragonflies by laterally projecting eyes
and petiolate wings folded above the body when at rest

dam*SOn \'dam-23n\ n [ME, fr. l^prunum damascenum, lit., plum of
Damascus] : an Asiatic plum {Prunus insititia or P. domestica
insititia) cultivated for its small acid purple fruit; also ; its fruit

iDan \'dan\ n [Heb Dan] : a son of Jacob and ancestor of one of
the tribes of Israel

2Dan \,dan\ n [ME, title of members of religious orders, fr. MF, fr.

ML domnus, fr. L dominus master] archaic \ master, sir
Dan>ae \'dan-3-,e\ n [L, fr. Gk Danae] : the mother of Perseus
visited by Zeus as a shower of gold during her imprisonment
idance \'dan(t)s\ vb [ME dauncen, fr. OF dander] vi 1 : to per-
form a rhythmic and patterned succession of bodily movements usu.
to music 2 : to move quickly up and down or about '^ vt 1 : to
perform or take part in as a dancer 2 : to cause to dance 3 ; to
bring into a specified condition by dancing — danc«er n
2dance n, ojten attrib 1 : an act or instance of dancing 2 : a social
gathering for dancing 3 : a piece of music by which dancing may be
guided 4 : the art of dancing

dan.de.li.on \'dan-dn-,T-3n\ n [MF dent de lion, lit., lion's tooth]
: a yellow-flowered composite plant (genus Taraxacum); esp ; an
herb (T. ojjicinale) sometimes grown as a potherb and nearly
cosmopolitan as a weed
dan>der \'dan-d3r\ n [alter, of dandrujj] 1 : minute scales from
hair, feathers, or skin that may be allergenic 2 ; anger, tem-
per

dan.dl.a.cal \dan-'dT-3-kol\ adj Vdandy + -acal (as in demoniacal) ]

: of, relating to. or suggestive of a dandy — dan*di>a>cal>ly
\-3-k(3-)le\ adv

Dan*die Din.mont \,dan-de-'din-,mant\ n [Dandie Dinmont, char-
acter owning 2 such dogs in the novel Guy Mannering by Sir Walter
Scott] : a terrier of a breed characterized by short legs, a long body,
pendulous ears, a rough coat, and a full silky topknot

dan-di>fy \'dan-di-,fT\ vt : to make characteristic of a dandy
dan>dle Vdan-d^lX vt dan-dling \-(d)lir], -d'l-iri\ [origin unknown]
1 : to move up and down in one's arms or on one's knee in affec-
tionate play 2 : pamper, pet

dan-druff \'dan-dr3f\ n [prob. fr. dand- (origin unknown) +
-rujf, of Scand origin; akin to ON hruja scab; akin to OHG hruj
scurf, Lith kraupus rough] : a scurf that forms on the scalp and
comes off in small white or grayish scales — dan-druffy \-e\ adj
idan>dy \'dan-de\ n [prob. short for jack-a-dandy, fr. ^Jack + a
(of) + dandy (origin unknown)] 1 : a man unduly attentive

to dress 2 : something excellent in its class 3 : a small 2-masted
sailboat with a modified ketch rig — dan-dy*ish \-de-ish\ adj
2dandy adj 1 : of, relating to, or suggestive of a dandy : foppish
2 ; very good : first-rate

dan>dy>ism \'dan-de-,iz-3m\ n 1 : the style or conduct of a dandy
2 : a literary and artistic style of the latter part of the 19th century
marked by artificiality and preciosity
Dane \'dan\ n [ME Dan, fr. ON Danr] 1 I a native or inhabitant of
Denmark 2 : a person of Danish descent

dane-geld \'dan-,geld\ n, ojten cap : an annual tax believed to have
been imposed orig. to buy off Danish invaders in England or to
maintain forces to oppose them but continued as a land tax
Dane*law \*dan-,l6\ n 1 : the law in force in the part of England
held by the Danes in Old English times 2 : the part of England
under the Danelaw
dan>ger \'dan-J9r\ n [ME daunger, fr. OF dangier, alter, of don-
gier, fr. (assumed) VL dominiarium, fr. L dominium ownership]
1 a archaic : JURisDicriON b obs ; reach, range 2 obs : harm,
damage 3 : exposure or liability to injury, pain, or loss 4 : a
case or cause ofdanger — danger vt, archaic

dan>ger>OUS \'danj-(3-)r3s\ adj 1 ; exposing to or involving danger
2 : able or likely to inflict injury — dan<ger*ous-ly adv — dan-
ger«ous-ness n
syn HAZARDOUS, PRECARIOUS, PERILOUS, RISKY! DANGEROUS

applies to something that may cause harm or loss unless dealt with
carefully; hazardous implies great and continuous risk of harm or
failure and small chance of successfully avoiding disaster; pre-
carious suggests both insecurity and uncertainty; perilous strongly
implies the immediacy of danger; risky often applies to a known and
accepted danger
idan.gle \'dar)-g3l\ vb dan-gling \-g(3-)lIo\ [prob. of Scand ori-

gin; akin to Dan dangle to dangle] vi 1 : to hang loosely esp. with
a swinging motion 2 : to be a hanger-on or dependent 3 : to

occur in a sentence without having a normally expected syntactic

relation to the rest of the sentence — vr 1 ; to cause to dangle
: SWING 2 : to keep hanging uncertainly — dan>gler \-g(3-)l3r\ n
— dan-gling-ly \-gliri-le\ adv
sdangle n 1 : the action of dangling 2 : something that dangles

Dan.iel \'dan-y3l\ n [Heb DdnVel] : a Hebrew prophet captive in
Babylon

da.nio \'da-ne-,o\ n [NL, genus name] : any of several small
brightly colored Asiatic cyprinid fishes

iDan.ish \'da-nish\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of Den-
mark, the Danes, or the Danish language
2Danish n : the Germanic language of the Danes
Danish pastry n : a pastry made of yeast-raised dough
dank \'daok\ adj [ME danke] : unpleasantly moist or wet syn see

WET— dank'ly adv — dank*ness n ^

dan-seuse \-'s3(r)z, -'suzX n [F] ; a female ballet dancer
iDan.te.an \'dant-e-an\ adj IDante Alighieri tl321 It poet]
; DANTESQUE
2Dantean n : a student or admirer of Dante
Dan-tesque \dan-'tesk\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of
Dante or his writings

Daph-ne \'daf-ne\ n [L, fr. Gk daphne] 1 : a nymph transformed
into a laurel tree to escape the pursuing Apollo 2 [NL, genus
name, fr. L, laurel, fr. Gk daphne] ; any of a genus (Daphne) of
Eurasian shrubs of the mezereon family with apetalous flowers
whose colored calyx resembles a corolla

Daph-nis \'daf-n3S\ n [L, fr. Gk] : a Sicilian shepherd held in
Greek legend to be the inventor of pastoral poetry
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flapoper \'dap-3r\ adi tME dapvr, fr. MD dapper quick, strong;
akin to OHG tapfar heavy, OSlav debelu thick] 1 a : NEAT, trim
Id : excessively spruce and stylish 2 : alert and lively in move-
ment and manners — dap«per»ly adv— dap>per-ness n
Idapple n 1 : any of numerous usu. cloudy and rounded spots or
patches of a color or shade different from their background 2 : the
quality or state of being dappled 3 : a dappled animal

2dapple v6 dap'pling \'dap-(3-1lio\ vr : to mark with dapples '— vi

: to become marked with dapples
darb \'darb\ n [perh. alter, of ^dab'\ slang : something superlative

Dar.by and Joan \,dar-be-3n-'j6(-a)n, -jo-'an\ n [prob. fr. Darby
& Joan, couple in an 18th cent, song] : a happily married usu.
elderly couple
Dard Vdard\ n : a complex of Indie languages spoken in the upper
valley of the Indus — called also Dardic
Dar.dan X'dard-'nX adj [L Dardanus, fr. Gk Darjfanosi archaic

: TROJAN ~ Dardan n — Daroda-ni>an \dar-'da-ne-9n\ adj
'dare \'da(alr. 'de(3)r\ vb [ME dar (1st & 3d sing. pres. indie), fr.

OE dear; akin to OHG gilar (1st & 3d sing. pres. indie.) dare, L
injestus hostile] verbal auxiliary : to be sufficiently courageous to
<no one dared say a word) -^ vi : to have sufficient courage '^ vt

1 a ; to challenge to perform an action esp. as a proof of courage
<I -- you) b ; to confront boldly 2 : to have the courage to con-
tend against, venture, or try ~ dar.er Vdar-ar, 'der-\ n

2dare n l : an act or instance of daring : challenge 2 : Imagina-
tive or vivacious boldness ; daring
idare-dev.il \'dar-,dev-3l, 'de(3^r-\ n : a recklessly bold person— dare-dev-il.ry \-al-re\ n — dare-dev-iMry \-3l-tre\ n
adaredevil adj ; recklessly daring syn see adventurous
dareful adj, obs : daring
dare.say \da(3)r-'sa, de(3)r-\ vr : venture to say ; believe — used
in the pres. 1st sing. -^ vi : suppose, agree — used in the pres. 1st
sing.
idat'ing adj ^venturesomely bold — syn see adventurous — dar-
ing-ly \-io-le\ adv — dar.ing'Uess n

^daring n : venturesome boldness
Dar.jee.ling \dar-'je-liri\ n [Darjeeling. India] : a tea of high
quality grown esp. in the mountainous districts of northern India
idark Vdark\ adj [ME derk. fr. OE deorc: akin to OHG tarchannen
to hide, Gk tkras.sein to trouble] 1 a : devoid or partially devoid of
light ; not receiving, reflecting, transmitting, or radiating light
b ; transmitting only a portion of light 2 a ; wholly or partially
black hoj a color ; of low or very low lightness 3a: arising from
or showing evil traits or desires : evil b : gloomy, angry c : lack-
ing knowledge or culture 4 : not clear to the understanding
5 : not fair : swarthy 6 : secret 7 : possessing depth and
richness — dark'ish \'dar-kish\ adj— dark«ly arfv— dark>nessn
syn DIM, DUSKY, MURKY, GLOOMY; DARK, the general term, implies

utter or virtual lack of illumination; dim suggests too weak a Ught
for things to be seen clearly or distinctly; dusky suggests deep
twilight and close approach to darkness; murky implies a heavy
darkness such as that caused by smoke, fog. or dust in air or mud in
water; gloomy implies the serious interference with the normal
radiation of daylight caused by dense clouds and connotes cheer-
lessness and pessimism syn see in addition obscure
2dark n 1 a : absence of light : darkness b : a place or time of lit-

tle or no light ; night, nightfall 2 ; a dark or deep color
3dark vi, obs : to grow dark '- v/ : to make dark
dark adaptation n : the phenomena including dilatation of the pupil.

the eye adapts to conditions of reduced illumination
dark-adapt-ed \,dar-k3-'dap-tad\ adj : adjusted for vision in dim
light

Dark Ages n pi : the period from about ad. 476 to about 1000;
broadly : middle ages

dark.en \'dar-k3n\ \b dark.en.ing \'dark-(3-)niri\ vi : to grow
dark : become obscured ~ v/ 1 : to make dark 2 : to make less
clear : obscure 3 : taint, tarnish 4 : to cast a gloom over
5 : to make of darker color — dark.en-er \'dark-(3-)n3r\ n

dark-field microscope n : ultramicroscope
dark horse n : a racehorse or other contestant whose ability is

not known or whose chances of success are not good
dark lantern n : a lantern that can be closed to conceal the light
dar.kle \'dar-k3l\ vi dar.kling \-kf3-)lir]\ [back-formation fr.

darkling] 1 : to become concealed in the dark 2 a : to grow dark
b : to become clouded or gloomy
idark-ling \'dar-kIiQ\ adv [ME derkelyng, fr. derk dark -1- -lyng
-ling] : in the dark
2dark.Iing adj 1 : dark 2 : done or taking place in the dark
darkling beetle n : a usu. hard-bodied black sluggish terrestrial
plant-eating beetle (family Tenebrionidae)
dark-room \'dar-,krum, -,krum\ n : a room with no light or with a
safelight for handling and processing light-sensitive materials
dark-some \'dark-s3m\ adj : gloomily somber : dark
idar.ling \'dar-Iia\ n [ME derling. fr. OE deorling, fr. deore dear]
1 ; a dearly loved person 2 ; favorite

2darling adj 1 : dearly loved : favorite 2 : very pleasing : charm
ing — dar.liug.ly \-lir]-le\ adv — dar-Iing-ness n
idarn \'dam\ vb [prob. fr. F dial, darner} vt 1 : to mend with in-
terlacing stitches 2 ; to embroider by filling in with long running or
interlacing stitches '^ vi i to do darning — darn.er n
sdarn n : a place that has been dai-ned
3darn vb [euphemism] : damn — darned adj (or adv)
4darn adj (or adv) : damned
sdarn n : ^damn 2
dar.nel \'darn-'l\ n [ME] ; any of several usu. weedy grasses
(genus Lolium)

darning needle n 1 : a long needle with a large eye for use In darn-
ing 2 : dragonfly, damselfly
idart \'dart\ n [ME, fr. MF. of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG tart dart] 1 a archaic : a light
spear b (1) : a small missile usu. with a shaft
pointed at one end and feathered on the other
(2) pi but sing in constr : a game in which darts
are thrown at a target 2a; something pro-
jected with sudden speed; esp : a sharp glance dart IbCl)
b: i

stitched

tapering fold in a garment 4 ! a quick movement
2dart vt 1 : to throw with a sudden movement 2 : to thrust or
move with sudden speed «- vi : to move suddenly or rapidly

dart.er \'dart-3r\ n 1 : snakebird 2 : any of numerous small
American freshwater fishes closely related to the perches
Dar-win.ian \dar-'win-e-3n\ adj : of or relating to Charles Darwin,
his theories, or his followers — Darwinian n
Dar-win.ism \'dar-w3-,niz-3m\ n : a theory of the origin and per-
petuation of new species of animals and plants by a process of
natural selection that tends to perpetuate adaptive variations;
broadly : biological evolutionism — Dar-win-ist \ wa-nsstV n —
darwinist or dar-win.ls.tic \,dar-w3-'nis-tik\ adj, ojten cap —
dar- win-is.ti.caMy \-ti-k(a-lie\ adv, ojten cap
idash \'dash\ vb [ME dasshen] vt 1 : to knock, hurl, or thrust
violently 2 : to break by striking or knocking 3 : splash,,
SPATTER 4 a ; destroy, ruin b : depress, saddfn c ; to make
ashamed 5 : to affect by mixing in something different 6 : to per-
form or finish hastily ^ vi : to move violently or rapidly : smash
2dashn 1 a archaic : blow b (1) : a sudden burst or splash (2)

: the sound produced by such a burst 2 a : a stroke of a pen b ; a
punctuation mark — used esp. to indicate a break in the thought or
structure of a sentence 3 : a small usu. di-^tinctive addition
4 : conspicuous display 5 : animation in style and action 6 a : a
sudden onset, rush, or attempt bra short fa.'Jt race 7 : a long
click or buzz forming a letter or part of a letter 8 : dashboard 2
dash-board \'dash-,b6(3)rd, -,b6f3)rd\ n 1 : a screen on the front
of a vehicle to intercept water, mud, or snow 2 : a panel extend-
ing across an automobile or airplane below the windshield and
usu. containing dials and controls
dasb.er \'dash-3r\ n 1 : a dashing person 2 : one that dashes
dash.ing adj l : marked by vigorou"; action 2 : marked by smart-
ness esp. in dress and manners — dash. ing.ly \-io-le\ adv
das.sie \'das-e\ n [Afrik] : a hyrax (genus Procavia) of southern
Africa

daS'tard X'das-tardX n [ME] ; coward; esp : one who sneakingly
commits malicious acts

daS'tard.li.ness \-le-nas\ n : cowardice, treachery
das.tard'ly \-Ie\ adj ; treacherously cowardly syn see cowardly
dasy.ure \'das-e-,yuf3)r\ n [deriv. of Gk dasys thick with hair +
oura tail] : any of a genus (Dasyurus) of arboreal carnivorous mar-
supial mammals of Australia and Tasmania resembling martens,
dat'able or date.able \'dat-a-bal\ adj : capable of being dated
Ma-ta.ry \'dat-3-'re\ n [ML datarius official who added dates
to papal letters, fr. LL data date of a letter] ; the cardinal who is

head of the datary
2datary n : an office of the Roman curia charged esp. with inves-
tigating the fitness of candidates for papal benefices
idate \'dat\ n [ME, fr. OF, deriv of L dactylus, fr. Gk daktylos, lit.,

finger] 1 : the oblong edible fruit of a palm (Phoenix dactylijera)
2 : the tall palm with pinnate leaves that yields the date

2date n [ME, fr. MF. fr. LL data. fr. data (as in data Romae given at
Rome), fem. of L datus, pp. of dare to give; akin to Gk didonai to
give] la: the time at which an event occurs h ; a statement of the
time of execution or making 2 : duration 3 : the period of time
to which something belongs 4 a ; an appointment for a specified
time; esp : a social engagement between two persons of opposite sex
b : a person of the opposite sex with whom one has a social en-
gagement — to date : up to the present moment

3date vt 1 ; to determine the date of 2 : to record the date of
3 a : to mark with characteristics typical of a particular period
b : to show up plainly the age of 4 ; to make or have a date with
f-^ vi 1 ; to reckon chronologically 2 : to become dated and
written 3 a : originate b : extend 4 : to show qualities typical
of a past period — dat*er \'dat-sr\ n

date-less \'dat-l9s\ adj 1 : endless 2 : having no date 3 : too
ancient to be dated 4 : timeless

date.line \'dat-,lTn\ n 1 ; a line in an article or other publication
giving the date and place of composition or issue 2 usu date line
: a hypothetical line approximately along the 180th meridian desig-
nated as the place where each calendar day begins — dateline vt

ida.tive \'dat-iv\ adj [ME datij, fr. L dativus, fr. datus'\ 1 ; of,

relating to, or being the grammatical case that marks typically the
indirect object of a verb, the object of some prepositions, or a
possessor 2 : formed by contribution of a pair of electrons by

2dative n I a dative case or form — da.tive.ly adv
da. turn \'dat-3m. 'dat-, "dat-V n [L, fr. neut. of datus'i 1 pi da-ta
\-3\ : something given or admitted esp. as a basis for reasoning or
inference 2 data pi but sing or pi in constr : factual material used as
a basis esp. for discussion or decision : information 3 pi datums
: something used as a basis for calculating or measuring

da.tu.ra \d3-'t(y)ur-s\ n [NL, genus name. fr. Hindi dhatura
jimsonweed] : any of a genus (Datura) of widely distributed
strong-scented herbs, shrubs, or trees of the nightshade family
idaub \'d6b. 'dab\ vb [ME dauben, fr. OF dauber] vt 1 : to cover
or coat with soft adhesive matter : plaster 2 : to coat with a
dirty substance 3 a : to apply coloring material crudely to
b : to apply crudely '« vi 1 archaic % to put on a false exterior
2 : to apply colors crudely — daab.er n

2daub n 1 : material used to daub walls 2 : an act or instance of
daubing 3 : something daubed on : smear 4 : a crude picture
Idaugh.ter \'d6t-ar\ n [ME daughter, fr. OE dohtor: akin to OHG
tohter daughter, Gk thygaier] 1 a (1) : a human female having the
relation of child to parent (2) : a female offspring of a lower
animal b : a human female having a specified ancestor or belong-
ing to a group of common ancestry 2 : something derived from
its origin as if feminine 3 : an atomic species that is the immediate
product of the radioactive decay of a given element
'daughter adj 1 : having the characteristics or relationship of a
daughter 2 : being offspring of the first generation <•---- cell)

daugh.ter-in-Iaw x-s-ran-.Io, -3m-,l6\ n, pi daugh.ters-in-law
\-3r-z3n-\ : the wife of one's son

daunt X'dont. 'dant\ vr [ME daunten, fr. OF danter, alter, of
donier. fr. L domitare to tame. fr. domitus. pp. of domare — more at
tame] : to lessen the courage of : intimidate syn see dismay
daunt'less X'dont-Ias, 'dant-\ adj : fearless, undaunted —
daunt'less'ly adv — daunt-less.ness n
dau.phin X'do-fanX n. ojten cap [MF daljin, fr. OF. title of lords of
the Dauphin^, fr. Daljin, a surname] : the eldest son of a king of
France
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dan^phine \dd-*fen\ n, often cap [F] : the wife of the dauphin
dav*eil*port \'dav-3n-,p6(a)rt, 'dav-'m-, -,p6(3)rt\ n [origin un-
known] : a large upholstered sofa
Da-vld \'da-v3d\ n [Heb Dawidh'\ : a son of Jesse of Bethlehem
who kills Goliath, charms Saul with his harping, and reigns over
Israel for about 40 years
da>vU \'da-v9t, 'dav-5t\ n [prob. fr. the name Dav/rf]
projects over the side of a ship or a hatchway and is

boats, anchors, or cargo
Da-vy Jones \,da-ve-'jonz\ n : the spirit of the sea
Da.vy Jones's locker \'da-ve-jonz(-3z)-\ n : the
bottom of the ocean
Da.vy lamp \,da-ve-\ n [Sir Humphry Davy tI829
E chemist] : an early safety lamp having the flame
enclosed by fine wire gauze
Idaw \*da, 'do\ vj [ME dawen, fr. OE dagian; akin
to OHG lagen to dawn, OE d3;g day] chiejly Scot
: DAWN

2daw \'d6\ n [ME dawe: akin to OHG taha
jackdaw] ; jackdaw
daw-dle Vd6d-'1\ vb daw-dling \'d6d-Iia, -°l-io\
[origin unknown] vi 1 : to spend time idly 2 : to act sluggishly
'- vt : IDLE syn see delay — daW'dler V'dod-lsr, =l-9r\ n
Idawn X'don, 'dan\ vi [ME dawnen, prob. back-formation fr.

dawning daybreak, alter, of dawing, fr. OE dagung, fr. dagian^
1 : to begin to grow light as the sun rises 2 : lo begin to appear
or develop 3 : to begin to be perceived or understood
Sdawn n 1 : the first appearance of light in the morning 2 : a
first appearance : beginning
day \'da\ n [ME, fr. OE dxg: akin to OHG tag day] 1 a : the time
of light between one night and the next b ; daylight 2 a : the
period of the earth's rotation on its axis b ; the time required
by a celestial body to turn once on its axis 3 ; the mean solar day
of 24 hours beginning at mean midnight 4 : a specified day or
date 5 : a specified time or period ; age 6 : the conflict or con-
tention of the day 7 ; the time established by usage or law for work
Day>ak \'dT-,ak\ n [Malay, up-country] 1 : a member of any of
several Indonesian peoples of the interior of Borneo 2 : the
language of the Dayak peoples
day-bed \'da-,bed\ n 1 : a chaise longue of a type made 1680-1780
2 ; a couch with low head and foot pieces

day>hool£ \'da-,buk\ n 1 : DIARY, JOURNAL 2 ; a book formerly
used in accounting for recording the transactions of the day
day.break \'da-,brak\ n : dawn
iday.dream \'da-,drem\ n : a dream experienced while awake;
€sp ; a pleasant reverie usu. of wish fulfillment
2daydream vi ; to have a daydream — day>dream'er \-,dre-m3r\ n
day laborer n : one who works for daily wages esp. as an unskilled

lower
laborer
day letter n : a telegram sent during the day that has
priority than a regular telegram
iday.light\*da-,!Tt\n 1 : the light of day 2 : dawn 3a:knowl-
edge or understanding of something that has been obscure b : open-
ness ^ pi a : CONSCIOUSNESS b : wrrs

^daylight vt ; to provide with daylight '^ vi : to supply daylight
daylight saving lime n ; time usu. one hour ahead of standard time
day lily n 1 : any of various Eurasian plants (genus Hemerocallis)
of the lily family with short-lived flowers resembling Ulies that
arc widespread in cultivation and as escapes 2 : plantain lily
day neutral adj : developing and maturing regardless of relative
length of alternating exposures to light and dark periods
day nursery n : a public center for the care and training of young
children; specij ; nursery school
Day of Atonement : yom kippur
days \'da2\ adv ; in the daytime repeatedly : on any day
day school n ; an elementary or secondary school held on week-
days; specif : a private school without boarding facilities

days of grace : the days allowed for payment of a note or insurance
premium after it becomes due

day-star \'da-,star\ n 1 : morning star 2 : sun la
day-time Vda-,tTm\ n : the time during which there is daylight
daze \'da2\ vt [ME dasen, fr. ON dasa (in dasask to become
exhausted)] 1 : to stupefy esp. by a blow : stun 2 : to dazzle with
hght — daze n — daz-ed-ness \-z3d-n9s\ n

daz-Zle \'daz-3l\ vb daz-zling \'da2-(3-)lio\ [freq. of Waze]
vi 1 : to lose clear vision esp. from looking at bright light 2 : to
shine brilliantly »«- v/ 1 : to overpower with light 2 ; to impress
deeply, overpower, or confound with brilliance — dazzle n —
daz-zler \-(3-)l3r\ n — daz-zling>ly \-(9-)liD-le\ adv
D day niD, abbr. for day'i : a day set for launching an operation
DDT \,ded-(,)e-'te\ n [rfichIoro-diphenyl-/richloro-ethane] ; a
colorless odorless water-insoluble crystalline insecticide Ci4H9C!5

de- prefix [ME, fr. OF de-, des; partly fr. L de- from, down, away
(fr. de) and partly fr. L dis-; L de akin to Olr di from, OE to to— more at to, dis-] 1 a ; do the opposite of (Revitalize) b ; re-
verse of <rfe-emphasis> 2 : remove (a specified thing) from <rfe-

Iouse> : remove from (a specified thing) (dethrone) 3 : reduce
<devalue> 4 : something derived from (a specified thing) {de-
compound) : derived from something (of a specified nature)
<rfenominative> 6 : get off of (a specified thing) <rfftrain)

dea-con \'de-k3n\ n [ME dekene, fr. OE deacon, fr. LL diaconus.
It. Gk diakonos, lit., servant, fr. dia- + -konos (akin to enkonein
to be active)] : a subordinate officer in a Christian church: as
a (1) ; a Roman Catholic cleric in the second of the major orders
(2) : an ordained Anglican candidate for the priesthood b : one

elected by a church with congregational poUty toof the layme:
serve in worship, in pastoral care, and

2-^^-

,
_,.___ administrative com-

mittees c : a Mormon m the lowest grade of the Aaronic priesthood
dea-con-ess \'de-ko-n3s\ n ; a woman chosen to assist in church
work; specif l one in a Protestant order devoted to service

de-ac-ti-vate \(')de-'ak-t3-,vat\ vt : to make inactive or Ineffec-
tive — de-ac>ti>va-tlon \(,)de-,ak-t9-'va-shsn\ n
idead \'ded\ adj [ME deed, fr. OE dead: akin to ON dauthr dead,
deyja to die — more at die] 1 : deprived of life : having died
2 a (1) : having the appearance of death : deathly <in a '^ faint)
(2) ; lacking power to move, feel, or respond : numb b : very
tired c (1) ; Incapable of being stirred emotionally or intellectually

a abut; ,^^ kitten; er further; a back; a bake; S cot. cart; au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life
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: UNRESPONSIVE <~ to plty) (2) : grown cold ; extinguisheo
<'^ coals) 3 a : INANIMATB, INERT <'^ matter) b : barren,
infertile <'^ soil) : no longer producing or functioning : ex-
hausted <~ battery) 4 a (1) ; lacking power or effect <'^ law)
(2) : no longer having interest, relevance, or significance <'^
issue) b : no longer in use : obsolete <~ language) c : no longer
active ; extinct <'^ volcano) d : lacking in gaiety or animation
<'>- party) e (1) : lacking in commercial activity ; quiet (2) : com-
mercially idle or unproductive ('^ capital) f : lacking elasticity
<'^ tennis ball) g ; out of action or out of use; specif : free from
any connection to a source of voltage and free from electric charges
h ( I) ; out of play <'-- ball) <i^ cards) (2 ) of a player : temporarily
forbidden to play or make a certain play i : being something that
has been used or is not to be used in printing <"- copy) 5a; not
running or circulating : stagnant <'-- air) b : not turning c ; lack-
ing warmth, vigor, or taste 6a: absolutely uniform <~ level)
b (1) : unerring (2) ; exact <~ center of the target) (3) : doomed
<~ duck) (4) : irrevocable c : abrupt d : complete, absolute
7 : deserted
syn dead, defunct, deceased, departed, late mean devoid of

life. DEAD applies literally to what is deprived of vital force but
is used figuratively of anything that has lost any attribute (as
energy, activity, radiance) suggesting life; defunct stresses cessa-
tion of active existence or operation; deceased, departed, and
late apply to persons who have died recently, deceased occurring
chiefly in legal use, departed in religious use, and late with
reference to a person in a specific relation or status <his lale wife)

adead «, pi dead 1 : one that is dead — usu. used collectively
2 : the time of greatest quiet

3dead adv 1 : utterly 2 ; suddenly and completely 3 : directly
dead-air space n : a sealed or unventilated air space
Idead.beat \'ded-,bet\ adj 1 : making a beat without recoil
2 : having a pointer that gives a reading with little or no oscillation

2deadbeat n ; one who persistently fails to pay his debts or his
way
dead center n 1 : either of the two
positions at the ends of a stroke In a
crank and connecting rod when the
crank and rod are in the same straight
line — called also dead point 2 : a '

center that does not revolve in a machine
tool
dead-en \'ded-°n\ vb dead>en.ing
\'ded-nio, -'n-ir)\ vt 1 : to impair in dead center: 1, 2, dead
vigor or sensation ; blunt 2 a : to centers, 3 crank, 4 lever
deprive of brilliancy b : to make vapid
or spiritless c ; to make (as a wall) impervious to sound 3 ! to
deprive of life ; kill '^ vi ; to become dead ; lose life or vigor

dead end n : an end (as of a street) without an exit

dead-end \'ded-,end\ adj 1 ; leading nowhere 2 : TOUGH
dead>en>ing n t material used to soundproof walls or floors
dead-eye \'ded-,T\ n ; a rounded wood block that Is encircled by
a rope or an iron band and pierced with holes to receive the
lanyard and is used esp. to set up shrouds and stays

dead. fall \*ded-,f61\ n ; a trap so constructed that a weight falls on
an animal and kills or disables it

dead hand n 1 : mortmain 2 : the oppressive influence of the past
idead-head \'ded-,hed\ n t one who has not paid for a ticket

sdeadhead vi : to make a return trip without a load
dead heat n : a race in which there is no single winner
dead letter n 1 : something that has lost its force or authority
without being formally abolished 2 : a letter that is undellverablo
and unreturnable by the post office

dead-light \*ded-,lTt\ n 1 a : a metal cover or shutter fitted to aport
to keep out light and water b : a heavy glass set in a ship's deck
or hull to admit light 2 : a skylight made so as not to open

dead-line \'ded-,ITn\ n 1 : a line drawn within or around a prison
that a prisoner passes at the risk of being shot 2 : a date or time
before wliich something must be done; specif : the time after which
copy is not accepted for a particular issue of a publication

dead-li-ness \'ded-le-n3s\ n : the quahty or state of being deadly
dead load n : a constant load that in structures (as a bridge, build-

ing, or machine) is due to the weight of the members, the supported
structure, and permanent attachments or accessories

dead-lock \'ded-,lak\ n 1 : a state of inaction or neutralization
resulting from the opposition of equally powerful persons or
factions 2 ; a tie score — deadlock vt

ldead-ly \'ded-le\ adj 1 : likely to cause or capable of producing
death <a •^ disease) <a ^ weapon) 2a: aiming to kill or destroy
; implacable <a '^ enemy) b : highly effective <"- expos6)
c ; unerring <a --« marksman) d : marked by determination or
extreme seriousness 3 a ; tending to deprive of force or vitality

<a '^ habit) b ; suggestive of death 4 ; very great : extreme
syn deadly, mortal, fatal, lethal mean causing or capable

of causing death, deadly appHes to anything certain or extremely
likely to cause death; mortal usu. implies that death has already
occurred or will soon ensue <received a mortal wound) fatal
stresses the inevitability of eventual death, destruction, or utter

defeat: lethal applies to something having the power of killing

as a significant attribute or often as the sole reason for existence
adeadly adv 1 archaic : in a manner to cause death : mortally
2 : suggesting death 3 : extremely <"- dull)

deadly sin n : one of seven sins of pride, covetousness, lust, anger,
gluttony, envy, and sloth held to be fatal to spiritual progress

dead march n : a solemn march for a funeral

dead pan n : an expressionless Icomobile face — deadpan adj or
adv — deadpan vi

dead reckoning n 1 : the determination without the aid of celestial

observations of the position of a ship or airplane from the record
of the courses sailed or flown, the distance made, and the known or
estimated drift 2 ; guesswork
dead space n : the portion of the respiratory system which Is ex-
ternal to the bronchioles and through which air must pass to reacb
the bronchioles and alveoli

dead-weight \'ded-'wat\ n : the unrelieved weight of an Inert mass
2 : DEAD LOAD
dead-wood \'ded-,wud\ n 1 : wood dead on the tree 2 : useless
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personnel or material 3 : solid timbers built In at the extreme bow
and stern of a ship when too narrow to permit framing 4 : bowl-
ing pins that have been knocked down but remain on the alley

fieaJ \'def\ adj [ME deef, fr. OE deaj: akin to Gk typhlos blind
typhein to smoke. L jumus smoke — more at fume] 1 : lacking or
deficient in the sense of hearing 2 : unwilling to hear or listen
— deaf-ish \'def-ish\ adj — deaMy adv — deaf-uess n

deaf-en \'def-on\ vb deaf.en.ing \'def-C3-)nio\ >'/ 1 : to make
deaf 2 ; to make soundproof -^ vi : to cause deafness or stun
one with noise — deaf-en-ing-ly \-(3-)nio-Ie\ adv
deaf-mute \'def 'myiit\ n : a deaf person who cannot speak— deaf-mute VtIef-,myUt\ adj
Ideal \'de(3M\ n [ME deel, fr. OE dicl: akin to OE rftr/ division,

portion, OHG teil part] 1 ohs ; part, portion 2 a : an indefinite
quantity or degree (means a great '^> bra large quantity <a -^ of
money) 3 a : the act or right of distributing cards to players in a
card game b : hand 10 b 4 a : an extensive governmental pro-
gram — compare nfw DF^L b : the period of such a program

2deal vb dealt \'dclt\ deal-ing \'de-liri\ vt 1 : to give as one's
portion 2 : An\nN!STER, bestow {deaU him a blow) — vi 1 : to
distribute the cards in a card game 2 ; to have to do : treat
<thebook ^^^ wiih education) 3 a ; to engage in bargaining : trade
b : to sell or distribute something as a business {^ in insurance)
4 : to take action with regard to someone or something <'^ with
an offender) syn see distribute — deal-er n

3deal n 1 : an act of dealing : TRANSArrioN 2 : treatment re-
ceived •'a dirtv --) 3 : an arrangement for mutual advantage

«deal/j [MD or MLG rfWf plank; akin to OHG diVi plank — more at
thill] 1 a Brit : a board of fir or pine b : sawed yellow-pine
lumber nine inches or wider and three, four, or five inches thick
2 : pine or fir wood — deal adj

de.al^te \fMdc-'a-,int\ n : a deflated insect
de*alat»ed \ ,lat-3d\ adj : divested of the wings — used of post-
nuptial adults of insects fas ants) that drop their wings after a
nuptial flight — de*ala-tion \,de-f.)a-'la-sh3n\ n

deal.fish \'de'3M-,fish\ n [trffo/] : any of several long thin fishes
fgenus Trachypierus) inhabiting the deep sea

deal'ing n \ pi i intfrcourse, traffic 2 : manner of conduct
de.am.i.nate \r)de-'am-9-,nat\ vt : to remove the amino group
from fa compound) — de<am'i-na'tion \C)de-,am-3-'na-sh3n\ n

de.am*i-nize \f'ide-'am-3-,nTz\ vt : deaminate
dean \'den\ n [ME deen, it. MF deien, fr. LL decanus, lit., chief
of ten. fr. L decern ten — more at ten ] 1 a : the head of the chapter
of a collegiate or cathedral church bra priest usu. of one of the
parishes who supei'vises one district of a diocese 2 a : the head
of a division, faculty, college, or school of a university b : a
college or secondary school administrator in charge of counseling
and disciplining students 3 : doyen 1 — dean«sliip \'den-,ship\ n

dean-eiy \'den-f3-)re\ n : the office, jurisdiction, or official resi-

dence of a clerical dean
idear \'dif3)r\ adj [ME dere, fr. OE deor'\ '. severe, sore
2dear adj [ME dere, fr OE denre'i 1 obs '. noble 2 : highly valued

: precious 3 ; affectk)Nate, fond 4 : high-priced : expensive
5 : heartfelt syu see costly — dear adv — dear-ly adv —
dear-ness n

3dear h l : a loved one : sweetheart 2 : a lovable person
dearth \'d3rth\ n [ME derthe, fr. dere dear, costly] 1 ; scarcity
that makes dear : famine 2 : inadequate supply

dea.sil \'de-zal\ adv [ScGael deiseil; akin to L dexter'i : clockwise
death \'deth\ n [ME deeih, fr. OE death; akin to ON dauthi death,
deyja to die — more at die] 1 : a permanent cessation of all vital

functions : the end of life 2 : the cause or occasion of loss of life

3 cap : the destroyer of life represented usu. as a skeleton with a
scythe 4 : the state of being dead 5 : destruction, extinction
6 : civil death 7 : slaughter 8 Christian Science : the lie of
life in matter : that which is unreal and untrue : illusion

death-bed \'deth-'bed\ ai 1 ; the bed in which a person dies 2 : the
la^t hour'^ of life

death benefit n : money payable to the beneficiary of a deceased
death-blow \'deth-'bl6\ n : a destructive or killing stroke or event
death camas n : any of several plants (genus Zigadenus) of the
lily family that cause poisoning of livestock in the western U.S.
death cup n : a very poisonous mushroom (Amanita phallnides)
ranging in color from pure white to olive or yellow and having a
prominent volva at the base
death duty n, chiefly Brit : death tax
death-less \'deth-l3s\ adj : immortal. imperish.a.ble <'^ fame>— death-less-ly adv — death-less-ness n
death-Iy \'deth-le\ adj 1 : fatal 2 : of, relating to, or suggestive
of death <'a -^ pallor) — deathly adv

death mask n : a cast taken from the face of a dead person
death point n : a limit (as of degree of heat or cold) beyond which
an organism or living protoplasm cannot survive
death's-head \'deths-,hed\ n ; a human skull emblematic of death
deaths-mau \'deth-sm3n\ n, archaic X executioner
death tax n : a tax arising on the transmission of property after
the owner'.s death

death warrant n 1 : a warrant for the execution of a death sentence
2 : deathblow
ideath.watch \'deth-,wach\ n [death + watch (timepiece): fr. the
superstition that its ticking presages death] ; any of several small
insects that make a ticking sound
adeathwatch n [death + watch (vigil)] 1 : a vigil kept with the
dead or dying 2 : the guard set over a criminal before his execution

de-ba.cle \di-'bak-9l. -'bak-\ n [F debacle, fr. debacler to unbar, fr.

MF desbacler, fr. des- de- -I- bacler to bar, fr. OProv haclar, fr,

(assumed) VL bacculare, fr, L baculum staff — more at bacterium]
1 : a tumultuous breakup of ice in a river 2 : a violent disruption
(as of an army) ; rout 3 : breakdown, collapse

de-bar \di-'bar\ vt [ME debarren, fr. MF desharrer to unbar, fr.
des- de- -f barrer to bar] ; to bar from having or doing something
: preclude syn see exclude — de>bar>ment \-*bar-m3nt\ n

de.bark \di-"bark\ vb [MF deharquer, fr. de- + barque bark]
: DISEMBARK — de*bar>ka-tion \,de-,bar-'ka-sh3n\ n

de.base \di-'bns\ vi 1 : to lower in status, esteem, quality, or
character 2 : to reduce the intrinsic value of by increasing the
base-metal content b : to reduce the exchange value of — de*base-
ment \-'ba-sm3nt\ n — de-bas-er \-'ba-s3r\ n

syn vmATE, deprave, corrupt, debauch, pervert: debase im-
plies a loss of position, worth, value, or dignity; vftiate implies a
destruction of purity, validity, or effectiveness bv allowing entrance
of a fault or defect; deprave implies moral deterioration by evil
thoughts or influences; corrupt implies loss of soundness, purity,
or integrity: debauch implies a debasing through sensual in-
dulgence; PERVERT implies a twisting or distorting from what is
natural or normal syn see in addition abase

de.bat.able \di-'bat-3-boI\ adj 1 : claimed by more than one coun-
try (-^ border territory) 2 a : open to dispute : doubtful <a '^
question) b : open to debate 3 : capable of producing debate
ide-bate \di-'bai:\ n : a contention by words or arguments: as
a : the formal discussion of a motion before a deliberative body
according to the rules of parliamentary procedure b : a regulated
discussion of a proposition between two matched sides

2debate vb [ME debaten, fr. MF debaire. fr. OF, h. de- + batre to
beat. fr. L banuerel vi 1 obs : fight, contend 2 a : to contend
in words b : to discuss a question by considering opposed argu-
ments 3 ; to participate in a debate ~ v/ 1 a : to argue about
b : to engage (an opponents in debate 2 : to turn over in one's
mind syn see Discuss — de-bate-ment \-m3nt\ n — de-bat-er n
ide.bauch \di-'b6ch, -'bach\ vt [MF debaucher. fr. OF desbauchier
to scatter, roughhew (timber), fr. des- de- -l- bauch beam, of Gmc
origin] 1 a archaic : to make disloyal b : to seduce from chastity
2 a : to lead away from virtue or excellence b : to corrupt by in-
temperance or sensuality syn see debase — de-bauch-er n
2debauch n l : an act or occasion of debauchery 2 : orgy
de.bauch-ee \di-,b6ch-'e, -bach-; .deb-a-'she. -'sha\ n [F de-
bnuche. fr. pp. of debaucher] ; one given to sensual excesses
de.baurh-ery \di-'b6ch-(3-ire, -'bach-\ n 1 a : extreme indulgence
in sensuality b pi ; orgies 2 archaic : corruption of fidelity

de.ben.ture \di-'ben-_ch3r\ n [ME debeniur. fr. L, they are due. 3d
pi. pres. pass, of debere to owe] 1 : a writing or certificate signed
by a public officer as evidence of a debt or of a right to demand
a sum of money 2 a Brit ; a security issued by a company other
than its shares b : a bond usu. secured by an indenture containing
protective provisions but without a specific lien on anv asset

de-bil-i-tate \di-'bil-a-,tar\ vt [L debilitatus. pv of debilitare to
weaken, fr. debiHs'i : to impair the strength of : enfeeble syn see
WEAKEN —

- de*bll-i-ta>tion \di-,bi}-3-'ia-sh3n\ n
de.bil.i-ty \di-*bil-3t-e\ n [MF debilite, fr. L debilitat-, debilitas, fr.

debilis weak] : weakness, infirmity
ldeb-]t \'deb-3t\ n [L debitum debt] 1 : a record of an indebted-
ness; specif t an entry on the left-hand side of an account constitut-
ing an addition to an expense or asset account or a deduction from
a revenue, net worth, or liability account 2 : the sum of the items
so entered 3 : a charge against a bank deposit account

2debit vt : to enter on the left-hand side of an account ; charge
deb-o-nair \.deb-3-'na(alr, -'nefsVX adj [ME debonere, fr. OF
debonaire, fr de bonne aire of good family or nature] 1 archaic
; GENTLE, courteous 2a; gaily charming : urbane b : light-
hearted, NONCHALANT — dcb-o-nair-ly adv — deb-o-nair-ness n
Deb.o.rah \'deb-(3-)r3\ n [Heb Debhorah} : a Hebrew prophetess
who helped free the Israelites from the Canaanites
de.bOUCh \di-'bLish, -'bauch\ vb [F debaucher, fr. de- de- -I- bouche
mouth, fr. L bucca cheek] vi 1 : to march out (as from a defile)
into open ground 2 : to pass out —' vt Wo cause to emerge
de-bouch-ment \-m3nt\ n 1 : the act or process of debouching
2 : a mouth or outlet esp. of a river

de-bou-chure \di-,bu-'shu(3)r\ n : debouchment 2
debridement \d3-'bred-,ma", -msntX n [F debridement, fr.

debrider to remove unhealthy tissue, lit., to unbridle, fr. MF
desbrider, fr. des- de- -K bride bridle, fr. MHG bridel\ : the surgical
removal of lacerated, devitalized, or contaminated tissue

de-brief \di-'bref, 'de-\ vt 1 : to interrogate (as a pilot) in order to
obtain useful information 2 : to instruct not to reveal any classified
information after release from a sensitive position

de.bris \da-'bre, 'da-,bre\ n, pi de-bris \-'brez, -.bre2\ [F debris^
fr. MF, fr. debriser to break to pieces, fr. OF debrisier, fr. de- -h
brisier to break] 1 : the remains of something broken down or de
siroyed ; ruins 2 : an accumulation of fragments of rock

debt \'det\ n [ME deite. debte. fr. OF dette something owed, fr.

(assumed) VL debita, fr. L. pi, of debitum debt, fr, neut. of debitus,

pp. of debere to owe, fr. de- + habere to have] 1 : sin. trespass
2 : a state of owing 3 : something owed : obligation 4 ; the
common-law action for the recovery of money held to be due

debt>or \'det-3r\ n 1 : one guilty of neglect or violation of duty
2 : one in debt

de>bunK \(')de-'b3rilr\ vt : to expose the sham or falseness in (-^

a hero legend) — de-bunk-er n
de.but \'da-.byu, da-"byu\ n [F debut, fr. debater to begin, fr, MF
desbuter to play first, fr. des- de- + but starting point, goal] 1 ; a
first public appearance 2 : a formal entrance into society

deb*U*tant \'deb-yu-,tant\ n [F debutant, fr. prp. of debuterl : one
making a debut

deb-U-tante \'deb-yii-,tant\ n [F debutante, fem. of debutant"} i a
young woman making her formal entrance into society

deca- or dec- or deka- or dek- comb form [ME, fr. L. fr. Gk deka-,
dek-. fr. deka — more at ten] : ten <t/ccamerous)

de.cade \'dek-.ad, -3d; de-'kad\ n [ME. fr. MF decade, fr. LL
decad-, decaa. fr. Gk dekad-, dekas, fr. deka'\ 1 : a group or set of
10 2 : a period of 10 years 3 I a division of the rosary

de-ca.dence \'dek-3d-3n(i)s. di-'kad-'n{tis\ n [MF, fr. ML deca-
denfia, fr, LL decadent-, decadens. prp, of decadere to fall, sink —
more at decay] 1 : the process of becoming or the quality or state

of being decadent 2 : a period of decline syn see deterioration
ide-ca-dent \*dek-9d-3nt. di-'kad-=nt\ adj [back-formation fr.

decadence^ 1 : marked by decay or decline 2 : of, relating to. or
having the characteristics of the decadents — de-ca-dent-ly adv

^decadent n l : one that is decadent 2 : one of a group of late

19th century French and English writers tending toward artificial

and abnormal subjects and subtilized style

deca<gon \'dek-3-,gan\ n [NL decagonum, fr. Gk dekagonon, fr.

deka- deca- -t- -gonon -gon] : a polygon of 10 angles and 10 sides
deca-gram \-,gram\ n [F decagramme, fr. deca- deca- -H gramme
gram] — see metric sv.'n'EM table

deca-lie.dron \,dek-3-'he-dr3n\ n [ISV] : a polyhedron of 10 faces
de>cal \'de-,kal, di-'kal, 'dek-3l\ n : decalcomania
de<cal-ci*ti*ca>tion \(j)de-,kal-s3-f3-*ka-sh3n\ n ; the removal or
loss of calcium or ceilcium compounds (as from bones or soil)
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decanter

de.cal-ci.fy XClde-'kal-sa-.flX vt [ISV] : to remove calcium or
calcium compounds from

fle.cal.CO.ma.nia \di-,kal-k3-'ma-ne-3\ n [F decalcomanie. fr.

decalquer to copy by tracing (fr. de- de- + calquer to trace, fr. It
calcare, lit., to trample, fr. L) + manie mania, fr. LL mania — more
at CAULK] 1 : the art or process of transferring pictures and de-
signs from specially prepared paper (as to glass) 2 ; a picture or
design prepared for transfer by decalcomania

de-ca.les.cence \,de-k3-'les-='n(tis\ n [ISV de- + -calescence (as in
recalescence) ] ; a decrease in temperature that occurs while heating
metal through a range in which change in structure occurs

deca.li.ter \'dek-3-.iet-sr\ n [F decalitre, Jr. deca- + litre liter] —
see METRIC SYSTEM table

deca-logue \'dek-3-,16g. -,lag\ n [ME decaloge, fr. LL decalogus,
fr. Gk dekalogns. fr. deka- + logos word] 1 ojten cap % ten com-
mandments 2 : a basic set of rules carrying binding authority
Ide.cam-e.ter \de-'kam-5t-3r\ n [Gk dekametron, fr. deka- +
metron measure, meter] : a poetic line of 10 feet
2deca.me.ter \'dek-3-,met-3r\ n [F decametre, fr. deca- + m^tre
meter] — see metric system table
de-camp \di-'kamp\ vi [F decamper, fr. MF descamper, fr. des-
de- + camper to camp] 1 : to break up a camp 2 ; to depart
suddenly : abscond — de«camp-ment \-m3nt\ n

dec>aiie \'dek-,an\ n [ISV deca-'i ; any of several isomeric liquid
hydrocarbons CioHz2 of the methane series
deca.no.ic acid \,dek-3-.n6-ik-\ n [ISV, fr. decane'\ : capric acid
de*cant \di-'kant\ vt [NL decantare, fr. L de- + ML cantus side, fr.

L, iron ring round a carriage wheel] 1 : to pour from one vessel
into another 2 : to draw off without disturbing thcsediment or
the lower liquid layers — de-can*ta-tioil \,de-,kan-'ta-sh3n\ n
de>cant>er \di-'kant-ar\ n ; a vessel used to decant or
to receive decanted liquids

de>cap>i'tate \di-'kap-3-,tat\ vt [LL decapitatus, pp. of
decapitare, fr. L de- + capit-, caput head — more at
head] : to cut off jhe head of ; behead — de'Cap>i>ta-
tion \di-,kap-3-'ta-sh3n. ,de-\ n

deca>pod \'dek-3-,pad\ n [NL Deca^uorfa, order name]
1 : any of an order (Decapoda) of highly organized
crustaceans (as shrimps, lobsters, crabs) with five
pairs of thoracic appendages one or more of which are
modified into pincers, stalked eyes, and the head and
thorax fused into a cephalothorax and covered by a
carapace 2 : any of an order (Decapoda) of cephalo-
pod mollusks including the cuttlefishes, squids, and
related forms that have 10 arms — decapod adj —
de>cap*o>dal \di-'kap-3d-n\ adj — de<cap*o<daii
\-3d-3n\ adj or n — de>cap<o>dous \-ad-3s\ adj

de>car<l)oii>ate \('jde-'kar-ba-,nat\ vt : to remove carbon dioxide
or carbonic acid from — de<car>bou>a>tion \(,)de-,kar-b3-'na-
shsnX n

de.car-bon.ize \(')de-'kar-b3-,nTz\ vr[ISV] : to remove carbon from
de-car.box.yl-ate \,de-.kar-'bak-s3-,!at\ vt : to remove carboxyl
from— de-car.box.yl-a'tion \,de-,kar-.bak-s3-'la-sh3n\ n

de-car.bu-rize \(')de-'kar-b(y')3-,rT2\ vt : decarbonize
decare \'dek-,a(3)r. -,e(3)r, -,ar\ n [F decare, fr. deca- deca- + arel

; a metric unit of area equal to 10 ares or 0.2471 acre
deca.stere \'dek-3-,stiO)r, -,ste(3)r\ n [F decastere, fr. deca- +
stere stere] — see metric system table
ideca.syl-lab.ic \,dek-9-s3-'lab-ik\ adj [prob. fr. F decasyllabique,
fr. Gk dekasyllabos decasyllabic, fr. deka- deca- + syllabe syllable]
: having verses of 10 syllables

adecasyllabic n : a line of 10 syllables
decasyllable n : a word or verse having 10 syllables
de>caUl>lon \di-'kath-l3n. -,lan\ n [F decathlon, fr. deca- deca- +
Gk athlon contest — more at athlete] ; a 10-event composite
athletic contest consisting of the 100-meter, 400-meter, and 1500o
meter runs, the 1 1 0-meter high hurdles, the javelin and discus
throws, shot put, pole vault, high jump, and broad jump
Ide-cay \di-'ka\ vb [ME decayen, fr. ONF decair, fr. LL decadere
to fall, sink. fr. L de- -¥ cadere to fall] vi 1 : to decline from a sound
or prosperous condition 2 : to decrease gradually in quantity,
activity, or force 3 : to fall into ruin 4 ; to decline in health,
strength, or vigor 5 : to undergo decomposition '— vt 1 obs : to
cause to decay : impair 2 ; to destroy by decomposition
syn DECAY, decompose, rot, putrefy, spoil mean to undergo

destructive dissolution, decay implies a slow change from a state of
soundness or perfection; decompose stresses a breaking down by
chemical change and when applied to organic matter a corruption;
ROT is a close synonym of decompose and often connotes foulness;
Ptn'REFY implies the rotting of animal matter and offensiveness to
sight and smell; spoil applies chiefly to the decomposition of foods
2decay n 1 : gradual decUne in strength, soundness, or prosperity or
in degree of excellence or perfection 2 : a wasting or wearing
away : ruin 3 obs : destruction, death 4 a : rot; specij
: aerobic decomposition of proteins chiefly by bacteria b ; the
product of decay 5 : a decline in health or vigor 6 ; decrease in
quantity, activity, or force: as a ; spontaneous decrease in the
number of radioactive atoms in radioactive material b : spontane-
ous disintegration (as of an atom or a meson)

de>cease \di-'ses\ n [ME deces, fr. MF, fr. L decessus departure,
death, fr. decessus, pp. of decedere to depart, die, fr. de- + cedere to
go — more at cede] : departure from life : death — decease vj

de^ceased \-'sest\ n. pi deceased : a dead person <the will of the '~>

de>ce*dent \di-'sed-'nt\ n [L decedent-^ decedens, prp. of decederej
: a deceased person

de-ceit \di-'sei\ n [ME deceite, fr. OF, fr. L decepta, fem. of de-
ceptus, pp. of decipere} 1 ; the act or practice of deceiving : de-
ception 2 ; an attempt or device to deceive : trick 3 : deceit-
fulness

de*ceit*ftil \-fal\ adj : having a tendency or disposition to deceive:
a : not honest <lving, '^ child) b ; deceptive, misleading syn
see dishonest — 'de-ceit-ful-ly \-f9-Ie\ adv — de>ceit>tul>uess n

de*ceiy>able \di-'se-va-bal\ adj 1 archaic ; deceitful, deceptivb
2 archaic : capable of being deceived — de-ceiv-able>ness n

de*ceive \di-'sev\ vb [ME deceiven, fr. OF deceivre, fr. L decipere,
fr. de- + capere to take] vt 1 archaic ; ensnare 2 a obs : to be
false to b archaic : to fail to fulfill 3 obs : cheat 4 : to cause
to believe an untruth 5 archaic ; to while away -^ v/ ; to practice

deceit — de-celv-er n — de-ceiv-lng-Iy \-'se-vir)-le\ adv
syn mislead, delude, beguile; deceive Implies the imposing of a

false idea or belief that causes bewilderment or helplessness or
furthers the agent's purpose; mislead stresses a leading astray from
the truth usu. by deliberately deceiving; delude and beguile stress
the action of the one deceived, delude implying an inability to
distinguish between the true and the false, beguile a readiness to be
charmed or persuaded by the deceiver

de.cel.er<ate \(')de-'sel-3-,rat\ vb ide- -H accelerate^ vt : to cause to
slow down ~ vi : to move at decreasing speed — de-cel-er.a-tion
\(,)de-,sel-3-'ra-sh3n\ n — de*cel<er<a<tor \(')de-'sel-3-,rat-3r\ n

de<cel*er-on \de-'se)-3-,ran\ n [blend of decelerate and aileron} ; a
combination of aileron and air brakes on an airplane
De-cem-ber \di-'sem-b3r\ n [ME Decembre, fr. OF, fr. L December
(tenth month), fr. decern ten — more at ten] ; the 12th month of the
Gregorian calendar
De>cem*brist \-br35t\ n : one taking part in the unsuccessful upris-
ing against the Russian emperor Nicholas I in December 1825

de.cem-Vir \di-'sem-v3r\ n [L, back-formation fr. decemviri, pi., fr.

decem + viri, pi. of vi> man — more at virile] : one of a ruling body
of 10; specij : one of a body of 10 magistrates in ancient Rome —
decern. vi-ra^ \-v3-r3l\ adj — de'Cem-vi'tate \-r3t\ n

de.cen-cy \'de.s-''n-se\ n 1 archaic a : fitness b : orderliness
2 a : the quality or state of being decent ; propriety b : con-
formity to standards of taste, propriety, or quality 3 : standard of
propriety — usu. used In pi. 4 : literary decorum syn see decorum
de.cen.ni-al \di-'sen-e-3l\ adj 1 : consisting of or lasting for 10
years 2 : occurring or being done every 10 years — decennial n —
de-cen-ni-aMy \-e-3-le\ adv

de*cen.ni*um \-e-3m\ n, pi de>cen-ni-um5 or de^cen-ma \-e-3\
[L, fr. decern + annus year] : a period of 10 years

descent \'des-'nt\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L decent-, decens, prp. of
decere to be fitting; akin to L decus honor, dignus worthy, Gk
dokein to seem, seem good] 1 archaic a : appropriate b : well*
formed : handsome 2 a : conforming to standards of propriety,
good taste, or morality b : modestly clothed 3 : free from im-
modesty or obscenity 4 ; adequate <'^ housing) 5 : having
praiseworthy qualities syn see chaste — dC'Cent-iy adv

de<cen*tral'iza*t:on \f,)de-,sen-tr3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the disper-
sion or distribution of functions and powers from a central authority
to regional and local authorities 2 ; the redistribution of popula-
tion and industry from urban centers to outlying areas — de* cen-
tralize \(')de-'sen-tr3-,lTz\ vt

de-cep.tion \di-'sep-sh3n\ n [ME decepcioun, fr. MF deception, fr.

LL deception-, deceptiOj fr, L deceptus, pp. of decipere to deceive]
1 a ; the act of deceivmg b : the fact or condition of being de-
ceived 2 ; something that deceives : trick
syn FRAUD, double-dealing, subterfuge, trickery: deception
may or may not imply blameworthiness, since it may suggest cheat-
ing or merely tactical resource; fraud always implies guilt and often
criminaUty in act or practice; double-dealing suggests treachery or
at least action contrary to a professed attitude; subterfuge suggests
the adoption of a stratagem or the telling of a lie in order to escape
guilt or to gain an end; trickery implies ingenious acts intended to
dupe or cheat

de»cep.tive \di-'sep-tiv\ odj : tending or having power to deceive—
de>cep'tive-ly adv — de*cep-tive-ness n
decern \di-'s3rn\ vb [ME decernen, fr. MF decerner, fr. L decemere
to decide] 1 archaic I decree 2 archaic I discern

decl- comb jorm [ F deci-, fr. L decimus tenth, fr. decem ten— more at
ten] : tenth part {decinormal)
deci^are \'des-e-,a(9ir, -,e(3)r, -,ar\ n [F declare, fr. deci- + are} : a
metric unit of area equal to 10 square meters or 11.96 square yards

deci.bel \'des-3-,bel. -b3l\ n [ISV deci- + beU 1 a : a unit for
expressing the ratio of two amounts of electric or acoustic signal
power equal to 10 times the common logarithm of this ratio

b : a unit for expressing the ratio of the magnitudes of two electric

voltages or currents or analogous acoustic quantities equal to 20
times the common logarithm of the voltage or current ratio 2 ; a
unit for measuring the relative loudness of sounds equal approxi-
mately to the smallest degree of difference of loudness ordinarily
detectable by the human ear whose range includes about 130
decibels on a scale beginning with 1 for the faintest audible sound

de>cid«able \di-'sTd-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being decided
de.Cide \di-'sTd\ vb [me dedden, fr. MF decider, fr. L decidere, lit.,

to cut off, fr. de- + caedere to cut] vt 1 : to arrive at a solution
that ends uncertainty or dispute about 2 : to bring to a definitive

end <one blow decided the fight) 3 ; to induce to come to a choice
^ vi ; to make a choice or judgment — de-cld-er n
syn determine, settle, rule, resolve: decide implies the cutting

off of debate, doubt, or wavering; determine adds the implication
of fixing something definitely or unalterably (decide to give a
dinner; determine the guest list) settle implies a decision reached
by someone with power to end all dispute or uncertainty; rule
implies a determination by judicial or administrative authority;
RESOLVE implies a firm decision to act or refrain esp. after clearing
up doubts or uncertainties or difficulties

de-cid>ed adj 1 : unquestionable <a ^ advantage) 2 : free
from doubt or wavering — de-cid-ed>ly adv — de-cid»ed«ness n

de-cid-ua \di-'sij-3-w3\ n, pi de-cid-u-ae \-,we\ [ NL, fr. L, fem. of
deciduus} 1 : the part of the mucous membrane lining the uterus
that in higher placental mammals undergoes special modifications
In preparation for and during pregnancy and is cast off at parturi-
tion 2 : the part of the mucous membrane of the uterus cast off in
the process of menstruation — de>Cid>U<al \-w3l\ adj

de<cid.u>ate \-w3t\ adj : having the fetal and maternal tissues

firmly interlocked so that a layer of maternal tissue is torn away at
parturition and forms a part of the afterbirth

de-Cid.U.OUS \di-*sij-3-w3s\ adj [L deciduus, fr. decidere to fall off,

fr. de- + cadere to fall] 1 : falling off (as at the end of a grow-
ing period or stage of development) 2 ; having deciduous parts
3 : ephemeral — de-cid-u-ous-ly adv — de-cid<u<ous>ness n

deci>gram \'des-3-.gram\ n [F decigramme, fr. deci- ¥ gramme
gram] — see metric system table

dec*ile \'des-,n, -9l\ n [L decem ten — more at ten] ; any one of
nine numbers in a series dividing the distribution of the individuals
In the series into 10 groups of equal frequency; also : any one of
these 10 groups — decile adj
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decioIi>ter \'des-3-.Iet-3r\ n [F decilitre, fr. ded- + litre liter] — see
METRIC SY-'TTEM table

de^cil'Iion \cii-'sil-y3n\ n, ojten attrib [L decern + E -illion (as in
million)'} — see number table
ideci.mal \'des-3-mal\ adj I (assumed) NL decimalis, fr. ML, of a
tithe, fr. L decima lithe] : numbered or proceeding by tens: a
; based on the number 10 to : subdivided into 10th or lOOth units
c ; expressed in a decimal fraction — dec»i-nial»ly \-m9-lc\ adv

zdecimal « : a proper fraction in which the denominator is a power
of 10 usu. not expressed but signified by a point placed at the left of
the numerator (as .2=?1o, .25 = ^00, .025 = 25iof.o)

decoi-mal'ize \-ma-.liz\ vt ; to reduce to a decimal system
decimal point n : the dot at the left of a decimal fraction
dec-i«inate \'des-a-,mat\ vt [L decimattts, pp. of decimare, fr.

decimus tenth, fr. decern ten] 1 : to select by lot and kill every
tenth man of 2 : to take a tenth from : tithe 3 : to destroy a
large part of — dec-i-ma-tion \,des-9-'ma-shan\ n

deci>me>ter \'des-9-,met-3r\ n [F decimetre, fr. deci- deci- +
meire meter] — see metric system table

de.ci.plier \di-'sT-far\ vt 1 archaic i reveal 2 a : to convert
into intelligible form b : decode 3 obs ; depict 4 : to make
out the meaning of despite indistinctness or obscurity — de-ci-
pher-able \-f(3-)r3-b3l\ adj — de-ci-pher.ment X-fsr-mantX n

de.ci«sioil Xdi-'sizh-anX n [MF, fr. L decision-, decisio, fr. decisus,

pp. of decidere to decide] 1 a : the act or process of deciding esp.
by giving judgment b : determination, conclusion 2 : a report
of a conclusion 3 : the quality of being decided : firmness

de-ci-sive \di-'sT-siv\ adj 1 : having the power or quality of de-
ciding ; conclusive 2 : marked by decision ; resolute syn see
coNfLusivE — de-ci'Sive-ly adv — fie«ci-sive-ness n

deci.Stere X'des-s-.stifalr, -,stera")r\ n IF decislere, fr. deci- +
stere sieve] — see metric system table
ideck \'dek\ n [prob. modif. of (assumed) LG verdeck (whence G
verdeck), fr. (assumed) MLG vordeck, fr. MLG
vordecken to cover, fr. vor- (akin to OHG jur-
for-) + decken to cover; akin to OHG decken to
cover — more at thatch] 1 : a platform in a
ship serving usu. as a structural element and
forming the floor for its compartments 2 : some-
thing resembling the deck of a ship: as a : the
roadway of a bridge b ; a flat floored rootless
area adjoining a house 3 : a pack of playing
cards — on deck 1 : ready for duty 2 ; next in
line

2deck vt [D dekken to cover; akin to OHG decken'^
1 obs % CO^'ER 2 a : to clothe eieganilv : array
b : DTiroRATE 3 Vdeck} : to furnish with or as
if with a deck syn see adorn
deck chair n : a folding chair often having an decks of a typ-
adjusiable leg rest ical merchant

deck»er \'dek-3r\ n : something having a deck ship, amid-
or a specified number of levels, floors, or lavers ships: / bridge,

deck-Iiand \'dek-,hand\ n : a seaman who per- ^ boat, J prom-

_5

~ JL

L superstructure (

enade, 4 shel-
ter, weather, or
suoersiructure,

third.

fourth

; manual duties
deck-house \'dek-,haus\ n
a ship's upper deck

deck.le \'dek-3l\ n [G deckel lit., cover, fr. t^^^I^ ^^ ^^^^'

decken to cover, fr. OHG] 1 : a detachable board. 6 mam
wooden frame around the outside edges of a ^^ secona, /

hand mold used in making paper 2 : either of „ ^5^
the bands that run longitudinally upon the edges
of the wire of a paper machine and determine the
width of the web

deckle edge n : the rough untnmmed edge of paper left by a deckle
or produced artificially — deck»le-edged \,dek-3-'lejd\ adj
declaim \di-'klam\ vb [ME declamen, fr. L declamare. fr. de- +
clamare to cry out; akin to L calare to call] vi 1 : to speak rhetor-
ically; specif : to recite something as an exercise in elocution
2 : harangue ~ v/ : to deliver rhetorically; specif : to recite in
elocution — de>claim*er n— dec>la>ma>tion \,dek-Ia-'raa-shan\ n

de.clam.a-to.ry \di-'klam-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; of, relating to, or
marked by declamation or rhetorical display

de-clar-abie Xdi-'klar-a-bsl, -'kler-\ adj ; capable of being declared
; that must be declared

de>clar>ant \-3nt\ n : one that makes a declaration; specif : an
alien who has declared his intention of becoming a citizen of the
U.S. by signing his first papers

dec.la-ra-tion \,dek-l3-'ra-shsn\ n 1 : the act of declaring : an-
nouncement 2a: the first pleading in a common-law action
b ; a statement made by a party to a legal transaction usu. not under
oath 3 a : something that is declared b : the document containing
such a declaration 4 a : meld b (1) : the final bid in auction
bridge (2) : the contract in contract bridge

de>clar*a*tive \di-'klar-3t-iv, -'kler-\ adj : making a declaration
: declaratory <~ sentence) — de>clar<a-tive*ly adv

de.clar.a.to.ry \-a-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : serving to declare
2a; declaring what is the existing law <"- statute) b : declaring a
legal right or interpretation <a '^ judgment)

de. Clare \di-'kla(9)r, -•kle{3)r\ vb [ME declaren, fr. MF declarer,
fr, L declarare, fr. de- + clarare to make clear, fr. clarus clear] vt

1 obs ; to make clear 2 : to make known formally or explicitly
3 : to make evident ; show 4 : to state emphatically ; affirm
(/^s his innocence) 5 : to make a full statement of (one's taxable
or dutiable property) 6 a ; to announce (as a trump suit) in a card
game b : meld 7 : to make payable ^ vi 1 : to make a declara-
tion 2 : to avow one's support — de>clar>er n
syn declare, announce, publish, proclaim, promulgate mean

to make known publicly, declare implies explicitness and usu.
formality in making knovm; announce implies the declaration
for the first time of something that is of interest or has created
speculation; publish implies making public through print; pro-
claim implies a publishing clearly, forcefully, and authoritatively;
promulgate implies the proclaiming of a dogma, doctrine, or law
syn see in addition assert

de*class \(')de-'klas\ vt ; to remove from a class
de>clas.se \,da-,klas-'a, -,klas-\ adj [F, fr. pp. of declasser to
declass] : fallen or lowered in class, rank, or social position

de.claS'Si-Iy \(')de-'klas-3-,fT\ vt : to remove or reduce the
security classification of <'-^ a secret document)

de.Clen.sion \di-'klen-ch9n\ n [prob. alter, of earlier declenson.

modif. of MF declinaison, fr. LL declination-, declinatio, fr. L,
grammatical inflection, turning aside, fr declinatus, pp. of decUnare
to inflect, turn aside] la: noun, adjective, or pronoun inflection
esp. in some prescribed order of the forms b ; a class of nouns or
adjectives having the same type of inflectional forms 2 : a falling
off or away ; deterioration 3 : descent, slope — de*clen-
sion»al X-'klench-nsl, -'klen-chan-'lX adj

de.clin.able Xdi-'kll-na-bslX adj : capable of declension
dec-li-nate \'dek-la-,nat, -n3t\ adj : bent or cun/ed down or aside
decli.na.tion \,dek-la-'na-sh3n\ n [ME declinacioun, fr. MF
declination, fr. L declination-, declinatio turning aside, altitude of
the pole] 1 : angular distance north or south from the celestial

equator mea.sured along a great circle passing through the celestial

poles 2 : a turning aside or swerving 3 : a decline esp, from vigor
4 : a bending downward : inclin.4tion 5 : a formal refusal
6 : the angle formed between a magnetic jieedle and the geo-
graohical meridian — dec*li<na*tion*al X-'na-shngI, -shsn-^'IX adj
Ide.Cline \di-'kITn\ vb [ME declinen. fr. MF decliner, fr. L declinare
to turn aside, inflect, fr. de- + rlinare to incline] vi 1 ; to turn
from a straight course : .stray 2 a : to slope downward ; descend
b : to bend down : droop c : to stoop to what is unworthy 3 a o/
a celestial body : to sink toward setting b : to draw toward a close
: WANE 4 : to withhold consent ~ v/ 1 : to give in prescribed or-
der the grammatical forms of (a noun, pronoun, or adjective)
2 obs a : AVERT b : avoid 3 : to cause to bend or bow down-
ward 4 a ; to refuse to undertake, engage in, or comply with
b : to refuse to accept
syn DECLINE, REFUSE, REJECT, REPUDIATE, SPURN mean to tum
away by not accepting, receiving, or considering, declfne implies
courteous refusal esp. of offers or invitations; refuse suggests
more positiveness or ungraciousness and often implies the denial
of something asked for; reject implies a peremptory refusal by
sending away or discarding; repudiate implies a casting off or
disowning as untrue, unauthorized, or unworthy of acceptance;
SPURN stresses coalempt or disdain in rejection or repudiation

^decline n 1 : the process of declining: a ; a gradual physical or
mental sinking and wasting away b : a change to a lower state
or level 2 : the period during which something is approaching its

end 3 : a downward slope ; declivfty 4 : a wasting disease;
esp : pulmonary tuberculosis syn see deterioration

de.cliv.i-tous \di-'kliv-3t-3s\ adj ; moderately steep
de-cliv.i.ty \-3t-e\ n [L decUvitat-. declivitas. fr. decUvis sloping
down, fr. de- + clivus slope, hill; akin to L clinare} 1 : downward
inclination 2 : a descending slope
d8>C0Ct \di-'kakt\ vt [L decoctus, pp. of decoquere, fr. de- -H

cnqitere to cook — more at COOK ] : to extract the flavor of by boiling
de>coc>tion \-'kak-sh3n\ « 1 : the act or process of decocting
2 : an extract obtained by decocting

de>code \f')de-'kod\ vt : to convert (a message in code) from code
into ordinary language — de-cod-er n

de>coI-late \di-'kal-,at\ vt [L decollatus, pp. of decollare, fr, rfc-

+ collum neck] : behead ~ de.col-la*tion \.de-,ka-'la-shsn\ n
d6.col.le.tage \C)da-,kal-a-'tazh, ,dek-l3-"tazh\ n [F, acUon of
cutting or wearing a low neckline, fr. decolleier'] 1 : the low-cut
neckline of a dress 2 : a decolleie dress

d6.col.le.t6 \-'ta\ adj IF, fr. pp, of deco//e?cr to give a low neckline
to, fr, de- de- + collet collar, fr. OF colet, fr. col collar, neck, fr.

L collum neck] 1 : wearing a strapless or low-necked dress
2 : having a low-cut neckline

de.col.or.iza.tion \(.)de-,k3l-(3-)ra-'za-shan\ n : the process of
decolorizing

de*col.or*ize \(*")de-'k3l-3-,rTz\ vt : to remove color from (as

hauids by adsorption on activitaied ^arbon) — de-col.or.iz.er n
de-com-pen.sate \{')de-'kam-pan-,sat, -,pen-\ vj [prob. backa
formation fr, decompensation} : to undergo decompensation

de.com-pen-sa.tion \(,)de-,kam-p3n-'sa-shan. -,pen-\ "HSV] : loss

of compensation; esp : inablUty of the heart to maintain adequate
circulation

de.com.pose \,de-kam-'poz\ vb [F decomposer, fr. de- de- +
composer to compose] vt 1 : to separate into constituent parts or
elements or into simpler compounds 2 ; rot ^^- vi : to break up
into constiiuent elements through chemical change ; rot syn see
decay — de-com.pQ.si.tion Xf.lde-.kam-pa-'zish-snX n
ide-com-pound \(')de-*kam-,paund\ n ; a compound that has a
compound as one of its parts

2de.com.pound \*de-'kam-,paund: ,de-,kam-', -k?>m-\ adj 1 ; com-
pounded again 2 oj a leaf ; having divisions that are themselves
compound
de.com.press \,de-k3m-'pres\ vt ; to release from pressure or
compression — de.com.pres.sion \-'presh-3n\ n
de.con.cen.trate \")de-'kan(t)-s3n-,trat, -,sen-\ vt z decentralize
de.con. tarn.i.nate \,de-k3n-'tam-9-,nat\ vj : to rid of contamina-
tion — de. con. tarn.i-na.tion \-,tam-a-'na-shan\ n

de.con.trol \,de-k3n-'tr6l\ vt : to end control of — decontrol n
de.COr or de-cor \da-'k6(3^r, 'da-,k6(3)r\ n [F decor, fr. decorer
to decorate, fr. L decorare} 1 : decoration; esp i ornamental
disposition of accessories in interior decoration 2 : a stage setting

dec.0.rate \'dek-3-,rat\ vt [L decoratus, pp. of decorars, fr. decor-,

decus ornament] 1 ; to add honor to 2 : to furnish with some-
thing ornamental 3 : to award a mark of honor to syn see adorn

dec.Q.ra.tion X.dek-a-'ra-shanX n 1 : the act or process of decorat-
ing 2 : ornament 3 : a badge of honor (as a U.S. military award)

dec.O.ra-tive \'dek-(a-)rat-iv, 'dek-a-.rat-X adj : serving to deco-
rate; esp : purely ornamental — deC'O.ra.tive.ly adv — dec*0-
ra-tive.ness n

ideco-ra-tor \'dek-3-.rat-3r\ n : one that decorates; esp : one
that designs or executes interiors and their furnishings

^decorator adj : suitable for interior decoration
de.co.rous \'dek-f3-)r3s; di-'kor-ss. -'k6r-\ adj [L decorus, fr.

decor beauty, grace; akin to L decere to be fitting — more at

DECENT] : marked by propriety and good taste : correct <'^

conduct) — de.co.rous.ly adv — de.co.rous.ness n
de.cor.ti.cate \(')de-'kdrt-3-.kat\ vt [L decorticatus, pp. of de-
corticare to remove the bark from, fr. de- + cortic-, cortex bark]
: to peel the outer covering from — de.cor.ti'ca.tion \(.)de-
,k6rt-a-'ka-shan\ n — de>cor-ti<ca.tor \(')de-'k6rt-3-,kat-ar\ n

de-CO.rum \di-'kor-3m, -'k6r-\ n [L, fr. neut. of decorus} 1 : lit-

erary and dramatic propriety ; prrNESS 2 : propriety and good
taste in conduct or appearance 3 : orderliness 4 p/ : observ-
ANCB, CONVENTION
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Syn DECENCY, PROPRIFTY, DIGNITY, EnOUEITE: DECORUM SUggCStS
conduct according with good taste, often formally prescribed;
DECENCY implies behavior according with normal self-respect or
humane feeling for others, or with what is fitting to a particular
profession or condition in life; propriety suggests an artificial
standard of what is correct in conduct or speech; dignity im-
plies reserve or restraint in conduct prompted less by obedience to
a code than by a sense of personal integrity or of social impor-
tance; ETIQUETTE IS the usual term for the detailed rules govern-
ing manners and conduct and for the observance of these rules
lde«COy \di-'k6i, 'de-,k6i\ n [prob. fr. D de kooi, lit., the cage, fr.

de, masc. def. art. (akin to" OE tluet, neut. def. article) -f- kooi
cage, fr. L cavea — more at that, cage] 1 : a pond into which
wild fowl are lured for capture 2 : something intended to lure
Into a trap; specif : an artificial bird used to attract live birds
within shot 3 : a person used to lead another into a trap
2decoy vt : to lure by or^ if by a decoy : entice syn see lure
ide-crease \di-'kres, 'de-,kres\ vb [ME decreessen, fr. (assumed)
AF decreistre, fr. L decrescere, fr. de- + crescere to grow — more at
CRESCENT] vi ; to grow less ~ vc : to cause to grow less

syn DECREASE, LESSEN, DIMINISH, REDUCE, ABATE, DWINDLE mean
to grow or make less, decrease suggests a progressive decline
in size, amount, numbers, or intensity; lessen suggests decline of
any sort but is not used with stated numbers; diminish emphasizes
a perceptible loss and implies its subtraction from a total; reduce
implies a bringing down or lowering; abate implies a reducing
of something excessive or oppressive in force or amount; dwindle
implies progressive lessening and is applied to things growing vis-

ibly smaller usu. to the point of insignificance or disappearance
2de*crease \'de-,kres, di-'kres\ n 1 : the process of decreasing
2 : an amount of diminution
Ide.cree \di-'kre\ n [ME, fr. MF decre, fr. L decretum, fr. neut. of
decretus, pp. of decernere to decide, fr. de- + cernere to sift, decide]
1 ; an order usu. having the force of law 2 a : a rehgious or-
dinance enacted by council or titular head b : a foreordaining
will 3 a : a judicial decision of the Roman emperor b (1) ; a
decision or sentence given in a cause by a court (2) : judgment 2a

adecree yb de-creed; de*cree.ing vt 1 : to command or enjoin
by decree <~ an amnesty) 2 : to determine or order judicially

<r^ a punishment) ~ vi : ordain — de'Cre-er \di-'kre-9r\ n
de«cree-law \di-'kre-,16\ n ; a decree of a ruler or ministry having
the force of a law enacted by the legislature

dec>re*nient \'dek-ra-m3nt\ n [L decremenium, fr. decrescere}
1 ; gradual decrease 2 a ; the quantity lost by diminution or
waste b : a negative mathematical increment

de.crep.it \di-'krep-at\ arf7[ ME, fr. MF, fr. I. decrepitus'] 1 : wasted
and weakened by or as if by the infirmities of old age 2 : worn*
otrr 3 ; run-down syn see weak — de.crep-it.ly adv— de*crep-
it-ness n

fle.crep.i.tate \di-'krep-3-,tat\ vb [prob. fr. (assumed) NL de-
crepitatus, pp. of decrepitare, fr. L de- + crepitare to crackle —
more at crepitate] vt : to roast or calcine (as salt) so as to cause
crackling or until crackling stops ~ vi ; to become decrepitated— de.crep.i'ta.tion \di-,krep-3-'ta-sh3n\ n
de.crep.i.tude \di-'krep-3-,t(y)iid\ n : the quality or state of being
decrepit
ide.cre.scen.do \.da-kr3-'shen-(,)do\ ad] (or adv) [It, lit., de-
creasing, fr. L decrescendum, gerund of decrescere'] : diminishing
in volume — used as a direction in music
2decrescendo n 1 ; a lessening in volume of sound 2 : a de-
crescendo musical passage

de.cres.cent \di-'kres-^nt\ adj [alter, of earlier decressant, prob. fr.

AF, prp. of (assumed) AF decreistre to decrease] ; decreasing
de.cre.tal \di-'kret-'l\ n [ME decretale, fr. MF, fr. LL decretalis
of a decree, fr. L decretum decree] ; decree; esp ; a papal letter

giving an authoritative decision on a point of canon law
de.cre.tive \-'kret-iv\ adj : having the force of a decree : decretory
de>cre.to-ry X'dek-ra-.tor-e, -.tor-; di-'kret-3-re\ adj : relating to
or fixed by a decree or decision

de.cri-er \di-'kri(-3)r\ n : one that decries
de.cry \di-'krT\ vt [F decrier, fr. OF descrier, fr. des- de- + crier
to cry] 1 : to depreciate (as a coin) officially or publicly 2 : to
express strong disapproval of <~ the emphasis on sex)
syn depreciate, disparage, belittle, minimize: decry implies

open condemnation with intent to discredit; depreciate implies a
representing as being of less value than commonly believed;
disparage implies depreciation by indirect means such as slighting
or invidious comparison; BELrrrLE and minimize imply depreciation,
BELITTLE Suggesting usu. a contemptuous or envious attitude,
MINIMIZE connoting less persoiial animus

de.cmn.ben.cy \di-'k3m-b3n-se\ n ; the act or position of lying
down
de.CUm.bent \-bant\ adj [L decumbent-, decumbens, prp. of
decumbere to lie down, fr. de- + -cumbere to lie down — more at
succumb] 1 : lying down 2 oj a plant : reclining on the ground
but with ascending apex or extremity

dec.u.ple \'dek-y3-p3l\ adj [F decuple, fr. MF, fr. LL decuplus,
fr. L decern ten + -plus multiplied by — more at TEN, double]
1 : TENFOLD 2 ; taken in groups of 10

de.cn.ri.on \di-'kyur-e-sn\ n [ME decurioun, fr. L decurion-,
decurio, fr. decuria division of ten, fr. decern"] 1 : a Roman cavalry
officer in command of 10 men 2 : a member of a Roman senate

de.CUrved \(')de-'karvd\ adj [part trans, of LL decurvatus, fr. L
de- + curvatus curved]: curved downward ; bent down
ide.cuS'Sate \'dek-3-,sat, di-'k3s-,at\ vb [L decussatus, pp. of
decussare, fr. decussis the number ten, numeral X, intersection,
fr. decern + ass-, as unit — more at ace] : intersect

2de.cus.sate \'dek-9-,sat, di-'kas-atX adj 1 ; shaped like an X
2 : arranged in pairs each at right angles to the next pair above or
below <~ leaves) — de-cus«sate.Iy adv

de.cus.sa.tion V.dek-s-'sa-shsn, ,de-,k9-\ n 1 ; an intersection
in the form of an X 2 ; a band of nerve fibers that cormects unlike
centers of opposite sides of the central nervous system
dedans \d9-'da"\ n, pi dedans \-'da"(z)\ [F, lit., interior] 1 : an
open gallery at the service end of the court in court tennis 2 : the
spectators at a court-tennis match
Ided'i.cate \'ded-i-k3t\ adj [ME, fr. L dedicatus, pp. of dedicare
to dedicate, fr. de- + dicare to proclaim, dedicate] : dedicated

2ded.i.cate \'ded-i-,kat\ vt 1 : to devote to the worship of a
divine be'ing; specij : to set apart (a church) to sacred uses with
solemn rites 2 : to set apart to a definite use 3 ; to become com-
mitted to 4 : to inscribe or address by way of compliment 5 ; to
open to pubUc use synsee devote — ded-i*ca-tor \-,kat-9r\ n

ded*i.ca>tlon \,ded-i-'ka-shan\ n 1 : an act or rite of dedicating
to a divine t>eing or to a sacred use 2 : a setting aside for a par-
ticular purpose 3 ; a name and often a message prefixed to a lit-

erary, musical, or artistic production in tribute to a person or
cause 4 : self-sacrificing devotion — ded-i-ca-tive \'ded-i-,kat-
iv, -k9t-\ adj — ded.i.ca.tcry \'ded-i-k3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

de.dif.ler.en.ti.a.tion \(')de-.dir-3-,ren-che-*a-sh3n\ n : reversion
of specialized structures (as cells) to a more generalized or primitive
condition often as a preliminary to major change
de.duce \di-'dCy)iis\ vt [L deducere, Ut., to lead away, fr. de- +
ducere to lead] 1 : to trace the course of 2 a : to draw (a con-
clusion) necessarily from given premises b : to infer from a general
principle syn see infer — de.duc-ible \-'d(y)Li-s3-b9l\ adj

de.duct \di-'d9kt\ vt [L deductus, pp. of deducere] 1 : to take away
(an amount from a total) : subtract 2 : deduce, infer — de-
duct'ibil.i.ty \di-,d9k-t9-'bil-3t-e\ n

de.duct-ible \di-'d3k-t3-b9l\ adj ; capable of being deducted
; allowable as a deduction <items '^ from taxable income)

de.duC'tion \di-'d9k-sh3n\ n 1 a ; an act of taking away b : the
deriving of a conclusion by reasoning; specij ; inference in which
the conclusion follows necessarily from the premises 2 a : a
conclusion reached by mental deduction b ; something that is or
may be subtracted ('^^ from taxable income) ; abatement —
de.duC'Uve \-'d9k-tiv\ adj — de.duc.tive-ly adv

dee \'de\ n : the letter d
ideed \'ded\ n [ME dede, fr. OE dSd; akin to OE don to do]
1 : something done 2 : feat, EXPLOrr 3 : performance 4 ; a
signed and usu. sealed instrument containing some legal transfer,
bargain, or contract syn see action — deed-less \-l3s\ adj

2deed vt :_to convey or transfer by deed
deem \'dem\ vb [ME demen, fr. OE deman; akin to OHG tuomen
to judge OE dom doom] vt ; to come to think or judge : hold
i^ed it wise to go slow) '— vi : to have an opinion : believe

ideep \'dep\ adj [ME, fr. OE deop: akin to OHG lioj deep, OE
dyppan to dip — more at dip] 1 : extending far from some surface
or area: as a : extending far downward {-^ well) b (1) ; ex-
tending well inward from an outer surface <'^ gash) (2) : not
located superficially within the body (-^ pressure receptors ui
muscles) c : extending well back from a front surface <a '^

closet) d : extending far laterally from the center (--^ border)
e ; occurring or located near the outer limits of the playing area
<hit to '^ right field) 2 : having a specified extension downward
or backward (shelf 20 inches ^) 3 a : difficult to penetrate or
comprehend : RECONDrrE <^^ problem) b : mysterious, obscure
<'^ dark secret) c : grave in nature or effect : grievous <~ej/
disgrace) d : wise (--^ thinker) e : engrossed, involved 1 ; very
great : intense <'^ sleep) 4 a o/ color : high in saturation and
low in lightness b : having a low musical pilch or pitch range
5 a : situated well within the boundaries b : remote in time or
space c ; being below the level of the conscious d : covered, en-
closed, or filled to a specified degree — deep-ly adv— deep-ness n
syn DEEP, PROFOUND, ABYSMAL mean having great extension
downward or inward; applied to physical space they follow a
climactic order, deep being the general and least emphatic term,
PROFOUND adding the implication of great depth or extent, and
ABYSMAL of immeasurable depth, deep implies the opposite of what
is shallow, superficial, simple, or even straightforward; profound
implies reaching to the roots and attaining to what is massive,
enduring, unshakable; abysmal applies to what is measureless in
extent or degree often with a suggestion of being hopelessly beyond
correction or redemption syn see in addition broad

2deep adv 1 : to a great depth : deeply 2 : far on ; late
3deep nil any of the fathom points on a sounding line that is

not a mark 2 a : a vast or immeasurable extent : abyss b (1 j : the
extent of surrounding space or time (2) : ocean 3 : the most
intense or characteristic part <-^ of winter) 4 ; one of the deep
portions of any body of water; specij : a generally long and narrow
area in the ocean where the depth exceeds 3000 fathoms

deep.en X'de-psn, 'dep-=m\ vb deep.en.ing \'dep-(9-)niri\ vt

; to make deep or deeper ~ vi : to become deeper or more profound
deep-rool-ed \'de-'priit-9d, -*prut-\ adj : deeply implanted or
established (a ~ loyally) syn see inveterate
deep-sea \'dep-,se\ adj : of, relating to, occurring in, or for use
in the deeper parts of the sea <'^ fishing)

deep-seat-ed Vdep-'set-9d\ adj 1 : situated far below the surface
2 : firmly established <a ~ tradition) syn see inveterate

deep space n : space outside the solar system
deer \'di(9)r\ n, pi deer [ME, deer, animal, fr. OE deor beast; akin
to OHG lior wild animal, Skt dhvarhsati he perishes] 1 obs I animal
2 ; a ruminant mammal (family Cervidae, the deer family) having
two large and two small hoofs on each foot and antlers borne by
the males of nearly all and by the females of a few forms

deer.fly \'di(9)r-,flT\ n ; any of numerous small horseflies (as of
the genus Chrysops) that include important vectors of tularemia

deer.hound \'di(9)r-,haund\ « ; a large tall slender dog of a breed
developed in Scotland and formerly used in hunting deer

deer.skin \'di(9)r-,skin\ n : leather made from the skin of a deer;
also : a garment of such leather

deer.yard \'di(3)r-,yard\ n : a place where deer herd in winter
de.face \di-'fas\ vt [ME dejacen, fr. MF desjacier, fr. OF, fr. des-
de- + jace] 1 : to destroy or niar the face of 2 : impair 3 obs
: destroy — de-face.ment \-'fa-sm9nt\ n — de-fac-er n
syn deface, disfigure, disfeature mean to mar the appearance

of. deface implies superficial injuries (as by scratching, scribbling,
or the removal of detail); disfigure suggests deeper and more
permanent injuries; disfeature suggests the marring (as by distor-
tion) of something having beauty of outline or contour
ide fac.to \di-'fak-(,)t6, da-\ adv [NL] : actually : in reality

2de facto adj 1 : exercising power as if legally constituted <a -^
government) 2 : actual (-^ state of war) — compare de jure

de.fal.cate \di-'fal-,kat, di-'fol-, 'def-3l-\ vb [ML dejalcatus, pp.
of dejalcare, fr. L de- + jalc-, Jalx sickle] vr, archaic : CURTAIL — vi

: EMBEZZLE — de.fal>ca.tor V,kat-3r\ n
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de.faI°ca°tlon \,de-,fal-'ka-shan, ,de-,f6T-, ,def-9l-\ n 1 archaic
: DEDiimoN 2 : embezzlement 3 : a falling away : defection

def-a-ma^tion \,def-3-'ma-sh3n\ n '. the act of defaming another
: CALUMNY — de>fain*a-to<ry \di-'fam-3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj

de-fame \di-'fam\ vt [ME dijjamen, dejamen, fr. MF & L; ME
dijjamen fr. MF dijfamer, fr. L dijjamare. fr, dis- + Jama fame; ME
dejamen fr. MF dejamer, fr. ML dejamare, fr. L de- + jama}
1 archaic ; disgrace 2 : to harm the reputation of by libel or
slander 3 archaic ; accuse syn see malign — de-fam-er n
ide-lault \di-'f61t\ n [ME dejaute, dejaulte, fr. OF dejaute, fr.

(assumed) VL dejallita, fr. fern, of defallitus, pp. of defallere to be
lacking, fail, fr. L de- + jallere to deceive] 1 ; failure to do some-
thing required by duty or law : neglect 2 archaic : fault 3 : a
failure to pay financial debts 4 a : failure to appear at the re-

quired time in a legal proceeding b : failure to compete in or to
finish an appointed contest — in default of : in the absence of

^default VI : to fail to fulfill a contract, agreement, or duly: as
a : to fail to meet a financial obligation b : to fail to appear in
court c : to fail to compete in or to finish an appointed contest;
also : to forfeit a contest by such failure '^ vt 1 : to fail to perform,
pay, or make good 2 : forfeit — de»fault-er \-'f6I-tar\ n

de*fea<sance \di-'fez-'n(t>s\ n [ME dejesance. fr. AF, fr. OF
dejjesant. prp of dejjaire] 1 a : a rendering null or void b (1) : the
termination of a property interest in accordance with stipulated
conditions (as in a deedl (2) : an instrument stating such condi-
tions of limitation 2 : defeat, overthrow

de*fea>si>ble \di-'fe-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of being annulled
ide.feat \di-'fet\ vt [ME dejjeten, fr. MF dejjait, pp. of dejjaire to
destroy, fr. ML disjacere, fr. L dis- + jacere to do — more at do]
1 archaic '. destroy 2 a : nullify <'--^ an estate) b : frustrate
<-- a hope) 3 : to win victory over : beat syn see conquer

2defeat n 1 archaic ; destruction 2 : frustration by prevention
of success 3 ; an overthrow esp. of an army : loss of a contest

de*feat*ism \di-'fet-,i2-3m\ n : acceptance of or resignation to de-
feat — de'feat-ist_\-'fet-3st\ n or adj
ide-fea.ture \di-'fe-char\ n [prob. fr. de* + Jeaturel archaic 1 dis-
figurement

2defeature n ['>dejeat'\ obs ; defeat
def-e-cate \'def-i-,kat\ vb [L dejaecatus, pp. of dejaecare, fr. de-
+ jaer-, jaex dregs, le&s] vt 1 : to free from impurity or corruption
: refine 2 : to discharge through the anus ~ vi : to discharge
feces from the bowels — def-e-ca-tion \,def-i-'ka-sh3n\ n
ide.fect \'de-,fekt, di-'fekt\ n [ME dejaicte, fr. MF deject, fr. L
dejectus lack, fr. dejectus, pp. of dejicere to desert, fail, fr. de- +
jacere to do] 1 ; shortcoming, imperfection 2 [L dejectus!
: want of something necessary for completeness syu see blemish

2de.fect \di-'fekt\ vi [L dejectus, pp ] : to desert a cause or party
esp in order to espouse another — de»fec-tor \-'fek-t3r\ n

de>fec<tion \di-'fek-sh3n\ n : conscious abandonment of allegiance
or duty fas to a person, cause, or doctrine) ; desertion
Ide.fective \di-'fek-tiv\ adj 1 : wanting in something essential

: faulty 2 : lacking one or more of the usudi forms of gram-
matical inflection <a -^ verb) 3 : markedly subnormal mentally
or physically — de>fec.tive»ly adv — de-fec-tive^ness n

2defective n : a person who is subnormal physically or mentally
defective year n : a common year of 353 days or a leap year of
38.^ davs in the Jewish calendar

de>fend \di-'fend\ vb [ME dejenden, fr. OF dejendre, fr. L de-
jendere, fr. de- + -jendere to strike; akin to OE guth battle, war, Gk
theinein to strike] vt 1 archaic : prevent 2 : to repel danger or
attack from 3 : to act as attorney for 4 : to deny or oppose the
right of a plaintiff in regard to {a suit or a wrong charged) -^ vi ; to
take action against attack or challenge — de-fend-er n
syn protect, shield, guard, safeguard: defend implies warding

off what immediately threatens or repelling what actually attacks;

protect is wider In application and less active In suggestion, im-
plying a keeping safe by any means from injury or destruction;
SHIELD suggests the interposition of a cover or barrier against im-
minent and specific danger; guard implies protecting with vigilance
and force against expected danger; safeguard implies taking pre-
cautionary protective measures against merely possible danger
syn see in addition maintain

de*fen*dant \di-'fen-d3nt\ n 1 obs t defender 2 ; a person re-

quired to make answer in a legal action or suit — compare plaintiff
deafen. eS'tra.tion \(.)de-,fen-3-'stra-sh3n\ n ide- + L jenestra
window] : a throwing of a person or thing out of a window

de-fense or chiejly Brit de-fence \di-"fenft)s, 'de-,\ n [ME, fr. OF,
fr. (assumed) VL dejensa, fr. L, fem. of dejensus, pp. of dejenderej
la: the act of defending b : a defendant's denial, answer, or
plea 2 : capability of resisting attack 3 a ; means or method of
defending b : an argument in support or justification c : a se-

quence of moves available in chess to the second player in the
opening 4 : defenders or the positions taken up by them — de-
fense>less \-las\ adj — de-lense-lesS'ly adv — de<fense-less-

defense mechanism n 1 : a defensive reaction by an organism
2 : an unconscious mental process (as repression) that enables
the ego to reach compromise solutions to problems

de.fen.si-bil-i-ty \di-,fen(t)-sa-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or state of
being defensible

de-fen.si'ble \di-'fen_(t)-s3-bal\ adj : capable of being defended
— de'fen-si'bly \-ble\ adv
ide.fen-sive \di-'fen(t)-siv, 'de-A adj 1 : serving to defend
2 : devoted to resisting or preventing aggression or attack
3a: valuable in defensive play b : designed to keep opponent
from being the highest bidder — de-fen.sive-Iy adv — de>Ien-
sive-ness n

adefensive n : a defensive position
ide.fer \di-'far\ v; de>ferred; de<fer<Ting [ME defe-ren, dijjerren,

fr. MF dHjerer, fr. L dijjerre to postpone, be different — more at
differ] : to put off : delay <~5 action on the bill) — de-fer-rer n
syn DEFER, postpone, intermtt, suspend, stay mean to delay an

action or proceeding, defer implies a deliberate putting off to a
later time; it mav also imply a delay in fulfillment or attainment
<hopes long dejerred) postpone implies an intentional deferring
usu. to a definite time; intermtt implies a stopping for a short or
set interval usu. with expectation of quick resumption; suspend also
implies temporary stoppage with an added suggestion of waiting
until some condition is satisfied; stay suggests the stopping or
checking by an intervening agency or authority

2defer vb deferred; deferring [ME dejerren, differren, fr. MF
dejerer, dejjerer, fr. LL dejerre, fr. L, to bring down, bring, fr. de-
+ jerre to carry] vt X \ io refer for decision 2 : proffer '— vi

: to submit or yield to another's wish or opinion syn see yield
def-er-ence X'def-fa-lranCtlsX n : courteous, respectful, or in-
gratiating regard for another's wishes syn see honor

def.er.ent \'def (aOrantX adj [L dejerent-, dejerens, prp. of dejerre"]
: serving to carry down or out <a — conduit)

def-er'en*tial \,def-3-'ren-ch3l\ adj : showing or expressing def-
erence (listened with -^ attention) — def>er'en>tial>ly \-e\ adv

de.fer-ment Xdi-'far-mantX n : the act of delaying; specij : official
postponement of military service

de-fer-ra.ble \di-'far-3-b3l\ adj : capable of or suitable or eligible
for being deferred — deferrable n

de.ferred adj 1 : put off : withheld for or until a stated time <a ---

payment) 2 : charged in cases of delayed handling <a ^ rate)
de.fer.ves.cence \.de-f.-)f3r-'ves-=n(t)s .def-srA n [G dejerveszenz,
fr. Ldejervescenr-, dejervescens, prp. o( dejervescere to stop boiling,
fr. de- + jervescere to begin to boil] : the subsidence of a fever

de»fl.ance \di-'fT-3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act or an instance of defying
: CHALLENGE 2 ; disposition to resist ; contempt of opposition

de.fi.ant \-3nt\ adj [F defiant, fr. OF, prp. of dejier to defy] : full

of defiance : bold, insolent — de-fi-ant-ly adv
de.fi.cien.cy \di-'fish-3n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being de-
ficient 2 : inadequacy as a : a shortage of substances necessary
to health b : absence of one or more genes from a chromosome
deficiency disease n : a disease caused by a lack of nutrients
ide.fi.Cient \di-'fish-3nt\ adj [L dejicient-, dejiciens, prp. of dejicere
to be wanting — more at defect] 1 : lacking in some necessary
quality or element ('^ in judgment) 2 ; not up to a normal stand-
ard or complement : defective — de>fi>cient<ly adv

2deficient n : one that is deficient <a mental ---)

dej.i.cit \'def-a-S3t\ n [F dejicit. fr. L dejicii it is wanting, 3d sing,
pres. indie, of dejicere} 1 : deficiency in amount 2 a ; an ex-
cess of debit over credit items b : a loss in business operations

deficit spending n : the spending of funds raised by borrowing
de.fi.er \di-'fT(-3)r\ n : one that defies
idej.i.lade \'def-3-,lad, -,lad\ vt [prob. fr. de- + -Jilade (as in
enjilade)'} : to arrange (fortifications) so as to protect the lines
from frontal or enfilading fire and the interior of the works from
plunging or reverse fire

2defllade n : the act or process of defilading
ide.file \di''fT(9)l\ vt [ME dejilen, alter, of dejoulen to trample,
defile, fr. OF dejouler to trample, fr. de- + Jouler to trample, lit., to
full] 1 ; to make filthy : dirty 2 : to corrupt the purity or per-
fection of 3 : RAVISH, violate 4 ; to make ceremonially unclean
5 : SULLY, dishonor syn see contaminate — de*file*ment
\-'fT(3)l-m3nt\ n — de-fil-er X-'fi-lar, -'fTa-lar\ n

2de.file \di-'fi(3)!, 'de-,fTl\ vi [F dejiler, fr. de- de- + jiler to move
in a column — more at file] ; to march in line : file off

ade.file \di-'fr(3)l, 'de-.fll\ n [F dejile, fr. pp. of dejiler} : a narrow
passage or gorge

de.fln-able \di-'fr-n3-b3l\ adj : capable of being defined
define \di-*fTn\ vb [ME dejinen, fr. MF & L; MF dejiner, fr. L
dejinire. fr. de- -^ jinire to limit, end, fr. jinis boundary, end] \t

1 a ; to fix or mark the limits of b ; to make distinct in outline
2 a : to determine the essential qualities or precise meaning of (-^
the concept of loyalty) b : to discover and set forth the meaning
of 3 : characterize, distinguish ~ vi : to make a definition— de-fine.ment \-'fTn-m3nt\ n — de>fin<er X-'fi-nsrX n

de.fin.i-en-dum \di-,fin-e-'en-dam\ n, pi de.fin.i-en.da \-d3\
[L, neut. of dejiniendus, gerundive of dejinire} : an expression being
defined

de.fin.l.ens \di-'fin-e-,enz\ n, pi de-fin-i-en-tia \di-.fin-e-'en-
che-3\ [L, prp. of dejinire} : an expression that defines : definition

def.i.nite \'def-(9-)n3t\ adj [L dejinitus. pp. of dejinire} 1 : having
distinct or certain limits 2 : clear and unmistakable : precise
<a -^ answer, yes or no) 3 oj a grammatical modijier : designa-
ting an identified or immediately identifiable person or thing (the
"- article they 4 a ; constant in number, usu. less than 20, and
occurring in multiples of the petal number (stamens '--) b : cy-
MOSE syn see explictt — def-i-nite-ly adv ~ def-i-nite-ness n

definite integral n : a number whose value is the difference be-
tween the values of the indefinite integral of a given function at the
ends of a specific interval

def<i*ni.tion \,def-3-'nish-sn\ n 1 : an act of determining; specij

; the formal proclamation of a Roman Catholic dogma 2 : a
word or phrase expressing the essential nature of a person or thing
3 a : a statement of the meaning of a word or word group or
a sign or symbol b : the action or process of stating such a mean-
ing 4 a : the action or the power of making definite and clear
b : CLARITY, DISTINCTNESS — def•i-ni-tiou-al X-'nish-nsl, -'nish-

3n-n\ adj
de.fin.i'tlye \di-'fin-3t-iv\ adj 1 : serving to provide a final solu-
tion : CONCLUSIVE (a ~ victory) 2 : authoritative and apparently
exhaustive (the -^ book on the subject) 3 : serving to define or
specify precisely 4 : fully differentiated or developed syn see
CONCLUSIVE — de'fin-i'tive-ly adv — de-fin-i-tive-ness n

definitive host n : the host in which the sexual reproduction of a
parasite takes place

de.fin.i-tude \di-'fin-3-,t(y)iid\ n [irreg. fr. dejinite} : precision

def. la.grate \'def-l3-,grat\ vb [L dejlagratus, pp. of dejlagrare to
burn down. fr. de- + jlagrare to burn] vi : to burn with sudden and
sparkling combustion ~ vr : to cause to deflagrate — def-la-gra-
tion \,def-l3-'gra-sh3n\ n

deflate Xdi-'flat, 'de-X vb ide- + -Jlate (as in injlate)} vt 1 : to

release air or gas from 2 : to reduce in size or importance 3 : to
reduce (a price level) or cause (a volume of credit) to contract ^ vi

: collapse syn see contract— de.fla.tor X-'flat-srX n

de-fla^tion Xdi-'fla-shsn, 'de-X n 1 : an act or instance of deflating

: the state of being deflated 2 : a contraction in the volume of
available money or credit resulting in a decline of the general price

level — de.fla.tion.ary X-sh3-,ner-e\ adj

de. fleet Xdi-'flektX vb [L dejlectere to bend down, turn aside, fr.

de- + llectere to bend] vt : to turn from a straight course or fixed

direction : bend '^ vi : to turn aside : deviate — de-flec.tivB
X-'flek-tiv\ adj — de.flec.tor \-tarX "

de.flec.tion Xdi-'flek-shsnX n 1 : a turning aside or off course
; deviation 2 : the departure of an indicator or pointer from the
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zero reading on the scale of an instrument
de-flexed \di-'flekst, 'de-\ adj [L deflexus, pp. of deflecterel

; turned abruptly downward <a <-« leaf)

def«lo*ra>tlon \,def-l3-'ra-sh3n\ n [ME dejioracioun, fr. LL dejlora-

lion-, dejloratio, fr. dejloratus, pp. of dejlorare} : rupture of the
hymen

de.flow-er \C')de-'flau(-3)r\ vt [ME dejlouren, fr. MF or LL; MF
dejlorer, fr. LL dejlorare, fr. L de- + jlor-, JIos flower] 1 : to de-
prive of virginity _; ravish 2 : to take away the prime beauty of
de>fo>U<ant \(')de-'fo-le-9nt\ n ; a chemical spray or dust applied
to crop plants to cause the leaves to drop off prematurely

de>fO*li>ate \C')de-'f6-le-,at\ vt [LL defoliatus, pp. of dejoliare, fr.

L de- + jolium leaf — more at blade] ; to deprive of leaves esp.
prematurely — de-fo-li-ate \-le-3t\ adj — de<fo-li>a-tion
\(.)de-,fo-le-'a-shan\ n — de.lo.li.a-tor \(')de-'fo-le-.at-9r\ n

de.Iorce \(')de-'f6Ca)rs, -'fd(3)rs\ vt {.ME dejorcen, fr. OF dejorder,
fr. de- + jorcier to force] 1 : to keep (as lands) by force from the
rightful owner 2 : to eject (a person) from possession by force— de*Iorce*nient V-'for-smsnt, -'f6r-\ n

de.for.Ciant \(')de-'for-sh3nt. -'f6r-\ n [AF, fr. OF, prp. of de-
jorcier} : one who deforces the rightful owner
de>for*e5t \(')de-'f6r-3st, -'far-\ vf : to clear of forests — de-
fer, es-ta-tion \(,)de-,f6r-3-*sta-sh3n, -,far-\ n — de.for.est-er
\(')de-'f6r-3-st3r, -'far-\ n

de.form Xdi-'foCs^rm, 'de-\ vb [ME dejormen, fr. MF or L: MF
dejormer, fr. L dejormare, fr. de- + jormare to form. fr. forma
form] vt 1 : to spoil the form of 2 a ; to spoil the looks of : dis-

figure b ; to make hideous or monstrous 3 ; to alter the shape
of by stress ^ vi : to become misshapen or changed in shape
Syn DISTORT, CONTORT, WARP, GNARL: DEFORM is the Icast SpCCiUC

of these and may imply a change of shape through stress, injury, or
some accident of growth; distort and contort both imply a
wrenching from the natural, normal, or justly proportioned, but
contort suggests a more involved twisting and a more grotesque
and painful result; warp indicates physically an uneven shrinking
that bends or twists out of a flat plane and suggests a bias, a wrong
slant, or an abnormal direction; gnarl suggests contortions pro-
duced by harsh weather, heavy work, old age

de<for>ma*tioii X.de-.for-'ma-shsn, ,def-ar-\ n 1 : the action of
deforming ; the state of being deformed 2 ; change for the worse
3 : alteration of form or shape; also : the product of such alteration

deformed adj ; distorted or unshapely in form ; misshapen
de.for.mi.ty \di-'f6r-m3t-e\ n [ME dejormite, fr. MF dejormite,
fr. L dejormitat-, dejormitas, fr. dejormis deformed, fr. de- -f- jormaj
1 ; the state of being deformed 2 : a physical blemish or distortion

: DiSHGUREMENT 3 ; a moral or esthetic flaw or defect

de*fraud \di-'fr6d\ vt [ME dejrauden, fr. MF dejrauder, fr. L
dejraudare, fr. de- + jraudare to cheat, fr. jraud-, jraus fraud] : to
deprive of something by deception or fraud syn see cheat — de-
frau*da>tion \,de-,fr6-'da-sh3n\ n— de-fraud>er \di-'fr6d-3r\ n

de-fray \di-'fra\ vt [MF dejjrayer, fr. des- de- -I- frayer to expend,
fr. OF, fr. (assumed) OF jrai expenditure, lit., damage by breaking,
fr. L jractum, neut. of jractus, pp. oi jrangere to break] 1 : to pay
or to provide for the payment of 2 archaic : to bear^he expenses
of— de-fray. able \-'fra-3-baI\ adj— de-fray-al \-'fra(-a)l\ n
de<frock \(')de-'frak\ vt : unfrock
de*frost \di-'fr6st, 'de-\ vt 1 : to release from a frozen state <'^
meat) 2 : to free from ice — de>frost>er n

deft \'deft\ adj [ME dejte'\ : marked by facility and skill syn see
dexterous — deft-ly adv — deft-ness \'def(t)-nas\ n
de-funct \di-'fati{k)t\ adj [L dejunctus, fr. pp. of dejimgi to finish,

die. fr. de- + jungi to perform — more at function] ; having
finished the course of life or existence syn see dead
ide-fy \di-'fT\ v( [ME dejyen to renounce faith in, challenge, fr. OF
dejier, fr. de- + jier to entrust, fr. (assumed) VL jidare, alter.

of L jidere to trust] 1 archaic ; to challenge to combat 2 ; to
goad into trying to perform something proposed as impossible
3 ; to confront with assured power of resistance <'^ public opinion)

2de-fy \di-'fr, 'de-.fTXfi : challenge, defiance
d6>ga*g6 \,da-,ga-'zha\ adj [F, fr. pp. of degager to redeem a
pledge, free, fr. OF desgagier, fr. des- de- + gage pledge] 1 : free
of constraint : nonchalant 2 : free and easy <clothes with a '^

look) 3 : extended with toe pointed in preparation for a ballet step
de-gas \(')de-'gas\ vt : to free from gas
de GauU-ism \di-'g6-,liz-3m\ n : gaullism — de GauUist «
de-gauss \(')de-'gaus\ vt ; to make (a steel ship) effectively non-
magnetic by means of electrical coils carrying currents that neu-
tralize the magnetism of the ship

de*gen-er-a-cy \di-'jen-C3-)r3-se\.n 1 : the state of being degen-
erate 2 ; the process of becoming degenerate 3 : sexual perversion
'de-gen-er-ate \-'jen-(9-)r3t\ adj [ME degenerate fr. L degeneratus,

pp. of degenerare to degenerate, fr. de- + gener-, genus race, kind— more at kin] 1 : having degenerated: a (1) : having declined
markedly from one's ancestors, predecessors, or former self

(2) ; retrograde b ; having deteriorated from a former level

C ; DEGRADED d : DEBASED 2 % marked by lowered standards syn
see vicious — de-gen-er-ate-ly adv — de-gen-er-ate>ness n
^degenerate n ; one that is degenerate: as a : one degraded from
the normal moral standard b : one debased by a psychopathic
tendency c : a sexual pervert d ; one showing signs of reversion
to an earlier culture stage
3de-gen-er>ate \di-'jen-a-,rat\ vf 1 : to pass from a higher to a
lower type or condition : deteriorate ('^ from the ancestral stock)
2 : to undergo progressive deterioration : become of a lower bio-
logical type 3 ; to sink into a low intellectual or moral state

4 ; to decline in quahty ^ vt \tQ cause to degenerate
de-gen-er*a>tion Xdi-.jen-s-'ra-shsn, ,de-\ n 1 ; a lowering of
effective power, vitality, or essential quality to an enfeebled and
worsened kind or state 2a: intellectual or moral decline b : de-
generate condition 3 a ; progressive deterioration of physical
characters from a level representing the norm of earlier generations
or forms b : deterioration of a tissue or an organ in which its vi-

tality is diminished or its structure impaired 4 : marked decline in

excellence (as of workmanship or originality) syn see deterioration
de-gen-er-a-tive \di-'jen-3-,rat-iv, -'jen-(3-)r3t-\ adj ; of, relating

to, or tending to cause degeneration <a "^ disease)
de-glu-ti.tion \,de-glu-'tish-3n, ,deg-lii-\ n [F deglutition, fr. L
deglutitus, pp. of deglutire to swallow down, fr. de- + glutire.

gluttire to swallow] : the act or process of swallowing
deg-ra-da-tion X.deg-ra-'da-shanX n 1 : the act or process of
degrading: as a : reduction to a lower rank or level b : deposition
from office c : reduction in standing, worth, or serviceability
2 a : decline to a low, destitute, or demoralized slate : deteriora-
tion b : moral or intellectual decadence : degeneration
de.grade \di-'grad, 'de-\ vb [ME degraden, fr. MF degrader, fr. LL
degradare, fr. L de- + gradus step, grade] vt 1 a : to lower in
grade, rank, or status : demote b : to strip of rank or honors
c : to deprive of standing or true function : pervert d : to scale
down in desirability or salabiUty 2 : to bring to low esteem or
disrepute 3 : to drag down in moral or intellectual character
: corrupt 4 ; to impair in respect to some physical property
5 : to wear down by erosion 6 : to reduce the complexity of (a
chemical compound) ; decompose —

' vi ; to pass from a higher
grade or class to a lower syn see abase — de-grad-er n

de-grad-ed adj l : reduced far below ordinary standards of civilized
life and conduct 2 : characterized by degeneration of structure or
function — de-grad-ed-ly adv — de-grad-ed-ness n

de-grad*ing adj ; that degrades : debasing
de-gree \di-'gre\ n [ME, fr. OF degre, fr. (assumed) VL degradus,
fr. L de- 4- gradusl 1 a obs ; step, stair b archaic ; a member of
a series arranged in steps 2 : a step or stage in a process, course,
or classificatory order 3 ; a measure of damage to tissue caused by
disease or other force 4a; the extent, measure, or scope of an
action, condition, or relation b : relative intensity c ; one of the
forms or sets of forms used in the comparison of an adjective or
adverb d : a legal measure of guilt or negligence 5 a : a rank or
grade of official, ecclesiastical, or social position b archaic ; a
particular standing esp. as to dignity or worth c : the civil condi-
tion or status of a person 6 ; a step in a direct line of descent or
in the line of ascent to a common ancestor 7 a : a grade of
membership attained in a ritualistic order or society b : the formal
ceremonies observed in the conferral of such a distinction c : a
title conferred upon students by a college, university, or professional
school upon completion of a unified program of study d : an aca-
demic title conferred honorarily 8 archaic ; a position or space on
the earth or in the heavens as measured by degrees of latitude
9 : one of the divisions or intervals marked on a scale of a meas-
uring instrument 10 : a 360th part of the circumference of a circle

11 a : the sum of the exponents of the variable factors of a mono-
mial b : the sum of the exponents of the variable factors of the
term of highest degree in a polynomial 12 a : a line or space of
the musical staff b : a step, note, or tone of a musical scale— to a degree 1 ; to a remarkable extent 2 ; in a small way

de-gree-day \di-'gre-'da\ n : a unit that represents one degree of
declination from a given point (as 65°) in the mean daily outdoor
temperature and is used to measure heat requirements

degree of freedom : the number of unrestricted variables in a
frequency distribution

de-giun \(')de-'g3m\ vt : to free from gum or gummy substance
de-gnSt \di-'gast\ vt [L degustare, fr. de- + gustare to taste — more
at choose] : taste, savor — de-gus-ta-tion \,de-,ga-'sta-sh3n\ n
de-hisce \di-'his\ vi [L dehiscere to split open, fr. de- + hiscere
to gape; akin to L hiare to yawn] : to split along a natural line (as a
suture) or discharge contents by so splitting (seed pods dehiscing
at maturity)

de-his-cence \-'his-=n(t)s\ n [NL dehiscentia, fr. L dehiscent-,
dehiscens, prp. of dehiscere"} : an act or instance of dehiscing (pollen
freed by -^ of the anther) — de-his-ceut \-'nt\ adj
de-horn \(')de-'h6(3)rn\ vt 1 : to deprive of horns 2 : to prevent
the growth of the horns of — de-horn-er n

de<hu-man>iza>tion \(,)de-,hyii-m3-n3-'za-shan, (,)de-,yii-\ n ; the
act or process or an instance of dehumanizing

de-hu-man-lze \(*)de-'hyiJ-m3-,nTz, (')de-'yii-\ vt : to divest of
human qualities or personahty

de>hu-mid>i>fy \,de-hyU-'mid-3-.fr, ,de-yU-\ vt l to remove mois-
ture from (as the air)

de-by-drate \(')de-'hT-,drat\ vt 1 a : to remove hydrogen and
oxygen from in the proportion in which they form water b : to

remove water from (foods) 2 : to deprive of vitality or savor
'^ vi ; to lose water or body fluids

de-hy-dra-tlon \,de-,hT-'dra-sh3n\ n ; the process of dehydrating;
esp : an abnormal depletion of body fluids

de-hy.dro-ge-nase \,de-,hT-'draj-3-,nas, Ode-'hl-dra-ja-, -,naz\ n
[ISV] : an enzyme that accelerates the removal of hydrogen
from metabolites and its transfer to other substances (succinic ^y
de-hy-dro-ge-nate \,de-,hT-'draj-a-,nat, (')de-'h:-dr3-J3-\ vt : to

remove hydrogen from — de-hy-dro-ge-na-tion \,de-.hT-,draj-3-

'na-shan, (,)de-,hTrdr3-J3-\ n
de-hyp-no-tize \(")de-'hip-n3-,tiz\ v/ ; to i

hypnosis
de-ice \ (')de-'Ts\ vt ; to keep free or rid of ice — de-ic-er \-'i-sar\ n
deiC'tic \'dTk-tik\ adj [Ok deiktikos, fr. deiktos, verbal of deik-

nynai to show] : showing or pointing out directly

de-ifi-ca-tion \,de-3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or an instance of
deifying 2 : absorption of the soul into deity

de-ify \'de-a-,fT\ vt [ME deijyen, fr. MF deijier, fr. LL deificare.

fr. L deus god] 1 a : to make a god of b ; to take as an object of
worship 2 : to glorify as of supreme worth

deign \'dan\ vb [ME deignen, fr. OF deignier, fr. L dignare, dignari,

fr. dignus worthy] vi : to think it appropriate to one's dignity
'^ vt 1 obs ; condescend 2 : to condescend to give or offer syn
see STOOP

deil \'de(3)I\ n [ME devel, dell Scot Z DEViL
de-ism \'de-,iz-3m\ n : a movement or system of thought advocat-
ing natural religion based on human reason rather than revelation,

emphasizing morality, and in the 18th century denying the inter-

ference of the Creator with the laws of the universe

de-ist \'de-3st\ n, ojten cap : an adherent of deism syn see atheist
— de-is-tic \de-'is-tik\ adj — de-is-ti-cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — de-
is-ti-cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

de-ity \'de-at-e\ n [ME deitee, fr. MF deite, fr. LL deitat-, deltas,

fr. L deus god; akin to OE Tiw, god of war, L divus god, dies day]

i exalted or revered as supremely good or powerful

from a state of
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ide.Ject \di-'jekt\ vt [ME dejecten to throw down, fr. L dejectus,

pp. of deicere, fr, de- + jacere to throw] : to make gloomy
2deject adj, archaic : dejected
de.jecta \di-'jek-t3\ n pi [NL, fr. L, neut. pi. of dejectus"} : ex-
crements

de*j6Ct-ed adj 1 : cast down in spirits : depressed 2 a obs, oj the

eyes : downcast b archaic \ thrown down 3 obs ; lowered in
rank or condition — de-ject-ed-ly adv — de-ject-ed-ness n

de-jec-tion \di-'jek-sh3n\ n : lowness of spirits syn see sadness
de Ju.re \(')de-'juC3)r-e, (')da-'yu(3)r-\ adv {or adj) [NL] : by
right ; of right ; by a lawful title ide jure recognition)

deka- or dek see deca-
de>lam-i-nate \(')de-'lam-a-,nat\ vi ; to undergo delamination
de*lam*i<na*tion \(,>de-,lam-3-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : separation into
constituent layers 2 : gastrulation in which the endoderra is split

off as a layer from the inner surface of the blastoderm and the
archenteron is represented by the space between this endoderm
and the yolk mass

deflate \di-'lat\ vt [L delatus (pp. of dejerre to bring down, report,
accuse), fr. de- + latus. pp. of jerre to bear] 1 a chiejly Scot
; ACCUSE b archaic : report, relate 2 archaic ; refer — d8*la-
tion \-'la-sh3n\ n — de-Ia-tor \-'lat-ar\ n
Del.a.ware \'del-3-.wa(3)r, -.we(a)r, -w3r\ n, pi Delaware or
Selawares [Delaware river] 1 : a member of an Indian people of
the Delaware valley 2 : the Algonquian language of the Delaware

ide.lay \di-'la\ n 1 : the act of delaying : the state of being
delayed 2 : the time during which something is delayed

2delay vb [ME delayen, fr. OF delaier, fr. de- + laier to leave, alter,

of laissier, fr. L laxare to slacken — more at relax] vt 1 : to put
off ; postpone 2 : to stop, detain, or hinder for a time ^ vi

: to move or act slowly — de^lay^er n — de-lay.ing adj
syn delay, retard, slow, slacken, detain, mean to cause to be

late or behind in movement or progress, delay implies a holding
back, usu. by interference, from completion or arrival; retard
applies chiefly to motion and suggests reduction of speed without
actual stopping; slow and slacken both imply also a reduction of
speed, slow often suggesting deliberate intention, slacken an
easing up or relaxing of power or effort; detain implies a holding
back beyond a reasonable or appointed time
syn delay, procrastinate, lag, loiter, dawdle, dally mean to
move or act slowly so as to fall behind, delay usu. implies a putting
off (as a beginning or departure); procrastinate implies blame-
worthy delay esp. through laziness or apathy; lag implies failure to
maintain a speed set by others; LOrfER and dawdle imply delay
while in progress, esp. in walking, but dawdle more clearly suggests
an aimless wasting of time; dally suggests delay through trifling or
vacillation when promptness is necessary
ide.le \'de-{.)le\ vi deled; deleing [L, imper. sing, of delerel 1 : to
remove (as a word) from typeset matter : erase 2 : to mark with
a dele

2dele n : a mark indicating that something is to be deled
de«lec.ta.hiM.ty \di-,lek-t3-'bil-3t-c\ n 1 ; delectableness
2 : something delectable — usu. used in pi.

de.lec.ta.ble \di-"lek-t3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L delectabilis. It.

delectare to delight] 1 ; highly pleasing : delightful 2 : deli-
cious ~ de.lec.ta'ble*ness n — de*lec>ta<bly \-ble\ adv

de*Iec*ta.tlon \,de-,lek-'ta-shan\ n 1 : delight 2 : enjoyment
syn see pleasure <.

del'e*ga.ble \'del-i-ga-bal\ adj : capable of being delegated
del-e.ga.cy \-g3-se\ n l a : the act of delegating b : appointment
as delegate 2 : a body of delegates : board
»del.e.gate \'del-i-g3t, -,gat\ n [ME delegat, fr. ML delegatus, fr.

L, pp. of delegare to delegate, fr. de- + legare to send — more at
legate] : a person acting for another; as a : a representative to a
convention or conference b : a representative of a U.S. territory
in the House of Representatives c : a member of the lower house
of the legislature of Maryland, Virginia, or West Virginia

2del.e.gate y,gat\ vt l : to entrust to another <'>-' one's authority)
2 : to appoint as one's delegate

del<e*ga*tion \,del-i-'ga-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of empowering to act
for another 2 ; one or more persons chosen to represent others

de-lete \di-'let\ vt [L deletus, pp. of delere to wipe out, destroy,
fr. de- + -lere (akin to L linere to smear) ] I to eliminate esp. by
blotting out, cutting out, or erasing syn see erase

del>e>te*ri<OUS \,del-3-'tir-e-3s\ adj [Gk deleterios, fr. deleisthai

to hurt] : hurtful, noxious syn sec pernicious — del-e-te-ri-
ouS'ly adv — del>e>te>ri>ous<ness n

de>le>tion \di-'le-sh3n\ n [L deletion-, delelio destruction, fr.

deletusl 1 : an act of deleting 2 a : something deleted b : de-
ficiency 2b; esp I a large deficiency not including either end of a
chromosome

dellt \'delft\ or dellt-ware \'delf-,twa(3)r, -,twe(a)r\ n {.Delft,

Netherlands] 1 ; a Dutch brown pottery covered with an opaque
white glaze upon which the predominantly blue decoration is

painted 2 : glazed pottery esp. when blue and white
ide.lib.er-ate \di-'Iib-(3-)r3t\ adj [L deliberatus, pp. of deliberare
to weigh in mind, ponder, irreg. fr. de- + libra scale, pound]
1 : characterized by or resulting from careful and thorough con-
sideration 2 : characterized by awareness of the consequences
: WILLFUL 3 : slow, unhurried, and steady syn see voluntary —
de*lib>er>ate<ly adv — de<lib>er<ate<ness n

2de-lib.er.ate \-'lib-3-,rat\ vt : to think about deliberately ~ vi

: to ponder issues and decisions carefully syn see think
de.lib.er.a.tion \di-,lib-3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of deliberating
2 : a discussion and consideration by a number of persons of the
reasons for and against a measure 3 : deliberateness — de>lib-
er-a-tive \di-'lib-a-,rat-iv, -'lib-(3-)rot-\ ofif/— de-lito'er-a'tive-ly
adv — de'lib-er>a*tive*nes5 n

deI*l>ca*C7 \'del-i-k3-se\ n 1 obs a ; luxuriousness b : indul-
gence 2 ; something pleasing to eat that is considered rare or
luxurious 3 a : FINENESS, DAINTINESS b ; FRAILTY 4 : uicety or
subtle expressiveness of touch 5a: precise and refined percep-
tion and discrimination b : extreme sensitivity : precision
6 a : nice sensibility in feeling or conduct b : squeamishness
7 : the quality or state of requiring delicate treatment

idel.i.cate \-k3t\ adj [ME dellcat, fr. L delicatus delicate, addicted
to pleasure; akin to L delicere to allure] 1 ; pleasing to the senses:
a : generally pleasant b ; pleasing to the sense of taste or smell
esp. In a mild or subtle way c : marked by daintiness or cbarm of

color, lines, or proportions 2 : marked by keen sensitivity or fine
discrimination: as a : fastidious b ; squeamish c : scrupulous
3 a : marked by minute precision b : exhibiting extreme sensitivity
4 : precariously balanced 5 a : marked by meticulous technique
or operation or by execution with adroit finesse b ; marked by
fineness of structure, workmanship, or texture c (1) : easily torn
or hurt (2) ; weak, sickly d : marked by fine subtlety <•--' irony)
e : marked by tact; also : requiring tact syn see choice — del«i-
cate-ly adv — del*i*cate-ness n

^delicate n l obs : delight, luxury 2 archaic : a table delicacy
del-i.ca.tes.seu \,del-i-k3-'tes-=n\ npl [obs. G, (now delikatessen),
p!, of delicatesse delicacy, fr. F delicatesse, prob. fr. Olt delicatezza,
fr. delicato delicate, fr. L delicatus} 1 ; ready-to-eat food products
(as cooked meats and prepared salads) 2 sing, pi delicatessens
[delicatessen {store)} X a store where delicatessen are sold

de.li.CiOUS \di-'lish-3s\ adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL deliciosus, fr. L
deliciae delight, fr. delicere to allure] 1 : affording great pleasure
: delightful 2 : appealing to one of the bodily senses esp. of
taste or smell — de-li-cious-ly adv — de-li-cious-ness n

de.IiCt \di-*likt\ n [L delictum fault, fr. neut. of delictus, pp. of
delinquere} : an offense against the law
ide-llght \di-'ITt\ n 1 : a high degree of gratification : joy; also
: extreme satisfaction 2 : something that gives great pleasure
3 archaic : the power of affording pleasurable emotion syn see
PLEASURE

^delight vb [ME dellten, fr. OF delitier, fr. L delectare, fr. delectus,

pp. of delicere to allure, fr. de- + lacere to allure; akin to OE Ixl
switch] VI 1 : to take great pleasure 2 : to give keen enjoyment
^ vt \ io give joy or satisfaction to — de>Iight*er n

delighted adj l obs : delightful 2 : highly pleased — de>liglit-
ed'Iy adv — de-light-ed*ness n

de-light-lul \di-*ITt-f3l\ adj : highly pleasing — de-Ught-luMy
adv — de-light-ful>ness n
deJight-some \-'lTt-sam\ adj : very pleasing ; delightful — de-
light'Some'ly adv

De.Ii.lah \di-*ll-b\ n [Heb DSlildh] : the mistress and betrayer of
Samson
de-Um-it \di-'lim-3t\ vt [F delimiter, fr. L delimitare, fr. de- +
limitare to limit, fr. limit-, limes boundary, limit — more at limb]
1 : to fix the limits of <~ a frontier) 2 : bound, define

de*llni-i-tate \di-'lim-3-,tat\ vt : DELiMrr — de*lim<i<ta*tion
\-,lim-3-'ta-sh3n\ n — de*lim*i*ta*tiye \-'Hm-3-,tat-iv\ adj

de>Iin>eate \di-'lin-e-,at\ vt [L delineatus, pp. of delineare, fr. de-
+ linea line] 1 a : to indicate by lines drawn in the form or figure
of ; portray b : to represent accurately 2 : to describe in
usu. sharp or vivid detail — de-lin>ea*tor V'Iin-e-,at-3r\ n

de*lin*ea.tton \-,Hn-e-*a-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of representing, por-
traying, or describing graphically or verbally 2 : something made
by dehneating — de>lin>ea>tlve \-'lin-e-,at-iv\ adj

de-lin-quen-cy \di-'Ho-kw3n-se. -'lin-\ n 1 ; the quality or state
of being delinquent 2 : a psychological tendency to commit of-
fenses against the law 3 : a debt on which payment is in arrears
ide<Iin>quent \-kw3nt\ n : a delinquent person
2delinquent adj [L delinquent-, delinquens, prp. of delinquere to
fail, offend, fr. de- + linquere to leave — more at loan] 1 ; offend-
ing by neglect or violation of duty or of law 2 ; being in arrears in
payment — de*lin*quent<Iy adv

del'i*quesce \_,del-i-'kwes\ VI [L deliquescere, fr. de- + liguescere,
incho. of liquere to be fluid — more at liquid] 1 : to melt away;
a ; to dissolve gradually and become liquid by attracting and ab-
sorbing moisture from the air b : to become soft or liquid with age— used of plant structures (as mushrooms) 2 ; to divide repeatedly
ending in fine divisions — used esp. of the veins of a leaf — del-
i'ques-cence \-'kwes-'n(tls\ n — del>i>ques*cent \-'nt\ adj

de^lir-i'OUS \di-'lir-e-3s\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of
delirium 2 : affected with or marked by delirium — de>Ur-i*ous-
ly adv — de*llr-i-ous>ness n

de.lil.i.um \-'lir-e-3m\ n [L, fr. delirare to be crazy, fr. de- + lira

furrow] 1 : a mental disturbance characterized by confusion,
disordered speech, and hallucinations 2 : frenzied excitement

delirium tremens \-'tre-m3nz\ n [NL, lit., trembling delirium] : a
violent delirium with tremors that is induced by excessive and pro-
longed use of alcoholic liquors

de.liv-er \di-'liv-3r\ vt de-liv-er-ing \-'liv-(3-)rir)\ [ME deliveren,

fr. OF delivrer, fr. LL deliberare, fr. L de- + liberare to liberate]

1 : to set free 2 ; to hand over : convey 3 : to assist in giving
birth; also : to aid in the birth of 4 : utter, relate 5 : to send to
an intended destination 6 : to bring (as votes) to the support of a
candidate or cause syn see rescue — de>liv*er>able V liv-(»-)ra-

b3l\ adj— de-liv-er-er \-'liv-3r-3r\ n
de.liv.er.ance \di-'liv-(3-)r3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act of delivering or
state of being delivered: as a ; uberation, rescue b archaic
% utterance 2 : something delivered or communicated; esp ; an
opinion or decision expressed publicly (as the verdict of a jury)

de-liv-ery \di-'liv-0-)re\ n 1 : a delivering from restraint 2 a : the
act of handing over b : the physical and legal transfer of a shipment
from consignor to consignee c : the act of putting into the legal
possession of another d : something delivered at one time or in
one unit 3 : the act of giving birth 4 ; a delivering esp. of a
speech; also ; manner or style of uttering in speech or song 5.; the
act or marmer of sending forih or throwing

dell \'del\ n [ME delle:^\i'\n to MHG telle ravine, OE dff/ valley]
: a secluded hollow or small valley usu. covered with trees or turf

de*louse \(')dc-'laijs, -"lauz\ vt : to remove lice from
Del.plii.an \'del-fe-3n\ or Del-phic \-fik\ adj 1 : of or relating to
ancient Delphi or its oracle 2 : ambiguous, obscure

del.phln-i.um \del-'fin-e-3m\ n [NL. genus name, fr. Gk delphinion
larkspur, dim. of delphin-, delphis dolphin] : any of a large genus
(Delphinium) of the crowfoot family of chiefly pereruiial erect
branching herbs that have palmately divided leaves and irregular
flowers in showy spikes and include several that are poisonous

Del.phi-nus \deI-'fT-n3s\ n [L (gen. Delphini), lit., dolphin — more
at dolphin] : a northern constellation nearly west of Pegasus
idel*ta -\'del-t3\ n [ME deltha, fr. Gk delta, of Sem origin; akin to
Heb daleth daleth] 1 : the fourth letter of the Greek alphabet— symbol A or 5 2 : something shaped like a capital A; esp ; the
alluvial deposit at the mouth of a river 3 : an increment of a
variable — symbol A — del>ta<ic \del-'ta-ik\ adj

sdelta or S- adj : fourth in position in the structure of an organic
molecule from a particular group or atom



Delta 219 demodulation
Delta — a communicatioiis code word for the letter d
delta ray n ; an electron ejected by an Ionizing particle in its passage
through matter

tdel.toid \'del-.t6id\ or del-toi-de-us \del-'t6id-e-3s\ n. pi del-
toids or del.toi.dei \-'t6i-de-,T\ [delioidU. NL deltoides, fr. Gk
deltoeides shaped like a delta, fr. delta: delioideus, NL, alter, of
deltoides'] : a large triangular muscle that covers the shoulder joint
and serves to raise the arm laterally

^deltoid adj : shaped like a capital delta : triangular <a ~ leaf)
de-lude \di-'lijd\ vt [ME deluden, fr. L dehidere, fr. de- + ludere to
play] 1 : to mislead the mind or judgment of : impose on ; deceive,
TRICK 2 Obs a ; FRUSTRATE, DISAPPOINT b : EVADE, ELUDE Syn SeC
DECEIVE — de>lud>er n — de-lud-ing^ly \-iD-Ie\ adv
idel-Uge \'del-(Jyuj\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L diluvium, fr. diluere to
wash away, fr. dis- + lavere to wash] 1 a : an overflowing of the
land by water b : a drenching rain 2 : an irresistible rush
2del>uge vt 1 : to overflow with water ; inundate 2 ; swamp
de*lu-sion \di-'lU-zh3n\ n [ME, fr. L delusion-, delusio. fr. delusus

Ep.
of deluderel 1 a : the act of deluding : the state of being deluded

: an abnormal mental state characterized by occurrence of delu-
sions 2a: something that is falsely or delusively believed or
propagated b : a false belief regarding the self or persons or ob-
jects outside the self that persists despite the facts and is common
in some psychotic states — de-lu*sion>al X-'liizh-nal, -'iu-zh3n-''l\
adj
sya DELUSION, illusion, hallucination, mirage mean something

accepted as true or real that is actually false or unreal, delusion
implies self-deception concerning facts or situations and usu. a
disordered state of mind; illusion implies an ascription of truth or
reality to something that seems to normal perception to be true or
real but in fact is not; hallucination implies an image that has
no physical basis but is the result of disordered nerves or mental
derangement; mirage, Uterally an optical illusion presented to nor-
mal vision, suggests by extension a goal that is unattainable be-
cause it exists only in dreams or hopes

de>lu-Sive \-'liJ-siv, -*lu-ziv\ adj 1 : apt to delude 2 ; consti-
tuting a delusion — de-lu-sive-ly adv — de>lu>sive<ness n
de-lu<SO>Ty \-s3-re, -za-re\ adj : deceptive, delusive
de>luxe \di-'luks, -*l9ks, -'lUks\ adj [F de luxe, hi., of luxury]
; notably luxurious or elegant <a '^ edition)

idelve \'delv\ vb [me delven, fr. OE deljan: akin to OHG telban to
dig] vt, archaic ; excavate ~ vi 1 ; to dig or labor with a spade
2 : to seek laboriously for information — delv-er n

2delve «, archaic ; cave, hollow
de-mag-ne-tize \(')de-*mag-n3-,tTz\ vt ; to deprive of magnetic
properties — de.mag.ne-tiz-er n

dem-a^gog-ic \,dem-3-'gaj-ik, -'gag-\ adj : of. relating to, or
characteristic of a demagogue — dem*a>gog>i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj— dem-a.gog.i.cal'ly \-i-ko-)le\ adv
dem-a*gog>ism \'dem-3-.gag-.iz-9m\ n : the practices or principles
of a demagogue
dem.a.gogue or dem-a.gog \'dem-3-,gag\ n iGkdemagogos, fr.

demos people (akin to Gk daiesthai to divide) + agogos leading, fr.

agein to lead] 1 ; a leader championing the cause of the common
people in ancient times 2 : a leader who makes use of popular
prejudices and false claims and promises to gain power —_deni«a-
gogu-ery \-,gag-(9-)re\ n — dem-a.gogy \-.gaj-e, -,gag-e\ n
tde-mand \di-'mand\ n 1 a : an act of demanding or asking esp.
wdth authority b : something claimed as due 2 archaic : ques-
tion 3 a : an expressed desire for ownership or use b : willing-
ness and ability to purchase a commodity or service c : the
quantity of a commodity or service wanted at a specified price and
time 4 a : a seeking or state of being sought after b : urgent need
5 : the requirement of work or of the expenditure of a resource —
on demand ; upon presentation and request for payment
^demand vb [ME demaundcn, fr. MF demander, fr. ML demandare,
fr. L de- + mandare to enjoin] vi : to make a demand : ask ^ vt

1 ; to ask for peremptorily or urgently 2 a : to ask for legally as a
rightful owner b : to claim as due. just, or fit c : to ask for au-
thoritatively 3 a ; to ask authoritatively or earnestly to be in-
formed of b : to require to come : summon 4 : to call for as
useful or necessary — de*mand*ahle \-'maa-d3-b3l\ adj — de-
mand>er n
syn claim, require, exact: demand imphes peremptoriness and

insistence and often the nght to make requests that are to be re-

garded as commands; claim implies a demand for the delivery or
concession of something due as one's own or one's nght; require
suggests the imperativeness that arises from inner necessity, com-
pulsion of law or regulation, or the exigencies of the situation;
EXACT implies not only demanding but getting what one demands
de*mand-ant \di-'man-dant\ n 1 : the plaintiff in a real action
2 : one who makes a demand or claim
demand deposit n ; a bank deposit that can be withdrawn without
notice
demanding adj : exacting — (!e>mand*ing>ly \-'man-dio-le\ adv
demand loan n : call loan
demand note n : a note payable on demand
de-man-toid \di-'man-,t6id\ n [G, fr. obs. G demant diamond, fr.

MHO diemant, fr. OF diamantiz a green andradite used as a gem
de*mar>cate \di-'mar-,kat, 'de-,mar-\ vt [back-formation fr.

demarcation, fr. Sp demarcacion & Pg demarcaqao, fr. demarcar to
delimit, fr. de- -f- marcar to mark, fr. It marcare, of Gmc origin]
1 : to mark the limits of 2 ; to set apart_: separate — de>mar-
ca-tion also de*mar>ka'tion \,de-,m'ar-'ka-shan\ n
de.marche \da-'marsh\ n [F demarche, lit., gait, fr. MF, fr.

demarcher to march, fr, OF demarchier, fr. de- + marchier to
march] 1 a : a course of action ; maneuver b ; a diplomatic move
or maneuver 2 a ; a diplomatic representation b : a representa-
tion of views to a public official

de-mark \di-'mark\ v? ; demarcate
deme \'dem\ n [Gk demos, Ut., people] 1 ! a unit of local govern-
ment in ancient Attica 2 ; a local population of closely related
organisms — usu. used in combination <gamorfeme)
lde>mean \di-'men\ vt [ME demenen, fr. OF demener to conduct,
fr. de- + mener to drive, fr. L minare, fr. minari to threaten — more
at mount] : to conduct or behave (oneself) usu. in a proper manner
^demean n, archaic : demeanor
3demean vt [de- + mean'\ : degrade, debase syn see abase
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de*mea*nor \di-'me-nar\ n : outward behavior syn see bearing
de*ment>ed \di-'ment-sd\ adj ; mad, insane — de>nient>ed-ly adv— de-ment-ed-ness n
de>men.tia \di-'men-ch3\ n [L. fr. dement-, demens mad, fr. de- +
ment; mens mind] 1 ; a condition of deteriorated mentality
2 : madness, insanity syn see insanity— de>meu<tial \-ch3l\ adj

dementia prae<cox \-'pre-,kaks\ n [NL, lit., premature dementia]
; schi20phrenl\

de.mer.it \(')de-'mer-3t\ n [ME, fr. MF demerits, fr. de- + merite
merit] 1 ohs : offense 2 a : a quahty that deserves blame
: fault b : lack of merit 3 : a mark usu. entailing a loss of priv-
ilege given to an offender
de.mesne \di-'man, -'menX n [ME, alter, of demeyne, fr. OF
demaine — more at domain] 1 : legal possession of land as one's
own 2 : manorial land actually possessed by the lord and not held
by tenants 3 a ; the land attached to a mansion b ; landed
property : estate c : region, territory 4 ; realm, domain
De.me.ter \di-'met-3r\ n [L, fr. Gk Demeter] : the goddess of
agriculture in Greek mythology
demi- prejix [ME, fr. demi, fr. MF, fr. L dimidius, prob. back*
formation fr. dimidiare to halve] 1 : half <(/emibastion) 2 : one
that partly belongs to (a specified type or class) (demigod)
demi'god \'dem-e-,gad\ n 1 : a mythological being with more
power than a mortal but less than a god 2 ; a person so outstand-
ing that he seems to approach the divine
demi.John \'dem-e-.jan\ n [by folk etymology fr. F dame-jeanne,
lit., Lady Jane] : a narrow-necked bottle of glass or stoneware
enclosed in wickerwork and holding from one to 10 gallons

de.mil.i.ta.ri.za.tion \(.)de-.mil-3-t3-r3-'za-shan\ n : the act,
process, or result of demilitarizing

de.mil.i.ta.rize \(')de-'mil-9-t3-.rTz\ vt ; to do away with the mili-
tary organization and potential of
demi.moU'daine \,dem-e-,man-'dan\ n [F demi-mondaine, fr.

fern, of demi-mondain, fr. demi-monde"] ; a woman of the demi-
monde
demi.monde \'dem-e-.mand\ n [F demi-monde, fr. demi- + monde
world, fr. L mundus — more at mundane] 1 a : a class of women
on the fringes of respectable society supported by wealthy lovers
b : prostitutes 2 : demimondaine 3 ; a group marked by doubt-
ful propriety or jack of success
demi.rep \'dem-e-,rep\ n [demi- + rep (reprobate)] : demimon-
daine
ide.mise \di-'mrz\ vt 1 : to convey (as an estate) by will or lease
2 obs : convey, give 3 : to transmit by succession or inheritance
^demise n [MF, fem. of demis, pp. of demettre to dismiss, fr. L
derniiiere to send down, fr. de- + mittere to send — more at smite]
1 ; the conveyance of an estate 2 ; transfer of the sovereignty to
a successor 3a; death b : a cessation of existence or activity

demi.semi.qua.ver \,dem-e-'sem-e-,kwa-var\ n : thirty-second
note

de.mlS.Sion \di-'mish-3n\ n [MF, fr. L demission-, demissio lower-
ing, fr. demissus, pp. of demittere] i resignation, abdication

de.mit \di-'mit\ vb de-mit-ted; de-mit-ting [MF demettre] vt

1 archaic : dismiss 2 t resign — vi : to withdraw from office or
membership
demi.tasse \'dem-e-,tas, -,tas\ n [F demi-tasse, fr. demi- + tasse
cup] : a small cup of black coffee; also % the cup used to serve it

demi.urge \'dem-e-,3rj\ n [LL demiurgus, fr. Gk demiourgos, lit.,

one who works for the people, fr. demios of the people (fr. demos
people) -!- -ourgos worker (fr. ergon work) — more at demagogue,
WORK] 1 cap a : a Platonic subordinate deity who fashions the
sensible world in the light of eternal ideas b : a Gnostic subordi-
nate deity who is the creator of the material world 2 : something
that is an autonomous creative force or decisive power — demi-
urge.ous \,dem-e-'ar-j9s\ adj — demi.ur.gic \-jik\ or demi*ur-
gi'Cal \-ii-ksl\ adj — demi.ur.gi.caMy \-ji-k(3-)le\ adv
ide.mob \(')de-'mab\ vt, chiejly Brit : demobiuze
2demob n, chiejly Brit : demobilization
de.mcbi'li.za.tion \di-,rao-b3-la-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act or process
of demobilizing

de.mo-bl.iize \di-'m6-b3-,ITz\ vt 1 : disband 2 ; to discharge
from military service

de.moc.ra.cy \di-'mak-r3-se\ n [MP democratic, fr. LL democratia,
fr. Gk demokratia, fr. demos + -kratia -cracy] la: government
by the people; esp l rule of the majority b : a government in which
the supreme power is vested in the people and exercised by them
directly or indirectly through a system of representation usu. in-

volving periodically held free elections 2 : a political unit that
has a democratic government 3 cap : the principles and policies

of the Democratic party in the U.S. 4 : the common people esp.
when constituting the source of political authority 5 : the absence
of hereditary or arbitrary class distinctions or privileges

dem-O-crat \'dem-3-.krat\ n 1 a ; an adherent of democracy
b : one who practices social equality 2 cap : a member of the
Democratic party of the U.S.

dem-0-crat.ic \,dem-a-'krat-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or favoring
democracy 2 ojten cap : of or relating to one of the two major
political parties in the U.S. evolving in the early 19th century from
the anti-Federalists and the Democratic-RepubUcan party and
associated in modem times with policies of broad social reform
and internationalism 3 : of, relating to, or appealing to the broad
masses of the people (-^ art) 4 : favoring social equality ; not
snobbish — dem*o.crat*i*cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
Democratic-Republican adj : of or relating to a major American
political party of the early i9th century favoring a strict interpreta-
tion of the constitution to restrict the powers of the federal govern-
ment and emphasizing states' rights
de.mocra.ti.za.tion \di-,mak-r3t-3-'za-shsn\ n : the act or proc-
ess of making or becoming democratic
de>moc<ra.tize \di-'mak-r3-,tlz\ vi ; to make democratic
d6.mo.de \,da-,mo-'da\ adj [F, fr. de- de- -I- mode] : no longer
fashionable ; out-of-date
de.mod.ed \(')de-'mod-3d\ adj : d^mod£
de<mod.u4ate \ (')de-'maj-3-,lat\ vt : to extract the intelligence from
(a modulated radio signal)

de.mod.u.la.tion \(,)de-,maj-3-*la-shan\ n : extraction of the
transmitted sound or visual images from a modulated radio signal
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De>mo<gor*gon \'de-m3-,g6r-g3n\ n [LL] ; a mysterious, terrible,

and evil divinity who in ancient mythology commanded tiie spirits

of the netherworld
de>mog<ra<pher \di-'mag-r3-far\ n : a specialist in demography
de<nio<grapli*lc \,de-ma-'graf-ik, ,dem-a-\ adj :_of or relating to

demogi-aphy — de-mO'graph.i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
de-mog-ra-phy \di-'mag-r3-fe\ n [F demographie, fr. Gk demos
people + F -graphic -graphy] : the statistical study of human popu-
lations esp. with reference to size and density, distribution, and
vital statistics

dem*Oi>selle \,dem-Cw)3-'2eI\ n [F, fr. OF dameisele) 1 : a young
lady 2 : a small Old World crane {Anthropoides virgo) with long
secondaries and breast feathers 3 ; damselfly
de.moMsh \di-'mal-ish\ vr [MF demoliss-, stem of demoUr, fr. L
demoliri, fr. de- + moliri to construct, fr. moles mass] 1 a : to

tear down : raze b ; to break to pieces : smash 2 a : to do
away with : destroy b : to put into a very weak position — de-
moMsh-er n ~ de-mol-ish-ment \-ish-m3nt\ n

de*mo*li*tiOil X.dem-s-'lish-an. ,de-m3-\ n 1 : the act of demolish-
ing; specij ; destruction in war by means of explosives 2 pi I ex-
plosives tor destruction in war — de>ino<li'tion>ist \-'lish-

0-)n it\)
de>inon or dae*inon \'de-m3n\ n, ojten attrib [ME demon, fr. LL&
L; LL daemon evil spirit, fr. L, divinity, spirit, fr. Gk daimon]
1 usu daemon ; an attendant power or spirit : genius 2 a ; an
evil spirit to : an evil or undesirable emotion, trait, or state 3 usu
daemon : a supernatural being of Greek mythology intermediate
between gods and men 4 : one that has unusual drive or effective-

ness — de-mo-ni-an \di-'m6-ne-3n\ adj — de>mon*ic \-'m'an-ik\
a/jo de*mon<i*cal \-'man-i-k9[\ ad/— de.mon.i'Cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\
adv — de>mou>iza<tioii V.de-ma-na-'za-shanX n — de-jnon-ize
\'de-m3-.nT2\ vt

de>mon>e>ti>za*tion \(,)de-,man-at-»-'za-shan, -,m3n-\ n ; the
action of demonetizing

de<mon.e.tize \(')de-'man-3-,tTz, -'man-X vt [F demonetiser, fr.

de- de- + L moneta coin] 1 : to stop using (a metal) as a mon-
etary standard 2 : to deprive of value for official payment
ide*mo*ni>ac \di-'mo-ne-,ak\ also de-mo-ni-a-cal X.de-ma-'nT-
5-k3l\ adj [ME demoniak, fr. LL daemoniacus, fr. Gk daimoniakos,
fr. daimon-, daimon} 1 ; possessed by a demon 2 :_of, relating to,

or suggestive of a demon — de<mo<ni>a*cal>ly \-'ni-a-k(a-)le\ adv
^demoniac n : one regarded as possessed by a demon
de.mon-ol.o.gy \,de-m3-'na!-a-je\ n 1 : the study of demons
2 : belief in demons 3 : a catalog of enemies

de>mon.stra>bil>i<ty \di-.man{t)-str3-*bil-at-e, .dera-an-strs-V n
: the quality of being demonstrable

de.mon.stra-ble \di-'man{t)-str3-b3l. 'dem-sn-strs-X adj 1 : capa-
ble of being demonstrated 2 : apparent, evident — de»mon-
stra-ble-ness n — de*mon-stra-bly \-ble\ adv

deni'On.strate \'dem-3n-,strat\ vb [L demonstratus. pp. of demon-
strare, fr. de- -f monstrare to show] vt 1 : to show clearly 2 a : to
prove or make clear by reasoning or evidence b : to illustrate and
explain esp. with many examples 3 : to show or prove to a cus-
tomer -^ vi : to make a demonstration syn see show

dem>on>stja<tioil \,dem-on-'stra-sh3n\ ^ 1 ; an outward expres-
sion or display 2 : an act. process, or means of demonstrating to
the intelligence: as a (1) : conclusive evidence : proof (2) : a
proof in which the conclusion is the immediate sequence of reason-
ing from premises b : a showing to a prospective buyer of the
merits of a product 3 : a show of armed force 4 : a public display
of group feelings toward a person or cause — dem»on»stra*tion'al
\-shn3l, -shan-^lX adj — dem>on-stra-tion-ist \-sh(a-)n3st\ n
ide.mon.stra.tive \di-'man(tVstr3t-iv\ adj 1 a : demonstrating
as real or true b : characterized or established by demonstration
2 : pointing out the one referred to and distinguishing it from
others of the same class {^ pronouns) 3 ; marked by display of
feeling — de-mon-stra-tive-ly adv — de'mon>stra<tive>ness n

2demonstrative n : a demonstrative word or morpheme
detn'On<Stra*tor \'dem-3n-,strat-sr\ n 1 : one that demonstrates
2 : a manufactured product used for demonstrations to customers
de.mor.aMza.tion \di-,mdr-3-l3-'za-shan, ,de-, -.mar-\ n 1 : the
act or process of demoralizing 2 : a demoralized state

de.mor.al.ize \di-'m6r-3-,lTz, 'de-, -'mar-X vt 1 : to corrupt the
morals of 2 a ; to weaken the morale of b : to destroy the
normal functioning of c : to throw into disorder — de<mor>al-
iz-er n
de>mos \'de-,mas\ n [Gk demos — more at demagogue] 1 : the
common people of an ancient Greek state 2 : : populace
de-mote \di-'mot, "de-X vi ide- + -mote (as in promo/e^] : to reduce
to a lower grade or rank — de*mo*tlon \-'mo-sh3n\ n

de*mqt-ic \di-'mat-ik\ adj [Gk demodkos, fr. demotes commoner
fr. demos'l 1 : popular 1 2 : of, relating to, or written in a sim-
plified form of the ancient Egyptian hieratic writing 3 ; of or re-
lating to the forjn of Modern Greek that is based on colloquial use
de.mount \{'ide-'maunt\ vt 1 : to remove from a mounted posi-
tion 2 : DISASSEMBLE — de*mount<abIe \-a-b3l\ adj
ide>mill>cent Xdi-'msl-santX adj [L demulcent-, demulcens, prp, of
demulcere to soothe, fr. de- + mulcere to soothe] : soothing
2demulcentn : a usu. mucilaginous or oily substance (as tragacanth)
capable of soothing or protecting an abraded mucous membrane
ide.mur \di-'m3r\ vi de-murred; de>mur<ring [ME demeoren to
linger, fr. OF demorer, fr. L demorari, fr. de- + morari to linger, fr.

mora delay — more at memory] 1 : to intei-pose a demurrer 2 : to
take exception ; object 3 archaic ; delay, hesitate

2demiir n l : HEsrrATioN 2 : objection, protest syn see qualm
de-mure \di-'myu(3)r\ adj [ME] 1 ; sober, modest 2 : af-
fectedly modest, reserved, or serious — de*mure'ly adv — de-
mure<ness n

de.mur-rage Xdi-'mar-lj, -'mg-rijN n 1 : the detention of a ship by
the freighter beyond the time allowed for loading, unloading, or
sailing 2 : a charge for detaining a ship, freight car, or truck

de-mur-ral Xdi-'mar-al, -'mo-ralX n : an act or instance of demurring
Ide.mur. rer Xdi-'mar-ar, -'ms-rarX n [MF demorer, v.] 1 : a plead-
ing by a party to a legal action that assumes the truth of the matter
alleged by the opposite party and seis up that it is insufficient in
law to sustain his claim or that there is some other defect on the
face of the pleadings constituting a legal reason why the opposing
party should not be allowed to proceed further 2 : objection
2de.mur.rer \-'mar-ar\ n i^demur} i one that demurs

de.my \dl-'mT\ n [ME demi half — more at denh-] : a size of paper
typically 16X21 inches

de.my.e.lin.ate \(')de-'mT-3-l3-,nat\ vt ; to remove or destroy the
myelin of — de.my.e.lin-ation \(,)de-,mi-3-Ia-'na-sh3n\ n

de.my.thol-o.gize \,de-m3-'thal-3-.jTz\ vt : to divest of mytho-
logical forms in order to uncover the meaning underlying them
iden \'den\ n [ME, fr. OE denn; akin to OE denu valley, OHG
tenni threshing floor, Gk thenar palm of the hand] 1 ; the lair of
a wild usu. predatory animal 2 a (1 ) : a hollow or cavern used esp.
as a hideout (2) : a center of secret activity b : a small usu. squalid
dwelling 3 : a comfortable usu. secluded room

2d6n vb denned; den.ning vi : to live in or retire to a den — v/ ; to
drive into a den

de.nar.i.us \di-'nar-e-3s, -'ner-\ n, pi de.nar>ii \-e-.T, -e-,e\ [ME,
fr. L — more at denier] 1 : a small silver coin of ancient Rome
2 : a gold coin of the Roman Empire equivalent to 25 denarii

de.na.tion>aI.iza.tion \(.)de-,nash-n3-l3-'za-shan, -.nash-sn-n-a-
'za-V n 1 ; the act of denationalizing 2 ; the state of being dena-
tionalized

de.na.tion>al'ize \(')de-'nash-n3-,ITz, -'nash-sn-M-.TzX vt 1 : to
divest of national character or rights 2 : to remove from owner-
ship or control by the national government

de.nat.u-ral'iza.tion \(.)de-,nach-(3-)r3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the
act of denaturalizing 2 : the state of being denaturalized

de.nat.u.ral.ize \(')de-'nach-C3-)r3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to make unnatural
2 : to deprive of the rights and duties of a citizen

de.na.tur.ant \{')de-'nach-(3-)r3nt\ n ; a denaturing agent
de.na.tur.ation \(,)de-,na-ch3-'ra-sh3n\ n : the process of dena-

de.na.ture \(')de-'na-ch3r\ vt de-na-tur-ing \-'nach-(3-)rio\ : to
deprive of natural qualities: as a ; to make (alcohol) unfit for
drinking without impairing usefulness for other purpo.ses b : to
modify (as a native protein) esp. by heat, acid, alkali, or ultra\'iolet

radiation so that all of the original properties are removed or
diminished c : to add nonfissionable material to (fissionable ma-
terial) so as to make unsuitable for use in an atomic bomb

dendr- or dendro- comb jorm [Gk, fr. dendron: akin to Gk drys tree— more at tree] : tree idendrop\\\\o\xsy : resembling a tree {dendriie}
den.dri.form \'den-dr3-,f6rm\ adj : resembling a tree in structure
den.drite \'den-,drTt\ n 1 : a branching figure resembling a tree

produced on or in a mineral by a foreign mineral; also : the mineral
so marked 2 : a crystallized arborescent form 3 : any of the
usu. branching protoplasmic processes that conduct impulses
toward the body of a nerve cell — den.drit-ic \den-'drit-ik\ also
den.drit.i'Cal \-i-k3l\ adj — den.drit.i>cal'ly \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv

den.dro.chron.o.Iog.i.cal \'den-(.)dro-,kran-'l-'aj-i-k5l\ adj : of
or relating to dendrochronology — den>dro>chron.o.log.l.cal.ly
\-ko-)le\ adv

den.dro.chro.nol.o.gy \,den-(,)dro-kr3-'nal-3-je\ n : the science
of dating events and variations in environment in former periods
by comparative study of growth rings in trees and aged wood

den.drold \'den-,dr6id\ adj [Gk dendroeides, fr. dendroni ; resem-
bling a tree in form : arborescent

den.dro.Iog-ic \,den-dr3-'laj-ik\ adj : relating to dendrology— den-dro.log.Leal \-i-k3l\ adj
den.droI.Q.gist \den-'dral-3-j3st\ n z a specialist In dendrology
den.drol.o.gy \-je\ n : the study of trees

dene \'den\ n [ME, fr. OE denu] Brit : valley
D6.n6 \da-'na\ n, pi Dene or D§nes [F, fr. D^n^] 1 a : an Atha-
paskan people of the inierior of Alaska and northwestern Canada
b : a member of this people 2 ; the language of the Den^ people
Den.eb \'den-,eb, -ab\ n [ Ar dhanab al-dajaj, lit., the tail of the hen]

; a star of the first magnitude in Cygnus
den.e.ga.tion \,den-i-'ga-shan\ n [ME denegacioun, fr. MF or L;
MF denegation, fr. L denegation-, denegatio, fr. denegatus, pp. of
denegare to deny — more at deny] : denial
den.gue \'deo-Ee; "dcQ-.ga, 'den-\ n [Sp] : an acute Infectious
disease characterized by headache, severe joint pain, and a rash

de.ni.able \di-'nT-s-bal\ adj ; capable of being denied
de.ni.al \di-'nT(-3)l\ n 1 : refusal to satisfy a request or desire

2 a (1) : refusal to admit the truth or reality (2) ; assertion that
something alleged is false b : disavowal 3 : the opposing by the
defendant of an allegation of the opposite party in a law suit 4 : re-

striction on one's ownactivity or desires

de.nlc.O'tin.ize \(')de-'nik-3-,te-,nTz\ vr : to remove part of the
nicotine from (tobacco)
^de.ni.er \di-'nT(-3)r\ n : one that, denies
2de.nier n [me denere. fr. MF denier, fr. L denarius, coin worth ten
asses, fr. denarius containing ten, fr. deni ten each, fr. decern ten]
1 \d3-'ni(3ir. d3n-'ya\ : a small orig. silver coin of France and
western Europe from the 8th to the 19th century 2 \'den-y3r\
: a unit of fineness for silk, rayon, or nylon yarn equal to the
fineness of a yarn weighing one gram for each 9000 meters
den.i.grate \'den-i-,grat\ vt [L denigratus, pp. of denigrare, fr. de-

-f- nigrare to blacken, fr. nigr~, niger black] : to cast aspersions on
: DEFAME — den>i.gra.tlon \,den-i-'gra-sh3n\ n — den.i.gra.tor
\'dcn-i-,grat-3r\ n — den.Lgra.to.ry \-gr9-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

den.im \'den-am\ n [F {serge) de Nimes serge of Nimes, France]
1 a : a firm durable twilled usu. cotton fabric woven with colored
warp and white filling threads b : a similar fabric woven in colored
stripes 2 pi X overalls or trousers usii. of blue deniiu

de.ni.tri'fl.ca.tion \(,)de-.nT-tr3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n : an act or process
of denitrifying; specij : reduction of nitrates or nitrites commonly
by bacteria and usu. resulting in the escape of nitrogen into the air

de.ni.tri.ly \(')de-'nT-tr3-,fT\ vt 1 : to remove nitrogen or its com-
pound from 2 : to convert (a nitrate or a nitrite) into a compound
of a lower state of oxidation

den.i.zen \'den-3-Z3n\ n [ME denysen, fr. MF denzein, fr. OF, in-

ner, fr. denz within, fr. LL deintus, fr. L de- + intus within — more
at ENT-] 1 : inhabitant 2 : one admitted to residence in a foreign
country; esp ; an alien admitted to rights of citizenship 3 a : a
naturaUzed plant or animal b ; one that frequents a place

de.nom.i.nate \di-'nam-3-,nat\ vt [L denominatus, pp. of de-

nominare. fr. de- + nominare to name — more at nominate] : to

give a name to ; designate
de.nom.i.nate niunber \di-.nam-3-n3t-\ n [L denominatus'i : a
number (as 7 in 7 jeei) that specifies a quantity in terms of a unit of
measurement

de*nom-i<na.tiou \di-,nam-3-'na-sh3a\ n 1 : an act of denorolnat-
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Ing 2 : NAME, designation; esp ; a general name for a category
3 ; a religious organization uniting in a single legal and administra-
tive body a number of local congregations 4 : a value or size of a
series of values or sizes (as of money) — de>nom<i>iia>tioii<al
\-shn3l. -sh3n-'l\ adj — de>iioin-i>iia*tion<aMy \-e\ adv

de.nom.i.na.tion.al.ism \-slinal-,iz-am, -shan-n-X n 1 : devotion
to denominational principles or interests 2 : narrow emphasizing
of denominational differences : sectarianism

de-nom>i<na>tlve \di-'nam-(3-)n3t-iv\ adj [L de from + nomin-
nomen name] : derived from a noun or adjective— denominative n

de>noin<i>na>tor \di-"nam-3-,nat-3r\ n 1 : the part of a fraction
that is below the line signifying division and that in fractions with 1

as the numerator indicates into how many parts the unit is divided
: divisor 2 a : a common trait h : the average level ; standard

de>no>ta>tion \,de-no-'ta-sh9n\ n 1 : an act or process of denoting
2a: MEANING; esp : a direct specific meaning as distinct from
connotations b : the things to which a name applies 3 ; a denot-
ing term : name 4 ; sign, indication (visible '^s of divine wrath)

de°no>ta>tlve \'de-n6-.tat-iv, di-'not-at-iv\ adj 1 : denoting or
tending to denote 2 ; relating to denotation
de*note \di-'not\ vt [MF denoter, fr. L denotare, fr. de- + notare to
note] 1 ; to serve as an indication of 2 ; to serve as an arbitrary
mark for 3 : to make known ; announce 4 a : to serve as
linguistic expression of the notion of : mean b : to serve as a
linguistic indication of : name — compare connote — de«note-
ment \-'not-m3nt\ n — de-no-tive \-'n6t-iv\ adj
syn denote, connote: to denote is to name or indicate a known

object or concept or a definable class of objects or concepts; to
connote is to imply the attributes or ideas suggested by or associated
with a term <"home" denotes the place where one lives but connotes
safety, comfort, privacy, intimacy) syn see in addition mean

de*noue>inent \,da-.nU-'ma", da-'nU-,ma"\ n [F denouement, lit.,

untying, fr. MF desnouement, fr. desnouer to untie, fr. OF desnoer,
fr. des- de- + noer to tie, fr. L nodare, fr. nodus knot] 1 : the final

outcome or unraveling of the main dramatic complication in a
literary work 2 : the outcome of a complex sequence of events
de-nounce \di-'naun(t)s\ vt [ME denouncen, fr. OF denoncier to
proclaim, fr. L denuntiare, fr. de- + nuniiare to report — more at
announce] 1 : to pronounce blameworthy or evil 2 archaic
a : PROCLAIM b : to announce threateningly 3 : to inform against
: ACCUSE 4 obs : portend 5 ; to announce formally the termina-
tion of (as a treaty) syn see criticize — de-nounce-ment
\-'naun(t)-sm3nt\ n — de-nounc-er n

de no-vo \di-'no-(,)vo, da-\ adv [L] : anew, again
dense \'den(t)s\ adj [L densus: akin to Gk dasys thick with hair or
leaves] 1 : marked by compactness or crowding together of parts
2 a : DULL, STUPID b ; extreme <-^ ignorance) 3 : having be-
tween any two elements at least one element 4 : having high or
relatively high opacity syn see close, stupid — dense>ly adv— dense>ness Vden(t)-snas\ n

den-si-fy \*den(t)-s3-,fi\ vr : to make denser; specif : to increase the
density of (wood) by pressure usu. with impregnation of a resin

den.Sim-e.ter \den-'sim-3t-3r\ n [L densus + ISV -mete^^ : an in-
strument for determining density or specific gravity — den-si-met-
ric \,den(t)-s3-'me-trik\ adj

den>si*tom>e>ter \,den(t)-s3-'tam-3t-3r\ n : densimeter — den«si-
to-met>iic \,den(tj-s3t-3-'me-trik\ adj — deu-si>toni>e>try
\,den(t)-s3-'tam-3-tre\ n

den-si»ty \'den(t)-s3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being dense
2 : the quantity per unit volume, unit area, or unit length: as
a : the mass of a substance per unit volume b : the average nxmiber
of individuals or units per space unit 3 : stupidity 4 a : the de-
gree of opacity of a translucent medium b ; the common logarithm
of the opacity
ident \'denl\ n [ME, blow, alter, of dint"! 1 : a depression or hollow
made by a blow or by pressure 2 a : an impression or effect made
usu. against resistance b ; initial progress — dent vb
2dent n [F, lit., tooth, fr. L dent-, dens'} : tooth 3a
dent- or denti- or dentO- comb Jorm [ME denti-, fr. L, fr. dent;
dens tooth — more at tooth] 1 : tooth ; teeth {dentalgXa.} {denti-

form) 2 ; dental and (rfenfosurgical)
lden>tal \'dent-'l\ adj [L dentalis, fr. dent-, dens'] 1 : of or relating
to the teeth or dentistry 2 : articulated with the tip or blade_of the
tongue against or near the upper front teeth — den*tal>ly \-e\ adv

3dental n : a dental consonant
dental floss n ; a flat waxed thread used to clean between the teeth
dental hygienist n : one who assists a dentist esp. in cleaning teeth
den.ta.li.um \den-'ta-le-3m\ n, pi den^ta-lia \-le-3\ [NL, genus
name, fr. L dentalis} : any of a genus {Dentalium) of widely dis-

tributed tooth shells; broadly : tooth shell
dental technician n ; a technician who makes dental apphances
den.tate \'den-.tat\ or den-tat-ed \-,tat-3d\ adj [L dentatus, fr.

dent-, dens] I having teeth or pointed conical projections (multi-
dentate} — den-tate-ly adv — den»ta-tion \den-'ta-sh9n\ n

dent corn n : an Indian com having keniels that contain both hard
and soft starch and become indented at maturity

deu>ti>cle \'dent-i-k3l\ n [ME, fr. L denticulas, dim. of dent-, dens}
: a small tooth or other conical pointed projection

den-tlcu.late \den-'tik-y&-l3t\ or den-ticu-lat-ed \-,lat-9d\ adj
1 a : covered with small pointed projections <a '>- shell); esp
; serrate b ; finely dentate 2 : cut into dentils — deu>tic>u-
late*ly adv — den-tic-u-la-tion \C,1den-,tik-y3-'Ia-shan\

«

den-ti-form \'dent-3-,f6rm\ adj 1 ; shaped like a tooth 2 : di-
vided into dentate processes

den.ti.frice X'dent-a-frasX n [MF, fr. L dentijricium, fr. denti- -H

jricare to rub] : a powder, paste, or liquid for cleaning the teeth
den*tig>er*0US \den-'tij-3-r3s\ adj : bearing dentate structures
den-til \'dent-'l\ n [obs. F dentille, fr. MF, dim. of dent] : one of a
series of small projecting rectangular blocks esp. under a cornice

den>tln \'dent-'n\ or den-tine \'den-,ten, den-'ten\ n : a calcare-
ous material Uke bone but harder and denser that composes the
principal mass of a tooth — den>tin>al \den-'ten-'i, 'dent-'n-3l\ adj

den.tist \'dent-3St\ n [F dentiste, fr. dent] : one who treats the teeth
and associated tissues and makes and inserts false teeth

den-tist«ry \'dent-3-stre\ n : the art or profession of a dentist
den*ti>tion \den-'tish-3n\ n [L dentition-, dentitio, fr. dentitus, pp.
of dentire to cut teeth, fr. dent-, dens] 1 : the development and
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as determined by their form
and arrangement

den.tu.lous \'den-ch3-l3s\
adj [back-formation fr. eden-
tulous] ; having teeth

den.ture \'den-ch3r\ n [F,

fr. MF, fr. dent] 1 : a se

teeth 2 : an artificial ..
placement for one or more
teeth; esp : a set of false
teeth ,

de>nu-da>tion \,de-(,)n(y)u- dentitioa of adult human: upper, A;
'da-sh3n, ,den-yu-\ « ; an act lower, B; 1 incisors, 2 canines, 3
or process of denud'ing — bicuspids, 4 molars
de*nu>da>tion*al \-shn3l,
-sh3n-'l\ adj
de-nude \di-'n(y)iid\ vt [L denudare, fr. de- + nudus bare] 1 a : to
strip of all covering b : to lay bare by erosion o : to strip (land)
of forests 2 : to divest of an important part — de>nud>er n
de.nu.mer-a.ble \di-'n(y)um-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj : capable of being put
into one-to-one correspondence with the positive integers
de.nun-ci-a.tion \di-,n3n(t)-se-'a-sh3n\ n : an act of denouncing— de-nun-ci.a-tive \di-'n3n(t)-se-,at-iv\ adj
de.nun-ci-a-to-ry \di-'n3n(t)-se-3 .tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : marked by or
given to denunciation
de.ny \di-'nl\ vt [ME denyen, fr. OF denier, fr. L denegare, fr. de- +
negare to deny] 1 : to declare untrue 2 : to disclaim connection
with or responsibility for ; disavow 3 a : to give a negative
answer to b : to refuse to grant c ; to restrain (oneself) from
gratification of desires 4 archaic : decline 5 : to refuse to accept
the existence, truth, or validity of — de*ny<ing>ly \-io-le\ adv
syn GAINSAY, contradict, negative, impugn, contravene: deny

implies a refusal to accept a statement as true or valid; gainsay
implies opposition by disputing the truth of something said; con-
tradict implies an open or flat denial and suggests that the con-
trary is true; negative implies as Uttle as possible beyond a mere
refusal to assent or approve; impugn stresses an attack upon the
truth of a statement or upon the integrity of the person making it;

contravene stresses a conflict or logical incompatibility between
something said or prescribed and a present act or state of affairs

de.Q.dar \'de-3-,dar\ or de-o-da-ra \,de-3-'dar-3\ n [Hindi
deodar fr. Skt devadaru, lit., limber of the gods, fr. deva god + daru
wood] ; an East Indian cedar {Cedrus deodara)

de>Odor-ant \de-'6d-3-r3nt\ n : a preparation that destroys or
masks unpleasant odors — deodorant adj

deoOdor>ize \-'od-3-,riz\ vt ; to eUminate or prevent the offensive
odor of — de«odor-iz-er n

de.on.tol.o.gy \,de-.an-'tal-9-je\ n [Gk deont-, deon that which is

obligatory, fr. neut. of prp. of dein to lack, be needful — more at
deuter-] : the theory or study of moral obligation
Deo vq.len.te \,da_-(,)6-v3-'lent-e, ,de-\ [L] ; God being willing
de>ox>i<dize \(')de-'ak-s3-,diz\ v; : to remove oxygen from —
de-ox-i-diz-er n

deoxy- or desoxy- comb form [ISV] : containing less oxygen in the
molecule than the compound to which it is closely related ideoxy-
ribonucleic acid)

de.oxy.cor.ti.cos.ter-one \de-,ak-se-,kOrt-i-'kas-t3-.r6n, -i-k5-
*sa(3)r-,on\ n [ISV] : a steroid hormone CziHaoOs ot the adrenal

de.ox.y«ge.liate \C')de-'ak-si-j3-,nat, ,de-,ak-'sijj3-\ vt ; to remove
oxj'gen from — de>ox<y*ge*na*tion \(,)de-,ak-si-j3-'na-sh3n,
,de-,ak-,sij-3-\ n

de<ox*y<ge>nat<ed adj : having the hemoglobin in the reduced state
de.ox.y.ri.bo.nu-cle.ic acid \de-.ak-se-'rT-bo-n(y)u-,kle-ik-.
-,kla-\ n {deoxy- + ribonucleic acid (a nucleic acid yielding ribose)]
: any of various nucleic acids found esp. in cell nuclei and as a major
constituent of chromatin

de.part \di-'part\ vb [ME departen to divide, go away, fr. OF
departir, fr. de- + partir to divide, fr. 'Lpartire, fr. part-, pars part]
VI la: to go away : leave b : die 2 ; to turn aside ; deviate
'^ vr : to go away from ; leave syn see go, swerve

de>part<ed adj 1 : bygone 2 ; no longer living syn see dead
de.parl.ment \di-'part-m3nt\ n [F departement, fr. MF, fr.

departir] 1 : a distinct sphere ; province 2 : a functional or
territorial division: as a : a major administrative division of a
government b : a major territorial administrative subdivision
c : a division of a college or school giving instruction in a particular
subject d : a major division of a business e : a section of a depart-
ment store f : a territorial subdivision made for the administration
and tjaining of military units — de-part-men-tal \di-,part-'ment-

% ,deA ad] — de-part<m_en>taMy \-1-e\ adv
de-part<men<tal<ize \-'l-,iz\ vt ; to divide into departments
department store n : a store keeping a wide variety of goods ar-
ranged in several departments

de-par-ture \di-'par-ch3r\ n 1 a (1) ; the act of going away
(2) archaic : d^ath b ; a ship's position in latitude and longitude
at the begirming of a voyage as a point from which to begin dead
reckoning c : a setting out (as on a new course) 2 : the distance
due east or west made by a ship in its course 3 : divergence
de-paU'per-ate \di-'p6-p3-r3t\ adj [ME depauperat, fr. ML de-
pauperatus, pp. of depauperare to impoverish, fr. L de- + pauperare
to impoverish, fr. pauper poor] : falling short of natural develop-
ment or size — de>pau>per<a-tion \di-,p6-p3-'ra-sh3n\ n
de»pend \di-'pend\ vi [ME dependen, fr. MF dependre, modif . of L
dependere, fr. de- + pendere to hang] 1 a : to be contingent
b : to exist by virtue of a necessary relation 2 ; to be pending or
undecided 3 a : to place reliance or trust b : to be dependent esp.
for financial support 4 ; to hang down syn see rely

de>pend<abil<i*ty \di-,pen-da-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quaUty or state of
being dependable

de>pend<able \di-'pen-d3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being depended on
: reliable — de>pend>able>ness n — de*pend>ably \-ble\ adv

de.pen.dence also de-pen.dance \di-'pen-d3n(t)s\ n 1 : the qual-
ity or state of being dependent; esp : the quality or state of being
influenced by or subject to another 2 : reliance, trust 3 ; some-
thing on which one relies
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de-pen-deil'Cy \-dan-se\ n 1 : dependence 1 2 : something that
is dependent on something else; specif ; a territorial unit under
the jurisdiction of a nation but not formally annexed by it

Ide.pen.dent \di-'pen-d3nt\ adj [ME dependant, fr. MF, prp. of
dependre} 1 : hanging down 2 a : determined or conditioned by
another h : relying on another for support c : subject to an-
other's jurisdiction d : subordinate 3a — de-pen-dent-ly adv

^dependent also de.pen.dant n 1 archaic : dependency 2 : one
that is dependent; esp : a person who relies on another for support
de>perm \(')de-'p3rm\ vt [de- + permanent magnetism] : to reduce
the magnetism of (a ship's steel hull) as a precaution against mag-
netically operated mines
de.per-son.al'iza.lion \ Ode-.par-sns-la-'za-shsn, -.pars-^n-s-laA
n 1 a : an act or process of depersonalizing b : the quality or state
of being depersonalized 2 : loss of the sense of personal identity

de.per.son.al.ize \{')de-'p3r-sn3-,ITz, -'psrs-'n-sA vi 1 : to deprive
of personality 2 : to make impersonal

de<pict \di-'pikt\ vt [L depictus, pp. of depingere, fr. de- + pingere
to paint] 1 : to represent by a picture 2 : to portray in words— de<pic>tion y'pik-shsnV n — de-pic-tor \-'pik-t3r\ n

de*pic*ture \-'pik-ch3r\ v/ [alter, ol picture} 1 ; depict 2 ; imag-

de>pig*nien*ta*tion \(,)de-,pig-m3n-'ta-sh3n, -,men-\ n ; loss of
norma! pigmentation

dep<i'late \'dep-a-,lat\ vt [L depilatus, pp. of depilare, fr. de- +
pilus hair — more at pile] : to remove hair from — dep-i-la-tion
\,dep-a-'la-sh3n\ n

de>pil>a>to>ry \di-'pil-3,tor-e, -,t6r-\ n : an agent for removing hair,
wool, or bristles — depilatory adj
deplane \C)de-'plan\ vi : to get off an airplane
de.plet.able \di-*plet-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being depleted
de>plete \di-'plet\ vt [L depletus, pp. of deplere, fr. de- + plere to
fill] 1 : to empty of a principal substance 2 : to lessen markedly
in quantity, content, power, or value — de-ple>tive \-'p!et-iv\ adj
syn deplete, drain, exhaust, impoverish, bankrupt mean to de-

prive of something essential to existence or potency, deplete implies
a reduction in number or quantity so as to endanger the ability to
function; drain implies a gradual withdrawal and ultimate de-
privation of what is necessary to a thing's existence; exhaust
stresses a complete but not necessarily final emptying rather than
implying, as deplete does, a disastrous loss; impoverish suggests a
depnvation of something essential to vigorous well-being; bank-
rupt suggests impoverishment to the point of imminent collapse

de.ple.tion \di-'ple-sh3n\ n 1 : an act or process of depletmg
2 : the state of being depleted

de.plor-able \di-'plor-a-b3l, -'pl6r-\ adj 1 : lamentable 2 : bad,
wretched — de-plor.able-ness n — de<plor*abIy \-ble\ adv
de.plore \di-'plo(o)r, -'pl6(3)r\ vt [MF or L; MF deplorer, fr. L
deplorare, fr. de- + plorare to wail] 1 a : to feel or express grief for
b : to regret strongly 2 : to consider unfortunate or deserving of
deprecation — de-plor-er n — de<plor<ing*ly \-io-le\ adv
syn deplore, lament, bewail, bemoan mean to express sorrow or

keen regret for or over something but they are not now used seri-
ously to describe personal distress or actual weeping, deplore im-
plies regret for the loss or impairment of something of value and
often connotes a moral judgment; lament implies mourning for
something past and gone- bewail and bemoan imply sorrow, dis-
appointment, or protest finding outlet in words or cries, bewail
commonly suggesting loudness, and bemoan lugubriousness, in
uttering complaints or expressing regret

de>ploy \di-'pl6i\ vb [F deployer, fr. L displicare to scatter — more
at display] vt 1 a : to extend (a military unit) esp. in width b ; to
place in battle formation or appropriate positions 2 : to spread
out or arrange esp. strategically -^ vi : to move in deployment

de.ploy.ment \-'pl6i-m9nt\ n ; an act of deploying
de.plume \(')de-'pliim\ vt [ME deplumen, fr. MF deplumer, fr. ML
deplumare, fr. L de- + pluma feather] 1 : to pluck off the feathers
of 2 : to strip of possessions, honors, or attributes

de.po>lar*iza>tion \(,)de-,p5-l3-r3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the process of
depolarizing 2 : the state of being depolarized

de-po-lar-ize \(')de-'p6-l3-,riz\ vt 1 ; to cause to become partially
or wholly impolarized 2 : to prevent or remove polarization of
3 : demagnetize — de<po>lar>iz>er n

de>pone \di-'pon\ vb [ML deponere, fr. L, to put down, fr. de- +
ponere to put — more at position] : testify
ide-po-nent \di-'po-n3nt\ adj [LL deponent-, deponens, fr. L, prp.
of deponere} ; occurring with passive or middle voice forms but
with active voice meaning <the -^ verbs in Latin and Greek)
2deponeut n 1 ; a deponent verb 2 : one who gives evidence
de*pop>u>late \(')de-'pap-y3-,lat\ vt [L depopulatus, pp. of de-
populari, fr. de- + populari to ravage] 1 obs : ravage 2 ; to
remove the inhabitants of — de-pop-u<la>tlon \(,)de-,pap-y3-
•la-sh3n\ n — de.pop.u«la»tor \(')de"'pap-y3-,lat-3r\ n

de.port \di-'poO)rt, -'p6(3)rt\ vt [MF deporter, it. L departure
to carry away, fr. de- + portare to carry — more at fare] 1 : con-
duct, BEHAVE 2 (L depurtare} a ; to carry away b : to send out
of the country by legal deportation syn see banish, behave

de*port'able \di-'p5rt-3-b3l. -'p6rt-\ adj 1 : subject to deportation
2 : punishable by deportation ('^ offenses)

de*por<ta>tion \,de-,p6r-'ta-sh3n, -,p6r-. -p3r-\ n 1 : an act or in-
stance of deporting 2 : the removal from a country of an ahen
whose presence is unlawful or prejudicial

de*por*tee \,de-,por-'te, -,p6r-\ n : one who has been deported
or is under sentence of deportation

de-port<ment Xdi-'port-mant, -'p6rt-\ n ; behavior, conduct
syn see bearing

de*poS'aI \di-'_po-z3l\ n : an act of deposing from office
de*pose \di-'poz\ vh [ME deposen, fr. OF deposer, fr. LL deponere
(perf. indie, deposui), fr. L. to put down] vt 1 ; to remove from
a throne or other high position 2 ; to put down : deposit 3 [ME
deposen, fr. ML deponere, fr. LL] ; to testify to under oath or by
affidavit ^ vi : to bear witness-
ide.poS'lt \di-'paz-3t\ vb de>pos*it*ed \-'paz-3t-3d, -'paz-t3d\
de*p05*lt>ing \-'paz-3t-io. -'paz-tioX [L depositus, pp. of de-
ponere] vt 1 : to place esp. for safekeeping or as a pledge; specif
: to put in a bank 2 a : to lay down : place b : to let fall (as
sediment) ~ vi : to become deposited ; settle — de-pos>i-tor
\-'paz-3t-3r, -'paz-t3r\ n

3deposit n 1 : ihe state of being deposited 2 : something placed
for safekeeping: as a : money deposited In a bank b : money

given as a pledge 3 ; a place of deposit : depcsitory 4 ; an act
of depositing 5a: something laid down; esp ; matter deposited
by a natural process b : a natural accumulation
de>pos-i<tary \di-*paz-3-,ter-e\ n 1 : a person to whom something
is entrusted 2 : depository 2

de-po-si-tlon \,dep-3-'zish-3n, ,de-p3-\ n 1 : an act of removing
from a position of authority 2 a : a testifying esp. before a court
b : declaration; specif : testimony taken down in writing under
oath 3 : an act or process of depositing 4 : something deposited
: DEPOsrr — de'PO'Si'tion>al_\-'zish-nsl, -an-'l\ adj

de.pos.i'to.ry \di-'paz-o-.t6r-e, -,t6rA n 1 : depositary 1 2 : a
place where something is deposited esp. for safekeeping
depot \oftenest in senses 1 & 2 'dep-(,)6, ojtenest in sense 3
'de-(,)po\ n [F depot, fr. ML depositum, fr. L, neut. of depositus}
1 a : a place for the storage of military supplies b : a place for
the reception and forwarding of military replacements 2 ; a
place of deposit for goods : storehouse 3 ; a building for rail-

road, bus, or airplane passengers or freight : station
de-pra^va-tion \,dep-r3-'va-shan, ,de-,pra-\ n X i an act or process
of depraving 2 : the slate of being depraved

.deprave \di-'prav\ vt [ME depraven, fr. MF depraver, fr. L
depravare to pervert, fr. de- -\- pravus crooked, bad] 1 archaic
; to speak ill of : malign 2 : to make bad : corrupt syn see
DEBASE — de-prave-ment \-m3nt\ n — de-prav-er n
de-praved \di-'pravd\ adj ; marked by corruption or evil; esp

: PERVERTED — de>praved>ly \-'pra-v3d-le, -'prav-dle\ adv —
de*praved>ness X-'pra-vad-nss, -prav(d)-n3s\ n

de.prav.i.ty \di-'prav-st-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
depraved 2 : a corrupt act or practice

dep-re-cate \'dep-ri-,kat\ vt [L deprecatus, pp. of deprecari to
avert by prayer, fr. de- + precari to pray] 1 : to express disap-
proval of 2 ; DEPRECIATE syn see disapprove — dep-re-cat-
ing-ly \-io-le\ adv — dep-re>ca>tion \,dep-ri-'ka-sh3n\ n
dep^re-ca^to^ry \'dep-ri-k3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : serving to depre-
cate 2 : expressing deprecation : apologetic

de>pre<cia>ble \di-'pre-sh(e-)a-b3l\ adj ; capable of depreciation
de<pre<ci>ate \di-'pre-she-,al\ vb [LL depretiatus, pp. of de-
pretiare, fr. L de- + pretium price — more at price] vt 1 : to
lower the price or estimated value of 2 : to represent as of little

value : disparage ~ vi : to fall in value syn see decry — de-
pre'Ci'at'ing'Iy \-io-le_\ ady — de-prcci-a-tor \-,at-ar\ n

de«pre.ci.a.tion \di-,pre-she-'a-shan\ n 1 : an act or process of
depreciating 2 : the state of being depreciated

de-pre-ci-a-tive \di-'pre-she-^at-iv,_-sh(e-)at-\ adj : depreciatory
de-pre-Cia.tO.ry \di-'pre-sh(e-)3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : tending to
depreciate

dep.re«date \'dep-r3-,dat\ vb [LL depraedatus, pp. of depraedari,
fr. L de- + praedari to plunder — more at prey] : plunder,
ravage ~ dep-re-da-tion \,dep-ra-'da-sh3n\ n — de-pre-da-tor
\|dep-r3-,dat-3r, di-'pred-3t-\ n — de-pre*da»to.ry \di-'pred-3-
,tor-e, 'dep-ri-d3-, -,t6r-\ adj

de-press \di-'pres\ vt [ME depressen, fr. MF depresser, fr. L
depressus, pp. of deprimere to press down, fr. de~ + premere to
press] 1 obs : repress, subjugate 2 a ; to press down b : to
cause to sink to a lower position 3 : to lessen the activity or
strength of 4 : sadden, discourage 5 : to lessen in market
value — de.press-ible \-3-b3l\ adj— de-press.ing-ly X-ia-leXadv
syn depress, oppress mean to press or weigh down heavily.

depress implies a failure to withstand or bear up under a weight
and stresses the resulting state of lowered activity or of dullness
or dejection ^depressed by failure) oppress emphasizes the weight
that is pressing down and that may or may not be successfully
borne or withstood ^oppressed by sorrow)

de.pres-sant \di-'pres-^nt\ n : one that depresses; specif : an
agent that reduces bodily functional activity — depressant adj

de-pressed adj 1 : low in spirits ; sad 2 a : vertically flattened
<a '^ cactus) b : having the central portion lower than the margin
c : lying flat or prostrate d ; dorsoventrally flattened 3 : suf-
fering from economic depression; specif : underprivileged

de.pres-sion \di-'presh-3n\ n 1 a ; the angular distance of a
celestial object below the horizon b : the angular distance of an
object beneath the horizontal plane 2 : an act of depressing or a
state of being depres.sed: as a ; a pressing down : lowering
b (1) : a state of feeling sad ; dejection (2) : a psychoneurotic or
psychotic disorder marked by sadness, inactivity, and self-de-
preciation c (1) : a reduction in activity, amount, quality, or force

(2) : a lowering of vitality or functional activity 3 : a depressed
place or part : hollow 4 : low lb 5 : a period of low general
economic activity marked esp. by unemployment syn see sadness

de>pres-sive \di-'pres-iv\ adj 1 : tending to depress 2 : of or
relating to psychological depression — de-pres-sive-ly adv

de.pres-SOr \-'pres-3r\ n [LL, fr. L depressus} : one that depres.ses:

as a ; a muscle that draws down a part b : a device for pressing
a part down or aside c : a nerve or nerve fiber that decreases the
activity or the tone of the organ or part it innervates

de-pri'Va-tion \,dep-r3-'va-sh3n, .de-,prT-\ n 1 : an act or instance
of depriving : loss 2 : the state of being deprived : privation;
specif : removal from an office, dignity, or benefice

de-prive \di-'prTv\ vt [ME depriven, fr. ML deprivare, fr. L de- +
privare to deprive] 1 obs : remove 2 : to take something away
from 3 : to remove from office 4 : to withhold something from
depth \'depth\ n, pi depths \'dep(t)s, 'depthsX [ME, prob. fr.

dep deep] 1 a (1) : a deep place in a body of water (2) : a part
that is far from the outside or surface (the '^s of the woods)
(3) : abyss b (1) : a remote region (as of thought) (2) : the middle
of a time (as winter) (3) : an extreme state (as of misery) (4) : the
worst part 2a: the perpendicular measurement downward from
a surface b : the direct linear measurement from the point of
viewing usu. from front to back 3 : the quality of being deep
4 : the degree of departure from colorlessness of a bulky color
or from white of a surface color — depth*less \'depth-l3s\ adj

depth charge n ; an explosive projectile for use underwater esp.

against submarines — called also depth bomb
depth perception n : the ability to judge the distance of objects
and the spatial relationship of objects at different distances

depth psychology n : psychoanalysis
dep-u-ta-tion \,dep-ya-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of appointing a
deputy 2 ; a group of people appointed to represent others

de*pute \di-'pyut\ vt [ME deputen to appoint, fr. MF deputer, fr.
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LL deputare to assign, fr. L, to consider (as), fr. de- + putare to
consider — more at pave] : delegate

dep>U-tize \'dep-ya-,tiz\ vt : to appoint as deputy '^ vi i to act as
deputy

dep.U>ty \'dep-yat-e\ n often attrib [ME, fr. MF depute, pp. of
deputer"] 1 a : a person appointed as a substitute with power to
act b : a second-m-command or assistant who usu. takes charge
when his superior is absent 2 : a member of the lower house of
some legislative assemblies

de>rac-i>nate \di-'ras-'n-,at\ vt IF dSraciner, fr. MF desraciner,
fr. des- de- + racine root, fr. LL radicina, fr. L radic^, radix —
more at root] : uproot — de>rac-i*na*tion \-,ras-'n-'a-shan\ n

de.rail \di-'ra(a)l\ vb [F derailler, fr. de- de- + rail, fr. E] vt

1 : to cause to run off the rails 2 : to throw off course -^ vi ; to
leave the rails — de*rail>ment \-m5nt\ n
de>range \di-'ranj\ vt [F deranger, fr. OF desrengler, fr. de- +
reng place] 1 : disarrange 2 : to disturb the operation or func-
tions of 3 : to make insane — de<range*ineut \-m3nt\ n
der.by \'d3r-be, esp Brit 'dar-\ n [Edward Stanley tl834. 12th
earl of Derby} 1 cap a : a race for three-year-old horses instituted
in 1780 and run annually at Epsom Downs, England b : any of
several horse races held annually and usu. restricted to three-year*
olds 2 : a race or contest open to all comers 3 ; a man's stiff

felt hat with dome-shaped crown and narrow brim
Ider-e-lict \'der-3-,likt\ adj [L derelictus, pp. of derelinquere to
abandon, fr. de- + relinquere to leave — more at relinquish]
1 ; abandoned esp. by the owner or occupant : run-down
2 : lacking a sense of duty ; negligent

^derelict n l a ; something voluntarily abandoned; specij : a
ship abandoned on the high seas b : a tract of land left dry by
receding water 2 : a person no longer able to support himself ; bum

der<e>lic.tion \.der-3-'lik-shan\ n 1 a : an intentional abandon-
ment b : the state of being abandoned 2 : a recession of water
leaving permanently dry land 3 a ; intentional or conscious
neglect : delinquency b : fault, shortcoming

de>ride \di-'nd\ vt [L deridere, fr. de- + ridere to laugh] 1 : to
laugh at contemptuously 2 : to subject to ridicule syn see ridi-
cule — de«rid.er n — de»rid-ing.ly \-iD-le\ adv

de ri>gueur \da-(,)re-'g3r\ adj [F] : prescribed or requiired by
fashion, etiquette, or custom : proper

de.ri.Sion \di-'ri2h-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. LL derision-, derisio, fr.

L derisus, pp. of deridere} 1 a : an act of deriding b ; a state of
being derided 2 : an object of ridicule or scorn

de<n*slve \di-'rl-siv\ adj : expressing or causing derision — de-
ri*sive»Iy adv — de<ri-sive>ness n

de*ri-so<ry \di-'rT-s3-re, -'rT-z3-\ adj 1 : expressing derision
: derisive 2 : worthy of derision : ridiculous

de.riv.able \di-'rr-va-b3l\ adj : capable of being derived
der<i-vate \'der-a-,vat\ n : derivative
der-i*va.tion \,der-a-'va-sh3n\ n 1 a (1) : the formation of a
word from an earUer word or base (as by the addition of an affix)

(2) ; an act of ascertaining or stating the derivation of a word
(3) : etymology 1 b : the relation of a word to its base
2 a : source, origin b : origination, descent 3 ; something
derived : derivative 4 : an act or process of deriving 6 : a
sequence of statements showing that a result Is a necessary con-
sequence of previously accepted statements — der.i"Va«tion*al
\-shnal, -sh3n-^l\ adj

ide-riv*a*tlve \di-'riv-3t-iv\ adj 1 : formed by derivation 2 ; made
up of or marked by derived elements — de.Tiv*a»tive-ly adv

^derivative n 1 : a word formed by derivation 2 : something
derived 3 : the limit of the ratio of the change in a function
to the corresponding change in its independent variable as the
latter change approaches zero 4 a ; a chemical substance so
related structurally to another substance as to be theoretically
derivable from it b ; a substance that can be made from another
substance in one or more steps

de-rive \di-*rTv\ vb [ME den'ven, fr. MF deriver, fr. L derivare,
fr. de- + rivus stream] vt 1 a : to take or receive esp. from a
specified source b : to obtain from a specified source; specif : to
obtain (as a chemical substance) actually or theoretically from a
parent substance 2 : infer, deduce 3 archaic ; bring 4 : to
trace the derivation of -^ vi : originate, stem syn, see spring —
de-riv-er n
derm \'d3rm\ n [NL derma & dermis} 1 : dermis 2 ; skin 2a
3 : cuticle la
derm- or derma- or dermo- comb form [NL, fr. Gk derm-, dermo-,
fr. derma, fr. derein to skin] : skin (dermsd) (dermotropicy
-derm \.d3rm\ n comb form [prob. fr. F -derme, fr. Gk derma}

: skin : covering <ectOi/crm>
der-ma \'d3r-m3\ n [NL, fr. Gk] : dermis
-der-ma \'d3r-m3\ n comb form, pi -der-mas or -der-ma.ta
\-m3t-3\ [NL, fr. Gk dermat-, derma skin] ; skin or skin ailment
of a (specified) type (scleroderma)

der*mal \'d3r-m3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to skin and esp. to the
dermis : cutaneous 2 ; epidermal

der*map>ter>an \(,)d3r-'map-t3-r3n\ n [NL Dermaptera, order
name, fr. derm- ¥ Gk pteron wing] : any of an order (Dermap-
tera) of insects consisting of the earwigs and usu. a few related
forms — dermapteran adj — der*map>ter>ous \-rss\ adj
dermat- or dermato- comb form [Gk, fr. dermat-, derma} : skin
(^dermatitis) idermatology}

der.ma-ti.tis \,d3r-ma-'trt-9s\ n : Inflammation of the skin
der.mat-o.gen \(,)d3r-'mat-3-j3n\ n [ISV] : the outer primary
meristem of a plant or plant part

der>ma-toid \*d3r-m3-,t6id\ adj : resembling skin
der.ma.to.log.lc \(,)d3r-,mat-=l-'aj-ik, .dsr-mst-X or der-ma-to-
10g>i-cal \-'aj-i-kal\ adj : of or relating to dermatology
der>ma*tol*0>giSt X.dar-ms-'tal-a-jastX n ; a specialist in der-
matology

der-ma«tol»o«gy \-je\ n ; a branch of science dealing with the
skin, its structure, functions, and diseases

der>ma>tome \'dar-m3-,tom\ n [ISV dermat-} i the lateral wall
of a somite from which the dermis Is produced — der>ma-tom-ic
\,d3r-ma-'tam-ik, -'t6-mik\ adj

fler.mato.plijrte \(,)dsr-'mat-s-,fTt\ n [ISV] : a fungus parasitic

on the skin or skin derivatives (as hair or naUs) — der*matO-
pll3^'ic \f.)d3r-,mat-3-'fit-p£\ adj

der.ma.to.sis \.d3r-ma-'to-s3s\ n, pi der.ma.to.ses \-'to-,sez\
: a disease of the skin

-der*ma-tOUS X'dsr-mat-ssX adj comb form [Gk dermat-, derma
skin] : having a (specified) type of skin is.cXe.vodcrmatous)

der-mis X'dar-masX n [NL, fr. LL -dermis} : the sensitive vascular
inner mesodermic layer of the skin — called also corium, cutis

-der-mis X'dar-masX n comb form [LL, fr. Gk, fr. derma} : layer
of skin or tissue {endodermis)

der-moid \'dar-,m6id\ also der-moi-dal \(,)d3r-'mdid-=l\ adj
1 : made up of cutaneous elements and esp. ectodermal derivatives
<a '^ tumor) 2 : resembling skin

der<mop>ter>an \(,)d3r-'map-t3-r3n\ n [NL Dermaptera, order of
mammals, fr. derm- + Gk pteron} : flying lemur — dermopteran
adj — der.mop-ter.ous \-r9s\ adj

der-mo.trop.ic X.dar-ma-'trap-ikX adj : attracted to, localizing In,
or entering by way of the skin <--« viruses)

der.nier cri \,dern-,y_a-'kre\ n [F, lit., last cry] : the newest fashion
der.Q.gate \*der-3-,gat\ vb [LL derogatus, pp. of derogare, fr. L. to
annul (a law), detract, fr. de- + rogare to ask, propose (a law)— more at right] vt : to cause to seem inferior : disparage -^ vi

1 : to take away a part so as to impair : detract 2 : to act beneath
one's position or character — der'0>ga>tion \,der-3-'ga-sh9n\ n— de'ro-ga*tive \di-'rag-at-iv, 'der-3-,gat-\ adj

de.rog.a.to<ri>ly \di-,rag-3-'tor-s-le, -'t6r-\ adv : in a derogatory

a abut; ^ kitten; ar ftirther; a back;
j joke; g sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i

de*rog.a>to*ry \di-'rag-a-,t6r-e, -,t6r-e\ adj 1 : detracting.
degrading 2 : expressive of a low opinion : disparaging

der>rick \*der-ik\ n [obs. derrick hangman, gallows, fr. Derickt
name of 1 7th cent. E hangman] 1 : a hoisting
apparatus employing a tackle rigged at the
end of a beam 2 : a framework or tower over
a deep drill hole (as of an oil well) for sup-
porting boring tackle or for hoisting and
lowering

der.ri.ere or der-ri-fere \,der-e-'e(3)r\ n [F
derriere, fr. derriere, adj., hinder, fr. OF
deriere adv., behind, fr. L de retro, fr. de
from -I- retro back — more at de-, retro-]
; buttocks

der-ring-do \,der-ii3-'du\ n [ME dorring don
daring to do, fr. dorring (gerund of dorren
to dare) + don to do] : daring action ; daring

der-rin-ger \'der-an-i3r\ n [Henry Deringer,
19th cent. Am inventor] ; a short-barreled
pocket pistol

der.ris \'der-as\ n [NL, genus name. fr. Gk
skin, fr. derein to skin — more at tear]
1 : any of a large genus (Derris) of leguminous
tropical Old World shrubs and woody vines
including sources of native fish and arrow
poisons and commercial sources of rotenone
2 : a preparation of derris roots and stems
used as an insecticide

der>Vish \'d3r-vish\ n [Turk dervis, lit., beggar, fr. Per darvesh}
I a member of a Muslim religious order noted for devotional
exercises (as bodily movements leading to a trance)

de>salt \(')de-'s6It\ vt : to remove salt from — de*salt>er n
Ides.cant \*des-,kant\ n [ME dyscant. fr. ONE & ML; ONF
descant, fr. ML discantus, fr. L dis- + cantus song— more at chant]
1 a ; a melody or counterpoint sung above the plainsong of the
tenor b ; the art of composing or improvising contrapuntal part
music; also : the music so composed or improvised c : the upper
voice (as soprano, treble) in part music d : a superimposed counter-
point to a hymn tune or other simple melody sung typically by some
or all of the sopranos 2 : a song or strain of melody 3 a : a
musical prelude in which a theme is varied b : discourse or com-
ment on a theme felt to resemble variations on a musical air

sdeS'Cant \*des-,kant, des-'\ vi 1 a : to sing or play a descant
b : sing, warble 2 ; to talk or write at considerable length ; dilate

de<scend \di-'send\ vb [ME descenden, fr. OF descendre, fr. L
descendere, fr. de- + scandere to climb — more at scan] vi 1 : to
pass from a higher place or level to a lower one i'^ed from the plat-
form) 2 : to pass in discussion from what is logically prior or more
comprehensive 3 a : to come down from a stock or source
: derive i'^ed from an ancient family) b : to pass by inheritance
<an heirloom that has --^ed in the family) C : to pass by transmis-
sion (songs '^ed from early ballads) 4.: to incline, lead, or extend
downward (the road -^s to the river) 5 : to swoop or pounce down
or make a sudden attack (the plague '^ed upon them) 6 : to
proceed in a sequence or gradation from higher to lower or from
more remote to nearer or more recent 7 a : to sink in status or
dignity : stoop b : to worsen and sink in condition or estimation
'— v/ 1 : to pass, move, or climb down or down along 2 : to extend
down along — de*scend-ible \-'sen-d3-b3l\ adj
ide*scen<dant or dcscen.dent \di-'sen-d3nt\ adj [MF & L; MF
descendant, fr. L descendetit-, descendens, prp. of descenderel
1 : descending 2 : proceeding from an ancestor or source
^descendant or descendent n [F & L; F descendant, fr. LL de-
scendeni-. descendens, fr. L, prp. of descendere} 1 : one descended
from another or from a common stock 2 ; one deriving directly from
a precursor or prototype

de>scend*er \di-'sen-d3r, 'de-.\ n : the part of a lowercase letter that
descends below x height; also ; a letter that has such a part

de-scen-sion \di-'sen-ch3n\ n, archaic : descent 1

de-scent \di-'sent\ n [ME, fr. MF descente, fr. descendre} 1 ; the
act or process of descending from a higher to a lower level or state
2 : a downward step (as in station or value) : decline 3 a : deriva-
tion from an ancestor ; birth, lineage b : transmission or devolu-
tion of an estate by inheritance usu. in the descending line c ; the
fact or process of originating from an ancestral stock d : the shap-
ing or development in nature and character by transmission from a
source : derivation 4 a ; an incUnation downward : slope b ; a
descending way (as a downgrade or stairway) c obs i the lowest
part 5 a ; a sudden disconcerting appearance b : a hostile raid or
predatory assault 6 ; a step downward in a scale of gradation;
specif : one generation in an ancestral line or genealogical scale

a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chui; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

sin; til thin; t& tbis; 1i loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision



describable 224 despicable

de.scrib.able \di-'skrT-b3-b3l\ adj : capable of being described
de>scribe \di-'skrrb\ vt [L deschbere, fr. de- + scribere to write —
more at scribe] 1 : to represent or give an account of in words
2 ; to represent by a figure, model, or picture ; delineate 3 : to
trace or traverse the outline of <---' a circle) 4 obs ; distribute
5 archaic : observe, perceive — de>scrib*er n

de.SCrip-tion \di-'skrip-sh3n\ n [ME descripcioun, fr. MF& L; MF
description, fr. L description-, descriptio, fr. descripius, pp. of de-
scribere'] 1 a : an act of describing; specif : discourse intended to
give a mental image of something experienced (as a scene, person,
or sensation) b : a descriptive statement or account 2 : kind or
character esp. as determined by salient features syn see type
de. scrip. tive \-'skrip-tiv\ adj 1 : serving to describe <a '^ ac-
count) 2 : referring to, constituting, or grounded in matters of
observation or experience 3 A oj a modifying word ; expressing the
quality, kind, or condition of what is denoted by the modified term
(hot in "hot water" is a --- adjective) b : NONREStrRicrivE 4 : of,

relating to, or dealing with the structure of a language at a par-
ticular time usu. with exclusion of historical and comparative data
<~ hnguistics) — de'Scrip'tive*ly adv — de-scrip-tive-ness n

descriptive geometry n : geometry treated in terms of projections;
specif : the theory of projecting an exactly defined body so as to
deduce projective and metrical properties from its projections
ide-scry \di-'skrT\ vt de-scried; de-scry.ing [ME descrien, fr".

OF descrier to proclaim, decry] 1 a : to catch sight of b ; to
find out ; discover 2 obs : to make known ; reveal
2descry n, obs ; discovery or view from afar
Des.de.mo-na \,dez-d3-'mo-na\ n : the wife of Othello in Shake-
speare's Othello

des.e. crate \'des-i-,krat\ vl [de- + -secrate (as in consecrate)'\
1 ; to violate the sanctity of : profane 2 : to treat irreverently
or contemptuously — des.e. crat.er or des-e-cra-tor \-,krat-3r\ n

des.e. era. tion \,des-i-'kra-shan\ n : an act or instance of desecrat-
ing : the state of being desecrated syn see profanation

de-seg-re-gate \(')de-'seg-ri-,gat\ \t : to eliminate segregation in;

specif : to free of any law, provision, or practice requiring isolation
of the members of a particular race in separate units {--^ the armed
services) ~ vi :_to bring about desegregation — de<seg.re.ga<tion
\(,)de-,seg-ri-'ga-sh3n\ n

de.sen.si.ti.za.tion \(,)de-.sen(t)-sat-a-'za-sh3n, -,sen(t)-st3-'za-\
H : the process of desensitizing

de.sen'Sl.tize \('}de-'sen(t)-s»-,tTz\ vt 1 : to make (a sensitized or
hypersensitive individual) insensitive or nonreactive to a sensitizing
agent 2 : to make (a photographic material) less sensitive or
completely insensitive to radiation 3 : to make emotionally in-
sensitive or callous — de.sen.sl.tlz.ei n

ides.ert \"dez-3rt\ n (ME, fr. OF. fr. LL desertum, fr. L, neut. of
desertus, pp. of deserere to desert, fr. de- + serere to join together—
more at series] 1 archaic ; a wild uninhabited and uncultivated
tract ; wilderness 2 : an arid barren tract incapable of supporting
any considerable population without an artificial water supply
3 : a desolating or forbidding prospect — de.ser>tic \di-'zart-ik\
adj
ides.ert \'dez-3rt\ adj 1 archaic : forsaken 2 : desolate and
sparsely occupied or unoccupied 3 ; of or relating to a desert

3de.sert \di-'z3rt\ n [ME deserte, fr. OF, fr. fem. of desert, pp. of
deservir to deserve] 1 : the quaUty or fact of being deserving of
reward or punishment 2 : deserved reward or pimishment 3 : ex-
cellence, WORTH

4de.sert \di-'z3rt\ vb [F deserter, fr. LL desertare, fr. L desertusi
vt 1 I to withdraw from : leave 2 a : to leave in the lurch
; ABANDON b : to abandon (military service) without leave 3 ; to
fail (one) in time of need '— vi : to quit one's post, allegiance, or
service without leave; specif : to absent oneself without leave from
a military post, station, or duty with intent to remain away perma-
nently syn see abandon — deserter n

de.ser.tion \di-'z3r-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of deserting; esp : the
abandonment without consent or legal justification of a person,
post, or relationship and the duties and obligations connected
therewith 2 : a state of being deserted or forsaken ; desolation

desert soil n : a soil that develops under sparse shrub vegetation in
warm to cool arid climates with a light-colored surface soil usu.
underlain by calcareous material and a hardpan layer
deserve \di-'z3rv\ vb [ME deserven, fr. OF deservir, fr. L deservire
to serve zealously, fr. de- + servire to serve] vt X to be worthy of (as
good or evil) : merit <

—

s another chance) -^ vi : to be worthy,
fit, or suitable for some reward or requital — de.serv.er n

de.served \-*zarvd\ adj : such as one deserves <a '^ reputation)— de.served'ly \-'zar-vad-le, -'z3rv-dle\ adv — de-serv.edness
\-'z3r-v3d-n3s, -'z3rv(d)-n9s\ n
ide-serv.ing n : desert, merit
^deserving adj : meritorious, worthy; specif ; meriting financial aid
de>sex \(')de-'seks\ vt ; desexualize 1

de.sex.u.aI.iza.tion\(.)de-,seksh-(3-)w»-la-'za-shan, -,sek-sh3-l3-\
n ; the act or an instance of desexualizing

de.sex.u.al.ize \(')de-'seksh-(o-)w3-,irz, -*sek-sh3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to
deprive of sexual characters or power 2 : to divest of sexual quality

des.ha-bille \,des-»-'be(a)l, -'bil, -'be\ var of dishabille
deS'iccant \'des-i-k3nt\ n : a drying agent
des.iC'Cate \-,kat\ vb [L desiccatus, pp. of desiccare to dry up, fr.

de- + siccare to dry, fr. siccus dry — more at sack] vt 1 : to dry up
or cause to dry up 2 : to preserve (a food) by drying : dehydrate
3 : to drain of emotional or intellectual vitality ^ vi ; to become
dried up — des.ic.ca.tion \,des-i-'ka-sh3n\ n — de.sic.ca-tive
\'des-i-,kat-iv, di-'sik-3t-\ adj — des'lc-ca-tor \'des-i-,kat-3r\ n

de.Sid.er.ate \di-'sid-3-,rat, -'zid-\ vt [L desideratus, pp. of
desiderare to desire] : to entertain or express a longing for or a
wish to have or attain — de*sid<er.a'tlon \-,sid-9-'ra-shan, -,zid-\
n — de.sld.er.a>tive \-'sid-3-,rat-iv, -'sid-(9-)r3t-, -'zid-\ adj

de.sid.er.a.tum \-,sid-3-'rat-3m, -,zid-, -'rat-\ n, pi de.sid.er-a.ta
\-o\ [L, neut. of desideratus} z something desired as essential

Ide.Sign \di-'zTn\ vb [MF designer, fr. L designare, fr. de- + signare
to mark, mark out — more at sign] vt 1 a ; to conceive and plan
out in the mind b : DEvofE, consign c : to have as a purpose
: INTEND d : to devise for a specific function or end 2 archaic : to
indicate with a distinctive mark, sign, or name 3 a : to make a
drawing, pattern, or sketch of b ; to draw the plans for c : to
create, fashion, execute, or construct according to plan ; devise,
CONTRIVE ^ vi 1 : to conceive or execute a plan 2 : to draw, lay
out, or prepare a design — de.sigii*er n

sdesign n l ; a mental project or scheme In which means to an end
are laid down 2 a : a particular purpose held in view by an in-
dividual or group b : deliberate purposive planning 3 a : a
deliberate undercover project or scheme : plot b pi : aggressive or
evil intent — used with on or against 4 : a preliminary sketch or
outline showing the main features of something to be executed
; delineation 5 : an underlying scheme that governs functioning,
developing, or unfolding : pattern, motif 6 ; the arrangement of
elements that make up a work of art, a machine, or other man-made
object 7 : a decorative pattern syn sfee intention, plan
ides.ig.nate \'dez-ig-,nat, -natV adj [L designatus, pp. of designarel
; chosen for an office but not yet installed (ambassador '^)

sdes.ig-nate \-,nat\ vt 1 a : to point out the location of b ; to
make known directly c : to distinguish as to class d : specify,
snpuLATE 2 ; to call by a distinctive title, term, or expression
3 : to indicate and set apart for a specific purpose, office, or duty
4 : denote — des'ig.na.tive \-,nat-_iv\ adj — des'ig.na-tor
\-,nat-ar\ n — des-ig.na.to.ry \-n3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\adj

des.ig.na.tion \,dez-ig-'na-shan\ n 1 ; the act of indicating or
identifying 2 : a distinguishing name, sign, or title 3 ; appoint-
ment to or selection for an office, post, or service 4 : the relation
between a sign and the thing signified
deS'ig.nee \.dez-ig-'ne\ n : one who is designated
designing adj l rpracticing forethought 2 ; CRAFTY, schemmq
de.sign.ment \-'zm-m3nt\ n, obs : plan, purpose
de.sir>abil>i>ty \di-,zi-r3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quaUty, fact, or de-
gree of being desirable 2 pi : a desirable condition

ide. sir-able \di-'zT-r3-b3l\ adj 1 : having pleasing qualities or
properties : attractive <a '^ woman) 2 : worth seeking or doing
as advantageous, beneficial, or wise : advisable <'-^ legislation) —
de-sir-able-ness n — de.sir.ably \-ble\ adv
^desirable n : one that is desirable
ide.sire \di-'zT(3)r\ vb [ME desiren, fr. OF desirer, fr. L desiderare,
fr. de- ¥ sider-, sidus star] vt 1 : to long or hope for 2 a : to
express a wish for : request b : to express a wish to : ask 3 obs
: invite 4 archaic : to feel the loss of ~ vi : to have or feel desire
syn WISH, want, crave, covet: desire, wish, and want are often

interchangeable though desire or wish is often chosen as giving
more dignity or a more respectful tone to a request. In more general
use desire emphasizes strength of feeling and often implies strong
intention; wish is less strong and often connotes a vague or passing
longing for the unattainable; want implies a felt need or lack;
crave suggests strongly the force of physical appetite or emotional
need; covet implies a strong eager desire often inordinate and
envious and often for what belongs to another

2desire n 1 : conscious impulse toward an object or experience that
promises enjoyment or satisfaction in its attainment 2a: long-
ing. CRAVING b : sexual attraction or appetite 3 : a usu. formal
request or petition for some action 4 I something desired

de.sir.ous \di-'zT(9)r-ss\ adj ; impelled or governed by desire
: solicitous — de.sir.ous'ly adv — de.sir.ous.ness n

de.Sist \di-'zist, -'sist\ vi [MF desister, fr. L desistere, fr. de- ¥
sislere to stand, stop; akin to L stare to stand] : to cease to pro-
ceed or act syn see stop — de.sis.tance \-'zis-t3n(t)s, -'sis-\ n
desk \'desk\ n [ME deske, fr. ML desca, modif. of Olt desco table,
fr. L discus dish, disc — more at dish] 1 a : a table, frame, or case
with a sloping or horizontal surface esp. for writing and reading and
often with drawers, compartments, and pigeonholes b : a reading
table or lectern to support the book from which the liturgical service
is read c : a counter, stand, or booth at which a person performs
his duties d : a music stand 2 : a division of an organization spe-
cializing in a particular phase of activity

desk.man \'desk-,man, -m3n\ n : one that works at a desk; specif
; a newspaperman who processes news and prepares copy

desm- or desmo- comb form [N L, fr. Ok. fr. desmos, fr. dein to bind— more at diadem] : bond : ligament {desmocyit}
des.man X'dez-msnX n, pi desmans [short forSw desmansratta, fr.

desman musk + rdtta rat] : an aquatic insectivorous mammal
{Desmana moschaia) of Russia that resembles a mole

des.mid \'dez-m3d\ n [deriv. of Gk desmos} ; any of numerous
unicellular or colonial green algae (order Zygnematales)
Ides. 0. late X'des-a-lat. 'dez-\ adj [ME desolat, fr. L desolatus, pp.
of desotare to abandon, fr. de- + solus alone — more at sole]
1 : devoid of inhabitants and visitors : deserted 2 : forsaken,
LONELY 3 a ; showing the effects of abandonment and neglect
: DILAPIDATED b : BARREN. LIFELESS C : CHEERLESS, GLOOMY Syn
see ALONE — deS'O'late.ly adv — des.o*late.ness n

^des.O'Iate \-,lat\ vf : to make desolate: a ; to deprive of inhab-
itants b : to lay waste c : forsake d : to make wretched —
des-o-lat^er or des.o>Ia.tor \-,lat-3r\ n — des>o.lat.ing.ly
\-.lat-io-le\ adv

des.0.1a. tion \,des-3-'la-shan, ,dez-\ n 1 ; the action of desolating
2 : the condition of being desolated : devastation, ruin 3 : barren
wasteland 4 a : grief, sadness b : loneliness
desoxy see deoxv-
des.oxy.cor.ti.co-ste.rone \de-,zak-se-.k6rt-i-'kas-t3-.r6n, de-
,sak-se-, -i-ko-*stio>r-,on\ n : deoxycorticosterone

des.oxy.ri.bo.nu.cle.ic acid \-'rT-bo-n(y)u-,kie-ik-, -,kla-\ n
: deoxyribonucleic acid
ide.spair \di-'spa(3)r, -'spe(3)r\ vb [ME despeiren, fr. MF desperer,
fr. L desperare, fr. de- + sperare to hope] vi ; to lose all hope or
confidence ~ vt, obs : to lose hope for

^despair n : utter loss of hope or a cause of such loss
de.spair.ing adj : given to, arising from, or marked by despair
syn see despondent — de.spair.ing.ly \-io-le\ adv

deS'patCh \dis-'pach\ var of dispatch
deS'per>a.do \,des-p3-'rad-(,)6, -'rad-\ n, pi des>per.a.does or
deS'per.a.dos [prob. alter, of obs. desperate desperado, fr.

desperate, adj.] ; a bold or violent criminal; esp ; a bandit of the
western frontier

deS'per.ate \'des-p(3-)r3t, -p3rt\ adj [L desperatus, pp. of de-
sperare} 1 : having lost hope 2 a : moved by or proceeding from
despair b : suffering extreme need or anxiety <~ for money) <-^
for something to do) 3 : causing despair <a '^ situation) 4 : of
extreme intensity : overpowering 5 : shocking, outrageous
syn see despondent — des.per.ate.ly adv — des*per. ate.ness n

des.per.a-tion \,des-p3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : a loss of hope and surrender
to misery or dread 2 : a state of hopelessness leading to rash-

de-spi-ca-ble \di-'spik-o-bal, "des-Opik-X adj [LL despicabilis, fr. L
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despicari to despise] ; deserving to be despised S3m see contempt-
ible — de.spi-ca.ble-ness n — de>spl*ca-1]ly \-ble\ adv
de-spir-i«tu.al.ize \(')de-'spir-ich-(3-)w3-,lTz, -ich-3-.lTz\ vt X to
deprive of spiritual character or influence
de*spise \di-'spTz\ vt [ME despisen, fr. OF despis-, stem of despire,
fr. L despicere, fr. de- + specere to look — more at spy] 1 ; to look
down on with contempt or aversion {despised the weak) 2 : to
regard as negligible, worthless, or distasteful — de-spise>ment
\-'spT2-m9nt\ n — de-spis-er \-'spT-zar\ n
syn CONTEMN. SCORN, DISDAIN, SCOUT: DESPISE may imply any

emotional attitude ranging from indifferent disdain to loathing;
CONTEMN implies a harsher but more intellectual or impersonal
judgment; scorn may suggest either lively and indignant or pro-
found and passionate contempt; disdain implies an arrogant or
supercilious aversion to what is regarded as unworthy; scout im-
plies a derisive refusal to accept something as having any validity,
efficacy, or credibility

ide.spite \di-'spTt\ n [ME, fr. OF despit, fr. L despectus, fr.

despecius. pp. of despicere'] 1 : the feeling or attitude of despising
: contempt 2 : malice, spfte 3 a : an act showing contempt or
defiance h : harm, injury — in despite ol : in spite of

2despite vt, obs : to vex or injure spitefully

3despite prep : in spite of ; notwithstanding (ran '^ his injury)
de>spite-ful \di-'spTt-f3l\ adj : expressing malice or hate — de-
spite*ful'ly \-f3-le\ adv — de-spite*lul-ness n

de-spit.eous \dis-'pit-e-3s\ adj, archaic : feeling or showing despite
: MALICIOUS — de'Spit.eouS'ly adv, archaic

de>spail \di-'sp6i(3)l\ vr [ME despoylen, fr. OF despoilUer, fr. L
despoUare, fr. de- + spoliare to strip, rob — more at spoil] : to
strip of belongings, possessions, or value : pillage syn see ravage— de-spoil-er n — de-_spoil*ment \-'sp6i(3M-m3nt\ n

de<Spo*li>a*tlon \di-,spo-le-'a-shan\ n [LL despoliation-, despoUa-
tio, fr. despoUatus. pp. of despoliare'\ : the act of plundering ; the
condition of being despoiled ; spoliation
ide>spond \di-'spand\ vi [L despondere, fr. de- + i';70nrfe;'e to prom-
ise solemnly] : to become discouraged or disheartened
2despond n ; despondency
de<spon>dence \di-'spar)^-dan(t)s\ n : despondency
de»spon.den.cy \-d3n-se\ n : the state of being despondent : de-
jection, hopelessness
de^Spon-dent \-d3nt\ adj [L despondent-, despondens, prp. of
despondere'} : feeling extreme discouragement, dejection, or de-
pression (-^ about his health) — de-spon-dent-Iy adv
syn despondent, despairing, desperate, hopeless mean having

lost all or nearly all hope, despondent implies a deep dejection
arising from a conviction of the uselessness of further effort;
DESPAIRING suggests the slipping away of all hope and often an
accompanying despondency; desperate implies despair that
prompts reckless action or convulsive struggle in the face of defeat
or frustration; hopeless suggests despair and the cessation of effort
or resistance and often implies acceptance or resignation

des-pot \'des-pat, -,pat\ n [MF despote, fr. Gk despotes; akin to
Skt dampaii lord of the house; both fr. a prehistoric IE compound
whose constituents are akin to L domus house and to L poiis able —
more at timber, potent] 1 a ; a Byzantine emperor or prince
b : a bishop or patriarch of the Eastern Orthodox Church c : an
Italian hereditary prince or military leader during the Renaissarce
2 a : a ruler with absolute power and authority : autocrat b : a
person exercising power abusively, oppressively, or tyrannously

des>pot>ic \des-'pat-ik, dis-\ adj : of, relating to, or having the
character of a despot — deS'POt*i*cal'ly \-i-k(3-jle\ adv

deS'pO'tisni \'des-p3-,ti2-3m\ « 1 a ; rule by a despot h : despotic
exercise of power 2 a : a system of government in which the
ruler has unlimited power : absolutism b : a despotic state

des>qua<inate \'des-kwa-,mat\ vi [L desquamatus, pp. of de-
squamare, fr. de- + squama scale— more at squalor ] : to peel off in
scales — des<qua>nia>tioii \,des-kw3-'ma-shan\ n

des-sert \di-'z3rt\ n, ojien attrib [MF, fr. desservir to clear the
table, fr. des- de- + servir to serve, fr. L servire'S 1 : a course of
fruit, pastry, pudding, ice cream, or cheese served at the close of
a meal 2 Brii : a fresh fruit served after a sweet course

des.sert-spoon \-,spun\ n : a spoon intermediate in size between
a teaspoon and a tablespoon used in eating dessert
dessert wilie n ; a usu. sweet wine containing over 14 percent
alcohol by volume and ^ften served with dessert or between meals

de-Sta*l}i-Iize \(')de-'sta-b3-,lTz\ v; : to make unstable
de-Stain \('^de-'stan\ vt ; to selectively remove stain from (a
specimen for microscopic study)

de-Ster>i>lize \(')de-'ster-9-,lTz\ vt : to release (gold) from an
insulated condition in the treasury to useful service

de Stijl \d9-'stT(3n, -'sta(3)l\ n [D De Stijl, lit., the style, magazine
published by members of the school] : an influential school of
art founded in Holland in 1917 typically using rectangular forms
and the primary colors plus black and white and asymmetric balance

des-ti>ua>tion \,des-t3-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of appointing,
setting aside for a purpose, or predetermining 2 ; pui"pose for
which something is destined 3 : a place which is set for the end of
a journey or to which something is sent

des-tine \'des-tan\ vt [ME destinen, fr. OF destiner, fr. L destinare,
fr. de- + -stinare (akin to L stare to stand) — more at stand]
1 ; to decree beforehand : predetermine 2 a : to designate,
assign, or dedicate in advance b : to direct, devise, or set apart
for a specific purpose

des.ti-ny \'des-t3-ne\ n, pi des.ti-nies [ME destinee, fr. MF,
fr. fem. of destine, pp. of destiner'] 1 : something to which a person
or thing is destined : fortune 2 : a predetermined course of
events often held to be a resistless power or agency syn see fate

des-ti*tute \'des-t3-,t(y)ut\ adj [ME, fr. L destitutus, pp. of
destituere to abandon, deprive, fr. de- + statuere to set up]
1 : lacking something needed or desirable 2 : lacking possessions
and resources; esp : suffering extreme want — des-ti-tute-ness n

des>ti-tU>tion \,des-t3-'tCy)U-sh3n\ n ; the state of being destitute;

esp : extreme poverty syn see poverty
des.trier \'des-tre-3r, d3-'striC9)r\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. destre right
hand, fr. L dextra, fr. fem. of dexter] archaic ; war-horse
de.stroy \di-'str6i\ vb [ME destroyen, fr. OF destruire, fr. (as-

sumed) VL destrugere, alter, of L destruere, fr. de- +

build — more at structure] vt 1 ; to ruin the structure, organic
existence, or condition of ; demolish 2 a : to put out of existence
: kill b : neutrauze c : to subject to a crushing defeat : an-
nihilate —

' VI ; to cause destruction
de.stroy.er \-'str6i(-3)r\ n 1 : a destroying agent or agency
2 : a small fast warship armed with usu. 5-inch guns, depth charges,
torpedoes, mines, and sometimes guided missiles

destroyer escort n : a warship like a destroyer but smaller
destroying angel n : a variably colored poisonous mushroom
{Amanita phalloides) sometimes mistaken for the common edible
agarics; also '. a related poisonous mushroom {A. verna)

de>struct \di-'str3kt\ n [short for destruction] : the deliberate
destruction of a rocket after launching esp. during a test

de.structi.bil.i.ty \di-,str3k-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality of being
destrucdble

de-structi-ble \di-'str9k-t3-b3l\ adj : capable of being destroyed
de.Struction \di-*str3k-sh3n\ n [ME destruccioun, fr. MF destruc-
tion, fr. L destruction-^ destructio, fr. destructus, pp. of destruere]
1 : the action or process of destroying something 2 : the state
or fact of being destroyed : ruin 3 : a destroying agency

de<struc-tion-ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n : one who delights in or advocates
destruction

de-struc-tive \di-'str3k-tiv\ adj 1 : causing destruction ; ruinous
i^ storm) 2 : designed or tending to destroy ('^ criticism) —
de'Struc.tive*ly adv — de-strnc-tive-ness n

destructive distillation n : decomposition of a substance (as wood,
coal, or a hydrocarbon oil) by heat in a closed container and col-
lection of the volatile products produced

de.structiv.i.ty \-,sii"3k-'tiv-3t-e ,de-\ «: capacity for destruction
de.struc-tor \di-'str3k-t3r\ n 1 ; a furnace for burning refuse

: incinerator 2 : a device for destroying a missile in flight

de.sue.tude \'des-wi-.t{y)iid, di-'sii-3-,t(y)iid\ n [F or L; F
desuetude, fr. L desuetudo, fr. desuetus, pp. of desuescere to become
unaccustomed, fr. de- + suescere to become accustomed; akin to L
sui of oneself] : discontinuance from use or exercise : disuse

de.sul.lnr.ize \(')de-'s3l-f3-,rTz\ vt i to remove sulfur or sulfur
compounds from — de<sul>fur<iz<er n

des-ul.to.ri.ly \,des-3l-'tcr-3-Ie^ -'t6r-\ adv i in a desultory maimer
des-ul.to.ri-uess \'des-3l-.tor-e-n3s, -,t6r-\ n ; aimlessness
deS'lll.tO.ry \'des-3l-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj [L desultorius, fr. desultus,

pp. of desiUre to leap down, fr. de- + salire to leap — more at

SALLY] 1 : marked by lack of definite plan, regularity, or purpose
2 : not connected with the main subject syn see random

de.tach \di-'tach\ vt [F detacher, fr. OF destachier, fr. des- de- -I-

-tachier (as in atachier to attach)] 1 : to separate esp. from a
larger mass and usu. without violence or damage 2 : disengage,
withdraw — de<tacli>abil>i>ty \di-.tach-3-'bil-3tje\ n — de-
tach*able \di-'tach-3-b3l\ adj — de-tach'ably \-ble\ adv

de-tached \di-'tacht\ adj 1 : standing by itself : separate, un-
connected; specij I not sharing any wall with another building
('^ house) 2 : aloof, unconcerned <a ~ view of the affair)

syn see indifferent — de-taclied>ly \-'tach-9d-le, -'tach-tle\
adv — de-tached-ness \-*tach-9d-n3s. -'tach(t)-n9s\ n
detached service n ; mihtary service away from one's assigned
organization

de-tach-ment \di-'tach-m3nt\ n 1 : the action or process of de-
taching : separation 2 a : the dispatch of a body of troops or
part of a fleet from the main body for a special mission or service
b : the portion so dispatched c : a permanently organized sep-
arate unit usu. smaller than a platoon and different in composition
from normal units 3 a : indifference to worldly concerns : aloof-
ness, unworldl'NESS b : freedom from bias or prejudice
ide.tail \di-'ta(9)l, 'de-,tal\ n [F detail, fr. OF detail slice, piece
fr. detaillier to cut in pieces, fr. de- + taiUier to cut — more at
tailor] 1 : extended treatment of or attention to particular items
2 ; a part of a whole; as a : a small and subordinate part : par-
ticular, circumstance b : a portion considered independently
of the parts considered together c : a minor part (as the cornice,
caps of the buttresses, capitals of a building) 3 a : selection for a
particular task (as in military service) of a person or a body
of persons b : the person or body selected or the task to be per-
formed 4 : the small elements of a photographic image con-espond-
ing to those of the subject syn see item

^detail vt 1 : to report minutely and distinctly 2 : enumerate,
specify 3 ; to assign to a particular task 4 ; to furnish with the
smaller elements of design and finish (beautifully r^ed hats)
~ vi ; to make detail drawings — de*tail«er n

detailed \di-'ta(9)ld, 'de-,tald\ adj : marked by abundant detail

or by thoroughness in treating small items or parts (the --; study
of history) syn see circumstantial — de.tailed=_ly \di-'tal(-9)d-

le, 'de-,\ adv — de-tailed- ness \di-'ta-l3d-n9s, -'tal(d)-, 'de-A n

detail man n : a representative of a drug manufacturer who in-

troduces new drugs to professional dispensers

de-tain \di-'tan\ vr [ME deteynen, fr. MF detenir, fr. L detinere,

fr. de- + lenere to hold] I : to hold or keep in or as if in custody
2 obs : to keep back (as something due) ; withhold 3 : to restrain

esp. fjom_ proceeding : stop syn see delay, keep — de-tain-ee
\di-,ta-'ne, ,de-\ n — de-tain-ment \-'tan-m3nt\ n

de<tain-er \di-'ta-n3r\ n [AF detener, fr. detener to detain, fr. L
detinere] 1 : the act of keeping something in one's possession;
specij : the withholding from the rightful owner of something
which has lawfully come into the possession of the holder 2 ; de-
tention in custody 3 ; a writ authorizing the keeper of a prison
to continue to keep a person in custody

de.tect \di-'tekt\ v; [ME detecten, fr. L detectus, pp. of detegere to
uncover, detect, fr. de- + tegere to cover — more at thatch]
1 ; to discover the true esp. hidden or disguised character of
2 ; to discover or determine the existence, presence, or fact of
3 a : rectify 4 b : demodulate — de-tect-able \-'tek-t9-b3l\ adj

de-tect.a.plione \-'tek-t3-,fon\ n : a telephonic apparatus with an
attached microphone transmitter used esp. for listening secretly

de>tec.tion \di-'tek-sh9n\ n 1 : the act of detecting or the state
or fact of being detected ; discovery 2 : demodulation
ide.tec-tive \di-'tek-tiv\ adj : fitted for, employed for, or con-
cerned with detection ('^ ability) <'^ fiction)

sdetective n : one employed or engaged in detecting lawbreakers
or getting information that is not readily or publicly accessible
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de>tec>tor \cH-'tek-tar\ n • one that detects: as a : an indicator
showing the depth of the water in a boiler bra device for detecting
the presence of electric waves or of radioactivity c : a rectifier of
high-frequency current used esp. for extracting the intelligence

from a radio signal
de.tent \'de-,tent, di-'tent\ n [F detente, fr. MF destente fr.

destendre to slacken, fr. OF, fr. des- de- + tendre to stretch, ir. L
tendere — more at thin] ; a mechanism that locks or unlocks a
movement (as of a clock)

(J6«tente \da-'tant. -'ta"t\ n [F] : a relaxation of strained relations
or tensions (as between nations)

de-ten. tion \di-'ten-ch3n\ n [MF or LL; MF, fr. LL detention-,
detentio, fr. L detentus, pp. of detinere to detain] 1 : the act or
fact of detaining: a : a holding in custody b : a holding back
2 : the state of being detained; esp ; a period of temporary custody
prior to disposition by a court

de.ter \di-'t3r\ vt de-terred; de.ter-ring [l deterrere, fr. de- +
terrere to frighten] 1 : to turn aside, discourage, or prevent from
acting (as by fear) 2 : inhibit — de-ter-ment \-'t3r-m3nt\ n

de*terge \di-'t3rj\ vt [F or L; F deterger, fr. L detergere, fr. de- +
tergere to wipe ~ more at jerse] : to wash off : cleanse

de.ter.gen-cy \di-'tar-j3n-se\ n ; cleansing quality or power
ide-ter.gent \-jant\ adj : cleansing
^detergent n : a cleansing agent: as a : soap b : any of numerous
synthetic water-soluble or liquid organic preparations that are
chemically different from soaps but resemble them in the ability to
emulsify oils and hold dirt in suspension c : an oil-soluble sub-
stance that holds insoluble foreign matter in suspension and is

used in lubricating oils and dry-cleaning solvents
de>te>ri-0>rat8 \di-'tir-e-a-,rat\ vb [LL deterioratus, pp. of de-
teriorare, fr. L deterior worse, fr. de- -H -ter (suffix as in L uter
which of two) -f- -ior^ vt l to make inferior in quality or value
: impair ^ vi 1 : to grow worse 2 : degenerate

de-te-ri'O-ra-tion \di-,tir-e-3-'ra-sh3n\ n : the action or process
of deteriorating ; the state of having deteriorated
syn deterioration, degeneration, decadence, decline mean

the falling from a higher to a lower level in quality, character, or
vitality, deterioration implies impairment of vigor, resilience, or
usefulness; degeneration stresses physical, intellectual, or esp.
moral retrogression; decadence presupposes a reaching and pass-
ing the peak of development and implies a turn downward with a
consequent loss in vitality or energy; decline differs from de-
cadence in suggesting a more markedly downward direction and
greater momentum, more obvious evidence of deterioration, and
less likelihood of a return to earlier vigor or state of excellence

de.te.ri.Q-ra.tive \di-'tir-e-3-,rat-iv\ adj : tending to deteriorate
de.ter. mill. able \-'t3rm-(3>-n3-bal\ adj 1 : capable of being
determined, definitely ascertained, or decided upon : judicable
2 : liable to be terminated : terminable — de<ter.min-able-ziess
n — de.ter-min.ably V-ble\ adv

de.ter.mi.na.cy \-n3-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
determinate 2a: the state of being definitely and unequivocally
characterized : exactness b ; the state of being determined

de.ter.mi.nant \-'t3rm-{3-)n3nt\ n 1 : something that determines
or conditions : factor 2 : a square array of numbers bordered
on either side by a straight line with a value that is the algebraic
sum of all the products that can be formed by taking as factors
one element in succession from each row and column and giving
to each product a positive or negative sign depending upon
whether the number of permutations necessary to place the indices
representing each factor's position in its row or column in the
order of the natural numbers is odd or even 3 : gene; broadly
: a comparable subordinate agent (as a plasmagene) syn see cause

de.ter.mi.nate Xdi-'tar-ma-natX adj [ME, fr. L deierminatus, pp.
of deierminarel 1 : having defined limits : established 2 : def-
initely settled : ARBrrRARY 3 : concluj;ively determined : definitive
4 : CYMOSE 5 oj an egg I undergoing determinate cleavage — de-
ter.mi.nate.ly adv — de.ter.nii>nate>ness n

determinate cleavage n : cleavage of an egg in which each division
irreversibly separates portions of the zygote with specific potencies
for further development
determinate growth n : growth (as in a cymose inflorescence)
in which the axis does not continue to elongate indefinitely

de.ter.mi.na.tion \di-,t3r-ma-'na-shan\ n 1 a : a judicial de-
cision settling and ending a controversy b : the resolving of a
question by argument or reasoning 2 archaic ; termination
3a: the act of deciding definitely and firmly; also ; the result of
such an act of decision b : the power or habit of deciding definitely

and firmly 4 : a fixing of the position, magnitude, or character
of something: as a ! the act, process, or result of an accurate
measurement b : an identification of the taxonomic position of a
plant or animal 6a: the definition of a concept by its essential
constituents b : the addition of a differentia to a concept to
limit its denotation 6 : direction or tendency to a certain end
ide.ter.mi.na.tive x-'tarm-s-.nat-iv, -(s-)n3t-\ adj : having power
or tendency to determine : limiting, shaping syn see conclusive— de-ter-mi-na-tive'ly adv ~- de.ter.mi.na.tive.ness n

adeterminative n : one that serves to determine
de.ter.mi.na. tor \di-'t3r-ma-,nat-3r\ n : determiner
de.ter.mine Xdi-'tar-msnX vb de.ter.min.ing \-'t3rm-(a-)nia\
[ME determinen. fr. MF determiner, fr. L determinare, fr. de- +
terminare to limit, fr. terminus boundary, limit] vt la: to fix

conclusively or authoritatively b : to decide by judicial sentence
c : to settle or decide by choice of alternatives or possibilities

d : resolve 2 a : to fix the form or character of beforehand : or-
dain <two points '^ a straight hne> b : to bring about as a result

: regulate (demand '^s the price) 3 a : to fix the boundaries of
b : to limit in extent or scope . c : to put or set an end to : ternhnate
<'^ an estate) 4 a : to obtain definite and firsthand knowledge
of <'^ a position at sea^ b : to discover the taxonomic position
or the generic and specific names of ^ vj 1 : to come to a decision
2 ; to come to an end or become void syn see decide, discover

de.ter.mined X-'tar-mandX adj 1 : oECpEo, resolved 2 ; firm,
resolute — de-ter.mined.ly X-msn-dle, -ma-nad-leX adv — de-
ter-mined.ness \-raan(d)-nas\ n

de.ter-min-er \-'t3rm-(9-)nar\ n : one that determines: as a :gene,
determinant b ; a word (as his in "his new car") belonging to a
group of limiting noun modifiers characterized by occurrence
before descriptive adjectives modifying the same noun

de.ter.min.ism \-3-,niz-3m\ n l a : a doctrine that acts of the

will, occurrences In nature, or social or psychological phenomena
are determined by antecedent causes b : a belief in predestination
2 : the quality or state of being determined — de.ter.min.ist
\-(3-)n3st\ n or adj — de.ter.min.iS'tic \di-,t3r-nra-'Dis-tik\
adj — de.ter.min.iS'ti'Cal.ly \-'nis-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

de.ter.rence \di-*tar-3n(t)s, -'ter-, -•t3-r3nCt)s\ /i : the act or
process of deterring

de.ter.rent \-3nt. -rant\ adj [L deterrent-, deterrens, prp. of
deterrere to deter] 1 : serving to deter 2 : relating to deterrence— deterrent n — de.ter. rent-ly adv

de-ter-Sive \di-'t3r-siv, -ziv\ adj [MF detersif, fr. L detersus, pp.
of detergere to deterge] : cleansing, detergent — de.ter.sive n

de.test \di-'test\ vt [ME detesten, fr. L delestari, lit., to curse while
calling a deity to witness, fr. de- + testari to call to witness —
more at testament] 1 : to dislike intensely : loathe, abhor
2 obs : curse, denounce syn see hate — de.test.er \-'tes-t3r\ n

de.test.able \di-'tes-t3-b3l\ adj : arousing or meriting intense
disUke : abominable <~ vices) syn see hateful — de>test>able-
ness n — de.test.ably \-ble\ adv

de.tes.ta.tiou \,de-.tes-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : extreme hatred or dislike
: abhorrence, loathing 2 : an object of hatred of contempt

de.throne \di-'thron\ vt ; to remove from a throne : depose— de.throne.ment \-m3nt\ n — de-thron.er n
det.i.nue \'det-'n-.(y)ii\ n [ME detenews, fr. MF detenue deten-
tion, fr. fem. of detenu, pp. of detenir to detain] 1 : detention of
something due; esp : the unlawful detention of a personal chattel
from another 2 : a common-law action for the recovery of a
persona! chattel wrongfully detained or of its value

det-o.na.ble X'det-'n-s-bsl, -3-n3-\ adj : capable of being detonated
det.o.nat.able \'det-'n-,at-3-bsI, -3-,nat-\ adj : detonable
det.O.nate \'det-'n-^t, 'det-3-,nat\ vb [L detonatus, pp. of detonare
to thunder down. fr. de- -¥ tonare to thunder — more at thunder]
vi : to explode with sudden violence '^ v/ ; to cause to detonate— det-o.na>tion \,det-'n-'a-sh3n, -3-'na-\ n

det.o.na.tor \'det-'n-,at-3r, -3-,nat-\ n ; a device or small quantity
of explosive used for detonating a high explosive

ide-totir \'de-,tu(a)r, di-'tu(3)r\ n [F detour, fr. OF destor, fr.

destorner to divert, fr. des- de- + tamer to turn — more at turn]
: a deviation from a direct course or the usual procedure; sped]
: a roundabout way temporarily replacing part of a route

2detour vi : to proceed by a detour {--^ around a pit) ~ v/ 1 : to
send by a circuitous route 2 : to avoid by going around ; bypass

de.tox.i.cate \(')de-'tak-sa-,kat\ vt [de- + L toxicum poison]
: detoxify — de.toX'i'Ca.tion \(,)de-,tak-s3-'ka-sh3n\ n

de.tox.i.li.ca.tion \f,)de-,tak-s3-fa-'ka-shDn\ n : the act of de-
toxifying : the state of being detoxified

de.tox.i.Iy \(')de-'tak-sa-,fr\ vt : to remove the poison or effect
of poison from

de.tract \di-'trakt\ vb [ME detracten, fr. L detractus, pp. of de-
trahere to withdraw, disparage, fr. de- 4- trahere to draw] vr 1 ar-
chaic : to speak ill of 2 archaic ; to take away 3 : divert (-^
attention) -^ vi : to takeaway something—de.traC'tor\-*trak-t3r\n

de.traction \di-'trak-sh3n\ n l : a lessening of reputation or
esteem esp. by malicious misrepresentation or false charges : dis-
paragement 2 : a taking away : subtraction — de.trac.tiva
\-'trak-tiv\ adj — de*trac<tive.ly adv

de.train \(')de-'tran\ vi : to get off a railroad train ~ v/ : to
remove from a railroad train — de>train.ment \-m3nt\ n

de.trib.al.iza.tion \(,)de-,trl-b3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the breaking
down of a tribal organization esp. through culture contact

de.trib.al.ize \(')de-'trI-b3-.lTz\ vt : to estrange from a tribe
det.ri.ment \'de-tr3-m3nt\ n [ME. fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L detri-
mentum, fr. deterere to wear away, impair, fr. de- -f- terere to rub— more at throw] : injury or damage or its cause : hurt
idet.ri.men.tal \,de-tr3-'ment-=i\ adj : causing detriment : harm-
ful, damaging syn see pernicious — det-ri-men-taMy adv
^detrimental n : an undesirable or harmful person or thing
de«tri.tal \di-'trTt-'l\ adj : of, relating to, or resulting from detritus
de.tri'tion \di-'trish-3n\ n : a wearing off or away
de.tri-tus \di-'trTt-3s\ n, pi de-tri-tus X-'tnt-ss, -'trT-.tUsX [F
detritus, fr. L detritus, pp. of deterere^ 1 : loose material that
results directly from rock disintegration esp. when composed of
rock fragments 2 : a product of disintegration or wearing away

de trop \d3-'tro\ adj [F] : too much or too many ; superfluous
de-lrude \di-'triid\ vt [L detrudere, fr. de- -J- trudere to push]

: to force down, out, or away — de.tru>sion \-'triJ-zhan\ n
Deu-ca.lion \d(y)U-'kaI y3n\ n [L, fr. Gk Deukalion'] : a son of
Prometheus, survivor with his wife Pyrrha of a great flood sent by
Zeus, and founder of the renewed human race
Tdeuce \'d{y)Us\ n [MF deus two, fr. L duos, ace. masc. of duo two— more at two] 1 a (1) : the face of a die that bears two spots
(2) : a playing card bearing an index number two b : a cast of dice
yielding a point of two 2 ; a tie in tennis with each side having a
score of 40 3 [obs. E deuce bad luck] a : devil, dickens — used
chiefly as a mild oath b : something notable of its kind
2deuce vt : to bring the score of (a tennis game or set) to deuce
deuced \'d(y)u-sod\ adj : darned, confounded <in a '^ fix) —
deuced or deucedly adv

deuces wild n : a card game (as poker) in which each deuce may
represent any card designated by its holder

de.us ex ma.chi.na \,da-a-,sek-'smak-3-n3, ,de-\ n [NL, a god
from a machine, trans, of Gk theos ek mechanes'] i a person or thing
that appeal's or is introduced suddenly and unexpectedly and pro-
vides a contrived solution to an apparently Insoluble difficulty

deut- or deuto- comb jorm [ISV, fr. deuter-} ; second ; secondary
(deutonymph)

ideuter- or deutero- comb form [alter, of ME deutro-, modif. of
LL deutero-, fr. Gk dealer-, deutero-, fr. deuteros; prob. akin to L
dudum formerly] ; second ; secondary (rfeu^ero-genesis)

2deuter- or deutero- comb jorm [ISV] : deuterium ideuteratcdy
deu.ter-ag.O.nist \,d(y)ut-3-'rag-3-n3St\ n [Gk deuteragonistes.
fr. deuter- + agonistes combatant, actor — more at protagonist]
1- : the actor taking the part of second importance in a classical
Greek drama 2 : a person who serves as a foil to another
deu.ter.an.ope \'d(y)iit-3-r3-,nop\ n : an individual affected with
deuteranopia

deu.ter.an.opia \,d(y)Ut-3-ra-'no-pe-3\ n [NL. fr. ^deuter- + ^a-
-\- -opia 1 I color blindness marked by confusion of purplish red and
green
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deu>te>ri>um \d(y)u-'tir-e-9m\ n [NL, fr. Gk deuteros second] : the
hydrogen isotope that is of twice the mass of ordinary hydrogen and
that occurs in water — called also heavy hydrogen
deuterium oxide n : heavy water D2O composed only of deu-
terium and oxygen

fleu.tero.ca.non.i.cal \.dCy)iit-3-ro-k3-'nan-i-k3l\ adj [NL deu-
terocanonicus, fr. ^deuter- + LL canonicus canonical] : of, relating
to, or constituting the part of the Roman Catholic canon of scrip-
ture that contains writings whose authenticity has been questioned
deu>ter>og<a<my \.d(y)ut-o-'rag-3-me\ n [LGk deuterogamia, fr.

Gk deuier- + -gamia -gamy] : digamy
deu-tero.gen.e.sis \,d(y)ut-3-r6-'jen-a-s3s\ n ; the appearance of
a new adaptive character late in life

deu>ter>on \'d(y)ut-3-,ran\ n Ideuteriuml ; the nucleus of the deu-
terium atom that consists of one proton and one neutron — called
also deU'ton \'dCy)ii-,tan\
Deu.ter.O-nom.ic \,d(y)ut-3-r3-'nam-ik\ adj [.Deuteronomy, fifth

book of the Old Testament, fr. ME Deutronomie, fr. LL Deulerono-
mium, fr. Gk Deuteronomion, fr. deuter- + nomas law — more at
NIMBLE] : of or relating to the biblical book of Deuteronomy or
marked by its prophetic and hortatory emphasis
Deu-ter«on.o.mist \,d(y)ut-3-'ran-3-m3st\ n : one of the writers
or editors of a Deuteronomic third strand often distinguished in the
earlier books of the Old Testament — Deu*ter<on*o>miS'tic
\-,ran-3-'mis-tik\ adj

deu.to-plasm \*d(y)ut-3-,plaz-sm\ n [ISV] : the nutritive inclu-
sions of protoplasm; esp I the yolk reserves of an egg — deu«to-
plas^mlc \,d(y)iit-3-'plaz-mik\ adj

deut*sche mark \,doi-ch3-'mark\ n [G] — see money table
deut.Zia \'d(y)ut-se-3\ n [NL, fr. Jean Deutz tl784? D patron of
botanical research] : any of a genus (Deulzia) of the saxifrage fam-
ily of ornamental shrubs with white or pink flowers
de-val>u<ate \(')de-'val-y3-,wat\_v6 ; devalue
de-val>U>a<tion \(,)de-,val-y3-'wa-shan\ n 1 : an official reduction
in the exchange value of a currency by a lowering of its gold
equivalency 2 : a lessening esp. of status or stature ; decline
de-val>ue \(')de-'val-C,)yii, -ya-wX vt 1 : to institute the devalua-
tion of (money) 2 : to cause or be responsible for a devaluation
of (as a person or aliterary work) ^ vi : to institute devaluation

De.va-na-ga=>ri \,da-v3-'nag-3-re\ n [Skt devandgari, fr. deva
divine + nagart script of the city; akin to L divus divine — more at
DErrv] : an alphabet usu. employed for Sanskrit and also used as a
literary hand for various modern languages of India

dev<as<tate \'dev-9-,stat\ vt [L devastatus, pp. of devastare, fr.

de- + vastare to lay waste — more at waste] 1 ; to lay waste
2 ; overpower, overwhelm syn see ravage — dev-as»tat-ing-ly
\-,stat-io-le\ adv — dev-as-ta-tor \-,stat-3r\ n

dev-aS'ta.tion \,dev-3-'sta-shan\ n : the action of devastating
t the state of being devastated : desolation

dev»as.ta»live \'dev-3-,stat-iv\ adj ; tending to cause devastation
de«vel>op \di-'vel-3p\ vb [F developper, fr. OF desvoloper, fr. des-
de- -1- voloper to wrap] vr 1 a : to set forth or make clear by degrees
or in detail : expound b : to make visible or manifest c ; to treat

with an agent to cause the appearance of color d ; to subject
(exposed photograph material) to a usu. chemical treatment to
produce a visible image; also ; to make visible by such a method
e ; to elaborate by the unfolding of a musical idea and by the work-
ing out of rhythmic and harmonic changes in the theme 2 : to
evolve the possibiUties of 3 a (1) ; to make active (2) ; to promote
the growth of {'--^ed his muscles) I) : to make available or usable
<'^ its resources) c : to move (a chess piece) from the original position
to one providing more opportunity for effective use 4 a : to cause
to unfold gradually {'^ed his argument) b : to expand by a process
of growth c ; to cause to grow and differentiate along lines natural
to its kind <rain and sun '^ the grain) 5 : to acquire gradually
<'^ a taste for olives) 6 : to superimpose (a three-dimensional
surface) on a plane without stretching '^ vi 1 a : to go through a
process of natural growth, differentiation, or evolution by successive
changes (a blossom ~s from a bud) b : to acquire secondary sex
characters c : evolve, differentiate; broadly : grow 2 a ; to
become gradually manifest b : to become apparent 3 : to develop
one's pieces in chess — de-vel-op»able \-'vel-3-p3-b3l\ adj

de-vel-op-er \-3-p9r\ n : one that develops; specij : a chemical used
to devel.op exposed photographic materials
de-vel'Dp^menl Xdi-'vel-sp-msntX n 1 : the act, process, or result

of developing 2 : the state of being developed — de-vel-op-men-
tal \-,vel-ap-'ment-''l\ adj — de.vel.op«men'taMy \-'I-e\ adv

de-verb.a-Uve \-b3t-iv\ adj 1 : derived from a verb <the '^ noun
developer is derived from develops 2 : used in derivation from a
verb (the '-' suffix -er in developer"? — deverbative n

de«vest \di-'vest\ vr [MF desvestir, fr. ML disvesiire, fr. L dis- -h

vestire to clothe — more at vest] : divest
de.vi.ance \'de-ve-3n(t)s\ or de.vi-an.cy \-an-se\ n : deviant
quality, state, or behavior

de-vi«ant \-3nt\ adj 1 ; deviating esp. from some accepted norm
2 ; characterized by deviation — deviant n

ide-vi-ate \'de-ve-,at\ vb [LL deviatus, pp. of deviate, fr. L de- -h

via way — more at via] vi 1 : to turn aside esp. from an estabUshed
way 2 : to stray esp. from a standard, principle, or topic -^ vr

: to cause to turn out of a previous course syn see swerve — de-vi-
a-tor \-,at-3r\ n

2de«vi'ate \-ve-3t, -ve-,at\ adj ; characterized by or given to signifi-

cant departure from the behavioral norms of a particular society

3de.vi.ate \-ve-3t, -ve-,at\ n : one that deviates from a norm;
esp : a person who differs markedly from his group norm

de*vi-a-tlon \,de-ve-'a-sh3n\ n : an act or instance of deviating: as
a ; deflection of the needle of a compass caused by local magnetic
influences (as in a ship) b : the difference between a value in a
frequency distribution and a fixed number c : evolutionary dif-

ferentiation involving interpolation of new stages in the ancestral
pattern of morphogenesis d : departure from an established ide-

ology or party line e ; noticeable or marked departure from ac-
cepted norms of behavior — de-vi>a>tion*ism \-sha-,niz-3m\ n— de-vi-a-tion-ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n

de.Vice \di-'vTs\ n [ME devis, devise, fr. OF, division, intention, fr.

deviser to divide, regulate, tell — more at devise] 1 : something
devised or contrived: as a ; a scheme to deceive : stratagem
b : something fanciful, elaborate, or intricate in design c : some-

e abut; ® kitten; er funher; a back;

j joke; - rj sing; flow; 6 flaw; 6i (

devilfish

-ka(3)r\ adj 1 l careless

2 : reck-

thlng in a literary work designed to achieve a particular artistic
effect d archaic : masque, spectacle e : a piece of equipment or
a mechanism designed to serve a special purpose or perform a spe-
cial function 2 : desire, will (left to his own '-^s) 3 : an emblem-
atic design used esp. as a heraldic bearing 4 archaic ; devising
idev.il \'dev-3l\ n [ME devel. fr. OE deojol, fr. LL diabolus, fr. Gk
diabolos, lit., slanderer, fr. diaballein to throw across, slander, fr.

dia- -h ballein to throw; akin to OHG quellan to well, gush]
1 ojten cap : the personal supreme spirit of evil often repre-
sented in Jewish and Christian behef as the tempter of mankind, the
leader of all apostate angels, and ruler of hell — often used with the
as a mild imprecation or expression of surprise, vexation, or em-
phasis 2 : demon 3 a : an extremely and malignantly wicked
person : fiend b archaic : a great evil 4 : a person of notable
energy, recklessness, and dashing spirit 5 a ; a person in a pitiable
position or condition — usu. used with poor b : printer's devil
6 ; something very provoking, difficult, or trying 7 : any of
various machines or devices 8 Christian Science : the opposite of
Truth : a belief in sin, sickness, and death : evil, error

2devil vb devilled or dev*illed; dev.il. ing or dev.il.ling \'dev-
(3-)li0\ vr 1 : TEASE, annoy 2 : to chop (food) fine and highly
season (--erf eggs) 3 : to tear to pieces in a devil (-- rags) '«- vi

: to serve or function as a devil
deV'il.fish \'dev-3l-,fish\ n 1 : any of
several extremely large rays (genera
Manta and Mobula) widely distributed
in warm seas 2 : octopus; broadly
: any large cephalopod

dev-il.ish \'dev-(3-)lish\ adj 1 : of,

relating to, or characteristic of the
devil (~ tricks) 2 : extreme, ex-
cessive (in a ~ hurry) — devilish
adv — dev-il.ish.ly adv — dev-il-
ish-ness n

dev-il-kin \'dev-3l-k3n\ n : a little

devil : IMP
dev.il-may-care \ .dev-sl- (,) ma-'ke C3)r

of authority : reckless 2 : rakish, informal
dev.il.ment \'dev-3l-m3nt, -,ment\ n 1 : devihsh conduct
less mischief

dev.il.ry \'dev-3l-re\ or dev.il-try \-3l-tre\ n, pi dev.iLries or
dev-il-tries 1 a : action performed with the help of the devil

: WITCHCRAFT b ; gross or malignant cruelty : wickedness
c : reckless unrestrained conduct : mischief 2 ; an act of devilry

devil's advocate n [trans, of NL advocatus diaboW] 1 : a Roman
Catholic official whose duty is to point out defects in the evidence
on which a demand for beatification or canonization rests 2 : a
person who champions the worse cause for the sake of argument

devil's darning needle n 1 : dragonfly 2 : damselfly
dev-il's lood cake \'dev-3l2-,fud-,kak\ n ; a rich chocolate cake
devil's paintbrush n : any of various hawkweeds that are natural-

ized weeds in the eastern U.S.
dev-iLwood \'dev-3l-,wud\ n ; a small tree {Osmanthus americanus)
of the southern U.S. that is related to the olive

de.vi-ous \'de-ve-3S\ adj [L devius, fr. de from + via way— more at

DE-, via] 1 : located off the highroad : remote 2 a : deviating

from a straight line : roundabout b : moving without a fixed

course : errant ('^ breezes) 3 a : deviating from a right, accepted,
or common course ; erring b : not straightforward c : tricky
syn see crooked — de-vi.ous.Iy adv — de-vi-ous-ness n

de-vis-able \di-*vT-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of being devised

de.vis»al \-z3l\ n : the act of devising
ide.Vise \di-'vTz\ vr [ME devisen, fr. OF deviser to divide, regulate,

tell, modlf. of (assumed) VL divisare, fr. L divisus. pp. of dividere to

divide] 1 a ; to form in the mind by new combinations or applica-
tions of ideas or principles : invent b archaic : suppose c : to

plan to obtain or bring about : plot 2 : to give (real estate) by
will — compare bequeath — de^vis.er n

2devise n 1 : the act of giving or disposing of real property by will

2 : a will or clause of a will disposing of real property 3 ; property
given by will

de-vi-see \,dev-3-'ze, di-,vT-'ze\ n : one to whom a devise of prop-
erty is made
dcvi-sor \,dev-3-'26(3)r; di-'vT-zsr, -,vi-'z6(3)r\ n : one who devises

property in a will

de.vi'tal.ize \(')de-'v!t-''l-Jz\ vr : to deprive of life or vitality

de.vit.ri.fy \(')de-'vi-tr3-.fT\ vr [F devitrijier, fr. de- de- + vitrijier

to vitrify] : to deprive of glassy luster and transparency; esp ; to

change (as a glass) from a vitreous to a crystalhne condition

de-vccal-ize \(')de-'vo-k3-,lTz\ vr : devoice
de-voice \(')de-'v6is\ vr : to pronounce without vibration of the

vocal cords (a sound sometimes voiced)

de-void \di-'v6id\ adj [ME, prob. short for devoided, pp. of de-

voiden to vacate, fr. MF desvuidier to empty, fr. OF, fr. des- dis- -I-

vuidier to empty — more at void] : not having or using ; DESTrruTE
de-voir \d3v-'war, 'dev-,war\ n [ME, alter, of dever, fr. OF deveir,

fr. devoir, deveir to owe, be obliged, fr. L debcre — more at debt]
1 : duty, RESPONSiBiLrpY 2 : a formal act of civility or respect

de-vo-lu-tion \,dev-3-'lu-sh3n also ,de-v9-\ n [ML devolution-, de-

vohitio, fr. L devolutus, pp. of devolvere} 1 : transference from one
individual to another; as a : a passing or devolving (as of rights)

upon a successor b : delegation or conferral to a subordinate c : the
surrender of powers to local authorities by a central government
2 ; retrograde evolution : degeneration — de-vo-lu-tion-
ary \-sh3-.ner-e\ arf;— de-vclu-tion-ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n

de.VOlve \di-'valv, -'v61v\ vb [ME devolven, fr. L devolvere, fr. de-

+ volvere to roll — more at voluble] vt 1 archaic : to cause to roll

onward or downward 2 : to transfer from one person to another
: hand down '— vi 1 : to pass by transmission or succession
2 : to flow or roll onward or downward

dev-on \'dev-3n\ n, ojten cap [Devon, England] : any of a breed of
vigorous red dual-purpose cattle of English origin

De-vo-ni.an \di-'vo-ne-3n\ adj [Devon, England] 1 : of or relating
to Devonshire, England 2 : of, relating to, or being the period of
the Paleozoic era between the Silurian and the Mississippian or
the corresponding system of rocks — Devonian n

de.VOte \di-'v6t\ vr [L devotus, pp. of devovere, fr. de- + vovere
to vow] 1 : to dedicate by a solemn act 2 a : to give up
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wholly or purposefully b : to center the attention or activities of
(oneself) — de-vote>ment \di-'v6t-mant\ n
syn DEVOTE, DEDICATE, CONSECRATE, HALLOW mean to Set apart

for a particular use or end. devote applies chiefly to personal
activity and suggests motives as impelling as a vow; dedicate
implies solemn and exclusive devotion to a sacred or serious use;
CONSECRATE cvcn more strongly than dedicate implies Investing
with a solemn and sacred character; hallow may be equivalent to
CONSECRATE Of it may imply intrinsic rather than conferred holiness

de-vot*ed adj 1 : arde?^, devout 2 : affectionate— de^vot-ed-
ly adv — de-vot.ed.ness n

dev-o«tee \,dev-3-'te, -'ta\ n 1 ! a person preoccupied with
religious duties and ceremonies 2 : an ardent follower, supporter,
or enthusiast

de>vo>tlon \di-'vo-sh3n\ n 1 a ; religious fervor : piety h : an act
of prayer or supplication — usu. used in pi. c : a religious exercise
or practice other than the regular corporate worship of a congre-
gation; specif ; one directed in Roman Catholic piety to a particular
object of faith 2 a : the act of devoting or quality of being devoted
I) : ardent love or affection syn see fideuty

ide-vo<tion*al X-shnal, -shan-'lX adj : of, relating to, or character-
ized by devotion — de'VO»tion-al-Iy \-e\ adv
^devotional n : a short worship service
de-vonr \di-'vau(3)r\ vt [ME devouren, fr. MF devourer, fr. L de-
vorare, fr. de- + vorare to devour — more at voracious] 1 : to
eat up greedily or ravenously 2 a : to seize upon and destroy
b : to use up wastefully (^ed his wife's fortune) 3 : to prey upon
4 : to take in eagerly by the senses or mind — de-vour-er n

de-VOUt \di-'vaut\ adj [ME devot, fr. OF, fr. LL devofus, fr. L, pp.
of devovere'\ 1 ; devoted to religion or to religious duties or exer-
cises 2 : expressing devotion or piety 3 : warmly devoted
: SINCERE — de-vout'ly adv — de-vout>uess n
syn pious, religious, pietistic, sanctimonious: devout stresses

a mentiil attitude that leads to frequent and sincere though not
always outwardly evident prayer and worship; pious applies to the
faithful performance of reUgious duties and maintenance of out-
wardly religious attitudes, frequently with a connotation of
hypocrisy; religious may imply devoutness and piety but it

emphasizes faith in a deity and adherence to a way of life in keeping
with that faith; pietistic implies an insistence on the emotional as
opposed to the intellectual aspects of religion; sanctimonious
implies pretentions to holiness or smug appearance of piety
dew \'d(ylu\ n [ME, fr. OE deaw: akin to OHG tou dew, Gk
thein to run] 1 ; moisture condensed upon the surfaces of cool
bodies esp. at night 2 ; something resembling dew in purity,
freshness, or power to refresh 3 : moisture esp. when appearing in
minute droplets: as a : tears b : sweat c ; droplets of water
produced by a plant in transpiration — dew vt

de>wan \di-'wan\ n [Hindi dlwan, fr. Per, account book] : an
Indian official; esp : the prime minister of an Indian state

Dew-ar Ilask \,d(y)u-ar-\ n [Sir James Dewar tl923 Sc chemist &
physicist] : a glass or metal container with an evacuated space
between the walls and often silvered on the inside to prevent heat
transfer used esp. for storing liquefied gases
dew-ber-ry \'d(yiU-,ber-e\ n 1 : any of several sweet edible
berries related to and resembling blackberries 2 : a trailing or
decumbent bramble (genus Rubus) that bears dewberries
deW'Claw \'d{y1ii-,kl6\ n : a vestigial digit not reaching to the
ground on the foot of a mammal or a claw ortjhoof terminating such
a digit — deW'Clawed \-,kl6d\ adj
dew>drop \'d(y)U-,drap\ n : a drop of dew
Dew-ey decimal classification \,d(y)U-e-\ n [Melvil Dewey tl931
Am librarian] ; a system of classifying books and other publica-
tions whereby main classes are designated by a three-digit number
and subdivisions are shown by numbers after a decimal point
deW'fall \'d(ylii-,f61\ n : formation of dew; also : the time when
dew begins to deposit
dew-i.ly \'d(y)U-3-le\ adv : in a dewy manner
dew.i.ness \'d(y)ii-e-n3s\ n : a dewy state

dew-lap \'d(y)U-.Iap\ n : a hanging fold of skin under the neck
of bovine animals; also : a similar fold on various other animals
or on the human throat — dew>Iapped \-,lapt\ adj
dew point n : the temperature at which a vapor begins to condense
dew worm n : an earthworm suitable for use as bait

dewy \'d(y)u-e\ adj : moist with, affected by, or suggestive of dew
dewy-eyed \,d(y)u-e-'id\ adj : exhibiting childlike innocence and
trust

dex.io*trop<ic \,dek-se-3-'trap-ik\ or dex>i<ot>ro<pous \-se-'a-
tr3-p3s\ adj [Gk dexios situated on the right + E -tropic or -tro-
pous] : turning to the right : dextral
dex-ter \'dek-st3r\ adj [L; akin to Gk dexios situated on the right,

t, decere to be fitting] 1 : relating to or situated on the right 2 I be-
ing or relating to the side of a heraldic shield or escutcheon at the
right of the person wearing it 3 : appearing or facing toward the
right and considered of good omen — dexter adv

dex.ter-i.ty \dek-'ster-3t-e\ n [MF or L; MF dexterite. fr. L dex-
teritat-, dexieritas, fr. dexter} 1 : readiness and grace In physical
activity; esp : skill and ease in using the hands 2 : mental skill or
quickness ; adroitness 3 ; right-handedness

dex.ter.QUS or dex.trous \"dek-st(3-)r3s\ adj [L dextr-, dexter
dextral, skillful] 1 : skillful and competent with the hands
2 : mentally adroit and skillful ; expert 3 : done with dexterity
; artful — dex-ter-ouS'ly adv — dex>ter-ous*ness n
syn dexterous, adrott, deft mean ready and skilled in physical

movement, dexterous implies expertness with consequent facility
and quickness in manipulation; adrott implies dexterity but may
also stress resourcefulness or artfulness or inventiveness; deft
emphasizes lightness, neatness, and sureness of touch or handling

dextr- or dextro- comb Jorm [LL, fr. L dextr-, dexter"] 1 : right
: on or toward the right (dextrorotatory) 2 usu dextrO' ; dextro-
rotatory <rfeArro-tartaric acid)

dex.tral \'dek-str3l\ adj : of or relating to the right : inclired to
the right: as a : right-handed b oj ajlatjish : having the right
side uppermost c oj a gastropod shell ; having the whorls turning
from the left toward the right as viewed with the apex toward the
observer or having the aperture open toward the observer to the
right of the axis when held with the spire uppermost — dex-tral>i*ty
\dek-'stral-3t-e\ n — dex<tral-Iy \'dek-str3-le\ adv

dex-tran \'dek-,stran, -stranX n ; any of numerous complex carbo-
hydrates {C6Hio05)n that yield only glucose on hydrolysis: as

a : any such compound of high molecular weight obtained by
fermentation of sugar b : any such compound of reduced molecu-
lar weight obtained by acid hydrolysis of native dextran and used
as a plasma substitute

dex.trin \'dek-stran\ also dex-trine \-,stren, -stranX n [F dextrine,
fr. dextr-j : any of various soluble gummy polysaccharides obtained
from starch by the action of heat, acids, or enzymes and used as
adhesives, as sizes for paper and textiles, and in syrups and beer

dex.tro \'dek-C,}str6\ adj [dextr-} : dextrorotatory
dex>tro-gIu<cose \,dek-str»-'glii-,kos, -,k5z\ n : dextrose
dex.tro.gy-rate \.dek-str3-'jT(3)r-,at, -3t\ or dex-tro-gyre
\'dek-str3-jT('a)r\ adj [dextrogyre ISV dextr- + L gyrus gyre]
: dextrorotatory

dex-tro-ro-ta-lion \,dek-stra-ro-'ta-sh3n\ n : right-handed or
clockwise rotation — used of the plane of polarization of light

dex-tro-rcta-to-ry \-'r6t-3-.tor-e, -.t6r-\ also dex-tro-rcta-ry
\-'rot-3-re\ adj : turning clockwise or toward the right; esp ; rotat-
ing the plane of polarization of light toward the right <'^ crystals)

dex>trorse \'dek-,str6(3)rs\ adj [NL dextrorsus, fr. L, toward the
right, fr. dextr- + versus, pp. of vertere to turn] 1 oj a plant or its

parts : twining spirally upward around an axis from- left to right— compare sinistrorse 2 ; dextral c — deX'trorse»ly adv
dex.trose \'dek-,stros, -,stro2\ n ; dextrorotatory glucose
dey \'da\ n [F, fr. Turk dayi, lit., maternal uncle] : a ruling official
of the Ottoman empire in northern Africa

dliar*ma \'dar-m3\ n [Skt, fr. dharayati he holds; akin to Ljirmus
firm] 1 Hinduism i custom or law regarded as duty 2 Hinduism &
Buddhism a : the basic principles of cosmic or individual existence
; NATURE b ; conformity to one's duty and nature

dhole \'dol\ n [perh. fr. Kanarese tola wolf] : a fierce wild dog
{Cuon dukhunensis) of India that hunts in packs

dho-ti \'d6t-e\ or dhoo-tie \'dut-e\ n [Hindi dhotU 1 : a loin-
cloth worn by Hindu men 2 : a fabric used for dhotis
dhow \'dau\ n [Ar dawa} : an Arab lateen-rigged boat usu. having
a long overhang forward, a high poop, and an open waist
Dhu'l-Hij.ja \.dii(-3)l-'hij-(.)a\ n [Ar Dhu-l-hijjah, lit., the one
of the pilgrimage] : the 12th month of the Muhammadan year
Dhu'l-Qa'.dah \-'kad-(,)a\ n [Ar Dhu-l-qa'dah, lit., the one of the
sitting] ; the Uth month of the Muhammadan year

di- comb jorm [ME. fr. MF, fr. L, fr. Gk; akin to OE twi-} 1 : twice
: twofold : double (dichromatic) 2 ; containing two atoms,
radicals, or groups (dichloride)

dia- also di- prejix [ME, fr. OF. fr. L, fr. Gk, through, apart, fr. dial
akin to L dis-} ; through <-d/apositive> : across (d/actinic)

di>a<base \'dT-3-,bas\ n [F, fr. Gk diabasis act of crossing over, fr.
diabainein to cross over, fr. dia- + bainein to go — more at come]
1 archaic : diorfie 2 chiejly Brit : an altered basalt 3 : a fine*
grained rock of the composition of gabbro but with an ophitic tex-
ture — di*a>ba*sic \.di-3-'ba-sik\ adj

di-a.be.tes \.dT-3-'bet-ez, -'bet-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk diabetes, fr.

diabainein} : any of various abnormal conditions characterized by
the secretion and excretion of excessive amounts of urine

diabetes in.sip.i.dUS \-in-'sip-3d-as\ n [NL, ht., insipid diabetes]
: a disorder of the pituitary gland characterized by intense thirst
and the excretion of large amounts of urine

diabetes mel.li-tus \-m»-'lTt-3s, -'let-\ n [NL, Ht., honey-sweet
diabetes] : a familial constitutional disorder of carbohydrate
metabolism characterized by inadequate secretion or utilization of
insulin, polyuria and excessive amounts of sugar in the blood and
urine, and by thirst, hunger, and loss of weight

di<a>bet-ic \,dT-a-'bet-ik\ adj ; of or relating to diabetes or dia-
betics — diabetic n

di.a.ble.rie \de-'ab-l3-(,)re, -'ab-X n [F, fr. OF, fr. d'iable devil, fr.

LL diabolus — more at devil] 1 a : black magic ; sorcery b ; a
representation of black magic or of dealings with the devil 2 : de-
mon lore 3 a ; mischievous conduct or manner b : wickedness

diabol- or dlabolo- comb jorm [ME deabol-, fr. MF diabol-, fr. LL,
fr. Gk, fr. diabolos — more at devil] ; devil {diabolism)

di*a-bol»iC \,dT-3-'baI-ik\ adj [ME deabolik, fr. MF diabolique, fr.

LL diabolicus, fr. diabolus} : of, relating to, or characteristic of the
devil : fiendish — di<a<bol*i<cal \-'bal-i-k9l\ adj — di*a>bol-i-
caMy \-i-k(»-)le\ adv — di<a>boM*cal>ne5S \-i-k3l-n3s\ n

di>ab>o>lism \di-'ab-3-,liz-3m\ n 1 a ; dealings with or possession
by the devil b ; evil character or conduct 2 : belief in or wor-
ship of devils — di>ab*o-list \-l3st\ n

di*ab*o-lize \-,lTz\ vt : to represent as or make diabolical
dia-chron>ic \,dT-3-'kran-ik\ adj ; of, relating to. or dealing with
phenomena esp. of language as they occur or change over a period
of time — dia*chron>i>caI>ly \-'kran-i-kC3-)le\ adv
dj.ach.ro-ny \dT-'ak-ra-ne\n [ISV dia- + -chrony {zs'\nsynchrony)'\
1 : diachronic analysis 2 : change extending through time

idl>ac-id \(')dT-'as-3d\ or di<acid<ic \,dT-3-'sid-ik\ adj 1 : able
to react with two molecules of a monobasic acid or one of a dibasic
acid to form a salt or ester— used esp. of bases 2 : containing two
hydrogen atoms replaceable by basic atoms or radicals

3diacid n [ISV] : an acid with two acid hydrogen atoms
di>ac>o>nal \dT-'ak-3n-'l\ adj [LL diaconalis, fr. diaconus deacon— more at deacon] : of or relating to a deacon
di'ac*0>nate \-'ak-3-nat\ n 1 ; the office or period of office of a
deacon 2 : an official body of deacons

idi>a>crit<ic \,dT-3-'krit-ik\ or di<a<crit>l>cal \-'krit-i-k9l\ ad]
[Gk diakritikos separative, fr. diakrinein to distinguish, fr. dia- -H

krinein to separate] 1 ; serving as a diacritic 2 usu diacritical

a : serving to distinguish ; distinctive b : capable of distinguishing
adiacritic n : a modifying mark near or through an orthographic or
phonetic character or combination of characters indicating a pho-
netic or semantic value different from that of the unmarked character

di>ac*tin.ic \,dT-,ak-'tin-ik\ adj [dia- + Gk akiin-, aktis ray —
more at actin-] : capable of transmitting actinic rays — di»ac«ti-
nlsm \dT-'ak-t3-,niz-am\ n

di*adel<phous \,dT-3-'del-f3s\ adj [di- + -adelphous} I united by
the filaments into two fascicles — used of stamens

di.a.dem \'dT-3-,dem. -damX n [ME diademe, fr. OF, fr. hdladema,
fr. Gk diadema. fr. diadein to bind around, fr. dia- + dein to bind]
1 : CROWN : specij ; a headband worn as a badge of royalty 2 : regal
power or dignity
di-ad-ro-mous \dT-'ad-r3-ra3s\ adj, oJ a fish : migratory between
salt and fresh waters

di.aer-e.sis \dT-'er-3-s3s\ n, pi dl.aer-e.ses \-'er-a-,sez\ [LL
diaeresis, fr. Gk diairesis, fr. diairein to divide, fr. dia- + hairein to
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a diagonal

take] 1 ; the division of one syllable Into two esp. by separating
the vowel elements of a diphthong or by resolving a w or >* sound
into a vowel 2 : a mark - placed over a vowel to indicate that the
vowel is pronounced in a separate syllable (as in naive, Bronte)
3 ; the break in a verse caused by the coincidence of the end of a
foot with the end of a word — di-ae-ret-ic \,dt-3-'ret-ik\ adj

dia.ge.ot.ro.pism \,dT-3-je-*a-tr3-.piz-am\ or dia-ge-ot-ro-py
\-pe\ n ; the tendency of growing organs (as branches or roots) to
extend the axis at right angles to the line of gravity

di.ag.nose \'dT-ig-,nos, -.n6z\ vb [back-formation fr. diagnosis']
vt ; to make a diagnosis of -^ vi : to make a diagnosis

di.ag.no«sis_\,dl-ig-'n6-s3s\ n, pi di-ag-ncses \-'n6-,sez\ [NL,
fr. Gk diagnosis, fr. diagignoskein to distinguish, fr. dta- + gigno-
skein to know — more at know] 1 : the art or act of identifying a
disease from its signs and symptoms 2 : a concise technical de-
scription of a taxon 3a: investigation or analysis of the cause or
nature of a condition, situation, or problem b ; a statement or
conclusion concerning the nature or cause of some phenomenon
idi^ag-noS'tic \-'nas-tik\ adj : of or relating to diagnosis — di-
ag-noS'ti'CaMy \-ti-k(3-)Ie\ adv

^diagnostic n 1 : the art or practice of diagnosis— often used in pi.

2 : a distinguishing mark — di<ag>nos*ti>cian \-,nas-'tish-3n\ n
ldx>ag-o>nal \dT-'ag-3n-'l\ adj [L diagonalis, fr. Gk diagonios from
angle to angle, fr. dia- + gonia angle; akin to Gk gony knee] 1 a
: joining two nonadjacent vertices of a rectilinear or polyhedral
figure b : passing through two nonadjacent edges of a polyhedron
2a: obliquely from the vertical b : having diagonal markings or
parts— di-ag*o>nal<Iy \-'ag-3n-'l-e, -'ag-na-le\ adv

adiagonal n 1 : a diagonal straight line or plane 2 a (1) ; a di-
agonal direction (2) : a diagonal row, arrange-
ment, or pattern b : a twilled fabric esp. of wool
C : something placed diagonally 3 : a mark /
used typically to denote "or" (as in and/or), "and
or" (as in straggler/deserter), or "per" (as in
jeet/second) — called also solidus, virgule

1di>a>grani \'dI-3-,gram\ n [Gk diagramma, fr.

diagraphein to mark out by lines, fr. dia- -I-

graphein to write — more at carve] 1 ; a line drawing made for
mathematical or scientific purposes 2 : a graphic design that
explains rather than represents — di>a<gram>mat*ic X.dT-s-grs-
'mat-ik\ also di°a-gram*inat*i-cal \-'mat-i-kaI\ adj — di»a-
giam.mat.i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

3diagram vt di>a<gramed \-,gramd\ or di.a.grammed; di.a-
graitl'lng \-,gram-io\ or di»a«gram*iiiing ; to represent by or
put into the form of a diagram

dia-ki.ne.sis V.dr-s-ka-'ne-sas, -C,)kT-\ n, pi dia-ki.ne.ses \-'ne-
,sez\ [NL, fr. dia- + Gk kinesis motion, fr. kinein to move; akin to
L ciere to move] : the final stage of the meiotic prophase marked
by contraction of the bivalents — dia-Ki'net'ic \-'net-ik\ adj
idi-al \'dT(-a-)l\ n [ME, fr. L dtes day] 1 : the face of a sundial
2 obs ; any of various timepieces 3 : the graduated face of a time-
piece 4 a : a face upon which some measurement or other number
is registered usu. by means of graduations and a pointer b : a disk
that may be turned to make electrical connections or to regulate
the operation of a machine and that usu. has marks arotmd its

border to serve as a guide for the operation
adial vb di^aled or di-ailed; di<al*iug or dl<al>Uug vt 1 : to
measure with a dial 2 a : to manipulate a telephone dial so as to
call b : to manipulate a dial so as to operate, regulate, or select
'^ vi 1 : to manipulate a dial 2 : to make a call on a dial telephone

di-a.lect \'dr-3-,lekI\ n, ojten attrib [MF dialecre. fr. L dialecttts, fr.

Gk dialektos conversation, dialect, fr. dialegeslhai to converse]
1 a : a regional variety of language distinguished by features of
vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation from other regional
varieties and constituting together with them a single language
<the Doric -^ of ancient Greek) b : one of two or more cognate
languages <French and Italian are Romance ~.s> c : a regional
variety of a language usu. transmitted orally and differing distinc-
tively from the standard language (the Lancashire -^ of English)
d : a variety of a language used by the members of an occupational
group <the -^ of the atomic physicist) e : the customary language of
a social class (peasant '--> 2 : manner ormeans of expressing one-
self ; PHRASEOLOGY — di-a'leC'tal X.di-a-'lek-flX adj — di-a-
lec-taMy \-t'I-e\ adv
Syn DIALECT, VERNACULAR, LINGO, JARGON. CANT. ARGOT, SLANG
mean a form of language that is not recognized as standard, dialect
apphes commonly to a form of langtiage persisting regionally or
among the uneducated; vernacular applies to the everyday speech
of the people in contrast to that of learned men; lingo is a mildly
contemptuous term for any language not readily understood;
JARGON applies to a technical or esoteric language used by a pro-
fession, trade, or cult; it may also be a stronger designation than
LINGO for language or usage that sounds outlandish; cant is ap-
plied derogatorily to language that is both peculiar to a group or
class and intrinsically lacking in clarity or precision of expression
<Joumalistic cant}; argot is applied to a peculiar language of a
clique or other closely knit group (thieves' argot}; slang desig-
nates a class of mostly recently coined and frequently short-lived
terms or usages informally preferred to standard language as being
forceful, novel, or voguish

dialect atlas n ; linguistic atlas
dialect geograpby n : linguistic geography
di.a.lectiC \.dr-5-'Iek-tik\ n [ME dialetik, fr. MF dialetique, fr. L
dialectica, fr. Gk dialektike, fr. fern, of dialekiikos of conversation,
fr. dialektos"] 1 : discussion and reasoning by dialogue as a method
of intellectual investigation 2 a : the Hegelian process of change
In which an entity passes over into and is preserved and fulfilled

by its opposite; also : the critical investigation of this process b
(1) usu pi but sing or pi in constr z development through the stages
of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis in accordance with the laws of
dialectical materialism (2) : the investigation of this process;
also ; the theoretical application of this process esp. in the social
sciences 3 usu pi but sing or pi in constr a : any systematic reasoning,
exposition, or argument esp. in literature that juxta.oses opposed
or contradictory ideas and usu. seeks to resolve their conflict

b : play of ideas 4 : the dialectical tension or opposition between
two interacting forces or elements

di-a.lec-ti.cal \,dT-3-'lek-ti-kal\ also di.a.lectic \-tik\ adj
1 a : of, relating to, or in accordance with dialectic ('^ method)

b : practicing, devoted to, or employing dialectic <a --- philosopher)
2 : dialect.al — di-a-lecti-cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

dialectical materialism n : the Marxian theory that maintains
the material basis of a reality constantly changing in a dialectical
process and the priority of matter over mind

di-a-lec-ti-clan \,dr-3-,lek-'tish-3n\ n 1 ; one who is skilled In or
practices dialectic 2 : a student of dialects

di.a.lec.to.log.i.cal \,dT-9-,Iek-t3-'laj-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating
to dialectology — di-a'lec*to-log>i-cal>ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

dl<a*lec>tol.O'gist \-*tal-3-J3st\ « : a speciahst in dialectology
di.a.lectOl.O-gy \-je\ n [ISV] 1 : the systematic study of dialect
2 : the body of data available for study of a dialect

di>a>log.ic \,dT-3-'laj-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or characterized by
dialogue ('--' writing) — di*a>log>i>cal \-'laj-I-kal\ adj — di*a-
log'i'CaMy \-i-k{3-)le\ adv

dl*a<lo.gist \dT-'al-3-]3St; 'dT-3-,l6g-3st, -,lag-\ n 1 : one who par-
ticipates in a dialogue 2 ; a writer of dialogues — di'a-lo*gis*tio
\,dT-3-16-'jis-tik; -,16-'gis-, -,la-'gis-\ adj

idi.a-logue or di.a.log \'dT-3-.16g, -,rag\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L
dialogus, fr. Gk dialogos, fr. dialegesthai to converse, fr. dia- +
legein to speak] 1 : a written composition in which two or more
characters are represented as conversing 2 a : a conversation
between two or more persons b : an exchange of ideas and opin-
ions 3 : the conversational element of literary or dramatic compo-
sition 4 : a musical arrangement suggestive of a conversation
^dialogue vj ; to take part in a dialogue ^ vr : to express in dia-
logue

di.al.y.sis \dT-'al-3-s3s\ n, pi di-al-y-ses \-3-,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk.
separation, fr. dialyein to dissolve, fr. dia- + lyein to loosen] : the
separation of substances in solution by means of their unequal dif-
fusion through semipermeable membranes; esp % such a separation
of colloids from soluble substances — di-a>lyt<ic \,dT-3-'lit-ik\ adj

di>a>lyze \'dT-3-,lrz\ vt ; to subject to dialysis ^ vi : to undergo
dialysis — di>a>lyz<er \-^i-z3r\ n
dia.mag.net \'di-3-,mag-n3t\ or dia.mag-net.ic \,dT-3-,mag-
'net-ik\ n idiamagnet back-formation fr. diamagnetic, adj.] ; a
diamagnetic substance

dia.mag.net'ic adj : having a magnetic permeability less than that
of a vacuum — dia-mag-ne-tism \-'m.ag-n3-,tiz-3m\ n

di.am-e.ter \dl-'am-3t-3r\ n [ME diameire, it. MF, fr. L diarr.etros,
fr. Gk, fr. dia- -J- metron measure] 1 : a chord passing through the
center of a figure or body 2 : the length of a straight line through
the center of an object — di-am-e.tral \-'am-3-tr3l\ adj

di.a.met.ric \.dT-3-'me-trik\ adj l : diametral 2 : completely
opposed or opposite (In -^ contradiction to his claims) — dj.a-
met.ri.cal \-tri-k3l\ adj — di<a>met>ri.caMy \-tri-k(3-)le\ adv
di.amine \'dT-3-,men, di-'am-3n\ n [ISV] ; a compound containing
two amino groups
idi.a.mond \'dT-(3-)m3nd\ n, oJten attrib [ME diamaunde. fr. MF
diamant, fr. LL diamant-, diamas, alter, of L adamant-, adamas,
hardest metal, diamond, fr. Gk] 1 a : native crystalline carbon
that is usu. nearly colorless, that when transparent and free from
flaws is highly valued as a precious stone, and that is used industri-
ally as an abrasive powder and in rock drills because it is the hard-
est substance known; also : a piece of this substance b : crystal-
lized carbon produced artificially 2 : something that resembles a
diamond 3 : a square or rhombus-shaped configuration usu. hav-
ing a distinctive orientation 4 a ; a red lozenge impressed on a
playing card; also : a card marked with such lozenges b pi but sing
or pi in constr t the suit comprising cards so marked 6a: infield
b : the entire playing field In baseball or softball
^diamond vt : to adorn with or as if with diamonds
idi.a.mond.back \'dT-(3-)m3nCd)-,bak\ also di.a.mond-backed
\,di-(3-)m3n(d)-'bakt\ adj : having marks like diamonds or
lozenges on the back
3diamondback n : a large and deadly rattlesnake (Crotalus adaman-
teus) of the southern U.S.
diamondback terrapin n : any of several terrapins (genus Mala-
clemys) formerly widely distributed in salt marshes along the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts but now much restricted

di.a.mond.it.er.QUS \,dT-(3-)m3n-'dif-(3-)r3s\ adj ; yielding dia-
monds <'--' earth)

Di.ana \dT-'an-3\ n [L] : the goddess of the moon, wild animals,
and hunting in Roman mythology

di.an.drous \(')dT-'an-dr3s\ adj ; having two stamens
di.an.thus \dT-'an(t)-th3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk dios
heavenly + anthos flower — more at DErrY, anthology] : any of
a large Old World genus (Dianthus) of the pink family including
the pinks and carnations

di-a.pa-son \,dT-3-'pa2-*n, -'pas-\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk {he) dia
pason {chordon symphonia) the concord through all the notes, fr.

dia through + pason, gen. fem. pi. of pas all] 1 a (1) : a burst of
harmonious sound (2) : any full deep outburst of sound b : one
of two principal flue stops in the organ extending through the com-
plete scale of the instrument c (!) : the entire compass of musical
tones (2) : range, scope 2 a : tuning fork b ; a standard of
pitch

dia.pause \'dT-3-,p62\ n [Gk diapausis pause, fr. diapauein to
pause, fr. dia- + pauein to stop — more at pause] : a period of
spontaneous dormancy between periods of activity (as in an insect)

di.a.pe.de-sis \,dT-3-p3-'de-s3s\ n, pi di.a-pe.de-ses \-'dc-.sez\
[NL, fr. Gk diapedesis act of oozing through,
fr. diapedan to ooze through, fr. dia- + pedan
to leap] : the passage of blood cells through
capillary walls into the tissues — di»a.pe.det.ic
\-'det-ik\arf7

idi.a.per \'di-(3-)p3r\ n [ME diapre, fr. MF,
fr. ML diasprum] 1 : a fabric with a distinctive
pattern: a : a rich silk fabric b : a soft usu.
white linen or cotton fabric used for tablecloths
or towels 2 : a basic garment for infants con-
sisting of a folded cloth or other absorbent ma-
terial drawn up between the legs and fastened
about the waist 3 ; an allover pattern con-
sisting of one or more small repeated units of
design (as geometric figures) connecting with one another or grow-
ing out of one another with continuously flowing or straight lines
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2diaper vt di.a.per-ing \-pC3-)rIo\ l:to ornament with diaper
designs 2 : to put on or change the diaper of (an infant)

di.a-pha.ne.ity \(.)dT-.af-3-'ne-3t-c. .dl-a-faA n : the quality or
state of being diaphanous

di>apIl>a.nous \dr-'af-a-nas\ adj [ML diaphanus, fr. Gk diaphanes.
fr. diaphainein to show through, fr. dia- + phainein to show)
1 : characterized by such fineness of texture as to permit seeing
through 2 ; characterized by extreme delicacy of form : ethereal
<--^ landscapes) — di<aph>a>nous<ly adv — di>aph-a<nous>ness n

dia>phoiie \'dT-3-,f6n\ n : a fog signal similar to a siren but pro-
ducing a blast of two tones

di>a>pho.re>sis \,dr-3-fa-'re-s3s\ n, p/ di.a.pho.re«ses \-'re-,sez\
[LL. fr. Gk diaphoresis, fr. diaphorein to dissipate by perspiration,
fr. dia- + pherein to carry — more at bear] : perspiration; esp
: profuse perspiration artificially induced

di>a>pho>ret*iG \-'ret-ik\ adj ; having the power to increase
perspiration — diaphoretic n
di.a.phragm \'dI-3-,fram\ n [ME diajragma, fr. LL diaphragma,
fr. Gk, fr. diaphrassein to barricade, fr. dia- + phrassein to enclose]
1 ; a body partition of muscle and connective tissue; specij : the
partition separating the chest and abdominal cavities in mammals
2 ; a dividing membrane or thin partition esp. in a tube 3 a : a
more or less rigid partition in the body or shell of an invertebrate
b ; a transverse septum in a plant stem 4 : a device that limits
the aperture of a lens or optical system 5 : a thin flexible disk
that vibrates (as in a microphone) — di-a*phrag*mat*ic \,di-3-
.frag-'mat-ikV adj— ill-a>phrag>mat>i-cal>ly \-'mat-i-k(3-)le\ adv

di.a.phy.se.al \(,)dT-,af-a-'se-aI, -*ze-; ,di-a-'fiz-e-\ or di-a-phys-
i-al \,dT-3-'fiz-e-3!\ adj ; of, relating to, or involving a diaphysis

di.apli.y.sis \dr-'af-3-s3s\ n. pi di.apU.y.ses \-'af-3-,sez\ [NL,
fr. Gk, spinous process of the tibia, fr, diaphyesthai to grow be-
tween, fr. dia- + phyein to bring forth] : the shaft of a long bone

di.apoph.y-sis \.dT-3-'paf-3-s3s\ n, pi di-apoph.y.ses \-'paf-3-
,sez\ [ NL] : a transverse process of a vertebra that is an outgrowth
of the neural arch on the dorsal side; esp ; one of the dorsal pair
of such processes when two or more pairs are present

dia>pos*i*tive \,dr-a-'paz-at-iv, -'paz-tiv\ « ; a transparent photo-
graphic positive (as a lantern slide)

di>ap-sid \dT-'ap-s3d\ adj [deriv. of Gk di- + hapsid-, hapsis arch— more at apsis] : of, relating to, or including reptiles (as the
crocodiles) with two pairs of temporal openings in the skull
di>ar-chy var oj dyarchy
di.a.rist \'dT-3-r3st\ n : one who keeps a diary
di.ar-rhea or di.ar-rhoea \,dT-a-'re-3\ n [ME diaria, fr. LL diar-
rhoea, fr. Gk diarrhoia, fr. diarrhein to flow through, fr. dia- +
rhein to flow — more at stream] : an abnormal frequency of intesti-
nal discharge ~ di*ar*rhe>al \-'re-3l\ or di-ar-rhe-ic \-'re-ik\
also di-ar-rhet'ic \-'ret-ik\ adj

di-ar-Uiro-sis \,dT-,ar-'thro-s3s\ n, pi di-ar-thro-ses \-'thro-
,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk diarihrosis, fr. diarthroun to joint, fr. dia- +
arthroun to fasten by a joint, fr. arthron joint] 1 : articulation
that permits free movement 2 ; a freely movable joint

di>a-ry \'dr-(3-)re\ n [L diarium, fr. dies day — more at deity]
1 : a record of events, transactions, or observations kept daily or at
frequent intervals ; journal; esp : a daily record of personal activi-
ties, reflections, or feelings 2 ; a book intended or^used for a diary

di-as<po>ra \dl-'as-p(3-)r3\ n [Gk, dispersion, fr. diaspeirein to
scatter, fr. dia- + speirein to sow] 1 cap a : the settling of scattered
colonies of Jews outside Palestine after the Babylonian exile X) : the
area outside Palestine settled by Jews c ; the Jews living outside
Palestine or modern Israel 2 ; a dispersion abroad

di.a.spore \'dT-3-,sp6(3)r, ,sp6(9)r\ n [F, fr. Gk diaspora"} : a
mineral consisting of aluminum hydrogen oxide HAIO2

di>a<stase \'dT-3-,stas, -,sta2\ n[F, fr. Gk diastasis separation, fr.

diistanai to separate, fr. dia- + histanai to cause to stand] 1 : am-
ylase; esp : a mixture of amylases from malt 2 : enzyme

di-as.ta.sis \dT-'as-tn-sos\ n, pi di*as.ta.ses \-'as-t3-.sez\ [NL,
fr. Gk, interval] : the rest phase of cardiac diastole occurring
between filhng of the ventricle and the start of auricular contraction

di<a>Stat>ic \,dT-3-'stat-ik\ adj : relating to or having the properties
of diastase; esp ; converting starch into sugar

di.a.ste.ma \,dT-3-'ste-m3\ n, pi di.a.ste.ma-ta \-m3t-3\ [NL,
fr. LL, interval, fr. Gk diastema, fr. diistanai} : a space between
teeth in a jaw — di>a>5te>mat*ic \-sti-'mat-ik\ adj

di.as.ter \'dT-.as-t3r\ n [ISV] : a stage in mitosis in which the split

and separated chromosomes group themselves near the poles of the
spindle — di-as>tral \dT-'as-tr3l\ adj

di.as.to.Ie \dT-'as-t3-(,)le\ n [Gk diastole dilatation, fr. diastellein
to expand, fr. dia- + stellein to send] : a rhythmically recurrent ex-
pansion; esp : the dilatation of the cavities of the heart during which
they fill with blood — dl*a<stol>ic \,dT-3-'stal-ik\ adj

di>a*stroph>ic \,dT-3-'straf-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or caused by
diastrophism

di.as.tro.phism \dT-'as-tr3-,f{z-3m\ n [Gk diastrophe twisting, fr.

diastrephein to distort, fr. dia- + strephein to twist] ; the process
of deformation that produces in the earth's crust its continents and
ocean basins, plateaus and mountains, folds of strata, and faults

di.a.tes.sa.ron \.dT-3-'tes-a-rsn\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk {he) dia
tessaron (chordon symphonia) the concord through four notes, fr.

dia through + tessaron, gen. of tessares four] ; a harmony of the
four Gospels edited and arranged into a single connected narrative

dia>ther>ma<nous \-m3-nas\ adj ; transmitdng infrared radiation
dia*ther<mic \,dT-3-'thsr-mik\ adj 1 ; dl\thermanous 2 ; of or
relating to diathermy (-^ treatment)

dia.ther-my \'dr-a-,thar-me\ n [ISV] ; the generation of heat In
tissue for medical or surgical purposes by electric currents

di.ath.e.sis \dT-'ath-3-sos\ n, pi di-ath-e-ses \-'ath-a-.se2\ [NL.
fr. Gk, lit., arrangement, fr. diatithenai to arrange, fr. dia- +
tithenai to set] 1 : a constitutional predisposition toward an abnor-
mality or disease 2 ; a disposition toward or aptitude for a par-
ticular mental development — di>a-thet*ic \,di-a-'thet-ik\ adj

di>a>tom \'dT-3-,tam\ n [deriv. of Gk diatomos cut in half, fr.

diatemnein to cut through, fr. dia- 4- temnein to cut] ; any of a
class (Bacillariophyceae) of minute planktonic unicellular or colo-
nial algae with siUcified skeletons that form diatomite

di.a.to.ma.ceous \,dT-at-a-'ma-sh3s, (,)dr-.at-\ adj : consisting of
or abounding in diatoms or their siliceous remains <'^ silica)

diatomaceous earth n : DuiOMrrE
di.atom.ic \,dT-3-'tara-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : consisting of two atoms

: having two atoms In the molecule 2 : having two replaceable
atoms or radicals
di-at-cmite \dr-'at-3-.mTt\ n : a light friable siliceous material
derived chiefly from diatom remains and used esp. as a filter

dia*ton*i,C \,dr-3-'tan-ik\ adj [LL diatonicus, fr. Gk diatonikos, fr.

diatonos stretching, fr. diateinein to stretch out, fr. dia- + teinein
to stretch — more at thin] : relating to a standard major or minor
scale of eight tones to the octave without chromatic deviation— dia>ton<i>caMy \-'tan-i-k(3-)le\ adv

di-a>tribe \'dr-3-,trTb\ n [L diatriba, fr. Gk diatribe pastime, dis-
course, fr. diatribein to spend (time), wear away, fr. dia- + tribein
to rub] 1 archaic ; a prolonged discourse 2 : a bitter and abu-
sive speech or writing 3 : ironical or satirical criticism

di<a<trop>ic \,dT-a-'trap-ik\ adj : characterized by diatroplsm
di.at-ro.pism \dT-'a-tr3-,piz-3m\ n [ISV] : the tropistic tendency
of plant organs to place themselves transversely to the line of action
of a stimulus

di.a.zine X'dl-a-.zen, dl-'az-'n\ n [ISV di- + az- + -me] : any of
three parent compounds C4H4N2 containing a ring composed of
four carbon atoms and two nitrogen atoms

di.azo \dI-'az-(,)6\ adj [ISV diaz-, diazo-, fr. di- + az-} 1 : relating
to or containing the group Nz composed of two nitrogen atoms
united to a single carbon atom of an organic radical 2 ; relating
to or containing diazonium — often used in combination

diazo dye « : a developed dye
di.a.zo.ni.um \,dT-3-'zo-ne-3m\ n [ISV] ; the univalent cation
—Na+ composed of two nitrogen atoms united to carbon in one
organic radical

dib \'dib\ vi dibbed; dib*bing [perh. fr. obs. dib (to dab)] ; to
fish by letting the bait bob and dip lightly

di>ba-sic \ O dl-'ba-sik\ adj 1 : having two hydrogen atoms replace-
able by basic atoms or radicals — used of acids 2 ; containing two
atoms of a univalent metal or their equivalent 3 : having two
basic hydroxyl groups —_used of bases and basic salts — di*ba-
siC'i'ty \,di-(,)ba-'sis-3t-e\ n
dib.ber \'dib-ar\ n : dibble
idib'ble \'dib-9l\ n [ME debylle} ; a small hand implement used to
make holes in the ground for plants, seeds, or bulbs

sdibble vt dib-bling \'dib-(3-)lio\ 1 : to plant with a dibble
2 : to make holes in (soil) with or as if with a dibble

adibble vi [freq. of dib} : dib
di-bran<Chi.ate \di-'brar)-ke-3t\ ad/ [deriv. of Gk di- + branchia}
; of or relating to a group (Dibranchia) of cephalopod raollusks
including the squids and octopuses and having 2 gills, 2 auricles,

2 nephridia, an apparatus for emitting an inky fluid, and either 8
or 10 cephalic arms bearing suckers or hooks

dibs \'dibz\ n pi [short for dibstones (jacks), fr. obs. dib (to dab)]
1 slang : money esp. in small amounts 2 slang : claim, rights

di.car.box.yl.ic \,dT-.kar-,bak-'sii-ik\ adj : containing two car-
boxyl groups in the molecule

di'Cast \'dT-.kast\ n [Gk dikastes, fr. dikazein to judge, fr. dike
judgment — more at dicfion] : an ancient Athenian performing
the functions of both judge and juryman at a trial

idice \'dTs\ n, pi dice [ME dyce, fr. dees, dyce, pi. of dee die] 1 ; a
small cube marked distinctively on each face with one to six spots
and used usu. in pairs in various games and in gambling by being
shaken and thrown to come to rest at random on a flat surface
2 ; a gambhng game played with dice — no dice ; nothing doing

adice vb [ME dycen, fr. dyce} vt 1 a : to cut into small cubes b t to
ornament with square markings Oiiced leathery 2 a : to bring by
playing dice ('^ himself into debt) b : to lose by dicing ^ vi : to
play games with dice — dicker n

di.cen.tra \dT-'sen-tra\ n [NL Dicentra, genus name, fr. di- + Gk
kentron sharp point] : any of a genus (Dicentra) of the fumitory
family of herbs with dissected leaves and irregular flowers

dich- or dicho- combjorm [LL, fr. Gk, fr. dicha; akin to Gk di-} ; in
two ; apart <d/c/iogamous)

di'Cha.sial \dT-'ka-zh(e-)al, -ze-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or con-
stituting a dichasium

di-cha>si>um \-z(h)e-3m\ n, pi di-cha>sia \-z(h)e-3\ [NL, fr. Gk
dichasis halving, fr. dichazein to halve, fr. dicha} : a cymose in-

florescence that produces two main axes
di-chla*myd<eous \,dT-kl3-'mid-e-3s\ adj [di- + Gk chlamyd-,
chlamys mantle] ; having both calyx and corolla

di-chlo*ride \(')dT-'klo(3)r-,Td, -'kl6(3)r-\ n : a binary compound
containing two atoms of ctdorine combined with an element or
radical
di.chog.a.mous \dT-'kag-3-m3s\ or di-cho.gam.ic \,dT-k3-'gam-
ik\ adj, of a hermaphroditic organism ; characterized by production
at different times of male and female reproductive elements that
ensure cross-fertiUzation — di>cllog>a>niy \dT-'kag-3-me\ n

di-Chot.o.miSt \di-'kat-a-m3st\ n [Gk dirhotomia} : one that
dichotomizes

di*chot>o*mi*za*tion \(,)dT-,kat-3-m3-'za-sh3n\ n ; an act of
dichotomizing : the condition of being dichotomized

di*chot*o<mize \di-'kat-3-,mTz\ vb [LL dichotomos} vt : to divide
into two parts, classes, or groups <— vi ; to exhibit dichotomy

di*chot*o>nious \-m3s\ adj [LL dichotomos, fr. Gk, fr. dich- +
temnein to cut] 1 : dividing into two parts 2 : relating to. in-

volving, or proceeding from dichotomy — di«chot*o>luous*Iy adv
di>ChOt<0>my \dT-'kat-3-me\ n [Gk dichotomia, fr. dichotomos}
1 : a division or the process of dividing into two esp. mutually
exclusive or contradictory groups 2 : the phase of the moon or
an inferior planet in which just half Its disk appears illuminated

3 a : FORKING- e^p : repeated bifurcation b : a system of branch-
ing in which the main axis forks repeatedly into two branches
c : branching of an ancestral line into two equal diverging branches

di>chro<io \dT-'kro-Ik\ adj [Gk dichroos two-colored, fr. di- +
chros color] 1 : having the property of dichroisra 2 ; dichromatic

di-chro-ism \'dT-kr3-,wiz-3m\ n 1 : the property according to
which the "colors are unlike when a crystal Is viewed in the direction

of two different axes 2 a : the property of a solid of differing in
color with the thickness of the transmitting layer or of a liquid with
the degree of concentration of the solution b ; the property of a
surface of reflecting Ught of one color and transmitting light of
other colors 3 ; dichromatism

di>Chro>mat \'dT-kr5-,mat, (') di-'kro-\ n [back-formation fr. dichrO'

matic} : one affected with dichromatism
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di-Chro.mate \(')dT-'kr6-,mat\ n [ISV] : a salt of dichromic add— called also bichromate
di-chro-mat-ic \,dT-kr6-'mat-ik\ adj [rfi- + chromatici 1 : having
or exhibiting two colors 2 : having two color varieties or color
phases independently of age or sex (a '^ bird) 3 : of, relating to,

or exhibiting dichromatism
di.chro.ma-tism \dr-'kro-ni3-,tiz-3m\ n l : the state or condition
of being dichromatic 2 ; partial color bhndness in which only
two colors are perceptible

di*chro.miC acid \,dT-,kr6-mik-\ n : an acid HiCrzOj known only
in solution and esp. in the form of its salts

di-chro-scope \'di-kr3-,sk6p\ n : an Instrument for examining
crystals for dichroism

dick \'dik\ n IDick, nickname for Richard'] 1 chiejly Brit : fellow,
CHAP 2 [by shortening &. alter.] : detective

dick*cis*sel \dik-'sis-3l\ n [imit.] : a common migratory black*
throated finch (Spiza americana) of the central U. S.

dick-ens \'dik-3nz\ n [euphemism] ; devil, deuce
DiC'keii'Si.an \dik-'en-ze-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic
of Dickens or his writings
Idick.er \'dik-3r\ n [ME dyker: akin to MHG techer: both fr. a
prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L decuria quantity of ten,
fr. decern ten] : the number or quantity of 10 esp. of hides or skins
^dicker v/ dick-er-ing \'dik-(s-)rio\ [origin unknown] ; bargain— dicker n
dick.ey or dicky \'dik-€\ n IDicky, nickname for Richard'^ 1 : any
of various articles of clothing: as a : a man's separate or detach-
able front of a shirt b : a small fabric insert worn to fill in the neck-
line 2 : a small bird 3 chiejly Brit a : the driver's seat in a car-
riage b : a seat at the back of a carriage or automobile
Dick test \'dik-\ n [George F. Dick blSSl and Gladys H. Dick
61881 Am physicians] ; a test to determine susceptibility or
Immunity to scarlet fever made by an injection of scarlet fever
toxin

di>cli-nous XfOdl-'klT-nasX adj : having the stamens and pistils In
separate flowers ~ di-cli-ny \'di-,klT-ne\ n

di>cot \'dT-,kat\ also di-cot-yl \-.kat-=l\ n : dicotyledon
di.cot.y.le.dOJl \,dl-,kat-n-'ed-'n\ n [deriv. of NL rfi- + cotyledon'^

: a plant having two seed leaves : a member of one (Dicotyledones)
of the two subclasses of angiospermous plants including those that
produce two cotyledons — di»cot*y*le-don'OUS \-^n-9s\ adj
di.COU-ma.rin \dT-'k{y)u-m3-r3n\ n [fr. di- + coumarin} : a
crystalline compound CigHi jOs obtained from spoiled sweet
clover hav and used as an anticoagulant

di.crot.ic \dT-'krat-ik\ adj [Gk dikrotos having a double beat] : be-
ing or relating to the second expansion of the artery that occurs
during the diastole of the heart — di>cro>tism \'dT-kra-,tiz-3m\ n

DiC'ta-phone \'dik-t3-,fon\ trademark — used for a dictating
machine
idiC.tate \'dik-,tat, dik-'tat\ vb [L dictatus, pp. of dictare to assert,

dictate, fr. dicius, pp. of dicere to say] vi 1 : to give dictation
2 ; to speak or act domineeringly : prescribe ^ v/ 1 : to speak
or read for a person to transcribe or for a machine to record 2 a ; to
issue as an order b ; to command or impose authoritatively

2dic.tate \'dik-,tat\ n 1 a : an authoritative rule, prescription, or
injunction b : a ruling principle 2 ; a command by one in au-
thority

dictating machine n ; a machine used esp. for the recording of
dictated matter

dic<ta>tion \dik-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 a : prescription b : arbitrary com-
mand 2 a : the act or manner of uttering words to be written by
another b (1) ; the performing of music to be reproduced by a
student (2) : music so reproduced

diC>ta>tor \'dik-,tat-ar, dik-'tat-\ n [L, fr. diciatus'] 1 a : a person
granted absolute emergency power; esp ; one appointed by the
senate of ancient Rome b : one enjoying complete autocratic
control; esp ; a supreme sometimes autocratic arbiter c : one ruling
absolutely and often brutally and oppressively 2 ; one that dic-
tates — dlC'ta-lress X'dik-.ta-trss, dik-'ta-\ n

dicta.to.ri.al \,dik-t3-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj 1 a : of, relating to. or
befitting a dictator <~ power) b : ruled by a dictator 2 : despotic— dic-ta-to-ri-al'ly \-e-3-le\arfv — dicta-tO'ri'al'ness /j

Syn dictatorial, magisterial, dogmatic, DOCTRns'AlRE, ORACU-
LAR mean imposing one's will or opinions on others, dictatorial
stresses autocratic, high-handed methods and a domineering man-
ner; magisterial stresses assumption or use of prerogatives appro-
priate to a magistrate or schoolmaster in forcing acceptance of one's
opinions; dogmatic implies the attitude of one who lays down
principles as true and beyond dispute; doctrinaire implies a
disposition to follow abstract theories in framing laws or policies
affecting people; oracular implies the manner of one who delivers
opinions in cryptic phrases or with pompous dogmatism

dic.ta.tor.sMp \dik-'tat-9r-,ship\ n 1 : the office of dictator
2 : autocratic rule, control, or leadership 3 a : a form of govern-
ment in which absolute power is concentrated in a dictator or a
small clique b : a government or other organization in which
absolute power is so concentrated c : an area with such a govern-
ment

dictatorship of the proletariat : the assumption of political power
by the proletariat held in Marxism to be an essential part of the
transition from capitalism to communism

diG*tlon \'dik-sh9n\ n [L diction-, dictio speaking, style, fr. dictus,

pp. of dicere to say; akin to OE teon to accuse, L dicare to proclaim,
dedicate, Gk deiknynai to show, dike judgement, right] 1 obs
; verbal description 2 : choice of words esp. with regard to cor-
rectness, clearness, or effectiveness 3a: vocal expression : enun-
ciation b : pronunciation and enunciation of words in singing

diC>tiO>naTy \'dik-sh3-,ner-e\ n [ML dictionarium^ fr. LL diction-,

dictio- word, fr. L, speaking] 1 : a reference book containing words
usu. alphabetically arranged along with information about their
forms, pronunciations, functions, etymologies, meanings, and syn-
tactical and idiomatic uses 2 : a reference book listing alphabeti-
cally terms or names important to a particular subject or activity
along with discussion of their meanings and applications 3 : a gen-
eral comprehensive list, collection, or repository of information
alphabetically arranged
DiC>to>graph \'dik-t3-,graf\ trademark — used for a telephonic

1 and transmitting them todevice for picking up sounds In one r

another or recording them
dictum \'dik-t3m\ n, pi dicta \-t3\ also dic-tums [L, fr. neut. of
dictus'l 1 a : an authoritative pronouncement b : a formal state-
ment of a principle, proposition, or opinion 2 : a judicial opinion
on a point other than the precise issue involved in determining a case

dicty- or dictyo- combjorm [NL, fr. Gk dikty-, diktyo-, fr. diktyon,
fr. dikein to throw] : net <rf/cr>'ostele>

di.cy-clic \(')di-'sT-kUk, -'sik-lik\ adj 1 : bicyclic 2 2 : having
two maxima of population each year — di-cy-cly \'di-,sT-kle\ n

did past oj do
di-dactic \dT-'dak-tik\ adj [Gk didaktikos, fr. didaskein to teach]
1 a ; fitted or intended to teach b : intended to convey instruction
and information as well as pleasure and entertainment 2 : making
moral observations — dj*dac*ti-cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — di-dac»ti-
caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv — di-dac>ti>cism \-t3-.siz-3m\ n

di>dac<tics \-tiJcs\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : systematic Instruc-
tion : pedagogy, teachings

di*dap>per \'dl-,dap-3r\ n [ME dydoppar"] I a dabchick or other
small grebe

did.dle \'did-'l\ vb did»dling \'did-lio, -'l-ioX [origin unknown]
vi 1 chiejly Scot : jiggle 2 : dawdle, fool ~ vr 1 chiejly dial : to
move with short rapid motions 2 : to waste (as time) in trifUng
3 : hoax, swindle — did-dler X'did-Iar. -"l-arX n

di.del-phic \-fik\ adj [di- + Gk detphys'\ 1 a : having or relating to
a double uterus b : having the female genital tract doubled —
used esp. of some worms 2 [NL Didelphia] : marsupial

didn't \'did-=nt\ : did not
di'do \'did-(,)o\ n, pi didoes or didos [origin unknown] 1 : a
foolish or mischievous act 2 ; something frivolous or showy

Di-do \'dTd-(,)6\ n [L, fr. Gk Deido'\ : a queen of Carthage who
according to the Aeneid entertains Aeneas, falls in love with him,
and on his departure stabs herself

didst \(')didst, (')ditst\ archaic past 2d sing oj DO
di.dym.i.iun \di-'dim-e-3m\ n [NL, fr. Gk didymos} : a mixture of
rare-earth elements that contains chiefly neodymium and praseo-
dymium

did.y.mous \'did-3-m3S\ adj [Gk didymos double, twin (adj. &n.),
testicle, fr. dyo two — more at two] : growing in pairs : twin
di«dyn.a«mous \dT-'din-3-m9s\ adj [deriv. of Gk di- + dynamis
power— more at dynamic] ; having four stamens disposed in pairs
of unequal length — di-dyn-a.my \-me\ n

idie \*dT\ vi died; dy-ing \*dT-io\ [ME dien, fr. or akin to ON
deyja to die; akin to OHO touwen to die, Olr duine human being]
1 ; to pass from physical life ; expire {dying of old age) 2 a : to
pass out of existence : cease b : to disappear or subside gradually
<the wind died down) 3 a : to suffer or face the pains of death
b : to come to or as if to the point of death : sink c : languish
{dying from fatigue) d : to long keenly or desperately {dying to
go) 4 : to cease to be subject <let them ^ to sin) 5 a : to pass into
an inferior state or situation b : stop (the motor died)

2die \'dl\ n, pi dice \'dTs\ or dies \'drz\ [ME dee, fr. MF de]
1 pi dice : DICE 1 2 pi dice : a
small cubical piece — usu.
used in pi. 3 pi usu dice
: something determined by or
as if by a cast of dice ; chance
4 pi dies : dado la 5 pi dies

: any of various tools or de-
vices for imparting a desired
shape, form, or finish to a
material or for impressing an ,. e^. - ni^^^c nf '

Object or material, as a (l)
^^^. j adjustable round spht die, 2

I tap-and-die
I spht die, "

diestock, 3 tap, 4 tap wrenchthe larger of a pair of cutting
or shaping tools that when
moved toward each other
produce a certain desired form in or impress a desired device on an
object by pressure or by a blow (2) ; a device composed of a pair
of such tools b : a hollow internally threaded screw-cutting tool

used for forming screw threads c ; a cutter to cut out blanks d : a
mold into which some form of metal is forced e : a perforated
block through which metal or plastic is drawn or extruded

3die vi died; die-ing : to cut or shape with a die

die.back \'dT-,bak\ n : a condition in woody plants in which
peripheral parts are killed esp. by parasites

di.ecious var oj dioecious
die down vi : to undergo death of the aboveground portions
die>hard \'dT-,hard\ n ; one who resists against hopeless odds; esp

: an irreconcilable opponent
die-hard \'dT-,hard\ adj 1 ; offering extreme resistance to change
2 : completely and determinedly fixed— die-hard«ism\-,iz-3m\ n

diel'drin \'de(3)l-dr3n\ n (Die/s-Alrfer reaction, after Otto Diels

tl954 & Kurt Alder tl958 G chemists] ; a white crystalline in-
secticide CizHsCleO

di-elec-tric \,di-3-'lek-trik\ n idia- + electricl ; a nonconductor o£
direct electric current — dielectric adj

dielectric heating n : the rapid and uniform heating throughout a
nonconducting material by means of a high-frequency electro
magnetic field

di.en-ce.phal-ic \C.)dT-,en(t)-s»-'fal-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or
involving the diencephalon

di-en-ceph.a.lon \,dT-,en-'sef-3-,lan, -l3n\ n [NL, fr. dia- + ence-
phalon"] : the posterior subdivision of the forebrain
di.er.e-sis var oj diaeresis
die*sel \'de-z3l, -S3l\ n, ojten attrib, sometimes cap [Rudolph Diesel
tl913 G inventor] : a vehicle driven by a diesel engine

diesel engine n : an internal-combustion engine in which air Is

compressed to a temperature sufficiently high to ignite fuel injected
into the cylinder where the combustion actuates a piston

die-sel-ize yde-z3-,lTz, 'de-s3-\ vt : to equip with a diesel engine or
with electric locomotives having electric generators powered by
diesel engines

die*Sink*er \'dT-,sir)-k3r\ n : one that makes cutting and shaping
dies — diC'Sink-ing n
Di-es Irae \,de-,a-'se-.ra\ n [ML, day of wrath; fr. the first words of
the hymn ] : a medieval Latin hymn on the Day of Judgment sung
In requiem masses
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di-esis \'dT-3-sas\ n, pi di*eses \'dT-3-,sez\ [L, quarter tone, fr.

Gk, fr. diienai to send through, fr. dia- + hienai to send — more at
JET] ; DOUBLE DAGGER

dl8>stocK \'dT-,stak\ n : a stock to hold dies used for cutting threads
di.es.trous \dr-'es-tr3s\ or di-es-tru-al \-tr3-w3l\ adj [NL
diesirus period of sexual quiescence, fr. dia- + estrus'\ : of, relating

to, or having a period of sexual quiescence that intervenes between
two periods of estrus — di»CS-trus \-tr3S\ n

idi.et \'dT-3t\ n [ME diele, fr. OF, fr. L diaeta prescribed diet, fr.

Gk, lit., manner of living, fr. dia- + -aita (akin to Gk aisa share)]
la; food and drink regularly provided or consumed b : habitual
course of feeding c : a prescribed course or allowance of food
2 : something provided esp. habitually (as for use or enjoyment)

2diet VI 1 : to cause to take food : feed 2 : to cause to eat and drink
sparingly or according to prescribed rules '— v( : to eat sparingly or
according to prescribed rules — di»et*er n

adiet n [ML dieia, day's journey, assembly, fr. L dies day — more at
DErrv] 1 : a formal deliberative assembly of princes or estates

2 : any of various national or provincial legislatures
idi-etary \'dr-3-,ter-e\ n : a quantity of food provided or eaten by
an individual, group, or population

^dietary adj : of or relating to a diet or to the rules of diet

dietary law « : one of the laws observed by Orthodox Jews that
permit or prohibit certain foods and combinations of foods

di-etet-ic \,dT-3-'tet-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to diej 2 : adapted
for use in special diets — di>etet<i>cal-ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

di*etet-iC5 \-'tet-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; the science or art
of applying the principles of nutrition to feeding

di-eth-yl-stU.bes.trol \,dT-,eth-3l-,stil-'bes-.tr61, -.trol\ n [ISV3
: a colorless crystalline synthetic compound CiaHzoOz used as a
potent estrogen — called also stilbeslrol

di-eti-tian or di-eti-cian \,dT-3-'tish-3n\ n [dietitian irreg. fr. ^dietl
: a person qualified in or practicing dietetics

dil-ler \'dif-3r\ vr dil-Ier-ing \'dif-(3-)ria\ [ME difjercn, fr. MF
or L; MF dijjerer to postpone, be different, fr. L dijferre, fr. dis- +
jerre to carry] 1 a : to be unlike or distinct in nature, form, or
characteristics to : to change from lime to time or from one in-

stance to another : vary 2 : to be of unlike or opposite opinion
: DISAGREE 3 archaic : dispute

idil'Ier.ence \'dif-9m(t)s, 'dif-ls^rsnCDsX n 1 a : the quality or
state of being different b : an instance of differing in nature, form,
or quality c archaic : a characteristic that distinguishes one from
another or from the average d : the element or factor that sepa-
rates or distinguishes contrasting situations 2 : distinction or
discrimination in preference 3a: disagreement in opinion : dis-
sension b : an instance or cause of disagreement 4 ; the degree or
amount by which things differ in quantity or measure 5 : a
significant change in or effect on a situation

2dilference vt : to make different

diMer.ent \*dif-arnt, dif-C3-)r3nt\ adj [MF, fr. "L difjerent-,
dijjerens, prp. of difjerre'} 1 : partly or totally unlike in nature,
form, or quality ; dissimilar (could hardly be more ~> 2 : not the
same; as a : distinct (-^ age groups) b : various <~ members of
the class) c : another (tried a '^ book) 3 : unusual, special
Syn DIFFERENT, DIVERSE, DIVERGENT, DISPARATE. VARIOUS mean Un-

like in kind or character, different may imply Utde more than sepa-
rateness but it may also imply contrast or contrariness idijjerent
foods) diverse implies both distinctness and marked contrast;
DIVERGENT implies movement away from each other and unlikeli-
hood of ultimate meeting or reconciliation; disparate emphasizes
incongruity or incompatibility; various stresses the number of sorts
or kinds ^various methods have been tried)

diMer_»eii.tia \,dif-3-'ren-ch(e-)3\ n, pi dif-fer-en-ti-ae \-che-.e,
-che-,i\ [L. difference, fr. dijjerent-, dijjerens} 1 : the property or
mark distinguishing a species from other species of the same genus
2 : the element, feature, or factor that distinguishes one entity, state,
or class from another

dif»fer.en.Ua.bil.i.ty \,dif-3-.ren-ch(e-)3-'biI-3t-e\ n ; the property
or qualitv of being differentiable

dil-fer-en'.tia-ble \-'ren-ch(e-)3-bal\ adj : capable of being dif-
ferentiated

idii.fer.en.tial \.dif-9-'ren-ch3l\ adj la; of, relating to, or con-
stituting a difference ; distinguishing b : making a distinction be-
tween individuals or classes c : based upon or resulting from a
differential d : functioning or proceeding differenUy or at a dif-
ferent rate 2 ; relating to or involving a differential or differentia-
tion 3a; relating to quantitative differences b ; producing effects
by reason of such differences — dif-ler-en-tiaMy \-'rench-(a-)le\
adv

adifferential n 1 a : the product of the derivative of a function of
one variable by the increment of the independent variable b : the
sum of the products of each partial derivative of a function of
several variables by the arbitrary increments of the corresponding
variables 2 a : the difference between transportation rates over
different routes allowed to carriers to equalize traffic distribution
b : an amount added to or deducted from a transportation rate
3 ; a difference in wage rates reflecting differences in working con-
ditions, worker status, or job standards 4 ; the amount or degree
by which comparable individuals or classes differ

differential calculus n ; a branch of mathematics dealing chiefly
with the rate of change of functions with respect to their variables

differential eQuation n : an equation containing differentials or
derivatives of functions

differential gear n : an arrangement of gears forming an epicyclic
train for connecting two shafts or axles in the same line, dividing the
driving force equally between them, and permitting one shaft to
revolve faster than the other — called also dijjereniial gearing

dif-fer.en-ti-ate \,dif-3-'ren-che-,at\ vr 1 : to obtain the mathe-
matical derivative of 2 : to mark or show a difference in 3 ; to
develop differential characteristics in 4 : to cause differentiation
of in the course of development 6 ; to express the specific differ-
ence of ; discriminate '^ vi 1 : to recognize a difference 2 : to be-
come distinct or different in character 3 : to undergo differentia-
tion

dif *fer<en>ti>a>tion \-,ren-che-'a-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of
differentiating 2 : development from the one to the many, the
simple to the complex, or the homogeneous to the heterogeneous
3a: modification of body paris fot performance of particular func-
tions b ; the sum of the processes whereby apparently indifferent
cells, tissues, and structures attain their adult form and function

dif*ler<ent*l7 \'dif-3mt-Ie, 'dif-C3-)rOTt-\ adv 1 : In a different
manner 2 : otherwise

dif*fl>cile adj [MF, fr. L dijjicilis, fr. dis- ¥ Jacilis easy — more at
FACILE] 1 \d3-'fis-al\ obs : difficult 2 \,de-fi-'se(3)l\ ; stubborn

dil.fi-CUlt \'dif-i-(,)k3lt\ adj [back-formation fr dijjiculiyl 1 ; hard
to do, make, or carry out ; arduous (a '--' climb) 2a: hard to
deal with, manage, or overcome (a --« child) b : hard to under-
stand ; PUZZLING ('--' reading) syn see hard — dif-fi-cult-ly adv

dif.fi.CUl.ty \- ksl-te, -k3l-\ n [ME dijjiculte, fr. L dijjicultas, ir-

reg. fr. dijjicilis} 1 : the quality or state of being difficult 2 ; some-
thing difficult : IMPEDIMENT 3 I OBJEcnoN 4 : embarrassment
of affairs

syn HARDSHIP, RIGOR, vicissFTUDE: DIFFICULTY applies to any con-
dition or task almost beyond one's ability to deal with and requiring
skill, perseverance, and patience to surmount or solve; hardship
stresses suffering, toil, or privation without necessarily implying
any effort to overcome or patience in enduring; rigor suggests a
hardship necessarily imposed upon one (as by an austere rehgion, a
trying climate, an exacting undertaking, an oppressive government);
VICISSITUDE applies to a difficulty or hardship incident to Ufe or a
career or course of action and usu. beyond one's control

dif.fi.dence \'dif-3-d3n(t)s, -,den(t)s\ n : the quality or^ state of
being diffident

dif.fi.dent X-dsnt, -,dent\ adj [L dijjident-, difjidens, prp. of dif-

jidere to distrust, fr. dis- + jidere to trust — more at bide] 1 archaic
: DISTRUSTFUL 2 : lacking confidence : timid 3 : reserved, un-
assertfve syn see shy — dlf>li*dent>ly adv

dif'fract \dif-*rakt\ vt [back-formation fr. dijjraction} : to cause to
undergo diffraction

dif.frac-tion \-'rak-sh3n\ n [NL dijjraction-, dijjractio, fr. L dij-

jractus, pp. of dijjringere to break apart, fr. dis- + jrangere to
break — more at break] : a modification which light undergoes in
passing by the edges of opaque bodies or through narrow slits or in
being reflected from ruled surfaces and in which the rays appear to
be deflected and produce fringes of parallel light and dark or col-
ored bands; also : a similar modification of other waves

diffraction grating n : grating 3
idif.fuse \dif-'yiis\ adj [L dijjusus. pp. of dijjundere to spread out,
fr. dis- + jundere to pour] la: poured or spread out b : not con-
centrated or restrained 2 : verbose, proux 3 a : spreading widely
or loosely b : scattered 4 : moving in many directions syn see
WORDY — dif.fuse-ly adv — dif-fuse.ness n

2dif.fuse \dif-'yUz\ vb [MF or L; MF dijjuser, fr. L dijjusus, pp.]
vt 1 a ; to pour out and permit or cause to spread freely b ; ex-
tend, scatter c : to spread thinly or wastefuUy 2 : to subject to
diffusion 3 ; to break up and distribute (incident light) by reflec-

tion ^ vi 1 : to spread out or become transmitied esp. by contact
2 : to undergo diffusion

dif'fus.er also dif^fu-sor \-'yii-z9r\ n : one that diffuses; specij

: a device for reducing the velocity and increasing the static pressure
of a fluid passing through a system

dif'fuS'ible Xdif-'yii-za-bslX adj : capable of diffusing or of being
diffused

dif.fu.sion \dif-'yu-zh3n\ n 1 ; the action of diffusing or state of
being diffused 2 ; diffuseness, prollxfty 3 a : the process
whereby particles of liquids, gases, or solids intermingle as the
result of their spontaneous movement and in dissolved substances
move from a region of higher to one of lower concentration b (1)

: reflection of light by a rough reflecting surface (2) : transmission
of light through a translucent material 4 : the softening of sharp
outlines in a photographic image — dif-fu.5ion<al adj V'yiizh-nsl,
-3n-n\

dif.fU'Sive \dif-'yu-siv. -ziv\ adj ; tending to diffuse : characterized
by diffusion — dif 'fu.sive-ly adv — dif -fU'Sive-ness n
idig \'dig\ v^ dug \'d3g\ dig.ging [ME diggeni vi 1 ; to turn up,
loosen, or remove earth : delve 2 ; to work hard or laboriously
3 ; to advance by or as if by removing or pushing aside material
^^ vt 1 a : to break up (earth) with an implement b ; to turn over
: pierce 2 : to bring to the surface by digging : unearth 3 : to
hollow out or form by removing earth : excavate 4 : to drive
down so as to penetrate : thrust 5 : poke, prod 6 slang a ; to
pay attention to b : understand, appreciate

2dig n 1 a : thrust, poke b : a cutting remark 2 pi, Brit Z dig-
gings 3 3 : an archaeological excavation site; also : the excava-
tion itself

di-ga.met.ic \,dT-g3-'met-ik\ adj : forming two kinds of germ cells;

esp : heterozygous for sex
dig.a.my \'dig-3-me\ n [LL digamia, fr. LGk, fr. Gk digamos
married to two people, fr. di- + -gamos -gamous] : a second mar-
riage after the termination of the first

di.gaS'tric \dT-'gas-trik\ adj [NL digastricus, fr. di- + gastricus
gastric] : of, relating to. or being a muscle with two bellies sepa-
rated by a median tendon

di.gen-e.sis \dT-'jen-9-s3s\ n [NL] ; successive reproduction by
sexual and asexual methods

di.ge-net'ic \,dT-j3-'net-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to digenesis
2 ; of or relating to a subclass (Digenea) of trematode worms in
which sexual reproduction as an internal parasite of a vertebrate
alternates with asexual reproduction in a mollusk
idi.gest \'di-,jest\ n [ME Digest compilation of Roman laws or-
dered by Justinian, fr. LL Digesta, pi., fr. L, collection of writings
arranged under headings, fr. neut. pi. of digestus, pp. of digerere to
arrange, distribute, digest, fr. dis- + gerere to carry] 1 : a summa-
tion or condensation of a body of information: as a : a systematic
compilation of legal rules, statutes, or decisions b : a Uterary
abridgment 2 : a product of digestion syn see compendium

2di.gest \dT-*jest, da-\ vb [ME digesten, fr. L digestus} vt 1 : to
distribute or arrange systematically : classify 2 : to think over
and arrange systematically in the mind : comprehend 3 : to
convert (food) into absorbable form 4 : to appropriate or as-
similate mentally 5 : to bear patiently : brook 6 a : to soften or
decompose by heat and moisture or chemicals b : to extract soluble
ingredients from by warming with a hquid 7 : to compress into a
short summary — v/ 1 : to digest food 2 : to become digested

di'gest.er \-t3r\ n 1 : one that digests or makes a digest 2 : a
vessel for digesting esp. plant or animal materials

di-gest*ibil>i>ty \-,jes-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the fitness of a foodstuff
for digestion 2 : the percentage of a foodstuff taken into the diges-
tive tract that is absorbed into the body

di-gest.ible \-'jes-t3-b3l\ adj : capable of being digested
di*ges*tion \dl-'jes(h)-ch3n, da-\ n : the action, process, or power
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of digesting: as a : the process of making food absorbable by
dissolving it and breaking it down into simpler chemical compounds
that occurs in the hving body chiefly through the action of enzymes
secreted into the alimentai-y canal b ; the process in sewage treat-
ment by which organic matter in sludge is decomposed by anaerobic
bacteria with the release of a burnable mixture of gases

lcti*ges>tive \-'jes-tiv\ n : something that aids digestion
^digestive adj 1 : relating to digestion 2 : having the power to
cause or promote digestion (--^ ferments) — di-ges-tive-ly adv —
di.ges»tive-ness n

digestive gland n ; a gland secreting digestive enzymes
dig.ger \'dig-3r\ n 1 a : one that digs 13 ; a tool or machine for dig-
ging 2 cap ; a No. American Indian who digs roots for food

digger wasp n : a burrowing wasp; esp t a usu. sohtary wasp
(superfamily Sphecoidea) that digs nest burrows in the soil and
provisions them with insects or spiders paralyzed by stinging

dig'glngs n pi 1 : material dug out 2 : a place of excavating
esp. for ore, metals, or precious stones 3 : premises, quarters
digm \'dit\ vt dight.ed or dight; dight-ing [ME dighten, fr. OE
dihtan to arrange, compose, fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed
fr. L dictare to dictate, compose] archaic : dress, adorn

dig in v: 1 ; to dig defensive trenches 2 : to hold stubbornly to a
position 3 a ; to go resolutely to work to : to begin eating

dig.it \'dij-3t\ n [ME. fr. L disUus finger, toe] 1 a : any of the
arable numerals 1 to 9 and usu. the symbol b ; one of the ele-
ments that combine to form numbers in a system other than the
decimal system 2 ; a unit of length based on the breadth of a
finger and equal in English measure to ^-^ inch 3 : finger, toe
idig'i'tal \'dij-3t-''l\ adj 1 : of or relating to the fingers or toes
: DIGITATE 2 : done with a finger 3 ; of or relating to calcujation
by numerical methods or by discrete units — dig-i-tal'ly \-'l-e\ adv

2digital n : a key (as of an organ) to be played by the finger
digital computer n : a computer that operates with numbers ex-
pressed directly as digits in a decimal, binary, or other system

dig.i-tal.in \,dij-3-'tal-3n\ n [NL Digitalisl 1 : a white crystalline
steroid glycoside CssHseOu obtained from seeds of the common
foxglove 2 : a mixture ot the glycosides of digitalis leaves or
seeds

dig.i.tal-iS \-'tal-3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, of a finger, fr.

digitus; fr. its finger-shaped corolla] 1 : foxglove 2 : the dried
leaf of the common foxglove containing important glycosides and
serving as a powerful cardiac stimulant and a diuretic

dig.i.tal.i.za.tion \-,tal-3-'za-shsn\ n ; the administration of
digitalis until the desired physiologic adjustment is attained

dig>i>ta'Iize \'dii-3t-''I-Jz, ,dij-3-'tal-\ vt [NL Digitalis'} ; to sub-
ject to digitalization

dig'i'tate \'dij-3-,tat\ adj 1 : having digits 2 : resembling a finger;
specij : having divisions arranged like fingers of a hand (-^ leaf) —
dig>i>tate*ly adv — dig-i'ta'tion \,dij-3-'ta-sh3n\ n

digiti- comb jorm [F, fr. L digitus] : digit : finger {digitiform}
dig-i.ti.grade \'dij-at-3-,grad\ adj [F. fr. digiti- + -grade]

: walking on the digits with the posterior of the foot more or less
raised

digi-tox-in \,dij-a-'tak-s3n\ n [ISV, blend of NL Digitalis and ISV
toxin J : a poisonous glycoside CaiHe^Ou occurring as the most
active principle of digitalis; also : a mixture of digitaUs glycosides
consisting chiefly of digitoxin

dig>ni>fied \'dig-n3-,frd\ adj ; showing or expressing dignity
dig.ni.ly \'dig-n3-.fr\ vt [MP dignijier, fr. LL dignijicare, fr. L
dignus worthy] 1 : to give distinction to : ennoble 2 : to confer
dignity upon by changing name, appearance, or character
dig<ni>tary \'dig-n3-,ter-e\ n ; one who possesses exalted rank or
holds a position of dignity or honor — dignitary adj

dig-ni.ty \'dig-n3t-e\ n [ME dignete, fr. OF dignele, fr. L dignitat-,
dignitas, fr. dignus] 1 ; the quaUty or state of being worthy,
honored, or esteemed 2a; high rank, office, or position b : a
legal title of nobility or honor 3 archaic : DiGNiTARy 4 : formal
reserve of manner or language syn see decorum

di-graph \'dT-,graf\ n 1 : a group of two successive letters yvhose
phonetic value is a single sound (as ea in bread) or whose value
is not the sum of a value borne by each in other occurrences (as

ch m chin) 2 : a group of two successive letters — di.graph'ic
\di-'graf-ik\ adj — di*graph'i>cal>ly \-'graf-i-k(3-)le\ adv

di'gress \dr-'gres, d9-\ vi [L digressusl pp. of digredi, fr. dis- +
gradi to step] : to turn aside esp. from the main subject of attention
or course of argument in writing or speaking syn see swerve

di«gres-SJOU \-'gresh-3n\ n 1 archaic : a going aside 2 : the act
or an instance of digressing In a discourse or other usu. organized
literary work — dl*gres*sinn>al \-'gresh-n3l, -3n-'l\ adj

di'greS'Sive \-'gres-iv\ adj : characterized by digressions <a ~
book) — di-greS'SivC'ly adv — di-gres-sive-ness n
ldi*he>dral \dT-'he-dr3i\ adj 1 : having or formed by two plane
faces <'-« angle) 2 ^ oj an airplane : having wings that make with
one another a dihedral angle esp. when the angle between the
upper sides is less than 180° b of airplane wing pairs : inclined at
a dihedral angle to each other

2diliedral n l : a figure formed by two intersecting planes 2 : the
angle between an aircraft supporting surface and a horizontal
transverse line; esp : the angle between (1) an upwardly inclined
wing or (2) a downwardly inclined wing and such a line

di.hy.brid \(')dr-'hi-br3d\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or being an
individual or strain that is heterozygous for two genetic factors

di>hy>dro*chlO'ride \,dT-.hT-dr3-'kl6r-,Td, -'kl6r-\ n ; a chemical
compound with two molecules of hydrochloric acid

di.kast var oj DICAST
dik-dik \'dik-.dik\ n [native name in East Africa] : any of several
small East African antelopes (genera Madoqua, Rhynchotragus)
Idike \'dTk\ n [ME, fr. OE die ditch, dike; akin to MHG tich

pond, dike, Lfigere to fasten, pierce] 1 : an artificial watercourse
: DITCH 2 a dial Brit : a wall or fence of turf or stone b ; a bank
usu. of earth constructed to control or confine water ; levee
c : a barrier preventing passage esp. of something undesirable
3 a : a raised causeway b : a tabular body of igneous rock that
has been injected while molten into a fissure

sdike vt : to surround or protect with a dike; also : to drain by a dike— diK-er n
dik.tat \dik-'tat\ n [G, Ut., something dictated, fr. NL dictatum.

It. L, neut. of dictatus, pp. of dictare to dictate] : a harsh settlement
unilaterally imposed (as on a defeated nation)

di.lap.i.date \d9-'lap-3-,dat\ vb [L dilapidatus, pp. of dilapidare to
squander, destroy, fr. dis- + lapidare to throw stones, fr. lapid-,
lapis stone — more at lapidary] vt 1 : to bring into a condition
of decay or partial ruin by neglect or misuse 2 archaic ; squander^ vi : to become dilapidated — di-lap>i<da>tion \-,lap-3-'da-sh3n\
n — di*lap>i>da-tor \-'lap-3-,dat-3r\ n

di-Iap<i-dat-ed adj : fallen into partial ruin or decay
di.Iat'abil.i-ty Xdl-.lat-a-'bil-at-e, dil-,at-\ n ; the property of
being dilatable

di-lat.able \dT-'lat-3-b3l,_dil-'at-\ adj : capable of being dilated
di<la*tan<cy \di-'lat-'n-se, dU-'at-\ n : the property of being
dilatant

dl>Ia>taut \-'nt\ adj : increasing in viscosity and setting to a solid
as a result of deformation by expansion, pressure, or agitation

dl>la>ta>tion X.dil-a-'ta-shan, ,dT-l3-\ n 1 : amplification in writing
or speech 2a; the condition of being stretched beyond normal
dimensions esp. as a result of overwork or disease <'^ of the heart)
or of abnormal relaxation <'^ of the stomach) b : dilation 2
3 : the act of expanding ; the state of being expanded 4 : a
dilated part or formation — di>Ia>ta>tlon>al \-shn3l, -sh3n-^l\ adj

di.late \dT-"lat, 'dr-,lat, dil-'at\ vb [ME dilaten, fr. MF dilater, fr.

L dilatare, lit. to spread wide, fr. dis- + latus wide — more at
latitude] vt 1 archaic : to describe or set forth at length or in
detail 2 : to enlarge or expand in bulk or extent : distend '— vi

1 : to comment at length : discourse 2 : to become wide : swell
syn see expand — di'la-tor \-3r\ n

di-Iat-ed adj 1 : expanded laterally 2 oj an insect part ; having
a broad expanded border 3 : expanded normally or abnormally
in all dimensions — di-lat-ed-ly adv — di'lat*ed»ness n

di*la>tion \dT-'la-sh3n, dil-'a-\ n 1 ; the act of dilating : the
state of being dilated : expansion, dilatation 2 : the action of
stretching or enlarging an organ or part of the body

di>la-tive \-'lat-iv\ adj : causing dilation : tending to dilate

di>la>tom*e<ter X.dil-a-'tam-at-sr, .di-l3-\ n [ISV] : an instrument
for measuring thermal expansion — dj>la*to*inet-ric \-t3-'me-
trik\ adj — dl.la.toin»e'try \-'tam-9-tre\ n

dil*a*to-ri<ly \,dil-3-'tor-3-le, -'t6r-\ adv : in a dilatory manner
dil>a>to>ri>ness X'dil-a-.tor-e-rras, -.t6r-\ n : the quaUty or state
of being dilatory

dil>a.tO*ry \'dil-3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj [LL dilatorius, fr. L dilatus (pp.
of dijjerre to postpone, differ), fr. dis- + latus, pp. oi jerre to carry— more at differ, tolerate] 1 : tending or intended to cause
delay <"- tactics) 2 : characterized by procrastination : tardy
di-lem>ma \d3-'lem-3\ n [LL, fr. LGk dilemmat-, dilemma, prob.
back-formation Jr. Gk diiemmatos involving two assumptions, fr.

di- + lemmat-, lemma assumption] 1 : an argument presenting two
or more alternatives equally conclusive against an opponent 2 a : a
choice or a situation involving choice between equally unsatis-
factory alternatives b : a problem seemingly incapable of a satis-

factop' solution syn see predicament — dll>em°mat<ic \,dil-3-

'mat-ik\ adj
dil.et.tante \,dil-3-'tant(-e), -tant(-c)\ n, pi dil-et-tantes or
dil<et<tan>tl \-'tant-e, -'tant-e\ [It, fr. prp. of dilettare to dehght,
fr. L dilectare] 1 : an admirer or lover of the arts 2 : a person
who cultivates an art or branch of knowledge as a pastime esp.

sporadically or superficially syn see amateur — dilettante adj
dil>et-tant>isll \-'tant-ish, -'tant-\ adj : of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of a dilettante

dil-et*tan<tisni \-'tan-,tiz-3m, -'tan-\ n : dilettantish quahty or
procedure — dil-et-tan-tist \-'tant-3st, -'tant-\ adj
idil.i-gence \'dil-3-i3n(t)s\ n 1 a : persevering application : as-

siDurrY b obs : speed, haste 2 : the attention and care legally

exnected or required of a person
2dii.i.gence \,dil-3-'zha"s, 'dil-3-J3n(t)s\ n [F, lit., haste, fr. MF,
persevering appUcation, fr. L diligentia, fr. diligent-, diligens]

: stagecoach
dil>i*gent \'dil-3-J3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L diligent-, diligens, fr.

prp. of diligere to esteem, love, fr. di- + legere to select — more at

LEGEND] : characterized by steady, earnest, and energetic appUca-
tion and effort : painstaking syn see busy — diM-gent-ly adv

dill \'dil\ n [ME dile, fr. OE; akin to OHG tilli dill] 1 : any of

several plants of the carrot family; esp : a European herb (Anethum
graveolens) with aromatic foliage and seeds both of which are used
in flavoring pickles and other foods 2 : a dill pickle

dil'Iy \'dil-e\ n, pi dillies [obs. slang dilly, adj. (delightful),

irreg. fr. E delightful] slang : one that is remarkable or outstanding

diiJy bag \'dil-e-\ n [Australian dhilla hair] ; an Australian mesh
bag of native fibers used for carrying various articles

dil-ly.dal.ly \'dil-e-,dal-e\ vi [redupl. of dally] : to waste time

by loitering or delay : dawdle
idil-u>ent \'dil-ya-w3nt\ n [L diluent-, diluens, prp. of diluere]

: a diluting agent
2diluent adj [L diluent-, diluens] X making thinner or less concen-
trated by admixture : diluting

idi-lute XdT-'llit, da-X v/ [L dilutus, pp. of diluere to wash away,
dilute, partly fr. di- + lavere to wash, partly fr. di- + luere to

release, atone for] 1 ; to make thinner or more liquid by ad-
mixture 2 : to diminish the strength, flavor, or brilliance of by
admixture 3 : attenuate — di-lut-er or di»lU'tor \-'liit-3r\ n

^dilute adj : diluted, weak — di*lute>ness n

di<lU>tion XdT-'lLi-shan, d3A n 1 : the act of diluting : the state

of being diluted 2 : something (as a solution) that is diluted

di.Iu-vi.al \d3-'lu-ve-3l, di-\ or di-lu.vi.an \-ve-3n\ adj [LL diluvi-

alis, fr. L diluvium deluge] : of, relating to, or effected by a flood
idim \'dim\ adj dim-mer; dim-mest [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG
timber dark, Skt dhamati he blows] 1 a : emitting a limited or
insufficient amount of light b : dull, lusterless c : lacking
pronounced, clear-cut, or vigorous quality or character 2a: seen
Indistinctly or without clear ouUines or details b : perceived by
the senses or mind indistincUy or weakly c ; having little prospect
of favorable result or outcome <a ^ future) d : characterized by
an unfavorable, skeptical, or pessimistic attitude — usu. used in

the phrase take a dim view oj 3 : not perceiving clearly and
distinctly syn see dark — dim*ly adv — dim-ness n
3dim vb dimmed; dim*ming vt 1 : to make dim or lusterless

abut; » kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; r} sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t& tUis;

au out; cb chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

U loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yii furious; zH vision
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2 : to reduce the light from (headlights) by switching to the low
beam -^ vi ; to become dim
3dim n 1 archaic ; dimness, dusk 2 a ; a small light on an auto-
mobile for use in parking b : low beam
dime \'dTm\ n [ME, tenth part, tithe, fr. MF, fr. L decima, fr.

fem. of decimus tenth, fr. decern ten — more at ten] 1 a : a silver
coin of the U.S. worth Mo dollar b : a petty sum of money 2 : a
Canadian ten-cent piece

di.men.hy.dri.nate \.dT-,men-*hT-dra-,nat\ n [rfi- + methyl +
ami/ie + hydr- + ami/ie + -a/e] : a crystalline compound C24H28-
CINsOb used in the prevention or treatment of motion sickness
dime novel n ; an inexpensive melodramatic novel
idi.men.sion \da-'men-ch3n, dT-\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L dimension-,
dimensio, fr. dimensus, pp. of dimetiri to measure out, fr. dis- +
metiri to measure — more at measure] 1 a (1) : extension in one
direction; sped] : one of three or four coordinates determining a
position in space or space and time (2) : an element represented in
an equation by a symbol that functions analogously to symbols
representing the three spatial dimensions and regarded as a con-
stituent of a geometric space b ; magnitude of extension in one
direction or in all directions c : the range over which or the degree
to which something extends : scope 2 obs ; bodily form or propor-
tions 3 : wood or stone cut to pieces of specified size — di-men-
sion.al \-'mench-n9l, -'men-chan-^l\ adj — di.men-sion.al-i-ty
\-,men-ch3-'nal-at-e\ n — di*raen.sion>al.Iy adv
^dimension vt di.men.sion.ing \-'mench-(?-)nio\ 1 : to form
to the required dimensions 2 ; to indicate the dimensions on

di.mer.ic \dT-'mer-ik\ adj [NL dimerus'] 1 : consisting of two
parts <a '^ chromosome) 2 : involving or mediated by two factors
dim-er-ism \'dim-3-,ri2-3ra\ n [ISV] ; the quality or state of being
dimerous

dim.er.OUS \'dim-a-r3s\ adj [NL dimerus, fr. L di- + NL -merus
-merous] : consisting of two parts; as a of an insect I having the
tarsi two-jointed b oj a flower : having two members in each whorl

dim.6.ter \'dim-3t-3r\ n [LL, fr. Gk dimetros, adj., being a dimeter,
fr. di- + rjietron measure — more at measure] : a verse consisting
of two accentual feet or of two dipodies

di.min.ish \da-'min-ish\ vb [ME deminishen, alter, of diminuen,
fr. MF diminuer, fr. LL diminuere, alter, of L deminuere, fr. de- +
minuere to lessen] vt 1 ; to make less or cause to appear less 2 : to
lessen the authority, dignity, or reputation of : belittle 3 : to
cause to taper '*- vi 1 : dwindle 2 : taper syn see decrease —
di.min.ish. able \-9-bal\ adj — di.min.ish. ment \-m3nt\ n

di.min.ished adj, oj a musical interval ; made one half step less

than perfect or minor <a '^ fifth)

diminishing returns n pi : a rate of yield that beyond a certain
point fails to increase in proportion to additional investments

di.min.u.en'do \d3-.min-(y)3-'wen-(,)d6\ adj {or adv) [It, lit.

diminishing, fr. LL diminuendum, gerund of diminuere'] : decre-
scENDO ~ diminuendo n, pi diminuendos or diminuendoes

dim.i.nu.tion \,dim-3-'n(y)U-shan\ n [ME diminucioun, fr. MF
diminution, fr. ML diminution-, diminutio, alter, of L deminution-,
deminutio, fr. deminutus, pp. of deminuere"] : the act, process, or an
instance of diminishing : decrease
idi-min.U.tive \d3-'min-yat-iv\ n [ME diminuiif, fr. ML diminu-
tivum, alter, of LL deminutivum, fr. neut. of deminutivus'] 1 ; a
diminutive word, affix, or name 2 : a diminutive individual

^diminutive adj 1 : indicating small size and*sometimes the state
or quality of being familiarly known, lovable, pitiable, or con-
temptible — used of affixes (as -ette, -kin, -ling) and of words
formed with them (as kitchenette, ladykin, witling) 2 : extremely
small : tiny syn see small — di.min>u.tive.ly adv — di.min.u-

dim.i.ty \'dim-3t-e\ n, pi dimities [alter, of ME demyt, prob. fr.

MGk dimiios of double thread, fr. Gk di- + mitos warp thread]
: a sheer usu. corded cotton fabric of plain weave in checks or stripes

dim.mer \'dim-3r\ /i 1 ; a device for causing an electric light to
bum less brightly 2 pi a : small lights on an automobile for use
in parking b : headlights on low beam

di.mor.phic \dr-'m6r-fik\ adj 1 : dimorphous 2 : combining
qualities of two kinds of individuals In one
di.mor.phism \-,fi2-am\ n [ISV] : the condition or property of
being dimorphic or dimorphous: as a : difference between two
individuals that might be expected to be similar or identical
1) : crystallization of a chemical compound in two different forms
di-mor.phO.the.ca \C,)dT-,m6r-f3-'the-k3\ n [NL Dimorphotheca,
genus name, fr. Gk dimorphos 4- NL theca] ; any of a genus
{Dimorphotheca) of southern African composite herbs or sub-
shrubs with showy terminal solitary flower heads and conspicuously
toothed leaves

di.mor.phous \dT-'m6r-f3s\ adj [Gk dimorphos having two forms,
fr. di- + -morphos -morphous] : crystallizing in two different forms
dim.out \'dim-,aut\ n ; a restriction limiting the use or showing
of lights at night esp. during the threat of an air raid; also X a
condition of partial darkness produced by such restriction

Idim.ple \'dim-p3l\ n [ME dympull; akin to OHG tumphilo whirl-
pool, OE dyppan to dip — more at dip] 1 : a slight natural inden-
tation in the surface of some part of the human body 2 : a de-
pression or indentation on any surface — dim.ply \-p (3-}le\ adj
adimple vb dim.pling \-p(3-)Uq\ vt : to mark with dimples ^ vi

; to exhibit or form dimples
dim.wit \'dim-,wit\ n ; a stupid or mentally slow person
dim-wit. ted \-'wit-9d\ adj : not mentally bright ; stupid — dim-
wit. ted.ly adv — dim-wit. ted.uess n

Idin \'din\ n [ME, fr. OE dyne: akin to ON dynr din, Skt dhvanati
it roars] ; a loud noise; esp ; a welter of confused or discordant
sounds

2din vb dinned; din.ning vt 1 : to assail or deafen with loud noise
or outcry 2 : to impress by insistent repetition '^ vi ; to make a
loud noise
di.nar \di-*nar, 'de-,nar\ n [Ar dinar, fr. Gk denarion denarius,
fr. L denarius'] 1 : a gold coin first struck in the late 7th century
A.D. that became the basic monetary unit in MusUm territories 2 —
see money table
Idine \'dTn\ vb [ME dinen, fr. OF diner, fr. ("assumed) VL dis-

jejunare to break one's fast, fr.' L dis- + LL jejunare to fast, fr. L
jejunus fasting] vi : to take dinner -^ v/ ; to give a dinner to : feed
2dine n, Scot : dinner
din.er \'di-n3r\ n 1 ; one that dines 2 a : dining car b : a
restaurant built in the shape of a railroad dining car

di.nette \dT-'net\ n i a small space usu. off a kitchen or pantry
used for informal dining; also : furniture for such a space

ding vb [prob. imit.] vt : to talk or impress with tiresome repetition— vi : to make a ringing sound : clang
iding'dong \'dio-,d6o, -,dao\ n [imit.] : the ringing sound pro-
duced by repeated strokes on a bell or some other metallic object
2dingdong vi 1 : to make a dingdong sound 2 ; to repeat a sound
or action tediously or insistently
3dingdong adj 1 ; of, relating to, or resembling the ringing sound
made by a bell 2 : marked by a rapid exchange or alternation
din.ghy \'diQ-(k)e\ n [Bengali dingi &. Hindi dingl] 1 : an East
Indian rowboat or sailboat 2 ; a ship's small boat 3 : a row-
boat used as a tender 4 : a rubber life raft

din.gi.ly \'din-J3-Ie\ adv ; in a dingy manner
din-gi-ness \-je-n3s\ n : the condition of being dingy
din.gle \'dir)-g3l\ n [ME. abyss] ; a small wooded valley
din-gle-toer-ry \'dio-g3l-,ber-e\ n [origin unknown] : a shrub
{Vaccinium erylhrocarpus) of the southeastern U.S.; also : its

globose dark rededible berry
din.go \'dio-(,)go\ n, pi dingoes [native name in Australia] : a
reddish brown wild dog (Canis dingo) of Australia

din.gus \'dio-(g)3s\ n [D or G; D dinges, prob. fr. G dings, fr.

gen. of ding thing, fr. OHG — more at thing] : something (as a
gadget) whoseproper name is unknown or forgotten

din-gy \'din-je\ adj din.gi.er; din.gi.est [origin unknown]
1 : dirty, discolored 2 ; shabby, squalid

dining car h : a railroad car in which meals are served
di.ni.tr0.ben.2ene \(,)dT-,nT-tro-'ben-,zen, -,ben-'zen\ n [ISV]

: any of three isomeric toxic compounds CsH4(N02)2 formed by
nitration of benzene or nitrobeuiiene; esp : the yellow meta-isomer
used chiefly as a dye intermediate

din.key or din-ky \'dia-ke\ n [prob. fr. dinky] : a small locomo-
tive used esp. for hauling freight, logging, and shunting

din.ky \'dio-ke\ adj [Sc dink neat] : small, insignihcant
din.ner \'din-3r\ n [ME diner, fr. OF, fr. diner to dine] 1 a : the
principal meal of the day b : a formal feast or banquet 2 : table
d'hote 2

dinner jacket n : tuxedo
di-no.ilag.el.late \,dT-no-*flaj-3-lat, -,!at; -f]a-'jel-3t\ n [deriv. of
Gk dinos rotation, eddy -I- l^L flagellum] : any of an order (Dino-
flagellata) of chiefly marine planktonic usu. solitary plantlike
flagellates that include luminescent forms, forms important in
marine food chains, and forms causing red tide

di.nO'Saur \'dI-n3-,s6Ca)r\ n [deriv. of Gk deinos terrible +
sauros lizard — more at dire, saurian] 1 : any of a group (Dino-
sauria) of extinct chiefly terrestrial carnivorous or herbivorous
reptiles 2 : any of various large extinct reptiles — di.no-sau.ri.an
\,dT-na-'s6r-e-3n\ adj or n — di>no.sau.riC \-'s6r-ik\ adj

dinosaur skeleton restored

di.no.there \'dl-n3-,thi(3)r\ n [NL Deinotherium, genus name, fr.

Gk de/nos + Nh -therium]: any o( a genns i Deinotherium) of extinct
proboscidean mammals with a pair of downward-directed tusks
idint \'dint\ n [ME, fr. OE dynt] 1 archaic : blow, stroke
2 : force, power — used chiefly in the phrase by dint of 3 : dent

2dint vt 1 ; to make a dint in 2 ; to impress or drive in with force
idi'Oce.san \dT-'as-a-san\ adj : of or relating to a diocese
^diocesan n : a bishop having jurisdiction over a diocese
di.Q.cese \'dT-3-s3s, -,sez, -.ses\ n, pi di.o-ceses \-s3-s3z, -,se-z3z,

-,se-S3Z, -3-,sez\ [ME diocise, fr. MF, fr. LL diocesjs, alter, of dio-

ecesis, fr. L, administrative division, fr. Gk dioikesis administra-
tion, administrative division, fr. dioikein to keep house, govern, fr.

dia- 4- oikein to dwell, manage, fr. oikos house — more at viciNrrY]
: the territorial jurisdiction of a bishop

di.ode \'dT-,6d\ n [ISV] 1 : a two-electrode electron tube having
a cathode and an anode 2 : a rectifier consisting of a semicon-
ducting crystal with two terminals and analogous to an electron
tube diode

di.oe.clous \(')dT-'e-sh3s\ adj [deriv. of Gk di- + oikos house]
1 : having male reproductive organs in one individual and female
in another 2 : having staminate and pistillate flowers borne on
different individuals — di.oe*cious*ly adv— di.oe.cism \-'e-,siz-

di.oi.cous \-'6i-k9s\ adj [NL dioicus, fr. di- -f- Gk oikos] : hav-
ing archegonia and antheridia on separate plan_ts_

Di'O.me.des \,dr-3-'med-ez\ n [L, fr. Gk Diomedes] X a Greek war-
rior in the Trojan War

Di'O.ny.sia \,dT-3-'nizh-e-3, -'nis(h)-\ n pi [L, fr. Gk, fr. neut. pi.

of dionysios of Dionysus fr. Dionysos] : any of the ancient Greek
festivals in honor of Dionysus; esp : an autumn festival held in

Attica from which the Greek drama is held to have developed
Di.o.nys*i>ac \-'nis-e-,ak\ adj [L dionysiacus, fr. Gk dionysiakos,

fr. Dionysos] X dionysian 2

Di.o-ny.sian adi 1 \.dr-3-'rus(h)-e-5n, -'nish-an, -'nl-sJ-anX ; of or
relating to Dionysius 2 \-'nizh-3n, -*nish-3n, -'ni-se-3n\ a ; de-
voted to the worship of Dionysus b : of a sensuous, frenzied, or
orgiastic character

I)i>o.ny.SUS \,dT-3-'nT-S3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Dionysos] : the god of wine
in Greek mythology

di.op.side \di-'ap-,sTd\ n [F, fr. di- + Gk apsis appearance] : a
green to white pyroxene containing little or no aluminum

di.op.ter also di.op.tre \dT-'ap-t3r\ n {diopter (an optical instru-

ment)", fr. MF dioptre, fr. L dioptra, fr. Gk, fr. dia- + opsesthai to be
going to see] : a unit of measurement of the refractive power of
lenses equal to the reciprocal of the focal length in meters

di.op.tom.e.ter \(,)dT-.ap-'tam-3t-3r\ n x an instrument used in

measuring the accommodation and refraction of the eye — di-

op-tom-e.try \-'tam-3-tre\ n
di'Op.tric \dl-'ap-trik\ adj [Gk dioptrikos of a diopter (instru-
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ment), fr. dioptra"} 1 : that effects or serves in refraction of a beam
of light ; refractive; specif ; that assists vision by refracting and
focalizing light 2 : produced by means of refraction
di-0-ra-ma X.dT-s-'ram-a, -'ram-\ n [F, fr. dia- + -orama (as in
panorama, fr. E)] 1 : a scenic representation in which a partly
translucent painting is seen from a distance through an opening
2 a ; a scenic representation in which sculptured figures and lifelike

details are displayed usu. in miniature so as to blend indistinguish-
ably with a realistic painted background b : a Ufe-size exhibit of a
wildlife specimen or scene with reaUstic natural surroundings and a
painted background — di*o*ram>ic \-'ram-ik\ adj
dl>0*nte \'dT-3-,rit\ n [F, irreg. fr. Gk diorizein to distinguish, fr.

dia- + horizein to define — more at horizon] : a granular crystal-
line igneous rock commonly of acid glagioclase and hornblende,
pyroxene, or biotite — di>o-rit-ic \,di-3-*rit-ik\ ad}
Di.OS.cu-ri \di-'as-kys-,ri, ,dT-3-*skyu(3)r-,i\ n pi [Gk Dioskouroi,
lit., sons of Zeus, fr. Dios (gen. of Zeus; akin to L divus divine) +
kouroi, pi. of koros, kouros boy, son] : the twins Castor and Pollux
reunited after Castor's death by Zeus's decree that they live in the
upper and lower worlds on alternate days

di>OX>ide \(')dT-'ak-,sTd\ n [ISV] ; an oxide containing two atoms
of oxygen in the molecule <carbon '^>

'dip \'dip\ vb dipped; dip-ping [ME dippen, fr. OE dyppan; akin to
OHG lupjen to wash, Lith dubus deep] vt 1 a : to plunge or im-
merse momentarily or partially under the surface (as of a liquid) so
as to moisten, cool, or coat h ; to thrust in a way to suggest im-
mersion c ; to immerse (as a hog) in an antiseptic or parasiticidal
solution 2 ; to lift a portion of by reaching below the surface with
something shaped to hold liquid : I-adle 3 a archaic : involve
b ; MORTGAGE 4 ! to lower and then raise again <•-- a flag in salute)
'«- vj 1 a : to plunge into a liquid and quickly emerge b : to im-
merse something into a processing liquid or finishing material
2 a ; to drop down or out of sight esp. suddenly \i oj a plane : to
drop suddenly before climbing c : to decline or decrease moderately
and usu. temporarily <prices dipped^ 3 : to reach down inside or
below a surface esp. to withdraw a part of the contents 4 : to delve
casually or tentatively into something; specif ; to read superficially
6 : to mcline downward from the plane of the horizon

2dip n 1 : an act of dipping: as a : a brief plunge into the water for
sport or exercise b : an exercise on the parallel bars in which the
performer rests on his hands, lets his arms bend until his chin is

level with the bars, and then raises himself by straightening his
arms 2 : inclination downward: a : prrcH b : a sharp dov/nward
course : drop c : the angle that a stratum or similar geological
feature makes with a horizontal plane 3 : the angle formed with
the horizon by a magnetic needle free to rotate in the vertical plane
4 : HOLLOW, DEPRESSION 5 ; Something obtained by or used in
dipping 6 : a liquid preparation into which something may be
dipped 7 slang ; pickpocket

di.pnase \'dT-.faz\ or di.pha.SiC \(')di-'fa-zik\ adj : having two
phases

dl-phe-nyl \C')dT-'fen-'l, -'fen-X n : biphenyl
di-phe.nyl.amine \(,)dT-.fen-=l-»-'men, -,fen-, -'l-'am-3n\ n nSV]
; a crystalline pleasant-smelhng compound (C6Hs)2NH used chiefly
in the manufacture of dyes and in stabilizing explosives
di.phos.gene \(')dT-'faz-,jen\ n [ISV] : a liquid compound
CICOOCCI3 used in World War I as a poison gas

diph.the.ria \dif-'thir-e-3, dip-\ n [NL, fr. F diphtheric, fr. Gk
diphthera leather; fr. the toughness of the false membrane] : an
acute febrile contagious disease marked by the formation of a false
membrane esp. in the throat and caused by a bacterium which
produces a toxin causing iiiflammation of the heart and nervous
system — diph<the-rl*al \-e-3l\ or diph-the-ri-an \-e-an\ adj

—

diph*the<riMc X.dif-tha-'rit-ik, ,dip-\ adj
dipll-tllOIlg \'dif-,th6o. 'dip-\ n [ME diptonge, fr. MF diptongue,
fr. LL dipthongus, fr. Gk diphthongos, fr. di- + phihongos voice,
sound] 1 ; a gliding monosyllabic speech item that starts at or
near the articulatory position for one vowel and moves to or toward
the position for another (as the vowel combination that forms the
last part of toy) 2 : digraph 3 : a form of the hgatureae oroe —
diph>thon-gal \dif-'th6D-(g)3l, dip-\ adj

dlph>thong.iza<tion \(,)dif-,th6o-3-'za-sh3n, (,)dip-\ n ; the act of
diphthongizing ; the state of being diphthongized

diph.tliong.ize \'dif-,th6o-Jz, 'dip-\ vi, oj a simple vowel : to
change into a diphthong '^ v/ ; to pronounce as a diphthong

diphy- or diphyo- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk diphy-, fr. diphyes, fr. di-

+ phyein to bring forth] : double ; bipartite <rfi>/7.vodont>

diphy>cer>cal \,dif-i-'s3r-k3l\ adj 1 of a tail fin : having the upper
and lower portions alike or nearly so and the vertebral column ex-
tending to the tip 2 : having a diphycercal tail fin —diphy*cer>cy
ydif-i-.s3r-se, -.s3r-ke\ n

di-phy.let-ic \,dT-(,)fi-'let-ik\ adj : derived from two lines of
descent <--« dinosaurs)
di.phyMous \(')dT-'fil-3s\ adj [NL diphyllus, fr. di- + -phytltds

-phyllous] : having two leaves
di*pIiy>odont \(')dT-'fT-3-,dant\arfy'[ISV] : marked by the develop-
ment of deciduous and permanent sets of teeth successively

dipl- or diplo- comb form [Gk, fr. diploos — more at double]
1 ; double : twofold {diplopia'^ 2 : diploid (diplophasey

di>ple>gia \di-'ple-3(e-)3\ n [NL] ; paralysis of corresponding parts
on both sides of the body

ditplex \'dl-,pleks\ adj [alter, of duplex} l relating to or being
simultaneous transmission or reception of two radio signals

dip>lo>!}a*cil>lus \,dip-lo-b3-'sil-3s\ n [NL] : any of various small
aerobic gram-negative bacilli parasitic on mucous membranes

dip>l0>t)las*tiC \,dip-15-'blas-tik\ adj : having two germ layers —
used of an embryo or lower invertebrate that lacks a true mesoderm

dip.lo.coccal \-'kak-3i\ or dip-lo-coccic \-'kak-(s)ik\ adj : of.

relating to, or caused by diplococci

dlp>10*coc*cus \-'kak-3s\ n [NL, genus name] t any of a genus
(Diplococcus) of gram-positive encapsulated bacteria that occur
usu. in pairs, are parasitic, and include serious pathogens

di>plOd<0>CUS \d9-'plad-3-k3s, dT-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. dipt- +
Gk dokos beam, fr. dekesthai, dechesthai to receive; akin to L
decere to be fitting — more at decent] : any of a genus (Diplodocus)
of very large herbivorous dinosaurs from Colorado and Wyoming

dip.loe \'dip-l3-,we\ n [NL, fr. Gk diploe, fr. diploos double]
; cancellous bony tissue between the external and internal layers of

the skull — di-plo-ic \da-"pl6-ik, dT-\ adj
ldip>loid \'dip-,16id\ adj : double or twofold in appearance or ar-
rangement; esp : having the basic chromosome number doubled —
dip'loi'dy \-,16id-e\ n

^diploid n 1 : a diploid cell 2 ; an Individual or generation charac-
terized by the diploid chromosome number

di>plo>ma \d3-'plo-m3\ «, pi diplomas [L, passport, diploma,
fr. Gk diploma folded paper, passport, fr. diploun to double, fr.

diploos'i 1 or pi di-plo-ma-ta \-n:i3t-3\ : an official or state docu-
ment : charter 2 : a writing usu. under seal conferring some honor
or privilege 3 : a document bearing record of graduation from or
of a degree conferred by an educational institution

di>plO>ina>cy \d3-'plo-m3-se\ n 1 : the art and practice of conduct-
ing negotiations between nations 2 ; skill in handling affairs with-
out arousing hostility : tact

dip.lo.mat \'dip-b-.mat\ n [F diplomate, back-formation fr.

diplomatique] I one employed or skilled in diplomacy
dip.lo-mat-ic \.dip-l3-'mat-ik\ adj [in sense 1, fr. NL diplomaticus,
fr. L diplomat-, diploma; in other senses, fr. F diplomatique con-
nected with documents regulating international relations, fr. NL
diplomaiicus] la: paleographic b : exactly reproducing the
original <a '^ edition) 2 a : concerned with or skilled in inter-
national relations b : of or relating to those conducting interna-
tional relations <--^ immunity) 3 : employing tact and concihatior
syn see suave — dip-lo-mat-i-caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

di.plo.ma.tist \d3-*plo-m3t-3st\ n : diplomat
dip.lent \'dip-,lant\ n [ISV] ; an organism with somatic cells
having the diploid chromosome number — compare haplont —
dip-Ion. tic \dip-'lant-i_k\ adj

dip-lo.pliase \'dip-lo-,fa2\ n : a diploid phase In a life cycle
dip*lo<pia \dip-'lo-pe-3\ n [NL] ; double vision of an object owing
to unequal action of the eye muscles — dip*lo>piCj \-'lo-pik,
-'lap-ik\ adj

dip«Io>pod \'dip-l3-,pad\ n [deriv. of Gk dipl- + pod-, pous foot —
more at foot] : millipede — dip-lop-O'dous \dip-'lap-3d-ss\ adj

dip.lQ.sis \dip-'Io-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk diplosis action of doubling,
fr. diploun} : restoration of the somatic chromosome number by
fusion of two gametes in fertilization

dip<no-an X'dip-na-wanX adj [deriv. of Gk dipnoos, fr. di- + pnoe
breath, fr. pnein to breathe] : of or relating to a group (Dipnoi) of
fishes with pulmonary circulation, gills, and lungs — dipnoan n

dip.Q.dy \'dip-ad-e\ n [LL dipodia, fr. Gk, fr. dipod-, dipous having
two feet, fr. di- -H pod-, pous} : a prosodic unit or measure of two
feet

dl>po*Iar \'di-,po-l3r\ adj : of, relating to, or having a dipole
dl'POle \'dT-,pol\ n [ISV] 1 a : a pair of equal and opposite electric
charges or magnetic poles of opposite sign separated by a small
distance b : a body or system (as a molecule) having such charges
2 ; a radio antenna consisting of two horizontal rods in line with
each other with their ends slightly separated

dip'per \'dip-3r\ n [ME dippere, a diving bird, fr. dippen to dip]
1 ; one that dips: as a : a worker who dips articles b : something
(as a long-handled cup) used for dipping 2 cap a : the seven
principal stars in the constellation of Ursa Major ananged in a
form resembling a dipper — called also Big Dipper b : the seven
principal stars in Ursa Minor similarly ananged with the North
Star forming the outer end of the handle~ called also Little Dipper
3 : any of several birds (as a bufflehead) skilled in diving

di.pro.pel.lant \,dT-pra-'peI-ant\ n ; bipropellant
dip-so.ma.nla \.dip-s3-'ma-ne-3, -ny3\ n [NL, fr. Gk dipsa + LL
mania} : an uncontrollable craving for alcoholic liquors — dlp-so-
raa.ni.ac \-ne-.ak\n— dip-so. ma. ni-a.cal \,dip-so-m3-'nT-3-k3l\
adj

dip. Stick \*dip-,stik\ n : a graduated rod for indicating depth
dip.ter-an \'dip-t3ran\ adj [deriv. of Gk dipteros} ; of, relating to,

or being a two-winged fly — dipteran n
dip.ter.on \'dip-t3-,ran\ n.^/dip.tera \-r3\ [Gk, neut. oi dipteros}

: two-winged fly
dip.ter-OUS \-r3s\ adj [NL dipterus, fr. Gk dipteros, fr. di- +
pteron wing — more at feather] 1 : having two wings or winglike
appendages 2 ; of or relating to the two-winged flies

dip.tych \'dip-(,)tik\ n [LL diptycha,_pU fr. Gk, fr. neut. pi. of
diptychos folded in two, fr. di- + piyche fold] 1 : a 2-leaved hinged
tablet folding together to protect writing on its waxed surfaces

2 : a picture or series of pictures (as an altarpiece) painted on two
hinged tablets 3 : a work made up of two matching parts

dir-dum \'di(3)rd-3m, 'dard-\ n [ME (northern dial.) durdan, fr.

ScGael, grumbling, hum, dim. of durd hum] Scot ; blame
dire \'di(3)r\ adj [L dirus; akin to Gk deinos terrible, Skt dve^/i he
hates] 1 a : exciting honor <~ suffering) b : dismal 2 : warning
of disaster <a ~ forecast) 3 a : desperately urgent <-- need)
b : extreme <~ poverty) — dire.ly adv — dire-ness n

ldi>rect \d3-'rekt, dT-\ vb [ME directen, fr. L directus, pp. of dirigere

to set straight, direct] vr 1 a obs : to write to a person b : to mark
with the name and address of the intended recipient c : to impart
orally d : to adapt in expression so as to have particular ap-
plicability 2 : to cause to turn, move, or point undeviatingly or to

follow a straight course 3 ; to point, extend, or project in a speci-

fied line or course 4 ; to show or point out the way for 5 a : to

regulate the activities or course of b : to carry out the organizing,

energizing, and supervising of c : to dominate and determine the

course of d : to train and lead performances of 6 : to request or
enjoin with authority -^ vi 1 : to point out, prescribe, or determine
a course or procedure 2 ; to act as director syn see command,
conduct
^direct adj [ME, fr. L directus, fr. pp. of dirigere} X : proceeding
from one point to another in time or space without deviation or
interruption : straight 2 a : stemming immediately from a source
<'^ result) b : being or passing in a straight line of descent from
parent to offspring : lineal <'^ ancestor) c : having no comprorais-
mg or impairing element <'-« insult) 3 : characterized by close
logical, causal, or consequential relationship (r-" evidence)
4 : natural, straightforward <~ manner) 5 a : marked by
absence of an intervening agency, instrumentaUty, or influence

b : effected by the action of the people or the electorate and not by
representatives c : consisting of or reproducing the exact words of
a speaker 6 : capable of dyeing without the aid of a mordant
; substantive 7 ofa celestial body : moving in the general planetary
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direction indicator: 1
index setting knob,
2 pointer, 3 index

; the property of being

direction from west to east— direct arfv — dl*rect-ness \-'rekCt)-
n3s\ n
syn DIRECT, IMMEDIATE mean uninterrupted, direct suggests un-

broken connection or a straight bearing of one upon or toward
another {direct sunlight) immediate suggests the absence of any
intervening object, medium, or influence (immediaie successor)

direct action n : action that seeks to achieve an end directly and by
the most immediately effective means (as boycott or strike)

direct current n : an electric current flowing in one direction only
and substantially constant in value

di-rect-ed adj : having a positive or negative sense <'>-' line segment)
di»rec»tion \d3-'rek-shan, di-\ n 1 a : guidance or supervision of
action or conduct b : the art and technique of directing an orches-
tra or theatrical production c : a word, phrase, or sign indicating
the appropriate tempo, mood, or intensity of a passage of movement
In music 2 archaic t superscription 3a: something imposed as
authoritative instruction or bidding : order b : an explicit in-
struction 4 : the line or course on which something is moving or is

aimed to move or along which something is pointing or facing
6 a : a channel or direct course of thought or action b : tendency,
trend c : guiding or governing purpose 6 archaic : directorate 1

di-rec>tion*al \-shnaI, -shan-^l\ adj 1 : relating to or indicating
direction in space: a ; suitable for detecting the direction from
which radio signals come or for sending out radio signals in one
direction only b : operating most effectively in a particular direc-
tion 2 : relating to direction or guidance esp. of thought or effort

direction Jinder n t a radio receiving device for determining the
direction of incoming radio waves typically consisting of a coil
antenna rotating freely on a vertical axis

direction indicator n : a compass that ,
assists an airplane pilot in flying a pre-
determined course by direct reading and
comparison of two indicators one of which
is set for the desired heading while the
other shows the actual heading so that
when the two indicators point alike the
airplane is flying the desired course
^di.rective \d3-'rek-tiv, dlA adj 1 : serv-
ing or qualified to guide or govern
2 : serving to point direction; specif : di-

2directive n ; something that serves to
direct, guide, and usu. Impel toward an
action, attainment, or goal; specif : an
authoritative instrument issued by a high?
level official body or competent official

di-rec'tiv-i.ty \d9-,rek-'tiv-3t-e, (,)dT-\ n
directional

direct lighting n : lighting In which the greater part of the light goes
directly from the source to the area ht

idi.rect-ly \d3-'rek-(t)le, di-, in sense 2 da-'rek-le or 'drek-le\ adv
1 ; in a direct manner 2 : without delay ; immediately
2di.rect4y \d3-'rek-(t)le, dl-; 'drek-IeX conj, chiefly Brit : im-
mediately after ; as soon as

direct object n : a grammatical object representing the primary goal
or the result of the action of its verb {me in "he hit me" and house
in "we built a house" are direct objects)
di.rector Vda-'rek-tar, dT-\ n : one that directs: as a : the head of
an organized group or administrative unit (as a bureau or school)
b : one of a group of persons entrusted with the overall direction of
a corporate enterprise c : one that supervises the production of a
show (as for stage or screen) with responsibility for action, lighting,
music, and rehearsals d : conductor c

di.rector. ate \d3-'rek-t(3-)r3t. dT-\ n 1 : the office of director
2 : a board of directors (as of a corporation)

di-recto-rioal \d3-,rek-'tor-e-al, (,)dT-, -'t6r-\ adj 1 : serving to
direct 2 : of or relating to a director or to theatrical direction
3 : of, relating to, or administered by a directory
idi.rec.to.ry \d3-'rek-t(9-)re, dT-\ adj : serving to direct; specif
: providing advisory but not compulsory guidance

^directory n tML directorium, fr. neut. of LL directorius directorial,
fr. L directus, pp. ] 1 a : a book or collection of directions, rules, or
ordinances b : an alphabetical or classified list containing names
and addresses 2 ; a body of directors

direct primary n : a primary at which direct nominations of candi-
dates for office are made

di-rec.tress Xda-'rek-tras, dT-\ n ; a female director
di.rectrix \-triks\ n [ML, fera. of LL director, fr. L directus, pp.1
1 archaic i directress 2 a : a fixed line by relation to which a
conic section is described b ; a line or curve with which a genera-
trix of a surface remains in contact

direct tax « : a tax exacted directly from the person on whom
the ultimate burden of the tax is expected to fall

dire<ful \'dT(a)r-f3l\ adj : producing dire effects: a ; dreadful
b : woeful c : ominous — dire.fuMy \-f3-le\ adv

dirge \'d3rj\ n [ME dirige, the Office of the Dead, fr. the first word
of a LL antiphon, fr. L, imper. of dirigere'] 1 : a song or hymn of
grief or lamentation; esp : one intended to accompany funeral or
memorial riles 2 : any slow, solemn, and mournful piece of music
dir>ham \d3-'ram\ n [Ar, fr. L drachma drachma] — see money
table

idi-ri.gi.ble Vdir-s-ja-bal, d3-'rij-3-\ adj [L dirigere'i : steerable
2dirigible n [dirigible (balloon)2 : airship
dirk \'dark\ n [Sc durk} : a long straight-bladed dagger — dirk vt
dirl \'dir(3)l, 'd9rl\ vi [prob. alter, of thirl'\ Scot : tremble, quiver
dirn.dl \'d3rn-d=l\ n [short for G dirndlkleid. h- G dial, dirndl girl

+ G kleid dress] 1 ; a dress style with tight bodice, short sleeves,
low neck, and gathered skirt 2 : a full skirt with a tight waistband

dirt \'d3rt\ n, often attrib [ME drit, fr. ON; akin to OE drltan to
defecate, hforia diarrhea] 1 a : excrement b : a filthy or soihng
substance (as mud, dust, or grime) c archaic : something worthless
2 a ; loose or packed soil or sand ; earth b (1) : alluvial earth in
placer mining (2) : slate and waste in coal mines 3 a : an abject
or filthy state : squalor b : corruption, chicanery c : licen-
tiousness of language or theme d ; scandalous or malicious gossip

dirt-i.ly \'d9rt-n-e\ adv : in a dirty manner
dirt.i-ness \'d9rt-e-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being dirty
idirty \'dart-e\ adj 1 a : not clean or pure <~ linen) b : likely to
befoul or defile with dirt <'^ job) c : tedious, disagreeable, and

unrecognized or thankless <assistants did the --^ work) d : con-
taminated with infecting organisms <'^ wounds) 2 a ; base,
sordid <war is a -^ business) b ; unsportsmanlike c : highly
regrettable : grievous (r^ shame) 3 : indecent, smutty 4
: foggy, stormy b b. oj color : not clear and bright ; dullish
b : characterized by a husky, rasping, or raw tonal quality 6 ; con-
veying ill-natured resentment 7 : having considerable fallout
syn dirty, filthy, foul, nasty, squalid mean conspicuously un-

clean or impure, dirty emphasizes the fact of the presence of dirt
rather than an emotional reaction; filthy adds the suggestion of
offensiveness and usu. of dirt that disfigures or clutters up; foul
implies extreme offensiveness and an accumulation of what is

rotten or stinking; nasty applies to what is actually foul or is

repugnant to one accustomed to or expecting cleanliness, freshness,
or sweetness; squalid imphes extreme dirtiness and extreme slov-
enliness or neglect. All these terms apply to obscenity or to morally
reprehensible acts; the first four often to rainy or foggy weather

2dirty vt 1 : to make dirty 2 a : to stain with dishonor b ; to
debase by distorting the real nature of '*' vi : to become soiled

diS- prefix [ME dis-, des-, fr. OF & L; OF des-, dis-, fr. L dis-, lit.,

apart; akin to OE te- apart, L duo two — more at two] 1 a : do
the opposite of (disestablish) b : deprive of (a specified quality,
rank, or object) <d/5able) (dtsprince) <cfufrock) c : exclude or
expel from {disbar} 2 ; opposite or absence of <dtrunion) {dis-
affection) 3 ; not (disagreeable) 4 : completely (disannul)
5 [by folk etymology] : dys- (disfunction)

Dis \'dis\ n [L] : the god of the imderworld in Roman mythology
dis>abil*i<ty \,dis-3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 a : the condition of being dis-
abled b : inability to pursue an occupation because of physical
or mental impairment 2a; lack of legal qualification to do some-
thing b ; a nonlegal disqualification, restriction, or disadvantage

dis>able \dis-'a-b3l, diz-\ vt dis-abling \-b(a-)UD\ 1 : to deprive
of legal right, qualification, or capacity 2 ; to make incapable or
ineffective; esp : to deprive of physical, moral, or intellectual
strength syn see weaken — dis>able*ment \-b3l-m3nt\ n

dis>abuse \,dis-3-'byuz\ vt [F desabuser, fr. des- dis- + abuser to
abuse] : to free from error or fallacy
di>sac>cha<ride \(')di-'sak-3-,rTd\ n : any of a class of sugars (as
sucrose) that yield on hydrolysis two monosaccharide molecules
1diS*ac>C0rd \,dis-3-'k6(3)rd\ vi [ME disacorden, fr. MF desacorder,
fr. desacort disagreement, fr. des- dis- + acort accord] ; disagree

^disaccord n ; lack of harmony : disagreement
diS>ac*CUS-tom \,dis-a-'k3s-t9m\ vt [MF desaccoustumer, fr. OF
desacosiumer, fr. des- -H acostumer to accustom] ; to make no
longer habitual with
idiS-ad-van.tage \,dis-3d-'vant-ij\ n [ME disavauntage, fr. MF
desavantage, fr. OF, fr. des- + avantage advantage] 1 ; loss or
damage esp. to reputation, credit, or finances : detriment 2 a ; an
unfavorable, inferior, or prejudicial condition b : handicap
^disadvantage vt : to place at a disadvantage : harm
diS'ad-van.ta'geous \(,)dis-,ad-,van-'ta-j3s, -van-; ,dis-3d-,van-\
adj 1 : constituting a disadvantage 2 : disparaging — dis-ad-
van-ta<geous-l7 adv — dis-ad-van-ta-geous-ness n

di5-af<lect \,dis-3-'fekt\ vt : to alienate the affection or loyalty of
syn see estrange — dis>af-fec>tiou \,dis-o-'fek-sh3n\ n

dis<al<lil*i-ate \,dis-3-'fil-e-,at\ vt : disassociate -^ vi : to termi-
nate an affiliation — dis>af'fil*i>a>tion \-,fil-e-'a-sh3n\ n
dis-af<firm \,dis-3-'f3rm\ vt 1 ; contradict 2 : to refuse to
confirm : annul, repudiate — dis<al>fir<mance \-'far-man(t)s\ n— dis*af*fi7*ma-tion \(,)dis-,af-3r-'ma-sh3n\ n
dis-agree \,dis-3-'gre\ vi [ME disagreen, fr. MF desagreer, fr. des-
+ agreer to agree] 1 : to fail to agree (the two accounts —) 2 : to
differ in opinion 3 : to be imsuitable (fried foods --^ with rae>

dis-agree-able \-'gre-3-b3l\ adj 1 obs ; disagreeing 2 : causing
discomfort : unpleasant, offensive 3 : marked by ill temper
: peevish — dis-agree-able-ness n — dis-agree-ably \-ble\ adv

dis»agree«ment \,dis-a-'gre-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of disagreeing
2 a : the state of being at variance ; disparfty b : quarrel

diS-al'Iow \,dis-3-'lau\ vt 1 : to deny the force, truth, or validity of
2 : to refuse to allow : reject, veto — dis-al'loW'-ance \-3n(t)s\ n

dis>an*uui \,dis-9-'n3l\ vt : annul
dis>-ap-pear \,dis-3-'pi(3)r\ vi 1 : to pass from view suddenly or
gradually 2 ; to cease to be— dis-ap-pear-ance \-'pir-3n(t)s\ n

diS>ap>poiut \,dis-3-'p6int\ vt [MF desapointier, fr. des- dis- -H

apointier to arrange] : to fail to come up to the expectation or hope
of : frustrate

dis.ap.point-ed adj 1 : balked, thwarted 2 obs : unequipped
diS>ap*point*ment \,dis-3-'p6int-m3nt\ n 1 : the act or an instance
of disappointing : the state or emotion of being disappointed
2 : one that disappoints

dis<ap<pro°ba<tion \(,)dis-,ap-r3-*ba-sh3n\ n : the act or state of
disapproving : the state of being disapproved : condemnation
dis-ap-prcv-al \,dis-3-'prii-v3l\ n ; disapprob.ation, censure
dis<ap-prove \-'pruv\ vt 1 : to pass unfavorable judgment upon

: condemn 2 ; to refuse approval to : reject -^ vi :_to feel or
express disapproval — dis»ap*prov«ing«Iy \-'prii-via-le\ adv
syn disapprove and deprecate mean to feel or express an objec-

tion, disapprove imphes dishke or distaste but not necessarily
condemnation; deprecate strongly implies regret and some degree
of condemnation and often carries a suggestion of belittling

diS-arm \(')dis-''arm, (')diz-\ vb [ME desarmert, fr. MF desarmer,
ii. OF, fr. des- + armer to arm] vt la: to divest of arms b : to
deprive of a means of attack or defense c : to make harmless
2 a : to deprive of means, reason, or disposition to be hostile
b : to win over '^ vi 1 ; to lay aside arms 2 : to give up or reduce
a mihtary estabhshment— dis-ar.ma-ment \-'ar-m3-m3nt\ n

dis-ann<ing adj : allajong criticism or hostility : ingratiating
dis-ar<range \,dis-3-*ranj\ vt : to disturb the arrangement or order
of — dis-ar.range. ment \-m9nt\ n
idis«ar»ray \,dis-3-'ra\ n 1 : a lack of order or sequence ; con-
fusion, disorder 2 : disorderly dress ; dishabille

^disarray vt [ME disarayen, fr. MF desarroyer, fr. OF desareer, fr.

des- + aree'r to array] 1 : to throw into disorder 2 : undress
dis-ar.tiC-U'late \,dis-(,)ar-'tik-y3-,lat\ vi : to become disjointed
~ vt : DISJOINT — di5*ar-tic<a>la-uon \-,tik-y3-'la-sh3n\ n

dSs.as-sem.ble \.dis-3-'sem-b3l\ vt : to take apart {-^ a watch)— di5*as>sera*bly \_-ble\_n
dis-as-SO<ci<ate \-'so-s(h)e-,at\ vt : to detach from association

: dissociate ~ dis>as<so-ci>a>tion \-,so-se-*a-sh3n, -she-\ n
di.sas.ter \diz-'as-t3r or dis-\ n [MF & Olt; MF desastre, fr. Olt
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disastro, fr. dis- (fr. L) + astro star, fr. L astrum"} 1 obs : an unfav-
orable aspect of a planet or star 2 : a sudden or great misfortune
Syn CALAMITY, CATASTROPHE, CATACLYSM! DISASTER implies an

unforeseen mischance bringing with it destruction of life or prop-
erty or utter defeat; calamfty implies a grievous misfortune causing
usu. widespread distress and misery; catastrophe implies generally
a disastrous conclusion to a series of events; cataclysm connotes
overwhelming or shattering natural or social forces

di>sas-trous Xdiz-'as-trss also dis-\ adj : attended by or producing
suffering or disaster : calamitous — di<sas*trou5-ly adv

diS*aV0W \,dis-3-'vau\ vt [ME desavowen, fr. MF desavouer, fr. OF,
fr. des- dis- + avouer to avow] : to refuse to acknowledge ; deny
responsibility for : repudlvte — dis^avow-al \-'vau(-o)l\ n
dis>band \dis-'band\ vb [MF desbander, fr. des- + bande band) vt

: to break up the organization of : dissolve ^ vi ; to break up as
an organization : disperse — dis<band<nient \-'ban(d}-mant\ n

disbar vt : to expel from the bar or the legal profession : deprive
of legal status and privileges — dis-bar>ment \-rasnt\ n

dls<l)e>liel \,dis-bi-'lef\ n ; the act of disbelieving : mental rejection
of a statement as untrue syn see unbeuef

dis>1)e>lieve \-'lev\ vt : to hold not to be true or real -^ vi ; to
withhold or reject belief — dis>t>e<liev>er n

dis*branch \(')dis-'branch\ vt [MF desbrancher, fr. des- + branche
branch] : to tear off (as a branch)

dis-bud \(')dis-'bad\ vt 1 : to thin out flower buds to improve the
quality of bloom of 2 : to dehorn (cattle) by destroying the un-
developed horn bud

dis.bur.deu \(')dis-'bsrd-'n\ vt 1 a : to rid of a burden i-^ a pack
animal) b : unburden <,'^ your conscience) 2 : unload '^ vi

; DISCHARGE <vessels '^ingy — dis>bur>den'ment \-m3nt\ n
daS-bXXTSe \dis-'b3rs\ vt [MF desbourser, fr. OF desborser, fr. des-
+ borser to get money, fr. horse purse, fr. ML bursa — more at
purse] 1 a : to pay out ; expend esp. from a fund b ; defray
2 : distribute <~ property by will) — dis-bttrs-er n

dis.bxirse.ment \-'b3r-smant\ n : the act of disbursing; also
: funds paid out

disc var oj disk
disc- or disci- or disco- comb form [L, fr. Gk disk-, disko-, fr.

diskos'i 1 ; disk (rfr'jcigerous) 2 : phonograph record <di.jcophile)

diS'Calced \(')dis-'kalst\ adj [part trans, of L discalceatus, fr. dis-

+ calceatus, pp. of calceare to put on shoes, fr. calceus shoe, fr.

calc; calx heel — more at calk] : unshod, barefooted <'-- friars)
diS>cailt \'dis-,kant\ var oj descant
idis-card \dis-*kard, 'dis-,kard\ vt 1 a : to let go (a playing card)
from one's hand b : to play (a card) from a suit other than trump
but different from the one led 2 : to get rid of as useless or un-
pleasant ~ VI : to discard a playing card
syn cast, shed, slough, scrap, junk; discard implies the letting

go or throwing away of something that has become presently use-
less or superfluous though often not intrinsically valueless; cast,
esp. when used with ojj, away, and out, implies a forceful rejection
or repudiation; shed and slough imply a throwing off of something
both \iseless and encumbering and often suggest a consequent re-
newal of vitality or luster; scrap and junk imply throwing away or
breaking up as worthless in existent form
3dis>card \'dis-,kard\ n 1 a : the act of discarding in a card game
b ; a card discarded 2 : a person or thing cast off or rejected

diS-cern Xdis-'am, diz-\ vb [ME discernen, fr. MF discerner, fr. L
discernere to separate, distinguish between, fr. dis- apart 4- cernere
to sift] vt 1 a : to detect with the eyes b : to detect with other
senses than vision 2 : to come to know or recognize mentally 3
: to recognize or identify as separate and distinct : discriminate
«* VI : to see or understand the difference — dls<ceru*ei n — dis-
cern-ible \-'3r-n3-b3l\ adj — dls>cern>ibly \-ble\ adv

dis>C6rn-lng adj : revealing insight and understanding ; dis-
criminating <a -- critic) — dis*cern<ing>ly \-'3r-nio-te\ adv

dis>cern*ment \dis-'sm-msnt, diz-\ « 1 : an act of discerning
2 : skill in discerning or discriminating : keenness of insight
syn discernment, discrimination, perception, PENrrRATlON,

INSIGHT, ACUMEN mean a power to see what is not evident to the
average mind, discernment stresses accuracy esp. in reading
character or motives; discrimination stresses the power to dis-
tinguish and select what is true or appropriate or genuinely excel-
lent; PERCEPTION implies quick and often sympathetic discernment,
as of shades of feeling; penetration implies a searching mind that
goes beyond what is obvious or superficial; insight suggests depth
of discernment; acumen implies characteristic penetration com-
bined with keen practical judgment
idis.charge \dis(h)-'charj, 'dis(h)- \ vb [ME dischargen, fr. MF
descharger, fr. LL discarricare, fr. L dis- + LL carricare to load]
vt 1 ; to relieve of a charge, load, or burden: a : unload b : to
release from an obligation 2 a : to let go ; clear out
b : SHOOT {'^ an arrow) c ; to release from confinement, custody,
or care {^^ a prisoner) d : to give outlet or vent to ; emit 3 a (1)
: to dismiss from employment (2) : to release from service or duty
<'^ a soldier) b : to get rid of (as a debt) by paying : fulfill
C : to set aside : annul d : to order (a legislative committee) to
end consideration of a bill in order to bring it before the house for
action 4 a : to receive and distribute (as the weight of a wall
above an opening) b : to relieve from the weight of a wall 5 ; to
bleach out or remove (color or dye) in dyeing and printing textiles

6 : to cancel the record of the loan of (a library book) upon return
'^ VI 1 : to throw off or deliver a load, charge, or burden 2 a : to
go off : fire b : run <some dyes -^) c : to emit or give vent to fluid

or other contents syn see free, perform — dis>charge»able
\-3-b3l\ adj— dis>charg<ee \(i)dis(h)-,char-'je\ n— dis>charg<er
\dis (h)-'char-jar, 'dis(h)-,\ n

2diS-Chaige \'dis(h)-,charj, dis(h)-'\ n 1 a : the act of relieving of
something that oppresses : release b : something that discharges
or releases; esp : a certification of release or payment 2 : the state

or fact of being discharged or relieved 3 : the act of discharging
or unloading 4 ; legal release from confinement 5 ; a firing off

6 a : a flowing or issuing out; also ; a rate of flow b : something
that is emitted 7 : the act of removing an obligation or Uability

8 a ; release or dismissal esp. from an office or employment
b ; complete separation from military service 9 : the equalization
of a difference of electric potential between two points

diSChaige lamp n ; an electric lamp in which discharge of electricity

between electrodes causes lumhiosity of the enclosed vapor or gas
diS-Ci.flO.ral \.dis-(k)i-'fl6r-3l, -'fI6r-\ adj : having flowers with
the receptacle enlarged into a conspicuous disc

dls>cl>fonn \'dis-(k)^,f6rm\ adj ; round or oval in shape
diS-Ci.ple \dis-'T-p3l\ n [ME, fr. OE discipul Sl OF desciple, fr. LL
and L; LL discipulus follower of Jesus Christ in his lifetime, fr. L,
pupil] 1 : one who accepts and assists in spreading the doctrines
of another: as a : apostle 1 b ; a convinced adherent of a school
or individual 2 cap : a member of the Disciples of Christ founded
in the U.S. in 1809 that holds the Bible alone to be the rule of faith
and practice, baptizes by immersion, and has a congregational
polity syn see follower, schoijlR — dis<ci-ple>stup \-,ship\ n
dis.ci.pUn-able \,dis-3-*pUn-3-b3l; "dis-a-plsn-, -(,)plin-\ adj
1 ; teachable, docile 2 : disciplinary

dis*ci*plin*al X'dls-s-plan-'l, -(,)plin-\ adj ; of or relating to disci-
pline

diS.ci.pli.nar.i*an.\,dis-3-pl3-'ner-e-3n\ n : one who disciplines
or enforces order — disciplinarian adj

diS-Ci.plin.ary \'dis-a-pla-,ner-e\ adj 1 a : of or relating to disci-
pline b : designed to correct or punish breaches of discipline <took^ action) 2 ; of or relating to a particular field of study
IdiS.Ci.pline X'dis-s-plan, -(.)plin\ n [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L
disciplina teaching, learning, fr. discipulus pupil] 1 obs : instruc-
tion 2 ; a subject that is taught ; a field of study 3 : training that
corrects, molds, or perfects the mental faculties or moral character
4 : punishment 5 a : control gained by enforcing obedience or
order b : orderly or prescribed conduct or pattern of behavior
c : self-control 6 : a rule or system of rules governing conduct

adiscipline vt 1 : to punish or penalize for the sake of discipline
2 : to train or develop by instruction and exercise esp. in self*
control 3 a : to bring (a group) under control <~ troops) b ; to
impose order upon syn see punish, teach — dis>ci-plin>ei n

disc jockey n : a person who conducts and announces a radio or
television program of musical recordings often with interspersed
comments not relating to music

dis>claini \dis-'klam\ vb [AF disclaimer, fr. dis- + cJaimer to claim,
fr. OF clamer"] vi 1 : to make a disclaimer 2 a obs : to disavow all

part or share b : to utter denial '^ vt 1 : to renounce a legal claim
to 2 : deny, disavow

dis.claim.er \-'kla-m3r\ n [AF, fr. disclaimer, v.] 1 a ; a denial or
disavowal of legal claim ; relinquishment of or formal refusal to
accept an interest or estate b ; a writing that embodies a legal
disclaimer 2 a : disavowal, denl\l b : repudiation
dls-cIa>ma*tion \,dis-kl3-'ma-sh3n\ n : disavowal, renunciation
disc>liKe var oj diskuke
diS'Cli-max \(')dis-'klT-,maks\ n : a relatively stable ecological
community often including kinds of organisms foreign to the region
and displacing the climax because of disturbance esp. by man
ldis*cl0Se \dis-'kloz\ vt [ME disclosen, fr. MF desclos-, stem of
desclore to disclose, fr. ML disclaudere to open, fr. L dis- + claudere
to close] 1 obs ; to open up 2 a : to expose to view b archaic
: hatch c ; divulge syn see reveal — dls*clos*er n

^disclose n, obs ; disclosure
dis>cl0>sure \dis-'klo-2h3r\ nil the act or an instance of disclos-
ing : exposure 2 : something that is disclosed ; revelation

disco- — see disc-
dls<cog*ra-pIier \dis-'kag-r3-f3r\ n : one that compiles discogra-
phies

dJS»cog-ra»phy \-fe\ n [F discographie, fr. disc- -f- -graphic -graphy]
: a descriptive compilation of phonograph records by groups

dis-COid Vdis-,k6id\ adj [LL discoides quoit-shaped, fr. Gk
diskoeideSf fr. diskos disk] 1 : resembling a disk or discus : being
flat and circular 2 : relating to or having a disk: as SL oj a com-
posite floret : situated in the floral disk X) oj a composite jlower
head : having only tubular florets

diS-COi*dal \dis-'k6id-1\ adj ; of, resembling, or producing a disk:
as Sioj a gastropod shell : having the whorls form a flat coil b
: having the villi restricted to one or more disklike areas

dis>col>or \(')dis-'k3l-3r\ vb [ME discolouren, fr. MF descolourer,
fr. LL discolorari, fr. L discolor of another color, fr. dis- + colori
vt : to alter or change the hue or color of -^ vi ; to change color
; STAIN, fade

dis>col>or*ation \(,)dis-,k3l-3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of discolor-
ing ; the state of being discolored 2 : stain

dis*com>bob*u>late \,dis-k3m-'bab-(y)3-,lat\ vt [prob. alter, of
discompos€'\ ; upset, confuse

idiS>com<Iit \dis-'k3m(p)-f3t, esp South ,dis-k3m-'fit\ vt [ME dis-

comjiten, fr. OF desconjit, pp. of desconjire, fr. des- + conjire to
grepare — more at comfit] 1 a archaic : to defeat in battle

: overcome, thwart 2 : disconcert syn see embarrass
Sdiscomlit n, archaic : discomffture
dis<com>fi>ture \dis-'ksm(p)-fa-,chu(9)r, -char. -,t(y)u(a)r\ n : the
act of discomfiting : the state of being discomfited
tdiS'Com.fort \dis-'k3m(p)-f3rt\ vt [ME discomjorten, fr. MF
desconjorter, fr. OF, fr. des- + conjorter to comfort] 1 archaic
; DISMAY 2 ; to make uncomfortable or uneasy — dis>com*fort-
able \dis-'k3m(p)(f)-t3-b3l, -'k3m(p)-f3rt-a-\ adj, archaic

^discomfort n 1 archaic : distress, grief 2 : uneasiness
dis>coin>mend \,dis-k3-'mend\ vt 1 : disapprove, dispraise
2 : to cause to be viewed unfavorably — dis>com*mend*able
\-'men-d3-bal\ adj — dis-Gom-men-da-tion \(,)dis-^m-3n-
'da-shan, -,kam-,en-\ n, archaic

dls.com-mode \,dis-k3-'mod\ vt [MF discomrrwder, fr. dis- +
commode convenient] ; to cause inconvenience to

dis*com<mod>i.ty \-'mad-3t-e\ n, archaic : inconvenience
dis-coni*pose \,dis-k3m-'poz\ vt 1 ; to destroy the composure of
2 ; to disturb the order of — dis-com-po-sure \-*p6-zh3r\ n
syn DISCOMPOSE, disquiet, disturb, perturb, agitate, upset,

fluster mean to destroy capacity for collected thought or decisive
action, discompose implies some degree of loss of self-control or
self-confidence esp. through emotional stress; disquiet suggests
loss of sense of security or peace of mind; disturb implies inter-

ference with one's mental processes caused by worry, perplexity, or
interruption; perturb implies deep disturbance and unsettlement
of mind and emotions; agitate suggests obvious external signs of
nervous or emotional excitement; upset implies the disturbance of
normal or habitual functioning by disappointment, distress, or
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grief; FLUSTER suggests bewildered agitation caused by unexpected
or sudden demands or commands

dls>con<cert \,dis-kan-*sart\ vt [obs. F disconcerter, alter, of MF
desconcerter, fr, des- + concerter to concert] 1 : to throw into
confusion 2 : to disturb the composure of syn see embarrass— dis>con-cert-ing adj — dis>con>cert>ing>ly Vio-leX adv

dis>coii>for>mi>ty \,dis-k3n-'f6r-ra3t-e\ n 1 archaic : noncon-
formity 2 ; a break in a sequence of sedimentary rocks all of
which have approximately the same dip

dis-con*nect \,dis-k3-'nekt\ \t ; to sever the connectloa of or
between — dis<con-nec>tion \-'nek-sh3n\ n

dis>con>nect'ed adj i not connected : incoherent — dis*coii-
nect-ed'ly adv — dis>con>nect>ed<ness n

dis.con.sclate \dis-'kan{t)-s(3-)l9t\ adj [ME, fr. ML discon-
solatus, fr. L dis- + consolatus, pp. of consolari to console] 1 : lack-
ing consolation ; hopelessly sad 2 : causing dejection ; cheerless— dis*con<so<late*ly adv — dis-con-so'late-ness n — dis^con-
so.la»tion \(,)dis-,kan(t)-sa-'la-shan\ n
idis<con*tent \,dis-k3n-'tent\ adj : discontented
^discontent n : one who is discontented : malcontent
^discontent vt : to make discontented — dis-con-tent>ment
\-m9nt\ n

^discontent n : lack of contentment: a : a sense of grievance
: dissatisfaction b : restless yearning

dis-con.tent*ed adj : dissatisfied, unsatisfied, malcontent— dis-con*tent>ed.ly adv — dis>con-tent>ed<ness n
dis.con.tin.u-ance \,dis-k3n-'tin-y3-w3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act or an
instance of discontinuing 2 : the inten"uption or termination
of a legal action by failure to continue or by the plaintiff's entry
of a discontinuing order

dis-conotin-ue \,dis-k3n-'tin-(,)yii, -y3(-w)\ vb [ME discontinuen,
fr. MF discontinuer, fr. ML discontinuare, fr. L dis- + continuare
to continue] vt 1 : to break the continuity of : cease to operate,
use, or take 2 : to abandon or terminate by a legal discontinuance
'^ vi : end; specij ; to cease publication syn see stop

dis.con-ti.nu.ity \(,)dis-,kant-=n-'(y)u-3t-e\ n 1 : lack of con-
tinuity or cohesion 2 : gap S 3 : a value of an argument at
which a function is not continuous

diS'Con.tin.U'OUS \,dis-kan-'tin-y9-w3s\ adj 1 a : not continuous
: discrete h : lacking sequence or coherence 2 : having one or
more discontinuities <~ variable) — dis-con-tin-u-ouS'ly adv

diS>co*phile \'dis-k3-,fn\ n ; one who is devoted to the study and
collecting of phonograph records
idis.cord \*dis-,k6C9)rd\ n z lack of agreement or harmony:
a : disunity, dissension b ; conflict c : opposition, contrast
d (I) : a combination of musical sounds which strike the ear
harshly (2) : dissonance e : any harsh or unpleasant sound
syn strife, conflict, contention, dissension, variance: discord

implies an intrinsic or essential lack of harmony producing quar-
reling, factiousness, or antagonism; strife emphasizes a struggle
for superiority rather than the incongruity or incompatibility of
the persons or things involved; conflict usu. stresses the action
of forces in opposition but in static applications implies an Ir-

reconcilability as of duties or desires; contention applies to strife
or competition that shows itself in quarreling, dispyting, or con-
troversy; dissension implies strife or discord and stresses a division
Into factions; variance impUes a clash between persons or things
owing to a difference in nature, opinion, or interest

adis.cord \'dis-,k6(3)rd, dis-'k6(9)rd\ vi [ME discorden, fr. OF
discorder, fr. L discordare, fr. discord-, discors discordant, fr. dis-
+ cord-, cor heart ~ more at heart] : disagree, clash

dis-corodance \dis-*k6rd-'n(t)s\ n 1 : the state or an instance of
being discordant 2 : dissonance — called also dis-cor-dan-cy

dis>C07*dant X-^ntX adj 1 a : being at variance : disagreeing
b : quarrelsome 2 : relating to a discord — dis-cor-dant'ly adv
idis-count \'dis-,kaunt\ n 1 ; a reduction made from the gross
amount or value of something: as a (1) : a reduction made from
a regular or list price (2) : a proportionate deduction from a debt
account u;su. made for cash or prompt payment b : a deduction
made for interest in advancing money upon or purchasing a bill

or note not due : payment in advance 2 ; the act of discounting
3 : a deduction taken or allowance made — at a discount : below
the nominal value or regular price

2dis.count \'dis-,kaunt, dis-'kaunt\ vb [modlf. of F decompter, fr.

OF desconter, fr. ML discomputare, fr. L dis- + computare to
count] vt 1 a : to make a deduction from usu. for cash or prompt
payment h : to sell or offer for sale at a discount 2 : to lend
money on after deducting the discount 3 a : to leave out of account
: disregard b : to underestimate the importance of ; minimize
c (1) : to make allowance for bias or exaggeration In (2) : to view
with doubt ; disbelieve d : to take into account (as a future event)
In present calculations -^ vi : to give or make discounts
idis-coun-te.nance \dls-'kaunt-'n-3n (t)s, -'kaun-t3-nsnCt)s,
-'kaunt-n3n(t)s\ vt 1 : to put out of countenance ; disconcert
2 : to look with disfavor on
2discountenance n : disfavor, disapproval
discount rate n 1 : the interest on an annual basis deducted in
advance on a bank or other loan 2 : the charge levied by a central
bank for advances and rediscounts

dis-cour.age Xdis-'ksr-ij, -'ks-rij\ vt [MF descorager, fr. OF
descoragier, fr. des- dis- + corage courage] 1 ; to deprive of
courage or confidence : dishearten 2 a : to hinder by disfavoring
: deter b i to attempt to dissuade — dis<>cour>ag-er n

dis.cour.age.ment \-m3nt\ n 1 : an act of discouraging : the
state of being discouraged 2 : something that discourages

dis-cour.ag.ing adj : disheartening, depressing, hindering —
dis.cour.ag-ing'ly \-io-le\ adv
idis.course \'dis-,ko(3)rs. -,k6(3)rs, dis-'\ n [ME dlscours, fr. ML
& LL discursus; ML, argument, fr. LL, conversadon, fr. L, act of
running about, fr. discursus, pp. of discurrere to run about, fr,
dis- + currere to run] 1 archaic ; the capacity of orderly thought
or procedure ; RATiONALrrv 2 ; verbal interchange of ideas; often
; CONVERSATION 3 ! formal and ord_erly and usu. extended ex-
pression of thought on a subject 4 obs ; social familiarity

2dis.course \dis-'ko(3)rs, -'k6(3)rs, 'dls-.\ vi 1 ; to express one-
self in esp. oral discourse 2 : talk, converse -^ vt, archaic : to
give forth : utter — dis*cours-er n

dis.cour.te-ous \(')dis-'k3rt-e-3s\ adj : lacking courtesy : uncivil,
RUDE — dis-cour-te>ous*ly adv — dis*cour*te-ous>ness n

dis.conr-te.sy \-'kart-3-se\ n : rudeness; also : a rude act

dis-cov-er Vdls-Tcav-arV vb dis.cov-er.ing \-'kav-(9-)rio\ [me
discoveren, fr. OF descovrir, fr. LL discooperire, fr. L dis- -H
cooperire to cover — more at cover] vt 1 a to make known or
visible b archaic : display 2 ; to obtain sight or knowledge of
for the first time : find ^ vi : to make a discovery — dis-cov*er-
able \-(9-)r3-b3l\ adj — dis<cov>er>er \-3r-9r\ n
syn ascertain, determine, unearth, learn; discover presup-

poses exploration, investigation, or chance encounter and always
implies the previous existence of what becomes known; ascertain
implies effort to find the facts or the truth proceeding from aware-
ness of ignorance or uncertainty; determine emphasizes the intent
to establish the facts definitely or precisely; unearth implies
bringing to light something forgotten or hidden; learn may imply
acquiring knowledge with little effort or conscious intention (as
by simply being told); it may imply study and practice, but usu.
does not stress active search syn see in addition invent, reveal

dis.cov*ery \dis-'k3v-(3-)re\ n 1 a : the act or process of dis-
covering b (1) archaic : disclosure (2) obs : display 'c obs
: exploration 2 : something discovered

idis.cred.it \(')dis-'kred-at\ vt 1 : to refuse to accept as true or
accurate : disbelieve 2 : to cause disbelief In the accuracy or
authority of 3 : to deprive of good repute : disgrace

^discredit n 1 : loss of credit or reputation 2 ; lack or loss of
belief or confidence

dis>cred*it.able \-9-b9l\ adj : Injurious to reputation — dis-
cred'it.ably \-ble\ adv

dis.creet \dis-'kret\ adj [ME, fr. MF dtvcret, fr. ML discretus, fr.
L, pp. of discernere to separate, distinguish between] 1 : having
or showing discernment or good judgment in conduct and esp. in
speech ; prudent; esp l capable of preserving prudent silence 2
: unobtrusive, modest — dis-creet.ly adv — dls-creet-ness n

dis-crep.anvcy \dis-'krep-9n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
discrepant : difference 2 : an instance of being discrepant

dis.crep-ant \-9nt\ adj [L discrepant-, discrepans, pro. of dis-
crepare to sound discordantly, fr. dis- + crepare to rattle, creaJc]
: being at variance : disagreeing — dis.crep.ant>ly adv

dis.crete \dis-'kret, 'dis-,\ adj [ME, fr. L discretusj 1 : constitut-
ing a separate entity ; individually distinct 2 : consisting of
distinct or unconnected elements ; noncontinuous syn see
distinct — dis. crate. ly adv — dis-crete.ness n

dis.cre.tion \dis-'kresh-3n\ n 1 ; the quality of being discreet
: circumspection; esp : cautious reserve in speech 2 : ability to
make responsible decisions 3a: individual choice or judgment
b : power of free decision or latitude of choice within certain legal
bounds — dis.cre.tion.ary \-'kresh-9-,ner-e\ adj

dis.crim-i.na.ble \-'krim-(3-)n9-b9l\_arf; : capable of being dis-
criminated — diS'Crim.i.na.bly \-bIe\ adv

dis.crim.i-nant \-'krim-(9-)n9nt\ n : a mathematical expression
providing a criterion for the behavior of another more complicated
expression, relation, or set of relations

diS'Crim.i.nate \dis-'krira-3-.nat\ vb [L discriminatus, pp. of
discriminare, fr. discrimin-, discrimen distinction, fr. discernere to
distinguish between] vt 1 a : to mark or perceive the distinguishing
or peculiar features of b : distinguish, differentiate 2 : to
distinguish by discerning or exposing differences; esp : to distinguish
(one like object) from another «- vi 1 a : to make a distinction
b : to use good judgment 2 : to make a difference in treatment
or favor on a basis other than individual merit

diS'Crim.i.nat.ing adj 1 : making a distinction : disttnguishtno
2 : marked by discrimination: a : discerning, judicious b : dis-
criminatory — dis.crim.i.nat.ing-ly \-ia-le\ adv

dis-crim.i.na.tion \dis-,krim-9-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of dis-
'

criminating : differentiation 2 : the quality or power of finely
distinguishing 3 : the act, practice, or an instance of discriminating
categorically rather than individually syn see discernment —
diS'Crim-i.na.tlon.al \-shn9l, -sh3n-''l\ adj

dis.crim.i.na.tive\dis-'krim-3-,nat-lv, -'krira-(9-)n9t-\aa[y 1 : mak-
ing distinctions 2 : discriminatory — dis.crim.i.na-tive-ly adv

diS'Crim.i.na.tor \-'krim-3-,nat-3r\ n : one that discriminates;
specij ; a circuit that can be adjusted to accept or reject signals of
different characteristics (as amplitude, frequency^

diS.crim.i.na.to.ry \dis-'krim-(9-)na-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : apply-
ing or favoring discrimination in treatment 2 : discriminative 1

diS.CUr-Sive \dis-'k9r-siv\ adj [ML discursivus, fr, L discursus,

pp. of discurrere to run about — more at discourse] 1 : passing
from one topic to another ; digressive 2 : marked by analytical
reasoning — dis-cur-sive-Iy adv — dis-cur-sive-ness n

diS'CUS \'dis-k9s\ n, pi dis-cus.es [L — more at dish] 1 a : a
metal and wood disk thicker in the center than at the perimeter
that is hurled for distance b ; a field event in which a discus of
about 4'/^ pounds is hurled 2 : disk 2, 3

dis.cuss \dis-'k9s\ vt [ME discussen, fr, L discussus, pp. of dis-

cutere, fr. dis- apart -H quatere to shake] 1 obs : dispel 2 a : to
investigate by reasoning or argument b : to present in detail c : to
talk about 3 obs : declare 4 : to consume with zest — dis>ciiss-
able or diS'CusS'ible \-9-b3l\ adj — diS'CUSS.er n
syn discuss, argue, debate, dispute mean to discourse about

in order to reach conclusions or to convince, discuss implies a
sifting of possibilities esp. by presenting considerations pro and
con; ARGUE imphes the offering of reasons or evidence in support
of convictions already held; debate suggests formal or public
argument between opposing parties; it may also apply to delibera-
tion with oneself; dispute imphes contendous or heated argument

diS'CuS'Sant \dis-'k9s-'nt\ n ; one who takes part in a formal
discussion or symposium

dis.cuS'Sion \dis-'k9sh-9n\ n 1 ; consideration of a question in
open usu. informal debate 2 : a formal treatment of a topic
Tdis.dain \dis-'dan\ n [ME desdeyne. it. OF desdeign, fr. des-
deignierl : a feeling of contempt and aversion for something
regarded as beneath one : scorn
^disdain vr [ME desdeynen, fr. MF desdeignier, fr. (assumed) VL
disdignare, fr. L dis- + dignare to deign — more at deign] 1 : to
look with scorn on 2 : to refuse or refrain from because cf
disdain . 3 : to treat disdainfully syn see despise

diS.dain.liU \dis-'dan-f3l\ adj : full of^ or expressing disdain
syn see proud — dls.dain.ful'Iy \-f9-le\ adv — dls.dain-fol-
ness n

dls.ease \di2-'ez\ n [ME disese, fr. MF desaise. It. des- dis- +
aise ease] 1 obs ; trouble 2 a : an impairment of the normal
state of the living Euiimal or plant body that affects the performance
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of the vital functions ; sickness b ; a particular instance or kind
of such impairment : malady — dis-eased \-'ezci\ adj

diS>econ>o*my \,dis-i-'kan-a-rae\ n 1 : a lack of economy : an
increase in costs 2 : a factor responsible for an increase in cost

diS*em'bark \,dis-3m-'bark\ vb [MF desembarquer, fr. des- +
embarquer to embark] vt : to put ashore from a ship ^ vi : to go
ashore out of a ship; also ; to get out of a vehicle — dis*em>t)ar-
ka>tion \C,)dis-,em-,bar-'ka-sh3n, -b3r-\ n

d2S>em>bai<rass \,dis-3m-'bar-3s\ vr : to free from something
troublesome or superfluous syn see extricate

dls>em>body \,dis-3m-'bad-e\ vt ; to divest of the body, corporeal
existence, or reality

dls-em*bogue \,dis-3m-'bog\ vb [modif. of Sp desembocar, fr.

des- dis- (fr. L dis-) + embocar to put into the mouth, fr. en in (fr.

L in) + boca mouth, fr. L bucca — more at pock] vi : to flow or
come forth as if from a channel '— vr ; to pour out : empty
dis.em.bow.el \.dis-3m-'bau(-3)l\ vt 1 ; to take out the bowels of

; eviscerate 2 : to remove the substance of — dis*em>bow-el-
ment \-m3nt\ n

dis>en>chant \,dis-'n-'chant\ vt [MF desenchanter. fr. des- +
enchanter to enchant] : to free from enchantment : disillusion— di5<en-cliant<er n — dis-en>cbant-lng adj — dis>en*chaiit-
ing'ly \-ir)-le\ adv ~- dis<en>chaut>ment \-m3nt\ n

diS>en>CUni>bei X.dis-'n-'ksm-barX vt [MF desencombrer, fr. des-
+ encombrer to encumber] : to free from encumbrance : disburden
syn see extricate

dis>en>dow \,dis-'n-'dau\ vt : to strip of endowment — dls-en-
dow-er \-'dau(-3lr\ n — dis<en*dow<ment \-'dau-m3nt\ n

dis>en-fran>chise \,dis-'n-'fran-,chiz\ vt : disfranchise — dls-
en>fran-cbise>tnent V.chTz-msnt, -chaz-\ n

dlS-en>gage \,dis-'n-'gaj\ vb [F desengager, fr. MF, fr. des- +
engager to engage] vt : to release from something that engages
~ vi : to release or detach oneself— dis>en*gage-inent \-m3nt\ n

dis-en.tail \.dis-'n-'ta(3)l\ vr : to free from entaU
dis*en>tau<>gle \,dis-'n-'taD-g3l\ vt : to free from entanglement
; UNRAVEL ~ VI : to become disentangled syn see extricate— dis<en*tan*gle>ment ymant\ n

dls>en>thTaU \,dis-'n-'thr6I\ vr : to free from bondage : liberate
dis<equil-i<brate \,dis-i-'kwil-3-,brat\ vr : to put out of balance— dls*equil>i-bra-tion \-,kwil-3-'bra-sh3n\ n
dis.equi.lib.ri.um \(,)dis-,e-kws-'lib-re-3m, -,ek-w3-\ n : loss or
lack of equilibrium; esp : a condition of economic imbalance

dis.es.tab.Jish \,dis-&-'stab-Iish\ vr : to end the establishment
of; esp : to deprive of the status and privileges of an established
church — dis-es'tab-lish-ment \-m3nt\ n
idis-es»teem \,dis-a-'stem\ vt : to regard with disfavor
2disesteem n : disfavor, disrepute
di.seuse\de-'z3(r)z,-'zuz\n,;7/di.seuses\-'z3Cr)2(-32),-'zUz(-sz)\
[F, fem. of diseur] : a skilled and usu. professional woman reciter

idiS.fa-VOr \('ldis-'fa-v3r\ n [prob. fr. MF desjaveur, fr. des- dis-

+ Javeur favor, fr. OF Javor] 1 ; disapproval, dislike 2 ; the
stale or fact of being deprived of favor 3 : disadvantage

2dlsfavor vr ; to withhold or withdraw favor from
dls-lea>tlire \(')dis-'fe-ch3r\ vr ; to mar the features of syn see
deface — dis-fea-ture*ment \-m3nt\ n

diS>fig>ure Xdis-'fig-yar, esp Brit -'fig-3r\ vr [ME disfiguren, fr.

MF desjigurer, fr. des- + figure} 1 : to spoil the appearance of
2 obs : DISGUISE syn see deface — dls-fig-ure-meut \-m3nt\ n

dis.lran.chise \(')dis-'fran-.chi2\ vr : to deprive of a franchise,
of a legal right, or of some privilege or immunity ;_esp : to deprive of
the right to vote — diS'lran-cbise-ment \-,chiz-m3nt, -ch3z-\ n

dis*frock \(*jdis-'{rak\ vt : unfrock
dls>lui*nish \(*)dis-'far-nish\ vr [MF desjoumiss-, stem of des-
Journir, fr. des- + journir to furnish — more at furnish] ; to make
destitute of possessions : divest — dis>lur'Uisb>nient \-m3nt\ n
diS*gorge \C')dis-'g6(3)rj\ vb [MF desgorger, fr. des- + gorge'\
vt 1 a : to discharge by the throat and mouth ; voMrr b : to dis-
charge violently, confusedly, or as a result of force 2 : to discharge
the contents of (asjhe stomach) '— vi : to discharge contents
idis-grace \dis-'gras\ vr 1 : to bring reproach or shame to
2 : to put to shame or out of favor — dis*grac-er n

^disgrace n [MF, fr. Olt disgrazia, fr. dis- (fr. L) + grazia grace,
fr. L gratia — more at gr^ce] la: loss of grace, favor, or honor
b : the condition of one fallen from grace or honor 2 : something
causing a fall from grace or bringing dishonor
syn dishonor, disrepute, shame, infamy, ignominy, opprobrium:

disgrace implies a loss of favor or esteem once enjoyed or a
severe humiliation not necessarily deserved; dishonor often equals
disgrace but may imply loss of self-esteem; disrepute stresses
loss of one's good name or the attachment of a bad name or repu-
tation; shame stresses a painful or humiliating disgrace often suf-
fered because of another s act or behavior and often imphes feel-

ings of guilt and remorse; infamy stresses notoriety and well-de-
served extreme contempt; ignominy applies chiefly to the humiha-
tion of defeat or insult usu. without impUcation of moral blame;
opprobrium adds to disgrace the implication of severe reproach
or condemnation

dis<grace<lul \dis-'gras-f3l\ adj : bringing or involving shame or
disgrace — dis-grace-IuMy \-f3-le\ adv — dis>grace*ful*ness n

dis.gnin.tle \dis-'grant-'l\ vr dis-grun-tling N-'grsnt-lio. -'l-io\
[dis- + gruntle (to grumble), fr. ME gruntlen, freq. of grunten to
grunt] : to put in bad humor— dis-grun-tle-ment \-n-m3nt\ n
idiS-gmse \dis-"gTz\ vt [ME disgisen, fr. MF desguiser, fr. OF, fr.

des- + guise] 1 a : to change the customary dress or appearance of
b ; to furnish with a false appearance or an assumed identity
2 obs : disfigure 3 : to obscure the existence or true state or
character of : conceal — dis-guis-ed.ly \-'gT2(-3)d-le\ adv —
dls-gulse<ment \-'gTz-m3nt\ n — dls>guis*er n
syn cloak, mask, dissemble: disguise typically implies a decep-

tive change of dress and physical appearance but may extend to a
change in maimer of speech or behavior that serves to conceal a
motive or attitude; cloak suggests a means of hiding a movement
or intention completely; mask suggests the prevention of recogni-
tion of a thing's true character, nature, or presence usu. by some
obvious means and does not always imply pretense or deception;
dissemble stresses pretense for the purpose of misleading as well as
hiding esp. with regard to feelings or opinions
adisgnise n l : apparel assumed to conceal one's identity or coun-

terfeit another's 2 a : an outward form misrepresenting the true
nature or identity of a person or thing b ; pretense 3 : the act
of disguising
idis-gust \dis-'g3st\ n ; marked aversion excited by exposure to
something highly distasteful or loathsome ; repugnance

^disgust vb [MF desgouster, fr. des- dis- + goust taste, fr. L gitstus;
akin to L gustare to taste — more at choose] vr 1 : to provoke to
loathing, repugnance, or aversion ; be offensive to 2 : to cause
(one) to lose an interest or intention through exciting distaste -^ vi

; to cause disgust — dis*gust>ed adj — dis*gust-ed>ly adv
diS'gllst-Iul \-'g3st-fal\ adj 1 : provoking disgust 2 ; resulting
from or accompanied by disgust — dls-gU5t>ful*ly \-f3-le\ adv

dis>gust*ing adj : revolting — dis* gust*ingOy \-'gas-uo-le\ adv
I dish \'dish\ n [ME, fr. OE disc plate; akin to OHG tisc plate,
table; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L discus
quoit, disk, dish, fr. Gk diskos, fr. dikein to throw] 1 : a more or
less concave vessel from which food is served 2 a (1) : the food
served in a dish <a -^ of strawberries) (2) : food prepared in a
particular way b ; something resembUng a dish of food
3 : amount held by a dish :4a; any of various shallow concave
vessels; broadly : something that in shallow concavity resembles
a dish b : the state of being concave or the degree of concavity
2dish vr 1 : to put (as food for serving) into a dish 2 ; to make
concave 3 slang a : to do for b : cheat, frustrate

dis.ba.bille \,dis-3-'be(a)l, -'bil, -'be\ n [F deshabille, fr. pp. of
deshabiUer to undress, fr. des- dis- + habiller to dress — more at
habiliment] 1 a archaic : negligee b : the state of being dressed
in a loose or careless style 2 : untidiness, disorder

dis.har.mon-ic \.dis-(.)har-'man-ik\ or dis.har.mo.ni.ous
\-'m6-ne-3s\ adj 1 : lacking or defective in harmony 2 a : having
a combination of bodily characters that results in an unusual form
or appearance b : allometric
dis*har>mo*mze \Odis-'har-m3-,nTz\ vt : to make disharmonic
dis*har*mo*ny \-ne\ n : lack of harmony : discord
diSb>cloth \'dish-,kl6th\ n : a cloth for washing dishes
dlshclotll gonid n : the fruit of any of several gourds (genus Lujja)
having a fibrous interior that is dried and used like a sponge

diSh>clOUt \'dish-,klaut\ n, Brit : dishcloth
dis*beart*en \(')dis-'hart-'n\ vr ; to deprive of courage and hope— dis*heart*en*ing \-*hart-nir), -'n-io\ adj— dis*beart-en*ing>ly
\-le\ adv — dis*heart*en*ment \-'hart-'n-m3nt\ n

dished \'disht\ adj 1 : concave 2 oj a pair oj vehicle wheels
: nearer together at the bottom than at the top

di*shev.el \dish-'ev-3i\ vt di*sbev.eled or di.shev.elled; dl-
Shev*el*lng or di.shev-eMing \-'ev-(a-)lio\ [back-formation fr.

disheveled] : to let hang or fall loosely
di*sliev.eled or di*shev*eUed adj [ME discheveled, part trans, of
MF deschevelS, fr. pp. of descheveler to disarrange the hair, fr. des-
+ cAevei hair, fr. 'Lcapillus'i ; marked by loose disorder or disarray

diS*hon.est \(')dis-'an-3st\ adj [ME, fr. MF deshoneste, fr. des-
+ honeste honest] 1 obs : shameful, unchaste 2 : characterized
by lack of truth, honesty, or trustworthiness — dis*bon*est-ly adv
syn dishonest. oECErrFUL, mendacious, lying, untruthful
mean unworthy of trust or belief, dishonest impUes a willful perver-
sion of truth in order to deceive, cheat, or defraud; DECEfTFUL usu.
impUes an intent to mislead and commonly suggests a false ap-
pearance or double-dealing in behavior; mendacious is less forth-
right than lying and may suggest bland or even harmlessly mis-
chievous deceit; lying implies a specific act or instance rather than
a habit or tendency of telling untruths; untruthful is a less brutal
term than lying and in appUcation to accounts or description may
lack any suggestion of fraudulent motive

diS*hon*es*ty \-3-ste\ n 1 : lack of honesty or integrity ; disposi-
tion to defraud or deceive 2 : a dishonest act : fraud
tdis*hon*or \(')dis-*an-3r\ n [ME dishonour, it. OF deshonor, fr.

des- + honor] 1 : lack or loss of honor or reputation 2 : the state

of one who has lost honor or prestige : shame 3 a : a dishonorable
thing or action b : a cause of disgrace 4 t the nonpayment or
nonacceptance of commercial paper by the party on whom it is

drawn syn see disgrace — dis*non.or*er \-'an-3r-3r\ n
^dishonor vr 1 a : to deprive of honor b : to bring shame on
2 : to refuse to accept or pay (as a draft, bill, check, or note)

dis*hon*or*able \(')dis-'an-(3-)r3-b3l, -''an-ar-b3l\ adj 1 : lacking
honor : shameful <~ conduct) 2 obs : not honored — dis-bon-
or*able*ness n — dis*hon*or*ably \-ble\ adv

dish out vt 1 ; to serve (food) from a dish 2 : to give usu. freely

dish*rag \'dish-,rag\ n : dishcloth
dish towel n : a cloth for drying dishes

dish*wash.ei \-,w6sh-ar, -,wash-3r\ n 1 : a worker employed to
wash dishes 2 : a machme for washing dishes

dish.wa>ter \-,w6t-ar, -,w'at-\ n : water in which dishes have been
or are to be washed

idis-il*lu*sion \,dis-3-'lii-zh3n\ n ; disenchantment
^disillusion vr dis.il*lu.sion.ing \-'lUzh-(3-)nio\ : to free from
or deprive of illusion — dis*il>lu*5ion>ment \-'lu-zh3n-mant\ n

dls*in>cen>tive \,dis-'n-'sent-iv\ n : deterrent
dis*in*cli*na*tlon \(,)dis-,in-kl3-'na-sh3n, -,ia-\ n ; a state of
unwillingness : slight aversion : distaste

dis.in-cline \,dis-'n-'klTn\ vr : to make unwilling
dis-in<clined adj : unwilling because of mild dislike or disapproval
syn disinclined, hesitant, reluctant, loath, averse mean lack-

ing the will or the desire to do something indicated- disinclined
impUes lack of taste for or inclination toward and often active
disapproval of the thing suggested; hesffant impUes a holding
back through fear, uncertainty, or disinclination; reluciant
implies a holding back through imwillingness; loath impUes
hesitancy because not in accord with one's opinions, predUecuons,
or Uking; averse impUes a holding back from or avoiding because
of distaste or repugnance

diS'in.Iect \.dis-'n-*fekt\ vt [MF desinjecter, fr. des- + infecter to
infect] : to free from infection esp. by destroying harmful micro-
organisms; broadly : cleanse — dis*ln*lec*tion \-'fek-shMi\ n

diS*in.leC'tant \-'fek-t3nt\ n : an agent that frees from infection;

esp : a chemical that destroys vegetative forms of harmful micro-
organisms but not ordinarily bacterial spores

dis-in*test \,dis-'n-'fest\ vr : to rid of insects, rodents, or other
smaU animals — dis>in*fes-ta-tion \(,)dis-,in-,fes-'ta-sh3n\ n
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dis-in.les.tant \,dis-'n-'fes-t9nt\ n : a dlsinfesting agent
(li5*iii>fla*tion Vidis-^n-'fla-shanX n : a reversal of inflationary
pressures — dis-in^fla-tion-ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj

diS<ln.gen.u>0U5 \,dis-=n-'jen-y3-w3s\ adj : lacking In candor;
also : giving a false appearance of simple frankness : calculating— diS'ln-gen-u-ous-ly adv — dis-in'gen-u-ous'ness n

dis<ln.her*it \,dis-'n-'her-at\ vt 1 a : to deprive of the right to
inherit b ; to prevent deliberately (as by making a will) from
inheriting 2 : to deprive of natural or human rights or of special
privileges previously held — dis-m*lier*i*tance \-'her-at-3n(t)s\ n

dis>in.te>grate \(')dis-'int-3-,grat\ vt 1 : to break or decompose
into constituent elements, parts, or small particles 2 : to destroy
the unity or integrity of '^ vi 1 : to break or separate into con-
stituent elements or parts 2 : to lose unity or integrity by or as if

by breaking into parts 3 : to undergo a change in composition
<an atomic nucleus that -^s because of radioactivity) — di5>iii>te-
gra.tion_\{,)dis-.int-3-'gra-sh3n\ n — dis-in-te-gra-tive \(')dis-
'int-a-,grat-iv\ adj — dls>in-te<gra-tor \-,grat-3r\ n

dis.in.ter \,dis-'n-'t3r\ vt 1 : to take out of the grave or tomb
2 : to bring to hght : unearth — dis>m>ter*raent \-m3nt\ n

idis-in-ter-est XOdis-'in-trast; -'int-s-rsst, -a-.rest, -srst; -'in-

,trest\ vt : to divest of interest
^disinterest n l : disadvantage 2 : lack of self-interest : disin-
terestedness 3 : lack of interest ; apathy
dis>in>ter<est>ed adj 1 ; uninterested 2 : free from selfish

motive or interest : unbiased <a -^ decision) syn see indifferent— dis*in>ter<est>ed*ly adv — dis*in>ter<est>ed*ness n
dis>iii.vest>ment \,dis-''n-'ves(t)-m3nt\ n : consumption of capital

diS>J0iU \(')dis-'j6in\ vb [MF desjoindre, fr. L disjungere, fr. dis- +
jungere to join ] v/ ; to end the joining of '— vi ; to become detached
1diS-}0int \-'j6int\ adj [ME disjoynt, fr. MF desjoiiit, pp. of des-
joindre"] obs : out of joint ; disjointed
^disjoint vt 1 : to separate the parts of 2 r to take apart at the
joints -*- vi : to part at the joints

diS'joint'ed adj l : separated at or as if at the joint 2 : discon-
nected, disordered <a -^ society); esp : incoherent <'^ conversa-
tion) — dis*ioint*ed-Iy adv — dis>ioint<ed<ness n
idisounct \dis-'J3o(k)t\ adj [L disjunctus, pp. of disjungere to
disjoin] : marked by separation of or from usu. contiguous parts or
individuals: as a : discontinuous b : relating to melodic pro-
gression by intervals larger than a major second c oj an insect

: having head, thorax,and abdomen separated by deep constrictions
2dis>juuct \'dis-j3oCk)t\ n : any of the alternatives comprising a
logical disjunction

dis>junc*tion \dis-'j3r)(k)-sh3n\ n 1 : disunion, separation
2 a ; a complex logical proposition that asserts one or more of its

terms b ; a proposition that asserts one and only one of its terms
idiS'junC'tive \-'jar)(k)-tiv\ n ; a disjunctive conjunction
adisinnctive adj 1 ; tending to disjoin 2 a : expressing an alterna-
tive or opposition between the meanings of the words connected
<the '^ conjunction or) b ; expressed by mutually exclusive alterna-
tives joined by or <'^ pleading) 3 oj a pronoun form : stressed and
not attached to the verb as an enclitic or proclitic — dis*junc-
tive.ly adv

idisU or disc \'disk\ n, ojten attrib [L discus — more at dish]
1 archaic : DISCUS 1 2 a ; the central part of the flower head of a
typical composite made up of closely packed tubular flowers b usu
disc ; an enlargement of the torus surrounding, beneath, or above
the pistil of a flower 3 : any of various rounded and flattened
animal anatomical structures 4 a : a thin circular object b usu disc
: a phonograph record 5 usu disc : one of the concave circular
steel tools with sharpened edge making up the working part of a
disc harrow or plow; also t an implement employing such tools
3disk or disc vt 1 ; to cultivate with a disc harrow or similar imple-
ment 2 usu disc : to record on a phonograph disc

disk llower n : one of the tubular flowers in the disk of a composite
plant — called also disk floret

disk'like or disclike \'dis-,kITk\ adj : circular and nearly flat

disk wheel n i a wheel presenting a solid surface from hub to rim
dis.llk.able or dis.like.able \('ldis-'IT-k3-bal\ adj : unlikable
idiS'like \(')dis-'17k\ vt 1 archaic : displease 2 ; to regard with
di^^like : disapprove 3 obs : to show aversion to — dis*lik>er n

^dislike n l : a feeling of distaste or disapproval 2 obs : discord
dis-limn \(')dis-'lim\ vb ; dim
diS'lO-cate \'dis-16-,kat, (')dis-'loA vt [ML dislocatus, pp. of
dislocare, fr. L dis- + locare to locate] 1 ; to put out of place;
specij : to displace (a bone) from normal connections with another
bone 2 : disrupt

dls4o*ca'tion \,dis-f,)lo-'ka-sh3n, -l5-\ n : the act of dislocating
; the state of being dislocated: as a : displacement of one or more
bones at a joint b ; disruption of an established order

dis.lodge \(')dis-'laj\ vb [ME disloggen, fr. MF desloger, fr. des- +
loger to lodge, fr. loge lodge] vt 1 : to force out of a resting place
2 : to drive from a position of hiding, defense, or advantage «- vi

: to leave a lodging place
dis.loy.al \(')dis-'16i(-3)l\ adj [MF deslolal, fr. OF fr. des- +
loial loyaj] : lacking in loyalty syn see faithless — ais-loy*al*Iy
\-'16i-3-le\ adv

dis-loy.al.ty \-'16i(-a)l-te\ n : lack of loyalty
dis*mal \'diz-mal\ adj [ME, fr. dismal, n., days marked as unlucky
in medieval calendars, fr. AF, fr. ML dies mali, lit., evil days] 1 obs
; disastrous, dreadful 2 : showing or causing gloom or depres-
sion 3 : lacking interest or merit — dis>mal>ly \-m3-le\ adv

dis.man.tle \(')dis-'mant-'l\ vt dis.man.tling \-'mant-Iia.
-'l-iO\ [MF desmanteler, fr. des- + mantel mantle] 1 ; to strip of
dress or covering : divest 2 : to strip of furniture and equipment
3 : to take to pieces — dis-man*tle*ment X-'mant-'l-mantX n

dis>niast \(')dis-'mast\ vt ; to remove or break off the mast of
idis<may \dis-'ma, diz-\ vt [ME dismayen, fr. (assumed) OF
desmaiier, fr. OF des- + -mailer (as in esmaiier to dismay), fr.

(assumed) VL -magare, of Gmc origin] ; to take away the courage
or resolution of with alarm — dis>may<ing>ly \-io-lc\ adv
syn appall, horrify, daunt: dismay implies loss of power to

carry on because of sudden fear or anxiety or great perplexity;
appall implies an overwhelming or paralyzing dread or terror or
sense of helplessness before something monstrous or shocking;
horrify may imply a shuddering revulsion from the ghastly or
gruesome or hideous but it is often merely equal to shock; daunt
suggests a cowing, subduing, disheartening, or frightening in a
venture requiring courage

^dismay n 1 ; sudden loss of courage or resolution from alarm or
fear 2 a : sudden disappointment b : perturbation
dis.mem.ber \(')dis-'mem-b3r\ vt dis-mem.ber.ing \-b(a-)ria\
[ME dismembren, fr. OF desmembrer, fr. des- -1- membre member]
1 : to cut off or disjoin the limbs, members, or parts of 2 : to
break up or tear into pieces— dis»mem.ber.menl \-b3r-mant\ n

diS>miSS \dis-'mis\ vt [modif. of L dimissus, pp. of dimiitere, fr. dis-

apart + miitere to send — more at dis-, smite] 1 : to permit or
cause to leave 2 : to send or remove from office, service, or em-
ployment : discharge 3 a : to bar from attention or serious con-
sideration b : to put out of judicial consideration syn see eject
dis>miss<al \-'mis-3l\ n ; the act of dismissing : the fact or state of
being dismissed
dis-mis*5ion \-'mish-9n\ n ; dismissal
idis-mount XC'ldis-'mauntX vb [prob. modif. of MF desmonter, fr.

deS' + monter to mount] vi 1 obs : descend 2 : to alight from or
as if from a horse '^ vt 1 : to throw down or remove from a
mount or an elevated position; esp ; unhorse 2 ; disassemble
^dismount n : the act of dismounting
dis-obe*di>ence \,dis-3-'bed-e-9n(t)s\ n : refusal or neglect to obey
dis-obe.di-ent \-3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF desobedient, fr. des- +
obedient'] : refusing or neglecting to obey — dis*obe«di.ent»ly adv

diS'Obey \,dis-a-'ba\ vb [ME disobeyen, fr. MF desobeir, fr. des- -h

obeir to obey] vt : to fail to obey ^ vi X to be disobedient
dis<oblige \,dis-a-'blTj\ vt [F desobliger, fr. MF, fr. des- + obliger
to oblige] 1 ; to go counter to the wishes of 2 : to put out

dl>SO>mic \(')dT-'so-mik\ adj [di- + -somic] : having one or more
chromosomes duplicated but not an entire genome duplicated
idiS>or<der \(')dis-*6rd-3r\ vt 1 : to disturb the order of 2 : to
disturb the regular or normal functions of
^disorder n 1 a : lack of order b : a disturbing, neglecting, or
breaking away from a due order 2 : breach of the peace or public
order 3 : an abnormal physical or mental condition ; ailment

dis>or-dered adj l obs ; morally reprehensible ; unruly
2 a : marked by disorder b : not functioning in a normal orderly
healthy way — dis>or>dered>ly adv — dis-or-dered-ness n

dis<or>der<li*ness \C')dis-'6rd-3r-le-n3s\ n : the quahty or state of
being disorderly

dis-or.der-ly \-le\ adj 1 a : unruly, turbulent b (1) : constitut-
ing a public nuisance by being offensive to public order or decency
(2) : guilty of disorderly conduct 2 : marked by disorder

disorderly conduct n : a petty offense chiefly against public order
and decency that falls short of an indictable misdemeanor

dis<or>ga>ni.za>tion \(,)dis-,6rg-(3-)n3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act of
disorganizing ; the state of being disorganized

diS>or>ga>nize \(')dis-'6r-g3-,nTz\ vt [F desorganiser, fr. des- dis-
+ organiser to organize] : to destroy the organic structure or
regular or systematic arrangement of : confuse

dis>ori-ent \(')dis-*or-e-,ent. -'6r-\ vt [F desorienter, fr. des- dis- -l-

orienter to orient, fr. MF, fr. orient, n] 1 a : to cause to lose
bearings : displace from normal position or relationship b : to
cause to lose the jense of time, place, or identity 2 ; confuse

di5*ori*en<tate Ve-sn-^tat, -e-,en-\ vt : disorient — diS'Ori»en»ta-
tion \(,)dis-,or-e-3n-'ta-sh3n, -,6r-, -e-en-\ n

dis>own \(')dis-'on\ vi 1 : to refuse to acknowledge as one's own
2 a : disclaim b ; to deny the vaUdity or authority of — dis-own-
ment \-m3nt\ n

dis*par*age \dis-'par-ij\ vt [ME disparagen to degrade by marriage
below one's class, disparage, fr. MF desparagier to marry below
one's class, fr. OF, fr. des- dis- + parage extraction, lineage, fr. per
peer] 1 ; to lower in rank or reputation : degrade 2 obs : dis-
courage 3 : to speak slightingly of : depreciate_ syn see decry— dis-par'ag<ing adj— dis>par*ag*ing>ly \-io-le\ adv

dis<par>age-inent \-ij-mant\ « 1 : a lowering of esteem or standing
2 : the act of disparaging

dlS-pa-rate \dis-'par-3t, 'dis-p(3-)r3t\ adj [L disparatus, pp. of
disparare to separate, fr. dis- + parare to prepare — more at pare]
: distinct in quality or character : dissimilar syn see different— dis*pa>rate>ly adv — dis<pa<rate*ness n

dis.par.i.ty \dis-'par-3t-e\ n [MF desparite, fr. LL disparitat-,
disparitas, fr. L dis- -(- LL paritat-, paritas parity] : the state of
being disparate : difference

dis.part \(')dis-'part\ vb [It & L; It dispartire, fr. L, fr. dis- -(-

partire to divide — more at part] archaic : separate, divide
dis.pas-sion.ate \(')dis-'pash-(3-)n3t\ adj : not influenced by
strong feeling : calm syn see fair — dis<pas>sion>ate>ly adv
'dis-palch \dis-'pach\ vb [Sp despachar or It dispacciare, fr. Prov
despachar to get rid of, fr. MF despeechier to set free, fr. OF, fr. des-
-\- -peechier] vt 1 : to send off or away with promptness or speed
esp. on official business 2 a : to put to death b obs : deprive
3 : to dispose of (as a task) rapidly or efficiently -^ vi, archaic ; to
make haste : hurry syn see kill — dis-patcli-er n
adispatch n l : the act of dispatching: as .a o&5 : dismissal b : the
act of putting to death c (I) ; prompt settlement (as of an item of
business) (2) : quick riddance d : a sending off : shipment 2 a
: a message sent with speed; esp : an important official message
sent by a diplomatic, military, or naval officer b : a news item
sent in by a correspondent to a newspaper 3 : promptness and
efficiency in performance or transmission syn see haste

dis>pel \dis-'pel\ vt dis-pelled; diS'pel*ling [L dispellere, fr. dis"

+ pellere to drive, beat — more at felt] ; to drive away by scat-
tering : dissipate syn see scatter

dis.pens.abU.i.ty \(,)dis-,pen(t)-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being dispensable

dis-pens-able \dis-'pen(t)-s3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being dispensed
with : UNESSENTIAL

dis>pen<sa>ry \dis-'pen(t)s-(3-)re\ n : a place where medical or
dental aid is dispensed

dis>pen*sa*tion \,dis-pan-'sa-sh3n, -,pen-\ n 1 a : a general state
or ordering of things; specif : a system of revealed commands and
promises regulating human affairs b ; a particular arrangement or
provision esp. of providence or nature 2 a : an exemption from a
law or from an impediment, vow, or oath b : a formal authoriza-
tion 3a; the act of dispensing b ; something dispensed or dis-
tributed — dis>pen-sa>tion*al \-shnal, -sh3n-^l\ adj

dis>pen>sa*to<ry \dis-'pen(t)-s3-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ « 1 ; a medicinal
formulary 2 archaic : dispensary

dis.pense \dis-'pen(Os\ vb [ME dispensen, fr. ML& L; ML dispen-
sary to grant dispensation, fr. L, to distribute, fr. dispensus, pp. of
dispendere to weigh out, fr. dis- + pendere to weigh] vt 1 a ; to deal
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out in portions b ; administer <~ justice) 2 : to give dispensa-
tion to ; EXEMPT 3 : to prepare and distribute (medicines) ~ vi.

archaic : to grant dispensation syn see distribute — dispense
with 1 : to suspend the operation of 2 : to do without

dis-pens>er \-'pen(t)-s3r\ n : one that dispenses: as a : a container
that extrudes, sprays, or feeds out in convenient units b ; a usu.
mechanical device for vending merchandise

dis-peo>ple \(')dis-'pe-p3l\ vt : depopulate
dis>pers>al Xdis-'par-sslX n ; the act or result of dispersing
dis.perse \dis-"p3rs\ vb [ME dysparsen, fr. MF disperser, fr. L
dispersus, pp. of dispergere to scatter, fr. dis- + spargere to scatter
vt 1 a ; to cause to break up and go in different ways b : to cause
to become spread widely c : dispel 2 : to spread or distribute
from a fixed or constant source: as a : disseminate b : to subject
(as light) to dispersion c : to distribute more or less evenly through-
out a medium ~ vi 1 : to break up and move or scatter in dif-
ferent directions 2 : dissipate, vanish syn see scatter — dis-
pers.er \-'p3r-sar\ n — dis«pers-ible \-s9-bal\ adj

disperse system n : a two-phase system consisting of a dispersion
medium and a dispersed phase

diS>per>Slon Vdis-'par-zhan. -shanX n 1 cap : diaspora la 2 : the
act or process of dispersing : the state of being dispersed 3 : the
scattering of the values of a frequency distribution from an average
4 : the separation of light into colors by refraction or diffraction
with formation of a spectrum; also : the separation of nonhomoge-
neous radiation into components in accordance with some char-
acteristic (as energy) 5 a : a dispersed substance b : a system con-
sisting of a dispersed substance and the medium in which it is dis-
persed

dis<per-5ive X-'par-siv, -ziv\ adJ : of or relating to dispersion
: tending to disperse— dis-per-sive-ly adv — dis>per-sive>ness n

dis>per<soid \-'p3r-,s6id\ n 1 : disperse system 2 : finely divided
particles, droplets, or bubbles of one substance dispersed in another

dispir*it \(')dis-'pir-3t\ vt [dis- + spirit^ : to deprive of cheerful
or sanguine spirits — dispir-it-ed adj — dispir>it>ed>ly adv— dispir*it-ed*ness n

di5<pit<eous \dis-'pit-e-as\ adj [alter, of despileous'] archaic ; cruel
dis.place \C)dis-'plas\ vr [prob. fr. MF desplacer. fr. des- dis- +
place} 1 a : to remove from the usual or proper place; specij : to
expel or force to flee from home or homeland b ; to remove from
an office c obs : banish 2 : to take the place of ; supplant syn
see replace — dis-place>able \-'pla-sa-b3l\ adj

displaced person n : a person expelled or impelled to flee from his
country of nationality or habitual residence
dis-place.ment \dis-'pla-sm3nt\ n 1 : the act or process of dis-
placing : the state of being displaced 2 a : the volume or weight
of a fluid displaced by a floating body of equal weight b ; the
difference between the initial position of a body and any later
position c : the volume displaced by a piston in a single stroke
dis.plant \dis-'plant\ vt [MF desplanter, fr. des- + planter to
plant, fr. LL plantare} obs : displace, supplant
idis.play \dis-*pla\ vb [ME displayen, fr. AF despleier, fr. L
displicare to scatter, fr. dis- + plicare to fold] vt 1 : to spread or
stretch out 2 a : to spread before the view b : to set in display
3 obs ; DESCRY '— vi, obs : to show off syn see show

^display n, ojten attrib 1 a : a displaying of something; specij : a
device that gives information in visual form in communications
b : ostentatious show c : type composition designed to catch the
eye; also : printed matter so composed d ; an eye-catching arrange-
ment by which something is exhibited 2 : a pattern of behavior
exhibited esp. by male birds in the breeding season

diS-please \(')dis-'ple2\ vb [ME displesen, fr. MF desplaisir, fr.

(assumed) VL displacere, fr. L dis- + placere to please] vt 1 : to
incur the disapproval of esp. as accompanied by annoyance or
dislike 2 : to be offensive to '^ vi ; to give displeasure

dis-plea.sure \(')dis-'plezh-9r, -'pla-zharX n 1 : the feeling of one
that is displeased ; disfavor 2 a : discomfort b : unhappiness

dis>plode \dis-'pI6d\ vb ll. displodere, fr. dis- + plaudere to clap,
applaud] archaic ; explode — dis*plo<sion \-'plo-2han\ n
idisport \dis-'po(3)rt, -'p6(a)rt\ n, archaic : SPORT, pastime
2disport vb [ME disporten, fr. MF desporter, fr. des- + porter to
carry] vt 1 : divert, amuse 2 : display '«- vi : frolic

dis.pos.abil.i-ty \(,)dis-,po-z3-*bU-9t-e\ n ; the quality or state of
being disposable

dl5>pos>able \dis-'po-z3-b3l\ adj 1 : subject to or available for
disposal <'^ income) 2 : easily disposed of <'^ towels)

diS>pos>al \dis-'po-z3l\ n 1 : the act or process of disposing: as
a : orderly placement or distribution b : regulation, adminis-
tration c ; bestowal d : a discarding or throwing away : de-
struction 2 : the power or authority to dispose of
idis.pose \dis-'poz\ vb [ME disposen, fr. MF disposer, fr. L
disponere to arrange (perf. indie, disposal), fr. dis- + ponere to
put] vt 1 a : to give a tendency to : incline b : prepare 2 a ; to
?ut in place ; arrange b obs : regulate c archaic : bestow **- vi

: to settle a matter finally 2 obs : to come to terms syn see
incline — di5>pos>er n — dispose of 1 : to place, distribute, or
arrange esp. in an orderly way 2 a ; to transfer to the control of
another b (1) ; to get rid of (2) : to deal with conclusively
^dispose n 1 obs ; disposal 2 obs a : disposition b : demeanor
dis.po.si.tion \,dis-p3-'zish-an\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L disposition-,
dispositio, fr. dispositus, pp. of disponerel 1 : the act or the power
of disposing or the state of being disposed: as a ; administration,
control b (1) ; a giving over to the care or possession of another
(2) : the power of so placing or ridding oneself of (3) : the transfer
of property from one to another c : an ordering or arranging
in an orderly way 2 a : prevailing tendency, mood, or inclination
b : temperamental makeup c : the tendency of something to act
in a certain manner under given circumstances
syn disposition, temperament, temper, character, personality
mean the dominant quality or qualities distinguishing a person or
group, disposition implies customary moods and attitude toward
the life around one; temperament implies a pattern of innate
characteristics associated with one's specific physical and nervous
organization; temper implies the qualities acquired through ex-
perience that determine how a person or a group meets difficulties

or handles situations; character applies to the aggregate of
moral qualities by which a person is judged apart from his in-
telligence, competence, or special talents; personality applies to

an aggregate of qualities that distinguish one as a person
dls-pos-sess \,dis-p3-'zes, -'ses\ vt [MF despossesser, fr. des- dis-
+ possesser to possess] : to put out of possession or occupancy— diS'poS'SeS'Sor \-3r\ n

diS>pos<ses<sion \-'zesh-3n, -'sesh-X n : the act of dispossessing
or the stale of being dispossessed; specij : legal ouster

diS-po-snre \dis-'po-zh3r\ n, archaic : disposal, DisPOsmoN
mis.praise \(')dis-'praz\ vt [ME dispraisen, fr. OF despreisier, fr.

des- dis- + preisier to praise] : to comment on with disapproval or
censure — diS'prais-er n — dis>prais>iug*Iy \-'pra-2io-Ie\ adv
^dispraise n ; the act of dispraising : disparagement
dispread \dis-'pred\ vb ; to spread abroad or out : expand
dis.prize \(')dis-'prTz\ vt [MF despriser, fr. OF despreisier to
dispraise] obs : undervalue, scorn
dls*prooI \(')dis-'pruf\ « 1 ; the action of disproving 2 : evi-
dence that disproves
idis*pro<por*tlon X.dis-prs-'por-shan, -'por-X n : lack of propor-
tion, symmetry, or proper relation ; disparity; also : an instance of
such disparity — dis-pro<por'tion>aI \-shn3l, -shan-'l\ adj
^disproportion vt : to make out of proportion : mismatch
dis*pro*por<tion>ate \-sh(3-)n3t\ adj : being out of proportion

; unsvmmetrical — dis<pro>por>tion'ate-ly adv
dis*prov>able \(')dis-'pru-v3-b3l\ adj : capable of being disproved
dis-prove \(')dis-'pruv\ vt [ME disproven, fr. MF desprover, fr.
des- + prover to prove] : to prove to be false : refute
syn refute, confute, rebut, controvert: disprove implies the

demonstration by any method of the falseness or invalidness of a
claim or argument; refute stresses a logical method of disproving;
confute implies reducing an opponent to silence by an over-
whelming argument; rebut suggests formality in the act of answer-
ing an argument and does not necessarily imply success in disprov-
ing; controvert stresses the act of opposing with denial or an
answering argument and, like rebut, the attemot to refute an op-
posing argument without implying success in disproving

dis.put.abil.i-ty \(,)dis-.pyut-a-'bil-3t-e. ,dis-py3t-\ n : the quality
or state of being disputable

dis-put-able Xdis-'pyiit-s-bal, 'dis-pyat-X adj : debatable
dis-pu-tant Xdis-'pyiit-'nt, 'dis-pyat-antX n : disputer
dis.pu-ta.tion N.di-s-pya-'ia-shan, -(,)pyU-'ta-\ n 1 ; the act of
disputing : debate 2 : an academic exercise in oral defense of a
thesis by formal logic

dis>pu-ta>tious \-sh3s\ adj 1 : inclined to dispute 2 : contro-
versial — di5<pu>ta-tiou5*ly adv — dis*pu-ta>tions>ness n
idis.pute \dis-"pyut\ vb [ME disputen. fr. OF desputer, fr. L dis-
putare to discuss, fr. dis- -H puiare to think] vi 1 : to engage in
argument : debate 2 : wrangle '^ vt 1 a : to make the subject of
disputation b : to call into question 2 a : to struggle against
h : to struggle over : contest syn see discuss — dis-put-er n

2dis.pute \dis-'pyiit, *dis-,pyut\ n 1 a : verbal controversy : de-
bate b : quarrel 2 obs : physical combat

dis.qual-i.fi.ca.tion \(,)dis-.kwal-a-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of
disqualifying : the state of being disqualified ('^ from office)
2 : something that disqualifies or incapacitates

dis*qual<i*fy \(')dis-'kwal-3-,fT\ vt 1 : to deprive of the required
qualities, properties, or conditions ; make unfit 2 : to deprive
of a power, right, or privilege; specij : to make ineligible 3 I to
debar from further competition for violation of the rules

dis.quan.ti-ty \(')dis-'_kwan(t)-3t-e\ vr, obs : diminish, lessen
idis.QUi.et \(')dis-'kwi-3t\ vt : to take away the peace or tran-
quillity of ; DISTURB, alarm syn see discompose — dis*qui-et*ing
adj — diS'qui-et'ing'ly \-io-le\ adv

^disquiet n : the lack of peace or tranquillity : anxiety
adisquiet adj, archaic ; disquieted, uneasy — dis>qui>et>ly adv
dis>qiu<etude \(')dis-'kwT-3-,t(y)ud\ n ; agitation, anxiety
diS>qui>Si>tion \,dis-kwa-'zish-3n\ n [L disquisition-, disquisitio,

fr. disquisitus, pp. of disquirere to inquire diligently, fr. dis- +
quaerere to seek — more at quest] : a forrnal inquiry into or dis-
cussion of a subject : discourse

dis-rate \(')dis-'rat\ vt : to reduce in rank ; demote
idis*re>gard \,dis-ri-'gard\ vt ; to pay no attention to : treat as
unworthy of regard or notice syn see neglect

^disregard n : the act of disregarding : the state of being dis-
regarded : NEGLECT — dis*re>gard>lul \-f3l\ adj

dis>re<la>tion \,dis-ri-'la-shan\ n : lack of a fitting or proportionate
connection or relationship
idis.rel.ish \(')dis-*rel-ish\ vt : to find unpalatable or distasteful

2disrellsh n : lack of relish : distaste, dislike
diS're.mem-ber \,dis-ri-'mem-b3r\ vt : forget
dis-re-pair \,dis-ri-'pa(3)r, -'pe(3)r\ n ; the state of being in need
of repair

dis-rep-u.ta.bil.i.ty \C,)dis-,rep-y3t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being disreputable

dis*rep.u>ta>ble \(')dis-'rep-y3t-3-b3l\ adj : not reputable or
decent — dis-rep*u-ta-ble>ness n — dis>rep>u>ta>bly \-ble\ adv

dis.re-pute \,dis-ri-'pyiit\ n ; loss or lack of reputation ; low
esteem : discredit syn see disgrace
idis-re-spect \,dis-ri-'spekt\ vt : to have disrespect for
^disrespect n : lack of respect or reverence : discourtesy
dis-re-spect-able \,dis-ri-'spek-t3-b3l\ adj : not respectable
dis-re*spect<ful \,dis-ri-'spek(t)-f3l\ adj : lacking proper respect— diS'ie-spect-ful'ly \-f3-le\ adv — dis>re>spect-2ul>ness n
dis*robe \(')dis-*rob\ vb [MF desrober, fr. des- dis- + robe gar-
ment — more at robe] vt ; undress '*' vi ; to undress oneself

diS-rupt \dis-'r3pt\ vr [L disruptus, pp. of disrumpere, fr. dis- -}-

rumpere to break — more at rupture] 1 a ; to break apart
; rupture b : to throw into disorder 2 ; to cause to break down— dis-rupt-er n — dis>rup<tion \-'r3p-sh3n\ n

dis-rup-tive \dis-'r3p-tiv\ adj ; causing or tending to cause dis-
ruption — dis>rup<tive<ly adv — dis-rup*tive>ness n

dis.sat.is.lac.tion \f,)dis-,(s)at-as-'fak-sh3n\ n : the quality or
state of being dissatisfied : discontent

dis>sat>is>fac>to-ry \-'fak-t(3-)re\ adj : causing dissatisfaction

dis>sat>is>fy \(')dis-'(s)at-3s-,fr\ vt : to fail to satisfy : displease
dis>save \(')dis-*(s)av\ vi ; to use savings for current expenses
dis>seat \(')dis-'(s)et\ vt, archaic : unseat
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dis-sect \dis-'ekt; dT-'sekt, 'dT-A v6 tL dissectus, pp. of dissecare
to cut apart, fr. dis- + secare to cut — more at saw] vt 1 : to sepa-
rate into pieces : expose the several parts (as of an animal) for
scientific examination 2 : to analyze and interpret minutely ^ vi

: to make a dissection syn see analyze — dis>sec>tor \-3r\ n
diS>sect>ed adj : cut deeply into fine lobes <a ~ leaf)
diS-sec-tion Xdis-'ek-shsn; dl-'sek-, 'di-A n 1 : the act or process
of dissecting ; the state of being dissected 2 ; an anatomical
specimen prepared by dissecting

dis.seise or dis-seize \(;')dis-'(s)ez\ vt [ME disseisen, fr. ML
disseisiare & AF disseisir, fr. OF dessaisir, fr. des- + saisir to put in
possession of — more at seize] ; to deprive esp. wrongfully of
seisin ; dispossess — dis*sei<sin or di5>sei>zin \-'(s)ez-'n\ n

dis.sem.ble \dis-'em-b3l\ vb dis-sem-bling \-b(3-)lio\ [alter, of
obs. dissimule, fr. ME dissimulen, fr, MF dissimuler, fr. L dissimulare— more at dissimulate] vt 1 : to hide under a false appearance
2 ; to put on the appearance of : slmulate **- vi : to put on a
false appearance ; conceal facts, intentions, or feelings under some
pretense syn see disguise — dis-sem-bler \-b(3-)l3r\ n

diS>sem*i>nate \dls-'em-a-,nat\ vb [L disseminatus, pp. of dis-
seminare, fr. dis- + seminare to sow, fr. semin-, semen seed] vt 1 ; to
spread abroad as though sowing seed <— ideas) 2 ; to disperse
throughout -- vi : to spread widely — dis<sem<i>na>tion \-,em-3-
na-shanX n — dls*sem>i*na'tor \-'em-a-,nat-3r\ n

dis>sem>i<nule \dis-'em-3-,nyU(3)l\ n ; a part or organ (as a seed
or spore) of a plant that ensures propagation

dis>sen*sion \dis-'en-ch3n\ n [ME, fr, MF, fr. L dissension-,
dissensio, fr. dissensiis, pp. of disseniire} : disagreement in opinion;
esp ; partisan and contentious quarreling syn see discord

tdis>sent \dis-'ent\ vi [ME dissenten, fr. L dissentire, fr. dis- +
sentire to feel] 1 : to withhold assent 2 ; to differ in opinion
^dissent n : difference of opinion: as a : religious nonconformity
b ; a justice's nonconcurrence with a decision of the majority

dis>sent<er \dis-'ent-ar\ n 1 : one that dissents 2 cap ; an English
Nonconformist

diS>5en>Uent \dis-'en-ch(e-)ant\ adj [L dissentient-, dissentienst
prp. of dissentire} ; expressing dissent— dissentient n
Dis>sent>ing adj ; nonconformist
diS>sep-i>tnent \dis-*ep-3-m3nt\ n [L dissaepimentum partition,
fr. dissaepire to divide, fr. dis- + saepire to fence In — more at
septum] ; a dividing tissue : septum; esp ; a partition between
cells of a compound plant ovary

dis-sert \dis-'3rt\ vi [L dissertus, pp. of disserere, fr, dis- + serere
to join, arrange — more at series] : discourse

diS'Ser-tate \'dis-3r-,tat\ vi [L dissertaius, pp. of dissertare, fr.

dissertus} : dissert — dis>ser>ta>tor \-,tat-3r\ n
dis-ser-ta-lion \,dis-ar-'ta-shsn\ n : an extended usu. written
treatment of a subject; specij : one submitted for a doctorate

dis-serve \{')dis-'(s)arv\ vt : to serve badly or falsely : harm
dis-ser.vice \(')dis-'(s)3r-v3s\ n : ill service ; injury
dis.sev.er \dis-'ev-9r\ vb [ME disseveren, fr. OF dessevrer, fr. LL
disseparare, fr. L dis- + separare to separate] vt : sever, separate^ vi ; to come apart ; disunite — dis-sev-er-ance \-'ev-
(3-)r3n(t)s\ n — dis-sever-ment \-'ev-3r-m3nt\ n

dis-si'dence \'dis-3d-on(t)s\ n : dissent, disagreement
diS>Si<dent \-3nt\ adj [L dissident-, dissidens, prp. of dissidere
to sit apart, disagree, fr. dis- + sedere to sit — more at sit] : dif-
fering with an opinion or a group ; disaffected — dissident n

dis-sim.i'lar \(*)dis-'{s)im-o-)l3r\ adj : unlike— diS'Sim-i.lar-
i>ty \(,^dis-,(s)im-3-'Iar-3t-e\ n — dis*sim<i-lar<ly adv

dis •Sim. i.late \(')dis-'im-3-,lat\ vb Idis- + -similate (as in as-
similate) } vt I to make dissimilar '^ vi : to become dissimilar— dis-sim>i*la*tive \-,Iativ\ adj— dis>sini>l<la>to<ry \(')dis-
'im-(a-)la-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj

dis-Sim.i-la.tion \(,)dis-.im-3-'la-shsn\ n : the act of making or
the process of becoming dissimilar: as a : catabolism b : the
development of dissimilarity between two Identical or closely
related sounds in a word

diS.Si.mil.i.tude \,dis-(s)3-'mil-s-,t(y)Ud\ n [L dissimilitudo, fr.

dissimilis unlike, fr. dis- + similis like] : lack of resemblance
diS-Sim-U-late \(')dis-'im-y3-.lat\ vb [L dissimulatus, pp. of dis-
simulare, fr. dis- + simulare to simulate] vt ; to hide under a false
appearance : dissemble ~ vi : to engage in dissembling — dis-
sim>n<la<tion \(,)dis-,im-y3-'la-sh3n\ n — dis>sini<n>la*tor
\(')dis-'im-y9-,Iat-9r\ n

dis<si*pate \'dis-3-,pat\ vb [L dissipatus, pp. of dissipare, fr. dis-

+ supare to throw; akin to ON svaj spear, Skt svapu broom]
vt 1 a : to break up and drive off (as a crowd) b : to cause to
spread out or spread thin to the point of vanishing : dissolve
2 a : to expend aimlessly or foolishJy b ; squander ^ vi 1 ; to
separate into parts and scatter or vanish 2 : to be extravagant or
dissolute in the pursuit of pleasure; esp : to drink to excess syn
see scatter — dis-si.pat*er n — dis>si>pa*tive \-,pat-iv\ adj

dls-Si-pat>ed adj : given to or marked by dissipation : dissolute— dis*si<pat>ed<ly adv — diS'Si»pat*ed-ness n
dis.si.pa.tion \,dis-3-'pa-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of dissipating : the
state of being dissipated: a : dispersion, diffusion b archaic
: disintegration c : wasteful expenditure d : intemperate living;
esp : excessive drinking 2 : idle diversion : amusement

dis.SQ.cia.bil.l.ty \(,)dis-.5-sh(e-)3-'bil-3t-e, -se-3-\ n ; the quality
of being dissociable

dis-so.cia.ble \(*)dis-'6-sh(e-)3-b3l, -se-3-\ adj ; separable
dis-so.cial \(')dis-Vs)6-sh3l\ adj_: selfish
dis-so-ciant \dis-'o-s(h)e-3nt, -'o-sh3nt\ adj ; producing or re-
sulting from dissociation; specij : mutant

diS-SO-ci-ate \(')dis-'o-s(h)e-,at\ vb [L dissociatus, pp. of dis-
sociare, fr. dis- + sociare to join, fr. socius companion — more at
social] vt 1 ; to separate from association or union with another
; disconnect 2 : disunite; specij ; to subject to chemical dissocia-
tion '^ vi 1 : to undergo dissociation 2 : to mutate esp. reversibly

diS'SQ. ci. action \(,)dis-,6-se-'a-sh3n, -she-\ n 1 : the act or process
of dissociating ; the state of being dissociated: as a : the process
by which a chemical combination breaks up into simpler constitu-
ents — used esp. of the action of heat or other forms of energy on
gases and of solvents on dissolved substances b ; the separation
of an idea or activity from the main stream of consciousness or of
behavior esp. as a mechanism of ego defense 2 ; the property
Inherent in some biological stocks of differentiating into two or
more distinct and relatively permanent strains; also : such a strain

— dls.so.Cla-tlve \(')dis-'o-sCh)e-,at-iv. -sh3t-iv\ adj
dis>SOl*u*bil>i>ty Xdis-^-ya-'bil-at-eX n : the quality or state of
being dissoluble

dis>sol*u*ble \dis-'al-y3-b3l\ adj [L dissolubilis, fr. dissolvere to
dissolve] : capable of being dissolved or disintegrated

diS'SO'lute \'dis-3-,lUt, -l3t\ adj [L dissoluius, fr. pp. of dissolvere
to loosen, dissolve] : lacking restraint; esp : loose in morals or
conduct — dis*so-lute<ly adv — dis-so-lute-ness n

diS-SO.lu.tion \,dis-3-'lu-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of dis-
solving: as a ; separation into component parts b ; decay; esp
I death c : termination or destruction by breaking down, disrupt-
ing, or dispersing d ; liquefaction 2 obs : dissoluteness

d}S*solv>able \diz-'al-v3-b3l, -'61-\ adj : capable of being dissolved
1diS>S0lve \diz-'alv, -'6Iv\ vb [ME dissolven, fr. L dissolvere, (t.

dis- + solvere to loosen — more at solve] vt 1 a : to cause to
disperse or disappear ; destroy b r to separate into component
parts : disintegrate c ; to bring to an end : terminate (-^
parliament) 2 a : to cause to pass into solution <--^ sugar in
water) b ; melt, liquefy c ; to cause to be emotionally moved
d : to fade out (a motion-picture shot) in a dissolve 3 archaic
: detach, loosen 4 : to clear up <'-- the mystery) -^ vi 1 a : to
become dissipated or decomposed b : to break up : disperse
c ; to fade away 2 a : to become fluid ; melt b : to pass into
solution c ; to be overcome emotionally d ; to resolve itself as if

by dissolution syn see adjourn — dis>solv<er n
^dissolve n ; a gradual superimposing of one motion-picture or
television shot upon another on a screen

dis>sol>vent \diz-'al-v3nt, -'6l-\ adj ; solvent 2 — dissolvent n
dis.scnance \'dis-3-nan(t)s\ n 1 : a mingling of discordant
sounds; specij : a clashing musical interval 2 : lack of agreement
: discord 3 : an unresolved musical note or chord; specij : an
Interval not included in a major or minor triad or its inversions

diS<SO>nant \-n3nt\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L dissonant-, dissonans,
prp. of dissonare to be discordant, fr. dis- + sonare to sound —
more at sound] 1 : marked by dissonance ; discordant 2 : in-
congruous 3 ; harmonically unresolved — diS*SO-nant>ly adv

dis-spir-it \(')dis-*(s)pir-3t\ var oj dispirit
dis>spread \dis-'pred\ var oj dispread
dts.suade \dis-'wad\ vt [MF or L; MF dissuader, fr. L dv^suadere.
fr. dis- + suadere to urge — more at suasion] 1 a archaic ; to
advise against (an action) b : to advise (a person) against some-
thing 2 ; to turn from something by persuasion — dis*suad>er n

dis.sua.sion \dis-'wa-zh3n\ n [MF or L; MF, fr. L dissuasion-,
dissuasio^ fr. dissuasus, pp. of dissuadere} ; the act of dissuading

dis*sua>sive \dis-'wa-siv, -ziv\ adj : tending to dissuade — dis-
sua<sive'Iy adv — diS'Sua<sive*ness n
dis.syMab.ic \,dis-3-'lab-ik, dT-s3-\, dis.syMa-ble X'dis-.il-a-bal,
(')dis-'(s)ii-; 'di-.sil-, (')dT-'sil-\ var oj disyllabic, disyli^ble

dis*sym<met*rlc \,dis-(s)3-'me-trft\ adj : characterized by dissym-
metry
dis.sym.me-try \(')dis-'(s)im-3-tre\ n; the absence of or the lack of
symmetry; specij : enantiomorphism

idiS.tail \'dis-,taf\ n, pi distaffs \-,tafs, -.tavz\ [ME distaj, fr. OE
distxj. fr, dis- (akin to MLG dise bunch of flax) + stsj staff] 1 a : a
staff for holding the flax, tow, or wool in spinning b : woman's
work or domain 2 : the female branch or side of a family

sdistafi adj : female
dis. tain \dis-'tan\ vt [ME disteynen. It. MF desteindre to take away
the color of, fr. OF, fr. des- dis- + teindre to dye. fr. L tingere to wet,
dye— more at tinge] 1 archaic : stain 2 archaic : dishonor

dis-tal \'dist-'l\ adj [distant -f- -al] : far from the point of attach-
ment or origin — compare proxlmal — dis-taMy N-^'l-eX adv
idis*tance \'dis-t3n(t)s\ n 1 obs : discord 2 a ; separation in
time b : the degree or amount of separation between two points,
lines, surfaces, or objects measured along the shortest path joining
them c : an extent of area or an advance along a route measured
linearly d : an extent of advance away or along from a point con-
sidered primary or original e ; expanse 1 in racing (1) : course,
route (2) : an extent of the track marked by a post or flag which
a horse in a heat race must reach by the time the winner crosses the
finish line to be qualified for later heats 3 : the quality or state of
being distant: as a ; spatial remoteness b : coldness, reserve
c : difference, disparity 4 ; a distant point or region

^distance vt 1 : to place or keep at a distance 2 : to leave far
behind : outstrip 3 ; to declare disqualified in racing because of
losing a heat by a distance

diS'tant \'dis-t3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. L distant-, distans, prp. of
distare to stand apart, be distant, fr. dis- -H stare to stand] 1 a : sep-
arated in space : away b ; situated at a great distance ; far-off
c ; separated by a great distance from each other ; far apart 2 : sep-
arated in a relationship other than spatial <a '^ relative) 3 : dif-

ferent in kind 4 : reserved or aloof in personal relationship : cold
<'^ politeness) 5a: coming from or going to a distance <'^

voyages) b ; concerned with or directed toward things at a dis-

tance <"- thoughts) — diS'tant'ly adv — dis-tant-ness n
syn distant, far, faraway, far-off, remote, removed mean not

close in space, time, or relationship, distant stresses separation and
Implies an obvious interval whether long or short; far more often
suggests an interval in space and imphes a relatively long distance
away; faraway and far-off mean extremely far and are usu. pre-
ferred to FAR for indicating distance in time; remote suggests a far
removal from one's point of view, time, or location and connotes a
consequent lessening of importance; removed carries an even
stronger implication of separateness and therefore suggests a con-
trast not only in time and space but often in character or quality

IdiS'taste \(')dis-'tast\ vt 1 archaic : to feel aversion to 2 archaic

: offend, displease '^ vi, obs : to taste offensive

^distaste n 1 a ; dislike of food or drink b : disinclination,
aversion 2 obs : annoyance, discomfort

dis>taste>ful \-'last-f3l\ adj l a : unpleasant to the taste ; loath-
some b : offensive, disagreeable 2 ; showing distaste or aver-

sion syn see repugnant — dis-taste-IuMy \-f3-ie\ adv — dis-
taste>lul<ness n
idis>teni<per \dis-'tem-p3r\ vt [ME distempren, fr. LL disternperare

to temper badly, fr. L dis- + temperare to temper] 1 ; to throw out
of order 2 archaic : unsettle, derange

sdistemper n l : bad humor or temper 2 : a disordered or ab-
normal bodily state usu, of a lower animal: as a : a highly con-
tagious virus disease esp. of dogs marked by fever and by respira-

tory and sometimes nervous symptoms b : strangles c : panlhu-
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COPENiA d : a severe frequently fatal Infectious nasopharyngeal
inflammation of rabbits 3 ; political or social disorder— dls*tem-
per*ate \dis-'tera-pC3-)rat\ adj
^distemper vt [me distemperen, fr. MF destemprer, fr. L dis- +
temperare} 1 obs : to dilute with or soak, steep, or dissolve in a
liquid 2 a : to mix (ingredients) to produce distemper b ; to
paint in or with distemper
^distemper n l : a process of painting in which the pigments are
mixed with an emulsion of egg yolk, with size, or with white of egg,
or with size only as a vehicle and which is usu. used for scene paint-
ing or mural decoration 2 a : the paint or the prepared ground
used in the distemper process b ; a painting done in distemper
3 : any of a number of paints using water as a vehicle

dis-tem-per-a-ture \dis-'tem-p3(r)-,chu(a)r, -p(3-)r3-, -char,
-tCy)u(3)r\ 1 : a disordered condition ; mental or bodily derange-
ment

diS<tem<per>Oid \dis-'tem-p9-,r6id\ adj : resembling distemper;
specif : of, relating to, or being an attenuated canine distemper virus
used to develop immunity to natural distemper infection

diS>tend \dis-'lend\ vb [ME distenden, fr. L disiendere, fr. dis- +
tendere to stretch] vt 1 archaic : extend 2 : to enlarge from in-
ternal pressure : swell -^ vi : to become expanded syn see expand

dis.ten-si-Die \dis-'ten(t)-sa-bal\ adj [LL distensus, pp. of L
distendere} : capable of being distended

dis.ten-sion or dis-ten-tion \dis-'ten-ch3n\ n [L distention-,
distentio, fr. distenius, pp. of distenderel : the act of distending or
the state of being distended esp. unduly or abnormally

dlS'tent \dis-'tent\ adj, obs : spread out ; distended
dis.ticn \'dis-(,)tik\ n [L distichon, fr. Gk, fr. neut. of distichos
having two rows, fr. di- + stichos row, verse; akin to Gk steichein to
go — more at stair] : a strophic unit of two lines

dlS'ti'ClloUS \'dis-ti-k3s\ adj [LL distichus, fr. Gk distichosl
1 ; disposed in two vertical rows <"- leaves) 2 : divided into two
segments <~ antennae) — dls*ti>choas>ly adv

dis.UlI also dis.Ui \dis-'til\ vb dis-tilled; dis.till.ing; dis-tills
also diS<tilS [ME distillen, fr. MF distiller, fr. LL distillare, alter, of
h desliilare, fr. de- + stillare to drip, fr. stilla drop; akin to OE
Stan stone— more at stone] vt 1 ; to let fall, exude, or precipitate in
drops or in a wet mist 2 a ; to subject to or transform by distilla-

tion h : to obtain by or as if by disdllation c : to extract the es-
sence of : concentrate ~ vi 1 a : to fall or materialize in drops or
in a fine moisture : drop b ; to appear slowly or in small quantities
at a time 2 a : to undergo distillation b ; to condense or drop
from a still after distillation

diS'til'Iate \'dis-t3-,lat, dis-'til-at\ n 1 : a liquid product condensed
from vapor during distillation 2 : something resembling a distillate

diS>til'la>tion \,dis-t9-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : a process that consists of
driving gas or vapor from liquids or solids by heating and condens-
ing to liquid products and that is used esp. for purification, frac-
tionation, or the formation of new substances 2 : distillate

dis>till-er \dis-'til-9r\ n t one that distills esp. alcoholic liquors
dis-till-ery \dis-'til-(3-)re\ n : the works where distiUing is done
dis*til>ment \dis-'til-m3nt\ n, archaic : distillate
disjunct \dis-'tia(k)t\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L distinctus, fr. pp.
of disiinguere'} 1 : distinguished from others 2 a : capable of
being easily perceived : clear b ; well defined 3 archaic : notably
decorated _4 a : notable b : decided — dis-tinct»ly V'tio(k)-
tle, -'tio-kle\ adv — dis>tinct>ness \-'tir)t-nas, -*tiok-n3s\ n
syn distinct, separate, several, discrete all refer to two or more

things either not the same or not blended or united, distinct in-
dicates that something is distinguished by the mind or eye as being
apart from or different from others; separate often stresses lack of
connection or a difference in identity between two things; several
indicates distinctness, difference, or separation from similar items:
it implies that a group is to be considered one member at a time;
discrete strongly emphasizes individuality and lack of physical
connection despite apparent similarity or seeming continuity syn
see in addition evident

diS'tinC'tion \dis-'tiofk)-sh3n\ n 1 a archaic ; division b : class
2 a : the act of distinguishing a difference ; discrimination,
differentiation b : the object or result of distinguishing : con-
trast 3 : a distinguishing mark 4 : the quality or state of being
distinguishable 5a: the quality or state of being distinguished
b : special honor or recognition c : worthiness

dis-tinctive \dis-'tio(k)-tiv\ adj 1 a : serving to distinguish
b : having or giving style or distinction 2 : capable of differenti-
ating meaning in otherwise identical utterance syn see charac-
teristic — diS'tinC'tive-ly adv — dis-tinc-tive-ness n
dis.tin.gu6 \,des-,taQ-'ga, ,dis-; di-'stao-(,)ga\ adj [F, fr, pp. of
distinguer'i I distinguished esp. in manner or bearing

dis-tin>guisll \dis-'tip-gwish\ vb [MF distinguer, fr. L distinguere,
lit., to separate by pricking, fr. dis- + -stinguere (akin to L instigare
to urge on) — more at stick] vt 1 : to perceive as being separate or
different 2 a ; to mark as separate or different b : to separate
into kinds, classes, or categories c : to set above or apart from
others d : characterize 3 a : discern b : to single out -^ vi

: to perceive a difference — dis.tin.guish.able \-s-bal\ adj —
diS'tm.guish.ably \-ble\ adv

diS'tin^guished adj 1 ; marked by eminence, distinction, or ex-
cellence 2 : befitting an eminent person syn see famous
Distinguished Conduct Medal n : a British military decoration
awarded for distinguished conduct in the field

Distinguished Flying Cross n 1 : a U.S. military decoration
awarded for heroism or extraordinary achievement while participat-
ing in an aerial flight 2 ; a British military decoration awarded
for acts of gallantry when flying in operations against an enemy
Distinguished Service Cross n 1 : a U.S. Army decoration
awarded for extraordinary heroism during operations against an
armed enemy 2 ; a British military decoration awarded for dis-

tinguished service against the enemy
Distinguished Service Medal 77 l ; a U.S. military decoration
awarded for exceptionally meritorious service to the government in
a wartime duty of great responsibility 2 ; a British military decora-
tion awarded for distinguished conduct in war

Distinguished Service Order n : a British military decoration
awarded for especial services in action

di-stome \'dT-,st6m\ n [deny, of Gk di- + stomat-, stoma mouth]

: any of various trematode worms with both oral and ventral suckers
diS'tort \dis-'t6(3)rt\ vr [L distortus, pp. of distorguere, fr. dis- +
torquere to twist] 1 ; to twist out of the true meaning or propor-
tion 2 : to twist out of a natural, normal, or original shape or
condition 3 : pervert syn see deform — dis*tort>er n

diS'tor.tion \dis-'t6r-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of distorting 2 : the
quality or state of being distorted or a product of distortion: as
a : a lack of proportionahty in an image resulting from defects in
the optical system b : falsified reproduction caused by change in
wave form of a signal — diS'tor.tion>al \-shnal, -shan-^lX adj

idis. tract \dis-'trakt, 'dis-,\ adj, archaic : insane, mad
2diS.tract \dis-'trakt\ vt [ME distracten, fr. L distractus, pp. of
distrahere, lit., to draw apart, fr. dis- + trahere to draw — more at
draw] 1 a : to turn aside : divert b : to draw (as the attention)
to a different object or in divergent directions at once 2 : to stir up
or confuse with conflicting emotions or motives : harass — dis-
tract.ing-ly \-'trak-tia-le\ adv syn see puzzle

dis.traction \dis-'trak-sh3n\ n I : the act of distracting or the
state of being distracted; esp : mental confusion 2 : something
that distracts; esp : amusement ~ dis.trac*tive \-'trak-tiv\ adj

dis. train \dis-'tran\ vb [ME distreynen, fr. OF destreindre, fr. ML
distringcre, fr. L, to draw apart, detain, fr. dis- + stringere to bind
tight — more at strain] vt 1 : to levy a distress upon 2_: to seize
by distress ~ vi : to lew a distress — dis. train. able \-'tra-n3-b9l\
adj— dis. train. er or dis.trai-nor \-'tra-nsr\ n

diS'traint \-'trant\ n [distrain + -t (as in constraint)"] : the act or
proceeding of distraining

diS'trait \di-'stra\ adj [F, fr. L distractus] : absentminded; esp
: inattentive or distracted because of anxiety or apprehension

dis.traught \dis-'tr6t\ adj [ME, fr. L distractus] 1 : agitated with
doubt or mental conflict 2 : crazed — dis.traught.ly adv
idiS.tress \dis-'tres\ n [ME destresse, fr. OF. fr. (assumed) VL
districtia, fr. L districtus, pp. of distringere] \ a ; seizure and de-
tention of the goods of another as pledge or to obtain satisfaction
of a claim by the sale of the goods seized; broadly; an act of dis-
training b : the thing distrained 2 obs : constraint 3 a : anguish
of body or mind : trouble b : a painful situation : misfortune
4 : a state of danger or desperate need
syn distress, suffering, misery, agony mean the state of being in

great trouble, distress implies an external and usu. temporary cause
of great physical or mental strain and stress; suffering implies con-
scious endurance of pain or distress and often a stoical acceptance
of it; MISERY Stresses the unhappiness attending esp. sickness,
poverty, or loss, and often connotes sordidness, abjectness, or dull
passivity; agony suggests pain too intense to be borne

^distress vt 1 : to subject to great strain or difficulties 2 : to
cause to worry or be troubled : upset 3 archaic ; to force or
overcome by inflicting pain — dis. tress.ing.ly \-io-le\ adv

3distress adj 1 : offered for sale at a sacrifice <'^ merchandise)
2 : involving distress goods <a ^ sale)

diS.tresS'IUl \dis-'tres-f3l\ adj : causing distress : full of distress —
dis.tress-fuMy \-fs-le\ adv — dis.tress-ful.ness n

diS.trlb'U.tary \dis-'trib-y3-,ter-e\ n : a river branch flowing away
from the main stream

diS.trlb'Ute \dis-'trib-y3t\ vt [ME distributen, fr. L distributus, pp.
of distribuere, fr. dis- + tribuere to allot — more at tribute] 1 ; to
divide among several or many ; apportion 2 a : to spread out so as
to cover something : scatter b : deliver <~ magazines to sub-
scribers) c ; to use (a term) so as to convey information about
every member of the class named <the proposition "ail men are
mortal" '^s "man" but not "mortal") 3 a : to divide or separate
esp. into kinds b : to return the units of (as typeset matter) to
the proper storage places — diS'trib-u.tee \dis-,trib-y3-'te\ n
syn dispense, divide, deal, dole; distribute may apply to any

manner of separadng into parts and spreading out, equally or
systematically or merely at random; dispense suggests the giving of

a carefully weighed or measured portion to each of a group; divide
stresses the initial separation of a whole into parts before giving out
or delivering; deal implies the delivery piece by piece in turn to
members of a group; dole implies a dispensing of alms to the needy
but may apply to any cautious dispensing or periodic giving

dis-tri'bu.tlon X.dis-tra-'byii-shsnX n 1 a : the act or process of
distributing b : the apportionment by a court of the personal
property of an intestate 2 a : the position, arrangement, or fre-

quency of occurrence (as of the members of a group) over an area
or throughout a space or unit of time b : the natural geographic
range of an organism 3 a : something distributed b : frequency
distribution 4 a : a device by which something is distributed

b : the pattern of branching and termination of a ramifying struc-

ture (as a nerved 5 : the marketing or merchandising of com-
modities — diS'tri.bU'tion.al X-shnal, -sh3n-=*l\ adj

dis.trib'U-tive \dis-'trib-y3t-iv\ adj 1 : of or relating to distribu-

tion: as a : dealing a proper share to each of a group b : diffushig

more or less evenly 2o} a word : referring singly and without ex-

ception to the members of a group {each, either, and none are '-^>

3 ; producing the same element when operating on a whole as when
operating on each part and collecting the results (multiplication

is '^ relative to addition) — diS'trib.u-tive.ly adv — dis-trib.u-
tive.ness n

dis.trib'U.tor \dis-'trib-y3t-3r\ n 1 : one that distributes 2 : one
that markets a commodity; esp : wholesaler 3 : an apparatus for

directing the secondary current from the induction coil to the various
spark plugs of an engine in their proper firing order

IdiS.trict \'dis-(,)trikt\ n, ojten attrib [F, fr. ML districtus jurisdic-

tion, district, fr. districtus, pp. of distringere to distrain] 1 : a
territorial division marked off or defined (as for electoral pur-
poses) 2 ; an area, region, or section with a disUnguishlng char-
acter

^district vt : to divide or organize into districts

district attorney n : the prosecuting officer of a judicial district

district superintendent n : a church official supervising a district

tdis. trust \ (')dis-'tr3st\ vt : to have no confidence in : suspect
^distrust n : the lack or absence of trust : suspicion, wariness
diS'trust.fUl \-*tr3st-f3l\ adj : having or showing distrust — diS*
trust'fuMy \-f9-le\ adv — dis-trust.lul-ness n

diS.tlUb \dis-'tarb\ vb [ME disturben, destourben, fr. OF & L; OF
destourber, fr. L disturbare, fr. dis- + turbare to throw Into disorder
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— more at turbid] vt 1 a : to Interfere with : interrupt b • to
alter the position or arrangement of c : to break up or damage
(as by shaking or jarring) 2 a : to destroy the tranquillity or
composure of b : to throw into disorder c ; alarm d : to put to
inconvenience — vi : to cause disturbance syn see discompose— diS'turb-er n

dis.tur.bance \dis-'t3r-b3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act of disturbing : the
state of being disturbed 2 ; a local variation from the average
or normal wind conditions

dis>turbed adj : showing symptoms of emotional illness

di*sul*fide \ (')dT-'sal-,fTd\ n : a compound containing two atoms of
sulfur combined with an element or radical
dis>union Xdish-'U-nysn, (')dis(h)-'yu-\ n 1 ; the termination or
destruction of union ; separation 2 ; disunity

dis.tinion-ist \-ny3-n3St\ n ; one who favors disunion; specij i an
American secessionist

dis. unite \.dish-u-'nTt,_,dIs(h)-ya-\ vt : divide, separate
diS'Uni'ty \dish-'ij-n9t-e, (')dis(h)-'yii-\ n : lack of unity; esp l dis-
sension
idiS.use Xdish-'uz, (')disCh)-'yuz\ vi : to discontinue the use or
practice of
3dis>U5e \-'Us, -'yus\ n : cessation of use or practice
di5*util*i*ty \,dish-ii-'til-3t-e, ,dis(h)-yu-\ n : ability to cause
fatigue, inconvenience, discomfort, or pain <---' of labor)
idiS-val-ue \(')dis-'val-C,)yu, -y3-w\ vt 1 archaic : undervalue,
depreciate 2 : to consider of little value ; disesteem

2disvalue n l : disesteem, disregard 2 : a negative value
di'Syl*lab*ic \,dT-sa-'lab-ik, ,dis-3-\ adj ; having two syllables
di.syl-la.ble \'dT-,siI-3-b3l, (')dT-'sil-; 'dis-.il-, (')dis-'{s)il-\ n [part
trans, of MF dissilabe. It. L disyllabiis having two syllables, fr. Gk
disyllabos, fr. di- + syllabi syllable] : a linguistic form consisting of
two syllables

dit \'dit\ n [imit.] : a dot in radio or telegraphic code
iditch \'dich\ n [ME dich. fr. OE die dike, ditch] : a long narrow
excavation dug in the earth for defense, drainage, or irrigation

aditch vt 1 a : to enclose with a ditch b : to dig a ditch in 2 ; to
cause (a train) to derail ; drive (a car) into a ditch 3 : to get rid of
: discard 4 : to make a forced landing of (an airplane) on water

ditch reed n : a tail No, American reed {Phragmites communis) with
broad flat leaves — called also giant reed

dite \'dTt\ n [alter, of doit'\ dial : mite, bit
idith.er \'ditli-3r\ vi dith-er-ing \'ditli-(a-)rlr]\ [ME diddereni
1 : shiver, tremble 2 : to act nervously or indecisively : vacillate

2ditlier n : a highly nervous, excited, or agitated state ; ExcrrEMENT,
confusion — dith-ery \'ditii-a-re\ adj

dith.y.rarab \'dith-i-,ram(b)\ n, pi dithyrambs \-.ramz\ [Gk
dithyrambos] 1 : a usu. irregular short poem or chant in a wild,
inspired strain 2 ; a statement or writing in an exalted or enthusi-
astic vein — dith>y*rain-bic \,dith-i-'ram-bik\ adj

dit.ta.ny \'dit-'n-e\ n [ME ditoyne, fr. MF diiayne. fr. L dictam-
num, fr. Gk diktamnon'] : an herb (Origanum dictamnus) native to
Crete with pink flowers

idit.to \'dit-(,)5\ n, pi dittos [It dial., pp. of It dire to say, fr. L
dicere — more at diction] 1 : a thing mentioned previously or
above — used to avoid repeating a word; often symbolized by
inverted commas or apostrophes 2 : a ditto mark

2ditto vt : to repeat the action or statement of
sditto adv : as before or aforesaid : in the same manner
dit'ty \'dit-e\ n [ME ditee, fr. OF diiie poem, fr. pp. of ditier to
compose, fr. L dictare to dictate, compose] ; a song or short
poem intended to be sung; esp : one that is simple and unaffected

dit-ty bag \'dit-e-\ n : a small bag used esp. by sailors to hold small
articles of gear (as thread, needles, tape)

ditty box n ; a box used for the same purpose as a ditty bag
di.ure-sis \,di-yu-'re-s3s\ n, pi di-ure-ses \-'re-.sez\ [NL] ! an
increased excretion of urine

di-uret.ic \,dl-yu-'ret-ik\ adj [ME. fr. MF or LL; MF diuretique, fr.

LL diureticus, fr. Gk diouretikos, fr. diourein to urinate, fr. dia- +
ourein to urinate — more at urine] : tending to increase the flow of
urine — diuretic n — dl*uret>i*cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Idi.ur.nal \di-'3rn-M\ adJiWE., fr. L diurnalis -~ more at journal]
1 a : recurring every day <~ task) b : having a daily cycle <'^
rotation of the heavens) 2 a : of, relating to, or occurring in the
daytime <the city's ~ noises) b : opening during the day and
closing at night syn see daily — di*ur<naMy \-'l-e\ adv
2diurnal rt l archaic : daybook, diary 2 archaic : journal
di.va \"de-v3\ n, pi di-vas or di'Ve \-(,)va\ [It, lit., goddess, fr. L,
fern, of divus divine, god — more at DErrv] : prima donna 1

di>va>gate \'d7-v3-,gat, *div-a-\ vi [LL divagatus, pp. of divagari, fr.

L dis- + vagari to wander — more at vac.ary] 1 : to wander about
2 : diverge — di>va<ga*tion X.dl-va-'ga-shan, ,div-3-\ n

di«va.lent_\(')di-"va-i3nt\ adj : bivalent
di.van \'di-.van, esp in senses other than 3 also di-'van, di-'van,
di-'van\ n [Turk. fr. Per dlwan account book] 1 a : the privy
council of the Ottoman Empire b : council 2 a : a council cham-
ber b : a smoking room 3 : a large couch or sofa usu. without
back or arms often designed for use as a bed 4 : a collection of
poems in Persian or Arabic usu. by one author

di-var-i-cale \dT-'var-3-,kat, d3-'var-\ vj [L divaricatus, pp. of
divaricare, fr. dis- + varicare to straddle — more at prevaricate]
: to spread apart : branch off : diverge

di.var.i.oa.tion \(,)dT-,var-3-'ka-shan, ds-,var-\ n 1 : the action,
process, or fact of divaricating 2 : a divergence of opinion
'dive \'dTv\ vb dived \'dtvd\ or dove \'dov\ dived; div*ing
\'di-virj\ [ME diven, duven, fr. OE dvfan to dip & diijan to dive;
akin to OE dyppan to dip — more at dip] vi la: to plunge into
water headfirst; specij : to execute a dive b ; submerge 2 a : to
descend or fall precipitously b : to plunge one's hand into some-
thing c oj an airplane : to descend in a dive 3 a : to plunge into
some matter or activity b : dart, lunge (.dived for his legs) ~ vt

1 : to thrust into something 2 : to cause to descend
2dive n 1 : the act or an instance of diving: as a (1) : a plunge hito
water executed in a prescribed manner (2) ; a submerging of a
submarine (3) : a steep descent of an airplane at greater than the
maximum horizontal speed b : a sharp decline 2 :a disreputable
bar 3 slang : a faked knockout
dive-bomb \'dTv-,bam\ vt : to bomb by making a steep dive toward
the target before releasing the bomb — dive-bomb»er n

div*er \'di-v3r\ n 1 : one that dives 2 a : a person who stays

under water for long periods by having air supplied from the surface
or by carrying a supply of compressed air b : any of various diving
birds; esp ; loon

di.verge \ds-'v3rj. dT-\ vb [ML divergere, fr. L dis- + vergere to
incline — more at wrench] vi la: to move or extend in different
directions from a common point ; draw apart b ; to become or be
different in character or form : differ in opinion 2 : to turn aside
from a path or course : devi.\te ^ vt : deflect syn see swerve

di-ver-gence \-'v3r-j3n(t)s\ n 1 a : a drawing apart (as of lines
extending from a common center) b : difference, disagreement
c : the acquisition of dissimilar characters by related organisms in
unlike environments 2 : a deviation from a course or standard

di«ver-gent \-j3nt\ adj [L divergent-, divergens, prp. of divergere}
1 a : diverging from each other b : differing from each other or
from a standard : deviant 2 : of or relating to an infinite sequence
that does not have a limit or to an infinite series the sum of whose
Initial terms does not have a limit 3 : causing divergence of rays <a
'^ lens) syn see DiFFEREfrr — di-ver>gent'ly adv

di'Vers \'di-v3rz\ adj [ME divers, diverse} : various
di.verse \dT-'v3rs, da-, 'dT-,\ adj [ME divers, diverse, fr. OF & L;
OF divers, fr. L diversus, fr. pp. of diverterel 1 ; differing from one
another : unlike 2 : having various forms or quaUties syn see
different — di*verse>ly adv — di>verse>nes5 n

di.ver.si.Ii.ca.tion Xda-.var-ss-fa-'ka-shsn, (,)dIA n : the act or
process of diversifying : the state of being diversified

dl-ver-si-Jy Xda-'var-sa-.fr, di-\ vt 1 : to make diverse : variegate
<'^ a course of study) 2 : to distribute among different kinds of
securities 3 : to increase the variety of the products of — vi 1 ; to
produce variety 2 : to engage in varied operations

di'Vet'Sion \-'v3r-zh3n, -shsnX nil the act or an instance of
diverting from a course, activity, or use : deviation 2 : something
that diverts or amuses : pastime 3 : an attack or feint that draws
the attention and force of an enemy from the point of the principal
operation — di*ver>sion'ary Vzhs-.ner-e, -sh3-\ adj

di.ver.sion.ist \-zha-nast, -sh9-\ n 1 ; one characterized by politi-
cal deviation 2 : one engaged in diversionary activities

di.ver.Si.ty Xda-'vsr-sst-e, dT-\ n 1 : the condition of being dif-

ferent or having differences 2 : an instance or a point of difference
di.vert \d3-'vart, dT-\ vb [ME diverten, fr. MF & L; MF divertir,

fr. L divertere to turn in opposite directions, fr. dis- + vertere to
turn — more at worth] vi : to turn aside ; deviate -^ v/ 1 a : to
turn from one course or use to another ; deflect b ; distract
2 : to give pleasure to syn see amuse

di'Ver.ticu-li.tis \,di-v3r-,tik-y3-'lit-3s\ n ; inflanmiation of a
diverticulum

di.ver.ticu.lo-SiS \-'lo-s3s\ n : an intestinal disorder characterized
by the presence of many diverticula
di.ver'Ucu.lum X.dr-var-'tik-ya-lsmX n, pi di>ver>tiC'U'la \-!a\
[NL, fr. L, bypath, prob. alter, of deverticulum, fr. devertere to turn
aside, fr. de- + vertere} 1 : a pocket or closed branch opening off

a main passage 2 ; an abnormal pouch or sac opening from a
hollow organ (as the intestine or bladder)

di.vei.ti.men.to \di-,v3rt-3-'ment-(,)o, -,vert-\ n, pi di-ver.ti-
men-ti \-'ment-(,)e\ or divertimentos [It, lit., diversion, fr.

diveriire to divert, amuse, fr. F divertir} 1 ; an instrumental chamber
work in several movements 2 : divertissement 1

di.ver.tisse.ment Ndi-'vart-ss-mant, -az-msnt, F de-ver-tes-ma"\
n, pi divertissements \-m3n(t)s. -ma"(z)\ [F, lit., diversion, fr.

divertiss- (stem of divertir) ] 1 : a ballet suite used as an interlude
2 : divertimento 1 3 : diversion, entertainment

Di.ves \'dT-,vez\ n [ME, fr. L, rich, rich man] 1 : the rich man in

the parable recorded in Lk 16:19-31 2 : a rich man
di'Vest \dT-'vest, d3-\ vt [alter, of devest} 1 a : to undress or strip

esp. of clothing, ornament, or equipment b : to deprive or dis-

possess esp. of property, authority, or title c : rid, free 2 : to
take away from a person
idi.vide \d3-'vTd\ vb [ME dividen, fr. L dividere, fr. dis- + -videre

to separate — more at widow] vt 1 a : to separate into two or
more parts, areas, or groups b : to separate into classes, categories,

or divisions c : cleave, part 2 a : to separate into portions and
give out in shares ; distribute b : to possess, enjoy, or make use
of in common c : apportion 3 a : to cause to be separate, dis-

tinct, or apart from one another b : to separate into opposing
sides or parties c : to cause (a parliamentary body) to vote by
division 4 a : to mark divisions on : graduate <~ a sextant)
b (1) : to subject to mathematical division (2) : to locate one or
more points on (a line or its extension) ^ vi 1 : to perform mathe-
matical division 2 a (1) : to become separated into parts (2) ; to

branch out b : to become separated or disunited esp. in opinion
or interest c : to vote by division syn see distribute, separate

^divide n 1 : an act of dividing 2 a : a dividing ridge between
drainage areas : watershed b : a point or line of division

di<vid*ed adj la: separated into parts or pieces b o/ a leaj ; cut
into distinct parts by incisions extending to the base or to the midrib
Q oj a road : having the opposing streams of traffic separated
2 a : disagreeing with each other : disunfted b ; directed or
moved toward conflicting interests, states, or objects

div-i-dend X'div-^-.dend. -ad-3nd\ n [ME divident. fr. L dividendus,

gerundive of dividere} 1 ; an individual share of some-
thing distributed: as a ; a share of profits distributed
to stockholders b : a share of surplus allocated to a pol-
icyholder in a participating insurance policy c : a pro-
portional payment to a creditor of a bankrupt estate

2 : BONUS 3 a : a number to be divided b : a sum or
fund to be divided and distributed

di-vld.er \d3-*vTd-3r\ n 1 : one that divides 2 pM an
instrument for measuring or marking (as in dividing lines

and transferring dimensions) 3 : something serving as a
partition between separate spaces within a larger area

di-vi-di.Vl \.de-ve-'de-ve\ n [Sp dividivi of Caribou ori-

gin; akin' to Cumanagoto diwidiwi divi-divi] : a small
leguminous tree (Caesalpinia coriaria) of tropical America
with twisted astringent pods that yield a large proportion
of tannin

div>i'na*tion \,div-3-'na-shan\ n [ME divinacioun, fr. L
divination-, divinatio, fr. divinatus, pp. of dlvinare} 1 : the
art or practice that seeks to foresee or foretell future events Hiyideri
or discover hidden knowledge usu. by means of augury o*'!"^"^*

or by the aid of supernatural powers 2 : unusual insight _
or Intuitive perception — di*Vi*na>to*ry \da-'vin-3-,tor-c, ds-'vt-
no-, 'div-B-no-, -,t6r-\ adj
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idi-vlne \d3-'vTn\ adj [ME divin fr. MF, fr. L divinus, fr. divus god— more at deity] 1 a : of, relating to, or proceeding directly from
deity (the ~ right of kings) b : being deity c : directed to deity
2a: supremely good ; superb b ; godlike, heavenly —
di>Tine>Iy adv

adivine n [ME, fr. ML divitius, fr. L, soothsayer, fr. divinus, adj.]
1 : CLERGYMAN 2 : THEOLOGIAN

Sdivine vb [ME divinen, fr. MF & L; MF diviner, fr. L divinare. It.

divinus, n.] v/ ; to discover intuitively : infer '*' vi" 1 ; to practice
divination ; prophesy 2 : to perceive intuitively : conjecture
syn see foresee — di-vin-er n

Divine Liturgy n : the Eastern Orthodox eucharlstic rite

Divine OMice n : the office of the breviary for the canonical hours
that clerics in major orders and many religious say daily

diving bell n : a diving apparatus consisting of a container open
only at the bottom and supplied with compressed air by a hose

diving duck n ; any of various ducks that frequent deep waters and
obtain their food by diving

divining rod n : a forked rod believed to divine the presence of
water or minerals by dipping downward when held over a vein

di>vin>i>ty \d3-'vin-3t-e\ nil the quality or state of being divine
2 a Ojten cap : ZGOD b (1) : GOD (2) : GODDESS C : DEMIGOD
3 : theology

di.vis.i.bil.i-ty \d3-.vJz-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the state of being divisible

dl*vis*i*ble \da-'viz-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being divided
di.Vi-SiOn \da-'vi2h-an\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L division-, divisio, fr.

divisus, pp. of dividere to divide] la; the act or process of dividing
: the state of being divided b : the act, process, or an instance of
distributing among a number ; distribution c obs : a method of
arranging or disposing 2 : one of the parts, sections, or groupings
into which a whole is divided 3a; the elementary organic unit
of combined arms that is tactically and administratively a self*

contained unit capable of independent action b : a military unit
made up normally of five battle groups c (1) : the basic unit of
men for administration aboard ship and ashore (2) ; a tactical
subdivision of a squadron of ships 4 a : a portion of a territorial

unit marked off for administrative, judicial, or other purposes
b : an administrative or operating unit of a governmental, business,
or educational organization 5 : a group of organisms forming
part of a larger group; specij ; a primary category of the plant
kingdom 6 ; a competitive class or category 7a: something
that divides, separates, or marks off b : the act, process, or an
instance of separating or keeping apart : separation 8 : the condi-
tion or an instance of being divided in opinion or interest ; dis-

agreement 9 : the physical separation into different lobbies of the
members of a parliamentary body voting for and against a question
10 ; the operation of finding how many times one number or
quantity is contained in another 11 : plant propagation by divid-
ing parts and planting segments capable of producing roots and
shoots syn see part — di>vi'Sion-al X-'vizh-nal, -3n-^l\ adj

di>vi>sion-ism \-'vizh-3-,niz-3m\ n, ojten cap : the neo-impres-
sionist theory or practice of juxtaposing on the canvas small strokes
of pure colors to be mixed by the eye of the observer — di<Vi-sion-
ist \-'vizh-(3-)n3St\ n or adj

di*vi-Sive \d3-'vT-siv; -'viz-iv, -'vis-\ adj : creating disunity or dis-

sension — di'Vi-sive-ly adv — di-vi-sive-ness n
di-vi'SOr \d3-'vT-z3r\ n ; the number by which a dividend is divided
Idi.VOrce \d3-'vo(3)rs, -v6(a)rs\ n [ME divorse, fr. MF, fr. L
divortium, fr. divertere, divortere to divert, to leave one's husband]
1 : a legal dissolution of a marriage 2 : separation, severance

sdivoTce vt 1 a : to get rid of (one's spouse) by divorce b : to
dissolve the marriage contract between 2 : separate, disunife
syn see separate

di.vor.c6e \d3-,v6r-'sa, -.v6r-, -'se; -'vor-,sa, -'v6r-, -.se\ n [F, fn
fern, of divorce, pp. of divorcer to divorce, fr. MF divorse"} ; a
divorced woman
di.vorce.ment \da-'v5r-smant, -'vdr-\ n ; divorce 2
diV'Ot \'div-at\ n [origin unknown] 1 Scot : a square of turf or
sod 2 : a piece of turf dug from a golf fairway in making a stroke

di.vulge \da-'v3lj, dT-\ vt [ME divulgen, fr. L divulgare. fr. dis-

+ vulgare to make known] 1 archaic I to make public : proclaim
2 : to make known (as a secret) syn see reveal — di*vul.gence
\-'v3l-j3n(t)s\ n

di*Vul.Sion \dr-'v3l-sh3n\ n [L divulsion-, divulsio, fr. divulsus,

pp. of divellere to tear apart, fr. dis- + vsllere to pluck — more at
vulnerable] ; a tearing apart

DiX*ie \'dik-se\ n [name for the Southern states in the song Dixie
(1859) by Daniel D. Emmett] : the Southern states of the U.S.

Dix.ie.crat \-,krat\ n : a dissident southern Democrat; specij ; a
supporter of a 1948 presidential ticket opposing the civil rights
stand of the Democrats — Dix.ie<crat.ic \,dik-se-'krat-ik\ adj

di'Zen \'dTz-=n, 'diz-*n\ vt [earlier disen to dress a distaff with flax,

fr. MD] archaic t bedizen
di-zy-got-ic \.dT-(',)zT-'gat-ik\ adj, oj twins : fraternal
diz-zi.ly \'diz-3-le\ adv : in a dizzy manner
diz.zi.ness \'diz-e-n3s\ n : the condition of being dizzy : vertigo
idiz-zy \'di2-e\ adj [ME disy, fr. OE dysig stupid; akin to OHG
tusig stupid, L jurere to rage — more at dust] 1 : foolish, silly
2 a ; having a whirling sensation in the head with a tendency to fall

b ; mentally confused 3a: causing giddiness or mental confusion
b : caused by or marked by giddiness c : extremely rapid

2dlzzy vt 1 ; to make dizzy or giddy 2 : bewilder
djin or djinn \'jin\ or diin.ni var oj jinn
D layer n : a layer that may exist within the D region of the iono-
sphere; also ; D REGION
ido \(')dU, da(-w)\ vb did \(')did, d3d\ done \'d3n\ do.ing \'dii-

ia\ does \(')d3z\ [ME don. fr. OE don: akin to OHG tuon to do,
L -dere to put, jacere to make, do, Ok tithenai to place, set] vt

1 : to bring to pass : carry out 2 : put — used chiefly in do to
death 3 a : perform, execute <~ some work) b : coMMrr
<crimes done deliberately) 4 a : to bring about ; effect <sleep will
-^ you good) b ; render, pay <~ honor to his memory) 5 ; to
bring to an end : finish — used in the past participle 6 : to put
forth : exert {did his best to win the race) 7 : to bring into exist-

ence ; produce <'^ a biography on the general) 8 ; to play the
part of 9 ; to treat unfairly; esp ; cheat {did him out of his in-

heritance) 10 a : to deal with or put in order by cleaning, arrang-

ing, or preparing for use <'-- the dinner dishes) b ; decorate
11 a : to work at esp. as a vocation (what to -^ after college^
b : to prepare or work out esp. by studying i-^ing his homework)
12 a : to pass over (as distance) : traverse b : to travel at a speed
of i^ing 80 on the turnpike) 13 : tour {'^ing 12 countries in 12
days) 14 : to serve out (as a term) in pnson 15 : to serve the
needs of : suit (worms will ^ us for bait) 16 — used as a sub-
stitute verb to avoid repetition <if you must make such a racket,
'^ it somewhere else) "- vi 1 : act, behave ('^ as 1 say) 2 a : to
get along : fare <~ well in school) b : to carry on : manage (we
can '^ without your help) c : to make good use ('^ with a cup
of coffee) 3 ; to take place : happen (what's ^ing across the
street) 4 : to come to or make an end : finish — used in the past
participle 5 : to be active or busy (up and '^ing before dawn)
6 : to answer the purpose : serve (half of that will '^) 7 : to be
fitting : conform to custom or propriety (won't '^ to be late)
8 — used as a substitute verb to avoid repetition (did you clean the
stove ? I did) 9 — used in the imperative after an imperative to
add emphasis (be quiet, '-^> ~ verbal auxiliary 1 — used with the
infinitive without to in legal and parliamentary language (-^
hereby bequeath) and in poetry (give what she did crave —Shak.)
2 — used with the infinitive without to for emphasis (I -^ say) and
esp. to form an imperative (-^ be careful); regularly so used in
negative sentences (rfon'r be silly) — do away archaic : to put an
end to — do away with 1 : to put an end to : abolish 2 : to put
to death ; kill — do by ; to deal with : treat — do for : to brmg
about the death or ruin of — to do : necessary to be done

2do \'du\ n, pi dos or do*s \'diiz\ 1 chiejly dial ; fuss, ado 2 ar-
chaic ; deed, duty 3 chiejly Brit a ; a festive get-together
b : battle 4 : a command or entreaty to do something 6 Brit
: cheat, swindle

3do \'d6\ n [It] : the first tone of the diatonic scale in solmization
do.able \'du-3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being done ; practicable
dob.bin Vdab-3n\ n {Dobbin, nickname for Robert} 1 : a farm
horse 2 : a quiet plodding horse
Do-beU's solution \'do-.belzA n [Horace B. Dobell tl9l7 E
physician] ; an aqueous solution of sodium borate, sodium bi-
carbonate, glycerin, and phenol used as a nose or throat spray
Do.ber.man pin-scher X.do-bar-msn-'pin-charN n [G Dobermann-
pinscher, fr. Ludwig Dobermann, 19th cent. G dog breeder + G
pinscher, a breed of hunting dog] : a short-haired medium-sized
working dog of a breed of German origin

dob*son \'dab-s3n\ n [prob. fr. the name Dobson} ; hellgrammite
dob'Son.Uy \-,fir\ n ; a winged insect (family Corydalidae) with
very long slender mandibles in the male and a large carnivorous
aquatic larva — compare hellgrammite
decent \'dos-'nt, do(t)-'sent\ n [obs. G (now dozent), fr. L
docent', docens, prp. of docere} ; teacher, lecfurer

do-oe.tic \do-'set-ik, -'set-V adj [Gk DoketaiDocetists,fr.dokeinto
seem] ; of or relatmg to Docetism or the Docetists
Do*ce.tism \d6-'set-,iz-3m, 'do-s3-,tiz-\ n ; a belief opposed as
heresy in early Christianity that Christ only seemed to have a
human body and to suffer and die on the cross — Do.ce.tist
\-'set-ast, -s3-t3st\ n

doch-an-dor-rach or doch-an-dor.rls \,dak-3n-'d6-r3s\ n
[ScGael & IrGael deoch an doruis, lit., drink of the door] Scot &
Irish : a parting drink ; stirrup CUP _
doc.ile \'das-al\ adj [L docilis, fr. docere to teach; akin to L decere
to be fitting — more at decent] 1 : easily taught : teachable
2 : easily led or managed : tractable syn see obedient — doc-
ile.ly \'das-9(l)-!e\ adv — do.ciM.ty \da-'sil-3t-e, d6-\ n
idock \'dak\ n [ME, fr. OE docce; akin to MD docke dock. ScGael
dogha burdock] 1 : any of a genus (Rumex) of the buckwheat
family of coarse weedy plants that have long taproots and are used
as potherbs and in folk medicine 2 : any of various weedy plants
2dOCk n [ME dok, fr. OE -docca (as in Jingirdocca finger muscle);
akin to OHG tocka doll, ON dokka bundle] 1 ; the solid part of an
animal's tail as distinguished from the hair 2 : the cropped tail

of an animal after clipping the hair or cropping the end
3dOCk vt 1 : to cut off the end of a body part of. specij : to remove
part of the tail of 2 a : to take away a part of : reduce b : to
subject (as wages) to a deduction 3 : to deprive of a benefit
ordinarily due esp. as a penalty for a fault (~ed for tardiness)

4dock n [prob. fr. MD docke dock, ditch, fr. L duction-, ductio act of
leading — more at douche] 1 : a usu. artificial basin or enclosure
for the reception of ships that is equipped with means for control-
ling the water height 2 : the waterway extending between two piers
for the reception of ships 3 ; a wharf or platform for the loading
or unloading of materials 4 ; scaffolding for the inspection and
repair of aircraft; broadly ; hangar
sdock vt : to haul or guide into a dock ^ vi : to come into dock
6dock n [Flem docke cage] : the place in a criminal court where a
prisoner stands or sits during trial

dock.age \'dak-ij\ n 1 : a charge for the use of a dock 2 : docking
facilities 3 : the docking of ships

idock-er \'dak-3r\ n : one that docks (as the tails of animals)

2docker n ; one connected with docks; specij : a dock laborer

'dock.el \'dak-3t\ n [ME doggette} 1 I a brief written summary of

a document : abstract 2 a (1) : a formal abridged record of the

Proceedings in a legal action (2) : a register of such records
(1) ; a list of legal causes to be tried (2) : a calendar of business

matters to be acted on : agenda 3 : an identifying statement
about a document placed on its outer surface or cover

^docket vt 1 : to inscribe (as a document) with an identifying state-

ment 2 ; to make a brief abstract of (as a legal matter) and in-

scribe it in a list 3 ; to place on the docket for legal action
dock.hand \'dak-,hand\ n : longshoreman
dock-yard \'dak-,yard\ n 1 : a storage place for naval stores or
timber for shipbuilding with facilities for building or repairing ships
2 Brit : NAVY YARD

idOC.tor \'dak-t3r\ n [ME doctour teacher, doctor, fr. MF & ML;
MF, fr. ML doctor, fr, L, teacher, fr. doctus, pp. of docere} 1 a : an
eminent theologian declared a sound expounder of doctrine by the
Roman Catholic Church — called also doctor oj the church b : a
learned or authoritative teacher c : a person who has earned one
of the highest academic degrees (as a PhD) conferred by a imi-
versity d : a person awarded an honorary doctorate (as an LLD
or LittD) by a college or university 2 a : one skilled or specializ-
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Ing in healing arts; esp i a physician, surgeon dentist, or veterinar-
ian licensed to practice his profession b ; medicine man 3 : ma-
terial added to. produce a desired effect 4 : a usu. makeshift and
emergency mechanical contrivance or attachment for remedying a
difficulty 5 : any of several brightly colored artificial fUes —
doc-tor-al \-t(3-)r9l\ adj — doc-tor-ship \-t3r-,ship\ n

^doctor vb doclor-ing \-t(3-)rio\ vt 1 a : to give medical treat-
ment to h : to restore to good condition : repair 2 a : to adapt
or modify for a desired end b : to alter deceptively '^ vi 1 ; to
practice medicine 2 dial : to take medicine
doc»tor>ate \'dak-t(a-)r3t\ n : the degree, title, or rank of a doctor
IdOC-tri-naire \,dak-tr3-'na(3)r, -ne(3)r\ n [F, fr. doctrine'] : one
who attempts to put into effect an abstract doctrine or theory with
little or no regard for practical difficulties

sdoctrinaiie adj : relating to or characteristic of a doctrinaire
: DOGMATIC syn see dictatorial — doc-tri-nair.isin \-,lz-3m\ n

doc«tii>nal X'dak-trsn-'l, dak-'trTn-\ adj : of,_relating to, or pre-
occupied with doctrine — doc*tri>nal-l7 \-'l-e\ adv

doc-trine V'dak-tranX n [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L doctrina, fr.

doctor'] 1 archaic ; teaching, instruction 2a; something that
is taught b : a principle or position or the body of principles in
a branch of knowledge or system of belief : dogma c : a principle
of law established through past decisions d : a statement of
fundamental government policy esp. in international relations
syn DOCTRINE, DOGMA, TENET mean a principle accepted as

authoritative, ekxtrine implies a principle accepted by a body of
believers or adherents to a philosophy or school; dogma implies
a doctrine that is laid down as true and beyond dispute; tenet
stresses acceptance and belief rather than teaching and appUes to
a principle held or adhered to

doctrine ol descent : a theory in biology: all animals and plants
are direct descendants of previous animals or plants
idocu.ment X'dak-ya-mantX n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL & L; LL docu-
mentum official paper, fr. L, lesson, proof, fr. docere to teach —
more at docile] 1 a archaic : proof, evidence b : an original
or official paper relied upon as the basis, proof, or support of
something 2 a : a writing conveying information b : a material
substance having on it a representation of the thoughts of men
by means of some conventional mark or symbol c : documentary— doc-u-men'tal \,dak-y3-*ment-'l\ adj

2doc.U-inent \'dak-y3-,ment\ vt 1 ; to furnish documentary
evidence of 2 : to furnish with documents 3 : to provide with
factual or substantial support for statements made or a hypothesis
proposed; esp i to equip with exact references to authoritative
supporting information — doc*u-ment*able \-a-b3l, ,dak-ya-'\ adj
doc<u>men.tar>i*an X.dak-ya-man-'ter-e-sn, -,men-\ n : one who
employs or advocates documentary presentation (as in photo-
graphic art or fiction)

docu.men-tar.i'ly \-'ter-3-le\ adv : in a documentary manner
idocu.men.ta.ry V.dak-ya-'ment-a-re, -'men-tre\ adj 1 : con-
tained or certified in wTiting 2 ; of, relating to, or employing
documentation in literature or art; broadly : factual, objective
^documentary n : a documentary presentation (as a film or novel)
doc-U.men.ta.tion X.dak-ya-man-'ta-shsn, -,men-\ n 1 : the act
or an instance of furnishing or authenticating with documents
2a: the provision of documents in substantiation; also : docu-
mentary evidence b (1) : the use of historical documents (2) ; con-
formity to historical or objective facts (3) : the provision of
footnotes, appendices, or addenda referring to or containing
documentary evidence 3 : the assembling, coding, and disseminat-
ing of recorded knowledge treated as an integral procedure
idod.der \'dad-3r\ n [ME doder; akin to OE dydring yolk, Norw
dudra to tremble, 'Ljumus smoke — more at flime] : any of a genus
(Cuscuia) of dicotyledonous leafless elongated wiry herbs that are
deficient in chlorophyll and parasitic on other plants
2dodder vi dod.der.ing \'dad-(a-)rio\ [ME dadiren] 1 : to
tremble or shake from weakness or age 2 : to progress feebly

dod.dared \'dad-3rd\ adj [prob. alter, of dodded, fr. pp. of E dial.
dod to lop, fr. ME dodden] 1 : deprived of branches through age
or decay <a -^ oak> 2 : enfeebled, infirm

dod'der'ing \'dad-(3-)rio\ adj : foolish, senile <a '--' old man)
dod.dery \-(3-ire\ adj : doddered, doddering
dodeca- or dodec- comb form [L, fr. Gk dodeka-, dodek-, fr. dodeka,
dyodeka, fr. dyo, dyo two + deka ten] : twelve (dodecaphonic)

dO'deca.gon \do-'dek-a-,gan\ n [Gk dodekagonon, fr. dodeka- +
-gonon -eon] : a polygon of 12 angles and 12 sides

do.deca.he.dron \(,)do-,dek-3-'he-dr3n\ n, pi dodecahedrons or
dcdeca.he.dra \-dr9\ [Gk dodekaedron, it. dodeka- + -edron
-hedron] : a solid having 12 plane faces

do>deca.phon*ic \(,)d6-,dek-3-Tan-ik\ adj [dodeca- + phon- +
-I'c] 1 ; composed through the mechanical application of a particu-
lar numerical arrangement of the notes of the chromatic scale
2 : of or relating to the composition of dodecaphonic music — do-
deca*pho<nism \do-'dek-3-,fo-,niz-3m, ,do-di-'kaf-3-,niz-\ n —
do*deca*pho<nlst \-n3st\ n — do-deca-pho>ny \-ne\ n
idodge \'daj\ vb [origin unknown] vi 1 : to evade a duty or issue
esp. by trickery or deceit 2 a : to move to and fro or from place to
place usu. in an irregular course b : to make a sudden movement
in a new direction (as to evade a blow) ~ v/ 1 : to evade (as a
duty) usu. indirectly and by trickery 2 a : to evade by a sudden
or repeated shift of position b : to avoid an encounter with
2dodge 71 1 : an act of evading by sudden bodily movement 2 a : an
artful device to evade, deceive, or trick b : expedient, scheme
dodg*er \'daj-5r\ n 1 : one that dodges; esp : one who uses tricky
devices 2 : a small handbill 3 : a cake made of cornmeal
dodg.ery \'daj-(3-')re\ r\ : evasion, trickery
dodgy \'daj-e\ adj ; evasive, tricky
do-do \'dod-(,)o\ n, pi dodoes or dodos [Pg doudo, fr. doudo
silly, stupid] 1 a : a heavy flightless extinct bird (Raphus cucul-
latus. syn. Didus ineptus) related to the pigeons but larger than a
turkey formerly present on the island of Mauritius b : a similar
and apparently closely related extinct bird of the neighboring
island of Reunion 2 : one hopelessly behind the times
doe \'do\ n, pi does or doe [ME do. fr. OE dd; akin to G dial, te
doe] : the adult female fallow deer; broadly : the female esp. when
adult of any of various mammals of which the male is called buck

do-er \'du-3r_\ n : one that does <a thmker or a '^)
doe<skln \'do-,skin\ n 1 : the skin of does or leather made of it;

also : soft leather from sheep or lambskins 2 : a compact coating
and sportswear fabric napped and felted for a smooth surtace

doesn't \'d3z-'nt\ : does not
do.est \'du-ast\ archaic pres 2d sing of do
do-etll Vdii-3th\ archaic pres 3d sing oj DO
dofi \'daf, *d6f\ v^ [ME dojjen, fr. don to do + of off] 1 : to take
off (one's clothes); esp ; to take off or lift up (the hat) 2 : to rid
oneself of
idog \'d6g\ n. often
attrib [ME, fr. OE
docga"] 1 a : a highly
variable carnivorous
domesticated mammal
iCanis familiaris)
prob. descended from
the common wolf;
broadly : any animal
of the dog family (Cani-
dae) to which this mam-
mal belongs b : a
male dog 2 a ; a
worthless fellow dog: 1 pastern, 2 chest, 3 leather, 4 dew-
b : chap, fellow <a lap, 5 flews, 6 muzzle, 7 stop, 8 occiput
gay '^> 3a; any of crest, 10 withers, 11 loin, 12 nimp, 13
various usu. simple feather, 14 hock, 15 stifle, 16 knee, 17
mechanical devices for brisket, 18 elbow
holding, gripping, or
fastening consisting of a spike, rod, or bar b : andiron 4 a : SUN
dog b : water dog 4 c : fogbow 5 : affected stylishness or
dignity 6 cap : either of the constellations Canis Major or Canis
Minor 7 pi, slang : feet 8 slang ; something inferior of its kind
9 pi : ruin (go to the ^s) 10 cap : any of various American Indian
peoples — dog.like \'d6-.glTk\ adj
2dog vt dogged; dog.ging l a : to hunt or track like a hoimd
h : to worry as if by dogs : hound 2 : to fasten with a dog
3dOg adv : EXTREMELY, UTTERLY <i/og'-tired>

Dog \'d6g\ — a communications code word for the letter d
dog-bane \'d6g-,ban\ n : any of a genus (Apocynum) typifying a
family (Apocynaceae, the dogbane family) and comprising chiefly
tropical and often poisonous plants with milky juice and usu.
showy flowers

dog-ber.ry \-,ber-e\ n l : any of various small fruits (as the choke-
berry) usu. considered inferior or unfit for human consumption;
esp : the fruit of the red dogwood 2 ; a plant bearing dogberries

dog-cart \*d6g-,kart\ n 1 : a cart drawn by a dog 2 ; a hght usu.
one-horse carriage commonly two-wheeled with two transverse
seats set back to back

dog. catch. er X-.kach-sr, -,kech-\ n ; a community official assigned
to catch and get rid of stray dogs

dog collar n l : a collar for a dog 2 slang • clerical collar
3 : a wide flexible snug-fitting necklace
dog days n pi [fr. their being reckoned from the heliacal rising of
the Dog Star fSirius)] 1 : the period between early July and early
September when the hot sultry weather of summer usu. occurs
in the northern hemisphere 2 : a period of stagnation or inactivity
doge \'d6j\ n [It dial., fr. L due-, dux leader — more at duke]

: the chief magistrate in the republics of Venice and Genoa
dog-ear \'d6-.gi(3)r\ n : the comer of a leaf esp. of a book turned
down like the ear of a fox terrier — dog-ear vt

dog-eared \'d6-,gl(3)rd\ adj l ; having dog-ears <a ^ book)
2 : shabby, worn

dog-eat-dog \,do-,get-'d6g\ adj : marked by ruthless self-interest
dog. lace \'d6g-,fas\ n, slang : soldier; esp ; infantryman
dog family n i a natural family (Canidae of the order Camivora)
comprising the dogs, wolves, foxes, and related animals
dog fennel n l : a strong-scented European chamomile (Anthemis
cotula) naturalized along roadsides in the U.S. 2 ; an annual
composite weed {Eupatorium capillijolium) with dissected leaves
and a lax inflorescence

dog.fight \'d6g-,fTt\ n 1 : a fight between or as If between dogs;
broadly : a fiercely disputed contest 2 : a fight between two or
more fighter planes usu. at close quarters — dogjigbt vi

dog-fish \'d6g-.fish\ n t any of various small sharks (as of the
families Squalidae, Carcharhinidae, and Scyhorhinidae) that often
appear in schools near shore, are destructive to fish, and have
livers valued for oil and flesh often made into fertilizer

dog-ged \'d6-g3d\ adj : stubbornly determined : tenacious
syn see obstinate — dog.ged-Iy adv — dog-ged.ness n

idog.ger-el \'d6-g(3-)r3l, •dag-(3-)\ adj [ME dogerell : loosely
styled and irregular in measure esp. for burlesque or comic effect

2dOggerel n : doggerel verse
dog-gery \'d6-g3-re\ n l : doglike behavior 2 a : dogs b ; rab-
ble, mob 3 slang ; a cheap saloon : dive

dog.gish \'d6-gish\ adj 1 : resembling a dog esp. in bad qualities

: currish 2 ; stylish in a showy way — dog-gish-ly adv — dog-
gish, ness n

dog-go \'d6-(,)go\ adv [prob. fr. ^dog] slang t In hiding — used
chiefly In the phrase to lie doggo
idog^gone \'dag-,gan, 'd6g-,g6n\ vb [euphemism for God damnl
: DAMN

idoggone or dog.goned \-,gand, -,g6nd\ adj (or adv) : damned
3doggone n : damn
idog.gy \'d6-ge\ odj 1 : resembling a dog 2 : stylish, showy
2dog.gy or dog.gie \'d6-ge\ n : a'small dog
dog.house \'d6g-,haus\n : a shelter fora dog — in tHe doghouse

; in a state of disfavor
do-gie \'d6-ge\ n [origin unknown] chiefly West : a motherless
calf in a range herd
dog in the manger [fr. the fable of the dog who prevented an ox
from eating hay which he did not want himself] : a person who
selfishly withholds from others something useless to himself
idog-leg \'d6-,g]eg, -,giag\ n : something having an abrupt angle
2dogleg also dog.legged \-'gleg(-3)d, -'glag(-3)d\ adj : crooked ov
bent like a dog's hind leg

dog-ma \'d6g-m3, 'dag-\ n pi dogmas also dog-ma.ta \-m3t-3\
[L dogmat-. dogma, fr. Gk, fr. dokein to seem] 1 a : something held
as an established opinion; esp ; a definite authoritative tenet b : a
code of such tenets (pedagogical —> c : a point of view or tenet
put forth as authoritative without adequate grounds 2 : a doc-
trine or body of doctrines concerning faith or morals formally
stated and authoritatively proclaimed by a church syn see doctrinb
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dOg>inat-ic \d6g-'mat-ik, dag-\ adj 1 : characterized by or given
to the use of dogmatism <a '-^ critic) 2 ; of or relating to dogma
syn see dictatorial — dog-mat-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — dog>mat-
i*caMy \-i-k{3-)le\ adv — dog-iuat-i-cal-ness \-i-k3l-nas\ n
dog>mat*ics \-*mat-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a branch of
theology that seeks to interpret the dogmas of a religious faith
dogmatic theology n : dogmatics
dOg>liia*tisiii X'dog-ma-.tiz-am, 'dag-\ n 1 : positiveness in as-
sertion of opinion esp. when unwarranted or arrogant 2 ; a view-
point or system of ideas based on insufficiently examined premises

dog-ma-tist \-m3t-3st\ n ; one who dogmatizes
dog.ma.ti.za-tion N.ddg-mst-a-'za-shan, ,dag-\ n : an act or
instance of dogmatizing

dog.ma.tize Vdog-ma-.tlz, 'dag-\ vb [F dogmatiser, fr. LL dog-
maiizare, fr. Gk dogmatizein, fr. dogmat-, dogma'\ vi ; to speak or
write dogmatically -^ v/ ; to state as a dogma or dogmatically— dog-ma-tiz.er n
do-good \'du-,gud\ adj : designed sometimes impracticably and
too zealously toward bettering the conditions under which others
live — do-gcod-ing \-ia\ n — do-good>ism \-,iz-3m\ n
do-good»er \-sr\ n : an earnest usu. impractical-minded humani-
tarian bent on promoting welfare work or reform
dog paddle n : an elementary form of swimming in which the arms
paddle in the water and the legs maintain a kicking motion —
dog-pad. die \'d6g-,pad-''l\ vi

Dog Star n 1 : smius 2 : procyon
dog tag n 1 : a metal disk or plate on a dog collar bearing a license
registration number 2 ; a miUtary identification tag

dog*tootIl \'d6g-,tUth\ n 1 : canine 1, eyetooth 2 : an archi-
tectural ornament common in early English Gothic consisting usu.
of four leaves radiating from a raised point at the center

dogtooth violet n : any of a genus {Erythronium) of small springs
flowering bulbous herbs of the lily family
idog-trot \'d6g-.trat\ n 1 : a quick easy gait suggesting that of a
dog 2 South & Midland : a roofed passage similar to a breezeway;
esp : one connecting two parts of a cabin

2dogtrot vi : to move or progress at a dogtrot
dog-watch \'d6-,gwach\ n 1 : either of two watches of two hours
on shipboard that extend from 4 to 6 and from 6 to 8 p.m. 2 : any
of various night shifts; esp ; the last shift

dog<wood \'d6-,gwud\ n ; any of a genus (Cornus) of trees and
shrubs (family Comaceae, the dogwood family) with heads of
small flowers and often showy involucres

doi*ly \'d6i-le\ n IDoily or Dayley jI 1712 London draper] 1 : a
small napkin 2 : a small often decorative mat

do in v/ 1 a : to bring about the defeat or destruction of : ruin
b : to bring about the death of : kill c : to wear out 2 ; cheat

dO'ing \'du-io\ n 1 : the act of performing or executing : action
2 pi a : things that are done or that occur b dial ; social activities

doit \'d6it\ n [D duit: akin to ON thveiti small coin, thveita to
hew] 1 : an old Dutch coin equal to about \^ farthing 2 : trifle
do-it-yourself \,dii-a-ch3r-'self\ adj : of, relating to, or designed
for use in construction, repair, or artistic work done by an amateur
or hobbyist (^ tools) <'^ car model kit)

dol'Ce \*d61-(,)cha\ adj {or adv) [It, lit., sweet, fr. L dulcis — more
at dulcet] : SOFT, smooth — used as a direction in music — dol-
ce-men-te \,dol-cha-'ment-e, -'men-{,)ta\ adv

dol-ce far nien-te \'dol-che-,far-ne-'ent-e\ n [It, lit., sweet doing
nothing] : delightful relaxation in carefree idleness
dol-diums \'dol-dramz, 'dal-, 'd61-\ n pi [prob. akin to OE dol
foolish] 1 ; a spell of listlessness or despondency 2 ; a part of the
ocean near the equator abounding in calms, squalls, and Ught
shifting winds 3 : a state of inactivity, stagnation, or slump
Idole \'d61\ n [ME, fr. OE ddl portion] 1 archaic : one's allotted
share, portion, or destiny 2 a (1) : a giving or distribution of food,
money, or clothing to the needy (2) : a grant of government funds
to the unemployed b ; something distributed at intervals to the
needy c ; something portioned out and distributed

sdole vt 1 : to give or distribute as a charity 2 ; to give or deliver
in small portions : parcel — used with out syn see distribute
3dole n [ME dol, fr. OF, fr. LL dolus, alter, of L dolor} archaic

: GRIEF, sorrow
dole.lul \'d61-f3l\ adj 1 : causing grief or affliction 2 : full of
grief : DISCONSOLATE 3 : expressing grief ; sad — dole*Iul-ly
\-f3-le\ adv — dole<ful-ness n

dOl*er>ite \'dal-3-,rrt\ n [F dolerite, fr. Gk doleros deceitful, fr.

dolos deceit; fr. its being easily mistaken for diorite — more at
TALE] 1 : any of various coarse basalts 2 Brit : diabase 3 3 : any
of various dark igneous rocks whose constituents are not deter-
minable megascopically — dol.er*it«ic \,dal-3-'rit-ik\ adj
dole.some \'dol-sam\ adj : doleful
dolich- or dolicho- comb Jorm [Gk, fr. dolichosZ ; long
dol'i-cho<ce.phal>ic \,dal-i-ko-s3-'fal-ik\ adj [NL dolichocephalus_
dolichocephalic individual, fr. dolich- + -cephalus (fr. Gk kephale
head") — more at cephalic] : having a relatively long head with a
cephalic index of less than 75 — dol-i-cho^ceph-a-lism \-'sef-a-
,liz-3m\ n — dol*i-cho-cepb*a>ly \-'sef-3-le\ n

dol.i.cho.cra.nl.al \-'kra-ne-3l\ also dol-i-cho-cra-nic \-nik\
adj tISV] ; having a relatively long head with acranial index of less

than 75 — dol.i-cho-cra»ny \'dal-i-k6-.kra-ne\ n
doll \*dal, 'd61\ n, ojten attrib [prob. fr. Dolly nickname for Dorothy"}
1 : a small-scale figure of a human being used esp. as a child's
plaything 2 a : a pretty but empty-headed young woman b slang
; WOMAN c slang : darling, sweetheart— doIl>ish \-ish\ adj —
doll*isb-ly adv — doll-ish-ness n

dol.lar \'dal-sr\ n, ojten attrib [D or LG daler, fr. G taler, short for
Joachimstaler, fr. Sankt Joachimsthal, Bohemia, where talers were
first made] 1 : taler 2 : any of numerous coins patterned after
the taler (as a Spanish piece of eight) 3 a : any of various basic
monetary units (as in the U.S. and Canada) — see money table
b : a coin, note, or token representing one dollar

dollar diplomacy n 1 ; diplomacy based on economic factors
2 : diplomacy held to be designed primarily to further private
financial and commercial interests

dollar mark « ; a mark $ or $ placed before a number to indicate
that it stands for dollars — called also dollar sign

dol-lop \'dal-3p\ n [origin unknown] : lump, blob

doll up vt : to dress or adorn formally or elegantly
idol-ly \'dal-e, 'd6-Ie\ n 1 : doll 2 a : a wooden-pronged instru-
ment for beating and stirring clothes in the process of washing
them in a tub b : a device turning on a vertical axis by a handle or
winch for stirring ore to be washed 3 : a heavy bar with a cupped
head for holding against the head of a rivet while the other end is

being headed 4 : a compact narrow-gauge railroad locomotive
for moving construction trains and for switching 5 a : a platform
on a roller or on wheels or casters for transporting heavy objects
b : a wheeled platform for a television or motion-picture camera

2dolly vt 1 : to treat with a dolly 2 : to move or convey on a dolly
-^ vi ; to move a motion-picture or television dolly about while
shooting a scene
dol.man X'dol-man, 'dol-, 'dal-\ n, pi dolmans [F doUman, fr. Turk
dolama, a Turkish robe] : a woman's coat made with dolman sleeves
dolman sleeve n ; a sleeve very wide at the armhole and tight at the
wrist often cut in one piece with the bodice
dol.men X'dol-man, 'dol-, 'dal-\ n [F, fr. Bret tolmen, fr. tol table
+ men stone] : a prehistoric monument consisting of two or more
upright stones supporting a horizontal stone slab found esp. in
Britain and France and thought to be a tomb

do.lo-mite \'do-l3-,mTt, 'dal-3-\ n [F, fr. Deodat de Dolomieu
tlSOl F geologist] 1 : a mineral CaMg(C03)2 consisting of a
calcium magnesium carbonate found in crystals and in extensive
beds as a compact limestone 2 ; a limestone or marble rich in
magnesium carbonate — do-lo-mit<ic X.do-la-'mit-ik, ,dal-3-\ adj

dO'lor or chiejly Brit do-lour \*do-l3r. 'dal-3r\ n [ME dolour, fr.

MF, fr. L dolor pain, grief, fr. dolere to feel pain, grieve — more at
condole] : mental suffering or anguish : sorrow

do-lor>ous \'do-la-r3s, 'dai-3-\ adj : causing, marked by, or expres-
sive of misery or grief — do*lor-ous*Iy adv — do>Ior>ous<ne5S n

dol.phin \'dal-fan. 'd61-\ n [ME, fr. MF dophin, daujin, fr. OF
daljin, fr. OProv, fr. ML daljinus, alter, of L delphinus, fr. Gk
delphin-, delphis; akin to Gk delphys womb, Skt garbha"] 1 a : any
of various small toothed whales (family Delphinidae) with the
snout more or less elongated into a beak and the neck vertebrae
partially fused b ; porpoise 1 2 : either of two active pelagic
percoid food fishes (genus Coryphaena) of tropical and temperate
seas 3 cap : delphinus 4 : a spar or buoy for mooring boats

dolphin striker n : a vertical spar under the end of the bowsprit of a
sailboat to extend and support the martingale

dolt \'dolt\ n [prob. akin to OE dol foolish] : a stupid fellow— dolt'ish ydol-tish\ adj — doIt>ish>ly adv — dolt*ish>nes5 n
Dom [L dominus master] 1 \(,)d'am\ — used as a title for some
monks and canons regular 2 \ (,)do"\ — used as a title prefixed to
the Christian name of a Portuguese or Brazilian man of rank
-dom \_d3m\ n sujjix [ME, fr. OE -dom: akin to OHG -luom -dora,
OE dom judgment] la; dignity : office (dukedom) b : realm
: jurisdiction (kingdom) c : geographical area (Anglo-Saxondo/n)
2 : state or fact of being (freedom) 3 : those having a (specified)
office, occupation, interest, or character (officialdom)
dO>main \d5-'man, da-\ n [MF domaine, demaine, fr. L dominium,
fr. dominus} 1 a : complete and absolute ownership of land —
compare eminent domain b ; land so owned 2 : a territory over
which dominion is exercised 3 I a sphere of influence or activity

4 ; the set of elements to which a mathematical or logical variable is

limited; specij ; the set on which a function is defined
idome \'dom\ n [F. It. & L; F dome dome, cathedral, fr. It duomo
cathedral, fr. ML domus church, fr. L, house — more at timber]
1 archaic : a stately building : mansion 2 : a large hemispherical
roof or ceiling 3 : a natural formation or other structure that re-

sembles the dome or cupola of a building 4 a : a form of crystal
composed of planes parallel to a lateral axis which meet above in a
horizontal edge like a roof b : a form of crystal composed of only
two faces intersecting along and astride of a symmetry plane
2dome vt 1 : to cover with or as if with a dome 2 : to form into a
dome ^ vi : to swell upward or outward like a dome
DomeS'day Book \'diimz-,da-, 'domz-\ n [ME, fr. domesday
doomsday] : a record of a survey of English lands made by order of
William the Conqueror about 1086
ido.mes.tic \ds-'mes-tik\ adj [MF domestique, fr. L domesticus, fr.

domus} 1 : of or relating to the household or the family 2 : relat-

ing and limited to one's own country or the country under consider-
ation 3 ; indigenous 4 a ; living near or about the habitations of
man b : domesticated, tame 5 : devoted to home duties and
pleasures — do-mes*ti.cal*ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
^domestic n 1 : a household servant 2 : an article of domestic
manufacture — usu. used in pi.

domestic animal n : any of various animals (as the horse, sheep)
domesticated by man so as to live and breed in a tame condition

do<mes-ti>cate \da-'mes-ti-,kat\ v^ 1 : to bring into domestic use
; adopt 2 ; to fit for domestic life 3 : to adapt to life in intimate
association with and to the advantage of man 4 : to bring to the
level of ordinai-y people — do.mes»ti-ca-tion \-,mes-ti-'ka-sh3n\ n
domestic fowl n 1 ; poultry 2 : a bird of one of the breeds de-
veloped from the jungle fowl {Callus gallus) esp. for meat or egg
production : chicken
do-mes-tici'ty \.d6-,mes-'tis-3t-e, da-, ,da-\ n 1 : the quality or
slate of being domestic or domesticated 2 : domestic activities or
life Z pi '. domestic affairs

domestic prelate n i a priest having permanent honorary member-
ship in the papal household and ranking above a papal chamberlain
domestic science n : instruction and training in domestic manage-
ment and the household arts (as cooking and sewing)
dom>i>cal X'do-mi-kal, 'dam-i-\ adj : relating to, shaped like, or
having a dome
ido*mi>cile \'dara-3-,sTl, 'do-ma-; 'dam-a-S3l\ or dom.i-cil \'dam-
5-sal\ n [MF, fr. L domicilium, fr. domus} 1 : the place of
residence of an individual or a family : abode 2 a : the place with
which a person has a settled connection for determination of his
civil status or other legal purposes because it is actually or legally
his permanent and principal home b : residence 2a(l) c : resi-
dence 2b — do-mi-ciI*i-ary \,dam-3-'sil-e-,er-e, ,do-m3-\ adj
^domicile vt ; to establish in or provide with a domicile
do>mi>cil-i-ate \,dam-3-'sil-e-,at, jd6-m3-\ vb [L domicilium} vt

; domicile -^ vi : reside — do>mi<cil-i-a-tion \-,sil-e-'a-shan\ n
dom-i-nance \'dam-(3-)n9n(t)s\n : the fact or state of being domi-
nant : authority
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ldotn>i>nailt \-nant\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L dominant-, dominans,
prp. of doniinari] 1 ; commanding, controlling, or prevailing over
all others 2 : overlooking and commanding from a superior eleva-
tion 3 : of, relating to, or exerting ecologiciil dominance 4 oj
paired bodily structures : being the more effective or predominant
one in action <'^ eye> 5 oj an allele : predominating over a con-
trasting allele in its manifestation — dom-i'iiant-ly adv
Syn DOMINANT, PREDOMINANT, PARAMOUNT, PREPONDERANT,

SOVEREIGN mean superior to all others in power, influence, or im-
portance. DOMINANT applies to something that is uppermost be-
cause ruling or controlling <a dominant social class); predominant
applies to something that exerts, often temporarily, the most marked
influence <a predominant emotion); paramount implies supremacy
in importance, rank, or jurisdiction; preponderant applies to an
element or factor that outweighs all others in influence or effect

(preponderant evidence in his favor); sovereign indicates quality

or rank to which everything else is clearly subordinate or inferior

^dominant n I a : a dominant genetic character or factor b : any
of one or more kinds of organism (as a species) in an ecological
association that exerts a controlling influence on the environment
and thereby largely determines what other kinds of organisms
share in the association 2 : the fifth note of the diatonic scale

dom*i-nate \'dam-a-,nat\ vb [L dominatus, pp. of dominari, fr.

dominus master] vt 1 : rule 2 : to exert the supreme determining
or guiding influence on 3 : to overlook from a superior elevation
or command because of superior height 4 : to have a commanding
or preeminent place or position in (name brands '^ the market)
*« v( 1 : to have or exert mastery, control, or preeminence 2 ; to
occupy a more elevated or superior position — doin-i*na>tive
\-,nat-iv\ adj — dom-i-na*tor \-,nat-3r\ n

dom*i>Iia*tlon \,dam-9-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : supremacy or preeminence
over another 2 ; exercise of mastery or preponderant influence

dOin*i<neer \.dam-9-'niO)r\ v6 [D domineren, fr. F dominer, fr. L
dominari'] vi : to exercise arbitrary or overbearing rule '- vr ; to

dom*i*neer*ing adj : inclined to domineer syn see masterful —
dom-i>neer-ing*ly \-io-le\ adv — dQm*i>neer*ing*ness n

dO*mln.i.cal \da-'min-i-k3l\ adj [LL dominicalis, fr. dominicus
{dies) the Lord's day, fr. L dominicus of a lord, fr. dominus lord,

master] 1 : of or relating to Jesus Christ as Lord 2 : of or relating

to the Lord's day
dominical letter n : the letter designating Sundays in a given year
(as for finding the date of Easter) when the first seven letters of the
alphabet are applied consecutively to the days of the year beginning
with A on Jan. 1 and skipping the intercalary day in leap year
Do.mln.i.can \da-'min-i-k3n\ n [St. Dominic tl221 Sp priest]

: a member of a Roman Catholic mendicant order founded in

1215 under a modified rule of St. Augustine and noted esp. for

preaching — Dominican adj
dom-i-nick \'dam-3-(.)nik. -.nek\ or dom-i-nick-er \-,nek-3r,
-,nik-\ n, ojien cap : Dominique

do*mi>nie \1 ojienest "dam-s-ne, 2 ojtenest 'do-ma-\ n [L domine,
voc. of dominus] 1 chiejly Scot : pedagogue 2 : clergyman
dO>min.lon Vds-'min-ysnX n [ME dominioun, fr. MF dominion,
modif. of L dominium, fr. dominus] 1 : supreme authority : sov-
ereignty 2 : domain 3 : an angel of the fourth highest rank
4 ojien cap ; a self-governing nation of the British Commonwealth
other than the United Kingdom that acknowledges the British
monarch as chief of state 5 ; absolute ownership syn see power
Dominion Day n : July l observed in Canada as a legal hoUday in
commemoration of the proclamation of dominion status in 1867
dom.i.nique \'dam-3-(,)nik. -,nek\ n [Dominique (Dominica), one
of the Windward islands. West Indies] 1 cap ; an American breed
of domestic fowls with rose combs, yellow legs, and barred plumage
2 : a bird of the Dominique breed; broadly ; a barred fowl

dom-i>no \'dam-3-.no\ n, pi dominoes or dominos [ F. prob. fr. L
iin the ritual formula benedicamus Domino let us bless the Lord)]

: a long loose hooded cloak usu. worn with a half mask as a
masquerade costume 2 : a half mask worn with a masquerade
costume 3 : a person wearing a domino 4 [F, fr. It] a : a flat

rectangular block (as of wood or plastic) the face of which is divided
into two equal parts that are blank or bear from one to usu. six dots
arranged as on dice faces h pi but usu sing in conslr : any of several
games played with a set of usu. 28 dominoes
Idon ydan\ n [Sp, fr. L dominus master — more at dame] 1 : a
Spanish nobleman or gentleman — used as a title prefixed to the
Christian name 2 a archaic : a person of consequence : grandee
b : a head, tutor, or fellow in a college of Oxford or Cambridge
2don \'dan\ vt donned; don-ning ido -h on] 1 : to put on (an
article of wear) 2 : to envelop oneself In : assume
ido.fla \,do-ny3\ n [Sp. fr. L domina lady] : a Spanish";;woman of
rank — used as a title prefixed to the Christian name
2do<na \,do-n3\ n [Pg, fr. L domina] : a Portuguese or Brazilian
woman of rank — used as a title prefixed to the Christian name
Do-nar \'do-,nar\ n [OHG] : the Germanic god of thunder
do-nate Vdo-.nat. do-'n5t\ vb [back-formation fr. donation] vt : to
make a gift of : contribltte -^ vi : to make a donation syn see give

dO*na-tion \d6-'na-shan\ n [ME dorujtyowne, fr. L donation-,
donatio, fr. donatus, pp. of donare to present, fr. donum gift; akin to
L dare to give] 1 : the action of making a gift esp. to a charity or
public institution 2 ; a free contribution : gift
DO>na*tlsm \'dan-3-,tiz-am, 'do-n3-\ n IDonatus, 4th cent, bishop
of Carthage] : the doctrines of a Christian sect arising in No. Af-
rica in 311 and holding that sanctity is essential for the admin-
istration of sacraments and church membership '^ Do>ua>tist
\-tast\ n
ido>na>tive \'do-n3t-lv. 'dan-et-\ n : a special gift or donation
3d0.na.tive \same or 'do-,nat-, do-'nat-\ adj [L donativus, fr. dona-
tus] : characterized by. capable of, or subject to donation <a -^ trust)

dO<na>tor \'d6-,nat-3r, d5-'nat-\ n ; donor
idone \'d3n\ past part oj do
zdone adj 1 ; conformable to social convention 2 : arrived at or
brought to an end 3 : physically exhausted : spent 4 : gone by
: OVER 5 : doomed to failure, defeat, or death 6 : cooked suf-
ficiently

do>nee \d6-'ne\ n [rfo/ior] : a recipient of a gift

dOHojon \'dan-j3n, 'dsn-X n [ME — more at dungeon] : a massive
chief lower in ancient castles

Don Juan \(')dan-'(h)wan, dan-'ju-3n\ n [Sp] 1 : a profligate
nobleman of Spanish legend 2 : ubertine, rake

don.key \'dao-ke. "dsr)-, 'ddoA " Cperh. fr. 'rf«« + -key (as In
monkey)] 1 : the domestic ass 2 : a stupid or obstinate person
donkey engine n l : a small usu. portable auxiliary eogine 2 : a
small locomotive used in switching
don.key.work \-,w3rk\ n : plodding and routine work : drudgery
don.na \,dan-a. .d6n-\ n, pi don-ne \-C.)a\ [It, fr. L domina] : an
Italian woman esp. of rank — used as a title prefixed to the Chris-
tian name

don.nee \d6-'na. f,)da-\ n, pi donn^es \-'na(z)\ [F, fr. fern, of
donne, pp. of donner to give, fr. L donare to donate] : the set of
assumptions upon which a work of fiction or drama proceeds
don-nish \'dan-ish\ adj : relating to or characteristic of a university
don : pedantic — do_n>nisli*ly adv — don-nish.ness n
don.ny.brook \'dan-e-,bruk\ n, ojien cap {Donnybrook Fair, an-
nual Irish event known for its brawls] : an uproarious brawl

do.nor X'do-nsr, -,n6(3)r\ n [MF doneur, fr. L donator, fr. donatus]
1 : one that gives, donates, or presents 2 : one used as a source of
biological mateiial — do-nor«Ship \-,ship\ n
ido-noth.ing \'du-,n3th-io\ n : a shiftless or habltuaUy lazy person
2do-nothing adj : marked by inactivity; specij : marked by lack of
initiative, disinclination to disturb the status quo, or failure to make
positive progress — do-noth-ing-ism \-io-,iz-9m\ n
Don Qui.xote \,dan-ke-'(h)6t-e, dan-'kwik-s3t\ /i[Sp] : the ideal-
istic and impractical hero of Cervantes' Don Quixote

don.Sie or don-sy \'dan(t)-se\ adj [perh. fr. ScGael donas evil,
harm] 1 rfw/ firiV : unlucky 2 ^cor a : quick-tempered b : saucy
idon't \(')dont\ 1 : do not 2 : does not — often used by cul-
tivated speakers though the construction is sometimes objected to

2don*t \'d6nt\ n : a command or entreaty not to do something
doO'dad \'dii-,dad\ n [origin unknown] ; a small article whose
proper name is unknown or forgotten : gadget
idoo.dle \'dud-=l\ vb doo-dling \'dlid-lio, -=I-ir)\ [perh. fr. doodle
(to ridicule)] vi 1 : to make a doodle 2 : dawdle, trifle '^ \t
: to produce by doodling — doo-dler \'diid-lar, -'l-3r\ n

^doodle n : an aimless scribble, design, or sketch
doo.dle.bug \'diid-n-,b3g\ n [prob. fr. doodle (fool) -I- bug'\
1 : the larva of an ant lion; broadly : any of several other Insects
2 : a device for finding underground minerals

dOO.hick.ey \'dii-,hik-e\ n [prob. fr. rfoodad + hickey] : doodad
idoom \'dum\ n [ME. fr. OE ddm: akin to OHG tuom condition,
state, OE don to do] 1 : a law or ordinance esp. in Anglo-Saxon
England 2 a : judgment, decision; esp : a judicial condemnation
or sentence b (1) : judgment 3a (2) : judgment day 1 3a; des-
tiny; esp : unhappy destiny b : death, ruin syn see fate
2doom vr l : to give judgment against : condemn 2 a : to fix the
fate of : destine b :_to make certain the failure or destruction of
doomS'day \'dUmz-,da\ n : judgment day
door \'do(3)r. 'd6(3)r\ n [ME dure, dor, fr. OE duru door & dor
gate; akin to OHG turi door. l.jores] 1 ; a usu. swinging or sliding
barrier by which an entry is closed and opened; also : a similar part
of a piece of furniture 2 : doorway 3 : a means of access
doorO^mb \-,jam\ n ; an upright piece forming the side of a door
opening

door-keep.er \-,ke-p3r\ n : one that tends a door
door*knob \-,nab\ n : a knob that releases a door latch
door*man \-.man, -msnX n : doorkeeper
door.mat \-,mat\ n 1 : a mat placed before or inside a door for
wiping dirt from the shoes 2 : a constant and unprotesting sufferer

door>nall \-,nal, -'na(a)l\ n : a large-headed nail
door.plate \-,plat\ n : a nameplate on a door
door-post \-.post\ n : doorjamb
door'Sill \-,sil\ n : sill b
door*step \-,stcp\ n : a step before an outer door
door-way \-,wa\ n 1 : the opening that a door closes 2 : a means
of gaining access

door-yard \-,yard\ n : a yard outside the door of a house
idope \'d6p\ n [D doop sauce, fr. dopen to dip; akin to OE dyppan
to dip — more ai dip] 1 a : a thick liquid or pasty preparation
bra preparation for giving a desired quality to a substance or sur-
face; specij : an antiknock added to gasoline 2 ; absorbent or
adsorbent material used in various manufacturing processes (as the
maki[ig of dynamite) 3 a (1) : a narcotic preparation; specij
: OPIUM (2) : a preparation given to a racehorse to sumulate it

temporarily (3) chiejly South : a cola drink b (1) : a narcotic
addict (2) ; a stupid person 4 : information esp. from a reliable

2dope 1'/ 1 : to treat or affect with dope; specij : to give a narcotic to
2 ; to find a solution for '^ vi ; to take dope — dop-er n

dope-ster \'dop-star\ n ; a forecaster of the outcome of uncertain
public events

dop-ey \'do-pe\ adj dop-i-er; dop-i-est 1 a : dulled by alcohol or
a narcotic b ; sluggish, stupefied 2 ; dull, stupid — dop-i-
ness n

dop-pel.gSng.er or dop-pel-gang-er \,dap-3l-'gar]-3r\ n [G
doppelgcinger, fr. doppel- double -H -ganger goer] : a ghostly
counterpart of a living person
Dopp-ler enact \'dap-br-\ n [Christian J. Doppler flSSS Austrian
physicist] : a change in the frequency with which waves (as of
sound or light) from a given source reach an observer when the
source and the observer are in rapid motion with respect to each
other by which the frequency increases or decreases according to
the speed at which the distance is decreasing or increasing

dor-bee-tle \'d6r-,bet-'l\ n [dor (buzzing insect)] : any of various
beetles that fly with a buzzing sound; specij ; a common European
dung beetle [Geotrupes sfercorarius)

Dor-cas \'d6r-kas\ n [Gk Dorkas] : a Christian woman of New
Testament times who made clothing for the poor
dor-hawk \'d60)r-.h6k\ n [dor (buzzing insect); fr. its diet] : the
common European nightjar {Caprimulgus europaeus)

Do-^ri-an \'dor-e-an. 'd6r-\ n [L dorius of Doris, fr. Gk dorios, fr.

Doris, region of ancient Greece] : one of an ancient Hellenic race
that completed the overthrow of Mycenaean civilization and settled
esp. in the Peloponnesus and Crete — Dorian adj
iDor-ic \'d6r-ik, 'dar-X adj 1 : of, relating to, or constituting Doric
2 : of, relating to, or characteristic of the Dorians 3 : belonging to
the oldest and simplest Greek architectural order

3DoriC n ; a dialect of ancient Greek spoken esp. in the Pelopon-
nesus, Crete, Sicily, and southern Italy
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dormer

dorm \'d6C3)rm\ n : dormitory
dor*inan>cy \'d6r-man-se\ n : the quality or state of being dormant
dor*inant \'d6r-mant\ adJlME, fixed, stationary, fr. MF, fr. prp. of
dormir to sleep, fr. L dormire; akin to Skt drad he sleeps] 1 ; repre-
sented on a coat of arms in a lying position with the head on the
forepaws 2 ; marked by a suspension of activity: as a : tem-
porarily devoid of external activity <a '^ volcano) I) ; temporarily
in abeyance yet capable of being activated or resumed <a '^ judg-
ment) 3 a : SLEEPING, DROWSING b I having the faculties sus-
pended ; SLUGGISH c : having biological activity suspended: as
(1) ; being in a state of suspended animation (2) ; not actively
growing and typically protected 4 : associated with, carried out,
or applied during dormancy <'^ grafting) syn see latent

dor>iner \'d6r-m3r\ n [MF dormeor dormitory, fr. L dormitorium^
; a window vertical in a roof; also : the roofed
structure containing such a window

dor<niie or dor-my \'d6r-me\ adj [origin un-
known] : being up as many holes in golf as
remain to be played

dor.mi.to.ry V'dor-ma-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ n [L
dormitorium, fr. dormitus, pp. of dormire'^
1 : a room for sleeping; esp ; a large room
containing a number of beds 2 ; a residence
hall providing sleeping rooms
dor-mouse \'d6(3)r-,maus\ n, pi dor»mice
\-,mrs\ [ME dormowse, perh. fr. MF dormir
+ ME mous mouse] : any of numerous small Old World rodents
(family Gliridae) that resemble small squirrels

dor.nick \*d6r-nik, 'da(r)n-ik\ n [prob. fr. IrGael dornogl : a small
Stone or chunk of rock

do-ron.i.cum \d3-'ran-i-k3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Ar darunaj a
plant of this genus] : any of a genus (Doronicum) of Eurasian
perennial composite herbs including several cultivated for their
showy yellow flower heads

dorp \'d6(3)rp\ n [D, fr. MD; akin to OHG dorj] : village
dor.per X'dor-par, 'd6(3)r-.p3r\ n [Dorset Horn + Blackhead
Persian (a breed of sheep^] : any of a breed of mutton-type sheep
with white body and black face developed in southern Africa

dors- or dorsi- or dorso- comb form [LL dors-, fr. L dorsum}
1 : back {dorsad} 2 ; dorsal and (rfori'olateral)

dor<sad \'d6(3)r-.sad\ adv : toward the back : dorsally
tdor-sal Vd6r-S9l\ adj [LL dorsalis, fr. L dorsum back] 1 : re-
lating to or situated near or on the back esp. of an animal or of one
of its parts 2 : abaxial — dor. sal.ly \-sa-Ie\ adv

3dorsal n : a dorsally located part; esp ; a thoracic vertebra
dorsal lip n : the margin of the fold of blastula wall that delineates
the dorsal limit of the blastopore, constitutes the primary organizer,
and forms the point of origin of chordamesoderm

dorsal root n : the one of the two roots of a spinal nerve that passes
dorsally to the spinal cord and consists of sensory fibers

dor.set horn \'d6r-s3t-\ n, often cap D&H {Dorset, England] : any
of an English breed of sheep that have very large horns

dor.Si-ven.tral \,d6r-si-'ven-tr3l\ adj 1 : having distinct dorsal
and ventral surfaces 2 : dorsoventral 1 — dor.si.ven-tral.i.ty
\-,ven-'traI-3t-e\ n — dor-si'Ven-traMy \-'ven-tra-Ie\ adv

dor-so.lat.er.al X.dor-Oso-'lat-a-ral, -'la-tr3l\ adj : of, relating to,
or involving both the back and sides

dor.so.ven.tral\.d6r-(.)s6-'ven-tr3l\a£/y[ISV] 1 ; e.xtending from
the dorsal toward tjie ventral side 2 : dorsiventral 1 — dor>so-
ven-traMy ytr3-le\ adv
dor.sum \'d6r-s3m\ n, pi dor-sa \-s9\ [L] 1 ; back; esp : the
entire dorsal surface of an animal 2 : the upper surface of an
appendage or part

do.ry \'dor-e, 'd6r-\ n [Miskito rfi^rf dugout] : aflat-bottomed
boat with high flaring sides, sharp bow, and deep V-shaped transom
dos*age \'do-sij\ n 1 a ; the amount of a therapeutic dose b (1)

; the giving of such a dose C2) ; regulation or determination of
doses 2a: the addition of an ingredient or the application of an
agent in a measured dose h : the presence and relative representa-
tion or strength of a factor or agent 3 : a dealing out
idose \'dos\ n [ F, fr. LL dosis, fr. Ok. lit., act of giving, fr. didonai to
give — more at date] 1 a : the measured quantity of a therapeutic
agent to be taken at one time h : the quantity of radiation ad-
ministered or absorbed 2 ; a portion of a substance added during a
process 3 I a portion of an experience to which one is exposed
2dose vt 1 : to give a dose to; esp ; to give medicine to 2 : to divide
(as a medicine) into doses 3 : to treat with an application or agent

do-si-do \,do-(,)se-*do\ n [F dos-a-dos back to back] : a square*
dance figure in which the dancers passing by right shoulder circle
each other back to back

dO.Sim.e.ter \d6-'sim-3t-3r\ n [LL dosis + ISV -meterl i an in-
strument for measuring doses of X rays or of radioactivity —jJo-
si-met-ric \,d6-sa-'me-trik\ adj— do-sim-e.try \do-'sim-3-tre\ n
idoss \'das\ VI [origin unknown] chiejly Brit ; to sleep or bed down
in any convenient place
2doss n, chiejly Brit ; a crude or makeshift bed
dos-sal \*das-3l\ or dor-sal \'d6r-s3l\ or dos-sel \'das-3l\ adj
[ML dossale, dorsale, fr. neut. of LL dorsalis dorsal] ; an ornamen-
tal cloth for the back of a throne or chair

dOS'Sier \'d6s-,ya, 'das-e-,a\ n [F, bundle of documents labeled on
the back, dossier, fr. dos back, fr. L dorsum} : a bundle of papers
containing a detailed report or detailed information
idot \'dat\ n [(assumed) ME, fr. OE dott head of a boil; akin to
OHG tutta nipple] 1 : a small spot ; speck 2 a ; a small point
made with a pointed instrument b (1) : a point after a noie or rest

in music indicating augmentation of the time value by one half

(2) ; a point over or under a note indicating that it is to be played
staccato 3 ; a precise point in time or space 4 : a short click or
buzz forming a letter or part of a letter (as in the Morse code)
2d0t vb dot-ted, dot. ting vt 1 : to mark with a dot 2 : to scatter or
distribute like dots 3 ; to cover with dots -^ vi : to make a dot —
dot-ter n

3dot n [F. fr. L dot-, dos dowry] : dowry 2a — do.tal \'dot-=*l\ adj
dot.age Vdot-ij\ n l a state of feeblemindedness esp. in old age
dot.ard \'dot-3rd\ n ; a person in his dotage
dote \'d6t\ VI [ME doten; akin to MLG dotten to be foolish] 1 ; to

8 abut; ® kitten; _3r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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be feebleminded esp. from old age 2 : to show excessive or foolish
affection or fondness — dot-er n — dot>ing.ly \-iQ-le\ adv

doth \(')d3th\ archaic pres 3d sing oj DO
dot.ted Swiss \.dat-3d-'swis\ n : a light muslin ornamented with
evenly spaced raised dots

dot-ter.el X'dat-s-ral, 'da-trsIX n [ME dotrelle, irreg. fr. doten} : a
Eurasian plover (Charadrius morinellus) formerly common in
England; also : any of various congeners chiefly of eastern Asia,
Australia, and So. America

dot.tle \'dat-=l\ n [ME dottelp\\x%, fr. (assumed) ME dot} : unbumt
and partially burnt tobacco caked in the bowl of a pipe
^dot.ty \'dat-e\ adj : composed of or marked by dots
2dotty adj [alter, of Sc dottle fool, fr. ME dotel, fr. doten} 1 : un-
steady in gait 2 : mentally unbalanced : crazy 3 : absurd
Dou.ay Version \du-'a-\ n [Douay, France] : an English transla-
tion of the Vulgate used by Roman Catholics
idou.ble \'d3b-3l\ adj [MS, fr. OF, fr. L duplus, fr. duo two -I- -plus
multiplied by; akin to Gk ^iploos double. OE jealdan to fold]
1 : having a twofold relation or character : dual 2 : consisting of
two usu. combined members or parts 3 : being twice as great or as
many 4 ; marked by duplicity : deceitful 5 : folded in two
6 ; having more than the normal number of floral leaves often at the
expense of the sporophylls — dou-ble-ness n
^double n 1 : something twice the usual size, strength, speed,
quantity, or value: as a : a double amount b : a two-base hit in
baseball 2 : counterpart, duplicate: as a : wraith h (l)

; understudy (2) : one who resembles an actor and takes his
place in scenes calling for special skills 3 a : a sharp turn (as in
running) : reversal b : an evasive shift 4 : something consisting
of two paired members: as a : fold b : a combined bet placed on
two different contests c : two consecutive strikes in bowling 5 pi
: a game between two pairs of players 6 : an act of doubUng in a
card game
3douhle adv 1 a : to twice the extent or amount : doubly h : two
together 2 archaic : deceitfully

^double vb dou'bling \'d3b-(3-)Uo\ vt 1 : to make iwice as great or
as many: as a : to increase by adding an equal amount b : to
amount to twice the number of c : to make a call in bridge that
increases the value of odd tricks or undertricks at (an opponent's
bid) d (1) : to advance (a base runner in baseball) by a two-base
hit (2) : to put out (a base runner) in completing a double play
2 a : to make of two thicknesses : fold b : clench c ; to cause to
stoop 3 a : to avoid by doubling : elude b : to sail around (as a
cape) by reversing direction 4 a : to replace in a dramatic role
b : to play (dramatic roles) by doubling ~ vi 1 a : to become
twice as much or as many b ; to double a bid (as in bridge) c ; to
make a two-base hit in baseball 2 a : to turn sharply and suddenly;
esp ; to turn back on one's course b : to follow a circuitous course
3 : to become bent or folded usu. in the middle 4 a : to serve an
additional purpose or peiform an additional duty b ; to play a
dramatic role as a double — doii-bler yd3b-(3-)l3r\ n

double bar n : two adjacent vertical lines or a heavy single line
separating principal sections of a musical composition
double bass n : the largest instrument of the viol family
double bassoon n : contrabassoon
double boiler n : a cooking utensil consisting of two saucepans
filling into each other so that the contents of the upper can be
cooked by boiling water in the lower

dou-ble-hreast.ed \,d3b-al-'bres-t3d\ adj 1 : having one half of
the front lapped over the other and usu. a double row of buttons
and a single row of buttonholes 2 : having a double-breasted coat

double cotmterpoint n : two-part counterpoint so constructed that
either part may be above or below the other

double cross n l a : an act of winning or trying to win a fight or
match after agreeing to lose it b : an act of betraying or cheating
an associate 2 : a cross between first-generation hybrids of four
separate inbred lines (as in the production of hybrid seed com)

dou.hle-cross \,d3b-3l-'kr6s\ vt : to deceive by double-dealing
: betray — dou.ble-cross.er n

double dagger n i the character X used commonly as the third in the
series of reference marks — called also diesis

dou.ble-deal.er \ ,d3b-3l-'de-l3r\ n ; one who practices double*
dealing
idou.ble-deal.ing \-liri\ n : action contradictory to a professed
attitude : duplicity syn see deception

2double-dealing adj : given to or marked by duplicity

dou-ble-deck \'d3b-3l-,dek\ or dou-ble-decked \,d3b-3l-'dekt\
adj : having two stories, decks, or levels

dou-ble-decK-er \,d3b-?l-'dek-3r\ n : a double-deck structure

dou.ble-dome \'d3b-3l-,dom\ n : egghead
dou.ble en.ten.dre \,dlib-(3-),ra"-'ta"dr', ,d3b-\ n, pi double
entendres \same\ [obs. F, lit., double meaning] 1 : ambiguity
of meaning arising from language that lends itselfto more than one
interpretation 2 : a word or expression capable of two interpreta-
tions one of which often has a risque connotation

double entry n : a method of bookkeeping that recognizes both the
receiving and the giving sides of a business transaction by debiting
the amount of the transaction to one account and crediting it to
another account so that the total debits equal the total credits

dou.ble-faced \,d3b-3l-'fast\ adj 1 : having two faces or sides de-
signed for use 2 a ; ambiguous b : hypocritical

dou.ble-head-er \,d3b-3l-'hed-9r\ n 1 : a train pulled by two loco-
motives 2 : two games played consecutively on the same day by
the same teams or by different pairs of teams

double hyphen n : a punctuation mark = used in place of a hyphen
at the end of a line to indicate that the word so divided is normally
hyphenated

dou-ble-joint-ed \,d3b-9l-'j6int-3d\arfy: having a joint that permits
exceptional degree of freedom of motion of the parts joined

double negative n 1 : a now substandard syntactic construction
containing two negatives and having a negative meaning 2 ; a re-

iterated denial that equals an affirmative

dou-ble-park \,d3b-3l-'park\ vb : to park in a street next to auto-
mobiles parked parallel to the curb
double play n ; a play in baseball by which two players are put out

dou.ble-quick\'d3b-3l-.kwik\ n : double time — double-quick vi
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dOUtile reed n : two cane reeds bound and vibrating against each
other and used as the mouthpiece of instruments of the oboe family

double relraction n : birefringence
double rhyme n : end rhyme involving two syllables

double salt n 1 : a sah (as an alum) yielding on hydrolysis two
different cations or anions 2 ; a salt regarded as a molecular
combination of two distinct salts

dou.ble-space \,d3b-3l-'spas\ vt : to type (copy) leaving alternate
lines blank -^ vi : to type on every second line

double standard n l : bimetallism 2 : a set of principles that
applies differently and usu. more rigorously to one group of people
or circumstances than to another

double star n 1 : binary star 2 ; two stars in very nearly the same
line of sight but seen as physically separate bv means of a telescope

dOU-blet \'d3b-lat\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. double} 1 : a man's closes
fitting jacket worn in Europe esp. during the Renaissance 2 a (1)

: something consisting of two identical or similar parts (2) : a set

of two identical or similar things; specif : two thrown dice with the
same number of spots on the upper face b : one of a pair; specif
: one of two or more words (as guard and ward) in the same lan-
guage derived by different routes of transmission from the same source

doU'ble take \'d3b-3l-,tak\ n : a delayed reaction to a surprising or
signilicant situation

dou-ble-talk \'d3b-3l-,t6k\ n l ; language that appears to be
earnest and meaningful but in fact is a mixture of sense and nonsense
2 : inflated, involved, and often deliberately ambiguous language

Double Ten n [trans, of Chin (Pek) shuang^ shih^; fr. its being the
tenth day of the tenth month] : October 10 observed by Nationalist
China in commemoration of the revolution of 1911

dou-bIe*tllink \'dab-Dl-,thir)k\ n : the beUeving in two contra-
dictory ideas simultaneously
double time n 1 : a marching cadence of 180 36-inch steps per
minute 2 : payment of a worker at twice his regular wage rate

doU'ble-time \'dab-3l-,tTm\ vi : to move at double time
dOU'ble-tongue \,d3b-5!-'t3Q\ vi : to cause the tongue to alternate
rapidly between the positions for / and k so as to produce a fast

succession of detached notes on a wind instrument
dou-ble-tree \'d3b-al-(,)tre\ n : an equalizing bar for use with a
two-horse team
dou-ble-u \as at -wX n : the letter w
double up vi : to share accommodations typically designed for
one person or family

dou.bloon \,d3-'blun\ n [Sp dobldn, aug. of dobla, an old Spanish
coin, fr. L dupla, fern, of duplus double — more at double] : an old
gold coin of Spain and Spanish America worth 16 pieces of eight

doU'bly \'d3b-(3-)le\ adv 1 : to twice the degree 2 : in a two-
fold manner
IdOUbt \'daut\ vb [ME douten, fr. OF douter to doubt, fr. L dubiiare:
akin to L dubius dubious — more at dubious] vt 1 archaic : fear
2 ; to be uncertain about 3 a : to lack confidence in : distrust
I) ; to consider unlikely ^ vi : to be uncertain — dOubt-able
\'daut-3-b3l\ adj — doubt-er n — doubt-ing.ly \-io-le\ adv

Sdoubt /I 1 a : uncertainty of belief or opinion b : a deliberate
suspension of judgment 2 : the condition of being objectively un-
certain 3 a : a lack of confidence : distrust b : an inclination not
to believe or accept syn see uncertainty

doubt*ful \'daut-f9l\ adj 1 : marked by uncertainty or lack of
clarity 2 a : lacking a definite opinion, conviction, or determina-
tion b (1) : uncertain in outcome : undecided (2) : not predicta-
ble 3 : marked by qualities that raise doubts about worth, honest,
or validity — (loubt>ful>ly \-f3-le\ adv — doubt* fullness n
syn DUBIOUS, problematic, questionable: doubtful and dubious

indicate uncertainty in reference to persons or unpredictability in
reference to events and situations, doubtful implies simply a lack
of certainty or conviction; dubious stresses the unlikelihood of an
ultimately favorable outcome or judgment; problematic describes
a situation having an entirely unpredictable outcome; doubtful,
applied as an estimation or judgment, may question worth, honesty,
or validity so strongly as to imply their absence or insufficiency;
DUBIOUS stresses usu. well-grounded suspicion or mistrust; ques-
tionable may mean simply open to question but often connotes
falsity, unsoundness, or immorality that is strongly suspected but
may be asserted only in guarded statements or hints

doubting Thom.as \-'tam-3s\ n [Thomas, apostle of Jesus who
doubted Jesus' resurrection until he had proof of it (Jn 20:24-29)]
: a habitually doubtful person

idoubt-less Vdaut-l3s\ adv 1 ; without doubt 2 : probably
^doubtless adj : free from doubt ; certain — doubt-less-ly adv —
doubt-les5<ness n

douce \'diis\ adj [ME. sweet, pleasant, fr. MF, fr. fern, of douz, fr. L
dulcis} chiejly Scot ; sober, sedate — douce-ly adv, chiejly Scot

dou»ceur \dii-'s3r\ n [F, pleasantness, fr. LL dulcor sweetness,
fr. L dulcis sweet] 1 archaic : amiability 2 : a conciliatory gift

dOUClie \'dush\ n [F, fr. It doccia, fr. docciare to douche, fr.

doccia water pipe, prob. back-formation fr. doccione conduit, fr. L
duction-, duciio action of leading, fr. ductus, pp. of ducere to lead —
more at tow] 1 a : a jet or current esp. of water directed against a
part or into a cavity of the body b : an act of cleansing with a
douche 2 : a device for giving douches — douche vb
dough \'do\ n [ME dogh, fr. OE dag] 1 : a mixture of flour and
other ingredients stiff enough to knead or roll 2 : something re-
sembling dough esp. in consistency 3 : money 4 : doughboy
dough-boy \-,b6i\ n 1 chiejly Brit : a flour dumpling 2 : infan-
tryman
d0Ugh«!ace \-.fas\ n 1 : a northern congressman not opposed to
slavery in the South 2 : a northerner sympathetic to the South
before or during the Civil War — dougli-taced \-'fast\ adj
dough-toot \-,fut\ n, pi doughfeet or doughfoots : infantryman
dOUgh.nut \-(,)n3t\ n : a small usu. ring-shaped cake fried in fat

dOUgh.ti-ly \'daut-=l-e\ adv. ma doughty manner
dough.ti'Uess \'daui-e-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being
doughty
dough. ty \'daut-e\ adj [ME, fr. OE dohtigl : able, valiant
doughy \'do-e\ adj : resembling dough : pasty
Doug. las fir \,d3g-]as-\ n [David Douglas tlS34 Sc botanist] : a
tall evergreen timber tree (Pseudotsuga taxijolia^ of the western
U.S. having thick bark, pitchy wood, and pendulous cones —
called also Douglas spruce
Dou-khO-bor \'du-k3-,b6Co)r\ n [Russ dukhoborets, fr. dukh spirit

+ borets wrestler] : a member of a Christian sect of 18th century
Russian origin emphasizing the duty of obeying the inner hght and
rejecting church or civil authority

do up v/ la: to make ready for use b : to put in order 2 a : to
wrap up b : to put up : can 3 : clothe 4 : to wear out
dour \'dau(3)r, 'du(a)r\ adj [ME. fr. L durus hard — more at dur-
ing] 1 : stern, harsh 2 : obstinate, unyielding 3 : gloomy,
sullen — dour-ly adv — dour-ness n
idouse \'diis, 'daus\ n [origin unknown] Brit : blow, stroke
2douse \'daus\ vr 1 a : to take in <~ a sail) b : slacken 2 : doff
3douse Vdaiis, 'dauz\ vb [prob. fr. obs. E douse (to smite), fr.

'* douse"] vt 1 : to plunge into water 2 a : to throw a liquid on
: drench b : slosh 3 : extinguish ~ vi : to fail or become
plunged into water — dous>er n
•douse X'daiis, 'dauz\ n : downpour, drenching
idove \'dav\ n [ME, fr^ (assumed) OE duje; akin to OHG tuba
dove, and prob. to OE deaf deaf] 1 : any of numerous pigeons; esp
; a small wild pigeon 2 : a pure and gentle woman or child

2dove \'d6v\ past of dive
dovecote \'d3v-,kot. -,kat\ or dovccOt \-.kat\ n : a small com-
partmented raised house or box for domestic pigeons

dove'Hie \'d3v-ke\ n [dim. of dove] : a small short-billed auk
{Plaulus alle) breeding on arctic coasts and ranging south in winter

Do.ver'S powder \'do-v3rz-\ n [Thomas Dover tl742 E physician]
; a powder of ipecac and opium compounded in the U.S. with
lactose and in England with potassium sulfate and used as an
anod>Tie and diaphoretic
idove.tail \'d3v-.tal\ n ; something re-
sembUng a dove's tail; esp : a flaring
tenon and a mortise into which it fits

tightly making an interlocking joint be-
tween two pieces

2d0vetail vt 1 a : to join by means of
dovetails b ; to cut to a dovetail
2 a : to fit skillfullv to form a whole
b ; to fit together with ~ vi ; to fit

together into a whole
dow \'daii\ vi dought \'daut\ or
dowed \'daud\ dow.ing [ME dow,
deih have worth, am able, fr. OE
deah, deag; akin to OHG toug is

worthy, is useful] chiefly Scot I to be
able or capable
dow.a-ger \'dau-i-j3r\ n, often attrib [MF douagiere, fr. douage
dower, fr. douer to endow, fr. L dotare, fr. dot-, dos gift, dower]
1 ; a widow holding prof)erty or a title received from her deceased
husband 2 ; an elderly woman of imposing appearance

dowd'i'ly \'daud-'I-e_\ adv ; in a dowdy manner
dowd.i.ness \'daud-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being dowdy
idowdy \'daud-e\ n [dim. of dowd (dowdy), fr. ME doude'^ 1 : a
dowdy woman 2 : pandowdy
2dowdy adj 1 : lacking neatness and charm : shabby 2 a : lacking
smartness or taste b : old-fashioned — dowdy«ish \-ish\ adj
idow.el \'daur-3)l\ n [ME dowle: akin to OHG tubili plug, LGk
typhos wedge] 1 : a pin fitting into a hole in an abutting piece to
prevent motion or slipping; also : a round rod or stick used esp. for
cutting up into dowels 2 : a piece of wood driven into a wall so
that other pieces can be nailed to it

2doweI vr doweled or dow-elled; dow-eMng or dow^eMing
1 : to fasten or locate by dowels 2 ; to furnish with dowels
idow.er \'daii(-3)r\ n [ME dowere, fr. MF douaire, modif. of ML
dotarium] 1 : the part of or interest in the real estate of a deceased
husband given by law to his widow during her life 2 : dowry
2dower vr ; to supply with a dower or dowry ; endow
dow-itch-er \'dau-i-char\ n, pi dowltchers also dowitcher [of
Iroquoian origin; akin to Mohawk tawis dowitcher] : a long-billed
snipe {Limnodromus griseus) intermediate in characters between
the typical snipes (genus Capella) and the sandpipers
idown \'daun\ n [ME doun hill, fr. OE dun; akJn to ON dunn down
of feathers] 1 archaic a : hill b : dune 2 : an undulating usu.
treeless upland with sparse soil — usu. used in pi. 3 often cap : a
sheep of any breed originating in the downs of southern England
2dOWn adv [ME doun, fr. OE dune, short for adune, of dune, fr. a-
(fr. of), of off, from + dune, dat. of dun hill] 1 a (1) : toward or in
a lower physical position (2) : to a lying or sitting position
(3) ; toward or to the ground, floor, or bottom b : on the spot
: in cash <paid SlO ~> c : on paper <put ^ what he says) d : so
as to overtake or find the source of (tracked the rumor -«>
e ; fully, completely 2 : in a direction that is the opposite of up:
as a ; toward or in the south b : toward or in the center of a city
c : away from a city or other center of activity 3 ; to or toward a
lower position in a series 4 : to or in a lower or worse condition or
status 5 : from a past time (heirlooms handed ~> 6 : to or in a
state of less activity, excitement, or prominence 7 ; from a thinner
to a thicker consistency
3down adj 1 a (U : occupying a low position; specif : lying on the
ground (-^ timber) (2) ; directed or going downward b : lower
in price c ; not being in play in football because of wholly stopped
progress or because the officials stop the "play (a '^ ball) d ; trail-

ing an opponent (as in points scored) 2a: being in a stale of re-

duced or low activity b (1) : depressed, dejected (2) : sick ("-
with flu) (3) : having a low opinion or dislike (-^ on him>
3 : finished, done (eight '^ and two to go) 4 : being the part of a
price paid at the time of purchase or delivery (a ^- payment)
4down prep : down along, through, toward, in, into, or on
sdown n 1 : descent, depression 2 a : an instance of putting
down b (I) ; the termination of an attempt to advance a football
on the referee's signal (2) : a complete play to advance the ball or
its duration 3 : dislike, grudge
6down vt : to cause to go or come down "^ vj" : to go down
7down n [ME doun. fr. ON dunn] 1 : a covering of soft fluffy

feathers 2 : something soft and fluffy like down
idown<beat \'daun-,bet\ n 1 : the downward stroke of a conductor
indicating the principally accented note of a measure of music;
also : any first beat 2 ; a decline in activity or prosperity
2dowubeat adj ; pessimistic, gloomy
down-bow \'daun-,bo\ n i a stroke in playing a bowed instrument
from the heel toward the point of the bow
dowU'Cast \'daun-,kast\ adj ; cast down; esp ; dejected
dowii'tall \'daun-,f61\ /i 1 a : a sudden fail (as from high rank)
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b : a fall (as of snow) esp, when sudden or heavy 2 ; something
that causes a downfall — down-fall-en \-.f6-l3n\ ad}
down-grade \'daun-,grad\ « 1 : a downward grade (as of a road)
2 : a descent toward an iriferior state — downgrade vt

down°liaiil \'daun-,h61\ n ; a rope or line for hauling down or
holding down a sail or spar
down-heart-ed \'daun-'hart-3d\ adj ; dejected — down-heart-
ed-ly adv — dowii<heart*ed*ziess n
idown-hill \'daun-,hil\ n 1 ; a descending gradient 2 : a skiing
race down a trail

2d0wu-lilll \-'hiI\ adv 1 : toward the bottom of a hill 2 : toward
a lower or inferior state or level

3down>}iill \-,hil\ adj 1 : sloping downhill 2 : of or relating to
skiing downhill
down-pour \-,po(3)r, -,p6(a)r\ n : a pouring or streaming down-
ward; espi a heavy rain
down-range \-'ranj\ adv {or adj) ; away from a launching site and
along the course of the test range <a missile landing 5000 miles '^>
idown-right \-.rTt\ adv 1 archaic : straight down 2 ; thoroughly
<"-' mean) 3 : in plain terms
2downnght adj 1 archaic ; directed vertically downward 2 : ab-
solute, THOROUGH <a ~ he> 3 : PLAIN, BLUNT <a '^ man)— down>right-ly adv — down>right>ness n
down-stage \'daun-'stai\ adv {or adj) : toward or at the front of a
theatrical stage — down-stage \-,staj\ n
idowu-stairs \'daun-'sta(3)rz, -*ste(3)r2\ adv : down the stairs
: on or to a lower floor

2downstairs \-,sta(a)rz, -,ste(s)rz\ adj : situated on the main,
lower, or ground floor of a building
3downstairs X'daiin-', 'daun-,\ n pi but sing or pi in constr I the
lower floor of a building_
down-stream \'daun-'strem\ adv {or adj) ; in the direction of flow
of a stream

down-stroke \-,str5k\ n : a stroke made In a downward direction
down-swing \-,swio\ n l : a swing downward 2 ; a downward
trend esp. in business activity

down-time \'daun-,trm\ n : time during which a machine, depart-
ment, or factory is inactive during normal operating hours
down-to-earth \,daun-t9-'(w)3rth\ adj : practical, realistic
Tdown-town \'daun-'taun\ adv : to, toward, or in the lower part
or business center of a town or city

2dOWn.town \-,taun\ adj 1 : situated dovwitovra 2 ; of or relating
to the business center of a town or city

3down-town \-,taun\ n : an urban business center
down-trend \*daun-,trend\ n : downturn
down-trod-den \'daun-'trad-'n\ adj : abused, oppressed
down-turn \-,t3rn\ n l : a turning downward 2 : a downward
economic movement; specif : a decline in business activity
idown-ward \'daun-w3rd\ also down-wards \-w3rdz\ adv
la: from a higher place to a lower b : toward a direction that is

the opposite of up 2 : from a higher to a lower condition 3 a : from
an earUer time b ; from an ancestor or predecessor
2downward adj 1 : moving or extending downward 2 I descending
from a head, origin, or source — down-ward-ly adv — down-
ward-ness n

down-wind \'daun-'wind\ adv {or adj) : in the direction that the
wind is blowing : leeward
downy \'dau-ne\ adj 1 : resembling a bird's down 2 : covered
with down 3 a : made of down b : soft, soothing
downy mildew « 1 ; any of various parasitic lower fungi (family
Peronosporaceae) that produces whitish masses of sporangiophores
or conidiophores on the undersurface of the leaves of the host
2 : a plant disease caused by a downy mildew
dOW-ry \'dau(3)r-e\ n [ME dowarie, fr. AF, irreg. fr. ML dotarium,
fr. L dot-, dos gift, marriage portion; akin to L dare to give] 1 ar-
chaic : dower 1 2a; the money, goods, or estate that a woman
brings to her husband in marriage b : a sum of money required of
postulants by cloistered nuns 3 : a gift of money or property by a
man to or for his bride 4 : a natural gift

dOW-sa-bel \'dau-s3-'bel, -z9-\ n [Dowsabel, fem. name] obs
: sweetheart

1dowse var OJ DOUSE
2dowse \'dau2\ vb [origin unknown] vi ; to use a divining rod
^ vt I to find by dowsing — dows-er n

dox-ol-o-gy \dak-'sal-a-je\ n [ML doxologia, fr. LGk, fr. Gk doxa
opinion, glory (fr. dokein to seem, seem good) + -logia -logy —
more at decent] : an expression of praise to God
doxy \'dak-se\ n [perh. modif. of obs. D docke doll, fr. MD] 1 : a
woman of loose morals : prostitute 2 ; mistress 5a

doy-en \d6i-'(y)en, 'd6i-(y)3n, dwa-'ya"\ n [F, fr. LL decanusdoanl
1 : the senior man of a body or group 2 a : the oldest one of a
category b ; the highest-rariking one of its kind
doy-enne \d6i-'(y)en, dwa-'yen\ n [F, fem. of doyen} ; the senior
woman of a group

doyley or doyly var oJ doily
idoze \'d62\ vb [prob. of Scand origin] vt : to pass drowsily «' vi

1 a : to sleep lightly b : to fall asleep unintentionally or effortlessly

2 : to be in a dull or stupefied condition — doze n
2doze vt [prob. back-formation fr. dozer (bulldozer)] ; bulldoze 2
doz-en V-daz-'^nV n, pi dozens or dozen ojten attrib [ME dozeine, fr.

OF dozaine, fr. doze twelve, fr. L duodecim, fr. duo two + decern
ten — more at two, ten] : a group of 12 — doz-entli \-'nCt)th\arfj
idOZ-er \'d6-z3r\ n : one that dozes
2dozer n : bulldozer 2

DP \(*)de-'pe\ «, pi DP's or DPS : displaced person
idrab Vdrab\ n [perh. of Celt origin] 1 : slattern 2 t harlot
2drab vi drabbed; drab-bing : to associate with prostitutes

3drab n [MF drap cloth, fr. LL drappus} 1 : any of various cloths

of a dull brown or gray color; esp ; a thick woolen coating or a
heavy cotton 2 a : a light olive brown b : a dull, lifeless, or
faded appearance or quality
4drab adj drab-ber; drab-best 1 a : of the dull brown color of
drab b : of the color drab 2 : characterized by dullness and
monotony : cheerless — drab-Iy adv — drab-ness n

drab'bet \'drab-3t\ n, dial Eng : a coarse unbleached linen fabric

drab-ble \'draboI\ vb drab-bling \-(3-)Iio\ [ME drabelen} vt
; draggle '^ vi ;_to become wet and muddy

dra-cae.na Xdrs-'se-naX n [NL, fr. LL. she-serpent, fr.Gk drakaina,
fem. of drakon serpent] : any of two genera {Dracaena and Cor-
dyline) of Old World tropical shrubs or trees of the lily family with
naked branches ending in tufts of sword-shaped leaves
drachm- \'dram\ n [alter, of ME dragme — more at dram]
1 : drachma 2 : dram
drach-ma \'drak-m3\ n, pi drach-mas or drach-mae \-(,)me,
-,mi\ or drach-mai \-,mT\ [L, fr. Gk drachme — more at dram]
I a : any of various ancient Greek units of weight b : any of
various modern units of weight; esp : dram 1 2 a : an ancient
Greek silver coinequivalent to 6 obols b — see money table
Dra-co \'dra-(,)k6\ n [L (gen. Draconis), ht., dragon — more at
DRAGON] : a northern circumpolar constellation within which is

the north pole of the ecliptic

dra-co-ni-an \dra-'k5-ne-an, dra-\ adj, ojtencap [L Dracon-,
Draco J1621 B.C. Athenian lawgiver, fr. Gk Drakon'\ 1 : of, relating
to, or characteristic of Draco or the severe code of laws held to
have been framed by him 2 ; extremely harsh or cruel : rigorous
idxa-con-ic \dra-'kan-ik\ adj [L dracon-, draco} : of, relating to,

or resembling adragon
2dra*con'ic \dra-'kan-ik, dra-\ adj : Draconian
idraft or chiejly Brit draught \'draft, 'draft\ n [ME draght: akin
to OE dragan to draw — more at draw] 1 : the act of drawing a
net; aJso : the quantity of fish taken at one drawing 2 a : the act of
moving loads by drawing or pulling ; pull b : a team of animals
together with what they draw 3 a : the force required to pull an
implement b : load or load-puUing capacity 4 a : the act or an
instance of drinking or inhaling; also : the portion drunk or in-

haled in one such act b : a portion poured out or mixed for drink-
ing : DOSE 5a: delineation, representation; specif : a construc-
tion plan b ; scheme, design c : a prehminary sketch, outline, or
version 6 : the act, result, or plan of drawing out or stretching
7 a : the act of drawing (as from a cask) b : a portion of liquid so
drawn 8 : an allowance granted a buyer for loss in weight
9 : the depth of water a ship draws esp. when loaded 10 a : the
detaching or selecting of an individual from a group esp. for compul-
sory mihtary service b : a group of individuals so selected
II a : an order for the payment of money drawn by one person or
bank on another b : the act or an instance of drawing from or
making demands upon something : demand 12 a : a current of air

in a closed-in space b : a device for regulating the flow of air (as

in a fireplace) 13 : angle, taper; specij : the taper given to a
pattern or die so that the work can be easily withdrawn 14 : a
narrow border along the edge of a stone or across its face serving
as a stonecutter's guide 15 ; a system whereby exclusive rights to
selected new players are apportioned among professional teams
— on draft : ready to be drawn from a receptacle <beer on draft}

2draft or chiejly Brit draught adj 1 : used for drawing loads <~
animals) 2 ; constituting a preliminary or tentative version,
sketch, or outhne <a -^ treaty) 3 ; being on draft; also : drawn

3dralt vt 1 : to detach or select for some purpose usu. on a com-
pulsory basis; specij : to conscript for military service 2 a : to
draw the preliminary sketch, version, or plan of b : compose,
prepare 3 or chiefly Brit draught : to draw up, off, or away— draft-ee \draf-'te. draf-\ n — dralt-er X'draf-tar, 'draf-X n

draft horse n : a horse adapted for drawing heavy loads
dralt-i-ly \'draf-t3-le, 'draf-\ adv : in a drafty manner
draft-i-ness \-te-n3s\ n : the condition of being drafty
drafts-man \'draf(t)-sm3n, 'draf(t)-\ n 1 : one who draws legal

documents or other writings 2 ; one who draws plans and sketches
3 : an artist who excels in drawing — dralts-man-ship \-,ship\ n

drafty \'draf-te, 'draf-X adj : relating to or exposed to a draft

idrag \'drag\ n 1 : something that is dragged, pulled, or drawn
along or over a surface: as a: harrow b : a sledge for conveying
heavy bodies c : conveyance 2 : something used to drag with;

esp : a device for dragging under water or along the bottom to de-
tect or obtain objects 3 a : something (as a sea anchor) that re-

tards motion to (1) : the retarding force acting on a body (as an
airplane) moving through a fluid (as air) parallel and opposite to
the direction of motion (2) : friction between engine parts

c : something that hinders or obstructs progress 4 a : an object
drawn over the ground to leave a scetited trail b : a clog fastened
to a trap to prevent the escape of a trapped animal 5 a : the act or
an instance of dragging or drawuig: as (1) : a drawing along or
over a surface with effort or pressure (2) : motion effected with
slowness or difficulty; also : the condition of having or seeming
to have such motion (3) : a draw on a pipe, cigarette, or cigar

; PUFF; also ; a draft of liquid b : a movement, inclination, or
retardation caused by or as if by dragging c slang : influence se-

curing special favor or partiality 6 : something characterized by
slow retarded motion 7 slang i street, road 8 slang : a girl that
one is escoriing 9 slang : a speed contest between automobiles
2drag vb dragged; drag.ging [ME draggen, fr. ON draga or OE
dragan"] vt 1 a (1) : to draw slowly or heavily ; haul (2) ; to

cause to move with painful slowness or difficulty b ; to force into
or out of some situation, condition, or course of action c (1) : to

pass (time) in lingering pain, tedium, or unhappiness (2) ; pro-
tract (^ a story out) 2 a : to explore with a drag b : to catch
with a dragnet or trawl 3 ; to hit (a bunt) esp. by pulling the bat
back at the moment of impact ^ vi 1 : to hang or lag behind 2 : to
fish or search with a drag 3 : to trail along on the ground 4 ; to
move on or proceed laboriously or tediously <the book —s}

5 : draw <~ on a cigarette) syn see pull— drag-ging-ly \-ia-le\

dra-g^e \dra-'zha, -'je\ n [F, fr. MF dragie — more at dredge]
1 a : a sugar-coated nut b : a silver-covered candy for decorating
cakes 2 ; a sugar-coated medicated confection

drag-ger \'drag-3r\ n : one that drags; specif : a fishing boat oper-
ating a trawl or dragnet

drag-gle \'drag-3l\ vb drag-gllng \-(3-)lio\ [freq. of drag} vt : to
make wet and dirty by dragging ^ vi 1 : to become wet or dirty

by being dragged or trailed 2 : straggle
drag-gle-tail \'drag-3l-,tal\ n : slattern
drag-gy \'drag-e\ adj : sluggish, dull
drag-line \*drag-»lTn\ n 1 : a line used in or for dragging 2 : an
excavating macliine

9 abut; 3 kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; g sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; tHis;

e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

y yet; yii few; yu furious; zb vision
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dragonfly

mostly dark-red plant

drag link n : a rod connecting the steering-gear lever to the steering
knuckle in an automotive vehicle
drag<man \'drag-m3n\ n : a man who drags something
diag<net \'drag-,net\ n 1 a : a net drawn along the bottom of a
body of water : trawl h : a net used on the ground (as to capture
small game) 2 : a network of measures for apprehension
drag.o.man x'drag-s-msnX n. pi drag-o-mans or drag-o-raen
[ME drogman^ fr. MF, fr. Olt dragomanno, fr. MGk dragomanos,
fr. Ar tarjuman, fr. Aram turgimana} ; an interpreter chiefly of
Arabic, Turkish, or Persian employed esp. in the Near East

drag.on \'drag-3n\ n JME, fr. OF, fr. L dracon-, draco serpent,
dragon, fr. Gk drakon serpent; akin to OE torht bright, Gk
derkeslhai to see, look at] 1 archaic : a huge serpent 2 ; a
fabulous animal usu. represented as a monstrous winged and scaly
serpent or saurian with a crested head and enormous claws 3 ! a
violent, combative, or very strict person 4 a : a short musket for-
merly carried hooked to a soldier's belt; also : a soldier carr^'ing

such a musket b : an artillery tractor 6 ; any of numerous small
brilhantly colored arboreal lizards (genus Draco) of the East Indies
and southern Asia having the hind ribs on each side prolonged and
covered with a web of skin 6 cap ; draco

drag>on<et \,drag-9-'net, 'drag-a-natX n 1 : a little dragon 2 : any
of various small often brightly colored scaleless marine fishes
constituting a family (Callionymidae) and including a well-known
European fish {Callionymus lyra) sometimes used as food

drag.on.fly \'drag-3n-,flT\ n : any of an order (Odonata) of large
harmless insects that have long net*
veined wings and feed esp. on fUes,
gnats, and mosquitoes
drag.on.head \-,hed\ or drag.on*s-
heaci \-3nz-\ n : any of several mints
(genus Dracocephalum); esp : a No.
American plant (O. parvijlorum)

diag.on-ish \'drag-3-nish\ adj : re-

sembling a dragon
dragon lizard n : an Indonesian moni-
tor lizard ( Varanus komodoensis) that
is the largest of all known lizards and
reaches 11 feet in length
dragon's blood n : any of several
products; spccij : a resin from the fruit of a palm (genus Daernono-
rops) used for coloring varnish and in photoengraving
idra-goon Xdra-'giin, dra-\ n [F dragon dragon, dragoon, fr. MF]
: a member of a European military unit formerly composed of
heavily armed mounted troops
2dragoon vr 1 ; to reduce to subjection or persecute by harsh use of
troops 2 : to force or attempt to force into submission by vio-
lent measures : harass

drag*rope \'drag-,r6p\ n : a rope that drags or is used for dragging
Idrain \'dran\ vb [ME draynen, fr. OE dreahniani yt 1 obs : filter
2 a : to draw off Qiquid) gradually or completely 1) : to cause the
gradual disappearance of c : to exhaust physically or emotionally
3 a : to make gradually dry b : to carry away the surface water of
C : EMPTY, EXHAUST ^ VI 1 a : to flow off gradually b : to dis-
appear gradually : dwindle 2 : to become emptied or freed of
liquid by its flowing or dropping 3 : to discharge surface or surplus
water syn see deplete — drain-er n

Sdrain n 1 : a means by which liquid or other matter is drained
2 a : the act of draining b : a gradual outflow or withdrawal
: depletion 3 ; something that causes depletion ; burden

drain-age \'dra-nij\ n 1 : the act, process, or mode of draining;
also : something drained off 2 : a device for draining : drain;
also : a systemof drains 3 : an area or district drained

drain>pipe \'dran-,pip\ n ; a pipe for drainage
idrake \'drak\ n [ME, dragon, fr. OE draca-\ 1 ; a smaU piece of
artillery of the 17th and 18th centuries 2 : mayfly

^diake n [ME] : the male of a wild or domestic duck
dram \'dram\ n [ME dragme, fr. MF & LL; MF, dram, drachma,
fr. LL dragma. fr. L drachma, fr. Gk drachme, lit., handful, fr.

drassesthai to grasp) 1 a — see measure table b : fluidram
2 a : a small portion of something to drink b : a small amount
dra>ma \'dram-3, 'dram-\ n [LL dramai-, drama, fr. Gk. deed,
drama, fr. dran to do, act; prob. akin to Lith daryti to do]
1 : a composition in verse or prose intended to portray life or
character or to tell a story through action and dialogue and designed
for theatrical performance : play 2 ; dramatic art. literature, or
affairs 3 a : a state, situation, or series of events involving interest-
ing or intense conflict of forces b : dramatic state, effect, or quality
Dram>a<mine \'dram-»-,men\ trademark — used for dimenhydri-
nate

dra>mat>ic \dr3-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to the drama
2a: suitable to or characteristic of the drama : vivid b : striking
in appearance or effect — dra>matd>cal>l7 \-i-kfa-)le\ adv
syn THEATRICAL, DRAMATURGIC, MELODRAMATIC, HISTRIONIC:

DRAMATIC applies to speech or action having the power of deeply
stirring the imagination or the emotions; theatrical suggests a
blatant appeal to the emotions esp. by marked artificiality of voice,
gesture, or action; dramaturgic stresses the technical fitness for
effective stage performance; melodramatic suggests an exaggerated
emotionalism or an inappropriate theatricalism; histrionic sug-
gests speech or behavior appropriate to the stage but not to real Ufe

dramatic monologue n : a literary work in which a character re-
veals himself in a monologue usu. addressed to a second person

dra.mat.iCS \dr3-'mat-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 a : theat-
ricals esp. as an extracurricular activity in school or college
b : theatrical technique 2 ; dramatic behavior or expression

dra<ma«tis per-so-nae \,dram-3t-s-sp3r-'so-(,)ne, .drarn-, -,nT\ n
pi [NL] : the characters or actors in a drama
dra-ma-tist \'dram.-3t-3st, 'dram-\ n : playwright
dra>ma<tl-za'tion \,dram-at-3-'2a-sh3n, ,dram-\ n : the act, proc-
ess, or product of dramatizing
dTa>ma<tize \'dram-3-,tTz, *dram-\ vf 1 : to adapt for theatrical
Sresentation 2 : to present or represent in a dramatic manner /*- vi

: to be suitable for dramatization 2 : to dramatize oneself
dra>ma>tlll>gic X.dram-s-'tsr-jik, ,dram-\ adj : of or relating to
dramaturgy (^ theory) syn see dramatic — dra>ma*tur>gi*cal
\-ji-k3l\ ad/ — dra-ma.tni'gl'caMy \-ji-k(3-)le\ adv

dra>ma<tur<gy \'dram-a-,tar-je, 'dram-\ n [G dramaturgie. fr. Gk
dramatourgia dramatic composition, fr. dramatourgos dramatist, fr.

dramai; drama + -ourgos worker, fr. ergon work] ; the art or

technique of dramatic composition and theatrical representation
dram-mocK \'dram-3k\ n [ScGael dramag foul mixture] chiejly
Scot : raw oatmeal mixed with cold water
dram<Shop \'dram-,shap\ n, archaic : barroom
drank past oj drink
idrape \'drap\ yb [ME drapen to weave, fr. MF draper, fr. drap
cloth — more at drab] vr 1 : to cover or adorn with or as if with
folds of cloth 2 ; to cause to hang or stretch out loosely or care-
lessly 3 : to arrange in flowing lines or folds <a cleverly draped
suit) '*' VI : to become arranged in folds

sdiape rt 1 a ; a drapery esp. for a window : curtain b : a sterile

covering used in an operating room — usu. used in pi. 2 : arrange-
ment in or of folds 3 : the cut or hang of clothing

drap<er \'dra-p3r\ n 1 Brit i a dealer in cloth and sometimes also in
clothing and dry goods 2 ; one that drapes

drap.ery \'dra-p(?-)re\ n 1 Brit : dry goods 2 Brit : the occupa-
tion of a draper 3 a ; a decorative piece of material usu. hung in
loose folds and arranged in a graceful design b : hangings of heavy
fabric for use as a curtain c : loose coverings for furniture 4 : the
draping or arranging of materials

draS'tlc \'dras-tik\ adj [Gk drastikos, fr, dran to do] 1 : acting
rapidly or violentiy 2 : severe — dias-ti<cal>ly \-ti-k(^)le\ adv
draught chiejly Brit var oj draft
draughts \'draf(t)s, 'draf(t)s\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME
draghtes, fr. pi. of draght draft, move in chess] Brit : checkers

Dra-vid'i*an \dr3-'vid-e-an\ n [Skt Drdvida] 1 : an individual of
an ancient Australoid race of southern India 2 : any or all of
the Dravidian languages — Dravidian adj
Dravidian languages npl : a language family in India, Ceylon, and
West Pakistan with no established relationship to any other
idraw \'dr6\ vb drew \'drii\ drawn \'dr6n\ drawling [MB
drawen, dragen, fr. OE dragan; akin to ON draga to draw, drag and
perh. to L trahere to pull, draw] vt 1 : to cause to move con-
tinuously toward or after a force appUed in advance : haul, drag
2 : to cause to go in a certain direction (as by leading) {drew him
aside) 3 a : attkact, entice (honey —5 fUes) b : provoke, rouse
{drew enemy fire) 4 : inhale 5 a : to bring or pull out <'^ a
sword) b : to force out from cover or possession {^ trumps)
c : to extract the essence from <'-- tea) d : eviscerate 6 : to r^
quire (a specified depth) to float in 7a: accumulate, gain i'^ing
Interest) b : to take (money) from a place of deposit c ; wtth-
DRAW d ; to receive regularly from a source <"^ a salary) 8 a : to
take (cards) from a stack or the dealer b : to receive or take at
random {drew a wirming number) 9 : to bend (a bow) by pulling
back the string 10 ; to cause to shrink or pucker H : to strike (a

ball) so as to impart a backward spin 12 : to leave (a contest)
undecided ; tie« 1 3 a : to produce a likeness of by making lines on a
surface : DEL1NE.ATE b : to write out in due form <~ a will) c ; to
design or describe in detail : formulate <~ comparisons) 14 : de-
duce <"- a conclusion) 15 ; to spread or elongate (metal) by
hammering or by puUing through dies -^ vi 1 : to move or go
steadily or gradually (night ~^ near) 2 ; to exert an attractive force
3 a : to pull back a bowstring b : to bring out a weapon (drew,
aimed, and fired) 4 a : to produce or allow a draft (chimney '^s
well) b : to swell out in a wind (all sails -^ing) 5 a : to wrinkle or
pucker up : shrink b : to change shape by puUing or stretching

6 a : to cause blood or pus to localize at one point b : steep
7 : to create a likeness or a picture in outlines : sketch 8 : to
come out even in a contest 9 a : to make a written demand for
payment of money or deposit b : to obtain supplies syn see pull
2draw n 1 : the act, process, or result of drawing 2 : something
that is drawn: as a : a card drawn to replace a discard in poker
b : a lot or chance drawn at random c ; the movable part of a
drawbridge 3 ; a contest left undecided or deadlocked : tie

4 : something that draws attention or patronage 5a: the distance
from the string to the back of a drawn bow b : the force required
to draw a bow fully 6 : a gully shallower than a ravine 7 : the
deal in draw poker to improve the players' hands after discarding
draw away vi : to move ahead (as of an opponent in a race)

draW'back \'dr6-,bak\ n 1 : a refund of duties esp. on an Im-
ported product subsequenUy exported or used to produce a pro-
duct for export 2 : an objectionable feature : hindrance
draW'bar \'dr6-,bar\ n 1 : a railroad coupler 2 : a beam across
the rear of a tractor to which implements are hitched
draw-bore \-,bd(a)r, -,b6(3)r\ n : a bore for a mortise pin placed so
as to draw the tenon and thus make the joint tighter

draw-bridge \-,brij\ « : a bridge made to be raised up, let down, or
drawn aside so as to permit or hinder passage
draw>e6 \dr6-'e\ n : the person on whom an order or bill of ex-
change is drawn

draw-er \'dr6(-s)r\ n 1 : one that draws: as a : a person who
draws liquor b ; draftsman c : one who draws a bill of exchange
or order for payment or makes a promissory note 2 : a sliding

box or receptacle opened by pulling out and closed by pushing in
3 pi I an undergarment for the lower body

draw*ing \'dr6(-lio\ n 1 : an act or instance of drawing; specif ; an
occasion when something is decided by drawing lots 2 : the act,

art, or technique of representing an object or outlining a figure,

plan, or sketch by means of lines 3 : something drawn or subject
to drawing: as a : an amount drawn from a fund b : a representa-
tion formed by drawing : sketch

drawing card n : something that attracts attention or patronage
drawing room n [short for withdrawing room] 1 a : a formal re-

ception room b : a private room on a railroad passenger car with
three berths and an enclosed toilet 2 ; a formal reception

draw^knite \'drd-.nTf\ n : a wood-
worker's tool having a blade with a
handle at each end used to shave off
surfaces — called also drawshave
idrawl Vdr61\ vb [prob. freq. of draw]
vi : to speak slowly with vowels greatiy
prolonged ^ vt i to utter In a slow
len gthened tone — drawl • er n —
drawl>ing<ly \'dr6-lIo-le\ adv

sdrawl n : a drawling manner of speaking
drawn butter n : melted butter often with seasoning
drawn<worK \'dr6n-,w3rk\ n : decoration on cloth made by
drawing out threads according to a pattern
draw oJI vt ; remove, withdraw -^ vi : to move apart
draw on vi : approach ^vtiXo bring on : cause

drawknife
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draw out vt 1 ; remove, extract 2 : to cause to speak out freely

(liaw>plate \'dr6-,plat\ n : a die with holes through which wires are
drawn
draw poker n : poker in which each player Is dealt five cards face
down and after betting may discard cards and get replacements

draw-string \'dr6-,strio\ n : a string, cord, or tape inserted into
hems or casings or laced through eyelets for use in closing a bag or
controlling fullness in garments or curtains
draw-tube \-,t(y)ub\ n ; a telescoping tube (as for the eyepiece of
a microscope)
draw up v; 1 : to arrange (as a body of troops) in order 2 ; to
draft in due form 3 : to straighten (oneself) to an erect posture
4 : to bring to a halt ~ vi : stop

dray \'dra\ n [ME draye, a wheelless vehicle, fr. OE drsege dragnet;
akin to OE dragon to pull] : a vehicle used to haul goods; specij : a
strong low cart or wagon without sides — dray v6

dray-age \'dra-ij\ n : the work or cost of draying
dray-man \'dra-m3n\ n : one whose work is draying
idread \'dred\ vb [ME dreden, fr. OE drxdan'S vt 1 a : to fear
greatly h archaic : reverence 2 : to feel extreme reluctance to
meet or face -*- vi : to be apprehensive or fearful

sdread n 1 a : great fear esp. in the face of impending evil to archaic

: AWE 2 ; one causing fear or awe syn see fear
sdread adj 1 ; causing great fear or anxiety 2 : inspiring awe
idread-ful \'dred-fal\ adj 1 a : inspiring dread : frightening
b ; inspiring awe or reverence 2 : extremely distasteful, unpleasant,
or shocking 3 ; extreme <--' disorder) syn see fearful — dread-
lul-ly \-f C3-)le\ adv — dread-ful-ness \-f9l-n3s\ n

sdreadful n : a cheap and sensational story or periodical
dread-nought \'dred-,n6t, -.nat\ n 1 : a warm garment of thick
cloth; also : the cloth 2 [.Dreadnought, Brit, battleship] : a battle-

ship whose main armament consists entirely of big guns all of the
same caliber
idream \'drem\ n [ME dreem, fr. OE dream noise, joy] 1 : a series

of thoughts, images, or emotions occurring during sleep 2 a : a
visionary creation of the imagination : DAirT)REAM b ; a state of
mind marked by abstraction or release from reality ; reverie c : an
object seen in a dreamlike state : vision 3 : something notable for
its beauty, exceUence, or enjoyable quality 4 : a goal or purpose
ardenjly desired : ideal — dream-ful \-f3l\ adj — dream-ful-ly
\-f3-le\ adv — dream-ful-ness n
2dream \'drem\ vb dreamed \'drera(p)t, 'dremd\ or dreamt
\'drem(p)t\ dream-ing \'dre-mir)\ vi 1 : to have a dream 2 : to
indulge in daydreams or fantasies 3 ; to conceive as possible,
fitting, or proper — used with oj 4 : to appear tranquil or dreamy
^^ vt 1 : to have a dream of 2 : to consider as a possibility
: IMAGINE 3 : to pass (time) In reverie or inaction

dream-er \'dre-m3r\ n 1 ; one who dreams 2a: one who lives

In a world of fancy and imagination b ; one who has ideas or con-
ceives projects regarded as impractical ; visionary

dream-i-ly \*dre-m3-le\ adv : in a dreamy manner ; vaguely
dream-i-ness \-me-n3S\ n : the quality or state of being dreamy
dream-land \'drem-,land\ n : an unreal delightful country existing
only in imagination or in dreams : never-never land
dream-less \-bs\ adj : having no dreams <a '^ sleep) — dream-
less-ly adv — dream-less-ness n

dream-like \-,lTk\ adj : resembling a dream ; unreal
dream up vt : devise, concoct
dream-world \'drem-,warld\ n ; dreamland; also ; a world of
illusion or fantasy
dreamy \'dre-me\ adj 1 a : full of dreams b : vague 2 : given
to dreaming or fantasy 3 a : having the quality or characteristics
of a dream b : quiet and soothing c : delightful, pleasing

drear \'dri(a)r\ adjj dreary
drea-ri-ly Vdrir-3-le\ adv : in a dreary manner
drea-ri-ness \'drir-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being dreary
drea-ry \'dri(3)r-e\ adj [ME djery, fr. OE dreorig sad, bloody, fr.

dreor gore; akin to OHG truren to be sad] 1 : doleful, sad
2 : causing feelings of cheerlessness : gloomy
Idredge \'drej\ n [prob. fr. Sc dreg- (in dregbot dredge boat) ] 1 : an
apparatus usu. in the form of an oblong iron frame with an attached
bag net used esp. for gathering fish and shellfish 2 : a machine for
removing earth usu. by buckets on an endless chain or a suction
tube 3 : a barge used in dredging

adredge vt : to dig, gather, or pull out with or as if with a dredge —
often used with up '^ vi ; to search with or as if with a dredge —
dredg-er n

3dredge vt [obs. dredge, n., sweetmeat, fr. ME drage, drege, fr. MF
dragie, modif. of L tragemata sweetmeats, fr. Gk tragemata, pi. of
tragema sweetmeat, fr. trogein to gnaw — more at terse] ; to coat
(food) by sprinkling (as with flour) — dredg-er n

dree \'dre\ vt dreed; dree*ing [ME dreen, fr. OE dreogan — more
at drudge] chiefly Scot : endure, suffer

dreg \'dreg\ n [ME, fr. ON dregg; akin to L fraces dregs of oil,

Gk thrassein to trouble] 1 ; sediment contained in a liquid or
precipitated from it : lees — usu. used in pi. 2 : the most undesir-
able part— usu. used in pi. 3 : the last remaining part : vestige
D region n : the lowest part of the ionosphere occurring between
25 and 40 miles above the surface of the earth
idrench \'drench\ n 1 a : drink, draft b : a poisonous or medi-
cinal drink; specij : a large dose of medicine mixed with liquid and
put down the throat of an animal 2 a : something that drenches
b : a quantity sufficient to drench or saturate

2drench vt [ME drenchen, fr. OE drencan; akin to OE drincan to
drink] 1 a archaic : to force to drink b : to administer a drench
to (an animal) 2 : to steep or saturate by immersion in liquid
3 : to soak or cover thoroughly with liquid that falls or is precipi-
tated 4 : to fill completely as if by soaking or precipitation ; satur-
ate syn see soak— drencb-er n
idress \'dres\ vi? [ME dressen, fr. MF dresser, fr. (assumed) VL
directiare, fr. L directus direct, pp. of dirigere to direct, fr. dis- +
regere to lead straight — more at right] vt 1 a : to make or set
straight b : to arrange (as troops) in a straight line and at proper
intervals 2 archaic : to dress down 3 a : to put clothes on b : to
provide with clothing 4 : to add decorative details or accessories
to : embellish 5 : to put in order for use or service 6 a : to

apply dressings or medicaments to b (1) : to arrange (the hair)
by combing, brushing, or curling (2) ; to groom and curry (an
animal) c (1) : to kill and prepare for market (2) : cultivate,
tend; esp : to apply manure or fertilizer to ^ vi 1 a. : to put on
clothing b : to put on or wear formal, elaborate, or fancy clothes
2 oj ajood animal : to weigh after being dressed 3 : to align one-
self with the next soldier in a line to make the line straight — dress
Ship 1 ; to ornament a ship while in port by hoisting national
ensigns at the mastheads and running a line of signal flags and
pennants from bow to stern 2 : to ornament a ship by hoisting
national ensigns at the mastheads and the ship's largest ensign at
the flagstaff

2dress n l : apparel, clothing 2 ; an outer garment for a woman
or child : frock 3 : covering, adornment, or appearance appro-
priate or peculiar to a particular time 4 : a particular form of
presentation : guise
3dress adj l : relating to or used for a dress 2 ; suitable for a for-
mal occasion 3 : requiring or permitting formal dress <a '^ affair)

dres-sage \dr9-'sazh, dre-\ n ; the execution by a horse of complex
maneuvers in response to barely perceptible movements of a rider's
hands, legs, and weight
dress circle n ; the first or lowest curved tier of seats In a theater
dress down vt : to reprove severely — dressing down n
idress-er \'dres-3r\ « 1 obs ; a table or sideboard for preparing
and serving food 2 ; a cupboard to hold dishes anci cooking
utensils 3 : a chest of drawers or bureau with a mirror
adresser n : one that dresses
dress-i-ness \'dres-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being dressy
dress-ing n l a : the act or process of one who dresses b ; an
Instance of such act or process 2 a ; a sauce for adding to a dish
b : a seasoned mixture usu. used as a stuffing (as for poultry)
3 a : material applied to cover a lesion b : fertilizing material

dressing gown n : a robe worn esp. while dressing or resting
dressing room n ; a room used chiefly for dressing; esp ; a room
in a theater for changing costumes and makeup
dressing station n ; a station for giving first aid to the wounded
dressing table n : a low table often fitted with drawers and a
mirror in front of whichone sits while dressing
idress-mak-er \'dres-,ma-kar\ n : one that does dressmaking
2dressmaker adj, oj women's clothes : having softness, rounded
lines, and intricate detailing <a --^ suit)

dress-mak-ing \-kio\ n : the process or occupation of making
dresses

dress parade n ; a formal ceremonial parade in dress uniform
dress rehearsal n : a full rehearsal of a play in costume and with
stage properties shortly before the first performance

dress shirt n : a man's white shirt esp. for wear with evening dress
diess suit « : a suit worn for full dress
dress unilornin : a uniform for formal wear
dressy \'dres-e\ adj 1 ; showy in dress 2 : STYLISH, smart
drew past oj DRAW
drib \'drib\ n [prob. back-formation fr. dribble & dribletj : a
small amount : fragment — usu. used in pi.

idrib-ble \'drib-3l\ vb drib-hling \-(3-)Iio\ [freq. of drib (to

dribble) ] vi 1 : to fall or flow in drops or in a thin intermittent
stream ; trickle 2 : to let saliva trickle from a comer of the
mouth : DROOL 3 : to come or issue little by litUe 4 a : to dribble
a ball or puck b : to proceed by dribbling '^ vt 1 ; to let or cause
to fall in drops little by little 2 a : to issue sporadically and in
small bits b : fritter 3 : to propel by successive slight taps or
bounces with hand, foot, or stick — drib-bler \-(3-)l3r\ n

2dribble n 1 a : a small trickling stream or flow b ; a drizzling
shower 2 : a tiny or insignificant bit or quantity 3 ! an act or
instance of dribbling a ball or puck

drib-let \'drib-lat\ n 1 : a trifling sum or part 2 : a falling drop
dried-fruit beetle n : a small broad brown beetle {Carpophilus
hemipterus) that is a cosmopoUtan pest on stored products

dried-up \'drT-'d3p\ adj : wizened
1 drier comparative oj dry
3dri.er also dry-er \'drT(-3)r\ n 1 : something that extracts or
absorbs moisture 2 : a substance that accelerates drying (as of
oils, paints, and printing inks) 3 usu dryer X a device for drying

driest superlative oj dry
Tdrift \'drift\ n [ME; akin to OE drijan to drive — more at drive]
1 a : the act of driving something along b ; the flow or the velocity
of the current of a river or ocean stream 2 : something driven,
propelled, or urged along or drawn together in a clump by or as
if by a natural agency: as a : wind-driven snow, rain, cloud, dust,

or smoke usu. at or near the ground surface b (1) ; a mass of
matter (as sand) deposited together by or as if by wind or water
(2) ; a helter-skelter accumulation C : drove, flock d : some-
thing (as driftwood) washed ashore e : rock debris deposited
by natural agents; specij : a deposit of clay, sand, gravel, and
boulders transported by a glacier or by running water from a
glacier 3 a : a general underlying design or tendency b : the
meaning, import, or purport of what is spoken or written 4 : some-
thing driven down upon or forced into a body, as a : a tool for
ramming down or driving something b : a pin for stretching and
aUgning rivet holes 5 : the motion or action of drifting spatially
usu. under external influence: as a : a ship's deviation from its

course caused by currents b : one of the slower movements of
oceanic circulation c : the lateral motion of an airplane due to
air currents d : an easy moderate more or less steady flow or
sweep along a spatial course e ; a gradual shift in attitude,

opinion, or position f ; an aimless course; esp ; a foregoing of
any attempt at direction or control g : a deviation from a true
reproduction, representation, or reading 6 a : a nearly horizontal
mine passageway driven on or parallel to the course of a vein or
rock stratum b ; a small crosscut in a mine connecting two larger
tunnels 7 a : an assumed trend toward a general change in the
structure of a language over a period of time b : change in geno-
types of small populations due to random loss or multiplication of
gene groups c ; a gradual change in the zero reading of an instru-
ment or in any quantitive characteristic that is supposed to remain
constant syn see tendency

sdritt vi 1 a ; to become driven or carried along by a current of
water, wind, or air b : to move or float smoothly and effortlessly
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2 a : to move along the line of least resistance b : to travel about
in a random way esp. in search of work c : to become carried
along subject to no guidance or control 3 a : to accumulate in a
mass or become piled up in heaps by wind or water b : to become
covered wiih a drift 4 a : to vary or deviate from a set adjustment
b : to vary sluggishly '^ vt 1 a : to come to be driven in a current
b West : to drive (livestock) slowly esp. to allow grazing 2 a : to
cause to drift b : to cover with drifts — drilt-er n — drift*ing>ly
\'drif-tio-le\ adv

dlift«age \'drif-tij\ /i 1 ; a drifting of some object esp. through
action of wind or water 2 : deviation from a set course due to
drifting 3 : somethmg that drifts

drift-weed \'drif-,twed\ n ; a seaweed (as of the genus Laminaria)
that tends to break free and drift ashore

drift-wood \'drif-,twud\ n 1 : wood drifted or floated by water
2 : something that drifts aimlessly : flotsam 2, wreckage 3

drilty \'drif-te\ adj : full of drifts or tending to form drifts

idrill \'dril\ vb [D drillen. akin to OHG draen to turn] vt 1 : to
pierce or bore with or as if with a drill 2 a : to instruct thoroughly
b : to impart or communicate by repetition c : to train or exercise
in military' evolutions and the use of weapons '-^ vi 1 : to make a
hole with a drill 2 : to engage in an exercise 3 ; to act like or have
the effect of a drill syn see practice ~ drill-er n

2drill n 1 ; an instrument with an edged or pointed end for making
holes in hard substances by revolv-
ing or by a succession of blows;
also : such an instrument with the
machine for operating it 2 ; the
act or exercise of training soldiers
in military skill and discipline
3 a : a physical or mental exercise
aimed at perfecting facility and
skill esp. by regular practice bra
formal exercise by a team of march-
ers C chiejly Brit : the approved
or correct procedure for accomplish-
ing something efficiently 4 : a
marine snail {Urosalpinx cmerea) drills 1 : i flat, 2 straight-flute,
destrucuve to oysters by boring 3 single-twist, 4 two-groove,
through their shells and feeding on 5 star
the soft parts; broadly ; any of
several mollusks related to the drill 5 : a drilling sound

3drill n tprob. native name in West Africa] : a West African baboon
{Mandrillus leucophaeus) closely related to the typical mandrills

*drill n [perh. fr. drill (rill)] 1 a : a shallow furrow or trench into
which seed is sown b : a row of seed sown in such a furrow
2 : a planting implement that makes holes or furrows, drops in
the seed and sometimes fertilizer, and covers them with earth

sdrill vi 1 : to sow (seeds) by dropping along a shallow furrow
2 a : to sow with seed or set with seedlings inserted in drills b : to
disiributc seed or fertilizer in by means of a drill

6drill n [short for drilling] : a durable cotton fabric in twill weave
dril-ling \'dril-io\ n [modif. of G drillich, fr. MHO drilich fabric
woven with a threefold thread, fr. OHG drilih made up of three
threads, fr. L trilic-, tritix, fr. tri- + licium thread] : ^drill

drill-mas. ter \'dril-,mas-t3r\ n 1 ; an instructor in military drill

2 : an instructor or director who maintains severe discipline

drill press n : an upright drilling machine in which the drill is

pressed to the work by a hand lever or by power
drily var oj dryly
idxiuk \'driok\ vb drank \'drarik\ dmnk \'dr3ok\ or drank;
drink.ing [ME drinken, fr. OE drincan; akin to OHG trinkan to
drink] vr 1 a : swallow, imbibe b : to take in or suck up : absorb
c : to take in or receive in a way suggestive of a liquid being swal-
lowed 2 : to give or join in (a toast) 3 a : to spend in or on con-
sumption of alcoholic beverages b : to bring to a specified state

by taking drink ^ vi 1 a ; to take liquid into the mouth for swal-
lowing b : to receive into one's consciousness 2 : to partake of
alcoholic beverages 3 : to make or join in a toast

2drink n 1 a : liquid suitable for swallowing b : alcoholic liquor
2 : a draft or portion of liquid 3 : excessive consumption of alco-
holic beverages 4 : a sizable body of water — used with the

idrink-abie \'drio-k3-b9l\ adj : suitable or safe for drinking
zdrinkable n : a liquid suitable for drinking : beverage
drink. er \'drir)-k9r\ n 1 a : one that drinks b : one that drinks
alcoholic beverages esp. to excess 2 ; a device that provides
water for domestic animals or poultry
idrip \'drip\ vb dripped or dript; drip-ping [ME drippen, fr. OE
dryppan: akin to OE dropa drop] vf ; to let fall in drops ^ vi la
: to let fall drops of moisture or Uquid b : to overflow with or as if

with moisture 2 : to fall in or as if in drops — drip-per n
2drip n 1 a : a falling in drops b : Uquid that falls, overflows, or is

extruded in drops 2 : the sound made by or as if by falling drops
3 : a part of a cornice or other member that projects to throw off
rainwater; also : an overlapping metal strip serving the same
purpose 4 : a device for the administration of a fluid at a slow
rate esp. into a vein; also ; a material so administered 5 slang
: sloppy sentiment 6 slar^g \ someone looked on as tiresomely dull

drip-dry \'drip-'drT\ vi : to drywith few or no wrinkles when hung
dripping wet — drip-dry \-.dri\ adj

drip pan n : a pan for catching drippings — called also dripping pan
idrip.ping \'drip-ir)\ n ; fat and juices drawn from meat during
cooking — often used in pi.

2dripping adv : extremely <'^ wet>
drip.py \'drip-e\ adj 1 : RAINY, DRIZZLY 2 : MAWKISH
drip.stone \'drip-,ston\ n 1 : a stone drip (as along an eaves)
2 : calcium carbonate in the form of stalactites or stalagmites

idrive \'drTv\ vb drove \'drov\ driv-en \'driv-3n\ driv.ing
\'drT-vir]\ [ME driven fr. OE drijan; akin to OHG triban to drive]
vt 1 a : to impart a forward motion to by physical force b : to
repulse, remove, or cause to go by force, authority, or influence <'--

the enemy back) c : to set or keep in motion or operation 2 a : to
direct the motions and course of (a draft animal) b : to operate the
mechanism and controls and direct the course of (as a vehicle)

c : to convey in a vehicle d : to float (logs) down a stream 3 ; to
carry on or through energetically {driving a roaring trade) 4 a : to
exert inescapable or coercive pressure on : force b : to compel to
undergo or suffer a change of state c : to urge relentlessly to con-
tinuous exeition d : to press or force into an activity, course, or
direction e : to i^roject, inject, or impress incisively 5 a : to cause
to move In a desired direction b : to search (a district) for game

6 : to force (a passage) by pressing or digging 7 a : to propel
(an object of play) swiftly b ; to hit (a golf ball) from the tee esp.
with a driver c : to cause (a run or runner) to be scored in baseball— usu. used with in ~ vi 1 a : to dash, plunge, or surge ahead
rapidly or violently b : to rush along with force against an ob-
struction 2 : to strive determinedly on a course or toward an ob-
jective 3 a : to operate and steer a vehicle b : to have oneself car-
ried in a vehicle 4 : to drive an object of play syn see move, ride

2drive n 1 : an act of driving: a : a trip in a carriage or automobile
b : a collection and driving together of animals; also : the animals
gathered c ; a driving of cattle or sheep overland d ; a hunt or
shoot in which the game is driven within the hunter's range
e ; the guiding of logs downstream to a mill; also : the floating
logs amassed in a drive f (1) : the act or an instance of driving
an object of play (2> : the flight of a ball 2 a : a private road
; DRIVEWAY 2 b : a public road for driving (as in a park) 3 : an
offensive, aggressive, or expansionist move; esp : a strong military
attack against enemy-held terrain 4 : the state of being hurried
and under pressure 6 : a strong systematic group effort : cam-
paign 6 a : an urgent, basic, or instinctual need b : an impelling
culturally acquired concern, interest, or longing c : dynamic qual-
ity 7a: the means for giving motion to a machine or machine
part b : the means by which the propulsive power of an automobile
is applied to the road c : the means by which the propulsion of an
automotive vehicle is controlled and directed — drive adj

drive-in \'drT-,vin\ n ; a place of business so laid out that patrons
can be accommodated while remaining in their automobiles
idriv-el \'driv-3l\ vb driv-eled or driv-elled; driv-el-ing or
driv-el-ling \-(3-)lio\ [ME drivelen. fr. OE drejlian; akin to ON
draj malt dregs, OE deorc dark] vi 1 ; to let saliva dribble from the
mouth : SLAVER 2 : to talk stupidly and carelessly '^ vt 1 : to
utter in an infantile or imbecilic way 2 ; to waste or fritter in a
childish fashion — driv-el-er or driv-eMer \-(3-)l3r\ n
2drivel n 1 archaic : saliva trickling from the mouth 2 : nonsense
driv.er \*drT-v3r\ n : one that drives: as a : coachman b : the
operator of a motor vehicle c : an implement (as a hammer) for
driving d : a mechanical piece for imparting motion to another
piece e : a golf club with a wooden head and nearly straight face
used in driving — called also number one wood

driver ant n ; army ant; specij : any of various African and Asian
ants (Dorylus or related genera) that move in vast armies

driver's seat n : the position of top authority or dominance
drive shaft n : a shaft that transmits mechanical power
drive.way \'driv-,w5\ n 1 : a road or way along which animals
are driven 2 : a private road giving access from a public way to a
building on abutting grounds
idriv.ing adj 1 a : communicating force <a ^ wheel) b : exercising
pressure : dynamic 2 a : having great force <a '^ storm) b : act-
ing with vigor — driv-ing-ly \'dn-vir)-le\ adv
^driving n : management of a vehicle on the road
idriz.zle \'driz-3l\ vb driz-zUng \-(a-)UD\ [perh. alter, of ME
drysnen to fall, fr. OE -drysnian to disappear; akin to Goth driusan
to fall] vi : to rain in very small drops or lightly : sprinkle '- vt

1 : to shed or let fall in minute drops or particles 2 : to make wet
with minute drops — driz-zling-ly \-(3-)lir)-le\ adv_

2drizzle n : a fine misty rain — driz-zly \'dri2-(3-)le\ adj
drogue \'drog\ n [prob. alter, of ^drag} 1 ; sea anchor 2 : a
cylindrical or funnel-shaped device towed as a uirget by an airplane
or a small parachute for stabilizing or decelerating something (as
an astronaut's capsule) 3 : a funnel-shaped device at the end of a
hose of a tanker airplane in flight used in refueling to receive the
probe of another airplane

droit \'dr6it. drg-'wa\ n [MF, fr. ML directum, fr. LL, neut. of
directus just. fr. L, direct] : a legal right <~5 of admiralty)
idroU \'dr61\ odj [F drole, fr. drole scamp, fr. MF drolle. fr. MD,
imp] : having a humorous, whimsical, or odd quality svn see
LAUGHABLE — drolLuess \'drol-nas\ n — droMy \'droCi)-le\ adv
2droU n ; one that amuses or diverts : wag, jester
3droIl VI, archaic : to make fun ; jest, sport
droli.ery \'drol-(3-)re\ n l ; something that is droll; as a : a
comic picture or drawing b : a usu. brief comic show or enter-
tainment c : an amusing story or manner : jest 2 : the act or
an instance of jesting or burlesquing 3 : whimsical humor
•drome \,drom\ n comb form {hippodrome] 1 ; racecourse (motor-
chrome) 2 : large specially prepared place iSLcrodj-ome)

drom.e-dary \'dram-?-,der-e also 'dram-X n, pi drom.e.dar-ies
[ME dromedarie, fr. MF dromedaire, fr. LL dromedarius, fr. L
dromad-. dromas, fr. Gk, running; akin to Gk dramcin to run, dromos
racecourse, OE treppan to tread] 1 : a camel of unusual speed bred
and trained esp. for riding 2 : the one-humped camel (Camelus
dromedarius^ of western Asia and northern Africa
drom-Ond \'dram-3nd\ n [ME, fr. MF dromoni, fr. LL dromon-,
dromo light ship, fr. Gk dromon, fr. dramein to run] : a large medi-
eval fast-sailing galley or cutter

-d-ro.molts Xd-ra-mssX adj comb form [NL -dromus, fr. Gk -dromos
(akin to Gk dramein)] : running icaiadromous)

idrone \'dron\ « [ME, fr. OEdran. akintoOHG/z-enodrone] lithe
male of a bee (as the honeybee) that has no sting and gathers no
honey 2 : one that lives on the labors of others ; parasfte 3 : a
pilotless airplane or ship controlled by radio signals

2drone vi la: to make a sustained deep murmuring, humming,
or buzzing sound b : to talk in a persistently dull or monotonous
tone 2 ; to pass, proceed, or act in a dull, drowsy, or indifferent
manner '^ vt 1 : to utter or pronounce with a drone 2 : to pass or
spend dully — dron-er n — dron*ing-ly \'dro-niri-le\ adv
3drone n 1 a : bagpipe b : one of the usu. three pipes on a bagpipe
that sound fixed continuous tones 2 : a deep sustained or monoto-
nous sound : HUM 3 : an unvarying sustained bass note
Tdrool \'drul\ vb [perh. alter, of drivel] vi la: to water at the
mouth b : slaver 2 : to make an effusive show of pleasure
3 : to talk nonsense -^ v/ ; to express sentimentally or effusively

2drooI n : drivel
droop \'driip\ vb [ME drupen, fr. ON drupa: akin to OE dropa
drop — more at drop] vi 1 : to hang or incline downward 2 : to

sink gradually 3 : to become depressed or weakened : languish
^ v7 : to let droop — droop n — droop-ing.ly \'dru-pio-le\ adv

droopy \'dru-pe\ ady 1 : drooping or tending to droop 2 : gloomy
idrop \'drap\ ;i [ME, fr. OE dropa: akin to Goth driusan to fall —
more at dreary] 1 a (1) : the quantity of fluid that falls in one



drop 255 drunken
spherical mass (2) pi t a dose of medicine measured by drops;
specij ; a solution for dilating the pupil of the eye h ; a small
quantity of drink c : the smallest practical unit of liquid measure
2 : something that resembles a liquid drop: as a ; a pendent orna-
ment attached to a piece of jewelry; also : an earring with such a
pendant b : a small globular candy 3 i^drop'} a : the act or an
instance of dropping : fall b ; a decUne in quantity or quality
C : a descent by parachute; also ; the men or equipment dropped
by parachute 4 a : the distance from a higher to a lower level or
through wliich something drops b : a fall of electric potential
5 : a slot into which something is to be dropped 6 i^drop'i i some-
thing that drops, hangs, or fails: as a : a movable plate that covers
the keyhole of a lock b : an unframed piece of cloth scenery in a
theater; also : drop curtain c ; a hinged platform on a gallows
d ; a fallen fruit 7 : the advantage of having an opponent covered
with a firearm — usu. used in the phrase get the drop on
2drop vb dropped; drop.ping vi 1 : to fall in drops 2 a (1) : to
fall unexpectedly or suddenly (2) : to descend from one line or
level to another b ; to fall in a state of collapse or death c oj a
card ; to become played by reason of the obligation to follow suit

3 : to move with a favoring wind or current — usu. used with down
4 ; to enter as if without conscious effort of will into some state, con-
dition, or activity (dropped into sleep) 5 a : to cease to be of con-
cern : LAPSE <let the matter '^> b : to become less (production
dropped) — often used with oJJ c : to withdraw from participation
or membership : quit — usu. used with out ~ vr 1 : to let fall or
cause to fall 2 a : to lower or cause to descend from one level to
another b : to lower (wheels) in preparation for landing an air-

plane c : to cause to lessen or decrease : reduce (dropped his

speed) 3 : to set down from a ship or vehicle : unload; also : airo
DROP 4 ; to cause (the voice) to be less loud 5 a : to bring down
with a shot or a blow b : to cause (a high card) to fall c ; to toss
or roll (a ball) into a hole or basket 6 a : to give up (as an idea)
b : to leave incomplete {^ a sentence in the middle) c ; to break
off an association or connection with : dismiss (-^ a failing student)
7 a : to leave (a letter) unsounded (^ the r in jarm} b : to leave
out in writing 8 a : to utter or mention in a casual way <'--' a sug-
gestion) b ; to send by mail Q of an animal : to give birth to

10 ; LOSE (dropped 3 games) — drop hacli ; to move toward the
rear of an advancing line or column — drop behind : to fail to
keep abreast — drop by : to pay a brief casual visit — drop in : to
pay an unexpected visit

drop curtain n : a stage curtain lowered instead of drawn
drop-forge \'drap-'fo(a)ri, -'fd(a)r]\ vt : to forge between dies by
a drop hammer or punch press — drop forger n

drop forging n : a forging made by the force of a dropped weight
drop hammer n : a power hammer raised and then released to drop
on metal resting on an anvil or die

drop-head \'drap-,hed\ n : a device for a desk or table that ena-
bles an attached typewriter or sewing machine to be swung or
dropped down to leave a flat table top

drop-kick \-'kik\ n : a kick made by dropping a football to the
ground and kicking it at the moment it starts to rebound

drop-kick \-'kik\ vi : to make a dropkick — vr : to score (a goal)
with a dropkick — drop-kick-er n
drop leaf n : a hinged leaf on a table that can be folded down
drop-let \'drap-l9t\ n : a tiny drop
droplet infection n : infection transmitted by airborne droplets of
sputum containing infectious organisms
drop letter « : a letter to be delivered from the office where posted
drop-light \'drap-,lTt\ n : an electric light suspended by a cord
drop off VI 1 : to fall asleep 2 : die
drop-off \'drap-,6f\ n : a very steep or perpendicular descent
drop-out \-,aut\ n : one who drops out (as of a high school)
drop-page \'drap-ij\ n ; the part of a fruit crop that falls from the
tree before it is ready for picking

dropped egg n : a poached egg
drop.per \'drap-3r\ n 1 ; one that drops 2 a : a short glass
tube fitted with a rubber bulb and used to measure liquids by drops
b : a glass tube of small diameter for ejecting liquid in drops

drop-ping n l ; something dropped 2 pi : animal dung
drop press n 1 : punch press 2 : drop hammer
drop shot n 1 : a tennis shot that drops quickly after crossing the
net 2 : shot made by dropping molten shot metal from a height

drop-Si-cal \'drap-si-k3l\ adj 1 : relating to or affected wijh dropsy
2 ; PUFFY, SWOLLEN. TURGiD — drop-si-cal-ly \-k(3-)ie\ adv —
drop-si-cal-ness \-k3l-n3s\ n

drop-SOnde \'drap-,sand\ n [drop + radiosonde] : a radiosonde
dropped by parachute from a high-flying airplane

drop-sy \'drap-se\ n [ME dropesie, short for ydropesie, fr. OF, fr.

L hydropisis, modif. of Gk hydrops, fr. hydor water] : edema
dros-era \'dras-3-r9\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk, fem. of droseros
dewy, fr, drosos dew] : any of a genus (Drosera) of low perennial
or biennial insectivorous plants of the sundew family

drosh-ky \'drash-ke\ n [Russ drozhki, fr. droga pole' of a wagon]
; any of various 2- or 4-wheeled carriages used esp. in Russia

dro-soph-i-la \dr6-'saf-3-l3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk drosos +
NL -phila, fem. of -philus -phil] ; any of a genus (Drosophila) of
small two-winged flies used in the study of basic mechanisms of
inheritance

dross X'dras, 'dr6s\ n [ME dros, fr. OE dros dregs] 1 : the scum
that forms on the surface of molten metal 2 : waste or foreign
matter : impurity — drossy \-e\ adj
drought or drouth X'draiith, "draiitV n [ME. fr. OE drugath. It.

drugian to dry up] 1 : a prolonged periodoi dryness 2 : a pro-
longed or chronic shortage — droughty \-e\ adj
tdrove \'dr6v\ n [ME, fr. OE draj, fr. drijan to drive — more at
drive] 1 : a group of animals driven or moving in a body 2 a ; a
crowd of people moving or acting together b : a large group of
like things 3 a : a chisel used to form a grooved or roughly shaped
surface on stone b : the grooved surface so formed

2drove past oj drive
drov-er \'dro-v9r\ n : one that drives cattle or sheep
drown \'draun\ or substand drownd \'draund\ vb drowned
\'draund\ or substand drownd-ed \'draiin-d3d\ drown-ing
\'drau-nir)\ or substand drownd-ing \'draun-dio\ [ME drounen}
vi : to become drowned ^^ vt 1 a : to stiffocate by submersion esp.

in water b : to cover with water : inundate 2 ; overcome, over-
power
idrowse \'drauz\ vb [prob. akin to Goth driusan to fall] vi 1 : to
fall into a light slumber 2 : to be inactive ~ vr 1 : to make drowsy
or inactive 2 : to pass (time) drowsily or in drowsing
2drowse n : the act or an instance of drowsing : doze
drows-i-ly \'drau-za-le\ adv : in a drowsy manner
drows-i-ness \-ze-nas\ n : the quality or state of being drowsy
drowsy \'drau-ze\ adj la: ready to fall asleep b : tending to
induce drowsiness c : indolent, lethargic 2 : giving the ap-
pearance of inactivity

drub \'dr3b\ vb drubbed; drub-bing [perh. fr. Ar darabal vt
1 : to beat severely ; belabor 2 ; to defeat decisively ^ vi : drum,
STAMP — drub'ber n
idrudge X'drsjX vb [ME druggen; prob. akin to OE dreogan to
work, endure, L jirmus firm] vi : to do hard, menial, or monot-
onous work -^ v/ : to force to drudge — drudg-er n
sdrudge n 1 : one who is obliged to do menial work 2 : one whose
work is routine and boring ; hack
drudg-ery \'dr3j-(a-)re\ n : tiresome or menial work syn see work
idrug \'dr3g\ n [ME droggel 1 a obs ; a substance used in dyeing
or chemical operations b : a substance used as a medicine or in
making medicines 2 : something little sought after <a '^ on the
market) 3 : a narcotic substance or preparation
2drug vb drugged; drug-ging vt 1 : to affect with a drug; esp : to
stupefy by a narcotic drug 2 ; to administer a drug to 3 : to lull
or stupefy as if with a drug ~ vi : to take drugs for narcotic effect

drug-get \'dr3g-3t\ n [MF droguet, dim. of drogue trash, drug]
1 ; a wool or partly wool fabric formerly used for clothing 2 : a
coarse durable cloth used chiefly as a floor covering 3 ; a rug
having a cotton warp and a wool filling

drug.gist \'dr3g-3st\ n 1 : one who sells drugs and medicines
2 : PHARMACIST 3 lonc who owns or manages a drugstore

drug. Store \'dr3g-,sto(3)r, -,st6(3)r\ n : a retail shop where medi-
cines and miscellaneous articles are sold : pharmacy

dru-id \'drU-3d\ n, ojjen cap [L druides, druidae, pi., fr. Gaulish
druides; akin to OE treovt> tree] : one of an ancient Celtic priesthood
appearing in Irish and Welsh sagas and Christian legends as magi-
cians and wizards — dru-id-ess \-3s\ n, often cap — dru-id-ic
\drii-'id-ik\ or dru-id-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj, often cap

dru-id-lsm \'dru-9-,diz-3m\ n, often cap : the system of religion,
philosophy, and instruction
of the druids
idrum \'dr3m\ n, often attrib
[prob. fr. D trom; akin to
MHG trumme drum] 1 : a
musical percussion instrument
usu. consisting of a hollow
cylinder with a skin head
stretched over each end that is

beaten with a stick or pair of
sticks in playing; broadly i a
nonmetallic hollow instru-

ment or device beaten to pro-
duce a deep-toned rumbling
or booming sound 2 : tym-
panic membrane 3 : the drums 1 : i bass, 2 snare, 3 snare
sound of a drum; also : any drumsticks, 4 bass drumstick
similar sound 4 ; something
resembling a drum in shape: as a : a cylindrical machine or me-
chanical device or part b : a cylindrical container; specif : a metal
container for liquids having a capacity between 12 and 110 gallons

disk-shaped magazine for an automatic weapon 5 : any of
various percoid fishes (family Sciaenidae) that make a drui

noise
2drura vb drummed: drum-ming vi 1 : to beat a drum 2
make a succession o^ strokes or vibrations that produce sounds like

drumbeats 3 ; to sound rhythmically 4 : to stir up interest

: solicit ~ v/ 1 : to summon or enlist by or as if by beating a drum
2 : to dismiss ignominiously : expel — usu. used with out 3 : to

drive or force by steady effort or reiteration 4 a : to strike or tap
repeatedly b : to produce (rhythmic sounds) by such action

3drum n [ScGael druim back, ridge, fr. Olr druimml 1 chiefly Scot
: a long narrow hill or ridge 2 : drumlin

drum-beat \'dr9m-,bet\ n : a stroke on a drum or its sound
drum-beat-er \-,bet-3r\ n ; a vociferous supporter of a cause
— drum-beat-ing Vio\ "

drum-lire \'dram-,fT(o)r\ n 1 : artillery firing so continuous as to

sound like a drum 2 : something suggestive of drumfire ; barrage
drum-head \-,hed\ n 1 ; the skin stretched over each end of a
drum 2 : the top of a capstan that is pierced with sockets

drumhead court-martial n [fr. the use of a drumhead as a table]

: a summary court-martial to try offenses on the battlefield

drum-lin X'dram-lanX n [IrGael druim back, ridge (fr. Olr druimm)
+ E -lin (alter, of -Ivig) ] ; an elongate or oval hill of glacial drift

drum major n : the marching leader of a band or drum corps
drum ma.jor-ette X.dram-.ma-ja-'retX n ; a female drum major
drum-mer \'dram-3r\ n 1 ; one that plays a drum 2 : traveling
salesman
drum-stick \'drsm-,stik\ n 1 : a stick for beating a drum 2 ; the
segment of a fowl's leg between the thigh and tarsus

idrunk X'draakX adj [ME drunke, alter, of drunken"} 1 ; having
the faculties impaired by alcohol 2 ; dominated by some feeling

as if by alcohol 3 : of, relating to, or caused by intoxication

syn DRUNK, DRUNKEN, INTOXICATED, INEBRIATED, TIPSY, TIGHT
mean considerably affected by alcohol, drunk is the simple, in-

clusive term, used predicatively and implying neither censure nor
apology; drunken, used attributively, is also a plain term but may
suggest habitual excessive drinking; intoxicated and inebriated
both offer a way of avoiding the blunt effect of drunk, intoxicated
being often applied to one who is slightly drunk, inebrl^ted sug-
gesting the hilarious or noisy phases of insobriety; tipsy and tight
are likely to apply to one infrequently or unexpectedly affected and
stress the comic rather than offensive aspects of drunkenness
sdrunk n 1 : a period of excessive drinking 2 : drunkard
drunk*ard \'drao-kard\ n : one who is habitually drunk
drunk-en \'dr3o-k3n\ adj [ME, fr. OE druncen, fr. pp. of drincan

a abut; ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; T) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; di coin; th thin; t^ this;

g gift; i trip; I life

yu furious; zb vision



drunkenly 256 duckweed
drincan to drink] 1 ; drunk 1 2 obs : drenched 3 a ; given to
habitual excessive use of alcohol t : of, relating to, or attended by
drunkenness c : resulting from or as if from intoxication 4 ; un-
steady or lurching as if from intoxication STB see drunk — drunK-
en-ly adv — drunk-en-ness \-k3n-nas\ n

drunk*o-me>ter V.drao-'kam-st-ar, 'dr3ri-k3-,raet-\ n ; a device for
measuring blood alcohol content by chemical analysis of the breath

dru.pa-ceous \dru-'pa-shas\ adj 1 : of or relating to a drupe
2 : bearing drupes

drupe \'driip\ n [NL drupa, fr. L, overripe oUve, fr. Gk dryppa
ohve] : a one-seeded indehiscent fruit having a hard bony endo-
carp, a fleshy mesocarp, and a thin epicarp that is flexible (as in
the cherry) or dry and almost leathery (as in the almond)

dnipe<let VdrU-pbt\ n : a small drupe; specij : one of the in-
dividual parts of an aggregate fruit (as the raspberry)
Druzeor Druse \'driiz\ n [Ar Duruz, pi., fr. Muhammed Ibn-
Ism'ailal- Darazly tl019 Muslim religious leader] ; a member of
a nominally Muslim sect of the mountains of Lebanon and Syria
idry \'dri\ adj dri.er \'drT(-3)r\ dri.est \'dri-3st\ [ME, fr. OE
dryge: akin to OHG truckan dry, and perh. to ON draugr dry
wood] 1 : free from water or liquid 2 : characterized by loss or
lack of water: as a : lacking precipitation and humidity b : lack-
ing freshness : stale c : anhydrous 3 a i not being in or under
water <'^ land) b : using no liquid <'^ masonry) c : served with-
out butter d : dehydrated e oj natural gas i containing no
recoverable gasoline or other liquid hydrocarbon t t functioning
without lubrication <~ clutch) 4 a ; thirsty b ; marked by the
absence of alcoholic beverages c ; no longer liquid or sticky <the
ink is ~> 5a: depleted of liquid contents : empty <'^ well)
b ; devoid of running water 6 : not giving milk 7 a : not shed-
ding tears b : marked by the absence or scantiness of secredons,
effusions, or other forms of moisture <'^ cough) 8 : practiced
without some essential <'^ firing) 9a: sohd as opposed to liquid

i'^ groceries) b ; slack 6 10 : not manifesting or communicating
warmth, enthusiasm, or tender feeling : severe <-- style of painting)
11 a : not yielding what is expected or desired : barren b : re-
served, aloof 12 : marked by a matter-of-fact, ironic, or terse
manner of expression <'-« humor) 13 : having no personal bias
or emotional concern <'-- Ught of reason) 14 ; uninteresting,
WEARISOME <'— passages of description) 15 a : not sweet : sec
b : lacking smooth sound qualities 16 : relating to the prohibition
of the manufacture or distribution of alcoholic beverages
syn dry, arid mean lacking moisture, dry may suggest absence

of moisture in any degree and applies equally to a normal or an
abnormal condition; arid always impUes abnormality or at least
undesirability, suggesting such an extreme of dryness that fertility

is entirely lacking
2dry vh dried; dry.ing vt : to make dry — vi : to become dry
3dry n, pi drys 1 : dryness 2 : something di-y; esp : a dry place
3 : PROHIBmoNlST

dry-ad \'drr-3d, -,ad\ n [L dryad-, dryas, fr. Gk, fr. drys tree —
more at tree] : wood nymph 1

dry.as-dust \'drT-92-,d3st\ adj : boring, prosaic — dryasdust n
dry cell /i ; a voltaic cell whose contents are not splUable
dry-clean \'drT-,klen\ vt : to subject to dry cleaning — dry
clean-er \-,kle-n3r\ n

dry cleaning \-.kIe-nio\ n : the cleansing of fabrics with sub-
stantially nonaqueous organic solvents (as peiroleum naphtha)
dry docls \'drT-,dak\ n : a dock that can be kept djy for use during
the construction or repairing of ships

dry-dock \-,dak\ vt : to place In a dry dock
dry.er vor oj drier
dry larm \'dri-'rarm\ n : a nonlrrlgated farm on drj' land operated
on the basis of moisture-conserving tillage and drought-resistant
crops — dry'-farm \-'rarm\ vt — dry farm-er \-'far-m3r\ n— dry Iarm<ing \-'far-mir]\ n

dry fly n : an anificlal angling fly designed to float upon the surface
of the water

dry gangrene n : gangrene that develops in the presence of arterial
obstruction, is sharply localized, and is characterized by dryness
of the dead tissue which is sharply demarcated from adjacent
tissue by a line of inflammation

dry goods \'drT-,gudz\ n pi : textiles, ready-to-wear clothing, and
notions as disiinguished from other goods
Dry Ice trademark — used for solidified carbon dioxide usu. in the
form of blocks that at —78.5° C changes directiy to a gas and that
Is used chiefly as a refrigerant

drying oil ?i ; an oil that changes readily to a hard tough elastic
substance when exposed in a thin film to air

dry kiln n : a heated chamber for drying and seasoning cut lumber
dry«l0t \'drT-'lat\ n : an enclosure of limited size usu. bare of
vegetation and used for fattening livestock

dry.ly \'drT-le\ adv : In a dry manner
dry measure n : a series of units of capacity for dry commodities— see measure table, metric system table
dry.ness \'drl-nas\ n : the quality or state of being dry
dry nurse n : a nurse who cares for but does not suckle an Infant
dry-nurse \'drT-*n3rs\ vt : to act as dry nurse to
dryo^pitli.e-cine \.drT-6-'pith-3-,sTn\ n [deriv. of Gk drvs tree -f-

pithekos ape] : any of a subfamily (Dryopithecinae) of Miocene
and Pliocene Old World anthropoid apes sometimes regarded as
ancestors of both man and modern anthropoids — dryopithecine
adj
dry pleurisy n : pleurisy In which the exudation is mainly fibrinous
dry.point \'drT-,p6int\ n ; an engraving made with a needle or
other pointed instrument Instead of a burin directiy Into the metal
plate without the use of acid as In etching
dry rot \*drr-'rat\ n l a : a decay of seasoned timber caused by
fungi that consume the cellulose of wood leaving a soft skeleton
which is readily reduced to powder bra fungous rot of plant
tissue in which the affected areas are dry and ofien firmer than
normal or more or less mummified 2 : a fungus causing dry rot
3 : decay from within caused esp. by resistance to new forces

dry-rot \-'rai\ vt : to affect with dry rot — vi : to become affected
with dry rot

dry run n l ; a practice firing without ammunition 2 : trial
dry.salt-er \-.s61-tpr\ n, Brit : a dealer In crude dry chemicals and
dyes — dry-salt-ery \-l3-re\ n, Brit
dry-shod VtirT-'shad\ adj : having dry shoes or feet

dry socket n : a tooth socket in which after extraction a blood clot
fails to form or disintegrates without organizing
dry wash «_: laimdry washed and dried but not ironed
d-t-*s \(')de-'tez\ n pi, ojten cap D&.T : delirium tremens
du>ad \'d(y)ii-,ad\ n [irreg. fr. Gk dyad-, dyas two] : pair
idu>al \'d(y)u-3i\ adj [L dualis, fr. duo two — more at two]
1 oj grammatical number : denoting reference to two 2a: con-
sisting of two paas or elements or having two like parts : double
b ihaving a double character or nature — da-al*i>ty \d(y)u-'al-
at-e\ n — dn-al-ly \'d(y)U-9a)-le\ adv

2dual n : the dual ntmiber of a language or a form in It

du>al*ism \'d(y)iJ-3-.liz-am\ n 1 : a theory that considers reality
to consist of two irreducible elements or modes 2 : the quality
or state of being dual 3 a : a doctrine that the universe is under
the dominion of two opposing principles one of which is good
and the other evil b : a view of man as constituted of two ir-

reducible elements — du>al*ist \-bst\ n — du*al'is>tic \,d(y)U-
3-'lis-tik\ adj— du>al>is>ti-cal>ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
du-al.ize \'d(y)u-s-,lT2\ vt : to make dual
du.al-piir.pose \,d(y)u-sl-'p3r-p9s\ adj 1 : intended for or serving
two purposes 2 : bred for two purposes
idub \'d3b\ vb dubbed; duh-bing [ME dubben, fr. OE dubbian;
akin to ON dubba to dub, OHG tubili plug] vr 1 a : to confer
knighthood upon b : to dignify or give new character to c : nick-
name 2 : to trim or remove the comb and wattles of 3 a : to hit
poorly in golf b : to execute poorly ^ vi : thrust, poke
2dub rt ; a clumsy unskillful person : duffer
3dUb n [ME (Sc dial.) dubbe'^ chiejly Scot : pool, puddle
4dub vt dubbed; dub-bing [by shortening & alter, fr. double'^
1 ; to provide with a new sound track 2 : to add (sound effects)
to a film or to a radio or television production 3 : to transpose
(sound already recorded) to a new record

dub>b8r \'d3b-3r\ n : one that dubs
dub.bin \^d9b-9n\ also dub-bing \-3n, -ip\ n [dubbing, gerund of
dub (to dress leather) ]_: a dressing oi oil and tallow for leather

du.bi.ety \d(y)u-'bT-st-e\ n [LL dubietas, fr. L dubiusi 1 : dubi-
ousness, uncertainty _2 : a matter of doubt syn see uncertainty

du-bi-os-i-ty \,d(y)ii-be-'as-3t-e\ n : doubt syn see uncertainty
dU'bi'OUS X'dCylu-be-ssX adj [L dubius, fr. dubare to vacillate;
akin to L duo two — more at TWO] 1 : occasioning doubt : equiv-
ocal 2 : unsetUed in opinion 3 : of doubtful promise or un-
ceriain outcome 4 : questionable as to value, quaUty, or origin
syn see doubtful — du.bi.ous*ly adv — dU'bi»oas>ness n

du-bi-ta-ble \'dty)ii-b3t-3-b3l\ adj [L dubitabilis, fr. dubitare to
doubt — more at doubt] :_open to doubt or question

dU>bi<ta>tion \,d(y)ii-ba-'ta-sh9n\ n, archaic : doubt
du.cal \'d(y)u-k3l\ adj [MP, fr. LL ducalis of a leader, fr. L due-,
dux leader — more at duke] : of or relating to a duke or dukedom— du^caMy \-k9-le\ adv
ducat \'d9k-at\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. Olt ducato coin with the doge's
porirait on it, fr. duca doge, fr. LGk douk-, doux leader, fr. L
due-. c?w.x] : a gold coin of various European countries

du-ce \*Qu-(.)cha\ n [It (/f) Duce, lit., the leader, titie of Benito
Mussolini, fr. L due-, du.v] : leader 2c{5)

dUCh-ess \'d3ch-9s\ n [ME duchesse, fr. MF, fr. due duke] : the
wife of a duke or a woman holding a ducal titie in her own right

duchy \'d3ch-e\ n [ME duche, fr. MF duche, it. due] : tiie territory

of a duke or duchess : dukee>om
iduck \'d3k\ n, pi dUCkS ojtei

1 or pi duck a : any of various
swimming birds (family Anati-
dae, the duck family) in which
the neck and legs are short, the
body more or less depressed, the
bill often broad and fist, and
the sexes almost always different
from each other in plumage
b : the flesh of any of these birds
used as food 2 : a female duck
3 chiejly Brii : DARLING 4 slnng
: PERSON, CRtATURE

2dUCk vb [ME douken: akin to
OHG tuhhun to dive, OE duce
duck] vt 1 : to thrust under
water 2 : to lower (as the head)
quickly : bow 3 : avoid, evade
<'^ the issue) '- vi 1 a : to
plunge under the surface of water diagram of male duck; 1 head,
D : to descend suddenly : dip 2 bill. 3 beam, 4 nostril, 5 eye,
2 a : to lower the head or body 6 ear, 7 throat, 8 neck, 9 cape,
suddenly b : buw. bob 3 a ; to 10 shoulder, 11 wing front, 12
move quickly : dodge b ; to wing bow, 13 secondaries, 14
evade a duty, question, or re- coverts, 15 primaries, 16 flight
sponsibihiy — duck>er n coverts, i^ saddle. IS rump, 19
3duck n : an instance of ducking tail coverts, 20 drake feathers,

duck n [D doek cloth; akin to ^i tail, 22 breast, 23 fluff, 24
OHG tuoh cloth, and perh. to shank. 25 web
Skt dhvaja flag] 1 : a durable
closely woven usu. cotton fabric 2 pi ; light clothes made of duck
sduck n IDUKlV, its code designation] : an amphibious truck
duck*bill \'d3k-.bil\ n 1 : platypus 2 ; a paddlefish {Polyodon
spathula)
duck-board \'d3k-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a boardwalk or slatted
flooring laid on a wet. muddy, or cold surface — usu. used in pi.

duck call n : a device for imitating the calls of ducks
ducklooted adv ; with feet pointed outward : flat-footed
ducking stool n : a seat attached to a plank and formerly used to
plunge culprits tied to it into water

duck'ling \'d3k-lio\ n : a young duck
duck'Pin \-,pin\ n 1 : a small bowling pin shorter than a tenpln
but proportionately wider at mid-diameter 2 pi but sing in constr
: a bowling game using duckpins

ducks and drakes or duck and drake n : the pastime of skimming
flat stones or shells along the surface of calm water — Play ducks
and drakes with or make ducks and drakes of : squander
duck sickness n : a highly destructive botulism affecting esp. wild
ducks in die western U.S.
duck soup n : something easy to do
duck-weed \'d3k-,wed\ n : a small floating aquatic monocoty-

attrib [ME doke, fr. OE ducej



ducky 257 dun
ledonous plant (family Lemnaceae, the duckweed family)
ducky \'d3k-e\ adj 1 ; satisfactory, fine 2 ; darung. cute
idUCt \'dskt\ /I [NL ductus, fr. ML, aqueduct, fr. L, act of leading
fr. ductus, pp. of ducere to lead — more at tow] 1 : a bodily tube
or vessel esp. when carrying the secretion of a gland 2 a : a
pipe, tube, or channel that conveys a substance b : a pipe or
tubular runway for carrying an electric power line, telephone
cables, or other conductors 3 a : a contmuous tube formed in
plant tissue by a row of elongated cells that have lost their inter-
vening end walls b : an elongated cavity formed by disintegration
or separation of cells — duct<less \'d3k-tl3s\ adj

2duct vt : to convey (as a gas) through a duct
ductile \'dak-t=l\ adj [MF & L; MF, fr. L ductilis, fr. ductus, pp.]
1 : capable of being fashioned into a new form 2 a : capable of
being drawn out or hammered thin <'--' metal) b : capable of
being molded 3 : easily led or influenced syn see plastic — duc-
tiM.ty \,dak-'til-at-e\ n

duct'ing \'d3k-tio\ n : a system of ducts; also ; the material com-
posing a duct

ductless gland n : an endocrine gland
duct*ule \'d3k-(,}t(y)iiC )1\ « : a small duct
idud \'d3d\ n [ME dudde} 1 pi Si z clothes b : personal belong-
ings 2 : FAILURE 3 : a missile that fails to explode
2dud adj : of little or no worth : valueless <—' checks)
dud-die or dud.dy \'d3d-e\ adj, Scot : ragged, tattered
dude \'d(y)ud\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a man extremely fastidious
in dress and manner : dandy 2 : a city man; esp : an easterner
in the West — dud<ish \'d(y)iid-ish\ adj — dud<ish-ly adv

du>deeil \dij-'den, -'then\ n [IrGael duidin, dim. of dud pipe] ; a
short tobacco pipe made of clay

dude ranch n : a vacation resort offering horseback riding and other
activities typical of western ranches
)dud*geon \'d3j-3n\ n [ME dogeon, fr. AF digeon'] 1 obs : a wood
used esp. for dagger hilts 2 a archaic : a dagger with a handle of
dudgeon b obs : a haft made of dudgeon
^dudgeon n [origin unknown] ; ill humor, resentment syn see
OFFENSE
ldue_\'d(y)u\ adj [ME, fr. MF deu, pp. of devoir to owe. fr. L
debere — more at debt] 1 ; owed or owing as a debt 2 a : owed
or owing as a natural or moral right b ; according to accepted
notions or procedures ; appropriate 3 a : satisfying or capable
of satisfying a need, obligation, or duty : adequate b ; regular,
lawful <'-- proof of loss) 4 : attributable, ascribable — used
with to 5 ; having reached the date at which payment is required
; payable 6 : required or expected in the prescribed, normal, or
logical course of events : scheduled — due«ness n
2due n : something due or owed: a ; something that rightfully
belongs to one b : a payment or obhgation required by law or
custom : debt c pi ; fees, charges
3due adv 1 obs : DULY 2 : directly, exactly (-^ north)
idU.el \'d(y)u-9l\ n [ML duellum, fr. OL. war] 1 : a combat
between two persons; specij : a formal combat with weapons fought
between two persons in the presence of witnesses 2 : a conflict
between antagonistic persons, ideas, or forces

2duel vb du-eled or au«eUed; du-el-ing or du-el.Ung : to fight
in a duel — du-el*er or du>eMer n — du>el>ist or du>eMist
\'d(y)u-3-Iast\/i

du-el-lo \d(y)ii-'el-(,)o\ n [It, fr. ML duellum} 1 : the rules or
practice of dueling 2 : duel
du<en>na \d(y)ii-'en-3\ n [Sp dueHa, fr. L domina mistress] 1 ; an
elderly woman serving as governess and companion to the younger
ladies in a Spanish or a Portuguese family 2 : chaperon
due process ol law : a course of legal proceedings carried out
regularly and in accordance with established rules and principles

du<et \d(y)U-'et\ n [It duetto, dim. of dual : a composition for
two performers — duet vi du<et<ted; du<et>ting
due to \'d(y}ut-3(-w)\ prep : because of
dull \'d3f\ n [E dial., alter, of dough} 1 : a steamed pudding usu.
containing raisins and currants 2 : the partly decayed organic
matter on the forest floor 3 : fine coal : slack
duMel or duMle \'d9f-9l\ n [D dujjel, fr. Dujjel, Belgium] 1 : a
coarse heavy woolen material with a thick nap 2 : transportable
personal belongings, equipment, and supplies

duffel bag « ; a large cylindrical fabric bag for personal belongings
dUf-fer \'d3f-sr\ n [origin unknown] 1 slang a ; a peddler esp.
of cheap flashy articles b ; something worthless 2 : an incompe-
tent, ineffectual, or clumsy person
idug past oj DIG
2dug \'d3g\ n [perh. of Scand origin; akin to OSw dseggia to suckle;
akin to OE delu nipple] : udder, breast; also : teat, nipple
dU>gong \'dij-,gaa, -,g6o\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Malay & Tag
duyong sea cow] : any of a monotypic genus {Dugong) of aquatic
herbivorous mammals that with the manatees constitute an order
(Siienia) and have a bilobate tail and upper incisors altered into
tusks in the male — called also sea cow

dUg>out \'dag-,aut\ n 1 : a boat made by hollowing out a large
log 2 : a shelter dug in a hillside or dug in the ground and roofed
with sod; specij : one in the side of a trench for quarters, storage,
or protection 3 ; a low shelter facing a baseball diamond and
containing the players' bench

dui.ker \'dT-kar\ n [Afrik, lit., diver, fr. duik to dive, fr. MD
duken; akin to OHG tuhhan to dive — more at duck] : any of
several small African antelopes (Cephalophus or related genera)
duUe \'d(y)uk\ n [ME, fr. OF due, fr. L due-, dux, fr. ducere to
lead — more at tow] 1 ; a sovereign ruler of a continental Euro-
pean duchy 2 : a nobleman of the highest hereditary rank; esp : a
member of the highest grade of the British peerage 3 slang : fist,

HAND — usu. used in pi. 4 ; any of several prob. hybrid cultivated
cherries between sweet cherries and sour cherries in character —
duke>dom \-dam\ n
Du-kho-bor var oj doukhobor
idul.cet \'d3l-s3t\ adj [ME doucet, fr. MF, fr. douz sweet, fr. L
dulcis} 1 archaic : sweet to the taste 2 a : sweet to the ear : melo-
dious 1) : agreeable, soothing — dul«cet'Iy adv

^dulcet n : a pipe-organ stop like the dulciana but an octave higher
dUl.Ci.ana \,d3l-se-'an-o\ n [NL, fr. ML. bassoon, fr. L dulcis}

; a labial pipe-organ stop with a tone of soft sweet string quality

dul.Ci-fy \'d3l-sa-,fr\ vt [LL dulcijicare, fr. L dulcis} 1 : to make
sweet 2 ; to make agreeable ; mollify

dul-ci-mer \'dal-s3-m9r\ n [ME dowcemere, fr. MF doulcemer, fr.

Olt dolcimelo} : a wire-stringed instrument of trapezoidal shape
played with light hammers held in the hands
dul.ci.nea X.dsl-sa-'ne-a, -'sin-e-a\ n [Sp. fr. Dulcinea del Toboso,
beloved of Don Quixote] : sweetheart

dull \'dsl\ adj [ME dul; akin to OE dot foolish and prob. to L
jumus smoke— more at fume] 1 : mentally slow : stupid 2 a : slow
in perception or sensibility : insensible b ; lacking zest or vivacity
: listless 3 a : slow in action : sluggish b : marked by little

business activity <~ season) 4 : lacking sharpness of edge or point
5 : lacking brilliance or luster 6 a : not clear : indistinct b : not
resonant or ringing 7 oj a color : low in saturation and low in
lightness 8 : cloudy, overcast 9 : tedious, uninteresting —
dull vb — dull'ness or dul-ness \'d3l-n3s\ n — duMy \'d3l-(l)e\
adv
syn BLUNT, obtuse: dull applies physically to an edge or point

that has lost its original sharpness through use; figuratively it

suggests loss of original or usual quickness, zest, or pungency;
BLUNT applies to an edge or end not designed to be sharp or keen;
it suggests innate or inherent lack of sharpness or quickness of
feeling or perception; obtuse applies to the shape of something
whose point is broader than a right angle; it suggests that which
is inordinately blunt or insensitive in perception or imagination
(obtuse audience) syn see in addition stupid

dull-ard \'d3l-ard\ n : a stupid person
dull-ish \'d3l-ish\ adj : somewhat dull

dulse \'d3is\ n [ScGael & IrGael duileasg: akin to W delysg dulse]
: any of several coarse red seaweeds (esp. Rhodymenia palmatd)
found esp. in northern latitudes and used as a food condiment

du»ly \'dfy)u-Ie\ adv : in a due manner, -time, or degree
du.ma X'dii-ma, -(,)ma\ n [Russ, of Gmc origin; akin to OE dom
judgment — more at doom] : a representative council in Russia;
specij : the principal legislative assembly in czarist Russia
Idumb \'dam\ adj [ME. fr. OE; akin to OHG tumb mute, OE deaf
deaf — more at deaf] 1 : destitute of the power of speech 2 : nat-
urally incapable of speech <'^ animals) 3 : not expressed in
uttered words (•^ grief) 4 a : not willing to speak b : not having
the usual accompaniment of speech or sound 5 : lacking some
usual attribute or accompaniment; esp I having no means of self*

propulsion i-^ barge) 6 : stupid, foolish syn see stupid —
dumb'ly \'d3m-le\ adv — dumb-ness n
2duinb vt : to make silent : deaden >-—v
dumb-bell \'d3m-,bel\ n 1 : a weight that ( .%
consists of two identical spheres connected \^_jy^
by a short bar serving as a handle and that is ^"^^

used usu. in pairs for calisthenic exercise dumbbell
2 : one that is dull and stupid : dummy

dumb'found or dura.found \,d3m-'faund\ vt [dumb + -jound (as

in conjound)} : to strike dumb with astonishment syn see puzzle
dumb.foun-der or dum.foun.der \-'faun-d3r\ vt : dumbfound
dumb show n 1 :a part of a play presented in pantomime 2 ; signs
and gestures without words ; pantomime
dumb.Struck X'dam-.strakX adj : made silent by astonishment
dumb-wait-er \'d3m-'wat-3r\ /i 1 : a portable serving table or
stand 2 : a small elevator used for conveying food and dishes or
small goods from one story of a building to another
dum.dum X'dam-.dsmX n [Dum-Dum, India] ; a soft-nosed bullet

that expands upoji hitting an object
tdiun-my \'d3m-e\ n 1 a : one who Is incapable of speaking
b : one who is habitually silent c : one who is stupid 2 a : the
exposed hand in bridge played by the declarer in addition to his

own hand b : a bridge player whose hand is a dummy 3 : an
imitation, copy, or likeness of something used as a substitute

4 : one seeming to act for himself but in reality acting for or at the
direction of another B : something usu. mechanically operated
that serves to replace or aid a human being's work 6 : a pattern

arrangement of matter to be reproduced esp. by printing

adummy adj 1 a : having the appearance of being real but lacking
capacity to function : ARTrpiciAL b : existing in name only : ficti-

tious 2 ; apparently acting for oneself while really acting for or
at the direction of another <a '^ director)

idump V'dampX n [prob. fr. D domp haze, fr. MD damp} : a dull

gloomy state of mind : despondency <in the ~.j)

adump vb [perh. fr. D dampen to immerse, topple; akin to OE
dyppan to dip ~ more at dip] vt 1 a : to let fall in a heap or mass
b : to get rid of unceremoniously or irresponsibly 2 slang : to

knock down : beat 3 : to sell in quantity at a very low price;

specij : to sell abroad at less than the market price at home '*- vi

1 : to fall abruptly : plunge 2 : to dump refuse — dump-er n
3dump n, ojten attrib 1 a : an accumulation of refuse or other
discarded materials b ; a place where such materials are dumped
2 a ; a quantity of reserve materials accumulated at one place

b : a place where such materials are stored; esp ; a place for the
temporary storage of military supplies in the field 3 : a disorderly,

slovenly, or dilapidated place
dump.i-ly \'d3m-pa-le\ adv : in a dumpy manner
dump.i-ness \-pe-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being dumpy
dump'ish \-pish\ adj : sad, melancholy — dump-ish-ly adv —
dump.ish-ness n

diunp'Iing \-pUo\ n [perh. alter, of lump} lata small mass of
leavened dough cooked by boiling or steaming b : a dessert made
by wrapping fruit in biscuit dough and baking 2 ; something
shapeless like a dumpling; specij : a short fat person or animal
dump truck n : a truck for transporting and dumping loose materials

dumpy adj [E dial, dump (lump) ] : short and thick in build : squat
dumpy level « : a surveyor's level with a short usu. Invertible

telescope rigidly fixed and rotating only in a horizontal plane
idun \'d3n\ adj [ME, fr. OE dunn — more at dusk] 1 a : having
a dun color h oj a horse % exhibiting reduced hair pigmentation
2 : marked by dullness and drabness — dun-ness \'d3n-n3s\ n
2dun n 1 : a dun horse 2 : a variable color averaging a nearly
neutral slightly brownish dark gray 3 a : a subadult mayfly; also

; an artificial fly tied to imitate such an insect b : caddis fly
3dun vt dunned; dun-ning [origin unknown] 1 : to make persist-

ent demands upon for payment 2 : to plague or pester constantly

a abut; » kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; T) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th tbin; t& tbis;
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dun 258 Dutch
4dun n 1 : one who duns 2 : an urgent request; esp l a demand for
payment
Dun.can Phyle X.dsri-ksn-'fTfX adj IDuncan Phyje tl854 Sc-Am
cabinetmaker] : of, relating to, or constituting furniture designed
and built by or in the style of Duncan Phyfe
dunce \'dan(t)s\ n [John Duns Scotus taftl308 So scholastic
theologian, whose once accepted writings were ridiculed in the
I6th cent.] : a dull-witted and stupid person

dun-der.head X'dan-dar-.hcdX n [perh. fr. D donder thunder + E
head: akin to OHG thunar thunder — more at thunder] : DUNCE,
BLOCKHEAD — {lun»der>head«ed N.dan-dsr-'hed-adX adj

dUtl'drea^ries \,d3n-'dri(3)r-ez\ n pi, ojten cap [Lord Dundreary,
character in the play Our American Cousin (1858), by Tom Taylor]
: long flowing side-whiskers

dune \*d(y)un\ n [F, fr. OF fr. MD; akin to OE dun down — more
at DOWN] : a hill or ridge of sand piled up by the wind
dung \'d3o\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to ON dyngja manure pile, Uth
dengii to cover] 1 : the excrement of an animal ; manure 2 : some-
thing vile or loathsome — dung vt — dungy \'d3a-e\ adj

dun>ga*ree V.darj-ga-'reX n [Hindi dugri'\ 1 : a heavy coarse
durable cotton twill woven from colored yams; sped] : blue
denim 2 pi I heavy cotton work clothes made usu. of blue dungaree
dung beetle n : a beetle (as a dorbeetle or tumblebug) that rolls

balls of dung in which to lay eggs and on which the larvae feed
dun.geon X'dan-janX n [ME donjon, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) ML
dominion-, dominio, fr. L dominus lord — more at dame] 1 : don-
jon 2 ; a close dark prison or vault commonly underground
dung.Hill \'d3D-.hi]\ n 1 : a heap of dung 2 : a vile or degraded
situation, condition, or thing
dunk \'d30k\ vb [PaG dunke, fr. MHO dunken, fr. OHG dunkoni
vt 1 ; to dip into liquid while eating 2 : to dip or submerge
temporarily in liquid -«- vi : to submerge oneself in water
Dun-ker \'dso-kar\ or Diui-kard \-k3rd\ n [PaG Dunker, fr.

dunkel : a member of the Church of the Brethren or any of several
other orig. German Baptist denominations practicing trine im-
mersion, love feasts, simplicity of life, and avoidance of oaths

dun.lin \'d9n-l3n\ n, pi dunlins or dunlin Vdun + -lin (alter, of
-ling) ] : a small widely distributed sandpiper {Erolia alpina)
largely cinnamon to rusty brown above and white below
dun*nage \'dan-ij\ n [origin unknown] 1 : loose materials used
around a cargo to prevent damage; also : padding in a shipping
container to protect contents against breakage 2 : baggage
duo \'d(y)ii-(.)o\ n [It, fr. L, two] 1 : duet; sped) ; a compo-
sition for two performers at two pianos 2 : pair
duo- comb Jorm [L duo] : t^o
duo>de>cil>lion \,d(y)ii-(,)o-di-*sil-yan\ n. ojten attrib [L duodecim
twelve + E -illion (as in million)'] — see number table

dU0<dec>i>nial \,d(y)u-3-'des-3-m3l\ adj [L duodecim — more at
DOZEN] : of, relating to, or proceeding by twelve or the scale of
twelves — duodecimal n

duo<dec>i*mo \-a-,mo\ n [L, abl. of duodecimus twelfth, fr. duo-
decim'] ; twelvemo
duoden- or duodeno- comb jorm [NL, fr. ML duodenum] ; duo-
denum {duoden'Wis) <d»ode/7ogram>

dU'0<de<nal \,d(y)u-3-'den-=l, d(y)u-'ad-'n-3l\ adj : of or relating
to the duodenum
du.o-de.num \,d(y)U-3-'de-n3m. d(y)u-'ad-'n-3m\ n, pi du-o-
de-na X-'de-na, -=n-a\ or duodenums [ME, fr. ML, fr. L duodeni
twelve each, fr. duodecim twelve; fr. its length, about 12 fingers'

breadth] : the first part of the small intestine extending from the
pylorus to the jejunum
duO'logue \'d(y)u-3-,16g, j\iz\ n : a dialogue between two persons
dU'OP'0-ly \d(y)u-'ap-3-le\ n [duo- + -poly (as in monopoly)]

: an oligopoly limited to two sellers

du>op-so*ny \-'ap-s3-ne\ n [duo- + -opsony (as in oligopsony] : an
oligopsony limited to two buyers
dup \'d3p\ 17 [contr. of do up] archaic : open
»dupe \'d{y)Up\ n [F, fr. MF duppe, prob. alter, of huppe hoopoe]
; one who is easily deceived or cheated ; fool

2dupe vt : to make a dupe of : deceive — dup-er n
syn DUPE, GULL, TRICK, HOAX mean to deceive by underhanded

means, dupe suggests unwarincss in the person deluded; gull
stresses credulousness or readiness to be imposed on (as through
greed) on the part of the victim; trick implies an intent to delude
by means of a ruse or fraud but does not always imply a vicious
intent- hoax often applies to a tricking merely for fun or with the
aim of demonstrating the extent of human gullibility; hoax often
implies, also, an elaborate or painstaking imposture
3dUpe n or vb : DUPLICATE
dup-ery \'d(y1ii-p(3-)re\ n : the act or practice of duping : the
condition of being duped

dU'Ple \'d(y)u-p3l\ adj [L duplus double] 1 : having two units or
members 2 a : marked by two beats per measure <--- meter) t> oj
rhythm : consisting of a meter based on disyllabic feet

idU'plex \'d(y)u-,plcks\ adj [L. fr. duo two + -plex -fold — more
at TWO, simple] 1 : double, twofold; specij ; having two parts
that operate at the same time or in the same way <a '^ lathe)
2 : allowing telecommunication in opposite directions simultaneously

^duplex n : something duplex; esp : a two-family house
duplex apartment n : an apartment having rooms on two floors
'du^pli-cate \'d(y)u-pli-k3t\ adj [ME, fr. L duplicatus, pp. of
duplicare to double, fr. duplic-, duplex] 1 a : consisting of or
existing in two corresponding or identical parts or examples
b : being the same as another 2 : of or relating to a card game in
which players play identical hands in order to compare scores

^duplicate n 1 : either of two things that exactly resemble or cor-
respond to each other; specij : a legal instrument essentially
identical with another and having equal validity as an original
2 : COPY, COUNTERPART Syn see REPRODUCTION

3du.pli.cate \'d(y)u-pH-.kat\ vt 1 : to- make double or twofold
2 : to make a duplicate of

dU'pli'Ca.tion \,d(y)u-pli-'ka-shan\ n 1 a : an act or process of
duplicating b : the quality or state of being duplicated 2 ; dupli-
cate, COUNTERPART — dU'Pli'CB'tive \'d (y)ii-pli-,kat-iv\ adj

du*pli*ca.tor \'d(y)ii-pli-,kat-3r\ n ; one that duplicates; specij
; a machine for making copies of typed, drawn, or printed matter

du-plic-i-ty \d(y)u-'plis-at-e\ n 1 : doubleness of thought, speech,
or action; esp ', deception by pretending to feel and act one way
while acting another 2 : the quality or state of being double or
twofold 3 : the technically incorrect use of two or more distinct

items (as claims, charges, or defenses) in a single legal action
du*ra>l}il*i>ty \,d(y)ur-a-'bil-at-e\ n : the quahty or state of being
durable

du.ra-hle \'d(y)ur-3-bal\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L durabilis, fr.

durare to last] : able to endure syn see lasting — du*ra>ble'ness
n — du>ra>bly \-ble\ adv
durable goods n pi ; goods of relatively long usefulness
Du-ral-u-min \d(y)u-'ral-ya-man, ,d(y)ur-3-*lU-m3n\ trademark —
used for an alloy of aluminum, copper, manganese, and magnesium
comparable in strength and hardness to soft steel

du.ra ma.ter \'d(y)ur-3-.mat-3r, -,m"at-\ n [ME, fr. ML, lit., hard
mother] : the tough fibrous membrane that envelops the brain and
spinal cord external to the arachnoid and pia mater
du-ra-men \d(y)u-'ra-m3n\ n [NL, fr. L, hardness, fr. durare to
harden] : heartwood
du*rance \'d(y)ur-an(t)s\ n [MF, fr. durer] : imprisonment
dU<ra>tion \d(y)u-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : continuance in time 2 : the
time during which something exists or lasts

dUi'bar \'d3r-,bar\ « [Hindi darbar, fr. Per, fr. dar door + bar
admission, audience] 1 : court held by a native Indian prince
2 : a formal reception marked by pledges of fealty given to a
native Indian or African prince by his subjects or to the British
monarch by native princes

du.ress \d(y)u-'res\ n [ME duresse, fr. MF duresce hardness,
severity, fr. L duritia, fr. durus] 1 : forcible restraint or restriction
2 ; compulsion by threat; specij : unlawful constraint
Dur.ham V'dsr-sm, 'da-ram, 'dur-3m\ « [Durham co., England]

: shorthorn
du>ri<an \'dur-e-3n, -e-,an\ n [Malay] 1 : a large oval tasty but
foul-smelling fruit with a prickly rind 2 : an East Indian tree
{Durio zibethinus) of the silk-cotton family that bears durians

dur-ing \.d(y)ur-ia\ prep [ME, fr. prp. of duren to last, fr. OF
durer, fr. L durare to harden, endure, fr. durus hard; perh. akin to
Skt aru wood — more at tree] 1 : throughout the duration of
<swims every day -^ the summer) 2 ; at a point in the course of
; IN <takes his vacation --^ July)

dur-mast \'d3r-,mast\ n [perh. alter, of dun mast, fr. 'rfu/i + mast]
: a European oak {Quercus sessilijlora or Q. peiraea) valued esp.
for its dark heavy tough elastic wood
durn \'d3m\ durned \'d3m(d)\ var oj darn, darned
dU>ro \'du(3)r-(,)o\ n [Sp, short for peso duro hard peso] : a
Spanish or Spanish American peso or silver dollar
du-roc \'d(y)u(3)r-.ak\ n IDuroc, 19th cent. Am stallion] ojten
cap ; any of a breed of large vigorous red American hogs

du-roin-e-tei \d(y)u-'ram-3t-3r\ n ; an instrument for measuring
hardness

dur>ra \'dur-9\ n [At dhurah] ; any of several grain sorghums
widely grown in warm dry regions
du>rum wheat \.d(y)ur-am-, .dsr-om-, .da-ram-N ?i [NL durum, fr.

L, neut. of durus hard] : a wheat (Triticum durum) that yields a
glutenous flour used esp. in macaroni and spaghetti
idusk \'dask\ adj [ME dosk, alter, of OE dox; akin to L juscus
dark brown, OE dunn dun, dust dust] ; dusky
2dusk 1'/ ; to become dark '*- vr ; to make dark or gloomy
3dUSk n 1 : the darker part of twilight esp. at night 2 ; GLOOM
dusk-i-ly \'das-ka-le\ adv : in a dusky manner
dusk.i-ness \-ke-nas\ n : the quality or state of being dusky
dusky \'das-ke\ adj 1 ; somewhat dark in color; specij : having
dark skin 2 : marked by slight or deficient light : shadowy
syn dusky, swarthy, tawny mean dark and dull, dusky implies

a nearly complete absence of both light and color; swarthy and
tawny apply to darkness of color only, swarthy to a shade
verging on or suggesting blackness, tawny to a tan or yellowish
brown color syn see in addition dark
idust \'d3st\ n [ME, fr. OE dUst; akin to L jurere to rage, Gk
thyein] 1 : fine dry pulverized particles of earth or other matter
2 : the particles into which something disintegrates 3a: some-
thing worthless b : a state of humiliation 4a: the earth esp.

as a place of burial b : the surface of the ground 5 a : a cloud of
dust b : confusion, disturbance 6 archaic : a single particle

(as of earth) 7 Brit : sweepings or other_refuse ready for collection— dust'less \-l3S\ adj — dust'like \-,lik\ adj
2dust VI 1 archaic : to make dusty 2 a : to make free of dust
b : to prepare to use again 3 a : to sprinkle with fine particles

b : to sprinkle in the form of dust -^ vi 1 of a bird : to work dust
into the feathers 2 : to remove dust 3 : to give off dust

dust.bin \'das(t1-,bin\ n, Brit t a trash or garbage can
dust bowl n : a region that suffers from prolonged droughts and
dust storms — dust bowl-er \-,b6-l3r\ n

dust devil n : a small whirlwind containing sand or dust
dust«er \'das-tar\ /i 1 : one that removes dust 2 a : a lightweight
overgarment to protect clothing from dust b : a dress-length
housecoat 3 : one that scatters fine particles; specij ; a device for
applving insecticidal or fungicidal dusts to crops

dust-i.ly \'das-ja-le\ adv :.in a dusty manner
dust.i*ness \-te-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being dusty
dust jacket n : a paper cover for a book
dust*man X'das^^-manX n. Brit : a trash or garbage collector
dust-pan \'das(t)-,pan\ n : a shovel-shaped pan for sweepings
dust storm n l ; a dust-laden whirlwind that moves across an arid
region and is usu. associated with hot dry air and attended by high
electrical tension 2 : strong winds bearing clouds of dust

dust-up \'d3s-.tap\ n : quarrel, row
dusty \'das-te\ adj 1 : filled, covered, or abounding with dust
2 : consisting of dust : powdery 3 : resembling dust

dusty miller n : any of several plants (as a mullein pink) having
ashy-gray or white tomentose leaves
dutch \'d3ch\ adv, ojten cap : with each person paying his own way
iDutch \'d9ch\ adj [ME Duch, fr. MD duutsch; akin to OHG
diutisc German, Goth thiudisko gentile, thiuda people. Oscan touto
city] 1 a archaic X of or relating to the Germanic peoples of Ger-
many, Austria. Switzerland, and the Low Countries b : of or
relating to the Netherlands or its inhabitants c slang : German
2 a archaic : of, relating to, or in any of the Germanic languages of
Germany. Austria. Switzerland, and the Low Countries b : of,

relatins to. or in the Dutch of the Netherlands 3 : of or relating

to the Pennsylvania Dutch or their language — Dutoh>ly adv
SDutch n 1 a archaic (1) : any of the Germanic languages of Ger-
many, Austria, Switzeriand, and the Low Countries (2) ; German 2
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Dutch door

b : the Germanic language of the Netherlands 2 Dutch pi a
archaic : the Germanic peoples of Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
and the Low Countries h archaic : Germans la, lb c : the people
of the Netherlands 3 : Pennsylvania dutch 4 slang : dander
(his Dutch is up> 5 : disfavor, trouble <in Dutch with his boss)

Dutch clover n : white dutch clover
Dutch courage n : courage due to intoxicants
Dutch door n : a door divided horizontally so that
the lower part can be shut while the upper remains
open
Dutch elm disease n : a disease of elms caused by
a fungus {Ceratostomella ulmi) and characterized
by yellowing of the foliage, defoliation, and death
Dutch hoe n : scuffle hoe
dutch.man X'dach-manV n 1 cap a archaic : a
member of any of the Germanic peoples of Ger-
many, Austria. Switzerland, and the Low Coun-
tries h : a native or inhabitant of the Netherlands
c ; a person of Dutch descent d slang : German
la, lb 2 : a device for hiding or counteracting structural defects

Dutch-man's-breech.es \,d3ch-msnz-'brich-az\ n pi but sing or pi
in constr : a delicate spring-flowering herb (Dicentra cucuUaria)
of the fumitory family occurring in the eastern U .S . and having finely

divided leaves and cream-white double-spurred flowers
Dutch oven n l : a metal shield for roasting before an open fire

2 I a brick oven in which cooking is done by the preheated walls
3 a : a cast-iron kettle with a tight cover that is used for baking in
an open fire bra heavy pot with a tight-fitting domed cover
Dutch treat n : a treat for which each person pays his own way
Dutch uncle n : one who admonishes sternly and bluntly
du*te>oiis \'d(y)Ut-e-9s\ adj [irreg. fr. duty'i : oirriFUL, obedient
du>tl<ahle \'d(y)ut-e-3-b3l\ adj : subject to a duty <~ imports)
dU'tl'fUl \'d(y)iit-i-f3l\ adj 1 : filled with or motivated by a sense
of duty <a ~ son) 2 ; proceeding fromor expressive of a sense of
duty <~ affection) — du.ti'ful-ly \-f3-Ie\ adv — du-ti-ful.ness n

du.ty \'d(y)Ut-e\ n [ME diiete, fr. AF dueti, fr. OF deu due]
1 : conduct due to parents and superiors ; respect 2a: the action
required by one's position or occupation h : assigned service or
business; specij : active military service 3 a : a moral or legal
obligation b : the force of moral obUgation 4 ; tax; esp ; a tax
on imports 5 a (1) : the work done by a machine under given
conditions (2) ; a measure of efficiency expressed in terms of the
amount of work done in relation to the energy consumed b (1)

: the service required (as of an electrical machine) under specified
conditions of load and rest (2) : use, service 6 : the quantity of
irrigation water required to fill the needs of the area of a particular
crop syn sec function, obligation, task

du.um.vir \d(y)u-*3m-vsr\ n [L. fr. duum (gen. of duo two) + vir

man] 1 : one of two Roman officers or magistrates constituting a
board or court 2 ; one of two men jointly holding power
du>um*vi>rate \-v3-r3t\ n l : two people associated in high office

2 : government or control by two people
duve-tyn \'d(y)U-v3-,ten, 'dav-,ten\ n [F duvetine, fr. duvet down,
fr. MF, alter, of (assumed) MF dumet, dim. of OF dun, dum down,
fr. ON dunn — more at down] : a smooth lustrous velvety fabric
idwarl \'dw6(3)rf\ n, pi dwarfs \'dw6(3)rfs\ or dwarves
\'dw6(3)rvz\ ojten attrib [ME dwerg, dwerj, fr. OE dweorg, dweorh;
akin to OHG twerg dwarf] 1 : a person much below the usual in
stature 2 ; an animal or plant much below normal size 3 ; a
small legendary manlike being usu. misshapen and ugly and skilled

as an artificer 4 : a star (as the sun) of ordinary or low luminosity
and relatively small mass and size — dwarf* ness n
2dwarf v/ 1 : to make into a dwarf 2 : to stunt the intellectual or
moral development of 3 : to cause to appear smaller ^^ v/ : to
become smaller — dwari*lsh \'dw6r-fish\ adj

dwell \*dwel\ vi dwelt \'dwelt\ or dwelled X'dweld, 'dwelt\
dwell'lng [ME dwellen, fr, OE dwellan to go astray, hinder; akin
to OHG twellen to tarry] 1 : to remain for a time 2 a : to Uve as a
resident : reside b : exist, lie 3a; to keep the attention directed
; linger b : to expatiate insistently — dwell-er n

dwell.ing n : a building or other shelter in which people live : house
dwln.dle \'dwin-d=l\ vb dwin-dling \-(d)lio. -d'l-io\ [prob. freq.

of dwine (to waste away)] vi : to become steadily less : shrink -^ yt

: to make steadily less syn see decrease
DX \(')de-'eks\ n ; distance — used of long-distance radio trans-

dy- or dye- comb form [LL, fr. Gk, fr. dyo'\ : two (rfj'archy)

dy.ad \'dT-.ad, -ad\ n [LL dyad-, dyas, fr. Gk. fr. dyo"] 1 : pair
2 ; a meiotic chromosome after separation of the two homologous
members of a tetrad — dy-ad>iG \di-'ad-ik\ adj
Dy.ak var oj dayak
dy-ar-Chy \'dT-,ar-ke\ n ; a government with two sets of authorities

dyb'buk \'dib-3k\ n [LHeb dibbUql : a wandering soul believed in
Jewish folklore to enter and possess a person
Idye \'dT\ n [ME dehe, fr. OE deah, deag: akin to l^jumus smoke]
1 ; color from dyeing 2 : a soluble or insoluble coloring matter

2dye vb dyed; dye.ing vt 1 ; to impart a new and often permanent
color to esp. by impregnating with a dye 2 ; to impart (a color)

by dyeing '«- vi ; to take up or impart color in dyeing — dy-er
\'dT(-9)r\n

dy.er's-weed \'dTC-3)rz-,wed\ n ; any of several dye-yielding plants

dye.stuff \'dT-,st3f\ n : dye 2

dye-weed \'dT-,wed\ n l : woodwaxen 2 ; a small American
weedy composite herb (Eclipta alba) with yellowish white flowers

dye.wood \-,wud\ n : a wood (as logwood or fustic) frota which
coloring matter is extracted for dyeing
dying pres part of die
dyke var oJ dike
dyuam- or dynamo- comb Jorm [prob. fr. F, fr. Gk, fr. dynamisl
Z power (d^namograph)
ldy>nam*ic \dT-'nam-lk\ adj [F dynamique, fr. Gk dynamikos
powerful, fr. dynamis power, fr. dynasthai to be able] 1 a : of or
relating to physical force or energy b : of or relating to dynamics
: active 2a: marked by continuous usu. productive activity or

change b : marked by energy : forceful — dy.nam*l*cal
\-i-kal\ adj — dy-nam-i-caMy \-i-kCs-)le\ adv
adynamic n 1 a : dynamics 2 b : a dynamic force 2 : dynamics 3
dy.nam.ics \di-'nam-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : a branch
of mechanics that deals with forces and their relation primarily to
the motion but sometimes also to the equilibrium of bodies of
matter 2 : the driving physical, moral, or intellectual forces of any
area or the laws relating to them 3 ; the pattern of change or
growth of an object or phenomenon 4 : variation and contrast in
force or intensity (as in music)
dy.na.mism \'dT-na-,miz-3m\ « 1 a : a theory that explains the
universe in terms of forces and their interplay b : dynamics 3
2 ; a dynamic or expansionist quality — dy.na.mist \-m3st\ n— dy-na.mis.tic \,dr-n3-'mis-tik\ adj
idy.na-mite \'dT-n3-,mTt\ n 1 : a blasting explosive that is made
of nitroglycerin absorbed in a porous material and that sometimes
contains ammonium nitrate or cellulose nitrate; also ; a blasting
explosive that contains no nitroglycerin 2 : one that has explosive
force — dy>na>mit>ic \,dT-na-'mit-ik\ adj
^dynamite vt 1 ; to blow up with dynamite 2 : to cause the com-
plete failure or destruction of — dy.na.mit.er n
dy.na.mo \'dT-n3-,mo\ n [short for dynamoelectric machine'^
1 : generator 3 2 : a forceful energetic individual

dy.na.mo. electric \,dT-n9-mo-3-'lek-trik\ adj [ISV] : relating to
the conversion by induction of mechanical energy into electrical
energy or vice versa

dy.na.mom.e.ter \,dT-na-'mam-3t-3r\ n [F dynamometre, fr.

dynam- + -metre -meter] 1 : an instrument for measuring mechan-
ical force 2 ; an apparatus for measuring mechanical power (as
of an engine) — dy.na»mo.met-ric _\,dI-n3-rao-'me-trik\ adj— dy.na.mom-e.try \,dT-na-'mam-3-tre\ n
dy>na>mo.tor \'dT-na-,m6t-ar\ n Idynamo -¥ motor"] ; a motor
generator combining the electric motor and generator

dy.nast \'di-,nast, -nast\ n [L dynastes, fr. Gk dynastes, fr. dy-
nasthai to be able, have power] : ruler

dy.naS'tic \dT-'nas-tik\ adj : of or relating to a dynasty — dy>nas-
ti-cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

dy.nas-ty X'dl-ns-ste, -,nas-te. esp Brit 'din-s-steV n 1 ; a succession
of rulers of the same line of descent 2 : a powerful group or family
that maintains its position for a considerable time

dy.na.tron \'dT-na-,tran\ n [Gk dynamis power] : a vacuum tube
in which the secondary emission of electrons from the plate results
in a decrease in the plate current as the plate voltage increases
dyne \'dTn\ n [F, fr. Gk dynamis'i : the unit of force in the cgs
system equal to the force that would give a free mass of one gram an
acceleration of one centimeter per second per second
Dy.nel \dT-'neI\ trademark 1 — used for a synthetic textile fiber
made from a gasand a liquid 2 ; yam or fabric made of Dynel fiber
dy.node \'dT-,n5d\ n [Gk dynamis"] : an electrode in an electron
tube that functions to produce secondary emission of electrons

dys- prejix [ME dis- bad, difficult, fr. MF & L; MF dis-, fr. L dys-, fr

Gk; akin to OE to-, te- apart. Skt dus- bad, difficult] 1 : ab-
normal (dj'jhidrosis) 2 : difficult {dysphagiay — compare eu-
3 ; impaired (rfj^sfunction) 4 ; bad <d;'5logistic) — compare eu-

dyS'Cra.sia \dis-'kra-2h(c-)3\ n [NL, fr. ML. bad mixture of
humors, fr. Gk dyskrasia, fr. dys- + krasis mixture — more at
crasis] : an abnormal condition of the body

dys-en.ter.ic \,dis-'n-'ter-ik\ adj : of or relating to dysentery
dys-en.tery \'dis-''n-,ter-e\ n [ME dissenterie, fr. L dysenteria, fr.

Gk, fr. dys- + enteron intestine — more at inter-] 1 : a disease
characterized by severe diarrhea with passage of mucus and blood
and usu. caused by infection 2 X diarrhea

dys-func.tion \(')dis-'f3o(k)-sh3n\ n ; Impaired or abnormal
functioning — dys»iunC'tion.al \-shnal. -shan-'l\ adj

dyS'gen.ic \(')dis-'ien-ik\ adj 1 : detrimental to the hereditary
qualities of a stock 2 : biologically defective or deficient

dys.gen.ics \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr ; the study of racial degen-

(

dys.lo.gis.tic \,dls-l3-'jis-tik\ adj Idys- + -logistic (as In eulogistic)^

; uncomplimentary — dyS'lo.giS'ti.caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
dys.men.or.rhea \(,)dis-,men-3-'re-3\ n [NL] : painful menstrua-
tion — dys.meu.or-rhe.al \-'re-sI\ or dys-men-or-rhe-ic
\-'re-lk\ adj

dys.pep.Sia \dis-'pep-sh3, -se-s\ n [L, fr. Gk, fr. dys- + pepsis
digestion, fr. peptein. pessein to cook, digest] : indigestion

Idys.pep.tiC \-'"pep-tik\ adj 1 : relating to or having dyspepsia
2 : gloomy, cross — dys.pep.ti.cal.ly \-ti-k(9-)le\ adv

^dyspeptic n : a person having dyspepsia
dys.pha.gia \dis-'fa-j(e-)3\ n [NL] : difficulty in swallowhig
— dyS'Phag.ic \-'faj-ik\ adj

dys°pha.sia \dis-'fa-zh(e-)a\ n [NL] : loss of or deficiency In the
power to use or understand language caused by injury to or disease

of the brain — dys.pha.sic \-'fa-2ik\ n or adj
dyS'pho.nia \dis-'fo-ne-3\ n [NL] : defective use of the voice
— dys.phon.ic \-'fan-ik\ adj

dys.pho.ria \dis-'for-e-3, -'f6r-\ n [NL, fr. Gk, fr. dysphoros hard
to bear, fr. dys- + pherein to bear — more at bear] : a state of
feeling unwell or unhappy — dys-phor-ic \-'f6r-ik, -'far-\ adj

dys.pla.sia \dis-'pla-zh(e-)3\ n [NL] : abnormal growth or de-
velopment (as of organs or cells); broadly : abnormal anatomic
structure due to such growth — dys-plas-tic \-'plas-tik\ adj

dys-pnea \'dis(p)-ne-3, dis(p)-'ne-3\ /i[L dyspnoea, fr.Gk dyspnoia,

fr. dyspnoos short of breath, fr. dys- + pnein, to breathe] : difficult

or labored respiration — dys-pne-ic \dis(p)-'ne-ik\ adj
dys.pro.Si.um \dis-'pro-ze-3m\ n [NL, fr. Gk dysprositos hard to

get at, fr. dys- + prositos approachable, fr. prosienai to approach,
fr. pros- + ienai to go] : an element of the rare-earth group that

forms highly magnetic compounds — see element table

dys.tro.phic \dis-'traf-ik, -'tro-fik\ adj 1 : relating to or caused by
fauky nutrition 2 oj a lake ; brownish with much dissolved humic
matter, a small bottom, fauna, and a high oxygen consumption

dys.tro.phy \'dis-tr3-fe\ n [NL dystrophia, fr. dys- -h -trophia

-trophy] : imperfect nutrition; specij : any of several neuromuscular
disorders — compare muscular dystrophy

dyS'Uria \dish-'(y)ur-e-3j dis-'yur-\ n [NL, fr. Gk dysowia, fr.

dys- -t- I -una] : difficult or painful discharge of urine
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e \'e\ n, ojten cap, ojten atir&j 1 a : the fifth
letter of the English alphabet b : a graphic
representation of this letter c : a speech
counterpart of orthographic e 2 ; the tone E
3 ; a graphic device for reproducing the letter e
4 ; one designated e esp. as the fifth in order
orclass; specij ; the base of the system of nat-
ural logarithms having the approximate nu-
merical value 2.71828 5 a : a grade ratinga
student's work as poor and usu. constituting
a conditional pass h : one graded or rated
with an E 6 ; something shaped like the

letter E
e- prejlx [ME, fr. OF & L; OF, out, forth, away. fr. L, fr. ex-'i

1 a : not <ecarinate> b ; missing : absent <edental> 2 : out
; on the outside (escribe) 3 : thoroughly <evaporize> 4 : forth
<eradiate> 5 : away <eluvlum>
leach \'ech\ adj [ME ech, fr. OE sic: akin to OHG iogiUh each;
both fr. a prehistoric WGmc compound whose first and second
constituents respectively are represented by OE a always and by OE
gelic alike] : being one of two or more distinct individuals iaavtng
a similar relation and often constituting an aggregate
2each pron 1 ; each one 2 : all considered one by one
3each adv : to or for each ; apiece
each other pron : each of two or more In reciprocal action or rela-
tion (looked at each other in surprise)

ea^ger \'e-gar\ adj [ME egre, fr. OF aigre, fr. L acer'i 1 a archaic
; KEEN, SHARP b obs \ SOUR 2 I marked by keen, enthusiastic, or
impatient desire or interest — ea.ger.ly adv — ea-ger-ness n
syn AVID. KEEN, ANXIOUS, ATHiRST: EAGER Implies ardof and en-

thusiasm and sometimes impatience at delay or restraint; avid adds
to EAGER the implication of insatiability or greed; keen suggests
intensity of interest and quick responsiveness in action; anxious
emphasizes fear of frustration or failure or disappointment;
ATHIRST stresses yearning but not, as avid does, insatiability nor
does it connote, as eager and keen do, readiness for action
eager beaver n : one who is unduly zealous in performing his as-
signed duties and in volunteering for more

ea.gle \'e-g3l\ n [ME egle, fr. OF aigle, fr. L aquUa'\ 1 : any of
various large diurnal birds of prey of the accipiter family noted
for their strength, size, graceful figure, keenness of vision, and
powers of flight 2 : any of various esp. emblematic or symbolic
figures or representations of an eagle: as a ; the standard of the
ancient Romans b : the seal or standard of a nation (as the
U.S.) having an eagle as emblem c ; one of a pair of silver insignia
of rank worn by a military colonel or a naval captain 3 ; a ten*
dollar gold coin of the U.S. bearing an eagle on the reverse 4 : a
golf score of two strokes less than par on a hole — compare birdib

ea-glet \^e-gl9l\ n ; a young eagle
ea.gre \'e-g3r\ n [origin unknown] : a tidal bore
eal'dot'inan \'al-dar-m3n\ n [OE — more at alderman] ; the
chief officer in a shire or other district in Anglo-Saxon England
-ean — see -an
lear \'i(3)r\ n [ME ere, fr. OE
eare; akin to OHG ora ear, L auris,

Gk ouj] 1 a : the characteristic
vertebrate organ of hearing and
equilibrium consisting in the typical
mammal of a sound-collecting outer
ear separated by a membranous
drum from a sound-transmiiung
middle ear that in turn is separated
from a sensory inner ear by mem-
branous fenestrae b : any of vari-
ous organs capable of detecting
vibratory motion 2 : the external
ear of man and most mammals
3 a ; the sense or act of hearing ear: J pinna, 2 lobe, 3 tym-
b : acuity of hearing c : sensi- panic membrane, 4 incus, 5
tivity to musical tone and pitch malleus, 6 tympanum, 7
4 : something resembling in shape stapes, 8 vestibule, 9 cochlea,
or position a mammalian ear: as 10 semicircular canals, 11
a : a projecting part (as a lug or auditory nerve, 13 eustachian
handle) b ; either of a pair of tufts tube, 13 auditory meatus
of lengthened feathers on the head
of some birds 5 a ; sympathetic attention b : awareness, notice

aear n [ME er, fr. OE ear: akin to OHG ahir ear, OE ecg edge —
more at edge] : the fruiting spike of a cereal (as Indian com)
including both the seeds and protective structures — ear vi

ear.ache \'i(3)r-,ak\ n : an ache or pain in the ear
ear>drop Vi(a)r-,drap\ n : earring; esp : one with a pendant
ear.drum \-,dr3m\ n ; tympanic membrane
eared \'i(3)rd\ adj l : having ears 2 : ha%dng external ears
eared seal n : any of various seals constituting the eared-seal family
(Otariidae), including the sea lions and fur seals, and having inde-
pendent mobile hind limbs and small well-developed external ears

ear*flll \'i(a)r-,ful\ n : an outpouring of news or gossip
ear-ing \'i(3)r-ir)\ i [perh. fr. 'ear] ; a Une used to fasten a comer
of a sail to the yard or gaff or to haul a reef cringle to the yard

earl \'3rC-3)l\ n [me erl, fr. OE eorl warrior, nobleman; akin to
ON jarl warrior, nobleman] ; a member of the third grade of the
British peerage ranking below a marquess and above a viscount

ear>less seal \,i(3)r-las-\ n : any of various seals constituting the
earless-seal family (Phocidae), including the hair seals, and having
the hind limbs reduced to swimming flippers and no external ears

ear-U.ness \'3r-le-nas\ n : the quality or state of being early

earl marshal n : a great officer of state in England serving chiefly
as a royal attendant on great ceremonial occasions, as marshal of
state processions, and as head of the College of Arms

ear<lobe \'i(a)r-,16b\ n ; the pendent part of the ear of man or some
fowls
lear.ly \'3r-le\ adv [ME erly, fr. OE xrUce, fr. sr early, soon —
more at ere] 1 : near the beglrming of a period of time or of a
process or series 2a: before the usual time b archaic : soon
C ; sooner than related forms

aearly adj 1 a : of, relating to, or occurring near the begiimlng of
a period of time or of a development or series b (1) : distant in

East time (2) : PRiMirrvE 2 a : occurring before the usual time
; occurring in the near future C ; maturing or producing

than lelated forms

lear-marb \'I(3)r-,mark\ « 1 : a mark of Identification on the
ear of an animal 2 : a distinguishing or identifying mark
^earmark vr 1 : to mark with or as if with an earmark 2 : to des-
ignate for a specific owner, use, or destination
ear*muff \-.maf\ n ; one of a pair of ear coverings connected by
a flexible band and worn as protection against cold
learn \'3ra\ vr [ME ernen, fr. OE earnian} 1 : to receive as retum
for work done or services rendered 2 ; to come to be duly worthy
of or entitled or suited to syn see get — earii*er n
2eam vb [prob. alter, of yearn} obs ; yearn, grieve
lear.nest \'3r-nast\ n [ME ernesl, fr. OE eornost: akin to OHG
ernust earnest] : a serious and intent mental state (in "-')

aearnest adj l : characterized by or proceeding from an intense
and serious state of mind 2 : grave, important syn see serious— ear-nest-ly adv — ear-nest-ness \-n9st-nas, -na-snssX n
searnest n [ME ernes, ernest, fr. OF_ erres, pi. olerre earnest, fr.
L arra, short for arrabo, fr. Gk arrhabon, fr. Heb 'erabhon ] 1 : some-
thing of value given by a buyer to a seller to bind a bargain 2 : a
token of what is to come : pledge
eam>ing5 \'3r-niriz\ n pi 1 i something earned 2 : the balance
of revenue after deduction of related costs and expenses
ear>phone \'i(a)r-.fon\ n : a device that converts electrical energy
into sound waves and is worn over or inserted into the ear
ear-ring \'i(3)r-(.)io, -,rh3\ n : an ornament for the earlobe
ear shell n : abalone
ear-shot \'iOlr-,shat\ n ! the range within which the unaided
voice may be heard

ear-split-ting \-,split-h]\ adj distressingly loud or shrill
leartll X'arthX n [ME erthe, fr. OE eorthe: akin to OHG erda earth,
Gk eroLQ to the ground] 1 : the fragmental material composing
part of the surface of the globe; esp : cultivable soil 2 : the sphere
of mortal life as distinguished from spheres of spirit life — compare
HEAVEN, HELL 3a: areas of land as distinguished from sea and
air b : the solid footing formed of soil : ground 4 ojten cap
: the planet upon which we live, third in order of distance from
the sun — see planet table 5 a : the people of the planet Earth
b : the morial body of man c : the pursuits and interests and
pleasures of earthly life as distinguished from spiritual concerns
6 : the lair of a burrowing animal 7 : a difficultly reducible
metallic oxide (as alumina) formerly classed as an element
syn earth, world, universe mean the entire area in which man

thinks of himself as living, earth is the usual designation of the
material global body, the planet of the sun, but it. often means
the immediate scene of present existence in contrast to the un-
astronomical regions heaven and hell; world is often used as
equal to earth, but may apply to the whole space present to ex-
perience including the earth and all visible celestial bodies; universe
denotes the entire system of created things and physical phenomena
regarded as a unit in its arrangement and operation— on earth : among many possibilities — used as an intensive
searth vt 1 : to drive to hiding In the earth 2 : to draw soil about
(plants) « VI, of a hunted animal : to hide in the ground

earth-born \-,b6(3)m\ adj 1 : bom on this earth : mortal 2 : aris-
ing from the earth or from earthly life (--- cares)
earth-bound \-,baund\ adj 1 a : fast in or to the soil i'^ roots)
b ; restricted to land or to the surface of the earth 2a: bound
by earthly interests b : unimaginative, pedestrl\n

earth.en X'ar-thsn, -th3n\ adj 1 : made of earth 2 : earthly
earlh-en-ware \-.wa(a)r, -.weC3)r\ n : ware made of sUghtly
porous opaque clay fired at low heat

earth-i-ness X'sr-the-nss, -^e-\ n : the quality or state of being
earthy

earth-11-ness X'srth-le-nasV n : the quaUty or state of being earthly
earth-ling \-lii)\ n l : an inhabitant of the earth 2 : worldling
earth-ly \'arth-Ie\ adj 1 a : characteristic of or belonging to this
earth b : relating to man's actual life on this earth 2 : possible
syn terrestrial, mundane, worldly: earthly is used chiefly

in opposition to heavenly ^earthly love) terrestrial in opposition
to celestial, or in distinction to marine, aerial, or arboreal: mun-
dane and worldly both imply a relation to the immediate con-
cerns and activities of men, mundane used in opposition esp. to
eternal {mundane discussion of finances) WORLDLY in opposition
to spiritual {worldly satisfactions)

earth.qnake \-,kwak\ n : a shaking or trembling of the earth that
is volcanic or tectonic in origin
earth science n : any of the sciences that deal with the earth or
with one or more of its parts

earth-shak-ing \-,sha-kio\ adj : of fundamental importance
earth-shine \-,shTn\ n : sunhght reflected by the earth that Il-

luminates the dark part of the moon — called also earthlight

earth-star \-,star\ n ; a globose fungus (genus Geastrum) with a
double wall whose outer layer splits into the shape of a star

earth-ward \'arth-w3rd\ or earth-wards \-w3rdz\ adv : toward
the earth

earth-work \-,w3rk\ n 1 : an embankment or other construction
made of earth; esp : one used as a field fortification 2 : the opera-
tions connected with excavations and embankments of earth

earth-worm \-,w9rm\ n ; a terrestrial annelid worm (class Oligo-
chaeta): esp : any of numerous widely distributed hermaphroditic
worms that constitute a family (Lumbricidae) and that move
through the soil by means of setae

earthy V'sr-the, -tiie\ adj 1 : consisting of or resembling earth
<an ^ flavor) 2 archaic : earthly, worldly 3 a : down-to«
earth, pRAcncAL b : UNREFINED, GROSS {^ humor)
ear-wax \'i(a)r-,waks\ n : cerumen
lear-wig \-,wig\ n [ME erwigge, fr. OE earwicga, fr. eare ear -I-

wicga insect — more at vetch] : any of numerous insects (order
Dermaptera) having slender many-jointed antennae and a pair of
large forceps at the end of the body
aearwig vt ear-wlgged; ear-wig-glng : to annoy or attempt to

influence by private talk

ear-worm \'i(3)r-,w3rra\ n : a larval insect (as the com earworm)
that feeds in the developing maize ear
lease \'ez\ n [ME ese, fr. OF abe convenience, comfort, _fr. L
adjacent-, adjacens neighborhood, fr. neut. of prp. of adjacere to

Ue near] 1 : the state of being comfortable: as a : freedom from
pain or discomfort b ; freedom from care c : freedom from labor
or difficulty d : freedom from embarrassment or constraint : nat-
uralness 2 : relief from discomfort or obligation 3 : FAOLrrY,



ease 261 eccrine

EFFORTLESSNESS — at ease 1 oj a man in military ranks l standing
silently with the right foot in place 2 of a man marching l silent but
relaxed from attention and free to break step

sease vt 1 : to free from something that pains, disquiets, or burdens
2 : to make less painful : alleviate <~ his suffering) 3 a ; to

lessen the pressure or tension of esp. by slackening, lifting, or
shifting b ; to moderate or reduce esp. in amount or intensity

4 : to make less difficult <'-^ credit) 5 a : to put the helm of (a

ship) alee b : to let (a helm or rudder) come back a little after

having been put hard over ^ vi 1 : to give freedom or relief 2 : to
move or pass with freedom 3 : moderate, slacken

ease>ful \'ez-f3l\ adj : restful — ease-lul-ly \-f3-le\ adv
ea>sel \'e-23l\ n [D ezel ass; akin to OE esol ass; both fr. a pre-
historic EGmc-WGmc word borrowed fr. L asinus ass] : a frame
for supporting something (as an artist's canvas)
ease-ment \'ez-m3nt\ n 1 : an act or means of easing or relieving

2 ; a nonprofjtable interest in land owned by another that entitles

its holder to a specific limited use or enjoyment
eas<i4y \'ez-(a-)_le\ adv 1 : in an easy manner 2 : by far

eas-i'liess \'e-ze-n3S\ n : the quality or state of being easy
least \'est\ adv [ME est, fr. OE east; akin to OHG oslar to the
east, L aurora dawn, Gk eos, heos} : to, toward, or in the east

2east adj 1 : situated toward or at the east 2 : coming from the east

3east n la: the general direction of sunrise : the direction toward
the right of one facing north b ; the place on the horizon where the

sun rises when it is near one of the equinoxes c : the cardinal point
directly opposite to west 2 cap ; regions lying to the east of a spec-
ified or implied point of orientation 3 : the altar end of a church
east-bound \'es(t)-,baund\ adJ l traveling or headed east

east by north : a compass point that is one point north of due east

: N78°45'E
east by south : a compass point that is one point south of due east

: S78°45'£
Eas-ter \'e-st3r\ n [ME estre, fr. OE eastre; akin to OHG ostarun
(pi.) Easter; both fr. the prehistoric WGmc name of a pagan spring
festival akin to OE east east] : a feast observed on the first Sunday
after the full moon on or next after the vernal equinox in commem-
oration of Christ's resurrection

EASTER DATES
YEAR ASH EASTER YEAR ASH EASTER

WEDNESDAY WEDNESDAY

1962 Mar 7 Apr 22 1972 Feb 16 Apr 2
1963 Feb 27 Apr 14 1973 Mar 7 Apr 22
1964 Feb 12 Mar 29 1974 Feb 27 Apr 14
1965 Mar i Apr 18 1975 Feb 12 Mar 30
1966 Feb 23 Apr 10 1976 Mar 3 Apr 18
1967 Feb 8 Mar 26 1977 Feb 23 Apr 10
1968 Feb 28 Apr 14 1978 Feb 8 Mar 26
1969 Feb 19 Apr 6 1979 Feb 28 Apr 15
1970 Feb 11 Mar 29 1980 Feb 20 Apr 6
1971 Feb 24 Apr 11 1981 Mar 4 Apr 19

Easter egg n ; an egg used to celebrate Easter: as a : an egg dyed
in bright colors b : a symbolic representation of an egg
Easter lily n : any of several white cultivated lilies that bloom in

early spring
east-er-ly \'e-st3r-Ie\ adv {or adj) [obs. caster (eastern)] 1 : from
the east 2 : toward the east
Easter Monday n : the Monday after Easter observed as a legal

holiday in parts of the British CommonweaUh
east-ern \'e-st3m\ adj [ME astern, fr. OE easterne; akin to OHG
ostroni eastern, OE east east] 1 ojten cap ; of, relating to. or char-
acteristic of a region usu. designated East 2 cap a : of, relating to,

or being the Christian churches originating in the church of the

Eastern Roman Empire b : Eastern Orthodox 3 a : lying toward
the east b : coming from the east — east*ern*most \-,most\ adj
East>ern.er \'e-st3(r)-n3r\ n : a native or inhabitant of the East;
esp : a native or resident of the eastern part of the U.S.
eastern hemisphere n : the half of the earth to the east of the
Atlantic ocean including Europe, Asia, and Africa

Eastern Orthodox adj : of or consisting of the Eastern churches
that form a loose federation according primacy of honor to the
patriarch of Constantinople and adhering to the decisions of the
first seven ecumenical councils and to the Byzantine rite

eastern time n, ojten cap E ; the time of the 5th time zone west of
Greenwich that includes the eastern U.S.
Eas>ter>tide \'e-st9r-,tTd\ n : the period from Easter to Ascension
Day, to Whitsunday, or to Trinity Sunday

east<ing \'e-stir]\ n 1 : difference in longitude to the east from the
last preceding point of reckoning 2 : easterly progress
east-northeast n — see compass card
east-southeast n — see compass card
least-ward \'es-tw3rd\ adv (or adj) : toward the east
2eastward n ; eastward direction or part (sail to the '^>

east-wards X'es-twardzX adv ; eastward
leasy \'e-2e\ adj [ME esy, fr. OF aaisie, pp. of aaisier to ease, fr. a-
ad- (fr. L ad-) + aise ease] 1 : causing or involving little difficulty

or discomfort <— problem) 2 a : not severe : lenient b : not
steep or abrupt i--^ slope) c : not difficult to endure or undergo
<'-' penalty) d : readily prevailed on i--^ prey) e (1) : plentiful in
supply at low or declining interest rates <'^ money) (2) : less in
demand and usu. lower in price (bonds were easier} t : read and
understood without difficulty (^ language) 3 a : marked by
peace and comfort (-^ life) b : not hurried or strenuous (-^ pace)
4 a : free from pain, annoyance, or anxiety to : marked by social
ease <,-^ manners) c : showing a disinclination to energetic indi-
vidual action or resolute independent thought (— disposition)
6 a ; giving ease, comfort, or relaxation ('^ furniture) b : pleas-
ing, PLEASANT i^ circumstances) c : fitting comfortably (an '^

shoe) d : marked by ready facility ('^ flowing style) e : felt or
attained to readily, naturally, and spontaneously ("-^ emotions)
Syn EASY, FACILE, SIMPLE, LIGHT, EFFORTLESS, SMOOTH mean not
demanding effort or involving difficulty, easy is applicable either
to persons or things imposing tasks or to activity required by such
tasks; facile often adds to easy the connotation of undue haste or
shallowness; simple stresses ease in understanding or dealing with
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because lacking In intricacy; light stresses freedom from what is

burdensome, and often suggests quickness of movement; effort-
less stresses the appearance of ease and usu. implies the prior
attainment of artistry or expertness; smooth stresses the absence or
removal of all difficulties or hardships or obstacles syn see in
addition comfortable
2easy adv 1 ; easily 2 : slowly, cautiously
easy'go.ing Ve-ze-'go-iqV adj 1 : taking life easily: as a : placid
b : indolent and careless c : morally lax 2 ; unhurried, com-
fortable — easy.go.ing.ness n

eat \'et\ vb ate Vat, chiejly Brit or substand 'et\ eat-en \'et-'n\
eat-ing \'et-io\ [ME eten, fr. OE etan; akin to OHG ezzan to eat,

L edere, Gk edmenai] vt 1 : to take in through the mouth as food
: ingest, chew, and swallow in turn 2 ; to destroy, use up, or
waste by or as if by eating ; devour 3 ; to consume gradually
: corrode '— VI 1 : to take food or a meal 2 : to affect something
by gradual destruction or consumption — used with into — eat*6r
n — eat crow ; to accept what one has fought against — eat
humble pie : to apologize or retract under pressure — eat one's
words : to retract what one has said

leat.able \'et-a-b9l\ adj : fit to be eaten
^eatable n l : something to eat 2 pi : food
eath \'eth\ adv (or adj) [ME ethe, fr. OE eathe; akin to OHG odl
easy and perh. to L avere to long for — more at avid] Scot : easy

eat.ing \'et-io\ adj 1 ; used for eating 2 ; fit to be eaten raw
eau de co-logne \,od-3-k3-'lon\ n, pi eaux de cologne \,6(z)d-aA
[F. lit., Cologne water, fr. Cologne, Germany] : cologne
eau-de-vie \,od-a-'ve\ n, pi eaux-de-vie \,6(z)d-a-\ [F, lit.,

water of life, trans, of ML aqua vitae} : brandy
eaves \'evz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME eves (sing.), fr. OE
ejes: akin to OHG obasa portico, OE tip up — more at up] : the
lower border of a roof that overhangs the wall
eaveS'drop \'ev2-,drap\ vi [prob. back-formation fr. eavesdropper^
lit., one standing under the drip from the eaves] : to listen secretly
to what is said in private — eaves-drop-per n
lebb \'eb\ n [ME ebbe, fr. OE ebba; akin to MD ebbe ebb, OE oj
from — more at of] 1 : the reflux of the tide toward the sea 2 : a
point or condition of decline
2ebb vi 1 ; to recede from the flood 2 : to fall from a higher to a
lower level or from a better to a worse state syn see abate

eb.bet \'eb-3t\ n [ME evete, fr. OE e/ere] : a common green newt
(Triturus viridescens) of the eastern U.S.

<bb tide n 1 ; the tide while ebbing or at ebb 2 ; a period or state
of decline

eb*on \'eb-3n\ adj ; ebony
eb*0-nite \*eb-3-,nTt\ n : hard rubber esp. when black or unfilled

eb>o>nize \-,nTz\ vt ; to stain black in imitation of ebony
leb-O-ny \'eb-3-ne\ n [prob. fr. LL hebeninus of ebony, fr. Gk
ebeninos, fr. ebenos ebony, fr. Egypt hbnjy 1 : a hard heavy wood
yielded by various Old World tropical dicotyledonous trees (genus
Diospyros) of the ebony family (Ebonaceae) 2 a ; a tree yielding
ebony b : any of several trees yielding wood resembling ebony
2ebony adj 1 : made of or resembling ebony 2 : black, dark
ebul-lience \i-'bul-y9n(t)s, -'bal-X n : the quality of lively or en-
thusiastic expression of thoughts or feelings : exuberance

ebul-lient \-y3nt\ adj [L ebullient-, ebulliens, prp. of ebullire to
bubble out, fr. e- + bullire to bubble, boil — more at boil] 1 : boil-
ing, agitated 2 : characterized by ebullience — ebul«lient-ly adv

eb.ul.li.tion \,eb-3-'lish-3n\ n 1 : the act, process, or state of boil-

ing or bubbling up 2 : a sudden violent outburst or display

eb.ur-nat-ed \'eb-3r-,nat-ad\ adj [L eburnus of ivory, fr. ebur ivory]
: hard and dense like ivory — eb-ur-na-tion \,eb-3r-'na-sh3n\ n

ec- or eco- comb jorm [LL oeco- household, fr. Gk oik-, oiko-,

fr. oikos house] : habitat or environment (ecospecies)

ecar.i.nate \(')e-'kar-3-,nat, -n3t\ ady : lacking a keel (an ~ flower)
leccen-tric \ik-'sen-trik, ek-\ adj [ML eccentricus, fr. Gk ekken-
tros, fr. ex out of + kentron center] 1 : not having the same center
(~ spheres) 2 : deviating from some established pattern or from
conventional or accepted usage or conduct 3 a ; deviating from a
circular path b : located elsewhere than at the geometrical center

syn see strange — ec-cen.tri.cal-ly \-tri-k(3-)le\ adv
2eccentric n l : a mechanical device consisting of a disk through
which a shaft is keyed eccentrically and a circular strap which works
freely round the rim of th-* disk for communicating its motion to

one end of a rod whose other end is constrained to move in a
straight line so as to produce reciprocating motion 2 : an eccentric

person
ec-cen.trici.ty \,ek-,sen-'tris-3t-e\ « 1 a : the quality or state of

being eccentric b : deviation from an established pattern, rule, or
norm; esp : odd or whimsical behavior 2 : the ratio of the dis-

tances from any point of a conic section to a focus and the cor-

responding directrix

syn eccentricity, idiosyncrasy mean a strange trait, trick, or
habit, eccentricity stresses divergence from the usual or custom-
ary and suggests at least mild mental aberration; idiosyncrasy
stresses the following of one's particular bent or temperament and
connotes strong individuality and independence of action

ecchy.mo.sis \,ek-i-'mo-S3S\ n [NL, fr. Gk ekchymosis^ : the

escape of blood into the tissues from ruptured blood vessels
— eC'Chy>mot-ic \-'mat-ik\ adj

ecclesi- or ecclesio- comb jorm [ME ecclesi-, fr. LL ecclesia, fr.

Gk ekklesia assembly of citizens, church, fr. ekkalein to call forth,

summon, fr, ex + kalein to call] : church (ecc/e^/ography)

ec.cle-si-as.tic \ik-,le-ze-'as-tik, e-,kle-\ n : clergyman
eccle.si-as-ti.cal \-'as-ti-kal\ or eccle-si-as-tic \-tik\ adj
[ecclesiastical fr. ME, fr. LL ecclesiasticus; ecclesiastic fr. MF
ecclesiastique, fr. LL ecclesiasticus, fr. LGk ekklesiasiikos, fr. Gk,
of an assembly of citizens, fr. ekklesiastes member of an assembly,
fr. ekklesia'\ 1 : of or relating to a church esp. as a formal and
established institution ('^ law) 2 : suitable for u.se in a church
(~ vestments) — ec-cle-si-as-ti-cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)Ie\ adv

eC'Cle-si>as<ti'Cism \-'as-ta-,si2-3m\ n : excessive attachment to
ecclesiastical forms and practices

ec.cle.sl.ol-o-gy \-ze-'al-3-je\ n 1 : the study of church architec-

ture and adornment 2 : theological doctrine relating to the church
eccrine X'ek-ran, -.rln, -,ren\ adj [ISV ec- (fr. Gk ex out) + Gk
krinein to separate] : producing a fluid secretion without removing

i
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above or below and at a certain dis

tance behind and to the right or left of
lirplane ahead b : any of several military units i

cytoplasm from the secreting cells : produced by an eccrine gland
eccri-nol-o.gy \.ek-r3-'nal-3-je\ n [F eccrinologie'} : a branch of
physiology that deals with secretion and secretory organs

ec>dy5>i-ast \ek-'diz-e-,ast, -e-ast\ n : stripteaser
ec-dy-SiS \'ek-ds-sas\ n. pi ecdy-ses \-d3-,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk
ekdysis act of getting out] : the act of molting or shedding an outer
cuticular layer (as in insects and crustaceans)

ece>SiS \i-'se-s3s, -'ke-V n [NL, fr. Gk oikesis inhabitation] : the
establishment of a plant or animal in a new habitat
lech.e.lon \'esh-3-,lan\ n [F echelon,
lit., rung of a ladder] 1 a (1) : an ar-
rangement of a body of troops with its

units each somewhat to the left or
right of the one in the rear like a series

of steps (2) : a formation of units or
individuals resembling such an echelon
(3) : a flight formation in which each

,

airplane flies at a^ «;rtain^ elevation echelon la(3): 1. 2, line of
bearing

1 echelon for-

mation 2 a : one of a series of levels or grades in an organization
or field of activity b : a group of individuals having a particular

responsibility or occupying a particular level or grade
^echelon vb : to form in echelon
ecll>e-ve<ria \.ech-3-v3-'re-a\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Echeveria,
19th cent. Mex botanical illustrator] ; any of a large genus {Eche-
veria) of tropical American succulent plants of the orpine family
having axillary clusters of flowers with erect petals that spread only
at the tips

eclud>na \i-"kid-n3\ n [NL, fr. L, viper, fr. Gk] ; an oviparous
burrowing nocturnal mammal (Tachyglossus aculeatus) of Aus-
tralia, Tasmania, and New Guinea that is somewhat larger than a
hedgehog and has a spiny back, a long tapering snout, a toothless
mouth with a long extensile tongue, and long heavy claws

echin- or echlUO- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk, fr. eckinos sea urchin]
1 : prickle <£c/imodermata> 2 : sea urchin <ec/ii>iite>

echi>nate Xi-'kl-nst, 'ek-s-nst, -,nat\ adj : spiny
echi-nite \'ek-3-,nTt, i-'kT-,nTt\ n ; a fossil sea urchin
ecIU>no.coc>cu5 Vi-.kl-ns-'kak-ss, ,ek-9-n6-\ n [NL, genus name]

; any of a genus {Echinococcus) of tapeworms that alternate a
minute adult living as a commensal in the intestine of carnivores
with a hydatid invading tissues esp. of the liver of cattle, sheep,
swine, and man and acting as a dangerous pathogen
echi.no.derm M-'kT-na-.dsrm, 'ek-a-no-\ n [NL Echinodermata,
phylum name, fr. echin- 4- -dermata (fr. Gk derma skin)] : any of
a phylum (Echinodermata) of radially symmetrical coelomate
marine animals consisting oi the starfishes, sea urchins, and related
forms — echi.nO'der.ma-tous Xi-.ki-ns-'dsr-mst-as, ,ek-3-no-\
adj

eclii-noid \i-'kT-,n6id, 'ek-a-,n6id\ n ; sea urchin
echi>nu>late \i-'kin-ya-l3t, -'kin-, -,lat\ adj_\ set with small spines
or prickles — echi-uu-la-tion \i-,kin-ya-'la-shsn, i-,kin-\ n

echi*nus \i-'kT-n3s\ n, pi echi-ni \-,nI\ [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk echinos
hedgehog, sea urchin, architectural echinus] 1 ; sea urchin
2a: the rounded molding forming the bell of the capital in the
Greek Doric order b : a similar member in other orders
lecho \'ek-(,)o\ n, pi ech-oes [ME ecco, fr. MF_& L; MF echo, fr.

L, fr. Gk echo: akin to L vagire to wail, Gk eche sound] 1 a ; the
repetition of a sound caused by reflection of sound waves b : the
sound due to such reflection 2 a : a repetition or imitation of
another : reflection b : repercussion, result c : trace
d : RESPONSE 3 ; one who closely imitates or repeats another's
words, ideas, or acts 4 ; a soft repetition of a musical phrase
5a: the repetition of a received radio signal due esp. to reflection

of part of the wave from an ionized layer of the atmosphere
b (1) : the reflection of transmitted radar signals by an object
(2) : the visual indication of this reflection on a radarscope

2echo vb echO'ing \'ek-(,)6-iQ, *ek-3-wio\ yi 1 ; to resound with
echoes 2 ; to produce an echo -^ v/ 1 : repeat, imitate 2 : to
send back or repeat (a sound) by the reflection of sound waves
Echo — a communications code word for the letter e

echO-iC \i-'k6-ik, e-\ adj 1 : of or relating to an echo 2 : formed
in imitation of some natural sound : onomatopoeic

eclio.la.lia \,ek-o-'ia-le-s\ n [NL] : the often pathological repeti-

tion of what is said by other people as if echoing them
echo.lo.ca.tion \,ek-5-16-'ka-sh3n\ n : a process for locating dis-

tant or invisible objects by means of sound waves reflected back
to the emitter by the objects
echo sounder n ; sonic depth finder
eclair \a-'kla(a)r. -'kle(a)r, •a-.kla(a)r, -.kle(a)r\ /i[F. lit., lightning]

: an oblong cream puff with whipped cream or custard filling

€clair-cisse.ment \a-kier-se-sma"\ n, pi 6claircissements
\-sma"(z)\ [F] : clarification, enlightenment

eclamp-Sia \e-'klam(p)-se-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk eklampsis sudden
flashing, fr. eklampein to shine forth, fr. ex out + lampein to shine]
; a convulsive state; esp ; an attack of convulsions during preg-
nancy or parturition — eclamp*tic \-'klam(p)-ttk\ adj
^Clat \a-'kla\ n [F, splinter, burst, eclat] 1 : dazzling effect

: brilliance 2 a : ostentatious display : publicity b archaic
: notoriety 3 a : brilliant or conspicuous success b ; acclaim,
applause
leclectic \e-'klek-tik, i-\ adj [Gk eklektikos, fr. ' eklegeln to select,

fr. ex + legein to gather] 1 ; selecting what appears to be best in
various doctrines, methods, or styles 2 : composed of elements
drawn from various sources — eclec>ti<cal>ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

aeclectic n ; one
who uses an ,.-- --.,

eclectic method /' ^^^

or approach
eclec>ti>c ism
\-'klek-t3-.siz-
sm\ n : the theory
or practice of an
eclectic method
iecllpse\i-'kltps\
n [ME. fr. OF.
fr. L eclipsis, fr.

,

Gk ekleipsis, fr.

ekleipein to omit.

fall, suffer eclipse, fr. ex + leipeln to leave— more at loan ] 1 a : the
total or partial obscuration of one celestial body by another b : the
passing into the shadow of a celestial body — compare occuL-
tation, transit 2 : a falling into obscurity, decline, or disgrace

^eclipse vt : to cause an eclipse of : as a : obscure, darken b : to
reduce in importance or repute ; disgrace c ; surpass

leclip.tiC \i-'klip-Uk\ n [ME ecliptik, fr. LL ecliptica linea, lit.,

line of eclipses] 1 : the great circle of the celestial sphere that is the
apparent path of the sun among the stars or of the earth as seen
from the sun ; the plane of the earth's orbit extended to meet the
celestial sphere 2 : a great circle drawn on a terrestrial globe mak-
ing an angle of about 23° 27' with the equator and used for illus-
trating and solving astronomical problems

^ecliptic adj : of or relating to the ecliptic or an eclipse
eclogue X'ek-.log, -,lag\ n [ME eclog, fr. L Eclogae, title of
Vergil's pastorals, lit., selections, pi. of ecloga, fr. Gk ekloge, fr.

eklegein to select] ; a poem in which shepherds are introduced con-
versing : BUCOLIC, idyll
ecIo>sion \i-'kl6-zh3n\ n [F eclosionl oj an insect : the act of emerg-
ing from the pupal case or hatching from the egg

eco see ec-
eco.log>i>cal X.ek-a-'laj-i-kal^ ,e-k3-\ adj : of or relating to ecology— ecO'log-i<cal>ly \-kC3-)le\ adv
ecol>o>gist \i-'kal-3-j3st\ n : a specialist In ecology
ecol-0'gy \-je\ n [G okologie, fr. ok- ec- + -logie -logy] 1 : a
branch of science concerned with the interrelationship of organisms
and their environments 2 : the totality or pattern of relations
between organisms and their environment
econo>met*rlcs \i-,kan-3-'me-triks\ n pi but sing in constr [blend
of economics and metric'^ : the application of statistical methods to
the study of economic data and problems
eco>nom-ic \,ek-3-'nam-ik, ,e-k3-\ adj 1 archaic : of or relating to
a household or its management 2 archaic % economical 2 3 a : of
or relating to economics b : of, relating to, or based on the pro-
duction, distribution, and consumption of goods and services
c : of or relating to an economy 4 : having practical or industrial
significance or uses : affecting material resources 5 : PROFrrABLE

eco*nom*i>caI \-'nam-i-k3l\ adj 1 archaic : economic 2 : given
to thrift : FRUGAL 3 : operating with little waste or at a saving
syn see sparing — eco>nom>l>caMy \-i-kf3-)le\ adv
economic rent n : the return for the use of a factor in excess of
the minimum required to bring forth its service
eco>nom'ics \,ek-s-'nam-iks, ,e-k3-\ n pi but sing or pi in constr,
ojten atirib 1 : a social science concerned chiefly with description
and analysis of the production, distribution, and consumption of
goods and services 2 : economic aspect or significance
econ>0*mist \i-'kan-3-m3st\ n 1 archaic : one who practices
economy 2 : a specialist in economics
econ>o<mize \-,m7z\ vi : to practice economy : be frugal '— v/ : to
use more economically _: save — econ<o<miz<>er n
econ.o<my \i-'kan-3-me\ n, pi economies [MF yconomie, fr. ML
oeconomia, fr. Gk oikonomia, fr. oikonomos household manager, fr.

oikos house + nemein to manage — more at viciNrrY, nimble]
1 archaic : the management of household or private affairs and esp.
expenses 2 a : thrifty use of material resources : frugality in ex-
penditures; also ; an instance or a means of economizing b : the
efficient and sparing use of the means available for the end proposed
3 : the system of arrangement or mode of operation or funcdoning
of something : organization 4 : the structure of economic life

in a country, area^or period;_5peci/_: an economic system
eco.spe<cies \'ek-o-,spe-(,)shez, 'e-ko-, -(,)sez\ n % a subdivision of
a cenospecies capable of free gene interchange between its mem-
bers without impairment of fertility but less capable of fertile

crosses with members of other subdivisions and typically more or
less equivalent to the taxonomic species — eco>spe>cil>ic \,ek-
o-spi-'sif-ik, ,e-k6-\ adj
eco-syS'tem X'ek-o-.sis-tam, *e-ko-\ n : a complex of ecological
community and environment forming a functioning whole in nature

eco-tone V,ton\ n [ec- + Gk tonos tension — more at tone] : a
transition area between two adjacent ecological communities usu.
exhibiting competition between organisms common to both

ecO'type \-,tTp\ n : a subdivision of an ecospecies that comprises
individuals interfertile with each other and with members of other
ecotypes of the same ecospecies but surviving as a distinct group
through environmental selection and isolation and thatjs com-
parable with a taxonomic subspecies — eco-typ-ic \,ek-o-'tip-ik,
.e-ko-\ adj — eco-typ-i-cal-ly X-'tip-i-kCs-MeX, adv

ecru \'ek-(.)ru, 'a-(,)kru\ n [F ecru unbleached, fr. CF escru, fr. es-
completely (fr. L ex-) + cru raw, fr. L crudusi : beige 2
ecsta.sy \'ek-st3-se\ n [ME extasie, fr. MF, fr. LL ecslasis, fr. Gk
ekstasis, fr. existanai to derange, fr. ex out + histanai to cause to
stand] 1 a ; a state of being beyond reason and self-control
b archaic % swooN 2 : a state of overwhelming emotion; esp
: rapturous delight 3 : trance; esp ; a mystic or prophetic trance
syn ecstasy, rapture, transport mean intense exaltation of mind
and feelings, ecstasy and rapture both suggest a state of trance or
near immobility produced by an overmastering emotion; ecstasy
may apply to any strong emotion (as joy, fear, rage, adoration);
RAPTURE usu. implies intense bliss or beatitude, transport applies
to any powerful emotion that lifts one out of oneself and usu.
provokes vehement expression or frenzied acdon

ec<Stat-lC \ek-'stat-ik. ik-'stat-\ ad/[ML ecstaticus, fr. Gk eksiatikos,
fr. existanai} : of, reladng to, or marked by ecstasy — ec-stat*i-
caMy \-'siat-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ect- or ecto- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk ekto-, fr. ektos. fr. ex out —
more at ex-] : outside ; external <ecromere> — compare end-, exo-

ec-to.blast \'ek-t&-,blast\ n [ISV] : epiblast — ec-to-bias.tic
\,ek-t3-'blas-tik\ adj

ec-to-chon-dral \.ek-t9-'kan-dr3l\ adj : occurring on the surface of
cartilage

ec-to.com-men • sal \.ek-(,)to-ka-'men(t)-s3l\ n : an organism that
lives as a commensal on the body surface of another
ec-to-derm \'ek-t»-,darm\ n [ISV ect- + Gk derma skin — more at
derm-] 1 : the outer cellular membrane of a diploblastic animal
2 a : the outermost of the three primary germ layers of an embryo
b ; a tissue (as neural tissue) derived from this germ layer — ec-
to-der-mal V.ek-ts-'dar-malX or ec-to-der.mic \-mik\ adj

eC'to-gen-ic Vek-t3-'jen-ik\ adj : ectogenous
ec.tog.e-nous \ek-'taj-3-nas\ adj : capable of development apart
from the host — used chiefly of pathogenic bacteria
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ec*tO*mere \'ek-ta-,nil(s)r\ n ; a blastomere destined to form
ectoderm — ec>to>mer-ic \,ek-t3-'mer-ik, -'mi(3)r-\ adj
ec-to-morph \'ek-t3-,m6rf\ n [cc/oderm + -morphi ; an ecto-
morphic individual

ec-to-mor-phic \,ek-t3-'ra6r-fik\ adj ; characterized by predomi-
nance of the structures (as nerves) developed from the ectodermal
layer of the embryo : of a Ught type of body build — ec>to<mor-phl-
cal-ly \-fi-k(3-)le\ adv — ec>to>mor-pby \'ek-t3-,m6r-fe\ n

-SC*to*lliy \'ek-t3-me\ n comb form [NL -ectomia, fr. Gk ektemnein
to cut out, fr. ex out + tennein to cut — more at tome] : surgical
removal <gastrec/o/n>'>

ec>to>pa]
lives on
ik\ adj

ec*tO>plasm \'ek-t3-,plaz-9m\ n 1 ; the outer relatively rigid
granule-free layer of the cytoplasm usu. held to be a reversible gel
2 ; a substance held to produce spirit materialization and telekinesis— ec>to>plaS'inic \,ek-t3-'plaz-mik\ adj

ec-to-therm \'ek-t3-,th3rm\ n : a cold-blooded animal ; poikilo-
THERM — ec-tO'ther-mic \,ek-t3-'th3r-mik\ adj
ecu.men.i-cal \,ek-y3-'men-i-k3l\ adj [LL oecumenicus, fr. L Gk
oikoumenikos, fr. Gk oikumene the inhabited world, fr. fem. of
oikoumenos, pres. pass. part, of oikein to inhabit, fr. oikos house]
1 : worldwide or general in extent, influence, or appUcation
2 a : of, relating to, or representing the whole of a body of churches
b : promoting or tending toward worldwide Christian unity or
cooperation — ec>u>me>uic*i<ty \,ek-y3-m3-'nis-3t-e\ n
ecumeiucal patriarch n ; die patriarch of Constantinople as the
dignitary given first honor in the Eastern Orthodox Church
ecze.ma \ig-'ze-m3, 'ek-sa-ma, 'eg-zs-\ n [NL, fr. Gk ekzema, fr.

ekzein to erupt, fr. ex out + xein to boil — more at ex-, yeast] : an
inflammatory condition of the skin characterized by redness, itching,
and oozing vesicular lesions which become scaly, crusted, or
hardened — ec>ze>ma<tous Xig-'zem-st-ss, eg-, -'ze-m3t-\ adj
l-ed \d ajter a vowel or b, g, j, 1, m, n, o, r, th, v, z, zh; sd, id ajter d,
t; t ajter other sounds; exceptions are pronounced at their subentries
or entries\ vb sujjix or adj sujjix [ME, fr. OE -ed, -od, -ad; akin to
OHG -r, pp. ending, L -tus, Gk -tos, suffix forming verbals] 1 —
used to form the past participle of regular weak verbs <ended>
<faderf> (tried) (patted) 2 — used to form adjectives of identical
meanmg from Latm-derived adjectives ending in -ate (crenulated)
3 a : havmg : characterized by (cultured) (two-legged) b ; having
the characterisdcs of (bigoted)

2-ed vb sujjix [ME -ede, -de, fr. OE -de, -ede, -ode, -ade; akin to
OHG -ta, past ending (1st sing.) and prob. to OHG -r, pp. ending]— used to form the past tense of regular weak verbs (judged)
(denied) (dropped)

eda>ci0US \i-'da-shas\ adj [L edac-, edax, fr. edere to eat] 1 ; of or
relating to eating 2 ; voracious — edac-i-ty \i-'das-3t-e\ n
Edam \'ed-am, 'e-,dam\ n {Edam, Netherlands] ; a Dutch pressed
cheese of yellow color and mild flavor made in balls

edaph<ic \i-'daf-ik\ adj [Gk edaphos bottom, ground] 1 : of or
relating to the soil 2a: resulting from or influenced by the soil

rather than the climate b ; autochthonous — edapb-i*cal-ly
\-'daf-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Ed'dic \'ed-ik\ adj [ON Edda"} ; of, relating to, or resembling the
Old Norse Edda which is a 13th century collection of mythological,
heroic, and aphoristic poems in alliterative verse
ed.dy \'ed-e\ n [ME (Sc dial.) ydy, prob. fr. ON itha; akin to
OHG ith- again, L et and] 1 a : a current of water or air running
contrary to the main current; esp ; a small whirlpool b ; a substance
moving similarly 2 : a contrary or circular current — eddy vb

edel-weiss \'ad-'l-,wls, -,vis\ n [G, fr. edel noble + weiss white]
; a small perennial composite herb {Leontopodium alpinum) having
a dense woolly white pubescence and growing high in the Alps
ede-ma \i-'de-_m3\ n [NL, fr. Gk oidema swelling, fr. oidein to swell;
akin to OE ator pus] 1 : an abnormal accumulation of serous
fluid in connective tissue or in a serous cavity 2a: watery swelling
of plant organs or parts b : any of various plant diseases charac-
terized by such swellings — ede-ma>tous \-'dem-st-3s, -'dera-\ adj

Eden \'ed-'n\ n [LL, fr. Heb 'Edhen} 1 : the garden where Adam
and Eve are held to have first Uved 2 : paradise 2 — Eden-iC
\i-'den-ik\ adj

ieden>tate \(')e-'den-.tat\ adj [L edentatus, pp. of edentare to make
toothless, fr. e- + dent-, dens tooth — more at tooth] 1 ; lacking
teeth 2 : being an edentate

^edentate n ; any of an order (Edentata) of mammals having few or
no teeth and including the sloths, armadillos, and New World
anteaters and formerly also the pangolins and the aardvark

eden-tu-lous \(')e-'den-cha-l3s\ adj [L edentulus, fr. e- -H dent-,
densi ; toothless
ledge \'ej\ n [ME egge, fr. OE ecg: akin to L acer sharp, Gk akme
Eoint] la: the cutting side of a blade b : the sharpness of a
lade c : penetrating power : keenness 2 a ; the line where an

object or area begins or ends; also : the narrow adjacent part
: BORDER b ; a point near the beginning or the end c : a favorable
margin : advantage syn see border — edged \'eid\ adj —
on edge : anxious, nervous

2edge vt 1 ; to give an edge to 2 : to move or force gradually
3 : to incline (a ski) sideways so that one edge cuts Into the snow
'— vi : to advance by short moves — edg-er \'ej-ar\ n
edge tool n : a tool with a sharp cutting edge
edge.ways \'ej-jwaz\ or edge-wise \-,wTz\ adv : sideways
edg*l*ly \'e]-a-Ie\ adv : in an edgy manner
edg<i<ness Vej-e-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being edgy
edg-ing n ; something that forms an edge or border
edgy \'ei-e\ adj 1 : having an edge ; sharp 2 ; being on edge
edh \'etli\ n [Icel ethl : a letter 15 used in Old English and in Ice-
landic to represent an interdental fricadve and in some phonetic al-

phabets to represent the voiced interdental fricative (as in then)
ed.i.ble \*ed-3-b3l\ adj [LL edibilis, fr. L edere to eat — more at
EAT] : fit to be eaten : eatable — edible n — ed-i-ble<ness n
edict Ve-,dikt\ n [L edictum, fr. neut. of edictus, pp. of edicere to
decree, fr. c- 4- di'cere to say— more at diction ] : an official public
proclamation having the force of law — edic>tal Vi-'dik-t'^lX adj

ed*i>2i*ca*tion X.ed-s-fa-'ka-shsn^ n : an act or process of edifying— edi>2i*ca>to>ry \i-'dif-3-ka-,tor-c, 'ed-a-fa-ko-, -,t6r-\ adj

ed.l.lice \'ed-3-f3s\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. L aedijicium, fr. aediftcarel
1 : BUILDING; esp : a large building 2 : a large abstract structure

ed.i.fy \*ed-Sr,fi\ vt [ME edijien, fr. MF edijier, fr. LL & L; LL
aedijicare to instruct or improve spiritually, fr. L, to erect a house,
fr. aedes temple, house; akin to OE dd funeral pyre, L aestas sum-
mer] 1 archaic a : build b : establish 2 : to instruct and improve
esp. in moral and religious knowledge : enughten

ed-it \'ed-at\ vt 1 a : to prepare an edition of {^ed Poe's works)
b : to assemble (as a moving picture) by cutting and rearranging
2 : to direct the publication of 3 ; delete — usu. used with out

edi>tlOU \i-'dish-an\ n [MF, fr. L edition-, editio publication, edi-
tion, fr. editus, pp. of edere to bring forth, publish, fr. e- + -dere to
put or -dere (fr. dare to give) — more at do, date] la: the form in
which a text (as a printed book) is published b (1) : the whole
number of copies published at one time (2) ; one of the several
issues of a newspaper for a single day 2 : copy, version

ed-i>tor \'ed-3t-3r\ n 1 : one that edits esp. as an occupation
2 ; a person who writes editorials — ed-i>tor>ship \-,ship\ n

led'i*to-ri-al \,ed-3-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj 1 : of or relating to an
editor <an '>-' office) 2 : being or resembling an editorial (an '^
statement) — ed-i>to<n>aMy \-e-3-le\ adv

^editorial n : a newspaper or magazine article that gives the opinions
of its editors or publishers

ed.i.to-ri.al.ist \-e-3-l3st\ n ; a writer of editorials
ed.i.to.ri.al.iza.tion X-.tor-e-s-Is-'za-shsn, -,t6r-\ n : the action of
editorializing

ed>i>tO'ri-al'ize \,ed-a-'t6r-e-3-,lTz, -'tor-X v/ 1 : to express an
opinion in the form of an editorial 2 : to introduce opinion into
the reporting of facts — ed<i>to>ri>al>iz>er n
Edom-ite \'ed-3-,mrt\ n lEdom (Esau), ancestor of the Edomites]
: a member of a Semitic people living south of the Dead sea in
biblical times
ed.u-ca.ble \'e;j-3-k3-b3l\ also ed-u.cat-able \-,kat-3-b3l\ adj

X capable of being educated
ed>U>cate \'ej-3-,kat\ vt [me educalen to rear, fr. L educatus, pp.
of educare to rear, educate] 1 ; to provide schooling for 2 a : to
develop mentally and morally esp. by instruction b : train, in-
struct syn see teach — ed-u-ca-tor \-,kat-3r\ n

ed>U>cat*ed adj l ; having an education; esp : having an education
beyond the average 2 : giving evidence of education

ed>U>ca>tlon \,ej-3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 a : the action or process of edu-
cating or of being educated; also : a stage of such a process b : the
knowledge and development resulting from an educational process
<a man of little '^> 2 : the field of study that deals mainly with
methods of teaching and learning in schools — ed>u>ca>tion>al
\-shn3l, -sh3n-^l\ adj — ed*u>ca*tion*aMy \-e\ adv

ed-u-ca-tion-ist \-sh(a-)nast\ also ed-u-ca-tion-al-ist \-shn3-
bst, -sh3n-'I-3st\ n 1 chiejly Brit ; a professional educator 2 : an
educational theorist

ed>u-ca>tive \'ej-s-,kat-iv\ adj l : tending to educate ; instruc-
tive 2 : of or relating to education
educe \i-'d(y)iis\ vt [L educere to draw out, fr. e- + ducere to lead]
1 ; to bring out (as something latent) 2 : deduce — educ-ible
\-'d(y)ii-s3-bal\ adj — educ-tion \i-'dak-sh3n\ n
syn educe, evoke, Eucrr, extract, extort mean to draw out

something hidden, latent, or reserved, educe implies the bringing
out of something potential or latent; evoke implies a strong stimulus
that arouses an emotion or an interest or recalls an image or memory
from the past; elicit usu. implies some effort or skill in drawing
forth a response, but is often equal to evoke; extract implies an
effort resembling the physical use of pressure or suction in obtaining
answers or information; extort suggests a wringing or wresting
from one strongly resisting

edUG'tor \i-'d3k-t3r\ n [LL, one that leads out, fr. L eductus, pp. of
educere] : one that educes; specij : ejector 2

Ed-war<dl.an \e-'dward-e-an, -'dw6rd-\ adj : of, relating to, or
characteristic of Edward VII of England or his age— Edwardian n
l-ee \'e, ,e, e\ n sujjix[ME -e, fr. MF -e, fr. -e, pp. ending, fr. L -atusl

1 ; recipient or beneficiary of (a specified action) (appointee)
(grantee) 2 : person furnished with (a specified thing) (patentee)

3 : person that performs (a specified action) (escapee)

2-ee n sujjix [prob. alter, of ->] 1 : one associated with (bargee)
2 : a particular esp. small kind of (bootee) 3 : one resembling or
suggestive of (goatee)

eel \'e(3)l\ n [ME e/e, fr. OE zl; akin to OHG dl eel] 1 a ; any of

numerous voracious elongate snakelike teleost fishes (order

Apodes) that have a smooth slimy skin, lack pelvic fins, and have the
median fins confluent around the tail b : any of numerous other
elongate fishes (as of the order Symbranchii) 2 :_any of various
nematodes — eel-like \'e(3)l-,llk\ adj — eely \'e-le\ adj

eel-grass \'e(a)l-,gras\ n 1 : a submerged marine plant iZostera
marina) with very long narrow leaves abundant along the No. At-
lantic coast and with related forms constituting a monocotyledon-
ous family (Zosteraceae, the eelgrass family) 2 : tape grass

eel-pout \-,paut\ n 1 : any of various marine fishes resembling
blennies (family Zoarcidae) 2 : burbot
eel-worm \-,w3rm\ n ; a nematode worm; esp ; any of various small
free-Uving or plant-parasitic roundworms
i-een \'en\ n sujjix [prob. fr. ratteen] : inferior fabric resembling (a

specified fabric) : imitation (velveteen)

2-een n sujjix [IrGael -T«] chiejly Irish : small one : dear one : petty

or contemptible one — in diminutive noims (buckeen)
e'en \(')en\ adv : even
-eer \'iC3)r\ n sujjix [MF -ier, fr. L -arius — more at -ary] 1 : one
that is concerned with professionally, conducts, or produces
(auctioneer) (pamphleteer) — often m words with derogatory
meaning (profiteer) 2 : contemptible one (patrioteer)

e'er \(')e(3)r, (')a(a)r\ adv : ever
ee-rie also ee-ry \*iC3)r-e\ adj [ME eri, fr. OE earg cowardly,
wretched] 1 chiejly Scot : frightened 2 a : frightening because
of strangeness or gloominess b : strange, mysterious syn see
weird — ee-ri-ly \'ir-3-le\ adv — ee-rl*ness \'ir-e-n3s\. n

et \'ef\ n ; the letter y
ei-lace \i-'fas, e-\ vt [MF ejjacer, fr. ex- + jaceZ 1 : to wipe out

; obliterate 2 : to make indistinct by rubbing out syn see erase
— ef'lace-able \-'fa-s3-b3l\ adj— ef-lace-ment \-'fa-sm9nt\ n—
el-lac-er n

^ kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; & cot, cart; au out; ch chin; e less;
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lel.fect \l-'fekt\ n [ME, fr. MF& L; MF, fr. L ejjectus. fr. ejfectus,

pp. of efjicere to bring about, fr. ex- + Jacere to make, dol
1 : something produced by an agent or cause : result 2 a ; pur-
port, INTENT b : basic meaning : essence 3 : an outward sign
; APPEARANCE 4 ! ACCOMPLISHMENT, FULFILLMENT 5 ! REALFTY,
FACT 6 : power to bring about a result ; influence 7 pi : movable
property : goods 8 a ; a distinctive impression b ; the creation of
a desired impression 9 ; the quality or state of being operative
; OPERATION
Syn EFFECT, CONSEQUENCE, RESULT, EVENT, ISSUE, OUTCOME mean 3

condition or occurrence traceable to a cause, effecf may be chosen
to designate only those factors in a complex situation that may be
definitely attributed to a known and immediate cause; consequence
implies a looser or remoter connection with a cause and usu. im-
plies that the cause is no longer operating; result applies often to
the last in a series of effects; an event is a result that cannot be
foreseen or is at least partly determined by conditions beyond
human control; an issue is often a result that provides an ending or
solving of a difficulty; an outcome is the final result of complex or
conflicting causes or forces

^effect v/ 1 : to bring about : accomplish 2 : produce, make
syn see perform — ef-lect-er n

iet«lec»tive \i-'fek-tiv\ adj la: producing a decided, decisive, or
desired effect b : impressfve, striking 2 : ready for service or
action 3 ; actual 4 : being in effect ; operative— ef-lec-tive-ly
adv — ef>Iec>Uve*nes5 n
syn effectual, efficient, efficacious: effective emphasizes the

actual production of an effect when in use or in force; effectual
suggests the decisive accomplishment of a result or fulfillment of an
intention; efficient suggests having given proof of power to pro-
duce results, esp. the achievement of maximum result with minimum
effort; efficacious implies possession of a special quality or virtue
giving effective power

2ellective n : one that is effective; esp ; a soldier equipped for duty
el.fec-tor \i-'fek-tar, -,t6(a)r\ n ; a bodily organ that becomes
active in response to stimulation

ef>lec*tu<al \i-'fek-ch3{-w3)l, -'feksh-w3l\ adj : producing or able to
produce a desired effect : adequate syn see effechve — ef-
leC'tu-al'i'ty \i-,fek-ch3-'wal-3t-e\ n — ef-fec-tu-al-uess \-'fek-
cha(-w3)I-nas. -'feksh-wsl-X n

ef-lectu-al.ly \i-'fek-ch3-(w3-)le, -'feksh-w3-\ adv 1 : in an ef-

fectual manner 2 : with great effect : completely
ef.fec.tu-ate \i-'fek-cha-.wat\ vr ; effect i — el-lec-tu-a.tion
\i-,fek-ch3-'wa-sh9n\ n

ef-fem>i>na-cy \3-'fem-3-n3-se\ n ; the quality of being effeminate
eMem-i.nate \-n3t\ adj [ME, fr. L ejjeminatus, fr. pp. of ej-

jeminare to make effeminate, fr. ex- + jemina woman — more at
feminine] 1 : having unsuitable feminine quaHties : unmanly
2 : marked by weakness and love of ease <an '^ civilization) syn
see feminine — el-lem-i-nate-Iy adv — ef-lem-i-nate-ness n

ef'fen.di \e-'fen-de,_3-\ n [Turk ejendi master, fr. NGk aphentes^
alter, of Gk authenics — more at authentic] : a man of property,
authority, or education in an eastern Mediterranean country

et-fer-ent X'ef-a-rant, -.er-3nl\ adj [F ejjerent, fr. L ejjerent-,

ejjerens, prp. of ejjerre to carry outward, fr. ex- ¥ jerre to carry]
; conducting outward from a part or organ; sped} : conveying
nervous impulses to an effector — ef'fer«ent n — eMer-ent-ly adv
eMer.veSce \.ef-3r-'ves\ vi [L ejjervescere, fr. ex- + jervescere to
begin to boil, fr. jervere to boil — more at burn ] 1 ; to bubble, hiss,

and foam as gas escapes 2 : to show liveliness or exhilaration —
el'Ier-ves-cence \-'ves-'n(t)s\ n — el.fer-ves-cent N-'ntX adj —
ef.fer.veS'Cent'ly adv

ef-lete \e-'fet, i-\ adj [L ejjetus. fr. ex- + fetus frxiitful] 1 : no
longer fertile 2a; worn out with age : exhausted b ; marked by
weakness or decadence — ef>Iete»ly adv — ef-fete-ness n

ef-li«ca.ciOUS \,ef-3-'ka-sh3s\ adj [L ejjicac-, ejjicax, fr. ejjicerel

; having the power to produce a desired effect syn see effective —
ef •fi*ca*cious*ly adv — ef*Ii>ca-cious-ne5s n

ef-li'CaC'i-ty \,ef-a-'kas-3t-e\ n ; effecttveness
el>ii-ca<cy \'ef-i-k3-se\ n ; effectiveness
el.fi.cien.cy \i-'fish-3n-se\ n 1 : the quality or degree of being
efficient 2 a : efficient operation b (1) ; effective operation as
measured by a comparison of production with cost (as in energy,
time, and money) (2) : the ratio of the useful energy delivered by a
dynamic system to the energy supplied to it

efliciency engineer n : one who analyzes methods, procedures, and
jobs in order to secure maximum efficiency

ef.fi.cient \i-'fish-3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L ejficient-,

ejjiciens, fr. pp. of ejjicere to bring about] 1 : immediately effecting

2 : productive of desired effects; esp : productive without waste
syn see effective — ef»fi.cient-ly adv

el'fi-gy \'ef-3-je\ n [ME ejjigie, fr. L effigies, fr. effingere to form,
fr. ex- + fingere to shape] : an image or representation esp. of a
person; specif ; a crude figure representing a hated person

ef.flo.resce \.ef-l3-'re5\ vi [L ejflnrescere, fr. ex- + florescere to
begin to blossom] 1 : to burst forth : bloom 2 a : to change to
a powder from loss of water of crystallization b : to form or
become covered with a powdery crust

ef.flo.res-cence \-'res-=n(t)s\ n 1 : the period or state of flowering
2a: the action or process of developing b : an instance of develop-
ment c : fullness of manifestation : culmination 3 : the process
or product of efflorescing chemically 4 ; a redness of the skin
: ERUPTION — ef*no*res-cent \-'nt\ adj

eMlU-ence \'ef-.lU-3n(t)s, -la-wan(t)s\ n [L ejjluere to flow out, fr.

ex- + fluere to flow] 1 : something that flows out 2 : an action
or process of flowing out — sl*flu>ent \-3nt, -want\ adj or n

ef.flU.Vi'Um \e-'flii-ve-9m\ n, pi ef>flu>via \-ve-3\ ojten sing in

constr or ef-flU*Vi<ums [L effluvium act of flowing out, fr. effluere'\

: an invisible emanation; esp : an offensive exhalation or smell
el.llux \'ef-,l3ks\ n [L effluxus, pp. of ejjluere^ 1 ; effluence
2 : a passing away : expiration

ef.llux.ion \e-'flak-sh3n\ n : efflux
el.fort \'ef-3rt, -,6(3)rt\ n [MF, fr. OF esfort, fr. esforcier to force,
fr. ex- + jorcier to force] 1 : conscious exertion of power 2 : a
serious attempt : try 3 : something produced by exertion or
trying 4 : effective force as distinguished from the possible re-
sistance called into action by such a force
syn effort, exertion, pains, trouble mean the active use of

energy In producing a result, effort often suggests a single action
or attempt and implies the calling up or directing of energy by the
conscious will; exertion may descnbe the brin^g into effect of

any power of mind or body or it may suggest laborious and ex-
hausting effort; pains implies toilsome or solicitous effort; trouble
implies effort that inconveniences or slows down

ef.fort.less \'ef-3rt-l3s\ adj : showing or requiring litde or no
effort syn see easy — eMort>less>ly adv — el-iort-less-ness n
eMron.tery Xi-'frsnt-s-re, e-\ n [F effronterie, deriv. of LL effront-,
effrons shameless, fr. L ex- + front-, frons forehead ~ more at
BRINK] : shameless boldness : insolence syn see temertty

el.ful.gence \i-'ful-janCt)s, e-^-'fsl-X n ILL ejfulgentia, h. L efful-
gent-, efjulgens, prp. of effulgere to shine forth, fr. ex- + fulgere to
shine] : radiant splendor : brilliance — ef-ful-gent \-jant\ adj
lel.fuse \i-'fyuz, eA vb [L ejfusus, pp. of effundere, fr. ex- + fundere
to pour — more at found] vt 1 : to pour out (a liquid) 2 : to give
off : RADIATE '— VI ; to flow out : emanate

ief.fuse \-'fyiJs\ adj 1 : poured out freely : overflowing 2 : dif-
fuse; specif : spread out flat without definite form <~ lichens)
3 : having the lips separated by a gap — used of a bivalve shell

ef.lu-sion Xi-'fyU-zhsn, e-\ n 1 : an act of effusing 2 : unre-
strained expression 3a: the escape of a fluid from its vessels by
rupture or exudation b : the fluid that escapes

et.fu-sive \i-'fyij-siv, e-, -ziv\ adj 1 archaic : pouring freely
2 : excessively demonstrative ; gushing 3 ; characterized or
formed by a nonexplosive outpouring of lava — el'lu-siye-ly adv— ef'fu-sive-ness n

eft \'eft\ n [ME evete, ewte, fr. OE efete"} : newt
eft-soons \eft-'sunz\ adv [ME eftsones, fr. eft after (fr. OE) +^sone
soon + s, adv. suffix; akin to OE sefter after] arcliaic : soon after
egad \I-'gad\ interj [prob. euphemism for oh God} — used as a mild
oath

egal ye-g3l\ adj [ME. fr. MF, fr. L aequalis] obs : equal
egal.i>tar<i>an \i-,gal-3-'ter-e-3n\ adj [F egalitaire, fr. egalitS
equality, fr. L aequalitat-, aequalitas, fr. aequalis} : asserting, pro-
moting, or marked by egalitarianism — egalitarian «

egal.i.tar>i>au.ism \-e-3-,niz-3m\ n 1 : a belief in human equality
esp. with respect to social, political, and economic rights and
privileges 2 : a social philosophy advocating the removal of in-
equalities among men

Ege<ria \i-']ir-e-3\ n [L] 1 ; a nymph who advised the legendary
Roman king Numa Pompilius 2 : a woman adviser or companion

egest \i-'jest\ vt iL egestus, pp. of egerere to carry outside, dis-
charge, fr. e- + gerere to carry — more at cast] : excrete— eges-
tlon \-'jes(h)-ch3n\ n — egeS'tive \-'jes-tiv\ adj

eges-ta \i-'jes-t3\ n pi [NL, fr. L, neut. pi. of egeslus'i I something
egested
legg \'eg, 'ag\ vt [ME eggen, fr. ON eggja; akin to OE ecg edge —
more at edge] : to incite to action
2egg n, often attrib [ME egge, fr.

ON egg: akin to OE ieg egg, L
ovum, Gk dion} 1 a : the hard=
shelled reproductive body pro-
duced by a bird and esp. by
domestic poultry b : an anim^
reproductive body consisting of an
ovum together with its nutritive and
protective envelopes and being
capable of developing into a new
individual capable of independent
existence c ; ovum 2 : something
resembling an egg 3 slang : fel- . ' ,,.„.,,
LOW guy ^88 of ^ ^^^- i shell, 2 inner

3egg 'vt 1 : to cover with egg 2 : to shell membrane, and 3 outer

pelt with eggs sivta membrane enclosing air

egg and dart n : a carved oraa- space 4, 5 albumen or wlute.

mental design in relief consisting of ^ chalazas. 7 yolk, 8 blastodisc

an egg-shaped figure alternating
with a figure somewhat like an elongated javelin or arrowhead
egg'head \'eg-.hed, 'ag-\ n : intellectual, highbrow
egg.nog \-,nag\ n : a drink consisting of eggs beaten up with sugar,
milk or cream, and often alcoholic liquor

egg.plant \-,plant\ n 1 a : a widely cultivated perennial herb
{Solanum melongena) yielding edible fruit b : the usu. smooth
ovoid fruit of the eggplant 2 : a dark grayish or blackish purple
legg.shell \'eg-.shel, 'ag-\ n 1 ; the hard exterior covering of an
egg 2 : the color of a bird's egg and esp. of a hen's egg
2eggsheU adj 1 : thin and fragile 2 : slightly glossy

egiS \'e-J3s\ var oj AEGIS
eg.lan-tine \'eg-l3n-,tTn, -.ten\ n [ME eglentyn, fr. MF aiglent, fr.

(assumed) VL aculentum, fr. L acus needle] : sweetbrier
ego \'e-(.)g6 also 'eg-(,)o\ n [NL, fr. L. I — more at i] 1 : the
self esp. as contrasted with another self or the world 2a: egotism
b ; self-esteem 3 : the conscious part of the personality that is

derived from the id through contacts with reality and that mediates
the demands of the id, superego, and external reality

ego.cen. trie \,e-go-'sen-trik also ,eg-o-\ adj 1 : concerned with
the individual rather than society 2 : taking the ego as the starting

point in philosophy 3a: limited in outlook or concern to one's
own activities or needs_ b : selfish — egocentric n — ego>cen-
tric.i.ty \-,sen-'tris-3t-e\ n — ego>cen.trism \-'sen-,triz-3m\ n
ego ideal n : the positive standards, ideals, and ambitions assimilated
from the superego
ego.ism \*e-g3-,wiz-3m also 'eg-a-V n 1 : a doctrine that all the
elements of knowledge are In the ego and its relations 2 a : an
ethical doctrine that individual self-interest is the actual motive of
all conscious action b : an ethical doctrine that individual self*

interest is the valid end of all action 3 : egotism
ego.ist \-w9st\ n 1 : a believer in egoism 2 : an egocentric or
egotistic person — egcis.tic \,e-g3-'wis-tik also ,eg^3-\ also

ego-is. ti'cal \-ii-kal\ adj— ego.is<ti>cal.ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

egctism \'e-g3-.tiz-am also 'eg-3-\ n [L ego -J- E -tism (as In

idiotism)'} 1 a : excessive use of the first person singular personal
pronoun b ; the practice of talking about oneself too much
2 : an exaggerated sense of self-importance

ego-tist \-t3st\ n : one characterized by egotism — ego*tis*tic
\,e-g3-'tis-tik also .eg-3-\ or ego-tis.ti-cal \-'tls-ti-kal\ adj —
egO'tis.ti-cal.ly \-*iis-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

egre.giOUS \i-'gre-j3s\ adj [L egregius, fr. e- -t- greg-, grex herd —
more at gregarious] 1 archaic : distinguished 2 : conspicuously
bad ; flagrant — egre-gious-ly adv — egre-gious-ness n

legless \'e-,gres\ n [L egressus, fr. egressus, pp. of egredi to go out.
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fr. e- + gradi to go] 1 ; the act or right of going or coming out;
specij : the emergence of a celestial object from eclipse, occultation.
or transit 2 : a place or means of going out ; Exrr

legress \e-"gres\ vi : to go out : issue
egres>5ion \e-'gresh-an\ n : egress, emergence
egret \'e-gr»t, l-'gret, 'eg-rat, 'e-.gret\ n [ME, fr. MF aigrette, fr.

OProv aigreta, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG heigaro heron] : any
of various herons that bear long plumes during the breeding season
'Bg3T)'tian \i-'jip-sh3n\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
Egypt or the Egyptians
2EgypUan n 1 : a native or inhabitant of Egypt 2 : the Afro*
Asiatic language of the ancient Egyptians from earliest times to
about the 3d century a.d.
Egyptian cotton n : a fine long-staple often somewhat brownish
cotton grown chiefly in Egypt
Egypto- comb jorm [prob. fr. F Egypto-, fr. Gk Aigypto-, fr.

Aigyptos} : Egypt (Egyplo\ogyy
Egyp.tol.O-gist \,e-(,)jip-'tal-a-j3st\ n : a specialist in Egyptology
Egyp-tOl.Cgy \-je\ n : the study of Egyptian antiquities
eh \'a, 'e, 'a(i), also with h preceding and/or with nasalization\ inter]

[ME ey'] — used to ask for confirmation or to express inquiry
ei.der \'rd-3r\ n [D, G, or Sw, fr. Icel xthur, fr. ON xthr^ 1 ; any
of several large northern sea ducks {Somateria or related genera)
having fine soft down that is used by the female for lining the nest
2 : EIDERDOWN 1

ei-der<dOwn \-,daun\ n [prob. fr. G eiderdaune, it. Icel xthardUnn,
fr. sthur + dUnn down] 1 : the down of the eider 2 : a comforter
filled with eiderdown

ei>det<ic \T-'det-ik\ adj [Gk eidetikos of a form, fr. eidos form] : of
or relating to voluntarily producible visual images having almost
photographic accuracy — ei«det-i«cal-ly \-i-k{3-)le\ adv

ei.do.lon \T-'d6-lan\ n, pi eidolons \-l3nz\ or ei-do-la \-l3\ [Gk
eidolon'] 1 : an unsubstantial image : phantom 2 : ideal

eight \'at\ n [ME eighte, fr. eighte, adj., fr. OE eahta; akin to OHG
ahto eight. L octo, Gk okto} 1 — see number table 2 : the eighth
In a set or series (wears an '^> 3 : figure eight d 4 : something
having eight units or members: as a : an eight-oared racing boat or
crew b ; an eight-cylinder engine or automobile — eight adj or
pron
eight ball n : a black pool ball numbered 8 — behind the eight baU

: in a highly disadvantageous position or baffling situation
eigh.teen \{')a{t)-'ten\ n [ME eightetene, adj., fr. OE eahtatiene;
akin to OE tlen ten ] — see number table — eighteen adj or pron —
eigh>teenth \-'ten(t)th\ adj — eighteenth n, pi eighteenths
\-'ten(t)s, -ten(t)ths\

eigh>teen>mo \a{t)-'ten-C,)md\ n ; the size of a piece of paper cut
18 from a sheet; also ; a book, a page, or paper of this size

eighth \'atth\ n. pi eighths \*ats, 'atths\ — see number table —
eighth adj or adv

eighth note « ; a musical note with the time value of one eighth of a
whole note

eight.i.eth \'at-e-3th\ n — see number table — eightieth adj
eighty yat-e\ n [ME eighty, adj, fr. OE eahtatig, short for hun-
deahtatig, fr. hundeahtatig, n., group of eighty, fr. hund hundred +
eahta eight + -tig group of ten; akin to OE tien ten] 1 — see num-
ber table 2 pi : the numbers 80 to 89 inclusive; specij : the years
80 to 89 In a lifetime or century — eighty adj or pron

-ein or -eine n sujjix [ISV, alter, of -in, -ine] ; compound dis-
tinguished from a compound with a name ending in -in or -ine —
usu. -eine in names of bases and -ein in names of other compounds
<phthaleifi>

Ein-stein.ian \Tn-'sti-ne-3n\ adj : of or relating to Albert Einstein
or his theories

ein.Stei-ni.um \-ne-3m\ n [NL, fr. Albert Einstein tl95S Am
physicist & mathematician] : a radioactive element produced
artificially — see element table

ei>Stedd*fod \i-'stetii-,v6d\ n [W. lit., session, fr. eistedd to sit +
bod being] ; a Welsh competitive festival of the arts esp. in singing— ei-stedd>fod*io \,T-,steth-'v6d-ik\ adj
lei-ther \*e-thar also 'i-\ adj [ME, fr. OE sghwaether both, each, fr.

a always -I- ge-, collective prefix + hwssther which of two, whether]
1 ; the one and the other of two ; each <flowers blooming on
'^ side of the walk) 2 ; the one or the other of two (take -^ road)
^either pron : the one or the other
3either conj — used as a function word before two or more coor-
dinate words, phrases, or clauses joined usu. by or to indicate that
what immediately follows is the first of two or more alternatives

4either adv 1 : likewise, moreover — used for emphasis after a
negative (not wise or handsome '^) 2 ; for that matter — used for
emphasis after an alternative following a question or conditional
clause esp. where negation is implied (who answers for the Irish
parliament? or army -^1 —Robert Browning)
iejac<U>Iate \i-'jak-y9-,Iat\ vb [L ejaculatus, pp. of ejaculari to
throw out, fr. e- + jaculari to throw, fr. jaculum dart, fr. jacere to
throw] v; 1 : to eject from a living body; specij : to eject (semen) in
orgasm 2 : to utter suddenly and vehemently '«- vi ; to eject a fluid

3ejac>U>late \-l3t\ n : the semen released by one ejaculation
ejac.U.la.tion \i-,jak-y3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of ejaculating;
specij : a sudden discharging of a fluid from a duct 2 : something
ejaculated; esp : a short sudden emotional utterance

ejac*u-la-to-ry \i-'jak-y3-ls-.t5r-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : casting or throw-
ing out; specij ; associated with or concerned in physiological
ejaculation ('^ vessels) 2 : marked by or given to vocal ejaculation

eject \i-'jekt\ vt [ME ejecten, fr. L ejectus, pp. of eicere, fr. e- +
jacerel 1 a : to drive out esp. by physical force b : to evict from
property 2 ; to throw out or off from within — eiect*able
\-'jek-t3-bal\ adj — ejeo-tion \-*jek-shan\ n — ejec>tive \-'jek-

tiv\ adj
syn EJECT, expel, oust, EVicr, dismiss mean to drive or force out.

EJECT carries an esp. strong Implication of throwing or thrusting out
from within as a physical action; expel implies usu. a voluntary
compulsion to get rid of; oust implies removal or dispossession by
power of the law or by compulsion of necessity; evict chiefly

applies to turning out of house and home; dismiss implies a getting
lid of something unpleasant or troublesome simply by refusing to
consider it further

ejeC'ta \l-'jek-t3\ n pi but sing or pi In constr [NL, fr. L, neut. pi. of

ejectus"] ; material thrown out (as from a volcano)
ejection seat n : an emergency escape seat for propelling an occu-
pant out and away from an airplane by means of an explosive
charge

eject*ment \l-'jek(t)-mant\ n 1 : dispossession 2 : an action
for the recovery of possession of real property and damages and
costs
ejector \l-'jek-tar\ n 1 : one that ejects 2 : a jet pump for with-
drawing a gas, fluid, or powdery substance from a space
leke \'ek\ a^fv [ME, fr. OE eac; akin to OHG ouh also, L aul or, Gk
au again] archaic : also

2eke_v/ [ME eken, fr. OE iecan, ecan; akin to OHG ouhhon to add, L
augere to increase, Gk auxein'\ archaic ; increase, lengthen
eke out vt l a : to supplement so as to make up for the deficiencies
of b ; to make (a supply) last by economy 2 ; to make (as a
living) by laborious or precarious means
lel \'el\ n : the letter I

2el n, ojten cap, ojten attrib : elevated RAILROAD
lelab-o-rate \I-'lab-C3-)r3t\ adj [L elaboratus, fr. pp. of elaborare
to work out, acquire by labor, fr. e- + laborare to work] 1 ; planned
or carried out with great care ; detailed (---' calculations) 2 : marked
by complexity, fullness of detail, or ornateness 3 : painstaking— elab>o>rate*ly adv — elah>o>rate>ness n

aelab-o.rate \i-'Iab-3-,rat\ vt 1 : to produce by labor 2 : to
build up (complex organic compounds) from simple ingredients
3 ; to work out in detail : develop *«- v/ 1 ; to become elab-
orate 2 : to give details — elab*o>ra-tion \-,lab-3-'ra-sh3n\ n— elab*o>ra>tiTe \-'lab-3-,rat-iv\ adj
Elaine \i-'lan\ n ; any of several women In Arthurian legend;
esp : one who dies for unrequited love of Lancelot
Elam*ite \'e-l3-,mTt\ n ; a language of unknown affinities used in
Elam approximately from the 25th to the 4th centuries B.C.

6Ian \a-'la"\ n [P. fr. MF eslan rush, fr. (s')eslancer to rush, fr.

ex- + lancer to hurl — more at lance] : ardor, dash
eland \'e-bnd. -.Iand\ n [Afrik, elk, fr. D, fr. obs. G elend, fr.

Lith elnis] : either of two large African antelopes (genus Tauro-
tragus) bovine in form with short spirally twisted horns in both

61an vi-tal \,a-.la°-ve-'tal\ n [F] : the vital force or impulse of life;

specij : a creative principle held by Bergson to be immanent In all

organisms and responsible for evolution
el.a.pid \'eI-3-p3d\ n [NL Elap-, Elaps, genus of snakes, fr. MGk,
a fish, alter, of Gk elops] ; any of a family (Elapidae) of venomous
snakes with grooved fangs
lelapse \i-'laps\ vi [L elapsus, pp. of elabi, fr. e- + labi to slip —
more at sleep] : to slip or glide away ; pass
^elapse n, oj time : passage, expiration
elas>mo>branch V-'laz-ms-.braokX adj [deriv. of Gk elasmos
metal plate (fr. elaunein) + L branchia gill] ; of or relating to a
class (Chondrichthyes) of fishes having lamellate gills and compris-
ing the sharks, rays, chlmaeras, and various extinct related fishes— elasmobranch n
lelaS'tiC \i-'las-tik\ adj [NL elasticus, fr. LGk elastos ductile,

beaten, fr. Gk elaunein to drive, beat out; akin to Olr luid he went]
1 a o/ fl solid : capable of recovering size and shape after deforma-
tion ^ oj a gas : capable of indefinite expansion 2 ; capable of
recovering quickly esp. from depression or disappointment
3 ; capable of being easily stretched or expanded and resuming
former shape : flexible 4 a : capable of ready change or easy
expansion or contraction b : receptive to new ideas : adaptable— elas-ti<cal*ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
syn resilient, springy, flexible, supple: elashc Implies the

property of resisting deformation by stretching; resilient Implies
the ability to recover shape quickly when the deforming force or
pressure Is removed; springy stresses both the ease with which
something yields to pressure and the quickness of its return to
original shape; flexible applies to something which may or may
not be resilient or elastic but which can be bent or folded without
breaking; supple applies to something that can be readily bent,
twisted, or folded without any sign of injury

^elastic n 1 a : an elastic fabric usu. made of yams containing
rubber b : something made from such fabric 2a: easily stretched
rubber usu. prepared in cords, strings, or bands bra rubber band

elas.tic-i-ty \i-,las-'tis-3t-e, ,e-,las-, -'tis-te\ n ; the quality or state

of being elastic: as a : the capability of a strained body to recover
its size and shape after deformation : springiness b : resilience
c : adaptability

elas<ti>oized \i-'las-ta-,sTzd\ adj : made with elastic thread or
Inserts

elaS'tin \-t3n\ n [ISV, fr. NL elasticus"] I a protein similar to col-

lagen that is the chief constituent of elastic fibers

elas-to>nier \-ta-m3r\ n [elastic + -o- + -mer] X any of various
elastic substances resembling rubber (polyvinyl ~j) — elas<tO-
mei'ic \i-,las-t3-'mer-ik\ adj

1 elate \I-'lat\ adj i hfted up esp. In spirits : elated
relate vt [L elatus (pp. of ejjerre to carry out, elevate), fr. e- -I-

latus, pp. oi jerre to carry — more at tolerate, bear] : to fill with
joy or pride — elat-ed-ly \-'lat-3d-le\ adv — elat-ed-ness n

el>a<ter \'el-3t-3r\ n [NL, genus of beetles, fr. Gk elater driver, fr.

elaunein] 1 : click beetle 2 : a filamentous plant structure
functioning In the distribution of a product (as spores)

elat.er-ite \i-'lat-3-,rTt\ n [G elaterit, fr. Gk elater] : a dark
brown elastic mineral resin occurring in soft flexible masses

ela<tion \i-'la-sh3n\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being elated

2 : pathological euphoria
E layer n : a layer of the ionosphere occurring at about 60 miles
above the earth's surface and capable of reflecting radio waves
lel.bow \'el-(,)b6\ n [ME elbowe, fr. OE
elboga: akin to OHG elinbogo elbow; both
fr. a prehistoric NGmc-WGmc compound
whose constituents are akin to OE ein ell &
OE boga bow — more at ell, bow] 1 a : the
joint of the arm b : a corresponding joint

In the anterior limb of a lower vertebrate
2 : something resembUng an elbow; specij elbows
: an angular pipe fitting

2elbow vr 1 a : to push with the elbow : jostle b : to shove aside
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elbow grease 266 electromotive force

by pushing with the elbow 2 a : to force (as one's way) by pushing
with the elbow b ; to force (as one's way) rudely ^ vi 1 : to
advance by pushing with the elbow 2 : to make an angle : turn
elbow grease n : energy vigorously exerted esp. in physical labor
el>bow*room \-,riim, -,rum\ « 1 a : room for moving the elbows
freely b ; adequate space for work or operation 2 ; free scope

eld \'eld\ n [ME. fr. OE ieldo; akin to OE eald old — more at oi-d]
1 archaic ; old age 2 archaic : old times : antiquity

lel-der \'el-d3r\ n [ME eldre, fr. OE ellxrn: prob. akin to OE alor
alder — more at alder] : any of a genus (Sambucus) of shrubs or
trees of the honeysuckle family bearing flat clusters of small white
or pink flowers and black or red drupes resembling berries

aelder adj [ME, fr. OE ieldra, compar. of eald old] 1 ; of earlier
birth or greater age 2 : of or relating to earlier times : former
3 obs : of or relating to a more advanced time of life 4 : prior
or superior in rank, office, or validity — el*der>slllp \-,ship\ n

3elder « 1 ; one living in an earlier period 2 a : one who is older
; SENIOR b archaic : an aged person 3 : one having authority by
virtue of age and experience 4 : any of various church officers:
as a ; PRESBYTER 1 b : a permanent officer elected by a Presby-
terian congregation and ordained to serve on the session and assist
the pastor at communion c : minister 2a, 2b d ; a Mormon
ordained to the Melchizedek priesthood — el-der-ship \-,ship\ n

el.der.ber-ry \'el-d3r-,ber-e\ n 1 : the edible berrylike drupe of
an elder 2 : 'elder

el*der>h>ness \'el-dar-le-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being
elderly

el-der-ly \'el-d3r-le\ adj 1 ; rather old; specij ; past middle age
2 : of. relating to, or characteristic of later life

elder statesman n ; an eminent senior member of a group or
organization; esp ; a retired statesman who unofficially advises
current leaders

el'dest \'el-d3st\ adj : oldest
eldest hand n : the card player who first receives cards in the deal
El Do-ra.do \.eI-da-'rad-(.)6, -'rad-\ n [Sp, lit., the gUded one]
1 : a city or country of fabulous riches held by I6th-ceniury ex-
plorers to exist in So. America 2 : a place of fabulous wealth,
abundance, or opportunity

el-dritcll \'el-d-ich\ adj [perh. fr. (assumed) ME eljriche fairyland,
fr. ME elj + riche kingdom, fr. OE nce'[ : weird, eerie

El-e.at-iC \.e!-e-'at-ik\ adj [L Eleaiicus, fr. Gk Eleatikos, fr. Elea
(Veha), ancient town in So. Italy] ; of or relating to a school of
Greek philosophers founded by Parmenides, developed by Zeno,
and marked by belief in the unity of being and the unreality of
motion or change — Eleaticn — El<e*at<i<cism \-'al-3-,siz-3m\ n
ele>cam-pane \,el-i-,kam-'pan\ n [ME elena campana. fr. ML
enula campana, lit., field elecampane, fr. inula, enula elecampane +
campana of the field] : a large coarse European composite herb
(Inula helenium) with yellow-rayed flowers naturalized in the U.S.

Select \i-'lekt\ adj [ME, fr. L elecius choice, fr. pp. of eligere to
select, fr. e- + legere to choose] 1 : carefully selected : chosen
2 : chosen for eternal life through divine mercy 3 : chosen for
office or position but not yet installed <president-e/ecO

select n, pi elect : an elect person
Select vt 1 : to select usu. by vote for an office, position, or member-
ship 2 : CHOOSE. SELECT -^ VI : to make a selection : choose

elec>tion \i-'lek-shan\ n 1 a : an act or process of electing b : the
fact of being elected 2 : predestination to eternal hfe 3 : the
right, power, or privilege of making a choice syn see choice

election-eer \i-.lek-sha-'ni{3)r\ vi lelection + -eer (as in auctioneer.
V.)] ; to tiike an active part in an election; specif : to work for
the election of a candidate or party — elec«tion»eer*er \-'nir-3r\ n
lelective \i-'lek-tiv\ adj la: chosen or filled by popular election
b : of or relating to election C : based on the right or principle
of election 2 : permitting a choice : optional 3 a : tendmg to
operate on one substance rather than another b ; favorably
inclined : sympathetic — elec>tive>ly adv — elec-tive-ness n
2eleC'Uye n : an elective course or subject
elector V-'lek-tsr. -,t6(3)r\ n 1 : one qualified to vote In an elec-
tion 2 ; one entitled to participate in an election: as a ; one of the
German princes entitled to take part In choosing the Holy Roman
Emperor b : a member of the electoral college in the U.S.

elec-tor.al \i-'lek-t(3-)ral\ adj 1 : of or relating to an elector <the^ vote) 2 : of or relating to election <an ^^ system)
electoral college n ; a body of electors; esp : one that elects the
president and vice-president of the U.S.
elector-ate \i-'lek-t(3-)r3t\ n l : the territory, jurisdiction, or
dignity of a German elector 2 : a body of people entitled to vote

electr- or electro- comb jorm [NL eleciricus} 1 a : electricity
<c/ecfrometer> b : electric <e/ecrrode> : electric and {electro-
chemical) : electrically (e/ec/ropositive) 2 ; electrolytic (electro-
analysis') 3 : electron <e/ecrrovalence)
Elec.tia \i-'lek-trs\ n [L, fr. Gk Elektra"] : a sister of Orestes who
urges her brother to avenge their father's murder
Electia complex n : the female counterpart of the Oedipus complex
elec>tress \i-'lek-tr3s\ n : the wife or widow of a German elector
lelectric \i-'Iek-trik\ adj [NL elecfricus produced from amber by
friction^ electric, fr. ML, of amber, fr. L electrum amber, electrum,
fr. Gk elektron; akin to Gk elektor beaming sun. Skt ulkd meteor]
1 : of, relating to, or operated by electricity 2 : electrifying,
THRILLING <an -^ performance) — elec-tri-cal \-tri-k3l\ adj— elec-trl.caMy \-k(3-}le\ adv — elec.triical-ness \-k3l-n3s\ n
^electric n l archaic : a nonconductor of electricity used to excite
or accumulate electricity 2 : something operated by electricity

electrical transcription n 1 : a phonograph record esp. designed
for use in radiobroadcasting 2 : a radio program broadcast from
an electrical transcription

electric chair n 1 ; a chair used in legal electrocution 2 : the
penalty of death by electrocution

electric eel n : a large eel-shaped fish {Electrophorus elecfricus) of
the Orinoco and Amazon basins said to disable large animals by
shocks produced by its electric organs

electric eye n 1 : photoelectric cell 2 : a miniature cathode-ray
tube

elec.tri.cian \i-,lek-'trish-3n\ n 1 : a specialist In electricity
2 : one who installs, operates, or repairs electrical equipment

elec.trici.ty \i-.lek-'tris-3t-e. -'tris-te\ n 1 a : a fundamental
entity of nature consisting of negative and positive kinds composed
respectively of electrons and protons or possibly of electrons and

positrons, observable in the attractions and repulsions of bodies
electrified by friction and In natural phenomena (as lightning or
the aurora borealis), and usu. utiUzed in the form of electric cur-
rents b ; electric current 2 : a science that deals with the phe-
nomena and laws of electricity 3 : keen contagious excitement

electric ray n ; any of various rounded rays of warm seas with a
short tail and a pair of electric organs

elec-tri.li.ca.tion Xi-.lek-tra-f^-'ka-shsnX n 1 : an act or process
of electrifying 2 : the state of being electrified

electri.ly \i-'lek-tr3-,fT\ vi 1 a : to charge with electricity b (1) : to
equip for use of electric power (2) : to supply with electric power
2 : to excite intensely or suddenly as if by an electric shock

elec-tro-anal.y.sis \i-,lek-(,)tro-3-'nal-3-s3s\ n : chemical analysis
by electrolytic methods — elec-tro>an>a*lyt>lc \-,an-^l-'it-ik\ or
elec*tr0'an-a>lyt-i-cal \-'it-i-k3l\ adj

elec.tro.car.dio-gram \-'kard-e-a-,gram\ n : the tracing made by
an electrocardiograph

elec.trccar.dio.graph \-,graf\ n : an instrument for recording
the changes of electrical potential occurring during the heartbeat
used esp. in diagnosing abnormalities of heart action — elec>tro-
car*dio>graph>ic \-,kard_-e-3-'graf-ik\ adj — electro-car'dio-
graph'i>cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — elec-tro>car-di*og>ra<phy
\-e-'ag-r3-fe\ n

elec-tro-chem.i.cal \-'kem-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to electro-
chemistry — elec-tro-chem.i-cal.Iy \-i-k(3-")le\ adv

electro-chem.is.try \-'kem-3-stre\ n : a science that deals with
the relation of electricity to chemical changes and with the inter-
conversion of chemical and electrical energy

elec.tro-CUte \i-'lek-tr3-,kyiit\ vi ielectr- -\- -cute (as in execute)'^
1 : to execute (a criminal) by electricity 2 : to kill by electric
shock — e]ec*tro*cn<tion V-.lek-trs-'kyii-shanX n

elec.trode \i-'lek-,trod\ n : a conductor used to establish electrical
contact with a nonmetallic part of a circuit
Telec>tro<de*pos-it \i-,lek-tro-di-'paz-3t\ n : a deposit formed on
or at an electrode by electrolysis

2electrodeposit vt : to deposit (as a metal or rubber) by electrolysis— elec*tro<de*po*si*tion X-.dep-s-'zish-sn, -,de-p3-\ n
eIec<tro>dy>nam*iC \-(,)dT-'nara-ik\ adj [F electrodynamique'\ : of
or relating to electrodynamics

elec-tro.dy.nam.iCS \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a branch
of physics that deals with the effects arising from the interactions
of electric currents with magnets, with other currents, or with
themselves

electro.dy.na.mom.e.ter \-,dT-n3-'mam-3t-sr\ n [ISV] ; an
instrument that measures current by indicating the strength of the
forces between a current flowing in fixed coils and one flowing in
movable coils

elec-tro.en.ceph.a.lo.gram \-en-'sef-3-lo-,gram\ n [ISV] : the
tracing of brain waves made by an electroencephalograph

elec.tro-en-ceph.a.lo.graph \-,graf\ n [ISV] : an apparatus for
detecting and recording brain waves — elec-tro-en-ceph-a-lo-
graph-ic \-(,)en-,sef-3-lo-'graf-ik\ adj — elec*tro.en-ceph>a'log-
ra.phy \-,sef-3-'rag-r3-fe\ n

elec-tlo>form \i-'lek-tr3-,f6rm\ vt : to form (shaped articles) by
electrodeposition on a mold

elec«tro.graph \-,graf\ n 1 : an apparatus for the electrical trans-
mission of pictures 2 ! a device used for the etching or transfer of
pictures or designs by electrolytic means — elec«trO'graph-ic
\i-,lek-tr3-'graf-ik\ adj — elec-trog-ra-phy \-'trag-r3-fe\ n

elec-lro-jet \i-'lek-tra-,jet\ « ; an overhead concentration of elec-

tric current found in the regions of strong auroral displays and
along the magnetic equator

electrO'ki-net.ic \i-,lek-tro-ks-'net-ik, -(."ikl-X adj : of or relating
to the motion of particles tir liquids that results from or produces a
difference of electric potential

elec<tro>ki>net*ics \-'net-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : a branch of
physics that deals with the motion of electricity or with the motion
of electrified particles in electric and magnetic fields

elec-trol-y>SiS \i-.lek-'tral-3-S3s\ n 1 a : the producing of chemical
changes by passage of an electric current through an electrolyte
b : subjection to this action 2 : the destruction of hair roots with
an electric current
electrolyte \i-'lek-tra-,lTt\ n 1 : a nonmetallic electric conductor
in which current is carried by the movement of ions 2 ; a substance
that when dissolved in a suitable solvent or when fused becomes an
ionic conductor

elec.tro4yt.ic \i-,Iek-tr3-'lit-ik\ adj : of or relating to electrolysis

or an electrolyte; also : involving or produced by electrolysis— eleC'trO'lyt-i'CaMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
electro. lyze \i-'lek-tr3-,lTz\ vt : to subject to electrolysis

elec*tro>mag*net \i-,lek-tro-'mag-nat\ n : a core of magnetic
material surrounded by a coil of wire through
which an electric current is passed to mag-
netize the core
electro.mag.net.ic \-,mag-'net-ik\ adj : of,

relating to, or produced by electromagnetism— elec-tro.mag'net-i'cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
electromagnetic spectrum n : the entire
range of wavelengths or frequencies of elec-
tromagnetic radiation extending from gamma
rays to the longest radio waves and including
visible light

electromagnetic wave n ; one of the waves
propagated by simultaneous periodic varia-
tions of electric and magnetic field intensity

eleC'tro.mag.ne.tism \-'mag-n3-,tiz-9m\ n
1 : magnetism developed by a current of
electricity 2 : a branch of physical science
that deals with the physical relations between
electricity and magnetism
elec<tro<met>aMur>gy \-'met-=I-,3r-je\ n ; a branch of metallurgy
that deals with the apphcation of electric current either for electro-
lytic deposition or as a source of heat

elec-trom-e-ter \i-,lek-'tram-3t-ar\ n : any of various instruments
for detecting or measuring electric-potential differences or ionizing
radiations by means of the forces of attraction or repulsion between
charged bodies
electro-mctive \i-,lek-tr3-'mot-iv\ adj : of, relating to, or tend-
ing to produce an electric current

electromotive force n : something that moves or tends to move

electromagnet: 1,

1, current-carry-
ing coils, Z arma-

ture, 3 load



electron 267 element
electricity ; the amount of energy derived from an electrical source
per unit quantity of electricity passing through the source

elec>tron \i-'Iek-,tran\ n [elecir- + -on^ : an elementary particle
consisting of a charge of negative electricity equal to about 1.602
Xl0~i9 coulomb and having a mass when at rest of about 9.107
XlO-28 gram or 1/1837 that of a proton

elec>tro-neg>a>tive \i-,lek-tro-'neg-9t-iv\ adj 1 : charged with
negative electricity 2 : capable of acting as the negative electrode
of a voltaic cell — electro-neg.a-tiv-i-ty \-,neg-3-'tiv-at-e\ n

electron gun n ; the electron-emitting cathode and its surrounding
assembly in a cathode-ray tube for directing, controlling, and
focusing the stream of electrons to a spot of desired size

elec*tron>ic \i-,lek-'tran-ik\ ad} 1 : of or relating to electrons
2 : of, relating to, or utilizing devices constructed or working
by the methods or principles of electronics — elec>tron>i>cal>ly
\-'tran-i-k(&-)le\ adv

elec-tion-ics \-'tran-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : a branch of physics
that deals with the emission, behavior, and effects of electrons in
vacuums and gases and with the use of electronic devices

electron lens n : a device for converging or diverging a beam of
electrons by means of either an electric or a magnetic field

electron microscope n : an electron-optical instrument in which
a beam of electrons focused by means of an electron lens is used
to produce an enlarged image of a minute object on a fluorescent
screen or photographic plate — electron microscopy n

electron multiplier n : a device that amplifies a corpuscular or
photon emission by means of the emission of secondary electrons

elec-tron<o-grapIi.ic \i-.lek-,tran-&-'graf-ik\ adj : done by or
designed for electronography (an -^ press) (-^ printing)

elec*tro*nog-ra>phy \-tr3-'nag-rs-fe\ n : a printing process in
which the ink is transferred by electrostatic action across a gap
between printing plate and impression cylinder
electron optics n pi but sing or pi in constr : a branch of electronics
that deals with those properties of beams of electrons that are
analogous to the properties of rays of light

electron tube n : an electronic device in which conduction by
electrons takes place through a vacuum or a gaseous medium
within a sealed glass or metal container and which has various
common uses based on the controlled flow of electrons

electron volt n : a unit of energy equal to the energy gained by
an electron in passing from a point of low potential to a point
one volt higher in potential : 1.60 X 10~i2 erg

elec-tro.pbo.re.slS \i-.lek-tr3-f3-'re-sas\ n [NL] : the movement
of suspended particles through a fluid under the action of an elec-
tromotive force applied to electrodes in contact with the suspension— elec^tro-pbO'ret'ic \-'ret-ik\ adj

elec-troph-o-rus \i-,lek-'traf-3-r3s\ n, pi elec-troph-o-ri \-,rT,

-.re\ [NL, fr. electr- -H -phorus -phore (fr. Gk -phoros)} : an
instrument for the production of electric charges by induction
consisting of a disk that is negatively electrified by friction and a
metal plate that becomes charged by induction when placed upon
the disk

elec*tro*plate \i-'lek-tr3-,plat\ vt 1 : to plate with an adherent
continuous coating by electrodeposition 2 : electrotype

elec.tro.pos.i.tive\i-,lek-tr6-'paz-at-iv. -'paz-tiv\ad; laicharged
with positive electricity b : capable of acting as the positive elec-
trode of a voltaic cell 2 : having a tendency to release electrons

elec>tro*5Cope \i-'lek-tr9-,skop\ n [prob. fr. F electroscope] : any
of various instruments for detecting the presence of an electric

charge on a body, for determining whether the charge is positive
or negative, or for indicating and measuring intensity of radiation

elec-trO'Shock therapy \-,shak-\ n : the treatment of mental
disorder bv the induction of coma through use of an electric current

elec-tro.Stat-ic \i-,lek-tra-'stat-ik\ adj [ISV] : of or relating to
static electricity or electrostatics ~ elec>tro-stat*i>cal>ly \-i-
kf9-ile\ adv

electrostatic generator n : an apparatus for the production of
electrical discharges at high voltage commonly consisting of an
insulated hollow conducting sphere that accumulates in its interior
the charge continuously conveyed from a source of direct current
by an endless belt of flexible nonconducting material

elec<tro>Stat>iCS \i-,lek-tr3-'stat-iks\ n pi but sing in constr
I physics that deals with phenomena due to attractions or repul-
sions of electric charges but not dependent upon their motion

electrostatic unit n ; any of a system of electrical units based
primarily upon forces of interaction between electric charges
electro.sur.gery \i-,lek-tro-'S9rj-(a-)re\ n : surgery by means of
diathermy — elec-tro-sur-gi-cal \-'s3r-ji-k3l\ adj

elec-tio>t]ier>a>py \-'ther-3-pe\ n : treatment of disease by means
of dialhermv or electrically generated heat
electro.thef.mal \-'th3r-mai\ or electro-ther-mic \-mik\ adj

: relating to or combining electricity and heat; specij : relating to
the generation of heat by electricity

elec>tro<ton*ic \i-,lek-tra-'tan-ik\ adj : relating to electrotonus
elec-trot-O-nus \i-,lek-'trat-^n-3S\ n [NL] : altered sensitivity of a
nerve when a constant current of electricity passes through
telec-tro-type \i-'lek-tra-,tTp\ n 1 : a duplicate printing surface
made by pressure molding in a plastic material the surface to be
reproduced and electrodepositing on it a thin shell that is then
backed up with lead 2 : a print made from an electrotype

aelectrotype vt : to make an electrotype from (a printing surface)
'« VI : to be reproducible by electrotyping — elec-tro-typ-er n

elec-tro^va>lence \i-,lek-tro-'va-l3n(t)s\ or elec-tro-va-len-cy
\-l3n-se\ n ; valence characterized by the transfer of electrons
from one atom to another with the formation of ions; also : the
number of charges acquired by an atom by the loss or gain of
electrons — elec»tro.va'lent \-l3nt\ adj

eleC'trum \i-'lek-tr3m\ n [ME, fr. L — more at electric] : a
natural pale yellow alloy of gold and silver

eleC'tu*ary \i-'lek-ch3-,wer-e\ n [ME electuarie, fr. L electuarium,
prob. fr. Gk ekleikion, fr. ekleichein to lick up, fr. ex- + leichein to
lick — more at lick] : confection 2b
el>ee>mos>y-nary \,el-i-'mas-'n-,er-e\ adj [ML eleemosynarius,
fr. LL eleemosyna alms] ; of, relating to, or supported by charity

el>e>gance \'el-i-g3n(t1s\ n 1 a : refined gracefulness b : tasteful

richness of design or ornamentation 2 : something that is elegant
el*e*gan*cy \-g3n-se\ n : elegance

el-e-gant \'el-l-g3nt\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L elegant-, elegans:
akin to L eligere to select — more at elect] 1 ; marked by elegance
2 ; excellent, splendid syn see choice ~ el-e-gant'Iy adv

ele<gi>ac \,el-3-'jT-sk, -'ji-.ak; i-'le-je-,ak\ also el*e.gi.a*cal \.el-a-
'ji-a-k3l\ adj [LL elegiacus, fr. Gk elegeiakos. fr, elegeion] 1 a : of,
relating to, or consisting of two dactylic hexameter lines the second
of which lacks the arses in the third and sixth feet h (1) : written
In or consisting of elegiac couplets (21 : noted for having written
poetry in such couplets c ; of or relating to the period in Greece
about the seventh century B.C. when poetry written in such couplets
flourished 2 : of, relating to. or comprising elegy or an elegy;
esp : expressing sorrow often for something now past — elegiac n

elegiac stanza n : a quatrain in iambic pentameter with a rhyme
scheme of abab

ele<git \i-'le-j3t\ n [L. he has chosen, fr. eligere] : a judicial writ
of execution by which a defendant's goods and if necessary his
lands are delivered for debt to the plaintiff until the debt is paid

el>e>gize \'el-3-jTz\ vi : to lament or celebrate in an elegy ^ vt

: to write an elegy on
el.e.gy \'el-3-je\ n, pi elegies [L elegia poem in elegiac couplets,
fr. Gic elegeia, elegeion, fr. elegos song of mourning] 1 a : a song
or poem expressing sorrow or lamentation esp for one who is dead
b ; something resembling such a song or poem 2 : a poem in

elegiac couplets 3 a : a pensive or reflecuve poem usu. nostalgic

or melancholy b ; a short pensive musical composition
el-e-ment \'el-a-m3nt\ n [ME. fr. OF & L; OF, fr. L elementum]
1 a : one of the four substances (as air, water, fire, or earth)
formerly believed to compose the physical universe b pi ; weather
conditions caused by activities of the elements; esp : violent or
severe weather c ; the state or sphere natural or suited to a person
or thing 2 : a constituent part: as ap/ : the simplest principles of
a subject of study : rudiments b (1) : a part of a geometric mag-
nitude (2) : a generator of a geometric figure (3) : a basic member
of a mathematical class or set c (1) ; one of the necessary data
or values on which calculations or conclusions are based f2) : one
of the factors determining the outcome of a process d : any of
more than 100 fundamental substances that consist of atoms of
only one kind and that singly or in combination constitute all

matter e : a distinct part of a composite device I : a subdivision
of a military unit g ; member 4d Z pi i the bread and wine used
in the Eucharist
syn component, cONSTrruENT, ingredient, factor: element

appUes to anything that is a part of a compound or complex whole
and often connotes irreducible simplicity; component and con-
stituent may designate any of the substances (whether elements or
compounds) or the qualities that enter into the makeup of a
complex product; component stresses its separate entity or
distinguishable character; constftuent stresses its essentia! and
formative character; ingredient applies to any of the substances
which when combined form a particular mixture (as a medicine,

an alloy); factor applies to any constituent or element whose
presence helps actively to perform a certain kind of work or
produce a definite result

ELEMENT & SYMBOL ATOMIC NUMBER ATOMIC WEIGHT
(0=16) (0=12)

actinium (Ac) 89
aluminum (Al) 13 26.98 26.9815
americium (Am) 95
antimony (Sb) 51 121.76 121.75
argon (Ar) 18 39.944 39.948
arsenic (As) 33 74.91 74.9216
astatine (At) 85
barium (Ba) 56 137.36 137.34
berkclium (Bk) 97
beryllium (Be) 4 9.013 9.0122
bismuth (Bi) 83 209.00 208.980
boron (B) 5 10.82 10.8U
bromine (Br) 35 79.916 79.909
cadmium (Cd) 48 112.41 112.40
calcium (Ca) 20 40.08 40.08
californium (Cf) 98
carbon (C) 6 12.011 12.01115
cerium (Ce) 58 140.13 140.12
cesium (Cs) 55 132.91 132.905
chlorine (CI) 17 35.457 35.453
chromium (Cr) 24 52.01 51.996
cobalt (Co) 27 58.94 58.9332
columbium (Cb) (see niobium)
copper (Cu) 29 63.54 63.54
curium (Cm) 96
dysprosium (Dy) 66 162.51 162.50
einsteinium (Es) 99
erbium (Er) 68 167.27 167.26
europium (Eu) 63 152.0 151.96
fermium (Fm) 100
nuorine (F) 9 19.00 18.9984
francium (Fr) 87
gadolinium (Gd) 64 157.26 157.25
gallium (Ga) 31 69.72 69.72
germanium (Ge) 32 72.60 72.59
gold (Au) 79 197.0 196.967
hafnium (Hf) 72 178.50 178.49
helium (He) 2 4.003 4.0026
holmium (Ho) 67 164.94 164.930
hydrogen (H) 1 1.008 1.00797
indium (In) 49 114.82 114.82
iodine (I) 53 126.91 126.9044
iridium (Ir) 77 192.2 192.2
iron (Fe) 26 55.85 55.847
krypton (Kr) 36 83.80 83.80
lanthanum (La) 57 138.92 138.91
lawrencium (Lw) 103
lead (Pb) 82 207.21 207.19
lithium (Li) 3 6.940 6.939
lutetium (Lu) 71 174.99 174.97
magnesium (Mg) 12 24.32 24.312
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ELEMENT a SYMBOL ATOMIC NUMBER ATOMIC WEIGWr
(0= 16) (C= 12)

manganese (Mn) 25 54.94 54.9380
mendelevium (Md) 101
mercury (Hg) 80 200.61 200.59
molybdenum (Mo) 42 95.95 95.94
neodymium (Nd) 60 144.27 144.24
neon (Ne) 10 20.183 20.183
neptunium (Np) 93
nickel (Ni) 28 58.71 58.71
niobium (Nb) 41 92.91 92.906
nitrogen (N) 7 14.008 14.0067
nobelium (No) 102
osmium (Os) 76 190.2 190.2
oxygen (O) 8 16.000 15.9994
paUadium (Pd) 46 106 4 106.4
phosphorus (P) 15 30.975 30.9738
platinum (Pt) 78 195.09 195.09
Plutonium (Pu) 94
polonium (Po) 84
potassium (K) 19 39.100 39.102
praseodymium (Pr) 59 140.92 140.907
promethium (Pra) 61
protactinium (Pa) 91
radium (Ra) 88
radon (Rn) 86
rhenium (Re) 75 186.22 186.2
rhodium (Rh) 45 102.91 102.905
rubidium (Rb) 37 85.48 85.47
ruthenium (Ru) 44 101.1 101.07
samarium (Sm) 62 150.35 150.35
scandium (Sc) 21 44,96 44.956
selenium (Se) 34 78.96 78.96
siUcon (Si) 14 28.09 28.086
sUver (Ag) 47 107.880 107.870
sodium (Na) 11 22.991 22.9898
strontium (Sr) 38 87.63 87.62
sulfur (S) 16 32.066 32.064
tantalum (Ta) 73 180.95 180.948
technetium (Tc) 43
tellurium (Te) 52 127.61 127.60
terbium (Tb) 65 158.93 158.924
thallium (Tl) 81 204.39 204.37
thorium (Th) 90 232.05 232.038
thulium (Tm) 69 168.94 168.934
tin (Sn) 50 118.70 118.69
Utanium (Ti) 22 47.90 47.90
tungsten (W) 74 183.86 183.85
uranium (U) 92 238.07 238.03
vanadium (V) 23 50.95 50.942
wolfram (W) (see tungsten)
xenon (Xe) 54 131.30 131.30
ytterbium lYb) 70 173.04 173.04
yttrium (Y) 39 88.92 88.905
zinc (Zn) 30 65,38 65.37
zirconium (Zr) 40 91.22 91.22

el-e>men<tal X.el-a-'ment-^lX adj 1 a ; of, relating to, or being an
element; specij % existing as an uncombined chemical element
b : of, relating to, or being the ultimate constituent c : elemen-
tary d : INTEGRAL, ESSENTIAL 2 : of, relating to, or resembling a
great force of nature — elemental n — el^e'inea^tal-Iy \-'l-e\ adv

ele-men.tar-i-ly \,eI-a-C,)men-'ter-9-le, -msn-\ adv : in an ele-

i, -'men-tre-X n i the quality

ary
el<e*men>ta>ri>ness \-'ra3nt
or state of being elementary

el-e.men-ta.ry \,eI-a-'ment-3-re. -'men-tre\ adj 1 a : of or relating
to the simplest principles of a subject b : of. relating to, or teach-
ing the basic subjecis of education <~ school) 2 : elemental
la, lb 3 : ELEMFNTAL 2

elementary particle n : any of the ultimate constituents of matter
considered as extremely small charged or uncharged bodies

el>e>mi \'el-9-me\ n [NL elimi'\ : any of various fragrant oleoresins
obtained from tropical trees (family Burseraceae) and used chiefly
in varnishes, lacquers, and printing inks

elen-chus \i-4eD-k3s\ n, pi elen.chi \-,kT, -,ke\ [L, fr. Gk elen-
chosl : refutation; esp : one in syllogistic form

el.e.phant X'el-a-fantX n [ME, fr. OF & L; OF oUJant, fr. L ele-
phantus, fr. Gk elephant-, elephas']
; any of various thickset mostly
very large nearly hairless four-footed
mammals constituting with related
extinct forms the elephant family
(Elephantidae) and having the snout
prolonged into a muscular trunk and
two incisors in the upper jaw de-
veloped esp. in the male into long
tusks which furnish ivory; broadly ; a
related animal or fossil

el-e.phan.tl.a-sis N.el-s-fan-'tT-a-sas,
-,fan-\ n, pi el'e<plian.tl>a<5es \-'tT-
3-,sez\ [NL, fr. L, a kind of leprosy,
fr. Gk, fr. elephant-, elephas] : en-
largement and thickening of tissues;
specij : the enormous enlargement of a
limb or the scrotum caused by obstruction of lymphatics by filarial

worms
el-e<plian.tine \,el-3-'fan-,ten. -,tTn; "el-a-fsn-, -.fan-\ adj 1 a : hav-
ing enormous size or strength : massive b : cltjmsy, ponderous
2 ; of or reliiting to an elephant

El-eu.sin.i.an mysteries \,el-yu-,sin-e-3n-\ n pi : religious mys-
teries celebrated at ancient Eleusis in worship of Dcmeter and
Persephone
iel.e«vate \'el-3-,vat, -v3t\ adj, archaic ; elevated
3el.e*vate V,vat\ vt [ME elevaten, fr. L elevatus, pp. of elevare,
fr. e- + levare to raise] 1 : to lift up : raise 2 : to raise in rank or
status : exalt 3 ; to improve morally, intellectually, or culturally
4 : to raise the spirits of ; elate syn see lift

el*e-vat*ed adj l : raised esp. above the ground or other surface
<'--' highway) 2a: morally or intellectually on a high plane <'^
mind) h ; formal, dignified (~ diction) 3 : exhilarated

elephants: 1 Indian,
2 African

elevated railroad n : an urban or Intenirban railroad operating
chiefly on an elevated structure — called also elevated railway

el>e>va*tion \,el-a-'va-sh3n\ n 1 : the height to which something
is elevated: as a : the angular distance of a celestial object above
the horizon b : the degree to which a gun is aimed above the hori-
zon c ; the height above the level of the sea : altitude 2 ; an act
or instance of elevating 3 : something that is elevated: as a : an
elevated place or station I) : a swelling esp. on the skin 4 : the
quality or state of being elevated 5 : a geometrical projection on
a vertical plane syn see height

el.e.va-tor \'el-3-,vat-3r\ n 1 : one that raises or lifts something
up: as a : an endless belt or chain conveyor with cleats, scoops,
or buckets for raising material b : a cage or platform and its

hoisting machinery for conveying something to different levels
C : a building for elevating, storing, discharging, and sometimes
processing grain 2 : a movable auxiliary airfoil usu. attached to
the tail plane of an airplane for producing motion up or down

elev.en \l-'Iev-3n\ n [ME enleven, fr. enleven, adj.. fr. OE end-
leojan; akin to OHG einlij eleven; both fr. a prehistoric Grac
compound whose first element is akin to OE an one, and whose
second element is prob. akin to OE leon to lend] 1 — see number
table 2 : the eleventh in a set or series 3 ; something having U
units or members; esp : a football team — eleven adj or pron

elev.enth \-3n(t)th\ n, pi elevenths \-3nCt)s, -3n(t)ths\ — see
number table — eleventh adj or adv

el>e*von \'el-3-,van\ n lelevator + ailero/i] : an airplane control
surface that combines the functions of elevator and aileron

el! \'elf\ n, pi elves \'elvz\ [ME, fr. OE xlf; akin to ON aljr elf]

1 : a small often mischievous fairy 2 a : a small creature ; dwarf;
esp : a mischievous child b ; a mischievous or malicious person— ell>ish \'el-fish\ adj — elf-ish-ly adv

elf>in \'el-f3n\ adj [irreg. fr. elj} 1 ; of, relating to, or produced
by an elf 2 ; resembling an elf; esp ; having a strange charm

elf<10ck \'el-,flak\ n ; hair matted as if by elves — usu. used in

Eli \'e-,lT\ n [Heb 'E/j] : a judge and priest of ancient Israel
eliC'it \i-'lls-3t\ vt [L elicitus, pp. of elicere, fr. e- + lacere to
allure] 1 a : to draw forth or bring out b : to derive by reason or
argument 2 : to call forth : evoke syn see educe — eUc>i>taction
\i-,lis-3-'ta-sh3n, ,e-\ n — elic-i-tor \i-'lis-at-3r\ n

elide \l-'lTd\ v/ [L elidere to strike out, fr. e- + laedere to Injure
by striking] 1 a : to suppress or alter by elision b : to strike out
2 a : to leave out of consideration b : curtail, abridge

el.i.gi.bil.i.ty \.eM-J9-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quaUty or state of being
eligible (-^ of a candidate for office)

el.i.gi.ble \'el-i-ja-b3]\ adj [ME, fr. MF & LL; MF. fr. LL eligibilis,

fr. L eligere to choose — more at elect] la: quahfied to be
chosen b ; entttled 2 ; worthy of being chosen ; desirable— eligible n — el-l>gi>bly \-ble\ adv
Eli.jah \i-"lr-j3\ n [Heb EFiydh} : a Hebrew prophet of the 9th
century B.C.

elim>i*nate \i-'lim-3-,nat\ vt [L eliminatus, pp. of ellminare, fr.

e- + limin-, litnen threshold] 1 a ; to get rid of : expel b : to set
aside as unimportant : ignore 2 : to expel from the living body
3 : to cause to disappear by combining two or more equations syn
see exclude — elim>i-na<tion \i-.Um-3-'na-sh3n\ n — elim>i*na-
tive \i-'lim-3-,nat-iv\ adj — elim*i*na>LOr \-,nat-3r\ n

Eli.sha \i-'lr-sh3\ n [Heb SUshd'} : a Hebrew prophet and dis-
ciple and successor of Elijah

eli>Slon \i-'lizh-3n\ n [LL elision-, elisio, fr. L elisus, pp. of elidere"]

1 ; the use of a speech form that lacks a final or initial sound
that a variant speech form has (as the use of 's instead of w in
English there's); specij t the omission of an unstressed vowel or
syllable In a verse to achieve a uniform metrical pattern 2 : the
act or an instance of dropping out or omitting something : cur

elite \a-'let, i-\ n [F elite, fr. OF eslite, fr. fern, of eslit, pp. of
eslire to choose, fr. L eligere] 1 a : the choice part; esp : a socially
superior group b : a powerful minority group 2 : a typewriter
type providing 1 2 characters to the linear inch and 6 lines to the
vertical inch — elite adj

elit-ism \-'let-,iz-3m\ n 1 a : leadership or rule by an elite b : be-
lief in or advocacy of such elitism 2 : consciousness of being or
belonging to an elite — elit-ist \-'let-3st\ n or adj

elix.ir \i-'!ik-s9r\ n [ME, fr. ML, fr. Ar al-ikslr the elixir, fr^ al
the + iksir elixir, prob. fr. Gk xerion deslccative powder, fr. xeros
dry] 1 a : a substance held capable of changing metals into gold
b (1) : a substance held capable of prolonging Ufe indefinitely
(2) : CURE-ALL (3) : a sweetened liquid usu. containing alcohol
that is used as a vehicle for medicinal agents 2 ; the essential
principle

Eliz.a.be.than \i-,liz-3-'be-th3n\ adj : of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of Elizabeth I of England or her age — Elizabethan n

elk \'elk\ n, pi elks [ME. prob. fr. OE eolh: akin to OHG elaho
elk, Gk elaphos deer] 1 pi usu elk a ; the largest existing deer
(Alces alces) of Europe and Asia resembling but not so large as
the moose of No. America b : wApm c : any of various large
Asiatic deer 2 ; soft tanned rugged leather

elk-hound \'elk-,haund, 'el-,kaund\ n : Norwegian elkhound
lell \'el\ n [ME eln, fr. OE] 1 : a former English unit of length
chiefly for cloth equal to 45 inches 2 : any of various units of
length similar in use to the English ell

2ell n [alter, of 'e/] : an extension at right angles to a building
el'llpse \l-'Hps, e-\ n [Gk elleipsis} 1 a ; oval b : a closed piano
curve generated by a point moving in
such a way that the sums of its distances
from two fixed points is a constant ; a
plane section of a right circular cone that
is a closed curve 2 ; ellipsis

el>llp*si3 \i-'hp-s3s, eA n, pi eMip>ses
\-'lip-,sez\ [L, fr. Gk elleipsis ellipsis,

ellipse, fr. elleipein to leave out, fall short,
fr. en in + leipein to leave — more at

IN, loan] 1 a : the omission of one or
more words that can be obviously under- gnipse- F F' foci* P
stood and supplied to make a construction pi p'lf ^^y 'point oil
seem more complete (as in "the man he ^^^ curve- FP+PF' =
sees" for "the man that he sees") b : a ppi>j^pi>p ^ FP'+ P'F'
leap or sudden passage without logical

connectives from one topic to another 2 : marks or a mark (as . ,

.

or *** or —) showing omission esp. of letters or words
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el>lip>SOid \i-'Up-,s6id, e-\ n : a surface all plane sections of which
are ellipses or circles — ellipsoid or el*lip>Soi>dal \i-,lip-'s6id-
'1. C,)e-\ adj

el'lip'tic \i-'lip-tik, e-\ adj [Gk elleiptikos defective, marked by
ellipsis, fr. elleipein'} 1 a : of, relating to, or shaped like an ellipse
b : of, relating to, or being a space in which no line parallel to a
given line passes through a point not on the line 2 a : of, relating
to, or marked by ellipsis or an ellipsis b (1) : of, relating to, or
marked by extreme economy of speech or writing (2) : of or
relating to studied obscurity of literary style — el-lip>ti>cal
\-ti-k3t\ adj— eMip*ti<caM7 \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

el.lip.tici.ty \i-,lip-'tis-3t-e, C.)e-\ n : deviation of an ellipse or a
spheroid from the form of a circle or a sphere
elm \'elm\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG elme elm, L ulmusZ 1 : any
of a genus (Ulmus of the family Ulmaceae. the elm family) compris-
ing large graceful trees with alternate stipulate leaves and small
apetalous flowers 2 ; the wood of an elm
elm blight n ; dutch elm disease
el>0-CU*tion X.el-s-'kyu-shanX n [ME elocudoun, fr. L elocution-,
elocutio, fr. elocutus, pp. of eloqui} 1 : the art of effective public
speaking 2 : a style of speaking esp. in public — el'0>cu>tion>ary
\-sh3-.ner-e\ adj — el-o>cu>tioii*ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n

elo-dea \i-'16d-e-a\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk helodes marshy,
fr. helos marsh; akin to Skt saras pond] : any of a small American
genus {Elodea) of submerged aquatic monocotyledonous herbs

eloign \i-*!6in\ vr [ME eloynen, fr. MF esloigner, fr. OF, fr. es- ex
(fr, L ex-) + Icing (adv.) far, fr. L longe, fr. longus long] : to re-
move to a distant or unknown place <'^' goods liable to distress)
lelon>gate \i-'16o-.gat\ vb [LL elongatus, pp. of elongare. fr. L
c- + longus long] vt : to extend the length of **- vi : to grow in
length syn see extend — elon>ga>tion Xi-.loo-'ga-shsn, ,e-\ n
^elongate adj 1 ; stretched out : lengthened 2 : long in propor-
tion to width : slender

eIon>gat*ed adj : elongate
elope \i-'lop\ vi [ AF aloper'i 1 a : to run away from one's husband
with a lover b : to run away secretly with the intention of getting
married usu. without parental consent 2 ; to slip away ; escape— elope>ment \-'lop-m3nt\ n — elop^er n

el*o-quence \'el-3-kw3n(t)s\ n : discourse marked by force and
persuasiveness; also : the art or power of using such discourse

el>0>quent \-kw3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr, L eloquent-, eloquens,
fr, prp. of eloqui to speak out, fr, e- + loqui to speak] 1 : marked by
forceful and fluent expression 2 ; vividly or movingly expressive
or revealing — el-o-quent-ly adv

lelse \'els\ adv [ME elles, fr, OE; akin to L alius other, alter
other of two] 1 a : in a different manner or place or at a different
time b : in an additional manner or place or at an additional
time 2 : if the facts are or were different : if not : otherwise

2else adj : other: a : being different in Identity <somebody ~>
b : being In addition (what '^>

else-where \-,fh)we(a)r, -,(h'>wa(3)r\ adv : in or to another place
eIu-Ci*date \i-'lii-s3-.dat\ vb [LL elucidatus, pp, of elucidare, fr.

L e- + lucidus lucid] vt ; to make lucid esp. by explanation '^ vi

: to Rive a clarifying explanation syn see explain— eln>cl>da>tioa
\I-,lu-s3-'da-sh3n\ n -— elu*ci>da-tlve \I-'lu-s3-,dat-iv\ adj —
eln>ci<da-tor \-,dat-3r\ n

elude \i-rud\ vt [L eludere, fr. e- + ludere to play] 1 : to avoid
adroitly : evade 2 : to escape the notice of syn see escape
El.ul \'el-3l\ n [Heb ^/u/] : the 12th month of the civil year or the
6th month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar

elu-sion \I-'lii-zh3n\ n [ML elusion-, elusio, fr, LL, deception, fr,

L elusus, pp. of eludere'] : an act of eluding: as a ; an adroit escape
b : an evasion esp. of a problem or an order

elU'Sive \i-'lu-siv. -MiJ-zivX adj ; tending to elude : evasive — elu-
sivC'ly adv — elu>sive-ness n

elute \i-'lut\ vt [L elutus, pp. of eluere to wash out, fr. e- + lavere
to wash] : extract; specij : to remove (adsorbed material) from
an adsorbent by means of a solvent — eln<tion X-Tu-shanX n

elU>tri>ate \i-'lij-tre-.at\ VI [L elutriatus, pp. of elutriare. Irreg. fr,

elutus'] : to purify, separate, or remove by washing — elu>tri>a<tor
\-,at-3r\ n

elu>vi-al \e-'lU-ve-al\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or composed of elu-
vium 2 : of or relating to eluviation or to eluviated materials or
areas

elu-vi-ate \-ve-,at\ vi : to undergo eluviation
elU>vi-a>tion \(,)e-.lii-ve-'a-sh3n\ n : the transportation of dis-
solved or suspended material within the soil by the movement of
water when rainfall exceeds evaporation

elU-Vi-tmi \e-'lu-ve-3m\ n [NL. fr. L eluere to wash out] 1 : rock
debris produced by the weathering and disintegration of rock in
situ 2 : fine soil or sand deposited by wind

el-ver \'el-v3r\ n [alter, of eeljare (migration of eels)] : a young eel
elves pi of elf
el.vish \'el-vish\ adj 1 ; of or relating to elves 2 ; mischievous
ely>Sian \i-'lizh-3n\ adj, ojten cap 1 : of or relating to Elysium
2 : blissful, delightful

Ely.si-mn \i-'Iiz(h)-e-am\ n [L. fr. Gk Elysionl 1 : the abode of
the good after death in classical mythology 2 ; paradise 2

elytr- or elytri- or elytro- comb form [NL elytronl ; elytron
ielytroidy (elytrHerousy

el.y.tron \'el-3-,tran\ also el.y.trum \-tr9m\ n, pi el«y-tra \-tr3\
[NL. fr. Gk elytron sheath, wing cover, fr. eilyein to roll, wrap] : one
of the anterior wings in beetles and some other insects that serve
to protect the posterior pair of functional wings
em \'em\ n 1 : the letter m 2 : the set dimension of an em quad
used as a unit of measure 3 : pica
em see EN-
ema-ci*ate \i-'ma-she-,at\ vb [L emaciatus, pp. of emaciare, fr.

e- + macies leanness, fr. macer lean] vt 1 : to cause to lose flesh
so as to become very thin 2 : to make feeble -^ vi : to waste away
physically — ema-ci-a>tion \i-,ma-s(h)e-'a-sh3n\ n
em>a-nate \'em-a-,nat\ vb [L emanatus, pp. of emanare, fr. e- +
manure to flow] vr : to come out from a source '^ v? : to give out
: emit S3rn see spring

em-a-na.tion \.em-3-'na-sh3n\ n 1 a : the action of emanating
b ; the origination of the world by a series of hierarchically descend-

ing radiations from the godhead through intermediate stages to
matter 2a: something that emanates or is produced by emana-
tion : effluence bra heavy gaseous element produced by radio-
active disintegration <radium ^> — em>a>na-tion>aI X-shnal,
-sh3n-='l\ adj — em>a>na>tive \'em-3-,nat-iv\ adj
eman<Ci.pate \i-'man(t)-S3-,pat\ vr [L emancipatus. pp. of emanci-
pare, fr. e- + mancipare to transfer ownership of, fr. mancip-, manceps
purchaser, fr. manus hand + capere to take] 1 : to release from
paternal care and responsibility and make sui juris 2 : to free
from restraint, control, or the power of another; esp : to free from
bondage syn see free — eraan<c_i*pa-tor \-,pat-ar\ n

eman-ci'pa>tlon \i-,man(t)-s3-'pa-sh3n\ n : the act or process
of emancipating — eraan>ci<pa-tion<ist \-sh(3-)n9st\ n

emar.gin.ate \(*)e-'mar-js-n3t, -.nat\ or emar-gin-at-ed \-,nat-
3d\ adj [L emarginatus, pp. of emarginare to deprive of a margin,
fr. e- + margin-, margo margin] : having the margin notched

emas*cu-late \i-'mas-ky3-.Iat\ vt [L emasculatus, pp. of emascu-
lare, fr. e~ + masculus male] 1 : to deprive of virile or procreative
power : castrate 2 : to deprive of masculine vigor or spirit
: weaken syn see unnerve — emas*cu-late \-lat\ adj — emas-
cu>la<tion \i-,mas-ky3-'la-sh3n\ n — emas*cu>la<tor \i-'mas-
ky3-,lat-3r\ n
em-balm \im-'bam, -'balmV vt [ME embaumen, fr, MF embaumer,
fr. OF embasmer, fr. en- + basme balm— more at balm] 1 ; to
treat (a dead body) so as to protect from decay 2 ; to fill with
sweet odors : perfume 3 : to protect from decay or oblivion
: PRESERVE — em>balm>er n — em>balm>ment \-'ba(l)m-m3nt\ n

em*banl£ \im-'bar)k\ vt : to enclose or confine by an embankment
em.bank.ment \-mant\ n 1 : the action of embanking 2 : a
raised structure to hold back water or to carry a roadway

em-bar.go \im-'bar-(,)go\ n, pi embargoes [Sp., fr. embargar to
bar, fr. (assumed) VL imbarricare, fr. L in- + (assumed) VL barra
bar] 1 : an order of a government prohibiting the departure of
commercial ships from its ports 2 : a legal prohibition upon com-
merce 3 : STOPPAGE, impedime!^; esp : PROHiBmoN 4 : a common
carrier or public regulatory agency order prohibiting or restricting
freight transportation — embargo vt

em<barK \im-'bark\ vb [MF embarquer, fr. OProv embarcar, fr.

em- (fr. L im-) + barca bark] vt 1 : to cause to go on board a
boat or airplane 2 ; to engage, enlist, or invest in an enterprise^ vi 1 ; to go on board a boat or airplane for transportation 2 : to
make a start : commence — em*bar*ka>tion \,em-,b'ar-'ka-shsn,
-bsrA n — em-bark>ment \-m3nt\ n

em-bar-rass \im-'bar-3s\ vt [F embarrasser, fr. Sp embarazar, fr.

Pg embaraqar] 1 a : to hamper the movement of b : hinder,
impede 2 a : to place in doubt, perplexity, or difficulties b : to
involve in financial difficulties c : to cause to experience a state
of self-conscious distress 3 : to make intricate : complicate
syn discomfit, abash, disconcert, rattle: embarrass implies

some influence that impedes thought, speech, or action and may
be used of persons or of the things they plan or desire to do;
DISCOMFFT implies a hampering or frustrating accompanied by
confusion; abash presupposes some initial self-confidence that
receives a sudden check by something that produces shyness, shame,
or a conviction of inferiority; disconcert implies an upsetting of
equanimity or assurance producing uncertainty or hesitancy;
rattle implies an agitation that impairs thought and judgment

em-bar-rass-ing*ly \-a-siD-le\ adv : to an embarrassing degree
em.bar-rass-ment \im-'bar-3-sm3nt\ n 1 : the state of being
embarrassed: as a ; confusion or discomposure of mind b : dif-
ficulty arising from the want of money to pay debts c : difficulty
in functioning as a result of disease 2 a : something that embar-
rasses : IMPEDIMENT b z an excessive quantity from which to select— used esp. in the phrase embarrassment oj riches

em^baS'Sa'dor \im-\ var oj ambassador
em-bas»sage \'em-b3-sij\ n 1 : the message or commission en-
trusted to an ambassador 2 archaic ; embassy
em-has.sy \'em-b3-se\ n, ojten attrib [MF ambassee, of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG ambaht service] 1 a : the function or position of an
ambassador b : a mission abroad undertaken officially esp. by
an ambassador 2 : embassage I 3 : a body of diplomatic repre-
sentatives; specij : one headed by an ambassador 4 : the official

residence and offices of an ambassador
lem-bat-tle \im-'bat-'I\ vt em-bat-Uing \-'bat-lio. -'l-ir)\ [ME
embatailen, fr. MF embatailler, fr. en- + batailler to battle] 1 : to
arrange in order of battle : prepare for battle 2 ; fortify

^embattle vt [ME embatailen, fr. en- + batailen to fortify with
battlements — more at battle] ; to furnish with battlements
em-hat-tle-ment \-'bat-'l-m3nt\ n : battlement
em-bay \im-'ba\ vt : to shut in or shelter esp. in a bay
em-bay-ment \-m3nt\ n 1 ; formation of a bay 2 : a bay or a
conformation resembling a bay
Emb-den \'em-d3n\ n [Emden, Germany] ; a breed of large white
domestic geese with an orange bill and deep orange shanks and
toes
em-bed \im-'bed\ vt 1 a : to enclose closely in a matrix b ; to
make something an integral part of c : to prepare (a microscopy
specimen) for sectioning by infiltrating with and enclosing in a
supporting substance 2 ; to surround closely '^ vi ; to become
embedded — em*bed-ment \-m3nt\ n
em-beMiSh \im-'bel-ish\ vt [ME embelisshen, fr. MF embeliss-,
stem of embelir, fr. en- + bel beautiful — more at beauty] 1 ; to
make beautiful with ornamentation : decorate 2 : to heighten the
attractiveness of by adding ornamental details syn see adorn

em-bel-llsh-ment \-m9nt\ n 1 ; the act or process of embellishing
2 : something serving to embellish 3 : ornament 5

em-ber \'em-b3r\ n [ME eymere, fr. ON eimyrja; akin to OE
mmerge ashes] 1 : a glowing fragment (as of coal) from a fire; esp
: one smoldering in ashes 2 pi : the smoldering remains of a fire
ember day \'em-b3r-\ n [ME, fr. OE ymbrendseg, fr. ymbrene
circuit, anniversary + da?g day] : a Wednesday, Friday, or Saturday
following the first Sunday in Lent, Whitsunday, September 14,
or December 13 and set apart for fasting and prayer

em-bez-zle \im-'bez-3l\ vt em-bez-zling \-'bez-(3-)lio\ [ME
embesilen, fr. AF embeseiller, fr. MF en- + besillier to destroy]
" to appropriate (as property entrusted to one's care) fraudulently
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em.bit.ter \lm-'bit-3r\ vt 1 : to make bitter 2 : to excite bitter
feelings in — em-toit-ter-ment \-mant\ n
lem>blaze \im-'blaz\ vt [en- + blaze (to blazon)] 1 archaic l em-
blazon 1 2 : to adorn sumptuously

2einblaz6 vt 1 : to illuminate esp. by a blaze 2 : to set ablaze
em-bla-zon Xim-'blaz-'nX vt em-bla.zon.ing \-'blaz-niD, -'n-io\
1 ; to inscribe or adorn with heraldic bearings or devices 2 a : to
deck in bright colors b : celebrate, extol — em-bla-zon-er
X-'blaz-nar, -*n-3r\ — em<bla*zon*inent \-'blaz-'n-mant\ n —
em*bla>zon*ry \-'n-re\ n

leni>b_lem \'em-bj3m\ n [ME, fr. L emblema inlaid work, fr. Gk
emblemat-, emblema. It. emballein to insert, fr. en- + ballein to
throw — more at devil] 1 ; a picture with a motto or set of verses
intended as a moral lesson 2 : an object or the figure of an object
symbolizing and suggesting another object or an idea 3 a : a sym-
bolic object used as a heraldic device b ; a device, symbol, or
figure adopted and used as an identifying mark
^emblem vt : to represent by an emblem
em.blem.at-ic \,em-bi3-'mat-ik\ also em.biem.at.i.cal \-i-k3l\
adj : of, relating to, or constituting an emblem ; symbolic
em.blem.a.tize \em-'blem-3-.tTz\ or em-blem.ize \'em-bl3-,mTz\
vt : to represent by or as if by an emblem : symbolize

em>ble<ments \'em-bl3-man(tls\ n pi [ME emblayment, fr. MF
emblaement, fr. emblaer to sow with grain, fr. en- + blee grain]
: crops from annual cultivation legally belonging to the tenant

em.bod.i-er \im-'bad-e-9r\ n : one that embodies
em-boiJ.i.mem \im-'bad-i-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of embodying
or state of being embodied 2 ; a thing that embodies some-
thing
em.body \im-'bad-e\ vt 1 : to give a body to (a spirit) : incarnate
2 a : to deprive of spirituality b : to make concrete and perceptible
3 : to cause to become a body or part of a body : incorporate
4 : to represent in human or animal form ; personify

embol- or emboli- or embolo- comb Jorm [NL, fr. embolus}
: embolus <erj*o/ectomy>

em-bol(1>en \im-'bol-d3n\ vt ; to impart boldness or courage to
em*bo-Iec>to-my \,em-ba-'lek-t3-me\ n ; surgical removal of an
embolus

em>bol*lC \em-'bal-ik\ adj : of or relating to an embolus or em-
bolism

eni>bo>Iisin \'em-ba-,liz-3m\ n [ME emboUsme, fr. ML emboUsmus,
fr. Gk embol- (fr. emballein to insert, intercalate) ] 1 ; intercala-
tion 2 a : the sudden obstruction of a blood vessel by an embolus
b : embolus — em*bo<Iis<mic \,em-b3-'Iiz-mik\ adj
em.bclug \'em-b3-l3s\ n, pi em-bO'Ii \-,IT, -,le\ [NL. fr. Gk
embolos wedge-shaped object, stopper, fr. emballein^ ; an abnormal
particle (as an air bubble) circulating in the blood
em-bo-ly \'em-b3-le\ n [Gk embole insertion, fr. emballein"] ; gas-
trula formation by simple invagination of the blasiula wall
em'bonopoint \a"-b5"-pwa"\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. en bon point in good
condition] ; plumpness of person ; stoutness
em*bo>5om \im-'buz-3m, -'bUz-\ vt 1 archaic ; to take into or place
in the bosom 2 : cherish, shelter
iem»boss \im-'bas, -'b6s\ vt [ME embosen to become exhausted
fr. being hunted] obs ; to drive (as a hunted animal) to bay
Semboss vt [ME embosen, fr. MF embocer, fr. en- + boce boss]
1 : to raise the surface of into bosses; esp : to ornament with raised
work 2 : to raise in relief from a surface 3 : adorn, embellish— em»boss.er n — em<boss>ment \-mam\ n

em-bOXX-Cbure \,am-bu-'shu(3)r\ n [F, fr. {s')emboucher to flow
into, fr. en- + bouche mouth — more at debouch] 1 : the position
and use of the lips in producing a musical tone on a wind instrument
2 : the mouthpiece of a musical instrument
em.bowed \im-'b5d\ adj : bent like a bow: as a ; arched, vaulted
b ; curved outward to form a projecting recess
em-bow-el \im-'bau(-3)l\ vt 1 : disembowel 2 obs ; enclose
em*bow>er \im-'bau{-3)r\ vt : to shelter or enclose in a bower
Xem>brace \im-'bras\ vb [ME embracen, fr. MF embracer, fr. OF
embracier, fr. en- + brace two arms] vt 1 a : to clasp in the arms
; HUG b : CHERISH, love 2 : encircle, enclose 3 a : to take up
esp. readily or gladly b : to avail oneself of ; welcome 4 a ; to
take in : include b : to be equal or equivalent to (his assets
embraced ten dollars) -^ vi : to participate in an embrace syn see
ADOPT, INCLUDE — em*brace>able \-'bra-sa-b9l\ adj— em-brace-
ment \-'bra-sm9nt\ n — era>brac'er n
aembrace n 1 : a close encircling with the arms and pressure to the
bosom 2 : encirclement, grip 3 : acceptance
em.bra.ceor \im-'bra-s3r\ n [AF, fr. MF embrmeor instigator, fr.

embraser to set on fire, fr. en- + brase, brese live coals] ; one guilty
of embracery
em.bracery \im-'bras-(3-)re\ n [ME, fr. AF embraceor} : an
attempt to influence a jury corruptly

em*branch«ment \im-'branch-m3nt\ n [F embranchement, fr.

{s')embrancher to branch out, fr. en- + branche branch] 1 ; a
branching off or out (as of a valley) 2 : branch
em<bran>gle Xim-'brao-gslX vt [en- + brangle (squabble)] : con-
fuse, entangle — em.bran.gle«ment \-mant\ n

em*bra*SXXie \im-'bra-zh3r\ n [F, fr. obs. embraser to widen an
opening] 1 : a recess of a door or window 2 : an opening with
sides flaring outward in a wall or parapet bf a fortification usu.
for allowing the firing of cannon

em.brit.tle \im-'brit-'l\ vt : to make brittle ^ v/ : to become brittle— em.brit-tle.ment X-mantX n
em<brO<cate \'em-bra-,kat\ vt [LL embrocatus, pp. of embrocare,
fr. Gk embroche lotion, fr. embrechein to embrocate, fr. en- +
brechein to wet] ; to moisten and rub (a part of the body) with a
lotion

em<bro<ca<tion \,em-br3-'ka-sh3n\ n : liniment
embroglio var of imbroglio
em.broi'der \im-'br6id-3r\ vb em.broi.der-ing \-C3-)rio\ [ME
embroderen, fr. MF embroder, fr. en- + broder to embroider, of
Gmc origin; akin to OE brord point, byrst bristle] vt la: to
ornament with needlework b : to form with needlework 2 : to
elaborate on : exaggerate ~ vj 1 : to make embroidery 2 : to
provide embellishments ; elaborate — em*broi-der<er \-'br6id-

em.broi-dery \lm-'br6id-(a-)re\ n, ojten attrib 1 a : the art or
process of forming decorative designs with hand or machine needle-
work b : such a design or decoration C : an object decorated with

embroidery 2 : elaboration by use of decorative often fictitious
detail 3 : something pleasing or desirable but unimportant

em.broil \im-'br6i(3)l\ vt [F embrouiller, fr. MF, fr. en- + brouHler
to broil] 1 ; to throw into disorder or confusion 2 : to involve in
confUct or difficulties — em-broil-ment \-m3nt\ n
em>brown \im-'braun\ vt 1 : darken 2 : to cause to turn brown
embrue var of imbrue
embry- or embryo- comb Jorm [LL, fr. Gk, fr. embryon} ; embryo
{,embryo^ei\yy
em<bryo \*em-bre-,o\ n ojten attrib [ML embryon-, embryo, fr. Gk
embryon, fr. en- + bryetn to swell; akin to Gk bryon moss] 1 a ar-
chaic : a vertebrate at any stage of development prior to birth
or hatching b : an animal in the early stages of growth and dif-
ferentiation that are characterized by cleavage, the laying down of
fundamental tissues, and the formation of primitive organs and or-
gan systems; eyp : the developing human individual from the time
of implantation to the end of the eighth week after conception
2 : the young sporophyte of a seed plant usu. comprising a rudi-
mentary plant with plumule, radicle, and cotyledons 3a: some-
thing as yet undeveloped b : a beginning or undeveloped state of
something — used esp. in the phrase in embryo

em.bryo-gen.ic \,em-bre-o-'jen-ik\ or em-bryo-gcnet-ic \,em-
bre-(,)6-J3-'net-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or involved in embryogeny
em.bry.og.e-ny \,em-bre-'aj-3-ne\ or em.bryo.gen.e-sis \,em-
bre-6-'jen-3-s3s\ n : the formation and development of the embryo
em>bry>o>log*lc \,em-bre-3-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to embryol-
ogy — em.bry.Q-log.i'Cal \-i-k3l\ adj — em-bry-o-log-i-caMy
\-i-k(a-)Ie\ adv

_
em«bry'Ol-0-gist \^era-bre-'al-3-J3st\ n ; a specialist in embryology
em<bry>ol<o*gy \-je\ n [F embryologies 1 : a branch of biology
that relates to embryogeny 2 : the features and phenomena ex-
hibited in the formation and development of an embryo
embryon- or erabryoni- comb jorm [ML embryon-, embryol : em-
bryo (embryonicy
em.bry<o-nal \'em-bre-9n-=l\ adj ; embryonic 1 — em-bry«o-
naMy \-'l-e\ adv

em>bry<o<>nat>ed \'em-bre-»-,nat-3d\ adj : having an embryo
em.bry-on.ic \,em-bre-'an-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to an embryo
2 : incipient, rudimentary — em-bry'On'i'Cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\
adv
embryonic disk n i a : blastodisc b : blastoderm 2 : the part
of the inner cell mass of a blastocyst from which the embryo of a
placental mammal develops — called also embryonic shield
embryonic layer n ; germ layer
embryonic membrane n : a structure (as the amnion) that derives
from the fertilized ovum but does not form a part of the embryo
em.bryo.pbyte \'em-bre-3-,fTt\ n, in some classifications : a plant (as
a fern) producing an embryo and developing vascular tissues

embryo sac n : the female gametophyte of a seed plant consisting
of a thin-walled sac within the nucellus that contains the egg
nucleus and others which give rise to endosperm on fertilization

em.bry.ot-ic \,em-bre-'at-ik\ adj {.embryo + -tic {d^s m patriotic)}
: embryonic 2

/

lem.cee \'em-'se\ n [A/.C] : master of ceremonies
2emcee vb em>ceed; em*cee>ing vt : to act as master of ceremonies
of "^ vi \ to act as master of ceremonies
Em-den var of embden
-eme \,em\ n suffix [F -eme (fr. phoneme speech sound, phoneme)]

: significantly distinctive unit of language structure <tax€me>
emend \e-'mend\ vt [ME emenden, fr. L emendare — more at
amend] 1 archaic : to free from defects 2 : to correct usu. by
textual alterations syn see correct— emend-able \-'men-d3-b3l\
adj
emen-date \'e-,raen-,dat, 'em-an-X vt : emend 2 — emen>da-tor
\-,dat-3r\ n — emen-da-to-ry \e-'men-da-,tor-e, -.torA adj

emen.da*tlon \(,)e-,men-'da-shan, ,em-an-\ n 1 : the act of emend-
ing 2 : an alteration designed to correct or improve
tem-er-ald \'em-0-)r3ld\ n [ME emerallde, fr. MF esmeralde, fr.

(assumed) VL smaralda, fr. L smaragdus, fr. Gk smaragdos} 1 : a
rich green variety of beryl prized as a gemstone 2 : any of various""
green gemstones (as synthetic corundum or deraantoid)
^emerald adj : brightly or richly green
emerald green n 1 : a clear bright green resembling that of the
emerald 2 : any of various strong greens
emerge \i-'m3rj\ vi [L emergere, fr. e- + mergere to plunge] 1 : to
rise from or as if from an enveloping fluid : come out into view
2 : to become manifest 3 ; to rise from an obscure or inferior
condition 4 : to come into being through evolution
emer»gence \i-'m3r-j3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act or an instance of emerg-
ing 2 : any of various superficial outgrowths of plant tissue usu.
formed from both epidermis and immediately underlying tissues

emer-gen.cy Xi-'mar-jan-seX n 1 : an unforeseen combination of
circumstances or the resulting state that calls for immediate action
2 ; a pressing need : exigency syn see juncture
lemer«gent \i-'m3r-j3nt\ adj [ME, fr. L emergent-, emergens, prp.
of emergere} 1 : rising out of or as if out of a fluid 2 a : arising
unexpectedly b : calling for prompt action : urgent 3 : arising
as a natural or logical consequence
2emergent n l : something emergent 2 : a plant rooted in shallow
water and having most of the vegetative growth above water
emergent evolution n : evolution characterized by the appearance
at different levels of wholly new and unpredictable characters or
qualities through a rearrangement of preexistent entities

emer*i>tus \i-'mer-3t-3s\ adj [L, pp. of emereri to serve out one's
term, fr. e- + mereri, merere to earn, deserve, serve] 1 : holding
after retirement an honorary title corresponding to that held last

during active service 2 : retired from an office or position —
emeritus n, pi emer-i*ti \-'mer-a-,tT, -,te\

emersed \(')e-'m3rst\ adj : standing out of or rising above a
surface (as of a fluid)

emer.Sion XOe-'msr-zhsn, -shanX n [L emersus, pp. of emergere}
t an act of emerging : emergence

em.ery \'em-(a-)re\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. MF emeri, fr. Olt
smiriglio, fr. ML smiriglum, fr. Gk smyrid-, smyris} \ a dark granu-
lar corundum used for grinding and polishing; also ; a hard abra-
sive powder

emet>ic \i-'met-ik\ n [L emetica, fr. Gk emetike, fr. fem. of emetikos
causing vomiting, fr. emein to vomit] : an agent that induces vom-
iting — emetic adj — emet-i>cal>ly \-l-k(3-)Ie\ adv
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ein*e*tiiie \'era-»-,ten\ n : an amorphous alkaloid C29H4oN204
extracted from ipecac root and used as an emetic and expectorant
^meute \a-moet\ «, pi ^meutes \same\ [F] : uprising
-emia or -ae-mia Ve-me-a\ also -he>mia or -hacmia \'he-\ n
comb form [NL -emia, -aemia, fr. Gk -aimia, fr. haima blood —
more at hem-] 1 : condition of having (such) blood <leukemia>
2 ; condition of having (a specified thing) in the blood (uremia)

iem>i>grant \'em-i-grant\ n 1 : one who emigrates 2 : a migrant
plant or animal
syn EMIGRANT, IMMIGRANT mean one who leaves his country to

settle in another. Both terms refer to the same person, emigrant as
leaving his country, immigrant as entering and settling in another
country
^emigrant adj : departing from a country to settle elsewhere
em>i-grate \'em-a-,grat\ vi [L emigratus, pp. of emigrare, fr. e- +
migrare to migrate] ; to leave a place of abode or a country for
life or residence elsewhere — em>i>^gra>tion \,em-3-'gra-sh3n\ n
6mi.gr6 or emi.gr6 \.em-3-'gra. .a-maA n [F emigre, fr. pp. of
emigrer to emigrate, fr. L emigrare'\ : emigrant; esp : a person
forced to emigrate by political or other circumstances

em>i>nence \'em-a-n3n(t)s\ n 1 : a condition or station of promi-
nence or superiority by reason of rank or office or of personal
attainments — used as a title for a cardinal 2 : something eminent,
prominent, or lofty: as a : a person of high rank or attainments
b : a natural elevation
em*i>nen*C7 \'em-3-n3n-se\ n : eminence
em4<nent Vem-3-nant\ adj [ME. fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L eminent-,
eminens, prp. of eminere to stand out, fr. e- + -minere (akin to L
mont-, mons mountain)] 1 ; standing out so as to be readily per-
ceived or noted : conspicuous 2 a : projecting to : lofty, tow-
ering 3 : exhibiting eminence esp. in standing above others in
some quality or position ; prominent syn see famous — em-i-
nent'ly adv
eminent domain n ; a right of a government to take private prop-
erty for public use by virtue of the superior dominion of the
sovereign power over all lands within its jurisdiction

emir \i-'mi(3)r. a-\ n [Ar amtr commander] ; a native ruler in
parts of Asia and Africa — emir.ate \-*mi(a)r-3t, -,at\ n
em*is*sary \'em-3-.ser-e\ n [L emissarius, fr. emissus, pp. of
emi(tere'\ 1 : one sent upon a mission as the agent of another
2 ; a spy or other secret agent

emiS'Sion \e-'mish-3n\ n 1 a : an act or instance of emitting
; emanation b archaic ; publication c : a putting into circula-

tion d : a flow of electrons from a surface 2 a : something sent
forth by emitting to : effluvium — erais»sive \-'mis-iv\ adj

emis-siv-i-ty \,em-5-'siv-3t-e, ,e-,mi-\ n : the relative power of a
surface to emit heat by radiation

emit\e-'mit\ vt emit»ted; emit-ting [L emittere to send out, fr. e-

-H miitere to send — more at smite] 1 a : to throw or give off or
out (as light) to ; to send out : eject 2 a : to issue with authority;
esp : to put (as money) into circulation to obs : publish 3 a ; to
give utterance to : express b ; to give voice to — emit'ter n
em-men>a<gogue Xa-'men-a-.gag, e-\ n [Gk emmena menses (fr.

neut. pi. of emmenos monthly, fr. en- + men month) + E -agogue
— more at moon] : an agent that promotes the menstrual discharge.

em.mer \'em-3r\ n [G. fr. OHO amari} : a hard red wheat (Triticum
dicoccum) having spikelets with two kernels that remain in the
glumes after threshing; broadly ; a tetraploid wheat
em.met \'em-3t\ n [ME emete} chiejly dial : ant
lemol'llent M-'mal-ysnt, -e-antX adj [L emollient-, emolliens, prp. of
emollire to soften, fr. e- + mollis soft] 1 : making soft or supple;
also : soothing esp. to the skin or mucous membrane 2 : mollifying

^emollient n : something that softens or soothes
emol>U<ment V-'mal-ya-mantX n [ME, fr. L emolumentum, lit.,

miller's fee, fr. emolere to grind up, fr. e- + molere to grind — more
at meal] 1 : the profit arising from office or employment usu. in

the form of compensation or perquisites 2 archaic : advantage
syn see wage
emote \i-'m6t\ vi [back-formation fr. emotion^ ; to give expression
to emotion esp. in or as if in a play or movie
emO'tion \i-'m6-sh3n\ n [MF, fr. emouvoir to stir up, fr. L ex-
movere to move away, disturb, fr. ex- + movere to move] 1 a obs
: disturbance b : excitement 2 a : the affective aspect of
consciousness ; feeling b : a state of feeling c : a psychic and
physical reaction subjectively experienced as strong feeling and
physiologically involving changes that prepare the body for im-
mediate vigorous action syn see feeling

emo>t!on-al \-shn3l, -shsn-^lX adj 1 : of or relating to emotion
2 : dominated by or prone to emotion 3 : appealing to or arousing
emotion 4 : markedly aroused or agitated in feeling or sensibilities— emo>tion*al-ly \-e\ adv
emo>tion>al<ism X-shna-.liz-am, -shan-'l-.iz-X n 1 : undue in-

dulgence in or display of emotion 2 : a tendency to regard things
emotionally
emo-tiDn*aI>ist X-shna-lsst, -shan-'l-3st\ n 1 ; one who tends to
rely on emotion as opposed to reason; esp : one who bases a theory
or policy on an emotional conviction 2 : one given to emotion-
,alism ~ emo.tion»al-is>tic \i-,mo-shn3-'lis-tik, -shsn-^'l-'is-X adj

emo<tion*al'i*ty \i-,mo-sh3-'nal-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of
being emotional
emo>tion>al<ize Xi-'mo-shna-.lTz, -sh3n-'I-,Tz\ vt : to give an
emotional quality to

emO'lion-less Xi-'mo-shsn-tasV adj : showing or expressing no
emotion — emO'tion'less>ness n

emo-tive \i-'m5t-iv\ adj 1 : of or relating to the emotions 2 : ap-
pealing toor expressing emotion — emo»tive»ly adv — emo-tiv-
i*ty \i-,mo-'tiv-3t-e, ,e-,m6-\ n
empanel var oj impanel
em.pa«thet.ic \,em-p3-'thet-ik\ adj ; empathic
em*path>ic \em-'path-ik, im-\ adj : involving, characterized by, or
based on empathy
om>pa>tliy \'em-p3-the\ n 1 ; the imaginative projection of a sub-
jective state into an object so that the object appears to be infused
with it 2 : the capacity for participating in another's feelings or
ideas
em<pen>nage \,am-pa-'nazh. ,em-\ n [F, feathers of an arrow,
empennage] : the tail assembly of an airplane

em>per>or X'em-par-sr, -prar\ n [ME, fr. OF empereor, fr. L im-
perator, lit., commander, fr. imperatus, pp. of imperare to com-
mand, fr. in- + parare to prepare, order — more at pare] : tiie

sovereign or supreme monarch of an empire
emperor butterfly n : any of several large richly colored butterflies
(family Nymphalidae)

em»pery \'em-p(3-)re\ n [ME emperie, fr. OF, fr. emperer to com
mand, fr. L imperare'} t wide dominion : empire
em-pha.sis \'em(p)-f3-s3s\ n, p/em-pha-ses \-f3-,sez\ [L, fr. Gk,
exposition, emphasis, fr. emphainein to indicate, fr. en- + phainein
to show] 1 a : a forcefulness of expression that gives special im-
pressiveness or importance b : a particular prominence given in
reading or speaking to one or more words or syllables 2 : special
consideration of or stress or insistence upon something
em<pha*size \'em(p)-f3-,sTz\ vt : to give emphasis to or place em-
phasis upon : stress

em>pliat*ic \im-*fat-ik, em-\ adj [Gk emphatikos, fr. emphainein'}
1 : uttered with or marked by emphasis 2 : tending to express
oneself in forceful speech or to take decisive action 3 : attracting
special attention 4 : constituting or belonging to a set of tense
forms in English that consist of the auxiliary do followed by an
infinitive without to and are used to facilitate rhetorical inversion,
to take the place of a simple verb form normally in negative or inter-
rogative sentences, or to emphasize — em*phat'i>cal*ly \-i-
k(3-)le\ adv
em.phy.se.ma \,em(p)-f3-'se-m3\ n [NL, fr. Gk emphysema
bodily inflation] : a condition characterized by air-filled expan-
sions of body tissues; specij : a condition of the lung marked by
distention and frequently by impairment of heart action — em-
phy.se-ma-tous \-'sem-3t-3S, -'se-mat-X adj

em.pire \'cm-,pT(3)r\ n [ME, fr. OF empire, empiric, fr. L imperium
absolute authority, empire, fr. imperare to command] 1 a (1) : a
major political unit having a territory of great extent or a number of
territories or peoples under a single sovereign authority; esp ; one
having an emperor as chief of state (2) : the territory of such a
political unit b : something held to resemble a political empire;
esp : an extensive territory or enterprise under single domination or
control 2 : imperial sovereignty, rule, or dominion
Em.pire \'am-.piO)r, 'em-.pTO)r\ adj [F, fr. {le premier) Empire
the first Empire of France] : of, relating to, or characteristic of a
style {as of clothing) popular in early 19th-century France
Em.pire Day \'em-,pT(3)r-\ n : commonwealth day — used before
the official adoption of Commonwealth Day in 1958

em.piT'iC \im-'pir-ik, em-\ n [L empiricus, fr. Gk empeirikos
doctor relying on experience alone, fr. empeiria experience, fr.

en- -t- peiran to attempt — more at fear] 1 archaic ; charlatan
2 : one who relies upon practical experience

em.pir.i-cal \-i-k3l\ or em-pir-ic \-ik\ adj 1 : relying on ex-
perience or observation alone often without due regard for system
and theory 2 : originating in or based on observation or ex-
perience 3 : capable of being verified or disproved by observation
or experiment i^ laws) — em.pir-i.cal.ly \-i-k{3-)le\ adv

empirical formula n ; a chemical formula showing the simplest
ratio of elements in a compound rather than the total number of
atoms in the molecule

em.pir.i'Cism \-'pir-3-,siz-sm\ n l a : a former school of medical
practice founded on experience without the aid of science or theory
b ; quackery, charlatanry 2 a : the practice of relying upon
observation and experiment esp. in the natural sciences b ; a tenet
arrived at empirically 3 a ; a theory that all knowledge originates
in experience b : logical posiTrvisM — em.pir>i*cist \-s3st\ n
em.place \im-'plas\ vt [back-formation fr. emplacement'} : to put
into position
em.place.ment \-'pla-sm3nt\ n [F, fr. MF emplacer to emplace, fr.

en- + place} 1 : the situation or location of something 2 : a
prepared position for weapons or military equipment 3 ; a put-
ting into position : placement
em.plane \im-'plan\ var oj enplane
lem-ploy \im-'pl6i\ vt [ME emploien, fr. MF emploier, fr. L
implicare to enfold, involve, implicate, fr. in- + plicare to fold— more at ply] 1 a : to make use of b ; to occupy (as time) ad-
vantageously c (1) : to use or engage the services of (2) : to
provide with a job that pays wages or a salary 2 : to devote to or
direct toward a particular activity or person
syn EMPLOY, HIRE mean to engage for work, employ stresses

the use of a person's services; hire stresses the act of engaging a
person's services for pay syn see in addition use
2employ n 1 archaic a ; USE b : occupation 2 : the state of
being employed esp. for wages or a salary

em.ploy.ahil.i.ty \im-,pl6i-3-'bil-st-e\ n ; the quality or state of
being employable

em.ploy.able \im-'pI6i-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being employed
em.ploy.ee or era-ploye^ \im-,pl6(i)-'e, (,)em-; im-'pl6(i)-.e, em-\
n : one employed by another usu. for wages or salary and in a
Dositjon below the executive level

ein-ploy.er \im-'pl6if-3)r. -'pl6-y3r\ n ; one that employs
em.ploy.ment \im-'pl6i-m3nt\ n 1 : use, purpose 2 a : activity

in which one engages or is employed b : an instance of such
activity 3 ; the act of employing ; the state of being employed
syn see work

em-poi'Son \im-'p6iz-'n\ vt [ME empoysonen, fr. MF empoisoner,
fr, en- + poison} 1 archaic % POISON 2 : EMBrrTER — em»pOi-
son.ment \-m3nt\ n
em.pcri.um \im-'p6r-e-3m, em-, -'p6r-\ n, pi emporiums also
em.po.ria \-e-3\ [L, fr. Gk emporion, fr. emporos traveler,

trader, fr. en in + poros passage, journey] 1 a : a place of trade;
esp ; a commercial center to : a usu. sizable place of business
that serves customers 2 : a store carrying a diversity of mer-
chandise
em.pow-er \im-'pau(-a)r\ vt : to give official authority or legal
power to syn see enable — em-pow.er.ment \-m3nt\ n
em.press \'em-pr3s\ n [ME emperesse, fr. OF, fem. of empereor
emperor] 1 : the wife or widow of an emperor 2 : a woman
who holds an imperial title in her own right

em.presse.ment Va"-pres-ma"\ n [F, fr. {s")empresser to hurry,
fr. en- -f- presser to press] : demonstrative warmth or cordiality

em.prise \em-'prTz\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. emprendre to under-
take, fr. (assumed) VL imprehendere, fr. L in- + prehendere to seize
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emptily 272 enclose

1 ! UNDERTAKING. ENTERPRISE; esp ! an adventurous, daring, or
chlvalric enterprise 2 : adventurousness, boldness

emp>ti>Iy \'em(p)-ta-le\ adv : in an empty manner
emp«ti*ness \-ie-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being empty
lemp-ly \'em(p)-te\ adj [ME, fr. OE xmetiig_ unoccupied, fr.

xmetta leisure, fr. m- without + -metta (fr. motan to have to)]
1 a : containing nothing to ; unoccupied c : uninhabited
d : UNFREQUENTED c I not pregnant <~ heifer) f : null 4
2 a : lacking reality, substance, or value : hollow (an -- pleasure)
b : destitute of effect or force c : devoid of sense ; foolish
3 : HUNGRY 4 a : idle <'--' hours) b : having no purpose or result
: USELESS 6 : marked by the absence of human life, activity, or
comfort
syn vacant, blank, void, vacuous: empty implies a complete

lack or absence of usual content; vacant implies absence of any
occupant or tenant or inmate; blank stresses the lack of any
significant, intelligible, or relieving features on a surface, esp.
freedom from writing or marking; void implies the absence of any-
thing whatever, utter emptiness; vacuous suggests the emptiness of
a vacuum and esp. the lack of intelligence or significance syn see
in addition vain
Sempty vr 1 a : to make empty ; remove the contents of b : de-
prive, DIVEST c ; to discharge (itself) of contents 2 : to remove
from what holds or encloses 3 : to transfer by emptying '— vi 1 : to
become empty 2 ; to discharge its contents
3empty n : something that is empty: as a : an empty container
b : an unoccupied vehicle

_
emp.ty-hand-ed \,emfp)-te-'han-d9d\ ad} 1 : having or bringing
nothing 2 : having acquired or gained nothing
emp'ty-head.ed \-'hed-3d\ adj : scatterbrained
em-pur.ple \im-'p3r-p3l\ vb em.pur.pling \-'p3r-p(3-)llo\ yt : to
tinge or color purple y vi : to become purple
em-py-ema \,em-,pi-'e-m3, -pe-\ n [LL, fr. Gk empyema'\ : the
presence of pus In a bodiJy cavity — em>py-emlc \-'e-mik, -'em-ik\
adj

em-py-re-al \,em-,pT-'re-3l, -pa-; em-'pir-e-al. -'pT-re-\ adj [LL
empyrius. empyreus, fr. LGk empyrios, fr. Gk en in 4- pyr fire]

1 : of or relating to the empyrean : celestial 2 ; sublime
lem-py-re-an \-3n\ adj : empyreal
sempyrean n l a : the highest heaven or heavenly sphere in ancient
and medieval cosmology usu. consisting of fire or light b : the
true and ultimate heavenly paradise 2 ; firmament, heavens
emu \'e-f,)myU\ n [modif. of Pg ema rhea] 1 ; an Australian bird
(Dromiceius novae-hollandiae) that is the largest existing bird next
to the ostrich 2 : any of various tall flightless birds (as the rhea)
1em-U-late \'em-y3-,lat\ vt [L aemulatus, pp. of aemulari, fr.

aemulus rivaling] 1 a : to strive to equal or excel b : jmitate
2 : to equal or approach equality with — em<u-la*tor \-,lat-3r\ n

^em-u-late \-i3t\ adj, obs : emulous
ein<U*la>tlon \,cm-y&-'la-sh3n\ n 1 ; ambition or endeavor to
equal or excel; also : iMrtATiON 2 obs X ambitious or envious rivalry
— em*u.]a-tive \'em-y3-,lat-iv\ adj— em^U'la-tive'ly adv
em-u-ious \'em-ys-l3s\ adj 1 a : ambitious or eager to emulate
b : inspired by or deriving from a desire to emulate 2 obs ; jealous— em-u-lous-ly adv — em-u-lous-ness n

emiU.si.ti.abie Xi-'msI-sa-.fr-a-balX or emiil.si.ble V-'mal-s^-balX
adj : capable of being emulsified <^ oils)

emul-sMi'Ca.tlon \i-,mal-sa-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n ; tiie process of
emulsifying

emul-Si-fi-er \i-'m3l-S3-,fT(-3)r\ n : one that emulsifies; esp \ a
surface-active agent (as a soap) promoting the formation and
stabilization of an emulsion

emul-si'ly X-.f^X vt : to convert (as an oil) into an emulsion
emul'Sion \i- mal-shsnX n fNL emulsion-, emulsio, fr. L emulsus, pp.
of emulgere to milk out, fr. e- + mulgere to milk; akin to OE
melcan to milk, Gk amelgeini 1 a : a system (as fat in milk) con-
sisting of a liquid dispersed with or without an emulsifier in an
immiscible liquid usu. in droplets of larger than colloidal size

b : the state of such a system 2 : suspension 2b(.^); esp : a suspen-
sion of a sensitive silver salt or salts in a viscous medium (as a
gelatin solution) forming a coating on photographic plates, film, or
paper — emul'Sive \-'ni3l-siv\ adj
emul'Soid \i-'m3l-,s6id\ n 1 : a colloidal system consisting of a
liquid dispersed in a liquid 2 : a lyophilic sol (as a gelatin solution)— emiU*sol*dal \-.m3l-'s6id-M\ adj
emuncto-ry \i-'m3o(k)-tO-)re\ n [NL emunciorium. fr. L emunc-
tus, pp. of emungere to clean the nose. fr. e- + -nmngere (akin to
mucus^'i archaic % an orean that carries off body wastes
en \*en\ n 1 : the letter « 2 : the set dimension of an en quad
len- also em- \e also occurs in these prejixes although only i may be
shown as in "engage^''\ prejix [ME, fr. OF, fr. L in-, im-, fr. m]
1 ; put into or on to <encrad!e) (enthrone) : cover with (enverdure)
: go into or on to (embus) — in verbs formed from nouns 2 : cause
to be (enslave) — in verbs formed from adjectives or nouns 3 : pro-
vide with (empower) — in verbs formed from nouns 4 : so as to
cover (enwrap) : thoroughly (entangle) — in verbs formed from
verbs; in all senses usu. em- before b, m, or p
aen- also em- prejix [ME. fr. L. fr. Gk, fr. en in — more at tn] : in

: within (enzootic) — usu. em- before b, m, or p (empathy)
1-en \3n, =n\ also -n \n\ adj sujjix [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHO -in

made of, L ~'inus of or belonging to, Gk -inos made of. of or belong-
ing to] ; made of ; consisting of (earthen) (woolen) (silvern)

2-en vb sujjix [ME -nen, fr. OE -nian: akin to OHG -inon -en]
1 a : cause to be (sharpen) b : cause to have (lengthen) 2 a : come
to be (steepen) b : come to have (lengthen)

en.able \in-'a-bal\ vr en.abling \-b(&-)Uo\ 1 a : to make able <~
a person to earn a living) b : to make possible, pracdcal, or easy
2 : to give legal power, capacity, or sanction to
syn enable, empower mean to make one able to do something.

enable implies provision of the means or opportunity for doing;
EMPOWER implies the granting of power or delegation of authority
to do

Cn>act \in-'akt\ vt 1 : to establish by legal and authoritative act;
specij ; to make (as a bill) into law 2 ; to act out : represent— en<ac>tor \-'ak-t5r\ n
en-act.ment \-'ak(t)-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of enacting : the state of
being enacted 2 : law. statute
lenam.el \in-'am-3i\ vr enam-eled or euam.elled; enam.eMng
or enam-eMing \-'am-(»-)liQ\ [ME enamelen, fr. MF enamailler,
fr. en- + esmail enamel, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG smelzan to

melt — more at smelt] 1 : to cover or inlay with enamel 2 : to
beautify with a colorful surface 3 : to form a glossy surface on
2enamel n 1 : a usu. opaque vitreous composition applied by fusion
to the surface of metal, glass, or pottery 2 : a surface, exterior, or
outer covering that resembles enamel 3 : a usu. glossy paint that
flows out to a smooth hard coat when applied 4 ; a calcareous
substance that forms a thin layer capping the teeth
enam.el-ware \-.wa(3)r, -,we(3)r\ n : ware coated with enamel
en*am.or or chiejly Brit en^am^our \in-'am-3r\ v; en>am>or>ing
\-(a-)rio\ [ME enamouren, fr. OF enamourer, fr. en- + amour love— more at amour] : to inflame with love

en.an.tio.raorph \in-'ant-e-a-,m6rf\ n [Gk enantios opposite (fr.

enanti facing, fr. en in + ami against) + ISV -morph'\ : either of a
pair of chemical compounds or crystals whose molecular structures
have a mirror-imaae relationship to each other — en-an*tio>mor-
pbic \in-,ant-e-3-'m6r-fik\ adj — en»an.tio-mor'Pliism \-,fiz-
3m\ n — en-an<tlo>mor-phous \-'m6r-f3s\ adj
en.ar.thrcsis \.en-(,)ar-'thro-sas\ n [NL, fr. Gk enarthrosis'} ; a
ball-and-socket joint (as the hip joint)

en bloc \a"-'blak\ adv [or adj) [F] : as a whole : in a mass
en*cae>nia \en-'se-ny3\ n pi but sing or pi in constr, ojten cap UNL,
fr. L, dedication fesiival, fr. Gk enkainia, fr. en in + kainos new]
; an annual university ceremony (as at Oxford) of commemoration
with recital of poems and essays and conferring of degrees
en-cage \in-'kaj\ vt : cage i

en-camp \in-'kamp\ vt t to form into or place in a camp *** vf : to
form or occupy a camp
en.camp.ment \-m3nt\ n l a : the act of encamping b : the state
of being encamped 2 : camp

en-cap.SU-late \in-'kap-S3-,lat\ vt : to encase in a capsule '— vi : to
become encapsulated — en>cap>SU>la*tlon \in-,kap-s3-'la-sh3n\ n

en-cap-su»lat*ed adj ; surrounded by a gelatinous or membranous
envelope

en-case \in-'kas\ vi : to enclose in or as if in a case
en-case-ment \in-'ka-smant\ n 1 : the act or process of encasing

: the state of being encased 2 : the supposed enclosure in a living
germ of the germs of all future generations that might develop from it

len-cauS'tiC \in-'k6-stik\ adj [L encausiicus, fr. Gk enkaustikos, fr.

enkaiein to burn in. fr. en- + kaiein to burn] : of or relating to en-
caustic — en-cauS'ti-cal-ly \-sti-k(s-)le\ adv

aencaustic n 1 ; a paint mixed with melted beeswax and after ap-
plication fixed by heat 2 : the method involving the use of encaustic

-ence \3n(t)s. =n(t)s\ n sujjix [ME, fr. OF, fr. L -entia. fr. -ent-,

-ens. prp. ending + -ia -y] 1 : action or process (emergence)
: instance of an action or process (reference) 2 : quality or slate
(despondence)

len-ceinte \a"-'sant, anA adj [MF, fr. (assumed) VL incienta, alter,

of L indent-, inciens being with young, fr. in + -cient-, -ciens (akin
to Gk kyein to be pregnant)] : being with child : pregnant

2enceinte n [F. fr. OF, enclosing wall, fr. enceindre to surround, fr.

L incingere. fr. in- + cingere to gird] : a line of fortification enclos-
ing a castle or town; also : the area or town so enclosed
encephal- or encephalo- comb jorm [F encephal-, fr. Gk enkephal-,
fr. enkephalos] : brain (eneep/ia/itis) (encep/ia/ocele)

en-ce-phal-ic \,en(t)-s3-'fal-ik\ adj ; of or relating to the brain;
also : Iving within the cranial cavity

en-ceplf-a-lit-ic \(,)en-,sef-3-'lit-ik\ adj i relating to. affected with,
or characteristic of encephalitis

en-ceph-a.Ii.tis \-'lTt-3s\ n : inflammation of the brain
en-cepli.a'lo-gram \en-'sef-3-lo-,Eram\ n [ISV] : an X-ray picture
of the brain made by encephalography

en-ceph-a-lo-graph \-,graf\ n 1 : encephalogram 2 : electro-
encephalograph

en.ceph.a-log.ra.phy \(,)en-,sef-3-'l'ag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : roentgen-
ography of the brain after the cerebrospinal fluid has been replaced

en-cepll-a-lo-my-eli.tis \en-.sef-3-lo-,mT-3-'lTt-3s\ n [NL] : con-
current inflammation of the brain and spinal cord; specij : any of
several virus diseases of horses

en-ceph-a-lon Ven-'sef-a-.liin, -l3n\ n,pl en-cepli-a-la \-l3\ [NL,
fr. Gk enkephalos, fr. en in \- kephale head] : the vertebrate brain
en-chain \in-'chan\ vt [ME encheyren, fr. MF enchainer, fr. OF, fr.

en- + chaeine chain] 1 : to bind with or as if with chains 2 : to

attract and hold (as the attention) — en>chain>ment \-m3nt\ n
en-chant \in-'chant\ vr [ME enchanten, fr. MF enchanter, fr. L
incaniare, fr. in- + cantare to sing] 1 : to influence by charms and
incantation : bewitch 2 : thrill, enrapture syn see attract

en-Chant-er \in-'chant-ar\ n : one that enchants; esp : sorcerer
en-chanl-ing adj : charnhng — en*chant-ing-ly \-io-Ie\ adv
en.chant-ment \in-'chant-m3nt\ n 1 a : the act or action of
enchanting b : the quality or state of being enchanted 2 : some-
thing that enchants
en-chant-ress \in-'chan-tr3s\ n 1 : a woman who practices magic

: sorceress 2 : a fascinating woman
en-chase \in-'chas\ vt [ME enchasen to emboss, fr. MF enchasser
to enshrine, set, fr. en- + chasse reliquary, fr. L capsa case] 1 : set
(-^ a gem) 2 : ornament: as a : to cut or carve in relief b : inlay

en-Chi.la*da \,en-ch3-'lad-3\ n [AmerSp] : a tortilla rolled with
meat filling and served with tomato sauce seasoned with chili

en.Chi.rid-i-on \.en-(.)kT-'rid-e-3n\ n [LL. fr. Gk encheiridion, fr.

en in -f- cheir hand — more at in, chir-] : handbook, manual
-en-chy.ma \'ea-k3-m3. 'en-\ n comb jorm, pi -en-chym-a-ta
\3n-'kim-3t-3, -=n-\ or -enchymas [NL, fr. parenchyma} ; cellular

tissue (coUenc/i>'ma)
en-ci-pher Xin-'sT-fsr, en-\ vt ; to convert (a message) into cipher
en-cir-cle \in-'s3r-k3l\ vt 1 ; to form a circle about : surround
2 : to make a circuit about — en-oir-cle-ment \-m3nt\ n

en-clasp \in-'klasp\ vt : to seize and hold ; embrace
en.clave Ven-.klav. 'an-\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. enclaver to enclose, fr.

(assumed) VL inclavare to lock up, fr. L in- + clavis key — more at

clavicle] 1 : a territorial or culturally distinct unit enclosed
within foreign territory 2 : a small often relict community of one
kind of plant in an opening of a larger plant community

en-clit-ic \en-'klit-ik\ adj [LL encliticus. fr. Gk enklitikos, fr.

enklinesthai to lean on, fr. en- + klinein to lean — more at lean]
oj a H^ord or particle : being without independent accent and
treated in pronunciation as forming a part of the preceding word
(as English th^ein prithee and not in cannot) — enclitic n

en-close \in-'kloz\ vt [ME enclosen, prob. fr. enclos enclosed, fr.

MF, pp. of enclore to enclose, fr. (assumed) VL inclaudere, alter, of
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L includere — more at include] 1 a : to close In : surround;
specij ; to fence off (common land) for Individual use I) ; to hold
in : CONFINE 2 ; to place in a parcel or envelope

6n-clo-sure \in-'klo-zh3r\ n 1 : the act or action of enclosing
2 : the quality or state of being enclosed 3 : something that en-
closes 4 : something enclosed
en-code \in-'kod\ vt ; to transfer from one system of communica-
tion into another; esp : to convert_(a message") into code

en>CO>ini>ast \en-*ko-me-,ast,_ -me-ast\ n [Gk enkomiastes, fr.

enkomiazein to praise, fr. enkomion'] : one that praises : EULOGiyr— en-co-mi-as-tic \(,)en-,ko-me-'as-tik\ adj
en*co>ini<um \en-'ko-me-3m\ n, pi encomiums or en.co<mia
\-me-3\ [L, fr. Gk enkomion, fr. en in + komos revel, celebration— more at in, comedy] ; high or glowing prawe
Syn ENCOMIUM. EULOGY, PANEGYRIC, TRIBUTE, CITATION mean a

formal expression of praise, encomium implies enthusiasm and
warmth in praising a person or a thing; eulogy applies to a pre-
pared speech or writing extolling the virtues and services of a per-
son; PANEGYRIC suggests an elaborate often poetic compliment;
TRiBiTTE implies deeply felt praise conveyed either through words or
through a significant act; citation applies to the formal praise
accompanying the mention of a person in a military dispatch or in
awarding an honorary degree
en>com>pass Xin-'kam-pas, -'kam-\ vt 1 a : to form a circle about

: ENCLOSE b obs : to go around 2 a : envelop b : include 3 ; to
bring about : accomplish — en>com<pass>ment \-p3-sm3nt\ n
len-core \'an-,ko(3)r. -,k6(3)r\ n [F, still, again] : a demand for
repetition or reappearance made by an audience; also t a further
performance in response to such a demand
2encore vt : to request an encore of or by
len-coun-ter \in-'kaunt-ar\ vt en>coun>ter-ing x-Tcaunt-a-rio,
-'kaiin-tririX [ME encountren, fr. OF encontrer, fr, ML incontrare,
fr. LL incontra toward, fr. L in- + contra against] 1 a ; to meet as
an adversary or enemy b : to engage in conflict with 2 : to come
upon face to face : meet 3 : to come upon unexpectedly
^encounter n l a ; a meeting between hostile factions or persons
b ; a sudden often violent clash ; combat 2 a : a chance meeting
b : a direct often momentary meeting
syn encounter, skirmish, brush mean a minor battle. An en-
counter may be unexpected and sometimes violent but not of long
duration; a skirmish is a slight and often preliminary encounter
between light detachments; a brush is a short but brisk skirmish
en>COUr>age Xin-'ksr-ij, -'ka-riJX vt [ME encoragen, fr. MF en-
coragier, fr. OF, fr, en- + corage courage] 1 : to inspire with
courage, spirit, or hope : hearten 2 : to spur on : shmulate
3 : to give help or patronage to : foster

en.cour.age-ment \-m3ni\ n i : the act of encouraging ; the
state of being encouraged 2 : something that encourages

en>0Oiii>ag-ing adj ; giving hope or promise ; favoring — en-
cour.ag.ing.Iy \-ip-Ie\ adv
en-crim>son \in-'krim-z3n\ vt : to make or dye crimson
en>Gn>nite X'eo-kra-.ntt, 'en-X n [NL encriniies'} : crinoid; esp : a
fossil crinoid — en*cn>nit-ic X.eo-kra-'nit-ik, ,en-X t^dj

en>croach Xin-*kr6chX vi [ME encrochen to get, seize, fr. MF
encrochier. fr. OF, fr. en- + croc, croche hook — more at crochet]
1 : to enter by gradual steps or by stealth into the possessions or
rights of another 2 : to advance beyond desirable or normal
limits syn see trespass — en-croach-ment Xmantx «

en-crust Xin-'krastX vb [prob. fr. L incrustare, fr. in- + crusta crust]
vt : to cover, line, or overlaywith a crust ^ vi ; to form a crust

en*crus>ta>tion XOin-.kras-'ta-shan, ,en-X var oj incrustation
en-cum-ber Xin-'kam-barX vt en-eum.ber.ing X-bCa-)rioX [ME
encombren, fr. MF encombrer, fr. OF, fr. en- + (assumed) OF
combre abatis] 1 ; to weigh down ; burden, overburden 2 ; to
impede or hamper the function or activity of : hinder 3 : to
burden with debts, mortgages, or other legal claims (-^ an estate)

en>cum*brance Xin-'kam-bf3n(t)sX " 1 : something that encum-
bers : impediment 2 : a claim or lien upon an estate

en-ciun<branc>er X-bran-sarX n : one that holds an encumbrance
-en-cy Xan-se. 'n-X " sufjix [ME -encie, fr. L -entia — more at

-ence] : quality or state (despondency}
ien>cyc*li<cal Xin-'sik-li-kal, en-X adj [LL encyclicus, fr. Gk en-
kyklios circular, general, fr. en in + kyklos circle — more at in,

wheel] : addressed to all the individuals of a group : general
3encyclical n : an encyclical letter; specij : a papal letter to the
bishops of the church as a whole or in one country

encyclopaedia, encyclopaedic var oj encyclopedia, encyclopedic
en<cy<ClO<pe'dia \in-,sT-kla-*ped-e-a\ n [ML encyclopaedia course
of general education, fr. Gk enkyklios paideia general education]
; a work that contains information on all branches of knowledge
or treats comprehensively a particular branch of knowledge usu.
in articles arranged alphabetically by subject

en»cy*clo.pe.dic X-'ped-ikX adj : of, relating to, or suggestive of an
encyclopedia or its methods of treating or covering^ a subject
: comprehensive — en-cy-clo-pe-di-cal-ly X-i-k(a-)leX adv

en>cy>ClO>pe>dism X-'pe-,diz-amX n ; encyclopedic knowledge
en>cy>Clo<pe*dist X-'ped-astX n 1 : one who compiles or writes
for an encyclopedia 2 ojten cap : one of the writers of a French
encyclopedia (1751-80) who were identified with the Enlighten-
ment and advocated deism and scientific rationahsm

en.cyst Xin-'sist, en-X vt : to enclose in a cyst ^ vi : to form or be-
come enclosed in a cyst — en>cyst>ment X-'sis(t)-mantX n
en>cys<ta>tion X.en-,sis-'ta-shanX n : encystment
lend X'endX n [ME ende, fr. OE; akin to OHG enii and, L ante
before, Gk anti against] 1 a : the part of an area that lies at the
boundary b (1) ; a point that marks the extent of something
(2) : the point where something ceases to exist (world without --'>

: the extreme or last part lengthwise : tip d : the terminal unit

of something spatial that is marked off by units e : a player sta-

tioned at the extremity of a line (as in football) 2 a : cessation of a
course of action, pursuit, or activity b : death, destruction
c (1) : the ultimate state (2) ; result, issue d : the complex of
events, parts, or sections that forms an extremity, termination, or
finish 3 : something incomplete, fragmentary, or undersize
: remnant 4 a : the goal toward which an agent acts or should
act b : the object by virtue of or for the sake of which an event
takes place 6 a : a share In an undertaking b : a particular phase

of an undertaking or organization — end*ed X'en-dadX adj
syn end, termination, ending, terminus mean the point or

line beyond which something does not or cannot go. end is the
inclusive term, implying the final limit In time or space. In extent
of influence, or range of possibility; termination and ending
apply to the end of something having predetermined limits or being
complete or finished; ending often includes the portion leading to
the actual final point; terminus applies commonly to the point to
which one moves or progresses syn see In addition intention
2end vt 1 a : to bring to an end b : destroy 2 : to make up the
end of '^ vi 1 : to come to an end 2 ; die syn see close
send vt [prob. alter, of E dial, in (to harvest)] dial Eng : to put
(grain or hay) Into a bam or stack

end- or endO- combjorm [F, fr. Gk, fr. endon within, fr. en in + -don
(akin to L domus house) — more at in, timber] 1 : within ; inside
(endoskeleton) — compare exo- 2 : taking In (ertcfothermal)

en>dani<age Xin-'dam-ijX vt ; to cause loss or damage to
end<amoe>ba X.en-da-'me-baX « [NL, genus name] : any of a
genus (Endamoeba) comprising amoebas parasitic in the intestines
of Insects and In some classifications various parasites of verte-
brates including the amoeba (E. histolytica) that causes amebic
dysentery in man — end*amoe>bic X-bik\ adj
en.dan.ger Xin-'dan-jarX vt en-dan*ger-ing X-'dani-(a-)rIo\ : to
bring Into danger or peril — en>dan>ger-ment X-'dan-jar-mantX n
en>darch X'en-,dark\ adj : formed or taking place from the center
outward <'^ xylem) -— en>dar*cby X-idar-keX n

end-brain X'en(d)-.branX n : the anterior subdivision of the fore-
brain

end bulb n : one of the bulbous bodies in which some of the sensory
nerve fibers end in parts of the skin and mucous membranes
en>dear Xin-'di(a)rX vt 1 obs : to make higher In cost, value, or
estimation 2 ; to make dear, beloved, or esteemed
en*dear<ment Xin-'di(a)r-mantX n 1 ; the act or process of endear-
ing 2 ; something that endears or manifests affection : caress
len.deav.or Xin-'dev-arX vb en-deav-or-ing X-(a-)rioX [ME en-
deveren to exert oneself, fr. en- + dever duty — more at devoir] vt
1 archaic : to strive to achieve or reach 2 : try 5 '-' v/ ; to work
with set purpose syn see attempt
2endeavor n : a serious determined effort
ien>dem-ic Xen-'dem-ikX adj [F endemique, fr. endemie endemic
disease, fr. Gk endemia action of dwelling, fr, endemos endemic, fr.

en in + demos people, populace] 1 : belonging or native to a par-
ticular people or country 2 : restricted to or native to a particular
area or region 3 : peculiar to a locality or region <'>-' diseases)
syn see native ~ en^dem>i-cal>ly X-i-k(a-)leX adv — en*de-mic-
i-ty X,en-,de-'mis-at-e. -da-X « — en-dem-ism Xen-'dem-,iz-amX n
2endemic n : native 2b
en>der>nilc Xen-'dar-mikX adj : acting through the skin or by direct
application to the skin — en<der>mi>cal*ly X-mi-k(a-)leX adv

end'ing X'en-diriX ;j ; a thing that constitutes an end; esp : one or
more letters or syllables added to a word base esp. Id Inflection
syn see end

endite archaic var oj indtte
en.dive X'en-.dlvX " [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL endivia, fr. LGk entubion,
fr. L intubus"] 1 : an annual or biennial composite herb (Cichorium
endivia) widely cultivated as a salad plant — called also escarole
2 : the developing crown of chicory when blanched for use as salad

end*Iess X'en-(d ilasX adj 1 ; having no end 2 : extremely numerous
3 : united at the ends <an ^ chain) — end>le5S>ly adv — end-
less-ness n
end.long X'en-,dl6o\ adv [ME endelong, alter, of andlong, fr. OE
andlang along, fr. andlang, prep.] archaic : lengthwise
end man n : a man at each end of the line of performers In a minstrel
show who engages In comic repartee with the interlocutor

end*most X'en(d)-,moslX adj ; situated at the very end : farthest
en>do<bi<ot*ic \,en-do-(,)bT-'at-Ik,-be-X ad; [ISV] : dwelling within
the tissues of a host
en-dcblast X'en-da-,blastX n [ISV] : hypoblast— en-do-blas-lic
X,en-da-'b!as-tikX adj

en<do.car'di*al x,en-d6-'kard-e-alX adj : situated within the heart
: of or relating to the endocardium

en.do>car'di*ti5 X.en-d6-(,)kar-'dit-as\ n : inflammation of the
lining of the heart and ijs valves
en.do.car<di<um X,en-d5-'kard-e-amX n [NL, fr. end- + Gk kardia
heart] : a thin serous membrane Uning the cavities of the heart
en>dO>carp X'en-da-,karpX n [F endocarpel

; the inner layer of the pericarp of a fruit

when it consists of two or more layers of dif-

ferent texture or consistency — en-do-car-
pal X.en-da-'kar-palX or en»do.car«pic
X-pikX adj

en.do.cra.ni.nm XiCn-do-'kra-ne-amX ". pl
en*do-cra*nia X-ne-aX[NL] 1 : the proc-
esses of the inner surface of the cranium of
an insect 2 : the inner surface of the cranium
len-do.crine X'en-da-kran, -.krln, -.krenX
adj [ISV end- + Gk krinein to separate]
1 a : secreting internally; specif : producing
secretions that are distributed in the body by vertical section of a
way of the bloodstream <'^ glands) b ; of, cherry showing- /
relating to. or resembling that of an endo- gpicarp. 2 meswarp,
cnne gland 2 : hormonal 5 endocaro 4 seed'
^endocrine n l ; hormone 2 ; an endocrine j 2 and^' together
gland

. . ... , 'form the pericarp
en-do.cn.nq.log.ic X.en-da-.krin-n-'aj-ik,
-,krTn-, -,kren-X adj : Involving or relating to the endocrine glands
or secretions or to endocrinology
en.do.cri.nol-o-gy X,en-da-kri-'nal-a-je, -(,)krT-X « [ISV] ; a branch
of knowledge dealing with the endocrine glands
en-do*derm X'en-da-,darmX n [F endoderme, fr. end- + Gk derma
skin] ; the innermost of the germ layers of an embryo that is the
source of the epithelium of the digestive tract and its derivatives
: hypobi-ast; also ; a tissue that is derived from this germ layer —
en-do-der*maI X.en-da-'dar-malX or en-do<der-mic X-mik\ adj

en-do-der-mis X.cn-da-'dar-masX n [NL] : the innermost tissue of
the cortex in many roots and steins
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end.odon.tia \,en-d3-'dan-ch(e-)3\ n CNL, fr. end- + -odontia'i : a
branch of dentistry concerned with diseases of the pulp — end-
odoti'tic \-'dant-ik\ adj — end<odon-tist \-'d'ant-3st\ n

etld>odon*tlCS \-'dant-ik:s\ n pi but sing in constr I endodontia
en.do.en.zyme \,en-(.)d6-'en-,zlm\ n [ISV] ; an intracellular
enzyme

en.do.eryth.ro.cyt-ic \,en-C,)do-i-,rlth-r3-'sit-ik\ ad) : occurring
within red blood cells — used chiefly of stages of malaria parasites

en*dog>a>nioiLS \en-'dag-3-m3s\ adj : oi, relating to, or charac-
terized by endogamy

en>dog-a>iny \-me\ n 1 : marriage within a specific group as re-
quired by custom or law 2 : sexual reproduction between near
relatives; esp ; pollination of a flower by pollen from another flower
of the same plant — compare AUTOGA^fY

eD>do*gen \'en-d3-j3n\ n [F endogine, fr. end- + -gine -gen] : a
plant that develops by endogenous growth
en.dog.e-nous \en-'daj-5-n3s\ adj 1 a : growing from or on the
inside ; developing within the cell wall I) : originating within the
body 2 : constituting or relating to metabolism of the nitrogenous
constituents of cells and tissues — en>dog>e>nous>ly adv
en>dog<e>ny \-ne\ n : growth from within or from a deep layer
en.do.lymph \*en-da-.lim(p)f\ n [ISV] : the watery fluid in the
membranous labyrinth of the ear

en>do*mic<tic \,en-da-'raik-tik\ adj ; of or relating to endomixls
en<do>mix*iS \-'mik-sas\ n [NL, fr. end- + Gk mixis act of mixing,
fr. mignynai to mix — more at Mix] ; a periodic nuclear reorganiza-
tion in ciliated protozoans
en<dO<niorph \'en-d3-,m6rf\ n [ISV] 1 : a crystal of one species
enclosed in one of another 2 [entoderm + -morph] t an cndo-
morphic individual
eu.do.mor.pliic \,en-d3-'m6r-fik\ adj la: of or relating to an
endomorph b : of, relating to, or produced by endomorphism
2 [endoderm + -morphic} ; characterized by predominance of the
structures (as the internal organs) developed from the endodermal
layer of the embryo ~ en-dcmor-phy \'en-d3-.m6r-fe\ n
en-do*mor'phism \,en-d9-'m6r-,fiz-3m\ n : a change produced in
an intrusive rock by reaction with the wall rock

en.do.par»a.site \,en-(,)d5-'par-a-,srt\ n [ISV] ; a parasite that
lives in the internal organs or tissues of its host
en.dopIi>a.gous \en-'daf-3-g3s\ adj : feeding from within; esp

: consuming vegetation or plant debris by burrowing in and dis-

integrating plant structures
en.do.phyle \'en-d3-.fTt\ n [ISV] : a plant living within another
plant — en-do-phyt'ic \,en-d3-'fit-ik\ adj
en.do.plasm \'en-d3-,plaz-3m\ n [ISV] : the Inner relatively fluid
part of the cytoplasm — en*do»plas»mic \,en-d3-'plaz-mik\ adj
en.dop.O'dite \en-'dap-9-.dTt\ n [ISV] ; the mesial or internal
branch of a typical limb of a crustacean — eu-dop>o>dlt-ic
\(,)en-,dap-3-'dit-ik\ adj

en.do.poly-ploid \,en-(,)do-'pal-i-,pl6id\ adj : of or relating to a
polyploid state in which the chromosomes have divided repeatedly
without mitosis or subsequent cell division — en>do*poly>ploi*dy
\-.p]6id-e\ n

end organ n : a structure forming the peripheral terminus of a path
of nerve conduction and consisting of an effector or a receptor with
its associated nerve terminations

en.dorse \in-'d6(3lrs\ vt [alter, of obs. endoss, fr. ME endosen, fr.

MF endosser, fr. OF, to put on the back, fr, en- + dos back, fr. L
dorsum^ 1 a : to write on the back of; esp : to sign one's name as
payee on the back of (a checkl to obtain the cash or credit repre-
sented on the face b : to inscribe Cone's signature) on a check, bill,

or note c : to inscribe (as an official document) with a title or
memorandum d : to make over to another (the value represented
in a check, bill, or note) by inscribing one's name on the document
e : to acknowledge receipt of (a sum specified) by one's signature on a
document 2 : to express definite approval of syn see approve— en«dors.ee \in-,d6r-'se, ,en-\ n — en.dors>er \in-'d6r-S3r\ n

en.dorse.ment \in-'d6r-sm3nt\ n 1 : the act or process of en-
dorsing 2 a : something that Is written In the process of endorsing
b : a provision added to an Insurance contract altering Its scope or
application 3 : sanction, approval

en.do.scle.rite \,en-(.)do-'sklif3)r-Jt\ n : a sclerite that is part of
the internal skeleton of an insect or other arthropod

en.do-scope \'en-d3-.sk6p\ n [ISV] : an instrument for visualizing
the interior of a hollow organ (as the rectum or urethra) — en-
dos-co-py \en-'das-k3-pe\ n

en-dcscop.ic \,en-d3-'skap-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or by means of
the endoscope or endoscopy

en.dcsKel.e.tal \,en-(,)d5-'skel-3t-n\ adj ; of or relating to an
endoskeleton

en.dO'Skel.e.ton \-3t-'n\ « : an internal skeleton or supporting
framework in an animal
end.os.mo.sis \,en-,das-'mo-s3s, -,daz-\ n [alter, of obs. end-
osmose, fr. F, fr. end- + Gk osmos act of pushing, fr. othein to
push; akin to Skt vadhati he strikes] ; passage (as of a surfaces
active substance) through a membrane from a region of lower to a
region of higher concentration — end.os.mot.ic \-'mat-Ik\ adj—
end.QS.mot.i.cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

en.doosperm \'en-d3-,sp3rm\ n [F endosperme, fr. end- + Gk
sperma seed — more at sperm] : a nutritive tissue In seed plants
formed within the embryo sac — en.do*sper.mic \,en-d3-'sp3r-
mik\ adj ~ en-do-sper.mous \-m3s\ adj
en.dcspore \'en-d3-,spo(3)r, -,sp6(3lr\ n [ISV] : an asexual spore
developed within the cell esp. In bacteria :— en.dO'Spor-ic \,en-d3-
'spor-ik, -'sp6r-\ adj ~ en.d0.spo*rous \-3s; en-'das-p3-r3s\ adj

end'OS.te.al \en-'das-te-3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to the endqsteum
2 : located within bone or cartilage — end.QS.te.al.ly \-3-le\ adv

en.dO'Ster.nite \,en-d6-'st3r-,nit\n[ISV] ; a segment of the endo-
skeleton of an arthropod

end.os.te.uin \en-'das-te-3m\ n, pi end-os.tea \-te-3\ [NL, fr.

end' + Gk osteon bone — more at osseous] ; the layer of vascular
connective tissue lining the medullary cavities of bone
end-os.tra.cmn \en-'das-tri-k3m\ n, pi end.os.tra.ca \-k3\ [NL,
fr. end- + Gk ostrakon shell] ; the inner layer of a shell (as of a

en.do.the.ci.um \,en-do-'the-s(h)e-3m\ n, pi en-do.the.cia
\-s(h}e-3\ [NL] ; the Inner lining of a iDature anther

endotlieli- or endottielio- comb jorm [ISV, fr. NL endothelium}
t endothelium iendotheliomst}

en.do-the.li.al \,en-d3-'the-le-al\ adj ; of, relating to, or pro-
duced from endothelium

en.do.the.li.um \-le-3m\ n, pi en-do.tlie.lia \-Ie-3\ [NL, fr.

end- + epithelium'] 1 : an epithelium of mesoblastic origin com-
posed of a single layer of thin flattened cells that lines internal body
cavities 2 : the inner layer of the seed coat of some plants — en-
do.the.loid \-'the-,16id\ adj

en.do.therm yen-d3-,th3rm\ n : a warm-blooded animal
en.do.ther.mic \,en-d3-'th3r-mik\ or en.do-ther.mal \-m3l\ adj
[ISV] : characterized by or formed with absorption of heat

en.dO.tOK-in \,en-do-'tak-S3n\ n [ISV] : a toxin of internal origin;
specij : a poisonous substance present in bacteria (as of typhoid
fever) but separable from the cell body only on its disintegration
en.dO-tra.che.al \,en-(,)do-*tra-ke-3l\ adj 1 : placed within the
trachea <an '-« tube) 2 : applied or effected through the trachea
en-dOW \in-'dau\ vt [ME endowen, fr. AF endouer, fr. MF en- -(-

douer to endow, fr. L dotare, fr. dot-, dos gift, dowry] 1 : to furnish
with a dower 2 ; to furnish with an income 3 a : to provide or
equip gratuitously : enrich b : CREorr 5a, invest 5
eu.dOW.ment \-m3nt\ n 1 : the act or process of endowing
2 : something that is endowed; specij : the portion of an insti-

tution's income derived from donations 3 ; natural capacity,
power, or ability

en.do.zo-ic \.en-d3-'zo-lk\ adj [ISV] : living within or Involving
passage through an animal <'^ distribution of weeds)

end'pa.per \'en(d)-,pa-p3r\ n t a once-folded sheet of paper having
one leaf pasted flat against the inside of the front or back cover of a
book and the other pasted at the base to the first or last page
end plate ^ : a flat plate or structure at the end of something; specij

; a complex terminal arborization of a motor nerve fiber
end run n l : a football play in which the ball carrier attempts to
run wide around his own end 2 : an evasive trick

end-stopped \'enCd)-,stapt\ adj, oj a verse ; marked by a logical or
rhetorical pause at the end — compare rxjn-on
end table n ; a small table used beside a larger piece of furniture
en.due \in-'dCy)ii\ vt [ME enduen, fr. MF enduire to bring in. In-
troduce, fr. L inducere — more at induce] 1 a : provide, endow
b : IMBUE, transfuse 2 [ME induen, fr. L induere, fr. ind- in (fr.

OL indu, endo) + -uere to put on] : to put on : don
en.dur.able \in-'d(y)ur-3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being endured —
en-dur.ably \-bie\ adv
en-dur.ance \In-'d(y)ur-3n(t)s\ n 1 : permanence, duration
2 : the ability to withstand hardship, adversity, or stress 3 : SUF-

en.dtire \in-'d(y)u(3)r\ vb [ME enduren, fr. MF endurer, fr.

(assumed) VL indurare, fr. L, to harden, fr. in- + durare to harden,
endure — more at during] vi 1 ; to continue in the same state
: last 2 ; to remain firm under suffering or misfortune without
yielding '^ vt 1 : to undergo (as a hardship) esp. wiihout giving in
: SUFFER 2 : TOLERATE, PERMIT syn See bear, continue

en.dur.ing adj : lasting, durable — en-dur-ing-ly \-io-le\ adv—
en.dur.ing-ness n

end.ways \'en-,dwaz\ or end.wise \-,dwTz\ adv {or adj) 1 ; with
the end forward 2 : lengthwise 3 : at or on the end
En.dym.i.on \en-'dim-e-3n\ n [L, fr. Gk Endymionl : a beautiful
youth loved by Selene

-ene \,en\ n sujjix [ISV, fr. Gk -ene, fem. of -enos, adj. suffix] : un-
saturated carbon compound {benzene); esp ; carbon compound
with one double bond (ethylene)
en.e.ma \'en-3-m3\ n [LL. fr. Gk. fr. enienai to inject, fr. en- +
hienai to send] 1 ; the injection of liquid into the intestine by way
of the anus 2 : material for injection as an enema
en.e.my \'en-3-me\ n, ojten attrib [ME enemi, fr. OF, fr. L inlmicus,

fr. in- Un- -1- amicus friend] 1 : one that seeks the injury, over-
throw, or failure of an opponent 2 : something harmful or deadly
3 a : a military adversary b : a hostile unit or force
syn ENEMY, FOE mean one who shows hostility or ill will, enemy

stresses antagonism showing itself in hatred or destructive attitude
or action; foe stresses active fighting or struggle but Is used only
figuratively of an enemy in war

en.er-get.iC \,en-3r-'jet-ik\ adj [Gk energetikos, fr. energein to be
active, fr. energos"] 1 ; marked by energy ; strenuous 2 : operat-
ing with vigor or effect 3 I of or relating to energy <--' equation)
syn see vigorous — en.er.get*!.cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

en.er.get.iC3 \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : a branch of mechanics
that deals primarily with energy and its transformations

en-er.gid Ven-sr-jsd, -,jid\ n [ISV, fr. Gk energos'] I a nucleus
and the body of cytoplasm with which it interacts

en.er.gize \'en-3r-JTz\ vi : to put forth energy : act — v? 1 ; to
impart energy to 2 : to make energetic or vigorous 3 : to apply
voltage to — en.er.giz.er n
en.er.gy \'en-3r-je\ n [LL energia, fr. Gk energeia activity, fr.

energos active, fr. en in + ergon work] 1 : vitality of expression
2 : the capacity of acting 3 : power forcefully exerted 4 : the
capacity for doing work syn see power
energy level n : one of the stable states of constant energy that may
be assumed by a physical system — called also energy state

lener.vate \i-'n3r-v3t\ adj ; enervated
2en.er.vate \'en-3r-,vat\ vt [L enervatus, pp. of enervare, fr. e- +
nervus sinew] 1 : to lessen the vitality or strength of 2 : to reduce
the mental or moral vigor of syn see unnerve — en.er.va.Uon
\.en-3r-'va-sh3n\ n

en.fant ter.ri.ble \a°-fa"-te-rebl''\ n [F] ; one whose inopportune
remarks or unconventional actions cause embarrassment

en.tee.ble \in-'fe-b3l\ vt en.fee.bling \-b(3-)liQ\ [ME enjeblen,

fr. MF enfeblir, fr. OF. fr. en- + jeble feeble] : to make feeble syn
see WEAKEN — en.fee.ble-ment \-b3l-m3nt\ n
en-IeoM \in-'fef. -'fef\ vt [ME enfeojjen, fr. AF enjeojjer, fr. OF
en- + jiej'] ; to invest with a fief, fee, or other possession — en-
leoff.raent \-m3nt\ n

en.fet-ter \in-'fet-3r\ vt ; to bind in fetters : enchain
len.ti.lade \'en-f3-,lad, -,lad\ n [F, fr. enjiler to thread, enfilade,

fr. OF, to thread, fr. en- + jil thread] : a condition permitting the
delivery of gunfire in a lengthwise direction at an objective

^enfilade vt : to rake or be in a position to rake with gunfire In a
lengthwise direction

enllame var oJ inflame
en.Jleu.rage Xja^-iflsr-'azhX n [F] : a process of extracting per-
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fumes by exposing absorbents to the exhalations of flowers
en*fold \in-'fold\ vt 1 a : to cover with folds ; envelop b : con-
tain 2 : to clasp within the arms ; embrace
en.lorce \in-'fo(3)rs, -'f6Ca)rs\ vt [ME enforcen, fr. MF enforcier,

fr. OF, fr. en- + jorcel 1 ; to give force to ; strengthen 2 : to

urge with energy 3 : constrain, compel 4 obs : to effect or gain
by force 5 : to execute vigorously <'— laws) — en^force-abil-i-ty
\-,for-s3-'biI-3t-e, -,f6r-\ n — en-foice-able \-'f6r-s3-baI, -'f6r-\

adj — en-force-ment X-'for-smant, -'for-X n — en-forc-er n
syn enforce, implement mean to put into effect, enforce refers

chiefly to laws and statutes and implies the exercise of executive
or police power; implement suggests the performance of acts neces-

sary to bring into effect some agreed-on plan, measure, or policy

en>fran*Chise \in-'fran-,chTz\ vt [ME enjranchisen, fr. MF en-

jranchiss-, stem of enjranchir, fr. OF, fr. en~ + Jranc free — more at

FRANK] 1 : to set free (as from slavery) 2 ; to endow with a fran-
chise; a : to admit to the privileges of a citizen; specij ; admit to the
right of suffrage b : to admit (a municipahty) to political privileges

or rights — en-lran-chise-ment X-.chiz-mant. -ch9z-\ n
en-gage \in-'gaj\ vb [ME engagen, fr. MF engagier, fr. OF, fr. en-

+ gage^ vt 1 : to offer (as one's word) as security for a debt or
cause 2 a obs ; involve, entangle b ; to attract and hold by
influence or power c : to interlock with : mesh; also : to cause to

mesh 3 : to bind (as oneself) to do something; esp : to bind by a
pledge to marry 4 a : to provide occupation for b : to arrange to

obtain the use or services of : hire 5 a : engross, occupy b : to

induce to participate 6 a : to enter into contest with b : to bring
together or interlock (weapons) ~ vi 1 a : to pledge oneself

; promise b : guarantee 2 a : to begin and carry on an enter-

prise b : participate 3 : to enter into conflict 4 ; to be or be-
come in gear
en.gaged \in-'gaid\ adj 1 : occupied, employed 2 : pledged,
betrothed 3 : greatly interested ; cOMMirrED 4 : partly em-
bedded in a wall <an ^ column) 5 ; being in gear : meshed
en.gage.ment \in-'gaj-m3nt\ n 1 a : the act of engaging or state

of being engaged b : betrothal 2 : something that engages
3 a : a promise to be present at a specified time and place b ; em-
ployment esp. for a stated time 4 : the state of being in gear 6 : a
hostile encounter between military forces syn see battle
©n-gag.ing adj : tending to draw favorable attention ; attractive— en-gag-ing-ly \-'ga-jir)-le\ adv
en>gar>land \in-'gar-l3nd\ vt ; to adorn with or as if with a garland
en.gen.der \in-'jen-dar\ vb en-gen-der-ing \-d(3-)rio\ [ME
engendren, fr. MF engendrer, fr. L ingenerare, fr. in- + generare to
generate] vt 1 : ^eget, procreate 2 : to cause to exist or to
develop <angry words -^ strife) '— v( : to assume form ; originate
len.gine \'en-j3n\ n [ME engin, fr. OF, fr. L ingenium natural
disposition, talent, fr. in- + gignere to beget] 1 obs a : iNGENunY
b : evil contrivance ; wile 2 archaic : something used to effect a
purpose : agent 3 a : a mechanical tool: as (1) ; an instrument
or machine of war (2) obs : a torture implement b : machinery
c : any of various mechanical appUances — compare fire engine
4 : a machine for converting any of various forms of energy into
mechanical force and motion 5 : a railroad locomotive
aengine vt : to equip with an engine
len.gi.neer \,en-]3-'ni(a)r\ « 1 ; a member of a military group de-
voted to engineering work 2 obs ; plotter 3 a : a designer or
builder of engines b : a person who is trained in or follows as a
profession a branch of engineering c : a person who carries

through an enterprise by skillful or artful contrivance 4 ; a person
who runs or supervises an engine or an apparatus
^engineer vt 1 ; to lay out, construct, or manage as an engineer
2 a : contrive b : to guide the course of syn see guide

en*gi*neer>ing n, ojten attrib 1 ; the art of managing engines
2 : a science by which the properties of matter and the sources of
energy in nature are made useful to man

en.gine»ry \'en-j3n-re\ n 1 ; instruments of war 2 : machines and
tools : machinery
en-gild \in-'gard\ vt : Gird, encompass
en.gii.dle \in-'g3rd-'I\ v( : girdle
en>gla>cial \en-'gla-sh3l\ adi ; embedded in a glacier

lEn-gliSh \'ir)-glish also 'io-lish\ adj [ME, fr. OE englisc, fr. Engle
(pi.) Angles] ; of, relating to, or characteristic of England, the
English people, or the English language

SEngliSb n 1 a ; the language of the people of England and the
U.S. and many areas now or formerly under British control
b : a particular variety of English distinguished by pecuUarities (as

of pronunciation) c : English language, literature, or com-
position when a subject of study 2 pi in constr : the people
of England 3 a : an English translation b : idiomatic or
intelligible English 4 : a vertical spin given to a ball by
striking it to right or left of center (as in pool) or by the
manner of releasing it (as in bowling)
sEngliSh vt 1 : to translate into English 2 : anguctze
English breakfast tea n ; congou; broadly : any similar black
tea
English foxhound n : any of a breed of foxhounds devel-
oped in England and characterized by a large heavily boned
form, rather short ears, and lightly fringed tail

English horn n : a double-reed woodwind instrument similar
to the oboe but a fifth lower in pitch
En>glish>man X'ia-glish-man also 'io-lish-\ n ; a native or
inhabitant of England
English muffin n : bread dough rolled and cut into rounds
and baked on a griddle
English rabbit n : any of a breed of white domestic rabbits
having distinctive dark markings
English setter n : any of a breed of bird dogs characterized
by a moderately long flat silky coat of white or white with
color and by feathering on the tail and legs

English shepherd n : any of a breed of vigorous medluma
sized working dogs with a long and glossy black coat with —
usu. tan to brown markings developed in England for herding irPT
sheep and cattle p"*?
English sonnet n : a sonnet consisting of three quatrains and "°

a couplet with a rhyme scheme of abab, cdcd, ejej, gg
English springer n : any of a breed of springer spaniels held

to have originated in Spain and characterized by deep-bodied mus-
cular build and a moderately long straight or slightly wavy siUcy
coat of usu. black and white hair
English toy spaniel n : any of a breed of small blocky spaniels with
well-rounded upper skull projecting forward toward the short
tumed-up nose
English walnut n : a Eurasian walnut {Juglans regia) valued for its

large edible nut and its hard richly figured wood; also : its fruit

En>gllsh>wom>an \'io-glish-,wum-an also 'io-lish-\ n ; a woman of
English birth, nationahty, or origin
en.glut \in-'gl3t\ vt [MF engloutir, fr. LL inglutire, fr. L in- +
gluitire to swallow — more at glutton] : to gulp down : swallow

en.gorge \in-'g6(3)rj\ vb [MF engorgier, fr. OF, to devour, fr. en-
+ gorge throat] vt : gorge, glut -*' vi : to suck blood to the
limit of body capacity — en-gorge-ment \-m3nt\ n
en.graft \in-'graft\ vt 1 ; graft 1, 2 2a: attach : implant
b : invigorate

en.grailed \in-'gra(a)ld\ adj [ME engreled, fr. MF engresle, fr. en-
+ gresle slender, fr. L gracilis^ 1 : indented with small concave
curves 2 : made of or bordered by a circle of raised dots
engrain vt t ingrain
en.gram also en.gramme \'en-,gram\ n [ISV] : a memory trace;
specij : a protoplasmic change in neural tissue hypothesized to ac-
count for persistence of memory — en>gram>mic \en-'gram-ik\ adj

en.grave \in-'grav\ vt [MF engraver, fr. en- + graver to grave, of
Gmc origin; akin to OE grajan to grave] 1 a : to form by incisions
(as upon wood or metal) b ; to impress as if with a graver 2 a : to
cut figures, letters, or devices upon for printing; also I to print from
an engraved plate b : photoengrave — en-grav»er n

en.grav.ing n 1 ; the act or process of one that engraves 2 : some-
thing that is engraved: as a : an engraved printing surface b : en-
graved work 3_: an impression from an engraved printing surface

en.gross \in-'gros\ vt [ME engrossen, fr. AF engrosser, prob. fr.

ML ingrossare, fr. L in -H ML grossa large handwriting, fr. L, fem.
of grossus thick] 1 a : to copy or write in a large hand b : to
prepare the usu. final handwritten or printed text of (an official

document) 2 [ME engrossen, fr. MF en gros in large quantities]
a ; to purchase large quantities of (as for speculation) b obs
: amass c : to take the whole of : monopouze — en>gross>er n

en.grossed \-'gr6st\ adj : completely occupied or absorbed
en-gross.ing adj : taking up the attention completely : absorbing
en.gross-ment \in-'gro-sm3nt\ n 1 : the act of engrossing 2 : the
state of being absorbed or occupied : preoccupation
en.gulf \in-'g3lf\ vt 1 ; to flow over and enclose : overwhelm
2 : to take in (foodj by or as if by flowing over and enclosing —
en-gulf.ment \-m3nt\ n
en-hance \in-'han(t)s\ vt [ME enhauncen, fr. AF enhauncer, alter,

of OF enhaucier, fr. (assumed) VL inaltiare, fr. L in + altus high —
more at old] 1 obs : raise 2 ; to make greater (as in value,
desirability, or attractiveness) : heighten syn see intensify —
en-hance-ment \-'han(t)-sm3nt\ n
en.har.mon.ic \,en-(,)har-'man-ik\ adj [F enharmonique, fr. MF,
of a scale employing quarter tones, fr. Gk enarmonios, fr. en in -H

harmonia harmony, scale] 1 : relating to a written change of notes
that sound the same on all instruments using the tempered scale <the
'^ change from A flat to G sharp) 2 : relating to the difference in

pitch that results from exact tuning of a diatonic scale and its trans-

position into another key — en.har.mon.i-cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
en'i*ac \'en-e-,ak\ n [electronic numerical integrator OTid computer]

: a digital computer for rapid solution of mathematical problems
enig.ma \i-'nig-ma\ n [L aenigma, fr. Gk ainigmat-, ainigma, fr.

ainissesthai to speak in riddles, fr. ainos fable] 1 : an obscure
speech or writing 2 : something hard to understand or explain
3 : an inscrutable or mysterious_ person syn see mystery

enig.raat-iC \,en-(,)ig-'mat-ik, ,e-(,)nig-\ adj : relating to or re-

sembling an enigma : puzzling syn see obscure — enig*niat>i>cal
\-i-k9l\ adj — enig=mal.i.cal.ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

en.isle \in-'T(3)l\ vt 1 : isolate 2 : to make an island of

en>jamb<ment or en-iambe-ment Xin-'jam-mant, a"-zha"b-ma°\ n
[F enjambement, fr. MF, encroachment, fr. enjamber to straddle,

encroach on, fr. en- + jambe leg — more at jamb] : the running over
of a sentence from one verse or couplet into another so that closely

related words fall in different lines — compare run-on
en-join \in-'j6in\ vt [ME enjoinen, fr. OF enjoindre, fr. L injangere,

fr. in- + jungere to join — more at yoke] 1 ; to direct or impose by
authoritative order 2 ; forbid, prohibit syn see command

en.joy \in-'j6i\ vt [MF enjoir, fr. OF, fr. en- + joir to enjoy, fr. L
gaudere to rejoice — more at joy] 1 : to take pleasure or satis-

faction in 2 : to have for one's use, benefit, or lot — en.joy-able
\-'j6i-3-bal\ adj — en.joy-able.ness n — en.joy-ably \-ble\ adv
en.joy.ment \in-'j6i-m3nt\ n 1 : the action or state of enjoying
2 : something that is enjoyed syn see pleasure

en.kin.die \in-'kin-d='I\ vb : kindle
en.Iace \in-'las\ vt [ME enlacen, fr. MF enlacier, fr. OF, fr. en- -f

lacier to lace] 1 ; encircle, enfold 2 : entwine, interlace
en-large \in-'rarj\ vb [ME enlargen, fr. MF enlargier, fr. OF, fr.

en- + larger vt 1 : to make larger : extend 2 : to give greater

scope to : EXPAND 3 : to set free ^ vi 1 : to grow larger 2 : to

speak or write at length : elaborate syn see increase — en-large-
able \-'lar-ja-b3l\ adj — en*larg<er n
en-large-ment \in-'larj-m3nt\ n 1 : an act or instance of enlarging

or the state of being enlarged 2 : a photographic print that is

larger than the negative and is made by projecting through a lens an
image of the negative upon a photographic printing surface

en-light-en \in-'lTt-=n\ vt en-light-en-ing \-'lTt-niD, -'n-ia\
1 archaic : illuminate 2 a : to furnish knowledge to : instruct
b ; to give spiritual insight to

en.light-en-ment \in-'lTt-'n-raant\ n 1 : the act or means of en-
hghtening ; the state of being enUghtened 2 cap : a philosophic
movement of the 18th century marked by questioning of traditional

doctrines and values, a tendency toward individualism, and an
emphasis on the idea of universal human progress, the empirical
method in science, and the free use of reason — used with the

en-list \in-'Ust\ vt 1 ; to engage (a person) for duty in the armed
forces 2 ; to secure the support and aid of ^^ vi 1 : to enroll

oneself in the armed forces 2 ; to participate heartily (as in a
cause, drive, crusade) — en-list-ment \-'lis(t)-m3nt\ n
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en>IiSt>ed \-'lis-t-3d\ ad] : of, relatiiig to, or constituting the part of
a military or naval force below commissioned or warrant officers

en*liv*en \in-'lT-v3n\ vr : to give life, action, or spirit to : animate
syn see quicken
en masse \an-'mas, a"-\ adv [F] : in a body : as a whole
ezi'inesll \in-'mesh_\ vt : to catch or entangle in or as if in meshes
eil*ini-ty \'en-mat-e\ n [ME enmite, fr. MF enemite, fr. OF ejiemisle,

irreg. fr. enemi enemy] ; hatred; esp : mutual hatred
syn HOSTILITY, ANTIPATHY. ANTAGONISM, ANIMOSFFY, RANCOR,

ANIMUS: ENMITY Suggests positive hatred which may be open or
concealed; hostility suggests an enmity showing itself in attacks or
aggression; antipathy and antagonism imply a natural or logical

basis for one's hatred or dislike, antipathy suggesting repugnance,
a desire to avoid or reject, and antagonism suggesting a clash of
temperaments leading readily to hostility; animosffy and rancor
suggest intense ill will and vindictiveness that threaten to kindle
hostility; rancor is esp. apphed to bitter brooding over a wrong;
animus adds to animosity the implication of strong prejudice
en<ne-ad \'en-e-,ad\ n [Gk ennead-, enneas, fr. ennea nine— more at
NINF3 : a group of nine

en>no*l)le \in-'o-b3!\ vr en-nchling \-b(3-)Ho\ [ME ennobelen,
fr. MF ennoblir, fr. OF, fr. en- + noble] 1 : to make noble : elevate
2 ; to raise to the rank of nobiUty — en.no-ble.ment \-b3l-m3nt\
n — en.no.hler \-b(3-)l3r\ n

en>nili \'an-'we\ n [F, fr. OF enui annoyance, fr. enuier to annoyl
: a feeling of weariness and dissatisfaction

Enoch \'e-n3k, -nik\ n [Gk Enoch, fr. Heb mnokhl 1 : an Old
Testament patriarch and father of Methuselah' 2 : a son of Cain

enol \'e-,n6l, -,nol\ n [ISV ene- (fr. -ene) + -oil : an organic com-
pound containing a hydroxyl group adjacent to a double bond and
usu. characterized by the grouping >C:C(OH) eno-lic \e-'no-
lik, -'nal-ik\ adj

enol.O.gy \e-'nal-3-]e\ n [Gk oinos wine + E -logy— more at WINE]
: a science that deals with wine and wine making

enor-mi.ty \i-'n6r-m3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being Im-
moderate, monstrous, or outrageous; esp : great wickedness 2 : a
grave offense 3 : hugeness, immensity
enor.mous \i-'h6r-m3s\ adj [L enormis, fr. e, ex out of + norma
rule] 1 archaic a ; abnormal, inordinate b : exceedingly wicked
: SHOCKING 2 : marked by extraordinarily great size, number, or
degree — enor-mous>ly adv — enor.mous-ness n
syn ENORMOUS, IMMENSE, HUGE, VAST, GIGANTIC, COLOSSAL,
MAMMOTH mean exceedingly large or big. enormous suggests an
exceeding of all ordinary bounds in size or amount or degree;
IMMENSE implies an exceeding of usual standards or measurements
without suggesting, as enormous often does, abnormality or
monstrousness; huge commonly suggests an immensity of bulk or
amount; vast usu. suggests immensity of extent; gigantic stresses

the contrast with the size of others of the same kind; colossal
applies esp. to a human creation of stupendous or incredible dimen-
sions; MAMMOTH suggests both hugeness and ponderousness of bulk
lenough Xi-'nsf; ajrer t, d. s, z ojien 'n-'3f\ adj [ME ynough, fr. OE
genog; akin to OHG ginuog enough; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc
compound whose first constituent is represented by OE ge- (perfec-
tive prefix) and whose second constituent is akin to L nancisci to
get, Gk enenkein to carry] : occurring in such quantity, quality,
or scope as to fully satisfy demands or needs syn see sufficient
^enough adv l ; in or to a degree or quantity that satisfies : suf-
ficiently 2 : fully, qutfe 3 ; in a tolerable degree
3enough n : a quantity that Is enough : sufficiency
enounce \e-'naun(t)s\ vf [F enoncer, fr. L enuntiare to report]
1 : to set forth or state {as a proposition) 2 : enuncl^te 2
enow\i-'nau\ adv {or adj) [ME inow, fr. OE genogl archaic : ENOUGH
en paS'Sant \a,"-pa-sa"\ adv [F] ; In passing — used in chess of the
capture of a pawn as it makes a first move of two squares by an
enemy pawn in a position to threaten the first of these squares
en.phy.tot.ic \,en-(,)fT-'tat-ik\ adj, oj a plant disease : occurring
regularly in a district but only in moderate severity — enphjrtotic n

en<plane \in-'plan\ vj : to board an airplane
en prise \a"-prez\ adj [F] o/ a chess piece : exposed to capture
en.quire \in-'kwTfa)r\ en-qui-ry \'in-,kwTCs)r-e, In-'; "in-kwa-re,
'iQ-\ varoj inquire, inquiry

en>rage \ln-'raj\ vt [MF enrager to become mad, fr. OF enragier,
fr. en- + rage'] : to fill with rage : anger

en*rapt \in-'rapt\ adj : rapt, enraptured
en-rap.ture \in-'rap-ch3r\ vt en*rap* turning \-'rap-ch3-rIo,
-'rap-shriQ\ : to fill with delight

en.reg.iS.ter \in-'rej-3-st3r\ vt [MF enregistrer, fr. OF, fr. en- +
registre register] : to put on record
en.rich \in-'rich\ vt [ME enrichen, fr. MF enrichir, fr. OF. fr. en- +
riche rich] 1 : to make rich or richer 2 : adorn, ornament 3 a
: to make richer in some quality b ; to make (soil) more fertile

: to improve (a food) in nutritive value by adding vitamins and
minerals m processing — en*rlch.er n — en*rich*ment \-m3nt\ n
en*rohe \in-'rob\ vt : to Invest or adorn with or as if with a robe
en.roll or en-rol \In-*r61\ vb en-rolled; en-rolMng [ME enrollen,
fr. MF enroUer, fr. en- + rolle roll, register] vt 1 : to insert, register,
or enter in a list, catalog, or roll 2 : to prepare in written or printed
form a final perfect copy of (a bill passed by a legislature) 3 : to
roll or wrap up ^ vi \ to enroll oneself or cause oneself to be en-
rolled — en*roII*ment or en*roI*ment \-m3nt\ n
en*root \in-'riit, -'rut\ vt : to fix by or as If^by roots : establish
en route \an-'rUt, en-. In-, a"-\ adv [F] : on or along the way
en.sam-ple \in-'sam-p3l\ n [ME, fr. MF ensample, example} i ex-
ample, instance
en>san<guine \in-'sari-gw3n\ vt 1 ; bloody 2 : crimson
en>sate \'en-,sat\ adj [L enslsl : ensiform
en*sconce \in-'skanCt)s\ vt 1 ; shelter, conceal 2 : to settle
comfortably or snugly
enscroll var oj inscroll
en.sem.ble Xan-'sam-bal, a°-\ n, ojten attrib [F, fr. ensemble
together, fr. L insimul at the same time, fr. in- + slmul at the same
time — more at same] : a group constituting an organic whole
or producing together a single effect: as a ; set b : concerted
music of two or more parts c : a complete costume of harmoniz-
ing or complementary pieces d : a group of supporting players,
singers, or dancers; esp : corps de ballet
en*Sheathe \ln-'shetl3\ vt ; to cover with or as if with a sheath
en-Sbrine \in»'shrln, esp South -'srin\ vt 1 : to enclose In or as If

In a shrine 2 : to preserve or cherish as sacred
en*Shroud \in-'shraud, esp South -'sraud\ vt ; to cover or enclose
with or as if with a shroud

en.si.form \'en{t)-s3-.f6nn\ adj [F ensijorme, fr. L ensis sword +
F -jorme -form; akin to Skt asi sword] ; having sharp edges and
tapering to a slender point

en.Sign \'en{t)-s3n, in senses other than 3b also "en-.sTnX n [ME
ensigne, fr. MF enseigne, fr. L insignia Insignia, flags] 1 ; a flag
flown as the symbol of nationality 2 a : a badge of office, rank, or
power b : emblem, sign 3 a archaic : standard-bearer b : the
most junior naval commissioned officer ranking just below a
Ueutenant junior grade and above a chief warrant officer

en-si-lage \'en (t)-s(3-)li]\ n 1 ; the process of preserving fodder by
ensiling 2 : silage

en.Sile \en-'sTfa)l\ vt [F ensiler, fr. en- + silo, fr. Sp] : to prepare
and store (fodder) for silage in a tight silo or pit
en.sky \in-'skT\ vt : to lift to or as if to the skies or heaven : exalt
en.slave \in-'slav\ vt : to reduce to or as if to slavery : subjugate— en*slave*nient \-m3nt\ n — en-slav-er n
en.snare \in-'sna(9)r, -'sne(3)r\ vr : snare, entrap syn see catch
en.snarl \in-'snar(3)l\ vt : to involve in a snarl
en*scul \in-'sol\ vt z to endow or imbue with a soul
en*sphere \in-'sfi(3)r\ vt : to enclose in or as if in a sphere
en.sue \in-'su\ vj [ME ensuen, fr. MF ensuivre, fr. OF fr. en- +
suivre to follow] : to take place afterward or as a result syn see
follow
en suite \a°-'swet\ adv (or adj) [F] : In a succession, series, or set

en.sure \in-'shu(3)r\ vt [ME ensuren, fr. AF enseurer, prob. alter,
of OF fljeurer] : to make sure, certain, or safe : guarantee
syn ENSvrRE. insure, assure, secltre mean to make an outcome

sure, ensure implies a making certain and inevitable: insure stresses
the taking of necessary measures beforehand to make a result cer-
tain or provide for any probable contingency: assure implies a
making sure in mind by removing all doubt and suspense; secure
implies action taken to guard against attack or loss
en*swathe \in-'swaili, -'sw6t^, -'swatii\ v/ ; swathe, enwrap
ent- or ento- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk entos within; akin to L intus
within, Gk £n in — more at in] ; inner : within <e/j/obiast>

en.tab.la.ture \in-'tab-la-.chu(3)r. -char. -,t(y)uO)r\ n [obs. F,
raodif. of It intavokitura, fr. intavolare to put on a board or table,
fr. in- (fr. L) -I- tavola board, table, fr. L tabula — more at table]
: the upper section of a wall or story that usu. is supported on
columns or pilasters and that in classical orders consists of archi-
trave, frieze, and cornice; also : a similar part (as an elevated sup-
port for a machine part)
en.ta.ble-ment Vin-'ta-bal-msnt. a°-t^-bl3-ma''\ n [F, fr. OF. fr. en-
+ table"] : a platform supporting a statue and above the dado

ten. tail \in-'ta(3)l\ vt 1 : to restrict (property) by limiting the
inheritance to the owner's lineal descendants or to a particular
class thereof 2 : to attach as if by entail 3 : to impose, involve, or
imply as a necessary accompaniment or result — en.lail.er \-'ta-
lar\ n — en-tail.ment y'ta(3)l-m3nt\ n

^entail n l a ; an entailing esp. of lands b : an entailed estate
: the rule fixing the descent 2 : something transmitted as if by

entail

en.tan-gle \in-'taip-g3l\ vr 1 : to make tangled, complicated, or
confused 2 : to involve in a tangle — en.tan.gler \-g(?-)l3r\ n
en.tan.gle.ment \in-'tari-gal-msnt\ n 1 a : the action of entan-
gling : the state of being entangled b : something that entangles,
confuses, or ensnares 2 J the condition of being deeply involved
en.tel-e.Chy \en-'tel-3-ke\ n [LL entelechia, fr. Gk entelecheia]
1 : the reaJization of form-giving cause as contrasted with potential
existence 2 I an immanent agency held by some vitalists to regu-
late or direct the vital processes of an organism
en.tente \an-'tant\ n [Fj fr. OF, intent, understanding — more at
intent] 1 ; an international understanding providing for a com-
mon course of action 2 : a coalition of parties to an entente

en.ter \'ent-3r\ vb en-ter-ing \'ent-3-rio. 'en-trio\ [ME entren,
fr. OF entrer, fr. L intrare, fr. intra within; akin to L inter between]
vi 1 ; to go or come in 2 : to come into a group ; join 3 a : to
make a beginning (-^ed into business) b : to begin to consider a
subject 4 : to go upon land for the purpose of taking possession
5 : to play a part : be a factor <~ into a conversation) ~ vr 1 ; to
come or go into <'^ a room) 2 : inscribe, register 3 : to cause
to be received or admitted (-^ a boy at a school) 4 ; to put in

: INSERT 5 a : to make a beginning in : take up h : to pass within
the limits of (a particular period of time) 6 ; to become a member
of or an active participant in 7 ; to make report of (a ship or her
cargo) to customs authorities 8 : to place in proper form before a
law court or upon record ,<'^ a writ) 9 : to go into or upon and
take actual possession of 10 : to put on record — en.ter.able
\'ent-3-r3-b3l, 'en-tr3-\ adj
syn ENTER, PENETRATE, PIERCE, PROBE mean to make way into

something, enter is the most general of these and may imply either
going in or forcing a way in; penetrate carries a strong implication
of an impelling force or compelling power that effects entrance;
PIERCE adds to PENETRATE 3 Clear implication or suggestion of an
entering point or wedge; probe implies penetration for investigating
or exploring something hidden from sight or knowledge

enter- or entero- comb jorm [Gk, fr. enteron] : intestine (enteritisy

en-ter.al \'ent-3-r3l\ adj : enteric — en.ter.al.ly \-r3-le\ adv
en.ter.ic \en-*ter-ik\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the enteron 2 : of,

relating to, or being a medicinal preparation treated to pass through
the stomach unaltered and disintegrate in the intestines

en.ter-it.i.diS \,ent-»-'rit-3d-3s\ n [NL (Salmonella) enteritidis,

species of bacteria] : enteritis esp. in young animals
en.ter*i.tis \,ent-3-'rTt-ss\ n 1 : inflammation of the Intestines

and esp. of the human ileum 2 : a disease of domestic animals (as

panleucopenia of cats) marked by enteritis and diarrhea
en-tero-coccal \,ent-9-r6-'kak-al\ adj ; of, relating to, or caused
by enterococci
en.tero.coccus \-Tcak-3s\ n, pi en.terccoc.ci \-'kak-,(s)T.
-kak-(,)(s)e\ [NL, genus name] : streptococcus; esp : a strepto-
coccus (as Streptococcus faecalis) normally present in the intestine

en.tero.coele or en.tero-coel \'ent-3-ro-,sel\ n : a coelom origi-
nating by outgrowth from the archenteron — en.tero.coe.lic
\,ent-3-ro-'se-lik\ adj — en.tero.coe.lous \-l3s\ adj

en.tero-CO-ll*tis \,ent-3-(,)ro-k3-'lTt-3s\ n [NL] ; enteritis affect-
ing both the small and large intestine

en*tero>gas*trone \,ent-3-r6-'gas-,tron\ n [.enter- + gastr- +
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hormone] ; a hormone of the upper intestinal mucosa with an
inhibitoi-y action on gastric motUity and secretion

en-tero-liep*a>ti-tis \,ent-a-(,)ro-,hep-s-'tit-3s\ n tNL] : black-
head 3

en.tero>ki-nase \,ent-3-ro-'kin-,as, -'kin-, -,a2\ n [ISV] : an
enzyme esp. of the upper intestinal mucosa that activates trypsin-
ogen by converting it to trypsin

en-ter<on \'ent-»-,ran, -r3n\ n [NL, fr. Gk, intestine — more at
INTER-] : the alimentary canal or system — used esp. of the embryo

en-ter-OS-tO-my \,ent-a-'ras-t3-me\ n [ISV] : a surgical formation
of an opening into the intestine through the abdominal wall

en«ter-prise \'ent-3(r)-,prTz\ n [ME enterprise, fr. MF entreprise.

It. entreprendre to undertake, fr. entre- inter- + prendre to take]
1 : a project or undertaking that is difficult, complicated, or risky

2 a ; a business organization b ; a systematic purposeful activity

3 : readiness to engage in daring action : imtiative
en>ter>pris*er \-,prT-zar\ n ; one who undertakes an enterprise;

specif : ENTREPRENEUR
eil>ter»priS«ing \-,prT-2io\ adj : marked by an independent
energetic spirit and by readiness to undertake or experiment

en*ter>tain \,ent-3r-'tan\ v6 [ME entertinen. fr. MF entretenir, fr.

entre- inter- + tenir to hold] vr 1 a archaic : maintahm h obs
: RECEIVE 2 : to show hospitality to 3 a : to consider with favor
h : CONSIDER 4 : to provide entertainment for -^ vi : to provide en-
tertainment esp. for guests syn see amuse — en-ter-tain-er n
en'ter-tain^ment \,ent-ar-'tan-mant\ n 1 ; the act of entertaining
2 a archaic : maintenance, provision b obs : employment
3 : something diverting or engaging; esp ; a public performance

en.thal.py \'en-,thal-pe, en-'thal-\ n len- + Gk thalpein to heat]
; the sum of the internal energy of a body and the product of its

volume multiplied by the pressure
en.thrall or en-thral \in-'thr6l\ vt en.lhralled; en.thrall.ing
1 ; to hold in or reduce to slavery 2 : to hold spellbound ; charm— en-thrall-ment or en-thral-ment \-m3nt\ n

en.throne \in-'thron\ vt 1 ; to seat ceremonially on a throne
2 : to place on high ; exalt — en'throne>ment \-m3nt\ n

en-thuse \in-'th(y)uz\ vb [back-formation fr. enthusiasm'} vt ; to
make enthusiastic ^ vi : to show enthusiasm
en<thU'Si>asm \in-'thfy)ii-ze-,az-3m\ n [Gk enthousiasmos, fr.

enthousiazein to be Inspired, fr. entheos inspired, fr. en- + theos
god] 1 a : belief in special revelations of the Holy Spirit b : re-

ligious fanaticism 2a: strong excitement of feeling ; fervor
b : something inspiring zeal or fervor syn see passion

en>thu*Si*ast \-,ast, -3st\ n : a person filled with enthusiasm
en-tliu*5i*as>tic \in-,th(y)U-ze-'as-tik\ adj : filled with or marked
by enthusiasm — en«thU'Si-as.ti"CaMy \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv
en.thy-meme \'en(t)-thi-.mem\ n [L enthymema, fr. Gk enthy-
memo, fr. enthymeisthai to keep In mind, fr. en- + thymos mind,
soul] : a syllogism in which one of the premises is imphcit

en*tice \in-'tTs\ vt [ME enticen, fr. OF enticier, fr. (assumed) VL
intitiare, fr. L in- + titio firebrand] : to draw on by arousing hope
or desire ; tempt syn see lure — en-tiee-ment \-'ti-sm3nt\ n
len.tire \in-'tYC3)r, 'en-.X adj [ME, fr. MF entir, fr. L integer, lit.,

untouched, fr. in- + tangere to touch — more at tangent] 1 ; hav-
ing no element or part left out 2 : complete in degree : total
3 a : consisting of one piece : homogenous b : intact 4 : not
castrated 6 : having the margin continuous syn see perfect,
whole — entire adv — en-tire-ly adv — en-tire-ness n

aentlie n 1 archaic ; the whole : entirety 2 : stallion
en.tire. ty \in-'tT-r9t-e, -'tT(3)rt-e\ n 1 : the state of being entire

or complete 2 : sum total, whole
en.ti.tle \in-'tTt-=I\ vt en-ti.tling \-'tTt-lio, -=l-io\ [ME entitlen,

fr. MF entituler, fr. LL intitulare, fr. L in- + titulus title] 1 : to
give a title to ; designate 2 a : to give alegal right to b ; to
qualify for something — en.ti.tle.ment \-'tit-''l-m3nt\ n

en.ti'ty \'en(t)-at-e\ n [ML entitas, fr. L ent-, ens existing thing, fr.

coined prp. of esse to be] 1 a : being, existence; esp : independent,
separate, or self-contained existence b : the existence of a thing as
contrasted with its attributes 2 : something that has separate and
distinct existence and objective or conceptual reaUty

ento see ent-
en.tO'hlast \'ent-3-,blast\ n 1 ; hypoblast 2 : a blastomere
producing endoderm — en-tO'blas.tic \.ent-3-'blas-tik\ adj
en.to.derm \'ent-3-,d3rm\ n : endoderm — en.to*der*mal \,ent-
a-'dar-malV or en>tO'der.niic \-mik\ adj
en.toil \in-'t6i(a)l\ vt : entrap, enmesh
entom- or entomo- combjorm [F, fr. Gk entomon} : insect ientomo-
phagous)

en.tomb \in-'tum\ vt [ME entoumben, fr. MF entomber, fr. en- +
tombe tomb] 1 : to deposit in a tomb : bury 2 : to serve as a
tomb for — en-tomb.ment \-'tum-mant\ n

en.to.mo.log. i.cal \,ent-3-m3-'laj-i-k3l\ adj :_of or relating to
entomology— en.to.mo.log-i.cal.ly \-I-kf3-)le\ adv
en.to.mol.Q'gist \,ent-s-'mal-3-J3St\ n : a specialist in entomology
en.tO.mol.O-gy \-ie\ n [F entomologie, fr. Gk entomon insect (fr.

neut. of entomos cut up, fr. en- ¥ temnein to cut) + F -logie -logy
— more at tome] : a branch of zoology that deals with insects

en-tO.moph.a.gOUS \,ent-3-'maf-a-g3s\ adj : feeding on insects

en-to.moph'i.Ious \,ent-3-'maf-a-l3s\ adj ; normally pollinated by
insects — en-to-moph-i'ly \-le\ n
en.to.mos.tra.can \,ent-3-'mas-tri-k3n\ n [deriv. of entom- -I-

Gk ostrakon shell — more at oyster] : any of numerous simple
typically small crustaceans (as branchiopods, ostracods, copepods,
and barnacles) sometimes placed in a subclass (Entomostraca)
— entomostracan or en.to-mos-tra.cous \-k3s\ adj_

en.to.proct \'ent-3-,prakt\ n [deriv. of ent- + Gk proktos anus]
: any of a phylum (Entoprocta) of animals lacking a true coelom
and having the anus adjacent to the mouth — entoproct or en-
tO-proc-tOUS \,ent-5-'prak-t3s\ adj

en.tou.rage \,ant-3-'razh, ,an-(,)tu-\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. entourer

to surround, fr. entour around, fr. en in (fr. L in) 4- cour circuit]

1 ; one's attendants or associates 2 : surroundings
en.to.zoa \,ent-3-'zo-3\ n pi [NL] : internal animal p^irasltes;

esp : the Intestinal worms — en.t0.Z0'an_\-'zo-3n\ adj or n
en.tO'ZO'iC \-'26-ik\ or en-tO-ZO.al \-'zo-3l\ adj : hving within
an animal

en.tr'acte \'an-,trakt, 'a° i°-'\ n [F, fr. erure- inter- -I- acte

act] 1 : the interval between two acts of a play 2 : a dance, piece
of music, or interlude performed between two acts of a play

en.tiails \'en-tr3lz. -,tralz\ n pi [ME entrailles, fr. MF, fr. ML
intralia, alter, of L interanea, pi. of vueraneum intestine, fr. neut.
of interaneus interior] ; guts, viscera; broadly : internal parts
len. train \in-*tran\ vt [MF entrainer, fr. en- + trainer to draw,
drag — more at train] 1 : to draw along with or after oneself
2 : to carry along or over esp. mechanically (as fine drops of
liquid during distillation) 3 ; to incorporate (air bubbles) into
concrete — en-train. er n — en.train.raent \-'tran-m3nt\ n

zentrain vt : to put aboard a train '^ vi : to go aboard a train
len.trance Ven-tr3n(t)s\ n 1 ; the act of entering 2 : the means
or place of entry 3 : power or permission to enter : admission
4 : the point at which a voice or instrument part begins in ensemble
music 5 ; the first appearance of an actor in a scene

2en.trance \in-'tran(i)s\ vt 1 : to put into a trance 2 : to carry
away with delisht, wonder, or rapture — en.trauce*ment \-'tran(t)-
sm3nt\ n — en*tranc*lng'ly \-sir]-le\ adv

en.trant \'en-tr3nt\ n : one that enters esp. in a contest
en. trap \in-*trap\ vt [MF entraper, fr. en- + trape trap] 1 : to
catch in or as if in a trap 2 : to lure into a compromising statement
or act syn see catch — en.trap-ment \-m3nt\ n

en.treat \in-'tret\ vb [ME emreten, fr. MF entraitier, fr. en- •¥

traiiier to treat — more at treat] vt 1 archaic : to deal with
: TREAT 2 : to ask earnestly or urgently -^ vi 1 obs a : negotiate
h : intercede 2 : plead syn see beg — en. treat.ing.ly \-io-le\
adv — en.treat-ment \-m3nt\ n

en-treaty \in-'tret-e\ n : the act of entreating ; plea
en.tre.chat \,an-tr3-'sha\ n [F] : a leap in which a ballet dancer
repeatedly crosses the legs and sometimes beats them together

en.tree or en.tree \'an-(,)tra\ n [F entree, fr. OF] 1 a : the act
or manner of entering : entrance b : freedom of entry or access
2 a : a dish served between the main courses or in England be-
fore the roast b : the principal dish of the meal in the U.S.

en.tre.mets \as sing .an-tra-'ma, as pi -'ma(z)\ n pi but sing or pi
in constr [F, fr. OF entremes, fr. L intermissus, pp. of intermiitere
to intermit] : dishes served in addition to the main course of a meal

en.trench \in-'trench\ vt 1 a : to place within or surround with a
trench esp. for defense b : to place (oneself) in a strong defensive
position c : to establish solidly : confirm 2 : to cut into : fur-
row; specif : to erode downward so as to form a trench -^ vi

1 : to dig or occupy a trench for defensive purposes 2 : encroach— used with on or upon syn see trespass — en- trench-ment
\-m3nt\ n

en.tre-pflt \,an-tr3-'po\ n [F] : a center of trade and transshipment
en.tre-pre-neuT \,an-tr3-p(r)9-'n3r, -'n(y)u(3lr\ n [F, fr. OF, fr.

entreprendre to undertake] : one who organizes, manages, and
assumes the risks of a business or enterprise — en-tre.pre.neur-
ship \-'n3r-.ship, -'n(y)u(3)r-\ n

en.tre.sol \'ent-3r-,sal, 'en-trs-, 'an-tr3-, -,s61\ n [F] : mezzanine
en.tro.py \'en-tr3-pe\ n [ISV] 1 a : a measure of the unavailable
energy in a closed thermodynamic system so related to the state
of the system that a change in the measure varies with change in
the ratio of the increment of heat taken in to the absolute tempera-
ture at which it is absorbed b : a measure of the disorder of a
closed thermodynamic system in terms of a constant multiple of
the natural logarithm of the probability of the occurrence of a
particular molecular arrangement of the system that by suitable
choice of a constant reduces to the measure of unavailable energy
2 : a measure of the amount of information in a message that is

based on the logarithm of the number of possible equivalent
messages 3 : the degradation of the matter and energy in the
universe to an ultimate state of inert uniformity

en-trust \in-'tr3st\ vr 1 : to confer a trust upon; esp : to deliver
something in trust to 2 : to commit to another with confidence
syn see commit — en-trust-ment \-'tr3s{t)-m3nt\ n

en-try \'en-tre\ n, pi entries [ME entre. fr. OF entree, fr. fem. of
entre, pp. of entrer to enter] 1 : the act of entering : entrance
2 : admission, entree 3 : the place of entrance; as a : vestibule,
passage b : door, gate 4 a ; the act of making or entering a
record b : something entered; as (1) : headword (2) : a headword
with its definition or identification (3) : vocabulary entry
5 : a person, thing, or group entered in a contest

en-twlne \in-'twTn\ vb : to twine together or around
en-twist \in-'twist\ vr : entwine
enu-Cle-ate \('^e-'n(y)U-kle-,at\ vr [L enucleatus, pp. of enucleare,

lit., to remove the kernel from, fr. e- + nucleus kernel] 1 archaic

: explain 2 : to deprive of a nucleus 3 ^ to remove without
cutting into — enn-cle-ation \(.)e-,n(y)U-kle-*a-sh3n\ n

enu-mer-a-ble \i-'n(y)iim-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj : denumerable
enu-mer-ate \i-'n(y)u-m3-,rat\ vt [L enumeratus, pp. of enumerare,
fr. e- 4- numerare to count, fr. numerus number — more at nimble]
1 : to ascertain the number of : count 2 : to specify one after

another : list — enu-mer-a-tion \-,n(y)u-m3-'ra-sh3n\ n —
enu.mer-a-tive \-'n(y)ii-m3-,rat-iv, -'n(y)iim-(3-)r3t-\ adj —
enu-mer-a-tor \-'n(y>U-m3-,rat-3r\ n

enun.cia-ble \e-'n3n(t)-se-3-b3l, -'nan-ch(e-)3-b3l\ adj : capable
of being enunciated

enun.Ci.ate \e-'n3n(t)-se-,at\ vb [L enuntiatus, pp. of enuntiare

to report, declare, fr. e- + nuntiare to report — more at announce]
vt 1 a : to make a definite or systematic statement of b : an-
nounce, proclaim 2 : articulate, pronounce'^ vi : to utter

articulate sounds — enun-ci-a-tion \-,n3n(t)-se-'a-sh3n\ n —
enun-ci-a-tor \-'n3n(t)-se-,at-ar\ n

en-ure var oj inure
en-ure-sis \,en-vu-'re-S9S\ n [NL, fr. Gk enourein to urinate in,

wet the bed. fr. en- + ourein to urinate] : an involuntary discharge
of urine : incontinence of urine — en-uret-ic \-'iet-ik\ adj or n

en.vel-op \in-'vel-3p\ vt [ME envohipen, fr. MF envoluper, en-

veloper. fr. OF envoloper, fr. en- + voloper to wrap] 1 : to enclose

or enfold completely with or as if with a covering 2 : to mount
an attack on (an enemy's flank) — en-vel-Op-ment \-msnt\ n
en.ve-lope \'en-v3-,16p, 'an-\ n 1 : something that envelops

: wrapper 2 : a fiat usu. paper container (as for a letter) 3 a ; the
outer covering of an aerostat b ; the bag coniaining the gas in a
balloon or airship 4 : a natural enclosing covering (as a mem-
brane) 5 a : a curve tangent to each of a family of curves b : a
surface tangent to each of a family of surfaces
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eil<ven*om \ln-'ven-3m\ vt ZME envenimen. fr. OF envenimer, fr.

en- + venim venom] 1 ; to make poisonous 2 : embitter
en*vi>al)le \'en-ve-3-b3l\ adj : highly desirable — en.vi»able»liess
n — en.vi.aDly \-ble\ adv

en-vi.er \'en-ve-3r\ n ; one that envies
en-vi>OUS \'en-ve-3s\ adj 1 ; feeling or showing envy 2 archaic
a ; EMULOUS h : enviable— en.vi«ous*ly adv— en>vi>oas>ness n
syn jealous: envious suggests a grudging of another's possessions
and accomplishments and a spiteful or mahcious coveting of them;
JEALOUS implies a grudging of something regarded as properly be-
longing to or peculiarly befitting to oneself; it may also indicate
without derogation a vigilant guarding or maintaining

en-Vi-ron \in-'vT-ran, -'vi(-3)m\ vt [ME envirounen, fr. MF
environner, fr. environ around, fr. en in (fr. L in) + viron circle, fr.

virer to turn, fr. (assumed) VL virarel ; encircle, surround
en>vi-ron*inent Xin-'vT-r^n-mant, -•vT(-3)m-\ n 1 : something that
environs : surroundings 2a: the complex of climatic, edaphic,
and biotic factors that act upon an organism or an ecological com-
munity and ultimately determine its form and survival b : the
aggregate of social and cultural conditions that influence the life of
an individual or community — eii.vi«ron.men.tal \in-,vT-r3n-
'ment-'l, -,vT(-3)m-\ adj— en.vi-ron.men.taMy \-'l-c\ adv

en-vl-rons Vin-'vT-ranz, -'vT(-9)mz, 'en-va-ranzV n pi 1 : the
districts around a city 2 a ; surroundings b ; vicinity

eil*viS*age \in-'viz-ij\ vt [F envisager, fr. en- + visage} : to have a
mental picture of esp. in advance of realization syn see think

en<vi>sion \in-'vizh-3n\ vt : to picture to oneself syn see think
eu.voi or en.voy \*en-,voi, 'an-X n [F envoi, ht., message, fr. OF
envei. fr. envoier to send on one's way, fr. (assumed) VL inviare,

fr. L in- + via way] : the usu. explanatory or commendatory con-
cluding remarks to a poem, essay, or book; specij : a short fixed
final stanza of a ballade serving as a summary or dedication
Cn«voy \'en-,v6i, 'an-\ n [F envoye, fr. pp. of envoyer to send, fr.

OF envoierl 1 a : a minister plenipotentiary accredited to a
foreign government who ranks between an ambassador and a
minister resident — called also envoy extraordinary b ; any person
deputed to represent one government in its intercourse with another
2 : MESSENGER, REPRESENTATIVE

len.vy \'en-ve\ n [ME envie, fr. OF. fr. L invidia, fr. inv/dus envious,
fr. invidere to look askance at. envy. fr. in- + videre to see] 1 obs
; MALICE 2 : painful or resentful awareness of an advantage en-
joyed by another joined with a desire to possess the same advantage
3 : an object of envious notice or feeUng

2envy vr 1 : to feel envy toward or on account of 2 obs ; begrudge
•«- VI, obs : to feel or show envy — en-vy-ing.ly \-io-le\ adv
en*wheel \in-'hwe(3)l, -'we(a)l\ vr, obs : encircle
en>wlnd \in-'wTnd\ vt : to wind in or about : enfold
en>womb \in-'wum\ vt : to shut up in or as if in a womb
en>WTap \in-'rap\_vr 1 ; enfold 2 a : envelop b : engross
en-wreathe \in-'reth\ vt ; wreathe, envelop
en<ZO>Ot>iC \,en-Z3-'wat-ik\ adj [en- + zo-3 oj animal diseases

: peculiar to or constantly present in a locality — enzootic n
en.zy-got.ic \,en-(,)2i-'gat-ik\ adj [en- + zyg-'i oj twins : identical
en>zy>mat>ic X.en-za-'mat-ik, -(,)zT-\ also en.zy.mic \en-'zi-mik,
-'zim-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or produced by an enzyme — en>zy-
mat'i'Cal.ly also en-zy-mi-caMy \-(3-)le\ adv
en>zyme \'en-,zrm\ n [G enzym, fr. MGk enzymos leavened, fr. Gk
en- + zyme leaven] : any of numerous complex proteinaceous sub-
stances that are produced by living cells and bring about or accel-
erate reactions at body temperatures without themselves under-
going marked destruction in the process

en<zy*mol*o-gist \,en-z3-'mal-3-j3st, -(,)zT-\ n : a specialist In
enzymology
en>zy>mol*0*gy \-je\ n [ISV] ; a branch of science that deals with
enzymes, their nature, activity, and significance
60- comb jorm [Gk eo- dawn, fr. eos"} ; earhest : oldest <eolithic>

Eo>cene \*e-3-,sen\ adj ; of, relating to, or being an epoch of the
Tertiary between the Paleocene and the OUgocene or the corre-
sponding system of rocks — Eocene n

eo-hip.pus \.e-o-'hip-as\ n [NL, genus name, fr. eo- + Gk hippos
horse] ; any of a genus (Eohippus) of small primitive 4-toed horses
from the Lowej Eocene of the western U.S.

eo<lian \e-'5-le-9n, -'ol-yanX adj [L Aeolus, god of the winds]
; borne, deposited, produced, or eroded by the wind

eo>litll \'e-a-Jith\ n : a very crudely chipped flint

Eo>Uth*ic \,e-3-'hlh-ik\ adj : of or relating to the early period of
the Stone Age marked by the lise of eoliths

eon \'e-3n, 'e-.an\ var oj AEON
Eos \'e-^s\ n [Gk Eos} : the goddess of dawn in Greek mythology
eo.sin \'e-a-s3n\ or eo-sine X-san, -,sen\ n [ISV, fr. Gk eos dawn]
1 : a red fluorescent dye C2oH8Br405 obtained by the action of
bromine on fluorescein and used esp. in cosmetics and as a toner;
also : its red to brown sodium or potassium salt used esp. in pink
or red organic pigments 2 : any of several dyes related to eosin

eo>sm>o>phll \,e-3-'sin-3-,fil\ or eo*sin.o-phUe \-.fn\ n : a
leukocyte or other granulocyte with cytoplasmic inclusions readily
stained by eosin — eo>sin>o>phil-ic \-.sin-3-'fil-ik\ adj

eosinophile or eosinophil adj : staining readily with eosin <~ cells)

-ecus adj sufjix [L -eus; akin to Gk -eos composed of, Skt -aya}
: hke : resembling <dichlamydeoi/5>

Eo>zo*ic \,e-3-'zo-ik\ adj or n 1 t precambrian 2 : proterozoic
epact _\'e-,pakt, 'ep-,akt\ n [MF epacle, fr. LL epacta, fr. Gk
epakte. fr. epagein to bring in, intercalate, fr. epi- + agein to drive]
; a period added toharmonize the lunar with the solar calendar

ep«ar»chy \'ep-,ar-ke\ n [Gk eparchia province, fr. eparchos pre-
fect, fr. epi- + archos ruler] : a diocese in an Eastern church

ep*au.let also ep-au-lette \,ep-3-'let; 'ep-3-,let, -l3t\ n [F epaulette,
dim. of epaule shoulder, fr. LL spatula shoulder blade, spoon, dim.
of L spalha spoon, sword] : something that ornaments or protects
the shoulder; specij : an ornamental fringed shoulder pad

6p6e \'ep-,a. a-'pa\ n [F, fr. L spatha} 1 ; a fencing or dueling
sword having a bowl-shaped guard and a rigid blade with no cut-
ting edge that tapers to a sharp point blunted for fencing 2 : the
art or practice of fencing with the 6p^

ep^e-ist \-3St\ n : one that uses an ^p^
epei-ro>gen<ic \i-,pT-r3-'jen-ik\ adj : of or relating to epeirogeny
ep*ei*rog«e.ny \,ep-,T-'raj-3-ne\ n [Gk epeiros mainland, continent

-I- E -geny} ; the deformation of the earth's crust by which the
broader features of relief are produced

ep.en.ceph.a.lon \,ep-,en-'sef-3-,lan, -lanV n [nl] 1 : metenceph-
ALON 2 : rhombencephalon
epen-the-sis \i-'pen(t)-th3-s3s, e-\ n, pi epen-the-ses \-th3-,sez\
[LL, fr. Gk, fr. epentithenai to insert a letter, fr. epi- -l- eniithenai
to put in, fr. en- + tithenai to put] : the insertion or development
of a sound or letter in the body of a word (as \3\ in \'ath-3-,let\
athlete) — ep>en-thet<ic \,ep-3n-'thet-ik\ adj
epergne \i-'p3m, a-\ n [prob. fr. F epargne saving] : a composite
centerpiece of silver or glassused esp. on a dinner table

ep.ex^e.ge-siS \.ep-,ek-s3-'je-s3s\ n [Gk epexegesis, fr. epi- -t-

exegesis} X additional explanation or explanatory matter — ep-ez-
e.get.i.cal \-'jet-i-k3l\ or ep-ex-e-get-ic \-'jet-ik\ adj
ephah \'e-f3, 'ef-3\ n [Heb ephah, fr. Egypt 'pf ] : an ancient Hebrew
unit of dry measure equal to Mo ^omer or a httle over a bushel
epbebe \'ef-,eb, i-'feb\ n [L ephebus} : a young man; esp : ephebus
ephe.bus \i-;fe-b3s, e-\ n, pi ephe.bi \-,bT\ [L. fr. Gk ephebos,
fr. epi- + hebe youth, puberty] : a youth of ancient Greece; esp
; an Athenian 18 or 19 years old in training for full citizenship

ephe.drine \i-'fed-r3n, "ef-s-.drenX n [NL Ephedra, genus of shrubs,
fr. L, horsetail plant, fr. Gk, fr. ephedros sitting upon, fr. epi- +
hedra seat — more at srr] : a crystaUine alkaloid CioHisNO
extracted from Chinese plants (genus Ephedra of the family
Gnetaceae) or synthesized and used as a salt in relieving hay fever,
asthma, and nasal congestion
epbenuera \i-'fem-(3-)r3\ n, pi ephem-er*as or epliem>er>ae
\-3-,re, -,rT\ [NL. genus of mayflies, fr. Gk ephemeron} 1 ; may-
fly, ephemerid 2 : an ephemeral thing
iephem*er*al \i-'_fem-(3-)r3l\ adj [Gk ephemeras lasting a day,
daily, fr. epi- + hemera day] 1 : lasting one day only 2 : lasting a
very short time syn see transient — epheni-er>al>ly \-e\ adv
^ephemeral n : something ephemeral; specij : a plant that grows,
flowers, and dies in a few days

ephem>er-al<i>ty \i-,fem-3-'ral-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being ephemeral 2 pi : ephemeral things
ephem.er.id \i-'fera-3-r3d\ n [deriv. of Gk ephemeron} : mayfly— ephemerid adj
ephem.er-is \-3-r3s\ n, pi eph-e-mer-i-des \.ef-3-'mer-3-,dez\
[L, diary, ephemeris, fr. Gk ephemeris, fr. ephemeras} 1 ; any
tabular statement of the assigned places of a celestial body for
regular intervals 2 : ephemeral
ephem.er.on \i-'fem-3-,ran\ n, pi ephem-era \-'fem-(3-)r3\ also
ephem<er<ons \-'fem-3-,ranz\ [NL, fr. Gk ephemeron mayfly, fr.

neut. of ephemeras} 1 : ephemerid 2 : ephemeral
ephem>er>ous \i-'fem-(3-)r3s\ adj : ephemeral
eph>od \'ef-^d\ n [Heb ephodh} 1 : a linen apron worn in ancient
Hebrew rites; esp : a vestment for the high priest 2 : an ancient
Hebrew instrument of priestly divination

eph.or \*ef-3r, -.6(3)r\ n [L ephorus, fr. Gk ephoros, fr. epharan to
oversee, fr. epi- -f horan to see] : one of five ancient Spartan
magistrates having power over the king— eph>or>ate \'ef-3-.rat\ n
Ephia-im \'e-fre-3m\ n [Heb Ephrayim} : a son of Joseph and
ancestor of one of the tribes of Israel — Epbra-im-ite \-3-,mTt\
n or adj

epi- or ep- prejix [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. epi on. at,
besides, after; akin to OE eo/ot crime] 1 : upon <e/7fphyte> : be-
sides <ep/phenomenon> ; near to (epencephalon) : over (epicenter)
; outer (epiblast) : anterior <epistemum) : after <epigenesis>
2 : chemical entity related to (such) another <ep(cholesterol)

epi>blast \'ep-3-,blast\ n : the outer layer of the blastoderm ; ecto-
derm — epi-blas*tic \.ep-3-'blas-tik\ adj

ep>x>bol-iG \,ep-3-'bal-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or produced by
epiboly <~ invagination) ('^ growth)^

epib.O'ly \i-'pib-3-le\ n [Gk epibole addition, fr. epiballein to
throw on, fr. epi- + ballein to throw— more at devil] ; the growing
of one part about another; esp : such growth of the dorsal lip

area during gastrulation
iep>ic \'ep-ik\ adj [L epicus, fr. Gk epikos, fr. epos word, speech,
poem — more at voice] 1 : of, relating to, or having the charac-
teristics of an epic 2a: unusually long esp. in size or scope
b : heroic — ep.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ep-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
2epic n 1 ; a long narrative poem in elevated style recounting the
deeds of a legendary or historical hero 2 : a work of art that
resembles or suggests an epic 3 : a series of events or body of
legend or tradition felt to form the proper subject of an epic

epi<ca>lyx \,ep-3-'ka-liks, -'kal-iks\ n : an involucre resembling
the calyx but consisting of a whorl of bracts below the calyx or
resulting from the union of the sepal appendages

epi>car>di>al \,ep-3-'kard-e-3l\ adj : of or relating to the epicardlum
epi.car.di.um \-e-3m\ n [NL, fr. epi- + Gk kardia heart] : the.
visceral part of the pericardium that closely invests the heart

epi'Carp \'ep-3-,karp\ n [F epicarpe, fr. epi- epi- + -carpe -carp]
; the outermost layer of the pericarp of a fruit

ep-i*cene \'ep-3-,sen\ adj [ME, fr. L epicoenus, fr. Gk epikoinos,

fr. epi- + koinos common] 1 oj a noun ; having but one form to
indicate either sex 2a: having characteristics typical of the other
sex : intersexual b : effeminate 3 : lacking characteristics of
either sex — epicene n — ep<i<cen>isin \-,se-,niz-3m\ n

epi'Cen-ter \'ep-3-,sent-3r\ n [NL epicentrum, fr. epi- + L centrum
center] 1 : the part of the earth's surface directly above the focus
of an earthquake 2 : center 2

epi-cot-yl \'ep-3-,kat-=l\ n [epi- + cotyledon} i the portion of the
axis of a plant embryo or seedling above the cotyledonary node

epi.cot.y.le«don.ary \,ep-3-,kat-'*l-'ed-'n-,er-e\ adj : situated
above the cotyledons; also ; of or relating to the epicotyl

epi>cra-ni*al \,ep-3-'kra-ne-3l\ adj : situated on the cranium
epi>crit<ic \,ep-3-'krit-ik\ adj [Gk epikritikos determinative, fr.

epikrinein to decide, fr. epi- + krinein to judge — more at certain]
: of, relating to, or being cutaneous sensory reception marked by
accurate discrimination between small degrees of sensation

ep*i>cure \'ep-i-,kyuC3)r\ n [Epicurus t270 B.C. Gk philosopher]
1 archaic : one devoted to sensual pleasure : svBARrrE 2 : one with
sensitive and discriminating tastes in food or wine
syn epicure, gourmet, gourmand, glutton, bon vivant mean

one who takes pleasure In eating and drinking, epicure implies
fastidiousness and voluptuousness of taste; gourmet implies being
a connoisseur in food and drink and the discriminating enjoyment
of them; gourmand suggests a hearty interest in good food;
GLUTTON stresses greediness and insatiability of appetite; BON
VIVANT stresses the enjoyment of fine food and drink in company



epicurean 279 episode

ep-l-cn-re-an X.ep-i-kyii-'re-an

to Epicurus or Epicureanism
epicure syn see sensuous
Epicurean n 1 : a follower of Epicurus 2 ojten not cap :

ep-i-cu-te.an.ism \-3-,ni2-sm\ n 1 cap a : the philosophy of Epi-

curus who subscribed to a hedonistic ethics that considered an
imperturbable emotional calm the highest good, held intellectual

pleasures superior to others, and advocated the renunciation of

momentary in favor of more permanent pleasures b : a mode of

life in consonance with Epicureanism 2 : epicurism

ep-i-cur<ism \'ep-i-,kyu^9)r-,iz-3m\ n ; the practices or tastes of an
epicure or an epicurean

epi.cy.Cle \'ep-3-,sT-lc3l\ n [MB epicicle, fr. LL epicyclus, fr. Gk
epikyklos, fr. epi- + kyklos circle— more at wheel] 1 in Ptolemaic
astron : a circle in which a planet moves and which has a center

that is itself carried around at the same time on the circumference
of a larger circle 2 : a process going on within a larger one — epi-

cy<clic \,eF-a-'sT-klik, -'sik-lik\ adj
epicyclic train n : a train designed to have one or more parts travel

around the circumference of another fixed or revolving part

epi.cy-cloid \,ep-3-'sT-,kloid\ n : a curve traced by a point on a
circle that rolls on the outside of a fixed circle

lep-i.dem-ic \,ep-3-'dem-ik\ adj [F epidemique, fr. MF, fr. ept-

demie, n., epidemic, fr. LL epidemia, St. Gk epidemia visit, epidemic,

fr. epidemos. visiting, epidemic, fr. evi- + demos people] 1 a : affect-

ing many persons at once tJ : EPiPHyrOFTic c : epizootic 2 : ex-

cessively prevalent — ep-i-dem-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ep-i-dera-

i.caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — ep-i-de-mic-i-ty \-,dem-'is-3t-e\ n

2epidemic n 1 : an outbreak of epidemic disease 2 : an outbreak
or product of sudden rapid spread, growth, or development, specij

: a natural population suddenly and greatly enlarged

ep-i-de-mi-0-log-ic \,ep-3-,de-me-3-'laj-ik, -,dem-e-\ adj : of,

relating to, or involving epidemiology — ep-i-de-rai-o-log'i-cal

\-i-k3l\ adj — ep-i-de.mi-o-log-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ep.i.de.mi.ol.o.gist \-'al-3-j:>st\ n : a specialist in epidemiology

ep-i-de-mi-Ol-O-gy \-je\ n [LL epidPmia + ISV -logy'i 1 : a science

that deals with the incidence, distribution, and control of disease

in a population 2 : the sum of the factors controlling the presence

or absence of a disease or pathogen
epi.den.drum X.ep-s-'den-dramX or epi.den.dron \-dr3n\ n [NL,
genus name, fr. Gk epi- + dendron tree] : any of a large genus
(Epidendrum) of chiefly epiphytic and tropical American orchids

epiderm- or epidermo- comb jorm lepidermisi : epidermis (.epi-

dermal)
epi.der.mal X.ep-s-'dsr-mslV also epi.der-mio \-mik\ adj ; of,

relating to, or arising from the epidermis
epi.der.mis \-m3s\ n [LL, fr. Gk, fr. epi- -H derma skin] 1 a : the

outer epithelial layer of the external integument of the animal body
that is derived from the embryonic epiblast; specij : the outer

nonsensitive and nonvascular layer of the skin of a vertebrate that

overlies the corium b : any of various animal integuments 2 : a

thin surface layer of primary tissue in higher plants

epi-dei-moid \-,m6id\ also epi.der-moi.dal \-,d3r-'m6id-'l\ adj

: resembling epidermis or epidermal cells : made up of elements like

those of epidermis <,~ neoplasms)
epi.dia.scope \,ep-3-'dI-a-,skop\ n [ISV] 1 : a projector for im-

ages of opaque objects or for images on transparencies 2 : episcope

epi-did-y*mal \,ep-3-'did-a-m3l\ adj : of or relating to the epi-

didymis
epi.did.y.mis \-m3s\ n, pi epi-did-y-mi.des \-m3-,dez\ [NL, fr

Gk, fr. epi- + didymos testicle] : an elongated mass at the back of

the testis composed of convoluted efferent tubes

ep-i-dOte \'ep-3-,d5t\ n [F epidote, fr. Gk epididonai to give in

addition, fr. epi- H- didonai to give — more at date] : a yellowish

green mineral Ca2(Al,Fe)3Si30i20H consisting of a silicate of

calcium, aluminum, and iron
epi<ga5>tllc \,ep-3-'gas-trik\ adj 1 : lying upon or over the stomach

2 ; of or relating to the anterior walls of the abdomen
epi.gas.tri.um \-tre-3m\ n, pi epi-gas-tria \-tre-3\ [NL, fr. Gk
epigastrion, St. epi- -t- gastr-, gaster stomach — more at gastric]
: the epigastric region

epi-ge.al \,ep-3-'je-3i\ or epi.ge.ons \-'je-3s\ adj [Gk epigaios

upon the earth, fr. epi- -t- ge earth] 1 a (1) : growing above the

surface of the ground i2) oj a cotyledon : forced above ground by
elongation of the hypocotyl ta : marked by the production of

epigeal cotyledons 2 : living near or on the surface of the ground

ep-i-gene \'ep-a-,jen\ adj lepi- -t- -gene (as in hypogene)'i : formed,

originating, or taking place on or not far below the earth's surface

epi-gen-e-sis \,ep-3-'jen-3-s3S\ n [NL] 1 : development involving

gradual diversification and differentiation of an initially undif-

ferentiated entity (as a spore) 2 : change in the mineral character

of a rock owing to outside influences

epi.ge.net.ic \-j3-'net-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or produced by
epigenesis 2 or epl-geu.ic \-'jen-ik\ oJ deposit or structure

: formed after the laying down of the enclosing rock

epig-e>nous Xi-'pij-a-nas, e-\ adj [ISV] : growing upon the surface

of a leaf or other plant organ
epi-glot-tal \,ep-3-'glat-=l\ also epi.glot.tic \-'glat-ik\ ad] : of,

relating to, or produced with the aid of the epiglottis

epi-glot'tis \-'glat-3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk epiglottis, St. epi- -^ glottis

glottis] : a thin plate of yellow elastic cartilage behind the tongue

and in front of the glottis that covers the glottis during swallowmg

ep-i-gone \'ep-3-,gon\ n [G epigone, St. Gk epigonos successor,

fr. epigignesthai to be born after, fr. epi- + gignesthai to be bom]
: an imitative follower; esp : an inferior imitator of a creative

thinker or artist — ep-i-gon.ic \,ep-a-'gan-ik\ or epig-o.nous
\i-'pig-3-n3s, e-\ adj — epig-0-nism \-'pig-3-.niz-3m\ n

ep>i>gram \'ep-a-,gram\ n [ME epigrame, St. L epigrammat-,

epigramma, fr. Gk, fr. epigraphein to write on, inscribe, fr. epi- ¥
graphein to write — more at carve] 1 : a short poem dealing con-

cisely, pointedly, and often satirically with a single thought or event

and often ending with an ingenious turn of thought 2 : a terse,

sage, or witty often paradoxical saying 3 : epigrammatic expression

—ep.i-gram.mat.ic \,ep-i-gr3-'mat-ik\ also ep-i-gram.mat-i-cai
\-'mat-i-k3l\ adj— ep.i.gram.mat-i.cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — ep-

i.gram-ma-tisiu \,ep-3-'gram-3-,tiz-3m\ n — ep-i-gram-ma-tisi
\-'gram-at-3st\ n

ep>i>gTam>ma*tlze \,ep-3-'gram-3-,tTz\ vt 1 : to express epigram-
matically 2 : to make an epigram about <*- vi ; to make an epigram— ep-i-gram-ma-Uz-ei n
ep>i-graph \'ep-9-,graf\ n [Gk epigraphe, St. epigraphein] 1 ; an
engraved inscription 2 : a quotation set at the begiiming of a
literary work or a division of it to suggest its theme

epig<ra-pher Xi-'pig-ra-for, e-\ n : epigraphist
ep>i>grapll*lc \,ep-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to epigraphs or
epigraphy — ep-i-giaph>i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ep-i-giapli-i-cal-ly
\-i-k(3-1le\ adv

epig>ra«phist Xi-'pig-ra-fast, e-\ n : a specialist in epigraphy
epig.ra.phy \-fe\ n 1 ; epigraphs, inscriptions 2 : the study
of inscriptions; esp : the deciphering of ancient inscriptions

epig>y«nous Xi-'pij-a-nas, e-\ adj 1 oj a jloral organ : adnate to
the surface of the ovary and appearing to grow from the top of it

2 : having epigynous floral organs — epig«y«ny \-ne\ n
ep.i.lep-sy \'ep-a-,lep-se\ n [MF epilepsie, St. LL epilepsia, St. Gk
epilepsia, St. epilambanein to seize, fr. epi- + lambanein to take,
seize] : any of various disorders marked by disturbed electrical
rhythms of the central nervous system and typically manifested by
convulsive attacks usu. with clouding of consciousness

epilept- or eplleptl- or epilepto- comb jorm [Gk epilept-, St.

epileptos seized by epilepsy, fr. epilambanein'] ; epilepsy (.epileptoidy

ep.i-lep.tlc \,ep-a-'lep-tik\ adj : relating to. affected with, or
having the characteristics of epilepsy — epileptic n — ep«i-lep
tl-cal.ly\-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

ep-i-lep-ti-form \,ep-a-'lep-ta-,f6rm\ adj : resembling that of
epilepsy (an ^^ convulsion)

ep»i.lep-toid \-,t6id\ adj 1 : epileptiform 2 : exhibiting symptoms
resembling those of epilepsy

ep-i-logue \'ep-a-,16g, -,lag\ n [ME epiloge, St. MF epilogue, St. t,

epilogus, St. Gk epilogos, St. epilegein to say in addition, fr. epi- +
legein to say] 1 : a concluding section that rounds out the design
of a literary work 2 a : a speech often in verse addressed to the
audience by an actor at the end of a play b : the actor speaking
such an epilogue

ep.i.mere \'ep-a-,mi(a)r\ n [ISV] : the dorsal part of a mesodermal
segment of a chordate embryo

epi-mor-piio.sis \,ep-a-'m6r-fa-sas\ n [NL, fr. epi- + Gk morphosis
formation, fr. morphoun to form, fr. morphe form — more at form]
: regeneration of a part or organism involving extensive cell pro-
liferation followed by differentiation

epi-my.si.ura \,ep-a-'miz(h)-e-am\ n [NL, fr. epi- + Gk mys
mouse, muscle] : the external connective-tissue sheath of a muscle

epi-neph-rine also epi.neph.riu \,ep-a-'nef-,ren, -ran\ n [ISV
epi- + Gk nephros kidney] : a colorless crystalline feebly basic

sympathomimetic adrenal hormone CgHisNOj used medicinally
esp. as a heart stimulant, a vasoconstrictor, and a muscle relaxant

epi-neu-ri-um \,ep-a-'n(y)Ur-e-am\ n [NL] ; the external con-
nective-tissue sheath of a nerve trunk

epipll-a-ny \i-'pif-a-ne\ n [ME epiphanie, fr. MF, fr. LL epiphanta,

fr. LGk, pi., prob. alter, of Gk epiphaneia appearance, manifesta-

tion, fr. epiphainein to manifest, fr. epi- + phainein to show — more
at FANCY] 1 cap ; a feast on January 6 in commemoration of the
coming of the Magi as the first manifestation of Christ to the Gen-
tiles or in the Eastern Church the baptism of Christ 2 : an appear-
ance or manifestation esp. of a divine being
epi-phe.nom.e.nal \,ep-a-fi-'nam-an-=l\ adj : of or relating to an
epiphenomenon : derivative — epi-phe.nom.e.naMy \-=l-e\ adv

epi-plie-nom.e.nal.ism \-'l-,iz-am\ n ; a doctrine that mental
processes are epiphenomena of brain processes

epi.phe.nom.e.non \-'nam-a-,nan, -nan\ n : a secondary phe-
nomenon accompanying another and caused by it

eP'i'Pliragm \'ep-a-,fram\ n [Gk epiphragma covering] : a closing

membrane or septum (as of a snail shell ora moss capsule)

epi-phy.se.al \i-,pif-a-'se-al, -'ze-; ,ep-a-'fiz-e-\ also ep-i.phys.i-al

\,ep-a-'fiz-e-al\ adj : of or relating to an epiphyses

epiph.y.sis \i-'pit-a-5as\ n, pi epiph.y.ses \-a-.sez\ [NL, fr. Gk,
growth, fr. epiphyesthai to grow on, fr. epi- + phyeslhai to grow,

pass, of phyein to bring forth ] 1 : a part or process of a bone that

ossifies separately and later becomes ankylosed to the main part

of the bone; esp : an end of a long bone 2 : pineal body
epi-pliyte \'ep-a-,flt\ n : a plant that derives its moisture and nu-
trients from the air and rain and grows usu. on another plant

epi.phyt.ic \,ep-a-'fit-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or being an epi-

phyte 2 : living on the surface of plants — epi-phyt-i-caMy
\-'fit-i-k(a-)le\ adv

ep.i.phy.tol.o.gy \,ep-a-,fT-'tal-a-je\ n 1 : a science that deals with

character, ecology, and causes of outbreak of plant diseases 2 : the

sum of the factors controlling the occurrence of a disease or

pathogen of plants

ep-i.phy.tot-io \-'tat-ik\ adj [epi- -I- Gk phyton plant] : of, relating

to, or being a plant disease that tends to recur sporadically and to

affect large numbers of susceptible plants — epiphytotic n

epi-ro.gen.ic, ep4.rog'e.ny var oj epeirogenic, epeirogeny

epi-scia \i-'pish-(e-)a\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk episkios shaded,

fr. epi- + skia shadow] : any of a genus iEpiscia) of tropical Ameri-
can herbs with hairy foliage related to the African violet

epis.cO'pa-cy \i-'pis-ka-pa-se\ n 1 ; government of the church

by bishops or by a hierarchy 2 : episcopate

epis.CQ.pal \i-'pis-ka-pal\ adj [ME, fr. LL episcopalis, St. episcopus

bishop — more at bishop] 1 : of or relating to a bishop 2 : of,

having or constituting government by bishops 3 cap : of or relat-

ing to the Protestant Episcopal Church representing the AngUcan
communion in the U.S. — epis-co-pal-ly \-p(a-)le\ adv

Epis.co.pa.lian \i-,pis-ka-'pal-yan\ n 1 : an adherent of the

episcopal form of church government 2 : a member of an episcopal

church (as the Protestant Episcopal Church) — Episcopalian adj
— EpiS'CO*pa-lian-ism \-ya-,niz-am\ n

epis.co.pate \i-'pis-ka-pat, -,pat\ n 1 : the rank, office, or term

of bishop 2 : diocese 3 ; the body of bishops (as in a country)

epi.soope \'ep-a-,skop\ n [ISV] : a projector for images of opaque
objects (as photographs)

ep-i-sode \'ep-a-,sod\ n [Gk epelsodion, fr. neut. of epelsodios

coming in besides, fr. epi- + eisodios coming in, fr. eis into (akin to

Gk en in) + hodos road, journey — more at in, cede] 1 : a usu.

a abut; 3 kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; T) sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; til tbin; tb tSis;

g gift; i trip; i lite

yu furious; zh vision
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brief unit of action in a dramatic or literary work: as a ; the part
of an ancient Greek tragedy between two choric songs b : a
developed situation that is integral to but separable from a con-
tinuous narrative : incident c : one of a series of loosely connected
stories or scenes d : the part of a serial presented at one perform-
ance 2 ; an event that is distinctive and separate although part
of a larger series 3 ; a digressive subdivision in a musical composi-
tion syn see occurrence — ep>i-sod>ic \,ep-3-'sad-ik\ also

ep-i<sod*i<cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ep-i'SOd-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
epiS*ta-SiS \i-'pis-t3-s3S\ or epiS^la'Sy \-se\ n [NL epistasis, fr.

Gk, act of stopping, fr. ephistanai to stop, fr. epi- + hisianai to
cause to stand — more at stand] : suppression of the effect of a
gene by a nonallelic gene — ep«i«stat-ic \,ep-5-'stat-ik\ adj

ep>i*Stax>iS \,ep-a-'stak-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk, fr. epistazein to drip
on, to bleed at the nose again, fr. epi- + stazein to drip — more at
STAGNATE] I NOSEBLEED
ep*i>Ste>mic \,ep-3-'ste-mik\ adj : of or relating to knowledge or
knowing : cOGNrrivE — ep-i-ste-mi-caMy \-mi-k(3-)Ie\ adv

epis-te.mo>log>i-cal \I-,pis-t3-m3-'ra]-i-kal\ adj : of or relating to
epistemology — epis-te-mojlog-i-cal-ly \-k_(9-)le\ adv
epis>te-moI<0*gy \-'mal-a-je\ n [Gk episleme knowledge, fr.

epistanai to understand, know, fr. epi- + histanai'] ; the study or a
theory of the nature and grounds of knowledge esp. with reference
to its limits and validity

epi-Ster*niim \,ep-a-'st3r-n3m\ n tNL] 1 : an anterior element of
or associated with the sternum 2 ; a lateral division or piece of a
somite of an arthropod 3 : manubrium
epis.Ue \i-'pis-3l\ n [ME, letter. Epistle, fr. OF, fr. L epistula,
epistola letter, fr. Gk epistole message, letter, fr. epistellein to send
to, fr. epi- + siellein to send ] 1 cap a : one of the letters of the New
Testament b ; a liturgical lection usu. from one of the New
Testament Epistles 2 a : letter; esp : a formal or elegant letter

b : a composition in the form of a letter — epis-tler \-'pis-(9-ll3r\ n
epiS'tO'lary \i-'pis-t3-,ler-e\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or suitable to
a letter 2 : contained in or carried on by letters 3 : written in
the form of a series of letters <-^ novel)

epiS>tO-ler \i-'pis-t3-l3r\ n ; the reader of the liturgical Epistle esp.
in Anglican churches

epi<Style \'ep-3-.stTl\ n [L epistylium, fr. Gk epistylion, fr. epi- +
Gk stylos pillar — more at steer] ; archftrave 1

ep.i.tapU \'ep-3-.taf\ n [ME epitaphe, fr. MF, fr. ML epitaphium,
fr. L, funeral oration, fr. Gk epitaphion, fr. epi- + taphos tomb,
funeral] 1 : an inscription on or at a tomb or a grave in memory
of the one buried there 2 ; a brief statement commemorating or
epitomizing a deceased person or something past — ep*i-tapll>ial
\,ep-3-'taf-e-3l\ or ep-l>taph>ic \-'taf-ik\ adj

epit<a>SiS \i-'pit-a-sas\ n [Gk, increased intensity, fr. epiteinein to
stretch tighter, fr. epi- + leinein to stretch — more at thin] : the
development of a play leading to the catastrophe

ep*i*tli^-l^-ini*iuii \.ep-3-tha-'la-me-3m\ or ep*i*tha*la>mi.on
\-me-an\ n, pi epithalamlums or ep-i*tha<la-nua \-me-3\ [L
& Gk; L epiihalamium, fr. Gk epithalamion, fr. epi- + thalamos
room, bridal chamber] ; a song or poem in honor of a bride and
bridegroom

epitheli- or epitheliO- comb jorm [NL epilheliumi ; epithelium
ep-i>the-li«al \,ep-3-'the-le-3l\ adj ; of or relating to epithelium
ep>i<tlie*li«oid \-le-,6id\_arfy : resembling epithelium <'^ cells)

ep>i>the*Ii>o>ma \-,the-le-'6-m3\ n i a benign or malignant tumor
derived from epithelial tissue — ep>i>Uie>U>o>ma>tous \-'am-3t-
3s, -'6-m3t-\ adj
ep.i.the.li.um \.ep-3-'the-Ie-am\ n [NL, fr. epi- + Gk thele nipple— more at feminine] 1 : a membranous cellular tissue that covers
a free surface or lines a tube or cavity of an animal body and serves
esp. to enclose and protect the other parts of the body, to produce
secretions and excretions, and to function in assimilation 2 : a usu.
thin layer of parenchyma that lines a cavity or tube of a plant

ep.i>the.Iize \,ep-3-'the-.lTz\ also ep-i.the-li.al-ize \-le-a-,lTz\ vr

; to cover with or convert to epithelium {epithelized lesions)
ep>i>thet \'ep-3-,thet also -that\ n [L epiiheton, fr. Gk, fr. neut. of
epithetos added, fr. epilithenai to put on, add, fr. epi- + tithenai to
put] 1 a : a characterizing word or phrase accompanying or occur-
ring in place of the name of a person or thing b : a disparaging or
abusive word or phrase c : the part of a taxonomic name identify-
ing a subordinate unit within a genus 2 obs : term — ep>i>tbet-ic
\,ep-3-'thet-ik\ or ep<i*thet>i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj

epit>0<ine \i-'pit-3-me\ n [L. fr. Gk epitome, fr. epitemnein to cut
short, fr. epi- + temnein to cut — more at tome] 1 a ; a summary of
a written work b : a brief presentation or statement of something
2 : a typical representation or ideal expression ; embodiment
3 : brief or miniature form syn see abridgment

epit>0*mize \-,mTz\ vr 1 : to make or give an epitome of 2 : to
serve as the typical representation or ideal expression of

epi>ZO>iC \,ep-3-*zo-ik\ adj : dwelling upon the body of an animal
<an — plant) — epi-zo>ism \-,iz-am\ n — epi-zo*ite \-.it\ n

iepi>zo>ot<ic \,ep-3-z3-'wat-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or being a
disease that affects many ammals of one kind at the same time —
epi>zo>ot*i*ca}*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

lepizootic n : an epizootic disease
epi.zo.Ot.i-Ol.o.gy \.ep-a-z3-.wat-e-'al ;t-ie\ or epi.zo.OtOl-O.gy
\-,26-3-*taI-3-je\ or epi-zo.ol.o«gy \-z3-'wal-3-je\ n 1 ; a science
that deals with the character, ecology, and causes of outbreaks of
animal diseases 2 : the sum of the factors controlling the occur-
rence of a disease or pathogen of animals

e plU'ri.bus unum X.e-.plur-a-bas-'yu-nam; .a-.pliir-, -ba-'sii-\ [L,
one out of many] : onecomposed of many — used on the seal of
the U.S. and on several U.S. coins

ep-OCll \'ep-3k, 'ep-.ak also 'e-,pak\ n [ML epocha. fr. Gk epoche
cessation, fixed point, fr. epechein to pause, hold back, fr. epi- +
echein to hold — more at scheme] 1 : an instant of time or a date
selected as a point of reference in astronomy 2 a : an event or a
time marked by an event that begins a new period or development
to : a memorable event or date c : time Sa 3 a : an extended
period of time usu. characterized by a distinctive development or by
a memorable series of events b : a division of geologic time less
than a period and greater than an age syn see period — ep*och-
al X'ep-a-kal, 'ep-,'ak-3l\ adj — ep>ocb>aMy \-3-le\ adv

ep>Ode \'ep-,6d\ n [L epodos, fr. Gk epoidos, fr. epoidos sung or
said after, fr. epi- + aidein to sing] 1 : a lyric poem in which a long
verse is followed by a shorter one 2 : the third part of triadically
constructed Greek odes following the strophe and the antistrophe

ep>0*nym \'ep-3-,nira\ n [Gk epdnymos, fr. eponymos eponymous,
fr. epi- + onyma name — more at name] 1 : the person for whom
something is named or supposedly named 2 : one whose name is

so prominently connected with something as to be a figurative
designation for it — ep>0'nym-iG \,ep-3-'nim-ik\ adj — epon>y-
mons \i-'pan-3-mas, e-\ adj
epon>y-my \i-'pan-a-me, e-\ n ; the explanation of a proper name
by supposing a fictitious eponym
ep>0>pee \*ep-3-,pe\ n [F epopee, fr. Gk epopoiia, fr. epos + poiein
to make — more at poet] : epic; esp : an epic poem

ep>os \'ep-,as\ n [Gk, word, epic poem] 1 : a number of poems
that treat an epic theme but are not formally united 2 : epic

ep-ox>ide \(')ep-'ak-,sTd\ n : an epoxy compound
ep>OX*i<dize \-s3-,dTz\ vt : to convert into an epoxide
ep>Oxy \-se\ adj ; containing oxygen attached to two different
atoms already united in some other way; specij : containing a
3-rriembered ring consisting of one oxygen and two carbon atoms— epoxy n
epoxy resin n : a flexible usu. thermosetting resin made by poly-
merization of an epoxide and used chiefly in coatings and adhesives

ep'Si>lon \'ep-s3-,Ian, -lan\ n [Gk e psilon, lit., simple e] 1 : the
5th letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol E or « 2 : a usu. small
positive number
£p>Som salt \,ep-s3m-\ n [Epsom, England] : a bitter colorless or
white crystalline salt MbS04-7H2O that is a hydrated magnesium
sulfate with cathartic properties — usu. used in pi.

equa>bil*i*ty \,ek-w3-'bil-3t-€, ,e-kw3-\ n : the quality or condition
of being equable
equa>ble \'ek-wa-b3l, 'e-kw3-\ adj [L aequabilis, fr. aequare to
make level or equal, fr. aequus^ 1 : marked by lack of variation
or change : uniform 2 : marked by lack of noticeable, unpleasant,
or extreme variation or inequality syn see steady— eqna-ble-ness
n — equa-bly \-ble\ adv
lequal \*e-kwal\ adj [ME, fr. L aequalis, fr. aequus level, equal]
1 a (I) : of the same measure, quantity, amount, or number as
another : like (2) : identical in mathematical value or logical
denotation : equivalent b : like in quality, nature, or status
c : uniform 2 : regarding or affecting all objects in the same way
: impartial 3 : free from extremes: as a : tranquil of mind or
mood b : not showing variation in appearance, structure, or pro-
portion 4a: capable of meeting the requirements of a situation
or a task b : suitable syn see same

2equal n l ; one that is equal 2 : an equal quantity
sequal vt equaled or equalled; equal-ing or equaMing
1 archaic ; equalize 2 : to be equal to; specij : to be identical
in value to 3 : to make or produce something equal to : match
equal-area adj, oj a map projection : maintaining constant ratio
of size between quadrilaterals formed by the meridians and parallels
and the quadrilaterals of the globe thereby preserving true area!
extent of forms represented
equal.i>tar*i>an \i-,kwal-a-'ter-e-3n\ adj or n ; egalttarl^n —
equaM.tar.i-an'ism_\-€-3-,niz-9m\ n

equal>i>ty \i-'kwal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being equal
2 : equation 2a

equal.iza.tion X.e-kws-b-'za-shanX n ; the act of equalizing
: the state of being equalized

equal.ize \'e-kw3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to make equal 2 a ; to compensate
for b ; to make uniform; specij ; to distribute evenly or uniformly
c ; to adjust or correct the frequency characteristics of
equal-iz>er \-,lT-z3r\ n : one that equalizes esp. by equal distribu-
tion (as offeree)

equal. ly \'e-kw3-le\ adv 1 : in an equal manner : evenly 2 : to
an equal degree : alike

equa.nim.i.ty \,e-kw3-'nim-3t-e, ,ek-w3-\ n [L aequanimitas, fr.

aequo animo with even mind] 1 : evenness of mind esp. under
stress : composure 2 : right disposition : balance
syn composure, sangfroid, phlegm: EQUANiMrrv suggests a

habit of mind that is only rarely disturbed under great strain;
composure implies the controlling of emotional or mental agitation
by an effort of will or as a matter of habit; sangfroid implies great
coolness and steadiness under strain; phlegm implies insensitiveness
and suggests apathy rather than self-control

equate \i-'kwat\ vb [ME equaten, fr. L aequatus, pp. of aequare'\
vt 1 a : to make equal : equauze b : to make such an allowance
or correction in as will reduce to a common standard or obtain a
correct result 2 ; to treat, represent, or regard as equal, equivalent,
or comparable -^ vi ; to correspond as equal

equa.tion \i-'kwa-zh3n, -sh3n\ « 1 a : the act or process of equat-
ing b (1) ; an element affecting a process : factor (2) : a complex
of variable factors c : a state of being equated; specij : a state of
association or identification of two or more things 2 a : a usu.
formal statement of the equality or equivalence of mathematical
or logical expressions b ; an expression representing a chemical
reaction quantitatively by means of chemical symbols placed on
the left for reacting substances and on the right for products of the
sign —* or = or of the sign s=5 or :=i if the reaction is reversible

equa.tion.al \i-'kwazh-nal, -'kwash-, -3n-'l\ adj 1 ; of, using, or
Involving equation or equations 2 : having a subject and predicate
not linked by a verb — equa.tion.al'ly adv

equa.tor \i-'kwat-3r, 'e-,kwat-\ n [ME, fr. ML aequator. lit.,

equalizer, fr. L aequatus: fr. its containing the equinoxes] 1 ; the
great circle of the celestial sphere whose plane is perpendicular to
the axis of the earth 2 : a great circle of the earth that is every-
where equally distant from the two poles and divides the earth's
surface into the northern and southern hemispheres 3 : a circle

or circular band dividing the surface of a body into two usu. equal
and symmetrical parts 4 : great circle
lequa.to.ri.al \,e-kw3-'tor-e-3l. ,ek-w3-, -'t6r-\ adj 1 a : of,

located at, or relating to the equator or an equator b : of, originat-
ing in, or suggesting the region around the geographic equator
2 ; being or having a support that includes two axles at right angles
to each other with one parallel to the earth's axis of rotation

^equatorial n : an equatorial telescope
equer-ry \'ek-w3-re, i-'kwer-e\ n [obs. escuirie, equerry stable, fr.

MF escuiHe office of a squire, stable, fr. escuier squire] 1 : an
officer of princes or nobles charged with the care of their horses
2 : one of the officers of the British royal household in personal
attendance on the sovereign or another member of the royal family
leques.tri.an \i-'kwes-tre-an\ adj [L equestr-, equester of a horse-
man, fr. eques horseman, fr. equus, horse — more at equine]
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1 a ; of, relating to, or featuring horseback riding ft archaic i rid-

ing on horseback : mounted c : representing a person on horse-
back <an '^ statue) 2 : of, relating to, or composed of knights

3eque5trian n ; one who rides on horseback
eques.tn.enne \i-.kwes-tre-'en\ n l^equestrmn + ~enne (as in
tragedienne)'] : a female equestrian

equi- comb Jorm [ME, fr. MF, fr. L aequi-, fr. aeguus equal]
: equal <e<7wipoise^ : equally <e^uiprobable>

equi-an.gu.lar \,e-kwi-'ao-gy3-l3r\ adj : having all or correspond-
ing angles equal _

equi>ca*lor-lC \,e-kw3-ks-'16r-ik, -'lar-\ adj : capable of yielding
equal amounts ofenergy in the body <~ diets)

equi>dis<tance \,e-kw3-'dis-t3n{t)s\ n : equal distance
equi-diS'tant \-tant\ adj [MF or LL; MF, fr. LL aeguidistant-,

aequidistans, fr. L aequi- + distant-, distans, prp. of distare to
stand apart] 1 : equally distant 2 : representing map distances
true to scale in all directions — equi-dis-tant-ly adv

equi-lat-er-al X.e-kwa-'lat-s-rsl, -'Ia-tr9l\ adj [LL aequilateralis,

fr. L aequi' + later-, latus side — more at lateral] 1 a ; having
all sides equal <-^ triangle) b : having all the faces equal (,^ poly-
hedron) 2 ; bilaterally symmetrical

equil*i»brant \i-'kwil-s-br3nt\ n ; a counterbalancing force or
system of forces

equil*i*brate \-,brat\ vt ; to bring into or keep in equilibrium
: BALANCE ^ vi % to bring about, come to, or be in equilibrium
— equil>M>ra>tioii \i-,kwil-3-'bra-shan\ n — equil*i>bra<tor
\i-'kwil-a-,brat-3r\ n — equil»i»bra«to*ry \-br3-,tor-e, -.torA adj

equi-li>bTiSt \.e-kwa-'lib-r9St, ,ek-wa-; i-'kwil-3-br3st\ n ; one
who balances himself in unnatural positions and hazardous move-
ments — equU-i»hriS'tic \i-,kwil-a-'bris-tik\ adj

equi<lib<n-um V.e-kwa-'lib-re-sm, ,ek-w3-\ n, pi equilibriums or
equi«lib«ria \-re-3\ [L aequilibrium, fr. aequilibris in equilibrium,
fr. aequi- + libra weight, balance] 1 : a static or dynamic state of
balance between opposing forces or actions 2 : a state of adjust-
ment between opposing or divergent influences or elements 3 : the
normal oriented state of the animal body in respect to its environ-
ment

egui*mo-Ial \,e-kw9-'mo-lsl\ adj 1 ; having equal molal concen-
tration 2 : EQUIMOLAR 1

equi>nio-lar \-l3r\ adj 1 ; of or relating to an equal number of
moles <an ^ mixture) 2 : having equal molar concentration
equine \'e-,kwTn, 'ek-,wTn\ adj [L equinus, fr. equus horse; akin
to OE eoh horse, Gk hippos^ ; of, relating to, or resembling a horse
or the horse family — equine n — equine*ly adv
lequi-noc^tial V.e-kws-'nak-shal, ,ek-wa-\ adj 1 : relating to an
equinox or to a state or the time of equal day and night 2 : relat-

ing to the regions or climate of the equinoctial line or equator
3 : relating to the time when the sun passes an equinoctial point

sequinoctjal n 1 : equator 1 2 : an equinoctial storm
equinoctial circle n : equator l — called also equinoctial line

equi.nox \'e-kw3-,naks, 'ek-w3-\ n [ME, fr. MF or ML; MF
equinoxe, fr. ML equinoxium, alter, of L aequinoctium, fr. aequi-
equi- + noct-, nox night — more at night] 1 : either of the two
times each year when the sun crosses the equator and day and
night are everyv/here of equal length, being about March 21 and
September 23 2 : either of the two points on the celestial sphere
where the celestial equator intersects the ecliptic

eqmp \i-'kwip\ vt equipped; equip.ping [MF equiper, of Gmc
origin; akin to OE scip ship] 1 ; to furni'^h for service or action
: PREPARE 2 : DRESS, ARRAY — Syn SCe FURNISH

eq>ui>page \'ek-w3-pij\ n 1 a : material or articles used in equip-
ment : ouTFrr b archaic (1) : a set of small articles (as for table
service) (2) : etui c : trappings 2 archaic : retinue 3 a : a
horse-drawn carriage with its servants b : such a carriage alone

equip>ineut \i-'kwip-m3nt\ n 1 a : the equipping of a person or
thing b : the state of being equipped 2a: the set of articles or
physical resources serving to equip a person or thing: as (1) : the
Implements used in an operation or activity : apparatus (2) : all

the fixed assets other than land and buildings of a business enter-
prise (3) ; the rolling stock of a railway b ; a piece of such equip-
ment 3 : mental or emotional traits or resources ; endowment

lequi-poise \'ek-w3-,p6iz, 'e-kwa-\ n 1 ; a state of equilibrium
2 t counterbalance

2equlpoise vt 1 ; to serve as an equipoise to 2 : to put or hold
in equipoise

equi.poi-lence \.e-kw3-'pal-9n(t)s\ also equi-pol-len-cy \-3n-se\
n : the quality of being equipollent
equi.poMent \-3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L aequipollent-, aequl-
pollens, fr. aequi- equi- + pollent-, pollens, prp. of pollere to be
able] 1 ; equal in force, power, or validity 2 : the same in effect
or signification — equipollent n — equi-pol.lent-ly adv

equi •pen•der»ant V.e-kws-'pan-ds-rsntV adj ; evenly balanced
equi<pon>der<ate \-.rat\ vb [ML aequiponderatus, pp. of equi-
ponderare, fr. L aequi- + ponderare to weigh, ponder] vi : to be
equal in weightor force '^ vt l to equal or make equal in weight
equi>po-tent \,e-kw3-'pot-'*nt\ adj : having equal effects or capac-
ities <~ genes)

equi>po*ten>tial \-p3-'ten-ch3l\ adj ; having the same electrical
potential <-- points) : of uniform potential throughout
eq-ui.se.tum \,ek-w3-'set-3m\ n, pi equisetums or eq.ui*se.ta
\-'set-3\ [NL, genus name, fr. L equisaetum horsetail (plant), fr.

equus horse + saeta bristle] : any of a genus (Equisetum) of lower
tracheophytes comprising perennial plants that spread by creeping
rhizomes, are homosporous and asexual, and have leaves reduced
to nodal sheaths on the hollow jointed grooved shoots

eq-ui>ta-ble \'ek-w3t-5-b3l\ adj 1 : having or exhibiting equity
: JUST 2 : existing or valid in equity as distinguished from law
syn see fair — eq^ui'ta-ble-ness n — eq-ui-ta-bly \-ble\ adv

eq>Ui<taiit \'ek-w3t-3nt\ adj [L equitant-, equiians, prp. of equitare
to ride on horseback, fr. equit-y eques horseman] oj leaves ; overlap-
ping each other transversely at the base (as in an iris)

eq.Ui.ta.tion \,ek-w3-'ta-sh3n\ n : the act or art of riding on
horseback
eq.uLty \'ek-w3t-e\ n [ME equite, fr. MF equite, fr. L aequitat-,
aequitas, fr. aequus equal, fair] la: justice according to natural
law or right; sped] : impartiality b : something that is equitable
2 a : a system of law originating in ttie English chancery and
comprising a settled and formal body of legal and procedural rules

and doctrines that supplement, aid, or override common and statute
law and are designed to protect rights and enforce duties fixed by
substantive law b : trial or remedial justice under or by the rules
and doctrines of equity c : a body of legal doctrines and rules
developed to enlarge, supplement, or override a narrow rigid
system of law 3 a : a right, claim, or interest existing or valid in
equity b : the money value of a property or of an interest in a
property in excess of claims or liens against it : a risk interest or
ownership right in property

equity capital n : venture capftal
eqiuv-a-lence \i-'kwlv(-3)-l3n(t)s\ also equiv.a-len-cy \-Ian-se\ n
la; the state or property of being equivalent b (1) ; the relation
holding between two statements if they are either both true or both
false (2) ; the relation holding between two statements if to affirm
one and to deny the other would result in a contradiction 2 : a
presentation of terms as equivalent 3: equality in metrical value of
a regular foot and one in which there are substitutions
equiv-a.lent \-lant\ adj [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF, fr. LL aequiv-
alent-j aequivalens, prp. of aequivalere to have equal power, fr. L
aequi- + valere to be strong] 1 ; equal in force, amount, or value;
also : equal in area or volume but not admitting of superposition
<a square -^ to a triangle) 2 : like in signification or import
3 : corresponding or virtually identical esp. in effect or function
4 obs : equal in might or authority 5 : having the same chemical
combining capacity syn see same — equivalent n — equiv-a-
lent'ly adv

equlv>0*cal \i-'kwiv-3-k3l\ adj [LL aequivocus, fr. aequi- equl-
+ VOC-, vox voice] la: having two or more significations ; am-
biguous b : uncertain as an indication or sign 2 a : of uncertain
nature or classification b : of uncertain disposition toward a person
or thing : undecided c : of doubtful advantage, genuineness, or
moral rectitude <~ behavior) syn see obscure— equiv-o.cal.i-ty
\i-,kwiv-3-'kal-3t-e\ n — equiv<o>cal'ly \l-'kwiv-3-k(3-)le\ adv— equiV'O. calmness V-kal-nasX n

equiv«0»cate \i-'kwiv-3-,kat\ vf 1 : to use equivocal language esp.
with intent to deceive prevaricate 2 : to avoid committing oneself
in what one says syn see lie — equiv»o«ca.tion \i-,kwiv-3-
ka-sh3n\ n — equiv.o-ca.lor \i-'kwiv-3-,kat-sr\ n

equi.voque or equi-voke \'ek-w3-.v6k, 'e-kw3-\ n [F equivoque,
fr. equivoque equivocal, fr. LL aequivocus"] 1 : an equivocal word
or phrase; specij : pun 2 a : double meaning b : wordplay

i-er \3r; ajter some vowels, ojten r; ajier o, usu g3r\ adj suffix or adv
suffix [ME -er, -ere, -re, fr. OE -ra (in adjectives), -or_ (in adverbs);
akin to OHG -iro, adj. compar. suffix, L -ior, Gk -ion] — used to

form the comparative degree of adjectives and adverbs of one
syllable <hotter> (drier) and of some adjectives and adverbs of two
syllables <completer) and sometimes of longer ojies

2-er \3r; after some vowels, often r\ also -ier \e-3r, y3r\ or -yer
\y3r\ n suffix [ME -er, -ere, -ier. -iere; partly fr. OE -ere (akin to

OHG -art: both fr. a prehistoric Gmc suffix borrowed fr. L -arius);

Kartly fr. OF -ier, -iere, fr. L -arius, -aria, -arium -ary; partly fr.

IF -ere, fr. L -ator -or — more at -ary, -or] 1 a : person oc-
cupationally connected with (hatter) <furriVr) <law>'fr) b : person
or thing belonging to or associated with (header) (old-timer)
C : native of : resident of (cottager) <New Yorker) d : one that
has (three-decker) e : one that produces or yields <porker)
2a: one that does or performs (a specified action) <reporter)— somedmes added to both elements of a compound (builders

upper) b : one that is a suitable object of (a specified action)
(broiler) 3 : one that is (foreigner) yer in a few words after

w, -ier in a few words after other letters, otherwise -er

era \'i(3)r-3, 'er-a, 'e-r3\ n [LL aera, fr. L. counters, pi. of aer-,

aes copper, money — more at ore] 1 : a system of chronological
notation computed from a given date as basis 2 a : a fixed point
in time from which a series of years is reckoned b : a memorable
or important date or event; esp : one that begins a new period in

the history of a person or thing 3 a : a period set off or typified

by some prominent figure or characteristic feature b ; a siage in

the development of a person or thing; specif ; one of the five major
divisions of geologic time (Paleozoic '^) syn see period

era.di-ate \(')e-'rad-e-.at\ vt : radiate 1 — era.di.a.tion \(,)e-

,rad-e-'a-sh3n\ n
erad4<ca>ble \i-'rad-l-k3-b3l\ adj : capable of being eradicated
erad*i*cate \i-'rad-3-,kat\ vt [L eradicatus, pp. of eradicare, fr. e~

+ radio-, radix root] 1 : to pull up b^- the roots 2 : erase, elim-
inate syn see exterminate — erad.i-ca-tion \-,rad-3-'ka-sh3n\
n — erad-i-ca-tive \-'rad-3-,kat-iv\ adj — erad.i.ca.tor \-,kat-

sr\ n
eras.abil.i.ty \i-,ra-S3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the property or degree of
being erasable

eras<able \i-'ra-s3-b3l\ adj : capable of being erased
erase \i-'ras\ vb [L erasus, pp. of eradere, fr. e- -H radere to scratch,

scrape — more at rat] vt 1 a : to rub or scrape out (as written,

painted, or engraved letters) b : to remove (recorded matter)
from a magnetic tape or wire 2 : to remove from existence or
memory as if by erasing -^ vi : to yield to being erased
syn expunge, cancel, efface, obliterate, blot (out), delete:

ERASE implies the act of rubbing or wiping out (letters or im-
pressions) often in preparation for correction or new matter;
EXPUNGE stresses a removal or destruction that leaves no trace;

cancel implies an action (as marking, revoking, or neutralizing)

that makes a thing no longer effective or usable; efface implies
the removal of an impression by damage to or wearing off of the
surface; obliterate and blot (out) both imply a covering up or
smearing over that removes all traces of a thing's existence; delete
impHes a deliberate exclusion, or a marking to direct exclusion, of
written matter

eras.er \i-'ra-s3r\ n : one that erases; specif : a sharp instrument
or a piece of rubber or cloth used to erase marks (as of ink or chalk)

Eras>tian y-'ras-te-sn, -'ras-chan\ adj [Thomas Erastus tl583
German-Swiss physician and Zwinglian theologian] : of, charac-
terized by, or advocating the doctrine of state supremacy in
ecclesiastical affairs — Erastian n — Eras-tian-ism \-,iz-9m\ n

era*sure Xi-'ra-shar also -zhsrV n ; an act or instance of erasing
Er>a-to \'er-3-,to\ n [Gk Erato"] : the Greek Muse of lyric and love
poetry

er-bi*um \'3r-be-3m\ n [NL, fr. Ytterby, Sweden] : a trivalent
metallic element of the rare-earth group that occurs with yttrium— see element table
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ere 282 erupt

lere \(,)e(s)r, (.)a(a)r\ prep [ME er, fr. OE sr, fr. xr, adv., early,

soon; akin to OHG er earlier, Gk eri early] : zbefore 2

2ere conj : ^before <go back -^ it is too late)

Er.e-bus \'er-3-bas\ n [L. fr. Gk Erebos'\ : a place of darkness
through which according to Greek mythology souls pass on their

way to Hades
lerect \i-'rekt\ adj [ME, fr. L erectus, pp. of erigere to erect, fr.

c- + regere to lead straight, guide — more at right] 1 a : vertical

in position; specif : not spreading or decumbent I) : standing up
or out from the body C : characterized by firm or rigid straightness

in bodily posture <— bearing) 2 archaic : directed upward
3 obs : ALERT, WATCHFUL — crect-ly \-'rek-(t)ie\ adv — erect-
ness \-'rek(t)-n3s\ n

2erect vt 1 a (I) : to put up by the fitting together of materials or
parts : build (2) : to fix in an upright position (3) : to cause to
stand up or out b archaic : to direct upward c : to change (an
image) from an inverted to a normal position 2 : to elevate in
status 3 : to set up : establish 4 obs ; encourage, embolden
6 ; to construct (as a perpendicular) upon a given base

erec-tile \i-'rek-t^I, -,tTl\ adj ; capable of being raised to an erect
position; esp ; cavernous 3 — erec»Ul»i»ty \i-,rek-'til-3t-e\ n

erec>tion \i-'rek-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of erecting : con-
struction 2 a : the state marked by firm turgid form and erect
position of a previously flaccid bodily part containing cavernous
tissue when that tissue becomes dilated with blood b : an occur-
rence of such a state in the penis or clitoris 3 : something erected

ereC'tor \i-'rek-t3r\ n ; one that erects; specij : a muscle that raises
or keeps a part erect

E region n : the part of the ionosphere occurring between 40 and
90 miles above the surface of the earth and containing the daytime
E layer and the sporadic E layer

erelong \e(a)r-'16D, a(3)r-\ adv : before long ; soon
er>e>niite \'er-3-,mit\ n [ME] : hermit; esp ; a religious recluse— er>e*mit*ic \,er-3-'mit-ik\ or er-e-mit-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj —
er^e-mit-ism \'er-3-,mit-,iz-3m\ n
er-em.urus \,er-3-'myur-3s\ n, pi er-em-uri \-'myu(3)r-,T\ [NL,
genus name, fr. Gk eremos solitary + oura tail — more at retina,
squirrel] : foxtail lily
ere.now \e(a)r-'nau. a(a)r-\ adv : heretofore
erep>Sin \i-'rep-S3n\ n [ISV er- (prob. fr. L eripere to sweep away,
fr. e- + rapere to sweep) + pepsin — more at rapid] : a proteolytic
fraction obtained esp. from the intestinal juice and known to be a
mixture of peptidases

er.e.thism \'er-3-,thiz-3m\ n [F Srethisme, fr. Gk erethismos
irritation, fr. erethizein to irritate; akin to Gk ornynai to rouse —
more at rise] : abnormal irritability or responsiveness to stimula-
tion — er.e.this.mic \.er-3-'thiz-mik\ adj

ere.while \er-'(h)wr(a)I, ar-\ also ere-Whiles \-'(h)wT(3)lz\ adv,
archaic : heretofore

erg \'3rg\ n [Gk ergon work — more at work] : a cgs unit of work
equal to the work done by a force of one dyne acting through a
distance of one centimeter

erg- or ergo- comb jorm [Gk, fr. €rgon'\ : work <e/-gophobia)
er*go ye(3)r-(,)g6, 'ar-\ adv [L, fr. (assumed) OL e rogo from the
direction (of)] : therefore, hence

ergo- comb jorm [F, fr. ergot'i : ergot <ergosterol)
cr-go.graph \'3r-g3-.graf\ n [ISV] : an apparatus for measuring
the work capacity of a muscle

er-gom-e.ter \,3r-'gam-3t-3r\ n : an apparatus for measuring the
work performed by a group of muscles
©r-go«no»vine \,3r-g3-'no-,ven\ n [ergo- + L novus new — more at
new] ; an alkaloid CigHzsNjOz from ergot with similar pharma-
cological action but reduced toxicity

er*g0S'ter'0l X.ar-'gas-ts-.rol, -,r61\ n [ISV] : a crystalline steroid
alcohol CzsHaiOH that occurs esp. In yeast, molds, and ergot and
is converted by ultraviolet irradiation ultimately into vitamin Dz

er.got \'3r-g3t, -,gat\ n [ F. lit., cock's spur] 1 a ; the black or
dark purple sclerotium of fungi of the genus Claviceps that occurs
as a club-shaped body replacing the seed of a grass (as rye) b : a
fungus of the genus Claviceps 2 : a disease of rye and other cereals
caused by fungi of the genus Claviceps and characterized by the
presence of ergots in the seed heads 3a; the dried sclerotia
of an ergot fungus grown on rye and containing several alkaloids
(as ergonovine, ergotamine) b : any of such alkaloids used medic-
inally for their contractile effect on smooth muscle (as of peripheral
arterioles) — er«got»ic \,ar-'gat-ik\ adj
er.got.a.mine \,ar-'gat-s-,men\ n [ISV] : an alkaloid CbjHjsNsOs
from ergot that has the pharmacological action of ergot and is

used esp. in treating migraine
er-gol.ism \'ar-g3t-,iz-3m\ n ; a toxic condition produced by
eating grain, grain products fas rye bread), or grasses infected with
ergot fungus or by chronic excessive use of the drug ergot

er.got-ized \-,Tzd\ adj ; containing ergot (^^ grain)

er«i.oa \'er-l-k3\ n [NL. genus name, fr. L erice heather, fr. Gk
ereice"] : any of a large genus of the heath family of low much=
branched evergreen shrubs — er»i»ca»ceous \,er-3-'ka-shas\ adj

er>i>coid \'er-3-,k6id\ adj ; resembling heath
Erie \'i(3)r-e\ n 1 ; a member of an Iroquoian people of the Lake
Erie region 2 ; the lajiguage of the_Erie people

Er.in \'er-3n\ n [Olr Erinn, dat. of Eriu Ireland] ; Ireland

En>nys \i-'rin-3s, -'rT-n3s\ n, pi Eriny*es \-'rin-e-,ez\ [Gk]
: one of the Furies in Greek mythology

EriS yir-3s, 'er-\ n [Gk] : the Greek goddess of discord
eriS.tiC \i-'ris-tik, eA adj [Gk eristikos fond of wrangling, fr.

erizein to wrangle, fr. eris strife] : characterized by disputatious
often subtle and specious reasoning — eristic n — eris>ti>cal
\-ti-k3l\ adj

Er.Ien.mey.er Ilask \,3r-bn-,mT(-3)r-, ,er-l3n-\ n [Emil Erlen-
meyer tl'^09 G chemist] : a flat-bottomed conical laboratory flask

er>mine X'sr-msnX n, pi ermines [ME, fr. OF, of Gmc origin] 1 or
pi ermine a ; any of several weasels that assume while winter
pelage usu. with more or less black on the tail; esp : a large Euro-
pean weasel (Muslela erminea) b : the white fur of the ermine in
winter pelage 2 : a rank or office whose ceremonial or official robe
Is ornamented with ermine
er*mlned \-m3nd\ adj ; clothed or adorned with ermine
erne or ern X'am, 'e(p)m\ n [ME, fr. OE earn: akin to OHG arn
eagle] : eagle; esp : a white-tailed sea eagle (Haliaelus albidlla)

erode \i-'rod\ v6 [L erodere to eat away, fr. e- -f- rodere to gnaw

— more at rat] vt 1 : to diminish or destroy by degrees: a : to
eat Into or away by slow destruction of substance : corrode
b ; to wear away by the action of water, wind, or glacial ice c ; to
cause to deteriorate or disappear as if by eating or wearing away
2 ; to produce or form by eroding '^ vi ; to undergo erosion

erod'ible \i-'r6d-3-b3l\ adj : capable of or subject to being eroded
erog.e-nous \i-'raj-3-n3s\ also er.o.gen-ic \,er-3-'jen-ik\ adj
[Gk eras + E -genous, -genie'] 1 ; sexually sensidve 2 : sexually
stimulating
Eros \'ef3lr-.as, 'i(3)r-\ n [Gk Eros, fr. eroslove; akin toGk erasthai
to love, desire] 1 : the god of love in Greek mythology 2 : the
aggregate of pleasure-directed life instincts whose energy is derived
from libido 3 often not cap : love directed toward self-reaUzation
erose \i-'ros\ adj [L erosus, pp. of erodere'^ : irregular, uneven;
specif : having the margin irregularly notched as if gnawed <an~ leaf) — erose»ly adv

ero-si*bIe \i-'ro-z3-b3l, -'ro-s3-\ adj : erodjble
ero<sion \i-'ro-zh3n\ n l : the process of eroding : the state of
being eroded 2 : an instance or product of the process of
eroding — ero-sion<al X-'rozh-nal, -'ro-zh3n-^l\ adj
ercsive \i-'r6-sjv, -ziv\ adj : tending to erode ~ ero*sive-ness
or erO'SiV'i'ty \i-.ro-'siv-at-e\ n

erot.ic \i-'rat-ik\ adj [Gk erotikos, fr. erot-, eras] 1 : of, devoted
to, or tending to arouse sexual love or desire 2 : strongly affected
by sexual desire — erotic n — erot*i>caI \-i-k3l\ adj — erot-i-
caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

erot'l'Ca \i-'rat-i-k3\ np/[NL, fr. Gk erotika, neut. pi. of erotikos}
: literary or artistic items having an erotic theme or quality

erot>i<cism \i-'rat-3-,siz-3m\ also er.O'tism \'er-3-,tiz-3m\ n
1 : erotic theme or quality 2 : a state of sexual arousal 3a: sex-
ual impulse or desire b ; abnormally insistent sexual passion

ero<to>gen.ic \i-,r6t-3-'jen-ik\ adj ; erogenous
err \'e(3)r, '3r\ vi [ME erren, fr. OF errer, fr. L errare; akin to OE
ierre wandering, angry, ON ras race] 1 archaic : stray 2 a : to
make a mistake b : to violate an accepted standard of conduct
er-ran-Cy \'er-3n-se\ n : the state or an instance of erring
er.rand \'er-3nd\ n [ME erend message, business, fr. OE srend:
akin to OHG arunti message] 1 archaic a : an oral message
entrusted to a person b : embassy, mission 2 a : a short trip
taken to attend to some business esp. for another b : the object
or purpose of such a trip

er-rant \'er-3nt\ adj [ME erraunt, fr. MF errant, prp. of errer to
err & errer to travel, fr. ML iterare, fr. L iter road, journey]
1 ; traveling or given to traveling <an -" knight) 2a; straying
outside the proper path or bounds <an ~ calf) b : moving about
aimlessly or irregularly (an '^ breeze) c : deviating from what is

true or correct <an '^ child) 3 obs : arrant — er-rant-ly adv
er>rant<ry \'er-3n-tre\ n : the quality, condition, or fact of wan-
dering: esp : a roving In search of knightly adventure

er-ra-ta \e-'rai-3, -'rat-, -'rat-\ n [fr. pi. of erratum} : a list of corri-
genda or a page bearing such a list

er-rat-iC \ir-'at-ik\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF erratique, fr. L
erraticus, fr. erratus, pp. of errare} la: having no fixed course
; wandering <an — comet) b archaic : nomadic 2 : transported
from an original resting place esp. by a glacier <'-- boulder)
3a: characterized by lack of consistency, regularity, or uniformity
b ; deviating from what is ordinary or standard ; eccentric syn
see strange — erratic n — er>rat*i<cal \-i-k3l\ adj — er>rat>i-
caMy \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv — er>rat>i<cism \-'at-a-,siz-am\ n
er-ra.tum \e-'rat-3m, -'rat-, -rat-\ n, pi er-ra-ta \-3\ [L. fr. neut.
of erratus} ; corrigendum

er-ro.ne.OUS \lr-'6-ne-3s, e-'ro-\ adj [ME, fr. L erroneus, fr. erron-,

erro wanderer, fr. errare} 1 archaic : wandering 2 : containing
or characterized by error ; mistaken — er-ro-ne-ous-ly adv— er-ro*ne>ouS'ness n

er-ror \'er-3r\ n [ME errour, fr. OF, fr. L error, fr. errare} 1 a : an
act or condition of often ignorant or Imprudent deviation from
a code of behavior b ; an act involving an unintentional deviation
from truth or accuracy c (1) : an act that through ignorance,
deficiency, or accident departs from or falls to achieve what should
be done (2) ; a defensive misplay other than a wild pitch or passed
ball made by a baseball player when normal play would have re-

sulted in an out or prevented an advance by a base runner d ; a
mistake in the proceedings of a court of record In matters of law
or of fact 2 a : the quality or state of erring b Christian Science
: illusion about the nature of reality that is the cause of human suf-
fering : the contradiction of truth c : an instance of false belief

3 : something produced by mistake 4a: the difference between
an observed or calculated value and a true value; specif : variation
in measurements, calculations, or observations of a quantity due
to mistakes or to uncontrollable factors b : the amount of devia-
tion from a standard or specification — er-ror-less \'er-3r-l3s\ adj
syn error, mistake, blunder, slip, lapse mean a departure from

what is true, right, or proper, error may imply carelessness or
wilfulness in failing to follow a true course or a model, but it may
suggest an inaccuracy where accuracy is impossible; mistake im-
plies misconception or inadvertence and is seldom a harsh term;
BLUNDER commonly implies stupidity or ignorance and usu.
culpability; slip carries a strong implication of inadvertence or
accident producing trivial mistakes; lapse implies forgelfulness,
weakness, or inattention

er<satz \'er-,zats. er-'\ adj [G ersatz-, fr. ersatz, n., substitute]

: suBSTrruTE. synthetic <'^ flour) — ersatz n
Erse \'3rs\ n [ME (Sc) Erisch, adj., Irish, alter, of Irish] 1 : SCOT-
TISH GAELIC 2 : IRISH GAELIC — Ersc adj
erst \'3rst\ adv [ME erest earliest, formerly, fr. OE xrest, superl. of
xr early — more at ere] archaic ; formerly

lerst-while \'3rst-,(h)wTl\ adv : in the past : formerly
^erstwhile adj : former, previous
eruct \i-'r3kt\ vb [L eructare, fr, e- + ructare to belch, fr. -ructus,

pp. of -rugere to belch; akin to L rugire to roar] : belch — eruc-
tate \i-'r3k-,tat\ vb — eruc>ta>tiou \i-,r3k-'ta-sh3n, ,e-,r3k-\ n

er-U-dite \'er-(y)3-,dTt\ adj [ME erudit, fr. L eruditus, fr. pp. of
erudire to instruct, fr. e- + rudis rude, ignorant] : possessing or dis-

playing erudition ; learned — er-u-dite-Iy adv

er<u>di-tion \,er-(y)3-'dish-3n\ n ; extensive knowledge acquired
chiefly from books : learning
erum-pent \i-'r3m-p3nt\ adj [L erumpent', erumpens, prp. of
erumpere] : bursting forth {-^ fungi)

erupt \i-'rapt\ v6 [L eruplus, pp. of erumpere to burst forth, fr, e- -h



eruptible 283 Eskimo
rumpere to break] vi 1 a : to force out or release suddenly and
often violently something pent up b ; to burst from limits or
restraint c : to become active or violent : explode 2 : to break
out with a skin eruption -^ vf ; to force out or release usu. sud-
denly and violently — erupt*ible \-'r3p-t3-bal\ adj
erup'tlon \i-'r3p-sh3n\ n 1 a : an act, process, or instance of
erupting b : the breaking out of rash on the skin or mucous mem-
brane 2 a : a product of erupting b ; an erupted rash or one of its

lesions — erup-tive \-'r3p-tiv\ adj
-ery \(3-)re\ n sujjix [ME -erie, fr. OF. fr. -ier -er + -ie -y] 1 ; qual-
ities collectively : character : -ness {snobbery'} 2 : art ; practice
<codkeryy 3 : place of doing, keeping, producing, or selling

(the thing specified) <fisher>'> <baker>'> 4 : collection ; aggregate
{lineryy 5 ; state or condition <slaver^>

eryn.gO \i-'ria-(,)g6\ n [modif. of L eryngion sea holly, fr. Gk
eryngion'] obs : candied sea-holly root made to be used as an
aphrodisiac

er-y.Sip.e-las \,er-9-'sip-(3-)l;3S, ,ir-\ n [ME erislpila, fr. L ery-
sipelas, fr. Gk, fr. erysi- (akin to Gk erythros red) + -pelas (akin to
h pellis skin)] : an acute febrile disease associated with intense
edematous local inflammation of the skin and subcutaneous tissues

caused by a hemolytic streptococcus
er.y.the-ma \.er-3-'the-m3\ n [NL, fr. Gk erythema, fr. ery-
thainein to redden, fr. erythrosl : abnormal redness of the skin due
to capillary congestion (as in inflammation) — er>y>tIie-ma>tous
\,er-s-'them-9t-3s, -'the-raat-\ adj

erytlir- or erytliro- comb jorm [Gk, fr. erythros^ 1 : red {erythro-
cyte) 2 : erythrocyte {erylhroid)

er-y-tlirisra \'er-3-,thriz-3m\ n ; a condition marked by excep-
tional prevalence of red pigmentation (as in skin or hair) — er»y-
tbriS'tnal \,er-3-'thriz-m3l\ adj — er-y-thris-tic \-'thris-tik\ adj

er.y-thrite \'er-3-,thrTt\ n : a mineral Co3(As04)2-8HzO consisting

of a hydrous cobalt arsenate occurring esp. in monoclinic crystals

eryth-ro-blast \i-'rith-r3-,blast\ n [ISV] ; a polychromatic nu-
cleated cell occurring in red marrow as the first specifically identi-

fiable stage in red blood-cell formation; broadly : a cell ancestral
to red blood cells — erytH-ro-blas-tic \-,rith-r3-'blas-tik\ adj

eryth-rO'Cyte \i-'rith-r3-,sTt\ n [ISV] : red blood cell — erytb-
rO'Cyt'ic \-.rith-r3-'sit-ik\ adj

eryth-ro.cyt.om.e.ter \i-,rith-ra-.sTt-'am-3t-«r\ n : hemacytom-
eter
er.y.throid \'er-3-,thr61d\ adj : r^atlng to erythrocytes or their

precursors
erytb.ro.my.Cln \i-,rith-r3-'mTs-'n\ n ; an antibiotic produced by
an actinomycete {Streptomyces erythreus) active against amebiasis

er.y-thron \'er-3-,thran\ n [NL, fr. Gk, neut. of erythros'] ; the
red blood cells and their precursors In the bone marrow

eryth.ro.pOi>e. Sis \i-,rith-r3-,p6i-'e-S9s\ n [NL, fr. erythr- + Gk
poiesis creation] ; the production of red blood cells (as from the
bone marrow) — eryth.ro.poi.et-ic \-,p6i-'et-ik\ adj

eryth.rcsin also erytli-ro-sine Xi-'rith-rs-ssn, -,sen\ n [ISV
erythr- + eosin] ; any of several dyes made by iodination of fluo-
rescein that yield reddish shades

1-es \3Z, iz ajter s, z, sh, ch; z after y or a vowel\ n pi suffix [ME -es,

-s — more at '-s] 1 — used to form the plural of most nouns that
end in s (glasses), z (fuzzes), sh (bushes), ch <peach«>, or a final y
that changes to i (ladies) and of some nouns ending in j (which
changes to v) <loaves); compare '-si 2 : '-s 2

2-es vb sujjix [ME — more at z-s] — used to form the third person
singular present of most verbs that end in s (blesses), z {(iixes), sh
(hushes), ch (catches), or a final y that changes to i (defies)

Esau \"e-(.)s6\ n [L, fr. Gk Esau, fr. Heb *Ssaw] : the elder son of
Isaac and Rebekah and brother of Jacob

eS'Ca.drille \'es-ka-,dril, -,dre\ n [F, flotilla, escadrille, fr. Sp
escuadrilla, dim. of escuadra squadron, squad — more at squad]
; a unit of a European air command containing usu. six airplanes

es-ca.lade \'es-k3-,lad, -,lad\ n [F, fr. It scalata, fr. scalare to
scale, fr. scala ladder, fr. LL] ; an act of scaling esp. the walls of a
fortitication — escalade vt — es.ca<lad.er n
tes-ca.la-tor \'es-k3-,lat-3r\ n [fr. Escalator, a trademark] 1 ; a
power-driven set of stairs arranged like an endless belt that ascend
or descend continuously 2 : an escalator clause or provision
sescalator adj : providing for a periodic proportional upward or
downward adjustment (as of prices or wages) (an -^ clause)

es*cal>lop \is-'kal-3p, -'kal-\ var oj scallop
e5*cap>able \is-'ka-p3-b3l\ adj : capable of being escaped
eS'Ca.pade \'es-k3-,pad\ n [MF, fr. Olt scappata, fr. scappare to
escape, fr. (assumed) VL excappare} : a usu. adventurous action
that runs counter to approved or ordinary conduct
leS'Cape \is-'kap\ vb [ME escapen, fr. ONF escaper, fr. (assumed)
VL excappare, fr. L ex- -I- LL cappa head covering, cloak] vi

1 a : to get away (as by flight) b : to issue from confinement (gas
is escaping) c of a plant z to run wild from cultivation 2 ; to
avoid a threatening evil «- v/ 1 ; to get out of the way of : avoid
2 : to fail to be noticed or recallable by (his name --^s me) 3 a : to
issue from b : to be uttered involuntarily by — es.cap.er n
syn avoid, evade, elude, shun, eschew: escape stresses the fact

of getting away or being passed by not necessarily through effort or
by conscious intent; avoid stresses forethought and caution in
keeping clear of danger or difficulty; evade implies adroitness,
ingenuity, or lack of scruple in escaping or avoiding; elude implies
a slippery or baffling quality in the person or thing that escapes;
SHUN often implies an avoiding as a matter of habitual practice or
policy and may imply repugnance or abhorrence; eschew implies
an avoiding or abstaining from as unwise or distasteful

^escape /i 1 : an act or instance of escaping: as a : flight from
confinement b : evasion of something undesirable c ; leakage or
outflow esp. of a fluid d : distraction or relief from routine or
reality 2 : a means of escape 3 : a cultivated plant run wild

aescape adj 1 ; relating to escape from reaUty <~ literature)

2 : providing a means of escape (an '^clause)
es>cap*ee \(,)es-,ka-'pe, is- also ,es-k3-'pe\ n : one that has es-

caped; esp : an escaped prisoner

escape meclianism n : a mode of behavior or thinking adopted to
evade unpleasant facts or responsibilities

e abut; ® kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out;

] joke; ^ sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb tbin; ^ tbis; ii loot;

es.cape.meiit Vis-Tcap-msntV n 1 a : a device in a timepiece which
controls the motion of the train of wheelwork and
through which the energy of the power source is

delivered to the pendulum or balance by means of
impulses that permit a tooth to escape from a
pallet at regular intervals b : a ratchet device
(as the spacing mechanism of a typewriter) that per-
mits motion in one direction only in equal steps 2
a : the act of escaping b ; a way of escape : vent

escape velocity n : the minimum velocity that a
moving body (as a rocket) must have to escape from
the gravitational field of the earth or of a celestial . ,

body and move outward into space „„^ f^,.™ „p ^r.

es.cap.ism \is-'ka-,piz-3m\ n : habitual diversion °^^_i^™ ? i^'
of the mind to purely imaginative activity or en- c^Pemeni id

tertainment to escape from reality or routine — es-
cap'ist \-p3St\ adj or n

es.ca*role \'es-k3-,rol\ n [F, fr. LL escariola, fr. L escarlus of food,
fr. esca food. fr. edere to eat — more at eat] : endive 1

es.carp \is-'karp\ n or vt [F escarpe, n., fr. It scarpal ; scarp
es.carp-ment \-m3nt\ n 1 : a steep slope in front of a fortification
2 a : a long cliff b ; a steep slope separating two comparatively
level or more gently sloping surfaces

-es-cence \'es-=n(t)s\ n suffix [MF, fr. L -escentia, fr. -escent-^
-escens + -ia -y] : process of becoming (hyalescence)
-es-cent \'es-'nt\ adj suffix [MF, fr. L -escent-, -escens, prp.
suffix of incho. verbs in -escere] 1 : beginning : beginniag to bo
: slightly (alkalescen/) 2 : reflecting or emitting light (in a speci-
fied way) (fluorescent)
les.cbar \'es-.kar, -karX n [ME escare — more at scar] : a scab
formed esp. after a bum

aeschar var of esker
es.cha.rot.ic \,es-ka-'rat-ik\ adj [F or LL; F escharotique, fr. LL
escharoticus, fr. Gk escharolikos, fr. escharoun to form an eschar,
fr. eschara eschar] : producing an eschar — esoba.rotic n

es.Cha.to-log'i.cal \,es-,kat-'l-'aj-i-k3l, ,es-kat-\ adj : of or relat-
ing to the end of the world or the events associated with it in
religious expectation — es.cha.to.log.i.caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

es-cha-tol.o.gy \.es-k3-'tal-3-je\ n [Gk eschatos last, farthest]
: belief about or in the end of the world or the last things (as the
second coming of Christ, resurrection. Judgment, the new age)
les.cbeat \is(h)-'chet\ n [ME eschete, fr. OF, reversion of prop-
erty, fr. escheoir to fall, devolve, fr. (assumed) VL excadere, fr. L
ex- + (assumed) VL cadere to fall, fr. L cadere — more at chance]
1 ; escheated property 2 a : the reversion of lands in English
feudal law to the lord of the fee upon the failure of heirs capable of
inheriting under the original grant b : the reversion of property to
the crown in England or to the state in the U.S. by failure of
persons legally entitled to hold the property

2escheat vt ; to cause to revert by escheat -*- v/ ; to revert by escheat— es'Cbeat.able \-'chet-3-b3l\ adj
eS'Chew \is(h)-'chu\ vt [ME eschewen, fr. MF eschiuver, of Gmc
origin] : shun, avoid syn see escape — es-chew-al \-3l\ n

es-co-lar \,es-k3-'iar\ n, pi escolar or escolars [Sp, lit., scholar,
fr. ML scholaris'l ; a large widely distributed rough-scaled fish
{Ruvettus pretiosus) that resembles a mackerel

les-cort \*es-,k6(3)rt\ n [F escorte, fr. It scorta, fr. scorgere to
guide, fr. (assumed) VL excorrigere, fr. L ex- + corrigere to make
straight, correct — more at correct] 1 a (1) : a person or group of
persons accompanying another to give protection or show courtesy
(2) ; the man who goes on a date with a woman b : a protective
screen of warships or fighter planes or a single ship or plane used
to fend off enemy attack from one or more vulnerable craft 2 : ac-
companiment by a person or an armed protector (as a ship)

2es.cort \is-'k6(3>rt, es-, 'es-,\ vt : to accompany as an escort
syn see accompany

escort carrier n : a small aircraft carrier

escort fighter n ; a fighter airplane for escorting heavy bombers
es.COl \is-'kat\ vt [MF escoter, fr. escot contribution, of Gmc origin;
akin to ON skot contribution] obs ; support, maintain

es.cri.toire \'es-kra-,twar\ n [obs. F, writing desk, scriptorium, fr.

ML scriptoriumi : a writing table or desk; specif : secretary Sb
les.crow \'es-,kr6, es-'\ n [MF escroue scroll] 1 : a deed, a bond,
money, or a piece of property delivered to a third person to be de-
livered by him to the grantee only upon the fulfillment of a condi-
tion 2 : a fund or deposit designed to serve as an escrow

aeS'Crow \es-'kro, 'es-,\ vt : to place in escrow
eS'CU'dO \is-'kud-(,)6\ n [Sp & Pg, lit., shield] 1 : any of various
former gold or silver coins of Hispanic countries 2 — see money
table

es.CU.lent \'es-ky9-l3nt\ adj [L esculentus, fr. esca food, fr. edere
to eat — more at eat] : edible — esculent n
es-CUtcb.eon \is-'k3Ch-3n\ n [ME escochon, fr.

MF escuchon, fr. (assumed) VL scution-, scutio,

fr. L scutum shield — more at esquire] 1 : a
defined area on which armorial bearings are
displayed usu. consisting of a shield ; coat of
arms 2 : a protective or ornamental shield (as

around a keyhole) 3 : the part of a ship's

stem on which the name is displayed
l-ese \'ez, 'esX adj suffix [Pg -es &. It -ese, fr. L
-ensis] : of, relating to, or originating in (a

certain place or country) (Japanese) escutcheon la: A
2-ese n suffix, pi -ese 1 : native or resident of (a dexter chief point;
specified place or country! (Chinese) 2 a : Ian- 5 middle chief
guage of (a particular place, country, or na- point; C sinister
tionality) (Siamese) b : speech, literary style, chief point; D
or diction peculiar to (a specified place, person, honor point: E
or group) — usu. in words applied in deprecia- fess point; F nom-
tion (journalese) bril; G dexter base

es.er-ine \'es-a-.ren\ n [F iserine'] : physo- point; H middle
stigmine base point; / sinis-

eS'ker \'es-k3r\ « [IrGael eiscir ridge] : a long ter base point
narrow ridge or mound of sand, gravel, and
boulders depo.<iited by a stream flowing on, within, or beneath a
stagnant glacier

Es-ld-mo \'es-ka-.m6\ n [Dan, of Algonquian origin; akin to Cree

e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

y yet; yii few; yu furious; zb vision
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askimowew he eats It raw] 1 pi Eskimo or Eskimos a : a group
of peoples of northern Canada, Greenland, Alaska, and eastern
Siberia b : a member of such people 2 : the language of the Es-
kimo people — ES'ki-mo-an \,es-k3-'mo-3n\ adj
Eskimo dog n l i a. broad-chested powerful dog of a breed native
to Greenland and Labrador characterized by a heavy double coat
2 : a sled dog of American origin^

eSQ.pha.geal \i-,saf-a-'je-al also ,e-s3-'faj-(e-)3l\ adj : of or relat-

ing to the esophagus
esoph-a-gus \i-'saf-3-g3s\ n, pi esoph.a.gl \-.gT, -.jT, -.ge\ tME
ysophagus, fr. Gk oisophagos, fr. oisein to be going to carry +
phagein to eat — more at baksheesh] : a muscular tube that leads
from the pharynx to the stomach, passes down the neck between the
trachea and the spinal column, and in man is about ninejnches long

es*0*ter<ic \,es-a-'ter-ik\ adj [LL esotericus, fr. Gk esoterikos, fr.

esofero, compar. of eiso, eso within, fr. eis into, fr. en in — more at

in] la: designed for or understood by the specially initiated alone
b : of or relating to knowledge that is restricted to a small group
2a: hmited to a small circle (-^ pursuits) b : private, confiden-
tial <an -^ purpose) — es-o-ter-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
es<o>ter'i<ca \-i-ka\ n pi [NL, fr. Gk esoterika, neut. pi. of
esoterikos'i : esoteric items

eS'pa>drilIe \'es-p3-,dril\ n [F] : a flat sandal usu. having a fabric
upper and a flexible sole
ies*pal<ier Xis-'pal-yar, -,ya\ n [F, deriv. of It spalla shoulder, fr.

LL spatula shoulder blade] 1 : a plant (as a fruit tree) trained

to grow flat against a support (as a wall or trellis) 2 : a railing

or trellis on which fruit trees or shrubs are trained to grow flat

^espalier vt 1 : to train as an espalier 2 : to furnish with an espalier

es.par.tO \is-'part-(,)o\ n [Sp, fr. L spartum, fr. Gk spartan'^

: either of two Spanish and Algerian grasses {Stipa tenacissima
and Lygeum spartum) used esp. to make cordage, shoes, and paper

es>pe<cial \is-'pesh-3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF] : special, particular
syn see special — es-pe-cial-ly \-'pesh-(3-)le\ adv

es.per.ance \'es-p(3-)r3n(t)s, ,es-p3-'ran(t)-s3\ n [ME esperaunce,
fr. MF esperance\ obs : hope,_expectation
Es>pe<ran*to \,es-p5-'rant-(,)o, -'rant-\ n [Dr. Esperanto, pseudo-
nym of L.L. Zamenhof tI917 Pol oculist, its inventor] ; an arti-

ficial international language based as far as possible on words com-
mon to the chief European languages

es<pi*al \is-'pl(-9)l\ n 1 : observation 2 ; notice, discovery
es.pi6.gle \es-pyegi^\ adj [F] : roguish, froucsome
es.pi.O'Uage X'es-pe-s-.nUzh, -nij, -.naj; e-'spe-3-nij\ n [F espion-
nage, fr. MF, fr. espionner to spy, fr. espion spy, fr. Olt spione, fr.

spia, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG spehon to spy — more at spy]
: the practice of spying or the use of spies esp. to obtain information
about the plans and activities of a foreign government

eS'pla.nade \'es-pl3-,nad, -,nad\ n [F, fr. It spianata, fr. spianare
to level, fr. L explanare'] : a level open stretch of paved or grassy
ground; esp ; one designed for walking or driving along a shore
es.pous.ai \is-*pau-zal, -S3l\ « 1 a : betrothal b : wedding
c : marriage 2 ; a taking up of a cause or belief as a supporter
eS'POUse \is-'pauz, -'paiis\ vt [ME espousen, fr. MF espouser, fr. LL
sponsare to betroth, fr. L sponsus, pp. of spondcre to promise,
betroth — more at spouse] 1 : marry 2 : to take up the cause of
; support syn see adopt — es-poas.er n

espres.SO \is-'pres-(,)o\ n [It (cajfe) expresso, lit., pressed out cof-

fee] : coffee brewed by forcing steam through powdered coffee beans
es-prit \is-'pre\ n [ F. fr. L spiritus spirit] : vivacious cleverness or wit

eS'Prit de corps \is-,pred-3-'ko(3)r, -'k6(3)r\ n [FJ : the common
spirit existing in the members of a group and inspiring enthusiasm,
devotion, and strong regard for the honor of the group
es.py \is-'pT\ vt [ME espien, fr. OF espier'i : to catch sight of

-esque \'esk\ adj suJJixlFjr. It -esco, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
-isc -ish] : in the manner or style of : like {statuesque)
Es-qui-mau \'es-ka-,m5\ n, pi Esquimau or Es-qui.maux
\-,mo(z)\ [F, of Algonquian origin] : Eskimo

es.quire Ves-,kwT(3)r, is-'\ n [ME, fr. MF esquier squire, fr. LL
scuiarius, fr. L scutum shield; akin to OHG sceida sheath] 1 : a
member of the English gentry ranking immediately below a knight
2 : a candidate for knighthood serving as shield bearer and at-

tendant to a knight 3 — used as a title of courtesy usu. placed
in its abbreviated form after the surname 4 archaic : a landed
proprietor

ess Ves\ n : the letter s
-ess \3s, is also .es\ n sujjix [ME -esse, fr. OF, fr. LL -issa, fr. Gk]

: female <giante.J5>

les.say \e-'sa, 'es-,a\ vt 1 a : to put to a test b : zassay 2a
2 : to make an effort to perform syn see attempt — e5<say>er n

2es.say \i>i sense 2 'es-,a, in other senses also e-'sa\ n [MF essai, fr.

LL exagium act of weighing, fr. ex- 4- agere to drive — more at

agent] 1 a : effort, attempt; esp : an initial tentative effort

b : the result or product of an attempt "2 a : an analytic or inter-

pretative literary composition usu. dealing with its subject from a
hmited or personal point of view b : something resembling such
a composition 3 : trial, test 4 : a proof of an unaccepted design
for a stamp or piece of paper money

es-say-isl \'es-,a-3st\ n : a writer of essays
es.sence \'es-=n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF& L; MF, fr. L essentia, fr. esse
to be — more at is] la: the permanent as contrasted with the
accidental element of being, b : the individual, real, or ultimate
nature of a thing esp. as opposed to its existence c : the property
necessary to the nature of a thing d : the most significant property
of a thing 2 : something that exists : enttty 3 a (1) : a volatile

substance or constituent (as of perfume) (2) : a constituent or
derivative (as an extract or essential oil) possessing the special
qualities (as of a plant or drug) in concentrated form; also : a
preparation (as an alcoholic solution) of such an essence or a
synthetic substitute b : odor, perfume c : something that re-

sembles an extract in possessmg a quality in concentrated form
Es<sene \is-'en, 'es-,en\ n [Gk Essenosi : a member of a monastic
brotherhood of Jews in Palestine from the 2d century B.C. to the
2d century a.d. — Es.5e>ni>an \is-'e-ne-3n\ or Es-se-nic \-'en-ik,
-'e-nik\ adj

leS'SeU'tial \i-'sen-ch9l\ adj 1 : of, relating to. or constituting
essence : inherent 2 : containing or constituting a volatile

essence that imparts the characteristic odor of a plant <~ oil)

3 : idiopathic 4 : belonging to the tonality of a musical work— eS'seu-ti-al-i'ty \i-,sen-che-'al-3t-e\ n — es>sen>tiaMy
\i-'sench-(3-)le\ adv — es<5en-tial-ness M-'sen-chal-nssX n

syn essential, fundamental, vital, cardinal mean so important
as to be indispensable, essential implies belonging to the very
nature of a thing and therefore incapable of removal without
destroying the thing itself or its character; fundamental applies
to something that is a foundation without which an entire system
or complex whole would collapse; vttal suggests something that
is as necessary to a thing's continued existence or operation as air,
food, and water are to hving things; cardinal suggests something
on which an outcome turns or depends

2essential n 1 : something basic {'^s of astronomy) 2 : something
necessary, indispensable, or unavoidable

essential amino acid n : an alpha-amino acid (as lysine) required
for optimum growth and supplied in the diet usu. in the form of
proteins

es-sen-tial.ism \i-'sen-ch3-,liz-3m\ n 1 : an educational theory
that basic ideas and skills essential to our culture should be taught
to all alike by time-tested methods 2 a : realism b ; a theory
that gives priority to essence over existence — es>sen>tial-ist
\-l3st\ adj or n

es.soin \is-'6in\ n [ME essoine, fr. MF, fr. ML essonium, fr. L
ex- + LL sonium care, worry] 1 : an excuse for not appearing in
an English law court at the appointed time 2 obs : excuse, delay
es-SCnite \'es-'n-,it\ n [F, fr. Gk hesson inferior; fr. its being less
hard than true hyacinth] ; a yellow to brown garnet
1-est \3st, ist\ adj sujjix or adv sujjix [ME, fr. OE -st, -est, -ost:
akin to OHG -isto (adj. superl. suffix), Gk -istos'i — used to form
the superlative degree of adjectives and adverbs of one syllable
<fattc5/) <latf5r), of some adjectives and adverbs of two syllables
(luckiesr) <oftene5r), and less often of longer ones <beggarhe5r)

a-est \3st, is^\ or_-sX \st\ sujjix [ME, fr. OE -est. -ast, -st; akin to
OHG -ist, -ost, -est, 2d sing, ending] — used to form the archaic
2d person singular of English verbs (with thou) <gette5r) <dids/>

es.tab.lish \is-'tab-lish\ vb [ME establissen. fr. MF establiss-,
stem of establir, fr. L stabilire, fr. stabilis statjle] vt 1 : to make
firm or stable 2 : to institute (as a law) permanently by enact-
ment or agreement 3 obs : settle 7 4 a ; to bring into existence
: found i'^ed a republic) b : to bring about ; effect 5 a : to
set on a firm basis <~ his son in business) b : to put into a favor-
able position c : to gain full recognition or acceptance of 6 r to
make (a church) a national institution 7 : to put beyond doubt
: prove '^ VI, oj a plant % to become naturalized — es>tab.lish>er n

established church n : a church recognized by law as the official
church of a nation and supported by civil authority

es-tab.lish.ment \is-'tab-Iish-m9nt\ n 1 : something that has
been established: as a : a settled arrangement; esp : a code of
laws b : established church c ; a permanent civil or military
organization d : a place of business or residence with its furnish-
ings and staff era public or private institution t : an established
order of society; also : the social, economic, and political leaders
of such an order 2 a ; an act of establishing b : the state of being
established

es.ta.ml.net \e-sta-me-na\ n, pi estaminets \-na(z)\ [F] : a
small cafe

es.tate \is-'tat\ n [ME estat, fr. MF — more at state] 1 : state,
CONDTnoN 2 : social standmg or rank esp. of a high order 3 : a
social or political class; specij : one of the great classes (as the
nobility, the clergy, and the commons) formerly vested with distinct
political powers 4 a : the degree, quality, nature, and extent of
one's interest in land or other property b (1) : possessions,
property; specij : a person's property in land and tenements
(2) : the assets and liabilities left by a person at death c : a landed
property usu. with a large house on it — estate vt, archaic
les-teem \is-*tem\ n 1 archaic : WORTH, value 2 archaic : opin-
ion, judgment 3 : high regard
aesteem vt [ME estemen to estimate, fr. MF estimer, fr. L aestimarel
1 archaic ; appraise 2 a : regard, consider <~ it a privilege)
b : THINK. BELIEVE 3 ; to Set a high value on syn see regard

es.ter \'es-t3r\ n [G, fr. essigather ethyl acetate, fr. essig vinegar -I-

dther ether] : an often fragrant compound formed by the reaction
between an acid and an alcohol or phenol with elimination of water

es.ter.ase \'es-t3-,ras, -,raz\ « ; an enzyme that accelerates the hy-
drolysis or synthesis of esters

es-ter.i-fy \e-'ster-a-,fT\ vt : to convert into an ester
Es.ther \'es-t3r\ n [L, fr. Heb Esterl : the Jewish heroine of the
Old Testament book of Esther

es.the.sia \es-*the-zh(e-)3\ n [NL, back-formation fr. anesthesia'\
: capacity for sensation and feeling : sensibiltty

esthesio- or aesthesio- comb jorm [Gk aisthesisi : sensation
(esthesiologyy

es.the.si'Om.e.ter \es-,the-ze-'am-3t-3r, -,the-se-\ n : an instru-
ment for measuring sensory discrimination; esp : one for determin-
ing the distance by which two points pressed against the skin must
be separated in order that they may be felt as separate

eS'the.sis \es-'the-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk aisthesis, fr. aisthanesthai
to perceive] : sensation; esp : rudimentary sensation

esthete, esthetic var oj aesthete, aesthetic
es.ti.ma.ble \'es-t3-m3-b3l\ adj 1 archaic : valuable 2 : worthy
of esteem — es'ti.ma.ble.ness n
leS'ti.mate \'es-ta-,mat\ vt [L aestimatus, pp. of aestimare to
value, estimate] 1 archaic a : esteem b : appraise 2 a : to judge
tentatively or approximately the value, worth, or significance of
b : to determine roughly the size, extent, or nature of c : to
produce a statement of the approximate cost of 3 : judge, con-
clude— eS'ti.ma.tive \-,mat-iv\ adj— es'ti.ma.tor \-,mat-3r\ n
syn APPRAISE, evaluate, value, rate, assess: estimate implies

a judgment, considered or casual, that precedes or takes the place
of actual measuring or counting or testing out; appraise commonly
implies the fixing by an expert of the monetary worth of a thing,

but it may be used of any critical judgment; evaluate suggests
an attempt to determine either the relative or intrinsic worth of
something in terms other than monetary; value equals appraise
but without implying expertness of judgment; rate adds to estimate
the implication of fixing a scale of values; assess implies a critical

appraisal for the purpose of understanding or interpreting, or as
a guide in taking action syn see in addition calculate
2es.ti.mate \'es-t3-m3t\ n l : the act of appraising or valuing

: calculation 2 : an opinion or judgment of the nature, character,

or quality of a thing 3 a : a rough or approximate calculation

b : a numerical value obtained from a statistical sample and assigned
to a population parameter 4 : a statement of the cost of a job
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estival, estivate var o/ aestwal. aestivatb
Es*tO-nian \e-'st5-ne-an, -nysnX n 1 : a member of a Finno*
Ugric-speaking people chiefly in the former republic of Estonia
2 ; the Finno-Ugric language of the Estonian people— Estonian
adi
es>top \e-'stap\ vt [ME estoppen, fr. MP estouperl 1 archaic i to
stop up 2 : STOP, BAR; specij : to impede by estoppel

es*top-pel \e-'stap-al\ n [prob. fr. MF estoupail bung, fr. estouperl
1 a bar to alleging or denying a fact because of one's own previous
action by which the contrary has been admitted, implied, or de-
termined

es-tra.di.Ol \,es-tr3-'dT-.61, -.6I\ n [ISV estra- (fr. estrin) + di- +
-on : an estrogenic hormone that is a phenolic steroid alcohol
Ci8Hz40z usu. made synthetically and is used esp. in treating meno-
pausal symptoms
eS'trauge \is-'tran]\ vt [MF estranger, fr. ML extraneare, fr. L
exlraneus strange] 1 ; to remove from customary environment or
associations 2 : to arouse enmity or indifference in where there
had formerly been love, affection, or friendliness : alienate— es'trange-ment \-'tranj-m3nt\ n — es>trang>er n
syn alienate, disaffect, wean: estrange implies the develop-
ment of indifference or hostility with consequent separation or
divorcement; alienate may or may not suggest separation but
always impUes loss of affection or interest and often a diversion of

that affection or interest to another; disaffect refers esp. to those
from whom loyalty is expected and stresses the effects (as rebellion

or discontent) of alienation without actual separation; wean
implies separation from something having a strong hold on one
les-tiay \is-'tra\ vi [MF esiraier} archaic l stray
aestray n ; stray l

es*triu \'es-tr3n\ n [NL estrus} i an estrogenic hormone; esp

: estrone
es*tn>Ol \'es-,trT-.6l, e-'stri-, -.ol\ n [estiin + tri- + -o/] : a
crystalline estrogenic hormone that is a glycol CiflH2403 usu. ob-
tained from the urine of pregnant women
es>tro>gen \'es-tr3-j3n\ n [NL estrus + ISV -o- + -gen] : a sub-

stance (as a sex hormone) tending to promote estrus and stimulate
the development of secondary sex characteristics in the female

es-tro.gen.ic \,es-tra-'jen-ik\ adj 1 : promoting estrus 2 : of,

relating to, or caused by an estrogen — eS'tro-gen-i-caMy
\-'ien-i-k(3-)le\ adv

es>trone \'es-,tron\ n [ISV, fr. estrin'] ; an estrogenic hormone that

is a ketone C^gHnOz, is usu. obtained from the urine of pregnant
females, and is used similarly to estradiol

eS'trous \'es-tras\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of estrus

2 : being in heat
estrous cycle n : the correlated phenomena of the endocrine and
generative systems of a female mammal from the beginning of one
period of estrus to the beginning of the next
es-tlUS \'es-tras\ or es.trum \-tram\ n [NL. fr. L oestrus gadfly,

frenzy, fr. Gk oisiros — more at ire] 1 a : a regularly recurrent

state of sexual excitability during which the female of most mam-
mals will accept the male and is capable of conceiving : heat
b : a single occurrence of this state 2 : estrous cycle

es-tu>a>rlne \'es(h)-ch3-w3-,rTn\ adj ; of, relating to, or formed In

an estuary {-^ currents)
es-tu-ary \'es(h)-ch3-,wer-e\ n, often attrib [L aesiuarium, fr.

aestus boiling, tide; akin to L aestas summer — more at aestival]
; a water passage where the tide meets a river current; esp : an arm
of the sea at the lower end of a river

esu.ri.ence \i-'sur-e-3n(t}s\ or esu.ri.en.cy \-3n-se\ n : the
quality or state of being esurient

esu<ri*ent \-3nt\ adj [L esurient-, esuriens, prp. of esurire to be
hungry] : hungry, greedy — esu-ri-ent-ly adv

-et \'el, ,et, 3t, it\ n sujjix [ ME, fr. OF -et, masc, & -ete, fem., fr. LL
•itiis & -ita] 1 : small one (baroner) (cellars/) 2 : group <octe/>

eta \'at-3, 'et-a\ n [LL, fr. Gk eta, of Sem origin; akin to Heb
heth heth] : the 7th letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol K or »;

6ta.gere or eta.gere \,a-,ta-*zhe(a)r\ n [F etagere'] : a cabinet
consisting of a tier of open shelves

eta<mine \*at-3-,men\ n [F etamine'} ; a light cotton or worsted
fabric with an open mesh
etat-ism \a-*tat-,iz-am\ n [F etatisme, fr. etat state, fr. OF estat"]

: state socialism — etat'ist \-'tat-3st\ adj

et cet-era Xet-'set-a-rs, -'se-tr3\ [L] ; and others esp. of the same
kind ; and so forth

et.cet-era « l : a number of unspecified additional persons or
things 2 pi : additional items : odds and ends
letch \'ech\ vb [D etsen, fr. G dtzen, lit., to feed, fr. OHG azzen'\

vt 1 ; to produce esp. on metal or glass by the corrosive action of

an acid; also : to subject to such etching 2 : to delineate or impress
clearly <-' vi ; to practice etching — etch«er n
2etch n ; a chemical agent used in etching

etch-ing n 1 a : the act or process of etching b : the art of pro-
ducing pictures or designs by printing from an etched metal plate

. 2 a : an etched design b : an impression from an etched plate

£te>0<Cles \i-'te-3-,kle2\ n [L, fr. Gk Eteokles] : a son of Oedipus
and intended victim of the expedition of the Seven against Thebes
leter-nal \i-'tarn-n\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL aeternalis, fr. L
aeternus eternal; akin to L aevum age] 1 a : having infinite duration

: everlasting b : of or relating to eternity c : characterized by
abiding fellowship with God 2 a : continued without intermission

: perpetual b : seemingly endless 3 archaic : infernal 4 : time-

less — eter-nal.ly V^l-eX adv — eter-nal-ness n
2eternal n l cap ; 2god — used with the 2 : something eternal

eterne \i-'t3m\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L aeternus] archaic : eternal
eter-ni-ty \i-'t3r-n3t-e\ n [ME eternite, fr. MF eternite, fr. L
aeternitat-, aeternitas, fr. aeternus] 1 : the quality or state of being

eternal 2 : infinite time 3 pi I ages 4 : the state after death

; iMMORTALtTY 5 I 3. Seemingly endless or immeasurable time

eter*nize \i-'t3r-,nTz\ vt 1 a ; to make eternal b : to prolong
indefinitely 2 : immortalize
ete.sian \i-'te-zhan\ adj, ojten cap [L etesius, fr. Gk etesios, fr. etos

year — more at wether] : recurring annually — used of summer
winds that blow over the Mediterranean — etesian n, ojten cap

eth \'eth\ var oj edh
eth- or etho- comb jorm [ISV] : ethyl <erAaldehyde> <efftochloride>

i-eth \ath, ith\ or -tH \th\ vb sujjix [ME, fr. OE -eth, -ath, -th; akin
to OHG -I'r. 'Ot, -et, 3d sing, ending, L -t, -it] — used to form the
archaic third person singular present of verbs <goerA> {doth}

2-eth — see -th
eth^ane \'eth-,an\ n [ISV, fr. ethyl] : a colorless odorless gaseous
hydrocarbon CH3CH3 found in natural gas and used esp. as a fuel

eth-a-nol \'eth-3-,n6i, -,nol\ n : alcohol 1

etti<ene \'eth-,en\ n : ethylene
ether \'e-th3r\ n [ME, fr. L aether, fr. Gk aither, fr. aithein to
ignite, blaze] la: the rarefied element formerly believed to fiU

the upper regions of space b : tlie upper regions of space : heavens
2 a : a medium that in the undulatory theory of light permeates
all space and transmits transverse waves b ; the medium that
transmits radio waves 3 a : a light volatile flammable liquid (C2-
H5)20 obtained by the distillation of alcohol with sulfuric acid and
used chiefly as a solvent and anesthetic b ; any of various organic
compounds characterized by an oxygen atom attached to two car-

bon atoms
elhe-re-al \i-'thir-e-3l\ adj 1 a : of or relating to the upper regions

b : celestial, heavenly 2 a : immaterial, impalpable b : marked
by unusual delicacy and refinement 3 : relating to, containing, or
resembling a chemical ether — ethe-re-aM-ty \i-,thir-e-'al-3t-e\ n
— ethe.re^aMy \i-'thir-e-3-le\ adv — ethe-ie-al.nessn

ethe-re.al.ize \i-'thir-e-a-,lTz\ vt : to make ethereal

ether extract n ; the part of a complex organic material that Is

soluble in ether and consists chiefly of fats and fatty acids

ethe.ric \i-'ther-ik, -'thir-\ adj : ethereal
ether. iza-tion \,e-th(3-)r3-'za-sh3n\ n : the administration of ether

ethei'ize \'e-lh3-,rT2\ vf 1 : to treat or anesthetize with ethef

2 : to make numb as if by anesthetizing — ether-iz-er n
eth.ic \'eth-ik\ n [ME ethik, fr. MF ethique, fr. L ethice, fr. Gk
ethike, fr. ethikos] 1 pi but sing or pi in constr ; the discipUne deal-

ing with what is good and bad and with moral duty and obligation

2 a : a set of moral principles or values b : a theory or system of

moral values cpl but sing or pi in constr : the principles of conduct
governing an individual or a group

leth.i.cal X'eth-i-kalX or eth.ic \-ik\ adj [ME etik, fr. L ethicus, fr.

Gk ethikos, fr. ethos character] 1 : of or relating to ethics 2 : con-
forming to accepted esp. professional standards of conduct 3 of a
drug : restricted to sale only on a doctor's prescription syn see

moral — eth-i.cal.i-ty \,eth-i-'kal-3t-e\ n — eth.i^caMy \'eth-i-

k(3-)le\ adv — eth-i^cal-ness \-k3l-n3S\ n
aethical n : an ethical drug
Ethi.op \'e-the-.ap\ or Ethi-opo \-,op\ n [ME Ethiope, fr. L
Aethiops, fr. Gk Aithiops] archaic : Ethiopian

Ethi.Q.pi.an \,e-the-'6-pe-3n\ n 1 : a member of any of the

mythical or actual peoples usu. described by the ancient Greeks as

dark-skinned and living far to the south 2 ; negro 3 ; a native

or inhabitant of Ethiopia — Ethiopian adj

lEthi.O'pic \-'ap-ik, -'6-pik\ adj 1 : Ethiopian 2 a : of, relating

to, or constituting the language Ethiopic b : of, relating to, or
constituting a group of related Semitic languages spoken in Ethiopia

2Ethiopic n 1 : a Semitic language formerly spoken in Ethiopia and
still used as the Uiurgical language of the Christian church in

Ethiopia 2 : the Ethiopic group of Semiric languages

etli.mold \'eth-.m6id\ or eth.moi.dal \eth-'m6id-'l\ adj [F

ethmoide, fr. Gk ethmoeides, lit., like a strainer, fr. ethmos strainer]

; of, relating to. adjoining, or being one or more bones of the walls

and septum of the nasal cavity — ethmoid n

eth.nic \'eth-nik\ adj [ME, fr. LL ethnicus, fr. Gk ethnikos na-

tional, gentile, fr. eihnos nation, people] 1 : neither Christian nor
Jewish : heathen 2 : of or relating to races or large groups of

people classed according to common traits and customs

eth-ni.cal \-ni-k3l\ adj 1 : ethnic 2 : ethnologic — eth.ni-

caMy \-ni-k(3-)le\ adv
, , t

ethno- comb jorm [F, fr. Gk ethno-, ethn-, fr. ethnos] : race : people

: cultural grouo <erAnobiology>
eth.no-cen.tric \,eth-no-'sen-trik\ adj 1 : having race as a central

interest 2 ; regarding one's own race or cultural group as superior

to others — eth.no^ceu-tri.cal.ly \-tri-k(a-)le\ adv — eth-no-

cen-trism \-,triz-3m\ n , .

eth.nog.e.ny \eih-'naj-9-ne\ n [F ethnogenie, fr, ethno- + -genie

-geny] : a branch of ethnology dealing esp. with racial evolution

eth.nog-ra.pher \eth-'nag-r3-f3r\ « : a speciaUst in ethnography

eth. no.graph. ic \,eth-n3-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to ethnog-

raphy — eth=no.graph.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj — eth-no.graph.i=cal-

ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
eth.nog.ra.phy \eth-'nag-r3-fe\ n [F ethnographie, fr. ethno- +
-graphic -graphy] : ethnology; specij : descriptive anthropology

eth.no.log.ic \,eth-n3-"laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to ethnology '—

eth-no.log.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj— eth.no.log.i.cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

eth.nol.O-gist \eth-'nal-3-J3St\ n : a specialist in ethnology

eth.nol.o=gy \-je\
mankind into race
characteristics

ethos \'e-,tha.s\ n [NL, fr. Gk ethos custom, character] : distin-

guishing character, tone, or guiding beliefs

ethyl \'eth-3!\ n [ISV erfter -H -yl] : a univalent hydrocarbon radical

CzHs or C H3CH2 — ethyl'ic \e-'thU-ik\ adj

ethyl acetate n : a colorless fragrant volatile flammable liquid ester

CH3COOC2H5 of ethyl alcohol and acetic acid

ethyl alcohol n ; alcohol 1

eth.yl-ate \*eth-3-.lat\ vt : to introduce the ethyl group into (a

compound) — eth-yl-ation \,eth-3-'la-sh3n\ n

ethyl cellulose n : any of various thermoplastic substances made by
ethylating alkali cellulose and used esp. in plastics and lacquers

ethyl chloride n : a colorless pungent flammable gaseous or volatile

liquid compound CzHsCl used esp. as a local surface anesthetic

eth.yl-ene \'eth-3-,len\ n 1 ; a colorless flammable gaseous un-

saturated hydrocarbon CHz=CH2 found in coal gas or obtained by
pyrolysis of petroleum hydrocarbons 2 : a bivalent hydrocarbon
radical -CH2CH2- derived from ethane — eth-yl-enic \.eth-3-

'le-nik\ adj — eth.yl.eni.caMy \-ni-k(3-)le\ adv

ethylene glycol n : a thick liquid alcohol HOCHzCHzOH
ethyl ether n : ether 3a
-et-iC \'et-ik\ adj sujjix [L & Gk; L -eticus, fr. Gk -etikos, -etikos.

. „ science that deals with the division of
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fr. -etos, -etos, ending of certain verbals] : -ic <limnertc> — often In
adjectives corresponding to notons ending in -esis <generfc>

eti>o>late \'et-e-3-,iat\ vr [F etioler'} 1 ; to bleach and alter the
natural development of (a green plant) by excluding sunlight

2 a : to make pale and sickly b : to take away the natural vigor of
— eti<o>la>tion \,et-e-3-'la-sh3n\ n

eti*o>log-iC \,et-e-3-'laj-ik\ adj 1 ; assigning or seeking to assign a
cause 2 : of or relating to etiology — eti-o-log-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj
— eti-o>log-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

eti-ol-O-gy \,et-e-'al-3-je\ n [ML aetiologia statement of causes, fr.

Gk aitiologia, fr. aiiia cause; akin to L aemulus rivaling] 1 : CAUSE,
origin; specij : all of the causes of a disease or abnormal condition
2 : a branch of knowledge dealing with causes

et*i-quette \'et-i-kat, -,ket\ n [F etiquette, Ut., ticket — more at

TICKET] ; the forms required by good breading or prescribed by
authority to be observed in social or official life syn see decorum
Eton collar \,et-'n-\ n lEton College, EngUsh pubUc school] : a
large stiff turnover collar

Eton jacket n : a short black jacket with long sleeves, wide lapels.

and an open front
Etru<n*an \i-'trur-e-3n\ n lEtruria'} : etruscan — Etrurian adj
iEtrus>can \i-'trss-k3n\ adj [L etruscus; akin to L Etruria, ancient
country in central Italy] : of, relating to, or characteristic of
Etruria, the Etruscans, or the Etruscan language
3Etruscan n l : a native or inhabitant of ancient Etruria 2 ; the
language of the Etruscans which is of unknown affiliation

-ette \'et, ,et, at, it\ n sujjix [ME, fr. MF, fem. dim. suffix, fr. OF
-ete — more at -et] 1 : little one (kitchenecre) 2 ; group {octette}

3 : female {iarmerette} 4 : imitation <beaverer/e>
6tude \'a-,t(y)Ud\ n [F, lit., study, fr. MF estude, estudie} 1 : a
piece of music for the practice of a point of technique 2 ; a com-
position built on a technical motive but played for its artistic value

etui \a-'twe, 'a-,twe\ n [F etui} ; a small ornamental case
et.y-mo.log.i.cal X.et-a-ma-'laj-i-kalX adj : of, relating to, or being
In accord with etymology — et>y*mo*log*i*caMy \-k(a-)le\ adv
et.y'mol.O'giSt \-'mal-3-jast\ n : a specialist in etymology
et>y>niol*0>glze \-,jTz\ vr : to discover, formulate, or state an
etymology for ^ vi ; to study or formulate etymologies
et>y*mol<o.gy \-je\ n [ME ethimologie, fr. L etymologia, fr. Gk,
fr. etymon 4- -logia -logy] 1 : the history of a linguistic form (as a
word> shown by tracing its development since its earliest recorded
occurrence in the language where it is found, by tracing its trans-

mission from one language to another, by analyzing it into its com-
ponent parts, by identifying its cognates in other languages, or by
tracing it and its cognates to a common ancestral form in an an-
cestral language 2 : a branch of linguistics concerned with
etymologies
et.y.mon \'et-3-,man\ n, pi et-y-ma \-ma\ also etymons [L, fr.

Gk, literal meaning of a word according to its origin, fr. etymos
true; akin to Gk eteos true] 1 a : an earlier form of a word in the
same language or an ancestral language b : a word in a foreign lan-

guage that is the source of a particular loanword 2 ; a word or
morpheme from which words are formed by composition or deriva-
tion

eu- comb form [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. ey, eu, fr. neut. of eys good;
akin to Hitt asus good and perh. to L esse to be] 1 a ; well : eas-
ily <ewplastic>— compare dys- b : good <eudaemon>— compare dys-
2 a : true (ewchromosome) (euglobuUn) b : truly <eucoelomate>

eu.caine \'yu-,kan\ n [ISV] ; a local anesthetic Ci 5N21 NO2 derived
from piperidine
eu-ca-Iypt \'yij-k9-,lipt\ n : eucalyptus
eu.ca-lyp.tole or eu.ca«lyp.tol X.yii-ka-'lip-.tol, -,tol\ n : cineole
eu.ca.lyp.tiis \-k3-'iip-t3s\ n, pi eu-oa-lyp-ti \-,tT, -,te\ or eu.ca-
lyP'tus-es [NL, genus name, fr. eu- + Gk kalyptos covered, fr.

kalyptein to conceal; fr. the conical covering of the buds] : any of a
genus (Eucalyptus) of mostly Australian evergreen trees or rarely

shrubs of the myrtle family having rigid entire leaves and umbellate
flowers and yielding gums, resins, oils, and useful woods
Eu.cba.rist \'yu-k(s-)r3st\ n [ME eukarist, fr. MF euchariste, fr.

LL eucharislia, fr. Gk, Eucharist, gratitude, fr. eucharistos grateful,

fr. eu- + charizesthai to show favor, fr. charis favor, grace, grati-
tude; akin to Gk chairein to rejoice] 1 ; communion 2a; specij : a
Roman Catholic sacrament renewing Christ's propitiatory sacrifice

of his body and blood 2 Christian Science : spiritual communion
with God — eu>cha<ns>tic \,yii-ka-'ris-tik\ adj, ojten cap
leU'Chre X'yli-ksrX n [origin unknown] 1 : a card game in which
each player is dealt five cards and the player making trump must
take tKree tricks to win a hand 2 : the action of euchring an oppo-
nent
aeuchre vt eu.chrlng \-kCa-)rio\ 1 : to prevent from winning three
tricks in euchre 2 : cheat, trick

eu<chro*niat-ic \,yU-kro-'mat-ik\ adj ; of or relating to euchro-

eu<chro*nia*tin \(')yij-*kro-m3t-3n\ n [G, fr. eu- + chromatin'}
; the genetically active portion of chromatin held to be largely
made up of genes
eu>ctiro>mo>some \_(')yU-'kro-m3-,s5m\ n ; autosome
eu>cil<i>ate \yu-'sil-e-at\ n [deriv. of NL eu- + cilium'i : any of a
subclass (Euciliata) of ciliated protozoans with a trophic macro-
nucleus and a reproductive micronucleus — euciliate adj
eu.clase \'yu-,kias, -,klaz\ h [F. fr. eu- (fr. L) + Gk klasis break-
ing, fr. klan to break — more at halt] : a mineral BeAlSiO^COH)
consisting of a brittle silicate of beryllium and aluminum in pale*
yellow, green, or blue prismatic crystals

eu*clid<e'an also eu«clid.i-an \yu-'klid-e-3n\ adj, ojten cap ; of
or relating to the geometry of Euclid or a geometry based on
similar axioms
eu>dae>mo<nism \yu-'de-ma-.nIz-om\ or eu.dai.mo.nism \-'dT-\
n [Gk eudaimonia happiness, fr. eudaimon having a good attendant
spirit, happy, fr. eu- + daimon spirit] : a theory that defines moral
obligation by reference to personal well-being through a life

governed by reason — eu*dae>mo*nist \-n3st\ n — eu*dae-mo-
nis-tlc \yu-,de-m3-'nis-tik. ,yU-\ adj
ea>di<om>e<ter \,yud-e-''am-at-ar\ n [It eudiometro, fr. Gk eudia
fair weather (fr. eu- -h -dia weather — akin to L dies day^ + It

-metro -meter, fr. Gk metron measure] : an instrument for the volu-
metric measurement and analysis of gases — eu«dio«n3et-ric
\,yiid-e-3-'me-trik\ adj — eu>dio>met*ri>cal>Iy \-tri-k(3-)le\ adv

eu*gen<ic \yu-'jen-ik\ adj [Gk eugenes wellborn, fr. eu- -f- -genes}
1 : relating to or fitted for the production of good offspring 2 : 01

or relating to eugenics — en-gen-l>cal-ly \-l-k(a-)Ie\ adv
eu>gen>i>ci5t \-'jen-a-s3st\ /i : a student or advocate of eugenics
eu>gen>ics \yu-'jen-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a science that
deals with the improvement (as by control of human mating) of
hereditary qualities of a race or breed
eu>ge<nol \*yu-ja-,n61, -^6l\ n [F eugenol, fr. NL Eugenia, genus
of tropical trees] : a colorless aromatic Uquid phenol CtoHizOj
found esp. in clove oil and used chiefly in flavors and perfumes
eu>gle<na \yu-'gle-n3\ n [NL, genus name, fr eu- + Gk glene
eyeball, socket of a joint; prob. akin to Gk glainoi ornaments —
more at clean] ; any of a genus {Euglena) of green freshwater
flagellates often classed as algae
eu«gle.noid \-,n6id\ adj : of, related to, or like euglenas
euglenoid movement n : writhing usu. nonprogressive proto-
plasmic movement of plastic-bodied euglenoid flagellates
eu>he>mer<ism Xyu-'he-ms-.riz-am, -'hera-»-\ n lEuhemerus, 4th
cent. B.C. Gk mylhographer] : interpretation of myths as traditional
accounts of historical persons and events — eu-he>mer-ist \-r3st\
n — eu-he-mer-iS'tic \-iie-m3-'ris-tik, -,hera-3-\ adj — eu-he-
mer>is>ti-cal-ly \-ti-kC3-)le\ adv — eu>lie-mer>ize X-'he-ma-
,rTz, -'hem-a-\ vt

eu>Ia*cIion \'yu-l3-.k'an\ n, pi eulaclion or eulachons [Chinook
Jargon uldkdn'] : candlefish 1

eu.la.mel.li.hranch \,yu-l3-'mel-s-.brai3k\ n [NL Eulamellibran-
chia, order name, fr. eu- -H Lamellibraiichia, class of mollusks —
more at lamellibranch] : any of an order (EulameUibranchia)
of lamellibranchiate bivalve mollusks with filamentous gills form-
ing two continuous flattened layers on each side of the body— eu>la>meMi>bran-clii<ate \-,mel-3-*braD-ke-3t\ adj or n

eu>lo*glSt \'yii-l3-J3st\ n ; one that eulogizes
eu>lo>giS*tlc \,yu-ls-'jis-tik\ adj ; of. relating to, or characterized
by eulogy : laudatory — eu*lo>gis>ti-cal>ly \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv
eu.lo-gi-um \yu-'i6-je-3m\ n, pi eu4o.gia \-je-9\ or eu.lo-gi.tuns
[ML] : EULOGY

eu-Io-glze \'yii-l^,iTz\ v^ : to speak or write In high praise of
; EXTOL — en>lo>glz>er n

eu>l0<gy \'yu-l3-je\ n [ME euloge, it. ML eulogium, fr. Gk eulogia
praise, fr. eu- + -logia -logy] 1 : a commendatory formal statement
or set oration 2 ; high praise syn see encomium
Eu.men-i.des \yu-'men-3-,dez\ n pi [L, fr. Gk] : erinyes
eu*mor*plilc \(')yii-'m6r-fik\ adj ; mesomorphic, athletic 3
eu-nuch \*yii-n3k\ n [ME eunuk, fr. L eunuchus, fr. Gk eunouchos,
fr. eune bed -I- echein to have, have charge of — more at scheme]
1 : a castrated man placed in charge of a harem or employed as a
chamberlain in a palace 2 : a man or boy deprived of the testes or
external genitals — eu<nuch>ism Vna-.kiz-amV n
eu-on-y.mus \yu-'an-3-m3s\ n [NL,_genus name, fr. L euonymos
spindle tree, fr. Gk euonymos, fr. euonymos having an auspicious
name, fr. eu- + onyma name] : any of a genus {Euonymus) of ever-
green shrubs, small trees, or vines of the staff tree family
eu>pa>tnd Xyu-'pa-trad, 'yii-p»-\ n, pi en<pat-ri>dae \yu-*pa-tr3-
,de\ ojten cap [Gk eupatrides, fr. eu- + patr-, pater father — more
at father] : one of the hereditary aristocrats of ancient Athens

eu-pep>sia \yu-'pep-sh3, -se-a\ n fNL, fr. eu- + -pepsia (as in
dyspepsia)} : good digestion

eu>pep*tlc \-'pep-iik\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or having good diges-
tion 2 : cheerful, oPTiMisnc
eu>phe<mism X'yli-fa-.miz-amX n [Gk euphemismos, fr. euphemos
auspicious, sounding good. fr. eu- + pheme speech, fr. phanai to
speak — more at ban] : the substitution of an agreeable or in-

offensive expression for one that may offend or suggest something
unpleasant; also : the expression so substituted (as pass away for
die) — eU'Phe-miS'tic \,yU-f3-'mis-tik\ adj — eu>plie>mis-
ti-cal«ly \-ti-ki3-)le\ adv — en>phe>mize \'yu-f3-,miz\ vb

eu*phon>ic \yu-'fan-ik\ adj \ of, relating to, or according with the
principles of euphony —_eu«plion»i'Cal»ly \-i-ki3-")!e\ adv
eu>pho<ni>ous \yu-'fo-ne-3s\ adj ; pleasing in sound — en-phO<
ni'OuS'ly adv — eu<ptao-m-ous<ne5S n
eu.pho.ni-um \-ne-3m\ n [Gk euphonos + E -ium (as in har-
monium I ] : a tenor tuba hke a baritone but mellower in tone
en*pho>nlze \'yii-f3-inTz\ vt ; to make euphonious
eu.pho.ny \*yu-f3-ne\ n [F euphonie, fr. LL euphonia^ fr. Gk
euphonia, fr euphonos sweet-voiced, musical, fr eu- 4- phone voice— more at ban] 1 ; pleasing or sweet sound; esp : the acoustic
effect produced by words so formed or combined as to please the
ear 2 ; a harmonious succession of words having a pleasing sound

eU'Phor-bia \yu-'f6r-be-3\ n [NL, genus name, alter, of L eu-
phorbea euphorbia, fr. Euphorbus, 1st cent. a.d. physician] ; a
typical milky-juiced spurge (genus Euphorbia)

ea.pho.ria \yu-'f6r-e-3, -'f6r-\ n [NL. fr. Gk, fr. euphoros healthy,
fr. eu- + pherein to bear — more at bear] : an often unaccountable
feeling of well-being or elation — eu*phor*ic \-'f6r-ik. -'far-\ adj

eu-pho-tic \yu-'f6t-ik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to. or constituting
the upper layers of a body of water into which sufficient light

penetrates to permit growth of green plants
Eu*ptiros<y>ne \yu-'fras-''n-(,)e\ n [L. fr. Gk Euphrosyne} : one of
the three Graces
eU'phU'ism \'yii-fy&-,wiz-3m\ n [Euphues, character in prose
romances by John Lyly] 1 : an elegant Elizabethan Uterary style

marked by excessive use of balance, antithesis, and alliteration and
of similes drawn from mythology and nature 2 ; artificial elegance
of language — eu*phu>ist \-wsst\ n — eu-phu-is-tic \,yU-fy3-
'wis-tik\ adj— eu-pbn>is-ti>cal>ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

eu>plas>tic \yu-*plas-tik\ adj ', adapted to the formation of tissue

: BLASTEMATIC
eu>ploid \'yu-,pl6id\ adj [ISV] : having a chromosome number that
is an exact multipleof the monoploid number — enploid n —
eu>pl0i-dy \-,pl6id-e\ n

eup-nea also eup<noea \'yiip-ne-3, yiip-'ne-3\ « [NL, fr. Gk
eupnoia, fr. eupnous breathing freely, fr. eu- + pnein to breathe —
more at sneeze] : normal respiration — eup>ne>ic \yijp-'ne-ik\ adj
Eur- or Euro- comb jorm [Europe} : European and <£uramerican)
Eux>asian Xyii-'ra-zhan, -shanX tuij 1 : of or relating to Europe
and Asia 2 : of a mixed European and Asiatic origin — Eurasian n

eu>re>ka \yu-'re-k3\ interj [Gk heureka I have found, fr. heuriskein
to find; fr. the exclamation attributed to Archimedes on discovering
a method for determining the purity of gold — more at HEURisnc]— used to express triumph on a discovery
Eu*rip>i>de<an \yu-,rip-a-*de-3n\ adj ; of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of Euripides or his tragedies
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en*ro \'yuC3)r-(,)o\ n [native name In Australia] ; a large reddish
gray kangaroo {Macrobus robustus)
EU*ro>pa \yu-'ro-p3\ n tL, fr. Gk Europel : a Phoenician princess
carried off by Zeus in the form of a white bull and by him mother of
Minos, Rhadamanthus, and Sarpedon

Eu.ro.pe.an \,yui-3-'pe-3n\ adj 1 : of or relating to Europe or its

inhabitants 2 : native to Europe — European n
European plan n : a hotel rate whereby guests are charged a fixed
sum for lodging and service
European red mite n : a small bright or brownish red oval mite
(Meiatetranychus ulmi) that is a destructive orchard pest

eu>ro-pi>um \yu-'ro-pe-3m\ n [NL. fr. Europe"] : a bivalent and
trivalent metallic element of the rare-earth group found in monazite
sand — see element table
eury- combjorm [NL. fr. Gk, fr. eurys; akin toSkt uru broad, wide]
: broad : wide (eurj'bathic)

eu.ry.bath.ic \,yur-i-'bath-lk\ adj [eury- + Gk bathos depth]
: living on the bottom of a body of water at varying depths

Eu.ryd-i.ce \yu-'rid-a-C,)se\ n [L, fr. Gk Eurydikel : the wife of
Orpheus

eu.ry<lia.Iine \,yur-i-*ha-,lTn. -'hal-.Tn\ adj [ISV eury- + Gk hal'mos
of salt, fr. hals salt ] : able to live in waters of a wide range of salinity

eu.r5T).ter4d \yu-'rip-t3-r3d\ n [deriv. of Gk eury- + pteron wing]
: any of an order (Eurypterida) of usu. large aquatic Paleozoic
arthropods related to the king crabs — eurypterid adj

eu-ry.thenn \'yur-i-,th3rm\ n [prob. fr. G eurytherm eurythermal,
fr. eury- 4- Gk therme heat] : an organism that tolerates a wide
range of temperature — eu-ry.ther.mal \,yur-i-'thar-m9l\ or
eu-ry-ther.mic \-mik\ or eU'ry-ther«mous \-m3s\ adj

eu.ryth.mic or eu.rhyth-mic \yu-'rit]3-mik\ adj X ; harmonious
2 : of or relating to eurythmy or eurythmics

eu.ryth.mics or eu.rliyth<mic5 \-miks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr

; the art of harmonious bodily movement esp. through expressive
timed movements in response to improvised music
eu.ryth.my or eu-rhyth.my \-me\ n [G eurhythmie, fr. L euryth-
mia rhythmical movement, fr. Gk, fr. eurythmos rhythmical, fr. eu-

-t- rhythmos rhythm] : a system of harmonious body movement to
the rhythm of spoken words

eu-ry*top-ic \,yur-i-'tap-ik\ adj [prob. fr. G eurytop eurytopic, fr.

eury- + Gk topos place] : having a wide range of tolerance to vari-

ation of environmental factors ~ eu-ry.to-pic-i-ty \-to-'pis-3t-e,

-ta-\n
eu.sta.chian tuhe \yu-,sta-sh3n-, -,sta-ke-3n-\ n, ojteix cap E
[Bartolommeo Eustachio tl574 It anatomist] : a bony and
cartilaginous tube connecting the middle ear with the nasopharynx
and equalizing air pressure on both sides of the tympanic membrane

eu-Stat-lc \yu-'stat-ik\ adj [ISV] : relating to or characterized by
worldwide change of sea level

eu>SteIe \'yU-,stel, yu-'ste-Ie\ n ; a stele in which the vascular
cylinder is broken at leaf emergences and by interfascicular areas
eU'teC'tic \yu-'tek-tik\ adj [Gk eutektos easily melted, fr. eu- +
tektos melted, fr. tekein to melt] 1 oj an alloy or solution \ having
the lowest melting point possible 2 ; of or relating to a eutectic

alloy or solution or its melting or freezing point — eutectic n— eu»tec»toid \-,t6id\ adj or n
Eu-ter.pe \yu-'t3r-pe\ n [L, fr. Gk Euterpe^ : the Greek Muse of
music
eu.tha.na-Sia \,yii-tha-'na-2h(e-)3\ n [Gk. easy death, fr. eu- +
thanatos death — more at thanatos] : the painless putting to death
of persons suffering from incurable diseases — eu>tha>na*sic
\-2ik, -sik\ adj

eu-then-lcs \yu-'then-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [Gk euthenein
to thrive, fr. eu- + -thenein (akin to Skt ahanas swelling)] : a
science that deals with development of human well-being by im-
provement of living conditions — eu>the<nlst \yu-'then-ast, 'yii-

tha-n3st\ n
eu.the.ri-an \yu-'thir-e-an\ adj [deriv. of NL eu- + Gk therion

beast] : of or relating to a major division (Eutheria) of mam-
mals comprising the placental mammals — eutherian n
eu-tro.phic \yu-'traf-ik, -'tro-fik\ adj [prob. fr.G eutroph eutrophlc,
fr. Gk eutrophos well nourished, nourishing, fr. eu- -\- trephein to
nourish] oj a lake ; rich in dissolved nutrients but often shallow and
with seasonal oxygen deficiency — eu-tro-phy \'yu-tra-fe\ n
eux>e>nite \'yuk-s3-,nTt\ n [G euxenit, fr. Gk euxenos hospitable,
fr. eu- + xenos guest, stranger; fr. its rare elements] : a brownish
black mineral (Y, Ca, Ce, U, Th)(Cb, Ta, TDaOs consisting of
oxide of calcium, cerium, columbium, tantalum, titanium, and uran-
ium
evacu.ate \i-'vak-y3-,wat\ vb [L evacuatus, pp. of evacuare, fr. e-

+ vacuus empty — more at vacuum] vt 1 : to make empty 2 : to
discharge through the excretory passages : void 3 ; to remove
something from esp. by pumping 4 a : to remove esp. from a
military zone or dangerous area b ; to withdraw from military
occupation of c : vacate •^ vi 1 : to withdraw from a place in an
organized way esp. for protection 2 : to pass urine or feces from
the body — evac-u-a-tive \_-,wat-iv\ adj
evac>u<a.tlon \i-.vak-y3-'wa-shsn\ n 1 : the act or process of
evacuating 2 : something evacuated or discharged
evac-u.ee \i-,vak-y3-'we\ n : an evacuated person
evad>able \i-'vad-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being evaded
evade \i-'vad\ vb [MF & L; MF evader, fr. L evadere, fr. e- -h

vadere to go, walk — more at wade] vi 1 : to slip away 2 : to take
refuge in evasion ~ v/ 1 : to elude by dexterity or stratagem
; ESCAPE 2 a : to avoid facing up to b : to avoid the performance
of : CIRCUMVENT; specij : to fail to pay (taxes) c ; to avoid an-
swering directly ; turn aside syn see escape — evad»er n

evag>i>nate \i-'vai-3-,nat\ vt [L evaginatus, pp. of evaginare to
unsheathe, fr. e- 4- vagina sheath, vagina] ; to turn inside out— evag.i-na-tlon \i-,vaj-a-'na-sh3n\ n

eval-U.ate \i-'val-y3-,wat\ vt [back-formation fr. evaluation'^

i : to determine or fix the value of 2 : to examine and judge syn
see EsriMATE — eval*u>a>tion \-,val-ya-'wa-sh3n\ n — eval-u*a-
tive \-'val-y3-,wat-iv\ adj
ev-a-nesce \,ev-5-'nes\ vi [L evanescerej : to dissipate like vapor
ev<a-nes>cence \,ev-3-'nes-='n(t)s\ n 1 : the process or fact of
evanescing 2 ; evanescent quality

ev*a>nes-cent \-'nt\ adj [L evanescent-, evanescens, prp. of evanes-

cere"] ; tending to vanish like vapor syn see transient
levan.gel \i-'van-j3l\ n [ME evangile, fr. MF, fr. LL evangelium, fr.

Gk euangelion good news, gospel, fr. euangelos bringing good
news, fr. eu- + angelos messenger] ; gospel
^evangel n : evangelist
evan.gel.i-cal \,e-,van-'jel-i-k3l, ,ev-3n-\ also evan.geMc \-ik\
adj 1 : of, relating to, or in agreement with the Christian gospel
esp. as it is presented in the four Gospels 2 : Protestant 3 : em-
phasizing salvation by faith in the atoning death of Jesus Christ
through personal conversion, the authority of Scripture, and the
importance of preaching as contrasted with ritual 4 a cap ; of or
relating to the Evangelical Church in Germany b ojten cap
: fundamentalist c ojten cap ; Low Church 5 : evangelistic,
ZEALOUS — Evan>gel*i-caMsm \-i-k3-,hz-sm\ n — evan>gel-
i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

Evangelical n ; one holding evangelical principles or belonging to
an evangelical party or church
evan<ge*nsm \i-'van-ja-,Iiz-3m\ n 1 ; the winning or revival of
personal commitments to Christ 2 ; mihtant or crusading zeal
evan'ge>Ust \-last\ n 1 ojten cap ; a writer of any of the four
Gospels 2 : one who evangelizes; specij : a Protestant minister or
layman who preaches at special services — evan>ge'lis*tic \i-
,van-j3-'lis-tik\ adj — evan>ge*lis-tl>cal>ly \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

evan>ge.lize \i-'van-j3-.U2\ vt 1 : to preach the gospel to 2 : to
convert to Christianity ^ vi ; to preach the gospel

evan>ish \i-'van-ish\ VI [ME evanisshen, fr. MF evaniss-, stem of
evanir} : vanish — evan>isli*ment \-m3nt\ n

evap. Derate \i-'vap-3-,rat\ vb [ME evaporaten, fr. L evaporatus, pp.
of evaporare, fr. e- + vapor steam, vapor] vi 1 a : to pass off in
vapor or in invisible minute particles b (1) : to pass off or away
: disappear (2) ; to diminish quickly 2 : to give forth vapor
'^ vt 1 a : to convert into vapor; also : to dissipate or draw off in
vapor or fumes b ; to deposit (as a metal) in the form of a film by
sublimation 2 a : to expel moisture from b ; expel {^ electrons)— evap>o<ra>tion \i-,vap-3-'ra-sh3n\ n — evap*o*ra>tive
\i-'vap-3-,rat-iv\ adj —_ evap>o<ra>tive>ly adv — evap-o.ra.tiv-
i*ty \i-.vap-3-r3-'tiv-3t-e\ n — evap<o<ra'tor \i-'vap-s-,rat-ar\ n
evaporated milK n : milk concentrated by evaporation without the
addition of sugar to one half or less of its bulk and usu. to a speci-
fied amount of milk fat and milk solids

evapo.trans.pi.ra.Uon\i-'vap-(,)6-,tran(t)-sp3-'ra-sh3n\n levapo-
ration + transpiration] ; loss of water from the soil both by evapo-
ration and by transpiration from the plants growing thereon

eva.Sion \i-'va-zh9n\ n [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF. fr. LL evasion-,
evasio, fr. L evasus, pp. of evadere to evade] 1 : the act or an
instance of evading : escape 2 : a means of evading
eva.Sive \i-'va-siv, -2iv\ adj : marked by a tendency or purpose to
evade : equivocal — eva-sive-ly adv — eva-sive-ness n
eve \'ev\ n [ME eve, even] 1 : evening 2 : the evening or the day
before a special day 3 : the period immediately preceding
Eve \'ev\ n [OE Eje, fr. LL Eva, fr. Heb Hawwdh} : Adam's wife
eveo*llon \i-'vek-sh3n\ n [L evection-, evectio rising, fr. evectus, pp.
of evehere to carry out, raise up, fr. e- + vehere to carry] : perturba-
tion of the moon's orbital motion due to the attraction of the sun
leven \'e-v3n\ n [ME even, eve, fr. OE ^fen] archaic : evening
aeven adj [ME. fr. OE ejen; akin to OHG eban even] 1 a : having a
horizontal surface : flat <~ ground) b : being without break,
indentation, roughness, or other irregularity : smooth C ; being
in the same plane or Une 2a: being without variation ; uniform
b : LEVEL 4 3a obs : candid b : equal, fair c (l) : square,
quits (2) : fully revenged d ; balanced; specij : showing neither
profit nor loss 4a; being one of the sequence of natural numbers
beginning with two and counting by twos that are exactly divisible

by two b : marked by an even number 5 : exact, precise syn see
level, steady — even-ly adv — even-ness \-v9n-n3s\ n
seven adv [ME, fr. OE ejne, fr. ejen, adj.] 1 a : just as : precisely
b : FULLY, QurrE c : at the very time 2 a : truly, indeed b —
used as an intensive to indicate something unexpected c — used
as an intensive to stress the comparative degree

fleven vb even.ing yev-(3-)nio\ v/ ; to make even ^ vi : to become
even — eveji^er \'ev-(3-)n3r\ n

even*fall \'e-v9n-.f61\ n : the beginning of evening : dusk
even*hand<ed \,e-v3n-'han-d3d\ adj : fair, impartial
eve«ning \'ev-nio\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE ^jmwg^ fr. ^jnian to

grow toward evening, fr. ^jen evening; akin to OHG aband evening
and perh. to Gk epi on] 1 a ; the latter part and close of the day
and early part of the night b chiejly South & Midland : afternoon
c ; the period from sunset or the evening meal to the time to go to

bed 2 : the latter portion 3 : the period of an evening's entertain-

ment
evening dress n : dress for evening social occasions
evening prayer n, ojten cap E&P : evensong
evening primrose n : any of several dicotyledonous plants of a
family (Onagraceae, the evening-primrose family) and esp. of the
type genus {Oenothera); esp ; a coarse biennial herb (O. biennis)

with yellow flowers that open in the evening
eve>nings \'ev-nioz\ adv : in the evening repeatedly ; on any
evening (goes bowling --">

evening star n l : a bright planet (as Venus) seen in the western
sky at or after sunset 2 ; any planet that rises before midnight
even<song \'e-v3n-,s6r)\ n, ojten cap [ME. fr. OE sejensang, fr.

xjen even 4- sang song] 1 : vespers 2 ; an evening worship
service in the Anglican communion

event \i-'vent\ n [MF or L; MF, fr. L eventus. fr. eventus, pp. of
evenire to happen, fr. e- + venire to come — more at come]
1 a ; something that happens : occurrence b : a noteworthy
happening 2 a archaic : outcome, result b : the issue of a legal

action as finally determined c : contingency, eventuality
3 : any of the contests in a program of sports 4 : the fundamental
entity of observed physical reahty represented by a point desig-

nated by three coordinates of place and one of time in the space*
time continuum postulated by the theory of relativity syn see
EFFECT, occurrence — at all events ; in any case — in any event
; in any case — in the event ; as it turns out

event'Iul \-f3l\ adj l : full of or rich in events 2 ; momentous— event-IuMy \-f3-le\ adv — event-ful-ness n
even.tide \'e-V3n-,tTd\ n : the time of evening ; evening
even-tU>al \i-'vench-(3-)wal, -'ven-ch3l\ adj 1 archaic ; CONTIN-

9 abut; .3 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S. cot, cart;

J joke; 'rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tU thin; ^ this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

li loot; u foot; 7 yet; yli few; yu furious; zh vision
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GENT, CONDITIONAL 2 ! taking place at an unspecified later time
: ULTIMATE {'^ success) syn see last — even<tu>al<ly \-e\ adv

even-tu-al.i'ty \i-,ven-ch3-*wal-3t-e\ n : possibilitv
even.tu-ate \i-'ven-ch3-,wat\ vi : to come out finally
ev-er \'ev-3r\ adv [ME. fr. OE ie/re] 1 : always 2 a : at any time
t) : in any way 3 — used as an intensive esp. with so

ev>er<l)lootn>illg \,ev-3r-'bliJ-mio\ adj : blooming more or less
continuously throughout the growing season
lev-er-green \'ev-ar-,gren\ adj 1 : remaining verdant — compare
deciduous 2 : ever retaining its freshness : perennial

^evergreen n 1 ; an evergreen plant; also ; conifer 2 pi t twigs
and branches of evergreen plants used for decoration
lev-er*last«ing \,ev-3r-'las-tir)\ adj 1 : lasting or enduring through
all time : eternal 2 a (1) : continuing long or indefinitely : per-
petual (2) oj a plant : retaining its form or color for a long time
when dried b : tedious 3 : wearing indefinitely : durable— ev'Cr.last'ing.ly \-tir)-le\ adv — ev>er-last*ing<ness n

aeverlasting n i cap : 2god 2 : cternfty (from —> 3a: any of
several chiefly composite plants with flowers that can be dried with-
out loss of form or color b : the flower of an everlasting

ev-er«more \,ev-3r-'mo(9)r, -'m6(3)r\ adv 1 ; always, forever
2 : in the future

ever*si>ble \i-'v3r-s3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being everted
ever-sion \i-'v3r-zhan, -sh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L eversion-,
eversio, fr. eversus, pp. of evertere"] : the act of everting ; the state
of being everted
evert \i-'v3rt\ vt tL evertere, fr. e- + vertere to turn — more at
worth] 1 ; overthrow, upset 2 : to turn outward or inside out

ever>tor \i-'vart-ar\ n : a muscle that rotates a part outward
ev»ery \'ev-re\ adj (ME everich, every, fr. OE sjre xlc, fr. xjre ever
+ sic each] 1 ; being each individual or part of a group without
exception 2 obs : being all taken severally 3 ; being each within
a range of possibilities 4 ; complete, entire
ev-ery-body \'ev-ri-,bad-e\ pron ; every person ; everyone
ev.ery«day \'ev-re-,da\ adj ; encountered or used routinely or
typically : ordinary

ev.ery-one \-{.)wan\ pron : everybody
ev-ery-thing \'ev-re-,thiD\ pron 1 a : all that exists b : all that
relates to the subject 2 ; a most important or excellent Uiing

ev.ery.Where \-.Ch)we(a)r, -.(h)wa(3)r\ adv : in every place or
part

evict \i-'vikt\ vt [ME evicten. It. LL evictus, pp. of evincere, fr. L, to
vanquish, win a point— more at evince] 1 a ; to recover (property)
from a person by legal process b : to put out (a person) from
propertv by legal process 2 : to force out : expel syn see eject— eviC'tion \i-'vik-sh3n\ n — evic-tor \i-'vik-tar\ n
iev.i>dence \*ev-3d-3n(t)s, -9-,den(t)s\ n 1 a : an outward sign
: indication b : something that furnishes proof : testimony;
specij : something legally submitted to a tribunal to ascertain the
truth of a matter 2 : one who bears witness; esp % one who vol-
untarily confesses a crime and testifies for the prosecution against
his accomplices — in evidence ; to be seen : conspicuous
^evidence vt i to offer evidence of ; prove, evince syn see
show

ev.i.dent X'ev-ad-ant, -3-.dent\ adj [ME. fr. MF, fr. L evident-,
evidens, fr. e- + vident-, videns, prp. of videre to see — more at wrr]
: clear to the vision and understanding — ev-i-dent-ly adv
syn evident, manifest, patent, distinct, obvious, apparent,

plain, clear mean readily perceived or apprehended, evident im-
plies presence of visible signs which serve as indications of a per-
son's intention or state of mind or of the probable nature of a past
or coming event or action; manifest implies an external display so
evident that little or no inference is required; patent applies to a
cause, effect, or significant feature that is clear and unmistakable
once attention has been directed to it; distinct implies such sharp-
ness of outUne or definition that no unusual effort to see or hear or
comprehend is required; obvious implies such ease in discovering or
accounting for that it often suggests conspicuousness or little need
for perspicacity in the observer; apparent is very close to evident
except that it may imply more conscious exercise of inference;
plain and clear imply the quality of being unmistakable, plain
because of lack of intricacy, complexity, or elaboration, clear
because of an absence of anything that confuses the mind or ob-
scures the pattern

ev-i-den-tial \,ev-a-'den-ch3l\ adj : being, relating to, or affording
evidence — ev.i.den*tial.ly \-'dench-(3-)le\ adv

levil \'e-v3l\ adj evil-er or evil-Ier; evil-est or evlMest [ME, fr.

OEyjel: akin to OHG wbi/evil] 1 a : not good morally ; wicked b
: arising from actual or imputed bad character or conduct 2
a archaic : INFERIOR b : causing discomfort or repulsion
: OFFENSIVE c : disagreeable 3 a : causing harm : pernicious b
: marked by misfortune ; unlucky syn see bad — evil adv, ar-
chaic — evil-ly \-v3(l)-le\ adv

2evil n 1 : something that brings sorrow, distress, or calamity
2a: the fact ofsuffering and misfortune b : a cosmic evil force— evil-do. er \,e-v3l-'dii-3r\ n — evil-do-ing \-'dii-io\ n

evil eye « : an eye or glance held capable of inflicting harm
evil-mind»ed \,e-v3l-'mTn-d3d\ adj : having an evil disposition or
evil thoughts — evil-mind.edOy adv — evil-mind-ed.ness n

evince \i-'vin(t)s\ vt [L evincere to vanquish, win a point, fr. e- +
vincere to conquer — more at victor] 1 : to constitute evidence of
; SHOW 2 : to display clearly : reveal syn see show — evinc>ible
\i-'vin(t)-s3-b3l\ adj

evis>cer>ate \i-'vis-3-.rat\ vb [L eviscerams, pp. of eviscerare, fr. e-

+ viscera} vt la: to take out the entrails of : disembowel b : to
deprive of vital content or force 2 ; to remove an organ from (a
patient) or the contents of (an organ) '- v) : to protrude through a
surgical incision or suffer protrusion of a part through an incision— evis.cer.a.tion \i-,vis-3-'ra-sh3n\ n

eV'i-ta.ble \'ev-st-a-bal\ adj : avoidable
evo.ca-ble \'ev-3-ka-bal. i-'vo-k3-\ adj : capable of being evoked
evo-ca-tion X.e-vo-'ka-shan, .ev-3-\ n [L evocation-, evocatio, fr.

evocatus, pp. of evocarel 1 : the act or fact of evoking : summon-
ing; as a : the summoning of a spirit b : imaginative re-creation
2 : induction 4e; specij : initiation of_ development of a primary
embryonic axis — evo.ca.tor \'e-vo-,kat-3r, 'ev-a-\ n
evoca.tive \i-'vak-3t-iv\ adj : tending or serving to evoke <an ~
description) — evoc«a>tive.ly adv — evoc<a*tive>ness n

evoke \i-'v6k\ vt [F evoquer, fr. L evocare, fr. e- 4- vocare to call —
more at vocation] 1 a : to call forth or up : summon b : mvoKB

2 : Eucrr 3 : to re-create Imaginatively syn see educe
evo.lute \'ev-3-.lut also 'e-v3-\ n : the locus of the center of curva-
ture or the envelope of the normals of a curve
evo.lU'tion X.ev-a-'lii-shsn also ,e-v3-\ n [L evolution-, evolutio
unrolling, fr. evolutas, pp. of evolvere"] 1 a : a process of change in
a certain direction : unfolding b (1) : a process of continuous
change from a lower, simpler, or worse to a higher, more complex,
or better state : growth (2) : a process of gradual and relatively
peaceful social, political, and economic advance c : something
evolved 2 : one of a set of prescribed movements 3 : the process
of working out or developing 4 : the extraction of a mathemati-
cal root 5 a : phylogeny b : the process by which through a
series of changes or steps a living organism has acquired its distin-
guishing morphological and physiological characters c ; a theory
that the various types of animals and plants have their origin in
other preexisting types and that the distinguishable differences are
due to modifications in successive generations 6 : a process in
which the whole universe is a progression of interrelated phenomena— evo.lu-tion.ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj — evo.lU'tion.ism \-sh3-
,niz-am\ n — evo-lu-tion-ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n or adj

evolve \i-*valv, -'v61v\ vb [L evolvere to unroll, fr. e- + volvere to
roll] vt 1 : to give off ; emtt 2 a : derive, educe b : to work out
: develop c : to produce by natural evolutionary processes «* vi

: to undergo evolutionary change — evolvement \-m3nt\ n
evon.y.mus \i-'van-3-mas\ n ; euonymus
evnl-sion \i-*v3l-sh3n\ n [L evulsion-, evulsio, fr. evulsus, pp. of
evellere to pluck out, fr, e- + vellere to pluck] : extraction
ev.zone \'ev-,zon\ n [NGk euzonos, fr. Gk, active, ht., well girt, fr.

eu- + zone girdle] ; a member of a select Greek infantry unit

ewe \'yii\ n [ME, fr. OE eowu} : the female of the sheep esp. when
mature; also : the female of various related animals
ewe-neck \-'nek\ n ; a thin neck having an insufficient, faulty,

or concave arch and occurring as a defect in dogs and horses— ewe-necked \-'nekt\ adj
ew-er \'yii-3r, 'yu(-3)r\ n [ME, fr. AF. fr. OF evier,

fr. (assumed) VL aquarium, fr. L. neut, of aquarius
of water, fr. aqua water — more at island] : a
vase-shaped pitcher or jug
lex \'eks\ n : the letter x
2ex \(,)eks\ prep [L] 1 : out of : FROM: as a : from
a specified place or source b : from a specified dam
2 : free from : without: as a ; without an indicated
value or right — used esp. of securities b : free of
charges precedent to removal from the specified
place with purchaser to provide means of subse- ewer
quent transportation <"-' dock)
lex- \e also occurs in this prejix where only i is shown below (as in

"express") and ks sometimes occurs where only gz is shown (as in

"exact")\ prejix [ME, fr. OF & L; OF, fr. L (also, intensive pre-
fix), fr. ex out of, from; akin to Gk ex, ex- out of. from. OSlav iz]

1 ; out of : outside <cjtctave> 2 : not <e.vstipulate> 3 \(.)eks,
'eks\ [ME, fr. LL, fr. L] : former <e;c-president) (ej:-child actor)

2ex see Exo-
ex.ac.er.bate \ig-'zas-3r-,bat, ek-'sas-\ vt [L exacerbatus, pp. of
exacerbare, fr. ex- + acerbus harsh, bitter, fr. acer sharp — more
at edge] : to make more violent, bitter, or severe — ex'ac«er«ba-
tlon \ig-,zas-3r-'ba-sh3n, (,)ek-,sas-\ n
lex-act \ig-'zakt\ vt [ME exacten, fr. L exactus, pp. of exigere to
drive out, demand, measure, fr. ex- + agere to drive — more at
agent] 1 : to demand and compel : extort 2 : to call for as
necessary, appropriate, or desirable syn see demand — ex-act-
able \-'zak-t3-b3l\ adj — ex-ac-tor also ex-act-er \-t3r\ n
2exact adj [L exactus, fr. pp. of exigere} 1 : exhibiting or marked
by strict, particular, and complete accordance with fact 2 : marked
by thorough consideration or minute measurement of small factual
details — exact* ness \-'zak(t)-n3s\ n syn see correct

ex-act'ing adj l : tryingly or unremittingly severe in making de-
mands 2 : requiring careful attention and precise accuracy syn
see onerous — ex-act-ing-ly \-tiri-le\ adv — ex-act-ing-ness n

ex.ac-tion \Ig-'zak-sh3n\ n 1 a ; the act or process of exacting
tvard. : con-EXTORTiON 2 : something exacted; esp ',

tribution demanded or levied with severity or inju

ex.acti.tude \ig-'zak-t3-,t(y)iid\ n ; the quality or an instance of
being exact
ex-act.Iy \ig-'zak-(t)le\ adv 1 a : in an exact manner : precisely
b : ENTIRELY, ALTOGETHER 2 : quite SO
ex-a-cum \'ek-ss-kam\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, a kind of
centaury, fr. Gaulish] : any of a genus (Exacum) of tropical Asiatic
and African plants of the gentian family

ex-ag-ger>ate \ig-'zaj-3-,rat\ v6 [L exaggeratus, pp. of exaggerare

,

lit., to heap up fr. ex- + agger heap, fr. aggerere to carry toward,
fr. ad- + gerere to carry] vt 1 : to enlarge beyond bounds or the
truth : OVERSTATE 2 : to enlarge or increase esp. beyond the
normal '^ vi : to misrepresent by overstating — ex*ag*^ger.a.tion
\ig-.zaj-3-'ra-shan\ n — ex-ag.ger-a.tive \-'zaj-3-,rat-iv, -'zaj-

(-3-lr3t-\ adj — ex-ag.ger>a.tor \-,rat-3r\ n — ex-ag-ger-a-to-ry
\-*zaj-('3-)r9-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj

ex-alt \ig-*z61t\ vb [ME exalten, fr. MF & L; MF cxalter, fr. L
exaltare, fr. ex- + altus high — more at old] vt 1 : to raise high
; ELEVATE 2 : to raise In rank, power, or character 3 ; to elevate
by praise or in estimation : glorify 4 obs : elate 5 : to en-
hance the activity of ; intensify '** vi : to induce exaltation— ex-alt-er n
ex-al.ta.tion \.eg-,z6I-'ta-shan. ,ek-.sdl-\ ?i 1 : an act of exalting

: the state of being exalted 2 a : marked or excessive intensifica-
tion of a mental state or of the activity of a bodily part or function
b : an abnormal sense of well-being, power, or importance
ex-am \ig-'zam\ n : examination
ex.a-men \Ig-'za-m3n\ n [L. tongue of a balance, examination, fr.

exigere} 1 ; exanhnation 2 : a critical study
ex-am-in-able \ig-'zam-C3-)n3-b3l\ adj : suitable for examination
ex-am.l.nant \-'zam-a-nant\ n : one who examines
ex-am-i-na-tlon \ig-,zam-9-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of
examining : state of being examined 2 : an exercise designed to
examine progress or test qualification or knowledge 3 : a formal
interrogation — ex-am>i.na>tion.al \-shnal, -shan-'l\ adj

ex-am-i.na.to-ri.al \-na-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj : of or relating to an
examiner or examination
ex-am.ine \ig-'zam-3n\ vt ex-am-in-ing \-C3-)nIrj\ [ME examl-
nen, fr. MF examinert fr. L examinare, fr. examen} 1 a : to inspect
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closely 1) : to test the condition of c : to Inquire into carefully
; INVESTIGATE 2 a : to interrogate closely b ; to try or test by
question in order to determine progress, fitness, or knowledge syn
see SCRUTINIZE — ex-am-in-ee \-,2am-3-'ne\ n — ex-ani>iii*er
\-'zam-(3-)n3r\ n

lex*ani>ple \ig-'zam-p3l\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L exemplum, fr.

eximere to take out, fr. ex- + emere to take — more at redeem]
1 : a particular single item, fact, incident, or aspect that is represent-
ative of all of a group or type 2 : someone or sometliing that
serves as a pattern to be imitated or not to be imitated <a good --->

<a bad '-^> 3 ; a parallel or closely similar case esp. when serving
as a precedent or model 4 a ; a punishment inflicted on someone
as a warning to others b : an individual so punished 5 : an
instance (as a problem to be solved) serving to illustrate a rule or
precept or to act as an exercise in the application of a rule syn see
INSTANCE, MODEL
^example vt ex*ani-pling \-p(3-)Uo\ 1 : to serve or use as an
example of 2 archaic % to be or set an example to

ex>an-i-niate \eg-'zan-3-m3t\ adj [L exanimatus, pp. of exanimare
to deprive of life or spirit, fr. ex- + anima breath, soul — more a
ANIMATE] 1 : lacking animation : spiritless 2 : lifeless or ap
pearing lifeless

ex.an.them \ig-'zan(t)-th9m\ also ex.an.thcma \,eg-,2an-'the
m3\ n, pi exanthems also ex*an*the*ma>ta \,eg-,zan-'them
3t-a, -'the-m3t-\ or exanthemas [LL exanthema, fr. Gk exanthema,
fr. exanthein to bloom, break out. fr. ex- + anthos flower — more al

ANTHOLOGY] I an eruptivc disease (as measles) or its symptomatic
eruption — ex-an-Uiem-a'tous \,eg-,zan-'them-3t-3s\ adj
1ex*arch \'ek-,sark\ n [LL exarchus, fr. LGk exarchos, fr. Gk,
leader, fr. exarchein to begin, take the lead, fr. ex- + archein to rule,

begin] 1 : a Byzantine viceroy 2 : an Eastern bishop ranking
below a patriarch and above a metropoHtan; specij : the head of
an independent church — ex>ar>clial \ek-'sar-k3l\ adj — ex-
arch-ate \'ek-,sar-kat\ n — ex«ar-chy \"ek-.sar-ke\ n
2exarch adj iexo- + -arch} : formed or taking place from the periph-
ery toward the center <~ xylem>
iex>as>per>ate \ig-'zas-p3-,rat\ vr IL exasperatus, pp. of exasperare,
fr. ex- + asper rough] 1 a : to excite or inflame the anger of ; en-
rage b : to cause irritation or annoyance to 2 obs ; to make
grievous or more grievous or malignant syn see irritate

2ex<as-per-ate \-r3t\ adj 1 : exasperated 2 ; roughened with
irregular prickles or elevations <~ seed coats)

ex-as>per>a-tlon \ig-,zas-p^'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : the state of being
exasperated 2 : the act or an instance of exasperating
Ex-cal>i-bUT \ek-'skal-3-b3r\ n [OF Escalibor, fr. ML Caliburnusl
: the sword of King Arthur

ex ca<the'dra \,ek-sk3-'the-drs\ adv {or adj) [NL, lit., from the
chair] : by virtue of or in the exercise of one's office

ex>ca>vate \'ek-ska-,vat\ vb [L excavatus, pp. of excavare, fr. ex-
+ cavare to make hollow] vr 1 ; to form a cavity or hole in 2 : to
form by hollowing 3 : to dig out and remove 4 : to expose to
view by digging away a covering -^ vi : to make excavations

ex>ca*va>tion X.ek-sks-'va-shsnX n 1 : the act or process of ex-
cavating 2 : a cavity formed by cutting, digging, or scooping

ex-ca>va*tor \'ek-sk3-,vat-3r\ n : one that excavates; esp i a
power-operated shovel

ex>ceed \ik-'sed\ vb [ME exceden, fr. MF exceder, fr. L excedere, fr-

ex- + cedere to go] vr 1 : to extend outside of <river will '^ its

banks) 2 : to be greater than or superior to : surpass 3 ; to go
beyond a limit set by i^^ed his authority) f^ vi 1 obs ; overdo
2 : predominate
syn surpass, transcend, excel, outdo, outstrip: exceed implies

going beyond a limit set by authority or established by custom or by
prior achievement; surpass suggests superiority in quality, merit, or
skill; transcend implies a rising or extending notably above or
beyond ordinary limits; excel implies preeminence in achievement
or quality and may suggest superiority to all others; outdo applies

to a bettering or exceeding what has been done before; outstrip
suggests surpassing in a race or competition

ex<ceed*ing adj : exceptional in amount, quality, or degree
ex.ceed.ing.ly \ik-'sed-io-le\ or ex-ceed-ing adv : extremely
ex>cel \ik-'sel\ vb ex*celled; ex>ceMing [ME excellen, fr. L
excellere, fr. ex- + -cellere to rise, project; akin to L collis hill —
more at hill] vt : surpass, otrtDO ^ vi : to be distinguishable by
superiority : surpass others i'^s in mathematics) syn see exceed

ex>cel>lence \'ek-s(3-)l3n(t)s\ n 1 : the quality of being excellent

2 : an excellent or valuable quality : virtue 3 ; excellency 2

ex>ceMen>cy \-s(3-)l3n-se\ n X : excellence; esp : outstanding or
valuable quality — usu. used in pi. 2 — used as a title for certain
high dignitaries of state (as a governor or an ambassador) and
church (as a Roman Catholic archbishop or bishop)

ex.cel.lent \'ek-s(3-)l3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L excellent-,

excellens, fr. prp. of excellerej 1 archaic ; SUPERIOR 2 : very
good of its kind ; eminently good : first-class — ex-cel-lent-ly adv

ex<cel*sl>or \ik-'sel-se-3r\ n [trade name, fr. L, higher, compar. of
excelsus high, fr. pp. of excellere} ; fine curled wood shavings used
esp. for packing fragile items
lex-cepl \ik-'sept\ vb [ME excepien, fr. MF excepter, fr. L ex~
ceptare, fr. exceptus, pp. of excipere to take out, except, fr. ex- +
capere to take — more at heave] vt ; to take or leave out from a
number or a whole : exclude -^ vi % to take exception : object
aexcept also ex.cept.ing prep 1 : with the exclusion or exception of
<daily '>- Sundays) 2 : otherwise than or other than <take no
orders -^ from me)

3except also excepting conj 1 ; on any other condition than that

: unless <~ you repent) 2 : only <I would go ~ it's too far)

except for prep : but for ^except jor you I would be dead)
ex>cep>tlon \ik-'sep-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of excepting : exclusion
2 : one that is excepted 3 : something offered as objection or
taken as objectionable 4 ; an oral or written legal objection

ex<cep.tion>able \ik-'sep-sh(3-)n3-b9l\ adj : likely to cause ob-
jection : OBJECTIONABLE syn see exceptional — ex'cep'tion-
ably \-bIe\ adv

ex-cep.tion.al \ik-'sep-shn3l, -shsn-'^lN adj 1 : forming an ex-

ception : RARE 2 : better than average : superior — ex-cep-
tion-al-i-ty \-.sep-sh3-'naI-3t-e\ « — ex.cep-tion«aMy \-'sep-

-shns-Ie. -shan-'l-eX adv — ex-cep-tion*al-ness n
syn EXCEPTIONAL and exceptionable are frequently confused.

Something is exceptional that Is Itself an exception and is therefore
out of the ordinary; something is exceptionable to which exception
may be taken and is therefore objectionable or offensive

ex.cep.tive \ik-*sep-tiv\ adj 1 : relating to, containing, or consti-
tuting exception 2 archaic : captious
leX'Cerpt Xek-'sarpt, eg-'zarpt, 'ek-. , 'eg-,\ vt [L excerptus, pp. of
excerpere, fr. ex- + carpere to gather, pluck] ; to select for quot-
ing : extract — ex>cerp>tion Xek-'ssrp-shsn, eg-'zarp-X n
aex-cerpt \'ek-,S3rpt, 'eg-,z3rpt\ n i a passage selected or copied

lex-cess \ik-'ses. 'ek-,\ n [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF exces, fr. LL
excessus, fr. L, departure, projection, fr. excessus, pp. of excedere to
exceed] 1 a : a state of surpassing limits ; supERFLurrY b ; some-
thing that exceeds what is usual, proper, or specified c : the amount
or degree by which one thing or quantity exceeds another 2 : un-
due or immoderate indulgence ; intemperance

^excess adj ; more than the usual, proper, or specified amount
ex.ces-sive \ik-'ses-iv\ adj : exceeding the usual, proper, or
normal — ex-ces>sive.ly adv — ex>ces>sive>ness n
syn EXCESSIVE, immoderate, inordinate, extravagant, exorbi-

tant, extreme mean going beyond a normal limit, excessive implies
an amount or degree too great to be reasonable or acceptable;
immoderate implies lack of desirable or necessary restraint; in-
ordinate implies an exceeding of the limits dictated by reason or
good judgment; extravagant implies an indifference to restraints
imposed by truth, prudence, or good taste; exorbitant implies a
departure from accepted standards regarding amount or degree;
extreme may imply an approach to the farthest limit possible or
conceivable but commonly means only to a notably high degree
leX'Change \iks-'chanj, 'eks-,\ n [ME exchaunge, fr. MF eschange,
fr. eschangier to exchange, fr. (assumed) VL excambiare, fr. L ex- +
cambiare to exchange — more at change] 1 ; the act of giving or
taking one thing in return for another : trade 2 a : the act of sub-
stituting one thing for another b : reciprocal giving and receiving
3 : something offered, given, or received in an exchange; also : an
item or article reprinted from a newspaper 4a: funds payable
currently at a distant point either in a foreign currency or in do-
mestic currency b (1) : interchange or conversion of the money of
two countries or of current and uncurrcnt money with allowance for
difference in value (2) : the amount of one currency that will buy a
given amount of another (3) : the amount of the difference in
value between two currencies or between values at two places 5 ; a
place where things or services are exchanged: as a ; an organized
market or center for trading in securities or commodities b ; a
store or shop specializing in merchandise usu. of a particular type
c : a cooperative store or society d : a central office in which
telephone lines are connected to permit communication
2exchange vt 1 a : to part with, give, or transfer in consideration of
something received as an equivalent b : to have replaced by other
merchandise 2 ; to part with for a substitute 3 ; barter, swap
'^ vi 1 ; to pass or become received in exchange 2 : to engage in
an exchange — ex<ch_ange*able \-3-baI\ adj — ex-chang-er n
ex-chang-ee \,eks-,chan-'je, iks-\ n ; a participant in an exchange
program
exchange professor n : a professor teaching at an institution other
than his own sometimes in exchange with that institution
exchange rate n : the ratio at which the principal unit of two
currencies may be traded
exchange student n : a student from a usu. foreign country re-
ceived into an institution in exchange for one sent to that country

ex.che.quer \'eks-,chek-3r, iks-*\ n [ME escheker, fr. AF, fr. OF
eschequier chessboard, counting table] 1 cap : a department or
office of state in medieval England charged with the collection and
management of the royal revenue and judicial determination of all

revenue causes 2 cap : a former superior court having jurisdiction
in England and Wales primarily over revenue matters and now
forming a division of the Court of King's Bench 3 ojlen cap a : the
department or office of state in Great Britain and Northern Ireland
charged with the receipt and care of the national revenue b : the
national banking account of this realm 4 : treasury; esp : a na-
tional or royal treasury 5 : pecuniary resources : funds

ex-Cide \ek-'sTd\ vt [L excidere} : to cut out : excise
ex»Cip-i-ent \ik-'sip-e-3nt\ n [L excipient-, excipiens, prp. of
excipere to take out, take up — more at except] : an inert substance
that forms a vehicle (as for adrug)

ex»cis»able V'ek-.sT-za-bsl, -,sT-S3-, ek-'\ adj : subject to excise

lex.cise \'ek-,sTz, -,sTs\ n [obs. D excijs (now accijus), fr. MD,
Srob. modif. of OF assise session, assessment — more at assize]

: an internal tax levied on the manufacture, sale, or consumption
of a commodity within a country 2 : any of various taxes on privi-

leges often assessed in the form of a license or other fee

^excise vt : to impose an excise upon
3ex.cise \ek-'srz\ vt [L excisus, pp. of excidere, fr. ex- + caedere to
cut] : to remove by cutting out — ex*ci>sion \-'sizh-3n\ n
ex-Cise-man X'ek-.sTz-man, -,sT-sm3n\ n : an officer who inspects
and rates articles liable to excise under British law

ex.cit*abU.i4y \ik-,sit-3-*bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
excitable

ex«clt-able \ik-'sTt-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being readily roused into
action or a state of excitement or irritability; specij : capable of
being activated by and reacting to stimuli — ex-Cit*able»ness n

ex<ci>tant \ik-'sTt-'nt, 'ek-sst-sntX adj : tending to excite or aug-
ment — excitant n

ex>Ci*ta-tion V.ek-.sT-'ta-shan, ,ek-s3-\ n : excitement; esp : the
irritability induced in protoplasm by a stimulus

ex«cit»ative \ik-'sTt-3t-iv\ adj ; tending or able to excite

ex-Cit-ato-ry \-3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : excitative 2 : exhibiting or
marked by excitement or excitation

ex*Cite \ik-'sTt\ vt [ME exciten, fr. MF exciter, fr. L excitare, fr.

ex- + citare to rouse — more at cite] 1 a : to call to activity

b : to rouse to feeling 2 a : energize b : to produce a magnetic
field in 3 : to increase the activity of (as a living organism)
; stimulate 4 : to raise (as an atom) to a higher energy level syn
see provoke

ex«cit-ed adj ; having or showing strong feeling — ex«cit«ed«ly adv
eX'Cite'inent \ik-'sTt-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of exciting : the state
of being excited 2 : something that excites or rouses

ex-cit>er \-'sTt-ar\ n 1 : one that excites 2 a : a dynamo or
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battery that supplies the electric current used to produce the mag-
netic field in another dynamo or motor b : an electrical oscillator
that generates the carrier frequency

ex>cit<ing adj ; producing excitement — ex-cit*ing<ly \-io-le\
adv

ex>ci*tor \ik-'sTt-9r\ n 1 archaic : exciter 2 : an afferent nerve
arousing increased action of the part it supplies

ex>Claim \iks-'klam\ vb [MF exclamer, fr. L exclamare, fr. ex- +
clamare to cry out] vi 1 : to cry out or speak in strong or sudden
emotion 2 : to speak loudly or vehemently -^ v/ ; to utter
sharply, passionately, or vehemently : proclaim — ex<clalin<er n

ex>cla*ma>tion \,eks-kl3-*ma-sh3n\ n 1 : a sharp or sudden utter-

ance ; OUTCRY 2 : vehement expression of protest or complaint
exclamation point n : a mark 1 used esp. after an interjection or
exclamation to indicate forceful utterance or strong feeling

ex>clam>a*to>ry \iks-'klam-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : containing, ex-
pressing, using, or relating to exclamation <an '^ phrase)

eX'Clave \'eks-,klav\ n [ex- + -clave (as in enclave)'^ \ a portion of
a country separated from the main part and constituting an enclave
in respect to the surrounding territory

ex>clo*sure \eks-'klo-zh3r\ n iex- + -closure (as in enclosure)"} : an
area from which intruders are excluded esp. by fencing

ex*clud<abil-i>ty \iks-,klud-s-*bil-3t-e\ n : the condition of being
excludable

ex>clud-able or ex*clud-ible \iks-'klud-3-b3l\ adj : subject to
exclusion <'^ income)

eX'Clude \iks-'kliid\ vt [ME excJuden, fr. L excludere, fr. ex- +
claudere to close] 1 a : to shut out b ; to bar from participation,
consideration, or inclusion 2 : to put out — ex>clud>er n
syn DEBAR, ELIMINATE, SUSPEND: EXCLUDE implies keeping out

what is already outside; debar implies setting up a barrier that is

effectual in excluding a person or class from what is open or ac-
cessible to others; eliminate implies the getting rid of what is al-

ready within esp. as a constituent part or element; suspend implies
temporary and commonly disciplinary removal from membership
in a school or organization

ex>clll<5ion Xiks-'klU-zhanX n [L exclusion-, exclusio, fr. exclusus,

pp. of excludere'i 1 ; the act or an instance of excluding 2 : the
state of being excluded — ex*clu*sion-ary \-zh3-,ner-e\ adj

ex>clU-Sion*ist \iks-'kluzh-(3-)n3st\ n : one who would exclude
another from some right or privilege — excluslonist adj

exclusion principle n ; a principle in physics: no two electrons in an
atom or molecule will be exactly equivalent

ex.clU'Sive \iks-'klii-siv, -ziv\ adj 1 a ; excluding or having power
to exclude b ; limiting or limited to possession, control, or use
by a single individual or group 2a: excluding others from par-
ticipation b : snobbishly aloof 3 a : accepting or soliciting only
a socially restricted patronage b : stylish, fashionable 4 a ; sin-
gle, SOLE <~ jurisdiction) b : undivided, whole <his ~ attention)— exclusive n — ex*clu>sive>ly adv — ex*clu-sive-ness n
exclusive ol prep ; not taking into account ^exclusive oj artillery)

ex-clU'Siv-i-ty \,eks-,klu-'siv-3t-e, -'ziv-\ n 1 : exclusiveness
2 : exclusive rights or services

ex>cog>i>tate \ek-'skaj-3-,tat\ vi [L excogitatus, pp. of excogitare,
fr. ex- ¥ cogitare to cogitate] ; to think out : devise — ex*cog>i-
ta*tion \(,)ek-,skaj-a-'ta-sh3n\ n — ex<cog>i>ta>tive \ek-'skaj-
3-,tat-iv\ adj
iex*com*mu*ni>cate \,ek-sk3-'myU-na-.kat\ vt [ME excommuni-
caten, fr. LL excommunicatus, pp. of excommunicare, fr. L ex- +
LL communicare to communicate] : to subject to excommunication— ex*com*mU'ni'Ca.tor \-,kat-3r\ n

2ex-cora*mu.ni.cate \-ni-k3t\ adj : excommunicated — excom-
municate n

ex<com<mu<ni>ca<tion \-,myu-n3-'ka-shan\ n 1 : an ecclesiastical
censure depriving a person of the rights of church membership
2 : exclusion from fellowship in a group or community — ^x>com-
mU'ni'Ca-tive X-'myii-na-.kat-iv, -ni-kst-X adj

ex>CO*ri>ate \ek-'skor-e-,at, -'sk6r-\ vt [ME excoriaten, fr. LL
excoriaius, pp. of excoriare, fr. L ex- ¥ corium skin, hide — more
at cuirass] 1 : to wear off the skin of_: abrade 2 : to censure
scathingly — ex>cO'ri-a-tion \(,)ek-,skor-e-'a-sh3n, -,sk6r-\ n
ex-Cre.ment X'ek-skra-mantX n [L excrementum, fr. excernere}

: waste matter discharged from the body; esp : waste discharged
from the alimentary canal — ex-cre^men-tal \,ek-skr3-'ment-='l\
or ex-cre-men-ti'tious \-,men-'tish-3s\ adj

ex.cres.cence \ek-'skres-^n(t}s\ n ; an often immoderate or
abnormal outgrowth or enlargement

ex.cres-cen.cy \-=n-se\ n : excrescence
ex.cres-cent \-'nt\ adj [L excrescent-, excrescens, prp. of excrescere
to grow out, fr. ex- + crescere to grow] 1 : growing out or forming
an outgrowth; esp ; forming an abnormal, excessive, or useless
outgrowth 2 : epenthetic — ex-cres-cent-ly adv

ex.cre.ta \ek-'skret-3\ n pi [NL, fr. L, neut. pi. of excretusl
; waste matter eliminated or separated from an organism; esp ; ex-
cretions — ex-cre>tal \-'skret-^l\ adj

eX'Crete \ek-'skret\ vt [L excretus, pp. of excernere to sift out,
discharge, fr. ex- + cernere to sift — more at certain ] : to separate
and eliminate or discharge from the blood or tissues or from the
active protoplasm — ex«cret»er n

ex*cre>tion \ek-'skre-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of excreting
2 : something excreted; esp : useless, superfluous, or harmful
material (as urea) eliminated from the body that differs from a
secretion in not being produced to perform a useful function

ex-cre-to-ry X'ek-skrs-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; of, relating to, or serving
for excretion

ex-ciu>ci>ate \ik-'skrU-she-,at\ vt tL excruciatus, pp. of excruciare,
fr. ex- + cruciare to crucify, fr. cruc-. crux cross] 1 : to inflict

intense pain on ; torture 2 ; to subject to intense mental distress

ex<cru*ci.acting adj 1 : causing great pain or anguish : agonizing
2 : very intense : extreme — ex>cru-ci>at>ing>ly \-iD-le\ adv

ex>cru*ci*a>tion \ik-,skru-s(h)e-'a-shan, (,1ek-\ n : the act of
excruciating ; the state or an instance of being excruciated

ex-CUl.pate \'ek-(,)sk3l-,pat. ek-'sk3l-\ vt [(assumed) ML ex-
culpatus, pp. of exculpare, fr. h ex + culpa blame] : to clear from
alleged fault or guilt — ex>cul>pa<tion \.ek-(,)sk9l-'pa-sh3n\ n
syn absolve, exonerate, Acqurr, vindicate: exculpate implies

a clearing from blame or fault often in a matter of small importance;
absolve implies a release either from an obligation that binds the
conscience or from the consequences of disobeying the law or
committing a sin; exonerate implies a complete clearance from

an accusation or charge and from any attendant suspicion of blame
or guilt; acquit implies a formal decision in one's favor with respect
to a definite charge; vindicate may refer to things as well as persons
that have been subjected to critical attack or imputation of guilt,
weakness, or folly, and implies a clearing effected by proving the
unfairness of such criticism or blame

ex>cul<>pa>to>ry \ek-'sk3l-ps-,t5r-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; tending or serving
to exculpate

ex-CUr-rent \ek-'sk3r-ant, -'ska-rsntX adj [L excurrent-, excurrens.
prp. of excurrere to run out, extend, fr. ex- + currere to run]
; running or flowing out: as a (1) : having the axis prolonged to
form an undivided main stem or trunk (2) ; projecting beyond
the apex b : characterized by a current that flows outward

ex-CUr<Sion \ik-'skar-zhan\ n, ojien attrib [L excursion-, excursio,
fr. excursus, pp. of excurrere] 1 a : a going out or forth : expedi-
tion b (1) ; a usu. brief pleasure trip (2) : a trip at special reduced
rates 2 : deviation from a direct or proper course; esp : digression
3 a : a movement outward or from a mean position or axis; also
: the distance traversed ; amplitude b ; one complete movement
of expansion and contraction of the lungs and their membranes

ex>cur>sion>lst \-'karzh-(9-)n3st\ n : a person who goes on an
excursion

ex«ciir»sive \ik-'sk3r-siv\arf; : constituting a digression : character-
ized by digression — ex-cur-sive-ly adv — ex<cur<sive>ness n

ex>cur<sus \ik-'sk3r-s3s\ n, pi ex»cur.sus>es also ex-cur<sus
\-S3s, -,sus\ [L, digression, fr. excursus, pp.] : an appendix or
digression that contains an exposition of some point or topic
ex*cus>able Vk-'skyii-za-balV adj : capable of being excused

: pardonable — ex>cus<able*ness n — ex'cus>ably \-ble\ adv
ex*CU>sa.tO>ry \-2a-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj : making or containing excuse
lex-CUSe \ik-'skyuz\ vt [ME excusen, fr. OF excuser, fr. L excusare,
fr. ex- + causa cause, explanation] 1 a : to make apology for
b ; to try to remove blame from 2 : to accept an excuse for
; pardon 3 : to grant exemption or release to <the class was
excused) 4 : to serve as excuse for : justify — ex*cus*er n
syn condone, pardon, forgive: excuse impUes a passing over

of a fault, omission, or failure without censure or due punishment
in view of extenuating circumstances; condone suggests an accept-
ing without protest or censure some reprehensible act or condition;
pardon implies the freeing from the penalty due for admitted or
proved offense; forgive implies the giving up not only of any claim
to requital or retribution but also of any resentment or desire for
revenge

2ex>cuse \ik-'skyus\ n 1 : the act of excusing 2a: something
offered as grounds for being excused b pi t an expression of
regret for failure to do something c : a note of explanation of
an absence 3 : justircation, reason syn see apology

ex*e.at \'ek-se-,at\ n [L, let him go out, fr. exire to go out, fr. ex-
-\- ire to go] Brit ; a permit for temporary absence from a college

ex>ec \ig-'zek\ n : executive officer
ex.e.cra.ble \'ek-si-kr3-b3l\ adj 1 ; deserving to be execrated

: detestable 2 : very bad : wretched — ex-e-cra>ble>ness n— ex-e-cra-bly \-ble\ adv
ex>e-crate \'ek-s3-,krat\ vt [L exsecratus, pp. of exsecrari, fr. ex
4- sacr-, sacer sacred] 1 archaic ; to put under a curse 2 ; to de-
clare to be evil or detestable : denounce 3 : to detest utterly— ex*e'Cra«tive \-,krat-iv\ adj — ex*e<CTa*tor \-,krat-3r\ n
syn execrate, curse, damn, anathematize mean to denounce

violently, execrate implies intense loathing and usu. passionate
fury; curse and damn imply angry denunciation by blasphemous
oaths or profane imprecations; anathematize implies solemn .

denunciation of an evil or an injustice

ex-e>cra-tion \,ek-s3-'kra-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of cursing or de-
nouncing; also : the curse so uttered 2 : an object of curses
ex*e*CUt<able \'ek-sa-,kyut-3-b3l\ adj : capable of execution
ex>ec<U>tant \ig-'zek-y3t-3nt\ n t one who executes or performs;
esp : one skilled in the technique of an art : performer
eX'B^CUte \'ek-s3-,kyijt\ vt [ME executen, fr. MF executer, back-
formation fr. execution] 1 : to put into effect : carry out : perform
2 : to do what is provided or required by ('-^ a decree) 3 : to put
to death in compliance with a legal sentence 4 : to make or
produce esp. by carrying out a design 5 : to perform what is

required to give validity to <~ a deed) — eX'e»cut»er n
syn execute, administer mean to carry out the declared intent

of another (as a people, a legislature), execute stresses the enforc-
ing of the specific provisions of a law, a will, a commission or
command; administer implies the continuing exercise of deputed
authority In pursuance of only generally indicated goals rather
than specifically prescribed means of attaining them syn see in
addition kill, perform
ex>e.cU-tion \,ek-s3-*kyU-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L exsecution-,
exsecutio, fr. exsecutus, pp. of exsequi to execute, fr. ex- + sequi to
follow — more at sue] 1 : the act or process of executing : per-
formance 2 : a putting to death as a legal penalty 3 : a judicial
writ empowering an officer to carry out a judgment 4 : the act or
mode or result of performance 6 ; effective or destructive action

ex>e<cu<tion<er \-sh(3-)n3r\ n ; one who executes; esp : one who
puts to death
iex-ec«U.tive \ig-'zek-(y)3t-iv\ adj 1 : designed for or relating to
execution 2 : of or relating to the execution of the laws and the
conduct of public affairs 3 : of or relating to an executive
^executive n 1 : the executive branch of a government; also : the
persons who constitute the executive magistracy of a state 2 ; an
Individual or group constituting the agency that controls or directs

an organization 3 : one who holds a position of administrative or
managerial responsibility

executive agreement n : an agreement between the VS. and a
foreign government made by the executive
executive council n 1 : a council constituted to advise or share
in the functions of a political executive 2 : a council that exercises

supreme executive power
executive officer n : the officer second In command of a military

or naval organization
executive order n : regulation 2b
executive session n : a usu. closed session esp. of a legislative body
ex>ec*u*tor \ig-'zek-(y)3t-ar, in sense la also 'ek-s3-,kyiit-\ n [ME.
fr. OF, fr. L exsecutor, fr. exsecutus] 1 a : one who executes
something b obs : executioner 2 : the person appointed by a
testator to execute his will — ex-ec»u>to.ri-al \ig-,zek-(y)3-

'tor-e-ol, -'tdr-X adj — ex»ec»U«trix \lg-'2ek-(y)3-triks\ n



executory 2M existentialism

ez<ec.n.to.ry \ig-'zek-(y)3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : relating to ad-
ministration 2 : designed or of such a nature as to be executed
in time to come or to take effect on a future contingency

ex.e.ge-sis \,ek-sa-'je-sas\ n. pi ex.e.ge-ses \-'je-.sez\ [_NL, fr.

Gk exegesis, fr. exegeisthai to explain, interpret, fr. ex- + hegeisttmi
to lead] : explanation or critical interpretation of a text

ex>e*gete \'ek-s3-jet\ n [Gk exegetes, fr. exegeisthai'] t one who
practices exegesis

ex-e<get-iC \,ek-s3-']et-lk\ adj [Gk exegetikos, fr. exegeisthai']

: of or relating to exegesis — ex*e-get*i*cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ex-
e-get<i>cal-ly \-i-k(s-)le\ adv

es.e.get.ist \-'jet-3st\ n : exegete
ex.em.plar Vg-'zem-.pl'ar, -pl3r\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. exemplum
example] 1 : one that serves as a model or example; esp ; an
ideal model 2 ; iNyrANCE, example; esp : a typical or standard
specimen 3 : a copy of a book _ 4 : archetype syn see model

ex-em-plar-i-Iy \,eg-Z3m-'pler-s-le\ adv ; in an exemplary manner
ex>em-pla-n*ne5S \ig-'zem-pl3-re-nas\ n ; the quality or state of
being exemplary

ex>em-pla<ry \ig-'zem-pla-re\ adj 1 a ; serving as a pattern
b : deserving imitation : commendable 2 : serving as a warning
: MONFTORY 3 : serving as an example, instance, or illustration

ex>em.pIi>fl.ca-tion \ig-,zem-pl3-f3-'ka-sh9n\ n 1 : an exempli-
fied copy of a document 2 a ; the act or process of exemplifying
b : a case in point : example

ex.em.pli.fy \ig-'zem-pla-,fr\ vt [ME exemplijien, fr. MF ex-
emplijier, fr. ML exemplijicare, fr. L exemplum] 1 a : to show or
illustrate by example b : to serve as an example of 2 ; to
make an attested copy or transcript of (a document) under seal

ex-eni'pli gra*tla \ig-,zem-ple-'grat-e-,a\ adv [L] : for example
ex-em-plum \ig-'zem-pbm\ n, pi ex-em-pla \-pl3\ [L] 1 : ex-
ample, model 2 : an anecdote or short narrative used to point
a moral or sustain an argument
iex>empt \ig-'2em(p)t\ adj [ME, fr. L exemptus, pp. of eximere
to take out — more at example] 1 ohs : set apart 2 : free or
released from some liability to which others are subject
lexempt n : one exempted or freed from duty
sexempt vt 1 obs : to set apart 2 ; to release or deliver from some
liability or requirement to which others are subject : excuse

ex>einp>tion \ig-'zem(p)-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of exempting or state
of being exempt : immunity 2 ; a cause for exempting

ex>en>ter-ate \ek-'sent-3-,rat\ vt [L exenteratus, pp. of exenterare
to disembowel, modif. of Gk exenterizein, fr. ex- + enteron in-
testine — more at inter-] : to remove the contents of (as the orbit,
pelvis) — ex-en- ter»a*tion \C,)ek-,sent-3-'ra-shan\ n
ex>e>quy \'ek-sa-kwe\ n [ME exequies, sing. & pi., fr. MF & L;
MF, pi., fr. L exsequiae, fr. exsequi to follow out, execute — more
at execution] : a funeral rite — usu. used in pi.

ex-er-cls-able \'ek-s3r-,sr-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of being exercised
lex.er.Cise \'ek-s3r-.srz\ n_[ME, fr. MF exercice, fr. L exercitium,
fr. exercitus, pp. of exercere to drive on, keep busy, fr. ex- +
arcere to enclose, hold off — more at ark] la: the act of bringing
into play or realizing in action : use b : the discharge of an official

function or professional occupation 2a: regular or repeated
appropriate use of a faculty, power, or bodily organ b : bodily
exertion for the sake of developing and maintaining physicEd
fitness 3 : something performed or practiced in order to develop,
improve, or display a specific power or skill 4 a : a maneuver,
operation, or drill carried out for training and discipline b i?/ : a
program including speeches, announcements of awards and honors,
and various traditional practices of secular or religious character

^exercise vt 1 : to bring to bear : exert (r^ influence) 2 a : to
use repeatedly in order to strengthen or develop b : to train (as

troops) by drills and maneuvers c : to put through exercises
3 a ; to engage the attention and effort of b : to cause anxiety,
alarm, or indignation in -^ vi : to take exercise syn see practice— ex-er-cis-er n

ex*er<cl>ta.tion \ig-,z3r-s3-'ta-sh3n\ n [ME exercitacioun, fr. L
exercitation-, exercitatio, fr. exerdtatus, pp. of exercitare to ex-
ercise diligently, fr. exercitus, pp. of exercere] archaic ; exercise

ex.eigue \'ek-,sarg, 'eg-^rg\ n [F, fr. NL exergum, fr. Gk ex
out of + ergon work] : a space on a coin, token, or medal usu. on
the reverse below the central part of the design

ex-ert \ig-'z3rt\ vt [L exsenus, pp. of exserere to thrust out, fr.

ex- + serere to join] 1 a : to put forth (as strength) b : to fjut
(oneself) into action or to tiring effort 2 : to bring to bear esp. with
sustained effort or lasting effect 3 : employ, wield

ex>er-tion \ig-'23r-shan\ n : the act or an instance of exerting;
esp : a laborious or perceptible effort syn see effort

ex>e>unt \'ek-se-(.)9nt, -,unt\ [L, they go out, fr. exire to go out— more at exeat] — used as a stage direction to specify that all or
certain named characters leave the stage

ex.fo-Ii-ate \(')eks-'f6-le-,at\ vb [LL exjoliatus, pp. of exfoliare
to strip of leaves, fr. L ex- + jolium leaf — more at blade] vt

1 : to cast off in scales, laminae, or splinters 2 : to remove the
surface of in scales or laminae 3 : to spread or extend by or as if

by opening out leaves -^ vi 1 : to split into or give off scales,
laminae, or body cells 2 : to come off in a thin piece 3 : to grow
by or as if by producing or unfolding leaves — ex*fo>li>a-tion
\C,)eks-,f6-Ie-'a-sh3n\ n — ex-lo>U>a>tive \eks-'fo-le-,at-iv\
adj
ex-hal-ant or ex.hal.ent \eks-'ha-l3nt, ek-'sa-\ adj : having the
function of exhaling orevaporating
ex>ha>la>tion \,ek-s9-'Ia-sh3n, ,eks-h3-\ n 1 : an act of exhaling
2 : something exhaled

eX'liale \eks-'ha(3)l, ek-'sa(3)l\ vb [ME exalen, fr. L exhalare, fr.

ex- + halare to breathe; akin to L anima breath — more at ani-
mate] vt 1 a : to breathe out b : to give forth (gaseous matter)
: EMIT 2 archaic : to cause to be emitted in vapor -^ vi 1 : to
rise or be given off as vapor 2 : to emit breath or vapor
iex<liaust \ig-'z6st\ v6 [L exhaustus, pp. of exhaurire, fr. ex- -h

haurire to draw; akin to MHG asen to empty, Gk auein to take]
vt 1 a : to draw off or let out completely b : to empty by drawing
off; specij : to create a vacuum in 2 a : to use up the whole supply
of b : to deprive wholly of strength, patience, or resources

. c : to
destroy the fertility of (soil) 3 a : to develop (a subject) completely
b : to try out the whole number of 4 a : to deprive of removable
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ingredients b : to use up the strength of ^^ vi x discharge,
EMPTY syn see deplete, tere— ex-haust>er n—ex-haust»ibil«i.ty
\-^-st3-'bU-3t-e\ n — ex>haust*ible \-'26-st3-b3l\ adj

^exhaust n 1 a : the escape of used working substance from an
engine cylinder b ; the gas thus escaping 2 a : the conduit
through which used gases escape b : an arrangement for with-
drawing fumes, dusts, or odors from an enclosure

ex<Iiaus-tlon \ig-'z6s-ch3n\ n : the act or process of exhausting
; the state of being exhausted

ex>haus*tive \ig-'z6-stiv\ arf/ l : serving or tending to exhaust
2 : testing all possibilities or considering all elements — ex-liaus-
tive-Iy adv — ex>baus>tiye>ness n

ex.liaust.less \ig-'z6st-l3s\ adj : not to be exhausted : inex-
haustible — ex<baust>less<ly adv — ex-hanst-less-ness n

present to view: as a : to show or display outwardly esp. by
visible signs or actions i^ed no fear) b : to show publicly esp.
for purposes of competidon or demonstration 2 : to submit (as
a document) to a court or officer in course of proceedings; also
1 to present or offer officially or in legal form 3 : to adntiinister
as a remedy •^ vi : to display something for public inspection
syn see show — ex>hib*i>tor also ex-hib>it*er \-'2ib-at-ar\ n

sexhibit n 1 : an act or instance of exhibiting 2 : something
exhibited 3 : a document or material object produced and iden-
tified in court or before an examiner for use as evidence

ex<lU*bi<tlon \,ek-s3-*bish-an\ n 1 : an act or instance of exhibit-
ing 2 Brit : a grant drawn from the funds of a school or university
to help maintain a student 3 : a public showing (as of works of
art, objects of manufacture, or athletic skill)

ex-Iii.lji.tion.er \-'bish-(3-)nar\ n, Brit : one who holds an ex^
hibition (sense 2)

ex>Ili-bi>tion>ism \-'bish-3-,niz-3m\ n 1 a : a perversion marked
by a tendency to indecent exposure b ; an act of such exposure
2 : the act or practice of behaving so as to attract attention to
oneself — ex*hi-bi<tion-ist \-'bish-(9-)n9st\ n — exblbitionist
or ex*tii>bi-tion>is*tic \-.bish-s-'nis-tik\ adj

ex<Iilb-i-tive \ig-'zib-at-iy\ adj ; having the funcdon of exhibiting
ex.lilb*i*to*ry \-'zib-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : relating to or intended
for exhibition

ex<Iiil.a.rant \ig-'zil-9-r3nt\ adj : exhilarating
ex>Ilil>a.rate \ig-'zil-9-,rat\ vt [L exhilaratus, pp. of exhilarare,
fr. ex- + hilarare to gladden, fr. hilarus cheerful] 1 : to make cheer-
ful : enliven 2 : refresh.stimulate — ex-liil*a*rat<ing adj

ex>llll>a>ra*tlon \ig-,zil-9-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : the action of exhilarating
2 : the feeling or the state of being exhilarated

ex>hil>a>ra*tive \ig-'zil-9-,rat-iv\ adj • tending to exhilarate
ex-hort \ig-'z6(9)rt\ vb [ME exhorten, fr. MF exhorter, fr. L
exhortari, fr. ex- + hortari to incite] vt : to incite by argument
or advice -»' vi : to give warnings or advice — ex>liort-er n
ex>hor>taction X.eks-.or-'ta-shan, ,egz-, -ar-X n 1 : an act or
instance of exhorting 2 : language intended to incite and encourage

ex-hort-ative \ig-'z6rt-st-iv\ adj : serving to exhort : hortative
ex-hort-ato«ry \-9-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj : hortatory
ex.hu.ma.tion \,eks-(,)(h)yu-'ma-sh9n. ,egz-(.)(y)u-\ n : the act
or process of exhuming
ex.hume \igz-'(y)Um, iks-'(h)yUm\ vt [F or ML; F exhumer, fr.

ML exhunmre, fr. L ex- out of + humus earth] 1 : DISINTER 2 : to
bring back from neglect or obscurity — ex<hum<er n

ex.i-gen.cy \'ek-s9-j3n-se, ig-'zij-9n-\ also ex-i.gence \'ek-s3-
J9n(t)s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being exigent 2 : such need
or necessity as belongs to the occasion — usu. used in pi. syn see
JUNCTURE, NEED

ex-i'gent \'ek-s9-j9nt\ adj [L exigent-, exigens, prp. of exigere to
demand] 1 : requiring immediate aid or action 2 : requiring or
calUng for much : demanding — ex>i<gent>ly adv

ex<i*gi>ble \'ek-s9-j9-b3l\ adj : liable to be exacted
exoi.gu.ity \,ek-s9-'gyU-9t-e, ,eg-z9-\ n : exiguous state or charac-
ter : SCANTINESS, SMALLNESS

ex>lg>u>0lLS \eg-'zig-y9-w9s\ adj [L exiguus, fr. exigere] : scanty
in amount syn see meager — ex>ig*u>ous-Iy adv — ex>ig-
U'ous'ness n
leX'ile \'eg-,zTl, 'ek-,sn\ n [ME exit, fr. MF, fr. L exilium]
la: forced removal from one's nadve country b : voluntary ab-
sence from one's country 2 a : a person expelled from his country
by authority b : one who separates himself from his home

2exile vt : to banish or expel from one's own country or home
syn see banish

ex>il-ic \eg-'zil-ik\ adj ; of or relating to exile

ex>im<i<OUS \eg-*zim-e-9s\ adj [L eximius, fr. eximere to take out— more at example] archaic : choice, excellent
ex*iSt \ig-'zist\ vi [L exsistere to come into being, exist, fr. ex~ -I-

sistere to stand; akin to L stare to stand — more at stand] 1 a : to
have real being whether material or spiritual b : to have being in

space and time c : to have being in a specified place or with
respect to understood limitations or conditions d : to have con-
tingent but free and responsible being 2 : to continue to be : live

ex>is<tence \ig-'zis-t9n(t)s\ n 1 a : reality as opposed to appear-
ance b : reality as presented in experience c (1) : the totality

of existent things (2) : a particular being d : sentient or living

being ; life 2 a : the state or fact of having being esp. independ-
ently of consciousness or knowledge b : being with respect to a
limiting condition or under a particular aspect c : the condition
of a person aware of his radically contingent yet free and respon-
sible nature 3 ; continued or repeated manifestation

ex<is>tent \-t9nt\ adj [L exsistent-, exsistens, prp. of exsistere]
1 ; having being : existing 2 : existing now : extant— existent n

ex.iS.ten-tial \,eg-(,)zis-'ten-ch9l, ,ek-(,)sis-\ adj X : of, relating
to, or affirming existence (r" propositions) 2 a : grounded in
existence or the experience of existence : empirical b ; having
being in time and space 3 [trans, of Dan eksistentiel & G exis-

tential] a : concerned with or involving an individual as radically
free and responsible b : EXisrENTiAusr — ex-is*teu-tial*ly
\-ch9-le\ adv

ex-is-ten-lial-ism \-ch9-,liz-9m\ n : a chiefly 20th century
philosophy that is centered upon the analysis of existence specif.
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of individual human beings, that regards human existence as not
exhaustively describable or understandable in idealistic or scien-
tific terms, and that stresses the freedom and responsibility of the
individual, the irreducible uniqueness of an ethical or reUgious
situation, and usu. the isolation and subjective experiences (as
of anxiety, guilt, dread, anguish) of an individual therein

lex.is-ten.tial.ist \-last\ n : an adherent of existentialism
^existentialist adj 1 : of or relating to existentialism or existen-
tialists 2 : EXISTENTIAL 3a — ex*is-ten-tial>i5<^tic \-,ten-ch3-'lis-
tik\ adj — ex*is-ten*tial>is<ti-cal>ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

existential operator n : a quantifier that asserts at least one value
of a variable — called also existential quantijier

lex>it \'eg-z3t, 'ek-sstX [L, he goes out, fr. exire to go out — more
at EXEAT] — used as a stage direction to specify who goes off stage

aexit n [L exitus, fr. exitus, pp. of exire'\ 1 Vexit^ : a departure
from a stage 2 a ; the act of going out or going away to ; death
3 : a way out ofan enclosed place or space — exit vi

ex ll.briS \ek-'sie-br3s, -,bres\ n, pi ex lihris [NL, fr. the books;
used before the owner's name on bookplates] ; bookplate
Ex.moor \'ek-,smu(a)r, -.sm6(3)r, -,sm6(a)r\ n [Exmoor, England]
1 : any of a breed of horned sheep of Devonshire in England
valued esp. for mutton 2 : any of a breed of hardy heavy-maned
ponies native to the Exmoor district

6X0- or ex- comb form [Gk exo out. outside, fr. ex out of — more
at EX-] X I outside <fxogamy> : outer <ej:oskeleton> — compare
ECr-, END- 2 : turning out (exoergic)

exo.carp \'ek-so-,karp\ n [ISV] : EPICARP
exo.crine \'ek-s3-kran, -.krln, -.kren\ adj [ISV exo- + Gk
krinein to separate] : secreting externally <'^ glands)
exo.der.mis \,ek-so-'dar-mas\ n [NL] : a layer of the outer living
cortical cells that take over the functions of the epidermis in roots
lacking secondary thickening
ex-odon.tia \,ek-s3-'dan-chCe-)3\ n [NL. fr. ex- + -odontial : a
branch of dentistry that deals with the extraction of teeth — ex-
odon>tist \-'dant-3st\ n

ex.O-dus \'ek-s3d-3s, 'eg-zad-\ n ZExodus, Old Testament book
that tells of the departure of the Israelites fr. Egypt] ; a mass
departure : emigration
exo.en.zyme \,ek-(.)so-'en-.2Tm\ nEISV] : an extraceUular enzyme
exo>er>gic \,ek-s3-'w3r-iik\ adj ; releasing energy <~ reaction)
exo.eryth.ro.cyt.ic \.ek-(.)so-i-,rith-ra-'sit-ik\ adj : occurring out-
side the red blood cells — used of stages of malaria parasites

ex of.fi.cio \,ek-s3-'fish-e-,o\ adv (or adj) [LL] : by virtue or
because of an office <ex ojjicio chairman)
eX'Og.a.mous \ek-'sag-3-m3s\ or exo-gam-ic \.ek-ss-'gam-ik\
adj ; of, relating to, or characterized by exogamy
ex.og.a.my \ek-'sag-3-me\ n 1 : marriage outside of a specific
group esp. as required by custom or law 2 ; sexual reproduction
between organisms not closely related

es-Og.e.nous \ek-'saj;3-n3s\ adj [F exogene exogenous, fr. exo-
+ -gene (fr. Gk -genes born) — more at -gen] ; originating from
or due to external causes: as a : growing from or on the outside
<'^ spores) h oj disease : having a cause external to the body
c : of, relating to, or produced by the metabolism of nitrogenous
substances obtained from food — eX'Og*e»nouS'ly adv

ex.On.er.ate \ig-'zan-3-.rat\ vt [ME exoneraten, fr. L exoneratus,
pp. of exonerare to unburden, fr. ex- + oner-, onus load] 1 : to
relieve of a responsibility, obligation, or hardship 2 : to clear
from accusation or blame syn see exculpate — ex-on-er-a.tion
\-,zan-a-'ra-sh3n\ n — ex-on-er-a-tive \-'zan-3-,rat-iv\ adj

ex-oph.thal.mic \,ek-,saf-'thal-mik, -,sap-'thaI-\ adj ; relating to
or characterized by exophthalmos
ex.oph.thal.mos \-mas, -,mas\ also ex.oph.thal.mus \-mas\ n
[NL, fr. Gk exophthalmos having prominent eyes, fr. ex out +
ophthalmos eye] : abnormal protrusion of the eyeball

eX'O.ra.ble \'eks-(3-)r3-bal, 'egz-a-ra-\ adj [L exorabilis — more
at inexorable] : capable of being moved by entreaty

ex*or.bi.tance \ig-'z6r-b3t-3n(t)s\ also ex.or.bi-tan.cy \-3n-se\
n 1 : an exorbitant action or procedure; esp ; excessive or gross
deviation from rule, right, or propriety 2 ; tendency or disposition
to be exorbitant

ex-or.bi-tant \-3nt\ adjlME, fr. MF, fr. LL exorbitant-, exorbitans,
prp- of exorbitare to deviate, fr. L ex- + orbita track, rut — more
at orb] 1 : not coming within the orbit or scope of the law 2 : ex-
ceeding in intensity, quality, or size the customary or appropriate
limits syn see excessive — eX'Or.bi-tant'ly adv

ex.Or.Cise X'ek-.sor-.slz, -sar-\ vt [ME exorcisen, fr. MF exorciser,
fr. LL exorcizare, fr. Gk exorkizein, fr. ex- + horkizein to bind
by oath, adjure, fr. horkos oath; akin to Gk herkos fence, L sarcire
to mend] 1 a : to expel by adjuration b : to get rid of as if by
adjuration 2 : to free of an evil spirit — ex-or-cis-er n
ex.Or.Clsm \-,siz-3m\ n l : the act or practice of exorcising 2

: a spell or formula used in exorcising — ex-or-cist \-,sist, -s3St\ n
ex.or.di.al \eg-'z6rd-e-3l\ adj : introductory
ex.or-di.um \-e-3m\ n, pi exordiums or ex-or-dia \-e-a\ [L,
fr. exordiri to begin, fr. ex- + ordiri to begin — more at order]
: a beginning or introduction esp. to a discourse or composition

exo.skel.e.tal \.ek-C.)so-'skeI-3t-n\ adj : of or relating to an exo-
skeleton
exo.skei.e.ton \-at-'n\ n 1 : an external supportive covering of
an animal 2 : bony or horny parts of a vertebrate produced from
epidermal tissues

ex.OS.mo-SiS \,ek-,sa_s-'mo-s3S, ,ek-,sazA n [alter, of oh^.exosmose,
fr. F, fr. ex~ + Gk osmos act of pushing — more at endosmosis]
: passage of material through a membrane from a region of higher
to a region of lower concentration — ex-os>mot*ic \-'mat-ik\ adj
exo.sphere \'ek-so-.sfi(3)r\ n [ISV] : the outer fringe region of the

i-,spo(3)r

atmosphere
exo.spore \'ek-i ._ .

formed by abstriction from \

ex*0S't0*sis \,ek-,sas-'
of + osteon bone — more i

growth from a bone c

-,sp6(3)r\ n [ISV] ; an asexual spore
L parent cell

s\ n [NL, fr. Gk exostosis, fr. ex out
: EX-, OSSEOUS] ; a spur or bony out-
ot of a tooth

ex.q.ter-ic \.ek-s3-'ter-ik\ adj [L & Gk; L exoterlcus, fr. Gk
exoterikos, lit., external, fr. exotero more outside, compar. of exo
outside — more at exo-] 1 a : suitable to be imparted to the public
<the 'v doctrine) b : belonging to the outer or less initjate circle
2 : relating to the outside — ex-o.ter-i'Cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

exo.ther.mic \,ek-so-'thar-mik\ or exo.ther.mal \-m3l\ ad/ [ISV]
: characterized by or formed with evolution of heat

ex-Ot.ic \ig-'zat-ik\ adj [L exotlcus, fr. Gk exdtikos, fr. exol
1 ; introduced from another country 2 archaic ; outlandish,
ALIEN 3 a : strikingly or excitingly different b : strikingly unusualm color or design — exoUc n — ex-ot-i-caMy \-i-kC3-)le\ adv —
ex>ot<ic*ness yik~n3s\ n
ex.ot-i.cism \ig-'zat-3-,siz-3ra\ also ex.o.tism \'ek-s3-,tiz-3m,
eg-z3-\ n 1 : the quality or state of being exotic 2 : exotic

exo.tox.in \,ek-so-'tak-s3n\ n [ISV] : a soluble poisonous sub-
stance passing into the medium during growth of a microorganism
ex.pand \ik-"spand\ vb [ME expaunden, fr. L expandere, fr. ex-
+ pandere to spread — more at fathom] vt 1 : to increase the ex-
tent, number, or scope of : enlarge 2 a : to express fully or in
detail b : to write out in full ~ vi 1 : to open out 2 : to increase
in extent, number, or scope 3 : to speak or write fully or in detail
4 : to feel generous or optimistic — ex-pand-ahle \-3-b3l\ adj
syn EXPAND, AMPLIFY, SWELL, DISTEND, INFLATE, DILATE mean tO

mcrease in size or volume, expand may apply whether the increase
comes from within or without, or in any manner such as growth,
unfolding, addition of parts; amplify implies the extension or en-
largement of something inadequate; swell implies gradual expan-
sion beyond a thing's original or normal limits; distend implies
expansion caused by pressure from within forcing extension out-
ward; inflate implies expanding by introduction of air or something
insubstantial and suggests a resulting vulnerability and liabihty to
sudden collapse; dilate applies esp. to expansion of circuniference

ex.pand-er \ik-'span-d3r\ n : one that expands; specij : any of
several colloidal substances of high molecular weight used as a
blood or plasma substitute for increasing the blood volume
ex-panse \ik-'span(t)s\ n [NL expansum, fr. L, neut. of expansus.
pp. of expandere} : something spread out typically over a wide
area: as a : firmament b : an extensive stretch of land or sea

ex.pan.si.ble \ik-'span(t)-S3-b3l\ adj : capable of being expanded
ex.pan.sile \ik-'span(t)-s3l, -*span-,sn\ adj : of, relating to, or
capable of expansion

ex.pan.sion \ik-'span-ch3n\ n 1 : the act or process of expanding
2 : the quality or state of being expanded 3 : expanse 4 ; the
increase in volume of working fluid {as steam) in an engine cylinder
after cutoff or in an internal-combustion engine after explosion
5 a : an expanded part b : something that results from an act of
expanding 6 : the result of carrying out an indicated operation
: the expression of a function in the form of a series

ex.pan.sion.ary \-ch3-,ner-e\ adj : tending toward expansion
ex-pan.sion.ism \-,niz-3m\ n : a policy or practice of usu. terri-
torial expansion by a nation— ex.pan*sion.ist \'spanch-(3-)n3st\
n— expansionist or ex.pan.sion-iS'tic \-.span-ch3-'nis-tik\ adj
ex.pan-sive \ik-'span(t)-siv\ adj 1 : having a capacity or a ten-
dency to expand 2 ; causing or tending to cause expansion
3 a : characterized by high spirits or benevolent inclinations
b : marked by or indicative of exaggerated euphoria and delusions
of self-importance 4 : having considerable extent 5 ; character-
ized by largeness or magnificence of scale <-^ living) — ex.pan-
sive-ly adv — ex-pan-sive-ness n

ex.pan.siv.i-ty \,ek-,span-'siv-3t-e, ik-\ n ; expansiveness; esp
: the capacity to expand

exparote\(')ek-'spart-e\<3d/forcdv) [ML] 1 : on or from one side
only — used of legal proceedings 2 ; from a one-sided or partisan
point of view

ex.pa.ti.ate \ek-'spa-she-,at\ vi [L exspatiatus, pp. of exspatiari
to wander, digress, fr. ex -h spaiium space, course — more at speed]
1 ; to move about freely or at will : wander 2 : to speak or write
at length or in detail — ex-pa-ti-a.tion \{.)ek-,spa-she-'a-sh3n\ n.
tex.pa.tri-ate \ek-'spa-tre-,at\ vb [ML expatriatus, pp. of ex-
patriare to leave one's own country, fr. 'Lex ¥ patria native country,
fr. fem. of patrius of a father, fr. patr-, pater father — more at
father] vt 1 : to drive into exile : banish 2 : to withdraw (one-
self) from residence in or allegiance to one's native country '— vi

; to leave one's native country; specij ; to renounce allegiance to
one's native country — ex.pa.trl.a.tion \(,)ek-,spa-tre-'a-sh3n\ n

2ex.pa.tri.ate \ek-'spa-tre-,at. -tre-3t\ adj : living in a foreign
country : expatriated — ex.pa-tri.ate \-,at, -3t\ n

ex.pect \ik-'spekt\ vb [L exspectare to look forward to, fr. ex-
+ spectare to look at, fr. spectus, pp. of specere to look — more at
spy] 1 archaic : WAn. stay 2 : to look forward 3 : to be preg-
nant '— vt 1 archaic ; await 2 : SUPPOSE, think. 3 : to anticipate
or look forward to the coming or occurrence of 4 a : to consider
probable or certain <^^ to be forgiven) b : to consider reasonable,
due, or necessary c : to consider obligated or in duty bound —
ex.pect.ahle \-'spek-t3-b3i\ adj — ex-pect-ably \-ble\ adv
syn expect, hope, look mean to await some occurrence or out-

come, expect implies a high degree of certainty and usu. involves
the idea of preparing or envisioning; hope implies little certainty
but suggests confidence or assurance in the possibility that what
one desires or longs for will happen; look suggests a degree of
expectancy and watchfulness rather than confidence or certainty
ex-pectan.cy \ik-'spek-t3n-se\ or ex-pectance \-t3n(t)s\ n
1 : the act, action, or state of expecting 2 ; the state of being
expected 3a: something expected b : the expected amount
(as of the number of years of life) based on statistical probability

ex.pec.tant \-t3nt\ adj : characterized by expectation — expectant
n — ex-pec"tant.ly adv

ex.pec.ta.tion \,ek-,spek-'ta-sh3n, ik-\ n 1 : the act or state of
expecting 2 : prospect of the future : anticipation 3a: some-
thing expected b : prospects of inheritance — usu. used in pi.

4 : the state of being expected 5 a : expectancy 3b b : the prod-
uct of the probability that an event will occur and the amount to
be received if it does occur — called also mathematical expectation

eX'peC'ta.tive \ik-'spek-t3t-iv\ adj : relating to or constituting an
object of expectation

expected value n : the mean value of a random variable
ex.pec=to.rant \ik-'spek-t3-r3nt\ adj : tending to promote dis-
charge of mucus from the respiratory tract — expectorant n
ex-pecto.rate \-t3-,rat\ vb [prob. fr. (assumed) NL expectoratus,
pp. of expectorare, fr. L, to cast out of the mind, fr. ex- + pector-,
pectus breast, soul] vt 1 : to eject from the throat or lungs by
coughing or hawking and spitting 2 : sprr -^ vi 1 : to discharge
matter from the throat or lungs by coughing or hawking and
spitting 2 : SPrr — ex.pec.to.ra.tion \-iSpek-t3-'ra-sh3n\ n

ex-pe-di-en-cy \ik-'sped-e-3n-se\ or ex.pi-di.ence \-3n(t)s\ n
1 obs ; haste, dispatch 2 : the quality or state of being suited
to the end in view 3 : cultivation of or adherence to expedient
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means and methods 4 : ^ means of achieving a particular end
: EXPEDIENT— ex*pe>di<>eii-tial \ik-,sped-e-'en-ch9l\ adj

lex.pe.di-ent \ik-'sped-e-ant\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L
expedient-, expediens prp. of expedite to extricate, arrange, be
advantageous, fr. ex- + ped-, pes foot] 1 : suitable for achieving a
particular end 2 : characterized by concern with what is op-
portune; specij ; governed by self-interest — ex«pe»di»ent«ly
adv
syn POLITIC, ADVISABLE: EXPEDIENT usu. implies what is immedi-

ately advantageous without regard for ethics or concern with con-
sistent principles; politic stresses judiciousness and tactical value
but usu. implies a lack of candor or sincerity in some degree;
ADVISABLE applies to what is practical, prudent, or advantageous
but lacks the derogatory implication of expedient and POLmc
^expedient n 1 ; sojnething expedient 2 : a means devised or
used in an exigency : makeshift syn see resource

ex>pe-dlte \'ek-sp3-,dTt\ vt [L expeditus, pp. of expedirel 1 ; to
execute promptly 2 ; to accelerate the process or progress of
: facilitate 3 : to send out : dispatch

ex.pe.dit.er also ex.pe.di.tor \-,dTt-3r\ n : one that expedites;
specij : one employed to ensure adequate supplies of raw materials
and equipment or to coordinate the flow of materials, tools, parts,
and processed goods within a plant

ex*pe>dl>tion \,ek-sp3-'dish-3n\ n 1 a ; a journey or excursion
undertaken for a specific purpose b : the group of persons making
such a journey 2 : efficient promptness : speed 3 : a sending or
setting forth syn see haste

ex-pe-di-tion.ary \-'dish-3-,ner-e\ adj : of, relating to, or constitut-
ing an expedition; specij ; sent on military service abroad

ex-pe-di>tious \,ek-sp3-'dish-as\ adj : characterized by or acting
with promptness and efficiency : speedy syn see fast — ex»pe-
cU-tious>ly adv — ex>pe<di-tlous-ness n

ex>pel \ik-'spel\ vt ex-peUed; ex.peMing [ME expellen, fr. L
expellere, fr. ex- + pellere to drive — more at felt] 1 : to force
out <~ air from the lungs) ; eject 2 : to drive away; specij
: DEPORT 3 : to cut off from membership {expelled from college)
syn see eject — ex>peMa<ble \-'spel-s-b3l\ adj — ex>pel>lee
\,ek-,spel-*e\ n — ex-pel>ler \ik-'spel-3r\ n
ex.peMant or ex.pel.lent \ik-'spel-3nt\ adj [L expellent-, expel-
lens, prp. of expellere'l ; tending or serving to expel <an '^ medi-
cine) : expulsive — expellaut n
ex*pend \ik-'spend\ vt [ME expenden, fr. L expendere to weigh
out, expend, fr. ex- -h pendere to wei^ — more at span] 1 : to
pay out ; spend 2 : to consume by use : use up — ex-pend-er

ex.pend.abil-i.ty \ik-,spen-d3-'bil-at-e\ n ; the quality or state of
being expendable
iex.pend.able \ik-'spen-ds-b3l\ adj : that may be expended: as
a ; normally used up or consumed in service b : more economically
replaced than rescued, salvaged, or protected; specij l deliberately
sacrificed to accomplish a military mission
^expendable n : one that is expendable — usu. used in pi.

ex-pen-di-tuie Xik-'spen-di-char, -da-,chu{3}r. -d3-.t(y)uC3)r\ n
[irreg. fr. expend} 1 ; the act or process of expending 2 : some-
thing expended : disbursement, expense
ex.pense \ik-'spen(t}s\ n [ME, fr. AF or LL; AF, fr. LL expensa,
fr. L, fern, of expensus, pp. of expendere} 1 a archaic I the act or
practice of expending money ; spending b (1) archaic : the act
or process of using up : consumption (2) obs : loss 2a: some-
thing expended to secure a benefit or bring about a result b ; finan-
cial burden or outlay ; cost c : the charges incurred by an em-
ployee in connection with the performance of his duties — usu.
used in pi. d ; an item of business outlay chargeable against
revenue for a specific period 3 : a cause or occasion of expenditure
4 : sacrifice — usu. used in the phrase at the expense oj
expense account n : an account of expenses reimbursable to an
employee
eX'Pen.Sive \ik-'spenCt)-siv\ adj 1 : occasioning expense 2 ; high*
priced : dear syn see costly — ex»pen.sive»ly adv — ex-pen-

lex.pe.ri.ence \ik-'spir-e-3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L experientia
act of trying, fr. experient-, experiens, prp. of experiri to try. fr.

ex- + -periri (akin to periculum attempt)] la; the usu. conscious
perception or apprehension of reaUty or of an external, bodily,
or psychic event b ; facts or events or the totaUty of facts or
events observed 2a: direct participation in events b ; the state
or result of being engaged in an activity or in affairs (business •^)
C : knowledge, skill, or practice derived from direct observation
of or participation in events 3 a : the conscious events that make
up an individual life b : the events that make up the conscious
past of a community or nation or mankind generally 4 : some-
thing personally encountered, undergone, or lived through

aexperience vt 1 ; to have experience of ; iwdergo 2 : to learn
by experience — experience leligion : to undergo religious con-
version

ex-pe-ri-enced \-3nft)st\ adj : made skillful or wise through
observation of or participation in a particular activity or in affairs
generally : practiced <an --^ driver)

ex.pe.ri.en.tial \ik-,spir-e-'en-ch3l\ adj : derived from, based on,
or relating to experience : empirical — ex*pe*ri*en*tial*ly \-cho-
le\ adv
lex.per-i.ment Xik-'sper-a-msnt also -'spir-\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
experimentum, fr. experiri} la: test, trial b ; a tentative pro-
cedure or policy c : an operation carried out under controlled
conditions in order to discover an unknown effect or law, to test or
establish a hypothesis, or to illustrate a known law 2 obs ; ex-
perience 3 : the process of testing : experimentation
3ex*per.l.nient \-,ment\ vi ; to make experiments — ex*per»l-
men*ta.tion Xik-.sper-s-man-'ta-shan, -,men- also -,spir-\ n —
ex.per.i-ment.er \-'sper-s-,ment-3r also -'spir-\ n

ex.per.i.men-tal \ik-,sper-3-'ment-=l also -.spir-\ adj 1 : of, relat-
ing to. or based on experience : empirical 2 ; founded on or de-
rived from experiment 3 : serving the ends of or used as a means
of experimentation 4 : relating to or having the characteristics
of experiment : tentative — ex.per.i.men-tal'ly \-'l-e\ adv

ex.per.i.men.tal.ism \-='l-,iz-3m\ n : reliance on or advocacy of
experimental or empirical principles and procedures; specij ; m-
strumentalism

abut; a kitten;

j joke; ^ sing;

ex»per.i.men.tal.ist \-'l-3st\ n ; one who experiments; specij : a
person conducting scientific experiments
experiment station n : an estabUshment for scientific research (as
in agriculture) where experiments are carried out, studies of prac-
tical application are made, and information is disseminated
lex.pert \'ek-,sp3rt, ik-'\ adjiUB, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L expertus,
fr. pp. of experiri} 1 obs : experienced 2 : having, involving,
or displaying special skill or knowledge derived from training
or experience syn see proficient — ex.pert-ly adv ~ ex-pert-
ness n

2ex.pert \'ek-,sp3rt\ n [F, fr. expert, adj] : one who has acquired
special skill in or knowledge of a particular subject : authority
3ex.pert \'ek-,spart\ vi : to serve as an expert for '^ vi ; to serve
as an expert

ex.per-tise X.ek-.spar-'tez, -.sper-\ n [F, fr. MF, expertness, fr.

expert} 1 : expert opinion or commentary 2 : expertness in a
particular field : know-how

ex.pert.ism \'ek-,sp3rt-,iz-9m\ n : expertise 2
ex-pert.ize \-,iz\ vi : to give a professional opinion usu. after
careful study ^ vj t to examine and give expert judgment on

ex.pi.a.ble \'ek-spe-a-bal\ adj : capable of being expiated
ex.pi.ate \'ek-spe-,at\ vb [L expiatus, pp. of expiare to atone for,
fr. ex- -t- piare to atone for, appease] vt 1 obs ; to put an end to
2 a : to atone for b : to pay the penalty for c : to make amends
for '^ VI ; to make expiation — ex.pi.a.tor \-,at-3r\ n

eX'pi.a.tion \.ek-spe-'a-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of making atonement
2 : the means by whkh atonement is made

eX'pi-a.to.ry \'ek-spe-3-^tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : serving to expiate
ex.pi<ra*tlon \,ek-sp3-'ra-shan\ n 1 a : the act or process of releas-
ing air from the lungs through the nose or mouth b archaic : the
last emission of breath : death 2 : the fact of coming to an end
: termination 3 : something produced by breathing out

ex.pir.ato.ry \ek-'spr-ra-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : of, relating to, or
employed in the expiration of air from the lungs

ex.pire \ik-'spT(3)r, ofienest jar vi3 and vt2 ek-\ vb [ME expiren,
fr. MF or L; MF expirer, fr. L exspirare, fr. ex- + spirare to breathe]
vi 1 : to breathe one's last breath : die 2 : to come to an end
3 : to emit the breath «- v/ 1 obs : conclude 2 : to breathe out
from or as if from the lungs 3 archaic : to give off

ex.pi-ry \ik-'spT(3)-re, 'ek-sp3-re\ n 1 a : exhalation of breath
b ; DEATH 2 ; termination; esp : the termination of a time or
period fixed by law, contract, or agreement

ex.plain \ik-'splan\ vb [ME explanen, fr. L explanare, lit., to make
level, fr. ex- + planus level, flat] vt 1 : to make plain or under-
standable 2 ; to give the reason for or cause of 3 : to show the
logical development or relationships of — vi : to give an explana-
tion — ex. plain. able \-'pla-n3-b3l\ adj — ex-plain. er n
syn explain, expound, explicate, elucidate, interpret mean

to make something clear or understandable, explain implies a
making plain or intelligible what is not immediately obvious or
entirely known; expound implies a careful often elaborate explana-
tion; explicate adds the idea of a developed or detailed analysis;
elucidate stresses the throwing of light upon as by offering details
or motives previously obscure or only implicit; interpret adds to
explain the use of imagination or sympathy or special knowledge
in dealing with something that presents more than logical difficulty

eX'pla.na.tion \,ek-spl3-'na-shsn\ nil the act or process of
explaining 2 ; something that explains 3 : a mutual discussion
designed to correct a misunderstanding or reconcile differences

ex-plan.a. tive \ik-'splan-3t-iv\ adj : explanatory — ex-plan*a-
tivc'ly adv

ex-plan-a.to-ri-Iy \ik-,splan-3-'tor-3-le, -'t6r-\ adv ; in an ex-
planatory manner
ex'plan.a-to-ry \ik-'splan-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : serving or dis-

posed to explain i^ notes)
ex-plant \(')ek-'splant\ vt : to remove (living tissue) to a place
or medium outside the natural habitat esp. in tissue culture —
ex.plan.ta.tion \,ek-,splan-'ta-sh3n\ n _
lex-ple.tive \'ek-spl3t-iv, esp Brit ik-'sple-tiv\ adj [LL expletivus,

fr. L expletus, pp. of explere to fill out. fr. ex- + plere to fill]

1 : serving to fill up <'--' phrases) 2 : marked by the use of expletives

aexpletive n l a : a syllable, word, or phrase inserted to fill a
vacancy (as in a sentence or a metrical line) without adding to the
sense; esp X a word fas it in "it is easy to say so" or "make it clear
which you prefer") that occupies the position of the subject or
object of a verb in normal English word order and anticipates a
subsequent word or phrase that supplies the needed meaningful
content b : an exclamatory word or phrase; esp ; one that is

obscene or profane 2 ; one that serves as a filler

ex-ple.to-ry \'ek-spl3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : expletive
ex.pli'Ca.ble \ek-'spUk-9-b9l, 'ek-(,)splik-\ adj : capable of being
explained

ex.pli.cate \'ek-spla-,kat\ vt [L explicatus, pp. of expUcare, lit.,

to unfold, fr. ex- + plicare to fold] 1 : to give a detailed explana-
tion of 2 : to develop the implications of syn see explain —
ex-pU-ca.tion Vek-spls-'ka-shanX n — ex.pli-ca-tive \ek-'splik-
9t-iv, 'ek-spl3-,kat-\ adj — ex-pll-ca-tor \'ek-spl3-.kat-3r\ n

ex-pli.ca.tion de texte \ek-sple-ka-syo"-d9-tekst, -syo"d-tekst\ «,

pi explications de texte \same\ [F, lit., explanation of the text]

: a method of literary criticism involving a detailed analysis of each
part of a work

ex.pli.ca.to.ry \ek-'splik-3-,tor-e, 'ek-(,)splik-, -,t6r-\ adj : ex-
plicative

ex.pllcit \ik-'splis-at\ adj [F or ML; F explicite, fr. ML explicitus,

fr. L, pp. of explicare} 1 : characterized by full clear expression
2 : fully developed or formulated 3 : unreserved and unam-
biguous in expression 4 : externally visible 5 : involving direct
payment <~ costs) — ex.pliC'it'ly adv — ex.plic.it.ness n
syn EXPRESS, specific, DEHNrrE: explicit impUes such plainness

and distinctness that there is no room for ambiguity or reason for
difficulty in interpretation; express implies explicitness and ut-
terance with directness or force; SPECinc implies precision in refer-
ence or particularization in statement of the details covered or
included; defintte stresses precise and determinate limitations and
the absence of uncertainty, indecision, or ambiguity

explicit function n : a mathematical function defined by an expres-
sion containing only independent variables
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ex>plode \Lk-'splod\ vb tL explodere to drive off the stage by clap-

ping, fr. ex- + plaudere to clap] vt 1 archaic : to drive from the
stage by noisy disapproval 2 : to bring into disrepute or discredit

3 : to cause to explode or burst noisily « vz 1 : to burst forth
with sudden violence or noise <~ with wrath) 2 a : to bum
suddenly so that there is violent expansion of hot gases with great
disruptive force and a loud noise; also : to undergo a rapid atomic
nuclear reaction with similar but more violent results h ; to burst
violently as a result of pressure from within — ex-pIod>er n

ex*plod*ed adj : showing the parts separated but in correct rela-

tionship to each other <an '^ view of a carburetor)
ex<plod*ent \ik-'splod-='nt\ n [L explodent-, explodens, prp. of
explodere"] i explosive
lex-ploit \'ek-,spI6it, ik-'\ n [ME, outcome, success, fr. OF, fr. L
explicitum, neut. of explicitus, pp.] ; deed, act; esp : a notable
or heroic act syn see feat

seX'ploit \ik-'spl6it, 'ek-A vt 1 a : to turn to economic account
i^ a mine) h : to take advantage of : utilize {'^ing the quaUties
of the material) 2 : to make use of meanly or unjustly for one's
own advantage — ex-ploit-able \-3-b3l\ adj — ex-ploit-er n

ex*ploi>ta-tion \,ek-,spl6i-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 ; an act of exploiting: as
a : utilization or working of a natural resource b : an unjust or
improper use of another person for one's own profit or advantage
c : coaction between organisms in which one is benefited at the
expense of the other 2 : publicity, advertising — ex-ploit-ative
\ik-'spI6it-9t-iv\ adj — exjpIoit»ative'Iy adv

ex.plo-ra<tion \,ek-spl3-'ra-shsn, -,spl6r-'a-, -,spl6-'ra-\ n : the
act or an instance of exploring

ex.plor.ative \ik-*spl6r-3t-iv, -'spl6r-\ adj : exploratory
eX'Plor.ato-ry \-3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj : of or relating to exploration
ex.plore \ik-'spl6{3)r, -'spl6{9)r\ vb [L explorare. fr. ex- + plorare
to cry out] vt 1 obs : to seek for or after 2 a : to search through
or into b : to examine minutely esp. for diagnostic purposes
c : to penetrate into or range over for purposes of geographical
discovery «- vi : to make or conduct a systematic search

ex.plor.er \ik-'spl6r-or, -'spl6r-\ n : one that explores; esp : a
person who travels in search of geographical or scientific informa-
tion

ex>plo>5iOIl \ik-'splo-2h3n\ n [L explosion-, explosio act of driving
off by clapping, fr. explosus, pp. of explodere'] 1 : the act or an
Instance of exploding: as a : a large-scale, rapid, and spectacular
expansion, outbreak, or other upheaval b ; a violent outburst of
feeling 2 ; the release of stoppage-impounded breath that occurs
in one kind of articulation of stop consonants
iex.plO»sive \ik-'splo-siv, -ziv\ adj 1 : relating to. characterized
by, or operated by explosion <an -^ engine) 2 : tending to explode
<'-' person) — ex-plo-sive'ly adv — ex-plo-sive-ness n

2explosive n l : an explosive substance 2 : a consonant charac-
terized by explosion in its articulation when it occurs in certain
environments : stop

ex<po*nent Xik-'spo-nant, 'ek-,spo-\ n [L exponent-, exponens, prp.
of exponere] 1 : a symbol written above and to the right of a
mathematical expression to indicate the operation of raising to a
power <in the expression a^, the •^ J indicates that a is to be multi-
plied by itself twice) 2a: one that expounds or interprets
b : one that champions, advocates, or exemplifies
ex-po-nen.tial \,ek-sp3-'nen-ch3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to an
exponent 2 : involving a variable exponent <10^ is an
'^ function) 3 : expressible or approximately expressible by
an exponential equation <'--' curve) — ex>pO'nen>tiaI>ly \-cha-le\
adv
lex-port \ek-'spof9)rt, -sp6(9')rt, 'ek-A vb [L exportare, fr. ex- +
portare to carry] vt 1 : to carry away : remove 2 : to carry or
send (as a commodity) to some other country or place -^ vi*; to
export something abroad — ex*port>able \-3-b3l\ adj

2eX'P0rt V'ek-.spofalrt, -,sp6(3)rt\ n 1 : something exported;
specif ; a commodity conveyed from one country or region to
another for purposes of trade 2 : an act of exporting ; exporta-
tion
3export \'ek-A adj : of or relating to exportarion or exports
ex>por<ta-tion \,ek-,spor-'ta-sh3n, -,sp6r-, -sp3r-\ n ; an act of
exporting; also : a commodity exported

ex>port>er \ek-'sport-3r, -'sport-, 'ek-A " t one that exports;
specij : a wholesaler who sells to merchants or industrial consumers
in foreign countries
lex.pose \ik-'spoz\ vt [ME exposen, fr. MF exposer, fr. L exponere
to set forth, explain (perf. indie, exposui), fr. ex- + ponere to put,
place — more at position] 1 a : to deprive of shelter, protection,
or care <'^ troops needlessly) b : to submit or subject to an action
or influence; specij : to subject (a sensitive photographic film, plate,
or paper) to the action of radiant energy c : to abandon (an in-
fant) esp. by leaving in the open : desert 2 : to lay open to view:
as a : to offer publicly for sale b : to exhibit for public veneration
c : to reveal the face of (a playing card) 3 a : to bring to light
(as something shameful) : unmask b : to disclose the faults or
crimes of <~ a murderer) syn see show — ex-pos-er n

2ex.po«s6 or ex-po.se \,ek-(,)spo-'za, -spa-\ n [F expose, fr. pp.
of exposer] 1 : a formal recital or exposition of facts : statement
2 : an exposure of something discreditable

eX'POSed \ik-'spozd\ adj 1 : open to view <an '^ card) 2 : not
shielded or protected <an "-' electric wire) syn see liable

eX'POS'it \ik-'sp'az-5t\ vt [L expositus, pp. of exponere] ; expound
ex>po>Si>tion \,ek-sp3-'zish-3n\ n 1 :a setting forth of the meaning
or purpose (as of a writing) 2a: discourse or an example of it

designed to convey information or explain what is difficult to
understand b (1) : the first part of a musical composition in
sonata form (2) : the opening section of a fugue 3 : an act or an
instance of exposing: as a : abandonment of an infant b : a
public exhibition or show — ex>po<si'tion>al \-'zish-nal, -3n-'l\
adj

eX'pos.i.tive \ik-'spaz-3t-lv\ adj : descriptive, expository
ex-pOS.i.tor \-at-3r\ n tME expositour, fr. MF expositeur, fr. LL
expositor, fr. L expositus] : one who expounds or explains

ex>pos*i-to<ry \ik-'spaz-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : of, relating to, or con-
taining exposition <'^ writing)
lex post fac.to \.ek-,spost-'fak-C,)to\ adj [LL, from a thing done
afterward] 1 : done, made, or formulated after the fact {ex post
Jacto approval) 2 : disregarding or altering the previous status or
setting of the event or thing concerning which a conclusion is

reached or at which action is directed {ex post Jacto laws)

2ex post facto adv : after the fact ; retroactively
ex<pos>tU*late \lk-'s;ms-ch3-,lat\ vb [L expostulate, pp. of ex-
postulare to demand, dispute, fr. ex- + postulare to ask for] vt, obs
; Discuss, examine '^ vi : to reason earnestly with a person for
purposes of dissuasion or remonstrance syn see object

ex*pos>tu<la<tion \ik-,spas-ch3-'la-sh3n\ n : an act or an instance
of expostulating : remonstrance — ex-poS'tu-la-to-ry \-'spas-
cha-l9-,t6r-e, -^tor-X adj
eX'pO'Sure \ik-'spo-zhar\ n 1 : the act or an instance of exposing:
as a : disclosure to view b (I) : unmasking (2) : presentation,
exposition c : an act of abandoning esp. in the open d (1) : the
act of exposing a sensitized photographic material (2) : a section
of a film for an individual picture (3) ; the total amount of light

or other radiant energy received per unit area on the sensitized ma-
terial usu. expressed for cameras in terms of the time and the
lens /-number 2 a : a condition or an instance of being exposed;
specij X the condition of being exposed to the elements b : a posi-
tion with respect to the points of the compass or to climatic or
weather influences <a western ^>-')

exposure meter n : a device for indicating correct photographic
exposure under varying conditions of illumination
ex-pound \ik-'spaund\ vb [ME expounden, fr. MF expondre, fr. L
exponere to explain] vt 1 a : to set forth : state b : to defend
with argument 2 : to make clear the meaning of : interpret
~ vj : to make a statement syn see explain — ex-pound-er n
iex>press \ik-'spres\ adj [ME, fr. MF expres, fr. L expressus, pp.
of exprimere to press out, express, fr. ex- + premere to press —
more at prf5S] 1 a : directly and distinctly stated : explicit
b ; exact, precise 2 a : designed for or adapted to its purpose
b : of a particular sort : specific 3 a : traveling at high speed;
specij : traveling with few or no stops <'^ train) b : adapted or
suitable for travel at high speed c Brit ; designated to be delivered
without delay by special messenger syn see explicit
^express adv l obs : expressly 2 : by express (send a package
—

)

sexpress « 1 a Brit : a messenger sent on a special errand b Brit
: a dispatch conveyed by a special messenger c (U : a system for
the prompt and safe transportation of parcels, money, or goods at
rates higher than standard freight charges (2) ; a company operat-
ing such a merchandise freight service (3) ; the goods or shipments
so transported d Brit : SPECIAL delivery 2 : an express vehicle

4express vt [ME expressen, fr. MF & L; MF expresser, fr. OF, fr.

expres, adj., fr. L expressus, pp.] la: delineate, depict b : to
represent in words : state c : to make known : show d : to make
known the opinions or feeling of (oneself) e : to give expressioq^
to the artistic or creative impulses or abilities of (oneself) I ; to
represent by a sign or symbol : symbolize 2 a : to press or squeeze
out b : to subject to pressure so as to extract something 3 : to
send by express — ex-press-er n — ex-press-ible \-3-b3l\ adj
syn EXPRESS, vent, utter, voice, broach, air mean to let out
what one thinks or feels, express suggests an impulse to reveal in

any manner, as in words, gestures, actions, or in what one makes or
produces; vent stresses a strong inner compulsion to express esp.

in words; utter implies the use of the voice not necessarily in

articulate speech; voice does not necessarily imply vocal utterance
but does imply expression or formulation in words; broach adds
the implication of disclosing for the first time something long
thought over or reserved for a suitable occasion; air implies an
exposing or parading of one's views often in order to gain relief or
sympathy or attention

ex-press>age \ik-'spres-ij\ n : a carrying of parcels by express;
also ; a charge for such carrying

ex-pres-sion \ik-*spresh-3n\ n 1 a : an act, process, or instance
of representing in words or some other medium : utterance
b (1) : something that manifests, embodies, or symbolizes something
else (2) : a significant word or phrase (3) : a mathematical or
logical symbol or a meaningful combination of symbols (4) : the
detectable effect of a gene; also : expressivity 2 a : a mode, means,
or use of significant representation or symbolism; esp : felicitous

or vivid indication or depiction of mood or sentiment b (1) : the
quality or fact of being expressive (2) : facial aspect or vocal
intonation as indicative of feeling 3 : an act or product of pressing
out — ex-preS'Sion-al \-'spresh-n3l, -3n--'l\ adj
ex-pres-sion-ism \ik-'spresh-3-,niz-3m\ n : a theory or practice
in art of seeking to depict not objective reality but the subjective
emotions and responses that objects and events arouse in the artist— ex'preS'Sion«ist \-'spresh-(3-)n3st\ n or adj — ex*pres*sion-
iS'tic \-,spresh-o-'ms-tik\ adj — ex*pres*sion*is*ti*caMy \-'nis-
ti-k(a-lle\ adv

ex>pres>Sion*less \ik-'spresh-an-bs\ adj ; lacking expression <an— face) — ex-pres-sion-lesS'ly adv — ex-pres-sion-less-ness n
ex-pres-sive \ik-'spres-iv\ adj 1 : of or relating to expression
2 ; serving to express, utter, or represent 3 : full of expression
: significant — ex-pres-siye-ly adv — ex-pres-sive«ness n

eX'pres.siv.i.ty \,ek-.spres-'iv-at-e\ n 1 : the relative capacity of
a gene to modify the organism of which it is a part 2 : the quality
of being expressive

ex.press-ly \ik-*spre$-le\ adv 1 : in an express manner : EXPUCnxY
2 : for the express purpose : particularly

ex>press>inan \ik-'spres-,man, -msnX n : a person employed in the
express business
eX'press-way \ik-'spres-,wa\ n : a high-speed divided highway for
through traffic with access partially or fully controlled and grade
separations at important intersections with other roads

ex*prO'pri-ate \ek-'spro-pre-,at\ vt [ML expropriatus. pp. of
expropriare, fr. L ex- + proprius own] 1 : to deprive of possession
or proprietary rights 2 : to transfer (the property of another)
to one's own possession — eX'pro-pri»a>tor \-,at-3r\ n

ex*pro>pri>a>tion \(,)ek-,spro-pre-'a-sh3n\ n : the act of expropri-
ating or the state of being expropriated; specij : the action of the
state in taking or modifying the property rights of an individual
in the exercise of its sovereignty

ex-pulse \ik-'sp3ls\ vt : expel
ex.pul-sion \ik-'sp3l-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. L expulsion-, expulsio, fr.

expulsus, pp. of expellere to expel] : the act of expelling or the
slate of being expelled — ex<pul>siye \-'p3l-siv\ adj
ex>punc-tlon \ik-'sp3oOt)-sh3n\ n [L expunctus. pp. of expungere]

: the act of expunging or the state of being expunged : erasure
ex>punge \ik-'spanj\ vt IL expungere to mark for deletion by dots,
fr. ex- + pungere to prick] 1 : to strike out, obliterate, or mark for
deletion 2 : annihilate syn see erase — ex>pung*er n
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ex*piir>gate \'ek-spar-,gat\ vt [L expurgatus, pp. of expurgare, fr.

ex- + purgare to purge] ; to cleanse of something morally harmful,
offensive, or erroneous; esp : to expunge objectionable parts from
before publication or presentation — ex*puT-ga*tion \,ek-sp3r-
'ga-sh3n\ n — ex-pur*ga-tor \*ek-sp3r-,gat-3r\ n

ex.piir.ga>tO'n<al \ik-,sp3r-g3-'tor-e-3l, .ek-, -'t6r-\ adj : relating
to expurgation or an expurgator : expurgatory

ex.ptir.ga.to-ry \ik-'sp3r-g3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj : serving to purify
from something morally harmful, offensive, or erroneous

»ex. qui.site \ek-'skwiz-3t, 'ek-(,)skwiz-\ adj [ME exquisit, fr. L
exquisitus, fr. pp. of exquirere to search out, fr. ex- + quaerere to
seek] 1 ; carefully selected : choice 2 archaic : accurate
3 a : marked by flawless craftsmanship or by beautiful, ingenious,
delicate, or elaborate execution b : keenly appreciative ; discrimi-
nating c : ACCOMPLISHED, PERFECTED 4 a : pleasing through
beauty, fitness, or perfection b : acute, intense syn see choice— ex«qul'Site'ly adv — ex*qui>site*ness n

2exquiSite n : one who is too fastidious in dress or ornament
ex>san-gui>nate \ek(s)-'saa-gw3-,nat\ vt [L exsanguinatus blood-
less, fr. ex- + sanguin-, sanguis blood] : to drain of blood — ex-
sau<gui<na>tiou \(,)ek(s)-,sap-gwa-'na-shan\ n

ex>SCiild \ek-'sind\ v/ [L exscindere, fr. ex- + scindere to cut, tear— more at shed] : to cut off or out ; excise
eX'Sect \(')ek(s)-'sekt\ vt [L exsectus, pp. of exsecare, fr. ex- +
secare to cut] : to cut out — ex-sec>tion \ek-'sek-sh3n\ n

ez*sert \ek-'s3rt\ vt [L exsertus, pp. of exserere'^ ; to thrust out— ex<ser-tile X-'ssrt-^'l, -'s3r-,tTl\ adj — ex<ser>tion \-'s3r-sh3n\ n
ex>sert>ed adj ; projecting beyond an enclosing organ or part
ex-SiC<cate \'ek-si-,kat\ vt [L exsiccatus, pp. of exsiccare, fr. ex-

-\- siccare to dry, fr. siccus dry — more at sack] : to remove mois-
ture from : DRY — ex>sic*ca*tlon \,ek-si-'ka-shan\ n

ex>stip-u*late \(')ek(s)-'stip-y3-lat\ adj : having no stipules

eX'tant X'ek-stant, -.stant, ek-'stant\ adj [L exstant-, exstans, prp.
of exstare to stand out, be in existence, fr. ex- + stare to stand —
more at stand] 1 archaic : standing out or above 2a: currently
or actually existing b : not destroyed or lost

ex-tem-po-ral \ek-'stem-p(3-)r3l\ adj [L extemporalis, fr. ex
tempore} archaic : extemporaneous — ex>tem>po*ral<ly \-e\

ex>tem*po>ra'ne>ous \(Jek-,stem-p3-'ra-ne-3s\ adj [LL extem-
poraneus} 1 a (1) : composed, performed, or uttered on the spur of
the moment ; impromptu (2) : carefully prepared but delivered
without notes or text b : skilled at or given to extemporaneous
utterance 2 : provided, made, or put to use as an expedient —
ex*tem-po>ra*ne*ous-ly adv — ex>tem*po<ra>ne>ous*ness n

ex*tem>po-iar>i>ly \ik-,stem-p9-'rer-3-le, C,)ek-\ adv : extempora-
neously

ex-tem.po-rary \ik-'stem-p3-.rer-e\ adj : extemporaneous
ex>tein*pO're \ik-'stem-p3-(,)re\ adv [L ex tempore, fr. ex + tem-
pore, abl. of tempus time] ; extemporaneously — extempore adj
ex*tem<po>ri<za>tion \ik-,stem-p3-r3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of
extemporizing : improvisation 2 : something extemporized
ex*tem>po*rlze \ik-'stem-p3-,rTz\ vi l : to do something extem-
poraneously ; improvise; esp : to speak extemporaneously 2 ; to
get along in a makeshift manner -^ vt ; to compose, perform, or
utter extemporaneously : improvise — eX'tem-pC'riz-er n
ex.tend \ik-'stend\ vb [ME extenden, fr. MF or L; MF estendre, fr.

L extendere, fr. ex- + tendere to stretch — more at thin] vt 1 [ME
extenden, fr. ML extendere (fr. L) or AF estendre, fr. OF] a Brit
; to assess the value of (as lands) b Brit ; to take possession of by
a writ of extent c obs : to take by force 2 : to spread or stretch
forth : unbend 3 a : to stretch out to fullest length b : to cause
(as a horse) to move at full stride c : to exert (oneself) to full

capacity d (1) : to increase the bulk of (a product) by the addi-
tion of a cheaper substance (2) : adulterate 4 a ; to make the
offer of ; proffer b : to make available 5 a : to cause to reach
b : to cause to be longer; sped} : to prolong the time of payment of
c ; advance, further 6 a : to cause to be of greater area or
volume : enlarge b : to increase the scope, meaning, or applica-
tion of ; broaden c archaic ; exaggerate -^ vi 1 : to stretch
out in distance, space, or time : reach 2 : to span an interval of
distance, space, or time — ex>tend-ible \-'sten-d3-bal\ adj
syn lengthen, elongate, prolong, protract: extend and
lengthen both imply a drawing out in space or time, but lengthen
can apply to one direction or dimension only whereas extend may
imply increase in width or compass or area or range as well as
length; elongate suggests a stretching out resulting in a long
narrow shape or in unusual length; prolong suggests chiefly
increase in duration esp. beyond usual limits; protract adds to
prolong the implications of needlessness, boredom, vexation,
indefiniteness

ex*tend-ed adj l : prolonged 2 a : fully stretched out b : in-
tensive 3 : extensive — ex*tend>ed*ly adv — ex'tend>ed*ness n

extended play n : a 45-rpm phonograph record with a playing
time of about 6 to 8 minutes
ex°tend*er \ik-'sten-d3r\ n : a substance added to a product
esp. in the capacity of a diluent, adulterant, or modifier

ex.ten-si-bil.i.ty \ik-.sten(t)-s3-'bil-5t-e\ n : capability of being
extended

ex>ten>si*ble \ik-'sten(t)-s3-b3l\ adj : capable of being extended
ex>ten>sile \ik-'sten(t)-s3l, -'sten-.sTlX adj : extensible
ex-ten-Sion \ik-'sten-ch3n\ n [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF, fr. LL
extension-, extensio, fr. L extensus, pp. of extendere} 1 a : the
action of extending ; state of being extended b : something
extended 2 a : the total range over which something extends
; COMPASS b : denotation 2 3a: the stretching of a fractured
or luxated limb so as to restore it to its natural position b : the
straightening out of a flexed limb 4 : a property whereby some-
thing occupies space 5 : an increase in length of time; specij ; an
agreement on or concession of additional time 6 : the making
available of the educational resources of an institution by special
programs (as correspondence courses) to persons otherwise
unable to take advantage of such resources 7 a : a part constitut-
ing an addition b : a section forming an additional length c ; an
extra telephone connected to the principal line

ex<ten.sion<al \ik-'stench-nal, -'sten-chan-''l\ adj \ : of, relating
to, or marked by extension; specij : denotative 2 ; concerned

with objective reality — ex*ten*siou>al>l>ty \-.sten-cha-'nal-9t-e\
n — ex'ten.sion.al-ly \-'stench-n3-le, -'sten-ch3n-''l-e\ adv

ex.ten.si.ty \ik-'sten(t)-s3t-e\ n 1 a : the quality of having ex-
tension b : degree of extension : range 2 : an attribute of sensa-
tion whereby space or size is perceived

ex-ten.sive \ik-'sten(t)-siv\ adj 1 : extensional 2 : having wide
or considerable extent 3 : of, relating to, or constituting farming
in which large areas of land are utilized with minimum outlay
and labor — ex-ten-sive-ly adv — eX'ten.sive-ness n
ex.ten.som.e.ter \.ek-,sten-'sam-3t-3r\ n [extension + -o- +
-meter} \ an instrument for measuring minute deformations of
test specimens caused by tension, compression, bending, or twisting
ex-ten.sor \ik-"sten(t)-s3r\ n ; a muscle serving to extend a limb
or other bodily part

ex-tent \ik-'stent\ n [ME, fr. AF & MF; AF extente land valuation,
fr. MF, area, surveying of land, fr. extendre to extend] 1 archaic
: valuation (as of land) in Great Britain esp. for taxation 2 a : sei-
zure in execution of a writ of extent in Great Britain or the
condition of being so seized b : a writ giving to a creditor tem-
porary possession of his debtor's property 3 a (1) : the range or
distance over which something extends (2) : the point, degree, or
limit to which something extends b : the amount of space which
something occupies c : an extended tract or region

ex.ten.ll.ate \ik-*sten-ya-,wat\ vt [L extenuatus, pp. of extenuore,
fr. ex- + tenuis thin — more at thin] 1 a archaic : to make light
of b : to lessen or to try to lessen the seriousness or extent of
by making partial excuses : MrriGATE c obs ; disparage 2 archaic
a : to make thin or emaciated b : to lessen the strength or effect
of — ex.ten*u*a.tor \-,wat-9r\ n — ex-ten>u<a>tO'Z7 \-w3-
,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

ex.ten*u.at-ing adj ; that extenuates <an -^ circumstance)
ex*ten>u.a.tion \ik-,sten-ya-'wa-shan\ n 1 ; the act of extenuating
or state of being extenuated; esp : partial justification 2 : some-
thing extenuating; esp ; a partial excuse

leX'te.ri.or \ek-'stir-e-3r\ adj [L, compar. of exter, exterus being
on the outside, foreign, fr. ex} 1 : external, outer 2 a : hap-
pening or coming from outside b ; suitable for use on outside
surfaces — ex.te.n.or-ly adv

^exterior n 1 a : an exterior part or surface : outside b : outward
manner or appearance 2 : a representation of an outdoor scene

exterior angle n 1 : the angle between a side of a polygon and
an adjacent side prolonged 2 ; an angle between a line crossing
two parallel lines and either of the latter on the outside

ex.te.ri.or.i.ty \(,)ek-,stir-e-'6r-3t-e, -'ar-\ n : the quality or state
of being exterior or exteriorized : externality

eX'te.ri.or.iza.tion \ek-,stir-e-a-r9-'za-sh3n\ n : the act of ex-
teriorizing or the state of being exteriorized

ex.te.ri-or-ize \ek-'stir-e-3-,rTz\ vt 1 ; externalize 2 : to bring
out of the abdomen (as for surgery)

eX'ter.mi.nate \ik-*star-m3-,nat\ vt [L exterminatus, pp. of ex~
terminare, fr. ex- + terminus boundary — more at term] : to get
rid of completely : annihilate — ex*ter.mi._na>tion X-.stsr-ms-
'na-sh3n\ n — eX'ter.mi.na.tor \-'st3r-m3-,nat-3r\ n
syn exterminate, extirpate, eradicate, uproot mean to effect

the destruction or abolition of something, exterminate implies
complete and immediate extinction by killing off all individuals;
extirpate implies extinction of a race, family, species, or sometimes
of an idea or doctrine by destruction or removal of its means of
propagation; eradicate implies the driving out or elimination of
something that has established itself; uproot implies a forcible or
violent removal and stresses displacement or dislodgment rather
than immediate destruction

eX'ter.mi.na.to.ry \ik-'st3r-ma-na-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : of, relating
to, or marked by extermination

ex-tei-mine \ik-'st3r-man\ vt, obs ; exterminate
lex. tern \ek-'stam\ adj [MF or L; MF externe, fr. L externus'i
archaic % external, outer

2ex.tern also ex-terne \'ek-,stam\ n : a person connected with
an institution but not living or boarding in it; specij : a nonresident
doctor or medical student at a hospital
lex.ter-nal \ek-'st3rn-n\ adj [ME, fr. L externus external, fr.

exter} 1 a : capable of being perceived outwardly <'--- signs of a
disease) b (1) : having merely the outward appearance of some-
thing ; superficial (2) ; not intrinsic or essential <^ circumstances)
2 a : of, relating to, or connected with the outside or an outer part
b : applied or applicable to the outside 3 a (1) ; situated outside,
apart, or beyond; specij : situated away from the mesial plane
(2) : arising or acting from outside <'^ force) b : of or relating

to dealings or relationships with foreign countries c ; having
existence independent of the mind <'^ reality) — ex.ter>nal.ly
\-'l-e\ adv

^external n ; something that is external: as a archaic : an outer
part b : an external feature or aspect — usu. used in pi.

external-combustion engine n : a heat engine (as a steam engine)
that derives its heat from fuel consumed outside the engine cylinder

ex.ter.nal'ism \ek-'st3rn-''l-.iz-3m\ n 1 : externality 1 2 : at-

tention to externals; esp : excessive preoccupation with externals

ex.ter.nal-i-ty \,ek-,st3r-'nal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being external or externalized 2 : something that is external

ex.ter.nal'iza.tion Xek-.starn-'l-s-'za-shanX n 1 a : the action
or process of externalizing b : the quality or state of being ex-

ternalized 2 : something externalized : embodiment
ex.ter.nal.ize \ek-'st3m-''l-,Tz\ vt 1 : to make external or ex-

ternally manifest : embody 2 : to attribute to causes outside the
self : rationalize <~ his failure)

external respiration n ; exchange of gases between the external
environment and a distributing system of the animal body or
between the alveoli of the lungs and the blood

ex.tero.cep.tive \,ek-st3-ro-'sep-tiv\ adj [L exter + E -o- -I-

-cepdve (as in receptive)} : activated by, relating to, or being
stimuli impinging on the organism from outside

ex-tero-cep-tor \-tar\ n [NL, fr. L exter + NL -o- + -ceptor

(as in receptor) } ; a sense organ excited by exteroceptive stimuli

ex.ter.ri.to*ri*al \.ek-,ster-3-'tor-e-sl, _-'t6r-\ adj : extrater-
RFTORiAL — eX'ter.ri.to.ri.al.i.ty \-,tor-e-'al-3t-e, -,t6r-\ n
leX'tinct \ik-'stir)(k)t, 'ek-,\ adj [ME, fr. L exstinctus, pp. of
exstinguere} 1 a : no longer burning b : no longer active <an -^
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volcano) 2 : no longer existing <an '^ animal) 3a: gone out of
use : SUPERSEDED b ! having no qualified claimant <aa ~ title)

2extinct vr. archaic : EXTINGUISH
ex>tlnc*tion \ik-'stii3{k)-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of making extinct or
causing to be extinguished 2 : the condition or fact of being
extinct or extinguished

ex«tinc»live \ik-'stio(k)-tiv\ adj : tending or serving to extinguish
or make extinct

eX'lin-gUiSh \ik-'stio-gwish\ vr [L exstinguere (fr. ex- + stinguere
to extinguish) + E -ish (as in abolish); akin to L instigare to incite— more at stick] 1 a : to cause to cease burning : quench b (1)

: to cause to die out : destroy (2) : to reduce to silence or in-

effectiveness c : to dim the brightness of : eclipse 2 a : to cause
to be void : nullify <'--^ a claim) to ; to get rid of usu. by payment
ir" a debt) syn see abolish — ex.tin-guish.able \-3-b3l\ adj —
ex.tin.guish-er \-ar\ n — ex-tin-guish-ment \-m3nt\ n

ex.tir.pale \'ek-st3r-,pat, ek-'star-X vt [L exstirpatus, pp. ex-
stirpare, fr. ex- + stirp-, stirps trunk, root — more at torpid]
1 a ; to pull up by the root b : to wipe out 2 : to cut out by
surgery syn see exterminate — ex<tlr*pa*tion \,ek-{,)st3r-
'pa-sh3n\ n — ex.tir.pa.tive \'ek-st3r-,pat-iv, ek-'star-pat-V adj— ex.tir-pa.tor \-,pat-3r\ n

eX'tol also ex^toll \ik-'stol\ vr ex-tolled; exaol-ling [ME extolien.
It. L extollere, fr. ex- + lollere to lift up ] : to praise highly : OLORif

Y

— ex.toMer n — ex-toMnent \-'stol-m3nt\ n
ex-tor-sion Vek-'stor-shan. 'ek-,\ n : outward rotation (as of a body
part) about an axis or fixed point

eX'tort \ik-'st6(3)rt\ vt [L extortus, pp. of extorquere to wrench
out, extort, fr. ex- +^torquere to twist] ; to obtain from a person by
force or undue or illegal power or ingenuity : wring syn see
EDUCE — ex'tort-er n — ex.tor-tive \-'st6rt-iv\ adj

eX'tor-tion \ik-*st6r-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or practice of extorting
esp. money or other property; specij ; the offense committed by an
official engaging in such practice 2 : something extorted; esp
: a gross overcharge

ex-tor-tion.ary \-sha-,ner-e\ adj, archaic : extortionate
ex.tor-tion.ate \ik-'st6r-sh(3-)n3t\ adj 1 : characterized by ex-
tortion 2 : excessive, exorbitant <'^ prices) (-^ fees) — ex»tor-
tion.ate-iy adv

ex-tor-tion.er \-sh(3-)n3r\ n : one that practices extortion
ex-tor. tion.ist \-sh(s-)n3st\ n : extortioner
leX'tra \'ek-str3\ adj [prob. short for extraordinary'^ la: more
than is due. usual, or necessary : ADorriONAL <'--- work) b : subject
to an additional charge 2 : superior i--^ quality)

aextra n 1 : something extra or additional: as a : an added charge
b : a special edition of a newspaper c : an additional worker;
specij : one hired to act in a group scene in a motion picture or stage
production 2 : something of superior quality or grade
3extra adv : beyond the usual size, extent, or degree {'-^ long)
extra- prejix [ME, fr. L, fr. extra, adv. & prep., outside, except,
beyond, fr. exter being on the outside — more at exterior] : out-
side : beyond iexira]\xilic\a\y

extra-base hit n : a hit in baseball good for more than one base
ex.tra-cel=lu.lar X.ek-stra-'sel-ya-lsrX adj : situated or occurring
outside a cell or the cells of the body — ex-tra-cel-lu-lar-ly adv

lex.tl-act \ik-'strakl, ojtenest in sense 5 'ek-,\ vt [ME extracten, fr.

L extractus, pp. of extrahere, fr. ex- + trahere to draw] 1 a : to
draw forth; esp : to pull out forcibly b : to obtain by much effort
from someone unwilling 2 : to withdraw (as a juice or fraction)
by physical or chemical process; also : to treat with a solvent so as
to remove a soluble substance 3 : to separate (a metal) from an
ore 4 : to determine (a mattiematical root) by calculation 5 : to
select (excerpts) and copy out or cite syn see educe — ex<tract-
able or ex«tract.ible \-3-b3l\ adj— ex>trac*tor \-3r\ n

aex.tract \'ek-,strakt\ /i 1 : a selection from a writing or discourse
: excerpt 2 : a product (as an essence or concentrate) prepared
by extracting; esp : a solution (as in alcohol) of essential con-
stituents of a complex material (as meat or an aromatic plant)

ex-trac-tion \ik-'strak-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of extracting
2 : origin, lineage 3 ; something extracted

leX'trac.tive \ik-'strak-tiv\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or involving
extraction {-^ processes) b : tending toward or resulting in
withdrawal of natural resources by extraction with no provision
for replenishment {^ agriculture) 2 : capable of being extracted

2extractive n : something extracted or extractable : extract
ex.tra.cur.ricu.lar V.ek-stra-ka-'rik-ys-IarX adj 1 : not falling
within the scope of a regular curriculum; specij : of or relating to
officially or semiofficially approved and usu. organized student
activities (as athletics) connected with school and usu. carrying no
academic credit 2 ; lying outside one's regular duties or routine

ex.tra.dit.able \'ek-str3-.dTt-a-bal\ adj 1 : subject or liable to
extradition 2 : making liable to extradition <an '^ offense)

ex-tra-dite \'ek-str3-,dTt\ vt [back-formation fr. extradition"] 1 ; to
deliver up to extradition 2 : to obtain the extradition of

ex.tra.di.tion \,ek-str3-'dish-9n\ n [F, fr. ex- + h tradition-,
traditio act of handing over — more at TRADmoN] : the surrender
of an alleged criminal usu. under the provisions of a treaty or
statute by one state or other authority to another having jurisdic-
tion to try the charge

ex-tra<dos X'ek-stra-.das, -,do; ek-'stra-,das\ n, pi ex*tra>dos
\-,doz, -,das\ or ex-tra-dos>es \-,das-3z\ [F, fr. L extra + F dos
back — more at dossier] : the exterior curve of an arch

ex*tra>ga>iac*tic \,ek-str3-g3-'Iak-tik\ adj [ISV] : lying or coming
from outside the Milky Way

ex.tra.ju.di-cial \-ju-'dish-3l\ adj : out of or beyond the proper
authority of a court or judge — ex>tra>)U*di*clal*ly \-3-le\ adv

ex-tia-le-gal \-'Ie-g9l\ adj : not regulated or sanctioned by law— ex'tra-le-gal-ly \-g3-le\ adv
ex*tra*Iim*it*al \-'lim-at-'l\ adj : not present in a given area —
used of kinds of organisms (as species)

ex-tral-i-ty \ek-'stral-3t-e\ n [by contr.] : extraterritoriality
ex-tra-mar-i-tal \,ek-stra-'mar-3t-'l\ adj : adulterous
ex.tra.mun-dane X.ek-stra-.man-'dan, -'man-A adj [LL extra-
mundanus, fr. L extra + mundus the world] : situated in or relating
to a region beyond the material world

ex*tra<mu*ral \-'myur-3l\ adj 1 : existing or functioning outside
or beyond the walls, boundaries, or precincts of an organized
unit 2 : relating to or taking part in informal interscholastic con-
tests arranged for competition between special groups or classes
rather than varsities — ex*tra*niu>ral-ly \-3-le\ adv

ex.tra*ne.0U3 \ek-'stra-ne-3s\ adj [L extraneusi 1 : existing or
coming from the outside 2 a ; not forming an essential or vital part
: accidental b : having no relevance syn see extrinsic — ex-
tra-ne-ous-ly adv — ex>tra<ne*ous<ness n

ex.tra.nu-cle.ar \.ek-str3-'n(y)u-kle-3r\ adj : situated hi or af-
fecting the parts of a cell external to the nucleus : cytoplasmic

ex.traor-di.nar-i.ly \ik-,str6rd-'n-'er-a-le, ,ek-str3-,6rd-\ adv : in
an extraordinary manner or degree

ex.traor.di-nar.i.ness \ik-'str6rd-=n-,er-e-n3s, ,ek-str3-'6rd-\ n
: the quality, state, or fact of being extraordinary

ex-traor.di.nary \ik-'str6rd-=n-,er-e, .ek-stra-'ord-X adj [ME ex-
traordinarie, fr. L extraordinarius, fr. extra ordinem out of course,
fr. extra + ordinem, ace. of ordin-, ordo order] 1 a : going beyond
what is usual, regular, or customary {^ powers) b : exceptional to
a very marked extent : remarkable ('^ beauty) 2 : employed for
or sent on a special function or service <an ambassador '^)
extra point n l : a point scored in football after a touchdown
by drop-kicking or place-kicking 2 pi % a score of two points
scored after a touchdown by advancing the ball across the goal
line in one play

ex.trap.o.late \ik-'strap-3-,Iat\ vb [L extra outside -t- E -polate
(as in interpolate) — more at extra-] vt 1 : to infer (values of a
variable in an unobserved interval) from values within an already
observed interval 2 a : to project, extend, or expand (known data
or experience) into an area not known or experienced so as to
arrive at a usu. conjectural knowledge of the unknown area by
inferences based on an assumed continuity, correspondence, or
other parallelism between it and what is known b : to gain knowl-
edge of (an area not known or experienced) by extrapolating~ vi : to perform the act or process of extrapolating — ex-trap-
O'la-tion \ik-,strap-3-'la-sh3n\ n — ex>trap*o°la>tive V'strap-
3-.lat-iv\ adj — ex.trap.Q. la-tor \-,lat-3r\ n

ex.tra-sen.so.ry \,ek-str3-'sen(t)s-(a-)re\ adj : residing beyond
or outside the ordinary senses {instances of '^ perception)

ex.tra.sys-lo.le \-'sis-t3-(,)le\ n [NL] : a premature beat of one
of the chambers of the heart that leads to momentary arrhythmia— ex-tra-sys-tol-ic \-(,)sis-*tal-ik\ adj

es.tra.ter.res.tri-al \-t3-'res-t(r)e-al, -res(h)-ch3l\ adj : originat-
ing or existing outside the earth or its atmosphere

ex.tra.ter.ri=to=ri-al \-,ter-3-"t6r-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj : located outside
the territorial limits of a jurisdiction

ex-tra.ter-ri.to.ri.al.i-ty \-,tor-e-'al-3t-e, -,t6r-\ n : exemption
from the application or jurisdiction of local law or tribunals

ex-tra.uter-ine V.ek-stra-'yiit-s-rsn, -,rm\ adj [ISV] : situated or
occurring outside the uterus

ex-trav-a-gance \ik-'strav-i-g3n(t)s\ n 1 a ; an instance of excess
or prodigality; esp % an excessive outlay of money b : something
extravagant 2 : the quality or fact of being extravagant
ex.trav'a-gan-cy \-g3n-se\ n : extravagance
ex-trav-a.gant \ik-'strav-i-g3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. ML ex-
travagant-, extravagans, fr. L extra- + vagant-, vagans, prp. of
vagari to wander about] 1 a archaic ; wandering b obs : strange,
curious 2 a : exceeding the limits of reason or necessity ('^
claims) b : lacking in moderation balance, and restraint ('^
praise) c : extremely or excessively elaborate 3a: spending much
more than necessary b : profuse 4 : unreasonably high in price
syn see excessive — ex<trav*a<gant>ly adv

ex-trav-a.gan.za \ik-,strav-3-'gan-z3\ n [It estravaganza, lit.,

extravagance, fr. estravagante extravagant, fr. ML extravagant-,
extravagans"] 1 : a literary or musical work marked by extreme
freedom of style and structure and usu. by elements of burlesque or
parody 2 : a lavish or spectacular show or event
ex-trav-a*gate \ik-'strav-3-,gat\ vl 1 archaic : wander 2 archaic

: to go beyond proper limits
lex-trav-a-sate \ik-*strav-3-,sat\ vb [L extra + vas vessel] vt : to
force out or cause to escape from a proper vessel or channel -^ vi

1 : to pass by infiltration or effusion from a proper vessel or chan-
nel (as a blood vessel) into surrounding tissue 2 : to erupt in
liquid form from a vent — ex>trav-a-sa<tion \-,strav-3-'sa-sh3n\ n

2exlravasate n : an extravasated fluid (as blood)
ex.tra-vas-cu.lar \,ek-str3-'vas-ky3-l9r\ adj : destitute of or not
contained in body vessels

lex-treme \ik-'strem\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L extremus, superl. of
exter, exterus being on the outside] la: existing in the highest or
the greatest possible degree <-^ poverty) b : going to great or
exaggerated lengths c : exceeding the ordinary, usual, or expected
2 archaic : last 3 : situated at the farthest possible point from a
center 4 a : most advanced : utmost b : maximum syn see ex-
cessive — ex-treme-ly adv — ex.treme-ness n
2exlreme n 1 : an extreme state or condition 2a: something
situated at or marking one end or the other of a range b : the first

term or the last term of a mathematical proportion c : the major
term or minor term of a syllogism 3 a : a very pronounced or ex-
cessive degree b : maximum 4 : an extreme measure or expedient

extremely high frequency n : a radio frequency in the highest range
of the radio spectrum — see radio frequency table

extreme unction \ik-,stre-'m3o(k)-sh3n, ,ek-(,)stre-\ n : a Roman
Catholic sacrament in which a priest anoints a critically ill or in-

jured person and prays for his recovery and salvation

ex-trem-ism \ik-*stre-,miz-3m\ n : the quality or state of being ex-
treme; specij ; radicalism — ex-trem-ist \-m3St\ n or adj

ex-trem.i-ty \ik-'strem-3t-e\ n 1 a : the farthest or most remote
part, section, or point b : a limb of the body; esp : a human hand
or foot 2 a : extreme danger or critical need b : a moment marked
by imminent destruction or death 3 : the utmost degree (as of
emotion or pain) 4 : a drastic or desperate act or measure
eX'tre.mum \ik-'stre-m3m\ n, pi ex-tre-ma \-m3\ [NL, fr. L.
neut. of extremus} : a maximum or a minimum of a mathematical
function

ex-tri-ca-ble Xek-'strik-a-bal, 'ek-C.)strik-\ adj : capable of being
extricated

ex<tri<cate \'ek-stra-,kat\ vt [L extricatus, pp. of extricare, fr. ex-

+ tricae trifles, perplexities] 1 a archaic ; unravel b : to dis-

tinguish from a related thing 2 : to free or removefrom an en-
tanglement or difficulty ~ ex>tri*ca-tion \.ek-str3-'ka-sh3n\ n
syn extricate, disentangle, untangle, disencumber, disem-

barrass mean to free from what binds or holds back, extricate
implies the use of force or ingenuity in freeing from a difficult posi-

tion or situation; disentangle and untangle suggest painstaking
separation of a tiling from odier things; disencumber implies a
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release from something that clogs or weighs down; disembarrass
suggests a release from something that impedes or hinders

ex>tnn>5ic \ek-'strin-zik, -'strin(t)-sik\ adj [F& LL; F extrinseque
fr. LL extrinsecus, fr. L, adv., from without; akin to L exter out-
ward and to L sequi to follow] 1 a : not forming part of or belong-
ing to a thing : extraneous b : originating from or on the outside;
specij ; originating outside a part and acting upon the part as a
whole 2 : EXTERNAL — ex-trin-sl-caMy \-zi-k(3-)Ie. -si-\ adv
sya EXTRINSIC, EXTRANEOUS, FOREIGN, AUEN mean external to a

thing, its essential nature, or its original character, extrinsic
applies to what is distinctly outside the thing in question or is not
contained in or derived from its essential nature; extraneous
applies to what is on or comes from the outside and may or may not
be capable of becoming an essential part; foreign applies to what
is so different as to be rejected or repelled or, if admitted, to be in-

capable of becoming identified or assimilated by the thing in
question; alien is stronger than foreign in suggesting opposition,
repugnance, or irreconcilability

extrinsic factor n ; a dietary substance held to interact with the
intrinsic factor of the gastric secretion to prevent pernicious
anemia

extro- prejix taJter. of L extra-} : outward <e:icfrovert> — compare
INTRO-

ez*trorse \'ek-,str6C3)rs\ adj Cprob. fr. (assumed) NL extrorsus.
It. LL, adv., outward, fr. L extra- + -orsus (as in introrsus) ] : fumed
away from the axis of growth <an --^ anther) — ex«trorse-ly adv

ex-tro-ver.sion also ex.tra.ver-sion x.ek-stra-Vsr-zhsn. -shanv n
[G, fr. extro- or extra- + L versus, pp. of vertere to turn] ; the act,

state, or habit of directing attention toward and obtaining gratifica-
tion from what is outside the self — ex»tro«ver«sive \-siv, -2iv\ adj— ex-tro-ver-sive-Iy adv

lex-tro-vert also ex-tra-vert \'ek-stra-,v3rt\ adj [modif. of G
exirovertiert, extravertiert, fr. extro- or extra- + L vertere"} : ex-
troverted
^extrovert also extravert n % one whose attention and interests are
directed wholly or predominantly toward what is outside the self

ex.tro-vert-ed also ex-tra.vert-ed \-,v3rt-3d\ adj ; marked by
extroversion

eX'trude \ik-'striid\ vb [L extrudere, fr. ex- + trudere to thrust] vt

1 ; to force, press, or push out 2 : to shape (as metal) by forcing
through a die ~ vi : to become extruded — ex-trud«er n

ex.tru-Sion \ik-'stru-2h3n\ n [ML extrusion-, extrusio, fr. L ex-
trusus, pp. of extrudere"} : the act or process of extruding; also : a
form produced by this process

ex-tru-sive \ik-'strU-siv, -ziv\ adj ; formed by crystaUization of
lava poured out at the earth's surface <'-^ rock)
ex-tu-bate \ek-'st(y)u-.bat, 'ek-.X vt : to take a tube out of (as the
larynx)

ex.U.ber-ance \ig-'zu-b(3-)r3n(t)s\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being exuberant 2 : an exuberant act or expression

ex.U-ber.ant \ig-'zu-b(3-)r3nt\ adj [ME. fr. MF, fr. L exuberant-,
exuberans, prp. of exuberare to be abundant, fr. ex- + uber fruit-

ful, fr. w6cr udder— more at udder] la(l) : joyously unrestrained
and enthusiastic (2) : extremely inflated ; profuse b : extreme or
excessive in degree, size, or extent 2 : produced in extreme abun-
dance : plentiful syu see profuse — ex-u-ber-ant-ly adv

ex<u>ber<ate \ig-'zij-b3-,rat\ vi l archaic : overflow 2 : to be
exuberant or show exuberance

ex>U<date \'eks-3-,dat, 'egz-; ig-'zud-st, -,at\ n ; exuded matter
ex>u>da*tioii \,eks-3-'da-sh3n, ,egz-\ n 1 : the process of exuding
2 : exudate — ex>ud-atlve \ig-'zud-3t-iv\ adj

ex>ude \ig-'ziid\ vb [L exsudare, fr. ex- + sudare to sweat] vi 1 ; to
ooze out 2 ; to undergo diffusion '^ vt 1 ; to cause to ooze out
2 ; to cause to spread out in all directions {exuding charm)

ex>Ult \ig-'z3lt\ vi [MF exulter, fr. L exsultare, lit., to leap up, fr.

ex- + saltare to leap] 1 obs : to leap for joy 2 : to be extremely
joyful : REJOICE — ex-ult<lng*ly \-'z3l-tio-le\ adv
ex-ul.tance \ig-'z3lt-'n(t)s\ or ex.ul.tan-cy \-'n-se\ n : exulta-
tion
ex>ul>tant \ig-'z9lt-'nt\ adj : filled with or expressing extreme joy

: jubilant — ex<ul>tant-Iy adv
ex.ul-ta.tion \,ek-(,)s9l-'ta-sh3n, ,eg-(,)z3l-\ n : the act of exulting
; the state of being exultant

ex*urb \'ek-,sarb. 'eg-.zarbX n [ex- -f- -urb (as in suburb)} : a region
or district outside a city and usu. beyond its suburbs inhabited
chiefly by well-to-do families

ex-tir>ban>ite \ek-'s3r-ba-,nTt, eg-'zar-X n : one who lives in an
exurb

ex>llT>bla \-be-3\ n : the generalized region of exurbs
ex-u-vl.ae \ig-'zii-ve-.e, -,T\ n pi [L, fr. exuere to take off, fr. ex-

-\- -uere to put on; akin to ORuss izuti to take off footwear]
; the natural coverings of animals (as the skins of snakes) after they
have been sloughed off — ex»n.vi-al \-ve-3l\ adj

ex-n-vi<ate \-,at\ vb : molt— ex-ti-vi-a*tion \-.2u-ve-'a-sh3n\ n
lex-vO'to \(')eks-'vot-(,)o\ n [L ex voto according to a vow] ; a
votive offering

2ex-voto adj : vonvE
-ey — see -Y
ey-as \'i-3s\ n [ME, alter, (by in correct division of a neias) of
neias.fr. MF niais fresh from the nest, fr. (assumed) VL nidax
nestling, fr. L nidus nest — more at nest] ; an unfledged bird; specij
I a nestling hawk

leye \'T\ n [me. fr. OE eage; akin to OHG ouga eye, L oculus, Gk
ops eye, face] 1 a : an organ of sight; esp : a nearly spherical

14"

hollow organ lined with a sensitive retina and lodged in a bony orbit
in the skull that is the vertebrate or-
gan of sight and is normally paired
b : all the visible structures within
and surrounding the orbit and in-
cluding eyeUds, eyelashes, and eye-
brows c (I) : the faculty of seeing
with eyes (2) : the faculty of intel-
lectual perception or appreciation d
: look, glance e : an attentive look
t : point of view, judgment 2
: something having an appearance
suggestive of an eye: as a : the hole
through the head of a needle b : a
usu. circular marking (as on a pea-
cock's tail) c ; loop; esp : a loop
or other catch to receive a hook eye la: / optic nerve. 2 blind
d : an undeveloped bud (as on a spot. 3 sclera, 4 anterior
potato) e : an area like a hole in chamber. 5 cornea, 6 lens.
^^ .,^^"15^ °f ? l^^^'^^J

cyclone 7 pupn g ins, 9 posterior
marked by on y light winds or com- chamber. 10 suspensory liga-
plete calm with no precipitation I ment. 11 conjunctiva, 12
: the center of a flower esp. when choroid coat. 13 macula and
different y colored or marked; specij fovea. 14 ciliary muscle
: the disk of a composite 3 : some-
thingcentral : center 4 : the direction from which the wind is blow-
ing 5 slang : DETECTIVE <a private '^>— eyed \ Id \ adj— eye-less
\'i-l3s\ adj — eye*like \*i-Iik\ adj — all eyes : marked by rapt
attention — with an eye to : with a view to
2eye vb eyed; eye-ing or ey-ing vt 1 a : to fix the eyes on b : to
watch sharply 2 : to furnish with an eye « vi, obs : seem, look

eye«ball \'i-,b61\ n 1 : the more or less globular capsule of the
vertebrate eye formed by the sclera and cornea together with their
contained structures 2 ; the eye proper
eye bank n : a storage place for human corneas from the newly
dead for transplanting to the eyes of those blind through corneal
defects
eye.bolt \'T-'bolt\ n : a bolt with a looped head
eye.bright \'i-,brit\ n 1 : any of several herbs (genus Euphrasia)
of the figwort family 2 : the scarlet pimpernel

eye.brow \'T-,brau\ n ; the ridge over the eye or hair growing on it

eye-catch.er \'i-,kach-9r. -,kech-\ n ; something strongly attract-
ing the eye — eye-catch-ing \-io\ adj

eye.cup \'r-.k3p\ n : a small oval cup with a rim curved to fit the
orbit of the eye used for applying liquid remedies to the eyes

eye dialect n : the use of spellings in the representation of speech
that are based on pronunciation

eye.drop.per \'T-.drap-3r\ n : dropper 2a
eye.ful \'T-,ful\ n 1 ; a full or completely satisfying view 2 : one
that is visually attractive; esp : a strikingly beautiful woman

eye.glass \'T-,gIas\ n 1 a : eyepiece b : a lens worn to aid vision;
specif : monocle c pi : glasses, spectacles 2 ; eyecup

eye-hole \'T-.hol\ n 1 : orbit 1 2 : peephole
eye-lash \'T-ilash\ n : the fringe of hair edging the eyelid; esp t a
single hair of this fringe

eye-let \'T-l3t\ n [ME oilet, fr. MF oillet. dim. of oil eye, fr. L
oculus} 1 a : a small hole designed to receive a cord or used for
decoration (as in embroidery) b : a small typically metal ring to
reinforce an eyelet : grommet 2 : peephole, loophole

eye.Iid \'T-,lid\ n : one of the movable lids of skin and muscle that
can be closed over the eyeball

ey.en \'TC-3)n\ archaic pi oj eye
eye-open.er \'T-,op-(3-)n9r\ n 1 : a drink intended to wake one
up 2 : something startling or surprising— eye-open-ing \-nio\ adj

eye.piece \'T-.pes\ n : the tens or combination of lenses at the eye
end of an optical
eye rhyme n : an
vowel sounds from

eye.sliot \'T-,shat\
eye.sight \'i-,sTt\ n
eyesore \'T-,soolr, -,

eye-spot VT-,spat\ n
mented cells covering

eye-Stalk \'T-,st6k\ n : one of the movable peduncles bearing an
eye at the tip in a decapod crustacean

eye*strain \'T-,stran\ n : weariness or a strained state of the eye
eye.strings \'T-,strio2\ 1 ph obs : organic eye attachments formerly
believed to break at death or blindness

eye-tooth \'T-'tuth\ n : a canine tooth of the upper jaw
,wash\ n 1 ; an eye lotion 2 : misleading or
actions, or procedures

! 1 : a wink of the eye 2 obs : look, glance
n3s\ n ; one who sees an occurrence or an

object; esp l one who gives a report on what he has seen
eyre \'a(3)r, e(a)r\ n [ME eire, fr. AF, fr. OF erre trip, fr. errer
to travel] 1 : periodic circuit (medieval English justices in '^>
2 : a medieval English court held by itinerant royal justices

ey-rie \'](3)r-e, or like aerie\ var oj aerie
ey-Tir \'a-,ri(a)r\ n, pi au.rar \'aii-.rar\ ticel. fr. ON, money
(in pi.)] — see krona at money table

Eze.kiel \i-'zek-y3l\ n [LL Ezechiel fr. Heb YShezqel} : a major
Hebrew prophet of the 6th century B.C.

Ez.ra \'ez-ra\ n [LL, fr. Heb 'Ezra} : a Hebrew priest of the 5th
century B.C.

iperfect rhyme that appears to have identical
imilarity of spelling (as move and love)

: the range of the eye : view
1 : sight 2 archaic : observation
,s6(3)r\ n : something offensive to the sight

1 : a simple visual organ of pigment or pig-
sensory termination 2 : a spot of color

eye.wash \'i-,w6sh,
deceptive statements
eye.wink \'t-,wiok\
eye.wit-ness \
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298 facture

1 \'ef\ n. often cap, often attrib 1 a : the sixth
letter of the English alphabet b : a graphic
representation of this letter C : a speech
counterpart of orthographic/ 2 : the tone F
3 : a graphic device for reoroducing the
letter/ 4 : one designated / esp. as the sixth

in order or class 5 a : a grade rating a stu-
dent's work as failing b : one graded or
rated with an F 6 : something shaped like

the letter F
la \'fa\ n [ME. fr. ML, fr. the syllable sung to
this note in a medieval hymn to St. John the

Baptist] : the fourth tone of the diatonic scale in solmization
fa>ba*ceous \f3-'ba-sh3s\ adj [NL Fabaceae. family of legumes, fr.

Faba, type genus, fr. L. bean] 1 : of or relating to the legume
family : leguminous 2 : relating to, like, or being a bean

Fa<bi>an \'fa-be-an\ adj la: of, relating to, or in the manner of
the Roman general Quintus Fabius Maximus known for his defeat
of Hannibal in the Second Punic War by the avoidance of decisive
contests b : cautious, dilatory 2 [the Fabian Society; fr. the
members' belief in slow rather than revolutionary change in govern-
ment] ; of, relating to. or being a society of socialists organized in
England in 1SS4 to spread socialist principles gradually — Fabian
n — Fa-bj.an«ism \-3-,niz-3m\ n
1fa>ble \'fa-bal\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L fabula conversation, story,
play, fr. fari to speak — more at ban] : a fictitious narrative or
statement: as a : a legendary story of supernatural happenings
b ; a narration intended to enforce a useful truth; esp : one in which
animals speak and act like human beings c : falsehood, lie

siable v6 la-bling \-bo-Mio\ v/, archaic : to tell fables --' vr ; to
talk or write about as if true — la«bler \-b(a-)l3r\ n

fa>bled \'fa-b3ld\ adj 1 : nrrmous 2 : told or celebrated in fable
Iab.li.au \'fab-Ie-,6\ n, pi Jab-li-aux \-,6{z)\ [F, fr. OF. dim. of
fable'] : a short usu. comic, frankly coarse, and often cynical tale in
verse popular in the 12th and 13th centuries

fab'tic \'fab-rik\ n [MF jabricjue, fr. Lfabrica workshop, structure— more at forge] la: structure, building b ; underlying
structure : framework 2 : an act of constructing : erection;
specif : the construction and maintenance of a church building
3 a : structural plan or style of construction b : texture, quality— used chiefly of textiles 4 a ; CLOTH la b : a material that re-

sembles cloth 5 : the appearance or pattern produced by the
shapes and arrangement of the crystal grains in a rock

fab>ri<caiit \'fab-ri-k3nt\ n : manufacturer
fab*ri>cate \'fab-ri-.kat\ vr IME fabricaten. fr. "L fabricatus. pp. of
fabricari, fr, fabrica'] 1 : construct, manufacture; specif : to
construct from standardized parts 2 : invent, create 3 : to
make up for the purpose of deception syn see make — lab>ri*ca-
tion \,fab-ri-'ka-shan\ n — tab*ri*ca>tor \'fab-ri-,kat-3r\ n

Fab'Ti'kOid \'fab-ri-,k6id\ trademark — used for imitation leather
made from pyroxylin-treated cloth and used for bookbinding,
luggage, and upholstery

fab'U'IiSt \'fab-v3-l3St\ n 1 : a creator or writer of fables 2 : liar
lab-U-IOUS \-las\ adj IL fabulosus, fr. fabula] 1 : resembling a fable

; LEGENDARY 2 : told in or based on fable 3 : incredible, mar-
velous syn see fictitious — Iab»u-lous«ly adv — fab*u*lous-

fa-cade also ta.pade \f3-'sad\ n [F fagade, fr. It facciata, fr.

faccia face, fr. (assumed") VLjacia] 1 : the front of a building usu.
given special architectural treatment 2 ; a false, superficial, or
artificial appearance or effect

Uace \'fas\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OF, fr. (assumed> VL facia, fr.

L fades make, form, face, fr. facere to make, do — more at DO]
1 : the front part of the human head including the chin, mouth,
nose, cheeks, eyes, and usu. the forehead 2 archaic : presence,
SIGHT 3 a ; facial expression b : grimace 4 a ; outward ap-
pearance b : disguise, pretense c (1) : assurance, confidence
(2) : effrontery d : digntty, prestige 5 : surface: a (1) : a
front, upper, or outer surface (2) : the front of something having
two or four sides (3) : facade (4) : an exposed surface of rock
(5) : any of the plane surfaces that bound a geometric solid b : a
surface specially prepared: as (1) : the principal dressed surface
(as of a disk) (2) : the right side (as of cloth or leather) (3) : an
inscribed, printed, or marked side c (1) : the surface (as of type)
that receives the ink and transfers it to the paper (2) : any style of
type 6 : the end or wall of a mine turmei, drift, or excavation at
which work is progressing
syn FACE, coun-tenance, visage, physiognomy denote the front

part of the head from forehead to chin, face is the simple, direct,

but also the inclusive term; countenance applies to a face as seen
and as revealing a mood or attitude; visage suggests attention to
shape and proportions and sometimes expression; physiognomy
suggests attention to the contours and characteristic expression as
indicative of race, temperament, or qualities of mind or character

2face vr 1 : to confront impudently 2 a ; to line near the edge esp.
with a different material b : to cover the front or surface of (faced
the building with marble) 3 : to bring face to face 4 a : to stand
or sit with the face toward b : to front on 5 a : to oppose firmly
b : to master by confronting with determination 6 : to turn face
upward 7 : to make the surface of (as a stonel flat or smooth
8 : to cause (troops) to face in a particular direction on command
**- vi 1 : to have the face or front turned in a specified direction
2 : to turn the face in a specified direction

lace card n ; a king, queen, or jack in a deck of cards
face.down \'fas-'daun\ adv : with the face downward
face-hard-en \'fas-,hard-''n\ vr : to harden the surface of (as steel)

face-lilt»ing \'fa-,slif-tir|\ n 1 : a plastic operation for removal of
facial defects 2 : an alteration or restyling intended to modernize

face*plate \'fa-,splat\ n : a disk fixed with its face at right angles
to the live spindle of a lathe for the attachment of the work

fac>er \'fa-sar\ n 1 : a stunning check or defeat 2 : one that
faces; specif : a cutter for facing a surface

fac>et \'fas-3t\ n {¥ facette, dim. of /ace] 1 : a small plane surface
(as on a cut gem) 2 : aspect, phase 3 : the external corneal
surface of an ommatidium 4 : a smooth flat circumscribed ana-
tomical surface 5 : a fillet between the flutes of a column syn see
PHASE — Iac-et*ed or fac>et>ted \'fas-3t-3d\ adj

la.cete \f3-'set\ adj [l.facetus'l archaic : FACETIOUS, wriTY
la.ce.ti-ae \f3-'se-she-.e\ n pi [L. fr. pi. oi facetia jest, (z. facetus}

: witty or humorous writings or sayings
Ja.ce.Uous \fa-'se-sh3s\ adj [MF facetieux, fr. Jacetie jest. fr. L

facetia] : humorous, jocui-ar syn see wtity— la>ce*tloaS'>ly adv— fa<ce>tious*ness n
lace up vr :_to meet without shrinking
face>up \'fa-'sap\ adv : with the face upward
lace value n 1 ; the value indicated on the face 2 : the apparent
value or significance

la-cia \'fa-sh(e-l3\ var of fascia
Ua.cial \'fa-sh3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to the face 2 : concerned
with or used in improving the appearance of the face — la>cial>ly
\-sh3-le\ adv

2facial n : a facial treatment
lacial index n : the ratio of the breadth of the face to its length
multiplied by 100

-la.cient \'fa-sh5nt\ adj comb formil. -fadent-, -faciens (as in calefa-
cient-, calefaciens making warm, prp. of calefacere to warm) — more
at chafe] : making ; causing (somni/acie^r)

la.cies \'fa-shfe-.)ez\ n. pi lacies [NL, fr. L, face] 1 : an appear-
ance and expression of the face characteristic of a particular condi-
tion 2 a : general appearance b : a particular local aspect or
modification of an ecological community 3 : a rock or group of
rocks that differs from comparable rocks (as in composition)

lac.ile \'fas-3l\ adj[MF, fr. Lfacilis, fr. facere to do — more at do]
1 a (1) : easily accomplished or attained (2) : specious, super-
ficial b : used or comprehended with ease c : readily manifested
and often lacking sincerity or depth 2 : mild or pleasing in manner
or disposition 3 a : ready, fluent b : assured. poisex> syn see
easy — fac'ile'ly \-a(lj-ie\ adv — lac>ile>ness \-3l-nas\ n

la>cil*i*tate \f3-'sil-a-,tat\ vr : to make easier — la>cil*l>ta>tion
\-,siI-a-'ta-sh3n\ n

la-cil-i-ty \f3-'sil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality of being easily performed
2 : ease in performance : aptttude 3 : readiness of compliance
4 a : something that facilitates an action, operation, or course of
conduct — usu. used in p'- b : something fas a hospital) that is

built, installed, or established to serve a particular purpose
lac.ing \'fa-sir)\ n 1 a : a lining at the edge esp. of a garment
b pi : the collar, cuffs, and trimmings of a uniform coat 2 : an
ornamental or protective layer 3 : material for facing

lac.Sim.i.le \fak-'sim-a-le\ n, often attrib [L fac simile make
similar] 1 : an exact copy 2 : the process of transmitting (as
printed matter or still pictures) by wire or radio for reproduction
syn see reproduction

lact \'fakt\ n [l^ factum, fr. neut. of factus, pp. of facere] 1 : a thing
done: as a : crime (accessory after the ^> b obs : feat c archaic
: action 2 archaic : perform.ance. doing 3 : the quality of
being actual ; actuality 4 a : something that has actual existence
b : an actual occurrence : event 5 : a piece of information pre-
sented as having objective reality

FaC'tice \'fak-t3s\ trademark — used for any of various elastic
materials made from fatty oils and sulfur and used in making rubber
and in coatings

lac.tion \"fak-sh3n\ n [MF & L; MF, fr. L faction-, factio act of
making, faction] 1 : a usu. selfish or contentious group : clique
2 : party spirit esp. when marked by dissension — fac*tion>al
\-shnal, -shan-^lX adj — laC'tion-al-ly \-e\ adv

-lac.tion \'fak-sh3n\ n comb form [ME -faccioun, fr. MF & L; MF
-faction, fr. L -faction-, -factio (as in satisfaction-, satisfactio
satisfaction)] : making : -fication <petri/fic/io«>

lac*tion.al*ism X'fak-shna-.Iiz-am, -shan-n-.iz-X n 1 : adherence
to a faction 2 : a condition marked by factional differences

laC'tlOUS \'fak-sh3s\ adjlMF or L; MF factieux, fr. Lfactiosus, fr.

factio] : of or relating to faction: as a : caused by faction (-^
disputes) b : inclined to faction or the formation of factions;
specif : sEDmous — fac*tious>ly adv — lac*tious>ness n

lac<ti*tlOUS \fak-'tish-3s\ adj ILfaclicius. fr. /actus, pp. of facere
to make, do — more at do] 1 : produced artificially 2 a : formed
by or adapted to an artificial or conventional standard b : pro-
duced by special effort : sham syn see artificl^l— lac-ti'tiouS'ly
adv — lac>tl-tlous-ness n

lac.ti.tive \'fak-tat-iv\ adj [NL factitivus, Irreg. fr. L factus]
: of or relating to a transitive verb that in some constructions re-

quires besides its object an objective complement— fac-ti-tive-ly adv
-lac.tJve \'fak-tiv\ adj comb form [MF -factif, fr. -faction] : mak-
ing : causing (petriyjcrne)
Uac-tor \'fak-t3r\ n [ME, fr. MF facteur, fr. L factor doer, fr.

factus] 1 : one who acts or transacts business for another: as
a : commission merchant b : an agent in charge of a trading post
2a: something that actively contributes to the production of a
result : ingredient b ; a good or service used in the process of
production 3a: gene b : a presumed equivalent of a gene
4a: any of the numbers or symbols in mathematics that when
multiplied together form a product b : the number by which a
given time is multiplied in photography to give the complete time
for exposure or development c : a number that converts by multi-
plication the weight of one substance into the chemically equivalent
weight of another substance syn see element — lac>tor*slup
\-,ship\ n

2factor vt lac-tor-ing \-t(3-)rio\ 1 : to resolve into factors 2 : to
act as factor for — lac>tor*able \-t(3-)ra-b3l\ adj
lac-tor-age \-t(3->rij\ n 1 : the charges made by a factor for his
services 2 : the business of a factor

ilac-to-ri-al \fak-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ n : the product of all the positive
integers from one to a given number
3factonal adj : of or relating to a factor or a factorial

lac-tor-iza-tlon \,fak-t(s-)r3-'za-shan\ n : an act or process cf
factoring

lac-tor-ize \*fak-t3-,rTz\ vt : factor 1

lac-lo-ry \'fak-tC3-)re\ n 1 : a station where resident factors trade
2 : a building or set of buildings with facilities for manufacturing
lacto-tum \fak-'tot-am\ n [NL, lit., do everything, fr. I. fac do -I-

totum everything] : an employee with various duties

lactu-al \'fak-cha(-wa)l, *faksh-w3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to
facts 2 : restricted to or based on fact — Iac>ta-al*i-ty \.fak-
cha-'wal-3t-e\ n — lac-tu-al-ly \'fak-ch3(-w3)-le, 'faksh-w3-\ adv
— lac-tu-al-ness n
lac-tu*al-ism \'fak-ch3-(w3-).li2-3m, 'faksh-w9-,\ n 1 : adherence
or dedication to facts 2 : a theory emphasizing the importance of
facts — lac-tu-al'ist \-l3st\ n

lac-ture \'fak-ch3r\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. Lfactura action of making,
fr. factus] : the action or manner of making



facula

Jacn.la \"fak-y3-l3\ n, p/ lacu-lae \-,le, -.1T\ [NL, fr. L, dim. of
jac-, fax torch] : any of the bright regions of the sun's photosphere
seen most easily near the sun's edge

fac*ul-ta*tive \'fak-3l-,tat-iv\ adj 1 a : of or relating to the grant
of permission, authority, or privilege h : optional 2 ; of or
relating to a mental faculty 3a: having opposite reactions under
different conditions b : able to live or thrive under more than one
set of conditions — fac-ul-ta'tive«ly adv

laColll-ty \'fak-al-te\ n iME Jaculte, fr. MF Jaculte, fr. ML & L;
Mh jacultat-.jacultas branch of learning or teaching, fr. L, ability,
abundance, h. Jacilis facile] 1 ; ability, power: as a (1) : per-
sonal capacity (2) ; a natural aptitude b : a physical power or
function c : one of the powers of the mind formerly held by
psychologists to form a basis for the explanation of all mental
phenomena 2 a : a branch of teaching or learning in an educa-
tional institution 1) archaic ; something in which one is trained or
qualified 3 a : the members of a profession to : the teaching and
administrative staff and those members of the administration having
academic rank in an educational institution 4 : power, authority,
or prerogative given or conferred syn see gift

lad \'fad\ n [origin unknown] : a practice or interest followed for
a time with exaggerated zeal : craze syn see fashion — tad'dish
\'fad-ish\ adj — fad-dism \'fad-,iz-3m\ n — fad-dist \'fad-ast\ n

ilade \'fad\ vb [ME Jaden, fr. MF Jader, fr. Jade feeble, insipid, fr.

(assumed) \L Jatidus, alter, of Ljatuus fatuous, insipid] vi 1 : to
lose freshness or vitality : wither 2 ; to lose freshness or brilliance
of color 3 ; to sink away : vanish 4 : to change gradually in
loudness or visibiUty — used of a motion -picture image or of an
electronics signal and usu. with in or out ^ vt :to cause to fade

3fade 7z : a gradual changing of one picture to another in a motion*
picture or television sequence
31ade \'fad\ adj [F. fr. MF] : insipid, commonplace
fade<away Vfad-a-,wa\ n 1 ; an act or instance of fading away
2 a : a baseball pitch that breaks downward and toward a rights
handed batter b : a slide in which a base runner throws his body
sideways to avoid the tag
fadeless \'fad-l3s\ adj : not susceptible to fading — fade>Iess*ly
adv

la.do \'faUi-(.)u\ n [Pg, lit., fate, fr. L Jatumi : a plainUve Portu-
guese folk song

fae>cal, fae>ces var oj fecal, feces
la.er-ie also la.ery \'fa-C3-)re, •fa(a)r-e, 'fe(3)r-c\ n \.MF Jaerie}
1 : the realm of fairies 2 : fairy — faery adj

Faero-ese \,far-3-'wez, ,fer-, -'wes\ n, pi Faeroese 1 a : the Ger-
manic people inhabiting the Faeroes b : a member of this people
2 : the Germanic language of the Faeroese people — Faeroese adj

Fal.nir \'fav-,ni(3)r, 'faf-, -n3r\ n [ON Fdjnir} ; a dragon in Norse
mythology slain by Sigurd
ilag \'fag\ vb fagged; fag.ging [obs. fag to droop, perh. fr. fag
(fag end) ] vi 1 ; to work hard ; drudge 2 : to act as a fag ^ vt

: to tire by strenuous activity ; exhaust syn see tire
2fag n 1 chiefly Brit : toil, dritogery 2 a ; an English public^
school boy who acts as servant to another b : menial, drudge
3fag n [jag end's : cigarette
fag end n [earlier fag, fr. ME fagge flap] 1 a : the last part or
coarser end of a web of cloth b : the untwisted end of a rope
2 a : a poor or worn-out end : remnant b ; the extreme end

ifag.ot or fag.got \'fag-at\ n [ME fagot, fr. MF] : bundle: as
a : a bundle of sticks b : a bundle of pieces of wrought iron to be
shaped by rolling or hammering at high temperature

afagot or faggot vt l : to make a fagot of 2 : to bind in a fagot
fag<ot-mg.or fag<got>ing n l : an embroidery produced by pulling
out horizontal threads from a fabric and
tying the remaining cross threads into
groups of an hourglass shape 2 ; an
openwork stitch joining hemmed edges

Fabr.en.heit \'far-3n-,hTt\ adj [Gabriel
D. Fahrenheit tl736 G physicist] : re-
lating or conforming to a thermometric fagoting 1

scale on which under standard atmo-
spheric pressure the boiUng point of water is at 212 degrees above
the zero of the scale, the freezing point is at 32 degrees above zero,
and the zero point approximates the temperature produced by mix-
ing equal quantities by weight of snow and common salt

fa.ience or fa.ience \fa-'an(t)s, fi-, -'a"s\ n [F, fr. Faenza, Italy]
: earthenware decorated with opaque colored glazes

ifail \'fa(a)l\ vb [MEfailen, fr. OF faiilir, fr. (assumed) VLfalUre,
alter, of L fallere to deceive, disappoint; prob. akin to Gk phelos
deceitful] vi la: to lose strength : weaken b : to fade or die
away c : to stop functioning 2 a : to fall short <'^ed in his duty)
b ; to be or become absent or inadequate <the water supply '^edy
C : to be unsuccessful (as in passing an examination) d : to
become bankrupt or insolvent ^ vt 1 ; disappoint, desert
2 : to be deficient in 3 ; to leave undone : neglect 4 a : to be
unsuccessful inpassing b : to grade (as a student) as not passing —
fail-ing'ly X'fa-lijj-leX adv

2faU n : failure — usu. used in the phrase without fail

ifail>ing \'fa-lig\ n : weakness, shortcoming syn see FAtn.T
sfalling prep : in absence or default of
faille \'fT(a)l\ n [F] : a somewhat shiny closely woven silk, rayon,
or cotton fabric characterized by slight ribs in the weft

fail-ure \'fa(3)l-y3r\ n [alter, of earUer jailer, fr. AF. fr. OF faiilir

to fail] 1 : omission of occurrence or performance; specif : a faiUng
to perform a duty or expected action 2 a : lack of success b ; a
failing in business : bankruptcy 3 a : a falling short : deficiency
b : DETERIORATION, DECAY 4 : One that has failed

ifain \'fan\ adj [ME fagen, fayn, it. OE fsegen; akin to ON fegiun
happy, OE fseger fair] 1 archaic ; pleased, happy 2 archaic
; INCLINED 3 archaic a : wilung b : obuged, compelled

2fain adv 1 archaic ; willingly 2 archaic : rather
tfai.n6.ant \'fa-ne-ant, fa-na-a"\ n, pi faineants \-3n(t)s, -a"(z)\
[F, fr. MF fait-nient, lit., does nothing, by folk etymology fr.

faignant, fr. prp. of faindre, feindre} : an irresponsible idler

sfain^ant or fal>ne-ant adj : having the character of a faineant

ifaint \'fant\ adj [ME jaint, jeint fr. OF, fr. pp. of faindre, feindre
to feign, shirk — more at feign] 1 : lacking courage and spirit

: COWARDLY 2 : weak, dizzy, and likely to faint 3 a : lacking
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strength ; feeble b : performed weakly or languidly 4 : produc-
ing a sensation of faintness : oppressive 5 : lacking distinctness
; DIM — faint'ish \'fant-ish\ adj — faint-ish.ness n — falnt-!y
ady — faint>ness ri

2faint V? 1 archaic : to lose courage or spirit 2 archaic : to become
weak 3 : to lose consciousness because of a temporary decrease in
the blood supply to the brain 4 : to lose brightness

3faint n : an act or condition of fainting : syncope
faiiit.heart.ed \'fant-'h"art-3d\ adj ; lacking courage or resolution

: TIMID — faint'heart'Cd'ly adv — faint-heart^ed-ness n
ifair \'fa(a)r, fe(3)r\ adj [ME fager, fair fr. OE fieger; akin to OHG
fagar beautiful and perh. to Lith puoSti to decorate] 1 : attractive
in appearance : beautiful 2 : superficially pleasing : specious
3 a : clean, pure b : clear, legible 4 a : not stormy or foul
; cloudless b : free or nearly free from precipitation 5 : ample
<a '^ estate) 6 a : marked by impartiality and honesty : just
b : conforming with the established rules : allowed c : open to
legitimate pursuit or attack <~ game) 7 a : promising, likely
b : favorable to a ship's course <a ~ wind) 8 archaic : free of
obstacles 9 : not dark ; blond 10 : adequate — fair*ness «
syn fair, ;ust, equitable, impartial, unbiased, dispassionate,

objective mean free from favor toward either or any side, fair
implies an elimination of one's own feelings, prejudices, and desires
so as to achieve a proper balance of conflicting interests; JUST
imphes an exact following of a standard of what is right and proper;
equitable, less rigid than just, implies equal treatment of all con-
cerned; IMPARTIAL stresses an absence of favor or prejudice in
making a judgment; unbiased implies even more strongly an
absence of all prejudice or prepossession; dispassionate suggests
freedom from the influence of strong feeling and often implies
coolness or even coldness in judgment; objective stresses a tendency
to view events or persons as apart from oneself and one's own
interest, opinion, likes, or dislikes syn see in addition BEAimFUL

2fair n 1 obs : fairness, beaitty 2 : something that is fair or for-
tunate 3 archaic ; woman; esp : sweetheart

3fair adv : fairly
*fair vi, of the weather : clear -- vr : to join so that the external
surfaces blend smoothly

sfair n [ME feire, fr. OF. fr. ML feria weekday, fair, fr. LL, festal
day, fr. I. ferine (pi.) holidays — more at feast] 1 : a gathering of
buyers and sellers at a particular place and time for trade 2 ; a
competitive exhibition (as of farm products) 3 : a sale of a collec-
tion of articles usu. for a charitable purpose

fair ball n : a batted baseball that settles within the foul lines In the
infield, that first touches the ground within the foul lines in the
outfield, or that is within the foul lines when bounding to the out-
field past first or third base

fair catch n : a catch of a kicked football by a player who having
given a prescribed signal forfeits his right to advance the ball and
may not be tackled

fair copy n : a neat and exact copy esp. of a corrected draft
fair.ground \'fa(a)r-,graund, 'fe(3)r-\ n : an area where outdoor
fairs, circuses, or exhibitions are held
ifair.lng \'fa(3)r-ia, 'fe(9)r-\ n 1 Brit a : a present bought or given
at a fair b : gift 2 Brit : deserts

sfairing n : a member or structure whose primary function is to
produce a smooth outline and reduce drag

fair*ish \'fa(3)r-ish, 'fe(3)r-\ adj : fairly good or large— fair-ish'ly
adv

fair.lead \'fa(3)r-.led, *fe(a)r-\ n 1 also fairUead-er : a block,
ring, or strip of plank with holes that serves as a guide for the run-
ning rigging or any ship's rope and keeps it from chafing 2 : a
course of running ship's rope that avoids all chafing

fair.ly \'fa(3)r-le, 'fe(9)r-\ adv la: handsomely b : becoming-
ly, suitably 2 obs a : gently, quietly b : courteously
3 : QurrE, completely 4 a : in a proper or legal manner b : im-
partially 5 : PLAINLY, DISTINCTLY 6 : MODERATELY, TOLERABLY

fair-nund<ed \'fa(a)r-'min-d3d, 'fe(3)r-\ adj : unprejudiced,
just — fair-mind-ed-ness n
fair-spok-en \-'spo-kan\ adj 1 : using fair speech 2 : courteous,
BLAND

fair trade n : trade in conformity with a fair-trade agreement
fair-trade \'fa(3)r-'trad, 'fe(3)r-\ vt : to market (a commodity) in
compliance with the provisions of a fair-trade agreement —
fair trader n

fair-trade agreement n : an agreement between a producer and a
seller that commodities bearing a trademark, label, or brand name
belonging to the producer be sold at or above a specified price

fair-way \'fa(3)r-,wa, •fe(3)rA n 1 a : a navigable part of a river,

bay. or harbor b : an open path or space 2 ; the mowed part of a
golf course between a tee and a green

fair-weath.er X-'wetjj-arX adj 1 ; suitable for, done during, or
made in fair weather 2 : loyal only during a time of success

fairy \'fa(3)r-e, 'fe(3)r-\ n [ME fairie fairyland, fairy people, fr.

OF faerie, fr. feie, fee fairy, fr. L Fata, goddess of fate, fr. fatum
fate] : a mythical being of folklore and romance usu. having diminu-
tive human form and magic powers — fairy adj— fairy*like \-,lTk\

fairy-ism \-,iz-3m\ n, archaic : power of or like that of a fairy; esp
; power to enchant

fairy.land \-,land\ n 1 : the land of fairies 2 : a place of delicate
beauty or magical charm

fairy ring « 1 : a ring of mushrooms produced at the periphery of
mycelium which has grown centrifugally from an initial growth
point; also % a ring of luxuriant vegetation associated with these
mushrooms 2 : a mushroom (esp. Marasmius oreades) that com-
monly grows in fairy rings

fairy tale n 1 : a simple narrative that deals with supernatural
beings and is told for the amusement of children — called also fairy
story 2 : a made-up story usu. designed to mislead

fairy-tale adj : characteristic of or suitable to a fairy tale; esp
marked by unusual grace or beauty

fait accom.pli \fa-ta-ko"-ple\ n, pi faits accomplis \fa-tA-ko"-

e{z)\ [F, accomplished fac" "
--.....

imably irreversible
ple{z)\ [F, accomplished fact] : a thing accomplished and pre-
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to duty or a person ; loyalty b : fidelity to one's promises
2 a (1) : belief and trust in and loyalty to God (2) : belief in the
traditional doctrines of a religion to (1) : firm belief in something
for which there is no proof (2) : complete confidence 3 ; some-
thing that is believed esp. with strong conviction; esp : a system of
religious behcfs syn see belief — in laitli ; by my faith

21aitll, vt, archaic : believe, trust
ilalth.lul \'fath-f3l\ adj 1 obs : fuU of faith 2 : steadfast in
affection or allegiance : loyal 3 ; firm in adherence to promises
or in observance of duty : conscientious 4 ; given with strong
assurance : binding ('^ promise) 5 : true to the facts or to an
original — faith. lul*ly \-f3-le\ adv — faith-ful-ness n
syn loyal, constant, staunch, steadfast, resolute: FArrHFUL

implies unswerving adherence to a person or thing or to the oath or
pledge or promise by which a tie was contracted; loyal implies a
firm resistance to any temptation to desert or betray; constant
stresses continuing firmness of emotional attachment without
necessarily implying strict obedience to promises or vows; staunch
suggests fortitude and resolution in adherence and imperviousness
to influences that would weaken it; steadfast implies a steady and
unwavering course in love, allegiance, or conviction; resolute
implies firm determination to adhere to a cause or purpose

afaithful n, pi laithful or faithfuls : one that is faithful: as
a : church members in full communion and good standing — used
with the t) : the body of adherents of the Muslim rehgion — used
with the c :_a loyal follower or member (party -^s}

laith.less \'fath-l3s\ adj l : marked by absence of faith 2 ; not
worthy of trust or rehance : disloyal — faith-less-ly adv — faitb-
]ess>ness n

breach of aUegiance or loyalty; false stresses the fact of failing
be true in any manner ranging from fickleness to cold treachery;
DISLOYAL implies a lack of complete faithfulness in thought or
words or actions to a friend, cause, leader, or country; traitorous
implies either actual treason or a serious betrayal of trust; treacher-
ous imphes readiness to betray trust or confidence more commonly
through lack of scruple than through weakness; perfidious adds to
faithless the implication of an incapacity for fidelity or rehabiUty

iai.tour \"fat-3r\ n [ME, fr. AF, fr. O? hitor perpetrator, fr. L
jactor doer — more at factor] archaic : cheat, impostor
ifake \'fak\ vt [ME jaken-\ : to coil in fakes
2fake n : one loop of a coil (as of ship's rope) coiled free for running
sfake vb [origin unknown] vt 1 : to alter, manipulate, or treat so as
to impart a false character or appearance to 2 : counterfeft,
simulate ~ v/_: to engage in faking ; pretend — fak-er n — fak-
ery \'fa-k(3-)re\ n

4fake n 1 ; counterfeft, imitation: as a : a worthless imitation
passed off as genuine b : impostor, charlatan 2 : a device or
apparatus used by a magician to achieve the illusion of magic in a
trick syn see imposture
siake adj : counterfeit, sham
fa-klr n [Ar jaqir, lit., poor man] 1 \f3-'ki(a^r\ a : a Muslim
mendicant : dervish b : an itinerant Hindu ascetic or wondera
worker 2 \'fa-k3r\ : faker; esp : swindler

fa la \fa-'la\ n \Ja-la, meaningless syllables often occurring in its

refrain] : a 16th and 1 7th century part-song
Fa<lan<giSt \f3-'lan-j3st\ n [Sp Falangista, fr. Falange espahola
Spanish Phalanx, a fascist organization] : a member of the fascist
political party governing Spain after the civil war of 1936-39

fal.cate \'fal-,kat, 'folA also fal.cat.ed \-,kat-3d\ adj {Ljalcatus,
fr. jalC', Jalx sickle, scythe] : hooked or curved like a sickle

fal.Cilion \'f61-ch3n\ n iMB jauchoun, fr. OF jauchon, h. jauchier
to mow, fr. (assumed) WL jalcare, fr. l. falc-, Jalx^ 1 : a broads
bladed slightly curved sword of medieval times 2 archaic ; sword

fal-Ci-form \'fal-s3-,f6rm, 'f61-\ adj [L Jalc-, jalx + E -i/orm]
: having the shape of a scythe or sickle

fal-con X'fal-ksn, 'fol- also 'fo-ksnX n [ME, fr. OF. fr. lA. falcon-,
jalco. prob. of Gmc origin; akin to OHG jaicho falcon] 1 a': any
of various hawks trained for use in falconry; esp : peregrine —
used technically only of a female; compare tiercel b : any of
various hawks (family Falconidae) distinguished by long wings and
a notch and tooth on the edge of the upper mandible c : hawk 1

2 : a light cannon used from the 15 th to the 17 th centuries
fal*con>er X-ka-narX n 1 : one who hunts with hawks 2 : a breeder
or trainer of hawks for hunting

fal.con.et \,fal-k3-'net, ,f61- also ,f6-ka-\ n 1 : a very small cannon
used in the 16th and I7th centuries 2 : any of several very small
Asiatic falcons constituting a genus (Microhierax)

lal-con-gen-tle X.fal-kan-'jent-'I, ,f6(l)-\ « [ME Jaucon gentil
peregrine falcon, fr. MF, ht., noble falcon] : the female peregrine
falcon

fal'Con.ry X'fal-ksn-re, 'fol- also 'fo-kan-X n 1 : the art of training
falcons to pursue game 2 : the sport of hunting with falcons

fal>de.ral Vfal-d3-,rai\ var of folderol
fald-Stool \'f61(d)-,stul\ n [ML Jaldistolium, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG jaltisiuol folding chair, fr. a prehistoric WGmc compound
whose first constituent is akin to OHG jaldan to fold and whose
second constituent is represented by OHG stuol chair — more at
fold, stool] 1 : a folding stool or chair; specij : one used by a
bishop 2 : a folding stool or small desk at which one kneels during
devotions; esp : one used by the sovereign of England at his corona-
tion 3 ; the desk from which the litany is read in Anglican churches
Hall \'f61\ vb fell \'fel\ fall-en X'fo-bn or esp in poetry 'f6In\
lall-ing [ME jallen, fr. OE jeallan; akin to OHG jallan to fall and
gerh. to Lith pulii'\ vi la: to descend freely by the force of gravity

: to hang freely c : to drop oneself to a lower position d : to
come as if by descending 2 : to become born — usu. used of lambs
3 a : to become of lower degree or level b : to drop in pitch or
volume c : to become uttered d : to become lowered <her eyes
jell) 4 a : to leave an erect position suddenly and involuntarily
b : stumble, stray c ; to drop down wounded or dead; esp : to
die in battle d : to suffer military capture e : to lose office (the
party /f// from power) t : to suffer ruin, defeat, or failure 5 : to
commit an immoral act; esp : to lose one's chastity 6 a : to move or
extend in a downward direction b ; subside abate c : to decline
in quality, activity, or quantity d : to lose weight — used with ojj
or away e : to assume a look of shame, disappointment, or dejec-
tion 7 : to decline in financial value or price 8 a : to occur at a
certain time b : to come by chance c : to come or pass by lot, as-
signment, or inheritance : devolve d ; to have its place or station

; within the limits.<the accent '^s on the second syllable) 9 : to c
,

scope, or jurisdiction of something 10 : to pass suddenly and
passively into a state of body or mind 11 : to set about heartily or
actively (Jell to work) 12 : strike, impinge ^ vt : fell 1 — fall
behind 1 : to lag behind 2 : to be in arrears — fall flat : to pro-
duce no response or result — fall for 1 : to fall in love with 2 ; to
become a victim of — fall foul 1 : to have a collision — used
chiefly of ships 2 : to have a quarrel : clash — often used with oj— fall from grace 1 ; to lapse morally : sin 2 : backsude —
fall home : to curve inward — used of the timbers or upper parts of
a ship^s side — fall into line : to comply with a certain course of
action — fall over oneself : to display excessive eagerness — fall
short 1 : to be deficient 2 : to fail to attain

2fall /I 1 : the act of falling by the force of gravity 2 a : a falling
out, off, or away : dropping b : the season when leaves fall from
trees : autumn c : a thing or quantity that falls d (1) ; birth
(2) : the quantity bom — usu. used of lambs 3 a : a costume
decoration of lace or thin fabric arranged to hang loosely and
gracefully b ; a very wide turned-down collar worn in the I7tli
century c : the part of a turned-over collar from the crease to the
outer edge d : a wide front flap on trousers (as those worn by sail-
ors) 6 : the freely hanging lower edge of the skirt of a coat
f : one of the three outer and often drooping segments of the
flower of an iris 4 : a hoisting-tackle rope or chain; esp : the part
of it to which the power is apphed 5 a : loss of greatness : col-
lapse b : the surtender or capture of a besieged place c : lapse
or departure from innocence or goodness d : loss of a woman's
chastity 6 a : the descent of land or a hill : slope b ; precipi-
tous descent of water : waterfall ~ usu. used in pi. but sing,
or pi. in constr. c : a musical cadence d : a falling-pitch intona-
tion in speech 7 : a decrease in size, quantity, or degree; specij
: a decrease in price or value 8 a : the distance which something
falls b : inclination, pitch 9 a : the act of felling b : the quan-
tity of trees cut down c (1) : an act of forcing a wrestler's shoul-
ders to the mat (2) ; a bout of wrestUng 10 Scot : fortune, lot

3faU adj : of or relating to fall <~ coat)
faMa*clous \f3-'la-sh3s\ adj 1 : embodying a fallacy 2 a : de-
ceptive, misleading b : delusive, disappointing — fal'la.cions-
ly adv — fal-la-cious-ness n

fal.la.cy \'Eal-3-se\ n [L jallacia, fr. jallac-, jallax deceitful, fr.

jallere to deceive — more at fail] 1 a obs : guile, trickery
b : deceptive appearance : deception 2 a : a false idea b : er-
roneous or fallacious character : erroneousness 3 : an argument
failing to satisfy the conditions of vahd or correct inference

fal-lal \fa-'lal, "fal-'lalV n [perh. alter, oi jalbala (furbelow)] : a
fancy ornament esp. in dress — fal«lal>ery \fa-'Ial-a-re\ n

fall away vi la; to withdraw friendship or support b : to re-

nounce one's faith 2 a ; to diminish in size b : to drift off a course
fall back vi : retreat, recede — fall back on or fall back upon

: to have recourse to
fall.back \'f6I-,bak\ n 1 : something on which one can fall back

: reserve 2 ; a falling back : retreat
fall-er \'f6-l3r\ « 1 : a logger who fells trees 2 : a machine part
that acts by falling

lall'fisll \'t61-,fish\ n : any of several common No. American
cyprinoid fishes; esp : a fish {Semotilus corporalis) of the streams of
northeastern No. America — compare chub

fall guy n 1 : one that is easily duped 2 ; scapegoat
fal-li.bil.i.ty \.fal-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : liabihty to ert
fal.li-ble \'faI-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. ML jallibilis, fr. L jallere-^

1 : liable to be erroneoas 2 : capable of making a mistake —
fal-li-bly \-ble\ adv

fall in vi ; to take one's proper place in a military formation
fall-lng-out \,f6-lia-'aut\ n, pi fallings-out or falling-outs : an
instance of falling out ; quarrel

falling star n : meteor 2a
fall off vi 1 : trend lb 2 : to deviate to leeward of the point to
which the head was directed

fall. off \'f6-.!6f\ n : decline
fal.lcpi.an tube \f3-.Io-pe-3n-\ n, often cap F [Gabriel Fallopius
tl562 It anatomist] : either of the pair of tubes conducting the egg
from the ovary to the uterus

fall out vi 1 : happen 2 : to have a quarrel 3 a : to leave one's
place in the ranks b : to leave a building to meet a formation

fall-out \'f6-,laut\ n ; the often radioactive particles stirred up by
or resulting from a nuclear explosion and descending through the
atmosphere
ifal.low \'fal-(,)o, -3(-w)\ adj [ME jalow, fr. OE jealu: akin to
OHG jalo pale, fallow, L pallere to be pale, Gk polios gray] : of
a light yellowish brown
afallow n [ME j-alwe, jalow. fr. OE jealg — more at felly] 1 obs

: plowed land 2 : usu. cultivated land allowed to lie idle during
the growing season 3 : the state or period of being fallow 4 : the
tilling of land without sowing it for a season
3faUow vt : to plow, harrow, and break up (land) without seeding
to destroy weeds and conserve soil moisture

4fallow adj 1 : left untilled or unsown after plowing 2 ; dormant,
inactive — fal-low-ness n

fallow deer n : a small European deer (Dama dama) with broad
antlers and a pale yellow coat spotted white in the summer

fall to VI : to set about doing something esp. actively

ifalse \"f61s\ adj [ME jals. fr. OF & L; OF, fr. L jalsus, fr. pp. of
jallere} 1 : not genuine <— documents) <'^ teeth> 2 a : inten-
tionally untrue <~ te.'^timony) b : adjusted or made so as to deceive
<~ scales) c : tending to mislead (^^ promise) 3 : not true {^
concepts) 4 a : not faithful or loyal : treacherous b obs : not
solid 5 a : not essential or permanent b : fitting over a main part
to strengthen it, to protect it, or to disguise its appearance 6 : of
a kind related to or resembling another kind that is usu. designated
by the unqualified vernacular (-^ oats) 7 : inaccurate in pitch <a
'^ note) 8 a : based on mistaken ideas (.~ pride) b : inconsistent
with the true facts <a -^ position) — false*ly adv — false.ness n
syn false, wrong mean neither true nor right, false in nearly all

its senses carries an implication of deceiving or of being deceived;
wrong implies usu. no more than a simple negation of or deviation
from rightness or correctness syn see in addition fatthless

2false adv : FArrHLESSLV, treacherously <his wife played him ~>
false.hood \"f61s-.hud\ n 1 a : an untrue statement : lie b : some-
thing contrary to truth 2 : absence of truth or accuracy : falsity
3 : the practice of lying : mendacity
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false horizon n : horizon ic
false imprisonment n : imprisonment of a person contrary to law
false rib n : a rib whose cartilages unite indirectly or not at all with
the sternum

ifal.set.to \f61-'set-C,)o\ n, ojten attrib pt, fr. dim. of /o/io false,
fr. L Jalsus} 1 : an artificially high voice; specij : an artificially pro-
duced singing voice that overlaps and extends above the range of
the full voice esp. of a tenor 2 ; a singer who uses falsetto

^falsetto flrfv : in falsetto

fals>ie \'foI-se\ n I a breast-shaped usu. fabric or rubber cup used
to pad a brassiere — usu. used in pi,

fal.si-fl<ca>tion \,fdls-(3-)f3-'ka-sh3n\ n ; an act or instance of
falsifying

fal.si.fi-er \'f6I-ss-,fi(-a)r\ n : one that falsifies

fal.si-ly \'f61-s3-,fT\ vb [ME Jalsijien, fr. MF Jalsijier, fr. ML
jalsijicare, fr. L jalsus'] vt 1 : to prove or declare false 2 : to
make false: as a : to make false by mutilation or addition <~ a
will) h : to represent falsely ; misrepresent 3 ; to prevent the
fulfillment of ~ vi ; to tell lies ; lie

fal.Si-ty \'fol-s3t-e, -ste\ n 1 : something false : lie 2 : the qual-
ity or state of being false

Fal.Staff.ian \fdl-'staf-e-3n\ adj [Sir John FalstaJJ, character in
Shakespeare's Merry Wives of Windsor and Henry /K] : of, relating
to, or characteristic of Falstaff

falt-boat \'falt-,b6t, "folt-X n [part trans, of G Jaltboot folding boat,
fr. jahen to fold (fr. OHG jaldan) + boot boat] : a small collapsible
canoe made of rubberized sailcloth stretched over a framework
ifal.ter \'f61-tar\ vb fal-ter-ing \-t(a-)rio\ [ME Jalterenl vi

1 a : to walk unsteadily ; stumble h : to give way : totter c ; to
move waveringly or hestitatingly 2 : to speak brokenly or weakly
; STAMMER 3 : to hesitate in purpose or action : waver '^ vt l to
utter hesitatingly or brokenly syn see hesttatb — fal-ter-er
\-t3r-3r\ n — lal-ter-ing-ly Vt(3-)riD-le\ adv

2Jalter n ; an act or instance of faltering
ifame \'fam\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. 'Ljama report, fame; akin to L/ar/
to speak — more at ban] 1 a ; public estimation ; reputation
b : popular acclaim ; renown 2 archaic ; rumor
2fame vt 1 ; report, repute 2 : to make famous
famed \'famd\ adj ; famous
fa.mil-ial \f3-'mil-y3l\ adj [F, fr. L Jamilia-j : of, relating to, or
characteristic of a family
Ua*niil<iar \f3-'mil-y9r\ n 1 : an intimate associate : companion
2 : a member of the household of a high official 3 ; a spirit often
embodied in an animal and held to attend and serve or guard a
person 4 : one who frequents a place

2Iamiliar adj [ME Jamilier, fr. OF, fr. L jamiliaris, fr. jamilia]
1 : closely acquainted : intimate 2 obs : affable, sociable
3 a : of or relating to a family b : frequented by families 4 a : be-
ing free and easy b : marked by informality <— essay) c : overly
free and unrestrained : presumptuous d : moderately tame
5a; frequently seen or experienced b : of everyday occurrence
syn intimate: familiar suggests the ease, informality, absence of

reserve or constraint natural among members of a family or ac-
quaintances of long standing; intimate stresses the closeness and
intensity rather than the mere frequency of personal association and
suggests either deep mutual understanding or the sharing of deeply
personal thoughts and feeling syn see in addition common

fa-mil.iar>i>ty \f3-,mil-'yar-3t-e, -,mil-e-'(y)ar-\ n 1 : a state of
being familiar : intimacy 2a: absence of ceremony : iNFORMALrrv
b ; an unduly informal act or expression : impropriety c : a
sexual liberty 3 : close acquaintance with something

fa<mil>iar*lzaotion \f3-,mil-y3-r3-'za-shsn\ n : the act or process of
familiarizing

fa>mil<iar<ize \f3-'mil-y3-,rTz\ v? 1 : to make known or familiar
2 ; to make well acquainted

fa<mil*iar»ly adv : in a familiar manner
familiar spirit n 1 : a spirit or demon that serves or prompts
an individual 2 : the spirit of a dead person invoked by a medium
to advise or prophesy
ifam.i.ly \'fam-(a-)le\ n [WE jamilie, fr. L jamiUa household (in-
cluding servants as well as kin of the householder), fr. jamulus
servant; perh. akin to Skt dhaman dwelling place] 1 : fellowship
2 : a group of persons of common ancestry : clan 3 ; a group of
individuals living under one roof and usu. under one head : house-
hold 4 a : a group of things related by common characteristics or
properties b ; a group of soils that have similar profiles and include
one or more series 5 : the basic unit in society having as its nucleus
two or more adults living together and cooperating in the care and
rearing of their own or adopted children 6 a : a group of related
plants or animals forming a category ranking above a genus and
below an order and usu. comprising several to many genera b in

livestock breeding (1) ; the descendants or line of a particular in-

dividual esp. of some outstanding female (2) : an identifiable
strain within a breed c : an ecological community consisting of a
single kind of organism and usu. being of hmited extent and repre-
senting an early stage of a succession 7 : a set of curves or surfaces
whose equations differ only in parameters

sfamily adj : of or relating to a family
family Bible n : a large Bible usu. having special pages for record-
ing births, marriages, and deaths
family circle n : a gallery in a theater or opera house usu. located
above or behmd a gallery containing more expensive seats

family man n l : a man with a wife and children dependent upon
him 2 : a responsible man of domestic habits
family name n 1 : surname 2 2 : the name of an individual that
identifies him with his family

family tree n 1 ; genealogy 2 ; a diagram showing genealogical
relationships

fam.ine \'fam-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL jamina, fr. L
James hunger] 1 : an extreme scarcity of food 2 archaic : star-
vation 3 archaic : a ravenous appetite 4 : a great shortage
fam<ish \'fam-ish\ vb [MB famishen, prob. alter, oi jamen^ fr. MF
Qjamer, fr. (assumed) VL ajjamare, fr. L ad- + fames] vt 1 : to
cause to suffer severely from hunger 2 archaic ; to cause to starve
to death ^ vi 1 archaic : starve 2 archaic : to suffer for lack of
something necessary — fam-i5h>ment \-m3nt\ n
fa.mous \'fa-m3S\ adj [ME. fr. MF Jameux, fr. 'Ljamosus, it. jama

fame] la: widely known b : honored for achievement 2 : ex-
cellent, first-rate— fa-mous'ly adv — fa-mous-ness n
syn RENOWNED. CELEBRATED, NOTED, NOTORIOUS, DISTINGUISHED,

eminent, ILLUSTRIOUS: FAMOUS implies little more than the fact of
being, sometimes briefly, widely and popularly known; renowned
implies more glory and acclamation, celebrated more notice and
attention esp. in print; noted suggests well-deserved public atten-
tion; NOTORIOUS frequently adds to famous an implication of
questionableness or evil; distinguished implies acknowledged
excellence or superiority; eminent implies even greater con-
spicuousness for outstanding quality or character; illustrious
stresses enduring honor and glory attached to a deed or person
fam.U.lus \'fam-y3-l9s\ n, pi lam-u-li \-,lT, -.le\ [G, assistant to a
professor, fr. L, servant] : a private secretary or attendant
ifan \'fan\ n [ME, fr. OE Jann, fr. L vannus — more at winnow]
1 : any of various devices for winnowing grain 2 : an instrument
for producing a current of air: as a : a device for cooling the person
usu. shaped like a segment of a circle and composed of material (as
feathers, paper) mounted on thin rods or slats moving about a
givot so that the device may be closed compactly when not in use

: a device for producing a current of air that consists of a series
of vanes radiating from a hub rotated on its axle by a motor
3 : something resembling an open fan — fan>like \-,lTk\ adj

2fan vb lanned; fan-ning vt 1 a : to drive away the chaff of by
means of a current of air b ; to eliminate by winnowing 2 : to
move or impel (air) with a fan 3 : to blow or breathe upon
4 a : to direct a current of air upon with a fan b : to stir up to
activity as if by fanning : stimulate 5 archaic : wave 6 slang
: SPANK 7 : to spread like a fan 8 : to strike (a batter) out in
baseball 9 ; to fire by squeezing the trigger and striking the ham-
mer to the rear with the free hand -^ vr 1 ; to move like a fan
2 : to spread like a fan Z of a baseball batter : to strike out

3Ian n [prob. short lor fanatic] 1 ; an enthusiastic devotee (as of a
sport) usu. as a spectator 2 : an ardent admirer (as of a celebrity)

fa>nat>ic \f3-'nat-ik\ adj [L/anaric«s inspired by a deity, frenzied,
fr. fanum temple] ; marked by excessive enthusiasm and intense
uncritical devotion — fanatic n — fa-nat-i-cal Vi-k3l\ adj —
fa-nat-i-cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — fa.nat.i-cal.ness \-k3l-n3s\ n

la-nat.i.cism \f3_-'nat-3-,siz-3m\ n : fanatic outlook or behavior
fa>nat>i'Cize \-,siz\ vt : to cause to become fanatic
fan-ci-er \'fan(t)-se-3r\ n : one that has a special liking or interest;
esp : a person who breeds or grows a particular animal or plant for
points of excellence

fan.ci-Iul \'fan(t)-si-f3l\ adj 1 : marked by fancy or unrestrained
imagination rather than by reason and experience 2 : existing in
fancy only 3 : marked by or as if by fancy or whim syn see imag-
inary— fan.ci.ful-ly \-f (3-)le\ adv— Ian- cl.ful-ness \-f3l-n3s\ n

fan.ci.ly \'fan(t)-s3-!e\ adv 1 : with fancy or imagination esp.
when studied or affected 2 : elaborately, ornately

lan.ci-ness \-se-n3s\ n : fancy quality or form
ifan.cy \'fan(t)-se\ n [ME Jantasie, fantsy fantasy, fancy, fr. MF
fantasie, fr. L phantasia, fr. Gk, appearance, imaginadon, fr.
phantazein to present to the mind (middle voice, to imagine),
fr. phainein to show; akin to OE geioned polished, Gk phos light]
1 a : a liking formed by caprice rather than reason : inclination
b : amorous fondness : love 2 a : notion, whim b : a mental
image or representation 3 archaic : fantastic quaUty or state
4 a : imagination esp. of a capricious or delusive sort b : the
power of ^conception and representation used in artistic expression
(as by a poet) 5 : taste, judgment 6 a : devotees of some particu-
lar art, practice, or amusement b : the object of interest of such a
fancy; esp : pugilism syn see imagination

ifancy vt 1 : to have a fancy for : like 2 ; to form a conception of
: imagine 3 : to believe without any evidence syn see think

3Jancy adj 1 ; dependent or based on fancy : whimsical 2 a : not
plain : ornamental b : of particular excellence or highest grade
C of an animal or plant : bred for special qualities esp. such as lack
practical utility 3 : based on conceptions of the fancy <~ sketches)
4 a : dealing in fancy goods b : above real value or the usual mar-
ket price; esp : extravagant 5 : executed with technical skill and
superior grace 6 : parti-colored
fancy dress n : a costume (as for a masquerade) chosen to suit the
wearer's fancy

fan.cy-Iree \'fanCt)-se-.fre\ adj 1 : free to imagine or fancy
2 : free from amorous attachment or engagement

fancy man n ; a woman's paramour; also : pimp
fancy woman n ; a woman of questionable morals; specif : prosti-
tute
fan.cy«Work \'fan(t)-se-,w3rk\ n : decorative needlework
fan.dan.go\fan-'dai:-(,)go\n [Sp] 1 : a lively Spanish or Spanish^*
American dance; also : music for this dance 2 : tomfoolery

fane \'fan\ n [ME, fr. L fanum — more at feast] : temple
fan.fare \'fan-,fa(3)r, -,fe(9)r\ /i [F] 1 : a flourish of trumpets
2 : a showy outward display

fan-far-o^nade \,fan-,far-3-'nad, -'nad\ n [F fanforonnade, fr. Sp
fanfarronada, fr. fanfarron braggart] : empty boasting : bluster
fang \'fai3\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OU.G fang seizure, OE fon to
seize — more at pact] 1 a : a long
sharp tooth: as (1) : one by which an
animal's prey is seized and held or torn
(2) : one of the long hollow or grooved
and often erectile teeth of a venomous
snake b ; one of the chelicerae of a
spider at the tip of which a poison
gland opens 2 : the root of a tooth or
one of the processes or prongs into g^^^S^^T^^I^^ ^^^1
which a root divides 3 : a projecting ^iftp^^i"S^^i^ -L

tooth or prong — fauged \'fai3d\ adj
fan>ion Vfan-y3n\ n [F, fr. fanon
maniple, pennon, of Gmc origin; akin
to OHG fano cloth — more at vane]
; a small flag used by soldiers and
surveyors to mark positions

fan*ligllt \'fan-,ITt\ n ; a semicircular
window with radiating sash bars like the ribs of a fan placed over a
door or window

fan.ner \'fan-3r\ n : one that fans
fan.tail \'fan-,tal\ n, often attrib 1 : a fan-shaped tail or end

1 fangs of a rattlesnake

a abut;^v ® kitten; _8r further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

j joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; tb thin; {^ this;
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2 ! a domestic pigeon having a broad rounded tall often with 30
or 40 feathers 3 : an architectural part resembling a fan; specif
: a centering (as of an arch) of radiating struts 4 ; a counter or
after overhang of a ship shaped like a duck's bill

fan-tan \'fan-,tan\ n [Chin Jan^-t'an^} 1 ; a Chinese gambling
game 2 ; a card game

fan-ta.sia _\fan-'ta-zha, -zCh)e-3; .fant-s-'ze-A also fan.ta-sie
\,fant-3-'2e, ,fant-\ n [It Jantasia, lit., fancy, fr. L phantasia —
more at fancy] 1 a : a free instrumental composition not in strict

form (as the development section of sonata form) b : a potpourri
of operatic arias or familiar airs 2 ; a work (as a poem or play)
in which the author's fancy roves unrestricted

fan-ta-sied \'fant-3-sed, -zed\ adj 1 : existing only in the imag-
ination : FANCIED 2 obs X full of fancies or strange whims
fantasm var oj phantasm
fanotast \'fan-,tast\ n [G, fr. ML fantasta, prob. back-formation
fr. LL phantasiicus] 1 ; visionary 2 : a fantastic person

ifan>tas.tic \fan-'tas-tik, fsn-X adj [ME fantastic, fantastical, fr.

MF & LL; MF fantastique, fr. LL phantasticus, fr. Gk phantastikos
producing mental images, fr. phantazein to present to the mind]
1 a : based on fantasy : imaginary b ; conceived or seemingly
conceived by unrestrained fancy c ; exceedingly or unbelievably
great 2 : marked by extravagant fantasy or extreme individuality
: ECCENTRIC — fan-tas*tj>cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — fan>tas>tl°cal>i>ty
\(,)fan-,tas-ti-'kal-9t-e, fan-V n — fan>tas-ti*caM7 \fan-'tas-ti-
k(3-)le, fanA adv — fan-tas-ti-cal-ness \-k3l-n3s\ n
syn BIZARRE, grotesque: fantastic may connote unrestrained

extravagance in conception or merely ingenuity of decorative
invention; bizarre applies to the sensationally queer or strange
and implies violence of contrast or incongruity of combination;
GROTESQUE may apply to what is conventionally ugly but artistically
effective or it may connote ludicrous awkwardness or incongruity
often with sinister or tragic overtones sjm see in addition imagi-

^fantastic n, archaic : eccentric 2
lan-tas.ti.co \fan-'tas-ti-,k6, fsn-X n [It. fantastic (adj.), fr. LL
phantasticus] : a ridiculous fantastic
tfan.ta.sy \'fant-3-se, -3-2e\ n [ME fantasie} 1 obs I hallucina-
tion 2 ; fancy; csp : the free play of creative imagination 3 a ; a
creation of the imaginative faculty; broadly ; a fanciful design or
invention b : a chimerical or fantastic notion c : fantasl\ 1

4 : caprice 5 usu phan>ta>sy : the power, process, or result of
creating mental images modified by need, wish^ or desire <the ~ of
daydreams) syn see imagination
^fantasy vi : to portray in the mind : fancy ^ vi ito indulge in
reverie ; daydream

fan.tocci.ni \,fant-3-'che-ne, ,fant-\ n pi [It, pi. of fantoccino,
dim. of fantoccio doll, aug. of fante child, fr. L infant-, infims in-
fant] 1 ; puppets moved by strings or mechanical devices 2 : pup-
pet shows using fantoccini
lan.tod \'fan-,tad\ n [perh. alter, of E dial, fantique, fanteeg\
1 a : a state of irritability and tension b pi : fidgets 2 : fit
fantom var of phantom
fan tracery n ; decorative tracery on vaulting in which the ribs
diverge like the rays of a fan

ifar \Tar\ adv far-lher \-th3r\ or fur-ther \'for-\ far-thest or
fur.thest \-th3st\ [UE fer, fr. OE feorr; akin to OHG ferro far,

OEfaran to go — more at fare] 1 ; at or to a considerable distance
in space 2 : by a broad interval : widely 3 ; to or at a definite
distance, point, or degree <as '-« as I know) 4 a : to an advanced
point or extent : a long way b : to a great extent : much <~ better
methods) 5 : at a considerable distance in time— by far : greatly— far and away : decidedly

2iar adf farther or further; farthest or furthest 1 a : remote in
space : distant b ; distinctly different in quality or relationship
<a ~ cry from earlier policies) C : remote in time 2 a : LONG <a '^
journey) b : of notable extent : comprehensive 3 : the more dis-
tant of two syn see distant

far>ad \'far-,ad, -3d\ n [Michael Faraday tl867 E physicist] : the
unit of capacitance equal to the capacitance of a capacitor between
whose plates there appears a potential of one volt when it Is
charged by one coulomb of electricity

far<a<day \'far-3-,da. -3d-e\ n [Michael Faraday] : the quantity
of electricity transferred in electrolysis per equivalent weight of an
element or ion equal to about 96,500 coulombs

2a>rad<ic \f3-'rad-ik\ adj : of or relating to an asymmetric alter-
nating current of electricity produced by an induction coil

far.a-dism \'far-3-,diz-am\ also far.a.di-za.tion \,far-ad-3-
'2a-sh3n\ n : the application of a faradic current of electricity (as
for therapeutic purposes)

lar.a-dize \*far-3-,dTz\ vt : to treat by faradism — far.a.dlz-ern
lar.an-dole \'far-3n-,dol\ n [F farandole, fr. Prov farandoulo]

; a lively Provengal chain dance in sextuple measure
far-away \'far-3-,wa\ adj 1 : lying at a great distance : remote
2 : dreamy, abstracted syn see distant
ifarce \'rars\ vt [ME farsen, fr. MF jarcir, fr. L farcire; akin to
Gk phrassein to enclose] 1 : stuff 2 : to make more acceptable
(as a literary work) by padding or spicing

2farce n [me farse, fr. MF farce, fr. (assumed) VL farsa, fr. L. fern.

oi farsus, pp. oi farcire] 1 : a savory stuffing : forcemeat 2 : a
Ught dramatic composition marked by broadly satirical comedy
and improbable plot 3 : the broad humor characteristic of farce
or pretense : mockery 4 : ridiculous or empty show

far.ceur \far-*sar\ n [F, fr. MF. It. farcer to joke, fr. OF, iv. farce]
1 : joker, wag 2 ; a writer or actor of farce

far<ci or far.cie \far-'se\ adj [F, fr. pp. of farcir] ; stuffed esp.
with forcemeat <oysters ---'>

far*ci*cal \'far-si-k3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling farce
; ludicrous 2 ; laughably inept ; absurd — far'Ci>cal>i*ty
\,far-si-'kal-3t-e\ n — far-Ci-caMy \'Far-si-k(3-)le\ adv

far.cy \'rar-se\ n [ME jarsin, jarsi, fr. UE farcin, fr. Ll^farcimen.
fr. L, sausage, fr. farcire] 1 : glanders; esp : cutaneous glanders
2 : a chronic ultimately fatal actinomycosis of cattle

ifard \'fard\ vr [ME farden, fr. MF farder; akin to OHG faro
colored] 1 : to paint (the face) with cosmetics 2 archaic : to gloss
over

2fard n, archaic : paint used on the face
far*del \Tard-=l\ n [ME, fr. MF, prob. fr. Ai fardahZ 1 : bundle
2 archaic ; burden
Hare \'fa(3)r. 'fe(3)r\ vi IME faren, fr. OEfaran; akin to OHG

faran to go, L portare to carry, Gk poros passage, journey] 1 : GO,
travel 2 : to get along : succeed 3 : eat, dine
2fare n [ME, journey, passage, supply of food, fr. OE faru,fser; akin
to OE faran to go] la: the price charged to transport a person
b : the passenger hiring a pubhc vehicle 2 a : range of food ; diet
b ; material provided for consumption or enjoyment

far.er \'far-sr, 'fer-\ n : traveler — used esp. in combination
iwayfarer}

fare-thee-well \,far-(,)tlie-'wel, .fer-\ or fare-you-well \-y>-,
-yii-, -ye-\ n 1 : a state of perfection 2 ; the utmost degree
ifare.well \fa(3)r-'wel, fe(3)r-\ v imper : get along well — used
interjectionally to or by one departing
2fareweU n 1 : a wish of welfare at parting : good-bye 2 a : an
act of departure : leave-taking b : a formal occasion honoring a
person about to leave or retire

3fare.well \'faf3)r-,wel, 'fef3)r-\ ad; : parting, final <a ~ concert)
far>fetched \'far-'fecht\ adf 1 : brought from a remote time or
place 2 ; not easily or naturally deduced or introduced ; im-
probable — far.fetched.ness \-'fech(t)-n3s, -'fech-sd-nasX n

far-flung X-'flaoX adj : widely spread or distributed
fa*ri>na \fa-'re-n3\ n [L, meal, flour, fr. far spelt ] 1 : a fine meal
of vegetable matter used chiefly for puddings or as a breakfast cereal
2 ; any of various powdery or mealy substances

far-i<na>ceous \,far-3-'na-sh3s\ adj 1 : containing or rich in starch
2 : having a mealy texture or surface— far-i>na>ceons>ly adv

fa<n-nha Xfa-'ren-yoX n [Pg, flour, cassava meal, fr. L farina}
; cassava meal

far<i>nose \'far-9-,nos\ adf 1 : yielding or resembling farina
2 : covered with a whitish mealy powder — far»i»nose*ly adf

far-kle.ber.ry \'far-kal-.ber-e\ n [prob. alter, of whortleberry] : a
shrub or small tree (Vaccinium arboreum) of the heath family of
the southeastern U.S. having a black berry with stony seeds

farl or farle \'rar(a)l\ n [contr. of Sc fardel, lit., fourth part, fr. ME
(Sc), fr. ferde del; fr. ferde fourth + del part] Scot : a small scone
Harm \'farm\ n, often attrib [ME ferme rent, lease, fr. OF, lease, fr.

fermer to fix, make a contract, fr. L firmare to make firm, fr.

firmus firm] 1 obs ; a sum or due fixed in amount and payable at
fixed intervals 2 : a letting out of revenues or taxes for a fixed
sum to one authorized to collect and retain them 3 : a district or
division of a country leased out for the collection of government
revenues 4 : a tract of land devoted to agricultural purposes
5 a ; a plot of land devoted to the raising of domestic or other
animals b : a tract of water reserved for the artificial cultivation of
some aquatic life form 6 ; a minor-league baseball club associated
with a major-league- club as a subsidiary to which recruits are
assigned until needed or for further training
sfarm vr 1 obs : rent 2 : to collect and take the fees or profits of
on payment of a fixed sum 3 : to give up to another on condition
of receiving in return a fixed sum 4 a ; to devote to agriculture
b ; to manage and cultivate as a farm -^ vi ; to engage in raising
crops or livestock
fann>er \'far-m3r\ n 1 : a person who pays a fixed sum for some
privilege or source of income 2 : a person who cultivates land or
crops or raises livestock

farm.er-ette \,far-m3-'ret\ n ; a female farmer or farmhand
fami>hand \'farm-,hand\ n ; a farm laborer; esp : a hired laborer
on a farm

farm>house \-,haiis\ n ; the dwelling on a farm
farm<ing n ; the practice of agriculture
farm-land \'rarm-,land\ n : land used or suitable for farming
farm out vt 1 ; to turn over for performance or use usu. on con-
tract 2 a : to put into the hands of a private individual for care
in return for a fee b : to send to a farm team 3 : to exhaust
(land) by farming esp. under a monoculture system

farm-stead \'farm-.sted\ also farm-stead-ing \-io\ n : the build-
ings and adjacent service areas of a farm
farm-yard \-,yard\ n : space aroimd or enclosed by farm buildings;
esp : barnyard

faro \'fa(3)r-(,)o, 'fe(a)r-\ n [prob. alter, of earlier pharaoh, trans,
of F pharaon] ; a banking game in which players bet on cards
drawn from a dealing box
Paro-ese var oj faeroese
far-off \'far-'6f\ adf ; remote in time or space syn see distant
fa-roucho \f9-'riish\ adj [F, wild, shy, fr. LL fcrasticus belonging
outside, fr. 'Ljoras outdoors; akin to t, fores door — more at door]
; marked by shyness and lack of polish; also : wild

far point n : the point farthest from the eye at which an object Is

accurately focused on the relaxed retina
far-rag-i-nous Xfa-'raj-a-nasX adf ; formed of various materials
far.ra-go \f3-'rag-(,)o, -ra-(.)g6\ n, pi farragoes [L farragln-,
farrago mixed fodder, mixture, fr. far spelt — more at barley] ; a
confused collection : mixture

far-reach-ing \'far-'re-chio\ adj : having a wide range or effect

far-ri-er \'far-e-3r\ n [alter, of ME ferrour, fr. MF ferrour black-
smith, fr. OF ferreor, fr. ferrer to fit with iron, fr. (assumed) VL
ferrare, fr. L ferrum iron] chiefly Brit i one that attends to or
shoes horses
ifar-row \'far-(,)o, -3(-w)\ vb [ME farwen. fr. (assumed) OE
feargian, fr. OE fearh young pig; akin to OHG farah young pig^ L
porcus pig] vt ; to give birth to (a farrow) ^ vi, of swine l to bnng
forth young — often used with down
2farrow n 1 ; a litter of pigs 2 : an act of farrowing
afarrow adj [ME (Sc) ferow: prob. akin to OE fearr bull, ox — more
at pare] of a cow : not in calf : not settied

far-see-ing \'far-'se-io\ adj ; farsighted 1

far-sight-ed \-'sTt-3d\ adj- 1 a : seeing or able to see to a great
distance b : having foresight or good judgment : sagacious
2 : hyperopic — far-sight-ed-Iy adv — far-sight-ed-ness n
Tfar-ther \'far-tii3r\ adv [ME ferther, alter, of further] 1 : at or
to a greater distance or more advanced point 2 : more completely

afarther adf 1 ; more distant : remoter 2 : 2further 2

syn farther, further are often used interchangeably, but far-
ther implies greater distance from a point in space or less often
in time, and further applies to advance not only in space or time
but also in degree or in quantity (move out farther from the city;

no further discussion is needed)
far-ther-most \-,m6st\ adf ; most distant : farthe^i
ifai-thest \'far-liiast\ adf ; most distant In space or time
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2|aiUiest adv 1 : to or at the greatest distance In space or time
: REMOTEST 2 : to the most advanced point 3 : by the greatest
degree or extent : most

lar.thing \"far-thio\ n [ME Jerthing, fr. OE jeorthung: akin to
MHG vierdunc fourth part, OE Jeortha fourth] 1 a : a British
monetary unit equal to H of a penny b : a coin representing this
unit 2 : something of small value ; Mrre

lar.Ulin.gale V'far-thsn-.gal. -UaioA n [modif. of MP verdugale, fr.

OSp verdugado, fr. verdugo young shoot of a tree, fr. verde green,
fr. L viridis — more at verdant] ; a support (as of hoops) worn
esp. in the 16lh century beneath a skirt to swell it out at the hip line

fas>ces \'fas-,ez\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [L, fr. pi. of jascis
bundle; akin to L Jascial : a bundle of rods and among
them an ax with projecting blade borne before ancient
Roman magistrates as a badge of authority

las-Cia \'fash-(e-)9, 'fash-\ n, pi las-ci-ae \-e-.e\ or
lascias [it. fr. L, band, bandage; akin to Mir base
necklace] 1 ; a flat horizontal member of an order or
building having the form of a flat band or broad fillet;

esp ; one of the three bands making up the architrave in
the Ionic order 2 : a broad and well-defined band of
color 3 : a sheet of connective tissue covering or bind-
ing together body structures; also : tissue of this character— laS'Cial \'fash-(e-)3l, 'fash-\ adj

las.ci«ate \'fash-e-,at\ or las.ci.at-ed \-,at-3d\ adj
1 ; banded or striped; esp ; broadly banded with color
2 a : FASCICLED b : exhibiting fasciation

fas-ci^a'tion \,fas(h)-e-'a-shan\ n ; a malformation of
plant stems commonly manifested as enlargement and
flattening as if several were fused

las.Ci-Cle \'fas-i-k3l\ n IL fasciculus, dim. of Jascis} 1 : a
small bundle: as a ; an inflorescence consisting of a compacted
cyme less capitate than a glomerule b : fasciculus 1 2 : one of
the divisions of a book published in parts — Ias*ci>cled \-kald\ adj

fas*clc*U>lar Xfs-'sik-ya-lar, fa-\ adj : of, relating to, or consisting
of fascicles — IaS'CiC'U*lar.Iy adv

las-cic-u-late \-l3t\ or las.cicu.lat.ed \-,lat-3d\ adj : fascic-
- fa5*ciC'U<late>ly adv — las<cic-u-la-tion vs-.sik-ys-

fasces

ulus} 1 : FASCICLE 2

•la-shsn, (,)fa-\ n
las.ci.cule \'fas-i-,kyu(3)l\ n [F, fr. L /£

2 ; FASCICULUS 1

las.cicu.lus \f3-'sik-y3-l3s, fa-\ n, pi fas-cicn-li \-,IT\ [NL, fr.

L] 1 : a slender bundle of anatomical fibers 2 : fascicle 2
laS'Ci'Uate \'fas-'n-,at\ vb [L Jascinatus. pp. of Jascinare, ft. jas-
cinum witchcraft] vt 1 obs : bewftch 2 a ; to transfix and hold
spellbound by an irresistible power b : to command the interest of
; ALLURE ^ vi : to be irresistibly attractive syn see attract

las-ci>nat*ing adj : extremely interesting or charming : captivat-
ing ~ laS'Ci'Bat'ing'ly \-iQ-le\ adv

las.ci.na.tion N.fas-^'n-'a-shsnX n 1 : the quality or power of
fascinating 2 : the state of being fascinated

fas-ci.na.tor \'fas-^n-,at-3r\ n 1 : one that fascinates 2 : a
woman's light head scarf usu. of crochet or lace

fas-cine \fa-'sen, fa-X n [F, fr. l^Jascina, fr. Jascisi : a long bundle
of sticks of wood bound together and used for such purposes as
filling ditches and making parapets

Jas.cism \'fash-,iz-sm, "fas-.iz-X n [It Jascismo, fr. jascio bundle,
fasces, group, fr. L Jascis bundle & Jasces fasces] 1 : the body of
principles held by Fascisti 2 : a political philosophy, movement,
or regime that exalts nation and race and stands for a centralized
autocratic government headed by a dictatorial leader, severe
economic and social regimentation, and forcible suppression of
opposition — faS'Cist \-3st\ n or adj — fas-cis*tic Va-'shis-tik
also -'sis-\ adj — fas<cis*ti<caMy \-ti-kf3-)le\ adv
Fa-sci.sta \ra-'she-(,)sta\ «. pi Fa-sci-sti \-(,)ste\ [It, fr. JascioJ

; a member of an Italian political organization under Mussolini
governing Italy 1922-1943 according to the principles of fascism

lash \'fash\ vb [MF jascher, fr. (assumed) \Ljastidiare to disgust,
fr. LJastidium disgust] chiejly Scot : vex — lash n, chiefly Scot
iJash.ion \'fash-3n\ n iMB facioun, Jasoun shape, manner, fr. OF
faQon, fr. 1. faction-, Jaciio act of making, faction, fr. Jactus, pp. of
Jacere to make] 1 a : the make or form of something b archaic
: KIND, sort 2 : manner, way 3 a : a prevailing custom, usage,
or style b (1) : the prevailing style (as in dress) during a particular
time (2) ; a garment in such a style c : social standing or prom-
inence esp. as signalized by dress or conduct
syn fashion, style, mode, vogue, fad, rage, craze mean the

accepted usage by those wishing to be regarded as up-to-date.
fashion is the most general term and applies to any way of dressing,
behaving, writing, performing that is favored at any one time or
place; style often implies a distinctive fashion adopted by people of
wealth or taste; mode suggests the fashion of the moment among
those anxious to appear elegant and sophisticated; vogue stresses
the prevalence or wide acceptance of a fashion; fad suggests
caprice in taking up or in dropping a fashion; rage and craze
stress intense or senseless enthusiasm in adopting or pursuing a fad
syn see in addition method

^fashion vt lash-ion-ing \'fash-(a-)nii3\ 1 a : to give shape or
form to : mold b : alter, transform c : to mold into a particular
character by influencing or training 2 ; fit, adapt 3 obs : con-
trive syn see make — lash-iou-er \-(3-)nar\ n
Ifash'ion.able \'fash-(3-)n3-b3l\ adj 1 : conforming to the cus-
tom, fashion, or established mode 2 : of or relating to the world
of fashion — lash-ion-able-ness n — Iash-lon*ably Vble\ adv

alashionable n : a fashionable person
Iash>ion>mon*ger V'fash-sn-.mao-gsr, -,mao-\ n ; one that studies,
imitates, or sets the fashion
fashion plate n l : an illustration of a clothing style 2 : a person
who dresses in the newest fashion

ifast \'fast\ adj [ME, fr. OBjmst: akin to OHG festi firm. ON fastr.

Arm hast'\ 1 a : firmly fixed b : tightly shut c : adhering firmly
d : not easily freed : stuck e ; closely bound to something
t : stable g : unchangeable (hard and -^ rules) 2 : firmly
loyal : staunch 3 obs : compact, dense 4 a : characterized by
quick motion, operation, or effect: (1) : moving or able to move
rapidly : swift (2) : taking a comparatively short time (3) : im-
parting quickness of motion <a -^ bowler) (4) : accomplished
quickly (5) : agile of mind b ; conducive to rapidity of play or

action <a '^ track) c (1) of a timepiece or weighing device : in-
dicating in advance of what is correct (2) : according to daylight
saving time d : contributing to a shortening of exposure time <r^
lens) 5 a : securely attached b ; tenacious 6 a archaic : sound
asleep b oj sleep : not easily disturbed 7 a : permanently dyed
b : proof against fading by a particular agency {sunjast^ 8 a : dis-
sipated b ; daringly unconventional esp. in sexual matters 9 : re-
sistant to change and esp. to destructive action <acid-jfaj.7 bacteria)
syn rapid, swift, fleet, quick, speedy, hasty, expeditious: fast

and RAPID are very close in meaning, but fast applies particularly to
the thing that moves (.fast horse) rapid to the movement itself
irapid current) swift suggests great rapidity coupled with ease of
movement; fleet adds the implication of lightness and nimbleness;
QUICK suggests promptness and the taking of little time; speedy
implies quickness of successful accomplishment; it may also suggest
unusual velocity; hasty suggests hurry and precipitousness and
often connotes carelessness; expeditious suggests efficiency to-
gether with rapidity of accomplishment

2Iast adv 1 ; in a firm or fixed manner 2 : quickly, rapidly
3 : recklessly, dissipateoly 4 : ahead of a correct time or posted
schedule 5 archaic : close, near

3fast vi [ME fasten, fr. OE fsstan'\ 1 : to abstain from food 2 : to
eat sparingly or abstain from some foods

^last n 1 : the practice of fasting 2 : a time of fasting
siast n [alter, of ME fest, fr. ON festr rope, mooring cable, fr. fastr
firm] : something that fastens or holds a fastening: as a : a moor-
ing rope or cable b ; a mooring post for hawsers

last and loose adv ; in a craftily deceitful way : irresponsibly
las.ten \'fas-'n\ vb las-ten-ing \'fas-nir). -""n-ioX [ME fastnen, fr.

OE fasstnian to make fast; akin to OHG jestinon to make fast, OE
fxst fast] vt 1 a : to attach esp. by pinning, tying, or naiUng b ; to
make fast and secure c : to fix firmly or securely d : to secure
against opening 2 : to fix or set steadily 3 t to take a firm grip
with 4 a : to attach (oneself) persistently and usu. objectionably
b ; IMPOSE '^ VI 1 ; to -become fast or fixed 2 a : take a firm grip
or hold b : to focus attention — las>ten*er V-nsr, -'n-ar\ n
syn FASTEN. FIX, attach, affix mean to make something stay

firmly in place, fasten impUes an action such as tying, buttoning,
nailing, locking, or otherwise securing; fix usu. implies a driving in,

implanting, or embedding; attach suggests a connecting or uniting
by a bond, link, or tie in order to keep things together; affix im-
plies an imposing of one thing on another by gluing, impressing, or

las-ten-ing n : something that fastens : fastener
las.tid-i.ous \fa-'stid-e-3s\ adj [ME, fr. h fastidiosus, fr. fastidium
disgust, prob. fr./tisru^ arrogance + taedium irksomeness; akin to L
Jastigium top] 1 archaic ; scornful 2 a ; overly difficult to please
b ; showing or demanding excessive delicacy or care 3 : having
complex nutritional requirements <---' microorganisms) syn see
NICE — las>tid<i-ouS'ly adv — la5>tid'i<ous>uess n

las.tig.i-ate \fa-'stij-e-3t\ or las-tig-i-at-ed \-e-,at-3d\ adj [prob.
fr. (assumed) 'NL fastigiatus, fr. L Jastigium] : narrowing toward
the top; a : having upright usu. clustered branches b : united into
a conical bundle — las<tig<i>ate*ly adv

las.tig.i-um \-e-3m\ n [NL. fr. L, top, gable end] : the period of
greatest intensity (as of a disease)

last>ness \'fas(i)-n3s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being fast: as
a : FIXEDNESS b : swiftness c : colorfast quality d : resistance
(as of an organism) to the action of a usu. toxic substance 2 a ; a
fortified or secure place b ; a remote and secluded place

tlat \'fat\ adj lat-ter; lat.test [ME, fr. OE fxit, pp. of fStan to
cram; akin to OHG feizit fat, L opimus fat. copious] 1 : notable for
having an unusual amount of fat: a : plump b : obese oof a meat
animal ; fattened for market d oJ food : oily, greasy 2 a : well
filled out ; big b : well stocked ; abundant 3 a : richly rewarding
or profitable b slang ; practically nonexistent <a '^ chance)
c ; SLOTHFUL 4 ; PRODUCTIVE. FERTILE <a ~ year for crops)
5 a o/ soil : containing minerals that cause a greasy feel b of wood
: having a high resin content 6 : stupid, foolish — fat-ness n

2lat n 1 : animal tissue consisting chiefly of cells distended with
greasy or oily matter 2a: oily or greasy matter making up the
bulk of adipose tissue and often abundant in seeds b ; any of
numerous compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen that are
glycerides of fatty acids, the chief constituents of plant and animal
fat, and a major class of energy-rich food, that are soluble in or-
ganic solvents (as ether) but not in water, and that are widely used
industrially c : a solid or semisolid fat as distinguished from an oil

3 : the best or richest part 4 : the condition of fatness ; obesity
5 : something in excess : supERFLurry

31at var of PHAT
*lat vt lat'ted; lat*ting : to make fat : fatten
la.tal \*fat-n\ adj [ME, fr. MF & L; MP, fr. L fatalis, fr. Jatum]
1 obs : fated 2 : fateful <a ~ hour) 3 a : of or relating to fate
b : resembling fate in foretelling destiny : prophetic c : resembling
fate in proceeding according to a fixed sequence d : determining
one's fate 4 a : causing death b : bringing ruin syn see deadly

la-tal-ism \-,iz-3m\ n ; a doctrine that events are fixed in advance
for all time in such a manner that human beings are powerless to
change them; also : a belief in or attitude determined by this doc-
trine — la'tal'ist \-3st\ n — fa<taMs*tlc \,fat-'l-'is-tik\ adj —
la-tal-iS'ti-caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

fa.tal«i-ty \fa-'tal-st-e, f9-\ n X : something established by fate
2a: the quality or state of causing death or destruction : deadli-
ness b : the quality or condition of being destined for disaster
3 a : FATE 1 b : fatalism 4 ; the agent or agency of fate 5 : death
resulting from a disaster

Ia*tal>ly \'fat-'l-e\ adv 1 ; in a way determined by fate 2 : in a
manner resulting in death or disaster : mortally, disastrously

fa*ta mor-ga.na \,fat-3-,m6r-'gan-3\ n [It, lit., Morgan the fay,
sorceress of Arthurian legend] : mirage

lat>back \'fat-,bak\ n : the strip of fat from the back of a hog
carcass usu. cured by drying and salting

ilate \'fat\ rt [ME. fr. MF or L; MF. fr. Lfatum, lit., what has been
spoken, fr. neut. of Jaius, pp. of fori to speak] 1 : the principle or
determining cause or will by which things in general are supposed to
come to be as they are or events to happen as they do : destiny
2 a : whatever is destined or decreed b : disaster; esp : death
3 : final outcome 4 cap, pi ; the three goddesses of classical my-
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thology who determine the course of human life

syn FATE, DESTINY, LOT, PORTION, DOOM mean a predetermined
state or end. fate implies an inevitable and usu. an adverse outcome,
condition, or end; destiny implies something foreordained and
inescapable but rarely suggests of itself something to be feared; it

more often suggests a great or noble course or end; lot and portion
imply a distribution by fate or destiny, lot suggesting blind chance,
PORTION implying the apportioning of good and evil; DOOM dis-

tinctly implies a grim or calamitous fate

2fate vt : destine; also : doom
fat*ed adj : decreed, controlled, or marked by fate

fate>ful \'fat-f3l\ adj 1 oj an utterance : OMINOUS, PROPHETIC
2a: involving momentous consequences ; decisive b : deadly,
CATASTROPHIC 3 : Controlled by fate : foreordained syn see
OMINOUS — fate*fuMy \-f3-le\ adv — fate*ful*ness n

ifa.tlier \'fath-3r\ n [ME fader, fr. OE fxder; akin to OHG Jater
father, L paler, Gk pater} 1 a : a man who has begotten a child

: SIRE b cap (1) : ^god (2) : the first person of the Trinity

2 : FOREFATHER 3 3 : OHC related to another in a way suggesting
that of father to child b ; an old man — used as a respectful form
of address 4 often cap : a pre-Scholastic Christian writer accepted
by the church as an authoritative witness to its teaching and prac-
tice — called also church father 6 a : originator b : source
c : PROTOTYPE 6 : a priest of the regular clergy- broadly ; priest —
used esp. as a title 7 : one of the leading men (as of a city) — usu.
used in pi.

2iather vt fa*ther-ing \'fatb-(3-)rir)\ 1 a : beget b ; to make
oneself the founder, producer, or author of c ; to accept re-

sponsibility for 2 : to fix the paternity or origin of 3 : foist
Father Christmas n, chiefly Brit : santa claus
la.ther<hood \'fath-ar-,hud\ n : the state of being a father
father image n i an idealization of one's father often projected onto
someone to whom one then looks for guidance and protection

fa-ther-in-law \*fath-a-ran-,16, -3rn-,16\ n, pi fa-thers-in-law
\-ar-zan-\ 1 : the father of one's spouse 2 : stepfather

farther'land \'fath-3r-,land\ n 1 : one's native land or country
2 : the native land or country of one's father or ancestors

fa*ther-less \-l3s\ adj : having no father : orphaned
fa-ther*like \-,lTk\ adj (or adv) : fatherly
fa-tlier>li<ness \-le-nas\ n : paternal quality
fa-ther.ly V'fath-ar-leX adj 1 : of. relating to, or befitting a father
2 ; resembling a father (as in affection or care) — latherly adv

Father's Day n : the third Sunday in June appointed for the honor-
ing of fathers
Uath-om \'fath-am\ n [ME fadme, fr. OE fa;thm outstretched
arms.length of the outstretched arms; akin to ON fathmr fathom,
L patere to be open, pandere to spread out, Gk petannynail 1 : a
unit of length equal to 6 feet used esp. for measuring the depth of
water 2 : comprehension
2fathoin vt 1 : to measure by a sounding line 2 ; to penetrate and
come to understand '— vi : to take soundings; also ; probe — fath-
om>able \'fatli-3-m3-b3l\ adj

Fa-thom-e.ter \fa-'tham-3t-3r, 'fatli-a(m)-,met-\ trademark —
used for a sonic depth finder

fath>om>less \'fatii-am-las\ adj : incapable of being fathomed —
lath.om-lesS'ly adv — fath-ora'less'ness n

fa<tid-iC \fa-'tid-ik, fa-\ adj [L fatidicus, fr. fatum fate + dicere to
say] : of or relating to prophecy — fa>tid-i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj

fat'i'ga.bil-i'ty \,fai-i-g3-'bil-3t-e\ n : susceptibility to fatigue

fat-i'ga.ble \'fat-i-g3-b3l\ adj ; susceptible to fatigue
ila>tigue \f3-'tcg\ n [ F, fr. MF, fr. fatiguer to fatigue, fr. hfatigare;
akin lo L afjatim sufficiently and prob. to h fames hunger] 1 a (1)
: weariness from labor or exertion (2) : nervous exhaustion b : the
temporary loss of power to respond induced in a sensory receptor or
motor end organ by continued stimulation 2 a : labor b : manual
or menial work performed by military personnel c pi l the uniform
or work clothing worn on fatigue and in the field 3 : the tendency
of a material to break under repeated stress

2latigue vt 1 : to weary with labor or exertion 2 : to induce a con-
dition of fatigue in ^ vi ; to suffer fatigue syn see tire

lat'ling \'fat-lir)\ n ; a young animal fattened for slaughter
lat>ly adv 1 ; richly 2 : in the manner of one that is fat

latS'hed.era Xfat-'sed-a-ra, fats-'hed-\ n [NL Fatsia, genus of
shrubs + Hcdera, genus of vines, fr. L, ivy] : a vigorous upright
hybrid ornament foliage plant (Hedera helix X Aralia elata) with
glossy deeply lobed palmate leaves

lat-SOl'U-ble X'fat-.sal-ya-balX adj : soluble In fats or fat solvents
fat.ten \'fat-'n\ vb Jat-ten-ing \'fat-nio. -'n-io\ vt 1 a : to make
fat, fleshy, or plump b : to make more substantial 2 : to make
fertile ^ vi : to grow fat — fat<ten>er X'fat-nsr, -'n-3r\ n

fat*ti>ness \'fat-e-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being fatty

fat.tish \'fal-ish\ adj ; somewhat fat

fat-ty \'fat-e\ adj 1 : containing fat esp. in unusual amounts; also
; unduly stout : corpulent 2 : greasy

fatty acid n l ; any of numerous saturated aliphatic monocarboxylic
acids CnHzn+iCOOH including many that occur naturally usu. in
the form of esters in fats, waxes, and es.sential oils 2 : any of the
saturated or unsaturated monocarboxylic acids usu. with an even
number of carbon atoms that occur naturally in the form of glyc-
erides in fats and fatty oils

fa-tU'ity \f3-'t(y)U-3t-e, fa-\ n [MF fatuite foolishness, fr. L
fatuilat; fatuitas, fr. jatuus'] la: something foolish or stupid
to : foolishness, stupidfty 2 archaic ; iMBECiLrrv. dementia
fat>U-OUS \'fach-(a-^W3s\ adj ILfatuus foolish — more at battle]

: complacently or inanely foolish : silly syn see simple — fat-
a>ous*Iy adv — lat>u>ous>nes5 n

lat-wit-ted \'fat-'wit-ad\ adj : stupid, idiotic
fau.bourg \fo-'buf3)r\ n iME fabour, fr. MF fauxbourg, alter, of
forsbourg, fr. OF forsborc, fr. fors outside + bore town] 1 ; sub-
urb; esp : a suburb of a French city 2 : a city quarter

fau-ces \'f6-,se2\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [L, pi., throat, fauces]
: the narrow passage from the mouth to the pharynx situated be-
tween the soft palate and the base of the tongue — fau>cial
\'f6-sh9l\ adj
faU'Cet \'f6-s3t, *fas-3t\ n [ME. bung, faucet, fr. MF fausset bung,
fr.fausser to damage, fr. hLfalsare to falsify, fr. L falsus false] : a
fixture for drawing a liquid from a pipe, cask, or other vessel
faugh \a strong p-sound or lip trill: often read as '16\ interj — used
to express contempt, disgust, or abhorrence

[ME faute, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL jattita, fr.

pp. of L fallere to
ifardt \'f6lt\
fern, of fallitu

deceive, disappoint
fail] 1 obs : LACK 2 a : weak-
ness, failing; esp : a moral weak-
ness less serious than a vice
b : a physical or intellectual im-
perfection or impairment c : an
error in a racket game 3a: mis-
demeanor b : mistake 4 : re-
sponsibility for wrongdoing or
failure 6 : a fracture in the
earth's crust accompanied by a
displacement of one side of the
fracture with respect to the other -^ -^

and in a direction parallel to the faults 5: F normal; F'reverse;
fracture Ff, F'f fault planes; inclination
syn fault, failing, frailty, in the direction af measured by

FOIBLE, VICE mean an imperfection the angle fac is the hade; ac
or weakness of character, fault throw; be heave; ah displace-
implies a failure, not necessarily ment; parts having the same
culpable, to reach some standard number are of the same stratum
of perfection in disposition, ac-
tion, or habit; failing suggests a shortcoming in character, usu.
minor in degree, of which one may be unaware; frailty implies a
general or chronic proneness to yield to temptation; foible ap-
plies to a harmless weakness or idiosyncrasy more likely to be en-
dearing than disfiguring; vice is a general term for any imperfec-
tion or weakness; it often implies a normal quaUty or appetite
carried to excess— at fault 1 ; unable to find the scent and continue chase : puz-
zled 2 : open to blame : responsible — to a fault : excessively

2fault vi 1 : to commit a fault : err 2 : to fracture so as to pro-
duce a geologic fault ^ vt 1 : to find a fault in 2 : to produce a
geologic fault in

fault.find-er \-,frn-d3r\ n : one given to faultfinding

ifault-find'ing \-dio\ n ; CRmcisM; esp : petty, nagging, or un-
reasonable censure

^faultfinding adj : disposed to find fault : captious syn see
critical

fault>i*ly \'f61-t3-le\ adv : in a faulty or blamable manner
fault>i>ness \-te-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being faulty

fault>less \'f61i-l3s\ adj : having no fault : irreproachable —
fault'less-ly adv — fault-less-ness n

faulty \'f61-te\ adf : marked by fault, blemish, or defect : imperfect
laun X'fon, 'fan\ n [ME, fr. Lfaunus, fr Faunusi : an ancient Italian

deity of fields and herds having human shape, with pointed ears,

small horns, and sometimes a goat's tail

lau.na \'f6n-3, Tan-X n, pi faunas also fau.nae \-,e, -.T\ [NL. fr.

LL Fauna, sister of Faunus] 1 : animals or animal life; esp : the an-
imals or animal life of a region, period, or geological stratum
2 : the animals or animal life developed or adapted for hving in a
specified environment — fau>ual \-''l\ adj — tau-naMy \-''l-e\ adv

fau>nis>tiC \fd-'nis-tik, fa-X adj ; of or relating to zoogeography
: faunal — fau-niS'ti-cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — fau«nis*ti-cal.ly
\-ti-kfa-)le\ adv

Fau>nus \'f6n-9s, 'fan-\ n [L] : the god of animals in Roman
mythology
Faust \'faust\ n [G] : a German magician and astrologer held to
have sold his soul to the devil in exchange for worldly experience
and power — Faust>ian \'fa(i-ste-3n\ adj
fau.Vism \'f6-.viz-am\ n, often cap [F fauvisme, fr. fauve wild
animal, fr. fauve tawny, wild, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG falo
fallow] : a movement in painting typified by the work of Matisse
and characterized by vivid colors, free treatment of form, and a
resulting vibrant and decorative effect — Iau>vist \-vast\ n
faux pas \(')f6-'pa\ n, pi faux pas \-'pa(z)\ [F, lit., false step]

; blunder; esp : a social blunder
fa-va bean \,fav-3-\ n [it fava, fr. L faba bean] : broad bean
fa<VO>ni*an \f3-'v5-ne-3n\ adj [L favonianus. fr. Favonius, the
west wind] : of or relating to the west wind ; mild
Ua.vor or chiefly Brit fa.vour \'fa-v3r\ n [ME. friendly regard,
attractiveness, fr. OF favor friendly regard, fr. L, fr. favere to be
favorable; akin to OHG gouma attention, OSlav goviii to revere]
1 archaic a : appearance b (1) : countenance {2) : a facial

feature 2 a (1) : friendly regard shown toward another esp. by a
superior (2) : approval, approbation b : partialfty c archaic

: leniency d archaic : permission e : popularity 3 a : gracious
kindness; also : an act of such kindness b archaic : help, assistance
C pi : effort in one's behalf or interest : attention 4 a : a token
of love (as a ribbon) usu. worn conspicuously b : a small gift or
decorative item given out at a party c : badge 5 a : a special

privilege or right granted or conceded b : sexual privileges —
usu. used in pi. 6 archaic : letter 7 : behalf, interest
syn GOODWILL, countenance: favor suggests an active interest

and usu. implies partiality or preference; goodwill implies positive

friendliness and a willingness to contribute to the success or welfare
of a person, group, or cause; countenance stresses approval or
sanction but does not necessarily imply helpfulness or friendliness
— in favor of 1 a : in accord or sympathy with b : for the
acquittal of c : in support of 2 : to the order of

2favor or chiefly Brit lavouT vr fa-vor-ing \'fav-(3-)riD\ 1 a : to

regard or treat with favor b (1) : to do a kindness for : obuge
(2) : endow c : to treat gently or carefully : spare 2 : to show
partiality toward : prefer 3 a : to give support or confirmation to

: sustain b : to afford advantages for success to : facilitate 4 : to

bear a resemblance lo — la-vor-er \'fa-v3r-3r\ n

fa.vor.able \'fav-(3-)r3-b3l, 'fa-v3r-b3l\ adj 1 a : disposed to fa-

vor : PARTIAL b : expressing approval ; commendatory c : giv-

facilitate : advantageous (•^ wind) _b : marked by success —
fa-vor-able-ness n — fa-vor-ably \-ble\ adv
syn FAVORABLE. AUSPICIOUS. PROPmous mean pointing toward a
happy outcome, favorable implies definitely that the persons
involved are approving or helpful or that the circumstances are
advantageous; auspicious applies rather to something taken as a
sign or omen promising success before or at the beginning of an
event; PROPrrious may also apply to beginnings but often implies
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gifts 2 : having an appearance or features of a particular kind
<hard-/avored> 3 : providing preferential treatment

ila.vor-ile \'fav-C3-)r3t\ n lit Javorito, pp. of Javorire to favor, fr.

Javore favor, fr. L /avo/-] 1 : something treated or regarded with
special favor or liking; specij ; one unusually loved, trusted, or
provided with favors by a person of high rank or authority 2 : a
competitor (as a horse in a race) judged most likely to win

siavorite adj : constituting a favorite; specij : markedly popular
favorite son n Z a man favored by the delegates of his state as presi-
dential candidateat a national political convention

la>VOr*lt*ism \'fav-0-)r3t-.iz-3m\ n 1 : the showing of special
favor : PARTIALITY 2 : the state or fact of being a favorite

fa-VUS \'fa-v3s\ n [NL, fr. L, honeycomb] : a contagious skin
disease caused by a fungus (as Achorion schoenleinii) occurring in

man and many domestic animals and fowls
Ifawn X'fon. 'fan\ vj [ME jaunen, fr. OE Jagnian to rejoice, fr.

Jsegen, fagan glad — more at fain] 1 : to show affection — used
esp. of a dog 2 : to court favor by a cringingor flattering manner
: GROVEL — fawn-er n — fawn*ing>ly \-ir]-le\ adv
syn TOADY, TRUCKLE, CRINGE, COWER: FAWN impUes Seeking

favor by servile flattery or exaggerated attention; toady suggests
the attempt to ingratiate oneself by an abjectly menial or sub-
servient attitude; truckle implies the subordination of oneself
and one's desires or judgment to those of a superior; cringe sug-
gests a bowing or shrinking in fear or servility; cower suggests
a display of abject fear in the face of threatening or domineering
2lawn n [ME Joun, fr. MF Jeon, jaon young of an animal, fr. (as-

sumed) VL Jeton-, jeto, fr. L Jetus offspring] 1 : a young deer;
esp ; one still unweaned or retaining a distinctive baby coat 2 : kid
1 3 : a variable color averaging a light grayish brown
fawn lily n : dogtooth violet
ifay \'fa\ vb [ME jeien, fr. OE fegan; akin to OHG fuogen to fit, L
pangere to fasten] : to fit or join closely or tightly

aiay n [ME jai, jei, fr. OF jeid, Jei — more at faith] obs ; faith
»lay n [ME jaie, fr. MF feie, Jee} I fairy, elf — fay adj
faze \'f5z\ vr [alter, of Jeeze (to drive away, frighten), fr. MEjesen,
fr. OE Jesian to drive away] ; to disturb the composure of

F clef n : bass clef
fe.al \'fe(-3)l\ adj [MF, fr. OF, alter, of jeeil, fr. L fidelis. fr.

jides faith — more at faith] archaic : fafthful, loyal
fe-al.ty \'feC-a)l-te\ n [alter, of ME Jeute, fr. OF jeelte, feaUe,
fr. hjidelitat-, jidelitas — more at fidelitv] 1 a : the fidelity of a
vassal or feudal tenant to his lord b ; the obligation of such fideUty

2 : faithfulness, allegiance syn see fidelity
Ifear \'fi(3)r\ n [ME jer, fr. OE jser sudden danger; akin to L
periculum attempt, peril, Gk peiran to attempt, OE jaran to go —
more at fare] 1 a : an unpleasant often strong emotion caused
by anticipation or awareness of danger h : an instance of this

emotion; specij : a state marked by this emotion 2 : anxious
concern : solicitude 3 : profound reverence and awe esp. toward
God 4 : reason for alarm : danger
syn FEAR, DREAD. FRIGHT, ALARM, PANIC, TERROR, TREPIDATION
mean painful agitation in the presence or anticipation of danger.
FEAR is the most general term and implies anxiety and usu. loss of
courage; dread usu. adds the idea of intense reluctance to face or
meet a person or situation and suggests aversion as well as anxiety;
fright implies the shock of sudden, startling fear; alarm suggests
sudden and intense apprehension; panic implies unreasoning and
overmastering fear causing hysterical activity; terror implies the
most extreme degree of fear; trepidation adds to dread the im-
plications of timidity, trembling, and hesitation

2fear vr 1 archaic : frighten 2 archaic : to feel fear in (oneself)

3 : to have a reverential awe of (-^ God) 4 ; to be afraid of '— vi

: to be afraid or apprehensive — tear-er n
lear.ful \'fi{3)r-f3l\ adj l : causing fear 2 a : full of fear b : in-

dicating or arising from fear <a -^ glance) 3 : extremely bad,
intense, or large — fear-fuMy \-fa-le\ adv — fear-ful-ness n
syn awful, dreadful, frightful, terrible, terrific, appall-

ing: in conversational use these words are all nearly interchange-
able as mere inlensives. Used seriously, fearful applies to what
produces fear, agitation, or loss of courage; awful implies striking
with an overpowering awareness of transcendent force, might, or
significance; dreadful suggests a power to make one shudder
with mingled fear and aversion; frightful implies a startling or
outrageous quality; terrible suggests painfulness too great to be
endured; terrific implies the power to stun or strike terror with
the release or display of great or explosive force; appalling
describes what terrifies and also dismays or dumbfounds
syn fearful, apprehensive, afraid mean disturbed by fear.

fearful implies a timorous, worrying, or imaginative temperament
more often than a real cause for fear; apprehensive implies an
Immediate state of mind produced by having good grounds for
fear; afraid may or may not imply good grounds but usu. suggests
weakness or cowardice

fear.less \'fi(3)r-l3s\ adj : free from fear : brave — fear-less-ly

fear-some \'fi(3)r-s3m\ adj 1 : causing fear 2 : timid, timorous
— fear-some*ly adv — fear<some>ness n

fea.si.bil«i-ty \,fe-z3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality of being feasible

fea.Si.ble \'fe-za-bsl\ adj [ME jaisible, fr. MF, fr. jais-, stem of
jaire to make, do, fr. Ljacere'] 1 : capable of being done or carried

out <a ~ plan) 2 : capable of being used or dealt with successfully

; suitable 3 : reasonable, likely syn see possible — fea-si-

ble<ness n ~ fea*si«bly \-ble\ adv
ifeast \'fest\ n [ME jesie festival, feast, fr. OF, festival, fr. L
jesta, pi. of jesturn festival, fr. neut. of Jestus solemn, festal; akin
to Ljeriae holidays, janum temple. Arm dik" gods] 1 a ; an elabo-
rate meal often accompanied by a ceremony or entertainment
: BANQUET b : something that gives unusual or abundant pleasure

2 : a periodic religious observance commemorating an event or
honoring a deity, person, or thing
2feast VI 1 : to take part in a feast 2 : to enjoy an unusual pleasure
•^vt 1 : to present with a feast 2 : delight, gratify — feast*er n

feast-ful \'fest-f3l\ adj, archaic i festive, festal
neat \'fet\ adj [ME jete, jayt, fr. MF jait, pp. of Jaire'] 1 archaic
: becoming, neat 2 archaic : smart, dexterous

2feat n [ME jait, fr. MF, fr. L Jactum, fr. neut. of Jactus, pp. of
jacere to make, do] 1 : act, deed 2 a : a deed notable esp. for

courage b ; an act or product of skill, endurance, or ingenuity
syn feat, exploit, achievement mean a remarkable deed, feat

implies strength or dexterity or daring; exploit suggests an ad-
venturous or heroic act; achievement implies hard-won success in
the face of difficulty or opposition
ifeath.er \'feth-3r\ n [ME Jether, fr. OE; akin to OHG Jedera
wing, L petere to go to, seek, Gk petesthai to fly, piptein to fall,

pteron wing] 1 a : one of the light horny epidermal outgrowths
that form the external covering of the body of birds and that
consist of a shaft bearing on each side a series of barbs which
bear barbules which in turn bear barbicels commonly ending in
hooked hamuli and interlocking with the barbules of an adjacent
barb to link the barbs into a continuous vane b : plume c : the
vane of an arrow 2 a ; plumage b ; kind, nature c : attire,
DRESS d : CONDTIION, MOOD 3 ; a feathery tuft or fringe of hair
(as on the leg of a dog) 4 : a projecting strip, rib, fin, or flange
5 ; a feathery flaw in the eye or in a precious stone 6 : the act of
feathering an oar — feath-ered \-3rd\ adj — a feather in one's
cap : a mark of distinction ; honor

2feather vb featli-er-ing \-(3-)rio\ vt 1 a : to furnish (as an
arrow) with a feather to : to cover, clothe, or adorn with feathers
2 a : to turn (an oar blade) almost horizontal when Ufting from
the water at the end of a stroke to reduce air resistance b (1) : to
change the angle of (airplane propeller blades) so that the chords
become approximately parallel to the line of flight; also l to change
the angle of airplane propeller blades of (an engine) in such a
manner (2) : to change the angle of (a rotor blade of a rotary-wing
aircraft) periodically in forward flight 3 ; to reduce the edge of
to a fealheredge 4 : to cut (as air) with or as if with a wing
5 : to join by a tongue and groove -^ vi 1 ; to grow or form
feathers 2 : to move, spread, or grow like feathers 3 : to feather
an oar or an airplane propeller blade — featber one's nest : to
provide for oneself esp. reprehensibly while in a position of trust

ifeatli«er»bed \'feth-3r-,bed\ adj ; calling for, sanctioning, or
resulting from featherbedding

2featherbed vi la: to require more workmen than are needed
b : to limit production under a featherbed rule 2 : to do feather-
bed work or put in time under a featherbed rule -^ vt 1 ; to
bring under a featherbed rule 2 : to assist (as an industry) by
government aid

feath»er-bed.ding n ; the requiring of an employer usu. under a
union rule or safety statute to pay more employees than are needed
or to limit production

feath-er-brain \-,bran\ n : a foolish scatterbrained person
featli-er^brained \-,brand\ adj ; foolish, frivolous
feath-er-edge \'feth-3-,rej\ n ; a very thin sharp edge; esp : one
that is easily broken or bent over — fealheredge vt

featli.er.head \'feth-3r-,hed\ n : a foolish or scatterbrained person~ feath.er*head-ed \,fetl3-3r-'hed-3d\ adj
feath.er-less \'feth-3r-l3s\ adj ; having no feathers
feather star n : comatulid
feath.er-stitch \'feth-3r-,stich\ n ; an embroidery stitch consisting
of a line of diagonal blanket stitches worked alternately to the
left and right — featherstitcb vb
feath-er-weight \-,wat\ « 1 : a very light weight; specij : the
lightest weight a racehorse may carry in a handicap 2 : one that
is very light in weight: as a:a boxer weighing more than 118 but not
over 126 pounds b : a wresUer weighing more than 123 but not
over 134 pounds

leath-ery \'fetti-(3-)re\ adj ; resembling, suggesting, or covered
with feathers

ifeat'ly \'fet-le\ adv [ME Jetly, fr. Jete feat (adj.)] 1 : suitably,
properly 2 : gracefully, nimbly 3 : cleverly, skillfully

2featly adj : graceful, neat
ifea>ture \'fe-ch3r\ n [ME Jeture, fr. MF, fr. 'Ljactura act of mak-
ing, fr. Jactus, pp. of jacere to make — more at do] 1 a : the struc-

ture, form, or appearance esp. of a person b obs : physical beauty
2 a : the makeup or appearance of the face or its parts b ; a
part of the face : lineament 3 : a prominent part or characteristic

4 : a special attraction: as a : the principal motion picture shown
on a program with other pictures b : a distinctive article, story, or
special department in a newspaper or magazine c : something
offered to the public or advertised as particularly attractive

2feature vb fea-tur-ing \'fech-(3-)rio\ vt 1 chiejly dial % to
resemble in features 2 ; to outline the features of 3 ; to mark as

a feature 4 : to make a feature of -^ vi ; to play an important part

fea'tuied \'fe-ch3rd\ adj 1 a : formed into or expressed by features

b : having facial features of a particular kind <a henvy-Jeatured
man) 2 : displayed, advertised, or presented as a special attraction

fea.tnre.less \'fe-ch3r-l3s\ adj : having no distinctive features

feaze \'fez, 'faz\ var oj faze
febri- comb jorm [LL, fr. h Jebrisi : fever </e6Wflc>

fe-brlf-ic \fi-'brif-ik\ adj, archaic : feverish
fe<brif>u<gal \fi-'brif-(y)i-g3l\ adj : mitigating or removing fever

feb.ri.fuge \'feb-r3-,fyijj\ n [F jebrijuge, prob. fr. (assumed) NL
Jebrijuga, fr. LL Jebrijuga, jebrijugia centaury, fr. Jebri- + -Juga
-fuge] : antipyretic — febrifuge adj

fe-brile X'feb-ral, 'feb-, -,rTl\ adj [ML jebrilis, fr. L jebris fever
— more at fever] ; of or relating to fever : feverish

Feb.ru-ary \'feb-(y)3-,wer-e, 'feb-r3-\ n [ME Februarie, fr. L
Februarius, fr. Februa, pi., feast of purification; perh. akin to L
Jumus smoke] : the 2d month of the Gregorian calendar
fe*cal \'fe-k3l\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting feces

fe-ces Vfe-(,)sez\ npl [ME, fr. L jaec-, Jaex (sing.) dregs] : bodily
waste discharged through the anus : excrement

fecK \'fek\ n [ME (Sc) Jek, alter, of ME ejjecf] 1 chiejly Scot
a : MAJORITY b : part c ; quantify 2 chiejly Scot : value

feck>et \'fek-3t\ n [origin unknown] Scot : a garment with sleeves

used as an undershirt or a jacket
leck>less \'fek-l3s\ adj 1 ; ineffectual, weak 2 : worthless,
irresponsible — feck'lesS'Iy adv — feck>Iess>ness n

feck-ly \'fek-le\ adv, chiejly Scot : almost, nearly
lec-U'lence \'fek-y3-lsn(t)s\ n 1 : something that is feculent
2 : the quality or stale of being feculent

fec-U'lent \-l3nt\ adj [ME, fr. L Jaeculentus, fr. Jaec-, jaex] ; foul
with impurities : fecal

fe*cund X'fe-ksnd, 'fek-3nd\ adj [ME, fr. MF Jecond, fr. 'Ljecundus
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— more at feminine] 1 ; fruitful in offspring or vegetation : pro-
lific 2 : intellectually productive or inventive to a marked degree
syn see fertile — le'Cuii'di-ty \fi-'k3n-d3t-e\ n

fe*cun'date X'fek-sn-.dat, 'fe-kon-\ vr [L jecundatus, pp. of
jecundare, fr. Jecundus'] 1 : to make fruitful or prolific 2 ; to
make fertile — fe-cun<da-tion X.fek-sn-'da-shsn, .fe-ksnA n

ted-er<al \'fed-(3-}r3l\ adj [L Joeder-, joedus compact, league;
akin to Ljidere to trust — more at bide] 1 archaic : of or relating
to a compact or treaty 2 a : formed by a compact between political

units that surrender their individual sovereignty to a central
authority but retain limited residuary powers of government
b : of or constituting a form of government in which power is

distributed between a central authority and a number of constituent
territorial units c : of or relating to the central government
of a federation as distinguished from the governments of the con-
stituent units 3 cap : advocating or friendly to the principle of a
federal government with strong centralized powers; esp l of or
relating to the American Federalists 4 ojlen cap : of, relating to,

or loyal to the federal government or the Union armies of the
U.S. in the American Civil War — led-er-al-ly \-(3-)ra-'e\ adv

Fedeiai n 1 ; a supporter of the government of the U.S. in the
Civil War; specij : a soldier in the federal armies 2 ; a federal
agent or officer

federal district n : a district set apart as the seat of the central
government of a federation

led.er-al.ism \'fed-(5-)r3-,!iz-3m\ n 1 a often cap : the federal
principle of organization b : support or advocacy of this principle
2 cap ; the principles of the Federalists

led.er.al.ist \-l3st\ n 1 : an advocate of federalism: as a ojten cap
: an advocate of a federal union between the American colonies
after the Revolution and of the adoption of the U.S. Constitution
b often cap : WORLD federalist 2 cap ; a member of a major
political party in the early years of the U.S. favoring a strong
centralized national government — lederalist adj, often cap

led.er.al.iza-tion \.fed-(3-1r3-l3-'za-shan\ n 1 : the act of fed-
eralizing 2 : the state of being federalized

ted<er<al>ize \'fed-(a-)r3-,lTz\ vr 1 : to unite in or under a federal
system 2 ; to bring under the jurisdiction of a federal government

Federal Reserve bank n : one of 12 banks set up under the Federal
Reserve system to serve as a bank of reserve and discount for af-
filiated banks in its district
»Ied«er«ate \'fed-0-)r3t\ adj [L Joederatus, fr. Joeder-, joedus'i
: united in an alliance or federation

Sfed-er-ate \'fed-3-,rat\ vb : to join in a federation
federated church n : a local church uniting two or more con-
gregations that maintain denominational ties

Jed.er-a.tion \,fcd-3-'ra-sh9n\ n 1 : the act of federating; esp
; the formation of a federal union 2 : something formed by fed-
eration: as a : a federal government b : a union of organizations

led-er.a.tive \'fed-3-,rat-iv, 'fed-(3-)rat-\ adj 1 : concerned with
foreign affairs and national security 2 ; federal — 2ed*et>a-
tive*ly adv

fe*dO>ra \fi-'dor-a, -'d6r-\ n {Fedora, drama by V. Sardou] : a
low soft felt hat with the crown creased lengthwise

fed up adj 1 : SATIATED, surfeited 2 : BORED, TIRED
ifee \'fe\ n [ME, fr. OF fe, fief, of Gmc origin; akin to OE feoh
cattle, property, OHG jihu cattle; akin to L pecus cattle, pecunia
money, pectere to comb] 1 a (1) ; an estate in land held in feudal
law from a lord on condition of homage and service (2) : a piece
of land so held b : an inherited or heritable estate in land
2 a (1) : a fixed charge (2) : a charge for a professional service
b : tip syn see wage — in fee : in absolute and legal possession

2fee vr feed; fee.ing 1 chiefly Scot : hire 2 : tip
fee.ble \'fe-bai\ adj fee.bler \-b(3-)l3r\ feeblest \-b(a-)l9st\
[ME feble, fr. OF, fr. L flebilis lamentable, wretched, fr. flere to
weep] la: markedly lacking in strength b : indicating weakness
2a: deficient in qualities or resources that indicate vigor, authority,
force, or efficiency b : inadequate, inferior syn see weak —
fee-ble-ness \-b3l-nas\ n — fee-bly \-ble\ adv

fee<ble>mind<ed \,fe-bal-'mTn-d3d\ adj 1 obs t irresolute,
VACILLATING 2 : mentally deficient 3 : foolish, stupid — fee-
ble-mind-ed-Iy adv — fee'ble-mind.ed'ness n

fee.blish \'fe-b(3-)lish\ adj : somewhat feeble
ifeed \"fed\ vb fed \'fed\ feed-ing [ME feden, fr. OE fedan; akin
to OBfoda food — more at food] vt 1 a : to give food to b ; to
give as food 2 : to furnish esp. with something essential to the
growth, sustenance, maintenance, or operation of 3 : to produce
or serve as food for 4a: to give satisfaction to : gratify b : sup-
port, encourage 5 a : to supply for use or consumption b (1)
: to supply (a signal) to an electronic circuit (2) : to send by wire
to a transmitting station for broadcast 6 : to supply with cues and
situations that make a role more effective -^ vi 1 a : to consume
food : eat b : prey — used with on, upon, or off 2 : to become
nourished or satisfied as if by food 3 : to move into a machine or
opening in order to be used or processed

2feed n 1 a : an act of eating b : meal; esp : a large meal
2 a : food for livestock; specif : a mixture or preparation for
feeding livestock b : the amount given at each feeding 3 a : ma-
terial supplied (as to a furnace) b : a mechanism by which the
action of feeding is effected c : the motion or process of carrying
forward the material to be operated upon (as in a machine)

feed-back \'fed-,bak\ n 1 ; the return to the input of a part of
the output of a machine, system, or process 2 : the pariial re-
version of the effects of a process to its source or to a preceding
stage

feed-er \'fed-3r\ n, often attrib : one that feeds: as a : a device
or apparatus for supplying food b (1) : tributary (2) : a source
of supply (3) : a heavy wire conductor supplying electricity to an
electric distribution system (4) : a branch transportation line

: an animal being fattened or suiUible for fattening d : an actor
or role that serves as a foil for another

feed.stuff \-.st3f\ n : feed 2a; also : any of the constituent nutrients
of an animal ration

ifeel \'fe(3)l\ vb felt \'felt\ feel.ing [ME /Wen, fr. OEfelan, akin
to OHG Juolen to feel, L palpare to caress, and perh. to Gk pallein
to brandish — more at polemic] vt 1 a (1) : to touch in order to
have a tactile sensation (2) ; to examine or test by touching b : to
perceive by a physical sensation coming from discrete end organs
(as of the skin or muscles) 2 a : to undergo passive experience of
D : to suffer from 3 : to ascertain by cautious trial — often used

with out 4 a : to have an awareness of b : believe, think '^ vi
1 a ; to receive or be able to receive a tactile sensation b ; to
search for something with the fingers 2 : to be conscious of an in-
ward impression, state of mind, or physical condition 3 ; to
seem esp. to the sense of touch 4 : to have sympathy or pity

2feel n 1 : the sense of touch 2 : sensation, feeling 3 a : the
quality of a thing as imparted through touch b ; typical or
peculiar quality or atmosphere 4 : intuitive knowledge or ability

leel.er \'fe-br\ n : one that feels: as a : a tactile process (as a ten-
tacle) of an animal b : something (as a proposal) ventured to
ascertain the views of others

ifeel-ing n l a : the one of the five senses of which the skin con-
tains the chief end organs and of which the sensations of touch and
temperature are characteristic : touch b : a sensation experienced
through this sense 2 a : emotion y>pli susceptibility to impression
: SENSiBiLrriES 3 a : the undifferentiated background of one's
awareness considered apart from any identifiable sensation, per-
ception, or thought b : the overall quality of one's awareness
c : conscious recognition : sense 4 a : opinion, belief b : un-
reasoned opinion : sentiment c : presentiment 5 : capacity to
respond emotionally esp. with the higher emotions 6 : the charac-
ter ascribed to something as a result of one's impression or emo-
tional state : atmosphere 7 a : the quality of a work of art that
embodies and conveys the emotion of the artist b : sympathetic
aesthetic response 8 : feel 4
syn affection, emotion, sentiment, passion: feeling denotes any

partly mental, partly physical response marked by pleasure, pain,
attraction, repulsion; it may suggest the mere existence of a
response without implying anything concerning the nature or
intensity of it; affection applies to such feelings as are also in-
clinations or likings; emotion carries a stronger implication of
excitement or agitation; sentiment often implies an emotion
inspired by an idea; it may often suggest emotion that is out of
proportion to the cause and so considered to be artificial or
insincere; passion suggests a very powerful or controlling emotion

2feeling adj l a : sentient, sensitive b : easily moved emotionally
2 obs : deeply felt 3 : expressing emotion or sensitivity — feel-
ing-ly \'fe-lir)-le\ adv — feeMng-ness n

fee simple n, pi fees simple : a fee without limitation to any class
of heirs or restrictions on transfer of ownership

fee splitting n : payment by a specialist of a part of his fee to the
referring physician

feet pi of foot
fee tail n, pi fees tail : a fee limited to a particular class of heirs

feeze \'fez, 'faz\ n [ME vcze, tr.jesen, vesen to drive away — more
at faze] 1 chiefly dial : rush 2 dial : a state of alarm or excitement

feign \'fan\ vb IME feignen, fr. OF feign-, stem of feindre, fr. L
Jingere to shape, feign — more at dough] vt 1 a : to represent by
a false appearance of : sham b : to assert as if true : pretend
2 archaic a : invent, imagine b : to give fictional representation
to 3 obs : disguise, conceal ^ vi ; pretend, dissemble syn see
assume — feign- er n
feigned adj l : ncrmous 2 : not genuine or real

ifeint \'fant\ n iE feinte. fr. OF, U. feint, pp. of feindrel ; some-
thing feigned; specif % a mock blow or attack on or toward one part
in order to distract attention from the point one really intends to
attack syn see trick

2feint vi : to make a feint ^ vt 1 : to lure or deceive with a feint

2 ; to make a pretense of
fei.rie \'fe-re\ adj [ME (Sc) Jery, fr. ME fere strong — more at
fere] Scot : nimble, strong

feist \'fist\ 71 [obs. fisting hound, fr. obs. fist (to break wind)]
chiefly dial : a small dog

feisty \'fT-ste\ adj, chiefly South &. Midland \ being in a state of
excitement or agitation: as a : full of nervous energy : fidgety
b : touchy and quarrelsome c : frisky and exuberant

feld.spar \'fel(d)-,spar\ n [modif. of obs. G feldspath (now
feldspat), fr. G feld field + obs. G spath (now spat) spar] : any of
a group of crystalline minerals that consist of aluminum silicates

with either potassium, sodium, calcium, or barium and that are
an essential constituent of nearly all crystalline rocks (hardness
6-6.5, sp. gr. 2.5-2.9) — feld-spath-ic \fel(d)-*spath-ik\ also
feId>spath>ose \'fel(d)-,spath-.os\ adj

fe>li>cif*ic \.fe-l3-'sif-ik\ adj IL felic-, felix} : causing or intended
to cause happiness
Ue-lici.tate \fi-'Iis-3-,tat\ adj I'LL felicitat us, pp. of felicitare to
make happy, fr. L felicitas'\ obs : made happy

2felicitate vt l archaic : to make happy 2 a : to consider happy
or fortunate b : to offer congratulations to — fe-lic-i^ta-tion
\fi-,lis-3-*ta-sh3n\ n — fe*lic-i*ta-tor \-'lis-3-,tat-3r\ n
syn congratulate: felicfiate is the more formal term, denoting

the simple offering of good wishes and hopes for happiness; con-
gratulate is intimate, familiar, or informal, and more often implies

acknowledgment of achievement or good fortune
fe*llc.i.tOUS \fi-'lis-3t-3s\ adj 1 : very well suited or expressed

: apt <a '^ remark) 2 : having a talent for apt expression <a '^

speaker) syn see fft — fe>lic>i>tous>ly adv — fe»liC'i-touS'ness n
fe.lici-ty \fi-'lis-st-e\ n IME felicite, fr. MF felicile. fr. hjeliciiat-

felicitas, fr. felic-, felix fruitful, happy] 1 a : the quality or state of
being happy; esp X great happiness b ; an instance of happiness
2 : something that causes happiness 3 : a pleasing faculty esp. in
art or language ; aptness 4 : an apt expression

fe-lid \'fe-l3d\ n [NL Felidae, family name, fr. Felis, genus of cats,

fr. L, cat] : cat lb — felid adj
feline \'fe-.lTn\ adj ihfelinus, fr. felts'] 1 : of or relating to cats
or the cat family 2 : resembling a cat: as a ; sly, treacherous
b : STEALTHY — feline n — fe*liue*ly adv — fe-lin-i'ty \fe-

lin-3t-e\ n
feline distemper n 1 : panleucopenm. 2 : a gastrointestinal
disease of cats closely related to panleucopenia

ifell \'fel\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG fel skin, L pellisl I SKIN,
HIDE, PELT

2fell vt [ME fellen, fr. OE fellan; akin to OE jeallan to fall — more
at FALL] 1 a : to cut, beat, or knock down b : kill 2 : to sew
(a seam) by folding one raw edge under the other and sewing flat

on the wrong side — feli>able \'fel-a-b3l\ adj — fell>er n
3f ell past of fall
4fell adj [ME fel, fr. OF — more at felon] 1 a : fierce, cruel
b : very destructive or painful : deadly c : terrible, awful
2 Scot ; sharp, pungent — fell.ness n — fel-ly \'fel-le\ adv
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fel-lah Vfel-3, f3-'la\ n, pi teMa.hin or feMa-heen X.fel-a-'hen,
fs-,la-'hen\ lArJallah} : a peasant or agricultural laborer in Egypt,
Syria, and other Arab countries
teMa>tio \f3-'la-she-,o, fe-, -'lat-eA also feMa-tion \-'la-sh3n\ n
[NL jellation-, fellatio, fr. L jeliatus, pp. of jelare, jellare, lit., to
suck — more at feminine] ; oral stimulation of the penis
fell-mon>ger X'fel-.mao-gsr, -,maG-\ n, Brit : one who removes
hair or wool from hides in preparation for leather making — lell-
mon>gered \-g3rd\ adj, Brii — lelMnon»ger>ing \-gO-)rio\ or
felMnon-gery \-gO-lre\ n, Brit
Uel.low \'fel-(,)6, -3(-w)\ n [ME /etawe. fr. OB jeolasa, fr. ON
jelagi, fr. jelag partnership, fr. je cattle, money + lag act of laying]
1 ; COMRADE, ASSOCIATE 2 3 I an equal in rank, power, or charac-
ter : PEER I) : one of a pair ; mate 3 ; a member of a group having
common characteristics; specij ; a member of an incorporated
literary or scientific society 4 a obs : a person of one of the lower
social classes 1) : a worthless or low man or boy c : man, boy
d : BOYFRIEND, BEAU 5 : an incorporated member of a college or
collegiate foundation esp. in a British university 6 : a person
appointed to a position granting a stipend and allowing for ad-
vanced study
2ieUow adj : being a companion, mate, or associate
feMow-ly \-o-Ie, -3-le\ aelj : sociable — lellowly adv
feI.low*man \,fel-6-'man, -3-\ n : a kindred human being
fellow servant n : an employee working with another employee
under such circumstances that each one if negligent may expose the
other to harm which the employer cannot reasonably be expected to
guard against or beheld legally liable for
ifel'low.ship \'fel-6-,ship. -3-\ n 1 : companionship, company
2 a : community of interest, activity, feeling, or experience b : the
state of being a' fellow or associate 3 : a company of equals or
friends : association 4 : intimate personal intercourse 5
; FRIENDLINESS, COMRADESHIP 6 ObS '. MEMBERSHIP, PARTNERSHIP
7 a ; the position of a fellow (as of a university) b : the stipend
of a fellow c : a foundation for the providing of such a stipend
^fellowship VI : to join in fellowship esp. with a church member
'^ vr : to admit to fellowship (as in a church)

fellow traveler n [trans, of Russ poputchikj : one that sympathizes
with and often furthers the ideals and program of an organized
group (as the Communist party) without membership in the group
or regular participation in its activities — fel-low-trav-el'ing
\.fel-6-'trav-(a-)Iio, .fel-^\ adj

fel.ly \'fel-e\ or feMoe \-(.)o\ n [ME jelyjelive, fr. OE jelg; akin
to OHG Jelga felly, OE jealg piece of plowed land] : the exterior
rim or a segment of the rim of a wheel supported by the spokes

felo-de-se \.fel-(.)od-3-'sa, -'se\ n, pi fe-lo-nes-de-se \f3-,Io-

C,)nez-d3-\ or felos-de-se \,fel-(,)cz-d3-\ IML jelo de se, fello

ae se, lit., evildoer upon himself] 1 : one who deliberately kills

himself or dies from the effects of his commission of an unlawful
malicious act 2 : an act of deliberate self-destruction ; suicide
Ifel.on \'fel-3n\ adj [ME, fr. OF Jelon, jel. fr. ML Jellon-, Jcllo

evildoer, villain] 1 archaic a : CRUEL b : evil 2 archaic : wild
2felon n 1 : one who has committed a felony 2 archaic : villain
3feloil « : a deep usu. suppurative inflammation of the finger or toe
esp. near the end or around the nail

fe'lO'lli'OUS \f9-'l5-ne-3s\ adj 1 archaic : very evil : villainous
2 : of, relating to, or having the quality of a felony — fe»lo«iu-
ous>ly adv — fe-lo«ni'Ous»ness n

fel>on*ry \'fel-3n-re\ 71 : felons; specij I the convict population of
a penal colony

fel>o<ny \'fel-3-ne\ n 1 : an act on the part of a feudal vassal in-
volving the forfeiture of his fee 2 a : a grave crime formerly
differing from a misdemeanor under English common law by in-

volving forfeiture in addition to any other punishment b : a grave
crime expressly declared to be a felony by the common law or by
statute c : a crime declared a felony by statute because of the
punishment imposed

fel>site \'fel-,sTt\ n ifelspar"] ; a dense igneous rock that consists
almost entirely of feldspar and quartz — fel>sit>ic \fel-'sit-ik\ adj

fel-spar var of feldspar
ifelt \'felt\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG lilz felt, L vellere to drive,
beat, Gk pelas near] 1 a : a cloth made of woo! and fur often mixed
with natural or synthetic fibers through the action of heat, moisture,
chemicals, and pressure b ; a firm woven cloth of wool or cotton
heavily napped and shrunk 2 : an article made of felt 3 : a
material resembling felt: as a : a heavy paper of organic or asbestos
fibers impregnated with asphalt and used in building construction
b ; semirigid pressed fiber insulation used in building

ifelt vt 1 : to make into felt or a similar substance 2 : to cause to
adhere and mat together 3 ; to cover with felt

3felt past of feel
felt>ing n 1 : the process by which felt is made 2 : felt
fe-luc-ca \fa-'lu-k3, -"Isk-sX n [It felucal t a narrow fast lateen<»

rigged sailing ship chiefly of the Mediterranean area
ife.male \'fe-,mal\ n [ME, alter, of femel, femelle. fr. MF & ML;
MF femelie, fr. ML feme lla, fr. L, girl, dim. oi femina] 1 : an in-

dividual that bears young or produces eggs as distinguished from
one that begets young; esp : a woman or girl as distinguished from
a man or boy 2 : a pistillate plant
syn woman, lady: female is the regular term where mere classifi-

cation of persons, animals, or plants is intended, but is used of
persons only in contempt or derision; woman is the generally ac-

cepted term applying to all adult female persons regardless of rank
or character; lady specifically designates a woman of rank and
connotes the qualities of dress, manner, and social behavior com-
monly associated with women of the privileged classes
2female adj 1 a ; of, relating to, or being the sex that bears young
or produces eggs b : pistillate 2 : designed with a hollow into
which a corresponding male part fits <'^ coupling of a hose>
syn see feminine — fe-male<ness n
ifem.i.nine \'fem-3-n3n\ adj [ME, fr. MF feminin, fr. "Lfemininus,
fr.femina woman; akin to OE delu nipple,_L filius son, felix, fetus, &
jecundus fruitful, felare to suck, Gk thele nipple] 1 : female la
2 : characteristic of or appropriate or peculiar to women 3 ; of,

relating to, or constituting the gender that ordinarily Includes most
words or grammatical forms referring to females 4 a : having an
unstressed and usu. hypermetric final syllable (-^ ending) b of
rhyme : occurring in the last metrically stressed syllable and a final

light syllable (as in motion, ocean) c : having the final chord oc-
curring on a weak beat <music in ~ cadences) — fem-i-nine-Iy
adv — fein-i-nine-ness \-n3(n)-n3s\ n
syn female, womanly, womanlike, womanish, effeminate,

LADYLIKE: FEMININE applies to quahties or attitudes characteristic
of women and not shared by men; female stresses the fact of
sex; used otherwise than scientifically or statistically it has a con-
temptuous or patronizing suggestion; womanly suggests qualities
esp. associated with the ideal wife or mother; womanlike suggests
faults and foibles thought typical of women; womanish implies
weakness and emotionalism and is used chiefly in reference to a
man; effeminate emphasizes the softer or more delicate aspects of
a woman's attitudes and behavior and applies chiefly to men, im-
plying a lack of virility or masculinity; ladylike suggests decorous
propriety or, in reference to boys and men, may impute primness,
daintiness, or lack of expected masculine force and strength

^feminine n l : the female principle (eternal '^) 2 a : a noun,
pronoun, adjective, or inflectional form or class of the feminine
gender b : the feminine gender

fem.i.nin.i.ty \,fem-3-'nin-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or nature of the
female sex 2 : effeminacy 3 : women, womankind
fem.i.nism \'fem-3-.niz-3m\ n 1 : the theory of the political,
economic, and social equality of the sexes 2 : organized activity
on behalf of women's rights and interests — fem*i<nist \-n3St\ n
or adj — fem°i>nis*tic \,fem-3-'nis-tik\ adj

fe.min-i.ty \fe-'min-3t-e\ n : femininity
fem>i-ni-za-tion X.fem-a-na-'za-shsnX n ; the process or condition
of being feminized

fem*i*nize \'fem-3-,nTz\ vt ; to give a feminine quality to
femrae fa.tale \,fem-f3-'tal, -'tal\ n, pi femmes fa-tales N.fem-fs-
-'tal(z), -'tal(z)\ [F, lit., disastrous woman] 1 : a seductive woman
who lures men into dangerous or compromising situations : siren
2 : a woman who attracts men by an aura of charm and mystery

fem*o<ral \'fem-(3-)r3l\ adj : of or relating to the femur or thigh
fe.mur \'fe-m3r\ n, pi fcmurs or fem-o-ra \'fem-(3-)rA
iNL femor-, femur, fr. L. thigh] 1 : the proximal bone of the hind
or lower limb — called also thigh-bone \'thi-'bon, -,bon\ 2 : the
segment of an insect's leg that is third from the body
ifen \'fen\ n [ME, fr. OE fenn; akin to OHG fenna fen, Skt pafika
mud] : low land covered wholly or partly with water unless arti-
ficially drained

2Ien \'f3n\ n, pi fen [Chin (Pek) fen^'i — sec yuan at money table
ifence \'fen(t)s\ n, often attrib [ME fens, short for defens defense]
1 archaic ; a means of protection : defense 2 t a barrier intended
to prevent escape or intrusion or to mark a boundary; esp : such a
barrier made of posts and wire or boards 3 : fencing 1 4 a : a
receiver of stolen goods b : a place where stolen goods are bought— lence.less \'fen(t)-sl3s\ adj — fence. less.ness « — on the
fence : in a position of neutrality or indecision

2fence vt 1 a : to enclose with a fence b (1) ; to keep In or out with
a fence (2) : to ward off 2 : to provide a defense for -^ vi 1 a : to
practice fencing b (1) ; to use tactics of attack and defense re-

sembling those of fencing (2) : to parry arguments by shifting
ground 2 archaic : to provide protection — fenc>er n

fenc.ing n 1 ; the art or practice of attack and defense with the
sword or foil 2 a (1) : fence 2 (2) : the fences of a property or
region b : material used for building fences

Ifend \'fend\ vb [ME fenden, short for defenden'\ vt 1 : defend
2 : to keep or ward off : repel 3 dial Brit : to provide for : sup-
port '^ vi 1 dial Brit : to make an effort : struggle 2 a : to try
to get along without help : shift b : to provide a livelihood

2fend n, chiefly Scot : an effort or attempt esp. for oneself

fend.er \'fen-d3r\ n : a device that protects: asa ; a cushion to
lessen shock b : railing c : a device
in front of locomotives and streetcars to
lessen injui'y to animals or pedestrians
in case of collision d : a guard over the
wheel of a motor vehicle e ; a low
metal frame or a screen before an open
fireplace

fe.nes.tra \fi-'nes-tr3\ n, pi le-nes.trae \-,tre, -.trT\ [NL, fr. L,
window] 1 : a small opening; esp : either of two apertures in the
bone between the middle and inner ear 2 : an opening cut in bone
3 : a transparent spot — fe«nes.tral \-tral\ adj

fe.nes.trate \fi-'nes-,trat, 'fen-3-,strat\ adj [L fenestratus, fr.

fenesiral : fenestrated 2

fe.nes.trat-ed \-,trat-3d. -,strat-3d\ adj 1 : provided with or char-
acterized by windows 2 a : having one or more openings or trans-

parent spots b : reticulate <,r^ leaves)

fen-es-tra-tion \,fen-3-'stra-sh3n\ n 1 ; the arrangement, propor-
tioning, and design of windows and doors in a building 2 : an
opening in a surface 3 : the operation of cutting an opening in the
bony labyrinth between the inner ear and tympanum to replace
natural fenestrae that are not functional

Fe-ni-an \'fe-ne-an\ n [IrGael Feinne, p!. of Fiann, legendary
band of Irish warriors] 1 : one of a legendary band of warriors
defending Ireland in the 2d and 3d centuries a.d. 2 ; a member of
a secret 19th century Irish and Irish-American organization
dedicated to the overthrow of British rule in Ireland — Fenian adj
— Fe.ni-an-ism \-ne-3-,niz-am\ n

fen>nec \'fen-ik\ n [Ar fanak} : a small pale-fawn African fox
{Fennecus zerda) with large ears

fen.nel X'fen-^IX n [ME fehel, fr. OE finugl, fr. (assumed) VL
fenuculum, fr, L feniculum fennel, dim. oi fenum hay; perh. akin to

L, fetus fruitful — more at feminine] : a perennial European herb
(Foeniculum vutgare) of the carrot family adventive in No. America
and cultivated for its aromatic seeds

fen.ny \'fen-e\ adj [ME, fr. OE fennig, h.Jenn fen] 1 : having the
characteristics of a fen ; boggy 2 : peculiar to or found in a fen

fenu-greek \'fen-y3-,grek\ n [ME fenugrek, fr. MF fenugrec, fr. L
fenum Graecum. lit., Greek hay] : a leguminous annual Asiatic

herb (Trigonella foenumgraecum) with aromatic seeds

feoff<ee \fe-'fe, fe-'fe\ n : the person to whom a feoffment is made
feoff-ment X'fef-mant, 'fef-\ n [ME feoffement, fr. AF, U. feoffer
to invest with a fee, fr. OF fief fee] : the granting of a fee

leof.for \'fef-3r, 'fef-, -,6(a)r; fe-'f6(3)r, fe-\ or feoff. er \'fef-3r,

*fef-\ n : one who makes a feoffment

fender e
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-ler \f3r\ n comb Jorm [F & L; F -f^re, fr. L -fer bearing, one that
bears, fr. Jerre to carry — more at bear] : one that bears (aqui/er)

fe>rae tia>tii*rae \'fer-,T-n3-'tu{a}r-,r\ adj [L, of a wild nature]
: wild by nature and not usu. tamed

le.ral \'fir-5l, "fer-X adj [ML feralis, fr. I. /era wild animal, fr. fem.
of Jerus wild — more at rerce] 1 : of, relating to, or suggestive of
a wild beast ; savage 2 : not domesticated or cultivated : wild

ler«hain \'f3r-,bam\ n {Jerric dimethyl-dithiocar6amate] : an
agricultural fungicide FeCgHiBNaSe used esp. on fruit trees

ler-de-lance \,ferd-=l-'lan(t)s, -•an(t)s\ n, pi ler-de-lance [F,
lit-, lance iron, spearhead] : a large extremely venomous pit viper
(Bothrops atrox) of Central and So. America

fere \'fi(3)r\ n [ME, fr. OE gejera; akin to OE Jaran to go, travel]
1 archaic : companion, comrade 2 archaic : spouse

fe-ria \'fir-e-3, 'fer-\ n [ML — more at fair] : a weekday of the
Roman Catholic or Anglican church calendar on which no feast is

celebrated — fe-ri-al \-e-9l\ adj
le.rine \'fi(3)r-.Tn\ adj [Ljerinus, UJeral : feral
ler.i«ty \'fer-3t-e\ n ILjeritas, UJerus'\ : the quality or state of being
feral

ler.lie also fer.Iy_\'fer-le\ n [ME, fr. Jerly strange, fr. OE Jsrlic
unexpected, fr. jxr sudden danger] Scot : wonder

fer.ma-ta \fer-'mat-9\ n [It, lit., stop, fr. Jermare to stop, fr. L
jirmare to make firm] : a prolongation at the discretion of the per-
former of a musical note, chord, or rest beyond its given time value;
also : the sign iT) or 'cJ denoting such a prolongation
ifer>ment \(,)f3r-'ment\ vi 1 ; to undergo fermentation 2 : to be
in a state of agitation or intense activity ~ vf 1 : to cause to un-
dergo fermentation 2 : to work up (as into a state of agitation)
: foment — fer*ment.ahle \-'ment-3-b3l\ adj — ler-ment'er n

2ler.ment X'fsr-.ment also (,)f3r-'ment\ n [ME. fr. L jermentum
yeast] 1 : an agent capable of bringing about fermentation 2 a
: fermentation 1 b : a state of unrest : AoriATiON

ler.men.la.tion X.far-man-'ta-shan, -,men-\ n 1 : a chemical
change with effervescence; esp : a transformation of an organic
substance by the action of ferments 2 : ferment 2b

ler.men-tative \(,)f3r-'ment-Qt-iv\ adj 1 : causing fermentation
2 : of, relating to, or produced by fermentation 3 : capable of
undergoing fermen^tion

fer>nii>lllll X'fer-me-sm, 'far-X n [Enrico Fermi] : a radioactive
metallic element artificially produced (as by bombardment of
plutonium with neutrons) — see element table

lern X'fsmX n [ME, fr. OE jearn; akin to OHG jarn fern, SV.tparna
wing, leaf] : any of numerous flowerless seedless plants constituting
a class (Filicineae) of lower vascular plants; esp : any of an order
(FiMcales) resembling seed plants in being differentiated into root,
stem, and leaflike fronds and in having vascular tissue but differing
in reproducing by spores — fern*llke \'f3rn-,lrk\ adj — ferny
\'f3r-ne\ adj

fern.ery \'f3m-(3-)re\ n 1 ; a place or stand where ferns grow
2 : a collection of growing ferns

fern seed n : the dustlike asexual spores of fems formerly taken for
seeds and thought to make the possessor invisible

fe.ro.Cious \f3-'ro-sh3s\ adj IL jeroc-Jerox, lit., fierce looking, fr.

jerus + -OC-, -ox (akin to Gk ops eye) — more at eye] 1 : fierce,
savage 2 : unbearably intense : extreme <~ heat> syn see
HERCE — fe'ro.cions.ly adv — fe.ro-cious.ness n

fe-roc.i.ty \f3-'ras-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being ferocious
-f.er.OUS \-f-(a-)r3s\ adj comb jorm [ME, fr. L -jer&. MF -jere (fr.

L -jer)] : bearing : producing <carboni/erou5>
fer.rate \'fer-,at\ n [ISV. fr. hjerrum iron] : a compound contain-
ing iron and oxygen in the anion; esp : a red salt analogous to the
chromates and sulfates

ifer.ret \'fe(3)r-3t\ nlMEfuret, jerret,fr. MF juret,fr. (assumed)
VL Jurittus, lit., little thief, dim. of L jur thief] 1 : a partially
domesticated usu. albino European polecat sometimes treated as a
separate species (Musiela ftiro) used esp. for hunting rodents 2
; an active and persistent searcher — fer-rety \-3t-e\ adj

2ferret vi l : to hunt with ferrets 2 ; to search about -^ vr 1 a (1)
; to hunt (as game) with ferrets (2) ; drive, expel b : to find and
bring to light by searching — usu. used with out 2 i harry,
WORRY — fer-ret.er n

3ferret n [prob. modif. of It /forerri floss silk, fr. pi. oljioretto, dim.
of jiore flower, fr. L jlor-, jlos — more at blow] : a narrow cotton,
silk, or wool tape — called a\so ferreting

ferri- comb jorm [L, fr. jerrum'i 1 ; iron C/ern"ferous> 2 : ferric
iron </erricyanic>

fer-ri-age \'fer-e-i]\ n 1 : the fare paid for a ferry passage 2 : the
act or business of transporting by ferry

fer.riC \'fer-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or containing iron 2 ; be-
ing or containing iron with a higher valence esp. three than in fer-

rous compounds
ferric oxide n : the red or black oxide of iron TszOi found in nature
as hematite and as rust and also obtained synthetically and used
as a pigment and for polishing

fer.ri.cy.an.ic acid \,fer-,T-,sT-,an-ik-, ,fer-i-\ n : a brown crystal-
line unstable acid H3Fe(CN)6

fer.ri.cy.a.nide \-*si-3-.nid\ n [ISV] : a salt of ferricyanic acid
fer.rif.er-OUS \f3-'rif-(3-)r3S, fe-\ adj ; containing or yielding iron
Fer.riS wheel \'fer-3s-\ n [G. W. G. Ferris tl896 Am engineer] : an
amusement device consisting of a large upright power-driven wheel
carrying seats that remain horizontal around its rim

fer.rite \'fe(a)r-,Tt\ n l : an iron compound that is a salt of a ferric
hydroxide acting in its capacity of an acid 2 : a solid solution in
which alpha iron is the solvent — fer-rit'lc \fa-'rit-ik, fe-\ adj

ferro- comb form [ML, fr. L jerrum] 1 : iron C/erroconcrete)
2 : iron and </e/Tonickel> — chiefly in names of alloys 3 : ferrous
iron </errocyanic>

fer.ro.al.loy \,fer-o-'al-,6i, -3-'l6i\ n : a crude alloy of iron with
one or more other elements (as metals)

fer.ro. con. crate \-'kan-,kret, -,kan-'\ n : reinforced concrete
fer.ro.cy.an.jc acid \^er-o-,sT-,an-ik-\ n [ISV] : a white crystal-
hne acid H4Fe(CN)6

fer.ro. cy.a.Hide \-'sT-3-,n7d\ n : a salt of ferrocyanic acid
fer.ro. electric \,fer-o-i-'lek-trik\ n : a crystalline substance
that exhibits spontaneous electric polaiization, electric hysteresis,
and piezoelectricity

fer.ro.mag.ne.sian \-,mag-'ne-sh3n, -zh3n\ adj : containing iron
and magnesium

fer.ro.mag.net.ic \-'net-ik\ adj : of or relating to substances with
an abnormally high magnetic permeability, a definite saturation
point, and appreciable residual magnetism and hysteresis — fer-
romagnetic n — fer.ro.mag.ne.tism \-'mag-n3-,tiz-3m\ n

ifer-ro-type \'fer-s-,tTp\ n l : a positive photograph made by a
collodion process on a thin iron plate having a darkened surface
2 : the process by which a ferrotype is made

2ferT0type vt : to give a gloss to (a photographic print) by squeegee-
ing facedown while wet on a ferrotype plate and allowing to dry

fer.rous \"fer-as\ adj iNl. jerrosus, fr. L Jerrum'\ 1 : of. relating
to, or containing iron 2 ; being or containing bivalent iron

ferrous oxide n : the monoxide of iron FeO
ferrous sulfate n : an astringent salt FeS O4 used in making pigments
and ink, in treating industrial wastes, and in medicine

fer-ru-gi-nous Nfa-'rii-ja-nas, fe-\ or fer.ru.gin-e.ous \,fer-(y)3-
'jin-e-3s\ adj [L jerrugineus, jerruginus, fr. jerrugin-, jerrugo iron
rust, fr. jerrum'\ 1 : of, relating to, or containing iron 2 : re-
sembling iron rust in color

ifer.rule \'fer-3l\ n [alter, of ME virole, fr. MF, fr. L yiriola, dim.
of -viria bracelet, of Celtic origin; akin to Olr jiar oblique — more at
VEER] 1 : a ring or cap usu. of metal put around a slender shaft (as
a cane or a tool handle) to strengthen it or prevent sphtting 2 : a
short tube or bushing for making a tight joint (as between pipes)

2ferrule vt i to supply with a ferrule
ifer.ry \'fer-e\ vb IME jerien, fr. OE Jerian to carry, convey; akin
to OE jaran to go] v/ 1 a : to carry by boat over a body of water
b : to cross by a ferry 2 a : to convey from one place to another
b : to fly (an airplane) from the factory or other shipping point to a
designated delivery point or from one base to another c ; to trans-
port in an airplane -^ vi" ; to cross water in a boat
2ferry n 1 : a place where persons or things are carried across a
river or other body of water in a boat 2 : ferryboat 3 ; a
franchise or right to operate a ferry service across a body of water
4 : an organized service and route for flying airplanes esp. across a
sea or continent for delivery to the user — fer.ry.man \-m3n\ n

fer.ry-boat \-,bot\ n ; a boat used to ferry passengers, vehicles, or
goods

fer.tile \'f3rt-n\ adjiMB,fT. MF&L; MF, fr. 'Lfertilis, frjerreto
carry, bear — more at bear] la: producing or bearing fruit in
great quantities : productive, inventive b obs ; plentiful
2 a (1) : capable of sustaining abundant plant growth (-^ soil)

(2) : affording abundant possibilities for development b : capable
of growing or developing ("^ egg> c (1) ; capable of producing
fruit (2) oj an anther : containing poUen (3) : developing spores
or spore-bearing organs d : capable of breeding or reproducing
3 : capable of being converted into fissionable material {^ uranium
238) — ler.tile.ly \-n-a)e\ adv — fer-tile-ness \-='l-n3s\ n
syn fecund, FRunruL, prolific: fertile implies the power to

reproduce in kind or to assist in reproduction and growth; applied
to a brain, or to an idea, it suggests readiness of invention and de-
velopment; fecund emphasizes abundance or rapidity in bearing
fruit or offspring; fruitful adds to fertile and fecund the im-
plication of desirable or useful results; prolific stresses rapidity of
spreading or multiplying by or as if by natural reproduction

fer.til.i-ty \(.)far-'til-3t-e\ n 1 : the quahty or state of being fertile

2 : the birthrate of a population
fer-til.iz-aWe \'f3rt-n-,T-z3-bal\ adj : capable of being fertilized

fer.til'iza.tion \,f3rt-'l-3-'za-sh3n\ n : an act or process of making
fertile: as a : the application of fertilizer b (1) : an act or process
of fecundation, insemination, impregnation, or poUination (2) ; the
process of union of two germ cells whereby the somatic chromosome
number is restored and the development of a new individual is

initiated — fer*til.iza.tion*al \-shn3l, -shan-'ix adj
fer.til.ize \'f3rt-=l-,Tz\ vt : to make fertile: as a : to cause the
fertilization of b : to apply a fertilizer to <"^ land)

fer-til-iz-er \-,T-z3r\ n ; one that fertilizes; specif : a substance
(as manure or a chemical mixture) used to make soil more fertile

fer.U.la \'fer-(y)a-l3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, giant fennel]
: any of a genus (Ferula) of Old World plants of the carrot family
yielding various gum resins (as galbanum and asafetida)

fer.nle \'fer-3l\ also fer.u.la \'fer-(y)3-b\ n [L jerula giant fen-
nel, ferule] 1 : an instrument (as a rod) used to punish children;
specif I a flat piece of wood 2 : school discipline

fer-ven-cy \'f3r-v3n-se\ n : fervor
fer.vent X'far-vantX adj [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L fervent-,
fervens, prp. of fervere to boil, glow — more at burn] 1 ; very hot
: glowing 2 : marked by great warmth of feeling : ardent syn
see impassioned — fer-vent.ly adv

fer.vid \'far-vad\ adj ILfervidus, fr. ferverel 1 : very hot : burn-
ing 2 : ARDENT, zealous syu see impassioned — fer.vid-ly adv— fer-vid.ness n

fer-vor also chiefly Brit fCf.VOUT \'f3r-V3r\ n [ME fervour, fr.

MF & L; MF ferveur, fr. L fervor, fr. fervere'i 1 : intense heat
2 : intensity of feeling or expression : passion syn see passion

fes.cen.nine X'fes-^'n-.Tn, -,en\ adj [L fescennini (versus), ribald
songs sung at rustic weddings, prob. fr. fescenninus of Fescennium,
fr. Fescennium town in Etruria] ; scurrilous, obscene

fes-cue \'fes-(,)kyu\ n [ME festu stalk, straw, fr. MF, fr. LL
festucum, fr. L festuca'\ 1 : a small pointer (as a stick) used to
point out letters to children learning to read 2 ; a tufted perennial
grass (genus Festuca) with panicled spikelets

fess also fesse \'fes\ n [ME fesse, fr. M¥ faisse, fr. I. fascia band]
: a broad horizontal bar across the middle of a heraldic field

-fest \,fest\ n comb form [G. fr. fest celebration, fr. L festuml
: meeting or occasion marked by (such) activity <talk/ej/)

feS'tal X'fest-^X adj [L festum festival — more at fea.st] ; of or
relating to a feast or festival : FEsnvE — fes-tal-ly \-'l-e\ adv

ifes.ter \'fes-tar\ n [ME, fr. MF fest re, fr. h fistula pipe, fistulous
ulcer] : a suppurating sore ; pustule

2fester vb fes-ter.ing \-t(3-)rio\ vi 1 : to generate pus 2 : pu-
trefy, ROT 3 ; to cause increasing poisoning or irritauon : rankle
^ vt ; to make inflamed or corrupt

ifes.ti.nate \'fes-ta-.nat, -nst\ adj {."Ljestinatus, pp. of festinare to
hasten — more at borzoi] ; hasty — fes.ti.nate.ly adv

2fes.ti.nate \-,nat\ vb : hasten
ifes.ti.val \'fes-t3-v3!\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. 'Lfestivus festive] : of,

relating to, appropriate to, or set apart as a festival

2lestival n 1 a : a time of celebration marked by special observances
b : FEAST 2 2 : a periodic season or program of cultural events
or entertainment 3 : coNviviALrry, gaiety
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Festival of Lights : hanukkah
fes>tlve \'fes-tiv\ adj {Ljestivus, ft. Jestum"] 1 ; of, relating to, or
suitable for a feast or festival 2 : joyous, gay — fes>tlveUy adv

the quality

festoon 1

fea*dal>ism V'fytid-^l-.iz-omX n 1 : the system of political organi-
zation prevailing in Europe from the 9th to about the 15th centuries
having as its basis the relation of lord to vassal with all land held
in fee and as chief characteristics homage, the service of tenants
under arms and in court, wardship, and forfeiture 2 ; any of vari-
oxis political or social systems similar to medieval feudalism —
lea-dai.ist \-'I-3st\ n — feu-dal-is-tic X.fyud-'l-'is-tikX adj

feu-dal>l.ty \fyu-'dal-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being feudal
2 : a feudal holding, domain, or concentration of power

feu-dalaza^tlon \,fyud-'l-s-'za-shan\ n : an act or process of
feudalizing

feu-dal.ize \'fyud-='l-Jz\ vt : to make feudal
ileu.da.to-ry \'fyiid-3-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj [ML feudatorius, fr.

jeudatus, pp. of Jeudare to enfeoff, fr. Jeudum'] 1 : owing feudal
allegiance 2 : being under the overlordship of a foreign state

21eudatory n 1 : one holding lands by feudal tenure 2 : a depend-
ent lordship : fee

ileurt.ist \'fyud-9st\ n : a specialist In feudal law
2Ieudisl n : one who feuds
leuiMe.ton \,f3(r)-e-'t6"\ n [F, fr. Jeuillet sheet of paper, fr. OF
joillet, dim. ot joille leaf — more at foil] 1 : a part of a European
newspaper or magazine devoted to material designed to entertain
the general reader 2 : something (as an installment of a novel)
printed in a feuilleton 3 a : a novel printed in installments b ; a
work of fiction catering to popular taste 4 : a short literary compo-
sition often having a familiar tone and reminiscent content —

leuil.le.ton-ism X.faW-e-'tC^-.niz-smX n — leuiMe.ton.ist \-'to°-

fe.ver \'fe-v3r\ n [ME, fr. OB fefer, fr. I. febris: akin to h jovere
to warm] 1 a : a rise of body temperature above the normal b : any
of various diseases of which fever is a prominent symptom 2 a : a
state of heightened or intense emotion or activity b ^ a contagious
usu. transient enthusiasm — fever vb fe>ver-ing \'fev-C3-)rir)\

fever blister n : cold sore
fe.ver.lew \'fe-v3r-.fyu\ n [ME, fr. (assumed) AF Jevrejue, fr.

LL Jebrijugia centaury — more at febrifuge] : a perermial Eu-
ropean composite herb (Chrysanthemum parthenium)

fe.ver-ish \'fev-(3-)rish\ adj la: having the symptoms of a
fever b : indicating or relating to fever c : tending to cause fever
2 : marked by intense emotion, activity, or instability — fe-ver-
ish'ly adv — fe-ver-ish-ness n

fe.ver.ous \'fev-(3-)r3s\ adj : feverish — fe-ver-ous'ly ad)f

fever tree n : any of several shrubs or trees that are thought to
indicate regions free from fever or that yield remedies for fever: as
a : a blue gum {Eucalyptus globulus) b : an ornamental tree {Pinck-
neya pubens) of the southeastern U.S.

fe.ver-weed \'fe-v3r-.wed\ n : any of several plants (genus Eryn-
gium) of coarse bristly herbs of the carrot family
fe-ver-wort \-,wsrt, -,w6(3)rt\ n : boneset
'lew \'fyu\ pron, pi inconstr [ME Jewe, pron. & adj., fr. OE
Jeawa; akin to OHG Jo Utile, L paucus Uttle, pauper poor, Gk
paid-, pais child, Skt putra son] : not many persons or things (-^
were present) ('^ of his stories are true)
2iew adj 1 ; consisting of or amounting to a small number <one of
his ~ pleasures) 2 ; not many but some (caught a '^ fish) —
fewness n

3few n, pi in constr 1 ; a small number of units or individuals <a^ of them) 2 : a special limited number (the discriminating '^>
few«er pron, pi in constr : a smaller number of persons or things
few»tril3 \'fyu-tr3lz\ n pi [origin unknown] dial Eng : trifles
fey \'isi\_adj [ME jeye, fr. OEj^ge: akin to OHG Jeigi fey and perh.
to OEJah hostile, outlawed — more at foe] 1 a chiejly Scot : fated
to die : doomed b : marked by a foreboding of death or calamity
2 a : able to see into the future : visionary b : marked by an
otherworldly air or attitude ; elfin c : crazy, touched

fez \'fez\ n, pi fsZ'Zes also lez-es [F. fr. Fez, Morocco] : a brimless
cone-shaped flat-crowned hat that usu. has a tassel, is usu. made of
red felt, and is worn esp. by men in eastern Mediterranean countries

fia>cre Xfe-'akr^'V n, pi fiacres \same\ [F, fr. the Hotel St. Fiacre,
Paris] : a small hackney coach

fi-an-C^ \,fe-,an-'sa, fe-'an-,sa\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. pp. of jiancer to
promise, betroth, fr. OF jiancier, fr. jiance promise, trust, fr. Jier
to trust, fr. (assumed) VLjidare, alter, of hjidere — more at bide]
; a man engaged tobe married

fi.an.c6e \,fe-,an-'sa, fe-'an-,sa\ n [F, fem. of fiancel : a woman
engaged to be married

fi.as.co \fe-'as-(,}k6\ n, pi fiascoes [F, fr. It, lit., bottle, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG jlaska bottle] : a complete failure

fi.at V'fi-.at, 'fe-,at\ n [L, let it be done, 3d sing. pres. subj. of
fieri to become, be done — more at be] 1 : a command that creates

2 : AUTHORIZATION, SANCTION 3 : an authoritative order or decree
fiat money n : money (as paper currency) not convertible into coin
or specie of equivalent value

ifib \'fib\ n [perh. by shortening & alter, fr. fable] : a trivial lie

2fib VI fibbed; fib«bing : to tell a fib syn see lie — fib*ber n
3!ib vb fibbed; fib.bing [origin unknown] Brit : beat, pummel
fi.ber or fi.bre \'fr-b9r\ n [F fibre, fr. I. fibra} 1 : a thread or a
structure or object resembling a thread: as a (1) ; a slender root
(as of a grass) (2) : an elongated tapering thick-walled plant cell

void at maturity that imparts elasticity, flexibility, and tensile

strength b (1) : the axis cylinder of a nerve cell with its sheath
(2) ; one of the filaments composing most of the intercellular matrix
of connective tissue (3) : one of the elongated contractile cells of
muscle tissue c ; a slender and greatly elongated natural or syn-
thetic filament (as of wool, cotton, asbestos, gold, glass, or rayon)
typically capable of being spun into yam 2 : material made of
fibers; specif t vulcanized fiber 3 a : an element that gives
texture or substance b ; basic toughness : strength c : essential
structure — fi.bered \-bsrd\ adj

fj.ber-board \'fT-bar-,bo(9)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a material made by
compressing fibers (as of wood) into stiff sheets

fiber glass n : glass in fibrous form used in making various products
fi.ber.ize \'fT-b3-,rTz\ vb ; to break into fibers

fibr- or fibre- comb form [Lfibra} ; fiber : fibrous tissue (fibroid}
; fibrous and (/iVovascular)

fi.brU \*flb-r3l. 'fib-X n ihfibriUa, dim. ot fibra] : a smaU filament
or fiber; specif ; root hair — fi*bril.lar \-rs-l9r\ adj — fi'btil-
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feS'tive.ness n
fes.tiv.i.ty \fes-'tiv-at-e, f3S-\ n 1 • festival I 2
or state of being festive ; gaiety 3 : festive activity
Ues.toon \fes-'tun\ n IF feston, fr. It festone, fr.festa festival, fr.

L] 1 : a decorative chain or strip hanging
between two points 2 ; a carved, molded,
or painted ornament representing a
decorative chain 3 : one of the somewhat
quadrangular segments bordering the body
of some ticks

2fest00n vt 1 ; to hang or form festoons
on 2 : to shape Into festoons

fes.toon.ery \fes-'tii-n3-re\ n ; an arrange-
ment of festoons

lest. schiift \ "fest-,shrift\ n. pi fest-
schrif-ten \-,shrif-t3n\ or fest>schrifts \-,shrifft)s\ often cap
[G, fr. fest festival, celebration + schrift writing] : a volume ot
writings by different authors presented as a tribute or memorial esp.
to a scholar

fe.tal \'fet-n\ adj * of. relating to, or being a fetus
fe-ta.tion \fe-'ta-sh3n\ n ; the formation of a fetus : pregnancy
IfetCh \'fech\ vb [ME fecchen, fr. OE fetian, feccan; akin to OE
Jot foot ~ more at foot] v/ 1 a : to go or come after and bring or
take back b : derive, deduce 2 a : to cause to come b ; to
bring in (as a price) : realize c : interest, attract 3 a ; to
give (a blow) by striking : deal b chiefly dial : to bring about
: ACCOMPUSH c (1) : to take in (as a breath) ; draw (2) : to bring
forth (as a sound) : heave <'— a sigh) 4 a : to reach by sailing
esp. against the wind or tide b : to arrive at : reach « vi 1 : to
get and bring something; specif : to retrieve killed game 2 : to
take a roundabout way : circle 3 a : to hold a course on a body
of water b : veer — fetch*er n

afetch /I 1 ; an act or instance of fetching 2 : trick, stratagem
3fetch n [origin unknown] 1 : doppelganger 2 : ghost
fetch.ing adj : ATTRAcnvE. pleasing — fetch-ing.ly \-io-le\ adv
fetch up vr 1 : to bring up or out : produce 2 : to make up (as
leeway) 3 : to bring to a stop ^ vj : to come to a standstill,
stoppmg place, or result ; arrive

ifete or fete \"fat\ n IF fete fr. OF festel 1 ; festival 2 a : a lav-
ish often outdoor entertainment b ; an elaborate usu. large party

2fete or .f6te vt 1 : to honor or commemorate with a fete 2 : to
pay high honor to

fete cham.p6.tre \.fat-.sham-•pet^^ -,sha°-\ n, pi fStes champQ-
tres \same\ [F, lit., rural festival] : an outdoor entertainment

fet>er.i>ta \,fet-3-'ret-3\ n [Sudanese Ar] ; any of various grain
sorghums with compact oval heads of large soft white seeds

feti- or feto- also foeti- or foeto- comb form [NL fetus'\ ; fetus
(Jeticidc)

fe.ti.Cide \'fet-3-,sTd\ n : the act of killing a fetus
fet.id \'fet-3d, esp Brit 'fe-tidX adj [ME, fr. L foetidus, it. foetere
to stink; akin to L fumus smoke] ; having an offensive smell
; stinking syn see malodorous — fet.id.ly adv — fet-id-ness n

le.tish or fe.Uch \'fet-ish. 'fet-\ n [F & Pg; F fetiche, fr. Pg
feitigo, ir.feitigo artificial, false, fr. 'Lfacticius factitious] 1 a : an
object believed among a primitive people to have magical power
to protect or aid its owner; broadly ; any material object regarded
with superstitious or extravagant trust or reverence b : an object
of irrational reverence or obsessive devotion : prepossession
C : an object or a body part that arouses libido often to the exclu-
sion of genital impulses 2 ; a rite or cult of fetish worshipers
syn fetish, talisman, charm, amulet mean an object believed

useful in averting evil or bringing good, fetish is literally applied
to such an object regarded as sacred or magical among a primitive
people; it apphes by extension to something often intangible that
is cherished unreasonably or obsessively; talisman applies to
something having extraordinary and seemingly magical powers;
charm applies to an object or form of words believed effective in
repelling evil spirits or in attracting their opposite; it may often
imply something markedly efficacious in any manner; amulet
applies esp. to an inscribed ornament worn on the person

fe-tlSh.ism \-ish-,iz-sm\ n 1 : belief in magical fetishes 2 : ex-
travagant irrational devotion 3 : the pathological displacement
of erotic interest and satisfaction to a fetish — fe>tish.ist \-3st\
n — fe-tish.is.tic \,fet-ish-'is-tik, ,fet-\ adj

let-lOCk \'fet-,lak\ n [ME fitlok, fetlak; akin to OFfot foot] 1 a : a
projection bearing a tuft of hair on the back of the leg above the
hoof of a horse or similar animal b : the tuft of hair itself 2 : the
joint of the limb at the fetlock

fe.tor \'fet-3r, fe-.t6(a)r\ n IMF fetoure, fr. 1. foetor, fr. foetere}
; stench

ifet.ter \*fet-3r\ n IME Jeter, fr. OE; akin to OE fot foot] 1 : a
chain or shackle for the feet 2 : something that confines : restraint

2fetter vt 1 : to put fetters on : shackle 2 ; to restrain from motion
or action ; confine syn see hamper
ifet.tle \'fet-n\ vt fet-tling \'fet-Uo, -"l-iiDX [ME fetlen to shape,
prepare; prob. akin to OEfxt vessel — more at vat] : to cover or
line the hearth of (as a reverberatory furnace) with fettling

afettle n 1 : a state of fitness or order ; condition 2 : fettling
fet'tling \'fet-IiD, -'l-ioX n : loose material (as ore or sand) thrown
on the hearth of a furnace to protect it

fe.tus \'fet-3s\ n [NL, fr. L, act of bearing young, offspring;
akin to L fetus newly delivered, fruitful — more at feminine] : an
unborn or unhatched vertebrate esp. after attaining the basic
structural plan of its kind; specif : a developing human from usu.
three months after conception to birth
ifeud \'fyud\ n [alter, of ME feide. fr. MF, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG fehida hostihty, feud, OE fdh hostile — more at foe] : a
prolonged quarrel; esp : a lasting state of hostilities between families
or clans marked by violent attacks for revenge — feud vi

2feud n [ML feodum, feudum, of Gmc origin] ; fee la
ifeu.dal \'fyijd-'l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or having the character-
istics of a medieval fee 2 : of, relating to, or suggestive of feudalism
i'^ law) — feu.daMy \-"l-e\ adv

3feud>al \'fyud-='l\ adj : of or relating to a prolonged quarrel
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ll-form \fi-'bril-9-,f6rm, f»-\ adj — fl*bril-lose \*fIb-ra-,los,

fib-\ adj
li-lnll-la-tion X.fib-rs-'la-shan, ,fTb-\ n 1 : an act or process of
forming fibrils 2 a : muscular twitching involving individual
muscle fibers acting without coordination b : very rapid irregular

contractions of the muscle fibers of the heart resulting in a lack of
synchronism between heartbeat and pulse beat

fi*brin \'f7-bran\ n : a white insoluble fibrous protein formed from
fibrinogen by the action of thrombin esp. in the clotting of blood

li'brln.Q.gen \fT-'brin-3-i3n\ n [ISV] : a globulin that is produced
in the liver, that is present esp. in blood plasma, and that is con-
verted into fibrin during clotting of blood

li.bri.nol.y.sin\,fi-br3-'nal-3-s3n\n [ISV] 1 : plasmin 2 : strep-
tokinase
li-bn-nol>y<sis \-s3s\ n [NL] ; the usu. enzymatic breakdown of
fibrin — li-brl<no<lyt-ic \,fT-br3-n6-'lit-ik\ adj

fl>brin*OUS \'fT-br»-n3s\ adj ; marked by the presence of fibrin

fi>bro-blast Vfr-bra-.blast\ n [ISV] : a mesenchyme cell giving rise

to connective tissue — ti-bro-blas-tic \,fT-br3-'blas-tik\ adj
Ji-brO'Cyte \'fT-bra-,sTt\ n [ISV] : a spindle-shaped cell of fibrous
tissue — fi<bro>cyt-ic \.fT-bra-'sit-ik\ adj

ifi'broid \'fT-,br6id\ adj ; resembling, forming, or consisting of
fibrous tissue

sfibroid n ; a benign tumor esp. of the uterine wall
fi'bro-ln \'fT-bra-w3n\ n [F jibroTne, fr. jibr- + -ine -In] : an in-

soluble protein comprising the filaments of the raw silk fiber

Ii>bro>ma \fT-*bro-ma\ n, pi fibromas also fi>bro*ma<ta \-m3t-3\
; a benign tumor consisting mainly of fibrous tissue — li*bro-ma-
tous \-'bram-at-3s, -'br6-m3t-\ adj

Ii>bro>SlS \fr-'bro-s3s\ n : a condition marked by increase of inter-

stitial fibrous tissue — fi'brot'ic \-'brat-ik\ adj
fi'brO'Si'tis \,fT-bra-'sit-3s\ n [ML, fr. jibrosus fibrous, fr. ISV
Jibrnus'] : a rheumatic disorder of fibrous tissue

fi>brous \'fT-br3s\ adj [F Jibreux, fr. fibre fiber, fr. L fibral
1 a ; containing, consisting of, or resembling fibers b : character-
ized by fibrosis c : capable of being separated into fibers <a '^

mineral) 2 : tough, sinewy — li>brous>ly adv — fi*brous<iiess n
li'brO'VaS'CU'lar \,fT-bro-'vas-kya-l3r\ adj : having or consisting
of fibers and conducting cells (as vessels)

lib.u.la \'fib-y3-la\ n, pi fib-u-lae \-,le\ or fibulas [L] 1 ; a
clasp somewhat resembling a safety pin used by the ancient Greeks
and Romans 2 : the outer and usu. the smaller of the two bones
of the hind limb below the knee — flb'U*lar \-lar\ adj

-lie \fik\ adj sujjix [MF & L; MP -jique, fr. L -jicus. fr. jacere to
make — more at do] ; making ; causing <felici//c>

-li-ca-lion \f3-'ka-sh3n\ n comb jorm [ME -Jicacioun, fr. MF &
L; MF -jication, fr. L -jication-, -jicatio, fr. -jicatus. pp. ending of
verbs ending in -ficare to make, fr. -jicus'\ l making : production
(reification)

fice \'frs\ var of feist
fichu \'fish-(,)ii\ n [F, fr. pp. of ficfier to stick in, throw on, fr.

(assumed) VL figlcare, fr. L figere to fasten, pierce — more at
dike] : a woman's light triangular scarf that is draped over the
shoulders and fastened in front or worn to fill in a low neckline

ficK-le \'fik-9l\ adj [ME fikel deceitful, inconstant, fr. OE ficol
deceitful ;_ akin to OE befician to deceive. L pigere to irk and prob.
to OE fah hostile — more at foe] : marked by erratic change-
ablcness esp. in affections syn see inconstant — fick<le-ness n

fi-CO \'fe-{,)k6\ n, pi ficoes [obs. fico, obscene gesture of con-
tempt, modif. of It fica fig, vuiva, gesture of contempt, fr. (assumed)
VL fica fig — more at fig] : fig 2

fiC'tile \'fik-t'l\ adj [Lficiilis molded of clayjr. fictusl 1 : molded
or moldable of earth, clay, or other soft material 2 ; of or relating
to pottery or earthenware

lictlon \'fik-sh3n\ n [ME ficcioun, fr. MF fiction, fr. L fiction-,
jictio act of fashioning, fiction, fr. fictus, pp. of fingere to shape,
fashion, feign — more at dough] 1 a : something invented by the
imagination or feigned; specif : an invented story b ; fictitious
literature (as novels or short stories) 2 : an assumption of a possi-
bility as a fact irrespective of the question of its truth 3 : the action
of feigning or of creating with the imagination — fic-tion>al
\-shn3l, -sh9n-'l\ adj — fic>tion>al-ly adv

fic>tion.al*iza*tJlon X.fik-shna-la-'za-shan, -shan-'I-a-'za-X or fic-
tion*iza>tion \-sh3-n9-'za-\ n ; an act, process, or product of
fictionalizing

liction-aMze V'fik-shna-.lTz, -sh3n-n-,Tz\ or fic-tion-ize \-sha-
. ,niz\ v; : to make into fiction

tic-tion-eer \,fik-sh3-'ni(a)r\ n : one who writes fiction esp. in
quantity and without high standards — fic>tlon*eer>ing n

lic<tion*ist \'fik-sh(3-)n3st\ n : a writer of fiction; esp : novelist
licti.tious \fik-'tish-3s\ adj [L ficticius artificial, feigned, fr.

fictus] 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of fiction : imaginary
2 : conventionally or hypothetically assumed 3 ; feigned,
SIMULATED — flc>ti'tious-ly adv — fic>ti<tious<nes5 n
syn FABULOUS. LEGENDARY, MYTHICAL, APOCRYPHAL; nCTtnOUS

implies fabrication and suggests artificiality or contrivance more
than deliberate falsification or deception; fabulous stresses the
marvelous or incredible character of something without distinctly
implying impossibility or actual nonexistence; legendary suggests
the elaboration of invented details and distortion of historical
facts produced by popular tradition; mythical implies a purely
fanciful explanation of facts or the creation of beings and events
out of the imagination; apocryphal implies an unknown or du-
bious source or origin for an account circulated as true or genuine

liC'tive \'fik-tiv\ adj 1 ; imaginary, feigned 2 : of, relating to,
or capable of imaginative creation — fic*tive<Iy adv

fid \'fid\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; a square bar of wood or Iron used
to support a topmast 2 : a pin usu. of hard wood that tapers to a
point and is used in opening the strands of a rope

-lid \f3d, ,fid\ adj comb form [L -fidus, fr. findere to split] : divided
into (so many) parts (sexi/id) or (such) parts <pinnatiy(rf>

Uid.dle \*fid-=J\ n iME fidel, fr. OE filhele. prob. fr. ML vitulal
1 : VIOLIN 2 : a device to keep dishes from sliding off a table
aboard ship

aiiddle vb lid.dling \'fid-Ua, -n-io\ vi 1 : to play on a fiddle
2 a : to move the hands or fingers restlessly b : to spend time in
aimless activity : putter c : meddle, tamper ^ vt ito play (as a
tune) on a fiddle — lid.dler X'fid-br, -n-ar\ n

fiddle away vt : to fritter away

fid-dle-bacK \'fid-1-,bak\ n, often attrib : something resembling a
fiddle

fid.dle-fad-dle \'fid-M-.fad-n\ n [redupl. of fiddle (fiddlesticks)]
; NONSENSE — lid'dle-lad'dler \-br. -^l-ar\ n

lid>dle<Uead \'fid-'l-,hed\ n : an ornament on a ship's bow curved
like the scroll at the head of a violin

fiddler crab n ; a burrowing crab (genus Uca) that has one claw
much enlarged in the male

fid>dle>stick \'fid-M-,stik\ n 1 ; a violin bow 2 a ; something of
little value b pi : nonsense — used as an interjection

fid-dling adj : trifling, petty
fi.de.ism \*fed-(,)a-,iz-3m\ n [prob. fr. V fideisme. fr L/Wm faith]
: relianceon faith rather than reason esp. in metaphysics — fi-

de-ist \-,a-3st\ n — li>de.is.tic \,fed-(,)a-'is-tik\ adj
fi-del.i-ty \f3-'del-3t-e, fT-\ n [ME fidelity fr. MF fidelite, fr. L
fidelitat-. fidelitas, fr. fidelis faithful, fr. fides faith — more at bide]
1 a ; the quality or state of being faithful b : accuracy in details

; exactness 2 : the degree to which an electronic device (as a ra-
dio) reproduces a signal
syn allegiance, fealty, loyalty, devotion, piety: ftdelitv

implies strict and continuing faithfulness to an obligation, trust,

or duty; allegiance suggests an adherence like that of a medieval
vassal to his lord or of a citizen to his country; fealty implies a
fidelity acknowledged by the individual and as compelling as a
sworn vow; loyalty implies a faithfulness that is steadfast in the
face of any temptation to renounce, desert, or betray; devotion
stresses zeal and service amounting to self-dedication; piety stresses
fidelity to obligations regarded as natural and fundamental and the
observance of duties required by such fidelity

fidge \'fij\ vi [prob. alter, of E dial, fitch, fr. ME jichen} chiefly

Scot ; fidget — fidge n, dial chiefly Brit

ifid.get \'fij-st\ n [irreg. fr. fidge'\ 1 : uneasiness or restlessness

as shown by nervous movements — usu. used in pi. 2 l^Jidget'}

: one that fidgets

2fidget vi : to move or act restlessly or nervously ^ vt t to cause
to move or act nervously

fid'get'i.ness \'fij-3t-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being fidgety

fid'gety \'fij-at-e\ adj 1 : inclined to fidget 2 : making un-
necessary fuss : fussy

fi'dU.Ciai \f9-'d(y)U-sh3l, fT-\ adj l ; taken as standard of reference
<a '^ mark) 2 ; founded on faith or trust 3 : having the nature of
a trust : HDUCIARY — fi'dU'Cial'ly \-sh3-le\ adv
ifi.du.ciary \f3-'d(y)u-she-,er-e, fl-, -sha-re\ n : one that holds
a fiduciary relation or acts in a fiduciary capacity

slidUCiary adj [L fiduciarius, fr. fiducia confidence, trust, fr. fidere"]

: of, relating to, or involving a confidence or trust as a ; held or
founded in trust or confidence b : holding in trust c : depending
on public confidence for value or currency (,^ fiat money)

fie \'fT\ interj [ME.fi, fr. OF] — used to express disgust or shock
fief \'fef\ n [F — more at fee] 1 ; a feudal estate : fee 2 : some-
thing over which one has rights or exercises control
Uield \'fe(9)ld\ n [ME, fr. OE feld; akin to OHG feld field OE
flor floor] 1 a : an open land area free of woods and buildings
b (1) ; an area of cleared enclosed land used for cultivation or
pasture (2) : land containing a natural resource <coal -^y c : the
place where a battle is fought; also ; battle d ; a large unbroken
expanse (as of ice) 2 a : an area or division of an activity b : the

. sphere of practical operation outside a laboratory, office, or factory
c : an area for military exercises or maneuvers d (I) : an area for

sports (2) : the part of a sports area enclosed bv a racing track
3 : a space on which something is drawn or projected: as a ; the
space on the surface of a coin, medal, or seal that does not contain
the design b ; the ground of each division in a flag c : the whole
surface of an escutcheon 4 : the individuals that make up all or

.
part of a sports activity: as a : all the participants in a contest or
sporting event b : all the players that are in action esp. in football

c : the team not at bat 5 : a complex of forces that serve as causa-
tive agents in human behavior 6 a ; a set of mathematical elements
that is subject to two binary operations the second of which is

distributive relative to the first and both of which yield an element
and that constitutes a commutative group under the first operation
and also under the second if the zero or unit element under the
first is omitted b : a region or space in which a given effect (as

magnetism) exists 7 : the area visible through the lens of an optical
instrument 8 : a series of drain tiles and an absorption area

2field vt 1 a : to handle (as a batted ball) while playing in the field

b : to answer satisfactorily <--' a tough question) 2 : to put into
the field «- vi : to play as a fielder

31ield adj ; of or relating to a field: as a : growing in or inhabiting
the fields or open country b : made, conducted, or used in the
field <~ operations) c ; operating or active in the field

field artillery n : artillery other than antiaircraft artillery used
with armies in the field

field corn n : an Indian com (as dent com or flint com) with
starchy kernels grown for feeding stock or for market grain

field day n l a : a day for military exercises or maneuvers b ; an
outdoor meeting or social gathering c : a day of sports and athletic
competition 2 : a time of unusual pleasure or unexpected success

field.er \'feld-3r\ n : one that fields; esp : a player stationed in the
field (as in baseball)

fielder's choice n ; an attempt by a fielder when handling a batted
ball to retire a base nmner other than the batter when a play to
first base would retire the batter

field event n : an event in a track meet other than a race
field.fare \*fe(3)ld-,fa(3)r. -.fe(3)r\ n [ME feldefare, fr. OE
feldeware, fr. feld + -ware dweller] ; a medium-sized Eurasian
thrush (Turdus pilaris) with ash-colored head and chestnut wings

field glass n : a hand-held optical instrument for use outdoors usu.
consisting of two telescopes on a single frame with a focusing de-
vice — usu. used in pi.

field goal n 1 ; a score In football made by drop-kicking or place*
kicking the ball over the crossbar from orcfinary play 2 : a basket
in basketball made while the ball is in play

field grade n : the military rank of major, lieutenant colonel, or col-
onel

field house n l : a building at an athletic field for housing equip-
ment or providing dressing facilities 2 ; a building enclosing a
large area suitable for various forms of athletics

field magnet n : a magnet for producing and maintaining a magnetic
field esp. in a generator or electric motor
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field marshal n : an officer (as In the British army) of the highest
rank

Held officer n ; a field-grade officer

field of force : field 6b
field of honor l : a place where a duel is fought 2 : battlefieix)
field pea n ; a small-seeded pea (Pisum sativum var. arvense) widely
grown for forage and food

field.piece \'fe(9)ld-,pes\ n : a gun or howitzer for use in the field

field theory n : a detailed mathematical description of the assumed
physical properties of a region under some influence (as gravitation)

field trial n : a trial of sporting dogs in actual performance
field winding n ; the winding of the field magnet of a dynamo or
motor

fiend \'fend\ n [ME. fr. OE Jlend; akin to OHG fiant enemy]
1 a : DEVIL b ; demon c : a person of great wickedness or mali-
ciousness 2 ; a person excessively devoted to a pursuit or study
; FANATIC 3 : a person who uses immoderate quantities of some-
thing : ADDICT 4 : a person remarkably clever at something

fiend<ish \'fen-dish\ adj 1 ; perversely diabolical 2 ; extremely
cruel or wicked 3 : excessively bad, unpleasant, or difficult— fiend*ish-ly adv — fiend-ish-ness n

fierce \'fi(3}rs\ adj [ME jiers, fr. OF, fr. hjerus wild, savage; akin
to ther wild animal] 1 a : violently hostile or aggressive in tempera-
ment b : given to fighting or killing : pugnacious 2 a : marked by
unrestrained zeal or vehemence b : extremely vexatious, disap-
pointing, or intense 3 : furiously active or determined 4 : wild or
menacing in aspect— fierce*ly adv — fierceness n
syn FIERCE, FEROCIOUS, BARBAROUS, SAVAGE, CRUEL mean showlng

fury or malignity in looks or actions, fierce applies to men and
animals that inspire terror because of their wild and menacing
aspect or fury in attack; ferocious implies extreme fierceness and
unrestrained violence and brutality; barbarous implies a ferocity
or mercilessness regarded as unworthy of civilized men; savage
Implies the absence of inhibitions restraining civilized men filled
with rage, lust, or other violent passion; cruel implies indifference
to suffering and even positive pleasure in inflicting it

fi-eri la.ci.as \,fe-a-re-'fak-e-,as\ n [L, cause (it) to be done] : a
writ authorizing the sheriff to obtain satisfaction of a judgment in
debt or damages from the goods and chattels of the defendant

fi.eri-ness \'fi(-3)-re-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being fiery
fi.ery \'fT-(3-)re\ adj [ME, fr. jire, Jier fire] I a : consisting of fire
D : BURNING. BLAZING C : usiug or Carried out with fire d : liable
to catch fire or explode : flammable 2 a : hot like a fire b (1)

: inflamed (2) : feverish and flushed 3 a : of the color of fire : red
b ; intensely or unnaturally red 4 a : full of or exuding emotion
or spirit b : easily provoked : irritable — fiery adv

fi.es.ta \fe-*es-t3\ n [Sp. fr. L Jesia — more at feast] : festival;
specij : a saint's day celebrated in Spain and Latin America with
processions and dances

file \'fTf\ n [G pfeije pipe, " ' " - "
z^^'s>-<=^-^sr^sr-j-^

fife, fr. OHG pHja — more ,.,

at PIPE] ; a small trans- "^^

verse flute with shrill tone used chiefly to accompany the drum
life rail n ; a rail about the mast near the deck to which running
rigging is belayed

fif.teen \fif-'ten\ n [ME Jijtene, adj., fr. OE jljtene: akin to OE
tien ten] 1 — see number table 2 : the first point scored by a side
in a game of tennis — called also jive — fifteen adj or pron — fif-

teenth \-'ten(t)th\ adj — fifteenth n, pi fif-teenths \-'ten(t)s,
-'ten(t)ths\

filth \'fif(t)th. "fiftX n, pi filths \'fifths, fif(t)s\ 1 — see number
table 2a: the musical interval embracing five diatonic degrees
b ; DOMINANT 2 c : the harmonic combination of two tones at this
interval 3 ; a unit of measure for liquor equal to one fifth of a
U.S. gallon 4 cap : the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution— filth adj or adv — filth.ly adv

filth column n [name applied to rebel sympathizers in Madrid in
1936 when four rebel columns were advancing on the city] ; a
group of secret sympathizers or supporters of an enemy that engage
in espionage or sabotage within defense lines or national borders— filth coiumnism n — filth columnist n

fifth wheel n l a : a horizontal wheel or segment of a wheel that
consists of two parts rotating on each other above the fore axle of
a carriage and that forms support to prevent tipping b : a similar
coupling between tractor and trailer of a semitrailer 2 : a spare
wheel 3 : one that is superfluous, unnecessary, or burdensome

fil-ti.elh \'fif-te-ath\ n — see number table — fiftieth adj
lif.ty \'fif-te\ n [ME, h.jijty, adj., fr. OE jljtig, ir. jijlig, n., group
of 50, fr. j'lj five + -tig group of ten — more at eighty] 1 — see
number table 2 pi : the numbers 50 to 59; specij ; the years 50 to
59 in a lifetime or history — fifty adj or pron

fif-ty-lil.ty \,fif-te-'fif-te\ adj 1 : shared, assumed, or borne
equally 2 : half favorable and half unfavorable— lilty-lifty adv

»lig \'fig\ n [MEJige, fr. OF, fr. OProv jiga, fr. (assumed) \Ljica,
fr. L Jicus fig tree, fig] 1 a : an oblong
or pear-shaped fruit that is a syconium
b : any of a genus {Ficus) of trees of the
mulberry family bearing fruits that are
syconia; esp : a widely cultivated tree
(F. carica) that produces edible figs

2 ! a contemptibly worthless trifle (not
worth a '-^>

2fig n [Jig (to adorn)] ; dress, array
ifight \'fTt\ vb fought \'fot\ light.ing
[ME Jighten, fr. OE jeohian; akin to
OHG jehtan to fight, L pectere to comb— more at fee] vi 1 a ; to contend in
battle or physical combat; esp : to strive
to overcome a person by blows b ; to
engage in prizefighting : box 2 : to

Sut forth a determined effort '^ vt
a (1) : to contend against in battle or physical combat (2) : to

box against in the ring b (1) : to attempt to prevent the success or
effectiveness of (2) : to oppose the passage or development 2 a : to
carry on : wage b ; to take part in (as a boxing match) 3 : to
struggle to endure or survive 4 a : to gain by struggle ir^s his
way through) b : to resolve by struggle 5 a (1) : to manage (a

ship) in a battle or storm (2) ; to cause to contend b : to man-

fig : leaves and fruit

age In an unnecessarily rough or awkward manner — light shy
Of : to avoid facing or meeting

2fight n 1 a ; a combat or hostile encounter ; battle b : a boxing
match C : a verbal disagreement 2 : a struggle for a goal or an
objective 3 : strength or disposition for fighting : pugnacity

fight*er \'fit-3r\ n : one that fights: as a (1) : warrior, soldier
(2) : a pugnacious or game individual (3) : prizefighter, boxer
b : an airplane of high speed and maneuverabiUty with armament
designed to destroy enemy aircraft

fig leal n 1 : the leaf of a fig tree 2 : something that conceals
or camouflages usu. inadequately or dishonestly

fig marigold n ; any of several carpetweeds (genus Mesembryanthe-
mum) with showy white or pink flowers

fig.ment X'fig-mantX n [ME. fr. L jigmentum, fr. jingere to shape— more at dough] : something made up. fabricated, or contrived
fig'Ur^al \'fig-(y)3-ral\ adj ; of, relating to, or consisting of human
or animal figures

fig-u>ra>tion \,fig-(y)3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of creating
or providing a figure 2 : form, outline 3 : an act or instance
of representation in figures and shapes 4 : ornamentation of a
musical passage by using decorative and usu. repetitive figures

lig.u.ra.tive \'fig-(y)a-r3t-iv, •fig-(y)art-iv\ adj la: representing
by a figure or resemblance ; emblematic b : of or relating to graph-
ic representation 2 : expressing one thing in terms normally de-
noting another with which it may be regarded as analogous
: metaphorical 3 : characterized by figures of speech — lig-U-
ra.tive-ly adv — lig*u-ra'tive*ness n
ilig.ure X'fig-yar, esp Brit 'fig-9r\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L jigura, fr.

Jingere'\ 1 a : a number symbol : numeral b pi : arithmetical
calculations c : a written or printed character d : value esp. as
expressed in numbers : price 2 a : the external shape or outline
of something b : bodily shape or form esp. of a person c : an
object noticeable only as a shape or form 3 a : the graphic rep-
resentation of a form esp. of a person b : a diagram or pictorial
illustration of textual matter c : a geometric diagram 4 : a person,
thing, or action representative of another 5 : an intentional
deviation from the ordinary form or syntactical relation of words
6 : the form of a syllogism with respect to the relative position of
the middle term 7 : pattern, design 8 : appearance made or
impression produced (the couple cut quite a ^-^ 9 a : a series of
movements in a dance b : an outline representation of a form
traced by a series of evolutions 10 : a prominent personality
; personage 11 : a short coherent group of tones or chords that
may grow into a phrase, theme, or composition syn see form

21igure vt 1 : to represent by or as if by a figure or outline : por-
tray 2 : to decorate with a pattern; specij : to write figures over or
imder (the bass) in order to indicate the accompanying chords
3 : to indicate or represent by numerals 4 a : calculate b : con-
clude, decide c : REGARD, CONSIDER '— v/ 1 ! to be or appear
important or conspicuous 2 : to perform a figure in dancing
3 : COMPUTE, CALCULATE — fig'Ur<er \-(y)ar-3r\ n — figure on
1 ; to take into consideration 2 : to rely on 3 : plan

lig'Ured adj 1 : represented, portrayed 2 : decorated with or
formed into a figure 3 : indicated by figures esp. in music

ligure eight n ; something resembling the arable numeral eight in
form or shape: as a : a small knot b ; an embroidery stitch
C : a dance pattern d ; a skater's figure

lig.ure.head X'fig-yar-.hed, esp Brit 'fig-3r-\ n 1 : the figure on a
ship's bow 2 : a head or chief in name only

ligure ol speech : a form of expression (as a simile or metaphor)
used to convey meaning or heighten effect often by comparing or
identifying one thing with another that has a meaning or connota-
tion familiar to the reader or listener

ligure out vt 1 : discover, determine 2 : solve, fathom
figure skating n : skating in which the skater executes figures
fig.U.rine \,fig-(y)9-'ren\ n : a small carved or molded figure

fig-wort \'fig-,w3rt, -,w6(3)rt\ n : any of a genus {Scrophularia of
the family Scrophulariaceae, the figwort family) of chiefly herba-
ceous plants with leaves having no stipules, an irregular bilabiate
corolla, and a 2-celled ovary

Fi>ii-an \'fe-(,)je-3n\ n 1 : a member of a Melanesian people of
the Fiji islands 2 : the Austronesian language of the Fijians —
Fijian arfj

lila pi OJ FILUM
lil.a.ment \'fil-a-mant\ n [MF. fr. ML filamentum, fr. LL ///are]

: a single thread or a thin flexible threadlike object, process, or ap-
pendage: as a : a tenuous conductor (as of carbon or metal) made,,
incandescent by the passage of an electric current; specij ; a cathode'
in the form of a metal wire in an electron tube b : the anther-bear-
ing stalk of a stamen — lil-a>men'ta*ry \,fil-3-'ment-3-re, -'men-
tre\ adj — lll-a>men<tous \-'ment-9s\ adj

li-lar \'fT-l3r\ adj [LJilum thread] : of or relating to a thread or line;

esp : having threads across the field of view
li'lar<ia \f3-'lar-e-3, -'ler-\ n, pi li-lar-i-ae \-e-.e\ [NL, fr. L
jilum} : any of numerous slender filamentous nematodes (of

Filaria and related genera) that as adults are parasites in the blood
or tissues of mammals and as larvae usu. develop in biting insects— li-lar.i.al \-e-3l\ adj — li.lar»i*id \-e-3d\ adj or n

lil*a>n<a-sls \,fil-3-'ri-3-s3s\ n : infestation with or disease caused
by filariae

lil.a.ture \'fil-3-.chu(3)r. -chsrX n [F, fr. hh jilatus, pp. ot filarel

1 : the reeling of silk from cocoons 2 : a reel for drawing off silk

from cocoons 3 : a factory where silk is reeled

lil.bert \'fil-b3rt\ n [ME, fr. AF philter, fr. St. Philibert t684
Frankish abbot whose feast day falls in the nutting season]
1 ; either of two European hazels (Corylus avellana pontica and C.
maxima)', also i the sweet thick-shelled nut of the filbert 2 : ha-
zelnut

lilch \'filch\ vt [ME jilchenl
: to steal furtively ; pilfer
syn see steal
Uile \'fT(3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE
jeol: akin to OHG jila file] 1
; a tool usu. of hardened steel

with cutting ridges for form-
ing or smoothing surfaces esp.
of metal 2 : a shrewd or crafty person
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2file vt 1 : to rub, smooth, or cut away with a file 2 : to refine
or smooth asp. by careful revision

3lile vt [ME Jilen, fr. OE Jplan, fr. Jul foul] chiejly dial : DEnLE,
CORRUPT

*Iile vb IME Jilen, fr. MF/i7er to string documents on a string or wire,
fr. /// thread, fr. L Jilum; akin to Arm jil sinew] vt 1 : to arrange in
order for preservation or reference 2 a : to place among official
records as prescribed by law b ; to send (copy) to a newspaper
c : to return to the office of the clerk of a court without action on
the merits 3 : to perform the first act of (as a lawsuit) ~ vi ; to
register as a candidate esp. in a primary election

sfile n 1 : a container or other device by which papers are kept usu.
in order 2 a archaic : roll, list b : a collection of papers or
publications usu. arranged or classified

6file n [MF, fr. Jiler to spin, fr. LL Jilare, fr. L Jilum^ 1 : a row of
persons, animals, or things arranged one behind the other 2 : a
row of squares extending vertically across a chessboard

7file VI : to march or proceed in file

llle*fish \'fT(a)l-,fish\ n : any of various fishes (as a triggerfish)
with rough granular leathery skins

li'Iet \fi-'la\ n [F, lit., net] : a lace with a square mesh and geo-
metric designs

li-let mi.gnon \.fil-(,)a-men-'yo", fi-,la-\ n, pi lilets mignons
\same or -'y6"z\ [F, Ut., dainty fillet] : a fillet of beef cut from
the thick end of a beef tenderloin

fill- or filo- comb Jorm [L jiluml : thread <yj/£form>
fU.ial \'fil-e-al, 'fil-yalX adj [ME. fr. hh Jilialis. fr. I. JHius son] 1

: of, relating to, or befitting a son or daughter 2 ; having or assum-
ing the relation of a child or offspring — fil>ial-ly \-e\ adv

tilial generation n : a generation in a cross successive to a parental
generation

fil>i*a>tion \,fil-e-'a-sh3n\ n 1 a : fiUal relationship esp. of a son to
his father b : the adjudication of paternity : affiliation 2 : an
offshoot or branch of a culture or language 3a: descent or deriva-
tion esp. from a culture or language b ; the act or process of deter-
mining such relationship
ifil.i.bUS.ter \'fil-3-.b3S-t3r\ n [Sp Jilibustero, lit., freebooter]
1 : an irregular military adventurer; specij : an American engaged in
fomenting insurrections in Latin America in the mid-1 9th century
2 i^Jilibusier} a : the use of extreme dilatory tactics in an attempt
to delay or prevent action esp. in a legislative assembly b : an
instance of this practice — liM-buS'ter-er \-t3r-3r\ n

aiilibuster vb lil.i-bus.ter.ing \-t(3-)rio\ vi l : to carry out
insurrectionist or revolutionary activities in a foreign country
2 : to engage in a filibuster -^ vC ; to subject to a filibuster

IMi'form \'fil-3-,f6rm, 'fi-b-\ adj : shaped like a filament
ifil-i.gree \"fil-s-,gre\ n, ojten attrib IF Jiligrane, fr. UJiligrana, fr.

L Jilum + granum grain] 1 : ornamental work esp. of fine wire of
gold, silver, or copper applied chiefly to gold and silver surfaces
2 a : ornamental openwork of deUcate or intricate design b : a
pattern or design resembling such openwork

Jfiligree vt fil.i.greed; lU.i.gree-ing ; to adorn with or as if with
filigree

lil-ing n 1 : an act or Instance of using a file 2 ; a fragment
rubbed off in filing (iron '^^>

FU.i-pi-no \,fil-3-'pe-(,)no\ n [Sp] 1 : a native of the PhUippine
islands; specij : a member of a Christianized Philippine people
2 : a citizen of the Republic of the Philippines — Filipino adj
urn \'fil\ vb lUEJillen, fr. OE Jyllan; akin to OE Juin vt 1 a : to
put into as much as can be held or conveniently contained b : to
supply with a full complement c (1) : to cause to swell or billow
(2) : to trim (a sail) to catch the wind d : to raise the level of with
fill e : to repair the cavities of (teeth) i : to stop up : obstruct
2 a : FEED, satiate b : satisfy, fulfill <'--^5' all requirements)
3 a : to occupy the whole of b : to spread through 4 a : occupy,
hold b : to place a person in 5 : to supply as directed 6 : to
cover the surface of with a layer of precious metal ~ vi : to become
full — fill one's shoes : to take one's place or position — fill the
bill : to serve the purpose satisfactorily

21111 n 1 ; a full supply; esp : a quantity that satisfies or satiates
2 : material used to fill a receptacle, cavity, or passage

lill away vi l : to trim a sail to catch the wind 2 : to proceed on
the course esp. after being brought up in the wind

ifill.er \'f!l-3r\ n : one that fills: as a : a substance added to aug-
ment another b : a composition used to fill the pores and grain of a
wood or other surface before painting or varnishing c : a plate or
other piece used to cover or fill in a space between two parts of a
structure d : tobacco used to form the core of a cigar

2fil.ler \'fil-.e(3)r\ /I, p/ fillers or filler [Hung/i7/er]— seejorint
at MONEY table

lfil.let_\'fU-3t, in sense 2b also fi-'la. fil-(.)a\ also fi-let \fi-'la,
fil-(.)a\ n [ME Jilet, fr. MF, dim. of /// thread — more at file]
1 : a ribbon or narrow strip of material used esp. as a headband
2 : a thin narrow strip of any material: as a : a band of anatomical
fibers; specij ; lemniscus b : a piece or slice of boneless meat or
fish; specij i the tenderloin of beef 3 a ; a concave junction
formed where two surfaces meet b : a curved strip fitted into the
angle of such a junction 4 ; a narrow flat architectural member:
a : a flat molding separating others b : the space between two flut-
ings in a shaft 5 ; an ornament impressed on a book cover

2fil.let \'fil-3t, in sense 2 also fi-'la, fil-(,)a\ vt 1: to bind or adorn
with or as if with a fillet 2 : to cut into fillets

fill in vr 1 : to furnish with specified information 2 : to enrich
with detail ^ vi : to fill a vacancy usu. temporarily : substttlite

fill-in \'fi]-,in\ n : someone or something that fills in
filling n 1 : an act or instance of filling 2 : something used to fill a
cavity, container, or depression 3 : something that completes: as
a : the yam interlacing the warp in a fabric; also : yam for the
shuttle b ; a food mixture used to fill pastry or sandwiches

filling station n : a retail station for servicing motor vehicles esp.
with gasoline and oil

tfil.lip \'fil-3p\ n [prob. of imit. origin] 1 a : a blow or gesture
made by the sudden forcible straightening of a finger curled up
against the thumb b ; buffet 2 : something tending to arouse or
excite

2fillip vt la: to strike or tap with a fillip b : to make a fillip
with 2 : to project quickly by or as if by a fillip 3 : to urge on

fil.lis.ter \'fil-3-st3r\ n [origin unknown] ; an adjustable rabbet
plane

fill out vi : '^o put on flesh

fil.ly \'fil-c\ n IME Jyly, fr. OS Jylja: akin to OE Jola foal] 1 • a
young female horse usu. of less than four years 2 : girl

ifilm \'film\ n, oJten attrib [ME Jilme, fr. OE Jilmen; akin to Gk
pelma sole of the foot, OE Jell skin — more at fell] 1 a : a thin
skin or membranous covering : pelucle b : an abnormal growth
on or in the eye 2 a : haze, mist b : a thin covering or coating
3 a : an exceedingly thin layer : lamina b (1) : a thin flexible
transparent sheet used as a wrapping (2) : such a sheet of cellulose
acetate or cellulose nitrate coated with a hght-sensiuve emulsion
for taking photographs 4 : motion picture

2filni vt 1 : to cover with or as if with a film 2 ; to make a motion
picture of or from <-- a scene) (-^ a novel) ^ vi 1 ; to become
covered or obscured with a film 2 a : to be suitable for photo-
graphing b : to make a motion picture

film-dom \'film-dam\ n l : the motion-picture industry 2 : the
personnel of the motion-picture industry

film-ic \*fil-mik\ adj : of, relating to, or resembling motion pictures— film.i-cal.ly Vmi-k(s-)le\ adv
film.i.ness \'fa-me-n3s\ n ; the quaUty or state of being fUmy
fllm<strlp \'film-,strip\ n : a strip of usu. 35 mm. film bearing
photographs, diagrams, or graphic matter for stiu projection
filmy \'fil-me\ adj 1 : of, resembling, or composed of film 2 : cov-
ered with a haze or film

file see fiu-
fi.lo.po.dl.um \,fil-a-'p6d-e-3m, Jti-h-\ n [NL] : a fUamentous
chiefly ectopjasmic pseudopodium

fi«lose \'fT-.16s\ adj [NL Jilum"] 1 ; filamentous 2 : terminating
in a threadlike process

fils \'fils\ n, pi fils [Ar]— see dinar at money table
ifil.ter \'fil-t3r\ n, oJten attrib [ME Jiltre, fr. ML Jiltrum, piece of
felt used as a filter, of Gmc origin; akin to OHO Jilz felt — more at
FELT] 1 : a porous article or mass through which a gas or Uquid is

passed to separate out matter in suspension 2 : an apparatus con-
taining a filter medium 3 : a device or material for suppressing
or minimizing waves or oscillations of certain frequencies (as of
electricity, hght, or sound)

2filter vb fil-ter-ing \-t(3-)rir)\ vt 1 : to subject to the action of a
filter 2 : to remove by means of a filter ~ vi : to pass or move
through a filter

lil.ter.able also lil.tra.ble \'fil-t(3-)r3-bal\ adj : capable of being
filtered or of passing through a filter

filterable virus n ; a virus so small that a fluid containing it remains
virulent after passing through a filter

filter bed n : a bed of sand or gravel for filtering water or sewage
filter paper n : porous unsized paper used esp. for filtering

filter tip n : a cigar or cigarette tip designed to filter the smoke
before it enters the smoker's mouth; also : a cigar or cigarette
provided with such a tip — fil-ter-tipped \,fil-t3r-*tipt\ adj

filth \'filth\ n [ME, fr. OE Jyllh, fr. Jul foul] 1 : foul or putrid
matter; esp : loathsome dirt or refuse 2a: moral corruption or
defilement b : something that tends to corrupt or defile : obscenity

filth-i.ly \'fil-th3-le\ adv : in a filthy manner
filth.i.ness \-the-nss\ n : the quahty or state of being fUthy
filthy \'fil-the\ adj 1 : covered with or containing filth 2a: un-
derhanded. VILE b : obscene syn see dirty

ifil.trate \'fil-,trat\ vb [ML Jiltratus, pp. of Jiltrare. fr. Jiltrum']
: FILTER — lil-tra-tion \fil-'tra-sh3n\ n

2filtrate n : something passed through a filter

fi.lum \'fT-l3m\ 71, pi fi-la \-l3\ [NL, fr. L — more at file]
: filamentous structure : filament

fim-bria \'fim-bre-3\ n, pi fim-bri-ae \-bre-,e, -.T\ [NL. fr. L,
fringe] : a bordering fringe esp. at the entrance of the fallopian
tubes — fim-bri.al \-bre-3l\ adj

fim-bri.ate \-bre-.at\ or fim<bri.at.ed \-,at-3d\ adj : having the
edge or extremity bordered by slender processes : fringed — fim-
bri-a*tion \,fim-bre-'a-shan\ n

ifin \'fin\ n [ME finn, fr. OE; akin to L spina thorn, spine] 1 : an
external membranous process of an aquatic animal (as a fish) used
in propelling or guiding the body 2 : something resembling a fin esp.
in appearance or function: a : hand, arm b (1 ) : an appendage of
a boat (2) : an airfoil attached to an airplane for directional
stability (3) : one of a pair of usu. ornamental projections at the
rear of an automobile c : fupper lb d : any of the projecting ribs
on a radiator or an engine cylinder — fin-llKe \'fin-,lrk\ adj —
finned \*find\ adj

2fin vh finned; fin-niug vi : to show the fins above the water -^ vt

: to equip with fins

3fin n [Yiddish JinJ five, fr. OHO] slang : a five-dollar bill

fi.na.gle \f3-'na-g3l\ vb fi-na-gling \-g(3-)liD\ [perh. alter, of
Jainaigue (to renege)] vt 1 : to arrange for : wangle 2 : to obtain
by trickery : swindle '^ vi ; to use devious dishonest methods to
achieve one's ends — fi-na-gler \-g(9-)lar\ n

ifi.nal \'fTn-n\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L jinaiis, fr. Jinis boundary,
end] 1 a : not to be altered or undone : conclusive b : of or
relating to a concluding court action or proceeding <'^ decree)
2 ; constituting the ultimate in degree or development <the '^
climax) 3 : of or relating to the ultimate purpose or result of a
process (the '^ goal of life) 4 : relating to or occurring at the end
or conclusion syn see last — fi-nal>ly XTln-^l-e, "fln-leX adv

2final n : something final: as a : a deciding match, game, or trial

b : the last examination in a course
fi.na.le \fa-'nal-e, fi-'nal-\ n [It, itjinale, adj.. final, fr. E Jinaiis]

: the close or termination of something : as a : the last section of an
instrumental musical composition b : the closing part or number
in any public performance C : the close of a series or action

fi>nal<iSt \'fTn-^l-3St\ n : a contestant in the finals of a competition
fi>nal-i<ty \fT-'nal-at-e. fa-\ n 1 a : the character or condition of
being final, settled, or complete b : the condition of being at an
ultimate point esp. of development or authority 2 : something,
final; esp % an ultimate fact, action, or behef

fi-nal>iza-tlon \,fTn-'l-9-'za-shan\ n : an act or instance of finaliz-

ing
fi*nal*ize \'frn-'l-,Tz\ vt i to put in final or finished form
ifi.nance \f3-'nan(fis, 'fl-,. fi-'\ n [ME, payment, ransom, fr. MF,
fr. Jiner to end, pay. fr. Jin end — more at fine] 1 pi i money or
other liquid resources esp. of a government or business 2 : the
system that includes the circulation of money, the granting of
ctedit, the making of investments, and the provision of banking
facilities 3 : the obtaining of funds or capital : financing
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Sfinance vt 1 a : to raise or provide funds or capital for b ; to
furnish with necessary funds 2 : to sell or supply on credit

fi-nan-cial Xfs-'nan-chal, fT-\ adj ; relating to finance or financiers— fi>iian>cial*ly \-'nanch-(a-)le\ adv
syn FINANCIAL, MONETARY, PECUNIARY, FISCAL mean of or relating

to money, financial implies money matters conducted on a large
scale or involving some degree of complexity; monetary refers to
money as coined, distributed, or circulating; pecuniary implies
reference to money matters affecting the individual; fiscal refers to
money as providing revenue for the state or to the financial affairs
of an institution or corporation
ifi-nan-cier \,fin-3n-*si(a)r, f^-.nan-, ,fT-,nan-\ n 1 : one who
specializes in raising and expending public moneys 2 : one who
deals with finance and investment on a large scale
^financier vi ; to conduct financial operations often by sharp or
reprehensible practices

ti*nanc.ing n : the act or process or an instance of raising or pro-
viding funds; also : the funds thus raised or provided

fin-back \'fin-,bak\ n ; a whalebone whale (genus Balaenoptera)
; rorqual; esp : a common whale {B. physalus) of the Atlantic
coast of the U.S. that attains a length of over 60 feet
Xinch \'finch\ n [ME. fr. OE jinc: akin to OHG jincho finch, Gk
spiza chaffinch] : any of numerous songbirds (family Fringillidae)
including llie sparrows, grosbeaks, crossbills, goldfinches, linnets,
buntings, and related birds having a short stout conical bill adapted
for crushing seeds
ifind \'flnd\ v6 found \'faund\ find-ing [ME jinden, fr. OE
Jindan; akin to OHG jindan to find, L pout-, pons bridge, Gk
pontos sea, Skt patha way, course] vt 1 a ; to come upon often
accidentally : encounter b ; to meet with (a particular reception)
(hoped to ~ favor) 2 a ; to come upon by searching or effort
b : to discover by study or experiment c : to obtain by effort or
management ('^ the time to study) d : to arrive at ; reach (the
bullet found its mark) e : to discover by sounding 3 a : experi-
ence, detect ('^ much pleasure in his company) b : to perceive
(oneself) to be in a certain place or condition ijound himself in a
dilemma) c ; to gain or regain the use or power of (trying to -^
his tongue) d ; to bring (oneself) to a realization of one's powers
or sphere of activity 4 a : provide, supply b : to furnish (room
and board) esp. as a condition of employment 5 : to settle upon
and make a statement about (as a conclusion) (~ a verdict) '^ vi

: to determine a case judicially by a verdict ('^ for the defendant)— find fault : to criticize unfavorably
Sfind n 1 : an act or instance of finding 2 : something found; esp

1 a valuable item of discovery
lind.er \'fTn-d3r\ n 1 : one that finds 2 ; a small astronomical
telescope of low power and wide field attached to a larger telescope
for finding an object 3 : a device on a camera for showing the
area of the subject to be included in the picture

fin de sie-Cle \,fa"-d3s-"yekr\ adj [F, end of the century] : of,
relating to, or resembling the close of the 19th century and esp. its
literary and artistic climate of sophistication, world-weariness, and
fashionable despair

find-ing n 1 a : the act of one that finds b : find 2 2 pi : small
tools or trimmings used by artisans in various trades 3a: the
result of a judicial examination or inquiry b : the results of an in-
vestigation

find out vt 1 a : to leam by study or observation b : detect, dis-
cover 2 a : to catch in a theft or offense b : to ascertain the true
character of
tfine \'nn\ n [ME, fr. OF /in, fr. I. Jinis boundary, end] 1 obs
; end, conclusion 2 : a compromise of a fictitious suit used as a
form of conveyance of lands 3 a : a sum imposed as punishment
for an offense b : a forfeiture or penalty paid to an injured party
in a civil action — in fine : in short

2Iine vt ; to set a fine on by judgment of a court
afine adj [ME/m, fr. OF, fr.Ljinis, n., end, limit] 1 a : free from
impurity X} of a metal : having a stated proportion of pure metal in
the composition 2 a (1) : very thin in gauge or texture (2) : not
coarse ('-- sand) b : physically trained or hardened close to the
limit of efficiency 3 : subtle or sensitive in perception or discrimi-
nation (a ^ instrument) (a '^ distinction) 4 : superior in quality,
conception, or appearance 5 : marked by or affecting elegance or
refinement — Iine>ness \'fln-n9s\ n

flfine adv ; finely
Bfine vf 1 : purify, clarify (~ and filter wine) 2 ; to make finer
in quality or size -^ vi 1 : to become pure or clear (the ale will '-«>

2 : to become smaller in lines or proportions : diminish
6fi.ne \"fe-(,)na\ n [It, fr. LJinis end] : end — used as a direction
in music to mark the closing point after a repeat

fine art n 1 a : art (as painting, sculpture, music) concerned pri-
marily with the creation of beautiful objects — usu. used in pi.
b : the objects themselves 2 : an activity requiring a fine skill

ffne-ly \'fTn-le\ adv : in a fine manner
fin-ery \'fTn-(9-)re\ n : ornament, decoration; esp : showy cloth-
ing and jewels

fines \'fTnz\ n pi VJine'] : finely crushed or powdered material (as

ore or coal); also ; very small particles in a mixture of various sizes
fine>spun V'fln-'spanX adj 1 : developed with extreme care or
delicacy 2 : developed in excessively fine or subtle detail
Ifi.nesse \f3-'nes\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. /in] 1 : fineness or subtlety
esp. of skill or discrimination 2 a : adroit maneuvering b ; trick,
STRATAGEM 3 Z the withholding of one's highest card or trump on
the assumption that a lower card will take the trick because the
taking card is in the hand of an opponent who has already played

ifinesse vi : to make a finesse in playing cards '— vr 1 : to play (a

card) as a finesse 2 a : to bring about by adroit maneuvering
b : EVADE, TRICK
Ifin-ger \"fio-g9r\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG fingar finger]
1 : one of the five terminating members of the hand; esp i one other
than the thumb 2 a : something that resembles or does the work
of a finger b : a part of a glove into which a finger is inserted
C : a projecting piece (as a pawl for a ratchet) brought into contact
with an object to affect Its motion 3 : the breadth of a finger

Sfinger vb fin<geT*lng \-g(a-)rir)\ vt 1 a ; to play (a musical in-

strument) with the fingers b ; to play with a specific fingering
C ; to mark the notes of (a music score) as a guide in playing 2 : to
touch or feel with the fingers : handle 3 : to point out : identify

4 : to extend into or penetrate In the shape of a finger '*- vf 1 ; to
touch or handle something (—s through the cards) 2 a ; to use
the fingers in playing a musical instrument b ; to have a certain
fingering 3 : to extend in the shape or maimer of a finger

fin.ger.board \*fio-g3r-.boO)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n 1 : the part of a
stringed instrument against which the fingers press the strings to
vary the pitch 2 : the keyboard of a piano or organ ; manual
finger bowl n : a basin to hold water for rinsing the fingers at table
fin<gered \'fio-gard\ adj 1 : having fingers 2 : digtfate 2
fUl>ger>ing n 1 : the act or process of handling or touching with the
lingers 2 a : the act or method of using the fingers in playing an
instrument b : the marking of the method of fingering

fin.ger*ling \'fio-g3r-lir]_\ n : a small fish esp. up to one year of age
fin.ger.nail \'fio-gar-.nal, ,fiD-gar-'na(3)l\ n : the naU of a finger
finger painting n l : a technique of spreading pigment on wet paper
chiefly with the fingers 2 : a picture produced by finger pamting

fin.ger.pOSt \'fio-gar-,post\ n 1 : a post bearing one or more
signs often terminatmg in a pointing finger 2 ; something serving

guide to understanding or knowledge
the impression of a fingertip on anyfin.ger.print \-.pr

surface; esp : an mk
impression of the lines
upon the fingertip taken
for purpose of identifi-
cation — fingerprint
vb

fin.ger.tip \-.tip\ n
1 : the tip of a finger
2 : a protective cover-
ing for the end of a
finger — at one's
fingertips : instanUy
or readily available

finger wave n : a method
of setting hair by
dampening with water
or wave solution and
forming waves or curls
with the fingers and a
comb

fin-i.al \'fin-e-3l\ n
[ME, fr^ final, finial
final]
fohated ornament form-
ing an upper extremity
esp. in Gothic architec- fingerprints: 1 arch, 2 loop, 3 whorl,
ture 2 : a crowning 4 composite
ornament or detail

fin*i-cal \'fin-i-k3l\ adj [prob. fr. Vine] : finicky Syn see nice —
fin.i.cal.ly \-ko-)le\ adv — fin-i-cal-ness \-k3l-nas\ n

fin.ick*i>ness \'fin-i-ke-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being finicky
fin.ick.ing X-kio, -kanX adj [alter, of finican : finicky
fin>icky \'fin-i-ke\ adj [alter, of finicking} ; excessively nice, ex-
acting, or meticulous in taste or standards

fi.nis \'fin-as, "fl-nssX n [ME, fr. L] : end, conclusion
ifin.ish \'fin-ish\ vb iM.E finisshen, fr. MF finiss-, stem of finlr, fr.

Lfinire, fr. finis'] vi 1 a : to bring to an end ; terminate b : to use
dispose of entirely 2 a : to bring to completion or issue : per-

a final coat or finish on 3 a : to bring to an end the
effectiveness of b : to bring about the death of
; to an end : terminate 2 : to come to the end of a
undertaking syn see close — lin'ish-er n

; end b : the cause of one's ruin
perfects: as a : the fine c

FECT b : to put i

significance (

— vi 1 : to c(

course, task,
afinish n l a : the final stage
2 : something that completes c

tive work required for a building b : a finishing material used i

painting c : the final treatment or coating of a surface 3 : the
result or product of a finishing process 4 : the quality or state of
being perfected

fin>ished adj l : brought to conclusion 2 : possessed of or dis-
playing excellence : perfected 3 : brought to an ineffective or
defeated condition

finishing school n ; a private school for girls that emphasizes cul-
tural studies and prepares students esp. for social activities

fi.nite \'fT-,nTt\ arf/ [ME/i/iir. fr. L/iniru^, pp. of /im're] 1 a : hav-
ing definite or definable limits b : having a limited nature or
existence 2 a : having a character completely determinable in
theory or in fact by enumeration, measurement, or conceptualiza-
tion b : neither infinite nor infinitesimal 3 : less than an arbitrary
positive integer and greater than the negative of that integer 4 of a
verb or verb form : showing distinction of grammatical person and
number — finite n — fi-nite'ly adv — fi^uite^ness n

fi-ni.tude \'fin-a-,t(y)iid, 'fl-na-X n : finite quality or state

fink X'fiokX n [origin unknown] 1 slang : informer, squealer
2 slang : strikebreaker

Finn \'fin\ n [Sw Finne] 1 : a member of a people speaking Finnish
or a Finnic language 2 a : a native or Inhabitant of Finland
b : one that is of Finnish descent

fin.nan bad. die \,fin-3n-'had-e\ or finnan haddock n Ifinnan alter.

of findon, fr. Findon, Scotland] : sriioked haddock
Fin.nic \'fin-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to the Finns 2 : of, relating
to, or constituting the branch of the Finno-Ugric subfamily of the
Uralic family of languages that includes Finnish, Estonian, Lapp,
and various other languages
iFinn.ish yfin-ish\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of Fin-
land, the Finns, or Finnish
^Finnish n : a Finno-Ugric language spoken in Finland, Karelia,
and small areas of Sweden and Norway
Fin.no-Ugric \,fin-,6-'(y)ii-grik\ adj 1 : of or relating to any of
various peoples including the Finnish, Hungarian, and Bulgarian
peoples and the Lapps and Estonians 2 : of, relating to, or con-
stituting a subfamily of the Uralic family of languages comprising
various languages spoken in Hungary. Lapland, Finland, Estonia,
and northwestern U.S.S.R. — Finno-Ugric n

ftn.ny \'fin-e\ adj 1 ; provided with or characterized by fins

2 : relating to or being fish

fiord var of FJORD
fip.ple flute \.fip-3l-\ n [origin unknown] : a wind instrument (as
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the recorder) in which air is blown through a flue In the mouthpiece
lir \'f3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. QEfyrh; akin to OUG jorha fir, L
quercus oak] la: any of a genus {Abies) of typically large sym-
metrical trees of the pine family including some that yield useful
lumber or resins b : any of various other evergreen coniferous
trees (as a Douglas fir) 2 : the wood of a fir

Hire \'fT(-a)r\ «, ojten attrib [ME. fr. OEjyr; akin to OHG jiur fire,

Gk pyr'\ la (1) ; the phenomenon of combustion manifested in
light, flame, and heat (2) ; one of the four elements of the alchem-
ists h (1) ; burning passion : ardor (2) : liveliness of imagination
; INSPIRATION 2 : fuel in combustion 3 a : a destructive burning
I) (1 } : death or torture by fire (2 ) : severe trial or ordeal 4 : bril-
liancy, LUMINOSITY 5 a ; the discharge of firearms h : intense
verbal attack c : a rapidly delivered series (as of remarks) — lire-
less \-las\ adj— on fire : burning, eager

afire vt 1 a : to set on fire : kindle b (1) : to give life or spirit to
: INSPIRE (2) : to fill with passion : inflame c : to light up as if by
fire 2 a : to drive out or away by or as if by fire b ; to discharge
from a position 3 a (1) : to cause to explode : detonate (2) : to
&ropel from a gun ; discharge, launch (3) : to score (a number)

I a game or contest h : to throw with speed : hurl c : to utter
with force and rapidity 4 ; to apply fire or fuel to: as a : to

Process by applying heat b ; to feed or serve the fire of '— vi

a ; to take fire : kindle b of an internal-combustion engine : to
have the explosive charge ignite at the proper time 2 % to become
irritated or angry 3 a ; to discharge a firearm b ; to emit or let

fly an object 4 : to tend a fire — Iir>er \'fTr-3r\ n
fire*ami \'fT{3)r-,arm\ n : a weapon from which a shot Is dis-
charged by gunpowder — usu. used only of small arms

lire.ball \'fT(3)r-,b61\ n l : a ball of fire 2 : a brilliant meteor
that may trail bright sparks 3 I the highly luminous cloud of vapor
and dust created by a nuclear explosion

fire-bird \-,b3rd\ n : any of several small birds (as the Baltimore
oriole or the scarlet tanager) having brilliant orange or red plumage

lire blight n : a destructive highly infectious bacterial disease of
apples, pears, and related fruits

fire>boat \-,bot\ n : a ship equipped with fire-fighting apparatus
lire-box \-,baks\ « 1 : a chamber (as of a furnace or steam boiler)
that contains a fire 2 : a box containing an apparatus for transmit-
ting an alarm to a fire station

fire-brand \-,brand\ n 1 : a piece of burnkig wood 2 : a person
who creates unrest or strife : agftator

fire-bieab \-,brak\ n : a barrier of cleared or plowed land intended
to check a forest or grass fire

fire-brick \-,brik\ n i a refractory brick capable of sustaining high
temperature that is used esp. for lining furnaces or fireplaces

tire-bug \-,b3g\ n : incendiary, pyromaniac
fire.clay \-,kla\ n ; clay capable of withstanding high temperatures
that is used esp. for firebrick and crucibles

fire coutrol n l : the planning, preparation, and deUvery of gun-
fire on targets 2 ; the control or extinction of fires

fire-crack-er \-,krak-3r\ n : a usu. paper cylinder containing an
explosive and a fuse and usu. discharged to make a noise

fire-cured \-'kyu(3)rd\ adj ; cured over open fires in direct contact
with the smoke

fire-damp \'fT(3)r-,damp\ n ; a combustible mine gas that consists
chiefly of methane; also : the explosive mixture of this gas with air

fire.drake \-,drak\ n [ME jirdrake. fr. OE jyrdraca, fr. jyr +
draca dragon — more at drake] : a fire-breathing dragon

fire drill n : a practice drill in extinguishing fires or in the conduct
and manner of exit in case of fire

fire-eat.er \'fT(3)r-,ct-3r\ n l ; a performer who pretends to eat
fire 2 : a violent or pugnacious person

fire engine n : a usu. mobile apparatus for directing an extinguishing
agent upon fires

fire escape n ; a device for escape from a burning building; esp : a
metal stairway attached to the outside of a building

fire extinguisher n : a portable or wheeled apparatus for putting
out small fires by ejecting fire-extinguishing chemicals

fire-fly \*fT(3)r-.flT\ n : a winged nocturnal insect usu. producing a
bright soft intermittent light by oxidation of luciferin; esp ; the male
of various elongated flattened beetles (family Lampyridae)

fire-guard \-,gard\ n 1 ; fire screen 2 : firebreak 3 : one who
watches for the outbreak of fire; also : one whose duty is to ex-
tinguish fires

fire-house \-,haus\ n ; fire station
fire irons n pi : implements for tending a fire esp. in a fireplace
fire-light \'fT(3)r-,lTt\ n : the light of a fire esp. in a fireplace
fire-lOCK \-,lak\ n 1 ; a gunlock employing a slow match to ignite
the powder charge; also : a gun having such a lock 2a: flint-
lock b : wheel lock

fire-man \-m3n\ n l : a member of a company organized to fight
fires 2 : one who tends or feeds fires : stoker 3 : an enlisted man
In the navy who works with engineering machinery 4 : a reUef
pitcher in baseball

fire opal n : girasol 2
fire-place \'fT(3)r-,plas\ n l : a framed rectangular opening made
in a chimney to hold an open fire ; hearth 2 I an outdoor
structure of brick or stone made for an open fire

fire-plug \-,pl3g\ n : H^'DRANT
fire-pow-er \-,pau(-3)r\ n 1 : the relative capacity for delivering
fire on a target 2 : the aggregate of effective missiles that can be
placed upon a target
ifire-prool \-'pruf\ adj : proof against or resistant to fire

sfireproof vt : to make fireproof
fire sale n : a sale of merchandise damaged by fire

fire screen n : an often ornamental screen before a fireplace
fire ship /i : a ship carrying combustibles or explosives sent among
the enemy's ships or works to set them on fire

fire-Side \'fT(3)r-,sTd\ n l : a place near the fire or hearth 2 :homb
fire station n : a building housing fire apparatus and usu. firemen
fire-stone \-,ston\ n l ; pyrite formerly used for striking fire; also

I flint 2 : a stone that will endure high heat
fire tower n : a tower from which a watch for fires Is maintained
fire. trap \-,trap\ n : a building or place apt to catch on fire or
difficult to escape from in case of fire

fire wall n : a waU constructed to prevent the spread of fire
fire-wa.ter \'fi(a)r-,w6t-3r, -,wat-\ n : strong alcoholic beverage

fire-weed \-,wed\ n ; any of several weeds (as the jimsonweed or
orange hawkweed) troublesome in clearings or burned districts

fire-wood \-,wud\ n : wood cut for fuel

fire-work \-,wark\ n 1 : a device for producing a striking display
(as of light, noise, or smoke) by the combustion of explosive or
flammable compositions 2 pi t a display of fireworks 3 p/ I a
display of temper or intense conflict

fir.lng « 1 : the act or process of one that fires 2 : the process of
maturing ceramic products by the application of heat 3 : fire-
wood, FUEL 4 : the scorching of plants esp. by unfavorable soil

conditions
firing line n 1 ; a line from which fire is delivered against a target
2 : the forefront of an activity

firing pin n : the pin that strikes the cartridge primer in the breech
mechanism of a fire?rm

firing squad n l : a detachment detailed to fire volleys over the
grave of one buried with military honors 2 : a detachment detailed
to carry out a sentence of death by shooting

fir-kin \'f3r-k3n\ n [ME, deriv. of MD veerdel fourth] 1 ; a small
wooden vessel or cask 2 : any of various British units of capacity
usu. equal to M barrel
ifirm \'farm\ adj [ME jerm, fr. MF, fr. L jirmus; akin to Gk
thronos chair, throne] la: securely or solidly fixed in place
b : solid, vigorous c : having a solid or compact texture 2 a (1)

: not subject to change or revision (2) : not subject to price weak-
ness ; steady b : not easily moved or disturbed : steadfast
c : WELL-FOUNDED 3 ', indicating firmness or resolution (~ mouth)— firm-ly adv — firm>ness ;i

syn HARD, solid: firm implies such compactness and coherence
and often elasticity of substance as to resist pulling, distorting,
pressing; it connotes stability and resoluteness; hard implies im-
penetrability and nearly complete but inelastic resistance to pres-
sure or tension; it may connote stubbornness or lack of feeling;

SOLID implies a texture of uniform density so as to be not only
firm but heavy; figuratively it implies substantiality, reliability,

soundness, or sobriety
sfirm vt 1 : to make secure or fast : fix 2 : to make solid or com-
pact 3 : SETTLE, confirm <'-" a contract) «- vi : to become firm
3firm n [G jirma, fr. It, signature, deriv. of 'Ljirmare to make firm,
confirm, fr. jirmusi 1 : the name, title, or style under which a
company transacts business 2 : a partnership of two or more
persons not recognized as a legal person distinct from the members
composing it 3 : a business unit or enterprise
fir-ma-ment X'far-ma-mantX n [ME, fr. LL & L; hh jirmamentum,
fr. L, support, fr.jirmare] 1 : the vault or arch of the sky : HEAVENS
2 obs : BASIS — fir-ma-men-tal \,f3r-m3-'ment-=l\ adj

fir.mer chisel \'far-mar-,\ n [¥ jermoir chisci, alter, of MF Jormoir,
fr. jormer to form] : a woodworking chisel with a thin flat blade

firu \'fi(3)rn\ n [G] : neve
fir.ry \'f3r-e\ adj ; made of or abounding In firs

Uirst \'f3rst\ adj [ME, fr. OE jyrst; akin to OYiG jurist first, OE
jaran to go] 1 — see number table 2 ; preceding all others in time,
order, or importance: as a : earliest b ; being a type of grammat-
ical declension or conjugation conventionally placed first c : being
the lowest forward gear or speed in an automotive vehicle d : high-
est or most prominent in carrying the melody <'--' violin)

sfirst adv la: before another in time, space, or importance
b : for the first time 2 : in preference to something else : SOONER

3first n 1 — see numbfr table 2 : something that is first: as
a : the first occurrence or item of a kind b : the first gear or speed
in an automotive vehicle C : the highest or chief voice or instru-'

ment of a group d ; an article of commerce of the finest grade
e : the winning place in a competition or contest

first aid n : emergency care or treatment given to an ill or injured
person before regular medical aid can be obtained

first base n 1 : the base that must be touched first by a base runner
in baseball 2 : the player position for defending the area around
first base

first-born \'f3rs(t)-'b6(3)m\ adj : first brought forth : eldest— firstborn n
first cause n : the self-created source of all causality
first class n : the first or highest group In a classification: as
a : the highest of usu. three classes of accommodations in a pass-
enger ship b : a class of mail that comprises letters, postcards, or
matter sealed against inspection — first-class adj or adv

first floor n l : ground floor 2 Brit : the floor next above the
ground iloor

first-fruits \'f3rs(t)-'fruts\ n pi 1 \ the earliest gathered fruits

offered to the Deity in acknowledgment of the gift of fruitfulness

2 : the earliest products or results of an endeavor
first-hand \'f3rst-'hand\ adj : coming directly from the original

source — firsthand adv
first lady n, ojten cap F&L 1 l the wife or hostess of the chief
executive of a country or jurisdiction 2 : the leading woman of an
art or profession

first lieutenant n 1 : a commissioned officer In the army, air force,

or marine corps ranking above a second lieutenant and below a
captain 2 : a naval officer responsible for a ship's upkeep

first.ling \'farst-lio\ n 1 : the first of a class or kind 2 : the first

produce or result of something
first.ly \-le\ adv % in the first place : first
first mortgage n : a mortgage that has priority as a Hen over all

mortgages and liens except those imposed by law
first offender n : one legally convicted for the first time
first papers n pi : papers declaring intention filed by an applicant
for U.S. citizenship as the first step in the naturalization process

first person n 1 a : a set of linguistic forms (as verb forms, pro-
nouns, and inflectional affixes) referring to the speaker or writer
of the utterance in which they occur b : a linguistic form belonging
to such a set c : reference of a linguistic form to the speaker or
writer of the utterance in which it occurs 2 : a style of discourse
marked by general use of verbs and pronouns of the first person

ifirsl-rate \'f3r-'strat\ adj : of the first order of size, importance,
or quality — lirst-rat.er \-*strat-3r\ n

2first-rate adv : very well
First Reader n : a Christian Scientist chosen to conduct meetings
for a specified time and specif, to read aloud from the writings of
Mary Baker Eddy

first reading n : the formal reading of a legislative bill upon Intro-
duction usu. by title only
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first sergeant n 1 : a noncommissioned officer serving as chief
enlisted assistant to the commander of a company or equivalent
military unit 2 : a master sergeant in the army or marine corps

first-string \'f3rs(t)-'strio\ adj 1 : being a regular as distinguished
from a substitute 2 : first-rate

first water « 1 ; the purest luster 2 ; the highest grade, degree, or
quality

firth \'f3rth\ n [ME, fr. ON fjorthr— more at ford] : estuary
fisc \'fisk\ n : a state or royal treasury
IfiS-cal \'fis-k3l\ adj IL Jiscalis, (r. jiscus basket, treasury; akin to
Gk pithos wine jar] 1 : of or relating to taxation, public revenues,
or pubUc debt <'^ policy) 2 : of or relating to financial matters <'^
agent) syn see financial — liS-caMy \-k3-le\ adv
^fiscal n : revenue stamp
fiscal year n : an accounting period of 12 months
ifiSh \'fish\ n, pi fish or fiSh-es [ME, fr. OE jisc; akin to OHG
jisc fish, L piscis'] 1 a : an aquatic animal — usu. used in combina-

fish: / mandible, 2 external naris, 3 eye, 4 cheek, 5 operculum,
6,6, dorsal fins, 7 lateral line, 8 caudal fin, 9 scales, 10 anal fin,

11 anus, 12 pectoral fin, 13 pelvic fin, 14 maxilla, 15 premaxilla,
16 upper jaw

Hon istarfishy (cutilejishy b ; any of numerous cold-blooded
strictly aquatic craniate vertebrates that have typically an elongated
somewhat spindle-shaped body terminating in a broad caudal fin,

limbs in the form of fins when present at all, and a 2-chambered
heart by which blood is sent through thoracic gills to be oxygenated
2 : the flesh of fish used as food 3 : person <a queer '^) 4 : some-
thing that resembles a fish: as a : a purchase used to fish the
anchor b ; a piece of wood or iron fastened alongside another mem-
ber to strengthen it — fish'like \'fish-,lik\ adj

3fish VI 1 : to attempt to catch fish 2 : to seek something by round-
about means i-^ing for praise) 3 a : to search for something under-
water (as with a hook) b ; to engage in a search by groping or feel-

ing — V? 1 ; to try to catch fish in <'^ the stream) 2 a : to catch or
try to catch b : to draw forth as if fishing

fish>able \'fish-3-b9l\ adj : suitable, promising, or legally open
for fishing

fish-and-chjps \.fish-3n-'chips\ n pi : fried fish and french fried
potatoes

fish cake n ; a round fried cake made of shredded fish and mashed
potato — called also jish ball

fish>er \'fish-3r\ n 1 : one that fishes 2 a : a large dark brown
No. American arboreal carnivorous mammal (Maries pennanii) re-
lated to the weasels b ; the fur or pelt of this animal
fiSh>er>man \-m3n\ n 1 : one who engages in fishing as an
occupation or for pleasure 2 : a ship used in commercial fishing
fisherman's bend n : a knot made by passing the end twice round
a spar or through a ring and then back under both turns

fish>ery \'fish-(9-)re\ n 1 : the act. process, occupation, or season
of taking fish or other sea products : fishing 2 : a place for catch-
ing fish or taking other sea products 3 : a fishing establishment;
also : its fishermen 4 : the legal right to take fish at a particular
place or in particular waters 5 : the technology of fishery
fish-hook \'fish-,hijk\ n ; a usu. barbed hook for catching fish

fish.lng n 1 : the act of one that fishes 2 : a place for catching fish

fishing expedition n 1 : a legal interrogation or examination to
discover information for a later proceeding 2 : an investigation
that does not stick to a stated objective and that uses questionable
methods to uncover incriminating evidence

fish joint n : a butt joint of timbers or rails in which the two abut-
ting members are held in alignment by one or more fishplates

fish meal n : ground dried fish and fish waste used as fertilizer and
animal food
fish>mon-ger Vfish-.mso-gar, -,mai3-\ n, chiejly Brit : a fish dealer
fish'plate \-,plat\ n : a steel plate used to lap a butt joint
fish stick n I a small elongated fillet of fish breaded and fried
fish story n ; an extravagant or incredible story
fish-tail \'fish-,tal\ vi : to swing the tail of an airplane from side to
side to reduce speed esp. when landing

fish.wife \-.wTf\ rt 1 ; a woman who sells fish 2 : a scurrilously
abusive woman

fishy \'fish-e\ adj 1 : of or resembling fish esp. in taste or odor
2 : inspiring doubt or suspicion ; questionable

fiS>sile \'fis-ai, 'fis-,Tl\ adj 1 : capable of being spht or divided
2 : FISSIONABLE — fis-sil-i-ty \fis-'il-at-e\ n
IfiS.Sion \'fish-3n, *fizh-\ n [L fission-, Jissio, fr. fissus, pp. of
findere to split — more at bite] 1 ; a splitting or breaking up into
parts 2 : reproduction by spontaneous division of the body into
two or more parts each of which grows into a complete organism
3a: the splitting of a molecule into simpler molecules b ; the
splitting of an atomic nucleus resulting in the release of large
amounts of energy — fis*sion>al \-'l\ adj
2fission vb fis-sion<ing \'fish-(a-)nir), 'fizh-\ vt : to cause to un-
dergo fission ^ vi ; to undergo fission

fiS-sion>able \'fish-{3-)n3-b9l, fizh-\ adj : capable of undergoing
fission — fissionable n

fission bomb n : atom bomb 1

fiS.Sip-a.rous \fis-'ip-a-ras\ adj [L fissus + E -parous^ 1 : pro-
ducing new biological units or individuals by fission 2 : tending to
break up into parts ; divisive — fis>sip-a>rous-ly adv — fis-sip-
a<rous-ness n

a abut; 3 kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; ^ sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; fh this;

fiS.Sl.ped \'fls-9..ped\ adj [LL fissiped-, fissipes, fr. L fissus +
ped-, pes foot] ; having the toes separated to the base — lissiped n
Uis.sure \'fish-3r\ n 1 : a narrow opening or crack of some length
and depth usu. occurring from some breaking or parting 2 : a
separation or disagreement in thought or viewpoint : schism
3 a ; a natural cleft between body parts or in the substance of an
organ b : a break or lesion in tissue usu. at the junction of skin
and mucous membrane

2fissure vt ; to break into fissures : cleave -^ vi : crack, divide
ifist \'fist\ n [ME, fr. OE fyst; akin to OHG fust fist, OSlav p^stU
1 : the hand clenched with fingers doubled into the palm 2 : clutch,
GRASP 3 : INDEX 7

2Iist Vt 1 : to clench into a fist 2 : to grip with the fist : handle
flst'ic \'fis-tik\ adj : of or relating to boxing or to fist fighting
fist-i.cufls \'fis-ti-,kafs\ n pi [alter, of fisty cujj, hjisty (fistic) +
cufJI : a fight with usu. bare fists

fis.tu-la \'fis(h)-ch3-l3\ n, pi fistulas or fis-tu-lae \-,le, -,1T\
[ME, fr. L, pipe, fistula] : an abnormal passage leading from an
abscess or hollow organ to the body surface or from one hollow
organ to another

fiS.tu-lous \-l3s\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or having the form or na-
ture of a fistula 2 : hollow like a pipe or reed

fistulous withers up/ dursmg or p/m constrt a deep-seated chronic
inflammation of the withers of the horse in which bloody fluid is

discharged
Uit \'fit\ n [ME, fr. OE fitt; akin to OS fittea division of a poem,
OHG fizza skein] archaic : a division of a poem or song

2fit n [ME, fr. OE fitt strife] 1 a : a stroke of a disease producing
convulsions or unconsciousness : paroxysm bra sudden but
transient attack of a physical disturbance 2 : a sudden burst or
flurry (as of activity) 3 : an emotional outburst — by fits or by
fits and starts : in an impulsive and irregular manner

3fit adj fit.ter; fit.test [ME; akin to ME jihen} 1 : adapted to an
end or design ; appropriate (water '^ for drinking) 2 : becoming,
proper 3 a : ready, prepared b : apt, disposed <^ to jump
overboard) 4 ; qualified, competent 5 : sound physically and
mentally ; healthy — fit>ly adv — fit>ne5S n
syn suffable, meet, proper, appropriate, fitting, apt, happy,

FELICITOUS: FIT stresscs adaptability and sometimes special readiness
for use or action; suitable implies an answering to requirements or
demands; meet suggests a just proportioning; proper suggests a
suitability through essential nature or accordance with custom;
appropriate implies eminent or disdnctive fitness; FrrriNG implies
harmony of mood or tone; apt connotes a fitness marked by nicety
and discrimination; happy suggests what is effectively or suc-
cessfully appropriate; felicftous suggests an aptness that is oppor-
tune, telling, or graceful— fit to be tied : angry or irritated

4fit vh fit.ted also fit; fit.ting [ME fitten, fr. or akin to MD vilten
to be suitable; akin to OHG fizza skein] vt 1 : to be suitable for or
to : BEFFT 2 a ; to be correctly adjusted to or shaped for b : to
insert or adjust until correctly in place c : to make a place or room
for 3 : to be in agreement or accord with (the theory '^s all the
facts) 4 a : to put into a condition of readiness ; prepare b : to
bring to a required form and size : adjust c : to cause to conform
to or suit something else 5 : supply, equip — vi 1 archaic : to be
seemly, proper, or suitable 2 : to conform to a particular shape or
size 3 : to be in harmony or accord : belong — fit-ter n

5fit n 1 a : the quality, state, or manner of being fitted or adapted
b : the degree of closeness with which surfaces are brought together
in an assembly of parts 2 : a piece of clothing that fits

6fit dial past of fight
fitch \'fich\ or fitch.ew \'nch-(,)u\ n [ME fiche, ficheux, fr. MF
or MD; MF fichau, fr. MD vitsau'i 1 : polecat 1 2 ; the fur or
pelt of the polecat

fitch-et \'fich-3t\ n : polecat 1

fit'ful \'fit-f3l\ adj 1 obs : characterized by fits or paroxysms
(life's ~ fever —Shak.) 2 : having aspasmodic or intermittent
character : restless — lit-fuMy \-fa-le\ adv — fit>ful>ness n
syn fffful, spasmodic, convulsive mean lacking steadiness or

regularity in movement, fffful implies intermittence, a succession
of starts and stops or risings and fallings; spasmodic adds to FrrFUL
the implication of violent activity alternating with inactivity;

CONVUUiVE suggests the breaking of regularity or quiet by uncon-
trolled movement

fit-ment \'fit-m3nt\ n l^fitl 1 : equip;vient 2 pi : FnriNGS
ifit.ting adj : appropriate, suitable syn see fit — fit-ting*ly
\-ig-Ie\ adv — fit-ting. ness n

2fitting n 1 : an act or process of one that fits; specif ; a trying on
of clothes in the process of being made or altered 2 : a small often
standardized accessory part (a plumbing '^) <an electrical ---)

five \'fTv\ n [ME, fr.five, adj.. fr. OE/7/; akin to OHG /i/i/ five, L
quinque, Gk pente} 1 — see, number table 2 : the fifth in a set or
series (the '--' of hearts) 3 : something having five units or mem-
bers; esp : a male basketball team 4 ; a five-dollar bill 5 : fif-

teen 2 — five adj or pron
five-and-ten \.fT-v3n-'ten\ also five-and-dime \-'dTm\ n 1 : a
store selling articles priced at 5 or 10 cents 2 ; a variety store
selling chiefly inexpensive articles of merchandise

five-fin. ger \*fTv-,fir]-g3r\ n l : cinquefoil 1 2 ; bird's-foot
trefoil 3 : Virginia creeper

fiv.er \'fT-v3r\ n l slang ; a five-dollar bill 2 slang ; a five-pound
note

five-star \'flv-'star\ adj : being of top military rank usu. denoted
by five stars

ifix \'fiks\ vb IME fixen, fr. 'Lfixus, pp. of figere to fasten — more
at dike] vt 1 a : to make firm, stable, or fast b : to give a perma-
nent or final form to: as (1) ; to change into a stable compound or
available form (bacteria that -^ nitrogen) (2) ; to kill, harden, and
preserve for microscopic study (3) : to make the image of (a

photographic film) permanent by removing unused salts c : af-
fix, attach 2 : to hold or direct steadily (.'^es his eyes on the
horizon) 3 a : to set or place definitely : establish "b : assign
(^ blame) 4 : to set in order : adjust 5 : to get ready : prepare
6 a : repair, mend b : restore, cure c : spay, castrate 7 a : to
get even with b : to influence the actions, outcome, or effect of by
improper or illegal methods ~ vi : to become firm, stable, or fixed
syn see fasten — fix.able \'fik-sa-b3l\ adj
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2fix n 1 ; a position of difficulty or embarrassment ; predicament
2 a ; the position (as of a ship) determined by bearings, observa-
tions, or radio b ; a determination of one's position 3 a : an
act of obtaining special privilege or immunity from the law by
bribery or coUusion b ; bribe syn see predicament

Iix>ate \'fik-,sat\ v/ 1 : to make fixed or unchanging : fix
2 : to focus one's eyes or gaze upon 3 ; to direct (the libido)
toward an infantile form of gratification ^^ vi 1 ; to focus or
concentrate one's gaze or attention 2 ; to undergo arrestment at a
stage of development

fix>a<tion \fik-'sa-sh3n\ n : the act, process, or result of fixing
or fixating: as a : a habit formation b : an obsessive or unhealthy
preoccupation or attachment c : a persistent concentration of
libidinal energies upon pregenital objects

fix*a<tive \'fik-s3t-iv\ n : something that fixes or sets: as a : a
substance added to a perfume esp. to prevent too rapid evaporation
b ; a varnish used esp. for the protection of crayon drawings
c : a substance used to fix living tissue — fixative adj

fixed \'fikst\ adj 1 a : securely placed or fastened : stationary
b (1) : nonvolatile; specij : constituting an oil obtained from a
plant or a marine animal (2) : combined c (1) : not subject to
change or fluctuation : settled (2) ; firmly set in the mind (3) : hav-
ing a final or crystalhzed form or character (4) : recurring on the
same date from year to year d : concentrated, immobile <a ~
stare) 2 : supplied with a definite amount of something needed or
desirable; esp ; supplied with money — fixed-Iy \ 'fik-sad-le, 'fiks-

tle\ adv — fised.ness \'fik-s3d-nss, •fiks(t)-n3s\ n
fixed charge n t a regularly recurring expense that is constant and
does not fluctuate with business volume

fixed star n : a star so distant that its motion can be measured only
by very precise observations over long periods

fix>er \'fik-s3r\ n : one that fixes: as a ; one that intervenes to en-
able a person to circumvent the law or obtain a political favor
b : one that adjusts matters or disputes by negotiation

fiX'ing \-sio, 2 is ojten -S3n\ n 1 : the act or process of one that
fixes 2 pi : TRIMMINGS

fix-i-ty \'fik-sat-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being fixed or stable
2 : something that is fixed : fixture

fix.ture \'fiks-ch3r\ n [modif. of lA. jixura, fr. Lii-VHs] 1 a : the
act or process of fixing b : the state of being fixed 2 : something
that is fixed in place: as a : a chattel so annexed to realty that it

may be regarded as legally a part of it b : a permanent appendage
or structural part 3 : an element or feature usu. present in some
particular setting; esp ; a person long associated with a place or
activity 4 : a settled date or time esp. for a sporting or festive
event; also : such an event esp. as a regularly scheduled affair

ifizz \'fi2\ VI [prob. of imit. origin] 1 ; to make a hissing or sput-
tering sound ; effervesce 2 : to exhibit excitement or exhilaration

2fizz n 1 a : a hissing sound b : liveliness, spirit 2 ; an effer-
vescent beverage — fizzy \-e\ adj
Uiz.zle \'fiz-al\ v/ fiz.Zling \-(s-)IiD\ [prob. alter, of jist (to
break wind) ] 1 ; fizz 2 : to fail or end feebly esp. after a promis-
ing start

3flzzle n_ ; an abortive effort : fajlltre
fjeld \fe-'el, 'fyel\ n [Dan] : a barren plateau of the Scandinavian
upland

fjord \fe-'6(3)rd. 'fy6(9)rd\n [Norw//ord. fr. ON Jjortlir — more
at ford] : a narrow inlet of the sea between cliffs or steep slopes
flab'bei'gast \'flab-ar-,gast\ vl [origin unknown] : to overwhelm
with shock, surprise or wonder : astound syn see surprise

flab-bi.ly \'flab-3-le\ adv t in a flabby manner
flab.bi-ness \'flab-e-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being flabby
flab.by \'flab-e\ adj [alter, of Jlappy] 1 : lacking resilience or firm-
ness : FLACCID 2 : weak and ineffective : feeble syn see limp

fla.bel.lat6 \fl3-'bel-3t, "flab-s-.latX or fla-bel.li.form \fl3-'bel-
9-,f6rm\ adj ; shaped like a fan

flabelli- comb form [L. ir. jlabelluml : fan (Jlabeirdoimy
fla.bel.lum \fl3-'bel-9m\ n, pi fla-beMa \-9\ [NL, fr. L, fan] : a
body organ or part resemblmg a fan
flaccid \'flak-s9d, 'flas-3d\ adj [L jlaccidus, fr. jlaccus flabby]
1 : limp, FLABBY 2 oj Q plant part : deficient in turgor syn see limp— flaccid.i.ty \fla(k)-'sid-3t-e\ n — flaccid-ly adv

fla.con \'flak-3n, -,an; fla-ko"\ n [F, fr. MF, bottle — more at
flagon] : a small usu. ornamental bottle with a tight cap

iflag \'flag\ n [ME jlagge reed, rush] : any of various mono-
cotyledonous plants with long ensiform leaves: as a ; iris; esp ; a
wild iris b : sweet flag c : catfail

aflag n [ME jlagge. fr. ON jlaga slab; akin to OE Jlean to flay —
more at flay] : a hard evenly stratified stone that splits into flat
pieces suitable for paving; also : a piece of such stone

3flag vt flagged; flag.glng ; to lay (as a pavement) with flags

4nag n [perh. fr. ^Jlag'i 1 : a usu. rectangular piece of fabric of
distinctive design that is used as a symbol or as a signaling device
2 a : something used like a flag to signal or attract attention
b : one of the cross strokes of a musical note less than a quarter
note in value 3 a : flagship b : an admiral functioning in his
office of command c : nationality

flflag vt flagged; flag.glng 1 : to put a flag on 2 : to signal with
or as if with a flag; esp : to signal to stop <~ me a taxi)

6flag vi flagged; flag^ging [origin unknown] 1 a : to hang loose
without siiftness h of a plant : to droop esp. from lack of water
2 a : to become unsteady; feeble, or spiritless ; droop <his in-
terest jlagged) b ; to decline in interest or attraction <the topic
flagged}
flag day n l cap F&D : June 14 observed In various states In com-
memoration of the adoption in 1777 of the official U.S. flag
2 Brit : a day on which charitable contributions are solicited in ex-
change for small flags

fla.gel.lant X'flaj-a-lant, fl3-'jel-snt\ n : one that whips; specij : a
person who scourges himself as a public penance — flagellant adj— fla-geMant-ism \-!an-,tiz^m, -3n-,tiz\ n
na.gel.lar \fl3-'jel-9r\ adj : of or relating to a flagellum
Iflag.el-late \'flaj-9-,lat\ vt [L jlagellatus, pp. of jlagellare, fr.

jlagellum, dim. of jlagrum whip; akin to ON blaka to wave]
1 : WHIP 2 : to drive or punish as if by whipping

2fla.gel.late \'naj-9-l9t, -,lat; fl3-'jel-9t\ adj [NL jlagellatus, fr.

jlagellum] 1 a or flag.eMat-ed \'flaj-9-,lat-sd\ : having flagella
b : shaped like a flagellum 2 l^jlagellate} : of, relating to, or
caused by flagellates

aflagellate \Uke 2\ n [NL Flagellata, class of unicellular organisms.
fr. neut. pi. of jlagellatus} : a flagellate protozoan or alga

ifIag.el.la.tiou \,flaj-9-'la-sh9n\ n ; the act or practice of flagellat-
ing
^flagellation n ; the formation or arrangement of flagella
lla.gel.lum \fl9-'jel-9ra\ n, pi fla-geMa \-9\ also flagellums
[NL, fr. L, whip, shoot of a plant] : any of various elongated
filiform appendages: as a : the slender distal part of an antenna
b : a long tapering process that projects singly or in groups from a
cell and is the primary organ of motion of many microorganisms

; a long slender shoot
fla.geo.let \.flaj-9-'let, -'laX n [F, fr. OF jlajolet, fr. jlajol flute, fr.
(assumed) VL jlabeolum, fr. L jlare to blow — more at blow] : a
small fipple flute resembling the treble recorder
iflag.ging \'flag-io\ adj 1 : languid, weak 2 : dwindling,
WEAKENING — flag.glng'ly \-iD-le\ adv
2flagging n : a pavement or walk of flagstones
flag.gy \'flag-e\ adj ; abounding with flags or other reedy plants
fla.gi.tiOUS \fl9-'jish-9s\ adj [ME jlagicious, fr. L jiagitiosus, fr.
jiagitium shameful thing; akin to h jlagrum whip] : marked by out-
rageous or scandalous crime or vice ; villainous syn see vicious— fla.gi.tious.ly adv — fla.gi.tious.ness n

flag.man \*flag-m9n\ n ; one who signals with or as if with a flag
flag officer n : a naval officer of flag rank
flag of truce : a white flag carried or displayed to an enemy as an
invitation to conference or parley
flag.on \'nag-9n\ n [ME. fr. MF jlascon, jlacon bottie. fr. LL
jlascon-, jlasco — more at flask ] 1 a : a large usu. metal or pottery
vessel with handle and spout and often a lid b : a large bulging
short-necked bottle 2 : the contents of a flagon

flag.pole \'flag-,p61\ n : a pole to raise a flag on
fla.gran-cy \'fla-gr3n-se\ also fla.grance \-gr9n(t)s\ n : the qual-
ity or state of being flagrant

flag rank n :_any of the ranks hi the navy above a captain
fla.grant \'fla-gr9nt\ odj [L jlagrant-, jlagrans, prp. of jlagrare to
burn — more at black] 1 archaic ; flaming, glowing 2 : ex-
tremely or purposefully conspicuous — fla.grant-ly adv
syn flagrant, glaring, gross, rank mean conspicuously bad or

objectionable, flagrant applies to offenses or errors so bad that
they cannot escape notice or be condoned (Jlagrant disobedience^
glaring implies painful or damaging obtrusiveness <a glaring
fault) gross implies the exceeding of reasonable or excusable
limits (gross carelessness) rank applies to what is openly and e.x-

tremely objectionable and utterly condemned irank dishonesty)
fla.gran.te de.licto or in flagrante delicto \(,in-)fl3-,grant-e-
di-'lik-(,)to\ adv [ML, Ut., while the crime is blazing] ; in the very
act of committing a misdeed

flag'Ship \'flag-,ship\ n : the ship that carries the commander of a
fleet or subdivision thereof and flies his flag

flag.slaff \-,staf\ n : a staff on which a flag is hoisted
flag.stone \-,ston\ n i zflag
flag stop n : a point at which a vehicle in public transportation
stops only on prearrangement or signal
flag-wav-ing \-,wa-vii3\ n ; passionate appeal to patriotic or
partisan sentiment ! chauvinism

iflail \'fla(9)l\ n [ME jleiljlail. partly fr. (assumed) OE jlegel (akin
to OHG jlegil flail; both fr. a prehistoric
WGmc word borrowed fr. LL jlagellum
flail, fr. L, whip) & partly fr. MF jlaiel,

fr. I.L jlagellum — more at flagellate]
: a hand threshing implement consisting flail
of a wooden handle at the end of which
a stouter and shorter stick is so hung as to swing freely

2flail vt 1 : to strike with or as If with a flail 2 : to thresh with a
flail ^ vj : to engage in flailing : thrash <—ed away at each other)

flair \'fla(9)r. 'fle(3)r\ n [F, lit., sense of smell, fr. OF, odor, fr.

jlairier to give off an odor, fr. LL jlagrare, fr. L jragrare} 1 : dis-
criminating sense 2 : natural aptitude : bent syn see leaning

flaK \'flak\ n, pi flak [G, fr. /?iegerabwehrA:anonen, fr. jlieger flyer
+ abwehr defense + kanonen cannons] 1 : antiaircraft guns
2 : the bursting shells fired from flak
make \'flak\ n [ME, hurdle, fr. ON jlaki; akin to OHG jlah
smooth, Gk pelagos sea, L placere to please — more at please] : a
stage, platform, or tray for drying fish or produce

2flake n [ ME, of Scand origin; akin to Norw jlak disk] X : a small
loose mass or bit 2 : a thin flattened piece or layer : chip

sflake VI : to separate into flakes '— v/ 1 ; to form into flakes
: chip 2 : to cover with or as If with flakes — llak-er n

flak.i.ness \'fla-ke-n9s\ n : the quahty or state of being flaky
flaky \'fla-ke\ adj 1 ; consisting of flakes 2 ; tending to flake
iflam \'flam\ n [prob. short for flimflam'] 1 : falsehood, trick
2 : HUMBUG, nonsense — flam vb flammed; flam.ming

2flam n [prob. imit.] : a drumbeat of two strokes of which the first

is a very quick grace note
flam.beau \'flam-.b6\ n, pi flam.beaux \-,boz\ or flambeaus [F,
fr. MF, fr. flambe flame] : a flaming torch; broadly ; torch

flam.boy-ahce \flam-'b6i-9n(t)s\ aha flam-boy-an-cy \-9n-se\ n
: the quality or state of being flamboyant

iflam.boy.ant \-9nt\ adj[¥, fr. prp- of jlamboyer to flame, fr. OF,
fr. flambe] 1 often cap : characterized by waving curves suggesting
flames <^^ window tracery) 2 : florid, ornate; also ; resplend-
ent 3 : given to dashing display : showt — flam.boy.ant.ly adv
^flamboyant n ; royal poinciana
iflame \'flam\ n IME jlaume, flaumbe, fr. ME flamme (fr. Lflam-
ma) & jlambe, fr. OF. fr. Jlamble, fr. L jlammula, dim. of flamma
flame; akin to Lflagrare to bum] 1 : the glowing gaseous part of a
fire 2 a : a state of blazing combustion b : a condition or ap-
pearance suggesting a flame c : brilliance, luminescence
3 : burning zeal or passion 4 : sweetheart syn see blaze

2flame vi 1 ; to bum with a flame : blaze 2 : to burst or break out
violently or passionately 3 : to shine brightly ; glow '^ vt

1 : to send or convey by means of flame 2 : to treat or affect with
flame; esp ; to cleanse, sterilize, or destroy by fire — flam-er n
flame cell n : a hollow cell with a tuft of vibratile cilia of the ex-
cretory system of various lower invertebrates
flame cultivatOT n : a flamethrower to destroy small weeds
fla.men \'fla-m9n\ n, pi flamens or flam.i.nes \'flam-3-,nez\
[ME flamin fr. L jlamin-, jlamen} ; PRiEsr; esp : a priest of a
Roman god
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fla-men-co \fl9-'meo-C.)ko\ n [Sp, Flemish, like a gypsy, fr. MD
Vlaminc Fleming] ; a vigorous rhythmic dance style of the An-
dalusian gypsies
flame<out \'fla-,maut\ n : the cessation of operation of a jet air-
plane engine
name-proof \'flam-'pruf\ adj 1 ; resistant to the action of flame
2 : not burning on contact with flame

flame>throw>er \-,thr6{-a)r\ n : a device that expels from a nozzle
a burning stream of liquid or semiliquid fuel under pressure
flame tree n : any of several trees or shrubs with showy scarlet or
yellow flowers

flam-ing \'fla-mir]\ adj 1 : blazing 2 : suggesting a flame In
brilliance or wavy outline 3 : ardent, passionate —flam-ing-ly
\-mig-le\ adv

fla>min>go \fl3-'mlQ-(,)go\ n, pi flamingos also flamingoes
[obs. Sp Jlamengo {now flamenco), fr. MD Vlaminc Fleming] ; any
of several aquatic birds (family Fhoenicopteridae) with long legs
and neck, webbed feet, a broad lamellated bill resembling that of a
duck but abruptly bent downward, and usu. rosy-white plumage
with scarlet wing coverts and black wing quills

flam-ma'bil'i'ty \,flam-a-'bil-3t-e\ n ; ability to support combus-
tion; esp ; a high capacity for combustion

flam.ma.ble \'flam-3-b3l\ adj ILjlammare to flame, set on fire, fr.

jlammal : capable of being easily ignited and of burning with ex-
treme rapidity — flammable n

flS>ne<ne \,fran-(3-)'re\ n [F] : aimlessness, idleness
fla>neur \fla-'n3r\ n [F jlaneur idler] : an aimless person: as
a ; man-about-town b : trifler
iflange \'flanj\ n [perh. alter, of jlanch (a curving charge on a
heraldic shield)] : a rib or rim for strength, for guiding, or for
attachment to another object
3fiange vt : to furnish with a flange — flang>er \'flan-j3r\ n
IflanK \'flarjk\ n [ME, fr. OF //anc, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
hlanca loin, flank — more at lank] la: the fleshy part of the side
between the ribs and the hip; broadly : the side of a quadruped
b : a cut of meat from this part of an animal 2 a : side b : the
right or left of a formation

2flank vt 1 : to protect a flank of 2 a : to attack or threaten the
flank of b : to turn the flank of 3 a : to be situated at the side of
: BORDER b : to place something on each side of — Ilanfe.er n

nan>nel \'flan-=l\ n. ojten attrib [ME Jlaunneol woolen cloth or
garment] 1 a : a soft twilled wool or worsted fabric with a loose
texture and a slightly napped surface b : a stout cotton fabric usu.
napped on one side 2 pi a: flannel underwear b :_ outer garments
of flannel; esp : men's trousers — flan>nel>ly \-'l-e\ adj

flan>nel>ette \,flan-^l-'et\ n : a cotton flannel napped on one or
both sides

iflap \'flap\ n [ME Jlappe] 1 : a stroke with something broad
: slap 2 obs : something broad and flat used for striking 3 : some-
thing that is broad, limber, or flat and usu. thin and that hangs loose
or projects freely: as a : a piece on a garment that hangs free b : a
piece of tissue partly severed from its place of origin for use in
surgical grafting c : an extended part forming the closure (as of an
envelope) d : a movable auxiliary airfoil usu. attached to an air-

plane wing's traiUng edge 4 ; the motion of something broad and
limber

sflap vb flapped; flap>ping vt 1 : to beat with or as if with a flap
2 : to toss sharply : fling 3 : to move or cause to move in flaps
^ vi 1 : to sway loosely usu. with a noise of striking and esp. when
moved by wind 2 a : to beat or pulsate wings or something sug-
gesting wings b : to progress by flapping 3 : to flutter ineffectively

flap>doo>dle \'flap-,diid-''l\ n [origin unknown] : nonsense
flap>jack \-,jak\ n : griddle cake
flap'per \'flap-3r\ n 1 a ; one that flaps b : something used in
flapping or striking c ; flipper 1 2 : a young woman; esp t one
who shows bold freedom from conventions in conduct and dress

flap'py \'flap-e\ adj 1 : SLACK, flabby 2 : flapping
iflare \'fla(3)r, 'fleC3)r\ vb [origin unknown] vi 1 a : to stream in
the wind b ; to burn with an unsteady flame 2 a : to shine with a
sudden light b ; to become suddenly excited or angry <'^ up)
3 : to open or spread outward ~ v/ 1 ; to display flaringly 2 : to
cause to flare 3 : to signal with a flare or by flaring

Sflare n l : an unsteady glaring light 2 a : a fire or blaze of hght
used to signal, illuminate, or attract attention; also : a device or
composition used to produce such a flare b ; a temporary out-
burst of energy trom a small area of the sun's surface 3 : a sudden
outburst (as of sound, excitement, or anger) 4 : a spreading out-
ward; also ; a place or part that spreads 5 : light resulting from
reflection (as between lens surfaces) or an effect of this light (as a
fogged or dense area in a photographic negative) syn see blaze

flare-back \-,bak\ n : a burst of flame back or out (as from a fur-
nace) in a direction opposite to that of normal operation
flare-up \-,3p\ n 1 : a sudden bursting into flame or Ught 2 : a
sudden outburst or intensification

flar<ing adj 1 a : flaming brightly or unsteadily; ojten : dazzling
b : GAUDY 2 : opening or spreading outward — flar>ing*ly
\-io-le\ adv
iflash \'flash\ vb iMB jiaschen, of imit origin] vi 1 ; rush, dash— used of flowing water 2 : to break forth in or hke a sudden
flame or flare 3 a : to appear suddenly b : to move with great
speed 4 a : to break forth or out so as to make a sudden display
b : to act or speak vehemently and suddenly esp. in anger 5 : to
gleam or glow intermittently '« vr 1 a archaic ; splash b ; to
fill by a sudden inflow of water 2 a ; to cause the sudden appear-
ance of (light) b : to cause to burst violently into flame; also ; to
burn for determining character of residue c (1) : to cause (Hght)
to reflect (2) : to cause (as a mirror) to reflect light d : to convey
by means of flashes of light 3 a ; to make known or cause to ap-
pear with great speed b : to show off c : to expose to view sud-
denly and briefly 4 : to cover with or form into a thin layer: as
a ; to protect against rain by covering with sheet metal or a substi-

tute b : to coat with a thin layer 5 : to subject to exposure to light

before development in order to modify detail or tone— flash*ern
syn FLASH, gleam, glance, glint, sparkle, GLrrXER, GLISTEN,

glimmer, shimmer mean to send forth light, flash impUes a sudden
and transient outburst of bright light; gleam suggests a steady light

seen through an obscuring medium or against a dark background;
GLANCE suggests a bright darting light reflected from a quickly

9 abut; ^9 kitten; or further; ^a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

f joke; r) sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tU tltin; tg tHis;

moving surface; glint Implies a cold-glancing Ught; sparkle
suggests irmumerable moving points of bright hght; GLriTER
connotes a brilliant sparkhng or gleaming, but often connotes a
cold or menacing quahty; glisten applies to the soft sparkle from a
wet or oily surface; glimmer suggests a faint, or wavering gleam;
SHIMMER implies a soft tremulous gleaming or a blurred reflection

ailash n 1 a : a sudden burst of light b : a movement of a flag in
signaling 2 : a sudden and brilliant burst (as of wit) 3 : a brief
time 4 a : show, display; esp ; a vulgar ostentatious display
b archaic : a showy ostentatious person c ; one that attracts
notice; esp : an outstanding athlete 5 obs ; thieves' slang 6 : a
rush of water released to permit passage of a boat 7 : something
flashed: as a ; glimpse, look b : smile c : a first brief news
report d : flashlight 2.3 e : a quick-spreading flame or momen-
tary intense outburst of radiant heat

3flash adj 1 a : flashy, showy b : sporty, fast c : of. relating
to, or characteristic of persons considered social outcasts ('^
language) 2 ; of sudden origin and short duration
flash.back \'flash-.bak\ n X : interruption of chronological
sequence in a literary or theatrical work by Interjection of events
of earlier occurrence 2 : a recession of flame to an unwanted
position (as into a blowpipe)
flash-board \-,bo(9)rd, -.b6(3)rd\ n : one or more boards project-
ing above the top of a dam to Increase the depth of the water

flash.bulb \-,b3lb\ n : an electric flash lamp in which metal foil

or wire is burned
flash card n ; a card bearing words, numbers, or pictures briefly
displayed (as by a teacher to a class during reading drills)

flash flood n : a local flood of great volume and short duration
generally resulting from heavy rainfall In the Immediate vicinity— flash.flood \'flash-'fl3d\ vi

flash*gun \-,g3n\ n l i a device for holding and Igniting flash-
light powder 2 : a device for holding and operating a flashbulb

flash.i.ly \'flash-a-le\ adv : in a flashy manner or style
flash-i.ness \'flash-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being flashy
fiash*ing n : sheet metal used in waterproofing roof valleys or
hips or the angle between a chimney and a roof

flash lamp n : a usu. electric lamp for producing a brief but in-
tense flash of hght for taking photographs

flash-light \'flash-,m\ n 1 : a flash of light or a Ught that flashes;
esp : a scintillating Ught or a light of regularly varying brightness in
a lighthouse 2 a : a sudden bright artificial light used in taking
photographic pictures b : a photograph taken by such a Ught
3 : a small battery-operated portable electric light

flash-over \'flash-,5-v9r\ n : an abnormal electrical discharge
(as through the air to the ground from a high potential source)

flash poiut \-,p6int\ n ; the lowest temperature at which vapors
above a volatile combustible substance ignite in air when
exposed to flame
flash.tube \'flash-.t(y)Ub\ n : strobotron
flashy \'flash-e\ adj 1 : insipid 2 : momentarUy dazzling
3 a : superficially attractive : bright b : showy syn see gaudy

flask \'flask\ n, ojten attrib IMP jlasque powder flask, deriv. of
LL jlascon-, fiasco bottle, prob. of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
flaska bottle] 1 : a container often somewhat narrowed toward
the outlet and often fitted with a closure; esp : a broad flat-

tened necked vessel used esp. to carry alcoholic beverages on the
person 2 : a frame that holds molding sand used in a foundry

iflat \'flat\ arfy" flat.ter; flat-test [ME, fr. ON flat r: akin to OHG
flaz flat, Gk ptatys — more at place] 1 : having a continuous hori-
zontal surface 2 a : lying at full length or spread out upon the
ground : prostrate b : resting with a surface against something
3 : having a relatively smooth or even surface 4 : arranged or
laid out so as to be level or even 5 : having the major surfaces
essentially parallel and distinctly greater than the minor surfaces
<a ~ piece of wood) 6 a : clearly unmistakable : downright
b : absolute, fixed; also : exact, precise 7a : lacking in anima-
tion, zest, or vigor ; dull b : lacking savor : insipid c : deflated— used of tires 8 a : lower than the proper pitch b (1) : lower by
a half step (tone of A ~) (2) : having a flat in the signature <the
key of B ^) c of the vowe! a : pronounced as in bad or bat 9 : hav-
ing a low trajectory 10 : not having an inflectional ending or
sign — used esp. of an infinitive without the sign to or of an adverb
with no adverbial ending 11 of a sail : taltt 12 a : uniform in

hue or shade h of a painting : having little or no illusion of depth
C of a photograph or negative : lacking contrast &of a photographic
lighting arrangement : not emphasizing shadows or contours 6
: free from gloss syn see insipid, level — flat-ly adv— flat>ness n

2flat n 1 : a level surface of land with Utile or no relief : plain
2 : a flat part or surface 3 a ; a musical note or tone one half step
lower than a specified note or tone b : a character b on a line or
space of the musical staff indicating a half step drop in pitch
4 : something flat: as a : a shallow box in which seedlings are
started to : a flat-bottomed boat c : a flat piece of theatrical

scenery d : a shoe or slipper having a flat heel or no heel 5 : a
deflated tire

3flat adv 1 : in a flat manner : flatly: as a : on or against a flat

surface b : at full length c : directly d : completely e : below
the proper musical pitch 2 ; without interest charge

4flat vb flat-ted flat>ting : flatten
sflat n 1 : a floor or story in a building 2 : an apartment on one floor
iflat-bed \.flat-,bed\ adj : having a horizontal bed on which a
horizontal printing surface rests

2flat-bed \'flat-,\ 71 ; a motortruck or trailer with a body In the
form of a platform or shaUow box

flat-boat \'flat-,bot\ n : a boat with a flat bottom and square
ends used for transportation of bulky freight esp. in shallow waters

flat<Cap \-,kap\ n 1 : a round low-crowned cap worn in 16th and
17th century England esp. In London 2 : a wearer of a flatcap;

esp ; a Londoner
flat-car \-,kar\ n ; a railroad freight car without permanent
raised sides, ends, or covering

flat-fish \-,fish\ n : any of an order (Heterosomata) of marine
teleost fishes (as the halibuts, flounders, turbots, and soles) that
as adults swim on one side of the laterally compressed body and
have both eyes on the upper side

flat-foot \-.fut (always so in sense 3), -'fiitX n,p/ flat-feet 1 ; a con-
dition in wiiich the arch of the instep is flattened so that the entire

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life
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sole rests upon the ground 2 ; a foot affected with flatfoot 3 ! a
person having or held likely to have flatfeet: as a or pi flatfoots
slang : policeman; esp l a patrolman walking a regular beat
b slang : SAILOR
lllat-loot.ed \'flat-'fut-3d\ adj 1 : affected with flatfoot; broadly
; walking with a dragging or shambling gait 2a: firm and well
balanced on the feet h : determined, forthright 3 : unready— flat-foot-ed'ly adv — flat-foot*ed*uess n
2flat—looted adv : in an open and determined manner : flatly
flat-hat \'flat-,hat\ vi [It. an alleged incident in which a pedes-
trian's hat was crushed by a low-flying plane] : to fly low in an
airplane in a reckless manner ; hedgehop — flat-liat*ter n
Flat.head \'flat-.hed\ n, pi Flatheads or Flathead 1 : a member
of any of several Indian peoples of No. America that formerly
practiced head-flattening 2 : a member of a Sahshan people of west-

Montana 3 not cap : any of various fishes with more or less
flat heads

flat-iron \'nat-.T(-3)m\ n ; an iron for ironing clothes
flat knot n l REEF KNOT _
flat.ling \'flat-lio\ or flat-lings \-lioz\ adv,
dial Brit : with a flat side or edge

flat silver n i eating or serving utensils made of
or plated with silver

flat.ten \'flat-=n\ vb flat-ten-ing N'flat-nio,
-'n-ir)\ vt 1 : to make flat; as a ; level,
SMOOTH b : to lay low ; ruin 2 ; to make (as

paint) lusterless '^ vi 1 : to become flat or
natter 2 a : to manipulate an airplane so as
to bring its longitudinal axis parallel with the
ground — used with out b of an airplane : to
assume such a position — flat>ten>er \'flat-i

Iflat.ter \'flat-3r\ vb [ME Jlaieren, fr. OF jlater to lick, flatter,
of Gmc origin; akin to OHG Jlaz flat] vt 1 : to praise excessively
esp. from motives of self-interest 2 a archaic : to make more
pleasant ; beguile b : to raise the hope of or gratify esp. by false
or specious representations 3 a : to portray too favorably b ; to
display to advantage -^ vi: to use flattery — flat*ter*er \-3r-3r\ n— flat<ter-ing*ly \-a-riD-Ie\ adv

2flatter n ; one that flattens: as a : a drawplate with a narrow
rectangular orifice for drawing flat strips b : a flat-faced swage
used in smithing

flat-tery \"flat-3-re\ n 1 a : the act or practice of flattering b (D
; something that flatters (2) ; insincere or excessive praise 2 obs
; a pleasing self-deception

flat«top \'flat-,tap\ n : something with a flat or flattened upper
suiface; esp : aircraft carrier

flat.u.lence \'flach-3-lan(t)s\ also llat-u-len-cy \-l9n-se\ n : the
quahty or state of being flatulent

flat.U.lent \-l3nt\ adj [MF, fr. L flatus act of blowing, wind, fr.

Jlatus, pp. of jfare to blow — more at blow] la: marked by or
affected with gases generated in the intestine or stomach b : likely
to cause digestive flatulence 2 : pretentious without real worth or
substance : turgid syn see inflated — flat*u>lent'ly adv

fla*tus \'flat-ss\ n [L] : gas generated in the stomach or bowels
flat-ware \'flat-,wa(3)r, -,we(3)r\ n : tableware more or less flat
and usu. formed or cast in a single piece; esp : flat silver

flat-wise \-,wTz\ or flat-ways \-,wa2\ adv : with the flat side
downward or next to another object

flat-work \-,wark\ n : articles that in laundering can be finished
mechanically as distinguished from those requiring hand ironing
flat-worm \-,w3rm\ n : platvhelminth; esp : turbellarian
flaunt \'fI6nt, 'flant\ vb [prob, of Scand origin; akin to ON Jlana
to rush around — more at planet] vi 1 : to wave or flutter showily
2 : to display or obtrude oneself to pubhc notice -^ vt l to display
ostentatiously or impudently : parade syn see show ~ Haunt n— flaunt*ing*]y \-ir]-le\ adv — flaunty \'^fl6nt-e, 'flant-\ adj

flau-tist \'fl6t-ast, 'flaut-\ n lit Jlautista, h.Jlauto flute, fr. OProv
Jlaui] : flutist
fla-va-none \'flav-3-.non\ n [L//avus -I- ISV -ane + -onel : a color-
less crystalline ketone CisHizOz; also : any of the derivatives of this
ketone many of which occur in plants often in the form of glycosides

fla-Vln \'fla-v3n\ n [ISV, fr. L Jlavus yellow — more at blue]
; a yellow water-soluble nitrogenous pigment derived from isoal-
loxazine and occurring in the form of nucleotides as coenzymes of
flavoproteins; esp : riboflavin

fla-vine \'fla-,ven\ n [ISV. fr. Ljlavus} : a yeUow acridine dye (as
acriflavine) often used medicinally for its antiseptic properties
fla-vone \'fla-,von\ n [ISV, fr. L Jlavusl : a colorless crystalline
ketone CibHiqOz found on the leaves, stems, and seed capsules of
many primroses; also : any of the derivatives of this ketone many of
which occur as yellow plant pigments in the form of glycosides— lla-vo-noid \'na-v3-,ndid\ adj or n

fla-vo-nol \'fla-v3-,n61, -,n61\ n ; any of various hydroxy deriva-
tives of fiavone

fla-VO'Pro-tein \,fla-,vo-'pro-,ten, -'prot-e-3n\ n [ISV jlavin -t-

-o- + proteini : a dehydrogenase that contains a flavin and often a
metal and plays a major role in biological oxidations
ifla-vor or chiejly Brit fla-voui \'fla-var\ n [ME, fr. MF jlaor,
jlavor, fr. (assumed) VL jlator, fr. L jlare to blow] 1 a archaic
: odor, fragrance b : the quality of something that affects the
sense of taste : savor c : the blend of taste and smell sensadons
evoked by a substance in the mouth 2 : a substance that flavors
3 : characteristic or predominant quaUty syn see taste — fla-
vored \-vard\ adj

sflavor or chiejly Brit flavoUT vt fla-vor-ing \'flav-(a-)rlo\ : to
give or add flavor to

fla-vor-ful \'fla-v9r-f3l\ adj : fuU of flavor : savory — fla«vor-
ful-ly \-f3-le\ adv

fla-vor-ing n : flavor 2
fla- vor-less \'fla-v3r-l3s\ adj ; lacking in flavor : flat <-^ platitudes)
fla.vor-some \-s3m\ adj : flavorful
Ulaw \'fl6\ n [ME prob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw jlaga flake,
flaw; akin to OE Jlean to flay] 1 obs : fragment 2 : a faulty
part : CRACK 3 : fault, defect; esp ; a fault in a legal paper that
may nullify it syn see blemish — flaw-less \-l3s\ adj — flaw-
less-ly adv — flaw-less-ness n
3flaw vt : to make flaws in : crack ^ vi : to become defective
3flaw n [of Scand origin; akin to 'Notv/ Jlaga gust; akin to hplangere
to beat — more at plaint] 1 : a sudden brief burst of wind; also
I a spell of stormy weather 2 obs : an outburst esp. of passion

flax X'flaksN n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE fleax; akin to OHG flahs
flax, L plectere to braid] 1 : any of a genus {Linum of the family
Linaceae, the flax family) of herbs; esp : a slender erect annual
{L. usitatissimum) with blue flowers commonly cultivated for its

bast fiber and seed 2 : the fiber of the flax plant esp. when pre-
pared for spinning 3 ; any of several plants resembling flax

flax-en \'flak-san\ adj 1 : made of flax 2 : resembling flax esp.
in pale soft strawy color

flax-seed \'flak-,sed\ n : the seed of flax used as a soiurce of oil and
medicinally as a demulcent and emollient

flaxy \'flak-se\ adj : resembling flax esp. in texture : flaxen
flay \'na\ vt [ME jlen, fr. OE jlean; akin to ON fid to flay. Lith
plesti to tear] 1 : to strip off the skin or surface of : skin 2 a : to
strip of possessions : fleece b : to criticize harshly : excoriate
F layer n l : the highest and most densely ionized regular layer of
the ionosphere occurring at night within the F region 2 : the for-
est soil zone marked by abundant plant remains undergoing decay

flea \'fle\ n [ME fie, fr. OE flea; akin to
OHG floh flea] 1 : any of an order (Si-

phonaptera) of wingless bloodsucking insects
that have a hard laterally compressed body
and legs adapted to le<iping and feed on
warm-blooded animals 2 : flea beetle— flea in one's ear : an irritating hint or
warning : rebuke jj^g fle^

flea-bane \-,ban\ n : any of various com-
posite plants (as of the genera Erigeron and Artemisia) supposed to
drive away fleas

flea beetle n : any of various small beetles (as of the genera Altica
and Epitrix) with legs adapted for leaping that feed on foUage and
sometimes serve as vectors of virus diseases of plants

flea-bite \'fle-,bTt\ « 1 : the bite of a flea; also ; the red spot caused
by such a bite 2 : a trifling pain or annoyance

flea-bit-ten X-.bit-'nX adj 1 : bitten by or infested with fleas

2 of a horse : having a white or gray coat flecked with bay or sorrel

flea-hop-per \-,hap-3r\ n : any of various small jumping bugs that
feed on cultivated plants

flea market n ; a street market for cheap or secondhand articles

flea weevil n : any of various small broad weevils with legs adapted
for leaping and with larvae that are leaf miners

flea-wcri \'fle-,w9rt, -,w6(a)rt\ n : an Old World plantain {Plan-
tago psyllium) whose seeds swell and become gelatinous when moist

fleche X'flash, 'fleshX n [F, lit., arrow] : spire; esp : a slender spire
above the intersection of the nave and transepts of a church
ifleck \'flek\_vr [back-formation h. flecked spotted, fr. ME, prob.
fr. ON flekkottr, fr. flekkr spot] : streak, spot

2fleck n 1 ; spot, mark 2 : flake, particle
flec-tiOU \'flek-sh3n\ n [alter, oi flexion, fr. L flexion-, flexio, fr.

flexus, pp. of fleetere to bend] 1 : the act of flexing or bending
2 : a part bent : bend 3 : inflection 3 4 usu fiex-ion a : a
bending of a joint between the bones of a limb by which the angle
between the bones is diminished b : a forward raising of the arm
or leg by a movement at the shoulder or hip joint — flec-tion-al
Vshnal, -sh9n-'l\ adj

fledge \'flej\ vb [fledge (capable of flying), fr. ME flegge, fr. OE
-flycge; akin to OHG flucki capable of flying, OEfleogan to fly]

VI 1 of a bird : to acquire the feathers necessary for flight 2 o]
an insect : to attain the winged adult stage -^ vt 1 ; to rear un-
til ready for flight or independent activity 2 : to cover with or
as if with feathers or down 3 : to furnish with feathers

fledg-ling \'flej-Ur]\ n 1 : a young bird just fledged 2 : an Im-
mature or inexperienced person

flee \'fle\ vb fled \'fled\ flee.ing [ME flen, fr. OE fleon; akin to
OHG fliohan to flee] vi 1 : to run away from danger or evil ; fly
2 : to pass away swiftly ; vanish ^ vt i to run away from : shun

ifleece \'fles\ n [ME flees, fr. OE fleos; akin to MHG vlius fleece,

L pluma feather, down] 1 a : the coat of wool covering a sheep
or similar animal b : the quantity of wool shorn at one time
2 a : any of various soft or woolly coverings b : a soft bulky deep*
piled knitted or woven fabric used chiefly for clothing

2fleece vt 1 ; to remove the fleece from : shear 2 : to strip of
money or property by fraud or extortion 3 : to dot or cover with
fleecy masses

fleeced \'flest\ adj l ; covered with or as If with a fleece 2 of a
textile ; having a soft nap

fleech \'flech_\ vb [ME (Sc) flechen^ dial X COAX, wheedle
fleecy \'fle-se\ adj : covered with, made of, or resembling fleece

ifleer \'fli(3)r\ vi [ME fleryen, of Scand origin; akin to Nonv
flire to giggle — more at flimflam] : to laugh or grimace in a
coarse manner : sneer syn see scoff — fleer-ing-ly \-io-le\ adv

2fleer n ; a word or look of derision or mockery
ifleet \'flet\ vb [ME fleten, fr. OE fleotan; akin to OHG fliozzan
to float, OE flowan to flow] vi 1 dial Brit : float 2 obs : drift
3 a archaic ; flow b : to fade away ; vanish 4 : to fly swiftly

: flit '^ vt 1 : to cause (time) to pass 2 [alter, of flif] ; to move
or change in position <^ a hawser) syn see while

afleet n IME_ flete. fr. OE fleot estuary, river; akin to MHG vliez

river, OE fleotan to float] dial Eng : a shallow inlet : creek
3fleet n [ME flete, fr. OE fleot ship, fr. fleotan} 1 : a number of
warships under a single command 2 ; a group (as of ships, planes,
or trucks) operated under unified control

4fleet adj [prob. fr. ^fieetl 1 : swift in motion : nimble 2 : eva-
nescent, fleeting syn see fast — fleet-ly adv ~ fleet-ness n

fleet admiral n ; an admiral of the highest rank whose insignia Is

five stars

fleet-ing adj : passmg swiftly : transitory syn see transient —
fleet-ing-ly \-ir)-le\ adv — neet-ing>ness n

Fleet Street \'flet-\ n [Fleet Street, London, England, center of
the London newspaper district] ; the London press

Flem-ing \'nem-io\ n [ME, fr. MD Vlaminc, fr. Vlam- (as in
Vlamland Flanders)] ; a member of the Germanic people inhabit-
ing northern Belgium and the Nord department of France
iFlem-isti \'flem-ish\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
Flanders or the Flemings or their language

sFlemish n l : the Germanic language of the Flemings 2 pi
: FLEMINGS 3 : a rabbit of a breed prob. of Belgian origin that is

characterized by large size, vigor, and solid coat color in black,
white, or gray — called also Flemish giant
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iflesh V'fleshV n. often attrlb [ME, fr. OE Jlxsc; akin to OHG
jleisk flesh] la: the soft parts of the body of an animal and esp.
of a vertebrate; esp ; the parts composed chiefly of skeletal muscle
as distinguished from visceral structures, bone, and integuments
b : sleek well-fatted condition of body c : skin 2 a : edible parts
of an animal b : flesh of a mammal or bird that is an article of diet
3a: the physical being of man b ; human nature 4 a : human
beings b : hving beings c ; stock, kindred 6 : a fleshy plant
part used as food; also : the fleshy part of a fruit 6 Christian
Science ; an illusion that matter has sensation— fleshed \ 'flesht\ adj
aaesh vt 1 a : to feed (as a hawk) with flesh from the kill to en-
courage interest in the chase b ; to initiate or habituate esp. by
giving a foretaste 2 archaic ; gratify 3 ; to clothe or cover with
or as if with flesh; broadly : to give substance to 4 : to free from
flesh '^ vi : to become fleshy — often used with up or out

flesb fly n ; a two-winged fly whose maggots feed on flesh
flesb>i>ness \'flesh-e-n3s\ n : the state of being fleshy : corpulence
flesh'iug \'flesh-ir)\ n 1 p! t close-fitting usu. flesh-colored tights
2 pi : material removed in fleshing a hide or skin 3 a : the distribu-
tion of the lean and fat on an animal b : the capacity of an animal
to put on fat

flesb.ly \'flesh-le\ adj 1 a : corporeal, bodily b : carnal,
sensual; esp ; lascivious c : not spiritual : worldly 2 : fleshy,
PLUMP 3 : sensuous syn see carnal
flesh.ment \'flesh-m3nt\ n i^jleshj obs I excitement attending a
successful beginning

flesh-pots \'flesh-,pats\ n p/ 1 : bodily comfort 2 : a place of
luxurious entertainment

fleshy \'flesh-e\ adj 1 a : marked by, consisting of, or resembling
flesh b : marked by abundant flesh; esp : corpulent 2a: suc-
culent, pulpy b : not thin, dry, or membranaceous

fletch \'flech\ v^ [back-formation fr. Jletcher} : feather
flelch.er \'flech-9r\ n [ME jleccher, fr. OF Jlechier, fr. Jleche
arrow] : a maker of arrows

Fletch.er.ism \'flech-3-.riz-3m\ n [Horace Fletcher tl919 Am
nutritionist] : the practice of eating in small amounts and only
when hungry and of chewing one's food thoroughly

fleur-de-lis or fleur-de-lys \,flard-'l-'e, ,flurd-\ n, pi
Ileurs-de-lis or fleur-de-lis or lleurs-de-lys or
fleur-de-lys \,fl3rd-=l-'e(z), .flurd-\ [ME jlourdelb,
fr. MF Jlor de lis, lit., Uly flower] 1 : iris 3 2 : a
conventionalized iris in art and heraldry

fleu.ry \'fluC3)r-e\ adj [alter, of ME//or>', fr. Of' Jlore,
fr. Jlor flower — more at flower] oJ a heraldic cross
; having the ends of the arms broadening out into the fleur-de-lis
heads of fleurs-de-lis — see cross illustration 2
flew past oJ fly
flews \'fluz\ n pi [origin unknown] ; the pendulous lateral parts of
a dog's upper lip

iflex \'fleks\ vb IL flexus, pp. of jlectere'] vr 1 : to bend esp. re-
peatedly 2 : to cause flexion of — vi : bend

zilex rt 1 : an act or instance of flexing 2 [short for jlexible cord"]
chiejly Brit : electric cord

flex.i-bil.i.ty \,flek-s3-'bil-at-e\ n : flexible quality or state
flex-i.ble \'flek-s9-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of being flexed : pliant
2 : yielding to influence : tractable 3 : capable of responding or
conforming to_ changing or new situations syu see elastic —
Ilex.i-bly \-ble\ adv

flex>ile \'flek-S3l, -,sTl\ adj : flexible
flexion var oj flection
flex>or \'flek-s3r\ n ; a muscle that produces flexion
flex-u-os-i-ty \,flek-sh3-'was-3t-e\ « 1 : the quality or state of
being flexuous 2 : a winding part

flex.U-OUS \'fleksh-(3-)w3s\ adj [L flexuosus, fr. jlexus bend, fr.

flexus, pp.] : having turns or windings — flex-u*ous<ly adv
flex.ur.al \'flek-sh(a-)r3l\ adj I : of. relating to, or resulting from
flexure 2 : characterized by flexure

flex>uie \'flek-sh3r\ n 1 : the quality or state of being flexed
: flection 2 : turn, fold

fley \'fla\ vt [ME flayen, fr. OE aflegan, fr. a-, perfective prefix +
-flegan to put to flight] Scot ; frighten

flib.ber-ti.gib.bet \,flib-3rt-e-'jib-3t\ n [ME flepergebetl i a silly
restless person — flib-ber-ti-gib-bety \-3t-e\ adj

flic \'flek\ n [F] : a Parisian policeman
iflick \'flik\ n [imit.] 1 : a light sharp jerky stroke or movement
2 : a sound produced by a flick 3 : daub, splotch

2flick vt 1 a ; to strike lightly with a quick sharp motion b ; to
remove with light blows 2 : to cause to move with a flick '^ vi

1 : FLUTTER 2 : to direct flicks at something
SfUck n [short for ^flicker} : movie — usu. used in pi.

iflick.er \*flik-ar\ vb fUck-er.ing \-{s-)ria\ IMEjlikeren, fr. OE
flicorian ] vi 1 a : to waver unsteadily : flutter b ; to move in a
quick glancing manner 2 ; to bum fitfully or with a fluctuating
light 3 : to appear in a tremulous incomplete form '»- vf 1 : to
cause to flicker 2 : to produce by flickering

2fllcker n 1 a : an act of flickering b : a sudden brief movement
C : a momentary quickening 2 : a wavering light 3 : movie —
often used in pi. — flick-ery \'flik-(3-)re\ adj
3fUcker n [prob. fr. ^jlickl : a common large brightly marked wood-
pecker {Colaptes auratus) of eastern No. America; also : any of
several related birds of the southern and western U.S.

flick-er-tail \'flik-ar-,tal\ n : a ground squirrel (Citellus richard-
sonf) chiefly of the north-central U.S. and adjacent Canada

fli.er or fly-er \'nT(-3)r\ n 1 : one that flies; specif : airman
2 : a reckless or speculative venture 3 : an advertising circular for
mass distribution 4 : a step in a straight flight of steps

1 flight \'flTt\ n [ME, fr. OE flyht; akin to MD vluchi flight, OE
jleogan to fly] la; an act or instance of passing through the air
by the use of wings b : the ability to fly 2 a : a passing through
the air or through space outside the earth's atmosphere b : the
distance covered in such a flight c : swift movement 3 a : a trip
made by or in an airplane b ; an airplane making a scheduled
flight 4 : a group of similar beings or objects flying through
the air together 5 : a brilliant, imaginative, or unrestrained
exercise or display 6 : a continuous series of stairs from one
landing or floor to another 7 : a unit of the U. S. Air Force
below a squadron — flight-less \-l3S\ adj

2flight vi : to rise, settle, or fly in a flock ~ vt : 'flush
3flight n [ME fluht, fliht: akin to OHG fluht flight, OE jleon to
flee] 1 : an act or instance of running away 2 : withdrawal or
transfer of capital to avoid loss

flight control n 1 : the control from a ground station of an air-
plane esp. by radio 2 : system of control devices of an airplane

flight deck n 1 ; the uppermost complete deck of an aircraft carrier
2 : the forward compartment in some airplanes

flight engineer n : a flight crewman responsible for mechanical
operation

flight leather n : one of the quills of a bird's wing or tail that
support it in flight — compare contour feather

llight-i-ness \'flit-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being flighty
syn see lightness

flight line n : a parking and servicing area for airplanes
flight path n : the path of the center of gravity of an airplane In
flight

flight pay n : an additional allowance paid to military personnel
on flight status

flight status n : the status of a person in the military participating
in regular authorized aircraft flights

flight Strip n : an emergency landing field beside a highway
flight surgeon n : an air force medical officer trained in aeromedicine
flight-test \'flit-,test\ vt : to test (an airplane) in flight
flighty \'flTt-e\ adj 1 : swift 2 archaic : whimsical 3 a : easily
excited : SKirrisH b ; lacking stability : irresponsible c : silly
iflim^flara \'fUm-,flam\ n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
flim mockery] 1 : deception, fraud 2 : hanky-panky
sflimflam vt : to subject to a flimflam — flira-flam-mer n
Jlim.si.ly \'flim-z3-le\ adv : in a flimsy manner
flim.si.ness \-ze-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being flimsy
Ulim.sy \"flim-ze\ adj [perh. alter, of ^film + -sy (as in tricksy)^
1 a : lacking strength or substance b : of inferior materials and
workmanship 2 : having little worth or plausibility syn see limp

2flimsy n 1 : a hghtweight paper used esp. for multiple copies
2 : a document printed on flimsy

flinch \'flinch\ VI [MF jlenchir to bend] : to shrink from or as if

from physical pain : wince; specif : to tense the muscles involun-
tarily in fear syn see recoil — flinch n — flinch^er n
flin^ders \'fUn-dsrz\ n pi [ME flendris] : splinters, fragments
Tiling \'flio\ vb flu-^g \'fl3r)\ fling-ing IME Jlingen, of Scand
origin; akm to ON flengja to whip, fid to flay — more at flay] vi

1 : to move in a brusque or headlong manner 2 : to kick or plunge
vigorously 3 Scot : caper ^ vt 1 a ; to throw with force or
recklessness b ; to cast aside : discard 2 : to place or send sud-
denly and unceremoniously 3 : spread, diffuse 4 : to give un-
restrainedly syn see throw — fling<er n

2fling n 1 ; an act or instance of flinging 2 : a casual try : attempt
3 : a period devoted to self-indulgence; esp : affair 3a

flint \'flint\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to OMG fUns pebble,
hard stone] 1 : a massive hard quartz that strikes fire with steel

2 : something used for striking fires; specif : an iron and cerium
alloy used in cigarette lighters 3 : something resembling flint in
hardness — flint vt ~ IlintUike \-.irk\ adj

flint corn n : an Indian com {Zea mays indurata) having hard homy
usu. rounded kernels with the soft endosperm enclosed by a hard
outer layer

flint glass n : heavy brilliant glass that contains lead oxide, has a
relatively high index of refraction, and is used for optical structures

flint.i.ly \'flint-'l-e\ adv : in a flinty manner
flint.i.ness \'flint-e-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being flinty
flint.lock \'fUnt-,lak\ n 1 : a lock for a gun or pistol of the 17th
and 18th centuries having a flint in the hammer for striking a spark
to ignite the charge 2 : a firearm fitted with a flintlock

flinty \'fUnt-e\ adj 1 : composed of or covered with flint 2 ; un-
yielding, stern

ifiip \'flip\ vb flipped; flip*ping [prob. imit.] vt la: to toss with
a sharp movement so as to cause to turn over in the air b : throw
2 : flick 1 3 : to turn over -^ vi 1 a : to make a twitching or
flicking movement b : to strike at something with such a move-
ment 2 : to move jerkily 3 : leaf 2 4 slang : to react violently

2flip n 1 : an act or instance of flipping 2 : the motion used in
flipping 3 : a somersault esp. when performed in the air 4 ; a
short quick football pass 5 : any of several mixed drinks

sflip adj ; flippant, impertinent
flip-flop \'flip-,flap\ n 1 : the sound or motion of something
flapping loosely 2 a : a backward handspring b : a sudden re-
versal of direction or point of view — flip-flop vi

flip.pan<cy \'flip-9n-se\ n : the quality or state of being flippant
syn see lightness

flip-pant \'flip-3nt\ adj [prob. fr. ^flipl 1 archaic ; glib, talkative
2 : lacking proper respect or seriousness t- flip»pant-ly adv

flip-pei \'flip-3r\ n 1 a : a broad flat limb (as of a seal) adapted for
swimming b : a flat rubber shoe with the front expanded into a
paddle used in skin diving 2 : one that flips

iflirt \'flart\ vb [origin unknown] vt 1 i flick 2 ! to move in a
jerky manner ^ vi 1 : to move erratically ; flit 2 a : to behave
amorously without serious intent b ; toy syn see trifle — flir-ta-

tion \,fl3r-'ta-sh3n\ n — llirt-er n — flirty \'flsrt-e\ adj
2llirt n 1 : an act or instance of flirting 2 : a person who flirts

flir'ta-tious X.flar-'ta-shssX adj : inclined to flirt : coquettish— flir-ta-tious-ness n
flit \'flit\ v/ flit-ted; flit-Ung [ME //iVren, of Scand origin; akin to
ON flytjask to move, OE fleotan to float] 1 : to pass quickly or
abruptly from one place to another 2 archaic : alter, shift
3 : to move in an erratic fluttering manner — flit n

flitch VflichV n [ME fHeche, fr. OE flicce-i 1 : a side of pork
cured and smoked as bacon 2 a : a longitudinal section of a log
b : a bundle of sheets of veneer laid together in sequence 3 : one
of the parts secured together to make a girder or beam

iflit.ter \'flit-sr\ vi [freq. of //(/] : flutter, fucker
2flitter n : one that flits

fliv.ver \'fliv-ar\ n [origin unknown] : a small cheap usu. old
automobile

ifloat \'fl6t\ n [ME jlote boat, float, fr. OEflota ship- akin to OHG
jloz raft, stream, OE fleotan to float — more at fleet] 1 ; an act or
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instance of floating 2 : something that floats In or on the surface
of a fluid: as a : a cork or bob buoying up the baited end of a
fishing line b : a floating platform anchored near a shoreline for
use by swimmers or boats c ; a hollow ball that floats at the end
of a lever in a cistern, tank, or boiler and regulates the liquid level
d : a sac containing air or gas and buoying up the body of a plant
or animal : pneumatophore e : a watertight structure giving an
airplane buoyancy on water 3 : a tool or apparatus for smoothing
a surface 4 : a government grant of a fixed amount of land not
yet located by survey out of a larger specific tract 5 a : a vehicle
with a platform used to carry an exhibit in a parade h : the vehicle
and exhibit together 6 : an amount of money represented by
checks outstanding and in process of collection 7 : a drink con-
sisting of ice cream floating in a beverage— floaty \'flot-e\ adj
2noat vi 1 : to rest on the surface of or be suspended in a fluid
2 a : to drift on or through or as if on or through a liquid h : wan-
der 3 : to lack firmness of purpose : vacillate ~ v/ 1 : to cause
to float in or on the surface of a liquid 2 : to support (a structure)
on a mat or raft foundation when the ground gives poor support
3 : FLOOD 4 a : to gain support for b ; to place (securities) on the
market c ; to establish (an enterprise) by floating securities
d : NEGOTLATE <~ a loan>

float-age var oj flotage
floa.ta*tlon var oj flotation
float>er \'fl6t-3r\ n 1 a : one that floats ft : a person who floats
something 2 a ; a person who votes illegally in various polling
places ft : a person who represents an irregular constituency
3 a : a person without a permanent residence or regular employ-
ment ; vagrant ft ; an employee without a specific job 4 : a
slow baseball pitch with little or no spin
Coat'ing adj 1 : buoyed on or in a fluid 2 a : free from the usual
attachment <'^ rib) b : located out of the normal position <'^
kidney) 3a; continually drifting or changing position <~ popu-
lation) b : not presently committed or invested <'--' capital)
c : short-term and usu. not funded <.-^ debt) 4 : connected or
constructed so as to operate and adjust smoothly (-^ axle)

floating dock n : a dock that floats on the water and can be partly
submerged to permit entry of a ship and
raised to keep the ship high and dry

floating island n : a dessert consisting
of custard with floating masses of whipped
white of egg

float.plane \"not-,plan\ n : a seaplane
supported on the water by one or more
floats

llloc \'flak\ n [short for/ZoccH/^] 1 : a
flocculent mass formed by the aggrega-
tion of a number of fine suspended parti-
cles 2 : 3FL0CK 1,2,3

2floc vb flocced \'flakt\ floc»cing
\'frak-iri\ vi ; to aggregate into floes

floating dock

• vr : to cause to floe
flOCCOSe \'frak-.6s\ adj ILL jloccosus, fr. Ljloccus'\ : having tufts
of soft woolly hairs <•--- plants)
iflOC*cu-late \'flak-ya-l3t, -,lat\ adj : bearing small tufts of hairs
ailoccu-late \-.lat\ vi : to cause to aggregate into a flocculent
mass <~ clay) ^ vi : to become flocculated — floC'CU-la-tion
\,flak-y3-'la-sh3n\ n — Iloc*cu-la-tor \'frak-y3-.lat-3r\ n

3floc*cu>late \-l3t, -,lat\ n : something that has flocculated
lloccule \'flak-(,)yu(3)l\ n ILL Jtocculusl : a small loosely aggre-
gated mass of material suspended in or precipitated from a liquid

floccu-lence \'flak-y9-Ian(t)s\ n : a flocculent quality or state
lloccu.lent \-bnt\ adj ILjhccus + E -ulent} 1 : resembling wool
esp. in loose fluffy organization 2 ; covered with woolly material
3 : having a soft waxy covering

IloCGU.lUS \-l3S\ «, pi floc.CU-li \-.lT. -,le\ [LL, dim. of Ljloccus
flock of wool; akin to OHG blaha coarse linen] 1 : a small loosely
aggregated mass 2 : a bright or dark patch on the sun
mock \'flak\ n [ME, fr. OE jlocc crowd, band; akin to ON jlokkr
crowd, band] 1 : a group of birds or mammals assembled or herded
together 2 : a group under the guidance of a leader; specif : a
church congregation in relation to the pastor 3 : a large number
2nock VI : to gather or move in a crowd
aflocK n [ME] 1 : a tuft of wool or cotton fiber 2 : woolen or
cotton refuse used for stuffing furniture and mattresses 3 : very
short or pulverized fiber used to form a pattern on cloth or paper
or a protective covering on meial 4 : floc

4flock vt 1 : to fill with flock 2 : to decorate with flock
llock.ing \'nak-io\ n : a design in flock
Jloe \'flo\ n [prob. fr. Norw//o flat layer] 1 : floating ice formed
in a large sheet on the surface of a body of water 2 : ice floe
Hog \"flag\ v^ Hogged; flog.ging [perh. modif. of L jlagellare to
whip — more at flagellate] 1 : to beat with a rod or whip
; L\SH 2 ; to criticize harshly 3 : to force into action : drive— ilog'ger n

lilood \'flad\ n [ME. fr. OE jlod; akin to OHG jluot flood, OE
jlowan to flow] 1 : a rising and overflowing of a body of water esp.
onto normally dry land 2 : the flowing in of the tide 3 : an over-
whelming quantity or volume 4 : floodlight

aflood vt 1 : to cover with a flood : inundate 2 : to fill abundantly
or excessively; specij ; to supply with an excess of fuel ~ vi 1 ; to
pour forth in a flood 2 : to become filled with a flood — flood. er n

flood.gate \'fl3d-,gat\ n 1 : a gate for shutting out, admitting, or
releasing a body of water : sluice 2 : something serving to restrain
an outburst
inood.ligkt \-.lTt\ n 1 a : artiflcial illumination in a broad beam
b : a source of such illumination 2 : a lighting unit for projecting
a beam of light

sfloodlight vt : to illuminate by means of one or more floodlights
flood.plain \-,pIan\ n 1 ; level land that may be submerged by
floodwaiers 2 : a plain built up by stream deposition
Hood tide n 1 ; a rising tide 2 a : an overwhelming quantity
b : a high point : peak

flood-wa.ter V'flsd-.wot-sr, -,wat-\ n : the water of a flood
flood-way \-,wa\ n : a channel for diverting floodwaters
floo-ey \'flii-e\ adv {or adj) [origin unknown] ; awry, askew
Ifloor \'flo(3)r. 'fl6(3)r\ n, often attrib [ME //or, fr. OE jlor; akin
to OHG Jluor meadow, L planus level, Gk planasthai to wander]
1 : the part of a room on which one stands 2 a : the lower inside
surface of a hollow structure ft : a groimd surface 3 a : a structure
dividing a building into stories; also : story b : the occupants of

such a floor 4 : the surface of a structure on which one travels
5 a : a main level space (as in a legislative chamber) distinguished
from a platform or gallery b : the members of an assembly

(1) I the attention of an assembly (2) : the right to address an
assembly 6 : a lower limit : base

2floor vt 1 : to cover with a floor or flooring 2 a : to knock to the
floor b : shock, overwhelm c : defeat 3 : to press (the acceler-
ator of a vehicle) to the floorboard — floor. er n

floor.age \'flor-i], 'fl6r-\ n : floor space
floor.board \'flo{3)r-,b6(3)rd. 'fl6(9)r-.b6(3)rd\ n 1 : a board in
a floor 2 : the floor of an automobile

floor furnace n : a small furnace located close below the floor
floor.ing \'flor-iD. 'fldr-\ n 1 : floor 2 : material for floors
floor lamp n : a tall lamp that stands on the floor
floor leader n : a member of a legislative body chosen bv his party
to have charge of its organization and strategy on the floor

floor-length \'noO)r-'leo(k)th, 'fl6(3)r-\ adj : reaching to the
floor

floor show n : a series of acts presented in a nightclub
floor-walk-er \-,w6-k3r\ n : a supervisor of a section in a retail

floo-zy \'flu-ze\ n [origin unknown] : a tawdry or immoral woman;
specij : pROSTrruTE
iflop \*flap\ vb flopped; flop.ping [alter, of ^jlap'[ vi 1 : to swing or
bounce loosely 2 ; to throw or move oneself in a heavy, clumsy,
or relaxed manner 3 : to change suddenly 4 : to go to bed
5 : to fail completely -^ vr ; to move or drop heavily and noisily— flop, per n

2flop n 1 : an act or sound of flopping 2 : a complete failure : dud
3flop adv : right, squarely (fell '^ on his face)
flop.house \'flap-,haus\ n ; a cheap rooming house or hotel
flop.over \-,6-v3r\ n : a defect in television recepdon in which a
succession of frames appears to traverse the screen vertically

flop.py \'flap-e\ adj : tending to flop; esp : soft and flexible
flo.ra \'flor-3, 'fl6r-\ n, pi floras also flo.rae \'flo{3lr-,e, 'fl6(3)r-,
-,i\ [NL, fr. Flora, Roman goddess of flowers] 1 cap : the goddess
of flowers in Roman mythology 2 ; a treatise on or list of the plants
of an area or period 3 : plant life; esp : the plant life characteristic
of a region, period, or special environment — compare fauna

flo.ral\'flor-3l, 'fl6r-\ 'ii^;[L//or-,//oj flower— more at blow] : of
or relating to flowers or a flora — flo.ral-ly \-3-le\ adv

floral leaf n l : a modified leaf (as a sepal or petal) of the perianth
of a flower 2 : bract

flo.res.cence \fld-'res-'n(t)s, fla-X n [^L jlorescentia, fr. Ljlores-
cent-, jlorescens, prp. of Jlorescere, incho. of jlorere to blossom,
flourish — more at flourish] ; a state or period of flourishing— flo. res. cent \-'nt\ adj

flo.ret \'fl5r-9t, 'flor-X n IMEjlourette, fr. M¥ Jlouret, dim. of //our
flower] : a small fiower; esp : one of the small flowers forming the
head of a composite plant

flori- combjorm [L, fr. Jlor-Jlosl '. flower or flowers C//or/culture)
: something resemjjiing a flower or flowers <//or/aied)

flo.ri.at.ed \'flor-e-,at-9d. 'f\6r-\_adj :_having floral ornaments or a
floral form — flQ.ri.a.tion X.flor-e-'a-shgn, ,fl6r-\ n

flo.ri.ftun.da V.flor-a-'ban-ds. .fl6r-\ n [NL. fem. o{ floribundus
flowering freely] : any of various bush roses with large flowers in
open clusters that derive from crosses of polyantha and tea roses

flo.ri.cul.tur.al \,flor-9-'kalch-(3-ir3l, ,fl6r-\ adj : of or relating to
floriculture — flo.ri.cul-tur.al.ly \-e\ adv

flO-ri-CUl.ture X'flor-a-.ksl-char, 'fl6r-\ n : the cultivation and
management of ornamental and flowering plants — flo.ri.cul.tur-
ist \,flor-3-'k3lch-(3-)r3st. ,fl6r-\ n

flor.id \'fl6r-3d, 'flar-\ adj IL jloridus blooming, flowery, ir. Jlo-
rere'} 1 a obs : covered with flowers b : excessively flowery in style
: ornate 2 : tinged with red : ruddy 3 archaic : healthy— flo.rid.i.ty \fl3-'rid-at-e, fl6-\ n — flor.id-ly \'fl6r-3d-le,
'fl'ar-\ adv — flor.id.ness n

flO.rif.er.OUS \fl6-'rif-C3-")r3s\ adj ILjlorijer, fr. y/ori-] : bearing
flowers; esp : blooming freely — flo.rif.er.ous.ly adv — flo.rif-
er.ous.ness n

flo.ri.gen \'fl5r-3-J3n, 'flor-, 'flar-X n [ISV] : a hormone or hor-
monal agent that promotes flowering — flo.ri.gen. ic \,flor-3-
'jen-ik, .flor-. ,flar-\ adj

flo.ri.le.gi.um X.flor-a-'le-je-am, ,fl6r-. , flar-X n, pi flo.ri.le.gia
X-je-aX [NL, fr. h Jlorilegus culling flowers, h. flori- + legere to
gather — more at legend] : a volume of writings : anthology

flo.rin X'flor-an. 'flar-. 'Elor-X n [ME. fr. MP, fr. Olt fiorino, fr.

fiore flower, fr. h flor-, jlos; fr. the lily on the coins] 1 a : an old
gold coin first struck at Florence in 1252 b : any of various gold
coins of European countries patterned after the Florentine florin

2 a ; a British silver coin worth two shillings b ; any of several
similar coins issued in British Commonwealth countries 3 : gul-
den 4 : forint

flo.rist X'flor-ast, 'flor-, 'flar-X n ' one who sells flowers and orna-
mental plants — flo-rist-ry X-a-streX n

flo.riS'tic Xflo-'ris-tikX adj : of or relating to flowers, a flora, or
floristics — flo.riS'ti.caMy X-ti-k(a-)leX adv

flO-riS'tics X-tiksX n pi but sing or pi in consir : a branch of phytoge-
ography that deals numerically with plants and plant groups

-flo.rous X'fl5r-3S, 'flor-X adj comb form [LL -Jlorus, fr. L flor-,
flos} ; having or bearing (such or so many) flowers iuniflorous}
fio-ru-it X'fl6r-(y)3-w3t. 'flar-X " [L, he flourished, it. florere to
flourish] ; a period of flourishing

floss X'flas, 'flosX n [fr. or akin to D vlos: akin to MHG vlus, vlius

fleece — more at fleece] 1 ; waste or short silk fibers that cannot
be reeled 2 a ; soft thread of silk or mercerized cotton for em-
broidery bra lightweight wool knitting yam 3 : fluffy fibrous
material; esp l silk cotton

floss.flow.er X-.flau(-a)rX n : ageratum
flossy X'flas-e, 'fl6s-X adj 1 a : of , relating to. or having the charac-
teristics of floss b : downy 2 : stylish, glamorous

flo.ta X'fl6t-3X n [Sp] : a fleet of Spanish ships
flo.tage X'flot-ijX n l^float} 1 : flotation 1 2 : material that floats

flO'ta.tion Xflo-'ta-shanX n l^float} 1 ; the act, process, or state
of floating 2 : an act or instance of financing (as an issue of stock)
3 : the separation of the particles of a mass of pulverized ore ac-
cording to their relative capacity for floating on a given liquid;
also : any of various similar processes involving the relative capac-
ity of materials for floating
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IlO.tU-la \flo-'UI-3\ n [Sp, dim. ot Jlota fleet, fr. OF Jlote, fr. ON
Jloti; akin to OE Jlota ship, fleet] 1 : a fleet of ships; specij i a
navy organizational unit consisting of two or more squadrons of
small warships 2 ; a group resembling a flotilla of ships

flot.sam \'fIat-S3m\ n [ AF jloteson, fr. OF jloter to float, of Gmc
origin; akin to OEjlotian to float, //o/a ship] 1 ; floating wreckage
of a ship or its cargo 2 a : vagrant impoverished people b ; un-
important miscellaneous material
iflounce \'flaun(t}s\ vi [perh. of Scand origin; akin to Norw
Jlunsa to hurry] 1 a : to move with exaggerated jerky motions
b : to go with sudden determination 2 : flounder, struggle— flouncy \'flaun(t)-se\ adj

2fl0liuce n : an act or instance of flouncing
Sflounce n [alter, of earlier Jrounce, fr. ME Jrouncen to curl] : a
strip of fabric attached by one edge — llouncy \'flaun(t)-se\ adj

'flounce vt ; to trim with flounces
flounc>ing Vflaun(t)-sio\ n ; material used for flounces
ifloun.der \'flaun-d3r\ n, pi flounder or llounders [ ME, of Scand
origin; akin to ON flythra flounder, //a/r flat] : flatfish; esp : one
of either of two families (Pleuronectidae and Bothidae) that include
important marine food fishes

aflounder vi floun-der^lng \-dC3-)rir)\ [prob. alter, of jounder'i

1 ; to struggle to move or obtain footing 2 : to proceed clumsily
lllour \'flau(3)r\ n, ojten atlrib [ME — more at flower] 1 a
: finely ground meal of wheat usu. largely freed from bran b : a
similar meal of any cereal grain or edible seed or other product
2 : a fine soft powder — floury \'nau{a)r-e\ adj

2f]oui vt : to coat with or as if with flour ^ vi : to break up into
particles

tflour.ish \'flsr-ish, 'fl3-rish\ vft [ME Jlorisshen, fr. MF Jloriss-,
stem oi jlorir, fr. (assumed) \hJlorire, alter, of LJlorere, fr. jlor-,

Jlos flower] vj 1 ; to grow luxuriantly ; thrive 2 a : to achieve
success ; prosper b : to be in a state of activity or production
<—-ed around 1850) c : to reach a height of development or in-

fluence 3 : to make bold and sweeping gestures ~ vr ; to wield
with dramatic gestures : brandish syn see swing — flour»ish-er n

sflouzlsll n 1 : a period of thriving 2 a : an extraneous florid

embellishment or passage b : an act or instance of brandishing
: WAVE c ; a dramatic action

iflOUt \'flaut\ vb [prob. fr. ME flouten to play the flute, fr. Jloute
flute] vt : to treat with contemptuous disregard : scorn f^ vi

: to indulge in scornful behavior syn see scoff — flout>er n
sflout n 1 : INSULT 2 : mockery
iflOW \'fl6\ vb IME Jlowen, fr. QE J15wan; akin to OHG Jlouwen
to rinse, wash, L pluere to rain, Gk plein to sail, float] vj 1 a (1)

; to issue or move in a stream (2) : circulate b : to move with
a continual change of place among the constituent particles <the
molasses ~erf slowly) 2 : rise (the tide ebbs and -^5) 3 : abound
4 a ; to proceed smoothly and readily b : to have a smooth un-
interrupted continuity 5 : to hang loose and billowing 6 ; come,
ARISE 7 : to deform under stress without cracking or rupturing —
used esp. of minerals and rocks 8 : menstruate '^ vt 1 a : to
cause to flow b : to cover with water ; flood 2 : to discharge in a
flow syn see spring — flowing<ly \-iD-le\ adv
Mlow n 1 ; an act of flowing 2 ; flood 1,2 3 a ; a smooth un-
interrupted movement b : stream 4 : the quantity that flows in

a certain time 5 a ; menstruation b : vield, production
6a; the motion characteristic of fluids b ; a continuous transfer
of energy

flow-age \'flo-ij'\ n 1 a : an overflowing onto adjacent land
b : a body of water formed by overflowing or damming c : flood-
water esp. of a stream 2 : gradual deformation of a body of plastic
solid (as rock) by intermolecular shear

flow Cliart n : a diagram or outline showing progress of material
through a manufacturing process or complicated activity

iflow.er \'flau(-3)r\ n [ME Jlour flower, best of anything, flour,

fr. OF JlorJlour, fr. Ljlor-Jlosl la: blos-
som, inflorescence b : a shoot of the
sporophyte of a higher plant that is modi-
fied for reproduction and consists of a
shortened axis bearing modified leaves
C : a plant cultivated or esteemed for its

blossoms 2 a : the best part or example
b : the finest most vigorous period c ; a
state of blooming or flourishing 3 p/ : a
finely divided powder produced esp. by
condensation or sublimatio.n ('^s of sul-

fur) — flow-ered \'flau(-3)rd\ adj
flow*er>Iess \'flau(-3)r-l3s\
flow-er*Iike \-,lTk\ adj

2flower vi 1 : to produce flowers : blos
soM 2 a : develop '

'

'

flower In section: /
adj — filament, 2 anther, 3

stigma, 4 style, 5 petal,

6 ovary, 7 sepal, 8
ed into young pedicel, 9 stamen, 10

womanhood) b : flourish ^ vt 1 : to pistil, 11 perianth
cause to bear flowers 2 : to decorate
with floral designs — flow>er-er \*flaur-3r, 'flau-sr-arX n

flow.er^age \'flau-(3-)rij\ n : a flowering state

flower bud n : a plant bud that produces only a flower
flow-ei.et \'flau-(3-)rat\ n : floret
flower girl n ; a little girl who carries flowers at a wedding
flower head n : a capitulum having sessile flowers so arranged that
the whole inflorescence looks like a single flower

flow>er-i*ness \'flau-C3-)re-n»s\ n : the quality or state of being
flowery

flow-er*pot \'flaiiC-3)r-,pat\ n : a pot in which to grow plants

flow.ery \'flau-(3-)re\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling flowers

2 : marked by or given to rhetorical elegance
Iflown past part oj FLY
aflown \'flon\ adj [archaic pp. of ^Jlowl : filled to excess

flow-Stone \'flo-,ston\ n : travertine found where water flowing in

a very thin sheet over rocks has deposited mineral matter

flu \'flii\ n 1 : influenza 2 : any of several virus diseases marked
esp. by respiratory symptoms
iflub \'fl3b\ vb flubbed; flub-bing [origin unknown] vt : to make
a mess of ; botch ^ vi : blunder

3flub n : an act or instance of flubbing
flub>dub \'flab-.d3b\ n [origin unknown] : claptrap^ bunkum
flUC-tU-ant \'flak-cha-w3nt\ adj 1 : moving In

Jluctus flow, wave, ic. Jluctus, pp. o( Jluere} vi 1 : to ebb and flow
in waves 2 : to shift back and forth uncertainly -^ vr : to cause to
fluctuate syn see swing — fluc>tu<a>Uon \,fl3k-ch3-'wa-sh3n\ n

flue \'flu\ n [origin unknown] : an enclosed passageway for direct-
ing a current; as a : a channel in a chimney for conveying flame
and smoke to the outer air b : a pipe for conveying flame and hot
gases around or through water in a steam boiler c : an air channel
to the lip of a wind instrument

flu.en.cy \'flu-an-se\ n : the quality or state of being fluent
flu.ent \"flu-ant\ adj [L Jluent-, Jluens, prp. of Jluere} 1 : capable
of flowing : fluid 2 a : ready or facile in speech <'-- in Spanish)
b : effortlessly smooth and rapid ; polished — flu-ent-ly adv

flue pipe n : an organ pipe whose tone is produced by an air cur-
rent striking the Up and causing the air within to vibrate

flue Stop n ; an organ stop made up of flue pipes
muff \'fl3f\ n [prob. alter, oijlue (fluff)] 1 : nap, down 2 : some-
thing fluffy 3 : something inconsequential 4 : blunder; esp
: an actor's lapse of memory

2fluff VJ 1 : to become fluffy 2 : to make a mistake; esp : to forget
or bungle one's lines in a play ^ vt 1 : to make fluffy 2 a : to
spoil by a mistake : botch b : to deliver badly or forget (one's
linesl in a play

fluff*i*ness \'flaf-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being fluffy

fluffy \'fl3f-e\ adj 1 a ; covered with or resembling fluff b ; being
light and soft or airy <a -^ omelet) 2 : fatuous, silly

iflU.id \'flii-ad\ adj [F or L; F jluide, fr. L Jluidus, fr. Jluere to
flow; akin to Gk phlyzein to boil over, V. J lare to blow — more at
blow] 1 a : having particles that easily move without a separation
of the mass and easily yield to pressure b ; likely or tending to
change or move 2 : characterized by or employing a smooth easy
style 3 a : available for a different use b : easily converted into
cash syn see liquid — nu*id<ly adv — flu*id>ness n

2fluid n : a substance tending to flow or conform to the outline of
its container — flu*id*al \'flu-3d-n\ ad; — flu-id-al'ly X-^'l-eX adv

fluid drive n : an automotive power coupling that operates on a
hydraulic turbine principle with the flywheel having a set of turbine
blades connected directly to it and driving them in oil thereby turn-
ing another set of turbine blades attached to the transmission gears

flu*id>ex>tiact \,flu-3-'dek-,strakt\ « : an alcohol preparation of a
vegetable drug containing the active constituents of one gram of the
dry drug in each milliliter

flU<id>i>ty \flu-'id-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being fluid

2 : the physical property of a substance that enables it to flow
flu>id>iza<tion \,fllj-3d-3-'za-sh9n\ n ; the process of fluidizing

: the state of being fluidized

flU>id>ize \'fIU-3-,dTz\ vt : to suspend in a rapidly moving stream
of gas for transportation i'^ flour) —: flu<id>iz<er n

fluid mechanics n pi but sing or pi in constr : a branch of mechanics
dealing with the properties of liquids and gases

flU'id'OUnce \,flii-3-'daun(t)s\ n 1 : a U.S. unit of liquid capacity
equal to \U pint — see measure table 2 : a British unit of liquid
capacity equal to Mo pint — see measure table

flu*idram \,flii-3(d)-'dram\ n [blend of '//md and dram'\ : a unit
of liquid capacity equal to \^ fluidounce — see measure table

ifluke \'fluk\ n [ME, fr. OE jloc; akin to OHG Jlah smooth —
more at flake] 1 ; flatfish 2 : a flattened digenetic trematode
worm; broadly : trematode
2fluke n [perh. fr. ^Jluke} 1 ; the part of an anchor that fastens

in the ground 2 ; a barbed head (as of a harpoon) 3 : one of
the lobes of a whale's tail

3fluKe n [origin unknown] 1 : an accidentally successful stroke

at billiards or pool 2 : a stroke of luck

fluky X'flu-keV adj 1 : happening by or depending on chance
2 ; uncertain, changeable <'^ wind)
flume \'fliim\ n [prob. fr. ME Jlum river, fr. OF. fr. 'L Jlumen, fr,

Jluere'i 1 : a ravine or gorge with a stream running through it

2 : an inclined channel for conveying water (as for power)
flum.mery \'fl3m-(3-)re\ « [W llymru-i 1 a : a soft jelly or por-
ridge made with flour or meal b : any of several sweet desserts 2
; MUMMERY, MUMBO JUMBO
flum-mox \'fl3m-3ks, -iks\ vt [origin unknown] : confuse
flung past oj fling
iflunK \'fl3ok\ vb [perh. blend of Jlinch and Junk'\ vi ; to faU in

an examination or course ~ v/ 1 ; to give a failing grade to

2 : to get a failing grade in — fliuUt-er n
2flunk n : an act or instance of flunking
flunk out vi : to be dismissed from a school or college for failure

f^ vt : lo dismiss from a school or college for failure

flun-ky or flun.key \'fl3o-ke\ n [Sc. of unknown origin] 1 a : a
liveried servant b : one performing menial duties 2 : yes-man

flU-or \'flu-.6(3)r, 'flu-ar, 'flui(-3>r\ n [NL, mineral belonging to

a group used as fluxes and including fluorite, fr. L, flow, fr. Jluere
— more at fluid] : fluorite

flUOr- or fluoro- comb form [F, frjluorine^ 1 : fluorine (Jluoridc}

2 also fluori- : fluorescence (Jluoroscope) <//«orimeter)

flu.O'resce \(.)flu(-3)r-'es. flor-, fl6r-\ vi [back-formation it. Jlu-

orescence} : to produce, undergo, or exhibit fluorescence

flu-o.res.ce.in \-'es-e-3n\ n : a yellow or red crystalline dye Czo-
H12O5 with a bright yellow-green fluorescence in alkaline solution

flu.o.res-cence \-'es-''n(t)s\ n : emission of or the property of
emitting electromagnetic radiation usu. as visible light resulting

from and only during the ab- 1

sorption of radiation from some
other source; also : the radiation
emitted — flu-o-res-cent \-'nt\ adj
fluorescent lamp n : a tubular
electric lamp having a coating of
fluorescent material on its inner
surface and containing mercury
vapor whose bombardment by elec- « ,„„„„„„ i«„„. » «„«^a »

irons from the cathode provides "em Tr °, T'base o^s ' 4
ultraviolet light which causes the ^'^i^ui^f. t'uhi. 5 cathode
material to emit visible light

exhaust tubes, 5 cathode

Ilu-o.ii-date \'tliir-3-,dat, 'flor-, 'fl6r-\ v( : to add a fluoride to— fla.o.ri'da.Uon X.flur-s-'da-shsn, ,flor-, ,fl6r-\ n

a abut; ? kitten; _ sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out;

J joke; T) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i cola; til thin; th tills; u loot;
g gift; i trip; 1 life

yu furious; zh vision
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flU'O'Tide \'flu(-a)r-,Td\ n : a binary compound of fluorine usu.
with another element or a radical

llu.crin.ate \'flur-3-.nat, 'flor-, 'flor-X vt : to treat or cause to
combine with fluorine era compound of fluorine — nu>o*rin>a-
tion \,flur-9-*na-shan, ,flor-, ,fl6r-\ n

nu.O.rine \'flu(-a)r-.en, -3n\ n [F, fr. NL //uor] : a nonmetallic
univalent halogen element that is normally a pale yellowish flam-
mable irritating toxic gas — see element table

flu>0-rite \'flu(-3)r-,Tt\ n [It] ; a transparent or translucent mineral
of different colors that consists of calcium fluoride and is used as
a flux

fIU<0-ro-car*bou \,nu(-a)r-6-'kar-b3n\ n : any of various chemi-
cally inert compounds of carbon and fluorine used chiefly as lubri-
cants and in making resins and plastics

flu>o-rog>ra<phy \(,)flu(-9)r-'ag-r3-fe\ n : photofluorography
flu>o>roni.e.ter \C,)flu(-3)r-'am-at-ar\ or llu^o-rim-e-ter \-'im-\
n ; an instrument for measuring fluorescence and related phenomena
(as intensity of radiation) — Ilu-o-ro-met'ric_ \,flu(-3)r-3-'me-
trik\ adj — IlU'0*roin-e>try \(.)flu(-a)r-'am-a-ire\ n
iflu>o-ro>scope \'fIur-3-,skop\ n [ISV] : an instrument used for
observing the internal structure of an opaque object (as the living

body) by means of X rays — flu-o«rq»scop-ic \,fIur-3-'skap-ik\
adj— flu-o-ro<scop-l-caM7 \-i-k(a-)le\ adv — Ilu>o>ro5>co>pist
\(,)flu(-3)r-'as-ka-p3si\ n — nu-o*ros*co*py \-pe\ n

2flUoroscope vi : to examine by fluoroscopy
12u-0-ro>SiS \(.)flu(-a)r-'6-s3s\ n : an abnormal condition caused
by fluorine or its compounds — flu-o<rot>ic \-'at-ik\ adj

llu-or.spar \'flu(-3)r-,spar\ n : fluorite
Iflur.ry \'fl3r-e, 'fla-re\ n [prob. it. jlurr (to throw scatteringly)

]

1 a : a gust of wind b : a brief light snowfall 2 : nervous com-
motion : BUSTLE 3 : a brief advance or decline in prices : a shorts
lived outburst of trading activity syn see stir

2llurry vt ; to cause to become agitated and confused «- vi : to
become flurried

Ulush \'fl3sh\ vft [ME jlusshenl vi I to take wing suddenly -^ vt
; to cause (a bird) to flush

aflush n [perh. modif. of L fluxus — more at flux] 1 : a sudden
flow 2 : a sudden increase or expansion; esp : a surge of emotion
3 a : a tinge of red : blush b : a fresh and vigorous state 4 ; a
transitory sensation of extreme heat
Sflush VI 1 ; to flow and spread suddenly and freely 2 a : to glow
brightly b : blush '— vr 1 a : to cause to flow b : to pour liquid
over or through; esp : to wash out with a rush of liquid 2 ! in-
flame, EXCFTE 3 ; to cause to blush 4 : to prepare (sheep) for
breeding by special feeding

4flus}l adj 1 a : filled to overflowing b : affluent 2 a : full of
life and vigor : lusty b : of a ruddy healthy color 3 : readily
available : abundant 4 a : having or forming a continuous plane
<~ paneling) b : directly abutting or immediately adjacent: as
(1) : set even with an edge of a type page or column (2) ; arranged
edge to edge so as to fit snugly — flusb-ness n
Bflush adv 1 ; in a flush manner 2 : squarely
6tlUSil vt : to make flush
yjlUSh n [MF flus, JIuz, fr. L fluxus flow] 1 : a hand of playing
cards all of the same suit; specif : a poker hand with all five cards
of the same suit but not in sequence 2 : a series of three or more
slalom gates set vertically on a slope
mus-ter \'fl3s-t9r\ vb nus-ter-ing \-t(3-)rio\ [prob. of Scand
origin; akin to Icel jlaustur hurry] vt 1 : to make tipsy 2 ; to
put into a state of agitated confusion : upset -^ vi ; to move or
behave in an agitated or confused manner syn see discompose
2fluster n : a state of agitated confusion
mute \'flut\ n [MEfloute, fr. MF flahute. fr. OPto\ flaut} 1 a : re-
corder 3 b : a keyed woodwind instrument consisting of a
hollow cylinder stopped at one end and with a side embouchure
C : an organ flue pipe with a flutelike tone or a stop composed of
such pipes 2 a : a grooved pleat b : a rounded groove; specif : one
of the vertical parallel grooves on a classical architectural column —
nute-like \-,lTk\ adj— Huty \'fliit-e\ adj

2|lute vi 1 : to play a flute 2 : to produce a flutelike sound '— vi

1 : to utter with a flutelike sound 2 : to form flutes in — JlUt-er n
flut-ing \'flut-io\ " : fluted material or decoration
llut-ist \'flut-ast\ n ; a flute player
Ulut-ter \'flat-ar\ vb IMEfloteren to_float, flutter, fr. OEfloterian,
freq. oiflodan to float; akin to OEfleotan to float — more at fleet]
vi 1 : to flap the wings rapidly 2 a : to move with quick wavering
or flapping motions b : to vibrate in irregular spasms 3 : to
move about or behave in an agitated aimless manner ^ vt : to
cause to flutter — flut-ter-er \-3r-3r\ n — flut-tery \-3-re\ adj

aflutter n 1 : an act of fluttering 2 a : a state of nervous confusion
or excitement b : flurry, commotion c : abnormal spasmodic
fluttering of a body part 3 a ; a distortion in reproduced sound
similar to but of a higher pitch than wow b ; fluctuation in the
brightness of a television image 4 ; an unwanted oscillation set
up by natural forces

Jlut-ter.board \'fl3t-»r-,b6(a)rd, -.b6(s)rd\ n : a rectangular board
used by swimmers in practicing leg strokes

flutter kicK n ; an alternating whipping motion of the legs used
in various swimming stvles

nu.Vi.al \'flu-ve-3l\ adj [L fluvialis, fr. fiuvius river, fr. //were]
1 ; of, relating to, or living in streams 2 ; produced by stream
action

nu.Vi-a.tile \'flu-ve-3-,tTI\ adj [MF, fr. L fluviatilis, irreg. fr.

fiuvius] : fluvial
mux \'fl3ks\ n [ME. fr. MF & ML; MF, fr. ML fluxus, fr. L. flow,
fr. fluxus. pp. of fluere to flow — more at fluid] 1 : a flowing of
fluid from the body; esp : an excessive abnormal discharge from
the bowels 2 : a continuous moving on or passing by (as of a
stream) 3 : a continued flow : flood 4 a : influx b : change.
FLUCTUATION 5 a ! a substance used to promote fusion esp. of
metals or minerals b ; a substance (as rosin) applied to surfaces to
be joined to clean and free them from oxide and promote their
union 6 : the rate of transfer of fluid, particles, or energy across a
given surface

allux vt 1 : to cause to become fluid 2 : to treat with a flux « vi

; to become fluid : fuse
flux gate n : a device used to Indicate the direction of the terrestrial
magnetic field

flux.ion \'flak-sh9n\ n 1 : constant change 2 pi, archaic ; ra-
FiNiTEsiMAL CALCULUS — flUX-ion*ai \-slm3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj

my \'flT\ vb flew \'flu\ flown \'flon\ fly-ing {ME flien, fr. OE
fleogan; akin to OHG fliogan to fly, OE flowan to flow] vi la: to
move in or pass through the air with wings b : to move through
the air or before the wind c ; to float, wave, or soar in the air
2 a : to take flight : flee b : to fade and disappear : vanish
3 : to move or pass swiftly 4 : to become expended or dissipated
rapidly 5 : to pursue or attack in flight 6 past or past part flied
; to hit a fly in baseball 7 : to operate or travel in an airplane
'^ vr 1 a ; to cause to fly or float in the air b : to operate (an
airplane) in flight c : to journey over by flying 2 a ; to flee or
escape from b : avoid, shun 3 : to transport by airplane — fly
at : to assail suddenly and violently — fly blind : to fly an airplane
solely by instruments — fly contact : to fly an airplane with the
aid of visible landmarks or reference points — fly high : to be
elated — fly in the face of or fly in the teeth of ; to act forth-
rightly or brazenly in defiance or disobedience of

2fly n, pi flies 1 : the action or process of flying : flight 2 a : a
device consisting of two or more radial vanes capable of rotating
on a spindle to act as a fan or to govern the speed of clockwork or
very light machinery b : flywheel 3 a : a horse-drawn public
coach or delivery wagon b chiefly Brit : a light covered carriage
or cab 4 ;?/ : the space over a theater stage 5 ; something attached
by one edge: as a ; a garment closing concealed by a fold of cloth
extending over the fastener b : the outer canvas of a tent with
double top c (1) ; the length of an extended flag from its staff
or support (2) : the outer or loose end of a flag 6 : a baseball hit
high into the air 7 ; flyleaf — on the fly : in motion: as a : con-
tinuously active : very busy b : while still in die air

3fly n, pi flies [ME flie. fr. OE fleoge; akin to OHG flioga fly, OE
fleogan to fly ] 1 : a winged insect
2 : a winged or rarely wingless insect
(order Diptera); esp ; a large stouts
bodied two-winged fly 3 : a fishhook
dressed to suggest an insect — fly in the
ointment : a detracting factor or element

4lly adj [prob. fr. ^fly'\ slang Brit ; keen,
ARTFUL

lly.able \'flT-3-b3l\ adj : suitable for
flying or for being flown

fly agaric n ; a poisonous mushroom
'i) with a usu. bright fly 3: i tag, 2 butt, 3

tail, 4 joint, 5 hackle,red cap ^^
fly ash n ; fine solid particles of non- body," zTi'bbing'"* "wing"
combustible ash carried out of a bed g cheek 10 topping II
of solid fuel by the draft horns, 12 head, 13 eye,

fly.away \'flT-a-,wa\ adj 1 ; ready to 14 hook.
fly <~ aircraft) 2 : of or relating to
an airplane that is ready to fly ('^ price)

fly-belt \'flT-,belt\ n : an area infested with tsetse fly

llIy»blow \-,blo\ n [ifly + blow (deposit of insect eggs)] 1 : an
egg or young larva deposited by a flesh fly or blowfly 2 : fly*
STRIKE
2flyblow vt 1 : to deposit flyblows in 2 : taint, contaminate
fly-blown \-,j3lon\ adj : seedy, moth-eaten
Ily»boat \-,bot\ n [modif. of D vUeboot, fr. Vlie, channel between
North sea & Zuider Zee + boot boat] : any of various fast boats

fly—boy \-,b6i\ n, slang ; a member of the air force
fly«by \-,bi\ n ; a usu. low-altitude flight past a predesignated
place by one or more airplanes

fly-by-night yfIT-b3-,nTt\ n 1 ; one that operates only long enough
to make a quick profit 2 : one that has an ephemeral existence
or attraction — fly-by-night adj

fly casting n ; the casting of artificial flies in angling
fly.catch.er \'fll-,kach-ar, -,kech-\ n : a bird (order Passeriformes)
that feeds on insects taken on the wing

fly dope n 1 : a dressing that makes angling flies water-resistant
so that they will float 2 : an insect repellent

fly.er var oj flier
fly gallery n : a narrow raised platform at the side of a theater
stage from which flying scenery lines are operated
ifly*ing adj l a : rapidly moving b : hasty 2 : intended for ready
movement or action <--' squad of police) 3 : having stylized

wings
2flying n 1 : travel by air 2 : the operation of an aircraft

flying boat n ; a seaplane with a hull adapted for floating

flying bridge n : the highest navigational bridge on a ship
flying buttress n : a masonry structure typically consisting of
a straight inclined bar carried on an arch and a solid pier or buttress
against which it abuts that receives the thrust of a roof or vault

flying colors n pi : complete success
Flying Dutchman n 1 : a legendary Dutch mariner condemned to
sail the seas until Judgment Day 2 : a spectral ship held by sailors

to haunt the seas near the Cape of Good Hope in stormy weather
flying field n : a field with a graded area for airplane landings and
takeoffs

flying fish n : any of numerous fishes (family Exococlidae) chiefly
of tropical and warm seas that have long pectoral fms suggesting
wings and are able to move some distance through the air

flying lox n : fruit bat
flying gurnard n : any of several marine fishes (family Dactylop-
teridae) that resemble gurnards and have large pectoral fins allow-
ing them to glide above the water for short distances

flying jib n : a sail outside the jib on an extension of the jibboom
flying lemur n : an East Indian or a Philippine arboreal nocturnal
mammal (genus Cynocephalus) that is about the size of a cat with a
broad fold of skin from the neck to the tail on each side that era-

braces the limbs and forms a parachute used in making long sailing

leaps and that is usu. isolated in a distinct order (Dermoptera)
flying machine n : an apparatus for navigating the air

flying mare n : a wrestling maneuver in which the aggressor seizes

his opponent's wrist, turns about, and jerks him over his back
flying saucer n : any of various unidentified moving objects re-

peatedly reported as seen in the air and usu. alleged to be saucer-
shaped or disk-shaped — called also flying disk

flying squirrel n ; a squirrel with folds of skin connecting the fore-

legs and hind legs enabling it to make long ghding leaps

fly*leaf \'fli-,lef\ n : one of the free endpapers of a book
fly.over \-i6-v3r\ n l : a low-altitude flight over a public gatberitig

or place by one or more airplanes 2 Brit : overpass
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fly*pa*per \-,pa-p3r\ n ; paper poisoned or coated with a sticky
substance for killing flies

fly.past \-,past\ n, Brit : flyby
fly sheet n : a small loose advertising sheet : handbill
fly-speck \-,spek\ n 1 : a speck made by fly excrement 2 : some-
thing small and insignificant — flyspeck vt

fly-Strike \-,strTk\ n : infestation with fly maggots
flyt-ing \'flTt-iD\ n [gerund of E dial. Jlyie to quarrel] : a dispute
or exchange of personal abuse in verse form (as in an epic)

fly-way \'flT-,wa\ n : an established air route of migratory birds
fly>weigM \-,wat\ n : a boxer weighing 112 pounds or less

fly-wheel \-,hwel, -,wei\ n ; a heavy wheel for opposing and
moderating by its inertia any fluctuation of speed in the machinery
with which it revolves

fly whisk n : a whisk for brushing away flies

I-num-ber Vef-.nsm-bsrV n L/ocal length] : a number following
the symbol f/ that expresses the effectiveness of the aperture of a
camera lens in relation to brightness of image so that the smaller
the number the brighter the image and therefore the shorter the
exposure required

foal \'fol\ n [ME Jole, fr. OE Jola; akin to L pullus young of an
animal, Gk pais child — more at few] : the young of an animal of
the horse family; esp : one under one year — loal vb
lloam \'fom\ n [ME Jome. fr. OE Jam; akin to OHG feim foam.
L spuma foam, pumex pumice] 1 : a light frothy mass of fine
bubbles formed in or on the surface of a liquid; as a : such a
mass formed in salivating or sweating b : a stabilized froth pro-
duced chemically or mechanically and used esp. in fighting oil fires

c ; a material in a lightweight cellular form resulting from intro-
duction of gas bubbles during manufacture 2 : sea 3 ; some-
thing resembling foam
aloam vi la; to produce or form foam b : to froth at the mouth
esp. in anger; broadly : to be angry 2 ; to gush out in foam '— vr
1 : to cause to foam; specij ; to cause air bubbles to form in 2 : to
convert (as a^ plastic) into a foam

foam>i>ly \'fo-m3-le\ adv : in a foamy manner
foam-i-ness \-me-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being foamy
foam rubber n : spongy rubber of fine texture made from latex
by foaming (as by whipping) before vulcanization
foamy \'f6-me\ adj 1 : covered with foam : frothy 2 : full of,
consisting of, or resembling foam
ifob\'fab\vf Jobbed; fob'bing[ME/o66en]arcftaic : deceive, cheat
afoh n [perh. akin to G dial. Juppe pocket] 1 : a small pocket just
below the front waistband of men's trousers 2 : a short chain or
ribbon connecting a watch carried in a fob pocket and an ornament
hanging outside 3 : an ornament attached to a fob chain
3foh vt fobbed; fob*bing : to put into one's fob ; pocket
fob oil vr 1 : to put off with a trick or excuse 2 ; to pass or offer
as genuine 3 ; to put aside

fo>cal \'fo-k3l\ adj : of, relating to, or having a focus — fo*cal-Iy
\-ks-le\ adv

focal infection n ; a persistent bacterial infection of some organ or
region; esp : one causing symptoms elsewhere in the body

fo.cal-iza.tion \,f6-k3-t3-'za-Fhan\ n : the act of focalizing ; the
state of being focalized

fo*cal>ize \'fo-k3-,lTz\ v/ 1 ; to bring to a focus 2 : to adjust the

fO*.C*Sle var oj FORECASTLE
ifo-cus \'fo-kas\ n,p/fo.cas.esorfo.ci\-.si\[NL, fr. L, hearth]
1 : a point at which rays converge or
from wtiich they diverge or appear to
diverge; specij : the point where the
geometrical lines or their prolongations
conforming to the rays diverging from
or converging toward another point
intersect and give rise to an image after
reflection by a mirror or refraction by
a lens or optical system 2 a : focal
LENGTH b : adjustment for distinct
vision; also : the area that may be seen
distinctly or resolved into a clear image
3 : one of the points that with the cor-
responding directrix defines a conic
section 4 : a localized area of disease
or the chief site of a generalized disease
or infection 5 : a center of activity,
attraction, or attention 6 : the place
of origin of an earthquake — in focus focus 1 :

fig. A, convex lens:

: having or giving the proper sharpness light rays a, a, converge to

of outline due to good focusing — out form principal focus, b; fig.

of focus : not in focus B, concave lens: light rays

afocus vb fo-cused also fo-cussed; c. <^ refracted as at d, d,

fo.cus-ing also fo-cus-sing vt 1 : to and form virtual focus, e

bring to a focus ; concentrate 2 : to
cause to be concentrated 3 a : to adjust the focus of b ; to bring
Into focus '^ VI 1 ; to come to a focus : converge 2 : to adjust
one's eye or a camera to a particular range

fod-der \'fad-3r\ n [ME, fr. OE /odor] 1 : something fed to domes-
tic animals; esp : coarse food for cattle, horses, or sheep 2 ; some-
thing to be consumed — fodder vt lod-der-ing \-(3-)rir)\

fod-gel \*fa]-3l\ adj [origin unknown] Scot : buxom
foe \'fo\ n [ME Jo, fr. OE jdh, fr. Jah hostile; akin to OHG gijeh
hostile] 1 ; one who has personal enmity for another : enemy
2 : an enemy in war : adversary 3 : one who opposes on
principle 4 : something prejudicial or injurious syn see enemy
foehnorfbhn \'f3(r)n, 'fan\ nlGJdhnl : a warm dry wind blowing
down the side of a mountain
foe>man \'fo-m3n\ n : an enemy in war : fob
foe.tal, foe>tus var oj fetal, fetus
foeti- or foeto see feti-

foe.tid \'fet-ad\ var oj fetid
tfog X'fog, 'fag\ n [ME, rank grass] 1 dial a : dead or decaying
grass in the winter ft ; a second growth of grass 2 dial : moss

afog n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Dan Jog spray, shower; akin to
Lpustula blister, pimple, Gii. physan to blow] la: vapor condensed

abut; ,^ kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

1 joke; "i) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; ^ this;

to fine particles of water suspended In the lower atmosphere that
differs from cloud only in being near the ground b : a fine spray
or a foam for fire fighting 2 ; a murky condition of the atmosphere
or a substance causing it 3 ; a state of mental confusion 4 : a
density in a developed photographic image caused by chemical
action or stray radiation syn sec haze
3fog vb fogged; fog.ging v/ 1 : to cover or envelop with or as if
with fog 2 : to make obscure or confusing 3 : to make confused
4 : to produce fog on (as a photographic film) during development~ vi 1 : to become covered or thick with fog 2 a : to become
blurred by a covering of fog or mist b : to become indistinct
through exposure to Ught or radiation
fog-bound \-,baund\ adj 1 : covered with or surrounded by fog
<'-- coast) 2 : unable to move because of fog i^ ship)

fog-bow \-,b6\ n : a nebulous arc or circle of white or yellowish
light sometimes seen in fog — called also jogdog

fog-gage \'f6g-ij, 'fag-\ n, chiejly Scot i fog. moss
log-gi.ly \-3-le\ adv : in a foggy manner
log-gl.ness \-e-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being foggy
fog.gy \'f6g-e, 'fag-\ adj 1 a : filled or abounding with fog
b : covered or made opaque by moisture or grime 2 : muddled
fog-horn \-,h6(3)rn\ n 1 ; a horn sounded in a fog to give warning
2 : a loud hoarse voice

fog-less \-l3s\ adj : m^arked by the absence of fog
fo-gy also fO'gey \'fo-ge\ n [origin unknown] ; a person with
old-fashioned ideas — usu. used with old — fo>gy>ish \-ish\ adj— lo-gy-ism \-.iz-3m\ n

foi-ble \'f6i-b3l\ n [obs. F (now Jaible), fr. obs. Joible weak, fr. OF
jeble feeble] 1 : the part of a sword or foil blade between the mid-
dle and point 2 : a minor flaw or shortcoming in personal charac-
ter or behavior : weakness syn see fault

foie gras \fwa-'gra\ n [F] : fat liver esp. of a goose usu. in the
form of a pate

ifoil \'f6i(3)l\ vt [ME joilen to trample, full cloth, fr. MFjouler—
more at full] 1 obs : trample 2 a : to prevent trom attaining an
end : defeat b ; to bring to naught syn see frustrate
2foU n 1 archaic : DEFEAT 2 archaic I the track or trail of an animal
3 a : a fencing weapon with a flat guard and a light flexible blade
tapering to a blunt point b pi ; the art or practice of fencing with
foils

3toil n [ME, fr. MF joille (fr. I. jolia,
pi. of jolium) & joil, fr. L Jolium —
more at blade] 1 : a plant leaf —
used in compounds 2 a : an indenta-
tion between cusps in Gothic tracery t ,t ^
b : one of several arcs that enclose a
complex figure 3 a : very thin sheet metal
silver laid on the back of a mirror 4 : a
other material put under a paste or inferior stone to add color or
briUiancy 5 : one that serves as a contrast to another

*loil vr 1 ; to back or cover with foil 2 : to enhance by contrast
foiled \'f6i(3)ld\ adj : ornamented with foils <a ^ arch)
foils-man Vf6i(3)lz-man\ n : one who fences with a foil ; fencer
ifoin \*f6in\ vi [ME joinen, fr. join fork for spearing fish. fr. MF
Joisnei archaic I to thrust with a sword or spear : lungb
afoin n : a pass in fencing : lunge
loi-SOn \'f6iz-'n\ n [ME joisoun, fr. MF joison} 1 archaic : rich
harvest 2 chiejly Scot ; physical energy or strength 3 p/, obs
: resources

foist \*f6ist\ vt [prob. fr. obs. D vuisten to take into one's hand, fr.

MD vuysten. fr. vuyst fist; akin to OEjyst fist] 1 a : to introduce or
insert surreptitiously or without warrant b : to force another to
accept esp. by stealth or deceit 2 ; to pass off as genuine or worthy

fO-la-cin \'fo-l3-s3n\ n \Jolic acid + -m] ; folic acid
Hold \'fold\ n [ME, fr. OE jalod; akin to MLG valt enclosure]
1 : an enclosure for sheep 2 a : a flock of sheep b : a group of
people adhering to a common faith, belief, or enthusiasm

afold vt ; to pen up or confine (as sheep) in a fold
3IOld vb [ME Jolden, fr. OE jealdan; aliin to OHG jaldan to fold. G\i
diplasios twofold] vt 1 : to lay one part over another part of <-« a
letter) 2 : to reduce the length or bulk of by doubling over i^^ his
legs) 3 : to clasp together : entwine ('^ his hands) 4 : to clasp or
enwrap closely ; embrace 5 : to incorporate (a food ingredient)
into a mixture by repeated overturnings without stirring or beating
6 : to bring to an end "' vi 1 : to become doubled or pleated
2 : to fail completely : collapse
fold n 1 : a doubling or folding over 2 : a part doubled or laid
over another part : pleat 3 : something that is folded together or
that enfolds 4 a : a bend or flexure produced in rock by forces
operative after the depositing or consolidation of the rock b chiejly
Brit : an undulation in the landscape 5 ; a margin apparently
formed by the doubling upon itself of a membrane or other flat

anatomical structure
-fold \,f61d, 'f61d\ sKJJix [ME, fr. OE -Jeald; akin to OHG -Jalt -fold,
OE Jealdani 1 : multiplied by (a specified number) : times — in
adjectives <a twelve/oW increase) and adverbs (repay you tenjold}
2 : having (so many) parts (three^oW aspect of the problem)

fold-away \'fol-d3-,wa\ adj : designed to fold out of the way or
out of sight <---' doors) <'^ bed)

fold.boat \'fol(d)-,bot\ n : faltboat — fold-boat-er \-,b6t-3r\
n — lold-boat-ing n
fold-er \'fol-d3r\ n 1 : one that folds 2 : a printed circular folded
usu. so that the printed matter does not cross the fold 3 ; a folded
cover or large envelope for holding or filing loose papers

fol-de-rol \'fal-d3-.ral\ n [jol-de-rol, a refrain in some old songs]
1 : a useless ornament or accessory ; trifle 2 : nonsense

folding door n ; a door in sections that can be folded back
folding money n ; paper money
fO*li>a>ceous \.f6-le-'a-sh3s\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling
a foliage leaf 2 : consisting of thin laminae <'-^ spar)

fO-liage \'fo-l(e-lij, -lyij\ n [MF Juellage, fr. Joille leaf] 1 : the
mass of leaves of a plant 2 : a representation of leaves, flowers,
and branches for architectural ornamentation — fo-liaged adj

foliage leal n : an ordinary green leaf as distinguished from a
floral leaf, scale, or bract

foliage plant n ; a plant grown primarily for its decorative foliage
fO-li*ar \'f6-le-3r\ adj ; of or relating or applied to leaves
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If0-li<ate \'f6-le-3t\ ad} [L follatus leafy fr. jolium leaf — more at
blade] 1 ; shaped like a leaf 2 : furnished with or composed of
leaves ; leafy <,3-foliatej 3 ; foliolate

2fO-li*ate \-le-,at\ vt 1 : to beat into a leaf or thin foil 2 : to
spread over with a thin coat of tin amalgam 3 : to number the
leaves of (as a manuscript) 4 a : to form (as an arch) into foils

b : to ornament (as a pedestal) with foUage ^ vi ; to divide into
laminae or leaves — fo-li-at*ed adj

fO*ll>a>tion \,fo-le-'a-sh3n\ n 1 a ; the process of forming into a
leaf b : the state of being in leaf c : vernation 2 a ; the act of
foliating the leaves of a book b : foliated numbers 3 a : oma-
mentaiion with foUage b : a decoration resembling a leaf 4 : the
enrichment of an opening by foils 5 ; the act of beating a metal
into a thin plate or foil 6 : foliated texture

lo-lic acid \,f5-li-'kas-3d\ n [L jolium} i a crystalline vitamin
CigHjgNTOs of the B complex used in the treatment of nutritional
anemias and sprue

fO'lie a deus \fo-le-a-doE\ n [F, ht., double madness] ; the presence
of the same or similar delusional ideas in two persons closely
associated with one another

fO-U-iCO-lous \,f5-le-'ik-3-l3s\ adj [L Jolium + ISV -colous}

; growing or parasitic upon leaves
ifO.liO \'f6-le-,o\ n [ME, fr. L. abl. of folium'] 1 a : a leaf esp. of a
manuscript or book b ; a leaf number c ; a page number d : an
identifymg reference in accounting used in posting 2 a : a sheet of
paper folded once b : a case or folder for loose papers 3 a : the
size of a piece of paper cut two from a sheet; also : paper or a page
of this size b : a book printed on foUo pages c ; a book of the larg-

est size 4 : a certain number of words taken as a unit or division
in a document for purposes of measurement or reference

2Iolio VI : to put a serial number on each leaf or page of
10>li>0'late \*fo-le-3-,lat\ adj \Joliole (leaflet)] ; relating to, having,
or consisting of leaflets — usu. used in combination

fo.li.ose \'fo-le-.6s\ or lo-li-ous \-le-33\ adj 1 : leafy 2 : re-
sembling a leaf

lo-li.um \'fo-le-3m\ n, pi lo.lia \-le-a\ [NL, fr. L, leaf] : a thin
layer occurring esp. in metamorphic rocks
Hoik \'f6k\ n, pi folk or folks [ME, fr. OE folc: akin to OHG jolc
people] 1 archaic : a group of kindred tribes forming a nation
: PEOPLE 2 : the great proportion of the members of a people that
determines the group character and that tends to preserve its

characteristic form of civihzation and its customs, arts and crafts,

legends, traditions, and supersitions from generation to generation
3 : a certain kind or class of people 4 : people generally 5 : the
persons of one's own family : relatives

alolk adj 1 : originated or widely used among the common people
<~ music) 2 : of or relating to the common people

folk etymology n : the transformation of words so as to give them
an apparent relationship to other better-known or better-under-
stood words (as the change of chaise longue to chaise lounge)

folk-ish \'fo-kish\ adj ; folklike — folk-isli<ness n
folk'like \'fo-,klTk\ adj : having a folk character
folk-lore \'fo-,kloO)r, -,kl6(3)r\ n 1 : traditional customs, tales,

or sayings preserved orally among a people 2 : a comparative
science that investigates the Ufe and spirit of a people as revealed in
their folklore — folk-lor>ic \-,kl6r-ik, -,kl6r-\ adj — folk-ioi-ist
\-3st\ n — lolk-Icr-is-tic \,fo-,klor-'is-tik. -,ki6r-\ adj

folk<lor<lsh \'f6-,kl6r-ish. -,kl6r-\ adj : folkish
folk-moof \'f6k-,mut\ or folk>mote \-,m5t\ n : a general assembly
of the people (as of a shire) in early England

folks-i.ly \'f6k-s3-le\ arfv : in a folksy manner
folks.i'liess \-se-n3s\ n : the quaUty of being folksy
folksy \'f6k-se\ adj 1 ; sociable^ friendly 2 : informal, casual
or familiar in manner or style

folk'tale \'f6k-,tal\ n ; a characteristically anonymous, timeless,

and placeless tale circulated orally among a people
folk*way \'fo-,kwa\ n : a mode of thinking, feeling, or acting com-
mon to a people or to a social group

foMi.cle \'fal-i-k3l\ n [l^h Jolliculus. fr. L, dim. of jolUs bag —
more at fool] 1 a ; a small anatomical cavity or deep narrow*
mouthed depression b ; a small lymph node 2 : a dry dehiscent
one-celled, many-seeded, and monocarpellarj' fruit that opens along
only one suture — foMic-u*lar Xfa-'Uk-ya-br, fa-\ adj — foMic-
U'late \-l3t\ also fol'UC'U-lat'ed \-,lat-3d\ adj

follicle mite n t any of several minute mites (genus Demodex)
parasitic in hair follicles

follicle-Stimulating hormone n : a hormone from the anterior
lobe of the pituitary body that stimulates the growth of Graafian
follicles and activates sperm-forming cells

fOl>lic<U<Un \fa-'lik-y3-l3n, fa-\ n ; estrogen; esp : estrone
Ifol.IOW \"fal-(,)o. -a(-w)\ vb [M^ jolwen, fr. OEjolgian; akin to
OHG jolgen to follow] vt 1 : to go, proceed, or come after

{f^ed the guide) 2 a : to pursue in an effort to overtake b : to
seek to attain (-^ knowledge) 3 : to accept as authority ; obey
4 : to copy after ; imitate 5 a : to walk or proceed along (-^ a
path) b : to engage in ; pursue <men who '-^ the sea) 6 a : to
come or take place after in time, sequence, or order b : to cause to
be followed <-^ed dinner with a liqueur) 7 : to come into existence
or take place as a result or consequence of {disaster -^^ed the
blunder) 8 a : to watch steadily i^ed the ball over the fence)
b : to keep the mind on {'^ a speech) c : to attend closely to "^ vi

1 ; to go or come after a person or thing in place, time, or sequence
2 : to result or occur as a consequence, ef^ct, or inference
syn FOLLOW, succeed, ensue, supervene mean to come after
something or someone, follow may apply to a coming after in
time, position, or logical sequence; succeed implies a coming after
immediately in a sequence determined by natural order, inheritance,
election, or laws of rank; ensue commonly suggests a logical
consequence or naturally expected development; supervene sug-
gests the following or beginning of somediing unforeseen or un-
predictable syn see in addition chase— follow suit 1 : to play a card of the same suit as the card led
2 ; to follow an example set

2follow n 1 : die act or process of following 2 a : a shot in billiards
made by striking the cue ball above its center b : the forward spin
so imparted to the ball

foMow>er \'fal-»-w3r\ n 1 a : one in the service of another : re-
tainer b : one that follows the opinions or teachings of another
: disciple c : one that imitates another 2 archaic : one that
chases 3 : a sheet added to the first sheet of an indenture or other

deed 4 : a machine part that receives motion from another part
syn adherent, disciple, partisan, satellite: follower applies

to one who attaches himself to the person or to the opinions or
teachings of another, and usu. implies nothing beyond this; ad-
herent suggests a close and persistent attachment; disciple implies
a devoted allegiance to the teachings of one chosen as a master;
partisan suggests a zealous often prejudiced attachment; satellite
suggests either constant attendance and sycophancy or a marked
subservience or subordination to one stronger or dominating

fOl"Iow>er*Sliip \-.ship\ n 1 : following 2 : the capacity to
follow a leader
Uol<low*ing adj 1 : next after : succeeding (the ~ day) 2 : that
immediately foUows (trains will leave at the ~ times)
2foUowing n : a group of followers, adherents, or partisans
3foUowing prep : subsequent to ('^ the lecture tea was served)
follow out vt 1 ; to follow to the end or to a conclusion 2 : to
carry out : execltte

follow through VI 1 : to continue a stroke or motion to the end of
its arc 2 : to press on in an activity or process esp. to a conclusion

fol.low-tlirough \'fal-o-,thrii, ,fal-6-', -3-\ n 1 : the act of follow-
ing through 2 : the part of the stroke following the striking of a
ball 3 : the act of carrying out to an end an activity planned or begun

follow up vr 1 : to pursue closely and steadily 2 : to strengthen the
effect of by further action ; EXPLorr 3 : to seek or give further
details about (a news story) 4 : to maintain contact with (a patient)
after diagnosis or therapy
fol»low-up \'fal-3-,w3p\ n 1 : a system of pursuing an Initial effort

by supplementary action 2 : reexamination of or maintenance of
contact with a patient at prescribed intervals following diagnosis or
treatment 3 : a news story presenting new information on a story
pubUshed earlier — foUow-up adj

fol.ly \'fal-e\ fi [ME/o/iV. fr. OF, fr./o/fool] 1 : lack of good sense
or normal prudence and foresight 2 ; a foolish act or idea
3 a obs : EVIL, wickedness; esp ; lewdness b : criminally or
tragically foolish actions or conduct 4 : an excessively costly or
unprofitable undertaking; esp t a ruinously costly often unfinished
building
Fol<som \*fol-s3m\ adj IFolsom, N.M.] : of or relating to a pre-
historic culture of No. America on the east side of the Rocky
mountains characterized esp. by a leaf-shaped flint projectile point
fO-ment \fo-'ment\ vt [ME jomenien, fr. LL jomentare, fr. L
jomentum fomentation, fr. jovere to warm, fondle, foment] 1 ; to
bathe with warm water or medicated hquid 2 : to nurse to Ufe or
activity : inshgate <~ riots) syn see incite — fo*ment-er n

fO«men.ta.tion V.fo-man-'ta-shsn, -,men-\ n 1 a : the application
of hot moist substances to the body to ease pain b : the material so
applied 2 : the act of fomenting ; instigation
ifond \'fand\ adj [ME, fr. jonne fool] 1 : foolish, silly (^ pride)
2 a : prizing highly : desirous (.^ of praise) b ; strongly attracted
or predisposed <~ of music) 3a: foolishly tender ; indulgent
<a ^ mother) b : loving, affectionate <a ^ wife) 4 : doted on
: dear (his '^est hopes)
2fond VI, obs ; to be foolish : dote
3fond \'f6"\ n, pi fonds \'fo"(z)\ [F — more at fund] 1 : back-
ground, basis 2 obs ; fund

fon.dant X'fan-dantX n [F, fr. prp. of jondre to melt — more at

FOUND] 1 ; a creamy preparation of sugar used as a basis for
candies or icings 2 : a candy consisting chiefly of fondant

fon-dle \'fan-d=l\ vb lon-dling \-(d)Ho, -d'l-io\ [freq. of obs. fond]
vt 1 obs : pamper 2 : to handle tenderly, lovingly, or lingeringly
~ VI ; to show affection or desire by caressing syn see caress —
fon.dler \-(d)l3r, -dn-ar\ n

fond-ling \'fan-(d)Iio\ n iohs.jond (to fondle) ]: a person or thing
fondled or caressed : pet
fond-ly \'fan-(d)le\ adv 1 archaic : foolishly 2 ; in a fond manner

; affectionately 3 : in a willingly credulous manner
fond-ness \'fan(d)-n3s\ n 1 obs ; foolishness, folly 2 : tender
affection 3 : appetite, relish
fon.due also fon.du \fan-'d(y)ii\ n IF jondue, fr. fem. of jondu, pp.
of Jondre} 1 : a preparation of melted cheese usu. flavored with
wine or brandy 2 : a souffle made with bread crumbs

Fi layer \*ef-'wan-\ n : the lower of the two layers into which the F
region of the ionosphere splits in the daytime occurring at varying
heights from about 90 to 150 miles above the eanh's surface

fons et ori>go \,f6n(t)-,set-3-'re-(,)go\ n [LL] : source and origin

ifont \'rant\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. LL jont-, fons, fr. L, fountain]
1 a : a receptacle for baptismal water b : a receptacle for holy
water 2 : fountain, source — font>al \'fant-'I\ adj

2lont n [MF fonte act of founding, fr. (assumed) \Lfundita, fern, of
Junditus. pp. of L fundere to foimd, pour — more at found] : an
assortment of tvpe all of one size and style

fon^ta.nel also fon.ta.neUe \.fant-=n-'el\ n TMBfontinelle, a bodily
hollow or pit, fr. MF Jontenele, dim. of jontaine fountain] : a
membrane-covered opening in bone or between bones; specij : one
of the intervals closed by membranous structures between the un-
completed angles of the parietal bones arid the neighboring bones of
a fetal or young skull

food \'fud\ fi, often attrib [ME fode, fr. OE joda: akin to OHG
jiiotar food, fodder. L panis bread, pascere to feed] la: material
containing or consisting of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and
supplementary substances (as minerals) used in the body of an
organism to sustain growth, repair, and vital processes and to
funiish energy; esp : parts of the bodies of animals and plants con-
sumed by animals b : inorganic substances absorbed by plants in

gaseous form or in water solution 2 : nutriment in solid form
3 : something that nourishes, sustains, or suppUes

food chain n : a sequence of organisms in which each uses the next
usu. lower member of the sequence as a food source

food cycle n : a group of food chains constituting all or most of the

food relations that enable an ecological community to survive

foodUess \'fUd-l3s\ adj : lacking food — food- less*ness n

food poisoning n : an acute gastrointestinal disorder caused by
bacteria or their toxic products or by chemical residues in Jood

food-stuff \'fiid-,st3f\ n : a substance with food value; specij : the

raw material of food before or after processing
f00>la<raw \'fii-f3-,r6\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; frills and flashy

finery 2 : a disturbance or to-do over a trifle : fuss
IfOOl \'ful\ n [ME, fr. OF/o/, fr. LL/onw, fr. L, bellows, bag; akin
to 1. flare to blow — more at blow] 1 : a person latking in judg-
ment or prudence 2 a : a retainer formerly kept in great house-
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made to appear foolish : dupe 3 a ; a harmlessly deranged person
or one lacking in common powers of understanding : idiot 6 : one
with a marked propensity or talent for a certain activity <a letter^

writing ~> 4a: mashed fruit and cream b : a dessert made of
pulped fruit covered with a custard and cream
syn FOOL, IDIOT, imbecile, moron, simpleton, natural mean one
who is mentally defective, fool is the general term and may often
suggest derangement rather than feebleness of mind, or merely
some degree of lack of good sense or judgment; idiot, imbecile,
and moron designate technically three grades of mental insuf-
ficiency; an idiot is incapable of coherent speech and of avoiding
ordinary hazards and so requires constant care; an imbecile is

incapable of earning a living but can be educated to attend to his
simpler wants and avoid ordinary dangers; a moron can learn a
simple traae but requires constant supervision in work and play;
simpleton is often a term of indulgent contempt and implies silli-

ness or lack of sophistication or of normal shrewdness; natural,
now rare, applies to any congenitally feeble-minded person

Sfool vi 1 a : to spend time idly or aimlessly b ; to meddle or tamper
thoughtlessly or ignorantly (don't --^ with that gun) 2 a : to play
or improvise a comic role b : to speak in jest ; joke <I was only
f^ing} 3 ; to contend or fight without serious intent or with less

than full strength ; toy '^ vt 1 : to make a fool of ; DECErvE
2 obs I INFATUATE 3 ; to Spend on trifles or without advantage
: FRITTER — used with away

sfool adj ; foolish, silly (barking his -^ head off)

lool.ery \'fui-(s-)re\ n 1 ; the habit or practice of folly or fooling
2 : an act of folly or fooling

lOOl.har.di.ly \'ful-,hard-'l-e\ adv : in a foolhardy manner
f00l=har.di.ness \-,hard-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being
foolhardy

fOOl>Iiar>dy \-e\ adj : foolishly adventurous and bold : rash
fool-ish \'fii-Iish\ adj 1 ; marked by or proceeding from folly

2 a : absurd, ridiculous b ; nonplussed, abashed 3 ; trifling,
HUMBLE syn see simple — fool-ish-ly adv — Iool*isli-ness n

100l>proof \'ful-'priif\ adj : so simple, plain, or reliable as to leave
no opportunity for error, misuse, or failure

lOOlS.cap or lool'S cap \'ful-,skap\ « 1 : a cap or hood usu. with
bells worn by jesters 2 ; a conical cap for slow or lazy students
3 [fr. the watermark of a fool's cap formerly applied to such paper]
usu foolscap ; a size of paper typically 16x13 inches

tool's errand n : a needless or profitless errand
foors gold n 1 : pYRiTE 2 : chalcopyrite
fool's paradise n : a state of delusory happiness
toors parsley n : a poisonous European weed {Aelhusa cynaplum)
of the carrot family resembling parsley
Hoot \'fiit\ n, pi feet \'fet\ also foot [ME Jot, fr. OE Jot; akin to
"Lped-, pes foot, Gk pod-, pous'\ 1 : the terminal part of the verte-
brate leg upon which an individual stands 2 ; an invertebrate
organ of locomotion or attachment; esp : a ventral muscular surface
or process of a mollusk 3 ; any of various units of length based
on the length of the human foot; esp : a unit equal to ^ yard and
comprising 12 inches <a lO-fooi pole) {6 Jeet tall) — see measure
table 4 : the basic unit of verse meter consisting of any of various
fixed combinations or groups of stressed and unstressed or long
and short syllables 5a: motion or power of walking or running
: step b : swiftness, speed 6 : something resembling a foot in
gositlon or use: as a : the lower end of the leg of a chair or table

; one of the areas of the base of a piece of printing type c ; a
piece on a sewing machine that presses the cloth against the feed
7 Joot pi, chiejly Btit : infantry 8 : the lower edge (as of a sail)

9 ; the lowest part : bottom 10 : the end that is lower or opposite
the head 11 foots pi but sing or pi in consir ; material deposited
esp. in aging or refining : dregs — foot>like \-,lTk\ adj
2foot vi 1 : dance 2 : to go on foot 3 : to make speed : move^ vt 1 a : to perform the movements of (a dance) b : to walk,
run, or dance on, over, or through 2 archaic a ; kick b ; reject
3 archaic : establish 4 a : to add up b : to pay or stand credit
for 5 : to make or renew the foot of (as a stocking)

f00t>ag6 \'fui-ij\ n : length or quantity expressed in feet: as
a ; BOARD feet b : the total number of running feet of film used
foot-and-mcutli disease n ; an acute contagious febrile virus
disease esp. of cloven-footed animals marked by ulcerating vesicles
In the mouth, about the hoofs, and on the udder and teats

loot-ball \'fut-,b61\ « 1 ! any of several games played with a
football on a rectangular field having two goalposts at each end by
two teams whose object is to get the ball over a goal line or between
goalposts: as a Brit : soccer b Brit : rugby c : a game played
between two teams of 1 1 players each in which the ball is in pos-

,
session of one side at a time and is advanced by running or passing

J.
2 a ; an inflated oval ball used in the game of football b Brit : a
soccer ball 3 : something tossed or kicked about : plaything

loot.board \'fut-,b6(a)rd. -,b6(a)rd\ n 1 : a narrow platform on
which to stand or brace the feet 2 : a board forming the foot of a bed

foot.boy \-,b6i\ n ; a serving boy : page, attendant
foot brake n : a brake operated by foot pressure
foot-bridge \'fut-,brij\ n : a bridge for pedestrians
f00t>can>dle \'fut-'kan-d'l\ n : a unit of illuminance on a surface
that is everywhere one foot from a uniform point source of light
of one candle and equal to one lumen per square foot

fOOt-cloth \-,kI6th\ n 1 ; an ornamental cloth draped over the
back of a horse to reach the ground on each side 2 obs I carpet

fOOt>ed \'fut-3d\ adj 1 ; having a foot i^ creatures) 2 : having
such or so many feet (Ueet-footedy (Joui-jootedy

fOOt-er \'fut-9r\ n 1 ; pedestrian 2 : one that is a specified num-
ber of feet in height, length, or breadth <a six-Jooter}

loot.fall \'fut-.f6i\ n : STEP
foot fault n : a fault called against a server In tennis by reason of
his failure to keep both feet behind the base line

f00t*gear \'fut-,gl(3)r\ n : covering for the feet (as shoes)
lOOt.hUl \-.hil\ n : a hlU at the foot of higher hills

foot-hold \-(hold\ n 1 : a hold for the feet : footing 2 5a posi-
tion serving a military force as a base for further advance

fOOt-ing \'fut-io\ n 1 : a stable position or placing of the feet
2 : a surface or its condition with respect to one walking or run-

ning on it; specij ; the condition of a racetrack 3 : the act of mov-
ing on foot : STEP, tread 4 a : a place or space for standing : foot-
hold b : established position : status 5 : basis 6 : an enlargement
at the lower end of a foundation wall pier, or column to distribute
the load 7 : the sum of a column of figures

foo.lle \'fut-=l\ vz foo.tling \'fut-lia. -n-irj\ [alter, of footer
(to footle)] 1 : to waste time : trifle, fool 2 : to talk or act
foolishly — footle n — foo-tler \'fut-br, -n-ar\ n

foot-less \'fut-l3s\ adj 1 a : having no feet b : lacking foundation
: unsubstantial 2 : stupid, inept <a -^ and futUe plan) — foot-
less-ly adv — foot-less- ness n

foot-lights \-,lits\ n pi 1 : a row of lights set across the front of
a stage floor 2 : the stage as a profession

foo.tling \'fut-lio, -n-io\ adj [jooile] 1 : lacking judgment or
ability ; inept 2 : lacking use or value : trivial

foot.lock-er \'fut-,lak-3r\ n : a small flat trunk designed to be
placed at the foot of a bed (as in barracks)

foot-loose \-,lUs\ adj : having no ties : free, untrammeled
foot-man \'fut-m3n\ n 1 a archaic : a traveler on foot : pedestrian
b : infantryman 2 a ; a sen,'ant in livery formerly attending a
rider or required to run before his master's carriage b : a house
servant that serves at table, tends the door, and runs errands

foot-mark \-,m"ark\ n ; footprint
foot-note \-,n6t\ n 1 : a note of reference, explanation, or com-
ment placed below the text on a printed page 2 : something
subordinate or added to a larger statement or event — footnote vt

foot-pace \-,pas\ n 1 : a walking pace 2 : platform, dais
foot-pad \-,pad\ n ifoot + pad (highwayman)] ; one who robs a
pedestrian

foot-path \-,path, -,path\ n : a narrow path for pedestrians
foot-pound \-'paund\ n, pi foot-pounds : a unit of work equal
to the work done by a pound-force acting through a distance of
one foot in the direction of the force
fOOt-pound-al \-'paun-d=l\ n : the absolute unit of work equal to
the woik done by a force of one poundal acting through a distance
of one foot in the direction of the force
fOOt-pound-second adj : being or relating to a system of units
based upon the foot as the unit of length, the pound as the unit
of weight or mass, and the second as the unit of time

foot-print \'fut-,print\ n : an impression of the foot
foot-race \-,ras\ n : a race run on foot
foot-rest \-.re_st\ n : a support for the feet
foot-rope V.rop\ n 1 : a rope rigged below a yard for men to stand
on 2 : the part of a boltrope sewed to the lower edge of a sail

foot rot n 1 : a plant disease marked by rot of the stem near the
ground 2 : a progressive inflammation of the feet of sheep or cattle

foot-slog \'fut-,slag\ vi : to march or tramp through mud — foot-
slog-ger n

foot soldier n ; infantryman
foot-sore \'fut-,so(3)r, -,s6(3)r\ adj : having sore or tender feet (as
from much walking) — foot-sore-ness «

foot-stall \-,st61\ n : the plinth, base, or pedestal of a pillar
foot-Step \-,step\ n 1 a : tread b : distance covered by a step

: pace 2 : the mark of the foot ; track 3 : a step on which to
ascend or descend

foot-Stock \-,stak\ n : tailstock
foot-stone \-,ston\ n ; a stone placed at the foot of a grave
foot-Stool \-,stui\ n : a low stool to support the feet
foot-ton \-'t3n\ n : a unit of energy equal to the work done in
raising one ton against the force of gravity through the height of
one foot

foot-wall \-,w61\ n 1 : the lower wall of a vein, ore deposit, or
coal seam in a mine 2 : the lower wall of an inclined fault

foot-way \-,wa\ n : a narrow way or path for pedestrians
foot-wear \-,wa(a)r, -,we(a)r\ n : wearing apparel for the feet (as
shoes or boots) usu. excluding hosiery
foot-work \-,w3rk\ n 1 : the management of the feet and work
done with them (as in boxing) 2 : the activity of moving from
place to place

foo-ty \'fut-e\ adj [V foutu^ 1 chiefly dial : insignificant, paltry
<a — little town) 2 chiejly dial : poorly kept : shabby

ifOO-zle \'fu-z3l\ vt foo-zling \'fuz-(3-)liD\ [perh. fr. G dial.
fuseln to work carelessly] ; to manage or play awkwardly ; bungle
2foozle n : an act of foozling; esp I a bungling golf stroke
ifop \'fap\ n [ME; akin to ME fobben to deceive, MHG voppen]
1 obs : a foolish or silly person 2 : a man who is devoted to or
vain of his appearance or dress : coxcomb, dandy
2fop vt fopped; fop-ping obs ; fool, dupe
fop.pery \'fap-(3-)re\ n 1 : foolish character or action : folly
2 : the behavior, dress, or other mark of a fop

foP'Pish \'fap-ish\ adj 1 obs : foolish, silly 2 : characteristic
of a fop in dress or manners — fop-pish-ly atfv — fcp-pista-ness n

ifor Xfar, (')f6(3)r\ prep [ME, fr. OE; akin to L per through,
prae before, pro before, for, ahead, Gk pro, OE faran to go — more
at fare] la — used as a function word to indicate purpose
(money '^ studying) b — used as a function word to indicate an
intended destination (left -^ home) c — used as a function word
to indicate the object toward which one's desire or activity is

directed (now -^ a good rest) 2 a ; as being : as (take him -^ a
fool) b — used as a function word to indicate an actual or implied
enumeration or selection (-^ one thing, the price is too high)
3 : because of (cried '^ joy) 4 a — used as a function word to
indicate a recipient (as of an action that fills a need) b : in support
of (fighting -^ their country) c — used as a function word to in-

dicate appropriateness or belonging (medicine '-^ a cold) d —
used as a function word with a following noun or pronoun to
Introduce an infinitive construction equivalent to such noun
clauses as that he should, that he might (shouted the news -« all

to hear) 6 a : in place of b : In exchange as the equivalent of
(paid $10 '-- a hat) c : on behalf of : representing 6 : in spite of
7 : concerning (a stickler --- detail) 8 — used as a function word
to indicate equality or proportion (point -^ point) (tall '^ his age)
9 — used as a function word to indicate duration of time or extent
of space 10 : in honor of : after

2for conj ; for this reason or on this ground
iOX' prefix [ME.fr. OE; akin to OHG /ur- for-. OE/or] 1 : so as to

3 abutj- « kitten; or further; a back; 5 bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; Q) this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yU few; yii furious; zh vision
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Involve prohibition, exclusion, omission, failure, neglect, or refusal
(Jorsayy 2 t destructively or detrimentally (JorstovnO 3 : com-
pletely : excessively : to exhaustion : to pieces C/orspent>
lora pi oj FORUM
itor.age \'f6r-ii. 'far-\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. jorre fodder, of
Gmc origin; akin to OHG Juotar food, fodder — more at food]
1 : food for animals esp. when taken by browsing or grazing
2 [^Joragel ; the act of foraging : search for provisions

^forage vt 1 a : to strip of provisions : collect forage from b archaic
: SPOIL, PLUNDER 2 I to securc by foraging (Joraged a chicken for
the feast) -^ vi 1 : to wander in search of forage or food 2 : to
secure forage (as for horses) by stripping the country 3 : rav-
age, RAID 4 ; to make a search : rummage — for>ag>er n

forage acre n : a unit of grazing value equivalent to one acre of
land entirely covered with herbage that can be completely utilized
by grazing animals
fO'Tam \'f6r-9m, "for-X n ; foraminifer
fo-ra-men \f3-'ra-m3n\ n, pi fo>ram>i<na \-*ram-3-na\ or fo-ra-
mens \-'ra-m5nz\ [L joramin-, joramen, fr. jorare to bore — more
at bore] : a small opening, perforation, or orifice ; fenestra— lo>rain*i*nal \f3-'ram-3n-=l\ or lo-ram-Mious \-a-nas\ adj
fo.ra.men mag-num Xfa-.ra-msn-'mag-namX n [NL, lit., great
opening] : the opening in the skull through which the spinal cord
passes to become the medulla oblongata

for.a.min.i.ler V.for-s-'min-s-far, ,Far-\ n : any of an order (Fo-
raminifera) of large chiefly marine rhizopods usu. having cal-
careous shells that often are perforated with minute holes for pro-
trusion of slender pseudopodia and form the bulk of chalk and
nummulitic limestone — fo>ra>ml>nif>er>al Xfs-.ram-a-'nif-
(3-)r3l; ,f6r-a-ma-'nif-, ,far-\ or lo-ra-mi.nil-er-ous \-(3-)r3s\ arfj

lor and conj, obs : and also
for>as>much as Vf6r-5z-,mach-3z\ conj : in consideration that

: seeing that ; since
Uor.ay \'f6r-,a\ vb [ME Jorrayen, fr. MF forrer, fr. Jorre^ vt,

archaic : to ravage in search of spoils : pillage -^ vi : to make a
raid i'^ed briefly into enemy territory) — for>ay>er n

2Ioray n : a sudden or irregular invasion or attack for war or spoils
: RAID

lorb \'f6(3)rb\ n [Gk phorbe fodder, food, fr. pherbein to graze;
akin to OE beorgan to taste] : an herb other than grass : weed
Uor.hear \f6r-'ba{3)r. far-. -'be{3)r\ vb lor-bore \-'b60)r, -*b6{3)r\
lor-borne \-'bo(3)m, -'b6(3)m\ lor*bear-ing {.ME Jorberen, h.
OE jorberan, fr. jar- + beran to bear] vt 1 obs X to bear with
: ENDURE 2 obs : to Icavc alone : shun ('^ his presence —Shak.)
3 obs : to do without 4 : to refrain from : abstain or desist from
'^ vi 1 ; to hold back : abstain 2 : to control oneself when pro-
voked : be patient syn see refrain — for>bear*er n

2 forbear var oj forebear
for-bear-ance \f6r-'bar-3n(t)s. far-. -'ber-\ n 1 : a refraining from
the enforcement of something that is due 2 : the act of forbearing
: patience 3 : the quality of being forbearing ; leniency

ifor.bid \far-'bid. f6r-\ vt for-bade \-'bad, -'bad\ or for-bad
\-'bad\ for.bid*den \-'bid-'n\ for«bid>ding [ME jorbidden, fr.

OE jorbeodan, h.jor- + beodan to bid — more at bid] 1 : to com-
mand against : prohibft 2 a : to exclude or warn off by express
command b ; to bar from use (cameras are jorbidden^ 3 : to
hinder or prevent as if by an effectual command — for*bid>der n
syn PROHierr. interdict, iNHiarr: forbid imphes absolute pro-

scription and expected obedience and suggests the restraint of a
parent, physician, or teacher; PROHiBrr implies mor6 generality and
impersonality and suggests statutes or ordinances; interdict
implies prohibition by civil or ecclesiastical authority usu. for a
given time or a declared purpose; inhibit implies the imposition of
restraint or restriction by authority or by the exigencies of time or
situation or the operation of often involuntary self-restraint

sforbid adj. archaic : accursed <he shall live a man '^ —Shak.)
for-bid.dance \far-'bid-=n(t)s, f6r-\ n : the act of forbidding
for-bid*ding adj l : such as to make approach or passage difficult
or impossible 2 ; disagreeable, repellent — for-bid-dlng-ly
\-ir)-le\ adv — for-bid*ding-nes5 n

forbode var oj forebode
ifor-by or for.bye \f6r-'bT\ prep [ME jorby, prep. & adv., fr.

jore- + ftv] 1 archaic a : PAST b : near 2 chiejly Scot ; besides
2forby or forbye adv, chiejly Scot : in addition ; besides
iforce \'f6(3)rs, f6(a)rs\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. MF, fr. (assumed)
VL jortia, fr. L joriis strong] 1 a ; strength or energy exerted or
brought to bear : cause of motion or change i'^s of nature) : active
power b : moral or mental strength c (I ) ; capacity to persuade or
convince (2) : legal efficacy (that law is still in '^j 2 a : military
strength b (1) ; a body (as of troops or ships) assigned to a military
purpose (2) pi : the whole military strength (as of a nation) c : a
body of persons available for a particular end (labor '^) d : an in-
dividual or group having the power of effective action 3 : violence,
compulsion, or constraint exerted upon or against a person or thing
4 : an agency or influence that if applied to a free body results
chiefly in an acceleration of the body and sometimes in elastic de-
formation and other effects syn see power — force*lcss \-l3s\ adj

2force vt 1 ; to do violence to; esp : rape 2 : to compel by physical,
moral, or intellectual means ; coerce 3 : to malre or cause
through natural or logical necessity (Jorced to admit he was right)
4 a : to attain to or effect against resistance or inertia ('^ your
way through) b : to impose or thrust urgently, importunately, or
inexorably 5 : to achieve or win by strength in struggle or vio-
lence: a : to win one's way into (-^ a castle) {jorced the mountain
passes) b : to break open or through (~ a lock) 6 a : to raise or
accelerate to the utmost ijorcing the pace) b : to produce only
with unnatural or unwilling effort (Jorced laughter) c : to wrench,
strain, or use (language) with marked unnaturalness and lack of ease
7 a ; to hasten the rate of progress or growth of (a jorced march)
b : to bring (as plants) to maturity out of the normal season
ijorcing lilies for the Easter trade) 8 : to induce (as a particular
bid or play by another player) in a card game by some conventional
act, play, bid, or response 9 a ; to cause (a runner in baseball) to
be put out through the necessity of leaving a base and attempting to
advance to the next one b : to cause (a run) to be scored in base-
ball by giving a base on balls when the bases are full — forc>er n
syn compel, coerce, con^rain, oblige: force is the general

term and implies the overcoming of resistance by the exertion of
strength, power, weight, stress, or duress; compel typically requires

^ a personal object and suggests the working of an irresistible force;
' COERCE suggests overcoming resistance or unwillingness by actual or

threatened violence or pressure; constrain suggests the effect of a
force or circumstance that limits freedom of action or choice;
oblige implies the constraint of necessity, law, or duty— lorce one's hand : to cause one to act precipitously : force one
to reveal his purpose or intention

forced \'fo(3)rst, 'f6(a)rst\ adj 1 : compelled by force : involun-
tary 2 : done or produced with effort, exertion, or pressure— forced-ly \'for-s3d-le, 'for-; '£orst-le, *f6rst-\ adv
force feed n : a lubricating system (as in an internal-combustion
engine) in which the lubricant is supplied under pressure

force-feed \'fors-'fed, *f6rs-\ vt : to feed (as an animal) by forcible
administration of food

torce>fllI \'f6rs-fs!, 'f6rs-\ adj ; possessing or filled with force
; VIGOROUS — force- ful'ly \-f3-le\ adv — force>ful<ness n

force ma-ieure \.f6r-sma-'zh3r, ,f6r-\ n [F] : superior or irresist-
ible force
force-meat \'for-.smet, 'for-X n [force (alter, of jarce) + meatl

; finely chopped and highly seasoned meat or fish that is either
served alone or used as a stuffing — called also jarce

for.ceps \'f6r-s3ps\ n, pi forceps [L, fr. fomms warm + capere to
take — more at warm, heave] : an instrument for grasping, hold-
ing firmly, or exerting traction upon objects esp. for delicate
operations (as by jewelers or surgeons) ~ for-ceps-liKe \-,lik\ adj

force pump n : a pump with a soUd piston for drawing and forcing
through valves a liquid (as water) to a considerable height above
the pump or under a considerable pressure

forc>ible \'f6r-s3-b3l. 'f6r-\ adj 1 : effected by force used against
opposition or resistance 2 ; characterized by force, efficiency, or
energy : powerful — forc*i'ble«ness n — forc-i-bly \-ble\ adv
iford \*f5(3)rd. 'f6(s)rd\ n [ME. fr. OE; akin to ON jjorthr fiord,
L partus port, OEjaran to go — more at fare] : a shallow part of a
body of water that may be crossed by wading

2ford 17 : to cross (a body of water) by wading — ford-able \'f6rd-
9-b3l, 'f6rd-\ adj
for-do or fore.do \f6r-'dij, for-\ vt [ME Jordan, fr. OE Jordan, fr.

jor- -\- don to do] 1 archaic : to do away with : destroy 2 : to
overcome with fatigue : exhaust (quite fordone with the heat)
ifore \'f6(3)r. 'f6(3)r\ adv [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE for-i 1 obs

: formerly 2 : in, toward, or adjacent to the front : forward
2fore also *fore prep l chiefly dial : before 2 : in the presence of
3fore adj {.fore-"] 1 : prior in order of occurrence ; former 2 : situ-
ated in front of something else : forward

*tore n 1 ; front 2 : something that occupies a front position
sfore interj [prob. short for before} — used by a golfer to warn
anyone within range of the probable line of flight of his ball

fore- comb farm iME for-, fore-, fr. OE /ore-, fr. fore, adv.] 1 a : ear-
lier : beforehand {foresee} b : occurring earlier : occurring be-
forehand {forepaymenty 2a: situated at the front : in front
C/oreleg) b : front part of (something specified) (/orearm)

fore and aft adv l : lengthwise of a ship : from stem to stem
2 : in. at. or toward both the bow and stern

fore-and-aft \,f6r-3-'naft. ,f6r-\ adj l ; lying, running, or acting
in the general line of the length of a ship or other construction
: longftudinal 2 : having no square sails

fore-and-aft-er \-'naf-t3r\ n : a ship with a fore-and-aft rig; esp
: schooner

fore-and-aft rig n : a sailing-ship rig in which most or all of the
sails are not attached to yards but are bent to gaffs or set on the
masts or on stays amidships
More-arm \(')for-'arm. (')f6r-\ vt : to arm In advance : prepare
3fore-arm Vfor-,arm, 'f6r-\ n ; the part of the arm between the
elbow and the wrist; also : the corresponding part in other verte-
brates
fore-bear or for-bear \'f6r-.ba(3)r, "for-. -.be(3)r\ n [ME (Sc)
jorebear, fr. jore- + -bear (fr. been to be)] : ancestor, forefather— usu. used in pi.

fore<bode also for-bode \for-'bod, f6r-\ v; 1 : foretell, portend
(such heavy air ^5 storm) 2 I to have an inward conviction of (as

coming ill or misfortune) '^ vi : augur, predict — fore>bod*er n
ifore-bod-ing n : an omen, prediction, or presentiment esp. of
coming evil : portent
^foreboding adj : indicative of or marked by foreboding — fore-
bod-ing-ly \-io-le\ adv — fore*bod*ing-ness n

fore-braln \'f6r-.bran, 'f6r-\ n 1 ; the anterior of the three pri-

mary divisions of the developing vertebrate brain 2 a : the part
of the brain of the adult that develops from the embryonic fore-
brain and includes the telencephalon and diencephalon b ; telen-
cephalon
ifore-cast \'for-.kast, 'f6r-\ vb forecast or lore-cast-ed; fore-
cast-ing vt l archaic ; to plan ahead : scheme 2 a : to calculate
or predict (some future event or condition) usu. as a result of ra-

tional study and analysis of available pertinent data; esp : to predict
(weather conditions) on the basis of correlated meteorological
observations b : to indicate as likely to occur 3 : to serve as a
forecast of : presage '*- vi ; to calculate the future syn see fore-
tell — fore-cast-er n
^forecast n l obs a : previous determination b : plan, design
2 archaic : foresight of consequences and provision against them
; forethought 3 : a prophecy, estimate, or prediction of a future
happening or condition

fore-cas-tle \'f6k-s3l; 'for-.kas-sl. 'f6r-\ n 1 : the part of the upper
deck of a ship forward of the foremast or of the fore channels
2 : the forward part of a merchantman where the sailors live

fore-close \f6r-'kl6z, f6r-\ vb iME forclosen, fr. OF farclos. pp.
of forclore. fr. fors outside (fr. L foris) + clore to close — more at

forum] vr 1 : to shut out : debar 2 : to hold exclusively 3 : to
deal with or close in advance 4 : to subject to foreclosure proceed-
ings '^ vi : to foreclose a mortgage

fore-clo-sure \-'klo-zh3r\ n : an act or instance of foreclosing;

specif ; a legal proceeding that bars or extinguishes a mortgagor's
right of redeeming a mortgaged estate

fore-deck \'f5r-,dek, 'for-X n : the forepart of a ship's main deck
foredo var of fordo
ifore.doom \'f6r-,dUm. 'f6r-\ n, archaic : consignment in advance
to a particular fate : destiny
2fore-doom \for-'dUm. f6r-\ vt : to doom beforehand
fore-face \'for-.fas. *f6r-\ n : the part of the head of a quadruped
that is in front of the eyes

fore-fa-ther \'f6r-,faiii-3r, 'f6r-\ n 1 : ancestor la 2 : a person
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of an earlier period and common heritage
lore>leel \(')for-'fe(3)i, (')f6r-\ vt ; to have a presentiment of
forefend var oj forfend
tore>fiii<ger \'for-,fiq-gar, 'f6r-\ n : the finger next to the thumb— calied also index finger
lOtG'tooi X'for-.fiit, 'ioT-\ n 1 : one of the anterior feet of a quad-
ruped or multiped 2 : the forward part of a ship where the stem
and keel meet

lore-front \-,fr3nt\ n : the foremost part or place ; vanguard
loregather var oj forgather
ilore>go \for-'go, f6r-\ vt : to go before : precede — fore*go>er
Vgo{-3)r\ n

2f0reg0 var oj FORGO
lore*go>mg \-'go-io, -'g6(-)io\ adj ; going before syn see pre-
ceding

lore*gone X'for-.gon, 'for- also -,gan\ adj : previous, past
Joregone conclusion n 1 : a conclusion that has preceded argument
or examination 2 : an inevitable result : certainty
fore.ground \"for-,graund. 'f6r-\ n 1 : the part of a scene or repre-
sentation that is nearest to and in front of the spectator 2 I a
position of prominence : forefront

fore.gut \-.g3t\ n : the anterior part of the alimentary canal of a
vertebrate embryo that develops into the pharynx, esophagus,
stomach, and extreme anterior part of the intestine
llore.hand \ 'for-,hand, 'f6r-\ n 1 archaic : superic
; advantage 2 : the part of a horse that
is before the rider 3 : a forehand stroke
(as in tennis or racquets); also ; the side on
which such strokes are made
aforehand adv : with a forehand stroke
slorehand adj l obs : done or given in
advance ; prior 2 : made with the palm
of the hand turned in the direction in
which the hand is moving (a '^ tennis forehand 3
stroke)

lore-hand. ed X'for-'han-dad. 'f6T-\ adj 1 a : mindful of the future
; thrifty, prudent b : comfortably off : well-to-do 2 : fore-
hand 2 — fore>hand>ed<ly adv — lore-hand-ed-ness n
forehead \'f6r-3d, 'far-; 'for-.hed 'f6r-\ n 1 : the part of the face
above the eyes 2 ; the front or forepart of something

fore-hoof \'for-,huf. 'for-, -.huf\ n : the hoof of a forefoot
for-eign \'f6r-9n. 'far-\ adj [ME forein, fr. OF, fr. LL jorumis on
the outside, fr. hjoris outside — more at forum] 1 : situated out-
side a place or country; esp ; situated outside one's own country
2 : bom in, belonging to, or characteristic of some place or country
other than the one under consideration 3 : of, relating to, or
proceeding from some oiher person or material thing than the one
under consideration 4 ; alien in character : not connected or
pertinent 5 : related lo or deaUng with other nations 6 : oc-
curring in an abnormal situation in the living body and commonly
introduced from without 7 : not being within the jurisdiction of a
political unit (as a state) syn see extrinsic — for-eign-ness

foreign hill n : a bill of exchange not both drawn and payable
within a particular jurisdiction

for-eigu.er \'f6r-3-nar, 'far-\ n 1 : a person belonging to or owing
allegiance to a foreign country : alien 2 chiejly dial : stranger

foreign exchange n 1 ; a process of settling accounts or debts be-
tween persons residing in different countries 2 : foreign
or current short-term credit instruments payable in such

for-eign.ism \'for-3-,niz-3m, 'far-\ n : something peculiar to a
foreign language or people; specij : a foreign idiom or custom
foreign minister n : a governmental minister for foreign affairs
Ifore.judge or for-judge Xfsr-'jaj, f5r-, f6r-\ vt [ME jorjuggen, fr.

MF jorjugier, fr jors outside (fr. hjoris) + jugier to judge] : to
expel, oust, or put out by judgment of a court

alore.judge \(')f6r-'j3j, (')f6r-\ vt ; prejudge
fore-know \(')for-'no, (')f6r-\ vt : to have previous knowledge of

; know beforehand syn see foresee— fore-Kuowl-edge \-'nal-ij\n
fore-la-dy \'for-,lad-e, 'f6r-\ n : a woman who acts as a foreman
fore-land X'for-land, 'f6r-\ n : promontory, headland
fore-leg \'for-,leg, 'for-, -.lag\ n : a front leg
fore.limb \-.Iim\ n : an arm, fin, wing, or leg that is or is homolo-
gous to a foreleg

fore-lock \-,lak\ n : a lock of hair growing from the front of the
head
fcre.man X'for-msn, 'f6r-\ n : a first or chief man: as a : a member
of a jury who acts as chairman and spokesman h (1) ; a chief and
often specially trained workman who works with and commonly
leads a gang or crew (2) : a person in authority over a group of
workers, a particular operation, or a section of a plant — fore-
man-ship \-,ship\ n
fore-mast \-.mast, -mast\ n : the mast nearest the bow of a ship
fore.milk \-,miIk\ « l ; first-drawn milk 2 : colo^rum
ifore-most \'f6r-.most, 'for-X adj IME jormest, fr. OE, superl. of
^07-ma first; akin to OHG/rwma advantage, OE/orefore] 1 : first in
a series or progression 2 : of first rank or position : preeminent
2foremost adv : in the first place
fore-moth. er X'for-.math-sr, 'f6r-\ n : a female ancestor
fore-name \-,narn\ n : a first name
fore-named \-,namd\ adj : previously named : aforesaid
fore-noou X'for-.nlin, 'for-, , for-', f6r-'\ n : the early part of the
day ending with noon ; morning

ifo-ren.sic \f3-'ren(ti-sik, -'ren-2ik\ adj [L/oren^i^ public, forensic,
fr. forum'i 1 : belonging to, used in, or suitable to courts of judica-
ture or to public discussion and debate 2 : argumentative,
rhetorical — fo-ren-si'Cal-ly \-si-k(3-)le. -zi-\ adv

^forensic « l : an argumentative exercise 2 pi but sing or pi in

constr : the art or study of argumentative discourse
fore-or-dain \,f6r-6r-'dan, ,fdr-\ vt ; to dispose or appoint in
advance : predestine — fore-or-di-na.tion \-,6rd-=n-'a-sh3n\ n

fore-part \'for-,part, 'f6r-\ n 1 : the anterior part of something
2 ; the earlier part of a period of time

fore-passed or fore.past \-,past\ adj ; bygone
fore.paw \-,p6\ n : the paw of a foreleg
fore.peak \-,pek\ n ; the extreme forward lower compartment or

tank used for trimming or storage in a ship
fore.Quar.ter \-.kw6(rn-ar\ n : the front half of a lateral half of
the body or carcass of a quadruped <a ~ of beef)

fore-reach \for-'rech, f6r-\ vi, oj a ship : to gain ground in tacking~ v/ ; to gain on or overhaul and go ahead of when close-hauled
fore-run \-'r3n\ vt 1 : to run before 2 : to come before as a
token of something to follow 3 : forestall, anticipate

lore.run.ner X'for-.ran-ar, 'for-V n 1 : one going or sent before to
give notice of the approach of others: as a : a premonitory sign or
symptom h ; a skier who runs the course before the start of a race
2 ; predecessor, forebear
syn forerunner, precursor, harbinger, herald mean one who

goes before or announces the coming of another, forerunner is
applicable to anything that serves as a sign or presage; precursor
applies to a person or thing paving the way for the success or ac-
complishment of another; harbinger and herald both apply,
chiefly figuratively, to one that proclaims or announces the coming
or arrival ofa notable event

fore-said \'f5r-,sed, 'f6r-\ adj, archaic : aforesaid
fore. sail \'for-,sal. 'for-, -sal\ n 1 : a sail carried on the foreyard
of a square-rigged ship that is the lowest sail on the foremast 2
; the lowersailset abaft a schooner's foremast 3 : foresta'^ sail

fore.see \for-'se, f6r-\ vt : to see (as a development) beforehand
: FOREKNOW — fore-see-ahle X-'se-a-bal, far-\ adj — fore.se-er
\for-'se-9r. for-. -'si(-3)r\ n
syn FORESEE, FOREKNOW, DIVINE, APPREHEND, ANTICIPATE mean tO
know beforehand, foresee impUes nothing about how the knowl-
edge is derived and may apply to ordinary reasoning and experience;
FOREKNOW usu. impUes supernatural assistance, as through revela-
tion; DIVINE adds to FORESEE the suggestion of exceptional wisdom
or discernment; apprehend implies foresight mingled with uncer-
tainty, anxiety, or dread; anticipate implies taking action about or
responding emotionally to something before it happens

fore.shad-ow \for-'shad-(.)o, for-, -'shad-3(-w)\ vt : to represent
or typify beforehand ; prefigure — fore.shad^ow-er \-3-w3r\ n
fore.Shank \'f6r-,shaQk, 'f6r-\ n : a beef shin
fore.Sheet \-,shet\ n l : one of the sheets of a foresail 2 pi : the
forward part of an open boat
lore-Shore \-,sho(3)r, -,sh6(3)r\ n 1 : a strip of land margining a
body of water 2 ; the part of a seashore between high-water and
low-water marks_

fore. Short.en Xfor-'short-'n, f6r-\ vt 1 : to shorten by propor-
tionately contracting in the direction of depth so that an illusion of
projection or extension in space is obtained 2 ; to make more
compact
fore-Show \for-'sho. f6r-\ vt 1 : foretell 2 ; to show beforehand
fore. side \'for-,sid, 'f6r-\ n : the front side or part : front
fore. sight \'for-,sit. 'f6r-\ n 1 : an act or the power of foreseeing

: prescience 2 : an act of looking forward; also : a view forward
3 : action in reference to the future : prudence — fore-sight- ed
\-3d\ adj — fore-sight-ed-ly adv — lore-sight-ed.ness n

fore.sKin \'for-,skin. 'f6r-\ n : a fold of skin that covers the glans of
the penis — called also prepuce

fore.speak \for-'spek, f6r-\ vt 1 : foretell, predict 2 : to
anange for in advance

ifor.est \'f6r-3st, 'far-\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OF, fr. lAl^jorestis,
fr. hjoris outside] 1 : a tract of wooded land in England formerly
owned by the sovereign and used for game 2 : a dense growth of
trees and underbrush covering a large tract 3 : something re-
sembling a forest esp. in profusion — for. est.al \-3st-'l\ or
fo-res-ti-al Xfa-'res-ie-al, fo-, -'res(h)-ch3l\ adj— for.es.ta.tion
\,f6r-9-'sta-sh5n, ,far-\ n

sforest vt ; to cover with trees or forest

fore.stage \"for-,staj. 'fdr-\ n : apron 2g
fore-Stall \for-'st61, f6r-\ vt [ME jorstallen, fr. jorstall act of way-
laying, fr. OE joresteall, ii.jore- -h sfea// position, stall] 1 archaic
; INTERCEPT 2 : to exclude, hinder, or prevent by prior occupation
or measures 3 : to get ahead of ; anticipate 4 obs : obstruct,
BESET 5 : to prevent the normal trading in by buying or diverting
goods or by persuading persons to raise prices syn see prevent —
lore-stall. er n — lore-stall-ment \-'st6l-m3nt\ n

lore-stay \'for-,sta, 'fdr-\ n : a stay from the foremast head to the
deck of a ship

lore. stay.sail \-,sal, -sal\ n : the triangular aftermost headsail of a
schooner, ketch, or yawl set on hanks on the foresiay

for. est. er X'for-a-star. 'far-\ n 1 ; a person trained in forestry

2 : an inhabitant of a forest 3 I any of various woodland moths
(family Agaristidae)

forest floor n : the richly organic layer of soil and debris character-
istic of forested land

forest green n ; a dark yellowish or moderate olive green
lor-est.ry \'f6r-3-stre, 'far-\ n 1 : forest land 2 a : the science of
developing, caring for, or cultivating forests b : the management of
growing timber

foreswear var oj forswear
foresworn var oj forsworn
'lore.taste \'for-,tast, 'f6r-\ n : an advance indication or warning
syn see prospect

2tore. taste \for-'tast, for-', 'for-, , 'f6r-,\ vt : to taste beforehand
: anticipate

fore-tell \f6r-'tel, f6r-\ vt ; to tell beforehand : predict — fore-
tell- er n
syn foretell, predict, forecast, prophesy, prognosticate mean

to tell beforehand, foretell applies to the telling of the coming of a
future event by any procedure or any source of information;
predict commonly im.plies inference from facts or accepted laws of
nature; forecast adds the implication of anticipating eventualities

and differs from predict in being usually concerned with proba-
biUties rather than certainties; prophesy connotes inspired or
mystic knowledge of the future especially as the fulfilling of divine
threats or promises; prognosticate suggests the learned or skilled

interpretation of signs or symptoms
ifore-thought \'for-,th6t, 'f6r-\ n 1 : a thinking or planning out
in advance : premeditation 2 : consideration for the future

aforethought adj : thought of or planned beforehand : deliberate
fore.thought.lul \-fal\ adj : full of or having forethought — fore-
thought.IuLly \-fa-le\ adv— fore- thought-lul-ness n

Q abut;^^ Q kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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fore*time \'for-,tTm, 'f6r-\ n : former or past time
ifore>to-ken X'for-.to-ksn, 'f6r-\ n ; a premonitory sign

2foie<to>ken \for-'t5-k3n, f6r-\ vi fore<to-ken*ing \-'tok-(>-)nio\
; to warn o^ in advance

lore. top \'for-,tap, 'for-, in sense 2 ojten 'fort-sp or 'f6rt-\ n 1 : hair
on the forepart of the head; esp : the forelock of a horse 2 • the
platform at the head of a ship's foremast
fore-top. gal.lant \'for-,tap-,gaI-3nt, 'fort-a-.gal-, •f6r(t)-\ ad}

: being the part next above the fore-topmast
fore.top.man \'f5r-,tap-man, 'fort-ap-, '£dr(t)-\ n : a sailor on duty
on the foremast and above

lore-top'inast \'for-,tap-mast, 'fort-3p-,mast, 'i6T{t)-\ n ; a mast
next above the foremast

lore-top.sail \ "for-,tap-sal, 'fort-sp-.sal, •f6r(t)-\ n : the sail above
the foresail

lor-ev-er Xfa-'rev-sr, f6-\ adv 1 : for a limitless time 2 : at all

for.ev.er.more \-,rev-3(r)-'m6C3)r, -'m6(3)r\ adv : forever
for-ev.er.uess \-'rev-3r-n3s\ n ; eternity
fore.warn \f6r-'w6(a)m, f6r-\ vt : to warn in advance syn see
WARN

lore wing n ; either of the anterior wings of a 4-wlnged insect
lore.wom.an \'f6r-,wum-3n, 'f6r-\ n : forelady
lore.word \'for-(,)w3rd, 'for-X n ; preface
loreworn varoj forworn
lore.yard \'for-,yard, 'f6r-\ n : the lowest yard on a foremast
Uor.feit \'f6r-f3t\ n [ME forjait, fr. MF, fr. pp. of Jorjaire to com-
mit a crime, forfeit, prob. fr. Jors outside (fr. Ljoris) + jaire to do,
fr. L jacere — more at forum, do] 1 a ; something forfeited
b : PENALTY 2 : forfeiture 3 a : something deposited and then
redeemed on payment of a fine b p/ : a game in which forfeits are
exacted

^forfeit vt 1 : to lose or lose the right to by some error, offense, or
crime 2 ; to subject to confiscation as a forfeit — lor*leit*able
\-3-b9l\ adj — for.ieit-er n

31orfeit adj : forfeited or subject to forfeiture
lor.lei.ture \'f6r-f3-.chu(3)r, -char, -.t(y)u(a)r\ n 1 : the act of
forfeiting 2 : something that is forfeited : penalty

lor.lend also fore.lend \f6r-'fend, f6r-\ v/ 1 a archaic ; FORBro
b ; to ward off ; prevent 2 : pROiEcr, preserve
ior.gath.er or lore.gath.er Xfor-'gath-sr, for-\ vi 1 : to come
together : assemble 2 : to meet someone usu. by chance
Uorge \'fo(3)rj, *f6(3)rj\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L Jabrica, fr. Jabr-,
Jaber smith — more at daft] 1 ; a furnace or a shop with its furnace
where metal is healed and wrought : smffhy 2 : a workshop where
wrought iron is produced or where iron is made ; bloomery

2Iorge vt 1 a : to form (as metal) by heating and hammering
b : to form (metal) by a mechanical or hydraulic press 2 : to form
or shape out in any way ; fashion 3 : to make or imitate falsely
esp. with intent to defraud : couNTERFErr -^ vj 1 : to work at a
forge 2 : to commit forgery syn see make
31orge vj [origin unknown] 1 : to move forward slowly and steadily
2 : to move with a sudden increase of speed and power

lorg.er \'for-J3r. 'f6r-\ n 1 a : falsifier; specij ; a creator of false
tales b : a person guilty of forgery 2 : one that forges

lorg-ery \'f6rj-(3-)re. 'f6rj-\ n 1 archaic : invention 2 : an act of
forging; esp ; the crime of falsely and fraudulently making or alter-
ing a writing or other instrument 3 : something forged

lor.get \f3r-'get, f6r-\ vb for.got \-'gat\ lor>got>ten \-'gat-'n\ or
forgot; for.get'ting [ME Jorgeten, fr. OH Jorgietan, fr. for- +
-gietan (akin to ON geta to get)] vt 1 a : to lose the remembrance
of b obs ; to cease from doing 2 : to treat with inattention or
disregard : neglect (Jorgot his old friends) 3 : to put out of mind
<'^ it> ^ vi 1 : to cease remembering or noticing 2 : to fail to
become mindful at the proper lime <~ about paying the bill) syn
see neglect — for.get-ter n — forget oneself : to lose one's
dignity, temper, or self-control

lor.get'ful \-'get-f3l\ adj 1 : likely to forget 2 : careless, neg-
lectful 3 : inducing oblivion (-^ sleep) — lor-get.lul.ly \-fa-
le\ adv — lor.get'ful.ness n
syn oblivious, unmindful: forgetful usually implies a heedless

or negligent habit of failing to keep in mind; oblivious suggests a
failure to notice or remember due to external causes or conditions
or to a determination to ignore; unmindful may suggest inatten-
tion and heedlessness or a deliberate ignoring

lor.ge.tive \'f6r-j3t-iv, 'f6r-\ adj [prob. fr. ^Jorge + -five (as in
inve(it\ve)'[ ; inventive, imaginative
for.get-me-not \f9r-'get-me-,nat. f6r-\ n : any of a genus {Myoso-
lis) of small herbs of the borage family having bright-blue or white
flowers usu. in a curving spike

for.get.ta.ble Xfsr-'get-a-bal. f6r-\ adj : likely to be forgotten
lorg.ing n 1 ; the act of a forger 2 : a piece of forged work
lor-giv-able \far-'giv-a-b3l. f6r-\ adj : capable of being forgiven
lor-give Vfar-'giv, f6r-\ vb for.gave \-'gav\ lor*giv>en \-'giv-an\
lor.glV.ing [ME forgiven, fr. OE forgifan, hjor- + gifan to give]
vt 1 : to cease to feel resentment against (an offender) ; pardon
<~ one's enemies) 2 a : to give up resentment of or claim to
requital for <~ an insult) b : to grant relief from payment of^ vi : to grant forgiveness syn see excuse — lor-giv^er n

lor.give.ness \-.-'giv-n3S\ n : the act of forgiving ; pardon
lor.giv.ing adj 1 : willing or able to forgive 2 : characterized by
forgiveness — for*glv>ing.ly \-io-le\ adv — for.giv>ing.ness n

lor.go or lore.go \f6r-'g6, f6r-\ vt [ME forgon, fr. OE forgdn to
pass by, forgo, fr. for- + gan to go] 1 archaic ; forsake 2 ! to
abstain from : renounce — for-go-er \-'g6(-9)r\ n

lo.rint \'f6-,rint\ n [Hung] — see money table
loriudge var of forejudge
Mork \'f6(3)rk\ n [ME forke, fr. OE & ONF; OE forca & ONE
forque, fr. L/urca] 1 : an implement with two or more prongs used
esp. for taking up (as in eating), pitching, or digging 2 : a forked
part, tool, or piece of equipment 3 a : a division into branches or
the place where something divides into branches b : confluence
4 a : a branch of a fork b : alternative, choice
3fork vi : to divide into two or more branches <the road -^j) ^ vt

1 : to give the form of a fork to i-^ing her fingers) 2 : to raise or
pitch with a fork i^ hay) 3 : to attack (two chessmen) simul-
taneously 4 : PAY. contribute — fork>er n

forked \'fd(3)rkt, 'f6r-k3d\ adj 1 : resembling a fork esp. In having
one end divided into two or more branches or points ir^ lightning)

2 : shaped like a fork or having a forked part <a '^ road)
lork.ful X'fork-.fiilX n, pi lorWuls \'f6rk-.ful2\ or lorks-fnl
\'f6rks-.ful\ ; as much as a fork will hold

lork'lift \'f6r-,klift\ n ; a machine for hoisting heavy objects by
means of steel fingers inserted under the load

forky \'f6r-ke\ adj : forked <a ~ beard)
lor.lorn \f3r-*16(a)m\ adj IME Jorloren, fr. OE, pp. oi jorleosan to
lose, fr. for- + leosan to lose] 1 a : forsaken, bereft b : de-
serted 2 : miserable, wretched 3 : nearly hopeless syn
see alone — lor.lom.ly adv — for*loni-ness \-'16m-n3s\ n

forlorn hope n [by folk etymology fr. D verloren hoop, lit., lost
band] 1 : a body of men selected to perform a perilous service
2 : a desperate or extremely difficult enterprise
llorm \'f6(9)rra\ n [HE, forme, fr. OF, fr. L/ormal 1 a : the shape
and structure of something as distinguished from its material
b ; a body (as of a person) esp. in its external appearance or as
distinguished from the face c archaic ; beauty 2 : the essential
nature of a thing as distinguished from its matter: as a ; idea la
b : the component of a thing that determines its kind 3a: estab-
lished method of expression or proceeding : procedure according
to rule or rote b : a prescribed and set order of words : formula
4 ; a printed or typed document with blank spaces for insertion of
required or requested information <tax^ 6a; conduct regulated
by extraneous controls (as of custom or etiquette) : ceremony,
CONVENTiONALrrY; sometimes : show without substance b : manner
or style of performing or accompUshing according to recognized
standards of technique 6a: the resting place of a hare b : a long
seat ; bench 7 a ; a supporting frame model of the human figure
used for displaying clothes b : a mold in which concrete is placed
to set 8 : the printing type or other matter arranged and secured in
a chase ready for printing 9 : one of the different modes of
existence, action, or manifestation of a particular thing or sub-
stance : KIND, SORT, VARIETY 10 a ; Orderly method of arrangement
(as in the presentation of ideas) ; manner of coordinating elements
(as of an artistic production or course of reasoning); sometimes : a
particular kind or instance of such arrangement <the sonnet is a
poetical ~) b : pattern, schema (arguments of the same logical
'^) c : the structural element, plan, or design of a work of art —
compare content d : a visible and measurable unit defined by a
contour : a bounded surface or volume 11 : a grade in a British
secondary school or in some American private schools
12 a ; known ability to perform b : condition suitable for per-
forming (as in athletic competition) 13 a ; linguistic form
b : one of the different aspects a word may take as a result of in-

flection or change of spelling or pronunciation (verbal '^s)
syn FIGURE, shape, conformation, configuration: form usu.

suggests reference to both internal structure and external outline
and often the principle that gives unity to the whole; figure
apphes chiefly to the form as determined by bounding or enclosing
lines; shape like hgure suggests an outline but carries a stronger
implication of the enclosed body or mass; conformation imphes
structure composed of related parts; conhguration refers to the
disposition and arrangement of^component parts

2Iomi vt 1 : to give form or shape to : fashion 2 a : to give a
particular shape to : shape or mold into a certain state or after a
particular model ; arrange b : to model by instruction and disci-

pline <a mind -^ed by classical education) 3 : develop, acquire
<'^ a habit) 4 : to serve to make up or constitute ; be a usu.
essential or basic element of 6 a : to assume an inflection so as to
produce (as a tense) <~5 the past in -ed) b : to combine to make
(a compound word) c ; to make up : constitute <'^ a clause)

6 ; to arrange in order : draw up '^ vi 1 : to become formed or
shaped 2 : to take form : come into existence : arise 3 ; to take
on a definite form, shape, or arrangement syn see make — form
on : to take up a formation next to
lorm- or formo- comb form iformici : formic acid iformate^
-form \.f6rm\ adj comb form [MF & L; MF -forme, fr. L -formis, fr.

formal ; in the form or shape of : resembling {oviform}
ifor.mal \'f6r-m3l\ adj la: belonging to or being the essential

constitution or structure (-^ cause) b : relating to, concerned with,

or constituting the outward form of something as distinguished
from its content 2 a ; following or according with established

form, custom, or rule : conventional b : done in due form
; CEREMONIAL 3a: based on conventional forms and rules

b : characterized by punctilious respect for form ; methodical
c : rigidly ceremonious : prim 4 : having the appearance without
the substance : nominal syn see ceremonial — lor.mal-ly
\-ma-le\ adv
^formal n : something formal in character
form.al.de.hyde \f6r-'mal-d3-.hTd, fsr-X n [ISV] : a colorless

pungent irritating gas HCHO that is made by oxidation of meth-
anol or of gaseous hydrocarbons and used chiefly as a disinfectant
and preservative and in synthesizing other compounds and resins

For.ma.Iin X'for-ma-lsn, -,len\ trademark — used for a clear

aqueous solution of formaldehyde containing a small amount of
methanol
for.mal.lsm \'f6r-m3-.llz-3m\ n : the practice or the doctrine of
strict adherence to prescribed or external forms (as in religion or
art); also X an instance of this — for^maMst \-l3st\ n or adj
— for.mal.is.tic \,for-m3-'lis-tik\ adj — for.maMs-ti.cal.ly
\-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

for*mal<i>ty \f6r-'mal-at-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being for-

mal 2 : compliance with formal or conventional rules : cere-
mony 3 : an established form that is required or conventional
for.mal.iza.tion \,f6r-m3-la-'za-sh3n\ n : an act of formalizing
: the state of being formalized

for.mal.ize \'f6r-m3-.lTz\ vt 1 : to give a certain or definite form to

: shape 2 a : to make formal b : to give formal status or approval
to — for.mal'iz.er n
lormal logic n : a system of logic (as Aristotelian logic or symbolic
logic) that abstracts the forms of thought from its content to
establish abstract criteria of consistency

lor.mant X'for-mant, -,mant\ n : a characteristic component of the
quality of a speech sound; specif : any of several resonance bandy
held to determine the phonetic quality of a vowel

lor.mat \'f6r-.mat\ n [F or G; F. fr. G, fr. L formatus, pp. of

formare to form, fr. forma} 1 : the shape, size, and general makeup
of a publication 2 : general plan of organization or arrangement
for.mate \-,mat\ n : a salt or ester of formic acid

lor.ma.tion \f6r-'ma-sh»n\ n 1 : an act of giving form or shape to

something or of taking form : development 2 : something that is
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formed 3 : the manner in which a thing Is formed : structure
4 : the largest unit in an ecological community comprising two or
more associations and their precursors 5 : any sedimentary bed or
consecutive series of beds sufficiently homogeneous or distinctive
to be a unit 6 : an arrangement of a body or group of persons in
some prescribed manner or for a particular purpose — lor>ina-
tion-al \-shn3l, -shsn--'l\ adj
ifor-ma.tive \'f6r-m3t-iv\ adj 1 a : giving or capable of giving
form ; constructive <a '^ influence) b oj an ajjix or other word
element : used in word formation or inflection 2 ; capable of
alteration by growth and development; also : producing new cells
and tissues 3 ; of, relating to, or characterized by formaiive effects
or formation <~ years)— for»ina«tive-ly adv— ior-ma-tive-ness n

aformatlve n : the element in a word that serves to give the word
appropriate form and is not part of the base
form class n : a class of Unguistic forms that can be used in the same
position in a construction and that have one or more morphological
or syntactical features in common

Ior.m6e \'f6r-.ma\ adj [ME jorme, fr. MF jorme^ oj a heraldic
cross ; having the arms narrow at the center and expanding toward
the ends — see cross illustration

llor-mer \'fdr-m3r\ arfj [ME, hjorme first, fr. OE Jorma— more at
foremost] 1 : coming before in time; esp ; of, relating to, or occur-
ring in the past <'-^ correspondence) 2 : preceding in place or
arrangement : foregoing <'-^ part of the chapter) 3 : first men-
tioned or in order of two things mentioned or understood <of these
two evils the '^ is the lesser) syn see preceding
alorm.er \'f6r-m3r\_n : one that forms
lor-mer-ly \-m3(r)-le\ adv 1 obs ; just before 2 : in time past
form*fit*ting \'f6rm-,fit-io\ adj ; conforming to the outUne of the
body : close-fitting <a -^ sweater)
lorm genus n ; an artificial taxonomic category established for
organisms (as imperfect fungi) of obscure true relationships

for>niic \'f6r-mik\ adj {l^jormica ant — more at pismire] : derived
from formic acid
For-mi-ca \f6r-'mT-k3, far-X trademark — used for any of various
laminated plastic products used esp. for surface finish
Xormic acid n ; a colorless pungent fuming vesicatory liquid acid
HCOOH found in ants and some other insects and in many plants
or made by acidification of sodium formate and used chiefly in
dyeing and finishing textiles

lor.mi.cary \'f6r-ma-.ker-e\ n [ML jormicarium, fr. L jormica-]
: an ant nest

lor.mi.da.bil.i.ty \,f6r-m3d-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : formidable quality
lor.mi.da.ble X'for-mad-s-bsl also f6r-'mid-\ adj [ME, fr. hjormi-
dabilis, ,ir. jormidare to fear, h.Jormido fear; akin to Gk mormo shea
monster] 1 : exciting fear <a ^ prospect) 2 : having quaUties
that discourage approach or attack 3 ; tending to inspire awe or
wonder — Ior«mi.da.hle'ness n — for-mi>da*hly \-ble\ adv

form>less \'tdrm-l3s\ adj : having no regular form or shape— form.less.ly adv — form.less>ness n
lor.mu-la \'for-my3-i3\ n, pi formulas also for.mu.lae \-,ie, -,it\
[L, dim. of jorma form] 1 a : a set form of words for use in a
ceremony or ritual b : a conventionalized statement intended to
express some fundamental truth or principle 2 a : recipe, pre-
scription b : a milk mixture or substitute for feeding an infant
3 a : a general fact, rule, or principle expressed in symbols b : a
symbolic expression of the composition or constituiion of a sub-
stance c : a group of numerical symbols associated to express
briefly a single concept d : a combination of signs in a logical
calculus 4 _: a prescribed or set form or method— for»mu>la>ic
\,f6r-mya-'la-ik\ adj — for-mU'lau-caMy \-'Ia-a-k{a-)le\ adv

tor.mu.la.ri-za.tion X.for-mya-ls-ra-'za-shanX n : an act or a
product of formularizing
loiomU'la.rize \'f6r-my9-l3-,rTz\ vt ; to state in or reduce to a
formula : formulate — for-mU'la>riz.er n
lor-mu-lary \'f6r-my3-,ler-e\ n 1 : a book or other collection of
stated and prescribed forms 2 : a prescribed form or model : for-
mula 3 : a book containing a Ust of medicinal substances and
formulas — formulary adj

for*mu-late \'for-my3-.lat\ vt 1 a : to reduce to or express in a
formula b ; to put into a systematized statement or expression
c : DEVISE 2 a : to develop a formula for the preparation of (as a
soap or a plastic) b ; to prepare according to a formula — for-
mu°la>tor \-.lat-3r\ n
for*mu.la4ion \,f6r-my3-'la-sh3n\ n ; an act or the product of

reliance on
formulating
for>mu>lism \'f6r-mya-,Iiz-am\ n : attachment to
formulas — for-mu*lis-tic \,f6r-_my3-'Us-tik\ adj
lor*mu*li-za<tlon X.for-mya-la-'za-shsnX n : formulation
for-mu-llze \*f6r-mya-,lT2\ vt I formulate 1

form word n ; function word
lor-myl \'f6r-.mil\ n [ISV] : the radical HCO- of formic acid that
is also characteristic of aldehydes

llor.Jii.cate \'f6r-n3-,kat\ vi ihh jornicatus, pp. o( fornicare, fr. L
jornic-, jornix arch, vault, brothel] : to commit fornication — Joi-
ni>ca>tor \-,kat-ar\ n

2for.ni.cate \'f6r-ni-k3t, -na-,kat\ also foi-ni-cat^ed \-n3-,kat-ad\
adj [L jornicatus, fr. jornic-, jornix'\ : having an arched or vaulted
form (broad -^ leaves); also ; having fornices

for'ni-ca^tion \,f6r-n3-'ka-sh9n\ n 1 : human sexual intercourse
other than between a man and his wife : sexual intercourse between
a spouse and an unmarried person ; sexual intercourse between
unmarried people — used in some translations (as AV, DV^ of the
Bible (as in Mt 5:32) for unchastity (as in RSV) or immorality (as

in NCE) to cover all sexual intercourse except between husband
and wife or concubine 2 : sexual intercourse on ihe part of an
unmarried person accomplished with consent and not deemed
adultery

lor.nix \'f6r-niks\ n, pi for.ni.ces \-n3-.sez\ [NL, fr. L] ; an
anatomical arch or fold

lor-rad>er also lor-rard.er \'far-3d-3r\ adv [E dial., compar. of E
jorward} chiejly Brit : further ahead
for.sake Xfar-'sak, f6r-\ v( for-soofe: \-'suk\ for-sab.en \-'sa-k3n\
for.sak.ing [ME jorsaken, fr. OEjorsacan, Iv.jor- 4- sacan to dis-
pute, accuse — more at sake] 1 ; to give up : renounce 2 : to
quit or leave entirely syn see abandon

a abut;- a kitten; _ or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; cb chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

j joke; rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tli thin; t& tUis; U loot; U foot; y yet; yti few; yu furious; zh vision

lor-SOOth \f3r-'suth\ adv [ME jor soth, it. OE jorsoth, fr. jor -H
soth sooth] : in truth : indeed

for-spent \f3r-'spent\ adj, archaic ; worn out ; exhausted
for.swear or fore.swear \f6r-'swa(a)r, for-, -'swe(9)r\ vt 1 a : to
reject or renounce upon oath b : to renounce earnestly 2 ; to
deny upon oath 3 : perjure <~ himself) ^ vi : to swear falsely
syn see abjure

for.sworn or fore.sworn \-'swo(3)m, -sw6(3)m\ adj : perjured
for.syth.ia \f3r-'sith-e-3\ n [NL. genus name. fr. William Forsyth
tl804 Brit botanist] : any of a genus (Forsythia) of ornamental
shrubs of the olive family with opposite leaves and yellow bells
shaped flowers appearing before the leaves in early spring

ifort \'fo(3)rt, f6(3)ri\ n IME jorte, fr. MF jort, fr. /or/ strong, fr.

Ljortisl : a strong or fortified place; esp : a fortified place occupied
only by troops and surrounded with such works as a ditch, rampart,
and parapet ; fortification

2lort vt ; fortify -^^ vi : to construct or assemble behind fortifica-

for>ta<lice \'f6rt-'l-3s\ n [ME, fr. Ml. jortalitia— more at fortress]
1 archaic : fortress 2 archaic : a small fort
Uorte \'fo(3)rt, 'f6(3)rt; 'f6r-,ta\ n [MF jort, fr. jort strong]
1 : one's strong point 2 ; the strong part of the blade of a sword
from the middle to the hilt

2for.te \'f6r-.ta, 'f6rt-e\ adv (or adj) [It, fr. jorte strong, fr. L
jortis} : loudly, powerfully — used as a direction in music
3for-te \'f6r-,ta, 'f6rt-e\ n : a tone or passage played forte
Ifortll \'fo(a)rth, 'f6(3)rth\ adv [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE /or]
1 ; onward in time, place, or order ; forward (from that day ^}
2 : out into notice or view (put ^ leaves) 3 obs : away, abroad

21orth prep, archaic ; forth from : out of
iforlh.com-ing \(')forth-'k9m-io, (')f6rth-\ adj {obs jorthcome (to
come forth)] 1 : being about to appear ; approaching (the -^

holidays) 2 : readily available or approachable
2forthcoming n : a coming forth : approach
forth of prep ; out of : out from
tforth.right \"for-,thrTt, 'f6r-\ adv la: directly forth or ahead
b : without hesitation : frankly 2 archaic : at once

2fortliright adj : proceeding straight on : straightforward —
fortn.right-ly adv — forth.rigbt.ness n

3forthright n : a straight path
forth.with \(')forth-'with, Oforth-, -'with\ adv : immediately
for.ti.etli \'f6rt-e-3th\ n — see number table — fortieth adj
for.ti.fi-ca.tion \,f6rt-a-f»-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : an act or process of
fortifying 2 : something that fortifies, defends, or strengthens;
esp : works erected to defend a place or position

for.ti.fi.er \'f6rt-3-.fT(-3)r\ n : one that fortifies

for.U.fy \-,fT\ vb [ME joriijien, fr. MF jorfijier, fr. UL jortijicare,

fr. L jortis strong] vt : to make strong: as a : to strengthen and
secure (as a town) by forts or batteries b ; to give physical strength,
courage, or endurance to ; invigorate c : to add mental or moral
strength to ; encourage d : to add material to for strengthening
or enriching — vi ; to erect fortifications

fOI'tis \'f6rt-3S\ adj [NL, fr. L] : produced with relatively great
articulatory tenseness and strong expiration (\t\ in toe is '^, \d\
in doe is lenis)

tfor.tiS.Si.mo \f6r-'tis-3-.mo\ adv (or adj) [It, superl. of jorlel
: very loud — used as a direction in music

2lortissimo «, pi fortissimos or for.tiS'Si-mi \-,me\ : a very
loud passage, sound, or tone

for.ti-tUde \'f6rt-3-,t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. 'L jortitudin-, jortitudo, fr.

jorlis'] 1 obs : strength 2 : strength of mind that enables a person
to encounter danger or bear pain or adversity with courage
syn FORTrruDE, ORrr, backbone, pluck, guts, sand mean cour-

age and staying power, fortitude stresses firmness in enduring
physical or mental hardships and suffering; grit stresses unyielding
resolution and indomitableness in the face of hardship or danger;
backbone suggests the ability to withstand intimidation or domi-
neering; pluck suggests courage and tenacity in fighting on esp.
against odds; guts implies fortitude and stamina essential to facing
and coping with what alarms or repels or discourages; sand is

close to ORrr but sometimes suggests also boldness or effrontery

for. ti'tu-di.nous \,f6rt-a-'t(y)iid-n3s, -'n-as\ adj : courageous
fort.night \'f6rt-,nTt. *f6rt-\ n [ME jourtenight, alter, of joiiriene

night, fr. OE jeowertyne niht fourteen nights] : the space of 14 days
: two weeks

ifort-night.ly \-le\ adj : occurring or appearing once In a fortnight

2lortnightly adv : once in a fortnight
afortniglitly n t a publication issued fortnightly

ifor.tress \'f6r-tr3s\ n [ME jorteresse, fr. MF jorteresce, fr. ML
jortalitia, fr. L jortis strong] : a fortified place : stronghold; esp

; a large and permanent fortification sometimes including a town
2fortress vt : fortify
for.tU.itOUS \f6r-'t(y)u-3t-3S. fsr-X adj ILjortidtus: akin to Efort-,

jors] 1 : occurring by chance 2 : fortunate, lucky syn see

accidental — for.tu-itous'ly adv — for-tu-itous-ness n

lor-tu-ity \-5t-e\ n [irreg. fr. jortuitous^ 1 : the quaUty or state of

being fortuitous 2 : a chance event or occurrence

for-tu*nate \'f6rch-(3-)n3t\ adj 1 : bringing some good thing not
foreseen as certain : auspicious 2 : receiving some unexpected
good syn see lucky — for*tu.nate.ly adv — for-tu-nate-ness n

ifor.tune \'f6r-ch3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. E jortuna; akin to Ejort-,

jors chance, luck, jerre to carry — more at bear] 1 ojten cap
: a hypothetical force or personified power that unpredictably
determines events and issues favorably or unfavorably 2 obs
: accident, incident 3 a : favorable issue : success b ; good
or bad luck happening to a person 4 : destiny, fate 5 a : pos-
session of material goods ; wealth b ; a store of material posses-

2fortune vt 1 obs : to give good or bad fortune to 2 archaic ; to

provide with a fortune ~ vi, archaic • happen, chance
fortune hunter n ; a person that seeks wealth esp. by marriage
for.tune-tell.er \-,tel-3r\ n : one that professes to foretell future
events ~ for'tune-tell.ing \-ir]\ i or adj

for-ty \*f6rt-e\ n_[ME jourty, adj., fr. OE jeowertig, fr. jeowertig
group of 40, fr. jeower four + -tig group of 10 — more at eighty]
1 — see number table 2 : the third point scored by a side in a
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game of tennis 3 pi : the numbers 40 to 49; specij : the years 40
to 49 in a lifetime or century — ^orty adj or pron

for.ty-eight.mo \,f6rt-e-'at-(,)m6\ n : the size of a piece of paper
cut 48 from a sheet; also ; a book, a page, or paper of this size

Xor.ty-five \,f6rt-e-'fTv\ n 1 — see number table 2 : a 45 caliber
pistol — usu. written .45 3 : a microgroove phonograph record
designed to be played at 45 revolutions per minute — usu. written
45 ~ lorty-Jive adj or pron

Forty Hours n pi but sing or pi in constr : a Roman Catholic devo-
tion in which the churches of a diocese in two-day turns maintain
continuous daytime prayer before the exposed Blessed Sacrament

lor«ty-nin.er \,f6rt-e-'nT-n3r\ n ; one taking part in the rush to
CaUfornia for gold in 1849

lorty winks n pi but sing or pi in constr ; a short sleep : NAP
to-rum \'f6r-3m, 'f6r-\ n, pi forums also fo-ra \-3\ [L; akin to L
Joris outside, fores door — more at door] 1 a ; the marketplace or
public place of an ancient Roman city forming the center of judicial

and public business b : a public meeting place for open discussion
c ; a medium of open discussion 2 : a judicial body or assembly
; COURT 3 a ; a pubhc meeting or lecture involving audience dis-

cussion b ; a program (as on radio or television) involving discus-
sion of a problem usu. by several authorities
Ifor.ward \'f6r-w3rd. South also 'far-\ adj [ME, fr. OB Joreweard
fr. Jore- + -weard -ward] la: near, being at, or belonging to the
forepart b : situated in advance 2 a : strongly inclined : ready
b : tending to push oneself : brash <a flashy --- young woman)
3 : notably advanced or developed : precocious 4 : moving,
tending, or leading toward a position in front 5 : extreme, radi-
cal 6 : of. relating to, or getting ready for the future <'^ buying of
produce) — lor>ward*ly adv — lor-ward-ness n
^forward adv : to or toward what is before or in front
aJorward n ; a mainly offensive player in any of several games (as

basketball) stationed at or near the front of his side or team
4iorward vt 1 : to help onward : advance 2 a : to send forward

: TRANSMIT b : to send or ship onward from an intermediate post or
station in transit syn see advance

for*ward.er \-w3rd-3r\ n : one that forwards; specij : an agent who
performs services (as receiving, transshipping, or delivering) de-
signed to assure and facilitate the passage of goods of his principal

lor.ward.ing \-io\ n ; the act of one that forwards; esp : the
business of a forwarder of goods
forward pass n : a pass in football made in the direction of the
opponents' goal

for.wards \-wardz\ adv : forward
Uor.why \f3r-'(h)wr\ adv, chiejly dial ; why, wherefore
21orwhy conj, archaic : BECAUSE, since
for.worn also fore-worn \far-'wo(a)m, -'w6(3)m\ adj, archaic

: worn out
lor.zan.do \f6rt-'san-(.)d6\ adj {or adv) [It] : sforzando
lOS.sa \'fas-3\ n, pi los-sae \-.e, -,T\ [NL, fr. L] : an anatomical
pit or depression — los>sate \-,at\ adj

fosse or foss \'fas\ n [ME josse, fr. OF, fr. L jossa, fr. fem. of
/oi-5«s] : orrcH, moat
lfos<5il \'fas-3l\ n i'Ljossilis dug up, (r.jossus, pp. of jodere to dig— more at bed] 1 : any remains, impression, or trace of an animal
or plant of past geological ages that has been preserved in the
earth's crust 2 a : a person whose views are outmoded ; fogy
b : something that has become rigidly fixed 3 ; an old word or
word element preserved only by idiom (as jro in to and fro)

sfossil adj 1 : extracted from the earth <'-' fuels such as coal)
2 : being or resembling a fossil

fos.sil-il.er.QUS \.fas-a-'lif-(a-)r3s\ adj : containing fossils

los-Sil.iza.tion \,faf-<3-)l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the process of fossilizing
; the state of becoming fossihzed

foS'Sil'ize \'fas-3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to convert into a fossil 2 : to make
outmoded, rigid, or fixed -^ vi ; to become changed into a fossil

fos.so-ri.al \fa-'s6r-€-3l, -'sorA adj IML fossorius, fr. 'Ljossus, pp.]
: adapted to digging <a '— foot)

Uos.ter \'f6s-t3r, TasA adj [ME, fr. OE fostor-, fr. fostor food,
feeding; akin to OE Joda food] : affording, receiving, or sharing
nurture or parental care though not related by blood or legal ties

2foster vt fos*ter-lug \-t(3-)rio\ 1 : to give parental care to
: NURTURE 2 : to promote the growth or development of : en-
courage — fos<ter<er \-t3r-3r\ n

fOS'ter-age \-t3-rij\ n : the act or custom of fostering
fos.ter-ling \-t3r-ho\ n : a foster child
fOU \'fu\ adj [ME (Sc) jow full, fr. ME full} Scot I drunK
foU'droy.ant \fii-'dr6i-3nt, fu-drwa-ya"\ adj [F] ; thundering,
DAZZLING
fought past of HGHT
ifoul \'fa_u(3)l\ adj [ME, fr. OE Jul; akin to OHG ful rotten, L pus
pus, putere to stink, Gk pyon pus] la: offensive to the senses
; LOATHSOME b ; charged or covered with offensive matter 2 ; full

of dirt ; muddy 3 : morally or spiritually odious : detestable
4 a : OBSCENE, PROFANE b : ABUSIVE B a : being wet and stormy
b : obstructive to" navigation 6 dial Brit : homely, ugly
7a: TREACHEROUS, DISHONORABLE (fair means or — ) b : con-
stituting an infringement of rules in a game or sport 8 a : marked
up or defaced by changes {-^ manuscript) b of a proof I pulled
before the latest alterations in type 9 : encrusted, clogged, or
choked with a foreign substance 10 : being odorous and impure
: POLLUTED 11 : ENTANGLED 12 I being outside the foul lines in
baseball (~ grounder) syn see dirty — louMy \'fau(l)-le\ adv

2Ioul n 1 archaic : bad luck 2 : an entanglement or collision esp.
in angling or sailing 3 a : an infringement of the rules in a game or
sport b : free throw 4 : foul ball

3foul adv : foully
*Ioul vi 1 ; to become pr be foul: as a : decompose, rot b : to be-
come encrusted, clogged, or choked with a foreign substance
c : to become entangled or come into collision 2 : to commit a
violation of the rules in a sport or game 3 : to hit a foul ball
f^ vt 1 : to make foul: as a : to make dirty : pollute b : to be-
come entangled or come into collision with c : to encrust with
a foreign substance d : obstruct, block 2 : dishonor, dis-
CREDrr 3 : to commit a foul against 4 : to hit (a baseball) foul

fOU.lard \fu-'lard\ n [ F] 1 a : a lightweight plain-woven or twilled
silk usu. decorated with a printed pattern b : an imitation of this
fabric 2 : an article of clothing (as a scarf) made of foulard

foul ball n : a baseball batted into foul territory

foul-brood \'faul-,brud\ n : a destructive bacterial disease of the
larvae of the honeybee

foul.ing n ; DEPOsrr, incrustation
foul line n l ; either of two straight lines extending from the rear
corner of home plate through the outer comers of first and third
base respectively and prolonged to the boundary of a baseball field

2 : a line across a bowling alley that a player must not step over
when delivering the ball

foul<mouthed X'faul-'maiit^d, -'maiithtX adj : given to the use of
obscene, profane, or abusive language

foul-ness \'faul-.n3s\ « 1 : the quality or state of being foul
2 : something that is foul

foul play n : morally objectionable conduct or dealing; specif : vio-
lence

foul tip n [foul + tip (tap)] : a pitched ball in baseball that Is

slightly deflected by the bat; specif : a tipped pitch legally caught
by the catcher and counting as a full strike with the ball renmining
in play

1 found pa^/o/nND
2found \'faund\ n : free food and lodging In addldon to wages
3fOimd vt [ ME founden, fr. OF fonder, fr. L fundare, fr. fundus bot-
tom — more at bottom] 1 : to take the first steps in building 2 : to
set or ground on something solid : base 3 I to establish (as an
institution) often with provision for future maintenance
4fqund vt [MF fondre to pour, melt, fr. L jundere; akin to OE
geolan to pour, Gk chein} : to melt (metal) and pour into a mold
fOUn<da>tion \faun-'da-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of founding 2 : the
basis upon which something stands or is supported 3a: funds
given for the permanent support of an institution ; endowment
b ; an organization or institution established by endowment with
provision for future maintenance 4 : an underlying natural or
prepared base or support; esp : the whole masonry substructure of
a building 5 a : a body or ground upon which something is built

up or overlaid b : a woman's supporting undergarment : CORSET
syn see base — foun*da*tion>al X-shnal, -shsn-^'IX adj
ifound'er \'faun-d3r\ n : one that founds or establishes

afoun.der \'faun-d3r\ vb Joun-der-ing \-d(3-)rio\ iME foundren
to send to the bottom, collapse, fr. MF fondrer, deriv. of Ljundus"]
vi 1 : to become disabled; esp : to go lame 2 ! to give way : col-
lapse 3 : to sink below the surface of the water 4 : to come to
grief : fail ~ vr : to disable esp. by excessive feeding
3foun-der n [^jounder] ; the condition of a foundered horse
*f0Und.er n : one that founds metal; specif : typefounder
foun.der.ous or foun-drous \'faun-d(3-)r3s\ adj V-jounder}

: miry, swampy
found'ling \'faun-(d)lio\ n : an infant found after its imknown
parents have deserted it

found-ry \'faun-dre\ n 1 : the act, process, or art of casting metals;
also : castings 2 : an eslabhshment where founding is carried on
foundry proof n : a proof taken from a form that has been locked up
and made ready for plating

ifOlint \'faunt\ n IMF font, fr. L font-, Jons} : fountain
2fOUnt X'fant, 'faunt\ n IF fonte} Brit Z a type font
foim.tain \'faunt-^n\ n [ME, fr. MF fontaine, fr. hhfontana, fr. L,
fem. of fontanus of a spring, fr. font-, fons} 1 : a spring of water
Issuing from the earth 2 : source 3 : an artificially produced
jet of water; also t the structure from which it rises 4 I a reservoir
containing a liquid that can be drawn off as needed
foun.tain-head \-,hed\ ^ 1 : a spring that is the source of a stream
2 : principal source : ORIGIN

fountain pen n : a pen containing a reservoir that automatically
feeds the writing point with ink

four \'fo(3lr, *f6(3)r\ n [ME, fr. four adj., fr. OE feower; akin to
OHG fior four, L quaituor, Gk tessares, tettares] 1 — see number
table 2 : the fourth in a set or series <the -^ of hearts) 3 : some-
thing having four units or members (rows on the school '^>
— four adj or pron
four.Ch^e \fu(3)r-'sha\ adj [F] of a heraldic cross : having the end
of each arm forked — see cross illustration

four-cycle adj : having a four-stroke cycle <a -« engine)
four-dimensional adj : relating to or having four dimensions <'^

space-time continuum); esp : consisting of or relating to elements
requiring four coordinates to determine them

four-dri.nier \.for-dr3-'ni(3)r, ,f6r-; fur-'drin-e-sr, for-, f6r-\ n
tHenry Fourdrinier tl854 & Sealy Fourdrinier tl847 E paper-
makers] : a machine for making paper in an endless web

four flush n : four cards of the same suit in a five-card poker hand
four-flush \'for-,fl3sh, 'f6r-\ vi : to bluff in poker holding a four
flush; broadly I to make a false claim : bluff — lour-flush>er n

four<fold \-,f61d, -'f61d\ adj 1 z having four units or members
2 : being four times as great or as many — four-fold \-'fold\ adv

four-loot.ed \-'fut-3d\ adj : quadruped
four<gon \fur-'g6"\ n, pi fourgons \-'go"(z)\ [F] : a wagon for
carrying baggage
four-hand \'for-,hand, 'f6r-\ adj : four-handed
four-hand. ed \-*han-d3d\ adj 1 a : quadrumanous b : designed
for four hands 2 : engaged in by four persons

Four Horsemen n pi [fr. the apocalyptic vision in Rev 6:2-8]
: war, famine, pestilence, and death personified as the four major
plagues of mankind
Four Hundred or 400 n : the exclusive social set of a community—
used with the

Fou.ri.er.ism \'fur-e-3-,rlz-3m, -e-,a-,iz-\ n [F jourierisme, fr.

F.M.C. Fourier tl837 F social scientist] : a system for reorganizing
society into cooperative communities^ of small groups living in
common — Fou>ri>er-ist \-e-3-r3st. -e-,a-ast\ n

F0U.ri*er series \,fur-e-.a-\ n [Baron J.B.J. Fourier tl830 F
geometrician & physicist] : an infinite series in which the terms are
constants multiplied by sine or cosine functions of integer multiples

of the variable and which is used in the analysis of periodic func-
tions

four-in-hand X'for-an-.hand, 'f6r-\ n 1 a : a team of four horses
driven by one person b : a vehicle drawn by such a team 2 : a
necktie tied in a slipknot with long ends overlapping vertically in

front

four-o'clock \-3-,klak\ n ; any of a genus (Mirabilis) of chiefly

American annual or perennial herbs (family Nyctaginaceae, the
four-o'clock family) having apetalous flowers with a showy in-

volucre simulating a calyx; esp : a garden plant (Af. jalapa) with fra-
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grant yellow, red, or wlilte flowers opening late In the afternoon

four-post*er \-'p6-st3r\ n : a bed with tall often carved corner
posts orig. designed to support curtains or a canopy

Jour.ra.gere \.fur-a-'zheCa)r\ n [F] : a braided cord worn usu.
around the left shoulder; esp : such a cord awarded to a military unit

s twenty

r things

; marked

four-score \'for-,sko(3)r, *f6r-,sk6(3)r\ adj : being foui
: EIGHTY

four«some \'for-s3m, 'f6r-\ n 1 a : a group of four persons <

; QUARTET h : two mixed couples 2 : a golf match bet\i

pairs of partners
four>square \-'skwa(3)r, -skwe(3)r\ adj 1 : square
by boldness and conviction : forthright — foui'SC[uare odv

lOUr.teen \(')for(t,)-'ten, C')f6r(t)-\ n [ME Jourtene, fr. OE jeower-
tJene, fr, jeowen'i^ne, adj.; akin to OE iien ten] ^ see number
table — lourteen adj or pron — four-teenth \-'ten(tjth\ adj —
lourteenth n, p/_fourteenths \-'ten(t)s, -'tenCt)ths\

lour.teen-er \-*te-n3r\ n ; a verse consisting of 14 syllables or esp.
of 7 iambic feet

lOUith \'f6(3)rth, 'f6C3)rth\ n 1 — see number table 2 a : the
musical interval embracing four diatonic degrees b : subdominant a
c : the harmonic combination of two tones a fourth apart 3 ; the 4th
forward gear or speed of a motor vehicle 4 cap : independ-
ence DAY — fourth adj or adv — lourth-ly adv
fourth dimensiou n ; a dimension in addition to length, breadth, and
depth; specij : a coordinate in addition to three rectangular co-
ordinates esp- when interpreted as the time coordinaie in a space*
time continuum — lourtb-dimensional adj

lourth estate n, ojien cap F&E i the public press
Fourth of July : independence day
four-way \'for-'wa, 'f6r-\ adj 1 : allowing passage in any of four
directions 2 : including four participants

four-wheel \'for-,hwel, 'for-, -.wel\ or four-wheeled \-'hwe(3)ld,
-"we(a)ld\ adj 1 : having four wheels 2 : acting on or by means
of four wheels of an automotive vehicle <-^ drive)

four-wheel.er \-'bwe-l3r, -'we-\ n : a four-wheel vehicle
fo.vea \'fo-ve-a\ n, pi fo-ve-ae \-ve-,e, -ve-.T\ [NL. fr. L, pit] : a
small fossa; esp\ a rodless area of the retina affording acute vision— fo-ye-al \-ve-3l\ adj — fo-ve-ate \-ve-.at\ adj — fo-ve-iform
\-ve-3-.f6rm\ adj
ifowl \'fauo)l\ n, pi fowl or fowls [ME/ou/, fr. OEjugel; akin to
OHG jogal bird] 1 : a bird of any kind 2 a : a domestic cock or
hen; esp ; an adult hen to : any of several domesticated or wild
gallinaceous birds 3 : the meat of fowls used as food

2fowl VI : to seek, catch, or kill wildfowl — fowl-er n
fowling piece n : a light gun for shooting birds or small quadrupeds
ifOX \'faks\ n, pi fox.es or fox ojten attfib [ME, fr. OE; akin to
OHG Juhs fox, Skt puccha tail] 1 a : any of various alert carnivor-
ous mammals (esp. genus Vulpes) of the dog family related to but
smaller than wolves with shorter legs, more pointed muzzle, large
erect ears, and long bushy tail b : the fur of a fox 2 : a clever
crafty person 3 archaic ; sword 4 cap ; a member of an Indian
people formerly living in Wisconsin 5 : rope yarns twisted and
tarred to make small cordage used for lashings or for weaving mats

2fox vt 1 a : to trick by ingenuity or cunning : outwit b : baffle
2 ohs : intoxicate 3 a : to repair (a shoe) by renewing the upper
b : to add a strip of something to : trim

foxed \'fakst\ adj : discolored with yellowish brown stains

fox fire n ; an eerie phosphorescent Ught (as of decaying wood);
also ; a luminous fungus (as Armillaria mellea) that causes decaying
wood to glow

fOX'glove \*faks-,glav\ n : any of a genus
{Digilalis) of the figwort family of erect
herbs; esp ; a common European biennial or
perennial (£>. purpurea) cultivated for its

showy racemes of dotted white or purple
tubular flowers and as a source of digitaUs
fox grape n : any of several native grapes of
eastern No. America with sour or musky fruit

fox-hole \'faks-,h61\ n : a pit dug hastily
during combat for individual cover against
enemy fire

fOX'hound \-,haund\ n : any of various large
swift powerful hounds of great endurance used
in hunting foxes and developed to form several
breeds and many distinctive strains

fox.i-ly \'fak-S3-le\ adv : in a foxy manner
fOX*i*ness \-se-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of fr.voi,T,«
being foxy

loxgiove

fOX'tail lily \,fak-,stal-\ n ; any of a genus {Eremurus) of the lily

family of perennial herbs with tall racemes of showy bloom
foxtail inUlet n ; a coarse drought-resistant but frost-sensitive
annual grass (Setaria italica) grown for grain, hay, and forage

fox terrier n : a small lively terrier formerly used to dig out foxes
and known in smooth-haired and wirehaired varieties

ifox-trot \*fak-,strat\ n 1 : a short broken slow trotting gait in
which the hind foot of the horse hits the ground a trifle before the
diagonally opposite forefoot 2 : a ballroom dance in duple time
that includes slow walking steps, quick running steps, and two-steps

2iox-trot VI ; to dance the fox-trot

Foxtrot — a communications code word for the letter j
foxy \'fak-se\ adj la; resembling a fox in appearance or disposi-
tion ; wily b : alen and knowing : clever 2 : having the color
of a fox 3 : FOXED syn see sly

foy \'f6i\ n [D dial, fooi feast at end of the harvest ] c/i/ey/j' 5co/ : a
farewell feast or gift

foy.er \'f6i(-3)r. 'f6i-.Cy)a\ n [F, lit., fireplace, fr. lAE jocarws, fr.

"Ljocus hearth] : an anteroom or lobby esp. of a theater, also ; en-
trance hallway : vestibule
Fra \(,)fra\ n [It, short for jrale, fr. "L Jrater — more at brother]

; BROTHER — used as a title preceding the name of an Italian monk
or friar

fra.cas \'frak-3s, *frak, Brit 'frak-.^X n, pi fra-cas-es \-3-S3z\ or
Brit frac>as \-,az\ [F, din, row, fr. It Jracasso, fr. Jracassare to
shatter] : a noisy quarrel : brawl

fract>ed Vfrak-t3d\ adj [hjractus'] obs : broken
frac.tion \'frak-shan\ n [.ME jraccioun, fr. hh fraction-, jractio act

abutL,- ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

1 joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; tlJ ^^is;

of breaking, fr. "Lfractus, pp. of frangere to break — more at break]
1 a : a numerical representation (as i, H, 3.234) of two numbers
whose quotient is to be determined b (I) : a piece broken off
: FRAGMENT (2) I PORTION, SECTION 2 arChaiC A ', RUPTURE,
break b : DISCORD 3 : one of several portions (as of a distillate)
separable by fractionation

frac-tion-al \-shn.9l, -sh3n-'l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or being a
fraction 2 : relatively small : inconsiderable 3 : of, relating to,
or involving a process for separating components of a mixture
through differences in physical or chemical properties — frac-tion-
aMy \-e\ adv

fractional currency n 1 : paper money in denominations of less
than one dollar issued by the U.S. 1863-76 2 : currency in de-
nominations less than the basic monetary unit

frac-tion-al'lze X-shna-.lIz. -sh3n-'l-,Iz\ vt : to break up into parts
or sections

frac-tion-ate \'frak-sh3-,nat\ vt 1 : to separate into different
portions 2 : to divide or break up — frao*tion*ation \,frak-sha-
'na-sh3n\ n — fraG-tion-ator \*frak-sh3-,nat-3r\ n

frac-tious \'frak-sh9s\ adj 1 : tending to be troublesome : re-
fractory 2 : quarrelsome, irritable — frac'tiousUy adv —
frac>t)0us>ness n
Urac.ture X'frak-charX n 1 a : the act or process of breaking or
the state of being broken; specij ; the breaking of hard tissue (as
bone) b ; the rupture of soft tissue 2 : the result of fracturing
; break 3 : the texture of a freshly broken surface of a mineral
syn fracture, rupture mean a break in tissue, fracture com-

monly applies to the cracking of hard substances (as bones), rup-
ture to the tearing or bursting of soft ones (as blood vessels)
^fracture vb frac-tur-ing \-ch3-rio, -shrio\ vt 1 a ; to cause a
fracture in ; break b : rupture, tear 2 a : to damage or destroy
as if by rupturing b : to break up ; fractionate ^ vi : to undergo
fracture

frae \(')fra\ prep [ME (northern) Jra, jrae, fr. ON Jra; akin to OE
Jrom] Scot : FROM
frag.ile \fraj-3l, -,n\ adj [MF. fr. Ljragilisi 1 : easily broken or
destroyed ; frail 2 ; tenuous, slight — fra>gil>i>ty Xfrs-'jil-

st-e\ n
syn fragile, frangible, brittle, crisp, friable mean breaking

easily, fragile implies extreme delicacy of material or construction
and need for careful handling; frangible implies susceptibility to
being broken without implying weakness or delicacy; brittle im-
plies hardness together with lack of elasticity or flexibility or tough-
ness; crisp implies a firmness and brittleness desirable esp. in some
foods; friable applies to substances that are easily crumbled or
pulverized syn see in addition weak
ifrag.ment \"frag-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. h jragmentum, St. frangere to
break — more at break] : a part broken off, detached, or incom-
plete syn see part
2frag.ment \-,ment\ vb : to break into fragments : fragmentize
frag.men«tal \frag-'raent-'l\ adj : fragmentary — frag-men-
taMy \-n-e\ adv

frag-men*tar-i*ness X'frag-msn-.ter-e-nssX n : the quality or state
of being fragmentary

frag.men. tary \*frag-man-,ter-e\ adj : consisting of fragments
frag.men.tate \'frag-man-,tat\ vb ; to break into pieces : frag-
mentize — trag.men.ta.tiou N.frag-man-'ta-shan, -,men-\ n

frag.men. lize \*frag-ra3n-,tT2\ vt ; to break up or apart hito
fragments ~ vi : to fall to pieces
fra.grance \'fra-gr3nu)s\ n 1 ; the quality or state of having a
sweet odor 2 a : a sweet or delicate odor b ; the odor of perfume,
cologne, or toilet water
syn fragrance, perfume, scent, incense, redolence, bouquet
mean a sweet or pleasant odor, fragrance suggests the odors of
flowers or other growing things; perfume may suggest a stronger or
heavier odor and applies esp. to a prepared or synthetic liquid;

scent is very close to perfume but of wider application because
more neutral in connotation; incense applies to the smoke from
burning spices and gums and suggests an esp. pleasing odor;
redolence implies a mixture of fragrant or pungent odors; bouquet
implies the distinctive delicate odor of a good wine
fra.gran.cy \-gr9n-se\ n, archaic : fragrance
fra-grant X'fra-grsntX adj [ME, fr. L fragrant-, fragrans, fr. prp. of
fragrare to be fragrant; akin to MHG brsehen to smell] : marked by
fragrance — fra.grant-ly adv
Urail \'fra(a>l\ n [ME Jrayel, fr. MF fraiel] : a basket typically

made of rushes and used for shipping (as of figs or raisins)

2frail adj [ME, fr. MF fraile, fr. L fragilis fragile, fr. frangere"]

1 ; easily led into evil (^ humanity) 2 ; easily broken or destroyed
: fragile 3 a : physically weak b : slight, unsubstantial syn
see WEAK — frail-ly \'fra(9)l-le\ adv — frail-ness n

frail. ty \'fra(-9)l-i:e\ n 1 : the quaUty or state of being frail 2 : a
fault due to weakness esp. of moral character syn see fault

fraise \'fraz\ n [F] : an obstacle of pointed stakes driven into the
ramparts of a fordfication in a horizontal or inclined position

iframe \'fram\ vb IMEframen to benefit, construct, fr. OE framian
to benefit, make progress; akin to ON fram forward, OE from
from] vi 1 archaic : proceed, GO 2 obs ; manage ~ v/ la; plan,
contrive b: to give expression to: formulate c: shape, construct
d : to draw up (as a document) 2 : to fit or adjust for a purpose
: arrange 3 obs : produce 4 : to construct by fitting and uniting

the parts of the skeleton of (a structure) 5 : to enclose in a frame
6 a : to devise falsely (as a criminal charge) to : to contrive the
evidence against (an innocent man) so that a verdict of guilty is

assured c : to prearrange (as a contest) so that a particular out-

come is assured — fram.er n
2frame n 1 : something composed of parts fitted together and
united; esp : the bodily structure 2a: the constructional si'stem

that gives shape or strength b ; such a skeleton not filled in or
covered 3 a : an open case or structure made for admitting, en-

the rest of the chassis and the body 4 obs : the act or manner of
framing 5 : a particular state or disposition (as of the mind) ; mood
6 a : an enclosing border b : the matter or area enclosed in such a
border: as (1) ; one of the squares in which scores for each round
are recorded (as in bowling); also ; a round in bowling (2) : boxed

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; X life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yli few; yu furious; 2h vision
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matter in a newsfjaper; esp : a box of a comic strip (3) : one
picture of the series on a length of motion-picture or other film

(4) : a complete image being transmitted by television c ; a limit-
ing, typical, or esp. appropriate set of circumstances d ; an event
that forms the background for the action of a novel or play

3Iraine adj : having a wood frame <~ houses)
Xrame ol reference 1 : an arbitrary set of axes with reference to
which the position or motion of something is described or physical
laws are formulated 2 ; a set or system (as of facts or ideas)
serving to orient or give particular meaning
frame-up \'fra-,m3p\ n 1 ; an act or series of actions in which
someone is framed 2 : an action that is framed
ilrame-work \'fram-,wark\ n 1 a : a skeletal, openwork, or
structural frame b : a basic structure (as of ideas) 2 : frame of
REFERENCE 3 I the larger branches of a tree that determine its

shape
^framework vt : to graft scions of another variety on the framework
of (a tree)

fram<ing \'fra-mio\ n : frame, framework
Iranc \'fraak\ n [F] — see money table
ilran.chjse \'fran-,chrz\ n [ME. fr. OF, fr. jranchir to free. fr.

iranc free] 1 : freedom or immunity from some burden or restric-
tion vested in a person or group 2 a : a special privilege granted
to an individual or group; esp ; the right to be and exercise the
powers of a corporation b ; a constitutional or statutory right or
privilege; esp : the right to vote

Sfranchise vi ; enfranchise, free
iFran.Cis.can \fran-'sis-kan\ adj [ML Franciscus Francis] ; of or
relating to St. Francis of Assisi or the Franciscans
SFranciSCan n i a member of the Order of Friars Minor observing
the unmodified rule of the first order of St. Francis of Assisi and
engaging in preaching and missionary, charitable, and other work
fran.ci.um \'fran(t)-se-3m\ n [NL. fr. France^ : a radioactive
element of the alkali-metal group discovered as a disintegration
product of actinium and obtained artificially by the bombardment
of thorium with protons — see element table
Franco- comb jorm [ML, fr. Francus Frenchman, fr. LL, Frank]

: French and (Franco-German) : French (Francophile)
Iran-co-lin \'frao-k(3-)l3n\ n [F, fr. lijrancniino'] : any of numer-
ous partridges {Francolinus and related genera) of southern Asia
and Africa

Fran.co.phile \'frao-k3-.fTl\ or Fran-co-phil \-,fil\ adj : marked-
ly friendly to France or French culture — Francophile n

Iranc-ti.reur \.fra"-C,)te-'r3r\ n [F, fr. Jranc free -I- tireur shooter]
: a civilian fighter or sniper

Xran.gi-bU.i-ty \,fran-j3-'bil-at-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
frangible

iran.gi.ble \*fran-j3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF & ML; MF, fr. WLjran-
gibilis, fr. Jrangere to break] : breakable syn see fragile
iran.gi-pane \'fran-j3-.pan\ n [F, fr. It, fr. Marquis Muzio Fran-
gipane, 16th cent. It nobleman] ; frangipani

Iran-gi.pa.ni X.fran-ja-'pan-e. -'pan-\ n, pi frangipani or Iran-
gipanis [modif. of It Jrangipane} 1 ; a perfume derived from or
imitating the odor of the flower of the red jasmine 2 : a tropical
American shrub or small tree (genus Piumeria) of the dogbane
family (as red jasmine)
Urank \'fraok\ arfyCME, fr. 0¥ jranc, fr. MLfrancus, fr. LL Francus
Frank] 1 obs ; free 2 archaic : liberal, generous 3 : marked
by free, forthright, and sincere expression (a '-^ reply) 4 : clin-
ically evident ; unmistakable ('^ pus) — franlc>ness n
syn frank, candid, open, plain mean showing willingness to tell

what one feels or thiriks. frank stresses lack of shyness or secretive-
ness or of evasiveness from considerations of tact or expedience;
candid suggests expression marked by sincerity and honesty esp.
in offering unwelcome criticism or opinion; open implies frankness
but suggests more indiscretion than frank and less earnestness than
candid; plain suggests outspokenness, downrightness, and freedom
from affectation or subtlety in.expression

3IranK vt 1 a ; to mark (a piece of mail) with an official signature or
sign indicating the right of the sender to free mailing b ; to mail
free c : to affix to (mail) a stamp or a marking indicating the
payment of postage 2 ; to enable to pass or go freely or easily —
frank* er n
sfrank n l a ; the signature of the sender on a piece of franked
mail serving in place of a postage stamp b : a mark or stamp on a
piece of mail indicating postage paid c : a franked envelope 2 : the
privilege of sending mail free of charge
Prank \'fraak\ n [ME, partly fr. OE Franca; partly fr. OF Franc,
fr. LL Francus, of Gmc origin; akin to OHO Franko Frank, OE
Franca'] : a member of a West Germanic people entering the Roman
provinces in a.d. 253, occupying the Netherlands and most of
Gaul, and establishing themselves along the Rhine
Fran-ken-stein \'frao-kan-.stTn, -.sten\ n 1 : a student of physiol-
ogy in Mary W. Shelley's novel Frankenstein whose life is ruined
by a monster he creates 2 : a work or agency that ruins its origi-
nator 3 : a monster in the shape of a man
frank. furl.er or frank-fort-er \'fraok-f3(r)t-3r. -.fart-\ or frank-
Jurt or frank.fort \-fart\ n [G jrankjurter of Frankfurt, fr.

Frankjurt am Main, Germany] ; a seasoned beef or beef and pork
sausage linked and smoked in casings or skinless

frank>m>cense \'frao-k3n-,sen(t)s\ n : a fragrant gum resin from
chiefly East African or Arabian trees (genus BoswcUia of the
family Burseraceae) that is an important incense resin

iFrank-ish \*frar]-kish\ adj : of or relating to the Franks
2Frankish n ; the Germanic language of the Franks
frank. lin \'frao-kl3n\ n IMB Jrankeleyn, fr. AF jraunclein, fr. OF
jranc] : a free medieval English landowner not of noble birth
frank.Un.ite \-kl3-,nTt\ n [Franklin, N.J.] : a black shghtly mag-
netic mineral ZnFejO* consisting of an oxide of iron and zinc
Frank.Un stove \,frao-kl3n-\ n [Benjamin Franklin, its inventor]

: a metal heating stove resembling an open fireplace but designed to
be set out in a room
frank.Iy adv l ; in a frank manner 2 : in truth ; indeed
frank.pledge \'fraok-,plej\'n ; an Anglo-Saxon system under
which each adult male member of a tithing was responsible for
the good conduct of the others; also : the member himself or the
tithing

fran.se.rla \fran-'sir-e-a\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Antonio Fransert,
18th cent. Sp botanist] ; any of a genus (JFranseria) of annual or
perennial composite herbs or shrubs

Iran.tiC \'frant-ik\ adj [ME frenetlk, Jrantik — more at FRENEnc]
1 archaic : mentally deranged 2 : marked by uncontrollable emo-
tion : frenzied — fran>U.cal.ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv — fran-tic-ly
\-i-kle\ adv — fran*tic<ness \-ik-n3s\ n

frap \'frap\ vt trapped; frap.ping [ME jrapen to strike, beat, fr.

M.F jraper] : to draw tight
lfrap.p6 or frap.pe \fra-'pa\ adj [F jrappe. fr. pp. of jrapper to
strike, chill, fr. MF jraper to strike] : iced, frozen

2frap.p6 \fra-*pa\ or frappe \'frap. fra-'pa\ n 1 : a frappi mixture
or dnnk 2 : a thick milk shake

fra.ter.nal \fr3-'t3m-'l\ adj [ME. fr. fALjraternalis, fr. 'Ljraternus
fr. jrater brother] 1 a : of, relating to, or involving brothers
b : of, relating to, or being a fraternity or society 2 : derived from
two ova : dizygotic 3 : friendly, brotherly — fra>ter*nal*lsm
\-1-,iz-3m\ n — fra.ter.nal-ly \-=I-e\ adv

fra.ter.ni'ty \fra-'t3r-n3t-e\ n 1 : a group of people associated or
formally organized for a common purpose, interest, or pleasure: as
a : a fraternal order b : guild c : a student organization formed
chiefly for social purposes having secret rites and a name consisting
of Greek letters 2 : the quality or state of being brothers ; brother-
LiNESS 3 : men of the same class, profession, character, or tastes
4 a : the entire progeny of a single mating b : a group of siblings

Irat-er-ni-za-tion \.frat-ar-n3-'za-shan\ n : the act of fraternizing
Xiat-er-nize \"frat-3r-,nTz\ vi 1 : to associate or mingle as brothers
or on fraternal terms 2 a ; to associate on intimate terms with
members of a hostile group esp. when contrary to military orders
b : to be friendly or amiable — frat.er>niZ'er n

Irat.ri.ci.dal \,fra-tr3-'sTd-'l\ adj : of, relating to, or resulting in
fratricide

frat.ri.cide \'fra-tr3-,sTd\ n [In sense 1, fr. ME, fr. MF or L; MF,
fr. Ljratricida, fr. jratr-, jrater brother + -cida -cide; in sense 2. fr.

MF or L; MF, fr. L jratricidium. fr. jratr-, jrater + -cidium -cide]
1 ; one that murders or kills his own brother or sister 2 : the act of
a fratricide

Frau \'frau\ n, pi Frau-en \'frau(-3)n\ [G, woman, wife, fr. OHG
jrouwa mistress, lady; akin to OE jrea lord] : a German married
woman : wife — used as a title equivalent to Mrs.
fraud \'fr6d\ n [ME jraude, fr. MF, fr. L jraud-^ jraus; akin to Skt
dhvarati he bends, injures] la: DECErr, trickery; specij ; in-
tentional perversion of truth in order to induce another to part
with something of value or to surrender a legal right b : an act of
deceiving or misrepresenting : trick 2a: one who is not what he
pretends to be : impostor b : one who defrauds : cheat syn see
deception, imposture
fraud-u-lence \'frd-j3-lan(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
fraudulent

fraud'U.Ient \-l3nt\ adj : characterized by, based on, or done by
fraud : deceftful — fraud. u-lent-ly adv — fraud>u.lent.nes5 n
Ifraught \'fr6kt\ n [ME, freight, load, fr. MD or MLG vrachU
vrecht] chiejly Scot : load, cargo

afraught vt fraught.ed or fraught; fraught.ing [ME jraughten,
fr. ^jraught] chiejly Scot ; load, freight
Sfraughl \'fr6t\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of jraughrenl 1 archaic
a : FREIGHTED b : supplied 2 a ; accompanied b : bearing
promise or menace : pregnant (words — with meaning)

Irau-lein \'fr6i-,!Tn\ n [G] leap: an unmarriedGerman girl or wom-
an — used as a title equivalent to Miss 2 : a German governess

frax.i-nel.la \,frak-s3-'nel-3\ n [NL, dim. of Ljraxinus ash tree]

; a Eurasian perermial herb (Dictamnus albus) of the rue family
with flowers that exhale a flammable vapor in hot weather
ifray \'fra\ vt [ME jraien, short for ajjraien to affray] archaic

: scare; also : to frighten away
2fray n ; brawl, fight; also : dispute, debate
3fray vb [M¥ jroyerjrayer to rub, fr. L jricare] vt la: to wear
(as an edge of cloth) by rubbing : fret b ; to separate the threads
at the edge of 2 : strain, irritate « vi : to wear out or into shreds
4fray n : a raveled place or worn spot (as on fabric)

fray.ing n : something rubbed or worn off by fraying
ifraZ'Zle \'fraz-3l\ vb fraz.zling \'fraz-(3-)lio\ [alter, of E dial.

jazle (to tangle, fray) ] vr 1 : sfray 2 a : to put in a state of extreme
physical or nervous fatigue b : upset '— vi : to become frazzled
sfrazzle n : the state of being frazzled
ifreak \'frek\ n [origin unknown] 1 a ; a sudden turn of the mind
: WHIM b : a seemingly capricious action or event 2 archaic
: whimsicality 3 : something markedly unusual or abnormal;
esp : one with a physical oddity who appears in a circus sideshow
syn see caprice

2freak adj : having the character of a freak <a '^ accident)
sfreak vt : to streak esp. with color
freak'isti \'fre-kish\ adj 1 : whimsical, capricious 2 : being or
befitting a freak — freak.ish*Iy adv — freak.ish>ness n
ifieck.le \'frek-al\ n [ME freken, jrekel, of Scand origin; akin to
ON jreknottT freckled; akin to OE spearca spark] : a small brown-
ish spot in the skin usu. due to precipitation of pigment on exposure
to sunlight — freck.ly \'frek-(3-)le\ adv

2freckle vb freck'ling \'frek-(3-)liD\ vt ; to spriiikle or mark with
freckles or small spots — vi : to become marked with freckles

ifree \'fre\ ad/fre-er; fre-est [ME, fr. OE jreo; akin to OHG /r?

free, Gk prays gentle] 1 a : having the legal and political rights of a
citizen b : enjoying civil and political liberty (-^ citizens) c ; en-
joying political independence or freedom from outside domination
d : not dependent on others : self-reliant 2 a : not determined
by anything beyond its own nature or being <a ^ agent) b : de-
termined by the choice of the actor or by his wishes ('-" actions)
c : made, done, or given voluntarily or spontaneously : spon-
taneous 3a: exempt, reUeved, or released esp. from a burden-
some, noxious, or deplorable condition or obligation (~ from pain)
b : not bound, confined, or detained by force (prisoner was now
'^> 4a: having no trade restrictions <-« port) b : not subject to

government regulation C oj foreign exchange : not subject to

restriction or official control 5 : having no obligations (as to work)
or commitments (as to duty or custom) (--' evening) 6 : having
a scope not restricted by qualification (~ variable) 7 a (1) : not
obstructed or impeded ; clear ('^ and open highway) (2) : not
being used or occupied (waved with his -^ hand) b : not hampered
or restricted in its normal operation ; loose c : allowed to be
executed without interference from the .opposing side (-^ kick)

8 a : not fastened (~ end of the rope) b : not confined to a par-
ticular position or place c : capable of moving or turning in any
direction <~ particle) d : performed without apparatus (r^
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tumbling) 9a: not parsimonious <'^ spending) b : outspoken
C : availing oneself of something without stint d : frank, open
e : overly familiar or forward in action or attitude t : licentious
10 : not costing or charging anything 11 a : not united or
combined with something else : separated <~ ore) b : native
8b <~ oxygen) c ; not permanently attached but able to move
about d oj accent : not occurring on the same syllable in all words
e oj a linguistic jorm : capable of being used alone with meaning
<the word hats is a '^ form) 12 a: not literal or exact {~ transla-
tion) b : not restricted by or conforming to conventional forms
ir^ skating) 13 : favorable — used of a wind blowing from a
direction more ttian six points from straight ahead 14 : not
allowing slavery 15 : open to all comers — free«ly adv
syn FREE, independent, sovereign, autonomous mean not sub-

ject to the rule or control of another, free stresses the complete
absence of external rule and the full right to make all of one's
own decisions; independent implies a standing alone; applied to
a state it implies lack of connection with any other having power to
interfere with its citizens, laws, or policies; sovereign stresses the
absence of a superior power and implies supremacy within a thing's
own domain or sphere; autonomous stresses independence in
matters pertaining to self-government, but usu. implies at the same
time a recognition of sovereignty of a higher or central power in
foreign relations and policy

afree adv l : freely 2 : without charge (admitted ^) 3 ; with
the wind more than six points from dead ahead (sailing ~)

3free vt Ireed; Iree-ing 1 a : to cause to be free b : relieve, rid
c : disentangle, clear 2 obs : banish
syn free, release, liberate, emancipate, manumit, discharge
mean to set loose from restraint or constraint, free implies a usu.
permanent removal from whatever binds, confines, entangles, or
oppresses; release suggests a setting loose from confinement,
restraint, or a state of pressure or tension, often without implica-
tion of permanent liberation; liberate stresses particulaily the
resulting state of liberty; emancipate implies the liberation of a
person from subjecdon or domination; manumft implies emancipa-
tion from slavery; discharge may imply liberation or merely ejec-
tion or emission from confinement or a containing that is not
necessarily restraint

Iree alongside sliip or free alongside vessel adv {or adj) : with
delivery at the side of the ship free of charges when the buyer's
liability begins
Iree.board X'fre-.boCalrd, -,b6(a')rd\ n 1 : the distance between
the waterHne and the freeboard deck of a ship 2 : the space between
the surface of the ground and the undercarriage of an automobile

freeboard decK n : the deck below which all bulkheads are made
watertight

free-boot.er \-3r\ n CD vrijbuiter, fr. vrijbuit plunder, fr. vrij free
-I- buit booty] : plunderer, pirate

free-born \'fre-'b6(9)rn\ adj 1 : not born in vassalage or slavery
2 : relating to or befitting one that is freeborn

free capital n 1 : capital that has numerous possible or actual
uses as opposed to capital confined to a speciahzed use 2 : capiial
available for investment
freed.man \'fred-m3n\ n : a man freed from slavery
free-dom \'fred-3m\ n 1 : the quality or state of being free: as
a : the absence of necessity, coercion, or constraint in choice or
action b : liberation from slavery or restraint or from the power
of another ; indi-pendence c : exemption, release d : ease,
facility 6 : frankness, outspokenness t : improper familiarity

g : boldness of conception or execution h : unrestricted use 2 a : a
political right b : franchise, prtvilege
syn freedom, liberty, license mean the power or condition of

acting without compulsion, freedom has a broad range and may
imply total absence of restraint even as imposed by necessity, or
moderate absence of restraint, or merely an unawareness of being
unduly hampered or frustrated; liberty implies the power to
choose what one does or says as distinguished from lack of in-

hibition in doing or saying; it may also imply more strongly than
freedom a release from restraint or compulsion; license implies
liberty that consists in breaking laws or rules either as an abuse or
as the exercise of special privilege

freedom of the seas : the right of a merchant ship to travel any
waters except territorial waters either in peace or war

free enterprise n ; freedom of private business to organize and
operate for profit in a competitive system without interference by
government beyond regulation necessary to protect public interest
and keep the national economy in balance

free-for-all \'fre-f3-,r61\ n : a competition, dispute, or fight open
to all comers and usu. with no rules : brawl — free-for-all adj

Iree gold n : gold or gold certificates held in excess of legal reserve
requirements

lree>liand \'fre-,hand\ adj ; done without mechanical aids or
devices : free (— drawing) — freehand adv

free hand n : freedom of action or decision
free>hand*ed \'fre-'han-d3d\ adj : openhanded, generous —
free-hand^ed-ly adv

free-heart.ed \-'hart-3d\ adj 1 : frank, unreserved 2 : gen-
erous — free.heart-ed'iy adv

free-hold \'fre-,hold\ n l : a tenure of real property by which an
estate of inheritance in fee simple or fee tail or for life is held
; an estate held by such tenure — compare fee 1 2 : a tenure of
an office or dignity similar to a freehold ^ free-hold-er n

free lance « l a ; a knight or roving soldier available for hire by a
state or commander b ; one who acts on his own responsibility
without regard to authority 2 : one who pursues a profession
under no long-term contractual commitments to any one employer
Uree-lance \'fre-'lan(t)s\ adj : of, relating to, or befitting a free
lance : independent
2free-lance vi : to act as a free lance '^ vr : to offer or contract
for the purchase of in the maimer of a free lance — free-lanc-er n

free-liV'ing \-*liv-io\ adj l : marked by more than usual freedom
in the gratification of appetites 2 : neither parasitic nor symbiotic

free love n : sexual intercourse or cohabitation without a legal

wedding
free-man X'fre-manX n 1 : one enjoying civil or political liberty
2 : one having the full rights of a citizen

frce-mar-tin \-,mart-'n\ n [origin unknown] : a sexually imperfect

usu. sterile female calf twinbom with a male
Free-ma.son \-'mas-'n\ n : a member of a widespread secret
fraternal society called Free and Accepted Masons

free.ma-son.ry \-re\ n l cap : the principles, institutions, or
f)ractices of Freemasons — called also Masonry 2 : natural or
nstinctive fellowship or sympathy

free-ness n : freedom
free on board adv {or adf) : without charge for delivery to and
placing on board a carrier at a specified point

free port n : an enclosed port or section of a port where goods are
received and shipped free of customs duly

fre-er \'fre-3r\ n ; one that frees (the ~ of the slaves)
free radical n : an atom or a group of atoms having at least one
unpaired electron and participating in various reactions

free-sia \'fre-zh{e-)3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. F. H. T. Freese
tl876 G physician] : any of a genus (Freesia) of the iris family of
sweet-scented African herbs with red, white, or yellow flowers

free silver n : the free coinage of silver often at a fixed ratio with
gold

free soil n ; U.S. territory where prior to the Civil War slavery was
prohibited

free-soil \'fre-,s6il\ adj l : characterized by free soil (~ states)
2 cap F&S : opposing the extension of slavery into U.S. territories
and the admission of slave states into the Union prior to the Civil
War; specij : of, relating to, or constituting a minor U.S. poUtical
party having theseaims — Free-Soil- er \-'s6i-lor\ n

free-cpo-ken\-'spo-k3n\ adj : speaking freely : outspoken
fre-est \'fre-ast\ superlative oj free
freestanding adj : standing alone or on its own foundation free of
architectural or supporting frame or attachment

free-stone \'fre-.ston\ n l : a stone that may be cut freely without
splitting 2 a : a fruit stone to which the flesh does not cling
b : a fruit having such a stone
free-swim-ming \-'swim-ir)\ adj : able to swim about because not
attached

free-tilink.er \-'thir)-k3r\ n : one that forms opinions on the basis
of reason independently of authority; esp : one who doubts or
denies religious dogma syn see atheist — free-think-ing \-kiQ\
n or adj

free thought n : free thinking or unorthodox thought; specij : 18th
century deism

free throw n : an unhindered shot in basketball made from behind
a set line and usu. awarded because of a foul by an opponent

free trade n : trade based upon the unrestricted international ex-
change of goods with tariffs used only as a source of revenue

free verse n : verse whose meter is irregular in some respect or
whose rhythm is not metrical

free-way \'fre-.wa\ n 1 : an expressway with fully controlled ac-
cess 2 : a toll-free highway
ifree-wheel \-'(h)we(3)l\ « 1 : a power-transmission system in a
motor vehicle with a device that permits the propeller shaft to
run freely when its speed is greater than that of the engine shaft
2 : a clutch fitted in the rear hub of a bicycle that permits the rear
wheel to run on free from the rear sprocket when the pedals are
stopped

2 freewheel vi : to move. live, or drift along freely or irresponsibly
free will n l ; the power asserted of moral beings of choosing
within limitations or with respect to some matters without restraint

of physical or divine necessity or causal law 2 : the ability to
choose between alternatives so that the choice and action are to
an extent creatively determined by the conscious subject

free-will \,fre-.wil\ adj : voluntary, spontaneous
Freewill Baptist n : a member of a Baptist group holding Armlnian
doctrines and practicing open communion and anointing

free world n : the part of the world where democracy and capitalism
or moderate socialism rather than totalitarian or Communist
political and economic svstemsprevail
^freeze \'frez\ vb froze \'froz\ fro-zen \'froz-^n\ freez-ing
[ME jresen, fr. OE jreosan; akin to OHG jriosan to freeze, L
pruina hoarfrost] vi 1 : to become congealed into ice by cold
: solidify 2 a : to become chilled with cold (almost yVoze to death)
b : to become coldly formal in manner 3 : to adhere solidly by
freezing 4 : to become clogged with ice (the water pipes Jroze}
5 : to becom.e fixed or motionless; esp : to become incapable of
acting or speaking ~ vr 1 : to harden into ice 2a: to make
extremely cold : chill b ; to act toward in a stiff and formal way
3 a : to act on usu. destructively by frost b ; to anesthetize by
cold 4 : to cause to grip tightly or remain in immovable contact
5 a : to cause to become fixed, immovable, or unalterable b : to
forbid further manufacture, use. or sale of (a raw material) c : to
Immobilize by governmental regulation the expenditure, with-
drawal, or exchange of {foreign-owned bank balances)

2freeze n 1 : a state of weather marked by low temperature 2 a : an
act or instance of freezing b ; the state of being frozen

freeze-dry \'frez-,drT\ vr : to dry in a frozen state under high
vacuum esp. for preservation

freez-er \'fre-Z3r\ n ; one that freezes or keeps cool; esp : an in-

sulated compartment or room for keeping food at a subfreezing
temperature or for freezing perishable food rapidly

freezing point n : the temperature at which a hquid solidifies (the
jreezing point of water is 0" C or 32° F)
free zone n : an area within which goods may be received and stored
without payment of duty
F region n : the highest region of the ionosphere occurring from
90 to more than 250 miles above the earth
ifreight \'frat\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. MD or MLG vracht, vrechtl

1 ; the compensation paid for the transportation of goods
2 a ; something that is loaded for transportation : cargo b : load,
BURDEN 3 a : the ordinary transportation of goods afforded by a
common carrier and distinguished from express b ; a train

designed or used for such transportation
2freight vt 1 a : to load with goods for transportation b : burden,
CHARGE 2 ; to transport or ship by freight

freight-age \'frat-ij\ n : freight
freight-er \-3r\ n l : one that loads or charters and loads a ship

2 ; shipper 3 : a ship or airplane used chiefly to carry freight

frem.i.tllS \'frem-3t-3s\ n [NL, fr. L, murmur, fr. jrt

a abut;^^s kitten; _3r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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OE jrencisc. It. Franca Frank]
of France, its people, or their
n — French-worn-an \-,wum-

French horn

ol jremere to murmur; akin to OE bremman to roar] ; a sensation
felt by a hand placed on the chest vibrating during speech

irench \'french\ vr, ojten cap : to cut (snap beans) in thin length-
wise strips before cooking
iFrench \'french\ adj [ME,

: of, relating to, or char
language — Frencli*man \-

2French n l : a Romance language that developed out of the Vulgar
Latin of Transalpine Gaul and became the literary and official

language of France 2 pi in constr : the French people
French bulldog n : any of a breed of small compact heavy-boned
bat-eared dog developed in France supposedly from a crossing of
small English bulldogs with native dogs
French Canadian n : one of the descendants of French settlers

in lower Canada
French-Canadian adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of the
French Canadians

French chalk n : a soft white granular variety of steatite used esp.
for drawing lines on cloth and for removing grease in dry cleaning
French chop n ; a rib chop with the meat trimmed from the end of
the rib

French door n : a light door with glazed rectangular panels ex-
tending the full length; also : one of a pair of such doors in a
single frame
French dressing n : a salad dressing of oil and vinegar or lemon
juice seasoned with salt, pepper, mustard, or other condiments
French endive n : endive 2
tlrench Iry vt, ojten cap 1st F [back-formation fr. French jried
{potatoes)^ ; to fry (as strips of potato) in deep fat until brown

Slrench fry n, ojten cap Jst F i a. strip of potato fried in deep fat —
usu. used in pi.

French heel n ; a woman's shoe heel that is usu. high, pitched well
forward, and markedly curved
French horn n ; a brass wind instrument consisting of a long
curved conical tube with a narrow fun-
nel-shaped mouthpiece at one end and
a flaring bel! at the other
Jrench-ili-ca-tion X.fren-chs-fa-'ka-
shanX n, ojten cap ; the act of french-
ifying ; the state of being frenchified

trench. ily \'fren-ch3-.fr\ vt, ojten cap
; to make French

French leave n : an informal, hasty, or
secret departure
French pastry n ; fancy pastry baked in
individual portions and filled

French telephone n : handset
French toast n : bread dipped In egg
and milk and sauteed
French window n 1 : a French door
placed in an exterior wall 2 : a casement window

Ire.net.iC \fri-'net-ik\ adj [ME jrenetik insane, fr. UF jrenetique,
fr. Lphreneticus, modif. of Gk phreniiikos, U.phreniiis inflammation
of the brain, fr. phren-, phren diaphragm, mind] ; frenzied,
FRANTIC — fre-net-i-cal-ly \-'net-i-k(3-)le\ adv
fre.num \'fre-n3m\ n, pi frenums or fre-na \-n3\ [L, lit., bridle;
akin to Ljirmus firm] ; a connecting fold of membrane serving to
support or restrain

fren>zied \'fren-2ed\ adj ; marked by frenzy— fren«2ied-ly adv
llren.zy \'fren-ze\ n [ME jrenesie, fr. MF, fr. ML phrenesia, alter,

of L phrenesis, fr. phreneticus} 1 a ; a temporary madness b : a
violent mental or emotional agitation 2 : intense usu. wild and
often disorderly compulsive or agitated activity
alrenzy vt ; to affect with frenzy
Fre-on \'fre-,an\ trademark — used for any of various nonflamma-
ble gaseous and liquid fluorinated hydrocarbons used as refriger-
ants and as propellants for aerosols
Ire-quence \'fre-kwan_(t)s\ n : frequency
Ire.quen.cy \-kw3n-se\ n 1 : the fact or condition of occurring
frequently 2a; the number of times that a periodic function
repeats the same sequence of values during a unit variation of the
independent variable b : the number of individuals in a single
class when objects are classified according to variations in a set of
one or more specified attributes 3 : the number of repetitions of a
periodic process in a unit of time: as a : the number of complete
alternations per second of an alternating current b : the number
of sound waves per second produced by a sounding body c : the
number of complete oscillations per second of an electromagnetic

Irequency distribution n : an arrangement of statistical data that
exhibits the frequency of the occurrence of the values of a variable
frequency modulation n : modulaUon of the frequency of the
carrier wave in accordance with speech or a signal; specij : the
system of broadcasting using this method of modulation
Ure.quent \'fre-kw3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. Ljrequent-,
jrequens'\ 1 obs : thronged 2 a : common, usual b ; happening
at short intervals 3 : habitual, persistent 4 archaic : intimate,
familiar — Ire>quent>De5S n
afre.quent \fre-'kwent, 'fre-kw3nt\ vt 1 : to associate with, be in,
or resort to often or habitually 2 archaic i to read systematically
or habitually — lre>qneut*er n

fre<quen.ta.tion \,fre-,kwen-'ta-shan, -kw3n-\ n : the act or habit
of frequenting
Hre.quen.ta.tive \fre-'kwent-3t-iv\ adj : denoting repeated or
recurrent action or state — used or a verj} aspect, verb form, or
meaning
^frequentative n : a frequentative verb or verb form
Ire.quent.ly \'fre-kw3nt-le\ adv : at frequent or short intervals
ilres-co \'fres-(,)ko\ n, pi Irescoes or frescos [It, fr. jresco fresh,
of Gmc origin; akin to OHG jrisci 1 ; the art of painting on freshly
spread moist hme plaster with pigments suspended in a water
vehicle 2 : a painting executed in fresco

2lresco vt : to paint in fresco
Ifiesh \'fresh\ adj [ME. fr. OF jreis, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
jrisc fresh; akin to OEjersc fresh] 1 a : not salt (-^ water) b (I)

; PURE, INVIGORATING <-- air) (2) oj wind : strong 2 a : not
stored or preserved <-^ vegetables) b ; having its original qualities
unimpaired: as (1) ; full of or renewed in vigor or readiness for

action : refreseied (2) : not stale, sour, or decayed <'-- bread)
(3) ; not faded (4) ; not worn or rumpled : spruce 3 a <1) : ex-
perienced, made, or received newly or anew (2) : additional,
ANOTHER (make a '-« start) b : original, vivid c : inexperienced,
RAW d : newly or just come or arrived <~ from school) e ; hav-
ing the milk flow recentTy established <a -- cow) 4 [prob. by
folk etymology fr. G jrech} : disposed to take liberties ; impudent
syn see nev/ — fresh'ly adv — Iresh-ness n

afresh adv : just recently : freshly <a ~ laid egg)
3fresh n 1 : an increased flow or rush (as of water) : freshet
2 : a stream of fresh water running into salt water

fresh breeze n : wind having a speed of 19 to 24 miles per hour
fresh.en \'fresh-3n\ vb fresh-en-ing \'fresh-(3-)nio\ vi 1 : to
grow or become fresh: as a oj wind : to increase in strength
b : to become fresh in appearance or vitality c oj water : to lose
saltiness 2 oj a milch animal : to come into milk '— v/ ; to make
fresh; also : refresh, revive

Iresh-et \'fresh-3i\ n 1 archaic : stream 1 2 ; a great rise or
overflowing of a stream caused by heavy rains or melted snow

fresh gale n : wind having a speed of 39 to 46 miles per hour
fresh*man \'fresh-m3n\ n, ojten attrib 1 : novice, newcomer
2 ; a student in his first year or having chiefly first-year standing

fresh.wa.ter \,fresh-,w6t-3r, -,wat-\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or
Uving in fresh water 2 : accustomed to navigating only in fresh
waters; also ; unskilled
ifret \'fret\ vb fret-ted; fret-ting [ME jreten to devour, fret, fr.

OE jretan to devour; akin to OHG jrezzan to devour, ezzan to
eat] vt 1 : to cause to suffer emotional strain : vex 2 a : to eat or
gnaw into : corrode; also : fray b : rub, chafe c : to make
by wearing away a substance <the stream jretted a channel)
3 : to pass (as time) in fretting 4 : agitate, ripple ~ vi 1 a : to
eat into something b : to affect something as if by gnawing or
biting : grate 2 a ; wear, corrode b : chafe c : fray 3 a : to
become vexed or worried b oj running water : to become agitated

2fret n 1 a : the action of wearing away : erosion b ; a worn or
eroded spot 2 : an agitation of mind : irrftation

3fret vt fret-ted; fret-ting IMEjreiten, fr. MF jreler to bind with
ferrule, fret, fr. OF, ir.jreie ferrule] 1 a : to decorate with inter-

to enrich with

woman's headdress
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laced designs b : to form a pattern upon
embossed or pierced carved patterns
fret n 1 : an ornamental network; esp : a
2 : an ornament or ornamental work often
in relief consisting of small straight bars
intersecting one another in right or oblique
angles
Sfret n [prob. fr. MF jrete ferrule] : one of a
series of ridges fixed across the fingerboard
of a stringed musical instrument

ftfret vt fret-ted; fret-ting : to furnish with
frets ..

fret.ful \'fret-f3l\ adj 1 ; disposed to fret 3b|npUI«Tn
: iRRrrABLE 2 & oj water : troubled b oj —^^' ' * *

wind : GVSTY — fret-ful-ly \-fa-le\ adv —
fret-ful-ness n

fret-saw \'fret-.s6\ n : a narrow-bladed fine^.

toothed saw for cutting curved outlines
fret-work \-,w3rk\ n l : decoration consist-
ing of work adorned with frets 2 ; ornamental
openwork or work in relief

Freud-ian \'fr6id-e-3n\ adj : of, relating to,

or according with the psyc"
ries or practices of Freud — Freudian n— Freud-ian-ism \-e-a-,niz-am\ n
Frey \'fra\ n [ON Freyr] : the god of fertiUty
and crops and of peace and prosperity in Norse mythology
Freya \'fra-a\ n [ON Freyja2 I the goddess of love and beauty in
Norse mythology

fri-a-bil-i-ty \,frT-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the condition of being friable
fri-a-ble \'frT-3-b3l\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L jriabilis, fr. jriare
to crumble] ; easily crumbled or pulverized syn see fragile— Iri-
a-ble-ness n

iri-ar \'frT(-3)r\ n [ME jrere, jryer, fr. OF jrere, Ut.. brother, fr.

L jratr-, jrater — more at brother] : a member of a mendicant
order syn see religious

fri-ar-ly \-le\ adj : resembling a friar : relating to friars

friar's lantern n : ignis fatuus
fri-ary \'frT-(3-)re\ n ; a monastery of friars

ifrib>ble \'frib-3l\ vb frib-bling \-(3-)Ur)\ [origin unknown] vi

: TRIFLE, DODDER — vf : to trifle Or fool away
2fribble n : a frivolous person, thing, or idea : trifler — fribble adj
fric-an-deau \'frik-3n-.d6\ n [F] : larded veal roasted and glazed
in its own juices

»fric.a3-see \'frik-3-,se, ,frik-3-'\ n [MF, fr. fem. of jricasse, pp. of
jricasser to fricassee] : a dish made of chicken, veal, or other meat
cut into pieces and stewed in a gravy

^fricassee vt frlc-as-seed; fric-as-see-ing : to cook as a fricassee
ifrica-tive \'frik-at-iv\ adj IL jricatus. pp. of jricare} : charac-
terized by frictional passage of the expired voiced or voiceless
breath acainst a narrowing at some point in the vocal tract <\f v th
th s 2 sh zh h\ are --)

sfricative n : a fricative consonant
friction \'frik-sh3n\ n [MF or L; MF, fr. L jriction-, jrictio, fr.

jrictus, pp. of jricare to rub; akin to L jriare to crumble. Skt
bhrlnanti they injure] la: the rubbing of one body against an-
other b : resistance to relative motion between two bodies in
contact 2 : the clashing between two persons or parties of opposed
views ; disagreement — fric-tion-less \-l3s\ adj

fric-tion-al \-shn3l, -sh3n-^l\ adj 1 : of or relating to friction

2 : moved or produced by friction — frlc-tion*al-ly \-e\ adv
friction clutch n ; a clutch in which connection is made through
sliding friction

friction drive n : an automobile power-transmission system that
transmits motion by surface friction instead of teeth and provides
a full range o.f variation in desired speed ratios

friction match n : a match that is ignited by friction

friction tape n : a usu. cloth tape impregnated with water-resistant
insulating material and an adhesive and used esp. to protect, in-
sulate, and support electrical conductors
Fri-day \'frld-e\ n [ME, fr. OE jrlgedxg: akin to OHG Jriatag:
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both fr. a prehistoric WGmc compound whose components are
akin to OHG Frla, goddess of love and to OE dseg day] ; the sixth
day of the week — Fri-days \-ez\ adv

fridge also frig \'frij\ n [by shortening & alter.] chiejly Brit : re-
frigerator
fried'Cake \'frTd-.kak\ n : doughnut, cruller
ifriend \'frend\ n [ME jrend, fr. OE jreond; akin to OHG jriunt
friend; both fr. the prp. of a prehistoric Gmc verb represented by
OEfreon to love; akin to OEjreo free] 1 a : one attached to an-
other by affection or esteem h ; acquaintance 2 a : one not
hostile h ; one thai is of the same nation or group 3 : one that
favors something 4 obs : paramour 5 cap : a member of a group
that stress Inner Light, reject ostentation, outward rites, and an
ordained ministry, and oppose war — called also Quaker

2friend 17 : to act as the friend of : befriend
friend.less \'fren-(d)l3s\ adj ; having no friends — friend-Iess-
ness n

friend.Ii.ly \-(d)l3-le\ adv : in a friendly manner
friend.li.ness \-Cd>le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being friendly
Uriend-ly \'fren-(d)le\ adj : of. relating to, or befitting a friend: as
a : showing kindly interest and goodwill b : not hostile c : in-

chned to favor d : comforting, cheerful syn see amicable
afriendly adv : in a friendly manner : amicably
Iriend-ship \'fren(d>-,ship\ n 1 : the state of being friends
2 : friendliness 3 obs : aid

fri-er var oj fryer
Frie-sian \'fre-zh3n\ n, chiejly Brit ; holstein-friesian
Ifrieze \'frez or (compare frise) fre-'za\ n [ME jrise, fr. MF. fr.

MD vriese] 1 : a heavy durable coarse wool and shoddy fabric
with a rough surface 2 : a pile surface of uncut loops or of pat-
terned cut and uncut loops

2frieze \'frez\ n [MF, perh. fr. ML phrygium, jrisium embroidered
cloth, fr. L phrygium, fr. neut. of Phrygius Phrygian, fr. Phrygia'^

1 : the part of an entablature between the architrave and the cornice
2 : a sculptured or richly ornamented band (as on a building)

Irig.ate \'frig-3t\ n [MF. fr. OlX.jregata'i 1 : a light boat propelled
orip. by oars but later by sails 2 : a square-rigged war vessel inter
mediate between a corvette and a ship of the line 3 : a British or
Canadian escort ship between a corvette and a destroyer in size

4 : a U.S. warship of 5000 to 7000 tons that is smaller than a
cruiser and larger than a destroyer

frigate bird n ; any of several strong-winged seabirds (family
Fregatidae"! noted for their rapacious habits

Frig.ga \'frig-a\ n [ON Frigs'^ : the goddess of the sky in Norse
mythology who shares dominion in heaven with her husband Odin
ifrigUt \'frtt\ n [ME, fr. OE jyrhto, jryhto; akin to OHG jorhta
fear] 1 : fear excited by sudden danger ; alarm 2 ; something
strange, ugly, or shocking (his beard was a '^) syn see fear

afright vt : to alarm suddenly : frighten
fright.en \'frn-^n\ vb fright.ending \'frTt-nio, -'n-ii3\ vt 1 : to
make afraid : terrify 2 ; to drive away or out by frightening
*— VI : to become frightened — tright-en-ing.ly \-mo-le, -'n-io-\

fright-ful \'frTt-f3l\ adj l : causing fear or alarm : terrifying
2 ; causing shock or horror : startling 3 ; extreme (-^ thirst)

syn see fearful — fright-ful-ly \-f3-le\ adv — fright>lul'ness n
frig-id \'frij-3d\ adj [L jrigidus, fr. jrigere to be cold; akin to L
frigus frost, cold, Gk rhigosi la; intensely cold b : lacking
warmth or ardor ; indifferent 2 : insipid 3 : abnormally
averse to sexual intercourse — frig-id-ly adv — frig<id-ness n

Frig-i-daire \.frij-3-'da(3)r, -'deC9)r\ trademark — used for a me-
chanical refi igerator

fri.gid.i.ty \frij-'id-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being frigid;

specij : marked or abnormal sexual indifference esp. in a woman
frigid zone n : the area or region between the arctic circle and the
north pole or between the antarctic circle and the south pole

frig.O-rif.iC \.frig-3-'rif-ik\ adj [L jrigorijicus, fr. jrigor-, jrigus
frost] : causing cold : chilling

fri-jol also fri.jole \fre-'hol\ n, pi fri>jo>les \-'h5-lez, -,las\ [Sp
jrijol^ chiefly Southwest : bean lb
ifrill \'fril\ vt ; to provide or decorate with a frill

2frill n [perh. fr. Flem jrul} 1 a : a gathered, pleated, or bias-cut
fabric edging used on clothing b : a strip of paper curled at one
end and rolled to be slipped over the bone end (as of a chop) in

serving 2 a : a ruff of hair or feathers about the neck of an animal
1) : affectation, air c : something decorative but not essential

: extravagance — frilly \'fril-e\ adj
ifringe \'frinj\ n, ojten attrib IME jrenge, fr. MF. fr. (assumed) VL
Jrimbia, fr. Ljimbriae (pi.)] 1 ; an ornamental border consisting
of short straight or twisted threads or strips hanging from cut or
raveled edges or from a separate band 2 a : something resembling
a fringe ; border b : one of various light or dark bands produced
by the interference or diffraction of light 3 a : something that is

marginal, additional, or secondary to some activity, process, or
subject matter b : a group with marginal or extremist views

2fringe vt 1 : to furnish or adorn with a fringe 2 : to serve as a
fringe for

fringe area n : a region in which reception from a given broadcasting
station is weak or subject to serious distortion

fringe benefit n ; an employment benefit granted by an employer
that involves a money cost without affecting basic wage rates

fringy \'frin-je\ adj : adorned with or resembling fringes

ifrip.pery \'frip-(3-)re\ n iMF jriperie, deriv. of Mhjaluppa piece
of straw] 1 obs a : cast-off clothes b : a place where old clothes
are sold 2 a : finery; esp : something showy, tawdry, or nonessen-
tial b : affected elegance : ostentation

2frippery adj : trifling, tawdry
fri*s6 \fre-'za\ n [F, fr. pp. oi jriser to curl] : frieze
Frise aileron \'frez-\ n [Leslie George Frise 61897 E engineer]

; an aileron having a nose portion projecting ahead of the hinge
axis and a lower surface in line with the lower surface of the wing

fri.sette \fre-'zet\ n [F] archaic : a fringe of hair or curls worn on
the forehead by women

fri'Seur \fre-'zar\ n [F] ; hairdresser
tFri-Sian \'frizh-3n, 'tre-zhanX adj [L FrisU Frisians] : of, relating
to, or characteristic of Friesland, the Frisians, or Frisian

2Frisiaii n 1 : a member of a people that inhabit principally the

Netherlands province of Friesland and the Frisian islands in the
North sea 2 : the Germanic language of the Frisian people

ifriSK \'frisk\ vb [obs. jrisk (Uvely) ] v/ : to leap, skip, or dance in a
lively or playful way : gambol '^ vt : to search esp. for concealed
weapons by running the hand rapidly over the clothing and through
the pockets — frislt'er n

2frisk n 1 a archaic : caracole, caper h ; gambol, romp c ; a gay
time 2 : an act of frisking

frisk.i.ly \'fris-k3-le\ adv : in a frisky manner
frisk-i.ness Vke-n3S\ n : the quality or state of being frisky
frisky \'fris-ke\ adj : inclined to frisk : frolicsome
Iris.son \fre-'so"\ n, pi frissons \-'s6"(z)\ [F] : shudder, thrill
ifrit \'frit\ n tlt/r/rra] 1 : the calcined or partly fused materials of
which glass is made 2 : glass variously compounded that is
quenched and ground as a basis for glazes or enamels

2frit vt frit-ted; frit-ting : to prepare (materials for glass) by heat
frith \'frith\ n : firth
frit.il.lar.ia \,frit-^I-'er-e-3. -'ar-\ n [NL, fr. L jritillus dice cup;
fr. the markings of the petals] : any of a genus (Fritillaria) of
bulbous herbs of the lily family with mottled or checkered flowers

frit.il.lary \'frit-'l-,er-e\ n {^Ljritillaria} 1 : FRmLLARiA 2 : any
of numerous spotted butterflies {Argynnis and related genera)
Ifrit.ter \'frit-3r\ n [me jritour, fr. MF jriture, fr. (assumed) VL
jrictura, fr. frictus, pp. of jrigere to fry — more at fr^ ] : a small
quantity of fried or saut^ed batter often containing fruit or meat

2fritter vb Ifritter, n. (fragment, shred)] vt 1 : to reduce or waste
piecemeal i'^ing away his time on trifles) 2 ; to break into small
fragments ^ vi : dissipate, dwindle — frit. terser \-3r-ar\ n

friv.ol \'friv-3l\ VI frivoled or frivolled; friV'OMng or friv-
ol'ling \-(3-Mio\ [back-formation fr.ynVo/o»5] ; to act frivolously
: trifle — friv-ol-er or friy.oMer \-(3-)l3r\ n

fri-VOl.i.ty \friv-*al-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being frivo-
lous 2 : a frivolous act or thing syn see lightness

friv.O.lOUS \'friv-(3-)l3S\ adj [ME. fr. Ejrivolus'[ 1 : of httle weight
or importance ; slight 2 : marked by trifling or unbecoming
levity : playful — friv-o-lous'ly adv — friv*o<Ious>ness n

'frizz \'friz\ vb [E jriser \ vt : to form into small tight curls '^ vi
1 to become frizded

2frizz rt 1 : a tight curi 2 : hair that is tightly curicd
3frizz vb [alter, of 'fry] : to fry or sear with a sizzling noise ; sizzle
frizz.i.ly \'friz-3'le\ adv : in a frizzy manner
frizZ'i.ness \'friz-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being frizzy
Uriz.zle \'friz-3l\ vb friz-zling \-(3-)liQ\ [prob. akin to OE jrls
curly, OFrisJrlsle curl] : frizz, curl

2frizzle n : a crisp curi
afrizzle vb VJry + sizzle} vt 1 : to fry until crisp and curled
2 : BURN, scorch ^ vi i to cook with a sizzling noise

friz.ziy \'friz-(3-)le\ or frizzy \'friz-e\ adj : tightly curled
ifro Xfrg. OfroX prep [ME, fr. ON jrd; akin to OE jromi dial Brit
: from

2fro \'fro\ adv : back, away — used in the phrase to and fro
ifrock \'frak\ n [UEjrok, fr. ME jroc, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
hroch mantle, coat] 1 : an outer garment worn by monks and
friars : habit 2 ; an outer garment worn chiefly by men: a : a
long loose mantle b : a workman's outer shirt; esp : smock frock
c : a woolen jersey worn esp. by sailors 3 ; a woman's dress

2frock vt 1 : to clothe in a frock 2 : to make a cleric of
frock coat n : a man's usu. double-breasted coat having kneen
length skirts front and back

iroe \*fro\ n [perh. alter, of obs. jroward turned away, fr. ME;
fr. the position of the handle] : a cleaving tool for splitting cask
staves and shingles from the block

frog X'frog, 'frag\ n [ME frogge, fr.

OE Jrogga; akin to OHG jrosk frog,
Skt pravate he jumps up] la; any
of various smooth-skinned web *

footed largely aquatic tailless agile
leaping amphibians (as of the sub-
order Diplasiocoela) — compare
toad b ; a condition in the throat frog 3a(2)
that produces hoarseness (had a '--'

in his throat) 2 : the triangular elastic homy pad in t'ae middle of
the sole of the foot of a horse 3 a (1) : a loop attached to a belt
to hold a weapon or tool (2) : an ornamental braiding for fasten-
ing the front of a garment that consists of a button and a loop
through which it passes b : a device permitting the wheels on one
rail of a track to cross an intersecting rail c : the nut of a violin bow
frog-eye \-,T\ n : any of numerous leaf diseases characterized by
concentric rings about the diseased spots

frog'hop'per \-,hap-3r\ n ; spittlebug
frog<nian \-,man. -msnX n : a person equipped for extended periods
of underwater swimming usu. for reconnaissance and demolition

frog spit « 1 : cuckoo spff 1 — called also jrog spittle 2 : an
alga that forms slimy masses on quiet water

ifrol-ic \'fral-ik\ adjiO vroolijk, fr. MD vrolijc, fr. vro happy; akin
to OHG jrd happy, OE jrogga frog ] ; full of tun : merry

2frolic v( frol'icked; frol*ick>ing 1 ; to make merry 2 ; to play
about happily ; romp

sfrolic n 1 ; a playful mischievous action : lark 2 a : fun, merri-
ment b : PARTY
frol.ic-some \'fral-ik-s3m\ adj ; full of gaiety ; sportive
from \(')fr3m, 'fram also f3m\ prep [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG
jram, adv., forth, away, OE jaran to go — more at fare] 1 — used
as a function word to indicate a starting point; as (1) a place
where a physical movement begins (came here '-^ the city) (2) a
starting point in a statement of Umits (cost ^ S5 to $10> 2 — used
as a function word to indicate separation: as (1) physical sepa™-
tion (2) an act or condition of removal, abstention, exclus'-v'}- re-

lease, or differentiation 3 — used as a function word *^ indicate

the source, cause, agent, or basis
frond \*frand\ n [L jrond-, jrons foliage] LoVrerimhUn. / }^\
of a palm 2 a : a thallus or thalloidi^nv L; ^ "^ ^ ^®^^

b : the leaf of a fern - frond-ed y^6r'^!^\fj^ ,,^„,„ _

iTOn-dose \'fran-,dos\ adj
aose-Iy ady
Mront X'frsntX n [ME.

resembling froqds — Jron-

3 abut; J-
3 kitten; 9r fnithei; a back; a bake; H cot, cart;
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1 a ; forehead; also : the whole face iJ (1) : demeanor or bearing
esp. in the face of danger or other trial (2) ; external and often
feigned appearance (3) ; an artificial or self-important manner
2 a (1) : VANGUARD (2) : a line of battle (3) ojten cap ; a zone of
conflict between armies (4) ; lateral space occupied by a military
unit h (1) ; a stand in reference to some issue : policy — usu. used
with change (2) ; a sphere of activity (3) : a movement linking
divergent elements to achieve certain common objectives; esp : a
Communist dominated political coalition 3 : a side of a building;

esp ; the side that contains the principal entrance 4a: the for-

ward part or surface b (1 ) : frontage (2) : a beach promenade at

a seaside resort c ; dickey la d : the boundary between two dis-

similar air masses 5 archaic : beginning 6 a (1) ; a position
ahead of a person or of the foremost part of a thing (2) — used as
a call by a hotel desk clerk in summoning a bellboy b : a position
of leadership or superiority 7 a : a person, group, or thing used
to mask the identity or true character or activity of the actual con-
trolling agent h : a person who serves as the nominal head or
spokesman of an enterprise or group to lend it prestige

3front vi 1 : face 2 : to serve as a front <

—

ing for special interests)
'^ vt la; confront b : to appear before 2 ; to be in front of
3 : to supply a front to 4 : to face toward 6 : to articulate (a

sound) with the tongue farther forward
SIrunt adj 1 : of. relating to, or situated at the front 2 : articulated
at or toward the front of the oral passage <-- vowels) — front adv

frontpage X'frant-ijX n 1 a : a piece of land that fronts b : the
land between the front of a building and the street 2 : the front
side of a building 3 ; the act or fact of facing a given way
Uron-tal \'fr3nt-n\ n 1 lUE Jroniel, fr. ML Jrontellum, dim. of L
jront-,jrons'\ : a cloth hanging over the front of an altar 2 : facade
sfrontal adj ['HLjrontaUs, fr. LJroni-, fronsi 1 : of, relating to, or
adjacent to the forehead or the frontal bone 2 a : of, relating to,

or situated at the front b ; directed against the front or at the
main point or issue ; direct <~ assault) — fron>taI*Iy \-'l-e\ adv

frontal bone n : either of a pair of membrane bones forming the
forehead

frontal lobe n : the anterior division of each cerebral hemisphere
fron.tier \,fr3n-'ti(3)r. 'fran-, . fran-' , 'fran-.\ n IME Jranter, fr.

MF jroniiere, fr. front} 1 a : a border between two countries
b ohs : a stronghold upon a frontier 2 a : a region that forms the
margin of settled or developed territory b : the farthermost limits

of knowledge or achievement c : a new field that offers scope for
activity — frontier adj

fron.tlers*man \-'ti(3)rz-man\ n ; a man living on the frontier

Iron. tis.piece \'fr3nt-a-,spes\ n [MF Jrontispice, fr. LL frontis-

picium. lit., view of the front, fr. I. front-, jrons + -i- + specere to
look at — more at spy] 1 a : the principal front of a building
b : a decorated pediment over a portico or window 2 ; an illustra-

tion preceding and usu. facing the title page of a book or magazine
front'Iess \'frant-[9s\ adj, archaic \ shameless

•let. dim. of Iro
I the

forehead 2 : forehead; esp \ the forehead of a bird when dis-

tinctively marked
front man « ; a person serving as a front or figurehead
front matter n : matter preceding the main text of a book
fronto- comb form [ISV, fr. L front-, frons} 1 : frontal and ifronto-
parietal) 2 [^front} : boundary of an air mass <yron/ogenesis)

front office n : the policy-making officials of an orgmiization
front-0>gen*e*SiS \,fr3nt-o-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] ; the coming to-
gether into a distinct front of two dissimilar air masses that com-
monly react upon each other to induce cloud and precipitation

fronl.Ol.y.sis X.frant-'al-a-sasX n [NL] ; a process tending to destroy
a meteorological front
^front-page X'frant-'pajX adj : very newsworthy
2front-page vt : to print or report on the front page of a newspaper
frore \'fr5(9)r, frd(3)r\ adj iUE Jroren, fr. OE, pp. oi jreason to
freeze] : FROSTY, frozen

frosh Vfrash\ n, pl frosh [by shortening & alter.] : freshman
»froSt \'fr6st\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG frost, OE freosan to
freeze] 1 a : the process of freezing b : the temperature that causes
freezing c : a covering of minute ice crystals on a cold surface
2 a : coldness of deportment or temperament b : failure

3frost vr 1 a : to cover with or as if with frost; esp : to put icing on
(cake) b ; to produce a fine-grained slightly roughened surface
on (as metal or glass) 2 ; to injure or kill (as plants) by frost
'^ vi : to become frosted ; freeze

ifrost.bite \'frds(t)-,bTt\ vi : to blight or nip with frost
^frostbite n : the freezing or the local effect of a partial freezing of
some part of the body

frost-ed \'fr6-stad\ adj ; quick-frozen <'^ vegetables)
frost heave n : an upthrust of ground or pavement caused by freez-
ing of moist soil

frost.My \'fr6-st3-le\ adv : In a frosty manner
frost.i.ness \-ste-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being frosty
frost'ing \'fr6-stio\ n 1 a : icing b : a trimming on a garment
2 : lusterless finish of metal or glass ; mat

frost-work \'frds-,twark\ nil the figures that moisture sometimes
forms in freezing (as on a windowpane) 2 : ornamentation imita-
tive of the figures of frostwork

frosty \'fr6-ste\ adj 1 : attended with or producing frost ; freez-
ing 2 : covered or appearing as if covered with frost : hoary
3 : marked by coolness or extreme reserve in manner

Ifroth \'fr6th\ n, pl froths V'froths, "frothzX [ME, fr. Of< Jrotha.-
akin to OE afreothan to froth] 1 a ; bubbles formed in or on a
liquid ; foam b : a foamy slaver sometimes accompanying disease
or exhaustion 2 : something unsubstantial or of little value

sfroth V'frdth, 'frotiiV vt 1 ; to cause to foam 2 : vent, voice
2 ; to cover with froth '^ vi t to throw froth out or up ; foam

frotn^-ly \'fr6-th3-le, -Ul3-\ adv ; in a frothy manner
froth.l-nt^^ \-the-n9s, -tlie-\ n ; the quality or state of being frothy
frothy

\.;'^*V .';^, -tiie\ adj l : fuU of or consisUng of froth

,^ ?.'.^^'^^ i^ri.r or light in content or treatment U : made of
light thm material

*^'"J;m^n')'<fwrts'^2"\rilly o?L'mit. origin] 1 : a rustling esp. of
a woman s skirts Z • '""y "'^^

-ntation esp. in women's clothing
Jrow \'fro\ var oj raoE

2 archaic ; adverse syn see conttiary — fro-ward*ly adv — Iro-
ward-ness n
Ifrown \'fraun\ vb [ME frounen, fr. MF Jraigner to snort, frown,
of Celt origin; akin to Vf ffroen nostril] vi" 1 : to contract the brow
in displeasure or concentration 2 I to give evidence of displeasure
or disapproval by or as if by facial expression <-*' vr : to show
displeasure with or disapproval of esp. by facial expression —
frown*er n — frown-ing-ly \'frau-nio-le\ adv
syn SCOWL, glower, lower : frown implies conveying disapproval

or displeasure by contracting the brows; scowl suggests a similar

facial expression but conveying rather a bad humor, sullenness, or
resentful puzzlement; glower implies a more direct staring or
glaring than frown or scowl, as in expressing contempt or defiance;
lower suggests a menacing blackness or gloomy anger
2frown n 1 : a wrinkling of the brow in displeasure or concentra-
tion 2 : an expression of displeasure

frows.ty \'frau-ste\ adj [alter, of jrowzyl chiefly Brit : MUSTY
frow-zy or frow-sy \'frau-ze\ adj [origin unknown] 1 : having a
slovenly or uncared-for appearance 2 : musty, stale

froze past of freeze
Iro-zen \'froz-=n\ adj la; affected or crusted over by freezing
b : subject to long and severe cold <~ north) : chilled, re-
frigerated i-^ fish) 2 a (1) : drained or incapable of emotion
(2) : expressing or characterized by cold unfriendliness b : in-

capable of being changed, moved, or undone; specif : debarred
by official action from movement or from change in status (wages
were ~) c : not available for present use <~ capital) — fro-

zen-ly adv — fro>zen<ness \-'n-(n)3s\ n

frozen food n ; food that has been subjected to rapid freezing and is

kept frozen until used
fruc>ti<fi<ca>tion X.frsk-ts-fs-'ka-shan, ,fruk-\ n 1 : the forming or
producing of fruit 2 a : fruit Id b : sporophore

fruc-ti.fy \'frak-ta-,fT. 'fruk-\ vi : to bear fruit « vr ; to make
fruitful or productive

fruc.tose \'frak-,tos, 'friik-, 'fruk-, -.toz\ « 1 : a sugar CeHizOe
known in three forms that are optically different with respect to
polarized light 2 : the very sweet soluble levorotatory D-iorm of
fructose that occurs esp. in fruit juices and honey

fruC'lU'OUS \'frak-ch3-w3s, 'fruk-\ adj : fruffful
fru.gal \'fru-g3l\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. Lfrugalis virtuous, frugal,

alter, of frugi, fr. dat. of frug-, frux fruit, value; akin to L frui to
enjoy] : characterized by or reflecting economy in the expenditure
of resources syn see sparing — fru»gal>i*ty \frii-'gal-at-e\ n —
fru-gal.ly \*fru-g3-le\ adv

Iru-giy.o-rous \frii-'jiv-a-r3s\ adj [L frug-, frux + E 'vorousl
; feeding on'fruit

ifruit \'frUt\ n, often attrib [ME. fr. OF, fr. 'L fructus fruit, use, fr.

fructus, pp. of frui to enjoy, have the use of — more at brook]
1 a : a product of plant growth — usu. used in pi. b (1) : the usu.
edible reproductive body of a seed plant; esp ; one having a sweet
pulp associated with the seed (2) : a succulent plant part used
chiefly in a dessert or sweet course c ; a dish, quantity, or diet or

fruits d : a product of fertilization in a plant with its modified
envelopes or appendages; specif : the ripened ovary of a seed plant

and its contents 2 : offspring, progeny 3 : consequence, result
Sfruit vi : to bear fruit --^ vr : to cause to bear fruit

fruit<age \'frut-ij\ n 1 a : the condition or process of bearing
fruit b : FRurr 2 ; the product or result of an action

fniit bat n : any of a suborder (Megachiroptera) of large Old World
fruit-eating bats of warm regions

fruit-cake yfrut-,kak\ n : a rich cake containing nuts, dried or
candied fruits, and spices

fruit-er-er \'friit-3r-3r\ n [ME, modif. of MF fruitier, fr. jruifi

: one that deals in fruit

fruit fly n : any of various small two-winged flies whose larvae
feed on fruit or decaying vegetable matter

fruit.ful \'frut-fal\ adj \ a : yielding or producing fruit b : con-
ducive to an abundant yield 2 : abundantly productive syn see

fertile — fruit«fuMy \-f3-Ie\ adv — fruit-ful-ness n

fruiting body n : a plant organ specialized for producing spores

fru.ition \fru-'ish-3n\ n IME fruicioun, fr. MF or LL; MF fruition,

fr. LL fruition-, fruitio, fr. Lfruitus. alter, of fructus, pp.] 1 : plea-

surable use or possession : enjoyment 2 a : the state of bearing

fruit b : realization, accomplishment syn see pleasure

Iruit.less \'frut-l3s\ adj 1 : lacking or not bearing fruit 2 : pro-
ductive of no good effect : unsuccessful syn see futile — fruit-

less.ly adv — fruit-Iess'Uess n
fruit sugar n : fructose 2

fruity \'friit-e\ adj 1 a : relating to or resembling a fruit b : ricli

in flavor <'— wine) 2 a : extremely effective, interesting, or en-

joyable b : sweet or sentimental esp. to excess

fru*men<ta>ceous N.frii-man-'ta-shasX adj [LL frumentaceus, fr.

Lfrumentum grain, ir.frui] : made of or resembling grain (as wheat)

fru»men.ty V'frii-man-teX n [ME, fr. MP frumentee, fr. frument grain,

fr. Lfrumentum} ; a dish of wheat boiled in mUk and usu. flavored

with sugar, spice, and raisins

frump \'framp\ n [prob. it. frumple (to wrinkle)] 1 : a dowdy
unattractive girl or woman 2 : a staid, drab, old-fashioned person
— frump.ish X'fram-pishX adj — frumpy \-pe\ adj

Ifrus.trate \'fr3S-,trat\ vt [ME frustraien. fr. L frustratus, pp. of

jrustrare to deceive, frustrate, fr. frustra in error, in vain; akin to

Lfraus fraud — more at fraud] 1 a : to balk or defeat in an en-

deavor b ; to induce feelings oi discouragement in 2 a : to bring
to nothing b : to make invaUd or of no effect : nullify
syn thwart, foil, baffle, balk, circumvent, outwit: frustrate

implies making vain or ineffectual all efforts however vigorous or
persistent; thwart suggests frustration by running counter to or
crossing one making headway: foil implies checking or defeating

so as to discourage further effort; baffle implies frustration by
confusing or puzzling; balk suggests the interposing of obstacles

or hindrances; circumvent implies frustration by a particular

stratagem, outwit by craft and cunning
3frustrate adf : frustrated
frus-tra.tion \(,)fr3s-'tra-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of frustrating

2 a : the state or an instance of being frustrated : DiSAPPOiNTMENt
b : a deep chronic sense or state of insecurity and dissatisfaction

arising from unresolved problems 3 : something that frustrates

frus.tule \'fr3s-.chu(3)l. -.t(y)u(3)l\ n [F, Iv.Lfrustulum, <^m.ot
frustum} ; the 2-valved siliceous shell of a diatom
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— fru-tes-cent ; » ; \\

ni^ fruticosus. (r. I\ /TT\
3 OHG broz bud, / \ / I I \
ing in the form of / \ / I 1 \
IBBY ^'*« ^ ^-J 1<

froS'tmn \'fras-tam\ n, pi frnstnms or fms<ta \-t3\ [NL, fr. L,
piece, bit — more at bruise] : the part of a
cone-shaped solid next to the base and formed ,\ 4

by cutting off the top by a plane parallel to ,", »!;

the base; also : the part of a solid intersected ! \ >; Ti

between two usu. parallel planes / » /.• 1*

fru-tes.cence \frii-'tes-'n(t)s\ n [L Jrutex}
; shrubby habit of growth — fru-tes-cent
\-'nt\ adj

fru-ti-cose \'fnit-i-,kos\ adJ
Jrulic-, frutex shrub; akin to
Olr broth whisker] : occurring
or resembling a shrub : shrubby
Ury \'frl\ vb fried; Iry-ing [ME/nen, fr. OF frustums
jrire, fr. L jrigere; akin to Gk phrygein to
roast, fry, Skt bhrjjati he roasts] vt : to cook in a pan or on a grid-
dle over a fire esp. with the use of fat ^ vi ; to undergo frying

2fry n, pi fries 1 ; a dish of something fried 2 ; a social gathering
where food is fried and eaten

3lry n, pi fry [ME. prob. fr. ONF fri, fr. OF Jrier, Jroyer to rub.
spawn] 1 a : recently hatched fishes h : the young of other animals
2 : very small adult fishes 3 : members of a group or class <small '^>

fry«er \'frTC-3)r\ n ; something intended for or used in frying: as
a ; a young chicken I) ; a deep utensil for frying foods

1-Stop \'ef-,stap\ n [/, symbol for Jocal length^ ; a camera lens
aperture setting indicated by an f-number

Fa layer \'ef-'tii-\ n : the upper of the two layers Into which the
F region of the ionosphere spUts in the daytime at varying heights
from about 150 to 250 miles above the earth

fuhsy \'f3b-ze\ adj [obs. E jubs (chubby person)] : being chubby
and somewhat squat

fuch-sla \'fyU-sh3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Leonhard Fuchs tlS66
G botanist] 1 : any of a genus (Fuchsia) of decorative shrubs of the
evening-primrose family having showy nodding flowers usu. in
deep pinks, reds, and purples 2 : a vivid reddish purple

lucH-sine or luch-Sin X'fyiik-san, -,sen\ n {F Juchsine, prob. fr.

NL Fuchsia; fr. its color] : a dye that is produced by oxidation of
a mixture of aniline and toluidines and yields a brilliant bluish red

ifU>COid \'fyii-,k6id\ adj : relating to or resembling the rockweeds
2fucoid /I : a fucoid seaweed or fossil

lu-ciis \'fyu-k9s\ n [L, archil, rouge, fr. GlLphykos seaweed, archil,
rouge, of Sem origin; akin to Heb pukh antimony used as a cos-
metic] 1 obs I a face paint 2 [NL, genus name, fr. L] : any of a
genus (Fucus) of cartilaginous brown algae used In the kelp indus-
try; broadly : any of various brown algae

fud \'fad\ n : fuddy-duddy
fud.dle \'f3d-'l\ vb fud.dUng X'fad-Uo. -1-Io\ [origin unknown]
vi : to take part in a drinking bout ; tipple *« v/ 1 ; to make drunk
2 : to make confused : muddle

lud.dy-dud.dy \'f3d-e-,d3d-e\ n [perh. redupl. of Sc fuddy short*
tailed animal, tail, fr. Jud tail] : one who is old-fashioned, pompous,
unimaginative, or concerned about trifles — fuddy-duddy adj
Ifudge \'f3j\ vb [origin unknown] vi 1 : to act dishonestly
2 : to fail to live up to something 3 : to avoid commitment
: HEDGE <— vr 1 a ; to devise as a substitute or without adequate
basis : FAKE b ; falsify 2 ; to fail to come to grips with
3fudge n 1 : foolish nonsense 2 ; an item typeset and inserted
directly on the printing press 3 : a soft creamy candy made typ-
ically of sugar, milk, butter, and flavoring
Pue.gi.an \fii-'a-ge-3n\ n i an Indian of Tierra del Fuego
IfU.el \'fyu(-3)l, fyu(-3)l\ n, ojlen attrib {ME jewel fr. OF Jouaille,
fr. jeu (ire, fr. LL jocus, fr. L, hearth — more at focus] 1 a : a
material used to produce heat or power by burning b : nutritive
material c : a material from which atomic energy can be Uberated
esp. in a reactor 2 : a source of sustenance or incentive

afuel vb fu.eled or fu-elled; fu-eMng or fu-el-ling vt 1 : to
provide with fuel 2 : support, stimulate "- v( : to take in fuel

luel oil rt : an oil that is used for fuel and usu. has a higher flash
point than kerosine
ifug \'f3g\ n [prob. alter, of ^Jogl ; an odorous emanation; esp
: the stuffy atmosphere of a poorly ventilated space — fug.gy
\'fag-e\ adj

2fug vb fugged; fug<ging vf : to loll indoors in a stuffy atmosphere^ vt z to make stuffy and odorous
lU'ga.clous \fya-'ga-sh3s\fldj[Lyugac-,/HgaT,fr./ufi'ere] 1 : last-
ing a short time ; evanescent 2 : disappearing before the usual
time — used chiefly of plant parts (as stipules) other than floral
organs — fu-gac>i-ty \-'gas-at-e\ n

fu>gal \'fyij-g3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or in the style of a musical
fugue — fu*gal>ly \-g3-le\ adv

-luge \.fyuj\ n comb jorm [F, fr. LL -juga, fr. L fugare to put to
fUght, fr. Juga] : one that drives away (insecti/wge)
IfU.gi.tive \'fyu-j3t-iv\ adj [ME, fr. MF & L; MF Jugitij, fr. L
Jugitivus, fr. Jugitus, pp. of jugere to flee; akin to Gk pheugein to
flee and prob. to OHG biogan to bend — more at bow] 1 ; running
away or intending flight <'^ slave) (-^ debtor) 2 : moving from
place to place : wandering 3 a ; being of short duration b : dif-

ficult to grasp or retain : elusive c : likely to evaporate, deteri-
orate, change, fade, or disappear 4 : being of transient interest

: ephemeral syn see transient — lu-gi-Uve-ly adv — fu-gl*
tive-ness n

^fugitive nit one who flees or tries to escape; specij : refugee
2 : something elusive or hard to find

iU'gle \'fyij-gal\ VI [back-formation fr. jugleman"] archaic t to act
as fugleman
lU.gle.man \'fyu-g3l-man\ n [modif. of G jWgelmann, fr. jWgel
wing + mann man] 1 ; a trained soldier formerly posted in front
of a line of men at drill to serve as a model in their exercises 2 : one
who heads a group; specij l a polidcal manager
fugue \'fyug\ n [prob. fr. It juga fUght, fugue, fr. L, flight, fr.

jugere^ ; a polyphonic musical composition in which one or two
themes are imitated by successively entering voices and contra-
puntally developed — fugue vb — tugu>i5t \*fyu-g3st\ n

ftih-rer or fueh-rer \'fyur-ar, 'fir-\ n [G JUhrer leader, guide, fr.

MHG vuerer bearer, fr. vUeren to lead, bear fr. OHG fuoren to
lead; akin to OEjaran to go — more at fare] 1 a : leader 2c(5)— used chiefly of the leader of the German Nazis b : a lesser Nazi

party official 2 : a leader exercising tyrannical authority
lU.ji \'f(y)u-(,)je\ n [Fuji mountain, Japan] ; a spun silk clothing
fabric in plain weave orig. made in Japan

l-fUl \fal\ adj sujjix, sometimes -ful-ler; sometimes -fuMest
[ME. fr. OE. fr. jull, adj] 1 : full of <event/uO 2 : characterized
by (peace/u/) 3 ; having the qualities of (master/u/) 4 : -able
<mourn/u/)

2-ful \.ful\ rt suJJix ; number or quantity that fills or would fill

<room/u/>
ru-la or ru.Iali \fu-la\ n, pi Fula or Tulas or Fulah or Fulahs
1 : a Sudanese people of African Negroid stock and Mediterranean
Caucasoid admixture 2 I a member of the Fula people
Fu.la.ni \'fu-,lan-e, fii-'X n, pi Fulani or Fulanis 1 a : fula 1;
esp : the Fula of northern Nigeria and adjacent areas b : a member
of the Fulani people 2 : the language of the Fula people

lul.crum V'ful-kram. 'f3l-\ n, pi fulcrums or fuLcra \-kr3\ [LL,
fr. L, bedpost, fr. julcire to prop — more at balk.] 1 a : prop;
specij ; the support about which a lever turns b : one that supplies
capability for action 2 ; a part of an animal that serves as a hinge
or support

ful.fill or lul.fil \ful-'fil\ vt ful.filled; ful-fiU-ing IViE juljillen,
fr. OE julljyllan, fr. jull + jyllan to fill] 1 a : to put into effect
b : to bring to an end c : to measure up to : satisfy 2 a : to
convert into reality b ; to develop the full potentialities of syn
see perform — ful<fill>er n ~ ful-fill-ment \-m3nt\ n

lUl.gent \'ful-i3nt, 'f3l-\ adj [ME, fr. L julgent-, julgens, prp. of
Julgere to shine; akin to L jlagrare to burn — more at black]
: dazzlingly bright — ful*gent>ly adv

ful>gu<rant X'ful-gya-rant, 'fal-\ adj : flashing like lightning
lul.gu.rate \-gya-,rat\ vt ILjulguratus, pp. oljulgurare to flash with
Hghtning, fr. julgur Ughtning, fr. julgere] : to emit flashes of

lul.gu.ra.tion X.ful-gys-'ra-shsn, ,f3l-\ n : the act or process of
flashing as lightning

lul.gu.rite X'fiil-gya-.nt, 'fal-X n [ISV. fr. L Julgur] : a vitrified

crust produced by the fusion of sand or rock by Ughtning
lul.gu.rous \-r3s\ adj ih Julgur] ; emitting flashes of or like light-
ning
ful.ham \'ful-am\ n [alter, of earlier Julian, perh. fr. Jull + one]

; a loaded dice
fU*lig*i>nous \fyu-'lii-a-nas\ adj [LL JuUginosus, fr. L Juligin-,
Juligo soot; akin to L Jumus smoke] 1 a ; sooty b : obscure,
MURKY 2 : having a dark or dusky color — fu*lig*i<nous-Iy adv

ifUll \'ful\ adj [ME. fr. OE; akin to OHG Jol full, L plenus full,

plere to fill, Gk pleres full, plethein to be full] 1 : containing as
much or as many as is possible or normal <a bin — of com)
2 a : complete as in number, amount, or duration (his -^ share)
b ; having all the distinguishing characteristics <a '-^ member)
c ; being at the highest degree : maximum ("^ strength) 3a; con-
vexly rounded in outUne <a — figure) b : having an abundance
of material esp. in the form of gathered, pleated, or flared parts
<^a '^ skirt) 4 a : possessing or containing an abundance (a '*«

Ufe) b : rich in detail <a -^ report) 5 : satisfied esp. with food or
drink 6 : completely weary <— of work and worry) 7 : having
both parents in common {'^ sisters) 8 : having volume or depth
of sound (-^ tones) 9 ; completely occupied esp, with a thought
or plan ('^ of his own concerns) 10 I possessing a rich or pro-
nounced quality <a food of ^ flavor) — fuU<ness also ful.ness n
syn complete, plenary, replete: full is usu. interchangeable

with any of the other three; it may imply either the inclusion of
all that is needed or the presence of all that can be held or con-
tained; complete means full in the sense of having everything
needed; plenary adds to complete the implication of fullness
without quahficaUon; replete impUes being filled to the brim or
to satiety

2full adv 1 a : VERY, extremely b : entirely 2 a : exactly
b ; straight, squarely <.hit him --^ in the face)

3fuU n 1 a ; the utmost extent <enjoy to the --«) b : the highest or
fullest state or degree 2 : the requisite or complete amount

4full v(, oj the moon : to become full f^ vt \ to make full in sewing
SfUll vt [ME Jullen, fr. MF jouler, fr. (assumed) VL jullare, fr. L
Julio fuller] ; to shrink and thicken (woolen cloth) by moistening,
heating, and pressing

fUll'bacK \'ful-,bak\ n : a football back used primarily for line

plunges and blocking on offense and as a Unebacker on defense
full blood n 1 \-'blad\ ; descent from parents both of one pure
breed 2 \-,bl3d\ : an individual of full blood

fuIl-blood*ed \'ful-'bl3d-3d\ adj l : of unmixed ancestry ; pure-
bred 2 : florid, ruddy 3 : forceful <~ prose style) 4 a ; lack-
ing no particulars : genlhne b : containing fullness of substance
: rich — fuU-blood'Cd-ness n

full-blown \-'bl6n\ adj 1 a : being at the height of bloom b : fully

mature 2 : possessing all the usual or necessary features

full-bod<ied \-*bad-ed\ adj 1 : having a large body 2 : marked
by richness and fullness 3 : having importance or meaningfulness

ftill dress n : the style of dress prescribed for ceremonial or formal
social occasions

full-dress \'fiil-'dres\ adj 1 : complete down to the last formal
detail 2 : carried out by all possible means

ifull.er \'ful-3r\ n : one that fulls cloth

2ful.ler Vful-3r\ n ijuUer (to form a groove in)] ; a blacksmlthing
hammer for grooving and spreading iron
fullers earth n : a clayish earthy subs'tance used In fulling cloth,

as a filter medium, and as a catalyst

full-fash-ioned \'fiil-'fash-3nd\ adj : employing or produced by a
knitting process for shaping to conform to body lines (^ hosiery)

full-fledged \-'flejd\ adj 1 : fully developed : mature 2 : having
full plumage 3 : having attained complete status <~ lawyer)

full house n ; a poker hand containing three of a kind and a pair

full-length \*ful-'leo(k)th\ adj 1 : showing or adapted to the en-
tire length esp. of the human figure 2 : having a length as great
as that which is normal or standard for an object of its kind

full moon n : the moon with its whole apparent disk illuminated

full-mouthed \'ful-'mautild, -'mautht\ adj 1 : having a full mouth;
esp : having a full complement of teeth 2 : uttered with full power
or sound ; loud

full-scale \-'ska(3)l\ adj 1 ; identical to an original in proportion
and size <~ drawing) 2 ; involving full use of available resources

9 abut; * kitten; or further; a back; a bake; H cot, cart;
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full stop n ; PERIOD 4a
tuU tilt adv i^tili] : at high speed
full time n ; the amount of time considered the normal or standard
amount for working during a given period

full-time \,fuI-,tTm\ adj : employed for or involving full time

ful>Iy \'ful-(l)e\ adv 1 : in a full manner or degree ; completely
2 ; at least <~ nine tenths of us>

flll<mai X'ful-mar, -,mar\ n [of Scand origin; akin to ON julmar
fulmar, fr. /u// foul + mar gull] : an Arctic seabird {Fulmarus gla-

cialis) closely related to the petrels; also ; any of several related
birds of southern seas

ful>mi>nant X'fuNma-nant, 'fal-\ adj : fulminating 3

1illl*mi>nate \-,nat\ vb [ME fulminaten, fr. ML julminatus, pp. of
Julminare, fr. L. to flash with Ughtning, strike with lightning, fr.

julmin-, julmen lightning; akin to L jlagrare to bum — more at

black] vt 1 : to utter or send out with denunciation 2 : to cause
to explode '^ v/ 1 : to send forth censures or invectives 2 : to make
a sudden loud noise : explode — lul-mi-na^tion. X.ful-ma-'na-
shsn. .falA n — lul-mi-na'tor X'fiil-ma-.nat-ar. "fslA n

2fulmiuate n : an often explosive salt [as mercury fulminate Hg-
(ONC)z ] of fulminic acid

ful-mi.uat.ing adj l ; exploding with a vivid flash 2 : hurling de-
nunciations or menaces 3 : coming on suddenly with great severity

fu!»mine X'ful-man, 'fal-\ vb, archaic ; fulminate
ful.min.ic acid \(,)ful-,min-ik-, ,fal-\ n [ISV, fr. I. julmin-, julmen
hghtning] : an unstable acid CNOH isomeric with cyanic acid and
known chiefly in the form of highly explosive salis

ful-some \'ful-s3m\ adj [ME julsom copious, cloying, fr. juU +
-som -some] 1 : offensive to sense, appetite, or moral or aesthetic

sensibility : disgusting 2 : offensive from insincerity or baseness
of motive — ful«sonie.ly adv — lul-some-ness n

fUl.VOUS \'ful-v3s, 'f3l-\ adj [Ljulvus; perh. akin to l^jlavus yellow— more at blue] : of a duU brownish yellow : tawny
fU'mar*ic acid \fyu-,mar-ik-, ,fyii-\ n [ISV, fr. 'Nl. Fumaria, genus
of herbs, fr. LL, fumitory, fr. L jumus'] : a crystalline acid HOOC-
CH=CHCOOH found in various plants or made synthetically and
used esp- in making resins

fU.ma-role \'fyii-ma-,rol\ n [Itfumarola. modif. of \A. jumariolum,
fr. L jumarium smoke chamber for aging wine, fr. jumus} ; a hole
in a volcanic region from which hot gases and vapors issue — fu-
ma-rol>iG X.fyii-ms-'ro-lik, -'ral-ik\ adj
Uum.ble X'fsm-bslX vb fum-bling \-b(3-)Ur]\ [prob.of Scand
origin; akin to Sw jumla to fumble] vi la: to grope for or handle
something clumsily b J to make awkward attempts to do or find
something c : to search by trial and error d : blunder 2 : to

feel one's way or move awkwardly 3 a : to drop or juggle or fail

to play cleanly a grounder b ; to lose hold of a football v/hile

handling or running with it '-' v/ 1 : to bring about by clumsy
manipulation 2 a : to feel of or handle clumsily b : to deal with in

a blundering way : bungle 3 : to make (one's way) in a clumsy
manner 4 a : misplay <~ a grounder) b ; to lose hold of (a
football) while handhng or rurming — fum^bler \-b(3-)br\ n
2£umble n 1 ; an act or instance of fumbUng 2 : a fumbled ball

Uume \'fyum\ n [ME. fr. MF jum, fr. L jumus; akin to OHG
toumen to be fragrant. Gk thymos mind, spirit] X : a smoke, vapor,
or gas esp. when irritating or offensive (engine exhaust '^s')

2 ; something that impairs one's reasoning 3 : a state of excited
irritation or anger — fumy \'fyii-me\ adj
2fume vt 1 : to expose to or treat with fumes 2 : to give off in
fumes (Jurning thick black smoke) i~^ vi 1 a : to emit fumes
b : to act as if generating fumes 2 : to rise in or as if in fumes

fU<mi>gant \'fyU-mi-g3nl\ n : a substance used for fumigation
fu-mi*gate \'fyii-ma-.gat\ vt [L jumigatus, pp. of jumigare, fr.

jumus + -igare (akin to L agere to drive) — more at agent] : to
apply smoke, vapor, or gas to esp. for the purpose of disinfecting
or of destroving pests — Iu-mi.ga«tion \,fyii-m3-'ga-sh3n\ n— fu<mi-ga*tor X'fyii-ma-.gat-arX n

fU*mi-tO-ry X'fyU-ms-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ n [ME jumeterre, fr. MF, fr.

Ml. fumus terrae, lit., smoke of the earth, fr. L jumus + terrae, gen.
of terra earth — more at terrace] : any of a genus (Fumaria of the
family Fumariaceae, the fumitory family) of erect or cUmbing
herbs; esp : a common European herb (F. ojjicinalis)

ifun \'f3n\ n [E dial, fun to hoax, perh. alter, of ME jonnen, fr.

jonne dupe] 1 : what provides amusement or enjoyment; specij

: playful often boisterous action or speech 2 : amusement, en-
joyment 3 : violent or excited activity or argument — fun adj
syn fun, jest, sport, game, play mean action or speech that pro-

vides amusement or arouses laughter, fun usu. implies laughter or
gaiety but may imply merely a lack of serious or ulterior purpose;
JEST implies lack of earnestness in what is said or done and may
suggest hoaxing or teasing; sport applies esp. to the arousing of
laughter against someone; game is close to sport, and often
stresses mischievous or malicious fun; play stresses the opposition
to earnest without implying any element of malice or mischief

Jfim vi funned; fmi.ning : to indulge In banter or play : joke
fU'nam*bU<list Vfyii-'nam-bya-IsstX n iL junambulus, (r.junis rope
+ ambulare to walk — more at amble] : ropewalker. ropedancer

ifimction \'f3o(k)-shan\ n [h junction-, junctio performance, fr.

junctus,pp. oijungi to perform; prob. akin to Sktd/iunfcre he enjoys]
1 : professional or official position ; occupation 2 : the action
for which a person or thing is specially fitted or used or for which a
thing exists 3 : an impressive, elaborate, or formal ceremony or
social gathering 4 ; one of a group of related actions contributing
to a larger action; esp I the normal and specific contribudon of a
bodily part to the economy of a hving organism 5 a ; a mathe-
matical entity that assigns to each element of one set at least one
element of the same or another set b : a quality, trait, or fact
dependent on and varying with another c : sentential function
— func-tion<less \-l3s\ adj
syn function, office, duty, province mean the acts or opera-

tions expected of a person or thing, function Is comprehensively
applicable to the proper or characteristic acdon of a person, Uving
thing, manufactured or created thing; office applies to the work
or more often service expected from one in a particular relation to
others or having a special fitness or training (needs the ojjices of
£m editor); duty applies to a task imposed by one's occupation,
rank, status, or calling; province applies to any duty or function
that comes within one's jurisdiction, powers, or competence

^function vi fimc*tlon.ing \-sh{3-)nio\ l : to have a funcdon
: serve <an attributive noun -^s as an adjective) 2 : to be In action

or being a function b ; affecting functions but not structure
2 ; used to contribute to the development or maintenance of a
larger whole; also ; designed or developed chiefly from the point of
view of use 3 : performing or able to perform its regular function
4 ; placing related functions (as in anindustry) under the direction
of a specialist — func-tion-al-ly \-e\ adv
function-al-ism X-shns-.Uz-am, -shan-=l-.iz-\ n : a philosophy of
design (as in architecture) holding that form should be adapted to
use, material, and structure; broadly : a doctrine or practice that
emphasizes practical utiUty or functional relations — iunC'tlon-
al'ist \-shn3-l3st, -sh3n-'l-3st\ n — functionalist or func*tion-
al-i5*tic \,f3p(k)-shna-'lis-tik, -shan-'l-'isA adj

functional shift n ; the process by which a v.ord or form comes to
be used in a second or third grammatical function
fimc«tion«ary \'f3ri(k)-sha-,ner-e\ n : one who serves in a certain
function; esp : officlvl

function word « ; a word expressing primarily grammatical rela-

tionship
functor \'f3o(k)-tar\ n : an expression (as ± or not) that has a
purely syntactic function ; operator
ifund \'f3nd\ n ILjundus bottom, piece of landed property — more
at bottom] 1 ; an available quantity of material or intangible
resources : supply 2 a : a sura of money or other resources the
principal or interest of which is set apart for a specific objective
b : money on deposit on which checks or drafts can be drawn —
usu. used in pi. c : capital dpi : the stock of the British national
debt — usu. used with the 3 pi l available pecuniary resources
4 : an organization administering a special fund
2fund vt 1 : to make provision of resources for discharging the
interest or principal of 2 ; to place in a fund : accumulate
3 : to convert into a debt that is payable either at a distant date or
at no definite date and that bears a fixed interest (~ a floating debt)
fun>da<ment X'fan-ds-mantX n [ME, fr. OF jondemenl. fr. L jun-
damentum, fr. jundare to found, fr. jundus'i 1 a obs : the base on
which a structure is erected b : an underlying ground, theory, or
principle 2 a : buttocks b : anus 3 : the part of a land surface
that has not been altered by human activities

ifun>da>men>tal \,f3n-d3-'ment-n\ adj 1 a : serving as an original
or generating source : primary b : serving as a basis supporting
existence or determining essential structure or function : basic
2 a : of or relating to essential structure, function, or facts : radi-
cal (-^ change); specij : of or dealing with general principles
rather than practical application (•^ science) b : fundamentalist
3 B. oj a musical chord or its position ; having the root in the bass
b : of, relating to, or produced by the lowest component of a com-
plex vibration 4 : of central importance ; principal (~ purpose)
syn see essential — fun<da<men*taMy \-1-e\ adv
2fimdamental n l ; something fundamental; esp : one of the mini-
mum constituents without which a thing or a system would not be
what it is 2a: the prime tone of a harmonic series b : the
root of a chord 3 : the harmonic component of a wave that has
the lowest frequency and commonly the greatest ampUiude
fun •da*men* tal.ism \-n-,iz-3m\ n l a ojten cap : a movement In

20th century Protestantism emphasizing as fundamental the
literal inerrancy of the Scriptures, the second coming of Jesus
Christ, the virgin birth, physical resurrection, and substitutionary
atonement b : the beliefs of this movement c : adherence to such
beliefs 2 : a movement or attitude similar to Protestant fundamen-
talism — fun-da>men>taMst \-n-3st\ n — fundamentalist or
fun*da-men'tal*is>tic \-,ment-'l-'is-tik\ adj

fundamental law n ; the organic or basic law of a political unit as
distinguished from legislative acts; specij : coNsirrunoN

fundamental particle n : elementary particle
fun-die \'fan-dik\ adj : of or relating to a fundus
fun.dus \'f3n-d3s\ n, pi fun.di \-,dT, -.de\ [NL, fr. L, bottom]

; the bottom of or part opposite the aperture of the internal surface
of a hollow organ: as a : the greater curvature of die stomach
b : the lower back part of the bladder c ; the large upper end of the
uterus d ; the part of the eye opposite the pupil
UU-ner.al \'fyun-(a-)r3l\ adj [ME, fr. LL juneralis, fr. L juner-,
junus funeral (n.); perh. akin to ON deyja to die — more at dee]
1 : of, relating to, or constituting a funeral 2 : funereal 2

^funeral n 1 : the observances held for a dead person usu. before
burial or cremation 2 chiejly dial : a funeral sermon 3 : a funeral
party in transit 4 : a matter of concern

funeral director n : one whose profession is the management of
funerals and who is usu. an embalmer

funeral borne n : an establishment with facilities for the preparation
of the dead for burial or cremation, for the viewing of the body, and
for funerals — called also juneral parlor

fu-ner-ary \'fyLi-na-,rer-e\ adj ; of, used for, or associated with
burial <a pharaoh's ~ chamber)

fu.ne.re.al \fyu-'mr-e-3l\ adj Ih Junereus, h. juner-, junus] 1 : of
or relating to a funeral 2 : befitting or suggesting a funeral— fu-ne.re-al-ly \-3-le\ adv

fiui>gal \'fai3-gol\ adj : fungous
fungi- comb form [L fungus} I fungus (Jungitonay
fun.gi.bil.i-ty \,f3n-ja-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or state of being
fungible
ifun-gi-ble \'f3n-j3-b3l\ n : fungible goods — usu. used In pi.

2fungible adj [NL jungibUis. fr. L fungi to perform — more at

function] 1 : of such a kind or nature that one specimen or part
may be used in place of another specimen or equal part in the satis-

faction of an obligation 2 : interchange-able
fun>gi<ci>dal \,fan-ja-'sTd-'l, .fao-S^-X ^^J I destroying fungi;
broadly : inhibiting the growth of fungi — fun>gi>ci-dal>ly
\-^l-e\ adv

fiin«gi.cide V'fan-ja-.sTd, 'fso-gs-X n [ISV] : an agent that destroys
or is hostile to fungi

fun<gl-form \'f3n-ja-,f6rm. 'fso-ga-V adj : shaped like a mushroom
fun<gO \'fari-(.)go\ n, pi fungoes [origin unknown] : a fly ball hit

by a player who tosses a ball in the air and hits it as it comes down
fun<goid \'f30-,g6id\ adj ; resembling, characteristic of, or being a
fungus — fungoid n
fun.gous \'fao-gas\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or having the charac-
teristics of fungi 2 ; caused by a fungus
fuU'gus \*fao-g3s\ n, pi fun-gi \'fan-,jr, 'fao-.gT\ also fun>gns*es
ojten attrib [L] 1 ; any of a major group (Fungi) of saprophytic
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and parasitic lower plants that lack chlorophyll and include molds,
rusts, mildews, smuts, mushrooms, and usu. bacteria 2 ; infection
with a fungus

Xun bouse n : a buildirtg in an amusement park that contains various
devices designed to startle or amuse

lfU>nlc<u-lar Xfyu-'nik-ya-lar, (s-\ adj [L Juniculus small rope]
1 ; dependent on the tension of a cord or cable 2 : having the
form of or associated with a cord 3 iNL Juniculus} : of, relating
to, or being a funiculus

3funicular n : a cable railway ascending a mountain; esp : one
in which an ascending car counterbalances a descending car
lu.nicu.lus \-l3s\ rt, pi lu-nicu-li \-,ir, -.Ie\ [NL, fr. L, dim. of
Junis rope] 1 : a bodily structure suggesting a cord: as a ; um-
bilical CORD b ; a bundle of nerve fibers c ; spermatic cord
2 : the stalk of a plant ovule

ifunK \'f3ok\ n [prob. fr. obs. F\em Jonck} 1 : a state of paralyzing
fear or extreme depression 2 l^Junk} ; one that funks : coward
2funk v; : to become frightened and shrink back ^' vt 1 ; to be
afraid of : dread 2 : to shrink from undertaking or facing

tuxik hole n 1 : dugout 2 2 : a place of safe retreat
lun>kia X'fao-ke-s, 'fiioA n [NL, genus of herbs, irreg. fr. C. H.
funck tl839 G botanist] ; plantain lily
ifunKy \'f3r]-ke\ adj : being in a state of funk : panicky
ailinliy adj ijunk (offensive odor) ] : having an offensive odor : foul
llun-nel \'f3n-n\ n IMBjonel, fr. OPtov jonilh, fr. MLjundibulum,
short for L injundibulum, fr. injundere to pour in, fr. in- + fundere
to pour — more at found] 1 a : a utensil that is usu. a hollow
cone with a tube extending from the point and is designed to catch
and direct a downward flow b : something shaped like a funnel
2 : a stack or flue for the escape of smoke or for ventilation

aiunnel vb fun-neled also lun-nelled; iun-neMng also fun-
nel-ling vi 1 : to have or take the shape of a funnel 2 : to pass
through or as if through a funnel -^ vt : to cause to fumiel; esp
: to move to a focal point or into a central channel

fun*nel-form \'f3n-'l-,f6rm\ adj : infundibuliform
fun<ni-ly \'f3n-'l-e\ adv ; in a funny manner ; oddly
lun>ni>ness \'f3n-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being funny
1fun<ny \'f3n-e\ adj 1 a : affording light mirth and laughter
: amusing b : seeking or intended to amuse : facetious 2 : differ-

ing from the ordinary in a suspicious way ; queer 3 I involving
trickery or deception syn see laughable
2funny n : a comic strip or a comic section of a periodical
funny bone n [fr. the tingling felt when it is struck] 1 : the place at
the back of the elbow where the ulnar nerve rests against a promi-
nence of the humerus 2 : a sense of humor
ifur \'f3r\ vb furred; fur-ring [MB jurren, fr. MP jourrer, fr. OF
jorrer, ir.juerre sheath, of^mc origin; akin to OHG juotar sheath;
akin to Gk pay herd, Skt pati he protects] vt 1 : to cover, line, trim,
or clothe with fur 2 : to coat or clog as if with fur 3 : to apply
furring to '*' v( : to become coated or clogged as if with fur

2fur n, ojten atlrib 1 ; a piece of the dressed pelt of an animal used
to make, trim, or line wearing apparel 2 : an article of clothing
made of or with fur 3 ; the hairy coat of a mammal esp. when fine,

soft, and thick; also : such a coat with the skin 4 ; a coaling
resembling fur: as a ; a coat of epithelial debris on the tongue
b : the thick pile of a fabric (as chenille) — fur*less \'f3r-l3s\ adj
fu-ran \'fyu(3)r-.an, fyu-'ran\ also fu-rane \'fyu(3)r-,an, fyii-

'ran\ n [ISV, fr. Jurjural} ; a flammable liquid C4H4O that is ob-
tained from wood oils of pines or made synthetically and is used esp.
in the manufacture of nylon
fur.be-low \'f3r-b3-,lo\ n [by folk etymology fr. F dial, jarbella}
1 : a pleated or gathered piece of material : ruffle; specij : a
flounce on women's clothing 2 : something that suggests a fur-
below esp. in being showy or superfluous — furbelow vt

fur>bisll \'f3r-bish\ vt [ME jurbisshen, fr. MF jourbiss-, stem of
jourbir, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG jurben to polish] 1 : to make
lustrous : polish 2 : renovate, revive — fur^bish-er n, archaic

Ifur.Gate \'f3r-,kat\ adj [LL furcatus, fr. hjurca fork] : branching
like a fork ; forked — fur-cate-ly adv

sfurcate vi : to branch like a fork — lur>ca>tion \,far-'ka-sh9n\ n
fur.cu.la \'far-ky3-l3\ n, pi fur-cu-lae \-,le, -,1T\ [NL, fr. L,
forked prop. dim. of Jurea} I a forked process or part; esp : wish-
bone — fur-cu-lar \-l3r\ adj
fur-CU-lum \-l3m\ n. p/ fUr-CU-la \-Ia\ [NL, fr. L/«rca] : furcula
fur-fu-ra-ceous \,f3r-f(y)3-'ra-shas\ adj [LL furjuraceus, fr. L
Jurjur bran] : consisting of or covered with flaky particles
fur.fu.ral \'f3r-f(y)3-,ral\ also fur-fur-al-de-hyde \,f3r-f(y)3-
'ral-d3-.hTd\ n [L Jurjur + ISV a/dehyde] : a liquid aldehyde
C4H3OCHO of penetrating odor that is usu. made from plant ma-
terials by digestion with acid and used esp. in making furan or
phenolic resins and as a solvent

fur.fu.ran \*f3r-f_(y)3-,ran\ n ; furan
fU<ri-ous \'fyi]r-e-3s\ adj la: exhibiting or goaded by anger
b : appearing or moving as if angry c ; full of noise, excitement, or
activity 2 : intense — fu>ri-ouS'ly adv

ifurl \'f3r(-a)l\ vb IMF Jerler, fr. ON F /er/ier to tie tightly, fr. OF
jerjerm tight (fr. hjirmus firm) + Her to tie, fr. L ligare — more at
ligature] vt : to wrap or roll (as a sail or a flag) close to or
around something '^ vi : to curl or fold as in being furled

2furl « 1 ; the act of furling 2 : a furled coil

fur-long \'f3r-,16o\ n [ME, fr. OE Jurlang, It. Jurh furrow + long
long] ; a unit of distance equal to 220 yards
Ifur-lOUgh \'f3r-(,)lo\ n [D verloj, lit., permission, fr. MD, fr. ver-

for- -I- loj permission; akin to OE Jar- and to MHG loube permission— more at for-, leave] ; a leave of absence from duty granted esp.
to a soldier; also ; a document authorizing such a leave of absence
afurlough vt 1 : to grant a furlough to 2 : to lay off from work
fur-mi.ty X'far-mat-eX var oj frumenty
fur.nace X'far-nasX n [UE jurnas, fr. OF Jornaise, fr. L Jornac-,
Jornax; akin to L Jormus warm — more at warm] : an enclosed
structure in which heat is produced (as for heating a house)

fur*nisll \'f3r-nish\ vt [ME jurnisshen, fr. MF Journiss-, stem of
journir to complete, equip, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG Jrummen
to further] 1 ; to provide with what is needed; esp : to equip with
furniture 2 : supply, give — lur'nish-er n
syn EQUIP, ouTFrr, appoint, accouter, arm: furnish implies the

provision of any or all essentials for performing a function; equip

suggests the provision of something making for efficiency in action
or use; ouTFrr implies provision of a complete list or set of articles
as for a journey, an expedition, a special occupation; appoint
Implies provision of complete and usu. elegant or elaborate equip-
ment or furnishings; accouter suggests the supplying of personal
dress or equipment for a special activity; arm implies provision for
effective action or operation esp. in war

fur>nish.ing n 1 : an article or accessory of dress ~ usu. used in pi.
2 : an object that tends to increase comfort or utility; specij : an
article of furniture for the interior of a building — usu. used in pi.

fur.ni.ture X'fsr-ni-chsrX n [MF Journiture, h. Journir} 1 : equip-
ment that is necessary, useful, or desirable: as a archaic ; the
harness and trappings esp. of a horse b : movable articles used in
making a room ready for occupancy or use 2 : pieces of wood or
metal less than type high placed in printing forms to fill in blank
spaces

fU.ror \'fyu(3)r-,6(3)r, -.6(3)r\ n [MF& L; MF, fr. L, fr. Jurere to
rage — more at dust] 1 a : anger, rage b archaic ; a state of
fervent inspiration : frenzy 2 : furore

fu-iore \-,6(a)r, -.6(3)r\ n [It, fr. L Juror} 1 : a contagious excite-
ment; specij : a fashionable craze 2 : a public disturbance

furred X'fsrdX adj 1 ; lined, trimmed, or faced with fur 2 : coated
as if with fur; specij : having a coating consisting chiefly of mucus
and dead epithelial cells <a -^ tongue) 3 : bearing or wearing fur
4 : provided with furring <'^ wall)

fur.ri.er \'f3r-e-3r, -fa-re-X « l:afur dealer 2 a : one that dresses
furs to ; one that makes, repairs, alters, or cleans fur garments

lur-ri.ery \-3-re\ n 1 : the fur business 2 : fur craftsmanship
fur-ring \'f3r-ir)\ n 1 : a fur trimming or lining 2 a : the applica-
tion of thin wood, brick, or metal to joists, studs, or walls to form
a level surface or an air space b ; the material used in this process
Ifur.row \'f3r-(.)o, -3(-w); 'f3-(,)ro, -r3(-w)\ n IME jurgh, Jorow,
fr. OE jurh; akin to OHG Juruh furrow, L porca} 1 a : a trench
in the earth made by a plow b : rural land ; field 2 : something
that resembles the track of a plow; as a ; a natural depression
: groove to : a deep wrinkle
2furrow vt ; to make furrows, grooves, or wrinkles in «— vi ; to
make or forjn furrows, grooves, or wrinkles
fur-ry \'f3r-e\ adj 1 : consisting of or resembling fur 2 : covered
with fur 3 : clogged as if with fur
ifur.ther \'f3r-th3r\ adv [ME, fr. OE Jurthor; akin to OHG
/urr/ifl/- further; both compars. fr. the root of OEJorth} 1 ; "farther
1 2 ; in addition : moreover 3 : to a greater degree or extent

afurtlier adj l : zfarther 1 2 : going or extending beyond
: additional (-^ volume) (^ education) syn see farther
Murther vt fur-ther-ing \'f3rth-(3-)rio\ : to help forward : pro-
mote syn see advance — fur-tlier-er \'f3r-th3r-3r\ n

fur.ther-ance \'f3rth-(a-)r3n(t)s\ n : the act of furthering : ad-

fur.ther.more \'f3r-th3(r)-.mo(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ adv : in addition to
what precedes : besjdes
fur*tber>niost \-,most\ adj : most distant : farthest
fur-thest X'fsr-thastX adv {or adj) : farthest
lur.tive \'f3rt-iv\ adj [F or L; F JuniJ, fr. L Jurtivus, fr. jurtum
theft, fr. Jur thief] la: done by stealth : suRRRPTmous to : ex-
pressive of stealth : sly 2 : stolen syn see secret — fur-tive-ly
adv — fur*tive*ness n
fU>run>Cle \'fyu(3)r-,3o-k3l\ n [L jurunculus petty thief, sucker,
furuncle, dim. of Juran-, Juro ferret, thief, fr. Jur} : a localized in-
flammatory swelling or the skin and underlying tissues that is

caused by infection by a bacterium in a hair follicle or skin gland
and that discharges pus and a central core of dead tissue : boil —
fU'run>cu*Iar Xfyii-'rso-kya-brX adj — lu>run>ou*lous \-l3s\
adj
fU.run-cu-lo.sis Xfyii-.rari-kya-'lo-sasV n ; the condition of having
or tending to develop multiple furuncles

fU-ry \'fyu(3)r-e\ n [ME jurie, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L Juria, fr.

Jurere to rage — more at dust] 1 : violent anger : rage 2 a cap
: one of the avenging spirits in classical mythology to : an avenging
spirit c : one who resembles an avenging spirit; esp : a spiteful
woman 3 : extreme fierceness or violence 4 ; a state of inspired
exaltation : frenzy syn see anger

furze \'f3rz\ n [ME Jirse, fr. OE Jyrs} : a spiny yellow-flowered
evergreen leguminous European shrub {Ulex europaeus); broadly
: any of several related plants (genera Ulex and Genista) — furzy
\'f3r-ze\ adj

fus.cous \'f3s-k3s\ adj[hjuscus — more at dusk] : of any of several
colors averaging a brownish gray
Uuse \'fyUz\ n [It Juso spindle, fr. L Jusus, of unknown origin]
1 : a continuous train of explosive enclosed in a cord or cable for
setting off an explosive charge by transmitting fire to it 2 usu
fuze : a mechanical or electrical detonating device for setting off
the bursting charge of a projectile, bomb, or torpedo

2fuse or fuze vt : to equip with a fuse

3fuse vb ih jusus, pp. of Jundere to pour, melt — more at found] vt

1 a : to reduce to a liquid or plastic state by heat b : to blend by
melting together 2 : blend, integrate -^ vi 1 : to become fluid
with heal; also ; to fail because of the blowing of a fuse 2 : to
become blended syn see mix
4fuse n I an electrical safety device consisting of or Including a wire
or strip of fusible metal that melts and interrupts the circuit when
the current becomes too strong
fused quartz n : quartz glass
fu.see \fyu-'ze\ n iF jusee. Hi., spindleful of yarn, fr. OF, fr. Jus
spindle, fr. h Jusus} 1 : a conical spirally grooved pulley in a time-
piece from which a cord or chain unwinds onto a barrel containing
the spring and which by its increasing diameter compensates for
the lessening power of the spring 2 : 'fuse 1 3 : a friction match
with a bulbous head not easily blown out 4 : a red signal flare used
esp. for protecting stalled trains and trucks

fu-se.lage X'fyu-ss-.lazh. -z3-\ n [F, fr. Jusele spindle-shaped, fr.

MF, fr.Jusel, dim. of Jus} : the central body portion of an airplane
designed to accommodate the crew and the passengers or cargo

fu-sel oil \'fyu-z3l-\ n [G Jusel bad Uquor] : an acrid oily liquid
occurring in insufficiently distilled alcoholic liquors and consisting
chiefly of amyl alcohol; also : commercial pentyl alcohol

fusi- comb Jorm IL Jusus} : spindle (Jusiform}

a abut; ® kitten; _8r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life
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fns*ibil-i-t7 \.fyu-z3-'bil-at-c\ n ; the quality, state, or degree of
being fusible

fus>ible \'fyu-2a-b3l\ adj ; capable of being fused and esp. liquefied
by heat

fusible metal n : an alloy having a melting point usu. below 300°F
and used esp. for boiler safety plugs and automatic-sprinkler fuses

fU'Si'form \'fyu-z3-,f6rm\ adj : tapering toward each end
ifU.sU \'fyu-z3l\ orlu-sUe \'fyij-z3l. -,zn\ adjiUE, fr. Ljusilis, fr.

Jusus, pp.] 1 archaic a ; made by melting and pouring into forms
: CAST b : liquefied by heat 2 archaic l fusible

2liisi2 niF, lit., steel for striking fire, fr. OF Joisil, fr. (assumed) VL
focilis, fr. LL focus fire — more at fuel] : a light flintlock musket

fn*sil*ler orfu-sil-eer \,fyU-z3-'li(3)r\ n IFjusilier, frjusil} 1 : a
soldier armed with a fusil 2 : a member of a British regiment
formerly armed with fusils

ifU.Sil.lade \'fyu-s3-,lad, -.lad, .fyii-sa-', -z3-\ n [F, fr.JusiUer to
shoot, fr. fusUI 1 ; a number of shots fired simultaneously or in
rapid succession 2 : a spirited outburst esp. of criticism

^fusillade vt : to attack or shoot down by a fusillade

tU.Sion \'fyii-zh3n\ n, ojten attrib [L fusion-, fusio, fr. fusus, pp.]
la: the act or process of liquefying or rendering plastic by heat
to : the liquid or plastic state induced by heat 2 ; a union by
meldng: as a : a merging of diverse elements into a unified whole
b : a polidcal partnership ; coalition c : the union of atomic
nuclei to form heavier nuclei resulting in the release of enormous
quantities of energy when certain light elements unite

fusion bomb n : a bomb in which nuclei of a Ught chemical element
unite to form nuclei of heavier elements with a release of energy;
esp I HYDROGEN BOMB

fU-sion<ist X'fylizh-fs-'jnastX n ; one who promotes or takes part
in a coalition esp. of political parties

ifUSS \'f3s\ n [perh. of Imit. origin] la: needless bustle or ex-
citement : COMMOTION b : effusive praise 2 a : a state of agitation
esp. over a trivial matter b : objection, protest c : an angry
dispute syn see stir

3fUSS VI la: to create or be In a state of restless activity; specif : to
shower flattering attentions b : to pay undue attention to small
details 2 a ; to become upset : worry b : complain, argue
<— vt : AGITATE, upset — fUSS'Cr n

fUS5<bud*get \'f3s-,b3j-3t\ n ; one who fusses about trifles

fU5S>l<ly \*f3s-3-le\ adv : in a fussy manner
tuss.i-ness \'f3s-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being fussy

lUSSy \*f3s-e\ adj 1 ; easily upset : irritable 2 a : requiring or
giving close attention to details b ; revealing a concern for
niceties ; fastidious

fus.tian \'fas-chsn\ n [ME, fr. OF Justaine, fr. Mhfustaneum, prob.
fr. fastis tree trunk, fr. L. club] 1 a : a strong cotton and linen fab-
ric b : a class of cotton fabrics usu. having a pile face and twill

weave 2 ; pretentious writing or speech syn see bombast — fus-
tian adj

fUS.tiC \'f3s-tik\ n [ME Justik, fr. MF fustoc, fr. Ar justuq, fr. Gk
pistake pistachio tree — more at pistachio] 1 : the wood of a
tropical American tree (Chlorophora tinctoria) of the mulberry
family that yields a yellow dye; also : any of several similar dye-
woods 2 ; a tree yielding fustic

fUS.ti'gate \'fas-t3-,gat\ vt [LL fustigatus, pp. of fustigare, fr. L
fustis + -igare (akin to agere to drive) — more at agent] 1 : cudgel
2 : to criticize severely — fus<ti>ga>tion \,fas-t3-*ga-sh3n\ n

fus»ti-ly \'f3S-ta-le\ adv : in a fusty manner
fus>tl*ness \-te-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being fusty
fUS-ty \'f3s-te\ adj [ME, fr. fust wine cask, fr. MF, club, cask, fr. L
justisi 1 Brit : impaired by age or dampness : moldy 2 : saturated
with dust and stale odors ; musty 3 : old-fashioned or rigidly

conservative syn see malodorous
fU-lhark \'fu-,thark\ also lu.tliorc or fn-tliorlc \-,th6(3)rk\ n [fr.
the first six letters,/, u,p{th), o (or a), r, c (-k)] : the runic alphabet

fU.tile \'fyut-'l, 'fyu-.tn\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. Lfutiiis that pours
out easily, useless, fr. fut- (akin to fundere to pour) — more at
found] 1 : serving no useful purpose 2 : occupied with trifles

; FRIVOLOUS — fu-tile*Iy \-'l-(l)e, -,tTl-le\ adv — fu«tile-ness n —
fu-til-i-ty \fyu-'til-3t-e\ n
syn vain, fruitless: futile may connote completeness of failure

or unwisdom of imdertaking; vain usu. imolies simple failure to
achieve a desired result; fruttless comes close to vain but often
suggests long and arduous effort or severe disappointment

fU.til.i.tar4*an \fyu-,tii-a-'ter-e-sn, ,fyii-\ n [blend of futile and
utilitarian} : one who beheves that human striving is futile — fu-
tilitarian adj — fn>til>i>tar>i*an>ism \-e-»-,niz-am\ n

fUt>tock \'f3t-3k\ n [prob. alter, of foothook (futtock)] : one of the
curved timbers scarfed together to form the lower part of the com-
pound rib of a ship

futtocK Shrond n : a short iron rod connecting the topmast rigging
with the lower mast
Uu.ture \'fyu-ch3r\ adj [ME, fr. OF & L; OF futur, fr. L futurus
about to be — more at be] 1 : that is to be; specif : existing after
death 2 : of, relating to, or constituting a verb tense formed in
English with will and shall and expressive of time yet to come

sfuture n 1 a : time that is to come b : what is going to happen
2 : an expectation of advancement or progressive development
3 : a stock or commodity bought and sold for delivery at a future
time — usu. used in pi. 4 a : the future tense of a language
b : a verb form in the future tense

fU'ture-less \-!3s\ adj i having no prospect of future success
future perfect adj : of, relating to, or constituting a verb tense that
is traditionally formed in English with will have and shall have and
that expresses completion of an action by a specified time that is

yet to come ~ future perfect n
fu<tur>ism \'fyia-ch3-,riz-am\ n ; a movement in art, music, and
hterature begun in Italy about 1910 and marked eso. by an effort to
give formal expression to the dynamic energy and movement of
mechanical processes — fu-tur-ist \'fyiich-(3-)r3st\ n

fu«tur.is.tic \,fyu-ch3-'ris-tik\ adj : of or relating to the future or
to futurism — fu>tur>is-ti*caMy \-ti-k(3-)Ie\ adv

fU.tu.ri.ty \fyu-'t(y)ur-3t-e, -'chiirA n 1 : future 2 : the quality
or state of being future 3 pi I future events or prospects

futurity race n 1 : a horse race usu. for two-year-olds in which the
competitors are nominated at birth or before 2 : a race or com-
petition for which entries are made well in advance of the event

fuze, fu<zee var of fuse, flisee

ifuzz \'f3z\ n [prob. back-formation fr. fuzzy} ; fine light particles
or fibers (as of down or fluff)

2IUZZ vi : to fly off in or become covered with fluffy particles *** vt

1 : to make fuzzy 2 ; to envelop in a haze : blur
fuzz<i>ly \'f3Z-3-le\ adv : in a fuzzy manner
fuzz>i*ness \'faz-e-n3s\ n ; the quaUty or state of being fuzzy
fuzzy \'faz-e\ adf [perh. fr. LG fussig loose, spongy; akin to OHG
ful rotten — more at foltl] 1 : covered with or resembling fuzz
2 : not clear : indistinct

-ly \.n\ vb suffix [ME -fien. fr. OF -fier, fr. L -ficare. fr. -ficus -ficl

1 : make : fonn into <dandi/^> 2 : invest with the attributes of
; make similar to <citi/>)

fyce \'fis\ var of FEIST

fyke \'frk\ n [D fuik} : a long bag net kept open by hoops
fyl.fot \fil-,fat\ n [ME, device used to fill the lower part of a
painted glass window, ft. Jillen to fill + Jot foot] : swastika

g 8
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g \'ie\ n, often cap, often attrib 1 a : the
seventh letter of the English alphabet b : a
graphic representation of this letter c : a
speech counterpart of orthographic g 2 : the
tone G 3 : a graphic device for reproducing
the letter g 4 : one designated g esp. as the
seventh in order or class 5 [gravity] : a unit
of force equal to the force exerted by gravity
on a body at rest and used to indicate the
force to which a body is subjected when
accelerated 6 [g^rand] slang : a sum of
$1000 7 : something shaped like the capital

letter G
igab \'gab\ vi gabbed; gab-bing [prob. short for gabble} : to talk
in a rapid or thoughtless manner : chatter

2gab n : TALK; esp I idle talk

gab-ai-dine \'gab-3r-,den\ n [MF gaverdine) 1 ; gaberdine
2 a : a firm hard-finish durable fabric twilled with diagonal ribs on
the right side and made of various fibers b : a garment of gabardine

gab-ber \'gab-3r\ n : one that talks much, habitually, and usu. idly

gab.ble \'gab-3l\ vb gab-bling \-(3-)lio\ [prob. of imit. origin] vi

1 : to talk fast or foolishly : jabber 2 : to utter inarticulate or
animal sounds -*• vt : to say with incoherent rapidity : babble— gabble n — gab>bler \-(3-)br\ n

gab'bro \'gab-(,)ro\ n [It] : a granular igneous rock composed
essentially of calcic plagioclase, a ferromagnesian mineral, and
accessory minerals — gab>bro>ic \ga-*bro-ik\ adj

gab.broid \'gab-,r61d\ adj ; resembling gabbro
gab.by \'gab-e\ adj : talkative, g.arrulous
ga.belle \g3-'bel\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OW. gabella lax, tt. Ar gabdlah}

1 a tax on salt levied in France prior to 1790
gab*er-dine \'gab-3r-,den\ n [MF gaverdine} 1 a : a coarse long
coat or smock worn chiefly by Jews in medieval times b : an Eng-
lish laborer's smock c ; garment 2 : gabardine

gab.er4un.Zie \,gab-ar-'l3n-ze\ n [origin unknown] 1 Scot
: beggar, mendicant 2 Scot ; vagrant

gab.fest \'gab-,fest\ n 1 : an informal gathering for general talk
2 I an extended conversation

gable la

ga.bl.on \'ga-be-9n\ n [MF, fr. OTt gabblone, lit., large cage, aug.
of gabbia cage, fr. L cavea — more at cage] : a hollow wickerwork
or iron cyUnder filled with earth and used in building fieldworks
or in mining

ga.ble \'ga-b3l\ n [ME, fr. MF, of Gmc
origin; akin to ON gafl gable — more at
cephalic] 1 a ; the vertical triangular
end of a building from cornice or eaves
to ridge b : the similar end of a gam-
brel roof c : the end wall of a building
2 : a triangular furniture or building
part

ga.bled \-bald\ adj : built with a gable
gable roof n : a double-sloping roof that
forms a gable at each end
gab.oon \ga-'bun\ n [alter, of ^gob +
•oon (as in spittoon)} dial : CUSPIDOR,
SPrrrooN

Ga.bri.el \'ga-bre-9l\ n [Heb GabhrVel} : one of the archangels

ga.by \'ga-be\ n [perh. of Scand origin; aldn to ON gapa to gape— more at qape] dial chiefly Eng ; simpleton
igad \'gad\ n [ME, spike, fr. ON gaddr; akin to OF. geard rod —
more at yard] 1 : a chisel or pointed iron or steel bar for loosening
ore or rock 2 dial : rod, stick
2gad vi gad.ded; gad-ding [\fE gadden} : to be on the go to litUe

purpose — gad-der n

3gad interj [euphemism for God} — used as a mild oath
Gad \'gad\ n [Heb Gddh} : a son of Jacob and ancestor of one of
the tribes of Israel — Gad'ite \-,Tt\ n
gad-about \'gad-3-,baut\ n : a person who flits about in social
activity — gadabout adj

gad-a*rene \'gad-a-,ren\ adf, often cap [fr. the demon-possessed
Gadarene swine (Mt 8;28) that rushed into the sea] : headlong,
PRECIPfTATE

gad'fly \'gad-,nT\ n 1 : any of various flies (as a horsefly, botfly,

or warble fly) that bite or annoy livestock 2 : a person who annoys
or stirs up from lethargy
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gad-get \'gaj-«t\ n [origin unknown] ; a device or contrivance esp.
on a piece of machinery — gad-ge*teer \,gai-3-'ti(3)r\ n — gad-
get-ry \'gaj-a-tre\ n — gad*gety \-3t-€\ adj

ga>doid \'gad-,6id. "gad-X adj [NL Gadus, genus of fishes, fr. Gk
gados, a fish] : resembling or related to the cods — gadoid n

gad-O.lin.ite \*gad-n-3-,nTt\ n [G gadolinit, fr. Johann Gadolin
tl8S2 Finn chemist] ; a black or brown mineral BczFeYiSizOi 3

that is a source of rare earths and consists of siUcate of iron,
beryllium, yttrium, cerium, and erbium

gad.Q.lin.i.um \.gad-'l-*in-e-3m\ n [NL. fr. J. Gadolini ; a tri-

valent magnetic metallic element of the rare-earth group occurring
in combination in gadoUnite and several other minerals — see
ELEMENT table
ga*droon \g3-'drUn\ n [F godron round plait, gadroon] 1 : the
ornamental notching or carving of a rounded molding 2 : a short
often oval fluting or reeding used in decoration — ga>droo2i>ing n

gad-wall \'gad-.w61\ n, pf gadwalls orgadwall [origin unknown]
: a grayish brown dabbling duck {Anas strepera) about the size of
the mallard
Gaea \'je-3\ n [Gk Gaia'\ ; earth as a goddess and mother of the
Titans in Greek mythology

-gaea or -gea \'je-3\ n comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk gaia, ge earth]
: geographical area i'Heogaea}

Gael \'ga(3)l\ n [ScGael GaidhealSc. IrGael Gaedheall 1 ; a ScotUsh
Highlander 2 : a Celtic esp. Gaelic-speaking inhabitant of Ireland,
Scotland, or the Isle of Man
Gael-ic \'ga-lik\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the Gaels and esp. the
Celtic Highlanders of Scotland 2 ; of, relating to, or constituting
the Goidelic speech of the Celts in Ireland, the Isle of Man, and the
Scottish Highlands — Gaelic n
igafi \'gaf\ n [F gajje, fr. Prov gaf] 1 a : a spear or spearhead for
taking fish or turtle b : a handled hook for holding or lifting heavy
fish c ; a metal spur for a gamecock d : a butcher's hook e : a
climbing iron or its steel point used by a telephone lineman 2 : the
spar upon which the head of a fore-and-aft sail is extended
3 a : HOAX, FRAUD b ; GIMMICK, TRICK 4 i TOugh treatment
: ABUSE 5 : GAFFE

agalf vi 1 a : to strike or secure with a gaff h : to fit (a gamecock)
with a gaff 2 : deceive, ttiick; also : fleece 3 : to fix for the
purpose of cheating ; gimmick
3gafi n [origin unknown] Brit : a cheap theater or music hall
galle \'gaf\ n [F, gaff, gaffe] : a social blunder : faux pas
gaf.lei \'gaf-ar\ n [prob. alter, of godfather] 1 : old man 2 Brit
a : employer b : foreman, overseer 3 : a head glass blower
4 : a lighting electrician on a motion-picture or television set

gaIf-top>sail \'gaf-'tap-,sal, -S3l\ n ; a usu. triangular topsail with
its foot extended upon the gaff and its luff upon the topmast
^gag \'gag\ vb gagged; gag.ging [ME gaggen to strangle, of imit.

origin] vt 1 a : to stop the mouth of with something inserted
b ; to pry or hold open with a gag c : to prevent from free speech
2 ; to cause to retch 3 : obstruct, choke 4 : to provide with
quips or pranks <-- a show) -^ vi 1 ; heave, retch 2 ; balk, stop
3 : to make quips

2gag n 1 ; something thrust into the mouth to keep it open
2 a : something thrust into the mouth to prevent speech or outcry
1) : cloture c : a check to free speech 3 ; a laugh-provoking
remark or act 4 : hoax, trick
ga>ga \'ga-,ga\ adj [F, fr. gaga fool, of imit. origin] 1 : crazy,
FOOLISH 2 : infatuated
igage \'gaj'\ n [ME, fr. MP, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG wetti
pledge — more at wed] 1 ; a token of defiance; specif : a glove or
cap cast on the ground to be taken up by an opponent as a pledge
of combat 2 : something deposited as a pledge of performance
; security

2gage vf 1 archaic : pledge 2 archaic : stake, risk
3gage var of gauge
4gage n : greengage
gag<ger \'gag-3r\ n 1 : one that gags 2 ; joker, gagman
gag'gle \'gag-3l\ n [ME gagyll, fr. gagelen to cackle] 1 : flock;
esp : a flock of geese when not in flight 2 : aggregation, cluster
gag>inan \'gag-,man\ n l ; a gag writer 2 ; a comedian who uses
gags
gag rule n : a rule restricting freedom of debate or expression esp.
in a legislative body

gag-ster \'gag-st3r\ n : gagman; also : practical joker
gahn.ite \'gan-,Tt\ n [G gahnit, fr. J. G. Gahn tI818 Sw chemist]

: a usu. dark green mineral ZnAl204 consisting of an oxide of zinc
and aluminum

gai-ety \'ga-3t-e\ n l ; merrymaking 2 : gay spirits or manner
3 ; finery

gaiMar.dia \g9-'l'ard-(e-)5\ n [NL, genus name. fr. Gaillard de
Marentonneau. 18th cent. F botanist] ; any of a genus (Gaillardia)
of chiefly western American composite herbs with showy flower
heads

gai-ly \'ga-le\ adv : in a gay manner
Igain \'gan\ n [ME gayne, fr. MP gaigne, gain, fr. OF gaaigne,
gaaing,jT. gaaignier to till, earn, gain, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
weidanon to hunt for food, L vis power — more at vim] 1 ; in-
crease, profit 2 ; the obtaining of profit or possessions 3 : an
increase in amount, magnitude, or degree; specif : the ratio of in-
crease of output over input in an amplifier

2gain vt 1 a : to get possession of ; earn b ; to win in competition
or conflict c ; to get by a natural development or process : achieve
(-^ strength) d : make <-« a friend) e (1) ; to arrive at <—ed the
river that night) (2) ; tkaverse, cover i'^ed 10 yards on the play>
2 : to win to one's side : persuade 3 : attract <'-*' attention)
4 : to increase in <'^ momentum) Sof a timepiece i to run fast by
the amount of i-^s a minute a day) ^ vi 1 ; to get advantage
; proftt 2 a : increase b : to increase in weight c : to improve
in health 3 of a timepiece : to run fast syn see get. reach
3gain n [origin unknown] 1 ; a beveled shoulder above a tenon
2 : a notch or mortise for insertion of a girder or joist

gain>er \'ga-n3r\ n 1 : one that gains 2 : a fancy dive in which
the diver from a forward position rotates backward and enters the
water feet first and facing away from the board

gain-Iul \'gan-f9l\ adj : productive of gain ; profttable — gain-
luMy \-fa-le\ adv — gani«ful«ness n

a abut; ^ kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;
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igain- (against) + giving} archaicgain.giv.ing \'gan-.giv-io\
: misgiving

gain-less Vgan-bsX adj : profttless — gain-less-ness n
gain>ly \'gan-le\ adj igain (handy)] : graceful, shapely
gain.say \gan-'sa\ vt gain.said \-'sad, -'sedX gain.say.ing
[ME gainsayen, fr. gain- against (fr. OE gean-) + saven to say —
more at again] 1 : deny, dispute 2 : to speak against ; contra-
dict syn see deny — gain<say-er n

tgait \'gat\ n [ME gait, gate gate, way] 1 : a manner of walking or
moving on foot 2 : the walk, trot, pace, or canter of a horse
3 : a manner or rate of movement

2gait vt 1 : to train (a horse) to use a particular gait or set of gaits
2 : to lead (a show dog) before a judge to display carriage and
movement

3gail n [prob. alter, of ^gatel 1 : the distance between two adjoin-
ing carriages of a lace-making frame 2 Brit : a full repeat of a
pattern in harness weaving of woolens

gait*ed \'gat-ad\ adj : having a particular gait (slow-gaired)
gai>ter \'gat-3r\ n [F guetrel 1 ; a cloth or leather leg covering
reaching from the instep to ankle, mid-calf, or knee 2 a : an ankles
high shoe with elastic gores in the sides b ; an overshoe with fabric
upper
gal \'gal\ n [Galileo tl642 It astronomer] : a unit of acceleration
equivalent to one centimeter per second per second — used esp.
for values of gravity

ga>la \'ga-l3, 'gal-3\ n [It, fr. MF gale festivity, pleasure — more at
gallant] 1 archaic ; festive dress or decoration 2 : a gay cele-
bration : FESTivrrY — gala adj

galact- or galacto- comb form [L galact-, fr. Gk galakt-, galakto-,
fr. galakt; gala] ; milk <ga/acropoiesis)

ga>lac>tlc \g3-'lak-tik\ adj ; of or relating to a galaxy (as the Milky
Way)

galactic noise n : radio-frequency radiation from the Milky Way
ga.Iacto.pol.e-sis \g9-,lak-t3-,n6i-'e-s3s\ n [NL] : formation
and secretion of milk — ga>lac>tO>poi*et>iO \-'et-ik\ adj or n
galactose \g3-'lak-,tos, -,toz\ n [ F, fr. galact-"} I a sugar CsHuOs
less soluble and less sweet than glucose

ga>lac*to-side \g3-'iak-t9-,s]d\ n ; a glycoside that yields galactose
on hydrolysis

ga-lah \ga-'ra\ n [native name in Australia] ; a showy Australian
cockatoo (fCakatoe roseicapilla) that is a destructive pest in wheat*
growing areas and is often kept as a cage bird

Gal'a.had \'gal-3-,had\ n : a knight of the Round Table who
finds the Holy Grail

gal*an<tine \'gal-an-,ten\ n [F] : a dish of poultry, fish, game, or
other meat, boned, stuffed, cooked, pressed, covered with aspic,

and served cold
ga.lan.ty show \ga-'lant-e-\ n [perh. fr. It galante gallant, fr. MF
galant} : shadow play
Gal*a*tea \,gaI-3-*te-9\ n [L, fr. Gk Galateia'] : an ivory statue of a
maiden carved by Pygmalion according to Greek legend and given
life by Aphrodite in response to the sculptor's prayer

gal*a*vant var of gallivant
ga-lax \'ga-,laks\ n [NL, genus name] : any of a genus (Galax) of
evergreen herbs related to the true heaths with leaves widely used
for decorations

gal-axy \'gal-3k-se\ n [ME galaxie, galaxias, fr. LL galaxias, fr.

Gk. fr. galakt-, gala milk; akin to L lac milk] 1 a often cap ; milky
WAY galaxy b : one of billions of systems each including stars,

nebulae, star clusters, globular clusters, and interstellar matter
that make up the universe 2 ; an assemblage of brilliant or
notable persons or things

gal.ba>num \'gal-b3-nsm\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk chalbane, fr. Heb
helbinah\ : a yellowish to green or brown aromatic bitter gum resin

derived from several Asiatic plants and used for medicinal purposes
and in incense

igale \'ga(3)l\ n [origin unknown] 1 a ; a strong current of air;

specif : a wind of from 32 to 63 miles per hour b archaic I breeze
2 : an emotional outburst ; gust

2gale n [prob. alter, of 'gave/] Brit : a periodical payment of rent

ga>lea \'ga-le-3\ n [NL, fr. L, helmet] : an anatomical part sug-
gesting a helmet; esp : the upper lip of the corolla of a mint — ga-
le*ate \'ga-le-.at\ also ga-le>at>ed \-,at-9d\ adj — gaUe-iform
\g3-'le-3-,f6rm. 'ga-le-\ adj

ga-le*na \g3-'le-n3\ n [L, lead ore] : a bluish gray mineral PbS
with metallic luster consisting of lead sulfide, showing highly per-

fect cubic cleavage, and constituting the principal ore of lead

Ga>len-iC \ga-'len-ik\ adj : of or relating to Galen or his medical
principles or method — Ga>len>i*cal \-i-k3l\ adj

galenical n ; a medicinal preparation usu. of vegetable origin

made by extracting the desired principle without other constituents

Ga>len>ism \'ga-l3-,ni2-am\ n : the Galenic system of medical
practice

Gal.i>le*an \,gal-3-'le-an, -'la-V adj ; of or relating to Galileo
Galilei, founder of experimental physics and astronomy

gal.i'lee \'gal-3-,le, ,gal-3-*\ n [AF. fr. Ml. galilaeal i a chapel or
porch at the entrance of an English church

gal*i>ma>ti*as \,gal-5-'ma-she-3s, -m3-'tya\ n [F] : confused and
meaningless talk ; gibberish

gal<in>gale \'gal-an-,gal, -io-\ n [ME, a kind of ginger, fr. MF
galingal, fr. Ar khalanjan] : an Old World sedge (Cyperus longus)

with an aromatic root; broadly ; any of various related plants

gal>i>Ot var oj galliot
gal*i>pot \'gal-a-,pat, -,po\n[F] ; the crude turpentine oleoresin

exuded from a southern European pine (Pinus pinaster)

igall \*g61\ n [ME. fr. OE gealla; akin to Gk chole, cholos gall,

wrath, OE geolu yellow — more at yellow] 1 a : bile; esp : bile

obtained from an animal and used in the arts or medicine b : some-
thing bitter to endure c ; bitterness of spirit ; rancor 2 : ef-

frontery, impudence syn see temertty
2gall n [ME galle, fr. OE gealla. fr. L galla gallnut] 1 a .; a skin
sore caused by chronic irritation b : a cause or state of exaspera-
tion 2 archaic : flaw
3gaU vt 1 a : to fret and wear away by friction : chafe b : iRRrrATE,

VEX 2 : harass '^ vi 1 ; to become sore or worn by rubbing
2 : seize vi 2

au out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision

(
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4gaH n [ME galle. fr. MF. fr. L gaUa"] 1 : a swelling of plant tissue
usu. due to fungi or other parasites and sometimes forming an im-
portant source of tannin 2 : a small generally flattened pellet of
clay found in some sandstones and sandy shales

Gal.la \'gal-a\ n, pi Galla or Gallas 1 a i any of several groups of
Cushitic-speaking peoples occupying British Easi Africa and south-
em Ethiopia b : a member of any of these groups 2 : the Cushitic
language of the Galla

igal.lant \g3-'lant, ga-'lant, 'gal-3nt\ n 1 ; a young man of fashion
2 a : ladies' man Ta : surroa c ; paramour

agal.lant X'gal-snt (usu in sense 3b}; ga-'lant, ga-'lant {usu in
sense 4)\ adj {ME galaunt, fr. MF galant, fr. prp. of galer to have a
good time, fr. gale pleasure, of Gmc origin; akin to OE wela weal —
more at weal] 1 : showy in dress or bearing : smart 2 archaic
: GRAND 3 a : splendid, stately ^3 : SPIRITED, BRAVE
ROUS, NOBLE 4 a I attentive to ladies b ; given to
trigue syn see civil — gaMant.ly adv

agal-lant \g3-'lant, -'lant\ vt 1 : to pay court to Ca lady)
2 obs t to manipulate (a fan) in a modish manner ^ vi i to pay
court to ladies

gal.lant-ry \'gal-9n-tre\ n 1 archaic : gallant appearance 2 a : an
act of marked courtesy b : courteous attention to a lady c : amor-
ous attention or pursuit 3 : conspicuous bravery syn see heroism

gall'blad'der \'g61-,blad-ar\ n : a membranous muscular sac In
which bile fromthe liver is stored

gal-le.ass \'gal-e-3s, -,as\ n [MF galeasse} : a large fast war galley
of southern Europe in the 16th and Wth centuries

gal.lein \'gal-e-3n, 'gal-.enX n Igallic acid + phthalem] : a metalUc=
green crystalline phthalein dye CzoHjzO? used esp. in dyeing violet
and as an indicator
gaMe-on \'gal-e-3n\ n [OSp galedn, fr. MF gallon, fr. OF galie
galley] : a heavy square-rigged sailing ship of the 15th to early 18th
centuries used for war or commerce esp. by the Spanish

gal.ler-ied \'gal-(a-)red\ adj : having a gallery
gal.lery \'gal-(3-1re\ n [ME galerie, fr. ML galerial 1 a : a roofed
promenade : colonnade b : corridor 2 a : an outdoor balcony
b South & Midland ; porch, veranda c (1) ; a platform at the
quarters or stern of a ship (2) : a gun platform or emplacement on
a ship d : a railed walk around the upper part of an engine to
facilitate oiling or inspection 3 a : a long and narrow passage,
apartment, or corridor b : a subterranean passageway in a cave or
military mining system; also : a working drift or level in mining
c : an underground passage made by a mole or ant or a passage
made in wood by an insect 4 a : a room or building devoted to the
exhibition of works of art b : an institution or business exhibiting
or dealing in works of art c : a collection of specimens worth
showing 5 a : a structure projecting from one or more interior
walls of an auditorium to accommodate additional people; esp : the
highest balcony in a theater commonly having the cheapest seats
b : the part of a theater audience seated in the top gallery c ; the
undiscriminating general public d ; the spectators at a tennis or
golf match 6 : a photographer's studio

ga-lle-ta \g3-'yet-3, gT-'ei-3\ n [Sp, hardtack] : either of two peren-
nial forage grasses (Hilaria rigida and H.jamesii) used for hay in
southwestern_U.S. and Mexico

gal.ley \*gal-e\ n [ME galeie, fr. OF galie, deriv. of MGk galea'\
1 : a large low medieval ship propelled by sails and oars and used in
the Mediterranean for war and trading 2 : a seagoing ship of
classical antiquity propelled chiefly by oars 3 : a large open rowing
boat formerly used in England 4 : the kitchen and cooking ap-
paratus esp. of a ship or airplane 5 : an oblong tray commonly of
pressed steel with upright sides to hold set type

galley proof n ; a proof from type on a galley before it is made up in
pages; also : such proofs

galley slave n l : a slave or criminal acting as a rower on a galley
2 : drudge I

gal.ley-west \,gal-e-'west\ adv [prob. alter, of E dial, collywest
(badly askew)] : into destruction or confusion (knocked '^>

gall'fly \'g61-,flT\ n ; an insect that deposits its eggs in plants and
causes galls in which the larvae feed
igal.liard \'gal-y3rd\ n [ME gaillard, fr. MF] 1 archaic \ gay,
lively 2 archaic : hardy, valiant

sgalliard^n : a gay dance with five steps to a phrase popular in the

Gal.li(
Gaul
gaMic acid \,gal-ik-, ,g6-lik-\ n [F galUque, fr. galle gaU] : a white
crystalline acid CyHeOs-HzO found widely in plants or combined
in tannins and used esp. in dyes and writing ink and as a photo-
graphic developer

Gal.li.can \'gal-i-k9n\ adj 1 : galuc 2 ojten not cap ; of or
relating to Gallicanism — Galilean n

Gal.li.can<ism \-k3-,niz-3m\ n ; a movement originating in France
and advocating administrative independence from papal control for
the Roman Catholic Church in each nation

gal.li.cism \'gal-3-,siz-am\ n, often cap 1 : a characteristic French
idiom or expression appearing in another language 2 : a French
trait

gal'li.cize \-,sTz\ vb ; to conform to a French mode or idiom
gall.ico.lous \g6-'lik-a-bs\ adj ; producing and inhabiting galls
gaMi.gas.kins \,gal-i-'gas-k3nz\ n pi [prob. modif. of MF gar-
guesques, fr. OSp gregUescos, fr. griego Greek, fr. L Graecusl
1 a : loose wide hose or breeches worn in the I6th and 17th
centuries to ; very loose trousers 2 chiejly dial : leggings
gaMi.mau.fry \,gal-3-'ra6-fre\ n [MF galimajree hash] ; medley,
JUMBLE

gal-li-na.ceous \,gaI-3-'na-sh3s\ adj [L gallinaceus of domestic
fowl. fr. gallina hen, fr. gallus cock] : of or relating to an order
(Galliformesi of heavy-bodied largely terrestrial birds including the
pheasants, turkeys, grouse, and the common domestic fowl

gall.ing \'g6-l!o\ adj : chafing, vexing
ga}*li>nip-per \'gal-a-,nip-9r\ n [origin unknown] ; a very large
American mosquito (Psorophora ciliata); also : crane fly

gal-li.niUe \'gal-3-,n('ylii(a)l\ n [NL Gallinula, genus of birds, fr. L,
pullet, dim. of gallina'\ : any of several aquatic birds of the rail
family with unlobed feet and a frontal shield on the head

gal.li.Ot \*gal-e-3t\ n [ME galiote, fr. MF. fr. ML galeola. dim. of
galea galley, fr. MGk] 1 : a small swift galley formerly used in the
Mediterranean 2 [D galjoot, fr. MF galiote'^ ; a long narrow light-
draft Dutch merchant sailing ship

gal-li.pot \'gal-i-,pat\ n [ME galy potf\ 1 ! a small ceramic vessel
used by apothecaries 2 ; druggist
gal.li.um \'gal-e-3m\ n [NL. fr. L gallus (intended as trans, of Paul
Lecoq de Boisbaudran }ab\9\2 F chemist)] : a rare bluish white
usu. trivalent metallic element that is hard and brittle at low tem-
peratures but melts just above room temperature and expands on
freezing — see element table

gal.U.vant \'gal-3-,vant\ vi [perh. alter, of ^gallanf] 1 : to go
about ostentatiously with the opposite sex 2 : to travel or roam
about for pleasure

gall.iv.o.roiis \g6-'Uv-3-r3s\ adj : feeding on galls or gall tissue (as
the larvae of gall insects)

gall mite n t any of various minute 4-Iegged mites (family Eriophyl-
dae) that form galls on plants

gall.nut \'g6l-,n3t\ n i^gain : a gall resembling a nut
gal.lon \'gal-3n\ n [ME galon, a liquid measure, fr. ONF, fr. ML
galeta pail, a liquid measure] — see measure table

gal.Ion-age \'gaI-3-nij\ n : amount in gallons
gal-loon \g3-*liin\ n [F galon} ; a narrow trimming esp. of lace or
embroidery or metallic thread
igal'lop \'gal-3p\n[MFga/op] 1 : a springing gait of a quadruped;
specij : a fast natural 3-beal gait of the horse — compare canter,
RUN 2 : a ride or run at a gallop

2gallop vi 1 : to move or ride at a gallop 2 : to run fast -^ vt

1 : to cause to galloo 2 : to transport at a gallop — gal-lop>er n
gal-lo.pade \,gal-a-'pad, -'pad\ n : galop
Gal-lo.phile \'gal-3-,fTl\ n [L Gallus Gaul + E -phile} : franco-
phile — GalloDhile adj
Gal.lQ.way \'gal-3-,wa\ n iGalloway, Scotland] : any of a breed of
hardy medium-sized hornless chiefly black beef cattle native to
southwestern Scotland

gal-low.glass \'gal-o-,glas\ n [IrGael galldglach, fr. gall foreigner
-¥ oglach soldier] 1 : a mercenary or retainer of an Irish chief
2 : an armed Irish foot soldier
igal.lows \'gal-C,)6z. -3z. in sense 3 also -3s\ n, pi gaUows or
gal-lows-es [ME galwes, pi. of galwe, fr. OE gealga; akin to OHG
galgo gallows, Krmjatk twig] 1 : a frame usu. of two upright posts
and a crossbeam from which criminals are hanged — called also
gallows tree 2 : a structure consisting of an upright frame with a
crosspiece 3 chiejly dial : suspender 2a
2gallows adj ; deserving the gallows
gallows bird n : a person who deserves hanging
galLstone \'g61-,st6n\ n ; a calculus formed in the gallbladder or
biliary passages

gal'lus \'gal-3s\ n [alter, of ^gallows} chiejly dial : suspender 2a
. used i pi.

gal.lused \'gal-3st\ adj, chiejly dial : wearing galluses
gall wasp n : a hymenopterous gallfly (family Cynipidae)
gal-ly \'gal-e\ vt [origin unknown] chiejly dial : frighten, terrify

Ga.lOis theory \'gal-.wa-\ n [Evariste Galois tl832 F mathe-
matician] : a part of the theory of groups concerned with the reduc-
tion of the solution of a given polynomial equation to that of an
equation of the third or fourth degree

ga>loot \g3-'lLit\ n [origin unknown] slang : a disreputable*
looking man : fellovv

gallop \'gal-3p, ga-'lo\ n [F] : a lively dance in duple measure; also
: its music

ga>lore \g3-'lo(3)r, -•I6(3)r\ adj [IrGael go leor enough] : abun-
dant, PLENTIFUL — used postpositively
ga.losh \g3-'lash\ n [ME galoche, fr. MF] \ obs I o. shoe with a
heavy sole 2 : a high overshoe worn esp. in snow and slush —
ga-loshed \-'lasht\ adj

ga<liimph \ga-'l3m(p)f\ vi [prob. alter, of ^gallop'] ; to move with
a clumsy bumping tread : bound

gal>yan*io \gal-'van-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or producing a
direct current of electricity 2 a : having an electric effect : stimu-
lating b ; JERKY, nervous — gal-van-l>cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

galyanic couple n : a pair of dissimilar substances (as metals)
capable of acting together as an electric source when brought in
contact with an electrolyte
gal>va<nism \'gal-v3-,niz-3m\ n [F or It; F galvanisme, fr. It
galvanismo, fr. Luigi Galvani tl798 It physician and physicist]
1 ; a direct current of electricity esp. when produced by chemical
action 2 : the therapeutic use of direct electric current 3 : force-
fulness

gal.va*ni-za>tion \,gal-v3-n3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
galv zing

gal.va.niz8 \'gal-va-.nTz\ vt 1 a ; to subject to the action of an
electric current b : to stimulate or excite by an electric shock <r^ a
muscle) 2 : to coat with zinc — gal-va.niz.er n

galvano- comb jorm [galvanic} i galvanic current <ga/va«ometer>
gal.va*nom<e<>ter \,gal-v3-'nam-3t-3r\ n : an instrument for
detecting or measuring a small electric current by movements of a
magnetic needle or of a coil in a magnetic field — gal* va>no>met-
ric \.gal-v9-no-'me-trik\ adj

gal'Vano.scope \gal-'van-3-,skop, 'gal-v3-no-\ n i an instrument
for detecting the presence and direction of an electric current by the
deflection of a magnetic needle

gal.yaK \'gal-,yak\ n [native name in Uzbekistan, U.S.S.R.] : a
short-haired flat or slightly moire fur derived from the pelt of a
stillborn Iamb or kid
igam \'gam\ n [prob. fr, F dial, gambe, fr. ONF, fr. LL gamba}
slang : LEO
3gam n [perh. short for obs. gammon (talk)] 1 : a visit or friendly
conversation at sea or ashore esp. between whalers 2 : a school of
whales
3gam vb gammed; gam.ming vi ; to engage in a gam ^ vt 1 : to
have a gam with 2 ; to spend talking
gam- or gamo> comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, marriage, fr. gamos —
more at bigamy] 1 : united ; joined <gamosepalous) 2 : sexual
; sexuality {gamic} <gamogenesis>
gamba n : viola da gamba
igam.ba.do \gam-'bad-(,)6\ n, pi gambadoes also gambados
[perh, modif. of It gambale, fr. gamba} : a horseman's legging
^gambado n, pi gambadoes ab:o gambados [modif. of F gambade}
1 ; a spring of a horse 2 : caper, gambol

gam-bier also gam.bir \'gam-,bi(3)r\ ;: [Malay gambir} : a yellow
ish catechu obtained from a Malayan woody vine, chewed with the
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betel nut, and exported for tanning and dyeing

gam*l)it \'gam-b3t\ n [It gambetto, lit., act of tripping
fr. gamba leg, fr. LL gamba, camba, modif, of Gk kampe bend —
more at camp] 1 ; a chess opening in which a player risks one or
more minor pieces to gain an advantage in position 2 a : a remark
Intended to start a conversation or score a point b : a calculated
move : stratagem

igam>l)le \'gam-bsl\ vb gam^hling \-b(3-)liD\ [prob. back-forma-
tion fr, gambler, prob. alter, of obs. gamner, fr. obs. gamen (to

play)] vi la: to play a game for money or other stakes b : to bet
on an iincertain outcome 2 ; to stake something on a contingency
; SPECULATE ~ vr 1 : to risk by gambling : wager 2 : venture,
HAZARD — gain>bler \-bl3r\ n

agamble n 1 : the playing of a game of chance for stakes 2 a : an
act having an element of risk b : something chancy
gam-boge \gam-*boi, -'bUzh\ n [NL gambogium, alter, of cam-
bugium, irreg. fr. Cambodia'} 1 : an orange to brown gum resin from
southeast Asian trees (genus Garcinia, family Guttiferae) that is

used as a yellow pigment and cathartic 2 : a strong yellow
igam-bol \*gam-bal\ n [modif. of MF gambade spring of a horse,
gambol, prob. fr, OProv camba leg, fr. LL] : a skipping or leaping
about in play : prank
agambol vi gam-boled or gazn-boUed; gam-bol-ing or gam-boi-
ling \-b(3-)lin\ : to skip about in play ; frisk — gain*bol*ler
\-bO-)l3r\ n

gam>brel \'gara-br3l\ n [ONF gamberel, fr. gambe leg, fr. LL gam-
ba} 1 : a stick or iron for suspending slaughtered animals 2 : the
bock of an animal
gambrel rool n : a curb roof of the same section in all parts with a
lower steeper slope and an upper flatter one
gam-bu>sla \gam-'byu-zh(e-)3\ n [NL, genus name, modif. of
AmerSp gambusino gambusia] : any of a genus {Gambusia) of top-
minnows introduced as valuable exterminators of mosquito larvae
in warm fresh waters
igame \'gara\ n [me, fr. OE gamen; akin to OHG gaman amuse-
ment] 1 a (1) : AMUSEMENT, DIVERSION (2) : the equipment for a
game b : fun, sport 2 a ; a procedure for gaining an end
b (1) ; RACKET (2) : a field of gainful activity ; line 3 a (1) : a
physical or mental competition conducted according to rules with
the participants in direct opposition to each other (2) : a division
of a larger contest (3) : the number of points necessary to win
(4) : the manner of playing in a contest (5) : the set of rules gov-
erning a game b : a situation involving opposing interests given
specific information and allowed a choice of moves with the object
of maximizing their wins and minimizing their losses 4 a (1) : ani-
mals under pursuit or taken in hunting; esp : wild animals hunted
for sport or food (2) : the flesh of game animals b archaic : pluck
c : an object of ridicule or attack — often used in the phrase /air
game syn see fun
Sgame vi : to play for a stake '^ yt, archaic \ to lose or squander by
gambling
3game adj 1 : having a resolute unyielding spirit <'^ to the end)
2 : of or relating to game <'^ laws)
4game adj [perh. fr. ^game} \ lame <a '^ leg)
game-cocK \'gam-,kak\ n ; a male game fowl
game lish n 1 : a fish of the family Salmonidae 2 : sport fish; esp

: a fish made a legal catch by law
game low! n : a domestic fowl of a strain developed for the produc-
tion of fighting cocks

game-keep>er \-,ke-p3r\ n : one that has charge of the breeding and
protection of game animals or birds on a private preserve
gam-elan \*gam-s-,lan\ n [Jav] 1 : a Javanese instrument re-
sembling the xylophone 2 : a fluie, string, and percussion orchestra
of southeast Asia
game<ly \'gam-le\ adv ; in a plucky maimer
game*ness \'gam-n3s\ n ; endurance, pluck
games-man•ship \'gamz-man-,ship\ n : the art of winning games
by doubtful expedients without actually violating the rules
game<some \'gam-s3m\ adj ; gay, froucsome — game-5ome*ly
adv — game-some*ness n
game-Ster \'gam-st3r\ n : a person who plays games; esp : gambler
garnet- or gamete- corr^ jorm I NL, fr. gameta} : gamete igameto-
phore)
gam-etan-gi-um \,gam-3-'tan-je-3m\ n, pi gam>etan>gia \-]e-3\
[ N L, fr. garnet- + Gk angeion vessel — more at ANGi- ] ; a cell or
organ in which gametes are developed

ga*mete \g3-'met, 'gam-,et\ n [ NL game/a, fr. Gk gametes husband,
fr. gamein to marry, fr. games marriage — more at bigamy] : a
mature germ cell possessing a haploid chromosome set and capable
of initiating formation of a new individual by fusion with another
gamete — ga-met-ic \ga-'met-ik\ adj — ga>met>i*cal>ly \-i-

k(3-)le\ adv
game tbeory n : theory of games
ga-meto-cyte \g3-'met-s-.slt\ n [ISVJ : a cell that divides to pro-
duce gametes

ga.meto.gen.e.SiS \g3-,met-3-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] : the production
of gametes — ga-meto-gen-ic \-'ien-ik\ or_ gam- etog-e*nous
\,gam-3-*taj-5-nas\ adj — gam-etog-e>ny \-ne\ n

ga.meto-phore \g3-'met-3-,fo(s)r, -,f6(s}r\ n : a modified branch
bearing gametangia — ga-meto-phor-ic \-,met-3-'f6r-ik, -'far-\
adj
ga-meto-phyte \g3-'raet-o-,fTt\ n [ISV] ; the individual or genera-
tion of a plant exhibiting alternation of generations that bears sex
organs — ga-meto-phyt-ic \-,met-3-'fit-ik\ adj

gam-ic \*gam-ik\ adj ; requiring fertilization

-gam-ic \'gam-ik\ adj comb jorm [ISV, fr. Gk -gamos -gamous]
: having (such) reproductive organs <cleistoga/7»"c)

gam-i*ly \'ga-m3-le\ adv ; in a gamy maimer : pluckily
gam-in \'gam-an\ n [F] 1 ; a boy who runs the streets ; urchin
2 : GAMINE 2

ga-mine \ga-'men\ n [F, fem. of gamin} 1 : a girl who runs the
streets : tomboy 2 : a girl of elfin appeal

gam-i-ness \'ga-me-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being gamy
gam-ing \*ga-niio\ n : the practice of gambling
igam-ma \'gam-3\ n [ME, fr. LL fr. Gk, of Sem origin; akin to
Heb gJmel gimel] 1 ; the third letter of the Greek alphabet —

symbol r or 7 2 : the degree of contrast of a developed photo-
graphic Image or of a television image 3 : microgram
sgamma or 7- adj : third in position in the structure of an organic
molecule from a particular group or atom
gamma globulin n : a fraction of blood plasma rich in antibodies
gamma nasal n, in ancient and modern Greek ; gamma pronounced
\o\. before k, x, f . or another gamma
gamma ray n 1 : a photon or radiation quantum emitted spon-
taneously by a radioactive substance 2 : a continuous stream of
gamma rays — called also gamma radiation
gam-mer \'gam-3r\ n [prob. alter, of godmother} : an old womam— compare gaffer
Gam-mex-ane \ga-'mek-,san\ trademark — used for lindane
igam-mon \'gam-3n\ n [ONF gambon ham, aug. of gambe leg —
more at gam] 1 : a ham or flitch of cured bacon 2 : the lower end
of a side of bacon
sgammon vt [gammon, n. (fastening of the bowsprit)] : to fasten (a
bowsprit) to the stem of a ship with rope or iron
Sgammon n [perh. alter, of ME gamen game] 1 archaic : back-
gammon 2 ; the winning of a backgammon game before the loser
bears off any men
4gammon vt : to beat by scoring a gammon
sgammOu n [obs. gammon (talk)] : talk intended to deceive ; hum-
bug
'gammon vi 1 : to talk gammon 2 : pretend, feign ••^ vt l de-
ceive, fool
gamo see gam-
gamo-deme \'gam-a-,dem\ n : a more or less isolated breeding
community of organisms
gamo-gen-e-sis \,gam-a-*jen-a-s3s\ n [NL] : sexual reproduction— gamo-ge-net-ic \-j3-*net-ik\ adj — gamo-ge-net-i-cal-ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv
gamo*pet-al-ous \,gam-3-'pet-n-as\ adj : having the corolla com-
posed of united petals

gamo-phyl-lous \-'fU-3s\ adj : having united leaves or leaflike
parts
gamo-sep-al-ons \-'sep-3-bs\ adj ; having the sepals united
-g-a-mous \g-a-m3s\ adj comb jorm [Gk -gamos, fr. gamos marriage— more at bigamy] 1 : characterized by having or practicing (such)
a marriage or (such or so many) marriages iexogamous) 2 : -gamic
<hetero^amow5)
gamp \'gamp\ n [Sarah Gamp, nurse with a large umbrella In
Martin Chuzzlewit by Charles Dickens] Brit : a large umbrella

gam*Ut \'gam-3t\ n [ML gamma, lowest note of Guide's scale (fr.

LL, third letter of the Greek alphabet) + m/] 1 : the whole series
of recognized musical notes 2 : an entire range or series

gamy or gam.ey \'ga-me\ adj gam-i-er; gam*i-est 1 ; brave,
plucky — used esp. of animals 2 a : having the flavor of game;
esp : having the flavor of game near tainting b : smelly
3 a : scandalous, spicy b : corrupt, disreputable

-g-a-my \g-3-me\ n comb jorm [ME -gamie, fr. LL -gamia, fr.Gk—
more at bigamy] 1 : marriage (exogamy) 2 : union for propaga-
tion or reproduction {aUogamy}
gan past 0} gin
Gan-da \'gan-d3\ n, pi Ganda or Gandas 1 a : a Bantu-speaking
people of Uganda b ; a member of this people 2 : the Bantu
language of the Ganda people used as the official language of
Uganda

igan>der \'gan-dar\ n [ME, fr. OE gandra; akin to OE gds goose]
1 ; the adult male goose 2 : simpleton
2gander vi, dial : wander, ramble
3gander n, slang : look, glance
Gan-dhi-an \'gan-de-3n, 'gan-\ adj : of or relating to the Indian
political and spiritual leader Mohandas K. Gandhi or his principle
of nonviolence
gan-dy dancer \'gan-de-\ n [perh. fr, the Candy Manufacturing
Company, Chicago, Illinois, toolmakers] 1 ; a laborer in a railroad
section gang 2 : an itinerant or seasonal laborer

ga-nef \'gan-af\ n [Yiddish ganej, fr. Heb gannabh thief] slang
; thief, rascal
igang \*gao\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG gang act of going,
S^i jahgha shank] 1 dial Brit : JOURNEY, way 2 a (I) ; OUTTTT,
set (2) : a combination of similar implements or devices arranged
for convenience to act together <a '^ of saws) b : group: as
(1) ; a group of persons working together (2) : a group of persons
working to unlawful or antisocial ends
2gang vt 1 : to attack in a gang 2 a : to assemble or operate
simultaneously as a group b : to arrange in or produce as a gang
(as type pages) ~ vi : to move or act as a gang

gang-er Vgao-ar\ n, Brit : the foreman of a gang of workmen
gang hook n ; two or three fishhooks with their shanks joined
together

gang-land \'gao-,!and\ n : the world of organized crime
gangli- or gangllo- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk ganglion} ; ganglion
(gang/iectomy) <ganff//oplexus)

gan-gling X'gao-glio, -glanX adj [perh. Irreg. fr. Sc gangrel vagrant,
lanky person] : lanky, spindling
gan-gli-on \'gao-gle-3n\ n, pi gan-glia \-gle-a\ also ganglions
[LL, fr. Gk] 1 a : a small cystic tumor connected either with a
joint membrane or tendon sheath b ; a mass of nerve tissue con-
taining nerve cells external to the brain or spinal cord; also \ nu-
cleus 2b 2 ; a focus of strength or energy — gan-gli-on-at-ed
\'gao-gle-3-.nat-9d\ adj — gan-gli-on-ic \,gao-gle-'an-ik\ adj

gan-gly \*gao-gle\ adj : gangling, lanky
gang-plank \'gao-,plaok\ n ; a movable bridge used In boarding
or leaving a ship at a pier

gang-plow \-,plau\ n : a plow built to turn parallel furrows
gang-rel \*gao-(3-)r3l\ n [me, irreg. fr. gangen to go, fr. OE
gangan; akin to OE gang] Scot t vagrant
igan-greue \'gaa-.gren, gao-', 'gan-,, gan-'\ n [L gangraena, fr.

Gk gangraina; akin to Gk gran to gnaw] 1 ; local death of soft
tissues due to loss of blood supply 2 : a mortal evil — gan-gre-
nous \'gao-gra-n3s\ adj
2gaugrene vt ; to make gangrenous *« vi ; to become gangrenous
gang-ster \'gao(k)-st3r\ n ; a member of a gang of criminals

: racketeer — gang-ster-ism \-st3-,riz-3m\ n
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gangue \'gao\ n [F, fr. G gang vein of metal, fr. OHG, act of
going] : the worthless rock or vein matter in which valuable metals
or minerals occur
gang up VI 1 : meet, gather 2 : to make a joint assault 3 ; to
exert group pressure
gang.way \'gao-,wa\ n 1 ; passageway; esp : a temporary way of
planks 2 a : either of the sides of the upper deck of a ship h : the
opening by which a ship is boarded c : gangplank 3 Brit : aisle

4 : a main level or haulageway in a mine 5 a : a cross aisle divid-

ing the front benches from the back benches in the British House
of Commons b : an aisle in the British House of Commons that
separates government and opposition benches 6 : a clear passage
through a crowd — often used as an interjection

gan*is<ter o/- gan-nis*ter \'gan-9-st3r\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a
fine-grained quartzite used in the manufacture of refractory brick

2 : a mixture of ground quartz and fireclay used for lining metal-
lurgical furnaces
gan.net \'gan-at\ n,_pl gannets also gannet [ME ganet, fr. OE
ganot; akin to OE gos goose] : any of several large fish-eating sea-
birds (family SuUdae) that remain at sea for long periods and breed
in large colonies chiefly on offshore islands

gan-old \'gan-,6id\ adj [deriv. of Gk ganos brightness; akin to
Gk geihein to rejoice — more at joy] ; of or relating to a subclass
(Ganoidei) of living and extinct teleost fishes (as the sturgeons)
with usu. hard rhombic enameled scales — ganoid n — ga^noi-
de-an \ga-'n6id-e-3n\ adj or n

gante*lope or gant-lope \'gant-,lop, -"I-.opX n [modif. of Sw
gatlopp, fr. OSw galulop, fr. gala road + lop course] archaic
: gauntlet

igant-Iet \'g6nt-bt, 'gant-\ var of gauntlet
2gant'let Vgont-lat, 'g'ant-\ n {.^-gauntlet} : a stretch of railroad
track where two lines of track overlap so that one rail of each
track is within the rails of the other in order to obviate switching

3gantlet vt : to run (railroad tracks) together so as to make a
gantlet

gant'line \'gant-,lTn\ n [perh. alter, of girtUne (gantUne)] : a line

rove through a block aloft on a ship and used for hoisting
gan.lry \'gan-tre\ n [perh. modif. of ONF gamier, fr. L cantherius
treUis] 1 : a frame for supporting barrels 2 a ; a platform made
to carry a traveling crane and supported by towers or side frames
running on parallel tracks; also ; a movable structure with plat-

forms at different levels used for erecting and servicing rockets
before launching b : a structure spanning several railroad tracks
and displaying signals for each
Gan.y.mede \'gan-3-,med\ n [L Ganymedes, fr. Gk Ganymedesi
1 : a beautiful youth in classical mythology carried off to Olympus
to be the cupbearer of the gods 2 : a youth who serves Uquors
; cupbearer 3 : the fourth satellite of Jupiter

gaol \'ja(3)l\ chiefly Brit var oj jail
igap \'gap\ n [ME, fr. ON. chasm, hole; akin to ON gapa] 1 a : a
break in a wall, hedge, or line of military defense b : an assailable
position 2 a : a mountain pass h : ravine 3 : spark gap
4 ; a separation in space 5 : a break in continuity : hiatus 6 : lack
of balance :_ disparity <the '^ between imports and exports)— gap.py \-e\ adj
2gap vb gapped; gap.ping vt : to make an opening in <— vi : to fall

or stand open
Igape \'gap also 'gap\ vi [ME gapen, fr. ON gapa; akin to L hiare
to gape, yawn — more at yawn] 1 a : to open the mouth wide
b : to open or part widely 2 : to stare openmouthed 3 : yawn
syn see gaze — gap.er n — gap-ing.ly \'gap-io-le, 'gap-X adv
agape n 1 : an act of gaping: a : yawn b : an openmouthed
stare 2 : an unfilled space or extent 3a: the median margin-toa
margin length of the open mouth b : the line along which the man-
dibles of a bird close C : the width of an opening 4 pi but sing in

coiisir a : a disease of young birds in which gapeworms invade
and irritate the trachea b ; a fit of yawning

gape*5eed \-,sed\ n, dial Brit I something that attracts stares

gape.worm \-,w3rm\ n : a nematode worm {Synganius trachea) that
causes gapes of birds
gapped scale n ; a musical scale omitting some notes
igar \'g'ar\ interj [euphemism for God] — used as a mild oath
2gar n [short for garfish} ; any of various fishes that have an
elongate body resembling that of a pike and long and narrow jaws:
as a : needlefish b ; any of several predaceous No. American
freshwater ganoid fishes with rank tough flesh
iga-rage \g3-'razh, -'raj\ /i [F, act of docking, garage, fr. garer
to dock, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG biwaron to protect — more
at ware] : a shelter or repair shop for automotive vehicles
agarage vt : to keep or put in a garage
ga-rage-man \-,man\ n ; a garage worker
Ga.rand rifle Xgs-.ran-'drl-fal, .gar-3n-\ n [John C. Garand 61888
Am inventor] ; a rapid-fire semiautomatic rifle

garb \'garb\ n [MF or Olt; MF garbe graceful contour, grace, fr.

Olt garbo grace] 1 obs : fashion, manner 2a: style of apparel
b : clothing, dress — garb vi

gar.bage \'gar-bij\ n [ME, animal entrails] 1 ; food waste : refuse
2 : trashy writing or speech
igar.ble \'gar-b3l\ vt gar-bling \-b(3-')Uo\ [ME garbelen, fr.

Olt garbellare to sift, fr. Ar ghirbal sieve, fr. LL cribellum; akin to L
cernere to sift — more at certain] 1 archaic : cull 2 : to sift

impurities from 3 : distort, confuse — gar.bier \-b(D-)l3r\ n
2gaible nil the impurities removed from spices in sifting 2 : dis-
tortion, jumble
gar-board \'gar-,bo(a')rd, -,b6(a)rd\ n [obs. D gaarboordl : the
strake next to a ship's keel

gar .boil \-,b6il\_« [MF garbouill I CONFUSION, turmoil
gar.gon \gar-*so"\ n. pi gargons \-'so"(z)\ [F, boy, servant]

; WAFTER
garde-man-ger \,gard-(9-),ma°-'zha\ n, pi garde-mangers
\-'zha(z)\ [F] ; the cold meat department of a large kitchen; also
; the chef in charge of it

Igar.den \'gard-=n\ n [ME gardin, fr. ONF, of Gmc origin; akin
to OHG gart enclosure — more at yard) 1 a ; a plot of ground
where herbs, fruits, flowers, or vegetables are cultivated b : a
rich well-cultivated region 2 a ! a public recreation area or park
<a botanical '-^> b : an open-air eating or drinking place

sgarden vb gar.den.iug X'gard-nio. -'n-io\ vi : to lay out or work
in a garden -^ vt 1 : to make into a garden 2 : to ornament with
gardens — gar.den.er X'gard-nsr, -=n-3r\ n

gargoyle la

agarden adj l : of, relating to, or frequenting a garden 2 a : of
a kind grown in the open as distinguished from one more delicate
<'>- plant) b : ORDINARY, commonplace

garden apartment n : any of various multiple-unit dwellings hav-
ing considerable lawn or garden space
garden city n : a planned residential community with park and
planted areas
garden cress n : an Asiatic annual herb {Lepidium sativum) of the
mustard family sometimes cultivated for its pungent basal leaves
garden lieliolrope n l : a tall rhizomatous Old World valerian
{Valeriana officinalis) widely cultivated for its fragrant tiny
flowers and roots which yield the drug valerian 2 : a shrubby
Peruvian heliotrope {Heliotropium arborescens) with fragrant usu.
lilac or violet flowers

gar-de-nia \gar-'de-nya, -ne-3\ n [NL. genus name, fr. Alexander
Garden tl791 Sc naturaUst] ; any of a large genus {Gardenia)
of Old World tropical trees and shrubs of the madder family with
showy fragrant white or yellow flowers

garden-variety adj : garden 2b
garde.robe \'gar-.dr6b\ n [ME, fr. MF; akin to ONF warderobe
wardrobe] 1 : a wardrobe or its contents 2 : a private room ; bed-
room 3 : PRIVY

gar-dy.lOO \,gard-e-'ru\ n [perh. fr. F garde d Veau! look out for
the water!] ; a warning cry formerly used on throwing slops into
the streets from the windows in Edinburgh
Gar.etn \'gar-3th\ n ; a knight of the Round Table and nephew of
King Arthur

gar-lish \'gar-,fish\ n [ME garfysshe^ : gar
Gar-gan.tua \gar-'ganch(-3)-w3\ n [F] : a gigantic king in
Rabelais' Cargantua having a great capacity for food and drink —
gar.gan.tu.an \-w3n\ adj, often cap

gar. get \'gar-g3t\ n [prob. fr. ME, throat, fr. MF gargate; akin to
MF gargouiller'i : mastitis of domestic animals; esp : chronic
bovine mastitis with gross changes in the form and texture of the
udder — gar-gety \-g3t-e\ adj
Tgar.gle \'gar-g3l\ vb gar.gling \-g(3-')Uo\ CMF gargouiller to
gargle, of imit. origin] vt 1 a : to hold (a liquid) in the mouth or
throat and agitate with air from the lungs b : to cleanse or disinfect

(the oral cavity) in this manner 2 : to utter with a gargling sound
^ VI 1 ; to use a gargle 2 ; to speak or sing as if gargling
2gargle n l : a liquid used in gargUng 2 ; a gargling sound
gar-goyle \'gar-,g6il\ n [ME gargoyl, fr. MF gargouille; akin
to MF gargouiller} 1 a ; a spout in
the form of a grotesque human or animal
figure projecting from a roof gutter to
throw rainwater clear of a building
b ; a grotesquely carved figure 2 ; a
person with an ugly face — gar-goyled
\-,g6ild\ adj

gar.i.bal.di\.gar-3-'b61-de\n [Giuseppe
Garibaldi tl8S2 It patriot] : a woman's
blouse copied from the red shirt worn
by the Italian patriot Garibaldi

gar.ish \'ga(a)r-ish, 'ge(3)r-\ adj [origin unknown] 1 : clothed in

vivid colors 2 a ; excessively vivid : flashy b : offensively bnght
: glaring 3 : tastelessly showy syn see gaudy — gar.ish-ly
adv — gar-ish-ness n
igar.land \'gar-land\ n [ME, fr. MF garlanded 1 : wreath,
chaplet 2 : a grommet or ring of rope used aboard ship in hoist-

ing or to prevent chafing 3 ; anthology, coLLEcnON
2garland vt : to form into or deck with a garland
gar-liC \'gar-lik\ n, often attrib [ME garlek, fr. OE gdrleac. fr.

gar spear -I- leac leek — more at gore] : a European bulbous herb
{Allium sativum) of the lily family widely cultivated for its pungent
compound bulbs much used in cookery; also ; one of the bulbs
— gar.licliy \-li-ke\ adj

garlic sail n : a seasoning of ground dried garlic and salt

igai.ment \'gar-m3nt\ n [ME. fr. MF garnement, fr. OF, fr. garnir
to equip] : an article of clothing
2gamient vt : to clothe with or as if with a garment
igar.ner \'gar-n3r\ n [ME, fr. OF grenier, fr. L granarium, fr.

granum grain] 1 : granary 2 : a grain bin
2garner vt gar.ner-ing \'gam-(3-)rio\ 1 a : to gather into storage
b : to deposit as if in a granary 2 a : to acquire by effort : earn
b : accumulate, collect
igar-net \'gir-n3i\ n [ME grenat, fr. MF, fr. grenat, adj., red like

a pomegranate, fr. {pome) grenaie pomegranate] 1 : a brittle and
more or less transparent usu. red silicate mineral that has a vitreous

luster, occurs mainly in crystals but also massive and in grains,

is found commonly in gneiss and mica schist, and is used as a
semiprecious stone and as an abrasive (hardness 6.5-7.5. sp. gr.

3.15-4.3) 2 : a variable color averaging a dark red
2garnet n [ME gamett] : a tackle usu. rigged on the mainstay of a
sailing ship for hoisting cargo

gar.net.if.er.ous \,gar-n3t-'if-(3-)r3s\ adj : containing garnets

garnet paper n : an abrasive paper with crushed garnet as the
abrasive

gar.ni.er.ite \'gar-ne-3-,rTt\ n [Jules Gamier tl904 F geologist]

:asilicate mineral prob. (Mg.NDsSizOsCOHU consisting of hydrous
nickel magnesium and constituting an important ore of nickel

igar.nish \'gar-nish\ vt [ME gamishen, fr. MF garniss-, stem of
garnir to warn, equip, garnish, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
warnon to take heed — more at warn] 1 a : decorate, embellish
b : to add decorative or savory touches to (food) 2 : to equip
with accessories ; furnish 3 : garnishee syn see adorn

2garnish n 1 : embellishment, ornament 2 : a savory and usu.

decorative condiment 3 slang a : an unauthorized fee formerly
extorted from a new inmate by the keeper of an English jail b ; a
similar payment required of a new workman
igar-nish.ee \,g"ar-n3-'she\ n : one who is served with a garnishment
zgarnishee vr gar>nisli.eed; gar.nisli.ee.ing 1 : to serve with a
garnishment 2 : to take (as a debtor's wages) by legal authority

gar.nish.ment \'gar-nish-m3nt\ n 1 : garnish 2 : a legal suin-

mons or warning concerning the attachment of property to satisfy

a debt 3 : a stoppage of a specified sum from wages to satisfy a
creditor

gar.ni'ture \*gar-n!-ch3r. -n3-,chu(3)r\ n [MF, equipment, alter,

of OF garnesture, fr. garnirl % embelushment, trjmming
gar.pike \'gar-,pTk\ n : gar b
gar. ret \'gar-3t\ n [ME garelte watchtower, fr. MF garite, perh.
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fr. OProv garida, fr. garir to protect, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
werien} ; a room or unfinished part of a house just under the roof

1gar>ri>S0n \'gar-3-S3n\ n [ME garisoun protection, fr. OF garison,
fr. garir to protect, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG werien to defend— more at weir] 1 : a military post; esp : a permanent military
installation 2 : the troops stationed at a garrison
sgairison vi gar-n>son<ing \'gar-3-s(3-)nio\ 1 : to station troops
in 2 a : to assign as a garrison b ; to occupy with troops

Gar-ri-son finisli \,gar-3-S3n-\ n [prob. fr. Snapper Garrison
19th cent. Am jockey] ; a finish in which the winner comes from
behind at the end

garrison house n l : a house fortified against Indian attack
2 : BLOCKHOUSE 3 : a house of colonial times having the second
story overhanging the first in the front elevation

garrison state n ; a state organized on a primarily military basis
gar>ron \'gar-3n\ n [IrGael gearran & ScGael gearran, gelding]
Scot & Irish : a small sturdy work horse

igar.rote orga.rotte \g3-'rat. -'rot\ n [Sp garrote'[ 1 a : a method
of execution by strangling with an iron collar b : the iron collar
used 2 a : strangulation esp. with robbery as the motive b : an
implement for this purpose
sgarrote or garotte vt 1 : to execute with or as if with a garrote
2 : to strangle and rob — gar-rot-er n

gar-ru-li.ty \ga-'ru-l3t-e\ n : LOQUAcrrv, talkativeness
gar>ni>l0U5 Vgar-a-lss also -ys-\ adj [L garrulus, fr. garrire to
chatter — more at care] ; chattering, talkative syn see talka-
tive — gar<m-lou5<ly adv — gar>ru>lous>ness n
igar-ter \*gart-3r\ n [ME. fr. ONF gartier, fr. garet bend of the
knee, of Celt origin; akin to Olr gairri calves of the legs] 1 a ; a
band worn to hold up a stocking or sock b : a strap hanging from
a girdle or corset to support a stocking c : a band worn to hold
up a shirt sleeve 2 cap a : the British Order of the Garter b : the
blue velvet garter that is its badge c : membership in the order
Sgarter vt : to support with or as if with a garter
garter snake n ; any of numerous harmless viviparous American
snakes (genus Thamnophis) with longitudinal stripes on the back

garth \'garth\ n [me, fr. ON garthr yard; akin to OHG gart
enclosure — more at yard] archaic : a small yard or enclosure

gar«vey \'gar-ve\ n : a small scow of the New Jersey coast
igas \'gas\ n, pi gas.es also gas-ses [NL, alter, of chaos air, fr. L,
chaos] 1 : a fluid (as air) that has neither independent shape nor
volume but tends to expand indefinitely 2 a ; a gas or gaseous
mixture with the exception of atmospheric air; as (1) : a gas or
gaseous mixture used to produce anesthesia (2) : a combustible
gaseous mixture (as for fuel) b ; a substance that can be used to
produce a poisonous, asphyxiating, or irritant atmosphere 3 slang
: empty talk ; bombast 4 : gasounb

2gas vb gassed; gas.sing vr 1 a : to treat chemically with gas
b ; to poison with gas 2 slang : to address with idle talk 3 ; to
supply with gas or esp. gasoline {^ up the automobile) ^ vi

1 : to give off gas 2 slang ; to talk idly 3 : to fill the tank (as of
an automobile) with gasoline — often used with up
gas-bag \'gas-,bag\ n 1 ; a bag for holding gas 2 : an idle talker
gas-boat \'gas-,bot\ n ; a boat powered by a converted automobile
engine
gas chamber n : a chamber in which prisoners are executed by
poison gas
gaS'COn \'gas-k3n\ n 1 cap ; a native of Gascony 2 : a boastful
swaggering person — Gascon adj
gas>COn>ade \,gas-k3-'nad\ n [F gasconnade, fr. gasconner to
boast, fr. gascon gascon, boaster] : boasting, bravado — gas-
conade VI — ga5*con>ad>ei n

gas-eous \'gas-e-as, 'gash-ssX adj 1 a : having the form of or being
gas; also : of or relating to gases b ; superheated 2 : lacking
substance or solidity ; tenuous — gas>eous-ness n

gas fitter n ; a workman who installs or repairs gas pipes and
appliances
igash \'gash\ vb [ME garsen, fr. ONF garser, fr. (assimied) VL
charissare, f r. Gk charassein to scratch, engrave] vt : to make a long
deep cut in -^ vi ; to make a gash : cut — gash n
3gash adj [origin unknown] 1 chiejly Scot ; knowing, wttty
2 chiejly Scot : well dressed : trim

gas>hold>er \'gas-,hol-dar\ n : a container for gas; esp : a large
cylindrical tank for storing fuel gas under pressure commonly
having two parts one of which telescopes into the other
gaS'house \-,haus\ n ; gasworks
gas-ifi-ca-tion \.gas-3-f3-*ka-shan\ n : the act or process of
gasifying

gaS'ify \'gas-3-,fT\ vt : to convert into gas -^ vi : to become gaseous
gas*ket \'gas-k9t\ n [prob. alter, of F garcette} 1 : a line or band
used to lash a furled sail 2a: plaited hemp or tallowed rope for
packing pistons or making pipe or other joints fluid-tight b : pack-
ing for the same purpose made of other material (as rubber)

gas-kin \'gas-k3n\ n [prob. short for galligaskins'^ 1 obs ; hose,
BREECHES 2 I a part of the hind leg of a quadruped between the
stifle and the hock

gaS'light \'gas-,lTt\ n 1 : light made by burning illuminating gas
2 : a gas flame or gas lighting fixture

gaS'Ut \-,lit\ adj : illuminated by gaslight

gas log n : a hollow perforated imitation log used as a gas burner In
a fireplace

gas mask n : a mask connected to a chemical air filter and used to
protect the face and lungs against poison gases; broadly ; respi-
rator 1

gas>Ogene \'gas-3-,]en\ n [F gazogene, fr. gaz gas (fr. NL gas) +
-o- + -gene -gen] 1 : an apparatus carried by a vehicle to produce
gas for fuel by partial burning of charcoal or wood 2 : a portable
apparatus for carbonating liquids

gas oil n ; a hydrocarbon oil used as a fuel oil; esp : a petroleum
distillate intermediate in boiling range and viscosity between
keroslne and lubricating oil

gas<olier \,gas-3-'li(3)r\ n [alter, of gaselier, fr. gas + -elier (as in
chandelier)} : a gaslight chandelier

gas.o.line or gas-o-lene \,gas-a-'len, "gas-s-.lenV n Vgas + -ol +
-ine or -enc] : a volatile flammable liquid hydrocarbon mixture
used as a fuel esp. for internal-combustion engines and blended

from several products of natural gas and petroleimi — gas-O'lin-ic
\,gas-a-'le-nik, -'lin-ik\ adj

gas<om<e>ter \ga-'sam-at-ar\ n [F gazom^tre, fr. gaz + -o- +
-metre -meter] 1 : a laboratory apparatus for holding and measur-
ing gases 2 : gasholder
gasp \'gasp\ vb [ME gaspen: akin to ON geispa to yawn] vi 1 : to
catch the breath with shock or other emotion 2 ; to breathe
laboriously : pant — v/ : to utter in a gasping manner — gasp n

gasp.er \'gas-p3r\ n, slang Brit : cigarette
gas plant n : fraxinella
gas.ser \'gas-3r\ n 1 : an oil well that yields gas 2 slang : a
talkative person 3 slang : something outstanding

gas<5i>ness \'gas-e-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being gassy
gas station n : filling station
gas.sy \'gas-e\ adj 1 : full of or containing gas 2 ; having the
characteristics of gas 3 ; windy, flatulent
gast \'gast\ vt [ME gasien, fr. gast, gost ghost] obs ; scare
gaster- or gastero- comb jorm [NL. fr. Gk gastero- beUy, fr.

gasir-, gaster-, gaster] ; ventral area (.Gasteropoda)
gas-tight \'gas-'ttt\ adj ; impervious to gas — gas>tight>ness n
gast-ness \'gas(t)-n3s\ n, obs ; fright, terror
gastr- or gastro- also gaslri- comb Jorm [Gk. fr. gastr-, gaster"}
1 : belly {Gastropoda} ; stomach igastritis} 2 : gastric and
< ga.rrrointestinal >

gas.traea also gas.trea \ga-'stre-a\ n [NL. fr. Gk gastr-, gaster'}
: a hypothetical metazoan ancestral form corresponding in or-
ganization to a simple invaginated gastrula — gas>trae<al \-3l\
adj

gas-tral \'gas-tr3l\ adj : of or relating to the stomach or digestive
tract

gas.trecto.my \ga-'strek-t3-me\ n [ISV] : surgical removal of aU
or part of the stomach

gaS'triC \'gas-trik\ adj [Gk gastr-, gaster, alter, of (assumed) Gk
graster, fr. Gk gran to gnaw, eat] : of or relating to the stomach

gastric juice n : a thin watery acid digestive fluid secreted by
glands in the mucous membrane of the stomach

gastric ulcer n ; a peptic ulcer situated in the stomach
gas>trin \'gas-tran\ n : a hormone probably identical with hista-
mine that induces secretion of gastric juice

gas-tri-tis \ga-'strit-as\ n : inflammation esp. of the mucous
membrane of the stomach

gas.tro-coel also gas-tro.coele \'gas-tr3-,sel\ n [F gastrocSIe, fr.

gastr- + -cele -coele] : archenteron
gas-tro.en.ter-ol.o.gist \,gas-(,)tro-,ent-a-'ral-3-iast\ n : a special-
ist in gastroenterology

gas.tro.en.ter.ol.o.gy \-je\ n [ISV] : the study of the diseases
and pathology of the stomach and intestines

gas*tro>gen.ic \,gas-tr3-'jen-ik\ or gas. trog^e.nous \ga-'straj-
3-n3s\ adj : of gastric origin <~ anemia)

gas-tro-in.tes.ti.nal \,gas-(.)tro-in-'tes-t3n-'i\ adj : of or relating
to both stomach and intestine
gas*tro-nome \'gas-tra-,n6m\ n [F, back-formation fr. gastro-
nomies ; epicure, gourmet

gas>tro>nom.ic \,gas-tra-'nam-ik\ adj : of or relating to gastron-
omy — gas*tro*nom*i>cal \-i-kal\ adj — gas>tro*nom>i-cal>ly
\-i-kC9-)le\ adv

ga5>tron>o<mist \ga-'stran-3-mast\ n : gastronome
gas<tron>0>my \-rae\ n [F gastronomic, fr. Gk Gastronomia, title

of a 4th cent. B.C. poem, fr. gastro- belly -t- -nomia -nomy] 1 ; good
eating or its lore 2 : culinary customs or style

gaS'trO'pod \'gas-tr3-,pad\ n [NL Gastropoda, class name] : any
of a large class (Gastropoda) of mollusks (as snails) often with a
univalve shell and usu, a distinct head bearing sensory organs— gastropod also gas>trop*0'dan \ga-'strap-3d-an\ or gas*trop-
o-dous \-3d-3s\ adj

gas*tro*SCOpe \'gas-tr3-,skop\ n [ISV] : an instrument for viewing
the interior of the stomach — gas*tro>scop>ic \,gas-tra-'skap-ik\
adj — gas<tros>co<pist \ga-'stras-k3-past\ n — gas*tros>Co>py
\-pe\ n

gas.tro-trich \'gas-tr3-,trik\ n [deriv. of Gk gastr- -I- trich-, thrix
hair — more at trich-] ; any of a small group (Gastrotricha) of
minute freshwater multicellular animals superficially resembling
infusorians — gaS'trot^ri-chan \ga-'stra-tri-k3n\ adj or n

gaS'trO'Vas.cU'Iar \,gas-(,)tro-'vas-ky3-l3r\ adj [ISV] : function-
ing in both digestion and circulation

gas-tru.la \'gas-tr3-i3\ n, pi gastrulas or gas-tru-lae \-,le, -,1T\

[NL, fr. gastr-l : an early metazoan embryo consisting of a hollow
2-layered cellular cup made up of an outer epiblast and an inner
hypoblast that meet along the marginal Une of a blastopore and
jointly enclose the archenteron — gas<tra-lar \-l3r\ adj

gas<tru>late \-.Iat\ vi : to become or form a gastrula — gas>tra-
la>tlon \,gas-tr3-'la-sh3n\ n

gas turbine n : an engine in which turbine blades are driven by hot
gases whose pressure and velocity are intensified by compressed
air introduced into the combustion chamber
gaS'Works \'gas-,w3rks\ n pi but sing in constr : a plant for manu-
facturing gas
'gat \(')gat\ archaic past of GET
2gat \'gat\ n [prob. fr. D, lit., hole; akin to OE geatj : a natural or
artificial channel or passage
3gat n [short for Gatling gun} slang ; pistol
igate Vgat\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE geat: akin to ON gat
opening. Gk chezein to defecate] 1 : an opening in a wall or fence
2 : a city or castle entrance often with towers or other defensive
structures 3 : the frame or door that closes a gate 4 a : a means
of entrance or exit b : a pass or defile in mountains c ; an open-
ing between two markers through which a skier must pass in a
slalom race 5 a : a door, valve, or other device for controlling
the f)assage esp. of fluid b ; a signal that makes an electronic
circuit operative for a short period 6 : a channel in a foundry
mold through which the molten metal flows into the cavity made
by the pattern 7 : the total admission receipts or the number of
spectators at a sports event 8 slang : dismissal (gave him the '^>
— gate>keep<er \-,ke-p3r\ n ~ gate-way \'gat-,wa\ n
agate vt 1 ; to supply with a gate 2 Brit : campus 3 : to control
by means of a gate
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gateleg uble

Sgate n [ME, fr. ON gata road; akin to OHG gazza road] 1 archaic
: WAY, PATH 2 dial : METHOD, STYLE

gate-crash.er \'gat-,krash-3r\ n ; one who enters without paying
admission or attends without invitation — gate-crash<ing \-io\ "

gate'fold \-,fold\ n : a folded insert (as a map) in a book or other
publicaiion larger In some dimension than the page
gateleg table \,gat-,leg-, -,lag-\ n : a table with drop leaves sup-
ported by movable paired legs

gate«post \'gat-,post\ n : the post to which
a gate is hung or the one against which it

closes
igath.er \'gath-9r, 'geth-\ vb gath-er-ing
\-(a-)rio\ [ME gaderen, fr. OE gaderian;
akin to Skt gadh to hold fast — more at
good] vt 1 : to bring together : collect
2 a : PICK, HARVEST t : to pick up little by
little c ; to gain by gradual increase <'^
speed) d : to accumulate and place in order
or readiness {^ed up his tools) e ; to assemble (volume signatures)
in sequence for binding 3 : to serve as a center of attraction for
4 : to effect the coUection of (as tax) 5 a ; to summon up b : to
prepare (as oneself) by mustering strength 6 a : to bring together
the parts of b : to draw about or close to something i'^ing his
cloak about him) c : to pull (fabric) along a line of stitching so as
to draw into puckers d : to haul in 7 : guess, deduce '»- vi

1 a ; to come together in a body b : to cluster around a focus of
attraction 2 a : to swell and fill with pus b : grow, increase— gath-ei-er \-9r-3r\ n
syn COLLECT, ASSEMBLE, CONGREGATE: GATHER Is the most general

term for bringing or coming together and lacks definite connotation
except when it suggests a picking or harvesdng; collect often
implies careful selection or orderly arrangement; assemble implies
an ordered union or organization of persons or things and a
definite purpose in their coming or being brought together; con-
gregate implies a spontaneous flocking together into a crowd or
huddle syn see in addition infer

Sgather n l ; something gathered; esp : a puckering in cloth made
by gathering 2 : an act or instance of gathering

gath^ei'lng /i 1 a : assembly, meeting b : a suppurating swelling
: ABSCESS 2 : the collecting of food and raw materials from the
wild 3 : COLLECTION, COMPILATION 4 : a gather in cloth

Gat-ling gun \,gat-ho-\ n [Richard J. Galling 11903 Am inventor]
: an early machine gun with a revolving cluster of barrels fired
once each per revolution
gauche \'g5sh\ adj [F, lit., left] : lacking social experience or grace

; CRUDE syn see awkward — gauche-ness \'gosh-n3s\ n —
gaU'Che-rie \,go-sh3-'re\ n
gaU'Cho \'gau-(,)cho\ n [AmerSp] : a cowboy of the So. American
pampas
gaud \'g6d, 'gad\ n [ME gaude] : ornament, trinket
gaud-ery \-a-re\ n_: showy ornament; esp : personal finery
gaud-i'ly Vgod-'l-e, 'gad-\ adv : in a gaudy manner ; showily
gaud^i-ness \'g6d-e-nas, 'ead-\ n : showiness
igaudy \-e\ adj ; ostentatiously or tastelessly ornamented
syn TAWDRY, garish, flashy, meretricious: gaudy implies a

tasteless use of overly bright colors or lavish ornamentation;
TAWDRY imphes both gaudiness and cheapness of quality; garish
stresses an unpleasant brightness; flashy implies momentarily
brilliant performance or display that is likely to prove shallow or
vulgar; meretricious appUes to what is superficially attractive or
plausible but lacking sincerity or sound basis
agau.dy \'g6d-e, 'gad-\ n [prob. fr. L gaudium joy — more at
joy] : a feast or entertainment esp. in the form of an annual college
dinner in a British university

gaul>ler \'_^f-sr, 'gof-, 'gof-\ var of goffer
igauge \'gaj\ n [ME. gauge, fr. ONF] \ a ; measurement according
to some sundard or sys-
tem b : dimensions, size
2 a : an instrument for
m e a s u r i

b : an
measuring a dimension or
for testing mechanical ac-
curacy c : an instrument
with a graduated scale or
dial for measuring or in-

dicating quantity 3 : rel-

ative position of a ship
with reference to another
ship Id the
4a: the distance between 6^"^^ 2b: J thickness,^ wire or sheet

the rails of a railroad °i«^' ^ t^^P"^'
;f

,^"^"'^'"8' -^ SO no-go,

b : the distance between " tnreaa

a pair of wheels on an
axle 5 : the quandty of plaster of paris used with mortar to
accelerate its setting 6 : the size of a shotgun expressed as the
number of lead balls each just fitting the interior diameter of the
barrel required to make a pound <a \2-gauge shotgun) 7 a : the
thickness of sheet metal or the diameter of wire, a hypodermic
needle, or a screw b ; the fineness of a knitted fabric in loops per
V/i inch syn see standard

2gauge \"\ vr 1 a ; to measure the size, dimensions, or other
measurable quantity of exactly b : to determine the capacity or
contents of c : estimate, judge 2 a : to check for conformity to
specifications or limits b : to measure off or set out 3 : to mix
(plaster; in definite proportions 4 : to_ dress (as bricks) to size by
rubbing or chipping — gauge.able \'ga-ja-bal\ adj— gauge>ably
\-ble\ adv

gaug.er \'ga-j3r\ n 1 : one that gauges 2 chiejly Brit : an excise-
man who inspects dutiable bulk goods
Gaul \'g61\ /I 1 : a Celt of ancient Gaul 2 : frenchman
iGaul.ish \'g6-lJsh\ adj : of or relating to the Gauls or their
language or land

2Gaulisli n : the Celdc language of the ancient Gauls
GaiUl'lsm \'go-,liz-3m\ n 1 : a French poUtical movement during
World War II led by Charles de Gaulle in opposition to the Vichy
regime 2 : a postwar French political movement led by Charles de
Gaulle and usu. associated with rigntist pohcies — GauU<lst
\-l3st\ n

gault \'g6lt\ n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON gald hard-
packed snow] : a heavy thick clay soil

gaum \'g6m, 'gam\ vt [perh. alter, of *gum1 dial : smudge, smear
gaunt V'gont, 'gant\ adj [ME] 1 ; being thin and angular 2 : at-
tenuated by suffering or weariness 3 : barren, desolate syn
see lean — gaunt'ly adv — gaunt>ness n
igaunt.let \'g6nt-l3t, 'gant-X n [ME, fr. MF
gantelet, dim. of gam glove, of Gmc origin; akin
to MD want mitten, ON vottr gloves] 1 : a
glove to protect the hand worn with medieval
armor 2 : any of various protective gloves
used esp. tn industry 3 : a challenge to combat
with 4 : a dress glove extending above the gauntlet 1
wrist — gaunt-let'ed \-l3t-3d\ adj
2gaunt-let X'gont-lat, 'gant-\ n [by folk etymology fr. gantelopej
1 : a double file of men facing each other and armed with clubs
or other weapons with which to strike at an individual who is

made to run between them 2 ; a cross fire of any kind; also
: ordeal

gauT \'gau(3)r\ n [Hindi, fr. Skt gaura; akin to Skt go bull, cow— more at cow] : a large East Indian wild ox {Bibos gaurus) with a
broad forehead and short thick conical horns
gauss \'gaus\ n, pi gauss also gauss-CS [Karl F. Gauss tl855
G mathematician] : the cgs unit of magnetic induction equal to the
magnetic flux density that will induce an electromotive force of
one one-hundred millionth of a volt in each linear centimeter of a
wire moving laterally with a speed of one centimeter per second at
right angles to a magnetic flux
gauze \'g6z\ n [MF gaze'i 1 a ; a thin often transparent fabric
used chiefly for clothing or draperies b : a loosely woven cotton
surgical dressing c ; a firm woven fabric of metal or plastic
filaments (plastic ^s} 2 ; haze, mist — gauze>like \-,irk\ adj ~
gauz-i-ly \'g6-z3-le\ adv — gauz-i*ness Vze-n9s\ n — gauzy
\-ze\ adj
ga>vage \ga-'vazh\ n [F] : introduction of material into the stom-
ach by a tube
gave past oj give
igav-el \'gav-3l\ n [ME, fr. OE gafol; akin to OE giefan to give]
; rent or tribute in ancient and medieval England

2gavel n [origin unknown] 1 ; a mason's setting maul 2 : the
mallet of a presiding officer or auctioneer
3gavel vr gav=eled or gav.elled; gav.eMng or gav>el*ling
\-(3-)liq\ I to bring or force by use of a gavel

gav>el>klnd \'gav-3l-.kTnd\ n [ME gavelkynde, fr. ^gavel + kinde
kind] : a tenure of land existing chietly in Kent from Anglo-Saxon
times until 1925 and providing for division of an intestate's estate
equally among the sons or other heirs

gave*lock \'gav-bk\ n [ME gavelok, fr. OE gajeluc, of Celt origin;
akin to W gajlach javelin] dial Brit ; an iron crowbar

ga.VOtte \g9-'vat\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. OProv gavato^ 1 : a dance of
French peasant origin marked by the raising of the feet 2 : a
tune for the gavotte in moderately quick ^ time — gavotte vi

Ga<wain \ga-'wan, 'ga-,wan, 'gau-3n\ n : a nephew of King Arthur
and knight of the Round Table
igawk \'g6k\ vi [perh. alter, of obs. gaw (to stare)] ; to gape or
stare stupidly
2gawk n [prob. fr. E dial, gawk Geft-handed)] : lout
gawk'ish \'g6-kish\ adj ; awkward, dull — gawk>isli*ly adv— gawk-ish'_ness n
gawky \'g6-ke\ adj : awkward, clumsy — gawky n
gaW'Sie or gaw.sy \*g6-se\ adj [origin unknown] chiejly Scot

: prosperous and jolly looking
gay \'ga\ adj [ME. fr. MF g-ai] 1 : happily excited : MERRY
2 a : bright, lively b : brilliant in color 3 : given to social
pleasures; also : licentious syn see lively— gay adv— gay>ness n
gay.ety var oj gaiety
gayly var oj gaily
ga.za.bo \g3-'za-(,)bo\ n [origin unknown] slang : fellow, guy
igaze \'gaz\ vi [ME gazen] : to fix the eyes in a steady and intent

look and often with eagerness or studious attention — gaz-er n
syn gaze, gape, stare, glare, peer, gloat mean to look (at)

long and attentively, gaze implies fixed and prolonged attention
(as in wonder, admiration, or abstractedness); gape suggests an
openmouthed often stupid wonder; stare implies a direct opens
eyed gazing denoting curiosity, disbelief, insolence; glare is a
fierce or angry staring; peer suggests a looking narrowly and
curiously as if through a small opening; gloat implies a prolonged
gazing expressing undue or mahgnant satisfaction

2gaze n : a fixed intent look
ga.ze.bo \g3-'za-(.)bo, -'ze-\ n [perh. fr. ^gaze -f- L -ebo (as in
videbo I shall see)] ; belvedere

gaze*hound \'gaz-,haund\ n ; a dog that hunts by sight rather than
by scent; esp ; greyhound

ga*zelle \g3-*zel\ n, pi gazelles also gazelle [F, fr. MF, fr. Ar
ghazal'] : any of numerous small, graceful, and swift African and
Asiatic antelopes (of Cazella and related genera) noted for their

soft lustrous eyes
iga.zette \gs-'zet\ n [F, fr. It gazetta'] 1 ; newspaper 2 : an
official journal 3 Brit : an armouncement in an official gazette

2gazette vr l chiejly Brit : to announce or publish in a gazette

2 Brit ; to announce the appointment or status of in an official

gazette
gaz-et'teer \.gaz-3-'ti(3)r\ n 1 archaic : journalist, publicist
2 [The Gazetteer's: or. Newsman's Interpreter, a geographical
index edited by Laurence Echard] : a geographical dictionary
gaz-cgene \'gaz-3-Jen\ var o/ gasogene
G del n : treble clef
ge- or geo- comb jorm [ ME geo-. fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L, fr. Gk ge-,

geo; fr. ge] 1 ; earth : ground : soil (geanticline) (geophyte)
2 : geographical : geography and <geopoUtics>

-gea — see -gaea
ge.an.ti.oliue \je-'ant-i-,kirn\ also ge.an.ti-cli.nal \(.)je-,ant-i-

•klTn-'l\ n i a great upward flexure of the earth's crust — compare
geosyncune
Igear \*gi(3)r\ n [ME gere, fr. OE gearwe; akin to OHG garuwi
equipment, clothing, OE gearu ready — more at yare] 1 a : cloth-
ing, GARMENTS b I movable property ; goods 2 : equipment,
paraphernalia 3 a : the rigging of a ship or boat b ; the harness
esp. of horses 4 dial chiejly Brit ; absurd talk ; nonsense 5 dial

chiejly Brit ; doings 6 a (1 ) : a mechanism that performs a specific

function in a complete machine (steering ^> (2) ; a toothed wheel
(3) : working relation or adjustment <in '^> b : one of two or more
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adjustments of a motor-vehicle transmission that determine me-
chanical advantage, relative speed, and direction of travel — gear-
less \-las\ adj

agear vt 1 a ; to provide with gearing h : to connect by gearing
c : to put Into gear 2 a : to make ready for effective operation
b ; to adjust so as to match or blend with something -^ vi X of
machinery : to be in or come Into gear 2 : to become adjusted so
as to match or blend
gear-box \'gi(3)r-,baks\ n : transmission 3
gear-ing n 1 : the act or process of providing or fitting with gears
2 : the parts by which motion is transmitted from one portion of
machinery to another

gear*Sliift \'giC3)r-,shift\ n ; a mechanism by which the transmis-
sion gears in a power-transmission system are engaged and dis-
engaged

gear wheel n : a toothed wheel that gears with another piece of a
mechanism; specij : cogwheel
Geat X'yaat, 'ya(-)at\ n [OE Geat'\ : a member of a Scandinavian
people of southern Sweden subjugated by the Swedes in the 6th
century — Geat-ish \-ish\ adj
gecko \'gek-C,)o\ n. pi geck-os or geck>oes [Malay ge'kok, of
imit, origin] ; any of numerous small harmless chiefly tropical and
nocturnal insectivorous Uzards (family Gekkonidae)
igee \'je\ V imper [origin unknown] — used as a direction to turn
to the right or move ahead; compare ^haw '^ vi geed; gee-lng
: to turn to the right side

2gee n 1 : the letter g 2 Iguy} slang : man, guy 3 [grand] slang
: a thousand dollars

3gee interj [euphemism for Jesus'] — used as an introductory exple-
tive or to express surprise or enthusiasm
gee*gaw \'je-(.)g6, 'ge-\ varo/ gewgaw

"; \'gek\ n [prob. fr. E dial, geek, g
G] : a carnival performer often billec

. includes biting the bead off a live chicken or snake
geese pi of goose
geest X'gast, 'gestV n [G] 1 : alluvial matter not of recent origin
on the surface of land 2 : loose material (as earth or soil) formed
by decayof rocks in a place
Ge-ez \ge-'ez\ n [Ethiopic gc'er] ; ethiopic 1

gee*zer \'ge-zsr\ n [prob. alter, of Sc guiser (one In disguise)]
slang : a queer, odd, or eccentric man
ge-m.te lish \ga-*fii-t3-.\ n [Yiddish, Ut., filled fish] : a Jewish
dish of stewed or baked fish stuffed with a mixture of the fish flesh,
bread crumbs, eggs, and seasoning or prepared as balls or oval
cakes boiled in a fish stock

ge-gen*SGliein \'ga-g3n-,shTn\ n, ojten cap [G, fr. gegen against,
counter- -I- schein shine] : a faint light about 20" across on the
celestial sphere opposite the sun probably associated in origin with
the zodiacal light

Ge.hen-na \gi-'hen-a\ n [LL, fr. Gk Geenna, fr. Heb GS" Hinnom,
lit., valley of Hinnom] 1 : hell la(2) 2 : a place or state of misery

Gei.ger counter \,gr-g3r-'\ or Geiger-MUl-ler counter \-'myul-
or-, , -'mil-, -'m3l-\ n [Hans Geiger tl945 G physicist and W.
M'uller, 20th cent. G physicist] 1 : geiger-Mi)LLER tube 2 : an
instrument consisting of a Geiger-MuUer tube and the electronic
equipment used in conjunction with it to record the momentary
current pulsations in the tube gas
Geiger-MtUler tube or Geiger tube n [H. Geiger and W. MUllerl

t a gas-filled counting tube with a cylindrical cathode and axial
wire electrode for detecting the presence of cosmic rays or radio-
active substances by means of the ionizing particles that penetrate
its envelope and set up momentary current pulsations in the gas

gei*sha X'ga-sha, 'ge-\ n, pi geisha or geishas [Jap, fr. gei art +
sha society] : a Japanese girl who is trained to provide entertaining
and lighthearted company esp. for a man or a group of men
'gel \'jel\ n [gelatin} ; a colloid in a more solid form than a sol
agel vi gelled; gel-ling : to change into or take on the form of a gel— gel-able \'jel-3-b3l\ adj
ge.ian-de.sprung \g3-'len-d3-,s(h)pruo\ n [G, fr. geVdnde open
field + sprung jump] : a jump m skiing made from a low crouching
position with the aid of both ski poles and usu. over an obstacle

gel.ate \'jel-.at\ vi : gel
gel-a.tin also gel.a.tine \'JeI-5t-*n\ n [F gelatine edible jeUy,
gelatin, fr. It gelatina, fr. gelato, pp. of gelare to freeze, fr. L —
more at cold] 1 ; glutinous material obtained from animal tissues
by boiling; esp : a colloidal protein used as a food, in photography,
and in medicine 2 a : any of various substances resembhng gelatin
b ; an edible jelly formed with gelatin era thin colored trans-
parent sheet used to color a stage light

ge.la.ti.ni.za-tion Xja-.lat-'n-a-'za-shsn, Jel-a-ta-na-N n ; the pro-
cess of gelatinizing

ge-la-tl>nize \j3-'iat-*n-,Tz, 'jel-3-t3-,nTz\ vt 1 : to convert into a
gelatinous form or into a jelly 2 : to coat or treat with gelatin '^ vi

t to become gelatinous or change into a jelly

ge>lat-i>nous Xja-'lat-nss, -'n-as\ adj 1 : resembling gelatin or jelly

: VISCOUS {a -^ precipitate) 2 : of, relating to, or containing gelatin— ge*lat*i*nous>ly adv — ge*lat<l-nous*ness n
ige-la-tion \ji-'la-sh3n\ n [L gelation-^ gelatio, fr. gelatus, pp. of
gelare] : the action or process of freezing

2ge.la.tion \je-'la-sh3n\ n i^gel + -ation"] : the formation of a gel
from a sol
igeld \'geld\ vt [ME gelden, fr. ON gelda: akin to OE gelte young
sow, Gk gallos eunuch, priest of Cybele] 1 ; castrate; also : spay
2 a : DEPRIVE b : to lessen the force of : expurgate

ageld n [OE gield, geld service, tribute; akm to OE gieldan to pay,
yield] : the crown tax paid under Anglo-Saxon and Norman kings

geld-ing \'gel-dio\ n [ME, fr. ON geldingr, fr. gelda} 1 ; a castrated
animal; specij ; a castrated male horse 2 : eunuch

gel'id \'jel-3d\ adj [L gelidus, fr. gelu frost, cold] ; extremely cold
: icy — ge-lid>i.ty \ja-'lid-3t-e, Je-\ n — gel>id.ly adv

gel-ig.nite \'jel-ig-,nTt\ n [ge/atin -i- L ignis fire + E -ite — more
at ignite] : a dynamite in which the adsorbent base is largely
potassium nitrate or a similar nitrate usu. with some wood pulp

gelt \'geU\ /I [D & G geld& Yiddish gelt; all akin to OE geld service,
tribute] slang : money
tgem \'jem\ n [ME gemme, fr. MF, fr. L gemma bud, gem] 1 a
: jewel b : a precious or sometimes semiprecious stone cut and

polished for ornament 2 a : something prized esp. for great beauty
or perfection b : a highly prized or well-beloved person 3 : muf-
fin
»gem vt gemmed; gem-ming ; to adorn with or as if with gems
Ge-ma.ra \g3-'mar-a, -'m6r-\ n [Aram gurnard completion] : a
commentary on the Mishnah forming the second part of the Talmud— Ge-ma'iic \-ik\ adj— Ge.ma-rist \-3st\ n
igem.i*nate \'jem-3-n3t, -.nat\ adj [L geminatus, pp. of geminare
to double, fr. geminus twin] ; arranged in pairs : dupucate —
gem.i.nate*ly adv

sgem.i.nate \-,nat\ vt : double -« v/ : to become double or paired— gem.i.na.tion \,jem-3-*na-shan\ n
Gem.i.ni \'jem-3-(,)ne. -.nl; "gem-a-.neX n pi but sing in constr [L
(gen. Geminorum), lit., the twins (Castor and Pollux)] 1 : the 3d
zodiacal constellation pictorially represented as the twins Castor
and Pollux sitting together and located on the opposite side of the
Milky Way from Taurus and Orion 2 : the 3d sign of the zodiac
gem.ma \'jem-3\ n, pi gem-mae \-,e\ [L] : bud; broadly : an
asexual reproductive body that becomes detached from a parent
plant — gem.ma'Ceous VJe-'ma-shasX adj — gem-ma-tion
\-sh3n\ n
gem.mate \'jem-,at\ adj \ ; having gemmae 2 ; reproducing by a
bud
gem-mip>a>rous \je-'mip-3-r3s\ adj ; producing or reproducing by
buds — gem.mip-a.rous'ly adv

gem.mo-log.i.cal or gem.olog.i.cal \.jem-3-'mj-l-k3l\ ad) : of
or relating to a gem or gemmology
gem.mol.o-gist or gem-ol-cgist \je-'mal-3-j3st\ n : a specialist
in gems
gem.mol.o.gy orgem.Ql.o.gy \-je\ n[L gemma gem] : the science
of gems
gem>mu>Ia>tion \,jem-y9-'la-sh3n\ n ; formation of or reproduc-
tion by gemmules
gem.mule \'jem-(,)yu(a)l\ n [F, fr. L gemmula, dim. of gemma
bud] : a small bud: a : a minute particle held in the theory of pan-
genesis to mediats the production in a new individual of cells like
that in which it originated b : an internal resistant reproductive
bud (as of a sponge) — gem>inU'liI*er.ous \,jem-yu-'lif-(3-)r3s\
adj
gem>my \'jem-e\ adj 1 : having the characteristics desired in a
gemstone 2 : glittering, bright
ge.mot or ge.mote \g3-'m6t\ n [OE gemot, fr. ge- (perfective
prefix) + mot assembly — more at co-, moot] : a judicial or legisla-
tive assembly in England before the Norman conquest
gemS'bOk \'gemz-,bak\ n [ Afrik, Ut., male chamois, fr. G gemsbock,
fr. gems chamois + bock male goat] : a large and strikingly
marked oryx {Oryx gazella) formerly abundant in southern Africa
gem.stone \'jem-.ston\ n : a mineral or petrified material that can
when cut and polished be used in jewelry
igen- or geno- comb jorm [Gk genos birth, race, kind — more at
kin] 1 : race (genocide) 2 ; genus : kind (genotype)

2gen- or geno- comb jorm ; gene (geflocline)
-gen \jan also esp when two unstressed syllables precede ,jen\ also
-gene \,jen\ n comb jorm [F -gene, fr, Gk -genes born; akin to Gk
genos birth] 1 ; producer (androgen) 2 : one that Is (so) pro-
duced (cultigen) (phosgene)
gen.danne V'zhan-.darm, 'jan-X n [F, fr. MF, back-formation fr.

gensdarmes, pi. of gent d'armes, Ut., armed people] 1 : one of a
body of soldiers esp. in France serving as an armed police force
for the maintenance of public order 2 slang ; policeman
gen.dar.mer<ie or gen-dar-mery \jan-'da(r)m-9-re, zhan-\ n
[MF gendarmerie, fr. gendarme} : a body of gendarmes
igen-der \'jen-d3r\ n [ME gendre, fr. MF genre, gendre fr. L
gener-, genus birth, race, kind, gender — more at kin] 1 : sex
2a: any of two or more subclasses within a grammatical class of
a language (as noun, pronoun, adjective, verb) that are partly
arbitrary but also partly based on distinguishable characteristics

such as shape, social rank, manner of existence, or sex and that
determine agreement with and selection of other words or gram-
matical forms b : membership of a word or a grammatical form
in such a subclass c : an inflectional form showing membership
in such a subclass
sgender vb gen>der>ing \-d(3-)rio\ [ME gendren, fr. MF gendrer,
fr. L generare — more at generate] ; engender
gene \'jen\ n [G gen, short for pangen, fr. pan- + -gen} ; an element
of the germ plasm that transmits hereditary characters, is con-
sidered a complex self-perpetuating protein molecule, and occurs
in the chromosomes

ge>ne<a.lOg.i>cal X.je-ne-s-'laj-i-ksl, ,jen-e-\ adj : of or relating to
genealogy — ge-ne.a.log.i'CaMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ge.ne>aI>o.glst \,je-ne-'al-3-j3st, ,jen-e-, -'al-\ n : a person who
traces or studies the descent of persons or families

ge>ne.al*0.gy \-je\ n [ME genealogie, fr. MF, fr. LL genealogla,

fr. Gki fr. genea race, family + -logia -logy; akin to Gk genos race]

1 ; an account of the descent of a person, family, or group from an
ancestor or from older forms 2 : regular descent of a person,
family, or group of organisms from a progenitor or older form
: pedigree 3 : the study of family pedigrees

gene mutation n : mutation due to fundamental intramolecular
reorganization of a gene
genera pi oj genus
gen.ei.a.ble \'jen-(3-)r3-bal\ adj : capable of being generated
igen-er.al \'jen-(a-)r3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. 'Lgeneralis, fr. gener-^
genus kind, class — more at kin] 1 ; involving or applicable to the
whole 2 : involving, reladng to, or applicable to every member of a
class, kind, or group 3 a : applicable to or characteristic of the
majority of individuals involved ; prevalent b : concerned or
dealing with universal rather than particular aspects 4 : relating to,

determined by, or concerned with main elements rather than Umited
details (bearing a '--' resemblance to the original) 6 : not confined
by specialization or careful limitation 6 : belonging to the common
nature of a group of like Individuals : generic 7 : holding superior
rank syn see universal

^general n l : something that involves or Is applicable to the whole
2 archaic : the general public ; people 3 : superior general
4 a : general officer b (1) ; a commissioned officer in the army
or air force ranking above a lieutenant general and below a
general of the army or a general of the air force (2) : a commis-
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sioned officer of the highest rank in the marine corps — in general
: for the most part : generally

general assembly « l : the highest governing body In a religious
denomination (as the United Presbyterian Church) 2 : a legisla-

tive assembly; esp ; a U.S. state legislature 3 cap G&.A : the su-
preme deliberative body of the Uniied Nations
General Court n : a legislative assembly; specij : the slate legislature
in Massachusetts and New Hampshire

general delivery n : a department of a post office that handles the
delivery of mail at a post office window to persons who call for it

general election n : an election usu. held at regular intei-vals in
which candidates are chosen in all or most consutuencies of a
nation or state

gen-er.a.lis.si.mo \,jen-(3-)ra-'lis-3-,ra5\ n, pi generalissimos
[It, fr. generate general] : the chief commander of an army ; com-
mander IN CHIEF

gen-er.al-ist \'jen-(3-)r3-l3st\ n : one who Is conversant with
several different fields or aptitudes

gen<er<al<i>ty \,jen-3-'ral-3i-e\ n 1 : the quaUty or state of being
general 2a: generalization 2 b : a vague or inadequate state-
ment 3 : the greatest part : bulk

gen.er.al-iza.tion \.jen-(a-)r3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process
of generalizing 2 : a general statement, law, principle, or proposi-
tion

gen>er*al.ize \'jen-(3-)r3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to give a general form to
2 a : to derive or induce (a general conception or principle) from
particulars b : to draw a general conclusion from 3 : to give
general applicability to <'^ a law); also : to make indefinite
^ vi 1 : to form generalizations; also t to make vague or indefinite
statements 2 : to extend throughout the body — gen*er*al-iz-er n

gen>er>al*iZ6d adj ; made general; esp j not highly differentiated
biologically nor strictly adapted to a particular environment

gen<er'al>ly \'jen-(3-)r3-le, 'jen-3r-le\ ac/v : in a general manner:
as a ; in disregard of specific instances and with regard to an over-
all pictuie <'--- speaking) b : as a rule : usually

general oflicer n ; any of the officers in the army, air force, or
marine corps above colonel

general ol the air force : a general of the highest rank in the air
force whose insignia is five stars

general of the army : a general of the highest rank in the army
whose insignia is five stars

general order « 1 : any of the orders that include permanent direc-
tive matter issued by a military headquarters 2 : any of the per-
manent military guard orders that govern the duties of a sentry

general paresis n : insanity caused by syptiilidc alteration of the
brain that leads to dementia and paralysis

general practitioner n : a physician or veterinarian who does not
limit his practice to a specialty

general-piiTpose adj : suitable to be used for two or more basic
purposes
general semantics n pi but sing or pi in constr : a doctrine and edu-
cational discipline intended to improve habits of response of human
beings to their environment and one another esp. by training in the
more critical use of words and other symbols

gen.er.al-ship \'jen-(3-)ral-.ship\ n 1 : office or tenure of office
of a general 2 ; military skill in a high comnmnder 3 : leader-
ship

general staff n : a group of officers in an army division or similar
or larger unit who assist their commander in planning, coordinating,
and supervising operations
general store n : a retail store that carries a wide variety of goods
but is not divided into departments
general will n : the collective will of a community that is the em-
bodiment or expression of its common interest

gen*er>ate \'jen-9-,rat\ vt [L generatus, pp. of generare^ fr. gener-,
genus birth — more at kin] : to bring into existence: as a : pro-
create, BEGET b ; to originate by a vital or chemical process
; PRODUCE c : to trace out mathematically by a moving point,
line, or surface — gen-er^a-tive \-3-,rat-iv, -(3-)rat-\ adj
gen>er>a>tion \,jen-a-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 a : a body of living beings
constituting a single step in the line of descent from an ancestor
b : a group of individuals bom and living contemporaneously
c : a group of individuals having contemporaneously a status (as
that of students in a school) which each one holds only for a
limited period d : a type or class of objects developed from an
earlier type 2 : the average si^an of time between the birth of
parents and that of their offspring 3 a : the act or process of
producing offspring : procreation b ; origination by a mathe-
matical, chemical, or other process ; production; specij : formation
of a geometrical figure by motion of another c : the process of
coming into being
generative cell « : a sexual reproductive cell : gamete
gen>er-a>tor \'jen-3-,rat-3r\ n 1 : one that generates 2 : an
apparatus in which vapor or gas is tormed 3 ; a machine by
which mechanical energy Is changed into electrical energy 4 : gen-
eratrix

gen-er-a-trix \jen-3-'ra-t''iks\ n, pi gen*er>a<tri>ces x-trs-.sez,
-3-r3-'tri-(,)se2\ ; a point, Une, or surface whose motion generates
a line, surface, or solid

ge-ner>ic \J3-'ner-ik\ adj [F generique, fr. L gcner-, genus birth,
kind, class] la: reladng to or characteristic of a whole group or
class : GENERAL b ; not protected by trademark registration
2 : relating to or having the rank of a biological genus syn see
UNIVERSAL — ge-ner-i-cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

gen.er-oS'ioty \,jen-a-'ras-9t-e, -'ras-te\ « 1 a : liberality in spirit
or act; esp ; liberality in giving bra generous act 2 : abundance,
LARGENESS
gen>er>OUS \'ien-(3-)r3s\ adj [MF or L; MF genereus, fr. L gener-
osus, fr. gener-, genus birth, family] 1 archaic ; highborn
2 a : characterized by a noble or forbearing spirit : magnanimous,
KINDLY b : liberal in giving : openhanded c : marked by abun-
dance or ample proportions : copious d : full flavored <-^ wine)
syn see liberal — geu-er*ous>ly adv — gen>er>ous-ne5s n

gen-e-sis \'jen-3-sas\ n, pi gen-e-ses \-3-.sez\ [L. fr. Gk, fr.

gignesthai to be born — more at kin] : the origin or coming into
being of something
gen>et \'jen-3t\ n [ME genete, fr. MF, fr. Ar jarnayfi : any of
several small Old World carnivorous mammals (genus Genelta)
related to the civets but with scent glands less developed and
claws fully retractile

ge.net-iC \J3-'net-ik\ adj Isenesls^ 1 : relating to or determined
by the origin, development, or causal antecedents of sometliing
2 a : of, relating to, or involving genetics b ; genic — ge-net-
i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ge-net-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

-ge»net.ic \j3-'net-ik\ adj comb jorm : -genic 1, 2 <psycho^enefic>
<spermatoge«e/ic)

ge>net<i-cist \J3-'net-3-s3st\ n : a specialist in genetics
ge»net.ics \j3-'net-iks\ n pi but sing in constr 1 a : a branch of
biology that deals with the heredity and variation of organisms
and with the mechanisms by which these are effected b : a treatise
or textbook on this subject 2 : the genetic makeup and phenomena
of an organism, type, group, or condition 3 : genesis
ge.ue.va \ja-'ne-v3\ n [modif. of obs. D genever (now jenever),
lit., juniper, deriv. of L juniperus'\ : a strongly alcoholic liquor
flavored with juniper berries and made in the Netherlands : Hol-
lands
Ge.ne.va bands \ja-,ne-va-\ n pi [Geneva, Switzerland; fr. their
use by the CalvJnist clergy of Geneva] : two strips of white cloth
suspended from the front of a clerical collar and sometimes used
by Protestant clergymen
Geneva convention n : one of a series of agreements concerning
the treatment of prisoners of war and of the sick, wounded, and
dead in battle first made at Geneva, Switzerland, in 1864 and
subsequently accepted in later revisions by the majority of nations
Geneva cross n [fr. its adoption by the Geneva convention]

: red cross
Geneva gown n [fr. its use by the Calvinist clergy of Geneva]

; a loose large-sleeved black academic gown widely used as a
vestment by Protestant clergvmen
Ge.ne-van \J3-'ne-V3n\ adj 1 : of or relating to Geneva, Switzerland
2 : of or relating to Geneva about the time of John Calvin ; cal-
viNisTic — Genevan n

1ge*nial N'je-nysJ, -ne-3l\ adj [L genialis, fr. genius'] 1 obs Z of or
relating to marriage or generation 2 a : favorable to growth or
comfort : MILD (-^ sunshine) b : marked by or diffusing svmpathy
or friendliness : kindly 3 obs i native, inborn 4 : displaying or
marked by genius syn see gracious — ge»niaj-i-ly \,je-ne-
'al-3t-e, jen-'yal-\ n — ge<nial>ly \'je-ny9-le, -ne-3-le\ adv —
ge-nial-ness n

2ge>ni>al \ji-'nT(-3)l\ adj [Gk geneion chin, fr. genys jaw — more at
chin] : of or relating to the chin

gen.lc \'je-nik\ adj ; of, relating to, or being a gene — gen-i>cal-ly
\-ni-k(3-)le\ adv

-gen-ic \'jen-ik\ adj comb jorm [ISV -gen Sc -geny + -ic] 1 : pro-
ducing ; forming (erogenic} 2 : produced by : formed from
(phytogenicy 3 [photogenicl : suitable for production or repro-
duction by (such) a medium (telegenic)

ge.nic-u.late \3a-'nik-y3-l3t\ or ge-nicu.lat.ed \-,lat-ad\ adj
[L geniculatus, fr. geniculum, dim. of genu knee — more at knee]
: bent abruptly at an angle like a bent knee — ge*nic>a>late>ly adv

ge-nie \'je-ne\ n. pi ge-nies \-nez\ also ge-nii \-ne-,r\ [F genie,
fr. Ar jinniy'} : jinn

gen>i>tal \*jen-3-t='l\ adj [ME, fr. L genitalis, fr. genitus, pp. of
gignere to beget — more at kin] 1 : generative 2 : of, relating
to, or being a sexual organ

gen.i.ta-Ua \,jen-3-"ta-le-3, -'tal-ya\ n pi [L, fr. neut. pi. of geni-
talis'] : the organs of the reproductive system; esp : the external
genital organs — gen-i-tal-ic \-'tal-ik\ adj

gen>i*tals \'jen-3-t'lz\ n pi : genitalia
gen>i>ti>val \,jen-3-'ti-v3l\ adj : of, relating to.or formed with or
from the genitive case — gen-i-ti-val-ly \-v3-le\ adv

gen-i.tive \'jen-3t-iv\ adj [ME, fr. L genelivus, genitivus, lit., of
generation (erroneous translation of Gk genikos genitive) „ fr.

genitus} 1 : of, relating to, or constituting a grammatical 'case
marking typically a relationship of possessor or source — com-
pare possessive 2 : not characterized by case inflection but never-
theless expressing a relationship that in some inflected languages
is often marked by a genitive case — used esp. of English preposi-
tional phrases introduced by oj — genitive n
genito- comb jorm [genital'} : genital and (geni/ourinary)
gen-i-to.uri.nary \,jen-a-t5-'y!Jr-a-,ner-e\ adj : of or relating to
the genital and urinary organs or functions

gen>i>ture \'jen-3-,chu(9)r, -char, -,t(y)u(3)r\ n : NATivrrv, birth
ge.nius X'je-nyas, -ne-as\ n, pi ge-nius-es or ge-nii \-ne-J\ [L,
tutelary spirit, fondness for social enjoyment, fr. gignere to beget]
1 pi genii t an attendant spirit of a person or place 2 : a strong
leaning or inclination : penchant 3 a : a peculiar, distinctive, or
identifying character or spirit b : the associations and traditions
of a place c : a personification .or embodiment esp. of a quality
or condition 4 pi usu genii a : an elemental spirit : jinn b : a
person who influences another for good or bad (his evil ^y
5 pi usu geniuses a : a single strongly marked capacity or aptitude
b : extraordinary intellectual power esp. as manifested in creative
activity c : a person endowed with transcendent mental supe-
riority; specij ; a person with a very high intelligence quotient
syn see gift

ge.nius lo-ci XJe-nya-'slo-.sT. -ne-s-, -'slo-.keX n [L] 1 : a tutelary
deity of a place 2 ; the pervading spirit of a place
geno see gen-
geno*ci*dal \,jen-3-'sTd-'l\ adj : tending toward or producing
genocide (~ acts)

genO'Cide \'jen-3-,sTd\ n : the deliberate and systematic destruction
of a racial, political, or cultural group
ge>nome \'je-,n5m\ or ge>nom \-,nam\ n [G genom, fr. gen-
2gen- + chiomosoin chromosome] : one haploid setof chromosomes
with the genes they contain — ge'UO'mlG \ji-'no-mik, -'nam-ik\
adj

ge>no>spe-cies \,je-no-'spe-(,)shez, -(,)sez\ n : the sum of the geno-
types of a taxonomic species

ge.no-type \'je-n3-,tip, *jen-3-\ /I 1 Pgen-] : type species 2 i^gen-"}

a ; the genetic constitution of an individual or group b : a class
croup of individuals sharing a specified genetic makeup —
lo.typ.ic \,j'
f — ge*no<t

\-,ti-'pis-3t-e\ i

-g.e-nous \j-3-n3s\ adj comb jorm [-gen -f- -ous} 1 ; producing
: yielding ipyvogenousy 2 : having (such) an origin {hypogenous}

genre \'zha(f)n-r3, 'zha'»(-3)r, 'zha(°)r]-r3\ n, often attrib [F. fr.

MF genre kind, gender — more at gender] 1 : kind, sort
2a: paintings that depict scenes or events from everyday lite usu'.
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realistically; also i the school or style of painting featured by the
use of such subject matter b : a distinctive type or category of
literary composition

geil>ro \'gen-'r6\ n pi, ojten cap [Jap genrol ; the elder statesmen
of Japan
gens Vjenz, 'gen(t)s\ n, pi geh*tes \'ien-,tez. 'gen-.tas\ [L gent-,
gens — more at gentle] 1 : a Roman clan embracing the families
of the same stock in the male line with the members having a
common name and being united in worship of their common
ancestor 2 : clan; esp : a patrilineal clan 3 ; a distinguishable
group of related organisms
igent \'jent\ adj [ME, noble, graceful, fr. OF, fr. L genitus, pp. of
gignere to beget — more at kin] archaic ; graceful, pretty
2gent n [short for gentleman'^ : man, fellow
gen-teel \jen-'tefa)l\ adj [MF gentil gentle] 1 a : having an
aristocratic quaHty or flavor : stylish b : of or relating to the
gentry or upper class c : elegant or graceful in manner, appear-
ance, or shape d : free from vulgarity or rudeness : polite
2a: maintaining or striving to maintain the appearance of superior
or middle-class social status or respectability b (I) : marked by
false deUcacy, prudery, or affectation (2) ; conventionally or
insipidly pretty <iimid and ^ artistic style) — gen>teel-ly \-'te(3)l-
le\ adv — gen»teel>nsss n
gen-tian \'jen-ch3n\ n [me gencian. fr. MF gentiane. fr. L gen-
tiana] 1 : any of two genera {Gentiana and Dasystephana) of
herbs of a family (Gentianaceae, the gentian family) with opposite
smooth leaves and showy usu. blue flowers 2 : the rhizome and
roots of the yellow gentian {Gentiana lutea) used as a tonic and
stomachic
gen.tia-neMa \,jen-ch(e-)a-'nel-s\ n tNL, dim. of L gentiana]
: any of several gentians; esp : an often cultivated blue-flowered
alpine gentian (Gentiana acaulis)

gentian violet n, often cap G&V \ a dye consisting of one or more
methyl derivatives of pararosaniline used as a biological stain, as a
bactericide, fungicide, and anthelmintic, and in the treatment of
bums

Igen.tile \'jen-,tTl\ n [ME, fr. LL gentilis, fr. L gent-, gens nation]
1 ojten cap : a person of a non-Jewish nation or of non-Jewish
faith; esp : a Christian as distinguished from a Jew 2 : heathen,
PAGAN 3 ojten cap % a non-Mormon

Sgentile adj 1 often cop a : of or relating to the nations at large as
distinguished from the Jews; also ; of or relating to Christians as
distinguished from the Jews b ; of or relating to non-Mormons
2 : PAGAN, HEATHEN 3 [L gcntiUs] 1 relating to a tribe or clan
4 : denoting a people or country (^Canadian and Irish are -^ nouns)

gen.ti.lesse \Jeni-=l-'es\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. gentil] archaic : de-
corum of conduct befitting a member of the gentry

gen>til>i>ty \jen-'til-3t-e\ n 1 a : the condition of belonging to the
gentry b : the members of the upper class : gentry 2 a ("H : de-
corum of conduct : courtesy (2) ; attitudes or activity marked by
false delicacy, prudery, or affectation b (1) : superior social status
or prestige evidenced by manners, possessions, or mode of life

(2) ; the maintenance of the appearance of superior or middles'
class social status esp. in the face of decayed prosperity

gen-tiS-iC acid \(.)]en-.tis-ik-, -,tiz-\ n [ISV fr. gentisin (a pigment
obtained from gentian root)] : a crystalline acid C7H7O4 used
medicinally as an analgesic and diaphoretic
Igen-tle \'ient-'l\ adj [ME gentil, fr. OF. fr. L gentilis of a clan, of
the same clan, fr. gent-, gens clan, nation; akin to L gignere to beget— more at kin] la; belonging to a family of hiph social station
b archaic ; chivalrous c : honorable, distinguished; specif ; of
or relating to a gentleman d : kind, amiable <'^ reader) e ; suited
to a person of high social station 2 a ; tractable, docile b : not
harsh, stern, or violent : mild 3 ; soft, delicate 4 : moderate
syn see soft — gent'ly \'jent-le\ adv
2gentle n : a person of genUe birth or status
3gentle vt gen-tling X'jent-lio, -'l-iri\ 1 : to raise from the com-
monalty : ennoble 2 a : to make mild, docile, soft, or moderate
b : mollify, placate c : to stroke soothingly : pet

gentle breeze n : wind having a speed of 8 to 12 miles per hour
gen-tle-folk \'jent-n-,f6k\ also gen.tie-folks \-,f6ks\ n pi : per-
sons of gentle or good family and breeding

gen.tle.man \'jent-'l-man\ n, ojten attrib 1 a ; a man of noble or
gentle birth b : a man belonging to the genti-y (sense 2b) c (1) : a
man who combines gentle birth or rank with chivalrous qualities

(2) : a man whose conduct conforms to a high standard of pro-
priety or correct behavior d (1) : a man of independent means who
does not engage in any occupation or profession for gain (2) ; a
man who does not engage in any menial occupation or in manual
labor for gain 2 : valet — often used in the phrase gentleman''

s

gentleman 3 : a man of any social class or condition
gen>tle>man-at-arms X-ms-nst-'armzX n, pi gentlemen-at-arms

; one of a military corps of 40 gentlemen who attend the British

sovereign on state occasions
gen.tle.man-corn.mon.er Vman-'kam-a-narX n, pi gentlemen-
commoners : one of a privileged class of commoners formeriy
required to pay higher fees than ordinary commoners at the uni-
versities of Oxford and Cambridge

gen.tle.man.like \'jent-=l-m3n-,ir<c\ adj : resembling or appropri-
ate to a gentleman — geu*tle>mau.like.ness n

gen.tle.man.li*ness X-man-le-nasX n : the quality or state of being
gentlemanly

gen.tle.man.ly \-le\ adj ; characteristic of or having the character
of a gentleman
gentleman of fortune : adventurer
gentleman's agreement or gentlemen's agreement n : an agree-
ment secured only by the honor of the participants

gen.tle.ness \'jent-'l-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being gentle;

esp : mildness of manners or disposition
gentle sex n : the female sex : women in general
gen.tle.wom.an \'jent-'l-,wum-9n\ n 1 a : a woman of noble or
gende birth b : a woman attendant upon a lady of rank 2 ; a
woman of refined manners or good breeding : lady
Gen.too \'jcn-u)tu\ n [Pg gentio, lit., gentile, fr. LL gentilis]

archaic : Hindu
gen.trice \']en-tr3s\ n [ME gentrise, fr. OF genterise, alter, of
gentelise, fr. gentil gentle] archaic ; gentility of birth : rank

gen.try \'jen-tfe\ n [ME gentrie, alter, of gentrise] 1 a obs : the

qualities appropriate to a person of gentle birth; esp : courtesy
b : the condition or rank of a gentleman 2 a : upper or ruling class
: aristocracy b : a class whose members are entitled to bear a
coat of arms though not of noble rank; esp : the landed proprietors
having such status 3 : people of a specified class or kind : folks

gen.U'flect \'jen-y3-.flekt\ vi [LL genujlectere, fr. L genu knee -H
flectsre to bend — more at knee] 1 : to bend the knee esp. in wor-
ship 2 : to be servilely obedient or respectful : kowtow
gen.u.flection also gen.u.flex.ion \,jen-y3-'flek-sh3n\ n : the
act or an instance of genuflecting

gen.u.ine \'ien-y3-W3n\ adj [L genuinus native, genuine; akin to L
gignere to beget — more at kin] la: actually having the reputed
or apparent qualities or character ; true <-" idealist) b : actually
produced by or proceeding from the alleged source or author
C : sincerely and honesdy felt or experienced 2 : of or relating to
the original stock 3 : free from hypocrisy or pretense syn see
authentic — gen-U'ine-Iy adv — gen.u.ine-ness Vwan-nasX n
ge.nus \'je-nas\ n, pi gen-era \'jen-a-ra\ [L gener-, genus birth,
race, kmd — more at kin] 1 : a class, kind, or group marked by
common characteristics or by one common characteristic; specif : a
category of biological classification ranking between the familv and
the species, comprising structurally or phylogenetically related
species or an isolated species exhibiting unusual differentiation, and
being designated by a Latin or latinized capitalized singular noun
2 : a class ofobjects divided into several subordinate species

-g.e.ny \j-3-ne\ n comb form [Gk -geneia act of being bom, fr.

-genes born — more at -gen] ; generation : production {hiogeny}
geo see ge-
geO'Cen.triC \.je-o-'sen-trik\ adj 1 a : relating to, measured from,
or as if observed from the earth's center b : having or relating to
the earth as center — compare heliocentric 2 : taking or based
on the earth as the center of perspective and valuation — geo-cen-
tri.cal.ly \-tri-k(s-)le\ adv

geO'Chem.i.cal \-'kem-i-k3l\ adj : of, relating to, or using the
methods of geochemistry — geo.Chem>i.caMy \-kf3-)le\ adv

geo-Chem-is-try \-"kem-3-stre\ n : a science that deals with the
chemical composition of and chemical changes in the crust of the
earth
gep.chro.no.log.i-cal \.je-C,)o-,kran-n-'aj-i-kal. -,kron-\ or geo-
Chro.no.log.Ic \-*aj-ik\ adj ; of or relating to geochronology

geo.cliro.nol-o.gy \-kr3-'nal-3-je\ n : the chronology of the past
as indicated by geologic data

geo-chro.no.met.ric N-.kran-a-'me-tiik, -,kro-na-\ adj ; of or relat-
ing to geochronometry
geo-chro.nom.e.try \-kr3-'nam-3-tre\ « : the measurement of past
time by geochronological methods

ge.ode \'je-,od\ n [L geodes, a gem, fr. Gk geodes earthlike, fr. ge
earth] 1 : a nodule of stone having a cavity lined with crystals or
mineral matter 2 : the cavity in a geode
igeo.de. Sic \,je-3-'des-ik, -*de-sik\ adj 1 : geodetic 2 : domed
or vaulted with a framework of Ught straight-sided polygons in
tension

2geodesic n : the shortest line between two points on a mathe-
matically derived surface

ge.Od.e.Sist \je-'ad-3-s9st\ n : a speciaUst in geodesy
ge-od'C.sy \-se\ n [Gk geodaisia, fr. geo- ge- -I- daiesthai to divide— more at tide] : a branch of applied mathematics that determines
the exact positions of points and the figures and areas of large por-
tions of the earth's surface, the shape and size of the earth, and the
variations of terrestrial gravity and magnetism

geO'det'iC \,je-9-'det-ik\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or determined by
geodesy 2 : relating to the geometry of geodetic lines — geo.det-
i.oal \-i-k3l\ adj — geo.det.i.cal.Iy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv
geO'duck \'gii-e-,d9k\ n [Chinook Jargon go-duck] ; an edible
clam (Panope generosa) of the Pacific coast weighing over 5 pounds

ge.Qg.no.sy \ie-'ag-n3-se\ n [ISV] : a branch of geology that deals
with the materials of the earth and its general exterior and interior

ge.og.ra-pher Xje-'ag-ra-farX n ; a specialist in geography
geo.graph'ic \,je-3-'graf-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to geography
2 : belonging to or characteristic of a particular region — geo-
graph.i'Cal \-i-k9l\ adj — geo.graph.i.cal.ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

geograpliical mile n : nautical mile
ge.Og.ra.phy \je-'ag-r3-fe\ n, ojten attrib [L geographia, fr. Gk
geographia, fr. geographein to describe the earth's surface, fr. geo-
+ graphein to write — more at carve] 1 : a science that deals with
the earth and its life; esp : the description of land, sea, air, and the
distribution of plant and animal life including man and his indus-
tiies 2 : the geographic features of an area 3 : a treatise on
geography 4 : a delineation or systematic arrangement of con-
stituent elements : configuration

ge.oid \'je-.6id\ n [G, fr. Gk geoeides earthlike, fr. ge] : the surface
within or around the eitrth that is evei-ywhere normal to the
direction of gravity and coincides with mean sea level in the oceans

geo.log.ic \,je-3-'laj-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or based on geology— geO'log'i'Cal \-i-k3l\ adj — geo.log.LcaMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
ge.ol'O'gist \je-'aI-3-j9St\ n : a specialist in geology
ge.ol-o-gize \-,jiz\ vi : to study geology or make geologic investi-

gations
ge.ol.O.gy \je-'al-3-je\ n, ojten attrib [NL geologia, fr. ge- + -logia

-logy] 1 a : a science that deals with the history of the earth and its

life esp. as recorded in rocks b ; a study of the solid matter of a
celestial body (as the moon) 2 : geologic features 3 : a treatise
on geology

geo.mag-net.ic \,je-(.)6-(,)mag-'net-ik\ adj : of or relating to
terrestrial magnetism — geo.mag-ne.tism \-'mag-n3-,tiz-3m\ n

geo.man>cer \'je-3-,manft)-s3r\ n ; one that practices geomancy
geo.man.cy \-se\ n [ME geomancie, fr. MF, fr. ML geomantia,
fr. LGk geomanteia, fr. Gk geo- + -manteia -mancy] : divination
by means of figures or Unes — gecman.tic \,je-3-'mant-ik\ adj
ge.om.e-ter \je-'am-3t-3r\ n : a specialist in geometry
geo.met.ric \,je-3-'me-trik\ adj_ 1 : of, relating to, or according
to the methods or principles of geometry 2 cap : of or relating to
a style of ancient Greek pottery characterized by geometric decora-
tive motifs 3 : utilizing rectilinear or simple curvilinear motifs
or outiines in design —_ geo*met.ri-cal \-tri-k3l\ adj — geo-
met-ri.cal-ly \-tri-k(9-)le\ adv
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geo*me<tri-clan \(,)je-,am-3-'trish-an, ,je-3-ma-\ n : geometer
geometric mean n l ; a term between the first and last terms of a
geometric progression 2 : the nth root of the product of n num-
bers
geometric progression n : a progression (as 1, H, »4) in which the
ratio of a term to its predecessor is always the same
geo-me<tnd Xje-'am-s-trad, ,je-3-'me-\ n [deriv. of Gk geometres
geometer, fr. geometrein'\ : any of a family (Geometridae) of
medium-sized moths with large wings and larvae that are loopers— geometrid adj

ge>om<e<trize \je-'"am-3-,triz\ vi : to work by or as if by geometric
methods or laws '^ vi 1 ; to represent geometrically 2 : to make
conform to geometric principles and laws

ge*om*e>try \je-'am-3-tre\ n, ojten attrib [ME geomelrie, fr. MF,
fr. L geomeiria, fr. Gk geomeiria, fr. gedmetrein to measure the
earth, fr. geo- ge- + metron measure — more at measure] 1 a : a
branch of mathematics that deals with the measurement, properties,
and relationships of points, lines, angles, surfaces, and solids
b : a particular type or system of geometry c : a treatise on geom-
etry 2 a : CONFIGURATION I) I surface shape 3 ; an arrangement
of objects or parts that suggests geometrical figures
geo*mor>phic \,je-3-'m6r-fik\ adj : of or relating to the form of the
earth or its surface features

geo-mor-pho-log-ic \-,mdr-fa-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to
geomorphology — geo>mor*plio>log-i*cal \-i-k3l\ adj
geo.mor.phol.o-gy \-{,)m6r-'fal-3-je\ n [ISV] 1 : a science that
deals with the land and submarine relief features of the earth's
surface and seeks a genetic interpretation of them 2 a : the features
dealt with in geomorphology b : a treatise on geomorphology

ge>opll-a>gy \je-'af-3-je\ n [ISV] ; a practice of eating earthy
substances (as clay) widespread among primitive or depressed
peoples on a scanty or unbalanced diet

geo-phys*i*cal \,je-3-'fi2-i-k3l\ adj : of, relating to, or based on
geophysics

geo>phys>i>ciSt \-'fiz-(3-)S3st\ n : a specialist in geophysics
geo.phyS'iCS \-'fiz-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ISV] : the
physics of the earth including the fields of meteorology, hydrology,
oceanography, seismology, volcanology, magnetism, radioactivity,
and geodesy

geo-phyte \'ie-5-,frt\ n ; a perennial plant that bears its overwinter-
ing buds below the surface of the soil

geo*po*lit*i>cal \,je-6-p3-'lit-i-kal\ adj : of. relating to, or based
on geopolitics — geo-po-Iit>i>cal<ly \-k(3-)Ie\ adv

geo*pol*i*ti<cian \-.p'al-3-'tish-an\ n : a speciahst in geopolitics
geo>pol<i<Ucs \-'p"aI-a-,tiks\ n pi but sing in constr 1 : a study of
the influence of such physical factors as geography, economics,
and demography on the politics and esp. the foreign policy of a
state 2 : a Nazi expansionist doctrine emphasizing strategic
frontiers, lebensraum, and racial, economic, and social pressures
as factors demanding reallocation of the earth's surface and re-
sources 3 : a governmental policy guided by geopohtics 4 : the
combination of political and geographic factors characterizing a
particular state or region
geo-pon>iC \,je-3-'pan-ik\ adj [Gk gedponikos, fr. geoponein to
plow, fr. ged- -»- ponein to toil, fr. ponos labor] : agricultliral— geo>pon<lcs \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr
George \'j6(3)rj\ n [St. George fab ad. 303, patron saint of Eng-
land] 1 : either of two of the insignia of the British Order of the
Garter 2 ; a British half crown or guinea bearing the image of
St. George

Geor-gette \j6r-'iet\ trademark — used for a thin strong clothing

JGeor.gian \'j6r-j3n\ n l : a native or inhabitant of Georgia in
the Caucasus 2 : the language of the Georgian people
2Georgian adj : of, relating to, or constituting Georgia in the Cau-
casus, the Georgians, or Georgian
^Georgian n : a native or resident of the state of Georgia
•Georgian adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of the state of
Georgia or its people
^Georgian adj 1 : of, relating to. or characteristic of the reigns of
the first four Georges of Great Britain 2 : of, relating to, or char-
acteristic of the reign of George V of Great Britain
'Georgian n 1 : one belonging to either of the Georgian periods
2 : Georgian taste or style

Geor.gla pine \,j6r-j3-\ n : longleaf pine
igeor.gic \'j6r-jik\ n [the Georgics, poem by Vergil] : a poem deal-
ing with agriculture
sgeorgic adj [L georgicus, fr. Gk georgikos, fr. georgos farmer, fr.

geo- ge- -I- ergon work — more at work] : of or relating to agricul-
ture

geo-sci>ence \,je-o-'sT-an(t)s\ n 1 : the sciences dealing with the
earth 2 : any of the geosciences

geo*stra<te*gic \-strs-'te-jik\ adj : of or relating to geostrategy
geo>5trat<e<gist V'strat-3-J3St\ n : a specialist in geostrategy
geo<strat>e>gy \-je\ n l : a branch of geopolitics that deals with
strategy 2 : the combination of geopolitical and strategic factors
characterizing a particular geographic region 3 : the use by a
government of strategy based upon geopolitics

geo-Stroph<iC \,]e-o-'straf-ik\ adj [ge- + Gk strophikos turned,
fr. strophe turning ~ more at strophe] : of or relating to deflective
force due to the rotation of the earth
geo-syn>cU*nal \-(,)sin-'klTn-1\ adj : of or relating to a geosyn-

geo-syn.cUne \-'sin-,klTn\ or geosynclinal n : a great downward
flexure of the earth's crust — compare geanticline

geo-tac*tic \,je-o-*tak-tik\ adj : of or relating to geotaxis — geo-
tac.ti.caMy \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

geo.tax.is \-*tak-s3s\ n [NL] : a taxis in which the force of gravity
is the directive factor

geo'tec-ton.ic \-,tek-*tan-ik\ adj : of or relating to the form,
arrangement, and structure of rock masses of the earth's crust

geo.ther.mal X-'thar-malX or geo.ther.mlc \-mik\ adj [ISV] : of
or relating to the heat of the earth's interior

geo>trop*lc \,ie-a-'trap-ik\ adj : of or relating to geotropism —
geO'trop>i>cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ge.ot.ro.pism \je-'a-tr3-.piz-3m\ n [ISV] 1 : troplsm in which
gravitational attraction is the orienting factor 2 : tropism in
which turning or movement is toward rather than away from the
earth

ge>iall \'gir-3\ n [Heb gerdh, lit., grain] ; an ancient Hebrew unit
of weight equal to Vio shekel

ge-ra-ni-Ol \j3-'ra-ne-,61, -.ol\ n [ISV, fr. NL Geranium} : a fragrant
liquid unsaturated alcohol CioHpOH used chiefly in perfumes and
soap

ge*ra.nl.uin \ja-'ra-ne-3ra, -nyamV n [NL, genus name, fr. L,
geranium, fr. Gk geranion, dim. of geranos crane — more at crane]
1 : any of a widely distributed genus {Geranium of the family
Geraniaceae, the geranium familyl of plants having regular flowers
without spurs and with glands that alternate with the petals
2 : pelargonium 3 : a vivid or strong red

ge>rar>dia Vi3-'rard-e-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. John Gerard
t!612 E botanist] : any of a genus (Gerardia) of often root-para-
sitic herbs of the figwort family having showy pink, purple, or
yellow flowers

ger.bera X'gar-ba-raX n [NL, genus name, fr. Traugott Gerber
tl743 G naturalist] : any of a genus (Gerbera) of Old World
composite herbs having basal tufted leaves and showy heads of
yellow, pink, or orange flowers with prominent rays

ger.bil or ger-bille \'j3r-b3l\ n [F gerbille, fr. NL Gerbilhis, genus
name, dim. of jerboa} : any of numerous Old World burrowing
desert rodents (of Gerbillus a related genera) with long hind legs
adapted for leaping

ge>rent \'jir-3nt\ n [L gerent-, gerens, prp. of gerere to bear —
more at cast] : one that rules or manages

gerlalcon var oj gyrfalcon
ger-i-al-riC \,jer-e-'a-trik\ adj [Gk geras old age + E -iatric} I of
or relating to geriatrics, the aged, or the process of aging

ger<i<a*tri*cian \,jer-e-a-'trish-an\ or ge.ri.a-trist \Jer-c-'a-
trsst, j3-'rT-a-\ n : a specialist in geriatrics

ger>i>at>rlcs \,jer-e-'a-triks\ n pi but sing in constr ; a branch of
medicine that deals with the problems and diseases of old age and
aging people — compare gerontology
germ \'j3rm\ n, ojten attrib [F germe, fr. L germin-, germen, fr.

gignere to beget — more at kin] 1 : a small mass of living substance
capable of developing into an organism or one of its parts 2 : some-
thing that serves or may serve as an origin : rudiment 3 : micro-
organism; esp ; a microorganism causing disease
1ger<man X'jar-msnX adj [ME germain, fr. MF, fr. L germanus
having the same parents, irreg. fr. germen} : having the same parents
or the same grandparents on either the maternal or paternal side— usu. used after the noun which it modifies and joined to it by a
hyphen <brother-germow) {cousm-german)
2german n, obs : a near relative

iGer*man X'jar-msnX n [ML Germanus, fr. L, any member of the
Germanic peoples] 1 a : a native or inhabitant of Germany
b : a person of German descent : oqe who speaks German
outside Germany (as a Swiss Germanj 2 a ; the Germanic language
spoken mainly in Germany, Austria, and parts of Switzerland
b ; the literary and official language of Germany 3 ojten not cap
a : a dance consisting of capriciously involved figures intermingled
with waltzes b chiejly Midland : a dancing party; specij ; one at
which the german is danced
^German adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of Germany, the
Germans, or German
German Baptist Bretliren n pi : dickers — not used officially

since 1908
ger>man-der \(,)jar-'man-dar\ n [deriv. of Gk chamaidrys, fr.

chamai on the ground + drys tree — more at humble, tree] 1 : a
plant of a genus (Teucrium) of the mint family 2 : any of several
plants (genus Veronica) of the figwort family
ger>mane \(,)j3r-'man\ adj [ME germain, lit., having the same
parents, fr. MF] 1 obs : closely akin 2 ; having a significant
connection : pertinent syn see relevant — ger-mane>ly adv
iGer>man*ic \(,)j3r-'man-ik\ adj 1 : german 2 ; of, relating to.

or characteristic of the Germanic-speaking peoples 3 : of, relating
to, or constituting Germanic
^Germanic n : a branch of the Indo-European language family
containing English, German, Dutch. Afrikaans, Flemish. Frisian,
the Scandinavian languages, and Gothic — see indo-european
languages table
Ger>man4sm VJar-ma-.niz-smV n 1 : a characteristic feature of
German occurring in another language 2 ; partiality for Germany
or German customs 3 : the practices or objectives characteristic
of the Germans
Ger>man*ist \'j3r-ma-nast\ n ; a specialist in German or Germanic
language, literature, or culture
ger-ma-ni-um \(,>j3r-'ma-ne-am\ n [NL, fr. ML Germania Ger-
many] : a grayish white hard brittle metalloid element that re-

sembles silicon and is used as a semiconductor — see element
table

ger-man*iza>tion \,j9rm-(3-)na-'za-shan\ n : the act or process of
germanizing : the state of being germanized

ger>man*ize \'j3r-m»-,nTz\ vt 1 archaic : to translate hito German
2 : to cause to acquire German characteristics "* vi : to have or
acquire German customs or predilections
German measles n pi but sing or pi in constr : an acute contagious
virus disease milder than typical measles but damaging to the fetus
when occurring early in pregnancy
Germano- comb jorm : German (Ger/nonophile) : German and
<Ce/-ma/io-Russian>
German shepherd n ; a shepherd dog of a breed originating in
northern Europe that is intelligent and responsive and is often
used in poHce work and as a guide dog for the blind
German silver n ; nickel silver
germ cell n : an egg or sperm cell or one of their antecedent cells

ger-men \'j3r-man\ n [L] archaic ; GERM 1, 2

ger*mi<ci<dal \j3r-m9-'sTd-1\ adj ; of or relating to a germicide;
also : destroying germs

ger*mi*cide VJ3r-ma-,sTd\ n : an agent that destroys germs
ger-mi*nal V'jarra-nal, -sn-'IX adj [F. fr. L germin-. germen — more
at GERM] la: being in the earliest stage of development b ; cre-
ative, productive 2 : of. relating to, or having thecharacteristics
of a germ cell or early embryo — ger«mi«nal*ly \-e\ adv
germinal area n ; the part of the blastoderm that forms the embryo
proper of an amniote vertebrate
germinal disc n i : blastodisc 2 ; germinal area
germinal vesicle n : the enlarged nucleus of the egg before comple-
tion of the reduction divisions
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gerrymander 2

ger-mi-nant \'J9rm-(3-)n3nt\ adj ; having the capacity to grow or
develop

ger>mi>liate \'jar-m3-,nat\ vb [L germinatus, pp. of germinare to
sprout, fr. germin-, germen bud, germ] vt ; to cause to sprout
or develop '— vi 1 : to begin to grow : sprout 2 ; to come into
being : evolve — ger_-mi<na-tion Xjsr-ms-'na-shsnX n — ger-
mi>tta>tive \'j3r-m3-,nat-iv\ adj
germ layer n : any of the three primary layers of cells differentiated
in most embryos during and immediately following gastrulation
germ plasm n 1 : germ cells and their precursors serving as the
bearers of heredity and being fundamentally independent of other
cells 2 : the hereditary material of the germ cells ; genes
germ theory n : a theory in medicine: infections, contagious diseases,
and various other conditions result from the action of microorga-
nisms
germ warfare n : the use of harmful bacteria as weapons in war
geront- or geronto- comb Jorm [F gercnt-, geronio; fr. Gk
gerom-, geronto-, fr. geront-, geron old man; akin to Gk geras old
age — more at corn] ; old age {gerontoXogy'}

ger-on<toc-ra-C7 \,jer-9n-'tak-ra-se\ n [F gerontocratie, ii. geront-
+ -cratie -cracy] : rule by elders

ger-on.to.log.i-cal \Jer-,ant-n-'aj-i-k3l, J3-,rant-\ adj : of or relat-

ing to gerontology
ger>on*tol*o>gist \,jer-3n-'tal-3-jast\ n : a specialist in gerontology
ger-on-toLo-gy \-3-je\ n [ISV] ; a branch of knowledge deaUng
with aging and the problems of the aged — compare geriatrics

ge.ron.to.mor.pho.sis Xja-.rant-s-'mor-fs-sssX n [NL] : phylo-
genetic change invohing specialization of the adult with decreased
capacity for further change indicative of racial senescence
-g-ei'DUS \j-(3-ir3S\ adj comb jorm [L -ger, fr. gerere to bear —
more at cast] ; bearing ; producing (denti^eroHj)
iger.ry.man-der XJer-e-'man-dsr, 'jer-e-, also ,ger-, 'ger-\ n [El-
bridge Gerry tl814 Am statesman
+ salamander: fr. the shape of an
election district formed during Ger-
ry's governorship] 1 ; the act or
method of gerrymandering 2 ; a
district or pattern of districts vary-
ing greatly in size or population
as a result of gerrymandering
agerrymander vt ger-ry-man-der-
ing \-d(a-)riq\ 1 : to divide (a
territoriai unit) into election dis-
tricts to give one political party an
electoral majority in a large num-
ber of districts while concentrating
the voting strength of the opposi-
tion in as few districts as possible
2 : to divide (an area) into polit-
ical units to give special advantages
to one group <'^ a school district)

ger*und \']er-3nd\ n ILLgerundium,
fr. L gerundus, gerundive of gerere
to bear — more at c,\st] 1 ; a verbal
the action of the verb as generalized ol
several linguistic forms analogous to the Latin gemnd in languages
other than Latin; esp : the English verbal noun in -ing that has
the function of a substantive and at the same time shows the verbal
features of tense, voice, and capacity to take adverbial qualifiers
and to govern objects
ge>nm-dlve \J3-'r3n-div\ n 1 ; the Latin adjective that serves as the
future passive pamciple, expresses necessity or fitness, and has
the same suffix as the gerund 2 : a verbal adjective in a language
other than Latin analogous to the gerundive
Ger.y.on X'ger-e-an. 'jer-\ n [L, fr. Gk Geryon'] : a three-bodied
winged monster of Greek mythology slain by Hercules

ges-SO \'jes-(,)o\ n [It, Ut., gypsum, fr. L gypsum] 1 ; plaster of
paris or gypsum prepared with glue for use in painting or making
bas-reliefs 2 : a paste prepared by mixing whiting with size or
glue and spread upon a surface to fit it for painting or gilding

gest or geste \']est\ n [ME geste — more at jest] 1 : adventure,
EXPLorr 2 ; a tale of adventures; esp ; a romance in verse

ge-stalt \ga-'shtalt\ n, pi ge-stal-ten \-'n\ or gestalts [G, Ut..

shape, form] : a structure or configuration of physical, biological,
or psychological phenomena so integrated as to constitute a func-
tional unit with properties not derivable from its parts in summa-
tion

Gestalt psychology n : the study of perception and behavior from
the standpoint of an organism's response to configurational wholes
with stress on the identity of psychological and physiological events
and rejection of atomistic or elemental analysis of stimulus, percept,
and response

ge-sta-po \g3-'3tap-(,)5\ n [G, fr. Geheime Croats polizei, lit.,

secret state police] : a secret-police organization operating esp.
against persons suspected of treason or sedition and employing
methods held to be underhanded and terrorist

g6S>tate \'jes-,tat\ vt [back-formation fr. gestation] 1 ; to carry
in the uterus during pregnancy 2 ; to conceive and gradually
develop in the mind

ges<ta-tlou \je-'sta-sh3n\ n [L gestation-, gestatio, fr. gestatus,
pp. of gestare to bear, fr. gestus, pp. of gerere to bear — more at
cast] 1 ; the cpnying of young in the uterus ; pregnancy 2 ; con-
ception and development esp. in the mind — ges*ta>tion>al
X-shnsl, -shsn-'lX adj

geste also gest \'jest\ n [MF geste, fr. L gestus, fr. gestus, pp. of
gerere] 1 archaic : deportment 2 archaic : gesture

ges>tic \'jes-tifc\ adj : relating to or consisting of bodily movements
or gestures

ges*tiC>U>late \je-'stik-ya-,Iat\ vi [L gesticulatus, pp. of gesticu-
lari, fr. (assumed) L gesticulus, dim. of L gestus] : to make gestures
esp. when speaking ~ ges<tic>u*la<tloii \(,)jes-.tik-y3-'la-sh3n\ n— ges-ticu-la-tive \je-'stik-y3-,lat-iv\ arf; — ges>tlc>u-la*tor
\-,lat-9r\ n — geS'tic*u*Ia*to<ry \-Ia-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj

IgeS'ttire \'jes(Ti)-ch3r\ n [ML gestura mode of action, fr. L gestus,
pp.] 1 archaic ; carriage, bearing 2 : the use of motions of the
limbs or body as a means of expression 3 : a movement usu. of the
body or limbs that expresses or emphasizes an idea, sentiment, or
attitude 4 : something saiid or done by way of formality or

courtesy, as a symbol or token, or for its effect on the attitudes of
others

^gesture vi : to make a gesture —
- vr : to express or direct by a gesture

ge.sund.heit \g3-'zunt-,hrt\ interj [G, lit., health] — used to wish
good health esp. to one who has just sneezed
'get \(')get; ojten git, without stress, when a heavily stressed syllable
jollows, as in "get up"\ vb got \(')gat\ got or got*ten \*gat-=n\
get*ting [ME geten, fr. ON geia to get, beget; akin to OE higietan
to beget, L prehendere to seize, grasp, Gk chandanein to hold,
contain] vt 1 a : to gain possession or b : earn 2 a : to obtain
or receive by way of benefit or profit b : to achieve as a result of
military activity 3 ; to obtain by concession or entreaty 4 a : to
seek out and obtain (hoped to ~ dinner at the inn) b : fetch
5 : beget 6 a : to succeed in bringing or conveying b : to cause
to move (-^ him out of the house) c : to cause to be in a certain
position or condition igoi his feet wet) d : to make ready : pre-
pare 7 a : seize b : overcome c : to have an emotional effect on
d : PUZZLE e ; irritate 1 ; to take vengeance on; specij ; kill
g : HIT 8 a : to be subjected to (got a bad fall) b : to receive by
way of punishment c : to suffer a specified injury to 9a: memo-
rize h : to find out by calculation c ; hear d : understand
10 : PERSUADE, INDUCE 11a: have — used in the present perfect
tense form with present meaning (I've got no money) b : to have
as an obhgation or necessity — used in the present perfect tense
form with present meaning <he has got to come) 12 : to establish
communication with 13 : to put out in baseball -^ vi 1 a : to
succeed in coming or going <-^ to the city) h : to reach a certain
condition (got to sleep after midnight) 2 : to acquire wealth 3 I to
be able ; contrive 4 : become (got married last week) 5 : to
leave immediately <toid them to ^}
syn GET, obtain, procure, secure, acquire, gain, win, earn
mean to come into possession of. get is a very general term and
may or may not imply effort or initiative; obtain suggests the at-
tainment of something sought for with some expenditure of time
and effort; procitre implies effort in obtaining something for one-
self or for another; secure implies difficulty in obtaining and keep-
ing in possession or under one's control; acquire often suggests
an addition to what is already possessed; gain adds to obtain the
implication of struggle and usu. of material value in the thing ob-
tained; win adds to gain the suggestion of favoring qualities or
circumstances playing a part in the gaining; earn implies a cor-
respondence between the effort and what one gets by effort— get after : to pursue with exhortation, reprimand, or attack— get ahead : to achieve success — get around 1 : to get the
better of : circumvent 2 ; evade — get at 1 ; to reach effectively
2 : to influence corruptly : bribe 3 : to turn one's attention to
4 : to try to prove or make clear <what is he getting at} — get away
With ; to perform without suffering unpleasant consequences— get even : to get revenge — get even with : to repay in kind— get it : to receive a scolding or punishment — get on : to pro-
duce an unfortunate effect on : upset — get one's goat : to make
one angry or annoyed — get over 1 a : overcome, surmount
b : to recover from 2 : to move or travel across — get somewhere
: to be successful — get there : to be successful — get through
1 : to reach the end of : complete 2 : to while away — get to
1 : BEGIN 2 : to have an effect on : influence — get together
1 : to bring together : accumulate 2 : to come together : assem-
ble 3 : to reach agreement — get wind ol : to become aware
of
2get \'get\ n 1 a : something begotten: (1) : offspring (2) : the
entire progeny of a male animal h : lineage 2 : a difficult return
of a shot in a game

get along vi la; to proceed toward a destination : progress
b : to approach an advanced stage; esp : to approach old age
2 ; to meet one's needs : manage 3 ; to be or remain on congenial
terms -

get-at-able \get-'at-3-b3l\ adj : accessible
get-away \'get-3-,wa\ n : an act or instance of getting away: as
a : start b : escape

get by VI 1 : to avoid failure or catastrophe 2 : to proceed without
being discovered, criticized, or punished
Geth*sem-a-ne Xgeth-'sem-s-neX n [Gk Gethsemane] 1 : the
garden outside Jerusalem mentioned in Mk 14 as the scene of the
agony and arrest of Jesus 2 : a place or occasion of great esp.
mental or spiritual suffering

get on vi 1 : to get along 2 : to gain knowledge or understanding
{got on to the racket)

get round vb : to get around
get-ter \'get-5r\ n : one that gets; esp I a substance Introduced into
a vacuum tube or incandescent electric lamp to remove traces of
gas

get-to-geth-er \'get-t3-,getli-3r\ n ; meeting: esp ; an informal
social gathering

get-up \'get-,3p\ n 1 : general composition or structure 2 : out-
FTT, costltt^e

get up vi la: to arise from bed b : to rise to one's feet c : climb,
ASCEND 2 ; to go ahead or faster — used in the imperative as a
command to horses '^ vt 1 : to make preparations for : organize
2 ; to arrange as to external appearance ; dress 3 I to acquire a
knowledge of 4 : to create in oneself
ge-imi \'je-am\ n [L] : avens
gew-gaw \'g(y)U-(.)g6\ n [origin unknown] : a showy trifle

: bauble
gey \(')ga\ adv [alter, of gay, adv.] chiejly Scot : very, qutte
gey-ser X'gT-zsr, Brit sometimes 'ga- or 'ge- in sense 1 & usu 'ge- in

sense 2\ n [Icel geysir gusher, fr. geysa to rush forth, fr. ON; akin
to OE geotan to pour — more at found] 1 : a spring that throws
forth intermittent jets of heated water and steam 2 Brit ; an
apparatus for heating water rapidly esp. by injected steam

gey-ser-ite \-z3-.rTt\ n [F geyserite, fr. geyser, fr. Icel geysir] ; a
hydrous silica that constitutes one variety of opal and is deposited
around some hot springs and geysers in white or grayish con-
cretionary masses

ghar-ry Vgar-e, 'gar-\ n [Hindi gari] I a horse-drawn cab used
esp. in India and Egypt
ghast \'gast\ adj, archaic : ghastly
ghast-iul \-f3]\ adj, archaic : frightful — ghast-ful-ly adv, obs
ghast*ll*ness \'gast-le-nas\ n : the quaUty or state of being ghastly

a abaif ® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

J joke; I] sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; t^ this;

au out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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ghast.ly \'gast-le\ ad} [ME gastly, fr. OE gasttlc spiritual]

1 : terrifymgly horrible to the senses 2 : resembling a ghost
3 obs : TERRiRED 4 ! TERRIBLE <—' wreck) 6 '. very great <'-^

mistake) — gbastly adv
Syn GRISLY, GRUESOME, MACABRE, LURID: GHASTLY SUggeStS the

terrifying aspects of corpses and ghosts; grisly and gruesome
suggest additionally the results of extreme violence or cruelty;

MACABRE imphes a morbid preoccupation with the physical aspects
of death; lurid adds to gruesome the suggestion of shuddering
fascination with violent death and esp. with murder
ghat \*g6t, 'gat\ n [Hindi ghaO '. a landing place with stairs

descending to a river in India
ghee or ghi \'ge\ n [Hindi ghi, fr. Skt ghrta; akin toMIr gert milk]

; a semifluid clarified butter made esp. in India
gher-kin Vgar-kanX n [D gurken, pi. of gurk cucumber, deriv. of
Pol ogurek, fr. MGk agouros'] 1 : a small prickly cucumber used
for pickling; also : the slender annual vine (Cucumis angaria) that

bears it 2 : the immature fruit of the common cucumber
gheMo \'get-(.)o\ «, pi ghettos or ghettoes [It] : a quarter of a
city in which Jews are required to live; broadly : a quarter of a city

in which members of a minority group live because of social, legal,

or economic pressure — ghetto vt — ghet-to-iza-tion \,get-C,)o-

s-'za-sh3n\ n — ghet-to-ize \'get-(,)o-,iz\ vt

Ghlb-el>line \'gib-s-.len, -,lin, -lan\ n [It Ghibellino'} t a member of

an aristocratic pohtical party in medieval Italy supporting the
authority of the German emperors — compare guelf

ghiliie var oj GILUE
ighost \*g6st\ n, often attrib [ME gost, gast, fr. OE gast: akin to
OHG geist spirit, Skt heda anger] 1 : the seat of Ufe or inteUigence

: SOUL (give up the — > 2 ; a disembodied soul; esp : the soul of a
dead person believed to be an inhabitant of the unseen world or to

appear to the living in bodily hkeness 3 ; spirit, demon 4 a : a
faint shadowy trace b : the least bit : iota 5 ; a false image in a

photographic negative or on a television screen caused esp. by
reflection 6 : one who ghostwrites — ghost>llke \-,lTk\ adj
— ghosty \'g6-ste\ adj

aghost vt 1 : to haunt like a ghost 2 : OHoyrwRrrE -* vi 1 : to move
silently like a ghost 2 : ghostwrfte
ghost dance n : a group dance for communication with the spirits

of the dead characteristic of an Amerindian messianic cult

ghOSt.li.ness \'g6st-le-n3s\ n : the quahty or state of being ghostly

ghost.ly \-le\ adj 1 : of or relating to the soul : spiritual 2 : of,

relating to, or having the characteristics of a ghost : spectral
3 : of or relating to a ghost-writer — ghostly adv

ghost town /I : a deserted but once-flourishing town
ghost word n : a word form never in established usage
ghost-write \'go-,strTt\ vb [back-formation fr. ghost-writer'\ vi ; to
write for and in the name of another ~ vr : to write for another
who is the presumed author — ghost-writ-er n

ghoul \'giil\ n [ Ar ghul] 1 : a legendary evil being that robs graves
and feeds on corpses 2 : one suggestive of a ghoul — ghoul>ish
\'gii-hsh\ adj — ghoul'lsh*ly adv — ghoul'ish*ness n
IGI \(')je-'T\ adj [galvanized iron; fr. abbr. used in listing such
articles as garbage cans, but taken as abbr. for government issue']

1 : provided by an official U.S. military supply department
2 : of, relating to, or characteristic of U.S. mihtary personnel
3 ; conforming to mihtary regulations or customs
2GI n : a member or former member of the U. S. armed forces; esp

; an enlisted man
3GI VI GI'd \-'Td\ Gl'ing \-'T-io\ ' to prepare for military in-

spection by cleaning
4GI adv : in strict conformity with military regulations or customs
1gi«ant \'jT-ant\ n [ME giaunt, fr. MF geant, L gigant-, gigas, fr.

Gk] 1 : a legendary being of great stature and strength and of more
than mortal but less than godlike power 2 a : a living being of
great size b ; a person of extraordinary powers 3 : something
unusually large or powerful — gi>ant>ess \-3s\ n — gi>ant>lil£e
\-.lTk\ adj

3giant adj ; characterized by extremely large size, proportion, or
power
gi>ant<ism \'jT-3nt-,iz-3m\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being a giant

2 : GIGANTISM 2

giant star n : a star of great intrinsic luminosity and of large mass
giaour \'jau(a)r\ n [Turk gavur} : one outside the MusUm faith

; INFIDEL
igib \'gib\ n [ME, fr. Gib, nickname for Gilberf] : a male cat;

specij ; a castrated male cat

2gih n [origin unknown] : a plate of metal or other material ma-
chined to hold other parts in place, to afford a bearing surface, or
to provide means for taking up wear

3gib vt gibbed; gib*bing ; to fasten with a gib
gib-ber \'jib-3r\ vi gib>ber>ing \-(3-)rio\ [imit.] ; to speak rap-
idly, inarticulately, and often foolishly ; chatter — gibber n

gib.ber.el-lic acid \,jib-3-,rel-ik-\ n : a crystalUne acid CibHzi-
OflCOOH associated with and similar in effect to the gibberellins

gih-ber*el>lin \,jib-3-'rel-an\ n [NL Gibberella, genus name] : any
of several plant-growth regulators produced by a fungus {Gib-
berella jujikuroi) that in low concentrations promote shoot growth

gib>ber>ish \'jib-(3-)rish, 'gib-\ n [prob. fr. gibber] ; unintelligible

or meaningless language: a ; a technical or esoteric language
b : pretentious or needlessly obscure language
igib-bet \'jib-3t\ n [ME gibet, fr. OF] : gallows; esp \ an upright
post with a projecting arm for hanging the bodies of executed
criminals as a warning
agibbet vt 1 a : to hang on a gibbet b : to expose to infamy or
public scorn 2 : to execute by hanging on a gibbet

gib'bon \'gib-an\ n [F] ; any of several tailless apes (genera
Hylobates and Symphalangus) of southeastern Asia and the East
Indies that are the smallest and most arboreal anthropoid apes

gib*bos<i>ty \jib-'as-3t-e, gib-\ n : protuberance, swelling
gib'bOUS \'iib-ss, 'gib-\ adj [ME, fr. MF gibbeux, fr. LL gibbosus
humpbacked, fr. L gihbus hump] 1 a : marked by convexity
: protuberant b of the moon or a planet : seen with more than
half but not all of the apparent disk illuminated c : swollen on
one side 2 : having a hump ; humpbacked — gib>bous*ly adv— gib>bous>ness n
gibe \'j7b\ vb [perh. fr. MF giber to shake, handle roughly] vi

: to utter taunting words *« vr : to reproach with taunting words
syn see scoff — gibe n — gib*er n

gib'let \'jib-l3t\ n [ME gibelet entrails, garbage, fr. MF, stew of

: other bird — usu. usedwildfowl] : the edible viscera of a fowl <

in pi.

Gi<bral>tar \j3-'br6I-t3r\ n [Gibraltar, fortress in the Brit, colony
of Gibraltar] ; an impregnable stronghold

Gib-son \'gib-s3n\ n [fr. the name Gibson] ; a cocktail made of
gin and dry vermouth and garnished with a small onion

gid \'gid\ n [back-formation fr. giddy] ; a disease esp. of sheep
caused by the larva of a tapeworm {Multiceps multiceps) in the
brain

gid-dap \gid-'ap\ V imper [alter, of get up] — a command to a horse
to go ahead or go faster

gid*diJy \'gid-=l-e\ adv : in a giddy manner
gid>di>ness \'gid-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being giddy
gid>dy \'gid-e\ adj [ME gidy mad, foolish, fr. OE gydig possessed,
mad; akin to OE god] 1 : lightheartedly silly ; frivolous
2 a : DIZZY b : causing dizziness C : whirling rapidly — giddy vb
gld-died; gid>dy>ing

Gid.e.on \'gid-e-3n\ n [Heb Gidh'on] : a biblical hero noted for
his defeat of the Midianites and his 40-year rule over Israel

gie \'ge\ chiefly Scot var of give
igtft \'gift\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. ON, something given, talent;
akin to OE giefan to give] 1 : a notable capacity or talent 2 ; some-
thing voluntarily transferred by one person to another without
compensation 3 ; the act, right, or power of giving
syn faculty, aptftude, bent, talent, genius, knack: gift often

imphes special favor by God or nature; faculty appUes to an
innate or less often acquired abiUty for a particular accompUsh-
ment or function; aptftude impUes a natural liking for some ac-
tivity and the Ukelihood of success in it; bent is nearly equal to
APTITUDE but stresses inclination perhaps more than specific ability;

talent suggests a marked special abihty without implying a mind
of extraordinary power; genius suggests impressive inborn creative
ability; knack imphes a comparatively trivial but special ability
making for ease and dexterity in performance

2glft vt 1 : to endow with some power, quality, or attribute
2 chiefly Brit : PRESENT

gllt>ed \'gif-tad\ adj 1 : having great natural ability : talented
<~ children) 2 : revealing a special gift ('^ voices)

gift wrap vt ; to wrap (merchandise intended as a gift) in specially
attractive or fancy wrapping usu. with ribbons
^gig \'gig\ n [ ME gigg top, perh. of Scand origin; akin to ON geiga
to turn aside; akin to OE
geonian to yawn — more at
YAWN] 1 : something that
whirls or is whirled: as a obs
: TOP, whirligig b : a 3-digit
selection in a numbers game
2 : one that is odd 3 a : a
long light ship's boat propelled
by oars, sail, or motor b : a
rowboat designed for speed
rather than for work 4 : a
light two-wheeled one-horse
carriage
2gig VI gigged; gig>glng ; to travel in a gig
3gig n [short for earlier fizgig, fishgig, of unknown origin] 1 ; a
pronged spear for catching fish 2 : an arrangement of hooks to be
drawn through a school of fish when they will not bite in order
to hook them in the bodies

«gig vb gigged; gig>ging vt 1 ; to spear with a gig 2 a chiefly

West : SPUR. JAB b ; goad, provoke — vi ; to fish with a gig

*gig n [origin unknown] : a military demerit
6gig vt gigged; gig.ging : to give a military gig to

giga- \'jig-a\ comb form [ISV, fr. Gk gigas giant] : billion

(grgflcycle) <g(gavoU>
gigant- or giganto- comb form [Gk, fr. gigant-, gigas] i giant
igigantismy

gi-gan*tesqne \,jT-,gan-'tesk\ adj : of enormous proportions
gi*gan<tic \ji-'gant-ik\ adj 1 a : resembling a giant <-- stature)

b : greater in size than the usual or expected <— wave) 2 : ex-

tremely large or great <-- industry) syn see enormous — gi^gan-
ti.cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

gi.gan*tisin \jT-'gan-,tiz-3m\ n 1 : giantism 1 2 : development
to abnormally large size 3 : excessive vegetative growth often ac-

companied by the inhibiting of reproduction
gi>gas \'iT-.gas\ adj [NL, fr. L, giant, fr. Gk] of a polyploid plant

: having thicker stem, taller growth, darker thicker leaves, and
larger flowers and seeds than a corresponding diploid

gig.gle \'gig-3l\ vb gig.gling \-(a-)liri\ [imit.] vi : to laugh with
repeated short catches of the breath : laugh in a silly manner
« vr : to utter with a giggle — giggle n — gig.gler \-(^)l3r\ n
— gig.gling'ly \'gig-ho-le\ adv — gig-gly \-0-Ue\ adj

gig.o.lo \'jig-3-,lo\ n, pi gigolos [F] 1 : a man living on the earn-
ings of a woman 2 ; a professional dancing partner or male escort

gi.got \'iig-3t, zhe-'go\ n, pi gi-gots \-3ts, -'go(z)\ [MF, dim. of

gigue fiddle; fr. its shape — more at jig] 1 : a leg (as of lamb)
esp. when cooked 2 ; a leg-of-mutton sleeve

Gi-la monster \,he-la-\ n [Gila river. Arizona] ; a large orange
and black venomous lizard {Heloderma suspectum) of the south-
western U.S.; also ; a related lizard (//. horridum) of Mexico

gil.bert \"gil-b3rt\ n [Waiiam Gilbert tl603 E physicist] : the cgs
unit of magnetomotive force equivalent to l0^4Tr ampere-turn
igild \'gUd\ vt gild-ed \'gil-d3d\ or gilt \'gilt\ gild-ing [ME
gilden, fr. OE gyldan: akin to OE gold] 1 : to overlay with or as

if with a thin covering of gold 2 a : to give money to b : to

give an often deceptive attractive appearance to c archaic : to

make bloody — gild-er n — gild-ing n — gild the lily ; to add
unnecessary ornamentation to something beautiful in its own
right

agild var of guild
igill \'iil\ n [ME gille] — see measi^e table

2gill \"gil\ n [ME gile, gille] 1 : an organ (as of a fish) for obtain-

ing oxygen from water 2 a ; wattle 2a b : the flesh under or
about the chin or jaws — usu. used in pi. c : one of the radiating

plates forming the undersurface of the cap of a mushroom fungus
— gilled Vgild\ adj

agill \'gil\ vt : to catch (fish) in a gill net -^ vi, offish ; to become
entangled in a giU net — gill-er n
«gm \'gil\ n [ME gille. fr. ON gil] 1 Brit : ravine 2 Brit t a
narrow stream or rivulet
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Bgill \'jU\ n, often cap [ME, fr. GilU nickname for Gillian'^ : GIRL,
SWEETHEART

gil.lie or giMy or ghil-lie \'gil-e\ n [ScGael gille & IrGael gioUa
boy] 1 : a male attendant on a Scottish Highland chief 2 Scot
& Irish : a fishing and hunting guide 3 usu ghiWe : a low-
cut shoe with decorative lacing — gillie v;

giU net n : a flat net suspended vertically in the water with meshes
tiiat allow the head of a fish to pass but entangle it as it seeks to
withdraw — gill. net \*gil-,net\ vt — giU-net-ter \-,net-3r\ n

gill slit n : a branchial cleft

gll.ly.Ilow.er \'jil-e-,flau(-3)r\ n [by folk etymology fr. ME
gilojre clove, fr. MF girojle, gilojre, fr. L caryophylium, fr. Gk
karyophyllon, fr. karyon nut + phyllon leaf — more at careen,
BLADE] 1 a : an Old World pink (Dianthus caryophyllus) widely
cultivated for its clove-scented flowers — called also clove pink
b ; any of several related plants (genus Dianthus) 2 : stock 7
3 : WALLFLOWER la

Gil-SOn>ite \'gU-s3-,nTt\ trademark— used (or mnt&ite
igilt \'gilt\ adj [ME. fr. pp. of gilden to gild] ; covered with gold or
gilt : of the color of gold

2gilt n 1 : gold or something that resembles gold laid on a surface
2 slang : MONEY 3 : superficial brilliance

Sgilt n [ME gylte, fr. ON gyltr; akin to OE gelie young sow — more
at geld] : a young female swine

gilt-edged \'gil-'teid\ or gilt-edge \-'tej\ adj 1 ; having a gilt
edge 2 : of the best quality

gilt-head \'gilt-,hed\ n : any of several marine fishes: as a : a
percoid food fish {Sparus auratus) of the Mediterranean h : a
cunner {Crenilabrus melops) of the British coasts
glm.bal \'gim-b3l, 'jim-\ or gimbal ring n [alter, of obs. gemel
(double ring)] : a device that permits a body to incline freely m any
direction or suspends it so that it will remain level when its support
is tipped — usu. used in pi.

gim-crack \'jim-,krak\ n [origin unknown] : a showy object of
little use or value ; gewgaw — gimcrack adj — gim.cracK-ery
\-f3-)re\ n

gim.el \'gim-3l\ n [Heb gimel'\ : the third letter of the Hebrew
alphabet — symbol 3

Igim.let \'gim-l3t\ n [ME. fr. MF guimbelefl : a _
small tool with a screw point, grooved shank, and ( R
cross handle for boring holes

Sgimlet adj ; having a piercing or penetrating quality
agimlet vt : to pierce with a gimlet
gim.mal \'gim-3l, 'jim-\ n [alter, of obs. gemel
(double ring)] 1 pi ; joined work (as in a clock)
whose parts move within each other 2 ; a pair or
series of interlocked rings

gini'mick \'gim-ik\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a
mechanical device for secretly and dishonestly con-
trolling gambling apparatus b : an ingenious or
novel mechanical device : gadget 2 a : an important eimlpt
feature that is not immediately apparent : catch B^uct

b : a new and mgenious scheme or angle — gimmicU: vt — glm-
mick-ry \-i-kre\ n — gim*micky \-i-ke\ adj
igimp \'gimp\ n [perh. fr. D] ; an ornamental flat braid or round
cord used as a trimming
2gimp n [origin unknown] ; spirit, \'1M
3ginip n [origin unknown] ; cripple; also t limp— gimpy \'gim-pe\
adj
*gimp vi : limp, hobble
igin \'gin\ vb gan \'gan\ gln*ning [ME ginnen, short for beginnen']
archaic : begin

2gin \'jin\ n [ME gin, modif. of OF engin — more at engine] : any
of various tools or mechanical devices: as a : a snare or trap for
game b : a machine for raising or moving heavy weights c ; a
cotton gin

3g!n \'jin\ vt ginned; gin-ning 1 : snare 2 : to separate (cotton
fiber) from seeds and v/aste material — gin-ner n — gin-ning n

4gin \(,)gin\ conj [perh. alter, of Sc & E dial, gij, fr. ME yij, i;/]

dial : IF

5gin \'jin\ n [by shortening & alter, fr. geneva'\ 1 : a strong al-
coholic liquor made by distilling a mash of grain with jumper
berries 2 ; a liquor similar to gin made from plain spirit flavored
with an aromatic — gin-ny \'jin-e\ adj
Igin.ger \'jin-j3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. OE gingijer, fr. ML
gingiber, alter, of L zingiber, fr. Gk zingiberi'} 1 : any of a genus
{Zingiber, esp. Z. officinale) of tropical Asiatic and Polynesian
herbs of a family (Zingiberaceae, the ginger family) with pungent
aromatic rhizomes used as a condiment and as a stimulant and a
carminative; also : the rhizome of this plant 2 : high spirit ; pep
3 : a strong brown — gin-gery \'jinj-(9-)re\ adj

2ginger vt gin. germing \'jinj-(3-)rio\ : to make lively ; pep up
ginger ale n : a sweetened carbonated nonalcoholic beverage fla-
vored mainly with ginger extract

ginger beer n : a sweetened carbonated nonalcoholic beverage
heavily flavored with ginger or capsicum or both

gln.ger-bread X'jin-jar- bred\ n 1 : a cake made with molasses and
flavored with ginger 2 : tawdry, gaudy, or superfluous ornament— gingerbread adj — gin-ger-bready \-e\ odj

gin-ger-li-ness \'jin-j3r-le-n9s\ n : the quaUty of being gingerly
gin.ger-ly \-le\ adj [perh. fr. ^ginger] : very cautious or careful —
gingerly adv

gin. ger.snap \-,snap\ n : a thin brittle cookie sweetened with
molasses and flavored with ginger
ging'ham \'gio-am\ n [modif. of Malay genggang checkered cloth]

: a clothing fabric usu. of yarn-dyed cotton in plain weave
gingiv- or gingivo- comb form [L gingiva'] : gum : gums (gingivitis)

gin.gi.va \jin-'j]-v3\ n, pi gin.gi.vae \-,ve\ [L — more at conger
eel] : iGUM — gin.gi.val \jin-'ji-v3l, 'jin-j3-\ adj

gin.gi.vi.tis \,iin-J9-'vTt-9s\ n : inflammation of the gums
gink \'gir]k\ n [origin unknown] slang ; person, guy
gink.go also ging.ko \'gio-(.)ko also 'giDk-(,)go\ n. pi ginkgoes
[NL Ginkgo, genus name, fr. Jap ginkyo} : a showy gymnospermous
tree (Ginkgo blloba) of eastern China with fan-shaped leaves and
yellow fruit

gin mill n : bar, saloon

gm rummy n [sgm] : a rummy game for two players in which each
player is dealt 10 cards and in which a player may win a hand by
matching all his cards or may end play when his unmatched cards
count up to less than 10

gin.seng \'jin-,saD. -,ser)\ n [Chin (Pek) Jen^-shen^-] 1 a : a
Chinese perennial herb [Panax schinseng) of a widely distributed
family (Araliaceae, the ginseng family) having S-foliolate leaves
scarlet berries, and an aromatic root valued locally as a medicine
b : any of several related plants; esp : a similar No. American herb
{P. quinquefolium) 2 I the root of a ginseng

Gipsy var of gypsy
gi.ralfe \j3-'raf\ n, pi girafles [It glraffa, fr. Ar zirdfahl 1 or pi
giraffe : a large fleet African ruminant mammal (Girajfa camelo-
pardalis) that is the tallest of Uving quadrupeds and has a very long
neck and a black-blotched fawn or cream coat 2 cap : cameloparo
2 — gi-raff.ish \-*raf-ish\ adj

gir.an.dole \'jir-9n-.d61\ n [F& it; F, fr. It girandola, fr. girare to
turn, fr. LL gyrare, fr. L gyrus gyre] 1 : a radiating and showy
composition 2 : an ornamental branched candle holder

gir.a.sol or gir-a-sole \'jir-9-,s61, -,sol, -,sal\ n [It girasole, fr.
girare + sole sun, fr. L sol — more at solar] 1 : Jerusalem
ARTICHOKE 2 : an opal of varying color that gives out fiery re-
flections in bright hght

igird \'g9rd\ vb gird-ed \'g9rd-3d\ or girt \'g3rt\ gird-ing [ME
girden, fr. OE gyrdan; akin to OE geard yard — more at yard] vt

1 a : to encircle or bind with a flexible band b : to make fast
c : SURROUND 2 : PROVIDE, EQUIP; esp ', to invest with the sword of
knighthood 3 ; to prepare (oneself) for action '^ vi ; to prepare
for action

2gird \'g9rd, 'giC3)rd\ vb [ME girden to strike, thrust] : mock,
gibe
3gird X'gard, 'gi(3)rd\ n : a sarcastic remark
gird.er \'g9rd-9r\ n Vgird} : a horizontal main structural member
that supports vertical loads, that sometimes consists of several
pieces, and that may be made of one or more materials

igir.dle \'g3rd-n\ n [ME girdel, fr. OE gyrdel; akin to OHG gurtil
girdle, OE gyrdan to gird] 1 : something that encircles or confines:
as a : an article of dress encircling the body usu. at the waist
b : a woman's close-fitting undergarment often boned and usu.
elasticized that extends from the waist to below the hips c : a bony
arch for the support of a limb d ; a ring made by the removal of the
bark and cambium around a plant stem 2 : the edge of a briUiant
that is grasped by the setting

2girdle vi gir-dling X'gard-liri. -'l-io\ 1 : to encircle with a girdle
2 : to move around : circle 3 ; to cut a girdle around (a plant)
usu. to kill by interrupting the circulation of water and nutrients

gir.dler \'g9rd-l9r. -'I-9r\ n 1 : a maker of girdles 2 : one that
girdles; esp ; an insect that feeds on bark and gnaws grooves about
stems and twigs

girl \'g3r(-9)l\ n, often attrib [ME gurle, girle young person of
either sex] 1 a : a female child b : a young unmarried woman
C : a single or married woman of any age 2 a : a female servant or
employee b : sweetheart c : daughter — girl.bcod \-,hud\ n

girl Friday n Igirl + Friday as in man Friday'] ; a valued efficient
female assistant

girl guide n : a member of the British Giri Guides
girl-ie or girly \*g3r-le\ adj : featuring scantily clothed girls (-^
magazines) <~ show)

girl.ish \'g3r-Ush\ adj : of, relating to, or having the character-
istics of a girl or girlhood — girl-ish.ly adv — girl-ish-ness n

girl scout n : a member of the Girl Scouts of America
girn \'gi(3)rn\ VI [ME girnen, alter, of grinnen to grin, snarl]
chiefly Scot : snarl — girn n, chiefly Scot

Gi.rond.iSt \J9-'ran-d9St, 2hi-\ n [F girondiste, fr. Cironde, a
political party, fr. Gironde, department of France represented by its

leaders] : a member of the moderate repubhcan party in the French
legislative assembly in 1791

girt \'g9rt\ vb [ME girien, alter, of girden"] vt 1 : gird 2 ; to
fasten by means of a girth ~ vi : to measure in girth
igirth \'g9rth\ n [ME, fr. ON gjbrth: akin to OE gyrdan to gird]
1 ; a band or strap that encircles the body of an animal to fasten
something (as a saddle) upon its back 2 a : a measure round a
body b : size, dimensions

2girlh vt 1 I encircle 2 : to bind or fasten with a girth 3 : to
measure the girth of

gi.sarme \giz-'arm, ]iz-\ n [ME, fr. OF] : a medieval weapon
mounted on a long staff and carried by foot soldiers

gist \'jist\ n [ AF, it hes, fr. MF, fr. gesir to lie, fr. Ljacere — more
at adjacent] 1 : the ground of a legal action 2 ; the main point
of a matter : essence

git-tern \'git-3rn\ n [ME giterne, fr. MF guiterne, modif. of OSp
guitarra guitar] ; a medieval stringed instrument of the guitar
family
igive \'giv\ vb gave \'gav\ giv«en \'giv-9n\ giv-ing [ME given, of
Scand origin; akin to OSw giva to give; akin to OE giejan, gifan to
give, L habere to have, hold] vt 1 : to make a present of 2 a : to
grant or bestow by formal action b : to accord or yield to another
(.gave him her confidence) 3 a ; to put into the possession of
another for his use : hand b (1) ; to administer as a sacrament
(2) : to administer as a medicine c : to commit to the trust or
keeping of another d : to transfer from one's authority or custody
e ; to execute and dehver (all employees must '^ bond) f : to offer
for conveyance or transmittal <'^ my regards to your family)
4 a ; to offer to the action of another ; proffer {gave his hand to
the visitor) b ; to yield to a man in sexual intercourse 5 a ; to
present in public performance <-^ a concert) b : to present to view
or observation {gave the signal to start) 6 ; to provide by way of
entertainment {^ a party) 7 : to propose as a toast 8 a : to
designate as a share or portion : allot b ; to make assignment of
(a name) c ; to set forth as an actual or hypothedcal datum : as-
sume d : attribute, ascribe {.gave all the glory to God) 9 a : to
yield as a product, consequence, or effect ; produce (cows -^ milk)
<84 divided by 12 '^5 7) b : to bring forth : bear 10 a ; to yield
possession of by way of exchange : pay b : to dispose of for a price
; SELL 11 a : to deliver by some bodily action {gave him a push)
b : execute c : to infUct as punishment d : to award by formal
verdict (judgment was given against the plaintiff) 12 ; to offer for
consideration, acceptance, or use {<~^s no reason for his absence)

a abujj ® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

j joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tli tMn; t& tnis;
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13 a ; SACRIFICE to : consign, commend c : to apply freely or
fully ; DEVOTE d : to offer as a pledge <I •^ you my word) 14 a : oc-
casion {mountains always gave him pleasure) b : to cause a person
to catch by contagion, infection, or exposure 15 ; permit, con-
cede 16 : to care to the extent of <didn't -^ a hang) ^ W 1 : to
make gifts or presents : contribute, donate 2 a : to yield to
physical force or strain b : to collapse from the application of force
or pressure 3 SL oj weather : to become mild b oj jrozen ground
: THAW 4 : to afford a view or passage : open
syn PRESENT, DONATE, BESTOW, CONFER, AFFORD: GIVE is the general

term applicable to passing over, delivering, transmitting in any
manner; present suggests more ceremony and implies a degree of
value or complexity in what is given; donate imphes a publicized
giving as to charity; bestow implies a settling of something on one
as a gift and often suggests condescension in the giver; confer
applies to the giving of an intangible thing of permanent value {as
an honor, privilege, rank); afford implies a giving or supplying
that is a natural consequence of the character of the thing that gives— give a good account ol : to acquit (oneself) well — give ground
; to withdraw before superior force : retreat — give the gun : to
open the throttle of ; speed up — give tongue oj hounds : to begin
barking on the scent — give way 1 a : retreat b ; to yield the
right of way 2 : to yield oneself without restraint or control
3 a : collapse, fail b ; concede 4 : to yield place 6 ; to begin
to row

2give n 1 : capacity or tendency to yield to force or strain 2 : the
quality or state of being springy

give-and-take \.giv-3n-'tak\ n 1 : the practice of making mutual
concessions : compromise 2 : good-natured exchange of ideas

give away vt 1 : to make a present of 2 : to deliver (a bride) to the
bridegroom at a wedding 3 a : betray b ; disclose, reveal
4 ; to give (as weight) by way of a handicap
give-away \'giv-3-,wa\ « 1 : an unintentional revelation or be-
trayal 2 : something given away free; specij : premium 3 S a
radio or television program on which prizes are given away

give back vi : retire, retreat
give in vt : deliver, submit {gave in his resignation) ^ vi t to
yield under insistence or entreaty ; surrender

giv-en \'giv-3n\ adj 1 : presented, bestowed 2 : prone, disposed
i^ to swearing) 3 oJ an ojjicial document : executed, dated
4 a : FIXED, specified b : assumed, granted 6 : immediately
present in experience — given n
given name n : christian name
give olJ vt 1 : to send out as a branch 2 : emit -— v/ ; to branch off
give out v/ 1 a : declare, publish b : to read aloud the words of
for congregational singing 2 : emit 3 : issue igave out new
uniforms) '^ vi 1 ; to become exhausted ; collapse 2 ; to break

give over vt 1 : cease 2 a : to yield without restraint or control
: abandon b : to set apart for a particular purpose or use : devote
3 archaic : to pronounce incurable 4 : entrust '^ vi ; to bring an
activity to an end : stop
giv.er \'giv-3r\ n : one that gives : donor
give up vt 1 : surrender 2 : to desist from 3 a : to abandon
(oneself) to a particular feeling, influence, or activity b ; to devote
to a particular purpose or use 4 : to declare incurable or insoluble
5 : to despair of seeing '^ vi : to withdraw from an activity or
course of action
giz.mo or gis.mo \'giz-(,)m6\ n [origin unknown] : gadget
giz.zard \'giz-ard\ « [alter, of ME giser, fr. ONF guisier, fr. L
gigeria (pi.) giblets] 1 : the muscular enlargement of the ahmentary
canal of birds that immediately follows the crop and has usu.
thick muscular walls and a tough homy lining for grinding the food
2 : innards

gla.bel.la \gl3-'beI-3\ n, pi gla-beMae \-'bel-.e, -.T\ [NL, fr. L,
fem. of glabellas hairless, dim. of glaber] : the smooth prominence
between the eyebrows — gla>hel<lar \-'bel-3r\ adj
gla-bres-cent \gla-'bres-'nt\ adj : somewhat glabrous
gla^brous \'gla-br9s\ adj [L glabr-, glaber smooth, bald — more at
glad] ; SMOOTH; esp : having a surface without hairs or projections— gla>brousjness n

gla*ce \gla-'sa\ adj [F, fr. pp. of glacer to freeze, ice. glaze, fr. L
glaciare, fr. glacies] 1 ; made or finished so as to have a smooth
glossy surface 2 : coated with a glaze : candied

gla-Cial \'gla-sh3l\ adj [L glacialis, fr. glacies} 1 a : extremely cold
: FRIGID b : devoid of warmth and cordiality c : coldly imper-
turbable^ 2 a : of. relating to, or produced by glaciers b : sug-
gestive of the very slow movement of glaciers C (1) : of, relating to,
or being any of those parts of geologic time from Precambrian
onward when a much larger portion of the earth was covered by
glaciers than at present (2) cap : pleistocene 3 ; resembling ice
(^ acetic acid) — gla>ciaMy \-sh3-le\ adv

gla>cial.ist \-sh3-lasi\ n 1 : glaciologist 2 : one who supports
the glacier theory

gla-ci>ate \'gla-she-,at\ vt 1 : freeze 2 : to subject to glacial
action; also : to produce glacial effects in or on — gla-ci*a*tion
\,gla-s(h)e-'a-sh3n\ n

gla.cier \'gla-sh3r\ n [F dial., fr. MF dial., fr. MF glace ice, fr. L
glacies: akin to L gelu frost — more at cold] : a large body of ice
moving slowly down a slope or valley or spreading outward on a
land surface

glacier theory n : a theory in glaciology: drift was deposited
through the agency of glaciers in the glacial epoch

gla>ci*ol*o-gist \,gla-s(h)e-'al-3-j3st\ n ; a specialist in glaciology
gla-ci.ol.o-gy \-je\ n [ISV glacier + -o- -I- -logy} 1 : any of the
branches of science dealing with snow or ice accumulation, glacia-
tion, or glacial epochs 2 : the glacial features of a region

gla>cis \gla-'se. 'glas-ss\ n, pi gla>cis \gla-'sez\ also glac-is*es
\'glas-3-S3z\ [F, fr. glacer to freeze, slide] 1 a : a gentle slope
: incline b ; a slope that runs -downward from a fortification
2 : a buffer area

iglad \'glad\ adj glad<der; glad>dest [ME, shining, glad fr. OE
il^d; akin to OHG glal shining, smooth, L glaber smooth, bald]

archaic : having a cheerful or happy disposition by nature
2 a ; experiencing pleasure, joy, or delight ; made happy b ; grat-
mED, PLEASED c : Very willing 3 a ; marked by, expressive of, or
caused by happiness and joy to : causing happiness and joy ; pleas-
ant 4 : full of brightness and cheerfulness — glad*ly adv — glad-
ness n
syn HAPPY, CHEERpyL, liohthearted, joyful, joyous: glad and

HAPPY may express gratification but glad usu. implies delight.

implies freedom from care, worry, or discontent; JOYFin, and joyous
imply exultant rejoicing

2glad vb glad-ded; glad-ding archaic : gladden
3glad n : GLADIOLUS 1

glad.den \'glad-=n\ vb glad-den-ing \'glad-nio, -"n-iaX vt : to
make glad «- vi, archaic ; to be glad

glade \'glad\ n [perh. fr. "^glad} : an open space surrounded by
woods — glady \'glad-e\ adj

glad hand n : a warm welcome or greeting often prompted by
ulterior reasons — glad-hand \'glad-'hand\ vb — glad-hand-er n

glad>i*a>tor \'glad-e-,at-ar\ n [L, fr. gladius sword, of Celt origin;
akin to W cleddyj sword; akin to L clades destruction. Gk klados
sprout, branch — more at halt] 1 : a person engaged in a fight to
the death for public entertainment in ancient Rome 2 : a person
engaging in a public fight or controversy 3 ; a trained fighter;
specij : PRIZEFIGHTER — glad*i*a>to<ri>al \,glad-e-a-'t6r-e-sl,
-'tdr-\ adj

glad>i-o-la \,gIad-e-'6-l3\ n [back-formation fr. gladiolus, taken as a
pi.] : GLADIOLUS i

gla.di.Q.ius \,glad-e-'5-l3s also gl3-'dT-3-lss\ n, pi gla-di-0-U
\-'o-(,)le, -'o-,U; -3-,lT\ [NL, genus name, fr. L, small sword, dim.
of gladius] 1 or pi gladiolus or gla>di-o>lus>es : any of a genus
(Gladiolus) of chiefly African plants of the iris family with erect
sword-shaped leaves and spikes of brilliantly colored irregular
flowers arising from flattened corms 2 : the large middle portion
of the sternum
glad-some \'glad-sara\ adj : giving or showing joy ; cheerful —
glad-some-ly adv — glad-some-ness n

glad-stone \'glad-,ston, chiejly Brit -stanX n, ojlen cap [W. E.
Gladstone tl898 Brit, statesman] : a traveling bag with-Aexible
sides on a rigid frame that opens flat into two compartments

glai-kit or glai-ket \'gla-k3t\ adj [ME (Sc) glaikit} chiejly Scot
: FOOLISH, GIDDY

glair or glaire \'gla(3)r, gle(3)r\ n [ME gleyre egg white, fr. MF
glaire, modif. of (assumed) VL claria, fr. L clarus clear — more at
clear] 1 ; a sizing liquid made from egg white 2 : a viscid sub-
stance suggestive of an egg white

glairy \-e\adj : having the characteristics of or overlaid with glair

glaive Vglav\ n [ME, fr. MF, javelin, sword, modif. of L gladius
sword] archaic : sword; esp ; broadsword

glam>or-iza*tion \,glam-(a-)r3-'za-shsn\ n ; the act of glamorizing
or the process of being glamorized

glam-or-ize also glam-our-ize \'glam-3-,rTz\ vr 1 : to make
glamorous 2 : romanticize, glorify — glam-or-iz-er n

glam-or-ous also glam-our-ous \'glam-(3-)r3s\ adj : full of
glamour — glam*or-ous-ly adv — glam-or-ous-ness n
glam-our or glam>or \'glam-3r\ n [Sc glamour, alter, of E grammar:
fr. the popular association of erudition with occult practices]
1 ; a magic spell 2 : a romantic, exciting, and often illusory attrac-
tiveness; esp ; alluring or fascinating personal attraction — glamour
vt glam-our-ing \-(a-)rio\
iglance \'glan(t)s\ vb [ME glencen, glenchen} v/ 1 : to strike a
surface obliquely so as to go off at an angle <bunet glanced off the
wall) 2 a : to flash or gleam with quick intermittent rays of Ught
(brooks glancing in the sun) b : to make sudden quick movements
(dragonflies glancing over the pond) 3 a : to touch briefly or
indirectly on a subject i~s at the customs of ancient cultures)
b : to refer briefly to something by way of censure or satire 4 a o/
the eyes ; to move swiftly from one thing to another" to : to take a
quick look at something '*< v/ 1 archaic a : to take a quick look at
b : to catch a glimpse of 2 : to give an oblique path of direction to:

a ; to throw or shoot so that the object glances from a surface
b archaic ; to aim (as an innuendo) indirectly : insinuate syn see
FLASH

sglance n 1 a : a quick intermittent flash or gleam b archaic ; a
sudden quick movement 2 a archaic ; a rapid oblique movement
b : a deflected impact or blow 3 a : a swift movement of the eyes
b : a quick or cursory look 4 archaic a : gibe b : allusion

3glance n [G glanz luster, glanz; akin to OHG glanz bright — more
at glint] : any of several mineral sulfides usu. dark colored with a
metallic luster

glanc-ing \'gianft)-siD\ adj 1 ; incidental, indirect 2 ; casual,
offhand — glanc-ing-ly \-sio-le\ adv
igland \'gland\ n [F glande, fr. OF, glandular swelling on the neck,
gland, modif. of L gland-, glans acorn; akin to Gk balanos acorn]
1 a : a cell or group of cells that selectively removes materials from
the blood, concentrates or alters them, and secretes them for further
use in the body or for eUmination from the body b : any of various
animal structures suggestive of glands though not secretory in
function (lymph -«) 2 : any of various secreting organs (as a
nectary) of plants

igland n [origin unknown] 1 ; a device for preventing leakage of
fluid past a joint in machinery 2 : the movable part of a stuffing
box by which the packing is compressed

glan-dered \'glan-d3rd\ adj ; affected with glanders
glan-ders \-d3rz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [MF glandre glandular
swelling on the neck, fr. L glandulae, fr. pi. of glandula, dim. of
gland-, glans} ; a contagious and destructive disease esp. of horses
caused by a bacterium (Actinobacillus mqllei) and characterized by
caseating nodular lesions that tend to break down and form ulcers

glan-du-lar \'glan-ja-l3r\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or involving
glands, gland cells, or their products b : having the characteristics
or function of a gland 2 a ; innate, inherent b ; physical.
SEXUAL — glan-du-lar-Iy adv

glans \'glan2\ n, pi glan-des \'glan-.dez\ [L gland-, glans, lit.,

acorn] 1 a ; a conical vascular body lorming the extremity of the
penis b : a similar body of the cUtoris 2 : a nut enclosed by an
involucre
Iglare \'gla(3)r, •gle(3)r\ vb [ME glaren; akin to OE gl&s} vi

1 a ; to shine with a harsh uncomfortably brilliant light b ; to
stand out offensively : obtrude 2 : to stare angrily or fiercely
'*' vr 1 ; to express (as hostility) by staring angrily 2 archaic : to
cause to be sharply reflected syn see gaze
Sglare n l a : a harsh uncomfortably bright light; specij : painfully

bright sunlight to ; cheap showy brilliance ; garishness 2 : an
angry or fierce stare syn see blaze

aglare n [prob. fr. ^glarej : a surface or sheet of ice with a smooth
slippery surface
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glai-ing adj 1 : having a fixed look of hostility, fierceness, or anger
2a: shining with or reflecting an uncomfortably bright light

b (1) : GARISH (2) : vulgarly ostentatious 3 : painfully obvious
<;'^ error) syn see flagrant — glar'ingUy\-in-Ie\ adv — glar-
ing,ness n
glaiy \'gla(9)r-e, 'gleC3)r-\ adj : having a dazzling brightness

: GLARING
iglass \'glas\ n, often attrib [ME glas, it. OE gl^s\ akin to OE
geolu yellow — more at yellow] 1 a : an amorphous inorganic
usu. transparent or translucent substance consisting of a mixture
of silicates or sometimes borates or phosphates formed by fusion
of silica or of oxides of boron or phosphorus with a flux and a
stabilizer into a mass that cools to a rigid condition without
crystallization b : a substance resembling glass 2 a : something
made of glass: as (1) ; tumbler (2) ; mirror (3) ; barometer
b (1) : an optical instrument or device that has one or more lenses
and is designed to aid in the viewing of objects not readily seen
(2) pi : a device used to correct defects of vision or to protect the
eyes that consists typically of a pair of glass lenses and the frame by
which they are held in place — called also eyeglasses, spectacles
3 ; the quantity held by a glass container 4 : glassware ~ glass-
niaK*er \-,ma-k3r\ « — glass>maK-ing \-kio\ n

Sglass vt la: glaze l b : to put in a glass container 2 : to make
glassy 3 a : reflect b : to see mirrored 4 : to scan with an
optical instrument esp, for game -^ vi 1 : to become glassy 2 : to
look for game through an optical instrument
glass.blow.er \-,bi6(-3)r\ n : one skilled in glassblowing
glasS'bloW'lng \-,bIo-io\ n : the art of shaping a mass of glass
that has been softened by heat by blowing air into it through a
tube

glass eye n 1 : an artificial eye made of glass 2 : an eye having a
pale, whitish, or colorless iris — glass-eyed \-'Td\ adj

glass-ful \'glas-.ful\ n : the quantity held by a glass
glasS'house \'glas-,haus\ n 1 : glassworks 2 chiejly Brit

X GREENHOUSE
glass*i>ly \'glas-3-le\ adv : in a glassy manner
glass>ine \gla-'sen\ n : a thin dense paper highly resistant to the
passage of air and grease
glass-i-ness \'glas-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being glassy
glass<man \'glas-,man, -msnX n : a dealer in or maker of glass
glass snaKe n : a limbless lizard {Ophisaurus ventralis) of the south-
ern U.S. resembling a snake and having a fragile tail that readily
breaks into pieces; also : any of several similar Old World liz-

ards
glass.ware \'glas-,waC3)r, -,we(3)r\ n : articles made of glass
glass wool n : glass fibers in a mass resembling wool and being
used esp. for thermal insulation and air filters

glasS'Work \'glas-,w3rk\ n 1 a : the manufacture of glass or
glassware; also : glaziery It pi x a place where glass is made
2 : GLA.sswARE — glass*work>er \-,w3r-k9r\ n

glasS'Wort \-,w3rt, -,w6(3)rt\ n [fr. its former use in the manu-
facture of glass] 1 : any of a genus (Salicornia) of woody suc-
culent-leaved herbs of the goosefoot family 2 : a saltwort {Salsola
kali)

glassy \'glas-e\ adj 1 : resembling glass 2 : dull, lifeless
<'^ eyes)

Glau.ber's salt \.glau-bsr(z)-'s6lt\ or Glauber salt \-b3r-\ n
[Johann R. Glauber tl668 G chemist] : a colorless crystalline
sodium salt Na2SO4.10H2O used esp. as a cathartic — sometimes
used in pi.

glau<co>ma \gl6-'k5-m3, glaia-\ n [L, cataract, fr. Gk glaukoma,
fr. glaiikos} : a disease of the eye marked by increased pressure
within the eyeball, damage to the optic disk, and gradual loss of

glau-CO-nite \'gl6-k9-,nTt\ n [G glaukonit, Irreg. fr. Gk glaukos'\
: a mineral consisting of a dull green earthy iron potassium silicate

occurring abundantly in greensand — glau<co>uit<ic \,gl6-k3-
'nit-ik\ adj

glau-COUS Vgl6-k3s\ adj [L glaucus gleaming, gray, fr. Gk glaukosi
1 a : of a pale yellow green color b : of a light bluish gray or
bluish white color 2 : having a powdery or waxy coating that
gives a frosted appearance and tends to rub off i^ fruits) — glau-
cous>ness n
Iglaze \'glaz\ vb [ME glasen, fr. glas glass] vl 1 : to furnish or
fit with glass 2 a : to coat with or as if with glass b : to apply a
glaze to 3 : to give a smooth glossy surface to ^ vi 1 : to become
glazed 2 : to form a glaze — glaz>er n
2glaze « 1 : a smooth slippery coating of thin ice 2 a : a trans-
parent or translucent substance used as a coaling to produce a
glossy or lustrous appearance applied to food on which it hard-
ens b : a transparent or translucent color applied to modify the
effect of a painted surface c : a smooth glossy or lustrous surface
or finish 3 : a glassy film
3glaze vi [prob. blend of glare and gazej archaic ; stare
gla-zier \'gla-zhar, -ze-3r\ n : one who sets glass — gla«ziery
\*gla2h-(3-)re. 'gla-ze-a-re\ n

glaz<ing \'gla-zir)\ n 1 : the act, process, or trade of using or
applying glaze 2 a : glasswork b : glaze
igleam \'glem\ n [ME gleem, fr. OE glxm; akin to OE geolu yellow— more at yellow] 1 a ; a transient appearance of subdued or
partly obscured Ught b ; a small bright hght ; glint 2 : a brief
or faintappearance or occurrence : trace (-^ of hope) — gleamy
\'gle-me\ adj
2gleam vi l ; to shine with subdued Ught or moderate brightness
2 : to appear briefly or faintly '^ vt : to cause to gleam syn see
flash
glean \'glen\ vb [ME glenen, fr. MF glener, fr. LL glennare: akin
to Mir digliunn I glean, OHG glanz bright — more at glint] vi

1 : to gather grain or other produce left by reapers 2 : to
gather information or other material bit by bit ^ vt la: to pick
up after a reaper b : to strip (as a field) of the leavings of reapers
2 a ; to gather (as information) bit by bit b : to pick over
3 : to find out : learn, ascertain — glean-able \'gle-n3-b3l\ adj— glean<er n

glean<ings \'gle-nlaz\ n pi : things acquired by gleaning
glebe \'gleb\ n [L gleba clod, land — more at clip] 1 archaic

: land; specij : a plot of cultivated land 2 : land belonging or
yielding revenue to a parish church or ecclesiastical benefice

glede \'gled\ n [ME, fr. OE glida; akin to OE glldan to gUde]
: any of several birds of prey (as the European kite)

glee \'gle\ n [ME, fr. OE gteo entertainment, music; akin to ON
sly joy, Gk chleue joke] 1 : exultant high-spirited joy : merriment
2 : an unaccompanied song for three or more solo usu. male voices
syn see mirth

glee club n ; a chorus organized for singing usu. short choral pieces
gleed \'gled\ n [ME, fr. OE gled; akin to OE gldwan to glow]
dial Brit ; aglowing coal

glee.ful \'gle-f3l\ adj ; full of glee : merry — glee-lal-ly \-fa-le\
adv — glee- ful. ness n

gleeb \'glek\ n [origin unknown] archaic ; gibe^ trick — gleek vb,
archaic
glee.man \'gle-man\ n : minstrel
glee-some \-s3m\ adj, archaic ; GLEEFUL
gleet \'glet\ n [ME glet slimy or mucous matter, fr. MF glete, fr. L
glittus viscous; akin to LL glut-, glus glue — more at clay] : a
chronic inflammation of a bodily orifice usu. accompanied by an
abnormal discharge; also : the discharge itself — gleety \-e\ adj

gleg \'gleg\ adj [ME, fr. ON gloggr clear-sighted] Scot ; quick,
SHARP

glei*za>tiou \gla-'za-sh3n\ n : development of or conversion Into
gley

glen \'glen\ n [ME (Sc), valley, fr. (assumed) ScGael glenn; akin to
Mir glend valley] : a secluded narrow valley

glen.gar-ry \glen-'gar-e\ n, ojten cap [Glengarry,
valley in Scotland] : a woolen cap of Scottish
origin

gley \'gla\ n [Russ glei clay; akin to OE clieg clay— more at clay ] ; a sticky clay layer formed under
the surface of some waterlogged soils

gli.a.din \'glT-ad-3n\ n [It gliadina, fr. MGk glia
glue — more at clay] : prolamin; esp : one ob-
tained by alcoholic extraction of gluten from wheat
and rye

glib \'glib\ adj glib-ber; glib-best [prob. modif.
of LG glibberig slippery] 1 archaic ; smooth,
SLIPPERY 2 a ; marked by ease and informality

glengarry

.1 SUPERFICIAL,
SLICK 3 : marked by ease and fluency in speaking or writing— glib-ly adv — glib* ness n
iglide \'gtTd\ vb [ME gliden, fr. OE glidan: akin to OHG gVitan
to glide] VI 1 : to move smoothly, continuously, and effortlessly

2 : to pass gradually and imperceptibly 3 oj an airplane ; to
descend at a normal angle without engine power sufficient for
level flight 4 oj the tongue X to change position in the articulation
of a glide -^ v/ ; to cause to gUde

2glide n 1 : the act or action of gliding 2 : a calm stretch of
shallow water flowing smoothly 3a; portamento b : a non-
significant sound produced by the passing of the vocal organs to
or from the articulatory position of a speech sound ^*

glid-er \'glrd-3r\ n 1 : one that glides: as a : an aircraft without
an engine b : a porch seat suspended from an upright^ frame-
work by short chains or straps 2 ; something that aids ghding

glim \'glim\ n [perh. short for ^glimmerl 1 : glimmer 2 slang

X a brief look ; glance 3 : light
iglim.mer \*glim-Dr\ vi glim-mer-ing \-(a-)rir]\ [ME gUmeren;
akin to OE glSm gleam] 1 a : to shine faintly or unsteadily
b : to shimmer softly 2 ; to appear indistinctly with a faintly

luminous quality syn see flash
2glimmer n 1 a : a feeble or intermittent Ught b : a soft shimmer
2 a : a dim perception or faint idea : inkling b : a smaU amount
: bit

glim.mer-ing n : glimmer
iglimpse \'ghm(p)s\ vb [ME glimsen; akin to MHG glimsen to

glimmer, OE glaem gleam] vi 1 archaic X glimmer 2 : to take a
brief look ^ v/ : to get a brief look at — glimps-er n
2gllmpse n 1 : glimmer 2 : a brief fleeting view or look
iglint \'glint\ vb [ME glinten to dart obliquely, gUnt, alter, of
glenten, of Scand origin; akin to Sw dial, gldnta to clear up; akin to

OHG glanz bright, OE geolu yellow — more at yellow] vi 1 a ar-

chaic X to glance off an object b oj rays oj light ; to strike a re-

flecting surface obUquely and dart out at an angle 2 : to shine
by reflection: a : to shine with tiny bright flashes : sparkle
b : glitter c : gleam 3 : peep 4 : to appear briefly or faintly
'*- vr : to cause to glint syn see flash

sglint « 1 : a tiny bright flash of Ught : sparkle 2 archaic \ glance
3 : a brief or faint manifestation

iglis.sade \glis-'ad\ vi [F, n., slide, gUssade, fr. gUsser to slide,

fr. OF glider, alter, of glier, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG gUtan
to glide] 1 : to sUde without skis or other devices down a snow*
covered slope 2 : to perform a ballet glissade — glis-sad>er n

2glissade n l : the action of gUssading 2 : a gliding step in ballet

glis.san-do \gli-'san-(.)d5\ n, pi glis-san-di \-{.)de\ or glis-

sandos [prob. modif. of F glissade} l a rapid sliding up or down
the musical scale

iglis.ten \'glis-^n\ vr glis.ten.ing \'gUs-nio. -^n-igN [ME glistnen,

fr. OE gUsnian; akin to OE glisian to glitter, geolu yellow — more at

yellow] : to shine by reflection with a sparkUng radiance or
with the mild luster of a wet or oiled surface syn see flash

2glisten rt : glitter, sparkle
glis.ter \'glis-t9r\ vi glis.ter-ing \-t(3-)rio\ [ME gUstren; akin to
OE glisian} X GLISTEN — glister n

iglit-ter \'gUt-9r\ vi [ME gliteren, fr. ON glitra; akin to OE geolu
yellow] 1 a : to shine by reflection with brilUant or metallic luster

i'-^ing sequins) b : sparkle c : to shine with a hard cold glassy
briUiance (little eyes ~ed cruelly) 2 : to be brillianily attractive

in a superficial way syn see flash
aglitter n 1 : sparkUng brilUancy, showlness, or attractiveness

2 : smaU gUttering objects used for ornamentation — glit-tery
\'glit-9-re\_adj

gloam \'gl6m\ n [Sc gleam to become twiUght, back-formation
fr. gloaming} archaic : twilight
gloam-ing \'gl6-mir)\ n [ME (Sc) gloming, fr. OE gWming, fr.

glom twiUght; akin to OE gldwan to glow] : twilight, dusk
igloat \'glot\ VI [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON glotta to
grin scornfully; akin to OE geolu yeUow] 1 : to look or gaze at
something admiringly or affectionately 2 : to gaze at or think
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about something with great self-satisfaction, gratification, or Joy
<~ing over his gold) 3 ; to linger over or dwell upon something
with malicious pleasure syn see gaze — gloat'er n

agloat n 1 : the act of gloating 2 : a feeUng of triumphant or
malicious satisfaction

glob \'grab\ n [perh. blend of globe and blob'i 1 : a small drop
: BLOB 2 : a usu. large and rounded lump

glob.al \'glo-b3l\ adj 1 : spherical 2 : worldwide <a system
of ~ communication) 3 : coniprehensive, universal — glob-
aMy \-ba-le\ adv

glO'bate \'glo-,bat\ adj i globular la
iglobe \'glob\ n [MF, fr. L globus — more at clip] : something
spherical or rounded: as a : a spherical representation of the
earth or heavens b : earth c : orb 5

2globe 17, archaic : to form into a globe
globe-fish \'glob-,fish\ n : any of numerous chiefly tropical marine
spiny-finned fishes of a family (Tetraodontidae) which can distend
themselves to a globular form and most of which are highly
poisonous

globe>llow>er \-.flau(-3)r\ n ; any of a genus (Trollius) of plants
of the crowfoot family with globose yellow flowers

globe-trot.ter \-,trat-3r\ n : one that travels widely — globe-
trot-ting \-io\ 1 or adj

glo*bin \'gl6-b3n\ n [ISV, back-formation fr. hemoglobin'\ : a
colorless protein obtained by removal of heme from a hemoglobin
or similar conjugated protein

glo-boid \'gI6-,b6id\ n or adj : spheroid
glo*bose \'glo-,b6s\ adj z GLOBULAR la — glo-bose-ly adv —
glO-bOS-i*ty \glo-'bas-3t-e\ n

glOb-U-lar \'glab-ya-l3r\ adj [partly fr. L globus + E -ular; partly

fr. L globulus + E -or] 1 a : having the shape of a globe or globule

b : worldwide 2 : having or consisting of globules — glob»u-
lar.ly adv — glob-u-lar-ness n

glob.ule \*glab-(.)yu(3)l\ n {F, ir. I. globulus, dim. of globus} : a
tiny globe or ball

glob.u<lin \'giab-y3-l3n\ n ; any of a class of simple proteins (as

myosin) insoluble in pure water but soluble in dilute salt solutions
that occur widely in plant and animal tissues

glo-chid.i.ate \glo-'kid-e-3t\ adj 1 or glo-chid-i-al \-e-3l\

: having glochidia 2 : having barbed tips (.^ leaves)

glo.chid.i.um \-e-3m\ n, pi glo.chid.ia \-e-3\ [NL. fr. Gk
glochis projecting point + NL -idium] 1 : a barbed hair or spine
(as on a cactus) 2 ; a larval freshwater mussel (family Unionidae)
that develops as an external parasite on fish

glock-en-spiel \'glak-3n-,s(h)pel\ n [G, fr. glocke bell + spiel

play] : a percussion musical instrument consisting of a series of

graduated metal bars tuned to the chromatic scale and played with
two hammers
glom \'giam\ vf glommed; gloni'ining [prob. alter, of E dial.

glaum to grab] 1 slang : take, steal 2 slang : seize, catch —
glom on to slang ; to take possession of

glom*er*ate \'glam-9-r3t\ adj [L glomeratus, pp. of glomerare to
wind into a ball, fr. glomer-, glomus ball — more at clam] : ag-
glomerate, CONGLOMERATE — glom.er-a.tioii \.gram-a-'ra-sh3n\

glo-mer<u<lar \gla-'mer-(y)9-l3r\ adj : of, relating to, or produced
by a glomerulus {^ nephritis)

glO'Hier^u.late \-bt\ adj : arranged in small compact clusters

gloni'er*ule \'glam-3-,rUl. -3r-,yii(3}l\ n [NL glomerulus} 1 : a
compacted cyme like the flower head of a composite 2 : glo-
merulus

glo>mer.U'lo<ne>pliri*tis \gra-,mer-(y)3-lo-ni-'fnt-3s\ n : ne-
phritis marked by inflammation of the capillaries of the renal
glomeruli

glo-mer-u.lus \gla-'mer-(y)3-l3s\ /i, pi glo-mer-u-li \-.iT, -,le\

[NL, glomerulus, glomerule. dim. of L glomer-, glomus ball] ; a
small convoluted or intertwined mass; esp : a tuft of capillaries

at the point of origin of each vertebrate nephron
igloom \'gIUm\ vb [ME gloumen: akin to OE geolu yellow — more
at yellow] VI 1 : to look sullen or despondent 2 : to be or
become overcast 3 ; to loom up dimly or somberly ^ vt X I sad-
den 2 ; to make dark, murky, or somber
2gloom n 1 a : partial or total darkness b : a dark place 2 a : low-
ness of spirits ; dejection b : an atmosphere of despondency syn
see sadness
gloom>i-ly \'glU-ma-le\ adv ; in a gloomy manner
gloom>i>ness \-me-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being gloomy
gloomy \'glij-me\ adj 1 a : partially or totally dark; esp : dismally
and depressingly dark <-« weather) b ; having a frowning or
scowling appearance : forbidding c : low in spirits : melan-
choly 2a: causing gloom : depressing <a •^ story) b ; marked
by little or no hopefulness : pessimistic <~ prophecies) syn see
dark. sullen
GlO'ria \'glor-e-3, "glor-X n [L, glory] : one of several Christian
doxologies beginning in the original Latin with gloria

glo>ii<fi>ca.tion \,glor-3-f3-'ka-sh3n, ,gl6r-\ n : the act of glorify-
ing or the state of being glorified

glo-ri-fi-er \'glor-3-,fT(-3)r. 'gI6r-\ n : one that glorifies

glo-ri^ly \-,fi\ vt 1 : to make glorious by bestowing glory upon;
esp : to elevate to celestial glory 2 : to shed radiance or splendor on
3 : to make glorious by presentation in a favorable aspect 4 ; to
give glory to (as in worship)

gl0*ri>0US \'glor-e-3s, 'gl6r-\ adj 1 a : possessing or deserving
glory : illustrious b ; conferring glory (-^ victory) 2 : re-
splendent, magnificent 3 : delightful, wonderful syn see
splendid — glo>ri-ous>ly adv — glo<n>ous>ness n
iglO-ry \'glor-e. 'glor-X n [ME glorie. fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L gloria}
la; praise, honor, or distinction extended by common consent
: renown b ; worshipful praise, honor, and thanksgiving 2 a : some-
thing that secures praise or renown b : a highly commendable
asset 3 a (1) : resplendence. MACNincENCE (2) : something
marked by beauty or resplendence b : the splendor and beatific
happiness of heaven 4 : a height of prosperity or achievement
5 ; a ring or spot of light: as a : aureole b : corona 2a, 2b

2glory vi : to rejoice proudly ; exult
igloss X'gliis, 'glosX n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Icel glossa
to glow; akin to OE geolu yellow] 1 : a superficial luster or
brightness : polish 2 ; a deceptively attractive appearance
: SEMBLANCE

2gloss vt 1 a ; to give a deceptive appearance to <'^ the matter over)

b : to hide by a plausible pretext or quick superficial discussion
<~ over inadequacies) 2 : to give gloss to

3gl0SS n [ME glose, fr. OF. fr. L glossa unusual word requiring
explanation, fr.Gk glossa. gloria tongue, language, unusual word;
akin to Gk glochis projecting point] 1 a : a brief explanation
(as in the margin or between the lines of a text) of a difficult or
obscure word or expression b : a false interpretation 2 a : glos-
sary b : an interlinear translation c ; a continuous commentary
accompanying a text

*gloss vt 1 : to furnish glosses for 2 : to make a false or perverse
interpretation of syn see annotate

gloss- or glOSSO- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk gloss-, glossa-, fr. glossa}
1 ; tongue <g/o55algia) 2 : language <g/o.j5ologv)

glos-sa \'g!as-3, 'g!6s-\ n, pi glos-sae \-,e, -,T\ also glossas [NL,
fr. Gk glossa} ; a tongue or lingual structure esp. in an insect;
esp : the median distal lobe of the labium of an insect

glos-sal \-3l\ adj : of or relating to the tongue
glOS>sar>i>al \gla-'sar-e-3l, gl6-, -'serA adj : of, relating to, or
having the characteristics of a glossary

glos.sa.rist X'glas-a-rsst. 'gl6s-\ n 1 : one that makes textual
glosses 2 : a compiler of a glossary

glos>sa-ry \-(3-)re\ n : a. collection of textual glosses or of terms
limited to a specialarea of knowledge or usage

glos-sa*tor \'glas-,at-3r, 'gl6s-\ n ; glossarist
gl0S5-i*ly \'gIas-3-le, 'glos-N adv : in a glossy manner
glos.si-na Xgla-'sT-ns, gI6-. -'se-\ n [NL. genus name, fr. Gk
glossa tongue; fr. its long proboscis] : tsetse
gloss>i>ness \'glas-e-n3s, 'gl6s-\ n : the quality or state of being
glossy

glos-sog.ra.pher \gra-'sag-r3-f3r. gl6-\ n [Gk glossographos, fr.

glossa + graphein to write — more at carve] ; glossarist
glos.so.pha.ryn.geal \,glas-(,)o-f3-'rin-](e-)3l. .glos-, -,far-3n-'je-
3l\ adj : of or relating to both tongue and pharynx
glossopharyngeal nerve n : a mixed nerve that is either of the
9th pair of cranial nerves and supplies chiefly the pharynx, pos-
terior tongue, and parotid gland

glossy \'glas-e, 'gl6s-\ adj 1 ; having a superficial luster or
brightness 2 : specious; esp : having a false air of sophistication

glott- or glotto- comb jorm [Gk glotl-, glotto- tongue, fr. glossa,
gloita} : language <g/orrology)

glot'tal \'glat-'!\ adj : of, relating to, or produced in or by the
glottis <~ constriction)

glottal stop n I a speech sound or phenomenon of speech produced
by interruption of the breath stream by closure of the glottis

glot.tjs \'gjat-3s\ n. pi glot-tis.es or glot-ti-des \-3-,dez\ [Gk
glottid-, glottis, fr. glotta tongue ~ more at GLOSS] : the elongated
space between the vocal folds; also : the structures that surround
this space — compare epiglottis

glot>to<cliro*nol<o>gy \,glat-(,)6-kr3-'nal-3-je\ n : the study of
the time during which two or more languages have evolved sep-
arately from a common source

glout Vgliit, "glaiitX vi [ME glouten, prob. of Scand origin; akin
to ON glotla to grin scornfully — more at gloat] archaic ; frown,
SCOWL

glove \*gl3v\ n [ME. fr. OE gloj: akin to ON gloji glove] 1 a : a
covering for the hand having separate sections for each finger
b ; GAUNTLET 2 a I a padded leather covering for the hand used
in baseball — compare mitt b : boxing glove — glove vt

glove compartment n : a small storage cabinet in the dashboard
of an automobile

gIov>er \'gl3v-3r\ n : one that makes or sells gloves
IglOW \'glo\ VI [ME glowen, fr. OE glowan: akin to OE geohi
yellow — more at yellow] 1 a ; to shine with or as if with an
intense heat b (1) : to have a rich warm typically ruddy color
(2) : FLUSH, BLUSH 2 3 I to experience a sensation of or as if of
heat b : to show exuberance or elation <~ with pride) syn see
BLAZE

2glow n 1 : brightness or warmth of color; esp : redness 2 a : warmth
of feeling or emotion b : a sensation of warmth 3 : light such as
is emitted by a solid body healed to luminosity : incandescence
iglOW.er \'glau(-3)r\ vi [ME (Sc) glowren. perh. of Scand origin;
akin to Norw dial, glyra to look askance; Icel glossa to glow —
more at glow] 1 dial Brit : to stare in amazement 2 : to look or
stare with sullen annoyance or anger syn see frown
2glower n \ dial Brit I an amazed stare 2 : a sullen brooding look
marked by annoyance or anger

glow lamp A7 ; a gas-discharge electric lamp in which most of the
light proceeds from the glow of the gas near the cathode
glow plug n : a small electric heating element placed inside a
diesel-engine cylinder to preheat the air and facilitate starting

glOW'WOrm \'gl6-,warm\ n ; any of various luminous insects with
wings rudimentary or lacking; esp : a wingless female or larva of a
beetle (family Lampyridae) that emits light from the abdomen

glOX>in'ia \glak-'sin-e-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. B. P. Gloxin
ISth cent. G botanist] ; any of a genus (Sinningia) of Brazilian
tuberous herbs of a family (Gesneriaceae. the gloxinia family);
esp : a plant {S. speciosa) widely cultivated for its showy bell<i

shaped flowers
igloze \'glo2\ vb [ME glosen to gloss, flatter, fr. glose gloss] v/,

archaic : to use flattery '»- vt, archaic ; <gl0SS vt 1

2gloze vt : 2GL0SS l — often used with over
glu-co.nate \'glU-k3-,nat\ n : a salt of gluconic acid

glU*con*ic acid \(,)glii-,kan-ik-\ n [ISV, irreg. fr. glucose + -/c]

; a crystalline acid CeHizO? obtained by oxidation of glucose
and used chiefly in cleaning metals

glu>COSe \'glU-,k6s, -.koz\ n [F, modif. of Gk gleukos must, sweet
wine; akin to Gk glykys sweet] 1 : a sugar CgHtzOe known in
dextrorotatory, levorotatory. and racemic forms; esp : the sweet
colorless soluble dextrorotatory form that occurs widely in nature
and is the usual form in which carbohydrate is assimilated by
animals 2 : a starch syrup

glu-co-side \'glii-k3-,sTd\ n : GLVCOsn>E; esp : a glycoside that
yields glucose on hydrolysis — glu<co>sia>ic \,glij-k3-'sid-ik\ adj
— glU'Co.sid.i*cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
iglue \'glii\ n [ME glu, fr. MF. fr. LL glut-, glus — more at clay]
1 ; a hard protein substance largely gelatin that absorbs water to
form a viscous solution with strong adhesive properties and is ob-
tained by cooking down collagenous materials (as hides, bones);
also : a solution of such glue used for sticking things together
2 : any of various other strong adhesive substances or solutions
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— g!a-ey \-e\ adj gla>l*er; gln-l»est — glu-l-ly \'glii-a-le\ adv

2glue vt glued; glu-ing also glue-iug : to make fast with or as if

with glue
glum \'gl3m\ adj glum-mer; glum.mest [prob. akin to ME
gloumen to gloom] 1 ; broodingly morose (became '^ when they
heard the news) 2 ; dreary, gloomy <a -^ countenance) syn
see SULLEN —- glum.ly adv — glum*ness n

glU*ma>ceous \glu-'ma-sh3s\ adj : consisting or having the charac-
ter of glumes <'-^ flowers)
glume \*eliim\ n [NL gluma, fr. L, hull, husk; akin to L glubere
to peel — more at cleave] : a chaffy bract; specij ; either of two
empty bracts at the base of the spikelet in grasses — glu-mil-er-
ous \glii-'mif-(3-)r3s\ adj

IglUt \'gl3t\ v6 glUt.ted; glut.ting [ME glouten} vt 1 : to fill

esp. with food to satiety ; satiate 2 : to flood with goods so that
supply exceeds demand -^ v( : to eat gluttonously syn see satiate

2glut n 1 archaic : the act or process of glutting 2 : an excessive
quantity : oversupply

3glut VI glut-ted; glut.ting [prob. fr. obs. glut, n. (swallow)]
archaic ; to swallow greedily

glu>ta>mate \'gliJt-3-,mat\ n t a salt or ester of glutamic acid

glu.tam-iC acid\(Jglu-,tam-ik-\ n [ISV gluten -t- amino + -ic] : a
crystalUne amino acid C5H9N04 widely distributed in plant and
animal proteins and used in the form of a sodium salt as a seasoning

glU.ta.mine \'glut-9-,men\ n [ISV gluten + amine] : a crystalUne
amino acid C5HioN203 found both free and in proteins in plants
and animals that yields glutamic acid and ammonia on hydrolysis

glU'te-ai \'gliji-e-al, glii-'te-X adj : of or relating to the gluteus
muscles

glU'ten \'glut-'n\ n [L glutin-, gluten glue; akin to LL glut-, glus
glue] : a tenacious elastic protein substance esp. of wheat flour
that gives cohesiveness to dough — glu>tett>ous X'gliit-nss, -^n-3s\

glu-te-us \'glLit-e-3s, glu-'te-\ n, pi glu-tei \'glUt-e-,T, -e-,e; glij-

'te-,i\ [NL gluiaeus, gluteus, fr. Gk gloutos buttock — more at
cloud] : any of the large muscles of the buttocks

glU>ti*nous X'glut-nas, -'n-3s\ adj [MF or L; MF glutineux, fr. L
glutinosus, fr glutin-, gluten] : having the quaUty of glue ; gummy— glu-ti.nouS'ly adv — glu-ti-nous-ness n
glut.ton \'gl3t-^n\ n [ME glotoun, fr. OF gloton, fr. L glutton-,

glutto; akin to L gluttire to swallow, gula throat, OE ceole] 1 a
; one that eats too much b : one that has a great capacity for ac-
cepting or enduring something (-^ for work) 2 a : a shaggy thick-
set carnivorous mammal (Gulo gulo) of the family Mustelidae of
northern Europe and Asia related to the marten and the sable
b : wolverine i syn see epicure

glut>ton>ous \'gl3t-n3s, -'n-ss\ adj ; marked by or given to glut-
tony — glut.ton-ous.ly adv — glut<tou<ous>ness n

glut'tony \'gl3t-ne, -*n-e\ n ; excess in eating or drinking
glyc- or glyco- comb jorm [ISV, fr. Gk glyk- sweet, fr. glykys]

; sugar iglycoproiitmy
glycer- or glycero- comb Jorm [ISV, fr. glycerin] 1 : glycerol
{glyceryl) 2 : related to glycerol or glyceric acid <,glycera.l6ehyde}

glyc*er*al*de*hyde \,glis-3-'ral-d3-,hrd\ n : a sweet crystalline
compound C^HeOj formed by the breakdown of sugars that yields
glycerol on reduction

glyc«er.ate \'gIis-3-,rat, -r3t\ n : a salt or ester of glyceric acid
gly.cer.ic acid \glis-,er-ik-\ n [ISV, fr. glycerine] : a syrupy acid
CjHgOa obtainable by oxidation of glycerol or glyceraldehyde

glyc>ei<ide \'gUs-a-,rrd\ n ; an ester of glycerol esp. with fatty
acids — glyc-er-id-ic \,gUs-3-'rid-ik\ adj
glycer.in or glycer-ine \'glis-(a-)r3n\ n [F glycerine, fr. Gk
glykeros sweet; akin to Gk glykys] : glycerol

glycer.in-ate \'glis-(3-)r3-,nat\ vt : to treat with or preserve in
glycerin — glyc>er'ina»tlon \.glis-(3-)r3-'na-sh3n\ n

glycer-Ol \'glis-3-,r61, -.rol\ n Iglycerine + -ol] ; a sweet syrupy
hygroscopic trihydroxy alcohol CaHaOa usu. obtained by the
saponification of fats and used esp. as a solvent and plasticizer

glycer-yl \'glis-C3-)r3l\ n : a radical derived from glycerol by
removal of hydroxide; esp : a trivalent radical CHzCHCHj

gly>cine \'glT-,sen, 'glTs-'n\ n ; a sweet crystalline amino acid
C2HSNO2 formed esp. by hydrolysis of proteins

gly-CO-geu \'glT-ks-J3n\ n ; a white amorphous tasteless poly-
saccharide (CeH ioOs)« that is the chief storage carbohydrate of ani-
mals

gly.co-gen-e-sis \,glT-k3-']en-a-s3s\ n [NL] 1 : formation of sugar
from glycogen 2 : formation of glycogen — gly>co*ge*net*ic
\-ja-'net-ik\ adj

gly>COl \'glT-,k61, -,k61\ n : ETHYLENE glycol; broadly : any of
numerous related alcohols

gly*col>iG acid VfJglt-.kal-ik-X n : a translucent crystalline com-
pound C2H4O3 found esp. in unripe grapes and sugar beets

gly.coI.y.SiS \glT-'kal-3-s3s\ n [NL] : the enzymatic breakdown
of glucose, glycogen, or other carbohydrate by way of phosphate
derivatives — gly-co-lyt-ic \,glT-k3-'lit-ik\ adj — gly-cclyt-i-
caMy \-i-kf3-)le\ adv

gly>co>prO'tein \,gir-(,)ko-'pro-,ten, -'pr6t-e-an\ n : a conjugated
protein containing usu. small amounts of a substance other than
nucleic acid with a carbohydrate group

gly-CO.Side \'glT-k9-,sTd\ n [ISV, fr. glycose, alter, of glucose] : any
of numerous acetal derivatives of sugars that on hydrolysis yield
a sugar (as glucose) — gjy* co* sid>ic \,glT-k3-'sid-ik\ adj — gly-
co>sid*i*cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
gly.cos.uria \,gir-k6-'s(h)ur-e-3, ^z(h)ur-; -(,)kos-'yur-, -C,)koz-\ n
[NL] : the presence in the urine of abnormal amounts of sugar— gly>cos-uric \-ik\ adj

glyph \'glif\ n [Gk glyphe carved work, fr. glyphein to car\'e —
more at ci-EAVe] 1 : an ornamental vertical groove esp. in a Doric
frieze 2 : a symbolic figure or a character usu. incised or carved
in relief — giyph-ic \-ik\ adj
Glyp>tal \'glip-t*'l\ trademark — used for an alkyd
glyp-tic \-tik\ n, ojten attrib [prob. fr. F glyptique, fr. Gk glyptike,

fr. glyphein] ; the art or process of carving or engraving esp. on
gems
G-man \']e-,man\ n [prob. fr. government man] : a special agent
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
gnar or gnarr \'nar\ vi [imit.] ; snarl, growl

bcdejg gnomon 2

ignarl \'nar(3)l\ vi [prob. freq. of grtar] ; growl, snarl
2gnarl vt [back-formation fr. gnarled] : to twist into a state of
deformity syn see deform
3gnarl n_: a hard protuberance with twisted grain on a tree — gnarly
\'nar-le\ adj

gnarled \'nar(D)ld\ adj [prob. alter, of knurled] 1 : full of knots
or gnarls : knotty 2 : crabbed in disposition
gnash \'nash\ vt [alter, of ME gnasten] : to strike or grind (the
teeth) together — gnash n
gnat \'nat\ 77 [ME, fr. OE gnsett: akin to OE gnagan to gnaw] ; any
of various small usu. biting two-winged flies — gnat'ty \-e\ adj
gnath- or gnatho- comb jorm [NL. fr. Gk gnath-, fr. gnathos; akin
to Gk genys jaw — more at chin] : jaw (gnathopVasty)
gnath.ic \'nath-ik\ or gna-thal V'na-thal, 'nath-3l\ adj ; of or
relating to the jaw

gna.thite \'na-,thTt, 'na-\ n : a mouth appendage of an arthropod
•gna>thous adj comb Jorm [NL -gnathus, fr. Gk gnathos] i having
(such) a jaw <opisthogna;/ious>

gnaw \'n6\ vb [ME gnawen, fr. OE gnagan; akin to OHG gnagan
to gnaw] vt 1 a : to bite or chew on with the teeth; esp : to wear
away by persistent biting or nibbling <dog --^ing a bone) b : to
make by gnawing (rats —ed a hole) 2 a : to be a source of vexa-
tion to : plague to : to affect like gnawing 3 : erode, corrode '-*'

VI 1 : to bite or nibble persistently 2 : to destroy or reduce as if

by gnawing — gnaw-er \'n6(-3)r\ n
gneiss \'nTs\ n [G gneis] '. a laminated or foliated raetamorphic
rock corresponding in composition to granite or some other feld-
spathic Plutonic rock — gneisS'ic \'nT-sik\ adj — gneiss<oid
\-,s6id\ adj — gneiss-ose \-,sos\ adj
ignome \'n6m\ n [Gk gnome, fr. gigndskein to know — more at
know] ; maxim, aphorism

2gnonie n [F, fr. NL gnomus] 1 : a subterranean often deformed
dwarf of folklore who usu. guards precious ore or treasure 2 : an
elemental being jn the theory of Paracelsus inhabiting earth— gnom>ish \'no-mish\ adj
gno*mlc \'no-mik\ adj 1 : aphoristic <'>-' poetry) 2 ; given to the
composition of gnomic poetry
gnO<mou \'n6-,man, -manX n c J
[L, fr. Gk giiomon interpreter, '

pointer on a sundial, fr. gignd-
skein] 1 : an object that by the
position or length of its shadow
serves as an indicator esp. of the
hour of the day; as a : the
style of an ordinary sundial
b ; a column or shaft erected
perpendicular to the horizon
2 : the remainder of a parallelo-
gram after the removal of a
similar parallelogram contain-
ing one of its corners
gno>mon*ic \n6-'nian-ik\ adj ; of or relating to the gnomon or Its

use in telling time
gno-SiS \'n6-s3s\ n [Gk gnosis, lit., knowledge, fr. gigndskein]

; immediate knowledge of spiritual truth held by the ancient Gnos-
tics to be attainable through faith alone
-gno-Sis \(g-)'n6-s3s\ n comb Jorm, pi -gno-ses \-,sez\ [L, fr.

Gk gnosis] : knov/ledge : recognition ipsychognosis)

GnoS'tiC \'nas-tik\ n [LL gnosticus, fr. Gk gnostikos of knowledge,
fr. gigndskein] : an adherent of Gnosticism — Gnostic adj
gnoS'ti'Cism \'nas-ta-.siz-am\ n, ojten cap : the thought and prac-
tice of various cults of late pre-Christian and early Christian cen-
turies distinguished by the conviction that matter is evil and that
emancipation comes through gnosis

gnu \'n(y)u\ n, pi gnu or gnus [modif. of Bushman nqu] l any of
several large African anielopes (genera Connochaetes and Gorgon)
with a head like that of an ox. short mane, long tail, and horns in

both sexes that curve downward and outward
igo \'go\ vb went \'went\ gone \'g6n also 'gan\ go*lng \'go-io,

'g6(-)io; "going to" indicating intent is ojten 'goa-ns or 'g6-n9\
goes \'goz\ [ME gon, fr. OE gan; akin to OHG gan to go, Gk
kichanein to reach, attain] v( 1 : to move on a course : proceed
— compare stop (---^ slow) (wen/ by train) 2 : leave, depart —
compare come 3 a : to take a certain course or follow a certain

procedure b ; to pass by a process like journeying <the message
went by wire) c : to proceed without delay— used esp. to intensify

a complementary verb '^why did he have to ~ and spoil everything)

d (1) : to extend from point to point or in a certain direction : run
<his land -^es almost to the river) (2) : to give access : lead
<that door ~e5 to the cellar) 4 obs : walk 5 : to be habitually

in a certain state or condition <'-- bareheaded) <~ armed after

dark) 6 a : to become lost, consumed, or spent b ; die c : to

shp away ; elapse (the evening went pleasantly enough) d : to

come to be given up or discarded e : to pass by sale {went for a

good price) f : to become impaired or weakened (his hearing
started to ^> g : to give way esp. under great force or pressure

; break 7 a : to take place ; happen (what's '^ing on) b : to

have course or issue : fare (see how Ufe '-ej) c : to be in general

or on an average (cheap, as yachts '^> d ; to be or become esp. as

the result of a contest (decision went against him) e ; to turn
out well : succeed 8 a : to apply oneself {went to fighting among
themselves) to ; to put or subject oneself (.went to unnecessary
expense) C chiejly South & Midland : intend <I didn't -^ to do it)

9 : to have recourse to another for corroboration, vindication, or
decision ; resort (~ to court to recover damages) 10 a : to

begin an action or motion (here ~ej) b : to maintain or perform a
certain action or motion (drums had been '^ing strong) ; to func-

tion in the proper or expected manner (trying to get the motor to '^>

11 a : to have currency (now ^^s by another name) b : to pass
from person to person : circulate (the report -^es) 12 a : to

act in accordance or harmony (a good rule to '-^ by) b : to come to

be determined (dreams -^ by contraries) c : to come to be applied

or appropriated (part of the budget '^es for military purposes)

d ; to pass by award, assignment, or lot (the prize went to a sopho-
more) e : to contribute to an end or result (quaUties that -^ to

make a hero) 13 : to be about, intending, or expecting something
(is '^ing to leave town) 14 a : extend (his knowledge fails to '^

very deep) b : to come or arrive at a certain state or condition

9 abut;/ ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

J Joke; r| sing; flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t& this;

au out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; 1 lite

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zb vision
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<'^ to sleep) c : to come to be <the tire went flat) 15 a ; to be
in phrasing or expression ; read <as the phrase '^es) b : to be
capable of being sung or played (the tune --^es like this) 16 : to
be compatible, suitable, or becoming : harmonize (claret -^es with
beef) 17 a : to be capable of passing, extending, or being con-
tained or inserted (will these clothes '^ in your suitcase?) b ; to
have a usual or proper place or position : belong (these books -^

on the top shelf) c ; to be capable of being divided (5 '^es into
60 12 times) 18 : to have a tendency : conduce (the incident ~e5
to show that he can be trusted) 19 a (1) : to carry authority
(what she said went} (2) ; to be acceptable, satisfactory, or ade-
quate (anything -^es here) b : to hold true : be vaUd ^ vt 1 : to
proceed along or according to : follow (if I were '—ing his way)
2 : TRAVERSE 3 a I to make a wager of ; bet (-- a dollar on the
outcome) b : to make an offer of ; bid (wiUing to -^ S50 for the
clock) 4 a : to assume the function or obligation of (promised to
^ bail for his friend) b ; to participate to the extent of (decided
to '^ halves if either of them found the treasure) 5 : yield, weigh
(striped bass that would '^ a hundred pounds) 6 a : to put up
with ; ENDURE, tolerate b : AFFORD (can't --' the price) c : enjoy
<I could "^ a soda)
syn leave, depart, quit, withdraw, retire: go is the general

term for moving out of or away from and is the simple opposite of
come; leave stresses the fact of separation from someone or some-
thing; depart imphes a setting forth from with some suggestion of
formality; it is opposite to arrive; Qurr adds to leave the suggestion
of freeing, ridding, or disentangling; wfthdraw suggests a deUb-
erate removal for good reason; retire may add to withdraw an
implication of relinquishment, retreat, or recession— go about ; to set about : undertake — go after : seek, pursue— go all the way ; to enter into complete agreement — go at
1 a : to make an attack on b : to make an approach to 2 : under-
take ~ go back on 1 : abandon 2 : betray 3 : fail — go
begging : to be in little demand — go by the board 1 : to be
carried over a ship's side 2 : to be discarded — go down the line
: to give wholehearted support — go for 1 ; to pass for or serve as
2 : to try to secure 3 a : favor, accept b ; to have an interest

in or liking for 4 ; attack, assail — go for broke : to put forth
all one's strength or resources — go great guns : to achieve great
success — go hang ; to cease to be of interest or concern — go it

1 : to behave in a reckless, excited, or improper manner 2 : to
proceed in a rapid or furious manner 3 : to conduct one's affairs

: ACT — go one better ; outdo, surpass — go over 1 : examine
2 a : repeat b : study, review — go places : to be on the way to
success — go steady ; to date one person exclusively and fre-

quently — go through 1 : to subject to thorough examination,
consideration, or study 2 : experience, undergo 3 : to carry out
: perform — go to one's head 1 : to cause one to become con-
fused, excited, or dizzy 2 ; to cause one to become conceited or
overconfident — go to pieces : to become shattered in nerves or
health — go to town 1 ; to work or act rapidly or efficiently 2 : to
be markedly successful — go with : date — to go : remaining,
left <fjve minutes to go before the train leaves)

»go \'g6\ n, pi goes 1 ; the act or manner of going 2 : the height
of fashion 3 : a turn of affairs : occurrence 4 ; the quantity
used or furnished at one time 5 : energy, vigor 6 : attempt, try
7 : a spell of activity — no go ; to no avail ; useless — on the go
: constantly or restlessly active

3go n [Jap] ; a Japanese game played with stones on a board marked
into 361 squares
igoad \'g6d\ n [ME gode, fr. OE gad spear, goad; akin to Lango-
bardic gaida spear, Skt hinoti he urges on] 1 : a pointed rod used
to urge on an animal 2 a : something that pricks Uke a goad
: thorn b : something that urges : spur syn see motive

2goad v; ; to drive with a goad
igo-ahead \'g6-a-,hed\ adj 1 : enterprising, progresstvb
2 : indicating that one may proceed <<-- signal)

2go-ahead « : green ught
Igoal \'gol, chiejly in uncultivated or children's speech 'gUlX n [ME
gal boundary, hmit] 1 : the terminal point of a race 2 : the end
toward which effort is directed ; aim 3 a : an area or object
toward which players in various games attempt to advance a ball
or puck to score points b ; the score resulting from such an act
syn see intention

3goal vi : to seek or score a goal
goal-keep-er \-,ke-p3r\ n : a player who defends the goal in various
games — called also goaUie \'g6-le\, goaUtend-er \'goi-,ten-d3r\

go along VI 1 : to move along ; proceed 2 ; to go or travel as a
companion 3 : to act in cooperation
goal.post \'g61-,p6st\ n : one of two vertical posts that with across-
bar constitute the goal in various games
Goa powder \'go-3-\ n [Goa, India] : a bitter powder found in the
wood of a Brazilian leguminous tree ( Vataireopsis araroba) and
valued as the chief source of the drug chrysarobin

goat \'got\ n. p/ goats [ME ^ore, fr. OE gar, akin to OHG gei2 goat,
L haedus kid ] 1 or pi goat : any of various hollow-homed runvnant
mammals (esp. of the genus Capra) related to the sheep but of
hghter build and with backwardly arching horns, a short tail, and
usu. straight hai^ 2 ; a Ucentious man ; lecher 3 : scapegoat— goat'ish \'got-ish\ adj — goat<Uke \-.irk\ adj — goat<skin
\-,skin\ n

goat antelope n : any of several mammals related to the goats but
in some respects resembling the antelopes
goa>tee \go-'te\ n : a small trim pointed or tufted beard on a man's
chin
goat.fish \'got-,fish\ n : mullet 2
goat'SUCk.er \-,s3k-3r\ n : any of various medium-sized long*
winged crepuscular or nocturnal birds (as the whippoorwills and
nighthawks) constituting a family (Caprimulgidae), having a short
wide bill, short legs, and soft mottled plumage, and feeding on
insects which they catch on the wing
igob \'gab\ n [ME gobbe, fr. MF gobe large piece of food, back*
formation fr. gode/] 1 : lump, mass 2 : a large amount— usu. used
in pi.

2gob n [origin unknown] : sailor
gob-bet \'gab-3t\ niMEgobet, fr. MF, mouthful, piece] 1 : a piece
or portion usu. of meat 2 ; lump, mass
igob'ble \'gab-al\ vt gob*bling \-(3-)Uo\ [prob. Irreg. fr. ^gob}
1 : to swallow or eat greedily 2 : to take eagerly : grab
^gobble VI [imit] : to make the natural guttural noise of a male
turkey — gobble n

gob-hle.dy.gook or gob-ble.de.gook X.gab-al-de-'guk, -'gukX n
[irreg. fr. gobble, n.] : wordy and generally unintelligible jargon

gob.bier \'gab-lar\ n ; a male turkey
G0-be>lin \'go-ba-l3n, 'gab-3-\ adj iGobelin dyehouse and tapestry
works, Paris, France] ; relating to or characteristic of tapestry
produced at the Gobelin works in Paris — Gobelin n
go-be.tween \'go-b3-,twen\ n : an intermediate agent : broker
igob.let \'gab-l9t\ n [ME gobelet, fr. MF] 1 archaic : a bowU
shaped drinking vessel without handles 2 : a drinking glass with
a foot and stem — compare tumbler

2goblet n, obs ; gobbet
gob-lin \'gab-l3n\ n [ME gobelin, fr. MF, fr. ML gobelinus, derlv. of
Gk kobalos rogue] : an ugly or grotesque sprite that is mischievous
and sometimes evil and maUcious

go>ho \'go-(,)b6\ n, pi gobos also goboes [origin unknown]
1 : a dark strip (as of waUboard) to shield a motion-picture or
television camera from Ught 2 : a device to shield a microphone
from sound

go-^by \'go-be\ n, pi gobies also goby [L gobius gudgeon, fr. Gk
kobios ] : any of numerous spiny-finned fishes (family Gobiidae) with
the pelvic fms thoracic and often united to torm a sucking disk

go-cart \'g6-.kart\ n 1 a : walker b : stroller 2 : handcart
3 : a Ught open carriage
igod \'gad also "godX n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG got god] 1 : a
being or object beUeved to have more than natural attributes and
powers and to require man's worship; specij : one controlling a
particular aspect or part of reahty 2 : a person or thing of su-
preme value 3 : a powerful ruler
2G0d n : the supreme or ultimate reality: as a : the Being perfect in
power, wisdom, and goodness whom men worship as creator and
ruler of the universe b Christian Science ; the incorporeal divine
Principle ruling over all as eternal Spirit ; infinite Mind
3god vt god'ded; god-diug : idouze, deify
god-child \-,chTld\ n : one for whom a person becomes sponsor at
baptism

gOd>daugh-ter \'gad-,d6t-9r also 'god-X n : a female godchild
god.dess \'gad-3s\ n 1 ; a female god 2 : a woman who excites
adoration

go-dev»il \'go-,dev-3l\ n : any of various devices: as a : a weight
formerly dropped in a bored hole (as of an oil well) to explode a
cartridge previously lowered b : a cleaning scraper rotated and
propelled through a pipeline by the force of the flowing oil : a
handcar or small gasoline car used on a railroad for transporting
laborers and suppUes
igod-la-lher N'gad-.fatli-ar also 'g6d-\ n 1 : a man who sponsors a
child at baptism 2 : one having a relation to someone or something
analogous to that of a male sponsor to his godchild

agodfather vr : to act as godfather to
god-head \-,hed\ n 1 ; divine nature or essence 2 ojten cap
; DEriY

god'hood \-.hud\ n : orviNrrY
Go*dl>va \g3-'di-v3\ n : a Saxon lady noted in legend for riding
naked through the streets of Coventry to reheve the town of a
burdensome tax levied by her husband

god-less \'gad-l3s also 'gdd-\ adj ; not acknowledging a deity or
divine law — god>less>ness n
god-like \-,lTk\ adj, sometimes cap I resembling or having the quali-
ties of God or a god : divine — god>like-ness n

gOd>li*ness \-le-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being godly
god-ling \-Uo\ n ; an inferior or local god
god-ly \-le\ adj 1 ; divine 2 : devoutly conforming to the will of
God — godly adv
god-moth-er \-,m3t^-3r\ n : a woman who sponsors a child at
baptism
go>down \'g6-,daun\ n [Malay gudang"} ; a warehouse in an oriental
country
go down vi 1 : to undergo defeat 2 : to find acceptance (will the
plan go down with the farmers) 3 Brit ; to leave a university

god-par-ent \'gad-,par-3nt, -,per- also 'g6d-\ n : a sponsor at
baptism

God's acre n : chltrchyard
gOd>send \*gad-,send also 'g6d-\ n [back-formation fr. god-senti

: a desirable or needed thing or event that comes unexpectedly as
if sent by God
god-son \-,s3n\_n : a male godchild
God-speed \-'sped\ n [ME god speid, fr. the phrase God spede you
God prosper you] ; a prosperous journey : success (wished him

god-wlt \-,wit\ n [origin unknown] : any of a genus (Limosa) of
long-biUed wading birds related to the snipes but similar to cur-

go.er \'go(-3)r\ n : one that goes
goe-tliite \'g3(rn-,rt. 'gal-\ n [G gothit, fr. J. W. von Goethe tl832
G poet] : a mineral HFeOj that consists of an iron hydrogen oxide
and that is the commonest constituent of many forms of natural
rust

gof.fer \'gaf-ar^ 'gdf-\ vt [F gaujrer} ; crimp, flute — goffer n
go-get-ter \'go-,get-3r\ n ; an often aggressively enterprising
person : hustler — go-get-ting \-,get-io\ adj or n
1g0g>gle \'gag-al\ VI gog-gling \-(a-)lio\ [ME gogelen to squint]
: to stare with wide or protuberant eyes — gog-gler \-(3-)l3r\ n

sgoggle adj, oj the eyes ; protuberant, staring — gog«gly \'gag-
(a-)le\ adj

gog.gle-eye \'gag-3-.ir\ n : a fish with large prominent eyes
gog-gle—eyed \,gag-9-'lTd\ adj ; having bulging or rolling eyes
gog-gles \'gag-alz\ npl : protective spectacles typically with shields
at the side

lGoi>del*ic \g6i-'del-ik\ adj [Mir Goidel Gael] 1 : of. relating to,

or characteristic of the Gaels 2 : of, relating to, or constituting
Goidelic
3Goidelic n : the branch of the Celtic languages that includes Irish
Gaelic, Scottish Gaehc, and Manx
go in VI la: enter b : to approach in attacking 2 a : to take
part in a game or contest b : to call the opening bet in poker ; stay
3 oj a heavenly body : to become obscured by a cloud 4 : to
form a union or alliance ; join — go in for 1 : to give support to
: ADVOCATE 2 a : to make one's particular interest or specialty

b : to have or show an interest in or liking for 3 : to engage or
take part in



goeng 359 gonogenesas
igO>ing n 1 a ; the act or action of going b ; departure 2 pi
; BEHAVIOR, ACTIONS 3 : the condition of the ground (as for walk-
ing) 4 : advance toward an objective : progress
agoing adj 1 a : that goes b ; moving, working 2 : existino,
LIVING 3 : CURRENT, PREVAILING <~ price) 4 : Conducting busi-
ness with the expectation of indefinite continuance <'^ concern)— going on : drawing near to ; approaching

go-ings-on \,g6-io-'z6n, (,)g6C-)iD-, -'zan\ n pi ; actions, events
goi.ter also goi'tre \'g6it-3r\ n [F goitre, fr. MF, back-formation
fr. goitron throat, fr. (assumed) VL guttrion-, guttrio, fr. L guttur— more at cot] : an enlargement or the thyroid gland visible as
a swelling of the front of the neck — compare hyperthyroidism,
hypothyroidism — goi-trous \'g6i-trss, 'goit-a-rssX adj

goi-tro.gen.ic \,g6i-tr3-'jen-ik\ also goi»ter.o.gen.ic \,g6it-3-ro-
'jen-\ adj : producing or tending to produce goiter — goi»tro-
ge*nic-i»ty \,g6i-tra-J3-'nis-3t-e\ n
GoLcon-da \gal-'kan-d9\ n [Golconda, India, famous for its

diamonds] : a rich mine; broadly : a source of great wealth
gold \'gold\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE geolu yellow— more at yellow] 1 : a malleable ductile yellow trivalent and
univalent metallic element that occurs chiefly free or in a few min-
erals and is used esp. in coins, jewelry, and dentures — see element
table 2 a (I) : gold coins (2) ; a gold piece b : money c : gold
standard 3 : a variable color averaging deep yellow
gold-and-sil.ver plant N.gol-dsn-'sil-vsr-X n : honesty
gold-beat.er \'gol(d)-,bet-sr\ n : one that beats gold into gold
leaf

gOld>beat>ing \-,bet-io\ n : the act, art, or process of hammering
gold into thin leaves

gold-brick \'gol(d)-,brik\ n 1 : a worthless brick that appears
to be of gold 2 : a soldier or other person who shirks assigned
work — goldbrick vi

Gold Democrat n : a member of the Democratic party favoring
the gold standard; esp ; one supporting an independent ticket in
the presidential election of 1896

gold digger n l : one that digs gold 2 ; a woman who uses feminine
charm to extract money or gifts from men

gold-en \'gol-dsn\ adj 1 : consisting of, relating to, or containing
gold 2a: having the color of gold b : blond la 3 : shining,
lustrous 4 : of a high degree of excellence ; superb 5 : flourish-
ing, prosperous <~ age) 6a: radiantly youthful and vigorous
b : possessing talents that promise worldly success ('^ boys of the
airlines) 7 : favorable, advantageous (-^ opportunity) 8 : mel-
low, RESONANT (smooth '^ tcuor) — goId>cn<ly adv — gold«en-
ness \-d3n-n3s\ n

gold.en-eye \'gol-dP-,nT\ n 1 a : a large-headed swift-flying hol-
arctic diving duck {Bucephala clangula) having the male strikingly
marked in black and white b : a closely related duck 2 : a lace-
wing (family Chrysopidae) with yellow eyes
Golden Fleece n : a fleece of gold placed by the king of Colchis
in a dragon-guarded grove and recovered by the Argonauts

golden glow n : a tall branching composite herb (Rudbeckia laciniata
hortensia) with showy yellow much-doubled flower heads
Golden Horde n [fr. the golden tent of the Mongol ruler] : a body
of Mongol Tatars overrunning eastern Europe in the 13th century
and dominating Russia until 1486
golden mean n : the medium between extremes : moderation
golden nematode n % a small yellowish Old World nematode worm
{Heterodera rostochiensis) established locally as a pest of potatoes
in eastern No. America

gOld-en>rain tree \,g61-d9n-'ran-\ n ; a round-headed leguminous
tree (Koelreuteria paniculata) having very long showy clusters of
yellow flowers
golden retriever n : a medium-sized golden-coated retriever
developed by interbreeding Russian shepherd dogs with blood-
hounds
gOld>en*rod \'gol-dan-,rad\ n : any of numerous chiefly No.
American composite biennial or perennial plants (esp. of the genus
Solidago) with stems resembling wands and heads of small yellow
or sometimes white flowers often clustered in panicles — compare
rayless goldenrod

golden rule n 1 : a rule stating that one should do to others as he
would have others do to him 2 : a guiding principle

gold<en>seaI \'gol-d3n-,sel\ n : a perennial American herb
(Hydras/is canadensis) of the crowfoot family with a thick knotted
yellow rootstock that yields hydrastine and large rounded leaves
golden yellow n 1 : a vivid or light yellow 2 : a moderate to strong
orange yellow

gold-field \'g61(d)-.feld\ n : a gold-mining district

gold-filled \-'fild\ adj : covered with a layer of gold so as to
constitute filled gold <~ bracelet)

gold.finch \-,finch\ n l : a smaU largely red, black, and yeUow
European finch (Carduelis carduelis) often kept as a cage bird
2 : any of several small American finches (genus Spinus) typically
having the male in summer plumage variably yellow with black
wings, tail, and crown

gold*tisli \-,fish\ n 1 : a small usu. golden yellow or orange
cyprinid fish (Carassius auratus) much used as an aquarium and
pond fish 2 slang : caimed salmon
gold foil n : gold beaten or rolled out very thin; specif : gold in
sheets thicker than gold leaf

gold leai n ; a sheet of gold ordinarily varying from four to five
milhonths of an inch in thickness that is used esp. for gilding

gold Of pleasure : an annual herb (Camelina sativa) of the mustard
family formerly grown for its oil-rich seeds

gOld'Smitli \'g61(d)-,smith\ n : one who makes or deals In articles
of gold

gold standard n : a monetary standard under which the basic unit
of currency is defined by a stated quantity of gold and that is usu.
characterized by the coinage and circulation of gold, unrestricted
convertibility of other money into gold, and the free export and
import of goldfor the settlement of international obligations

gOld*stone \'gol(d)-,ston\ n ; aventurine spangled close and fine
with particles of gold-colored material
gO;lem \'go-lam\ n [Yiddish goylem} i an artificial human being
of Hebrew folklore endowed with life

goll \'galf, 'gdlf. 'gaf, 'gdfX n, often attrib [ME (Sc) ] : a game whose

golf club (iron): toe, f face,

object is to sink a ball into each of the 9 or 18 successive holes on
a course by using as few strokes as possible and avoiding various
obstacles — golf vi — goU>er n

Golf — a communications code word for the letter g
Gol.gi apparatus \'g61-(,)je-\ n [Camello Golgi tl926 It physician]

: a cytoplasmic component that prob. plays a part in elaboration
and secretion of cell products and appears either as a net or as
discrete particles
Golgi body n : a discrete particle of the Golgi apparatus as observed
in a stained preparation

gO'liard X'gol-yard, -,yard\ n [F] ; a wandering student of the
i2th or 13th century given to the writing of satiric Latin verse and
to convivial hving and minstrelsy — go>liar>dlc \g6I-'yard-ik\ adj

Go.li.ath \gs-'ii-3th\ n [LL, fr. Heb Golyath'i : a Philistine giant
held in the Bible to have been killed by David with a sling
goMi.wOg or gol.li.wogg \'gal-e-.wag\ n [Golliwogg, an animated
doll in children's fiction by Bertha Upton] 1 ; a grotesque black
doll 2 : a grotesque person
gom.er.al or gom.er*il \'gam-(3-)r3l\ n [origin unknown] Scot

: simpleton, fool
gom.pho.sis \gam-'f6-sas\ n [NL. fr. Gk gomphosis, lit., a bolting
together] : an immovable articulation in which a hard part is
received into a bone cavity (as the teeth into the jaws)

gon- or gono- comb jorm [Gk, fr. gonos procreation, seed, fr.
gignesthai to be born — more at kin] : sexual : generative : semen
: seed (gonoduct)

-gon \,gan also -g3n\ n comb form [NL -gomtm, fr. Gk -gonon, fr.

gonia angle; akin to Gk gony knee — more at knee] ; figure hav-
ing (so many) angles (decagon)
go*nad \'go-,nad\ n [NL gonad-, gonas, fr. Gk gonos"] : a primary
sex gland ; ovary, TE?ns — go>nad*al \go-'nad-n\ adj
go.na.do.tro.phic \(,)go-,nad-a-'traf-ik, .gan-sd-o-, -'tro-fikX or
go-na-dO'trop-ic \-'trap-ik\ adj [ISV] : acting on or stimulating
the gonads — go-na'dO'tro*phin \-'tro-f3n\ n
Gond \'gand\ n : a member of a Dravidian or pre-Dravldlan people
of central India
Gondi \'gan-de\ n ; the Dravidian language of the Gonds
gon*do<la \*gan-da-l3 {usual for sense i), gan-'do-\ n [It, fr. ML
gondula, dim. of (as-

sumed) VL conduaj

flat-bottomed boat
with a high prow and
stem used on the
canals of Venice 2 : a
heavy flat-bottomed
boat used on New
England rivers and
on the Ohio and gondola 1
Mississippi rivers
3 ; a railroad car with no top, flat bottom, and fixed sides, used
chiefly for hauling heavy bulk commodities 4 a : an elongated
car attached to the underside of an airship b : an often spherical
airtight enclosure suspended from a balloon for carrying passengers
or instruments 5 : an upholstered chair whose back curves for-

ward at both sides to form the arms 6 : a fixture approachable
from all sides used in self-service retail stores to display merchandise
7 : a motor truck or trailer having a large hopper-shaped container
for transporting mixed concrete

gon.do^lier \.gan-da-'liCa)r\ n : one who propels a gondola
gone X'gon also 'gan\ adj [fr. pp. of go] 1 : past 2 a : involved,
ABSORBED <far -^ in hysteria) b : infatuated c : pregnant
3 a ; DEAD b : lost, ruined c : sinking 4 slang i great <real
'^ guy)

gon<er X'go-nsr also 'gan-arX n : one whose case is hopeless
gon. fa-Ion X'gan-fs-.lan, -l3n\ n [It gonjalone] 1 : the ensign of
certain princes or states (as the medieval republics of Italy)

2 : a flag that hangs from a crosspiece or frame
gon>fa>lon*ier \,gan-fa-,l'a-'ni(3)r, -l3-\ n ; one who bears a gon-
falon
gong N'giia, 'g6o\ n [Malay & Jav. of imit. origin] 1 : a disks

shaped percussion instrument that produces a resounding tone
2 a : a flat saucer-shaped bell b : a wire rod wound in a flat

spiral used to sound the time or chime or alarm (as in a clock)

Gon*go>rism Vgao-gs-.riz-amX n [Sp gongorismo, fr. Luis do
Gdngora y Argote tl62 7 Sp poet] : a Uterary style characterized

by studied obscurity and by use of various ornate devices — gon-
go>ris*tic \,gar]-g3-'ris-tik\ adj

goni- or gonio- comb form [Gkgoma] ; corner : angle (goniometer)

g0>nid>i>al \g6-'nid-e-3l\ adj ; of or relating to a gonidiura

go<nid.i.um \-e-am\ n, pl gO'Uid-ia \-e-3\ 1 : an asexual repro-
ductive cell or group of cells in or on a gametophyte 2 : a green
chlorophyll-bearing cell within the thallus of a Uchen

gO>ni*om>e<tei \,g6-ne-'am-3t-sr\ n 1 : an instrument for measur-
ing angles 2 : direction finder — go>nio»met-ric \,go-ne-3-
'me-trik\ adj — go-ni-om-e'try \,go-ne-'am-9-tre\ n

go.ni.um \'go-ne-3m\ n, pl go-nia \-ne-3\ also go-ni*ums [NL,
fr. Gk gonos procreation — more at G0N-] : an undifferentiated
primitive germ cell

gono-coccal \,gan-3-'kak-9l\ or gono-coccic \-'kak-(s)ik\ adj
: or, relating to, or caused by gonococci

gono.COCCUS \-'kak-as\ n, pl gono.coc.ci \-'kak-,(s)T, -'kak-
(i)(s)e\ [NL] : a pus-producing bacterium {Neisseria gonorrhoeae)
that causes gonorrhea

gono.cyte \'gan-3-,sTt\ n [ISV] : a cell that produce gametes;
esp : gametocyte
gono. gen. e.sis \,gan-6-']en-3-s3s\ n [NL] : the maturatioa of
germ cells : oogenesis, spermatogenesis
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gonoph 360 gormandizer
gon>Oph \'gan-3f\ var of ganef
gono.phore \'Ean-a-,f6C3)r. -.f6(»)r\ n IISV] 1 : a sporophyll-
bearing prolongation of a plant axis 2 : an attached reproductive
zooid of a hydroid colony — gono-pliOT<ic \,gan-3-'for-ik, -'f6r-\
adj — go>nopb>o*rous \g3-'naf-3-ras, ga-\ adj
gonO'pore \'gan-a-,po(3lr, -,p6(3)r\ n : a genital pore
gon'Or'ihea \,gan-3-'re-a\ n [NL, fr. LL, morbid loss of semen, fr.

Gk gonorrhoia, fr. gon- + -rrhoia -rrhea] : a contagious inflamma-
tion of the genital mucous membrane caused by the gonococcus— gon'Or-rbe-al \-'re-3l\ adj

-g«0«ny \g-9-ne\ n comb jorm [L -gonia, fr. Gk, fr. gonos"] : gener-
ation : reproduction : manner of coming into being (sporogon^)

goo \'gu\ n [perh. alter, of glue'\ 1 : a viscid or sticky substance
2 : cloying sentimentality — goo>ey \'gii-e\ adj goo*i*er, goofi-
est

gOO*ber \'gU-b3r, 'gub-arX n [of African origin; akin to Kongo
nguba peanut] dial : peanut
igood \'gud\ adj bet-ler \'bet-ar\ best \'best\ [ME, fr. OE god;
akin to OHG guot good, Skt gadh to hold fast] 1 a (1) : of a
favorable character or tendency (-^ news) (2) ; bountiful,
FERTILE ('^ land) (3) : comely, attractive <— looks) b CD ; suit-
able, FIT <--- to eat) (2) : SOUND, whole <one -- arm) (3) : not
depreciated <bad money drives out '^) (4) : commercially reliable
<'^ risk) (5) : certain to last or live <~ for another year) (6) : cer-
tain to pay or contribute <--' for a hundred dollars) (7) : certain
to elicit a specified result <always -^ for a laugh) c (1) : agreeable,
PLEASANT (2) : SALUTARY, WHOLESOME (-^ for a COld) d (1) ; CON-
SIDERABLE, AMPLE <'^ margin) (2) : full <'^ measure) e (1)

: WELL-FOUNDED, COGENT <"- reasons) (2) ; TRUE (holds '--' for
society at large) (3) ; actualized, real (made '^ his promises)
(4) : recognized, honored (in '^ standing) (5) : legally valid or
effectual ('^ title) 1 (1) : adequate, satisfactory (— care)
(2) : conforming to a standard (-^ English) (3) : discriminating,
CHOICE (~ taste) (4) ; containing less fat and being less tender
than higher grades— used of meat and esp. of beef 2 a (1) : com-
mendable, VIRTUOUS, JUST (~ man) (2) ; right (~ conduct)
(3) : kind, BENEVOLENT (~ intentions) b : upper-class (~
family) c : competent, skillful {^ doctor) d : loyal ('— party
man) («- Catholic) — good.ish \'gud-ish\ adj — as good as : in
effect : VIRTUALLY {as good as dead) — good and : very, entirely
(was good and mad)
2good n 1 a : something that is good b (1) : something conforming
to the moral order of the universe (2) : praiseworthy character
: goodness c : a good element or portion 2 : prosperity,
BENEFii (~ of the community) 3a: something that has economic
utility or satisfies an economic want b pi : personal property
having intrinsic value usu. excluding money, securities, and nego-
tiable instruments c pi : cloth d pi ; wares, commodities
4 : good persons — used with the B pi i proof of wrongdoing
3g00d adv : WELL
good book n, ojlen cap G&B : BIBLE
good-bye or good-by \gud-'bT, g3(d)-\ n [alter, of God be with
you'i : a concluding remark at parting — often used interjection-
ally

good lellow n : a hearty companionable person — good-IeI«low-
ship \gud-'feI-6-,ship. -'fel-3-\ n
Good Friday n ; the Friday before Easter observed in churches as
the anniversary of the crucifixion of Christ and in some states of the
US, as a legal holiday

good-heart.ed \'gud-'hart-3d\ adj : having a kindly generous
disposition — good-heart-ed.iy adv — good-heart<ed*iiess n

good-hu.inored \-'hyii-m3rd, -'yij-\ adj : good-natured, cheerful— good-hu.mored.Iy adv — good-hu«raored-ness n
good-ly \'gud-le\ adj 1 ; comely, handsome 2 : considerable
good*man \'gud-m3n\ n 1 archaic ; the head of a household

: husband 2 archaic : mister
good-na.tiired \'giid-'na-ch3rd\ adj ; of a pleasant cheerful dis-
position — good-na'tured-ly adv — good-na*tured<nes5 n

good-neighbor adj ; marked by principles of friendship, coopera-
tion, and noninterference in the internal affairs of another country
(^ pohcy)

good-ness \'gud-n3s\ n : excellence, virtue
good-tem.pered \'gud-'tem-p3rd\ adj : having an even temper— good-tem-pered'ly adv — good-tem.pered'ness n
good. wife \'giid-,wTf\ n 1 archaic : the mistress of a household
2 archaic — used as a title equivalent to Mrs.

gOOd-Will \'gud-'wil\ n 1 a ; kindly feeling : benevolence
b : the favor or advantage in the way of custom that a business has
acquired beyond the mere value of what it sells 2 a : cheerful
consent b : willing effort syn see favor
igoody \'gud-e\ n [alter, of goodwije] archaic : a usu. married
woman of lowly station — used as a title preceding a surname
2goody n : something that Is particularly good to eat or otherwise

goody-goody \,gud-e-'gud-e\ adj ; affectedly good — goody-
goody n

Tgool \'guf\ n [prob. alter, of E dial, gojj (simpleton)] 1 : a ridicu-
lous stupid person 2 : blunder

2gool vj 1 : blunder 2 slang : idle, loaf — often used with ojj
-^ vr : to make a mess of ; bungle
go oil vi 1 : explode 2 ; to burst forth in a sudden or noisy
manner 3 : Jo undergo decline or deterioration 4 : to follow the
expected or desired course : proceed 5 : to make a characteristic
noise : sound
goof*i*ness X'gii-fe-nasX n ; the quality or state of being goofy
goofy \'gii-fe\ adj I crazy, silly
gOO'gol \'gii-,g61\ n [coined by a child] : the figure 1 followed by
100 zeroes equal to lO'oo

goo.gol'Plex \-,pleks\ n [googol + -plex (as In duplex)'] : the figure

1 followed by a googol of zeroes equal to lO'o '"

goo-goo \'gii-(,)gij\ n [fr. good government] ; a member or .advo-
cate of a political reform movement
gooH N'giik, 'g\ik\ n [perh. alter, of goo"] : goo
goon \'gijn\ n [partly short for E dial, gooney (simpleton), partly
fr. Alice the Goon, subhuman comic-strip creature by E.C, Segar]
1 : a man hired to terrorize or eliminate opponents 2 slang ; dope,
sap
goo>san<deT \gU-'san-dar\ n [origin unknown] ; the common
merganser (Mergus merganser) of the northern hemisphere

of numerous birds (family
Anatidae) intermediate between
the swans and ducks with long
necks, feathered lores, and
reticulate tarsi b ; a female
goose as distinguished from a
gander 2 : simpleton, dolt
3 pi goos-es : a tailor's smooth-
ing iron with a gooseneck
handle 4 pi goos-es ; a poke
between the buttocks
2goose vt : to poke between the
buttocks

goose.ber.ry \'giis-,ber-e, 'giiz-,

-b(3-)re, chiejly Brit 'guz-\ n
1 a : the acid usu. prickly
fruit of any of several shrubs
(genus Ribes) of the rose
family b : a shrub bearing
gooseberries 2 : currant 2
goose egg n : zero, nothing
goose-flesh \'gus-.flesh\ n : a
roughness of the skin produced
by erection of its papillae usu.
from cold or fear , , ..,,.,.-
goose.loot \-.fui\ n, pi goose- pose: /eye, 2 nostnl, 5 bUl, 4
loots : any of a genus {Cheno- \^\^ ^^^^^'J S"""!^^,^ S'^ '

podium) or family (Chenopo- f/!,^;;^ '"^'v^?,/^^f'n^y°%diaceae, the goosefoot family) {L ^T?^
coverts. 13 fluff, 14

of glabrous herbs with utricular f^ iTmlt f^^h
^^ ,^''^'^'

f[.yj(
16 wing flight feathers, 17 rump,

Boose.neck \'pii cnpV\ » nft^r, ^i ^^"S secondaries, 19 saddle,guuae.iicuK \ gu-,sneK\ n, ojren yQ wins cnvert"! 2J wine how ??
attrib : something (as a flexible ^^ ^i5Ser ?j cane 24 e^^jomted metal pipe) curved like

shoulder, ^J cape, ^4 ear

the neck of a goose or U-shaped— goose-necked \-,snekt\ adj
goose step n ; a straight-legged stiff-kneed step used by troops of
some armies when passing in review — goose-step>per \'giJs-
.step-3r\ n

goos-ey \'gii-se\ adj goos-Ler; goos<i-est 1 : belonging to or
resembling a goose 2 : foolish, stupid

go out VI la: to go forth, abroad, or outdoors; specij : to leave
one's house b (1) : to take the field as a soldier (2) : to participate
as a principal in a duel c : to travel as or as if a colonist or im-
migrant d : to work away from home e : to play the first nine
holes of an 18 -hole golf match 2 a : to come to an end b : to
become extinguished (the hall light went out} c ; to give up office
; RESIGN d : to become obsolete 3 : to go on strike 4 : break,
collapse 5 : to become a candidate iwent out for the football
team)

go over VI 1 : to go on a journey 2 ; to become converted 3 : to
receive approval ; succeed

gO-pher \'go-f3r\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a burrowing edible
land tortoise (Gopherus polyphemus) of the southern U.S.; broadly
: any of several related land tortoises 2 a : any of several burrow-
ing rodents (family Geomyidae) of western No. America, Central
America, and the southern U.S. the size of a large rat with large
cheek pouches opening beside the mouth b ; any of numerous
small ground squirrels (genus Citellus) of the prairie region of No.
America closely related to the chipmunks
gopher snake n i : indigo snake 2 : bull snake
Gor-di.an knot \,g6rd-e-3n-\ n l : a knot tied by Gordius. king
of Phrygia, held to be capable of being untied only by the future
ruler of Asia, and cut by Alexander the Great with his sword
2 ; an intricate problem; esp : a problem insoluble in its own

Gor.don setter \,g6rd-'n-\ n [Alexander, 4th Duke of Gordon
tlS27 Sc sportsman] : any of a breed of large long-haired bird
dogs deep black with tan, chestnut, or mahogany markings
igore X'gofslr, 'g6(3)r\ n [ME. filth, fr. OE gor; akin to OE
wearm warm] ; BLOOD; esp ; clotted blood

2gore n [ME, fr. OE gdra: akin to OE gar spear. Gk chaios shep-
herd's staff] 1 : a small usu. triangular piece of land 2 : a tapering
or triangular piece (as of cloth in a skirt)

3gore vt 1 ; to cut into a tapering triangular form 2 : to provide
with a gore

*gore vt : to pierce or wound with a horn or tusk
^gorge \'gdi3)rj\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. LL gurga, alter, of L gurges
throat, whirlpool — more at voracious] 1 : throat 2 a : a
hawk's crop b : stomach, belly 3 : the entrance into a bastion
or other outwork of a fort 4 ; a narrow passage 6 : a mass of
matter that chokes up a passage
2gorge VI : to eat greedily or to repletion ^ vt 1 : to stuff to capac-
ity ; glut 2 ; to swallow greedily syn see satiate — gorg-ei n
gor.geous \'gdr-j3s\ adj [ME gorgayse, fr. MF gorgias elegant,
fr. gorgias neckerchief, fr. gorge] ; resplendently beautiful — syn
see SPLENDID — gor>geons>ly adv — gor-geous-ness n

gor.get \'g6r-j3t\ n 1 : a piece of armor defending the throat
2 a : an ornamental collar bra part of a wimple covering the throat
and shoulders 3 : a specially colored patch on the throat
gOr>gon \'g6r-g3n\ n [L Gorgon-^ Gorgo, fr. Gk Gorgon] 1 cap
: any of three snaky-haired sisters m Greek mythology whose glance
turns the beholder to stone 2 : an ugly or repulsive woman —
Gor*go.nian \g6r-'g6-ne-an, -nysnX adj

gor.go.nian \gdr-'go-ne-3n. -nyanX n [deriv. of L gorgonia coral,
fr. Gorgon-, Corgo} ; any of an order (Gorgonacea) of colonial
anthozoans with a usu. homy and branching axial ^eleton— gorgonian adj

gor.gou.ize \'g6r-g3-,nTz\ vt : stupefy, petrify
Gor.gon.zo.la \,g6r-g3n-*zo-la\ n [It. fr. Gorgonzola, Italy] ; a
blue cheese of Italian origin usu. made of cow s milk

go.ril.la \g3-'ril-3\ n [deriv. of Gk Gorillai, an African tribe of
hairy women] 1 : an anthropoid ape (Gorilla gorilla) of west
equatorial Africa related to the chimpanzee but less erect and much
larger 2 a : an ugly or brutal man b ; thuo. GOON

gor>inan<dize \'g6r-m9n-,diz\ vi [gormand, alter, of gourmand] : to
eat gluttonously or ravenously f^ vt i io eat greedily : devour— gor*man*diz>er n



gorse 361 graben
gorse \'gdC3)rs\ n tME gorst, fr. OE— more at horror] 1 ; furze
2 ; JUNIPER — gorsy \'g6r-se\ ad]

gory \'g6(3)r-e, 'g6(3)r-\ adj 1 : covered with gore ; bloodstained
2 : BLOODCURDUNG, SENSATIONAL

gos-liawk \'gas-,h6k\ n [ME goshawke, fr. OE gdshajoc, fr. gos
goose + hajoc hawk] : any of several long-tailed short-winged
accipitrine hawks noted for their powerful flight, activity, and
vigor

goS'ling \'gaz-Uo, 'goz-, -lan\ n [ME, fr. gos goose] 1 : a young
goose 2 : a foolish or callow person

lgos>pel \'gas-p3l\ n [ME, fr. OE godspel, fr. god good + spell

tale — more at spell] 1 a ojten cap : the good news concerning
Christ, the kingdom of God, and salvation b cap : one of the first

four New Testament books telling of the life, death, and resurrec-
tion of Jesus Christ; also : a similar apocryphal book c : an in-

terpretation of the Christian message 2 cap ; a lection from one
of the New Testament Gospels 3 ; the message or teachings of
a religious teacher 4 : something accepted as infallible truth
2gospel adj 1 : relating to or in accordance with the gospel : evan-
gelical 2 : evangelistic <a ~ team) 3 : of or relating to re-

ligious songs associated wiUi evangelism and popular devotion
<a '^ singer)

gos*pel*er or gos-pel-Ier \'gas-p3-l3r\ n 1 ; one who preaches
or propounds a gospel 2 : one who reads or sings the liturgical

Gospel
gOS>port \'gas-,po(3)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ n IGosport, England] ; a flexible
one-way speaking tube for communication between separate
cockpits of an airplane
g0S>sa>meT X'gas-a-msr, 'gaz-(3-)m3r\ n [ME gossamer, fr. gos
goose + somer summer] 1 ; a film of cobwebs floating in air in
calm clear weather 2 ; something light, delicate, or tenuous— gossamer adj — gos-sa-mery \-m3-re\ adj
gOS-san \'^s-'n\ n [Com gossen"] : decomposed rock or vein
material of reddish or rusty color resulting from oxidized pyrites
igOS-sip \'gas-3p\ n [ME gossib, fr. OE godsibb, fr. god + sibb
kinsman, fr. sibb related] 1 a dial Brit : godparent b : com-
panion, CRONY c : a person who habitually reveals personal or
sensational facts 2a: rumor or report of an intimate nature
b : a chatty talk — gos-sip.ry \-3-pre\ n — gos>sipy \-3-pe\ adj

2gosslp VI : to relate gossip — gos>sip-er n
gOS>sy-pol \'gas-3-,i)61, -,p6l\ n [ISV, deriv. of L gossyplon cotton]

; a toxic phenolic pigment CmHmO in cottonseed
got past oj GET
Goth \'gath\ n [LL Goihi, pi.] 1 : a member of a Germanic people
that in the early centuries of the Christian era overran the Roman
Empire 2 : a person lacking culture or refinement : barbarian
iGOul'ic \'gath-ik\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or resembling the
Goths, their civilization, or their language b : teutonic. Germanic
c (1) : medieval (2) : uncouth, barbarous 2 a : of, relating
to, or having the characteristics of a style of architecture developed
in northern France and spreading through western Europe from
the middle of the 12lh century to the early 16th century that is

characterized by the converging of weights and strains at isolated
points upon slender vertical piers and counterbalancing buttresses
and by pointed arches and vaulting b ; of or relating to an archi-
tectural style reflecting the influence of the medieval Gothic 3 not
cap ; of or relating to a literary style characterized by violence,
desolation, and decay — goth<iC-al*ly \-i-k(3-)]e\ adv— Gotli*ic-
ness R
JGotlUC n 1 ; the East Germanic language of the Goths 2 : Gothic
art style or decoration; specij : the Gothic architectural style
3 a : black letter b : sans serif

Gotliic arch n : a pointed arch; esp ; one with a joint instead of a
keystone at its apex
Goth<icism \'gath-3-,siz-3m\ n 1 ; barbarous lack of taste or
elegance 2 : conformity to or practice of Gothic style — Goth-
icist \-s3st\ n

goth-icize \-,siz\ vt, often cap : to make Gothic
gO'thlte var oj GOETHTTE
gotten past part oj get
gouache \'gwash, gu-'ash\ n [F, deriv. of L aquatio act of fetching
water, fr. aquatus. pp. of aquari to fetch water, fr. aqua water —
more at island] 1 : a method of painting with opaque colors that
have been ground in water and mingled with a preparation of gum
2 a : a picture painted by gouache b : the pigment used in gouache
G0U*da \'gaud-3, 'gUd-, 'haud-\ n [Gouda, Netherlands] : a mild
Dutch milk cheese shaped in balls and usu. covered with a red
protective coating
igouge \'gauj\ n [ME gowge, fr. MF gouge, fr. LL gulbia. of Celt
origin; akin to Olr gulban sting]
1 : a chisel with a concavo-convex
cross section 2 a : the act of
gouging b : a groove or cavity
scooped out 3 : an excessive or
improper exaction ; extortion
2gouge vt 1 : to scoop out with
a gouge 2 a ; to force out (an
eye) with the thumb b : to thrust
the thumb into the eye of 3 : to gouges 1

subject to extortion — gong>er n
g0U>lash \'gii-,lash, -,lash\ n [Hung gulyds herdsman's stew] : a
beef stew with onion, paprika, and caraway
gourd \'g6(9)rd. •g6(3)rd, gu(3)rd\ n [ME gourde, fr. MF, fr. L
cucurbital 1 : any of a family (Cucurbitaceae, the gourd family)
of chiefly herbaceous tendril-bearing vines including the cucumber,
melon, squash, and pumpkin 2 : the fruit of a gourd : pepo; esp
; any of various hard-rinded inedible fruits of plants of two genera
{Lagenaria and Cucurbita) often used for ornament or for vessels
and utensils
gourde \'gu(3)rd\ n [AmerF] — see money table
gour-mand \'gu(3)r-,mand, giir-'; 'gu(3)r-m3nd\ n IMF gourmant"]
1 ; one who is excessively fond of eating and drinking 2 ; a
luxurious eater : gourmet syn see epicure — gour-mand-ism
\'gu(3)r-,man-,diz-3m, -msn-X n
gour-met \'gu(3)r-,ma, gur-'\ n [F, fr. MF, alter, of OF gromet
boy servant] : a connoisseur in eating and drinking syn see
epicure
gout \'gaut\ n [ME goute, fr. OF, gout, drop, fr. L gutta drop]

1 : a metabolic disease marked by a painful Inflammation of the
joints, deposits of urates in and around the joints, and usu. an
excessive amount of uric acid in the blood 2 : clot, blob — gouty
\-e\ adj
gOV-ern \'gav-3m\ vb [ME govemen, fr. OF governer, fr. L guber-
nare to steer, govern, fr. Gk kybernan'\ vt 1 a : to exercise con-
tinuous sovereign authority over; esp : to control and direct the
making and administration of policy in b : to rule without sover-
eign power usu. without having the authority to determine basic
policy 2 a archaic : manipulate b ; to control the speed of by
automatic means 3 a ; to control, direct, or strongly influence
the actions and conduct of b : determine, regulate c : to hold
in check : restrain 4 : to require (a word) to be in a certain
case or mood <in English a transitive verb ^^s a noun in the com-
mon case) 5 : to constitute a rule or law for — vi 1 : to prevail
or have decisive influence : control 2 : to exercise authority— gov-ern.able N-sr-na-balX adj
syn govern, rule mean to exercise power or authority in control-

ling others, govern implies the aim of keeping in a straight course
or smooth operation for the good of the individual and the whole;
rule more often suggests the exercise of despotic or arbitrary
power
gov*er*nance \'gav-ar-n3nft)s\ n : government
gOV>ern>ess \'g3v-ar-n3s\ n l ; a woman who governs 2 : a
woman entrusted with the care and supervision of a child esp. in a
private household 3 : the wife of a governor

gOV-erU'inent \'g3v-3r(n)-m3nt, 'gav-^'m-antX n. ojten attrib 1 obs
: discretion 2 : the act or process of governing; specij : authori-
tative direciion or control 3 a : the office, authority, or function
of governing b obs : the term during which a governing official
holds office 4 a : the continuous exercise of authority over and
the performance of functions for a political unit : rule b : the
political function of policy making as distinguished from the ad-
ministration of policy decisions 5 a : the organization, machinery,
or agency through which a political unit exercises authority and
performs functions and which is usu. classified according to the
distribution of power within it b ; the complex of political in-
stitutions, laws, and customs through which the function of govern-
ing is carried out in a specific political unit 6 : the body of persons
that constitutes the governing authority of a political unit or organ-
ization: as a ; the officials comprising the governing body of a
golitical unit and constituting the organization as an active agency

cap : the executive branch of the U.S. federal government in-
cluding the political officials and usu. the permanent civil service
employees c cap : a small group of persons holding simultaneously
the principal political executive offices of a nation or other political
unit and responsible for the direction and supervision of public
affairs: (1) : such a group in a parliamentary system constituted
by the cabinet or by the ministry (2) ; administration 4b
7 : POLmcAL science — gov*ern*men*tal \,g3v-ar(n)-'ment-'l\
adj — gov»ern.men.tal.ly \-^I-e\ adv

gov.ern.men.tal.ism \,g3v-3r(n)-'ment-n-,iz-am\ n 1 : a theory
advocating extension of the sphere and degree of government activ-
ity 2 : the tendency toward extension of the role of government —
gov*ern>men=taMst \-'I-3st\ n
gov.ern.men.taMze \-=l-jz\ vr : to subject to the regulation or
control of a government

gOV»er-nor \'g3v-(9-)n3r also 'g3v-9r-n9r\ n 1 ; one that governs:
as a : one that exercises authority esp. over an area or group
b ; an official elected or appointed to act as ruler, chief executive,
or nominal head of a political unit c : commandant d : the
managing director and usu. the principal officer of an institution
or organization eta member of a group that directs or controls
an institution or society 2 : tutor 3 a slang ; one looked upon
as governing b : mister 4 a ; an automatic attachment to a
machine for automatic control or limitation of speed b : a device
giving automatic control (as of pressure or temperature)

gov.er.nor-gen-er.al \-'jen-(3-)r3l\ n, pi governors-general or
governor-generals ; a governor of high rank; esp : one who
governs a large territory or has deputy governors under him —
gov-er-nor-gen-er.al'Ship \-{a-)ral-,ship\ n

governor's council n : an executive or legislative council chosen
to advise or assist a governor

gov*er.nor. Ship \*g3v-(3-)n3r-.ship, 'gsv-ar-nar-X n 1 : the office

of governor 2 : the period of incumbency of a governor
g0W<an \'gaii-3n\ n [prob. alter, pf ME gollanl chiefly Scot idaisy
la; broadly : a white or yellow field flower — gow»any \-3-ne\ adj
gown \'gaun\ n [ME, fr. MF goune, fr. LL gunna, a fur or leather
garment] 1 a : a loose flowing outer garment formerly worn by
men b : a distinctive robe worn by a professional or academic
person c ; a woman's dress d ; a loose garment for lounging or
resting e ; a coverall worn in an operating room 2 a : an office

or profession symbolized by a distinctive robe b : a body of college
students and faculty — gown vt

gowns.man X'gaiinz-msnX n : a professional or academic person
goy \*g6i\ n, pi goy.im \'g6i-am\ or goys [Yiddish, fr. Heb goy
people, nation] : gentile 1 — goy>isll \'g6i-ish\ adj
Graaf>ian follicle \,gr'af-e-3n-, .graf-\ n [Regnier de Graaf 11673
D anatomist] ; a vesicle in a mammal ovary enclosing a developing

grab \'grab\ vb grabbed; grab-bing [obs. D or LG grabben;
akin to ME graspen to grasp, Skt grbhnaii he seizes] vt 1 ; clutch,
SNATCH 2 : to get unscrupulously 3 : to take hastily '— vi 1 ; to
make a grab : snatch Z of a horse ; overreach syn see take— grab.her n
3grab n 1 a : a sudden snatch b : a lawless seizure C ; something
grabbed 2 a : a device for clutching an object b : clamshell— up lor grabs slang : available to a winner or taker
sgiab adj 1 : intended to be grabbed <a '^ rail) 2 : taken at
random

*grab n [Ar ghurab, lit., raven] ; an oriental coasting ship of light

draft and broad beam having lateen sails and usu. two masts
grab.ble \'grab-3l\ vl grab.bling \-C3-)lio\ [D grabbelen, fr.

MD, freq. of grabben} 1 : to search with the hand : GROPE 2 : to
lie or fall prone : sprawl — grab.bier \-(3-)l3r\ n

grab'by \'grab-e\ adj : grasping, greedy
gra.ben \'grab-3n\ n [G, ditch] : a depressed segment of the earth's

crust bounded on at least two sides by faults
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grab Oii vt ; to take forcibly or hastily
igrace \'gras\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L gratiafavor, charm, thanks, fr.

gratus pleasing, grateful; akin to OHG queran to sigh, Skt grnati
he praises] 1 a : unmerited divine assistance given man for his

regeneration or sanctification b : a state of sanctification enjoyed
through divine grace c : a virtue coming from God 2 : a short
prayer at a meal asking a blessing or giving thanks 3 a : kindness,
FAVOR b archaic ; mercy, pari>on c : a special favor ; privilege
d ; REPRIEVE, MARGIN 6 ; APPROVAL, ACCEPTANCE (Stayed in his

good -^sy 4 a : a charming trait or accomplishment b (1) : at-
tractiveness, BEAUTY (2) : fitness or proportion of line or ex-

pression (3) : ease of movement or charm of bearing 5 ; a
musical trill, turn, or appoggiatura 6 — used as a title for a duke,
a duchess, or an archbishop 7 : sense of propriety or right; also

: coNsiDERATENEss, THOUOHTFULNESS 8 pl. Cap \ three sister

goddesses in Greek mythology who are the givers of charm and
beauty syn see mercy — grace>ful \'gras-f3l\ adj— grace'Iul-ly
\-fa-Ie\ adv — grace-ful-ness n

agrace vt 1 : honor 2 : adorn, embellish 3 : to add grace notes
or other musical ornamentation to

grace cup n : a cup used in drinking a final health after the grace
at the end of a meal or a health drunk from it

graceless \'gra-sl3s\ adj 1 ; unregenerate 2 a : lacking a sense
of propriety b : devoid of attractive qualities 3 : artistically

inept or unbeautiful — gTace*less*ly adv — grace-less-ness n
grace note n : a musical note added as an ornament; esp : appog-
giatura

grac-ile \'gras-5l. -,T1\ ad} [L gracilisi 1 : slender, slight
2 : graceful — grac-ile.ness n — gra>cll>i>t7 \gra-'sil-st-e\ n

gra.ci.O'SO \,gras-e-*6-(,)s6, -(.)zo\ n [Sp] ; a buffoon in Spanish
comedy

gTa*ciOUS \'gra-sh3s\ adj [ME, fr. MF gracieus, fr. L gratiosus
enjoying favor, agreeable, fr. gratia'\ 1 a obs : godly b : archaic
; PLEASING, ACCEPTABLE 2 3 ; marked by kindness and courtesy
b : GRACEFUL c : marked by tact and deUcacy ; urbane d ; char-
acterized by charm, good taste, and generosity of spirit 3 : merci-
ful. COMPASSIONATE — used Conventionally of royalty and high
nobility — gra*cious>l7 adv — gra>cious>ness n
syn CORDIAL, AFFABLE, GENIAL, SOCIABLE: GRACIOUS im.plies COUr-

tesy and kindliness and often a degree of condescension toward
strangers and scx;ial inferiors; cordial suggests warmth and hearti-

ness; AFFABLE implies easy approachability and readiness to re-

spond pleasantly to conversation or requests or proposals; genial
implies qualities such as warm sympathy or a sense of humor that
makes for good cheer <a genial host); sociable suggests a genuine
liking for or even a need for frequent companionship

giack'le \*grak-3l\ n [deriv. of L graculus jackdaw] 1 : any of
various Old World starlings (as the hill mynas) 2 ; any of several

rather large American blackbirds (family Icteridae) having glossy
iridescent black plumage

gTa*dat6 \'gra-,dat\ vb [back-formation fr. gradation^ vi I to shade
into the next color, note, or stage -^ v/ : to arrange in a progression,
scale, or series

gra*cla>tion Vgra-'da-shan, gra-N n 1 a : a series forming successive
stages b : a step or place in an ordered scale 2 : an advance by
regular degrees 3 ; a color scale — gra>da>tion*al \-shnal,
-shan-''I\ adj — gra-da>tion<aMy \-c\ adv
igrade \'grad\ n [F, fr. L gradus step, degree; akin to L gradi to
step, go, Lith gridyii to go, wander] 1 a (1) : a stage in a process
(2) : a position in a scale of ranks or qualities b ; a class organized
for the work of a particular year of a school course c : a military

or naval rank d : a degree of intensity in illness (^ III carcinoma)
2 a : a class of things of the same stage or degree b : a mark in-

dicating a degree of accomplishment in school c : a standard of
food quality {primG-grade beef) 3 a I the degree of inclination of a
road or slope; also ; a sloping road b : a datum or reference level;

esp : ground level c : elevation Ic 4 : a domestic animal with
one parent purebred and the other of inferior breeding
Sgrade vt 1 a ; to arrange in grades : sort b : to arrange in a scale
or series 2 : to level off to a smooth horizontal or sloping surface
3 : to improve by breeding females to purebred males ~ vi 1 a : to
form a series b : blend 2 : to be of a particular grade
-grade \,grad\ adj comb Jorm [F, fr. L -gradus, fr. gradi} I walking
<plantigrarfe)

grade crossing n : a crossing of highways, railroad tracks, or pedes-
trian walks or combinations of these on the same level

grad*er \'grad-ar\ n l : one that grades 2 : a machine for leveling
. pupU in an elementary or secondary school grade <a

the firstI public school including the first six i

r railroad crossing using an under-

5th —

)

grade school n :

eight grades
grade separation n : a highway i

pass or overpass
gra*di«ent \'grad-e-3nt\ n [L gradient-, gradiens, prp. of gradi}
1 a ; the rate of regular or graded ascent or descent : inclination
b : a part sloping upward or downward 2 : change in the value of a
quantity per unit distance in a specified direction (vertical tem-
perature '--'> 3 : a graded difference in physiological activity along
an axis (as of the body or an embryonic field)

gra>dill \'grad-'n\ or gTa>dine \'gra-,den,
gr3-'\ n [F gradin} ; one of a series oi
tiered steps or seats
igrad.u.al \'graj-(3-)w3l, "graj-alV n [fr. its

being sung on the steps of the altar]

1 : the response and versicle following the
Epistle of the Mass 2 : a book containing
the choral parts of the Mass
sgradual adj l ; proceeding by steps or
degrees 2 : moving, changing, or develop-
ing by fine, slight, or often imperceptible
degrees — grad-u-al>ly adv — grad>u-al*
ness n

gTad*u*al>isni \-,i2-3m\ n : the policy of
approaching a desired end by gradual
stages — grad'U'al'ist \-3St\ n or adj
igrad-u-ate \'graj-o-lw9t, -3-.wat\ n
1 : a holder of an academic degree or
diploma 2 : a graduated cup, cylinder, or
flask for measuring

^graduate adj la: holding an academic de-
gree or diploma b : of or relating to

studies beyond the first or bachelor's degree 2 : arranged by de-
grees ; graduated ^

3grad>u>ate \'grai-3-,wat\ v/ 1 : to grant an academic degree or
diploma to 2 : to admit to a particular standing or grade 3
a : to mark with degrees of measurement b : to divide into grades
or intervals '^vi 1 : to receive an academic degree or diploma 2 : to
change gradually — grad>n<a>tor \-,wat-ar\ rt

gTad-U-a>lion \,graj-3-'wa-sh3n\ n 1 : a mark on an instrument
or vessel indicating degrees or quantity; also : these marks 2 a
; the award or acceptance of an academic degree or diploma b
: commencement 3 : arrangement in degrees or ranks

gra*dUS \'grad-3s\ n IGradus ad Parnassum (L, lit., a step to
Parnassus)] : a dictionary used as an aid in the writing of Greek or
Latin poetry

Grae>ae \'gre-.e, 'grT-J\ n pi [L, fr. Ok Craiai} : three daughters
of a sea deity in Greek mythology who are guardians of their sisters
the Gorgons and have but one eye and one tooth among them
Graeco see greco-
graf.U.to \gra-'fet-(,)o\ n, pi giaf-fi-U \-f,)e\ [It] : a rude in-
scription or drawing found on rocks or walls

igraft \'graft\ vb [ME grajten, alter, of grajjen, fr. grajje graft, fr.

MF graje, fr. ML graphium, fr. L, stylus, fr. Gk grapheion, fr.

graphein to write — more at cakve] vt 1 a : to cause (a scion) to
unite with a stock; afro ; to unite by joining scion and slock
b : to propagate (a plant) by grafting 2 : to unite closely 3 ; to
implant (living tissue) surgically 4 : to get (ilUcit gain) by graft— VI 1 ; to become grafted 2 ; to perform grafting 3 ; to practice
graft — graft>er n

2gialt n 1 a : a grafted plant b : scion I c : the point of insertion

graft Ic; A cleft, B splice, C whip, D saddle, / cambium

of a scion upon a stock 2a: the act of grafting b : something
grafted; specij : living tissue used in grafting 3 : the taking of
money or other gain in dishonest or questionable ways; also
: illegal or unfair gain

graft>age \*graf-tij\ n : the principles and practice of grafting
gra-ham flour \.gra-3m-, (.)gra(-3)m-\ n [Sylvester Graham flSSl
Am dietary reformer] : whole wheat flour

grail \'gra(3)l\ n [ME graal, fr. MF, bowl, grail, fr. ML gradalis}
X cap : the cup or platter used according to medieval legend by
Christ at the Last Supper and thereafter the object of knightly
quests — called also Holy Grail 2 I the object of an extended or
difficult quest
igrain \'gran\ n [ME, partly fr. MF grain cereal grain, fr. L
granum: partly fr. MF graine seed, kermes, fr. L grana, pl. of
granum — more at corn] 1 a (1) obs : a single small hard seed
(2 ) : a seed or fruit of a cereal grass b : the seeds or fruits of
various food plants including the cereal grasses and in commercial
and statutory usage other plants c ; plants producing grain
2 a : a small hard particle or crystal b : a minute portion or
particle c : fine crystallization 3a: kermes or a scarlet dye
made from it b ; cochineal or a brilliant scarlet dye made from it

c : a fast dye d archaic : color, tint 4 a : a granulated surface
or appearance b : the outer or hair side of a skin or hide 5 : a
unit of weight based on the weight of a grain of wheat taken as an
average of the weight of grains from the middle of the ear — see
measure table 6a: the stratification of the wood fibers in a piece
of wood b : a texture due to constituent particles or fibers 7 : tac-
tile quaUty 8 a : natural disposition ; temper b : basic qiiahty
or kind — grained \'grand\ adj — with a grain of salt : skep-
tically (take his predictions with a grain of salt}

2grain vt 1 : ingrain 2 : to form into grains : granulate 3 ; to
paint in imitation of the grain of wood or stone ~ vi : to become
granular : granulate — grain>ei n

grain alcohol n : alcohol l

grain*field \'gran_-,fHd\ n : a field where grain is grown
grain. i.ness \'gra-ne-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being grainy
grain rust n : a rust that attacks a cereal grass
grain sorghum n : any of several sorghums cultivated primarily
for grain — compare sorgo

grainy \'gra-ne\ adj 1 : consisting of or resembling grains : gran-
ular 2 : having or resembling the grain of wood

gral-la-to-ri-al \,graI-3-'tor-e-sl, -'tor-V adj [deriv. of L grallae
stilts; akin to L gradus step — more at grade] : of or relating to
the wading birds
igram \'gram\ n [obs. Pg (now grao), grain, fr. L granum] I any
of several leguminous plants (as a chick-pea) grown esp. for their
seed

3grani or gramme \'gram\ n [F gramme, fr. LL gramma, a small
weight, fr. Gk grammat-, gramma letter, writing, a small weight,
fr. graphein to write — more at carve] : a metric unit of mass and
weight equal to Viooo kilogram and nearly equal to one cubic
centimeter of water at its maximum density — see metric system
table
-gram \,gTam\ n comb jorm [L -gramma, fr. Gk, fr. gramma']

: drawing : writing : record <ctironogram) (telegram)
grama \'gram-3\ n [Sp] ; a pasture grass (genus Bouteloua) of the
western U.S.

gTam-a<rye \'gram-3-re\ n [ME, fr. MF gramaire grammar, gram-
mar book, book of sorcery] : magic
gram atom n : the weight in grams of a chemical element that is

equal numerically to its atomic weight <a gram atom of oxygen is

16 grams) — called also gram-atomic weight
gra-mer-cy \gr3-'m3r-!w\ interj [ME grand mercy, fr. MF grand
merci great thanks] archaic— used to express gratitude or astonish-
ment
gram.i.d.din X.gram-o-'sId-'nV n [gram-positive + -i- + -cide +



gramineous 363 granfable
-fn] : a toxic crystalline polypeptide antibiotic produced by a soil
bacterium (Bacillus brevis) and used against gram-positive bacteria
in local infections

gTa>min<e-OUS \gr3-'min-e-3s\ adj [L gramineus, fr. gramin-,
gramen grass] : of or relating to a grass — gra*min>e-ous-iiess n

grani*inar \'gram-3r\ n [ME gramere, fr. MF gramaire, modif.
of L grammaiica, fr. Gk grammatike, fr. fern, of grammatikos of
letters, fr. grammat-, gramma'] la: the study of the classes of
words, their inflections, and their functions and relations in the
sentence b : a study of what is to be preferred and what avoided
in inflection and syntax 2 : the phenomena of language with
which grammar deals 3 a : a grammar textbook b ; speech or
writing evaluated according to its conformity to grammatical rules
4 : the principles or rules of an art, science, or technique— gram-
mar>i-an Ngra-'mer-e-an, -'mar-\ n
grammar school n 1 a : a secondary school emphasizing Latin
and Greek in preparation for college b : a British college prepara-
tory school 2 : a school intermediate between the primary grades
and high school 3 : elementary school
gram<mat>i*cal \gr3-'mat-i-k3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to grammar
2 : conforming to the rules of grammar — gram*mat*i>cal'ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv — gram>mat*i-cal-ness \-k3l-n3s\ n
grammatical meaning n : the part of meaning that varies from
one inflectional form to another (as from plays to played to playing)— compare lexical meaning
gram-mo.lecu.lar \,gram-m3-'lek-ya-lar\ or gram-mo-lar
\'gram-'mo-l3r\ adj : of, relating to, or containing a gram molecule
gram molecule n ; the quantity of a chemical compound or element
that has a weight in grams numerically equal to the molecular
weight — called also gram-molecular weight
gram-neg.a-tive \'gram-'neg-3t-iv\ adj : not holding the purple
dye when stained by gram's method — used chiefly of bacteria
Gram-o-pboue \'gram-3-,fon\ trademark— used for a phonograph
gram-pos.i4ive \-'paz-at-iv, -'paz-tivX adj : holding the purple
dye when stained by gram's method — used chiefly of bacteria
gram*pU5 \'gram-p3s\ n [alter, of ME graspey, grapay, fr. MF
graspeis, fr. gras fat (fr. L crassus) + pels fish, fr. L piscis — more
at nsH] 1 : a cetacean {Grampus griseus) related to the blackfish;
broadly : any of various small cetaceans (as the blackfish or killer
whale) 2 : the giant whip scorpion {Mastigoproctus giganteus)
of the southern U.S.
gram's method \*gramz-\ n [Hans C. J. Gram tl938 Dan physi-
cian] : a method for the differential staining of bacteria
gram-Tari>able \'gram-'ver-e-5-bal, -'var-\ adj ; staining irregu-
larly or inconsistently by gram's method

gran.a.dil-la \,gran-3-'dil-3, -de-(y)3\ n [Sp] : the oblong fruit of
various passionflowers (esp. Passijlora quadrangularis of tropical
America) widely used as a dessert

gra>na*ry \'gran-(3-)re. 'gran-\ n [L granarium, fr. granum grain]
1 a : a storehouse for threshed grain b : a region producing grain
in abundance 2 : a chief source or storehouse
Igrand \'grand\ adj [MF, large, great, grand, fr. L grandisl
1 a : having more importance than others : foremost b : having
higher rank than others bearing the satne general designation <a ~
duke) 2 a : inclusive, comprehensive b : definitive, incon-
trovertible (— example) 3 : main, principal 4 ; of large size,
extenL or scope 5 a : magnificent, sumptuous b : marked by a
regal form and dignity c : fine or imposing in appearance or im-
pression : stately d : lofty, sublime <the -^ style) 6 a : pre-
tending to social superiority : supercilious b ; intended to impress
<a man of '^ gestures and pretentious statements) 7 : very good
: wonderful <a -^ time) <-- old man) — grand<ly \'gran-(d)Ie\
adv— grand'iiess \'gran(d)-n3s\ n
syn grand, magnificent, imposing, stately, majestic, grandiose
mean large and impressive, grand adds to greatness of size the im-
plications of handsomeness and dignity; magnificent implies an
Impressive largeness proportionate to scale without sacrifice of
dignity or good taste; imposing implies impressive size and dignity;
stately may suggest poised dignity, erectness of bearing, hand-
someness of proportions, ceremonious deliberation of movement;
majestic combines the implications of imposing and stately and
usu. adds a suggestion of solemn grandeur; grandiose implies a
size or scope exceeding ordinary experience but is most commonly
applied derogatorily to inflated pretension or absurd exaggeration
agrand n, slang : a thousand dollars
gran.dam \'gran-,dam, -damX or gran-dame \-,dam, -damX n [ME
graundam, fr. AF graund dame, lit., great lady] 1 : grandmother
2 : an old woman

grand-aunt \'gran-'dant, -MAntX n : the aunt of one's father or
mother
grand-ba-hy \'gran(d)-,ba-be\ n ; an infant grandchild
grand-clliid \-.chTld\ n : a son's or daughter's child
grand*daugh>ter \'gran-,d6t-ar\ n : the daughter of one's son or
daughter
grand duchess n 1 : the wife or widow of a grand duke 2 : a
woman who rules a grand duchy in her own right
grand duchy n ; the territory or dominion of a grand duke or grand
duchess

grand duKe n l : the sovereign duke of any of various European
states 2 : a son or male descendant of a Russian czar in the male
line

grande dame \gra"(d)-d4m\ n [F] : a usu. elderly woman of great
prestige or ability

gran>dee \gran-'de\ n [Sp grande, fr. grande, adj., large, great, fr.

L grandis'i ; a man of elevated rank or station; esp : a Spanish or
Portuguese nobleman of the first rank

gran.deur \'gran-j3r, -,dyu(3)r, -juC3)r\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. grand"]

1 : the quality or state of being grand <the glory that was Greece
and the -^ that was Rome—E.A.Poe) 2 : an instance or example
of grandeur

grand.fa.ther \'gran(d)-,fath-3r\ n : a father's or mother's father;
also : ancestor la
grandfather clause n : a clause creating an exemption based on
circumstances previously existing; esp ; a provision in several
southern state constitutions designed to enfranchise poor whites
and disfranchise Negroes by waiving high voting requirements for
descendants of men voting before 1867
grandfather clock n [fr. the song My Grandjather's Clock (1878)

by Henry C. Work] : a tall pendulum clock standing directly on
the floor — called also grandjather's clock

gran.dil.Q.quence \gran-*dil-a-kwan(t)s\ n [prob. fr. MF, fr. L
grandiloquus using lofty language, fr. grandis + loqui to speak]
; lofty or pompous eloquence : bombast — gran*diI-o<quent
\-kw3nt\ adj — gran>dil-o<quent>ly adv

gran>di<OSe Vgran-de-,os, ,gran-de-'\ adj [F. fr. It grandioso, fr.
grande great, fr. L grandis] 1 ; impressive because of uncommon
largeness, scope, effect, or grandeur 2 ; characterized by affecta-
tion of grandeur or splendor or by absurd exaggeration syn see
grand — gran*di-05e>ly adv — gran>di-ose>ness n — gran-di-
os»i»ty \,gran-de-'as-3t-e\ n

gran-di-O-SO \,gran-de-'6-(,)s6, ,gran-. -(,)z6\ adv (or adj) [It]
: in a broad and noble style — used as a direction in music

grand jury n : a jury usu. of 1 2 to 23 persons specially or periodically
impaneled chiefly to examine in private sessions accusations against
persons charged with crime and on just cause to find bills of indict-

Grand Lama n : dalai lama
grand larceny n : larceny of property of a value greater than that
fixed as constituting petit larceny

grand mal \'gran(d)-'mal, 'gra"-, -'malX n [F, lit., great illness]
: severe epilepsy

grand.moth.er \'gran(d)-,m3th-3r\ n : the mother of one's father
or mother; also : a female ancestor
grand.neph.ew \-'nef-(,)yU, chiejly Brit -'nev-\ n : a grandson
of one's brother or sister

grand-niece \-*nes\ n : a granddaughter of one's brother or sister

grand opera n ; opera in which the plot is elaborated as in serious
drama and the entire text set to music
grand*par<ent \*gran(d)-,par-3nt, -,per-\ n ; a parent's parent
grand piano n ; a piano with horizontal frame and strings
grand-Sire \'gran(d)-.sT(3)r\ or grand-sir \'gran(t)-s3r\ n 1 dial

I grandfather 2 archaic : forefather 3 archaic ; an aged man
grand slam n 1 : the winning of all the tricks of one hand in a card
game (as bridge) 2 : a clean sweep or total success

grand-son \'gran(d)-,s3n\ n ; the son of one's son or daughter
igrand-stand \'gran(d)-,stand\ n 1 : a usu. roofed stand for
spectators at a racecourse or stadium 2 ; audience
^grandstand vi : to play or act so as to impress onlookers — grand-
stand-er n

grand tour n : an extended European tour formerly a usual part
of the education of youth of the British aristocracy

grand-un-cle \'gran-'d3o-k3l\ n ; a father's or mother's uncle
grange \'granj\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML granica, fr. L granum grain]
1 archaic ; granary, barn 2 : farm; esp ; a farmhouse with out-
buildings 3 cap : one of the lodges of a national fraternal associ-
ation of farmers; also : the association itself

grang-er \'gran-j3r\ /? : a member of a Grange
'gran-ger-ism \'gran-ja-,riz-9m\ n : the practice of grangerizing
2grang.er»ism Vgran-j3-,riz-9m\ n ; the policy or methods of the
grangers

gran.ger-ize \'gran-]a-,rTz\ vt [James Granger tl776 E biographer;
fr. his method of illustrating his Biographical History oj England
(1769)] : to illustrate by inserting engravings or photographs col-
lected from other books; also : to mutilate (books) to obtain ma-
terial for such illustration — gran-ger-iz-er n

grani- comb jorm [L, fr. granum] : grain : seeds (grantvorovsy
gran>ite \'gran-3t\ n [It granito, fr. pp. of granire to granulate, fr.

grano grain, fr. L granum] 1 : a very hard natural igneous rock
formation of visibly crystalline texture formed essentially of quartz
and orthoclase or microcline and used for building and for monu-
ments 2 : unyielding firmness or endurance — gra>nit>ic \gra-
'nit-ik\ adj — gran-it*oid \'gran-at-,6id\ adj

granite paper /i : a paper containing a small proportion of deeply
colored mottling fibers

gran-ite-ware \'grau-3t-.wa(»)r, -,we(a)r\ n : enameled iron
kitchenware
gra*niv-0-rous Xgra-'nlv-a-rss, gra-\ adj : feeding on seeds or grain
gran-ny or gran-nie \'gran-e\ n [by shortening & alter]
1 a : grandmother b : a fussy person 2 South & Midland
: midwife

granny Imot n : an easily jammed and insecure knot often made by
the inexperienced instead of a square knot

grano- comb jorm [G, fr. granit, fr. It granito] t granite ; granitic

Igranogabbro)
grano-di-0-rite \,gran-o-'dT-3-,rTt\ n ; a granular intrusive

quarlzose igneous rock intermediate between granite and quartz
diorite with plagioclase predominant over orthoclase

grano-lith \'gran-9-,lith\ n : an artificial stone of crushed granite
and cement — grano>lith-ic \,gran-3-'lith-ik\ adj
grano-phyre \'gran-a-,fT(3)r\ n [ISV] : a porphyritic igneous rock
chiefly of feldspar and quartz with granular groundmass — grano-
phyr-ic \,gran-3-'fir-ik\ adj
Igrant \'grant\ vi [ME granten, fr. OF creanter, graanter, fr.

(assumed) VL credentare, fr. L credent-, credens, prp. of credere to
believe — more at creed] 1 a : to consent to carry out or allow
fulfillment of b : to permit as a right, privilege, or favor 2 : be-
stow, confer; specij ; give the possession or title of by a deed
3 a ; to be willing to concede b : to assume to be true — grant-
able \-3-b3l\ adj — grant-er \-3r\ n — grant-or X'grant-sr,
-.6(3)r; grant-'6(3)r\ n
syn GRANT, concede, vouchsafe, accord, award mean to give

as a favor or a right, grant may apply to giving to a petitioner,

often a subordinate or inferior, something sought that could be
withheld; concede implies a yielding with reluctance to a rightful

or compelling claim; vouchsafe implies a granting as a courtesy or
as an act of gracious condescension; accord implies the sometimes
reluctant granting of what is due to someone because of his station
or character; award applies to the granting of something merited
or earned

agrant n 1 : the act of granting 2 : something granted; esp : a gift

for a particular purpose 3 a : a transfer of property by deed or
writing b : the instrument by which iiuch a transfer is made; also

: the property so transferred 4 ; a minor territorial division of
Maine, New Hampshire, or Vermont orig. granted by the state to
an individual or institution

3 abut; ^ kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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grantee 364 grateful

grant-ee \grant-'e\ n ; one to whom a grant is made
grant-in-aid \,grant-'n-'ad\ n, pi grants-in-aid \,granCt)-s3-
*nad\ 1 : a grant or subsidy from public funds paid by a central to

a local government in aid of a public undertakmg 2 : a grant or
subsidy to a school or individual for an educational or artistic

proiect
grauul- or granuli- or granule- comb jorm [LL granulum^ : gran-
ule igranulose}

gran*u-lar X'gran-ya-larV adj : consisting of or appearing to consist
of granules ; having a grainy texture — gran>u-Iar*i>ty \,gran-y»-
'lar-3t-e\ n — gran*u-lar>ly adv

gran*U*late \'gran-y3-,lat\ vi : to form or crystallize into grains or
granules — vi : to collect into grains or granules — gran»U'la-
tive \-,lat-iv\ adj — gran*u*la>tor \-.lat-ar\ n

gran*u<la<tlon \,gran-y3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of
granulating : the condition of being granulated 2 : one of the
minute red granules of new capillaries formed on the surface of a
wound in healing 3 : granule 2

granulation tissue n ; tissue made up of granulations that tem-
porarily replaces lost tissue in a wound

gran.ule \'gi-an-(,)yu(3>l\ n ILh granulum, dim. of 'Lgranum grain]
1 : a small particle; esp : one of numerous particles forming a larger
unit 2 ; one of the small short-lived brilliant spots on the sun's
seething photosphere

gran-U'lite \'gran-y3-,lTt\ n : a banded or laminated whitish
granular rock consisting of feldspar, quartz, and small red garnets
and occurring with crystalline schists — gran-u-lit.ic X.gran-ya-
lit-ik\ adj

gran.u-Io-cyte \'gran-y3-lo-,sTt\ n [ISV] : a cell with granule*
containing cvtoplasm — gran<u-lo-cyt*ic \,gran-y3-lo-'sit-ik\ adj

gTan.u*lo>cy<to<poi<e>sis \,gran-y3-lo-,sTt-a-(,)p6i-'e-s3s\ n [NL]
: the formation of blood granulocytes typically in the bone marrow

gran*u-lo>ma X.gran-ya-'lo-msV n : a mass or nodule of chronically
inflamed tissue with granulations that is usu. associated with an
infective process — gran-U'lo-ma-tous X-'Iam-at-ss, -'lom-\ adj

gran*U>IOSe \'gran-y3-.16s\ adj : GRANULAR; esp : having the
surface roughened with granules

grape \'grap\ n [ME, fr. OF crape, grape hook, grape stalk, bunch
of grapes, grape, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG krapjo hook — more
at crave] 1 : a smooth-skinned juicy berry eaten dried or fresh as
a fruit or fermented to produce wine 2 : any of numerous woody
plants (genus Vitis) of a family (Vitaceae, the grape family) that usu.
climb by tendrils, produce clustered fruits that are grapes, and are
nearlv cosmopolitan in cultivation 3 : grapeshot

grape>lruit V8rap-,frijt\ n 1 : a large citrus fruit with a bitter

yellow rind and inner skin and a highly flavored somewhat acid
juicy pulp 2 : a small round-headed tree (Citrus paradisi) that
produces grapefruit and is prob. derived from the shaddock
grape hyacintli n : any of several small bulbous spring-flowering
herbs (genus Muscari) of the lily family with racemes of usu. blue
flowers

grape*sliot \'grap-,shat\ n ; a cluster of small iron balls used as a
cannon charge

grape sugar n : dextrorotatory glucose
grape-vine \'grap-,vTn\ n 1 : grape 2 2a: rumor, report; esp

: a baseless rumor b (1) : an informal means of circulating infor-
mation or gossip (2) ; a secret source of information
igraph \'graf\ n [short for graphic formula'^ 1 : a diagram that
represents the variation of a variable in comparison with that of
one or more other variables 2 : the collection of all points
who-ie coordinates satisfy a given functional relation

2graph vt 1 ; to represent by a graph 2 ; to plot upon a graph
agrapll n [prob. fr. -graphs 1 : a spelling of a word 2 : a single
occurrence of a letter of an alphabet in any of its various shapes
(as D, d) 3 : a letter or combination of letters taken as a minimum
unit in determining the phonemes of a language from written
records
-graph \,graf\ n comb jorm [MF -graphe, fr. L -graphiim, fr. Gk
-graphon, fr. neut. of -graphos written, fr. graphein to write]
1 : something written <monog/-ap/i> 2 [F -graphe, fr. LL -graphits\
: instrument for making or transmitting records <chronogra/?/i>

graph>eme \'graf-,em\ n l : a letter of an alphabet 2 : the sum of
all written letters and letter combinations that represent one
phoneme (the p of pin, the pp of hopping, and the gh of hiccough are
members of one '^> — gra*phe>mic \gra-'fe-mik\ adj — gra-phe-
mi-cal-ly \-mi-k(3-)le\ adv — gra>phe<mics \-miks\ n pi but sing
or pi in constr
-g»ra«pher \g-ra-f3r\ n comb form [LL -graphus, fr. Gk -graphos,
fr. graphein'] ; one that writes about (specified) material or in a
(specified) way {craniographer}

igiaph-ic \'graf-ik\ adj [L graphicus. fr. Gk graphikos, fr. graphein"]

1 : written, drawn, or engraved 2a: marked by or capable of
clear and lively description or striking imaginative power b : sharp-
ly outlined or delineated 3 a ; of or relating to the pictorial arts
b : of, relating to, or involving such reproductive methods as those
of engraving, etching, lithography, photography, serigraphy. and
woodcut c : of or relating to the art of printing d : relating or
according to graphics 4 : having mineral crystals resembling
written or printed characters 5 : of. relating to. or represented by a
graph 6 : of or relating to the written or printed word or the
symbols or devices used in writing or printing to represent sound
or convey meaning — graph>i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj — graph>i>caMy
\-i-ko-ile\ adv — graph>ic>ness n
syn GRAPHIC, VIVID. PICTURESQUE, PICTORIAL mean giving a clear

visual impression in words, graphic stresses the evoking of a clear
lifelike picture; vivid suggests an impressing on the mind the
vigorous aliveness of something; picturesque suggests the presen-
tation of a striking or effective picture often without regard to
reality; pictorial implies representation in the manner of painting
with emphasis upon colors, shapes, and spatial relations

^graphic n 1 a : a product of graphic art b pi : the graphic
media 2 : a picture, map, or graph used for illustration or demon-
stration

-graph.ic \'graf-ik\ or -graph-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj comb jorm [LL
-graphicus, fr. Gk -graphikos, fr. graphikos] 1 : written or trans-
mitted in a (specified) way <^slylographic) 2 ; of or relating to
writing in a (specified) field or on a (specified) subject (orographic^
graphic arts n pi i the fine and applied arts of representation,
decoration, and writing or printing on flat surfaces together with
the techniques and crafts associated with each

gTaph'ics \'graf-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : the art or science

of drawing a representation of an object upon a two-dimensional
surface according to mathematical rules of projection

graph'ite \'graf-,Tt\ n [G graphit, fr. Gk graphein to write] : a soft

black lustrous carbon that conducts electricity and is used in lead
pencils, crucibles, electrolytic anodes, as a lubricant, and as a
moderator in atomic-energy plants (hardness 1 -2, sp. gr 2.09-2.23)
— gra-phit-ic \gra-'fii-ik\ adj_

gTaph*it>iza>tion \,graf-,It-3-'za-shan\ n : fhe process of graphitiz-
ing

graph-i'tize \*graf-3-,tTz, -,Tt-.Tz\ vt 1 : to convert into graphite
2 : to impregnate or coat with graphite

grapho- comb form [F, fr. MF, fr. Gk, fr. graphe, fr. graphein to
write] : writing (graphomotor)

gra*phol>o>gist \gra-Tal-3-jast\ n : a specialist in graphology
gra.phol-O.gy \-je\ n [F graphologie, fr. grapho- + -logie -logy]

: the study of handwriting esp. for the purpose of character analysis

Graph-o-phone \'graf-3-,f6n\ trademark— used for a phonograph
using wax records
graph paper n ; paper ruled into squares for drawing graphs
-g.ra.phy \g-r3-fe\ n comb jorm [L -graphia. fr. Gk, fr. graphein"}

1 : writing or representation in a (specified^ manner or by a (speci-

fied! means or of a (specified) object <.phonography) (.photography}
I a (specified) subject i . (speci-

grapnel

<stenograp/i3'> 2 : writing <

fied) field (^organography}
grap.nel \'grap-nM\ n [ME grapenel, fr.

(assumed) MF grapinel, dim. ofgrapin, dim.
of grape hook — more at grape] : a small
anchor with four or five flukes or claws
used in dragging or grappling operations
and for anchoring a dory or skiff

grap'pa \'grap-3\ n [It] : a dry colorless
Italian brandy made from the distilled

residue of a wine press
igrap.ple \'grap-3l\ n [MF grappelle, dim.
of grape hook — more at grape] 1 a : an instrument with Iron
claws used to fasten an enemy ship alongside before boarding
b : grapnel 2 : a hand-to-hand struggle 3 : a bucket similar to
a clamshell
2grapple vb grap-pling \'grap-(3-)Iir]\ vt 1 : to seize with or as if

with a grapple 2 ; to come to grips with : wrestle 3 : to bind
closelv -^ 1/ 1 : to make a ship fast with a grapple 2 : to come to
grips : wrfstle 3 : to use a grapple — grap.pler \-(3-)l3r\ n
grap-pling n 1 : grapple la 2 : grapnel
grappling iron n : a hooked iron for anchoring a boat, grappling
ships to each other, or recovering sunken objects — called also
grappling hook
grapy \'gra-pe\ adj 1 : of or relating to grapes or the vine 2 : hav-
ing a grape taste as well as a wine taste — used of wines
igrasp \'grasp\ vb [ME graspen — more at grab] vi : to make the
motion of seizing : clutch ^ vt 1 : to take or seize eagerly 2 : to
clasp or embrace with or as if with the fingers or arms 3 t to lay

hold of with the mind : comprehend syn see take — grasp<aWe
\'gras-p3-b9l\ adj — grasp* er n

2grasp Ai 1 a : handle b : the fluke of an anchor c : embrace
2 : hold, control 3 a : the reach of the arms b : the power of
seizing and holding 4 ! comprehension (showed remarkable ~>
grasp.ing adj : avaricious syn see covetous — grasp'ing.ly
\'gras-piQ-ie\ adv — grasp-ing-ness n

igrass Vgras\ n, ojten attrib [ME gras, fr. OE grses: akin to OHG
gras grass, OE growan to grow] 1 : herbage suitable or used for
grazing animals 2 : any of a large family (Gramineae) of mono-
cotyledonous mostly herbaceous plants with jointed stems, slender
sheathing leaves, and flowers borne in spikelets of bracts 3 : land
on which grass is grown <keep off the '— > 4 : a leaf or plant of
grass — used only in pi. 5 : a state or place of retirement 6 : elec-

tronic noise on a radarscope that takes the form of vertical lines

resembling lawn grass — grass-land \-,land\ n — grasS'libe
\-,lTk\ adj— grass-plot \-.plat\ n

2grass \t 1 : to feed (livestock) on grass sometimes without grain or
other concentrates 2 : to cover with grass; esp ; to seed to grass
~ vi : to produce grass

grass green n l : a moderate to strong yellowish green 2 : a
moderate yellow green

grass.hop.per \'sras-,hap-ar\ n 1 : any of numerous plant-eating
orthopterous insects (suborder Saltatoria) having the hind legs

adapted for leaping and sometimes engaging in migratory flights in

which whole regions may be stripped of vegetation 2 : a light

unarmed scouting and liaison airplane

grass roots n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : soil at or near the surface
2 : society at the local level esp. in rural areas as distinguished from
the centers of political leadership 3 : the very foundation or source
grass tree n l : any of a genus (Xanihorrhoea) of Australian plants
of the lily family with a thick woody trunk bearing a cluster of stiff

linear leaves and a terminal spike of small flowers 2 ; any of
several Australasian trees of grasslike fohage (as a ti)

grass widow n 1 chiejlv dial a : a discarded mistress b : a woman
who has had an illegitimate child 2 a : a woman divorced or
separated from her husband b ; a woman whose husband is tem-
per: ily : 1 her
grass widower n 1 : a man divorced or separated from his wife
2 : a man whose wife is temporarily away from him

grassy \'gras-e\ adj 1 a : covered or abounding with grass
b : consisting of or having a flavor or odor of grass 2 : resembling
grass esp. in color
grat past oj greet
Tgrate \'grat\ n [ME, fr. ML crata, grata hurdle, modif. of L cratls
— more at hurdle] 1 obs : cage, prison 2 : a frame of parallel

bars or a lattice of crossed ones blocking a passage 3 a : a frame or
basket of iron bars to hold a stove or furnace fire b : fireplace
4 : a screen or sieve for grading ore

2grate vt : to furnish with a grate

sgrate vb [ME graten, fr. MF grater to scratch, of Gmc origin; akin
to OHG krazzon to scratch] i7 1 archaic : abrade 2 : to pulverize
by rubbing with something rough 3 : fret, irrptate 4 a : to

gnash or grind noisily b : to cause to make a rasping sound
c : to utter in a harsh voice ~ vf 1 : to rub or rasp noisily 2 : to
cause irritatiori : jar — grat<er n

grate.lul \'grat-f3l\ adj [obs. graie pleasing, thankful, fr. L
gratus — more at grace] 1 a : appreciative of benefits received
b : expressing gratitude 2 a ; affording pleasure or contentment



gratefully 365 great
; PLEASING b : pleasing by reason of comfort supplied or discom-
fort alleviated — gTate*fuMy \-f3-Ie\ ady — grate-fnl-ness n
syn GRATEFUL, THANKFUL mean feeling or expressing gratitude.

GRATEFUL commonly applies to a proper sense of favors received
from one's fellowmen; thankful may apply to a more generalized
acknowledgment of what is vaguely felt to be providential STQ. see
in addition pleasant

grat-i.cule \'grat-i-.kyii(3)l\ n [F, fr. L craticula fine latticework,
dim. of cratis'\ 1 ; a scale on transparent material in the focal plane
of an optical instrument for the location and measurement of objects
2 : the network of lines of latitude and longitude upon which a map
is drawn

grat*i>li>ca.tion \.grat-a-fa-nca-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of gratifying
: the state of being gratified 2 archaic : reward, recompense; esp
; GRATurry 3 : a source of satisfaction or pleasure

grat.i.Iy \'grat-3-,fI\ vr [MF graiijier, fr. L graiijicari, lit., to make
oneself pleasing, fr. gratus + -ijicari, pass, of -ijicare -ify] 1 archaic
: remunerate 2 : to give or be a source of pleasure or satisfaction
to 3 : to confer a favor on : indulge

gTat-i<Iy>ixig adj : pleasing, satisfying syn see pleasant
gra-tin \'grat-'n, 'grat-\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. grater to scratch] ; a
brown crust formed upon food cooked with a covering of buttered
crumbs or grated cheese

grat>ing \'grat-ir)\ n 1 : a partition, covering, or frame of parallel
bars or crossbars : grate 2 : a wooden or metal lattice used to
close or floor any of various openings 3 ; a system of close
equidistant and parallel lines or bars ruled on a polished surface to
produce spectra by diffraction

gra-tiS \'grat-3s, 'grat-\ adv (or adj) [ME, fr. L gratiis, gratis, fr.

abl. pi. of gratia favor — more at grace] : without charge or
recompense : free

grat-i.tude \'grat-3-.t(y)ud\ n [ME. fr. MF or ML; MF, fr. ML
gratitudo, fr. L gratus grateful] : the state of being grateful : thank-
fulness

gra>tU-ltOUS \gr3-'tCy)U-3t-3s\ adj [L gratuitus, fr. gratus"]
1 a ; given unearned or without recompense b : costing nothing
; FREE c ; not involving a return benefit, compensation, or con-
sideration 2 : UNCALLED-FOR, UNWARRANTED Syn SCC SUPER-
EROGATORY — gra>tu>itous-ly adv — gra>tu<itons>ness n

gratuitous contract n : a contract for the benefit of only one of the
parties

gra.tu-ity \gr3-'t(y)u-3t-e\ n ; something given voluntarily or
beyond obligation; esp ; tip

grat-u-lant \'grach-9-l3nt\ adj ; showing gratification : con-
gratulatory
grat*u4ate \'grach-3-,lat\ vt [L gratulatus, pp. of gratulari — more
at congratulate] archaic ; congratulate — grat*a>Ia-tion
\,grach-3-'la-shsn\ n— grat-u-la-tcry X'grach-s-la-.tor-e, -,t6r-\
adj
grau>pel \'grau-p3l\ n [G] : granular snow pellets — called also
sojl hail

Grau<stark \*grau-.stark. *gr6-\ n iGraustark, imaginary country
in the novel Graustark (1901) by George B. McCutcheon] : an
imaginary land of high romance; also : a highly romantic piece of
writing — Grau>stark>ian Vgraii-'star-ke-sn. gr6-\ adj
gra.va.men \gra-'vam-3n, -'vam-X n, pi gravamens or gra>va-
mi-na X-'vam-a-na, -'vam-, -'vam-\ [LL, burden, fr. L gravare to
burden, fr, gravis] : the material or significant part of a grievance or
complaint
igrave \*grav\ yt graved; grav-en \'gra-v3n\ or graved; grav-ing
[ME graven, fr. OE grajan; akin to OHG graban to dig, OSlav
pogreti to bury] 1 archaic I dig, excavate 2 a : to carve or shape
with a chisel : sculpture to : to carve or cut (as letters or figures)
into a hard surface : engrave 3 : to impress or fix (as a thought)
deeply

agrave n [ME, fr. OE gnej; akin to OHG grab grave, OE grqjan to
dig] : an excavation for burial of a body; broadly ; tomb

3grave vt [ME graven] ; to clean and pay with pitch (as a ship's
bottom)

•grave Vgrav, in sense 5 also 'grav\ adj [MF, fr. L gravis heavy,
grave — more at grieve] 1 a obs : authoritative, weighty
b ; meriting serious consideration ; important c ; threatening
great harm or danger : mortal 2 : dignified in bearing or de-
meanor 3 : drab in color : somber 4 : low-pitched in sound
B A oj an accent mark ; having the form '' b ; marked with a grave
accent c : of the variety indicated by a grave accent syn see
SERIOUS — grave.ly adv — grave«ness n

sgrave \'grav, 'grav\ n : a grave accent ^ used to show that a vowel
is pronounced with a fall of pitch (as in ancient Greek), that a
vowel has a certain quality (as over e in French), that a final e is

stressed and close and that a final o is stressed and open (as in
Italian), that a syllable has a degree of stress between maximum and
minimum (as in phonetic transcription), or that the e of the English
ending -ed in a line of poetry is to be pronounced \3\, \i\, or \e\
for the sake of the meter (as in "this cursed day")

figra.ve \'grav-(,)a\ adv (oradj) [It, lit., grave, fr. 'Lgravis] ; slowly
and solemnly — used as a direction in music

grave-clothes \'grav-.klo(t|i)z\ n pi : the clothes in which a dead
person is buried

Igrav-el \'grav-3l\ n [ME, fr. MF gravele. fr. OF, dim. of grave,
greve pebbly ground, beach] 1 obs : sand 2 : loose rounded frag-
ments of rock 3 : a deposit of small calculous concretions in the
kidneys and urinary bladder

agravel adj ; gravelly 2 — used of the human voice
3gravel vt grav>eled or grav-elled; grav-eMng or grav>el>Ung
\'grav-(3-)ho\ 1 : to cover or spread with gravel 2a: perplex,
CONFOUND b : irritate, nettle

grav>el-blind Vgrav-3l-,birnd\ adj [suggested by sand-blindi : hav-
ing very weak vision
grave.less \'grav-las\ adj 1 ; unburied <these '^ bones) 2 : not
requiring graves : deathless (the "^ home of the blessed)

grav-el-ly \'grav-(3-)le\ adj 1 : of, containing, or covered with
gravel 2 : having a harsh grating sound <a ^ voice)

grav-er \'gra-v9r\ n 1 : engraver, sculptor 2 : any of various
cutting or shaving tools
Graves' disease \'gravz(-az)-\ n [Robert J. Graves tI8S3 Ir
physician] ; hyperthyroidism; specij : exophthalmic goiter

giave>Stone \'grav-,stdn\ n : a burial monument
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graveyard \-,yard\ n : cemetery
gravi- comb form [MF, fr. L, fr. gravis] i heavy
graV'id \'grav-3d\ adj [L gravidas, fr. gravis heavy] : pregnant —
gra-vid-i-ty \gra-'vid-3t-e\ n — grav«id«Iy \'grav-ad-le\ adv— grav-id-ness n

grav.i.da \'grav-3d-3\ n [L, fr. fem. of gravidus] t a pregnant

gra.vim>e>ter Xgra-'vim-st-ar, 'grav-a-.met-X n [F gravimdtre, fr.
gravi' + -metre -meter] : a device similar to a hydrometer for de-
termining specific gravity
gravi*met>nc \,grav-3-'me-trik\ adj 1 ; of or relating to measure-
ment by weight 2 : of or relating to variations in the gravitational
field determined by means of a gravimeter — gravi-met>ri>cal'ly
\-tri-k(3-)le\ adv
gra.vim.e-try \gra-'vim-3-tre\ n : the measurement of weight or
density
graving dock n t dry dock
grav.i-tate \'grav-3-,tat\ vi 1 : to move under the influence of
gravitation 2 a : to move toward something b ; to become
attracted -^ vt i to move by gravitation

grav>i>ta*tion \,grav-a-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 a : a force manifested by ac-
celeration toward each other of two free material particles or bodies
or of radiant-energy quanta b ; the action or process of gravitating
2 : an attraction to something — grav>i>ta-tion<al \-shn3l,
-shan-n\ adj — grav>i>ta>tion*al>ly \-e\ adv — grav>l>ta>tive
\'grav-3-,tat-iv\ adj

grav-i.ty \'grav-3t-e\ n [MF or L; MF gravite, fr. L gravitai-,
gravitas, fr. gravis] 1 a : dignity or sobriety of bearing b : im-
portance, significance; esp : seriousness 2 ; PONOERABiLrrY
3 : weight — used chiefly in the phrase center oj gravity
4a: the gravitational attraction of the earth's mass for bodies at
or near its surface; broadly : gravitation b : acceleration of
GRAVITY c : spEcinc GRAvrrY — gravity adj
gra.vure \gra-'vyu(3)r, gra-\ n [F. fr. graver to grave, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG graban to dig, engrave — more at grave]
1 a : a process for producing an intaglio printing plate on wood or
copper b : agravure plate or print 2 ; photogravure
gra«vy \'gra-ve\ n [ME gravey, fr. MF grave] 1 ; a sauce made from
the thickened and seasoned juices of cooked meat 2 a : a soft snap
b : unearned or ilUcit gain : graft
gravy train n, slang ; a much exploited source of easy money; also

: a soft snap
igray \'gra\ adj [ME, fr. OE grSg; akin to OHG grao gray, OSlav
ziriii to see] 1 : of the color gray; also I dull in color 2 : having
the hair gray : hoary 3 : clothed in gray 4 : dull in mood or out-
look 5 : bordering on black-market practices — gray-ly adv —
gray>nes5 n

2gray n l : something (as a horse, garment, cloth, spot) of gray
color 2 : a neutral or achromatic color ranging between black and
white

3gray vt ; to make gray '^ vi ; to become gray
gray.beard \'gra-,bi(a)rd\ n : an old man
gray*fish \-.fish\ n l : a young pollack 2 ; dogfish
gray hen n : a female black grouse
gray.ish \'gra-ish\ adj 1 : somewhat gray 2 oj a color : low in
saturation

gray>ling \'gra-lio\ ". p^ grayling also graylings ; any of several
freshwater salmonoid fishes (genus Thymallus) valued as food and
sport fishes

gray matter n 1 ; neural tissue esp. of the brain and spinal cord
that contains nerve-cell bodies as well as nerve fibers and has a
brownish gray color 2 : brains, intellect
gray trout n : a common weakfish {Cynoscion regalis) of the Atlantic
coast of the U.S.
gray.wacke \'gra-,wak(-3)\ n Vgray + wacke (graywacke), fr. G]
: a coarse usu. dark gray sandstone or fine-grained conglomerate
composed of firmly cemented rounded fragments (as of quartz and
feldspars)
igraze \*graz\ vb [ME grasen, fr. OE grasian, fr. grxs grass] vi ; to
feed on growing herbage -*- v/ 1 a : to crop and eat in the field

b : to feed on the herbage of 2 a : to put to graze ^grazed his cows
on the meadow) b : to put cattle to graze on 3 ; to supply herb-
age for the grazing of — graze n

2graze vb [perh. fr. igraze] vt 1 ; to touch lightly in passing
2 : ABRADE, SCRATCH — VI I to touch or rub against something in

passing
agraze n : a scraping along a surface or an abrasion made by it; esp

: a superficial abrasion of the skin
gra-zier \'gra-zh3r\ n ; a person who grazes cattle; broadly

: RANCHER
igrease \'gres\ n [ME grese. fr. OF craisse, graisse, fr. (assumed)
VL crassia, fr. L crassus fat] 1 a : rendered animal fat b : oily

matter c : a thick lubricant 2 ; wool as shorn and before cleans-

ing — in the grease oj wool orjur : in the natural uncleaned condi-
tion

agrease \'gres, 'grezX vt 1 : to smear or daub with grease 2 : to

lubricate with grease 3 ; to soil with grease— greasier n— grease
tbe hand or grease tbe palm : bribe

grease-paint \'gre-,spant\, n t theater makeup
gTease>wood \*gre-,swud\ n ; a low stiff shrub (Sarcobatus vermicu-
latus) of the goosefoot family common in alkaline soils in the west-
em U.S.; also : any of various related or similar shrubs

greas>i>ly \'gre-sa-le, -z3-\ adv : in a greasy manner
greas>i*ness \-se-n3s, -ze-\ n : the quality or state of being greasy

greasy \'gre-se, -ze\ adj 1 a : smeared or soiled with grease b ; oily

in appearance, texture, or manner : slippery 2 : containing an
unusual amount of grease
igreat \'grat, some South 'gre(3)t\ adj [ME grete, fr. OE great: akin
to OHG groz large] 1 a ; large in size : big b : of a kind char-
acterized by relative largeness — used in plant and animal names
C : elaborate, ample <'^ detail) 2a: large in number : numer-
ous <~ multitudes) b ; predominant <the -^ majority) 3 : re-

markable in magnitude, degree, or effectiveness i'^ bloodshed)
4 : full of emotion <~ with anger) 6 a : eminent, distinguished
b : aristocratic, grand i-^ ladies) 6 : long continued (--^ while)

7 : main, principal S : more remote in a family relationship by a
single generation than a specified relative <grear-grandfather)
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9 ; markedly superior In character or quality; esp : noble (t" of
soul) 10 a : remarkably skilled <'^ at lermis) t) : enthusiastic
about <'-- on science fiction) 11 — used as a generalized terra of
approval <had a --- time) <it was just '^) syn see large — great
adv — great'ly adv — great<iiess n
2gTeat n ; one that is great
great ape n ; any of the recent anthropoid apes
great-aunt n : grandaunt
Great Bear n : the constellation Ursa Major
great circle n : a circle formed on the surface of a sphere by the
intersection of a plane that passes through the center of the sphere;
specij : such a circle on the surface of the earth an arc of which
constitutes the shortest distance between any two terrestrial points

great>coat \'grat-,k6t\ n : a heavy overcoat
Great Dane n ; any of a breed of tall massive powerful smooth*
coated dogs

great divide n [the Great Divide, No. American watershed] 1 ; a
watershed between major drainage systems 2 : a significant point
of division; esp : death <he crossed the great divide bravely)

great-en \'grat-^n\ vb great-en*ing X'grat-nig, -^n-io\ vt : to make
greater — vi ; to become greater

grcat-heart.ed \'grat-'hart-3d\ adj 1 : col'rageous 2 : mag-
nanimous — great'heart-ed'ly adv — great>lieart>ed<ness n
great-nephew n : grandnephew
great-niece n : grandniece
great power n : one of the nations that figure most decisively in
international affairs

Great Pyr.e-nees \-'pir-a-,nez\ n : any of a breed of large heavy*
coaled white dogs that resemble the Newfoundland
Great Russian n : a member of the Russian-speaking people of the
central and northeastern U.S.S.R.

great seal n : a large seal that constitutes an emblem of sovereignty
and is used esp. for the authentication of important documents

great soil group n : a group of soils that is characterized by common
characteristics usu, developed under the influence of environmental
factors {as vegetation and climate) active over a considerable geo-
graphic range and that comprises one or more families of soil

great-uncle n : granduncle
great year n : the period of about 25,800 years of one complete
cycle of precession of the equinoxes

greave \'grev\ n [ME greve, fr. MF] ; armor for the leg below the
knee — usu. used in pi.

grebe \'greb\ n [F gr^be] ; any of a family (Colymbidae) of swim-
ming and diving birds closely related to the loons but having
lobate toes — compare dabchick
Gre-cian \'gre-sh3n\ adjlL Graecia Greece] : greek — Grecian n— gre*cian*lze \-shs-,niz\ vt, ojten cap
Gre>cism \'gre-,siz-am\ j7 1 : a Greek idiom 2 : a quality or
style imitative of Greek art

gre.cize \-,sIz\ vt, ojten c<

character
Greco- or Graeco- comb form [L Graeco-, fr. Graecus'\ 1 : Greece

: Greeks (Grecophile) (Grecomania) 2 : Greek and {Graecoe
Roman)

igree \'gre\ n [ME, fr. MF gre step, degree, fr. L gradus — more at
grade] Scot ; MASTERY, SUPERIORITY
2gree vb [me green, short for agreen'i dial : AGREE
greed \'gred\ n [back-formation fr. greedy'^ ; inordinate or
reprehensible acquisitiveness ; avarice

greed-i-ly \'gred-1-e\ adv : in a greedy manner
greed<i<ness \'gred-e-n3S\ n : the quality or state of being greedy
greedy \'gred-e\ adj [ME gredy, fr. OE grsdig: akin to OHG
gratag greedy] 1 : having a strong desire for food or drink
2 : marked by greed 3 : eager, keen syn see covetous
iGreek \'grek\ n [me Creke, fr. OE Greca, fr. L Graecus, fr. Gk
Graikos] 1 a : a native or inhabitant of ancient or modem Greece
b : a person of Greek descent 2a: the language used by the
Greeks from prehistoric times to the present constituting a branch
of Indo-European b : ancient Greek as used from the time of the
earhest records to the end of the 2d century a.d. c not cap [trans,
of L Graecum (in the medieval phrase Graecum est; nan potest legi

It is Greek; it cannot be read)] : something unintelligible

'Greek adj l : of, relating to, or characteristic of Greece, the
Greeks, or Greek <~ architecture) 2 a : eastern orthodox
b : of or relating to an Eastern church using the Byzantine rite in
Greek c : of or relating to the estabhshed Orthodox church of
Greece
Greek Catholic n 1 : a member of an Eastern church 2 : a member
of an Eastern rite of the Roman Catholic Church
Greek cross n — see cross illustration

Greek lire n : an incendiary composition used in warfare by the
Byzantine Greeks and said to have burst into flame on wetting
Greek Orthodox adj : eastern orthodox; specij : greek 2c
igreen \'gren\ adj [ME grene, fr. OE grene; akin to OE growan to
grow] 1 : of the color green 2a: covered by green growth or
foliage b : pleasantly alluring c oj a season ; temperate d : con-
sisting of green plants or green vegetables 3 : youthful, vigorous
4 ; not ripened or matured : immature <'^ apples) <tender --^

grasses) 5 : fresh, new 6 : marked by a sickly appearance <'—
with envy) 7 a : not fully processed or treated: as (1) : not aged
i'-^ liquor) (2) : not dressed or tanned <"- hides) (3) : freshly
sawed ; unseasoned b : not in condition for a particular use
C (1) o/ a jemale jish : not ready to spawn (2) : not quite ready to
shed ('^ crab) 8 a : lacking traimng, knowledge, or experience
b : GULLIBLE, NAIVE c : not fully qualified for or experienced in a
particular function <'>- horse) syn see rude — green-ly adv

2green vi : to become green
3green n l : a color whose hue is somewhat less yellow than that of
growing fresh grass or of the emerald or is that of the part of the
spectrum lying between blue and yellow 2 : something of a green
color 3 : green vegetation : as SLpl \ leafy parts of plants for use as
decoration b p/ (1) : leafy herbs (as spinach, dandelions, Swiss
chard) that are boiled or steamed as a vegetable : potherb
(2) : green vegetable 4 : a grassy plain or plot; specij : putting
GREEN — greeny \'gre-ne\ adj
green alga n : an alga in which the chlorophyll is not masked by
other pigments ;_jpec/y : such an alga of a division (Chlorophyta)

green.back \'grcn-,bak\ n : a legal-tender note issued by the U.S.
government

green.back.er \-«r\ n 1 cap ; a member of a post-Civil War
American poUticat party opposing reduction in the amount of pa-
per money in circulation 2 : one who advocates a paper cur-
rency backed only by the U.S. govenmicnt — green>back>ism
\-4z-3m\ n

green bean n ; a kidney bean with the pods green when suitably
matured for use as snap beans

green>belt \'gren-,belt\ n : a belt of parkways or farm lands that
encircles a community and is designed to prevent undesirable
encroachments

greeu>bri-er \-,brI(-3)r\ n ; any of a genus {Smilax) of plants of the
hly family; esp ; a prickly vine {S. rotundijolia) of the eastern
U.S. with umbels of small greenish flowers

green<bug \-,bag\ n ; a green aphid {Toxoptera graminum) very
destructive to small grains

green corn n ; the young tender ears of Indian com suitable for
cooking
green dragon n 1 : a European arum (Dracunculus vulgaris) re-

sembling the cuckoopint 2 : an American arum (Arisaema
draconiium) with digitate leaves, slender greenish yellow spathe,
and elongatedspadix
green. ery \'gren-(3-)re\ « 1 : green foliage or plants 2 : green 3a
green-eyed \'gre-'nTd\ adj : jealous
green.finch \'gren-,finch\ n : a very common European finch
{Chloris chloris) having olive-green and yellow plumage

green. fly \-,flT\ n, Brit : aphid
green.gage \-,gaj\ n [green + Sir William Gage tl820 E botanist]

: any of several rather small rounded greenish or greenish yellow
cultivated plums

green-gro.cer \'gren-,gro-ssr\ n, chlejly Brit : a retailer of fresh
vegetables and fruit — green.gro.cery \-,gr6s-(a-)re\ n

green>heart \-,hart\ n : any of several tropical American trees fur-
nishing somewhat greenish usu. hard wood; also : the wood of a
greenhearl

green.horn \-,h6(3)m\ n [obs. greenhorn (animal with young
horns)] : an inexperienced or unsophisticated person

green-house \-,haus\ n l : a glassed enclosure used for the culti-

vation or protection of tender plants 2 : a clear plastic shell cover-
ing a section of an airplane
green.ing \'gre-nir)\ n : any of several green-skinned apples
green-ish \'gre-nish\ adj ; somewhat green — green.ish.ness n
green.let \'gren-l3t\ n : vireo
green light n [fr. the green traffic light which signals permission
to proceed] : authority or permission to imdertake a project

green-ling \'gren-Uo\ n 1 a ; any of several food fishes (family
Hexagrammidae) of the rocky coasts of the northern Pacific; esp

: a common food and sport fish {Hexagrammos decagrammus)
b : LiNGcoD 2 : pollack
green manure n : an herbaceous crop (as clover) plowed imder
while green to enrich the soil

green mold n ; a green or green-spored mold (as of the genera
Penicillium or Aspergillus)

Green Mountain boy n [Green Mountain Boys, Vermont militia

during the American Revolution, fr. the Green Mountains, Vt.] : a
male native or resident of Vermont — used as a nickname

green.ness \'gren-nas\ n : the quaUiy or state of being green
gree*nock.ite \'gre-ns-,kTt\ n [Charles M. Cathcart, Lord Gree-
nock tI859 E soldier] : a mineral CdS consisting of native cadmium
sulfide occurring in yellow translucent hexagonal crystals or as an
earthy incrustation

green onion n : a young onion pulled before the bulb has enlarged
esp. for use in salad
green.room \'gren-,rijm, -,riim\ n : a room in a theater or concert
hall where actors or musicians relax before, between, or after
appearances

green.sand \'gren-,sand\ n : a sedimentary deposit that consists
largely of dark greenish grains of glauconite often mingled with
clay or sand

green.shank \-,shaok\ n : an Old World sandpiper {Tringa
nebularia) related to the yellowlegs of America

green-sick \-,sik\ adj [back-formation fr. greensickness (chlorosis)]
: affected with chlorosis — green-sick.ness n

green snake n : either of two bright green harmless largely insec-
tivorous No. American colubrid snakes {Liopeltis vemalis and
Ophiodrys aestivus)

green soap n : a soft soap made from vegetable oils and used esp.
in skin diseases
green.stone \'gren-,st6n\ n 1 : any of numerous usu. altered dark
green compact rocks (as diorite) 2 : nephrftb

green-sward \-,sw6(3)rd\ n : turf green with growing grass

green thumb n_: an unusual ability to make plants grow — green-
thumbed \'gren-'th3md\ adj

green turtle n : a large sea turtle (Chelonia mydas) with a smooth
greenish or olive-colored shell, highly nutritious eggs, and flesh

used for food
green vegetable n : a vegetable whose foliage or foliage-bearing
stalks are the chief edible part
Green-wich time \'grin-ij-. 'gren-, -ich-\ n [Greenwich, England]

: the mean solar time of the meridian of Greenwich used as the
prime basis of standard time throughout the world
green.wood \'gren-,w6d\ n : a forest green with foliage

igreet \'gret\ vt [me greten, fr. OE gretan: akin to OE grxtanl
1 : to address with expressions of kind wishes : hail 2 : to meet
with approbation or reproach (candidate was '^ed with cheers and
catcalls) 3 : to be perceived by (a sight ^ed her eyes) — greet. er n

2greet vi grat \'grat\ grut.ten \'gr3t-'n\ [ME greten, fr. OB
grxtan; akin to ON grata to weep] Scot : weep, lament
greet.ing n l : a salutation at meeting 2 : a compliment from one
absent

greg.a.rine \'greg-3-,rTn\ n [deriv. of L gregarius"] : any of a large
order (Gregarinida) of parasitic vermiform sporozoan proto-
zoans that usu. occur in insects and other invertebrates — gregarlne
or greg.a-rin-i.an \,greg-a-'rin-e-3n\ adj

gre.gar.i'OUS \gri-'gar-e-3S, -'ger-\ adj [L gregarius of a flock or
herd, fr. greg-, grex flock, herd; akin to Gk ageirein to collect,

agora assembly] 1 : tending to associate with others of one's kind
: social 2 a of a plant ; growing m a cluster or a colony b : living

in contiguous nests but not forming a true colony — used esp. of
wasps and bees — gre-gar-i.ous'ly adv — gre.gar*i.ous>nes5 n
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iGre*go-ri-an \grl-'gor-e-3n, -'gdr-X adj ; of or relating to Pope
Gregory XIII or the Gregorian calendar
^Gregorian adj 1 : of or relating to Pope Gregory I 2 : of, relat-

ing to, or having the characteristics of Gregorian chant
3Gregonan adj [St. Gregory the Illuminator t3323 ; of or relating
to the Armenian national church
Gregorian calendar n : a calendar in general use introduced by
Pope Gregory XIII in 1582 to correct an error in the Julian
calendar with the date Oct. 5 called Oct. 15, adopted in Great
Britain and the American colonies in 1752, and marked by the
restriction of centesimal years as leap years to those divisible by
400 — see calendar table

Gregorian chant n ; a monodic and rhythmically free Uturgical
chant of the Roman Catholic Church

grel-sen \'grTz-'n\ n [G] ; a crystalline rock consisting of quartz
and mica that is common in Cornwall and Saxony

grem>lin \'grem-l3n\ n [perh. modif . of IrGael gruaimin ill-humored
little fellow] : a small gnome held to be responsible for malfunction
of equipment esp. in an airplane

gre^nade \gra-'nad\ n [MF, pomegranate, fr. LL granata, fr. L,
fem. of granatus seedy, fr. granum grain — more at corn] 1 ; a
missile consisting of a container fitted with priming and bursting
charges and filled with a destructive agent 2 : a glass bottle or
globe that contains volatile chemicals and can be burst by throwing
(as for extinguishing a fire)

gren>a>dier \,gren-3-'di(3)r\ n 1 : a member of a European regi-
ment formerly armed with grenades 2 : any of various deep-sea
fishes (family Macruridae) that are related to the cods and have an
elongate tapering bodyand compressed pointed tail

gTen>a>dine \,gren-a-*den, *gren-3-,\ n [F. fr. grenade^ 1 : a plain
or figured open-weave fabric of various fibers 2 : a syrup flavored
with pomegranates and used in mixed drinks
Gresh.am'S law \,gresh-9mz-\ n [Sir Thomas Gresham tl579 E
financier] : an observation in economics: when two coins are equal
in debt-paying value but unequal in intrinsic value, the one having
the lesser intrinsic value tends to remain in circulation and the other
to be hoarded or exported as bullion

gres-SO>ri>al \gre-'sor-e-9l, -'s6r-\ adj [L gressus, pp. of gra<U to
step] : adapted for walking (-^ feet of some birds)
Gret.na Green \.gret-n3-'gren\ n [Gretna Green, Scotland] : a
place where many eloping couples are married
grew past oj GROW
grew>some var oj gruesome
grey var oj gray
grey friar n, ojten cap G&F ; a Franciscan friar

grey-hound \'gra-,haund\ n [ME grehound. It. OE grlghund, fr.

grig- (akin to ON grey bitch) -I- hund hound'} : a tall slender grace-
ful smooth-coated dog of a breed characterized by swiftness and
keen sight and used for coursing game and racing; also : any of
several related dogs

grey>Iag \-,lag\ n : the common gray wild goose {Anser anser syn.
A. cinereus) of Europe

grib'ble \'grib-3l\ n [prob. dim. of ^grub"] : a small marine isopod
crustacean (Limnoria lignorum or L. terebrans) that destroys sub-
merged timber

grid \'grid\ n [back-formation fr. gridiron"} 1 : grating 2 a (1) ; a
perforated or ridged metal plate used as a conductor in a storage
battery (2) ; an electrode consisting of a mesh on a spiral of fine
wire in an electron tube b : a network of uniformly spaced hori-
zontal and perpendicular lines for locating points by means of co-
ordinates C : GRIDIRON 2

grid-die \'grid-'l\ n [ME gredil gridiron, fr. ONF, fr. L craticulum,
dim. of cratis wickerwork — more at hurdle] : a flat surface or
pan on which food is cooked by dry heat

griddle cake n : a flat cake made of thin batter and cooked on both
sides on a griddle

grid'iron \'grid-,T(-3)m\ h [ME gredirel 1 : a grated metal frame
for broiling food 2 : something consisting of or covered with a
network; esp : a football field

grief \'gref\ n [ME grej, fr. OF. heavy, grave, fr. (assumed) VL
grevis, alter, of L gravis] 1 obs : grievance 3 2a: emotional
suffering caused by or as if by bereavement b : a cause of such
suffering 3 a : mishap, misadventure b : an unfortunate out-
come : disaster syn see sorrow

giiev*ance \'gre-v3n(t)s\ n 1 obs : suffering, distress 2 : a
cause of distress felt to afford reason for complaint or resistance
(as an unsatisfactory working condition) 3 : the formal expression
of a grievance ; complaint syn see injustice

griev«ant \-v3nt\ n : one who submits a grievance for arbitration

grieve \'grev\ vb [ME greven, fr. OF greyer, fr. L gravare to burden,
fr. gravis heavy, grave; akin to Goth kaurjos, pi., heavy, Gk barys,
Skt guru} vt : to cause to suffer : distress -^ vi : to feel grief

: sorrow — griev-er n
griev.ons \'gre-vss\ adj 1 : oppressive, onerous 2 : causing or
characterized by esp. severe pain, suffering, or sorrow 3 : serious,
grave <-" fault) — griev'OUS-ly adv — griev-ous-ness n

grif>fin or grlf.fon \'grif-3n\ n [ME grijjon. fr. MF grijon, fr. grij,

fr. L gryphus, fr. Gk gryp-, gryps, fr. grypos curved; akin to OE
cradol cradle] : a fabulous animal typically half eagle and half lion

grif.fon \'grif-3n\ n [F, Ut.. griffin] 1 : any of a breed of small
short-faced compact dogs of Belgian origin 2 : any of a breed of
medium-sized long-headed sporting dogs with downy undercoat
and harsh wiry outer coat

grift \'grift\ vt [grijt, n., perh. alter, of graft} slang ; to obtain
(money) by swindling or cheating — grift n — gri2t*er n

grig \'grig\ n [ME grege} : a gay lively person
gri>gri var oj GRIS-GRIS
igrill \'gril\ vt 1 : to broil on a grill 2 a : to torment as if by
broiling b : to question intensely syn see afflict — grill-er n

agrill n [F gril, fr. L craticulum — more at griddle] 1 : a cooking
utensil of parallel bars on which food is exposed to heat 2 : food
that is broiled usu. on a grill 3 : a restaurant featuring broiled
foods

gril>lage \'gril-ij, gril-'azh\ n ; a framework of timbers for support
in marshy or treacherous soil

grille or grill \'gril\ n [F grille, alter, of OF greille, fr. L craticula.

dim. of cratis wickerwork — more at hurdle] 1 : a grating form-

ing a barrier or screen 2 : an opening covered with a grille 3 ; a
square opening in the comer at the farther end of a court-tennis
court on th^ hazard side

grill>worl£ Vgril-,w3rk\ n ; work constituting or resembling a
grille

grilse \'grils\ n, pi grilse [ME grills} : a young mature Atlantic
salmon returning from the sea to spawn for the first time; broadly
: any of various salmon at such a stage of development

grim \'grim\ adj grim«mer; grim.mest [ME, fr. OE grimm: akin
to OHG grimm fierce. Gk chfomados action of gnashing] 1 : savage,
fierce 2 a : of harsh and forbidding aspect b : ghastly, repel-
lent, or sinister in character — grimily adv — grim-ness n
gri<mace \'grim-3S, grim-'as\ n [F, fr. MF, alter, of grimache, of
Gmc origin; akin to OE grima} : a facial expression usu. of disgust
or disapproval — grimace vi — gxi'mac<er n

gri-mal-kin \grim-'al-kan, -'6(I)-\ n Igray + malkin} ; cat la; esp
: an old female cat

grime \'grTm\ n [Flem grijm, fr. MO grime soot, mask; akin to OE
grima mask, Gk chriein to anoint — more at chrism] : soot, smut,
or dirt adhering to or embedded in a surface; broadly ; accumulated
dirtiness and disorder — grime vt

grim-i-ness \'grT-me-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being grimy
Grimm's law \'grimz-\ n [Jacob Grimm tl863 G philologist] : a
statement in historical linguistics: Proto-Indo-European voiceless
stops became Proto-Germanic voiceless fricatives (as in Greek pyr^
treis, kardia compared with English y/re, three, heart), Proto-Indo*
European voiced stops became Proto-Germanic voiceless stops
(as in Old SVd\'\Q. jabiako. Greek dyo, genos compared with English
apple, two. kin), and Proto-Indo-European voiced aspirated stops
became Proto-Germanic voiced fricatives (as in Sanskrit nabhi,
madhya "mid", Latin helvus compared with English navel. Old
Norse mithr "mid", English yellow)
grimy \'grT-me\ adj : full of or covered with grime : dirty
grin \'grin\ vi grinned; grin-ning [ME grennen, fr. OE grennian;
akin to OHG grennen to snarl] : to draw back the lips so as to show
the teeth esp. in amusement or laughter — grin n — grin«ner n
igrind \'grTnd\ vb ground \'graund\ grind.ing [ME grinden, fr.

OE grindan; akin to L jrendere to crush, grind, Gk chondros grain,
OE great grit] vt 1 : to reduce to powder by friction (as in a mill or
with the teeth) 2 : to wear down, polish, or sharpen by friction

; WHET 3 ; to press with a grating noise : grit <'-^ the teeth)

4 : oppress, harass 5 : to operate or produce by turning a crank
'^ vi 1 : to perform the operation of grinding 2 •: to become pul-
verized, polished, or sharpened by friction 3 : to move with
difficulty or friction 4 : drudge; esp : to study hard 5 : to rotate
the hips suggestively — grind-ing'ly \'grin-diQ-le\ adv

2grind n l ; an act of grinding 2 a : monotonous labor or routine;
esp : intensive study b : a student who studies excessively 3 : the
result of grinding; esp : the size of particle obtained by grinding
syn see work

grind.er \*grTn-dar\ n 1 a : molar b pi : teeth 2 : one that
grinds 3 : a machine or device for grinding 4 chiejly NewEng
; two slabs of bread cut lengthwise and filled usu. with meat, cheese,
tomato, and lettuce

grind-Stone \'grTn-,st6n\ n 1 : mill-
stone 1 2 : a flat circular stone of nat-
ural sandstone that revolves on an axle
and is used for grinding, shaping, or
smoothing

grin-go \'gria-(,)g6\ n [Sp, alter, of
griego Greek, stranger, fr. L Graecus
Greek] : a foreigner in Spain or Latin
America esp. when of English or American
origin — often used disparagingly

'grip \'grip\ vt gripped; grip-ping [ME
grippen, fr. OE grippan; akin to OE
gripan} : to seize firmly — grip.per n

2grip /I 1 a : a strong or tenacious grasp
b : strength in gripping c (1) : a mode
of clasping the hand by which members of a secret order recognize

or greet one another (2) : arrangement of the hands in grasping
2 a : control, mastery, understanding b : apprehension
3 : a part or device for gripping 4 ; a part by which something is

grasped; esp : handle 5 : surrcASE
igripe \'grTp\ vb [ME gripen, fr. OE gripan; akin to OHG gr'ijan to

grasp, Lith griebti} vt 1 : seize, grip 2 a : afflict, distress

b : IRRTTATE, VEX 3 : to cause pinching and spasmodic pain in the

bowels of '^ vi 1 : to experience griping pains 2 : to complain
with sustained grumbling — grip-er n

2gripe n 1 : clutch, grasp; broadly X control, mastery 2 : griev-
ance, complaint 3 : a pinching spasmodic intestinal pain — usu.
used in pi. 4 : handle, grip 6 : a device (as a brake) for grasping
or holding

grippe \'grip\ n [F, lit., seizure] : an acute febrile contagious virus

disease identical with or resembhng influenza — grippy \'grip-e\

grip.sack \'grip-,sak\ n : traveling bag
gri.saille \gri-'zT\ n [F] ; decorative painting in gray monochrome
esp. on glass

Gri-sel.da \griz-*el-da\ n [It] : a woman noted in medieval litera-

ture for her meekness and patience
gris.eous \'griz-e-3S\ adj [ML griseus, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG gris gray] : of a light .color or white mottled with black or
brown : grizzled

gri.sette \gri-'zet\ n [F] : a young French working-class woman
gris-gris Vgre-(,)gre\ n, pi gris-grls \-(,)grez\ [of African origin;

akin to Bulanda grigri amulet] : an amulet or incantation used
chiefly by people of African Negro ancestry

gris*li>ness \'griz-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being grisly

gris.ly \'griz-le\ adj [ME. fr. OE grislic, fr. gris- (akin to OE
agrisan to fear); akin to OHG grisenUh terrible] ; HORRIBLE, GRUE-
SOME syn see ghastly

grist \'grist\ n [ME, fr. OE grist: akin to OE grindan to grind]
la: grain or a batch of grain for grinding b : the product obtained
from a grist of grain including the flour or meal and the grain offals

2 : something turned to advantage
griS-Ue \'gris-3l\ n [ME gristil, fr. OE gristle; akin to MLG gristel

gristle] : CARTILAGE — gris-tly \'gris-(a-)le\ adj

grindstone 2

9 abut; » kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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grlS-tU-ness \-(3)-le-n3s\ n • the quality or state of being gristly

grl5t>mtU \'grist-,mil\ n ; a mill for grinding grain
Jgrit \'grit\ n [ME gryt, fr. OE grytt: akin to OE great"] 1 obs
X CHAFF 2 pl but sing or pi in constr ; coarsely ground hulled grain— compare hominy

2gril n [ME grete, fr. OE great; akin to OHG grioz sand, L furfur
bran, Gk chros skin] 1 a 065 : sand, gravel b : a hard sharp
granule (as of sand); also t material (as many abrasives) composed
of such granules 2 : any of several sandstones 3 : the structure of
a stone that adapts it to grinding 4 : firmness of mind or spirit

; unyielding courage syn see fortitude
3gi1t vb grit'ted; grit-ting vi : to give forth a grating sound '^ vt

1 : to cover or spread with grit; esp : lo smooth (as marble) by
means of a coarse abrasive 2 : to cause (as one's teeth) to grind or
grate

grith \'grifh\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. ON, security] : peace, security, or
sanctuary imposed or guaranteed in early England under various
special conditions

gTit>ti>ness \'grit-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being gritty

grlt.ty \'grit-e\ adj 1 : containing or resembling grit 2 : coura-
geously persistent : plucky

gri»vet \'griv-at, gri-'va\ n [F] ; a white and olive green monkey
(Cercopiihecus aethiops) of the upper Nile and Abyssinia

igriZ.Zle \'griz-3l\ n [ME grisel, adj., gray. fr. MF, fr. gris, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG gns gray] 1 archaic : gray hair 2 a : a roan
coat pattern or color b ; a gray or roan animal

2grizzle vb griz-zling \-(9-)Uo\ vt : to make grayish ^ vi z to be-
come grayish

griz*zled \'griz-aid\ adj : sprinkled, streaked, or mixed with gray
griZ'Zly \'griz-le\ adj : grizzled
grizzly bear n : a very large powerful typically brownish yellow
bear (Ursus horribilis) of the uplands of western No. America

groan \'gron\ vb [ME gronen, fr. OE granian; akin to OHG
grinan to growl] vi 1 : to utter a deep moan indicative of pain,
grief, or annoyance 2 ; to make a harsh sound under sudden or
prolonged strain ^ v/ : to utter or express with groaning — groan
n — groan<er n
igroat \'gr6t\ n [ME grates, pl., fr. OE grotan; akin to OE greot]
1 usu pl but sing or pl in constr i hulled grain broken into fragments
larger than grits 2 : a grain (as of oats) exclusive of the hull

2groat n [MEgroor, fr. MD] : a former British coin worth fourpence
grO'Cer \'gro-s3r\ n [ME, fr. MF grassier wholesaler, fr. gros
coaise, wholesale — more at gross] : a dealer in staple foodstuffs
and other commodities

gro-cery \'gros-(3-)re\ n 1 pj i commodities sold by a grocer —
usu. sing, in Brit, usage 2 : a grocer's store
grog \'grag\ n [Old Grog, nickname of Edward Vernon t!757 E
admiral responsible for diluting the sailors' rum ] : spirituous
liquor; specif : liquor (as rum) cut with water— grog»gery \-(3-)re\
« — grog-shop \'grag-,shap\ n

grog'gitly \'grag-3-le\ adv ; in a groggy manner
grog.gi-ness \-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being groggy
grog'gy \'grag-e\ adj Igrog] : weak and unsteady in action
grO'gram X'grag-ram, 'grogramX n [MF gros grain coarse texture]

: a coarse loosely woven fabric of silk, silk and mohair, or silk and
wool
igroin \'gr6in\ n [alter, of ME grynde, fr. OE, abyss; akin to OE
grurti/ ground] 1 : the fold or depression marking the juncture of
the lower abdomen and thigh; also : the region of this line 2 a : the
grojecting curved line along which two intersecting vaults meet

: a rib that covers this edge
2grOin vf : to build or equip with groins
grom*met \'gram-3t. 'gram-X n [perh. fr. obs. F garmette curb of a
bridle] 1 : a flexible loop that serves as
a fastening, support, or reinforcement , .

2 : an eyelet of firm material to (^&\ \ C<^I>) (To^)
strengthen or protect an opening or to 1 ft '

^*—-^ ^^—

^

Insulate or protect something passed
through it

grom.well \'gram-.wel, -wal\ n [ME
gramil. fr. MF] : any of a genus grommets 2: 1 eyelet, 2
(i.i"//jojpf'rm«m) of plants of the borage with washer, 3 with teeth

family having polished white stony
nutlets
igroom \'griim, 'griimX n [ME gram} 1 archaic ; man, fellow
2 a (1) archaic I manservant (2) ; one of several officers of the
English royal household b : a man or boy in charge of horses
3 : bridegroom

3groom vt 1 : to clean and care for (an animal) 2 : to make neat or
attractive : polish -^ vi ; to groom oneself
grooms-inan Vgriimz-msn, 'grumz-\ n : a male friend who attends
a bridegroom at his wedding

groove \'gruv\ n [ME groof: akin to OE grafan to dig — more at
GRAVE] 1 : a long narrow channel or depression 2 a : a fixed
routine : rut b : a situation suited to one's abilities or interests
: NICHE 3 : top form <a great talker when he is in the '^> — groove
vt — groov-er n

grope \'grop\ vb [ME gropen, fr. OE grapian; akin to OE gripan to
seize] vi : to feel about blindly or uncertainly in search '— v/ : to
find {as one's wayl by groping — grope n — groper n
gros-beak \'gros-,bek\ n [pari trans, of F grosbec, fr. gros thick -f-

bec beak] : any of several finches of Europe or America having
large stout conical bills

gro-schen X'gro-shan. 'gr6-\ n, pl groschen [G] — see schilling at
MONEY table

gros.grain \'gr6-,gran\ n [F gros grain] ; a silk or rayon fabric
with crosswise cotton ribs
igross \'gros\ adj [ME, fr. MF gros thick, coarse, fr. L grossus]
1 a archaic : immediately obvious b (1) : glaringly noticeable <•--'

error) (2) ; olt-and-out, utter <'-- fool) c : visible without the
aid of a microscope 2 a : big, bulky; esp : excessively fat
b ; growing or spreading with excessive luxuriance 3 a ; of, re-
lating to, or dealing with general aspects or broad distinctions
b : consisting of an overall total exclusive of deductions <~
earnings) 4 : earthy, carnal i'^er part of human nature)
6 : not fastidious in taste : undiscriminating 6 : lacking knowl-
edge or culture : unrefined 7 : obscene <a -^ expletive) syn see
COARSE, flagrant. WHOLE — gTOSS-ly adv — grossness n

agross n X&obs i amount b : an overall total exclusive of deduc-
tions 2 archaic I main body ; mass

&&

3gT0sa vt : to earn (an overall total) exclusive of deductions —
gross-er n

<gross n, pl gross [ME groce, fr. MF grosse, fr. fem. of gros] i an
aggregate of 12 dozen things (-^ of pencils)

gros.SU-la.rite \'grasai)-3-l3-,rTt\ n [G grossularit, fr. NL
Grossularia, genus comprising the gooseberries] : a colorless or
green, yellow, brown, or red garnet Ca3Al2(Si04)3

grosz \'gr6sh\ n, pl gro-szy \'gr6-she\ [Pol] — see zloiy at
money table

grot \'grat\ n [MF grotte, fr. It grotta] ; grotto
igro-tesque \gr6-'tesk\ n [MF & Olt; MF, fr. Olt {pittura)
grattesca, lit,, cave painting, fem. of grattesco of a cave. fr. grotta]
1 : a piece of decorative art characterized by fanciful or fantastic
human and animal forms often interwoven with foliage or similar
figures that may distort the natural into absurdity, ugliness, or
caricature 2 ; something that is grotesque
'grotesque adj t of, relating to, or having the characteristics of
grotesque: as a : fanciful, bizarre b : absurdly incongruous
C : departing markedly from the natural, the expected, or the typical
syn see fantastic — gro-tesque-ly adv — gro-tesque-ness n

gro.tes-que-rie \-'tes-k3-re\ n [grotesque + -erie -ery] 1 : some-
thing that is grotesque 2 : grotesqueness

grot-to X'grat (,)o\ n, pl grottoes also grottos [It, fr. L crypta
cavern, crypt] 1 : cave 2 : an artificial recess or structure made
to resemble a natural C3.vc

grouch \'grauch\ n [ prob. alter, of grutch (grudge) ] 1 a : a fit of bad
temper b : grudge 2 : an habitually irritable or complaining
person — grouch vi — grouch-i-ly \^grau-ch3-le\ adv — groucb-
i*ness \-che-n3s\ n — grouchy \-che\ adj
Aground \'graund\ n [ME, fr. OE grund. akin to OHG grunt ground,
Gk chrainein to touch slightly] 1 a : the bottom of a body of water
b pl : sediment at the bottom of a liquid : lees 2 a : a basis for
belief, action, or argument b (I) ; a fundamental logical condition
(2) : a basic metaphy.sical cause 3 a : a surrounding area : back-
ground b : material that serves as a substratum ; foundation
4a; the surface of the earth b : an area used for a particular
purpose (parade '^) c pl ; the area around and belonging to a
house or other building d : an area to be won or defended in or
as if in battle e : a subject of study or discourse 5a: soil, earth
b : a special soil C : rock or formation through which mine work-
ings are driven 6 a : an object that makes an electrical connection
with the earth b : a large conducting body (as the earth) used as
a common return for an electric circuit and as an arbitrary zero of
potential c : electric connection with a ground syn see base
Aground vt 1 : to bring to or place on the ground 2 a : to provide a
reason or justification for b : to instruct in fundamentals 3 : to
connect electrically with a ground 4 : to restrict to the ground
<'--' a pilot) '^ vi 1 : to have a ground or basis ; rely 2 : to run
aground 3 : to hit a grounder
aground past of grino
ground bass n : a short bass passage continually repeated below
constantly changing melody and harmony
ground-cher-ry \'graun(d)-'cher-e\ n : a plant (genus Physalis) of
the nightshade family with pulpy fruits in papery husks; also : the
fruit of such a plant

groiuid cover n 1 : the small plants in a forest except young trees

2 a : a planting of low plants (as ivy) that covers the ground in
place of turf b : a plant adapted for such use
ground crew n : the mechanics and technicians who maintain and
service an airplane
ground. er \'graun-d3r\ n : a batted ball in baseball that strikes the
ground almost immediately
ground fir n : a club moss (as Lycopodium selago or L. obscurum)
having a stiff erect habit

ground floor n : the floor of a house most nearly on a level with the
ground — compare FIRST floor

ground glass ^j : glass with a light-diffusing surface produced by
etching or abrading
ground-hog \"graund-,h6g, -,hag\ n : woodchuck
Groundhog Day n [fr. the legend that the groundhog comes out and
is frightened back into hibernation if he sees his shadow] ; February
2 that traditionally indicates six more weeks of winter if sunny or an
early spring if cloudy
ground itch n : an itching inflammation of the skin marking the
point of entrance into the body of larval hookworms
ground ivy n : a trailing mint (Nepeta hederacea) with rounded
leaves and blue-purple flowers

ground'less \'graun-fdH3s\ arf;*: having no foundation — ground-
less-ly adv — ground<less>ness n
ground*llng \'graun-(dMir)\ n 1 a : a spectator in the cheaper part
of a theater b : a person of inferior taste 2 : one that Uves or
works on or near the ground

ground loop n : a sharp uncontrollable turn made by an airplane in
landing, taking off, or taxiing
ground>mass \'graun(di-,mas\ n : the fine-grained base of a
porphyry in which the larger distinct crystals are embedded
ground meristem n : the part of a primary apical meristem remain-
ing after differentiation of dermatogen and procambium
ground-nut \'graun(d)-,n3t\ n 1 a ; any of several plants having
edible tuberous roots; esp : a No. American leguminous vine
{Apias tuberosa) with pinnate leaves and clusters of brownish purple
fragrant flowers b ; the root of a groundnut 2 chiefly Brit
: PEANLT

ground pine n l ; a European bugle {Ajuga chamaepitys) with a
resinous odor 2 : any of several club mosses (esp. Lycopodium
clavaium and L. complanatum) with long creeping stems and erect
branches : ground fir
ground plan n l ; a plan of a floor of a building as distinguished
from an elevation 2 : a first or basic plan

ground rent n : the rent paid by a lessee for the use of land esp. for
building
ground rule n : a rule of procedure
iground'Sel \'graun(d)-s3l\ n [ME groundeswele, fr. OE grunde-
swelge, fr. grund ground ¥ swelgan to swallow — more at swallow]
; any of a large genus (Senecio) of composite plants with mostly
yellow flower heads

^groundsel n [ me ground sille, fr. ground + sille sill] ; a foundation
timber

ground-Sheet \'graun(d)-,shet\ n : a waterproof sheet placed on
the ground for protection from moisture — called also ground cloth
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ground state n : the energy level of a system of Interacting elemen-
tary particles having the least energy of all its possible states —
called also ground level

giotind swell n l ; a broad deep undulation of the ocean caused by
an often distant gale or seismic disturbance 2 ; a rapid spontane-
ous growth (as of political opinion)
gTOimd>wa>ter \'graun-,dw6t-3r, -,dwat-\ n ; water within the
earth that supplies wells and springs
ground wave n : a radio wave that is propagated along the surface
of the earth
grotmd<work \'graun-,dw3rk\ n ; foundation, basis syn see base
igroQp \'griip\ n [F groupe, fr. It gruppo, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG kropj craw — more at crop] 1 : two or more figures forming
a complete unit in a composition 2 a : a number of individuals
assembled together or having common interests b : an assemblage
of objects regarded as a unit c (1) : a military unit consisting of a
headquarters and attached battalions (2) : a unit of the U.S.
Air Force higher than a squadron and lower than a wing 3 a ; an
assemblage of related organisms — often used to avoid taxonomic
connotations when the kind or degree of relationship is not clearly
defined b (1) : an assemblage of atoms forming part of a molecule
<a methyl ~ (CHj)) (2) : an assemblage of elements forming one
of the vertical columns of the periodic table c ; a stratigraphic
division comprising rocks deposited during an era 4 ; a set of
elements and an associative operation on pairs of elements yielding
elements of the set of such nature that for any two elements there
exists a third element of a kind that operation on the first and third
yields the second
sgroup vt 1 ; to combine in a group 2 ; to assign to a group
; classify '— vi 1 : to form a group 2 : to belong to a group

group dynamics n pi but sing or pi in constr ; the interacting
forces within a small human group; also ; the sociological study of
these forces

grou*per X'grii-parV n, pi groupers also grouper [Pg garoupal
1 : any of numerous fishes (family Serranidae and esp. genera
Epinephelus and Mycteroperea) that are typically large solitary
bottom fishes of warm seas 2 : any of several rockfishes (family
Scorpaenidae)
group-ing \'grii-pio\ n 1 ; the act or process of combining in
groups 2 : a set of objects combined in a group <fumiture '>->

'grouse \'graus\ n, pi grouse [origin unknown] ; any of numerous
birds (family Tetraonidae) that have a plump body, strong feathered
legs, and plumage less brilliant than that of pheasants usu. with
reddish brown or other protective color and include many im-
portant game birds

3grouse vi [origin unknown] ; complain, grumble — grous-er n
grout \'graut\ rt [OE grut coarse meal; akin to OE grytt grit]

1 : LEES 2 a : thin mortar b ; plaster — grout vt — grout<er n
grove \'grov\ n [ME, fr. OE grajl 1 : a small wood without under-
wood <a picnic -^> 2 : a planting of fruit or nut trees

groy.el \'grav-3l, 'gravA vi grov*eled or grov-elled; grov-eMng
or grov*el-ling \-(3-)lio\ [back-formation fr. ^rove/i/j^ prone, fr.

groveling, adv., fr. ME, fr. gruj, adv., on the face (fr. ON a grufu) +
'ling; akin to OE creopan to creep] 1 ; to creep with the face to the
ground : crawl 2 a : to lie or creep with the body prostrate in
token of subservience or abasement l) : to abase oneself — grov-
eller or grov*eMer \-(3-)l3r\ n
grow \'gro\ vb grew \'grii\ grown \'gron\ growling [ME
growen, fr. OE grdwan; akin to OHG gruowan to grow] vi la: to
spring up and develop to maturity b : to be able to grow in some
place or situation <trees that ~ only in the tropics) c : to assume
some relation through or as if through a process of natural growth
<a tree with limbs grown together) (ferns '^ing from the rocks)
2 a : to increase in size by addition of material either by assimila-
tion into the living organism or by accretion in a natural inorganic
process (as crystallization) b : increase, expand (^s in wisdom)
3 a ; RESULT, originate b ; to come into existence ; arise 4 a : to
pass into a condition : become (grew pale) b : to obtain influence
<habit -^i on a man) '^ vt 1 : to cause to grow ; produce <'—
wheat) 2 : to become covered or surrounded with vegetation
3 : DEVELOP 7 — grow-er \'gr6(-a)r\ n
growing pains n p/ l : pains in the legs of growing children having
no demonstrable relation to growth 2 : the stresses and strains
attending a new project
growing point n : the undifferentiated end of a plant shoot from
which additional shoot tissues differentiate
growl \'grau(3)l\ vb [prob. imit.] vi la: rumble b : to utter a
deep guttural threatening sound (the dog '^ed at the stranger)
2 ; to complain angrily : grumble **' vr ; to utter with a growl —
growl n

growI>er n 1 : one that growls 2 : a small iceberg 3 : an electro-
magnetic device with two adjustable pole pieces used for finding
short-circuited coils and for magnetizing and demagnetizing
growhing adj ; marked by a growl <a low -^ voice) (listened to the
'^ thunder) — growI<ing>ly \'grau-lio-le\ adv
grown \'gr6n\ adj 1 : fully grown : mature ('^ man) 2a: culti-

vated or produced in a specified way or locality — used in combina-
tion (shade-grown tobacco) b : overgrown with — used in com-
bination (a weed-grown patio)
igrown-up \'gro-,n3p\ adj : adult (~ books)
2grown-up n : adult
growth \'groth\ n 1 a (1) : a stage in the jjrocess of growing : size

(2) : full growth b : the process of growing c : progressive de-
velopment : EVOLUTION d : emergence e : increase, expansion
2a: something that grows or has grown b : an abnormal prolifera-
tion of tissue (as a tumor) c : outgrowth d : the result of growth
: product 3 : production, origin

growtll factor n : a substance (as a vitamin) that promotes the
growth of an organism
GR-S \.je-,ar-'es\ n [government rubber + jtyrene] : a synthetic
rubber made by copolymerizing emulsions of butadiene and styrene
and used esp. in tires

igrub \'gr3b\ vb grubbed; grub-bing [ME grubben; akin to OE
grajan to dig— more at grave] vt 1 : to clear by di^ng up roots
and stumps 2 : to dig up by or as if by the roots -^ vi 1 a : to dig
in the ground usu. for a hidden object b : to search about : rum-
mage 2 : toil, drudge — gnib*ber n
Sgrub n [ME grubbe, fr. grubben"] 1 : a soft thick wormlike larva of

an Insect 2 a : drudge b : a slovenly person 3 : food
grub-bi-ly \'gr3b-3-le\ adv ; in a grubby manner
grub>bi*neS3 \'grab-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being grubby
grub-by \'gr3b-e\ adj 1 : infested with fly maggots 2 : dirty,
SLOVENLY 3 : base, CONTEMPTIBLE
grub-stake \'gr3b-,stak\ n : supplies or funds furnished a mining
prospector on promise of a share in his discoveries — grubstake vt— grub*stak*er n
Grub Street \'gr3b-\ n [Grub Street, London, formerly inhabited
by literary hacks] : mediocre and disdained writers : literary hacks
'grudge \'gr3j\ vr [ME grucchen, grudgen to grumble, complain, fr.

OF groucier, of Gmc origin; akin to MHG grogezen to howl] : to be
unwilling to give or admit : begrudge — grudg*er n — grudg-
ing-ly \-io-le\ adv
Jgrudge n : a feeling of deep-seated resentment or ill will syn see
MALICE

gru-el \'grU(-3)l\ n [ME grewel, fr. MF gruel, of Gmc origin; akin
to OE grUt grout] 1 ; a thin porridge 2 chiejly Brit ; punishment

gru.el.ing or gru-el-ling \'gru-(3-)lin\ adj [fr. prp. of obs. gruel
(to exhaust) ] : trying to the point of exhaustion : punishing

grue*some Vgrli-ssmX adj [alter, of earlier growsome, fr. E dial.
grow, grue to shiver, fr. ME gruen, prob. fr. MD gruwen; akin to
OHG ingrHen to shiver] : inspiring horror or repulsion ; grisly
syn see ghastly — grue-some-ly adv — grue-some-ness n

grull \'gr3f\ adj [D grof; akin to OHG grob coarse, hruj scurf —
more at dandruff] 1 : rough or stem in manner, speech, or aspect
2 : being deep and harsh : hoarse syn see bluff ~ grufl*ly adv —
gruff-ness n
grum \'gram\ adj grum-mer; grum-mest [prob. blend of grim and
glum] : MOROSE, GLUM
grum-ble \*gr3m-b3l\ vb grura-bUng \-b(a-)liD\ [prob. fr. MF
grommeler deriv. of MD grommen; akin to OHG grimm grim] vi

1 : to mutter in discontent 2 a : growl b : rumble ^ vt % io
express with grumbling — grumble n — grum-bler \-b(3-)lar\ n— grum-bly \-b(a-)le\ adj
grum-met \'gr3m-at\ var oj GROMMET
grump \'gramp\ n [obs. E grumps (snubs, slights)] 1 p/ : a fit of

ill humor 2 : a person given to complaining— gmmp vi— grump-
i"ly_\'gr3m-p3-le\ adv — grump-i-ness \-pe-n3s\ n — grumpy
\-pe\ adj

grun-ion X'grsn-ysnX n [prob. fr. Sp gruh6n grunter] : a silversides
(Leuresthes tenuis) of the California coast notable for the regu-
larity with which it comes inshore to spawn at nearly full moon
Ignint X'grsntV vb [ME grunten, fr. OE grunnettan, freq. of grunian,
of imit. origin] vi : to make the characteristic throat sound of a
hog or a similar sound ''^ vf : to utter with a grunt — gnint-er n
agrunt n 1 a : the deep short sound characteristic of a hog b : a
similar sound 2 [fr. the noise it makes when taken from the water]
; any of numerous chiefly tropical marine percoid fishes (family
Pomadasidae) related to the snappers

grutch \'gr3ch\ v/ [ME grucchen — more at grudge] obs l be-
grudge
grutten past part oj GREET
Gru-y6re \gru-'ye(3)r, gre-'(y)e(a)r\ n [Gruy^re, district in Switzer-
land] : a pale yellow pressed whole-milk cheese of nutty flavor and
usu. with small holes
gryph-on var oj grifhn
G-string \'je-,slrio\ n [origin unknown] : a strip of cloth passed
between the legs and supported by a waist cord; esp : one worn
as part of a burlesque costume
G suit n [gravity suit] : an aviator's suit designed to counteract the
physiological effects of acceleration

guai-ac \'g(w)T-.ak\ n [NL Guaiacum] ; guaiacum 2

guai-a-cum \'g(w)T-3-k3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Sp guayaco, fr.

Taino guayacan] 1 : any of a genus {Guaiacum) of tropical Ameri-
can trees and shrubs of the bean-caper family having pinnate leaves,

mostly blue flowers, and capsular fruit 2a: the hard greenish
brown wood of a guaiacum (esp. Guaiacum ojjicinale) b ; a resin

with a faint balsamic odor obtained from the trunk of two guaia-
cums (G. ojjicinale and G. sanctum)
guan \'gwan\ n [AmerSp] : any of various large tropical American
lowland-forest birds (family Cracidae) that somewhat resemble
turkeys

gua-na-co \gw»-'nak-(.)o\ n, pi guanacos also guanaco [Sp, fr.

Quechua huanacu] ; a So. American mammal {Lama guanicoe)
with a soft thick fawn-colored coat that is related to the camel but
lacks a dorsal hump
gua-ni-dine \*gwan-3-,den\ n [ISV. fr. guanine] ; a strong del-

iquescent crystalline base NH:C(NHz)2 found esp. in young
tissues and used in organic synthesis and medicine

gua-nine \'gwan-.en\ n : a purine base CjHsNsO found esp. In
animal excrements and leguminous plants

gua-no \'gwan-(,)o\ n [Sp, fr. Quechua huanu dung] 1 : a sub-
stance composed chiefly of the excrement of seafowl and used as a
fertilizer 2 : a similar product (as of cannery waste)

gua-ra-ni \,gwar-a-'ne\ n [Sp guarani] lap/ guarani or guaranls
cap (1) : a Tupi-Guaranian people of Bolivia, Paraguay, and south-
em Brazil (2) : a member of this people b cap : the language of
this people 2 pi guaranis or guaranies — see money table
iguar-an>tee \,gar-an-'te, ,gar-\ n [prob. alter, of ^guaranty]
1 ; guarantor 2 : guaranty l 3 a : an agreement by which one
person undertakes to secure another in the possession or enjoyment
of something b : an assurance of the quality of or of the length of
use to be expected from a product offered for sale often with a
promise of reimbursement 4 : guaranty 3
2guarantee vr 1 : to undertake to answer for the debt, default, or
miscarriage of 2 : to engage for the existence, permanence, or
nature of (-^ the winning of three tricks) 3 ; to give security to

guar*an>tor \,gar-sn-'t6(3)r, 'gar-an-tar, ,gar-, 'gar-\ n 1 ; one that
guarantees 2 : one that makes or gives a guaranty
lguar-an-ty X'gar-an-te, 'gar-\ n [MF garantie, fr. OF, fr. garantir
to guarantee, fr. garant warrant, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
werento guarantor — more at warrant] 1 ; an undertaking to
answer for the payment of a debt or the performance of a duty of
another in case of the other's default or miscarriage 2 : guaran-
tee 3a 3 : something given as security ; pledge 4 : guarantor
6 : the protection of a right afforded by legal provision (as in a
constitution)
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guaranty
sguaranty vt : guarantee
Iguard \*gard\ n fME garde, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. garder to guard,
defend, of Gmc ongin; akin to OHG warten to watch, take care—
more at ward] 1 obs : guardianship 2 : a posture of defense
3 a : act or duty of protecting or defending b : the state of being
protected : PROTECnoN 4 archaic ; precaution 5 a : a person
or a body of men on sentinel duty h pi l troops attached to the
person of the sovereign c (1) : brakeman (2) Brit : conductor
6 a : a position or player next to the center in a football line b : ei-

ther of two primarily defensive players stationed to the rear of the
court in basketball 7 ; a protective or safety device; specif l a
device for protecting a machine part or the operator of a machine
iguard vt 1 : to protect an edge of with an ornamental border
2 a : to protect from danger ; defend b ; to stand at the entrance
of as if on guard or as a barrier 3 archaic : escort 4 a : to
watch over so as to prevent escape or indiscretion b : to attempt
to prevent (an opponent) from scoring '*- vi : to be on guard syn
see DEFEND — gtiard'er n — guard-bouse \'gard-,haus\ n— guard'ioom X'gar-.driim, -,drum\ n
guard*ant \'gard-^nt\ n, obs : guardian
guard cell n : one of the two crescent-shaped epidermal cells that
border and open and close a plant stoma
guard hair n : one of the long coarse hairs forming a protective
coating over the underfur of a mammal
guard'ian \'giird-e-an\ n 1 : one that guards ; custodian 2 : a
superior of a Franciscan monastery 3 : one who has the care of
the person or property of another — guard>ian*ship \-.ship\ n
guards*man \'gardz-m3n\ n : a member of any military body
called guard or guards

Guar.ne.ri.US \gwar-'nir-e-as, -'ner-V n [NL, fr. It Guarnerl'] : a
violin made by one of the Italian Guameri family in the I7th and
1 8th centuries

gua>va \'gwav-a\ n [modif. of Sp guayaba, of Arawakan origin;
akin to Tupi guayava guava] 1 : any of several tropical American
shrubs or small trees (genus Psidium) of the myrtle family; esp : a
shrubby tree (P. guajava) widely cultivated for its sweet acid yellow
fruit 2 : the fruit of a guava
gua.yu.le \(g)wT-'u-Ie\ n [AmerSp, fr. Nahuatl cuauhuW] : a much*
branched composite subshrub {Partkenium argentatum) of Mexico
and the southwestern U. S. that has been cultivated as a source of
rubber

gu.ber.na-to.ri.al \,gU-b3(r)-n3-'tor-e-3l, ,gyu-. ,gub-a(r)-, -'t6rA
adj [L gubernator governor, fr. gubernatus, pp. of gubernare to
govern — more at govern] : of or relating to a governor
gUCk \'gak\ 71 [perh. fr. ^oo + muc/c] slang : oozy sloppy dirt or
debris
igUd.geou \'g3j-3n\ n [ME gudyon, fr. MF goujon"] 1 ; pivot,
JOURNAL 2 ; a socket for a rudder pintle
^gudgeon n [ME gojune, fr. MF gouvion, gougon, fr. L gobion-,
gobio, alter, of gobius — more at goey] 1 : a small European fresh-
water fish {Gobio gobio) related to the carps and often used for
food or bait 2a; any of various gobies b : any of several Aus-
tralian fishes (family Eleotridae) 3 ; any of various killifishes

4 : BURBOT
gudgeon pin n ; wrist pin
Gud.run \'gud-,run\ n [ON GuihrUn'\ i the wife of Sigurd and
later of Atli in Norse mythology

guel.der rose \.gel-d3(r>-\ n [Guelderland, Gelderland, Nether-
lands] : a cultivated cranberry bush with large globose heads of
sterile flowers

Guelf or Guelph \'gwelf\ n [It Guelfo] : a member of a papal and
popular political party in medieval Italy opposing the authority
of the German emperors — compare ohibelline
gue-non \g3-'n5"\ n [F] : any of various long-tailed chiefly arbo-
real African monkeys {Cercopithecus and related genera)
guer-don \'g3rd-=n\ n [ME. fr. MF, modif. of OHG widarldn, fr.

widar back + Ion reward — more at with, lucre] : reward, rec-
ompense — guerdon vt guer-don-ing V'gsrd-nir). -'n-ioX
guern-sey X'garn-zeX n IGuernsey, Channel islands] ; any of a
breed of fawn and white dairy cattle that are larger than the jersey
and produce rich vellowish milk

guer-ril-la or gue-riMa \g3-'ril-3\ n [Sp guerrilla, fr. dim. of guerra
war, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG werra strife — more at war]
1 archaic z irregular warfare by independent bands 2 ; one who
engages in irregular warfare esp. as a member of an independent
unit carrying out harassment and sabotage
guess \'ges\ vb [ME gessen, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
geta to get, guess — more at GET] vt 1 : to form an opinion of from
little or no evidence 2 : to conjecture correctly about 3 : believe,
suppose <I ~ you're right) ~ vi : to make a guess syn see conjec-
ture — guess n — guess-er n — guess* worn \'ges-,w3rk\ n
guess 'ti*mate \'ges-t3-,mat\ vt [blend of guess and estimate'^ slang

; to estimate without adequate information — guess*ti<inate
\-m3t\ n

iguest \'gest\ n [ME gest, fr. ON gestr: akin to OE g^st guest,
stranger, L hostis stranger, enemy] 1 a : a person entertained in
one's house b : a person to whom hospitality is extended c : a
patron of a hotel, restaurant, or other establishment 2 : an or-
ganism (as an insect) sharing the dwelhng of another; esp ; in-
QUiLiNE 3 : a person not a regular member of a cast who appears
on a program

2guest vt : to receive as a guest '«- vi : to appear as a guest
gull \'g3f\ n [prob. imit.] : humbug; broadly : gossip
gul.faw \(,)g3-'f6, 'g3f-.d\ n [imit.] : a loud burst of laughter— guf'faw \(,)g3-'f6\ vi

gug-gle \'gag-3l\ VI gug.gllng \-(3-)lio\ [imit.] : gurgle — gug-
gle n

guid*able \'gid-3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being guided
gUid>anC6 VgTd-'n(t)s\ n 1 : the act or process of guiding 2 : ad-
vice on vocational or educational problems given to students 3
; the process of controlling the course of a projectile by a built-in
mechanism

IgUide \'gTd\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. OProv guida, of Gmc origin; akin
to OE witan to look after, wiian to know — more at wiT] 1 a ; one
who leads or directs another in his way b ; one who exhibits and
explains points of interest c : some^thing that provides a person
with guiding information d : signpost e : one who directs a
person in his conduct or course of hfe 2 a : a contrivance for
steadying or directing the motion of something b : a ring or loop
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facilitate reference 3 : a member of a unit upon whom the move-
ments or alignments of a military command are regulated — used
esp. in commands <'^ right)

2guide vt 1 : to act as a guide to ; conduct 2 a : to regulate and
manage : direct b : to superintend the training or instruction of
'— VI ; to act or work as a guide — guld>er n
syn LEAD, steer, pilot, engineer: guide implies intimate knowl-

edge of the way and of all its difficulties and dangers; lead implies
a going ahead to show the way and often to keep those that follow
under control and in order; steer impUes an abiUty to keep to a
chosen course and stresses the capacity of maneuvering correctly;
pilot suggests guidance over a dangerous, intricate, or complicated
course; engineer implies guidance by one who finds ways to avoid
or overcome difficulties in achieving an end or carrying out a plan
gulde<booK \'gid-,biik\ n : a book of information for travelers
guided missile n : a missile whose course may be altered during
flight (as by a target-seeking radar device)
guide word n : catchword lb
gui.don \'gld-,an. -^n\ n [MF] 1 : a small flag; esp : one borne by
a miUtary unit as a unit marker 2 ; one who carries a guidon

guid.will.ie \gffi-'dwil-e\ adj [Sc guidwill goodwill] Scot : cordial,
cheering

guild \'gild\ n [ME gilde, fr. ON gildi payment, guild; akin to OE
gield tribute, guild — more at geld] 1 : an association of men with
kindred pursuits or common interests or aims; esp : a medieval
association of merchants or craftsmen 2 : an ecological group of
plants distinguished from ordinary herbs, shrubs, and trees by a
special mode of hfe usu. involving some degree of dependence on
other plants— guild-ship \'gil (d)-,ship\n— guilds-man \*gil(d)z-

guil*der \'gil-d3r\ n [modif. of D gulden"^ : gulden
guild>ball \'gild-,h61, -'h61\ n : a hall where a guild or corporation
usu. assembles ; town hall

guild socialism n : an eariy 20th century Enghsh sociaUstic theory
advocating state ownership of industry with control and manage-
ment by guilds of workers

guile \'gr(3)l\ n [ME. fr. OF] 1 : deceitful cunning : duplicity
2 obs_i stratagem, trick — guile*ful \-fal\ adj — guile>lnMy
\-f3-le\ adv — gnile>Iul*ness n

guile*less \'gT(a)I-las\ adj : innocent, naIve — guile>less*ly adv— guile.less-ness n
guil.le.mot \'gil-3-.m"at\ n [F, fr. MF. dim. of Guillaume WilUam]

; any of several narrow-billed auks of northern seas constituting
two genera {Vria and Cepphus)

guil'loche \gil-'6sh, ge-'(y)osh\ n [F guillochis'} : an architectural
ornament formed of interlaced bands with openings containing
round devices

guil.lo.tine \'gil-3-,ten, .gil-s-', ,ge-(y)3-',
'ge-(y)3-,\ n [F, fr. Joseph Guillotin 11814
F physician] 1 ; a machine for beheading
by means of a heavy blade that shdes down
in vertical guides 2 ; an instrument that
resembles a guillotine 3 ; closure by the
imposition of a predetermined time Umit on
the consideration of specific sections of a bill
or portions of other legislative business— guillotine vb

guilt \'gilt\ n [ME, delinquency, guilt, fr.

OE gylt delinquency] 1 : the fact of having
committed a breach of conduct esp. violat-
mg law and involving a penalty; broadly
: guilty conduct 2 : culpability 3 : a feel-
ing of culpabihty for offenses

guilt*i-ly \'gil-t3-le\ adv ; in a guilty manner
gullt-i*ness \-te-nss\ n : the quahty or state
of being guilty

guilt'less \'gilt-l3s\ adj 1 ; innocent 2 : lacking experience or
famiharity — guilt^lesS'ly adv — guilt-lesS'Uess n

guilty \'gil-te\ adj 1 : having committed a breach of conduct
2 obs ; justly liable to or deserving of a penalty 3 a : suggesting or
involving guilt b ; aware of or suffering from guilt syn see
blameworthy
guimpe \'gamp, 'gimp\ n [F. fr. OF guimple, of Gmc origin; akin to
OE wimpel wimple] 1 : a blouse worn under a jumper or pinafore
2 : a wide cloth used to cover the neck and shoulders by some nuns
3 [by alter] x_ 'gimp

guin>ea \'gin-e\ n {Guinea, region in West Africa, supposed source
of the gold from which it was made] 1 : an Enghsh gold coin
issued from 1663 to 1813 and fixed in 1717 at 21 shiUings 2 ; a
unit of value equal to 21 shillings

guinea lOWl n : a West African bird {Numida meleagris) related to
the pheasants, raised for food in most parts of the world, and
marked by a bare neck and head and slaty plumage speckled with
white; broadly : any of several related birds of continental Africa
and Madagascar
guinea hen n : a female guinea fowl; broadly : guinea fowl
guinea pepper n 1 a : the pungent aromatic fruit of a tropical
African tree {Xylopia aethiopica) of the custard-apple family used
as a condiment and in folk medicine b : any of several moderately
hot peppers grown in Africa 2 : a plant bearing Guinea peppers
guinea pig n l : a small stout-bodied short-eared nearly tailless do-
mesticated rodent {Cavia cobaya) often kept as a pet and widely
used in biological research — called also cavy 2 : a subject of
scientific research, experimentation, or testing

guinea worm n : a slender nematode worm {Dracunculus
medinensis) attaining a length of several feet and oc-
curring as an adult in the subcutaneous tissues of man
and various mammals in warm countries
Guin.e-vere \'gwin-a-,vi(a1r\ n : the wife of King Ar-
thur and mistress of Lancelot in Arthurian legend

gui.pure \ge-'p(y)u(3)r\ n [F] : a heavy large-pattern-
ed decortftive lace

guise \'gTz\ n [ME, fr. OF, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG w'lsa manner — more at wise] 1 : a form or
style of dress : costume 2 2Lobs ; manner, fashion b
archaic : a customary way of speaking or behaving 3 :

external appearance : semblance
gui'tar \g3-'tar, gi-\ n [F guitare, fr. Sp guittara, fr. Ar
qitar, fr. Gk kithara cithara] : a flat-bodied stringed
instrument with a long fretted neck and usu. six
strings plucked with a plectrum or with the fingers

guillotii
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gnl-tar-fish \-^h\ n : apy of several viviparous rays (family
Rhinobaddae) somewhat resembling a guitar in outline when
viewed from above

Gu*ja-ra>ti \,gij-j3-'rat-e, .giij-a-X n, pi Gnjarati [Hindi gujarati,
fr. Gujarat Gujarat] 1 ; the language of Gujarat. Baroda. and
neighboring regions in northwestern India 2 or Crtl)>ra>tl \giii-
'rat-, giij-'ratA : a member of a j)eople chiefly of Gujarat speak-
ing the Gujarati language

gtil \'giJl\ n [Per] : rose
gU'lar \'g(y)U-l3r\ adj [Lg«to throat] : of, relating to, or situated
on the throat

gulch \'g3lch\ n [perh. fr. E dial, gulch to gulp, fr. ME gulchenl i a
deep or precipitous cleft ; ravine; esp : one occupied by a torrent

gul-den \'gul-dan, 'giilA n, pi guldens or gulden [ME (Sc), fr.

MD gulden jlorijn golden florin] — see money table
gules \'gyUC3)lz\ n, pi gules [ME goules, fr. MF] : the heraldic
color red
>gUlf \'g3lf\ n [ME gouli, fr. MF golje. fr. It golh, fr. LL colpus,
fr. Gk kolpos bosom,, gulf; akin to OE hwealj vault, OHG walho^
1 : a part of an ocean or sea extending into the land 2 : a deep
chasm : abyss 3 : whirlpool 4 ; an unbridgeable gap — gully
\'g3l-fe\ adj

agUlf vf ; ENGULF
gulf.weed \*g3lf-,wed\ n IGulj of Mexico] : any of several
brown algae (genus Sargassum); esp : a branching olive-br
seaweed (S. bacciferum) of tropical American seas with
berr>'like air vesicles
IguU \'g3l\ n [ME, of Celt origin; akin to W gwylan gull] : any of
numerous long-winged web-fooled aquatic birds (family Laridae);
esp ; a largely white bird (as of the genus Larus) that differs from a
tern in usu. larger size, stouter build, thicker bill somewhat hooked
at the tip, less pointed wings, and short unforked tail

2gull vt [obs. gull gullet, fr. ME golle, fr. MF goule} : to make a dupe
of : DECEIVE syn see dupe

3gull n : a person who is easily deceived or cheated : Din's
gull*able \'g3l-3-b3l\ adj : gullible
Gul*lah \'g3l-3\ n 1 : one of a group of Negroes inhabiting the
sea islands and coastal districts of So. Carolina, Georgia, and north-
eastern Florida 2 : the language of the Gullahs

gul.let \'gal-3t\ n [ME golet, fr. MF goulet, dim. of goule throat,
fr. L gula — more at glutton] 1 : esophagus; broadly : throat
2 : the space between adjacent saw teeth

gUll>ibU>i>ty \,gal-3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being gulli-
ble

gull-lble \'g3!-9-b3l\ adj : easily deceived, cheated, or duped— guU-ibly \-ble\ adv
Gul'li-ver VgsI-a-varX n ; an Englishman in Jonathan Swift's satire
Gulliver's Travels who makes voyages to the imaginary lands of the
Lilliputians, Brobdingnagians, Laputans, and Houyhnhnms

igul'ly \'giil-e, 'g3l-\ n [short for E dial, gully knije} dial Brit : a
large knife

agul-ly \'gsl-e\ n [obs. E gully (gullet)] : a trench worn in the earth
by running water after rains — gully vb

gully erosion n : soil erosion produced by running water
gU.los.i.ty \g(y)u-'las-at-e\ n [ME gulosite, fr. LL gulositas, fr.

L gulosus gluttonous, fr. gula gullet] : greediness
gulp \'g3lp\ vb [ME gulpen, fr. a MD or MLG word akin to D &
Fris gulpen to bubble forth, drink deep; akin to OE gielpan to
boast — more at yelp] vt 1 ; to swallow hurriedly or greedily or
in one swallow 2 : suppress -^ vi ; to catch the breath as if in
taking a long drink — gulp ri — gulp>er n
'gum \'gsm\ n [ME gome, fr. OE goma palate; akin to OHG
guomo palate, Gk chaos abyss] : the tissue that surrounds the necks
of teeth and covers the alveolar parts of the jaws; broadly : the
alveolar portion of a jaw with its enveloping soft tissues

3gum vt gammed; gum>ming 1 : to enlarge gullets of (a saw) 2
: lo chew with the gums
3gum n [ME gomme, fr. OF, fr. L cummi, gummi, fr. Gk kommi, fr.

Egypt qmy.tl 1 a : any of numerous colloidal polysaccharide sub-
stances of plant origin that are gelatinous when moist but harden
on drying and are salts of complex organic acids — compare
mucilage 1 h ; any of various plant exudates (as a mucilage,
oleoresin. or gum resin) 2 ; a substance or deposit resembling a
plant gum (as in sticky or adhesive quality) 3 a : a tree (as a sour
gum or sapodilla) that yields gum b Austral : eucalypt 4 also
gum>wood \-,wud\ : the wood or lumber of a gum; esp : that of
the sweet gimi 5 : chewing gum — gum*mil-er*ous \,g3-'mif-
(3-)r3s\ adj

4gum vb gummed; gum-ming vt ; to smear, seal, or clog with or as
if with gum (-^ up the works) -*- vi 1 ; to exude or form gum
2 ; to become gummy — gum-mer n
gum ammoniac n : ammoniac
gum aiablc n ; a water-soluble gum obtained from several acacias
(esp. Acacia Senegal and A. arabicd) and used esp. in the manufac-
ture of adhesives, in confectionery, and in pharmacy

gtUU'bo \'gsm-(,)b6\ n [AmerF gombo, of Bantu origin; akin to
Umbundu ochinggombo okra] 1 ; okra 1 2 : a soup thickened
with okra pods and usu. containing vegetables with meat or sea-
foods 3a: any of various fine-grained silty soils esp. of the cen-
tral U. S. that when wet become impervious and soapy or waxy and
very sticky b : a heavy sticky mud 4 ojten cap [AmerF gombo,
perh. fr. Kongo nkombo runaway slave] : a patois used by Negroes
and Creoles esp. in Louisiana — gumbo adj
gum<boll \'g3m-,b6il\ n : an abscess in the gum
gum-drop \-,drap\ n ; a candy made usu. from com syrup with
gelatin or gum arabic and coated with sugar crystals

gum elemi n : elemi
gum-ma \'gam-s\ n, pi gummas also gnm-ma-ta \'gam-9t-3\ [NL
gummat-, gumma, fr. LL, gum, alter, of L gummil ; a tumor of
gummy or rubbery consistency that is characteristic of the tertiary

stage of syphilis — gum-ma>tous \-3t-3s\ adj
gum>mi-ness \'g3m-c-nss\ n : the quality or state of being gummy
gum-mite \'g3m-,Tt\ n : a yellow to reddish brown mixture of hy-
drous oxides of uranium, thorium, and lead consisting perhaps
largely of curite

gum-mo-sis \,g3-'m6-s3s\ n : a pathological production of gummy
exudate in a plant; also ; a plant disease marked by gummosis

gum>m0U5 \'g3m-9s\ adj : resembling or composed of gum
: gummy
gum-my \'g3m-e\ adj 1 a : consisting of or containing gum
b : covered with gum 2 ; viscous, sticky

gump-tlon \'gsm(p)-shan\ n [origin unknown] 1 : common
sense 2 : enterprise, inthative syn see sense
gum resin n ; a product consisting essentially of a mixture of gum
and resin usu. obtained by making an incision in a plant and allow-
ing the juice which exudes to solidify
gum-shoe \*g3m-,shii\ n : detective — gumshoe vl

igun \*gan\ n [ME gonne, gunnel 1 a ; a piece of ordnance usu,
with high muzzle velocity and comparatively flat trajectory b ; a
portable firearm (as a rifle, pistol) c : a device that throws a
projectile 2 a ; a discharge of a gun b : a signal marking a be-
ginning or ending 3 : one who is skilled with a gun 4 : something
suggesting a gun in shape or function 5 : throttle — gunned
\'g3nd\ adj
sgun vb gunned; gun-nlng vi : to hunt with a gun '^ vt 1 a : to
fire on b ; shoot 2 ; to open up the throttle of so as to increase
speed <~ the engine)
gun-boat \'gan-,bot\ n ; an armed ship of shallow draft
gun-cot-ton \-,kat-=n\ n : cellulose nttrate; esp : an explosive
higher-nitrated product used chiefly in smokeless powder
gun-dog \-,d6g\ n ; a dog trained to accompany sportsmen when
they hunt with guns
gun-light \-.fTt\ n : a duel with guns — gun-light-er \-3r\ n
gun-lire \-.fTO)r\ n : the firing of guns
gun-llint \-iflint\ n ; a small sharp fUnt to ignite the priming in a
flintlock

gunk \*g3ok\ n [prob. imit.] : filthy, sticky, or greasy matter
gun-lock \'g3n-,lak\ n : a mechanism attached to or integral with
a firearm by which the charge is ignited
gun-man \-man\ n l : a man armed with a gun; esp : a profes-
sional killer 2 : a man noted for speed or skill in handhng a gun
gim-met-al \'g3n-,met-^l\ n l ; a metal used for guns; specij ; a
bronze formerly much used as a material for cannon 2 : an alloy
or metal treated to imitate nearly black tarnished copper-alloy
gunmetal
gun moll \-,maI\ n, slang : the girl friend of a gangster
gun-nel \'gan-'l\ n [origin unknown] : a small sUmy elongate
north Atlantic blenny {Pholis gunnellus)
gun-ner \'gan-3r\ n 1 : a soldier or airman who operates or aims a
gun 2 : one that hunts with a gun 3 : a warrant officer who super-
vises ordnance and ordnance stores

gun-uery \'g3n-(3-)re\ n : the use of guns; specij : the science of the
flight of projectiles and of the effective use of guns
gunnery sergeant n : a noncommissioned officer in the marine
corps ranking above a staff sergeant and below a first sergeant
gun-ny \'g3n-e\ n [ Hindi ganiy 1 ; coarse jute sacking 2 ; burlap
gim-ny-sack \-,sak\ n ; a sack made of gunny or burlap
gun-pow-der \'g3n-,paud-3r\ n : an explosive mixture of potassium
nitrate, charcoal, and sulfur used in gunnery and blasting; broadly
; any of various powders used in guns as propelling charges
gun room n : quarters on a British warship orig. used by the gimner
and his mates but now by midshipmen and junior officers

gun-run-ner \'g3n-,rsn-3r\ n : one that traffics in contraband
arms and ammunition — gun-run-ning \-,r3n-io\ n

gun-sel \'g3n(t)-ssl\ n [slang gurue/ (stupid person, traitor)] slang
: gunman

gun-shot \'gan-,shat\ n 1 : shot or a projectile fired from a gun
2 : the range of a gun 3 ; the firing of a gun
gun-shy \-,shr\ adj 1 : afraid of the sound of a gun or of other
loud noises 2 : markedly distrustful

gim-sling.er \-,sho-3r\ n : gunman — gun-sling-ing \-,slio-iD\ "
Gim-ter's chain \,g3nt-3rz-\ n [Edmund Gunter tl626 E mathe-
matician] : a chain 66 feet long that is the unit of length for surveys
of U.S. public lands
Gun-ther \'giint-3r\ n [G] : a Burgundian king and husband of
Brunhild in Germanic legend
gUU'Wale or gun.nel \'g3n-'l\ n [ME gonnewale, fr. gonne gun +
wale: fr. its former use as a support for guns] : the part of a ship

where topsides and deck meet
gup-py \'g3p-e\ n [R.J.L. Guppy of Trinidad, donor of specimens
to the British Museum] : a small topminnow (Lebistes reticulatus)

of the Barbados, Trinidad, and Venezuela frequently kept as an
aquarium fish

guige \'g3rj\ n [L gurges whirlpool — more at gorge] archaic

: SURGE, eddy
gur-gle \'g3r-g3l\ vi gur-gling Vg(3-)lio\ tprob. imit.] 1 : to

flow in a broken irregular current 2 : to make a sound like that of

a gurgling liquid — gurgle n

Gur-kha \'gu(3)r-ka, 'g3r-\ n [Ghurka, member of race dominant
in Nepal] : a soldier from Nepal in the British or Indian army
gur-nard \'g3r-nard\ n, pi gurnard or gurnards [ME. fr. MF
gornart, irreg. fr. grognier to grunt, fr. L grunnire, of imit. origin]

; any of various marine spiny-finned fishes (family Triglidae) with
a spiny armored head and three pairs of modified fin rays used as
feelers and in crawUng
gur-ry \*gar-e, 'g3-re\ n [origin unknown] ; fishing offal

gU-ru \g3-'ru\ n [Hindi gurB, fr. Skt guru, fr. guru, adj., heavy,
venerable — more at grieve] : a personal religious teacher and
spiritual guide in Hinduism
gush \'g3sh\ vb [ME guschenl vi 1 : to issue copiously or violently

2 : to emit a sudden copious flow 3 : to make an effusive display
of affection or enthusiasm '^ vt z to emit in a copious free flow
— gush n
gush-er X'gssh-srV n ; one that gushes; specij : an oil well with a
copious natural flow
gUShy \'g3sh-e\ adj : marked by effusive sentimentality

gus-set \'g3s-at\ n [ME. piece of armor covering the joints in a
suit of armor, fr. MF gouchef] ; a triangular insert (as in a seam of
a sleeve) to give width or strength
igust \*g3St\ n [ME guste, fr. L gustus; akin to L gustare to taste
— more at choose] 1 obs a ; the sensation of taste b : inclina-
tion, LIKING 2 obs : an esp. pleasing flavor 3 : enjoyment,
appreciation — gust vt — gust-able \'g3s-t3-b3l\ adj or n
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gust 372 gyve
3gUSt n [prob. fr. ON gustr; akin to OHG gussa flood, OE geotan
to pour — more at found] 1 ; a sudden brief rush of wind 2 : a
sudden outburst : surge — giist>i<Iy \'g3s-t3-le\ adv — gust-
i-ness \-te-nas\ n — gusty \-te\ adj

gUS-ta>tlon \.g3S-'ta-sh3n\ n [L gustation-, gustatio, fr. gustatus, pp.
of gustarel : the act or sensation of tasting

gus-ta.tive \'gas-t3t-iv\ adj : gustatory — gus-ta*tive>ness n
guS'ta*to>ri>al \,g3s-ta-*t5r-5-3l, -'t6r-\ adj : gustatory
gus*ta-to*Ty \'g3s-t3-,t6r-e, -,tdr-\ adj : relating to, associated
with, or being the sense of taste

gUS.tO \'g3s-(,)to\ n [Sp, fr. L gustusZ 1 a ; taste, liking b : en-
thusiastic and vigorous enjoyment or appreciation c : over-
abundant vitahty 2 archaic : artistic style syn see taste
'gut \'g3t\ n [ME, fr. OE guttas, pi.; akin to OE geotan to pour]
la: BOWELS, entrails — usu. used in pi. b ; the alimentary canal
or part of it (as the intestine or stomach) c : belly, abdomen
2 pi : the inner essential parts 3 : a narrow passage (as a strait)

4 : the sac of silk taken from a silkworm ready to spin its cocoon
and drawn out into a thread for use as a snell 6 pi : courage
syn see fortitude

agut vt gut.ted; gut=ting 1 : eviscerate 2 : to destroy the inside
of <fire gutted the building)

gut'less \'gst-l3s\ adj 1 : lacking courage : cowardly 2 : lack-
ing vitality — gut<less>ness n

gut-ta \'gst-3, 'gut-3\ n, pi gut.tae \'g3-.te, 'gii-, -,tT\ [L, lit., drop— more at gout] : one of a series or ornaments in the Doric
entablature that is usu. in the form of a frustum of a cone

gUt.ta-per.Cba X.gst-a-'psr-chsX n [Malay gitah-pSrcha, fr. gitah
sap, latex + percha, tree producing gutta-percha] : a tough plastic

substance from the latex of several Malaysian trees (genera Payena
and Palaquium) of the sapodilla family resembling rubber but
containing more resin and used esp. as insulation and in dentistry

gut'tate \'g3-.tat\ adj [L guttaius, fr. gutta] : having small usu.
colored spots or drops
igut.ter \'g3t-3r\ n [ME goter, fr. OF goutiere, fr. goute drop. fr.

L gulta} 1 a : a trough under an eaves to carry off water b : a
low area (as at a roadside) to carry off surface water c ; a similar
narrow channel or groove 2 : a white space along inside margins
of facing pages 3 : the lowest level of urban civilization

2gutter vt : to form gutters in -^ v/ 1 a : to flow in small streams
h oj a candle : to melt away through a channel out of the side of the
cup hollowed out by the burning wick 2 : to flicker in a draft

gut>ter*siiipe \-,snTp\ n ; a person of the lowest moral or eco-
nomic station; esp : URCHIN — gut>ter>snip'ish \-,sni-pish\ adj

gUt.tle \'g3t-'l\ vb gxit.tling X'gst-liG, -'l-iO\ [alter, of guzzle} : to
eat greedily — gut>tler \-1m-, -"l-arV n
gut>tui*al Vgat-s-rsl, 'ga-tralX adj [MF, prob. fr. ML gutturalis, fr.

L guttur throat — more at cor] 1 : of or relating to the throat
2a: articulated in the throat <'^ sounds) b ; being or marked by
utterance that is strange, unpleasant, or disagreeable c : velar,
palatal — guttural n — gut-tur<al*ism \*g»t-3-rs-,liz-9m,

'g»-tr3-\ n — gut.tur-al'i'ty \,g3t-9-'ral-3t-e\ n — gut-tur>aMy
\'gat-a-ra-le, 'ga-tr3-le\ adv — gut>tur>al>ness n

gUt>tiii*aI4za>tion N.gst-s-ra-ls-'za-shan, .gs-tra-la-X n ; the act or
process of gutturalizing ; the state of being gutturalized

g;ilt>tUT*al>ize \'gat-a-ra-,ITz, 'ga-tr3-\ vt 1 : to pronounce in a
guttural manner 2 : velarize

gut-ty \'g3t-e\ adj : being vital, bold, and challenging <~ realism)
'guy \'gT\ n (prob. fr. D gei brail] ; a rope, chain, or rod attached
to something as a brace or guide
2guy vt : to steady or reinforce with a guy
3guy n IGuy Fawkes] 1 ojien cap ; a grotesque effigy of Guy
Fawkes paraded and burned in England on Guy Fawkes Day
2 chiejly Brit : a person of grotesque appearance 3 ; man, fellow

4guy vt : to make fun of : ridicule
Guy Fawkes Day \'gT-'f6ks-\ n : November 5 observed in Eng-
land in commemoration of the seizure of Guy Fawkes in 1605 for
an attempt to blow up the houses of parliament

guz.zle \'gaz-al\ vb guz-zling \-(3-)ho\ [origin unknown] : to
drink greedily — gnz<zler \-(a)-lar\ n
gwe>duc \'gii-e-,d3k\ var oj geoduck
gybe \'jTb\ var oj jibe

gym \'jim\ n : gymnasium
gym.kha.na \jim-'kan-a, -'kan-\ n [prob. modif. of Hindi gend^
khana racket court] : a meet featuring sports contests (as racing)
gymn- or gynrno- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. gymnos — more at
naked] : naked : bare <gj'mnogynous)

gyin>Iia<si*UBl \in sense 1 jim-'na-ze-sm, in sense 2 gim-'na-ze-3m\
«, p/gym.na.si.ums or gym-na-sia \-ze-3\ [L, exercise ground,
school, fr. Gk gymnasion, fr. gymnazein to exercise naked, fr.

gymnos'\ 1 : a room or building for sports activities 2 : a German
secondary school designed to prepare students for the university

gyin>nast \'jim-,nast, -nast\ n [MF gymnaste, fr. Gk gymnastes
trainer, fr. gymnazein} : an expert in gymnastics
gym>nas-tic \jira-'nas-tik\ adj : of or relating to gymnastics

; athletic — gyin>nas>ti*caMy \-ti-ko-)le\ adv
gyin*nas>tiCS \-tiks\ n pi but sing in constr : physical exercises
performed in or adapted to performance in a gymnasium
gym>nos-o-phist \jim-'nas-3-fast\ n [L gymnosophista, fr. Gk
gymnosophisies. fr. gymn- + sophistes wise man, sophist] ; one of a
sect of naked ascetics of ancient India
gyin>no<spenn \'jim-na-,sprarm\ n [deriv. of NL gymn- + Gk
sperma seed — more at sperm] : any of a class or subdivision
(Qymnospermae) of vascular seed plants (as conifers) that produce
naked seeds not enclosed in an ovary and in some instances
have motile spermatozoids — gyin>no>sper>mous Xjim-na-'spsr-
ro9s\ adj — gym>no*sper>iny \'jim-na-,sp3r-me\ n
gym>no>spore \'Jim-na-,sp6(9)r, -,sp6(3)r\ n : a spore not devel-
oping in a sporangium; also X a naked spore — gym-no-spo-rous
\,jim-n5-'5por-as, -'sp6r-; jim-'nas-p3-ras\ adj

gyn- or g5riio- comb jorm [Gk gyn-, fr. gyne} 1 : woman (g^niatrica)
i^gynocracy) 2 : female reproductive organ : ovary <g>'nophore>
: pistil (gj^nodioecious)

gyn-an-dro-morph \jin-'an-dr3-,m6rf, gTn-\ n [ISV] ; an abnormal
individual exhibiting characters of both sexes in various parts of
the body — gyn*an-dro<mor>phic \-,an-dr3-'m6r-fik\ adj— gyn*an-dro-inor-phism \-,fiz-3m\ n — gyn>an-dro<Tnor-
pbons \-f3s\ adj — gyn-an>dro>mor<pby \-'an-dr»-,m6r-fe\ n
gyn>an<drous Vjin-'an-dras, gTn-\ adj [Gk gynandros of doubtful
sex, fr. gyne woman + andr-^ aner man — more at andr-] 1 ; hav-

ing the androeclum and gynoeclum imited In a column 2 : char-
acterized by gynandry

gyn>aii<dry \-'an-dre\ n : hermaphrodittsm, intersexualtty;
specij : the condition of a female in which the external genitalia
simulate those of the male

-gyne \,jTn, -,gTn\ n comb jorm [Gk gyne} 1 : woman : female
(pseudogj-nc) 2 : female reproductive organ (trichogynej

gynec- or gyneco- also gynaec- or gynaeco- comb jorm [Gk
gynaik-, gynaiko-, fr. gynaik-, gyne woman] : woman {gynecoiiiy

gy>ne.C0C<ra>cy \jin-i-'kak-r3-se. ,gTn-\ n [Gk gynaikokratia, fr.

gynaik- -H -kratia -cracy] : political supremacy of women — gy-
n&*co*crat \jin-'e-ka-,krat, gm-; 'jin-i-ko-.krat, 'gTn-X n — gy-
ne>co*crat-ic \jin-,e-ka-'krat-ik, gTn-; Jin-i-ko-'krat-ik, ,gTn-\ adj

gy>Iie>coid \'jin-i-,k6id, 'gTn-\ adj ; having female characteristics;
also : typical of a woman

gy.ne.co>log'ic \,jin-i-k3-'laj-ik, ,gTn-\ adj : of, relating to, or
falling in the province of gynecology — gy>ne<co-log*i*cal
\-'laj-i-ksl\ adj

gy<ne-col-o-gist \-'kal-3-j3st\ n : a specialist in gynecology
gy.ne.col.Q.gy \-je\ n [ISV] : a branch of medicine that deals with
women, their diseases, and their hygiene
gy.noe.ci.um \jin-'e-s(h)e-am. gTn-\ n, pi gy.noe.cia \-s(h)e-3\
f N L, alter, of L gynaeceum women's apartments, fr. Gk gynaikeion,
fr. gynaik-, gyne] X : the aggregate of carpels in a flower ; pistils
2 : the female inflorescence of a Uverwort

gy.no.phore \'iin-o-.f6(3)r, 'gin-, -.f6(a)r\ n : a prolongation of the
receptacle that bears the gynoecium at its apex (as in caper flowers)— gy-no-phor^ic \Jin-3-'f6r-ik, .gln-, -'far-\ adj

-g.y-nous \j-a-nss\ adj comb jorm [NL -gynus, fr. Gk -gyrws, fr.

gyne woman — more at queen] 1 : of, relating to, or having (such
or so many) females (heterogynous) 2 : having (such or so many)
styles or pistils itetragynous)

-g-y-ny \j-3-ne\ n comb jorm 1 : existence of or condition of having
(such or so many) females <polyg>'nv> 2 : existence of or con-
dition of having (such or so many) female organs and esp. pistils

iepigyny')

^gyp \'jip\ 1 [prob. short for gypsy} 1 Brit : a college servant
2 a : cheat, swindler b : fraud, swindle

2gyp vb gypped; gyp.ping ; cheat
gyp-se-ous \'jip-sg-3s\ adj : resembling, containing, or consisting
of gypsum

gyp«Sif.er-ous \jip-'sif-(3-)r3s\ adj : bearing gypsum
gyp>5oph*i*la \jip-'saf-3-l3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L gypsum +
-phila -phil] : any of a large genus (Gypsophila) oi Old World herbs
of the pink family having small delicate paniculate flowers
gyp'Sum \'jip-s3m\ « [L, fr. Gk gypsos, of Sem origin- akin to Ar
jibs plaster] 1 ; a widely distributed mineral CaS04.2H20 consist-
ing of hydrous calcium sulfate that is used esp. as a soil amendment
and in making plaster of paris 2 : plasterboard
Gyp-sy \'jip-se\ n [by shortening & alter, fr. Egyptian} 1 : one
of a dark Caucasoid people coming orig. from India to Europe in
the 14th or 15th century and living and maintaining a migratory
way of life chiefly in Europe and the U.S. 2 : Romany 2 — gypsy vi

gypsy motb-n : an Old World tussock moth (Porthetria dispar) in-

troduced about 1869 into the U.S. that has a grayish brown
mottled hairy caterpillar which is a destructive defoliator of many
trees

gyr- or gyro- comb jorm [prob. fr. MF, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. gyros}
1 : ring : circle : spiral <gj/romagnetic> 2 : gyroscope <syro-
compass)
igy>Tate \*jT(3)r-,at\ adj ; winding or colled round : convoluted
2gyrate vi 1 : to revolve around a point or axis 2 : to oscillate with
or as if with a circular or spiral motion — gy>ra>tor \-,at-ar\ n— gy.ra*tO'ry Vjl-ra-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

gy>ra>tion \jT-'ra-3h3n\ n 1 : an act or instance of gyrating
2 ; something (as a coil of a shell) that is gyrate — gy*ra*tion>al
\-shn3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj

gyre \'jT(s)r\ n iL gyrus, fr. Gk gyros— more at cower] : a circular
or spiral motionor form — gyre vi

gy<rene \'jT(3)r-,en\ n [prob. by alter] slang : marine
gyT>fal>con \'j3r-,fal-kan, -,f61- also -,f6-k3n\ n [ME gerjaucun, fr.

MF girjaucon} : any of various large arctic falcons that commonly
constitute a subgenus {Hierojalco) and are more powerful though
less active than the peregrine falcon
gy»ro \'jT(3)r-(,)o\ n i : gyroscope 2 ; gyrocompass
gy>ro-Com>pass V'ji-rS-.kam-pas, -,kam-\ n : a compass consisting
of a continuously driven gyroscope whose spinning axis is con-
fined to a horizontal plane so that the earth's rotation causes it to
assume a position paraUel to the earth's axis and thus point to the
true north

gyro horizon n : artificl^l horizon 2
gy>ro-mag*net'ic \,ii-r6-(,)mag-'net-ik\ ody : of or relating to the
magnetic properties of a rotating electrical particle

gy.ro.pi'lot \'jl-r6-j)T-i3t\ n : automatic pilot
gy<ro>plane \-,plan\ n [ISV] : an airplane balanced and supported
by the aerodynamic forces acting on rapidly rotating horizontal or
slightly inclined planes

gy>ro>SCOpe \'iT-r3-,skop\ n [F, fr. gyr- +
-scope: fr. its original use to illustrate the rota-
tion of the earth] : a wheel or disk mounted to
spin rapidly about an axis and also free to rotate
about one or both of two axes perpendicular to
each other and to the axis of spin so that a rota-
tion of one of the two mutually perpendicular
axes results from application of torque to the
other when the wheel is spinning and so that the
entire apparatus offers considerable opposition
depending on the angular momentum to any
torque that would change the direction of the

-ik\ gyroscope

a£^i — gy-rO'Scop-i
gy>ro>Sta<bi-liz*er \,jT-r6-'sta-b3-^T-z3r\ n : a stabilizing device

(as for a ship or airplane) consisting of a continuously driven gyro
spirming about a vertical axis and pivoted so that its axis of spin

may be tipped fore-and-aft in the vertical plane
gy.ro. Slat \'jl-r3-,stat\ n ; gyrostabilizer — gy.ro.stat.ic
\,jT-r3-'stat-ik\ adj — gy.ro.stat-i.cal-ly \-'stat-i-k(3-)le\ adv

gy.niS \'iT-ra3\ n, pi gy.ri \'iT(a)r-,i\ [NL, fr. L, circle — more
at gyre] : a convoluted ridge between anatomical grooves

gyve \'iiv\ n [ME] : fetter — usu. used in pi. — gyvo vt
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ll \'ach\ n, often cap, often attrib 1 a : the
eighth letter of the English alphabet b : a
graphic representation of this letter c : a
speech counterpart of orthographic h 2 : a
graphic device for reproducing the letter h
3 : one designated h esp. as the eighth in
order or class 4 : something shaped like the
letter H
ha \'ha\ inter] [ME] — used to express sur-
prise, joy, or grief or sometimes doubt or
hesitation
Ha.hak.kuk N'hab-s-ksk, ha-'tvak-akX n

[Heb Habhaqquq'i : a Hebrew prophet of Old Testament times
Iia*l}a>ne-ra \.(h)ab-a-'ner-a\ n [Sp (danza) habanera, lit., Havanan
dance] 1 : a Cuban dance in slow duple time 2 : the music for the
habanera

]iab'da>lah \,hav-d3-'la, hav-'d6-l3\ n, often cap [Heb hobhdalah
separation] : a Jewish ceremony marking the close of a Sabbath or
holy day

lia>be>as cor<pus \,ha-be-3-*skdr-p3s\ n [ME, fr. ML, lit., you
should have the body (the opening words of the writ)] 1 : any of
several common-law writs issued to bring a party before a court or
judge; esp : habeas corpus ad subjiciendum 2 : the right of a
citizen to obtain a writ of habeas corpus as a protection against
illegal imprisonment
habeas corpus ad sub*ii>ci<en.dtun \-p3-,sad-s3b-,vik-e-'en-dam\
n [NL, lit., you should have the body for submitting] ; a writ for
inquiring into the lawfulness of the restraint of a person who is

imprisoned or detained in another's custody
hab.er.dash-er \'hab-3(r)-,dash-ar\ n [ME haberdassher. fr. modif.
of AF hapertas petty merchandise] 1 Brit : a dealer in small wares
or notions 2 : a dealer in men's furnishings

hab-er-dash-ery \-,dash-(3-)re\ n 1 : goods sold by a haberdasher
2 : a haberdasher's shop
ha.ber-geon \'hab-3r-j3n, h»-'b3r-jfe-)an\ n [ME haubergeoun. fr.

MF haubergeon, dim. of hauberc hauberk] 1 : a medieval jacket of
mail shorter than a hauberk 2 : hauberk

liab.ile \'hab-sl\ adj [F, fr. L kabitis — more at able] : able,
SKILLFUL

ha-bil-i-ment \ha-*bil-3-mant\ n [MP habillement, fr. habiller to
dress a log, dress, fr. bille log — more at billet] 1 pi ; trappings,
EQUIPMENT 2a: the dress characteristic of an occupation or
occasion — usu. used in pi. b : clothes — usu. used in pi.

ha-bil.i.tate \h3-'bil-3-,tat\ vb [LL habilitatus, pp. of habilitare, fr.

L habilitas ability — more at ability] vf 1 archaic : capacitate
2 : clothe, dress ^ vi : to qualify oneself — ha>bil>i>ta<tion
\h9-,bil-a-'ta-sh3n\ n

Ihab-it \'hab-3t\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L habitus condition, character,
fr. habitus, pp. of habere to have, hold — more at give] 1 archaic
; clothing 2 a : a costume characteristic of a calling, rank, or
function b : riding habh" 3 : bearing, conduct 4 ; bodily
appearance or makeup : physiqu* 5 : the prevailing disposition or
character of a person's thoughts and feelings : mental makeup 6 : a
usual manner of behavior ; custom 7 a : a behavior pattern ac-
quired by frequent repetition or physiologic exposure that shows
itself in regularity or increased facility of performance b : an ac-
quired mode of behavior that has become nearly or completely
involuntary 8 : characteristic mode of growth or occurrence So]
a crystal ; characteristic assemblage of forms at crystallization lead-
ing to a usual appearance 10 : addiction
syn HABrr. habitlide, practice, usage, custom, use. wont mean a
way of acting that has become fixed through repetition, habft
implies a doing unconsciously or without premeditation, often
compulsively; HABrruoE implies a fixed attitude or usual state of
mind; practice suggests an act or method followed with regularity
and usu. through choice; usage suggests a customary action so
generally followed that it has become a social norm; custom applies
to a practice or usage so steadily associated with an individual or
group as to have the force of unwritten law; use and wont are rare
in speech, and differ in that use stresses the fact of repeated action,
wont the manner of it

3iiabit vt : CLOTHE, dress
bab.it.abil.i.ty \,hab-3t-3-'biI-9t-e\ n ; the state of being habitable
]iab*it-able \'hab-3t-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being inhabited — bab-
it-able-ness n — hab>it>ably \-ble\ adv

ha.bi.tant n 1 \'hab-3t-3nt\ : inhabftant, resident 2 \,(h)ab-i-
'ta", -'tant, -'tant\ or ha-bi>tan \-'ta"\ : a settler or descendant of a
settler of French origin belonging to the farming class in Canada

hab-i.tat \'hab-3-,tat\ n [L, it inhabits, fr. habitare] 1 : the place
or type of site where a plant or animal naturally or normally lives

and grows 2 : the place where something is commonly found
hab.i.ta.tion \,hab-3-'ta-shan\ n [ME habitacioun, fr. MF habita-
tion, fr. L habitation-, habitation fr. habitatus, pp. of habiiare to
inhabit, fr. habitus, pp.] X : the act of inhabiting : OCCUPANCY
2 ; a dwelling place ; residence 3 : settlement, colony

bab>U-torill>ing \'hab-3l-,f6r-mio\ adj ; inducing the formation of
an addiction

ha-bit.u.al \h3-'bich-(9-)w3l, ha-, -'bich-3l\ adj 1 : of the nature
of a habit : according to habit ; customary <— smoking) 2 : do-
ing, practicing, or acting in some manner by force of habit <'-^

drunkard) 3 : regular <'-^ topic) 4 : inherent in an individual
<'— grace) syn see usual — Ua-bit-n-aMy \-c\ adv — ha>bit>a-
al<ness n

ha>bit*u-ate Xhs-'bich-a-.wat, ha-\ \t 1 : to make used to ; ac-
custom 2 archaic : FREQUENT

ba*bU-U>a.tion \-,bich-3-'wa-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or process of
making habitual or accustomed 2a; tolerance to the effects of a
drug acquired through continued use b ; psychologic dependence
upon a drug after a period of use — compare addiction

hab.i.tude \'hab-3-,t(y)ud\ n 1 archaic : native or essential
character 2 obs % habitual association 3 a : habitual disposition
or mode of behavior or procedure b : custom syn see habit

lia.bi.tu6 \h3-'bich-3-,wa, ha-, -,bich-3-*\ n [F, fr. pp. of habituer
to frequent, fr. LL habituare to habituate, fr. L habitus'} ; one who
frequents a place or class of places

hab.i.tus \"hab-3t-3s\ n, pi hab-i-tus \-at-ss, -3-,tus\ [NL, fr. L]
: habjt; specif : body build and constitution esp. as related to
predisposition to disease

HabS'buTg \'haps-, 'haps-\ var of hapsburo
iha-chure \ha-'shu(3)r\ n [F] : a short line used for shading and
denoting surfaces in relief (as in map drawing) and drawn in the
direction of slope
3hachure vt : to shade with or show by hachures
ha.ci-en.da \.(h)as-e-'en-d3. .(h)a9-\ n [Sp] 1 a : a large estate in
present or formerly Spanish -speaking countries : plantation
b ; the mam building of a farm or ranch 2 chiefly Southwest : a
ranch dwelling typically with low rambling lines and wide porches

iliack \'hak\ vb [ME hakken. fr. OE -haccian; akin to OHG hac-
chon to hack. OE hoc hook] vt 1 a : to cut with repeated irregular
or unskillful blows b : to sever with repeated blows 2 : to clear
by cutting away vegetation 3 : to kick the shins of (an opposing
player) in rugby '— vi 1 : to make cutting blows or rough cuts
: chop 2 : to cough in a short dry manner 3 a : to kick at a
rugby opponent's shins deliberately b : to strike or bold the arm of
a basketball opponent with the hand — hacK-er n
3hack n 1 : an implement for hacking 2 ; nick, notch; esp : a
blaze cut in a tree 3 ; a short dry cough 4 : a hacking blow 5 : a
kick on the shins in rugby 6 : restriction to quarters as punishment
for naval officers
3hack n [short (oT hackney] 1 a (1) : a horse let out for common hire
(2) ; a horse used in all kinds of work b : a horse worn out in
service : jade c : a light easy saddle horse; esp ; a threc-gaited
saddle horse 2 a : hackney b (1) : taxicab (2) : cabdriver
3 : one who forfeits individual freedom of action or professional
integrity in exchange for wages or other assured reward; esp : a
writer who works mainly for hire

4hack adj 1 : working for hire 2 : performed by, suited to, or
characteristic of a hack 3 : hackneyed, trite

Sliack vt 1 : to make trife and commonplace by frequent and in-
discriminate use 2 : to use as a hack '^ vi 1 : to ride or drive at an
ordinary pace or over the roads as distinguished from racing or
riding across country 2 : to operate a taxicab
hack.a.more \'hak-3-,m6f3)r, -.m6(3)r\ « [by folk etymology fr.

Sp jaquima] : a bridle with a loop capable of being tightened about
the nose in place of a bit or with a slip noose passed over the lower
jaw
hack-ber^ry \'hak-,ber-e\ n [alter, of hagberry (European bird
cherry)] : any of a genus (Celiis) of trees and shrubs of the elm
family with small often edible berries; also : its wood

hack.but \'hak-(,^b3t\ or hag-bUt \'hag-\ n [MF haguebute}
: harquebus — hack'bu-teer \,hak-b3-'ti(3)r\ or hack'but'ter
\'hak {.)b?t-3r_\ n

hack'ie \'hak-e\ n : cabdriver
iliack.le \'hak-3l\ n [ME hakell: akin to OHG hako hook — more
at hix>k] 1 : a comb or board with long metal teeth for dressing
flax, hemp, or jute 2 a : one of the long narrow feathers on the
neck or saddle of a bird b : the neck plumage of the male domestic
fowl 3 p/ a : erectile hairs along the neck and back esp. of a dog
b : temper, dander 4 a : an artificial fishing fly made chiefly of the
filaments of a cock's neck feathers b : filaments of cock feather
projecting downward from the head of an artificial fly

Shackle vt hack'Hug \'hak-(3-)lio\ 1 : to comb out with a hackle
2 : to furnish with a hackle — hacklier \'hak-(a-)l3r\ n

shackle vt [freq. of ^hack] X to chop up or chop off roughly ; HACK
4backle n : fracture resulting in hackly edges
hack-ly \'hak-f3-)le\ adj : looking as if hacked : jagged
hack.man \'hak-m3n\ n : cabdriver
hack.ma.tack \'hak-m3-,tak\ n [of Algonquian origin; akin to
Abnaki akemaniak snowshoe wood] : tamarack; also I any of
several other trees (as a common juniper or poplar)
ihack-ney \'hak-ne\ n [ME hakeney] 1 a : a horse suitable for
ordinary riding or driving b : a trotting horse used chiefly for

driving c : any of a breed of rather compact usu. chestnut, bay, or
brown English horses with a conspicuously high knee and hock
flexion in stepping 2 obs : one that works for hire : drudge 3 : a
carriage or automobile kept for hire

2backney adj 1 : kept for public hire 2 : hackneyed 3 archaic

: done or suitable for doing by a drudge
3hackney vt 1 a : to make common or frequent use of b : to make
trite, vulgar, or commonplace 2 archaic I to make sophisticated or
jaded
hackuey coach n ; a coach kept for hire; esp ; a four-wheeled car-

riage drawn by two horses and having seats for six persons
hack.neyed \'hak-ned\ adj : commonplace syn see trite
hack>saw \'hak-,s6\ n : a fine-tooth saw with blade under tension
in a bow-shaped frame for cutting metal or
other hard materials
hack'WOrk \-,w3rk\ n : literary, artistic, or
professional work done on order usu. accord-
ing to formula and in conformity with com-
mercial standards
had past of HAVE
had'dock \'had-3k\ n, pi haddock also

haddocks [ME haddok} : an important food
fish (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) that is usu.
smaller than the related common cod and occurs on both sides

of the Atlantic
thade \'had\ vi [origin unknown] : to deviate from the vertical (as

of a vein, fault, or lode)

ihade n : the angle made by a rock fault plane or a vein with the

vertical

Ha.des \'had-(.)ez\ n [Gk HaidSs) 1 : the abode of the dead in

Greek mythology 2 : sheol 3 often not cap ; hell
hadj, hadji var of hajj, hajji

hadn't \'had-^nt\ : had not
hadst \(')hadst, h3dst, ortford\ archaic past 2d sing oj havb
hae \(')ha\ chiefly Scot var of have
haem- or haemo— see hem-
haema— see hema-
haemat- or haemato— see hemat-
hae.ma.tox.y.lon \,he-m3-'tak-s3-,lan, ,hem-3-\ n [NL, fr.

hemot- + Gk xylon wood] : the wood or dye of logwood
-haemia — see -emia
haemoglobin var of hemoglobin
haet \'hat\ n [contr. of Sc hae it (as In Veil hae it! Devil take itl)]

tr .EcCD
hacksaws
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haffet 374 half

chiefly Scot ; a small quantity : WHTT, Brr
haf.fet orbaf.fit \'haf-3t\ n [ME (Sc) haljheid, (r. ME half + hed
bead] Scot : cheek, temple

hal.ni.um \'haf-ne-am\ n [NL. fr. Hafnia (Copenhagen). Den-
mark] : a tetravalent metallic element resembling zirconium chemi-
cally, occurring in zirconium minerals, and useful because of its

ready emission of electrons — see element table
ihaft \'haft\ n [ME, fr. OE hxft; akin to OE hebban to lift — more
at HEAVE] ; the handle of a weapon or tool

3liaft vt : to set in or furnish with a haft
haf.ta.raH \,haf-t3-'ra, haf-'t6-ra\ n, pi baf*ta*rot \,haf-t3-'rot\
or baftarahs [Heb haphtarah conclusion] : one of the biblical

selections from the Books of the Prophets read after the parashah
at the conclusion of the Jewish synagogue service

ihafe \'hag\ n [ME haggel 1 archaic a : a female demon 1) : an
evil or frightening spirit ; hobgoblin 2 : witch 3 : an ugly,

slatternly, or evil-looking old woman
Shag n [E dial., felled timber, of Scand origin; akin to ON h'ogg
stroke, blow; akin to OE heawan to hew] 1 dial Brit : quagmire,
BOG 2 dial Brit ; a firm spot In a bog
Ha-gar X'ha-.gar, -gar\ n [Heb Hagharl : a concubine of Abraham
driven into the desert with her son Ishmael because of Sarah's
jealousy
hag'bom \'hag-,b6Ca)m\ adj ; bom of a witch
]iag>li5h \-,fish\ n ; any of several marine cyclostomes (order
Hyperotreta) that are related to the lampreys and in general re-

semble eels but have a round mouth surrounded by eight tentacles
and that feed upon fishes by boring into their bodies
Hag.ga.dah \ha-'gad-3, -'god-X n, pi Hag*ga-dotb \-'gad-.ot(h),
-'g6d-\ [Heb haggadhdh'] 1 ; ancient Jewish lore forming esp. the
nonlegal part of the Talmud 2 : the Jewish ritual for the Seder —
bag>ga>dic \-'gad-ik, -'gad-, -'g6d-\ adj, often cap

hag-ga>dl5t \ha-'gad-ast, -'g6d-\ n, often cap 1 : a haggadic writer
2 : a student of the Haggadah — bag*ga*dis>tic \,hag-3-'dis-tik\
adj, often cap
Hag*gal V'hag-e-J, 'hag-,I\ n [Heb Haggai'i : a Hebrew prophet
of the 6th century B.C.

ihag.gard \'hag-3rd\ adj [MF hagardi 1 a of a hawk I not tamed
b obs : wanton, unchaste 2 a : wild in appearance b : having a
worn or emaciated appearance : gaunt — bag<gard>ly adv —
bag>gard*ness n

siiaggard /i 1 : an adult hawk caught wild 2 obs ; an intractable
person; esp : a coy woman

hag>glS \*hag-3s\ n [ME hagese"] : a pudding esp. popular in Scot-
land made of the heart, liver, and lungs of a sheep or a calf minced
with suet, onions, oatmeal, and seasonings and boiled in the
stomach of the animal

hag>gisb \'hag-ish\ adj ; resembling or characteristic of a hag
mag.gle \'hag-3l\ vb bag-gling \-(3-)lir)\ [freq. of hag (to hew)]
vt 1 : to cut roughly or clumsily : hack 2 archaic : to annoy or
exhaust with wrangling «* vi : bargain, wrangle — bag>gler
\-0-)l3r\ n

^haggle n ; an act or instance of haggling
liagi- or bagiO- comb form [LL, fr. Gk, fr. hagios'} 1 : holy (.hagio-

scope} 2 : saints </iagiography>
Ha.gi.og.ra.pha \,hag-e-'ag-ra-f3, ,ha-je-\ n pi but sing or pi in

constr [LL, fr. LGk, fr. hagio- + graphein to write — more at
carve] : the third part of the Jewish scriptures — compare law,
prophets

ha>gi<og>ra<pber X-farX n : a writer of hagiography
ba-gio*graph.ic X.hag-e-a-'graf-ik, ,ha-je-X adj 1 ; of or relating
to Hagiographa 2 ; of or relating to hagiography

ha>gi*og>ra>phy X.hag-e-'ag-ra-fe, ,ha-je-X « 1 : biography of
saints or venerated persons 2 : idealizing or idolizing biography

ha>gi>ol>a<try X-'al-a-tre\ n : the invocation or worship of saints

ha>gi*ol>o-gy X-'al-s-jeX « 1 : literature dealing with venerated
persons or writings 2 ; a canon of saints

ha>gio<SCope X'hag-e-s-.skop, 'ha-je-X n : an opening in the in-

terior walls of a cruciform church so placed as to afford a view of
the altar to those in the transept — ba*gio*scop*ic \,hag-e-3-
'skap-ik, ,ha-je-X adj

hag-ride X'hag-.rldX vt ; harass, torment
hag.seed \-,sedX n : the offspring of a witch
hah var of HA
iha-ha XOha-'haX interj [ME, fr. OE ha ha} — used to express
amusement or derision
3ba-ba X'ha-,ha\ n [F hahal : sunk fence
halK X'hlkX n [Ar ba^ik} : a voluminous piece of usu. white cloth
worn as an outer garment in northern Africa

hai-ku X'hT-(,)kiiX n, p! haiku [Jap] : an unrhymed Japanese poem
of three lines containing 5, 7, and 5 syllables respectively and re-

ferring in some way to one of the seasons of the year
ihail Vha(a)lX n [ME, fr. OE hxgl; akin, to OHG hagal hail, Gk
kachlex pebble] la: precipitation in the form of small balls or
lumps usu. consisting of concentric layers of clear ice and compact
snow b archaic : hailstorm 2 : something that gives the effect of
falling hail

2hail vi 1 : to precipitate hail 2 : to pour down like hall ** v/ ; to
hurl or shower down forcibly i-^ed curses on him)

3hail interj [ME, fr. ON heill, fr. heill healthy — more at whole]
1 — used to express acclamation 2 archaic — used as a salutation

4hail v/ 1 a ; salute, greet b : to greet with enthusiastic approval
; acclaim 2 : to greet or summon by calling -*- vi : to call out;
esp I to call a greeting to a passing ship — bail*er n — bail Irom
: to come from

Shall n 1 : an exclamation of greeting or acclamation 2 : a calling
to attract attention 3 : hailing distance

hail-lel-low X'ha(3)l-,fel-(,)6, -»(-w)X or hail-lellow-well-met
X-,fel-3-,wel-'met, -,fel-6-X adj [fr. the archaic salutations hail,

fellow! & hail, fellow! well met!} : heartily informal ; comradely— bail-lellow or bail-lellow-well-met n
Hail Mary n : ave maria
hail.Stone X'ha(3)l-,st6nX n : a pellet of hail

hail-storm \-,st6(3)rmX n ; a storm accompanied by hall
hair X'ha(a)r. •he(3)rX n [ME, fr. OE h^r; akin to OHG har hair]
1 : a slender threadlike outgrowth of the epidermis of an animal;
esp ; one of the usu. pigmented filaments that form the character-
istic coat of a mammal 2a: the hairy covering of an animal or a
body part; esp : the coating of bairs on a human bead b : iiair-

cloth 3 a : a minute distance or amount : trifle (won by a ~>
bra precise degree : nicety (aligned to a ~> 4 obs : nature,
character 5 : a filamentous structure that resembles hair (leaf '^>— haired X'ha(3)rd, •he(3)rdX adj
ihair-breadth X'ha(3)r-,bredth, •heC3)r-. -.bretthX or hairs-breadth
X'ha(3)rz-, he(3)rz-X n : a very small distance or margin

'hairbreadth adj : very narrow : CLOSE
hair-brush X'haf3)r-,brgsh. 'he(3)r-X n : a brush for the hair
haiT'Cloth X-ikl6thX « : any of various stiff wiry fabrics esp. of
horsehair or camel's hair used for upholstery or stiffening in gar-
ments

hair-cnt X-ikatX n : the act, process, or style of cutting and shaping
the hair — hair-cut-ter X-.kat-arX n — bair-cut-ting X-.kst-ioX n

hail-do X-(,)dUX n, pi hairdos : a way of dressing a woman's hair
halr>dress<er X-.dres-arX n 1 : one who dresses or cuts women's
hair 2 Brit : barber — hair*dress•ing X-.dres-ioX n
hair>i>ness X'har-e-nas, *her-X n : the quality or state of being hairy
hair*less X'ha(a)r-l3s, 'he(3)r-X adj : lacking hair — hair•less-ness

hair-like X-.ITltX adj : resembling hair
hair>line X-ilTn\ n 1 : a very slender line : as a : a tiny line or crack
on a surface b : a fine line connecting thicker strokes in a printed
letter 2 a : a textile design consisting of lengthwise or crosswise
lines usu. one thread wide b : a fabric with such a design 3 : the
outline of the scalp or of the hair on the head — hairline adj
ihair>pin X-,pinX « 1 : a pin to hold the hair in place; specif : a
two-pronged U-shaped pin 2 ; something shaped like a hairpin;
specif : a sharp turn in a road

shairpin adj ; having the shape of a hairpin
hair-rais-er X'ha(3)r-,ra-z3r. 'he(3)r-X n : thriller
hair-rais-ing \-,ra-zioX adj : causing terror, excitement, or aston-
ishment — hair-rais>ing>ly \-zio-le\ adv

hair seal n : an earless seal with a coarse hairy coat
hair shirt n : a shirt made of rough animal hair worn next to the
skin as a penance

hair space n : a very thin space used in printing
hair.split-ter X'ha(3)r-,split-3r, •he(3)r-X n : one that makes ex-
cessively fine distinctions in reasoning ; quibbler — hair-split-
ting adj or n

hair-spring X-.spriqX n : a slender spiraled recoil spring that regu-
lates the motion of the balance wheel of a timepiece

hair-Streak X-,strekX n : any of various small butterflies {Strymon
or a related genus) usu. having striped markings under the wings
and thin filamentous projections from the hind wings

hair stroke n : a delicate stroke in writing or printing
hair trigger n : a gun trigger so adjusted as to permit the firearm to
be fired by a very slight pressure

hair-trigger adj l : immediately responsive to the slightest stimu-
lus 2 : delicately adjusted or easily disrupted
hair-worm X'ha(3)r-,w3rm, 'he(3)r-X n ; any of various very slender
elongated worms {as of the nematode genus Capillaria)

hairy X'ha(a)r-e, 'he(3)r-X adj 1 a ; covered with or as if with hair
b : having a downy fuzz on the stems and leaves 2 : made of or
resembling hair 3 slang : rugged, trying

hairy vetch n ; a European vetch {Vicia villosd) extensively
cultivated as a cover and early forage crop
Hai-tian X'ha-shan, 'hat-e-anX n : the French spoken by the great
majority of the inhabitants of Haiti — called also Haitian Creole

hajj X'hajX n [Ar hajj'\ ; the pilgrimage to Mecca prescribed as a
religious duty for Muslims

hajji X'haj-eX n [Ar hajji, fr. hajj\ ; one who has made a pilgrimage
to Mecca — often used as a title

hake X'hakX « [ME] : any of several marine food fishes (as of the
genera Merluccius and Vrophycis) that are related to the common
Atlantic cod

ha-ken-kreuz X'hak-sn-.kroitsX ". often cap [G, fr. haken hook +
kreuz cross] : the swastika used as a symbol of German anti^
Semitism or of Nazi Germany
Iha-kim Xhs-'kemX n [Ar hakim, lit., wise one] : a Muslim physician
2ha>kim X'hak-smX n. pl hakim or hakims [Ar hakimi : a
Muslim ruler, governor, or judge

hal- or halo- comb form [ F, fr, Gk, fr. hals — more at salt] 1 : salt

(/la/ophyte) 2 [ISV, fr. halogen} ; halogen {halidc}

ha-la.kah Xha-'lak-a, .ha-la-'kaX n. pl ba.la.koth Xha Tak-,6t(h),
,ha-l3-*kot(h)X or halakahS often cap [Heb halakhah, lit., way]
: the body of Jewish law supplementing the scriptural law and
forming esp. the legal part of the Talmud — ba-lak-ic Xha-'lak-ik.
-'lak-X adj, often cap

ha-Ia-tion \ha-'la-shanX " Vhalo + -ation} 1 : the spreading of light

beyond its proper boundaries in a developed photographic image
2 : a bright ring that sometimes surrounds a bright object on a tele-

hal-berd X'hal-bard, 'hol-X or hal-bert X-bortX n
[ME halberd, fr. MF hallebarde} I a weapon esp.

of the 15th and 1 6th centuries consisting typically

of a battle-ax and pike mounted on a handle about
six feet long — hal-berd-ier Xihal-b3r-'di(a)r,

hol-X "
Ibal.cy-on X'hal-se-anX n [ME alceon, fr. L halcyon,
fr. Gk halkyon} 1 : a bird identified with the king-
fisher and held in ancient legend to nest at sea
about the time of the winter solstice and to calm the
waves during incubation 2 : kingfisher

sbalcyon adj 1 : of or relating to the halcyon or its

nesting period 2 a : calm, peaceful b : happy,
GOLDEN C : prosperous. AFFLUENT
ihale X'ha(3)lX adj [partly fr. M^ (northern) hale. fr.

OE hdl; partly fr. ME hail, fr. ON heill — more at

WHOLE] : free from defect, disease, or infirmity

; SOUND syn see healthy
ahale vt [me halen, fr. MF Aa/er — more at haul] 1 : haul, pliu.

2 : to compel to go
ha.ler X'hal-sr. -.e(3)rX n, pl halers or ha-le-iu X'hal-3-,rii\

[Czech] — see koruna at money table

ihall X'haf, 'hafX n, pl halves X'havz, 'h&vzX [ME. fr. OE healf;

akin to L scalpere to cut, OE sciell shell] 1 a : one of two equal
parts into which a thing is divisible; also : a part of a thing approxi-
mately equal to the remainder b ; half an hour — used in designa-

tion of time 2 : one of a pair: as a : partner b : semesfer, term
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game or contest (as in football or basketball)

half title n : the title of a book standing alone on a usu. rights
hand page immediately preceding the first page of text or at the
head of the first page of text
halMone \'haf-.ton. 'h^f-\ n 1 : half step 2 2a: any of the
shades of gray between the darkest and the lightest parts of a
phoiographic image b : a photoengraving made from an image
photographed through a screen having a lattice of horizontal and
vertical lines and then etched so that the details of the image are
reproduced in dots — balltone adj

Uall-track \-,trak\ n l : an endless chain-track drive system that
propels a vehicle supported in front by a pair of wheels 2 ; a motor
vehicle propelled by half-lracks; specij : such a vehicle lightly
armored for military use — haU-tracK or hall-tracked \-,trakt\
adj

half-truth \-,trUth\ n 1 : a statement that is only partially true
2 : a statement that mingles truth and falsehood with deliberate
intent to deceive

half volley n : a stroke of a ball at the instant it rebounds from the
ground

half-vol-ley \-'val-e\ vb : to hit with a half volley
hall*way \'haf-'wa, 'haf-\ adj 1 ; midway between two points
2 : PARTIAL — hallway adv

hall-wit \-,wit\ n : a foolish or imbecilic person — hall-wit-ted
\-'wit-3ti\ adj

half-world \-,w3rld\ n : oEMiMONOE
hal-i-but \'hal-3-b3t, 'hal-\ n pi halibut also halibuts [ME haly-
butte, fr. haly^ holy holy + butie flatfish, fr. MD or MLG but; fr. its

being eaten on holy days] : a marine food fish that is the largest
flatfish and one of the largest teleosl fishes, attains a weight of
several hundred pounds in the female, and is now usu. held to form
an Atlantic species {Hippoglossus hippoglossus) and a Pacific (_H.

ha*lide \'hal-,Td, 'ha-.lTdX n : a binary compound of a halogen with
a more electropositive element or radical
hal-i.dom \'hal-ad-3m\ or hal.i.dome \-3-,d5m\ n [ME, fr. OE
haligdom, fr. halig'[ archaic : something held sacred

ha.lite \'haI-,Tt, 'ha-,ITt\ n : native salt

hal.i.tO-SiS \,hal-3-'to-s3s\ n [NL. fr. L halitus breath, fr. halare
to breathe — more at exhale] ; a condition of having fetid breath

hall \'h61\ n [ME halle, fr. OE heall; akin to L cella small room,
celare to conceal — more at hell] 1 a : the castle or house of a
medieval king or noble b : the chief living room in such a structure
2 : the manor house of a landed proprietor 3 : a large usu. impos-
ing building used for public or semipublic purposes 4 a ; a build-
ing used by a college or university for some special purpose
b : a college or a division of a college at some universities C (1)

: the common dining room of an English college (2) : a meal served
there 5 a : the entrance room of a building : lobby b : a corridor
or passage in a building 6 : a large room for assembly : audi-
torium 7 : a place used for public entertainment
Hal'lel \ha''lao)l\ n [Heb hallel praise) : a selection comprising
Psalms 113-118 chanted during the Passover and other Jewish
feasts

ihal-le.lu.jah \.haI-3-'lii-ya\ interj [Heb haldluydh praise (ye) the
Lord] — used to express praise, joy, or thanks

^hallelujah n : a shout or song of praise or thanksgiving
ihall.mark \'h61-,mark\ n [Goldsmiths' Hall, London, England,
where gold and silver articles were assayed and stamped] 1 a : an
official mark stamped on gold and silver articles in England to
attest their purity b : a mark or device placed or stamped upon
an article of trade to indicate origin, purity, or genuineness 2 : a
distinguishing characteristic, trait, or feature
^hallmark vt : to stamp with a hallmark
hal.lo \h3-'I6. ha-\ or haMoo \-*lii\ var oj hollo
hal.lOW \'hal-(,)o. -3(-w)\ vt [ME halowen, fr. OE halgian, fr.

halig holy ~ more at holy] 1 : to make holy or set apart for holy
use : consecrate 2 : to respect greatly ; venerate syn see
devote
haMowed X'hal-tJod. 'hal-sd, in the Lord's Prayer also 'hal-3-wad\
adj : f onse(~rated, sacred
HaMow.een \,hal-5-'wen. .hal-\ n [short for All Hallow Even]
; October 31 on the evening of which children typically play trick

or treat

HaMoW'mas \'hal-o-.mas, 'hal-3-, -raas\ n [short for ME Alholow-
messe, fr. OE ealra halgena msesse, lit., all saints' mass] ; ALL
saints' DAY
Hall-statt or Hall.stadt \'h6I-.stat, *hal-,sCh)tat\ adj [Hallstatt,

Austria] : of or relating to the earlier period of the Iron Age in

Europe
hal<lu<ci-nate \h3-MUs-'n-,at\ vb [L hallucinatus, pp. of hallucinari

to prate, dream] vt : to affect with visions or imaginary perceptions
'— vi ; to have hallucinations

hal-lu*ci<na>tiou Xhs-.IUs-'n-'a-shanX n 1 : perception of objects

with no reality usu. arising from disorder oi the nervous system
2 : the object of a hallucinatory perception syu see delusion —
hal*lu*ci<na<tion*al \-shnal, -shan-^lX adj — hal-lu-ci-na-tive
\-*lus-^n-.at-iv\ adj

haMu*cl*na>to*ry Xha-'lUs-'n-s-.tor-e, -'llis-na-, -,t6r-\ adj i par-
taking of or tending to produce hallucination i^ dreams)

hal-lu.ci-no.sis \h3-,IUs-'n-'o-sas\ n : a pathological mental state

characterized by hallucinations

hal.lUX \'hal-9ks\ n, pi hal-lu-ces \'hal-(y)3-.sez\ [NL. fr. L
hallus, hallux} ; the first or preaxial digit of the hind limb : big toe

hall*way \'h6!-,wa\ n 1 : an entrance hall 2 : corridor
iha.lo \'ha-(.)l6\ n, pi halOS or haloes [L halos, fr. Gk halos
threshing floor, disk, halo] 1 : a circle of light appearing to sur-
round the sun or moon and resulting from refraction or reflection of
light by ice particles in the atmosphere 2 : something resembling
a halo: as a : nimbus bra differentiated zone surrounding a
central object 3 : the aura of glory, veneration, or sentiment sur-
rounding an idealized person or thing

2halO vt : to form into or surround with a halo
halo see HAL-
halo.bi'Ont \,hal-o-'bT-,'ant\ n Ihal- + Gk biount-, bion. prp. of
bioun to live, fr. bios life — more at quick] : an organism that
flourishes in a saline habitat
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C (1) : one of the two playing jjerlods usu. separated by an interval

that together make up the playing time of various games (2) ; the
turn of one team to bat in baseball 3 : half-dollar 4 : half-
back — by hall ; by a great deal — by halves : in part : half-
heartedly — in hall : into two equal or nearly equal parts

Shall adj 1 a : being one of two equal parts <a -^ share) b (1)

; amounting to nearly half (2) : partial, imperfect <— measures)
2 : extending or covering only half <a --' window) — hali>ness n

3hall adv 1 a : in an equal part or degree b : not completely
: IMPERFECTLY <^^ persuaded) 2 — used with a negative to imply
the opposite of what is expressed <her singing isn't -^ bad)

hall-and-hall \,haf-3n-'haf, ,haf-3n-'haf\ n : something that is

half one thing and half another; specij : a mixture of two malt
beverages — hall-and-hall adj — hall-and-hall adv

halt'back \'haf-,bak, *haf-\ n 1 : one of the backs stationed near
either flank in football 2 : a player stationed immediately behind
the forward line (as in field hockey or soccer or rugby)

hall-baked \-'bakt\ adj 1 : imperfectly baked ; underdone
2a: not well planned b : lacking judgment, intelligence, or com-
mon sense

hall binding n : a book binding in which one kind of material (as

leather) covers the backbone, one quarter of the boards away from
the backbone, and sometimes the corners while another kind of
material covers the rest

hall blood n 1 a : the relation between persons having one parent
but not both in common b ; a person so related to another
2 : HALF-BRFED 3 : GRADE 4

hall-blood-ed X'haf-'blad-sd, *hki-\ adj : having half blood or
being a half blood

hall boot n : a boot with a top reaching above the ankle
half-bound \'haf-'baund, 'haf-\ adj : having a half binding
hall-bred \-,bred\ adj : having one purebred parent — half-bred n
hall-breed \-,bred\ n : the offspring of parents of different races;
esp : the offspring of an American Indian and a white person— hall-breed adj

hall brother n : a brother by one parent only
hall-caste \'haf-,kast, 'haE-\ n : one of mixed racial descent

: HALF-BREED — hall-caste adj
ball-cell \-,sel\ n : a device consisting of a single electrode im-
mersed in an electrolytic solution and thus developing a definite
potential difference

hall cock n 1 : the position of the hammer of a firearm when about
half retracted and held by the sear so that it cannot be operated by
a pull on the trigger 2 : a state of inadequate preparation or
mental confusion
hall-cocked \'haf-'kakt, 'haf-\ adj 1 : being at half cock 2 : lack-
ing adequate preparation or forethought

hall crown n : a British coin worth 25 6d
hall dime n : a silver five-cent coin struck by the U.S. mint in
1792 and from 1794 to 1873

hall-dol'lar \'haf-'dal-ar, 'haf-\ n 1 : a coin representing one half
of a dollar 2 : the sum of fifty cents

hall eagle n : a five-dollar gold piece issued by the U.S. 1795-1916
and in 1929

hall-ev«er.green \*haf-*ev-3r-,gren, 'haf-\ adj 1 : having func-
tional and persistent foliage during part of the winter or dry
season 2 : tending to be evergreen in a mild climate but deciduous
in a rigorous climate

hall gainer n : a gainer in which the diver executes a half-backward
somersault and enters the water headfirst and facing the board

hall>heart<ed \'haf-'hart-3d, 'haf-\ adj : lacking spirit or interest— hall*heart*ed*ly adv — hall'heart<ed>ness n
hall hitch n ; a simple knot so made as to be easily unfastened
hall hour n l : thirty minutes 2 : the middle point of an hour— hall-hour-ly \'haf-'au(9)r-le, 'haf-\ adv (or adj)

hall-knot \'haf-,nat, 'haf-\ n : a knot joining the ends of two
cords and used in tying other knots

hall-leugth \'haf-'leo(k)th, *haf-\ n : something (as a portrait)
that is or represents only half the complete length

hall-lile \'haf-,ITf, "haf-X n : the time required for half of the
atoms of a radioactive substance present to become disintegrated

hall-light \-,lit\ n : grayish light (as of dim interiors or evening)
hall line n : a straight line extending from a point in one direction
only

hall-long \-'l6i3\ adj, oj a speech sound : intermediate in duration
between long and short
ihall-mast \-'mast\ n : a point some distance but not necessarily
halfway down below the top of a mast or staff or the peak of a gaff
2hall-mast vt : to cause to hang at half-mast
half-moon \-,mUn\ n 1 : the moon at the quarters when half its

disk appears illuminated 2 : something shaped like a crescent
3 ; LUNULE

hall nelson n : a wrestling hold in which one arm is thrust under
the corresponding arm of the opponent generally from behind and
the hand placed upon the back of his neck

hall note n : a musical note of half the value of a whole note
hall.pen-ny \*hap-0-)ne, US also 'haf-,pen-e, 'haf-\ n, pi hall-
pence \'ha-p3n(t)s, 'hap-''m(p)s, US also 'haf-,pen(t)s, 'haf-X or
hallpennies l : a British coin representing one half of a penny
2 : the sum of half a penny 3 : a small amount — hallpenny adj

hall-pint \'haf-,pTnt, 'haf-\ adj, slang : of less than average size

: DiMiNtnnvE — hall-pint n, slang
hall sister n : a sister by one parent only
hall-Slip \'haf-.slip, 'haf-\ n : petticoat Ic
hall sole n ; a shoe sole extending from the shank forward
hall-sole \'haf-'sol, 'haf-\ vt : to put half soles on
hall sovereign n : a British gold coin worth ten shillings

hall-Stall \'haf-'staf. *haf-\ n : half-mast
hall step n 1 : a walking step of 15 inches or in double time of 18
inches 2 : the pitch interval between any two adjacent tones in a
chromatic scale — called also semitone

hall tide n : the time or state halfway between flood and ebb
hall tim.ber X'haf-'tim-bar, 'haf-\ or hall-tim.bered \-b3rd\ adj,

oj a building : constructed of wood framing with spaces filled with
masonry — hall-tira*ber.ing \-b(a-)ri]3\ "

halt time n : an intermission marking the completion of half of a
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lialO'gen \'hal-a-j3n\ n TSw] : any of the five elements fluorine,
chlorine, bromine, Iodine, and astatine forming part of group VII
A of the periodic table and existing In the free state normally as
diatomic molecules — ha-log-e-noos \ha-1aj-3-n3s\ adj

ba*l0-ge-nate \'hal-9-j3-,nat, ha-laj-^-X vt : to treat or cause to
combine with a halogen — ha*lo>ge>na*tlon X.hal-s-Ja-'na-shsn,
ha-,raj-3-\ n

hal.O.ge.ton \,haI-o-'Je-,tan\ n [NL, genus name, fr. hal- + Gk
geiton neighbor] ; a coarse annual herb (Ralogeton glomeratus)
of the goosefoot family that is a noxious weed In western American
ranges

halO.mor.phiC \.hal-a-'m6r-flk\ adj, oj a soil : developed in the
presence of neutral or alkali salts or both — balo-mor-plUsm
\-.flz-3ra\ n

halo-plule \'hal-3-,fn\ n tISV] : an organism that flourishes In a
salty environment — halo-plill>iG \,haI-«-'fil-ik\ or ba-lopb-
t-loas \ha-'laf-3-l9s\ adj

halo.phyte \'hal-3-.fTt\ n [ISV ] : a plant that grows In salty soil and
usu. resembles a true xerophyte — halo>phyt>ic \,hal-a-'fit-lk\ adj

ihalt \'h61t\ adj [ME. fr. OE heali; akin to OHO halz lame, L
clades destruction, Gk klan to break] : lame

Sbalt vi 1 ; to walk or proceed lamely : limp 2 : to stand in per-
plexity or doubt between alternate courses : waver 3 • to display
weakness or imperfection ; falter

Shalt rt to, fr. MHG, fr. halt, Imper. of halten to hold, fr. OHG
halian — more at hold] : stop

4halt vf 1 : to cease marching or journeying 2 J discontinue,
TERMINATE '-^ vf 1 ; to bring to a stop 2 : to cause the discon-
tinuance of : END

llial-ter \'h6I-tar\ n [ME, fr. OE hsljtre; akin to OHO haljira
halter, OE hielje helve] 1 a : a rope or strap for leading or tying an
animal h : a headstall usu. with noseband and throatlatch to
which a lead may be attached 2 : a rope for banging criminals
! noose; also : death by hanging 3 : a woman's blouse typically
held in place by straps around the neck and across the back and
leaving the back, arms, and midriff bare

ahalter vi hal.ter.ing \-t(3-)rio\ l a : to catch with or as If with a
halter; also ; to put a halter on b : haho 2 : to put restraint upon
: HAMPER

shal-ter \'h61-tsr, TiaiA or bal.tere \-.ti(3)r\ n, pi hal.teres
\h61-'ti(3)r-(.)ez, hal-; •h61-.ti(3)rz, "halA [NL, fr. L, Jumping
weight, fr. Gk halter, fr. hallesthai to leap — more at sally] ; one
of a pair of club-shaped organs in a dipterous Insect that are the
modified second pair of wings and function as sensory flight instru-
ments

lial.ter.breaS \'h6I-t3r-,brak\ vt : to break (as a colt) to halter
lialt>mg adj ; lame, limping — halt-ing<l7 \'h61-tio-le\ adv
halve \'hav, 'hAv\ vt [ME halven, U. haljl 1 a ; to divide Into two
equal parts b ; to reduce to one half {halving the cost) c ; to
share equally 2 : to play (as a hole) In the same number of strokes
as one's opponent at golf

balv>ers \'hav-arz, 'hAv-\ npl i half shares : halves
halves pi oj half
hal.yard or bal.liard \'hal-y9rd\ n [ME haller, fr. halen to puU —
more at hale] : a rope or tackle for hoisting and lowering
Ibam \'ham\ n_[ME hamme, fr. OE hamm; akin to OHG hamma
ham, Gk kneme shinbone] la; the hollow of the knee b ; a
buttock with its associated thigh — usu. used in pi. 2 : a cut of
meat consisting of a thigh; esp l one from a hog 3 [short for
hamjatter, fr. "The Ham-jat Man," Negro minstrel song] a ; an
unskillful but showy performer; esp l an inept actor esp. In a
highly theatrical style b : an operator of an amateur radio station— ham adj

ahatn vb bammed; bam-mlng vt : to execute with exaggerated
speech or gestures : overact «* v/ ; to overplay a part
Ham \'ham\ n ; the youngest son of Noah
hama>dry*ad \,ham-3-'dri-ad, -,ad\ n [L hamadryad'^ hama-
dryas, fr. Gk, fr. hama together with + dryad-, dryas dryad]
1 ; WOOD NYMPH 1 2 a : a large venomous elapid snake (Naja
Hannah) of southeastern Asia and the Philippines — called also
king cobra b : a baboon (Papio hamadryas) venerated by the
ancient Egyptians — called also sacred baboon
ha-mal also bam>mal \h3-'mal\ n [Ar ffommdl porter] ; a porter
in Turkey and other eastern countries
Ha>mail \*ha-m3n\ n [Heb Hamdn'\ ; an enemy of the Jews hanged
according to the book of Esther for plotting their destruction
ha>mate \'ha-,mat\ also ba-mat-ed \-,mat-«l\ adj [L bamatua, fr.
hamus hook] ; shaped Uke a hook
ha>ma>tum \ha-'mat-3m, -'mat-\ n, pi ba*ma*ta \-a\ [NL, fr,

L. neut. of hamatus ] ; a bone on the inner side of the second row
of the carpus in mammals
Bam<burg \'ham-,b3rg\ n [Hamburg, Germany] ; any of a Euro-
pean breed of raUier small domestic fowls with rose combs and
lead-blue legs

ham.burg.erXTiam-.bsr-gsrXorbam.btiTgX-.bsrgXn 1 atground
beet b ; a cooked patty of ground beef 2 : a sandwich consisting
of a patty of hamburger In a split round bun
Ibame \'ham\ n [ME] ; one of two curved projections which are
attached to the collar of a draft horse and to which the traces are
fastened
3bame Scot var oj home
ham-list*ed \'ham-'fls-t«l\ adj, chiefly Brit ! bam-hai?ded
ham-band>ed \-'han-d3d\ adj : clumsy, heavy-handed
Ham>il>tO>nlan \,ham-al-'t6-ne-3n, -ny3n\ adj ; of or relating
to Alexander Hamilton or to Hamlltonlanism — Hamiitonian n
Ham-il>to-nian*ism \-,iz-9m\ n ; the poUtical principles and ideas
held by or associated with Alexander Hamilton and centering
around a belief in a strong unitary central government, broad
interpretation of the federal constitution, encouragement of an
industrial and commercial economy, and a general distrust of the
political capacity or wisdom of the common man
Ham>ite \'ham-,Tt\ n [flam] ; a member of a group of chiefly
northern African peoples that are mostly Muslims and are hi^y
variable In appearance but mainly Caucasold
iHam<it-ic \ha-'mit-ik, h3-\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic
of the Hamltes or one of the Hamitlc languages

3Hamitic n ; HAMmc languages
Hamitic languages n pi i the Berber, Cushltic, and sometimes
EgypUan branches of the Afro-Asiatic languages
Ham*i*to-Se.mit-ic \,ham-»-(,)t6-s3-'mit-ik\ adj i of, relating to.

hammers

or constituting the Afro-Asiatic languages — Hamlto-SemitlG n
Hamito-Semitic languages rt pi i afro-asiatic languages
ham*let \"ham-lat\ n [ME, fr. MF hamelet, dim. of ham, of Gmc
origin; akin to OE ham village, home] : a small village
Ham-let Xliam-latX n : a legendary prince of Denmark and hero
of Shakespeare's tragedy Hamlet
ibam-mer \'ham-ar\ n [me hamer, fr. OE hamor; akin to OHG
hamar hammer, Gk akme point, edge— more at edge] 1 a ; a hand tool
consisting of a solid head set crosswise
on a handle and used for pounding
b : a power tool that often substitutes
a metal block or a drill for the hammer-
bead 2 ; something that resembles a
hammer in form or action: as a : a
lever with a striking head for ringing a
bell or striking a gong b (1) : an arm
that strikes the cap In a percussion lock to ignite the propelling
charge (2) : a part of the action of a modem gun that strikes the
primer of the cartridge in firing or that strikes the firing phi to ignite
the cartridge C : malleus d ; gavel e (1) ; a padded mallet in a
piano action for striking a string (2) : a hand mallet for playing on
various percussion instruments (as a xylophone) 3 ; a metal
sphere hurled in the hammer throw that usu. weighs 16 pounds —
nnder tbe hammer : for sale at auction
3hammer vb bam>mer>lng \'ham-(3-)rio\ vi 1 ; to strike blows
esp. repeatedly with or as if with a hammer : pound 2 a : to make
repeated efforts b : to reiterate an opinion or attitude *** vt

1 a : to beat, drive, or shape with repeated blows of a hammer
b : to fasten or build with a hammer 2 : to strike or drive as If with
a hammer 3 : to produce or bring about as If by repeated blows
<~ out a policy) — bam-mer-er Vham-3r-ar\ n
hammer and sickle n : an emblem consisting of a crossed hammer
and sickle used chiefly as a symbol of Russian Communism
hammer and tongs adv ; with great force and violence
ham*mered adj : having surface indentations produced or appearing
to have been produced by hammering <'^ copper)

ham>mer>bead \'hara-3r-,hed\ n l : the striking part of a hammer
2 : blockhead 3 ; something that resembles the striking part of
a hammer; specij ; any of various active voracious medium-sized
sharks that have the eyes at the ends of lateral extensions of the
flattened head and that with the shovelheads constitute a family
(Sphymidae)

ham*mer*less \-lss\ adj : having the hammer concealed <~ gun)
ham«mer*lock \-,lak\ n ; a wrestling hold in which an opponent's
arm Is held bent behind his back
ham-mer-toe \,ham-3r-'t6\ n : a toe (as the second) deformed by
permanent angular flexion
iham-mock \'ham-3k\ n [Sp hamaca, fr. Taino] : a swinging couch
or bed usu. made of netting or canvas and slung by cords from sup-
ports at each end
shammock n [origin unknown] 1 : hummock 2 : a fertile area
in the southern U.S. and esp. Florida usu. higher than its surround-
ings and characterized by hardwood vegetation and deep humus*
rich soil

ham^my \'ham-e\ adj : characteristic of a ham actor
Iham-per \'ham-par\ vt ham<per>ing \-p(a-)ria\ [ME hamperenl
1 a : to restrict the movement of by bonds or obstacles ; impede
b : to interfere with the operation of : disrupt 2 a : curb, re-
yiRAM b ; to Interfere with : encumber
syn trammel, cloo, fetter, shackle, manacle: hamper may

Imply the effect of any Impeding or restraining Influence; trammel
suggests entangling by or confining within a net; cloo usu. Implies
the slowing by something extraneous that cUngs. weighs down,
obstructs, or gums up; fetter suggest a restraining so severe that
freedom to move or progress is almost lost; shackle and manacle
are similar to but stronger than fetfer and suggest total loss of
freedom
^hamper n l : something that Impedes: OBsrRUcnoH 2 ; top*
hamper
3hamper n [ME hampere, alter, of hanaper, lit., case to hold goblets,
fr. MF hanapier, fr. hanap goblet, of Gmc origin; akin to OB
hnspp bowl] : a large basket usu. with a cover for packing, storing,
or transporting food and other articles

IHamp.Sbire \'ham(p)-,shi(3}r, -shar\ n {.Hampshire, England]
; any of an American breed of black white-belted swine with white
forelegs, rather long head, and straight face
sHampsbire n : any of a British breed of medium-wooled mutton*
type sheep that are large, thick-fleshed, and hornless — called
also Hampshire Down

ham-Ster \'ham(p)-star\ n [G, fr. OHG hamustro, of Slavic origin;
akin to OSlav chomSstorQ hamster] : any of numerous Old World
rodents (Cricetus or a related genus) having very large cheek
pouches
iham-string \'ham-,strIo\ n 1 ; either of two groups of tendons at
the back of the human ^ee 2 S a large tendon above and behind
the hock of a quadruped

3hamstring vt 1 : to cripple by cutting the leg tendons 2 : to make
ineffective or powerless : cripple
ham.n.lus \'ham-y3-l3s\ n. pi bam-u-ll \-.lT, -,le\ [NL, fr. L. dim.
of hamus book] : a hook or hooked process

liam*za or ham>zah \'ham-z3\ n [Ar hamzah, lit., compression]
: the sign for a glottal stop In Arabic orthography usu. represented
in English by an apostrophe
Han \'han\ n 1 : a Chinese dynasty dated 207b.c.-a.d.220 and
marked by centralized control throu^ an appointive bureaucracy,
a revival of learning, and the penetration of Buddhism 2 : the
orthodox Chinese peoples esp. as distinguished from Mongol,
Manchu, or other non-Chinese elements In the population : the
Chinese race
hance \'han(t)s\ n [obs. E hance (lintel) ] 1 : a curved contour on a
ship 2 a : the arc of minimum radius at the springing of an
elliptical or similar arch t) : the haunch of an arch
iband \'hand\ n, ojten aitrib [ME. fr. OE; akki to OHG hant hand]
1 a (1) ; the terminal part of the vertebrate forellmb when modified
(as in man) as a grasping organ (2) ; the segment of the forellmb
of a vertebrate above the fishes that corresponds to the hand (as the
Elnlon of a bird) irrespective of its form or functional specialization

: a part serving tbe function of or resembling a hand: as (1) : the
hind foot of an ape (2) ; the chela of a crustacean c : something
resembling a band: as (1) : an Indicator or pohiter on a dial (2)
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; a stylized figure of a hand with forefinger extended to point a
direction or call attention to something; specif : index 7 (3) : a
cluster of bananas developed from a single flower group (4) : a
bunch of large leaves tied together usu. with another leaf 2 a ; per-
sonal possession — usu. used in pi. 1) : control, direction
3 a : SIDE, direction b : a side or aspect of an issue or argument
4 : a pledge esp. of betrothal or bestowal in marriage 5a; style of

Eenmanship : handwriting b : signature 6 a : skill, ability
; an instrumental part <had a -- in the crime) 7 : source (at first

'^> 8 : a unit of measure equal to 4 inches used esp. for the height
of horses 9 a : assistance or aid esp. involving physical effort <lend
a ~> b : PARTICIPATION, INTEREST c I a rouud of applause
10 a (1) ; a player in a card game or board game (2) : the cards or
pieces held by a player bra single round in a game 11a: one who
performs or executes a particular work <two portraits by the same
'-^> b (1) : one employed at manual labor or general tasks <a

ranch '^> (2) : worker, employee c : a member of a ship's crew
<all ^s on deck) d : one skilled in a particular activity or field

12 a : HANDIWORK b : style of execution : workmanship <the ^
of a master) c ; touch, feel — at hand : near in time or place —
at the hands of or at the hand oi : by the act or instrumentality of
— by hand : with the hands — in liand 1 a : in one's possession
or control b : at one's disposal 2 ; in preparation — oil one's
hands : out of one's care or charge — on all hands or on every
hand : everywhere — on hand 1 : in present possession 2 : about
to appear : pending 3 : in attendance : present — on one's
hands : in one's possession, care, or management — out ol hand
1 : without delay : forthwith 2 : done with 3 : out of control
— to hand 1 : into possession 2 : within reach 3 : into control
or subjection
2hand v/ l a obs ; to manage with the hands : manipulate; also l to

lay hands on b : furl 2 : to lead, guide, or assist with the hand
<~ a lady into a bus) 3 a : to give, pass, or transmit with the hand
<"- a letter to her) h : present, provide {^ed him a surprise)

hand and loot adv : totally, completely
hand.bag \'han(d)-,bag\ n 1 : traveling bag 2 : a woman's bag
held in the hiind or looped over the shoulder and used for carrying
small personal articles and money

Iiand.ball \-,b6l\ n 1 : a small rubber ball used in the game of

handball 2 : a game played in a walled court or against a single

wall or board by two or four players who use their hands to strike

the ball

hand>bar*row \-,bar-(,)o, -3(-w)\ n : a flat rectangular frame with
handles at both ends that is carried by two persons

hand*bill \-.bil\ n : a small printed sheet to be distributed by hand
hand-book V.biikX n l a : a book capable of being conveniently
carried as a ready reference : manual b : a concise reference book
covering a particular subject 2 a 1? a bookmaker's book of bets

b : a place where bookmaking is carried on
hand.breadth \-,bredth, -,bretth\ orhands-breadth \'han(d)z-\ n

; any of various units of length based on the breadth of a hand
varying from about 2!-^ to 4 inches
hand'Car X'hanfdV.karX n : a small four-wheeled railroad car pro-
pelled by a hand-operated mechanism or by a small motor
hand*cart \-,kart\ n : a cart drawn or pushed by hand
Iiaud>clasp \-,klasp\ n : handshake
ihand*cran \-.kraft\ n : handicraft
shandcralt vi : to fashion by handicraft
ihand<cuff \-,k3f\ v/ ; to apply handcuffs to : manacle
shandcufl n : a metal fastening that can be locked around a wrist
and is usu. connected by a chain or bar with
another such fastening — usu. used in pi.

hand down vt 1 : to transmit in succession
2 : to make official formulation of and
express (the opinion of a court)

bandied \'han-d3d\ adj 1 ; having hands
2 : having or using such oc so many hands
<a right-handed person)

hand*ed*ness \-n9s\ n : a tendency to use
one hand rather than the other nanacuris, open

hand'fast \'han(d)-,fast\ «, archaic i a and closed
contract or covenant esp. of betrothal or
marriage

hand.ful \'han(d)-,ful\ n, pi handfnls \-,ful2\ or hands-ful
\'han(d>2-,ful\ 1 : as much or as many as the hand will grasp
2 : a small quantity or number 3 : as much as one can control or
manage
hand glass n : a small mirror with a handle
hand-grip \*han(d)-,grip\ n 1 : a grasping with the hand 2 ; han-
dle 3 pi I hand-to-hand combat
hand>gun \-,gan\ n : a firearm held and fired with one hand
hand-hold \'hand-,h6id\ n 1 : hold, grip 2 : something to hold
on to

ihand>i>cap \'han-di-,kap\ n [obs. E handicap (a game in which
forfeits were held in a cap), fr. hand in cap] 1 : a race or contest in
which an artificial advantage is given or disadvantage imposed on a
contestant to equalize chances of winning; also : the advantage
given or disadvantage imposed 2 ; a disadvantage that makes
achievement unusually difficult

^handicap vt hand-i-capped; hand>i>cap-ping 1 a : to give a
handicap to b : to assign handicaps to 2 : to put at a disadvantage

hand>i>cap-per \-,kap-3r\ n : one who predicts the winners in a
horse race usu. for publication
hand>i>craft \'han-di-,kraft\ n [ME handi-crajte, alter, of hand-
craft'] 1 a : manual skill b : an occupation requiring skill with the
hands 2 archaic : handicraftsman — hand<i-craft-er \-,kraf-
t3r\ n — hand'i-crafts-man \-,kraf(t)-sman\ n
Hand-ie-Talk-ie \,han-de-'t6-ke\ trademark — used for a small
portable radio transmitter-receiver
hand'i-ly \'han-d3-le\ adv ; in a handy manner
hand>l-ness \-de-nss\ n : the quality or state of being handy
hand in glove or hand and glove adv : in extremely close relation-

ship or agreement
hand in hand adv : in union : conjointly
hand'i-work \'han-di-,wark\ n [ME handiwerk, fr. OE hand-
geweorc, fr. hand + geweorc.h.ge- (collective prefix) + weorc work]
1 ; work done by the hands 2 : work done personally

band.ker*chief XTiao-kar-chaf, -(,)chif, -,chef\ n, pi handker-
chiefs also hand-ker-chieves \-chafs, -(,)chifs, -.chevz (used by
many who have sing, -chaf or -(,)chif). -.chefs, -chsvz, -(,)chivz\
1 : a small usu. square piece of cloth used for various usu. personal
purposes or as a costume accessory 2 : kerchief 1

hand language n : communication by means of a manual alphabet
Ihan.dle \'han-d'l\ n [ME handel, fr. OE handle: akin to OE handl
1 : a part that is designed esp. to be grasped by the hand 2 : some-
thing that resembles a handle 3 slang : name 4 : the feel of a
textile 5 : the total amount of money bet on a race, game, or event— han-dled \-d'ld\ adj — oil the handle : into a state of sudden
and violent anger
2handle vb han-dling \'han-(d)lio. -dn-io\ vt 1 a : to touch, hold,
or otherwise affect with the hand h : to manage with the hands <s-^
a horse) 2 a : to deal with in writing or speaking or in the plastic
arts b : control, direct c : to train and act as second for (a prize-
fighter) 3 : to deal with, act on, or dispose of <-- the day's mail)
4 : to trade in ^ vi : to act, behave, or feel in a certain way when
handled or directed <car that ~s well)
syn handle, manipulate, wield mean to manage dexterously or

effectively, handle implies directing an acquired skill to the ac-
complishment of immediate ends; manipulate implies adroit han-
dling and often suggests the use of craft or of fraud; wield implies
mastery and vigor in handling a tool or a weapon, or in exerting in-
fluence, authority, or power

han.dle.able \'han-d"*l-s-bal, -(d)b-\ adj ; capable of being handled
han.dle>bar \'han-d''l-,b'ar\ n : a straight or bent bar with a handle
at each end; specif : one used to steer a bicycle

han.dler \'han-(d1l3r. -d=I-3r\ n 1 : one that handles 2 a : one in
immediate physical charge of an animal; esp ; one that holds and
incites a dog. gamecock, or other animal in a match or hunt
b : one that helps to train a prizefighter or acts as his second during
a match

hand-less \'han-Cd)l3s\ adj 1 : having no hands 2 : inefficient in
manual tasks : clumsy

han-dling n l a ; the action of one that handles something b : a
process by which something is handled esp. in a commercial transac-
tion 2 : the mode of treatment in a musical, literary, or art work

hand-list \'han-,(d)list\ n ; a handy orig. fairly brief list (as of
books) for purposes of reference or check
hand-made \'hanfd)-'mad\ adj ; made by hand or a hand process
hand-maid \-,mad\ or hand-maid-en \-'n\ n 1 : a female at-
tendant 2 : SERVANT
hand-me-down \'han(d)-me-,dai]n\ adj 1 : ready-made and usu.
cheap and shoddy 2 : worn or put in use by one person or group
after being discarded by another — hand-me-down n
hand-Ofl \'han-,d6f\ n : a football play in which the ball is handed
by one player to another nearby
hand on vt : to hand down (sense 1)

hand organ /( : a barrel organ operated by a hand crank
hand-out \'han-,daiit\ « 1 : a portion of food, clothing, or money
given to or as if to a beggar 2 : a folder or circular of information
for free distribution 3 a ; a press release by a news service b : a
prepared statement released to the press
hand over vi : to yield control of
hand over list adv ; quickly and in large amounts
hand-pick \'han(d)-'pik\ vt ; to select personally or for personal
ends

hand-rail \'han-,dral\ n : a narrow rail for grasping with the hand
as a support
hand running adv : in unbroken succession : consecutively
hand-saw \'han(d)-,s6\ n : a saw used with one hand
hands down adv ; without question : easily
hands-down \'hanfd)z-'daun\ adj : unquestionable
ihand.sel \'han(t)-sal\ n [ME hansell] 1 : a gift made as a token of
good wishes or luck esp. at the beginning of a new year 2 : some-
thing received first (as in a day of trading) and taken to be a to-

ken of good luck 3 a : a first installment : earnest money
b : EARNEST, foretaste

^handsel vt hand-seled or hand-selled; hand-sel-ing or hand-
sel-ling \-s(a-)lio\ 1 chiefly Brit : to give a handsel to 2 chiefly

Brit : to inaugurate with a token or gesture of luck or pleasure
3 chiefly Brit : to use or do for the first time

hand-set \'han(d)-,set\ n ; a combined telephone transmitter and
receiver mounted on a handle
hand-shake \-,shak\ n : a clasping of right hands by two people (as

in greeting or farewell)

hand-some \'han(tl-S3m\ adj [ME handsom easy to manipulate]
1 chiefly dial : appropriate, suftable 2 : moderately large

: sizable 3 : marked by skill or cleverness ; adroit 4 : marked by
graciousness or generosity : liberal 5 ; having a pleasing and usu.
impressive or dignified appearance syn see beautiful — haud-
some-ly adv — hand-some-ness n

hand-spike \'han(d)-,spTk\ n [by folk etymology fr. D handspaak,
fr. hand + spaak pole] : a bar used as a lever

hand-Spring \-.spriD\ n : a feat of tumbling in which the body
turns forward or backward in a full circle from a standing position
and lands first on the hands and then on the feet

hand-stand \-.stand\ n : an act of supporting the body on the
hands with the trunk and legs balanced in air

hand to hand \,han-t9-'hand, -d3-\ adv : at very close quarters
hand-to-hand adj : being at very close quarters
hand-to-mouth V'mauth\ adj : having or providing nothing to
spare : precarious
hand-wheel \'han(d)-,hwel, 'han-.dwelX n : a wheel worked by
hand
hand-work \'han-,dw3rk\ n : work done with the hands
hand-wo-ven \-'dwo-v3n\ adj ; produced on a hand-operated
loom

hand-write \-,drTt\ vl [back-formation fr. handwriting'] ; to write
by hand

hand-writ-ing \'han-,drTt-io\ n 1 : writing done by hand; esp : the
cast or form of writing peculiar to a particular person 2 : some-
thing written by hand : manuscript
handy \'han-de\ adj 1 a : conveniently near b : convenient for use
c of a ship : easily handled 2 : clever in using the hands : dexterous
hahdy-man \-,man\ n : one who does odd jobs

9 abut; ® kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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iliang \'hao\ vb hang \'h3o\ also hanged \*haod\ hang.Ing
\'hao--ib\ [partly fr. ME hon, fr. OE fion, v.t.; partly fr. ME hangen,
ir. OE hangian, v.i. & v.t.; both akin to OHG hahan, v.t., to hang,
hangen, v.i.] vt 1 a : to fasten to some elevated point without
support from below : suspend b : to put to death by suspending
from a cross, gibbet, or gallows <'-^cd by the neck until dead) —
used as a mild oath c : to fasten so as to allow free motion
within given limits upon a point of suspension <'-^ a door) d : to
fit or fix in position or at a proper angle <~ an ax to Its helve)
e : to adjust the hem of (a skirt) so that it hangs evenly and at a
proper height 2 : to cover, decorate, or furnish by hanging pic-
tures, trophies, or drapery 3 : to hold or bear in a suspended or
inclined manner <~ his head in shame) 4 : to fasten to a wall <s^
wallpaper) 5 : to deadlock (a Jury) by refusing to join in a unan-
imous vote 6 : to display (pictures) in a gallery -^ vi 1 a : to re-
main suspended or fastened to some point above without support
from below ; dangle b : to die by hanging <he '^ed for his crimes)
2 : to remain poised or stationary in the air ('clouds --^ing low over-
head) 3 : to stay with persistence 4 : to be imminent : impend
(evils — over the nation) 5 ; to fall or droop from a usu. tense or
taut position 6 : depend (election -^s on one vote) 7 a (1) : to
take hold for support ; cling (she hung on his arm) (2) : to keep
persistent contact (dogs hung to the trail) b : to be burdensome or
oppressive (time '^s on his hands) c : lean 8 a : to be in suspense
: suffer delay (the decision is still -^mg) h : to occupy an uncertain
mid-position 9 ; to lean, incline, or jut over or downward 10 : to
be in a state of rapt attention ihung on his every word) 11 ; linger,
LOrtER 12 : to fit or fall from the figure in easy lines (the coat ^s
loosely)— hang.able \'hao-3-b3l\ adj— hang fire 1 : to be slow
in the explosion of a charge after its primer has been discharged
2 : DELAY, HEsrrATE— hang one on 1 slang ; to inflict a blow upon
2 slang : to get very drunk

2bang n 1 a : the manner in which a thing hangs b : a position in
gymnastics in which the center of gravity is below the point of
support 2 : DECLIVITY, SLOPE; also : DROOP 3 a : peculiar and
significant meaning b : the special method of doing, using, or
dealing with something ; knack 4 : a hesitation or slackening in
motion or in a course — give a hang or care a hang : to be con-
cerned or worried
ilian*gat \'hao-3r, 'haa-gsr\ n [F] ; shelter, shed; esp : a covered
and usu. enclosed area for housing and repairing aircraft
3hangai vt : to place or store in a hangar
bang around vi l : to pass time or stay aimlessly ; loiter Idly 2 : to
spend one's time in company
hang back vi l : to drag behind others 2 : to be reluctant ; hesi-
tate, FALTER
ihang>dog \'haa-,ddg\ adj 1 : ashamed, guilty 2 ; abject.
COWED
2hangdog n : a despicable or miserable person
hang>er \'hao-ar\ n 1 : one that hangs or causes to be hung or
hanged 2 ; something -that hangs, overhangs, or is suspended: as
a : a decorative strip of cloth b : a small sword formerly used by
seamen c chiejly Brit : a small wood on steeply sloping land 3 : a
device by which or to which something Is hung or hangs: as a : a
strap on a sword belt by which a sword or dagger can be suspended
b : a loop by which a garment is hung up c ; a device that fits

inside a garment from shoulder to shoulder for hanging from a hook
or rod

liang-er-on \,hao-3-'r6n, -'ran\ n, pi hangers-on [hang on + -er'l

t one that hangs around a person, place, or institution esp. for
personal gain
iliang>ing n l ; an execution by strangling or snapping the neck
by a suspended noose 2 : something hung: as a ; curtain b : a
covering (as a tapestry) for a wall 3 : a downward slope : de-
CLIVTTY
Changing adj 1 : situated or lying on steeply sloping ground
2 a : overhanging b ; supported only by the wall on one side
3 archaic : downcast in appearance 4 : adapted for sustaining a
hanging object 6 : deserving, likely to cause, or prone to inflict
death by hanging
hanging indention n : indention of all the lines of a paragraph ex-
cept the first

hang.man \'hao-man\ n : one who hangs another; esp : a public
executioner

hang.nail \-,nal\ n [by folk etymology fr. agnaii'i I a bit of skin
hanging loose at the side or root of a fingernail
hang off vj : to hang back
hang on vi l : to keep hold : hold onto something 2 : to persist
tenaciously (a cold that hung on all spring) — hang on to : to hold,
grip, or keep tenaciously (learned to hang on to his money)
hang out vi l ; to protrude In a downward direction 2 a slang

: LIVE, reside b ; to spend one's time idly or in loitering around
^hanging out in barrooms) '^ v/ ; to display outside as an an-
nouncement to the public
hang*out \'hao-,aut\ n ; a favorite or usual place of resort
hang.over \'hao-.o-v3r\ n 1 : something (as a surviving custom)
that remains from what is past 2 a : disagreeable physical effects
following heavy consumption of alcohol b ; disagreeable after-
effects from the use of drugs C ; a letdown following great excite-
ment or excess
hang together vi 1 : to remain united : stand by one another
2 : to form a consistent or coherent whole
hang up vr 1 a : to place on a hook or hanger designed for the
purpose (told the child to hang up his coat) to ; to replace (a
telephone receiver) on the cradle so that the connection Is broken
2 : to keep delayed, suspended, or held up (the negotiations were
hung up for a week) 3 ; to cause to stick or snag immovably (the
ship was hung up on a sandbar) '«- vi 1 : to terminate a telephone
conversation 2 : to become stuck or snagged so as to be im-
movable
hank \'haDk\ n [ME, of Scand origin; nkin to ON honk hank; ^kln
to OE hangian to hang] 1 : coil, loop; specij ; a coiled or looped
bundle 2 : a ring attached to the edge of a jib or staysail and
running on a stay
han.ker \'hao-k3r\ vi han-ker.lng \-k(a-)riQ\ [prob. fr. Flem
hankeren, freq. of hangen to hang; akin to OE hangian} : to desire
strongly or persistently syn see long — han.ker*er \-k3r-or\ n
han.ker.ing n : a strong or persistent desire
han.ky-pan.ky \,hao-ke-'pao-ke\ n [alter, of hocus-pocus}

; questionable or underhand activity ; trickery
iHan*o>Te*n>an \,han-3-'vir-e-9n, -'ver\ adj IHanover^ Germanyl

I clothe, cover -

1 : of, relating to, or supporting the German ducal house of
Hanover 2 : of. relating to, or supporting a British royal house
furnishing sovereigns from 1714 to 1901
^^^overiBn n l : a member or supporter of the ducal or of the
Bntish royal Hanoverian house 2 : any of a breed of horses de-
veloped by crossing heavy cold-blooded German horses with
Thoroughbreds
Han.sa \*han(t)-sa\ or Hanse \'hanft)s\ n [Hansa fr. ML, fr.MLG hanse: Hanse fr. ME, fr. MF, fr. MLG] 1 : a medieval
merchant guild or trading association 2 : a league orig. constituted
of merchants of various free German cities dealing abroad in the
medieval period and later of the cities themselves and organized to
secure greater safety and privileges in trading — Han-se-at'lc
\,han(t)-se-'at-ik\ n or adj
Han.sard \*han(t)-s3rd, 'han-,sard\ n [Luke Hansard tl828 E
printer] : the official published verbatim report of proceedings in
the British parliament

han-sel var of handsel
Han-sen's disease \'han(t)-s3nz-\ n [Armauer Hansen +1912
Norw physician] ; leprosy
han-som \'han(t)-s3m\ n
[Joseph A. Hansom tl882 E
architect] : a light 2-wheeled
covered carriage with the
driver's seat elevated behind

hant \'hant\ dial var oj
haunt
Ha-nuk-kah Vkan-o-ka,
'han-\ n [Heb hanukkah
dedication] ; ah S-day
Jf^sh holiday beginning on hansom
the 25th of Kislev and com-
memorating the rededlcatlon of the Temple of Jerusalem defiled
by Antiochus of Syria
ihap \'hap\ n [ME, fr. ON happ good luck; akin to OE gehsp
suitable, OSlav /cofii augury] 1 : happening 2 : chance, fortune
2hap VI happed; hap.ping : happen
3hap vr happed; hap»ping [ME happen} dial
hap n

ha-pax le.go.me.non \.hap-.ak-sU-'gam-3-.nar
le>go*me*na \-n3\ [Ok, something said only
form evidenced by a single occurrence
ihap.haz.ard \hap-'haz-3rd\ n Vhap + hazard} : chance, acci-
dent
2haphazard adj : marked by lack of plan, order, or direction
: AIMLESS syn see random — haphazard adv — hap<baz*ard-ly
adv — hap.haz.ard.nes5 «

hapl- or haplo- comb Jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. haploos, fr. ha- one -f-

-ploos multiplied by; akin to Gk homos same — more at same,
double] 1 ; single : simple 2 Vtaploid} ; of or relating to the
haploid generation or condition ihaplosis}

hap.less \'hap-l3s\ adj : having no luck ; unfortunate — hap-
less.ly adv — hap.less.ness n

hap.loid \'hap-.I6id\ adj [ISV, fr. Gk haploeides shigle, fr. haploos}
1 : having the gametic number of chromosomes or half the number
characteristic of somatic cells 2 : monoploid — haploid n —
hap.loi'dy \-.16id-e\ n

hap.Iont \'hap-,lant\ n [ISV] : an organism with somatic cells
having the haploid chromosome number and only the zygote
diploid — hap'lon.tic \ha-*plant-ik\ adj

hap.lo.sis \ha-'plo-sas\ n : the halving of the somatic chromosome
number by meiosis

hap.ly \'hap-le\ adv : by chance, luck, or accident
hap'pen \'hap-9n, -=m\ vi hap.pending \'hap-(9-)niir)\ [ME hap-
penen, fr. hap} 1 ; to occur by chance 2 a : to come into being
b ; to take place : occur 3 : chance Ic i'^ed to hear) 4 a : to
meet something by chance b ; to appear by chance
syn happen, chance, occur, transpire mean to come about.

HAPPEN is the general term applying to whatever comes about with
or without causation or intention; chance implies happening with-
out plan or apparent causation; occur differs from happen in
stressing presentation to sight or attention; transpire specifically
impUes a coming out or becoming known (what happened that day
only transpired much later) but is often nearly equal to OCCUR;
it may suggest an event of some importance
hap.pen.chauce \'hap-3n-,chan(t)s, 'hap-'m-\ n : happenstance
hap.pen.lng n : occurrence
hap.pen.stance \'hap-3n-.stan(t)s. "hap-'m-X n [happen + cir-
cnmstance} : a circumstance regarded as due to chance

hap.pi.ly \'hap-a-le\ adv 1 ; fortunately, luckily 2 archaic
: by chance 3 : in a happy manner or state 4 : aptly, success-
fully

hap*pi>ness \'hap-i-n3s\ n 1 obs ; good fortune : prosperity
2 a : a state of well-being and contentment : joy b ; a pleasurable
satisfaction 3 : aptness, FELicrrv

hap.py \'hap-e\ adj [ME, fr. hap} X ; favored by luck or fortune
: FORTUNATE 2 : notably well adapted or fitting : felicitous
3 a : enjoying well-being and contentment : joyous h ; expressing
or suggestive of happiness ; pleasant c : pleased, gratified
4a; characterized by a dazed irresponsible state (punch-/ia/7p^)
b : impulsively or obsessively quick to use something (trigger-/ia/>i7>')

syn see fit, glad, lucky
hap.py-go-lUCky \,hap-c-C,)go-'lak-e\ adj : bUthely unconcerned

: CAREFREE
Haps.htirg X'haps-.barg. haps-,bu(3)rg\ adj [Hapsburg, Aargau,
Switzerland] : of or relating to a princely German family furnishing
the rulers of Austria from 1278 to 1918 and of Spain from 1516
to 1700 and many of the Holy Roman emperors
2Hapsburg n : a member of the Hapsburg family; esp ; a Hapsburg
monarch

hap.ten \'hap-,ten\ also hap.tene \-.ten\ n [G hapten} : a sub-
stance other than an antigen that reacts in vitro with an antibody;
also : one that in combination with a carrier antigen confers spec-
ificity or antigenicity or both — hap>ten>ic \hap-'ten-ik\ adj

hap.tic \'hap-tik\ adj [ISV. fr. Gk haptein to fasten] : relating to
or based on the sense of touch — hap.ti.cal \-ti-k3l\ adj

hara-kiri \,har-i-'ki(3)r-e, -'kar-e\ n [Jap harakiri} : suicide by dis-
embowelment formerly practiced by the Japanese samurai or decreed
by a court in lieu of the death penalty
ha>rangue \h3-'rao\ n [ME arang, fr. MF arenge, fr. Olt artnga}
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1 ; a speech addressed to a public assembly 2 ! a bombastic
ranting speech or writing 3 : a didactic or hortatory talk or dis-
cussion ; LECTURE — harangue vb — ha<rangu<er \-'rao-3r\ n

tia*rass \h3-'ras, 'har-3s\ vt [F harasser, fr. MF, fr. harer to set a
dog on, fr. OF hare, interj. used to incite dogs, of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG hier here — more at here] 1 : to worry and impede
by repeated raids 2 a : exhaust, fatigue Id : to annoy continually
or chronically ; badger syn see worry— ha*rass*er n — ha-rass-
ment \-m3nt\ n
lhaT>bln*ger Vhar-ban-jarX n [ME herbergere, fr. OF, host, fr.
herberge hostelry, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG heribergal 1 archaic
: a person sent before to provide lodgings 2 a : one who pioneers
in or initiates a major change : precursor b : somethmg that
presages or foreshadows what is to come syn see forerunner
aharbinger vi : to be a harbinger of : presage
lbar<bor or chiefly Brit har*bour Vhar-b9r\ n [ME herberge; akin
to OHG heriberga army encampment, hostelry; both fr. a prehistoric
WGmc-NGmc compound whose components are akin respectively
to OHG heri army and to OHG bergan to shelter — more at
harry, bury] 1 : a place of security and comfort : refuge 2 ; a
part of a body of water protected and deep enough to furnish an-
chorage; esp : one with port facilities ~ har-bor-less \-l3s\ ad]
2liarbor or chiejly Brit harbouT vb har-bor.ing X-bCaOriaX vt
lad): to give shelter or refuge to (2) ; to keep possession of
(an animal) b ; to be the home or habitat of : contain 2 : to
hold a thought or feeling of ^ vi 1 : to take shelter in or as if in a
harbor 2 ?l oj an animal : to rest or hide away esp. habitually
b : LIVE — har>bor*er \-b9r-3r\ n

har-bor-age \-b3-rij\ n : shelter, harbor
liarbor master n : an officer who executes the regulations respect-
ing the use of a harbor
ihard \'hard\ adj [ME, fr. OE heard; akin to OHG hart hard. Gk
kratos strength] 1 ; not easily penetrated : not easilv yielding to
pressure 2 a oj liquor (1) : having a harsh or acid taste (2)
: strong; specij : having an alcoholic content of more than 22.5
percent b : characterized by the presence of salts that prevent
lathering with soap (-^ water) 3 a : characterized by radiation
of relatively high penetrating power <— X rays) b : having or
producing relatively great photographic contrast <a -^ negative)
4 a : metallic as distinct from paper <-- money) b oj currency : con-
vertible into gold : stable in value c : being high and firm <-- prices)
6 a ; TIGHT <~ yarns) b : napless <'^ woolens) 6 a : physically
fit <in good ^ condition) b : hardy c : free of weakness or other
flaw 7 a (1) : firm, definite <~ agreement) (2) : factual,
actual <'^ evidence) b : close, searching ('^ look) c : free
from sentimentality or illusion : realistic (good ~ sense) d : ob-
durate, unfeeling <-- heart) 8 a (1) : difficult to bear or endure
<~ luck) (•^ times) (2) : oppressive, unjust <'-- greedy landlord)
b : INCORRIGIBLE, TOUGH <-- gang) c (1) : harsh, severe, or of-
fensive in tendency or effect (said some '-^ things) (2) ; resentful
(-^ feelings) (3) : strict, unrelenting (drives a ~ bargain)
d ; inclement (,^ winter) e (1) : intense in force, manner, or
degree (~ blow) (2) : arduous, strenuous (^ work) (3) : per-
forming or carrying on with great energy, intensity, or persistence
('^ worker) 9 a : characterized by sharp or harsh outline, rigid
execution, and stiff drawing b : sharply defined ; stark (—
shadows) c : lacking in shading delicacy, or resonance (^ singing
tone) d : sounding as in arcing and geese respectively — used of
c and g 10 a (1) : difficult to accomplish or resolve : troublesome
(^ problem) (2) : difficult to comprehend or explain ('-- words)
b ; having difficulty in doing something ('^ of hearing)
syn hard, difficult, arduous mean demanding great exertion

or effort, hard implies the opposite of all that is easy; difficult
implies the presence of obstacles to be surmounted or puzzles to
be resolved and suggests the need of skill, patience, or courage;
arduous stresses the need of laborious and persevering exertion
syn see in addition firm— hard up 1 : short of money 2 : poorly provided
shard adv la: with great or utmost effort or energy : strenuously
b : violently, fiercely c : to the full extent — used in nautical
directions d ; intently 2 a : harshly, severely b : with
rancor, bitterness, or grief (took his defeat ^y 3 : tightly,
FIRMLY 4 : to the point of hardness 5 : close in time or space
hard-and-fast \,hard-'n-'fast\ adj : strict
hard>bacl£ \'hard-,bak\ n : a book bound in hard covers
hard-ball \-.b6i\ n : baseball
hard-bill \-,bil\ n ; any of numerous birds with hard strong bill
adapted to cracking seeds and nuts

hard-bit-ten \-'bit-'Q\ adj l ; inclined to bite hard 2 : seasoned,
tough
hard*board \-,bo(3)rd, -,b6C3)rd\ n : composition board made by
compressing shredded wood chips often with a binder at high
temperatures

hard-boiled \-'b6iC3)ld\ adj 1 oJ an egg : boiled until both white
and yolk have solidified 2 : heavily starched 3 a ; lacking senti-
ment : callous b : hardheaded
hard clam n ; a clam with a thick hard shell; specij : quahoo
hard coal n : anthracfte
hard>en \'hard-'n\ vb Iiard>en>ing \'hard-niri -'n-io\ vt 1 : to
make hard or harder : indurate 2 : to confirm in disposition,
feelings, or action; esp : to make callous (~erf his heart) 3 ; inure,
toughen (-^ troops) ^ vi 1 : to become hard or harder 2 a : to
become confirmed or strengthened b : to assume an appearance
of harshness or severity 3 : to become higher or less subject to
fluctuations downward
hard<en>er \'hard-nar, -'n-3r\n : one that hardens; es;? : a substance
added (as to a paint or varnish) to harden the film
haid>en-ing n : something that hardens
hard goods n pi : durable goods
haTd*hacIl \'hkrd-,hak\ n : an American shrub (Spiraea tomentosa)
with rusty hairy leaves and dense terminal panicles of pink or
occas. white flowers
hard>hand>ed \-'han-d3d\ adj 1 : having hands made hard by
labor 2 : strict, oppressive — hard-hand-ed-ness n

hard-head \'hard-,hed\ n 1 a : a hardheaded person b ; block-
head 2a; any of several fishes (as a sculpin) esp. with a spiny
or bony head b : any of several ducks; esp : ruddy duck 3 : any
of several weedy plants (as knapweed) with firm inflorescences

hard-head-ed \-'hed-3d\ adj 1 : stubborn, wiLLPtn. 2 : sober.
realistic — hard-head-ed-ly adv — hard-head-ed-ness n
hardhead sponge n : any of several commercial sponges of the
West Indies and Central America with a harsh but elastic fiber

hard-heart-ed \'hard-'hart-3d\ adj : unfeeling, pitiless — hard-
heart-ed-ly adv — hard-heart-ed-ness n

har-di-hood \'hard-e-,hud\ n 1 a : resolute courage and fortitude
b : disdainful insolence 2 : vigor, robustness syn see temerity

har-di.ment \-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. hardi bold, hardy]
1 archaic : HARDIHOOD 2 obs : a txsld deed

har-dl-ness \'hard-e-n3s\ n : the quahty or state of being hardy
hard labor n : compulsory labor of imprisoned criminals as a part
of the prison discipline

hard'ly \'hard-le\ adv 1 ; with force : vigorously 2 ; severely,
harshly 3 : with difficulty ; painfully 4 : not quite : barely
hard maple n : sugar maple
hard-mouthed \'hard-'maui|id, -'maiithtX adj, oj an animal ; not
responding satisfactorily to pressure (as of a bit) on the mouth
hard.ness n 1 : the quality or slate of being hard 2 : the cohesion
of the particles on the surface of a mineral as determined by its
capacity to scratch another or be itself scratched — compare
MOHs' scale

hard-ol-hear.ing \,hard-3(v)-'hi(a)r-io\ adj : of or relating to a
defective but functional sense of hearing
hard palate n : the bony anterior part of the palate forming the
roof of the mouth

hard-pan \'hard-,pan\ n 1 : a cemented or compacted and often
clayey layer in soil that is impenetrable by roots 2 : a fundamental
part : bedrock
hard put adj : barely able
hard rubber n : a firm relatively inextensible rubber or rubber
product; esp : a normally black horny substance made by vulcaniz-
ing natural rubber with high percentages of sulfur

hard sauce n : a creamed mixture of butter and powdered sugar
often with added cream and flavoring

hard-scrab-ble \'hard-,skrab-3l\ adj : yielding or gaining a meager
living by great labor
hard sell n : aggressive high-pressure salesmanship
hard-set \'hard-'set\ adj : rigid, fixed
hard-shell \-,shel\ adj : confirmed, uncompromising
hard-shell clam also hard-shelled clam \,hard-,shel(d)-\ n

: quahog
hard-shell crab or hard-shelled crab n : a crab that has not
recently shed its shell

hard-ship \*hard-,ship\ n 1 : suffering, privation 2 : something
that causes or entails suffering or privation syn see difficulty

hard-Stand \-,stand\ n : a hard-surfaced area for parking an
airplane

hard-sur-face \-*sar-f3s\ vt : to provide (as a road) with a paved
surface

hard-tack \'hard-,tak\ n 1 : a hard biscuit or bread made of flour
and water without salt 2 : any of several mountain mahoganies

hard-top \-,tap\ n : an automobile styled to resemble a convertible
but having a rigid top of metal or plastic

hard-ware \'har-,dwa(3)r, -.dw(a)r\ n 1 : ware (as fittings,
cutlery, tools, utensils, parts of machines) made of metal 2 : major
items of military equipment or their components
hard Wheat « : a wheat with hard fhnty kernels high in gluten that
yield a strong flour esp. suitable for bread and macaroni
ihard-wood \'har-,dwud\ n 1 : the wood of an angiospermous
tree as distinguished from that of a coniferous tree 2 : a tree that
yields hardwood
2hardwood adj 1 : having or made of hardwood 2 : consisting
of mature woody tissue

hard-wood-ed \'har-'dwud-9d\ adj 1 : having hard wood that is

difficult to work or finish 2 : hardwood 1

har-dy \'hard-e\ adj [ME hardi, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) OF hardir
to make hard, of Gmc origin; akin to OE heard hard] 1 : bold,
brave 2 : audacious, brazen 3 a : inured to fatigue or hard-
ships : robust b : capable of living outdoors over winter without
artificial protection or of withstanding other adverse conditions
thare \'ha(3)r, 'he(3)r\ n, pi hare or hares [ME, fr. OE hara:
akin to OHG haso hare, L canus hoary, gray] : any of various
swift timid long-eared mammals (order Lagomorpha and esp.
genus Lepus) having a divided upper lip, long hind legs, a short
cocked tail, and the young open-eyed and furred at birth— compare
rabbit
ahare vi : run
hare and hounds n : a game in which some of the players scatter
bits of paper for a trail and others try to find and catch them

hare-bell \'ha(3)r-.bel, 'he(3)r-\ n 1 : a slender blue-flowered
herb {Campanula rotundijoUa) 2 : wood hyacinth

hare-brained \-'brand\ adj : flighty
hare family n : the natural family (Leporidae of the order Lago-
morpha) comprising the rabbits and the typical hares

hare-lip \-'lip\ n i a. congenitally divided lip suggesting that of a
hare; also % the deformity exhibited — hare-lipped \-'Upt\ adj
har-em yhar-sm, 'her-\ n [Ar harlm, lit., something forbidden &
haram, Ut., sanctuary] 1 a : a usu. secluded house or part of a
house allotted to women in a Muslim household b : the wives, con-
cubines, female relatives, and servants occupying a harem 2 : a
group of women associated with one man 3 ; a group of females
associated with one male — used of polygamous animals

har-i-cot \'(h)ar-I-,ko\ n [F] : the ripe seed or the unripe pod of
any of several beans (genus Phaseolus and esp. P. vulgaris)

harH \'hark\ vi [ME herken; akin to OHG horechen to listen]

: to pay close attention ; listen
hark back vt : to go back to something earlier

harken var oj hearken
har*Ie-quin \'har-h-k(w>3n\ n [It arlecchino, fr. MF Belquin, a
demon] 1 cap i a character in comedy and pantomime with a
shaved head, masked face, variegated tights, and wooden sword
2 : a variegated pattern

har-le-quin-ade \,har-h-k(w)3-'nad\ n : a play or pantomime
in which Harlequin has a leading role

har-lot \'har-lat\ n [ME, fr, OF herlot rogue] : prostttutb
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liar>lot-ry \-l3-tre\ nit pROsnrunoN 2 : prostitute
iharm \'harm\ n [ME, fr. OE hearm; akin to OHG harm Injury,
OSlav sramu shame] 1 : physical or mental damage : WJURY
2 : MISCHIEF, HURT
sharm vt : to cause harm to syn see injure — hanii>er n
har>niat<tan \,har-m3-'tan, har-'mat-^n\ n [Twl haramata'\ : a
dust-laden wind on the Atlantic coast of Africa in some seasons

hami'ftil \'harm-f3l\ adj : damaging, injurious — hann-fol-lj
\-f3-le\ adv — tiarm>Iu]*ness n

harm-less \'harm-bs\ adj 1 : free from harm, liability, or loss

2 ; lacking capacity or intent to injure : innocuous — hann»less-
ly adv — harm>Iess<ness n
lliar<mon.ic \har-'man-ik\ adj 1 ; musical 2 : of or relating to
musical harmony or harmonics 3 ; pleasing to the ear : har-
monious 4 : expressible in terms of sine or cosine functions
<«.- function) 5 : of an integrated nature : congruoijs — har-
inon<i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj — har-mon>i>cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv —
haT>mon<i>caMiess X-i-kal-nssX n
shamionic n l a ; overtone; esp : one whose vibration frequency
is an integral multiple of that of the fundamental b ; a flutelike

tone produced on a stringed instrument by touching a vibrating
string at a nodal point 2 : a component frequency of a harmonic
motion (as of an electromagnetic wave) that is an integral multiple
of the fundamental frequency

liaj>inon*i>ca \har-'man-i-k3\ n [It armonica, fem. of armonico
harmonious] 1 : a musical instrument consisting of a series of
hemispherical glasses played by touching the edges with a dampened
finger 2 : a small rectangular wind instrument with free metallic
reeds recessed in air slots from which tones are sounded by exhaling
and inhaling

barmonic analysis n : the expression of a periodic function as a
sum of sines and cosines and specif, by means of a Fourier series

harmonic mean n ; the reciprocal of the arithmetic mean of the
reciprocals of a finite set of numbers
harmonic motion n : a periodic motion that has a single frequency
or amplitude (as of a sounding violin string or swinging pendulum)
or a vibratory motion that is composed of two or more such simple
periodic motions
harmonic progression n ; a progression the reciprocals of whose
terms form an arithmetic progression
har-mon-ics \har-'man-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; the study
of the physical characteristics of musical sounds
har*mo>ni-ous \har-'mo-ne-3s\ adj 1 : musically concordant
2 : having the parts agreeably related : congruous 3 : marked by
accord in sentiment or action — har>mo-ni>ous<ly adv — har-
mo-ni-ons>ne5s n

har*mo*nist \'har-m3-nast\ n : harmontzer — bar-mo*nls<tic
\,har-m3-*nis-tik\ adj — har>mo*nis*ti<caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
har<mo>nl<um \har-'mo-ne-3m\ n [F, fr. MF harmonie, armomel

: REED organ
har>mo*ni>za.tlon \,har-m3-n3-'za-shan\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being in harmony 2 : an act or instance of producing
harmony
har-mo<nize \*har-m3-,nTz\ vi 1 ; to play or sing in harmony
2 : to be in harmony '^ v/ 1 ; to bring into consonance or accord
2 : to provide or accompany with harmony syn see agree —
har>mo>niz>er n
har*mo*ny \'har-m3-ne\ n [ME armony, fr. MF armonie, fr. L
harmonia, fr. Gk, joint, harmony, fr. harmos joint — more at arm]
1 archaic : tuneful sound ; melody 2a: the combination of
simultaneous musical notes in a chord b : the structure of music
with respect to the composition and progression of chords c : the
science of the structure, relation, and progression of chords
3 a : pleasing or congruent arrangement of parts b : correspond-
ence, accord c : internal calm : tranouillfty 4 a : an inter-

weaving of different accounts into a single narrative b : an ar-

rangement of different accounts in parallel columns with cor-
responding passages side by side
har*mo>tome \'har-m3-.tom\ n [F, fr. Gk harmos + tome section,

fr. temnein to cut — more at tome] : a mineral (Ba,K)(Al,Si)2Si6-

Ot6 feHzO consisting of a hydrous silicate of aluminum, barium,
and potassium
thar-ness \'har-n3s\ n [me kernels baggage, gear, fr, OF]
la (1) : the gear other than a yoke
of a draft animal (2) : gear, equip-
ment b (I) : occupational surround-
ings or routine (2) : close associa-
tion 2 : military equipment for horse
or man 3 : a part of a loom which
holds and controls the heddles
2hamess vt 1 : to put a harness on
2 : to tie together ; yoke 3 : utilize
harness horse n : a horse for racing or
working in harness
iharp \'harp\ n [ME. fr. OE hearpe;
akin to OHG harpha harp, Gk
karphos dry stalk] 1 : an instrument
having many strings of graded length
stretched across an open triangul;

harness: / bit, 2 blinder,
3,3, reins, 4 checkrein, 5
crupper, 6 breeching, 7
trace, 8 girth, 9 breast

collar

frame with a curving top and played by^plucking with the fingers

2 : something that resembles a harp — iiarp.ist \'har-p3st\ n
aharp vi \ ; to play on a harp 2 : to dwell on or recur to a subject
tiresomely or monotonously

harp.er \*har-p3r\ n 1 : harpist 2 : one that harps'
bar<poon \har-'pUn\ n [prob. fr. D harpoen, fr. OF harpon brooch,
fr. harper to grapple] : a barbed spear or javelin used esp. in hunt-
ing large fish or whales — harpoon vt — bar-poon»er n

barp-si'Chord \'harp-si-,k6(3)rd\ n [modif. of It arpicordo, fr.

arpa harp + corda string] ; a keyboard instrument resembling
the grand piano and producing tones by the plucking of wire
strings with quills or leather points

har.py \'har-pe\ n [L Harpyia, fr. Gk] 1 cap : a foul malign crea-
ture of classical mythology that is part woman and part bird
2 a : a predatory person : leech b ; a shrewish woman

bar<que*l)US \'har-kwi-(,)b3s, -ka-bssX n [MF harquebuse, arque-
buses : an obsolete portable firearm — har>QQe>bus-ier \,har-
kwi-(.)b3-'si(3)r, -ka-b3-\ n

har-ri'dan \*har-3d-=n\ n [perh. modif. of F haridelle old horse,
gaunt woman] :_a scolding old woman
lbar<ri>er \'har-e-3r\ n [irreg. fr. 'Aare] 1 : a hunting dog that re-

sembles a small foxhound and Is used esp. for hunting rabbits

2 : a runner on a cross-country team
3harrier n l : one that harries 2 [alter, of harroveer, fr. "AarrowJ
; any of various slender hawks (genus Circus) with long angled
wings and long legs that feed chiefly on small raamm^, reptiles,
and insects
ihar-row \'har-C.)6, -a(-w)\ vt [ME harwen. fr. OE hergian']
archaic ; pit.lage, plunder
2harrow n [ME harwel ; a cultivating implement set with spikes,
spring teeth, or disks and used primarily for pulverizing and
smoothing the soil

'barrow vt l : to cultivate with a barrow 2 : torment, vex— har>row-er \'har-3-war\ n
bar-ry \'har-e\ vt [ME harien, fr. OE hergian; akin to OHG
herion to lay waste, heri army, Gk koiranos commander] 1 ; to
make a pillaging or destructive raid on 2 : to force to move along
3 : to torment by or as if by constant attack syn see worry

harsh \'harsh\ adj [ME harsh, of Scand origin; akin to Norw
harsk harsh] 1 : disagreeable to the touch or other sense 2 : caus-
ing discomfort or pain 3 ; unduly exacting : severe 4 : aestheti-
cally jarring syn see rough — harsh.en \'har-sh3n\ v^barsh-en*
ing \-shf3-)niD\ — barsb-ly adv — barsb^ness n
hart \'hart\ n [ME hen, fr. OE heart: akin to L cervus hart, Gk
keras horn — more at horn] chiejly Brit : the male of the red deer
esp. over five years old : stag — compare hind

barte.beest \'hart-(3-),best\ n [obs. Afrik (now haribees), fr.

D. fr. hart deer + beest beast] : a large nearly exterminated African
antelope {Alcelaphus caama) with ringed divergent horns

harts-horn \'harts-,h6(3)m\ n [fr. the earlier use of hart's horns
as the chief source of ammonia] 1 chiejly dial : ammonia water
2 ; a mixture of ammonium bicarbonate and carbamate

bar-um-scar*tun X.har-am-'skar-am, ,her-3m-'sker-\ adj [perh. al-
ter, of helter-skelter} ; reckless, irresponsible — harum-scarum
adv

ha-rtis<pex Xha-'rss-.peks, 'har-ss-X n, pi ha-rus<pl'Ces Xha-'rss-
p3-,sez\ [L] ; a diviner in ancient Rome basing his predictions on
inspection of the entrails of sacrificial animals
1har>vest \'har-vast\ n, ojten attrib [ME hervest, fr. OE hserjest:

akin to L carpere to pluck, gather, Gk karpos fruit, keirein to cut— more at shear] 1 ; the season for gathering in agricultural
crops 2 : the act or process of gathering in a crop 3 a : a mature
crop of grain or fruit : yielX) b : the quantity of a natural product
gathered in a single season 4 : the product or reward of exertion

2harvest vt l a : to gather in (a crop) : reap b : to gather as if

by harvesting 2 : to win by achievement '— vi : to gather in a
food crop — har>vest>able \-v3-st3-b3l\ adj — bar*vest*er n

harvest bug n : chigger 2
harvest fly n : cicada
harvest borne n l : the gathering or the time of harvest 2 5 a
feast at the close of harvest 3 : a song sung by the reapers at the
close of the harvest
bar-vest-man \'har-v3s(t)-m3n\ n : an arachnid (order Phalan-
gida) that superficially resembles a true spider but has a small
rounded body and very long slender legs — called also daddy long-
legs

harvest moon n : the full moon nearest the time of the September
equinox
has pres 3d sing of have
has-been \'haz-,bin, chiejly Brit -,ben\ n :

peak of effectiveness or popularity
ha-sen.pfeMer \'haz-'n-.(p)fef-3r\ n [G, fr. hose hare + pjejjer
pepper J : a stew made of marinated rabbit meat
ibasb \'hash\ vt [F hacher, fr. OF hachier, fr. hache battle-ax, of
Gmc origin; akin to OHG happa sickle; akin to Gk koptein to cut— more at capon] 1 a : to chop into small pieces b : confuse,
muddle 2 : to talk about : review
2hash n 1 : chopped food; specij : chopped meat mixed with pota-
toes and browned 2 ; a restatement of something that is already
known 3 : hodgepodge, jumble
Hash.im>lte or Hash*em>ite \'hash-3-,mTt\ n [Hashim, greats
grandfather of Muhammad] : a member of an Arabic family having
common ancestry with Muhammad and founding dynasties in coun-
tries of the eastern Mediterranean

hasb-ish \'hash-.esh, -(,)ish\ n [Ar hashish'i : a narcotic drug de-
rived from the hemp (Cannabis saliva) that is smoked, chewed, or
drunk for its intoxicating effect

hash mark n : service stripe
Ha.Sid or HaS'Sid \'has-3d. 'kas-\ n, pi Ha>si>dim or Has*si>dim
\'has-3d-3m, k3-'sed-\ [Heb hasidh pious] 1 : a member of a Jew-
ish sect of the second century B.C. opposed to Hellenism and de-
voted to the strict observance of the ritual law 2 : a member of a
Jewish mystical sect founded in Poland about 1750 in opposition
to rationalism and ritual laxity — Ha*sld>iC \h3-'sid-ik, ha-\ adj
Has-i-dism \'has-3-,diz-3m\ n 1 : the practices and beliefs of
the Hasidim 2 : the Hasidic movement
Has>mo<nae>ans or Has>mo>ne>ans \,haz-m3-'ne-3nz\ n pi [LL
Asmonaeus Hasmon, ancestor of the Maccabees, fr. Gk Asamonaios'}
: MACCABEES

hasn't V'haz-^ntX : has not
hasp \'hasp\ n [ME, fr. OE hxsp: akin
to MHG haspe hasp] : any of several
devices for fastening; esp : a fastener
esp. for a door or lid consisting of a
hinged metal strap that fits over a staple
and is secured by a pin or padlock— hasp vt

has.Sle \'has-3l\ n [perh. fr. zAaggle -I-

2tur^fe] 1 : a heated argument ; wrangle 2 ;

: fight — hassle vi has>sUng \-0-)iiD\
has.SOCU \'has-3k\ n [ME, sedge, fr. OE hassuc^ 1 : tussock
2 a : a cushion to kneel upon in prayer b ; a cushion that serves

as a seat or leg rest .

hast \ (')hast, (hi 3st\ archaic pres Zd sing of have
has*tate \'has-.tat\ adj [NL hastatus, fr. L hasta spear — more at

YARD] : shaped like an arrow with flaring barbs <r^ leaf) — has-
tate-ly adv
ihaste \'hast\ n [ME, fr. OF, of Gmc origin; akin to OE hxst
violence] 1 : rapidity of motion : swiftness 2 : rash or headlong
action ; precipitateness 3 : undue eagerness to act : urgency
syn HURRY, speed. EXPEDmoN. dispatch: haste implies urgency

or precipitancy in persons; hurry carries a stronger implication of

; that has passed the

hasp

I violent skirmish
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r instance of hatching 2 : a brood of hatched

agitation, bustle, or confusion; speed suggests swiftness of move-
ment of things or persons, or of performance, without bustle or
confusion and usu. with success; expedition and dispatch both
imply speed and efficiency, expedftion suggesting ease and dis-
patch promptness

sliaste v/, archaic z to urge on : hasten -^ vj : to move or act swiftly
hasoten \'has-'n\ vb has-ten-ing \'has-nir). -'n-io\ vt 1 : to
urge on 2 : accelerate ^ vi : to make baste : hurry — has-
ten-er X'has-n^r. -'n-3r\ n

bast>i>ly \'ha-st9-le\ adv ; in haste ; hurriedly
liast*i>liess \-ste-n3S\ n : the quality or state of being hasty
hasty \'ha-ste\ adj 1 a ; rapid in action or movement ; speedy
b ; done or made in a hurry c : hurried 2 : eager, impatient
3 : pRECiPfTATE, RASH 4 I ptonc to anger ; irritable syn sec fast

hasty pudding n 1 Brit ; a porridge of oatmeal or flour boiled in
water 2 l\'ewEng : cornmeal mush

hat \'hat\ n [ME, fr. OE hset; akin to OHG huot head covering— more at hood] 1 : a covering for the head usu. having a shaped
crown and brim 2 a : a distinctive head covering worn as a symbol
of office b : OFncE, posmoN — hat in the ring : an entry into
or readiness to enter a contest

hat^hOX \-,baks\ n : a round piece of luggage esp. for carrying hats
Ihatch \'hach\ n [ME hache, fr. OE hsec; akin to MD hecke trap-
door] 1 : a small door or opening (as in an airplane) <an escape
'-^> 2 a : an opening in the deck of a ship or in the floor or raof
of a building b : the covering for such an opening c : hatchway
d : COMPARTMENT 3 : FLOODGATE
2hatch vb [ME hacchen: akin to MHG hecken to mate] vi 1 : to
produce young by incubation 2 : to emerge from an egg or chrysa-
lis 3 ; to incubate eggs : brood '^ v/ 1 : to produce (young") from
an egg by applying natural or artificial heat : incubate 2 : to
bring into being ; originate; esp : to concoct in secret — hatch-
abil.i.ty \,hach-3-'bil-3t-e\ n — hatch-able \'hach-3-b3l\ adj— hatch>er n
shatch 71 1 : ar
young
4hatch vf [ME hachen. fr. MF hacher to inlay, chop up] 1 : to inlay
in fine lines 2 : to mark with fine closely spaced lines
shatch n : stroke, line; esp ; one used to give the effect of shading
hatch<ery \'hach-(3-)re\ n 1 : a place for hatching eggs 2 ; a
place for the large-scale production of weanling feeder pigs

hatch.et \'hach-at\ n [ME hachet, fr. MF hachette, dim. of hache
battle-ax — more at hash] 1 ; a
short-handled ax with a hammer-
head to be used with one hand
2 ; tomahawk

hatchet face n : a thin sharp face— hatch-et-laced \,hach-3t-'fast\
adj

hatchet man n
der, coercion,
tack hatchets 1 : / claw, 2 lathing

hatch*ing n : the engraving or draw- 3 broad
ing of fine lines in close proximity
chiefly to give an effect of shading; also : the pattern so created

hatch-ling \'hach-liri\ n : a recently hatched animal
hatch-ment V'hach-mantX n [perh. alter, of achievement'^ : a panel
on which a coat of arms of a deceased person is temporarily dis-
played
hatch>way \'hach-,wa\ n : a passage giving access usu. by a ladder
or stairs to an enclosed space (as a compartment or cellar); also

: hatch 2a
ihale \'hat\ n [ME, fr. OE hete: akin to OHG haz hate, Gk kedos
grief] la: intense hostility and aversion usu. deriving from fear,

anger, or sense of injury b : an habitual emotional attitude of
distaste coupled with sustained ill will c : a very strong dislike or
antipathy 2 ; an object of hatred

2hate vt 1 : to feel extreme enmity toward {-^s his country's
enemies) 2 a : to have a strong aversion to : detest <~ hypocrisy)
b ; to find distasteful : dislike {^s cold weather) '^ vi : to express
or feel extreme enmity or active hostility — hat<er n
syn detest, abhor, abominate, loathe: hate implies an emotional

aversion often coupled with enmity or malice; detest suggests vio-
lent antipathy; abhor implies a deep often shuddering repugnance;
abominate suggests strong detestation and often moral condemna-
tion; loathe implies utter disgust and intolerance

hate.ful \'hat-fsl\ adj 1 : full of haje : malicious 2 : exciting or
deserving hate — hate-ful-ly \-f3-le\ adv — hate-lul-ness n
syn odious, abhorrent, detestable, abominable: hateful ap-

plies to something or someone that arouses active hatred and
hostility; ODious applies to that which arouses offense or repug-
nance; abhorrent characterizes that which outrages a sense of
what is right, decent, just, or honorable; detestable suggests
something deserving extreme contempt; abominable suggests some-
thing fiercely condemned as vile or unnatural

hath \(')hath, (h)ath\ archaic pres 3d sing oj have
ha.tred \'ha-trad\ n [ME. fr. hate + OE rxden condition — more
at kindred] 1 : hate 2 : prejudiced hostility or animosity

hat>ter \'hat-3r\ n ; one that makes, sells, or cleans and repairs
hats

hau.berk \'h6-(.)b3rk\ n [ME, fr. OF hauberc, of Gmc origin; akin
to OE healsbeorg neck armor] ; a tunic of chain mail worn as
defensive armor from the 12th to the 14th century
haugh \'h6(k>\ n [ME (Sc) holch, fr. OE heolh corner of land;
akin to OE holh hole] Scot : a low-lying meadow by the side of

haugh>ti>ly X'hdt-'l-e, 'hat-\ adv ; in a haughty manner
haugh>ti<nes5 X'hot-e-nas, 'hat-\ n ; the quality or state of being
haughty

haugh.ty \'h6t-e, 'hat-X adj [obs. haught, fr. ME haute, fr. MF
haut, lit., high, fr. L altus — more at old] ; disdainfully proud
: arrogant syn see proud
ihatU \'h61\ vb [ME halen to pull, fr. OF haler, of Gmc origin;
akin to MD halen to pull; akin to OE geholian to obtain] vr 1 ; to
change the course of (a ship) esp. so as to sail closer to the wind
2 a : to exert traction on : draw b : to obtain or move by hauling
c ; to transport in a vehicle : cart 3 : hale ^ vi 1 : to exert

traction : pull 2 : to furnish transportation 3 oj the wind : shift
syn see pull — hanl>er n

2haul n 1 a : the act or process of hauling : pull b : a device for
hauling 2 a : the result of an effort to collect ; take b : the fish
taken in a single draft of a net 3a: transportation by hauling
b : the distance or route over which a load is transported c : a
quantity transported : load
haul-age \'h6-lij\ n l : the act or process of hauling 2 : a charge
made for hauling — haal>age>way \-.wa\ n
haulm \'h6m\ n [ME halm, fr. OE healm; akin to OHG halm stem,
L culmus stalk. Gk kalamos reed] 1 : the stems or tops of cultivated
plants (as peas, beans, or potatoes) esp. after the crop has been
gathered 2 : a plant stem (as the culm of a grass)
haunch \'h6nch, 'hanch\ n [ME haunche, fr. OF hanche, of Gmc
origin; akin to MD Aan/ce haunch] 1 a : HiP la b : hindquarter 2— usu. used in pi. 2 : hindquarter 1 3 : either side of an arch
between the springing and the crown
Ihaunt X'hont, 'hant\ vb [ME haunten, fr. OF hanter} vt 1 a : to
visit often : frequent b : to continually seek the company of
2 a : to recur constantly and spontaneously to b : to reappear
continually in 3 : to visit or inhabit as a ghost ~ vi 1 : to stay
around or persist : linger 2 : to appear habitually as a ghost— haunt-er n — haunt-ing-ly \-io-le\ adv
ahaunt \'h6nt. 'hant, 2 is usu 'hantX n 1 : a place habitually fre-
quented : HOME 2 chiejly dial : gHost
Hau.sa \'hau-sa. -23\ /;, pi Hausa or Hausas 1 a : a negroid
people of the Sudan between Lake Chad and the Niger b : a
member of this people 2 : the language of the Hausa people
widely used in west Africa as a trade language
haus-teMate \h6-'stel-3t, 'h6-st3-,lat\ adj : having a haustellum
haus-teMum \h6-'stel-3m\ n, pi haus-teMa \-3\ [NL. fr. L
hausius, pp. of haurire to drink, draw — more at exhaust] : a
proboscis (as of an insect) adapted to suck blood or juices of plants

haus-to-ri-al \h6-'stor-e-3l, -'st6r-\ adj ; having a haustorium
: haustellate

haus.to.ri.iun\-e-3m\/i.p/haus-to-ria\-e-3\[NL, fr. Lhaustus'\
: a food-absorbing outgrowth of a hypha, stem, or other plant
organ

haiit-bois or haut-boy \'(h)6-.b6i\ n, pi hautbois \-.bdi2\ or
hautboys [MF hautbois, fr. haul high + bois wood] : oboe
haute cou-ture \,ot-ku-'tu(3)r\ n [F, lit., high sewing] : the
establishments or designers that create fashions for women; also
: the fashions created

haute 6cole \,6t-a-'k61, -'k3l\ n [F Ut., high school] : a method of
training a horse in difficult feats of horsemanship

hau>teur Xho-'tar, (h)6-\ n [F, fr. haut high — more at haughty]
: haughtiness, arrogance
Ha-vana \h3-'van-3\ n [prob. fr. Sp habano, fr. habano of Havana,
fr. La Habana (Havana), Cuba] 1 : a cigar made from Cuban
tobacco 2 ; tobacco raised in Cuba
lhave\(')hav, (h)3v, v;6^/ore"m" H5u'haf\ v6had \(')had, (hlad,
d\ hav-ing \'hav-io\ has \(')haz. (h)3z. z; hejore'Uo" usu 'has\
[ME haven, fr. OE habban; akin to OHG haben to have, hevan
to lift — more at heave] vt la: to hold in possession
as property b : to hold in one's use, service, or affection or at
one's disposal (~ your cake and eat it too) c : to consist of
: contain 2 : to feel obligation or necessity in regard to ('^ to go)
<~ a letter to write) 3 : to stand in relationship to ('^ enemies)
4 a : to acquire or get possession of : obtain (best to be hady
b : RECEIVE ihad news) c : accept; specij : to accept in marriage
5 a : to be marked or characterized by <-« red hair) b : SHOW
(had the gall to refuse) c : use, exercise <'--' mercy on us) 6 a : to
experience esp. by submitting to. undergoing, or suffering {~ a
cold) b : to carry on : perform, take (~ a look at that cut) (-^ a
fight) c : to entertain in the mind : cherish (-^ an opinion)
7 a : to cause to by persuasive or forceful means — used with the
infinitive without to <~ the children stay) b : to cause to be
8 : ALLOW (we'll --^ no more of that) 9 : to be competent in (has
only a little French) 10 a : to hold in a position of disadvantage or
certain defeat <we '-" him now) b : trick, fool (been had by a
partner) 11 : to be able to exercise (I -^ my rights) 12 : beget,
bear (-^ a baby) 13 : to partake of (-^ dinner) 14 : bribe,
suborn (can be had for a price) '— verbal auxiliary— used with the
past participle to form the present perfect, past perfect, or future
perfect (has gone home) (/lad already eaten) (will '^ finished
dinner by then)
syn hold, own, possess: have Is the general term for any relation

of belonging or of being controlled, kept, regarded, or experienced
as one's own; hold suggests stronger control, grasp, or retention;

it may imply occupancy as well as ownership; own implies a natural
or legal right to regard as under one's full control; possess is widely
Interchangeable with have; it is similar to own but is applied more
readily to intangibles such as power, knowledge, a quality
— have at \ha-'vat\ ; to go at or deal with : attack — have done
: finish, stop — have had it 1 slang : to have had or have done
all one is going to be allowed to 2 slang : to have experienced, en-
dured, or suffered all one can — have it in for X.hav-at-'in-far,

-,f6(3)r\ : to intend to do harm to — have it out : to settle a
matter of contention by discussion or a fight — have to do with
1 : to deal with 2 ; to have in the way of connection or relation

with or effect on
2have \'hav\ n : one that has material wealth as distinguished from
one that is poor

have.lOCk \'hav-,lak, -l3k\ n [Sir Henry Havelock tl857 E general]
: a covering on a cap to protect the neck from the sun or bad weather

ha-ven \'ha-v9n\ n [ME, fr. OE h^Jen; akin to MHG habene har-
bor, OE hebban to lift — more at heave] 1 : harbor, port 2 : a
place of safety : asvlum — haven v^

have-not \'hav-.nat, -'nat\ n : one that is poor in material wealth
as distinguished from one that is rich

haven't \'hav-ant\ : have not
ha>vers \'ha-v3rz\ n pi ihaver (to hem and haw)] chiejly Scot

: nonsense, poppycock
haV'Cr-sack \'hav-ar-,sak\ n [F havresac, fr. G habersack bag for
oats, fr. haber oats -I- sack bag] ; a bag similar to a knapsack but
worn over one shoulder
hav-oc \'hav-3k, -ik\ n [ME havok, fr. AF, modif. of OF havot
plunder] 1 : wide and general destruction : devastation 2 : great
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confusion and disorder — havoc vb liav*ocbed; hav-oclE-ing
ihaw \'h6\ n [ME hawe, fr. OE haga — more at hedge] 1 : a
hawthorn berry 2 : hawthorn
Shaw n [origin unknown] ; NicrrrAxiNG membrane; esp : an in-

flamed nictitating membrane of a domesticated mammal
Shaw vi [imit. 3 1 : to utter the sound represented by haw 2 : equiv-

4haw n I a. vocalized pause in speaking or an instance of uttering this

sound
Shaw V imper [origin unknown] — used as a direction to turn to the
left; compare gee -^ vi : to turn to the near or left side

Ea>wai<ian Xha-'wa-yan, -'wl-{y)3n. -'w6-y3n\ n 1 ; a native or
resident of Hawaii; esp : one of Polynesian ancestry 2 : the Poly-
nesian language of the Hawaiians — Hawaiian adj
Hawaiian guitar n : a flat-bodied stringed musical instrument with
a long fretted neck and usu. 6 to 8 strings that are plucked
Hawaii time n : the time of the 10th time zone west of Greenwich
that includes the Hawaiian islands

haw>finch \'h6-,finch\ n i^hawl ; a Eurasian finch (Coccothraustes
coccothraustes) with a large heavy bill and short thick neck and the
male marked with black, white, and brown
Ihawk \'h6k\ n [ME hauk, fr. OE hajoc; akin to OHG habuh hawk,
Russ kobets, a falcon] 1 ; any of numerous diurnal birds of prey
belonging to a suborder (Falcones of the order Falconiformes) and
including all the smaller members of this group; esp : accipiter— compare owl 2 : a small board or metal sheet with a handle on
the underside used to hold mortar
ahawk vi l : to hunt birds by means of a trained hawk 2 : to
soar and strike Uke a hawk ~ v/ : to hunt on the wing like a hawk
3hawk vr [back-formation fr. ^hawker} ; to offer for sale by calling
out in the street

4hawk vb [imit.] VI : to utter a harsh guttural sound in or as if in
trying to clear the throat ^ vr ; to raise by hawking <~ up phlegm)
'hawk n : an audible effort to force up phlegm from the throat
ihawk>er \'h6-k3r\ n : falconer
ahawk<er n [by folk etymology fr. LG hoker, fr. MLG hoker, fr. ho-
ken to peddle, squat; akin to OE heah high] : one that hawks wares
Hawk*eye \'h6-,kl\ n ; a native or resident of Iowa — used as a
nickname
hawk*moth \'h6k-,m6th\ n : any of numerous rather large stouts
bodied moths (family Sphingidae) with a long proboscis which at
rest is kept coiled, long strong narrow fore wings more or less

pointed at the ends, and small hind wings
hawkS'bill \'h6ks-,bil\ n : a carnivorous sea turtle {Eretmochelys
imbricaia) having a shell that yields the best tortoiseshell of

hawk-weed \'h6-,kwed\ n : any of several composite plants (as

of the genera Hieracium, Pier is, and Erechtites) usu. having
flower heads with red or orange rays
hawse \'h6z\ n [ME halse, fr. ON hals neck, hawse — more at
COLLAR] 1 a : hawsehole b : the part of a ship's bow that
contains the hawseholes 2 : the arrangement of the anchor cables
of a ship when both a port and starboard anchor are used 3 : the
distance between a ship's bows and her anchor

hawse*hole \-,h61\ n : a hole in the bow of a ship through which a
cable passes
baw*ser \'h6-z3r\ n [ME, fr. AF hauceour, fr. MF haucier to hoist,

fr. (assumed) VL aUiare, fr. L alius high — more at old] ; a
large rope for towing, mooring, or securing a ship
hawser bend n : a method of joining the ends of two heavy ropes
by means of seizings

haW'Ser-laid \,h6-z3r-'Iad\ adj : cable-laid
haw>thorn \'h6-,th6(3)rn\ n [ME hawethorn, fr. OE hagathorn, fr.

haga hawthorn + thorn — more at hedge] : any of a genus (Cra-
taegus) of spring-flowering spiny shrubs (as the European C.
oxyacantha and the American C coccinea) of the rose family with
glossy and often lobed leaves, white or pink fragrant flowers, and
small red fruits

Ihay \'ha\ n [ME hey, fr. OE hieg; akin to OHG hewi hay, OE
heawan to hew] 1 ; grass mowed and cured for fodder 2 : re-
ward 3 slang X BED 4 : a small sum of money
2hay vi : to cut, cure, and store for hay '*- vr : to feed with hay— hay-er n
hay<cock \'ha-,kak\ n ; a conical pile of hay
hay fever n ; an acute allergic nasal catarrh and conjunctivitis

hay>fork \'ha-,f6(3)rk\ n : a hand or mechanically operated fork
for loading or unloading hay

hay-loft \-,16ft\_n : a [oft for hay
hay>mak<er \'ha-,ma-k3r\ n 1 : haver 2 ; a powerful blow
hay>mow \-,mau\ n ; a mow of or for hay
hay>rack \-,rak\ n 1 ; a frame mounted on the running gear of
a wagon and used esp. in hauUng hay or straw 2 : a feeding rack
that holds hay for livestock

hay.seed \-,sed\ n l a ; seed shattered from hay b ; clinging bits

of straw or chaff from hay 2 ; bumpkin, yokel
hay.wire \-.wHa1r\ adj [fr. the use of baling wire for makeshift
repairs] 1 : hastily or shoddily made 2 : being out of order

ha-zan \k3-'zan, 'kaz-=n\ n. pi ha.za.nim \k3-'zan-3m\ [LHeb
hazzdnl 1 : a synagogue official of the talmudic period 2 : cantor 2
1haz<ard \'haz-ard\ n [ME, fr. MF hasard. fr. Ar az-zahr the die]
1 ; a game of chance like craps played with two dice 2 : a source
of danger 3a; chance b : a chance event : accident 4 obs
: stake 3a 5 : one of the winning openings in a court-tennis court
6 ; a golf-course obstacle

shazard vt : venture, risk
haz>ard>ous \'haz-3rd-os\ adj 1 ; depending on hazard or chance
2 : involving risk syn see dangerous — haz>ard>oas*ly adv— haz-ard'Ous-ness n

ihaze \'haz\ vb [prob. back-formation fr. hazy'] vi ; to become
hazy or cloudy -^ vr : to make hazy, dull, or cloudy
ihaze n [prob. back-formation fr. hazy] 1 : fine dust, smoke, or
light vapor causing lack of transparency 2 : vagueness of mind or
mental perception
syn MIST, FOG: haze suggests a diffusion of smoke or dust just

sufficient to blur the vision but not obstruct it; mist implies a fine
suspension of water droplets reducing but not cutting off vision;
fog implies a denser condition than mist with power to cut off
vision entirely. Figuratively haze suggests vagueness, mist dimness
or uncertainty, fog a blinding of mental or spiritual vision
ahaze vt [origin unknown] 1 ; to harass by exacting unnecessary,

disagreeable, or difficult work 2 a : to harass by banter, ridicule,
or criticism b : to play abusive and humiliating tricks on by way
of initiation 3 iVest : to drive (as cattle or horses) from horseback— baz-er n
iha.zel \'ha-zal\ n [ME hasel, fr. OE hssel; akin to OHG hasat
hazel, L corulus] 1 : any of a genus (Corylus) of shrubs or small
trees of the birch family (esp. the American C. americana and the
European C. cornuta) bearing nuts enclosed in a leafy involucre
2 : a light brown to strong yellowish brown — hsL-zel-ly X'haz-
(3-)Ie\ adj

2hazel adj 1 ; consisting of hazels or of the wood of the hazel
2 : of the color hazel

hazel hen n : a European woodland grouse {Tetrastes bonasla)
related to the American ruffed grouse

ha-zel.nut \'ha-z3l-,n3t\ n : the nut of a hazel
haz.i-ly \'ha-23-le\ adv ; in a hazy manner
haz<i>ness \-ze-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being hazy
hazy \'ha-ze\ adj [origin unknown] 1 ; obscured or darkened by
or as if by haze 2 ; vague, indefinh-e 3 ; clouded
H-bomb \'ach-,bam\ n : hydrogen bomb
ihe \(')he, e\ pron [ME, fr. OE he: akin to OE heo she, hit it, OHG
he he, L cis, citra on this side, Gk eA;einos that person] 1 ; that
male one (-^ is my father) — compare him, his. rr. she, they
2 : that one whose sex is unknown or immaterial <'^ that runs
may read)

2he \'he\ n, ojten attrib 1 : a male person or animal 2 : one that
is strongjy mascuUne or virile <a real he-man}
3he \'ha\ n [Heb /le'] : the 5th letter of the Hebrew alphabet —
symbol H
Ihead \'hed\ n [ME hed, fr. OE heafod; akin to OHG houbit head,
L caput] 1 : the upper or anterior division of the body (as of a
man or an insect) that contains the brain, the chief sense organs,
and the mouth 2a; the seat of the intellect ; mind b ; natural
aptitude or talent c : mental or emotional control : poise d : head-
ache 3 : the obverse of a coin 4a: each one among a number
: individual b pi bead : a unit of number (as of domestic animals)
5a: the end that is upper or higher or opposite the foot b : the
source of a stream c ; either end of something (as a drum) whose
two ends need not be distinguished d : a horizontal passage in a
coal mine 6 : director, leader: as a : headmaster b ; one in
charge of a division or department in an office or institution
7 a : CAprruLUM 2 b ; the foliaged part of a plant esp. when
consisting of a compact mass of leaves or close fructification
8a: the leading element of a military column or a procession
b : headway 9a: the uppermost extremity or projecting part
of an object ; top b : the striking part of a weapon c ; the oval
part of a printed musical note 10 a : a body of water kept in
reserve at a height; also ; the containing bank, dam, or wail b : a
mass of water in motion 11 a : the difference in elevation between
two points in a body of fluid b : the resulting pressure of the fluid
at the lower point expressible as this height; broadly : pressure of a
fluid 12 a : the bow and adjacent parts of a ship b : a ship's
toilet 13 : the place of leadership or of honor or of command
14 a (I) : a word often in larger letters placed above a passage
in order to introduce or categorize (2) ; a separate part or topic
b : a portion of a page or sheet that is above the first line of printing
15 a : the topmost edge of a book b : the upper edge of a sail

16 : the foam or scum that rises on a fermenting or effervescing
liquid (as beer) 17 a : the part of a boil, pimple, or abscess at
which it is likely to break b : culminating point of action : crisis
18 : a part or attachment of a machine or machine tool containing
a device (as a cutter, drill); also : the part of an apparatus that
performs the chief function or a particular function 19 ; an
immediate constituent of an endocentric compound or construction
having the same grammatical function as the whole (as the terms
polite old man, old man, and man in "a polite old man") — by the
head : drawing the greater depth of water forward — off one's
head : crazy, distracted — out ol one's head ; delirious— over one's head 1 : beyond one's comprehension 2 : so as to
pass over one's superior standing- or authority
2head adj 1 : of. relating to, or for the head 2 : principal, chief
<"-^ cook) 3 : situated at the head 4 : coming from in front <-- sea)
ahead vt 1 : behead 2 a : to cut back the upper or terminal growth
of (a plant or plant part) — often used with back h : to harvest (a
cereal grass) by cutting off the heads 3 a : to put a head on : fit a
head to <^ an arrow) b : to form the head or top of (tower '^ed
by a spire) 4 : to put oneself at the head of : act as leader to <~ a
revolt) 5 a : to face or oppose head on (^ the waves) b : to get
in front of so as to hinder, stop, or turn back c ; to take a lead
over (as in a race) : surpass d : to pass (a stream) by going round
above the source 6 a : to put something at the head of (as a list)

b : to stand as the first or leading member of (-^s the list of heroes)
7 ; to set the course of <'-- a ship northward) 8 : to drive (a

soccer ball) with the head '^ vi 1 : to form a head <this cabbage ^^s
early) 2 : to point or proceed in a certain direction <the fleet was
-^iHg out) 3 : to have a source ; originate

head>ache \'hed-,ak\ n 1 : pain in the head 2 : a vexatious or
baffling situation or problem — head*acby \-,a-ke\ adj
head*band \'hed-,band\ n 1 ; a band worn on or around the head
2 ; a plain or decorative band printed or engraved at the head of a
page or a chapter 3 : a narrow strip of cloth sewn or glued by
hand to a book at the extreme ends of the backbone
head*board \-,bo(a)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n ; a board forming the head (as
of a bed)
head>cheese \-.chez\ n : a product made from edible parts of the
head, feet, and sometimes the tongue and heart esp. of a pig cut up
fine, boiled, and pressed
head cold n : a common cold centered In the nasal passages and
adjacent mucous tissues

head-dress \'he(d)-.dres\ n : an
often elaborate covering for the
head

head-ed \'hed-9d\adi 1: having
a head or a heading 2 : having
such a head or so many heads —
often used in compounds

head*er \'hed-3r\ n 1 : one that
removes heads; esp : a grain*
harvesting machine that cuts off timbers, with header: a.a tnm-
the grain heads and elevates mers; b header; c,c,c tad beams
them to a wagon 2 a : a brick
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or stone laid in a wall with Its end toward the face of the wall
b : a beam fitted between trimmers and across the ends of tall-

pieces in a building frame 3 I a fall or dive head foremost
head-first X'hed-'farstXa/so head*fore>mo5t \-'f6r-,m6st,
-'f6r-\ adv : with the head foremost ; headlong — headfirst adj
head gate n l .* a gate at the upper end of a canal lock 2 : a gate
for controlling the water flowing into a race, sluice, or irrigation
ditch
head*gear \'hed-,gi(a)r\ n ; a covering or protective device for the
head

head>liunt \-.h3nt\ vi : to decapitate enemies and preserve their
heads as trophies — headhunt n — head>hunt-er n — head-hunt-
ing n

head-i-lv \'hed-'I-e\ adv : in a heady manner
head'i-ness \'hed-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being heady
head>ing \'hed-io\ i 1 : the compass direction in which the longi-
tudinal axis of a ship or aircraft points 2 : something that forms
or serves as a head; esp ; an inscription, headline, or title standing
at the top or beginning (as of a letter or chapter) 3 : drift 6
head-laud X'hed-lsnd, -,land\ n 1 : unplowed land at the ends of
furrows or near a fence 2 : a point of usu. high land jutting out
into the sea : promontory

head-less \-l3s\ adj 1 a ; having no head b ; beheaded 2 : hav-
ing nn chief 3 t lacking good sense or prudence ; foolish— head'less-ness n

head-light \-,lTt\ n ; a light with a reflector and special lens
mounted on the front of an automotive vehicle
Ihead-line \-,lTn\ n l : a head of a newspaper story or article usu.
printed in large type and devised to summarize the story or article
that follows 2 : words set at the head of a passage or page to
introduce or categorize
^headline vi 1 : to provide with a headline 2 : to publicize highly
head-Iin*er \-,Ii-n3r\ n ; a performer whose name is given promi-
nent billing : STAR

head-lock \-.lak\ n ; a wrestling hold in which one encircles his
opponent's head with one arm
ihead.long \-"16r)\ adv [ME hedlong, alter, of hedling, fr. fterfhead]
1 : HEADFIRST 2 X without dcHberation ; recklessly 3 : without
gause or delay
ead-long \-.l6o\ od} 1 : pRECiprrATE, rash 2 : plunging head-

foremost 3 archaic : steep, PRECiPrrous syn see precipftate
head louse n : one of a variety {Pediculus humanus capitis) of the
common louse that lives on the scalp of man
head-man « 1 a \'hed-'man\ : overseer, foreman b \-'man,
-,man\ : a lesser chief of a primitive coramuoity 2 \-m3n\
; headsman

head-mas-ter X'hed-.mas-tar, -'mas-\ n fa man heading the staff of
a private school : principal — head-mas-tei-ship \-,ship\ n
head-mis- tress X-.mis-trss, -'misA n : a woman heading the staff
of a private school
head-most \'hed-,most\ ad} : most advanced : leading
head-note \-,not\ n : a prefixed note of comment or explanation;
esp : one prefixed to the report of a decided legal case
bead-on \-'6n. -''an\ adj 1 : having the front facing in the direction
of motion or line of sight 2 : frontal
head over heels adv 1 a : in or as it in a somersault ; helter*
SKELTER b : upsidedown 2 : hopelessly, deeply
head-phone \'hed-,fon\ n : an earphone held over the ear by a
band worn on the head

head-piece \-,pes\ n 1 : a protective or defensive covering for the
head 2 : brains, intelugence 3 : an ornament esp. at the be-
ginning of a chapter

head-pin \-,pin\ n : a bowling pin that stands foremost in the
arrangement of pins

head-quar-ters X'hed-.kwoCDt-arz, Ohed-'N n pi but sing or pi In
consir 1 : a place from which a commander performs the functions
of command 2 : the administrative center of an enterprise

head-race \'hed-,ras\ n : a race for conveying water to a point of
industrial application

head-rest \-,rest\ n : a support for the head
head-sail \'hed-.saU -S3l\ n : a sail set forward of the foremast
head-set \-.set\ n : a pair of headphones
head-ship \-,ship\ n : the position, office, or dignity of a head
heads-man \'hedz-man\ n : one that beheads : executioner
head-spring \'hed-,sprio\ n : fountainhead. source
head-stall \'hed-,st61\ n : a part of a bridle or halter that encircles
the head
head-stock \-,stak\ n : a bearing or pedestal for a revolving or
moving part; specif : a part of a lathe that holds the revolving
spindle and its attachments

head-stone \-,st5n\ n : the stone at the head of a grave
head-stream \-,strem\ n : a stream that is the source of a river
head-strong \-,str6o\ adj 1 : not easily restrained ; willful
2 ; directed by ungovernable will syn see unruly

head-wait.er \'hed-*wat-3r\ n : the head of the dining-room staff
of a restaurant or hotel
head-wa-ter \-^w6t-3r. -,wat-\ n : the source of a stream
head-way \-.wa\ n l a : motion or rate of motion in a forward
direction b : advance, progress 2 ; clear space (as under an
arch) 3 : the time interval between two vehicles traveling in the
same direction
head wind n :

esp. of a ship or aircraft

head-word \'hed-,w3rd\ n 1 : a word or term placed at the begin-
ning (as of a chapter or entry) 2 : a word qualified by a modifier
head-work \-,wark\ n : mental labor; esp : clever thinking
heady \'hed-e\ adj 1 a : willful, rash b : violent, impetuous
2 : tending to make giddy : intoxicating 3 : shrewd

heal \'he(a)j\ vb [ME helen, fr. OE hxlan; akin to OHG heilen to
heal, OE hal whole — more at whole] vt 1 a ; to make sound or
whole <'^ a wound) b : to restore to health 2 a : cure, remedy
b : to patch up (a breach or division) 3 : to restore to original
purity or integrity -^ vi ; to return to a sound state syn see cure

heal-er \'he-lar\ n 1 : one that heals 2 ; a Christian Science
practitioner
health \'helth\ n, ojten attrib [ME helthe, it. OE f^lth, fr. hSn

(4) : goodwill c ; love,
TASTE, liking (2) : fixcd
solicitude, or preoccupa-

the emotional o
as distinguished f:

intellectual nature (2)

; generous disposition
: compassion (3") : temperament,
affections d : courage, ardor
purpose or desire (3) : intense
tion I : one's innermost being 4 : person 6 a : the" central or
innermost part : center b ; the essential or most vital part of
something — to heart : with deep concern

sheart vt 1 archaic : hearten 2 : to fix or seat in the heart
heart-ache \'hart-,ak\ n ; anguish of mind : sorrow
heart-beat \-,bet\ n 1 : one complete pulsation of the heart
2 : the vital center or driving impulse

heart block n : incoordination of the heartbeat in which the auricles
and ventricles beat independently
heart-break \'hart-,brak\ n : crushing grief
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1 a : the condition of being sound In body, mind, or soul; esp : free-
dom from physical disease or pain b : the general condition of the
body <in poor ~> <enjoys good '^> 2 : flourishing condition
: well-being 3 : a toast to someone's health or prosperity

health-lul \-f3l\ adj l : beneficial to health of body or mind
2 : HEALTHY — health-Iul-ly \-f3-le\ adv — health-ful-ness n

heallh-1-ly \'hel-tha-le\ adv ; in a healthy manner
heallh.i-ness \-the-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being healthy
healthy \'hel-the\ adj 1 : enjoying good health : well 2 : evinc-
ing health <a -^ complexion) 3 : conducive to health 4 a : pros-
perous, flourishing b ; not small or feeble : considerable
syn sound, wholesome, robust, hale, well: healthy implies

full strength and vigor as well as freedom from signs of disease;
sound emphasizes the absence of disease, weakness, or malfunc-
tion; wholf^ome implies appearance and behavior indicating
soundness and balance; robust implies the opposite of all that is
delicate or sickly; hale applies particularly to robustness in old
age; well implies merely freedom from disease or illness
iheap \'hep\ n [ME heep, fr. OE heap; akin to OE heah high] 1 ! a
collection of things thrown one on another ; pile 2 ; a great num-
ber or large quantity : lot
sheap vr 1 : to throw or lay in a heap 2 : to cast or bestow in
large quantities 3 : to fill (as a container) more than even full
hear \'hi (a) r\ vb heard \ "hardx hear-ing \*hi (a )r-iQ \ [ME heren. fr.

OE h'leran; akin to OHG horen to hear, L cavere to be on guard,
Gk akouein to hear] vt 1 ; to perceive or apprehend by the ear
2 : to gain knowledge of by hearing 3 a : to listen to with atten-
tion : heed b : attend 4 a : to give a legal hearing to b : to take
testimony from <'— witnesses) ~ vi 1 : to have the capacity of
apprehending sound 2 : to gain information ; learn 3 I to
entertain the idea (wouldn't ~ of it) — hear-er \'hir-3r\ n

hear-ing n 1 a : the process, function, or power of perceiving
sound; specif ; the special sense by which noises and tones are
received as stimuli b ; earshot 2 a : opportunity to be heard, to
gresent one's side of a case, or to be generally known or appreciated

(1) : a listening to arguments (2) ; a preliminary examination in
criminal procedure c : a session (as of a legislative committee) in
which witnesses are heard and testimony is taken 3 chiefly dial ; a
piece of news ; rumor
hearing aid n : an electronic device usu. worn by a person for
amplifving sound before it reaches the receptor organs
hear-ken X'har-ksnX vb hear-ken-ing \'hark-(a-)niri\ [ME
herknen, fr. OE heorcnian; akin to OHG horechen to listen — more
at hark] vi 1 : to give ear : listen 2 : to give respectful attention^ v;, archaic : to give heed to : hear
hear-say \'hif3)r-,sa\ n ; something heard from another : rumor
hearsay evidence n : evidence based not on a witness's personal
knowledge but on matters told him by another
ihearse X'harsX n [ME herse, fr. MF herce harrow, frame for hold-
ing candles, fr. L hirpic-, hirpex harrow] 1 a ; a triangular can-
delabrum for 15 candles used esp. at Tenebrae b : an elaborate
framework erected over a coffin or tomb to which memorial verses
or epitaphs are attached 2 a archaic : coffin b obs : bier 2
3 : a vehicle for conveying the dead to the grave

ahearse vr 1 a archaic : to place on or in a hearse b ; to convey In
a hearse 2 ; bury
iheart \'hart\ n [ME
hert, fr. OE heorte; akin
to OHG herza heart, L
cord-, cor, Gk kardial
1 a : a hollow muscular
organ of vertebrate ani-
mals that by its rhyth-
mic contraction acts as a
force pump maintaining
the circulation of the
blood b : a structure
in an invertebrate ani-
mal functionally analo-
gous to the vertebrate
heart c : breast, bosom
d t something resem-
bling a heart in shape;
specif : a convention-
alized representation of
a heart 2 a : a playing
card marked with a con-
ventionalized figure of a
heart b pi : the suit

comprising cards so
marked c pi but sing in

constr : a game in which
the object is to avoid
taking tricks containing
hearts 3 a (1) : the
whole personality in-

cluding intellectual as
well as emotional func-
tions or traits (2) obs
; intellect (3) ; mem-
ory, rote (4) ; opin-
ion. (1)

heart la: showing course of the blood
coming from the extremities and enter-
ing from 1 superior vena cava, and from
2 inferior vena cava; to 3 right auricle;

to 4 right ventricle; to 5 pulmonary
artery; to 6 lungs (not shown); to 7 pul-
monary veins; to 8 left auricle; to 9 left

ventricle, to 10 aorta; leaving by 11 to
the extremities (not shown)
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heart-break-ing \-,bra-kla\ adj ; causing intense sorrow or distress
lieart>bro*ken \-,bro-li3Q\ adj ; overcome by sorrow ; broken-

heait^buin \-,b3ra\ n : a burning discomfort behind the lower part
of the sternum usu. related to spasm of the lower end of the esoph-
agus or of the upper part of the stomach

beart'biirn-ing V.bar-nioX n ; Intense or rancorous Jealousy or
resentment

beait disease n ; an abnormal organic condition of the heart or of
the heart and circulation

heait-ed \'hart-9d\ adj 1 ; having a specified kind of heart <a
faint-hearted leader) 2 : seated in the heart

heart.en \'hart-=n\ vt heart-en-ing \'hart-niQ, -"n-ioX : to give
heart to : encourage

heart'felt \'han:-,felt\ adj ; deeply felt : earnest syn see sincere
heart-Iree \-,fre\ adj : not in love
hearth \'harth\ n_ [ME herth. fr. OE heorth; akin to OHG herd
hearth, Skt kudayati he singes] 1 a ; a brick, stone, or cement area
in front of a fireplace b : the floor of a fireplace c (1) ; the lowest
section of a blast furnace (2) : the bottom of a refinery, reverber-
atory, or open-hearth furnace on which the ore or metal is exposed
to the flame (3) : the inside bottom of a cupola 2 : home, fire-
side

hearth>stoiie \-,ston\ n 1 a : stone forming a hearth b ; fireside,
HOME 2 : a soft stone or composition of powdered stone and pipe
clay used to whiten or scour hearths and doorsteps

heart>i>ly \'hart-='l-e\ adv 1 : in a hearty manner 2a: with all

sincerity ; wholeheartedly b ; with zest or gusto 3 : thor-
oughly

heart*i*ness \'hart-e-nss\ n ; the quality or state of being hearty
heart*laild \-,land\ n : a central and vital area; esp ; the central
land area of northern Eurasia held by geopoliticians to have
strategic advantages for mastery of the world

heartless \-l3s\ adj 1 archaic : spiritless 2 ; lacking feeling
: CRUEL — heart-less>l7 adv — heart-less-ness n

heart-rend'ing \'hart-,ren-dio\ adj : causing intense grief, an-
guish, or distress

hearts>ease \'hart-,sez\ n 1 ; peace of mind : tranquillity
2 : any of various violas; esp : wild pansy

heart>sick \'hart-.sik\ adj : very despondent : depressed —
heart>sick-ness n

heart>some \'hert-s3ra\ adj, chiejly Scot i animating and enlivening— heart-sorae-ly adv, chiejly Scot
heart-sore \'hart-,so(3)r, -,s6(3)r\ adj : heartsick
heart-strick*en \-,strik-9n\ or heart-struck \-,str3k\ adj

: stricken to the heart (as with grief or dismay)
beait>Strillg \-,strir)\ n 1 obs : a nerve once believed to sustain the
heart 2 : the deepest emotions or affections <pulled at his -^sy

heart.throb \-.thrab\ n 1 ; the throb of a heart 2 : sentimental
emotion ; passion
heart-to-heart \,hart-t3-,hart\ adj : sincere, frank <a ~ talk)
heart-whole \'hart-,hol\ adj 1 ; heart-free 2 : sincere, genu-
ine
heart'WOOd \-,wud\ n ; the older harder nonliving central portion
of wood that is usu. darker, denser, less permeable, and more
durable than the surrounding sapwood — called also duramen
ihearty \'hart-e\ adj X a ; giving unqualified support ; thorough-
going h : enthusiasdcally or exuberantly cordial : jovial : ex-
pressed unrestrainedly 2 a : exhibiting vigorous good health
b (1) : consuming abundantly or with gusto (2) : abundant
c ; nourishing 3 : vigorous, vehement syn see sincere
2hearty n : a bold brave fellow : comrade; also : sailor
iheat \'het\ vb [ME heten, fr. OE hStan; akin to OE hat hot]
vi 1 : to become warm or hot 2 ; to become hot and start to
spoil ~ vr 1 : to make warm or hot 2 : excite — heat-ed-ly adv
2heat n 1 a (1) : a condition of being hot : warmth (2) : a marked
or notable degree of hotness b ; pathological excessive bodily
temperature c : a hot place or situation d (1) : a period of heat
(2) : a single complete operation of heating; also : the quantity
of material so heated e (1) ; added energy that causes substances
to rise in temperature, fuse, evaporate, expand, or undergo any
of various other related changes, that flows to a body by contact
with or radiation from bodies at higher temperatures, and that can
be produced in a body (as by compression) (2) ; the energy asso-
ciated with the random motions of the molecules, atoms, or smaller
structural units of which matter is composed 1 : appearance,
condition, or color of a body as indicating its temperature g ; one
of a series of intensldes of heating 2 a : intensity of feeling or
reaction b : the height or stress of an action or condition c : sex-
ual excitement esp. in a female mammal; specif : estrus 3 : pun-
gency of flavor 4 ; a single continuous effort: as a : a single
course in a race b : one of several preliminary races held to elim-
inate less competent contenders c (1) slang : the intensification
of law-enforcement activity or investigation (2) : pressure,
coercion — heat'less \'het-l3s\ adj

heat engine n ; a mechanism for converting heat energy Into mech-
anical energy

heat-er \'het-3r\ n 1 : a contrivance that imparts heat or holds
something to be heated 2 : one whose work is to heat something

heat exhaustion 77 : a condition marked by weakness, nausea,
dizziness, and profuse sweating that results from physical exertion
In a hot environment — called also heat prostration; compare
heatstroke
heath \'heth\ n [ME heth, fr. OE hxth; akin to OHG heida heather,
OW coit forest] la: any of a family (Ericaceae, the heath family)
of shrubby dicotyledonous and often evergreen plants that thrive
on open barren usu. acid and ill-drained soil; esp : an evergreen
subshrub of either of two genera {Erica and Calluna) with whorls
of needlelike leaves and clusters of small flowers b ; any of various
plants that resemble true heaths 2 a : a tract of wasteland b : an
extensive area of rather level open uncultivated land usu. with poor
coarse soil. Inferior drainage, and a surface rich in peat or peaty
humus — beath'less \-las\ adj— heath-like \-,lik\ adj— heathy
\'he-the\ adj

heath-bird \'heth-,b3rd\ n ; black grouse
heath cock n : blackcock

of a people or nation that does not acknowledge the God of the
Bible : PAGAN 2 : an uncivilized or irreligious person — hea-then-
dom \-d3m\ n — hea*then>ism \-th3-.niz-3m\ n

hea<then>ish \'he-tlia-nish\ adj : resembling or characteristic of
heathens : barbarous — hea-then>ish-Iy adv

hea*then>ize \-.nTz\ vt : to make heathen
iheath.er \'heth-ar\ n [ME (northern) hather'i % heath la; esp
: a common heath {Calluna vulgaris) of northern and alpine regions
that has small crowded sessile leaves and racemes of tiny usu.
purplish pink flowers — heath*ery \'hetl3-(9-)re\ adj

2heather adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling heather 2 : having
flecks of various colors <a soft '^ tweed)
heath hen n 1 : gray hen 2 : a now extinct grouse (Tympanuchus
cupido cupido) of the northeastern U.S. — compare prairie

heat lightning n : vivid and extensive flashes of electric light with-
out thunder seen near the horizon esp. at the close of a hot day and
ascribed to far-off lightning reflected by high clouds

heat rash n ; prickly heat
heat>Stroke \'het-,str6k\ n : a condition marked esp. by cessation of
sweating, extremely high body temperature, and collapse that results
from prolonged exposure to high temperature — compare heat
exhaustion
heat unit n i : BRmsH thermal unit 2 ; calorie
iheave \'hev\ vb heaved or hove \'hov\ heav-ing [ME heven, fr.

OE hebban; akin to OHG hevan to lift, L capere to take] vr 1 obs
: elevate 2 ; to cause to be lifted upward or onward 3 : throw,
CAST 4 ; to utter with obvious effort 6 a : to cause to swell or
rise b ; to displace (as a rock stratum) esp. by a fault 6 : haul,
DRAW '^ vi 1 : to rise or become thrown or raised up 2 ; to strain
to do something 3 a : to rise and fall rhythmically b : pant
4 ; RETCH 6 a : pull, push b : to move a ship In a specified
direction or manner c oj a ship ; to move in an indicated way
syn see lift — heav.er n
2heave n 1 a : an effort to heave or raise b : hurl, cast 2 : an
upward motion : rising; esp l a rhythmical rising 3 ; the horizontal
displacement by the faulting of a rock 4 pi but sing or pi in constr
; chronic pulmonary emphysema of the horse resulting In difficult

expiration, heaving of the flanks, and a persistent cough
heav.en \'hev-3n\ n [ME heven, fr. OE heofon; akin to OHG himil
heaven] 1 : the expanse of space that seems to be over the earth
like a dome : hrmament ~ usu. used In pi. 2 a often cap ; the
dwelling place of the Deity and the joyful abode of the blessed dead
b : a spiritual state of everlasting communion with God 3 cap
: zgod 4 : a place or condition of utmost happiness 5 Christian
Science : a state of immortality in which sin Is absent and all mani-
festations of Mind are harmoniously ordered under the divine
Principle

heav>en>li*ne5S \-le-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being heavenly
heav>en>ly \-le\ adj l ; of or relating to heaven or the heavens

: CELESTIAL 2 a : sacred, divine b : delightful— heavenly adv
heav>en>ward \'hev-3n-w3rd\ adv (or adj) ; toward heaven
heav>en*wards \-w3rdz\ adv : heavenward
heav>i>ly \'hev-3-le\ adv 1 ; in a heavy manner 2 : slowly and
laboriously : dully 3 archaic : sorrowfully, grievously 4 : to
a great degree : severely

heav-i>ness \'hev-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being heavy
Heav.i.Side layer \,hev-e-,sTd-\ n [Oliver Heaviside tl925 B
physicist] ; ionosphere
iheavy \'hev-e\ adj [ME hevy, fr. OE heflg; akin to OHG heblc
heavy, OE hebban to lift — more at heave] 1 a : having great
weight b ; having a high specific gravity c {1) of an isotope ; hav-
ing or being atoms of greater than normal mass (2) oj a compound
; containing heavy isotopes 2 : hard to bear; specif : grievous,
AFFLICTIVE (a '^ sorrow) 3 : of weighty import : serious 4 : deep,
profound 5a; borne down by something oppressive : burdened
b : PREGNANT; csp t approaching parturition 6 a : slow or dull
from loss of vitality or resiliency : sluggish b : lacking sparkle or
vivacity ; drab c ; lacldng mirth or gaiety : doleful d : character-
ized by declining prices 7 : dulled with weariness ; drowsy
8 : greater In quantity or quality than the average of its kind or
class: as a ; unusually large <---' traffic) b ; of great force <~
seas) c : overcast d (1) : impeding motion (2) : full of clay
and Inclined to hold water e ; coming as if from a depth : loud
1 : THICK, coarse g ; oppressive <'^ odor) h ; steep, acute
i ; laborious, difficult j ; of large capacity or output 9 a : di-

gested with difficulty because of excessive richness or seasoning <'^
fruitcake) b ; not properly raised or leavened <'^ bread) 10 : pro-
ducing goods (as coal or steel) used In the production of other
goods <--^ industry) 11 a : armed with guns of large caliber
6 ; iieavily armored 12 a ; having stress <— rhythm) — used
esp. of syllables in accentual verse b : being the strongest of three
degrees of stress in speech 13 ! relating to theatrical parts of a
grave or somber nature
syn weighty, ponderous, cumbrous, cumbersome: heavy Im-

plies having greater density or thickness, or sometimes power, than
the average of its kind; weighty suggests having weight as a posi-
tive attribute; ponderous Imphes having great weight because of
size and massiveness with resulting great inertia; cumbrous and
cumbersome imply heaviness and bulkiness that make for difficulty

in grasping, moving, carrying, or manipulating
aheavy adv ; in a heavy manner : heavily
3heavy n 1 pi: heavy cavalry 2 : heavyweight 2 3 a : a theatrical
role or an actor representing a dignified or imposing person
b : villain 4
heavy-dU'ty \,hev-e-'dCy)iit-e\ adj : able or designed to withstand
unusual strain

heavy-loot.ed \-'fut-3d\ adj : heavy and slow in movement
; DULL <~ literary style)

heavy-hand>ed \-'han-d3d\ adj 1 : clumsy, ungraceful
2 : oppressive, harsh — heavy-hand- ed-ly adv — heavy-
hand<ed>ness n

heavy<heart>ed \-'hart-3d\ adj : saddened, despondent— heavy-
heart>ed*ly adv — heavy*heart<ed-ness n

heavy hydrogen n : an isotope of hydrogen having a mass number
greater than 1; esp t deuterium

heavy-set \,hev-e-'set\ adj ; stocky and compact and sometimes
tending to stoutness In build
heavy spar n ; barttb
heavy water n : water containing more than the usual proportion
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of heavy isotopes; esp : water enriched in deuterium

heavy-weight \'hev-e-,wat\ n 1 : one above average in weight
2 : one in the heaviest class of contestants: as a : a boxer weighing
over 175 pounds b : a wrestler weighing over 175 pounds
heh<do>mad \'heb-da-,mad\ n [L hebdomad-, hebdomas, fr. GIc, fr.
hebdomos seventh, fr. hepta seven] ; a group of seven
heb-dom-a<daI \heb-'dam-9d-^l\ adj ; weekly
hel)>dom<a>dal.ly \-n-e\ adv : every week
behe- comb jorm [Gk hehe youth — more at ephebus] ; puberty
He-be \'he-be\ n [L, fr. Gk Hebe'i : the Greek goddess of youth
he.be.phre.nia V.he-bs-'fre-ne-a. -'fren-e-\ ?: [ N L] : a schizophrenic
reaction characterized by silliness, delusions, hallucinations, and
regression — he^be-phre-nic \-'fren-ik, -'fre-nik\ adj

heb>e<tate \'heb-3-,tat\ vt [L hehetatus, pp. of hebetare, fr. hebet-
hebes dull] : to make dull or obtuse — beb-e-ta-Uou \,heb-3-'ta-
shanX n

heb-e-tude \'heb-3-,t(y)ud\ n : dullness, lethargy — heb-e-tu-
di-nous \,heb-3-'t(y)iid-n3s, -'n-as\ adj

He.bra.iC \hi-'bra-ik\ adj [ME Ebrayke, fr. LL Hebraicus, fr. Gk
Hehratkos, fr. Hebraios] : of, relating to, or characteristic of the
Hebrews or their language or culture ~ He>bra>i>cal>ly \-'bra-3-
k(a-)Ic\ adv
He-bra-ism \'he-(,)bra-,i2-3m\ n 1 : a Hebrew idiom occurring in
another language 2 : the thought, spirit, or practice characteristic
of the Hebrews 3 : the moral theory of life held to be characteristic
of the Hebrews

He*bra.ist \-,bra-ast\ n : a speciaUst in Hebrew and Hebraic studies
He.bra.is.tic \,he-bra-'is-ak\ adj 1 : Hebraic 2 : marked by
Hebraisms

he.bra.ize \'he-bra-,Tz\ vb, ojten cap, vi : to use Hebraisms '^ vt
: to make Hebraic

He-brew \'he-{,)bru\ n [ME Ebreu, fr. OF, fr. LL Hebraeus, fr. L,
adj. fr. Gk Hebraios, fr. Aram 'Ebrai} 1 : a member of or descend-
ant from one of a group of northern Semitic peoples including the
Israelites; esp : Israelite 2 a : the Semitic language of the ancient
Hebrews b : any of various later forms of this language— Hebrew
adj

Hec-ate \'hek-3t-e, archaic -9t\ n [L, fr. Gk Hekatel X the goddess
of the underworld in Greek mythology
hec<a.tomb \'hek-a-.tom\ n [L hecaiombe, fr. Gk hekatombe, fr.
hekaton hundred + bous cow — more at hundred, cow] 1 : an
ancient Greek and Roman sacrifice of 100 oxen or cattle 2 : the
sacrifice or slaughter of many victims

heck-le \'hek-al\ vt heck-ling X-faOHoX [ME hekelen. fr. heckele
hackle; akin to OHG hako hook — more at hook] : to harass and
try to disconcert with questions, challenges, or gibes : badger syn
see bait — heck-ler \-(3-)l3r\ n

beet- or hectO- comb jorm [F, irreg. fr. Gk hekatonl : hundred
</iecrograph>

hect.are \'hek-.tar3)r, -,te(3)r. -,tar\ n [F. fr. hect- + ore] — see
METRIC SYSTEM table
hectic \'hek-tik\ adj [ME etyk, fr. MP etique, fr. LL hecticus, fr.

Gk hektikos habitual, consumptive, fr. hekt- (akin to echein to have)— more at scheme] 1 : of, relating to, or being a fluctuating but
persistent fever (as in tuberculosis) 2 : having a hectic fever
3 : FLUSHED, red 4 I marked by feverish activity : restless —
hecti.caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
hec-tcgram \"hek-t3-,gram\ n [F hectogramme, fr. hect- + gramme
gram] — see metric system table
hec.to.graph \'hek-t3-.graf\ n [G hektograph. fr. hekto- hect- +
-graph} ; a machine for making copies of a writing or drawing— bectograph vt — hec-to-graph-ic \,hek-t3-'graf-ik\ adj

hecto-li-ter \'hek-ta-.let-3r\ n [F hectolitre, fr. hect- + litre liter]— see METRIC system table
hec-tO<me>ter \-,met-3r\ n [F hectometre, fr. hect- + mitre meter]— see METRIC SYSTEM table .
ihector \'hek-t3r\ n [L, fr. Gk Hekior} 1 cap : a son of Priam.
husband of Andromache, and bravest of the Trojans in Homer's

. Iliad 2 : BULLY, BRAGGART
2hector vb hec-tor-ing \-t(a-)rir)\ vi ; to play the bully : swagger^ vt I to intimidate by bluster or personal pressure syn see BArr
Hec.u.ba \'hek-y3-ba\ n [L, fr. Gk Hekabe} : the wife of Priam
and mother of Hector in Homer's Iliad

he'd \(.)hed, ed\ : he had ; he would
hed.dle \'hed-^l\ n [prob. alter, of ME helde, fr. OE hejeld; akin toON hofald heddle, OE hebban to lift — more at heave] : one of the
sets of parallel cords or wires that with their mounting compose the
harness used to guide warp threads in a loom

he.der \'kad-ar. 'ked-\ n [Yiddish kheyder, fr. Heb /rerf/ier room]
: an elementary Jewish school in which children are taught to read
the Pentateuch, the Prayer Book, and other books in Hebrew
'hedge \'hej\ n [ME hegge, fr. OE hecg: akin to OE haga hedge,
hawthorn, L colum sieve] 1 a : a fence or boundary formed by a
dense row of shrubs or low trees b : barrier, limit 2 : a means of
protection or defense (as against financial loss) 3 : a calculatedly
noncommittal statement
2hedge vt 1 : to enclose or protect with or as if with a hedge

; ENCIRCLE 2 ; to hem in or obstruct with or as if with a barrier
: hinder 3 : to protect oneself from losing by a counterbalancing
transaction <---' a bet> ^ vi 1 : to plant, form, or trim a hedge
2 : to evade the risk of commitment esp. by leaving open a way of
retreat : trim 3 a : to protect oneself financially; specif ; to buy or
sell commodity futures as a protection against loss due to price
fluctuation b : to minimize the risk of a bet— hedg>er n
3hedge adj l : of, relating to, or designed for a hedge 2 : bom,
hving, or made near or as if near hedges : roadside 3 : inferior

hedge<hog \'hej-,h6g, -,hag\ n 1 a : any of a genus (Erinaceus) of
Old World nocturnal insectivorous mammals having both hair and
spines that they present outwardly by rolling themselves up
b : any of several spiny mammals (as a porcupine) 2 : a military
defensive obstacle or stronghold

hedge.hop \-,hap\ vi [back-formation fr. hedgehopper"] : to fly an
airplane close to the ground and rise over obstacles as they appear— hedge*hop<per n

hedge.pig \-'pig\ n : hedgehog
hedge>row \-.r6\ n ; a row of shrubs or trees enclosing or separating
fields
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he.don.ic \hi-'dan-ik\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or characterized by
pleasure 2 : hedonistic
he.do-nism \'hed-'n-,iz-3m\ n [Gk hedone pleasure; akin to Gk
hedys sweet — more at sweet] 1 : the doctrine that pleasure or
happiness is the sole or chief good in life — compare psychological
hedonism 2 : a way of hfe based on or suggesting the principles of
hedonism — he-do-nist \-3st\ n — he.do-nis.tic \,hed-=n-'is-tik\
adj

hedonistic calculus n : a method of determining the rightness of an
action by balancing the pleasures and pains that it would produce

-he.dral \'he-dr3l\ adj comb form [N L -hedron} : having (such) a
surface or (such or so many) surfaces (.dihedral}

-he.dron \'he-dr3n\ n comb form, pi -hedrons or -he*dra \-dra\
[NL, fr. Gk -edron, fr. hedra seat — more at srr] : crystal or geo-
metrical figure having a (specified) form or number of surfaces
i'pQnx.ahedron} <trapezoAerfro«>

hee.bie-jee.bies \.he-be-'je-bez\ n pi [coined by Billy DeBeck]
: jhters

_iheed \'hed\ vb [ME heeden, fr. OE hedan; akin to OHG huota
guard] vi : to pay attention '^ vt i to concern oneself with
2heed n : attention, notice
heed.ful \'hed-f3l\ adj : taking heed : careful — heed>ful<ly
\-f3-le\ adv — heed'ful'Uess n

heed'less \-l3s\ adj : not taking heed : careless — heed>less>ly
adv — heed'less'ness n
hee-haw \'he-.h6\ n [imit.] 1 : the bray of a donkey 2 : a loud
rude laugh : guffaw — bee-haw vi

Jheel \'he(3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE hela; akin to ON hxll heel, OE hoh —
more at hock] 1 a : the back of the human foot below the ankle
and behind the arch b : the back of the hind limb of other verte-
brates homologous with the human heel 2 : an anatomical struc-
ture suggestive of the human heel 3 a : one of the crusty ends of a
loaf of bread b ; one of the rind ends of a cheese 4 a : the part (as
of a shoe) that covers the human heel b : a solid attachment of a
shoe or boot forming the back of the sole under the heel of the foot
5 : a rear, low, or bottom part; as a : the after end of a ship's keel
or the lower end of a mast b : the base of a tuber or cutting of a
plant used for propagation c : Jhe base of a ladder 6 ; a con-
temptible person — heel-less \'he(a)l-3s\ adj— by the heels : in a
tight grip — down at heel or down at the heel : in or into a run:>
down or shabby condition — to heel 1 : close behind 2 : into
agreement or line — under heel : under control or subjection

2heel vt 1 a ; to furnish with a heel h : to supply esp. with money
2 : to exert pressure on, propel, or strike with the heel « vi : to
move along at the heels of someone

3heel vb [alter, of ME heelden, fr. OE hieldan; akin to OHG hald
inclined, Lith sails side, region] vi : to tilt to one side : tip, list ^ vt
: to cause to list

<heel n : list; also : the extent of a list

heel-and-toe \.he-l3n-'t6\ adj : marked by a stride in which the
heel of one foot touches the ground before the toe of the other foot
leaves it

heel-er \'he-lar\ n 1 : one that heels 2 a : a henchman of a local
political boss bra worker for a local party organization; esp
: WARD heeler

heel.piece \'hef3)I-.pes\ n : a piece designed for or forming the heel
heel.post \-,post\ n : a post to which a gate or door is hinged
heel-tap \'he(3)l-,lap\ n : a small quantity of liquor remaining (as
in a glass after drinking)
iheit \'heft\ n [irreg. fr. heave] 1 ; weight, heaviness 2 archaic

: BULK
2heft vr 1 : to heave up : hoist 2 : to test the weight of by lifting

hefty \'hef-te\ adj 1 : quite heavy 2 a : marked by bigness, bulk,
and usu. strength b : powerful, mighty c : impressively large

he>gari \hi-'gar-e, -'ger-\ n [Ar (Sudan) hegiri] : any of several
Sudanese grain sorghums having chalky white seeds including one
grown in the southwestern U.S.

He>ge<li*an \ha-'ga-le-3n\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of
Hegel, his philosophy, or his dialectic method — Hegelian n
He-ge-li-an-ism \-le-3-,niz-3m\ n : the philosophy of Hegel that
equates the rational and the real and that uses dialectic to com-
prehend an absolute idea of which phei
tations

he-ge.mo-ny \hi-'jem_-3-ne, 'hej-a-.mo
hegemon leader, fr. hegeisthai to lead
derant influence or authority esp, of one nati'

he.gi-ra also he-ii-ra \hi-'jT-ra, 'hej-(3-)

Muhammad from Mecca in a.d. 622,

fr.[Gk hegerr,

at SEEK] : prepon-
i over others

\ n [the Hegira, flight of
ML, fr. Ar hijrah, lit.,

flight] : a journey esp. when undertaken to seek refuge away from
a dangerous or undesirable environment : exodus

Hei-del-berg man X.hTd-^l-.barg-, -.be(3)rg-\ n {Heidelberg,
Germany] : an early Pleistocene man known from a massive fos-
silized jaw with -distinctly human dentition

heiJ-er \'hef-3r\ n [ME hayjare. fr. OE heahjore] ; a young cow;
esp : one that has not had a calf

heigh \'hT, 'ha\ interj [origin unknown] : HEY
heigh-ho \-'h6\ imerj — used typically to express boredom, weari-
ness, or sadness or sometimes as a cry of encouragement

height \'hTt, 'hTtth\ n [ME heighrhe. fr. OE hlehihu: akin to OHG
hohida height, OE heah high] 1 a : the highest part : summft
b : the highest or most advanced point : zENrrn 2 a : the distance
from the bottom to the top of something standing upright b : the
extent of elevation above a level : altitude 3 : the condition of
being tall or high 4 a : an extent of land rising to a considerable
degree above the surrounding country b : a high point or position
6 obs : an advanced social rank 6 : degree of geographical latitude
syn stature, elevation, altitude: height may be used of any

vertical distance great or small; stature applies only to animal
bodies, esp. to the mature human body; elevation and altitude
imply height practicably determined only by angular measurement
or atmospheric pressure

height-en \'hTt-=n\ vb height-en.ing \'hTt-nio, -'n-io\ vt 1 a : to
increase the amount or degree of : augment b ; to make brighter
or more intense ; deepen c : to bring out more strongly : point up
d ; to make more acute ; sharpen 2 a : to raise high or higher
; elevate b : to raise above the ordinary or trite 3 obs ; elate
^ VI 1 archaic : grow, rise 2 a : to become great or greater in



height to paper 386 helot

amount, degree, or extent b ; to become brighter or more Intense
syn see intensify

height to paper : the standard 0.9186 inch height of printing type
in English-speaking countries
Heim*dal \'ham-,dal\ n [ON Heimdallr"} : the guardian of Asgard
in Norse mythology
hei.n6us \'ha-n3s\ adj [ME, fr. MF haineus, fr. haine hate, fr. hair
to hate, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG haz hate — more at hate]
: hatefully or shockingly evil : abominable syn see olttrageous—
hei-nons-Iy adv — hei-nous<ness n

Iheir \'af3ir, 'e(3)r\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L hered-, heres: akin to Gk
cheros bereaved, OE gan to go] 1 : one who inherits or is entitled
to inherit property: as a : heir at law b : one who receives the
property of a deceased person esp. by operation of law or by virtue
of£ n titled succeed to a heredi-

entitled to re-

parent or predecessor —
2 : one who

tary rank, title, or offic

ceive some endowment
heir>ship \-,ship\ n

2heir vt, chiefly dial : iNHERrr
heir apparent n, pi heirs apparent 1 : an heir whose right to
inheritance is indefeasible in law if he survives the legal

2 : HEIR PRESUMPTIVE 3 t one whose succession esp. to a position
or role appears certain under existing circumstances

heir at law : an heir in whom an intestate's real property is vested
by operation of law

heirless \'ar-as, 'er-\ n : a female heir; esp : a female heir to great
wealth
heir-loom \'a{3)r-,lum. 'e(a)rA ii [ME heirlome. fr. heir + lome im-
plement — more at loom] 1 : a piece of property that descends to
the heir as an inseparable part of an inheritance 2 : something of
special value handed on from one generation to another

heir presumptive n, pi heirs presumptive : an heir whose legal
right to an inheritance may be defeated (as by the birth of a nearer
rela

UieiSt \'hTst\ vt [alter, of '/rois/1 1 : chiefly dial : hoist 2 slang
a : to commit armed robbery on b : steal

2heist n, slang : armed robbery : holdup; also t theet
Hel \'hel\ n [ON] : the goddess of the dead and queen of the
underworld in Norse mythology

held past of hold
Hel-eu of Troy \,he]-9-n3v-'tr6i\ : the beautiful wife of Menelaus
whose abduction by Paris brings about the Trojan War

heli- or helio- comb Jorm [L. fr. Gk heli-, helio-, fr. helios — more
at SOLAR ] ; sun (heliocentric}

he.li.a.cal \hi-'lT-3-k3l\ adj [LL heliacus, fr. Gk heliakos, fr.

helios\ : relating to or near the sun — used esp. of the last setting
of a star before and its first rising after invisibiUty due to con-
junction with the sun — he>li>a>cal>ly \-3-k(a-)le\ adv

helic- or helico- comb jorm [Gk helik-, heliko-, fr. helik-. helix
spiral — more at helix] : helix : spiral </ie/ical>

lie*li-cal X'hel-i-kal, 'he-li-\ adj : of. relating to, or having the form
of a helix; broadly : spiral la — he>li<cal-ly \-k(a-)Ie\ adv
ihe.li.coid \'hel-3-,k6id. 'he-l9-\ or he-li-coi.dal \,hel-3-'k6id-
"1, ,he-l3-\ adj 1 : forming or arranged in a spiral 2 : having the
form of a flat coil or flattened spiral {^ snail shell)

shellcoid n : a surface resembling that of a screw thread
hel.i.con \'hel-i-.kan\ n [prob. fr. Gk helik-, helix + E -on (as in
bombardon^] ; a large circular bass tuba
used in military bands

he-li.cop.ter X'hel-a-.kap-tsr. 'he-l3-\ n [F
hclicoptere, fr. Gk heliko- + pteron wing —
more at feather] ; an aircraft whose sup-
port in the air is derived from the reaction of
a stream of air driven downward by one or
more lifting rotors turning about substan-
tially vertical axes — helicopter or he>li-
copl \-,kart\ vb

he.lio-cen.lric \,he-le-6-'sen-trik\ adj
ferred to or mt
or appearing a

relating to the
GFOrENTRIC

he. lio. chrome
photograph in natural colors helicon

he.lio.gram \-,gram\ n

mitted by a heliograph
ihe-lio-graph \-.graf\ n [ISV] 1 a : photoengraving 2b b : pho-
TOHELIOGRAPH 2 : an apparatus for telegraphing by means of the
sun's rays thrown from a mirror — he.lio.graph'ic \.he-le-a-
'graf-ik\ adj — lie.U'Og.ra.phy \,he-]e-'ag-r9-fe\ n

^heliograph vh_\ to signal by means of a heliograph — he*li.0g-
ra-pher N.he-le-'ag-ra-fsrN n

he.lio.gra-vure \.he-le-6-gro-'vyu(3)r\ n [F heliogravure, fr. helio-
heli- + gravurel : photogravure

he-li-ol.a.try \,he-le-'al-3-tre\ n : sun worship
he.li.om.e.ter \,he-le-'am-3t-3r\ n [F heliometre, fr. h6lio- hell- +
-metre -meter] : a visual telescope that has a divided objective with
two movable parts which give a double image and that was orig.
designed for measuring the apparent diameter of the sun — he-
llo.met-ric \,he-le-o-'me-trik\ adj — he*liD.met.rl.cal'ly \-tri-
k(3-)le\ adv
He.Ii.os \'he-le-,as\ n [Gk Helios} : the sun god in Greek myth-
ology represented as driving a four-horse chariot through the
heavens

he.liO-Stat \'he-le-9-,stat\ n [NL heliostaia, fr. heli- + Gk -states
-Stat] ; an instrument consisting of a mirror mounted on an axis
moved by clockwork by which a sunbeam is steadily reflected in one

asured from the !

> if seen from it ; having or
sun as a center — compare

\'he-le-3-,krom\ n ; a
atural colors

message trans-

he. lio-tax-is \,he-le-o-'tak-s3s\ n [NL] : phototaxis in which sun-
light is the stimulus

he.lio.trope X'hel-ya-.trop, -e-s-. Brit usu 'hel-\ n IL heliotropium,
fr. Gk heliotropion, fr. helio- heli- + tropos turn — more at trope]
1 a obs : a plant that turns toward the sun b : any of a genus
iHeliotropium) of herbs or shrubs of the borage family ~ compare
garden heliotrope 2 : BLOOoyroNE 3 a ; a variable color
averaging a moderate purple b : a moderate reddish purple

he.lio-trO'PiC \,he-le-3-'tr5p-ik. -'trap-\ adj : characterized by
hehotropism ~ hello. tro.pLcaMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

he.li.ot.ro.plsm X.he-le-'a-tra-.piz-amV n ; phototropism In which
sunlight is the orienting stimulus

he.UO'Z0*ail \^e-le-»-*zo-3n\ n [NL HeUozoa, order name, fr.
heli- + -zoa"} : any of an order (Hehozoa) of free-living holozoic
usu. freshwater rhizopod protozoans that reproduce by binary
fission or budding — heliozoan adj — he.llo.zo.ic \-'zo-ik\ adj

he-li.port \'hel-a-,p6(s)rt, 'he-la-, -,p6(3)rt\ n [/jeHcopter -l- port\
: a landing and takeoff place for a helicopter

he-li-um \'he-le-3m\ n. ojten attrib [NL. fr. Gk helios} : a light
colorless inert gaseous element present in economically extractable
amounts in various natural gases — see element table
he.lix \'he-Iiks\ n, pi he.Ii-ces \'hel-a-.sez. 'he-la-X also he.lix-es
\'he-lik-s3z\ [L, fr. Gk; akin to Gk eilyein to roll, wrap — more at
voluble] 1 : something spiral in form: as a : an ornamental
volute b : a coil formed by winding wire around a uniform tube
2 ; the incurved rim of the external ear 3 : a curve traced on a
cylinder by the rotation of a point crossing its right sections at a
constant oblique angle; broadly ; spiral lb

hell \'hel\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG helan to
conceal. L celare, Gk kalyptein'i 1 a (1) : a nether world in which
the dead continue to exist : hades (2) : the nether realm of the devil
and the demons in which the damned suffer everlasting punishment
b Christian Science : error 2b, siN 2 a : a place or state of
torment or wickedness — often used as an interjection, an in-
tensive, or a generalized term of abuse b ; a place or state of
turmoil or destruction C ; severe scolding d ; unrestrained fun
or sportiveness 3 a archaic ; a tailor's receptacle b ; hellbox

he'll \(.)he(3)l, hil, el, il\ : he will : he shall
hell'ben.der \'hel-,ben-d3r\ n ; a large voracious aquatic sala-
mander (Cryptobranchus alleganiensis) of the Ohio valley

hell-bent \-,bent\ adj 1 : stubbornly often recklessly determined
2 : going full tilt

hell.box \-,baks\ n : a receptacle Into which a printer throws
damaged or discarded type material

hell'brotll \-,br6th\ n : a brew for working black magic
hell'Cat \-.kat\ n 1 : witch 1 2 : tormentor; esp : shrew
hel-le.hore \'hel-a-.b6(3)r, -,b6(3)r\ n [L helleborus. fr. Gk helle-

boros] 1 a : any of a genus (Helleborus) of herbs of the crowfoot
family b : a poisonous herb (genus Veratrum) of the lily family
2 a : the dried rhizome and root of a hellebore (genus Helleborus)
or a powder'or extract of this formerly used in medicine b : the
dried rhizome and root of a hellebore ( Veratrum album or V.

viride) or a powder or extract of this containing alkaloids used
as a cardiac and respiratory depressant and as an insecticide
Hel-lene \'hei-,en\ n [Gk Hellen} : greek — HeLlen.ic \he-
'len-ik, h9-\ adj
Hel.le.nism \'hel-a-.niz-am\ n 1 : grecism 1 2 : devotion to
or imitation of esp. ancient Greek thought, customs, or styles

3 : Greek civilization 4 : a body of humanistic and classical ideals
associated with ancient Greece
Hel.le.nist \-n3St\ n 1 : a person living in Hellenistic times not
Greek in ancestry but Greek in language, outlook, and way of life;

esp : a hellenized Jew 2 : a specialist in the language or culture
of ancient Greece
Hel.le.nis.tic \,hel-»-'nis-tik\ adj 1 : of or relating to Greek
historv, culture, or art after Alexander the Great 2 : of or relating
to the Hellenists — HeMe-nis-ti-caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

hel.le.ni.za.tion \,hel-3-na-'za-sh3n\ n, ojten cap 1 : the act or
process of hellenizing 2 : the quality or state of being hellenized

hel.le.nize \'hel-a-,nTz\ vb, ojten cap, vi ; to become Greek or
Hellenistic '^ vt I to make Greek or Hellenistic in form or culture

hell.er \'hel-3r\ n, chiejly dial ; hellion
hel.leri \'hel-3-,rT, -,re\ n [NL. fr. C. Heller, 20th cent, tropical
fish collector] 1 : swordtail 2 ; any of various brightly colored
topminnows developed in the aquarium by hybridization of
swordtails and platys

hell.gram-mite \'hel-gr3-.mTt\ n [origin unknown] : a long-lived
carnivorous aquatic larva of a large No. American insect (Coryda-
lus cnrnuius) or of a related insect much used as a fish bait

hell.hound \-,haund\ n 1 : a dog represented in mythology as a
guardian of the underworld 2 ; a fiendishly evil person

hel.lion \'hel-yan\ n [prob. alter, of halUon (scamp)] : a trouble-
some or mischievous person

hell'lsh \'hel-ish\ adj : of, resembling, or befitting hell : devilish— hell-ish.ly adv — helMsh.ness n
hel'lo \h3-'lo, he-\ n, pi helios [alter, of hollo} : an expression or
gesture of greeting — used interjectionally in greeting, in answering
the telephone, or to express surprise
ihelm \'helm\ n [ME. fr. OE] : helmef 1

3helm vt : to cover or furnish with a helmet
3helm n [ME helme, fr. OB helma: akin to OHG helmo tiller]

1 a : a lever or wheel controlling the rudder of a ship for steering:

broadly : the entire apparatus for steering a ship b ; deviation of
the position of the helm from the amidships position 2 : a position
of control ; head
4helm vt ; to direct with or as if with a helm : steer
hel.met Vhel-m3t\ n [MF, dim. of helme helmet, of Gmc origin;
akin to OE helm helmet. OHG
helan to conceal — more at hell]
1 : a covering or enclosing
headpiece of ancient or medieval
armor 2 ; any of various pro-
tective head coverings usu. made
of a hard material to resist

impact 3 : something resembling
a helmet; specij : a hood-shaped
upper sepal or petal of some
flowers — hel.met.like \-,lTk\

hel.minth \'hel-,min(t)th\ n fGk helminth-, helmis: akin to Gk
eilyein to roll — more at voluble] ; worm; esp ; an intestinal worm— hel.min.thic \hel-'min(t)-thik\ adj
helminth- or helmintho- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk helminth-,
helmis} I helminth </ie/min/Aiasis> {helminthology}

hel.min-thi.a.sis \,heI-,min-'thT-3-s3s\ n [NL] : infestation with
or disease caused by parasitic worms

hel.min.thol.o.gy \.hel-,min-'ihal-a-ie\ n : a branch of zoology
concerned with helminths; esp ; the study of parasitic worms
helms.man \'helmz-m3n\ n : the man at the helm : steersman
hel.Ot \'hel-3t\ n [L Helotes pi., fr. Gk Heilotes} 1 cap : a member
of the lowest social class of ancient Sparta constituting a body of
serfs 2 : serf, slave — hel*ot.ry \'heI-3-tre\ n



helotism 387 hemocyte
•'to-ma, ,hem-; a tumor or swelling

bel-ot-ism \'hel-3t-,iz-3m\ n 1 : serfdom 2 : a symbiotic relation
in which one member functions as the slave of the other
ihelp X'help, South also 'hep\ vb [ME helpen, fr. OE helpan; akin
to OHG heljan to help, Lith selptil vt 1 ; to give assistance to
: AID 2 a : remedy, relieve b archaic : rescue, save c ; to get
(oneself) out of a difficulty 3 a : to be of use to : benefit b : to
further the advancement of : promote 4 a : to change for the
better : mend b : to refrain from (couldn't -^ laughing) c : to
keep from occurring : prevent 5 : to serve with food or drink esp.
at a meal 6 : to appropriate for the use of (oneself) ^ vi : to be
of use or benefit <every little bit -^s}
syn HELP, AID, ASSIST mean to supply what is needed to accomplish
an end. help carries a strong imphcation of advance toward an
objective; aid suggests the evident need of help or relief and so
imputes weakness to the one aided and strength to the one aiding;
ASSIST suggests a secondary role in the assistant or a subordinate
character in the assistance syn see in addition improve— cannot help but : cannot but — so help me : I swear it

Shelp n 1 : AID, assistance 2 : a source of aid 3 : remedy,
relief 4 a : one who is in the service of or who assists another
: helper b : the services of a paid worker 5 : helping

help>er n : one that helps; specij : a relatively unskilled worker who
assists another esp. by manual labor

lielp>ful \-f3l\ adj : of service or assistance : useful — help-ful*ly
\-fa-le\ adv — help>ful-ness n

]ielp*lng n ; a portion of food : serving
helpless \'hel-pl3s\ adj 1 ; lacking protection or support : de-
fenseless 2 ; lacking strength or effectiveness : powerless— help<less>ly adv — help^less-ness n

lielp*mate \'help-,mat\ n [by folk etymology fr. helpmeet^ ; one
who is a companion and helper; specij : wife
help.meet \-,met\ n i^help + meet, adj.] : helpmate
ihel.ter-skel.ter \,hel-tsr-'skel-t9r\ adv [imit.] 1 ; in headlong
disorder : pell-mell 2 ; in random order ; haphazardly

aiielter-skelter n : a disorderly confusion : turmoil
Shelter-skelter adj l : confusedly harried : precipitatb 2 ; htt*
or-miss, haphazard

helve \'helv\ n [ME, fr. OE hielje: akin to OE heaJj half] : a handle
of a tool or weapon : haft
Hel.ve.lian \hel-'ve-sh3n\ adj : of or relating to the Helvetil or
Helvetia : swiss — Helvetian n

Hel.ve.tii \-she-J\ n pi [L] : an early Celtic people of western
Switzerland in the time of Julius Caesar
ihem \'hem\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to MHG hemmen to hem in. Arm
kamel to press] 1 a ; a border of a cloth article doubled back and
stitched down b : a similar border on an article of sheet metal,
plastic, rubber, or leather 2 : rim, margin
2hem vt hemmed; hem<ming 1 a ; to finish with a hem b : bor-
der, edge 2 ; to surround in a restrictive manner : confine— usu. used with in '^ vi ; to make a hem in sewing — hem-mer n
3hem X'hem; as an interjection a throat-clearing sound\ n [imit.]
; a vocalized pause in speaking — often used interjectionally to
call attention or to express hesitation or doubt
«hem \'hem\ vi hemmed; hem>ming 1 : to utter the sound
represented by hem 2 : equivocate
hem- or heme- or haem- or haemo- comb form [MP hemo-, fr. L
haem-, haemo-, fr. Gk haim-. haimo-, fr. haima} : blood </iemal)
</iemofIagellate>
hema- or haema- comb form [NL, fr. Gk haima} ; hem- {hema-
cytometer)
he.ma.cy.tom.e.ter \.he-m3-(,)sT-'tam-9t-sr, .hera-3-\ n : an
instrument for counting blood cells

hem.ag.glu.ti.nate X.he-ms-'glut-'n-.at, .hem-a-\ vt : to cause
hemagglutination of

hem.ag.glu.ti.na.tion \-,glut-'n-'a-sh3n\ n [ISV] : agglutination
of red blood cells

hem.ag.glu.ti.nin X-'glut-'n-snX n [ISV] : an agglutinin that
causes hemagglutination
he-mal \'he-m3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to the blood or blood vessels
2 ; relating to or situated on the side of the spinal cord where the
heart and chief blood vessels are placed
he-man \'he-'man\ n : an obviously strong virile man
hemat- or hemato- or haemat- or haemato- combjorm iL haemat-,
haemato-, fr. Gk haimat-, haimato-, fr. haimat-, haima} ; hem-
{hematoidy </jenn3/ogenous>

he*ma>tal \'hem-3t-'l, 'he-mat-\ adj : hemal 1

he>ma-tein X.he-ma-'te-an, ,hem-a-; 'hem-a-,ten\ n : a reddish
brown crystalline compound CieHizOe constituting the essential
dye in logwood extracts

he>mat-ic \hi-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or containing blood
2 : affecting the blood

he-ma.tin X'hem-st-sn, 'he-mst-\ n 1 : hematein 2 a ; a brownish
black or bluish black derivative C34H32N404FeOH of oxidized
heme; also : any of several similar compounds h : heme
he>ma-tln-ic \,hem-3-'tin-ik, ,he-m3-\ n ; an agent that tends to
stimulate blood cell formation or to increase the hemoglobin in
the blood — hematinic adj

he<ma>tite \'hem-a-,tTt, 'he-ma-X n ; a mineral FczOb constituting
an important iron ore and occurring in crystals or in a red earthy
form

he.ma-to-blast \'hem-3t-o-,blast, 'hemato-, hi-'mat-3-\ n [ISV]
1 : BLOOD platelet 2 : an immature blood cell — Iie-ma*to-
blaS'tic \,hem-3t-o-'blas-tik, .he-mst-o-, hi-,mat-a-\ adj
he.ma.tO.Crit \'hem-3t-o-,krit, 'he-mat-o-, hi-'mat-3-\ n [ISV
hemat- + Gk krites judge, fr, krinein to judge — more at certain]
1 : an instrument for determining usu. by centrifugation the rela-

tive amounts of plasma and corpuscles in blood 2 ; a ratio of
volume of packed red blood cells to volume of whole blood
determined by a hematocrit

he<ma*tog>e>nous X.hem-a-'taj-a-nas, ,he-m3-\ adj 1 : producing
blood 2 : spread by or arising in the blood

he>ma>tO>Iog>ic X.hem-at-s-'raj-ik, ,he-m3t-\ adj : of or relating to
blood or to hematology — he>ma>to>lcg-i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj

he-ma-tol*o-gist \,hem-a-'tal-3-j3st, ,he-m3-\ n : a specialist In
hematology
he-ma.tol.o _. . .

blood and blood-forming organs
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he.ma-to.ma \,he-i
containing blood
he.ma.toph.a.gous \-'taf-a-g3s\ adj [ISV] : feeding on blood
ne.ma.to.poi.e.sis \.hem-at-6-(,)p6i-'e-sas, .he-mst-o-, hi-,raat-3-\
n [N L I : the formation of blood or of blood cells in the hving body— be*ma'to-poi<et*ic \-'et-ik\ adj

he-ma.tox-y.lln \,he-ma-'tak-s3-lan, .hem-3-\ n [ISV, fr. NL
Haematoxylon, genus of plants] : a crystalline phenolic compound
CisHi^Os found in logwood and used chiefly as a biological stain
he.ma.to.zcon \,hem-at-3-'zo-,an, ,he-mat-\ n, pi he-ma-tczoa
\-'zo-3\ [NL] : a blood-dwelling animal parasite

ne.ma-tu.na \,he-ms-'t{y)ur-e-a, .hem-a-X n [NL] : the presence
of blood or blood cells in the urine
heme \'hem\ n [ISV, fr. hematin} : a deep red iron-containing
pigment C34H3zN404Fe obtained from hemoglobin

hem.el.y.tron \he-'mel-a-.tran\ n [NL, fr. hemi- + elytron} : one
of the basally thickened anterior wings of various insects (as
true bugs)

hem.er.a.lo.pia \.hem-3-ra-'lo-pe-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk hemeralops,
fr. hemera day -f- alaos blind + ops eye — more at ephemeral,
eye] 1 : a defect of vision characterized by reduced visual capacity
in bright lights 2 ; night bundness — hem-er<a<lo*plc \-'16-
pik, -Tap-ikX adj

hera.ero.cal.Iis \.hem-a-r6-'kal-as\ n [NL, fr. Gk hemerokalles,
fr. hemera + kallos beauty — more at calligraphy] : day lily 1

hemi' prejix [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk hemi-} : half <Acmihedral>
-hernia — see -emia
he<niic \'he-mik, 'hem-ik\ adj ; of or relating to blood
hemi-cel.lu.lose \,hem-i-'sel-ya-,16s, -.I6z\ « [ISV] : any of various
plant polysaccharides less complex than cellulose and easily
hydrolyzable to simple sugars and other products

hemi.cy.Cle \'hem-i-.sT-kal\ n [F hemicycle, fr. L hemicyclium,
fr. Gk hemikyklion, fr. hemi- + kyklos circle — more at cycle]
; a curved or semicircular structure or arrangement

hemi.cy.clic \,hem-i-'sT-klik, -'sik-likX adj ; having floral leaves
partly in whorls and partly in spirals
hemi.demi.semi.qua-ver \.hem-i-.dera-i-'sem-i-,kwa-var\ n : six-
ty-fourth note
hemi-he.dral \,hem-i-'he-dral\ adj ihemi- + -hedron} of a crystal

: having half the faces required by complete symmetry — hemi-he-
dral.ly \-dra-le\ adv

hemi.hy-drate \-'hi-,drat\ n : a hydrate containing half a molecule
of water to one of the compound forming the hydrate — hemi>hy-
drat.ed \-,drat-ad\ adj

hemi.me.tab.o.lism \-ma-'tab-a-.liz-am\ n : incomplete meta-
morphosis esp. in various insects with aquatic larvae in which the
young does not resemble the adult — hemi>me*tab>0-10US
\-m3-'tab-a-las\ also hemi.met«a-boMc \-,met-a-*bal-ik\ adj

hemi.mor.phic \.hem-i-'m6r-fik\ adj [ISV] : unsymmetrical in
form as regards the two ends of an axis — heml<mor<phism
\-.fiz-am\ /.

hemi.mor.phite \-,fTt\ n : a mineral ZnaSizOvOH.HzO that is a
basic zinc silicate in usu. colorless transparent orthorhombic
crystals

he>min \'he-man\ n [ISV] : a red-brown to blue-black crystalline
salt C34H3HN404FeCl derived from oxidized heme but usu. ob-
tained in a charactejistic crystalline form from hemoglobin

hemi<0-la \,hem-e-'o-la\ n [LL hemiolia, fr. Gk hemiolia ratio of
one and a half to one, fr. hemi- + holos whole — more at safe] : a
musical rhythmic alteration consisting of three beats in place of
two or two beats in place of three

hemi.par.a.site \.hem-i-'par-3-.sTt\ n [ISV] 1 ; a facultative
parasite 2 : a parasitic plant (as the mistletoe) that contains some
chlorophyll and is capable of photosynthesis — hemi>par-a-sit<ic
\,par-a-'sit-ik\ adj

hemi.ple.gia \.hem-i-'ple-j(e-)a\ n [NL, fr. MGk hemiplegia
paralysis, fr. Gk hemi- + -plegia -plegia] : paralysis of one lateral
half of the body or part of it resulting from injury to the motor
centers of the brain — hemi*ple*gic \-jik\ adj or n

he.mip-ter>an Xhi-'mip-ta-ranX n [deriv. of Gk hemi- + pteron
wing — more at feather] : any of a large order (Hemiptera) of
insects that comprise the true bugs and related insects, have mouth-
parts adapted to piercing and sucking and usu. two pairs of wings,
undergo an incomplete metamorphosis, and include many important
pests — he-mip-ter-oid \-,r6id\ adj — he«raip»ter«on \-,ran\ n— he^mip'ter.ous \-r3s\ adj
hemisphere \'hem-a-,sfi(a)r\ n [ME hemispere, fr. L hemisphaer-
iiim, fr. Gk hemisphairion, fr. hemi- + sphairion, dim. of sphaira
sphere] 1 a : a half of the celestial sphere divided into two halves
by the horizon, the celestial equator, or the ecliptic b : the north-
ern or southern half of the earth divided by the equator or the
eastern or western half divided by a meridian c : the inhabitants of
a terrestrial hemisphere 2 : realm, province 3 : one of two half
spheres formed by a plane through the sphere's center 4 ; a map
or projection of a celestial or terrestrial hemisphere 5 : cerebral
hemisphere — hemi<5phe>ric \,hem-a-'sfi(3)r-ik, -'sfer-X or heml-
sphe-ri'Cal \-i-k3l\ adj

hemi^Stich \'hem-i-,stik\ n [L hemistichium, fr. Gk hemistichion,
fr. hemi- + siichos line, verse; akin to Gk steichein to go — more at
stair] : half a poetic verse usu. divided by a caesura
hemi-ter.pene \.hem-i-'tar-,pen\ n [ISV] : a compound CsHa
whose formula represents half that of a terpene; esp : isoprene

hem*line \'hem-,lTn\ n : the line formed by the lower edge of a dress,
skirt, or coat
hem-lOCk \'hem-,lak\ n [ME hemlok, fr. OE hemlic} 1 a : any of
several poisonous herbs of the carrot family having finely cut leaves
and small white flowers b ; a poisonous drink made from the fruit

of the hemlock — compare conone 2 : any of a genus (Tsuga) of
evergreen coniferous trees of the pine family; also : the soft light
splintery wood of a hemlock
heme see hem-
he.mo.blast \ 'he-ma- .blast, "hem-a-X n [ISV] : HEMATOBLAsr
he.mo.cy-a.nin \,he-mo-'sT-a-nan, ,hem-6-\ n [ISV] ; a colorless
copper-containing respiratory pigment in solution in the blood
plasma of various arthropods and mollusks
he.mo.cyte \'he-ma-,sit, 'hem-a-X n U.SW} : a blood cell esp. of an
invertebrate animal



hemocytometer 388 herbalist

hB.mo.cy.tom.e-ter \,he-m9-(,)sT-'tam-at-3r, ,hem-3-\ n [ISV]
; HEMAC'^TOMETER

he.mo.fla.gel.late X.he-mo-'flaj-s-lat, .hem-o-, -.lat; -fls-'jel-atX n
: a flagellate {as a trypanosome) that is a blood parasite

be>mo*glo>l)in \'he-ma-,glo-ban, 'hem-s-, ,he-ma-', ,hem-3-'\ n
[ISV, short for earher hematoglobulin'] 1 a ; an iron-containing
protein respiratory pigment occurring in the red blood ceils of
vertebrates b : a dark purplish crystallizable form of this pigment
found chiefly in the venous blood of vertebrates that is a conjugated
protein composed of heme and globin 2 : any of numerous iron*
containing respiratory pigments of invertebrates and some plants
(as yeasts) — lie*mo>glo-bin*ic X.he-ms-glo-'bin-ik, ,hem-a-\ adj— he-mo-glo«hin-ou3 X-'glo-ba-nasX ad^

}ie.mo>glo<bm*uria \-.glo-b3-'nCy)i:
of free hemoglobin in the ui

\-'n(y)u(3)r-ik\ad;
he-mo.ly.sin Xhi-'mal-s-ssn; .he-ms-'lTs-'n, ,hem-a-\ n [ISV] : a
substance that causes the dissolution of red blood cells

he.mol.y-sis \hi-'mal-3-s3s\ n [NL] : hberation of hemoglobin
from red blood cells — he-mo-lyt-ic X.he-ms-'ht-ik, ,hem-3-\ adj

he<ino<lyze X'he-ma-.llz, 'hem-a-\ v6 [irreg. fr. hemolysis'] vt ; to
cause hemolysis of ^ vi : to undergo hemolysis

1 he.mo.phue \'he-m»-,fTl, 'hem-3-\ adj : hemophilic
2hemophile n [ISV] 1 ; hemophiliac 2 : a hemophilic organism
he.mo.phil.ia X.he-ma-'fil-e-s. ,hem-»-\ n [NL] : a usu. hereditary
tendency to uncontrollable bleeding — he-mo<phil>i>ac \-e-^\
adj or n

'he.mo-phil.ic \-'fiI-ik\ adj : biood-loving <~ bacteria)
he.mop*ty>SiS \hi-'map-t3-s3s\ n [NL, fr. hem- + Gk piysis act of
spitting, fr. ptyein to spit — more at spew] ; expectoration of blood
from some part of the respiratory tract
ihem.or.rhage \'hem-{3-)rij\ n [F & L; F hemorrhagie, fr. L
haemorrhagia, fr. Gk haimorrhagia, fr. haimo- hem- + -rrhagial
: a copious discharge of blood from the blood vessels — heni-or-
rhag-ic \,hem-a-'raj-ik\ adj
2hemorrhage vi : bleed
hem.or<rhoi(l \'hem-(a-),r6id\ n [MF hemorrhoides, pi., fr. L
haemorrhoidae, fr. Gk haimorrhoides, fr. haimorrhoos flowing with
blood, fr. haimo- hem- + rhein to flow — more at stream] ; a mass
of dilated tortuous veins in swollen tissue situated at or within the
anal margin — usu. used in pi.; caUed also piles — hem>or*rhOid-
eC'to-my \,hem-0-),r6i-'dek-t3-me\ n

hem<OI>rhoid*al \,hem-3-'r6id-^l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or involv-
ing hemorrhoids 2 : rectal — hemorrhoidal n

he-mo.sid.er.in \,he-m6-'sid-5-ran. ,hem-6-\ n [ISV] : a yellowish
brown granular pigment formed by breakdown of hemoglobin and
composed essentially of colloidal ferric oxide

he.mos*ta>sis \hi-'mas-t3-S3s\ n [NL. fr. Gk haimostasls styptic,
fr. haimo- hem- + -stasisi : arrest of bleeding

be<mo*stat X'he-ma-.siat, 'hem-3-\ n 1 : hemostatic 2 : an in-
strument for compressing a bleeding vessel

he.mo.stat'ic \,he-m3-'stat-ik, ,hem-3-\ n ; an agent that checks
bleeding — hemostatic adj
hemp \'hemp\ n [ME. fr. OE hxnepj akin to OHG hanaj hemp; both
prob. fr. the source of Gk kannabis hemp] 1 a ; a tall widely cul-
tivated Asiatic herb {Cannabis saliva) of the mulberry family with
tough bast fiber used esp. for cordage b : the fiber of hemp
c : a narcotic drug (as marihuana) from hemp 2 : a fiber (as jute)

from various plants; also : a plant yielding such fiber — hemp.en
\'hem-p3n\ adj
hemp nettle n : any of a genus (Galeopsis) of coarse Old World
herbs of the mmt family; esp : a bristly Eurasian herb (G. tetrahit)

common in the U.S. as a weed
ihem*stitch \'hem-,stich\ vt : to embroider (fabric) by drawing out
parallel threads and stitching the exposed threads in groups to form
various designs
ahemstitch n 1 : decorative needlework
similar to drawnwork 2 : a stitch used in
hemstitching
hen \'hen\ n [ME, fr. OE henn: akin to OE
hana rooster — more at chant] 1 a : a
female domestic fowl esp. over a year old;
broadly I a female bird b : the female of
various mostly aquatic animals (as lobsters or
fish) 2 : WOMAN; specij : a fussy middle-aged hemstitch

hen and chickens n : any of several plants having offsets,
or proliferous flowers: as a : houseleek b : ground ivy

hen.bane \'hen-,ban\ n : a poisonous fetid Old World herb
{Hyoscyamus niger) of the nightshade family having sticky hairy
dentate leaves and yellowish brown flowers and yielding a medicinal
extract resembling belladonna

hence \'hen(t)s\ adv [M^ hennes, henne, fr. OE heonan; akin to
OHG hinnan away. OE her here) 1 : from this place : away;

hence. lorth \'hen(t)s-.fo(a)rth, -,f6(3)rth, hen(t)s-'\ adv ; from
this point on

hence.for.ward \hen(t)s-'f6r-w3rd\ adv : henceforth
hench-man \'hench-m3n\ n [ME hengestman groom, fr. hengest
Stallion (fr. OE) + man; akin to OHG hengisl gelding] 1 obs z a
squire or page to a person of high rank 2 a : a trusted follower
: a right-hand man b : a political follower whose support is chiefly
for personal advantage

hen.deca-syl-lab.ic \(.)hen-,dek-3-s3-'lab-ik\ adj [L hendecasyl-
labus, fr. Gk hendeka eleven (fr. hen-, heis one + deka ten) 4-

syllabe syllable — more at same, ten ] : consisting of 1 1 svllables or
compound of verses of II syllables — hendecasyllabic n — hen-
deca.syl'la.ble Xhen-'dek-a-.sil-a-bal, (,)hen-,dek-3-'\ n

hen.di.a.dys \hen-'dT-ad-3s\ n [LL, modif. of Gk hen dia dvoin
one through two] : the expression of an idea by two nouns con-
nected by and (as cups and gold) instead of by a noun and an adjec-
tive (as golden cups)

hen.e.quen also hen.i.quen X'hen-i-kan. .hen-i-'ken\ n [Sp
henequen'] : a strong yellowish or reddish hard fiber obtained from
the leaves of a tropical American agave chiefly in Yucatan and
used esp. for binder twine; also : a plant (Agave jourcroydes) that
yields henequen
ihen.na \'hen-a\ n £Ar hinna"\ 1 : an Old World tropical shrub

or small tree (Lawsonla Inermls) of the loosestrife family with
small opposite leaves and axillary panicles of fragrant white fiowers
2 ; a reddish brown dye obtained from leaves of the henna plant
and used esp. on hair
shenna vt : to dye (hair) with henna
hen>nery \'hen-a-re\ n ; a poultry farm; also : an enclosure for
poultry
hencthe.ism \'hen-a-the-,i2-9m\ n [G henolheismus, fr. Gk hen-^
heis + theos god] : the worship of one god without denying the
existence of other eods — heno<the<ist \-,the-»st\ n — heno>the-
Is.tic \,hen-3-the-^s-tik\ adj
hen party n : a party for women only
hen.peck \'hen-.pek\ vt : to subject (one's husband) to persistent
nagging and domination

hen.ry \'hen-re\ n, p/henrys or henries [Joseph Henry ti878 Am
physicist] : the practical mks unit of inductance equal to the self-
inductance of a circuit or the mutual inductance of two circuits in
which the variation of one ampere per second results in an induced
electromotive force of one volt
hent \'hent\ vt [ME henien, fr. OE hentan — more at hunt] obs

: SEIZE
hen track n ; an illegible or scarcely legible mark intended as
handwriting — called also hen scratch
Ihep \'hep. 'hap, 'hat\ interj [origin unknown] — used to mark a
marching cadence

2hep \'hep\ adj [origin unknown] 1 : characterized by a keen
informed awareness of or interest in the newest developments
2 : WISE, alert

hep.a.rin X'hep-a-ranX n [ISV. fr. Gk hepar liver] : a polysaccharide
sulfuric acid ester found esp. in liver that prolongs the clotting
time of blood and is used medically

hep.a.rin.ize \-ra-,nTz\ vt : to treat with heparin
hepat- or hepato- comb jorm [L. fr. Gk hepat-, hepato-, fr. hepat-,
hepar] : hver (hepatectomy} ihepaiotoxicy

ihe.pat.ic \hi-'pat-ik\ adj [L hepaticus, fr. Gk hepatikos, fr.
hepat-, hepar; akin to V. jecur liver] ; of, relating to, or resembling
the liver

ahepatic n : lp/erwort
he.pat.i.ca \hi-'pat-i-ka\ n [NL, genus name. fr. ML. liverwort.
fr. L, fem. of hepaticus] ; a plant or flower of a genus (Hepatica)
of herbs of the crowfoot family with lobed leaves and delicate
flowers

hep-a-ti-tis \,hep-»-'tTt-3s\ n ; inflammation of the liver
hep. cat \'hep-,kat\ n : hipster
He.phaes.tus \hi-'fes-t3s\ n [Gk Hephaisiosl : the god of fire
and of metalworking in Greek mythology
hepped up \'hep-'t5p\ adj : enthusiastic
Hep.ple.White \'hep-3l-,hwTt, -,wTt\ adj [George Hepplewhite
tl786 E cabinetmaker] : of, relating to, or imitating a style of
furniture originating in late 18th century England

hepta- or hept- comb jorm [Gk, fr. hepta — more at seven]
1 : seven {heptavaex.tx) 2 I containing seven atoms, groups, or
equivalents iheptane}
hep-tad \'hep-,tad\ n [Gk heptad-. heptas, fr. hepta] ; a group of

hep.ta.gon \'hep-t3-,gan\ n [Gk heptagdnos heptagonal. fr. hepta
\- gonia angle — more at -oon] : a polygon of seven angles and
seven sides — hep-tag.o-nal \hep-'tag-3n-'l\ adj

hep-tam.e.ter \hep-'tam-3t-3r\ n : a verse consisting of seven feet
hep.tane \'hep-,tan\ n : any of nine isomeric hydrocarbons
C7H16 of the methane series

Hep.tar-Chy \'hep-.tar-ke\ n : a hypothetical confederacy of
seven Anglo-Saxon kingdoms of the 7th and 8th centuries
Hep.ta.teuch \'hep-t3-,t(y)ijk\ n [LL heptateuchos, fr. Gk, fr

hepta + teuchos book — more at Pentateuch] : the first seven
books of the Old Testament

hep-tose \*hep-,tos, -,toz\ n : any of the monosaccharides CtHmO?
containing seven carbon atoms in the molecule
iher \ fhlsr, .hsrV adj [ME hire, fr. OE hiere, gen. of heo she — more
at he] : of or relating to her or herself esp. as possessor, agent, or
object of an action <~ house) <— research) <— rescue) — compare
'SHE

2her \ar, (^)h3r\ pron, objective case oj she
He.ra \'hir-3. 'he-raX n [L, fr. Gk Hera] : the queen of heaven in
Greek mythology, sister and wife of Zeus, and goddess of women
and marriage
Her.a.kles or Her.a.cles \'her-3-,klez\ n [Gk Herakles] : her-
CULES
iher.ald \'her-3ld\ n [ME, fr. MF hiraut, fr. an (assumed) Gmc
compound whose 1st component is akin to OHG heri army, and
whose 2d is akin to OHG waltan to rule — more at harry, wield]
1 a : an official at a tournament of arms with duties including the
making of announcements and the marshaling of combatants
b : an officer with the status of ambassador acting as official

messenger between leaders esp. in war c : an officer of a monarch
or government responsible for devising and granting armorial
bearings 2 : an official crier or messenger 3a: harbinger
b : announcer, spokesman syn see forerunner

sherald vt 1 : to give notice of : announce 2 a : publicize
b : hail, greet

he.ral'dic \he-'ral-dik, ha-X adj : of or relating to heralds or heraldry— he-ral.di-cal.ly X^di-ko-)leX adv
her. aid.ry X'her-al-dreX n 1 : the practice of devising, blazoning,
and granting armorial insignia and of tracing and recording
genealogies 2 a ; an armorial ensign b : insignia 3 : pageantry

herb X'thiarbX n, ojten attrib [ME herbe, fr. OF, fr. L herba] 1 : a
seed-producing annual, biennial, or perennial that does not de-
velop persistent woody tissue but dies down at the end of a growing
season 2 ; a plant or plant part valued for its medicinal, savory,
or aromatic qualities — her.ba.ceous X,Ch>3r-'ba-shss\ adj —
herb-like X'(h)sr-.blTkX adj— herby X'(h1ar-beX adj

herb-age X'Chlar-biJX n 1 : grass and other herbaceous vegetation
esp. when used for grazing 2 : the succulent parts of herbaceous
plants
iherb.al \'(h)3r-balX n 1 ; a book about -plants esp. with reference
to their medical properties 2 archaic : herbarium 1

sherbal adj : of. relating to, or made of herbs
herb.al.ist X-ba-lsstX n 1 : one that collects or grows herbs
2 : HERB doctor
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ber-bar-i-um \,(h)3r-'bar-c-3m, -•ber-\ n, pi her-bar-la \-e-3\
1 : a collection of dried plant specimens usu. mounted and syste-
matically arranged for reference 2 : a place that houses an her-
barium

berb doctor n : one who practices healing by the use of herbs
ber-bi-cl-dal \,(h)3r-ba-'sTd-'l\ adj : of, relating to, or being an
herbicide

ber-bi-cide \'(h)3r-b3-,sTd\ n [L herba + ISV -cideZ i an agent
used to destroy or inhibit plant growth

ber.bi-vore \'(h)ar-b3-.v6(a)r, -.v6(a)r\ n [NL Herbivora, group
of mammals, fr. neut. pi. of herbivorus'i : a plant-eating animal;
esp : UNGULATE

ber-biV-O-rous \,Ch)3r-'biv-3-r3s\ adj [NL herbivorus, fr. L herba
grass + -vorus -vorous] 1 : feeding on plants 2 ; having a stout
body and a long small intestine — ber>biv>o-rous>Iy adv
berb Rob.eit \,Ch)3rb-'rab-art\ n [prob. fr. Robertus (St. Robert)
tl067 F ecclesiastic] ; a sticky low geranium {Geranium rober-
tianum) with small reddish purple flowers
Her-CU.le.an \,h3r-kya-'le-an, .hsr-'kyu-leA adj 1 : of, relating to,
or characteristic of Hercules 2 often not cap ; of extraordinary
power, size, or difficulty

Her.CU.les X'hsr-kya-.lezV n [L, fr. Gk Herakles'i 1 : a hero of
classical mythology noted for great strength and esp. for achieving
twelve labors imposed on him by Hera 2 [L (gen. Herculis)'^ ; a
northern constellation between Corona Borealis and Lyra
Her-CU-Ies'-club \,h3r-ky»-,lez-'kl3b\ /i 1 : a small prickly eastern
U.S. tree {Aralia spinosa) of the ginseng family — called also an-
gelica tree 2 : a prickly shrub or tree (genus Zanlhoxylum, esp.
Z. clava-herculis) of the rue family
iherd \'hard\ n [ME, fr. OE heard; akin to OHG herta herd. Gk
korthys heap] 1 a : a number of animals of one kind kept together
under human control b : a congregation of gregarious wild animals
2 a : a group of people usu. having a common bond b ; the un-
distinguished unthinking masses of mankind : mob
sberd vi 1 ; to assemble or move in a herd 2 : to place oneself
in a group : associate -^ vr 1 a : to keep or move (animals)
together b : to gather, lead, or drive as if in a herd 2 : to place
in a group

berd-er X'hard-srV n : one that herds; specij : herdsman
ber-diC \'h3rd-ik\ n [Peter Herdic tl888 Am inventor] : a small
19th century American horse-drawn cab having side seats and an
entrance at the back

herds*maii X'hardz-manV n 1 ; a manager, breeder, or tender of
livestock 2 cap : bootes

Ihere \'hi(3)r\ adv [ME. fr. OE her: akin to OHG hier here, OE
Ae he] 1 a : in or at this place <tum '^> — often used interjection-
ally esp. in answering a roll call b : now <~ it's morning already)
2 : at or in this point or particular <"-' we agree) 3 : in the present
life or state 4 ; hfther <come ~> 6 — used interjectionally in
rebuke or encouragment

Shere adj 1 — used for emphasis esp. after a demonstrative pronoun
or after a noun modified by a demonstrative adjective <this
book '>-) 2 substand — used for emphasis after a demonstrative
adjective but before the noun modified (this ~ book)
9bere n : this place
bere.about \'hir-&-,baut\ or bere.abonls \-,bauts\ adv : in this
vicinity
1bere*af>ter \hir-*af-t3r\ adv 1 : after this in sequence or in time
2 : in some future time or state

abereafter n, ojten cap 1 : future 2 : an existence beyond earthly
life

abereafter adj, archaic : future
bere.away \'hiC3)r-3-.wa\ or bere.aways \-.wa2\ adv, dial : here-
about

beie*by \hir-'bT, 'hi(3)r-,bT\ adv ;"by this means; esp : by means of
this act or document

ber*e-dlt-a*ment X.her-a-'dit-s-mantX n [ML hereditamentum, fr.

LL hereditare, fr. L hered-, heres] : heritable property
be>red>i-tary \h3-'red-3-,ter-c\ adj 1 a ; genetically transmitted
or transmittable from parent to offspring b : characteristic of or
fostered by one's predecessors 2 a : received or passing by in-
heritance or required to pass by inheritance b ; having title or
possession through inheritance 3 : of a kind established by tradi-
tion 4 ; of or relating to inheritance or heredity syn see innate

be*red*i-ty \h3-'red-at-e\ n [MF heredite, fr. L hereditat-, hereditas,
fr. hered-, heres heir— more at heir] 1 a : iNHERrrANCE b : tradi-
tion 2a: the sum of the qualities and potentialities genetically
derived from one's ancestors b : the transmission of qualities from
ancestor to descendant through a mechanism lying primarily in
the chromosomes of the germ cells

Her.e.ford X'har-fsrd also "her-s-X n [Hereford co., England]
; any of an English breed of hardy red beef cattle with white faces
and markings now extensively raised in the western U.S.

bere.in \hir-'in\ adv : in this
bere.in-above \(,)hir-,in-3-'bsv\ adv : above this
bere-in.at.ter X.hir-a-'naf-tarX adv : after this

bere.in.be. fore \(,)hir-,in-bi-*f6(a)r, -'f6(a)r\ adv : in the preced-
ing part of this writing or document

bere.in-be.low \-bi-'lo\ adv : below this

beie-ol \hir-'5v, -'av\ adv : of this

bere.on V'on, -'an\ adv : on this writing
He>re-TO \h3-'re(3)r-(,)6, 'her-3-,ro\ n, pi Herero or Hereros
1 : a Bantu people of the central part of southwest Africa 2 : a
member of the Herero people

be.re.si.aicb \h3-'re-ze-,ark, 'her-3-se-\ n [LL haeresiarcha, fr.

LGk hairesiarches, fr. hairesis + Gk -arches -arch] ; an originator
or chief advocate of a heresy

ber.e.sy \'her-3-se\ n [ME heresie, fr. OF, fr. LL haeresis, fr.

LGk hairesis, fr. Gk, action of taking, choice, sect, fr. hairein to
take] X a : adherence to a religious opinion contrary to church
dogma b ; denial of a revealed truth by a baptized member of the
Roman Catholic Church c : an opinion or doctrine contrary to
church dogma 2a: dissent from a dominant theory or opinion
in any field b ; an opinion or doctrine contrary to the truth or to
generally accepted beliefs

ber.e.tiC \'her-3-,tik\ n 1 ; a dissenter from established church
dogma; esp : a baptized member of the Roman Catholic Church

who disavows a revealed truth 2 ! one that dissents from an ac-
cepted belief or-doctrine of any kind

bcret.i.cal \h3-'ret-i-kal\ also he.re.tic \'her-3-,tik, h3-'ret-ik\
adj 1 : of, relating to, or characterized by heresy 2 : of, relating
to, or characterized by departure from accepted beliefs or standards
: unorthodox syn see heterodox — he.ret.i*cal>ly \h3-'ret-i-
k(3-)le\ adv — he>ret.i'CaI<ne5s \-kal-n3s\ n
bere.to \hi(a)r-'tU\ adv : to this document
here. to. fore \'hirt-a-,fo(3)r, -.f6(3)r, ,hirt-a-'\ adv : up to this time

: HITHERTO
bere>un.der \hir-'3n-d3r\ adv : under or in accordance with this
here-un.tO \hir-'3n-(,)tU, ,hir-(.)3n-'tii\ adv t to this; esp : to this
writing or document

here.upon \'hir-3-,p6n, -.pan, .hir-9-'\ adv : on this : immediately
after thi

here.With \hi(a) atb. 'ith\ adv 1 : with this ; enclosed in this
2 : HEREBY

ber.i.Ot \'her-e-3t\ n [ME, fr. OE heregeatwe, pi., military equip-
ment, fr. here army + geatwe equipment; akin to OHG heri army— more at harry] : a feudal duty or tribute due under English
law to a lord upon the death of a tenant

her.i-ta.bil-i.ty \,her-3t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
heritable

her.i-ta.ble \'her-at-3-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of being inherited or
of passing by inheritance 2 : hereditary

ber.i.tage \'her-at-ij\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. heriter to inherit, fr. LL
hereditare, fr. L hered-, heres heir — more at heir] 1 : property
that descends to an heir 2 a : something transmitted by or ac-
quired from a predecessor : legacy b : TRADmoN 3 : birth-
right
syn herftage. iNHERrrANCE, patrimony, birthright mean some-

thing received from a parent or predecessor, herftage may imply
anything passed on to heirs or succeeding generations but applies
usu. to things other than actual property or money (heritage of
freedom) inherftance applies to that which passes from parent to
child (as money, property, traits of character or feature) ; patrimony
applies esp. to property passed down in a direct line of descent;
birthright applies to property, rank, or privilege coming by right
of birth and esp. by primogeniture

her-i'tor \'her-st-3r\ n : inherffor
berm \'h3rm\ n [L hermes, fr. Gk hermes statue of Hermes, herm,
fr. Hermes] : a statue in the form of a square stone pillar sur-
mounted by a bust or head esp. of Hermes — called also herma

her.maph.ro.dite \(,)hsr-'maf-r9-,dTt\ n [ME hermojrodite, fr.

L hermaphroditus, fr. Gk hermaphrodites^ fr. Hermaphroditos]
1 a : an animal or plant having both male and female reproductive
organs b : homosexual 2 : a combination of diverse elements;
specij ; hermaphrodffe brig — hermaphrodite adj — her*maph-
ro.dit'ic \{.)har-,maf-r3-'dit-ik\ adj— her.maph.rO'dit.i.caMy
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv — ber.maph.rO'dit.ism \(.)h3r-'maf-r3-,dTt-,iz-
am\ n

bermaphrodite brig n ; a 2-masted vessel square-rigged forward and
schooner-rigged aft

Her-maph.ro.di.tus \(,)h3r-,maf-r3-
'dTt-as\ n [Gk Hermaphrodiios] ', a son
of Hermes and Aphrodite who according
to Greek mythology becomes joined in
one body with a nymph while bathing

ber.me.neu.tic \,h3r-m3-'n(y)ut-ik\ adj
[Gk hermeneutikos, fr. hermeneuein to
interpret, fr. hermeneus interpreter] : of
or relating to hermeneutics : interpreta-
tive — her.me.neU'ti.cal \-i-k3l\ adj
ber.me.neu.tics \-iks\ n pi but sing or
pi in constr ; the study of the methodo-
logical principles of interpretation (as of
the Bible)
Her.mes \'h3r-(,)mez\ n [L, fr. Gk Hermes] : a Greek god who
serves as herald and messenger of the other gods, presides over
roads, commerce, invention, eloquence, cunning, and theft, and
conducts the dead to Hades
Hermes Tris-me.gis.tus \-,tris-m3-'jis-t3s\ n [Gk Hermes
trismegistos, lit., Hermes thrice greatest] : a legendary author of
works embodying magical, astrological, and alchemical doctrines

ber.met.ic \(Jh3r-'met-ik\ adj [NL hermeticus, fr. Hermet-,
Hermes Trismegistus] 1 ojten cap a : of or relating to the writ-

ings or teachings attributed to Hermes Trismegistus b : relating

to or characterized bv occultism or abstruseness ; recondfte
2 [fr. the belief that Hermes Trismegistus invented a magic seal

to keep vessels airtight] a : airtight b : impervious to external
influence — her-met.i.cal \.i-k3l\ adj — her.met.i-caMy
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv
Her.me.tism \'h3r-m3-.tiz-3m\ n 1 : a system of ideas based on
hermetic teachings 2 ojten not cap : adherence to hermetic doctrine
— Her.me-tist \-m3t-9st\ n
ber.mit \'h3r-m3t\ n [ME eremite, fr. OF. fr. LL eremita, fr. LGk
eremites, fr. Gk. adj., living in the desert, fr. eremia desert, fr.

eremos lonely — more at retina] 1 a : one that retires from society

and lives in solitude esp. for religious reasons : recluse b obs
: BEADSMAN 2 ; a spiced molasses cookie

ber.mit.age \'h3r-m3t-ij\ n 1 a : the habitation of a hermit
b : HIDEAWAY c : monastery 2 : the life or condition of a hermit
Her.mintage \,(h)er-mi-'tazh\ n iTain-V Ermitage, commune in
France] 1 ; a chiefly red Rhone valley wine 2 : a wine similar to
Hermitage

bennlt crab n : any of numerous chiefly marine decapod crusta-
ceans (families Paguridae and Parapaguridae) having soft asym-
metrical abdomens and occupying the empty shells of gastropods
bem \'he(3)m, 'h3m\ dial var oj heron
ber.nia \'h3r-ne-3\ n, pi her.ni>as or ber-nl.ae \-ne-,e, -ne-,T\
[L — more at yarn] : a protrusion of an organ or part through
connective tissue or through a wall of the cavity in which it is

normally enclosed — called also rupture — ber>ni.al \-ne-3l\ adj
ber-ni.ate \'h3r-ne-,at\ vi : to protrude through an abnormal body
opening — ber>ni.a*tion \,h3r-ne-'a-sh3n\ n

be.ro \'he-(,)ro, 'hi(3)r-(.)6\ n, pi heroes [L heros, fr. Gk herds']

1 a : a mythological or legendary figure often of divine descent
endowed with great strength or ability b : an illustrious '

hermaphrodite brig

abut; a kitten; ar further; a back; S bake; S cot, cart;

1 joke; r| sing; 9 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; tb tbis;
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C ; a man admired and emulated for his achievements and qualities
2 a : the principal male character in a literary or dramatic work
b ; the central figure in an event or period
Hero n [L, fr. G_k Hero'] ; a priestess of Aphrodite loved by Leander
ihe.ro.ic \hi-'ro-ik\ad; 1 ; of, relating to, or resembling heroes esp.
of antiquity 2 a : exhibiting or marked by courage and daring
b : GRAND, NOBLE 3 a I of impressive size or power h : potent
4 : of, relating to, or constituting drama written during the Restora-
tion in heroic couplets and concerned with a conflict between
love and honor — he*ro-ical \-i-kal\ adj — lie-ro*ical>ly \-i-
k(3-)le\ adv
2heroic n 1 : a heroic verse or poem 2 pi a : heroic behavior
b : ostentatious hammy conduct or expression

heroic couplet n : a jhyming couplet in iambic pentameter
he.roi.com-ic \hi-,ro-i-'k'am-ik\ adj [F Iwro't'comigue, fr. Mroique
heroic + comique comic] : comic by being ludicrously noble, bold,
or elevated — he*roi-com-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj

heroic stanza n : a rhymed quatrain in heroic verse with a rhyme
scheme of abab — called also heroic quatrain

heroic verse n l : dactylic hexameter esp. of epic verse of classical
times — called also heroic meter 2 ; the iambic pentameter in
rising rhythm used in epic and other serious English poetry during
the 17th and 18th centuries — called also heroic line, heroic meter

her-O-iU \'her-3-wan\ n [fr. heroin, a trademark] : a strongly
addictive narcotic CZ1H23NO5 made from but more potent than
morphine — her-o.in-ism \-w3-,niz-3m\ n

her.O.ine \'her-9-w3n\ n [L heroina. fr. Gk heroine, fem. of heros'i
1 a ; a mythological or legendary woman having the qualities of a
hero b :-a woman admired and emulated for her achievements and
qualities 2 a : the principal female character in a literary or dra-
matic work h : the central female figure in an event or period

her<o>i5m \'her-3-,wiz-3m\ « 1 : heroic conduct 2 : the qualities
of a hero
syn VALOR, PROWESS. GALLANTRY; HEROISM implies Superlative

courage esp. in fulfilling a high purpose against odds; valor implies
illustrious bravery and audacity in fighting; prowess stresses
skill as well as bravery; gallantry implies dash and spirit as well
as courage and gay indifference to danger or hardship

he*ro*ize \'he-(,)ro-.iz, 'hir-(,)o-; 'her-3-.wTz\ vt : to make heroic
her-on \'her-an\ n, pi herons also heron [ME heiromt, fr. MF
hairon, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
heigaro heron, Gk krizein to creak, OHG
scrlan to scream] : any of various longs
necked wading birds (family Ardeidae) with
a long tapering bill, large wings, and soft
plumage
her.on-ry \-3n-re\ n : a heron rookery
hero worship n i : veneration of a hero
2 : foolish or excessive adulation for an
individual

hero-worship vt : to feel or express hero
worship for — hero-worshiper n

her-pes \'h3r-(,)pez\ n [L. fr. Gk herpes,
fr. herpein to creep — more at serpent]
: any of several virus diseases characterized
by the formation of blisters on the skin or
mucous membranes — her«pet»ic \(,)h3r-
'pei-ik\ adj

herpes simplex \-'sim-,pleks\ n [NL, lit.,

simple herpes] : a virus disease marked by
groups of blisters on the skin
membranes
herpes zos-ter \,h3r-(,)pe(zVzos-t3r, -'i

herpes] : an acute viral inflammation of the sensory ganglia 01
spinal and cranial nerves associated with a vesicular eruption and
neuralgic pains — called also shingles
herpet- or herpeto- comb Jorm [Gk herpeton, fr. neut. of herpetos
creeping fr. herpein'] 1 : reptile or reptiles iherpetofauna.) {her-
petology) 2 [L herpet-, herpes] Z herpes {herpetifoTm}
her-pe-tO'log'ic \,h3r-pat-3-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to herpe-
tology — b6r'pe<to>log-i-cal \-i-kal\ adj — her*pe>to*log>i*cal-
ly \-i-kf3-)le\ adv

her^pe-tol-o-gist \,har-p3-'tal-3-j3st\ n : a specialist In herpetology
her-pe-tol-o-gy \-ie\ n : a branch of zoology dealing with rep-
tiles and amphibians
Herr \(.)hef3)r\ n, pi Her-ren \,her-3n, C,)he(3)m\ [G] — used
among German-speaking people as a title equivalent to mister

her-ren-volk \'her-an-.f6k, -,f61k\ n, ojien cap [G] : master race
her.ring \'her-ir)\ n, p/ herring or herrings [ME hering, fr. OE
hiring: akin to OHG harinc herring] : a valuable soft-rayed food
fish {Clupea harengus) that is abundant in the temperate and colder
parts of the north Atlantic and is preserved in the adult state by
smoking or salting and in the young state is extensively canned and
sold as sardines; broadly : a fish of the herring family (Clupeidae)
iher-ring.bone \'her-ii3-,bon\ n, ojten attrib 1 : a pattern made
up of rows of parallel lines with adjacent rows slanting in reverse
directions 2 : a twilled fabric with a herringbone pattern; also
: a suit made of such a fabric 3 : a method in skiing of ascending a
slope by herringboning
2herringbone vt 1 : to produce a herringbone pattern on 2 : to
arrange in a herringbone pattern '^ vi 1 : to produce a herringbone
pattern 2 : to ascend a slope by toeing out on skis and placing the
weight on the inner edge

hers \'harz\ pron, sing or pi in constr ; her one or her ones — used
without a following noun as a pronoun equivalent in meaning to
the adjective her

her<sell \(h)ar-'setf\ pron 1 : that identical female one — compare
ishe; used reflexively, for emphasis, or in absolute constructions
<she considers -^ lucky) <she '^ did it) <'-^ an orphan, she under-
stood the situation) 2 : her normal, healthy, or sane condition
or self 3 Irish & Scot : a woman of consequence; esp : the mistress
of the hou.se

hertz.ian wave X.hart-se-an-, .hert-\ n [Heinrich R. Hertz tl894
G physicist] : an electromagnetic wave produced by the oscillation
of electricity in a conductor (as a radio antenna) and of a length
ranging from a few millimeters to many kilometers

he's \(,)hez, ez\ : he is : he has
Hesh.van \'!sesh-vsn\ n [Heb Heshwan} ! the 2d month of the
civil year or the 8th month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish
calendar

great blue heron

[NL, lit., girdle

hes.l.tance \'hez-3-t3n(t)s\ n : hesitancy
hes.i.tan.cy \-t3n-se\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being hesitant

: indecision, reluctance 2 : an act or instance of hesitating
hes*i<tant \'hez-3-t3nt\ adj : tending to hesitate syn see disin-
clined — hes>i>tan_t<ly adv

hes.i.tate \'hez-3-,tat\ vi [L haesitatus, pp. of haesitare to stick
fast, hesitate, fr. haesus, pp. of haerere to stick; akin to Lith
gaisti to loiter] 1 : to hold back in doubt or indecision 2 : to
delay momentarily : pause 3 : stammer — hes-i>tat<er n —
hes«i'tat-ing-ly \-,tat-ir)-le\ adv
syn hesitate, waver, vacillate, falter mean to show irresolu-

tion or uncertainty, hesitate implies a pause before deciding or
acting or choosing; waver impUes hesitation after seeming to
decide and so connotes weakness or a retreat; vacillate impHes
prolonged hesitation from inability to reach a firm decision;
FALTER implies a wavering or stumbling and often connotes nervous-
ness, lack of courage, or outright fear

hes.i.ta.tion \,hez-3-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 ; an act or instance of hesitat-
ing 2 : STAMMERING

Hes.pe.ri.an \he-'spir-e-3n\ adj [L Hesperia, the west, fr. Gk, fr.

fem. of hesperios of the evening, western, fr. hesperos evening —
more at west] : western, occidental
Hes.per.i.des \he-'sper-3-.dez\ n pi [L. fr. Gk] 1 : the nymphs
in classical mythology who guard with the aid of a dragon a garden
in which golden apples grow 2 : a legendary garden at the western
extremity of the world producing golden apples

he5*per*i'din \he-'sper-3d-'n\ n [NL hesperidium orange, fr. L
Hesperides] : a crystalline glycoside CzbHmOjs found in most
citrus fruits and esp. in orange peel
Hes.per-us \'hes-p(3-)ras\ n [L, fr. Gk Hesperos] : evening star,
VENUS

heS'Sian \'hesh-3n\ n l cap a : a native of Hesse b ; a German
mercenary serving in the British forces during the American
Revolution; broadly ; a mercenary soldier 2 : burlap
Hessian boot n : a high boot introduced into England by the Hes-
sians early in the 19th century
Hessian fly n : a small two-winged fly {Phytophaga destructor)
that is destructive to wheat in America

hess.ite \*hes-,Tt\ n [G hessit, fr. Henry Hess 11850 Swiss chemist]
; a mineral AgzTe consisting of a lead-gray sectile silver telluride
often auriferous

hes-so-nite \'hes-\ var oj essonfte
hest \'he5t\ n [ME hest, hes, fr. OE hss; akin to OE hatan to com-
mand — more at hight] archaic : command, precept
HeS'tla \'hes-te-3, 'hes(h)-cha\ « [Gk] ; the goddess of the hearth
in Greek mythology
he.tae.ra \hi-'tir-3\ or he.tai.ra \-'tT-r3\ n, pi he-tae-rae
\-'ti(3)r-(,)e\ or hetaeras or betairas or he^tai-rai \-'ti(3)r-,r\
[Gk hetaira, lit., companion, fem. of herairos] 1 : one of a class
of highly cultivated courtesans in ancient Greece 2 : demimon-
DAINE

heter- or hetero- comb form [MF or LL; MF, fr. LL, fr. Gk. fr.

heteros: akin to Gk heis one — more at same] 1 : other than usual
; other : different <ftererophyllous> 2 ; containing atoms of dif-
ferent kinds {heter ocy(lie)

het.ero.au.to.trcphic \'het-3-(,)r6-.6t-3-'traf-ik, -'tro-fik\ adj
: requiring a simple organic source of carbon but utilizing inorganic
nitrogen for metabolism
het-erccer-cal \,het-3-ro-*s3r-ksl\ adj 1 ; having the upper lobe
larger than the lower with the end of the vertebral column pro-
longed and somewhat upturned in the upper lobe 2 : having or
relating to a heterocercal tail fin

het.ero.chro.mat.ic \,het-3-(.)r6-kr3-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating
to, or having different colors : having a more or less complex
pattern of colors 2 : made up of various wavelengths or fre-

quencies 3 Iheterochromatin'i ; of or relating to heterochromatin— het*ero»chrO'ma'tism \-3-r5-'kr6-m3-,tiz-3m\ n
het.ero.chro-ma.tin \-3-ro-'kr5-m3t-3n\ /i IG] : densely staining
chromatin appearing as nodules in or along chromosomes
het*ero.chro>mo<some \,het-3-(,)ro-'kro-ra3-,sora\ n [ISV] ; a
sex chromosome

het.er.och-tho.nous \,het-3-'rak-th3-n3s\ adj [heter- + -chthonous
(as in autochthonous)] : not indigenous : foreign

ihet-erO'Clite \'het-3-r3-,klTt\ n 1 : a word irregular in inflection;
esp : a noun irregular in declension 2 : one that deviates from
common rules or forms
aheteroclite adj [MF or LL; MF. fr. LL heteroclitus, fr. Gk
heteroklitos, fr. heter- + klinein to lean, inflect — more at lean]
: deviating from ordinary forms or rules

het-ero-crine X'het-a-ra-.krin, -,krln. -.kren\ adj iheter- + -crine
(as in endocrine)] i having both an endocrine and an exocrine
secretion

het-ero.cy.cUc \,het-3-r6-'sT-klik. -'sik-lik\ adj [ISV] : relating to,

characterized by. or being a ring composed of atoms of different
elements — heterocyclic n

het-ero.dOX \'het-3-r3-,daks. 'he-tr3-\ adj [LL heterodoxus, fr. Gk
heterodoxos, fr. heter- + doxa opinion — more at doxology]
1 : contrary to or different from some acknowledged standard
2 : holding unorthodox opinions or doctrines
syn heretical: heterodox implies merely not being in conformity

with orthodox teachings; heretical has an additional impUcation
of regarding such divergence as destructive of truth

het*ero>doxy \-,dak-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being hetero-
dox 2 : a heterodox opinion or doctrine
ihet-ero-dyne \*het-3-r3-,dTn. 'he-tr3-\ adj : of or relating to the
production of an electrical beat between two radio frequencies of
which one usu. is that of a received signal-carrying current and the
other that of an uninterrupted current introduced into the apparatus
2heterodyne vt ; to combine (a radio frequency) with a different
frequency so that a beat is produced

het'er<oe.cious or het-er-ecious \,het-3-'re-sh3s\ adj Iheter- ^
Gk oikia house — more at viciNrrv] : passing through the different
stages in the life cycle on alternate and often unrelated hosts <-«

insects) — het>er-oe*cism \-'re-,siz-3m\ n
het>ero*ga<mete \,het-3-ro-g3-'met. -'gam-,et\ n [ISV] : either of a
pair of gametes that differ in form, size, or behavior and occur
typically as large nonmotile oogametes and small motile sperms —
het*ero*ga-met*ic \-g3-'met-ik\ adj

het*er-og<a>mou5 \,het-3-'rag-3-m3s\ adj ; exhibiting or charac-
terized by diversity in the reproductive elements or processes: as



heterogamy 391 hiatus

a : characterized by fusion of unlike gametes; esp : oogamous 1

b ; exhibiting alternation of generations in which two kinds of
sexual generation alternate c : bearing flowers of two kinds~ het-ei'Dg-a-my \-me\ n

het<er*o.ge<ne'ity \,het-a-ro-j3-'ne-3t-e, .he-tro-\ n ; the quality
or state of being heterogeneous

het<ei*o<ge>neous X.het-s-rs-'je-ne-as, ,he-tra-, -nyasX adj [ML
heterogeneus, helerogenus, fr. Gk heterogenes, fr. heter- + genos
kind — more at kin] ; consisting of dissimilar ingredients or
constituents : mixed — liet-er-o-ge<neous>ly adv — liet*er*o-
ge>neous>ness n

het>ero<gen.e*sis \,het-3-ro-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] 1 ; abiogenesis
2 : ALTERNATION OF GENERATIONS— hct-ero-ge-net-ic \-i3-'net-ik\
adj

liet>er-Og.e*nous \,het-9-'raj-3-n3s\ adj 1 : of other origin : not
originating within the body 2 : heterogeneous

het.er«og«e-ny \-ne\ n : a heterogenous collection or group
het>er>og*o.nous \-'rag-3-n3s\ or liet<eTO*gon.lc X.het-a-rs-
'gan-ik\ adj [heter- + Gk -gonia -gony] 1 : having two or more
kinds of perfect flowers 2 : characterized by ahernation of
generations 3 : allometric — Iiet*er-og*o>ny \-'rag-a-ne\ n

iJet-er.Og.y.nous \,het-3-'raj-3-n3s\ adj : having females of more
than one kind

het.ero.lec.i-thal \,het-3-ro-'les-3-th3l\ adj [heter- + Gk lekithos
egg yolk] : having the yolk unequally distributed

het'er<ol'0>gOUS X.het-a-'ral-a-gasX adj 1 : characterized by
heterology 2 : derived from a different species — het-er.ol-o-
gouS'ly adv

het.er.ol.O.gy \-'ral-9-]e\ n [ISV] : a lack of correspondence of
apparently similar bodily parts due to differences in fundamental
makeup or origin

het>er-ol>y>SiS \,het-3-'ral-3-s3s\ n [NL] 1 : destruction by an
outside agent; specij : solution (as of a cell) by lysins or enzymes
from another source 2 : decomposition of a compound into two
oppositely charged particles or ions — het-er-o-lyt'ic \,het-3-r3-
lit-ik\ adj

het.er.om.er.ous X.het-a-'ram-s-rssX adj [heter- + Gk meros part— more at merit] : having one or more floral whorls the number of
whose members differs from that of the remaining whorls

het.ero.meso.tro.phic \,het-3-ro-,mez-3-'traf-ik, -,mes-, -*tr6-fik\
adj : requiring a single organic source of nitrogen and carbon for
metabolism

het-ero>inet>a>bol<ic \-,met-3-'bai-ik\ or het>ero>nie.tal)>o>lous
\-m3-'tab-3-l3S\ adj : of, relating to, or exhibiting heterometabolism

liet'ero<me<tal)>o<lism \-m3-*tab-9-,liz-3m\ also het-ero.me.tab-
o«Iy \-le\ n : insect development with incomplete metamorphosis
in which the nymph is basically like the adult and no pupa occurs
het.ero.meta.tro-phic \.het-3-r6-,met-3-'traf-ik. -'tr6-fik\ adj : re-

quiring complex organic sources of carbon and nitrogen for
metabolism — compare holozoic
het.ero.mor-phic \-'m6r-fik\ or het-ero.mor-phous \-f3s\ adj
[ISV] ; deviating from the usual form ; exhibiting diversity of
form (as in different stages of a life cycle) — liet>ero-mor*plusm
\-.fiz-3m\ n

liet>er<on<o>mous \,het-3-'ran-9-m9s\ adj [heter- + -nomous (as in
autonomnus)'[ 1 : specialized along different lines of growth or
under different controUing forces 2 : subject to external controls
and impositions — het«er-on'0>mous«ly adv

het>er>on>o-my \-me\ n [heter- + -nomy (as in autonomy)'^ : a
subjection to something else; esp ; a condition of lacking moral
freedom or self-determination

het>ero*pet>al>oils \,het-a-ro-'pet-1-3s\ adj : having dissimilar
petals

taet-ero>phlle \'het-3-r3-,fn\ adj : reacting serologically with an
antigen of another species
liet-er-oph-o-^y \,het-3-'raf-3-ne\ n [Gk heterophonia diversity of
note, fr. heter- + -phonia -phony] : the performance of a melody by
two or more individuals who add their own rhythmic or melodic
modifications

het>ero>phyl>lous \,het-3-ro-'fil-3s\ adj : having the foliage leaves
of more than one form on the same plant or stem — het-ero-pliyl-
ly \'het-3-ro-,fil-e\ n

het>ero-pliyte \'het-3-r3-,fTt\ n : a plant (as a parasite or sapro-
phyte) that is dependent for food materials upon other organisms
or their products — liet«ero-phyt>ic \,het-3-r3-'fit-ik\ adj

h6t-ero>ploid \'het-3-r3-,pl6id\ adj [ISV] : having a chromosome
number that is not a simple multiple of the haploid chromosome
number — heteroploid n — liet*ero-ploi*dy \-,pl6id-e\ n

liet.ero.po.lar \,het-9-r9-'po-l3r\ adj [ISV] : polar 5, ionic —
het'erO'pO'lar-i'ty \-(,)ro-p9-'lar-9t-e\ n

het.er.Qp.ter.OUS \,het-3-*rap-t3-r9s\ adj [deriv. of Gk heter- +
pteron wing — more at feather] ; of or relating to an order or
suborder (Heteroptera) comprising the true bugs

het.ero-sex-u.al \,het-9-ro-'seksh-(9-)w9l, -'sek-shglX adj [ISV]
1 ; of or relating to or marked by sexual orientation toward
members of the opposite sex 2 ; of or relating to different sexes —
Heterosexual n — be>tero>sex>u<aI<i<ty \-,sek-sh3-'wal-3i-e\ n

het-er*o>SiS \,het-3-'r6-S9s\ n [NL] ; a marked vigor or capac-
ity for growth often shown by crossbred animals or plants — het-
er>ot'ic \-'rat-ik\ adj

tiet>ero>spo-rous \,het-9-r9-'spor-9s, -'spor-; -'ras-p9-r9s\ adj
1 : producing asexual spores of more than one kind 2 : producing
microspores and megaspores — het«ero*spo-ry \'het-3-r9-,spor-e,
-,sp6r-; ,het-9-'ras-p9-re\ n

]iet<ero.tro>phic X.het-s-ra-'traf-ik, -'tro-fikX adj : requiring com-
plex organic compounds of nitrogen and carbon for metabolic
synthesis — het-ero-tro-plii-cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le, -fi-\ adv

liet>ero<typ>iC \,het-9-r6-'tip-ik\ adj 1 : of or being the reduction
division of meiosis as contrasted with typical mitotic division
2 ; of or being a genus containing groups of species showing vari-
ous degrees of reladonship — het-ero«typ»i*cal \-i-k9l\ adj

bet-ero.zy.go.sis \,het-9-r6-.zT-'g6-S3s\ n [NL] 1 ; a union of ge-
netically dissimilar gametes forming a heterozygote 2 ; the state of
being a heterozygote

het>eiO>zy>gote \-'zT-,g6t\ n ; an animal or plant containing genes
for both members of at least one pair of allelomorphic characters— het-ero-zy-gous \-'zi-g9s\ adj

alphabet — symbol i

het>man \'het-m9n\ n [Pol] ; a cossack leader
het up \'het-'9p\ adj [het, dial, past of heat} chiejly dial : highly
excited : upset
heu.land-ite \'hyu-l3n-.dTt\ n [Henry Heuland, 19th cent. E
mineral collector] : a zeolite (Na,Ca)4_6Al6(Al,Si)4Siz6072.24H20
consisting of a hydrous aluminosilicate of sodium and calcium
iheu*ris>tic \hyu-'ris-tik.\ adj [G heuristisch. fr. NL heuristicus. fr.

Gk heuriskein to discover; akin to 0\z juar I have found] : serving
to guide, discover, or reveal; specij : valuable for empirical re-
search but unproved or incapable of proof

^heuristic n 1 ; the study or practice of heuristic procedure
2 : heuristic argument
hew \'hyU\ vb hewed; hewed or bewn \'hyUn\ hew>ing [ME
hewen, fr. OE heawan: akin to OHG houwan to hew. L cudere to
beat] vr 1 ; to cut with blows of a heavy cutting instrument 2 : to
fell by blows of an ax 3 : to give form or shape to with or as if

with heavy cutting blows -^ vi 1 : to make cutting blows 2 : to
conform strictly : adhere — hew*er n
ihex \'heks\ vb [PaG hexe, fr. G hexen. fr. hexe witch] vi : to
practice witchcraft ^ v/ 1 : to put a hex on 2 ; to affect as if by
an evil spell : jinx — hex-er n
2hex n 1 : spell, jinx 2 ; a person who practices witchcraft

: wrrcH
3hex adj ; hexagonal
hexa- or hex- comb Jorm [Gk, fr. hex six — more at six] 1 : six
</iexamerous> 2 : containing six atoms, groups, or equivalents
(.hex

hexa<bi<ose or hexcbi.ose \,hek-s9-*bT-,os, -,oz\ n : a disac-
charide yielding two hexose molecules on hydrolysis

hexa.chlo.ro.eth-ane \,hek-s9-,klor-9-'weth-.an, -,kl6r-\ or
hexa.chlor.eth.ane \-,klor-'eth-, -,klbr-\ n [ISV] ; a toxic
crystalline compound CzCU used esp. in smoke bombs and in the
control of liver flukes in ruminants
hexa.chlcro.phene \-'kl6r-9-,fen, -'kldr-\ n [hexa- + chlor- -f-

pheno!} : a crystalline phenolic bacteria-inhibiting agent C13CU-
HfiOz used esp. in soap
hexa-chord \'hek-s9-,k6f3)rd\ n [hexa- + Gk cAorde string — more
at yarn] ; a diatonic series of six tones having a semitone between
the third and fourth

hex.ad \'hek-,sad\ or hex-ade \-,sad\ n [LL hexad-, hexas, fr. Gk,
fr. hexl : a group or series of six — hex-ad>ic \hek-'sad-ik\ adj
hexa>gon \'hek-s9-,gan\ n [Gk hexagdnon, neut. of hexagonos
hexagonal, fr. hexa- + gonia angle — more at -gon] ; a polygon of
six angles and six sides

hex*ag*o*naI \hek-'sag-3n-'l\ adj 1 ; having six angles and six

sides 2 ; having a hexagon as section or base 3 : relating to or
being a crystal system characterized by three equal lateral axes in-

tersecting at angles of 60 degrees and a vertical axis of variable
length at right angles — hex>ag-o-naI>ly X-^l-eX adv
hexa*gram \'hek-s3-,gram\ n [ISV] : a figure formed by complet-
ing externally an equilateral triangle on each
side of a regular hexagon
hexa.he.dron \,hek-s3-'he-dr9n\ n, pi hexahe-
drons also hexa.he.dra \-dr3\ [LL, fr. Gk
hexaedron, fr. neut. of hexaedros of six surfaces,
fr. hexa- + hedra seat — more at srr] ; a poly-
hedron of six faces

hexa.hy^drate \-'hT-,drat\ n : a chemical com-
pound with six molecules of water — hexa>hy-
drat*ed \-.drat-9d\ adj

hex>am>ei<OUS \hek-'sam-3-r3s\ adj : having six

parts or parts in multiples of six; specij t having hexagram
floral whorls composed of six members

hex-am>e>ter \hek-'sam-3t-3r\ n [L, fr. Gk hexametron, fr. neut. of
hexametros having six measures, fr. hexa- + metron measure— more
at measure] : a verse consisting of six feet

hexa.meth.y.lene.tet.ra-mine \,hek-s3-'meth-9-,len-'te-tr3-,men\

n [ISV] ; a crystalhne compound C6Hi2N4 used esp. as an ac-
celerator in vulcanizing rubber, as an absorbent for phosgene, and
as a diuretic

hex-ane \'hek-,san\ n [ISV] : any of five isomeric volatile liquid
paraffin hydrocarbons CeH^found in petroleum

hexa*ni>trate \,hek-s3-'nT-,trat, -tratX n : a compound containing
six nitrate groups in the molecule

hexa>ploid \'hek-s3-,pl6id\ adj [ISV] : arranged or appearing in

sixes; specij X having or being six times the monoploid chromosome
number — hexaploid n — hexa>ploi<dy \-,pl6id-e\ n
ihexa>pod \'hek-s9-,pad\ n [Gk hexapod-, hexapous having six feet,

fr. hexa- + pod-, pous foot — more at foot] : insect lb
2hexapod adj 1 : six-footed 2 : of or relating to insects

hex.ap-O'dous \hek-'sap-3d-3s\ adj : hexapod
Hexa>teuch \'hek-S9-,t(y)uk\ n [hexa- + Gk teuchos book —
more at pentateuch] ; the first six books of the Old Testament

hex.e-rei \,hek-s9-'rT\ n [PaG, fr. G] : witchcraft
hex*o>san Vhek-S9-.san\ n : a polysaccharide yielding only hex-
oses on hydrolysis
hex<OSe \'hek-,sos, -,soz\ n [ISV] : a monosaccharide CeHizOs
containing six carbon atoms in the molecule

hex*yl \'hek-s3l\ n [ISV] : an alkyl radical CsHis derived from a
hexane

hex>yl>res>or*ciii*ol \,hek-s3l-r9-'z6rs-'n-,61, -,61\ n ; a crystalline

phenol CizHisOz used as an antiseptic and anthelmintic

hey \'ha\ interj [ME] — used esp. to call attention or to express
interrogation, surprise, or exultation
ihey-day \'ha-,da\ interj [irreg. fr. hey} archaic — used to express
exultation or wonder
2heyday also hey-dey n 1 archaic : high spirits 2 : a period of
greatest strength, vigor, or prosperity
Hez>e-ki<ah \,hez-9-'kT-9\ n [Heb Hizqiydh} : a king of Judah of
the 8th-7th centuries B.C.

hi \'hT(-e)\ interj [ME hy} — used esp. as a greeting
hi>a>tU5 \hT-'at-3s\ n [L. fr. hiatus, pp. of hiare to yawn — more at
YAWN ] 1 ; a break in an object ; gap 2 a : a lapse in continuity
b ; the occurrence of two vowel sounds without pause or interven-
ing consonantal sound

e abut; * kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

J joke; -1) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; th this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision



Hiawatha 392 highfiyer

Hi-a.wa.tha \,hT^-'w6-th3, .he-a-, -'wath-aV n : the Indian hero of
Longfellow's poem The Song oj Hiawatha

hi<ba>chi \he-'bach-e\ n [Jap] : a charcoal brazier
hi.ber-nac.u.lum \,hT-bar-'nak-y3-l3m\ n, pi hi-ber-nac-u«la
\-l3\ [NL, fr. L, winter residence, fr. hihernare} 1 ; the winter
resting part of a plant 2 a : a shelter occupied during the winter by
a dormant animal (as an insect) b : an encysted bud in a fresh-
water bryozoan that survives the winter

hi<l)er<lial \hy-'bam-^l\ adj : of or relating to winter : wintry
hi'ber^nate \'hT-b3r-.nat\ vi [L hibernaius, pp. of hihernare to pass
the winter, fr. hibernus of winter: akin to L hiems winter, Gk
cheimnn'\ : to pass the winter in a torpid or resting state — hi-
l}er<na*tion X.hl-bar-'na-shsnX n — lii>ber>iia-tor \'hi-bar-.nat-
ar\ n
Hi.ber.ni-an \hT-'b3r-ne-an\ adj [L Hibernia Ireland ] : of, relating
to. or characteristic of Ireland or the Irish — Hibernian n —
Hi'ber-ni-an-ism \-ne-a-,ni2-am\ n

Hi-ber-ni.cism \-n3-,si2-am\ n ; something characteristically Irish

hi-bis>CUS \hT-'bis-k3S, ha-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, marsh-
mallow] : any of a large genus {Hibiscus) of herbs, shrubs, or small
trees of the mallow family with dentate leaves and large showy
flowers
UliCCUp also hiC.COUgh \'hik-(,)3p\ n [imit.] 1 : a spasmodic
inbreathing with closure of the glottis accompanied by a peculiar
sound 2 : an attack of hiccuping — usu. used in pi. but sing,

orpl.inconstr.
2hiccup also hiccough vi hic-cuped also hiC'Cupped; hic>cup>ing
also hic>cup-ping ; to make a hiccup; also ; to be affected with
hiccups

hie ja.cet \(')hik-'ja-sat, (')hek-'yak-at\ n [L, here lies] : epftaph
ihick \'hik\ n IHick, nickname for Richard"] ; an awkward pro-
vincial person

2liick vi : HICCUP 1

hick*ey \'hik-e\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a threaded coupling be-
tween an electrical fixture and an outlet box b ; a device for
bending pipe and conduit 2 : device, gadget

hick-0*ry \'hik-(a-)re\ n. ojren aitrib [short for obs. pokahickory,
fr. pawcohiccora food prepared from pounded nuts (in some
Algonquian language of Virginia)] 1 a : any of a genus (Carya)
of No. American hardwood trees of the walnut family often with
sweet edible nuts b : the usu. tough pale wood of a hickory 2 ; a
switch or cane (as of hickory wood) used esp. for punishing a child

hid \'hid\ adj : hidden
hi'dal.go \hid-'al-(.)go. e-'tlial-\ n, ojten cap [Sp] : a member of
the lower nobility of Spain

hid.den.ite X'hid-'n-JtX n [William E. Hidden flQlS Am mineralo-
gist] : a transparent yellow to green spondumene valued as a gem

Ihide \'hTd\ n [me, fr. OE hlgid} ; any of various old English units
of land area (usu. 120 acres)
2hide vb hid \"hid\ hid-den X'hid-'nV or hia; hid-ing \'hTd-ir!\
[ME hiden, fr. OE hydan; akin to Gk keuthein to conceal, OE hyd
hide, skin] vt 1 a : to put out of sight ; secrete b : to conceal for
shelter or protection : shield 2 : to keep secret 3 : to screen from
view 4 : to turn (the eyes or face) away in shame or anger -^ vi

1 : to remain out of sight 2 : to seek protection or evade re-

sponsibility i-~^s behind dark glasses) — hid»er \'hTd-3r\ n
syn HIDE, CONCEAL, SCREEN, SECRETE, BURY mean to withhold or

withdraw from sight, hide may or may not suggest intent; conceal
usu. does imply intent and often specif- implies a refusal to divulge;
SCREEN implies an interposing of something that prevents discovery;
SECREiE suggests a depositing in a place unknown to others; bury
imphes an often accidental covering up so as to hide completely
3hide n [ME. fr. OE hyd: akin to OHG hut hide, L cutis skin, Gk
kytos hollow vessel] : the skin of
an animal whether raw or dressed —
used esp. of large heavy skins

flhide vt hid<ed; bidding : to give a
beating to : flog
hide-away \'hld-3-.wa\ n : retreat,
HIDEOUT
hide.bound \-,baund\ adj 1 a of a
domestic animal : having a dry skin
lacking in pliancy and adhering
closely to the underlying flesh hoj a
tree ; having the bark so close and
constricting that it impedes growth
2 : obstinately conservative : nar-
row
hld.eous \'hid-e-3s\ adj [alter, of
ME hidous, fr, OF, fr. hisde. hide
terror] 1 : offensive to the sense
: ugly 2 : morally offensive
: SHOCKING ~ hid*eous-ly adv —
hid>eous<ness n

hide.out \'hT-,daut\ n : a place of
refuge or concealment

hi.dro-SiS \hid-'r6-s3S. hT-'dro-\ n „„„„ „„„ ^„,„ , „^.
[NL, fr Gk hidrosis. fr. hidroun to ofj/g,- belly, £,£. cheeks, p,D.

head,

F

sweat, fr. hidros sweat _

SWEAT] : excretion of sweat : per-
spiration — hi-drot-ic \-'rat-ik. -'drat-\ adj
hie\'hr\ v&hied; hy'lngorMe'ing[ME hien. It. OE higian to strive,

hasten; akin to OSw hikka to pant, Skt slghra quick] : hasten
hi*emal X'hl-a-malX adj [L hiemalis, fr. hiems winter — more at
HIBERNATE] : of or relating to winter : wintry

hier- or hiero- comb Jorm [LL, fr. Gk, fr. hieros — more at ire]
: sacred : holy {hierology}

hi-er.arch \'hT-(3-).rark\ n [MF or ML; _MF hierarche, fr. ML
hierarcha. fr Gk hierarches, fr. hier- + -arches -arch] 1 : a religious
leader in a position of authority 2 : a person high in a hierarchy —
bi*er-ar*chal \,hT-(a-)'rar-kal\ adj

hi>er<ar.chi.cal \.hT-(3-)'rar-ki-kal\ or hi.er.ar.cliic \-kik\ adj
: of or reladng to a hierarchy — hi<er*ar*chi>caMy \-ki-k(3-)le\
adv
hi.er*ar.chy \'hT-C3-),rar-ke\ n 1 : a division of angels 2 a : a
ruling body of clergy organized into orders or ranks each subordi-
nate to the one above it; specij : the bishops of a province or nation
b : church government by a hierarchy 3 : a body of persons in

authority 4 a : arrangement into a graded series b : persons or
other entities arranged in a series

hi-er*at-lC \.hT-(3-)'rat-Ik\ adj [L hleraticus sacerdotal, fr. Gk
hieraiikos, deriv. of hieros"] 1 ; constituting or belonging to a cursive
form of ancient Egyptian writing simpler than the hieroglyphic
2 : SACERDOTAL — hi>er>at>i*cal>Iy \-i-k(a-lle\ adv

hi.ero.dlUe \'hT-(3-)r6-,d(y)u(3)l\ n [LL hierodulus, fr. Gk hiero-
doulos, fr. hier- + dou/o5_slave] : a slave in the service of a temple—
hl-erO'dU'lic \,hr-(3-)ro-'d(y)u-lik\ adj

hi.ero.glyph \"hT-(3-tr5-.gtif\ n [F hiiroglyphe, fr. MF, back-
formation fr. hierogtyphique} ; a character used in a system of
hieroglyphic writing

1 hi. ero.glyph.ic \,h7-(s-)r3-'glif-ik\ adj [MF hierogtyphique, fr.

LL hieroglyphicus, fr. Gk hieroglyphikos, fr. hier- + glyphein to
carve— more at cleave] 1 : written in. constituting, or belonging
to a system of writing mainly in pictorial characters 2 : inscribed
with hieroglyphic 3 : resembling hieroglyphic in difficulty of
decipherment — hi.ero-glyph.i.cal adj — hi.ero.glyph-i*caMy
\-i-k(3-")le\ adv

2hieroglyphic n 1 : hieroglyph
2 : a system of hieroglyphic writ- /""^

n /O tk ^^Tk^^
ing; specij : the picture script of I o^UjIf'/n ^<->^ (> J
the ancient Egyptian priesthood V-gaiO ^ J£^<cr> .Sf^ uyEgyptian priesthood
— often used in pi. but sing, or pi. Pevntian hieroelvnhics
in constr. 3 : characters that

Egyptian merogiypnics

resemble a hieroglyphic esp. in difficulty of decipherment
hi.ero.phant \'hT-(&-)rs-,fant\ n [LL hierophanta, fr. Gk hiero-
phanies, fr. hier- + phainein to show — more at fancy] 1 : a priest
in ancient Greece; specij : the chief priest of the Eleusinian mysteries
2 a ; expositor, interpreter b : advocate — hi.ero.phan.tic
\,hT-(3-^_r3-'fani-ik\ adj

hi-fi \'hi-'fr\ rt 1 : high fidelity 2 : equipment for reproduction
of sound with high fidelity

Hig'gle \'hig-3l\ vi hig.gling \-(»-)lio\ [prob. alter, of haggle]
: haggle — hig'gler \-(3-)l3r\ n

hig-gle-dy-pig-gle.dy \,hig-3l-de-'pig-al-de\ adv [origin unknown]
: in confusion : topsv-turvy — higgledy-piggledy adj
ihigh \'hT\ adj [ME, fr. OE heah; akin to OHG hoh high, L cacumen
point, top] la; extending or raised up ; elevated b : having a
specified elevation : tall (six feet -^> 2 a : advanced toward its

fullness or culmination <-« summer) b : beginning to taint {-^
game) c : long past ; remote <-^ antiquity) 3 : shrill, sharp <--
note) 4 : relatively far from the equator <^ latitude) 6 : exalted
in character : noble 6 : of greater degree, size, amount, or content
than average or ordinary i-^ pressure) 7 ! of relatively great im-
portance: as a : foremost in rank, dignity, or standing b : seri-

ous, grave <'-- crimes) 8 : forcible, strong <~ winds)
9a: boastful, arrogant b : showing elation or excitement
c : intoxicated 10 : costly, dear 11 : advanced in complexity,
development, or elaboration {^er mathematics) 12 : articulated
with some part of the tongue close to the palate <\e\ is a -« vowel)— high'ly adv
syn tall, lofty: high implies marked extension upward, or

placement at a conspicuous height above the ground or above some
standard level; tall applies to what grows or rises high by com-
parLson with others of its kind and usu. implies relative narrowness;
lofty implies great or imposing altitude. Figuratively high implies
excellence or distinction, or complexity in development, or ar-
rogance of manner; tall implies exaggeration; lofty suggests
moral grandeur or dignity, or sometimes superciliousness

2high adv 1 : at or to a high place, altitude, or degree 2 : richly,
LUXURIOUSLY
3high n 1 : an elevated place or region: as a : hill, knoll
b ; SKY, heaven 2 : a region of high barometric pressure : anti-
cyclone 3 a : a high point or level : height b : the transmission
gear of an automotive vehicle giving the highest ratio of propellern
sliaft to engine-shaft speed and consequently the highest speed of

: than 20 percenthigh analysis adj, oj ajertilizer ; containing i

of total plant nutrients
ihigh.ball \'hT-,b6l\ n l a : a railroad signal for a train to proceed
at full speed b : a fast train 2 : a drink of alcoholic liquor and
water or a carbonated beverage served in a tall glass
2highball vi : to go at full or high speed
high beam n : the long-range focus of a vehicle headlight
high-bind.er \-,bTn-d3r\ n [the Highbinders, gang of vagabonds in
New York City 0^1806] 1 : a professional killer operating in the
Chine.'w quarter of an American city 2 ; a corrupt or scheming

high-born \-'b6(s)m\ adj : of noble birth
high-boy \-,b6i\ n ; a high chest of drawers mounted on a base
with long legs

high.bred \-'bred\ adj : coming from superior stock

high.brow \'hT-,brau\ n : a person of superior learning or culture

: intfllfctual — highbrow adj — high-browed \-,braud\ adj
— high. brow. i.sm X-.brau-.iz-amV n
high.bush \-'bush\ adj : forming a notably tall or erect bush; also

: borne on a highbush plant

high Chair n : a child's chair with long legs, a feeding tray, and a
footrest

High Ghnrch adj : tending toward or stressing sacerdotal, liturgical,

ceremonial, traditional, and Catholic elements S"^ appropriate to the
life of the Christian church — High Gbarcbman n
high command m 1 : the supreme headquarters of a military force

2 : the highest leadere in an organization
high commissioner n : a principal or a high-ranking commissioner;
esp : an ambassadorial representative of the government of one
country stationed in another

higher criticism n : study of biblical writings to determine their

literary history and the purpose and meaning of the authors
higher fungus n : a fungus with hyphae well -developed and septate

high-er-up \,h7-(3-)'r3p\ n : a superior officer or official

high explosive n : an explosive (as TNT) that generates gas with
extreme rapidity and has a shattering effect

high-fa-lu-tin \,hT-f3-'liit-'n\ adj [perh. fr. ^high + alter, ol

jluting, prp. of flute] 1 : pretentious 2 : expressed in or marked
by the use of high-flown bombastic language : pompous
high fidelity n : the reproduction of sound with a high degree of

faithfulness to the original

high.fli-er or high.fly-er \'hT-'flI(-a)r\ n : an uncompromisingly
orthodox or doctrinaire person
high-flown \-'flon\ adj 1 : exalted 2 : BOMBAync, pretentious
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Wgh-fly.ing \-'flT-io\ adj : elevated In style, content, or ambition
high frequency n : a radio frequency in the middle range of the
radio spectrum — see radio frequency table
High German n l : German as natively used in southern and central
Germany 2 : German 2b
high grade n : a grade animal that In conformation and economic
qualities approximates the breed to which its known purebred
ancestors belong
high-grown \'hT-'gron\ adj ; covered with tall vegetation
high-hand.ed \-'han-dad\ adj : overbearing, arbitrary — high-
hand>ed>ly adv — high-hand>ed-ness n
high hat n ; beaver 2
high-hat \'hT-'hat\ adj : supercilious, snobbish — high-hat vt

High Holiday n : either of two important Jewish holidays: a : rosh
HASHANAH b ; YOM KIPPUR
high horse n : an arrogant mood or attitude

high jump n : a jump for height in a track or field contest
ihigh*land \'hr-land\ n t elevated or mountainous land
ahighland adj 1 : of or relating to a highland 2 cap ; of or relating
to the Highlands of Scotland

high.land.er \-l3n-d3r\ n 1 ; an inhabitant of a highland 2 cap
: an inhabitant of the Highlands of Scotland
Highland fling n : a lively Scottish folk dance
lhigh*light \'hT-,lTt\ n 1 : the lightest spot or area (as in a painting)
; any of several spots in a modeled drawing or painting that re-

ceives the greatest amount of illumination 2 : an event or detail

of major significance
shighlight vt 1 : to throw a strong light upon 2 a : to center
attention upon ; emphasize b : to constitute a highlight
high-low-jaci: \.hr-,lo-'iak\ n ; a card game in which scores are
made by winning the highest trump, the lowest trump, the jack of
trumps, and either the ten of trumps or the most points

high mass n, ojlen cap H&M ; a sung mass usu. with full ceremonials
and incense and with the celebrant assisted by a deacon and sub-
deacon
high-mlad>ed \'hT-'mTn-d3d\ adj ; having or marked by elevated
principles and feelings — high-mind*ed<ly adv — high-miud>ed-
ness n
high-muck-a-muck X.hT-.msk-i-'mak, .hl-.mak-st-e-'mskX n [by
folk etymology fr. Chinook Jargon hiu muckamuck plenty to eat]
; a person of importance; esp : one who is arrogant

bigh>uess \'hT-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being high — used as
a title for kings, princes, or other persons of exalted rank (His
Royal Highness} <Their Imperial Highnesses^

high-octane adj : having a high octane number and hence good
antiknock properties <~ gasoline)
high place n : a temple or altar used by the ancient Semites and
built usu. on a hill or elevation

1 high-pressure adj la; having or involving a high or com-
paratively high pressure esp. greatly exceeding that of the atmos-
phere b : having a high barometric pressure 2 : using or involv-
ing aggressive and insistent sales techniques

2high-l)ressure vt ; to sell or influence by high-pressure tactics

high priest « 1 : a chief priest esp. of the ancient Jewish priesthood
2 : a priest of the Melchizedek priesthood in the Mormon Church

high relief n : sculptural reUef in which at least half of the cir-

cumference of the modeled form projects
high-road \'hT-,rod\ n 1 chiejly Brit : highway 2 ! the easiest
course
ibigh school n : a secondary school usu. comprising the 9th to 12th
or 1 0th to 1 2 th years of study

ahigh school n ; a system of advanced exercises in horsemanship
high sea n ; the open part of a sea or ocean esp. outside territorial
waters — usu. used in pi.

high-sound'ing X'hl-'saiin-dioX adj : pompous, imposing
high-spir>it*ed \-'spir-at-3d\ adj : characterized by a bold or lofty
spirit : mettlesome — high-spir>it-ed*ly adv — high-spir>it-
ed<nessn

high-strung \-'str3o\ adj : having an extremely nervous or sensi-
tive temperament

hight \'hTt\ adjlME, Irreg. pp. of hoten to command, call, be
called, fr. OE hatan; akin to OHG heizzan to command, call and
prob. to L ciere to move, Gk kineini archaic : called, named

high.tail \'hr-.tal\ vi : to retreat at full speed
high-tension adj : having a high voltage; also ; relating to apparatus
to be used at high voltage

high-test adj : passing a difficult test; specij : having a high volatility
<'-- gasoline)

high tide n 1 ; the tide when the water is at its greatest elevation
2 : culminating point : climax
Mgh-toned \'hT-'tond\ adj 1 ; high in social, moral, or Intellectual
quaUty 2 : pretentious, pompous
high treason n ; treason 2
high-water adj : unusually short (.-^ pants)
high-way \'hl-,wa\ n : a public road or way; esp t a main direct
road
high-way-man \-m3n\ n ; a person who robs travelers on a road
high-wrought adj : extremely agitated
hi.jack or high-jack \'hT-,jak\ vt [origin unknown] 1 a : to steal
by stopping a vehicle on the highway b : to stop and steal from (a
vehicle in transit) 2 a : steal, rob b ; force, coerce— hi. jack-ern
ihike \'hTk\ vb [perh. akin to ^hitch] vt 1 a : to move or raise with
a sudden effort b : to raise in amount sharply or suddenly <•--'

rents) 2 : to take on a hike '— vi 1 a ; to go on a long walk esp.
for pleasure or exercise b : to travel by any means 2 : to rise up;
esp : to work upward out of place <skirt had hiked up in back) —
hik<er n

3hike n 1 : a long walk esp. for pleasure or exercise 2 : an upward
movement : rise

hi'lar \'hT-l3r\ adj : of, relating to, or located near a hilum
hi>lar.x.ous \hil-'ar-e-as. hl-'lar-, hil-'er-. hT-'ler-\ adj [irreg. fr. L
hilarus, hilaris cheerful, fr. Gk hilaros} : marked by or affording
hilarity — hi>lar-i-ous>ly adv— hi'lar>i>ous-ne5S n

hi>lar-i>ty \-3t-e\ n ; boisterous merriment syn see mirth
hil*ding \'hil-dio\ n ihilding, adj. (base)] archaic : a base con-
temptible person

ihill \'hll\ n [ME. fr. OE hyU; akin to L collis hill, culmen top]
1 : a usu. rounded natural elevation of land lower than a mountain
2 : an artificial heap or mound (as of earth) 3 : several seeds or
plants planted in a group rather than a row
2hiU vr 1 : to form into a heap 2 : to draw earth around the roots
or base of — hill>er n

hUl.hU.ly \'hil-.bil-e\ n Vhill + Billy, nickname for Williaml
: a person from a backwoods area

hillbilly mtisic n : music deriving from or imitating the folk style
of the southern U.S. or of the Western cowboy

hill myna n : a largely black Asiatic starling {Cracula religiosa)
often tamed and taught to pronounce words

hill.ock \'hil-3k\ n ; a smaU hiU — hill-ocky \-3-ke\ adj
hill-Side \'hil-.sid\ n : a part of a hill between the summit and the
foot

hilly \'hil-e\ adj 1 ; abounding in hills 2 : steep
hilt \*hilt\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE.healt lame — more at halt]

: a handle esp. of a sword or dagger — to the hilt : completely
hi-limi \'hT-Iam\ n, pi hi-la \-l3\ [NL, fr. L, trifle] 1 a : a scar
on a seed (as a bean) marking the point of attachment of the ovule
b : the nucleus of a starch grain 2 ; a notch in or opening from
a bodily part suggesting the hilum of a bean
him \im, (')him\ pron, objective case oj he
Hi'ma.la>yan X.him-a-'la-an, him-'al-(3-)y3n\ n [Himalaya
mountains, Asia] : any of a breed of small white domesticated
rabbits with black noje, feet, tail, and ear tips

hi>mat>i*on \him-'at-e-,an\ n [Gk, fr. hennynai to clothe — more
at wear] : a rectangular cloth draped over the left shoulder and
about the body and worn as a garment in ancient Greece

him.sell \(h)im-'self\ pron 1 : that identical male one : that
identical one whose sex is unknown or immaterial — compare
'he; used reflexively, for emphasis, or in absolute constructions
(considers ^ lucky) <he '^ did it) <'-- unhappy, he understood the
situation) 2 : his normal, healthy, or sane condition or self

3 Irish & Scot ; a man of consequence; esp : the master of the house
iHim>yar>ite \'him-y3-.rTt\ n [Himyar, legendary king in Yemen]
1 : a member of an ancient people dwelling in southern Arabia
2 ; an Arab of a group of related ancient peoples of southern
Arabia

2Himyarite or Him.yar.it4c \.him-y3-'rit-ik\ adj : of or relating
to the ancient Himyarites or their language
Himyaritic or Himyarite n : the language of the Himyarites
recorded in inscriptions

Ilin \'hin\ n [Heb hln, fr. Egypt hnw'\ : an ancient Hebrew unit of
Uquid measure equal to about a gallon and a half
Hi.na.ya.na \,he-n3-'y'an-3\ n [Skt hinaydna, lit., lesser vehicle]
; a southern conservative branch of Buddhism adhering to the
Pali scriptures and the nonlheislic ideal of purification of the self

to nirvana — Hl-na>ya.nist \-'yan-sst\ n — Hi-na-ya-niS'tic
\,he-n3-{.)ya-*nis-tik\ adj
ihind \'hTnd\ n, pi hinds also hind [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG hinta
hind, Gk kemas young deer] 1 : a female of the red deer — com-
pare HART 2 : any of various typically spotted groupers

21iind n [ME hine servant, farmhand, fr. OE hina, gen. of hiwan, pi.,

members of a household; akin to OE ham home — more at home]
1 : a British farm assistant 2 archaic : rustic

3hind adj [ME, prob. back-formation fr. OE hinder, adv., behind;
akin to OHG hintar, prep., behind] : of or forming the part that
follows or is behind ; rear

hind.brain yhrn(d)-,bran\ n 1 a : the posterior of the three
primary divisions of the vertebrate brain or the parts developed
from it including! the cerebellum, pons, and medulla oblongata
b : metencephalon c : myelencephalon 2 ; the posterior seg-
ment of the brain of an invertebrate

ficult the progress of : hamper 2 ; to hold back ; check -^ vi

; to delay, impede, or prevent action — hiU'der.er \-dar-3r\ n
syn IMPEDE, obstruct, block: hinder stresses causing harmful

or annoying delay or interference with progress; impede implies
making forward progress difficult by clogging, hampering, or
fettering; obstruct implies interfering with something in motion
or in progress by the sometimes intentional placing of obstacles in
the way; block imphes complete obstruction to passage or progress

2hind>er \'hTn-d9r\ adj [ME, fr. OE hinder, adv.] ; situated behind
or in the rear : posterior

hind.gut \'hln(d)-,g3t\ n ; the posterior part of the alimentary
canal
Hin.di \'hin-(,)de\ n [Hindi hindi, fr. Hind, India, fr. Per] 1 :a
literary and official language of northern India 2 : a complex
of Indie dialects of northern India for which Hindi is the usual lit-

erary language — Hindi adj
hind.most \'hTnCd)-,m5st\ adj ; farthest to the rear : last
hind.quar.ter \-,kw6(r)t-3r\ n 1 : the back half of a side of beef,
veal, mutton, or lamb including a leg and usu. one or more ribs

2 pi t the hind biped of a quadruped; broadly ; all the structures
of a quadruped that lie posterior to the attachment of the hind
legs to the trunk
hin.dranoe \'hin-dr3nCt)s\ n 1 : the state of being hindered
2 : the action of hindering 3 : something that hinders : impedi-
ment

hind.sight \'hTn(d)-,sTt\ n 1 : a rear sight of a firearm 2 : per-
ception of the nature and demands of an event after it has hap-
pened
iHiU.dU also Hin.dOO \'hin-(.)du\ n [Per Hindu inhabitant of
India, fr. Hind India] 1 : an adherent of Hinduism 2 : a native
or inhabitant of India

3Hindu also Hindoo adj : of, relating to. or characteristic of the
Hindus or Hinduism
Hin.du.ism \-,iz-am\ n l ; a body of social, cultural, and religious
beliefs and practices native to the Indian subcontinent; specij
; the dominant cultic religion of India marked by participation in
one of the devotional sects 2 : a reUgious philosophy based on
Hinduism — compare karma
iHin.dU.Stani also Hin.dO.Stani \,hin-du-'stan-e, -'stan-e\ n
[Hindi Hindustani, fr. Per Hindustan India] 1 : a group of Indie
dialects of northern India of which literary Hindi and Urdu are

e abut; ^ kitten; er further; a back; a bake; i. cot, cart;

] joke; rt^ sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

U loot; u foot; y yet; yti few; yu furious; zh vision
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, hybrid between a stallion and a

considered diverse written forms 2:3 form of speech allied to
Urdu but less divergent from Hindi used in some urban areas

aHindustani also Hindostani adj : of or relating to Hindustan or
its people or Hindustani
Ihinge \*hinj\ n [ME heng; akin to MD henge hook. OE hangian
to hang] 1 a : a jointed or
flexible device on which a
door, lid, or other swing-
ing part turns b : a flexible
ligamentous joint c ; a
small piece of thin gummed
paper used in fastening a
postage stamp in an album
2 ; a determining factor
: TURNING POINT

^hinge vt : to attach by or
furnish with hinges '— vi

: to be contingent on a
single consideration (success
f^s on the decision)
hinge joint n : a bodily joint
that permits motion in one
plane
hin.ny \*hin-e\ n [L hinnusl
she ass — compare mule
ihint \'hint\ n [prob. alter, of obs. hent act of seizing, fr. hent vb]
1 archaic : oppORTUNrrv, turn 2 a : an indirect or summary
suggestion b : a statement conveying by implication what it is pre-
ferred not to say explicitly 3 : a slight indication ; clue 4 : a very
small amount : trace

3hint v[ : to convey by a hint : intimate -^ vi ; to give a hint syn,
see suggest — hint>er n

hin.ter.land \'hini-3r-,land\ n [G, fr. hinter hinder + land'] 1 : a
region behind a coast 2 ; a region that provides supplies 3 : a
region remote from cities and towns

ihip \'hip\ n [ME hipe, fr. OE heope; akin to OHG hiafo hip]
: the ripened false fruit of a rose that consists of a fleshy receptacle
enclosing numerous achenes
ahip n [ME, fr. OE hvpe; akin to OUG huj hip, L cubitus elbow,
cubare to lie, Gk kybos cube, die, OE heah high — more at high]
1 a : the laterally projecting region of each side of the lower or
posterior part of the mammalian trunk formed by the lateral parts

of the pelvis and upper part of the femur together with the fleshy

parts covering them b : hip joint 2 : the external angle formed
by the meeting of two sloping sides of a roof that have their wall
plates running in different directions
3hip VI hipped; bip<ping ; to make (as a roof) with a hip
*hip var of HEP
hip and thigh adv : overwhelmingly, unsparingly
hip'bone \'hip-'b5n. -,bon\ n ; innominate bone
hip joint n : the articulation between the femur and the innominate
bone

llipp- or hippo- comb form [L, fr. Gk, fr. hippos — more at equine]
: horse </7[ppophagous>

ihipped \'hipt\ adj z having hips (broad-hipped}
shipped adj [hip (hypochondria)] 1 : depressed 2 : obsessed
(^ on philately)

hip'po \'hip-(,l6\ n : hippopotamus
hip'po.cani'pal \.hip-a-'kam-p3l\ adj : of or relating to the hippo-
campus

hip'pO'Cam*pus \-p3s\ n, pi hip-pO'Cam-pi \-,pT, -.pe\ [NL, fr.

Gk hippokampos sea horse, fr. hipp- + kampos sea monster] : a
curved elongated ridge extending over the floor of the descending
horn of each lateral ventricle of the brain

hip<po*cras \'hip-a-,kras\ n [ME ypocras, fr. Ypocras Hippocrates,
its legendary inventor] ; an aromatic highly spiced wine of medieval
Europe

Hip-po*crat-ic \,hip-a-'krat-ik\ adj : of or relating to Hippocrates
or to the school of medicine that took his name
Hlppocratic oath n ; an oath embodying a code of medical ethics
usu. taken by those about to begin medical practice
Hip.po-crene \'hip-3-,kren, ,hip-3-'kre-ne\ n [L, fr. Gk Hippo-
krene'\ : a fountain on Mount Helicon sacred to the Muses and
believed to be a source of poetic inspiration
hip.po.drome \'hip-3-,drom\ n [MF, fr. L hippodromos, fr. Gk,
fr. hipp- + dromos racecourse — more at dromedary] 1 ; an oval
stadium for horse and chariot races in ancient Greece 2 : an arena
for equestrian performances

hip.pQ.grill \'hip-3-,grif\ n [F hippogriffe, fr. It ippogrifo, fr.

ippo- hipp- (fr. L hipp-) + grifo griffin, fr. L gryphusl : a legendary
animal having the foreparts of a griffin and the body and hind-
quarters of a horse
Hip>pol*y>tUS \hip-'al'^t-as\ n [L, fr. Gk Hippolytos} : a son of
Theseus in Greek legend falsely accused by his stepmother Phaedra
and in response to his father's plea killed through the agency of
Poseidon
Hlp<pom<e<nes \hip-'am-a-,nez\ n [L. fr. Gk Hippomenes] : the
successful suitor of Atalanta in Greek legend

hip.po-pot-a.mus \,hip-3-'pai-3-m3s\ n, pi hip.po.pot.a'mus-es
or hip>po-pot<a*mi \-,mT, -(,)me\ [L. fr. Gk hippopotamos. fr.

hipp- + potantos river, fr. peiesihai to fly, rush — more at feather]
: any of several large herbivorous 4-toed chiefly aquatic mammals
(family Hippopotamidae and esp. genuS Hippopotamus) with an
extremely large head and mouth, bare and very thick skin, and short
legs

-hip.pus \'hip-3s\ n comb form [NL', fr. Gk hippos — more at
EQUINE] : horse — in generic names esp. in paleontology {Eohippus)

hip roof n : a roof having sloping ends and sloping sides

hip-ster \'hip-st3r\ n i*hip'] ; a person who is unusually aware of
and interested in new and unconventional patterns esp. in jazz, in
the use of narcotics and other stimulants, and in exotic religion
ihire \"hT(3)r\ n [ME, fr. OE h7r. akin to MD /mrf hire] 1 a : pay-
ment for the temporary use of something b : payment for labor
or personal services : wages 2 a : the act of hiring b ; the state
of being hired ; employment syn see wage

2hire vt 1 a : to engage the personal services of for a set sum
(-^ on a new crew) 5 : to engage the temporary use of for a fixed
sum <-^ a hall) 2 : to grant the personal services of or temporary
use of for a fixed sum <-^ themselves out) 3 : to get done for pay
<"- the mowing done) ^ vi t to take employment <'-- out as a

waitress during the tourist season) — hir>er n
syn HIRE, LET. lease, rent, charter mean to engage or grant for

use at a price, hire and let are complementary terms, hire implying
the act of engaging, and let the act of granting, for use; lease
strictly implies a letting but is often applied informally to hiring
on a lease; rent stresses the payment of money for the full use of
property and may imply either hiring or letting; charter Implies
the hiring of a ship or a public vehicle for exclusive use syn see
in addition employ

hire-ling \'hT(a)r-liQ\ n : a person who serves for hire esp. for
purely mercenary motives

hire purchase n, chiefly Brit : purchase on the installment plan
hiring hall n : a union-operated placement office where registered
applicants are referred in rotation to jobs

hir.ple \'hir-pal\ vi [ME (Sc) hirplen] Scot : limp, hobble
hir.SUte X'har-.sUt, hi(a)r-. .har-', hi(3)r-'\ adj [L hirsutus\ akin to L
horrere to bristle — more at horror] : roughly hairy; esp : pubes-
cent with coarse stiff hairs — hir-sute-nes9 n

hir>su.tu*lous X.har-'sU-cha-Ias, hir-\ adj : minutely or slightly
hirsute

hir-u>din \'hir-(y)3d-5n\ n [fr. Hirudin, a trademark] : an antico-
agulant extracted from the buccal glands of a leech
this \(h)iz, ,hiz\ adj [ME, fr. OE, gen. of he he] : of or relating to
him or himself esp. as possessor, agent, or object of an action
<--' house) <"- writings) <'^ confirmation) — compare 'he

2hiS \'hiz\ pron, sing or pi in consir : his one or his ones — used
without a following noun as a pronoun equivalent in meaning to
the adjective his

His-pan>ic \his-'pan-ik\ adj [L hispanicus, fr. Hispania Iberian
peninsula, Spain] : of or relating to the people, speech, or culture
of Spain, Spain and Portugal, or Latin America — His>pan>i-cism
\-'pan-3-,siz-am\ n — His>pan>l-cist \-'pan-3-sast\ n— Uis>pan-
i'Cize \-,sTz\ vr

his*pa-nism \'his-p3-,niz-3m\ n, often cap 1 : a movement to
reassert the cultural unity of Spain and Latin America — called
also his-pa.ni.dad \(,)e-,spa-nB-'ih^iXti)\ 2 : a linguistic feature of
Spanish origin or influence

hiS>pld \'his-p9d\ adj [L hispidus; prob. akin to L horrere"} I rough
or covered with bristles, stiff hairs, or minute spines (/^ leaf) —
his<pid-l>ty \his-'pid-3t-e\ n

his-pid-u-lOUS \hi3-'pij-3-l3s\ adj ; minutely hispid
hiss \'his\ vb [ME hissen, of imit. origin] vi : to make a sharp
sibilant sound like that of the speech sound \s\ or that emitted by
an alarmed goose or snake often as an expression of disapproval
^ vt 1 ; to condemn by hissing 2 : to utter with a hiss — niss n— hiss>er n
ihiSt \s often prolonged and usu with p preceding and t following;
often read as *hist\ interj [origin unknown] — used to attract

ahist \'hTst\ dial var of hoist
hist- or histo- comb form [F, fr. Gk histos mast, loom beam, web,
fr. histanai to cause to stand — more at stand] ; tissue {histo-

physiology) *

his.ta.mi.nase \his-'tam-3-,nas, "his-ta-m^-, -,naz\ n [ISV] : a
widely occurring flavoprotein enzyme that oxidizes histamine and
various diamines

his.ta.mine \*his-t3-,men, -manX n [ISV] : a compound CjHgNj
found in ergot and many animal tissues or made synthetically and
held responsible for the dilatation and increased permeability of
blood vessels which play a major role in allergic reactions — his-
ta.min.lc \,his-t3-'min-ik\ adj

his-ta.min.er.gic N.his-ts-ma-'nsr-jikX adj [ISV Ai^/amine + Gk
ergon work — more at work] oj autonomic nerve fibers ; liberating
or activated by histamine

hiS'ti'dine \'his-t3-,den\ n [ISV] : a crystalline basic amino acid
CeHgNsO; formed in the splitting of most proteins

his.tio-cyte \'his-te-a-,sTt\ n [Gk histion web (dim. of histos),
-\- ISV -cyte] : a phagocytic tissue cell that may be fixed or freely
motile, is derived from the reticuloendothelial system, and resembles
the monocyte with which it is sometimes identified — his>tio-
cyt-ic \,his-te-a-'sit-ik\ adj

his-to.chem.i-cal \,his-(,ito-'kem-i-ksl\ adj : of or relating to
histochemistry — his-tO'Chem<i>caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

hiS>to>chem>is*try \-'kem-3-stre\ n [ISV] : a science dealing with
the chemical makeup of cells and tissues

hiS>to>gen \*his-t3-pn\ n [ISV] : a zone or clearly delimited region
of primary tissue in or from which the specific parts of a plant
organ are believed to be produced

his. to. gen. e.Sis \,his-t3-'jen-a-s3s\ n [NL] : the formation and
differentiation of tissues — his.to.ge.net'ic \-j3-'net-ik\ adj —
hiS'to.ge.net'i.cal.Iy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
his.to.gram \*his-ta-,gram\ n [history + -gram] ; a representation
of a frequency distribution by means of rectangles whose widths
represent class intervals and whose heights represent corresponding
frequencies

his.to.log.i.cal \,his-t3-'laj-i-k3l\ or his.to.Iog.ic \-ik\ atJJ : of
or relating to histology — hiS'to-log-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

his. tol.o. gist \his-'tal-3-j3st\ n ; a speciaUst in histology

hiS'tol'O'gy \-je\ n [F histologie, fr. hist- + -logic -logy] 1 ; a
branch of anatomy that deals with the minute structure of animal
and plant tissues as discernible with the microscope 2 : a treatise

on histology 3 : tissue structure or organization
hiS-tol-y.SiS \his-'tal-a-sas\ n [NL, fr. hist- + -lysis'] : the break-
down of bodily tissues — his.to>lyt.ic \.his-ta-'lit-ik\ adj

hiS'tone \'his-,ton\ n [ISV] : any of various simple water-soluble
proteins that yield a high proportion of basic amino acids on hydro-
lysis and are found esp. in glandular tissues (as thymus) combined
with deoxyribonucleic acid

his.tcpa.thol.o.gy \.his-(,>to-p3-'thal-3-je, -(,)pa-\ n [ISV] 1 ; a
branch of pathology concerned with the tissue changes character-
istic of disease 2 ; the tissue changes that affect a part or accom-
pany a disease

hiS.to.phys.i'Ol'O.gy \-,fiz-e-'al-3-ie\ n 1 : a branch of physiology
concerned with the function and activities of tissues 2 ; structural
and functional tissue organization

hiS'tcplas-raO'Sis \.his-t3-,plaz-'m5-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Histoplasma,
genus of fungi] : a disease caused by infection with a fungus
Xhistoplasma capsulatuni) and marked by benign involvement of
lymph nodes of the trachea and bronchi or by severe progressive
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generalized Involvement of the lymph nodes and the reticuloendo-
thelial system

his-to-ri-an Xhis-'tor-e-sn, -'tor-V n l ; a student or writer of
history; esp i one that produces a scholarly synthesis 2 : chron-
icler

2iis>tor-ic \his-'t6r-ik, -'tar-X adj ; historical; esp ; famous in
history

lli5-tor4<cal \-i-kal\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or having the char-
acter of history b : based on history c ; used only in historical
presentations 2 : famous in history 3 a : secondary Ic b : di-
ACHRONic — bis>tor>i-caMy \-i-k(s-)le\ adv — hls-tor-i-cal-
ness \-i-kaI-nas\ n

historical materialism n : the Marxist theory of history and society
that holds that ideas and social institutions develop only as the
superstructure of a material economic base — compare dialectical

historical present n ; the present tense used to relate past events
historical school n : a school esp. in economics, legal philosophy,
and ethnology emphasizing evolutionary developments and his-
torical methods of research, analysis, and interpretation

his-tor-i-cism Xhis-'tor-a-.siz-am, -'tar-\ n : a theory that empha-
sizes the importance of history as a standard of value or as a de-
terminant of events — his- tor>i- cist \-s3St\ adj or n

hiS>to>riC*i>ty \,his-t3-'ris-3t-e\ n ; historical actuality : fact
hiS-tor<i>Cize \his-*t6r-3-,sTz, -'tar-\ vt : to render historical "^ vi

: to use historical material
his-to-ri.Og.ra.pher \his-.tor-e-'ag-ra-fsr, -,t6r-\ n [MF histori-

ographeur, fr. LL historiographus. It. Gk historiographos, fr.

historia + graphein to write — more at carve] : a usu. official
writer of history ; historian — liis>to*rio>graph>ic \-e-3-'graf-ik\
or his>to*no<grapli*i-caI \-i-k3l\ adj — lus>to>no>graph*i-
caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — his<to<n-og>ia-pby \-e-'ag-ra-fe\ n

his-tc-ry \*his-t(3-)re\ n [L historia, fr. Gk, inquiry, history, fr,

histor, w/or knowing, learned; akin to Gk eidenai to know — more at
wrrl 1 ; tale, story 2 a : a chronological record of significant
events (as affecting a nation, institution) usu. including an explana-
tion of their causes b : a treatise presenting systematically related
natural phenomena c ; an account of a sick person's medical
background 3 : a branch of knowledge that records and explains

East events 4a: events that form the subject matter of a history
: past events c : previous treatment, handling, or experience

(as of a metal)
hlS-trl<On-iC \,his-tre-'an-ik\ adj [LL histrionicus, fr. L histrion-,
histrio actor, alter, of hister, fr. Etruscan] 1 ; of or relating to
actors, acting, or the theater 2 ; deliberately affected ; theatri-
cal — Iiis>tri>on>i<cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

his.tri-on.ics \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : theatrical
performances 2 : deUberale display of emotion for effect

ihit \'hit\ vb hit; hit-ting [ME kitten, fr. ON hitta to meet with,
hit] vt 1 a : to reach with or as if with a blow b : to come in
contact with 2 a : to cause to come into contact b : to deUver
{as a blow) by action 3 ; to affect to the detriment of 4 : to
make a request of 5 ; to discover or meet esp. by chance 6 a : to
accord with : surr b ; reach, attain c o] Jish : to bite at or on
d : to drop or move onto (.^ the road) e : to reflect accurately
<'^ the right note) 7 : to indulge in excessively {^ the bottle)^ vi 1 ; to strike a blow 2 a : to come into contact with some-
thing b : attack c oj a jish ; strike vMlb d : come, happen
3 : to succeed in attaining something 4 obs : to be in agreement
; SUIT 5 oj an internal-combustion engine : to fire the charge in the
cylinders syn see strike — hit-ter n

2liit n 1 a : a blow striking an object aimed at b : collision
2 a : a stroke of luck b ; something that is conspicuously success-
ful 3 : a telling remark 4 : a stroke in an athletic contest; esp
BASE HIT
hit-and-miss \,hit-'n-'mis\ adj : sometimes hitting and sometimes
not
hit-and-run \-'r3n\ adj 1 : being or relating to a baseball play
in which a base runner starts for the next base as the pitcher starts
to pitch and the batter attempts to hit the ball 2 : being or involving
a motor-vehicle driver who does not stop after being involved in an
accident 3 : involving or intended for quick specific action or
results

ihitch \'hich\ vb [ME hytchen'i vt 1 : to move by jerks 2 a : to
catch or fasten by or as if by a hook or knot : make fast b : UNnr,
YOKE 3 : nrrCHHiKE '«- VI 1 ; to move with halts and jerks ; hob-
ble 2 : to become entangled, made fast, or Unked 3 : httchhike— hitch>er n
2hitch n 1 : a sudden movement or pull ; jerk 2 ; limp 3 t a
sudden halt : stoppage 4 : the act or fact of catching hold
5 ; a connection between a vehicle or implement and a detachable
source of power (as a tractor or horse) 6 slang ; a period usu. of
military service 7 : any of various knots used to form a temporary

1 a Une or to secure a hue temporarily to an object 8 : lift
Sb

hitch-hlKe \-,hTk\ VI ; to travel by securing free rides -^ vt i to
solicit or obtain (a free ride) — hitch- liil£<er n

hitch up vi ; to harness and make fast a draft animal or team
1hith-er \'hith-3r\ adv [ME hider, hither, fr. OE hider; akin to
Goth hidre hither, L citra on this side — more at he] : to this place
2hither adj : being on the near or adjacent side
hith*er>most \-,most\ adj : nearest on this side

hith>er*tO \-,tiJ, ,hitli-ar-'tii\ adv : up to this time
hith-er.ward \'hith-3(r)-w3rd\ adv : hither
Hit-le-ri-an \hit-'lir-e-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or suggesting Adolf
Hitler or his regime in Germany

Hit-ler«ism \'hit-la-,riz-am\ n 1 : the nationalistic and totalitarian
principles and policies associated with Hitler 2 : the Hitlerian
movement — ^t>ler>ite \-,rit\ n or adj

hit off vt ; to oharacterize precisely and usu. satirically ^^ vi : har-
monize, agrbe

hit or miss qdv : haphazardly — hit-or-miss \,hit-3r-'mis\ adj
Hit*tite \'bi-.trt\ n [Heb Hittl, fr. Hitt Hatti-\ 1 : a member of a
conquering people in Asia' Minor and Syria with an empire in the
2d millennium B.C. 2 : an Indo-European or Indo-Hittite
language of the Hittite people known from cuneiform texts —
Hittite adj

8 abut; ^ kitten; or ftirtber; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; g sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t& this;

ihive \'hiv\ n [ME, fr. OE hyj; akin to Gk kypellon cup, OE
heah high — more at high] 1 : a
container for housing honeybees 2
: a colony of bees 3 ; a place
swarming with busy occupants —
hiveless \-l3s\ adj

2hive vt 1 ; to collect into a hive
2 : to store up in or as if in a hive
•^ vi 1 oj bees : to enter and take
possession of a hive 2 ; to reside
in close association
3hive n [back-formation fr. hivesl hives 1: 1 old-fashioned; 2
; an urticarial wheal modem: A cover, B super, C

hives \'hivz\ n pi but sing or pi in brood chamber, D bottom
con^rrCorigin unknown] : urticaria
ho \'ho\ interj [ME] — used esp. to attract attention to something
specified
ihoar \'ho(9)r, h6(3)r\ adj [ME hor, fr. OE har; akm to OHG
her hoary, Gk kirros orange yellow] archaic ; hoary

2hoar n [ME, hoariness, fr, hor, adj.] ; frost Ic
hoard \'ho(3)_rd, h6(3)rd\ n [ME hard fr. OE; akin to Gk kysthos
vulva, OE hydan to hide] : a hidden supply or fund stored up— hoard vt — hoard>er n

hoard.ing \'hord-ia, 'h6rd-\ n [hourd, hoard (hoarding)] 1 ; a
temporary board fence put about a building being erected or
repaired — called also hoard 2 Brit : billboard

hoar-lrost \'h6(a)r-,fr6st, h6(a)r-\ n t frost Ic
hoar*i*ness V'hor-e-nss, 'h6r-\ n : the quality or state of being
hoary
hoarse \'ho(3)rs, 'h6(3}rs\ adj [ME hos, hors, fr. OE has: akin to
OE hat hot — more at hot] 1 ; rough and harsh in sound ; grat-
ing <~ voice) 2 : having a hoarse voice— hoarse>ly adv— hoars-
en \'hors-'n. 'h6rs-\ vb hoars-en>ing \'h6rs-nio, -=n-iD\ —
hoarse.ness \*ho(3)r-sn3s, 'h6{3)r-\ n
hoary \'h6r-e, 'h6r-\ adj 1 a : gray or white with age b : having
grayish or whitishusu. pubescent leaves 2 ; ancient, venerable

hoa*tzin \wa(t)-'sen\ n [AmerSp, fr. Nahuatl uatzin] : a peculiar
crested So. American bird (Opisthocomos crislatus of the order
GalUformes) smaller than a pheasant with olive-colored plumage
marked with white above and claws on the first and second fingers
of the wing
ihoax \'h6ks\ vt [prob. contr. of hocus] i to trick into believing or
accepting as genuine something false and often preposterous
syn see dupe — hoax-er n
2hoas n 1 : an act intended to trick or dupe ; imposture 2 : some-
thing accepted or established by fraud or fabrication
ihob \'hab\ n [ME hobbe, fr. Hobbe, nickname for Robert] 1 dial
Eng : hobgoblin, elf 2 : mischief, trouble (raise ^)

2h0b n [origin unknown] 1 : a projection at the back or side of a
fireplace on which something may be kept warm 2 : a cutting
tool used for cutting the teeth of worm wheels or gear wheels
3hob vt hobbed; hob>bing 1 : to furnish with hobnails 2 ; to
cut with a hob
HobbeS'ian \'hab-ze-3n\ adj : of or relating to Hobbes or Hobbism
Hob'bism \'hab-,iz-3m\ n ; the philosophical system of Hobbes;
esp ; the Hobbesian theory that absolutism in government is

necessary to prevent the war of each against all to which natural
selfishness inevitably leads mankind — Hob<bist \-3St\ n or adj
thob.ble \'hab-3l\ vb hob-bling \-(3-)lio\ [ME hoblen; akin to
MD hobbelen to turn, roll] vi : to move along unsteadily or with
difficulty; esp : to Ump along -^ vt 1 : to cause to limp ; make
lame : cripple 2 [prob. alter, of hopple (to hobble)] a : to
fasten together the legs of (as a horse) to prevent straying : fetter
b : hamper, impede — hob>hler \-(3-)lar\ n

^hobble /I 1 : a hobbling movement 2 archaic ;

situation 3 : something used to hobble an animal
hob<ble>de>hoy \'hab-al-di-,h6i\ n [origin unknow
ward gawky youth
hobble skirt n : a skirt constricted at the ankles by j

ihob-by \'hab-e\ n [short for hobbyhorse] : a pursuit outside
one's regular occupation engaged in for relaxation — hob>by>ist
\-e-3St\ n

ahobby n [ME hoby, fr. MF hobe] : a small Old World falcon {Falco
subbufeo) formerly trained and flown at small birds
hob.by.horse \-.h6(3)rs\ n ihobby (small light horse)] 1 a : a fig-

ure of a horse fastened about the waist in the morris dance b : a
dancer wearing this figure 2 obs : buffoon 3 a : a slick having
an imitation horse's head at one end that a child pretends to ride

b : rocking horse 4 a : a topic to which one constantly reverts

b ; 'hobby
hob-gob'lin \'hab-,gab-lan\ n 1 : a mischievous goblin 2 ; bogey
2. BUGABOO

hob>nai] \-,nal\ n l^hob] ; a short large-headed nail for studding
shoe soles
hob>nob \-,nab\ vi hob-nobbed; hob-nob-bing [fr. the obs
phrase drink hobnob (to drink alternately to one another)] 1 ar-

chaic ; to drink sociably 2 ; to associate familiarly — hob-nob-

an awkward

n] : an awk-

L band

ber /

ho.bo \*ho-(.)bo\ n, pi hoboes also hobos [perh. alter, of ho, boyi
1 : a migratory worker 2 a : a homeless and usu. penniless
vagrant : tramp b : *BUM 1 ~ hobo vi — ho>bo>ism \-,iz-3m\ n
Hob>Son's choice \,hab-sanz-\ n [Thomas Hobson 11631 E.
liveryman, who required every customer to take the horse nearest
the door] : apparently free choice with no real alternative

ihock \'hak\ n [ME hoch, hough, fr. OE hoh heel; akin to ON
hasin hock, Skt kankala skeleton] : the tarsal joint or region
in the hind limb of a digitigrade quadruped (as the horse) cor-
responding to the ankle of man but elevated and bending backward;
also I a corresponding joint of a fowl's leg

2hock n, ojten cap [modif. of G hochheimer, fr. Hochheim, Germany]
chiejly Brit : rhine wine 1

shock n ID hok pen, prison] 1 : ^pawn 2 2 slang : prison
4hock vt : pawn — hock-er n
hOCk>ey \'hak-e\ n [perh. fr. MF hoquet shepherd's crook, dim.
of hoc hook, of Gmc origin; akin to OE hoc hook] ; a game played
on a field or on ice in which two sides try to drive a small object
through opposite goals by hitting it with a ciu-ved or hooked stick

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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ho.cus \'ho-kss\ vt ho.cused or ho-cnssed; ho-cus.lng or
hO-cus-Sing [obs. hocus, n., short for hocus-pocus'} 1 : deceive,
CHEAT 2 a : ADULTERATE b I DRUG
lIlo-cus-po>cus \,ho-k3-'spo-k3s\ ft [prob. fr. hocus pocus, imita-
tion Latin phrase used by jugglers] 1 : sleight of hand 2 : non-
sense or sham lised to cloak deception
2hocus-pocus vt ho>cas-po>cussed or ho>cus-po<cuse(I; lio-

cus-po-cus>sing or ho-cus-po-cus-ing ; to play tricks on
hod \'had\ n [prob. fr. MD hodde; akin to MHG hotte cradle, ME
schuderen to shudder] 1 : a tray or trough that has a pole handle
and that is borne on the shoulder for carrying mortar, brick, or
similar loads 2 : a coal scuttle

Lod carrier n : a laborer employed in carrying supplies to brick-
layers, stonemasons, cement finishers, or plasterers on the job
hodge.podge \'haj-,paj\.n [alter, of hotchpotch'^ ; a heterogeneous
mixture
hoe \'h6\ n [ME howe, fr. MF houe, of ,^ r.

Gmc origin; akin to OHG houwa mat- f^'^^-^ V^*
took, houwan to hew — more at hew] \ ^-^ \
: any of various implements; esp ; an V-.1.-

—

^

implement with a thin flat blade on a i

long handle used esp. for cultivating,
weeding, or loosening the earth around
plants — hoe vb — ho-er \'ho(-9)r\ n
hoe.cake \'ho-.kak\ n [fr. its being
baked on the blade of a hoe] : a smaU
cake made of commeal
hoe-down \-,daun\ n 1 ; square dance
2 : a gathering featuring hoedowns hoes: 1 garden, Z Warren,
ihog X'hog, 'hag\ n, pi hogs also hog 3 scuffle, 4 weeding, 5
[ME hogge, fr. OE hoggi 1 ; a domestic gnib
swine esp. when weighing more than 120
pounds; broadly : any of various animals (family Suidae) (wild
•^s) 2 usu hogg Brit : a young unshorn sheep; also t wool from
such a sheep 3 : a selfish, gluttonous, or filthy person
2hog vb hogged; hog>ging vt 1 : to cut (a horse's mane) short

: roach 2 : to cause to arch like the back of a hog 3 ; to take
in excess of one's due <-*' vi : to become curved upward in the middle
like a hog's back — used of a ship's bottom or keel
hO>gan \'h6-,g'an\ n [Navaho] : an earth-covered lodge of the
Navaho Indian

hog-back \'h6g-,bak, 'hag-X n : a ridge of land formed by the
outcropping edges of tilted strata; broadly : a ridge with a sharp
summit and steeply sloping sides
hog cholera n : a highly infectious often fatal virus disease of
swine characterized by fever, loss of appetite, diarrhea, and
petechial hemorrhages esp. in tiie kidneys and lymph glands

hog*fish \'h6g-,fish. 'hag-\ n : any of various fishes felt to resemble
a hog: as a : a large West Indian and Florida wrasse (Lach-
nolaimus maximus) often used for food h : a pigfish {Orthopristis
cljrysopterus) c ; a large red spiny-headed European marine
scorpion fish (Scorpaena scorja)

hog-gish Vhog-ish, 'hag-\ adj ', grossly selfish, gluttonous, or filthy
— hog-gish'ly adv — bog-gish-ness n
Hog.ma.nay \,hag-m3-'na\ n [origin unknown] 1 Scot I the
eve of New Year's Day 2 Scot : a gift solicited or given at Hog-
manay

hog.nose snake \,h6g-,noz, ,hag-\ n : any of several rather small
harmless stout-bodied No. American colubrid snakes (genus
Heterodon) — called also hog-nosed snake

hogs.head \'h6g2-Jaed, 'hagz- also "hbg-zad, 'hSg-\ n 1 : a large
cask or barrel; esp : one containing from 63 to 140 gallons 2 ; any
of various units of capacity; esp : a U.S. unit equal to 63 gallons

hog-tie \'h(^g-,tT, 'hag-\ v/ 1 ; to tie together the feet of 2 ; to
make helpless
hog>wash \-,w6sh, -,wash\ n 1 : swill la, slop 4a 2 : worthless
or nonsensical language
iHo<hen.stau<len \'h6-3n-,s(h)tau-f3n\ adj : of or relating to a
princely German family furnishing monarchs of the Holy Roman
Empire from 1138-1254 and of Sicily from 1194-1266
^Hohenstanten n : a member of the Hohenstaufen family; esp : a
Hohenstaufen monarch
iHo.hen.zol.lern \'ho-9n-,2al-am\ adj : of or relating to a
princelv German family furnishing kings of Prussia from 1701-1918
and German emperors from 1871-1918
2Hohenzollern n : a member of the HohenzoUem family; esp ; a
Hohenzollern monarch

hoi pol.loi \,h6i-p3-'16i\ npl [Gk, the many] ; the general populace
: MASSES P

hoise \'h6lz\ vt hoised \*h6izd\ or hoist \'hdist\ hDis.ing \'h61-
ziD\ [origin unknown] : hoist — hoist With oue's own petard
: blown up by one's own bomb

Ihoist X'hoist, chiejly dial 'hTst\ vb [alter, of E dial hoise (to hoist)]
vt : to raise into position by or as if by means of tackle '*' v/ : to
become hoisted : rise syn see lift — hoist. er n
Sholst n 1 : an act of hoisting ; lift 2 : an apparatus for hoisting
3 ; the height of a flag when ^dewed flying

ihoi.ty-toi.ty \,h6it-e-'t6it-e, ,hTt-e-'tTt-e\ n [irreg. redupl. of B
dial, hoit (to play the fool)] : thoughtless giddy behavior

2hoity-toity adj l ; giddy, flighty 2 : haughty, pATRosiziNa
ho.key-pO'key \,ho-ke-'p5-ke\ n 1 ; hocus-pocus 2 : ice cream
sold by street vendors
hob.ku \'h6-(.)ku\ n. pi hokku [Jap] 1 : a fixed lyric form of
Japanese origin consisting of three short unrhymed lines of five,

seven, and five syllables that are typically epigrammatic or sug-
gestive 2 : a lyric in hokku form
ho.kum \'ho-k3m\ n [prob. ft. Aocus-pocus + bunfcum] 1 ; a
device used (as by showmen) to evoke a desired response esp. of
mirth or sentiment 2 : hocus-pocus, bunkum

hoi- or holo- comb jorm [ME. fr. OF. fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. holos whole— more at safe] 1 ; complete ; total <Ao/ohedral> 2 : completely
: totally </io/andric)

hol.an.dric \ha-'lan-drik, ho-\ adj [ISV] 1 : Inherited solely in
the male line 2 : transmitted by a gene in the nonhomologous
portion of the Y chromosome — ho.lan>dry \'hal-,an-dre, 'ho-
,lan-\ n

Hol.arc-tic \-'lark-tIk, -'lart-Ik\ adj : of, relating to, or being
the biogeographic region Including the northern parts of both
hemispheres
ihold \'hold\ vb held \'held\ hold.ing [MB holden, fr. OB

healdan; akla to OHG fialtan to hold. L celer rapid] vt 1 a : to
maintain possession of : possess b ; to retain by torce c : to
keep control of or authority over d : to keep as a threat or means
of coercion 2 ; to impose restraint upon: as a : to refrain from
producing b (1) : to keep back (2) ; stay, arrest (3) : delay
(4) : to stop the action of temporarily c : to keep from advancing
or succeeding in attack d ; to restrict or limit by acting to control
or oppose e ; to bind legally or morally : constrain t ; to tense
muscles in order to brace (oneself) 3 a : to have or keep in the
grasp b ; to cause to be or remain in a particular situation,
position, or relation <'^ a ladder steady) c : support, sustain
d : to keep in custody e : to have in one's keeping ; store, re-
serve <~ a room) 4 : bear, carry, comport <the soldierly way
he '^s himself) 6 a : to maintain ki being or action : keep up
without interruption, diminution, or flagging <'— silence) b : to
keep the uninterrupted Interest, attention, or devotion of 6 a : to
receive and retain : contain, accommodate b ; to have in reserve
<what the future '^s) 7 a : harbor, entertain <'^ a theory>
b : consider, regard, judge (truths held to be self-evident)
c : esteem, value 8 a : to engage in with someone else or with
others : do by concerted action <---' a conversation) b ; coi-tvoke,
CONVENE <•-« a meeting of the council) 9 a : to have earned or
been appointed, promoted, or elected to and now occupy (as an
office) <

—

s a captaincy in the navy) b : to have earned or been
awarded i^s a Ph.D.) 10 ; to handle so as to guide or manage
(as reins or a gun) «- v/ 1 a : to maintain position ; not retreat
b (1) ; to continue in the same way or state : last <hopes the
weather will '^) (2) ; to endure a test or trial <if his interest '--'5

up) 2 : to maintain a grasp on something : remain fastened to
something <the anchor held in the rough sea) 3 : to derive right
or title 4 : to bear or carry oneself <asked him to '^ still) 5 ; to
be or remain valid : apply <the rule -^s in most cases) 6 ; to
go ahead as one has been going {held south for several miles)
7 : to forbear an intended or threatened action ; halt, pause
syn see contain, have — hold a candle to : to qualify for com-
parison with — hold forth : to preach or harangue at length— hold one's own : to prove at least equal to opposition — hold
the hag 1 : to be left empty-handed 2 : to bear alone a respon-
sibility that should have been shared by others — hold water ; to
stand up under criticism or analysis — hold with : to agree with
or approve of

2hold n 1 ; stronghold 2 a ; conftneme?^', cuyroDY b ; prison
3 a (1) ; the act or the maimer of holding or grasping : grip
(2) : a manner of grasping an opponent in wrestling b : a non-
physical bond that attaches, restrains, or constrains or by which
something is affected, controlled, or dominated c : full compre-
hension 4 : something that may be gras[>ed as a support 5 a : fer-
MATA h ; the time between the onset and the release of a vocal
articulation 6 ; a sudden motionless posture at the end of a
dance 7 ; an order or indication that something is to be reserved
or delayed
3hold n [alter, of hole} 1 ; the interior of a ship below decks;
esp : the cargo deck of a ship 2 : the cargo compartment of a
plane
hold>aU X'hol-.dblX n : a container for miscellaneous articles;

esp : an often cloth traveling case or bag
hold'back \'h61(d)-,bak\ n 1 : a device that retains or restrains
2 a : the act of holding back b : something held back

hold>en X'hol-dsnX archaic past part oj hold
hold.er XTiol-darX n 1 : a person that holds: a (1) : owner
(2) : TENANT b : a person In possession of and legally entitled
to receive payment of a bill, note, or check 2 : a device ttiat holds
(cigarette -^^

hold.last \'h51(d)-,fast\ n 1 a ; a part by which a plant clings to
a flat surface b : an organ by which a parasitic animal attaches
itself to its host 2 : somethiiig to which something else may be
secured firmly

hold-ing \'h6l-diri\ n 1 a ; land held esp. of a superior b ; prop-
erty (as bonds or stocks) owned 2 : a ruling of a court esp. upon
an issue of law raised in a case — compare dictum 3 : something
that holds

holding company n : a company that owns part or all of other
companies to control them

hold out vt 1 : offer, proffer 2 : to represent to be **- v/ 1 : to
remain unsubdued or operative ; last 2 : to refuse to come to an
agreement — hOld>oat \'hol-,daut\ n

hold over vi ; to continue (as in office) beyond the normal term
•^ vt la: POSTPONE b ; to keep in one's possession : retain
2 a : to retain in an office b ; to renew the engagement of

hold'Over \'hol-.do-v3r\ n ; a person or thing that is held over
(as a person who remains in office after his term)

hold up vt 1 : dei>y, impede 2 : to rob at gun point — hold>up
\'hol-,d3p\ n

hole \'hbl\ n [ME, fr. OE hoi (fr. neut. of hoU adj., hoUow) &
holh; akin to OHG hoi, adj., hollow, L caulis stalk, stem, Gk
kaulos} 1 ; an opening into or through a thing 2 a : a hollow
place; esp : pit, cave b : a deep place in a body of water c : a
defect in a crystal (as of a semiconductor) due to an electron having
left its normal position in one of the crystal bonds that is equivalent
in many respects to a positively charged particle 3 : an under-
ground habitation : burrow 4 : flaw, fault 5 : the imit of
play from the tee to the cup In golf 6 : a mean or dingy place
7 ; an awkward position : fix — hole vb — hole-able \'ho-l»-b»l\
adj — hol.er \-l3r\ n — hol-ey \-le\ adj — in the hole : having
a score below zero

hol.i.day \"hal-3-.da\ n [MB, fr. OE hallgdxg, fr. halig holy +
dxg day] 1 : holy day; specif : a day or series of days observed
in Judaism with commemorative ceremonies and practices 2 : a
day on which one is exempt from work; specij : a day marked by
a general suspension of work In commemoration of an event 3 : a
period of relaxation : vacation — often used in pi. — holiday vi

— hol>i-day>er n
hol'i.days \-,da2\ adv : on holidays repeatedly : on any holiday
(runs ~)

ho.li'Iy \'ho-l3-le\ adv ; in a holy manner
iho.li-ness X'ho-le-nasX « 1 ; the quality or state of being holy— used as a title for various high religious dignitaries (His Holiness
Pope Pius XII) 2 ; SANCTIFICATION 2

ahoUness adj, ojten cap : emphasizing the doctrine of the second
blessing; specij : of or relating to a perfectionist movement arising

in U.S. Protestantism in the late 19th century
hO'lism \'h5-Jlz-«m\ n Vioh -t- -ism} : a theory that the determln-
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European holly

Ing factors esp. In living nature are Irreducible wholes — hO-Ust
\-T3St\ n

tao-lis-tic \ho-'lis-tik\ adj 1 ; of or relating to holism 2 : empha-
sizing the organic or functional relation between parts and wholes
<~ rather than atomistic) — ho-lis<ti<caMy \-ti-k(a-)Ie\ adv

hoi.land \'hal-3nd\ n, ojten cap [ME holarid, fr. Holand, county
in the Netherlands, fr. MD Hollandl 1 : a cotton or linen fabric
in plain weave usu. heavily sized or glazed and used for window
shades, bookbinding, and clothing 2 ; ^dutch lb

bOl>lan>t2alse \,hal-3n-'daz\ n [F (sauce) hoUandaise, lit., Dutch
sauce] ; a sauce made of butter, yolks of eggs, and lemon juice
or vinegar
Hol.lands \'h"al-3n(d)z\ n [D hoUandsch, fr. hoUandsch genever
Dutch gin] : gin made in the Netherlands — called also Holland
gin
ihoMer \'hal-3r\ vb hol.ler-ing \-(30rio\ [alter, of hollo (to cry
hollo)] vi 1 : to cry out (as to attract attention or in pain) ; shout
2 : GRIPE, COMPLAIN ~ v/ : to Call out (a word or phrase)

2hoUer n 1 : shout, cry 2 : ccwiplajnt 3 ; a freely improvised
American Negro work song

3holler chiejly dial var oj hollow
hol'lo \'hal-(J6, ha-'16\ or hoMa \'hal-3\ inter] [origin unknown]
1 ^ used to attract attention 2 — used as a call of encouragement
or jubilation
hoMow \'hal-(.)o, -a(-w)\ adj [ME holw, holh, fr. holh hole, den,
fr. OE holh hole, hollow — more at hole] 1 a : concave, sunken
b : marked by sunken areas 2 a : having a cavity within (-^ tree)
b : devoid of value or significance <'--' victory) 3 i reverberating
like a sound made in or by beating on a large empty enclosure
: MUFFLED 4 : false, DECErTFUL <'^ promises) syn see vain— hollow vb — hollow n — hollow adv — hol*low<ly \'hal-o-le,
-3-le\ adv — lioMow>ness n

hollow organ n ; a visceral organ (as the stomach or intestine)
that is a hollow tube or pouch or that includes a cavity which
subserves a vital function (as the heart or bladder)

hollow ware n : articles of china, glass, or metal that have to be
cast, molded, or similarly fashioned

hol.ly \'hal-e\ n [ME holin, holly, fr. OE holegn; akin to OHG
hulls holly, Mir cuilennj, 1 a ; any
of a genus (Ilex) of trees and
shrubs (family Aquifoliaceae, the
holly family) having thick glossy
spinymargined leaves and usu.
bright-red berries h : the foliage
or branches of the holly 2 : any
of various trees with foliage re-
sembling that of a holly

hol.ly.hocK X'hal-e-.hak, -.h6k\
n [ME holihoCy fr. holi holy + hoc
mallow, fr. OE] : a tall widely
cultivated perennial Chinese herb {Althaea rosea) of the mallow
family with large coarse rounded leaves and tall spikes of showy
flowers
Hol-ly.wood \'hal-e-,w£id\ n, often attrib [Hollywood, district
of Los Angeles, Calif ] ; the American motion-picture industry— Hol<ly'WOOd>ish \-ish\ adj
Hollywood bed n : a mattress on a box spring supported by low
legs sometimes with an upholstered headboard
holm \'ho(l)m\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. ON hdlmr; akin to OE hyll'hi\i'\

Brit ; a small inland or inshore island; also : bottoms
hol.mi.iun \'hol-me-3m\ n [NL, fr. Holmia Stockholm, Sweden]

: a trivalent metallic element of the rare-earth group that occurs
with yttrium and forms highly magnetic compounds — see element
table

holo see hol-
ho.lo.hlas.tic \,hal-o-'blas-tik, ,h6-Io-\ adj [ISV] of an egg

; having cleavage planes that divide the whole egg into distinct
and separate though c<iherent blastomeres — compare mero-
BLASTic — ho<Io>blas<ti<cal<ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

ho.lo-caust \'hal-3-.k6st, "ha-ls-X n [ME, fr. OF holocauste, fr. LL
holocaustum, fr. Gk holokauslon, fr. neut. of holokaustos burnt
whole, fr. hoi- + kaustos burnt, fr. kaiein to burn — more at
CAUSTIC] 1 : a sacrifice consumed by fire 2 : a thorough destruc-
tion esp. by fire

Hclo.cene \'hal-3-.sen, 'h5-la-\ adj [ISV] : recent 2 — Holocene

ho.lo.crine X-kr^n, -.krln, -,kren\ adj [ISV hoi- -I- Gk krintm to
s^arate — more at certain] : producing a secretion consisting
of altered secretory cells; also : produced by a holocrine gland
hclo.en.zyme \,hal-o-'en-.zTm, ,ho-16-\ n [ISV] : a complete
active enzyme consisting of an apoenzyme combined with its

coenzyme
Hol-o-ler.nes \,haI-3-'far-(.)nez\ n [LL, fr. Gk Holophernes'\
; a general of Nebuchadnezzar slain by Judith

hO>log>a>mous Xhs-'lag-s-masX adj : having gametes of essentially
the same size and structural features as vegetative cells — ho-
log.a.my \-me\ n

ho.lo.graph \'hal-3-,graf. 'ho-l3-\ n [LL holographus. fr. LGk
holographos, fr. Gk hoi- + graphein to write — more at carve]
; a document wholly in the handwriting of the purported author— holograph or ho*lo>graph'ie \,hal-3-'graf-ik, ,ho-la-\ adj

h0*l0<gyn>ic \,hal-o-*iin-ik, ,h6-lo-, -'gTn-\ adj : inherited solely
in the female line presumably through transmission as a recessive
factor in the nonhomologous portion of the X chromosome —
ho>log>y*ny \h3-'laj-3-ne\ n

hclo.he.dral X.hal-o-'he-dral, ,ho-lo-\ adj [hoi- + Gk hedra seat— more at sir] oj a crystal : having all the faces required by com-
plete symmetry — compare hemihedral, tetabtohedral
ho>lo-me>tab*o>lism \-m9-'tab-3-,IIz-3m\ n : development of
insects involving complete metamorphosis — ho>lo>me*tab*o*lous
\-l3s\ adj

ho.lo.my.ar.i.an \-,mT-'ar-e-9n, -'er-\ adj [deriv. of Gk holos
whole + mys muscle — more at safe, mouse] oj a nematode worm
; having the muscle layer continuous or divided into two longi-
tudinal zones without true muscle cells

ho.lo.phras.tic \,hal-3-'fras-tik, ,h6-la-\ adj nSV hoi- + -phrastic
(fr. Gk phrazein to point out, declare)] ; expressing a complex of
ideas in a single word

ho.lo.phyt.ic \,hal-o-'fit-ik, ,ho-16-\ adj ; obtakUng food after the
manner of a green plant

ho.Io.thu.ri-an \-'th(y)ur-e-3n\ n [deriv. of Gk holothourion
water polyp] : any of a class (Holothurioidea) of echinoderms
having an elongate flexible tough muscular body : sea cucumber

desig-

holothurian adj
ho-lo.type \'hal-3-,tTp, 'h6-la-\ n 1 : the single specin
nated by an author as the type of a species or lesser taxon at the
time of establishing the group 2 ; the type of a species or lesser
taxon designated at a date later than that of establishing a group
or by another person than the author of the taxon — ho*lo-typ>ic
\,hal-^'tip-ik, ,h5-l3-\ adj

ho>lo>zo>ic \,hal-3-'z6-ik, ,h6-Ia-\ adj : obtaining food after the
manner of most animals by ingesting complex organic matter
: heterotrophic

holp \'h6(l)p\ chiefly dial past of help
hol>pen \'ho(l)-pan\ chiejly dial past part of help
hol.stein-frie.sian \,hoi-,sten-'fre-zhan, -,strn-\ or hol-stein
\'hol-\ n [Holstein, Germany, its later locality + Friesian] : any
of a breed of large black and white dairy cattle orig. from northern
Holland and Friesland that produce large quantities of compara-
tively low-fat milk

hol.ster \'h61(t)-star\ n [D; akin to OE heolstor cover, helan to
conceal — more at hell] : a usu. leather case for a pistol

holt \'hoIt\ n [ME. fr. OE- akin to OHG holz wood, Gk klados
twig — more at gladl^tor] archaic : a small woods ; copse

ho.lus-bo-lus \,h6-l3s-"b6-l3s\ adv [prob. redupl. of bolus'\ : all

at once : altogether
ho.ly \'ho-le\ adj [ME. fr. OE halig: akin to OE hal whole — more
at whole] 1 : set apart to the service of God or a god : sacred
(the ~ priesthood) 2 a : characterized by perfection and tran-
scendence : commanding absolute adoration and reverence <the ^
Lord God Almighty) b ; spiritually pure : godly 3 a ; evoking
or meriting veneration or awe <the -^ cross) b : being awesome,
frightening, or beyond belief <a ^ terror) 4 : filled with super-
human and potentially fatal power

holy city n : a city that is the center of religious worship and traditions
Holy Communion n ; communion 2
holy day n : a day observed as a religious feast or fast

holy day of obligation : a feast on which Roman Catholics are
obliged to hear mass and abstain from physical or manual work
Holy Fatlier n : pope l

Holy Ghost n : the third person of the Trinity : holy spmrr
Holy Grail n : grail i

Holy Hour n : an hour of prayer and meditation before the Blessed
Sacrament esp. in memory of the Passion
Holy Innocents' Day « : December 28 observed in commemoration
of the children ^lain by Herod
Holy Joe \,h6-le-'j6\ n, slang : parson, chaplain
Holy Office n : a congregation and tribunal of the curia charged
with protecting faith and morals

holy ol holies : the innermost chamber of the Jewish tabernacle
and temple

holy oil n : olive oil blessed by a bishop for use in a sacrament or
sacramental

holy order n often cap H&O 1 i major order 2 pi l the rite or
sacrament of ordination
Holy Roller n : a member of one of the religious sects whose meet-
ings are characterized by frenzied excitement — often taken to be
offensive
Holy Roman Empire n : an empire consisting primarily of a loose
confederation of German and Italian territories under the suzerainty
of an emperor and existing from the 9th or 10th century to 1806
Holy Saturday n : the Saturday before Easter

Holy See n : the see of the pope
Holy Spirit n : the active presence of God in human life constituting
the third person of the Trinity

hO'ly-stone \'ho-le-,st6n\ n : a soft sandstone used to scrub a
ship's decks — holystone vb

Holy Synod n : the governing body of a self-governing Eastern
church
Holy Thursday n l ascension day 2 : maundy Thursday
holy water n : water blessed by a priest and used as a purifying

amental
Holy Week n

;

Holy Writ n :

Holy Year n i

hom-

the week before Easter
BIBLE 1, 2

jubilee year
homo- comb form [L, fr. Gk, fr. homos — more at same]

: one and the same : similar ; alike <ftomograph) </iomosporous>

hom*age \'(h)am-ij\ n [ME, fr. OF hommage, fr. homme man,
vassal, fr. L homin-, homo man; akin to OE guma man, L humus
earth — more at humble] 1 a : a ceremony by which a man ac-

knowledges himself the vassal of a lord b : the relationship between
a feudal lord and his man c : an act done or payment made in meet-
ing the obligations of vassalage 2 a : reverential regard : deference
b : flattering attention : tribute syn see honor
hom.ag.er \'(h)am-ij-ar\ n ; vassal
homalographic var of homolographic
hom<bre \'am-bre, 'am-, -,bra\ n [Sp, man, fr. L homin-, homol

: GUY, FELLOW
hom.burg \'ham-,b3rg\ n [Homburg, Germany] : a man's felt hat
with a stiff curled brim and a high crown
creased lengthwise
ibome \'hom\ n, often attrib [MB hom,
fr. OE ham village, home; akin to Gk
kome village, L civis citizen, Gk koiman
to put to sleep — more at cemetery]
1 a ; a family's place of residence
; domicile b : house 2 ; the social
unit formed by a family living together

3 a ; a congenial environment b : habi-
tat 4 a ; a place of origin b : head-
quarters 5 : the objective in various
games — home-grown \-'gr6n\ adj -

home*less \-l3s\ adj
2home adv 1 : to or at home 2 : to a final, closed, or standard

homburg

home*land \-,land\ n —

a abut; ^ kitten; ar farther; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke;^ r| sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; tg this;

aii out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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position <drive a nail '^> 3 ; to a successful or rewarding end
4 : to a vital core <the truth struck '^>
3bome vi 1 a ; to go or return home h oj an animal ; to return
accurately to its home or natal area from a distance c ; to proceed
to or toward a source of radiated energy used as a guide (missiles
'^ In on radar) 2 : to Iiave a home '- v/ ; to send to or provide
with a home
home- or homeo- also homol- or homolO- comb form [L&Gk;
L homoeo-, fr. Gk homoi-, homoio-, fr. homois, fr. homos same —
more at same] l like : similar (homeostasis) (Aomoiothermlc)
lioine^hody \'hom-ibad-e\ n : one whose life centers around the
home

]iome>l)red \-'bred\ ad] : produced at home : indigesous
borne brew n ; an alcoholic beverage made at home
home.com.ing \'h6m-,k3m-lo\ /i 1 ; a return home 2 : the return
of a group of people esp. on a special occasion to a place formerly
frequented

borne economics n pi but sing or pi in constr : the theory and prac-
tice of homemaklng
bome front n : the sphere of civilian activity In war
bome>Uke \'h6m-,lTk\ ad} : characteristic of a home: a : cheer-
ful, COZY b : SIMPLE, WHOLESOME
home>li>nes5 \-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being homely
b0me>ly \'h6m-le\ adj 1 : HOMELIKE 2 ; COMMGNPLACEt FAMILIAR
3 : of a sympathetic character : kindly 4 a : unaffectedly natural
: SIMPLE b : PLAIN, UNADORNED 6 % lacking beauty or proportion

bome>made \'h6(ra)-'mad\ adj 1 : made in the home, on the prem-
ises, or by one's own efforts 2 ; of domestic manufacture
home>mak*er \'hom-,ma-k3r\ n : one who manages a household
esp. as a wife and mother — bome*mal£-ing n or adj

bo>meo>cIiro>mat>ic \,ho-me-o-la3-'mat-i]c, ,ham-e-\ adj : ol

similar color
bo.meo>mor>pbio \-9-'m6r-fik\ adj : characterized by homeomor*
phlsm
bo-meo-mor-pbism \-^lz-3m\ n [ISV] 1 : a near similarity o!

crystalline forms between unlike chemical compounds 2 : i

one-to-one mapping in topology between two figures that is con-
tinuous in both directions
bO>meo>path \'ho-me-9-,path, 'ham-e-\ n ! a practitioner or ad-
herent of homeopathy
bO>meo.patb.iC \,ho-me-a-'path-ik, ,ham-e-\ adj ! of or relating
to the belief in or practice ofhomeopathy — bo*meo-paUi*i*cal<ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

bo-me-op-a-tby \,ho-me-'ap-a-the, ,ham-e-\ n [G horrwopathle,
fr. homoo- home- -4- -pathie -pathy] : a system of medical practice
that treats a disease esp. by the administration of minute doses
of a remedy that would in healthy persons produce symptoms of the
disease treated
bo>meo>sta-5i5 \,ho-me-o-'sta-s3S, -o-'stas-ss, -'as-ta-sas, ,ham-e-\
n [NL] : a relatively stable state of equiUbrlum or a tendency
toward such a state between the different but Interdependent
elements oj groups of elements of an organism or group— bo-meo-
stat*ic \-o-'stat-ik\ adj
bo.meo.typ4c \,ho-me-o-'tip-ik. ,hMm-e-\ adj : being or relating
to the second or equational meiotic division — bo>meo*typ>i*cal
\-l-k3l\ adj
home plate n : a rubber slab at the apex of a baseball diamond that
must be touched by a base runner In order to score
ibO>mer \'ho-m3r\ n [Hcb homerj : an ancient Hebrew unit of
capacity equal to about lOH or later ll>i bushels or 100 gallons
2bOm>eT \'h6-msr\ n 1 : HOMING PIGEON 2 : HOME RUN
bome range n : the area to which an animal confines his activities— compare territory
Ho-mer>ic \ho-'mer-Ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of
the Greek poet Homer, tils age, or his writings — Ho-mer>i-oal*ly
\-i-k{3-)le\ adv
bome>room X'hom-.riim, -,rum\ n : a schoolroom where pupils
of the same class report at the opening of school
bome rule n l ; self-government in Internal affairs by the people
of a dependent political unit 2 : limited autonomy in the organiza-
tion and management of local affairs granted by a state to a county
or municipality
home run n : a hit in baseball that enables the batter to make a
complete circuit of the bases and score a run
home>Sick \'h6m-,sik\ adj [back-formation fr. homesickness^

: longing for home and family while absent from them — home-
sick*ness n
ihome*5pun \-,span\ adj 1 a ; spun or made at home b : made of
homespun 2 ; simple, homely
2bomespun n ; a loosely woven U5U. woolen or linen fabric orig.
made from homespun yam
ibome-Stead \'hom-,sted, -st3d\ n 1 a ; the home and adjoining
land occupied by a family b : an ancestral home c : house
2 : a tract of land acquired from U.S. public lands by fihng a
record and living on and cultivating the tract

3bome>Stead \-,sted\ vt ; to acquire or occupy as a homestead
'-»' vi : to acquire or settie on land under a homestead law— home-
stead>er \-,sted-3r\ n
homestead law n l : a law exempting a homestead from attach-
ment or sale under execution for general debts 2 : any of several
legislative acts authorizing the sale of public lands In homesteads
to settlers

bome«stretcb XTiom-'strechX n 1 ; the part of a racecourse between
the last curve and the winning post 2 : a final stage
home>WOrk \-,w3rk\ n l ; piecework carried on at home for pay
2 : an assignment given to a student to be completed outside of the
classroom
bom>ey also homy \*ho-me\ adj bom>l-er; bom*l-est : homelike,
intimate — bom-ey>ness or hom-i>ness n

ho>mi-ci-dal \,ham-3-'sTd-'l, ,ho-m3-\ adj : of, relating to, or
tending toward homicide — bo>mi>ci-dal*ly X-^l-eX adv

hO.mi.cide \'ham-3-,sTd, 'ho-ma-X n [In sense 1, fr. ME, fr. MF,
fr. L homicida, fr. homo man + -cida -cide; in sense 2, fr. ME, fr.

MF, fr. L homicidium, fr. homo + -cidium -cide] 1 : a person who
kilts another 2 : a killing of one human being by another

hom-i-let.ic \,ham-5-'let-ik\ adj ILL homileticus, fr. Gk homiletikos
of conversation, fr. homileinl 1 : of the nature of a homily 2 : of
or relating to homiletics — hom-l<let-i*cal \-i-k9l\ adj — hom-1-
let-i-cal-ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

hom-l*let-lcs \-Iks\ n pi but sing tn constr : the art of preaching
bom<i>ly \'ham-9-le\ n [ME omelie, fr. MF, fr. LL homilia, fr,

LGk, fr. Gk, conversation, discourse, fr. homilein to consort with*
address, fr. homilos crowd, assembly] 1 : a religious discourse
usu. before a congregation; specij i an Informal exposition of
Scripture 2 : a moral lecture
homing pigeon n ; a racing pigeon trained to return home_
hom>i>nid \'ham-3-n9d\ also bo-min>i<ail \ho-'min-e-3n\ n
[deriv. of L homin-, homo man] : any of a family (Hominidae) of
bipedal primate mammals comprising recent man, his immediate
ancestors, and related forms — bommid also hominian adj
bom-i>noid \'ham-a-,ndld\ adj : resembling or related to man— bominoid n
bom*i*ny \'ham-a-ne\ n [prob. of Algonqulan origin; akin to
Natick -minne grain] ; hulled com with the germ removed
hominy grits n pi but sing or pi in constr ; hominy in imiform granu-
lar particles
ho>mo \'h6-(.)mo\ n [NL Homin-, Homo, genus name, fr. L, man]
: any of a genus (Homo) of primate mammals that consists of
mankind and is usu. held to include a single recent species (ff.

sapiens) comprising all surviving and various extinct men
homo- — see hom-
ho-mo.cer.cal X.ho-mo-'sar-ksl, 4iam-o-\ adj 1 : having the
upper and lower lobes approximately symmetrical and the vertebral
column ending at or near the middle of the base — used of the tail

fin of a fish 2 ; having or relating to a homocercal tail fin

ho.mo.chro.mat.ic \-kr3-'mat-U£\ adj : of or relating to one color
bo>mo>cbro*mo>some \-'kro-m3-,som\ n ; autosome
ho-moe-Cious \ho-'me-sh3s, ha-\ adj {horn- + Gk olkia house;
akin to Gk oikos house — more at viciNirY] ; having the same host
during the entire life cycle

ho*mo>erot*ic \,ho-mo-i-'rat-Ik, ^m-o-\ adj ; homosexual — bo-
mo-erot-i-cism \-'rat-a-,siz-am\ n
ho.mog.a.mous Xho-'mag-a-mas, ha-\ or ho-mo.gam.ic \,ho-
mo-'gam-ik, ,ham-o-\ adj : characterized by or relating to ho-
mogamy
ho-mog*a*my \ho-'mag-3-me, ha-\ n [G homogamie, fr. horn- +
-gamie -gamy] 1 a : a state of having flowers alike tiiroughout
b ; the maturing of stamens and pistils at the same period 2 : re-

production within an isolated group perpetuating qualities by
which It Is differentiated from the larger group of which It Is a part;
broadly : the mating of like with like
bo-mog>e>nate \ho-'maj-g-,nat. h3-\ n ; a product of homogenizing
bo>mo>ge>ne>ity X.hS-ma-js-'ne-at-e also ^m-a-\ n : the quality or
state of being homogeneous
bo*mo>ge>neous \-'je-ne-as, -nyas\ adj [ML homogeneus, homoge^
nus, fr. Gk homogenes, fr. horn- + genos kind — more at kin] 1 : of
the same or a similar kind or nature 2 : of uniform structure or
composition throughout 3 ; of the same mathematical degree or
dimensions <— equation) 4 : homogenous 1 syn see similar —
bo>mo>ge<neous-ly adv — ho*mo>ge-neous-ness n

bo<mo>gen-ic \-'jen-lk\ adj 1 ; homogenous 2 : having only one
allele of a gene <'^ gamete)

bo.mog.e.ni-za.tion \h6-,maJ-3-n>'za-sh3n, ha-\ n 1 : the quality
or state of being homogenized 2 : the act or process of homogeniz-
ing

bO-mog-e>nize \ho-'maJ-a-,nTz, ha-\ vt 1 a : to blend into a smooth
mixture b : to make homogeneous 2 a : to reduce to small
particles of uniform size and distribute evenly usu. in a liquid
D : to reduce the particles of so that they are uniformly small and
evenly distributed; specij : to break up the fat globules of (milk)
into very fine particles esp. by forcing through minute openings
'^ v/ : to become homogenized — bo>mog-e>niz>er n
bo-mog.e.nous \-'maj-3-nas\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or exhibiting
homogeny 2 : homoplastic 2 3 : homogeneous
bo-mog-e-ny \-ne\ n ; correspondence between parts or organs duo
to descent from thesame ancestral type
bo*mog*0-nous \ho-'mag-3-n3s, ha-\ adj [homogony, fr. horn- -H
-gon>'] : having a single kind of perfect flower with androeclum and
gynoecium of uniform relative length — bo*mog>o-nous*ly adv —
ho>mog<o*ny \-ne\ n

hO*mo>graft \'h5-m6-,graft, 'liam-o-V n ; a graft of tissue taken
from a donor of the same species as the recipient
ho>mo>graph \'ham-s-,graf. 'h6-ma-\ n ; one of two or more words
spelled alike but differing In derivation, meaning, or pronunciation
(as jair market and jair beautiful) — bo>mo>gxapii-ic \,ham-d-
'graf-ik, ,h5-ma-\ adj
homoi- or homoio— see home-
bo>moio>ther*mic \ho-,m61-3-'th3r-mlk\ or bo-moio-tber-mal
\-mal\ adj : warm-blooded — tao*moio-tber>my X-'moI-s-.thar-
me\ n

hO.moi.OU-Si.an \ho-'m6i-,U-ze-an, ha-'m61-, -'ii-se-X n [LGk
homoiousios of like substance, fr. Gk homoi- home- + ousia essence,
substance, fr. ont-, on, prp. of einai to be — more at is] : an ad-
herent of an ecclesiastical party of the 4th century holding that the
Son is essentially like the Father but not of the same substance
ho-mo.leci.tbal X.ho-mo-'les-s-thgl, ,ham-o-\ adj Ihom- + Gk
lekithos yolk] : having the yolk small in amount and nearly uni-
formly distributed
bo>mol<0-gate Xho-'mal-a-.gat, h»-\ vt [ML homologatus, pp. of
homologare to agree, fr. Gk homologeln, fr. homologosl : sanction,
allow — bo*mol>o>ga*tion \-,mal-3-'ga-shan\ n

ho-mo<log-i>cal X.ho-ms-'laj-ijkal, ,ham-3-\ adj : homologous —
ho<mO'log>i>cal>ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

hO>mol>o-gize \ho-'mal-a-,]iz, hs-\ vi" 1 : to make homologous
2 : to demonstrate the homology of — bo-mol-o-giz»er n

bo-mol>0>goU5 \ho-'mal-3-g3s, h3-\ adj [Gk homologos agreeing,
fr. hom- -I- legein to say — more at legend] 1 a : having the same
relative position, value, or structure b (1) : corresponding in
structure or function (2) ; of like genic constitution c ; belonging
to or consisting of a chemical series whose members exhibit ho-
mology 2 : derived from or developed in response to organisms
of the same species <~ tissue graft)

bom>o>lo>graph>iC \,ham-3-Ia-'graf-ik\ adj [T homalographique, tr,

Gk homalos even, level (akin to Gk homos same) + graphein to
write — more at same, carve] : preserving the mutual relations of
parts esp. as to size and form
hO*mo*logue or bo.mo»10g \'ho-m»-,16g, Tiam-a-, -,lag\ n : some-
thing that exhibits homology

ho>mol>o>gy \ho-'mal-^je. b3-\ n 1 : a similarity often attributable
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to common origin 2a: likeness In structure or function between
parts of different organisms due to evolutionary differentiation from
the same or a corresponding part of a remote ancestor b : cor-
respondence in structure between different parts of the same in-
dividual 3a: the relation existing between chemical compounds in
a series whose successive members have in composition a regular
difference esp. of one carbon and two hydrogen atoms CHz
b : the relation existing among elements in the same group of the
periodic table 4 : a classification of configurations in topology
into distinct tvpes

ho-mol-o.sine projection \ho-'maI-3-,sTn-\ n [irreg. fr. Gk ho-
malos'i : an equal-area map projection that is interrupted over the
oceans so that the continental masses may be shown with a minimum
of distortion

hO>inol«y>SiS \ho-'ma!-3-S3S\ n tNL] ; the decomposition of a
chemical compound into two neutral atoms or radicals — ho<mo-
lyt'ic \,ho-m3-'lit-ik. ,ham-3-\ adj

bO>niO>mor<phic X.ho-ma-'mor-fik, 4i^m-»-\ adj : of, relating to,

or characterized by homomorphism
ho.mo.mor.phism \-.fiz-3m\ n [ISV] l : likeness in form: as
a : HOMOMORPHV b : the having of perfect flowers of only one type
2 : a mapping of one group on itself or another so that the results
of the group operations correspond — bo*mo*mor>pIiDUS \-fas\
adj

lio.mo.mor.pliy \'h6-m3-.mor-fe. 'ham-s-\ n [ISV] : similarity of
form with different fundamental structure; specif : superficial re-
semblance between organisms of different groups due to conver-
gence — compare homology 2a
hom.onym \'h"am-3-,nim, 'ho-ms-N n [L homonymum, fr. Gk
homonymon, fr. neut. of homdnymos'\ 1 a : homophone b : ho-
mograph c : one of two or more words spelled and pronounced
alike but different in meaning (as pool of water and pool the game)
2 : NAMESAKE 3 : a taxonomic designation rejected because the
identical term has been used to designate another group of the same

hom-onyni'ic \,ham-9-'nim-ik,

having the

rank — compare synonym
,ho-m3-\ adj

hOin>on>y>moilS \ho-'man-3-m3s\ adj [L homonyr
same name, fr. Gk homonymos, fr. horn' + onyma, onoma name —
more at name] 1 : ambiguous 2 ; having the same designation
3 :_HOMONYMic — liom>on<y>mous>ly adv — hoin-on>y>niy

ho.mo.QU.si.an \ho-'m6-,u-ze-3n, ha-'mo-, -,u-se-\ n [LGk
homoousios of the same substance, fr. Gk horn- + ousia substance —
more at homoiousian] : an adherent of an ecclesiastical party of
the 4th century holding to the doctrine of the Nicene Creed that the
Son is of the same substance with the Father
ho.mo.phone \'ham-9-,fon. 'ho-msA n [ISV] 1 : one of two or
more words pronounced alike but different in meaning or deriva-
tion or spelling (as lo, too, and two) 2 : a character or group of
characters pronounced the same as another — ho<moph>o>nous
\h6-'maf-3-n9s\ adj

hO<mo*phon.ic \,ham-3-'fan-ik, ,ho-m3-\ adj [Gk homophonos
being in unison, fr. horn- + phone sound — more at ban] ; of,
relating to, or being music consisting of a single accompanied
melodic line — ho<mopti-o-ny \ho-'maf-a-ne\ n

ho.mo.phy.Iy X'ho-ma-.fl-le, 'ham-s-; ho-'maf-3-le\ n [ISV horn- +
phyl' + -.v] : resemblance due to common ancestry — compare
homomorphv

ho>mo*plas*tiC V.ho-ms-'plas-tik. ,ham-3-\ adj 1 : of or relating
to homoplasy 2 : of, relating to, or derived from another individual
of the same species — ho>ino-plas>U>cal-ly \-ti-k(a-)Ie\ adv

ho.mo.pla.sy \'ho-ma-.pla-se. 'ham-a-, -,plas-e; h6-'map-la-se\ n
; correspondence between parts or organs acquired as the result of
parallel evolution or convergence

JlQ.mop-ter.aii \h5-'map-ta-r3n\ n ; a homopterous insect —
homopteran adj

llO.mop.ter.OUS \-r3s\ a(ij [deriv. of Gk horn- + pteron wing —
more at feather] : of or relating to a large order or suborder
(Homoptera) of insects having sucking mouth parts and comprising
the cicadas, aphids, scale insects, and related forms
HO-DIO sa.pi-ens \.h6-(.)m6-'sap-e-anz, -'sa-pe-, -.enzN n [NL,
species name, fr. Homo, genus name + sapiens, specific epithet, fr.

L, wise, intelligent, — more at homo, sapient] : mankind 1

hO.mo.sex.U.al \,h6-m3-'seksh-{a-)w3l, -'sek-sh3l\ adj : of. relat-
ing to, or exhibiting sexual desire toward a member of one's own sex— bomosexual n — ho.mo.sex.u-al.i.ty \-,sek-sh9-'wal-3t-e\ n

ho*mo>5po-roiis V.ho-ma-'spor-as, ,ham-3-, -'spor-; h6-'mas-pa-ras\
adj ; producing asexual spores of onejcind only — ho>mo>spo>ry
\'h6-m9-,spor-e, 'ham-a-; ho-'mas-p3-re\ n

ho*mo<tax*i-al \,ho-mo-'tak-se-9l, ,ham-6-\ adj : of or relating to
homotaxis

ho-mo<taX'i5 \-'tak-s3S\ n [NL] : similarity in arrangement; esp
: similarity in fossils and in order of arrangement of stratified de-
posits that are not necessarily contemporaneous
hO'inO'thaMiC \-'thal-ik\ adj [horn- + Gk thaUcin to sprout, grow— more at thallus] 1 : having only one haploid phase producing
genetically compatible gametes 2 : monoecious — bo>mo*thal-
lism \-'thaI-,iz-3m\ n
ho.mctrans.plant \,ho-mo-'tran(t)-.spIant, ,Iram-6-\ n ; homo-
graft — bD-mo>trans*plan-ta>tion \-,tran(t)-,splan-'ta-sh3n\ n
hO.mo.zy.gO.SiS \-{,^zT-'go-S3s\ n [NL] 1 : the union of gametes
identical for one or more pairs of genes 2 : Jhe state of being a
homozygote — ho-nio<zy>gos*i*ty \-'gas-at-e\ n — bo>mo>zy-
got'ic \-'gat-ik\ adj

ho.mo-zy.gote \-'zT-,got\ n [ISV] ; an animal or plant containing
either but not both members of at least one pair of allelomorphic
characters — ho>mo*zy*gous \-g3s\ adj — ho>ino<zy>gous-ly adv

lio>mun>cu*lus Xho-'mao-kya-bsX n, pi ho>inun>cu-li \-,IT, -,le\
[L. dim. of homin-, homo man — more at homage] : a little man
: manikin
homy \'ho-me\ var oj homey
Ihone \'hon\ n [ME, fr. OE han stone; akin to ON hein whetstone,
L cot; cos, Gk konos cone] 1 : a fine-grit stone for sharpening a
cutting implement 2 : a tool for enlarging holes to precise toler-
ances and controHing finishes by means of a mechanically rotated
and expanded abrasive
shone yt ; to sharpen, enlarge, or smooth with a hone — hon>er n

a abut; » kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot. cart;

j joke;^v rj sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;

3hone vl [MF hoigner to grumble] 1 dial : grumble, moan 2 dial
: yearn

hon.est X-an-astX adj [ME, fr. OF honeste, fr. L honestus honorable,
tr. honos, honor honor] 1 a : free from deception : trltthful
b : genuine, real c : humble, plain 2 a : reputable, respecta-
ble b chiejly Brit : good, worthy 3 : credffable 4 a : marked
by integrity : upright b : frank, sincere c : innocent, simple
syn ^ee upright —hon.est adv — hon>est>ly adv

hon.es-ty \'an-a-ste\ n 1 obs ; chastity 2 a : fairness and
straightforwardness of conduct ; integrfty b : adherence to the
facts : siNCERFTY 3 : any of a genus (Lunaria) of European plants
of the mustard family
syn HONESTY, honor, integrffy, probffy mean uprightness of

character or action, honesty impUes a refusal to lie, steal, or de-
ceive in any way; honor suggests an active or anxious regard for
the standards of one's profession, calling, or position; integrity
implies trustworthiness and incorruptibility to a degree that one is
incapable of being false to a trust, responsibility, or pledge;
PROBFFY implies tried and proven honesty or integrity
Ihon.ey \'h3n-e\ m [me hony, fr. OE hunig; akin to OHG honag
honey, L canicae bran] 1 a : a sweet viscid material elaborated out
of the nectar of flowers in the honey sac of various bees b : a
sweet fluid resembling honey that is collected or elaborated by
various insects 2 a ; sweetheart, dear b ; something superlative
3 : sweetness
ahoney vr hon*eyed also hon>ied; hon-ey-ing 1 ; to sweeten with
or as if with honey 2 : to speak ingratiatingly to ; flatter — vi
: to use blandishments or cajolery

3honey adj l : of, relating to, or resembling honey 2 archaic ; dear
hon>ey>bee \'h3n-e-,be\ n : a social honey-producing bee {Apis or

honeybees: / queen, Z drone, 3 worker

related genera); esp ; a native European bee {A. mellijera) kept for
its honey and wax
ihon.ey.comb \-,k5m\ n 1 : a mass of hexag-
onal wax cells built by honeybees in their nest «isLi-s5fesp?sS=?'sSBM«iul

to contain brood and stores of honey 2 : some- ^^gg^WK
thing that resembles a honeycomb in structure CjoD^C^OC**^
or appearance ^Q^?V '^

ahoneycomb vt 1 : to cause to be full of cavities
like a honeycomb 2 : subvert, weaken '- vi

: to become pitted, checked, or cellular

hon.ey-dew \-,d(y)ii\ n : a saccharine deposit
secreted on the leaves of plants usu. by aphids honeycomb 1

scales but s

honeydew melon n
greenish sweet flesh

honey eater n : any of several oscine birds (family Meliphagidae)
mostly of the South Pacific with a long protrusible tongue adapted
for extracting nectar and small insects from flowers
honey guide n : any of several small plainly colored nonpasserine
birds (family Indicatoridae and esp. genera Indicator and Prodo-
tiscus) that inhabit Africa, the Himalayas, and the East Indies
and lead men or lower animals to the nests of bees
honey locust n : a tall usu. spiny No. American leguminous tree
(Gleditsia triacanthos) with long twisted pods containing seeds re-

resembling beans and separated by a sweet edible pulp and very
hard durable wood
hon*ey*moon \'h3n-e-.mUn\ «, often attrib [fr. the idea that the
first month of marriage is the sweetest] 1 : a trip or vacation taken
by a newly married couple 2 : a period of harmony immediately
following marriage — honeymoon vi — hon*ey*moon*er n

hon.ey*SUCk<Ie X'hsn-e-.^ak-alX n [ME honysoukel, alter, of
honysouke, fr. OE hunisuce, fr. hunig honey + sucan to suck]
: any of a genus (Lonicera) of shrubs (family Caprifoliaceae. the
honeysuckle family) with opposite leaves and often showy flowers
rich in nectar; broadly ; any of various plants (as a columbine or
azalea) with tubular flowers rich in nectar
hong X'harj, 'h6o\ n [Chin (Cant) hongi ; a commercial establish-
ment or house of foreign trade in China
honk \'haok, 'h6ok\ n [imit.] : the cry of a goose or a similar
sound — honk vb — honk>er n
hon.ky-tonk \'haQ-ke-.taok\ n
nightclub or dance hall : dive
ihon-or or chiefly Brit hon.our \'an-3r\ n [ME, fr. OF honor, fr. L
honos, honor'] 1 a ; good name or public esteem : reputation
b ; outward respect : recognffion 2 : privilege 3 : a person
of superior standing <if your Honor please) — now used esp. as
a title for a holder of high office 4 : one whose worth brings
respect or fame : credit (was an — to his profession) 5 ; an
evidence or symbol of distinction: as a : an exalted title or rank
b (1) : BADGE, DECORATION (2) : a Ceremonial rite or obser-vance
c archaic : a gesture of deference : bow d pi ; social courtesies
or civilities extended by a host e pi (I) : an academic distinction
conferred on a superior student (2) : a course of study for superior
students supplementing or replacing a regular course f : an award
in a contest or field of competition 6 : chastity, purffy 7 a : a
keen sense of ethical conduct ; integrity b : one's word given
as a guarantee of performance 8 a (1) : an ace, king, queen,
jack, or ten (2) : the ace, king, queen, jack, or ten of the trump
suit in bridge or any ace when the contract is no-trump (3) ; the
scoring value of honors held in bridge — usu. used in pi. b ; the
privilege of playing first from the tee in golf
syn honor, homage, reverence, deference, obeisance mean

respect and esteem shown to another, honor may apply to the
recognition of one's title to great respect or to any expression of
such recognition; homage adds the implication of accompanying
praise; reverence implies profound respect mingled with love,
devotion, or awe; deference implies a yielding or submitting to

[origin unknown] ; a cheap
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another's judgment or preference out of respect or reverence;
OBEISANCE implies a showing of honor or reverence by a gesture
indicating humility or submission syn see in addition honesty

ahonor or chiefly Brit honour vt hon-or-ing \-(3-)rii3\ 1 a : to
regard or treat with honor or respect b : to confer honor on
2 : to live up to or fulfill the terms of; specif ; to accept and pay
when due <'-« a draft) 3 : to salute with a bow in square dancing— hon>or>er \'an-ar-3r\ n
Ihon-or.able or chiefly Brit hon.oUT.able \'an-(3-)r3-b3l, "an-ar-
bal\ adf 1 : deserving of honor 2 : performed or accompanied
with marks of honor or respect 3 a : of great renown ; illus-
trious b : entitled to honor — used as a title for the children of
certain British noblemen and for various government officials

4 a : doing credit to the possessor b : consistent with an un-
tarnished reputation 5 : characterized by integrity ; ethical
syn see upright — Iion<or-abil>i>ty \^n-C3-)r3-'bil-3t-e\ n —
bon>or*abIe*ness \'an-(3-)ra-b3l-nas, "an-ar-tralA n — ]ion*or-
ably \-bIe\ adv

3iionorable or chiefly Brit taononrable n 1 ; any of various mem-
bers of British noble famihes 2 : any of various officials to whom
the title of Honorable is applied

llon>or*ar-i<l7 \,an-3-'rer-3-le\ adv : In an honorary manner
lion.o.rar-i-um \,an-a-'rer-e-3m\ n, pi hon-o-rar-ia \-e-a\ also
llon>0>raT>i>luns [L, fr. neut. of honorarius} i a reward usu.
for services on which custom or propriety forbids a price to be set

lllon*or*ary \'an-3-,rer-e\ adj [L honorarius, fr. honor'} la: hav-
ing or conferring distinction b ; commemorative 2a: conferred
In recognition of achievement or service without the usual pre-
requisites or obligations b : unpaid, voluntary 3 : dependent
on honor for fulfillment
shonorary n 1 archaic t HONORARIUM 2 : an honorary society
3 : an honorary degree or its recipient

ihon.or-il-ic \^n-a-'rif-ik\ adj 1 : conferring or conveying honor
2 : belonging to or constituting a class of grammatical forms used
In speaking to or about a social superior — lion*or*ll>i*cal>ly
\-i-kO-)le\ adv

shonorific n : an honorific word, phrase, or form
boners Ol war : courtesies granted a vanquished enemy
booch \'hUch\ n [short for hoochinoo (a distilled liquor made by
the Hoochinoo Indians)] slang : alcoholic hquor esp. when In-
ferior or illicitly made or obtained
Ihood \'hud\ n [ME, fr. OE hod; akhi to OHG huot head covering]
1 a (!) : a flexible covering for the head and neck (2) ; a protective
covering for the head and face b : a covering for a hawk's head
and eyes c : a covering for a horse's head; also : blinder 2 a : an
ornamental fold at the back of an academic gown or ecclesiastical
vestment b : a color marking or crest on the head of an animal
or an expansion of the head that suggests a hood 3a: something
resembling a hood in form or use b : a cover for parts of mech-
anisms; specif : the movable metal covering over the engine of an
automobile — hood vt — hood>like \-,lik\ adj
ahood \'hud, 'hUd\ n, slang ; hoodlum
-hood \.hud\ n suffix [ME -hod, fr. OE had; akin to OHG -helt
state, condition, heitar bright, clear] 1 : state : condition : quality
; character (boy/iood) <hardi/iood) 2 : instance of a (specified)
state or quality <false/ioorf> 3 : individuals sharing a (specified)
state or character (brotherhood)
bOOd-ed \'hud-3d\ adj 1 : having a hood 2 ; shaped like a hood
i^ spathes) 3 a : having the head conspicuously different in
color from the rest of the body <'^ bird) b : having a crest on the
head that suggests a hood <"- seals) c : having the skin at each
side of the neck capable of expansion by movements of the ribs
<~ cobra) — hood>ed>ness n
hoodUum \'hud-lDm, 'hud-\ n [origin unknown] 1 ! thug,
mobster; esp : one who commits acts of violence 2 : a young
ruffian
bood-man-blind \,hud-m3n-'blTnd\ n, archaic : blindman's buff
boo*doo \'hud-(,)U\ n [of African origin; akin to Hausa hu^'du^^ba^
to arouse resentment] 1 : voodoo 2 : something that brings
bad luck 3 : a natural column of rock in western No. America
often In fantastic form — hOOdOO vt — hOO>doo*ism \-,iz-3m\ n
bood>wink \'hud-,wiok\ vt Vhood + wink} 1 archaic : blindfold
2 obs : HIDE 3 : to deceive by false appearance ; impose upon— hood<wink>er n

boo>ey \'hij-e\ n [origin unknown] : nonsense
ihool X'hCif, 'hlifX n, pi hooves X'hiivz, 'hUvz\ also hoofs tME, fr.

OE hof; akin to OHG huof hoof, Skt
Saphal 1 : a curved covering of horn that
protects the front of or encloses the ends
of the digits of an imgulate mammal and
that corresponds to a nail or claw 2 ; a
hoofed foot esp. of a horse — on the hool
of a meat animal : living

shoof vt 1 : WALK 2 : kick, trample^ VI : to move on the feet; specif : dance
booled \'huft, *huft\ adj : furnished with
hoofs : ungulate

b00f*er \'huf-3r, 'hii-f3r\ n : a professional
dancer
ihoob \'huk\ n [ME, fr. OE hoc: akin to
MD hoec fishhook, comer, Llth kengi . ,„*„»,-..»
hook] 1 : a curved or bent implement for™ «* g ^°^' "°-

catching, holding, or pulling 2 : Some- ^'}°^;,?' F' *;u?' ?^^Jf
thing curved or bent Itke a hook 3 : a ''.^^^"m^ ' ' * *

flight of a baU that deviates from a straight ^ide waUs; c, c, quar-

cour^ hi a direction opposite to the ^ers; d d, buttresses):

dominant hand of the player projecting it f:
^' "^^^.- •'v , „

4 : a short blow delivered with a circular *"^^' ^i f^if '.h
' ^*

motion by a boxer while the elbow remains '• *' duids

bent and rigid — by hooK or by crook
: by any means — off the book ; out of trouble — on one's own
book : by oneself : independently
shook vt 1 : to form into a hook : crook 2 : to seize or make fast
by or as if by a hook 3 : steal, pilfer 4 : to strike or pierce as
if with a hook 5 : to make (as a rug) with a hook '— vi 1 : to
form a hook : curve 2 : to become secured by or as if by a hook
b00>kah X'huk-a, 'hU-ka\ n [Ar ikuqqah bottle of a water pipe]

: a pipe for smoking that has a long flexible tube whereby the
smoke is cooled by passing through water

book-bill \'huk-,bil\ /I ; a parrot or a closely related bird esp.
when domesticated

booked X'hiikt, 1 Is also 'hjlk-9d\ adj 1 ; having the form of a hook
2 : provided with a hook 3 : made by hooking 4 slang : addicted
to narcotics — booked-ness \'huk(t)-n3s, 'hiik-sd-nasX n
ihook-er XTiuk-arX n : one that hooks
abook.er X^huk-arX n [D hoeker, alter, of MD hoecboot, fr. hoee
fishhook + boot boat] 1 : a one-masted fishing boat used on the
coasts of England and Ireland 2 : an old. outmoded, or clumsy
boat

book-let XTiuk-lstX n : a small hook
book*Up X'huk-,3p\ n 1 : an assemblage (as of circuits) used for
a specific purpose (as radio transmission); also : the plan of such
an assemblage 2 : an arrangement of mechanical parts 3 : con-
nection often between antagonistic elements
book-worm X'huk-.warmX « 1 : a parasitic nematode worm
(family Ancylostomatidae) having strong buccal hooks or plates
for attaching to the host's intestinal lining and including serious
bloodsucking pests 2 ; ancylostomiasis
booky \'hiik-eX n [prob. fr. slang hook, hook it (to make off)]

; TRUANCY <play ~>
bOO-li.gan X'hu-ll-gonX n [perh. fr. Patrick Hooligan fnS98 Irish
hoodlum in Southwark, London] : ruffian, hoodlum — hoo-
li>gan-ism X-ga-.niz-amX n
ihoop X'hiip. 'hijpX n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE hop: akin to MD
hoep ring, hoop, Lith kabi hock] 1 : a circular strip used esp. for
holding together the staves of containers or as a plaything 2 : a
circular figure or object : ring 3 : a circle or series of circles of
flexible material used to expand a woman's skirt
ahoop vt : to bind or fasten with or as if with a hoop — boop-er n
boop>la X'hii-,pla, 'hiip-.laX n [F houp-ld, inter].] 1 : often gay and
excited commotion ; to-do 2 : utterances designed to bewilder
or confuse

bOO<poe X'hU-(,)plJ, -(.)poX 1 [alter, of obs. hoop, fr. MF huppe,
fr. L upupa, of imit. origin] : any of several Old World nonpasserine
birds (famUy Upupidae) having a slender decurved bill

boop-skirt X'hup-'skart, 'hiip-X n : a skirt stiffened with or as If

with hoops
boo>ray Xhii-'raX var of hurrah
boose>gow X'hiis-.gauX n [Sp juzgado panel of Judges, courtroom,
fr. pp. of juzgar to judge, fr. L judicare — more at judicature]
slang : jail
Hoo*sier X'hU-zhsrX n [perh. alter, of E dial, hoozer anything
large of its kind] ; a native or resident of Indiana — used as a
nickname — Hoosier adj
iboot X'hiitX vb [ME houten, of imit. origin] vi 1 : to utter a loud
shout usu. in contempt 2 t to make the natural throat noise of
an owl or a similar cry 3 : to make a loud clamorous mechanical
sound ^ vt 1 : to assail or drive out by hooting 2 : to express
in or by hoots — hoot>er n

2boot n 1 : a sound of hooting; esp : the cry of an owl 2 : a very
small amount

aboot X'biJtX or hoots X'hiitsX interj [origin unknown] chiefly
Scot — used to express impatience, dissatisfaction, or objection
Ibop X'hapX vb hopped; hop<ping [ME happen, fr. OE hoppian;
akin to OE hype hip] vi 1 : to move by a quick springy leap or in a
series of leaps; esp : to jump on one foot 2 ; to make a quick trip

esp. by air '^ vr 1 : to jump over 2 : to ride upon esp. gratis

2hop n 1 a : a short brisk leap esp. on one leg b : bounce, re-
bound 2 : DANCE, ball 3 a ; a flight in an aircraft b : a short
trip c : a free ride
ahop n [ME hoppe, fr. MD; akin to OHG
hopfo hop, OE sceaf sheaf — more at sheaf]
1 : a twining vine (Hamulus lupulus) of the
mulberry family with 3-lobed or 5-lobed
leaves and inconspicuous flowers of which
the pistillate ones are in glandular cone-shaped
catkins 2 pi : the ripe dried pistillate catkins
of a hop used esp. to impart a bitter flavor to
malt Uquors 3 slang : a narcotic drug; esp
: OPIUM

•hop vr hopped; hop-ping 1 : to impregnate
with hops 2 : DOPE 3 : to increase the
power of beyond an original rating
Ibope X'hopX vb [ME hopen, fr. OE hopian; hop, leaves and
akin to MHG hoffen to hope] vi 1 : to desire strobiles

with expectation of fulfillment 2 archaic
: trust ~ vr 1 ; to long for with expectation of obtainment
2 : to expect with desire : trust syn see expect — hop*er n

Shope n 1 : TRUST, reliance 2 a : desire accompanied by ex-
pectation of or belief in fulfillment b : someone or something on
which hopes are centered c : something hoped for

hope chest n : a box in which a young woman accumulates clothing
and furnishings in anticipation of marriage
ibope-ful X'h6p-fal\ adj 1 : full of or inclined to hope 2 : having
qualities which inspire hope — bope-flll-ly X-f»-leX adv — bope-
fnl<ness n

2bopeful n : a person who aspires hopefully
bope.less X'ho-plasX adj la: having no expectation of good or
success : despairing b : not susceptible of remedy or cure : in-
curable 2a: giving no ground for hope ; desperate b ; in-

capable of solution, management, or accomplishment : impossible
syn see despondent — hope>less-ly adv — hope>less>ness n

bop>head X'hap-.hedX n, slang : a drug addict
HO'pi X'ho-peX «, pl Hopi also HopiS [Hopi HSpi, lit., good,
peaceful] 1 a : a Shoshonean people of Pueblo Indians in north-
eastern Arizona b : a member of this people 2 : the language of
the Hopi people

bop-lite X'hap-.lTtX n [Gk hoplites, fr. hoplon tool, weapon, fr.

hepein to care for, work at — more at sepulcher] : a heavily armed
infantry soldier of ancient Greece
bop-o'-my-tbumh X.hap-9-ms-'th3mX n : a very diminutive
person : pygmy
bop-per XTiap-grX n 1 a : one that hops b : a leaping insect;

specif : an immature hopping form of an insect 2 [fr. the shaking
motion of hoppers used to feed grain into a mill] a : a usu. fun-
nel-shaped receptacle for delivering material (as grain or coal)
b : a box in which a bill to be considered by a legislative body is

dropped c : a tank holding liquid and having a device for re-

leasing its contents through a pipe
bop-scotcb X'hap-.skachX n : a child's game in which a player
tosses a stone or similar object consecutively Into areas of a figure
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outlined on the ground and hops through the figure and back to
regain the object

hO>ra also hO>rah X'hor-^, 'h6r-3\ n [NHeb horah, fr. Romanian
hordi : a circle dance of Romania and Israel
HO>rae \'h6(a)r-,e, h6(a)r-, -,i\ n pi [L, fr. Gk Horai] : the god-
desses of theseasons in Greek mythology

IlO>ra<ry \'hor-ar-e, 'hor-, 'har-\ adj [ML horarius, fr. L hora
hour — more at hour] ; of or relating to an hour; also : hourly
Ho>ra*tian \h3-'ra-sh9n\ adj [L Horatianus, fr. Horatius Horace]

: of, relating to, or characteristic of Horace or his poetry
Ho>ia<tius \h3-'ra-shfe-)3s\ « [L] : a hero in Roman legend noted
for his defense of a bridge over the Tiber against the Etruscans

horde \'hoCa)rd. 'h6(3)rd\ n [MF, G & Pol; MF & G. fr. Pol horda,
of Mongolic origin; akin to Mongolian orda camp, horde] 1 a : a
tribal group of Mongolian nomads b : a people or tribe of nomadic
life 2 : thronCf, swarm syn see crowd

hore.houncl Vho(3lr-,haund. 'h6(3lr-\ n [ME horhoune, fr. OE
harhune, fr. har hoary + hune horehound — more at hoar] 1 a : a
bitter mint {Marrubium vulgare) with hoary downy leaves b ; an
extract or confection made from this plant 2 : any of several
mints resembling the horehound

hO.ri.ZOn \h3-'rTz-=n\_n [ME orizon, fr. LL horizont-, horizon,
fr. Gk horizont-, horizon, fr. prp. of horizpin to bound, define, fr,

horos boundary; akin to L urvus circumference of a city] la: the
apparent junction of earth and sky — called also apparent horizon,
visible horizon b (1) J the plane tangent to the earth's surface at
an observer's position — called also sensible horizon (2) : the
plane parallel to the sensible horizon but passing through the
earth's center; also : 'the great circle formed by the intersection
of this plane with the celestial sphere — called also celestial horizon,
rational horizon c : a level mirror (as the surface of mercury in a
shallow vessel or a plane reflector adjusted to the true level arti-

ficially) used esp. in observing altitudes d : range of perception or
experience 2 a : the geological deposit of a particular time usu.
identified by distinctive fossils b : any of the reasonably distinct
layers of soil or its underlying material in a vertical section of land
C : a cultural area or level of development indicated by separated
groups of artifacts — ho-n-zon*al N-'rtz-nsl, -^n-al\ adj

hoi.i.zon.lal \,h6r-3-'zant-'l. ,har-\ adj la: of. relating to, or
situated near the horizon b : parallel to. in the plane of, or
operating in a plane parallel to the horizon or to a base line : level
<^ distance) <--^ engine) 2 : relating to or consisting of individuals
of similar status in a hierarchy <"-' labor unions) — horizontal n— hor*i<zon-tal>ly V-'l-eX adv
hor-mon-al \'h6r-,mon-''l\ adj ; of, relating to. or effected by
hormones — hor<mon*al>ly N-^l-eX adv
hor-mone yh6r-,m6n\ n [Gk hormon, prp. of horman to stir up,
fr. horme impulse, assault — more at serum] 1 : a product of
living cells that circulates in body fluids or sap and produces a
specific effect on the activity of cells remote from its point of
origin; esp : one exerting a stimulatory effect on a cellular activity
2 : a synthetic substance that acts like a hormone

hor-mo-noid \-m9-,n6id\ adj : resembling a hormone
horn \'h6o)rn\ n, ojten aitrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHO horn,
L cornu, Gk keras'\ 1 a (1) : one of the paired bony processes
that arise from the upper part of the head of many ungulate
mammals, that function chiefly as weapons, and that in cattle and
related forms are usu. present in both sexes and are unbranched
and permanent with a bony core anchored to the skull and a sheath
of horn and in deer are solid deciduous bony outgrowths usu.
branching and usu. present only in the male (2) : a part like an
animal's horn attributed esp. to the devil b ; a natural projection
or excrescence from an animal resembling or suggestive of a horn
C (1) : the tough fibrous material consisting chiefly of keratin
that covers or forms the horns of cattle and related animals,
hooves, or other horny parts (as claws or nails) (2) : a manu-
factured product (as a plastic) resembling horn d : a hollow horn
used to hold something 2 : something resembling or suggestive
of a horn: as a : one of the curved ends of a crescent b : a sharp
mountain peak c : a beak-shaped part of an anvil d : a high
pommel of a saddle 3 a : an animal's horn used as a wind in-
strument b : a brass wind instrument; specif : French horn
c : a usu. electrical device that makes a noise like that of a horn
4 : a source of strength — horn>less \-l3s\ adj— horn>less*ness
n — horn<like \-,lik\ adj

horn*beain \-,bem\ n : any of a genus (Carpinus) of trees of the
birch family having smooth gray bark and hard white wood

horii>biIl \-,bil\ n : any of a family (Bucerotidae) of large non-
passerine Old World birds having enormous bills

horn.blende \-,blend\ n [G] : a mineral approximately CazNa-
(Mg. Fe)4 (Al, Fe.Ti) 3Si6022(0,0 H)2 that is the common dark
variety of aluminous amphibole; broadly : amphibole — horn-
blend.ic \-,blen-dik\ adj
horn-book \-|buk\ n l : a child's primer consisting of a sheet of
parchment or paper protected by a sheet of transparent horn 2 : a
rudimentary treatise

horned \'h6f3)rnd\ adj : having a horn — often used in combina-
tion — horned-ness X'hor-nad-nas, 'h6(3)rn(d)-n3s\ n

horned pout n : a bullhead (genus Ameiurus); esp : a common
bullhead (A. nebulosus) of the eastern U.S. that has been introduced
into streams of the Pacific coast
horned toad n : any of several small harmless insectivorous lizards
(genus Phrynosoma) of the western U.S. and Mexico having horn-
like spines

hor.net \'h6r-n3t\ n [ME hernet, fr. OE hyrnet: akin to OHG
hornaz hornet, L crabro"^ : any of the larger social wasps (family
Vespidae) — compare yellow jacket

horn in vl ; to participate without invitation or consent : intrude
hor.ni'to \Ch)6r-'net-(,)6\ n [Sp] : a low dome-shaped mound in
volcanic regions that emits smoke and vapors
horn-mad \'h6(a)rn-'mad\ adj : furiously enraged
horn of plenty : cornucopia
horn.pipe \'h6(3)rn-,pTp\ n 1 : a single reed wind instrument con-
sisting of a wooden or bone pipe with holes at intervals and a bell
and mouthpiece usu. of horn 2 : a lively folk dance of the British
Isles orig. accompanied by hornpipe playing

horn.stone \-,st6n\ n : a mineral that is a variety of quartz much
like flint but more britUe

hom.swog.gle \-.swag-al\ vt hom.swog-gllng \-(3-)Un\ [origin
unknown] slang : bamboozle, hoax

horn-tail \-,tal\ n : any of various hymenopterous insects (family
Siricidae) related to the typical sawflies but having larvae that
burrow in woody plants and on the females a stout hornlike
ovipositor for depositing the egg
horn.worm \-,w3rm\ n ; a hawkmoth caterpUlar having a hornlike
tail process
horny \'h6r-ne\ adj 1 a : of or made of horn b : hard, callous
<Aornj'-handed) c : compact and homogeneous with a dull luster— used of a mineral 2 : having horns

hor-O.lOge \'h6r-3-,loi. 'har-X n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L horologium, fr.
Gk horologion, fr. hora hour + legein to gather — more at year,
legend] : a timekeeping device

ho.rol.O'ger \ha-'ral-^pr\ n : HOROLOGIST
hor.o-log.ic \,h6r-a-'laj-ik. .har-\ adj : of or relating to a horo-
loge or horology — hor.o*Iog.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj

hO-rol-O-giSt \h3-'ral-3-J3st\ n 1 : a person skilled in the practice
or theory of horology 2 ; a maker of clocks or watches

hO-rol.O.gy \-}e\ n [Gk hora + E -logy] 1 : the science of measur-
ing time 2 : the art ofconstrueting instruments for indicating time

horo-scope \'h6r-3-,skop, 'har-\ n [MF, fr. L horoscopus, fr. Gk
horosknpos. fr. hora + skopein to look at — more at spy] : a
diagram of the relative positions of planets and signs of the zodiac
at one time used by astrologers to foretell events of a person's life

hor>ren*dOUS Vho-'ren-das, h3-\ adj [L horrendus, fr. gerundive of
horrere] ; DREADFUL, HORRIBLE — bor-ren-dous-Iy adv

hor.rent X'hor-ant, "har-V adj [L horrent-, horrens, prp. of horrerel
1 archaic : BRISTLED 2 archaic : bristling

hor.ri.ble X'hor-s-bal, 'har-\ adj 1 ; marked by or conducive to
horror 2 : extremely unpleasant or disagreeable — horrible n— hor.ri.ble.ness n — hor.ri.bly \-ble\ adv

hor.rid \'h6r-3d, *har-\ adj [L horridus, fr. horrerel 1 archaic
: ROUGH, BRISTLING 2 3 : HIDEOUS, SHOCKING b I REPULSIVE,
OFFENSIVE — hor.rid-ly adv — hor.rid.ness n

hor.rlf'ic \h6-'rif-ik, ha-\ adj : horrifying, horrible
hor-ri-iy \'h6r-a-,fi, 'har-\ vt : to cause to feel horror syn see
DISMAY

hor.ror \'h6r-3r. 'har-X n, ojten attrib [ME horrour, fr. MF horror,
fr. L, action of trembling, fr. horrere to tremble; akin to OE gorst
gorse, Gk chersos dry land] 1 a : painful and intense fear, dread,
or dismay : consternation b : intense aversion or repugnance
2 a : the quality of inspiring horror b ; something that inspires
horror 3 pi l a state of extreme depression or apprehension
hors de com-bat \,6rd-3-C,)ko"-'ba\ adv (or adj) [F] : out of com-
bat : disabled

hors d'oeuvre \6r-'d3rv\ n, pi hors d'oeuvres also hors d'oeuvre
\-'d3rv(z)\ [F hors-d'(nivre, lit., outside of work] : an appetizer
usu. served with crackers or toast
ihorse \'h6(3)rs\ n, pi hors-es also horse [ME hors, fr. OE; akin

]4 haunch, 15 croup. J6 tail, 17 thigh, IS buttock, 19, 19 fet-

locks, 20, 20 hooves, 21. 21 coronets, 22, 22 pasterns, 23, 23
cannons, 24 hock, 25 gaskin, 26 stifle, 27 belly, 28 knee, 29
forearm, 30 elbow, 31 shoulder, 32 breast, 33 neck, 34 throat-

latch, 35 lower jaw, 36 cheek

to OHG hros horse] lata large solid-hoofed herbivorous
mammal (Eguus caballus, family Equidae, the horse family)
domesticated by man since a prehistoric period and used as a
beast of burden, a draft animal, or for riding — compare pony
b : a male horse : stallion; also : a gelding as distinguished from
an entire male c : a recent or extinct animal of the horse family
2 a : JACKSTAY 1 bra frame usu. with legs used for supporting
something c : a gymnastic apparatus shaped something like the
body of a small horse 3 horse pi : cavalry 4 : a mass of the same
geological character as the wall rock occurring within a vein
5 : horsepower — Irom the horse's mouth : from the original

ahorse vt 1 : to provide with a horse 2 : to move by brute force
— vi 1 oj a mare : to be in heat 2 : to engage in horseplay

ahorse adj 1 a : of, relating to, or dealing with a horse b : worked
by horsepower 2 : large or coarse of its kind 3 : mounted on
horses
ihorse.back \'h6rs-,bak\ n 1 : the back of a horse 2 : a natural
ridge : hogback

ahorseback adv : on horseback
horse. car \-,k'ar\ n 1 : a streetcar drawn by horses 2 : a car
fitted for transporting horses

horse chestnut n 1 ; a large Asiatic tree (Aesculus hippocastanum
of the family Hippocastanaceae, the horse-chestnut family) widely
cultivated as an ornamental and shade tree and naturalized as an
escape; also : buckeye 2 : the large glossy brown seed of a horse
chestnut
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borse coper n, Brit : a horse dealer
borse-flesh \'h6rs-,flesh\ n : horses for riding, driving, or racing
borse-fly \-,fir\ n : any of a family (Tabanidae) of swift usu. large
two-winged flies with bloodsucking females

borse-bair \-,ha(a)r, -,he(3)r\ n 1 : the hair of a horse esp. from
the mane or tail 2 : cloth made from horsehair

borse-bide \-,hTd\ n 1 : the dressed or raw hide of a horse 2 : the
ball used in the game of baseball

borse latitudes n pi : either of two belts or regions in the neighbor-
hood of 30* N and 30° S latitude characterized by high pressure,
calms, and light baffling winds
borse.laugb \'h6r-,slaf, -,slaf\ n : a loud boisterous laugh : guffaw
borseUess carriage \,h6r-sl3-'skar-ij\ n : automobile
borse. mackerel n l ; any of several large scombroid fishes (as a
bluefin tuna) 2 : any of various large fishes (family Carangidae);
esp : a large Atlantic food fish (Trachurus trachurus)

borseoinan \'h6r-sm3n\ n 1 a ; a rider on horseback b : one
skilled in managing horses 2 ; a breeder or raiser of horses —
borse>maii-ship \-,ship\ n
borse>mint \'h6r-,smint\ n : any of various coarse mints; esp
: MONARDA

borse nettle n : a coarse prickly weed (Solanum caroUnense) of the
nightshade family with bright yellow fruit resembling berries

borse opera n ; a motion picture or radio or television play usu.
about western cowboys

borse.play \'h6r-,spla\ n ; rough or boisterous play
borse*pow>er \'h6r-,spau(-3)r\ n : a unit of power equal In the
U.S. to 746 watts and nearly equivalent to the English gravita-
tional unit of the same name that equals 550 foot-pounds of work
per second
borsepower-bour n ; the work performed or energy consumed by
working at the rale of one horsepower for one hour that is equal to
1.980,000 foot-pounds

borse-rad>isb \'h6rs-,rad-lsh, -,red-\ n ; a tall coarse white*
flowered herb {Armoracia lapathljolla) of the mustard family; also
: its pungent root used as a condiment

borse sense n : common sense
borse.sboe \'h6rs(h)-,shli\ n 1 ; a
shoe for horses usu. consisting of a nar-
row plate of iron shaped to fit the rim of
a horse's hoof 2 : something (as a
valley) shaped like a horseshoe 3 p/ ; a
game like quoits played with horseshoes
or with horseshoe-shaped pieces of
metal — horseshoe vt — borse'Sbo>er typical horseshoes viewed
\-,shu-3r\ n from below: 1 plain shoe,

borsesboe arcb n — see arch lUustra- 2 shoe with toe and heel
tion calks

borsesboe crab n : kino crab 1

borse*taiI \'h6r-,stal\ n : any of a genus (Equisetum) of perennial
flowerless plants related to the ferns — called also scouring rush
borse trade n : negotiation accompanied by shrewd bargaining and
reciprocal concessions — borse-trade \'h6r-,strad\ vi — horse
trader n

borse>weed \'h6r-,swed\ n 1 ; a common No. American composite
weed (Erigeron canadense) with linear leaves and small discoid
heads of yellowish flowers 2 : a coarse annual ragweed {Ambrosia
trijida) 3 : a wild lettuce

horse.wbip \'h6rs-.hwip. 'hdr-,swip\ vt : to flog with or as if with
a whip made to be used on a horse — horse* whip'per n

bors>ey or borsy \'h6r-se\ adj hors-1-er; borS'i'Cst 1 : relating
to, resembling, or suggestive of a horse 2a: having to do with
horses or horse racing h : characteristic of horsemen — hors<i>ly
\-s3-le\ adv — bors<i<ness \-se-n3s\ n

borst \'h6(3)rst\ n [G] : a block of the earth's crust separated
by faults from adjacent relatively depressed blocks

hor-ta-tive \'h6rt-3t-iv\ adj [LL hortativus, fr. L hortalus, pp. of
horiari to urge — more at yearn] : giving exhortation : advisory— hor-ta-tive.ly adv

bor>ta<to-ry \'h6rt-a-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : hortative, exhortatory
hor.ti.cul.tur-al \,h6rt-a-'kalch-(3-)r3l\ adj : of, relating to. or
produced by horticulture — bor*ti<cnl>tur>al>ly \-e\ adv

bor-ti.cul-ture \'h6rt-3-.k3l-char\ n [L hortus garden -f- E -/- -I-

culture — more at yard] : the science and art of growing fruits,

vegetables, flowers, or ornamental plants — bor>tJ'CaMar.ist
\.h6rt-a-'k3lch-(3-)rast\ n

bo>san>na \_ho-'zan-3\ interj [ME osanna, fr. LL, fr. Gk hosanna, fr.

Heb hoshVah-nna pray, save (us)l] — used as a cry of acclamation
and adoration
ibose \'ho2\ n. pi bose or bosses [ ME, fr. OE hosa stocking, husk;
akin to OHG hosa leg covering. Gk kystis bladder, OE hyd hide]
1 pi hose a (1) : a cloth leg covering that sometimes covers the foot
(2) : stocking, sock b (l) : a close-fitting garment covering the
legs and waist that Is usu. attached to a doublet by points (2)

: short breeches reaching to the knee 2 : a flexible tube for convey-
ing fluids (as from a faucet or hydrant)
sbose vt : to spray, water, or wash with a hose
HO'Sea \h6-'ze-3. -'za-\ n [Heb fioshea'} : a Hebrew prophet of
the 8th century B.C.

bO'Sel \'hu-z9l\ n iihose} ; a socket In the head of a golf club Into
which the shaft Is inserted

b0>Siery \'h6zh(-s)-re, •h6zC-3)-\ n 1 : hose la 2 chiefly Brit
; KNrrwEAR

bos.pice \'has-p3s\ n [F, fr. L hospltlum. fr. hospit-, hospes'\ ! a
lodging for travelers or for young persons or the underprivileged
esp. when maintained by a religious order

bOS.pi.ta.ble \ha-*spit-a-b5l. *has-(,)pit-\ adj la: given to gen-
erous and cordial reception of guests h : promising or suggesting
generous and cordial welcome c : offering a pleasant or sustaining
environment 2 : readily receptive : open <'^ to new ideas)— hos*pi>ta>hly \-ble\ adv

bOS.pi.tal \'has-,pit-=l\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. ML hospitale, fr. LL,
hospice, fr. L, guest room, fr. neut. of hospitalis of a guest, fr,

hospit; hospes'i 1 : a charitable institution for the needy, aged,
Infirm, or young 2 : an institution where the sick or injured are
given medical or surgical care 3 : a repair shop for specified small
objects <clock '^>

Hos.pi.tal.er or Hos.pi.tal.ler \-'l-ar\ n [ME hospitalier, fr.

MP, fr. ML hospitalarius, fr. LL hospitale'] : a member of a rell^ous
military order established In Jerusalem In the 12th century

bos.pl-tal.l.ty \,has-p3-'tal-3t-e\ n : hospitable treatment, rocep-
don. or disposition

bos.pi.tal.iza-tion \,has-,pit-»l-3-'za-sh3n\ n : the condition of
being hospitalized; also : the period of such condition

bOS>pi>tal>ize \'has-,pit-'l-.Tz\ vt : to place in a hospital as a pa-
tient

ibost \'h6st\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL hostis. fr. L, stranger, enemy— more at guest] 1 ; army 2 : a very large number : multitude
2b0St n [ME hosle host, guest, fr. OF, fr. L hospit-, hospes, fr. hostis^
1 : one who receives or entertains guests socially or commercially
2 a : a Uving animal or plant affording subsistence or lodgment to a
parasite b : the larger, stronger, or dominant member of a com-
mensal or symbiotic pair — bost vt — bost-al V^IX adj

ahost n, ojten cap [ME hoste, fr. MF hoiste, fr. LL & L; LL hostta
Eucharist, fr. L. sacrifice] : the eucharistic bread

bOS'tage \'has-tii\ n [ME, fr. OF. fr. hosted : a person kept as a
pledge pending the fulfillment of an agreement

bOS.tel \'hast-=l\ n [ME. fr. OF. fr. LL hospitale hospice] 1 : inh
2 : a supervised lodging for use by youth esp. on bicycling trips —
called also youth hostel

boS'tel.er \'has-t3-l3r\ n l : one that lodges guests or strangers
2 : a young traveler who stops at hostels overnight

bos.tel.ry \'hast-n-re\ n ; inn, hotel
bost*ess \'ho-stas\ n : a female host
bOS.tUe \'hast-=l, 'has-.tUX adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L hostills, fr.
hostis] 1 : of or relating to an enemy 2 : marked by esp. overt
antagonism : unfriendly 3 : not hospitable — hostile n — bos-
tile.ly \-'I-(l)e, -.tTl-le\ adv

bos-til.i-ty \ha-'stil-3t-e\ n 1 a : a hostile state b (1) : hostile
action (2) pi i overt acts of warfare ; war 2 : antagonism, oppo-
sition, or resistance in thought or principle syn see enmify

bOS-tler \'(h)as-Iar\ n [ME, innkeeper, hostler, fr. hostel} 1 : one
who takes care of horses or mules 2 : one who services a vehicle
(as a locomotive or truck) or machine (as a crane)

ibot \'hat\ adj hot.ter; bot-test [ME. fr. OE hat: akin to OHG
heiz hot. Lith kalsti to get hot] 1 a : having a relatively high tem-
perature b : capable of giving a sensation of heat or of burning,
searing, or scalding c : having heat in a degree exceeding normal
body heat 2 a : ardent, hery <-^ temper) b : violent, ragino

: lustful, lecherous d : eager <— tor reform) e oj jazz : ec-
static and emotionally exciting and marked by strong rhythms and
free melodic improvisations 3 : having or causing the sensation of
an uncomfortable degree of body heat 4 : newly made : fresh <'^
scent); also : close to something sought 5 a : suggestive of heat or
of burning or glowing objects b : pungent, peppery 6 a : unusu-
ally lucky or favorable b : temporarily capable of unusual per-
formance c : currently popular d (1) — used as a generalizes!
term of approval (2) : absurd, unbelievable 7 a : electrically
energized esp. with high voltage b ; radioacitve; also : dealing
with radioactive material c of a vehicle : fast 8 a : recently and
Illegally obtained b ; wanted by the police; also : unsafe for a
fugitive — hot'ly adv — bot*ness n
2bOt adv : HOTLY
hot air n ; empty talk
bot'bed \'hat-,bed\ n 1 : a bed of soil enclosed in glass, heated
esp. by fermenting manure, and used for forcing or for raising seed-
lings 2 : an environment that favors rapid growth or development

bot'blood \-,bl3d\ n ; thoroughbred l

hot-blood*ed \-'bl3d-9d\ adj l : excitable, ardent 2 aoj a horse
; having Arab or Thoroughbred ancestors b oj livestock : of pure
or superior breeding — hot-blood>ed>ness n
bot'box \-,baks\ n : a journal bearing (as of a railroad car) over-
heated by friction

botcb \'hach\ vi [prob. fr. MF hocher to shake, fr. OF hochier"]
Scot : wiggle, fidget

botch.pot \-,pat\ n [AF hochepot, fr. OF, hotchpotch] : the com-
bining of properties Into a common lot to ensure equality of division
among heirs

hotch-potch \-.pach\ n [ME hochepot, fr. MF. fr. OF. fr. hochier
to shake + pot] 1 a ; a stew of various ingredients b : hodge-
podge 2 : hotchpot

hot dog \'hat-,d6g\ /i ; a cooked frankfurter usu. served In a long
split roll

bO.tel \h6-*tel\ n [F hdtel. fr. OF hostel] : a house that provides
lodging and usu. meals, entertainment, and varioijs personal serv-
ices for the public ; inn
Hotel — a communications code word for the letter h
hot Hash n : a sudden brief flushing and sensation of heat caused by
dilation of skin capillaries usu. associated with menopausal endo-
crine imbalance
ihot-foot \'hat-,fut\ adv : in haste
^hotfoot vi : to go hotfoot : hurry — used with it

^hotfoot n, pi hotfoots ; the surreptitious insertion of a match Into
the side of a victim's shoe and lighting it

bOt>head \'hat-,hed\ n : a hotheaded person
bot<bead-ed \-'hed-3d\ adj : fiery, hasty, impetuous — bot-
bead<ed>ly adv — hot<bead>ed>ness n
ibot'bouse \'hat-,haus\ n 1 obs ; brothel 2 : a greenhouse main-
tained at a high temperature esp. for the culture of tropical plants

Sbothouse adj 1 : grown in a hothouse 2 : having the qualities of
a plant raised in a hothouse; esp : delicate

bot pepper n l : an often thin-walled and small capsicum fruit of
marked pungency 2 : a pepper plant bearing hot peppers

hot plate n 1 : a heated iron plate for cooking
2 : a simple portable appliance for heating
or for cooking in limited spaces

hot rod n ; an automobile rebuilt or modified
for high speed and fast acceleration — bot—
rod-der \'hat-'rad-ar\ n

hot seat n, slang : electric chair
hot.shot \'hat-,shat\ n 1 : a fast freight 2 : a
showily skillful person

hot spring n : thermal sprino; esp : a spring
with water above 98° F
Hot-ten-tot \'hat-=n-,tat\ n [Afrik] 1 a : a
people of southern Africa apparency akin to
both the Bushmen and the Bantus b ; a mem-
ber of such people 2 : the language of the bot plates 2:
Hottentot people electric, B gas
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hot war n ; a conflict involving actual fighting
hot water n : a distressing predicament ; difficulty
Hou.dan \'hu-,dan\ n [F, fr. Houdan, France] : any of a French
breed of crested domestic fowls with black-and-white or white
plumage and five toes
UlOUnd \"haund\ n [ME, fr. OE hund; akin to OHG hutU dog. L
canis, Gk kynn'\ 1 a : DOG b : a dog of any of various hunting
breeds typically having large drooping ears and a deep voice and
following their prey by scent 2 : a despicable person 3 : dog-
fish 4 : ADDICT, FAN
2hound vt : to pursue with or as if with hounds syn see bait —
hound' er n

shoiind n [ME hune, of Scand origin; akin to ON hunn cube — more
at CAVEl X pi z the framing at the masthead of a ship to support
the heel of the topmast and the upper parts of the lower rigging
2 : a side bar connecting and giving rigidity to parts of a wagon

hOimd'S-tongue \'haun(d)z-,t3r)\ /I : any of various coarse plants
(genus Cynnglossum, esp. C. officinale) of the borage family having
tongue-shaped leaves and reddish flowers

houndS'tooth check or hound*s-looth check \,haun(d)z-,tuth-\
n : a small broken-check textile pattern
hour \'au(-3)r\ n [ME, fr. OF heure, fr. LL& L; LL hora, fr. L. hour
fr. Gk hora — more at year] 1 : a time or office for daily liturgical
devotion; esp ; canonical hour 2 : the 24th part of a day
3a; the time of day indicated by a timepiece b ; the time leckoned
from midnight to midnight <attack at 0900 '-^s} 4 a : a customary
time b : a particular time 5 : an angular unit of right ascension
equal to 15 degrees measured along the equinoctial 6 : the work
done or distance traveled at normal rate in an hour 7 ; a class

hour angle n : the angle between the celestial meridian of an ob-
server and the hour circle of a celestial object measured westward
from the meridian
hour circle n : a circle of the celestial sphere passing through the
two poles

hour-glass \'au(3V-,glas\ n : an instrument for meas-
uring time consisting of a glass vessel having two com-
partments from the uppermost of which a quantity of
sand, water, or mercury runs in an hour into the lower
one — hourglass adj

hOU-ri \'hu(3)r-e. 'hu-re\ n [F, fr. Pers huri, fr. Ar
huriyahl : one of the beautiful maidens among the
pleasures of the Muslim paradise
ihour-ly \'auf3)r-le\ adv ; at or during every hour;
also : FREQUENTLY, CONTINUALLY

^hourly adj l a : occurring hour by hour b : pre- hourglass
QUENT, CONTINUAL 2 I Computed in terms of an hour
<paid on an ~ basis)
ihouse \'haus\ n. pi hous-es \'ha6-z3z\ [ME hous, fr. OE hus:
akin to OHG hus house] 1 ; a building that serves as living
quarters for one or a few families 2 a : something that serves an
animal for shelter or habitation b : a building in which something
is housed {carriage ~> 3 a : one of the 12 equal sectors in which
the celestial sphere is divided in astrology b : a zodiacal sign that
is the seat of a planet's greatest influence 4 a : household b : a
family including ancestors, descendants, and kindred 5 a : a
residence for a religious community or for students b ; the com-
munity or students in residence 6 a : a legislative, deliberative, or
consultative assembly; esp : one constituting a division of a bi-
cameral body b : the building or chamber where such an assembly
meets c : a quorum of such an assembly 7 a : a place of business
or entertainment b (1) : a business organization (2) : the opera-
tor of a gambling establishment c : the audience in a theater or
concert hall

2house \'hauz\ vr 1 a : to provide with living quarters or shelter
b : to store in a house 2 a : to encase, enclose, or shelter as if by
putting in a house b : to stow or secure in a safe place (-^ spars)
3 : to serve as shelter for : contain ~ vi : to take shelter : lodge

house arrest n ; confinement often under guard to one's house or
quarters instead of in prison
house-boat \'haus-.b6t\ n : a barge fitted for use as a dwelUng or
for leisurely cruising
house.break \-,brak\ vt [back-formation fr. housebroken'\ ; to
make housebroken

hOUSe.break'Cr \-,bra-k3r\ n ; one that commits housebreaking
house*break>ing \-kio\ n ; an act of breaking open and entering
with a felonious purpose the dwelling house of another by day or
night
house*bro>ken \-,bro-k3n\ adj 1 : trained to excretory habits
acceptable in indoor living 2 ; made tractable or polite

house.carl \-,kar(a)]\ n [OE huscarl, fr. ON huskarl, fr. hus house
+ karl man] : a member of the bodyguard of a Danish or early
English king or noble
hquse*Clean \'haus-,klen\ vb [back-formation fr. housecleaningl
vi 1 : to clean a house ana its furniture 2 I to get rid of unwanted
or undesirable items or people '^ vt 1 ; to clean the surfaces and
furnishings of 2 ; to improve or reform by ridding of undesirable
people or practices — house- clean-ing n
house-coat \'hau-,skot\ n : a woman's usu. long-skirted informal
garment for wear around the house

house-fly \'haiJs-,flT\ n : a cosmopolitan two-winged fly (Musca
domestlca) that is often about human habitations and acts as a
mechanical vector of diseases (as typhoid fever); also ; any of vari-
ous flies of similar appearance or habitat

house-ful \-,ful\ n : as much or as many as a house will accommodate
ihouse-hold \'haus-,hoId, 'hau-,sold\ n : those who dwell under
the same roof and compose a family

^household adj 1 : of or relating to a household : domestic
2 : familiar, common

household art n : one of the techniques of use in maintenance and
care of a household — usu. used in pi.

house-hold-er n : one who occupies a house or tenement alone or as
the head of a household
household troops n pi : troops appointed to attend and guard a
sovereign or his residence
house-keep \'haii-,skep\ vi [back-formation fr. housekeeper'} : 'to

house-keep-er \-.ske-p3r\ n : a woman employed to keep house
house-keep-ing \-piri\ n 1 : the management of a house and home
affairs 2 : the care and management of property and the provision
of equipment and services (as for an industrial organization)

hou-sel \'hau-z3l\ n [ME, fr. OE husel sacrifice, Eucharist; akin to
Goth hunsl sacrifice] archaic : the Eucharist or the act of adminis-
tering or receiving it ~ housel vr, archaic

house-leek \'hau-,slek\ n : a pink-flowered European plant
{Sempervivum tecrorum) of the orpine family found on old walls
and roofs; broadly I sempervivum

house-less \'hau-s"l3s, 'haiiz-tesX adj 1 : homeless 2 : destitute of
houses — house-less-ness «

hOUSe-IightS \"hau-,sITts\ n pi : the lights that illuminate the parts
of a theater occupied by the audience

honse-line \'hauz-,lTn. 'hau-,slTn\ n [prob. fr. ^house} : a light rope
made of three strands and used for seizing
house-maid \'hau-,smad\ n i a female servant employed to do
housework

housemaid's knee n [so called fr. its frequent occurrence among
servant giris who work a great deal on their knees] : a swelling over
the knee due to an enlargement of the bursa in the front of the
patella

house-man \'hau-smon\ n : a person who performs general work
about a house — called also house-bov \'haus-.b6i\
house-moth-er X'hau-.smsHi-srX n : a woman acting as hostess,
chaperon, and often housekeeper in a residence for young people
house of assembly : house 6a; esp : the lower house of any of
various legislatures

House of Burgesses : the colonial representative assembly of Vir-
ginia
House of Commons : the lower house of the British and Canadian
parliaments
house ol correction ; an institution where persons are confined
who have committed a minor offense and are considered capable
of reformation
house ol delegates : house 6a; esp : the lower house of the state
legislature in Virginia and Maryland
House of Lords : the upper house of the British Pariiament com-
posed of the peers temporal and spiritual
house ol representatives : the lower house of the U.S. Congress,
most state legislatures, and other legislative bodies

house organ n : a periodical distributed by a business concern
among its employees, sales personnel, and customers
house party n : a party lasting over one or more nights at a home,
fraternity house, or other residence

house physician n : a physician who is employed by and lives in a
hospital

house-rais-ing \'haus-.ra-zio\ " : the joint erection of a house or
its framework by a gathering of neighbors
house-room \-,rum, -,rum\ n ; space for accommodation in a house
house-top X'haii-.stapX ;i : roof
house.warm -ing \'hau-.sw6r-mio\ n : a party to celebrate the
taking possession of a house or premises

house-Wife \'hau-,swTf, 2 is often 'haz-af, 'h3s-3f\ n 1 : a married
woman in charge of a household 2 : a small container for small
articles (as thread) — house-wife-li-ness \'hau-,swT-fle-n3s\ n— house-wlfe-ly \-fle\ adj or adv — house-wil-ery \-f(3-)re\ n
house-work \'hau-,sw3rk\ n : the work of housekeeping
Thous-ing \'hau-zio\ n 1 a : shelter, lodging b : dwellings
provided for people 2 a : something that covers or protects b ; a
casing (as an enclosed bearing) in which a shaft revolves c : a
frame or other support for mechanical parts 3 : a portion of a
mast that is beneath the deck or of a bowsprit that is inboard
4 a : the space taken out of a structural member (as a timber) to
admit the insertion of part of another b ; a niche for a sculpture
^housing n 1 : an ornamental cover for a saddle 2 pi : trappings
Hou-yhn-hmn \hii-'in-3m, 'hwin-\ n : a member of a race of horses
endowed with reason in Swift's Gulliver's Travels
hove past of heave
hov-el \'h3v-3!, 'hav-\ n [ME] 1 : an open shed or shelter 2 ; tab-
ernacle 3 : a small mean house ; hut

hov-er X'hsv-ar. 'hav-\ vb hov-er-ing \-f3-)rio\ [ME hoveren, freq.

of hoven to hover] vi 1 a ; to hang fluttering in the air or on the
wing b : to remain suspended over a place or object 2 a : to move
to and fro near a place b : to be in a state of uncertainty, irresolu-

tion, or suspense — vt : to brood over <hen ^^s her chicks) — hover
n — hov-er-er \-3r-9r\ n
Ihow \(')hau\ adv [ME. fr. OE hH; akin to OHG hwuo how. OE
hwa who — more at who] 1 a : in what manner or way b ; with
what meaning : to what effect c : by what name or title d : for

what reason : why 2 : to what degree or extent 3 : in what state

or condition 4 : at what price <~ a score of ewes now —Shak.)
— how about : what do you say to or think of
2hOW conj 1 a (1) : the way or manner in which <remember -^ they
fought); also : the state or condition in which (2) : of the way or
manner in which <be careful ^ you talk) b : that <told them -^ he
had a situation —Charles Dickens) 2 : in whatever way or
manner : however, as (a reader can shift his attention --- he likes —
William Empson)
3how \'hau\ n 1 : a question about manner or method 2 : man-
ner, method
ihow-be-it \hau-'be-3t\ adv ; nevertheless
3howbeit conj : although
how-dah \'haud-3\ n [Hindi hauda'\ ; a seat or covered pavilion
on the back of an elephant or camel
howe \*hau. 'h6\ n [ME (northern) how, holl, fr. OE hoi, fr. hoi,

adj., hollow ~ more at hole] Scot : hollow, valley
ihow-ev-er \hau 'ev-3r\ conj 1 : in whatever manner or way <caa
go ~ he likes) 2 archaic ; although
2however adv 1 a : to whatever degree or extent <has done this for
— many thousands of years —Emma Hawkridge) b : in whatever
manner or way (shall serve you, sir, truly. '^ else —Shak.) 2 : in
spite of that : on the other hand : but (still seems possible, '^, that
conditions will improve) (would like to go; ~, I think I'd better
not) 3 : how in the world (-^ did you manage to do it)

howfl or howt X'haiif. 'hof\ n [D hof enclosure; akin to OE hoj
enclosure, hpf hive] Scot ; haunt, resort

9 abut; » kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; ^'t} sing; 9 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; tt) this;
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how-it-zer Vhaii-st-sarV n [D fiouwitser, deriv. of Czech houfnice
ballista] ; a short cannon used to fire projectiles at medium muzzle
velocities and with relatively high trajectories

-howl \'hau(9)l\ vb [ME houlen; akin to MHG hiulen to howl, Gk
kokyein to shriek] vi 1 : to emit a loud sustained doleful sound
characteristic of dogs 2 ; to cry loudly and without restraint
xinder strong impulse (as pain, grief) 3 : to go on a spree ^ vr

1 : to utter with unrestrained outcry 2 : to affect, effect, or drive
by adverse outcry — bowl n
bowlder \'hau-l3r\ n 1 : one that howls 2 : a stupid and ridiculous
blunder
bow-so-ev-er \,hau-s»-'wev-3r\ adv 1 : in whatever manner 2 : to
whatever degree or extent
ihoy \'h6i\ interj [ME] — used in attracting attention or in driving
animals
2hoy n [ME, fr. MD hoei'\ 1 : a small u;su. sloop-rigged coasting
ship 2 : a heavy barge for bulky cargo
boy-den \'h6id-'n\ n [perh. fr. obs D heiden country lout, fr. MD,
heathen; akin to OE hsthen heathen] : a girl or woman of saucy,
boisterous, or carefree behavior — hoy*deu>ish \-ish\ adj

boyle \'h6i(3)I\ n, ojten cap [Edmond Hoyle tl769 E writer on
games] : an encyclopedia of the rules of card and other indoor
games
Hr factor \a-'char-\ n : a substance present in Rh-negative blood
and apparently reciprocally related to the Rh factor
bua>ra>che \w3-'rach-e\ n [MexSp] : a low-heeled sandal having
an upper made of interwoven leather thongs
bub \'h3b\ n [prob. alter, of 2/106] 1 ; the central part of a wheel,
propeller, or fan 2 : a center of activity 3 : a steel punch from
which a working die for a coin or medal is made

hub.ble-bub.hle \'h3b-3l-,bab-al\ n [redupl. of bubble^ 1 : water
PIPE 2 : a flurry of sound or activity : commohon
bub'bub \'hab-,ab\ n [prob. of Celt origin; akin to ScGael ub ub,
interj. of contempt] 1 ; a noisy confusion of soimd : uproar
2 : CONFUSION, TURMOIL

bU-bris \'hyu-br3s\ n [Gk hybris — more at oirr] : overweening
pride or self-confidence : arrogance

buck>a-back \'h3k-3-.bak\ n [origin unknown] : an absorbent
durable fabric of cotton, hnen, or both used chiefly for towels
buck.le.ber-ry \'h3k-3l-,ber-e\ n [perh. alter, of hurtleberry
(huckleberry)] 1 ; any of a genus (Gaylussacia) of American
shrubs of the heath family; also : the edible dark blue to black usu.
acid berry (esp. of G. baccata) with 10 bony nutlets 2 ; blueberry
ibuck-ster \'h3k-stsr\ n [ME hukster, fr. MD hokesier, fr. hoeken
to peddle; akin to MLG hoken to peddle — more at hawker]
1 : HAWKER, PEDDLER 2 ! One who produces advertising material
for commercial chents esp. for radio or television
2buckster vb huck.ster-ing \-st(9-)rio\ vi : haggle ~ v/ 1 : to
retail for profit 2 : to promote by showmanship
ibud.dle \"h3d-n\ vb hnd-dling X'hsd-lirj, -'l-io\ [prob. fr. or
akin to ME hoderen to huddle] vt 1 Brit : to arrange carelessly or
hurriedly 2 a : to crowd together b : to draw (oneself) together
; CROUCH 3 archaic X to herd into or out of a place in a disorderly
mass ~ vi 1 a ; to gather in a group b : to curl up ; crouch
2 : to hold a consultation : confer; specij : to gather behind the
scrimmage Une in a football game and agree on team strategy— hud'dler X'hsd-lsr, -'l-3r\ n

ahuddle n l : a close-packed group ; bunch 2 a ; meeting, con-
ference b : a strategy conference of football players behind the
line of scrimmage
Hu.di-bras.tic \,hyud-3-'bras-tik\ adj [irreg. fr. Hudibras, satiri-

cal poem bj^Samuel Butler tl680] 1 : written in humorous octosyl-
labic couplets 2 : MOCK-HEROIC — HudibrasUc n
Hud*50n seal \,h3d-s3n-\ n [Hudson bay, sea in Canada] : the fur
of the muskrat dressed to simulate seal
hue \'hyii\ n [ME hewe, fr. OE htw: akin to OE ftar hoary— more
at HOAR] 1 : SHAPE, ASPECT 2 a : gradation of color b : the
attribute of colors that permits them to be classed as red, yellow,
green, blue or an intermediate between any contiguous pair of these
colors — compare ughtness, saturation syn see color
bue and cry n [ hue (outcry) ] 1 a : a loud outcry used in the pursuit
of felons b ; the pursuit of a felon 2 : a clamor of pursuit or
protest
bued \'hyud\ adj : colored isrtcn-huedy
ibuff \'h3f\ vb [imit.] vi 1 ; to emit puffs 2 a : to make empty
threats : bluster b : to react or behave indignantly ^ vt 1 : to
puff up : INFLATE 2 archaic ; to treat with contempt : bully
3 : to make angry ; provoke

Shllff n : a fit of anger or pique syn see offense
bulf'ish \'h3f-ish\ adj : arrogant, sulky
buffy \'h3f-e\ adj 1 : haughty, arrogant 2a; roused to indig-
nation : irritated b ; easily offended ; touchy
bug \'hag\ vt bagged; hug-ging [perh. of Scand origin; akin to
ON hugga to soothe] 1 : to press tightly esp. in the arms 2 a
: congratulate b ; to hold fast : cherish 3 : to stay close to
<road '^5 the river) — hug n

buge X'hyiij, 'yiJJX adj [ME, fr. OF oftuge] : very large or extensive:
as a : of great size or area b ; of sizable scale or degree c : of
limitless scope or character syn see enormous — buge*ly adv— hnge-ness n
buge>ous \-3s\ adj : huge — huge>oas>ly adv
ihug-ger-mug.ger \'hag-3r-,mag-3r\ n [origin unknown] 1 : se-
crecy 2 ; confusion, muddle
abugger-mugger adj 1 : secret 2 : confused, jumbled
abugger-mugger vb bug>ger-mug*ger>ing \-.m3g-(3-)rio\ vt
: to keep secret ^ vi :_to act stealthily
bug-me-tigbt \'h3g-me-,tTt\ n : a woman's short usu. knitted
sleeveless close-fitting jacket
Hu.gue.not \'hyu-ga-,nat\ n [MP, French Protestant, fr. MF dial.
huguenot, adherent of a Swiss pohtical movement, alter. (Influenced
by Besangon Hugues tl532 Swiss political leader) of eidgnot, fr. G
dial, eidgnoss confederate] ; a member of the French Reformed
communion — Hu*gue*not>ic \,hyU-g3-'nat-ik\ adj — Hu-gue-
not*ism \'hyu-g3-,nat-,iz-3m\ n
bU.la \'hii-l3\ or hu.la-bu.la \,hU-b-'hU-l3\ n [Hawaiian] ; a
sinuous mimetic Polynesian dance usu. accompanied by chants and
rhythmic drumming
Ibulk \'h3lk\ n [ME hulke, fr. OE hulc, fr. ML holcas. fr. Gk holkas,
fr. helkein to pull — more at sulcus] 1 ; a heavy clumsy ship
2 : a bulky or unwieldy person or thing 3a: the body of an old

ship unfit for service b : an abandoned wreck or shell c : a ship
used as a prison — usu. used in pi.

2bulk vi 1 dial Eng ; to move ponderously 2 : to appear impres-
sively large or massive : bulk

bulk-ing \'h3l-kio\ adj : 3husky. massivb
ibull \'hal\ n [ME, fr. OE hulu; akin to OHG hata huU. OE helan
to conceal — more at hell] 1 a : the outer covering of a fruit or
seed b ; the persistent calyx or involucre that subtends some fruits
2a: the frame or body of a ship exclusive of masts, yards, sails,
and rigging b (1) : the portion of a flying boat which furnishes
buoyancy when in contact with the water and to which the main
supporting surfaces and other parts are attached (2) : the main
structure of a rigid airship 3 : covering, casing — bull-less
\'h3l-las\ adj

3bull vt 1 : to remove the hulls of — bnll>er n
bul-la-ba-loo \'h3l-3-ba-,lu\ n [perh. irreg. fr. hatto + Sc bdaoo^
interj. used to hush children] ; a confused noise : uproar

bull down adv (or adj), oj a ship : at such a distance that only the
superstructure is visible

btU-lO \(.)ha-'lo\ chiejly Brit varoj HELLO
hum \'h3m\ vb hummed; bum-ming [ME hummeru akin to MHG
hummen to hum, MD hommel bumblebee] vi la: to utter a sound
like that of the speech sound \ra\ prolonged b : to make the nat-
ural noise of an insect in motion or a similar sound : drone
c : to give forth a low continuous blend of sound 2 : to be busily
active ^ vt 1 : to sing with the Ups closed and without articulation
2 : to affect or express by humming — hum n — bum*mer n
bu>man X'hyii-msn, 'yii-\ adj [ME humain, fr. MF, fr. L humanus;
akin to L homo man — more at homage] 1 : of, relating to, or
characteristic of man 2a; being a man b ; consisting of men
3 : having human form or attributes — human n — bu-man-ness
\-m9n-n3s\ n
bu>mane \hyii-'man, yU-\ adj [ME humain'\ 1 ; marked by com-
passion, sympathy, or consideration for other human beings or
animals 2 ; humanistic — bu>mane>ly adv — bu>mane>ness
\-'man-n3s\ n
buman engineering n l ; management of human beings and affairs
esp. in industry 2 : a science that deals with the design of mechani-
cal devices for efficient use by human beings
bu*man*lsm X'hyii-ma-.niz-sm, 'yu-\ n 1 : the revival of classical
letters, individuaUstic and critical spirit, and emphasis on secular
concerns characteristic of the Renaissance 2 : humanitarl\nism
3 : a doctrine, attitude, or way of Ufe centered on human interests
or values; esp : a philosophy that asserts the dignity and worth of
man and his capacity for self-reaUzation through reason and that
often rejects supematuraUsm — hu-man>lst \-n3st\ n or adj
— hu-man*is>tic X.hyU-ma-'nis-tik, ,yU-\ adj
bu>man>i<tai.i>an \(,)hyU-,man-a-'ter-e-3n, (,)yu-\ n ; a person
promoting human welfare and social reform : philanthropist— humanitarian adj — bu*man*i>tar*i'an>ism \-e-3-,niz-3m\ n
bu-man>i<ty XhyU-'man-st-e, yu-\ n 1 : the quahty or state of being
humane 2 a : the quaUty or state of being human h pi i human
attributes or qualities 3 pi 1 the branches of learning having
primarily a cultural character 4 : mankind
bU>man>iza>tlou \.hyU-m9-na-'za-sh9n, ,yu-\ n 1 ; the act or
process of humanizing 2 : the condition of being humanized
bu-man.ize X'hyii-ma-.nlz, 'yii-\ vf 1 a : to represent as or endow
with a human character b : to adapt to human nature or use
2 : to make humane — hu>man>iz>er n
busman-kind \-man-,kTnd\ n sing but sing or pi in constr : mankind
bu<man*ly adv l a : from the viewpoint of man b ; within the
range of human capacity 2 : in a human maimer
hU>man>oid \'hyU-ma-,n6id, 'yii-\ adj : having human characters
esp. as opposed to anthropoid — bumanoid n
bu>mate \'hyu-,mat\ n : a salt or ester of a humic acid
ibum.ble \'hara-b3l. 'sm-X adj hum- bier \-b(3-)l3r\ bum- blest
\-b(a-)l3St\ [ME, tr. OF, fr. L humilis low, humble, fr. humus
earth; akin to Gk chthon earth, chamai on the ground] 1 ; not
proud or haughty : not arrogant or assertive 2 : reflecting, ex-
pressing, or offered in a spirit of deference or submission ('^ apol-
ogy) 3 : ranking low in some hierarchy or scale ; insignificant,
unpretentious — hum-ble-ness \-bal-n3s\ n — bum-bly \-ble\
adv
syn MEEK, modest, lowly: humble and meek may suggest virtues,
humble implying absence of vanity and arrogance, meek the ab-
sence of wrath or vindictiveness, but humble may also Imply
undue self-depreciation and meek may suggest lack of spirit or a
timid submissiveness; modest implies a lack of boastfulness or
conceit, without any Implication of abjectness; lowly is close to
HUMBLE and may stress lack of pretentiousness

sbiunble vt hum-bling \-b(3-)lio\ 1 : to make humble in spirit or
manner 2 : to destroy the power, independence, or pre-stige of
— hum-bler \-b(3-)l3r\ n
bum-ble-bee \'h3m-b3l-.be\ n [me humbylbse, fr. humbyl- (akin
to MD hommel bumblebee) + bee — more at hum] : bumblebee
lbum>bug \*h3m-,b3g\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : something
designed to deceive and mislead b : a person who passes himself
off as something that he is not 2 : an attitude or spirit of pretense
and deception 3 : drivel, nonsense syn see imposture — bom-
bug-gery \-,b3g-(3-)re\ n
sbiunbug vf : decetve, hoax '^ vi ; to engage in himibug
bum-ding.er X'ham-'dio-srX n [prob. alter, of hummer (hum-
dinger)] : a- person or thing of striking excellence

bum-dnun \'h3m-,dr3m\ adj [irreg. redupl. of humj ; monotonous,
dull — humdrum n
bu-mec-tant \hyu-'mek-t3nt\ n [L humectant-, humectans, prp. of
humectare to moisten, fr. humectus moist, fr. humere to be moist —
more at humor] : a substance that promotes retention of moisture
— humectant adj
bu*mer-al \'hyiim-(3-)r3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to. or situated in the
region of the humerus or shoulder 2 : of, relating to, or being a
body part analogous to the humerus or shoulder — humeral n
bnmeral veil n ; an oblong vestment worn around the shoulders
and over the hands by a priest or subdeacon holding a sacred vessel

hU-mer-US \'hyiim-(3-)ras\ n, pi bu-meri X'hyii-ma-.rT, -.re\_[NI>,

fr. L, upper arm, shoulder; akin to Goth ams shoulder, Gk omos\
: the long bone of the upper arm or forelimb extending from the
shoulder to the elbow
bu*mic \'hyii-mik, 'yii-X adj : of, relating to, or derived at least In
part from humus
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hnmlc acid n : any of various organic adds obtained from humus
bu-mid X'hyij-msd, 'yii-\ adj [F or L; F humide, fr. L humidus, fr.

humere"] I containing or characterized by perceptible moisture
: DAMP syn see wet — hu-mid-ly ady

liU>niid>i-fi-ca<tlon \hyu-,mid-«-fa-'ka-shan, yu-\ n : the process of
making humid

liu*mid-i*fi-er \-'mid-3-,fI(-3)r\ n : a device for supplying or main-
taining humidity

hu>mid>i<ly \-.fl\ vr : to make humid : moisten
bu-inid>i*5tat \',5tat\ n : an instrument for regulating or main-
taining the degree of humidity

lltl>niid*i>ty \hyii-'mid-at-e. yu-\ n ; a moderate degree of wetness
esp. of the atmosphere : dampness — compare relative humidfty

hU.mi.dor \'hyu-m3-.d6(3ir, 'yii-\ n [humid + -or (as in cuspidor)\
; a case asu. for storing cigars in which the air is kept properly
humidified

bn>mi>fi>ca-tion \,hyii-ma-fa-'ka-shan, ,yu-\ n : formation of or
conversion into humus

bu*ini-lled \'hyu-m9-,fTd, 'yiJ-\ adj : converted into humus
bu*mil>i>ate \hyu-'mU-e-,at, yu-\ vr [LL humiliaius, pp. of humili-
are, fr. L humilis low — more at humble] t to reduce to a lower posi-
tion in one's own eyes or others' eyes : mortify syn see abase— bn*inil<l>a>Uon Vhyii-.mil-e-'a-shan, yU-\ n

bu>niil>i>at-ing adj ; humbling, mortifying
ba>inil>i>ty \-*mil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being humble
bll>ini>tuie \'hyu-m3-,chu(3)r, 'yiJ-\ n [Aw/ni'dity + temperarure] : a
combined measurement of temperature and humidity computed
in integers by adding the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit to the
relative humidity
bum>ming*bild \'h3m-io-,b3rd\ n ; any of numerous tiny brightly
colored nonpasserine birds (family Trochilidae) related to the swifts
and like them having narrow wings with long primaries, a slender
bill, and a very extensile tongue
bum-mock \'ham-3k\ n [alter, of ^harr\mock'\ 1 ; a rounded knoll
or hillock 2 : a ridge of ice 3 : ^hammock 2 — hum-mocky
\-a-ke\ adj
ihU-mor or chiefly Brit hU-moUT \'hyu-m3r, 'yii-V n [ME humour,
fr. MF humeur, fr. ML& L; ML humor, fr. L, moisture; akin to ON
vokr damp, L humere to be moist. Gk hygros wet] 1 a : a normal
functioning fluid or semifluid of the body b : a secretion that is

an excitant of activity 2 a in medieval physiology : a fluid or
juice of an animal or plant; specij : one of the four fluids entering
into the constitution of the body and determining by their relative
proportions a person's health and temperament b : habit, tem-
perament c : temporary state of mind d : a sudden, unpredicta-
ble, or unreasoning inclination : whim 3 a ; that quality which
appeals to a sense of the ludicrous or absurdly incongruous
h : the mental faculty of discovering, expressing, or appreciating
the ludicrous or absurdly incongruous c ; something that is or is

designed to be comical or amusing syn see mood, wft — out of
burner : out of sorts
2bumor or chiejly Brit btunouT vr lin>raor>ing \'hyum-Ca-)rio.
'yum-\ 1 : to soothe or content by indulgence 2 : to adapt one-
self to syn see indulge

bU>mor>al X'hyUm-Ca-lrsl, 'yum-\ adj : of. relating to, proceeding
from, or involving a bodily humor (as a hormone)

bU*mor*esque X.hyii-ms-'resk, ,yu-\ n [G humoreske, fr. humor, fr.

E] : a musical composition typically whimsical or fanciful in char-
acter : CAPRICCIO

bu-mor-ist \'hyum-(s-)r3st, 'yiim-X n 1 archaic : a person subject
to whims 2 : a person specializing in or noted for humor

bu*mor<is>tlC X.hyli-ma-'ris-tik, ,yu-\ adj : humorous
bu^moi'less X'hyti-mar-las. 'yu-\ adj 1 : lacking a sense of humor
2 ; lacking humorous characteristics — hu*mor<less>ness «
hU*mor-OUS \'hyum-(3-)r3s. 'yiim-X adj 1 obs : humid 2 a : full

of or characterized by humor : jocular b : indicating or expres-
sive of a sense of humor syn see wttty — bu>mor*ous-ly adv— hu*raor*ous>ness n
ibump \*hamp\ n [akin to MLG hump bump, L incumbere to lie

down, Gk kymbe bowl, OE hype hip] 1 : a rounded protuberance:
as a : HUMPBACK 1 b : a fleshy protuberance on the back of an
animal c (1) ; mound, hummock (2) : mountain, range (Hima-
layan '^> 2 Brit : a fit of depression or sulking 3 : a difficult,
trying, or critical phase — often used in the phrase over the hump
2bump vt 1 : to exert (oneself) vigorously 2 : to make humpbacked

: hunch 3 chiejly Brit : to put or carry on the back; also : trans-
port — v/ 1 : to exert oneself : hustle 2 : to move swiftly : race
bump-back \-,bak\ n l ; a humped or crooked back; also : kypho-
sis 2 : hunchback 2 3 : a large whalebone whale (genus
Megaptera) related to the rorquals but having very long flippers
bump*backed \-'bakt\ adj : having a humped back
bumped \'h3m(p)t\ adj : having a hump; esp : humpbacked
bumped cattle n : domestic cattle developed from an Indian species
{Bos indicus) and characterized by a hump of fat and muscle above
the shoulders
bumpb \a snort or h followed by m or nasalized 'a; often read as
'h3m(p)f\ interj [imit. of a grunt] — used to express doubt or
contempt
bumpy \'h3m-pe\ adj 1 ; full of humps 2 : covered with pro-
tuberances
bu-mus X'hyii-mas, 'yiJ-\ n [NL, fr. L, earth] : a brown or black
complex variable material resulting from partial decomposition of
plant or animal matter and forming the organic portion of soil
Hun \'h3n\ n [LL Hunni, pi.] 1 : a member of a nomadic Mon-
golian people gaining control of a large part of central and eastern
Europe under Attila about a.d. 450 2 a often not cap ; a person
who is wantonly destructive : vandal b ; German; esp : a German
soldier — usu. used disparagingly
ibuncb \'hsnch\ vb [origin unknown] vi 1 ; to thrust oneself
forward 2 ; to assume a bent or crooked posture '— vf 1 ; jostle,
SHOVE 2 : to thrust into a hump
Sbuncb n 1 : an act or instance of hunching ; push 2a: hump
b : a thick piece : lump 3 ; a strong intuitive feeling concerning
the result of a course of action
buncb'back \-,bak\ n l : humpback l 2 : a person with a hump-
back — huncb<backed \-*bakt\ adj
bun.dred X'han-drsd, -dard\ n, pi bundreds or hundred [ME, fr.

3 abut; B kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart; au out;

j joke; 'rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; t& this; ii loot;

OE; akin to ON hundrath hundred; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc*NGmc compound whose constituents were akin respectively to OE
hund hundred and to Goth ^arathjan to count; akin to L centum
hundred, Gk hekaton. Av satsm, OE tien ten — more at ten,
reason] 1 — see number table 2 ; the number occupying the
position three to the left of the decimal point in the Arabic system
of numerals 3 : a hundred -dollar bill 4 : a subdivision of some
English and American counties 5 : the numbers 100 to 999— hundred adj — hun-dredth X-drsdth, -drstthX adj or n — by
the hundred or by the hundreds : in great numbers

bun.dred-per.cent-er X.hsn-drsd-psr-'sent-ar, -dsrd-X n {hundred*
percent (American)'] : a thoroughgoing nationalist — bun-dred-
per-cent-ism \-'sent-,iz-3m\ n

biui<dred>weight X'han-drs-.dwat. -d3r-.dwat\ n, pi hundred-
weight or hundredweights 1 a : a unit of weight equal to lOO
Sounds — called also short hundredweight: see measure table

Brii : a unit of weight equal to 1 1 2 pounds — called also long
hundredweight 2 : METRIC HUNDREDWEIGHT
bung past oj hang
Hun.gar-i.an X.hso-'ger-e-an, -'gar-\ n 1 a : a native or Inhabitant
of Hungary : magyar h : a person of Hungarian descent 2 ; Ma-
gyar 2 — Hungarian adj
ibun.ger X'hso-garX n [ME, fr. OE hungor; akin to OHG hungar
hunger, Skt kanksati he desires] 1 a : a craving or urgent need
for food or a specific nutrient b : an uneasy sensation occasioned
by the lack of food c : a weakened condition brought about by
prolonged lack of food 2 : a strong desire : craving
^hunger vb hun.ger-ing \-g(3-)rio\ vi l : to feel or suffer hunger
2 : to have an eager desire -^ v/ : to make hungry syn see long
hunger strike n : refusal esp. by a prisoner to eat enough to sustain
life

hung over adj : suffering from a hangover
bun-gri.ly X'hao-grs-leX adv : in a hungry manner
bun.gri-ness \-gre-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being hungry
bun.gry X'hao-greX adj 1 a : feeling hunger b ; characterized by
or characteristic of hunger or appetite 2 : eager, avid 3 : not
rich or fertile : barren
bunk \'h3ok\ n [Flem hunke"] ; a large lump or piece
bun.ker V'hari-karX vihun.ker.ing \-k(&-)rio\ [perh. of Scand
origin; akin to ON huka to squat; akin to MLG hdken to squat— more at hawker] : crouch, squat
bun-kers X'hao-karzX n pi : haunches
bunks \'h3o(k)s\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [origin unknown]

: a surly ill-natured person; esp : miser
bun.ky-do.ry \,h3o-ke-'d6r-e, -'d6r-\ adj [obs. E dial, hunk (home
base) + -dory (origin unknown) ] : quite satisfactory ; fine
Hun-nisb \'h3n-ish\ adj ; relating to or resembling the Huns

: barbarous
ihunt \'h3nt\ vb [ME hunten, fr. OE huntian; akin to OHG
herihunda battle spoils] vt 1 a : to pursue for food or in sport
<~ buffalo) b ; to manage in the search for game i'--s a pack of
dogs) 2 a : to pursue with intent to capture b : to search out
; SEEK 3 : to drive or chase esp. by harrying 4 : to traverse in
quest of prey {-^s the woods) '^ vi 1 : to take part in a hunt
2 : to attempt to find something
2bunt n 1 : an act, practice, or instance of hunting 2 : an associa-
tion of huntsmen; esp : persons with horses and dogs engaged in
hunting or riding to hounds

bunt.er \'h3nt-3r\ n l a : a person who hunts game b : a dog used
or trained for hunting c : a horse used or adapted for use in hunt-
ing; esp : a fast strong horse trained for cross-country work and
jumping 2 : a person who searches for something
bunt<iug n 1 : the act of one that hunts; specif : the pursuit of
game 2 : a periodic variation in speed of a synchronous electrical

machine from that of the true synchronous speed
bunt*ress X'hsn-trssX n : a female hunter
bimts*man \'h3nff)-sman\ n 1 : hunter 1 2 : a person who
manages a hunt and looks after the hounds

bui'dies \'h3rd-ez\ n pi [origin unknown] dial Brit % buttocks,

ihui.dle \'h3rd-=l\ n [ME hurdel, fr. OE
hyrdel; akin to OHG hurd hurdle, L cratis

wickerwork. hurdle] 1 a : a portable panel
usu. of wattled withes and stakes used esp.
for enclosing land or livestock b : a frame
or sled formerly used in England for drag-
ging traitors to execution c : an artificial

barrier over which men or horses leap in a
race 2 : barrier, obstacle

2biudle vt bur-dling X'hsrd-lir), -'l-io\

1 : to leap over while running 2 : over-
come, surmount — hur>dler X'hard-lsr,

-'l-3r\ n
hur.dy-gur-dy \,hsrd-e-'g3rd-e\ n [prob.
imit.] : a musical instrument in which the
sound is produced by turning a crank; esp
; barrel organ

hull \'har(-a)l\ vb hurLing N'har-lioX [ME hurleni
HURTLE 2 ; prrcH 4 '^ vt 1 : to impel with vigor : thrust 2 ; to

throw down with violence 3 a ; to throw forcefully : flinO
b : prrcH 3b(2) syn see throw — hurl n — hurl-er \'h3r-Iar\ n

bUT'ly \'h3r-te\ n [prob. short for hurly-burly} : uproar, tumult
bur.iy-bUT-ly \,h3r-le-'b3r-le\ n [prob. alter. & redupl. of hurlingi

: uproar, tumult
HU'fOn \*hyur-3n, 'hyu(3)r-,an\ n. pi Huron or Hurons [F, lit.,

boor] : a member of an Iroquoian people orig. of the St. Lawrence
valley and Ontario
ihur.rab \hu-'r6, -'ra\ also bur-ray \hu-'ra\ interf [perh. fr. G
hurra} — used to express joy, approbation, or encouragement
2hurrah n 1 : exctiement, fanfare 2 : fuss, controversy
bur. ri.cane \'h3r-3-,kan, -i-kan, 'ha-ra-, 'ha-ri-X n [Sp huracdn, fr.

Talno hurakan} : a tropical cyclone with winds of 73 miles per hour
or greater but rarely exceeding 150 miles per hour that is usu. ac-
companied by rain, thunder, and lightning

burricane deck n : promenade deck
hurricane lamp n : a candlestick or an electric lamp equipped with
a glass chimney

hurdle Ic

1 rush.
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lITir*Tled \'h3r-ed, "h^-redV adj 1 : going or working at speed
2 : done in a hurry : hasty — baT*ned>Iy \-(r)ed4e, -(r)ad-\
adv — tiur*ned>ness \-(r)ed-nas\ n

liur«ri-er X'hsr-e-ar, 'ha-re-X n ; one that hurries
Jlmr-ry X'hsr-e, 'ha-reX vb [perh. fr. ME horyen'] vt 1 a : to carry
or cause to go with haste <'^ him to the hospital) b : to impel to
rash or precipitate action 2 a ; to impel to greater speed ; prod
(used spurs to '-« the horse) b : EXPEDrxE; sped] : to perform
with undue haste <'^ a minuet) '^ vi z to move or act with haste
(please -^ up)

2burry n l : disturbance, commotion 2 ; a recurrent agitation
of sound 3a: excessive haste : precipitancy b ; a state of
eagerness or urgency syn see haste
hur.ry-scur-ry or hur-ry-skui-ry X.har-e-'sksr-e, .hs-re-'ska-reX
n [redupl. of ^hurry"] : a confused rush : turmoil — nurry-scurry
adj or adv
ihurt X'hartX vb hurt; hurt; hnrt>ing [ME hurteni vt 1 a : to
inflict with physical pain : wound b : to do substantial or material
harm to : damage 2 a : to cause pain or anguish to ; offend
b ; to be detrimental to : hamper ~ vi 1 a : to feel pain : suffer
b chiefly Midland : to be in need ; want 2 ; to cause damage or
distress (hit where it —s) syn see injure — hurt-er n
2hurt n 1 : a wounding blow : cause of injury or damage 2 a : a
bodily injury or wound b ; mental distress or anguish : suFFERmo
3 ; WRONG, harm

hurt-ful X'hart-falX odj t causing injury or suffering : damaging— burt'ful'ly X-fa-leX adv — hurt-fui>ness n
hur-tle X'hsrt-nx vb hur-lling X'hart-Iio, -'1-iaX [ME hurtlen to
collide, freq. of hurten to cause to strike, hurt] vi : to move with
or as if with a rashing sound ^ vt : hurl, fling

hUTt'less X'hsrt-lasX adj, archaic ; harmless
1hUS>band X'haz-bsndX n [ME husbonde, fr. OE husbonda master
of a house, fr. ON husbondi, fr, hUs house + bondi householder]
1 : a married man 2 Brit : manager, steward 3 : a frugal
manager
ahusband vt 1 a : to manage prudently and economically b ; to
use sparingly : conserve 2 archaic ; to find a husband for : mate— hu5-band-er n

hus-bandOman X'h9z-ban(d)-manX n 1 : one that plows and cul-
tivates land : farmer 2 : a specialist in a branch of farm husbandry

hus-band-ry X-ban-dreX n 1 obs ; the care of a household 2 ; the
control or judicious use of resources ; conservation 3 a : the
cultivation or production of plants and animals ; agriculture
b : the scientific control and management of a branch of farming
and esp. of domestic animals
ihush X'hsshX vb [back-formation fr. husht (hushed), fr. ME hussht,
fr. huissht, interj.] vt 1 : calm, qutet 2 ; to put at rest : quell
3 : to keep from public knowledge : suppress (r^ the story up)
«* vi ; to become quiet
2hush adj 1 archaic : SILENT, STILL 2 ; intended to prevent the
dissemination of certain information ('^ money)
3hush n : a silence or calm esp. following noise : quiet
hush-hush X'hssh-.hsshX adj ; secret, confidential
ihusk X'hsskX n [ME] 1 a : a typically dry or membranous outer
covering (as of hulls, bracts, or pod) of a seed or fruit; also : one
of the constituent parts b ; a carob pod 2 a : an outer layer
; shell b : a supporting framework

2husk vt : to strip the husk from — busk-er n
husk-i.ly X'has-ka-leX adv : in a husky manner
husk-i-ness X-ke-nssX n : the quality or state of being husky
husk-ing n : a gathering of farm families to husk com
husk-tomato n_i ground-cherry
ihusky X'h3s-ke\ adj : resembling, containing, or full of husks
2husky adj [prob. fr. husk (huskiness), fr. obs. husk (to have a
dry cough) ] : hoarse with or as if with emotion
shusky adj [prob. fr. '*husk'\ 1 ; burly, robust 2 : large
4husky n : one that is husky
shus.ky X'hss-keX n [prob. by shortening & alter, fr. Eskimo'^
1 : a heavy-coated working dog of the New World arctic region
2 : SIBERIAN HUSKY

hus-sar X(.)h3-'zarX n [Hung huszdr hussar, (obs.) highway robber,
fr. Serb husar pirate, fr. ML cursarius — more at corsair] ; a
member of any of various European imits orig. modeled on the
Hungarian light cavalry of the 15th century
Huss.ite X'has-.Tt, "hiis-X n [NL Hussita fr. John Huss tUlS
Bohemian religious reformer] ; a member of the Bohemian religious
and nationalist movement originating with John Huss — Hussite
adj — Huss<it>isiu X-.Tt-.iz-smX n

hus*sy X'haz-e, 'has-X n [alter, of housewife^ 1 : a lewd or brazen
woman 2 : a saucy or mischievous girl

hus-tings X'hss-tiazX n pi but^ sing or pi in constr [ME, fr. OE
husting, fr. ON husthing, fr. hus house + thing assembly] 1 a : a
local court formerly held in various English municipalities and
stUl held infrequently in London b : a local court in some cities
in Virginia 2 a : a raised platform used until 1872 for the nomina-
tion of candidates for the British Parliament and for election
speeches b : an election platform : stump c ; the proceedings of
an election campaign

hus-tle X'has-slX vb hus-tling X'h3s-(3-)liaX [D husselen to shake,
fr. MD hutselen, freq. of hutsen; akin to MD hodde hod] vt
1 a : JOSTLE, SHOVE b : to convey forcibly or hurriedly c : to
urge forward precipitately 2 a ; to obtain by energetic activity
b : to sell something to or obtain something from by energetic and
esp. underhanded activity ^ vi 1 t shove, press 2 : hasten,
hurry 3 : to make strenuous efforts to secure often Illicit money
or business — hustle n — bus>tler X-(3-)larX n

hut X'hstX n [MF hutte, of Gmc orighi; akin to OHG hutta hut; akin
to OE hyd skin, hide] 1 : an often small and temporary dwelling
of simple construction : shack 2 : a simple shelter from the
elements — hut vb hut-ted; hut<ting
hutch X'hachX n [ME huche, fr. OF] 1 a ; a chest or compartment
for storage b ; a low cupboard usu. surmounted by open shelves
2 : a pen or coop for an animal 3 ; shack, shanty

hut-ment X'hat-mantX n 1 : a collection of huts : encampment
2 : HUT
huz*zah or hU2>za \(,)h3-'za\ interj — used to express Joy or
approbation
hwan X'(h)wanX n, pi hwan [Korean] — see money table
hy.a.cinth \'hT-3-(.)sin(t)th\ n, pi hyacinths X-(,)sin(t)s,
-(,)sln(t)thsX [L hyacinthus, a precious stone, a flowering plant, fr.

Gk hyakinthosi 1 a : a precious stone of the ancients sometimes-
held to be the sapphire b : a gem zircon or essonite i

2 a : a plant of the ancients held to be a lily. Iris,

larkspur, or gladiolus b (1 ) : any of a geniis
{Hyacinthus) of bulbous herbs of the Uly family;
esp ; a common garden plant (H. orientalis) widely
grown for the beauty and fragrance of its flowers
(2) : any of several other plants of the Uly family
3 : a light violet to moderate purple — hy-a-cin-
thine X,hi-3-'sln(t)-th3nX adj
Hy-a.cin.thus X.hr-3-'sin(t)-th3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Hya-
kinthos] ; a youth loved and accidentally killed by
Apollo who according to Greek mythology causes a
hyacinth to grow from his blood
Hy.a.des X'hl-a-.dezX n pi [L, fr. Gk] : a V-shaped
cluster of stars in the head of the constellation Taurus
supposed by the ancients to indicate rainy weather
when they rise with the sun
hy-ae-na var oj hyena
hyal- or hyalo- comb jorm [LL, glass, fr. Gk, fr.

hyalos"] ; glass : glassy : hyaline <A>'a/escent)
ihyalogeny

ihy.a.iine X'hT-s-ten. -,lTnX adj [LL hyalinus, fr. Gk hyalinos, fr.

hyalosi 1 ; of or relating to glass 2 a : transparent or nearly so
and usiL homogeneous b (1) : glassy (2) ; lacking crystallinity
: AMORPHOUS

ahy.a.line X'hl-a-lan, -,lTn, in sense 2 -,len or -lanX n 1 : something
(as the clear atmosphere) that is transparent 2 or hy-a-lin \-l3n\
: any of several translucent nitrogenous substances related to chitin
found esp. around cells and readily stained by eosin
hyaline cartilage n : translucent bluish white cartilage with the
cells embedded in an apparently homogeneous matrix that is pres-
ent in joints and respiratory passages and forms most of the fetal
skeleton

hy.a.Iite X'ht-s-.lTtX « [G hyalit, fr. Gk hyalos} : a colorless opal
that is clear as glass or sometimes translucent or whitish

hy*a>loid X'bi-s-iloidX adj [Gk hyaloeides, fr. hyalosj : glassYi
TRANSPARENT

hy-a-lo*plasm Xhl-'al-s-.plaz-am, 'hT-a-Io-\ n [prob. fr. G hyalo-
plasma, fr. hyal- + -plasma -plasm] ; the clear apparently homo-
geneous ground substance of cytoplasm that is essentially the con-
tinuous phase of a multiple-phase colloidal system

hy.al-uron.ic acid X.hTl-yii-.ran-ik-, .hi-al-yii-X n [ISV] : a viscous
mucopolysaccharide acid chiefly of connective tissues or their
derivatives

hy.al-uron.i.dase X-'ran-a-.das, -,dazX n [ISV, irreg. fr. hyaluronic
(acid) + -ase'\ ; an enzyme that splits and lowers the viscosity of
hyaluronic acid facilitating the spreading of fluids through tissues

hy-brid X'hl-brsdX n [L hybridal 1 : an offspring of two animals or
plants of different races, breeds, varieties, species, or genera 2 : a
person produced by the blending of two diverse cultures or tradi-
tions 3a: something heterogeneous in origin or composition
: COMPOSITE b ; a word composed of elements from different lan-
guages — hybrid adj — hy«brid-isiu X-JLz-amX n — hy-brid-i-ty
Xhi-*brid-at-eX "

hy.bri-da X'hl-brsd-aX n, pi hy-bri-dae \-br3-,de\ [NI^ fr. L] : an
interspecific hybrid

hy*brid>iza-tlon XihT-brad-a-'za-shsnX n : the act or process of
hybridizing or the state of being hybridized

hy>brid>ize X'hT-bra-.dlzX vt : to cause to produce hybrids : bster-
BREED -^ vi : to produce hybrids — hy>brid>iz>er n

hybrid perpetual rose n : any of numerous vigorous hardy bush
roses derived from the bourbon rose and grown esp. for their some-
times recurrent often fragrant bloom

hybrid tea rose n : any of numerous moderately hardy cultivated
bush roses derived chiefly from tea roses and hybrid perpetual
roses and grown esp. for their strongly recurrent bloom of large
usu. scentless flowers

hy.bris X'hi-brssX varpj hubris
hy.da-thode X'hld-a-.thodX n [ISV, fr. Gk hydat-, hydor water +
hodos road — more at cede] : an epidermal structure in higher
plants functioning In the exudation of water

hy>da>tld X^hld-a-tadX « [Gk hydatid-, hydatis watery cyst, fr.

hydat-, hydor\ : a larval tapeworm occurring as a fluid-filled sac
containing daughter cysts and scolices or forming a proliferating
spongy mass that actively invades and metastasizes in the host's
tissues

hydr- or hydro- comb jorm [ME ydr-, ydro-, fr. OF, fr. L hydr-,
hydro-, fr. Gk, fr. hydor — more at water] 1 a : water (hydrous)
</i>'dTOelectricity) b ; liquid <A>'drokinetics) 2 ; hydrogen : con-
taining or combined with hydrogen (Jiydrocaxhon} ihydroxyiy
3 : hydroid </i>'dromedusa)
Hy.dra X'hl-draX " CME Ydra, fr. L Hydra, fr. Gk] 1 : a 9-headed
serpent or monster of Greek mythology slain by Hercules each
head of which when cut off is replaced by two others unless the
wound is cauterized 2 not cap z a multifarious evil not to be over-
come by a single effort 3 [L (gen. Hydrae), fr. Gk] : a southern
constellation of great length that lies south of Cancer, Sextans,
Corvus, and Virgo and Is represented on old maps by a serpent
4 [NL, genus name, fr. L, Hydra] : any of numerous small tubular
freshwater hydrozoan polyps (as of the genus Hydra)
hy-dran-gea Xhl-'dran-jaX n [NL, genus name, fr. hydr- -f- Gk
angeion vessel — more at angi-] : any of a genus {Hydrangea) of
shrubs and one woody vine of the saxifrage family with opposite
leaves and showy corymbose clusters of usu. sterile white or tinted
flowers

hy-drant XtiT-drantX n 1 : a discharge pipe with a valve and spout
at which water may be drawn from the mains of waterworks —
called also jireplug 2 z faucet

hy<draiith Vhi-,dran(t)thX n [ISV hydr- + Gk anthos flower —
more at anthology] : one of the nutritive zooids of a hydroid
colony
hy-dras*tiiiQ \hl-'dras-,ten, -tsn\ n : a bitter crystalline alkaloid
CziHziNOe that is an active constituent of hydrastis

hy>dras*tis \-tasX " [NL, genus name] : the dried rhizome and
roots of a goldenseal {Hydrastis canadensis) formerly used as a
bitter tonic, hemostatic, and antiseptic

ihy*drate \'hT-,dratX n 1 : a compound or complex Ion formed by
the union of water with some other substance 2 : hydroxide
<calcium i-^)
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•shydrate vt : to cause to take up or combine with water or the ele-

ments of water — vi : to become a hydrate — hy*dra-tton \hi-
dra-sh3n\ n — b7>dTa*tor \'hT-,drat-3r\ n

hy.drau.IiC \hT-'dr6-Uk\ adj [L hydraulicus, fr. Gk hydrauUkos, fr.

hydraulis hydraulic organ, fr. hydr- + aulas reed instrument— more
at ALVEOLUS] 1 ; operated, moved, or effected by means of water
2 a : of or relating to hydraulics <'-^ engineer) b : of or relating to
water or other liquid in motion <-« erosion) 3 : operated by the
resistance offered or the pressure transmitted when a quantity of
water, oil, or other hquid is forced through a comparatively small
orifice or through a tube 4 : hardening or setting under water <'~
cement) — hy>drau*li>cal-ly \-li-k(s-)le\ adv

bydiaulic ram n : a pump that forces running water to a higher level

by utilizing the kinetic energy of flow
liy-draa>Ucs \hr-'dr6-liks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a branch of
science that deals with practical applications fas the transmission of
energy or the effects of flow) of water or other liquid in motion
by>dra*zine \'hT-dr9-,zen\ n [ISV] : a colorless fuming corrosive
strongly reducing liquid base N H2N Hz used esp. in fuels for rocket
and jet engines; also ; an organic base derived from this compound

hy.dra.ZQ.ic acid \,hT-dra-.2o-ik-\ n [hydr- + azo- + -ic] : a
colorless volatile poisonous foul-odored explosive liquid HN, that
yields explosive salts of heavy metals

hy-dric \'hT-drik\ ad} \ characterized by. relating to, or requiring
an abundance of moisture — liy«dn-cal«ly \-dri-k(3-)le\ adv

-hy-dric \'hT-drik\ ad] sujfix 1 : containing acid hydrogen <mono-
hydric) 2 I containing hydroxyl {hcxahydric alcohols)

liy>dnde \'hT-,drTd\ n : a compound of hydrogen usu. with a more
electropositive element or radical

hy.dri.Qd.ic acid \,hT-dre-,ad-ik-\ n [ISV] : an aqueous solution of
hydrogen iodide HI that is a strong liquid acid resembling hydro-
chloric acid chemically but is a strong reducing agent
lhy*dro \'hT-f,)dr6\ n [short for hydropathic eslablishment] Brit ; a
hotel that caters to people taking a water cure or an establishment
that furnishes water cures t spa

aliydro adj : HYnROELECTRic <'^ power)
hy-dro-alr^plane \,hT-dr6-'a(9)r-,plan. -'e(3)r-\ n : seaplane
liy-dro>bonib \'hT-dr6-,bam\ n ; an aerial torpedo propelled by a
rocket engine after entering the water
hy-dro-brcmic acid \,hT-dr3- bro-mik-\ n [ISV] : an aqueous
solution of hydrogen bromide HBr that is a strong liquid acid re-
sembling hydrochloric acid chemically but is a weak reducing agent

liy.dro-car.bon X.hT-drs-'kar-banV n : an organic compound (as
acetylene or benzene) containing only carbon and hydrogen and
often occurring in petroleum, natural gas, coal, and bitumens —
liy>dro<car<bo>na-ceons \-,kar-b3-'na-sh3s\ or hy-dro-car-
bon>lc \-'ban-ik\ or hy>dro-car-t)on-ous \-"kar-b3-n3s\ adj

hy.dro.cele \'h7-dra-,sel\ n [L, fr. Gk hydrokele, fr. hydr- + kele
tumor — mope at -cele] : an accumulation of serous fluid in a
sacculated cavity (as the scrotum)

hy-dro.ce-phal.ic X.hi-dro-s^-'fal-ikX adj : relating to, charac-
terized by, or exhibiting hydrocephalus — hydrocephalic n —
hy-dTo.ceph'a-lous \-'sef-a-l3s\ adj
hy.drcceph.a.lus \-'sef-3-!3s\ also hy.drcceph.a.ly \-ie\ n [NL
hydrocephalus, fr. LL, hydrocephalous, fr. Gk hydrokephalos, fr.

hydr- + kephale head — more at cephalic] : an abnormal increase
in the amount of cerebrospinal fluid within the cranial cavity, with
expansion of the cerebral ventricle.<:, enlargement of the skull esp.
the forehead, and atrophy of the brain

hy.dio.chlo.rlc acid \,hT-dre-.klor-ik-, -.kldrA n [ISV] : an
aqueous solution of hydrogen chloride HCl that is a strong corrosive
irritating liquid acid, is normally present in dilute form in gastric
juice, and is widely used in industry and in the laboratory
hy-drcchlo-ride \-'klo(3)r-.ld. -kl6(s)r-\ n : a compound of
hydrochloric acid

hy.dro-coMoid \,hT-dra-*kal-.6id\ n : a substance that yields a
gel with water — hy-dro<coMoi-aal \-ka-'16id-M, -ka-\ adj

hy.dro.cor-ti.sone \,hT-(,)dr6-'k6rt-a-,son, -.76n\ n : a crystalline
hormone CjiHjoOs of the adrenal cortex that is a derivative of
cortisone and is used similarly
hy-dro-cy.an.ic acid \,hT-dr6-(,)sT-.an-ik-\ n [ISV] : an aqueous
solution of hydrogen cyanide HCN that is a weak poisonous liquid
acid and is used chiefly in fumigating and in organic synthesis
hy.dro-dy.nam.iC \-(.)d7-'nam-ik\ adj [NL hydrodynamicus, fr.

hydr- + dynamicus dynamic] ; of or relating to hydrodynamics —
liy-dro>dy*nam>i<cal \-i-k9l\ ad/— hy-dro-dy-nam-i-caMy \-i-
-k(3-)le\ adv

hy-dro-dy-nam-lCS \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a branch of
science that deals with the motion of fluids and the forces acting on
sohd bodies immersed in fluids and in motion relative to them —
compare hydrostatics

hy.dro.electric \,hT-dr6-i-'lek-trik\ adj [ISV] : of or relating to
production of electricity by waterpower — liy*drO'elec*tric-i>ty
\-,Iek-'tris-3t e, -*tris-te\ n

hy.dro.ilu.or-ic acid \,hT-dro-flu-.6r-ik, -.ar-\ n [ISV] : an
aqueous solution of hydrogen fluoride HF that is a weak poisonous
liquid acid resembling hydrochloric acid chemically but attacking
silica and silicates and is used esp. in polishing and etching glass

Iiy*dro>foil \'hT-dr3-,f6il\ n : a body similar to an airfoil but de-
signed for action in or on water
hy-drO'form-ing \-,f6r-mir)\ n [hydr- + leforming'] : a process fo
producing high-octane gasoline from petroleum naphthas by
catalytic dehydrogenation and aromatization in the presence of
hydrogen

liy-dIO>gen VhT-dra-janX n [F hydrogene, fr. hydr- + -gene -gen; fr-

the fact that water is generated by its combustion] : a nonmetallic
univalent element that is the simplest and lightest of the elements, is

normally a colorless odorless highly flammable diatomic gas, and
is used esp. in the production or its economic compounds — com-
pare DEUTERIUM, TRmuM; sce ELEMENT table — hy*drog-e>iions
\hT-'draj-3-n3s\ adj

hy.dro-ge-nate \hT-'draj-9-,nat, 'hr-dr&-J3-\ yf : to combine or
treat with or expose to hydrogen; esp : to add hydrogen to the
molecule of (an unsaturated organic compound) — hy*dro-ge-na-
tion \(,)hT-.draj-D-'na-sh3n, .hi-dr3-ja-\ n — hy>dro*ge-iia>tor
\hi-'draj-a-,nat-3r, 'hi-drs-ja-X n

hydrogen bomb /i : a bomb whose violent explosive power is due to

the sudden release of atomic energy resulting from the union of
light nuclei (as of hvdrogen atoms) at very high temperature and
pressure to form helium nuclei
hydrogen ion n 1 : the cation H+ of acids consisting of a hydrogen
atom whose electron has been transferred to the anion of the acid
2 ; HYDRONIUM

hydrogen peroxide n : an unstable compound HzOz used esp. as an
oxidizing and bleaching agent, an antiseptic, and a propellant

hydrogen sulfide n : a flammable poisonous gas H2S of disagreeable
odor found esp. in many mineral waters and in putrefying matter

hy-drog.ra.pher \hT-'drag-r3-far\ n : a specialist in hydrography
hy-dro.grapli.ic \,hT-dr3-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to hydrog-
raphy — hy-dro-graph-i-cal-ly \-i-kfa-)le\ adv

hy.drog.ra.phy \hT-'drag-r3-fe\ n [MF hvdrographie, fr. hydr- +
-graphic -graphy] 1 : the description and study of seas, lakes,
rivers, and other waters: as a : the measurement of flow and in-
vestigation of the behavior of streams esp, with reference to the
control of their waters b : the charting of bodies of water 2 : bodies
of water
iby.droid \'hT-,dr6id\ adj [deriv. of NL Hydra'\ : of or relating to a
hydrozoan; esp ; resembling a typical hydra
2hydroid n : hydrozoan; esp : a hydrozoan polyp as distinguished
from a medusa

hy.dro-ki.nel-ic \,hT-dr6-k9-'net-ik, -(.)kT-\ adj ; of or relating to
the motions of fluids or the forces which produce or affect such
motions — compare hydrostatic

hy-dro-log.ic \-dr^'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to hydrology —
hy.dro.log.i.cal \-i-kaI\ adj — hy.dro.log.i.cal-ly \-k(a-)le\
adv

hy.drol-o-gist \hT-'draI-3-j3st\ n : a specialist in hydrology
hy.drol.O.gy \-ie\ n [NL hydrologia. fr. L hydr- + -logia -logy] : a
science dealing with the properties, distribution, and circulation of
water on the surface of the land, in the soil and imderlying rocks,
and in the atmosphere

hy.drol.y.sate also hy.drol.y-zate \hT-'dral-a-,sat, -,zat\ n : a
product of hydrolysis

hy.drol.y.sis \hT-'dral-3-s3s\ n [NL] : a chemical process of
decomposition involving splitting of a bond and addition of the
elements of water — hy>dro<lyte \'hT-dra-,lTt\ n — hy-dro-lyt-ic
\,hT-dr5-'lit-ik\ adj

hy.dro.lyz-ahle \'hT-dr3-,lT-z»-b3l\ adj : capable of hydrolyzing or
being hvdroIv7ed

hy.dro.lyze \"hT-dr3-,lTz\ vb [ISV, fr. NL hydrolysis^ vt : to subject
to hydrolysis -^ vi ; to undergo hydrolysis

hy.dfo-man.cer \-,man(t)-s3r\ n : a diviner using hydromancy
hy-dlO-man-cy \-se\ n [me ydromancie, fr. MF, fr. L hydromantia,
fr. hydr- + -mantia -mancy] : divination by water or other liquid

hy.dro.me.du.sa\,hT-dro-mi-'d(y)u-s3..z?\n,/T/hy-dro.m6-dU'Sae
\-,se, -,ze\ [NL] : a medusa produced as a bud from a hydroid (as
of the orders Anthomedusae and Leptomedusae) — hy-dro-me-
du-san \-'d(y)iis-'n, -'d(y)iJz-\ adj or n ~ &y-dro<nie>du-soid
\-'dfy)iJ-,s6id, -,z6id\ adj

hy.dro.mel \'hT-dr3-,mel\ n [ME ydromel, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L
hydromeli, fr. Gk, fr. hydr- + mell honey] ; a liquor consisting of
honey diluted in water which upon fermentation becomes mead

hy.dro.met.al.lnr.gy \,hT-dro-'met-'l-,3r~je\ n [ISV] : the treat-
ment of ores by wet p_roces!ies_(as leaching)

hy.dro.me.te-or \-'met-e-3r, •t-,6(^)v\n [ISV] ; an occurrence of
itmospheric water vapor in any of its forms — hy>dro*me-te-0-
rol.o.gy \-,met-e-3-'ral-3-je\ ;

hy-drom-e-ter \hT-'dram-st-ar\ n ; a

ment [or determining specific gravitie
floating instru-
of liquids and

saline

hydrometer

- hy-droph.i.ly

hy»dro.met.ri»cal \-tri-k3l\ adj — hy-drom.e-try
\hT-'dram-3-tre\ n

hy.dro.mor-phic \,hT-dr3-'m6r-fik\ adj, oj a soil : de-
veloped in the presence of an excess of moisture which
tends to suppress aerobic factors in soil-building

hy.dro-ni.utn \hi-'dr6-ne-am\ n ; a hydrated hydro-
gen ion H3O +

hy-dro.path-ic \-'path-ik\ adj ; of or relating to
hydropathy — hy<dro>path<l-cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

hy-drop.a.thy \hT-'drap-a-the\ n [ISV] : the em-
pirical use of water in the treatment of disease — com-
pare hydrotherapy
hy.dro.phane \'hi-dr9-,fan\ n : a semitranslucent
opal that becomes translucent or transparent on im-
mersion in water

hy.dro.phil.ic \.hT-dr3-'fil-ik\ or hy-dro.phile
VhT-dr3-.fn\ adj [NL hydrophilus, fr. Gk hydr- +
-philns -philous] : of, relating to, or having a strong
affinity for water

hy.droph.i-lOUS \hT-'draf-a-Ias\ adj [NL hydrophilui

Unated by the agency of water 2 : hydrophytic -
""

\-le\ n
hy.dro.pho.bia \.hT-dr3-'fo-be-3\ n [LL, fr. Gk. fr. hydr- + -phobia

fear of something] 1 : a morbid dread of water 2 : rabies

hy.dro.pho-bic \-'fo-bik, -'fab-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or suf-

fering from hydrophobia _2 : lacking affinity for water -

phO'biC'i'ty \-fo-'bis-at^e\ n
hy.dro.phone \'hT-dr3-,fon\ n : £

transmitted through water
hy-dro.phyte \-,fit\ n [ISV] 1 : a perennial vascular aquatic
plant having its overwintering buds under water 2 : a plant grow-
ing in water or in soil too waterlogged for most plants to survive —
hy.drO'Phyt.ic \,hT-dr3-'fit-ik\ adj
ihy-drO'Plane \'hT-dr9-,pl3n\ n 1 : hydrofoil 2 a : a speedboat
with hydrofoils or a stepped bottom so that the hull is raised wholly
or partly out of the water b : a rudder on a horizontal axis on a
submarine for steering it upward or downward 3 : seaplane
^hydroplane vi 1 : to skim over the water with the hull more or less

clear of the surface 2 : to drive or ride in a hydroplane
hy.dro-pon.ic \,hT-dra-'pan-ik\ adj : of or relating to hydroponics— hy.dro-pon'i-caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv — hy.dro.pon-i-cist
\-'pan-a-s3st\ n

hy-dro-pon.ics \-'pan-lks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [hydr- +

hy«dro-

1 instrument for listening to sound
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-ponies (as in geoponics)'] ! the growing of plants in nutrient
solutions with or without an inert medium to provide mechanical
support

hy-drO'POW.er \'hT-dr3-,pau(-3)r\ n : hydroelectric power
hy.diQ.qui.none \,hr-dro-kwin-'on, -'kwir>,on\ n [ISV] : a white
crystalline strongly reducing phenol C6H4(OHl2 made usu. by re-
duction of quinone and used esp. as a photographic developer and
as an antioxidant and stabilizer

hy.dio.scope \'hT-dr3-,skop\ n [ISV] : a mirror device for enabling
a person to see an object at considerable distance below the surface
of water

hy-dro-Ski \'hT-dro-,ske\ n : a hydrofoU attached below the fuse-
lage of a seaplane to accelerate takeoffs

hy>dlo*sol \'hT-dr3-,sal, -,s61\ n [hydr- + -sol (fr. solution)^ : a sol
in which the liquid is water — hy-dro-sol'ic \,hT-dr3-'sal-ik\ adj

hy.dro.sphere VhT-dra-.sfi(9)r\ n [ISV] l ; the aqueous vapor of
the atmosphere 2 ; the aqueous envelope of the earth including
bodies of water and aqueous vapor in the atmosphere

hy.dro-stat.ic \,hT-dr3-'stat-ik\ adj [prob. fr. NL hydrostaticus,
fr. hydr- + staticus static] ; of or relating to liquids at rest or to the
pressures they exert (ix transmit — compare hvdrokinetic — hy-
drO'Stat'i'Cal \-i-k3i\ adj— hy.drO'Stat-i-cal.ly \-i-k(9-)le\ adv

by<dro*stat>ics \-'stat-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; a branch
of physics that deals with the characteristics of liquids at rest and
esp. with the pressure in a liquid or exerted by a liquid on an im-
mersed body — compare hydrodynamics

liy.dro.sul.fide \.hr-dr3-'s3l-,fTd\ n [ISV] : a compound derived
from hydrogen sulfide by the replacement of half its hydrogen
by an element or radical

hy.dro.sul.iite \-,fTt\ n [ISV] : a salt of hydrosulfurous acid;
esp : sodium hydrosulfite used as a reducing and bleaching agent

hy-dro-sul-fu-rous acid \,hT-dr6-,sal-f(y)3-rgs-, -,fyur-3s-\ n
[ISV] : an unstable acid HzSzO-i known only in aqueous solution
formed by reducing sulfurous acid

hy-dro.taC'tic \,hT-dro-'tak-tik\ adj : of or relating to hydrotaxis
hy-dro.tax.is \-'tak-sas\ n [NL] : a taxis in which moisture is

the directive factor
liy.dro.tlier-a.py \-'ther-3-pe\ n [ISV] : the scientific use of
water in the treatment of disease — compare hydropathy

Ly.dro.ther.mal \,hT-dr5-'th9r-m9l\ adj [ISV] : of or relating to
hot water — used esp. of the formation of minerals by hot solutions
rising from a coohng magma

hy.dro-tho.rax \-'th6(3)r-,aks, -'th6(s)r-\ n [NL] : an excess
of serous fluid in the pleural cavity

liy»dro.trop.ic \,hT-dr3-'trap-ik\ adj ; exhibiting or characterized
by hydrotropism — hy>dro*trop>i>caMy \-i-k(9-)le\ adv
hy.drot.ro.pism \hi-'dra-trs-,piz-am\ n [ISV] : a tropism (as in
plant roots) in which water or water vapor is the orienting factor

!iy>drous \'hT-dr9s\ adj : containing water usu. chemically com-
bined (as in hydrates)

hy.drox.ide \hT-'drak-,sTd\ n [ISV] 1 : a compound of hydroxyl
with an element or radical 2 : any of various hydrated oxides
regarded as containing hydroxyl

hydroxide ion n : the anion OH" of basic hydroxides — called
also hydroxyl ion

hydroxy- or hydrox- comb jorm [ISV, fr. hydroxyfi : hydroxyl
: containing hydroxyl esp. in_ place of hydrogen ihydroxyACQiic
acid) — hy.droxy \hT-'dr'ak-se\ adj

hy.droxy.bu=tyr.ic acid \(,)hT-,drak-se-byu-,tir-ik-\ n : a hydroxy
derivative C^HgOi of butyric acid
hy.drox.yl \hl-'drak-s3l\ n [hydr- + ox- + -yU : the univalent
group or radical OH consisting of one atom of hydrogen and one
of oxygen that is characteristic esp. of hydroxides, oxygen acids,
alcohols, glycols, and phenols — hy-drox-yl-ic \,hT-,drak-'sil-
ik\ adj
hy.drox.yl.amine \(,)hr-.drak-sa-l3-'men, ,hT-,drak-'sil-3-,men\ n
[ISV] : a colorless odorless nitrogenous base NHzOH resembling
ammonia in its reactions but less basic that is used esp. as a reduc-
ing agent

hy.drox-yl-ate \hT-'drak-s3-,lat\ vr :_to introduce hydroxyl into— hy-drox-yl-ation \(,)hi-,drak-s3-'la-sh3n\ n
hy.dro.zcan \,hT-dra-'z6-3n\ n [deriv. of Gk hydr- + zoion
animal — more at zo-] : any of a class (Hydrozoa) of coelenterates
that includes simple and compound polyps and jellyfishes having
no stomodaeum or gastric tentacles — hydrozoan adj

hy-e-na \hi-'e-n3\ n [L hyaena, fr. Gk hyaina, fr. hys hog — more
at sow] : any of several large strong nocturnal carnivorous Old
World mammals (family Hyaenidae) — hy«e-nic \-'e-nik. -'en-ik\
adj — hy-e-noid \-'e-,n6id\ adj

hyel- or hyeto- comb jorm [Gk, fr. hyeios, fr. hyein to rain — more
at SUCK] : rain </ij^e/ology>

Hy.ge.ia \hT-'je-(y)9\ n [L, fr. Gk Hygieia} : the goddess of
health in Greek mythology

hy.giene \'hl-jen\ n [F hygiene & NL hygieina, fr. Gk. neut. pi.
of hygieinos healthful, fr. hygies healthy; akin to Skt su well and
to L vivus living — more at quick] 1 : a science of the establish-
ment and maintenance of health 2 ; conditions or practices (as
of cleanliness) conducive to health — hy.gien-ic _\,hT-je-'en-ik,
hi-'jen-, hi-ycn-\ adj — hy*gien-i<cal*ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv — hy-
gien<ist \hi-'jen-3st, -'jen-, 'hl-A n

hy.gien.ics \,hT-ic-'en-iks, hl-'jen-, hT-'jen-\ npl but sing in constr
; HYGIENE 1

hy-gro.graph \'hT-gr3-,graf\ n [ISV] : an instrument for automatic
recording of variations in atmospheric humidity

hy-gTOm.e*ter \hT-'gram-3t-ar\ n [prob. fr. F hygromitre, fr.

hygr- + -metre -meter] : any of several instruments for measuring
the humidity of the atmosphere — hy»gro«met.ric \,hi-gra-
'me-trik\ adj — hy-grom-e-try \hT-'gram-a-tre\ n

hy.gro-phyte \'hl-gra-,fTt\ n [ISV] ; hydrophyte — hy.gro-
phyt'ic X.hT-gra-^'fit-ikX adj

hy.grO'SCope \'hi-gr9-,skop\ n : an instrument that shows changes
in humidity (as of the atmosphere)

hy-gro. scop. ic \,hr-gra-'skap-ik\ adj [fr. the use of such materials
In the hygroscope] 1 : readily taking up and retaining moisture
2 : involving or induced by the taking up of moisture — hy.gro-
scop'i'CaMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv — hy>gro>scop.io>i.ty \-(,)skap-
'ls-st-e\ n

hy*gro*ther*mo.graph \,hl-gro-'th3r-m3-,graf\ n ; an instrument

i the same chartthat records both humidity and temperature (

hying pres part oj hie
hyl- or hylo- comb jorm [Gk, fr. hyle, lit., wood] : matter : ma-
terial </ij'/omorphous>

hy.la \'hr-la\ n [NL, fr. Gk hyle wood} itreetoad
hy.lo.zo.ism \,hi-l3-'z6-,iz-3m\ n [Gk hyle + zoos alive, living;
akin to Gk zoe life — more at quick] : a doctrine held esp. by
early Greek philosophers that all matter is animated — hy*lo-
zo.ist \-'zo-3st\ n — hy.lo>zo.is*tic \-zo-'is-tik\ adj
ihy.men \*hi-m3n\ n [L, fr. Gk Hymeni 1 cap : the god of mar-
riage in Greek mythology 2 archaic : marriage
Shymen n [LL, fr. Gk hymen membrane] : a fold of mucous mem-
brane partly closing the orifice of the vagina — hy*men-al
\-m3n-^l\ adj
ihy.me.ne.al \,hT-ma-'ne-3l\ adj [L hymenaeus wedding song,
wedding, fr. Gk hymenaios, it. Hymen"] : nuptial — by.me*lie-
al.ly \-'ne-3-le\ adv
^hymeneal n l pi, archaic : nuptials 2 archaic : a wedding hymn
hy.me.ni-nm \hT-*me-ne-9m\ n, pi hy.me>nia \-ne-9\ or hy-
me.ni.ums [NL, fr. Gk hymen membrane] : a spore-bearing
layer in fungi consisting of a group of asci or basidia often inter-
spersed with sterile structures
hy.me.nop'ter.an \,hT-ma-'nap-t3-r3n\ adj : hymenopterous
hy.me.nop.ter-on \-t3-,ran, -ran\ also hy.me-nop.ter.an \-r5n\
n. pi hy.me.nop.tera \-r9\ [NL hymenopteron fr. Gk. neut. oi
hymenopteros membrane-winged, fr. hymen + pteron wing — more
at feather] : any of an order (Hymenoptera) of highly specialized
insects with complete metamorphosis that include the bees, wasps,
ants, ichneumon flies, sawflies. gall wasps, and related forms, often
associate in large colonies with complex social organization, and
have usu. four membranous wings and the abdomen generally
borne on a slender pedicel — hy-me-nop-ter-ous \-r3s\ adj
ihymn \'him\ n [ME ymne, fr. OF, fr. L hymnus song of praise,
fr. Gk hymnos"] 1 a : a song of praise to God h : a metrical
composition adapted for singing in a religious service 2 : a song
of praise or joy 3 : something resembling a hymn : paean
2h3ann vb hymn.ing \'him-io\ vt ; to praise or worship in hymns;
also : VOICE ~ vi : to sing a hymn
hym.nal X'him-n'lX n [ME hymnale, fr. ML, fr. L hymnusi : a
collection of church hymns
hym.na.ry \'him-n3-re\ n : hymnal
hymn.booK \'him-,buk\ n : hymnal
hym.nO'dy \'him-n3d-e\ n [LL hymnodia, fr. Gk hymnoidia, fr.

hymnos 4- aeidein to sing— more at ode] 1 : hymn singing 2 ; hymn
writing 3 : the hymns of a time, place, or church
hym.nol.O.gy \him-'nal-3-je\ n [Gk hymnologia singing of hymns,
fr. hymnos -\- -logia -logy] 1 : hymnody 2 : the study of hymns

hy-oid \*hT-,6id\ adj [NL hyoides hyoid bone] ; of or relating to
the hyoid bone

hyoid hone n [NL hyoides, fr. Gk hyoeides shaped like the letter
upsilon (T, u), being the hyoid bone, fr. y, hy upsilon] : a bone or
complex of bones situated at the base of the tongue and supporting
the tongue and its muscles

hy.O'SCine \'hT-3-,sen\ n [ISV hyoscy^minc + -ine} : scopolamine;
esp : the levorotatory form of scopolamine
hy.O.SCy.a.mine \,hT-3-'sT-a-,men\ n [G hyoscyamin, fr. NL
Hyoscyamus genus of herbs, fr. L, henbane, fr. Gk hyaskyamos,
lit., swine's bean, fr. hyos (gen. of hys swine) -I- kyamos bean— more at sow] : a poisonous crystalline alkaloid C17H23NO3;
esp : its levorotatory form found in henbane and other plants of
the nightshade family and used similarly to atropine
hyp \'hip\ n, archaic ; HYPOCHONDRIA — often used in pi.

hyp see HYPO-
hyp.abys-sal \,hip-3-'bis-3l. ,hT-p9-\ adj [ISV] : of or relating to
a fine-grained igneous rock usu. formed at a moderate distance
below the surface

hy-pae-thral Xhip-'e-thral, hT-'pe-\ adj [L hypaethrus exposed to
the open air, fr. Gk hypaithros, fr. hypo- -)- aither ether, air — more
at ETHER] 1 : having a roofless central space <'^ temple) 2 : open
to the sky 3 : outdoor

hy.pan.thi.al \hip-'an(t)-the-3l, hl-'pan(t)-\ adj : of or relating
to a hypanthium

hy-pan-thi-iim \-the-am\ n, pi hy.pan.thia \-3\ [NL] : an
enlargement of the floral receptacle bearing on its rim the stamens,
petals, and sepals and often enlarging and surrounding the fruits

(as in the rose hip)
hype \'hTp\ n [by shortening & alter.] 1 slang : hypodermic
2 slang : a narcotics addict

hyper- prejix [ME iper-, fr. L hyper-, fr. Gk, fr. hyper— more at

OVER] 1 : above : beyond : super- (ftj'perphysical) 2 a : ex-

cessively </i>'persensitive> b : excessive (/zjperemia) 3 ; that is

or exists in a space of more than three dimensions (Jtypercwh&y
ihyperspa.ce}

hy.per.acid \,hT-p3-*ras-3d\ adj : containing more than the
normal amount of acid — hy-per.aoid.i.ty \-r3-*sid-9t-e\ n

hy.per.ac.tive \,hT-pa-'rak-tiv\ adj : excessively or pathologically
active

hy.per.bo-la \hl-'p9r-b3-la\ n, pi
hyperbolas or by.per.ho.lae \-.le\
[NL, fr. Gk hyperbole] t a plane .

curve generated by a point so moving "

that the difference of the distances
from two fixed points is a constant
: a curve formed by the intersection * _
of a double right circular cone with a
plane that cuts both halves of the
cone
hy.per-bo.le \hT-'p3r-b3-(.)ie\ n [L,
fr. Gk hyperbole excess, hyperbole,
hyperbola, fr. hyperballein to exceed,
fr. hyper- H- ballein to throw — more c r/ * i

at DEVIL] : extravagant exaggeration hyperbolas: F,F , locl; AB,
used as a figure of speech — hy-per- y^- axes; xy zw. asymp-
bo.list \-l3st\ n totes; hh', h"h"', hyper-

ihy.per.bol-ic \,hT-p9r-'bal-ik\ adj t)ol^

; of, characterized by, or given to hyperbole — hy-per-hoM-cal
\-i-k3l\ adj— hy.per.boM.caMy \-i-k(9-)le\ adv

^hyperbolic adj 1 ; of, relating to, or analogous to a hyperbola
2 : of, relating to, or being a' space In which more than one line



hyperbolical 409 hypo-
Sarallel to a given line passes through a point <'^ geometry)

: of, relating to, or being a function related to the hyperbola as
a trigonometric function is related to a circle <'-« cosine) — hyper-
bolical adj

hy-per-bo-lize \hT-'p3r-b3-,lTz\ vi : to indulge in hyperbole — vt

: to exaggerate to a hyperbolic degree
hy.per-bo.re.an \,hT-par-'b6r-e-3n, -'bdr-; -(,)p3r-ba-'re-3n\ adj
1 ; of or relating to an extreme northern region : frozen 2 ; of
or relating to any of the arctic peoples
Hyperborean n [L Hyperborei (pi.), fr. Gk Hyperboreoi, fr. hyper-
+ Boreas\ 1 : a member of a people held by the ancient Greeks to
live beyond the north wind in a region of perpetual sunshine 2 : an
inhabitant of a cool northern climate

hy-per.cat-a.lectic \,h7-p3r-,kat-n-'ek-tik\ adj tLL hypercatalec-
ticus, fr. Gk hyperkaialekios, fr. hyper- + kqialeklos cataleclic]
oj a verse : having an additional syllable after the final complete
foot or dipody — hy*per-cat-a-lex>is \-'ek-s3s\ n
hy.per.chro.mic anemia X.hT-par-.kro-mikA n [NL hyper-
chromia, fr. hyper- + Gk chroma color — more at chromatic]
: an anemia with increase of hemoglobin in individual red blood
cells and reduction in the number of red blood cells

hy.per.com-ples number \.hT-par-,kam-,pleks-, -kam-x n : an
extension (as a quaternion) of the notion of complex number to
an expression of the same type involving a finite number of units
or components in which addition is by components and multjpUca-
tion does not have all of the properties of real or complex num-
bers

hy.per.crit.ic \,ht-par-'krit-ik\ n [NL hypercriticus, fr. hyper- +
L criiicus critic] : a carping or unduly censorious critic — liy«per-
crit'i'Clsm \-'krit-3-,siz-3m\ n

hy-per-crit.i.cal \-'krit-i-k3l\ adj : meticulously or excessively
critical : captious syn see crfhcal

hy.per-crit-i.cal-ly \-k(a-)le\ adv : In a hypercritical manner
: CAPTIOUSLY

hy.per-emia \,hT-p3-'re-me-3\ n [NL] : excess of blood in a body
part : congestion — hy-per*enuc \-mik\ adj

hy.per-es-tlie.sia or liy.per-aes<the>sla \,ht-p3-res-'the-2ha\ n
[NL, fr. hyper- + -esthesia (as in anesthesia)} ; unusual or patho-
logical sensitivity of the skin or of a particular sense — by-per-
es-thet-ic \-'thei-ik\ adj

hy-per-eu-tec-lic \,hT-par-yu-'tek-tik\ adj : containing the minor
component in an amount in excess of that contained in the eutectic
mixture

hy.per.eu-tec.toid \-,t6id\ adj : containing the minor component
in an amount in excess of that contamed in the euiectoid
hy.per.fo.cal distance \,hT-p3r-,f6-k3l-\ n [ISV] : the nearest
distance upon which a photographic lens may be focused to produce
satisfactory definition at infinity

hy.per.geo.met.ric \-je-3-'me-trik\ adj : relating to or based on
a mathematical series involving three arbitrary constants whose
form covers as instances the geometric, the binomial, and other
common series

hy.per.gly.ce.mia \-(.)glT-'se-me-3\ n [NL] ; excess of sugar in
the blood — hy-per-gly-ce-mic \-mik\ adj

hy-per.gol \'hT-p3r-,gol. -,g6I\ n [G. fr. hyper- + erg- + -o/] : a
hypergoUc fluid propellant

by-per>gol*ic \,hT-p3r-'gal-ik\ adj : igniting itself upon contact
of components <'^ rocket propellant)

hy.per'lQ'SU.lin.ism \,hT-p3-'rin(t)-s(3-)l3-.niz-3m\ n [ISV] : the
presence of excess insulin in the body resulting in hypoglycemia
Hy.pe.ri.on \hT-'pir-e-3n\ n [L. fr Gk Hyperion} ; a Titan in
Greek mythology who is the father of Helios

hy.per.ir-ri-ta.bil.i.ty \,hT-p3-,rir-3t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : abnormally
great or uninhibited response to stimuli — hy-per-ir-ri-ta-ble
\-'rir-3t-3-b3l\ adj

hy.per.ber.a.to-sis \.hT-p3r-,ker-3-'t6-s3s\ n, pi by-per-ker-a-
tO'Ses \-'td-,sez\ [NL] : hypertrophy of the corneous layer of the
skin — hy.per.ker.a'tot-ic \-'tat-ik\ adj

hy-per.me.ter Xhl-'par-mst-arX n [LL hypermetrus hypercatalectic,
fr. Gk hypermetros beyond measure, beyond the meter, fr. hyper-
+ meiron measure, meter] 1 ; a hypercatalectic verse 2 : a
period comprising more than two or three cola — by-per-met*ric
\,hi-p3r-'me-trik\ or hy-per-met-ri-cal \-tri-kal\ adj

liy>per*me<tro.pia \,hT-p3r-mi-'tro-pe-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk hyper-
metros + NL -opia} : HYPEROPIA — hy-per*me»tro-pic \-'trop-ik,
-'trap-\ adj — hy-per-me-tro-pi-cal \-i-kal\ adj — by-per-met-
ro-py \-'me-tr3-pe\ n

hy.perm.ne.Sia \.hI-(.1p3rm-'ne-zh(e-)3\ n [NL, fr. hyper- +
-mnesia (as in amnesia) ] ; abnormally vivid or complete memory
or recall of the past — hy.perm-ne'Sic \-*ne-zik, -sik\ adj
hy.per-morpb \'hT-p3r-,m6rf\ n l : ectomorph 2 : a mutant
gene having a similar but greater effect than the corresponding
wild-type gene — hy-per-mor-phic \,hT-p3r-'m6r-fik\ adj —
by'pei'mor.phlsm \-,fiz-3m\ n

hy.per-on \'hi-pa-,ran\ n [prob. fr. hyper- + -on} : an elementary
particle with mass intermediate between that of the proton and
neutron

hy-per-ope \'hT-p3-,r6p\ n [back-formation fr. hyperopia} : one
affected with hyperopia

hy-per*opia \,hT-p3-'r6-pe-a\ n [NL] ; a condition in which visual
images come to a focus behind the retina of the eye and vision is

better for distant than for near objects — by>per>opic \-'rop-ik,
-'rap-\ adj

hy.per.QS.to-sis \,hT-p3-,ras-'to-sas\ n, pi hy-per.os-to-ses
\-'t6-,sez\ [NL] : excessive growth or thickening of bene tissue— hy-per-os-tot-ic \-'tai-ik\ adj

liy>per>pbys>i>cal \,hT-p3r-'fiz-i-k3l\ adj : extending, lying beyond,
or independent of the physical — by<per-phys-i-cal-ly \-i-k(a-)lc\
adv

hy-per.pi.tu-ita.rism \-p3-'t(y)ii-3-t3-,riz-3m\ n [ISV] : excessive
production of growth hormones by the pituitary body — by-per-
pi-tu-itary \-,ter-e\ adj

liy.per.pla.sia V.hT-psr-'pla-zhOe-lsX n [NL] : an abnormal or
imusua! increase in the elements composing a part (as tissue cells)— by-per-plas-tic \ 'plas-tik\ adj

by-per*plOld \'hT-par-,pl6id\ adj [ISV] ; having a chromosome
number slightly greater than an exact multiple of the monoploid

number — byperploid n — by»per.pIoI.dy \-.pI6id-e\ n
hy.per.pnea X.hi-par-'ne-a, -,p3rp-'ne-\ n [NL] : abnormally
rapid or deep breatliing ~ by-per-pne-ic \-'ne-ik\ adj

hy.per.py.ret.ic \,hl-par-(.)pl-'ret-ik\ adj [ISV] : of or relating
to hyperpyrexia

hy.per.py.rex.ia \-'rek-se-3\ n [NL] : exceptionaUy high fever
(as for a particular disease)

hy.per-sen.Si.tive \-"sen(t)-sat-iv, -'sen(tUstiv\ adj : excessively or
abnormally sensitive — hy-per-sen'Si'tive-ness n — by-per-sen-
si-tiv.i.ty \-.sen(t)-s3-'Uv-3t-e\ n

hy.per.son.ic \-'san-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : of or relating to speed
five or more times that of sound in air — compare sonic 2 : mov-
ing, capable of moving, or utilizing air currents that move at
hypersonic speed <'^ wind tunnel)

hy.per-Sthene \'hT-p3rs-,then\ n [F hypersthene, fr. Gk hyper- +
sihenos strength] : an orthorhombic grayish or greenish black or
dark brown pyroxene (MgFe)Si03 — by-per>stbe>nic X.hT-pars-
'then-ik, -'then-\ adj

hy.per.ten.sion X.hl-psr-'ten-chanX n [ISV] : abnormally high
blood pressure and esp. arterial blood pressure; also : the systemic
condition accompanying high blood pressure — bT>per<ten-sive
\-'ten(t)-siv\ adj or n

hy*per.thy.roid \-'thT-.r6id\ adj [back-formation fr. hyperthy-
roidism} : of or relating to hyperthyroidism

by.per.lhy.roid.isra \-,r6i-,diz-3m\ n[lSV] : excessive functional
activity of the thyroid gland; also : the resulting condition marked
esp. by increased metabolic rate, enlargement of the thyroid gland,
rapid heart rate, and high blood pressure

hy.per.ton.ic \-'tan-ik\ adj [ISV] l : having excessive lone or
tension 2 : having a higher osmotic pressure than a fluid under
comparison — by*per-to.nic*i>ty \-t3-'nis-3t-e\ n
by.per.tro.pMc \hT-'p3r-tr3-fik; .hr-par-'traf-ik, -'tr6f-\ adj : of.
relating to, or tending to hypertrophy
ihy.per-tro.pby \hl-'p3r-tre-fe\ n [prob. fr. NL hypertrophia,
fr. hyper- + -trophia -trophy] 1 : excessive development of an
organ or part; specij : increase in bulk (as by thickening of muscle
fibers) without mullipUcation of parts 2 : exaggerated growth
or complexity ; elaboration
^hypertrophy vt : to affect with hypertrophy '— vi : to undergo
hypertrophy

hy.per.vi.ta-min.osis \,hT-p3r-,vTt-3-ma-'no-sas\ n, pi hy-per-
vi-ta-min-oses \-'no-,sez\ [NL, fr hyper- + ISV vitamin + NL
osis} : an abnormal state resulting from excessive intake of one
or more vitamins
hy.pba \'hl-f3\ n, pi hy-phae \-(,)fe\ [NL, fr. Gk hyphe web;
akin to Gk hyphos web — more at weave] : one of the threads
that make up the mycelium of a fungus, increase by apical growth,
and are coenocytic or transversely septate — liy<phal \-f3l\ adj
hy.pben \'hT-f3n\ n [LL& Gk; LL, fr Gk, fr hyph' hen un6sT one,
fr. hypo under + hen, neut. of heis one — more at up, same] : a
punctuation mark - used to divide or to compound words or word
elements — hyphen v/hy-phen-ing \'hif-(3-)nir)\
hy.phen-ate \'hi-f3-,nat\ vt : hyphen — by>pben>ation x.hi-fa-
'na-shan\ n

liy-pben>at-ed adj [fr. the use of hyphenated words (as Germans
American) to designate foreign-born citizens of the US ] ; of
mixed origin ('^ citizens formerly suspected of conflicting loyalties)

by.phen-iza.tion x.hTf-fs-^a-'za-shsnX n ; the act of hyphenizing
: the state of being hyphenized

hy.phen<ize \'hi-f3-,niz\ vt : hyphen
hypn- or bypno- comb jorm [ F, fr LL, fr. Gk, fr. hypnos — more
at somnolent] 1 : sleep {hypnophohi^y 2 : hypnotism ihypno-
genesis)

hyp-na.gog.ic or hyp-ncgog-ic \,hip-ns-'gaj-ik\ adj [F hypna-
gogique, fr. Gk hypn- + -agogos leading, inducing, fr. agein to
lead — more at agent] ; of, relating to, or associated with the
drowsiness preceding sleep

_
hyp-no.anal. y.sis \,hip-n6-3-'nal-a-sas\ n : the treatment of
mental disease using hypnosis and psychoanalytical methods

hyp.no-gen. e.sis \-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] : the induction of a hyp-
notic state — byp.no'ge.net-ic \-ja-'net-ik\ adj — byp.no. ge-
net*!.caMy \-i-k(3-)ie\ adv
hyp.noid \'hip-,n6id\ or hyp.noi.dal \hip-'n6id-'l\ adj ; of or
relating to sleep or hypnosis

hyp.no-pora.pic \,hip-n3-'pam-pik\ adj [hypn- -f Gk pompe act

of sending — more at pomp] : dispelling sleep or associated with
the semiconsciousness preceding waking

hyp.no.Sis \hip-'no-s3s\ n, pi hyp.no-ses \-'no-,sez\ [NL] 1 : a
state that resembles normal sleep but is induced by a hypnoUzer
whose suggestions are readily accepted by the subject 2 : any
of various conditions that jesemble sleep 3 ; hypnotism 1

hyp-no. Iber-a.py \,hip-no-'ther-3*pe\ n \ ; the treatment of
disease by hypnotism 2 : psychotherapy that facilitates suggestion,
reeducation, or analysis by means of hypnosis
ihyp-not.ic \hip-'nat-ik\_ ady [F or LL. F hypnotique, fr. LL
hypnoiicus, fr. Gk hypnotikos, fr hypnoun to put to sleep, fr.

hypnos} 1 : tending to produce sleep : soporific 2 : of or relat-

ing to hypnosis or hypnotism — hyp-not-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
2hypnotic n 1 : a steep-inducing agent : soporific 2 : one that

is or can be hypnotiised

hyp-no.lism \'hip-n3-,tiz-9m\ n 1 : the study or act of inducing
hypnosis — compare mesmerism 2 : hypnosis 1 — byp-no-tist
\-t3st\ n

hyp. no. ti2.able \*hip-n3-,tT-z3-bal\ adj ; amenable to being hyp-
notized

hyp.no.ti.za.tion \,hip-n3t-3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act of hypnotizing
: the state of being hypnotized

hyp-no-tize \'hip-n3-,tTz\ vt 1 : to induce hypnosis in 2 ; to
deaden (judgment or resistance) by or as if by hypnotic suggestion— byp.no-tiz-er n
ihy.po \'hT-(,)po\ n ; hypochondria
2hypo n [short for hyposuljite} ; sodium thiosulfate used as a fixing
agent in photography

3hypo n 1 : hypodermic syringb 2 : hypodermic injection
3 : STIMULUS

*hypo vt : stimuij^te
hypo- or hyp- prejix [ME ypo-, fr. OF. fr. LL hypo-, hyp-, fr. Gk,
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fr. hypo — more at up] 1 : under : beneath ; down <Aj'poblast>
(hypodermic} 2 : less than normal or normally ihypssthcsia}
<'Aj'/7otension) 3 ; in a lower state of oxidation : in a low usu. the
lowest position In a series of compounds <A^ponltrous acid)
<Aj^poxanthinc)

hy>po<blast \'hT-p9-,blast\ n ; the endoderm of an embryo —
liy>po*blas<tic \,hr-p3-'blas-tik\ adj
hy.po.bran.Chi.al \,br-po-'brao-ke-3!\ adj : situated below the
gills; specif : of or relating to the ventral wall of the pharynx —
hypobranchial n

— more at caustic] ; an ancient Roman central heating system
with underground furnace and tile flues to distribute the heat

hy.po.cen-ter \,hT-p6-'sent-sr\ n ; the point on the earth's surface
directly below the center of a nuclear bomb explosion

hy.po.chlo.rite \,hT-p3-'klo(a)r-.it, -'kldC9)r-\ n ; a salt or ester
of hypochlorous acid

hy.po.chlo.rous acid \,hT-p3-,klor-3s-, -,kl6r-\ n [ISV] : an un-
stable strongly oxidizing but weak acid HCIO obtained in solution
along with hydrochloric acid by reaction of chlorine with water
and used esp. in the form of salts as an oxidizing agent, bleaching
agent, disinfectant, and chlorinating agent

hy.po.Chon.dria \.hi-p3-*kan-dre-3\ n [NL, fr. LL, pi., upper
abdomen (formerly regarded as the seat of hypochondria), fr.

Gk, lit., the parts under the cartilage (of the breastbone), fr. hypo-
+ chondros cartilage — more at grind] : extreme depression of
mind or spirits often centered on imaginary physical ailments;
Specij : HYPOCHONDBJASIS_
thy.po.chon.dri.ac \-dre-,ak\ adj [F hypochondriaque, fr. Gk
hypo-chondriakos, fr. hypochondria} 1 a : situated below the costal
cartilages b ; of, relating lo, or being the two regions of the ab-
domen lying on either side of the epigastric region and above the
lumbar regions 2 : affected or produced by hypochondria
^hypochondriac n : one affected by hypochondria
hy.po.chon.dri.a.cal \-kan-'drT-3-kol. -,kan-\ adj : hypochos-
DRiAC 2 — hy.po-chon-dri.a.cal'ly \-9-k(3-)le\ adv
hy.po.chon.dri.a.sis \-'dri-3-s3s\ n, pi hy.po.chon.dri.a.ses
\-a-,sez\ [NL. fr. hypochondria + -iasisi ; morbid concern about
one's health esp. when accompanied by delusions of physical
disease

hy-po-chro.mic anemia \,hT-p3-,kro-mIk-\ n ; an anemia marked
by deficient hemoglobin and usu. microcytic red blood cells

hy.po.co.rism \hI-'pak-3-,riz-3m; ,hr-p3-'ko(3)r-.iz-. -*k6(3)r-\ n
[LL hypocorisma, fr. Gk hypokorisma, fr. hypokorizesthai to call by
pet names, fr. hypo- + korizesthai to caress, fr. koros boy, kore
girl] : a pet name or the use of pet names; also ; euphemism — hy-
po-co.ris.tic \,hT-p3-k3-'ris-tik\ or hy.po.co.ris.U.cal \-ti-k3l\
adj — hy.po.cQ.ris.tl.cal.ly \-ti-k(9-)ie\ adv

hy.po.COt.yl \'hT-p3-,kat-^l\ n [ISV hypo- + cotyl&6on'\ : the part
of the axis of a plant embryo or seedUng below the cotyledon
hy.pocrl.sy \hip-'ak-r9-se\ n [ME ypocrisie, fr. OF. fr. LL
hypocrisis, fr. Gk hypokrisis act of playing a part on the stage,
hypocrisy, fr. hypokrinesthai to answer, act on the stage, fr. hypo-
+ krinein to decide — more at certain] ; a feigning to be what
one is not or to believe what one does not; esp ; the false assump-
tion of an appearance of virtue or religion

hyp.o.Crite \'hip-3-.krit\ n iUn ypocrite, fr. OF, fr. LL hypocrUa,
fr. Gk hypokrites actor, hypocrite, fr. hypokrinesthai"] : one who'
affects virtues or qualities he does not have : dissembler — hyp-
ocrite adj — hyp.O'Crit'i.cal \,hip-a-*krit-i-k3l\ adj — hyp.o-
crit.i'Cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

hy.po.derm \'hi-p3-.d3rm\ n [NL hypoderma, fr. hypo- + -derma'\
1 a : hvpodermis 2b h ; hypoblast 2 : hypodermis 1

hy.po.der.mal \,hT-p3-*dar-mal or tay.pcder.mous \-m3s\ adj
; of or relating to a hypodermis; also ; lying beneath an outer
skin or epidermis
ihy.po-der.mic \-'d3r-mik\ adj [ISV] 1 ; of or relating to the
parts beneath the skin 2 ; adapted for use in or adntiinisiered by
injection beneath the skin 3 : resembling a hypodermic injection
in effect : stimulating — hy.po*der*im.cal<ly \-mi-k(a-)le\ adv
shypodennic n 1 ; hypodermic injection 2 : hypodermic
SYRINGE

liypodennic injection n ; an injection made into the subcutaneous
tissues

hypodermic needle n l : needle lcC2) 2 ; a hypodermic syringe
complete with needle
hypodermic syringe n : a small syringe used with a hollow needle
for injection of material into or beneath the skin
hy.po.der.mis N.ht-pa-'dar-masX n [NL] 1 : the tissue immedi-
ately beneath the epidermis of a plant esp-. when modified to serve
as a supporting and protecting layer 2a: hypoblast h : the
cellular layer that underlies and secretes the chitinous cuticle (as
of an arthropod)

hy.po.eu.tectic \,hi-po-y£j-'tek-tik,\ adj : containing the minor
componeni in an amount less than in the eutectic mixture

hy.po.eu.tec-toicl \-'tek-,t6id\ adj : containing the minor com-
ponent in an amount less than that contained in the eutectoid
hy.pO.gaS'triC \,hT-p3-'gas-trik\ adj [F hypogastrique, fr. hypo-
gastre hypogastric region, fr. Gk hypogastrion. It. hypo- + gastr-,
gaster belly — more at gastric] : of or relating to the lower median
region of the abdomen

liy.po.ge.al \,hT-p3-'je-3l\ or hy.po.ge.OU3 \-'je-3s\ adj [LL
hypogeus subterranean, fr. Gk hypogatos, fr. hypo- + ge earth]
; growing or living below the surface of the ground; esp, oj a
cotyledon : remaining below the ground while the epicotyl elongates— hy.po.ge.aMy \-|je-3-le\ adv

hy.po.gene \'hT-p3-,jen\ adj Ihypo- + Gk -genes bom, produced— more at -gen] ; formed, crystallized, or lying at depths below
the earth's surface : plutonic — used of various rocks

liy-pog-e-nous \hl-'pai-a-nas\ adj [ISV] : growing on the lower
side (as of a leaf) <~ fungus)
hy.po.ge.nm \,hT-p3-'je-3m\ n, pi hy.po.gea \-'je-3\ [L, fr. Gk
hypogaion, fr. neut. of hypogahs'} : the subterranean part of
an ancient building ; cellar; also : an ancient underground burial
chamber : catacomb
hy.po.glos.sal \,hl-i»-'gms-al\ adj : of, relating to, or being the
12th and final pair of cranial nerves which arc motor nerves
arising from the medulla oblongata and supplying muscles of the
tongue in higher vertebrates — hypoglossal a

hy.po.gly.ce.mla \.hT-p3-(,)glT-'se-me-3\ n [NL] : abnormal
decrease of sugar in the blood — hy.po.gly.ce.mic \-niik\ adj

Jiy-pog.na.thous \hT-'pag-n9-thas\ adj ; having the lower jaw
longer than the upper
hy.pog.y.nous \hT-'paj-3-n9s\ adj 1 oj a jloral organ : inserted
upon the receptacle or axis below the gynoecium and free from It

2 ; having hypogynous floral organs — hy.pog.y-uy \-ne\ n
hy.po.ma.nia \,hT-p3-'ma-ne-3, -nya\ n [NL] : a mild mania —
hy-po.man.ic \-'man-ik\ adj
hy.po.morpb \'hT-p3-,mdrf\ n 1 ! endomorph 2 : a mutant
gene having a similar but weaker effect than the corresponding
wild-type gene — hy.po.mor.phic \,hT-p3-'m6r-fik\ adj

hy.po.nas.tic \,hT-p3-'nas-tik\ adj : of, relating to, or caused by
hyponasty — hy.po-naS'ti.caLly \-ti-k(o-)le\ adv

hy<po.nas.ty \*hi-p3-,nas-te\ n [ISV] : a nastic movement In
which a plant part is bent inward and upward

hy.po.ni.trite \,hT-po-'ni-.trit\ n : a salt or ester of hyponitrou3
acid
hy.po.ni.trous acid \.hT-po-.nT-tras-\ n : an explosive crystalline

weak acid HzN202 obtained usu. in the form of its salts by oxida-
tion of hydroxylamine or by reduction of nitrites

hy.po.phar.ynx \,hT-p6-'far-io(k)s\ n [NL] 1 : an appendage or
thickened fold on the floor of the mouth of many insects that
resembles a tongue 2 : the pharyngeal end of the esophagus
hy.po.phos.phate \,hr-p3-'fas-.fat\ n [ISV. fr. hypophosphoric
acid} : a salt or ester of hypophosphoric acid

hy-po-phos-phite \-,fTt\ n : a salt of hypophosphorous acid

hy.po.phos-pho-ric acid \,hT-p9-,fas-.f6r-ik-, -.far-; -,fas-f(3-)rik-\

n [ISV] : an unstable tetrabasic acid H4P2O6 usu. obtained in the
form of its salts

hy.po-phos.pho-rous acid \-,fas-f(a-)r3s-; -,fas-,f6r-3s-, -,f6r-\ n
; a crystalline strong monobasic acid HsPOz usu. obtained by
acidifying one of its salts and used as a reducing agent

hy.po.phy.se.al \(,)hT-,paf-3-'se-al. -'ze-; ,hT-p9-'fiz-e-\ adj [Irreg.

fr. NL hypophysis] ; of or reladng to the hypophysis
liy.poph.y.sis \hi-'paf-9-sas\ n, pi hy.poph.y.ses \-3-,sez\
[NL, fr. Gk, attachment underneath, fr. hypophyein to grow
beneath, fr. hypo- -H phyein to grow, produce — more at be]
: pituitary body

hy.po.pi.tu-ita.rism \,hT-po-p3-'t(y)ii-at-3-,riz-3m\ n [ISV] : de-
ficient production of growth hormones by the pituitary body —
hy.po.pi.tU'itary \-'t(y)iJ-3-,ter-e\ adj

}iy.po.pla.sia \,hi-p3-'pla-zh(e-)a\ n [NL] : arrested development
of an organ or part below normal size or in an immature state —
hy.po-plas.tic \-'plas-tik\ adj

hy.po.ploid \'hi-p3-,pI6id\ adj : having a chromosome number
slightly less than an exact multiple of the monoploid number —
hypoploid n — by.po.ploi.dy \-.pI6id-e\ n

hy-^po.sen.si'ti.za.tion \,hT-po-,sen(t)-s3t-3-'za-sh3n, -,sen(t)-sta-

'za-\ n : the state or process of being hyposensitized
hy.po.sen.si-tize \-'sen(t)-s3-,tTz\ vt ; to reduce the sensitivity of
esp. to an allergen : desensffize
hy.pos.ta.sis \hr-'pas-t3-s3s\ n, pi hy.pos.ta.ses \-t3-,sez\ [LL,
substance, sediment, fr. Gk, support, foundation, substance,
sediment, fr. hyphistaslhai to stand under, support, fr. hypo- -H

histasthai to be standing — more at stand] 1 a : something that

setUes at the bottom of a fluid b : the settling of blood in the
dependent parts of an organ or body 2 : person 3 3a: the
substance or essential nature of an individual b ; hypostatization
4 [NL, fr. LL] : failure of a gene to produce its usual effect when
coupled with another gene that is epistatic toward it — hy.po-stat-
Ic \,hT-p3-'stat-ik\ or hy.pQ.stat-i-cal \-i-k9i\ adj — hy-po-
stat-i-cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

hy.pos.ta.ti'Za.tion \hi-,pas-t3t-3-'za-sh3n\ n : an act or Instance
of hypostatizing : reification; also : something that is hypostatized

hy.pos.ta.tize \hT-'pas-t3-,tTz\ vt [Gk hypostatos substantially
existing, fr. hyphistaslhai} : to construe (a conceptual entity) as a
real existent : reify

hy.po. style \'hr-pa-,stTl\ adj [Gk hypostylos, fr. hypo- + stylos

pillar — more at steer] ; having the roof resting on rows of

columns — hypostyle n
hy.po. snl-fite \,hi-po-'s3l-.frt\ n [hyposuljurous acid} 1 : thio-
suLFATE — used Chiefly in photography 2 : HYDROSULPrrE
hy.pO'SUl.fu.rous acid \,hi-p6-,s3l-f(y)3-r3s-, -,fyur-9s-\ n [ISV]

: HYDROSULFUROUS ACID
hy.po. tactic \,hT-p3-'tak-tlk\ adj [Gk hypotaktikos, fr. hypo-
tassein} ; of or relating to hypotaxis

hy.pctax-is \-'tak-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk, subjection, fr. hypotassein
to arrange under, fr. hypo- + tassein to arrange— more at tactics]
: syntactic subordination (as by a conjunction)

hy.po-ten.sion \,hT-po-'ten-chan\ n [ISV] ; deficiency of tension;
specij : abnormally low blood pressure— hy.po. ten.sive \-'ten(t)-

siv\ adj or n
hy.pot.e.nuse Xhl-'pat-'n-Jyius, -,(y)Uz\ also hy- p^
poth.e-nuse, \-'path-3n-\ « [L hypotenusa, fr. Gk
hypoteinousa, fr. fem. of hypoteinon, prp. of hypo~
teinein to subtend, fr. hypo- + teinein to stretch —
more at thin] : the side of a right-angled triangle
that is opposite the right angle
hy.po-tha-lam.ic \.hT-po-th3-'lam-ik\ adj 1 : lo-

cated below the thalamus 2 ; of or relating to the
hypothalamus

hy.po. thai. a.mus \-*thal-3-mas\ n [NL] : a basal
part of the diencephalon that lies beneath the thala-

mus on each side, forms the floor of the third
ventricle, and is usu. considered to include vital

" ^
autonomic regulatory centers -^C", hypote-

hy.poth.e.cate \hip-'ath-a-,kat, hTp-\ vt : to pledge nuse
without delivery of title or possession; specij ; to
pledge (a ship) by a bottomry bond — hy-pot_h-e.ca>tion \-,ath-
s-'ka-sh3n\ n — by.poth.e.ca*tor \-'ath-3-,kat-3r\ n
hy.po.tlier.mal \,hi-p6-'thar-mal\ adj ; of or relating to a hydro-
thermal metalhferous ore vein deposited at high temperature

hy.poth.e.sis \hT-'path-3-s3s\ n, pi hy.poth.e.ses \-a-,sez\ [Gk,
fr. hypotithenai to put under, suppose, fr. hypo- + tithenai to put— more at do] 1 ; a tentative assumption made in order to draw
out and test its logical or empirical consequences 2 a ; an assump-
tion or concession made for the sake of argument b : an Interpreta-
tion of a pracdcal situation or condition taken as the ground for
action



hypothesize 411 Icarus

syn HYPOTHESIS, THEORY, LAW mean a fonrmla derived by In-
ference from scientific data that explains a principle operating in
nature, hypothesis implies insufficiency of presently attainable
evidence and therefore a tentative explanation; theory implies a
greater range of evidence and greater likelihood of truth; l.\w
implies a statement of order and relation in nature that has been
found to be invariable under the same conditions

hy-poUl-e-size \-3-,sTz\ vi : to make a hypothesis -^ vf ; to adopt
as a hypothesis

hy.po.thet.i.cal \,hT-pa-*thet-i-kal\ ad] 1 : Involving logical
hypothesis : not categorical : cONDrriONAL 2 : of or depending
on supposition : conjectural — liy>po*Uiet<i>cal-ly \-i-kC3-)le\
adv

hy-pcthy'ioid \,hT-po-'tliT-,r6id\ adj : of, relating to, or affected
by hypothyroidism
hy-po-tliy-roid.ism \.hT-po-'thT-,rdi-.diz-am\ n [ISV] : deficient
activity of the thyroid gland; also : a resultant lowered metabolic
rate and loss of vigor

hy.po-ton.ic \,hT-p3-'tan-ik\ arf;[ISV] 1 : having deficient tone or
tension 2 : having a lower osmotic pressure than a fluid under
comparison — hy-po-to-nic-i'ty \-t3-'nis-at-e\ n
hy-pot-ro-phy \hT-'pa-tr3-fe\ n [ISV] : subnormal growth
hy.po.xan.tliine \.hT-po-'zan-,ihen\ n [ISV] : a purine base
CSH4N4O found in plant and animal tissues that yields xanthine
on oxidation

hyp.QX.ia \hip-'ak-se-a, hi-'pak-\ n [NL, fr. hypo- + ox-'\ ; a
deficiency of oxygen reaching the tissues of the body — l]yp>ox>ic
\-sik\ ad]

hyps- or hypso- conib form [Gk, fr. hypsos height; akin to OE
up up] : height ihypsography)
hyp.SOg.ra.phy \hip-'sag-rs-fe\ n [ISV] 1 : a branch of geography
that deals with the measurement and mapping of the varying
elevations of the earth's surface 2 : topographic relief or the
devices (as color shadings) by which it is indicated on maps
hyp'SOm.e.ter \hip-'sam-3t-3r\ n [ISV] 1 : an apparatus for es-

timating elevations in mountainous regions from the boiling
points of liquids 2 : any of various instruments for determining
the height of trees by triangulation — liyp-so-inet'ric \.hip-sa-
'me-trik\ adj

liyp»SOin-e-try \hip-'sam-3-tre\ n : the measurement of heights
(as with reference to the sea level)

liy-rax \'hl(3)r-,aks\ n. pi hy-iax-es \-,rak-S9z\ also hy-ra-ces
\'hT-r3-,sez\ [Gk hyrak-, hyrax shrewmouse] : any of several small
ungulate mammals (order Hyracoidea) characterized by thickset
body with short legs and ears and rudimentary tail, feet with soft
pads and broad nails, and teeth of which the molars resemble

those of the rhinoceros and the indsors those of rodents — called
also coney

hy-SOn \'hTs-'n\ n [Chin (Pek) hsi^ ch'un^, lit., flourishing spring]
; a Chinese green tea made from thinly rolled and twisted leaves

hys-SOp \'his-3p\ n [ME ysop. fr. OE ysope. fr. L hyssopus, fr.

Gk hyssopos, of Sem origin; akin to Heb ezobh hyssop] 1 : a
plant used in purificatory sprinkhng rites by the ancient Hebrews
2 : a European mint {Hyssopus ojjicinalis) that has highly aromatic
and pungent leaves and is often cultivated as a remedy for bruises
hyster- or hystero- comb Jorm [ F or L; F hyster., fr. L hyster-,
fr. Gk, fr. hystera} 1 : womb {hysterolomyy 2 [NL, fr. hysteria]
a ; hysteria ihysterogenicy b : hysteria and </i>'5/eroneurasthenia)

iiys.ter-ec.to-mize \.his-ta-'rek-t3-,mTz\ vt : to remove the uterus
of by surgery — hys-ter-eC'to-my \-me\ n

hys.ter-e.SiS \,his-t3-'re-S3s\ « [NL, fr. Gk hysteresis shortcoming,
fr. hysterein to be late, fall short, fr. hysteros later — more at our]
: a retardation of the effect when the forces acting upon a body
are changed (as if from viscosity or internal friction); esp : a lagging
in the values of resulting magnetization in a magnetic material
(as iron) due to a changing magnetizing force — hys>ter*et-ic
\,his-t3-'ret-ik\ adj

hys.te.ria \his-'ter-e-3, -'tir-\ n [NL, fr. E hysteric, adj., fr. L
hystericus of the womb, fr, Gk hysierikos. fr. hystera womb; fr.

the former notion that hysteric women were suffering from dis-

turbances of the womb] 1 ; a psychoneurosis marked by emotional
excitability and disturbances of the psychic, sensory, vasomotor,
and visceral functions 2 : unmanageable fear or emotional
excess — hys-ter-ic \-'ter-ik\ n — hysteric or hys-ter*i-cal
\-'ter-i-k9l\ adj — hys-ter-i-caMy \-i-kta-)le\ adv

hys-ter-ics \-'ter-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a fit of uncon-
trollable laughter or crying ; hysteria
hys-tercgen.ic \,his-t3-r6-'jen-ik\ adj : inducing hysteria
hyS'ler-Oid \'his-t3-,r6id\ adj : resembling hysteria
hys.ter.on prol.er«on \.his-t3-,ran-'prat-s-,ran\ n [LL, fr. Gk,
ht., (the) later earher, (the) latter first] 1 : a figure of speech
consisting of reversal of a natural or rational order (as in "then
came the thunder and the lightning") 2 : a logical fallacy of
assuming as a premise something that follows from what is to be
proved

hys.tero.tely \'his-t3-ro-,tel-e\ n [Gk hysteros later -f- telein to
complete, perfect, fr. telos end — more at wheel] : relatively
retarded differentiation of a structure usu. associated with an
earlier stage of development

hys-ter.Ol-O.my \,his-t3-'rat-3-me\ n [NL hysterotomia, fr.

hyster- + -tomia -tomy] : surgical incision of the uterus; esp
; CESAREAN

{

U \'T\ n, often cap, ojten aztrib 1 a : the
ninth letter of the English alphabet b ; a
graphic representation of this letter c : a
speech counterpart of orthographic i 2 : one
3 : a graphic device for reproducing the
letter i 4 : one designated i esp- as the ninth
in order or class 6 : something shaped like
the letter I 6 : a unit vector parallel to the

21 \(')i. 9\ pron [ME, fr. OE ic; akin to OHG
ih I, L ego, Gk ego'[ : the one who is speaking
or writing <— feel fine) <it wasn't '^) —

Is \'Tz\ 1 : someone aware of possessing a
personal individuality ; ego 2 : an excessively egotistic person

-1- [ME, fr. OF, fr. L, stem vowel of most nouns and adjectives
in combination] — used as a connective vowel to join word elements
esp. of Latin origin <raticide>

i-ia n sujjix [NL, fr. L &. Gk, suffix forming feminine nouns]
1 ; pathological condition (hysteria) 2 : genus of plants or ani-
mals <Fuchsia>

2-ia n pi sujjix [NL. fr. L (neut. pl. of -ius, adj. ending) & Gk,
neut. pl. of -ios. adj. ending] 1 : higher taxon (as class, order)
consisting of (such plants or animals) <Saur/a> 2 : things derived
from or relating to (something specified) <tabloid/a>

3-ia pl of -lUM
la.go \e-'ag-(,)o\ n : the ensign of Othello and villain of Shake-
speare's tragedy Othello

-ial adj sujjix [ME, fr. MF, fr.

<gerund/a/>
iaml) \'T-,am(b)\ or iam-hus \l
or iain>bus>es also iam-hi \I-'a

: a metrical foot consisting of
long syllable or of on
syllable (as in above)

-ian — see -an
-iana — see -ana
-i.a-sis \'T-3-s3s\ n sujjix, pl -i<a>ses \'T-3-,sez\ CNL, fr. L, fr.

Gk, suffix of action, fr. denominative verbs in -ian, -iazein} : disease

having characteristics of or produced by (something specified)

<hypochondr/fl5is> (ancylostomia^ij)

iat>nc \T-'a-trik\ adj [Gk iatrikos, fr. iatros healer, fr. iasihai to

heal] ; of or relating to a physician or medical treatment : medical— iat>ri-cal \-tri-k3l\ adj
-i>at<ric \e-'a-trik\ also -i«at-ri>cal \-tri-k3l\ adj comb jorm
[NL -iatrial : of or relating to (such) medical treatment or heal-

ing (pedwrric)
-i-at-rics \e-'a-triks\ n pl comb jorm but sing or pl in constr l medi-
cal treatment (pediatricsy

iat-ro^gen.ic \(,)T-.a-tr3-'jen-ik\ adj [Gk iatros + E -genie"] : In-

duced by a physician — used chiefly of imagined ailments

-i-a.try VT-s-tre, in a jew words e-,a-tre\ n comb jorm [F -iatrie, fr.

-talis, fr. -/- -I- -aUs -al] : '-al

am-b3s\ n, pl iamhs \'T-,amz\
-,bT\ [L iambus, fr. Gk ianibos^
I short syllable followed by one

nstressed syllable followed by one stressed
- compare trochee — iam-bic \I-'am-bik\

NL -iatria, fr. Gk iatreia art of healing, fr. tatrosZ Z medical treat-
ment ; healing (po<liatry')

I beam n : an ironor steel beam
'Ibe.ri'an \T-'bir-e-3n\ n [Iberia, ancient region of the Caucasus]
; a member of one or more peoples anciently inhabiting the Cau-
casus in Asia between the Black and Caspian seas — Iberian adj

^Iberian n [Iberia, peninsula in Europe] 1 a : a member of one or
more Caucasoid peoples anciently inhabiting the peninsula com-
prising Spain and Portugal and the Basque region about the Pyr-
enees, prob. related in origin to peoples of northern Africa and
prob. the builders of neolithic stone structures (as cairns) found
esp. in Spain and in northern Africa, France, and Great Britain

b ; a native or inhabitant of Spain or Portugal or the Basque
region 2 : one or more of the languages of the ancient Iberians
— Iberian adj
ibex \'T-,beks\ n, pl ibex or ibex-es [L] 1 : any of several wild

goats living chiefly in high mountain areas of the Old World and
having large recurved horns transversely ridged in front 2 : a wild
goat (Capra aegagrus) found in Asia Minor and supposed to be the
progenitor of the domestic goat

ibi'dem \'ib-3-,dem, ib-'Td-3m\ adv [L] : in the same place

-ibil.i.ty \3-'bU-3t-e\ — see -ABiLrrv

ibis \'T-b3s\ n, pl ibis or ibis*es [L, fr. Gk, fr. Egypt hby"] : any of

several wading birds (family Threskiomithidae) related to the

herons but distinguished by a long slender downwardly curved bill

-ible \3-b3l\ — see -able
Ib'Sen«isni V'ib-ss-.nizam, 'ip-\ n 1 : dramatic invention or con-
struction characteristic of Ibsen _ 2 : championship of Ibsen's

plays and ideas — Ib*sen*ite \-,nit\ n or adj

i-ic \ik\ adj sujjix [ME, fr OF & L; OF -ique, fr. L -icus — more at

-y] 1 : having the character or form of ; being (panoramic)
: consisting of (runic) 2 a : of or relating to (aldermanic) b : re-

lated to, derived from, or containing (alcoholic) (oleic) 3 : in the

manner of : like that of : characteristic of (Byronic) 4 : associated

or dealing with (Vedic) : utilizing (electronic) 5 ; characterized

by : exhibiting (nostalgic) : affected with (allergic) 6 : caused by
(amoebic) 7 : tending to produce (analgesic) 8 : having a
valence relatively higher than in compounds or ions named with an
adjective ending in -ous (ferric iron)

2-iC n sujjix : one having the character or nature of : one belonging
to or associated with : one exhibiting or affected by ; one that

produces
-i-cal \i-k3l\ adj sujjix [ME, fr. LL -icalis (as in clericalis clerical,

radicalis radical)] : -ic (symmetrrcni) (geolog/cai) — sometimes
differing from -ic in that adjectives formed with -ical have a wider
or more transferred semantic range than corresponding adjectives

Icar<ian \ik-'ar-e-3n, -'er-; I-'kar-, -'ker-\ adj : of, relating to, or
characteristic of Icarus, a : soaring too hi^ for safety b : in-

adequate for an ambitious project

IC>a*ru5 \'ik-3-r3s\ n [L, fr Gk Ikarosl : the son of Daedalus who
in escaping from imprisonment falls into the sea when the wax of

his wings melts as he flies too near the sun

9 abut; ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke;- rj sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tH thin; tfe this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ii loot; ii foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision



ice 412 idea

lice \'Ts\ n, often attrlb [ME is, fr. OE is; akin to OHG Is ice, Av
isu' icy] la: frozen water b : a sheet or stretch of ice 2 : a
slate of coldness (as from formahty or reserve) 3 : a substance

resembling ice; specif : iciNG 4 a : a frozen dessert containing a
fruit juice or other flavoring; esp : one containing no milk or cream
b Brit : a serving of ice cream 5 slang ; diamonds; broadly

; JEWELRY — on ice 1 ; with every likelihood of being won or

accomolished 2 : in reserve or safekeeping — on thin ice : in a
situation involving great risk

2ice vt 1 a : to coat with or convert into ice b : to chill with ice

c : to supply with ice 2 : to cover with or as if with icing 3 : to put

on ice -^ vi 1 : to become ice-cold 2 a : to become covered with

ice b : to have ice form inside

ice age n l : a time of widespread glaciation 2 cap I&A : the

Pleistocene glacial epoch
ice bag n : a waterproof bag to hold ice for local application of

cold to the body
ice-berg \'Ts-,b3rg\ n [prob. part trans, of Dan or Norw isberg,

fr. is ice + berg mountain] 1 ; a large floating mass of ice detached
from a glacier 2 l an emotionally cold person

ice. blink \-,bliok\ n : a glare in the sky over an ice field

ice*boat \-,b6t\ n X : a skeleton boat or frame on runners propelled
on ice usu. by sails 2 : icebreaker

ice-bound \-,baund\ adj : surrounded or obstructed by Ice

ice-box \-,baks\ n : refrigerator
ice-break-er \-,bra-k3r\ n 1 : a structure that protects a bridge
pier from floating ice 2 : a ship equipped to make and maintain a
channel through ice 3 : something that breaks the ice (as on a
social occasion)

ice cap n l : an ice bag shaped to the head 2 : a cover of perennial

ice and snow; specij : a glacier forming on an extensive area of
relatively level land and flowing outward from its center — called

also ice sheet
ice-cold \'T-'skold\ adj : extremely cold
ice cream \(')T-'skrem, 'T-,\ n : a frozen food containing cream or
butterfat, flavoring, sweetening, and usu. eggs
ice-cream adj ; of a color similar to that of vanilla ice cream
ice-fall \'Ts-,f61\ n 1 : a frozen waterfall 2 : the mass of usu.
jagged blocks into which a glacier may break when it moves down
a steep declivity

ice Held n 1 ; an extensive sheet of sea ice 2 : ice cap
ice Iloe n : a flat free mass of floating sea ice; broadly : a large float-

ing fragment of sheet ice

ice loot n : a wail or belt of ice frozen to the shore in arctic regions
having a base at or below the low-water mark

ice-house \'rs-,haus. 'T-,saus\ n : a building for storing ice

ilce-lan-dic \T-'slan-dik\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of
Iceland, the Icelanders, or Icelandic

SIcelandic n : the Scandinavian language of the Icelandic people
Ice-land moss X.T-slanid)-, ,T-,slan{d)-\ n : a Uchen {Cetraria
islandica) of arctic regions sometimes used medicinally or as food

Iceland poppy n ; any of various perennial cultivaied poppies
prob. derived from two species {Papaver nudicaule and P. alpinum)
and characterized by rather small single or double chiefly pasiel
flowers
Iceland spar n : a doubly refracting transparent calcite the best
of which is obtained in Iceland

ice-man \'T-,sman\ n 1 : a man skilled in traveling on ice 2 : one
who sells or delivers ice

ice needle n : one of a number of slender ice particles that float

in the air in clear cold weather — called also ice crystal

Ice-ni \T-'se-,nT\ n ;?/ [L] : an ancient British people in revolt
under its queen Boadicea againstthe Romans in a.d. 61 — Ice-
ni-an V'se-ne-3n\ or Ice-nic V'se-mk, -'sen-ik\ adj

ice pack n ; an expanse of pack ice

ice pick n : a hand tool ending in a spike for chipping Ice

ice plant n : an Old World annual herb (Mesembryanthemum
crystallinum) of the carpeiweed family with fleshy foliage covered
with glisiening papillate dots or vesicles that is widely naturalized
in warm regions, broadly : FiG marigold

ice-Skate \'l(s)-,ska(\ vi : to skate on ice — ice skater n
ice storm n : a storm in which falling rain freezes on contact
ice water n : chilled or iced water esp. for drinking
ichn- or ichno- comb form [Gk, fr. ichnos} : footprint : track
iichnology)

ich-neu-mon \ik-'n(y)ii-m3n\ n [L, fr. Gk ichneumon, lit., tracker,
fr. ichneuein to track, fr. ichnosi : MONGOOSE
ichneumon lly n : any of a large superfamily (Ichneumonoidea) of
hymenopterous insects whose larvae are usu. internal parasites of
other insect larvae and esp. of caterpillars

ich.no-lite \'ik-n3-,lTi\ or ich.nite \-,nTt\ n : a fossU footprint
ich-nol-o-gy \ik-'nal-3-je\ n : the study of fossil footprints
ichor \'i-.k6(3)r, -ksrX n [Gk ichor'i 1 : an ethereal fluid taking the
place of blood in the veins of the ancient Greek gods 2 ; a thin
watery or blood-tinged discharge — ichor-ous \-ka-r3s\ adj

ichthy- or ichthyo- comb form [L, fr. Gk, fr. ichthys: akin to Arm
jukn fish] : fish Ochihyic')
ich-thy-oid \'ik-the-,6id\ or ich-thy-oi-dal \,ik-thc-'6id-n\ adj
[Gk ichthyoeides, fr. ichthys'\ ; resembling a fish — ichthyoid n

ich-thyo-log-i-cal X.ik-the-a-'laj-i-kalV adj 1 : of or relating to
ichthyology 2 : piscine— ich'thyo-log-i-cal-ly \-k(3-)lc\ adv

iCh.thy.Ql.o-glst \,ik-the-'al-a-J3St\ n : a specialist in ichthyology
ich-thy.ol-o-gy \-je\ n l : a branch of zoology that deals with
fishes 2 : a treatise on fishes

iCh-thy-oph-a-gOUS \,ik-the-'af-3-g3s\ adj [Gk ichthyophagos, fr.

ichihy- + phagein to eat — more at baksheesh] : eating or sub-
sisting on fish

ich-thy.or-nis \,ik-the-'6r-n3s\ n CNL, genus name, fr. ichifiy- +
Gk ornis bird — more at erne] ; any of a genus (Ichthyornis) of
extinct toothed birds

ich-thyo-saur \'ik-the-3-,s6(3)r\ n [deriv. of Gk ichihy- + sauros
lizard — more at saurian] : any of an order (Ichthyosauria) of ex-
tinct marine reptiles with fish-shaped body and elongated snout— ich-thyO'Sau-ri-an \,ik-the-3-'sor-e-9n\ adj or n

ich-thy-o-SiS \,ik-the-'6-s3s\ n : a congenital disease usu. of
hereditary origin in which the skin is rough, thick, and scaly— ich>thy-ot-ic \-'at-ik\ adj

-i-Cian \'ish-3n\ n sujjix [ME, fr. OF -icien, fr. L -ica (as in rhetorica
rhetoric) + OF -ien -ian] : specialist : practitioner (beauucion)

iCi-Cle \1-,sik-3l\ n [ME isikel fr. Is ice -(- ikel icicle, fr. OE gicel;

akin to OHG ihilla icicle, MIr aig ice] 1 : a pendent mass of ice

formed by the freezing of dripping water 2 : an emotionally un-
responsive person

ic-i-ly \'i-S3-le\ adv : in an icy manner
ic-i-ness \'i-se-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being icy

UC'ing \'T-sio\ n : a coating for baked goods usu. made from sugar
and butter combined with water, milk, or egg white and flavoring

dicing n : an act by an ice-hockey player of shooting from within his
defensive zone beyond the opponents' goal line

ick-er \'ik-3r\ n [deriv. of OE ear, eher — more at ear] Scot I an
ear of com
icon \'I-,kan\ n [L, fr. Gk eikon, fr. eikenai to resemble] 1 : a usu.
pictorial representation : image 2 [LGk eikon, fr. Gk] : a con-
ventional religious image typically painted on a small wooden panel
and venerated by Eastern Christians 3 ; an object of uncritical
devotion ; idol

icon- or icono- comb form [Gk eikon-, eikono-, fr. eikon-, eikon"]

; image <ito/iolater>

icon-ic \T-'kan-ik\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or having the character
of an icon 2 : resembling an icon — _icon-i-cal-ly \i-'kan-i-
kfs-fleX adv — ico-nic-i-ty \,i-k3-'nis-at-e\ n
icon-o>clasm \T-'kan-3-.klaz-am\ n ; the doctrine, practice, or
attitude of an iconoclast

icon.o-clast \-,klast\ n [ML iconoclastes, fr. MGk eikonoklastes.
lit., image destroyer, fr. Gk eikono- + klan to break — more at
gladiator] 1 : one who destroys religious images or opposes their
veneration 2 : one who attacks established beliefs or institutions— icon-o-clas-tic \(,)i-,kan-3-'klas-tik\ adj — icon-o-clas*ti-
caMy \-ti-kO-)le\ adv

ico-nog-ra-pher \,T-k3-'nag-r3-far\ n : a maker or designer of
figures or drawings esp. of a conventional or mechanical type

icono-graph-ic \(,)T-,kan-3-'graf-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to
iconography 2 : representing something by pictures or diagrams— icono-graph-i-cal \-i-kal\ adj — icono-graph-i-cal-ly
\-i-ko-)le\ adv

iCO-nog-ra-phy XJ-ka-'nag-ra-feX n [Gk eikonographia sketch,
description, fr. eikonographein to describe, fr eikon- -f graphein to
write — more at carve] 1 a : illustration by pictures or other visual
representations b : visual representations relating to a subject;

specij : art representing religious or legendary subjects by conven-
tional images and symbols C (1) : the imagery selected to convey
the meaning of a work of art (2) : the conventions governing such
imagery 2 : iconology

iCO<nol-a-ter \.T-k3-'nal-at-sr\ n : a worshiper of images or icons— ico-nol-a-try \-'rial-3-tre\ n
icono-log>i-cal \(,)i-,kan-'l-'aj-i-kal\ adj : of or relating to
iconology

ico-nol-O'gy \,T-k3-'nal-3-je\ n [F iconologie, fr. icono- icon- -f

-logic -logy] : the study of icons or artistic symbolism
icono-scope \I-'kan-3-,sk6p\ n [fr. Iconoscope, a trademark] : a
camera tube containing an electron gun and a photoemissive
mosaic screen each cell of which produces a charge proponional to
the varying light intensity of the image focused on the screen

ico-nos-ta-sis \,T-k3-'nas-t3-s3s\ n, pi ico-nos-ta.ses \-t3-,sez\
[MGk eikonostasi'i '. a screen or partition with doors and tiers of
icons that separates the bema from the nave in Eastern churches

ico-sa-he>dral \(,)T-,ko-S9-'he-dr3l\ adj : of or having the form of
an icosahedron

jco-sa-he-dron \-dr3n\ n, pi icosahedrons or ico-
sa-he-dra \-dra\ [Gk eikosaedron. fr. eikosi twenty
4- -edron -hedron — more at vigesimal] : a polyhe-
dron having 20 faces

-iCS \(,)lks\ n pi sujjix but sing or pi in constr [-ic

-f -s: trans, of Gk -ika, fr. neut. pi. of -ikos -ic]

1 : study : knowledge : skill : practice (linguistics)
(electronics) 2 : characteristic actions or activities

(acrobatics) 3 : characteristic qualities, operations, regular
or phenomena (mechanics) icosahedron

ic-ter-ic \ik-'ter-ik\ adj ; of. relating to, or affected
with jaimdice

ic-ter=us \'ik-t3-r3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk ikteros; akin to Gk iktis, a
yellow bird] : jaundice

iC-tus \'ik-t3s\ n [L, fr. ictus, pp. of icere to strike; akin to Gk
aichme lance] : the recurring stress or beat in a rhythmic or metrical
series of sounds

icy \'T-se\ adj la; covered with, abounding in, or consisting of ice

b ; intensely cold 2 : characterized by coldness : frigid (an '^

stare)

Ud \'id\ n [NL, fr. L, it] : the undifferentiated source of the or-

ganism's energy from which both ego and Ubido are derived

2id n [-id, fr. F -ide, fr. L -id-, -is, fern, patronymic suffix] : an allergic

skin rash that is secondary to a primary irifection elsewhere in or
on the body

i-id \3d, (,)id\ n sujjix [in sense 1, fr. L -ides, masc. patronymic
suffix, fr. Gk -ides: in sense 2, fr. It -ide, fr. L -id-, is, fem. patro-
nymic suffix, fr. Gk] 1 : one belonging to a (specified) dynastic
line (Fatim/rf) 2 : meteor associated with or radiating from a
(specified) constellation or comet (Perseid)

2-id n sujjix [prob. fr. L -id-, -is, fem. patronymic suffix, fr. Gk]
: body : particle (energid)

I'd \(,)Id\ : 1 had : I should : I would
-i-dae \3-,de\ n pi sujjix [NL, fr. L, fr. Gk-idai, pi. of -Wes] : mem-
bers of the family of — in names of zoological families (Felidae)

-ide \,Td\ also -Id \3d. (,)id\ n sujjix [G & F; G -id. fr. F -ide (as in

oxide)} 1 : binary chemical compound — added to the contracted
name of the nonmetalUc or more electronegative element (hydrogen
sulfide) or radical (cyanide) 2 : chemical compound derived from
or related to another (usu. specified) compound (anhydride)
(glucostde)

idea \T-"de-a, 'Td-(,)c-3, esp South 'Td-e\ n [L, fr. Gk. fr. idein to see
— more at wrr] 1 a : a transcendent entity that is a real pattern of

which exi.sting things are imperfect representations b : a standard
of perfection : ideal c : a plan for action : design 2 archaic : a
visible representation of a conception : a repUca of a pattern

3 a obs : an image recalled by memory b : an indefinite or un-
formed conception : supposmoN c : an entity (as a thought, con-
cept, sensation, or image) actually or potentially present to con-
sciousness 4 : a formulated thought or opinion 5 ; whatever is

known or supposed regarding an object 6 : the central meaning



ideal 413 idler wheel
or chief end of a particular action or situation 7 Christian Science
2 an image in Mind — idea*less \T-'de-3-l3s\ adj
syn CONCEPT, conception, thought, notion, impression: idea
may apply to a menial image or formulation of something seen or
known or imagined, or to a pure abstraction, or to something as-

sumed or vaguely sensed; concept may apply to the idea formed by
consideration of instances of a species or genus or, more broadly, to
any idea of what a thing ought to be; conception is often inter-
changeable with CONCEPT; it may stress the process of imagining or
formulating rather than the result; thought is likely to suggest the
result of reflecting, reasoning, or meditating rather than of imagin-
ing; NOTION suggests an idea not much resolved by analysis or
reflection and may suggest the capricious or accidental; impression
applies to an idea or notion resulting immediately from some
stimulation of the senses
Ude.al \i-'def-3)l\ adj [F or LL; F ideal, fr. LL idealis, fr. L ideal
la: existing as a mere mental image or in fancy or imagination only;
broadly : lacking practicality b ; relating to or constituting mental
images, ideas, or conceptions 2 : of, relating to, or embodying an
ideal 3 : existing as an archetypal idea 4 : idealistic

3ideal n l ; a standard of perfection, beauty, or excellence 2 : one
regarded as exemplifying an ideal and often taken as a model for
imitation 3 : an ultimate object or aim of endeavor ; goal syn
see MODEL — ide-al-less \T-'de-3l-l3s\ adj

ide.al.ism \-'de-C3-),Uz-3m\ n 1 a (1) : a theory that ultimate re-
ality lies in a realm transcending phenomena (2) : a theory that
the Essential nature of reality lies in consciousness or reason
b (1) ; a theory that only the perceptible is real (2) : a theory that
only mental states or entities are knowable 2 a ; the practice of
forming ideals or living under their influence b : something that is

idealized 3 : literary or artistic theory or practice that values
ideal or subjective types or aspects of beauty more than formal or
sensible qualities or that affirms the preeminent value of imagina-
tion as compared with faithful copying of nature

ilde>al>ist \-(3-)l3st\ n l a : an adherent of a philosophical
theory of ideahsm b : an artist or author who advocates or prac-
tices ideaUsm in art or writing 2 : one guided by ideals; esp : one
that places ideals before practical considerations : dreamer

^idealist adj : idealistic
ide.al-is.tic \(,)T-,de-(3-)'Iis-tik\ adj : of or relating to idealists or
idealism — ide*al-is>ti<cal>ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

ide-al*i>ty \,Td-e-'al-3t-e\ n 1 a : the quaUty or state of being ideal
b : existence only in idea 2 : something imaginary or idealized

ide<al'iza.tlou \(,)T-,de-(3-)l3-'za-shan\ n : an act or a product of
idealizing

ide>al<ize \T-'de-(3-).lTz\ vt 1 : to give an ideal form or value to
2 : to treat idealistically '*- vi 1 ; to form ideals 2 ; to work ide-
alisticaliy — ide-aMz>er n

ide>al>ly \T-'de-C3-)le, -'de(-3)l-le\ adv 1 ; in idea or imagination
; MENTALLY 2 : in relation to an exemplar 3 a : conformably to
or in respect to an ideal : perfectly b ; in accordance with an ideal
or typical standard : classically

ideal point n : a point added to the plane or to space to eliminate
special cases; specif : the point at infinity added in projective ge-
ometry as the assumed intersection of two parallel lines

ide-ate \'Td-e-,at\ vr : to have ideas, thoughts, or impressions of
esp. when not in the actual presence of -^ vi ; to form an idea

ide>ation \,Id-e-'a-sh3n\ n : the capacity of the mind to form or
entertain ideas

ide-ation<aI X-shnal, -sh3n-1\ adj : of, relating to, or produced
by ideation; broadly : consisting of or referring to ideas or thoughts
of objects not immediately present to the senses — ide«ation«al-ly
\-e\ adv

ide<ative \T-'de-at-iv, 'Td-e-,at-\ adj ; ideational
idem \'Td-,em, 'ed-, 'id-\ pron [L, same — more at identity] : some-
thing previously mentioned : same

iden-tic \T-'dent-ik, 3-\ adj : identical; esp ; constituting a
diplomatic action or expression in which two or more governments
follow precisely the same course or employ an identical form

iden>U<cal \-i-ksl\ adj [prob. fr. ML ideniicus, fr. LL idendtas}
1 : being the same (the -^ place we stopped before) 2 : having such
close resemblance as to be essentially the same ('^ hats) 3 : having
the same cause or origin <~ twins) syn see same — iden-ti*cal-ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv — ideu>ti-cal*ness \-k9l-nas\ n

identical equation n ; an equation that is satisfied for all values of
the symbols

iden>ti>ti>able \]-'dent-3-,fT-3-b3l,_3-'dent-\ adj : capable of being
identified — iden'ti-fi-ably \-ble\ adv

iden*ti<fi>ca*tion \-,dent-3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 a : an act of iden-
tifying : the state of being identified b : evidence of identity

2 : orientation of the self in regard to something (as a person or
group) with a resulting feeUng of close emotional association

iden>ti*fi<er \T-*dent-3-,fT(-a)r, 9-'dent-\ n ; one that identifies

iden<ti-fy \-,fr\ vt l a : to cause to be or become identical h : to
conceive as united; broadly : to associate with some interest

2 a : to establish the identity of h : to determine the taxonomic
position of (a biological specimen) — vi : to be or become the same

iden-ti-ty \T-'den(t)-at-e\ n [MP identite, fr. LL identitat-, identitas,

irreg. fr, L idem same, fr. is that — more at pterate] 1 a : sameness
of essential or generic character in different instances b : sameness
in all that constitutes the objective reality of a thing : oneness
2 : unity and persistence of personality 3 : the condition of being
the same with something described or asserted 4 : identical
equation

ideo- comb form [F ideo-, fr. Gk ideal ! idea (ideogram)
ideo>gram \'Td-e-a-,gram, 'id-\ /i 1 : a picture or symbol used in a
system of writing to represent a thing or an idea but not a particular
word or phrase for it; esp : one that represents not the object pic-

tured but some thing or idea that the object pictured is supposed
to suggest 2 : logogram a — ideo-gram-ic or ideo-gram-nilc
\.Td-e-3-'gram-ik, ,id-\ adj

ideO'graph \'ld-e-3-.graf. 'id-\ n : ideogram — ideo*graph-ic
\,Id-e-3-'graf-ik, ,id-\ adj — ideo-gTaph<i>caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ide*og>ra.phy \,rd-e-'ag-rs-fe, ,id-\ n 1 : the use of ideograms
2 : the representation of ideas by graphic symbols

ideo.log.i.cal XJd-e-a-'laj-i-kal, ,id-\ or ideclog-ic \-'laj-ik\

also idea-log-i-cal adj 1 : of, relating to, or based on ideology

2 : relating to or concerned with Ideas — Jdeo>log>i-cal>ly
^
\-'lai-i-kC3-)le\_adv

ide>oI<0>gist \,id-c-'al-3-j3st, ,id-\ n l ; an advocate or adherent
of a particular system or doctrine of ideology 2 ; theorist,
visionary

ide.ol-o.gy \-'aI-3-je\ also ide.al.o.gy \-'al-3-je, -'al-X n [F
ideologic, fr. ideo- ideo- + -losie -logy] 1 : visionary theorizing
2 a : a systematic body of concepts esp. about human hfe or culture
b : a manner or the content of thinking characteristic of an in-
dividual, group, or culture c : the integrated assertions, theories,
and aims that constitute a sociopolitical program

ideo.mo.tor XJd-e-a-'mot-ar, .id-\ adj [ISV] : not reflex but result-
ing from the impingement of ideas on the system

ides \'\6.z\ n pi but sing or pi in constriUF . fr. L irfu.?] : the 15th day
of March, May, July, or October or the 13th day of any other month
in the ancient Roman calendar; broadly ; this day and the seven
days preceding it

-i-din \3d an, -=n\ or -i-dine \3-,den\ n suffix [ISV -ide + -in, -/ne]

; chemical compound related in origin or structure to another com-
pound <tolu/rfine) (guan/dine)

idio- combform [Gk, fr. idios— more at idiot] : one's own : personal
: separate : distinct <idioblast>

id.io.blast \'id-e-3-.blast\ n [ISV] 1 : an isolated plant cell

that differs markedly from neighboring cells 2 : ahypothetical
structural unit of a living cell — id-io>blas*tic \,id-e-3-'blas-tik\
adf

ld>i-o>cy \'id-e-3-se\ n 1 : extreme mental deficiency commonly due
to incomplete or abnormal development of the brain 2 ; something
notably stupid or foohsh

id*io<graph'ic \,id-e-3-*graf-ik\ adj [ISV] ; relating to or dealing
with the concrete. InJividual, or unique

Id'iO'lect \'id-e-3-.lekt\ n {idio- + -led (as in dialect)} : the lan-
guage or speech pattern of one individual at a paiticular period of
his life

id-i-om \'id-e-3m\ n [MF & LL; MF idiome, fr. th idioma indi-

vidual peculiarity of language, fr. Gk idiomax-, idioma, fr. idi-

ousthai to appropriate, fr. idiosi 1 a : the language peculiar to a
people or to a district, community, or class : dialect b : the
syntactical, grammatical, or structural form peculiar to a language
2 : an expression in the usage of a language that is pecuhar to itself

either grammatically (as no, it wasn't me) or in having a meaning
that cannot be derived from the conjoined meanings of its elements
(as Monday week for "the Monday a week after next Monday")
3 : a style or form of artistic expression that is characteristic of an
individual, a period or movement, or a medium or instrument

id.i.om.at'ic \,id-e-3-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or conform-
ing to idiom 2 ; peculiar to a particular group or individual
— id>i*om>at*i-cal<ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — id>i-om-at<ic>ness
\-ik-n3s\ n

id>iO>nior>plUC \,id-e-3-'m6r-fik\ adj [Gk idiomorphos, fr. idio- -^

-morphos -morphous] ; having the proper form or shape — used
of minerals whose crystalline growth has not been interfered with
— id*io>mor<pbi*cal>ly \-fi-k(3-)le\ adv
id.io.patb.ic \,id-e-3-'path-ik\ adj 1 : peculiar to the individual

2 : arising spontaneously or from an obscure or unknown cause
: primary ~ id*io*patli*i-c_aMy \-'path-i-k(3-)le\ adv

id*i*op*a-thy \,id-e-'ap-3-the\ n [Gk idiopatheia, fr. idio- -t- -pa-

theia -pathy] : an idiopathic anomaly or disease

id<iO*phone \'id-e-3-,fon\ n [G idiophon, fr. idio- -\- -phon -phone]
: a musical instrument (as a gong) that sounds by the vibration of
its constituent material — id>io-phon>ic \,id-e-3-'fan-ik\ adj

id'iO'plasm \'id-e-a-,plaz-3m\ n [ISV] : the part of protoplasm
held to function specif, in hereditary transmission and commonly
equated with chromatin — compare trophopi-asm — id>io*pla5-
mat'ic \,id-e-3-,plaz-'mat-ik\ or id-io-plas-mic \-'plaz-mik\ adj

id-iO.syn.cra.Sy \,id-e-3-'sto-kr3-se\ n [Gk idiosynkrasia, fr.

idio- + synkerannynai to blend, fr. syn- + kerannynai to mingle,

mix — more at crater] 1 : characteristic peculiarity of habit or
structure 2 a : a peculiarity of constitution or temperament
b : individual hypersensitiveness (as to a drug or to food) syn see

ECCENTRicrrY — id.iO'Syn-crat.ic \,id-e-6-(.)sin-'krat-ik\ adj
— Id-io-syn-crat-i-caMy \-'krat-i-k(3-)le\ adv

id<i>Ot \'id-e-3t\ n [ME, fr. L idiota ignorant person, fr. Gk idiotes

one in a private station, layman, ignorant person, fr. idios one's

own, private; akin to L sed, se without, sui of oneself] 1 : a person
afflicted with idiocy; esp : a feebleminded person having a mental
age not exceeding three years and requiring complete custodial care

2 : a silly or foolish person syn see fool — idiot adj

id*i>Ot<ic \,id-e-'at-ik\ adj ; characterized by idiocy : foolish
— id-i.ot.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj — id-i-ot-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
— id'i'Ot-i.cal'ness \-i-k3l-n3s\ n

id-i-O-tism n [in sense 1, fr. Mh idiotisme, fr. L idiotismus common
speech, fr. Gk idiotismos, fr. idiotes: in sense 2, fr. idiot} 1 \'id-e-3-

,tiz-3m\ a obs : idiom 1 b : idiom 2 2 \-e-3t-,iz-3m\ archaic

: IDIOCY
-id.i.um \'id-e-3m\ n suffix, pi -id.i.ums or -id-ia \-e-a\ [NL, fr.

Gk -idion, dim. suffix] : small one (antheridium)

Udle \'Td-n\ adj idler \'Id-l3r, -M-3r\ idlest \'Td-l3st, -n-3st\

[ME idel, fr. OE Jdel: akin to OHG iial worthless] 1 : lacking

worth or basis : useless (^ rumor) 2 : not occupied or employed:
as a : having no employment : inactive i^ workmen) b : not

turned to appropriate use <~ funds) 3 a : trifling, lazy (-^

fellows) b : having no evident lawful means of support <the

charge of being an '-' person) syn see inactive, vain — idle-ness
\'Td-^l-n3s\ n — idly \'id-ie\ adv

2idle vb idling \'Td-Ur), -^l-ia\ vi 1 a : to spend time in idleness

b : to move idly 2 ; to run disconnected so that power is not used
for useful work <the engine is

idling) — v/ 1 : to pass in idle-

ness 2 : to make idle 3 ; to
cause to idle — idler \'td-l3r,

-n-3r\ n
idler pulley n : a guide or tight-

ening pulley for a belt or chain
idler wheel n 1 : a wheel, gear,

or roller used to transfer motion
or to guide or support some- JHig- wheel
thing 2 : IDLER PULLEY

abut; ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb tbin; ih this;
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Idlesse Xld-IasN n Udle + ME -esse (as in richesse wealth) —
more at riches] : idleness

iao-crase \1d-3-,kras, 'id-. -,kraz\ n [F, fr. Gk eidoM + krasis
mixture fr. kerannynai to mix — more at crater] : a mineral Caio-
(Mg.Fe)2AUSi9034(OH)4 that is a complex silicate of calcium, mag-
nesium, iron, and aluminum

idol \"Td-=l\ n [ME. fr. OF idole, fr. LL idolum, fr. Gk eidolon
phantom, idol; akin to Gk eidos form — more at idyll] 1 : a repre-
sentation or symbol of a deity used as an object of worship; broadly
; a false god 2 a : any likeness of something b obs : pretender,
IMPOSTOR 3 : a form or appearance visible but without substance
4 ; an object of passionate devotion 6 : a false conception
: FALLACY

Idol.a.ter \T-'dal-3t-3r\ n [ME idolatrer, fr. ^LT jdolatre, fr. LL
idololaires, fr. Gk eidololatres. fr. eidolon + -latres -later] 1 ; a
worshiper of idols 2 : a person that admires or loves intensely and
often blindly

idOl*a.trous \T-'dal-3-tr3s\ adj 1 : of or relating to Idolatry
2 : having the character of idolatry 3 : given to idolatry — idol-
a<trous<ly adv — idol*a-trous*iie5S n

idol.a-try \-tre\ n 1 : the worship of a physical object as a god
2 : immoderate attachment or devotion to something

idol*iza.tlon \.id-^l-3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act of idolizing ; the state of
being idolized

idol'ize \'rd-'l-,Tz\ vr : to worship idolatrously; broadly : to love or
admire to excess ^^ vi : to practice idolatry — ldol>iz<er n

id0-ne>0US \T-'d6-ne-3s\ adj [L idoneus] archaic ; suitable
idyll or idyl \'Td-=l\ n [L idylUum, fr. Gk eidyllion, fr. dim. of
eidos form; alun to Gk idein to see — more at wrr] 1 a : a simple
descriptive work either in poetry or prose that deals with rustic Ufe
or pastoral scenes or suggests a mood of peace and contentment
Ij ; a narrative poem treating an epic, romantic, or tragic theme
2 a ; a fit subject for an idyll b : a romantic interlude 3 : a pas-
toral or romantic musical composition — idyl*lic \i-'dil-ik.\ adj— idyMi.cal.ly \-i-kO-)le\ adv

idyU*ist \1d-^l-3st\ n ; a composer of Idylls

-ie also -y \e\ n sujjix, pi -ies [ME] 1 : Uttle one : dear little one
<birdie> <sonn>'> — sometimes in names of articles of apparel
<pantie> 2 ; one belonging to : one having to do with <town>)
3 : one of (such) a kind or quaUty (cutie) <toughie)

-ier — see -er
lif \(.)if, af\ conj [ME, fr. OE gij; akin to OHG ibu if] 1 a : In the
event that b : allowing that c ; on condition that 2 : whether
<asked <--- the mail had come) 3 — used as a function word to
introduce an exclamation expressing a wish <^' it would only rain)
4 ; even though (an interesting '^ untenable argument)

ail \'if\ n 1 : CONDITION, stipulation 2 : supposition
-il.er.OUS \'if-(3-)r5s\ adj comb jorm [ME, fr. L -ijer, fr. -/- + -Jer
-ferous] : -FEROUS

il*ty \'if-e\ adj Vij] : abounding In contingencies or unknown qual-
ities or conditions

-i.lorm \3-.f6rm\ adj comb Jorm [MF & L; MF -ijorme, fr. L
-ijormis, fr. -i- + -jormis -form] : -form <rami/orm)

-i.ly \3-.fi\ vb sujjix [ME -ijien, fr. OF -ijier, fr. L -ijicare, fr. -/- +
-/icare-fy]:-FY

ig.loo also ig.lu \'ig-(,)lu\ n [Eskimo iglu. igdlii house] 1 : an
Eskimo house or hut often made of snow blocks and in the shape
of a dome 2 :_a building or structure shaped like a dome

ig*ne>0U5 \'ig-ne-as\ adj [L igneus, fr. ignis fire; akin to Skt agni
fire] 1 : of. relating to, or resembling fire : fiery 2 a : relating to,

resulting from, or suggestive of the intrusion or extrusion of magma
or the activity of volcanoes b ; formed by soUdification of molten
magma (^ rock)

ig.nes>cent \ig-'nes-'nt\ adj l ; capable of emitting sparks
2 : flaring up

Igni- comb jorm [L, fr. Ignisl : fire ; burning (I'gnitron)

ig-nis lat.U'US \.ig-n3s-'fach-(3-)w3s\ n, pi ig.nes Iat*ui \-.nez-
'fach-a-,wi\ [ML, lit., foohsh fire] 1 ; a light that sometimes
appears in the night over marshy ground and is often attributable
to the combustion of gas from decomposed organic matter 2 : a
deceptive goal or hope

ig.nit-able also ig.nit.ible \ig-'nTt-3-baI\ adj ; capable of being
ignited

ig-nite \ig-'nTt\ vb [L Ignitus, pp. of ignire to ignite, fr. ignis] vt

1 : to subject to fire or Intense heat; specij : to render luminous by
heat 2 a : to set afire; also : kindle b : to cause (a fuel mixture)
to bum ~ vi 1 : to catch fire 2 : to begin to glow — ig*nit<er or
ig<ni>tor \-'nit-ar\ n

ig-ni.tion \Ig-'nish-an\ n 1 : the act or action of Igniting : kin-
dling 2 : the process or means (as an electric spark) of igniting a
fuel mixture

ig>ni>tron \ig-'nl-,tran\ n : a mercury-containing rectifier tube In
which the arc is struck again at the beginning of each cycle by a spe-
cial electrode separately energized by an auxiliary circuit

ig>no<ble \ig-'n6-b3l\ adj [L ignobilis, fr. in- + nobilis noble] 1 : of
low birth or common origin ; plebeian 2 : characterized by base-
ness or meanness syn see mean — ig<no<ble-ness n — ig<no<bly
\-ble also -b3-le\ adv

ig>no-mill*i*ous \,ig-n3-'mln-e-3s\ adj 1 : marked with or char-
acterized by disgrace or shame : dishonorable 2 : deserving of
shame or Infamy : despicable 3 : humiliating, degrading— lg<no>min>i>oas>ly adv — ig-no-min-i*ous<nes5 n
ig.no.mi.ny \'ig-n3-,min-e, -ma-ne; Ig-'nam-3-ne\ n [MF or L;
MF ignominie, fr. L ignominia, fr. ig- (as In ignorare to be Ignorant
of, ignored + nomin-, nomen name, repute — more at name]
1 ; deep personal humiliation and disgrace 2 : disgraceful or dis-
honorable conduct, quality, or action syn see disgrace

ig<no<ra>mus X.Ig-na-'ra-masX n [Ignoramus, ignorant lawyer in
Ignoramus (1615) play by George Ruggle] : an utterly ignorant
person : dunce

ig.no.rance \'lg-n3-r3n(t)s\ n : the state of being Ignorant
ig>no>rant \-r3nt\ adj la: destitute of knowledge or education

: unlearned (an -^ society) b : resulting from or showing lack of
knowledge or intelligence (-- errors) 2 : unaware, uninformed— ig*no.rant'ly adv — ig*no*rant>ness n
syn ignorant. iLLrrERATE, unlettered, untutored, unlearned
mean not having knowledge; ignorant may Imply a general condi-
tion or It may apply to lack of knowledge or awareness of a par-

knowledge gained by reading; untutored may imply lack of school-
ing in the arts and ways of civilization; unlearned suggests igno-
rance of advanced subjects

ig.no-ra-tio elen.clii \,ig-n3-.rat-e-,6-i-'ler)-.ke\ n [L, lit.. Igno-
rance of proof] ; a fallacy in logic of supposing a point proved or
disproved by an argument proving or disproving something not at
issue

ig-nore \ig-'n6(a)r, -n6(3)r\ vr [F ignorer, fr. L ignorare, fr. ig-
narus ignorant, unknown, fr. in- + gnoscere, noscere to know —
more at know] 1 : to refuse to uke notice of 2 : to reject (a bill
of indictnient) a^ ungrounded syn see neglect — ig.nor-er n
Igo.rot \,e-ga-'rot\ n, pi Igorot or Igorots 1 : a member of any of
several related peoples of northwestern Luzon, Philippines 2 : any
of the Austronesian languages of the Igorot

Igraine \i-'gran\ n ; the wife of Uther and mother of Arthur In
Arthurian legend

igua*na \i-'gwan-a\ n [Sp, fr. Arawak iwana] : any of various large
herbivorous typically dark-colored tropical American lizards (fam-
ily Iguanidae) with a serrated dorsal crest that are important as
human food in their native habitat; broadly ; any of various large
lizards
iguan*odont \i-'gwan-a-,dant\ n [NL Iguanodont-, Iguanodon,
genus name] : any of a genus (Iguanodon) of gigantic herbivorous
dinosaurs from the early Cretaceous of Belgium and England— iguanodont adj
IHS \,T-.a-'ches\ [LL, part transliteration of Gk IHS, abbreviation
for IH20T2 lesous Jesus] — used as a Christian symbol and mono-
gram for Jesus
iKon var oj ICON
il see IN-

ilang-Uang \,e-,lao-'e-,lao\ n [Tag] 1 : a tree {Canangium odora-
tum) of the custard-apple family of the Malay archipelago, the
Philippines, and adjacent areas that has very fragrant greenish
yellow flowers 2 : a perfume distilled from the flowers of the ilang*
ilang tree

ile- also ileo- comb jorm [NL ileum^ 1 : Ileum (iteltis) 2 : ileal

and <i7eocecal>
i-ile \al. '1, .n, C,)U\ adj sujjix [ME, fr. MF. fr. L -iVts] : of, relating
to. or capable of (contract//^)

2-ile n sujjix [prob. fr. -ile (as in quartile, n.)] ; segment of a (speci-
fied) si-'-e in a'frequency distribution (deciVe)

il.e.al \"il-e-3l\ also il-cac \-e-,ak\ adj ; of. relating to, or involv-
ing the ileum

il.e-itiS \,il-e-'rt-as\ n [NL] : Inflammation of the ileum
il.e.Xim \'il-e-3m\ n, pi il-ea \-e-3\ [NL, fr. L. groin, viscera]

: the last division of the small Intestine extending between the
jejunum and large intestine

il.e-us \'il-e-as\ n [L, fr. Gk eileos, fr. eilyein to roll — more at
voluble] : obstruction of the bowel; specij : a condition marked
by painful distended abdomen, vomiting, toxemia, and dehydration
and caused by failure of peristalsis

ilex \'T-,leks\ n [L] 1 ; a southern European evergreen oak
(Quercus ilex) — called also holm oak 2 ; holly

il'i.ac \'il-e-,ak\ also il-i-al \'il-«-9l\ adj [LL iliacus, fr. L ilium}
: of, relating to, or located near the iUum

Il<l*ad \'il-e-3d, -e-,ad\ n [Iliad, ancient Greek epic poem attributed
to Homer, fr. L Iliad-. Ilias. fr. Gk] 1 : a long narrative; esp : an
epic in the Homeric tradition 2 a : a series of exploits regarded as
suitable for an epic b : a series of miseries — Il*i*ad<ic \,il-e-'ad-

-ik\ adj
ilio- comb jorm [NL ilium'] ; Iliac and (i/iolumbar)
il.i.um \'Il-e-3m\ n, pi il.ia \-e-3\ [NL, fr. L ilium, ileum] : the
dorsal and upper one of the three bones composing either lateral
half of the pelvis

lilk \'ilk\ pron [ME, fr. OE ilea, fr. a prehistoric compound whose
constituents are akin respectively to Goth is he (akin to L is he,
that) and OE gellc like — more at rrERATE, like] chiefly Scot
: SAME — used with that esp. in the names of landed families

2ilk n : sort, kind
Silk pron [ME, adj. & pron., fr. OE ylc, 5/c] chiejly Scot : each
il.ka \'Il-k3\ adj [ME, fr. ilk + a (hidef. art.)] chiejly Scot ; each,
EVERY
Ull \'il\ adj worse \'w3rs\ worst \'warst\ [ME, fr. ON illr]

1 a chiejly Scot : immoral, vicious b : showing or implying evil

Intention (— deeds) 2 a : causing suffering or distress (-^ weather)
b (1) : not normal or sound (-^ health) (2) : not in good health;
also : NAUSEATED 3 a : not suited to circumstances or not to one's
advantage : unlucky ('^ omen) b : involving difficulty : hard
<an ~ man to please) 4 a : not meeting an accepted standard ('—
manners) b archaic ; notably unskillful or Inefficient 5a: un-
friendly, hostile <~ feeling) b : harsh, cruel (^ treatment)
syn see bad, sick

2ill adv worse; worst 1 a : with displeasure or hostility b : in a
harsh manner c : so as to reflect unfavorably 2 : in a reprehensi-
ble manner 3 : hardly, scarcely 4 a : badly, unluckily
b ; in a faulty or Inefficient manner

3ill n 1 : the reverse of good : evil 2 a ; misfortune, distress
b (1) : AILMENT, sickness (2) : something that disturbs or afflicts

; trouble 3 : something that reflects unfavorably
I'll \(.)T(3)1\ : I will_: I shall

ill-ad-vlsed \,il-3d-'vizd\ adj : resulting from or showing lack of
wise_ and sufficient counsel or dehberation — ill—ad»vised«ly
\-'vi-z3d-le, -'vTz-dle\ adv

il-la-tion \il-'a-sh3n\ n [LL illation-, illatio, fr. L. action of bring-
ing In, fr. Hiatus (pp. of injerre to bring In), fr. in- + laius, pp. of
jerre to carry — more at tolerate, bear] 1 : the action of inferring
: inference 2 : a conclusion inferred

iil-la*tive \'il-9t-lv, Il-'at-\ n 1 : a word (as therejore) or phrase (as

as a consequence) Introducing an Inference 2 : illation 2
^illative adj ; inferential — il-la-tive-ly adv
il-laud.able \(')il-'(n6d-3-b3!\ adj [L illaudabilis, fr. in- + lauda-
bilis laudable] : deserving no praise — il>Iaud*ably \-ble\ adv

ill-be-lng \'il-'be-i^o\ " : the condition of being less than prosperous
ill-bod-ing \'il-*bod-io\ adj : boding evil : inauspicious
ill-bred \-'bred\ adj 1 : badly brought up : impolfte 2 ; Inferior

by reason of being the offspring of badly matched parents
il.le.gal \C)U-"(ne-g9l\ adj [F or ML; F illegal, fr. ML illegalis, fr.

L in- -I- legalis legal] : not according to or authorized by law
: unlawful; also : not sanctioned by official rules — il*le>gad-i<ty
\,U-e-'gal-3t-«\ n — U-le-gal-ly \C')U-'a)c-g3-le\ adv
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il.leg.i-bU-i.ty \(,)U-,ej-3-'bil-9t-e\ n : the quaUty or state of being
illegible

il>leg>i>t)le \C')il-'(l)ej-3-b3l\ adj : not legible ; undecipherable— il'leg-i'Dly \-ble\ adv
il-le.git-i.ma.cy \,U-i-'jit-3-m3-se\ n 1 : the quaUty or state of
being illegitimate 2 ; bastardy 2

il>le-git>i>mate \-'jit-3-m3t\ adj l ; not recognized as lawful off-
spring; specij : bom of parents not married to each other 2 : not
rightly deduced or inferred : illogical 3 ; departing from the
regular : erratic 4a: illegal b : not authorized by good usage
coj a [axon : published either validly or invalidly but not according
with the rules of the relevant international code — 2l-le*git<i>inate-
ly adv

ill-lat<ed \'U-'fat-3d\ adj 1 : having an evil fate 2 : that causes
or marks the beginning of misfortune"

iU-Ia-vored \-'fa-v3rd\ adj 1 : unattractive in physical appearance;
esp : having an ugly face 2 ; offensive, objectionable

iU-got-ten \-'gat-'n\ adj ; acquired by evil means
ill-hu>inored X'il-'hyU-msrd, -'yU-\ adj ; surly, irritable — ill-
hu>mored>ly adv

il.lib.er.al \(')il-'a)ib-C3-)r3l\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L illiberalis

ignoble, stingy, fr. L in- + liberalis liberal ] ; not liberal : as a archaic
(1) : lacking a liberal education (2) ; lacking culture and refine-
ment b archaic ; not generous : stingy c (1) : not broad-minded
; bigoted (2) ; opposed to liberalism — il-lib-er-aM-ty \(,)il-

.ib-3-"raI-3t-e\ n — a-lib-er-aMy \(')il-'a)ib-(a-)ro-le\ adv — U-
lib-er-al-ness \-C3-)r3l-n3$\ n

il'Uc-it \ (')il-' (I)is-at\ adj [L illicitiis, fr. in- + licitus lawful — more
at LicTT] : not permitted : unlawful — il.lic»it*ly adv

il.lim.it-abil.i.ty \(,)il-,im-3t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : illimitableness
il.lim.it.able \{')il-'a)ini-3t-s-bsl\ adj : incapable of being Umited
or bounded : MEAStmELESs — il>liiu*it>able*nes5 n — U'lim-it-
ably \-ble\ adv

il-Ull>i>imi \il-'in-e-3m\ n [NL, fr. Illinois^ : promethium
Il>li>noiS \,il-3-'n6i also -'n6iz\ n. pi Illinois [F. of Algonquian
origin; akin to Shawnee kilenawe man] 1 : a confederacy of Indian
peoples of Illinois, Iowa, and Wisconsin 2 : a member of one of the
Illinois peoples

il*Iiq*uld \(')il-'(l)ik-w3d\ adj 1 : not being cash or readily con-
vertible into cash 2 : having no hquid assets — il'li*quid'i'ty
\,il-(,)ik-'wid-3t-e\ n

il>Iite \'iI-,Tt\ n [Illinois, U.S.A.] : a group of clay minerals having
essentially the crystal structure of muscovite; also : one of these
minerals — ll>lit>ic \il-'it-ik\ adj

il.lit.er-a.cy \(')il-'a)it-3-r3-se, -'a)i-tra-se\ n 1 : the quaUty or
state of being illiterate; esp ; inability to read or write 2 : a mistake
or crudity made by or typical of one who is illiterate

il.llt.er-ate \-'a)it-3-r3t, -'(Di-tratX adj [L illiteratus, fr. in - -H

litteratus literate] 1 : having little or no education : unlettered;
esp : unable to read or write 2 a : showing or marked by a lack of
familiarity with language and literature b : violating approved
patterns of speaking or writing 3 : showing or marked by a lack of
acquaintance with the fundamentals of a particular field of knowl-
edge syn see ignorant — illiterate n — il-Ut-er'ate-ly adv— iMit<er*ate>ness n
ill-man.nered \'il-'man-ard\ adj : marked by bad manners : rude
iU-na>tured \-'na-ch3rd\ adj 1 : malevolent, spiteful 2 : hav-
ing a bad disposition : cross, surly — ill-na-tured-ly adv

ill*ness X'il-nasX n 1 obs a : wickedness b : unpleasantness
2 : an unhealthy condition of body or mind : sickness

11-log'iC \('}il-'(l)aj-ik\ n : the quaUty or state of being iUogical

il<Iog<i>caI \-i-k3l\ adj 1 : not observing the principles of logic

2 i_ devoid of logic : senseless — il-log-i-cal-i-ty \(,)il-,aj-i-'kal-

st-e\ n — il<log>i*caMy \(')il-'(l)aj-i-kC9-)Ie\ adv — il.log.i»cal-
ness \-kaI-n3s\ n

ill-sort,ed \'il-'s6rt-3d\ adj 1 : not well matched 2 Scot : dis-
pleased

ill-starred \-^tard\ adj : ill-fated, unlucky
ill-treat \-'tret\ vt : to treat crueUy or improperly : maltreat
— ill-treat-raent \-m3nt\ n
il'lume \il-'um\ vt ; illuminate
il<lu<mi.na>ble \il-'ii-m3-na-b3l\ adj : capable of being iUuminated
il-lu-mi.nance \-ma-n3n(t)s\ n ; illumination 2

il.lu>mi<nant \-n3nt\ n : an iUuminating device or substance
iil.IU.mi>nate \ii-'ii-ma-n3t\ adj 1 archaic : brightened with light

2 archaic : intellectuaUy or spirituaUy enUghtened
2il>lu.mi>nate \-,nat\ vt [L illuminatus, pp. of illuminare, fr. in- +
luminare to light up, fr. lumin-, lumen light — more at luminary]
1 a (1) ; to supply or brighten with light (2) : to make luminous
or shining b ; enlighten c archaic : to set alight 2 : to make
clear : elucidate 3 ; to make illustrious or resplendent 4 : to
decorate (as a manuscript) with gold or silver or brilliant colors or
with often elaborate designs or miniature pictures — il-lii'mi-na-
tor \il-'u-m3-.nat-3r\ «

3il.lu.mi*nate \-n3t\ n, archaic : one having or claiming unusual
enlightenment
iMu-mi.na.ti \il-,u-m3-*n'at-e\ n pi [It & NL; It, fr. NL. fr. L, pi.

of illuminarusi 1 cap : any of various groups claiming special usu.
religious enlightenment 2 ; persons who are or who claim to be
unusually enlightened

il.Iu.mi.na.tion yi-.u-ma-'na-shanX n 1 : the action of iUuminat-
ing or state of being illuminated: as a : spiritual or intellectual en-
Ughtenment b (1 ) : a Ughting up (2) : decorative Ughting or Ught-
ing effects c ; decoration by the art of Uluminating 2 ; the lumi-
nous flux per unit area on an intercepting surface at any given point
3 ; one of the decorative features used in the art of iUuminating or
in decorative Ughting

il.lu*ml.na>tive \il-'u-m3-,nat-iv\ adj : of, relating to, or produc-
ing illumination : illuminating

il.Iu.mine \il-'ii-m3n\ vt : illuminate
il*lu.mi*nism \-m9-,niz-3m\ n 1 : beUef in or claim to a personal
enlightenment not accessible to mankind in general 2 cap ; beliefs

or claims viewed as forming doctrine or principles of lUuminati— il'lu.mi.nist \-m3-n3st\ n
ill-US.age \'il-'yii-sij. -zij\ n : harsh, unkind, or abusive treatment
ill-use \-'yuz\ vt : maltreat, abuse

abut; » kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

j joke; rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; t& tills;

il.lU-Sion \il-'u-zh3n\ n CME, fr. MF, fr. LL illusion-, illusio, fr
L, action of mocking, fr. illusus, pp. of illu-

dere to mock at. fr. in- + ludere to play,
mock — more at ludicrous] 1 a obs
: the action of deceiving b (1) : the state c.
fact of being intellectuaUy deceived or misled
: misapprehension (2) : an instance of such
deception 2 a (1) : a misleading image
presented to the vision (2) : something that
deceives or misleads intellectuaUy b (I) : per-
ception of something objectively existing
in such a way as to cause misinterpretation
of its actual nature (2) : hallucination 1

(3) : a pattern capable of reversible per-
spective 3 : a fine plain transparent bob-
binet or tulle usu. made of silk and used for
veUs, trimmings, and dresses syn see delu-
sion — il'lu.sion.al y'uzh-n3l, -3n-'l\
adj— il.lu.sion.ary \U-'iJ-zh3-,ner-e\ adj

il.lu.sion.ism \-'ii-zh3-,niz-3m\ n : the use
of often extreme Ulusionary effects esp. in art

il.lu-sion-ist \il-'iizh-(3-)n3st\ n : one that
produces iUusions: as a : an artist whose optical iUusions: fig.
work is marked by illusionism b : a ven- a ; a equals b in
triloquist or sleight-of-hand performer length; fig. B: either

il.lU'Sive \U-'iJ-siv, -'u-ziv\ adj : illusory side a or side b may— iMu-sive-ly adv — il*lu*sive.ness n appear nearer the ob-
il.Iu.SQ.ri-ly \U-'us-(3-)r^-le, -'uz-\ adv : in server; fig. C: o may
an iUusory manner be regarded as either

il.lU'SO.ri.ness \-re-n3s\ n : the quaUty or the near or the far
state of being iUusory comer of the block

il.lu.so-ry \il-'Us-(3-)re, -'uz-\ adj : based
on or producing Ulusion ; deceittve syn see apparent

il.lUS-trate X'U-s-.strat, il-"3S-,trat\ vb [L illustratus, pp. of i7-

lustrare, fr. in- + lustrare to purify, make bright — more at luster]
vt 1 obs a : enlighten b : to Ught up 2 a archaic : to make
illustrious b obs (1) : to make bright (2) : adorn 3 a : to make
clear ; clarify b ; to make clear by giving or by serving as an
example or instance c (1) : to provide with visual features intended
to explain or decorate (2) : to serve to explain or decorate 4 : to
show clearly : demonstrate ^ vi : to give an example or instance— il'lus-tra.tor \'U-3s-,trat-3r, U-'3s-,trat-\ n

il.luS'tra.tion \,U-3S-'tra-sh3n, il-,3s-\ n l a : the action of il-

lustrating : the condition of being iUustrated b archaic : the action
of making illustrious or honored or distinguished 2 : something
that serves to iUustrate: as a : an example or instance that helps
make something clear b : a picture or diagram that helps make
something clear or attractive syn see instance

il.luS'tra.tive \il-'3s-tr3t-iv\ adj ; serving, tending, or designed to
iUustrate — il.Ius.tra-tive-ly adv

il.lus.tri.ous \il-'3s-tre-3S\ adj [L illustris. prob. back-formation
fr. illustrare'] 1 : notably or brilliantly outstanding because of
dignity or achievements or actions : eminent 2 obs a : shining
brightly with Ught b : clearly evident syn see famous — il-

lus'tri.ous'ly adv — il.lus>tri.ous.ness n
il.Iu.vi.al \('Ul-'u-ve-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or marked by 11-

luviation or iUuviated materials or areas
il.lU-Vi-ate \-ve-,at\ vi : to undergo iUuviation
il.lU'Vi.a.tion \(,)il-,u-ve-'a-sh3n\ n [in- + -luviaiion (as in
eluviation}'] : accumulation of dissolved or suspended soil materials
in one area or horizon as a result of eluviation from another

i!.lu.vi-imi \(')U-'ii-ve-3m\ n, pi il.lu.vi-ums or il-lu-via \-ve-3\
[NL, fr. in- + -luvium (as in aIluvium^>'\ ; material leached from
one soU horizon and deposited in another

ill will n : unfriendly feeling syn see malice
ill-wish.er_\'il-'wish-3r\ n : one that wishes iU to another
il.ly \'il-(l)e\ adv : badly, ill <^ chosen)
UMyr.i.an \il-'ir-e-3n\ adj : of. relating to, or characteristic of
ancient lUyria, the lUyrians, or their languages

2lllyrian n 1 z a native or inhabitant of ancient lUyria 2 : the
poorly attested Indo-European languages of the lUyrians

il.men.ite \'U-m9-,nTt\ n [G ilmenit, fr Ilmen range, Ural Mts.,
U.S.S.R.] : a usu. massive iron-black mineral FeTiOj composed of

iron, titanium, and oxygen
Ilo.ca.no or Ilo.ka.no X.e-b-'kan-UoV n, pi Ilocano or Ilocanos
or Ilokano or Ilokanos 1 a : a major people of northern Luzon
in the Philippines b : a member of this people 2 : the Austro-
nesian language of the Ilocano people
im see in-

I'm \(.)Tm\ : I am
lim.age \'im-ij\ n [ME, fr. OF, short for imagene, fr. L imagin-,

imago; akin to L imitari to imitate] 1 ; a reproduction or imitation

of the form of a person or thing; esp ; an imitation in solid form
2 a : the optical counterpart of an object produced by a lens,

mirror, or other optical system b : any likeness of an object

produced on a photographic material 3 : exact likeness 4 a ; a
tangible or visible representation : incarnation b archaic : an
illusory form : apparition 5 a (I) : a mental picture of something
not actually present ; impression (2) ; a mental conception held

in common by members of a group and symbolic of a basic attitude

and orientation b : idea, concept 6 : a vivid or graphic rep-

resentation or description 7a; something introduced to represent

something else that it strikingly resembles or suggests b : figure
of speech 8 : a person strikingly like another person
2image vt 1 : to describe or portray in language esp. vividly

2 : to call up a mental picture of : imagine 3 a : reflect, mirror
b : to make appear ; project 4 a : to create a representation of

b ; to represent symbolically
im.ag.ery \'im-ii-(3-)re\ n 1 : the product of image makers

: images; also I the art of making images 2 : figurative language
3 : mental images; esp : the products of imagination

imag.in-able \im-'aj-(3-)n3-b3l\ adj % capable of being imagined
: conceivable — imag.in.able-ness n — imag»in.ably \-ble\

limag.i.nal \im-'a]-3n-=l\ adj [imagine -h -a/] : of or relating to

imagination or to images or imagery
2ima.gi.nal \im-'a-g3n-'l, -'ag-3n-\ adj [NL imagin-, imago"]

: of or relating to the insect imago

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life
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imag.l.nar-i-ly \im-,aj-3-'i

imag>i-nar<i<ness \im-'aj-
being imaginary
iimag>i-nary \im-'aj-3-,ner-e\ adj 1 : existing only in imagination

; FANCIED 2 : containing or relating to the imaginary unit (--^

number)
Syn FANCIFUL, VISIONARY, FANTASTIC, CHIMERICAL, QUIXOTIC:

IMAGINARY strcsscs lack of actuality; it applies to what could be
existent or present but in fact is not; fanciful suggests the free
play of the imagination; visionary stresses impracticality or
incapability of realization; fantastic implies incredibility or
strangeness beyond belief; chimerical combines the implication
of visionary and fantastic; quixotic implies a devotion to
romantic or chivalrous ideals unrestrained by ordinary prudence
and common sense
^imaginary n 1 obs : a figment of imagination 2 : a complex
number (as 2+3i) whose imaginary part is not zero
imaginary part n : the part of a complex number (as 3i in 2+3i)
that has the imaginary unit as a factor

imaginary unit n : the positive square root of minus 1 : + V^
lmag*i>na>tion \im-,aj-a-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or power of
forming a mental image of something not present to the senses or
never before wholly perceived in reality 2 a : creative ability
b : ability to confront and deal with a problem : resourcefulness
3 a : a creation of the mind; esp : an idealized or poetic creation
b ; fanciful or empty assumption 4 : popular or traditional
belief or conception
syn imagination, fancy, fantasy mean the power to form

mental images of things not before one. imagination is the most
general term and the freest from derogatory connotation; it may
apply to the representation either of what is remembered, or of
what has never been experienced in its entirety, or of what is

actually nonexistent; fancy applies esp. to the power of inventing
the novel and unreal by altering or recombining the elements of
reality; fantasy implies the unrestrained and often extravagant or
delusive operation of the fancy
imag.i.na.tive \im-'aj-(3-)nat-iv, -'aj-3-,nat-\ adj 1 : of, relating
to, or characterized by imagination 2 : given to imagining ; hav-
ing a lively imagination 3 : of or relating to images; esp : showing
a command of imagery — imag-i-na-tive-ly adv ~ imag<i>na-
tive-ness n

imag-ine \im-'aj-3n\ vt imag.in-ing \-'a]-(3-)nio\ [ME imaginen.
It. MF imaginer, fr. L irnaginari, fr. imagin-, imago image] vt

1 : to form a mental image of (something not present) 2 ; plan,
SCHEME 3 : think, suppose, guess <1 ~ it will rain) '^ vi 1 : to
use the imagination 2 : suppose, think syn see think
im>ag*ism \'im-ij-,iz-3m\ n : a movement in poetry advocating
free verse and the expression of ideas and emotions through clear
precise images — im-ag-ist X-ij-astX n — imagist or im>ag>is>tlc
\,im-ij-'is-tik\ adj— im>ag>is-ti>caMy \-ti-kO-)le\ adv

iraa^go \im-'a-(,)go. -'ag-(,)6\ n, pi imagoes or ima.gi.nes
\-'a-g3-,nez, -'ag-3-\ [NL, fr. L, image] 1 : an insect in its final
adult sexually mature usu. winged state 2 : an idealized mental
image of any person including the self

imam \i-'mam, -'mam\ n [Ar imam} 1 : the prayer leader of a
mosque 2 cap : a Muslim leader of the line of All held by Shiites
to be the divinely appointed, sinless, infallible successors of
Muhammad 3 : any of various rulers that claim descent from
Muhammad and exercise spiritual and temporal leadership over a
Muslim region
imam-ate \-,at\ n, ojten cap 1 : tlie office of an imam 2 : the
region or country ruled over by an imam

ima.ret \i-'mar-3t\ n [Turk] : ai

im.bal.ance \C)im-"bal-3n(t)s\ , . _ ..

of functional balance between body parts or its effect b :

cal disproportion between males and females in a population
im>be-cile \'im-ba-S3l, -,sil\ n [F imbecile, fr. imbecile weak, weak*
minded, fr. L imbecillus'] 1 : a mentally deficient person; esp ; a
feebleminded person having a mental age of three to seven years
and requiring supervision in the performance of routine daily
tasks of caring for himself 2 : fool, idiot syn see fool ~ im-
becile or im*be*cil<ic \,im-ba-'sil-ik\ adj — im>be>cile<ly \'ira-
b3-S3(l)-Ie, -,sil-le\ adv

ira.be.cil-i.ty \,im-ba-'sil-ot-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
imbecile or an imbecile 2 a : utter foolishness; also : FUTiLrrv
b : something that is foolish or nonsensical
imbed var oj embed
im.bibe \im-'bTb\ vb [in sense 1, fr. ME enbiben, fr. MF embiber,
fr. L imbibere to drink in, conceive, fr. in- + bibere to drink; in
other senses, fr. L imbibere — more at potable] vt 1 archaic
: soak, steep 2 a : to receive into the mind and retain i~ moral
principles) b : to assimilate or take into solution 3 a : drink
b : ABSORB ~ VI 1 : drink 2 2 a : to take in liquid b : to absorb
or assimilate moisture, gas, light, or heat syn see absorb — im-
bib-er n

im<bi.bi'tion yim-bs-'bish-anX n ; the act or action of imbibing;
esp : the taking up of fluid by a colloidal system resulting in
swelling — ini>bi<bi*tion*al \-'bish-nal, -3n-'l\ adj
imbitter var oj EMBriTER
imbOSOm var oj EMBOSOM
iim*bri*cate \'im-bri-kat\ adj [LL imbrlcatus, pp. of imbricare
to cover with pantiles, fr. L imbric-, imbrex pantile, fr. imbr-,
imber rain; akin to Gk ombros rain] ; lying lapped over each other
in regular order <'^ scales) — im<bri*cate*ly adv

3im>bri*cate \'im-br3-,kat\ vb : overlap
im.bri-ca.tion \,im-br9-'ka-shan\ n 1 : an
overlapping of edges (as of tiles) 2 : a
decoration or pattern showing imbrication

im.bro.glio \im-'broI-(,)yo\ n [It, fr.

imbrogliare to entangle, fr. MF embrouil-
ler — more at embroil] 1 : a confused
mass 2 a : an intricate or complicated
situation b : an acutely painful or
embarrassing misunderstanding ; embroil-
MEHT
imbrown var oj embrown
im.brue \im-'brii\ vt [ME enbrewen, prob. fr. MF abrev
bevrer to soak, drench, deriv. of L bibere to drink —
POTABLE] : DRENCH, STAIN
im.brute \im-*brljt\ vi : to sink to the level of a brute ^
degrade to the level of a brute

: lack

imbrication 2

at

im*bue \im-'byii\ vt [L imbuerel 1 : to tinge or dye deeply 2 : to
cause to become penetrated : permeate syn see infuse
im.burse \im-'b3rs\ vt [ML imbursare, fr. L in- + ML bursa
purse — more at purse] : to put into or as if into a purse

im<id*az*ole \,im-a-'daz-,51\ n [ISV] : a white crystalline hetero-
cyclic base C3H4N2; broadly : any of various derivatives of this

im<ide \'im-,Td\ n [ISV, alter, of amide} : a compound derived
from ammonia by replacement of two hydrogen atoms by a metal
or an equivalent of acid radicals — compare amide — im*id*iC
\im-'id-ik\ adj

im*i*do \'im-&-,d6\ adj ; relating to or containing the group =NH
or a substituted group =NR united to one or two radicals of
acid character

im>ine \'im-,en\ n [ISV, alter, of amine} ; a compound derived
from ammonia by replacement of two hydrogen atoms by a bi-
valent hydrocarbon radical or other nonacid organic radical

im<i<no \'im-3-,no\ adj ; relating to or containing the group =NH
or a substituted group =NR united to a radical other than an
acid radical

im>i*ta-ble \'im-3l-a-b3l\ adj : capable or worthy of being imitated
or copied

im<i<tate \'im-3-,tat\ vt [L imitatus, pp. of imitari — more at
IMAGE] 1 : to follow as a pattern, model, or example : copy
2 : to produce a copy of : reproduce 3 ; to be or appear like

: RESEMBLE 4 I MIMIC, COUNTERFEIT sytt See COPY — im-i-ta>tor
\-,tat-3r\ n

im<i*ta*tion \,im-3-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of imitating 2 : some-
thing produced as a copy : counterfeit 3 : a literary work
designed to reproduce the style of another author 4 : the repeti-
tion in a voice part of the melodic theme, phrase, or motive previ-
ously found in another part 5 : participation by a sensible object
in a transcendent idea 6a: the execution of an act supposedly
as a direct response to the perception of another person per-
forming the act b : the assumption of the modes of behavior
observed in other individuals — imitation adj — im-i-ta-tion*al
\-shn3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj

im*i>ta*tive \'im-3-,tat-iv\ adj 1 a : marked by imitation b : ono-
matopoeic c : exhibiting mimicry 2 : inclined to imitate 3 : im-
itating something superior : counterfeit — im-i-ta-tive-ly adv~ im*i*ta*tive*ness n
im-mac>U'la*cy \im-'ak-y3-l3-se\ n : immaculateness
im>mac>U*late \im-'ak-y3-l3t\ adj [ME immaculat, fr. L immacu-
latus, fr. in- + maculaius, pp. of maculare to stain — more at
maculate] 1 : having no stain or blemish : pure 2 : containing
no flaw or error 3 a : spotlessly clean b : having no colored spots
or marks (petals '-'> — im»mac«u>late.ly adv — im-mac*u*late-
ness n
Immaculate Conception n : a conception in which the offspring
is preserved free from original sin by divine grace held in Roman
Catholic dogma to be the manner of the conception of the Virgin
Mary
im^mane \im-'an\ adj [L immanis, fr. in- + manus good — more at
mature] archaic ; huge; also : monstrous in character ; inhuman
im.ma.nence \'im-3-n3n(t)s\ or im.ma.nen.cy \-n3n-se\ n : the
state or quality of being immanent : inherence
im-ma-nent \-n3nt\ adj [LL immanent-, immanens, prp. of im-
manere to remain in place, fr. L in- + manere to remain — more at
mansion] 1 : remaining or operating within a domain of reality

or realm of discourse : inherent 2 : confined to consciousness
or to the mind : subjective — compare transcendent — ini-

ma<nent*ly adv
im-ma-nent*ism \-,iz-sm\ n : any of several theories according
to which God or an abstract mind or spirit is immanent in the
world — im>ma*nent<ist \-nant-3st, -,nent-\ n — im>ma<nent-
iS'tic \,im-3-n3nt-'is-lik\ adj

im.ma.te.ri.al \,im-3-'tir-e-3l\ adj [ME immateriel, fr. MF, fr. LL
irnmaterialis, fr. L in- + LL materialis material] 1 : not consisting
of matter : incorporeal 2 : of no substantial consequence
: unimportant — im*ma*te>ri<aMy \-e-a-le\ adv — im*ma*te-
Ti*al-ness n

im>ma>te>ri<al.ism \-e-3-,liz-9m\ n : a theory that external bodies
are in essence mental — im-ma-te*ri*al>ist \-l3si\ n

im.ma>te*n>al>i>ty \,im-3-,tir-e-'al-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state

of being immaterial 2 : something immaterial
im.ma<te*ri*al>ize \-'tir-e-3-,hz\ vt : to make Immaterial or
incorporeal
im.ma.ture \.im-3-*t(y)u(3)rafao -'chu(3)r\ adj [L immaturus. fr.

in- + maturus mature] 1 archaic : premature 2 a : lacking com-
plete growth, differentiation, or development : unripe b (1)

: CRUDE, UNFINISHED (2) oj a topographlc Jeature : predictably due
to undergo further changes — used esp. of valleys and drainages
while most of the area is well above baselevel — immature n —
im-ma-ture-ly adv — im*ma<ture<ne5S n — im-ma-tur-ity
\-'t(y)ur-3t-e also -'chur-\ n

im.mea.sur.able\(')im-'(m)ezh-(a-)r3-b3l. -•(m)ezh-3r-b3l,
-'(m)azh-\ adj : incapable of being measured; broadly : indefinitely

extensive — im'mea-sur*able*ness n — im-mea*sur>ably \-ble\
adv

im*me>di<a<cy \im-'ed-e-3-se, Brit ojten -'e-j3-se\ n 1 : the quality
or state of being immediate; esp : freedom from an intervening
medium 2 : something that is immediate — usu. used in pi.

3 : direct presence to cognition or perception; specij : self-evi-

dence. INTUmVENESS
im>me-di-ate \im-'ed-e-3t, Brit ojten -'e-jit\ adj [LL immediatus,
fr. L in- + LL mediatus intermediate — more at mediate] 1 a : act-

ing or being without the intervention of another object, cause, or
agency : direct (the -^ cause of death) b : present to the mind in-

dependently of other states or factors (^ awareness) 2 : being
next in line or relation (~ parties to the quarrel) 3 a : made or
done at once : instant (an -^ need) b oj time : near to or related
to the present (the -^ past) 4 : existing without intervening space
or substance (-^ contact); broadly : being near at hand <"^ neigh-
borhood) syn see direct
iim*me<di*ate*Iy adv 1 : without intermediary : closely 2 ; with-
out interval of time : straightway
^immediately conj : as soon as
im^me'di^ate^ness n ; immediacy
im*med<i<ca*ble \C)im-'(m)ed-i-k3-b3l\ adj tL immedicabUis, It.

in- + medicabilis medicable] : incurable — im>med«i'Ca»bly
\-ble\ adv
Im-mel.mann \'im-3l-m3n\ n [Max Immelmann tl9l6 G aviator]
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: a turn In which an airplane In flight is first made to complete
half of a loop and Is then rolled half of a complete turn
im.me.mo-ri-al \,im-3-'ra6r-e-3l, -'m6r-\ adj [prob. fr. F im-
memorial, fr. MF, fr. in- -h memorial^ ; extending beyond the
reach of memory, record, or tradition — im*ine>mo-ri-al>ly
\-e-3-le\ adv
im-mense \ira-'en(t)s\ adj [MF, fr. L immensus Immeasurable, fr.

in- + mensus, pp. of metiri to measure — more at measure]
1 : marked by greatness esp. in size or degree ; huge 2 : su-
premely good : ExcELLE^a• syn see enormous — im-meuse-ly
adv — im-mense-ness n
im^men.si-ty \im-'en(t)-s3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
immense 2 ; something immense
im.men.su.ra-ble \(')im-'(m)en(t)s-(3-)r3-b3l, -'Cm)ench-Ca-)r3-\
adj [LL immensurabilis, it. L in- + LL mensurabilis measurable]
: immeasurable

ini>merge \im-'srj\ v6 [L immergerel vt, archaic t immerse "^ vi

; to plunge into or immerse oneself in something — im>mer>geiice
\-*ar-J3n(t)s\ n

im>merse \im-'ars\ vt [L immersus, pp. of immergere, fr. in- +
mergere to merge] 1 ; to plunge into something that surrounds
or covers; esp : to plunge or dip into a fluid 2 ; to baptize by
immersion 3 : engross, absorb
im-mersed adj, oj a plant : growing wholly under water
im«iner<Sioil \im-'3r-zhan, -sh3n\ n 1 : an act of immersing : a
state of being immersed; specij % baptism by complete submersion
of the person in water 2 ; disappearance of a celestial body
behind or into the shadow of another
im-mesh \im-'esh\ var oj enmesh
im>ine*thod>i'Cal \.im-a-'thad-i-kal\ adj : not methodical — fan-
me-thod'i'CaMy \-k(a-)le\ adv

im.mi.grant \'im-i-gr3nt\ n : one that immigrates: a ; a person
who comes to a country for the purpose of permanent residence
b : a plant or animal that appears and becomes estabUshed in
an area in which it was previously unknown syn see emigrant— immigrant adj

im-mi'grate \'im-3-,grat\ vb [L immigratus, pp. of immigrare to
remove, go in, fr. in- + migrare to migrate] vi : to enter and usu.
become established; esp ; to come into a country of which one is

not a native for permanent residence ^ vt i to bring in or send as
immigrants — im-mi»gra-tion \,im-a-'gra-sh3n\ n

i]n>mi<nence \'im-3-n3n(t)s\ n 1 also im*ini*nen-cy \-n3n-se\
; the quality or state of being imminent 2 : something imminent;
esp : impending evil or danger

im>mi<nent \-nant\ adj [L imminent-^ imminens, prp. of imminere
to project, threaten, fr. in- + -minere (akin to L mont-. mans
mountain) — more at mount] : ready to take place; esp ; hanging
threateningly over one's head syn see impending— im-nii<neut*ly
adv — im>nu<nent*ness n

im.nim<gle \im-*io-g3l\ vb ; blend, intermingle
im.miS.Ci.bil.i-ty \C,)im-.is-3-'bil-at-e\ n : inability to mix
ini'niis.ci'ble \(')im-*(m)is-a-b3l\ adj : incapable of mixing or
attaining homogeneity — im^mis-ci-bly \-ble\ adv

un-mit-i>ga*ble \(')im-'(m)it-i-s3-b3l\ adj [LL immitigabiUs, fr.

L in- + mitigare to mitigate] : not capable of being mitigated— im>niit*i>ga>ble>ness n — im-init>i>ga*hly \-ble\ adv
im>mix \im-'iks\ vt [back-formation fr. immixed mixed in, fr,

ME immixte, fr. L immixtus, pp. of immiscere, fr. in- + miscere
to mix — more at mix] ; to mix intimately : commingle

im>mix<tiire \im-'iks-char\ n ; the action of immixing : the state
of being immixed

im.mo.bile \(')im-'(m)o-bal, -,bel, -.bll\ adj [ME in-mobill, fr. L
immobilis, fr. in- + mobilis mobile] ; incapable of being moved
; FIXED — im-mo'bil'i-ty \,im-(,)o-'bil-3t-e\ n

mi.mO'bi'U*za.tion \im-,o-b(a-)la-'za-sh3n\ n : the act of immo-
bihzing ; the state of being immobilized

im.mO'bi^Iize \im-'o-b3-,lTz\ vt : to make immobile: as a ; to
prevent freedom of movement or effective use of b ; to reduce or
eliminate motion of (the body or a part) by mechanical means
or by strict bed rest c (1) : to withhold (specie) from circulation
to serve as security for other money (2) : to convert (circulating
capital) into fixed capital — im-mo>bi>liz<er n
im<mod*er>a>cy \(')im-'(m)ad-(3-)r3-se\ n : lack of moderation
im<>modoer>ate \-(3-)r9t\ adj [ME immoderat, fr. L immoderatus.
fr. in- + moderatus, pp. of moderare to moderate] 1 : lacking in
moderation 2 obs a : intemperate b : having no limits syn see
EXCESSIVE — im-mod-er'ate-ly \-'(m)ad-3rt-le, -(a-)rat-le\ adv —
im>mod<er-ate.ness \-(a-)r3t-n3s\ n — im>mod*ei>a*tion
\(,)im-,ad-3-'ra-sh3n\ n

im-mod.est \(')im-'(m)ad-3st\ adj [L immodestus, fr. in- + mo-
destus modest] : not modest; specij ; indecent — im«mod-est-ly
adv — im-mod-es-ty \-a-ste\ n

im>niO>late \'im-3-,lat\ vt [L immolatus, pp. of immolare, fr. in- +
mola spelt grits; fr. the custom of sprinkling victims with sacrificial

meal; akin to L molere to grind — more at mill] 1 ; to offer in
sacrifice; esp ; to kill as a sacrificial victim 2 : kill, destroy— im<mo>la-tor \'im-3-.lat-5r\ n

tm>mo>la>tion \,im-3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of immolating: the
state of being immolated 2 : something that is immolated

im>mor*al \(')im-'(m)6r-3l, -'(m)ar-\ adj : inconsistent with purity
or good morals — im>mor-al-ly \-3-le\ adv

im>mor<al.ist \-3-l3st\ n : an advocate of immorality
im-mo-ral.i.ty \,im-,6-'ra!-3t-e, ,im-a-'ral-\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being immoral ; wickedness; esp : unchastoty 2 : an
immoral act or practice
lim.mor-tal \C)im-'6rt-'l\ adj [ME. fr. L immortalis, fr. In- +
mortalis mortal] 1 : exempt from death 2 ; connected with or
relating to immortality 3 : exempt from oblivion ; imperishable— im-mor>taMy \im-'6rt-'l-e\ adv

2immortal n 1 a : one exempt from death ^ipl, ojten cap : the gods
of the Greek and Roman pantheon 2 a : a person whose fame is

lasting b cap : any of the 40 members of the Academie frangaise

im.mor>tal>i.ty \,im-.6r-'tal-st-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
Immortal: a ; unending existence b : lasting fame

im.mor-tal-lze \im-'6rt-'l-,Tz\ vt : to make immortal — lm*mor-
tal>iz-er n

im.mor.telle \,im-.6r-'tel\ n [F, fr. fem. of immortel immortal, fr.

L immortalis] ; everlasting 3
im-mctile \(')im-'(m)6t-=l, -(m)o-,tn\ adj : lacking motility —
im-mo>tiM>ty \.im-o-'til-st-e\ n

im.mov.abil.i.ty \(,)im-,u-v3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being immovable
lim.mov.able \(')im-'(m)u-v3-b3l\ adj 1 ; incapable of being
moved; broadly : not moving or not intended to be moved
2 a : steadfast, unyieujing b : not capable of being moved in
feeling : impassive — im<mov>able>ness n — im-mov>ably
\-ble\ adv
^immovable n l : one that cannot be moved 2 pi i real property
im>mime \im-'yun\ adj [L immunis, fr. in- + munia services,
obUgations; akin to L munus service] 1 a : free, exempt (-^ from
taxation) b ; not susceptible or responsive (~ to antibiotics)
2 a ; having a high degree of resistance to a disease <~ to diph-
theria) b (1) : having or producing antibodies to a given antigen
i-^ to horse serum) (2) ; produced in response to the presence of a
given antigen <'^ agglutinins) — immune n

un*mu>ni>ty \im-*yii-n3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being im-
mune; specij : a condition of being able to resist a particular
disease esp. through preventing development of a pathogenic
microorganism or by counteracting the effects of its products

im-mu-ni-za<tion X.im-ys-na-'za-shan, im-,yu-\ n ; the quality or
state of being immunized ; the act of immunizing

im>mU'nize \'im-y3-.nTz\ vt : to make immune
immune- combjomi [ISV, fr. immune] : immunity (i/nmwnogenetics)
im.mu.no.chem.is.lry \.im-y3-no-'kem-3-stre\ n [ISV] : a branch
of chemistry that deals with the chemical aspects of immunology

im«mu>no>ge*net4c \-j3-'net-ik\ adj ; of or relating to immuno-
genetics — ira>mu>no>ge>net<i>cal \-i-kal\ adj
im.mu.no.ge.net.ics \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr l ; a
branch of immunology that deals with the interrelation of im-
munity to disease and genetic makeup 2 : a study of biological
interrelationships by serological means

im>mu>no>gen-ic \-'jen-ik\ adj_ : producing immunity — im>mu-
nO'gen.i»cal'ly l\-'jen-i-k(3-)le\ adv — im>mu>iio<ge>nic>i-ty
\-J3-'nis-3t-e\ n

im>mu>no<log>ic X.lm-ya-na-'laj-ikV adj : of or relating to Immu-
nology — im*mu*no>log>i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj — im-mu>no-log>i-
caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

im*mu<UOl>0>giSt \,im-y3-'nal-3-j3st\ n : a specialist in immunology
im>mu<nol'0<gy \-je\ n [ISV] : a science that deals with the phe-
nomena and causes of immunity

im.mu-nO'ther-a.py \,im-ya-n6-'ther-3-pe\ n [ISV] : treatment of
or prophylaxis against disease by means of antigens or antigenic
preparations
im>mure \im-*yuC3)r\ vt [ML immurare, fr. L in- + murus wall— more at munttion] 1 a : to enclose within walls b ; to shut up

: IMPRISON 2 : to build into a wall; esp ; to entomb in a wall— im'mure-meut \-m3nt\ n
mi'mU'Si-cal \(')lm-'(m)yii-zi-k3l\ adj : not musical
im.mu.ta.bil.i-ty \(,)im-,yiit-3-'bU-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being immutable

im.mu.ta-ble \(')im-'(m)yut-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. L immutabilis,
fr. in- + mutabilis mutable] : not capable or susceptible of change— im-mu-ta-ble-ness n — im-mu-ta^bly \-ble\ adv
limp \'imp\ n 1 a obs : shoot, bud; also : graft b archaic : off-
spring, SCION 2 a archaic X an evil creature b ; a small demon
: fiend c : a mischievous child : urchin

2imp vt [ME impen, fr. OE impian; akin to OHG impjdn to graft;

both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. (assumed) VL
imputare, fr. L in- + putare to prune — more at pave] 1 archaic

a : to graft or repair (a wing, tail, or feather) with a feather to im-
prove a falcon's flying capacity b : to equip with wings 2 archaic
: to eke out : strengthen

lim.pact \im-'pakt\ vt [L impactus, pp. of impingere to push against
— more at impinge] 1 a ; to fix firmly by or as if by packing or
wedging b : to press together 2 : to impinge upon

2im.pacl \'im-,pakt\ n 1 a : an impinging or striking (as of one
body against another) b : a forceful contact, collision, or onset;

also : the impetus communicated in or as if in a collision 2 ; the
force of impression or operation of one thing on another ; effect

im<pact-ed adj, oj a tooth : wedged between the jawbone and an-
other tooth

Im.paC'tlon \im-'pak-sh3n\ n % the act of becoming or the state

of being impacted; esp : lodgment of something (as feces) in a body
passage or cavity

im*paint \im-"pant\ vt, obs : paint, depict
iim<pair \im-'pa{a)r, -'pe(3)r\ vt [ME empeiren, fr. MF empeirer,

fr. (assumed) VL impejorare, fr. L in- + LL pejorare to make
worse — more at pejorative] : to diminish in quantity, value, ex-

cellence, or strength : damage syn see injure — im>pair<er n
— im^pair-ment \-m3nt\ n

2impair n, archaic I impairment, deterioration
im.pale \im-'pa(3)l\ vt [MF& ML; MF empaler, fr. ML impalare,

fr. L in- + palus stake — more at pole] 1 archaic ; to enclose with
or as if with stakes or a palisade : surround 2 : to pierce with
or as if with something pointed; esp : to torture or kill by fixing on
a sharp stake 3 : to join coats of arms on a heraldic shield divided
vertically by a pale — im.pale-ment \-m3nt\ n

im.pal.pa.bil-i.ty \C,)im-,pal-pa-*bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state

of being impalpable
im.pal.pa.ble \(')im-'pal-pa-b3l\ adj 1 : incapable of being felt

by the touch ; intangible 2 : not readily discerned or appre-
hended — im<pal-pa>bly \-ble\ adv

im.pan>el \im-'pan-'l\ vt ; to enter in or on a panel : enroll <'--' a
jury)
un*par>a.dlse \Im-'par-3-,dTs, -.dTz\ vr : to put In paradise : en-
rapture

im-par-i'ty \(')im-'par-3t-e\ n [LL Imparitas, fr. L impar unequal,
fr. in- + par equal] ; iNEQUALrrv, disparity

ini'park \im-'park\ vt [ME imparken. fr. AF emparker, fr. OF
en- -f pare park] archaic ; to enclose in or for a park : confine

im.part \im-'p'art\ vt [MF & L; MF impartir, fr. L impartire, fr.

in- + partire to divide, part] 1 : to give or grant from one's
store or abundance : transmit 2 : to communicate the knowledge
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importable 418 imperium
of : DISCLOSE syn see communicate — lxn*part*able \-a-b3l\ adj— iiti<par>ta<tion \,im-,par-'ta-sh3n\ n — im>part*ment \im-
part-m3nt\ n

im>par*tial \(')im-'par-shal\ adj ; not partial : unbiased syn see
FAIR — im*par-tial>i>ty \C,)im-,p_ar-she-'a]-3t-e, -,par-'shal-\ n —
im>par*tiaMy \(')ini-'parsh-(3-)le\ adv

Im-par.ti.ble \(')inri-'part-3-bal\ adj [LL impartibilis, fr. L in-

+ LL partibilis divisible, fr. L partire} ; not partible : not subject
to partition — im-par-ti-bly \-ble\ adv

im-pasS'abil-i'ty \(,)im-,pas-3-'bil-5t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being impassable

im>pass>al)le \(')im-'pas-3-b3l\ adj : incapable of being passed,
traversed, or circulated — lm>pass<al)le>ness n — lin*pa5s>ably
\-ble\ adv

Im^passe \'im-,pas, lm-'\ n [F, fr. in- + passer to pass] 1 : an
impassable road or way : cul-de-sac 2 a : a predicament afford-
ing no obvious escape b : deadlock

im'pas>si>bil*i*ty \(,)im-,pas-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being impassible

im.paS'Si.ble \(')im-*pas-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF, fr.

LL impassibilis. fr. L in- + LL passibilis passible] 1 a : incapable
of suffering or of experiencing pain b : inaccessible to injury
2 : incapable of feeling ; impassive — iin>pas>si*bly \-ble\ adv

im<pas<siou \im-'pash-3n\ vr iin*pas>sion*ing \-(3-)nio\ [prob.
fr. It impassionare, fr. in- (fr. L) -I- passione passion, fr, LL passion-,
passio} : to arouse the feelings or passions of
im>pas-sioned adj : filled with passion or zeal : showing great
warmth or intensity of feeling
syn IMPASSIONED, PASSIONATE, ARDENT, FERVENT, FERVID, PER-

FERViD mean showing intense feeling, impassioned implies warmth
and intensity without violence and flowing readily into verbal
expression; passionate implies great vehemence and often violence
and wasteful diffusion of emotion; ardent implies an intense
degree of zeal, devotion, or enthusiasm; fervent stresses sincerity
and steadiness of emotional warmth or zeal; fervid suggests
warmly and spontaneously and often feverishly expressed emotion;
perfervid implies the expression of exaggerated or overwrought
feelings

im>pas<sive \C')im-'pas-iv\ adj 1 a archaic i unsusceptible to
pain b ; unsusceptible to physical feeling ; insensible c ; un-
susceptible to or destitute oi emotion : apathetic 2 ; giving no
sign of feeling or emotion : expressionless 3 : not moving in any
way ; motionless — im>pas>5ive>Iy adv — ini>pas<sive>ness n— lm>pas>siv<i>ty \,im-,pas-'iv-3t-e\ n
syn impassive, stoic, phlegmatic, apathetic, stolid mean un-

responsive to something that might normally excite interest or
emotion, impassive stresses the absence of any external sign of
emotion in action or facial expression; stoic implies an apparent
indifference to pleasure or esp. to pain often as a matter oi prin-
ciple or self-discipline; phlegmatic imphes a temperament or
constitution hard to arouse; apathetic may imply a puzzling or
deplorable indifference or inertness; stolid implies an habitual
absence of interest, responsiveness, or curiosity concerning any-
thing outside of an accustomed routine

im>paste \im-'past\ vt [It impastare, fr. in- (fr. L) -H pasta paste,
fr. LL] 1 : to make into a paste 2 : to decorate by Impasto

ilU*pas<tO \im-'pas-(,)to, -'pas-\ n [It, fr. impastare] : the thick
appUcation of a pigment to a canvas or panel in painting; also ; the
body of pigment 60 appUed

im.pa.tience \(')im-'pa-shan(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
impatient: as a : restlessness of spirit (as under irritation, delay,
or opposition) b : restless or eager desire or longing

im>pa>tiens \im-'pa-sh3nz, -shan(t)s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L]
: any of a widely distributed genus {/mpatiens) of watery-juiced
annual herbs (family Balsaminaceae, the jewelweed family) with
irregular spurred or saccate flowers and dehiscent capsules
im-pa.tient \(')im-'pa-sh3nt\ adj [ME impacient, fr. MF, fr. L
impatient-, impaiiens, fr. in- + patient-, patiens patient] 1 a : not
patient : restless or short of temper esp. under irritation, delay,
or opposition b : intolerant <'^ of poverty) 2 ; prompted or
marked by impatience 3 i eagerly desirous : anxious — im-pa-
tient'ly adv

lm>pav*id \(')im-*pav-3d\ adj [L impavidus, fr. in- -I- pavidus
pavid] archaic : fearless — im-pav>id-ly adv
im-pawn \im-'p6n, -'pan\ vt, archaic : to put in pawn : pledge
liin-peach \im-'pech\ vt [ME empechen, fr. MF empeechier to
hinder, fr. LL impedicare to fetter, fr. L in- + pedica fetter, fr.

ped; pes foot — more at foot] 1 a : to bring an accusation
against b : to charge with a crime or misdemeanor; specij : to
charge (a public official) before a competent tribunal with mis-
conduct in office 2 : to call in question; esp : to challenge the
credibility or validity of <"-- the testimony of a witness) — im-
peach-ahle \-'pe-ch3-b3l\ adj — im<peacli-ment \-'pech-m3nt\ n
2impeacli n, obs ; impeachment
im.pearl \im-'p3r(-a)l\ vr [prob. fr. MF emperler, fr. en- -H perle
pearl] : to form into pearls; also ; to form of or adorn with pearls

im.pecca.bil.i.ty \(,)im-,pek-3-'bil-at-e\ n ; the quahty or state
of being impeccable
im-pecca-ble \('iim-'pek-3-b3l\ adj [L impeccabilis, fr. in- +
peccare to sin] 1 : not capable of sinning or liable to sin 2 : free
from fault or blame ; flawless — im-pec.ca.bly \-ble\ adv

im>pe>cu-ni<os>i-ty \,im-pi-,kyi)-ne-'as-3t-e\ n : impecuniousness
im.pe.cu.nious X.im-pi-'kyii-nyas, -ne-3s\ adj [in- + obs. E
pecunious (rich), fr. ME, fr. L pecuniosus, fr. pecunia money — more
at fee] : having very little or no money usu. habitually : penniless— ini>pe>cu-nious*]y adv — im>pe*ca*nlous*ness n
un*ped>ance \im-'ped-''n(t)s\ n 1 : the apparent opposition in
an electrical circuit to the flow of an alternating current that is

analogous to the actual electrical resistance to a direct current
and that is the ratio of effective electromotive force to the effective
current 2 : the ratio of the pressure to the volume displacement
at a given surface in a sound-transmitting medium

ini'pede \im-'ped\ vt [L impedire, fr. in- + ped-, pes^ X to interfere
with the progress of : block syn see hinder — ira-ped*er n

im>ped*i*ment \im-'ped-a-m9nt\ n 1 a : obstruction b : some-
thing that impedes- esp : an organic obstruction to speech 2 ; a
bar or hindrance (as lack of sufficient age) to a lawful marriage
ini*ped-i'men*ta \im-,ped-3-'ment-3\ n pi [L, pi. of impedimentum
impediment, fr. impedire] ; things (as baggage or supplies) that
impede

im-pel \im-'j>el\ vt im-pelled; im>peMlng [L impellere, fr. in- +
pellere to drive — more at felt] 1 : to urge or drive forward or
on through the exertion of strong moral pressure-: force 2 : pro-
pel syn see MOVE
iim>pel>lent \im-'pel-3nt\ adj [L impellent-^ impellens, prp. of
impellere] ; impelling
^impellent n : something that impels
im.peMer also im.peMor \im-'pel-3r\ n 1 : one that impels
2 : rotor; also : a blade of a rotor

im-pend \im-'pend\ VI [L impendere, fr. in- ¥ pendere to hang —
more at pendant] 1 archaic : to hang suspended 2 a : to hover
threateningly : menace b : to be about to occur
un>pen-dent \im-'pen-d3nt\ adj : impending
im-pend*ing adj : threatening to occur soon : approaching
syn impending, imminent mean threatening to occur very soon.

impending imphes signs that keep one in suspense; imminent em-
phasizes the shortness of time before happening

im.pen.e.tra-bU.i-ty \(,)im-,pen-3-tr3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality
or state of being impenetrable 2 : the inability of two portions of
matter to occupy the same space at the same time

im.pen.e.tia-ble \(')im-'pen-3-tra-b3l\ adj [ME impenetrabel, fr.

MF impenetrable, fr. L impenetrabilis, fr. in- + penetrabilis pene-
trable] 1 a : incapable of being penetrated or pierced b : in-
accessible to knowledge, reason, or sympathy : impervious 2 ; in-
capable of being comprehended : inscrutable 3 : having the
property of impenetrabihty — ini<pen>e-tra*ble-ness n — im-
pen.e.tra-bly \-ble\ adv

im.pen-i.tence \C)im-'pen-3-t3nCt)s\ n : the quality or state of
being impenitent

ini*pen.intent \-t3nt\ adj [LL impaenitent-, impaenitens. It. L
in- + paenitent-, paenitens penitent] ; not penitent — impenitent
n — im.pen'l-tenMy adv

iini>per>a>tive \im-'per-3t-iv\ adj [LL imperativus, fr. L imperatus,
pp. of imperare to command — more at emperor] 1 a : of, relating
to, or constituting the grammatical mood that expresses the will
to influence the behavior of another b ; expressive of a command,
entreaty^ or exhortation c : having power to restrain, control, and
direct 2 : not to be avoided or evaded : urgent syn see masterful— im<per*a>tive<ly adv — iin<per*a-tive-ness n
simperative « l ; the imperative mood or a verb form or verbal
phrase expressing it 2 : something that is imperative: as a : com-
mand, order b ; rule, guide c : an obligatory act or duty
d : an imperative judgment or proposition

im>pe-ra>tor V.im-pa-'rat-sr. -'ra-,t6(3)r\ n [L — more at emperor]
: a supreme leader esp. of the ancient Romans : emperor — im-
per.a-to-n.al \(,)im-,per-a-'tor-e-al, -'t6r-\ adj

im>per>ceiv>able \,im-par-'se-v3-b3l\ adj, archaic : imperceptible
iin>per>cep<tl>bil.i-ty X.im-par-.sap-ta-'bil-st-eX n : the quahty
or state of being imperceptible
im.per.cep-ti.ble \,im-p3r-'sep-t3-bsl\ adj [MF, fr. ML imper-
ceptibilis, fr. L in- + hi. perceptibilis perceptible] ; not perceptible
by a sense or by the mind : extremely slight, gradual, or subtle— ini'per.cep.ti.bly \-ble\ adv
im.per-cep.tlve \,im-p3r-'sep-tiv\ adj : not perceptive — im-per-
cep*tive*ness n

iin>per>cip>i-ent \,im-p3r-*sip-e-3nt\ adj : unperceptive
lim.per.lect \(')im-'p9r-fikt\ adj [ME imperjit, fr. MF imparjait,
fr. L imperjectus, fr. in- + perjecius perfect] 1 : not perfect
: DEFEcrrvE 2 ; of, relating to, or constituting a verb tense used
to designate a continuing state or an incomplete action esp. in the
past 3 : diminished 4 : not enforceable at law — ini»per.fect-ly
\-fik-(f)le\ adv — im-per-fect>ness \-fik(t)-n3s\ n
2imperfect n : an imperfect tense; also : the verb form expressing it

imperfect flower n ; a dichnous flower
imperfect lungus n : a fungus (order Fungi Imperfecti) of which
only the conidial stage is known

im.per.fection \,im-p3r-'fek-sh3n\ n ; the quality or state of being
imperfect; also : fault, blemish

im.per«lec-tive \,im-p3r-'fek-dv also Oim-'par-fik-X adj, oj a verb
jorm or aspect : expressing action as incomplete or without refer-

ence to completion or as reiterated — compare perfective
im.per-lo-rate \(')im-'p3r-f(9-)r3t, -f3-,rat\ adj 1 : having no
opening or aperture; specij : lacking the usual or normal opening
2 oj a stamp or a sheet oj stamps ; lacking perforadons or rouletting
— imperforate n
lim>pe>ri*al \im-'pir-e-9l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL Imperialis, fr.

L imperium command, empire] 1 a : of, relating to, or befitting

an empire or an emperor b (1) : of or relating to the United
Kingdom as distinguished from the constituent parts (2) : of or
relating to the British Commonwealth and Empire 2 a obs : sover-
eign b : regal, imperious 3 : of superior or unusual size or
excellence 4 : belonging to the official British series of weights
and measures — see measure table — ira-pe.ri.al-ly \-3-le\ adv

2imperial n 1 cap : an adherent or soldier of the Holy Roman em-
peror 2 : EMPEROR 3 : a size of paper usu. 23 x 31 inches 4 [fr.

the beard worn by Napoleon III] : a pointed beard growing below
the lower lip 5 : something of unusual size or excellence

im-pe'ri>al-ism \im-'pir-e-3-,liz-am\ n 1 : imperial government,
authority, or system 2 : the policy, practice, or advocacy of
extending the power and dominion of a nation esp. by direct
territorial acquisitions or by gaining indirect control over the
political or economic life of other areas — im-pe-ri.aMst \-lDst\ n— imperialist or im>pe>ri-al-is<tic \(,)im-,pir-c-3-'lis-tik\ adj —
ira-pe.ri.al.is.ti.cal.ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

imperial moth n ; a large American moth {Eacles imperialis)

marked with yellow, lilac, or purplish brown
im.per-U \im-'per-3l\ vt im-per-iled or Im.per.illed; im-per-il-
ing or im>per*il-ling : to bring into peril : endanger — im.per-
il<ment \-al-m3nt\ n
im.pe.ri.QUS \ira-'pir-e-3s\ adj [L tmperiosus, fr. imperium]
1 : commanding, lordly 2 : arrogant, domineering 3 : im-

perative, urgent syn see masterful — im-pe«ri-ous-ly adv —
lm>pe>n'Ous>ness n

im.per.ish-abil.i.ly \(,)im-,per-ish-»-'bll-3t-c\ n : the quality or
state of being imperishable

im.per-ish.able \(')im-'per-ish-3-bal\ adj : not perishable or
subject to decay : indestructible — imperishable n — im>per-
ish-able-ness n — im-per-ish-ably \-ble\ adv

lm*pe*ri*um \im-'pir-e-am\ n [L— more at empire] 1 a : supreme



impermanence
power or absolute dominion : control b : empire 2 : the right
to command or to employ the force of the state ; sovereignty

im.per.ma.nence \(')im-'p3rm-(a-)n3D(t)s\ also im-per-ma-
nen-cy \-non-se\ n : the quahty or state of being impermanent

im-per*ma-nent \-n3nt\ adj : not permanent ; transient — im-
per>ina>nenMy adv

im.per.me.abil.i-ty \C,)ira-,p3r-me-s-'biI-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being impermeable

im.per-me.ahle \(')im-'par-me-3-b3l\ adj [LL impermeabilis, fr.
L in- + LL permeabilis permeable] : not permitting passage (as of
a fluid) through its substance : impervious— iin>per*me>aBle>iiess
n — iin*per>me*ably \-ble\ adv

im>per<mis<5i<bi].i<ty \.im-p3r-,mis-»-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality
or slate of being impermissible

im.per.mis-si.ble \-'mis-3-b3l\ adj ; not permissible
im.per-SOn.al \(')im-*p3rs-n3l, -^n-3l\ adj [LL impersonalis, fr.

L in- + LL personalis personal] 1 aoj a verb : denoting the action
of an unspecified agent and hence used with no expressed subject
(as met/links) or with a merely formal subject (as rained in it

rained) b DJ a pronoun ; indefinfte 2 a : having no personal
reference or connection <— criticism) b : not engaging the human
personality or emotions c : not existing as a person <an '^ deity)— iin-per>son>aM-ty \(,)im-,p3rs-J'n-'al-at-e\ n — im-per>son-
al-ize \(')im-'p3rs-n&-,lTz, -'n-3-.liz\ vt — im.per-son.al.ly
\-na-Ie, -^n-3-le\ adv

im-per-son>ate Vim-'p^rs-'n-.atN vt 1 archaic : embody, exemplify
2 ; to assume or act Uie character of ; personate — im»per«son-
atiou \(,)im-,pars-'n-'a-sh3n\ n — im-per-son-ator \im-'p3rs-
^n-,at-ar\ n

xm-per.ti.nence \(')im-'p3rt-=n-3n(t)s, -'p3rt-nan(t)s\ also im-
per-ti-nen-cy X-'psrt-'n-sn-se, -'part-nsn-seX n 1 : the quality
or state of being impertinent: as a : irrelevance, unfitness
b : iNCiviLm', insolence 2 : something impertinent

im-per-ti.nent \('}im-'p9rt-"'n-3nt, -'psrt-nantX adj [ME, fr. MF,
fr. LL impertinent-, impertinens, ir. L in- + pertinent-, pertinens,
prp. of pertinere to pertain] 1 : not pertinent : irrelevant
2 : not restrained within due or proper bounds : insolent —

im-per-ti-nent'ly adv
syn OFFICIOUS, meddlesome, intrusive, obtrusive: impertinent

implies exceeding the bounds of propriety in showing interest or
curiosity or in offering advice; officious impUes the offering of
services or attention that are unwelcome or annoying; meddlesome
stresses an annoying and usu. prying interference in others' affairs;
INTRUSIVE implies a tactless or otherwise objectionable thrusting
into others' affairs; obtrusive stresses improper or offensive
conspicuousness of interfering actions

im.per.turb.abil.i.ty V.im-par-.tar-ba-'bil-st-eX n : the quality
or state of being imperturbable

im.per.turb.abie X.im-par-'tar-bs-bslV adj [ME, fr. LL imper-
turbabilis, fr. L in- + perturbare to perturb] ; marked by extreme
calm, impassivity, and steadiness : serene syn see cool — im-
per-turb-ably \-ble\ adv

im-per.Vi.ous \(')im-'p3r-ve-3s\ adj [L impervius, fr. in- + pervius
pervious] 1 : not allowing entrance or passage : impenetrable
<a coat '^ to rain) 2 ; not capable of being affected or disturbed
<"-- to criticism) — ini>per*vi-ous<Iy adv — iin*per-vi>oas<ness n

im.pe-tig.i.nous \,im-p3-'tij-a-n3s\ adj : of, relating to, or like
impetigo

im.pe.ti.go \.im-po-'te-(,)go, -'tlA n [L, fr. impetere'] : an acute
contagious skin disease characterized by vesicles, pustules, and
yellowish crusts

im<pe*trate \'im-p3-,trat\ vt [L impetratus, pp. of impetrare, fr.

in- + patrare to accomplish — more at perpetrate] 1 : to obtain
by request or entreaty 2 : entreat — im-pe-tia-tion \,im-p3-
'tra-sh3n\ n

im.pet.u.os.i-ty \(,)im-,pech-»-'was-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being impetuous

im.pet.u.QUS \im-'pech-(3-)w9s\ adj [ME, fr. MF impetueux, fr.
LL impeiuosus, fr. L impetus'] 1 : marked by force and violence
2 : marked by impulsive vehemence syn see pRECiprrATB— im-pet-
u>ous>ly adv — ini>pet<>u-ous*ness n

im>pe>tus \'im-p3t-3s\ « [L, assault, impetus, fr. impetere to
attack, fr. in- + petere to go to, seek — more at feather] 1 a : a
driving force : impulse b : incentive, shmulus 2 : the property
possessed by a moving body in virtue of its mass and its motion— used of bodies moving suddenly or violently to indicate the
origin and intensity of the motion

im.pi.ety \(')im-'pT-3t-e\ n 1 a : the quality or state of being
impious b : undutifulness 2 : an impious act
im-pinge \im-'pinj\ vb [L impingere. fr. in- + pangere to fasten,
drive in — more at pact] vi \ : to strike or dash esp. with a sharp
collision 2 ; to come into close contact 3 : encroach, infringe
'^ vr : to cause (as a gas or a flame) to strike — un*piuge-ment
\-mant\ n

iin>pi>0US \'im-pe-3s, (')im-'pT-\ adj [L impius, fr. in- + plus
pious] : not pious: a : irreverent, profane b ; undutiful,
unfilial — ini>pi>ous<Iy adv

imp'isll \'im-pish\ adj : of, relating to, or befitting an Imp; esp
: mischievous — imp<ish>ly adv — imp-ish-ness n

im.pla.ca.bil.i.ty \(.)im-.plak-3-'bil-3t-e, -.pla-ks-\ n : the quality
or state of being implacable

im.pla.ca.ble \C)im-'plak-a-b3l. -'pla-ka-V adj [MF or L; MF,
fr. L implacabilis, fr. in- + placabilis placable] 1 : not placable
: not capable of being appeased, pacified, or mitigated 2 : un-
alterable — im.pla-ca-ble.ness n — im-pla-ca>bly \-bIe\ adv
imi>plant \im-'plant\ vt 1 a : to fix or set securely or deeply
b : to set as permanent in the consciousness or habit patterns
: inculcate 2 : to insert in a living site (as for growth or forma-
tion of an organic union) — ini*plan*ta>tion \,im-,plan-'ta-sh3n\
n — im.plant>er n
syn implant, inculcate, instill, inseminate, inhx mean to

introduce into the mind, implant implies teaching that makes for
permanence of what is taught; inculcate implies persistent or
repeated efforts to impress on the mind; instill stresses gradual,
gentle imparting of knowledge over a long period of time; in-
seminate applies to a sowing of ideas in many minds so that they
spread through a class or nation; infix stresses firmly inculcating
a habit of thought

419 importer
aim.plant \'im-.plant\ n : something (as a graft or pellet) implanted
in tissue

im.plau.si.bil.i.ty \(.)im-.pI6-z3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quaUty or
state of being implausible

^/9l^^."S.*:^?® \(')im-'pl6-za-b3l\ adj : not plausible — im-plau-

: of implicating

si'bly \-ble\ adv
im.plead \im-'pled\ vt [ME empleden. It. MF emplaider, fr. OF
emplaidier, fr. en- + plaidier to plead] 1 a ; to sue or prosecute
at law b archaic : accuse, impeach 2 archaic : plead
lim.ple-ment \'im-pla-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. LL implementum action
of fUlmg up, fr. L implere to fill up, fr. in- + plere to fiU — more at
full] 1 : an article serving to equip 2 : tool, utensil, instru-
ment 3 : one that serves as an instrument or tool
syn IMPLEMENT, TOOL, INSTRUMENT, APPLL*.NCE, UTENSIL apply tO

any relatively simple device for performing work, implement may
apply to anything necessary to effect an end; tool suggests an
implement adapted to facilitate a definite kind or stage of work and
suggests the need of skill more strongly than implement; instru-
ment suggests a device capable of delicate or precise work; ap-
pliance refers to a tool or instrument utiUzing a power source and
suggests portability or temporary attachment; utensil applies
to a device used in domestic work or some routine unskilled ac-
tivity

2uu<ple*ment \-,ment\ vt 1 ; to carry out : fulfill; esp : to
give pracdcal effect to and ensure of actual fulfillment by concrete
measures 2 : to provide implements for syn see enforce —
iin-ple>men-tal \,im-pia-'ment-='l\ adj — ini>ple*men>ta<tion
X.im-pla-man-'ta-shsn, -,men-\ n

im-pli-cate \'im-pl3-,kat\ vt [L impUcatus, pp. of implicare —
more at employ] 1 archaic : to fold or twist together ; entwine
2 ; IMPLY 3 ; to bring into intimate or incriminating connection
: involve

im.pU.ca.tion \.im-pla-'ka-shan\ « 1 a . „ ^
or the state of being implicated b ; close connecdon; esp
incriminating involvement 2 a : the act of implying or the state
of being implied b (1) : a logical relation between two proposi-
tions that fails to hold only if the first is true and the second is
fal.'^e (2) : a logical relationship between two propositions in
which if the first is true the second is true (3) : a statement ex-
hibiting a relation of implication 3 : something implied — im-
pli>ca*tlve \'im-pl9-,kat-iv, im-'plik-3t-\ adj — iin<pli*ca>tlve-ly
adv — ini-pli>ca*tive>ness n

im.plicit \im-'plis-3t\ adj [L implicitus, pp. of implicare! 1 a : cap-
able of being understood from something else though unexpressed
: IMPLIED b : involved in the nature or essence of something
though not revealed, expressed, or developed : potential 2 : being
without doubt or reserve : unquestioning, absohtte — ini>plic-
it-ly adv — ini<pllc>it>ness n

implicit fimction « : a mathematical function whose definition
requires the solution of one or more equations

im.plode \im-'pl6d\ vi [in- + -plode (as in explode)'] : to burst
inward

im.plore \im-'pIo(9)r, -pI6(3)r\ vt [MF or L; MF implorer, fr. L
implorare, fr. in- + plorare to cry out] 1 : to call upon in suppUca-
tion : beseech 2 : to call or pray for earnestly : entreat syn see

im.plQ.sion \im-'pl6-2h3n\ n [in- + -plosion (as in explosion)]
1 : the action of imploding 2 : the inrush of air in forming a
suction stop — im*plO'Slve \-'pl6-siv, -ziv\ adj or n
im.ply \im-'pir\ vt [me empUen, fr. MF emptier, fr. L implicare]
1 obs : ENFOLD, ENTWINE 2 : to involve or indicate by inference,
association, or necessary consequence rather than by direct state-
ment 3 : to contain potentially 4 : to express indirectly syn
see INCLUDE. SUGGEST

im.po-lite \,im-p3-'lTt\ adj [L impolitus, fr. in- + politus polite]
; not polite : rude — im-po-lite-ly adv — ini<po*lite>ness n

im-pol-i-tic \(')im-'pal-a-,tik\ adj ; not politic : unwise — im-
pclit-i-cal \,im-p3-'Ht-i-k3l\ adj — im-po*lit*i-cal-ly \-'lit-i-

k(3-)le\ adv — im*pol-i-tic-ly \(')im-'pal-3-,tik-Ie\ adv
im.pon.der.a.bil.i.ty \(,)im-,pan-d(3-)r3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quaUty
or state of being imponderable
im*pon*der-a-ble \(')im-'pan-d(3-)ra-bal\ adj [ML imponderabilis,
fr. L in- + LL ponderabilis ponderable] : not ponderable : in-
capable of being weighed or evaluated with exactness — impon-
derable n — ini<pon>der>a>ble>ness n — 2ni>pon>der*a*bly
\-ble\ adv

ini*poue \im-'pon\ vt [L imponere to put upon, fr. in- + ponere to
put — more at position] obs ; stake, wager
lim.port \im-'poO)rt, -'p6(3)rt, 'im-,\ vb [ME importen, fr. L
impurtare to bring into, fr. in- + portare to carry — more at fare]
vt 1 a : to bear or convey as meaning or portent : signify b archaic
: express, state c : imply 2 ; to bring from a foreign or external
source; esp : to bring (as merchandise) into a place or country
from another country 3 archaic : to be of importance to : con-
cern -^ VI : MATTER — im<port>able \-9-b3l\ arfj— im^port-er n
2im.port \'im-,po(3)rt, -.p6(3lrt\ n 1 : purport, signification
2 : importance, significance 3 : something that is imported
4 : importation syn see meaning

im.por.tance \im-'p6rt-='n(t)s, ojtenest in South -3n(t)s\ n 1 a : the
quality or state of being important : consequence b : an im-
portant aspect or bearing ; significance 2 obs : import, mean-
ing 3 obs : importunity 4 obs : a weighty matter
syn consequence, moment, weight, significance; importance

implies the power of influencing or the quality of having evident
value either generally or in a particular relation and often by
merely existing; consequence may imply importance in social
rank but more generally implies importance because of probable
or possible effects; moment implies conspicuous or self-evident
consequence; weight implies a judgment of the immediate relative
importance of something; significance implies a quality or charac-
ter that should mark a thing as important but that is not self*

evident and may or may not be recognized
im-por-tan-cy \-'n-se, -an-\ n, archaic : importance
im.por-tant Xim-'pOrt-^nt, -sntX adj [MF, fr. Olt importante, fr.

L important-, importans, prp. of importare] 1 ; marked by im-
portance : significant 2 : giving an impression of importance
3 obs : IMPORTUNATE, URGENT — iin<por>tant*ly adv

un<por-ta>tion X.im-.por-'ta-shan, -,p6r-, -p3r-\ n 1 : the act or
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practice of importing 2 : something imported
mi-por»tu*nate \im-'p6rch-(3-)n3t\adj 1

:

troublesome 2:trou-
blesomely urgent ; overly persistent in request or demand —
im>por<tu*nate'ly adv ~ im^por.tu-nate.ness n
iim*por-tune \,im-p3r-'t(y)un, im-'p6r-ch3n\ adj [ME, fr. MF &
L; MF importun, fr. L imporfunus, fr. in- + -poriunus (as in op-
portunus fit) — more at opportune] ; importunate — im*por-
tune<ly adv

simportXUie vt 1 a : to press or urge with troublesome persistence
b archaic : to request or beg for urgently 2 : annoy, trouble
'^ vi ; to beg, urge, or solicit persistently or troublesomely syn see
BEG — ini>por*tun>er n

ilii>por>tU*ni>ty \,im-par-'tCy)u-n3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being importunate
im-pose \im-'poz\ vb [MF imposer, fr. L imponere, lit., to put
upon (perf. indie, imposui), fr. in- + ponere to put — more at
position] vt 1 a : to establish or apply as compulsory : levy
<'^ a tax) b : to make prevail by force {imposed himself as their

leader) 2 a archaic : place, set b : to arrange (typeset or plated
pages) in order for printing as a signature 3 ; to palm off <'^

fake antiques on the public) 4 : obtrude <-- oneself upon others)
'^ vi 1 : to take unwarranted advantage of something {imposed
upon his good nature) 2 : to practice deception (clever enough
to ^ on the public) — im>pos*er n

iin>pos>ing \im-'po-zio\ ad) : impressive because of size, bearing,
dignity, or grandeur : commanding syn see grand — iin>pos-
ing.ly \-zio-le\ adv

iin>po>si-tion \,im-p3-'zish-3n\ n 1 : the act of imposing 2 : some-
thing imposed: as a ; levy, tax b : an excessive or uncalled-for
requirement or burden 3 : deception

im.pos.si.bil.i-ty \(,)im-,p"as-3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state
of being impossible 2 : something impossible

im.pos.Si.ble \{')im-'pas-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L
impossibilis. fr. in- + possibilis possible] la: incapable of being
or of occurring b : felt to be incapable of being done, attained,
or fulfilled : insuperably difficult : hopeless 2a: extremely
undesirable : unacceptable b : markedly difficult to deal with
; objectionable — un*pos*si>ble>iiess n — im<pos*si>bly
\-ble\ adv
lim.post \'im-,post\ n [MF, fr. ML imposiium, fr. L, neut. of
impositus, pp. of imponere"] : something imposed or levied : tax,
duty
Simpost 77 [F imposte, deriv. of L impositus} : a block, capital, or
molding from which an arch springs

im>pos.tor or im.pos.ter \im-'pas-t3r\ n : one that assumes an
identity or title not his own for the purpose of deception : pre-
tender
im<pos>tiime \im-*pas-(.)chUm\ or im.pos.thiune \-(,)th(y)um\
n [ME emposteme, deriv. of Gk apostema, fr. aphistanai to remove— more at apostasy] archaic : abscess
im-pos-ture \im-'pas-ch3r\ n [LL impostura, fr. L impositus,
impostus, pp. of imponere] : the act or conduct of an impostor
: DECEPTION; asp : fraudulent impersonation
syn IMPOSTURE, fraud, sham, fake, humbug, couNTERFErr mean

a thing imposed on one by false pretenses, imposture applies
to any situation in which a spurious object or action is passed
off as genuine; fraud usu. implies a deliberate perversion of the
truth, but applied to a person it may suggest merely pretense and
hypocrisy; sham applies to fraudulent imitation of a real thing or
action; fake implies an imitation of or substitution for the genuine
but does not necessarily imply dishonesty; humbug suggests elab-
orate pretense usu. so flagrant as to be transparent; counterfeit
applies esp. to the close imitation of something valuable
im.pctence \'imp3t-9n(t)s\ also im-po-ten-cy \-3n-se\ n : the
quality or state of being impotent

im-po-tent \'im-pat-3nl\ adj [ME. fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L impotent-,
impotens. fr. in- + potent-, potens potent] la: not potent : lack-
ing in power, strength, or vigor : helpless b : unable to copulate;
broadly : STERILE — usu. used of males 2 obs ; incapable of self*

restraint : ungovernable syn see sterile — impotent n —
im.po.tent'ly adv
un>pound \im-'paund\ vt 1 a : to shut up in or as if in a pound

: CONFINE b : to seize and hold in the custody of the law 2 : to
collect (waterl in a reservoir
iin*pound>ment \-'paun(d)-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of impounding

; the state of being impounded 2 : a body of water formed by
impounding

lra.pOV.er«ish \im-'pav-f3-)rish\ vt [ME enpoverisen, fr. MF
empovriss-, stem of empovrir, fr. en- + povre poor — more at poor]
1 : to make poor 2 : to deprive of strength, richness, or fertility

syn see deplete — iin>pov>ei*islt*er n — iin*pov>er>isli>nient
\-m3nt\ n

im.practi.ca.bil.i.ty \(,)im-.prak-ti-ka-'bil-3t-e\ n : imprachca-
bleness

ini'praC'ti-ca.ble \(')im-'prak-ti-k3-b3l\ adj 1 a : not practicable
; incapable of being put into practice or use b : impassable <an '-^

road) 2 archaic : unmanageable, intractable — ini>prac>ti-
ca>ble*ness n — im-prac*tl*ca>bly \-ble\ adv

im*prac>tl'Cal \(')im-'prak-ti-k3l\ adj : not practical: as a (1)

: not wise to put into or keep in practice or effect (2) ; idealistic,
theoretical b : incapable of dealing sensibly or prudently with
practical matters c : impracticable — ini>prac>ti>cal>i>ty
\C,)im-.prak-ti-'kal-3t-e\ n — im<prac<ti<cal*ness n

im>pre>cate \'im-pri-,kat\ vb [L imprecaius. pp. of imprecari, fr. in-

+ precari to pray — more at pray] v/ 1 a archaic : invoke b ; to
invoke evil upon : curse 2 archaic ; to beg or pray for '^ vi : to
utter curses

im>pre<ca<tion \,im-pri-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of imprecating
2 : curse — ira'pre-ca'tO'iy \'im-pri-k3-,tor-e, im-'prek-3-, -,t6r-\
adj
im-pre.cise \,im-pri-'sTs\ adj : not precise : inexact, vague —
im-pre-cise-ly adv — im>pre'Cise>ness n — un>pre>ci>sion
\-'sizh-3n\ fi

im.preg.na-bil.i.ty \C,)im-,preg-n3-'bU-at-e\ n : the quality or
state of being impregnable
lim-preg.na.ble \im-'preg-n3-b9l\ adj [ME imprenable, fr. MF, fr.

in- + prenable vulnerable to capture, fr. prendre to take — more at
PRIZE] : incapable of being taken by assault : unconquerable; also
: unassailable — ini<preg>na*ble*Des5 n — un>pieg<na>bly
\-ble\ adv
simpregnable adj : capable of being Impregnated

im*preg-nant \im-'preg-n3nt\ n : a substance used for impregnat-
ing another substance
lim.preg.nate \im-'preg-n3t\ adj : impregnated
sim-preg-nate \im-'preg-,nat\ vt [LL impraegnatus, pp. of /m-
praegnare, fr. L in- + praegnas pregnant] 1 a (1) : to make preg-
nant (2) : to introduce sperm cells into b : fertilize 2 a : to
cause to be filled, imbued, permeated, or saturated b : inter-
penetrate syn see soak — im*preg>na-tion \,im-,preg-'na-sh3n\
n — im-preg-na'tor \im-*preg-,nat-3r\ n

im-pre.sa \im-'pra-z3\ n [It, lit., undertaking] : a device with a
motto used in the 16th and I7th centuries; broadly ; emblem
im.pre.sa.no \.im-pr3-'sar-e-.6. -'sar-. -'ser-\ n [It, fr. impresa
undertaking, fr. imprendere to undertake, fr. (assumed) VL im-
prehendere — more at emprise] 1 : the projector, manager, or
conductor of an opera or concert company 2 : one who puts on or
sponsors an entertainment 3 : manager, producer

im.pre.scrip.U-ble \,im-pri-'skrip-t3-b3l\ adj [MF, fr. in- + pre-
scriptihle] : not subject to prescription : inalienable — im.pre-
scrip-ti.bly \-ble\ adv

ilm.press \im-'pres\ vb [ME impressen, fr. L impressus, pp. of
imprimere, fr. in- + premere to press — more at press] vt 1 a : to
apply with pressure so as to imprint b : to produce (as a mark) by
pressure c ; to mark by or as if by pressure or stamping 2 a : to
produce a vivid impression of b : to affect esp. forcibly or deeply
: influence 3 a : transfer, transmtt b : to apply (as an
electromotive force) to a circuit from an outside source '— vi : to
produce an impression syn see affect
2im.press \'im-,pres\ n 1 : the act of impressing 2 a : a mark
made by pressure : imprint b : an image of something formed by or
as if by pressure; esp : seal c : a product of pressure or influence
3 : a characteristic or distinctive mark : stamp 4 : impression,
effect
3im.press \im-'pres\ vt {in- + press] 1 : to levy or take by force
for public service; esp : to force into naval service 2 a : to procure
or enlist by forcible persuasion b : force

«im.press Vim-,pres\ n : impressment
im.press.ibil.i.ty \(,)im-.pres-a-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being impressible

im.presS'ible \im-'pres-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being impressed
: SENsmvE — im.presS'ibly \-ble\ adv

im.preS'Sion \im-'presh-3n\ n 1 : the act of impressing: as a : an
affecting by stamping or pressing b : a communicating of a mold,
trait, or character by an external force or influence 2 ; the effect
produced by impressing: as a : a stamp, form, or figure resulting
from physical contact b ; an imprint of the teeth and adjacent
portions c : an esp. marked influence or effect on feeling, sense, or
mind 3 a : a characteristic trait or feature resulting from influence
b : an effect of alteration or improvement c ; a telling image im-
pressed on the senses or the mind 4 a : the amount of pressure
with which an inked printing surface deposits its ink on the paper
b : one instance of the meeting of a printing surface and the material
being printed; also : a single print or copy so made c : all the copies
of a book or other publication printed in one continuous operation
from a single makeready 5 : a usu. indistinct or imprecise notion
or remembrance 6 a : the first coat of color in painting b ; a coat
of paint for ornament or preservation 7 : an imitation or repre-
sentation of salient features in an artistic or theatrical medium; esp
; an imitation in caricature of a noted personality as a form of
theatrical entertainment syn see idea — im.preS'Sion.al \-*presh-
nal, -3n-^l\ adj

im.pres-sion.abil.i.ty \(,)im-.presh-(3-)n3-'bil-3t-e\n : the quality
or state of being impressionable

im.pres-Sion.able \im-'presh-(3-)n»-b3l\ adj : capable of being
easily impress«^d : easilv molded or influenced : plastic — im-pres-
sion.able*ness n — iin.pres.sion.ably \-ble\ adv

im.pres.sion.lsm \im-'presh-3-,niz-3m\ n 1 ojten cap : a theory or
practice in painting esp. among French painters of about 1870 of
depicting the natural appearances of objects by means of dabs or
strokes of primary unmixed colors in order to simulate actual re-

flected light 2 a : the depiction of scene, emotion, or character by
details intended to achieve a vividness or effectiveness more by
evoking subjective and sensory impressions than by recreating an
objective reality b : a style of musical composition designed to
create moods through rich and varied harmonies and timbres
3 : a practice of presenting and elaborating one's subjective reac-
tions to a work of art — im.preS'Sion.ist \-'presh-(a-lnast\ n or
adj — im.preS'Sion.is.tic \(,)im-.presh-3-'nis-tik\ adj — im-
preS'Sion.is.ti'Cal.ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

im.pres.sive \im-'pres-iv\ adj : making or tending to make a
marked impression : stirring deep feeling esp. of awe or admiration
syn see moving — im.pres.sive. ly adv — im.pres-sive.ness n

im.press.ment \im-'pres-m3nt\ n : the act of seizing for public use
or of impressing into public service

im.pres-sure \im-'presh-3r\ n : impression
lim.prest \im-'prest\ vt [prob. fr. It imprestare to lend money, fr.

in- (fr. L) + prestare to lend, fr. L praesiare to pay — more at
PREsr] archaic : to make an advance or loan of (money)

2im.prest \'im-,prest\ n : a loan or advance of money; esp : an
advance from government funds to enable a person to discharge his
duties

im.pri.ma.tnr \,im-pr3-'mat-3r\ n [NL, let it be printed, fr. im-
primere to print, fr. L, to imprint, impress — more at impress]
1 a ; a license to print or publish b : approval of a publication
under circumstances of official censorship 2 : sanction, ap-
proval

im.pri.mis \im-'prT-m3s, -'pre-\ adv [ME inprimis, it. L in primis
among the first (things) ] : in the first place
lim.print \im-*print, 'im-,\ vt 1 : to mark by or as if by pressure

: IMPRESS 2 archaic % PRINT
2im.print \'im-,print\ n [MF empreinte, fr. fem. of empreint, pp. of
empreindre to imprint, fr. L imprimere] : something imprinted or
printed: as a : impress b : a publisher's name often with address
and date of publication printed at the foot of a title page c ; an
indelible distinguishing effect or influence
im.pnS'On \im-'priz-'n\ vt [ME imprisonen, fr. OF emprisoner, fr.

en- + prison] : to put in or as if in prison : confine — im-pris.on-
ment \-m3nt\ n

im.prob.a.bil-i.ty \(,)im-,prab-3-*bil-M-e\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being improbable 2 : something improbable

Im.prob.a.ble \(')im-'prab(-a)-b9l\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L im-
probabilis, fr. in- + probabilis probable] : unlikely to be true or to
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occur — im*prob>a>ble<ness n — im-prob-a-bly \-ble\ adv
im.pro-bi.ty \('1im-'pro-bat-e, -'prab-at-\ n [MF or L; MF im-
probile, fr. L improbitat-, improbitas, fr. improbus dishonest, fr.

in- + probus honest — more at prove] : lack of probity or integrity
: DISHONESTY

im.proinp.tu \im-'pram(p)-C.n(y)U\ adj [F, fr. impromptu ex-
temporaneously, fr. L in promptu in readiness] 1 : made or done
on or as if on the spur of the moment : improvised 2 : composed
or uttered without previous study or preparation — impromptu
adv or n

im.prop-er \(")im-*prap-ar\ adj [MF impropre, fr. L improprius, fr.

in- + proprius proper] : not proper: as a : not accordant with fact
or right procedure ; incorrect <'^ inference) b : not regularly
or normally formed or not properly so called c : not suited to
the circumstances, design, or end i-^ medicine) d : not in accord
with propriety, modesty, or good manners e : indecent i'-^ lan-
guage) syn see indecorous — im.prop.er-ly adv — im-prop<er-
nessn
improper Iractlon n : a fraction whose numerator is larger or of
higher degree'than the denominator
im.pro-pri'Cty \.im-p(r)3-'prT-3t-e\ n [F or LL; F impropriete, fr-

LL improprietat-, improprietas, fr. L improprius'] 1 : the quality or
state of being improper 2 : an improper or indecorous act or re-
mark; specij : an unacceptable use of a word or of language

im.prov.abil-i.ty \f,)im-,prU-va-'bil-9t-e\ n : capabiUty of im-
proving or of being improved

im*prov>able \im-'pru-v3-b9l\ adj : capable of improvement
iin>prOve \im-'pruv\ vb [AF emprouer to invest profitably, fr. OF
en- + prou advantage, fr. LL prode — more at proud] vt 1 : to
make greater in amount or degree 2 a : to enhance in value or
quality : make better b : to increase the value of (land or property)
by betterment (as cultivation or the erection of buildings) c : to
grade and drain (a road) and apply surfacing material other than
pavement 3 archaic : employ, use 4 ; to turn to good account~ vi 1 a : INCREASE to : to rise in value 2 : to grow better 3 : to
make useful additions or amendments <-^ on the carburetor) —
im-prov-er n
syn improve, better, help, ameliorate mean to make more

acceptable or bring nearer some standard, improve and better are
general and interchangeable and apply to what is capable of being
made better whether it is good or bad; help implies a bettering that
still leaves room for improvement; ameliorate implies making more
tolerable or acceptable conditions that are hard to endure
im-prove-ment \im-'prliv-mant\ n 1 : the act or process of im-
proving 2a: the state of being improved; esp ; enhanced value or
excellence b : an instance of such improvement ; something that
improves in this way

im.prov.i-dence \(')im-'prav-3d-anCt)s. -3-,den(t)s\ n ; the quality
or state of being improvident

un-proV'i-dent X-ad-snt. -3-,dent\ adj [LL improvident-, improvi-
dens. fr. L in- + provident-, providens provident] : not provident
: not foreseeing or providing for the future : thriftless — im-prov-
i'dent'ly adv

im.pro.vj-sa.tion VCJim-.prav-s-'za-shan, ,im-pr3-v3-\ n 1 : the
act or art of improvising 2 ; something improvised — im«pro-
vi>sa-tion*al \-5hn3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj

im.proV'i-sa.lor \im-'prav-3-,2aij3r\ n ; improviser — im-prov-
i>sa>tO'ri*al \(,)im-,prav-3-23-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ or im>pro>vi<sa-
tO»ry \im-'prav-3-z3-,tor-e, ,im-pr3-'vT-Z3-, -,t6r-\ adj

im.pro-vise \,im-pr3-'vTz\ vb [F improviser, fr. It improwisare, fr.

improvviso sudden, fr. L improvisus, lit., unforeseen, fr. in- -I- pro-
visus, pp. of providere to see ahead — more at provide] vt 1 : to
compose, recite, or sing on the spur of the moment: extemporize
2 : to make, invent, or arrange offhand —' vi : to improvise some-
thing — im.pro.vis»er or im*pro>vi<sor \-'vT-23r\ n
im.pru-dence \(')im-'prLid-'n(t)s\ n 1 : the quahty or state of be-
ing imprudent 2 : an imprudent act

im.pru-dent \-=nt\ adj [ME, fr. L imprudent-, imprudens, fr. in- +
prudent-, prudens prudent] : not prudent : lacking discretion —
im<pru<dent-ly adv

lm<pu-dence \'im-py3d-3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
impudent

im*pu>dent \-3nt\ adj [ME, fr. L impudent-, impudens, fr. in- +
pudent-, pudens, prp. of pudere to feel shame] 1 obs : lacking mod-
esty 2 : marked by contemptuous or cocky boldness or disregard
of others : insolent — im-pu*dent-ly adv

im.pu.dic.i-ty \,im-pyu-'dis-3t-e\ n : immodesty, shamelessness
im«pugn \im-'pyun\ vt [ME impugnen, fr. MF impugner, fr. L
inpugnare, fr. in- -\- pugnare to fight — more at pugnacious] 1 06.?

a : ASSAIL b : resist 2 : to assail by words or arguments : oppose
or attack as false syn see deny — Im-pugn-er n
im-puis<sance \('Um-'pyU-3-S3n(t)s; .im-pyii-'is-''n(t)s\ n [MF,
fr. in- + puissance] : power lessn ess, weakness

lUtl'pUlse \'im-,p3ls\ n [L impulsus, fr. impulsus, pp. of impellere to
impel] la: the act of driving onward with sudden force : im-
pulsion b ; motion produced by such an impulsion : impetus
c : a wave of exci'tation transmitted through tissues and esp. nerve
fibers and muscles that results in physiological activity or inhibition
2 a ; a force so communicated as to produce motion suddenly
b : incentive c : inspiration, motivation 3 a : a sudden spon-
taneous inclination or incitement to some usu. unpremeditated
action b : a propensity or natural tendency usu. other than rational
4 a : the product of the average value of a force and the time during
which it acts being a quantity equal to the change in momentum
produced by the force b : pui-SE 4a syn see motive
2im.pulse \'im-,p3ls, im-'\ vt ; to give an impulse to

im>pul*sion \im-'p3l-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act of impelling : the state of
being impelled b : the impelling force c : an onward tendency
derived from an impulsion : impetus 2 : impulse 3a 3 : compul-
sion 2

im.pul-sive \im-'p3l-siv\ adj 1 : having the power of or actually

driving or impelling 2 : actuated by or prone to act on impulse
3 : acting momentarily syn see spontaneous — ira-pul-sive-ly
adv — im*pul'Sive.ness n
im>pU'ni-ty \im-'pyU-n3t-e\ n [MF or L; MF impunite, fr. L
impunitat-, impuniias, fr. impune without punishment, fr. in- +
poena pain] : exemption or freedom from punishment, harm, or loss

im>pure \(')im-*pyu{3)r\ adj [F & L; F, fr. L impurus, fr. in- -f-

purus pure] : not pure: as a : unchaste, obscene (-^ language)
b ; containing something unclean : foul <'^ water) c : ritually
unclean d : marked by an intermixture of foreign elements or by
substandard, incongruous, or objectionable locutions e : adulter-
ated <an --" chemical) t : mixed, bastard <an ~ style) — im-
pure-Iy adv — im-pure-ness n

im.pu.ri-ty \C)im-'pyur-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
impure 2 : something that is impure or makes something else impure

im.put.abil.i.ly \(,)im-.pyut-3-*bil-3t-e\ n : the quahty or state of
being imputable

im.put.able \im-'pyUt-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being Imputed
: ascribable — im-put-a_bly \-ble\ adv

lm>pu>ta*tion \,im-py3-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of imputing: as
a : ascription b : accusation c ; insinuation 2 : something
imputed — lm-pu-ta*tive \im-'pyijt-3t-iv\ adj— im-pu-ta'tive-ly
adv
im-pute \im-'pyUt\ vt [ME inputen, fr. L imputare, fr. in- -(- putare
to consider — more at pave] 1 a : to lay the responsibility or blame
for : charge b : to credit to a person or a cause : attribute
2 : to credit by transferal syn see ascribe

lin \(')in, 3n, =n\ prep [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG in in. L in. Gk en]
1 a (I) — used as a function word to indicate spatial inclusion
(swimming '^ the lake) (2) — used as a function word to indicate
inclusion by something immaterial <~ the summer) b : into la
<went '^ the house) 2 — used as a function word to indicate
means or instrumentality (written '^ pencil) 3 a — used as a
function word to indicate a limitation or qualification (alike ~ some
respects) (left ^ a hurry) b : into 2a (broke -- pieces) 4 — used
as a function word to indicate purpose (said -^ reply) 5 — used as
a function word to indicate the larger member of a ratio (one ~ six
is eligible)

2in \'in\ adv 1 a (1) : to or toward the inside esp. of a house or
other building (come —> (2) : to or toward some destination or
particular place (flew --^ on the first plane) {31 : at close quarters
: near (play close "-> b : into the midst of something so as to form
a part (mix '^ the flour) c (1) : to or at its proper place (fit a
piece ~) (2) : into line (fell ~ with our plans) 2 a : wfthin
b : in the position of participant, insider, or officeholder c (1 ) : on
good terms (2) : in a specified relation ('-- bad with the boss)
(3) : in a position of assured or definitive success d : in vogue or
season e <fj an oil well ; in production I (1) : at hand (2) : in a
completed or terminated state (after harvests are —

)

3in \'in\ adj 1 a : that is located inside or within (the '^ part)
b : that is in position, operation, or power (the -^ party) 2 : that
is directed or bound inward : incoming (the ^ train)

*ln \'in\ n 1 : one who is in office or power or on the Inside
2 : influence, pull
Un- or il- or im- or ir- prejix [ME, fr. MF. fr. L; akin to OE un-]

: not : non-. un- — usu. il- before / (//logical) and im- before b. m,
or p (imbalance) (immoral) (impractical) and ir- before r (irre-

ducible) and in- before other sounds (inconclusive)
2in- or il- or im- or ir- prejix [ME, fr. MF, fr. L. fr. in in, into]
1 : in : within : into : toward : on (iVIuviation) (immingle) (iVradi-

ance) — usu. //- before /. im- before 5, m, or p, ir- before r, and in-

before other sounds 2 : 'en- (imbrute) (imperil) (inspirit)

-in \3n. 'n, ,in\ n sujjix [F -ine, fr. L -Ina, fem. of -Inus of or be-
longing to — more at -en] la: neutral chemical compound
(insulm) b : enzyme (pancreatin) c : antibiotic (penicill/n)

2 : 2-iNE la. lb (epinephnVi) 3 : pharmaceutical product (niacin)

-i«na \'e-n3\ n sujjix [prob. fr. It -ina. dim. suffix, fr. L -ina]
; musical instrument (concert/nn)

in>abil*i<ty \,in-3-'biI-3t-e\ n [ME inabilite, fr. MF inhabilite, fr. in-

-I- habilite ability] : the quality or state of being unable
in ab-sen-tia \,'n-{,)ab-'sen-ch(e-)3\ adv [L] : in absence
in-ac-ces-sl.bil-i.ty \,in-ik-,ses-3-'bil-3t-e, ,in-C,)ak-\ n : the qual-
ity or state of being inaccessible

in-acces.Si.ble \-'ses-3-b3l\ adj [MF or LL; MF, fr. LL inac-

cessihilis, fr. L in- + LL accessibilis accessible] : not accessible —
in-acceS'Si-bly \-b!e\ adv

in-aC'CU.ra.cy \(')in-'ak-y3-r3-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of
bemg inaccurate 2 : mistake, error

in.ac-cu-rate \(')in-'ak-y3-r3t\ adj : not accurate ; faulty —
in-ac-cu-rate-ly Vy3-r3t-le, -y3rt-\ adv

in.ac.tlon \(')in-'ak-sh3n\ n : lack of action or activity : idleness,
lethargy

in.ac.ti.yate \(')in-'ak-j3-,vat\ vt : to make inactive — in«ac»ti-

va-tion \{,)in-,ak-t3-'va-sh3n\ n
in-active \(*)in-'ak-tiv\ adj : not active: as a (1) : sedentary
(2) : INDOLENT, sluggish b (1) : being out of use (2) : relating to

members of the armed forces who are not performing or available

for military duties (3) oj a disease : quiescent c (11 : chemically
inert (21 : optically neutral in polarized light d : biologically

inert because of the loss of some quality — in-ac-tive-ly adv —
in-aC'tiv-i-ty \,in-(,lak-'tiv-3t-e\ n
syn IDLE, INERT. PASSIVE, SUPINE: INACTIVE applies to anyone or

anything not in action or in operation or at work; idle applies to
persons^that are not busy or occupied or to their powers or their

im.plements; inert as applied to things implies powerlessne-ss to

move or to affect other things; as applied to persons it suggests an
inherent or habitual indisposition to activity; passive implies im-
mobility or lack of normally expected response to an external

force or influence and often suggests deliberate submissiveness or
self-control; supine applies only to persons and commonly implies
abjectness or indolence

in.ad.e.qua-cy \('iin-'ad-i-kw3-se\ n [irreg. fr. inadequate] : the
quality or state of being inadequate

xn*ad*e>quate \-kw3t\ adj : not adequate : iNsuFnciENT — in-

ad-e-quate-ly adv — in-ad-e*quate-ness n
in.ad.mls.si-bil.i.ty \,in-3d-,mis-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being inadmissible

in>ad>mls-si<ble \,in-3d-'mis-3-b3l\ adj : not admissible — in-

ad<mis-si*bly \-ble\ adv
in.ad.ver-tence \,in-3d-'v3rt-'n(tls\ n [ML Inadvertentia, fr. L in-

-\- advertent-, advertens, prp. of advertere to advert] 1 : the fact or
action of being inadvertent ; inattention 2 : a result of inatten-

tion : oversight
in*ad*ver-ten>cy \-'n-se\ n : heedlessness, inadvertence
in-ad>ver-tent \-'nt\ adj [back-formation of inadvertence] 1 : not
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inadvertently 422 incept

turning the mind to a matter ; xnattentive 2 ; unintentional —
in>ad-ver*tent*ly adv

in>ad*vis>al>il*i*ty \,in-3d-,vi-z3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being inadvisable

in•ad•vis*able X-'vJ-za-balX adj % not advisable
-i.nae \'T-(,)ne\ n pi sujjix [NL -Inae, fr. L, fern. pi. of -Irms'}

: members of the subfamily of — in all names of zoological sub-
families in recent classifications <Fel/nae>

in>alieu<abil<i-ty \ (Jin-.al-ya-na-'bil-at-e, -.a-le-a-na-X n : the
quality or state of being inalienable

in>alien>able \(')in-'al-y3-n9-bal, -'a-le-3-ns-\ adj [prob. fr. F
inalienable, fr. in- + alienable alienable] : incapable of being
alienated, surrendered, or transferred — in-alien*ably \-ble\ adv

in<al*ter>abil^i>ty \(,)in-,6i-t(3-)ra-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or
state of being inalterable

in*al^ter>able \(')in-'61-t(3-)r3-b3l\ adj : not alterable : unalter-
able — in>al>ter-able>ness n — in>al-ter*ably \-ble\ adv

in.amo.ra.ta \(,)in-,am-a-'rat-a\ n [It innamorata, fr. fern, of
innamorato, pp. of innamorare to inspire with love, fr. in- (fr. L)
+ amore love, fr. L amor — more at amorous] ; a woman with
whom one is in love or has Intimate relations

in-and-in \,in-3n-'(d)in\ adv {or adj) ; in repeated generations
of the same or closely related stock
linane \in-'an\ adj [L inanis} 1 : empty, insubstantial 2 : lack-
ing significance, meaning, or point : silly syn see insipid —
inane-ly adv — inane<ness \-'an-n3s\ n~ inan<i>ty \-'an-9t-e\ n
sinane n : the emptiness of space
in-anu-mate \(')in-'an-3-m3t\ adj [LL inanimatus, fr. L in- +
animatus, pp. of animare to animate] 1 : not animate: a : not
endowed with Ufe or spirit b : lacking consciousness or power of
motion 2 : not animated or Uvely : dull — xn-an*i*mate>ly adv— ln*an>i'inate^ness n

in.a<Di<tion \,in-s-'nlsh-3n\ n ; emptiness: a : the condition
which results from lack of food and water b : lack of vitality or
vigor : LETHARGY

inan^i'ty \in-'an-at-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being inane:
as a : EMPTINESS b : fatuousness 2 : something that is inane

in<ap>par>ent X.in-a-'par-ant, -'per-\ adj : not apparent
in>ap>peas-able \,in-3-'pe-z3-b3l\ adj : unappeasable
in*ap.pe*tence \{'jin-'ap-3t-3n(t)s\ n : lack of appetite
in.ap.pli.ca.bil.i-ty \{,)in-,ap-li-k3-*bil-3t-e also .in-3-j>l^-9-\ n

: the condition of being inapplicable
in*ap^pli.ca.ble \(')in-'ap-li-k3-b3l also ,in-3-'plik-3-\ adj : not
applicable : irrelevant, UNSurrASLE — in>ap^pll-ca>bly \-ble\
adv

in^ap<po<site \C')in-'ap-3-z3t\ adj ; not af^osite — in>ap*po-
site-ly adv — in<ap<po>site>ness n

in.ap^pre-Cia>ble \.in-3-'pre-sh3-b3l\ adj[-proh. fr. F inappreciable,
fr. MP inappreciable, fr. in- + appreciable] 1 archaic ; invaluable
2 : too small to be perceived — in<ap>pre>cia-bly \-ble\ adv

in>ap.pre<cia^tlTe \,in-3-'pre-sh3t-iv also -she-,at-\ adj : not ap-
preciative — in>ap-pre>cia^tive-ly adv — in>ap>pre*cia*tive-
ness n

in'ap>proach*able \,in-3-'pro-ch3-bal\ adj ; not approachable
: inaccessible

in>ap<pro<pn<ate \,in-5-'pro-pre-at\ adj : not appropriate ; iw-
suitable — in>ap<pro-pn-ate^ly adv — in<ap>pro>pri-ate-ness n

in>apt \(')in-'apt\ adj : not apt: a : not suitable b : inept — in-
ap-ti-tude \-'ap-t3-.tCy)ud\ n — in<apMy \-'ap-(t)le\ adv —
in.apt«ness \-'ap{t)-n3s\ n

in.ar-ticu.late \,in-(.)ar-'tik-y3-l3t\ adj [LL inarticulatus, fr.

L i>i- + articulatus. pp. of articulare to utter distinctly — more at
articulate] 1 a 0/ a sound ; uttered or formed without the definite
articulations of intelligible speech b (1) ; incapable of speech esp.
under stress of emotion : mute (2'i : incapable of being expressed
by speech (3) : unspoken 2 ; incapable of giving coherent,
clear, or effective expression to one's ideas or feelings 3 [NL
inarticulatus, fr. L in- -I- NL articulatus articulate] a : having no
distinct body segments b : lacking a hinge — used esp. of a brachi-
opod shell — in>ar-tic^u^late>ly adv — in>ar<Uc>u>late-ness n

in>ar<tis>tic \,in-{,)ar-'tis-tik\ adj : not artistic — in-ar-tis-ti-
caMy Vti-k(3-)le\ adv

in^as-mucli as \,in-3z-,m3ch-3z\ conj 1 : In the degree that 2 ; in
view of the fact that : since

in>at>ten^tion \,in-3-'ten-ch3n\ n ; failure to pay attention : dis-
regard

.in>at<ten.tive \-'tent-iv\ adj : not attentive — in-at*ten*tive-ly
adv — in>at*ten>tive^ness n

in.aU'di^bil-i.ty \(,)in-,6d-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quaUty or state of
being inaudible

in.au^di-ble \(')in-'6d-3-bsl\ adj [LL inaudibilis, fr. L in- + LL
audibilis audible] : not audible — ln>aQ>dl^bly \-ble\ adv
lin.au.gu-ral Xin-'o-gys-rsl, -g{30r3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to an
inauguration 2 : marking a beginning : first in a projected series

^inaugural n l : an inaugural address 2 : inauguration
in<au-gu<rate \in-'6-g(y)3-,rat\ vtil,inauguraius, pp. of inaugurare,
lit., to practice augury, fr. in- + augurare to augur; fr, the rites
connected with augury] 1 : to induct into an office with suitable
ceremonies 2 a : to dedicate ceremoniously : observe formally the
beginning of b : to bring about the beginning of syn see begin— in.aU'gu^ra.Uon \-,6-g(y)3-'ra-sh3n\ n — in-au-gu-ra^tor
\-'6-g(y)3-,rat-3r\ n

Inauguration Day n : January 20 following a presidential election
on which the president of the U.S. is inaugurated

in^aus.pi-cious \,in-(,)6-'spish-3s\ adj : not auspicious — in>aas-
pi-cious^ly adv — in<aas<pi-cious-ness n

in>board \'in-,boC3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ adv 1 : inside the line of a
ship's bulwarks or hull : toward the center line of a ship 2 : toward
the inside 3 ; in a position closer or closest to the longitudinal
axis of an aircraft — inboard adj
in<bom \'in-'b6(3)m\ adj 1 : bom in or with one : natural
2 : iNHERrrED, HEREorrARY syn see innate

in-bound \'in-,baund\ adj : inward bound
in<breathe \'in-'breth\ vr : to breathe (something) in : inhale
in-bred \'in-'bred\ adj 1 a : inculcated b : produced by selec-
tive breeding 2 [fr. pp. of inbreed] : subjected to or produced
by inbreeding syn see innate

in>breed \'in-*bred\ vr ; to subject to inbreeding

4 bulb

in*breed<ing \'in-,bred-lo\ n 1 : the interbreeding of closely
related individuals esp. to preserve and fix desirable characters
of and to eliminate unfavorable characters from a stock 2 : con-
finement to a narrow range or a local or Umited field of choice

In*ca \'iq-k3\ n [Sp, fr. Quechua inka male of royal blood] 1 : a
noble or a member of the ruling family of the Incaic Empire 2 ; an
Indian of a Quechuan people or group of peoples of the high-
lands of Peru maintaining an empire until the Spanish conquest— In>ca>ic \iQ-'ka-ik, in-\ adj — In^can \'ip-k3n\ adj

in<cal*cu<la*bil*i<ty \(.)in-,kal-ky3-l3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality
or state of being incalculable

in<cal^cu^la*ble \(')in-'ka]-ky3-l3-b3l\ adj : not capable of being
calculated: as a : very great b ; unpredictable, uncertain —
in>cal-cu>la<bly \-ble\ adv

in*ca>les-cence \,in-k3-'les-'n(t)s, ,io-\ n [L incalescere to become
warm, fr. in- + calescere to become warm, fr. calere to be warm -~

more at lee] : a growing warm or ardent — in>ca>les-ceut \-'nt\
adj

in>can>desce \,in-k3n-'des\ vb [L incandescerel vi : to be or be-
come incandescent '^ w ; to cause to become incandescent

in'Can-des-cence \,in-k3n-'des-=n(t)s\ n : emission by a hot body
of radiation that makes it visible

in<can^des<&ent \-'nt\ adj [prob. fr. F, fr. L incandescent-,
incajidescens, prp. of incandescere to become hot, fr. in- + can-
descere to become hot, fr. candere to glow — more at candid]
1 a : white, glowing, or luminous with intense heat b : strikingly
bright, radiant, or clear c : brilliant 2 a : of, relating to, or
being hght produced by incandescence b ; producing light by
incandescence — in-can>des>C6nt-ly adv
incandescent lamp n : an electric lamp in which a
filament gives off light when heated to incandescence
by an electric current
in>can>ta*tion \,in-,kan-'ta-sh3n\ n [ME incanta-
cioun, fr. MF incantation, fr. LL incantation-, incan-
tatio, fr. L incantatus, pp. of incantare to enchant]
: a use of spells or verbal charms spoken or sung as
a part of a ritual of magic; also : a formula of words
chanted or recited in or as if in such a ritual — in-

can>ta-tlon*al \-shn3l, -sh3n-'"l\ adj — in-can^ta-
to*ry \in-'kant-3-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj

in.ca.pa.bil-i-ty \{,)in-,ka-p3-*bil-3t-e\ n ; the
quality or state of being incapable

.

in.oa^pa^ble \C)in-'ka-p3-b3l\ adj [MF, fr. in- ¥ incandescent

capable] 1 : lacking capacity, ability, or qualifica- *^i"P- 'base,

tion for the purpose or end in view; as a obs : not '^ .^ ^ a a
; 1 n

able to take in, hold, or keep b obs : intolerant wire,

c archaic : not receptive d : not in a state or of a ment,

kind to admit : insusceptible e ; not able or fit for

the doing or performance : incompetent 2 : lacking legal qualifi-

cation or power : disqualified — in-ca<pa*ble-uess n — in-ca-
pa-bly \-ble\ adv

in*ca*pac>i*tate \,in-k3-'pas-3-,tat\ vr 1 : to deprive of capacity or
natural power : disable 2 ; to make legally incapable or ineligible
— in*ca>pac^i^ta*tion \-,pas-3-'ta-sh3n\ n

in*ca.pac^i<ty \,in-k3-'pas-3t-e\ n [F incapacite, fr. MF, fr. in- -t-

capacite capacity] : the quality or state of being incapable

in>car>cer>ate \in-'kar-S3-,rat\ vr [L incarceratus. pp. of incar-

cerare, fr. in- + career prison] 1 : to put in prison 2 ; confine— in^car>cer*a-tion \(,)in-,kar-s3-'j-a-sh3n\ n
iin>car>na<dine \in-'kar-n3-,dTn, -,den, -nsd-anX adj [MF incwna-
din, fr. Olt incarnadino, fr. incarnato flesh-colored, fr. LL
tus] 1 : of the color flesh 2 : red; esp : bloodred

2incarnadine vt : to make incarnadine : redden
iiu-car>nate Xin-'kar-nst, -.nat\ adj [ME incarnat, fr. LL
tus, pp. of incarnare to incarnate, fr. L in- + earn-, caro flesh —
more at carnal] 1 a : invested with bodily esp. human nature and
form b : embodied, personified <a fiend ~) 2 : incarnadine
<~ clover)

2in<car-nate \-,nat\ vt ; to make incarnate: as a : to give bodily
form and substance to b : to give a concrete or actual form to

; realize, actualize c : to constitute an embodiment or type of

in>car-na>tion \.in-,kar-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of incarnating

: the state of being incarnate 2 a (1) : the embodiment of a deity

or spirit in some earthly form (2) cap ; the union of divinity with
humanity in Jesus Christ b : a concrete or actual form of a quahty
or concept; esp : a person showing a trait or typical character to a
marked degree

incase var oj encase
in.cau.tion \C')in-'k6-sh3n\ n : lack of caution ; heedlessness
in*cau*tious \-sh3s\ adj ; lacking in caution : heedless, careless
— in>can<tious*ly adv — in-cau<tious>uess n

in>cen^(li*a>rism \in-'sen-de-3-,riz-3m\ n : incendiary action or
behavior
iin>ceu-di^ary \in-'sen-de-,er-e\ n [L incendiarius, fr. incendium
conflagration, fr. incendere] 1 a : a person who dehberately sets

fire to a building or other property b : an incendiary agent (as a
bomb) 2 : a person who excites factions, quarrels, or sedition

: AGFTATOR
^incendiary adj 1 : of, relating to, or involving a deliberate burning
of property 2 : tending to excite or inflame : inflammatory
3 a : igniting combustible materials spontaneously b ; relating to,

being, or involving the use of a missile containing chemicals that

ignite on bursting or on contact
lin-cense \'in-,sen(t)s\ n [ME encens, fr. OF, fr, LL incensum,
fr. L. ncut. of incensus, pp. of incendere to set on fire. fr. in- +
-cendere to bum; akin to L candere to glow — more at candid]
1 : material used to produce a fragrant odor when burned 2 ; the

perfume exhaled from some spices and gums when burned; broadly
: a pleasing scent 3 ; pleasing attention : flattery syn see

fragrance
^incense vt 1 ; to apply or offer incense to 2 : to perfume with

3in-cense \in-'sen(t)s\ vf [ME encensen, fr. MF incenser. fr. L
incensusi 1 obs : to inflame with a passion or emotion 2 : to

arouse the extreme anger or indignation of

in.cen.tive \in-'sent-iv\ n [ME. fr. LL incentivum, fr. neut. of

incentivus stimulating, fr. L, setting the tune, fr. incenius, pp. of

incinere to set the tune. fr. in- + canere to sing — more at chant]
; something that incites or has a tendency to incite to determination
or action syn see motive — incentive adj

in>cept \in-'sept\ vi [L inceptus, pp. of incipere to begin, fr. in- +
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capere tq take — more at heave] : to enter upon a career— iii*cep-
tor \-'sep-t3r\ n

in>cep-tion \in-'sep-sh3n\ n ; an act, process, or instance of begin-
ning or incepting : commencement syn see origin
iiii>cep>tive \in-'sep-iiv\ n : inchoative
sinceptive adj 1 : beginning 2 ; inchoative 2 — ui-cep>ti7e*ly
adv

in-cer-ti-tude \C)in-'s3rt-3-,t(y)ud\ n [MF, fr. LL incertitudo, fr. L
in- 4- LL ceriitudo certitude] ; uncertainty: a : absence of
assurance or confidence : doubt b : insecurity, instability

in-ces-sant XOin-'ses-^'ntX adj [ME incessaunt, fr. LL incessant-,
incessans, fr. L in- + cessant-, cessans, prp. of cessare to delay —
more at cease] : continuing or following without interruption
; UNCEASING syn see continual — in-ces-sant-ly adv

in-cest \'in-,sest\ n [ME, fr. L incesium & incestus; incestum fr.

neut. of incestus, fr. inces(us impure, fr. in- + casius pure — more
at caste] : sexual intercourse between persons so closely related
that they are forbidden by law to marry; also : the statutory crime
of such a relationship

in-ces<tu*OUS \in-'ses(h)-ch3-w3s\ adj 1 : constituting or involv-
ing incest 2 : guilty of incest — in>ces>tu>ous*ly adv — in-ces-
tu*ous-ness n
linen \"inch\ n [ME, fr. OE ynce, fr. L uncia — more at ounce]
1 : a unit of length equal to He yard — see measure table 2 ; a
small amount, distance, or degree 3 p! : stature, height 4 a : a
fall (as of rain or snow) sufficient to cover a surface or to fill a
gauge to the depth of one inch b : a degree of atmospheric or other
pressure sufficient to balance the weight of a column of hquid (as
mercury) one inch high in a barometer or manometer c ; waters
INCH

2inch vb : to move by small degrees
3inch n [ME, fr. ScGael innis'i chiejly Scot : island
inched \'incht\ adj :_measuring a specified number of inches
inch-meal \'inch-,mel\ adv Vinch + -meal (as in piecemeal)]

: little by little : gradually
in-ChO>ate \in-'ko-3t. 'in-ka-,wat\ adj [L inchoatus, pp. of inchoare,
lit., to hitch up, fr. in- + cohum strap fastening a plow beam to the
yoke] : being recently begun : being only partly in existence or
operation : imperfectly formed : incipient — iii*cho>ate>ly adv— in>cho<ate*ness n

in-Cho-atlve \in-'k6-3t-iv\ adj 1 : initial, formative 2 : denoting
the beginning of an action, state, or occurrence — used of verbs— inchoative n — in>cho>ative-ly adv
inch.worm \'inch-.w3rm\ n : looper i

in.ci.dence \'in(t)-s3d-3n(t)s, -s3-,den(t)s\ n 1 a : an act or the
fact or manner of falling upon or affecting : occurrence b : rate
of occurrence or influence 2a: the arrival of something (as a
projectile or a ray of light) at a surface b : angle of incidence
nn.Ci.dent \'in(tVs3d-3nt, -S3-.dent\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML
incident-, incidens, fr. L. prp. of incidere to fall into, fr. in- + cadere
to fall — more at chance] 1 a : an occurrence of an action or
situation that is a separate unit of experience : happening b : an
accompanying minor occurrence or condition : concomitant
2 : an action likely to lead to grave consequences esp. in matters
diplomatic 3 : something dependent on or subordinate to some-
thing else of greater or principal importance syn see occurrence
Sincident adj l ; occurring or likely to occur esp. as a minor conse-
quence or accompaniment 2 archaic : occurring accidentally
; incidental 3 : dependent on or relating to another thing
4 : falling or striking on <'^ tight rays)
iin>Ci<den*tal X^nCtl-ss-'dent-^IX adj 1 a : occurring merely by
chance or without intention or calculation b : occurring as a minor
concomitant 2 : being likely to ensue as a chance or minor conse-
quence syn see accidental — in-ci-den-tal-ly \-'dent-le, -=l-e\
adv

^incidental n l : something that is incidental 2 pi : minor Items
(as of expense) that are not particularized

in>Cin>er*ate \in-'sin-3-,rat\ vt [ML incineratus, pp. of incinerare,
fr. L in- + ciner-, cinis ashes; akin to Gk konis dust, ashes] ; to
cause to burn to ashes — injCin-er-a-tion \(,)in-,sin-3-'ra-sh3n\ n

in>Cin>er>a-tor \in-'sin-3-,rat-3r\ n : one that incinerates; esp ; a
furnace or a container for incinerating waste materials

in-cip-i.en.cy \in-'sip-e-3n-se\ also in-cip-i-ence \-on(t)s\ n : the
_ state or fact of being incipient : beginning
ln>Cip>i>ent \-3nt\ adj [L incipient-, incipiens, prp. of incipere to
begin — more at incept] : beginning to be or to be apparent
: commencing — in.cip-i-ent»ly adv

in.ci.pit \'in(t)-S3-pat, 'io-ka-\ n [L, it begins, fr. incipere'^ : be-
ginning; specij : the opening words of a text of a medieval manu-
script or early printed book

incircumspeot adj [LL incircumspectus, fr. L in- + circumspectus
circumspect] obs : imprudent, indiscreet — incircumspectlon n,

obs — incircuraspectly adv, obs
in-Cise \in-'si'z\ vt [MF or L; MF inciser. fr. L incisiis, pp. of inci-

dere, fr. in- -H caedere to cut — more at concise] 1 : to cut into
2 a : to carve figures, letters, or devices into : engrave b : to
carve (as an inscription) into a surface

in*cised adj l a : cut in : engraved; esp : decorated with incised
figures b oj a wound : made or as if made with a sharp knife
2 : having a margin that is deeply and sharply notched <an -^ leaf)

In-Ci.Sion \in-'sizh-3n\ n 1 a : a marginal notch (as in a leaf)

b : cut, gash; specij : an incised wound made esp. surgically into
the body 2 : an act of incising 3 : incisiveness

in>ci-sive \in-'si-siv\ adj 1 : cutting, penetrating 2 : acute,
clear-cut — in<ci>sive<ly adv— in>ci*sive-ness n
syn trenchant, clear-cut. cutting, ernNO, crisp: incisive

implies a power to impress the mind by directness and decisiveness;
TRENCHANT implies an energetic cutting or probing deeply into a
matter so as to reveal distinctions or to reach the center; clear-cut
suggests the absence of any blurring, ambiguity, or uncertainty of
statement or analysis; cutting implies a ruthless accuracy or
directness wounding to the feelings; btting adds a greater implica-
tion of harsh vehemence or ironic force; crisp suggests both in-

cisiveness and vigorous terseness
in>ci>SOr \in-'si-z3r\ n, often atirib : a tooth adapted for cutting;
esp : one of the cutting teeth in mammals in front of the canines

in*Cl>ta-tion X.in-.sT-'ta-shan, ,in(t)-S3-\ n 1 : an act of inciting

; stimulation 2 : iNcrrEMENT, incentive

in.cite \in-'sTt\ vt [MF inciter, fr. L incitare, fr. in- + citare to put
in motion — more at CTTE^ : to move to action : stir up : spur on
; urge on — in-cite-raent \-m3nt\ n — in.cit-er n
syn instigate, abet, foment: inctte stresses a stirring up and

urging on, and may or may not imply initiating; instigate defi-
nitely implies responsibility for initiatmg another's action and often
connotes underhandedness or evil intention; abet implies both as-
sisting and encouraging; foment implies persistence in goading but
usu. does not imply initiating

in-Ci-Vil-l.ty \,in(t)-sa-'vil-3t-e\ n [MF incivilite, fr. LL incivilitat-,
tncivilitas, fr. incivilis, fr. L in- + civilis civil] 1 : the quaUty or
state of being uncivil 2 : a rude or discourteous act

in.clem.en.cy \(')in-'klem-3n-se\ n : the quality or state of being
mclement

in-Clem.ent \(')in-'klem-3nt\ adj [L inclement-, inclemens, fr. m-
+ clement-, Clemens clement] : lacking clemency: as a : physically
severe : yrORMY <~ weather) b : severe in temper or action : un-
merciful — in.clem-eut'ly adv

in-clin-able Xin-'kh-ng-bslX adj : having a tendency or Inclination
: disposed; also : favorable

in.cIl.na.Uon X.in-kla-'na-shan. .ir]-\ n 1 : an act or the action
of bending or inclining: as a : bow, nod b : a tilting of something
2 a obs : natural disposition : character b : propensity, bent;
esp : liking 3 a : a deviation from the true venical or horizontal
: slant; also : the degree of such deviation b ; an inclined surface
: slope c (1) : the angle determined by two lines or planes (2) : the
angle made by a line with the x-axis measured counterclockwise
from the positive direction of that axis 4 : a tendency to a par-
ticular aspect, state, character, or action — in-cIi>na*tion>al
\-shn3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj

lin-Cline \in-'klTn\ vb [ME inclinen, fr. MF incliner. It. L inclinare,
fr. in- + clinare to lean — more at lean] vi 1 : to bend the head or
body forward : bow 2 : to lean, tend, or become drawn toward an
opinion or course of conduct 3 : io deviate from a line, direction,
or course : lean; specij : to deviate from the vertical or horizontal~ vr 1 ; to cause to stoop or bow : bend 2 : to have influence on
: persuade 3 : to give a bend or slant to — in*clin>er n
syn incline, bias, dispose, predispose mean to influence one to

have or take an attitude toward something, incline implies a
tendency to favor one of two alternative actions or conclusions;
bias suggests a settled and predictable leaning in one direction and
connotes unfair prejudice; dispose suggests an affecting of one's
mood or temper so as to incline one toward something; predispose
implies the operation of a disposing influence well in advance of the
opportunity to reveal itself

3in-cline \'in-,klTn\ n : an inclined plane : grade, slope
in>clined \in-'klTnd, 2 also 'in-,\ adj 1 : having inclination, disposi-
tion, or tendency 2 a : having a leaning or slope b ; making an
angle with a line or plane

inclined plane n : a plane surface that
makes an oblique angle with the plane of
the horizon

in.clin.ing \in-'klT-nio\ n 1 : inclina- \^
TiON 2 archaic : Party, following
in.cli.nom.e.terl\,in-kl3-'nam-at-3r,

'P-N " 1 = i" apparatus for deter- inclined plane: ab base,
mming the direction of the earth s q^ height cb inclined
magnetic field with reference to the plane plane, 1 force, 2 resistance
of the horizon 2 : a machinist s clmo-
meter 3 : an instrument for indicating
the inclination to the horizontal of an axis of a ship or an airplane

in. clip \in-'klip\ vt, archaic : clasp, enclose
inclose, inclosnre var of enclose, enclosure
in>clud<able or iu>olud-ihle \in-'klud-3-bal\ adj : capable of being
Included

in>Clude \in-'klud\ vt [ME includen, fr. L includere, fr. in- -h

claudere to close — more at close] 1 : to shut up : enclose
2 : to take in or comprise as a part of a larger aggregate or principle

syn include, comprehend, embrace, involve, imply mean to

contain within as part of the whole, include suggests the contain-
ment of something as a constituent, component, or subordinate
part of a larger whole; comprehend implies that something comes
within the range or scope of a statement or definition whether
clearly mentioned or not; embrace implies a gathering of separate

items within a whole; involve suggests a rolling up or entangling
in a whole as by being its consequence or a necessary element of
its definition; imply suggests that something can be inferred through
a hint, or as a necessary cause or effect, or as something com-
monly associated in experience

in>ClUd<ed adj : enclosed, embraced; specij : not projecting beyond
the mouth of the corolla — used of a stamen or pistil

in>ClU*Sion \in-'klii-zhan\ n [L inclusion-, inclusio. fr. inclusus, pp.
of includere] 1 : the act of including ; the state of being included

2 : something that is included: as a : a gaseous, liquid, or solid

foreign body enclosed in the mass of a mineral b : a passive prod-
uct of cell activity (as a starch grain) within the protoplasm

inclusion body n : a rounded or oval intracellular body that con-
sists of elementary bodies in a matrix, is characteristic of some virus

diseases, and is believed to represent a stage in the multiplication

of the virus

in>clu*sive \in-'klu-siv, -ziv\ adj 1 : enclosing, encompassing:
as a : broad in orientation or scope b : covering or intended to

cover all items, costs, or services 2 : comprehending the stated

limits or exnemes — in.clu-sive.ly adv — in-clu.sive-ness n

in*co*erc>ible \,in-k6-'ar-S3-b3l\ adj : incapable of being con-
trolled, checked, or confined

in>cog>i>tant \in-'kaj-at-3nt\ adj [L incogitant-, incogitans, fr. ia-

+ cogitant-, cogitans, prp. of cogitare to cogitate] : thoughtless,
inconsiderate

in>cog-ni'ta \,in-,kag-'net-3, ln-'kag-n3t-3\ adv (or adj) [It, fern, of
incognito] : INCOGNITO — used only of a woman — incognita n

iin.cog*ni.to \,in-,kag-'net-(,)o, in-'kag-n3-,to\ adv {or adj) [It,

fr. L incognitus unknown, fr. in- + cognitus, pp. of cognoscere to

know — more at cognttion] : with one's identity concealed;

esp : in a capacity other than one's official capacity or under a
name or title not calling for special recognition

2incognito n 1 : one appearing or living incognito 2 : the state

or disguise of an incognito or incognita
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ln*COg-Ui-zaut \'in-'kag-n3-z3nt\ adj : lacking awareness or con-

iU'CO<her*ence \.in-ko-'hir-3n(t)s, -'herX n 1 : the quality or state
of being incoherent 2 : something that is incoherent

ill>CO*her-ent \-'hir-3nt, -'her-\ adj : lacking coherence: as a ; lack-
ing cohesion : loose b : lacking orderly continuity or relevance
; INCONSISTENT — in*C0'her-ent»ly adv

in.com.bus.ti.l)le\,in-ksm-'b3S-ta-bal\ arfj" or n [ME, prob. fr. MF,
fr. in- + combustible} : noncombustible

in>come \'in-,k3m\ n, ojien attrib 1 archaic : entrance, influx
2 : a gain or recurrent benefit usu. measured in money that derives
from capital or labor; also : the amount of such gain received by an
individual in a given period of time
income account w : a financial statement of a business showing the
details of revenues, costs, expenses, losses, and profits for a given
period — called also income statement
income tax \,in-(,)k3m-\ n ; a tax on the net income of an individual
or business concern
lin.com.ing \'in-,k3m-io\ n 1 ; the act of coming In : arrival
2 ; INCOME — usu. used in pi.

^incoming adj ; coming in: as a ; taking a new place or position
b : ACCRUING c : beginning
iu.com.men<su>ra.l]il<i*ty \,in-ka-,men(t1s-(3-)ra-'bil-3t-e,
-,mench-(3-)r3-\ n : the quality or state of being incommensurable

iu-com<men*sU'ra.ble \,in-k3-'menCt)s-(3-)r3-b9l. -'mench-(a-)r3-\
adj : not commensurable; broadly : lacking a common basis of com-
parison in respect to a quality normally subject to comparison —
incommensurable n — in<com-men*su-ra>bly \-ble\ adv

ln.com.men*su.rate \-(3-)r3t\ adj : not commensurate: as
a ; INCOMMENSURABLE b : INADEQUATE C I DISPROPORTIONATE
in.com.mode \,in-k3-'m5d\ vt [MF incommoder, fr. L incom-
modare, fr. incommodus inconvenient, fr. in- + commodus con-
venient — more at commode] : to give inconvenience or distress to
: DISTURB

In.com.mo.di.ous \.in-k3-'mod-e-3s\ adj : not commodious : in-
convenient — in>com<mo.di.ouS'l7 adv — in>com.mo*di-
ouS'Uess n

in>com>mod.i.ty \-'mad-at-e\ n : inconvenience, disadvantage
in.com.mu.ni.ca.bil.i'ty \,in-k3-,myii-ni-k3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the
quality or state of being incommunicable

in.com.mu.ni.ca.ble \.in-k3-'myu-ni-ka-bal\ adj [MF or LL; MF,
fr. LL incommunicabilis, fr, L in- + LL communicabilis com-
municable] : not communicable: as a : incapable of being com-
municated or imparted b ; uncommunicative — in>com*mu*ni-
ca.bly \-blc>5, adv
in.com.mu.ni.ca.do \,in-k3-,myii-n3-*kad-(.)o\ adv {or adj) [Sp
incomunicado, fr. pp. or incomunicar to deprive of communication,
fr. in- (fr. L) + comunicar to communicate, fr. L communicare]
: without means of communication; also I in solitary confinement

in.com.mu.ni'Ca.tive \,in-ka-'myu-n3-,kat-iv, -ni-k3t-\ adj ; un-
communicative
in.com.mut.able \,in-ka-*myut-3-bal\ adj [ME, fr. L incommu-
tabilis, fr. in- + commutabilis commutable] : not commutable: as
a : not interchangeable b : unchangeable — in>com>mut*ably
\-ble\ adv

in.com.pa.ra.bil.i.ty \(.)in-,kam-p(3-)ra-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality
or state of being incomparable

in-com.pa.ra.ble \(')in-'kam-p(3-)r9-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
incomparabiiis, fr. in- 4- comparabilis comparable] 1 : eminent
beyond comparison : matchless 2 ; not suitable for comparison— in>com>pa.ra>bly \-ble\ adv

in.com.pat'i.bil.i'ty \.in-k3m-,pat-3-*bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or
state of^ being incompatible 2 : lack of interfertility between two
plants 3 pi : mutually antagonistic things or qualities

in.com.pat.i.ble \,in-k3ra-'pat-3-b3l\ adj [MF& ML; MF, fr. ML
incompatibilis, fr. L in- + ML compatibilis compatible] 1 ; in-

capable of being held by one person at one time 2a: incapable of
association because incongruous, discordant, or disagreeing <'^
colors) b : unsuitable for use together because of undesirable
chemical or physiological effects <— drugs) c : not both true <'^
propositions) d : not satisfiable by the same set of values for the
unknowns <'^ equations) e : incapable of blending into a stable
homogeneous mixture — used of solids or solutions — incompat-
ible n — in-com-pat.i-bly \-ble\ adv

in.com^pe.tence \(')in-'kam-p3t-3n(t)s\ also in.com.pe.ten-cy
\-3n-se\ n : the state or fact of being incompetent

in.com.pe-tent \(')in *kam-p3t-3nt\ adj [MF incompetent, fr. in- +
competent competent] 1 : lacking the qualities necessary to effec-
tive independent action 2 : not legally qualified 3 : inadequate to
or unsuitable for a particular purpose expressed or implied —
incompetent n — in.com.pe.tent.ly adv

in.com.plete \,in-k3m-'plet\ adj [ME incompleet, fr. LL incom-
pletus, fr. L in- + completus complete] ; lacking a part: as a : lack-
ing one or more sets of floral organs b oj a jootball pass X not
legally caught — in.com>plete>ly adv — in.com.plete.ness n

in.com.pli.ant \,in-kam-'plT-3nt\ adj ; not compliant or pliable
: unyielding

in.com. pre-hen.si-bil.i.ty \(,)in-,kam-pri-.henCt)-s9-'bU-9t-e\ n
: the quality or state of being incomprehensible

in.com.pre-hen.si.ble \-*hen(t)-s3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. L incompre-
hensibilis, fr. in- + comprehensibilis comprehensible] 1 archaic
t having or subject to no limits 2 : impossible to comprehend:
a : unintelligible b : unfathomable — in>com>pre>hen'Si*ble-
ness n — in.coin.pre.hen.si'bly \-ble\ adv

in.com.pre.hen.sion \-'hen-ch3n\ n ; lack of comprehension or
understanding

in.com.press.ibil.i.ty \,in-k3m-,pres-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being incompressible

in.com.press.ible \-'pres-3-b3l\ adj : incapable of or resistant to
compression — in.com.press.ibly \-ble\ adv

in.com.put'able \,in-k3m-*pyiii-3-b3l\ adj ; not computable : very
great — in.com.put.ably \-ble\ adv

in.con.ceiv.abU.i.ty \,in-k3n-,se-v3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being inconceivable

in.con.ceiv.able \.in-k3n-'se-v3-b3l\ adj : not conceivable: as
a : unimaginable b : unthinkable c : unbelievable — in*con-
ceiy.able.ness n — in>con.ceiv.ably \-ble\ adv

in.con.cin-ni.ty \,in-kan-'sin-3l-e\ n [L inconcinnitas, fr. In- -H

concinnitas conciiinity] ; lack of suitability or congruity : in-
elegance

in.con.clU'Sive X.in-kan-'klli-siv. -zlv\ adj : leading to no con-
clusion or definite result — in*con*clu>sive.ly adv — in*con*cIa'
sive.ness n

in.con.dens.able \,in-k3n-'den(t)-s3-b3l\ adj ; incapable of being
condensed

iu>COn>dite \in-'kan-d3t, -,dTt\ adj [L inconditus, fr. in- + conditus,

pp. of condere to put together, fr. com- + -dere to put — more at
DO] : badly put together : crude

in.con.for-mi.ty \,in-kan-'f6r-m3t-e\ n : NONCONFORMirY
in.con.gru-ence \,in-k3n-'grij-3nCt)s, (')in-'kao-gr3-w3n(t)s\ n

: incongruity
in.COn.gru>ent \-3nt, -w3nt\ adj [L incongruent-, incongruens, fr.

in- + congruent-, congruens congruent] : not congruent <'*« tri-

angles) — in.con.gru.ent.ly adv
in.con.gru.ity X.in-ksn-'grii-at-e, -,kan-\ n 1 : the quality or state
of being incongruous 2 : something that is incongruous

in.COn.gni.OUS \(')in-'kao-gr3-w3s\ adj {LL incongruus, fr. Lin- +
congruus congruous] : lacking congruity: as a ; not harmonious
: incompatible ('^ colors) b : not conforming ; disagreeing
(conduct -^ with avowed principles) c : inconsistent within itself

<an '-^ story) d : lacking propriety ; unsuftable <"- manners) —
in-con.gru.ous.ly adv — in.con-gru-ous.ness n
in.con.scient \(')in-'kan<h3nt\ adj [prob. fr. F. fr. in- -{ conscient
mindful, tr. L conscient-, consciens, prp. of conscire to be conscious— more at conscience] : unconscious, mindless

in.con.secu.tive \,in-k3n-'sek-(y)3t-iv\ adj : not consecutive
in.con-se.quence \{')in-'kan(ti-s3-,kwen(t)s, -si-kw3n(t)s\ n : the
quality or state of being inconsequent

in.con.se.quent \-.kwent, -kw3nt\ adj [LL inconsequent-, in-

consequens, fr. L in- + consequent-, consequens consequent]
1 a ; lacking reasonable sequence : illogical b : inconsecutive
2 : irrelevant 3 : inconsequential 2 — in-con-se-quent-ly adv

in.con.se.quen.tlal \(.)in-,kan(t)-s3-'kwen-ch3l\ adj la: il-

logical b : irrelevant 2 ; of no significance : unimportant
— in'Con'Se-quen.ti.al'i.ty \-,kwen-che-'al-3t-e\ n — in*con-
se.quen-tial.ly \-'kwench-(3-)le\ adv

in'Con.sid.er.able \,in-ksn-'sid-3r-(&-)b3l. -'sid-r3-b3l\ adj [MF,
fr. in- + considerable, fr. ML considerabilis considerable] : not
considerable : trivial — in.con-sid.er.able.ness n — in>con-
sid.er.ably \-bIe\ adv

in-COn.Sid.er.ate \,in-k3n-'std-(3-)r3t\ adj [L inconsideratus, fr.

in- + consideraius considerate] 1 : not adequately considered
: ill-advised 2 a : heedless, thoughtless b : failing in regard
for the rights or feelings of others — in-con-sid-er-atC'ly adv
— in.con.sid.er<ate>ness n — in.con-sid'er.ation \-,sid-3-

'ra-sh3n\ n
in.con.sis<ten>cy X.in-ksn-'sis-tan-seX also in.con*sis-tence
\-t3n(t)s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being inconsistent 2 : an
instance of being inconsistent

in*Con.sis*tent \,in-k3n-'sis-t3nt\ adj : lacking consistency: as
a : not compatible with another fact or claim <^ statements)
b : containing incompatible elements <an '~^ argument) c ; in-

coherent or illogical in thought or actions : changeable — in-
con'SiS'tent'ly adv

in.COn.SOl.able \,in-k3n-'so-l3-b3l\ adj [L inconsolabilis, fr. in- +
consolabilis consolable] : incapable of being consoled : discon-
solate — in.con.sol.able.ness n ~ in.con-sol-ably \-ble\ adv
in.con.so.nance \(')in-'kan(t)-s(3-)nan(t)s\ n ; lack of consonance
or harmony : disagreement

in.con.SO.nant \-s(3-)n3nt\ adj : not consonant : discordant
iU.Con.spiC'U'OUS \,in-k3n-'spik-y3-w3s\ adj [L inconspicuus, fr.

in- + conspicuus conspicuous] : not readily noticeable — in*con-
spiC'U-ous.ly adv — in.con.spic-u.ous-ness n

in-con.stan.cy \(')in-'kan(t)-st3n-se\ n : the quality or state of
being inconstant

in.con.stant \-st3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L inconstant-, inconstans.

fr. in- + constant-, constans constant] : likely to change frequently
without apparent or cogent reason — in-con. stant-ly adv
syn fickle, capricious, mercurial, unstable; inconstant im-

plies an incapacity for steadiness and an inherent tendency to

change; FICKLE suggests unreliability because of perverse change-
ability and incapacity for steadfastness; capricious suggests
motivation by sudden whim or fancy and stresses unpredictability;
mercurial implies a rapid changeabihty in mood esp. from de-
pression to elation; unstable implies an incapacity for remaining
in a fixed position or steady course and applies esp. to a lack of
emotional balance
in.con.sum.able V.ln-kan-'sU-ma-bslX adj : not capable of being
consumed — in.con.sam.ably \-ble\ adv

in.con.test.abil.i.ty \,in-k3n-.tes-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or
stale of being incontestable

in.con.lest.able \-'tes-ta-b3l\ adj [F, fr. in- + contestable, fr.

contester to contest] : not contestable : indisputable — in<COn-
test.ably \-ble\ adv

in.con.ti.nence \(')in-'kant-'n-3nCt)s\aIsoin.con.ti.nen-cy \-'n-

3n-se\ n : the quality or state of being incontinent: as a : failure

to restrain sexual appetite : unchasitty b : inability of the body
to control the evacuative functions

in.con.ti.nent \-'n-3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L incon-

tinent-, incontinens, fr. in- + continent-, continens continent]
: not continent; as a : lacking self-restraint b : unable to contain,
keep, or restrain c : uncontrolled
lin.con.ti.nent.ly also incontinent adv : without delay : im-

2incontinently adv ; in an incontinent or unrestrained manner: as

a : lewdly b : uncontoollably
in.con.trol.la.ble \,in-k3n-'tro-l3-b3l\ adj : uncontrollable
in.con.lro-vert.ible \(,)in-.kan-tr3-'v3rt-a-b3l\ adj : not open to

qucsjion : indisputable <«- evidence) — in.con.tro.vert«ibly
\-bIe\ adv
Un.con.ve.nience \,In-k3n-'ve-ny3nCt)s\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being inconvenient : discomfort 2 ; something that is

inconvenient
2inconyenience vt : to subject to inconvenience : incommode
in.con-ve.nien.cy \-ny3n-se\ n : inconvenience
in.con.ve.nient \,in-k3n-'ve-ny3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L in-

convenient-, inconveniens, fr. in- H- convenient-, conveniens con-
venient] i : not suitable ; unftt 2 : not convenient esp. in

giving trouble or annoyance ; inopportune — in>con*ve*nient*ly
adv



inconvertibility 425
in.con.vert.iftil.i.ty X.in-kan-.vart-a-'bll-at-cX n : the quality or
state of being inconvertible

in<COU<vert-ible X-'vart-a-bsIX adj [prob. fr. LL inconvertibilis, fr.

L in- + converiihilis convertible] ; not convertible: a oj paper
money : not exchangeable on demand for specie X) oJ a currency
: not exchangeable for a foreign currency — in'Con.vert»ibly
\-bIe\ adv

in-con.vinc-ible \.in-k3n-'vinCt)-S3-b9l\ adj : incapable of being
convinced

ui*co*or*di>nate Vin-ko-'ord-nat, -'n-at, -'n-,at\ also in>co>or>di-
Iiat>ed \-'6rd-'n-,at-3d\ adj : not coordinate

in>co-or-di*na>tion \,in-ko-,6rd-^n-'a-shan\ n ; lack of coordina-
tion esp. of muscular movements resulting from loss of voluntary
control

in.cor-po.ra.ble \in-'k6r-pCa-)ra-bal\ adj : capable of being
incorporated

1 in- cor-po -rate \In-'k6r-pa-,rat\ vb [ME incorporaten, fr. LL
incorporatus, pp.. of incorporare, fr. L in- + corpor-, corpus body— more at midriff] vt 1 a : to unite thoroughly with or work
indistinguishably into something already existent b : to admit to
membership in a corporation 2 a : to blend or combine thoroughly
to form a consistent whole b : to form into a legal corporation
3 : to give material form to : embody -^ vi 1 : to unite in or as
one body 2 : to form or become a corporation — Jn»cor-po>ra-
tion \(,)in-,k6r-pa-'ra-sh3n\ n — in-cor-po-ra.tive \in-'k6r-pa-
,rat-iv. -p(a-lrai-\ adj — in-cor-po-ra-tor \-p3-.rat-3r\ n

2in.COr.po.rate \in-'k6r-p(a-)r3t\ adj : INCORPORATED
in-cor-po-rat-ed adj 1 : united in one body 2 : formed into a
legal corporation

in-cor-po-re-al \,in-(,)k6r-'p6r-e-al, -'p6r-\ adj [L incorporeus, fr.

in- + corporeus corporeal] 1 : not corporeal : having no material
body or form : immaterial 2 : of, relating to, or constituting a
right that has no physical existence but that issues out of corporate
property (as bonds or patents) — in-cor-po-re-aMy \-a-le\ adv

in-cor-po-re-ity \,in-,k6r-pa-'re-at-e\ n ; the quahiy or state of
being incorporeal : immateriality

in-cor-rect \,in-ka-'rekt\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L incor-
rectus, fr. in- + correctus correct] 1 obs : not corrected or chas-
tened 2 a : inaccurate, faulty b : not true : wrong 3 : un-
becoming, IMPROPER — iu-cor-rect-ly \-'rek-(t)le\ adv — in-cor-
rect-ness \-'rek{t)-nas\ n

in*cor>ri-gi>bil>i*ty \(,)in-,k6r-a-ja-'bU-at-e, -,kar-\ n : the quality
or state of being incorrigible

in-cor-ri-gi-ble \(')in-"k6r-a-]a-bal, -*kar-\ adj [ME, fr. LL in-

corrigibilis, fr. L in- + corrigere to correct — more at CORRECT]
: incapable of being corrected or amended: as 2l (1) ; not re-

formable : depraved (2) : delinquent b archaic : incurable
c : unmanageable d : unalterable, determined — mcorrigible
n — in-cor-ri-gi-ble-ness n — in'Cor>ri-gi>bly \-bIe\ adv

in-cor-rupt \,in-ka-'rapt\ also in-cor-rupt.ed \-'r3p-tad\ adj
[ME, fr. L incorruptus, fr. in- + corruptus corrupt] : free from
corruption: as a obs : not affected with decay b : not defiled
or depraved ; upright c : free from error — in-cor-rupt-ly
\-'rap-(t)le\ adv — in-cor-rupt-ness \-'rapCt)-nas\ n

in-cor-rupt-ibil-i-ty \,in-ka-,rap-ta-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or
state of being incorruptible
lin-cor-rupt.ible \.in-ka-'rap-ta-bal\ adj : incapable of corruption:
as a : not subject to decay or dissolution b : incapable of being
bribed or morally corrupted — in-cor-rupt-ibly \-ble\ adv
^incorruptible n : something that is not subject to corruption;
esp : something of spiritual nature

in.cor-rup-tion \,in-k3-'rap-sh3n\ n, archaic z the quality or state
of being free from physical decay

in>creas-able \in-'kre-sa-bal\ adj : capable of being Increased
lin-crease \in-'kres, 'in-,\ vb [ME encresen, fr. MF encreisire, fr. L
increscere, fr. in- H- crescere to grow — more at crescent] vi

1 : to become greater : grow 2 : to multiply by the production
of young ~ v/ 1 : to make greater : augment 2 archaic ; enrich,
promote — In-creas-er n
syn enlarge, augment, multiply: increase used intransitively

implies progressive growth in size, amount, intensity; used transi-
tively it may imply simple not necessarily progressive addition;
enlarge implies expansion or extension that makes greater in size

or capacity; augment implies addition to what is already well
grown or well developed; multiply impHes increase in number by
natural generation, or by splitting or folding, or by indefinite
repetition of a process

2jn.crease \'in-,kres, in-'\ n 1 : act of increasing: as a ; addition
or enlargement in size, extent, quantity b obs : propagation
2 : something that is added to the original stock by augmentation
or growth (as offspring, produce, profit)

in-creas*ing>ly \-*kre-siG-le, -,kre-\ adv : to an increasing degree
in-cre-ate \,in-kre-'at, in-'kre-3t\ adj [ME increai, fr. LL in-

creatus, fr. L in- + creatus, pp. of creare to create — more at
crescent] : not created — in-cre-ate-ly adv

in.cred-i-biM.ty \(,)in-,kred-a-'bil-at-e\ n 1 : the quality or state
of being incredible 2 : something that is incredible

m-cred*i>ble \(')in-'kred-a-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. L incredibilis, fr. in-

+ credihilis credible] : too extraordinary and improbable to admit
of belief; also : hard to believe — in-cred-i-ble-ness /i — in-

cred-i-bly \-ble\ adv
in-cre-du-li-ty \,in-kri-'dfy)U-Iat-e\ n \ the quality or state of
being incredulous : disbelief syn see unbelief

in-cred-U-lOUS \(')in-*krej-a-las\ adj [L incredulus, fr. in- +
credulus credulous] 1 : not credulous : skeptical 2 : expressing
incredulity 3 obs : incredible — in-cred-u-lous-ly adv

in.cre-ment X'io-kra-mant, *in-\ n [ME, fr. L incrementum, fr.

increscere'\ 1 : an increase esp. in quantity or value : enlarge-
ment; also : QUANTITY 2 a : something gained or added b : one
of a series of regular consecutive additions c ; a minute increase
in quantity 3 : a positive or negative change in the value of one
or more of a set of^ variables — in>cre>men-tal \,ir)-kra-'ment-'l,

,in-\ adj
in-creS'Cent Xin-'kres-^ntV adj [L increscent-, increscens, prp. of
increscere"} : increasing, waxing <the '^ moon)

in-cre-tion \in-'kre-shan\ n [ISV in- + secretion'] : internal

secretion; also : a product of it : autacoid — in-cre-tion-ary
\-sha-,ner-e\ or in-cre-to-ry \in-*kret-3-re\ adj

in>crim>]*nate \in-'krim-a-,nat\ vt [LL incriminatus, pp. of in-
criminare, fr. L in- + crimin-, crimen crime] ; to charge with or
involve in a crime or fault — in^crim-l-na-tion \(.)in-,krim-a-
'na-shan\ n — in>crim-l-ua-to-ry \in-'krim-(a-)na-,tor-e, -,t6r-\
adj

in*cross \'in-,kr6s\ n ; an individual produced by crossing inbred
lines of the same breed or strain

in.cross-bred \'in-'kr6s-,bred\ n ; an individual produced by
crossing inbred lines of separate breeds or strains

incrusl var oj encrust
in-crus-ta-tion \,in-,kras-'ta-shan\ n [L incrustation-, incrustatio,
fr. incrustatus. pp. of incrustare to encrust] 1 : the act of encrusting
or state of being encrusted 2 a : a crust or hard coating b : some-
thing resembling a crust 3 a : overlay a b : inlay

in-cu-bate X'io-kya-.bat, 'in-\ vb [L incubatus, pp. of incubare,
fr. in- + cubare to lie — more at hip] vt 1 ; to sit upon (eggs) so
as to hatch by the warmth of the body; also : to maintain (as an
embryo or a chemically active system) under conditions favorable
for hatching, development, or reaction 2 : to cause to develop
'^ vi 1 : to sit on eggs 2 : to undergo incubation — in-cu-ba-tive
\-,bat-iv\ adj

in-cu-ba-tion \,ia-kya-'ba-shan, ,in-\ n 1 : the act or process of
incubating 2 ; the period between the infection of an individual
by a pathogen and the manifestation of the disease it causes— in*cU'ba*tlon*aI \-shnal, -shan-^l\ adj

in-cu-ba-tor \'io-kya-,bat-ar. 'in-\ n : one that incubates: as
a : an apparatus by which eggs are hatched artificially b ; an
apparatus for the maintenance of controlled conditions esp. for
the cultivation of microorganisms or the housing of premature or
sick babies

in.cu-bus \'io-kya-bas, 'in-\ n, p/in-cu-bi \-,bT, -,be\ also in-cu-
bus-es [ME, fr. LL, fr. L incubarel 1 : an evil spirit supposed to
lie upon persons in their sleep and esp. to have sexual intercourse
with women by night — compare succubus 2 ; nightmare 2
3 : a person or thing that oppresses or burdens like a nightmare

in.cnl.cate \in-'kal-.kat, 'in-(,)kal-\ vt [L inculcatus, pp. of
inculcare, lit., to tread on, fr. in- + calcare to trample, fr. calc-,

calx heel — more at calk] : to teach and impress by frequent
repetitions or admonitions syn see implant — in>cul*ca*tion
\,in-(,)kal-'ka-shan\ n — in-cul-ca-tor \in-'kal-,kat-ar, 'ia-

(.)kal-\ n
in>ciil-pa*ble \(')in-'kal-pa-bal\ adj : free from guilt : blameless
in-cnl-pate \in-'kal-.pat, 'in-(.)kal-\ vt [LL inculpatus. fr. L in- +
culpatiis, pp. of culpare to blame — more at culpable] : in-
criminate — in-cuj-pa-tion \,in-(,)kal-'pa-shan\ n — iu-cul-pa-
to-ry \in-'k3l-pa-,tor-e. -,t6r-\ adj

in-cult \in-'kalt\ adj [L incultus, fr. in- + cultus, pp. of colere to
cultivate — more at wheel] 1 archaic : untilled, wild 2 ; un-
cultivated, unpolished
in-cum-ben-cy \in-'kam-ban-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being incumbent 2 : something that is incumbent 3 : the sphere
of action or period of office of an incumbent
lin-cum-bent \in-'k3m-bant\ n [ME, fr. L incumbent-, incumbens,
prp. of incumbere to lie down on, fr. in- -!- -cumbere to lie down;
akin to L cubare to lie — more at hip] : the holder of an office or
ecclesiastical benefice
sincnmbent adj 1 a : lying or resting on something else ^ oj a
geologic stratum : superimposed, overlying 2 : imposed as a
duty : obligatory 3 : occupying a specified office 4 a archaic
: bending over : overhanging b obs : impending c : bent over
so as to rest on or touch an underlying surface

incumber var oj encumber
in-cu*nab*u>lum \,in-kya-*nab-ya-lam, ,io-\ n, pi in-cu-nab-u-la
\-la\ [NL, fr. L incunabula, pi., swaddling clothes, cradle, fr.

in- + cunae cradle — more at cemetery] : a book printed before
1501; also : a work of art or of human industry of an early epoch

in-cnr \in-'k9r\ vt in-curred; in-cur-ring [L incurrere, lit., to

run into, fr. in + currere to run — more at current] 1 : to meet
with (as an inconvenience) 2 : to become liable or subject to

: bring down upon oneself
syn incur, contract, catch mean to bring something upon

oneself, incur may or may not imply foreknowledge but usu.

implies responsibility for the act; contract implies more strongly
effective acquirement but less often implies definite responsibility

for the act of acquiring; catch is the popular term for transmitting

infection and stresses involuntary acquiring through personal
contact or association

in-cur-abil-i-ty \(,)in-.kyur-a-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or state of

being incurable
in.cur'able \(')in-'kyur-a-bal\ adj [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF, fr. LL
incurabilis, fr. L in- + curabilis curable] : not curable — incurable
n — in-cur-able-ness n — In-cur-ably \-ble\ adv

in-cu-ri-os-i-ty \,in-.kyur-e-*as-3t-e, -'as-te\ n : incuriousness

in-CU-ri'OUS \(')in-*kyur-e-as\ adj [L incuriosus, fr. in- + curiosus

curious] : not curious or inquisitive : uninterested syn see

indifferent ~ in-cu-rl-ous-ly adv — in-cu-ri-ous-ness n

in.cur.rence \in-'kar-3n(t)s, -'ka-ran(t)s\ n : the act or process of

incurring
in>cur>rent X-ant, -rant\ adj [L incurrent-, incurrens, prp. of in-

currerel : giving passage to a current that flows inward
in-cur-sion \in-'kar-zhan\ n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L incursion-,

incursio, fr. incursus, pp. of incurrere] 1 : a hostile entrance into

a territory : raid 2 : a running, bringing, or entering in or into

in-cur-sive \in-'kar-siv\ adj : making incursions

in-cur-vate \'in-,kar-,vat, (')in-'kar-\ vt : to cause to curve inward
: bend — in-cur-vate N'in-.kar-.vat, {*)in-'kar-vat\ adj — in-cur-
va-tion \,in-,kar-'va-shan\ n — in-cur^va-ture \(*)in-'kar-v3-

,chu(a)r. -char, -.t(y)u(a)r\ n
Un-curve \(')in-'karv\ vb [L incurvare, fr. in- + curvare to curve,

fr. curvus curved — more at CROWN] : to bend so as to curve
inward

2in.curve \*in-,k3rv\ n : a curving in

in-cus \'ia-kas\ n, pi in-cu-des \io-'kyUd-(.)ez\ [NL, fr. L,

anvil, fr. incudere] : the middle of a chain of three small bones in

the ear of mammals — called also anvil

in-cuse \in-'kyUz, -'kyiisX adj [L incusus, pp. of incudere to stamp,
strike, fr. in- + cudere to beat — more at hew] ; formed by stamp-
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incuse 426 indefermination

ing or punching In — used chiefly of old coins or features of their
design — incuse n

Ind \'ind, 'Tnd\ n 1 archaic : india 2 obs ; indies
ind- or indi- or indo- comb form [ISV, fr, L indicum — more at
indigo] 1 : indigo <i>u/oxyl> 2 : resembling indigo (as in color)
<indophenol>

Ind- or Indo- comb jorm [Gk, fr. Indos India] 1 : India or the
East Indies </nrfophile> </ndo-Briton> 2 : Indo-European Qndo»
Hittite)

in*da>l}a \in-'dab-3\ n [Zulu in-daba affair] southern Ajrica
: CONFERENCE, PARLEY

in*da>gate \'in-d3-,gat\ vt [L indagaius, pp. of indagare, fr.

indago act of enclosing, investigation, fr. OL indu in + L agere to
drive — more at indigenous, agent] archaic ; to search into
: investigate — in.da-ga-tion \,in-da-'ga-sh3n\ n, archaic —
in-da-ga-tor \'in-d3-,gat-3r\ n, archaic
in-da<mine \'in-d3-,men\ n [ISV] : any of a series of organic
bases of which the simplest has the formula NH = C6H4= NC6H4-
NHz and which form salts that are unstable blue and green dyes

in.debited \in-'det-3d\ adj [ME indetted, fr. OF endele, pp. of
endeter to involve in debt, fr. en- + dete debt] 1 ; owing money
2 : owing gratitude or recognition to another : beholden

in*debt-ed-ness n l : the condition of being indebted 2 : some-
thing that is owed

ui.de.cen>cy \(')in-'des-'n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
indecent 2 : something (as a word or action) that is indecent

in.de. cent X-^ntX adj [MF or L; MP indecent, fr. L indecent-,
indecens, fr. in- -H decent-, decens decent] : not decent: a : un-
becoming, UNSEEMLY b : morally offensive syn see indecorous— in-de-cent-ly adv

in.de-ci.pher-able \,ia-di-'si-f(a-)r3-b3l\ adj : that cannot be
deciphered

in>de>ci.5ion \,in-di-'sizh-3n\ n [F indecision, fr. indecis undecided,
fr. LL indecisus, fr. L in- + decisus, pp. of decidere to decide]
: a wavering between two or more possible courses of action
: irresolution

iU'de'Ci'Sive \,in-di-'sT-siv\ adj 1 ; not decisive : inconclusive
2 ; marked by or prone to indecision : irresolute 3 : not clearly
marked out : indefinh^e — iu-de-ci'Sive-ly adv — in.de.ci.sive-
ness n

In.de.Clin.able \,in-di-'kir-n3-b3l\ adj [MF, fr. LL indeclinabilis

,

fr. L in- + LL declinabilis capable of being inflected, fr. L declinare
to inflect — more at decline] : having no grammatical inflections

in.de>com.pos*able \,in-,de-k3m-*p6-z3-b3l\ adj ; not capable
of being broken up into component parts

in-de-co-rous \C)in-'dek-(3-)r3s; ,in-di-*kor-3s, -'kor-X adj [L
indecorus, fr. in- -f decorus decorous] ; not decorous — in*de-
co-rous'ly adv — in>de*co'rous*ness n
syn improper, unseemly, indecent, unbecoming, indelicate:

indecorous suggests a violation of accepted standards of good
manners; improper applies to a broader range of transgressions
of rules not only of social behavior but of ethical practice or
logical procedure or prescribed method; unseemly adds a sug-
gestion of special inappropriateness to a situation or an offensive-
ness to good taste; indecent implies great unseemliness or gross
offensiveness esp. in referring to sexual matters; unbecoming
suggests behavior or language that does not suit one's character
or status; indelicate imphes a lack of modesty or of tact or of
refined perception of feeling
in.de.co-rum \.in-di-'kor-3m, -'k6r-\ n [L, neut. of indecorus-^
1 : something that is indecorous 2 : lack of decorum : impro-
prietv

in-deed \in-'ded\ adv l ; without any question : truly — often
used interjectionally to express irony or disbelief or surprise
2 : in reality 3 : all things considered 4 : admtttedly, un-
deniably

in.de.fat-i.ga.bil.i.ty \,in-di-.fat-i-g3-'bil-at-e\ n : the quaUty
or state of being indefatigable

In.de.lat-i.ga.bie \-'fat-i-g3-b3l\ adj [MF. fr. L indejatigabilis,
fr. in- + dejatigare to fatigue, fr. de down + Jatigare to fatigue —
more at de-] : incapable of being fatigued : untiring — in-de-
fat.i.ga.ble-ness n — in.de-fat.i-ga.bly \-ble\ adv

in.de.fea.si.bU.i-ty \,in-di-,fe-z3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being indefeasible

in.de.lea.si.ble \-'fe-z3-b3l\ adj : not capable of being annuUed or
voided or undone <an '>- right) — in>de>fea*5i.bly \-ble\ adv

in.de.Jecti-bil.i.ty \,in-di-.fek-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quaUty or state
of being indefectible

in.de.IeC'ti.ble \-'fek-t3-b3l\ adj l : not subject to failure or decay
: lasting 2 : free of faults : flawless— in-de.fec>U*bly \-ble\
adv

in-de.fen.si.bil.i.ty \.in-di-,fen(t)-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality
or state of being indefensible

in.de.len.si-ble \-'fen(t)-s3-b3i\ adj 1 a : Incapable of being
maintained as right or valid ; untenable b : incapable of being
justified or excused : inexcusable 2 : incapable of being pro-
tected against physical attack — in.de>ien>si-bly \-ble\ adv

in.de.Iin.abil-i.ty \,in-di-,fT-n3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being indefinable

in.de.Iin-able \-'fT-n3-baI\ adj : incapable of being precisely
described or analyzed — indefinable n — in<de* fin* able.ness
n — in-de-lin-ably \-ble\ adv

in.def.i.nite \(')in-'def-(9-)n3t\ adj il, indejinitus, fr. in- -I- dejinitus
definite] ; not definite: as A oj a grammatical modijier : typically
designating an unidentified or not immediately identifiable person
or thing (the -^ article) b : not precise : vague c ; having no
exact hmits — indelinite n — in-del-i-nite-ly adv — in-del-i-
nite-ness n

Indefinite integral n : a mathematical function which is a function
of another function and whose derivative is the other function

in.de. his.cence \,in-di-'his-=n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
indehiscent

in.de.his.cent \-^nt\ adj ; remaining closed at maturity <'^ fruits)
in.del.i.bil.i.ty \(,)in-,del-a-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being indelible

in.del.ible \in-'del-a-b3l\ adj [ML indelibilis, alter, of L indelebilis,
fr. in- + delebilis delible] 1 : that cannot be removed, washed
away, or erased 2 : making marks that cannot easily be removed
<an '^ pencil) — in.deM.bly \-ble\ adv

in.del.i.ca.cy \(')in-'del-i-k3-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
indelicate 2 : something that is indelicate

in.del-i-cate \(')in-'del-i-k3t\ adj : not delicate: a (1) : lacking
in or offending against propriety ; improper (21 : verging on the
indecent : coarse b : marked by a lack of feeling for the sensi-
bilities of others : TACTLESS syn see indecorous— in- del-i.cate-ly
adv — in.del'i'Cate.ness n

in.dem.ni.ll.ca.tion \in-,dem-n3-f9-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 a : the action
of indemnifying b ; the condition of being indemnified 2 : IN-
DENfNITY 2 b

in.dem-ni.fi.er \in-'dem-n3-.fT(-3)r\ n : one that indemnifies
in.dem.ni.fy \-,fT\ vr [L indemnis unharmed, fr. in- + damnum
damage] 1 : to secure against hurt, loss, or damage 2 : to make
compensation to for incurred hurt, loss, or damage syn see pay

In.dem.ni-ty \in-'dem-n3t-e\ n 1 a : security against hurt, loss,
or damage b : exemption from incurred penalties or liabilities

2a: INDEMNIFICATION lb: something that indemnifies
in.de.mon.stra.ble\.in-di-'man(t)-str3-b3l,(')in-'dem-3n-str3-\
adj ; incapable of being demonstrated ; not subject to prooi— in.de-mon.stra.bly \-ble\ adv

in.dene \'in-,den\ n [ISV, fr. indole'^ : a liquid hydrocarbon
CgHs obtained from coal tar by distillation

lin-dent \in-'dent\ vb [ME indenten, fr. MF endenter, fr. OF, fr.

en- + dent tooth, fr. L dent-, dens — more at tooth] vt 1 a : to
cut or otherwise divide (a document carrying two or more copies)
to produce sections with irregular edges that can be matched for
authentication b : to draw up (as a deed) in two or more exactly
corresponding copies 2 a : to notch the edge of : make jagged
b ; to cut into for the purpose of mortising or dovetailing 3 : in-
denture 4 : to space in (as a line of a paragraph! from the margin
5 : to join together by or as if by mortises or dovetails 6 chiejly
Brit : to order by an indent —' vi 1 obs ; to make a formal or
express agreement 2 ; to form an indentation 3 chiejly Brit % to
make out an indent for something — in.dent>er n — indent on
1 chiejly Brit : to make a requisition on 2 chiejly Brit ; to draw on

iin.dent \in-'dent, 'in-,\ « 1 a : indenture 1 b : a cert^icate
issued by the U.S. at the close of the American Revolution for the
principal or interest on the public debt 2 chiejly Brit a : an
official requisition b ; a purchase order for goods esp. when sent
from a foreign country 3 : indention
3in>dent \in-'dent\ vt [ME endenien, fr. en- + denten to dent]
1 : to force inward so as to form a depression 2 : to form a dent
in — in>dent.er n

4in.dent \in-'dent, 'in-,\ n : indentation
in.den.ta-tion \,in-,den-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 a : an angular cut in an
edge : notch b : a usu. deep recess (as in a coastline) 2 : the
action of indenting : the condition of being indented 3 : dent
4 : indention 2b

in.den.tion \in-'den-ch3n\ n 1 archaic : indentation 1 2a; the
action of indenting : the condition of being indented b : the blank
space produced by indenting
Un.den.ture \in-'den-ch3r\ n 1 a (1) : a document or a section
of a document that is indented (2) : a formal or official document
usu. executed in two or more copies (3) : a contract binding one
person to work for another for a given period of time — usu. used
in pi. b : a format certificate (as an inventory or voucher) prepared
for purposes of control 2 : indentation 1 3 Vindeni\ : dent
aindentnre vt in-den-tur-ing \-'dench-o-)rir)\ 1 : to bind (as an
apprentice) by indentures 2 archaic : to make a dent in
in.de.pen.dence \,in-d3-'pen-d3n(t)s\ n 1 : the quahty or state
of being independent : freedom 2 archaic : competence 1

Independence Day n : July 4 observed as a legal holiday in the
U.S. in commemoration of the adoption of the Declaration of
Independence in 1776

in.de.pen-den-cy \,in-d3-'pen-d3n-se\ n 1 : independence 1

2 cap ; the Independent polity or movement 3 : an independent
political unit
Un.de.pen.dent \,in-d3-'pen-d3nt\ adj 1 : not dependent: as
a(l) : not subject to control by others : self-governing (2) : not
affihated with a larger controlling unit b (1) ; not requiring or
relying on something else : not contingent <'^ conclusion) (2) ; not
looking to others for one's opinions or for the guidance of one's
conduct (3> : not bound by or committed definitively to a political
party c (1) ; not requiring or relying on others i^ of his parents)
(2) : making up a competence d (1) ; refusing to accept assistance
or to be under obligation to others (2) : showing a desire for
freedom and absence of constraint 2 cap : of or relating to the
Independents 3 a : main 5 <-^ clause) b : neither deducible from
nor incompatible with another statement <'— postulates) c ; vary-
ing without respect to other variables <in x=y24-3, y is the -^

variable) syn see free — in<de.pen*dent.ly adv
^independent n 1 cap ; a sectarian of an English religious move-
ment for congregational autonomy originating in the late 16th
century, giving rise to Congregationalists, Baptists, and Friends,
and forming one of the major political groupings of the period of
Cromwell 2 : one that is independent; esp : one that is not
bound by or definitively committed to a political party

in.de.scrib.able \,in-di-'skrT-b3-b3l\ adj 1 : that cannot be
described <an -- sensation) 2 : surpassing description <-^ joy)— in.de>scrib'able<ness n — in.de.scrib.ably \-ble\ adv

in.de.structi.bil.i.ty \,in-di-,str3k-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality
or state of being indestructible

in.de. Structi'ble \-'str3k-t3-b3l\ adj [prob. fr. LL indestruciibilis,

fr. L in- + destructus. pp. of destruere to tear down — more at
destroy] : not destructible — in>de*struc.ti>ble.ness n — in-
de-struC'ti-bly \-ble\ adv

in-de.ter.min<able \,in-di-'t3rm-(3-)n3-b3l\ adj 1 : incapable of
being definitely decided or settled 2 : incapable of being definitely
fixed or ascertained — in>de.ter.min<able.ness n — in*de.ter-
min.ably \-ble\ adv

in.de.ter-mi.na.cy \-(3-)n3-se\ n : the quality or state of being
indeterminate

indeterminacy principle n : uncertainty principle
in.de.ter.mi'nate \,in-di-'t3rm-(3-)n3t\ adj [ME indeterminat, fr.

LL indeterminatus, fr. L in- + determinatus, pp. of determinare to
determine] 1 a : not definitely or precisely determined or fixed
: vague b : not known in advance c : not leading to a definite
end or result 2 a : racemose b : having the parts of the perianth
separate and not overlapping in the bud — in.de.ter.mi*nate.ly
adv — in.de.ter*nii<nate>ness n — in.de>tei.mi.na.tion \-,tar-

m3-'na-sh3n\ n
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in.de-ter.min.ism N-'tar-ma-.niz-smX n 1 ; a theory that the will is

free and that deliberate choice and actions are not determined by
or predictable from antecedent causes 2 : the quality or state of
being indeterminate; esp : unpredictability — ln>de*tei<miii>ist
\-'t3rm-{3-)n3st\ n — m-de*ter-min*is*tic X-.tar-ms-'nis-tikV adj

in*de*vout \,in-di-*vaut\ adj : not devout — in-de-voutOy adv
lin-dex \'in-,deks\ n, pi in.dex.es or in.di.ces \-d3-,sez\ [L
indie-, index, fr. indicare to indicate] 1 ; a guide {as a table, file,

or series of notches cut in the fore edge of a book) for facilitating

reference; esp : a usu- alphabetical list of items (as topics or names)
treated in a printed work that gives with each item the page number
where it may be found 2 : something that serves as a pointer or
indicator 3 : something that indicates or discloses : token
4 : a list of restricted or prohibited material; specif, cap : a list of
books the reading of which is prohibited or restricted for Roman
Catholics by the church authorities 5 pi usu indices : a number or
symbol or expression (as an exponent) associated with another
to indicate a mathematical operation or use or position in an
arrangement or expansion 6 ; a character O^ used to direct
particular attention to a note or paragraph — called also Jist

7 a ; a ratio or other number derived from a series of observations
and used as an indicator or measure (as of a condition, property,
or phenomenon); specif : index number b : the ratio of one
dimension of a thing (as an anatomical structure) to another
dimension — in>dex-i*cal \in-'dek-si-k3l\ adj

2index vt 1 a ; to provide with an index b : to list in an index
2 : to serve as an index of -^ vi i to index something — in*dex>er n

index linger n : forefinger
index fossil n : a fossil usu. with a narrow time range and wide
spatial distribution that is used in the identification of related
geologic formations
index number n : a number used to indicate change in magnitude
(as of cost or price) as compared with the magnitude at some
specified time usu. taken as 100

index of relraction : the ratio of the velocity of light or other
radiation in the first of two media to its velocity in the second as it

passes from one into the other
Indi see IND-
In>dia \'in-de-3\ — a communications code word for the letter /

India ink n. ojien cap 1st I 1 : a solid black pigment (as specially

prepared lampblack) used in drawing and lettering 2 : a fluid

ink consisting usu^of a fine suspension of india ink in a liquid

In*dia*man \'in-de-a-man\ n ; a merchant ship formerly used in
trade with India; esp : a large sailing ship used in this trade

In>di>an \'in-de-3n\ rt 1 : a native or inhabitant of the subconti-
nent of India or of the East Indies 2 a [fr. the belief held by
Columbus that the lands he discovered were part of Asia] : Ameri-
can INDIAN b ; one of the native languages of American Indians
— Indian odj
Indian club n ; a wooden club which is swung for gym-
nastic exercise
Indian corn n 1 : a tall widely cultivated American cereal
grass (Zea mays) bearing seeds on elongated ears 2 : the
ears of Indian corn; also ; its edible seeds
Indian file n : single file
Indian giver n : one who gives something to another and
then takes it back or expects an equivalent in return —
Indian giving n
Indian hemp n l : an American dogbane iApocynum
cannahinum) with milky juice, tough fibrous bark, and an
emetic and cathartic root 2 : hemp 1

Indian licorice n : an East Indian leguminous twining herb
{Abrus precatorius) whose root is a substitute for licorice Indian

Indian meal n : cornmeal club
Indian paintbrush n l : any of a genus (Castilleja) of the
figwort family with brightly colored bracts—called also painted cup
2 : a European hawkweed (Hieracium auraniiaciim) with orange*
red ray flowers that is a troublesome weed in parts of No. America
— called also orange hawkweed
Indian pipe n : a waxy white leafless saprophytic herb {Monotropa
unijlora of the family Monotropaceae, the Indian-pipe family) of
Asia and the U.S.

Indian pudding n : a pudding made chiefly of cornmeal, milk, and
molasses
Indian red n 1 a : a yellowish red earth containing hematite and
used as a pigment b : any of various light red to purplish brown
pigments made by calcining iron salts 2 : a strong or moderate
reddish brown
Indian sign n : hex, spell
Indian summer n 1 : a period of warm or mild weather late in

autumn or in eariy winter 2 : a happy or flourishing period oc-
curring toward the end of something
Indian tobacco n l : an American wild lobelia {Lobelia inflata)

with small blue flowers 2 : a wild tobacco (Nicotiana rustica)

3 : a common cafs-foot {Antennaria plantaginijolia) of eastern No.
America

Indian turnip n : jack-in-the-pulpit; also : its acrid root

India paper n l : a thin absorbent paper used esp. for proving inked
intaglio surfaces (as steel engravings) 2 : a thin tough opaque
printing paper
india rubber n, often cap I 1 ; rubber 2 : something made of

rubber
In*dlc \'in-dik\ adj 1 : of or relating to the subcontinent of India

; INDIAN 2 : of, relating to. or constituting the Indian branch of

the Indo-European languages — see indo-european languages
table — Indie n

in*di'Can \'in-d3-,kan\ n [L indicum indigo — more at indigo] 1 : a

glucoside C14H17NO6 occurring esp. in the indigo plant and being
a source of natural indigo 2 : An indigo-forming substance

CbHgNOSOjOH found as a salt in urine and other animal fluids

in-di*cant \'in-di-k3nt\ n : something that serves to indicate

in>di*cate Vin-da-,kai\ vt [L indicatus, pp. of indicare, fr. in- +
dicare to proclaim, dedicate — more at diction] 1 a : to point out
or point to with more or less exactness b : to be a sign, symptom, or

index of : to demonstrate or suggest the necessity or advisability

of 2 : to state or express briefly ; suggest
in.di-ca.tion \,in-d3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 ; the action of indicating

2 a : something that serves to indicate b : something that is in-
dicated as advisable or necessary 3 : the degree indicated on a
graduated instrument : reading
lin-dica-tive \in-'dik-3t-iv\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or constituting
a verb form or set of verb forms that represents the denoted act or
state as an objective fact <the ^ mood) <an -^ verb form) 2 : serv-
ing to indicate (actions ~ of fear) — in*dic<a<tive*Iy adv

2indicative n 1 : the indicative mood of a language 2 ; a form in
the indicative mood

in.di'ca.tor \'in-d3-,kat-3r\ n 1 : one that indicates: as a : an
index hand (as on a dial) : pointer b (1) : a pressure gauge
(2) : an instrument for automatically making a diagram that in-
dicates the pressure in and volume of the working fluid of an engine
throughout the cycle c : a dial that registers (as the movement of
an elevator) 2 a : a substance used to show visually (as by change
of color) the condition of a solution with respect to the presence of
free acid, alkali, or other substance b: tracer 3 : an organism or
ecological community so strictly associated with particular environ-
mental conditions that its presence is indicative of the existence of
these conditions — in<dic*a>to>ry \in-'dik-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

indices pi of index
in*di-Cia \in-'dish-(e-)3\ n pi [L, pi. of indicium sign. fr. indicarel
1 : distinctive marks : indications 2 ; postal markings often im-
printed on mail or on labels to be affixed to mail

iXI'dlct \in-'dTt\ vt falter, of earlier indite, fr. ME inditen. fr. AF
endiier. fr. OF, to write down — more at indfte] 1 : to charge with
some offense : accuse 2 : to charge with a crime by the finding or
presentment of a jury (as a grand jury) in due form of law -~

m-dict>able \-3-b3l\ adj — in>dict>er or in<dict>or \-3r\ n
in>diC>tlon \in-'dik-sh3n\ n [ME indiccioun, fr. LL indiction-,

indictio, fr. L, proclamation, fr. indictus, pp. of indicere to pro-
claim, fr. in- + dicere to say — more at diction] : a 15-year cycle
used as a chronological unit in several ancient and medieval systems
in-dict-ment \in-'dTt-m3nt\ « 1 a : the action or the legal process
of indicting b ; the state of being indicted 2 : a formal written
statement framed by a prosecuting authority and found by a iury(a3
a grand jury) charging a person with an offense
in-diMer-ence \in-'dif-3m(t)s, -'dif-(3-)r3n(t)s\ n 1 : the quality,

state, or fact of being indifferent 2 a archaic : lack of difference or
distinction between two or more things b ; absence of compulsion
to or toward one thing or another

in'dil.Ier.en-cy \-3m-se, -ran-se\ n, archaic : indifference
in-dif-ler.ent \in-'dif-3rnt, -'dif-(a-)r3nt\ adj [ME. fr. MP or L;
MF, regarded as neither good nor bad, fr. L indifferent-, indifferens,

fr. in- + different-, differens, prp. of differre to be different — more
at different] 1 : marked by impartiality : unbiased 2 a : that
does not matter one way or the other b : that has nothing that calls

for sanction or condemnation in either observance or neglect : of no
importance or value one way or the other 3 a : marked by no
special liking for or dislike of something b : marked by a lack of
interest in or concern about something : apathetic 4 : being
neither excessive nor defective 5 a : being neither good nor bad
: mediocre b : being neither right nor wrong 6 : characterized by
lack of active quality : neutral 7 a : undifferentiated b : capa-
ble of development in more than one direction; esp : not yet em-
bryologically determined — ln>dif*fer*ent*ly adv
syn indifferent, unconcerned, incurious, aloof, detached,

disinterested mean not showing or feeling interest, indifferent
implies neutrality of attitude from lack of inclination, preference, or
prejudice; unconcerned suggests a lack of sensitivity or regard for

others' needs or troubles; incurious implies an inability to take a
normal interest due to dullness of mind or to self-centeredness;

aloof suggests a cool reserve arising from a sense of superiority or
disdain for inferiors or from shyness; detached implies an objec-
tive attitude achieved through absence of prejudice or selfishness;

disinterested implies a circumstantial freedom from concern for

personal or esp. financial advantage that enables one to judge or
'itho t bias

in.dif.fer-ent.ism X-amt-.iz-sm, -r^nt-X n : indifference; specif

; belief that all religions are equally valid — in>dil>fer-ent-ist

\-3mt-3St. -rant-\ n
in-di'gence \'in-di-jnnft)s\ n : neediness syn see poverty
in-di-gene \'in-d3-,ien\ also in.di-gen \-di-j3n, -d3-,jen\ n tL
indigena] : native 2b

in.dig-e.nous \in-'dij-3-n3s\ adj [LL indigenus, fr. L indigena, n.,

native fr. OL indu, endo in. within (akin to L in and to L de down)
+ Lg/gnere to beget] 1 : produced, growing, or living naturally in

a particular region or environment 2 : inborn, innate syn see

NATIVE — in-dig-e-nouS'ly adv — in«dig.e-nous»ness n

in.di-gent \'in-di-j3nt\ adj [ME. fr. MF. fr. L indigent-, indigens,

prp of indigere to need, fr. OL indu + L egere to need; akin to

OHG ekrodi thin] 1 : impoverished, needy 2 a archaic ; de-

ficient b archaic X totally lacking in something specified

in.di-gest-ed \,in-(,)dT-'jes-t3d, -d9-\ adj : not carefully thought

out or arranged : formless
in-di-gest.ibil.i-ty \-,jes-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality of being in-

digestible
in.di-gest.ible \-'ies-t3-b3l\ adj [LL indigestibilis, fr. L in- -I- LL
digesiihilis digestible] : not digestible : not easily digested

in.di-ges.tion \-'jes(h)-ch3n\ n 1 : inability to digest or difficulty

in digesting something 2 : a case or attack of indigestion — in-di-

geS'tive \-'jes-tiv\ adj

in.dign \in-'dTn\ adj [ME indigne, fr. MF. fr. L indignus'\ 1 archaic

: UNWORTHY, undeserving 2 obs I UNBECOMING, DISGRACEFUL

in-dig-nant \in-'dig-n3nt\ adj [L indignant-, indignans, prp. of

indignari to be indignant, fr. indignus unworthy, fr. in- + dignus

worthy — more at decent] : filled with or marked by indignation
— in-dig-nant-ly adv

in-dlg'Ua'tion \,in-(,)dig-'na-sh3n\ n : anger aroused by some-
thing unjust, unworthy, or mean syn see anger

in-dig-ni^ty \in-'dig-n3t-e\ n [L indignitat-, indignitas, fr. in-

dignus'] 1 obs : lack or loss of dignity or honor 2 a : an act that

offends against a person's dignity or self-respect : insult b : hu-
miliating treatment syn see affront

in.di.go \'in-di-.go\ n, pi indigos or indigoes [It dial., fr. L
indicum, fr. Gk indikon, fr. neut. of indikos Indie, fr. Indos Indiaj

1 a : a blue vat dye obtained from plants (as indigo plants) by
alteration of the indican present b : the principal coloring matter
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indigo plant 428 indoxyl

CifiHioNzOz of natural Indigo usu. synthesized as a blue powder
with a coppery luster from synthetic indoxyl c : any of several
blue vai dyes derived from or closely related to indigo 2 ; a
variable color averaging a dark grayish blue

indigo plant n ; a plant that yields indigo; esp : any of a genus
ilndigojera) of leguminous herbs

indigo snake n ; a large harmless blue-black snake (Drymarchon
corais couperi) of the southern U.S. — called also gopher snake

in-di-gO>tui \in-'dig-at-an, ,in-di-'g6t-=n\ n [ISV indigo + con-
nective -r- + -in] : INDIGO lb

in.di-rect \,in-d3-'rekt, -C.)dT-\ adj [ME fr. ML indirectus, fr. L
in- + direaus direct] : not direct: as a (1) : deviating from a direct
line or course : roundabout (2) : not going straight to the point
<an '^ accusation) b : not straightforward and open : DECEfTFUL
c : not directly aimed at or achieved <— consequences) d : stating
what a real or supposed original weaker said with changes in
wording that conform the statement grammatically to the sentence
in which it is included <~ discourse) — in<di*rect>ly \-'rek-(t)ie\
adv — in>di>rect>ness \-'rek(t)-n3s\ n

in>di>rec>tlon \-'rek-sh3n\ /i 1 a : lack of straightforwardness and
openness ; deceitfulness b : something marked by lack of
straightforwardness 2a: indirect action or procedure b ; lack of
direction : aimlessness

indirect lighting n : lighting in which the light emitted by a source
is diffusely reflected (as by the ceiling)

indirect object n : a grammatical object representing the secondary
goal of the action of its verb {borrower in "I gave the borrower the
book" is an indirect object)

indirect proof n : reductio ad absurdum
indirect tax n : a tax exacted from a person other than the one on
whom the ultimate burden of the lax is expected to fall

in>dis-cern>ible V.in-dis-'sr-ns-bsl, -diz-\ adj ; incapable of being
discerned ; not recognizable as distinct

in>dis-ci>pUne \('}in-'dis-3-pl3n, -(,)plin\ n : lack of discipline
in>dis*cov.er-able \,in-dis-'k3v-(a-)r3-bal\ adj : undiscoverable
in-dis.creet \,in-dis-'kret\ adj [ME indiscrete, fr. MF & LL; MF
indiscret, fr. LL indiscretus, fr. L, indistinguishable, fr. in- +
discretus. pp. of discernere to separate — more at discern] : not
discreet : imprudent — in>di5*creet>ly adv — in-diS'Creet-ness n

in.dis.crete \,in-dis-'kret, (')in-'dis-,\ adj [L indiscretus} : not
separated into distinct parts <an '^ mass)

in*dis>cre.tion \,in-dis-'kresh-3n\ n 1 : lack of discretion ; im-
prudence 2 : something marked by lack of discretion

in-dis-crim.i.nate \,in-dis-'krim-{»-)n3t\ adj 1 a : not marked by
discrimination <~ reading habits) h : haphazard, random
2 a : unrestrained, promiscuous b : confused, heterogeneous— in>dis-crlm-i>nate>ly adv — in<dis>criin<i<nate>ness n
syn wholesale, sweeping: indiscriminate implies lack of con-

sideration of individual merits or deserts (.indiscriminate charity)
WHOLESALE may imply any result of dealing with things by the whole
mass rather than one by one (.wholesale slaughter of a population)
sweeping suggests a reaching out so as to bring all or everything
within its range {sweeping generalization)

in>dis-crini*i>nat>ing \-'krim-a-,nat-io\ adj : undiscriminating— in>dis<crim<i<nat>ing>ly \-io-te\ adv
in.dis.crim.i.na-tion \,in-dis-,krim-3-'na-sh3n\ n : lack of dis-
crimination

in.dis-pens.abil.i.ty \,in-dis-.pen(t)-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality
or state of being indispensable

in<dis-pens*able \-'pen(t)-s3-b3l\ adj 1 : not subject to being
set aside or neglected <an -^ obligation> 2 ; absolutely necessary
: ESSENTIAL <an ~ worker) — indispensable n — in>di5>pens-
able-ness n — in<dis*pens-ably \-ble\ adv

in>dis-pose \,in-dis-'poz\ vi [prob. back-formation fr. indisposed}
1 a : to make unfit : disqualify b : to make averse : DISINCLINE
2 archaic : to cause to be in poor physical health

in*dis-posed \-*p6zd\ adj 1 : slightly ill 2 : averse
in-dis-po-si-tion \(,)in-,dis-p3-'zish-an\ n : the condition of
being indisposed : a : disinclination b : a usu. slight illness

in.dis.pu.ta.ble \,in-dis-'pyut-a-bal, (')in-'dis-py9t-\ adj [LL m-
disputabilis, fr. L in- + disputabilis disputable] : not disputable
: UNQUESTIONABLE _<'-' proof) — in>dis<pu>ta-ble>ness n — in-
dis>pu>ta*bly \-ble\ adv

in.dis.sol-U.bil.i.ty \,in-dis-,al-y3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quahty or state
of being indissoluble

in.dis.sol.u.ble \-'al-y3-b3l\ adj : not dissoluble: as a : incapable
of being annulled, undone, or broken : permanent <an -^ contract)
b : incapable of being dissolved, decomposed, or disintegrated— in<di5-sol-u*bIe>ness n — ln>diS'S0l°u-bly \-ble\ adv

in<diS>tinct \,in-dis-'tio(k)t\ adj [L indisiinctus. fr. in- -t- distinctus
distinct] : not distinct: as a : not sharply outlined or separable
: blurred b : faint, dim c : not clearly recognizable or under-
standable : uncertain — in-dis-tinct-ly \-'tia(k)-de, -*tio-kle\
adv— ia>dis°tiuct-ness \-'tiot-nas, -'tiok-nas\ n

in-dis>tinc-tive \-'tio(k)-tiv\ adj : lacking distinctive qualities

in.dis-tin.guish.able \,in-dis-'tir)-gwish-3-b3l\ adj : not distin-
guishable as a : indeterminate in shape or structure b : not clearly
recognizable or understandable c : lacking identifying or indi-
vidualizing qualities— in*dis>tin-guish>able<ness n — in<dis-
tin'guish«ably \-ble\ adv

in-dite \in-'dTt\ vc [me enditen. fr OF enditer to write down, pro-
claim, fr. (assumed) VL indictare to proclaim, fr. L indictus, pp. of
indicere to proclaim, fr. in- + diccre to say — more at diction]
1 a : to make up : compose <---' an epistle) b : to give literary or
formal expression to c : to put down in writing 2 obs : dictate— in-dit-er n

in-di-um \'in-de-3m\ n [ISV ^ind- + NL -ium} : a malleable
fusible silvery metallic element that is chiefly trivalent, occurs esp.
in sphalerite ores, and is u.sed as a plating for bearings — see
element table

in.di.vert.ible N.in-da-Vsrt-a-bsl, -(.)dTA adj : not to be diverted
or turned aside — in>di>vei:t*ibly \-ble\ adv
lin-di-vid-U-al \,in-da-'vij-(3-)w3l, -'vij-3l\ adj [ML individualis,
fr L individuits indivisible, fr. in- -H dividuus divided, fr. dividere to
divide] 1 obs : inseparable 2 a ; of, relating to, or used by an
individual <'^ traits) b : being an individual or existing as an
indivisible whole c : intended for one person <an -^ serving)
3 : existing as a distinct entity : separate 4 : having marked in-
dividuality <an '^ style) syn see characteristic, special— in-di-
vid>u<al-ly \-e\ adv

sindividnal n 1 a : a particular being or thing as distinguished from
a class, species, or collection: as (1) : a single human being as con-
trasted with a social group or institution (2) ; a single organism
as distinguished from a group b : a particular person 2 : an
indivisible entity 3 : the reference of a name or variable of the
lowest logical type in a calculus

in.di-vid.u.al.ism \-'vij-(a-)w9-.liz-3m, -'vij-a-.liz-X n 1 a (1) : a
doctrine that the interests of the individual are or ought to be
ethically paramount; also : conduct guided by such a doctrine
(2) ; the conception that all values, rights, and duties originate in
individuals b : a theory maintaining the political and economic
independence of the individual and stressing individual initiative,

action, and interests; also : conduct or practice guided by such a
theory 2 a : individuality b ; an individual peculiarity ; loio-

in>di«vid*u-al>ist \-l3st\ « 1 : one who pursues a markedly inde-
pendent course in thought or action 2 : one who advocates or
pracdces individualism — individualist adj — in*di>vid>u>al-
is-tic \-,vij-(3-)w3-'lis-tik. -,vij-3-'lis-\ adj — in>di>vid-n-al-is>ti-
caMy \-'lis-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

in>di>vid>u>al-i<ty \-,vij-a-'wal-at-e\ n 1 a : total character pe-
culiar to and distinguishing an individual from others b : per-
sonality 2 archaic ; indivisibilfty, insepabability 3 : indi-
vidual, person 4 : separate or distinct existence

in<ili>vid>u*al>iza>tion \,in-d3-,vij-(a-)w3-l3-'za-sh3n. -,vij-a-l3-\ n
: the act of individualizing : the state of being individualized

in-di-vid-u-al-ize \-'vij-(3-)ws-,lTz, -'vij-s-,lTz\ vt 1 : to make in-
dividual in character 2 : to treat or notice individually : par-
ticularize 3 : to adapt to the needs or special circumstances of
an individual

in>di>vid>u>ate \,in-d3-'vij-3-,wat\ vt 1 : to give Individuality to
2 : to form into a distinct entity

in<di<vid-u>a>tion \-.vij-3-'wa-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or process of
individuating: as a (1) ; the development of the individual from
the universal (2) : the determination of the individual in the gen-
eral b : the process by which individuals in society become dif-

ferentiated from one another c : regional differentiation along a
primary embryonic axis 2 : the state of being individuated; specij
: individuality

in>di<vis>i<bil>i.ty \,in-d3-,viz-3-'biI-3t-c\ n : the quality or state of
being indivisible

in.di.Vis-i.ble \.in-d3-'viz-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. LL indivisibilis, fr.

L in- + LL divisibilis divisible] : not divisible — indivisible n— in-di*vis*i*ble-nes5 n — in-di*vis>i>bly \-ble\ adv
Indo see ind-
In-do-Ary-an \,in-,d6-'ar-e-3n, -'er-\ n 1 : a member of one of the
peoples of India of Arj'an speech and physique 2 : one of the
early Indo-European invaders of Persia, Afghanistan, and India
3 ; the Indo-European languages of India and Pakistan as a group
— Indo-Aryan adj
In-do-Chi*nese \-.chT-'nez, -'nes\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of
Indochina 2 : sino-tibetan — Indo-Chinese adj

in-docile \(')in-'das-3l\ adj [MF, fr. L indocilis, fr. in- + docilis

docile] : unwilling or indisposed to be taught or disciplined ; in-
tractable — iu>do*ciI>i-ty \,in-,da-'sil-3t-e, ,in-doA n
in-doctri-nate \in-*dak-tr3-,nat\ vt [prob. fr. ME endoclrinen, fr.

MF endociriner, fr. OF, fr. en- + doctrine} 1 : to instruct esp. in
fundamentals or rudiments : teach 2 : to imbue with a usu.
partisan or sectarian opinion, point of view, or principle — in-
doc>tri'na>tion \(,)in-,dak-tr3-*na-sh9n\ n — in>doC'tri-na*tor
\in-'dak-tr3-,nat-3r\ n

In>do-Eu<ro*pe>an \,in-(,)d6-,yur-3-'pe-3n\ adj : of, relating to,

or constituting the Indo-European languages — Indo-European n
Indo-European languages n pi i a family of languages comprising
those spoken in most of Europe and in the parts of the world
colonized by Europeans since 1500 and also in Persia, the sub-
continent of India, and some other parts of Asia
In>do-Ger>man*ic \.in-(,)do-j3r-'man-ik\ n ; moo-EiniOPEAN —
Indo-Germanic adj

In-do-Hit.tite \-'hi-,tTt\ n, ojten attrib 1 : a language family
including Indo-European and Anatolian 2 : a hypothetical
parent language of Indo-European and Anatolian

In^do-Ira'-ni^an \-ir-'a-ne-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting
a subfamily of the Indo-European languages that consists of the
Indie and the Iranian branches — Indo-Iranian n

in>dole \'in-,d61\ n : a crystalline compound CbHtN that is a
decomposition product of proteins containing tryptophan, often
formed by reduction distillation of indigo, and used in perfumes;
also : a derivative of indole

in*dole*ace*tic acid \,in-,dol-a-,set-ik-\ n : a crystalline plant
hormone C10H9NO2 that promotes growth and rooting of plants— called also heteroaiixin

in>dole'bu4yT-icacid \-byU-,tir-ik-\ n : a crystalline acid C12H13-
NO2 similar to indoleacetic acid in its effects on plants

in*do*lence \'!n-d3-l3n(t)s\ n 1 : a condition of causing little or
no pain 2 : indisposition to labor : sloth

in<do>lent \-i3nt\ adj [LL indolent-, indolens insensitive to pain,
fr. L in- + dolent-, dolens, prp. of dolere to feel pain — more at
condole] la; causing little or no pain b : slow to develop or
heal 2a: indulging in ease ; averse to exertion b : conducing
to or encouraging laziness <'^ heat) c : exhibiting indolence <an
-^ sigh) syn see lazy — in>do<lent-1y adv

in-dom-i-ta-bU-i-ty \(,')in-,dam-3t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being indomitable

in-dom<i<ta>ble \in-'dam-3t-a-b3l\ adj [LL indomitabilis, fr. L
in- + domiiare to tame — more at daunt] : incapable of being
subdued : unconquerable <'^ courage) — in>dom>i>ta>ble*uess
n — in*dom-i>ta-bly \-bIe\ adv
In*dO'ne<Sian V.in-ds-'ne-zhan, -shsnX n 1 : a native or inhabitant
of Malaysia 2 a : a native or inhabitant of the Republic of
Indonesia b : the language based on Malay that is the national
tanyuage of the Republic of Indonesia — Indonesian adj

in>door \,in-,d6(3)r, -,d6(3tr\ adj 1 : of or relating to the interior
of a building 2 ; done, living, or belonging within doors

in*doors \(")in-'d6(3)rz, -'d6(3)rz\ adv : in or into a building
in-do.phe.nol \.in-d6-"fe-,n6l, ,in-(.)do-fi-'\ n [ISV] : any of
various blue or green dyes derived from quinone imines

indorse var of endorse
iU'dox^yl \in-'dak-s3l\ n [ISV Und- + hydroxy/] : a crystalline

compound C8H7NO found in plants and animals or synthesized
as a step in indigo manufacture



INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES
LANGUAGES AND MAJOR DIALECTS'

PROVENIENCE
ANCIENT MEDIEVAL MODERN

Gothic eastern Europe
Old Norse Icelandic

Faeroese
Norwegian

Iceland
Faeroe islands
Norway

o Swedish Sweden
Danish Denmark

Old High German Germany Switzerland Austria —
S

Middle High German ' *

Yiddish
Old Saxon

Middle Dutch Dutch Netherlands

Middle Flemish Flemish
Old Frisian Frisian Netherlands, Germany
Middle English

Conti- Gaulish Caul

u Brythonic Old Welsh Welsh
Middle Welsh

H Old Cornish
Middle Breton Breton Brittany

O Goidelic Old Irish
Middle Irish

Irish Gaelic

Scottish Gaelic
Manx

Ireland

Scotland
Isle of Man

O.co- Oscan. Sabellian ancient Italy
Umbrian Umbrian

Latinian Venettc, FaUscan
Lonuvian, Praenestine

ancient Italy

Romance' Latin
Portuguese Portugal

U Spanish

<
Judeo-Spanish
Catalan

Old Provencal Provencal southern France
Old French
Middle French

French

Haitian Creole
Italian
Rhaeto-Romanic
Sardinian
Dalmatian
Romanian

France, Belgium, Switzerland

Haiti
Italy, Switzerland
Switzerland, Italy
Sardinia
Adriatic coast
Romania, Balkans

Scantily recorded and Lisurian, Messaptan ancient Italy
of uncertain affinities lUyrian. Thracian Balkans
within Indo-European Phrygtan Asia Minor

Albanian Albanian Albania, southern Italy

Crook Greek Greek Greek Greece, the eastern Mediterranean
Baltic Old Prussian

Lithuanian
Latvian

East Prussia
Lithuania
Latvia

South Old Church Slavonic
Slovene
Serbo-Croatian

Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia

Macedonian Macedonia
Bulgarian Bulgaria

< West Old Czech Czech. Slovak Czechoslovakia
Polish, Kashubian Poland

01 Wendish, Polabian Germany
East Old Russian Russian

Ukrainian
Belorussian

Russia
Ukraine
White Russia

Armenian Armenian Armenian Asia Minor, Caucasus
West Old Persian Pahlavi Persia

Persian Persia (Iran)
z Kurdish Persia, Iraq, Turkey
< West Pakistan

z Tajiki central Asia

East ancient Persia
tt Sogdian central Asia

Pashto
Ossetic

central Asia
Afghanistan, West Pakistan

Dard Shina. Khowar. Kafiri
Kashmiri

upper Indus valley
Kashmir

Sanakritic Sanskrit, Pali
Prakrits Prakrits

Lahnda
Sindhi
Panjabi
Rajasthani

India

western Punjab
Sind
Punjab
Rajasthan
Gujarat

z
Marathi vfestern India
Konkani western India
Oriya Orissa
Bengali Bengal
Assamese Assam
Bihari Bihar
Hindi northern India
Urdu Pakistan, India
Nepali Nepal
Sinhalese
Romany uncertain

Tocharian Tocharian A
Tocharian B

central Asia

r branch of Indo-Euroc ean, and sometimes as coordinate with Indo-European, the two
tosether constituting Ind o-Hittite

Anatolian Biltite. Lydian, Lycian
Luwian
Palaic
Hieroglyphic Hittite

ancient Asia Minor

^Italics denote dead languages. Listing of a language only in the ancient or medieval column but in roman type indicates that it aurviveB
only in some special use, as in literary composition or liturgy
'Romance is normally applied only to medieval and modern languages; Latinian is normally applied only to ancient langruages
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indraft 430 inefficaciousness

ili'draft \'ln-,draft, -,draft\ n 1 : a drawing or pulling In 2 : an
inward flow or current (as of air or water)
in*drawn \*in-,dr6n\ adj 1 ; drawn in 2 : aloof, reserved
in.du.bi.ta.bil.i-ty \C,)in-.d(y)u-b3t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or
state of being unquestionable ; CERTAihtTY

in.du.bi.ta.ble \C)in-'d(y)U-b3t-3-b3l\ adj [F or L; F, fr. L
indubitabilis, fr. in- + dubitabilis dubitable] ; too evident to be
doubted : unquectionable — ln>da*bi*ta-l}le>ness n — in-da*bi-
ta-bly \-ble\ adv

in>duce \in-'dCy)us\ vr [ME inducen. It. L inducere, fr. in- + ducere
to lead — more at tow] 1 a : to lead on : move by persuasion or
influence b : to call forth or bring about by influence or stimula-
tion 2a: EFFECT, CAUSE b : to cause the formation of c : to
produce (as an electric current) by induction d : to arouse by
indirect stimulation <-" a contrast color) 3 : to determine by
induction; specij : infer from particulars — iu*duc>er n — m<duc-
ible \-'d(y)u-S3-bsl\ adj
syn INDUCE, PERSUADE. PREVAIL {on), PREVAIL (upon) mean to
move one to act or decide in a certain way. induce implies in-

fluencing the reason or judgment; persuade suggests appealing
chiefly to the emotions; prevail (on) or prevail {upon) carries
a strong impUcation of overcoming opposition or reluctance by
sustained argument or entreaty

in-duce-ment \in-'d(y)ij-sm9nt\ n 1 : the act or process of induc-
ing 2 : something that induces ; motive 3 ! matter presented by
way of introduction or background to explain the principal
allegations of a legal cause, plea, or defense syn see motive
in*dUCt \in-'dakt\ vt [ME inducten, fr. ML inducius, pp. of inducere,
fr. L] 1 : to put in formal possession (as of a benefice or office)

: INSTALL 2 a : to admit as a member b : introduce, initiate
C : to enroll for military training or service (as under a seleclives
service act) 3 : lead, conduct — in*duct>ee \(,)in-,d3k-'te,
ln-'dak-,te\ n

in*ciuc<tance \in-'d3k-t3n(t)s\ « 1 : a property of an electric
circuit by which an electromotive force is induced In it by a varia-
tion of current either (1) in the circuit itself or (2) in a neighboring
circuit 2 : a circuit or a device possessing inductance

in.dUC'tile \(')in-'d3k-t'l\ adj : not ductile
in-due-' tlon \in-'d3k-5han\ n 1 a : the act or process of inducting
(as into office") b : an initial experience : initiation c : the for-
mality by which a civilian is inducted into military service 2 a : the
act, process, or result or an instance of reasoning from a part to a
whole, from particulars to generals, or from the individual to the
universal b ; mathematical demonstration of the validity of a law
concerning all the positive integers by proving that it holds for
the first integer and that if it holds for all the integers preceding a
given integer it must hold for the next following integer 3 : a
preface, prologue, or introductory scene esp. of an early English
play 4a: the act of bringing forward or adducing (as facts or
particulars) b : the act of causing or bringing on or about c : the
process by which an electrical conductor becomes electrified when
near a charged body, by which a magnetizable body becomes
magnetized when in a magnetic field or in the magnetic flux set

up by a magnetomotive force, or by which an electromotive force
is produced in a circuit by varying the magnetic field linked with
the circuit d : the inspiration of the fuel-air charge from the
carburetor into the combustion chamber of an internal-combustion
engine e : the sum of the processes by which the fate of embryonic
cells is determined and morphogenetic differentiation brought

induction coil n : an apparatus for obtaining intermittent high
voltage consisting of a primary coil through which the direct cur-
rent flows, an interrupter, and a secondary coil of a larger number
of turns in which the high voltage is induced
induction heating n : heating material by means of an electric
current that is caused to flow through the material or its container
by electromagnetic induction

in.duc-tive \in-'dak-tiv\ adj 1 : leading on : inducing 2 : of,

relating to, or employing mathematical or logical induction
3 : of or relating to inductance or electrical induction 4 : intro-
ductory 5 : involving the action of an embryologicai inductor
: tending to produce induction — in- due* lively adv — in-due-
tive-ness n
in.ductor \in-'d3k-tar\ n 1 : one that inducts 2 a : a part of an
electrical apparatus that acts upon another or Is itself acted upon
by induction b : reactor 3 : a substance capable of inducing a
specific type of development in embryonic or other undifferentiated
tissue

indue var oj endue
in-dulge \in-'d3lj\ vb [L indulgere to grant as a favor] vt 1 a : to
give free rein to b ; to take unrestrained pleasure in : gratify
2 a : to yield to the desire of : humor b : to treat leniently or
generously — vi : to indulge oneself — in-dulg-er n
syn indulge, pamper, humor, spoil, baby, mollycoddle mean

to show undue favor to a person's desires and feelings, indulge
implies excessive compUance and weakness in gratifying another's
or one's own desires; pamper implies inordinate gratification of
desire for luxury and comfort with consequent enervating effect;
HUMOR stresses a yielding to a person's moods or whims; spoil
stresses the Injurious effects on character by indulging or pamper-
ing; BABY suggests excessive care, attention, or solicitude; molly-
coddle suggests an absurd degree of core and attention to another's
health or welfare and shielding from normal hazards
Un.dul.gence \in-'dsl-j3n(t)s\ n 1 : remission of the temporal
and esp. purgatorial punishment that according to Roman Cathol-
icism is due for sins whose eternal punishment has been remitted
and whose guilt has been pardoned by the reception of the sacra-
ment of penance 2 : the act of indulging : the state of being in-
dulgent 3 a ; an indulgent act b : an extension of time for pay-
ment or performance granted as a favor 4 a : the act of indulging
In something : the thing indulged in b ; self-indulgence
^indulgence vt : to attach an indulgence to {indulgenced prayers)
in-dul.gent \in-'d3l-j3nt\ adj [L indulgent-, indulgens, prp. of
indulgere] : indulging or characterized by indulgence : lenient —
in.dul.gent'ly adv

in.du.line \'in-d(y)3-,len\ n nsv ind- + -ule + -me] : any of
numerous blue or violet dyes related to the safranines

in-dult \'in-,d3lt. in-'\ n [ME (Sc), fr. ML indultum, fr. LL, grant,
fr. L, neut, of indultus, pp. of indulgerel : a temporary or personal
privilege granted in the Roman Catholic Church
in-du.pli.cate \in-'d(y)ii-pU-k3i\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL

indupUcatus, fr. "L in- + duplicatus, pp. of dupUcare to double —
more at duplicate] 1 : having the edges bent abruptly toward
the axis— used of the parts of the calyx or corolla in a bud 2 ; hav-
ing the edges rolled inward and then arranged about the axis with-
out overlapping — used of leaves in a bud
lin-du-rate \'in-d(y)a-r3t, in-'d(y)ur-3t\ adj : physically or morally
hardened
2in-dU-rate \'In-d(y)a-,rat\ vb [L induratus, pp. of indurare, fr.

in- + durare to harden, fr. durus hard — more at during] vt 1 ; to
make unfeeling, stubborn, or obdurate 2 : to make hardy : inure
3 a : to make hard <great heat ~s clay) b : to increase the fibrous
elements of (.indurated tissue) 4 : to estabhsh firmly : confirm
•^ vi 1 ; to grow hard : harden 2 : to become established — in-
dn-ra'tion \,in-d(y)3-'ra-sh3n\ n —• in-du>ra<tive \'in-d(y)3-
,rat-iv, in-'d(y)ur-at-\ adj

in.du.si.um \in-'d(y)u-z(h)e-3m\ n, pi in-du-sia \-z(h)e-3\ [NL,
fr. L, tunic] : an investing outgrowth or membrane: as a : an
outgrowth of a fern frond that invests the sori b : the atmulus of
a fungus eso. when large and full c : amnion
lin.dUS.tri.al \in-'d3s-tre-3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to Industry
2 ; characterized by highly developed industries <an — nation)
3 : engaged in industry (the ~ classes) 4 : derived from human
industry 5 : used in industry — in>dus>tri*al>Iy \-tre-3-le\ adv

sindustrial n l a : one that is employed in industry b : a company
engaged in industrial production or service 2 ; a stock or bond
issued by an industrial corporation or enterprise

industrial ar^S n pt bu. jing or pi in consir '. a subject taught in
elementary and secondary schools that aims at developing manual
skill and familiarity with tools and machines

in.dus.tri.ai.ism Xin-'dss-tre-a-.Iiz-amX n : social organization
in which industries and esp. large-scale Industries are dominant

in.dus-tri-al.ist \-l3St\ n : one owning or engaged in the manage-
ment of an industry : manufacturer

in.dus.tri-al.iza.tion \in-,d3s-tre-3-l3-'2a-sh3n\ n : the act or
process of industrializing : the state of being industrialized

in.duS'tri'al<i:£e \in-'d3s-tre-3-,lTz\ vt : to make industrial '^ vi

: to become industrial
industrial school n : a school specializing in the teaching of the
industrial arts; sped} ; a pubUc institution of this kind for juvenile
delinquents

industrial union n : a labor union that admits to membership
workmen in an Industry hrespective of their occupation or craft— compare craft union

in-dUS-tri-OUS \in-*d3S-tre-3s\ adj \ obs : skillful, ingenious
2 : persistently active : zealous 3 : constantly, regularly, or
habitually occupied : diligent sjm see busy — in-dnS'tri-ous-ly
adv — in*dus«tn«ous*ness n

in-dUS-try \'in-(,)d3S-tre\ n [MF Industrie skill, employment
involving skill, fr. L industria diligence, fr. industrius diligent, fr.

OL indostruus, fr. indu in + -struus (akin to L struere to build) —
more at indigenous, structure] 1 : diligence In an employment
or pursuit 2a: systematic labor esp. for the creation of value
b : a department or branch of a craft, art, business, or manufacture;
esp : one that employs a large persormel and capital esp. m manu-
facturing c : a distinct group of productive enterprises d : manu-
facturing activity as a whole syn see business

in-dwell \(')In-'dwel\ VI : to exist as an inner activating spirit,

force, or principle '*' vr : to exist within as an activating spirit,
force, or principle — in*dwell>er n
i-ine \,Tn, an. (.)in, .en\ adj sujjix 1 [ME -in, -ine, fr. MF&L;
MF -in, fr. L -Inus — more at -en] 1 : of or relating to (estuarine)
2 [ME -in, -ine, fr. MF&L; MF -in, fr. L -inus, fr. Gk -inos — more
at -en] : made of : like <opalinc)

2-ine \,en, 'en, an, (,)in\ n sujjix [ME -ine, -in, fr. MF&L; MF -ine,

fr. L -ina, fr. fern, of -inus, adj suffix] 1 : chemical substance:
as a : halogen element (chlorine) b : basic or base-containing
carbon compound (quinme) (cystine) c : mixture of compounds
(as of hydrocarbons) (gasolme) d : hydride (arsme) 2 : -in la
3 : commercial product or material (kerosinc)

ine>bri>ant \in-'e-bre-3nt\ n : intoxicant — inebriant adj
line-bri-ate \-bre-,at\ vt [L inebriatus, pp. of inebriare, fr. in- -h

ebriare to intoxicate, fr. ebrius drunk — more at sober] 1 : to
make drunk : intoxicate 2 : to exhilarate or stupefy as if by
Uquor — ine*bri>a>t20n \in-,e-bre-'a-sh3n\ n

2ine.bri.ate \in-'e-bre-3t\ adj 1 : intoxicated, drunk 2 ; ad-
dicted to drinking to excess
3ine-bri.ate \-3t\ n : one who Is drunk; esp : an habitual drunkard
ine*bri<at'ed adj : exhilarated or confused by or as if by alcohol

: intoxicated syn see drunk
in.ebri-ety \,in-i-'brr-3t-e\ n [prob. blend of inebriation and
ebriety (drunkenness)] : inebriation, drunkenness

in>e'd>i>ble \(')in-'ed-3-b3l\ adj : not fit for food
in*ed*it>ed \(')in-'ed-3t-3d\ arfy[NL ineditus, fr. L, not made known,
fr. in- + editus, pp. of eder^e to proclaim — more at edition] : un-
published

in<ed*u*ca<ble \(')in-'eJ-3-k3-b3l\ adj : incapable of being edu-
cated

in.ei.fa.bil.i.ty \(,)in-.ef-3-'bil-at-e\ n ; the quality or state of
being ineffable

In.et.fa-ble \C)in-'ef-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L inejjabilis,

fr. in- + ejjabilis capable of being expressed, fr. ejjari to speak out,
fr. ex- + jar^ to speak — more at ban] la: incapable of being
expressed in words : indescribable ('^ ioy> b : unspeakable
('^ disgust) 2 : not to be uttered ; taboo (the '— name of Jehovah)— in.ef'la-ble^ness n — in-ef-fa>bly \-bie\ adv

in.el>face'abil*i<ty \,in-3-,fa-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being ineffaceable

in.el-face.able \-'fa-S3-b3l\ adj [prob. fr. F inejjacable, fr. MF,
fr. in- + ejjacable effaceable] : not effaceable : ineradicable —
in-ef<face<ably \-ble\ adv

in.ef.fec.Uve \,in-3-'fek-tiv\ adj 1 : not producing an Intended
effect : ineffectual 2 : not capable of performing efficiently

: incapable ~ in.el.Iec-tive-ly adv — in-el-fec-tive-ness n
in.ef.feC'tu.al \,in-3-'fek-ch3(-w3)I, -'feksh-w3l\ adj : not pro-
ducing the proper or usual effect : futile — in-el-Jec-tu-al-i-ty
\-,fek-ch3-'wal-3t-e\ n — in-eMec-tu-al-ly \-'fek-ch3-(w3-)le,
-'feksh-w3-\ adv — in*ef>fec*tu*al*ness n

ln>ef>fi-ca>cious \(,)in-,ef-3-'ka-sh3s\ adj : lacking the power to
produce a desired effect : inadequate — in-ef*£i*ca*cious*ly adv— in>ef>fi*ca>cious*ness n



inefficacy 431 infare

in.el.H.ca.cy \C')in-'ef-i-k3-se\ n [LL inefjicacia, fr. L inejjicac-,
inejjicax inefficacious, fr. in- + ejjicac-, ejjicax efficacious] ; lack
of power to produce a desired effect

in-ef>li-cien>cy \,in-3-'fish-3n-se\ n : the quality, state, or fact
of being inefficient

in.ef-ti'Cient \-'fish-ant\ adj : not efficient: a : not producing
the effect intended or desired ; inefficacious b : wasteful of
time or energy c : incapable, incompetent — Ineflicieut n —
iu-ef>fi*cient*ly adv

in>elas*tic \,in-3-"las-tik\ adj : not elastic: a : slow to react or
respond to changing conditions b : inflexible, unyieldjng —
in-elas*tlc*i*ty \,in-i-,Ias-'tis-5t-e, (,)in-,e-,las-, -'tis-te\ n

in.el.e.gance \(')in-'el-i-g3n(t)s\ n : lack of elegance
m-el<e.gant \-g3nt\ adj [MF, fr. L inelegant-, inelegans, fr. in- +
elegant-, elegans elegant] : lacking in refinement, grace, or good
taste — in^el-e-gant-ly adv

iu.el.i.gi-bil-i-ty V(.)in-.el-3-i3-'bil-at-e\ n : the condition or fact
of being ineligible

in.el.i.gi-ble \C)in-'el-3-J3-b3l\ arfj [F ineligible, fr. in- + eligible
eligible] 1 ; not qualified to be chosen for an office 2 : not
worthy to be chosen or preferred — ineligible n

in.el.o.quent \(')in-'el-3-kw3nt\ adj : not eloquent — In-el-o-
quent-ly adv

in.eliicta.bil.i.ty \,in-i-.lak-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being ineluctable

ill>elUC>ta'ble \-'l3k-t3-b3l\ adj [L ineluctabilis, fr. in- + eluctari
to struggle out, fr. ex- + luctari to struggle — more at lock]
: not to be avoided, changed, or resisted : inevitable — in>eluc-
ta-bly \-ble\ adv

in.elud'lble \,in-i-'lud-3-b3l\ adj : inescapable .

in.enar-ra.ble \,in-i-'nar-3-b3l\ adjiME, fr. MF. fr. L inenarrahilis,
fr. in- + enarrare to explain in detail, fr. e- + narrare to narrate]

^ : incapable of being narrated ; indescribable
ill>ept \in-'ept\ adj [F inepte. fr. L ineptus, fr. in- + aptus apt]
1 ; lacking in fitness or aptitude : unfft 2 : out of place ; in-
appropriate 3 : lacking sense or reason : foolish 4 : generally
incompetent : bungling syn see awkward — in-ep-ti^tude
\in-'ep-i3-.t(y)ud\ n — in-epMy \-'ep-(i)le\ adv — in-ept-ness
\-'ep(t^n9s\ n

in-equal.i.ty \,in-i-'kwal-3t-e\ n [MF inequalite, fr. L inaequalitat-,
inaequalitas, fr. inaequalis unequal, fr. in- + aequalis equal] 1 : the
quality of being unequal or uneven: as a ; unevenness b : social
disparity c : disparity of distribution or opportunity d : vari-
ableness, changeableness 2 : an instance of being unequal
3 : a formal statement of inequality between two quantities

in-eq>ui'ta-ble \(')in-'ek-wat-3-b3l\ adj : not equitable : unfair— in-eq-ui-ta-bly \-ble\ adv
in.eq.ui'ty \-w3t-e\ n l : injushce, unfairness 2 : an instance
of injustice or unfairness

in.equl.valve \(')in-'e-kw3-,valv\ also in.equi-valved \-,valvd\
adj, oj a bivalve mollusk or its shell ; having the valves unequal in
size and form

in.erad'i'Ca.ble \,in-i-'rad-i-k3-b3l\ adj ; incapable of being
eradicated — in>erad-i>ca<bly \-bie\ adv

in«er*ran>cy \(')in-'er-3n-se\ n ; exemption from error : infalu-
bility

in>er<rant \-3nt\ adj [L inerrant-, inerrans, fr. in- + errant-, errans,
prp. of errare to err] : free from error : infallible

in.ert \in-'3rt\ adj [L inert-, iners unskilled, idle, fr. in- -f- art-,

ars skill — more at arm] 1 : not having the power to move itself

2 : deficient in active properties; esp : lacking a usual or anticipated
chemical or biological action 3 : very slow to move or act : slug-
gish syn see inactive — inert n — in-ert-ly adv — in>ert*ne5s n

in.er.tia Xin-'ai-sha, -she-3\ n [NL, fr. L. lack of skill, fr. inert-,

iners"] 1 a : a property of matter by which it remains at rest or in
uniform motion in the same straight line unless acted upon by some
external force b : an analogous property of other physical quanti-
ties (as eiectriuity) 2 : indisposition to motion, exertion, or
change : inertness — in>er*tial \-sh3l\ adj

inertia! guidance n : guidance (as of an aircraft) by means of
self-contained automatically controlling devices that respond to
inertial forces — called also inertial navigation

in*es>cap>able \,in-3-'ska-p3-b3l\ arfj ; incapable of being escaped
: inevitable — in*es-cap*ably \-bIe\ adv

in>es>sen*tial \,in-3-'sen-ch3l\ adj 1 ; having no essence 2 : not
essential : unessential

in.es.ti.ma-ble XOin-'es-ts-ma-bslX adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. L in-

aestimabilis, fr. in- + aeslimabilis estimable] 1 : incapable of being
estimated or computed 2 : too valuableor excellent to be measured
or appreciated — in-es>ti>ma*bly \-ble\ adv

in-ev.i.ta-biia.ty \in-,ev-at-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being inevitable

in.ev.i-ta-ble \in-'ev-at-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. L inevilabilis, fr. m-
+ evitahilis evitable] : incapable of being avoided or evaded —
in-ev-i-ta-ble-ness n — In-ev-i-ta-bly \-ble\ adv

in.ex>act \,in-ig-'2akt\ adj [F, fr. in- -4- exact"] 1 : not precisely
correct or true ; inaccurate 2 : not rigorous and careful —
in*ex-ac-ti*tude \-'zak-is-,t(y)ud\ n — in-ex*act>ly \-'zak-
(t)le\ adv — ln*ex<act*nes5 \-'zak(i)-n3s\ n

ill.ex>CUS>able \,in-ik-'skyu-Z3-b3l\ adj [L inexcusabilis, fr. in- -I-

excusabilis excusable] : being without excuseor justification —
iu-eX'Cus-able*ne5s n — in-ex-cus-ably \-b!e\ adv

iii>ex>liaust.ibil>i<ty \.in-ig-,z6-st3-'bil-ot-e\ n ; the quality or
state of being inexhaustible

ui>ex'haust*ible \-'zo-sta-b3l\ adj ; not exhaustible: as a ; in-

capable of being used up b : incapable of being wearied or worn
out — in>ex-haust*ible*ness n — in>ex*Iiaust*ibly \-ble\ adv

in.ex>is>tence \,in-ig-'zis-t3n(t)s\ n : nonexistence
in>ex>iS>tent \-i3nt\ adj [LL inexsistent-, inexsistens, fr. L in- +
exsistent-, exsistens, prp. of exsistere to exist] ; not having being
; nonexistent

in.ex-o.ra.bil.i.ty \(,)in-,eks-Cs-)r3-*bil-at-e, -,egz-3-r3-\ n : the
quality of being inexorable

in>eX'0-ra>ble \ (')in-'eks-(3-)ra-b3l, -'egz-3-r3-\ adj [L inexorabilis,

fr. in- -H exorabilis pliant, fr. exorare to prevail upon, fr. ex-

-'r orare to speak — more at oration] ; not to be persuaded or

moved by entreaty : relentless syn see inflexible — in-ex*o>ra-
ble*ness n — in*ex-o-ra-bly \-ble\ adv

ln.ex<pe'di<en>cy \,in-ik-'sped-e-3n-se\ or in.ex.pe<di>ence
\-3n(tls\ n : the quality or fact of being inexpedient

in.ex.pe-di.ent \-3nt\ adj : not expedient : inadvisable — in*ex-
pe-di-ent'ly adv

in-ex.pen.sive \,in-ik-'spen(t)-siv\ adj : reasonable in price
: CHEAP — in-ex.pen'Sive>ly adv — in-ex-pen-sive-ness n

in-ex.pe.ri.ence \.in-ik-'spir-e-3n(t)s\ n [MF. fr. LL inexperientia.
fr. L in- -f- experientia experience] 1 ; lack of practical experience
2 : lack of knowledge or proficiency gained by experience — in-
ex-pe-ri'enced \-3n(t)st\ adj

in.ex.pert \(')in-'ek-,sp3rt, .in-ik-'\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L m-
experius, fr. in- + expertus expert] : not expert : unskilled —
in.ex»pert \f)in-'ek-.sp3rt\ n — ln-ex-pert«Iy \(')in-'ek-.sp3rt-
le, ,in-ik-'\ adv — in.eX'pert-ness n

in*ex.pi*a'ble \(')in-'ek-spe-3-b3l\ adj [L inexpiabilis, fr. in- -\-

expiare to expiate] 1 : not capable of being atoned for 2 obs
: IMPLACABLE. UNAPPEASABLE — in*ex-pi<a<bly \-ble\ adv

in.ex>plaln*able \,in-ik-'spla-n3-b3l\ adj : inexplicable
in.ex.pli.ca.bil.i-ty \,in-ik-.splik-3-'bil-3t-e, (.)in-,ek-(,)splik-\ n

: the quality of being inexplicable
in.ex.pli.ca.ble \,in-ik-'splik-3-b3l, (')in-'ek-(,)splik-\ adj [MF, fr.

L inexplicabilis. fr. in- 4- expUcabilis explicable] : incapable of
being explained, interpreted, or accounted for — in>ex*pli-ca-
ble<ness n — in-ex^pli-ca-bly \-ble\ adv

in.ex.plicit \,in-ik-'splis-3t\ adj : not explicit

in.ex.press.ibil.i.ty \,in-ik-,spres-3-*biI-3t-e\ n ; the quality of
being inexpressible

in>ex-press*ible \-'spres-3-b3l\ adj : not capable of being expressed
; INDESCRIBABLE — in>ex>press>ible>ness n — in*ex*press>ibly
\-ble\ adv

in-ex.pres.sive \-'spres-iv\ adj l obs : inexpressible 2 : lacking
expression or meaning — in*ex>pres<sive*ly adv — in-ex^pres-
sive-ness n

in-ex.pug.na-ble X.in-ik-'spyii-na-bsl, -'spsg-ns-X adj [MF, fr. L
inexpugnabilis. fr. in- -I- expugnare to take by storm, fr. ex- + pug-
nare to fight — more at pungent] : incapable of being subdued or
overthrown : impregnable — in<ex>pug>na*ble*ness n — iu*ex-
pug-na-hly \-ble\ adv

in.ex.ten.si-ble \,in-ik-'stea{t)-s3-b3l\ adj : incapable of being
stretched

in eX'ten<so \,in-ik-'sten(t)-(,1so\ adv [L] : at full length
in.ex-tin.guish-able \,in-ik-*stir|-gwish-3-b3l\ adj : not extln-
guishable : unquenchable — in>eX'tin'guisb'ably \-bie\ adv

in ex-tre.mis X.in-ik-'stra-mas, -,mes\ adv [L] : in extreme circum-
stances; esp : at the point of death

in<ex*tri*ca<bilu.ty \.in-ik-,strik-3-'bil-3t-e, (,)in-,ek-(,)strik-\ n
: the quality or state of being inextricable

in-ex-tri.ca.ble \,in-ik-'strik-3-b3l, (')in-'ek-C,)strik-\ adj [MF or
L; MF, fr. L inextricabilis, fr. in- -I- extricabilis extricable] 1 : form-
ing a maze or tangle from which it is impossible to get free 2 a : in-

capable of being disentangled or untied b ; unsolvable — in-ex-
tri.ca.bly \-ble\ adv

in*fal<li<bil*i*ty \C,)in-,fal-3-'biI-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of
being infallible

in.lal.li.ble \C)in-'faI-3-b3l\ adj [ML injallibills. It. L in- + LL
jallibilis fallible] 1 ; incapable of error : unerring <~ memory)
2 : sure, certain <~ remedy) 3 ; incapable of error in defining
doctrines touching faith or morals — in-faMi-bly \-ble\ adv
in-fa.mous \'in-f3-m3s\ adj [ME, fr. L injamis, fr. in- -f jama
fame] 1 : having a reputation of the worst kind 2 : causing or
bringing infamy : disgraceful 3 : convicted of an offense bring-
ing infamy syn see vicious — in-la-mous-ly adv
in.fa>my \-me\ n l : evil reputation brought about by something
grossly criminal, shocking, or brutal 2 a : an extreme and publicly
known criminal or evil act b : the state of being infamous syn sec
disgrace

in-faH'Cy \'in-f3n-se\ n l ; early childhood 2 ; a beginning or
early period of existence 3 : the legal status of an infant

lin.lant \'in-f3nt\ n [ME enfaunt, fr. MF enjant, fr. L injant-,

injans, fr. injant-, injans, incapable of speech, young, fr. in- -i- jant-^

Jans, prp. of Jari to speak — more at ban] 1 : a child in the first

period of life 2 : a person who is not of full age : minor; specij : a
person under the age of 21

^infant adj 1 : of. relating to, or being in infancy 2 : being in an
early stage of development 3 : intended for young children

in.fan.ta \in-"fanT-3. -'fant-\ n[Sp& Pg. fern, oiinjante] : a daugh-
ter of a Spanish or Portuguese monarch

in.fan.te \in-'fant-e, -'fan-(,)ta\ n [Sp & Pg. lit., infant, fr. L
injant-, injans] : a younger son of a Spanish or Portuguese monarch

in>]an*ti>Cide \in-*fant-3-,sTd\ n [LL injanticidium, fr. L injant-,

injans -\- -i- + -cidium -cide] 1 : the killing of an infant 2 : one
who kills an infant

in.lan-tile \'in-f3n-,tn, -tal, -,tel, -(,)til\ adj 1 : of or relating to
infants or infancy 2 : suitable to or characteristic of an infant

: CHILDISH 3 oj topography : being in a very early stage of devel-
opment following an uplift or equivalent change — in>lau-til>x*ty
\,in-f3n-"lil-3t-e\ n

infantile paralysis n : poliomyelitis
in.lan.til-ism \"in-f3n-.tTl-,iz-3m, -tsl-, -.tel-, -(,)til-\ n 1 : retention

of childish physical, mental, or emotional qualities in adult life; esp
: failure to attain sexual maturity 2 : an act or expression char-
acteristic of lack of maturity

in>lan*tine X'in-fan-.tin. -,ten\ adj : infantile, childish
in.tan.try \'in-f3n-lre\ n [MF & Olt; MF injanterie. fr. Olt
injanteria, fr. injante boy, foot soldier, fr. L injant-, injans']

1 a ; soldiers trained, armed, and equipped to fight on foot
b : a branch of an army composed of these soldiers 2 : an infantry
regiment — in>fan<try-man \-m3n\ n

in-Iarct \'in-,farkt\ n [L infarctus, pp. of injarcire to stuff, fr. in- -h

Jarcire to stuff — more at farce] : aji area of necrosis in a tissue or
organ resulting from obstruction of the local circulation by a
thrombus or embolus — in<Iarc>tion \in-'fark-sh3n\ n

in.lare \'in-,fa(3)r, -.fe(3)r\ n [ME injer, fr. OE in>r entrance, fr.

in -(- jzr way, fr. Jaran to go — more at fare] chiejly dial ; a re-
ception for a newly married couple
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infatuate 432 inflationary spiral

iiii*fat-n<ate \in-fach-3-w3t\ ad] : infatuated
ain.lat.U-ate \-,wat\ vt [L injatuatus, pp. of injatuare, fr. in- +
jatuus fatuous] 1 ; to make foolish 2 : to inspire with a foolish or
extravagant love or admiration — in>fat*a>at*ed adj — iii<lat-u-
a*tlon \in-,fach-3-'wa-sh3n\ n

ln<fea'3i*ble \C')in-'fe-23-bal\ adj : not feasible ; impracticable
In.lect \in-'Eekt\ vt [ME injecten, fr. L injectus, pp. of inficere, fr.

in- + Jacere to make, do — more at do] 1 : to contaminate with a
disease-producing substance, germs, or bacteria 2 a : to com-
municate a pathogen or a disease to b oj a pathogenic organism t to
invade (an individual or organ) usu. by penetration 3a: con-
taminate, CORRUPT h : to work upon or seize upon so as to induce
sympathy, belief, or support — in.fee-tor \-'fek-t3r\ n

in-feC'tioa \in-'fek-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or result of affecting in-
juriously 2 ; an act or process of infecting; also : the establishment
of a pathogen in its host after invasion 3 ; the slate produced by
the establishment of an infective agent in or on a suitable host; also
: a contagious or infectious disease 4 : an infective agent or material
contaminated with an infective agent 5 : the communication of
emotions or qualities through example or contact

In.fec.tious \-sh3s\ adj l a : capable of causing infection b : com-
municable by infection — compare contagious 2 : corrupting,
contaminating 3 : capable of being easily diffused or spread —
lii'fec-tious.ly adv — in'leC'tious.ness n

infectious hepatitis n : an acute virus inflammation of the liver
characterized by jaundice, fever, nausea, vomiting, and abdominal
discomfort

inlectlous mononucleosis n : an acute infectious disease char-
acterized by fever, swelling of lymph glands, and lymphocytosis

in-fec^tive \in-'fek-tiv\ adj 1 : producing infection ; able to pro-
duce infection ; infecting 2 ;_affeciing others : iNFEcnous —
in-leC'tiv.i-ty \(,)in-,fek-'tiv-3t-e\ n

ln>le>llc*i*tous \,in-fi-'lis-3t-as\ adj : not appropriate in apphcation
or expression — in>le>llc>i>tous>l7 adv

In.fe.licl.ty \-at-e\ n [ME injelicite, fr. L infeliciras, fr. infelic-,

injelix unhappy, fr. in- + jelic-, jelix fruitful — more at feminine]
1 : the quality or state of being infelicitous 2 : something that is

infehcitous
in.ler \in-'f3r\ vb In-lerred; in.fer.ring [MP or L; MF injerer, fr.

L injerre, lit., to carry or bring into, fr. in- 4- ferre to carry — more
at bear] vr 1 : to derive as a conclusion from facts or premises
2 : guess, surmise 3 a : to involve as a normal outcome of^thought
b ; to point out : indicate — compare imply 4 : hint, suggest~ vi : to draw inferences — in-fer-able or in-fer.ri«ble \in-'f9r-3-
b3l\ adj — in-fer-rer \-'f?r-3r\ n
syn deduce, conclude, judge, gather: infer implies arriving at

a conclusion by reasoning from evidence; if the evidence is slight
the term comes close to surmise: deduce adds to infer the special
iraphcation of drawing a particular inference from a generalization;
conclude implies arriving at a logically necessary inference at the
end of a chain of reasoning; judge stresses critical examination of
the evidence on which a conclusion is based; gather suggests a
direct or intuitive forming of a conclusion from hints or implica-
tions usu. in the absence of clear evidence or plain statement

In-ter-ence \'in-f(3-)ran't)s. -fsrnrtisX n 1 : the act or process of
inferring; specij : the act of passing from one proposition, state-
ment, or judgment considered as true to another whose truth is

believed to follow from that of the former 2 : something that is

inferred; esp : a proposition arrived at by inference 3 : the premises
and conclusion of a process of inferring

in.fer.en.tial \,in-f3-'ren-ch3l\ adj [ML injerentia, fr. L inferent-,
injerens. prp. of injerre} : deduced or deducible by inference —
in>fer*en>tiaMy \-'rench-(9-ile\ adv

in-Ie-ri-or \in-'fir-e-3r\ adj [ME, fr. L, compar. of injerus — more
at under] 1 : situated lower down : lower 2 ; of low or lower
degree or rank 3 : of little or less importance, value, or merit
^ oj an anatomical structure a : situated below a similar superior
part b : situated in a relatively low posterior or ventral position
c U) : situated below another organ (2) : abaxial 5 : subscript
6 a : nearer the sun than the earth is <-- planet) b : nearer the
eanh than the sun is <-- conjunction of Venus) — inlerior n —
in-fe-ri.or.i.ty \(,)in-,fir-e-'6r-3t-e. -'ar-\ n — in.le'ri«or.ly
\in-'fir-e-3r-le\ adv

inferiority complex n : an acute sense of personal inferiority re-
sulting either in timidity or through overcompensation in exag-
gerated aggressiveness

In-ler.nal \in-'fam-'l\ adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL infernalis. fr. infernus
hell, fr. L, lower; akin to L injerus inferior] 1 : of or relating to
a nether world of the dead 2 a : of or relating to hell b : hellish,
diabolical 3 : damnable, damned — in*fer-naMy \-'l-e\ adv

Infernal machine n : a machine or apparatus maliciously designed
to explode and destroy life or property

in.fer.no \in-'f3r-C.)no\ n [It, hell, fr. LL injernus'\ : a place or a

sZ I below and (^injei

: that resembles or suggests hell

in-lero- \.in-f^(,)r6\ comb jorm [L inje
lateral)

in.fer.tile \(')ln-*f3rt-'l\ adj [MF, fr. LL injertilis, fr. L in- +
jertilis fertile] : not fertile or productive : barren syn see sterile— in.fer.til'i'ty \,in-(.)far-'til-3t-e\ n
in-lest \in-'fest\ vt [MF injester, fr L infestare, fr. injestus hostile}
1 : to spread or swarm in or over in a troublesome manner 2 ; to
live in or on as a parasite — in.fes-tant \-'fes-t5nt\ n — in>fes-ta-
tion \,in-,fes-'ta-sh3n\ n — in.lest^er \in-'fes-t3r\ n

In.Il.del \'in-f3d-M. -f3-,del\ n [MF injidele, fr. LL injidelis unbe-
lievmg, fr. L, unfaithful, fr in- + jidelis faithful — more at feal]
1 : one who is not a Christian or opposes Christianity 2 a : an
unbeUever in respect to a particular religion b ; one who ac-
knowledges no religious belief 3 ; a disbeliever in something
specified or understood syn see atheist — infidel adj

In-li.del.i.ty X.in-fa-'del-at-e, -{.)fi-\ n 1 : lack of belief In a re-
ligion 2 a : unfaithfulness to a moral obligation : disloyalty
b ; marital unfaithfulness or an instance of it

in.Iield \'in-.feld\ n 1 : a field near a farmhouse 2 a : the area of a
baseball or Softball field enclosed by the three bases and home
plate b : the defensive positions comprising first base, second
base, shortstop, and third base 3 : the area enclosed by a race-
track or running track

In.field-er \-,fel-d9r\ n : a baseball player who plays the infield
in-flght*er \'in-,fTt-ar\ n : one who practices infighting
ln>!ight.ing \-iQ\ n 1 : fighting or boxing at dose quarters
2 : rough-and-tumble fighting

In.fil.trate \in-'fil-.trat, 'in-Ofil-X vr 1 : to cause something (as
a liquid) to enter by penetrating the interstices of 2 ; to pass into
or through by filtering or permeating 3 : to pass (troops) singly or
in small groups through gaps in the enemy line 4 ; to enter or
become estabUshed in gradually or unobtrusively —' v/ : to enter,
?enneate, or pass through a substance or area by filtering — in-
U-tra-Uon \.in-{,)fU-'tra-shan\ n — in-fU-tra-tive \'in-OfU-

,trat-iv, in-'fil-tr3t-\ adj— in-fil-Ua-tor \-,trat-3r\ n
in-li.nite V'in-fa-nstX adj [ME injinit, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L
injinitus, fr. in- + jinitus finite] 1 : subject to no Umitation or ex-
ternal determination 2 : extending indefinitely : endless 3 : im-
measurably or inconceivably great or extensive : inexhaustible
4 a : extending or lying beyond any preassigned value however
large (-^ number of positive numbers) b : extending to infinity <'^
plane surface) c ; capable of being put into one-to-one corre-
spondence with a proper part of itself <'^ set) — infinite n — in*fi-
nite-ly adv — in>fi-mte-ness n
lin-fin-i-tes.i.mal \(,)in-.fin-a-'tes-3-m3l, -'tez-X n [NL injini-
tesimus infinite in rank, fr. L injinitus"] 1 : a function that can be
made arbitrarily close to zero 2 : an infinitesimal quantity

2infinitesimal adj l ; capable of being made arbitrarily close to
zero 2 : immeasurably or incalculably small — in>fin-i-tes>i-
maMy \-m3-Ie\ adv

infinitesimal calculus n : calculus 3b
in-fin-i-tl-val \(,)in-,fin-a-'ti-v3l\ adj : relating to the infinitive
lin-lin-i-tive \in-'fin-3t-iv\ adj [LL injinitivus, fr. L injinitus}

: formed with the infinitive — in»iin-i'tive-ly adv
2infinilive n : a verb form normally identical in English with the
first person singular that performs some functions of a noun and at
the same time displays some characteristics of a verb and is used
with to (as "I asked him to go") except with auxihary and various
other verbs (as "no one saw him leave")

in>fin<i>tude \in-'fin-s-,t(y')Ud\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
infinite : iNFiNrrENESS 2 ; something that is infinite esp. in extent
3 : an infinite number or quantity

in-fin.i-ty \in-'fin-3t-e\ n 1 a : the quality of being Infinite
b : unlimited extent of time, space, or quantity : boundlessness
2 : an indefinitely great number or amount 3 a : the limit of a
function that can be made to become and remain numerically
larger than any preassigned value b : a part of a geometric magni-
tude that lies beyond any part whose distance from a given refer-
ence position is finite 4 : a distance so great that the rays of li^t
from a point source at that distance may be regarded as parallel

fn.linn \in-'f9rm\ adj [ME, fr. L injirmus. fr. in- + jirmus fuin]
1 ; of poor or deteriorated vitality; esp : feeble from age 2 : weak
of mind, will, or character : irresolute, vacillating 3 ; not
solid or stable : insecure syn see weak — in-firm-ly adv

in-Iir-ma-ry \in- 'farm- (a-) re \ /i : a place where the infirm or sick
are lodged for care and treatment

in-ftr.mi.ty Xin-'fsr-mst-eX n : the quality or state of being infirm:
as a : feebleness, frailty b : disease, malady c : a personal
failing : foible

lin.IiX \'in-,fiks, in-'\ vt [L injixus, pp. of injigere, fr. in- + jigere
to fasten — more at dike] 1 ; to fasten or fix by piercing or thrust-
ing in 2 : iNsnLL, inculcate 3 : to insert (a sound or letter) as
an infix syn see implant

2in^fiX \'in-,fiks\ n : a derivational or inflectional affix appearing
in the body of a word (as Sanskrit -n- in vindami "I know as con-
trasted with v[d"to know"; English stand ss contrasted with stood)

in.flame \in-'flam\ vb [ME enjlamen, fr, MF enjlamer, fr. L in-

flammare, fr. in- -I- jlamma flame] vt 1 : to set on fire : kindle
2 a ; to excite to exce.<;sive or unnatural action or feeling b : to
make more heated or violent : intensify 3 : to cause to redden or
grow hot from anger or excitement 4 : to cause inflammation in
(bodily tissue) ^ vi 1 : to burst into flame 2 : to become excited
or angered 3 ; to become affected with inflammation — in-flam-
er n

in.flam.ma.bil.i.ty \in-.flam-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being inflammable

in-flam.ma.ble \in-'flam-a-b3l\ adj 1 : FLANfMABLE 2 : easily
inflamed, excited, or angered : irascible — innaramable n —
in.flam.ma'ble-ness n — m-flara-ma-bly \-ble\ adv

in.flam.ma.tion \,in-fla-'ma-shan\ n 1 : the act of inflaming : the
state of being inflamed 2 : a local response to cellular injury
marked by capillary dilatation, leukocytic infiltration, redness, heat,
and pain that serves as a mechanism initiating tiie elimination of
noxious agents and of damaged tissue

in.flam.ma.tcry \in-'flam-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : tending to
inflame or excite the senses 2 : tending to excite anger, disorder, or
tumult : seditioos 3 : accompanied by or tending to cause in-
flammation

fn.flat-able \in-'flat-a-bal\ adj : capable of being Inflated

in.flate \in-"flat\ vb [L injlatus, pp. of injlare, fr. in- + jlare to
blow — more at blow] vr 1 : to swell or distend with air or gas
2 : to puff up : elate 3 : to expand or increase abnormally ^ vi

: to become inflated syn see expand — in.fla'tor or in*flat<er
\-'flat-3r\ n

in-flat»ed adj 1 : distended with air or gas 2 : bombastic, ex-
aggerated 3 : expanded to an abnormal or unjustifiable volume
or level 4 a : being hollow and distended b : open and swelled
out or enlarged
syn inflated, FLATin-ENT, TUMID, turgid mean distended by gas

or fluid beyond normal size, inflated implies stretching to a point
of tension with danger of speedy collapse; flatulent implies a
distension of the belly by internally generated gases, and suggests
figuratively something seemingly full but actually without sub-
stance; TUMID stresses morbid erjargement by swelling or bloating
or figuratively verbosity and empty pretentiousness of style;

TURGID may differ from tumid in implying a normal fullness or
distension; figuratively it suggests disorder and lack of emotional
restraint in style

in-fla>tion \in-'fla-shan\ n 1 ; an act of inflating : a state of being
inflated as a : distension b ; empty pretentiousness : pomposity
2 : an increase in the volume of money and credit relative to availa-
ble goods resulting in a substantial and continuing rise in the
genera! price level

in-fla-tion.ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj ; of, characterized by, or pro-
ductive of inflation

inflationary spiral n : a continuous rise in prices that Is sustained
by the tendency of wage increases and cost increases to react on
each other



inflationism 433 infuriate
ln.fla-tion>ism Mn-'fla-shs-.niz-smX n : the policy of economic
inflation — in-fla-tion-ist \-sh{9-)-n3st\ n or adj

in.flect \in-'flekt\ vb [ME injlecten, fr. L injlectere, fr. in- +
Jlectere to bend] vt 1 : to turn from a direct line or course ; curve
2 : to vary (a word) by inflection : decline, conjugate 3 ; to
change or vary the pitch of (as the voice) : modulate '« vi ; to
become modified by inflection — iu-flec-tive \-'flek-tiv\ adj

in-fleC'Uon \in-'flek-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or result of curving or
bending 2 : change in pitch or loudness of the voice 3 a : the
change of form that words undergo to mark such distinctions as
those of case, gender, number, tense, person, mood, or voice
b ; a form, suffix, or element involved in such variation c : ac-
cidence 4 a : change of curvature with respect to a fixed line from
concave to convex or conversely b ; the point where such a change
takes place

iIl<nec-tion>aI \-shn3l, -shan-'l\ adj : of, relating to. or character-
ized by inflection <an '^ language) — in'llec-tion.al.ly \-e\ adv
in.nexed \'in-.flekst\ adj [L injiexus, pp. of injlectere-} : bent or
turned abruptly inward or downward or toward the axis <~ petals)

in.nex.i.bU.i-ty \(.)in-.flek-s3-'bU-at-e\ n : the quality or state of
being inflexible

in.flex.i.ble \(')in-'flek-S3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. L injlexibilis, fr. in- +
jlexibilis flexible] 1 : not capable of being bent : rigid 2 : firm in
will or purpose : unyielding 3 : incapable of change : unalter-
able — in.flex-i-ble.ness n — in-Ilex.i.bly \-ble\ adv
Syn INEXORABLE, OBDURATE, ADAMANT: INFLEXIBLE implies rigid

adherence or even slavish conformity to principle; inexorable
implies relentlessness of purpose or esp. when applied to things
inevitableness; obdurate stresses hardness of heart and insensi-
tivity to appeals for mercy or the influence of divine grace; adamant
implies utter immovability in the face of all temptation or entreaty
syn see in addition stiff

i21>Uex<iOIl chiejlv Brit var oj INFLECTION
in-iUct \in-'flikt\ yt EL injlictus, pp. of injUgere. fr. in- + jUsere to
Strike] 1 a : to give by striking b : to cause (something damaging
or painful) to be endured : impose 2 : afflict — in-fllct*er or
in.flic-tor \-'fiik-t3r\ n — in-IIiC'tive \-tiv\ adj

in<flic>tion \in-'flik-sh3n\ « 1 : the act of inflicting 2 : something
inflicted

in.flo.res-cence \.in-fl3-'res-'a(t)s\ n [NL injlorescentia, fr. LL

in.form \In-'f6(3)rm\ vb fME injormen. fr. MF enjormer, fr. L
tnjormare, fr. in- + forma form] vt 1 obs a : to give material form
to D : arrange 2 a : to give character or essence to b : to be
the characteristic quality of : animate 3 obs : train, discipline
4 obs : guide, direct 5 obs : to make known 6 : to communi
knowledge to -^ vi 1 : to give information or knowledge 2
act as an informer
syn inform, acquaint, apprise, notify mean to make one aware

of something, inform impUes the imparting of knowledge esp. of
facts or occurrences necessary for an undersiandmg of a pertinent
matter or as a basis for action; acquaint lays stress on introducing
to or familiarizing with; apprise implies communicating something
of special interest or importance; notify implies sending notice of
something requiring attention or demanding action

in.lor-mal \(')in-'f6r-m3l\ adj 1 : conducted or carried out with-
out formality or ceremony 2 : characteristic of or appropriate to
ordinary, casual, or familiar use — In-for-mal-i-ty \,in-(.)f6r-
mal-3t-e. -fsr-X n — in-for-mal-ly \(')in-'f6r-m3-Ie\ adv

in*IOT>mant \in-'f6r-m3nt\ n : one who gives information: as
a : informer b : one who supplies cultural or linguistic data in
response to interrogation by an investigator

in lor>ma pati-pcris X.in-.for-ma-'po-ps-ras, -'paii-X adj {or adv)
[L, in the form of a pauper] : as a poor man

in.for.ma.tion \,in-f3r-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 : the communication or
reception of knowledge or intelligence 2 a : knowledge obtained
from investigation, study, or instruction b : intelligence, news
c : facts, data d : a signal (as one of the digits in dialing a
telephone number) purposely impressed upon the Input of a com-
munication system or a calculating machine 3 : the act of in-
forming against a person 4 : a formal accusation of a crime made
by a prosecuting officer as distinguished from an indictment pre-
sented by a grand jury 5 : a numerical quantity that measures the
uncertainty in the outcome of an experiment to be performed —
in.for.ma-tion-al \-shnal, -shsn-MV adj
information theory n : a theory that deals statistically with the
efficiency of processes of communication between men and
machines (as in telecommunication or in computing machines)

in.for-ma.tive \in-*f6r-m3t-iv\ adj : imparting knowledge : in-
structive — in'Ior-ma*tive-ly adv — iu-for-ma-live-ness n
in.Jor.ma.to.ry \-m3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : conveying information
(an '^ double in bridge)

in.form. er n l : one that imparts knowledge or news 2 : one that
informs against another; specij : one who makes a practice esp. for
a financial reward of informing against others for violations of

^
penal laws — called also common injormer

infra- prejix [L injra — more at under] 1 : below <iAi/rflhuman)
<m/rasonic> 2 ; within <m/raspecific) 3 : below in a scale or
series (.infrared}

in.fract \in-'frakt\ vr [L injractus. pp. of infringere to break off —
more at infringe] ; infringe, violate — ln>frac*tor \-'frak-t3r\ n

in.fraC'tion \in-'frak-sh9n\ n : the act of infringing : violation
in.fra dig \,in-fr3-*dig\ adj [short for L injra dignitatem^ : being
beneath one's dignity : undignified
in>lra>hu*man X.in-fra-'hyii-msn, -"yii-V adj : less or lower than hu-
man; specij : anthropoid — inlrahuman n

in.fran.gi.bil.i.ty \(,)in-,fran-i3-'bil-3t-e\ n : inviolabiltfy
in.fran-gi-ble \(')in-'fran-]3-b9l\ adj [MF. fr LL injrangibilis. fr. L
in- + jrangere to break — more at break] 1 : not capable of being
broken or separated into parts 2 : r^ot to be violated — in>fran-
gi'ble^ness n — in-fran-gi-bly \-ble\ adv

in>fra<red \,in-fra-'red, -(,)fra-\ adj 1 : lying outside the visible
spectrum at its red end — used of thermal radiation of wavelengths
longer than those of visible Ught 2 : relating to, producing, or
emploving infrared radiation 3 : sensitive to infrared radiation —
infrared n

in4ra*Son*lC \-'san-ik\ adj l : having a frequency below the
audibility range of the human ear 2 : utihzing or produced by
infrasonic waves or vibrations

in*fra'Spe'Cif>ic \-spi-'sif-ik\ adj : included within a species (-^
categories)

in.fra.structure X'in-fra-.strsk-chsrX n : foundation, ground-
work; esp ; the permanent installations required for mUitary pur-
poses
in.fre.quen.cy \(')in-'fre-kw3n-se\ or in.fre-quence \-kw3n(t)s\
n : the state of rarely occurring

in.fre.quent XCIin-'fie-kwantX adj [L infrequent-, infrequens, fr.

in- + frequent-, frequens frequent] 1 : seldom happening or oc-
curring : RARE 2 : placed or occurring at considerable distances
or Intervals : occasional — in-fre.quent-ly adv
syn infrequent, uncommon, s(~arce. rare, sporadic mean not
common or abundant, infrequent implies occurrence at wide
intervals in space or time; uncommon suggests a frequency below
normal expectation; scarce implies falling short of a standard or
required abundance; rare suggests extreme scarcity or infrequency
and consequent high value; sporadic irapUes occurrence in scat-
tered instances or isolated outbursts

in-fringe \in-'frinj\ vb [h infringere, lit., to break off, fr, in- +
frangere to break — more at break] vt 1 obs : defeat, frustrate
2 : VIOLATE, transgress <'-- a treaty) <"- a patent) « vt ; encroach
syn see trespass — in-fring-er n

in- fringe-ment \-'frinj-m9nt\ n 1 : the act of infringing : viola-
tion 2 : an encroachment or trespass on a right or privilege

in-Iun-dib-u-lar \,in-(,)f3n-"dib-y3-l3i\ or in.fun.dib.u-late
\-i3t\ adj 1 : INFUNDIBULIFORM 2 '. of, relating to, or having an
infundibulum

in.fun<dib>u*li-fonn \-l3-,f6rm\ adj [NL infundibulum + E
-iformi : having the form of a funnel or cone

in.fun.dib.U'lum \,in-(.)f3n-'dib-y3-lam\ n. pi in.fun<dib.n.Ia
\-l3\ [NL, fr. L, funnel — more at funnel] : any of various conical
or dilated organs or parts: as a ; the hollow conical process of
gray matter by which the pituitary body is continuous with the brain
b : any of the small spaces having walls beset with alveoli in which
the bronchial tubes terminate in the lungs c : the enlarged process
of the right ventricle from which the pulmonary artery arises
d : the calyx of a kidney e : the abdominal opening of a fallopian
tube
iin>fu.ri>ate \in-'fyur-e-,at\ vt [ML infuriatus, pp. of infuriare, fr.

Lin- + furia fury] : to make furious ; enrage— in.fu-ri.at.ing.ly
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types of inflorescence; J raceme, 2 corymb, 3 umbel, 4 com-
pound umbel. 5 capituium, 6 spike, 7 compound spike, 8

panicle, P cyme, 10 thyrse. J J verticillaster

'nflorescens, prp. of inflorescere to begin to bloom, fr.

L in- + jlorescere to begin to bloom — more at florescence]
1 a (1) : the mode of development and arrangement of flowers on
an axis (2) : a floral axis with its appendages; also : a flower
cluster or sometimes a solitary flower b ; a cluster of reproductive
organs on a moss usu. subtended by a bract 2 : the budding and
unfolding of blossoms : flowering — in.flo.reS'Cent X-^ntX adj

in.flow \'in-.fl5\ n : INFLUX

more at fluid] 1 a : an ethereal fluid thought to flow from the
stars and to affect the actions of men b : an emanation of occult
power held to derive from stars 2 ; an emanation of spiritual or
moral force 3 a : the act or power of producing an effect without
apparent exertion of force or direct exercise of command b : cor-
rupt interference with authority for personal gain 4 : the power or
capacity of causing an effect in indirect or intangible ways : sway
6 : a person or thing that exerts influence 6 : induction 4c
syn influence, authority, prestige, weight, credit mean

power exerted over the minds or behavior of others, influence may
apply to a force exercised and received unknowingly or to a con-
scious and deliberate affecting; authority implies the power of
winning devotion or allegiance or of compelling acceptance and

PRESTIGE implies the ascendancy given by conspicuousbelief;

excellence
or decisive infl

influence that ,

^influence vr ]

: sway 2 : tc

I modify syn

1 for superiority; weight implies measurable
in determining acts or choices; credit suggests
from proven merit or favorable reputation
affect or alter by indirect or intangible means
an effect on the condition or development of
=FECT — in-flu-enc-er n

in.flu-ent \-3ni\ adj : flowing in
^influent n : a factor (as a kind of animal) modifying the balance
and stability of an ecological community

in.flu.en.tial \,in-(,>flij-'en-ch3l\ adj ; exerting or possessing in-

fluence — in-flu.en.tial'ly \-'ench-(a-)le\ adv
in-flu-en.za \,in-(,)flu-'en-Z3\ n [it. lit., influence, fr. ML in-

jluentia; fr the belief that epidemics were due to the influence of the
stars] 1 : an acute highly contagious virus disease characterized by
sudden onset, fever, prostration, severe aches and pains, and pro-
gressive inflammation of the respiratory mucous membrane;
broadly : a human respiratory infection of undetermined cause
2 : any of numerous febrile usu. virus diseases of domestic animals
marked by respiratory symptoms, inflammation of mucous mem-
branes, and often systemic involvement

in.flux \'in-.fl3ks\ n [LL influxus, fr. L, pp. of influere} 1 : a
flowing in ; inflow 2 ; the mouth of a river

in.lold \in-'f61d\ vr : enfold ^ \'in-,\ vi : to fold Inward or
toward one another



infuriate 434 inhuman

aciv

in.luse \in-'fyuz\ vr [ME injusen, fr. MF & L; MF injuser, fr. L
injusus, pp. of injundere to pour in, fr. in- + Jundere lo pour —
more at found] 1 a ; to instill a principle or quality in b : intro-
duce, INSINUATE 2 : INSPIRE, ANIMATE 3 I lo Steep in watcr or
other fluid without boiling for extracting useful qualities — in-
fus<er n
Syn INFUSE, SUFFUSE, IMBUE, INGRAIN, INOCULATE, LEAVEN mean

to introduce one thing Into another so as to affect it throughout.
INFUSE implies a pouring in of something that gives new life or
significance; suffuse implies a spreading through of something
that gives an unusual color or visual quality; imbue implies the
introduction of a quality that fills and permeates the whole being;
INGRAIN suggests the indelible stamping or deep implanting of a
quality or trait; inoculate implies an imbuing or implanting with
a germinal idea and often suggests surreptitiousness or subtlety;
LEAVEN implies introducing something that enlivens, tempers, or
markedly alters the total quality

in.lu-si-biM.ty \(.)in-,fyu-za-'bil-3t-c\ n : the quality or state of
being infusible

in.Iu.si.ble \(')in-'fyii-z3-b3l\ adj : incapable or very difficult of
fusion — in>fu>si*ble*ness n

ill'fu-Sion \in-'fyu-zhan\ n 1 : the act or process of infusing: as
a : the introducing of a solution into a vein b : the steeping or
soaking usu. in water of a substance in order to extract its virtues
2 : a product obtained by infusing

in-Iu.so.ri.al \,in-fyiJ-*2or-e-3l, -'sor-, -'zor-, -'s6r-\ adj ; of, relat-
ing to. or being infusorians

in.fu-so-ri.an \-e-an\ n [deriv. of L injusus} : any of a heteroge-
neous group of minute organisms found esp. in decomposing infu-
sions of organic matter; esp : a ciliated protozoan — inlusorian

^-ing \ir); in some dialects usu., in other dialects informally, an, in,

or tin certain phonetic contexts) =n, 'm, ^o\ vb sujjix or adj sujjix
[ME, alter, of -ende, fr. OE, fr. -e-, verb stem vowel + -nde, prp.
suffix — more at -ant] — used to form the present participle
<saili>jg> and sometimes to form an adjective resembling a present
participle but not derived from a verb <swashbuckl(«g>

2-ing n sujjix [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG -ing one of a (specified)
kind] : one of a (specified) kind <sweeti/?g>
3-ing n sujjix [ME, fr. OE, suffix forming nouns from verbs; akin
to OHG -ung, suffix forming nouns from verbs] 1 : action or
process <runn/ng> <sleepi>ig> : instance of an action or process <a
meetwig) 2 a : product or result of an action or process <an en-
graving) — often in pi. (earnings') b : something used in an
action or process <a bed covering) 3 : action or process connected
with (a specified thing) <iceboati>ig) 4 : something connected with,
consisting of, or used in making (a specified thing) (scaffolding)
6 : something related to (a specified concept) <offing>

iil>gath<er X'in-.gath-ar, -.gejiiA vr : to gather in -^ vi : assemble— in.gath-er.ing \-,gath-(9-)rio, -.geUlA "
in-gem-i*nate \in-'jem-3-,nat\ vr [L ingeminatus, pp. of ingeminare,
fr. in- + geminare to geminate] : redouble, RErrERATE — iii*gein-
i>na*tion \(,)in-,jem-a-'na-sh3n\ n

in'ge<niOUS \in-'jen-y3s\ adj [MF ingenieux, fr. L ingeniosus, fr.

ingenium natural capacity — more at engine] 1 obs a : showing or
calling for intelligence b : CONSCIOUS 2 : marked by especial
aptitude at discovering, inventing, or contriving 3 ; marked by
originality, resourcefulness, and cleverness in conception or execu-
tion syn see clever — ia<ge*nious<Iy adv — in-ge-nious-ness n

in.ge.nue or in.g6.nue \'an-j3-.nu, 'a-'-zha-, 'a''-zha-\ n [F
ingenue, fern, of ingenu ingenuous, fr. L ingenuus} : a naive girl

or young woman; esp : an actress representing such a person
In-ge-nU'lty \,in-j3-'n(y)u-3t-e\ n 1 obs : ingenuousness, candor
2 a : skill or cleverness in devising or combining : inventiveness
b : cleverness or aptness of design or contrivance 3 ; an ingenious
device or contrivance

in>gen<u*OUS \in-'jen-ya-w3s\ adj [L ingenuus native, free born, fr.

in- + gignere to beget — more at kin] 1 obs : noble, honorable
2 a : straightforward b : showing innocent or childhke simplic-
ity : naive 3 [by alter] obs : ingenious syn see natural— in-gen-u-ous.ly adv — m<gen>u>ous*ness n

in*gest \in-'jest\ vt [L ingestus, pp. of ingerere to carry In, fr. in- +
gerere to bear — more at cast] : to take in for or as if for digestion
: ABSORB — iH'gest'ible \-'jes-t3-b3l\ adj — m<geS'tion \-'jes(h)-
ch3n\ n — in-ges-tive \-'jes-tiv\ adj

in>ges>ta \in-'jes-t3\ n pi [NL, fr. L, neut. pi. of ingestus} : ma-
terial taken into the body by way of the digestive tract

in.gle \'ir)-(g)3l\ « [ScGael aingeall 1 : flame, blaze 2 ; fire-
place

in.gle.nook \-,nuk\ n : a comer by the fire

in.glO-ri.OUS \(')in-'gl6r-e-9S, -'gl6r-\ adj [L inglorius, fr. in- +
gloria glory] 1 : not glorious : lacking fame or honor 2 : shame-
ful, ignominious — in>glo-n-ous<Iy adv — iii*glo>ri'Ous<ness n

in.got \'io-g3t\ n [ME, prob. modif. of MF lingot ingot of metal,
incorrectly divided as I'ingot, as if fr. le the, fr. L Hie that] 1 : a
mold in which metal is cast 2 : a mass of metal cast into a con-
venient shape for storage or transportation to be later processed

ingot iron n ; iron containing usu. less than 0.05 percent carbon
and similarly small proportions of other impurities

ingralt var oj engraft
Un.graln \(')in-'gran\ vt : to work indelibly into the natural tex-
ture or mental or moral constitution syn see infuse

3in*grain \'in-,gran\ adj 1 a : made of fiber that is dyed before
being spun into yarn b ; made of yarn that is dyed before being
woven or knitted 2 : thoroughly worked in : innate

sin.grain \'in-,gran\ n l ; an article made with ingrain yams
2 : innate quality or character

in.grained \'in-,grand, ('lin-'\ adj : worked into the grain or fiber
: DEEP-SEATED — iU'grained'ly X'in-.gra-nsd-le, 'in-,gran -die,
(')in-'\ adv

in-grate \'in-,grat\ n [L ingratus ungrateful, fr. in- + graius grate-
ful — more at grace) : an ungrateful person — Jngrate adj, archaic

in.gra.ti.ate \in-'gra-she-,at\ vr [in- -i- L grada grace] : to gain
favor or favorableacceptance for by deliberate effort — in-gra-
ti*a._tion \-,gra-she-'a-shan\ n — in.gra.tla>to.ry \-'gra-shi,e-)a-
,tor-e, -,l6r-\ adj

in.gia.ti.at.ing adj l ; capable of winning favor : pleasing

2 : intended or adopted in order to gain favor : flatterino— in.gia>ti.at*ing.ly \-io-le\ adv
in.grat.i.tude \(')in-'grat-3-.t(y)ud\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. ML in-
gratitudo, fr. L in- + LL gratitude gratitude] : forgetfulness of or
poor return for kindness received ; ungratefulness

in.gre>dl.ent \in-'gred-e-ant\ n [ME, fr. L ingredient-, ingrediens.
prp. of ingredi lo go into, fr. in- + gradi to go — more at grade]
: something that enters into a compound or is a component part
of any combination or mixture ; constituent syn see element— ingredient adj
in.gress \'in-,gres\ n [ME, fr. L ingressus, fr. ingressus, pp. of
ingredi} 1 : the act of entering : entrance 2 : the power or liberty
of entrance or access
in.greS'Sion \in-'gresh-3n\ n : ingress 1

in.greS'Sive \in-'gres-iv\ adj : of or relating to ingress; specij : in-
choative — ingressive n — in-greS'Sive-ness n

in.group \'in-,grup\ n : a social group possessing a sense of soli-
darity or community of interests as opposed to other social groups

in.grow.ing \'in-,gro-ii3\ adj : growing or tending inward
In-grown \-,gron\ adj : grown in; specij : having the free tip or
edge embedded in the flesh <-« toenail)— in.grown.ness V'gron-

in.growth \'in-,groth\ n 1 ; a growing inward (as to fill a void)
2 : something that grows in or into a space

in.gui.nal \'iQ-gw3n-^l\ adj [L inguinalis, fr. inguin-, inguen groin— more at aden-] : of, relating lo, or situated in the region of the
groin or in either of the lowest lateral regions of the abdomen

in.gur.gl.tate \in-'g3r-j3-,tal\ vf [L ingurgitatus, pp. of ingurgilare,
fr. in- -I- gurgit-, gurges whirlpool — more at voracious] : to
swallow greedily or in large quantity : guzzle— in-gur-gi.ta.tion
\(,)in-,g3r-j3-'ta-shan\ n

in.hab.it \in-'hab-3t\ vb [ME enhabiten, fr. MF& L; MF enhabiter,
fr. L inhabitare. It. in- -f habitare to dweU, fr. habitus, pp. of habere
to have — more at give] vt : to occupy as a place of settled residence
or habitat : live in -^ vi, archaic ; to have residence in a place
: dwell — in-hab'it.able \-3-b3l\ adj — in.hab*it*er n

in.hab.i.tan.cy \-3t-3n-se\ n ; the act of inhabiting or the state of
being inhabited ; occupancy

in.hab'i'tant \in-'hab-3t-3nt\ n : a permanent resident in a place
in.hab.i.ta.tion \in-,hab-3-'ta-shan\ n ; the act of inhabiting : the
state of being inhabited

in.liab.it. ed adj : having inhabitants
in.hal.ant \in-'ha-l3nt\ n : something (as an allergen or medicated
spray) that is inhaled — inhalant adj
in.ha.la.Uon \.in-(h)a-'la-sh3n\ n : the act or an instance of in-
haling — in.ba*la.tion.al X-shnsl, -sh3n-'l\ adj

in.ha.la.tor \'in-(h)3-,lat-3r\ n ; a device providing a mixture of
oxygen and carbon dioxide for breathing that is used esp. in con-
junction with artificial respiration
in.hale \in-'ha(3)l\ vb Un- + -hale (as in exhale)} vt 1 : to draw
in by breathing 2 : to take in esp. eagerly or greedily «- vi : to
breathe in — in.hale \in-', 'in-,\ n

in.hal.er \in-*ha-l3r\ /i 1 : one that inhales 2 : a device by means
of which medicinal material is inhaled 3 : snifter

in.har.mon.ic \,in-(,)har-'man-ik\ adj : not harmonic : dis-
cordant
in.har.mo.ni.ous \-'mo-ne-3s\ adj 1 ; not harmonious : dis-
cordant 2 : not fitting or congenial : conflicting — in.har-
mo-ni-ouS'ly adv — in.har.mo.ni.ous.ness n

in.har.mo.ny \(')in-*har-m3-ne\ n ; discord
in.haul \'in-,h61\ n ; a rope used to draw in a ship's sail

in-here \in-'hi(3)r\ vi [L inhaerere, fr. in- + haerere to adhere —
more at hesitate] : to be inherent : belong

in-her-ence \in-'hir-3n(t)s, -*her-\ n : the quality, state, or fact of
inhering or of being inherent

in.her.ent \-3nt\ adj [L inhaerent-, inhaerens, prp. of inhaerere}
; involved in the constitution or essential character of something
: intrinsic — in>her.ent>ly adv

in-her-it \in-'her-3t\ vb [ME enheriten to make heir, inherit, fr.

MF enheriter to make heir, fr. LL inhereditare, fr. L in- -I- LL heredi-
tare to inherit — more at heritage] vt 1 ; to come into possession
of : RECEIVE 2 : to receive as a right or title descendible by law
from an ancestor at his death 3 a : to receive from ancestors by
genetic transmission <^' a strong constitution) b : lo have in turn
or receive as if from an ancestor <~erf the problem from his prede-
cessor) ^ vi : to take or hold a possession or rights by inheritance— in.her.i.tor \-3t-3r\ n — in.her.i'tress \-3-ir9s\ or in. her. i-

trix \-3-C.)triks\ n
in.her.it.able \in-'her-3t-3-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of being inherited

: transmissible 2 ; capable of taking b^ inheritance — in-her.lt-
able.uess n

in.her.i.tance \-3t-3n(t)s\ n 1 a : the act of inheriting property
b : the reception of genetic qualities by transmission from parent
to offspring c : the acquisition of a possession, condition, or trait

from past generations 2 : something that is or may be inherited
3 a : tradition b ; a valuable possession thai is a common heri-
tage from nature 4 obs ; ownership syn see heritage

in.hib.it \in-'hib-3t\ yb [ME inhibiten, fr. L inhibitus, pp. of
inhibere, fr. in- + habere to have — more at habit] vt 1 ; to pro-
hibit from doing something 2 a : to hold in check : restrain
b : to discourage from free or spontaneous activity : repress
« vj : to cause inhibition syn see forbid — in.hib'i'tive \-3Mv\
adj — in.hib.i'to.ry \-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

in-hi.bi.tion \,in-(h)3-'bish-an\ n 1 a : the act of inhibiting : the
state of being inhibited b : something that forbids or debars 2 : an
inner impediment to free activity, expression, or functioning: as
a ; a psychical activity imposing restraint upon another activity

b : a restraining of the function of a bodily organ or an agent (as an
enzyme)

in.hib.i.tor or in.hib-it.er \in-*hib-3t-3r\ n : one that inhibits;

esp : an agent that slows or interferes with a chemical action
in.hoS'pi.ta.ble \,in-,has-'pit-3-b3l, (')in-'has-(,)pit-\ adj 1 : not
showing hospitality 2 : providing no shelter or sustenance
: barren — in.hos.pi.ta.ble-ness n — in.hos.pi.ta.bly \-ble\

in.hos.pi.tal.i.ty \(,)in-,has-p3-'tal-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being inhospitable
in-hu-man XOin-'hyii-msn, -'yii-X adj [MF& L; MF inhumain, fr. L
inhumanus, fr. in- -H humanus human] 1 a I lacking pity or kind-
ness : savage b ; cold, impersonal c : not worthy of or con-
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forming to the needs of human beings 2 : of or suggesting a non-
human class of beings — iii<ha<man>l7 adv
in.hu.mane \.in-(,)hyu-'man, -(,)yu-\ adj [MF inhumainSc L inhu-
manus} : not humane : inhuman 1 — in<hu*mane*ly adv

in.hu.man.i-ty \-'man-at-e\ n 1 ; the quaUty or state of being
cruel or barbarous 2 : a cruel or barbarous act

in<ilu.ma>tloii \,in-(jhyu-'ma-shan\ n : burial, interment
ill'IlUine \in-'hyum\ vt [prob. fr. F inhumer, it. L inhumare, fr. in-

+ humus earth — more at humble] : bury, inter
m-im>i'Cal \in-'im-i-k3l\ adj [LL inimicalis, fr. L inimicus enemy— more at enemy] la: having the disposition of an enemy

: HOSTILE b : reflecting or indicating hostihty ; unfriendly
2 : HARMFUL, ADVERSE — in-im-i<caMy \-i-k(3-)lc\ adv

in.im.i.ta.We \C')in-"iin-3t-3-b3l\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L inimita-
bilis, fr. in- + imitabiUs imitablc] : not capable of being imitated
: MATCHLESS — ln-im>i*ta<me-ness n — inum-i'ta'bly \-ble\ adv

in-lq>Ui<tOUS \in-'ik-w3t-3s\ adj ; characterized by iniquity
: WICKED syn see vicious — in.iq.ui-tous-ly adv — in*iq'Ui«tous-
ness n

in-iq-Ui«ty \-w3t-e\ n [ME iniquile, fr. MF iniquite, fr. L iniquitat-,
iniquitas, fr. iniquus uneven, fr. in- + aequus equal] 1 ; gross in-
justice : wickedness 2 : an iniquitous act or thing : sin
lini.tial \in-'ish-3l\ adj [MF & L; MF. fr. L initialis, fr. initium
beginning, fr. initus, pp. of inire to go into, fr. in- + ire to go —
more at issue] 1 : of or relating to the beginning : incjpient
2 : placed at the beginning ; first — ini-tial-ly \-'ish-(3-)le\ adv— ini'tiaMiess \-'ish-3l-n9s\ n

sinitia] n l a : the first letter of a name b : a large letter beginning
a text or a division or paragraph 2 : anlage, precursor; specij : a
meristematic cell

3initiai vt ini*tialed or ini>tialled; ini-tiaMng or ini<tial-ling
\-'ish-(3-)Ur)\ : to affix an initial to

lini.ti.ate \in-*ish-e-,at\ vt [LL initiatus, pp. of initiare. fr. L, to
induct, fr. initium] 1 : to sei going : start 2 : to instruct in the
rudiments or principles of something : introduce 3 : to induct
into membership by or as if by special rites syn see begin — ini-
ti-a*tor \-,at-3r\ n

3inl*tiate \in-'ish-Ce-)3t\ adj 1 : initiated 2 obs : relating to an
initiate

3ini.tiate \in-'ish-(e-)3t\ n l : a person who is undergoing or has
passed an initiation 2 : a person who is instructed or adept in some
special field

ini>ti-a>tion \in-,ish-e-'a-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act or an instance of
initiating h : the process of being initiated c ; the rites, ceremonies,
ordeals, or instructions with which one is made a member of a sect
or society or is invested with a particular function or status 2 : the
condition of being an initiate : knowledgeableness

lini.tia-tive \in-'ish-3t-iv\ adj : of or relating to initiation : intro-
ductory, prelinunary

^initiative n l : an introductory step 2 : energy or aptitude dis-
played in initiation of action : enterprise 3 a : the right to initiate
legislative action b : a procedure enabling a specified number of
voters by petition to propose a law and secure its submission to
the electorate or to the legislature for approval — compare referen-
dum

ini-tia.to-ry \in-'ish-(e-)3-,tor-e. -,t6r-\ adj 1 : constituting a
beginning 2 : tending or serving to initiate

in-ject \in-'jekt\ vt [L injectus, pp. of inicere, fr. in- + jacere to
throw — more at jet] 1 a ; to throw, drive, or force in b ; to force
a fluid into for medical purposes 2 : to introduce as an element
or factor in or into some situation or subject— in>ject-able \-'jek-
t9-bsl\ adj — in-jec-tor \-'jek-t3r\ n

in>jec-tion \in-'jek-shan\ /i 1 : an act or Instance of injecting (as

by a syringe or pump) 2 : something (as a medication) that is

injected
ln-ju>di>cIoas \,in-ju-'dish-3s\ adj ; not judicious : indiscreet,
UNWISE — in-ju-di-cious>Iy adv — in-ju-di>clous*ness n

in.junc.tion \in-'jao(k)-shan\ n [MF & LL; MF injonction, fr. LL
injunction-^ injunctio, fr. L injunctus, pp. of injungere to enjoin —
more at enjoin] 1 ; the act or an instance of enjoining : order.
ADMONFTioN 2 I a wi'it granted by a court of equity whereby one
is required to do or to refrain from doing a specified act— injunc-
tive \-'j3o(k)-tiv\ adj

in>|ure \'in-j3r\ vt inour>ing \'inj-(3-)rio\ [back-formation fr.

injury] 1 a : to do an injustice to : wrong ta : to harm, impair, or
tarnish the standing of c : to give pain to <—- a man's pride)
2 a : to inflict bodily hurt on b : to impair the soundness of
c : to inflict material damage or loss on — in«iur>er \'in-J3r-3r\ n
syn HARM, hurt, damage, impair, MAR : injure implies the

inflicting of anything detrimental to one's looks, comfort, health,
success; harm often stresses the inflicting of pain, suffering, or
loss; HURT implies inflicting a wound to the body or to the feeUngs;
damage suggests injury that lowers value or impairs usefulness;
IMPAIR suggests a making less complete or efficient by deterioration
or diminution; mar applies to injury that spoils perfection (as of
a surface) or causes disfigurement

in.jU»ri'OUS \in-'jur-e-as\ adj 1 : inflicting or tending to Inflict

injury : detrimental 2 : abusive, defamatory — in-ju-ri-ouS'ly
adv — in>jQ-ri*ous*ness n

inOU-ry \'inj-(3-)re\ n [ME injurie, fr. L injuria, fr. injurus injurious,
fr. in- + jur-, jus right — more at just] 1 a : an act that damages
or hurts : wrong b ; violation of another's rights for which the
law allows an action to recover damages 2 : hurt, damage, or loss

sustained syn see injustice
in-jus-tice \(*)in-'jas-t3s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L injusritia, fr. injustus

unjust, fr. in- + Justus just] 1 : absence of justice : violation of
right or of the rights of another ; unfairness 2 : an unjust act or
deed
syn INJURY, WRONG, grievance: injustice is the general term

applying to any act Uiat involves unfairness to another or violation

of his rights; injury applies in law specifically to an injustice for

which one may sue to recover compensation; wrong applies also

in law to any act punishable according to the criminal code; it

may apply more generally to any flagrant injustice; grievance
applies to any circumstance or condition that constitutes an injus-

tice to the sufferer and gives him just ground for complaint
link \'iok\ n, often attrib [ME enke, fr. OF, fr. LL encaustum, fr.

neut. of L encaustus burned in, fr. Gk enkaustos, verbal of enkaiein

to bum In — more at encaustic] 1 : a usu. fluid colored material
for writing and printing 2 : the black protective secretion of a
cephalopod — ink>i*nes5 \'iD-ke-n3s\ n — inky \*io-ke\ adj

2ink vt : to put ink on — inkier n
ink.ber.ry \'iok-.ber-e\ n 1 a ; a holly (Hex glabra) of eastern
No. America with evergreen oblong leathery leaves and small
black berries b : pokeweed 2 : the fruit of an inkberry

ink-blot \'iQk-.bl"at\ n : any of several plates showing blots of ink
for use in psychological testing
Tink<horn \'irik-,h60)rn\ n : a small portable bottle of horn or
other material for holding ink

2inkIiorn adj : ostentatiously learned ; pedantic
in-kle \'io-k3l\ n [origin unknown] : a colored linen tape or braid
used for trimming; also : the thread used

in*kling \'io-kho\ n [ME yngkiling, prob. fr. inclen to hint at;
akin to OE inca suspicion, Liih ingis sluggard] 1 : hint, intima-
tion 2 : a slight knowledge or vague notion
iuk>stand \'ir)k-,stand\ n : inkwell; also : a pen and ink stand
ink'Well \'io-.kwel\ n : a container for writing ink
inky cap n : a mushroom (genus Coprinus. esp. C. atramentarius)
whose pileus melts into an inky fluid after the spores have matured

in*laid \'in-'lad\ adj : set into a surface in a decorative design or
decorated with such a design
Un-laud \'in-,Iand, -landX n : the interior part of a country
Finland adj \ chiejiy Brit : not foreign : DOMEsnc 2 : of or relating
to the interior of a country
^inland adv : into or toward the interior
in.land«er X'in-.lan-dar. -l3n-\ n : one who lives inland
in-law \'in-,I6\ n [back-formation fr. mother-in-law, etc.] : a rela-
tive by marriage

lin.Iay \(*)in-'Ia\ vt 1 a ; to set into a surface or ground material
b : to adorn with insertions c : to insert (as a color plate) into a
mat or other reinforcement d : to reinforce (silver-plated ware)
at points of wear with additional silver 2 ; to rub, beat, or fuse
(as wire) into an incision in metal, wood, or stone— in>lay<er n

2ln-Iay \'in-,la\ n 1 : inlaid work or a decorative inlaid pattern
2 : a tooth filling shaped to fit a cavity and then cemented into place

inaet \ 'in-, let, -lat\ n, ojten attrib 1 : an act of letting in 2 a : a
bay or recess in a shore; also : creek b : an opening for intake
3 ; something inlaid

in.li.er \'in-,lT(-3)r\ n l*in + -Her (as in outlier)} 1 : a mass of
rock whose outcrop is surrounded by rock of younger age 2 : a
distinct area or formation completely surrounded by another;
also : enclave

iu-ly \'in-le\ adv 1 : inwardly 2 : intimately, thoroughly
inornate \*in-,mat\ n : one of a family or other group occupying
a single residence; esp : a person confined in an asylum, prison, or
poorhouse

in me.di*as res \In-,mad-e-,'as-'ras\ adv [L, lit., into the midst of
things] : in or into the middle of a narrative or plot

in me*mo<ri-am X.in-ms-'mor-e-am, -'m6r-\ adv [L] ; in memory
of — used esp. in epitaphs

ill-most \'in-,m6st\ adj [ME, fr. OE innemest, superl. of inne, adv.,
in, within, fr. in, adv.] : deepest within
linn \'in\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to ON inni dwelling, inn, OE in, adv,

3

1 a : a public house for the lodging and entertaining of travelers
b ; tavern 2 ; a residence formerly provided for British students
in London
2inn vi : to put up at an inn
in>nards \'in-3rdz\ n pi [alter, of inwards'] 1 : the Internal organs
of a man or animal; esp : viscera 2 : the internal parts of a struc-
ture or mechanism

in.nate \in-'at. 'in-,\ adj [ME innat, fr. L innatus, pp. of innasci to
be bom in, fr. in- + nasci to be bom — more at nation] 1 a : exist-

ing in or belonging to an individual from birth : native b : be-
longing to the essential nature of something : inherent c : orig-
inating in or derived from the mind or the constitution of the intel-

lect rather than from experience 2 obs : internal 3 a : attached
to the apex of the support — compare adnate b : endogenous
C : immersed or embedded in — iii«nate«ly adv — in-nate-ness n
syn innate, inborn, inbrfx>, congenital, hereditary mean not

acquired after birth, innate applies to qualities or characteristics

that are part of one's inner essential nature; inborn suggests a
quality or tendency either actually present at birth or so marked
and deep-seated as to seem so; inbred suggests something acquired
from parents either by heredity or early nurture but in any case
deeply rooted and ingrained; congenffal and hereditary refer to
something acquired before or at birth, congenftal implying ac-

quirement during fetal development, hereditary implying trans-

mission from an ancestor through the germ plasm
in.ner \'in-3r\ adj [ME, fr OE innera, compar. of inne within —
more at inmost] 1 a : situated farther in b : near a center esp. of
Influence 2 : of or relating to the mind or spirit <the ~ life of man)
— inner n — in.ner-ly adv

in.ner-di-rect-ed x.in-ar-da-'rek-tad, -(,)dT-\ adj : directed in

thought and action by one's own scale of values as opposed to

external norms
inner light n, often cap I & L : a. divine presence held (as In Quaker
doctrine) to enlighten and guide the soul
Un.ner-most \'in-3r-.most\ adj ; farthest Inward : inmosf
2innennost n : the inmost part
in.ner-sole \,in-ar-*soi\ n ; insole
inner tube n : tube 3
in.ner-vate \in-'3r-,vat, 'in-(.)3r-\ vt : to supply with nerves
— in-ner-va.tion \.in-(,)ar-'va-sh3n, in-,3r-\ n — In-ner-va-
tion>al \-shnal, -shan-'lX adj

in.nerve \in-'arv\ vt : to give nervous energy or power to

inn>lioId*er \'in-,h61-d3r\ n : innkeeper
induing \'in-ir]\ n [in sense 1. fr. E dial, in to reclaim; in other
senses, fr. z/n] 1 : the reclaiming of land esp. from the sea 2 ; a
baseball team's turn at bat ending with the 3d out; also : a division

of a baseball game consisting of a turn at bat for each team 3 : a
chance or turn for action or accomphshment

inn.keep'er \'in-,ke-par\ n : the landlord of an inn
in>no>cence \'in-3-s3n(tts\ n 1 a : freedom from guilt or sin

through being imacquainted with evil : blamelessness b : freedom
from legal guilt of a particular crime or offense c : GinLELESSNESS,
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siMPUcrrv d : ignorance 2 : one that Is Innocent 3a: bluet
b : a small herb (Collinsia verna of the figwort family) of the cen-
tral U.S. or a related_California herb (C. bicolor)

in.no.cen.cy \-s3n-se\ n : innocence; also ; an innocent action
or quality

in.no.Cent \'in-3-s3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L innocent-, innocens.
fr. in- + nocent-, nocens wicked, fr. prp. of nocere to harm — more
at NOXIOUS] 1 a : free from guilt or sin esp. through lack of knowl-
edge of evil : blameless b : harmless in effect or intention; also
: CANDID c : free from legal guilt or fault; also ; lawful d : lack-
ing something : destitute 2 a : artless, ingenuous 1) : ig-
norant — innocent n — in.no>cent«ly adv
In-nocu-ous \in-'ak-y3-was\ adj [L innocuus, fr. in- + nocere}
1 : working no injury : harmless 2 a : not likely to arouse
animus or give offense b : inoffensive, insipid — ln>noc>u<ous>ly
adv — in-noc-u*ous*ness n
Inn ol Court 1 : one of four sets of buildings in London belonging
to four societies of students and practitioners of the law 2 : one
of four societies that alone admit to practice at the English bar

ln>noni>i<nate \in-'am-3-nat\ adj [LL innominatus, fr. L in- +
nominatus, pp. of nominate to nominate] ; having no name : \jh-
NAMED; also : anonymous
innominate bone n : the large flaring bone that makes a lateral
half of the pelvis in mammals and Is composed of the ilium, ischium,
and pubis which are consolidated into one bone in the adult

in>no>vat6 \'in-3-.vat\ vb [L innovatus, pp. of innovate, fr. in- +
novus new — more at new] vt : to introduce as or as if new '« vi

: to make changes — imnO'Va-tive \-.vat-iv\ adj — in>no<va>tor
\-,vat-ar\ n — in*no>va*to>ry \*in-»-va-,tor-e, in-'o-va-, -.tor-;

'in-3-,vat-3-re\ adj
in>no>va<tion \,in-3-'va-sh3n\ n 1 : the introduction of something
new 2 : a new idea, method, or device : novelty
iin>nu*en.do \,in-y3-'wen-(,)d5\ n, pi innuendos or innuendoes
[L, by hinting, fr, innuere to hint, fr. in- + nuere to nod — more at
numen] 1 : an oblique allusion : hint, insinuation; esp : a veiled
or equivocal reflection on character or reputation 2 ; a paren-
thetical explanation introduced into the text of a legal document
^Innuendo vi ; to make an innuendo -^ v/ ; to insinuate by an
innuendo

in.nu.mer.a.ble \in-'(y)um-f3-lr3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. L innumer-
abilis, fr. in- + numerabiiis numerable] : too many to be numbered
; COUNTLESS — in*nu.nier-a.ble.ness n — iu>nu<nier>a*bly
\-ble\ ady

in.nu.mer.OUS \-(30r3s\ adj [L innumerus, fr. in- -)- numerus
number — more at nimble] ; innumerable

in-nu-tri-tion \,in-{n)(.y)ii-'trish-3n\ n ; failure of nourishment
in*nu*tri<tious VssX adj : not nutritious
in-ob.ser.vance \,in-3b-'z3r-v3n(t)s\ n [F & L: F, fr. L inob-
servantia, fr. in- + observantia observance] 1 : lack of attention
; HEEDLESSNESS 2 I failure to fulfill : nonobservance — in-ob-
ser>vant \-v3nt\ adj

in.ocu-lant \in-'ak-y3-l3nt\ n : INOCULUM
in.ocU'late \-.lat\ vr [ME inoculaten to insert a bud In a plant, fr.

L inoculatus, pp. of inoculare, fr. in- + oculus eye, bud — more at

EYE] 1 a : to communicate a disease to by introducing its causative
agent into the tissues b : to introduce (as an infective agent) into
(as for growth) c : to treat (as seed) with bacteria usu. to stimulate
nitrogen fi.xation 2 : to introduce something into the mind of
syn see infuse — ln>oc-u*la'tive \-,lat-iv\ adj — in*oc*u*la*tor
\-.iat-ar\ n

in-ocu.la.tion \in-,ak-ya-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process or
an instance of inoculating; esp ; the introduction of a pathogen
or antigen into a living organism to stimulate the production of
antibodies 2 ; inoculum
in.ocu.lum \in-'ak-y3-l3m\ n, pi in.ocu-la \-l3\ [NL, fr. L
inocularel : material used for inoculation

in>of*fen'5ive \,in-a-'fen(t)-&iv\ adj 1 : causing no harm or injury
2 a ; giving no provocation : peaceable b ; unobjectionable to
the senses — in-oMen.sive-ly adv — in-of>fen>sive-ness n

In.Qp.er.a.ble \(')in-'ap-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj [prob. fr. F inoperable}
1 ; not suitable for suigery 2 ; not operable

in.op.er*a.tive \-'ap-(3-)r3t-iv, -'ap-3-,rat-\ adj : not functioning
— in-op-er-a-tiveoiess n

ln>oper°cu>late \,in-o-'p3r-ky3-l3t\ adj : having no operculum— inoperculate n
in.op.por-tune \(,)in-,ap-3r-'tCy)iin\ adj [L inopponunus, fr. in- +
opportunus opportune] : inconvenient, unseasonable — in>op-
por-tune-ly adv — in*op*por<tune>ness V't(y)Un-n3s\ n

in order that conj : thap
ln*0r<dl>nate \in-'brd-=n-3t, -'6rd-n3t\ adj [ME inordinat, fr. L
inordinatus, fr. in- + ordinatus, pp. of ordinare to arrange — more
at ordain] 1 : unregulated, disorderly 2 : exceeding reason-
able limits : immoderate syn see excessive — in<or*di-nate-ly
adv — in'Or-di-nate-ness n

in-or.gan.ic \,in-(,)6r-'gan-ik\ adj 1 a (1) : being or composed of
matter other than plant or animal : mineral (2) : forming or
belonging to the inanimate world b : of, relating to, or dealt
with by a branch of chemistry concerned with substances not usu.
classed as organic 2 : not arising from natural growth : artificial;
also : lacking structure, character, or viiaUty — in*or°gan>i>cal>ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

in<os*CU*late \in-'as-ky3-,lat\ vb ; to unite by apposition or con-
tact : blend — in<os>cu*la*tion \(,)in-,as-ky3-'la-sh3n\ n

ino<si*tol \in-'6-s3-,tol, I-'no-, -,tol\ n [ISV, fr. inosits inositol, fr.

Gk inos. gen. of is sinew — more at wrrnv] : any of nine crystalline
stereoisomeric cyclic alcohols CsHsCOHU; esp : one that Is a
component of the vitamin B complex and a Upotropic agent and
occurs widely in plant and animal tissues

in>pa*tient \'in-,pa-sh3nt\ n : a hospital patient who receives
lodging and food as well as treatment

in per.so.nam \.in-p3r-*so-.nam. -,nam\ adv (or adj) [LL]
1 : against a particular person 2 : against the person rather than a
thing

in pet.to \In-'pet-C,)o\ adv (or adj) [It, lit., In the breast] 1 : in
private : secretly 2 : in miniature

ln<phase \'in-.faz\ adj [fr. the phrase in phase"] : being of the same
electrical phase
in.pour \(')in-'p5f3)r, -'p6(3)r\ vb : to pourjn
in pro-pria per-S0<na \in-,pr6-pre-a-par-'so-n3\ adv [ML] : in
one's own person or character

in-put \'in-,pilt\ n 1 : something that Is put In; esp : an amount
put in : power or energy put into a machine or system for storage
or for conversion in kind or conversion of characteristics 2 : the
terminal for an electrical input 3 : information fed into a com-
puter or accounting machine 4 ! the act or process of putting in
in.quest \'in-,kwest\ n [ME, fr. OF enqueste, fr. (assumed) VL
inquaestus. pp. of inquaerere to inquire] 1 a : a judicial or official
inquiry or examination esp. before a jury b : a body of men (as
a jury) assembled to hold such an inquiry c : the finding of the
jury upon such inquiry or the document recording it 2 : inquiry,
investigation
In.qiU.etude \(')in-'kwT-3-,t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF. fr.

LL inquietudo, fr. L inquietus disturbed, fr. in- ¥ quietus quiet]
: disquietude

in>qul-line Vin-kws-.lm, 'io-N n [L inquilinus tenant, lodger, fr.

in- -h colere to cultivate, dwell — more at wheel] : an animal that
lives habitually in the nest or abode of some other species —
inquiline adj — in-qui>lin>ism \-l3-.niz-3m\ n — in<qai>lin*l*ty
\,in-kw3-'lin-3t-e, ,io-\ n — in>qul<li>noas \-'lT-n3S\ adj

in-quire \in-'kwi(a)r\ vb [ME enquiren, fr. OF enquerre, fr. (as-
sumed) VL inquaerere, alter, of L inquxrere. fr. in- 4- quaerere
to seek] vr 1 : to ask about 2 ; to search into : investigate
•^ vi 1 : to put a question 2 : to make investigation or inquiry
syn see ask — in*quir>er n — in-quir-lng-ly \-io-le\ adv — in-
quire alter ; to ask about the health of

in-qui-ry \'in-,kwT(3)r-c, in-'; 'in-kwg-re, 'io-\ n 1 ; a request for
information 2 : a systematic investigation of a matter of public

tn<qui>si*tion N.in-kwa-'zish-snX n [ME inquisicioun, fr. MF in-

fuisition, fr. L inquisition-, inquisitio, fr. inquisitus, pp. of inquirere"]

: the act of inquiring 2 : a judicial or official inquiry or examina-
tion usu. before a jury; also ; the finding of the jury 3 a cap : a
former Roman Catholic tribunal for the discovery and punishment
of heresy b : an investigation conducted with little regard for
individual rights c ; a severe questioning — in>qul-siotion-al
\-'zish-n3l. -3n-'l\ adj

lll>quis*i>tive \in-'kwiz-3t-iv\ adj 1 : given to examination or
investigation 2 : questioning; esp : prying syn see curious— in.quis-i-tive.ly adv — in*quis-i*tive>ness n

in>quls*i*tor \in-'kwiz-3t-3r\ n : one who inquires or makes in-
quisition — in-quis-i-to-ri-al \(,)in-,kwiz-3-'t6r-e-3l, -'tor-X adj —
In-quis-i'to-ri-aMy \-e-3-le\ adv

in re \in-'re, -'ra\ prep [L] : in the matter of ; concerning, re
in rem \-'rem\ adv {or adj) [LL] : against a thing (as a right, status,
property) — compare in personam

in*road \'in-,rod\ n 1 : a sudden hostile Incursion : raid 2 : a
destructive encroachment

in<nish \'in-,r3sh\ n : a crowding or flooding in : influx
in<sal>i>Tate \in-'sal-3-,vat\ vt : to mix (food) with saliva by
mastication — in>sal*i>va*tlon \(,)in-.sal-3-'va-sh3n\ n

in-sa.lU.bri-OUS \,in(t)-S3-'lu-bre-3s\ adj [L insalubris, fr. in- -H

salubris healthful — more at safe] : unwholesome, noxious— in-sa-lu»bri-_ty \-brat-e\ n
in-sane \i'iin-'san\ adj [L insanus, fr. in- -f- sanus sane] 1 : ex-
hibiting insanity : mad 2 : used by, typical of, or intended for
insane persons 3 : foolish, wild — in.sane. ly adv — tn.sane-
ness \-'san-n3s\ n

in>san'i.tary XOin-'san-a-.ter-eX adj : unclean enough to endanger
health : contaminated

in.san.i.ty \in-'san-3t-e\ n 1 a : unsoundness or derangement of
the mind usu. occurring as a specific disorder (as schizophrenia)
and usu. excluding such states as mental deficiency, psychoneurosis,
and various character disorders b : a mental disorder 2 : such
unsoundness of mind or lack of understanding as prevents one
from having the mental capacity required by law to enter into
a particular relationship, status, or transaction or as excuses one
from criminal or civil responsibility 3 a : extreme folly or un-
reasonableness b : something utterly foolish or unreasonable
syn iNSANFFY, lunacy, psychosis, mania, dementia denote

serious mental disorder insanffy implies unfitness to manage one's
own affairs or safely enjoy liberty; lunacy usu. implies periodic
disorder or alternating madness and lucidity; psychosis is the
technical psychiatric term for a serious and prolonged behavioral
disorder; mania implies insanity but is often used specifically of
one of the spells of excitement that characterize some psychoses:
dementia is a technical psychiatric term that denotes mental
deterioration whether psychogenic in origin or resulting from
damage to brain tissue

in.sa.tia.bil'i.ty \(,)in-,sa-sh3-'bil-3t-c\ n : the quality or state
of being insatiable

in.sa.tia.ble \('^in-'sa-sh3-b3l\ adj [ME insaciable, fr. MF. fr. L
insatiahilis, fr. in- + satiare to satisfy — more at satiate] : in-

capable of being satisfied : quenchless — in.sa.tia.ble.ness n— in-sa-tia.bly \-b]^e\ adv
in.sa.tlate X-'sa-shfe-latX adj : not satiated or satisfied; also

: insatiable — in-sa-tiate-ly adv — in.sa.tiate.ness n
in-scribe \in-'skrTb\ vt [L inscribere. fr. in- -{- scribere to write— more at scribe] 1 a : to write, engrave, or print as a lasting
record b : to enter on a list : enroll c : to write (letters or other
characters) in a particular format in cryptoeraphy 2 a : to write,

engrave, or print characters upon b ; to autograph or address as a
gift 3 : to dedicate to someone 4 : to draw within a figure so as to
touch in as many places as possible 5 Brit ; to register the name
of the holder of (a security) — In.scrib.er n

in.SCriP'tion \in-'skrip-sh9n\ n [ME inscripcioun, fr L inscription-,

inscripiio, fr. inscriptus, pp. of inscribere'] la: something that is

inscribed; also : ttfle, superscription b : epigraph 2 c : the
wording on a coin, medal, or seal : legend 2 : the dedication of a
book or work of art 3a: the act of inscribing b ; the entering
of a name on or as if on a list : enrollment 4 Brit a : the act of
inscribing securities Xt pi : inscribed securities — in.scrip-tion-al
\-shn3l, -sh3n-^l\ adj

in.scroll \in-'skr61\ vt : to write on a scroll : record
in.scru.ta-bil.i-ty \(,)in-.skriit-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being inscrutable

in.scru.ta.ble \in-'skrut-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. LL inscrutabilis, fr. L
in- -»- scrutari to search — more at scRimNY] : not readily under-
stood : enigmatic syn see mysterious — in.scru.ta.ble.ness n— ln.scru*ta*bly \-ble\ adv



insculp 437 insolubly
in.SCUlp \in-'sk3lp\ vt [ME insculpen. It. L insculpere, fr. in- +
sculpere to carve — more at shelf] archaic : engrave, sculpture
in-seam \'in-,sem\ n : an inner seam of a garment or shoe
ill'Sect \'in-,sekt\ n [L insectum, fr. neut. of insectus, pp. of
insecare to cut into, fr. in-

+ secare to cut — more at
SAW] 1 a ; any of numer-
ous small invertebrate ani-
mals (as spiders or centi-
pedes) that are more or
less obviously segmented
b : any of a class (In-
secta) of arthropods (as
bugs or bees) with welU
defined head, thorax, and
abdomen, only three pairs
of lefis, and typically one
or two pairs of wings
2 : any of various small
animals (as earthworms or
turtles) 3 : a trivial or

nptible pe

eye, 4 antenna, 5 compound eye, 6
prothorax, 7 tympanum, 8 wing. 9
ovipositor, 10 spiracles, Jl abdomen,

12 metathorax, 13 mesothoraxinsect adj
iii«sec.ta.ry\'in-.sek-ta-
in-'\ or in.sectar-Mun \,in-,sek-'ter-e-3m\ n, pi insectaries
or in-sec.tar-ia \,in-,sek-'ter-e-a\ ; a place for the keeping or
rearing of living insects

in.sectl-ci.dal \(,)in-.sek-t3-*sTd-'l\ adJ 1 : destroying or con-
trolling insects 2 : of or relating to an insecticide — in'SeC'ti-ci-
dal'Iy \--"l-e\ adv

in.secti.cide \in-'sek-t3-.sTd\ n [ISV] : an agent that destroys

in-sec.ti.fuge \-ta-,fy'uj\ n : an insect repellent
in>sec>tile \in-'sek-t^I, -,til\ adj : resembling or being an insect;
esp ; consisting of insects

in-secti-vore \in-'sek-t3-,vo(3)r, -,v6(3)r\ n [deriv. of L insectum
+ -vorus -vorous] 1 : any of an order (Insectivorat of mammals
comprising the moles, shrews, hedgehogs, and related forms that
are mostly small, insectivorous, and nocturnal 2 : an insectivorous
plant or animal

in-sec.tiv>0<rous \,in-.sek-'tiv-(3-)r3s\ adj ; depending on insects
as food

in-se-cure \,in(t)-si-'kyu(3)r\ adj [ML insecurus, fr. L in- +
securus secure] 1 : uncertain, unsure 2 : unprotected,
UNSAFE 3 : LOOSE, SHAKY 4 : lacking stability : infirm — in-
se-oure*ly adv — iii*se*Gure>ne5S " ~ in'Se.cU'ii-ty V'kyiir-
&t-e\ n

ill'Seni'i-nate \in-'sem-3-,nat\ v/ [L inseminatus, pp. of inseminare,
fr. in- 4- semin-, semen seed — more at semen] 1 a : sow b : to
sow in 2 : to introduce semen into the genital tract of (a female)
syn see implant — in-sem.ivna.tion \(,)in-,sem-3-'na-sh3n\ n

ill>sem>i>na>tor \in-'sem-a-,nat-3r\ n : one that inseminates cattle
artificially

in-sen.sate \(')in-'sen-.sat\ adj [LL insensatus, fr. L in- + LL
sensatus having sense, fr. L sensus sense] 1 : lacking animate
awareness or sensation 2 : lacking sense or understanding; also
: FOOLTSH 3 : BRUTAL, INHUMAN — iu>5en*5ate'ly adv — in-
sen.sate«ness n

in.sen.si-bil.i.ty \(,)in-,sen(t)-s3-'bil-at-e\ n : the quaUty or state
of being insensible

in.sen.si.ble \(')in-'sen(t)-sa-b3l\ adj {ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L
insensibilis, fr. in- + sensibilis sensible] 1 : incapable or bereft
of feeling or sensation: as a ; inanimate, insentient <--^ earth)
b ; UNCONSCIOUS C : lacking sensory perception i^^ to pain);
also : deprived of such perception or ability to react {^ from cold)
2 : imperceptible; broadly : slight, gradual {^ motion) 3 ar-
chaic ; stupid, senseless 4 : apathetic, indifferent (-^ to fear);
also : unaware (-^ of their danger) 5 : not intelligible : mean-
ingless 6 : lacking delicacy or refinement — in«sen-si*t)le»ness n— in*seu<si'bly \-bIe\ adv

in.sen.si-tive \(')in-'sen(t)-s9t-iv, -•sen(t)-stiv\ adj : not sensitive;
esp : lacking feeling — in«sen>si>tive*ly adv — in*sen'Si.tive-
ness or in.sen'Si'tiV'i'ty \(,)in-,5en(t)-s3-'tiv-3t-e\ n

in-sen-tience \C)in-'sen-ch(e-)9n(t)s\ n : the quaUty or state of
_
being insentient

in-S^n.tient \-ch(e-)ant\ adj : lacking perception, consciousness,
or animation

in.sep.a.ra.bil.i-ty \(,)in-,sep-(3-)r3-'biI-at-e\ n : the quality or
state of being inseparable

in.sep.a.ia-ble \{')in-'sep-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. L inseparabilis,
fr. in- + separabilis separable] : incapable of being separated or
disjoined — inseparable n — in<sep>a>ra>ble*nes5 n ~ in-sep-
a-ra-hly \-ble\ adv
lin.sert \in-'s3rt\ vb [L insertus, pp. of inserere, fr. in- + serere
to join — more at series] vt 1 : to put or thrust in 2 : to put or
introduce into the body of something : interpolate 3 : to set in
and make fast; esp : to insert by sewing between two cut edges -^ vi,

oj a muscle : to be in attachment to the part to be moved syn see
INTRODUCE — in-sert-er n

2in.sert \'in-,s3rt\ n : something that is inserted or is for insertion;
esp : written or printed material inserted (as between the leaves of a
book)

in>ser>tion \in-'s3r-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of inserting
2 : something that is inserted: as a : the part of a muscle that
inserts b : the mode or place of attachment of an organ or part
c ; embroidery or needlework inserted as ornament between two
pieces of fabric d : a single appearance of an advertisement —
in>ser>tlon*aI X-shnsl, -sh3n-=l\ adj

in<ses>SO>ri<al \,in-,se-'sor-e-3l, -'s6r-\ adj [L iitsessus, pp. of
insidere to sit on] : perching or adapted for perching
iin>set \'in-,set\ « 1 a : a place where something flows in : chan-
nel b : a setting or flowing in 2 : something that is inset: as
a : a small graphic represeniation (as a map or picture) set within
the compass of a larger one b : a piece of cloth set into a garment
for decoration c ; a part or section of a utensil that fits into an
outer part

2in.set \'in-.set, in-'\ vt inset or in>5et>ted: in>set>ting : to set
in : insert as an Inset

lin-shore \'in-'sho(3)r, -•shd(3)r\ adj 1 : situated or carried on
near shore 2 ; moving toward shore

^inshore adv ; to or toward shore
lin.side \Oin-'sTd, 'in-.X « 1 : an inner side or surface 2 a : an
interior or internal part : the part within b : inward nature,
thoughts, or feeling c : viscera, entrails ~ usu. used in pi.
3 a : a position of power or confidence b slang : confidential in-
formation — inside adj

^inside prep l a : in or into the interior of b : on the inner side of
2 : before the end of : wrrniN <"- an hour)

3inside adv l : on the inner side 2 : in or into the interior
inside of prep : inside
in<sid*er \(')in-*sTd-3r\ n : a person who is in a position of power
or has access to confidential information

inside track n 1 : the inner side of a curved racecourse 2 : an
advantageous competitive position

in<sid-i>ous \in-'sid-e-3s\ adj [L insidiosus, fr. insidiae ambush,
fr. insidere to sit in, sit on, fr. in- + sedere to sit — more at sit]
1 a : awaiting a chance to entrap : treacherous b : harmful but
enticmg : seductive 2 a : having a gradual and cumulative
effect : subtle \j oj a disease : developing so gradually as to be
well established before becoming apparent — iu*sid*i*ous>ly adv— in'Sid*i'OUS<ness n

in*siglit \*in-,sTt\ n 1 : the power or act of seeing Into a situation
: penetration 2 : the act of apprehending the inner nature of
things or of seeing intuitively syn see discernment

in.sig.nia \in-'sig-ne-3\ or in-sig-ne \-(,)ne\ n, pi in.sig.nia or
in.sig.ni-as [L imignia, pi. of insigne mark, badge, fr. neut. of
insignis marked, distinguished, fr. in- + signum mark, sign] 1 : a
badge of authority or honor : emblem 2 : a distinguishing mark
or sign

in-sig.nif.i.cance \.ln(t)-sig-'nif-i-k3n(t)s\ n : the quality or

an in-

state of being insignificant
in.sig.nif.i.can.cy \-k3n-se\ n l : insignificance
significant thing or person

in.sig.nif.i-cant \-k3nt\ adj : not significant: as a : lacking
meaning or import : inconsequential b : inconsiderable,
unimportant c : lacking weight, position, or influence : con-
temptible d : little, small — in>sig*nif>i*cant*ly adv
in>Sin*cere \,ln(t)-sin-'si(3)r, -s9n-\ adj [L insincerus, fr. in- +
sincerus sincere] : not sincere : HYPOCRmcAL — in*sin>cere-Iy
adv — in'Sin-cer-i'ty \-'ser-at-e, -'sir-\ n

in-Sin-U>ate \in-'sin-y3-,wat\ vb [L insinuatus, pp. of insinuare, fr,

in- + sinuare to bend, curve, fr. sinus curve] vt 1 a : to introduce
(as an ideal gradually or in a subtle, indirect, or covert way
b : HINT, IMPLY 2 : to introduce (as oneself) by stealthy, smooth,
or artful means -^ vi 1 archaic ; to enter gently, slowly, or im-
perceptibly : creep 2 archaic ; to ingratiate oneself syn see
introduce, suggest — in-sin>u>a>tive \-,wat-iv\ adj — in>sin-
u>a-tor \-,wat-9r\ n

in.sin.u-at'ing adj 1 : tending gradually to cause doubt, distrust,
or change of outlook <'^ remarks) 2 : winning favor and con-
fidence by imperceptible_ degrees ('^ voice) : ingratiating —
in-sin-u.at'ing'ly \-io-le\ adv

in.sin.u.a.tion \(,)in-,sin-y3-'wa-sh3n\ n 1 : a subtly made
suggestion ; innuendo 2 : the artful pursuit of favor

in>Sip*id \in-'sip-3d\ adj [F & LL; F insipide. fr. LL insipidus, fr.

L in- + sapidus savory, fr. sapere to taste — more at sage] 1 : lack-
ing taste or savor : tasteless 2 : lacking in qualities that interest,
stimulate, or challenge : dull, flat —_ in*si-pid-i-ty \,in(t)-s9-
'pid-3i-e\ n — in-sip-id-ly \in-'sip-3d-le\ adv
syn vapid, flat, jejune, banal, inane: insipid implies a lack of

sufficient taste or savor to please or interest; vapid suggests a
want of liveliness, force, or spirit; flat implies extreme vapidness:
jejune suggests a lack of rewarding or satisfying substance; banal
stresses the complete absence of freshness, novelty, or immediacy;
INANE implies a want of significance or cogency

in-Sip.i.ence \in-'sip-e-an(t)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L insipientia

folly, fr. insipient-, insipiens, fr. in- + sapient-, sapiens sapient]
archaic : lack of intelligence : srupiDrrY — in-sip'i>ent \-3nt\ adj

in»SiSt \in-'sist\ vb [MF or L; MF insister, fr. L insistere to stand
upon, persist, fr. in- + sistere to stand; akin to L stare to stand— more at stand] vi 1 : to take a resolute stand or course 2 : per-
sist -^ vr : to take a firm stand about i-^ed that we come in)

in-sis-tence \in-'sis-t9n(t)s\ also in.sis-ten.cy \-t3n-se\ n ; the
act of insisting; also : an insistent atiiiude or quality ; urgency

in>sis>tent \in-'sis-t3nt\ adj [L insistent-, insisiens, prp, of in-

sistere} : disposed to insist : pertinacious — in'SiS'tent-ly adv
in si.tU V"-'sT-(.)tu, -'si-; -sich-(,)u\ adv (or adj) [L, in position]

: in the natural or original position
in.so.cia*bil>i>ty \(,)m-,s6-sh3-'bil-3t-e\ n : lack of sociability

in.SO.Gia<ble \(')in-'s6-sh9-b3l\ adj [L insociabilis,Jr. in- + socia-

bills sociable] : not sociable — in<so>cia-hly \-ble\ adv
iU'SO'far \,in(t)-sa-'far\ adv : to such extent or degree
insofar as Vin(t)-s3-,far-3z\ conj : to the extent or degree that

in.SQ.late \'in(t)-(.)so-,lat, in-'so-\ vt [L insolatus, pp. of insolare,

fr. in- + sol sun — more at solar] ; to expose to the sun's rays

in.so>la*tion \,in(tV(,)so-'la-sh3n, in-,s6-\ n 1 : the act or an
instance of insolating 2 : sunstroke 3 a : solar radiation that has
been received b ; the rate of delivery of all direct solar energy per
unit of horizontal surface

in.sole \'in-,sol\ n 1 ; an inside sole of a shoe 2 : a loose thin
strip placed inside a shoe for warmth or comfort

in.so-lence \'in(t)-s(3-)l3n(t)s\ n : a haughty attitude or insulting act

in>so«lent \-l3nt\ adj [ME, fr. L insolent-, insolens: akin to L inso-
lescere to grow haughty] 1 : arrogant in speech or conduct
; overbearing 2 : exhibiting boldness or effrontery ; impudent
syn see proud — insolent n -— in*sO'Ient<ly adv

in.sol.u.bil.i'ty \(,)in-,sal-y3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being insoluble: as a ; indissolubility b : inexplicability

in.sol.U'ble \(')in-'sal-y3-b3l\ adj [ME insolible, fr. L insolubilis,

fr. in- + solvere to free, dissolve — more at solve] : not soluble: as
a archaic ; indissoluble b : having or admitting of no solution or
explanation c : incapable of or only with difficulty being dissolved
in a liquid — insoluble n — in>sol>u*ble>ness n — iu-sol>u*bly
\-ble\ adv

® kitten; er further; a back;
I) sing; flow; 6 flaw; 6i (
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insolvable 438 insfrumenfal

in>solv<aT)le \(')ln-'sal-v3-b3l, -'sdlA ad) : admitting no solution
— in>solv-ably \-ble\ adv

in<sol>ven<cy \(')in-'sal-v3n-se\ n : the fact or state of being insol-
vent

in>sol*vent \-v3nt\ adj 1 a : unable or having ceased to pay debts
as they fall due in the usual course of business; specij : having lia-

bilities in excess of a reasonable market value of assets held b : in-

sufficient to pay all debts <an ~ estate) c : impoverished, defi-
ciENT 2 : relating to or for the relief of insolvents — insolvent n

in.som>nia \in-'sam-ne-3\ n [L, fr. insomnis sleepless, fr. in- +
somniis sleep] : prolonged and usu^abnormal inability to obtain ade-
quate sleep — ln*som<ni>ac \-ne-,ak\ adj or n
in>so-much \,in{t)-s3-'m3ch\ adv : so much : to such a degree : so
Insomuch as \'in(i)-s3-,msch-a2\ conj : inasmuch as
in*sou.ci*ance \in-'sii-se-3n(t)s, a"-siJs-ya"s\ n [F] : a lighthearted
unconcern : nonchalance — in*sou*ci-ant \in-'sij-se-ant, a"-
siis-ya"\ adj — in*S0U'Ci>ant-Iy \in-'sii-se-3nt-le\ adv

insoul var oj ensoul
in*span \in-'span, 'in-A vb [ Afrik, fr. D inspannen'] chiejly southern
Ajrica : YOKE, harness

in-spect \in-'spekt\ vb [L inspectus, pp. of inspicere, fr. in- +
specere to look — more at spy] vt 1 : to view closely in critical

appraisal : look over 2 : to examine officially ^ vi : to make an
examination syn see scrutinize — in-speC'tive \-'spck-tiv\ adj

in*spec4ion \in-'spek-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of inspecting : examina-
tion 2 : a checking or testing of an individual against established
standards

in. spec-tor \in-'spek-t3r\ n 1 z a person employed to inspect some-
thing 2 a : a police officer who is in charge of a number of pre-
cincts and ranks below a superintendent or deputy superintendent
h : a person appointed to oversee a polling place — in-spec.tor-ate
\-tf3-)rat\ n — in*spec>tor>ship \-t3r-,ship\ n

inspector general n : an officer of a military corps of inspectors that
investigates and reports on organizational matters

inspliere var oJ ensphere
in<spi<ra*tion \,in(tvsp3-'ra-sh3n, -(.)spir-'a-shon\ n 1 : the act of
inspiring 2 : the act of inhaling or drawing in; specij : the drawing
of air into the lungs 3 : the act or power of moving the intellect or
emotions 4 a : the quality or state of being inspired b ; something
that is inspired 5 : an inspiring agent or influence — jn«spi-ra-
tion-al \-shn3l. -sh3n-'l\ «rfj — in-spi-ra-tion-aMy \-e\ adv

in<spi>ra-tor \'in(t)-sp3-,rat-ar\ n : one that inspires or inhales
in.spi-ra-to.ry \(')in-'spT-r3-,t6r-e. -.t6r-\ adj : relating to, used
for, or associated with inspiration

in. spire \in-'spT(3)r\ vb [ME inspiren, fr. MF & L; MP inspirer, ft.

L iiispirare, fr. in- -t- spirare to breathe — more at spirit] vt 1 a ar-

chaic : to breathe or blow into or upon b archaic : to infuse (as

hfe) by breathing 2 : inhale 1 3 a : to influence, move, or guide
by divine or supernatural inspiration b : to exert an animating,
enlivening, or exalting influence upon c : affect 4 a : to com-
municate to an agent supernaturally b : create, elicit 5 : to
bring about : occasion; also : incite 6 : to spread (rumor) by
Indirect means or through the agency of another ^^ vi 1 ; to impart
inspiration 2 : inhale — in-spir-er n

in.splr.it \in-'spir-3t\ vt : animate, hearten
lin-spiS'Sate \in-'spis-3_t, 'in(t}-sp3-.sat\ or in.spis-sat-ed \in-
'spis-,at-ad, 'in(t)-sp3-,sat-\ adj [LL inspissatus, pp. of inspissare,

fr. L in- + spissus thick; akin to Gk spidios extended, L spaiium
space — more at speed] : thickened in consistency; broadly : made
thick, heavy, or intense

2in.spis.sate \in-'spis-,at, 'in('t)-sp3-,sat\ vb : condense, thicken— in.spis.sa.tion \,_in(t)-sp3-'sa-sh3nj^ (,)in-,spis-'a-\ n — in-
spis.sa.tor \in-'spis-,at-9r, 'in(t)-sp3-.sat-\ n

in.sta.bll'i'ty \,in(t)-st3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quaUty or state of being
unstable

in-Sta-bie \(')in-'sta-b3l\ adj [MP or L; MF, fr. L instabilis, fr. in-

+ stabilis stable] : unstable
in.stall or in.stal \in-*st6l\ vt in-stalled; in.stall.ing [MP
installer, fr. ML installare, fr. L in- -f- ML stallitm, stall, fr. OHG
staU 1 a : to place in office or dignity by seating in a stall or official

seat b : to induct into an office, rank, or order 2 : to establish in
an indicated place, condition, or status 3 : to set up for use or
service — in.stall.er n

in.staMa.tion \,in(t)-sta-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of installing : the
state of being installed 2 : something that is installed for use
3 : a military camp, fort, or base
Un. Stall.ment or in.stal.ment \in-'st6l-m3nt\ n : installation 1

^installment also instalment n [alter, of earlier estallment pay-
ment by installment, deriv. of OF estaler to place, fix, fr. estal place,
of Gmc origin; akin to OHG stal place, stall] 1 : one of the parts
into which a debt is divided when payment is made at intervals
2 a ; one of several parts (as of a publication) presented at intervals
b : one part of a serial story — installment adj
installment plan n : a system of paying for goods by installments
lin-stance \'in(l)-st3n(t)s\ n 1 a archaic : urgent or earnest solici-

tation b : instigation, request 2 a archaic : exception b : an
lllusirative case c obs : token, sign d obs : detail, circumstance
3 : the institution and prosecution of a lawsuit : suit 4 : an event
that is part of a process or series
syn CASE. ILLUSI RATION, EXAMPLE, SAMPLE, SPECIMEN: INSTANCE

applies to any individual person, act, or thing that may be offered
in support or disproof of a general statement; case is used to direct
attention to a real or assumed occurrence or situation that is to be
considered, studied, or dealt with; illustration applies to an
instance offered as a means of clarifying or illuminating a general
statement; example applies to a typical, representative, or illustra-

tive instance or case; sample implies a part or unit taken at random
fiom a larger whole and .so presumed to be typical of its qualities;
spec iMEN applies to any example or sample whether representative
or merely existent and available— for instance : as an example
^instance vt 1 : to illustrate or demonstrate by an instance 2 : to
mention as a case or example ; cfte

in.Stanley \'in(t)-st3n-se\ n 1 : urgency, insistence 2 : near-
ness, IMMINENCE 3 : IMMEDIATENESS. INSTANTANEOUSNESS
Un. Slant \'in.t)-st3ni\ n [ME. fr. ML instant-, instans, fr. instant-,
insfans, adj , instant, fr. L] 1 : an infinitesimal space of time
; MOMENT 2 : the present or current month

ainstant adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L instant-, instans, fr. prp. of
instare to stand upon, urge, fr. in- 4- stare to stand — more at

stand] 1 : importunate, urgent 2 a : present, current b : of
or occurring in the present month 3 : immediate, direct 4 a : pre-
mixed or precooked for easy final preparation b : immediately
soluble in water — in.stant.ness n

in.Stan.ta.neous \.in{t)-stan-'ta-ne-3S. -ny3s\ adj [ML instan-
laneus. fr. instant-, instans n.] 1 : done, occurring, or acting with-
out any perceptible duration of time 2 : done without any delay
being introduced purposely 3 : occurring or present at a particular
instant <~ velocity) — in.stan>ta-neous.ly adv — in<stan-ta-
neous.ness n

in>stan>ter \in-'stant-3r\ adv [ML, fr. instant-, instans'i : at once
in.stan.ti.ate \in-'stan-che-,at\ vt ; to represent (an abstraction)
by a concrete instance — in.stan.tl*a.tion \(,)in-,stan-che-'a-
sh3n\ n
lin.stant'ly \'in(t)-st3nt-le\ adv 1 : importunately, urgently
2 : without the least delay ; immediately

2instantly conj : as soon as
in.Star \'in-.star\ n [NL, fr. L, equivalent, figure; akin to L
instare to stand upon] ; a stage in the life of an insect or other
arthropod between two successive molts; also ; an individual in a
specified instar

in.state \in-'stat\ vt 1 : to set or establish in a rank or office
: install 2 obs a : invest, endow b : bestow, confer

in sta-tu quo \in-,sta-C,)tii-'kwo, -.sta-; -.stach-(,)u-\ [NL, lit., in
the stale in which] : in the former or same state

in.stau.ra.tion X.in-.sto-'ra-shsn. ,in(t)-st3-\ n [L i

stauratio, fr. instouratus, pp. of insiaurare to renew, __

at store] 1 : restoration after decay, lapse, or dilapidation 2 : an
act of instituting or establishing something

in.stead \in-'sted\ adv 1 : as a substitute or equivalent 2 : as an
alternative to something expressed or implied : rather

instead ol \in-.sted-3(v), -,stid-\ prep [ME in sled oj] : as a sub-
stitute for or alternative to

in*Step \'in-,step\ n 1 : the arched middle portion of the human
foot in front of the ankle joint; esp : its upper surface 2 : the part
of the hind leg of the horse between the hock and the pastern joint
3 : the part of a shoe or stocking over the instep

in.Sti.gate \'in(t)-sta-,gat\ vt [L instigatus, pp. of instigare — more
at STICK] : to goad or urge forward : provoke syn see incite— in-^sti.ga.tion \,in{t)-st3-'ga-sh3n\ n — in.sti'ga.tive \'in(t)-
sl3-,gat-iv\ adj — in.sti.ga.tor \-,gat-3r\ n

in.stiil also in-stil \in-'stil\ vt in-stilled; in.still.ing [MP & L;
MF instiller, fr. L instillare, fr. in- + stillare to drip — more at
distill] 1 : to cause to enter drop by drop 2 : to impart gradually
syn see implant — in.stiMa.tion \,in{tl-st3-'la-shan, -(,)stil-

'aA n — in.still.er \in-'stil-3r\ n — m.still.ment \-mant\ n
lin.stinct \'in-,stio(k)t\ n [ME, fr. L insiinctus impulse, fr. in-

siinctus, pp. of instinguere to incite; akin to L instigare to instigate]
1 : a natural aptitude, impulse, or capacity 2a: complex and
specific response by an organism to environmental stimuli that is

largely hereditary and unalterable, does not involve reason, and
has as its goal the removal of a somatic tension b : behavior that is

mediated by reactions below the conscious level — in.stinc-tu.al
\in-'stio(k)-ch3(-w3)l, -'slio(k)sh-w3l\ adj

2in*stinct \in-'stio(k)t, 'in-,\ adj 1 obs : impelled by an inner or
animating or exciting agency 2 : imbued, infused

in-slinc.tive \in-'stio(k)-tiv\ adj ; of or relating to instinct or
prompted by it syn see spontaneous — in.stinc.tive-ly adv
lin.Sti.tute \'in(t)-st3-.t(y)ut\ vt [ME instituten, fr. L institutus, pp.
of instituere, fr. in- -\- statuere to set up — more at statute] 1 : to
establish in a position or office 2 a ; to originate and get estab-
Hshed : organize b : inaugurate, initiate — in.sti.tut.er or
in.sti.tu.tor \-,t(y)"ut-3r\ n

^institute n l obs : an act of instituting 2 : something that is

instituted: as a (1) ; an elementary principle recognized as authori-
tative (2) pi : a collection of such principles and precepts; esp X a
legal compendium b ; an organiziition for the promotion of a
cause ; association c : an educational institution d ; a meeting
for instruction or a brief course of such meetings

in-sti-tu-tion \,in(t)-st3-'t(y)U-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of instituting

: establishment 2 : something that serves to instruct 3 a : a
significant practice, relationship, or organization in a society or
culture b : an established society or corporation esp. of a public
character — in>sti.tu<tion<al \-shn3l, -shsn-'^lX adj — in.sti*tu-
tion.aMze \-.Tz\ vt — in'Sti.tu<tion>al'ly \-e\ adv

in.sti'tu.tion.al'ism \-shn3l-,iz-3m, -sh3n-'l-.iz-\ n 1 : emphasis
on organization (as in religion) at the expense of other factors
2 : public institutional aire of defective, delinquent, or dependent
persons 3 : the doctrines and teachings of institutional economics— in-sti-tu.tion.al.ist X-shnsl-sst, -shsn-^'l-sstX n

in.Struct \in-'sir3kt\ vt [ME instructen, fr. L instructus, pp. of
instruere. fr. in- -I- struere to build — more at structure] 1 : to
give knowledge to : teach 2 a : to direct on the basis of law or
technology b : order syn see command, teach

in.struct.ed adj 1 : taught, informed 2 ; subject to specific in-
structions <-^ delegates)

in-struc.tion Vin-'strak-shanX n 1 a : lesson, precept b : com-
mand, order z pi x an outline or manual of technical procedure
; directions 2 : the action, practice, or profession of a teacher— in.struc.tion.al \-shn3l, -shsn-^lX adj

in.struc-tive \in-'str3k-tiv\ adj : carrying a lesson : enlightening— in-struc-tive.ly adv — in*struc<tive.ness n
in.struC'tor \in-'str3k-t3r\ n : one that instructs : teacher; specif

; a college teacher below professorial rank — in.struc>tor.sIiip
\-,ship\ n — in.struC'tress N-'sirak-trssX n

lin.stru.ment \'in(t)-str3-m3nt\ n [ME. fr. L instrumentum, fr.

instruere to arrange, instruct] 1 a ; a means whereby something is

achieved, performed, or furthered b : dupe, tool 2 ; in'ENSiL,

implement 3 : a device used to produce music 4 : a formal legal
document (as a deed, bond, or agreement) 5 a : a measuring de-
vice for determining the present value of a quantity under observa-
tion b ; an electrical or mechanical device used in navigating an
airplane; specij : such a device used as the sole means of navigating
syn see implement, mean

2in.stru.ment \-,ment\ vt 1 : to address a legal instrument to
2 : ORCHhSTRATE 3 : to equip with instruments

in.stru.men.tal \,in(t)-stro-'ment-=l\ adj 1 a : serving as a means,
agent, or tool b : of, relating to, or done with an instrument or
tool 2 : relating to, composed for, or performed on a musical in-



instrumental 439 integument
tallsra — instmmental n — in>stm>men-tal>ly \-'l-e\ adv

in-stru-men-tal-ism \-'l-,iz-am\ n : a doctrine that ideas are in-
struments of action and that their usefulness determines their tnith

in.Stru.men-tal.ist \-*l-3st\ n 1 : a player on a musical instrument
2 : a student or exponent of instrumentalism — instrumentalist
adj
in-stru-men-taM-ty \,in(t)-str3-m3n-'tal-3t-e. -.men-\ n 1 : the
quality or state of being instrumental 2 : means, agency
in>stm>men<ta>tion \,in(t)-stra-m9n-*ta-sh3n, -,men-\ n 1 a : the
use of instruments b ; the application of instruments for observa-
tion, measurement, or control 2 : the arrangement or composition
of music for instruments esp. for a band or orchestra 3 a : a science
concerned with the development and manufacture of instruments
b : instruments for a particular purpose

Instrument Hying n : navigation of an airplane by instruments only
instrument landing n : a landing made with little or no external
visibility by means of instruments and by ground radio directive
devices

instrument panel n : a panel on which instruments are mounted;
esp : DASHBOARD 2 — Called also instrument board

in<sub<or<di>nate \,in(t)-s3-'b6rd-'n-3t, -'bord-nstX adJ 1 : un-
willing to submit to authority ; refractory 2 ; not holding a
lower or inferior position — insubordinate n — in'SUb>or<di-
nate>ly adv— in-sub>or>di-na>tion \,in(t)-s3-,b6rd-=n-'a-sh3n\ n

in-SUb>5tan-tial \,in(t)-s3b-'stan-chal\ adj [prob. fr. F insubstan-
tiel, fr. LL insubstaniialis, fr. L in- + LL substaniialis substantial]
1 : lacking substance or reality ; imaginary 2_: lacking firmness
or solidity — in*sub>stan*ti>al>i>ty \-,stan-che-'"al-3t-e\ n

in-suf-ler'able \(')in-'saf-(3-)r3-bal\ adj : incapable of being en-
dured : INTOLERABLE <"" bore) — in-sal>ler>able*ness n — in-
suf-fer-ably \-ble\ adv

in*sul>fi<cience \,in(t)-sa-'fish-3nft)s\ n : insufficiency
in-suI-Ii-Cien-cy \-3n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being in-
sufficient: as a ; lack of mental or moral fitness b ; lack of ade-
quate supply c : lack of physical power or capacity; specij : in-

ability of an organ or body part to function normally 2 : some-
thing insufficient
in.suMi.cient \,in(t)-sa-'fish-3nt\ adj [ME. fr. MF. fr. LL insujji-

cient-, insujjiciens, fr. L in- -I- sujjicient-, sujjiciens sufficient] : not
sufficient : inadequate; also : incompetent — in-sul-ti<cient<ly
adv
tn.SUf.nate \'in(t)-S3-,flat, ln-*S3f-,lat\ vt [LL insujjlatus, pp. of
insufjlare, fr. L in- -I- sujjlare to blow up, fr. sub- up + jlare to blow— more at sub-, blow] 1 : to blow upon or into 2 : to disseminate
by blowing

in<Sut>fla*tion \,inCt)-s3-'fla-sh3n, in-,s3f-'Ia-\ n : an act or in-

stance of insufflating; also : a Chnstian ceremonial rite of exorcism
performed by breathing upon a person

in.suf-fla.tor \'in(t)-sa-.flat-3r, in-'s3f-,lat-\ n ; a device for in-
sufflating something

in-sU'lant \'in(t)-s3'l3nt\ n : an Insulating material
in>5U4ar \'in(t)s-(y)3-l3r, 'in-shs-larX adj [LL insularis, fr. L Insula
island — more at isle] 1 : of. reladng to, or forming an island
2 : isolated, detached 3 : of or relating to island people esp.
when isolated and illiberal : narrow 4 : of or relating to an island
of celts or tissue — in>su*lar-ism \-l3-,riz-3m\ n — in-su>Iar-i<ty
\,in(t)s-(y)3-*lar-at-e, ,in-sha-'lar-\ n — in-su*lar>ly adv

in>SU*late .\'in(t)-s3-,lat\ vt [L insula island] ; to place in a detached
situation : isolate; specij : to separate from conducting bodies by
means of nonconductors so as to prevent transfer of electricity,

heat, or sound
in-su.la.tion \,ln(fi-s3-*la-sh3n\ n
1 : the act of insulating ; the state

of being insulated 2 : material
used in insulating

in-su.la.tor \'in(t)-s3-,lat-3r\ n
; one that insulates; specij % a ma-
terial that is a poor conductor of
electricity or a device made of such
material and used for separating or
supporting conductors to prevent
undesired flow of electricity

in.su.lin \'in(t)-sC3-)l3n\ n [NL
insula islet (of Langerhans), fr. L,
island] : a protein pancreatic hor-
mone secreted by the islets of Lan-
gerhans that is essential esp. for the
metabolisni of carbohydrates and insulators: 1,2 used with an-
is used m the treatment and control tennas, 3 knob, 4 split-knob,
of diabetes melhtus 5 deat, (S,* petticoat, 7 standoff
insulm sHock n : hypoglycemia
associated with the presence of
excessive insulin in the system and characterized by progressive de-
velopment of coma
lin>sult \in-'s3lt\ \-b [MP or L; MF insuUer, fr. L insultare, lit., to

spring upon. fr. in- + saltare to leap — more at saltation] vi,

archaic : to behave with pride or arrogance : vaunt '^ vt 1 a ; to

treat with insolence, indignity, or contempt : affront b ; to make
little of 2 obs : assault syn see offend — in-sult-er n

2in>sult \'in-,S3lt\ n 1 archaic : an act of attacking 2 : a gross

indignity ; insolence 3 : injury to the body or one of its parts

syn see affront
in•sul-taction \,in-,s3l-'ta-sh3n\ n, archaic : insult
in.su.per-a.ble \C')in-'sii-p(3-)r3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF & L; MF,
fr. L insuperabilis, fr. in- + superare to surmount, fr. super over —
more at over] : incapable of beiiig surmoimted, overcome, or
passed over — in-su-per-a-bly \-ble\ adv
in-sup-port.able \,in(t)-S3-'p6rt-3-b3l, -'p6rt-\ adj [MF or LL;
MF, fr. LL insupportabilis, fr. L in- -H supportare to support] : not
supportable: a : unendurable b ; UNJUSTIFL^BLE— in>sup«port-
able-ness n — in-sup-port-ably \-ble\ adv

in>sup*press-ible \,inft)-s3-'pres-3-b3l\ adj ; krepressible —
in<sup>press>ibly \-ble\ adv

in*sur-abil-i<ty \in-.shur-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
insurable

in-SUT-able \in-'shur-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being or proper to be
Insured against loss, damage, or death
in>sur-ance \in-'shur-9n(t)s, chiejly South 'in-,\ n 1 a : the action

or process of insuring : the state of being insured b : means of
insuring 2 a : the business of insuring persons or property
b : coverage by contract whereby one party undertakes to indemnify
or guarantee another against loss by a specified contingency or
peril c : the sum for which something is insured

in.sure \in-'shu(3)r\ vb [ME insuren. prob. alter, of assiiren'] vt
1 : to give, take, or procure an insurance on or for 2 : to make
certain : ensure ~ vi : to contract to give or take insurance; specij
: underwrite syn see ensure

in>sured w : a person whose life or property is insured
iU'Sur-er \in-'shur-3r\ n ; one that insures; specij : an insurance
underwriter

in<sur*gence \in-'s3r-i9nCt)s\ n : uprising, insurrection
in*sur.gen.cy \-J3n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being insurgent;
specij : a condition of revolt against a government that is less than
an organized revolution and is not recognized as belligerency

lin-sur.gent \in-'s3r-j3nt\ n [L insurgent-, insurgens, prp. of /«-
surgere to rise up, fr. in- + surgere to rise — more at surge] 1 : a
person who revolts against civil authority or an established govern-
ment; esp : a rebel not recognized as a belligerent 2 : one who
acts contrary to the policies and decisions of his political party
^insurgent adj : rising in opposition to civil authority or an estab-
lished government : rebellious — in>sur<gent>ly adv

in.sur.mount.able \,in(t)-s3r-'maunt-3-b3l\ adj : incapable of be-
ing surmounted : insuperable — in>sur<mount<ably \-ble\ adv

in-sur.rec.tion \.in(t)-s3-'rek-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL insur-
rection-, insurrectio, fr. insurrectus, pp. of insurgere'\ ; an act or
instance of revolting against civil authority or an established
government syn see rebellion — in<sur<rec>t_ion>al \-shn3l,
-sh3n-n\ adj — in>sur*rec<tlon>ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj or n —
in<sur'rec>tion>ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n

in.sus.cep.ti.bil-i-ty \,inCt)-s3-,sep-t3-'biI-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being insusceptible

ln<sus<cep-ti<ble \-'sep-t3-b3l\ adj : not susceptible — in>sas-
cep.ti'bly \-b]e\ adv

in>tact \in-'takt\ adj [ME intacte, fr. L intactus, fr. in- + tactus, pp.
of tangere to touch — more at tangent] 1 : untouched esp. by
anything that harms or diminishes : entire, uninjured 2 oJ a
living body or its parts ; having no relevant component removed or
destroyed; a : physically virginal b ; uncastrated syn see
perfect— in*tact>ness \-'tak(t)-n3s\ n

in-ta-glio \in-'tal-C,)yo, -'tiil-; -'tag-le-,o\ n, ojten attrib [It. fr.

intagUare to engrave, cut, fr. ML intaliare, fr. L in- + LL taliare to
cut — more at tailor] 1 a : an engraving or incised figure in stone
or other hard material depressed below the surface of the material
so that an impression from the design yields an image in relief

b ; the art or process of executing intaglios c : printing (as in die
stamping and gravure) done from a plate in which the image is sunk
below the surface 2 : something (as a gem) carved in intaglio

in«take \'in-,tak\ n 1 ; an opening through which fluid enters an
enclosure 2 a : a taking in b (1) ; the amount taken in (2) : en-
ergy taken in : input

in.tan.gi.bil.i.ty \(,)in-,tan-]3-'bU-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being intangible
lin-tan.gi.ble \C')in-'tan-i3-b3l\ adj [F or ML; F, fr. ML intangi-
bilis, fr. L in- + LL fangibilis tangible] : not tangible ; impalpable— in*tan-gi-ble*nes5 n — in*tan<gi<bly \-ble\ adv

^intangible n : something Intangible; specij ; an asset (as goodwill)
that is not corporeal

in>tar>sia \in-'tar-se-3\ n [G] : a mosaic usu. of wood fitted and
glued into a wooden support popular in 15th century Italy for
decoration; also : the art or process of making such work

in.te.ger \'int-i-j3r\ n [L. adj., whole, entire — more at entire]
1 : any of the natural numbers, the negatives of these numbers, or
2 : a complete entity

in-te.gra.ble \'int-i-gr3-b3l\ adj : capable of being integrated

lin-te.gral \'int-i-gr3l (usu so in mathematics); in-'teg-rsl, -'teg-\

adj la: essential to completeness : constituent b (1) : being or
relating to a mathematical integer (2) : relating to or concerned
with mathematical integrals or integration c : formed as a unit
with another part 2 : composed of integral parts : integrated
3 flacking nothing essential : entire — in* te-gral»i»ty\,int-3-'gral-
3t-e\ n — in'te<graMy \'int-i-gr3-le; in-'teg-rs-, -'teg-X adv

^integral n : the result of a mathematical integration — compare
definite integral, indefinite integral

integral calculus n : a branch of mathematics dealing with methods
of finding indefinite integrals and applying them to the determina-
tion of lengths, areas, and volumes and to the solution of differential

equations
in>te>grand \.int-3-'grand\ n [L integrandus, gerundive of inte-

grare} ; a mathematical expression to be integrated

in.te«grate \'int-3-,grat\ vb [L integratus, pp. of integrare, fr.

integr-, integer^ vt 1 : to form into a whole : UNrrE 2 a : to unite

with something else b : to incorporate into a larger unit 3 ; to

find the integral of (as a function or equation) 4 a : to end the
segregation of and bring into common and equal membership in

society or an organization b ; desegregate {-^ school districts)

**- VI : to become integrated

in.te.gra.tion \,int-3-'gra-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process or an
instance of integrating: as a : incorporation as equals into society

or an organization of individuals of different groups (as races)

b ; coordination of mental processes into a normal effective

personality or with the individual's environment 2 a : the opera-
tion of finding a function whose differential is known b : the
operation of solving a differential equation

in.te.gra.tion.ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n : a person who believes in,

advocates, or practices integration

in.te.gra.tor Vint-3-,grat-3r\ n : one that integrates; specij ; a
device that totalizes variable quantities in a manner comparable
to the mathematical solution of differential equations

in-teg-ri-ty \in-'teg-r3t-e\ n 1 ; an unimpaired condition : sound-
ness 2 : adherence to a code of moral, artistic, or other values

3 : the quality or state of being complete or undivided ; complete-
ness syn see honesty, unffy
in>teg>u.ment \ln-'teg-y3-m3nt\ n [L integumentum, fr. integere

to cover, fr. in- -I- tegere to cover — more at thatch] ; something

abut; o kitten; er further; a back; a bake; H cot, cart;

* ioke; 1} sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; tn tbin; ^ tUis;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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that covers or encloses; esp : an enveloping layer (as a skin mem-
brane, or husk) of an organism or one of its parts — in»teg»u-
men*tal \(.)in-,teg-y3-'ment-'l\ adj

in.tel.lect \'int-'l-,ekt\ n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF. fr L intellectus,

fr. intellectus, pp. of intellegere"] 1 a ; the power of knowing as
distinguished from the power to feel and to will : the capacity for
knowledge h : the capacity for rational or intelhgent thought esp.
when highly developed 2 : a person of notable intellect

in>tel*lec*Uon \.int-*l-'ek-sh3n\ n I : exercise of the intellect

: REASONING 2 ; a specific act of the intellect : thought
iil>tel*lec<tive \-'ek-Uv\ adj : having, relating to, or belonging to
the intellect : rational — in.teMec-tive-ly adv

lin-tel-lectu-al \,int-n-'ek-cha(-wa)l, -'eksh-walX adj 1 a ; of
or relating to the intellect or its use b : developed or chiefly
guided by the intellect rather than by emotion or experience : ra-
tional c : requiring use of the iniellect 2 a : given to study,
reflection, and speculation b : engaged in activity requiring the
creative use of the intellect

^intellectual n l pi, archaic I intellectual powers 2 ;_an in-

tellectual person — in-tel«lec*tU'al-i*ty \-,ek-ch3-'wal-3t-e\ n —
in*tel*lec-tu<al*ly \-'ek-ch3-(w3-)le, -'eksh-w3-le\ adv — in-tel-
lec*tu>al*ness \-'ek-ch3(-w3)l-n3s, -'eksh-w3l-\ n

in.tel.lectu-al.ism X.int-'l-'ek-cha-CwsO.liz-sm, -'eksh-w3-.liz-\ n
: devotion to the exercise of intellect or to intellectual pursuits— in-tel*lec>tu-al>ist \-'ek-cha(-wa)-last, -'eksh(-w9)-\ n — in-
teMec*tU'al>is>tic \-,ek-ch3C-wa)-'lis-tik. -,eksh-wa-\ adj

in-tel.lectu.al.ize \,int-n-'ek-ch3-(w3-).lTz, -'eksh-w3-,lT2\ vt : to
give rational form or content to

in.tel-li.gence \in-'tel-3-j3n(t)s\ n, ojten attrib 1 a (1) : the
capacity to apprehend facts and propositions and their relations
and to reason about them : reason, intellect; also : the use or
exercise of the intellect esp. when carried on with considerable
ability (2) Christian Science : the basic eternal quality of divine
Mind b ; mental acuteness : shrewdness 2 : an intelligent being;
esp : ANGEL 3 : the act of understanding : comprehension
4a: information communicated : news b : information concern-
ing an enemy or possible enemy or an area; also : an agency
engaged in obtaining such information

intelligence quotient n ; a number expressing the intelligence
of a person determined by dividing his mental age by his chrono-
logical age and multiplymg by 100

in.tel.li.gencer Xin-'iel-a-jsn-ssr, -,jen(t)-s3r\ n 1 : a secret
agent : spy 2 : a bringer of news : reporter

intelligence test n : a test designed to determine the relative
mental capacity of a person

iU'teMi'gent \in-'tel-a-jant\ adj [L intelligent-, intelligens, prp.
of inielligere, intellegere to understand, fr. inter- + legere to
gather, select — more at legend] 1 a : possessing inielligence
b : guided or directed by intellect : rational 2 a : having or
indicating a high or satisfactory degree of intelligence and mental
capacity b : revealing or reflecting good judgment or sound
thought : skillful — in>tel*li*gen*tial \(,)in-,tel-a-'jen-ch3l\ adj— in-teMi^gent-ly \in-'tel-3-j3nt-le\ adv
syn clever, alert, quick-witted, knowing: intelligent stresses

success in coping with new situations and solving problems;
CLEVER implies native ability or aptness and sometimes suggests
a lack of more substantial quaUties; alert stresses quickness in
perceiving and understanding; quick-witted implies promptness
in finding answers in debate or in devising expedients in moments
of danger or challenge; knowing implies the possession of special
knowledge; it may often connote sophistication, secretiveness, or
cynicism

in4el.li.gen.tsia \{.)in-,tel-a-'jenCt)-se-3. -']en-ch(e-)3, -'genCt)-
se-3\ n [Russ intelligenisiya, fr. L intelligentia intelligence] : in-
tellectuals who form an artistic, social, or political vanguard or
elite

in.tel.li.gi.bil.i.ty \(,)in-,tel-3-i3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quaUty or state
of being intelligible ; clarity

in.tel-li.gi.ble \in-'tel-3-J3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. L intelligibilis, fr.

intelligete'\ 1 : capable of being understood or comprehended
2 : apprehensible by the intellect only — in*tel'li*gi*ble>ness n— in-tel'Ii-gi-bly \-ble\ adv

in.tem.per-ance \(')in-'tem-p(a-)r3nCt)s\ n : lack of moderation
esp. in satisfying an appetite or passion; specij ; habitual or ex-
cessive drinking of intoxicants
in.tem-per.ate \-p(3-)r3t\ adj [ME intemperat, fr. L intemperatus,
fr. in- + temperatus, pp. of lemperare to temper] : not temperate;
sped} : given to excessive use of intoxicating hquors — in»tem-
per.ate-ly adv — in-tem-per.ate'ness n

in<tend \in-'tend\ vb [ME entenden, infenden, fr. MF entendre to
pui*pose, fr. L iniendere to stretch out, to purpose, fr. in- + tendere
to stretch — more at thin] vt 1 a. [ME entenden to understand, fr.

OF entendre, fr, LL intendere, fr. L, to purpose, have in mind]
archaic : CONSTRUE, interpret b (1) : signify, mean (2) ; to
refer to 2 a : to have in mind as a purpose or goal : plan b ; to
design for a specified use or future 3 archaic X to proceed on
(a course) 4 : to direct the mind on ^- vi 1 ; to have an aim or
end in mind 2 archaic '. to set out ; start — in-tend-er n

in.ten'dance \in-'ten-d3n(tis\ n l : management, superin-
tendence 2 : an administrative department
in-ten^dant \-d3nt\ n : a governor or similar administrative of-
ficial esp. under the French, Spanish, or Portuguese monarchies
lin.tend-ed adj i : proposed; specij : betrothed 2 : intentional— in-tend-ed'ly adv — in-tend^ed-ness n
^intended n : an affianced person : betrothed
in-tend-ment \in-'ten(d)-m3nt\ n : the true meaning, under-
standing, or intention of something, esp. a law

in'ten.er*ate \in-'ten-3-,rat\ vt [^m- -i- L rener soft, tender — more
at TENDER] : to make tender : soften — in-ten-er>a>tion \(,)in-
,ten-3-'ra-sh3n\ n

in.tense \in-'ten(t)s\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L intensus, fr. pp. of
iniendere to stretch out] 1 a : existing in an extreme degree
b : having or showing a characteristic in extreme degree c : very
large : considerable 2 : strained or straining to the utmost
3 a : feeling deeply esp. by nature or temperament b : deeply felt— in-tense-ly adv — in-tense*ness n

in.ten.si-Ii.ca.tion \(,)in-,tenft)-s3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n : the act,
process, or an instance of intensifying

in.ten.si.Ii.er \in-'ten(t)-s3-.fr(-3)r\ n : one that intensifies
in.ten.si-Iy \in-'ten(t)-s3-.fT\ vt 1 ; to make intense or more

intensive ; strengthen 2 a : to Increase the density and contrast
of (a photographic image) by chemical treatment b : to make
more acute : sharpen ^^ vi ; to become intense or more inten-
sive : grow stronger or more acute
syn intensify, aggravate, heighten, enhance mean to increase

markedly in measure or degree, intensify implies a deepening or
strengthening of a thing or of its characteristic quality; aggravate
implies an increasing in gravity or seriousness, esp. the worsening
of something already bad or undesirable; heighten suggests a
lifting above the ordinary or accustomed; enhance implies a
raising or strengthening above the normal in desirabihly, value,
or attractiveness

in.ten.sion \in-'ten-ch3n\ n 1 : intensity 2 ; connotation 3— in>ten>sion<al \-'tench-n3l, -'ten-ch3n-n\ adj — in-ten>siou-
aMy \-e\ adv

in-ten-si.ty \in-'ten(t)-sat-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
intense; esp : extreme degree of strength, force, or energy 2 : the
magnitude of force or energy per unit (as of surface, charge, or
mass) 3 : saturation 4a
Un-ten-sive \in-'ten(t)-siv\ adj : of, relating to, or marked by
intensity or intensification: as a : concentrated b : intensify-
ing; esp : tending to give force or emphasis (^ adverb) c : con-
stituting or relating to a method of cultivation of land designed to
increase the productivity of a given area by the expenditure of
more capital and labor upon it — in-ten>sive>ly adv — in<ten-
5ive*ness n

^intensive n ; an intensive linguistic element
Un-tent \in-'tent\ n [ME entent, fr. OF, fr. LL intentus, fr. L,
act of stretching out, fr. intentus, pp. of intendere'\ 1 a ^the act
or fact of intending : purpose b : the state of mind with which an
act is done : volftion 2 ; an end or object proposed : aim
3 a : meaning, significance b : the cormotation of a term syn
see intention

2intent adj [L intentus, fr. pp. of intendere'\ 1 ; directed with
strained or eager attention : concentrated 2 a : having the
mind or attention fixedly directed on something : engrossed
b : having the mind or will concentrated on some end or purpose
; determined — in>tent-ly adv — in*tent-ness n

in>ten*tion \in-'ten-ch3n\ n 1 : a determination to act in a certain
way : resolve 2 pi : purpose with respect to marriage 3 : an
intended object : aim; specij : the object for which a prayer, mass,
or pious act is offered 4 ; i.mport, significance 5 : concept;
esp I a concept considered as the product of attention directed to
an object of knowledge 6 : a process or manner of healing of
incised wounds
syn intent, purpose, design, aim. end, object, objective, goal:

intention implies little more than what one has in mind to do or
bring about; intent suggests clearer formulation or more delibera-
tion: purpose suggests a more settled determination; design implies
a more carefully calculated plan; aim adds to these implications
of effort directed toward attaining or accomplishing; end stresses
the intended effect of action often in distinction or contrast to
the action or means as such; object may equal end but more often
applies to a more individually determined wish or need and may
nearly approach motive; objective imphes something tangible and
immediately attainable; goal suggests something attained only
by prolonged effort and hardship

in.ten.tiou.al Vin-'tench-nal, -'ten-chsn-'lX adj 1 : done by in-
tention or design : intended <— damage) 2 a : of or relating to
logical intention b : having external reference syn see voluntary— in-ten-tion»al-i'ty \(,)in-,ten-ch3-'nal-3t-e\ n — in*teu>tion-
al'ly \in-'tench-n3-le, -'ten-chan-'H-eX adv

In.ter \in-'tar\ vt in.terred; in-ter-ring [ME enteren, fr. OF
enterrer. fr. (assumed) VL interrare, fr. in- -I- L terra earth — more
at TERRACE] ; to deposit (a dead body) in the earth or in a tomb
; BURY

inter- prejix [ME inter-, enter-, fr. MF & L; MF inter-, entre-, fr. L
inter-, fr. inter: akin to OHG untar between, among, Gk erueron
intestine, OE in in] 1 : between ; among : in the midst <i>i/ercrop)

<m/erpenetrate) (mrerstellar) 2 : reciprocal (i/irerrelation) : re-

ciprocally <i/irermarry) 3 : located between (inrerface) 4 : car-
ried on between <i>i/ernational> 5 : occurring between : inter-

vening <m/erglacial> 6 : shared by or derived from two or more
<i>irerfaith) 7 : between the limits of : witliin <ime/'tropica!>

in>ter-act \,int-3-'rakt\ vi ; to act upon one another — iU'ter-
ac-tive \-'rak-tiv\ adj

in>ter>ac*taut \-'rak-t3nt\ n ; one that interacts; specij ; a chemical
reactant

in.ter-ac-tion \,int-3-'rak-sh3n\ n : mutual or reciprocal action or
influence — in-ter-ac-tion-al Vshnsl, -sh3n-'l\ adj

in-ter alia \,int-3-'ra-le-3, -'ra-\ adv [L] : among other things
in-ter allocs \-le-,6s\ adv [L] : among other persons
in-ter-brain \*mt-3r-,bran\ n : diencephalon
in.ter.breed \,int-3r-'bred\ vi : to breed together: as a : cross-
breed b : to breed within a closed population '— vt : to cause to
breed together

in.ter. ca.la.ry Vn-'tsr-ka-.ler-e, .int-3r-'kal-(3-)re\ adj [L inter-

calarius, fr. tntercalarel 1 St oj a day or month : intercalated
tt oj a year : containing an_ intercalary period 2 : interpolated

ln.ter<ca.late \in-'t3r-k3-,lat\ vt [L intercalatus, pp. of intercalare,

fr. inter- + calare to call, summon — more at low] 1 : to insert
(as a day) in a calendar 2 ; to insert between or among existing
elements or layers syn see introduce — in>ter.ca<'Ia.tlon
\in-,t3r-k3-'la-sh3n\ n

in.ter-cede \,int-3r-'sed\ vi [L intercedere, fr. inter- -I- cedere to

go — more at cede] : lo act between parUes with a view to recon-
ciling differences : mediate syn see interpose — in>ter*ced>er n

in.ter>cel*lu*lar \,ini-sr-'sel-y3-l3r\ adj : lying between cells <'-^

spaces)
Un»ter.cept \,int-ar-'sept\ vt [L interceptus, pp. of intercipere, fr.

inter- 4- capere to take, seize — more at heave] 1 : to stop or
interrupt the progress or course of 2 obs : prevent, hinder
3 obs : to interrupt communication or connection with 4 : in-
tersect — in.ter.cep-tion \-'sep-sh3n\ n — in-ter>cep*tive
\-'sep-tiv\ adj

2in.ter.cept \'int-3r-,sept\ n : the distance from the origin to a
point where a graph crosses a coordinate axis

in-ter-cept-er \,int-3r-'sep-t3r\ n : interceptor
in.ter-cepaor \-'sep-t3r\ n : one that intercepts; specij ; a light
high-speed fast-cUmbing fighter plane designed for defense against
raiding bombers
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lzi*ter>ces<Sion \.lnt-sr-'sesh-3n\ n [MF or L; MF, fr. L inter-

cession-, intercessio, fr. intercessus, pp. of intercedere'} 1 : the act
of interceding : mediation 2 : prayer, petition, or entreaty in

favor of another — in-ter-ces-slon>al \-'sesh-nal. -3n-''l\ adj
— in-ter.ces-sor Vses-ar\ n — in'ter-ces-so-ry \-'ses-(a-)re\

lin-ter-Cliange \,int-3r-'chani\ vb [ME entrechaungen, fr. MF
entrechangier, fr. OF, fr. entre- inter- + changier to change]
vt 1 : to put each in the place of the other 2 : exchange <— vi

1 to change places mutually — iii>ter*chang>er n
2in.ter«change \'int-3r-,chanj\ n l : the act, process, or an In-

stance of interchanging : exchange 2 : a junction of two or more
hi^ways by a system of separate levels that permit traffic to pass
from one to another without the crossing of traffic streams

in-ter<change*abil<i<ty \,int-ar-,chan-ja-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality
or state of being interchangeable

in-ter<c!iange>al]le \,int-3r-'chan-ja-b3l\ adj : capable of being
interchanged; esp ; permitting mutual substitution <-- parts)— in-ter-cliange*able>ness n — in>ter<chaiige>abl7 \-ble\ adv

in*ter>COl*le-giate \,int-pr-k3-'le-j(e-)3t\ adj ; existing, carried on,
or participating in activities between colleges <'-" athletics)

in*ter*co>Iuin>iu>a.tion \,int-3r-k3-,l3m-ne-'a-sh3n\ n [L inter-

columnium space between two columns, fr. inter- + columna
column] 1 : the clear space between the columns of a series

2 : the system of spacing of the columns of a colonnade
izi*ter>GOm \'int-3r-.kam\ n : intercommunication system
in>ter>COm<mu*ni>cate \,int-ar-k3-'myij-n3-.kat\ vi 1 : to exchange
communication with one another 2 : to afford passage from one
to another — in*ter.com«mu-iu»ca-tlon V-.myii-na-'ka-shanX n

intercommunication system n ; a two-way communication system
with microphone and loudspeaker at each station for localized use
m-ter>com>mii<nion X.Jnt-ar-ks-'myii-nysnX n ; interdenomina-
tional participation in communion

Ui>ter>COn*nect \,int-3r-k3-'nekt\ vt : to connect with one another— in«ter-con-neG-tion \-'nek-sh3n\ n
in-ter-con>ti.nen*tal \,int-3r-,kant-'n-'ent-1\ adj 1 : extending
among continents or carried on between continents 2 : capable of
traveling between continents ir^ ballistic missile)

in-ter-con-ver-sion X.int-ar-kan-'vsr-zhan, -shanX n : mutual con-
version — in>ter- con-vert \-'vart\ vt — in>ter-con>verMble
\-'v3rt-3-b3l\ adj

in*ter>cool-er \,int-3r-'ku-l3r\ n i a. device for cooling a fluid be-
tween successive heat-generating proce^es

ln4er*cos<tal \,int-3r-'kast-'l\ adj [NL intercostalis, fr. L inter- +
costa rib — more at coast] : situated between the ribs; also : of or
relating to an intercostal part — intercostal n — in*ter-cos-tal<ly
\-'kas-t3-Ie\ adv

in.ter.COUrse \'int-3r-,k6(3)rs, -,k6C3)rs\ n [ME intercurse, prob.
fr. MF entrecours, fr. ML intercursus, fr. L, act of running between,
fr. intercursus, pp. of intercurrere to run between, fr. inter- -h

cwrere to run — more at current] 1 : connection between
persons or groups : communication 2 : copulation, coitus

in>ter>crop V.int-sr-TcrapX vt : to grow a crop in between elements
(as rows) of (another) -^ vi : to grow two or more crops simultane-
ously (as in alternate rows) on the same plot

lin-ter-cross \,int-3r-'kr6s\ vb : cross
2in>ter<cross \'int-3r-,kr6s\ n : an instance or a product of cross-
breeding

in-ter>ctU>tUT>al \,int-3r-'k3lch-(3-)r3l\ adj ; occurring between or
relating to two or more cultures

In-ter.CUT.rent X.int-sr-'ksr-snt, -Tca-rsntV adj [L intercurrent-,
intercurrens, prp. of intercurrere^ ; occurring in the midst of a
process : interrupting — in»ter»cnr-rent'ly adv

in.ter.de.nom.i.na.ticn.al \,int-3r-di-,nam-3-'na-shn3l, -shan-n\
adj I involving or occurring between different denominations —
in-ter>de*nom*i>na*tion-al-ism \-,iz-3m\ n

In.ter.den.tal \,int-3r-'dent-'l\ adj 1 ; situated between the teeth
2 : formed with the tip of the tongue protrudedbetween the upper
and lower front teeth — in-ter-den>tal*ly \-'l-e\ adv

in-ter-de.part.men.tal \,int-ar-di-.p"art-'ment-n, -.de-\ adj : car-
ried on between or involving departments esp. of an educational
institution — in-ter>de-part-men-taMy \-1-e\ adv

in-ter-de-pend \,int-3r-di-'pend\ vi : to depend upon one another— in>ter>de>pen>dence \-'pen-d3n(t)s\ n — in-ter-de>pen-
den»cy \-d3n-se\ n — in-ter*de> pen-dent \-d3nt\ adj — in-ter-
de*pen*dent-ly adv

lin.ter'dict \'int-3r-,dikt\ n [ME entredit, fr. OF, fr. L interdictum
prohibition, praetorian interdict, fr. neut. of interdictus, pp. of
mterdicere to interpose, forbid, fr. inter- + dicere to say — more at
diction] 1 : a Roman Catholic ecclesiastical censure withdrawing
most sacraments and Christian burial from a person or district

2 ; prohibition; esp : a legal order issued as a remedy forbidding
something to be done

2in-ter>dlct \,int-3r-'dikt\ vt 1 : to lay under or prohibit by an
interdict 2 : prohibit, debar 3 : to destroy, cut, or damage (as

an enemy line of supply) by firepower to stop or hamper an enemy
syn see forbid — in<terodic>tion \-'dik-sh3n\ « — in-ter-dic-tive
\-'dik-tiv\ adj — in>ter-dic*tor \-t3r\ n — in-ter-dic-to-ry
\-t(3-)re\ adj

in-ter>dig-l>tate \,int-3r-'dij-3-,tat\ vi [infer- + L digitus finger —
more at toe] : to interlock like the fingers of folded hands —
in*ter<dig>i-ta>tion \-,dij-3-'ta-sh3n\ n

in*ter>dis<Ci>pU<nary \,int-3r-'dis-3-pl3-,ner-e\ adj ; involving two
or more academic disciplines

iin-ter>est X'in-trast; 'int-3-r3St, -s-.rest, -srst; 'in-,trest\ n [ME,
prob. alter, of earUer interesse, fr. AF &. ML; AF, fr. ML, fr. L, to be
between, make a difference, concern, fr. inter- + esse to be— more
at IS 3 la (1) : right, title, or legal share in something (2) : par-
ticipation in advantage and responsibility b : a business in which
one has an interest 2 : welfare, benefit; specij : self-interest
3 a : a charge for borrowed money generally a percentage of the
amount borrowed b : an excess above what is due 4 ; a group
financially interested in an industry or enterprise 6a: readiness to
be concerned with or moved by an object or class of objects
b : the quality in a thing that arouses interest

ainterest vi l : to involve the interest or welfare of : affect, con-
cern 2 : to induce or persuade to participate or engage 3 : to

engage the attention or arouse the Interest of
interest group n : a group of persons having a common identifying
interest that often provides a basis for action

in*ter<face \'int-3r-,fas\ n : a surface forming a common boundary
of two bodies, spaces, or phases — iu-ter>la<cial \,int-3r-'fa-sh3l\

in-ter>faitli \'int-3r-,fath\ adj : involving persons of different re-
hgious faiths

in>ter>fa5-ciC*n*laT X.int-ar-fa-'sik-ys-lsr, -fa-\ adj : situated be-
tween fascicles

in.ter.fere \,int-3Cr)-'fiC3)r\ vi [MF (s')entrejerir to strike one
another, fr. OF, fr. entre- inter- 4- jerir to strike, fr. Ljerire — more
at bore] 1 ; to strike one foot against the opposite foot or ankle in
walking or running 2 : to come in collision or be in opposition
: clash 3 : to enter into or take a pari in the concerns of others
4 : to act reciprocally so as to augment, diminish, or otherwise
affect one another 5 : to claim substantially the same invention
and thus question the priority of invention between the claimants
6 football a : to run ahead of and provide blocking for the ball
carrier b : to hinder illegally an attempt of a player to receive a
pass syn see interpose — in-ter-fer-er n

in.ter.ler-ence \.int-3(r)-'fir-3n(t)s\ n l a : the act or process of
interfering b : something that interferes ; obstruction 2 : the
mutual effect on meeting of two beams of light or of two series of
pulsations of sound or of two waves or vibrations whereby the
resulting neutralization at some points and reinforcement at others
produces alternations 3 ; the act of hampering or blocking an
opponent in football 4 a ; confusion of received radio signals due
to strays or undesired signals b ; something that produces such
confusion — in-ter-fer-en^tial X-fs-'ren-chal, -,fir-'en-\ adj

in>ter*ier-o-gTam \,int-3(r)-'fir-3-,gram\ n : a photographic record
made by an apparatus for recording optical interference phenomena

in.ter.ler.om.e-ter \.int-3(r)-f3-'r"am-3t-sr, -.fir-'am\ n [ISV] : an
instrument that utilizes light interference phenomena for precise
determinations of wavelength, spectral fine structure, indices of
refraction, and very small linear displacements — in»ter«Ier-o-
met'ric \-,fir-3-'me-trik\ adj — in>ter>Ier-om>e*try \-fa-'ram-3-
tre, -.fir-'am-\ n

in>ter.fer.tile \,int-3r-'f3rt-'I\ adj : capable of interbreeding —
in-ter.fer.tiM.ty \-(,)f3r-'til-3t-e\ n

in.ter.frult.ful \-*friJt-f3l\ adj : capable of reciprocal cross*
pollination — in-ter-lruit-ful-ness n

in.ter.fuse \,mt-3r-'fyuz\ vt [L interjusus, pp. of interjundere to

Sour between, fr. inter- + jundere to pour — more at found]
: to combine by fusing : blend 2 : to pass into or through others

: infuse 3 : pervade, permeate — iu-tei'Iu-slon \-'fyu-zh3n\ n
in-ter<ga>lac<tic \.int-3r-g3-'lak-tik\ adj : situated or occurring in
the spaces between galaxies

in»ter.ge.ner«ic \-i3-'ner-ik\ adj ; existing or occurring between
genera <'-^ hybridization)

in>ter*gla<cial \-'gla-sh3l\ adj : occurring or formed between
glacial epochs

in»ter-gra»da.tion \-gra-'da-sh3n, -gr3-\ n : the condition of one
that intergrades — in-ter-gra-da-tiou-al \-shn3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj

1 in- ter-grade \,int-3r-'grad\ vi : to merge gradually one with
another through a continuous series of intermediate forms, kinds,
or types

2in.ter.grade \'int-3r-,grad\ n : an intermediate or transitional form
in.ter-graft \.int-3r-'graft\ vi ; to be reciprocally capable of being
grafted

in^ter-growtll \*int-3r-,groth\ n 1 ; a growing between or together;
also : the product of such growth 2 : growth by intussusception

in«ter'im X'in-ta-rsm, -,rim\ n [L, adv., meanwhile, fr. inter between— more at inter-] ; a time intervening : interval — interim adj
lin.te.ri'Or \in-'tir-e-3r\ adj [MF & L; MF, fr. L, compar. of (as-

sumed) OL interus inward, on the inside; akin to L inter'\ 1 : lying,

occurring, or functioning within the Umits : inner 2 : remote from
the border or shore : inland 3 : ESSEt-rrUL 4 : belonging to mental
or spiritual Ufe — in.te-ri'Or.ly adv

^interior n 1 : the internal or inner part of a thing : inside 2 : the
inland part 3 ; internal nature : character 4 : the internal affairs

of a state or nation 5 : a representation of the interior of a building— in'te-ri.or-i.ty \(,)in-.tir-e-'6r-3t-e. -'ar-\ n
interior decoration n ; the art of planning the layout and furnishings
of an architectural interior

In.teroect \,int-3r-*jekt\ vt [L interjectus, pp. of intericere, fr.

inter- + jacere to throw — more at jet] : to throw in between or
among other things : interpolate <'^ a remark) syn see introduce— in.ter-jec-tor \-'jek-t3r\ n — in-ter-iecto-ry \-t(a-)re\ adj

in>ter>jec-Uon \,int-ar-'jek-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act of uttering ex-
clamations ; ejaculation b : the act of putting in between : in-

terposition (^ of new issues) 2 : something that interrupts

3 a : an ejaculatory word (as WonderjuT) or form of speech (as ha
ha) b ; a cry or inarticulate utterance (as ouch) expressing an
emotion

interjection : ejaculatory — in.ter'jec»tion«aMy \-e\ adv
in>ter*lace \,int-3r-'las\ vb [ME entrelacen, fr. MF entrelacer, fr.

OF entrelacier, fr. entre- inter- -h lacier to lace] vt 1 : to unite by or
as if by lacing together : interweave 2 : to vary by alternation or
intermixture ; intersperse '— vi : to cross one another as if woven
together ; intertwine— in<ter*lace*ment \-'la-smant\ n

in>ter>lam-i>nate \,int-3r-'lam-3-,nat\ vt 1 ; to insert between
laminae 2 : to arrange in alternate laminae — in*ter>lam>i>na-
tion \-,lam-3-'na-sh3n\ n

in>ter>lard \.int-3r-'lard\ vt [MF enlreJarder, fr. OF, fr. entre inter-

-I- larder to lard, fr. lard, n. ] ; to introduce something foreign or
irrelevant into (text '^ed with photographs)

in.ter>lay-er X'int-sr-.Ia-sr, -,Ie(-a)r\ n ; a layer placed between
other layers

iin»ter»leaf \,int-3r-'ief\ vt : interleave
2in.ter-leal Vint-3r-,Ief\ n l ; a usu. blank leaf inserted between
two leaves of a book 2 : slip-sheet

in-ter>leave \,int-3r-'lev\ vt 1 a : to equip with an interleaf

b : slip-sheet 2 : interlaminate
tin-ter-line \,int-3r-'lin\ vt [ME enterlinen, fr. ML interlineare, fc.
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interline 442 interpenetration

L inter- + linea line] : to insert between lines already written or
printed; also : to insert something between the lines of (-^ a page)— m>ter-lin>ea<tion \-,Un-e-'a-sh3n\ n
2interline vi [ME interlinen, fr. inter- + linen to line] ; to provide
(a garment) with an interlining

in -ter4111 -ear \,int-3r-'lin-e-3r\ adj [ME interliniare, fr. ML inter-

linearis, fr. L inter- + linea line] 1 : inserted between lines already
written or printed 2 : written or printed in different languages or
texts in alternate lines — in-ter-lin-ear-ly adv

in*ter<lin*ing \'int-3r-,lT-nio\ n : a lining sewn between the or-

dinary lining and the outside fabric

in*ter>llnk \,int-3r-'liok\ vr : to link together

in'tei'lock \,int-3r-'lak\ vi : to become engaged or interrelated
with one another — v/ 1 : to lock together : unite 2 : to connect
so that motion of any part is constrained by another; esp ; to ar-

range the connections of (as railroad signals) to ensure movement
in proper sequence — in-ter-lock \'int-3r-,lak\ n — in<ter>locK*er
\,int-3r-'Iak-3r\ n

in.ter.lO.CU'Uon \,int-3r-16-'kyU-sh3n\ n [L interlocution-, inter-

locutio, fr. interloculus, pp. of interloqui to speak between, fr. inter-

+ loqui to speak] : interchange of speech : conversation
ill>teT>loc-u-tor X.int-ar-'lak-yat-arX n 1 : one who takes part in

dialogue or conversation 2 : a man in the middle of the line in a
minstrel show who questions the end men

in.ter-Ioc.u4o.ry \,int-ar-*lak-y3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : pronounced
during the progress of a legal action and having only provisional
force (^ decree)

In^teT'lope \,int-3r-'Iop, *int-ar-,\ vi[prob. back-formation fr. inter-

loper, fr. inter- + -loper (akin to MD lopen to run, OE hleapan to

leap) — more at leap] 1 ; to encroach on the rights (as in trade)
of others 2 : intrude, intermeddle — in'ter-lop*er n

In-ter-Iude \'int-3r-,lud\ n [ME enterlude, fr. ML interludium, fr. L
inter- 4- ludus play — more at ludicrous] 1 a : a light or farcical

entertainment between the acts of a mystery or morality play or
presented at a fete b : a farce or comedy derived from these en-
tertainments 2 : a performance or entertainment between the acts

of a play 3 : an intervening or interruptive period, space, or event
: interval 4 : a musical composition inserted between the parts
of a longer composition, a drama, or a religious service

in-ter-lu.nar X.int-ar-'lu-narX also in-ter-lu-na-ry \-n3-re\ adj
[prob. fr. MF inierlunaire, fr. L interlunium interlunary period, fr.

inter- + luna moon — more at lunar] : relating to the interval be-
tween old and new moon when the moon is invisible

iii-ter>niar*riage \,int-3r-'mar-ij\ n 1 ; marriage between members
of different groups 2 : endogamy 1

in-ter-mar-ry \-'mar-e\ vi la: to marry each other b : to marry
within a group 2 : to become connected by marriage between
members

in^ter-med'dle \.int-3r-'med-'l\ vi [ME entermedlen, fr. MF entre-
medler, fr. OF, fr. entre- inter- + medler to mix — more at meddle]
: meddle, interfere— in.ter-med.dler \-'nied-lar, -^I-3r\ n

in.ter-me.di.a-cy \,int-3r-'med-e-3-se\ n : intermediateness
Un.ter-me.di.ary \,int-ar-'med-e-,er-e\ adj 1 : intermedw,te
2 : acting as a mediator

aintermediary /i 1 a : mediator, go-betwcen b : medium, means
2 : an intermediate form or stage

iill<ter>me*di*ate \,int-ar-'med-e-9t\ adj [ML intermediatus, fr. L
intermedius. fr. inter- + medius mid, middle — more at mid] : being
or occurring at the middle place or degree or between extremes —
in<ter*me*di*ate-ly adv — in'ter*me-dl<ate-ness n

2intennediate n l : an intermediate term, object, or class 2 : medi-
ator, go-between 3 : a chemical compound formed as an inter-
mediate step between the staning material and the final product

intermediate host n l : a host which is normally used by a parasite
in the course of its life cycle and in which it may multiply asexually
but not sexually 2 a : reservoir 3 _b : vector
in>ter>me-di-a>tiou \,int-3r-,med-e-'a-sh3n\ n ; intervention,
mediation

in.ter»me*din \,int-3r-'med-^n\ n ; a hormone secreted by the
intermediate part or anterior lobe of the pituitary body that in-

duces expansion of vertebrate chromatophores
in*ter*ment \in-'t9r-m3nt\ n : the act or ceremony of interring

in-ter.mez.zo \.int-3r-'met-(,)s6, -'med-f,)zo\ n, pi in»ter.niez»zi
\-(.)se. -(,)ze\ or intermezzos [It, deriv. of L intermedius inter-
mediate] 1 : a short light entr'acte 2 a ; a movement coming
between the major sections of a symphony or other extended work
b : a short independent instrumental composition

in-ter.mi.na.ble \(')in-'t3rm-(3-)n9-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. LL inter-
minahilis. fr. L in- + terminare to terminate] : endless; esp X weari-
somely protracted — in-ter*mi-na>ble-ness n — iu*ter*mi>na>bly
\-bie\ adv

in.ter.min.gle X.Int-ar-'mio-gslN vb : intermix
in>ter-miS>Sion \,int-3r-'mish-3n\ n [L intermission-, intermissio,
fr. intermissus. pp. of intermiitere} 1 : the act of intermitting : the
state of being intermitted 2 : a temporary halt esp. in a public
performance : pause

in.ter.mit \,int ;>r-'mit\ vb in-ter-mit-ted; in-ter-mit-ting [L
intermiitere, fr. inter- + mittere to send — more at smfte] vl : to
cause to cease for a time or at intervals : discontinue '— vi ; to be
intermittent syn see deter — in-ter<mit<ter n

in.ter.mit.tence \.int-ar-'mit-=n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of
being iniennittent

in-ter-mit.tent \-='nt\ adj [L intermittent-, intermittens, prp- of
intermittere] ; coming and going at intervals — in»ter»mit«tent»ly
adv
syn intermittent, recurrent, periodic, alternate mean occur-

ring or appearing in interrupted sequence, intermftfent stresses
breaks in continuity; recurrent stresses repetition; periodic
implies recurrence at essentially regular intervals; alternate may
apply to two contrasting things appearing repeatedly one after die
other (alternate hope and despair) or to every second member of a
series <mcet on alternate Tuesdays)

intermittent current n : an electric current that flows and ceases
to flow at intervals but is not reversed

in-ter-mix \,int-3r-'miks\ vb [back-formation fr. obs. intermixt
(intermingled), fr. L intermixtus, pp. of intermiscerc to intermix,
fr. inter- -I- miscere to mix — more at mix] : to mix together —
in>ter<mix<ture \-'miks-char\ n

in*ter*mo*lec>u>lar X.int-ar-ma-'lek-ya-brX adj : existing or acting
between molecules — in>ter<mo>lec-u>lar>ly adv

lin-tern or in-terne Xin-'tara, 'in-.X adj [MP interne, fr. L internusi
archaic : internal

2in.tern \'in-,tarn, in-'\ vr; to confine or impound esp. during a war
3in.tern \'in-,tam\ n : internee
4in.tern or in-terne \'in-,t3m\ n : an advanced student or graduate
esp. in medicine gaining supervised practical experience (as in a
hospital) — ln>tern*sliip \-.ship\ n
sin.tem \'in-,t3rn\ vi : to act as an intern
in.ter-nal \in-'t3rn-=l\ adj [L internus; akin to L inter between— more at inter-] 1 a : existing or situated within the limits or
surface of something (-^ structure) b (1) : situated near the inside
of the body (2) ; situated on the side toward the median plane of
the body 2 : capable of being applied through the stomach by
being swallowed <'^ remedy) 3 ; relating or belonging to or
existing within the mind : subjective 4 : intrinsic, inherent
<-^ evidence) (--^ consistency) 5 : present or arising within an
organism or one of its parts <~ stimulus) 6 : of or relating to the
domestic affairs of a state <'^ revenue) — in>ter*nal*i>ty \,in-
,tar-'nal-3t-e\ n — in-ter-naMy \in-'t3rn-''I-e\ adv

internal-combustion engine n : a heat engine in which the
combustion that generates the heat takes place inside the engine
proper instead of in a furnace

in.ter.nal.iza-tion \in-.t3m-=l-3-'za-sh5n\ n : the act or process
of iniernahzing

in*ter>nal<ize \in-'t9m-'l-,7z\ vt : to give a subjective character
to; specif : to incorporate within the self as guiding principles

internal medicine n : a branch of medicine that deals with the
diagnosis and treatment of nonsurgical diseases

internal respiration n : exchange of gases between the cells of the
body and the blood by way of the fluid bathing the cells

internal rhyme n : rhyme between a word within a line and another
either at the end of the same line or within another line

internal secretion n : hormone
lin.ter-na.tion.al \,int-ar-'nash-nal, -an-'l\ adj 1 : affecting or
involving two or more nations <~ trade) 2 : of, relating to, or
constituting a group or association having members in two or
more nations <'^ movement) — in>ter>na*tion>al>i>ty \-,nash-3-
'nal-3t-e\ n — ln>ter'na>tion<al>ly N-'nash-ns-le, -3n-'l-e\ adv

2in.ter.na.tion.al X-'nash-nsl, -an-'^l, in sense a ojten -,nash-3-'nal,
-'nal\ n : an organized group that transcends national limits: as
a also in>ter>na*tio*nale \-.nash-a-'nal, -'nal\ : one of several
socialist or communist organizations of international scope b : a
labor union having locals in more than one country

international date line n : date line
in-ter-na-tion-al-ism X-'nash-nsl-.iz-sm, -'nash-an-'l-X n 1 : in-
ternational character, principles, interests, or outlook 2 a : a
policy of cooperation among nations and esp. of the development
of close international political and economic relations b ; an
attitude or belief favoring such a policy — in-ter*na<tion<aI-ist
\-9st\ n or adj

in.ter.na.tion.al-iza.tion X-.nash-nal-s-'za-shan, -.nash-sn-'IA n
: the act or the result of internationalizing

in-ter.na.tion-al.ize X-'nash-nsl-.Tz, -'nash-3n-=l-\ vt : to make
international; specij : to place under international control

international law n : a body of rules that control or affect the
rights of nations in their relations with each other

international pitch n : a tuning standard of 440 vibrations per sec-
ond for A above middle C

international relations n pi but sing in constr ; a branch of political
science concerned with relations between nations and primarily
with foreign policies

International Scientific Vocabulary n : a part of the vocabulary
of the sciences and other specialized studies that consists of words
or other linguistic forms current in two or more languages and
differing from New Latin in being adapted to the structure of the
individual languages in which they appear

international imit n : a quantity of a biological (as a vitamin) that
produces a particular biological effect agreed upon as an inter-
national standard

in.ter<ne>cine \,int-9r-'nes-,en, -'ne-,sTn; in-'tar-na-.sen. .int-sr-ni-

'sen\ adj [L internecinus, fr. internecare to destroy, kill, fr. inter-

+ necare to kill, fr. nee-, nex violent death — more at NOXIOUS]
1 : marked by slaughter : deadly; esp : mutually destructive
2 : of, relating to, orinvolving conflict within a group

in.tern-ee \,in-,t3r-'ne\ n : an interned person
in.ter>neu.ron \,int-3r-'n(y)ii-,ran; -'n(y)u(3)r-,an\ n : an inter-

nuncial neuron — in*ter*neu>ro-nal \-'n(y)ur-3n-''I, -nyu-'ron-\
adj

in-ter.nist Mn-'tar-nsstX n : a specialist In internal medicine esp. as
distinguished from a surgeon

in>tern'ment Xin-'tara-msntX n : the act of Inteming : the state
of being interned

in>ter*node \*int-3r-,n6d\ n [L intemodium, fr. inter- + nodus
knot — more at net] : an interval or part between two nodes (as
of a stem) : segment

in*ter>nun*ci-al \,int-3r-'n3n(t)-se-3l, -'niJn(t)-\ adj 1 : of or
relating to an internuncio 2 : serving to link sensory and motor
neurons — in-ter.nun'Ci-aMy \-a-ie\ adv

in-ter.nun.cio \-'n3n(t)-se-,o, -'nun(t)-\ n [It internunzio, fr. L
internuntius, internuncius, fr. inter- -i- nunfius, nuncius messenger]
1 : a messenger between two parties : go-between 2 : a papal
legate of lower rank than a nuncio

in-ter-nup-tial V.int-ar-'nop-shal, -ch3l\ adj 1 ; relating to inter-

marriage 2 : intervening between married stales

in.terO'Cep.tive \,int-3-ro-'sep-tiv\ adj linter- (as in interior) -}-

-0- -\- -ceptive (as in receptive) ] ; of, relating to, or being stimuli
arising within the body and esp. the viscera

in.tero-cep.tor \-t3r\ n : a sensory receptor excited by Interocep-
tive stimuli

in*ter<of*fice \.int-3-'r6f-3s, -'r^f-3s\ adj : functioning or com-
municating between the offices of an organization

in>ter>pel*late \,int-3r-'pel-,at, -p3-'lat\ vt [L interpellatus, pp. of
interpellare to interrupt, fr. inter- -\- -pellare (fr. pellere to drive)
— more at feu] : to question formally (as an executive officer)

concerning an official action or policy or personal conduct —
in.«ter*peMa.tion \-p3-'la-sh3n\ n — in-ter-pel-la'tor \-'pel-

,at-3r, -p3-'lat-\ n
in>ter>pen*e.trate \,lnt-3r-'pen-3-,trat\ vt : to penetrate between,



interpersonal

in-ter.per.son.al X-'pars-nal, -an-^lX adj : being, relating to, or
involving relations between persons — i2i>ter>per>sou>al>Iy \-c\
adv

iii>ter>plan>e*taTy \,int-3r-'plan-^,ter-e\ adj ; existing, carried on,
or OF>eraling between planets

in>ter>plant \-'plant\ vt : to plant a crop between (plants of
another kind); esp : to set out young trees among (existing growth)

in-ter*play \'int-3r-,pla\ n : interaction — in^ter-play \.int-
3r-'\ VI

in.ter-plead \,int-3r-'pled\ vi [AF enterpleder. fr. enter- inter- +
pleder to plead, fr. OF plaidier — more at plead] ; to go to trial

with each other in order to determine a right on which the action
of a third party depends
lin-ter-plead-er \-9r\ n [AF enterpleder, fr. enterpleder, v.] : a
proceeding to enable a person to compel parties making the same
claim against him to litigate the matter between themselves
^interpleader n ; one that interpleads
in>ter*pO-late \in-'t3r-pa-,iat\ vb [L interpolaius, pp. of inierpolare
to refurbish, alter, interpolate, fr. inter- + -polare (fr. polire to
polish)] vt 1 a : to alter or corrupt (as a text) by inserting new
or foreign matter h : to' insert (words) into a text or into a con-
versation 2 : to insert between other things or parts : inter-
calate 3 : to estimate values of (a function) between two known
values ~ VI : to make insertions syn see introduce — in-ter-po-
la>tion \(.)in-,t3r-p3-'la-sh3n\ n — in-ter>po-la>tive Nin-'tsr-pa-
,lat-iv\ adj — in>ter>po>la<tor \-,lat-3r\ n

in-ter-pose \.int-3r-'poz\ vb [MF interposer, fr. L interponere
(perf. indie, interposui), fr. inter- + ponere to put — more at posi-
tion] vt 1 a : to place in an intervening position b : to put (one-
self) between : intrude 2 : to introduce or throw in between the
parts of a conversation or argument '^ vi 1 : to be or come between
2 : to step in between parties at variance ; intervene 3 : inter-
rupt — in-ter*pos>er n
syn INTERPOSE, interfere, intervene, meol\te, intercede mean

to come or go between, interpose implies no nrore than this;

interfere implies a getting in the way or otherwise hindering
movement, view, or free operation; intervene may imply an occur-
ring in space or time between two things or a stepping in to halt
or settle a quarrel or conflict; mediate implies intervening between
hostile factions or conflicting ideas or principles; intercede imphes
acting in behalf of an offender in begging mercy or forgiveness
syn see in addition introduce

in-ter>po<si<tion \-p3-'zish-3n\ n l a : the act of interposing
b : the action of a state whereby its sovereignty is placed between its

citizens and the federal government 2 ; something interposed
in>ter<pret Xin-'iar-prat, rapid -p3t\ vb [ME interpreten, fr. MF&L;
MF interpreter, fr. L interpretari, fr. interpret-, interpres agent,
negotiator, interpreter] vt 1 : to explain the meaning of : elucidate
2 : to conceive in the light of individual belief, judgment, or cir-

cumstance : CONSTRUE 3 ; to represent by means of art : bring to
realization by performance (-^^ a role) -^ vi : to act as an inter-
preter between speakers of different languages syn see explain— in'ter'pret*abil*i-ty \in-,tar-prat-a-'bil-at-e. rapid -p3t-\ n —
m>ter>pret<able Vin-'tar-prst-s-bal, rapid -patA adj— in-ter.pret-
er \-sr\ n — in>ter<pre>tive \-iv\ adj — in*ter-pre.tive.ly adv

in.ter.pre.ta-tion Xin-.tar-prs-'ta-shan. rapid -p3-\ n 1 : the act
or the. result of interpreting : explanation 2 : an instance of
artistic interpretation in performance or adaptation ~ in«ter.pre-
ta-tlon>al \-shn3l, -shan-nx adj — in-ter-pre-ta'tive Xin-'tar-
pra-,tat-iv, rapid -pa-\ adj — m-ter«pre'ta*tive'ly adv

in>ter>pn«pil-lary \,int-ar-'pyu-pa-,ler-e\ adj ; extending between
the pupils of the eyes; also : extending between the centers of a
pair of spectacle lenses <'^ distance)

in-ter-ra-cial \.int-a(r)-'ra-shal\ or in-ter-race \-'ras\ adj : of,
involving, or designed for members of different races

in<ter*reg'nuni \.int-a-'reg-nam\ n, pi interregnums or in-ter-
reg«na \-na\ [L, fr. inter- + regnum reign — more at reign] 1 : the
time during which a throne is vacant between two successive reigns
or regimes 2 : a period during which the normal functions of
government or control are suspended 3 : a lapse or pause in a
continuous series

in>ter<re>late \,int-a(r)-ri-'lat\ vt : to bring into mutual relation
•^ vi : to have mutual relationship — m>ter<re-Ia-tion \-*la-shan\
n — in.ter.re'la-tion^sliip \-,ship\ n

in»ter«ro-gate \in-'ter-a-,gat\ vt [L interrogatus, pp. of interrogare,
fr. inter- + rogare to ask — more at right] : to question formally
and systematically syn see ask — in*ter-ro>ga-tion \in-,ter-a-
'ga-shan\ n — in*ter-ro-ga*tion>al \-shnal, -shan-^'lX adj

interrogation point n : quesron mark
lin.ter-rog.a.tive \,int-a-'nig-at-iv\ adj 1 a : having the form or
force of a question b : used in a question 2 ; questioning, in-
QuismvE — in-ter-rog^a.tive-ly adv
2interrogative n 1 : an interrogative utterance 2 : a word (as who,
what, which) or a particle (as Latin -ne) used in asking questions

in>ter>ro*ga<tor \in-'ter-a-,gat-ar\ n 1 : one that interrogates
2 : a radio transmitter and receiver for sending out a signal that
triggers a transponder and for receiving and displaying the reply
iin>ter-rog>a*to>ry \,int-&-'rag-a-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ n ; a formal question
or inquiry
2interrogatory adj : interrogative
in.ter.nipt \,int-a-'rapt\ vb [ME interrupten, fr. L interruptus, pp.
of interritmpere, fr. inter- + rumpere to break — more at reave]
vt 1 : to stop or hinder by breaking in 2 : to break the uniformity
or continuity of -^ vi : to break in upon an action; esp ; to break
in with questions or remarks while another is speaking — in«ter-
mp>tion \-'rap-shan\ n — in'ter-rup.tive \-'rap-tiv\ adj

in-ter-rupt-er n ; one that interrupts; specij : a device for periodi-
cally and automatically interrupting an electric current

in.ter-schO'Ias-tic \,int-ar-ska-'las-tik\ adj : existing or carried
on between schools

in>ter se \,int-ar-.'sa, -'se\ adv (or adj) [L] : among or between
themselves

in-ter-sect \,int-ar-'sekt\ vb [L intersectus, pp. of intersecare, it.

inter- + secare to cut — more at saw] vt : to pierce or divide by
passing through or across : cross -^ vi 1 ; to meet and cross at a
point 2 : to share a common area ; overlap

in-ter-sec-tion \,int-9r-*sek-shan, esp in sense 2 'int-ar-,\ n 1 : the
act or process of intersecting 2 : a place or area where two or more
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things intersect 3 : the set of elements common to two sets- esp : the
set of points common to two geometric configurations

in.ter.sex \'int-ar-.seks\ n [ISV] : an intersexual individual
in.ter.sex.u-al \.ini-3r-'seksh-(3-)wal, -'sek-shalX adj [ISV] 1 : ex-
isung between sexes <~ hostility) 2 : intermediate in sexual
characters between a typical male and a typical female — in-ter-
sex.u.al.i.ty \-.sek-sha-'wal-at-e\ n— in.ter.sex-u.aMy \'seksh-
(a-)wa-lc, -*seksh-(a-)le\ adv

Un.ter.space \'int-ar-,spas\ n : an intervening space : interval
2in.ter.space \,int-ar-'spas\ vt : to separate by spaces
in.ter_.spe.cif.ic \,int-ar-spi-'sif-ik\ or in.ter-spe.cies \-'spe-
.
(Jshez, -(,)sez\ adj : existing or arising between species <~ hybrid)

in.ter.Sperse \,int-ar-'spars\ vt [L interspersus interspersed, fr.
inter- + sparsus pp. of spargere to scatter — more at spark] 1 : to
insert at intervals among other things 2 : to place something at
mtervals in or among — in>ter>sper.sion \-'spar-zhan, -shan\ n

in.ter.Sta-di.al \,int-ar-'stad-e-al\ n [ISV inter- + NL stadium
stage, phase, fr. L, stadium] : a subdivision within a glacial stage
marking a temporary retreat of the ice

in.ter.state \,int-ar-'stat\ adj ; of. connecting, or existing between
two or more states esp. of the U.S.

in.ter.steHar \-'stel-ar\ adj : located or taking place among the
stars

in.ter.ster.ile \-'ster-3l\ adj ; mutuaUy incapable of fertilizing —
in.ter.ste.ril.i.ty \-sta-'ril-at-e\ n

in.ter.stice \in-'tar-stas\ n, pi in-ter-stic-es Vsta-.sez, -sta-saz\
[F. fr. LL interstitium, fr. L interstitus, pp. of intersistere to stand
still in the middle, fr. inter- + sistere to come to a stand; akin to L
stare to stand] : a space that intervenes between things : interval;
esp : one between closely spaced things syn see aperture

in.ter.Sti.tial \,int-ar-'stish-al\ adj 1 ; relating to or situated in
the interstices 2 a : situated within but not restricted to or
characteristic of a particular organ or tissue — used esp. of fibrous
tissue b : affecting the interstitial tissues of an organ or part —
in-ter.sti.tiaMy \-a-le\ adv

in.ter.sub.jective \.int-ar-sab-'jek-tiv\ adj 1 : interrelating two
consciousnesses 2 : accessible to two or more subjects : odjechve— in-ter.sub-jec.tive'ly adv — in-ter-sub.jec-tiv-i.ty \-(,)s3b-
jek-'tiv-at-e\ n

in.ter.tes-ta.men.tal \.int-ar-,te5-ta-'ment-n\ adj : of, relating to,
or forming the period of two centuries between the composition
of the last of the Old Testament and the New Testament

in.ter.tid.al \-'tTd-^i\ adj ; of, relating to, or being the part of the
littoral zone above low-tide mark

In.ter.till \-'til\ vt : to culUvate between the rows of (a crop) —
in.ter.till.age \-'til-ij\ n

in.ter.trop.i.cal \-'trap-i-kal\ adj l ; situated between or within
the tropics 2 : relating to regions within the tropics : tropical

in-ter.twine \-'twTn\ vt ; to unite by twining one with another^ vi : to twine about one another — in-ter*twine >men t \-mani\ n
lin.ter. twist \-'twist\ vb : intertwine
2in.ter.twist Vint-ar-,twist\ n : an act or instance of intertwisting

: the state of being intertwisted
in.ter.ur.ban \,int-ar-'ar-ban\ adj : connecting cities or towns
in.ter-val \'int-3r-V3l\ n [ME intervalle. fr. MF, fr. L iniervallum
space between ramparts, interval, fr. inter- + vallum rampart —
more at wall] 1 : a space of time between events or states : pause
2 a : a space between objects, units, or states b : difference in
pitch between tones 3 : a set of real numbers between two num-
bers either including or excluding one or both of them; also % the
set of real numbers greater or less than and including or excluding
a real number

in-ter.vale \'int-ar-,val, -val\ n [obs. intervale interval] chiejly
NewEng : BOTTOM 5

in.ter.val.om-e.ter \,int-ar-va-'lam-at-ar\ n : a device that operates
a control (as for a camera shutter) at regular intervals

in.ter.vene \4nt-ar-'ven\ vi [L intervenire to come between, fr,

inter- + venire to come — more at COME] 1 : to enter or appear as
an irrelevant or extraneous feature or circumstance 2 : to occur,
fall, or come between points of time or events 3 : to come in or
between by way of hindrance or modiiication {-^ to settle a quar-
rel) 4 : to occur or lie between two things 5 a ; to become a
third party to a legal proceeding begun by others for the protection
of an alleged interest b : to interfere usu. by force or threat of
force in another nation's internal affairs esp. to compel or prevent
an action or to maintain or alter a condition syn see interpose —
in.ter.ve-nor \-'ve-nar, -,n6{a)r\ also in^ter-ven-er \-'ve-nar\ n
— in-ter-ven'tion \-'ven-chan\ n

in.ter-ven.tion.ism \-'ven-ch3-,niz-am\ n : the theory or practice
of intervening; specij : governmental interference in economic
affairs at home or in political affairs of another country— in«ter-
ven'tiou-ist \-'vench-(a-)nasi\ n or adj

in.ter.ver-te.bral \,int-ar-'vart-a-brai\ adj : situated between
vertebrae — in.ter.ver-te-bral.ly \-bra-le\ adv

intervertebral disk n : one of the tough elastic disks that are
interposed between the centra of adjoining vertebrae and that
consist of an outer fibrous ring enclosing an inner pulpy nucleus

in.ter.view \'int-ar-,vyii\ n [MF entrevue, fr. (,s')entrevoir to see
one another, meet, fr. entre- inter- + voir to see — more at view]
1 : a formal consultation usu. to evaluate the aptitude, training,
or progress of a student or prospective employee 2 a : a meeting
at which a reporter obtains information from a person b ; a
report or reproduction of information so obtained — interview vt— in-ter-view-er n

in.ter vi.vos \,int-ar-'ve-,vos, -'vT-\ adv (or adj) [LL] : between
living persons (transaction inter vivos); esp : from one living person
to another iinier vivos gifts) (property transferred inter vivos}

in-ter.vo.oal.ic \,int-ar-vo-'kaI-ik\ adj : immediately preceded
and immediately followed by a vowel

in.ter.weave \,int-ar-'wev\ vt l : to weave together 2 ; to blend
together ^ vi : intertwine, intermingle ~ in.ter.wo-ven \-'w6-
V9n\ adj

in.tes.ta.cy \in-'tes-t3-se\ n ; the quality or state of being or
dying intestate

lin.tes.tate \in-'tes-,tat, -tat\ adj [ME, fr. L intestatus, fr. in- +
testatus testate] 1 ; having made no valid will 2 : not disposed
of by will
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^intestate n : one who dies intestate

in.tes.ti>nal \in-'tes-t3n-n, -'tes(t)-n3l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to.

or being the intestine 2 : affecting or occurring in the intestine;
also : living in the intestine — in«tes>ti«nal.ly \-e\ adv

Intestinal fortitude n [euphemism for guts'i : courage, stamina
Un>tes>tine \in-'tes-tan\ adj [MF or L; MF inieslin, fr. L intestinus,

fr. infus within — more at ent-] : internal; specij ; of or relating
to the internal affairs of a state or country

aintestine n [MF intestin, fr. L intestinum, fr. neut. of intestinusi

; the tubular part of the alimentary canal that extends from the
stomach to the anus

in.tl.ma \'int-3-m3\ n, pi in-ti-mae \-.me. -,mT\ or intimas
[NL, fr. L. fem. of intimusl : the innermost coat of an organ con-
sisting usu. of an endothelial layer backed by connective tissue and
elastic tissue — in>ti-mal \-m3l\ adj

in*ti'ma.cy \'int-3-m3-se\ n 1 : the state of being intimate
: FAMILIARITY 2 ! an instance of esp. objectionable intimacy

lin-ti.mate \'int-3-.mat\ vr [LL imimatus, pp. of intimare to put
in, announce, fr. L intimus innermost, superl. of (assumed) OL
interus inward — more at interior] 1 : announce, declare
2 : to communicate indirectly : hint syn see suggest — in-ti-

mat<er n — in-ti-ma-tion \,int-3-'ma-sh3n\ n
3in.ti*inate \'ini-3-m3t\ adj [alter, of obs. iniime, fr. L mtimus'\
1 a : INTRINSIC, ESSENTIAL 6 I belonging to or characterizing one's
deepest nature 2 : marked by very close association, contact,
or familiarity 3a: marked by a warm friendship developing
through long association b : suggesting informal warmth or
privacy <'--' clubs) 4 : of a very personal or private nature syn
see FAMILIAR — in*ti<niate*ly adv — in>ti>mate-ness n

3in«ti.niate \'int-3-m3t\ n : an intimate friend or confidant
in<tim*i*date \in-'tim-3-,dat\ vt [ML intimidatus, pp. of intimidare,
fr. L in- + timidus timid] : to make timid or fearful : frighten;
esp : to compelor deter by or as if by threats — in*tim'i^da*tion
\(Jin-,tim-3-'da-sh3n\ n — in-tim>l>da-tor \in-'tim-a-,dat-3r\ n

in-tinc-tion \in-'tiQ(k)-sh3n\ n [LL intinction-, int'mctio baptism,
fr. L Uuinctus, pp. of intingere to dip in, fr. in- + lingere to dip.
moisten — more at tinge] : the administration of the sacrament of
Communion by dipping the bread in the wine and giving both
together to the communicant

in-tit.ule \in-'tich-{,)ij(3)l, Brit -'tit-(,)yuCa)l\ vt [MF intituler, fr.

LL ituitulare, fr. L in- + tiiuhts title] Brii : to give a title or desig-
nation to — used chiefly of a legislative act

in.tO \,in-t3(-w), 'in-(.)tii\ prep [ME, fr. OE into, fr. ^n + to to]
1 a : to the inside of <came — the room) b — used as a function
word to indicate entry, introduction, insertion, or inclusion (enter
'^ an alliance) 2 a : to the state, condition, or form of (got -^

trouble) b : to the occupation, action, or possession of (go "^

farming) 3 — used as a function word to indicate a period of time
or an extent of space part of which is passed or occupied (far '^ the
night) 4 : in the direction of (looking -^ the sun> 5 : to a posi-
tion of contact with ; against (ran '^ a wall)

in>tol.er<a.biI<i'ty \(,)in-,tal-0-)r3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being intolerable

in.tol.er.a.ble \(')in-'tal-(3-)r3-b3l, -'tal-3r-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. L
intolerabilis, fr. in- 4- lolerabilis tolerable] 1 : not tolerable ; un-
bearable 2 : excessive — in*tol*er>a'ble>ne5s n — in-tol<er>a-
bly \-ble\ adv

xn.tol.er.ance \(')in-'tal-(3-)r3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of
being intolerant; specij : exceptional sensitivity (as to a drug or
food)

in<tol>er*ant \-(3-)r3nt\ adj l : unable to endure 2 a : unwilling
to endure b : unwilling to grant equal freedom of expression esp.
in religious matters or other social, political, or professional rights
: bigoted — in.tol«er.ant'ly adv — in<tol>er>aut*ness n

in.to.nate \'in-t3-,nat\_vr : intone, utter
ln*to-na>tion \,in-t3-'na-shan\ n 1 : the act of intoning and esp.
of chanting 2 : something that is intoned; specij : the opening
tones of a Gregorian chant 3 : the manner of singing, playing, or
uttering tones 4 : the rise and fall in pitch of the voice in speech —
in»to>na.tion-al X-shnal, -shan-^lX adj

intonation pattern r? : a combination of pitch and terminal juncture
that contributes to the total meaning or an utterance (one intona-
tion pattern makes Leave a command, another makes it a question)

in*tone \in-'t6n\ vb [ME entonen, fr. MF entoner, fr. ML intonare
fr. L in- + tonus tone] vt 1 ; to utter in musical or prolonged tones
2 : to recite in singing tones or in a monotone ~ vi ; to utter some-
thing in singing tones or in monotone — ln*ton>eT n

in.tor-sion or in-tor-tion \in-'tbr-shan, 'in-,\ n_ [LL intoriion-,

intortio act of curling, fr. L iniorlus, pp. of intorquere to curl, fr. in-

+ torquere to twist — more at torture] : a winding, bending, or
twisting around (as of the stem of a plant); specij : inward rotation
about an axis or a fixed point

in to.to \in-'t6t-(,)o\ adv [L, on the whole] : totally, entirely
in.tOS'i-cant \in-'tak-si-k3nt\ n ; something that intoxicates; esp

: an alcoholic drink — intoxicant adj — in>tox>i>cant>ly adv
Un.tox-i-cale \in-'tak-si-kat\ adj, archaic : intoxicated
2in.tOX-i.cate \-s3-.kat\ vt [ML intoxicatus, pp. of intoxicare, fr. L
in- + toxicum poison — more at toxic] 1 : poison 2 a : to excite
or stupefy by alcohol or a narcotic esp. to the point where physical
and mental control is markedly diminished b : to excite or elate to
the point of enthusiasm or frenzy

in.tox.i'Cat-ed adj 1 : affected by alcohol 2 : emotionally excited,
elated, or exhilarated syn see drunk

in.tox.i-ca-tion \(,)in-.tak-sa-'ka-shan\ n 1 : an abnormal state
that is essentially a poisoning (intestinal ~> 2a: the condition of
being drunk : inkbriation b : a strong excitement or elation

in.tra- X.in-tra also but not shown at individual entries ,in-,tr'a\ prefix
[LL, fr. L intra, fr. (assumed) OL interus, adj. inward — more at
interior] 1 a : within (m/ramural) b : during (mrranaial)

: between layers of (mrradermal) 2 : intro- (an w/ramuscular
injection)

in.tia.cel.lU'lar \,in-tr3-'sel-ya-l3r\ adj ; being or occurring with-
in a protoplasmic cell

in.trac.ta.bil-i.ty \(.)in-,trak-t3-'biI-ot-e\ n : the quality or state
of being intractable

in.tiac.ta.ble \(')in-'trak-t3-b3l\ adj [L Intractabilis, fr. in- +
tractabilis tractable] 1 : not easily governed, managed, or directed
: obstinate 2 : not easily manipulated or wrought i^ metal)
3 : not easily reUeved or cured ('--' pain) syn see unruly—in.trac-
ta«ble.ness n — in-trac-ta-bly \-ble\ adv

in.tia.cu.ta.ne.ous test \,In-tr3-kyu-,ta-ne-3s-\ n ; a test for
immunity or hypersensitivity made by injecting a minute amount of
diluted antigen into the skin

in.tra.der-mal x.in-trs-'dar-malX also in.lra.der.mic \-mik\ adj
: situated or done within or between the layers of the skin — in-
tra'der.uiaMy \-ma-le\ also in.tra.der.mi.caMy \-mi-k(3-)le\

in.tra.dos \'in-tr3-,das, -,d6; in-'tra-,das\ n, pi in.tra.dos \-,doz,
-,das\ or in*tra'dos*es \-,das-az\ F, fr. L intra within + F dos
back — more at dossier] : the interior curve of an arch

m-tra.mo.lecu.lar V.in-tra-ms-'lek-ya-larV adj [ISV] : existing or
acting within the molecule; also : formed by reaction between dif-

ferent parts of the same molecule — in.tra.mo.lec.u.Iar-ly adv
in.tra.mu.ral \,in-tr3-'myur-3l\ adj 1 a : being or occurring within
the limits usu. of a community or institution b : competitive only
within the student body (— sports) 2 : being or occurring within
the substance of the walls of an organ — in.tra.mu.ral.ly \-3-le\

in.tra.mus-cu-lar \-'m3s-ky3-br\ adj [ISV] ; being within or
going into a muscle — in.tra. mus-cU'lar-ly adv

in-tran.si.geance \in-'tran(t)s-3-j3n(t)s, -'tranz-\ n [F] : intran-
sigence — in-tran-si-geant \-j3nt\ adj or n — iu.tran.si.geant-
ly adv

in.tran.si.gence \-jan(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being intran-
sigent

in.tran.Si.gent \-J9nt\ adj [Sp iniransigente, fr. in- + transigente,

prp. of transigir to compromise, fr. L transigere to transact —
more at transact] 1 a : refusing to compromise or to abandon an
extreme position or attitude : uncompromising b : irreconcilable
2 : characteristic of an intransigent person — intransigent n —
in<tran*si>gent.ly adv

in.tran.si'tive \(')in-'tran(t)s-3t-iv. -'tranz-; -'tran(t)s-tiv\ adj
[LL intransiiivus, fr. L in- + LL transitivus transitive] : not transi-

tive; esp : characterized by not having or containing a direct object
(an ~ verb) — in.tran.si.tive.ly adv — in.tran-si.tive.ness n

in.trant \'in-tr3nt\ n [L intrant-, intrans, prp. of intrare to enter —
more at enter] : entrant; esp : one entering an educational
institution or a holy order

in.tra.psy.chic \.in-tr3-'sT-kik\ adj : being or occurring within the
psyche, mind, or personality — in'tra.psy.chi.cal \-ki-k3i\ adj
— in-tra'Psy.chi'CaMy \-ki-k(3-)le\ adv

In.tra.spe.cii.ic \,in-ti3-spi-'sif-ik\ also in.tra-spe.cies \-'spe-
(,)shcz, -(,)se2\ adj : occurring within a species or involving mem-
bers of one species

in.tra.state \,in-tr3-'stat\ adj : existing or occurring within a state

in.tra.uter.ine \-'yiit-a-r3n, -,rTn\ adj [ISV] : being or occurring
within the uterus; esp ; involving the part of development that takes
place in the uterus

in.tra.ve.nous \,in-tr3-'ve-nas\ adj [ISV] : being within or enter-

ing by way of the veins; also I used in intravenous procedures —
in.tra.ve.nous.ly adv

in-tra.yi.tal \-'vTt-'l\ adj [ISV] : intravttam
in-tra-vi-tam \-'vT-,tam, -'we-,tam\ adj [NL intra vitam during
life] 1 : performed upon or found in a living subject 2 oj a stain

: having the property of tinting living cells without killing them
in.tra.zon.al X.in-trs-'zon-^lX adj : of, relating to, or being a soil or
a major soil group marked by relatively well-developed charac-
teristics thai are determined primarily by essentially local factors (as

the parent material) rather than chmaie and vegetation — compare
AZONAL, zonal

intreat archaic var oj entreat
intrench var oj entrench
in-trep-id \in-'trep-3d\ adj [L intrepidus, fr. in- + trepidus alarmed
— more at trepidation] : characterized by resolute fearlessness,

fortitude, and endurance — in.tre-pid'i.ty \,in-tr3-'pid-al-e\ n
— in.trep.id.ly \in-'trcp-9d-le\ adv — in.trep.id.ness n

in-trl.ca.cy \'in-tri-k3-se\ n 1 : the quality or stale of being intri-

cate 2 : something intricate

in.tri.cate \'in-tri-kat\ adj [ME, fr. L intricatus, pp. of intricare to

entangle, fr. in- + tricae trifles, impediments] 1 : having many
complexly interrelating parts or elements : complicated 2 : diffi-

cult to resolve or analyze syn see complex — in'tri'cate'ly adv
— in.tri-cate.ness n

in.tri.gant or in-tri.guant \,in-tre-'g'ant, ,an-\ n [F intrigant, fr.

It intrigante, prp. of intrigare] I intriguer — iu.tri.gante or
in.tri'guante \-'gant\ n
lin-trigue \in-'treg\ vh [F intriguer, fr. It intrigare. fr. L intricare to

entangle, perplex] vr 1 : cheat, trick 2 : to accomplish by in-

trigue 3 obs X entangle 4 : to arouse the inierest, desire, or
curiosity of ^ vi : to carry on an intrigue; esp ; plot, scheme
" in-trigu-er n

ain.trigue \'in-,treg, in-"\ n 1 a : a covert and involved stratagem
; MACHINATION b : the practice of engaging in intrigues 2 : a
clandestine love affair syn see plot

in-trin-sic \in-'trin-zik, -'trin(t)-sik\ adj [MF intrinseque internal,

fr. LL inirinsecus, fr. L. adv., inwardly; akin to L intra within —
more at intra-] 1 : belonging to the essential nature or constitu-

tion of a thing 2 : originating or situated wiihm the body or part

acted on — in.trin.si-cal \-zi-k3l, -si-\ adj — in.trin-si-cal-ly
\-ki3-ne\ adv — in.trin.si.cal.ness \k3l-n3s\ n

intrinsic factor n : a substance produced by normal gastrointestinal

mucosa that facilitates absorption of vitamin Biz

intro- prejix [ME, fr. MF, fr. L, fr. intro inside, to the inside, fr.

(assumed) OL interus, adj., inward — mote at interior] 1 : in

: into (mrrojection) 2 ; inward : within (i/irrovert) — compare
EXTRO-

in.tro.duce \,in-tr3-'dfy)ijs\ vt [L introducere, fr. intro- -f- ducere
to lead — more at tow] 1 : to lead or bring in esp. for the first

time 2 a : to bring into play b : to bring into practice or use
: institute 3 : to lead to or make known by a formal act, an-
nouncement, or recommendation: as a : to cause to be acquainted
b : to present formally at court or into society c : to present or
announce formally or officially or by an official reading d ; to

make preliminary explanatory or laudatory remarks about e : to
bring (as an actor, singer) before the public for the first time
4 a : to put or insert into b : to put (an atom or group of atoms)
into a molecule 5 : to bring to a knowledge of — in-tro.duc.er n
syn insert, insinuate, interpolate, intercalate, interpose,

interject: introduce is a general term for bringing or placing a
thing or person into a group or body already in existence; insert
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Implies putting into a fixed or open space between or among;
INSINUATE implies introducing gradually or by gentle pressure;
INTERPOLATE applies to the inserting of something extraneous or
spurious; intercalate suggests an intrusive inserting of something
in an existing series or sequence; interpose suggests inserting an
obstruction or cause of delay; interject implies the introduction
of something that breaks in

in-tro<duc>tion \.in-tra-'dak-sh3n\ n [ME introduccioun act of
introducing, fr. MF introduction, fr. L introduction-, introductio, fr.

introductus, pp. of iniroducere'] 1 : something that introduces: as
a (1) ; a part of a book or treatise preliminary to the main portion
(2) : a preliminary treatise or course of study b ; a short intro-
ductory musical passage 2 ; the act or process of introducing or
the state of being introduced 3 : a putting in : insertion 4 ; some-
thing introduced; specij : a new or exotic plant or animal

in>ti0<duc<t0<n'ly \-'d3k-t(3-)r3-le\ adv : in an introductory man-

in-tro-ducto-ry \,in-tr3-*dak-t(3-)re\ adj ; serving to Introduce
; PRELIMINARY

Ul>tro>gres>sion \,in-tr3-'gresh-3n\ n [intra- + -gression (as in
regression)'] : the entry or introduction of a gene from one gene
complex into another — in>tro-gres>sive \-'gres-iv\ adJ

in-troit \'in-.tro-at, -.trqit, in-*\ n [MF introite, fr. ML introitus, fr.

L, entrance, fr. introitus, pp. of iniroire to go in, fr. intro- + ire to
go — more at issue] 1 ojten cap : the first part of the proper of the
mass consisting of an antiphon, verse from a psalm, and the Gloria
Patri 2 : a piece of music sung or played at the beginning of a
worship service

in-tro-ject \,in-tra-'iekt\ vt [intro- + -jecl (as in project, v.)] : to
incorporate (attitudes or ideas) into one's personality uncon-
sciously — in>tTO*iec-tion \-'jek-shan\ n

in*tTO-iniS-Sion \,in-tr3-'mish-3n\ n [F, fr. L intromissus, pp. of
intromit tere'\ : the act or process of intromitting

in-lro-mit \-'mit\ vt in.trO'init.ted; in-tro-mit-ting [L intro-
mittere, fr. intro- + mittere lo send] : to send or put in ; insert—
in*tro-mit-teut \-'mit-'nt\ adj— in*tro<niit-ter n

in-lrorse \'in-.tr60)rs\ adj [L introrsus. adv., inward, fr. intro- +
versus toward, fr. pp. of vertere to turn — more at worth] ; facing
inward or toward the axis of growth — in'trorse«!ly adv

in>tro-Spect \,in-tr3-'spekt\ vb [L introspectus, pp. of introspicere
to look inside, fr. intro- + specere to look — more at spy] vt : to
examine (one's own mind or its contents) reflectively -^ vi : to
engage in an examination of one's thought process and sensory
experience — in>tro-spec*tlon \-'spek-sh3n\ n — in'tro*spec-
tioii>al \-shn3l, -sh3n-=l\ adj — in-tro-spec-tion*ism X-shs-
,niz-3m\ n — in>tro<spec*tion-ist \-sh(9-)n3st\ nor adj— in'tro-
speC'tive \-'spek-tiv\ adj — iii>tro*spec<tive'ly adv — in>tio-
&pec*tive-ness n

in.tro.ver'Sioa X.in-tra-'var-zhsn, -shanX n [intro- -V -version (as in
diversion) ] 1 : the act of introverting ; the state of being intro-
verted 2 ; the state of or tendency toward being wholly or pre-
dominantly concerned with and interested in one's own mental life— in>tro>ver*sive X-'vsr-siv, -zivX adj — in'trO'ver-sivC'ly adv
»in.tro-vert X'in-trs-.vsrtX vt [intro- + -vert (as in divert)^ : to
turn inward or in upon itself: as a : to bend inward; also : to draw
in (a tubular part) usu. by invagination b : to concentrate or direct
upon oneself

^introvert n l : something (as the eyestalk of a snail) that is or can
be introverted 2 : one whose personality is characterized by in-

troversion
in>trude Xin-'trUdX vb [L intrudere to thrust In, fr. in- + trudere to
thrust — more at threat] vi 1 ; to thrust oneself in without invi-
tation, permission, or welcome 2 ; to enter as if by force -^ vt

1 ; to thrust or force in or upon esp. without permission, welcome,
or fitness 2 : to cause to enter as if by force — in<trud*er n

in.tru.SiOU Xin-'trli-zhanX n [ME. fr. MF, fr. ML intrusion-,
intrusio, fr. L intrusus, pp. of intrudere"] 1 : the act of intruding or
the state of being intruded; specij : the act of wrongfully entering
upon, seizing, or taking possession of the property of another
2 : the forcible entry of molten rock or magma into or between
other rock formations; also : the intruded magma

in-tru.Sive Xin-'trli-siv, -zivX adj 1 a : characterized by intrusion
b : intruding where one is not welcome or invited 2 a : project-
ing inward b (1) oj a rock : having been forced while in a plastic
state into cavities or between layers (2) : plutonic Z oj a sound
or letter : having nothing that corresponds to it in orthography or
etymon <~ XtX in X'mintsX for mince'y {^ d in thunder} syn see
impertinent— in-trU'Sive-ly arfv — iu<tru>sive*uess n

intrust var oj entrust
in-tu>bate X'in-,t(y)ij-,bat, in-'X vt : to perform intubation on
in.tu-ba.tion X,in-,t(y)U-'ba-shanX n : the introduction of a tube
into a hollow organ (as the trachea) to keep the latter open

in*tu-it Xin-'t(y)iJ-3tX vt : to apprehend by intuition — in-tu-it-
able X-a-bslX adj

ill>tU>ition X,in-t(y)u-'ish-3nX n [LL intuition-, intuitio act of con-
templating, fr. L intuitus, pp. of intueri to look at, contemplate, fr.

in- + tueri to look at] 1 a : immediate apprehension or cognition
b : knowledge or conviction gained by intuition c : the power or
faculty of attaining to direct knowledge or cognition without ra-
tional thought and inference 2 ; quick and ready insight — in«tu-
ition>aI X-'ish-nsl. -an-^'lX adj

iii.tU<ltion*ism X-'ish-s-.niz-smX n 1 a : a doctrine that there are
basic truths intuitively known b : a doctrine that objects of per-
ception are intuitively known to be real 2 : a doctrine that right or
wrong or fundamental principles about what is right and wrong
can be intuited — in-tu-ition-ist X-'ish-(3-)n3StX adj or n

in-tU-ltlve Xin-'t(y)U-al-ivX adj 1 ; knowing or perceiving by Intu-
ition 2 a : known or perceived by intuition : directly apprehended
b : knowable by intuition 3 : possessing or given to intuition or
Insight — in-tu^itive-ly adv — in*tu>itlve-ness n

in<tU>mesce X.in-t(y)u-'mesX vi [L intumescere to swell up, fr. in-

-t- tumescere, incho. of tumere to swell — more at thumb] ; en-
large, SWELL
in>tu*mes>cence X-'nies-'n(t)sX « 1 a : an enlarging, swelling, or
bubbling up (as under the action of heat) b : the state of being
swollen 2 : something swollen or enlarged

ill*tu-mes>cent X-'ntX adj [L intumescent-, intumescens, prp. of
e] 1 : marked by intumescence 2 oj paint I swelling

and charring when exposed to flame
in.tus-sus.cept X.int-a-sa-'septX vb [prob. fr. (assumed) NL in-
tussusceptus, pp. of intussuscipere, fr. L intus within + suscipere to
take up — more at ent-, susceptible] vt : to take in by or cause to
undergo intussusception; esp : invaginate -^ vi : to undergo
intussusception

in>tiis>sus>cep.tlon X-'sep-shsnX n : a drawing in of something
from without: as a : invagination; esp ; the slipping of a length of
intestine into an adjacent portion usu. producing obstruction
b : the assimilation of new material and its dispersal among pre-
existent matter — in<tus-sus-cep>tive X-'sep-tivX adj

in>u<lin X'in-ys-lsnX n [prob. fr. G inulin, fr. L inula elecampane]
: a tasteless white polysaccharide found esp. dissolved in the sap of
the roots and rhizomes of composite plants

in-unc-tion Xin-'3o(k)-shanX n [ME. fr. L inunction-, inunctio, fr.

inunctus, pp. of inunguere to anoint — more at anoint] ; an act of
applying oil or ointment ; anointing
in.UU.date X'in-an-,datX vt [L inundatus, pp. inundare, fr. in- -H
unda wave — more at water] ; to cover with a flood ; overflow— in-un-da-tion X.in-sn-'da-shanX n — in-un-da>tor X'in-sn-
,dat-arX n — in>un>da*to*ry Xin-'sn-ds-.tor-e, -,t6r-X adj

in-ure Xin-'(y)u(9)rX vb [ME enuren, fr. en- + ure. n., use. custom,
fr. MF uevre work, practice, fr. L opera work — more at opera] vt

; to accustom to accept something undesirable : HABrruATE -^ vi

: to become of advantage : accrue — in'Ure*ment X-mantX n
in-urn Xin-'srnX vt 1 ; to enclose in an urn 2 : entomb
in.utile X(')in-'yut-=l, -'yu-,tTlX adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L inutilis, fr.

in- + utilis useful — more at utilftv] ; useless, unusable — in-
util'i'ty X.in-yu-'til-3t-eX n

in vacuo Xin-'vak-ya-.woX adv [NL] : in a vacuum
in>vade Xin-'vadX vt [ME invaden, fr. L invadere, fr. in- ¥ vadere to
go — more at wade] 1 : to enter for conquest or plunder 2 : to
encroach upon : infringe 3 a (1) : to spread over or into : per-
meate (2) : to affect injuriously and progressively b : penetrate
c : RAID, assault syn see trespass — in-vad<er n

in>vag*i*nate Xin-'vaj-o-,natX vb [ML invaginatus, pp. of invaginare,
fr. L in- + vagina sheath] vt 1 : enclose, sheathe 2 : to fold in so
that an outer becomes an inner surface -*- vi ; to undergo invagina-
tion

in-vag.i.na.tion X(,)in-,vaj-3-'na-sh3nX n l : an act or process of
invaginating: as a : the formation of a gastrula by an infolding of
part of the wall of the blastula b : intestinal intussusception
2 : an invaginaled part

Un-val.id XOin-'val-adX adj [L invalidus weak, fr. in- -\- validus
strong — more at valid] ; being without foundation or force in
fact, truth, or law — in>va*lid>i>ty X.in-v3-'lid-3t-e\ n — in>val-
id'ly X(')in-'val-3d-IeX adv — ln>val<id*ness n

2in.va.lid X'in-vs-tsd. Brit usu -,ledX adj [L & F; F invalide, fr. L
invalidus] 1 : suffering from disease or disability ; sickly 2 : of,

relating to. or suited to one that is sick

^invalid X''^^ ^X i : one that is sickly or disabled
4in.va.lid X'in-va-lad, -,lid, Brit usu ,in-v3-'IedX vt 1 ; to make
sickly or disabled 2 ; to remove from active duty by reason of
sickness or disability

in>val>i>date X(')in-'vaI-3-,datX vt ; to make invalid; esp ; to weaken
or destroy the cogency of syn see nullify — in>val*i*da'tion
X(,)in-,val-3-'da-sh3nX n — in>val'i'da'tor Xin-'val-a-.dat-arX n

in<va*lid<i5m X'in-vs-ls-.diz-amX « : a chronic condition of being

in.valu*able X(')in-'val-y3-(w3-)b3lX adj Vin- + value, v. ¥ -able]

: valuable beyond estimation : priceless syn see costly — in-
valu-able-ness n — in-valu-ably X-bleX adv

in.vari*abil*i<ty X(.)in-.ver-e-3-'bil-3t-e, -,var-X « : the quality or
state of being invariable

in.vari.able XOin-'ver-e-s-bal, -'var-X adj : not changing or capa-
ble of change : consjant — invariable n — in>vari<able>ness n
— in'Vari.ably X-bleX adv
in.vari-ance \-e-3n(t)sX n ; invariability

in>vari*ant X-e-sntx adj : constant, unchanging; specij : unaf-
fected by the group of mathematical operations under considera-
tion <— factor) — invariant n

in.va.sion Xin-'va-zhanX n [ME invasioune, fr. MF invasion, fr.

LL invasion-, invasio, fr. L invasus, pp. of invadere] 1 : an act of

invading; esp : incursion of an army for conquest or plunder
2 : the incoming or spread of something usu. hurtful

in.va.sive X-siv, -zivX adj 1 : of, relating to, or characterized by
military aggression 2 : tending to spread; esp : tending to invade
healthy tissue <~ cancer cells) 3 : tending to infringe — in-va-
sive.ness n

lin.veC'tive Xin-'vek-tivX adj [ME invectij, fr. MF, fr. L invectivus,

fr invecius, pp. of inveliere] t of, relating to, or characterized by
insult or abuse : denunciatory — in-vec-tive-ly adv — in-vec-
tive-ness n

2invective n 1 : an abusive expression or speech 2 : insulting or
abusive language : vrruPERATiON syn see abuse

in.velgll Xin-'vaX vi [L invehi to attack, inveigh, pass, of invehere to

carry in, fr. in- + vehere to carry — more at way] : to protest or
complain bitterly or vehemently : rail — in»veigh.er n

in.vei.gle Xin-'va-gsl. -'ve-X vt in.vei.gling X-gC3-)lioX [modif. of

MF aveugler to blind, hoodwink, fr. OF avogler, fr. avogle blind,

fr. ML ab oculis, lit., lacking eyes] X : to win over by flattery : en-
tice 2 : to acquire by ingenuity or flattery syn see lure — in-

vei-gle-ment x-gal-mantx n — in-vei-gler X-g(3-)l3i'X ri

in>vent Xin-'ventX vt [ME inventen, fr. L inventus, pp. of invenire to

come upon, find, fr. in- + venire to come — more at come] 1 ar-

chaic : find, discover 2 : to think up or imagine : fabricate
3 ; to create or produce for the first time : devise — in.ven>tor
X-'vent-3r\ n
syn invent, create, discover mean to bring something new mto

existence, invent implies fabricating something useful usu. as a
result of ingenious thinking or experiment; create implies an evok-
ing of life out of nothing or producing a thing for the sake of its

existence rather than its function or use; discover presupposes
preexistence of something and implies a finding rather than a mak-
ing
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inventive 446 involution

inatlon; esp : a false conception (2) : a device, contrivance, or
process onginated after study and experiment b : a short key-
board composition usu. in double counterpoint 4 ; the act or
process of inventing

iii*ven<tive \in-'vent-iv\ adj 1 : adept or prolific at producing
; CREATIVE 2 : characterized by invention — in-ven-tive-Iy adv_ in>ven>tive<ness n

iii>ven*tO>ri*al \,in-v3n-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj : of or relating to an
inventory — in-ven-to>ri-al>ly \-3-le\ adv

ii2i-ven<to.ry \'in-v3n-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ n 1 a : an itemized list of cur-
rent assets: as (1) ; a catalog of the property of an individual or
estate (2) : a list of goods on hand b : a survey of natural re-

sources C : a hst of traits, preferences, attitudes, interests, or
abilities used to evaluate personal characteristics or skills 2 : the
quantity of goods or materials on hand : STOCK 3 : the act or
process of taking an inventory

ainventory vr : to make an inventory of : catalog
in.ver.ness \,in-v3r-'nes\ n ilnverness, Scotland] : a loose belted
coat having a cape with a close round collar

In.verse \(')in-'v3rs, 'in-.\ adj [L inversus, fr. pp. of invertere'}

1 ; opposite in order, nature, or effect 2 : being an inverse function— inverse n — in*verse>ly adv
inverse function n : the mathematical function that expresses the
independent variable of another function in tenns of its dependent
variable

in>ver>Sion Xin-'var-zhan, -sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of invert-
ing 2 : a reversal of position, order, or relationship: as a : a
change in normal word order; esp ; the placement of a verb before
its subject b ; the process or result of changing or reversing the
relative positions of the elements of an interval, chord, or phrase (as

by repeating a phrase with its intervals in the contrary order)
3 : HOMOSEXUALITY 4 t a conversion of a substance showing dex-
trorotation into one showing levorotation or vice versa 6 : a con-
version of direct current into alternating current 6 : increase of
temperature of the air with increasing altitude

in.ver-sive \-'v3r-siv, -2iv\ adj ; marked by inversion
lin^vert \in-'vart\ vr [L invertere, fr. in- + vertere to turn — more
at worth] 1 a : to turn inside out or upside down b : to turn in-
ward 2 a : to reverse in position, order, or relationship b : to
subject to musical inversion c : to subject to chemical inversion
syn see reverse — in*vert-ible \-a-bal\ adj

sin.vert \'in-,v3rt\ n : one characterized by Inversion: sped]
: homosexual

Sin. vert \,in-, , 'in-,\ adj : subjected to chemical inversion
in.ver-tase \in-'v3rt-,as, -.az; 'in-vsr-.tas, -,taz\ n tISV] : an
enzyme capable of inverting sucrose

in-ver^te.brate XOin-'vart-s-brat, -,brat\ adj [NL inverlebratus, fr.

L in- + NL veriebratus vertebrate] 1 : lacking a spinal column;
also : of or relating to invertebrate animals 2 : lacking in strength
or vitality ; weak — invertebrate n

inverted comma n l : a comma in type turned to print upside down
at the top of the line 2 chiejly Brit : quotation mark

in.verl'Sr \in-'v3rt-3r\ n X : one that inverts 2 : a device for con-
verting direct current into alternating current by mechanical or
electronic means

invert sugar n : a mixture of dextrose and levulose found in fruits

or produced artificially by the inversion of sucrose; also ; dex-
trose obtained from starch
lin<vest \in-'vest\ vr [L investire to clothe, surround, fr. in- -h

vestis garment — more at wear] 1 [ML investire, fr. L, to clothe]
a : to array in the symbols of office or honor b : to furnish with
power or authority c ; to grant someone control or authority over
: vest 2 : to cover completely : envelop 3 : clothe, adorn
4 tMF investir, fr. Olt investire, fr. L, to surround] : to surround
with troops or ships so as to prevent escape or entry 5 : to endow
with a quality or characteristic : infuse

^invest vb [it investire to clothe, invest money, fr. L, to clothe] vt

1 : to commit (money) in order to earn a financial return 2 ; to
make use of for future benefits or advantages -^ vj" ; to make
an investment — in<vest>able \-'ves-t9-b3l\ adj — in>ves>tor
\-t3r\ n

in>ves>ti>gate \ln-'ves-t3-,gat\ vt [L investigatus, pp. of investigare
to track, investigate, fr. in- + vestigium footprint, track] : to
observe or study by close examination and systematic inquiry— in»ves»ti»ga*tion \in-,ves-ti-'ga-sh3n\ n — in.ves«ti'ga-^tion-
al \-shnal, -shan-'l\ adj — in*ves>ti>ga>tive \in-'ves-t3-,gat-iv\
adj — in>ves>ti<ga>tor \-.gat-«r\ n — in*ves-ti>ga>to*ry \-ti-

g3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj
in.ves.ti.ture \in-'ves-t3-,chu(3)r, -char, -.t(y)u(3)r\ n [ME, fr.

ML investitura, fr. investitus, pp. of investirel 1 : the act of ratifying
or establishing in office : confirmation 2 : something that covers
or adorns
lin-vest-ment \in-'ves(t)-m3nt\ n 1 a archaic X vestment b : an
outer layer : envelope 2 ; investiture 13: blockade, siege
ainvestment n : the outlay of money for income or profit; also : the
sum invested or the property purchased

in<vet*er>a<cy Xin-'vet-s-rs-se, -'ve-tr3-\ n : the quality or state of
being inveterate

in>vet<er*ate Xin-'vet-a-rat, -'ve-tratX adj [L inveteratus, fr. pp. of
inveterare to age (v.t.), fr. in- + veter-, vetus old — more at WETH-
ER] 1 ; firmly established by long persistence 2 : confirmed in a
habit : habftual — in>vet-er«ate'ly adv
syn INVETERATE, CONFIRMED, CHRONIC, DEEP-SEATED. DEEP-ROOTED
mean firmly established, inveterate appUes to a habit, attitude,
feeling of such long existence as to be practically ineradicable or
unalterable; confirmed implies a growing stronger and firmer with
time so as to resist change or reform; chronic suggests what is per-
sistent or endlessly recurrent and troublesome; deep-seated and
deep-rooted apply to qualities or attitudes so deeply embedded as
to become part of the core of character or of lasting endurance

in>vi<a*bil*i*ty X.in-,vT-»-'bU-at-eX n : inviable state

in-vi-a.ble XOin-'vI-s-balX adj [ISV] ; incapable of siu^ving esp.
because of genetic constitution

in-Vid<i*OUS Xin-'vid-e-asX adj [L invidiosus envious, invidious, fr.
invidia envy — more at envy] 1 : tending to cause discontent,
animosity, or envy 2 : envious 3 : injurious syn see repugnant— in>vid-i*ous<ly adv — in>vid-i-ous*ness n

in.vig'O-rate Xin-'vig-a-.ratX vt [prob. fr. in- -f- vigors : to give
life and energy to : anitviate — in>vig-o-ra>tion \(.)In-,vlg-3-
'ra-shanX n — in>vig>o>ra*tor Xln-'vig-a-.rat-arX n

Sn.vin.Ci.bil.i-ty X(,)ln-,vin(t)-ss-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being invincible

in.vin.ci.ble X(')in-'vin(t)-sa-b3lX adj tME, fr. MP, fr. LL in-
vincibilis, fr. L in- + vincere to conquer — more at victor] : in-
capable of being conquered, overcome, or subdued — in>vln*ci-
ble*ness n — in>vin-ci-bly \-bleX adv

in>vl<o>la<bil>i>ty X(,)in-.vi-3-la-'biI-at-eX n ; the quality or state
of being inviolable

in.vi.o.la.ble X(')in-'vT-a-la-balX adj tMF or L; MP, fr. L in-
violabilis. fr. in- + violare to violate] 1 : secure from violation or
profanation : sacrosanct 2 : secure from assault or trespass
; unassailable — in-vi-o>Ia-ble>ness n — in>vi-o-la-bly \-ble\
adv

in*vi'0-late XOin-'vI-a-btX adj : not violated; esp : pure, un-
profaned — in>vi-o>Iate*ly adv — in*vi<o>late-ness n

in>vis-cid X(')in-'vis-adX adj 1 : having zero viscosity 2 : of or
relating to an inviscid fluid

in*vis*i*bil>i>ty X(.)in-,viz-3-'bil-3t-eX n : the quality or state of
being invisible

in-vis-i-ble XOin-'viz-s-balX adj [ME, fr. MP. fr. L invisibilis, fr.

in- + visibilis visible] la: incapable by nature of being seen
b : inaccessible to view ; hidden 2 a : not appearing in published
financial statements b : not reflected in statistics 3 : imper-
ceptible, inconspicuous — invisible n — in-vis>i>ble>ness n— in-vis>i*bly X-bleX adv

in<vl<ta>tion X.in-va-'ta-shanX n 1 a : the act of inviting b : an
esp. formal request to be present or participate 2 : incentive,
inducement — in>vi>ta<tion-al X-shnal. -shan-'lX adj
lin-vi'ta-to-ry Xin-'vTt-a-.tor-c, -,t6r-X adj : containing an in-
vitation

2invitatory n : an Invitatory psalm or antiphon
lin-Vite Xin-'vTtX vt [MP or L; MP inviier, fr. L inviiare} 1 a : to
offer an incentive or inducement to : entice b : to increase the
likelihood of 2 a : to request the presence or participation of
b : to request formally c : to urge politely : welcome — in.vit-ern
syn soLicrr. court: invtte commonly implies a formal or cour-

teous requesting of one's presence or participation, but may also
apply to a tacit or unintended attracting or tempting; soucrr
suggests urgency rather than courtesy in encouraging or asking;
court suggests an endeavoring to win favor or gain love by suitable
acts or words

2ln.vite X'in-.vTtX n, chiefly dial : iNvrTATiON 1

in-vit>ing Xin-'vTt-ioX adj : attractive, tempting
in vi.tro Xin-'ve-(.)troX adv (or adj) [NL, lit., in glass] : outside
the hving body and in an artificial environment

in vi.vo Xin-'ve-(.)voX adv (or adj) [NL, lit., in the living] : In the
living body of a plant or animal

in>vo>cate X^in^^va-.katX vt, archaic : invoke — in<TOC>a>to<r7
Xin-'vak-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-X adj

in.vo-ca.tion X.in-va-'ka-shsnX n [ME invocacioun, fr. MP in-

vocation, fr. L invocation-, invocatio, fr. invocatus, pp. of invocare"}
1 a : the act or process of petitioning for help or support : sup-
plication; specij, ojten cap : an invocatory prayer (as at the begin-
ning of a service of worship) b : a calhng upon for authority or
justification 2 : a formula for conjuring : incantation 3 : an
act of legal or moral implementation : enforcement — in>vo-ca-
tion.al X-shnal, -shan-nX adj

lin-voice X'in-.voisX n [modif. of MP envois pi. of envoi message— more at envoi] 1 : an itemized list oi goods shipped usu.
specifying the price and the terms of sale : bill 2 ; a consignment
of merchandise

^invoice vt : to submit an Invoice for : bill -- v/ : to make or
submit an invoice

in>VOlse Xin-'v6kX vt [ME invoken, fr. MP invoquer, fr. L invocare,
fr. in- + vocare to call — more at voice] 1 a : to petition for help
or support b : to appeal to or cite as authority 2 : to call forth
by incantation : conjure 3 : to make an earnest request for
: soucrr (invoked their forgiveness) 4 ; to put into effect or
operation : implement 5 : to bring about : cause — in-vok-er n

in.VOl.U.cel Xin-'val-ya-.selX n [NL involucellum, dim. of in-

volucrum} : a secondary involucre (as in each secondary umbel of
a compound umbel) — in-vol>u*ceMate X(i)in-.\^l-y3-'sel-atX or
in^vol-U'Cel-lat-ed X-'sel-,at-adX adj

in.vo-lU'Cral X.in-va-'IU-kralX adj i of, relating to, or resembling an
involucre

in-vo.lU'Crate X-kratX adj : having an Involucre
in.vo.IU'Cre X'in-va-.lii-karX n [F, fr. NL involucruml I one or more
whorls of bracts situated below and close to a flower, flower cluster,
or fruit — in>vo*la>cred \-ltardX adj — in<vo>lu>Gri*form X.in-
va-'lU-kra-,f6rmX adj

in-vo.lu.crum X.in-va-'lii-kroraX n. pi in.VO.lU'Cra X-kraX [NL,
sheath, involucre, fr. L, sheath, fr. involvere to wrap] : a surround-
ing envelope or sheath; esp : involucre

in>vol-un<tar>i>ly X(i)in-,val-an-'ter-a-leX adv : in an Involuntary
manner

in.vol-un.tar.i-ness X(')in-'val-an-.ter-e-nasX n : the quality or
state of being involuntary

in>VOl<un-tary X-.ter-eX adj [LL involuntarius, fr. L in- + volun-
tarius voluntary] 1 : done contrary to or without choice 2 ; com-
pulsory 3 : not subject to control of the will : reflex
iin»VO-lUte X'in-va-,liitX adj [L involutus involved, fr. pp. of
involvere} 1 a (1) : curled spirally (2) ; having the whorls closely
coiled (^ shell) b (1) : curled or curved inward (2) : having
the edges rolled over the upper surface toward the midrib <an '^

leaf) 2 : involved, intricate — in«vO'lute>ly adv
^involute n ; a curve traced by a point on a thread kept taut as it Is

unwound from another curve
3in-vo.Iute X.in-va-'lUtX vi 1 : to become involute 2 a : to return
to a former condition b ; to become cleared up : disappear

in>VO>lU*tion X.in-va-'lu-shanX n [L involution-, involuiio, fr. in-

volutus. pp. of involvere"^ 1 a (1) : the act or an instance of en-
folding or entangling : involvement (2) : an involved grammatical
construction usu. characterized by the insertion of clauses between
the subject and predicate b : complextfy. intricacy 2 : the act or
process of raising a quantity to power 3 a : an inward curvature
or penetration b : the formation of a gastrula by ingrowth of
cells formed at the dorsal lip 4 ; a shrinking or return to a former
size 6 : the regressive alterations of a body or its parts charac-
teristic of the aging process; specij ; decline marked by a decrease
of bodily vigor ancf in women by the menopause — in*vo>lu-



involutionary

tlon*aI \-shn3l, -shan-^lX adj — in-vo-Iu*tion*ar7 \-sh>,ner-e\
adj

in*volve \in-'valv, -'v61v\ vt [ME involven to roll up, wrap, fr. L
involvere, fr. in- + volvere to roll— more at voluble] 1 archaic : to
enfold or envelop so as to encumber 2 a : to draw in as a par-
ticipant ; ENGAGE b : to oblige to become associated with : im-
plicate c ; to occupy absorbingly 3 : to surround as if with a
wrapping : envelop 4 a archaic : to wind, coil, or wreathe about
: entwine b : to relate closely : connect 5 a : to have within
or as part of itself : include b : to require as a necessary ac-
companiment : IMPLY c : to have an effect on ; affect syn see
INCLUDE — in>volve-nient \-mant\ n — in-volv-er n

in*volved \-'v'alvd, -'v6ivd\ adj 1 ; twisted 2 a : complicated,
INTRICATE b : confused, TANGLED 3 : AFFECTED. IMPLICATED
syn see complex — xn>volved.ly \-'valv-(3-)dle, -'v61v-\ adv

in.vul.ner.a.bil.i-ty \(,)in-,vsln-(a-)r3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quahty
or state of being invulnerable

in-vul-ner.a-ble \{')in-'v3ln-(a-)r>bal, -'val-nar-balX adj [L in-
vulnerabilis, fr. in- + vulnerare to wound — more at vulnerable]
1 : incapable of being wounded, injured, or damaged 2 : immune
to or proof against attack : impregnable — in*yul>ner>a>ble-
ness n — in*vul>ner-a*bly \-ble\ adv
lin.ward \'in-w3rd\ adj [ME. fr. OE inweard: akin to OHG
inwert inward; both fr^ a prehistoric WGmc compound whose
constituents are represented by OE in & OE -weard -ward] 1 : sit-

uated on the inside : inner 2 a : mental b : spiritual 3 : marked
by close acquaintance : familiar 4 : directed toward the interior
ainward or in.wards \-w3rdz\ adv l : toward the inside, center,
or interior <slope '^> 2 ; toward the inner being
sinward n l : something that is inward 2 in* wards \'in-srdz
-w3rdz\ pi : innards
Inward Light n : inner ugkt
in.ward-Iy \'in-w3rd-le\ adv 1 ; mentally, spiritually 2 a : in-
ternally (bled '--'> b : to oneself : privately <cursed '^>
in<ward>nes5 n l ; close acquaintance : familiarity 2 ; funda-
mental nature ; ESSENCE 3 : internal quality or substance 4 : ab-

_
sorption in one's own mental or spiritual life

in^weave \C')in-'wev\ vt : to weave in or together : interlace
in>WIOUght \(')in-'r6t\ adj 1 : having a decorative element worked
or woven in : ornamented 2 archaic ; worked, embroidered

lo \'r-C,)o\ n [L, fr. Gk /o] : a maiden loved by Zeus and changed
by jealous Hera into a heifer

iod- or iodo- comb Jorm [F iodel : iodine <iorfize> </odoform>
Uo.date \'T-3-,dat, -9d-at\ n [F. fr. iode} : a salt of iodic acid
3io*date \*T-3-,dat\ vt liod- + -fl/e] : to impregnate or treat with
iodine — io-da-tion \J-a-'da-sh3n\ n

10d>lC \T-'ad-ik\ adj [F iodique, fr. iode'\ : of, relating to, or con-
taining iodine; esp : containing iodine with a valence of five

iodic acid n : a crystalline oxidizing solid HIO3 formed by oxida-
tion of iodine

iO'dide \*r-3-,drd\ n [ISV] : a binary compound of iodine usu.
with a more electropositive element or radical; esp ; a salt or ester

^ of hydriodic acid
io<din*ation \,I-3-ds-'na-sh3n\ n ; a treating or combining with
iodine

lo.dine also io-din \'r-3-,dTn, -sd-'n, -3-,den\ n, ojten attrib [F
iode, fr. Gk ioeides violet colored; fr. ion violet] : a nonmetallic
univalent and multivalent halogen element obtained usu. as heavy
shining blackish gray crystals and used esp. in medicine, photogra-
phy, and analysis — see element table

io>dize \'T-3-.dTz\ vt : to treat with iodine or an iodide
io.do.lorm \I-'od-3-,f6rm, -'ad-X n [ISV iod- + -jorm (as in
chlorojorm)] : a yellow crystalline volatile compound CHIj with
a penetrating persisien^ odor that is used as an antiseptic dressing

iO>do>pro*tein \,T-3d-5-'pr6-,ten, -'pr6t-e-3n\ n : an iodine-con-
taining protein

iO>dop>sin \.T-a-'dap-s3n\ n {iod- (fr. Gk ioeides violet colored)
-H Gk opsis sight, vision + E -in — more at optic] : a photo-
sensitive violet pigment in the retinal cones that is similar to
rhodopsin but more labile, is formed from vitamin A, and is im-

_
portant in daylight vision

iO'dous \T-'6d-3s, 't-3d-\ adj [ISV] ; relating to or containing io-

_
dine and esp. iodine with a valence of three

io moth \,T-(,)6-\ n [L /o] : a large yellowish American moth
{Auiomeris io) having a large ocellaied spot on each hind wing and
a larva with stinging spines

ion \'T-3n, 'T-,an\ n [Gk, neut. of ion, pp. of ienai to go — more at
ISSUE] 1 : an atom or group of atoms that carries a positive or
negative electric charge as a result of having lost or gained one or
more electrons 2 : a free electron or other charged subatomic
particle

-ion n sujjix [ME -ioun, -ion, fr. OF -ion, fr. L -ion-, -io] 1 a : act
or process <vaUdat/ort> b ; result of an act or process (regulation)
2 : state or condition (hydration)

ion exchange n i a technique of separating materials by reversible
interchange between ions of Uke charge — ion-eX'Chang*er n

ion>ic \T-'an-ik\ adj [ISV] : relating to, employing, or existing in
the form of ions
ilon.ic \T-'an-ik\ adj [L & MF; MF ionique, fr. L ionicus, fr. Gk
ionikos, fr. Ionia Ionia] 1 : of or relating to Ionia or the lonians
2 : belonging to or resembling the Ionic order of architecture
characterized esp- by the spiral volutes of its capital
2lonic n ; a dialect of ancient Greek used in Ionia that is the
vehicle of an important body of literature

iO>ni>um \T 'o-ne-3m\ n lion; fr. its ionizing action] ; a natural
radioactive isotope of thorium having a mass number of 230

ion.iza.tion \,T-3-n3-'za-sfa9n\ n [ISV] : the process of ionizing
: the state of being ionized

ionization chamber n : a partially evacuated tube with electrodes
so that its conductivity due to the ionization of the residual gas
reveals the piesence of ionizing radiation

ion-ize \'T-&-,nTz\ vb [ISV] vt ; to convert wholly or partly into
ions '^ vi : to become ionized — ion>iz*er n
IO>none \*T-3-,non\ trademark — used for either of two oily liquid
isomeric ketones Ct3H2oO with a strong violet odor prepared
from citral and used in perfume

iono-Sphere \T-'an-a-.sfiC3)r\ n : the part of the earth's atmosphere
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beginning at an altitude of about 25 miles and extending outward
250 miles or more, contammg free electrically charged particles
by means of which radio waves are transmitted lo great distances
around the earth, and consisting of several regions within which
occur one or more layers that vary in height and ionization with
time of day. season, and the solar cycle — iono-spher<ic \()I-
.an-a-'sfi(3)r-ik, -'sfer-\ adj

^^'^^u)K°^'^^
n (L fr. Gk low, of Sem origin; akin to Heb yodh

yodh] 1 : the 9lh letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol I or i

2 : an infinitesimal amount : jot
io.ta.cism \-,siz_-9m\ n [LL iotacismm repetition of iota, fr. Gk
lotakismos, fr. iota] : excessive use of the letter iota or I or of its
sound; specij : the use in modern Greek of the sound \e\ of iota
in speaking words written with other vowels or diphthongs (as

lOU \,T-(,)6-'yu\ n [fr. the pronunciation of / owe you'\ : a paper
that has on it the letters lOU, a stated sum, and a signature and
that is given as an acknowledgment of debt

-ions adj sujjix [ME, partly fr. OF -ious. -ieux, fr. L -iosus, fr. -i-
(penultiinate vowel of some noun stems) + -osus -ous; partly fr.
L -ins, adj. suffix] ; -ous (edacious}

ip.e-cac \'ip-i-,kak\ or ipe.ca.cu.a-nha \Pg e-.pek-s-ku-'a-n^'sX
n [Pg ipecacuanha, fr. Tupi ipekaaguenel 1 : a tropical So. Ameri-
can creeping plant (Cephaelis ipecacuanha) of the madder family
with drooping flowers 2 : the dried rhizome and roots of ipe-
cac valued esp. as a source of emetine; also : any of several roots
similarly used

Iph-i.ge.nia \,jf-3-J3-'nT-a\ n [L, fr. Gk Iphigeneia] : a daughter of
Agamemnon offered by her father as a sacrifice but saved and
made a priestess of Artemis

ip-se dix.it \,ip-se-'dik-s3l\ n [L, he himself said it] : an assertion
made but not proved : dictum

ip-Si.lat-er.al X.ip-si-'lat-a-rsl, -'Ia-tr3l\ adj [ISV, fr. L ipse self,

himself + later-, latus side] : situated or appearing on or affecting
the same side of the body — ip'Si*lat>er<aMy \-e\ adv

ip.SiS.Si.ma ver-ba Vip-.sis-a-ma-'var-baX n pi [NL, lit., the self-
same words] : the exact language used by someone quoted

ip.SO lac.to \.ip-(.)so-'fak-(,)i5\ adv [NL, lit., by the fact itself]
: by the very nature of the case

ir see IN-

Ira*ni*an \ir-'a-ne-3n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of Iran 2 : a
branch of the Indo-Europe;in family of languages that includes
Persian — see indo-european languages table — Iranian adj

Iraqi \i-'rak-e, -'rak-\ n [Ar "iraqiy, fr. 'Iraq Iraq] 1 : a native or
inhabitant of Iraq 2 ; the dialect of Modem Arabic spoken in
Iraq — Iraqi adj

iras.ci.bil4.ty \ir-.as-3-'bil-3t-e, C,)I-.ras-\ n : the quality or state
of being irascible

iras.ci.ble \ir 'as-s-bal, T-'ras-\ adj [MF, fr. LL irascibilis, fr. L
irasci to become angry, be angry, fr. i>a] ; marked by hot temper
and easily provoked anger — iras.ci.ble>ness n — iras*ci>bly
\-ble\ adv
syn irascible, choleric, splenetic, testy, touchy, cranky,

CROSS mean easily angered, irascible implies a tendency to be
angered on slight provocation; choleric may suggest impatient
excitability and unreasonableness in addition to hot temper;
splenetic suggests moroseness, and bad rather than hot temper;
testy suggests irascibility over small annoyances; touchy implies
undue sensitiveness as from jealousy or bad conscience; cranky
suggests an habitual fretful irritability; cross suggests a snappish-
ness or grumpy irritability as from disappointment or discomfort

irate \T-'rat\ adj 1 : roused to or given to ire : incensed 2 : aris-

ing from anger — irate-ly adv — irate>ness n
ire \'r(3)r\ n [ME. fr. OF, fr. L ira; akin to OE ofost haste, zeal,

Gk hieros holy, oistros gadfly, frenzy] : anger, wrath syn see
anger — ire vt — ire.tul \-f3l\ adj

ire.nic \T-'ren-ik. -'re-nik\ adj [Gk eirenikos, fr. eirene peace]
: conducive to or operatingtoward peace or conciliation — ire-
ni-caMy \-'ren-i-k(3-)ie, -'re-ni-\ adv

irid \'I-r3d\ n [NL Irid-, Irisi : a plant of the iris family
irid- or irido- comb jorm 1 [L irid-, iris} : rainbow (iVidescent)

2 [NL irid-, iris] ; iris of the eye (rVidectomy) 3 [NL iridium"]

: iridium {iridic} ; iridium and (i>/dosmium)
iri.da.ceous \,ir-3-'da-shss, ,i-r3-\ adj : of or relating to the iris

family
ir-i'des.cence \,ir-a-'des-'n(t)s\ n : a play of colors producing
rainbow effects (as in a soap bubble)

ir.i'des.cent X-^'ntX adj : having or exhibiting iridescence — ir«l-

des-cent'ly adv
irid'ic \1 usu ir-'id-ik. 2 usu T-'rid-\ adj 1 : of or relating to
iridium; esp : containing tetravalent iridium 2 : of or relating to
the iris of the eye

irid'i.um \ir-'id-e-9m\ " [NL, fr. L irid-, iris: fr. the colors pro-
duced by its dissolving in hydrochloric acid] : a silver-white hard
brittle very heavy chiefly trivalent and tetravalent metallic ele-

ment of the platinum group — see element table

ir.id'OS.mine \,ir-3-'daz-,men\ n [G, fr. irid- + NL osmium]
: a mineral that is a native iridium osmium alloy usu. containing
some rhodium and platinum

iris \'T-r3s\ n, pi iris.es or iri-des \'T-r3-,dez, 'Ir-3-\ [ME, fr. L
irid-, iris rainbow, iris plant, fr. Gk. rainbow, iris plant, iris of the

eye — more at wire] 1 : rainbow 2 [NL irid-, iris, fr. Gk] : the
opaque contractile diaphragm perforated by the pupil and forming
the colored portion of the eye 3 [NL Irid-, Iris, genus name. fr.

L] ; any of a large genus (Iris of the family Iridaceae, the iris fam-
ily) of perennial herbaceous plants with linear usu. basal leaves
and large showy flowers

Iris \'T-ras\ n [L, fr. Gk] : the goddess of the rainbow and messen-
ger of the gods in Greek mythology

iris diaphragm n i an adjustable diaphragm of thin opaque plates
that can be turned by a ring so as to change the diameter of a
central opening usu. to regulate the aperture of a lens

Irish \'T(3)r-ish\ n Ipl in constr : natives or inhabitants of Ireland
or their immediate descendants esp. when of Celtic speech or
culture 2 a : the Celtic language of Ireland ; irish Gaeuc b : En-
glish spoken by the Irish — Irish adj

Irish bull n : an apparently congruous but actually Incongruous

8 abut;^' * kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

j joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; ^ this;
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Irisli Gaelic n : the Celtic language of Ireland esp. as used since
the end of the medieval period

Irisil*ism \'T-rish-,i2-3m\ n : a word, phrase, or expression distinc-

tive of the Irish

Irish.man \'T-rJsh-man\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of Ireland
2 : a man of Irish descent

Irish HiOSS n l ; the dried and bleached plants of two red algae
{Chondrus crispus and Gigartina mamillosa) used as an agent for
thickening or emulsifying or as a demulcent 2 : carrageen

Irish setter n ; any of a breed of bird dogs generally comparable
to English setters but with a chestnut-brown or mahogany-red
coat

Irish terrier n : any of a breed of active medium-sized terriers

developed in Ireland and characterized by a dense close usu. red-
dish wiry coat

Irish water spaniel n : any of a breed of large retrievers developed
in Ireland and characterized by a heavy curly liver-colored coat
and a nearly hairless tail

Irish wolfhound n : a vsry large tall hound that resembles the
deerhound but is much larger and stronger

Irish.wom-an \'l-rish-,wum-an\ n : a woman bom in Ireland or
of Irish descent

irk \'ark\ vt [ME irken'] ; to make weary, irritated, or bored
syn see annoy

irk.some \'3rk-s3m\ adj : tending to irk : tedious — irk'Some»ly
adv — irk-some.ness n
Jiron \'T(-3)m\ n [ME, fr. OE Isern, iren; akin to OHG isarn iron]

irons 2e

1 : a heavy malleable ductile magnetic chiefly bivalent and tri-

valent silver-white metallic element that readily rusts in moist air,

occurs native in meteorites and combined in most igneous rocks,
is the most used of metals, and is vital to biological processes — see
ELEMENT table 2 : something made of iron: as a : something
(as handcuffs) used to bind or restrain — usu. used in pi. l> : a
heated meial implement used for branding or cauterizing c: har-
poon d : FLATIRON e : any of a series of numbered golf clubs
having metal heads 3 : strength, hardness

2iron adj 1 : of, relating to, or made of iron 2 : resembling iron
3 a : strong and healthy : robust b : inflexible, unrelenting
c : holding or binding fast

3iron vt 1 : to furnish or cover with iron 2 : to shackle with irons
3 a : to smooth with or as if with a heated flatiron b : to remove
by ironing <'-- out wrinkles) -^ vi : to iron clothes
Iron Age n l : the last and worst age of the world marked accord-
ing to the ancients by toil, selfishness, and degeneracy 2 : the
period of human culture characterized by the smelling of iron
and its use in industry begirming somewhat before 1000 B.C. in
western Asia and Egypt

iron-bound \'i(-3)m-'baund\ adj : bound with or as if with iron:
as a : harsh, rugged <~ coast) b : stern, rigorous
liron.clad \-'klad\ adj 1 : sheathed in iron armor 2 : rigorous,
EXACTING

liron.clad \-,klad\ n ; an armored naval vessel

iron curtain n : a political, military, and ideological barrier that
cuts off and isolates an area; specij ; one between an area under
Soviet Russian control and other areas

iron-er \'r(-3)r-n3r\ n : one that irons; specij : mangle
iron gray n ; a nearly neutral very slightly greenish dark gray
iron horse n : a locomotive engine
iron.ic \T-'ran-ik\ adj 1 ; relating to, containing, or constituting
irony 2 : given to irony — iron.i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — iron>i-
caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv — iron.i.cal.ness \-kal-n3s\ n

iro.nist \'T-r3-nast\ n : a person given to irony
iron lung n : a device for artificial respiration in which rhythmic
alternations in the air pressure in a chamber surrounding a pa-
tient's chest force air into and out of the lungs

iron.mas.ter \'T(-3)rn-,mas-t3r\ n : a manufacturer of iron
iron.mon.ger X-.mao-gsr. -,mar)-\ n, Brit : a dealer in iron and
hardware — iron-mou>gery \-g(3-)re\ n

iron pyrites n : pyrfte — called also iron pyrite

iron-stone \'7f-3)m-,ston\ n : a hard sedimentary rock rich in
iron; esp : a siderite in a coal region

iron>ware \-,wa(3)r, -.we{a)r\ n : articles made of iron
iron>wood \-,wud\ n l ; any of numerous trees and shrubs with
exceptionally tough or hard wood 2 : the wood of an ironwood
iron.work \-,w3rk\ n 1 : work in iron 2 pi but sing or pi in constr

; a mill or building where iron or steel is smelted or heavy iron or
steel products are made — iron.work.er \-,w3r-k3r\ n
ircny \'T-r3-ne\ n [L ironia, fr. Gk eironia, fr. eirdn dissembler]
1 : a pretense of ignorance and of willingness to learn from another
assumed in order to make the other's false conceptions conspicuous
by adroit questioning — called also Socraiic irony 2 a : the use of
words to express something other than and esp. the opposite of
the literal meaning b ; a usu. humorous or sardonic literary style
or form characterized by irony c : an ironic expression or utterance
3 a (1) : incongruity between the actual result of a sequence of
events and the normal or expected result (2) : an event or result
marked by such incongruity b ; incongruity between a situation
developed in a drama and the accompanying words or actions that
is understood by the audience but not by the characters in the play— called also dramatic irony, tragic irony 4 : an attitude of de-
tached awareness of incongruity typical of the depictor or observer
of an ironic situation syn see wit

Ir.O'QUOi.an Xiir-a-Tcwdl-anX n 1 : a language family of eastern
No. America including Cayuga, Cherokee, Erie, Mohawk, Onon-
daga, Oneida, Seneca, Tuscarora 2 : a member of any of the peo-
ples constituting the Iroquois — Iroguoian adj
Ir.O'QUOiS \'ir-a-,kw6i\ n, pi Iroquois \-,kw6i(z)\ [F, fr. Algon-
quian Irinak/ioiw} 1 ; an Indian confederacy that consisted orig.
of the Cayuga, Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, and Seneca of central
New York and later included the Tuscarora 2 : a member of any
of the Iroquois peoples

ir>ra.di>ance \ir-'ad-e-3n(t)s\ n 1 : something emitted like rays
of light 2 : radiant flux density on a given surface usu. expressed
in watts per square centimeter or square meter

ir.ra.dl.au.cy \-3n-se\ n ; the quality or state of being irradiant
ir.ra.di.ant \-3nt\ adj ; emitting rays of light

ir-ra*di<ate \ir-'ad-e-,at\ vb [L irradiatus, pp. of irradiare, fr. in-

+ radius ray] vr la: to cast rays of light upon : illuminate
b : to enlighten intellectually or spiritually c : to affect or treat by
radiant energy (as heat); specij : to treat by exposure to radiation
2 : to emit hke rays of light : radiate '— vi, archaic : to emit rays
: shine— ir.ra.di*a.tive \-,at-iv\ adj

ir.ra.di>a>tion \(,)ir-,ad-e-'a-sh3n\ n 1 : emission of radiant en-
ergy (as heat or light) 2 ; exposure to X rays, radium rays, or
other radiation 3 : irradiance 2

ir-rad.i'Ca.ble \(')ir-'(r)ad-i-ka-bal\ adj [ML irradicabilis, fr. L
in- + rodic; radix root — more at root] : impossible to eradicate
: deep-rooted — ir.rad'i.ca.bly \-ble\ adv
lir.ra.tio.nal \(')ir-'(r)ash-n3l, -an-'l\ adj [ME. fr. L irrationalis,

fr. in- -h raiionalis rational] ; not rational; as a (1) : not endowed
with reason or understanding (2) : lacking usual or normal mental
clarity or coherence b : not governed by or according to reason i-^
fears) c in ancient prosody (1) oj a syllable ; having a quantity
other than that required by the meter (2) oj a joot : containing
such a syllable ^ ir>ra>tiD.naI.i>ty \(,)ir-.(r)ash-a-'nal-3t-e\ n
— ir.ra.tio-nal-ly \(')ir-'(r)ash-n9-ie, -an-^l-eV adv — ir.ra*tio-
nal.ness n
syn irrational, unreasonable mean not governed or guided by

reason, irrational may imply actual mental derangement but
more often suggests words or actions directly in conflict with reason
{irrational beliefs) unreasonable suggests guidance by some force
other than reason (as self-will, rage) that makes one deficient in
good sense ^unreasonable extravagance)

^irrational « l : an irrational being 2 : a real number that is not
expressible as the quotient of two integers

ir.ra.tio.nal'ism \(')ir-'(r)ash-n3l-,iz-am, -3n-=l-\ n : a system
emphasizing intuition, instinct, feeling, or faith rather than reason
or holding that the universe is governed by irrational forces
— ir.ra.tio-nal-ist \-3st\ n or adj — ir-ra.tio.nal.is.tic \(,)ir-

,(r)ash-n3l-'is-tik, -3n-'l-\ adj
ir.re.claim.able \,ir-i-'kla-m3-b3l\ adj : incapable of being re-

claimed — ir.re> Claim.ably \-ble\ adv
ir.recon.cil.abil.i.ty \(jir-,(r)ek-an-.sT-l3-'bil-3t-e\n : the quality
or state of being irreconcilable
lir.reC'On.cil.able \(,Ur-.(r)ek-3n-'sT-l3-b9l, (')ir-'(r)ek-3n-.\ adj

: impossible to reconcile — ir.recon. oil-able.uess n — ir-rec-
on.cil-ably \-bIe\ adv

2irreconcilable n ; a person who opposes compromise or collabora-

ir.re.cov-er.able \,ir-i-'k3v-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj : not capable of being
recovered or rectified ; irreparable — ir.re.cov.er.able-ness n
— ir.re-cov.er.ably \-ble\ adv

ir.re.CU'Sa.ble \,ir-i-'kyu-Z3-b3l\ adj [LL irrecusabilis, fr. L in- +
recusare to reject, refuse — more at recusancy] ; not subject to
exception or rejection — ir>re.cu.sa.bly \-ble\ adv
ir.re.deem.able \,ir-i-'de-m3-b3l\ adj 1 : not redeemable: as
a : not terminable by payment of the principal <'^ bond) b : in-
convertible a 2a: admitting of no change b : insusceptible of
redemption or reform — ir-re.deem-ably \-ble\ adv

ir.re.den-ta \,ir-i-'dent-3\ n [It Italia irredenta Italian-speaking
territory not incorporated in Italy, lit., unredeemed Italy] : a
territory historically or ethnically related to one poUtical unit but
presently subject to another

ir-re-den-tism \-'den-,tiz-3m\ n : a political principle or policy
directed toward the incorporation of an irredenta within the bound-
aries of a political unit — ir.re.den-tist_\-'dent-3st\ n or adj

ir.re-ducibil.i.ty \,ir-i-,d(y)U-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state

of being irreducible
ir.re-duc-ible \-'d(y)ii-s3-b3l\ adj ; impossible to bring into a
desired, normal, or simpler state <— equations) — ir-re-duc-ibly
\-ble\ adv

ir.re-IIex.ive \,ir-i-'flek-siv\ adj ; not reflexive

ir.rel.ra.ga-bil-i-ty \(,)ir-.(r)ef-r3-g3-'ba-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being irrefragable

ir-ref.ra-ga.ble \(')ir-'(r)ef-r3-g3-b3l\ adj [LL irrefragabilis, fr. L
in- + refragari to oppose, fr. re- -f -jragari (as in sujjragari to vote
for); akin to L sujfragium suffrage] :_impossible to deny or refute

: inviolable — ir-ref-ra-ga.bly \-ble\ adv
ir-re-lran-gi-ble \,ir-i-'fran-j3-b3l\ adj ; not capable of being re-

fracted — used of visible light and other radiations

ir-re.fut.abil.i.ty \,ir-i-,fyut-3-'bi!-3t-e, (,)ir-.(r)ef-y3t-\ n : the
quality or state of being irrefutable

ir-re.fut-able \.ir-i-'fyut-3-b3l, ()ir-'(r)ef-y3t-\ adj [LL irrefuta-

bilis, fr. L in- + rejutare to refute] : impossible to refute : incon-
trovertible — ir-re-tut-ably \-ble\ adv

ir-re.gard-less \.ir-i-'gard-l3s\ adj [prob. blend of irrespective and
regardiess'[ nonstand : REGARDLESS
lir-reg.U'lar \Oir-'(r)eg-ya-l3r\ adj [ME irreguler, fr. MF, fr. LL
irregularis not in accordance with rule, fr. L in- + regularis regular]
1 a : behaving without regard to established laws, customs, or moral
principles b : not belonging to some particular group or organized
body 2 a : failing to accord with what is usual, proper, accepted,
or right b : not conforming to the normal or usual manner or

inflection {sell, cast, Jeed ats ~ verbs); specij : strong C (1) : im-
proper or inadequate because of failure to conform to a prescribed
course (2) : celebrated without either proclamation of the banns
or publication of intention to marry : clandestine <~ marriage)
d : not belonging to the regular army organization but raised for a
special purpose <~ troops) 3 : lacking perfect symmetry or even-
ness; specif: ZYGOMORPHic {--^ flowers) 4 : lacking continuity or
regularity esp. of occurrence or activity — ir.reg.u-lar-ly adv
syn ANOMALOUS, UNNATURAL. IRREGULAR implies not Conforming

to a law or regulation imposed for the sake of uniformity in method.
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practice, or conduct (irregular behavior) anomalous implies not
conforming to what might be expected because of the class or type
to which it belongs or the laws that govern its existence (anomalous
situation) unnatural suggests what is contrary to nature or to
principles or standards felt to be essential to the well-being of
civilized society (unnatural cruelty)

sirregular n : one that is irregular: as a : a soldier who is not a
member of a regular military force b pi : merchandise that has
imperfections or that falls below the manufacturer's usual standard
or specifications

ir«reg.u-lar4.ty \(,)ir-,(r)eg-y3-'lar-at-e\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being irregular 2 : something (as dishonest conduct) that
is irregular

ir-rel.active \(')ir-'(r)el-9t-iv\ adj : not relative: a : unrelated
b : IRRELEVANT — ir-rel^a'tivc-ly adv

ir.rel-e.vance \(')ir-'{r)el-3-v3n(t)s\ or ir-rel.e.van.cy \-v3n-se\
n 1 : the quality or state of being irrelevant 2 : something irrele-

ir.rel.e«vant \-v3nt\ adj : not relevant ; inapplicable — ir-rel-e-
vant'ly adv

ir-re-li-gion \,ir-i-'lii-3n\ n [MF or L; MF, fr. L irreligion-, trreligio,

fr. in- + religion-, religio religion] : the quality or state of being
irreliizious — ir-re-li-gioh«ist \-'lij-(3-)n3st\ n

ir*re-Ll-gi0US \-'lij-3s\ adj 1 : lacking religious emotions, doc-
trines, or practices 2 ; indicating lack of religion — ir»re»li-
giouS'ly adv

ir-re.mcable \(')ir-'Cr)e-me-3-bal\ adj [L irremeabiUs, fr. in- +
remeare to go back, fr. re- + meare to go — more at permeate]
archaic : offering no possibility of return

ir*re<me*di*a*ble \,ir-i-'med-e-3-b3l\ adj [L irremediabilis. fr. in-

+ remediabilis remediable] : not remediable; specij : incurable— ir*re*me>di<a<ble*ness n — ir>re*ine*di>a>l)ly \-ble\ adv
ir.re.mov.abil-i-ty X.ir-i-.mii-va-'bil-st-eX n : the quality or state of
being irremovable

iT>re.moviable \-'mii-v3-b3l\ adj : not removable — lr*re*moy-
ably \-ble\ adv

ir.rep.a.ra.ble \(')ir-'(r)ep-(3-V3-bol\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
irreparabHis, fr. in- + reparabilis reparable] : not reparable
: IRRETRIEVABLE — ir*rep*a*ra*ble*ness « — ir>rep'a'ra»bly
\-ble\ adv

ir*re>peal.able \,ir-l-*pe-l3-b3l\ adj : not repealable
iT're*place.able \-'pla-s3-b3l\ adj : not replaceable
ir.re.press-ibil.i.ty \,ir-i-,pres-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being irrepressible

ir-re.press.ibie \-'pres-3-b3l\ adj : impossible to repress, restrain,
or control — ir»re-press«ibly \-ble\ ady

ir-ie.proach-able \-'pro-ch3-b3l\ adj : not reproachable : blame-
less — ir-re-proach-able^ness n — ir-re-proach-ably \-ble\ adv

ir<re.sist-lbil<l*ty \,ir-3-,zis-t3-'bil-3t-c\ n : the quality or state of
being irresistible

ii<re-sist>ible \-'zis-t3-b3l\ adj : impossible to successfully resist— ir>re-sist-ible-ness n — ir*re>sist>lbly \-ble\ adv
ir-re-sol.u.ble X.ir-i-'zal-ya-balX adj [L irresolubilis, fr. in- +
resolvere to resolve] ; insoluble

ir<re5'0>lute \(')ir-'(r)ez-3-,liit, -l3t\ adj : uncertain how to act or
proceed : vacillating — ir>res*o>lute'ly \-,liit-le, -Ist-; (,)ir-

,(r)ez-3-'lut-\ adv — ir>res*o>lute*ness X-.liit-nss, -lat-, -*lLit-\ n— ir«res-o-lu-tion \(,)ir-,(r)ez-3-'lij-shsn\ n
ir-re-soIv*able \,ir-i-'zal-v3-b3l, -'z61-\ adj ; incapable of being
resolved; esp ; not analyzable

ir-re*spec*tive \,ir-i-'spek-tiv\ adj : having no regard for persons,
conditions, or consequences — ir-re-speC'live-ly adv

irrespective of prep : without regard to : regardless of
ir.re.spi.rable \{')ir-'(r)es-pO-)r3-bal, .ir-i-'spT-ra-X adj [F. fr. LL
irrespirabilis, fr. L in- + respirare to breathe — more at respire]
; unfit for breathing

ir.re.spon-si.biM.ty \,ir-i-,spanCt)-s3-'bil-3l-e\ n : the quality or
state of being irresponsible

ir.re.spon-si.ble \-'span(t)-s3-b3l\ adj : not responsible: as a : not
answerable to higher authority b : said or done with no sense of
responsibility c : lacking a sense of responsibility d ; unable esp.
mentally or financially to bear responsibility — ir>re>spon>si*ble-
ness n — lr<re*spon<5i<bly \-bIe\ adv

ir.re.spon.Sive \-'span(t)-siv\ adj : not responsive; esp : not able,
ready, or inclined to respond — ir-re-spon'Sive-ness n

ir.re-triev.able \,ir-i-'tre-v3-b3l\ adj : not retrievable : irrecover-
able — ir.re.triev-ably \-ble\ adv

ir.rev.er.ence \(')ir-'(r)ev-(3-)r3n{t)s, -'('r>ev-3rn{t)s\ n 1 Mack
of reverence 2 : an irreverent act or utterance

ir-rev^er-ent \-*(rlev-(3-)r3nt, -'(r)ev-3rni\ adj [L irreverent-,

irreverens, fr. in- + reverent- reverens reverent] : showing lack of
reverence : disrespectful — ir-reV'er'ent-ly adv

ir-re.vers.ibil-i.ty \.ir-i-,v3r-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state
of being irreversible

ir-re-vers-ible \-'v3r-s3-b3l\ adj : incapable of being reversed— ir.re-vers'ibly \-ble\ adv
ir.re.VQ.ca.bil.i.ty \(.)ir-,(r)ev-3-k3-'bil-3t-e also ,ir-i-,vo-k3-\ n

: the quality or state of being irrevocable
ir-re-vcca-ble \(')ir-*(r)ev-3-k3-b3l also ,ir-i-,vo-k3-\ adj [ME, fr.

L irrevocabilis, fr. in- + revocabilis revocable] : incapable of being
revoked : unalterable — ir-re-vo-ca-ble-ness n — ir«re-vO'Ca-
bly \-ble\ adv

irridenta var oj irredenta
ir.ri-gate \'ir-3-,gat\ vb [L irrigatus, pp. of irrigare, fr. in- + rigare

to water] vi 1 : wet. moisten; esp : to supply (as land) with water
by artificial means 2 : to refresh as if by watering -^ vi : to prac-
tice irrigation — ir>ri<ga>tion \,ir-3-'ga-sh3n\ n — ir*n>ga*tor
\'ir-3-,gat-3r\ n

ir-n>ta'bil4*ty \.ir-3t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
irritable: as a : quick excitability to annoyance, impatience, or
anger : petulance b : abnormal or excessive excitability of an
organ or part of the body c : the property of protoplasm and of
living organisms that permits them to react to stimuli

ir-ll<ta-ble \'ir-3t-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being irritated — ir-ri-

ta>ble*ness n — ir-ri.ta-bly \-ble\ adv
ilj>n>tant \'ir-3-tant\ adj : irrftating; specij : tending to produce
physical irritation

2irritant n : something that irritates or excites
ir-ri.tale \'ir-3-,tat\ vb [L irritatus, pp. of irritare] vt 1 ; to excite
impatience, anger, or displeasure in ; .annoy 2 : to induce irrita-
bility in or of -^ vi : to cause or induce displeasure or irritation
syn exasperate, nettle, provoke, roil or rile, peeve: iRRrrATE

impUes an often gradual arousing of angry feelings that may range
from impatience to rage; exasperate suggests galling annoyance
or vexation and the arousing of extreme impatience; nettle sug-
gests a light stinging or piquing; provoke implies an arousing of
strong annoyance or vexation that may excite to action; roil or
RILE implies inducing an angry or resentful agitation; peeve sug-
gests arousing fretful often petty or querulous irritation

Ir-ri'tat.ed adj : roughened, reddened, or inflamed by an irritant
ir.ri.ta.tion \,ir-a-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act of irritating b : some-
thing that irritates c : state of being irritated : annoyance
2 : a condition of irritability, soreness, roughness, or inflammation
of a bodily part

ir.ri'ta.tive \'ir-3-,tat-iv\ adj l : serving to excite ; iRRrrATiNG
2 : accompanied with or produced by irritation

ir-rupt \(')ir-'(r)3pt\ vi [L irruptus, pp. of irrumpere, lit., to break
in, fr. in- + rumpere to break — more at rupture] 1 : to rush in
forcibly or violently 2 oj a natural population : to undergo a sudden
upsurge in numbers esp. when natural ecological balances and
checks are disturbed — ir-rup-tion \(')ir-'(r)3p-shan\ n

ir-mp-tive \(')ir-'(r)3p-tiv\ adj 1 : irrupting or tending to irrupt
2 oJ an igneous rock : intrusive 3 : marked by or undergoing
irruption — ir-rup'tive-Iy adv

is [ME, fr. OE; akintoOHG wMs (fr. .s;n to be). Lest (fr. ej^e to be),
Gk esti (fr. einai to be)] pres 3d sing oj be, dial pres 1st & 3d sing
oj BE. substand pres pi o] be

is- or iSO- combjorm [ LL. fr. Gk, fr. isos equal ] 1 : equal : homoge-
neous : uniform (i^acoustic) 2 : isomeric (wopropyl) 3 : for or
from different individuals of the same species </.yoagglutination>

Isaac \'i-2ik, -zakX n [LL, fr. Heb Yi^hdq'\ ; a Hebrew patriarch,
son of Abraham and father of Jacob
Isa.iah \T-'za-3, chiejly Brit -'zT-\ or Isa-las \-3s\ n [Heb Yesha'-
yahW^ : a major Hebrew prophet in Judah about 740 to 701 B.C.
iS.aMo.bar \(')T-'sal-3-,bar\ii [ISVi^-+ all- + -bar (as in isobar)'\

: an imaginary line or a line on a chart connecting the places of
equal change of atmospheric pressure within a specified time— is*al*lo>bar<i^ \,T-,sal-3-'bar-ik, -'bar-\ adj

iSCh>einia \is-'ke-me-3\ n [NL ischaemia, fr. ischaemus styptic,
fr. Gk ischaimos, fr. ischein to restrain + haima blood; akin to Gk
echein to hold — more at scheme] : localized tissue anemia due to
obstruction of the inflow of arterial blood — iscll>emic \-mik\ adj

iS<Chi-al \'is-ke-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or situated near the ischium
iS-chi-ura \-3m\ n, pi Is.chia \-3\ [L, hip joint, fr. Gk ischion'i

: the dorsal and posterior of the three principal bones composing
either half of the pelvis

-ise \Jz\ vb sujjix, chiejly Brit : -IZE

Iseult Xi-'sUlt, -'zult\ var oj ISOLDE
-ish \ish\ adj sujjix [ME. fr. OE -isc; akin to OHG -isc, -ish, Gk
-iskos, dim. suffix] 1 : of, relating to, or being — chiefly in adjec-
tives indicating nationality or ethnic group (Finnish} 2 a : char-
acteristic of (boyish} : having the undesirable qualities of (mul/^ft)

b (1) : having a touch or trace of <summeri.j/i) : somewhat <purpli.s/!)

(2) : having the approximate age of <fortyi5/i) (3) ; being or
occurring at the approximate time of (cightish}

Ish.ma.el \'ish-me-3l\ n [Heb Yishmd'eU 1 : the outcast son of
Abraham and Hagar 2 : a social outcast

Isli.ma-el. ite \-3-,lTt\ « 1 : a descendant of Ishmael 2 : ishmael 2— Ish.ma.el-it'ish \-,lit-ish\ adj — Isli'ma-el-it-ism \-,lTt-

isin-glass \'Tz-''n-,glas, 'T-zir)-\ n [prob. by folk etymology fr.

obs. D huizenblas, fr. MD huusblase, fr. huus sturgeon + blase
bladder] 1 : a semitransparent whitish very pure gelatin prepared
from the air bladders of sturgeons and some other fishes and used
esp. as a clarifying agent and in jellies and glue 2 : mica

ISiS \'T-S3S\ n [L Isid; Isis, fr. Gk, fr. Egypt jst'\ : the Egyptian
goddess of motherhood and fertility and wife of Osiris

Is.lam \is-'lam. iz-, -'lam, 'is-, 'iz-,\ n [Ar islam submission (to the
will of God)] 1 : the religious faith of Muslims including belief

in Allah as the sole deity and in Muhammad as his prophet
2 a : the civilization erected upon Islamic faith b : the group of

modem nations in which Islam is the dominant religion — Is-

lam.ic \is-'lam-ik, iz-, -'lam-\ adj — Is-lam-ics \-iks\ n pi but
sing or pi in constr — Is.Iam-ism \-,iz-3m; 'iz-l3-,miz-\ n — Is-

lam.ize \'iz-l3-,miz; is-'Iam-,iz, iz-'lam-, -'lam-\ vt

US'land \'r-l3nd\ n [alter, of earlier Hand, fr. ME, fr. OE Igland;

akin to ON eyland island; both fr. a prehistoric NGmc-WGmc
compound whose first constituent is represented by OE ig island

(akin to OE ea river, L aqua water) and whose second constituent

is represented by OE landl 1 : a tract of land surrounded by
water and smaller than a continent 2 : something resembling an
island in isolation 3 a : safety island b : safety zone 4 : a
superstructure on the deck of an aircraft carrier or other ship

5 : an isolated group or area; specij : an isolated ethnological
group

2island vt 1 a : to make into or as if into an island b : to dot with
or as if with islands 2 : isolate

iS'land.er X'T-lan-darX n : a native or inhabitant of an island

island universe n : a galaxy other than the Milky Way
lisle \'r(3jl\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L insula"} : island; esp : a small
island

2isle vt 1 : to make an isle of 2 : to place on or as If on an Isle

is.let \'T-l3t\ n : a little island

islet ol Lang.er.hans \-'lao-ar-,han(t)s. -.hanzX [Paul Langerhans
tl88S G physician] : any of the groups of small slightly granular
endocrine cells that form anastomosing trabeculae among the
tubules and alveoli of the pancreas and secrete insulin

ism \'iz-3m\ n i-ism} : a distinctive doctrine, cause, or theory

-ism \.iz-3m; see m in Guide\ n sujjix [ME -isme, fr. MF & L;
MF, partly fr. L -isma (fr. Gk) & partly fr. L -ismus, fr. Gk -ismos:

Gk -isma &. -ismos fr. verbs in -izein -ize ] 1 a : act: practice : process
(criticism) (plagiarism) b : manner of action or behavior char-
acteristic of a (specified) person or thing (animalism) 2 a : state

: condition : property (barbarianwm) b : abnormal state or con-
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dition resulting from excess of a (specified) thing (alcoholism)
or marked by resemblance to (such) a person or thing (mongolism)
3 a : doctrine : theory ; cult <Buddh/^m> b : adherence to a system
or a class of principles <stoici\s/K> 4 I characteristic or peculiar
feature or trait <colloquial«m>

isn't X'iz-'ntX : is not
iSO-ag<glu>ti-na>tion \J-C,)so-3-.glut-'n-'a-sh3a\ n : agglutination
of an agglutinogen of one individual by the serum of another of
the same species — iso-ag-glU'ti-na-tive \-'glut-'n-.at-iv\ adj

iso>ag>gIu>tl*nm \-^n-an\ n ; an agglutinin specific for the cells

of another individual of the same species
iso*ag-glu<tin<o<gen \-,ag-,lu-'tin-3-j3n\ n : a substance capable
of provoking formation of or reacting with an isoagglutinin

iso-al*lox-a>zme \,T-{,}so-3-'lak-s3-,zen\ n : a yellow solid CioHe-
NaOz that is the parent compoundof riboflavin and other flavins

iso>an'ti*body \,T-(,)s6-'ant-i-,bad-e\ n : an antibody against an
antigen present in some members of a species that is produced by
a member of the species lacking that antigen

jso<an<ti*gen \-'ant-i-j3n\ n [ISV] : an antigen capable of induc-
ing the production of an isoantibody — iso>an>ti*gen<ic \-,aut-
i-'jen-ik\ adj

iso.bar \'T-sa-,bar\ n tISV is- + -bar (fr. Gk baros weight); akin
to Gk barys heavy — more at grieve] 1 : an imaginary line or a
hne on a map or chart connecting or marking places on the surface
of the earth where the height of the barometer reduced to sea
level is the same either at a given time or for a certain period
2 : one of two or more atoms or elements having the same atomic
weights or mass numbers but different atomic numbers — iso«bar»ic
\,T-sa-'bar-ik, -bar-\ adj

iSO-bu<tyl>ene X.T-so-'byut-'l-.enX n [ISV] : a gaseous butylene
C4HB used esp. in making butyl rubber and gasohne components

iso.chro-mat.ic \,T-s9-kr6-'mat-ik\ adj [ISV] : orthochromatic
iSO-Chro.na! \T-'sak-r3n-M, ,T-s3-'kron-\ adj [Gk isochronos, fr.

is- + chronos time] : uniform in time : having equalduration
: recurring at regular intervals — iso>chro*nal-ly X-^l-cX adv —
iso-chro>nism Xi-'sak-rs-.niz-am, ,T-s3-'kro-\ n

iso.chro-nous Xl-'sak-rs-nas, ,T-sa-*kro-\ adj [Gk isochronos}
: ISOCHRONAL — iso-cluO'iious-ly adv

iSO-ClUO'OUS \T-'sak-ra-w3s, ,T-s3-'kro-3s\ adj {is- + Gk chros skin,
color — more at chromatic] : of the same color throughout
Uso.cli.nal \J-s3-'klTn-'I\ adj [ISV] : relating to. having, or indi-
cating equality of inclination or dip — iso*cli>nal>ly \-*l-e\ adv

2isoclinal n : isoclinic line
lS0>cline \'T-sa-,klTn\ n : an anticline or syncUne so closely folded
that the rock beds of the two sides have the same dip

iso-clin-ic \J-s3-'khn-ik\ adj [ISV] : isoclinal
isoclinic line n : a line on a map or chart joining points on the
earth's surface at which a magnetic needle has the same inclination
to the plumb line

iSO-cy.a.nate \J-so-'sT-3-.nat, -n3t\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of
isomeric cyanic acid HNCO used esp. in plastics and adhesives

iSO-cy-clic \-'sT-klik, -'sik-lik\ adj [ISV] ; having or being a ring
composed of atoms of only one element

iso.di-a.met.riC \-,dT-3-*me-trik\ adj [ISV] : having equal diam-
eters

iso-di-mor-phism \-(,)dT-'m6r-,fiz-am\ n [ISV] : isomorphism
between the two forms severally of two dimorphous substances —
i50*dl>mor>phoiis \-fas\ adj

iso.dose \"i-S3-,dos\ adj [ISV] : of or relating to points or zones
in a medium that receive equal doses of radiation

iso-dy.nam.ic \,T-so-(.)dT-'nam-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : of or relating
to equality or force 2 : connecting points at which the magnetic
intensity is the same <'-^ line)

iSO-elec-triC \,T-(,)s6-i-'liek-trik\ adj [ISV] 1 : having or repre-
senting zero difference of electric potential 2 : being the pH at
which the electrolyte will not migrate in an electrical field

iso-electron-ic \-i-,Iek-'tran-ik\ adj [ISV] : having the same
number of electrons or valency electrons — i50>elec*tron>i-cal<ly
\-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv

iso.ga.mete \,T-SQ-g3-'met, -'gam-.et\ n [ISV] : a gamete in-
distinguishable in form or size or behavior from another gamete
with which it can unite to form a zygote — iso>ga*met-ic \-ga-
'met-ik\ adj

iSOg>a*niOUS \T-'sag-3-m3s\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL isogamus,
fr. is- + -gamus -gamous] oj sexual reproduction : characterized
by fusion of like gametes — isog*a<my \-me\ n

iSO.glOSS \'T-S3-,glas, -,gl6s also 'T-z3-\ n [ISV is- + Gk gWssa
language ^ more at gloss] 1 a : a boundary line between places or
regions that differ in a particular linguistic feature b ; a line on a
maf^ representing an isogloss 2 : a linguistic feature shared by
some but not all of the speakers of a dialect, language, or group of
related languages — iso-gloss-al \,T-s3-'glas-3l, -'gl6-s3l\ adj
iiso>gon<ic \,i-s3-'gan-ik\ or iso>go>nal \T-'sag-3n-=l. ,i-s3-'g6n-\
adj [ISV IS- + Gk gonia angle — more at -gon] ; of, relating to,

or httving equal angles
2isogomc or isogonal n ; isogonic line
3isogonic adj : of, relating to, or marked by isogony
isogenic line n : an imaginary hne or a line on a map joining
points on the earth's surface at which the magnetic declination is

the same
iSOg*0-ny \T-'sag-3-ne\ n [is- + -gony^ : equivalent relative growth
of paris such that size relations remain constant
iso-gram \*i-s3-,gram\ n : a line on a map or chart along which
there is a constant value

iso.hel \'T-so-,hel\ n [is- + Gk helios sun ^ more at solar]
: a line drawn on a map or chart connecting places of equal dura-
tion of sunshine

iso-lie.mol.y.sis \.T-(,)s6-hi-'mal-a-s3s\ n [NL] : lysis of the red
blood cells of one individual by antibodies in the serum of another
of the same species

iSQ.hy.et \,T-s6-'hT-9t\ n [ISV is- + Gk hyetos rain — more at
HYEt-] : an isohyetal Une on a map or chart

iso>hy<e>tal \-'hT-3t-'l\ adj ; relating to or Indicating equal
rainfall

. isO'Iate \'T-s3-,Iat, 'is-3-\ vb [back-formation fr. isoM/ed set apart,
fr. F isole. fr It isolato, fr. isola island, fr L insula] vt 1 : to set
apart from others; also ; quarantine 2 : to select from among
others; esp : to separate from another substance so as to obtain
pure or in a free state 3 : insulate '— vi : to cause something to
be isolated

iSO<la>tlon \,T-s3-'la-sh3n, ,Is-3-\ n ; the action of isolating : the
condition of being isolated syn see solftude

iso<la-tlon>ism \-sh3-,niz-3m\ n : a policy of national isolation
by abstention from alliances and other international political
and economic relations — iso-la>tion<ist \-sh{3-)n3St\ n or adj

ISOl>de \i-'zol-d3, -'z61-\ n [OF Isolt^ Iseui} 1 : an Irish princess
married to King Mark of Cornwall and loved by Tristram 2 : the
daughter of the King of Brittany married to Tristram

iso-leu-cine \,T-s6-'lu-,sen\ n [ISV] : a crystalline essential amino
acid CeHijNOz isomeric with leucine

iso.line \'T-(,)so-.lTn\ n : isogram
iS0l-0>g0US \i-'sal-3-g3s\ adj [ISV is- + -logous (as in homologous)"}

: relating to or being any of two or more compounds of related
structure and a characteristic difference of composition other than
CHa — isO'lOgue or iso>10g \*T-S3-,16g, -,lag\ n

iSQ.mag.net.ic \,T-(,)so-mag-'net-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : of or relating
to points of equal magnetic intensity or of equal value of a com-
ponent of such intensity 2 : connecting isomagnetic points <'—

-

line on a map)
iso>mer \'T-s3-m3r\ n [ISV. back-formation fr. isomeric} : a com-
pound, radical, ion, or nuclide isomeric with one or more others

iso.mer-iC \,T-s3-'mer-ik\ adj [ISV, fr, Gk isomeres equaUy
divided, fr. is- + meros part — more at merft] : of^ relating to, or
exhibiting isomerism — iso*mer>i>cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
isoni>er>ism \T-'sam-3-,riz-3m\ n 1 ; the relation of two or more
chemical compounds, radicals, or ions that contain the same
numbers of atoms of the same elements but differ in structural
arrangement and properties 2 : the relation of two or more
nuclides with the same mass numbers and atomic numbers but
different energy states and rates of radioactive decay 3 : the
condition of being isomerous
iSom>er>ous \-a-r3s\ adj : having an equal number of parts (as
ridges or markings^; specij ; having the members of each floral

whorl equal in number
iso<met<ric \,T-s3-'me-trik\ adj : of, relating to, or characterized
by equality of measure: as a : of, relating to, or being an isometric
drawing or projection b : relating to or being a crystallographic
system characterized by three equal axes at right angles — iso-
met-n«cal \-tri-k3l\ adj — iso<niet-ri'Cal>ly \-k(9-)le\ adv

isometric drawing n : the representation of an object in isometric
projection but with lines parallel to the edges drawn in true length

isometric line n 1 : a line drawn on a map and indicating a true
constant value throughout its extent 2 : a line representing
changes of pressure or temperature under conditions or constant
volume

isometric projection n : axonometric projection in which all three
faces are equally inclined to the drawing surface so that all the
edges are equally foreshortened

iSO>me<tro*pia \,T-so-mi-'tr6-pe-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk isometros of
equal measure (fr. is- + metron measure) + NL -opia — more at
measure] ; equality in refraction in the two eyes
iSO-morph \'T-s3-,m6rf\ n [ISV] : something identical with or
similar to something else in form or structure: as a : one of two
or more substances related by isomorphism b : an individual or
group exhibiting isomorphism — iso>mor*phic \,T-S3-'m6r-Eik\

iS0*mor-phism \,T-s3-'m6r-,fiz-3m\ n [ISV] 1 : similarity in or-
ganisms of different ancestry resulting from convergence 2 a ; sim-
ilarity of crystalline form between substances of similar com-
position b : HOMEOMORPHisM 1 3 I a one-to-one correspondence
between two mathematical aggregates
iso<mor<phous \-f3s\ adj : isomorphic
iSO>ni-a-zid \,r-s3-'nT-3-z3d\ n [isonicolmic acid hydrazide
(RCONHNHz)] : a crystaUine compound C6H7N3O used in the
treatment of tuberculosis
ison>o>my \T-'san-3-me\ n [Gk isonomia, fr. isonomos characterized
by isonomy, fr, is- + nomas right, law — more at nimble] : equality
before the law
iSO<OC*tane \.T-s6-'ak-,tan\ n [ISV] : an octane of branched-
chain structure or a mixture of such octanes

iso<pi'es>tic \,T-s6-pe-'es-tik, -pT-\ adj [is- + Gk piestos, verbal of
piezein to press — more at piezo-] : of, relating to, or marked by
equal pressure ; isobaric

iS0*pleth \'T-s3-,pleth\ n [ISV is- + Gk plethos quantity; akin to
Gk pleihein to be full — more at full] 1 : an isogram on a graph
showing the occurrence or frequency of a phenomenon as a func-
tion of two variables 2 : a Une on a map connecting points at
which a given variable has a specified constant value

iSO*pod \-,pad\ n [deriv. of Gk is- + pod-, pous foot — more at

FOOT] : any of a targe order (Isopoda) of small sessile-eyed crusta-
ceans in which the body is composed of seven free thoracic seg-
ments each bearing a pair of similar legs — isopod adj — isop-o-
dan \t-'sap-3d-3n\ adj or n

iSO-prene \'T-s3-.pren\ n [prob. fr. is- -f propyl + -ene} ; a flam-
mable liquid unsaturated hydrocarbon CsHa used esp. in syn-
thetic rubber — iso-pre-noid \,i-s3-'pre-,n6id\ adj or n

iSO.pro.pyl \-'pro-p3l\ n [ISV] ; the alkyl radical (CH3)zCH—
isomeric with normal propyl

isos-ce>les triangle \r-,sas-3-,lez-\ n [LL isosceles having two
equal sides, fr. Gk isoskeles, fr. is- + skelos leg — more at cylin-
der] : a triangle having two equal sides

iso>sei5-mal \,T-so-'sTz-m3l\ adj : of, relating to, or marked by
equal intensity of earthquake shock

is-05>mot-ic \,T-,sas-'mat-ik, -,saz-\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or
exhibiting equal osmotic pressure
iso-spon>dy*lous \T-so-*span-d3-l3s\ adj [deriv. of Gk isos equal +
Gk spondylos vertebra — more at SPONDVLrris] : of or relating to
an order (Isospondyli) of primitive soft-finned teleost fishes

iso*spo*rous \,T-s3-'spor-3s, -'spor-; T-'sas-p3-r3s\ adj : producing
sexual or asexual spores -of but one kind ~ iso*spo«ry \'T-S3-

,spor-e, -,spbr-; i-'sas-p3-re\ n

iSOS.ta<sy \I-'sas-t3-se\ n [ISV is- + Gk -stasia condition of
standing, fr, histanai to cause to stand — more at st.ajjd] 1 ; the
quality or state of being subjected to equal pressure from every
side 2 : general equilibrium in the earth's crust maintained by a
yielding flow of rock material beneath the surface under gravitative

stress - isO'Stat'ic \,T-s3-'stat-ik\ adj
isO'therm \*T-s3-,th3rm\ n [F isotherme, adj.] 1 : a line on a
map or chart of the earth's surface connecting points having the
same temperature at a given time or the same mean temperature
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for a given period 2 : a line on a chart representing changes of
volume or pressure under conditions of constant temperature

iSO>ther-maI XJ-sa-'thar-mslX adj [F isotherme. It. is- + Gk
thermos hoi — more at warm] 1 : of, relating to, or marked by
equality of temperature 2 : of, relating to, or marked by changes
of volume or pressure under conditions of constant temperature

iso>ton>iC \.T-sa-'tan-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : of, relating to, or exhibiting
equal tension 2 : isosmotic — used of solutions — iso<tou>i-
caMy \-i-kO-)le\ adv — iso<to>nic<i<ty \.i-s3-io-'nis-3t-e\ n

iso*tope \'T-sa-.top also 'T-23-\ n [is- + Gk topos place — more at
TOPIC] 1 : any of two or more species of atoms of a chemical
element with the same atomic number and position in the periodic
table and nearly identical chemical behavior but with differing
atomic mass or mass number and different behavior in the mass
spectrograph, in radioactive transformations, and in_ physical
properties 2 : nuclide ~ iso>to<plc \,T-S3-'tap-ik^ -'to-pik also

iT-23-\ adj — iso.tO'Pi'Cal-ly \-'tap-i-k{a-)le, -'to-pi-\ adv —
iso-to>py \'T-S3-,to-pe. -za-; i-'sat-a-pe, -'zat-\ n

iSO'tlop'ic \,T-s3-'trap-ik\ adj [ISV] : exhibiting properties (as
velocity of light transmission) with the same values when measured
along axes in all directions <an /^ crystal) — isot>ro>py \T-'sa-
tr9-pe\ n

Is.ra.el \'iz-re-3l\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. LL, fr. Gk Israel fr. Heb
Yisra'el'] 1 : JACOB 2 : the Jewish people 3 : God's chosen
people — Israel adj

lls.rae.li \iz-'ra-Ie\ adj [NHeb yisr^ell, fr. Heb, Israelite, n. &
adj., fr. Yisra'ell z of or relating to the republic of Israel

^Israeli n, pi Israelis also Israeli ; a native or inhabitant of the
republic of Israel

IS>ra.el<ite \'iz-re-3-,lTt\ n [ME, fr. LL Israelita, fr. Gk Israelites,

fr. Israel] l a descendant of the Hebrew patriarch Jacob; specij : a
native or inhabitant of the ancient northern kingdom of Israel— Israelite or Is>ra*el<it*isli \-,lit-ish\ adj

Is-sa.char \'is-9-,kar\ /? [LL, fr. Gk, fr. Heb Yissakhar] : a son
of Jacob and ancestor of one of the tribes of Israel

iS'SU-able \'ish-u-3-b3l\ adj 1 : open to contest, debate, or litiga-

tion 2 : authorized for issue 3 : possible as a result or con-
sequence — ls*su>ably \-bie\ adv

is>su>ance \'ish-u-an(t)s\ n : issue
is-su-ant \-3nt\ adj 1 archaic : coming forth : emerging 2 of a
heraldic animal : rising with only the upper part visible

US'Sue \'ish-(.)u, 'ish-ii, chiejly Brit •is-(,)yu, -yu\ n [ME, exit,

proceeds, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. issir to come out, go out, fr. L exire
to go out, fr. ex- -h ire to go; akin to Goth iddja he went. Gk ienai

to go, Skt eti he goes] X pi i proceeds from a source of revenue
(as an estate) 2 : the action of going, coming, or flowing out
; EGRESS, EMERGENCE 3 I a means or place of going out : Exrr,

OUTLET 4 : OFFSPRING, PROGENY 5 a : final outcome ; result
b obs ; a final conclusion or decision about something arrived at
after consideration c archaic : termination, end <hope that his
enterprise would have a prosperous ~ —T.B.Macaulay) 6 a : a
matter that is in dispute between two or more parties : a point of
debate or controversy b : the point at which an unsettled matter
is ready for a decision <brought the matter to an ~> 7 : a dis-

charge (as of blood) from the body 8 a : something coming
forth from a specified source <~5 of a disordered imagination)
b obs : DEED 9 a : the act of officially giving out or printing
(as new currency, supplies, an order) : publication b : the
thing or the whole quaniity of things given out at one time (new
•^ of stamps) <stock ~> syn see effect — at issue 1 : in a state
of controversy : in disagreement 2 also in issue ; under discus-
sion or in dispute

2issue VI la: to go, come, or flow out b ; to come forth : emerge
c : to come to an issue of law or fact in pleading 2 : accrue
3 : to descend from a specified parent or ancestor 4 : to be a
consequence or final outcome : emanate, result 5 : to appear
or become available through being officially put forth or distributed
; appear through issuance or publication 6 : eventuate, termi-
nate ~ vr 1 ; to cause to come forth : discharge, emit 2 a : to
put forth or distribute officially (government issued a new airmail
stamp) <~ orders to advance) b : to send out for sale or circula-
tion : PUBLISH syn see spring — is-su-er n

i-iSt \ast\ n sujjix [ME -iste, fr. OF & L; OF -isle. fr. L -ista,

-istes, fr. Gk -isles, fr. verbs in -izein -ize] la; one that performs
a (specified) action <cycli.sf) ; one that makes or produces (novel-
ist) b ; one that plays a (specified) musical instrument <harpi.i/>

c : one that operates a (specified) mechanical instrument or
contrivance <automobih\sr) 2 ; one that specializes in a (specified)
art or science or skill <geologi.r/> <ventriloquij/) 3 ; one that
adheres to or advocates a (specified) doctrine or system or code
of behavior (socialwO (royalwr) (hedoniVr) or that of a (specified)
individual (Calvinistj (.Darwinist}

2-ist adj sujjix : of, relating to, or characteristic of (dilettanti^r)

iistll-ml<an \'is-me-3n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of an isthmus
2 cap : a native or inhabitant of the Isthmus of Panama

2istllinian adj : of, relating to, or situated in or near an isthmus:
as a ojten cap : of or relating to the Isthmus of Corinth in Greece
or the games anciently held there b ojien cap : of or relating to
the Isthmus of Panama connecting the No. American and So.
American continents

istH.mic \'is-mik\ adj ; lyrHMiAN
isth.mus \'is-m9s\ n [L, fr. Gk isthmos} 1 : a narrow strip of
land connecting two larger land areas 2 : a contracted anatomical
part or passage connecting two larger structures or cavities

-is-tic \'is-tik\ also -is.ti.cal \-ti-k3l\ adj sujjix [MF & L & Gk;
MF -istique, fr. L -isiicus, fr. Gk -istikos, fr. -istes -ist + -ikos -ic]

: of, relating to, or characteristic of <altru(ji7ic)

is-Ue \*ist-le\ n [AmerSp ixlle, fr. Nahuatl ichtli] ; a fiber obtained
from any of various tropical American plants (as an epiphytic
bromeliad [Bromelia sylvestris] or any of several Mexican agaves)
Ut \(')it, 3t\ pron [ME, fr. OE hit — more at he] 1 : that one —
used as subject or direct object or indirect object of a verb or object
of a preposition usu. in reference to a lifeless thing (took a quick
look at the house and noticed '^ was very old), a plant (there is

a rosebush near the fence and -^ is now blooming), a person or
animal whose sex is unknown or disregarded (don't know who ^
is), a group of individuals or things, or an abstract entity (beauty
is everywhere and '>- is a source of joy); compare he, rrs, she, they

2 -- used as subject of a verb that expresses a condition or action
without reference to an agent <~ is raining) 3 a — used as
anticipatory subject or object of a verb (~ is necessary to repeat
the whole thing); often used to shift emphasis to a part of a state-
ment other than the subject (-^ was in this city that the treaty was
signed) b — used with many verbs as a direct object with little or
no meanmg (footed ^ back to camp) 4 : the general state of
ailairs or circumstances (how is -^ going)

2it \'it\ n : the player in a game who performs a function (as
trying to catch others in a game of tag) essential to the nature of
the game

it.a.col.u.mite \.it-3-'kal-(y)3-.mTt\ n [Itacolumi, mountain in
Brazil] : a quartzite resembling mica and flexible when split into
thm slabs

it.a.con.ic acid \.it-3-.kan-ik-\ n [ISV, anagram of aconitic,
C3H3(COOH)i] : acrystalhne dicarboxylic acid C5H6O4 obtained
uju. by fermentation of sugars with molds (genus Aspergillus) and
used as a monomer for vinyl-type polymers and polyesters

Ital.ian Xa-'tal-ysn, \-\ n 1 a : a native or inhabitant of Italy
b : a person of Italian descent 2 : the Romance language of the
Italians — Italian at/7

ital.ian. ate \-y3-.nat\ vt : Italianize
Ital.ian. ate \-n3t, -.nat\ adj : Italian in quality or characteristics
Ital.ian.ism \-,ni2-am\ n l a : a quality characteristic of Italy or
the Italian people b : a pronunciacion or idiom suggestive of the
Italian language 2 a : specialized interest in or emulation of
Italian qualities or achievements b ; promotion or love of Italian
policies or ideals

Ital.ian.iza.tion Xs-.tal-ya-na-'za-shan, i-\ n : the act of Italianiz-
ing ; state of being Italianized

ital.ian. ize \3-'tal-ya-,nTz, i-\ vi, ojten cap : to act Italian; specij
X to follow the style or technique of recognized Italian painters
-^ vt, ojten cap : io make Italian in any respect

Italian sonnet n : a sonnet consisting of an octave rhyming abba
abba and a sestet rhyming in any of various patterns (as cde cde or
cdc dcd) — called also Petrarchan sonnet
Utal'ic \a-'tal-ik, i-, T-\ adj 1 cap : of or relating to ancient Italy,
its peoples, or their Indo-European languages 2 : of or relating to
a type style with characters that slant upward to the right (as in
"these words are italic^')

^italic /I 1 : an italic character or type 2 cap : the Italic branch of
the Indo-European language family — see indo-european lan-
guages table

Ital'i.cism \a-'taI-3-,siz-3m, i-\ n : h-alianism lb
ital'i'Cize \3-'tal-3-,sTz, i-, i-\ vt ; to print in italics or underscore
with a single line

Utch \'ich\ vb [ME icchen, fr. OE giccan; akin to OHG jucchen to
itch] VI la: to have an itch b : to produce such a sensation
2 ; to have a restless desire or hankering for something ~ vr 1 ; to
cause to itch 2 : vex, irritate

2itch n 1 a : an uneasy irritating sensation in the upper surface of
the skin usu. held to result from mild stimulation of pain receptors
b : a skin disorder accompanied by such a sensation; esp : a con-
tagious eruption caused by a mite {Sarcoptes scahiei) that burrows
in the skin and causes intense itching 2 a : a restless usu. con-
stant often compulsive desire b : lust, prurience — itcli'i*ness
\'ich-e-n9s\ n - itchy \-e\ adj

it'd \,it-3d\ : it had : it would
i-ite \.Tt\ n sujjix iUE,U. OF& L; OF, fr. L -ita, -ites, fr. Gk -iVe^]

1 a : native : resident (Brooklyni7e> b ; descendant (Ephraimi're)
c : adherent : follower (Jacobi/e) (Pusey/re) 2 a (1) ; product
(metaboli/e) (2) : commercially manufactured product (eboni/e)
b : polyhydroxy alcohol usu. related to a sugar (inosiVe) 3 [NL
-ites. fr. L] : fossil (ammon/'/f) 4 : mineral (erythnre) : rock
(anorthosiVe) 5 [F, fr. L -ita, -ites] : segment or constituent part
of a body or of a bodily part (somiVe) (dendrire)

2-ite n sujjix [F, alter, of -ate -ate, fr. NL -atum] ; salt or ester of an
acid with a name ending in -ous

litem \'T-,tem, 'Tt-3m\ adv [ME, fr. L, fr. ita thus] : and in addition

: ALSO — used to introduce each article in a list or enumeration
2item \'it-3m\ n 1 obs : warning, hint 2 : a separate particular

in an enumeration, account, or series : article 3 : a separate
piece of news or information : a short news paragraph (column of
local -~-s}

syn item, detail, particular mean one of the distinct parts of a
whole. ITEM applies to each thing specified separately in a list or in a
group of things that might be listed or enumerated; detail applies

to one of the small component parts of a larger whole such as a
construction, building, painting, narration, process; particular
stresses the smallness, singleness, and esp. the concreteness of a
detail or item
3item \'Tt-3m\ vt 1 archaic : compute, reckon 2 archaic : to set

down the particular details of

item.iza.tion \,Tt-3-m3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act of itemizing; also : an
itemized list

item. ize \'Tt-3-,mTz\ vt: to set down in detail or by particulars : list

it.er.ance \'it-3-r3n(t)s\ n : reiteration
it.er-ant \-r3nt\ adj : iterating

it-er-ate \'it-3-,rat\ vt [L iteratus, pp. of iterare, fr. iterum again;

akin to L is he, that, ita thus, Skt Kara the other, iji thus] : RE-

n-ERATE syn see repeat — it-er-a'tion \,it-3-'ra-sh3n\ n —
it-er-a-tive \'it-3-,rat-iv, -r3t-\ adj

ithy.phal.lic \,ith-i-'fal-ik\ adj [LL ithyphallicus, fr. Gk ithy-

phallikos, fr. ithyphallos erect phallus, fr. iihys straight -H phallos

phallus: akin to Skt sadhati he reaches the goal] 1 : of or relating

to the phallus carried in procession in ancient festivals of Bacchus
2 : lewd

iUn-er-a-cy \T-'tln-a-r3-se, 3-\ n [itinerate, adj. (itinerant)]

: itinerancy
itin.er.an.cy \-r9n-se\ n 1 : the act of itinerating : the state of
being itinerant 2 : a system (as in the Methodist Church) of
rotating ministers who itinerate

itin.er-ant \-i9nt\ adj [LL itinerant-, itinerans, prp. of itinerari to
journey, fr. L itiner-, iter journey, way, fr. ire to go — more at

ISSUE] : traveling from place to place; esp ; covering a circuit (-^

preacher) — itinerant n — itin-er-ant-ly adv
itln.er^ary \i-'ttn-3-,rer-e, a- also -*tin-3-re\ n 1 ; the route of a

3 abut; J® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; r) sing; flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tU tbin; t^ this;

ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zli vision
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journey or the proposed outline of one 2 : a travel diary 3 : a
traveler's guidebook — itinerary adj

itin>er<ate \T-'tin-3-,rat, 3-\ vi : to travel a preaching or judicial
circuit — itin*er<a*tion \(,)T-.tin-3-'ra-sh3n, 3-\ n

-i'tious \'ish-as\ adj sujjix [L -icius, -itiusl : of, relating to, or hav-
ing the characteristics of <excremeni(7ioiis>

-i-tiS \'rt-9s also but not shown el individual entries 'et-\ n sujjix, pi
-i-tis-es also -it*i>des \'it-9-,dez\ sometimes -i*tes \*Tt-C,)ez, 'et-\

[NL, fr. L & Gk; L, fr. Gk, fr. fern, of -ites -ite] 1 : disease or
inflammation <bronchirii-> 2 pi usu -itises a (1) ; malady arising
from (vacatiomV/s) (2) : forced endurance of <lelevision/ri5>

b (1) : marked proneness to <accidentiV«> (2) : infatuation with
(jazziiis) (3) : excessive advocacy of or reliance on <educa-
tionifisy c : excess of the qualities of <big-businessiVis)

it'll \.it-'l\ : it will : it shall

its \(,)its, 3ts\ adj : of or relating to it or itself esp. as possessor
(going to ~ kennel), agent (a child proud of ^ first drawings),
or object of an action ('^ final enactment into law)

it's \{,)its, 3ts\ 1 : it is 2 : it has
xt>self \it-'self, 9t-\ pron 1 ; that identical one — compare 'rr 1;

used reflexively <watched thecal giving ^ a bath), for emphasis <the
letter '^ was missing), or in absolute constructions <"-- a splendid
specimen of classic art, it is sure to be exhibited throughout the
world) 2 : its normal, healthy, or sane condition or self

-ity \3t-e\ n sujjix [ME -ite, fr. OF or L; OF -ite, fr. L -Hat-, -iias.

fr. -i- (stem vowel of adjs.) + -tai~, -tas -ity; akin to Gk -tel-, -tes

-ity] : quality : state : degree (alkalin/Vj')

-ium n sujjix 1 [NL, fr. L, ending of some neut. nouns] a (1) : a
chemical element (sodmm) (2) ; chemical radical (ammonium)
b : positive ion (imidazoliwrn [C3H4N£H]"*^) 2 p/ -iums or -ia [NL,
fr. L, fr. Gk -ion] ; small one ; mass — esp. in botanical terms
(pollinmm)

-ive \iv\ adj sujjix [ME -ij, -ive, fr. MP & L; MF -ij, fr. L -ivus'l

: that performs or tends toward an (indicated) action (amus/ve)
I've \{,)jv\ : I have
ivied \'i-ved\ adj ; overgrown with ivy

iVO.ry \'Tv-(3-)re\ n, ojien attrib [ME ivorie, fr. OF ivoire, fr. L
eboreus of ivory, fr. ebor-, ebur ivory, fr. Egypt !6, '-bw elephant,
ivory] la: the hard creamy-white modified dentine that com-
poses the tusks of an elephant or sometimes another tusked mam-

mal b : a tusk (as of an elephant) that yields ivory 2 : a variable
color averaging a pale yellow 3 slang : tooth 4 : something (as
dice or piano keys) made of ivory or of a similar substance
ivory black n : a fine black pigment made by calcining ivory
ivory nut n : the nutlike seed of a So. American palm (Phyielephas
macrocarpa) containing a very hard endosperm used for carving
and turning

ivory tower n : a secluded place for meditation : retreat
livy \'i-ve\ n [ME. fr. OE Ijig; akin to OHG ebah ivy] 1 : a widely
cultivated ornamental climbing or prostrate or sometimes shrubby
Eurasian vine {Hedera helix) of the ginseng family with evergreen
leaves, small yellowish flowers, and black berries 2 : poison ivy

Sivy adj [fr. the prevalence of ivy-covered buildings on the campuses
of the older U.S. colleges] : academic 1.4

Ivy League adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of a group of
long-established eastern U.S. colleges widely regarded as high in
scholastic and social prestige

iwis \e-*wis, T-\ adv [ME, fr. OE gewis certain; akin to OHG
giwisso certainly, OE witan to know — more at wit] archaic
; CERTAINLY

Ix-i'On \ik-*sr-3n\ n [L, fr. Gk Ixionl : a Thessalian king punished
by Zeus for aspiring to love Hera by being bound in Tartarus to an
endlessly revolving wheel

ix-tle Vist-le\ var oj istle
lyar \*e-,y'ar\ n [Heb lyydrl : the 8th month of the civil year or the
2d month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar

-iza-tion Xs-'za-shsn also esp when an unstressed syllable precedes
but not shown at individual entries (,)I-'za-\ n sujjix ; action
: process : state (socializarion)

-ize \.Tz\ vb sujjix [ME -isen, fr. OF -iser, fr. LL -izare. fr. Gk
-izein'] 1 a (1) : cause to be or conform to or resemble <system/2e>
(american/re) : cause to be formed into (unionize) (2) ; subject to
a (specified) action (plagiarize) (3) ; impregnate or treat or
combine with (albuminize) b ; treat like (idolize) c ; treat
according to the method of (bowdlerize) 2 a ; become : become like
(crystallize) b : be productive in or of (hypothesize) : engage in a
(specified) activity (philosophize) c : adopt or spread the manner
of activity or the teaching of (calvinize)

iZ'Zard X'iz-ardX n [alter, of earlier ezod^ ezed, prob. fr. MF et zede
and Z] chiejly dial : the letter z

J \')a\ n. ojten cap^ ojten attrib 1 a ; the tenth
letter of the English alphabet b : a graphic
representation of this letter c : a speech
counterpart of orthographic j 2 a : a
graphic device for reproducing the letter j
b : ONE c : a unit vector parallel to the y»
axis 3 : one designated j esp. as the tenth in
order or class 4 : something shaped like the
letter J

ijab \'jab\ vb jabbed; jab-bing [alter, oi job
(to strike) ] vf 1 a : to pierce with or as if with
a sharp object : si ab b ; to poke quickly or

abruptly : thrust 2 : to strike with a short straight blow ~ vi

1 : to make quick or abrupt thrusts with a sharp object 2 : to
strike a person with a short straight blow

2jab n : an act of jabbing; specij : a short straight boxing punch
delivered with the leading hand
ijab-ber \'jab-3r\ vb jab-ber-ing \'jab-(3-)rio\ [ME Jaberen. of
imit. origin] vi : to talk rapidly, indistinctly, or unintelligibly ~ vt

: to speak rapidly or indistinctly — jab*ber-er \'jab-ar-3r\ n
ijabber n : gibberish, chatter
jab-ber-wocky \'jab-3r-,wak-e\ n [Jabberwocky, nonsense poem
by Lewis Carroll] : meaningless speech or writing

jab-i-ru \,jab-a-'rU\ n [Pg, fr. Tupi & Guarani jabirUZ : any of
several large tropical storks

Jab*0-ran>di \,jab-3-,ran-'de, -'ran-de\ n [Fg, fr. Tupi yaborandil
1 : the dried leaves of two So. American shrubs {Pilocarpus jab-
orandi and P. microphyllus) of the rue family that are a source of
pilocarpine 2 : the root of a Brazilian pepper {Piper jaborandi)
that is a source of pilocarpine

ja*bot \zha-'bo, ja-\ n [ F] 1 : a fall of lace or cloth attached to the
front of a neckband and worn esp. by men in the 1 8th century
2 : a pleated frill of cloth or lace attached down the center front of
a woman's blouse or dress

ia'bo*ti<ca>ba \i3-,but-i-'kab-3\ n [Pg, fr. Tupi] : a tropical Amer-
ican shrubby tree (Myrciaria cauijlora) of the myrtle family
cultivated in warm regions for its edible purplish fruit

ja-cal \h3-'kal\ n, pi ja-ca-les \-'kal-(.)as\ also ja.cals [MexSp.
fr. Nahuatl xacalli] ; a hut in Mexico and southwestern U.S. with a
thatched roof and walls made of upright poles or sticks covered
and chinked with mud or clay
jac*a-mar \'jak-a-,mar\ n [F, fr. Tupi jacanni-ciril I any of several
usu. iridescent green or bronze insectivorous birds (fatnily Gal-
bulidae) of American tropical forests

ja-ca<na \,yas-'n-'a"\ n [Pg jaqana, fr. Tupi & Guarani] : any of
several long-legged and long-toed wading birds (family Jacanidae)
that frequent coastal freshwater marshes and ponds in warm re-

gions
jac<a-ran*da \,jak-a-,ran-'da, -'ran-d3\ n [NL, genus name, fr.

Pg, a tree pf this genus] : any of a genus (Jacaranda) of pinnate*
leaved tropical American trees of the trumpet-creeper family with
showy blue flowers in panicles

ja.cinth \'jas-^n(t)th, "jas-X n [ME iacinct, fr. OF jacinthe, fr. L
hyaciiithus, a flowering plant, a gem] 1 : hyacinth 2 : a gem
more nearly grange in color than a hyacinth

Ja.cinthe \'jas-^n(t)th. 'jas-; 2ha-'sant\ n [F] : a moderate orange
ijack \'jak\ n, ojten attrib [MEjacke, fr. Jacke, nickname ior Johan
John] 1 a cap ; man; esp : one who is representative of the com-
mon people b ojten cap ; sailor c (1) : laborer, servant
(2) : lumberjack 2 : any of various mechanical devices: as a : a
device for turning a spit b : any of various portable mechanisms
for exerting pressure or lifting a heavy body a short distance

3 ; something that supports or holds In position: as a : a bar of
iron at a topgallant masthead to support a royal mast and spread
the royal shrouds b : a wooden brace fastened behind a scenic unit
in a stage set to prop it up 4a: any of several fishes; esp : a
young male salmon b : a male donkey c : any of several birds (as
a jackdaw) 5 a : something smaller than the usual of its kind— used in combination (jac/cshaft) b : a small white target ball in
lawn bowling c : a small national flag flown by a ship d (Up/ but
sing in constr ; a game played with a set of small objects that are
tossed, caught, and moved in various figures (2) : a small 6-pointed
metal object used in the game of jacks 6 a : a playing card carrying
the figure of a soldier or sei"vant and ranking usu. below the queen
b [by shortening] : jackpot la (2) 7 slang : money 8 : a female
fitting in an electric circuit used with a plug to make a connection
with another circuit 9 a [by shortening] : applejack b : BRANDY
10 [by shortening] ; jackknife 2

sjack vi ; to hunt or fish at night with a jacklight ~ vr 1 : to hunt or
fish for at night with a jacklight 2 a : to move or lift by or as if by
a jack b (1) : increase (2) : to raise the level or quaUty of c : to
take to task - - jack*er n

}ack<al \'jak-3l, -.61\ n [Turk qakal, fr. Per shagal, fr. Skt srgala"]

1 : any of several Old World wild dogs smaller than the related
wolves 2 a : a person who performs routine or menial tasks for
another b : a person who serves or collaborates with another esp.
in the commission of base acts

Jack-a-Lent \*jak-3-,lent\ n Vjack + a (of) -I- Lenti 1 : a small
stuffed puppet set up to be pelted as a sport in Lent 2 : a simple or
insignificant person

jack>a.napes \'jak-3-,naps\ n [ME Jack Napis, nickname for Wil-
liam de la Pole tl450 duke of Suffolk] 1 : monkey, ape 2 a : an
impertinent or conceited fellow b : a pert or mischievous child
iack*ass \'jak-.as\ n 1 ; a male ass; also : donkey 2 ; a stupid
person ; foul

jack'ass-ery \'jak-,as-(3-)re\ n : a stupid or foolish act

jack bean n : a bushy annual tropical American legume (genus
Canavalia): esp I a plant (C. ensijormis) grown esp. for forage

jack'boot \'jak-,but\ n : a heavy military boot made of glossy black
leather extending above the knee and worn esp. during the 1 7th and
18th centuries

jack-daw \'jak-,d6\ n 1 : a common black and gray Eurasian bird
iCorvus munedula) that is related to but smaller than the common
crow 2 : grackle 2
ijack-et \'jak-3t\ n IME jaket, fr. MF jaquet, dim. of jaque short
jacket, fr. Jacque peasant, fr. the name Jacques James] 1 a : a
garment for the upper body usu. having a front opening, collar,

lapels, sleeves, and pockets b : something worn or fastened around
the body but not for use as clothing 2 a (U : the natural covering
of an animal (2) : the fur or wool of a mammal b : the skin of a
potato 3 : an outer covering or casing; as a (1) : a thermally
nonconducting cover (2) : a covering that encloses an intermediate
space through which a temperature-controlling fluid circulates

(3) ; a tough cold-worked metal casing that forms the outer shell of
a buili-up bullet b (1 ) ; a wrapper or open envelope for a document
(2) : an envelope for enclosing registered mail during delivery from
one post office to another c (1) ; a detachable protective wrapper
for a book (2) : the cover of a paperback book (3) : the outside
leaves for a booklet, pamphlet, or catalog that is to be stitched or
wired through the saddle (4) : a paper or paperboard envelope for

a phonograph record — jack-et-ed \-3t-3d\ adj
^jacket vt : to put a jacket on
Jack Frost n ; frost or frosty weather personified

jack'Iruit \'jak-,friit\ n iPgjaca jackfruit -i- Ejruit} 1 a : a large
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widely cultivated tropical tree (Artocarpus heterophyllus) related to
the breadfruit that yields a fine-grained yellow wood and immense
fruits which contain an edible pulp and nutritious seeds 1) : the
fruit of this tree 2 : durian
jack>Iiam>mer \'jak-,ham-3r\ n l : a rock drilling machine usu.
held in the hands 2 ; a device in which a tool is worked by com-
pressed air

jack-in-the-box \'jak-3n-th3-,baks\ n, pi jack-in-the-box-es or
jacks-in-the-box : a small box out of which a figure (as of a
clown's head) springs when the lid is raised

Jack-in-the-pul-pil \.jak-an-th3-'pul-,pit, -'pal-, -pat\ n, pi
jack-in-the-pulpits or jacks-in-the-pulpit : any of several
plants (genus Arisaema) of the arum family; esp : an American
spring-flowering woodland herb {A. atrorubens) having an upright
club-shaped spadix arched over by a green and purple spathe
ijack-knile \'jak-,nTf\ n 1 ; a large strong clasp knife for the pocket
2 : a dive executed headfirst in which the diver bends from the waist
and touches his ankles while holding his knees unflexed before
straightening out

ajackknile vt 1 : to cut with a jackknife 2 : to cause to jackknife
'— VI 1 ; to double up like a' jackknife 2 : to turn or rise and form
an angle of 90 degrees or less with each other — used esp. of a pair
of vehicles

jack-leg \'jak-,leg, -,lag\ adj Vjack + -leg (as In blackleg)!
la: laclcing skill or training : amateur <'^ carpenter) b ; char-
acterized by unscrupulousness, dishonesty, or lack of professional
standards ('^ lawyer) 2 : designed as a temporary expedient
: MAKESHiFT — jackleg n

jack-light \-.lTt\ n : a light used esp. in hunting or fishing at night
jack mackerel n : a California market fish {Trachurus symmetricus)
that is iridescent green or bluish above and silvery below; also : a
closely related Australian fish {T. novaezelandiae)

jack-ol-all-trades \,jak-3-'v61-.tradz\ n, pi jacks-oJ-all-trades
: a person who can do passable work at various trades : handyman

jack-o'-lan-tem \'jak-3-,lant-3m\ n l a : ignis fatuus b : saint
ELMO'S FIRE 2 ; a lantern made of a pumpkin cut to look like a hu-
man face

jack'POt \'jak-,pat\ n 1 a (1) : a hand or game of draw poker in
which a pair of jacks or better is required to open (2) : a large pot
(as in poker) formed by the accumulation of stakes from previous
play b (1) : a combination on a slot machine that wins a top prize
or all the coins in the machine (2) : the sum so won c : a large
fund of money or other reward formed by the accumulation of
prizes 2 : an impressive often unexpected success or reward
3 chiefly West : a tight spot : jam

jack<rab>bit \'jak-,rab-3t\ n Vjack (jackass) + rabbit; fr. its long
ears] : any of several large hares (genus Lepus) of western No-
America having very long ears and long hind legs

jack salmon n l ; walleyed pike 2 : grilse
jack'SCrew \'jak-,skrii\ n : a screw-operated jack for lifting or for
exerting pressure

jack*s!iaft \-.shaft\ n ; countershaft; specij
: the intermediate driving shaft in an automobile

jack.smelt \-.smeIt\ n : a large silversides
{Atherinopsis californiensis) of the Pacific coast
of No. America that is the chief commercial

n Old World true snipe
{Limnocryples minima) that is smaller and more
highly colored than the common snipe
Jack'SOn Day \'jak-s3n-\ n [Andrew Jackson,
defender of New Orleans] : January 8 celebrated
as a legal holiday in Louisiana commemorating
the successful defense of New Orleans in 1815

Jack.so>ni<an \jak-'s6-ne-9n\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic
of Andrew Jackson or his poUtical principles or policies — Jack-
sonian n

jack-stay \'jak-,sta\ n 1 a : an iron rod, wooden bar, or wire rope
stretching along a yard of a ship to which the sails are fastened
b : a support of wood, iron, or rope running up and down a mast on
which the parrel of a yard travels 2 ; a longitudinal rigging for
maintaining the correct distance between the heads of various
riggings on an airship

jack-straw \-,str6\ n l : one of the pieces used in the game jack-
siraws 2 pi but sing in constr : a game in which a set of straws or
thin strips are let fall in a heap with each player in turn trying to
remove them one at a time without disturbing the rest

Jack-tar \-'tar\ n, often cap : sailor
Ja.cob \'ja-k3b\ n [LL, fr. Gk Jacob, fr. Heb Ya'aqobh} 1 : a
Hebrew patriarch and son of Isaac and Rebekah 2 : the ancient
Hebrew nation

Jaco-be-an \,jak-a-'be-an\ adj [NL Jacobaeus, fr. Jacobus James]
: of, relating to, or characteristic of James I of England or his age— Jacobean n

Jacobean lily n, ojten cap J [LL Jacobus (St. James)] : a Mexican
bulbous herb (Sprekelia formosissima) of the amaryllis family
cultivated for its bright red solitary flower

Ja-co.bi-an \j9-'ko-be-3n, ya-\ n [K. G. J. Jacobi tlSSl G mathe-
matician] : a determinant defined for a finite number of functions
of the same number of variables in which each row consists of the
first partial derivatives of the same function with respect to each of
the variables
Jaco-bin \'jak-3-b3n\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. ML Jacobinus, fr. LL
Jacobus St. James; fr. the location of the first Dominican convent in
the street of St. James, Paris] 1 : Dominican 2 [F, fr. Jacobin
Dominican; fr. the group's founding in the Dominican convent in
Paris] : a member of an extremist or radical political group; esp : a
member of such a group advocating egaliiarian democracy and
engaging in terrorist activities during the French Revolution of
1789 — Jac*o-bin-ic \,jak-3-'bin-ik\ or Jac-o*bin*i>cal \-i-k3l\
adj — Jac>o*bin-ism \'jak-a-b3-,niz-9m\ n — jaco-bin-ize
\-,nTz\ vi, ojten cap

JaC'0-bite \'jak-3-.bTt\ n {Jacobus (James II)] : a partisan of James
II of England or of the Stuarts after the revolution of 1688 — Jac-
q>bit<i>cal \,jak-3-'bit-i-k3l\ adj — Jac>o>bit>ism \'jak-3-,bit-

Jacob'S ladder n 1 : a ladder extending from earth to heaven seea
by the patriarch Jacob in a dream 2 a : a pinnate-leaved European

jackscrew

perennial herb {Polemonlum caeruleum) of the phlox family with
bright blue or white flowers b : a related American herb 3 : a
marine ladder of rope or chain with wooden or iron rungs

Ja-co>bus \i3-'ko-bas\ n IJacobus James I, during whose reign
unites were coined] : unite
jaco-net \'jak-3-.net\ n [modif. of VrdajagannaihU l a hghtwelght
cotton cloth used for clothing and bandages
jac.quard \'jak-,ard\ n. ojten cap [Joseph Jacquard ^1^34 F in-
ventor] 1 a : a loom apoaratus or head for weaving figured fabrics
D : a loom having a jacquard 2 : a fabric of intricate variegated
weave or pattern
jacquerie \2ha-'kre\ n, ojten cap [F, fr. the French peasant revolt
in 1358, fr. MF, ix.jacque peasant — more at jacket] ; a peasants'
revolt

jac.ta-tion \jak-'ta-sh3n\ n iL jactation-, jactatio, Fv.jactatus, pp.
of jactare to throw, boast — more at jet] ; boastful declaration or
display
iacti.ta.tion \,jak-t3-'ta-sh3n\ n [LL jactitation-, jactitatio, fr.
jaciuatus, pp. of jactitare to bring forward in public, freq. of
jaciarel 1 a archaic : boastful public assertion b : false boasting
or assertion made to the prejudice of another person 2 ; a tossing
to and fro or jerking and twitching of the body

jac-U.late \'jak-ya-.lat\ vi iL jaculatus, pp. of jaculari ~ more at
ejaculate] : to hurl forward : throw — iac>u>la-tion XJak-ya-'la-
sh3n\ n
ijade \'jad\ n [ME] 1 : a broken-down, vicious, or worthless
horse 2 a : a disreputable woman b : a flirtatious girl

2jarte vt 1 a : to wear out by overwork or abuse b : to tire by severe
or tedious tasks 2 obs : to make ridiculous ^ vi : to become weary
syn see tire — jad-isU \'jad-ish\ adj
3jade n [F, fr. obs. Sp {piedra de la) ijada, lit., loin stone; fr. the
belief that jade cures renal colic] : a tough compact usu. green gem-
stone that takes a high polish and is derived from jadeite or from
nephrite
jad.ed adj l : EXHAuyrED 2 : satiated — jad-ed-ly adv — jad-
ed-ness n

jade green n : a variable color averaging a light bluish green
jade-ite \'ja-,dTt\ n [F] : a monoclinic mineral that constitutes a
valuable variety of jade

jade plant n : any of several stonecrops (genus Crassula) cultivated
as foliage plants

jae-ger \'yagpr\ n [G jager] 1 a : hunter, huntsman b : one
attending a person of rank or wealth and wearing hunter's costume
2 : any of several large dark-colored rapacious birds (family Ster-
corariidae) of northern seas
'jag \'iag\ vb jagged; jag-ging [ME jaggenj vt 1 chiejly dial

; PRICK, stab 2 a : to slash or pink (a garment) for ornamentation
b : to cut teeth or other indentations into c ; to make (an edge)
ragged by cutting or notching — vi 1 : prick, thrust 2 : to
move in jerks — jag-ger n

'jag n : 3l sharp projecting part ; barb
3jag n [origin unknown] 1 : a small load 2 a : a state or feeling of
exhilaration or intoxication usu. induced by liquor b : spree

jag.ged \'jag-3d\ adj 1 : having a sharply uneven edge or surface
2 : having a harsh, rough, or irregular quaUty — jag>ged>ly adv —
jag-ged-ness/i

jag-gery \'jag-a-re\ n [Hindi jagri'\ : an unrefined brown sugar
made from palm sap

jag-gy \'jag-e\ adj : jagged, notched
jag.uar \'jag-,war. -y9-.war\ n [Sp yaguar & Vg jaguar, fr. GuaranI
yaguara & Tapi jaguara'] : a large ait (Fells onca) of tropical Amer-
ica that is larger and stockier than the leopard and is brownish
yellow or buff with black spots

jag.ua.run-di \,jag-w3-'r3n-de\ n [AmerSp & Pg, fr. Tupi jaguarun-
di Sl GuixTani yaguarundi} : a slender long-tailed short-legged grayish
wildcat (Fells jaguarondi) of Central and So. America

Jah-veh \'ya-(,)va\ var oj yahweh
jai alai \'hi-,lT. ,hT-3-'lT\ n [Sp. fr. Basque, fr. jai festival -I- alai
merry] : a court game somewhat like handball played by two or
four players with a ball and a long curved wicker basket strapped
to the right wrist

ijail \'ja(3)l\ n IM-Ejaiole, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL caveola, dim. of
L cavea cage — more at cage] : prison; esp : a building for the
confinement of persons held in lawful custody

2jail vt : to confine in or as if in a jail

jail>bird \'jai3)i-,b9rd\ n ; a person confined in jail; specij ; an
habitual criminal

jail-break \-,brak\ n : a forcible escape from jai!

jail delivery n l : the clearing of a jail by bringing the prisoners to
trial 2 : the freeing of prisoners by force

jail>er or jail-or \'ja-l3r\ n 1 : a keeper of a jail 2 : one that
restricts another's liberty as if by imnrisonment

Jain \'jTn\ or Jai-na \*jT-n3\ n [Hindi Jain, fr. Skt Jalna} : an
adherent of Jainism

Jain-ism \'jT-,niz-3m\ n : a religion of India originating in the 6th
century B.C. and teaching liberation of the soul by right knowledge,
right faith, and right conduct

jake leg \'ja ,kleg, -,klag\ n ijake (strong liquor)] : a paralysis
caused by drinking strong liquor

jakes yjaks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [perh. fr. F Jacques James]
archaic : privy 2

jal-ap \'jal-3p, 'jal-\ n [F & Sp; ¥ jalop, fr. Sp jalapa, fr. Jalapa,
Mexico] 1 a : the dried purgative tuberous root of a Mexican plant
(Exogonium purga) or the powdered drug prepared from it that
contains resinous glycosides and is the officinal jalap b : the root
or derived drug of related plants 2 ; a plant yielding jalap

ja-lopy \J3-'rap-e\ n [origin unknown] ; a dilapidated old auto-
mobile or airplane

jal-ou-Sie \'jaI-3-se\ n [F, lit., jealousy, fr. OF jelous jealous] 1 ; a
blind with adjustable horizontal slats for admitting hght and air

while excluding sun and rain 2 : a window made of adjustable
glass louvers that control ventilation
ijam \'jam\ vb jammed; jam*ming [perh. of imit. origin] vt

1 a : to press into a close or tight position ('^ his hat on) b (1) : to
cause to become wedged so as to be unworkable <~ the typewriter
keys) (2) : to make unworkable by such jamming c : to block
passage of ; obstruct d : to fill often to excess ; pack 2 : to push
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forcibly; specij : to apply (the brakes) suddenly with full force

3 : CRUSH, BRUISE 4 a I to make uninteUigible by sending out in-

terfering signals or messages b : to make (as a radar apparatus)
ineffective by jamming signals or by causing reflection of radar
waves « v; 1 a : to become blocked or wedged b : to become un-
workable through the jamming of a movable part 2 : to force
one's way into a restricted space 3 : to take part in a jam session —
jam<mer n
sjam n 1 a ; an act or instance of jamming b : a crowded mass that
impedes or blocks 2a: the quaUty or state of being jammed
b : the pressure or congestion of a crowd : crush 3 : a difficult

state of affairs syn see predicament
3jam n : a food made by boiUng fruit and sugar to a thick con-
sistency

Ja<inai<ca ginger \j3-.nia-k3-\ n Uamaica, W. indies] 1 ; an
alcoholic extract of ginger used as a flavoring essence 2 : the
powdered root of ginger used as a medicinal infusion

Jamaica rum n : a heavy-bodied mm made by slow fermentation
and marked by a pungent bouquet
jamb \'jam\ n IMB jambe, fr. MF. lit., leg, fr. LL gamba — more at

gambit] 1 : an upri^t piece or surface forming the side of an
opening 2 ; a projecting columnar part or mass
jam'ba*laya \,j3m-ba-'li-a\ n [LaF, fr. Proy jambalaia} 1 : rice

cooked with ham, sausage, chicken, shrimp, or oysters and seasoned
with herbs 2 : a mixture of diverse elements
jam*beau \'jam-(,)b6\ n, pi jam-beauK \-(,)boz\ [ME, fr.

(assumed) AF, fr. MF jambe] : a piece of medieval armor for the
leg below the knee
iam*bO-ree \.jam-b3-'re\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a noisy or un-
restrained carousal 2 a ; a large festive gathering b : a national
or international camping assembly of boy scouts 3 ; a long mixed
program of entertainment
James \'jamz\ n [F, fr. LL Jacobus! 1 ; an apostle, son of Zebedee,
and brother of the apostle John 2 : an apostle and son of Alphaeus— called also James the Less 3 : a brother of Jesus held to be the
author of the New Testament Epistle of James
JameS'iau \'jam-ze-3n\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of
William James or his teachings 2 : of, relating to, or characteristic
of Henry James or his writings

jam session n [^jam] : an impromptu performance engaged in by a
group of jazz musicians and characterized by group improvisation

Jam*sliid or Jam-shyd \jam-'shed\ n [Per Jamshidl : the king of
the peris in Persian mythology
Jane Doe \']an-'do\ n : a female party to legal proceedings whose
true name is unknown
ijan^gle \'jao-g3l\ vb jan<glmg \-g(3-)lia\ [ME janglen, fr. OF
jangler, of Gmc origin; akin to MD jangelen to grumble] vi 1 ar-

chaic : to talk idly 2 : to quarrel verbally 3 : to make a harsh or
discordant sound ^^ vi 1 : to utter or sound in a discordant,
babbling, or chattering way 2 a : to cause to sound harshly or
inharmoniously b ; to excite to tense and discordant irritation —
jan-gler \-g(3-)l3r\ n

2j angle n 1 : idle talk 2 : noisy quarreling 3 : discordant sound
jan.is.sary or jan-i.zary \'jan-3-,ser-e, -,zer-\ n [It gianizzero, fr.

Turk yenigeril 1 ojten cap : a soldier of an elite corps of Turkish
troops organized in the I4th century and aboUshed in 1826 2 ; a
member of a group of loyal or subservient troops, officials, or
supporters

jan.i.tor \'jan-at-ar\ n [L, fr. janua door, fr. Janus arch, gate]
1 ; DOORKEEPER 2 I one who keeps the premises of an apartment,
office, or other building clean, tends the heaUng system, and makes
minor repairs — jan*i«tO-ri.al \,jan-3-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj —
jan.i.tress \'jan-3-tr3s\ n

Jan.sen-ism \'jan(t)-s3-.niz-3m\ n [F Jansenisme, fr. Cornells
Jansen tl638 D theologian] 1 : a theological doctrine maintaining
that freedom of the will is nonexistent and that the redemption of
mankind through the deatii of Jesus Christ is limited to only a part
of mankind 2 : a negative rigoristic moral attitude — Jan-sen-ist
\-nsst\ n — Jan-sen*is-tiG \,jan{t)-s3-'nis-tik\ adj

Jan*U-ary \'jan-ya-,wer-e, 'jen-\ n [ME Januarie, fr, L Januarius,
first month of the ancient Roman year, fr. Janus] ; the first month
of the Gregorian calendar

Ja-nus \'ja-n3s\ n [L] : an ancient Roman god of gates and be-
ginnings represented with two opposite faces — Ja>nns-taced
\.ja-n3s-'fast\ adj — Ja*nus*Iike \'ja-n3-.sirk\ adj

ija>pan \ja-'pan, ji-, ja-\ n [Japan, country of Asia] 1 : any of
several varnishes; esp : one yielding a hard brilliant surface coating
2 a : work varnished and figured in the Japanese manner b : Jap-
anese china or sQk

2japan adj l : of, relating to, or characteristic of Japanese lacquered
work 2 : coated or treated with japan

sjapan vt ja^panned; )a<pan>ning 1 : to cover with or as if with
a coat of japan 2 : to give a high gloss to
Japan allspice n : a Japanese shrub {Chimonanthus praecox)
cultivated for its fragrant yellow flowers

Japan clover n : an annual lespedeza {Lespedeza striata) used as a
forage, soil-improving, and pasture crop esp. in the southeastern
U.S.

Jap-a.nese \.iap-3-'nez, -'nesN n, pi Japanese l ; a native or
inhabitant of Japan or one of his descendants 2 : the language of
the Japanese — Japanese adj
Japanese an-drom>e<da \-,an-'dram-3d-3\ n [NL Andromeda
(genus of plants), fr, L Andromeda, Ethiopian princess, fr. Gk
Andromedei : a shrubby evergreen Asiatic heath {Pieris japonica)
with glossy leaves and drooping clusters of whitish flowers

Japanese beetle n : a small metallic green and brown scarab beetle
{PopiUia japonica) introduced into America from Japan that as a
grub feeds on the roots of grasses and decaying vegetation and as
an adult eats foliage and fruits

Japanese iris n ; any of various beardless garden Irises with very
large showy flowers

Japanese millet n : a coarse annual grass {Echinochloa jrumenta-
cea) cultivated esp. In Asia for its edible seeds

Japanese mink n : an Asiatic weasel y^Mustela sibirica); also : its

pale yellowish brown fur

Japanese persimmon n ; an Asiatic persimmon (Diospyros kaki)
widely cultivated for its large edible fruits

Japanese plum « 1 : any of numerous large showy usu. yellow to
light red cultivated plums 2 : a tree that bears Japanese plums
and is derived from a Chinese tree (Prunus salicina)

,__^. Quince n : a hardy Chinese ornamental shrub {Ckaeno-
meles lagenaria) of the rose family with scarlet flowers

Japanese spurge n : a low Japanese herb or subshrub {Pachysandra
terminates) of the box familyoften used as a ground cover

ja<pa-mza-tion VJap-a-na-'za-shan; ja-,pan-»-, ji-, ja-\ n, ojten cap
: the act or process of japani2dng

jap>a-nize \'jap-3-,nTz\ vt, ojten cap 1 : to make Japanese 2 : to
bring (an area) under the influence of Japan
Japan wax n : a yellowish fat obtained from the berries of several
sumacs (as Rhus vernicijlua and R. succedanea) and used chiefly
in polishes
ijape \'jap\ vb VAEjapen] vf : to say or do something jokingly or
mockingly -^vr ; to make mocking fxm of — jap-er \'ja-p3r\ n— jap-ery \'ja-p(3-)re\ n

2jape n : something designed to arouse amusement or laughter: as
a : an amusing literary or dramatic production b : gibe

Ja.phelh _\'ja-f3t(h)\ n IL Japheth orGk lapheth, fr. Heb Yephethi
; a son of Noah

ia.pon>i-ca Xja-'pan-i-ka, ji-, ja-\ n [NL, fr. fem. of Japonicus
Japanese, fr. Japonia Japan] : Japanese quince
Mar \'jar\ vb jarred; jar.ring [prob. of imit. origin] vi 1 a : to
make a harsh or discordant sound b ; to be out of harmony;
specij : bicker c : to have a harshly disagreeable or disconcerting
effect 2 : to undergo severe vibration ~ v; : to cause to jar; as
a : to affect disagreeably b : to make unstable : shake

2jar n 1 a : a harsh grating sound b : a state or manifestation of
discord or confUct 2 a : a sudden or unexpected shake b : an
unsetihng shock c : an unpleasant break or confUct in rhythm,
flow, or transition

3jar n IMF Jarre, fr. OPtov jarra, fr. Ar yarraA earthen water vessel]
1 : a wide-mouthed container made typically of earthenware or
glass 2 : JARFUL

^jar n [alter, of char, chare] archaic : turn — usu. used in the phrase
on the jar

jar.di.niere \,jard-'n-'i(3)r, ,zhard-'n-'(y)e(3)r\ n [F jardiniire,

ht., female gardener] 1 a : an ornamental stand for plants or flow-
ers b : a large ceramic flowerpot 2 : a garnish for meat con-
sisting of several cubed and cooked vegetables

jar-ful \'jar-,fiil\ n : the quantity held by a jar

»iar-gon X'jar-gan, -,gan\ n [ME, fr. MF] 1 a : confused unintel-

ligible language b : a strange, outlandish, or barbarous language
or dialect c : a hybrid language or dialect simplified in vocabulary
and grammar and used for communication between peoples of
different speech 2 : the technical terminology or characteristic

idiom of a special activity or group 3 : obscure and often pre-
tentious language marked by circumlocutions and long words
syn see dialect — iar«gon.is>tic \jar-g3-'nis-tik\ adj

^jargon vi l : twhter, warble 2 : jargonize
"ar.gon.ize \*jar-g3-,nTz\ vi : to speak or write jargon «* v/ 1 : to

express in jargon 2 : to make into jargon
ar-goon \jar-'gun\ or jar>gon \-'gan\ n [F jargon — more at
zircon] : a colorless or pale yellow or smoky zircon
arl \'y'ar(3)l\ n [ON] : a Scandinavian noble ranking immediately
below the king
a.sey \'ja-ze\ r

worsted
as>mine \'jaz-m3n\ n [F jasmin, fr. As yasamin, fr. Per] 1 a (1)

: any of numerous often climbing shrubs (genus Jasminum) of the
oUve family that usu. have extremely fragrant flowers (2) : a tall*

cUmbing half-evergreen Asiatic shrub (/. ojjicinale) with fragrant
white flowers from which a perfume is extracted b ; any of numer-
ous other plants having sweet-scented flowers; esp : yellow, jessa-

mine 2 2 ; a light yellow
Ja>5on \'jas-'n\ n [L lason, fr. Gk lason] : a hero noted in Greek
legend for his successful quest of the Golden Fleece

jas.per \*jas-p3r\ n [ME jaspre,{T. MF. fr. h jaspis, fr. Gk iaspis,

of Sem origin; akin to Heb yashgpheh jasper] 1 ; an opaque
cryptocrystalline quartz of any of several colors; esp l green chalced-

ony 2 : a stoneware often given delicate coloration with metallic

stains while embossed designs are left white 3 : a blackish green
— jas'pery \-p3-re\ adj

jas*sid \'jas-3d\ n [deriv. of Gk lasos, town in Asia Minor] : any
of a large cosmopolitan family (Jassidae) of small leafhoppers
that include many economically significant pests of cultivated

plants; broadly : leafhopper
Jat \'jat\ n [Hindi Jat] : a member of an Indo-Aryan people of
the Punjab and Uttar Pradesh

ja-to unit \'jat-(,)6-\ n [jet-assisted rakeoff] : a unit for assisting

the takeoff of an airplane consisting of one or more rocket engines

jaulC \'j6k\ vi [ME (Sc) jaken] Scot '. DALLY, DAWDLE
jaunce Vj6n(t)s, 'jan(t)s\ vi [origin unknown] archaic : prancb
liaun*dice \'jdn-d3s, 'jan-\ n [ME jaundis, fr. MF jaunisse, fr.

jaitne yellow, fr. L galbinus yellowish green, fr. galbus yellow]

1 : yellowish pigmentation of the skin, tissues, and body fluids

caused by the deposition of bile pigments 2 : a disease or abnormal
condition characterized by jaundice 3 ; a state or attitude charac-
terized bv satiety, distaste, or hostility

ijaundice vt 1 : to affect with jaundice 2 : prejudice
ijaunt \'j6nt, 'jant\ vi [origin unknown] 1 arcfiaic : to trudge
about 2 : to make a short journey for pleasure
zjaunt n 1 archaic i a tiring trip 2 : an excursion undertaken for

pleasure
)aun>ti'l7 \'j6nt-'I-e, 'jant-X adv ;

jaun>tl*ness \'j6nt-e-n3s, 'jant-\ (

jaunty
jaunting car n : a light two*
wheeled open vehicle used esp. in
Ireland with lengthwise seats
placed face to face or back to back
jaun.ty \'j6nt-e, 'jant-v adj
[modif. of F gentil] 1 archaic
a : GENTEEL b ; stylish
2 : sprightly in manner or ap-
pearance : LIVELY
Java n {Java, island of Indonesia]
1 \'Jav-3, :e\ ojten not cap : cof- Jaunting car
FEE 2 \ jav-3, ']av-3\ ; any of a

jauii.^6

breed of large general-purpose domestic fowls

Java man \jav-3-, jav-3-\ n : either of two prehistoric men (Pithe-

canthropus erectus and P. robustus) known chiefly from more or

[prob. alter, oi jersey] Brit : a wig made usu. of



Javanese 455 jerkwater

Jef.lrey pine \Jef-re-\ n [John Jeiirey, 19th cent. Sc botanical
explorer] : a pine {Pinus jejjreyi) of western No. America with
long needles in groups of three

je-had var oj jihad
Je.hOSh.a.phat \ji-'has(h)-3-.fat\ n [Heb Yihoshaphath} : a king
of Judah in the_9th century B.C.
Jchcvah \ji-'ho-v3\ n [NL. false reading (as Y&howah) of Heb
YQhweh'\ : ciOD

Jehovah's Witnesses n pi : members of a group that witness by
distributing literature and by personal evangelism to beliefs in the
theocratic rule of God, the sinfulness of organized religions and
governments, and an imminent millennium

je.hu \'je-(,)h(y)U\ n [Heb YehWi 1 cap : a king of Israel in the
9th century B.C. 2 : a driver of a coach or cab

iejlin- or jejuno- comb jorm [L jejunum] : jejunum (Jejuncciorayy
je*ju*nal \ji-'jun-n\ adj : of or relating to the jejunum
je-june \ji-'jun\ adj [L jejunus} 1 : lacking nutritive value <'--'

diets) 2 : lacking interest or significance : dull <~ lectures)
3 : lacking maturity : puerile i^ remarks on world affairs) syn
see INSIPID — je-june-ly adv — ie-iuiie*ne5S \-'jun-n3s\ n

je.ju.niun \ji-"ju-n3m\ n [L. fr. neui. of jejunus] : the first two
fifths of the small intestine beyond the duodenum

Je.kyll and Hyde XJek-s-Isn-'hld, ,je-ka-, .ja-ksA n [Dr. Jekyll
& Mr. Hyde, representing the split personality of the protagonist
in The Strange Case oj Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1886) by R. L.
Stevenson] : a person having a split personality one side of which
is good and the other evil

jell \'jel\ vb [back-formation fr. jelly] vi 1 ; to come to the con-
sistency of jelly 2 : to take shape : crystaluze -^ v/ : to cause
to take form

jellied gasoline n : napalm
jel-li'ly \'jel-i-.fi\ vi 1 : to make gelatinous 2 : to make slack
or weak ^ vi_: to become gelatinous

jell-0 \'jel-(,)6\ trademark — used for a gelatin dessert often with
the flavor and color of fruit

ijel.ly \'jel-e\ n [ME gelly, fr. MF gelee, fr. fern, of gele, pp. of
geler to freeze, congeal, fr. L gelare — more at cold] 1 : a food
preparation with a soft somewhat elastic consistency due usu. to
the presence of gelatin or pectin; esp : a fruit product made by
boiling sugar and the juice of fruit 2 : a substance resembling
jelly in consistency 3 ; a state of fear or irresolution 4 : a shape-
less structureless mass : pulp — jel'ly'like \-,ITk\ adj

2jelly VI 1 : jell 2 : to make jelly -^ vr ; to bring to the consistency
of jelly

jelly bean n l : a sugar-glazed bean-shaped candy 2 : a weak,
spineless, or effeminate person

jel'ly-Iish \'jel-e-,fish\ n l a : a free-swimming marine coelenter-
ate that is the sexually reproducing form of a hydrozoan or
scyphozoan and has a nearly transparent saucer-shaped body and
extensile marginal tentacles studded with stingingcells b : siphono-
PHORE c : CTENOPHORE 2 : a persoH lacking backbone or firmness

jelly roll n : a thin sheet of sponge cake spread with jelly and rolled
up while hot

jel'U'tong \'iel-9-,t6o\ n [Malay ;i?/urong] 1 : any of several trees
(genus Dyera) of the dogbane family 2 : the resinous rubbery
latex of a jelutong (esp. Dyera costulata) used esp. as a chicle
substitute

je ne sals quoi \zh3-n3-,sa-'kwa\ n [F. lit, I know not what]
: something that cannot be adequately described or expressed

jen.nel \'jen-3t\ n [ME genett, fr. MF genet, fr. Catal, Zenete
(member of a Berber peoplei. horse] 1 : a small Spanish horse
2 a : a female donkey b : hinnv

jen.ny \'jen-e\ n [fr. the name Jenny] la: a female bird <-— wren)
b : a female donkey 2 : spinning jenny

jeop.ard \'jep-3rd\ vt iMEjeoparden, back-formation ix.jeopardie]
: JEOPARDIZE

jeop-ar-dize \'jep-3rd-,Tz\ vt ; to expose to danger : imperil
jeop'ar*dous \-3rd-3s\ adj ; marked by risk or danger : perilous
jeop.ar-dy \'jep-3rd-e\ n [ME jeopardie, fr. AF juparti, fr. OF
jeu parti alternative, lit., divided game] 1 ; exposure to or im-
minence of death, loss, or injury : danger 2 : the danger that

an accused person is subjected to when on trial for a criminal
offense

je»quir-i-ty \i3-'kwir-9t-e\ n iPgjequiriti] 1 : the scarlet and black
seed of Indianlicorice often used for beads 2 : Indian licorice

jer-boa Xjar-'bo-a, jer-\ n [Ar yarbu'] : any of several social

nocturnal Old World jumping rodents (family Dipodidae) with
long hind legs and long tail

jerboa mouse n ; any of various leaping rodents usu. with elongated
hind legs

jer-e.mi.ad \,jer-s-'mT-ad, -,ad\ n [F jeremiade, fr. Jeremie
Jeremiah, fr. LL Jeremias] % a prolonged lamentation or complaint

Jer.e.mi-ah \-'mI-a\ n [LL Jeremias, fr. Gk Hieremias, fr. Heb
Yirmeyah] 1 : a major Hebrew prophet of the 6th and 7th centuries

B.C. 2 : one who is pessimistic about the present and foresees a
calamitous future
ijerk \'j9rk\ vb [prob. alter, oi yerk] vt 1 ; to give a quick suddenly
arrested push, puU, or twist to 2 ; to throw with a quick suddenly
arrested motion 3 : to utter in an abrupt, snappy, or sharply
broken manner 4 : to prepare and dispense (sodas) '^ vi 1 ; to
make a sudden spasmodic motion 2 : to move in short abrupt
motions or with frequent jolts 3 : to throw an object with a jerk
— Jerk-er n
ajerk n l : a single quick motion of short duration 2 a ; jolting,

bouncing, or thrusting motions b : a tendency to produce spas-
modic motions 3 a : an involuntary spasmodic muscular move-
ment due to reflex action b pi (1) : chorea (2) : involuntary
twitchings due to nervous excitement 4 : a stupid, foolish, or
unconventional person 5 ; the pushing of a weight from shoulder
height to a position overhead in weight lifting

ajerk vt [back-formation fr. yerky} : to cut (meat) into long slices

or strips and dry in the sun
jerk-i-ly yjsr-ka-ieX adv : in a jerky manner
jer>kln \'j3r-kan\ n [origin unknown] : a close-fitting hip-length
sleeveless jacket

jerk-i>ness \'J3r-ke-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being jerky
jerk-wa.ter X'jsr-.kwot-ar, -,kwat-\ adj itr. jerkwater (rural train);
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less fragmentary skulls found InJIrinll, Java
Ja*va*nese \,jav-3-'nez, ,fav-, -'nes\ n, pi Javanese iJava + -nese
(as in Japanese)] 1 a ; an Indonesian p>eople inhabiting the island
of Java b : a member of this people 2 : an Austronesian language
of the Javanese people — Javanese adj

Java sparrow n : a Javanese weaverbird (Padda oryzivora) that is

glaucous gray and black above with pinkish underparts, white
cheeks, and large pink bill and is a common cage bird

jav*e-lin \'jav-(3-n3n\ n [MF javeVme, alter, of javelot, of Celt
origin; akin to Olr gabul forked stick] 1 : a light spear thrown
as a weapon of war or in hunting 2 : a slender shaft of wood at
least 260 centimeters long tipped with iron or steel and thrown
for distance in an athletic field event

Ja.velle water \2ha-'vel, zh3-\ n [Javel, former village in France]
; an aqueous solution of sodium hypochlorite used as a disinfectant
or a bleaching agent and in photography
ijaw \'j6\ n [ME] 1 a : either of two complex cartilaginous or
bony structures in most vertebrates that border the mouth, sup-
port the soft parts enclosing it, usu. bear teeth on their oral margin,
and are an upper more or less firmly fused with the skull and a
lower hinged, movable, and articulated with the temporal bone
of either side b : the parts constituting the walls of the mouth
and serving to open and close it — usu. used in pi. c : any of
various organs of invertebrates that perform the function of the
vertebrate jaws 2 : something resembling the jaw of an animal:
as a : one of the sides of a narrow pass or channel b : either of
two or more movable opposing parts that open and close for
holding or crushing something between them 3 pi : a threatening
position or situation 4 slang a : impudent or offensive talk

b : a friendly chat
2jaw vt, slang : to talk to in a scolding or boring manner — vi ; to
talk abusively, indignantly, or longwindedly

jaw-bone \'j6-'bon, -,b6n\ n ; jaw la; esp : mandible
jaW'break-er \-,bra-k3r\ n l ; a word difficult to pronounce
2 : a round hard candy

jaW'line \-,ITn\ n : the outline of the lower jaw
^jay \'ia\ n [ME, fr. MF jai, fr. LL gaius] 1 a ; a predominantly
fawn-colored Old World bird {Garrulus glandarius) of the crow
family with a black-and-white crest and wings marked with black,
white, and blue b : any of numerous crested largely blue birds
that with the common Old World jay constitute a subfamily of the
crow family, have roving habits and harsh voices, and are often
destructive to the eggs and young of other birds 2 a : an imperti-
nent chatterer b : dandy 1 ; greenhorn 3 : a moderate blue

2jay n : the letter;

jay-bird \'ja-,b3rd\ n, chiejly Midland I JAY 1, 2
Jay>cee \'ja-'se\ n [junior chamber] : a member of a junior chamber
of commerce

jay>gee \'ja-'je\ n [junior g^rade] : ueutenant junior grade
jay-hawk-er \'ja-.h6-kar\ n [jayhawk (fictitious bird of Kansas)]
1 a ojlen cap : a member of a band of antislavery guerrillas in
Kansas and Missouri before and during the Civil War b : plun-
derer, PIRATE 2 cap : a native or resident of Kansas — used as a
nickname

jay-vee \'ja-'ve\ n [junior varsity] 1 ; junior varsity 2 : a
member of a junior varsity team

jay>walk \'ja-,w6k\ vi : to cross a street carelessly or in a dangerous
or illegal direction so as to be endangered by traffic — jay-walk-
er n

ijazz \'jaz\ vb [origin unknown] v? 1 a ; enuven — usu. used with
up b : ACCELERATE 2 : to play in the manner of jazz '^ vi 1 ; to
go here and there : gad <'^ around) 2 ; to dance to or play jazz

3jazz n, ojten aitrib la: American music characterized by impro-
visation, syncopated rhythms, contrapuntal ensemble playing, and
special melodic features peculiar to the individual interpretation
of the player b ; popular dance music influenced by jazz and
played in a loud rhythmic manner 2 : empty talk : stuff — jazz-
ist \-3st\ n — jazz'man \-m3n, -,man\ n

jazz-i>ly \'jaz-3-le\ adv : in a jazzy manner
jazz>i<ness \'jaz-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being jazzy
jazzy \'ja2-e\ adj 1 ; having the characteristics of jazz 2 : marked
by unrestraint, animation, or flashiness

jeal.ous \'jel-3s\ adj iUEjelous, fr. OF. fr. (assumed) VL zelosus.
It. LL zelus zeal — more at zeal] 1 a : intolerant of rivalry or
unfaithfulness b : disposed to suspect rivalry or unfaithfulness
: apprehensive of the loss of another's exclusive devotion 2 : hos-
tile toward a rival or one believed to enjoy an advantage 3 : vigilant
in guarding a possession 4 : distrustfully watchful : suspicious
syn see envious — ieaI*ous-ly adv — jeal-ous-ness n

jeal*ou>sy \'jel-3-se\ n 1 : a jealous disposition, attitude, or
feeling 2 : zealous vigilance

jean \'jen\ n [short for jean justian, fr. ME Gene Genoa, Italy -H

justian] 1 : a durable twilled cotton cloth used
esp. for sportswear and work clothes 2 pi a : pants
made of jean or denim b : trousers

jeep \'jep\ n [alter, of gee pee, fr. general-purpose]
: a small general-purpose motor vehicle with
80-inch wheelbase, H-ton capacity, and four-wheel
drive used by the D.S. Army in World War II;

also : a similar but larger and more powerful U.S.
Army vehicle

Jeep trademark — used for a small vehicle similar to
an army jeep but having a closed body or a modified
gear rado for heavy traction

ijeer \'ji(a)r\ vb [origin unknown] vi : to speak or
cry out with derision or mockery '— v/ ; deride,
ridicule syn see scoff — jeer>er n — jeer-ing>ly
\-ir)-le\ adv

2jeer n : a jeering remark or sound ; taunt
Jef>!er>son Da> vis's Birthday \,jef-3r-s3n-.da-vas(-»2)-\ n

: June 3 observed as a holiday in many southern states

Jefferson Day n ; April 13 observed as a holiday in some states
in commemoration of Thomas Jefferson's birthday

Jef'fer-SO'nian \,jef-3r-'s6-ne-3n, -nyanX adj : of, relating to, or
characteristic of Thomas Jefferson or his political principles or
policies — Jeffersonian n — Jef*fer*so-nian>isin \-ne-3-,ni2-am,
-nye-,niz-\ n

jeans 2 a



jerky 456 jigger

fr. the fact that it took on water carried in buckets from the source
of supply] 1 : remote and unimportant (--^ towns) 2 ; piddling
ijerky \'jsr-ke\ adj 1 a : moving along with or marked by fits

and starts to : characterized by abrupt transitions 2 : inane,
FOOLISH
sjer-ky \']3r-ke\ n tSp charqui'] ; jerked meat
jer.O.bO-am \,jer-9-'bo-3m\ n IJeroboam I ta6912 B.C. king of the
northern kingdom of Israel] : a wine bottle holding about %
gallon

Jer-ry \'ier-e\ n [by shortening & alter] chiejly Brit : German
jer.ry-build \'jer-e-,bild\ vl [back-formation fr. jerry-buiin : to
build cheaply and fUmsily — jer-ry-build-er n

jer-ry-bllilt \-,bilt\ adj [origin unknown] 1 : built cheaply and
unsubstantially 2 : carelessly or hastily put together

jer-sey \'j3r-ze\ n [Jersey, one of the channel islands] 1 : a plain
weft-knitted fabric made of wool, cotton, nylon, rayon, or silk

and used for clothing 2 : any of various close-fitting usu. circulars
knitted garments 3 : any of a breed of small short-homed pre-
dominantly yellowish brown or fawn dairy cattle noted for their
rich milk

Jersey giant n [New jersey, state of U.S.] : any of a breed of large
usu. black domestic fowls developed by interbreeding large Asiatic
fowls with Langshans

Je.ru.sa.lera artichoke \j3-,ru-s(3-)lam-, -,ruz-(o-)l3m-\ n [Jeru-
salem by folk etymology fr. It girasole girasol] : a perennial Ameri-
can sunflower (Hetianthus tuberosus) widely cultivated for its

tubers used as a vegetable, a livestock feed, and a source of levulose
Jerusalem cherry n [Jerusalem, Palestine] : either of two plants
{Solanum pseudo-capsicum or 5. capsicasirum) of the nightshade
family cultivated as ornamental house plants for their orange to
red berries

Jerusalem cricket n : a large-headed burrowing nocturnal Insect
{Stenopelmatus longispirms) of the southwestern U.S. related to the
katydids

Jerusalem thorn n l : christ's-thorn 2 ; a tropical American
leguminous spiny shrub or shrubby tree {Parkinsonia aculeata)
with pinnate leaves and showy racemose yellow flowers that is

used for hedging and as emergency food for livestock
jess \'jes\ n [ME gea, fr. MF gies, fr. pi. of ;>/ throw, fr. jeter to
throw — more at jet] : a short strap secured on the leg of a hawk
and usu. provided with a ring for attaching a leash — jessed
\'jest\ adj

jes.sa.mine_\'jes-(3-)m3n\ var oj jasmine
jes.se \'jes-e\ n [prob. fr. Jesse; fr. "And there shall come forth a
rod out of the stem of Jesse" (Isa 11:1—AV)] chiejly dial ; a severe
scolding or beating

Jes.se \'jes-e\ n [Heb Yishay'[ : the father of David, king of
Israel

ijest \*jest\ n [ME geste, fr. Oh, fr. L gesta deeds, fr. neut. pi.

of gestus, pp. of gerere to bear, wage — more at cast] 1 a : an
act intended to provoke laughter : prank b : a comic incident
2 a : JEER b : a witty remark 3 a : a frivolous mood or manner
<spoken in ~) b : gaiety and merriment 4 : laughingstock
syn JE?T, JOKE, QUIP, WITTICISM. WISECRACK mean something

said for the purpose of evoking laughter jest is chiefly literary
and applies to any utterance not seriously intended whether
sarcastic, ironic, witty, or merely playful; joke may apply to an
act as well as an utterance and suggests no intent to hurt feelings;

QUIP implies lightness and neatness of phrase more definitely than
JEST; witticism and wisecrack both stress cleverness of phrasing
and both may suggest fhppancy or unfeelingness syn see in addi-
tion FUN

2jest v/ 1 : to utter taunts : gibe 2 : to speak or act without
seriousness 3 : to make a witty remark : joke —

- vr : to make fun of
jest.er X'jes-tsrX n 1 : fool 2a 2 : one given to jests

Je.SU.it \'jezh-(3-)wat, 'jez-\ n [NL Jesuita, fr. LL Jesus'\ 1 : a
member of a religious society for men founded by St. Ignatius
Loyola in 1 534 2 : one given to intrigue or equivocation — je-su-
it'ic \jez(h)-a-'wit-ik\ or je>su.it>i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj, ojten cap— je.su.it.i'CaMy \-i-k{3-)Ie\ adv, ojten cap — je-su-it-ism
\'jezh-{3-)w3t-,iz-3m, 'iez-\ or je«su-it-ry \-wa-tre\ n, ojten cap— je-su.it.ize \-w3t-,iz\ vb. ojten cap

Je.SUS \'je-23s. -zazX n [LL, fr. Gk lesous, fr. Heb Yeshua'^ 1 : the
founder of the Christian religion — called also Jesus Christ
2 Christian Science : the highest human corporeal concept of the
divine idea rebuking and destroying error and bringing to light
man's immortality

ijet \'jet\ n [ME. fr. MF jaiet, fr. L gagaies, fr. Gk gagates, fr.

Gagas, town and river in Asia Minor] 1 : a compact velvet-black
mineral similar to coal that takes a good pohsh and is often used
for jewelry 2 ; a very dark black

2jet vb jet'ted; jet. ting [MP jeter, lit., to throw, fr. L Jactare to
throw, fr. jactus, pp. of jacere to throw; akin to Gk hienai to send]
yi : to spout forth : gush -^ vm to emit in a stream : spout

3jet 77 1 a : a forceful rush of liquid, gas, or vapor through a narrow
opening or a nozzle b : a nozzle for a jet of gas, water, or other
fluid 2 : something issuing in or as if in a jet

jet airplane n : an airplane powered by a jet engine that utilizes

the surrounding air in the combustion of fuel or by a rocket-type
jet engine that carries its fuel and all the oxygen needed for com-
bustion

jet'bead \'iet-,bed\ n : a shrub {Rhodotypos scandens) that has
black shining fruit and is used as an ornamental

je.t6 \zh3-'ta\ n [F, fr. pp. of jeter] : a sharp leap in ballet with
an outward thrust of the working leg

jet engine n : an engine that produces motion as a result of the
rearward discharge of
a jet of fluid; specij : an
airplane engine having
one or more exhaust
nozzles for discharging
rearwardly a jet of
heated air and exhaust
gases to produce for-
ward propulsion

jet-pro.pelled \.jet-pr3-
'peld\ adj 1 : pro-
pelled by a jet engine , ^ ,f- j . * . ,

2 : suggestive of the ^^ engine, simplified cutaway: 1 air In-

speed and force of a take, 2 comijressor, 3 fuel injection, 4
jet airplane drive shaft, 5 turbine, 6 exhaust

jet propulsion n : propulsion of a body produced by the forwardly
directed forces of the reaction resulting from the rearward discharge
of a jet of fluid; specij : propulsion of an airplane by jet engines
jet-sam \'jet-s3m\ n [alter, oi Jeitisoni 1 : the part of a ship, its
equipment, or cargo that is cast overboard to hghten the load in
time of distress and that sinks or is washed ashore 2 : flotsam 2

jet stream n : a long narrow meandering current of high-speed
winds near the tropopause blowing from a generally westerly
direction and often exceeding a speed of 250 miles per hour
ijet-ti-son \'jet-3-S3n, -3-zan\ n [ME jetteson, fr. AF getteson. It,

OF getaison action of throwing, fr, I, jactation-, jactaiio, tr.jactatus,
pp. of jactare] 1 : a voluntary sacrifice of cargo to lighten a
ship's load in time of distress 2 : abandonment

2] etlison vt l : to make jettison of 2 ; to cast off as an encumbrance
: DISCARD 3 : to drop from an airplane in flight —jet. ti-son.able
\-s9-n3-b3l, -z3-\ adj

ijet.ty \'jet-e\ n [ME jette, fr. MF jetee, fr. fem. of jete, pp. of
jeter to throw — more at jet] 1 a : a structure extended into a sea,
lake, or river to influence the current or tide or to protect a harbor
b : a protecting frame of a pier 2 : a landing wharf ; pier

2]etty vi : project, jut
ajetty adj : black as jet

jeu d'es.prit \zhffi-des-pre\ n, pi jeux d'esprit \same\ [F. lit.,

play of the mind] ^a witty comment or composition
jeune lille \7.hoen-fe(y)\ n, pi jeunes fiUes \same\ [F] : a young
giri

jeu.nesse do.r^e \zhce-nes-dd-ra\ n [F, gilded youth] : young
people of wealth and fashion
Jew \'ju\_n [ME, fr. OF gvu, fr. L Judaeus, fr. Gk loudaios, fr.
Heb Yehudhi, fr. Yehudhah Judah, Jewish kingdom] 1 a ; a
member of the tribe of Judah b ; iSRAELrrE 2 : a member of a
nation existing in Palestine from the 6th century B.C. to the 1st
century a.d. 3 : one whose religion is Judaism
ijew.el \"ju(-3)l, 'ju{-3)I\ n, ojten attrib [ME juel, fr. OF, dim. of
jeu game, play, fr. L jocus game, joke — more at joke] 1 : an
ornament of precious metal set with stones or finished with enamel
and worn as an accessory of dress 2 : one that is highly esteemed
3 : a precious stone : gem 4 : a bearing for a pivot in a watch
made of crystal, precious stone, or glass
2jewel vt jew-eled or jew-elled; jew-el-ing or jew.el-ling 1 : to
adorn or equip with jewels 2 : to give beauty to as if with jewels

jew-cl.er or jew-eMer \'ju-(3-)l3r, 'ju(-3il-3r\ n 1 : one who makes
or repairs jewelry 2 ; one who deals in jewelry, precious stones,
watches, and usu. silverware and china

jew.el-ly \'jii-(a-)le, 'ju(-3)l-e\ adj 1 ; having or wearing jewels
2 : resembling a jewel

jew-el-ry \'ju(-3)l-re, 'ju(-all-\ n : jewels; esp : objects made of
precious metal often set with gems and worn for personal adom-

jew.el-weed \-,wed\ n : any of a genus (fmpatiens of the family
Balsaminaceae, the jewelweed family) of succulent often glaucous
herbs with irregular often showy flowers
Jew.ess \'jii-3s\ n : a female Jew
jew-fish VJiJ-.fish\ n : any of various large groupers that are usu.
dusky green or blackish, thickheaded, and rough-scaled
ijew-ish \'ju-ish\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of the
Jews — Jew.isU-ly adv — Jew^isU-ness n
2jewish n : Yiddish
Jewish calendar n : a calendar In use among Jewish peoples that
is reckoned from the year 3761 B.C. and dates in its present form
from about ad. 360 — see calendar table

Jew-ry X'jufa'ir-e, 'ju-re\ n 1 : a district of a city inhabited by
Jews : ghetto 2 : the Jewish people

Jew's harp or Jews' harp \'juz-.harp, "jiis-X n
: a small lyre-shaped instrument that when
placed between the teeth gives tones from a
metal tongue struck by the finger

Jez.e.bel \'jez-3-,bel\ n [Heb hebhen 1 : the
wife of Ahab noted for her wickedness 2 often
not cap ; an impudent, shameless, or abandoned Jew's harp

stay

JHVH var of yhwh
'ji^ \'jib\ n [origin unknown] : a triangular sail set on ;

extending from the head of the foremast to the bowsprit or the
jibboom

2]ib vb jibbed; jib-bing vt : to cause (as a sail) to swing from one
side of a ship to the other ~ vi : to shift across or swing round from
one side of a ship to the other

3jib n [prob. by shortening & alter, fr. gibbetl 1 : the projecting
arm of a crane 2 : a derrick boom

4jib VI jibbed; jib.bing [prob. fr. V'^l l to refuse to go ; balk —
jih-ber n
jib.boom \'jib-'(b)Um\ n [^jib + boomi ; a spar that serves as an
extension of the bowsprit
ijibe \'jTb\ vb [perh. modif. of D gijben'] vi 1 : to shift suddenly
from one side to the other — used of a fore-and-aft sail 2 : to
change the course of a ship so that the sail jibes -^ vf ; to cause to
jibe

2jibe var of GIBE
3}ibe VI [origin unknown] : to be in accord ; agree
jiff \'jif\ n [by shortening] : jiffy
jif.Iy \'jif-e\ n [origin unknown] : moment, instant <in a '^>

^Jig \'jig\ n [prob. fr. MF giguer to dance, fr gigue fiddle, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG g\ga fiddle; akin to ON geiga to turn aside— more at gig] 1 a : any of several Uvely springy dances in triple
rhythm b : music to which a jig may be danced 2 : trick, game
<the ^ is up) 3a: any of several fishing devices that are jerked
up and down or drawn through the water b : a device used to
maintain mechanically the correct positional reladonship between
a piece of work and the tool or between parts of work during
assembly c : a device in which crushed ore is concentrated or coal
is cleaned by agitating in water

2jig vb jigged; jig.ging vt 1 : to dance in the rapid lively manner
of a jig 2 : to give a rapid jerky motion to 3 : to catch (a fish)

with a jig 4 I to machine by means of a jig-controlled tool opera-
tion -^ VI 1 a : to dance a jig b : to move with rapid jerky mo-
tions 2 : to fish with a jig 3 : to work with the aid of a jig

'jig-ger \'jig-3r\ n 1 ; one that jigs or operates a jig 2 : a light
general-purpose tackle used on shipboard 3 : 'JiG 3a 4 a : a
small boat rigged like a yawl b (1) : a small mast stepped in the
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stem (2) : the aftermost mast of a 4-masted ship 5 a ; a mech-
anical devdce; esp : one operating with a jerky reciprocating motion
b : something too complex, tricky, or trivial to designate accurately

; GADGET 6 ; a measure used in mixing drinks that usu. holds
VA ounces

2jigger n [of African origin; akin to Vfolof Jiga insect] ; chigger
ijig'gle \'jig-3l\ vb iig.gling \'iig-C3-)liQ\ [freq. of V'/g] vi : to
move with quick Uttle jerks or oscillating motions "— v/ : to cause
to jiggle

sjiggle n : a jiggling motion
jig'gly \'jig-(a-)le\ ctdj : unsteady, jiggling
ijig'Saw \'jig-,sd\ n 1 : a machine saw with a narrow vertically

reciprocating blade for cutting curved and irregular lines or
ornamental patterns in openwork 2 : scroll saw

ajigsaw vi 1 : to cut or form by or as if by a jigsaw 2 : to arrange
or place in an intricate or interlocking way

jigsaw puzzle n : a puzzle consisting of small irregularly cut pieces
that are fitted together to form a picture

ji<}iad \ji-'had, -'had\ n iAr jihad} 1 : a holy war waged on behalf
of Islam as a religious duty 2 : a crusade for a principle or beUef

jil'lion \'jil-y3n\ n ij + -illion (as in million)} ; an indeterminately
large number

ijilt \'jilt\ n [alter, of jillet (flirtatious girl)] : a woman who
capriciously or unfeelingly casts aside a man previously accepted
as a lover

2jilt vr : to cast aside (as a lover) capriciously or unfeelingly
jim crow \'jim-'kro\ n, ojten cap J & C {Jim Crow, stereotype
Negro in a 19th cent, song-and-dance act] 1 : negro — usu.
taken to be offensive 2 ; discrimination esp. against the Negro
by legal enforcement or traditional sanctions — jim crow>isni
\-.iz-am\ n, ojien cap J & C

jim-dan-dy \'jim-'dan-de\ n [fr. the name Jim} : something ex-
cellent of its kind

jim>jains \'jim-.jamz\ n pi [perh, alter, of delirium tremens}
1 : DELIRIUM TREMENS 2 : JITTtRS
ijim.my \'jim-e\ n [fr. the name Jimmy} t a short crowbar
2jimmy vr : to force open with or as if with a jimmy
jUU-SOn*weed \'iim(p)-S3n-,wed\ n. ojten cap [Jamestown, Va.l

: a poisonous tall coarse annual weed {Datura stramonium) oi
the nightshade family with rank-sraelling foliage and large white
or violet trumpet-shaped flowers

ijin-gle \'jiQ-g3l\ vb jin.gling \-g{a-)Iio\ [ME ginglen, of imit.

origin] VI 1 : to make a light clinking or tinkling sound 2 : to
rhyme or sound in a catchv repetitious manner '*' vf ; to cause to
jingle — jin.gler \-gf3-)l3r\ n

2jingle n 1 a : a light clinking or tinkling sound I) : a catchy
repetition of sounds in a poem 2 a : something that jingles
b ; a short verse or song marked by catchy repetition 3 I a 2^
wheeled covered vehicle used esp. in Ireland and Australia —
jln-gly \-g(3-)le\ adj
ijin-go \'jio-(.)go\ interj [prob. euphemism for Jesus} — used
as a mild oath usu. in the phrase by jingo
2jingo n [fr. the fact that the phrase by jingo appeared In the re-

frain of a chauvinistic song] : one characterized by jingoism— jin.go-isb \-ish\ adj
jill*gO>ism \'jio-(,)go-,i2-3m\ n : extreme chauvinism or national-
ism marked esp. by a belligerent foreign policy — jin>go-ist \-9st\
n — jin*go>is>tic \Jio-(.)go-'is-tik\ adj — Jiu-go-is>ti-caMy
\-'is-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

ijink \'jiok\ n [origin unknown] 1 pi : pranks, FROUCS <high
'^s} 2 : a quick evasive turn : slip

sjink vi : to make a quick or unexpected turn
jinn \'jin\ or jin-ni \j3-'ne. 'jin-e\ n, pi jinns or jinn [Ar jinnly
demon] 1 : one of a class of spirits held by the Muslims to inhabit
the earth, to assume various forms, and to exercise supernatural
power 2 : a supernatural spirit that often takes human form and
serves his summoner

jin.nk-i-sha \jin-'rik-,sh6\ n [Jap] ; a small covered 2-wheeled
vehicle usu. for one passenger pulled by one man and used orig.
in Japan
Jjinx \'iir)(k')s\ n [prob. alter, of jynx (wryneck); fr. the use of
wrynecks in witchcraft] ; one that brings bad luck

zjinx vr ; to foredoom to failure or misfortune
ji*pi>ia-pa \,he-pe-'hap-9\ n [Sp, fr. Jipijapa, Ecuador] 1 : a
Central and So. American plant {Carludovica palmata) resembling
a palm 2 : Panama

jit-ney \'jit-ne\ n [origin unknown] 1 slang : nickel 2a(l)
2 [fr. the 5 cent fare] : bus 1; esp : a small bus that carries passen-
gers over a regular route according to a flexible schedule

jit«ter \'jit-ar\ vi [origin unknown] : to be nervous or act in a

jit-ter>bug \'iit-sr-,b3g\ n 1 : a dance in which couples two-step,
balance, and twirl in standardized patterns or with vigorous
acrobatics 2 : one who dances the jitterbug — jitterbug vi

jit-ters \'jit-3rz\ n pi '. extreme nervousness — jit-tery \-3-re\ adj
jiU-jit.SU or jiU-jUt'SU var oj JUJTTSU
ijive \'jTv\ n [origin unknown] 1 : swing music or the dancing
performed to it 2 a slang ; glib, deceptive, or foolish talk b : the
jargon of hipsters C : a special jargon of difficult or slang terms

sjive vi 1 slang : KTD 2 : to dance to or play jive '^ vt 1 slang
: tease 2 : SWING 5

jo \'jo\ n [alter, of joy} chiefly Scot : sweetheart, dear
ijob \'jab\ n [perh. fr. obs. E job (lump)] 1 a ; a piece of work;
specij ; a small miscellaneous piece of work undertaken on order
at a stated rate b : the object or material on which work is being
done c ; something produced by or as if by work 2 a : something
done for private advantage bra criminal enterprise; specif
: ROBBERY c slang : a damaging piece of work <did a '--' on him)
3 a (I) : something that has to be done : task (2) : an undertaking
requiring unusual exertion b : a specific duty, role, or function
era regular remunerative position d : state of affairs 4 : the
process of doing a piece of work syn see posmoN, task
sjob vb jobbed; job'bing vi 1 : to do odd or occasional pieces of
work for hire 2 : to carry on public business for private gain
3 : to carry on the business of a middleman '^ vt 1 ; to buy and
sell for profit : speculate 2 : to hire or let by the job or for a
period of service 3 : to get, deal with, or effect by jobbery 4 : to

do or cause to be done by separate portions or lots : subcon
tract 5 ; SWINDLE, TRICK
ajob adj i Brit : that is for hire for a given service or period 2 : useu
in, engaged in, or done as job work
Job \'job\ n [L, fr. Gk fob, fr. Heb lyydbh} : the hero of an Old
Testament book who endures afflictions with fortitude and faith

job>ber \'jab-ar\ n : one that jobs: as a (1) : stockjobber (2)
: wholesaler; specij ; a wholesaler who operates on a small scale
or who sells only to retailers and institutions b ; one who works
by the job or on job work
job-bery \'jab-(3-)re\ n : the act or practice of jobbing; esp ; cor-
ruption in public office

job>llold-er \'jab-,hol-d3r\ n ; one having a regular job; specij t a
government employee
jobless \'jab-l3S\ adj 1 : having no job 2 : of or relating to
those having no job — job-less*ness n

job lot n 1 : a miscellaneous collection of goods for sale as a lot
usu. to a retailer 2 : a miscellaneous and usu. inferior collection
or group

Job's comforter \'jobz-\ n [fr. the tone of the speeches made to
Job by his friends] : one who discourages or depresses while
seemingly giving comfort and consolation

Job's tears n pi l : hard pearly white seeds often used as beads
2 sing in constr \ an Asiatic grass {Coix lacryma-jobi) whose seeds
are Job's tears

job work n I commercial printing of miscellaneous orders
Jo>cas-ta \j6-'kas-t3\ n [L, fr. Gk lokaste} ; a queen of Thebes and
mother of Oedipus
ijock \'jak\ n ; jockey 1

2jock n : jockstrap
ijocK-ey \*jak-e\ n [Jockey, Sc nickname for John} 1 ; one who
rides a horse esp. as a professional in a race 2 : operator

2jockey vt 1 : to deal shrewdly or fraudulently with 2 a : to ride
(a horse) as a jockey b : drive, operate 3 a : to maneuver or
manipulate by adroit or devious means b : to change the position
of by a series of movements c : to bring by maneuvering ^' vj

1 : to act as a jockey 2 : to maneuver for advantage
jockey club n : an association for the promotion and regulation
of horse racing
jOCk.Strap Viak-,strap\ n [E slang jock (penis) + E strap} : a
supporter for the genitals worn by men participating in sports or
strenuous activities

jo-cose \j6-'k6s\ adj [L jocosus, fr. jocus joke] 1 : given to joking
: merry 2 : characterized by joking : humorous syn see wrrrv— jO'COse-ly adv — )0-cose*ness n

jo»cos«i«ty \jo-'kas-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being jocose
2 : a jocose act or remark

jOC'U-lar \'jak-y3-l3r\ adj [\. jocularis, U. joculus, dim. of jocus}
1 : given to jesting : mirthful 2 : characterized by jesting

: playful syn see wrrrv — joc-u-lar-ly adv
joc»u«lar-i»ty \,jak-y3-'lar-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being
jocular 2 : a jocular act or remark
iO*CUnd \'jak-3nd also 'jok-9nd\ adj [ME, fr. lA. jocundus, alter, of
L jucundus, fr. juvare to help] : marked by or suggestive of mirth
or cheerfulness; gay syn see merry — )0>cund-ly \-3n-(d)le\ adv

jo-cun-di-ty \jo-'k3n-dat-e\ n l : cheerfulness 2 : pleasantry
jodh.ptlT \'jad-p3r\ n [Jodhpur, India] 1 pi : riding breeches cut
full through the hips and close-fitting from knee to ankle 2 : an
ankle-high boot fastened with a strap that is buckled at the side

Jo. el \'io-3l\ n [L, fr. Gk loel, fr. Heb Yo'el} : a minor prophet
of Old Testamenttimes
joe-pye weed \'jo-*pT-\ n [origin unknown] : boneset
ijog \']ag\ vb jogged; jog.ging [prob. alter, of shog} vt 1 : to
give a slight shake or push to : nudge 2 : to rouse to alertness

3 : to cause to go at a jog -^ vi 1 : to move up and down or about
with a short hea\'y motion 2 a : to run or ride at a slow trot

b : to go at a slow, leisurely, or monotonous pace : trudge —
jog.ger n

^jog n 1 : a slight shake : push 2 a : a jogging movement, pace,
or trip b : a slow gait of a horse with marked beats

3jOg n [prob. alter, of ^jag} lata projecting or retreating part
of a line or surface b : the space in the angle of a jog 2 : a brief

abrupt change in direction
jog vi jogged; jog.ging': to make a jog
ijog.gle \'jag-3l\ vb jog-gling \'iag-(a-)liD\ [freq. of ^jog} vt

: to shake slightly ^ vi : to have or go with a shaking or jerking
motion — jog.gler \-(a-)l3r\ n

ajoggle n : ^jog 2a
ajoggle n [dim. of yog} 1 : a notch or tooth in the joining surface

of a piece of building material to prevent slipping 2 ; a dowel for

joining two adjacent blocks of masonry
joggle vt jog-gling \*jag-(3-)liD\ : to join by means of a joggle

so as to prevent sliding apart
jog trot n 1 : a slow legular jolting gait 2 : a routine habit or
course of action

jo-han-nes \jo-'han-3s\ n, pi Johannes [Johannes John V tl750
king of Portugal] : a Portuguese gold coin of the 18th and 19th
centuries equivalent to 6400 reis

Jo-han-nine \jo-'han-.Tn, -an\ adj [LL Johannes} : of, relating to,

or characteristic of the apostle John or the New Testament books
ascribed to him
John \'jan\ n [fr. the name John} : toilet
John \'jan\ n [LL Johannes, fr. Gk Joannes, fr. Heb Yohanan}
1 : the baptizer of Jesus — called also John the Baptist 2 : an
apostle held to have written the fourth Gospel, three Epistles,

and the Book of Revelation
John Barleycorn n : alcoholic liquor personified
john-boat \'jan-.bot\ n [fr. the name John} : a narrow flat-bot-

tomed square-ended boat propelled by a pole or paddle and used
on inland waterways
John Bull \-'bul\ n [John Bull, character typifying the English
nation in The History oj John Bull (1712) by John Arbuthnot]
1 : the English nation personified : the English people 2 ; a
typical Enghshman — John BuU-ish \-ish\ adj — John Bull-
ish-ness n — John Bull-ism \-,iz-3m\ n
John Doe \-'do\ n 1 : a party to legal proceedings whose true
name is unknown 2 : an average man
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Jolm Do«ry \-'dor-c, -'d6r-\ n : a common yellow to olive Euro-
pean food fish (Zeus Jaber) with an oval compressed body, long
dorsal spines, and a dark spot on each side; also : a closely related
and possibly identical fish widely distributed in southern seas
John Han<cock \-'han-,kak\ n {John Hancock; fr. the prominence
of his signature on the Declaration of Independence] ; an auto-
graph signature
John Hen-ry \-'hen-re\ n [fr. the name John Henryl : an autograph
signature
john-ny \'jan-e\ n [fr. the name Johnny"] 1 often cap : fellow,
GUY 2 : a short-sleeved coUarless jacket with an opening in the
back for wear by hospital bed patients
john.ny.cake \-,kak\ n [prob. fr. the name Johnny] : a bread
made with commeal, flour, eggs, and milk

Jolin-ny-iump-up N.jan-e-'jsm-.pspX n 1 : wild pansy; broadly
; any of various small -flowered cultivated pansies 2 : any of
various American violets

John-ny-on-the-spot \.]an-e-,6n-Ui3-'spat, -e-,an-\ n : one who
is on hand and ready to perform a service or respond to an emer-
gency
Johnny Reb \-'reb\ n [the name Johnny + reb (rebel) ] : a Con-
federate soldier

John.son-ese \JanCt)-s3-'nez, -'nes\ n [Samuel Johnson tl784 E
lexicographer and writer] ; a literary style characterized by
balanced phraseology and Latinate diction

Jolui'Son grass \'jan{t)-s3n-\ n [William Johnson, I9th cent. Am
agriculturist] : a tall perennial sorghum {Sorghum halepense)
naturalized as a hay and forage grass in warm regions

JoIin>SO>ni*an \jan-'s5-ne-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of Samuel Johnson or his writings — Johnsonian n

joie de vi-vre \,2hwad-3-'vevr'\ n [F. lit., joy of living] : keen
or buoyant enjoyment of life

Ijoln \'j6in\ vb IME joinen, fr. OF Joindre, fr. tjungere — more at
YOKE] VI 1 a ; to put or bring together so as to form a unit (--^

two blocks of wood with glue) b : to connect (as points) by a line

c : ADJOIN 2 ; to put or bring into close association or relation-
ship <~erf in marriage) 3 : to engage in (battle) 4 a : to come
into the company of (-^ed us for lunch) b ; to associate oneself
with <~ed the church) -^ vi 1 a : to come together so as to be
connected (nouns --^ to form compounds) b : adjoin (the two
estates '--) 2 : to come into close association or relationship: as
a : to form an alliance (~ed to combat crime) b ; to become a
member of a group c : to take part in a collective activity (--^ in
singing) — join-able \'j6i-n3-bal\ adj
Syn JOIN, COMBINE, UNITE, CONNECT, LINK, ASSOCIATE, RELATE
mean to bring or come together into some manner of union, join
implies a bringing into contact or conjunction of any degree of
closeness; combine implies some merging or mingling with cor-
responding loss of identity of each unit; unite implies somewhat
greater loss of separate identity; connect suggests a loose or ex-
ternal attachment with little or no loss of identity; link may imply
strong connection or inseparability of elements still retaining
identity; associate stresses the mere fact of frequent occurrence or
existence together in space or in logical relation; relate suggests
a connection based on some logical principle such as cause and
effect or subordination {relate one event to another)

2join H : joint
joiu-der \'j6in-d3r\ n IF joindre to join] 1 : CONJUNCnON 2 a (1)

; a joining of parties as plaintiffs or defendants in a suit (2) ; a
joining of causes of action or defense b : acceptance of an issue
tendered

join-er \'j6i-n3r\ n ; one that joins: as a : a person whose oc-
cupation is to construct articles by joining pieces of wood b ; a
gregarious person who joins many organizations

]"0in*ery \'j6in-(a-)re\ n 1 : the act or trade of a joiner 2 : things
made by a joiner

Ijoint \'j6int\ n IMEjointe. fr. OF, it. joindre] 1 a (1) : the point
of contact between elements of an animal skeleton with the parts
that surround and support it (2) ; node 4b b : a part or space
included between two articulations, knots, or nodes c : a large
piece of meat for roasting 2 a : a place where two things or parts
are joined b : a space between the adjacent surfaces of two bodies
joined and held together by cement, mortar, or other material
c : a fracture or crack in rock not accompanied by dislocation
d : the flexing part of a cover along either backbone edge of a
book e : the junction of two or more members of a framed struc-

ture 1 ; a union formed by two abutting rails in a track including
the bars, bolts, and other elements necessary to hold the abutting
rails together g : an area at which two ends, surfaces, or edges are
attached 3 a : a shabby or disreputable place of entertainment
b : PLACE, establishment — jolnt'Cd \-9d\ adj — joint-ed-ly
adv -~ joint'Cd.ness n — out ol joint 1 a : dislocated b : at
variance 2 a : disordered b : dissatisfied

of two or more (2) : constituting an activity, operation, or or-
ganization in which elements of more than one armed service
participate (3) : constituting an action or expression of two or

3 : united, joined, or sharing with another
sjolnt vb VJoini] vt 1 a : to unite by a joint b : to provide with a
joint c : to prepare (as a board) for joining by planing the edge
2 : to separate the joints of — vi 1 : to fit as if by joints 2 ; to
form joints as a stage in growth

joint-er \'j6int-3r\ n : one that johits; esp : any of various tools
used in making joints

joint grass n : a coarse creeping grass {Paspalum distichum) used
as fodder and as a soil binder

jointly adv : in a joint manner : together
joint resolution n : a resolution passed by both houses of a
legislative body that has the force of law when signed by or passed
over the veto of the executive

ioin<tress \'j6in-tr3s\ n : a woman having a legal jointure

joint stock n : stock or capital held in company : capital held as a
common stock or fund

joint-stock company n : a company or association consisting of
individuals organized to conduct a business for gain and having a
joint stock with the shares owned by a member being transferable
without the consent of the rest

join-ture \'j6in-ch3r\ n 1 a : an act of joining : the state of being
joined b : joint 2 a : an estate settled on a wife to be taken by

her in lieu of dower b ; a settlement on the wife of a freehold
estate for her Ufetime
joint>womi \'j6int-,w3rm\ n : the larva of any of several small
chalcid flies (genus Harmolita) that attack the stems of grain and
cause swellings Uke galls at or just above the first joint

joist \'j6ist\ n [ME giste, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VLjacitum, fr. L
jacere to lie — more at adjacent]
1 : any of the small timbers or metal .

y' ZZI~
beams ranged parallel from wall to wall y^— f
in a building to support the floor or
ceiling 2 ; a stud or scantUng about
3 by 4 inches in section
ijoke \'j5k\ n [L jocus: akin to OHG
gehan to say, Skt yacaii he implores]
1 a : something said or done to provoke
laughter; esp : a brief oral narrative
with a cUmactic humorous twist b (1) i^,-.- *. t «___. i , ,

: the humorous or ridiculous element in '°^" ' *

"'joia^
something (2) : raillery, kidding joibis

(can't take a ~) c : practical joke d : laughingstock
2 a : something lacking substance, genuineness, or quaUty b ; some-
thing presenting no difficulty syn see jest

sjoke VI : to make jokes : jest '^ vt 1 : to make the object of a joke
1 KID 2 : to get by joking — jok»ing-ly \'jo-kip-le\ adv

jok-er \'jo-kar\ n 1 a : a person given to joking b : fellow
2 a : a playing card added to a pack as a wild card or as the high-
est-ranking card b (1) : an ambiguous or apparently immaterial
clause inserted in a legislative bill to make it inoperative or un-
certain in some respect (2) ; an unsuspected, misleading, or mis-
understood clause, phrase, or word in a document that nullifies
or greatly alters it c : sometliing held in reserve to gain an end
or escape from a predicament d ; an unsuspected or not readily
apparent fact, factor, or condition that thwarts or nullifies a
seeming advantage

jol-li-fi<ca>tion \,jal-i-f3-'ka-shan\ n ; a festive celebration : mer-
rymaking

joi'li.ty \'jal-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being jolly : mer-
riment 2 Brit : a festive gathering syn see mirth
ijoMy \'jal-e\ adj IMF. joli, fr. OF] 1 a (1) : full of high spirits

: JOYOUS (2) : given to conviviality : jovial b : expressing, sug-
gesting, or inspiring gaiety : cheerful 2 : extremely pleasant or
agreeable : splendid syn see merry

2jolly adv : VERY — often used as an intensive
3jolly VI : to engage in good-natured banter f^ vt i to put in good
humor esp. to gain an end

jol'ly boat \'j"al-e-\ n [origin unknown] : a medium-sized ship's
boat used for general rough or small work
JoMy Rog.er \,j"al-e-'raj-3r\ n [prob. fr. ^jolly + the name Roger]

: a black flag with a white skull and crossbones
'jolt \'jolt\ vb [prob. blend of ohs. joll (to strike) and^of (to bump)]
vr 1 : to cause to move with a sudden jerky motion 2 : to give a
knock or blow to; specif : to jar with a quick or hard blow in
boxing 3 a ; to disturb the composure of b ; to inienere with
roughly, abruptly, and disconcertingly **- vi : to move with a
sudden jerky motion — jolt-er n

2jolt n 1 a : an abrupt sharp jerky blow or movement b : a jarring
blow in boxing 2 a (1) ; a sudden feeling of shock, surprise, or
disappointment (2) : an event or development causing such a
feehng b : a serious check or reverse 3 : a small portion — jolty
\']ol-te\ adj

jolt-wag.on \'jolt-,wag-3n\ n. Midland : a farm wagon
J0<nah \'jo-n3\ n [Heb Yonah] 1 : an Old Testament prophet
cast overboard during a storm sent by God.b,ecause of his dis-

obedience, swallowed by a great fish, and vomited up after three
days in its belly 2 : one believed to bring bad luck
Jonah crab n : a large reddish crab {Cancer borealis) of the eastern
coast of No. America

Jon<a*than \'jan-3-th3n\ n [Heb Ydmlthdn] 1 : a son of Saul and
friend of David 2 : American; esp : a New Englander

jon.gleur \zh6"-'gl3r\ n [F. fr. OF jogleour — more at juGGler]
; an itinerant medieval minstrel providing entertainment chiefly
by song or recitation

jon-quil \'j'an-kw3l, *jao-\ n [F fonquille, fr. Sp junquillo, dim. of
junco reed, fr. L junciis; akin to ON einir juniper, L juniperus]
: a Mediterranean perennial bulbous herb (Narcissus jonquilla)

of the amaryllis family with long linear leaves that is widely
cultivated for its yellow or white fragrant short-tubed clustered
flowers — compare daffodil

Jon*so*ni-an \jan-'so-ne-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic
of Ben Jonson or his works

Jor>dan almond \,j6rd-'n-\ n IME jardin almande, fr. MF jardin
garden + ME almande almond] 1 : an almond imported from
Malaga and used extensively in confectionery 2 : an almond
coated with sugar of various colors

jo.rum \'j6r-3m, *j6r-\ n [perh. fr. Joram in the Bible who "brought
with him vessels of silver" (2 Sam 8:10—AV)] : a large drinking
vessel or its contents

jO'Seph \'j6-23f also -S3f\ n [L, fr. Gk Joseph, fr. Heb Yoseph]
1 cap a : a son of Jacob sold into slavery by his brothers b : the

husband of Mary the mother of Jesus 2 : a long cloak worn esp.

by women in the 18th century
Joseph ol Ar*i<ma>ttiea \-.ar-3-m3-'the-3\ : a rich councilor
believed to have placed the body of Jesus in the tomb and held in

medieval legend to have taken the Holy Grail to England
Joseph's coat n iJoseph; fr. his coat of many colors] : any of
several plants with variegated foliage; esp : coleus
»josh \'jash\ vb [origin unknown] vt : to make fun of ; teasb
'^ VI : to engage in banter : joke — josh-er n

Jjosh n ; a good-humored joke : jest

Josh.ua \'jash-(3-)w9\ n [Heb Yehoshua'] : an Old Testament
hero, successor of Moses, and leader of the Israehtcs during their

settlement in Canaan
Joshtia tree n : a tall branched arborescent yucca {Yucca brevifolia)

of the southwestern U.S. that has short leaves and clustered green-
ish white flowers

joss \'jas, 'j6s\ n [pidgin E, fr. Pg deus god, fr. L — more at detty]
: a Chinese idol or cult image

joss house n I a Chinese temple or shrine
»)OS-tle \'jas-al\ vb jos-tling \-(o-)lio\ [alter, of Justle, freq. of
^joust] vi la: to come in contact or into collision 1) : to make
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one's way by pushing and shoving c ; to exist in close proximity
2 : to vie in gaining an objective : contend '^ vt 1 a ; to come
in contact or into collision with b ; to force by pushing : elbow
c ; to stir up : agitate d : to exist in close proximity with 2 : to
vie with in attaining an objective

sjOStle n 1 : a jostling encounter or experience 2 : the state of
being jostled together

Ijot \'jat\ n [L iota, jota iota] : the least bit : IOTA
2jOt vt jot'ted; )Ot-tiug : to write briefly or hurriedly : set down in
the form of a note <^ this down)

jot>ting n : a brief note : memorandum
Jo-tunn \'yo-,tiJn\ n [ON jolunn} ; a member of a race of giants
in Norse mythology

jQ.tunn.heim \-,ham, "yot-'n-X n lO'N jotunheimar, plj : the home
of a race of giants in Norse mythology

joule \'ju(3)l, 'jau(3)l\ n [James P. Joule tl889 E physicist] : the
absolute mks unit of work or energy equal to 10' ergs or approxi-
mately 0.7375 foot-pounds
ijounce \'jaun(t)s\ vb [ME jouncen] v^ : to move in an up-and*
down manner ; bounce '— v/ : to cause to jounce

sjounce n : jolt — jouncy \'jaun(t)-se\ adj
jour<na] \')orn-=l\ n [ME, service book containing the day hours,
fr. MF, fr. journal daily, fr. L diurnalis, fr. diurnus of the day, fr.

dies day — more at deity] 1 a : a record of current transactions:
as (1) : DAYBOOK 2 (2) ; a book of original entry in double-entry
bookkeeping b : an account of day-to-day events c : a record of
experiences, ideas, or reflections kept for private use d ; a record
of transactions kept by a deliberative or legislative body e : log
3, 4 2 a : a daily newspaper h : a periodical dealing esp. with
matters of current interest 3 : the part of a rotating shaft, axle,
roll, or spindle that turns in a bearing

journal box n : a metal housing to support and protect a journal
bearing
jour-nal.ese X.jam-'I-'ez, -'es\ n ; a style of writing held to be
characteristic of newspapers

jour>nal>isin \'j3m-'l-,iz-3m\ n l a : the collection and editing
of material of current interest for presentation through news
media b : the editorial or business management of an agency
engaged in the collection and dissemination of news c : an aca-
demic study concerned with the collection and editing of news or
the management of a news medium 2 a : writing designed for
publication in a newspaper or popular magazine b : writing
characterized by a direct presentation of facts or description of
events without an attempt at interpretation c : writing designed
to appeal to current popular taste or public interest 3 : news-
pajjers and magazines

jOUr>nal>ist \-3st\ n l a : one engaged in journalism b : a writer
who aims at a mass audience 2 : one who keeps a journal

jOUr>nal<is<tlc \,j3rn-*l-'is-tik\ adj ; of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of journaUsm or joumaUsts — jour<nal-is>tl>cal*ly
\-U-kC3-)le^ adv

jouT>nal-ize \'j3m-'I-,Tz\ vt : to record in a journal ^ vi 1 : to
keep a journal in accounting 2 ; to keep a personal journal
-— jour<nal<iz-er n
ijour-ney \'j3r-ne\ n [ME, fr. OF joumee, fr. jour day, fr. LL
diumurn, fr. L, neut. of diurnusl 1 ; travel or passage from one
place to another ; trip 2 chiejly dial : a day's travel 3 : some-
thing suggesting travel or passage from one place to another
Jjoumey vi : to go on a journey : travel '«- v? : to travel over or
through : TRAVERSE — jour>ney-er n
joUT-ney-man \-m3n\ n [ME, fr journey journey, a day's labor +
/«a«] 1 : a worker who has learned a trade and works for another
person usu. by the day 2 : an experienced reliable workman in any
field

jour-ney.work \-,w3rk\ n 1 : work done by a journeyman
2 : HACKWORK
Moust \'jaust also 'J3st\ vi IME jousten, fr. OF juster, fr. (assumed)
VL juxiare, fr. L juxia near; akin to L jungere to join — more at
yoke] 1 a : to fight on horseback as a knight or man-at-arms
b : to engage in combat with lances on horseback 2 : to engage in
personal combat or competition — joust-er n

2joust n 1 a : a combat on horseback between two knights with
lances esp. as part of a tournament b pi : tournament 2 : some-
thing resembling jousting : struggle

Jove \'j6v\ n [L Jov; Juppiter'l : jupiter — often used inter-
jectionaUy to express surprise or agreement esp. in the phrase by
Jove

jo-vial \'jo-ve-3l, -vyslX adj 1 cap ; of or relating to Jove 2 : marked
by good humor : jolly syn see merry — jo-vial-ly \-e\ adv

jo-vi-al-i-ty \,io-ve-'al-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being jovial

JO*Vi-an \'j6-ve-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of Jove
JOW \'jau\ n IE dial. joH' (to strike, toll)] chiejly Scot I stroke, toll
Mowl \'jaii(3ll, 'j61\ n [alter, of ME chavel, fr. OE ceajl; akin to
MHG kivel jaw, Av zajar- mouth] 1 a : JAW; esp ; mandible
b : one of the lateral halves of the mandible 2 a : cheek 1 b : the
cheek meat of a hog

2jowl n [ME cholle] : usu. slack flesh (as a dewlap, wattle, or the
pendulous part of a double chin) associated with the lower jaw or
throat — jowly X'jaii-le, 'jo-le\ adj

3jowl n [ME choin : a cut of fish consisting of the head and usu.
adjacent parts

Moy \'i6i\ n [ME, fr. OF joie, fr. L gaudia, pi. of gaudium, fr.

gaudere to rejoice; akin to Gk gethein to rejoice] la: the emotion
evoked by well-being, success, or good fortune or by the prospect
of possessing what one desires : delight b ; the expression or
exhibition of such emotion ; gaiety 2 : a state of happiness or
felicity : bliss 3 ; a source or cause of deUght syn see pleasure

2joy vi : to expe ience great pleasure or delight : rejoice '^ vt

1 archaic ; gladden 2 archaic ; enjoy
joy-ance \'j6i-3n(t)s\ n : delight, enjoyment
Joyc-ean \'j6i-se-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
James Joyce or his writings — Joycean n

joy-ful \'j6i-f3l\ adj ; experiencing, causing, or showing joy
: HAPPY syn see glad — joy-lul-ly \-f3-le\ adv — joy-ful-ness n

joy-less \-l3s\ adj : not feeling or causing joy ; cheerless — joy-
lesS'ly adv — joy-less- ness n

joy.ons \'J6i-3s\ ad] : joyful syn see glad — joy-ous«ly adv— Joy-ous-ness n
joy-ride \'j6i-.rTd\ n l : a ride taken for pleasure and often marked
by reckless driving 2 : something resembling a joyride esp. in
disregarding cost or consequences — joy-rid-er n — joy-rid-ing n

ju-ba \'jU-ba\ n [origin unknown] : a dance of Southern plantation
Negroes accompanied by complexly rhythmic hand clapping aod
slapping of the knees and thighs

ju-bl-lant \'jij-ba-lant\ adj ; expressing great joy : exultant— ju-bi-lant-ly adv
ju-bi-lar-i-an \,jU-ba-'ler-e-3n, -'lar-V n : one celebrating a jubilee
ju-bi-late \'ju-b3-.lat\ vi [Ljubilarus, pp. of jubilare: akin to MHG
ju (exclamation of joy). Gk iyge shout] : rejoice
Ju-bi-la-te \,yii-ba-'la-,ta, ,jiJ-\ n [L. 2d pers. pi. imper. of jubilare']
1 a : the 100th Psalm in the Authorized Version b not cap : a
joyous song or outburst 2 : the 3d Sunday after Easter

ju-bi'la-tion \.jU-b3-'la-shan\ n 1 : an act of rejoicing or the state
of being jubilant 2 : an expression of great joy

jU-bi-lee \'iu-b3-.le, .ju-ba-'le\_n [ME, fr. MF & LL; UT jubile, fr.

LL jubilaeus. modif. of LGk iobelaios, fr. Heb yobhel ram's horn,
jubilee] 1 ojten cap ; a year of emancipation and restoration pro-
vided by ancient Hebrew law to be kept every 50 years by the
emancipation of Hebrew slaves, restoration of alienated lands to
their former owners, and omission of all cultivation of the land
2 a : a special anniversary; esp : a 50th anniversary b ; a celebra-
tion of such an anniversary 3 a : a period of time proclaimed by
the Roman Catholic pope ordinarily every 25 years as a time of
special solemnity b : a special plenary indulgence granted during
a year of jubilee to Roman Catholics who perform certain specified
works of repentance and piety 4 a : jubilation b ; a season of
celebration 5 ; a Negro folk song with references to a future happy
time

JU'dah \'jiid-3\ n [Heb YihSdhah'] : a son of Jacob and ancestor
of one of the tribes of Israel

Ju-da-ic \ju-'da-ik\ adj IL judaicus, fr. Gk ioudaikos, fr. loudaios.
Jew — more at jew] : of, relating to, or characteristic of Jews or
Judaism — Ju-da-ical \-'da-3-kal\ adj

Ju-da-ism \'jiJd-3-,iz-am, 'jud-e-X n 1 : a religion developed among
the ancient Hebrews and marked by beUef in one God who is

creator, ruler, and redeemer of the universe and by the moral and
ceremonial laws of the Old Testament and the rabbinic tradition
2 ; conformity to Jewish rites, ceremonies, and practices 3 ; the
cultural, social, and religious behefs and practices of the Jews
4 : the whole body of Jews

Ju-da-lst \'jlid-a-3st, 'jlid-e-, jU-'da-\ n : one that believes in or
practices Judaism — Ju-da-is-tic \,jiid-3-'is-tik, ,jUd-e-\ adj

Ju-da.iza-tion XJiid-s-s-'za-shan, ,jiid-e-3-. (,)jii-.da-3-\ n ; the
act or process of Judaizing or being Judaized

Ju-da-ize X'jii-da-Jz, -de-\ vi : to adopt the customs, beliefs, or
character of a Jew -^ v/ : to make Jewish — Ju-da-iz-er n

JU-das \'jiid-3s\ n [LL. fr. Gk loudas. fr. Heb Yghudhahl 1 a : an
apostle and betrayer of Jesus — called also Judas Is-car-i-ot \is-
'kar-e-at\ b : a son of James and one of the twelve apostles
2 ; TRAITOR; esp : one who betrays under the guise of friendship
3 not cap % peephole

Judas tree n [fr. the belief that Judas Iscariot hanged himself from
a tree of this kind] : any of a genus (Cercis) of leguminous trees
and shrubs often cultivated for their showy flowers; esp : a Eurasian
tree (C. sHiquastrum) with purplish rosy flowers
Jude \'jLid\ n [LL Judas'! : the author of the New Testament
Epistle of Jude

JU-deo-Span-ish \jU-,da-6-'span-ish, ,jiid-e-(,)o-, ju-,de-o-\ n
[L Judaeus Jew + E Spanish — more at jew] : the Romance lan-
guage of Sephardic Jews in the Balkans, Greece, and Asia Minor
ijudge \'J9J\ vb [ME juggen, fr. OF jugier, fr. L judicare, fT. judic-,

judex judge, fr. jus right, law + dicere to decide, say —more at
JUST, diction] vt 1 : to form an authoritative opinion about
2 : to sit in judgment on : try 3 : to consider or pronounce to be
after inquiry and deliberation 4 : govern, rule — used of a He-
brew tribal leader 5 : to form an estimate of 6 ; think -^ vi 1 : to

form an opinion 2 : to decide as a judge syn see infer — judg-er n
sjudge n IME juge, fr. MF, fr. I. judex] ; one who judges as; a : a
public official authorized to decide questions brought before a
court b ojten cap : a tribal hero exercising authority over the
Hebrews after the death of Joshua c : one appointed to decide
in a contest or competition : umpire d ; one who gives an au-
thoritative opinion e : cRmc

judge advocate n l : an officer assigned to the judge advocate gen-
eral's corps or department 2 ; a staff officer serving as legal ad-
viser to a military commander

judge advocate general n : the senior legal officer in an army, air

force, or navy
judge-ship \'j3i-.ship\ n ; the jurisdiction or office of a judge
judg-mat-ic \,j3j-'mat-ik\ adj [prob. irreg. fr. judgment] : judi-
cious — judg-mat-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — judg-mat-i-cal-ly \-i-

k(3-)le\ adv
judg-ment or judge-ment \'jaj-mant\ n 1 a : a formal utterance
of an authoritative opinion b : an opinion so pronounced 2 a ; a
formal decision given by a court b (1) : an obligation (as a debt)
created by the decree of a court (2) : a certificate evidencing such
a decree 3 a cap : the final judging of mankind by God b : a
divine sentence or decision- specij ; a calamity held to be sent by
God 4 a : the process of forming an opinion or evaluation by
discerning and comparing b : an opinion or estimate so formed
5 a : the capacity for judging : discernment b : the exercise of
this capacity 6 ; a proposition stating something believed or
asserted syn see sense — judg-men-tal \,jej-'ment-'l\ adj

judgment day n l cap J&D : the day of the Last Judgment 2 : a
day of final judgment

ju-di-ca-ble \'jijd-i-k3-b3l\ adj : capable of being or liable to be
judged

ju-di>ca-tive \'jUd-3-,kat-iv, 'jiid-i-k3t-\ adj : having the power to
judge : judicial

ju-di-ca-to-ry \'jiid-i-k3-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ n 1 : judiciary la 2 ; ju-
dicature 2

ju-di.ca-ture \'jud-i-k3-,chu(9)r, -char, -.t(y)ii(3)r\ n [MF, fr. ML
judicatura, fr. Ljudicatus, pp. of judicare] 1 : the administration of
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justice 2 : a court of justice 3 : judiciary 1

jn-di>Cial \ju-'dish-3l\ adj [ME, fr. L judicialis, fr. judicium judg-
ment, fr. judex} 1 : of or relating to a judgment, the function of
judging, the administration of justice, or the judiciary 2 : ordered
or enforced by a court 3 : of, characterized by, or expressing judg-
ment : CRITICAL Ic 4 : arising from a judgment of God 5 : belong-
ing or appropriate to a judge or the judiciary — jU'di»cial-ly
\-'dish-(3-)le\ adv

iju.di.cia.ry \-*dish-e-.er-e, -'dish-(s-)re\ adj i of or relating to
the judiciary : judicial

ajudiciary n l a : a system of courts of law b : the judges of these
courts 2 ; a branch of government in which judicial power is

vested
jU*di>cious \ju-'dish-3s\ adj : having, exercising, or characterized
by sound judgment : discreet syn see wise — jU'di-cious»ly adv
— ju-dl'Cious-ness n

Ju.dith \'jiid-3th\ n [L, fr. Gk loudith, fr. Heb YShudhithl : the
heroine of the Old Testament apocryphal book of Judith

ju-do \'jud-(,)o\ n [Jap jurf^] : a modern refined form of jujitsu

that uses special applications of the principles of movement, bal-
ance, and leverage

^jtlg \'J3g\ " [perh. fr. Jug, nickname for yoan] 1 a chiefly Brit : a
small pitcher b (1) : a large deep earthenware or glass container
with a narrow mouth and a handle (2) : the contents of such a
container 2 : jail
ijug vt jugged: jug-ging 1 : to stew (as a hare) In an earthenware
vessel 2 : imprison

jU'gate \'ju-,gat, -g3t\ adj [NL;ugum] 1 : paired 2 : having a
jugum
jug-IlU \'j3g-,ful\ n, pi jugfuls \-.fulz\ or jugs>ful \'J3gz-.ful\
1 : the quantity held by a jug 2 : a great deal — used in the phrase
not by a jugful

jug*ger*naut X'jsg-sr-.not, -,nat\ n [Hindi Jagannath, title of
Vishnu, lit., lord of the world] : a massive inexorable force or
object that crushes whatever is in its path

ijug.gle \'j3g-3l\ vb jug-gling \-0-)liQ\ [ME jogelen, fr. MF
jogler to joke. fr. L joculari, fr, joculus, dim. oijocus joke] vi 1 : to
perform the tricks of a juggler 2 : to engage in manipulation esp.
to achieve a desired end —

- vr 1 a : to practice deceit or trickery on
; BEGUILE b : to manipulate esp. to achieve a desired end 2 a : to
toss in the manner of a juggler b : to hold or balance insecurely

2juggle n ; an act or instance of juggling: a : a trick of magic
b : a show of manual dexterity c : an act of manipulation esp. to
achieve a desired end

jug.gler \'jag-0-)l3r\ n [ME jogelour. fr. OE geogelere, fr. OF
jogieour, fr. L joculator, fr. joculatus, pp. of joculari'] 1 a : one
who performs tricks or acts of magic b : one skilled in keeping
several objects in motion in the air at the same time by alternately
tossing and catching them 2 ; one who manipulates esp. to achieve
a desired end

jug.glery \"j9g-b-re\ « 1 : the art or practice of a juggler 2 : trick-
ery
jug-u-lar \'J3g-y3-l3r\ adj {UL jugularis, fr. "L jugulum collarbone,
throat; akin to Ljungere to join — more at yoke] 1 a : of or relat-

ing to the throat or neck b : of or relating to the jugular vein
2 a of a jish : having the ventral fins on the throat anterior to the
pectoral fins b oj ajin : located on the throat

jugtilai vein n : any of several veins of each side of the neck that
return blood from the head

jug.u.lum \'j3g-ya-l3m\ n, pi jug.u-la \-l5\ [NL, fr. L] 1 : the
part of the neck just above the breast of a bird 2 : jugum 2

ju-gmn \'jli-g3m\ n. pi ju-ga \-g3\ or jugums [NL, fr. L, yoke —
more at yoke] 1 : a pair of the opposite leaflets of a pinnate leaf

2 : the most posterior and basal region of an insect's wing modified
in some lepidopterans into a lobe that couples the fore and hind
wings during flight

ijuice \'jus\ n [MEM, fr. OF, broth, juice, fr. L; akin to Skt yusa
broth] 1 : the extractable fluid contents of cells or tissues 2 a pi
; the natural fluids of an animal body b ; the liquid or moisture
contained in something 3 a : the inherent quality of a thing
: ESSENCE b : virile strength and vigor 4 : a medium that supplies
power — juiced \'jijst\ adj — juice.less \'jU-sl3S\ adj
2juice vt 1 : to extract the juice of 2 : to add juice to
juic-er \'ju-sar\ /i : an appliance for extracting juice from fruit or
vegetables

juice up vt : to give life, energy, or spirit to
juic-i.Iy \'jii-s3-le\ adv : in a juicy manner
juic.i.ness_\'ju-se-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being juicy
juicy \'ju-se\ adj 1 : having much juice : succulent 2 : finan-
cially rewarding 3 a : rich in interest : colorful b : piquant,
racy c : full of vitality

ju. jit.su or ju.jut-su \jU-'iit-f,lsii\ n [Jap jujutsu} : the Japanese
art of defending oneself by grasping or striking an opponent so that
his own strength and weight are used against him

jU'jU \'jU-(,)jiJ\ n [of W. African origin; akin to Hausa djudju
fetish] 1 : a fetish, charm, or amulet of West African tribes
2 ; the magic attributed to or associated with jujiis

ju-jube \'ju-,jub\ n [ME. fr. ML jujuba. alter, of L zizyphum. fr. Gk
zizyphon] 1 a ; an edible drupaceous fniil of any of several trees
(genus Ziziphus) of the buckthorn family b : a tree producing
this fniit 2 : a fruit-flavored gumdrop or lozenge
jukebox \'jUk-,baks\ n [Gullah juke disorderly, of W. African
origin; akin to Bambara dzugu wicked] ; a cabinet containing an
automatic player of phonograph records that are played by insert-
ing ; L slot

juke joint n : a small inexpensive establishment for eating, drinking,
or dancing to the music of a jukebox

jU'lep \'2ii-l3p\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. Ar julab, fr. Per gulab. fr. gul
rose + ab water] 1 : a drink consisting of sweet syrup, flavoring,
and water 2 : a drink consisting of bourbon, sugar, and mint
served in a frosted tumbler filled with crushed ice

Ju.lian calendar \,jiJI-y3n-\ n {hjuUanus, fr. Gaius Julius Caesar
144 B.C. Roman general] : a calendar introduced in Rome in 46
B.C. establishing the 12-month year of 365 days with each 4ih
year having 366 days and the months each having 31 or 30 days
except for February which has 28 or in leap years 29 days — com-
pare GREGORIAN CALENDAR
ijU'li.enne \,jii-le-'en, ,zhii-\ n [F] : a clear soup containing
julienne vegetables
3]Ulienne adj : cut in long thin strips <'^ potatoes)

JU'Iiet \'ful-y3t, -c-,et, -e-at; Jlil-e-'et, jUI-'yet, 'jul-,yet\ n : a daugh-
ter of Capulet in love with Romeo in Shakespeare's Romeo and
Juliet

Ju-li.ett \,jul-e-'et\ [prob. irreg. fr. Julietl — a communications
code word for the letter 7'

JU.ly \ju-'lT\ n [ME Julie, fr. OE Julius, fr. L. fr. Gaius Julius
Caesar] : the 7th month of the Gregorian calendar

Ju.ma.da \ju-'mad-3\ n [.A.r Jumada} : either of two months of the
Muhammadan year: a : the 5th month b : the 6th month

ijuni.ble \'j3m-b3l\ vb jum-bling \-b(a-)lio\ [perh. imit.] vi : to
move or mingle in a confused or disordered manner '^ vr ; to mix
in a confused mass

2junible n 1 a : a mass of things mingled together without order
or plan b : a state of confusion 2 Brit a : articles for a rummage
sale b : rummage sale

3juinble n [origin unknown] : a small thin usu. ring-shaped sugared
cake
jum-bO \'J3m-(.)bo\ n [Jumbo, a huge elephant exhibited by P. T.
Barnum] : a very large specimen of its kind
ijump \'J3mp\ vb [prob. akin to LG gumpen to jump] vj la: to
spring into the air ; leap; esp : to spring free from the ground or
other base by the muscular action of feet and legs b ; to give a
sudden movement : start c : to move over a position occupied
by an opponent's man in a board game d : skip <his typewriter ^s)
e : to undergo a vertical or lateral displacement owing to improper
alignment of the film on a projector mechanism f : to begin a
forward movement — usu. used with ojj g ; to move energetically
: hustle 2 : coincide, agree 3 a : to move haphazardly or aim-
lessly i'^ed from job to job) b : to change employment in violation
of contract c : to rise suddenly in rank or status d ; to undergo a
sudden sharp increase <prices ^erf) e ; to make a jump bid in
bridge 1 : to make a hurried judgment (•^ to conclusions) g : to
show eagerness {--^ed at the chance) h : to enter eagerly — usu.
used with in or into 4 : to make a sudden physical or verbal attack
<~ed on him for his criticism) 5 : to bustle with activity ^ vt

1 a ; to pass over by a leap <^ a hurdle) b : to move over (a

man) in a board game c : bypass (•^ electrical connections)
d : ANTiciPATF <~ the gun in starling a race) e : to leap aboard (,^
a freight) 2 obs : risk, hazard 3 a : to escape from b : to leave
hastily or in violation of contract c : to depart from (a normal
course) (•^ the track) 4 a : to make a sudden physical or verbal
attack on b : to occupy iMegally <-- a mining claim) 5 a (!) : to
cause to leap (2) : start, flush b ; to elevate in rank or status

: to raise (a bridge partner's bid) by more than one rank d ; to
increase suddenly and sharply
2jump adv, obs : exactly, pat
3jump n 1 a (1) : an act of jumping : leap (2) : any of several
sports competitions featuring a leap, spring, or bound (3) : a space
cleared or covered by a leap (4) : an obstacle to be jumped over
b (1) : a sudden involuntary movement : start (2) pi : fidgets
c : a move made in a board game by jumping 2 obs ; venture
3 a : a sharp sudden increase b : a sudden change c (1) : a quick
short journey (2) : one in a series of moves from one place to
another 4 : an advantage at the start

jump bid n : a bridge bid of more tricks than are necessary to over-
call the preceding bid

tjump.er \'jam-par\ n 1 : a person who jumps 2 a : any of various
devices operating with a jumping motion b : any of several sleds
c : a short wire used to close a break or cut out part of a circuit

3 : any of several jumping animals; esp : a saddle horse trained to
jump obstacles 4 : one who will jump
2jumper'n [prob. fr. E dial, jump (jumper)] 1 : a loose blouse or
jacket worn by workmen 2 : a sleeveless one-piece dress worn usu.
with a blouse 3 : a child's one-piece coverall — usu. used in pi.

jump.i.ness \'j3m-pe-n9s\ n : nervousness
jumping bean n : a seed of any of several Mexican shrubs (genera
Sebastiania and Sapium) of the spurge family that tumbles about
because of the movements of the larva of a small moth {Carpocapsa
saliiians^ inside it

jumping jack n : a toy figure of a man jointed and made to jump
or dance by means of strings or a sliding stick

jumping mouse n : any of several small hibernating No. American
rodents (family Zapodidae) with long hind legs and tail and no
cheek pouches
jumping-olf place \,j3m-pio-'6f-\ n 1 : a remote or isolated place
2 : a place from which an enterprise is launched

jumping plant louse n : any of numerous plant lice (family Psylll-

dae) with the femurs thickened and adapted for leaping
jiunp-olf \'J3m-,p6f\ n : the start of a race or an attack
jump pass n : a pass made by a player (as in football or basketball)
while jumping
jump seat n l : a movable carriage seat 2 : a folding seat between
the front and rear seats of a passenger automobile

jiunp sliot n : a shot made by a basketball player at the peak of a

jumpy \'j3m-pe\ adj 1 : characterized by jumps or sudden varia-
tions 2 : nervous, jittery

jun.co \'jaQ-(,)ko\ n, pi iuncos or jnnooes [NL, genus name, fr.

Sp. bird, reed — more at jonquil] ; any of a genus {Junco) of small
widely distributed American finches usu. having a pink bill, ashy
gray head and back, and conspicuous white lateral tail feathers

jimC'tion \'J3r)(k)-sh3n\ n IL junction-, junctio. ir. junctus, pp. of
jungere to join — more at yoke] 1 ; an act of joining : the state

of being joined 2 a ; a place or point of meeting b : an intersec-

tion of roads esp. where one terminates 3 : something that joins— junc.tion.al \-shn3I. -shan-'lX adj
jimc.tur.al \']3ofk)-ch3-r3l, *j3D(k)sh-r3l\ adj ; of or relating to
grammatical juncture
juncture \'j3Q(k)-ch3r\ n 1 : an instance of joining : union
2 a : JOINT, connection b : the manner of transition or mode of
relationship between two consecutive sounds in speech 3 : a point
of time; esp : one made critical by a concurrence of circumstances
syn JUNCTURE; PASS, EXIGENCY. EMERGENCY, CONTINGENCY, PINCH,

STRAfTS, CRISIS mean a critical or crucial time or state of affairs.

JUNCTURE stresses the significant concurrence or convergence of
events; pass implies a bad or distressing state or situation brought
about bv a combination of causes; E?nGENCV stresses the pressure of
restrictions or urgency of demands created by a special situation;
EMERGENCY applies to a sudden unforeseen situation requiring
prompt action to avoid disaster; contingency implies an emergency
or exigency that is regarded as possible or even probable but imcer-
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tain of occurrence; pinch Implies urgency or pressure for action to
a less intense degree than exigency or emergency; straits applies
to a troublesome situation from which escape is extremely difficult;

CRISIS applies to a juncture whose outcdme will make a decisive
difference
June \'jUn\ n [ME. fr. MF & L; MF /win, fr. L Junius'] : the 6th
month of the Gregorian calendar
June beetle n, ojien cap J ; any of numerous rather large leaf-eating
beetles (family Melolonthidae) that fly chiefly in late spring and
have as larvae white grubs that live in soil and feed chiefly on the
roots of grasses and other plants — called also june bug

June>l)er>ry \'jijn-,ber-e\ n : any of various No. American trees
and shrubs (genus Amelanchier) of the rose family sometimes culti-

vated for their showy white flowers or edible purple or red fruits

Jun<gle \'J30-g9l\ n, often atirib [Hindi yaWga/] 1 a : an impenetra-
ble thicket or tangled mass of tropical vegetation b ; a tract over-
grown with thickets or masses of vegetation 2 : a hobo camp
3 a (1) ; a confused or chaotic mass of objects : jumble (2) : some-
thing that baffles or frustrates by its tangled or complex character
: MAZE_ b : a place of ruthless struggle for survival — jun-gly
\-g(a-l!e\ adj

jungle fowl n : any of several Asiatic wild birds (genus Callus); esp
: a bird (G. gallushof southeastern Asia from which domestic fowls
are held to have descended
jungle gym n [fr. Junglegym, a trademark] ; a structure of vertical

and horizontal bars for use by children at play
iju-nior X'jU-nysrX n [L, n. & adj.] 1 a ; a person who is younger
than another b : a clothing size for women and girls with slight

figures 2 a : a person holding a lower position in a hierarchy of
ranks b : a student in his next-to-the-last year before graduating
from an educational institution

2jiinior adj [L, compar. of juvenis young — more at young]
la: YOUNGER — used chiefly to distinguish a son with the same
given name as his father b (1) : youthful (2) : designed esp.
for adolescents c (1) : of more recent date (2) : of more recent
date and therefore inferior or subordinate <a '^ lien) 2 : lower in

standing or rank (-^ partners) 3 : of or relating to juniors or the
class containing juniors

ju>nlor>ate X'jU-nys-.rat, -r3t\ n 1 : a course of high school or
college study for candidates for the priesthood, brotherhood, or
sisterhood; specif ; one preparatory to the course in philosophy
2 : a seminary for the juniorate

junior college n : an educational institution that offers two years of
studies corresponding to those in the first two years of a fours
year college and that often offers technical, vocational, and liberal

studies to the adults of a community
junior high school n : a school usu. including the 7th and 8th
grades and the 1 st year of high school

Junior Leaguer n : a member of a league of young women or-
ganized for volunteer service to civic and social organizations

junior miss n l : an adolescent girl 2 : junior lb
junior varsity n ; the members of a varsity squad lacking the ex-
perience or class qualification for the first team

jU<ni>per X'jU-ns-parX n [ME junipere, fr. L juniperus — more at

jonquil] 1 : an evergreen shrub or tree (genus Juniperus) of the

pine family; esp : one having a prostrate or shrubby habit 2 : any
of several coniferous trees resembling true junipers

juniper oil n : an acrid essential oil obtained from the fruit of the
common juniper and used esp. in gin and liqueurs
ijlUlk \'j3r)k\ n. often aitrib [MEyo/ifte] 1 : pieces of old cable or
cordage used esp. to make gaskets, mats, swabs, or oakum 2 : hard
salted beef for use on shipboard 3 a (l) : old iron, glass, paper,
or other waste that may be used again in some form (2) : second-
hand, worn, or discarded articles of little value b : a shoddy prod-
uct ; TRASH c : something of little meaning or significance 4 slang

: narcotics; esp : heroin — junk>man \-,man\ n — junky
\'jaO-ke\ adj

ajiuik vt : to get rid of as worthless : scrap syn see discard
3junk n [Pg funco, fr. Jav jon'] : any of various ships of Chinese
waters with bluff lines, a high poop and overhanging stem, little

or no keel, high pole masts, and a deep rudder
Jun>ker \'yua-k3r\ n [G] : a member of the Prussian landed
aristocracy — Jun>ker*dom \-k9rd-3m\ n — Jun>ker<ism \-k3-

ijun.ket \'i3i]-k3t\ n [ME ioncate, deriv. of (assumed) V\. funcata,
fr. L, juncus rush] 1 a ; a cream cheese or a dish of curds and
cream b : a dessert of sweetened flavored milk set in a jelly

2 a : a festive social affair b (1) : a lour or journey usu. under-
taken for pleasure (2) : a trip made by an official at public expense
3junket VI 1 : feast, banquet 2 : to go on a junket— jun>ke>teer
\,j30-ka-*ti(a)r\ or jun-ket>er \*j3ri-kat-ar\ n

junk-ie \'j3r)-kc\ n 1 : a junk dealer 2 or junky \-ke\ slang : a
narcotics peddler or addict
JU>no \'jU-(,)no\ n [L] : the queen of heaven in Roman mythology
Ju*no>esque \,ju-(.)n6-'esk\ adj : marked by stately beauty
jun-ta \'hun-ta, 'hiin-ta, 'J3nt-3\ n [Sp, fr. fem. of junto joined, fr.

L functus, pp. of jungere to join — more at yoke] 1 : a council or
committee for political or governmental purposes; esp : a group of

persons controlling a government esp. after a revolutionary seizure

of power 2 : junto
jun<to \'j9nt-(,)6\ n [prob. alter, of junta"] : a group of persons
joined for a common purpose

Ju-pi.ter \'jii-pat-3r\ n [L] 1 : the chief god in Roman mythology
and husband of Juno 2 : the largest of the planets, fifth in order
of distance from the sun — see planet table

Ju>ra \'ji]r-3\ n [prob. G, fr. the Jura mountain range] ; the Jurassic
geological period or the rocks belonging to it

jur>al \'jur-3l\ adj [LJur-, jus law — more at just] 1 ; of or relating

to law : juRisnc 2 : of or relating to rights or obligations — jur-

al'ly \-3-Ie\ adv
Ju>ras>SiC \ju-'ras-ik\ adj [T jurassique, fr. Jura mountain range]

; of, relating to. or being the period of the Mesozoic era between
the Comanchean and the Triassic or the corresponding system of
rocks marked by the presence of dinosaurs and the first appearance
of birds — Jurassic n

jU-rat \'ju(3)r-,at\ n [short for L juraturn (est) it has been sworn,
3d sing, perf . pass, of jurare to swear— more at jury] ; a certificate

added to an affidavit stating when, before whom, and where it was
made

ju-ra-to-ry \'jur-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : of, relating to, or expressed
in an oath

ju-rel \hU-'rel\ n [Sp] : any of several food fishes (family Carangi-
dae) of warm seas

jU.rid.i-cal \ju-'rid-i-kal\ or ju-rid-ic \-ik\ adj [L juridicus. fr.

jur-, jus + dicere to say — more at diction] 1 ; of or relating to
the administration of justice or the office of a judge 2 : of or relat-
ing to law in general or jurisprudence ; legal — ju>rid>i*cal>ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

)U*rlS>COn>SUlt \,jiir-3-'skan-,S3lt, -sk3n-'\ n [L jurlsconsultus,
fv. juris (gen. of jus) + consultus, pp. of consulere to consult] ; ju-
rist

ju<riS>diC>tlon \.jiir-3s-'dik-sh3n\ n IME jurisdiccioun, fr. OF & L;
OF juridiction, fr. L jurisdiction-, jurisdictio, fr. juris + diction-,
dictio act of saying — more at diction] 1 : the power, right, or
authority to interpret and apply the law 2 : the authority of a
sovereign power to govern or legislate 3 : the limits or territory
within which authority may be exercised : control syn see power
—jU'riS'diC'tion-al \-shn3l, -shan-^IX adj— ju>ris>dic*tion<al-ly
\-e\ adv
ju<ns>pru<dence \,jur-a-'spriid-'nCt1s\ n 1 a : a system or body
of law b : the course of court decisions 2 : the science or phi-
losophy of law 3 : a department of law <medical '^) — ju-ris-
pru'den-tial \-(,)spru-'den-ch3l\ adj — ju<ris*pru-den<tial*ly
\-'dench-(3-)!e\ adv

jU»rlS»prU'dent \-'sprud-'nt\ n [lA^ jurisprudent-, jurisprudens, fr.

L juris + prudent-, prudens skilled, prudent] : jurist
jU-rist \'ju(3)r-3St\ n [MFjuriste, fr. ML jurista, fr. Ljur-, jus] zone
having a thorough knowledge of law: a : lawyer b ; judge

ju»ris-tic \ju-'ris-tik\ adj 1 : of or relating to a jurist or juris-

prudence 2 : of, relating to, or recognized in law — ju»ris«ti-
cal'ly \-ti-k(a-)!e\ adv

ju»ror X'jiir-sr, 'jii(3)r-,6(3)r\ n 1 a : a member of a jury b ; a
person summoned to serve on a jury 2 : a person who takes an
oath esp. of allegiance 3 ; a member of a jury for a contest or
exhibition
iju-ry \'ju(3)r-e\ n IME Jure, fr. AF juree, fr. OF jurer to swear, fr.

L jurare. fr. jur-, jus] 1 : a body of men sworn to give a verdict on
some matter submitted to them; esp : a body of men legally selected
and sworn to inquire into any matter of fact and to give their ver-
dict according to the evidence 2 : a committee for judging and
awarding prizes at a contest or exhibition — iu<ry>man \-m3n\ n

2jury adj [origin unknown] : improvised for temporary use esp. in
an emergency : makeshift <a -^ mast)

jus gen.ti«um \'yus-'gent-e-3m, -,um\ n [L, law of nations] : inter-
national LAW

jus san*gul<nis \-*sao-gw3-n3s\ n [L, right of blood] : a rule that
a child's citizenship is determined by its parents' citizenship

jUS'Sive \'J3s-iv\ n IL jussus. pp. of jubere to order; akin to Gk
hysmine haiWe] : a word, form, case, or mood expressing command— jussive adj
jus SO'li \*yus-'s6-,le\ n [L, right of the soil] : a rule that the citizen-

ship of a child is determined by the place of its birth
ijust \'j3st\ var of JOUST
2just VJ3st\ adj [ME. fr. MF & L; MF juste, fr. L Justus, fr. jus
right, law; akin to Skt yos welfare] 1 a : having a basis in or
conforming to fact or reason : reasonable <a '^ comment)
b archaic : faithful to an original c : conforming to a standard of
correctness ; proper (•^ proportions) 2 a (1) ; morally right or
good ; righteous <a '^ war) (2) ; MERrrED, deserved {-^ punish-
ment) b : legally right <a ~ title) synseeFAiR, upright— just*ly
adv — just-ness \'j3s(t)-n3s\ n
ajust \(,)jast, (,)jist, (.)iest\ adv la: exactly, precisely <~ right)

b ; very recently <the bell ~ rang) 2 a : by a very small margin
: BARELY <"- too late) b : immediately, directly <~ west of here)

3 a : ONLY, merely (•^ a note) b : qutte, very (-^ wonderful)
jUS.tice \'jas-t3s\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OF. fr. L justitia, fr.

Justus] 1 a ; the maintenance or administration of what is just

esp. by the impartial adjustment of conflicting claims or the assign-
ment of merited rewards or punishments b : judge c : the ad-
ministration of law; esp : the establishment or determination of
rights according to the rules of law or equity 2 a : the quality

of being just, impartial, or fair b (I) : the principle or ideal of

just dealing or right action (2) ; conformity to this principle or
ideal : righteousness c ; the quality of conforming to law
3 ; conformity to truth, fact, or reason : correctness — do justice
1 a : to act justly b : to treat fairly or adequately c : to show due
appreciation for 2 : to acquit in a way worthy of one's powers

justice Of the peace : a local magistrate empowered chiefly to
administer summary justice in minor cases, to commit for trial,

and to administer oaths and perform marriages
juS'li-cia-ble \,j3s-'tish-(e-)3-b3l\ adj : liable to trial in a court of
justice

iuS'ti»ci«ar X.jas-'tish-e-ar, -e-,ar\ n : the chief political and judicial

officer of the Norman and later kings of England until the 13th
century

jus.ti.Ii.abU-i.ty \,J3s-t3-.fT-3-'biI-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of

being justifiable

jus«ti-fi*able \'j3s-t3-,fT-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being justified

; EXCUSABLE — iuS'ti'Ii'ably_ \-ble\ adv
jUS<ti*fi>ca-tion \,J3s-t3-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : the act, process, or
State of being justified by God 2 a : the act or an instance of

justifying : vindication b : something that justifies — jus-ti*Ii-

ca<tive \'j3s-t3-fa-.kat-iv\ adj
jus-ti.li.ca.to-ry XJas-'tif-i-ka-.tor-e, 'j3st-(3-1f»-, -.tor-; 'jas-ta-fa-

,kat-3-re\ adj : tending to justify : vindicatory
jlis>ti>fi>er \'j3s-t3-,fi(-3)r\ n : one that justifies

jUS-ti-Iy \'J3s-t3-,fT\ vb [ME justifien, fr. MF or LL; MF justifier,

fr. LL fustificare, fr. L Justus] vt 1 a : to prove or show to be just,

right, or reasonable : vindicate b (1) : to show to have had a
sufficient legal reason (2) : to qualify (oneself) as a surety by
taking oath to the ownership of sufficient property 2 a archaic

: to administer justice to b archaic ; absolve c (1) : to make
righteous (2) ; to release from the guilt of sin and accept as
righteous 3 : to adjust or arrange exactly; specif ; to set (type)

so as to fill a full line ~ v/ 1 a : to show a sufficient lawful reason

9 abut; 9 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chin; e less
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for an act done b ; to qualify as bail or surety 2 : to fit exactly;
specij : to fill a full line syn see maintain
ijut VJ9t\ vb jut'ted; jut«ting [perh. short for ^Juttyl vi : to
shoot out, up. or forward : project '^ vr ; to cause to project

sjut n : something that juts : projection
jute VJiitX n, ojten attrib [Hindi & Bengali 7""?] : the glossy fiber
of either of two East Indian plants (Corchorus olitorius and C.
capsularis) of the linden family used chiefly for sacking, burlap,
and twine; also ; a plant producing jute

Jute \'jijt\ n [ME, fr- ML Jutae Jutes] : a member of a Low German
people invading England from the Continent and settling in Kent
in the 5lh century — Jut>isb \'jut-ish\ adj
ijut.ty \*J3t-e\ n [ME] 1 archaic : jetty 2 : a projecting part of a
building

^jutty v/, obs : to project beyond
)u-ve*nal \'ju-v3n-=l\ adj : juvenile
ju.ve.nes-cence \Ju-va-'nes-='n(t)s\ n ; the state of growing young— ju.ve-neS'Cent \-^nt\ adj
iju-ve-nile \'ju-v3-,nTl, -V3n-n\ adj [F or L; F juvenile, fr. L
juvenilis, fr. juvenis young person — more at young] 1 : physi-
ologically immature or undeveloped : young 2 : of, relating to,

or characteristic of children or young people 3 : reflecting psycho-
logical or intellectual immaturity : childish

ajuvenile n 1 a : a young person : youth b : a book for young

people 2 : a young individual resembling an adult of its kind
except in size and reproductive activity: as a : a fledged bird
not yet in adult plumage b : a 2-year old racehorse 3 ; one who
plays youthful parts

juvenile court n : a court having special jurisdiction over delinquent
and dependent children usu. up to the age of 18

juvenile delinquency n l : a status in a juvenile characterized
by antisocial behavior that is beyond parental control and there-
fore subject to legal action 2 ; a violation of the law committed
by a juvenile and not punishable by death or life imprisonment— juvenile delinquent n

juvenile officei n : a police officer charged with the detection,
prosecution, and care of juvenile delinquents

jU-ve»nil>ia \,ju-v3-'nil-e-a\ npl [L, neut. pi. ot juvenilis'l 1 : youth-
ful writing or other artistic work 2 ; artistic or literary composi-
tions for the young

ju.ve.nil.i-ty \,ju-v3-'nil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
juvenile : youthfulness 2 : an instance of being juvenile
jux*ta*pose \'J3k-st3-,p6z\ vt [prob. back-formation it. juxtaposi-
tion's : to place side by side

jux.ta.po.Si-tion \,j3k-st3-p3-'zish-5n\ n [L juxta near + E
position — more at joust] : the act or an instance of placing two
or more objects side by side; also '. the state of being so placed —
jux>ta>po>si-tion*al \-'zish-nal, -on-'i\ adj

k h
k \'ka\ n, often cap, often attrib 1 a : the
nth letter of the English alphabet b : a
graphic representation of this letter c : a
speech counterpart of orthographic k 2 : a
graphic device for reproducing the letter k
3 r one designated k esp. as the 10th or when
j is used for the 10th the llth in order or
class 4 : something shaped like the letter K
5 : a unit vector parallel to the z-axis

Kaa-ba \'kab-3\ n [Ar ka'bah, lit., square
building] : a small stone building in the
court of the Great Mosque at Mecca that

contains a sacred black stone and is the goal of Islamic pilgrimage
and the point toward which Muslims turn in praying
kabala or kabbala or kabbalah var oj cabala
ka.bob \'ka-,bab. k3-'\ n [Per, Hindi. Ar & Turk; Per & Hindi
kabah. fr. Ar, fr. Turk kebap} : cubes of meat (as Iamb) marinated
and cooked with onions, tomatoes, or other vegetables usu. on a
skewer
Ka*bu*ki \k3-'bu-ke, 'kab-u-(,)ke\ n [Jap. lit., art of singing and
dancing] : traditional Japanese popular drama with singing and
dancing performed in a highly stylized manner
Ka.byle \k3-'bT(3)l\ n [Ar gabd'il, pi. of qabllah tribe] 1 : a
Berber of the mountainous coastal area east of Algiers 2 : the
Berber language of the Kabyles

kad'dish ykad-ish\ n, ojten cap [Aram qaddish holy] : a Jewish
prayer recited in the daily ritual of the synagogue and by mourners
at public services after the death of a close relative

kal*fee*klatscli \'k6-fe-,klach; 'kaf-e-,klach, -,klach\ n, ojten cap
IG, (r. kajjee coffes + /ctar^c/i gossip] ; an informal social gather-
ing for coffee and talk

Kaf'tir or Kal-ir \'kaf-3r\ n [Ar kSjir infidel] : a member of a
group of southern African Bantu-speaking peoples

kal'ir \'kaf-9r\ n : a grain sorghum with stout short-jointed some-
what juicy stalks and erect heads
Eal*ir \'kaf-3r\ n : a member of a people of the Hindu Kush in
northeastern Afghanistan
Eaf.iri \'kaf-3-re\ n : the Dard language of the Kafir people
kail-yard school \,ka(3tl-,yard-\ n, ojten cap K [Sc kailyard (kitch-

en garden), fr. kail, kale -(- E yard's ' a group of writers whose work
is characterized by sentimental description of Scottish Ufe and
considerable use of Scots dialect

kai.nite \'kT-.nTt, 'ka-\ also kai-nit \kT-'net\ n [G kainit, fr. Gk
kainos new — more at recent] : a natural salt KMg(S04)CI.3H2O
consisting of a hydrous sulfate and chloride of magnesium and
potassium that is used as a fertilizer and as a source of potassium
and magnesium compounds

kai.ser \'kT-z3r\ n [ME, fr. ON keisari: akin to OHO keisur
emperor; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc word borrowed fr. L Caesar,
cognomen of the Emperor Augustus] ; emperor; esp : the ruler
of Germany from 1871 to 1918 — kai-ser-dom \-z3rd-am\ n —
kai<ser*in \-23-ran\ n — kai>ser*ism \-z3-,riz-3m\ n

ka>ka \'kak-3\ n [Maori] : an olive brown New Zealand parrot
(Nestor meridionalis) with gray and red markings that talks and
mimics well in captivity

ka*ka*po \,kak-a-'p6\ n [Maori] ; a chiefly nocturnal burrowing
New Zealand parrot {Strigops habroptilus) with green and brown
barred plumage
ka-ke-mo.no \,k"ak-i-'m6-C,)n6\ n [Jap] : a Japanese scroll

picture or writing on silk or paper
kale \"kaf3>l\ n [Sc, fr. ME (northern") cal fr. OE cdl — more at
cole] 1 a : COLE b : a hardy cabbage (Brassica olerocea acephala)
with curled often finely incised leaves that do not form a dense
head 2 slang : money

ka.lei*d0>scope \k3-'lTd-a-,skop\ n [Gk kalos beautiful + eidos
form + E -scope — more at calligraphy, idol] 1 : an instrument
containing loose bits of colored glass between two flat plates and
two plane mirrors so placed that changes of position of the bits of
glass are reflected in an endless variety of patterns 2_: a variegated
changing pattern or scene — ka>lei*do>scop>ic \-,lid-3-'skap-ik\
or ka*lei>do*scop<l>cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ka<lei*do>scop>i>caMy
\-kf3-)le\ adv

kalends var oj calends
Kal.muck or Kal.muk X'kal-.msk, kal-'\ or Kal-myk \kal-'mik\
n [Russ Kalmyk, fr. Kazan Tatar] 1 : a member of a Buddhist
Mongol people orig. of Dzungaria 2 : the language of the
Kalmucks

kalsomine var oj calcimine

kam.a-la X'kam-a-IA n [Skt] 1 : an East Indian tree {Mallotus
philippinensis) of the spurge family 2 : an orange red powder from
Kamala capsules used for dyeing silk and wool or as a vermifuge
kame \'kam\ n [Sc, kame, comb, fr. ME (northern) camb comb,
fr. OE] : a short ridge, hill, or mound of stratified drift deposited
by glacial meltwater
Ka-me.ha.me.ha Day \k3-,ma-3-'ma-(,)ha-\ n : June 11 observed
as a holiday in Hawaii in commemoration of the birthday of
Kamehameha I

ka*mi*ka<ze \,kam-i-'kaz-e\ n [Jap, lit., divine wind] 1 ; a
member of a Japanese air attack corps assigned to make a suicidal
crash on a target 2 : an airplane containing explosives to be
flown in a suicide crash on a target

kam<pong \'kam-,p6o\ n [Malay] : a native hamlet or village in a
Malay-speaking country
Kan.a-rese \,kan-3-'rez, -'res\ n, pi Kanarese {Kanara, India]
1 a : a Kannada-speaking people of Mysore, south India b : a
member of this people 2 : kannada

kan*ga-roo \,kao-g3-'rii\ n [prob. native name in Australia]
: any of various herbivorous leaping marsupial mammals (family
Macropodidae) of Australia, New Guinea, and adjacent islands
with a small head, large ears, long powerful hind legs, a long thick
tail used as a support and in balancing, and rather small forelegs
not used in progression
kangaroo court \,kao-g3-.ru-\ /i 1 : a mock court in which the
principles of law and justice are disregarded or perverted 2 : a
court characterized by irresponsible, unauthorized, or irregular
status or procedures
KaiV'lia.da \*kan-3d-a\ n [Kannada kannadal : the major Dra-
vidian language of Mysore, southern India
Eant'ian \'kant-e-3n, 'kant-\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic
of Kant or his philosophy — Kantian n — Eant-ian*ism \-.iz-

-3m\ n
ka>Olin also ka*Oline \'ka-3-bn\ n [F kaolin, fr. Kao-Ung, hill In
China] ; a fine usu. white clay that is used in ceramics and re-

fractories, as an adsorbent, and as a filler or extender
ka-olin.ite \-l3-,nTt\ n : a mineral AUSi205(OH)4 consisting of a
hydrous silicate of aluminum that constitutes the principal mineral
in kaolin

ka.pell-mel.ster Xka-'pel-.mT-star, ka-\ n, ojten cap [G, fr. kapelle
choir + meister master] : the director of a choir or orchestra

kaph \'kaf, 'k6f\ n [Heb, lit., palm of the hand] ; the llth letter

of the Hebrew alphabet — symbol 3 or ^
ka*pok \'ka-.pak\ n [Malay] : a mass of silky fibers that clothe
the seeds of the ceiba tree and are used esp. as a filling for mattresses,
life preservers, and sleeping bags and as insulation

kap'pa \'kap-3\ n [Gk, of Sem origin; akin to Heb kaphS ; the
10th letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol K or k

ka-put \ka-'pLit. ka-, -'piit\ adj [G. fr. F capot not having made a
trick at piquet] 1 : utterly defeated or destroyed 2 : made useless
or unable to function 3 : hopelessly outmoded

karablner var oj carabiner
Kara.ism \'kar-9-.iz-9m\ n [LHeb qiralm Karaites] : a Jewish
doctrine originating in Baghdad in the 8th century that rejects

rabbinism and talmudism and bases its tenets on interpretation of
the Scriptures — Kara-ite \-.it\ n

kar.a.kul \'kar-3-k3l\ n {Kara Kul. lake in U.S.S.R.] 1 : any of a
breed of hardy fat-tailed sheep from Bukhara with a narrow body
and coarse wiry brown fur 2 : the tightly curled glossy black
coat of the newborn lamb of a Karakul valued as fur

kar<at \'kar-3t\ n [prob. fr. MF carat, fr. ML carratus unit of
weight for precious stones — more at carat] : a unit of fineness
for gold equal to V^4 part of pure gold in an alloy

ka*ra<te \k3-*rat-e\ n [Jap, lit., empty hand] : a Japanese system
of self-defense viithout a weapon
Ka.re>lian Xka-'re-le-sn, -'rel-v9n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant
of Karelia 2 ; the Finno-Ugric language of the Karelians —
Karelian adj

Ka>ren \ka-'rcn\ n, pi Karen or Karens 1 a : a group of peoples
of eastern and southern Burma b : a member of any of these

peoples 2 a : a group of languages spoken by the Karen peoples
b : a language of this group
kar-ma \'kar-ma, *k3r-\ n, often cap [Skt karman (nom. karma),
ht.. work] : the force generated by a person's actions held in

Hinduism and Buddhism to perpetuate transmigration and in its

ethical consequences to determine his destiny in his next existence
— kar>mic \-mik\ adj, ojten cap
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ka>ro55 \ka-'ras\ n [Afrlk karos'] ; a simple garment or rug of
skins used asp. by native tribesmen of southern Africa

kar.roo or ka-roo \k3-'ru\ n [Afrik karol : a dry tableland of
southern Africa

kary- or karyo- also cary- or caryo- comb form [NL. fr. Gk
karyon nut — more at careen] 1 ; nucleus of a cell <A;ar3'okinesis>
2 : nut : kerne! (caz-j-opsis)

karyo.ki_.ne.siS \.kar-e-o-k3-'ne-sss, -(.^kTA n [NL, fr. kary- +
Gk kinesis motion — more at kinesiology] 1 : the nuclear
phenomena characteristic of mitosis 2 : the whole process of
mitosis — karyo.Ki.net.ic \-'net-ik\ adj

kaiy.Ql.o.gy \,kar-e-'al-3-je\ n [ISV] : a branch of cytology that
deals with the minute anatomy of cell nuclei and esp. the nature
and structure of chromosomes
karyclymph \'kar-e-o-,lim(p)f\ n [ISV] : the clear homogeneous
ground substance of a cell nucleus

karyo.plasm \-.pla2-3m\ n [ISV] : nucleoplasm 1 — karyo-plas-
mlc \,kar-e-o-'plaz-mik\ adj
karyo-some \'kar-e-3-.som\ n [ISV] ; a central body of a vesicular
nucleus; esp : one that is a nucleolar mass of heterochromatin
kaxyo.sys.tem.at.ics \,kar-e-5-,sis-t3-'mat-iks\ n pi but sing in
constr ; a branch of systematics that seeks to determine natural
relationships by the study of karyotypes

karyo.type \'kar-e-a-.tTp\ n [ISV] : the sum of the specific char-
acteristics of a cell nucleus including chromosome number, form,
size, and points of spindle attachment — karyo.typ>ic \,kar-e-3-
'iip-ik\ or karyO'typ.i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj
Kasbah var oj casbah
Kash.mir goat \,kash-,mi(a)r-, ,kazh-\ n [Kashmir, region in
India] : an Indian goat raised esp. for its undercoat of fine soft
wool that constitutes the cashmere wool of commerce
Kash.miri \kash-'mi(3)r-e, kazh-\ n, pi Kashmiris or Kashmiri
1 ; a native or inhabitant of Kashmir 2 : the Indie language of
Kashmir

kash.nith or kash.rut \ka-'shrijtCh)\ n [Heb kashruth, ht., fit-

ness] 1 : the state of being kosher 2 ; the Jewish dietary laws
Ka.SllU.bi.au \k3-'shU-be-3n\ n iKashube (a member of a Slavic
people) ] : a West Slavic language spoken in the region of Danzig
Ka.tha.re-vu.sa \,kath-a-'rev-a-,sa\ n [NGk kaihareuousa, fr.

Gk, fem. of kathareuon, prp. of kathareuein to be pure, fr. katharos
pure] : modern Greek conforming to classic Greek usage

katharsis var oj catharsis
ka.ty.did \'kat-e-,did\ n timit.] : any of several large green
American long-homed grasshoppers having stridulating organs
on the fore wings of the males that produce a loud shrill sound

kat.Zen.jam.mer \"kat-s3n-.jam-3r\ n (G. fr. katzen cats -¥ jammer
distress] 1 : hangover 2 : distress, depression 3 ; a discordant
clamor

kau>ri \'kauC3>r-e\ n [Maori kawri'\ 1 ; any of various trees
(genus Agathis) of the pine family; esp : a tall timber tree {A.
auslralis) of New Zealand having fine white straight-grained wood
2 : a light-colored to brown resin from the kauri tree found as a
fossil in the ground or collected from living trees and used esp.
in varnishes and linoleum
ka.va \'kav-3\ n [Tongan & Marquesan. ht., bitter] 1 : an Australa-
sian shrubby pepper {Piper methysticum) from whose crushed root
an intoxicating beverage is made 2 : the beverage made from kava

kay \'ka_\ n % the letter k
Kay Vka\ n ; a boastful malicious knight of the Round Table who
is foster brother and seneschal of King Arthur
kay.ak \'kT-,ak\ n [Esk qajagl 1 : a decked-in Eskimo skin canoe
propelled by a double-bladed paddle
2 : a canvas-covered portable canoe
used widely in the U.S. — kay>ak>er
\-,ak-ar\ n
ikayo \ka-'o, 'ka-(,)6\ n [pronuncla- kayak 1
tion of KO^ abbr.] : knockout
skayo vt Ray-oed; kayo'ing : to knock out
ka.zoo \k3-'zU\ n [imit.] ; a toy musical instrument consisting of a
tube with a membrane sealing one end and a side hole into which
one sings or hums
kea \'ke-3\ n [Maori] : a large predominantly green New Zealand
parrot (Nestor notabilis) that is normally insectivorous but some-
times destroys sheep by slashing the back to feed on the kidney fat

ke.bab or ke-bob \'ka-,bab, ks-'\ var oj kabob
keb.buck or keb-bock \'keb-3k\ n [ME (Sc dial.) cabok, fr.

ScGael ceapag] dial Brit % a whole cheese
Ke.Chu.ma.ran \,kech-a-ma-'ran, ka-.chii-N n [Kechua (Quechua)

-I- Xymaranl ; a language stock comprising Aymara and Quechua
ikedge \'kej\ vt [ME caggenl : to move (a ship) by means of a
line attached to a kedge dropped at the distance and in the direction
desired
2kedge n : a small anchor used esp. In kedging
ikeek \'kek\ vi [ME kiken'\ chiejly Scot : PEEP, LOOK
2keek n, chiejly Scot : peep, look
ikeel \'ke(3)l\ vb [ME kelen, fr. OE celan, fr. cdl cool] chiejly dial

: cool
2keel n [ME kele, fr. MD kiel; akin to OE ceol ship, cot small
house — more at cot] 1 a : a flat-bottomed ship; esp : a barge
used on the Tyne to carry coal b : a barge load of coal 2 : a
British unit of weight for coal equal to 21.2 long tons

skeel n [ME kele, fr. ON kjiilr: akin to OE ceole throat, beak of a
ship — more at glutton] 1 a : a longitudinal timber or plate
extending along the center of the bottom of a ship and often pro-
jecting from the bottom b ; ship c : the assembly of members at
the bottom of the hull of a semirigid or rigid airship 2 ; a pro-
jection suggesting a keel; specij : carina
*ke8l vt ; to cause to turn over -^ vi 1 : to turn over 2 : to fall

in or as if in a faint — usu. used with over
skeel n [ME (Sc dial.) keyle^ 1 chiejly dial : ruddle 2 : a colored
marking crayon used by engineers and surveyors

keel'boat \'ke(a)l-,bot\ n ; a shallow covered riverboat with a
keel that is usu. rowed, poled, or lowed and used for freight —
keel.boat.man \-m3n\ n

keel.haul \-,h61\ vt [D kielhalen, fr. kiel keel -I- halen to haul]
1 : to haul under the keel of a ship as punishment or torture
2 : to rebuke severely

keel.son XTcel-ssn, 'ke(a)l-\ n tprob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw
kblsvin keelson] : a longitudinal structure running above and
fastened to the keel of a ship in order to stiffen and strengthen its
framework
ikeen \'ken\ adj [ME kene brave, sharp, fr. OE cene brave; akin
to OHG kuoni brave, OE cnawan to know — more at know]
1 a : having a fine edge or point : sharp <a ~ sword) to : affecting
one as if by cutting (--^ sarcasm) c ; pungent to the sense <a '^
scent) 2 a : showing a quick and ardent responsiveness : en-
thusiastic <a -- swimmer) b oj emotion or feeling : intense
3 a : acute, astltte ('^ mind) b : sharply contested <~ debate)
C : extremely sensitive in perception <^ eyesight) 4 slang : won-
derful, excellent syn see eager, sharp — keen-ly adv — keen-
ness \'ken-n3s\ n
2keen vb [IrGael caoinim I lament] vi la: to lament with a keen
b : to make a sound suggestive of a keen 2 : to lament, mourn,
or complain loudly '^ vt i to utter by keening — keen.er n
3keen /i : a lamentation for the dead uttered in a loud wailing voice
or sometimes in a wordless cry
ikeep \*kep\ vb kept \'kept\ Keep.ing [ME kepen, fr. OE cepan;
akin to OHG chapjen to look] vt 1 : observe, fulfill: as a : to
be faithful to <'-- a promise) b : to act fittingly in relation to
<'^ the Sabbath) c : to conform to in habits or conduct i~ late
hours) d : to stay in accord with (a beat) (-^ time) 2 : preserve,
MAINTAIN: as a ; to waich over and defend <"- us from harm)
b (1 1 : to take care of :teno (^ a garden) (2) : support ('^ a wife)
(3) : to maintain in a good, fitting, or orderly condition <~ house)
<'^5 his car up) c ; to continue to maintain <'-' silence) d (1) : to
cause to remain in a given place, situation, or condition (-^ him
waiting) (2) : to preserve (food) in an unspoiled condition
e : to have or maintain in one's service or at one's disposal <--' a
cook) <'--' a mistress) <'^ a horse); also : to lodge or feed for pay
(•^ boarders) f (1) : to maintain a record in <^ books) (2) : to
enter in a book <^^ records) g : to have customarily in stock for
sale 3 a : to restrain from departure or removal : detain <'^
children in after school) b : to hold back <'^ him from going)
ikept him back with difficulty) ikept her feelings in) c : save,
reserve <^ some for later) {kept some out for a friend) d : to
refrain from revealing <~ a secret) 4 a : to retain in one's posses-
sion or power {kept the money he found) b ; wfthhold {kept the
news back) c : to have in control i--^ your temper) 5 : to confine
oneself to {^s her room) 6 a : to stay or continue in ('^ the
path) <'^ your seat) b : to stay or remain on or in against op-
position : hold <'^ the field under fire) 7 ; to carry on ; con-
duct, manage <'^ a tearoom) 8 : to associate with (company)
~ vi 1 chiejly Brit ; live, lodge 2 a : to maintain a course, direc-
tion, or progress <— right) b : to continue usu. without interrup-
tion (--^ talking) i^ on smiling) c : to persist in a practice {kept
bothering them) ikept on smoking in spite of warnings) 3 : stay,
remain <'-^ out of the way) <'>' off the grass): as a : to stay even
<try to '--' with the faster boys) (-^ up with the Joneses) b ; to
remain in good condition (meat will '-- in the freezer) c : to re-

main undivulged (the secret would '^) d ; to call for no imme-
diate action (the matter will — until morning) 4 : abstain, re-
frain (can't '-- from talking) 5 : to be in session (school '^s
five days a week)
syn keep, retain, detain, withhold, reserve mean not to let

go from one's possession or control, keep implies nothing more
than this; retain suggests continued keeping esp. against a threat
to seize; detain suggests a delay in letting go; wtthhold suggests
delay or refusal to let go or give often for good reason; reserve
stresses a keeping for anticipated future need
syn keep, observe, celebrate, commemorate mean to notice or
honor a day, occasion, or deed, keep stresses the idea of not neglect-
ing or violating; observe implies punctilious performing of re-

quired acts or ceremonies; celebrate suggests acknowledging an
occasion by festivity or indulgence; commemorate implies ob-
servances that call to mind the day or event to be celebrated
— keep an eye on : watch — keep at ; to persist in doing or
concerning oneself with — keep company : to go together as
frequent companions or in courtship — Keep one's hand in : to

keep in pracUce — keep pace : keep vi 3a — keep step : to keep
in step — keep to 1 a : to stay in b : to limit oneself to 2 : to
abide by ~ keep to oneselJ 1 : to keep secret 2 : to remain
solitary or apart from other people

2keep n 1 a archaic : custody, charge b ; maintenance 2 ; one
that keeps or protects: as a : fortress, castle; specij : the strongest
and securest part of a medieval castle b : keeper C : prison,
jail 3 : the means or provisions by which one is kept 4 : a
football play in which the quarterback keeps the ball and runs with
it — lor keeps 1 a : with the provision that one keep what he has
won b : with deadly seriousness 2 : permanently 3 ; with the

result of ending the matter
keep back vi : to refrain from approaching or advancing near
something

keep down vt 1 : to keep in control {keep expenses down) 2 ; to
prevent from growing, advancing, or succeeding (can't keep a good
man down)

keep.er \'ke-p3r\ n i : one that keeps: as a : protector b : game-
keeper c : WARDEN d : custodian e : curator 2 : any of

various devices to keep something in position 3 : one fit or suit-

able for keeping
keep.ing n 1 : the act of one that keeps: as a : custody, main-
tenance b : observance c : a reserving or preserving for future

use 2 a : the means by which something is kept : support,
provision b : the state of being kept or the condition in which
something is kept 3 : conformtty, harmony (in ^ with good
taste) (out of ~)

keep oft vt 1 ; to keep away 2 : to ward off : avert ^ vi : to keep
back

keep.sake \'kep-,sak\ n Vkeep + -sake (as in namesake)^ ; some-
thing kept or given to be kept as a memento

keep up vt : to persist or persevere in (Jcept it up for a week); also

: maintain, sustain Ikeep standards up") — vj 1 ; to keep adequately
informed {keep up on international relations) 2 : to continue
without interruption (rain kept up all night)

keet \'ket\ n [imit.] : guinea fowl
kef \'kef, 'kaf\ n [Ar kej pleasure] 1 : a state of dreamy tran-

quillity 2 : a smoking material (as Indian hemp) that produces kef

{
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Ke>fir \ke-*fi(a)r\ n [Russ] : a slightly effervescent acidulous bever-
age made of fermented cow's milk

keg \'keg, 'kag, 'kag\ n [ME hag, of Scand origin; akin to ON
kaggi keg] 1 : a small cask or barrel having a capacity of 30
gallons or less 2 : the contents of a keg

keg-ler \'keg-iar. 'ka-gl3r\ n [G] : ibowler
Ke.loid \'ke-.16id\ n [F kiloide. fr. Gk chele claw] : a thick scar
resulting from excessive growth of fibrous tissue — ke>loi<dal
\ke-'16id-^l\ adj

kelp \'kelp\ n [ME cu/p] la: any of various large brown sea-
weeds (orders Laminariales and Fucales) b : a mass of large
seaweeds 2 : the ashes of seaweed used esp. as a source of iodine
Jkel.pie \'kel-pe\ n [prob. of Celt origin; akin to ScGael caiFpeach
colt] : a water sprite held esp. in Scottish folklore to deUght in or
bring about the drowning of travelers

2kelpie n [Kelpie, a dog of this breed] ; an Australian sheep dog of
a breed developed by crossing the dingo with various British
sheep dogs
Kelt \*kelt\ Kelt.ic \'kel-tik\ var of celt, Celtic
Kel.Vin \'kel-van\ adj [William Thomson, Lord Kelvin tl907 Brit
physicist] : relating to, conforming to, or having a thermometric
scale on which the unit of measurement equals the centigrade
degree and according to which absolute zero is 0°, the equivalent
of -273-16°C
kemp \'kemp\ n [ME kempe, fr. OE cempa; akin to OHG kempho
warrior] dial Brit : champion
iken \'ken\ vb kenned; ken-ning [ME kennen, fr. OE cennan to
make known & ON kenna to perceive; both akia to OE can know
— more at can] vt 1 archaic : see 2 chiefly dial : recognize
3 chiejly Scot ; know -^ vi. chiejly Scot : know

2ken n 1 a : the range of vision b : siokt, view 2 : the range of
perception, understanding, or knowledge
ke.nal \k3-'naf\ n [Per] : an East Indian hibiscus (Hibiscus can-
nabinus) widely cultivated for its fiber; also ; the fiber used esp.
for cordage
Ken.dal green \,ken-d=l-\ n [ME. fr. Kendal, England] : a green
woolen cloth resembling homespun or tv/eed
iken.nel \'ken-'l\ n [ME kenel, deriv. of (assumed) VL canile,
fr. L canis dog — more at hound] 1 a : a shelter for a dog b ; an
establishment for the breeding or boarding of dogs 2 : a pack of

or as if in a kennel
akennel n [alter of cancel (gutter)] : a gutter in a street

Ken-neMy-Heav-i-side layer \,ken--^i-e-,hev-e-.sTd-\ n [Arthur
Kennelly tl939 Am engineer and Ohver Heaviside tI925 E
physicist] : ionosphere
lken>ning \'ken-io\ n. chiejly Scot : a perceptible but small amount
2kenning n [ON, fr. kenna-[ : a metaphorical compound word or
phrase used esp. in Old English and Old Norse poetry
Ken.ny method \'ken-e-.\ n [Elizabeth Kenny tl952 Australian
nurse] : a method of treating poliomyelitis consisting basically of
application of hot fomentations and reeducation — called also
Kenny treatment \,ken e-'\

ke*no \*ke-(,)no\ n [F quine, set of five winning numbers in a
lottery] : a game resembling lotto

ken.speck-le \'ken-,spek-3l\ adj [prob. of Scand origin; akin to
Norw kjennspak quick to recognize] chiejly Scot t conspicuous

kent>ledge \'kent-lij\ n [origin unknown] : pig iron or scrap metal
used as ballast

Ken.tucky coffee tree \k3n-,t3k-e-\ n {Kentucky, state of the
U.S.] : a tall No. American leguminous tree {Gymnocladus dioicd)
with bipinnate leaves and large woody brown pods whose seeds
have been used as a substitute for coffee

ke>pi \'ka-pe, 'kep-e\ n [F kepi^ : a military cap with a round flat
top sloping toward the front and a visor

kerat- or kerato— see cerat-
ker>a>tin \'ker-3t-'n\ n [ISV] ; any of various sulfur-containing
fibrous proteins that form the chemical basis of homy epidermal
tissues — ke*ra'tl-nous Xka-'rat-'^n-ss, ,ker-a-'tT-n3s\ adj

ker-a.to.sis \.ker-3-'to-s3s\ n [NL] : an area of skin marked by
overgrowth of horny tissue — ker>a*tot*ic \-'tat-ik\ adj

kerb \'karb\ n, Brit : curb 5

ker.chief X'kar-chaf, -.chef\ n. pi kerchiefs \-ch3fs\ also ker-
Chieves \-,chevz\ [ME courchej, fr. OF cuevrechiej, fr. covrir to
cover + chiej head — more at chief] 1 : a square of cloth used by
women as a head covering or worn as a scarf around the neck
2 : handkerchief 1

kerf \'k3rf\ n [ME. fr. OE cyrj action of cutting; akin to OE
ceorjan to carve ~ more at carve] 1 : a slit or notch made by a
saw or cutting torch 2 : the width of cut made by a saw or cutting
torch
Ker.man Xkar-'man. ke(a)r-\ var oj kirman
ker^mes \'kar-mez\ n [F kermes, fr. Ar qirmiz'] : the dried bodies of
the females of various scale insects (genus Kermes) that are found
on a Mediterranean oak {Quercus coccinea) and constitute a red
dyestuff

ker-mis \'k3r-m3s\ or ker.mess X'ksr-mas, C,)k3r-'mes\ n [D
kermis] 1 : an outdoor festival of the Low Countries 2 : a fair
held usu, for charitable purposes
Ikern or kerne V'kam, 'ke(3)rn\ n [ME kerne, fr. Mir celhern band
of soldiers] 1 ; a light-armed foot soldier of medieval Ireland or
Scotland 2 : boor 3a
2kern \'karn\ n [F come corner, fr. L cardin-, cardo hinge — more
at CARDINAL] : a part of the face of a type-cast letter that projects
beyond the body
3kern vt 1 : to form with a kern 2 : to smooth (type) about the
kern «- vi : to become kemed

ker.nel \'k3m-=l\ n [ME. fr. OE cymel, dim. of corn] 1 chiejly dial
; a fruit seed 2 : the inner softer part of a seed, fruit stone, or nut
3 : a whole seed of a cereal 4 : a central or essential part

kern-ite X'ksr- nTt\ n IKern cc. Calif.] : a mineral NazB407.4H20
that consists of a hydrous sodium borate and is an important source
of borax

ker.o.gen \'ker-3-j3n\ n [Gk keros wax -f- E -gen — more at ceru-
men] : bituminous material occurring in shale and yielding oil when
heated
ker.o.sine or ker-o.sene \'ker-a-,sen, ,ker-s-', 'kar-, .kar-\ n [Gk
keros + E -ene (as in camphene) ] : a flammable hydrocarbon oil

ketch

bivalent radical —

npounds acetoacetic acid.

usu. obtained by distilladon of petroleum and used for a fuel and as
a solvent

ker-ria \'ker-e-3\ n [NL. genus name, fr. WilUam Kerr tl8I4 E
gardener] : any of a genus {Kerria) of Chinese shrubs of the rose
family with solitary yellow often double flowers

ker-ry \'ker-e\ n. often cap [County Kerry, Ireland] : any of an
Irish breed of small hardy long-lived black dairy cattle
Kerry blue terrier n : any of an Irish breed of medium-sized terriers
with a long head, deep chest, and silky bluish coat

kei-sey \"k3r-ze\ n [ME. fr. Kersey, England] 1 a : a coarse ribbed
woolen cloth for hose and work clothes b : a heavy wool or wool
and cotton fabric used esp. for uniforms and coats 2 : a garment of
kersey
ker.sey.mere \-ze-,mi(a)r\ n [alter, of cassimere] : a fine woolen
fabric with a close nap made in fancy twill weaves
ke.ryg.ma \ka-'rig-m3\ n [Gk kerygma. fr. keryssein to proclaim]

: the apostolic preaching that Jesus is the Christ — ker>yg<inat>ic
\,kei-ig-'mat-ik\ adj

keS'trel \'kes-tr3l\ n [ME castrel, fr. MF crecerelle] : a small
European falcon (Falco tinnunculus) that is noted for its habit of
hovering in the air against a wind and is about a foot long, bluish
gray above in the male, and reddish brown in the female; broadly
: any of various small Old World falcons

ket- or keto- comb form [ISV] : ketone <ketosis>
ketch \'kech\ n [ME cache] : a fore-and-aft rigged ship similar to £

yawl but """ - - - - -
the mi;
forward

ketch.up var of catsup
ke.tene \'ke-.ten\ n [ISV] : a color-
less poisonous gas CaHaO of pene-
trating odor made by pyrolysis of ace-
tic acid or acetone and used esp. as an
acetylating agent

ke-tO \'ket(,)6\ adj [ket-] : of or re-
lating to a ketone; also : containing a
ketone group
ke.to.gen-e-sis \,ket-o-'jen-3-s3s\ n
[NL] : the production of ketone
bodies (as in diabetes) — ke*to-
gen^ic \-'jen-ik\ adj

ke.tol \"ke-.t61, ,t61\ n [ISV] : a
compound that is both a ketone and
an alcohol

ke.tene \'ke-,ton\ n [G keton] : an
organic compound with a carbonyl
group attached to two carbon atoms
ke.ton*ic \ke-'[an-ik\ adj

ketone body n : any of the three co.
acetone, and beta-hydroxybutyric acid found in the blood and
urine in abnormal amounts in conditions of impaired metabolism

ke*tose \'ke-,tos, -,toz\ n [ISV] : a sugar (as fructose) containing
one ketone group per molecule

ke>to-siS \ke-'to-s3s\ n [NL] : an abnormal increase of ketone
bodies in the body — ke»tot'iG \-'tat-ik\ adj

ke>to.ste.roid \,ket-o-'ster-,6id, -'sti(a)r-\ n [ISV] : a steroid con-
taining a ketone group

ket-tle \'ket-=!\ n [ME ketel, fr. ON ketill: akin to OE cietel ketile;

both fr. a prehistoric Gmc word borrowed fr. L catillus. dim. of
catinus bowl] 1 : a metallic vessel for boiling liquids; esp ' tea-
kettle 2 obs : kettledrum 3 a ; pothole b : a steep-sided hol-
low without surface drainage esp. in a deposit of glacial drift

ket-tlcdriim \-,dram\ n : a percussion instrument that consists of a
hollow brass or copper hemisphere with a parchment head whose
controllable tension determines the pitch

kettle of fish \see kettleX l : a bad state of affairs ; mess
2 : something to be considered or reckoned with : matter

EeW'Ple \'kyU-pe\ trademark — used for a small chubby doll with a
topknot of hair
ikey \'ke\ n [ME. fr. OE cxg: akin to MLG
keige spear] 1 a : a usu. metal instrument by
which the bolt of a lock is turned b : any of
various devices having the form or function of
such a key 2 : a means of gaining or pre-
venting entrance, possession, or control
3 a : something that gives an explanation or
provides a solution b : a list of words or
phrases giving an explanation of symbols or
abbreviations c ; an arrangement of the salient characters of a
group of plants or animals or of taxa designed to facilitate identi-

fication d : a map legend 4 a (1) : cotter pin (2) : cotter
bra keystone in an arch c : a wedge used to make a dovetail joint

d : a small parallel-sided piece that fits into a groove and prevents
relative motion between rotating parts; also : a wedge for drawing
or holding parts together 5 a : one of the levers of a keyboard
musical instrument that actuates the mechanism and produces the
tones b ; a lever that controls a vent in the side of a woodwind in-

strument or a valve in a brass instrument c : a depressible digital
that serves as one unit of a keyboard and that works usu. by lever
action to set in motion a character or an escapement (as in some
typesetting machines) 6 : samara 7 : a leading individual or
principle 8 : a system of seven tones based on their relationship to
a tonic; specif : the tonality of a scale 9 a : characteristic style or
tone : strain b : the tone or pitch of a voice c : the predominant
tone of a photograph with respect to its lightness or darkness
10 : a decoration or charm resembling a key 11 : a small switch
for opening or closing an electric circuit

2key vt 1 : to lock with a key: as a : to secure (as a pulley on a
shaft) by a key b : to finish off (an arch) by inserting a keystone
2 : to regulate the musical pitch of 3, : to make conformable
; attune 4 : to identify (a biological specimen) by a key 5 : to
insert in (an advertisement) matter intended to identify answers
6 : to make nervous or tense— usu. used with up ^ vi\ to use a key

3key adj : of basic importance ; fundamental
*key n [Sp cayo. fr, Lucayo] : a low island or reef; specif : one of the
coral islets off the southern coast of Florida
Ikey.board \'ke-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n 1 a : a bank of keys on a
musical instrument b : manual c : a set of manuals 2 : an
assemblage of systematically arranged keys by which a machine is

operated 3 : a board on which keys for locks are hung
^keyboard vi ; to operate a keyboard typesetting machine '^ vr : to

keys la
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set by means of a keyboard typesetting machine — key-board-er n
keyed \'ked\ adj 1 ; furnished with keys 2 : reinforced by a key or
keystone 3 : set to a key 4 : adjusted, attuned
ikey-hole \'ke-,h61\ n l : a hole for receiving a key 2 ; the free*
throw area in basketball

zkeyhole adj l ; revealingly intimate 2 : intent on revealing In-
timate details

Keynes>ian \'kan-ze-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
John M. Keynes or his economic theories and programs — Keynes-
ian n — Eeynes*ian>ism \-3-,niz-3m\ n
ikey>note \'ke-,not\ n l : the first and harmonically fundamental
tone of a scale 2 ; the fundamental or central fact, idea, or mood
^keynote vr 1 : to set the keynote of 2 : to dehver the keynote
address at — key*not'er n

keynote address n : an address designed to present the issues of
primary interest to an assembly and often to arouse unity and
enthusiasm — called also keynote speech
key signature n : the sharps or flats placed after a clef in music to
indicate the key
key-stone \'ke-,ston\ n 1 : the wedge-shaped piece at the crown of
an arch that locks the other pieces in place 2 : something on
which associated things depend for support
key.way \'ke-,wa\ n 1 ; a groove or channel for a key 2 : the
aperture for the key in a lock having a flat metal key
key word n : a word that is a key; specij ; a word exempUfying the
meaning or value of a letter or symbol

khad>dar \'kad-3r\ or klia.di \'kad-e\ n [Hindi khddar, khddll
; homespun cotton cloth of India

kha-ki \'kak-e. *kak-\ n [Hindi khaki dusl-colored, fr. khak dust.
fr. Per] 1 a : a khaki-colored cloth made usu. of cotton or wool
and used esp. for miUtary uniforms h ; a garment of this cloth;
asp ; a military uniform 2 ; a light yellowish brown
Khaki Camp.bell \,kak-e-'kam-(b)al, ,kak-\ n [Adale Campbell,
19th cent. Brit duck breeder] : any of an English breed of small
brownish upright ducks noted for their extensive production of
large white eggs
Ehal-kha \'kal-ka\ n l ; a member of a Mongol people of Outer
Mongolia 2 : the language of the Khalkha people used as the
official language of the Mongolian People's Republic

kham*sin \kam-'sen\ n [Ar rih al-khamsin the wind of the fifty

(days between Easter and Pentecost)] ; a hot southerly Egyptian
wind coming from the Sahara
ikhan \'k"an, 'kan\ n [ME caan, fr. MF, of Turkic origin; akin to
Turk han prince] 1 : a medieval sovereign of China and ruler over
the Turkish, Tatar, and Mongol tribes 2 : a local chieftainor man
of rank in some countries of central Asia — khan>ate \-,at\ n
2klian n [Ar /c/wn] : a caravansary or rest house in some Asian
countries
khC'dive \k3-'dev\ n [F khedive, fr. Turk Airf/v] : a ruler of Egypt
from 1S67 to 1914 governing as a viceroy of the suttan of Turkey
— klie*div>ial \-'de-ve 5l\ or khe.div.al \-'de-v3l\ adj
Khmer \ks-'meC9)r\ n, pi Khmer or Khmers 1 a : an aboriginal
people of Cambodia h : a member of this people 2 : the Mon=
Khmer language of the Khmer people — Khmer>ian \-'mer-e-an\
adj
Kho-war \'ko-,war\ n : a Dard language of northwest Pakistan
ki*ang \ke-'ao\ n [Tibetan rkyah} : an Asiatic wild ass {Equus
hemionus) usu. with reddish back and sides and white underparts,
muzzle, and legs
kiaugh \'kyak\ n [prob. fr. ScGael cablmgl Scot : trouble,
ANXIETY

kil)>butz \kib-'uts, -'uts\ n, pi kib>but>zim \-,ut-'sem, -.iit-\

[NHeb qihbus'] : a collective farm or settlement in Israel

kibe \'kTb\ n [ME] : an ulcerated chilblain esp. on the heel
ki-bitz \'kib-3ts, ka-'bits\ vi [Yiddish kibitsen, fr. G kiebitzen, fr.

kiebitz, lit., pewit] : to act as a kibitzer

ki-bitz*er Vkib-at-ssr, k3-'bit-\ n : one who looks on and often
offers unwanted advice or comment esp. at a card game

ki>hosIl \'kT-,bash, kl-'; kib-'ash\ n [origin unknown] : something
that serves as a check or stop (put the ^ on> — kibosh vt

ikick \'kik\ vb [ME kiken} vi 1 a : to strike out with the foot or feet

b : to make a kick in football 2 : to show opposition, resentment,
or discontent 3 oj a firearm : to recoil when fired 4 : to go from
one place to another as circumstance or whim dictates ~ vr

1 a : to strike, thrust, or hit with the foot b : to strike suddenly and
forcefully as if with the foot 2 : to score by kicking a ball 3 slang
: to free oneself of (a drug habit) syn see object — kick-er n —
kick over the traces : to cast off restraint, authority, or control— kick the bucket slang ; die — kick up one's heels 1 : to show
sudden delight 2 : to have a lively time — kick upstairs : to pro-
mote to a higher but less desirable position
2kick n 1 a : a blow or sudden forceful thrust with the foot; specij

: a sudden propelling of a ball with the foot b ; the power to kick
C : a rhythmic motion of the legs used in swimming d : a burst of
speed in racing 2 ; a sudden forceful jolt or thrust suggesting a
kick; specij : the recoil of a gun 3 a : a feeling or expression of
opposition or objection b ; the grounds for objection 4 a : a
strongly stimulating effect b ; a feeling of pleasure : thrill
Cpl, slang : FUN d slang : SPREE 5 : a sudden and striking surprise,
revelation, or turn of events

kick around vt l : to treat in an inconsiderate or high-handed
fashion 2 slang : to consider, examine, or discuss from various
angles

klck'back \'kik-,bak\ n l : a sharp violent reaction 2 ; a return
of a part of a sura received often because of confidential agreement

kick in vt, slang : contribute '^ vi 1 slang ; die 2 slang : to make
a contribution

kick off VI 1 ; to start or resume play in football by a place-kick
2 : to begin proceedings 3 slang : die '^ vt zto mark the beginning
of

kick'Off \'kik-,6f\ n 1 : a kick that puts the ball Into play In a
football or soccer game 2 ; commencement

kick out vt : to dismiss or eject forcefully or summarily
kick'Shaw \'kik-,sh6\ n [by folk etymology fr. F quelque chose
something] 1 : a fancy dish : delicacy 2 t bauble, gewgaw

kick turn n ; a standing half turn in skiing made by swinging one ski

high with a ferk and planting tt In the desired direction and then
lifting the other ski into a parallel position

kick>up \'kik-,3p\ n : a noisy quarrel ; row
kick up vr l ; to cause to rise upward 2 : provoke *« vi : to give
evidence of disorder
ikid \'kid\ n [ME kide, of Scand origin; akin to ON kith kid]
1 a ; a young goat b : a young individual of various related animals
2a; the flesh, fur, or skin of a kid b ; something made of kid
3 ; child, youngster — kid-dish \'kid-ish\ adj

2kid VI kid-ded; kid-ding : to bring forth yoimg — used of a goat or
an antelope

Skid vb kid-ded; kid*ding [prob. fr. ^kidl vt 1 ; to deceive as a joke
; fool 2 ; to make fun of ; tease — vi ; to engage in good-
humored fooUng or teasing : joke — kid-der n
Kid.der.min-Ster \'kid-3r-,min(t)-star\ n [Kidderminster, Eng-
land] : an ingrain carpet
kid-dush \'kid-,ush, kid-'iish\ n [Heb qiddush sanctification] : a
Jewish ceremony that proclaims the hohness of the incoming Sab-
bath or festival and consists of a benediction pronounced cus-
tomarily before the evening meal

kid glove n : a dress glove made of or as if of kidskin — kid-
gloved \'kid-*gl3vd\ adj — with kid gloves : with special con-
sideration

kid-nap \'kid-,nap\ vt kid-napped or kid-naped \-,napt\
kid-nap-ping or kid*nap-ing [prob. back-formation fr. kidnap-
per, fr. kid + obs. napper (thief)] : to seize and detain or carry
away by unlawful force or fraud and often with a demand for ran-
som — kid-nap-per or kid-nap-er n

kid-ney \'kid-ne\ n [ME] 1 a : one of a pair of vertebrate organs
situated in the body cavity near the spinal column that excrete
waste products of metabolism, in man are bean-shaped organs
about 4}.^ inches long lying behind the peritoneum in a mass of
fatty tissue, and consist chiefly of nephrons by which urine is

secreted, collected, and discharged into a main cavity whence it is

conveyed by the ureter to the bladder b ; any of various excretory
organs of invertebrate animals 2 : the kidney of an animal eaten
as food by man 3 a : temperament, DisposrriON b : kind, sort
kidney bean n ; a bean {Phaseolus vulgaris) grown esp. for its

nutritious seeds; esp ; a rather large dark red bean
kid-skin \'kid-,skin\ n ; the skin of a young goat used in making
leather goods

kier \'ki(3)r\ n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON ker tub] : a
large metal vat in which fibers, yams, and fabrics are boiled,
bleached, or dyed
kie-sel-guhr or kie-sel-giur \'ke-z3l-,gu(s)r\ n [G kieselgur'} : loose
or porous diatomite

kie-ser-ite \'ke-z3-.rTt\ n [G kieserit, fr. Dietrich Kieser tl862 G
physician] : a mineral M^O^HzO that is a white hydrous mag-
nesium sulfate

kit \'kif. 'kTf\ var of kef
kil-der-kin \'kil-dar-k9n\ n [ME, fr. MD kindekijn, fr. ML quintale
quintal] 1 : cask 2 I an EngUsh unit of capacity equal to H
barrel
ikiU \'kU\ vb [ME killen-\ vt 1 a : to deprive of life b (1) : to
slaughter (as a hog) for food (2) : to convert a food animal into
(as pork) by slaughtering 2 a : to put an end to <-^ competition)
b ; defeat, veto c ; to mark for omission 3 a : to destroy the vital

or essential quality of b : to cause to stop (-^ the motor) c : to
check the flow of current through 4 : to cause to elapse ('^ time)
5 a : to cause extreme pain to b : to tire almost to the point of
collapse 6 : to hit (a ball) so hard in a racket game that a return is

impossible 7 ; to consume (as a drink) totally '^ vi ; to deprive one
of life

syn kill, slay, murder, assassinate, dispatch, execute mean to
deprive of life, kill merely states the fact of death caused by an
agency in any manner; slay is a chiefly literary term implying de-
Uberateness and violence but not necessarily motive; murder
specifically implies stealth and motive and premeditation and there-

fore full moral responsibility; assassinate applies to deliberate

kilHng openly or secretly but for impersonal motives; dispatch
implies nothing beside speed and directness in putting to death;
execute applies to the carrying out of a sentence to death ,

2kiU n 1 : an act or instance of killing 2 : something killed: as
a (1) : an animal shot in a hunt (2) : animals killed in a hunt,
season, or particular period of time b : an enemy airplane, sub-
marine, or ship destroyed by military action c ; a return shot in a
racket game that is too hard for an opponent to handle

Skill n, ojten cap [D /ci7] : channel, creek ~ used chiefly in place
names in Delaware and New York

kill-deer \'kil-,di(3)r\ n, pi killdeers or killdeer [imit.] : a plover
{Charadrius vocijerus syn. Oxyechus vocijerus) of temperate No.
America characterized by a plaintive penetrating cry

kill-er \'kil-3r\ n 1 : one that kills 2 : a fierce carnivorous gregari-

ous largely black whale {Orcinus orca syn. Orca orca) 20 to 30 feet

long
kU-lick \'kil-ik\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a small anchor 2 : an
anchor formed by a stone usu. enclosed by pieces of wood

kil-li-fish \'kil-e-.fish\ n [killie (killifish) + jishi 1 : any of numer-
ous small oviparous fishes (family Cyprinodontidae) much used as
bait and in mosquito control 2 : topminnow
ikill-ing \'kil-ir]\ " 1 ; the act of one that kills 2 : kill 2a 3 : a
sudden notable gain or profit

zkilling adj 1 : that kills or relates to killing 2 ; highly amusing
kUlooy \'kil-,j6i\ n : one who spoils the pleasure of others
ikiln \'kiln, 'kil\ n [ME kilne, fr. OE cyln, fr. L culina kitchen, fr.

coquere to cook — more at COOK] : an oven, furnace, or heated en-
closure used for processing a substance by burning, firing, or drying
2kllu vt : to burn, fire, or dry in a kiln

ki-lo \'ke-(,)lo, 'kil-(,)o\ n 1 : kilogram 2 : kilometer
kilo- comb form [F, modif . of Gk chilioi— more at mu^e] : thousand
<kiloton}

Kilo — a communications code word for the letter k
kilo-cal-o-rie \'kiI-3-,kaI-Ca-)re\ n [ISV] : calorie lb
kilo-cy-Cle \'kil-3-,sT-ksl\ n [ISV] : one thousand cycles; esp : one
thousand cycles per second

kllo-gram \'kil-3-,gram\ n [F kilogramme, fr. kilo- + gramme
gram] 1 : the basic metric unit of mass and weight equal to the mass

abut; '^ kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

i joke; I) slug; o flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; th thin; ^ this;

au out; Gh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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of a platinum-Iridiura cylinder kept at the International Bureau of
Weights and Measures near Paris and nearly equal to 1000 cubic
centimeters of water at the temperature of its maximum density —
see METRIC SYSTEM table 2 : a unit of force equal to the weight of a
kilogram under standard gravity

kilogram-meter n : the mks gravitational unit of work and energy
equal to the work done by a kilogram force acting through a dis-

tance of one meter in the direction of the force : about 7.235 foot-
pounds

kilo.li.ter \'kil-3-,let-ar\ n [F kilolitre. It. kilo- + litre liter] — see
METRIC SYSTEM table

ki<10>me-ter Xkil-'am-at-ar {not parallel with other metric-system
compounds), *kil-3-,met-\ n [F kilometre, fr. kilo- + mdtre meter]
— see METRIC SYSTEM table
kilo>par>sec \'kil-3-,par-,sek\ n : one thousand parsecs
kilo>ton \'kil-3-.t3n\ n 1 : one thousand tons 2 : an explosive
force equivalent to that of one thousand tons of TNT

kilO'Var \'kil-3-,var\ n Ikilovoh + ampere + reactive] : the part of
a kilovolt-ampere contributed by reactance

kllO'Volt \'kil-3-,volt\ n [ISV] : a unit of electromotive force equal
to one thousand volts

kllo>volt*age \-,v61-tij\ n : potential difference expressed in kilo-
volts

kilovolt-ampere n : a unit of apparent power in an electric circuit
equal to 1000 volt-amperes

kllO'Watt \'kil-a-,wat\ n [ISV] : a unit of power equal to 1000
watts

kllowatt-liour n : a unit of work or energy equal to that expended
by one kilowatt in one hour

ikilt \'kilt\ vb [ME kitten, of Scand origin; akin to ON kjalta fold
of a gathered skirt] vt 1 chiejly dial : to tuck up (as a skirt) 2 : to
equip with a kilt '— vi" : to move nimbly
2kiU n 1 : a knee-length pleated skirt usu. of tartan worn by men In
Scotland and by Scottish regiments in the British armies 2 : a
garment that resembles a Scottish kilt

kll>ter \'kU-tar\ n [origin unknown] ; proper condition : order
<out of ~>

ki>mo>no \k9-'mo-n3\ n [Jap, clothes] 1 : a loose robe with wide
sleeves and a broad sash traditionally worn as an outer garment by
the Japanese 2 ; a loose dressing gown worn chiefly by women
ikin \'kin\ n [ME, fr. OE cyn; akin to OHG cHunni race. L genus
birth, race, kind, Gk genos, L gignere to beget, Gk gignesthai to be
born] 1 : a group of persons of common ancestry : CLAN 2 a : one's
relatives : kindred b : kinsman 3 archaic : kinship

2kin adj : kindred, related
-kin \k3n\ also -kins \k3nz\ n suffix [ME, fr. MD -kin; akin to
OHG -chin, dim. suffix] : little <catfc//i> <babyfc/nj>

ki-nase \'kTn-,as, 'kin-, -,az\ n [ISV, fr. kinetic] ; a substance that
converts a zymogen into an enzyme
ikind \'kTnd\ n [ME kinde, fr. OE cynd; akin to OE cyn kin]
1 a archaic : nature bra natural grouping : species c archaic
: family, lineage 2 archaic : manner 3 : fundamental nature or
quality : essence 4 a ; a group united by common traits or in-

terests : category b : sort, type c : a doubtful or barely ad-
missible member of a category <a '^ of gray) 5 a : goods or com-
modities as distinguished from money b : the equivalent of what
has been offered or received syn see type
2kind adj 1 chiefly dial : affectionate : LOviNG 2 a : of a sympa-
thetic nature ; friendly b ; of a forbearing nature : gentle
C ; arising from or characterized by sympathy or forbearance <a --^

act) 3 : of a pleasant nature : agreeable
syn kind, kindly, benign, benignant mean showing a gentle,

considerate nature, kind and kindly both imply sympathy and
humaneness and interest in another's welfare, kind stressing a
disposition to be helpful <a kind heart) and kindly stressing more
the expression of a sympathetic nature or impulse <take a kindly
interest) benign and benignant stress mildness and mercifulness
and apply more often to gracious or patronizing acts or utterances
of a superior rather than an equal

kln.der-gar.ten X'kin-dar-.gart-'n, -,g'ard-\ n [G, fr. kinder
children + garten garden] : a school or class for children of the 4
to 6 age group

kin.der.gart.ner X-.gart-nar, -,gard-\ n 1 : a child attending
kindergarten 2 : a teacher at a kindergarten
kind<heart<ed \'kTnd-'hart-ad\ adj ; marked by a sympathetic
nature — kind>beart*ed*ly adv — kind<heart>ed'ness n
ikin.dle \'kin-d^l\ vb kin-dling \-(d)ho, -d'l-ioV [ME kindlen, fr.

ON kynda: akin to OHG cunresal fire] vt 1 : to start (a fire) burn-
ing : light 2 : to stir up : arouse 3 : to cause to glow : illu-
minate '—VI 1 : to catch fire 2 a : to flare up b : to become
animated 3 : to become illuminated — kin*dler \-{d)lar, -d'l-arN n
skindle vb [ME kindlen] vt : bear — used esp. of a rabbit — vi

; to bring forth young — used esp. of a rabbit

kind'less \'kTn-{d)l3s\ adj 1 obs : whuman 2 : disagreeable,
unsympathetic — kind'lesS'ly adv

kind.li.ness \'kTn-{d)le-n3s\ « 1 : the quality or state of being
kindly 2 : a kindly deed

kin>dllng \'kin-(d)IiQ, 'kin-l3n\ n ; easily combustible material for
starting a fire

ikind'ly \'kTn-(d11e\ adj 1 a obs : natural b archaic : lawful
2 : of an agreeable or beneficial nature : pleasant <'^ climate)
3 : of a sympathetic or generous nature ; friendly ('— men) syn
see kind

akindly adv i a : naturally b : readily 2 a : sympathetically
b : as a gesture of good will c : courteously, obligingly

kind>ness \'kTn(d)-n3s\ n l : a kind deed : favor 2 a : the
quality or state of being kind b archaic ; affection
kind of \.kTn-d3\ adv : to a moderate degree : somewhat
ikin.dred \'kin-dr3d\ n [ME, fr. kin -I- OE rxden condition, fr.

rxdan to advise, read] 1 a : a group of related individuals b : one's
relatives 2 archaic ; family relationship : kinship

akindied adj l : of a similar nature or character : ldcb 2 archaic
: of the same ancestry : related

kine \'kTn\ archaic pi of cow
kin.e.ma \'kin-3-ma\ Brit var of cinema
ki>ne*mat'ic \,kin-3-'mat-ik, ,kT-n3-\ adj : of or relating to kine-
matics — ki>ne>mat<i<cal \-i-k3l\ adj

ki*ne>mat>iCS \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr [F cinematique, fr.

Gk kinemat-, kinema motion — more at cinematograph] ; a branch

of dynamics that deals with aspects of motion apart from considera-
tions of mass and force _
ikin-e-SCOpe \'kin-3-,skop\ n [fr. Kinescope, a trademark] 1 ; a
cathode-ray tube having at one end a screen of luminescent ma-
terial on which are produced visible images 2 : a motion picture
made from a television kinescope image
^kinescope vt : to make a kinescope of
ki-ne-si-Ol-O-gy \k»-,ne-se-'al-a-je, C,)kl-, -ze-\ n [Gk kinesis
motion, fr. kinein to move; akin to L ciere to move — more at
right] : the study of the principles of mechanics and anatomy in
relation to human movement

-ki_>ne>SiS \ks-'ne-s3S, (,)kI-\ n conib form, pi -kl*ne*5es \-'ne-
,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk kinesis motion, fr. kinein to move — more at
hight] : division (karyokinesis}

kin.es.the-sia \,kin-3s-'the-zh{e-)a\ or kin.es4he.sis \-'the-S3s\
n, pi kin.eS'the.sias or kin.es.the.ses \-'the-,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk
kinein + aisthesis perception — more at anesthesia] : a sense
mediated by end organs located in muscles, tendons, and joints
and stimulated by bodily movements and tensions; also ; sensory
experience derived from this sense — kin.es.tbet.ic \-'thet-ik\
adj— kin*es.thet.i.caMy \-i-kCs-)Ie\ adv

ki.net.ic \ka-'net-ik, kT-\ adj [Gk kinetikos, fr. kinetos moving,
fr. kinein} 1 : of or relating to the motion of material bodies and
the forces and energy associated therewith 2 a : active, lively
b : ENERGIZING, DYNAMIC

kinetic energy n ; energy associated with motion
ki.net'ics Xka-'net-iks. kT-\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 ! a
branch of science that deals with the effects of forces upon the
motions of material bodies or with changes in a physical or chemical
system 2 : the mechanism by which a physical or chemical change
Is effected

kinetic theory n : a theory in physics: the minute particles of a
substance are in vigorous motion on the assumptions that (1)
the particles of a gas move in straight lines with high average
velocity, continually encounter one another and thus change
their individual velocities and directions, and cause pressure by
their impact against the walls of a container and that (2) the
temperature of a substance increases with an increase in either the
average kinetic energy of the particles or the average potential
energy of separation (as in fusion) of the particles or in both when
heat is added — called also respectively (1) kinetic theory of gases,

{2) kinetic theory of heat
ki.neto.nu.cle.us \k3-.net-o-'BCy)U-kle-3s, kT-\ n [NL, fr. Gk

" " + NL nucleus} : kinetoplast

through a magnifying lens a sequence of pictures on an endless
band of film moved continuously over a light source and a rapidly
rotating shutter that creates an illusion of motion

kin. folk \'kin-,fok\ n : relatives
king \'kir)\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE cyning; akin to OHG kunlng
king, OE cyn kin] 1 a : a male monarch of a major territorial

unit; esp ; one who inherits his position and rules for life b : a
paramount chief 2 cap : god. Christ 3 : one that holds a
preeminent position; esp : a chief among competitors 4 : the
principal piece in a set of chessmen 5 : a playing card that is

marked with a stylized figure of a king 6 : a checker that has been
crowned

king.bird \-,b3rd\ n : any of various American tyrant flycatchers
king.bolt \-,bolt\ n : a vertical bolt by which the forward axle
and wheels of a vehicle or the trucks of a railroad car are connected
with the other parts
King Charles spaniel \kir]-.charIz-\ n {.Charles II tl6S5 king of
England] : a dog of a black and tan variety of the English toy
spaniel

king crab n l : any of several closely related large marine arthro-
pods (order Xiphosura and class Merostomata) with a broad
crescentic cephalothorax 2 : any of several very large crabs

king.craft \'kio-,kraft\ n ; the art of governing as a king
king.cup \-,k3p\ n : any of various buttercups
king.dom \'kio-d3m\ n 1 obs : kingship 2 ; a poUtically organ-
ized community or major territorial unit having a monarchical
form of government headed by a king or queen 3 often cap a : the
eternal kingship of God b ; the realm in which God's will is

fulfilled 4 a : a realm or region in which something is dominant
b : an area or sphere in which one holds a preeminent position
5 ; one of the three primary divisions of lifeless material, plants,

and animals into which natural objects are commonly classified
— called also respectively mineral kingdom, plant kingdom, animal
kingdom

king. fish \'kio-,fish\ n 1 a : any of several marine croakers
(family Sciaenidae) b : any of various scombroid fishes; esp : cero
C ; any of various marine percoid fishes (as of the family Carangi-
dae) 2 : an undisputed master in an area or group

king.flsh.er \-,fish-3r\ n : any of numerous nonpasserine birds
(family Alcedinidae) that are usu. crested and bright-colored with
a short tail and a long stout sharp bill

King James Version \kio-'janiz-\ n [James I tl625 king of
England] : authorized version

king.let \'kio-bt\ n l : a weak or petty king 2 : any of several
small birds (genus Regulus) that resemble warblers but have some
of the habits of titmice

king'li.ness \'kio-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being kingly
king.ly \'kia-le\ adj 1 : having royal rank 2 : of, relating to, or
befitting a king 3 : monarchical — kingly adv
king.mak.er \'kIo-,m3-k3r\ n : one having great Influence over
the choice of candidates for political office

king of arms : a heraldic officer of the highest rank
king.pin \'kio-.pin\ n 1 : any of several bowling pins: as a : head-
pin b ; the number 5 pin 2 : the chief person in a group or under-
taking 3 : kingbolt

king post n : a vertical member connecting the apex of a triangular

truss with the base
King's Birthday n : a legal holiday in parts of the British Common-
wealth celebrating the birthday of the king

king's blue n : cobalt blue
King's Counsel n : a barrister selected to serve as counsel to the
British crown
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King's English n ; standard, pure, or correct English speech or
usage

king's evil n, ojten cap K&E [fr. the former belief that it could be
healed by a king's touch] : scrofula

king.Sliip \'kio-,ship\ n 1 : the position, office, or dignity of a
king 2 : the personality of a king : majesty 3 : government by a
king

king-size \'kir]-,sTz\ or king-sized \-.sTzd\ adj 1 : longer than
the regular or standard size 2 : unusually large

king snake n : any of numerous brightly marked colubrid snakes
(genus Lampropeliis) of the southern and central U.S. that are
voracious consumers of rodents

king's yellow n : arsenic trisulfide used as a pigment
ikink \'kiok\ n [D; akin to MLG kinke kink] 1 : a short tight
twist or curl caused by a doubling
or winding of something upon itself

2 a : ECCENTRICITY, QUIRK 6 : WHIM
3 : a clever unusual way of doing
something 4 : a cramp in some part
of the body 5 ; an imperfection
likely to cause difficulties in the
operation of something — kinky
\'kiri-ke\ adj

2kink vi : to form a kink ^ vr : to kinks 1

make a kink in
kin>ka>jou \'kio-k3-.jii\ n [F, of Algonqulan origin; akin to
Ojibwa qwlngwaage wolverine] ; a slender nocturnal arboreal
carnivorous mammal {Potos caudivolvulus, family Procyonidae) of
Mexico and Central and So. America that is about three feet long
with a long prehensile tail, large lustrous eyes, and soft woolly
yellowish brown fur

kin.ni<kin*nick also kin<ni<ki<nic \.kin-i-k9-'nik\ n [of Algon-
qulan origin; akin to Natick kinukkinuk mixture] ; a mixture of
dried leaves and bark and sometimes tobacco smoked by the
Indians and pioneers esp. in the Ohio valley; also : a plant (as a
sumac or dogwood) used in it

>kins — see -kin
: RELATIVES

; the quality or state of being kin : rei-A-

kins.folk \'kinz-,f6k\ n
kin.ship \'kin-,ship\ n :

TIONSHIP
kins.man \'kinz-man\ n

kins-wom.an \-.w
r : RELATIVE: specif ; a male relative

\ n ; a female relative

ki'OSk \'ke-^sk,'ke-'\ n [Turk kosk, fr. Per kushk portico] 1 : an
open summerhouse or pavilion 2 : a small light structure with
one or more open sides used esp. as a newsstand or a telephone
booth

»kip \'kip\ n [obs. D; akin to MLG kip bundle of hides] : a bundle
of undressed hides of young or small animals; also : one of the
hides

2kip n [fcflo + pound] : a unit of weight equal to 1000 pounds used
to express deadweight load

Skip n [Thai] — see money table
ikip.per \'kip-3r\ n [ME kypre, fr. OE cypera; akin to OE coper
copper] 1 : a male salmon or sea trout during or after the spawning
season 2 : a kippered herring or salmon

Skipper vt kip>per>iiig \-C3-)rio\ * to cure by spUtting, cleaning,
salting, and smoking
Kir-ghiz \kiC3)r-'gez\ n, pi Kirghiz or Kir.ghiz.es [Kirghiz
Kyrghyz} 1 a : a people of Mongolian race prob. with some Cau-
casian intermixture inhabiting chiefly the Central Asian steppes
h : a member of this people 2 : the Turkic language of the Kirghiz

kirk \'ki(a-)rk, 'kark\ n [ME (northern dial.), fr. ON kirkja, fr. OE
cirice — more at church] 1 chiejly Scot : church 2 cap : the
national church of Scotland as distinguished from the Church of
England or the Episcopal Church in Scotland
Kir-man \k3r-'m"an, ki(3)r-\ n [Kirman, province in Iran] : a
Persian carpet or rug characterized by elaborate fluid designs and
soft colors

kii.mess X'kar-mas, (,)k3r-'mes\ var oj kermis
kirsch \'ki(3Ush\ n [O, short for kirschwasser. fr. kirsche cherry -1-

wasser water] : a dry colorless brandy distilled from the fermented
juice of the black morello cherry

kir-tle \'k3rt-n\ n [ME kirtel, fr. OE cyrtel, fr. (assumed) OE
curt short; akin to OHG kurz short, L cartas shortened — more
at shear] 1 : a tunic or coat worn by men esp. in the Middle Ages
2 : a long gown or dress worn by women

KiS.lev \'kis-l3f\ n [Heb Kislew] : the 3d month of the civil year
or the 9th month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar

kis-met \'kiz-,met, -m3t\ n, ojten cap [Turk, fr. Ar qismah portion,
lot] : fate 1, 2a
ikiss \'kis\ vb [ME kissen, fr. OE cyssan; akin to OHG kussen to
kiss] vt 1 : to touch with the lips esp. as a mark of affection or
greeting 2 ; to touch gently or lightly ~ vi" 1 : to salute or caress
one another with the lips 2 : to come in gentle contact — kiss-
able \-a-b3l\ adj — kiss good-bye 1 : leave 2 : to resign one-
self to the loss of
2kiss n 1 : a caress with the lips 2 : a gentle touch or contact
3 a : a small meringue often with coconut b : a bite-size piece of
candy often wrapped in paper or foil

kiss.er \'kis-3r\ n 1 ; one that kisses 2 slang ; mouth
kissing bug n : conenose
kist \'kist\ n [ME kiste, fr. ON kista'] chiejly dial : chest
ikit \'kit\ rt [ME] 1 dial Brit : a wooden tub 2 a (1) : a collection
of articles usu. for personal use <a travel '^> (2) : a set of tools or
implements <a carpenter's '^> (3) ; a set of parts to be assembled
(model-airplane '^> (4) ; a packaged collection of related ma-
terial (convention '-«> b ; a container for any of such sets or
collections 3 : a group of persons or things (the whole '^ and
caboodle)

2kit n [origin unknown] ; a small violin

3kit n 1 : KITTEN 2 : a young or undersized fur-bearing animal;
also : its pelt

kitch.en \'kjch-3n\ n, ojten attrib [ME kichene, fr. OE cycene; akin
to OHG chuhhina kitchen; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word bor-
rowed fr. LL coquina, fr. L coquere to cook — more at COOK]
1 : a room or other place with cooking faciUties 2 : the personnel
that prepares, cooks, and serves food
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kitchen cabinet n l : a cupboard with drawers and shelves for
use in a kitchen 2 : an informal group of advisers to the head of a
government

kitch.en-ette \,kich-3-'net\ n : a small kitchen or an alcove con-
taining cooking facilities

kitchen garden n : a garden in which vegetables are cultivated
kitchen midden n : a refuse heap; specij ; a mound marking the site
of a primitive human habitation

kitchen police n l : enlisted men detailed to assist the cooks in
a military mess 2 : the work of kitchen police
kitch.en.ware \'kich-3n-,wa(3)r, -.we(3}r\ n : hardware for use in
a kitchen

ikite \'kTt\ n [ME, fr. OE cyta; akin to MHG kuze owl. Gk goan
to lament] 1 : any of various hawks (family Accipitridae) with
long narrow wings, a deeply forked tail, and feet adapted for taking
insects and small reptiles as prey 2 ; a person who preys on others
3 : a light frame covered with paper or cloth, often provided with
a balancing tail, and designed to be flown in the air at the end of a
long string 4 a : accommodation paper b : a check drawn
against uncollected funds in a bank account or fraudulently raised
before cashing 5 pi ; the lightest and usu. the loftiest sails carried
only in a Ught breeze

2kite vi 1 : to get money or credit by a kite 2 : to go in a rapid,
carefree, or flighty manner ^ vt 1 ; to use (a kite) to get money or
credit 2 ; to cause to soar

kith \'kith\ n [ME. fr. OE cythth, fr. cijth known — more at
uncouth] : familiar friends, neighbors, or relatives (-^ and kin)

kithe \'kTth\ vb [ME kithen, fr. OE cythan. fr. cuth^ vt, chiejly
Scot : to make known « vi. chiejly Scot ; to become known

kitsch \'kich\ n [G] : artistic or Uterary material of low quality
ikit.ten X'kit-'nX n [ME kitoun, fr. (assumed) ONE caton, dim. of
cat, fr. LL cattasi : a young cat; also : an immature individual of
various other small mammals

skitten vi kit-ten.ing \'kii-nia, -'n-io\ : to give birth to kittens
kit-ten.ish \'kit-nish. -=n-ish\ adj : resembling a kitten; esp : play-
ful — kit.ten.ish-ly adv — kit.ten-ish.ness n

kit.ti.wake \'kit-e-.wak\ n [imit.] : any of various gulls (genus
Rissa) having the hind toe short or rudimentary

'kit.tle \'kit-n\ vt [ME (northern dial.) kytyllen} 1 chiejly Scot
: TICKLE 2 chiejly Scot : perplex

2kittle adj 1 chiejly Scot a : skittish b : apt c ; capricious
2 cjiiejly Scot : ticklish

ikit.ty \'kit-e\ n : cat la; esp : ktiten
2kilty n Vkit] 1 : a fund in a poker game made up of contributions
from each pot 2 : a sum of money or collection of goods made up
of small contributions : pool

kit.ty-cor.ner or kit.ty-cor.nered var oj catercorner
ki.va \'ke-v3\ n [Hopi] : a Pueblo Indian ceremonial structure
that is usu. round and partly underground
Ki.wa.ni.an \k3-'wan-e-an\ n iKiwanis {clabn : a member of one
of the major service clubs

ki-wi \'ke-(.)we\ n [Maori, of imit. ori-
gin] : a flightless New Zealand bird
(genus Apteryx) with rudimentary wings,
stout legs, a long bill, and grayish-brown
hairlike plumage
Klan \'klan\ n i(Ku Klax) Klan'i \ an
organization of Ku Kluxers; also ; a
subordinate unit of such an organiza-
tion — Klan.ism \-,iz-3m\ n — Klans-
man X'klanz-manX n

klatch or klatsch \'klach, "klachX n [G
klatsch gossip] : a gathering characterized by informal conversation
Klee.nex \'kle-,neks\ trademark — used for a cleansing tissue
klept- or klepto- comljjorm [Gk, fr. kleptein to steal; akin to Goth
hlijan to steal, L cleperel : stealing ; theft (fc/epromania)

klep.to.ma.nia \,klep-ta-'ma-ne-3, -nyaX n [NL] : a persistent
neurotic impulse to s^eal esp. without economic motive

klep.tO'ma.ni.ac \-ne-,ak\ n ; a person evidencing kleptomania
klieg eyes or kleig eyes \'kle-'gTz\ n pi {klieg or kieig {light) ] : a
condition marked by conjunctivitis and watering of the eyes result-
ing from excessive exposure to intense light

kUeg Ught or kleig Ught \-'gITt\ n [John H. Kliegl tl959 &
Anton T. Kliegl tl927 German-born Amer. lighting experts] ; a
carbon arc lamp used in taking motion pictures

kloof \*kluf\ n [Afrik] Ajrica : a deep glen : ravine
kly.Stron \'klT-,stran\ n [fr. Klystron, a trademark] : an electron
tube in which bunching of electrons is produced by electric fields

and which is used for the generation and amplification of ultra-
high-frequency current
knack \'nak\ n [ME knak^ 1 a : a task requiring adroitness and
dexterity b : a clever way of doing something c : trick, strata-
gem 2 : a special ready capacity that is hard to analyze or teach
3 archaic ; an ingenious device; broadly : toy, knickknack syn
see GIFT

knack.er \'nak-3r\ n [prob. fr. E dial., saddlemaker] 1 Brit : a
buyer of worn-out domestic animals or their carcasses for use esp.
as animal food or fertilizer 2 Brit : a buyer of old structures for
their constituent materials — knack-ery \'nak-(a-)re\ n
'knap \'nap\ n [ME. fr. OE cnxp: akin to OE cno/m knot] 1 chiejly
dial X a crest of a hill : summit 2 chiejly dial ; a small hill

2knap vt knapped; knap-ping [ME knappen, of imit. origin] 1 dial

Brit ; rap 2 : to break with a quick blow; esp : to shape (as flints)

by breaking off pieces 3 dial Brit Z snap, crop 4 dial Brit
: CHATTER — knap.pei n

knaP'Sack \'nap-,sak\ « [LG knappsack or D knapzak, fr. LG &
D knappen to make a snapping noise, eat + LG sack or D za/c] ; a
usu. canvas or leather bag or case strapped on the back and used
esp. for carrying supplies while on a march or hike
knap'Weed \-,wed\ n [ME knopwed, fr. knop ¥ wed weed] ; any
of various weedy composite plants (genus Centaurea); esp : a
widely naturalized European perennial (C. nigra) with tough wiry
stems and knobby heads of purple flowers
knave \'nav\ « [ME, fr. OE cnaja; akin to OHG knabo boy]
1 archaic a : a boy servant b : a male servant c : a man of humble
birth or position 2 : a tricky deceitful fellow : rogue, rascal
3 : JACK 6a
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knav-ery \'nav-C3-)re\ n 1 a : the practices of a knave : rascaltty
b ; a roguish or mischievous act 2 obs : roguish mischief

knaV'iSh \'na-vish\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of a knave;
esp : DISHONEST— kna>vish>ly adv
knead \'ned\ vt [ME kneden, fr. OE cnedan: akin to OHG knetan
to knead, OE cnotta knot] 1 : to work and press into a mass with
or as if with the hands 2 a : to form or shape as if by kneading
b : to treat as if by kneading — knead>er n
iknee \'ne\ n, ojien attrib [ME, fr. OE cneow; akin to OHG kneo
knee, L genu, Gk gnny'\ 1 a (I) : a joint in the middle part of the
human leg that is the articulation between the femur, tibia, and
patella (2) : the part of the leg that includes this joint b (1) : the
corresponding joint in the hind leg of a four-footed vertebrate

(2) : the carpal joint of the foreleg of a four-footed vertebrate
c : the tarsal joint of a bird d : the joint between the femur and
tibia of an insect 2 a : something resembling the human knee
b : a rounded or conical process rising from the roots of various
swamp-growing trees (cypress '--'> 3 : the part of a garment cover-
ing the knee 4 : a blow with the bent knee — hneed \'ned\ adj
aknee vt kneed; kneeling 1 archaic : to bend the knee to 2 : to
strike with the knee
knee action n : a front-wheel suspension of an automobile per-
mitting independent vertical movement of each front wheel

knee-cap \'ne-^kap\ n : patella
knee-deep \'ne-'dep\ adj 1 : knee-high 2 a ; sunk to the knees
b : deeply engaged or occupied

knee-high \'ne-'hT\ adj : rising or reaching upward to the knees
knee.hole \'ne-,hol\ n : an open space for the knees
knee jerk n : an involuntary forward kick produced by a light blow
on the tendon below the patella

kneel \'ne(3)l\ vi knelt \'nelt\ or kneeled; kneeMng [ME knelen,
fr. OE cneowlian: akin to OE cneow knee] : to bend the knee : fall

or rest on the knees — lineel-er n
kneC'pan \'ne-,pan\ n : patella
iknell \'nel\ vb [ME knellen, fr. OE cnyllan; akin to MHG cTknellen
to toll] VI 1 : to ring esp. for a death, funeral, or disaster : toll
2 : to sound in an ominous manner or with an ominous effect
-*- vr : to summon, announce, or proclaim by or as if by a knell

2knell n 1 : a stroke or sound of a bell esp. when rung slowly for a
death, funeral, or disaster 2 : a sound or other indication of
a death or of the end or failure of something
knew past oj KNOW
knlck*er'bOck-er \'nik-3(r)-.bak-3r\ n [Diedrich Knickerbocker,
fictitious author of History oj New York (1809) by Washington
Irving] 1 cap : a descendant of the early Dutch settlers of New
York; broadly : a native or resident of the city or slate of New
York 2 pi : KNICKERS

knlck*ers X'nik-arzX n pi [short for knickerbockers'} : loose-fitting
short pants gathered at the knee

knick'knack \'nik-,nak\ n [redupl. of knack} ; a small trivial

article intended for ornament
iknile \'nTf\ ;i, pi knives \'nTvz\ ojten attrib [ME knij, fr. OE
cnlj; akin to MLG knlj knife, OE
cnotta knot] 1 a : a cutting in-

strument consisting of a sharp
blade fastened to a handle b ; a
weapon resembling a knife 2 : a
sharp cutting blade or tool in a
machine — knile-like \'nT-,flTk\
adj — under the knife : in
surgery

2kni(e vt 1 : to use a knife on;
specij : to stab, slash, or wound
with a knife 2 : to cut, mark, or
spread with a knife 3 : to try to
defeat by underhand

knives: 1 carving, 2 hunting,
J pocket, 4 putty, 5 table, 6

chopping

_ _ : like a knife in ^^ v

: to cut a way with or as if with i

knife blade
knile-edge \'nT-.fei\ n 1 :_ :

sharp narrow knifelike edge
hard material used
instrument
iknight \'nTt\ n [ME, fr. OE cniht: akin to OHG kneht youth,

military follower. OE cno/Za knot] la (1) : a mounted man-at-arms
serving a feudal superior; esp : a man ceremonially inducted into

special mihtary rank usu. after completing service as page and
squire (2) : a man upon whom a corresponding dignity has been
conferred by a sovereign (3) : a person of antiquity equal to a
knight in rank b : a man devoted to the service of a lady as her
attendant or champion c : a member of any of various orders or
societies {Knight of the Garter) 2 : a chess piece having a move of

two squares in any direction to a square of the opposite color
regardless of whether the intervening squares are occupied
2knight vt : to make a knight of
knight bachelor n, pi knights bachelors or knights bachelor : a
knight of the most ancient and lowest order of English knights

knight-er-rant \'nTt-'er-3nt\ n, pi knights-errant : a knight
traveling in search of adventures in which to exhibit military skill,

prowess, and generosity
knight-er-rant.ry \'nrt-'er-an-tre\ n 1 : the practice or actions of
a knight-errant 2 ^ quixotic conduct
knight>hood \'nTt-,hud\ n 1 : the rank, dignity, or profession of a
knight 2 : the qualities befitting a knight : chivalry 3 : knights
as a class or body

knight.li-ness \'nTt-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being knightly

knight'ly \'nTt-le\ adj 1 : of, relating to. or characteristic of a
knight 2 : made up of knights — knightly adv
Knight o! Cclum-bus \-ka-'bm-b3s\ n, pi Knights of Columbns
[Christopher Columbus tl 506 It explorer] : a member of a fraternal

and benevolent society of Roman Catholic men
Knight Templar n. pi Knights Templars or Knights Templar
1 : templar 1 2 : a member of an order of Freemasonry confer-
ring three degrees in the York rite

knit \'nii\ vb knit or knitted; knit.ting [ME knitten, fr. OE
cnyttan- akin to OE cnotta knot] vt 1 chiefly dial : to tie together
2 a ; to link firmly or closely b : to cause to grow together c : to
contract into wrinkles 3 : to form by interlacing yarn or thread in
a series of connected loops with needles '« vi 1 : to make knitted
fabrics or objects 2 a ; to become compact b : to grow together
C : to become drawn together — knit'ter n

knit'ting n l : the action or method of one that knits 2 : work
done or being done by one that knits

knit.wear \'nit-.waCa)r, -,we(a)r\ n : knitted clothing
knob \'nab\ n [ME knobbe; akin to MLG knubbe V.nob, OE -cnoppa— more at knop] 1 a : a rounded protuberance : lump b : a small
rounded ornament or handle 2 : a rounded usu. isolated hill or
mountain — knobbed \'nabd\ adj — knob'by \'nab-e\ adj

knob.ker.rie \'n"ab-.ker-e\ n [Afrik knopkierie, fr. knop knob -I-

kierie club] : a short wooden club with a knob at one end used as a
missile or in close attack esp. by aborigines of southern Africa
iknock \'n"ak\ vb [ME knoken, fr. OE cnocian: akin to MHG
knochen to press] vi 1 : to strike something with a sharp blow
2 ; to collide with something 3 a : bustle b : wander 4 a : to
make a pounding noise b : to have engine knock 5 : to find fault
^ vt 1 a (1) ; to strike sharply (2) ; to drive, force, or make by so
striking b : to set forcibly in motion with a blow 2 : to cause to
collide 3 : to find fault with
2knock n 1 a : a sharp blow b (1) t a severe misfortune or hardship
(2) : SETBACK, reversal 2 3 : a pounding noise b : a sharp metal-
lic noi.se caused by abnormal ignition in an automobile engine
3 : a harsh and often petty criticism

iknock.about \'nak-3-,baut\ adj \ ; suitable for rough use
2 : being noisy and rough ; boisterous
^knockabout n l ; a performer or performance of knockabout
comedy 2 : a sloop with a simplified rig marked by absence of
bowsprit and topmast 3 : something suitable for rough use
knock down vt l : to dispose of to a bidder at an auction sale
2 : to take apart : disassemble 3 : to receive as income or salary
: EARN 4 : to make a reduction in
Iknock.down \'nak-,daun\ n 1 : the action of knocking down
2 : something that strikes down or overwhelms 3 : something
easily assembled or disassembled
^knockdown adj l ; having such force as to strike down or over-
whelm 2 : that can easily be assembled or disassembled

knock. er \'nak-3r\ n : one that knocks; specij : a metal ring,
bar, or hammer hinged to a door for use in knocking
knock-knee \*nak-'ne, -,ne\ n : a condition in which the legs curve
inward at the knees — knock-kneed \-'ned\ adj
knock oJf vi ; to stop doing something -^ vt 1 ; to do hurriedly or
routinely 2 : discontinue, stop 3 a : kill b ; overcome
knock out vt 1 : to produce roughly or hastily 2 a : to fell (a

boxing opponent) by hitting and making unable to rise or continue
b : to make inoperative or useless 3 : to tire out : exhaust 4 : to
drive (an opposing pitcher) from a baseball game by heavy hitting

knock.out \'nak-.aut\ n 1 a : the act of knocking out : the con-
dition of being knocked out b : a blow that knocks out an op-
ponent 2 : something sensationally striking or attractive — knock-
out adj
knock up vt 1 Brit : rouse, summon 2 slang : to make pregnant
iknoU \'nol\ n [ME knol, fr. OE cnoll akin to ON knollr mountain-
top. OE cnotta knot] : a small round hill ; mound
2knoll vb [ME knollen} archaic : knell
knop \'nap\ n [ME. fr. OE -cnoppa knob; akin to OE cnotta} : a
usu. ornamental knob
iknot \'nat\ n [ME, fr. OE
cnotta; akin to OHG knoto
knot, Lilh gniusti to press]
1 a : an interlacement of the
parts of one or more flexible

bodies forming a lump or knob
b : the lump or knob so formed
2 ; something hard to solve
; problem 3 : a bond of
union; esp : the marriage bond
4 a : a protuberant lump or
swelling in tissue b : the base
of a woody branch enclosed in
the stem from which it

arises; also : its section in
lumber 5 : a cluster of
persons or things ; group
6 : an ornamental bow of rib-

bon : cockade 7 a : a
division of the log line serving
to measure a ship's speed
b (1) : one nautical mile per
hour (2) : one nautical mile

3knot vb knot'ted; knot'ting
vt 1 : to tie in or with a knot
: form knots in 2 : to unite
closely or intricately : entangle
^ VI 1 ; to form knots 2 : to
knit knots for lace or trimming
3knot n [ME knott} : any of
several sandpipersCgenus
Calidris) that breed in the
Arctic and winter in temperate
or warm parts of the New and
Old World
knot. grass \'nat-.gras\n j^nots 1: 1 Blackwall hitch, 2 car-
1 : a cosmopolitan weed rick bend. 3 cai's-paw, 4 clove
(Polygonum aviculare) of the hitch, 5 figure eight. 6 fisherman's
buckwheat family with jomted bend. 7 granny knot, 8 half hitch,
stems, prominent sheathing g magnus hitch. 10 overhand knot,
stipules, and mmute flowers; y/ reef knot, 12 seizing, 13 sheet
broadly : any of several con- bend, 14 slipknot, 15 stevedore
generic plants 2 : any of knot, 16 surgeon's knot, 17 timber
several grasses with geniculate hitch, IS true lover's knot. 19
stems Turk's head

knot.Hole \-,hol\ n : a hole in

a board or tree trunk where a knot or branch has come out
knot. ted adj 1 : tied in or with a knot 2 : full of knots : gnarled
3 : entangled : puzzling 4 : ornamented with knots or knobs

knot'tei \'nat-ar\ n 1 : one that makes knots 2 : one that
removes knots

knot.ty \'nat-e\ adj : marked by or full of knots syn see com-

knotty pine n : pine wood with decorative distribution of knots
used esp. for interior finish

»knoul \'naut, 'niit\ n [Russ knut. of Scand origin; akin to ON
knUtr knot; akin to OE cnotta} : a whip for flogging criminals
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aknout vt : to flog with a knout
iknow \'n6\ vb knew \'n(y)u\ known \'non\ know-ing [ME
knowen. It. OE cnawen; akin to OHG bxchnSan to recognize. L
gnoscere. npscere to come to know. Gk gigndskein} vt 1 a (1) : to
perceive directly ; have direct cognition of (2) : to have under-
standing of (importance of '^ing oneself) (3) : to recognize the
nature of : discern b (1) : to recognize as being the same as
something previously known (2) : to be acquainted or familiar with
(3) : to have experience of 2 a : to be aware of the truth or fac-
tuality of : be convinced or certain of b : to have a practical
understanding of <,^s how to write) 3 archaic : to have sexual
intercourse with '^ vi 1 ; to have knowledge 2 : to be or become
cognizant — Imow<able yn6-a-bal\ adj — know^er \'no{-3)r\ n
2know n : knowledge — in the know : in possession of confiden-
tial or otherwise exclusive knowledge or information
know-how \'n6-,hau\ n ; knowledge of how to do something
smoothly and efficiently

iknow-ing n : acquaintance, cognizance
^knowing adj 1 ; having or reflecting knowledge. Information, or
intelligence 2 : shrewdly and keenly alert : AsrtTTE 3 : coGNmvE
syn see intelligent — know*ing*ly \-io-le\ adv

know-it-all \'n6-3t-,61\ n : one claiming to know everything
knowl-edge \'n'al-ij\ n [ME knowlege, fr. knowlecJien to acknowl-
edge, irreg. fr. knowen} 1 ohs ; cognizance 2 a (1) : the fact or
condition of knowing something with familiarity gained through
experience or association (2) ; acquaintance with or understanding
of a science, art, or technique b (1) : the fact or condition of being
aware of something (2) : the range of one's information or under-
standing c ; the fact or condition of apprehending truth or fact
: cognition d : the fact or condition of having information or of
being learned 3 archaic : sexual intercourse 4 a : the sum
of what is known : the body of truth, information, and principles
acquired by mankind b archaic : a branch of learning
knowl<edge>abIe \'nal-i-j3-bal\ adj : having or exhibiting knowl-
edge or intelligence : keen — knowl>edge>able>ness n — knowl-
edge.ably \-bIe\ adv

know-noth>ing \'no-,nath-io\ n 1 a : ignoramus b ; agnostic
2 cap K & /V : a member of a 19th century secret American political
organization hostile to the political influence of recent immigrants
and Roman Catholics
iknuck.le \'n3k-al\ n [ME knokel; akin to MHO fcnocAe/ knuckle.
OE cnotia'\ 1 a : the rounded prominence formed by the ends of
the two adjacent bones at a joint — used esp. of those at the joints
of the fingers b : the joint of a knuckle 2 : a cut of meat consist-
ing of the tarsal or carpal joint with the adjoining flesh 3 : some-
thing resembling a knuckle: as a (1) : one of the Joining parts of
a hinge through which a pin or rivet passes (2) : knuckle joint
b : the meeting of two surfaces at a sharp angle (as in a roof)
4 p/ : a set of metal finger rings or guards attached to a transverse
piece and worn over the front of the doubled fist for use as a
weapon
2knuckle vb knuck-ling \-(3-)Uo\ vi 1 : to place the knuckles on
the ground in shooting a marble 2 : to give in : submit — usu.
used with under 3 : to apply oneself earnestly — usu. used with
down ~ v/ : to press or rub with the knuckles
knuckle ball n : a baseball pitch in which the ball is gripped with
the knuckles pressed against the top and thrown with little speed
or spin — called also knuckler
knuck-le.bone X.nsk-sl-'bon, 'nsk-sl-A n : the bone of a knuckle
joint; esp : a metacarpal or metatarsal bone of a sheep formerly
used in gaming or divination
knuck-le-dust^er X'nsk-sl-.dss-tarX n : knuckle 4
knuckle joint n : a hinge joint in which a projection with an eye
on one piece enters a jaw between two corresponding projections
with eyes on another piece and is retained by a pin or rivet

knur \*n3r\ n [ME knorre; akin to OE cnotta knot] : a hard ex-
crescence : gnarl

knurl \'n3r(-3)l\ n [prob. blend of knur and gnar^ 1 : a small
protuberance, excrescence, or knob 2 : one of a series of small
ridges or beads on a metal surface to aid in gripping — knurled
\'nar(-3)ld\ ad> — knurly \'nar-le\ adj
IKO \ka-'o, 'ka-(,)o\ n [/cnock out] : a knockout in boxing
2K0 vt KO'd \ka-"6d, 'ka-(,)6d\ KO'-ing : to knock out in boxing
ko.ala \ko-'al-3. k3-'wal-\ n [native name in Australia] : an Aus-
tralian arboreal marsupial (Phascolarctos cinereus) about two feet
long that has large hairy ears, gray fur, and sharp claws and feeds
on eucalyptus leaves

kO'bold Vk6-,b61d\ n [G — more at cobalt] 1 : a gnome that in
German folklore inhabits underground places 2 : an often mis-
chievous domestic spirit of German folklore
KO'dak \'ko-,dak\ trademark — used for a small hand camera
Koh-i-noor \'ko-a-.nu(3)r\?i [Per Koh-i-nur, lit., mountain of light]
; a large diamond discovered in India and made one of the British
crown jewels

kohl \'k61\ n [Ar kuhl} : a preparation used by women esp. In
Arabia and Egypt to darken the edges of the eyelids

kohl>ra<bi \kol-'rab-e. -*rab-\ n, pi kohlrabies [G, fr. It cavolo
rapa, fr. cavolo cabbage + rapa turnip] : any of a race of cabbages
having a greatly enlarged, fleshy, turnip-shaped edible stem

koi.ne \k6i-'na, 'koi-, ; ke-'ne\ n [Gk koine, fr. fern, of koinos
common — more at co-] 1 cap % the Greek language commonly
spoken and written in eastern Mediterranean countries in the
Hellenistic and Roman periods 2 : a dialect or language of a
region that has become the common or standard language of a
larger area
kok-sa.ghyz or kok-sa-gyz \.kok-s3-*gez, ,kak-, -'giz\ n [Russ
kok-sagyz'] i a perennial Asiatic dandelion { Taraxacum kok=
saghyz) cultivated for its fleshy roots that have a high rubber
content
kola var oj cola
ko-la nut \'k6-l3-\ n : the bitter caffeine-containing seed of a kola
tree used esp. as a masticatory and in beverages

kola tree n : an African tree (genus Cola. esp. C. nitidd) of the
chocolate familv cultivated in various tropical areas for its kola nuts

ko-lin-sky or kb-lin-Ski \k3-'liq(t)-ske\ n [Russ kolinskii of Kola,
fr. Kola, town and peninsula in U.S.S.R] 1 : any of several Asiatic
minks (esp. Mustela siberica) 2 : the fur or pelt of a kolinsky
kol-khoz \kal-'k6z, -'k6s\ n, pi kol-kho.zy \-'k6-ze\ or kol-
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khoz-es [Russ, fr. fco/Iektivnoe AAozyaistvo collective farm] : a
collective farm of the U.S.S.R.
Kol Ni«dre \kol-'nid-(.)ra\ n [Aram kol nidhre all the vows; fr.
the opening phrase of the prayer] : an Aramaic prayer chanted in
the synagogue on the eve of Yom Kippur

koni>nian*da>tu>ra \k3-,man-d3-'tur-3\ n [prob. fr. G komman-
dantur command post] ; a military government headquarters
Kon.go \'kao-(,)g6\ n, pi Kongo or Kongos 1 a : a Bantu people
of the lower Congo river b : a member of this people 2 : the
Bantu language of the Kongo people used as a trade language
Kon-ka.ni \'kaQ-k3-(Jne\ n [Marathi KonkanU : an Indie lan-
guage of the west coast of India
koo-doo or ku-du \'klid-(,)u\ n [Afrik koedoe} : a large grayish
brown African antelope (Strepsiceros strepsiceros) with large
annulated spirally twisted horns
kook.a.bur-ra X'kuk-a-.bar-s, -.ba-rsV n [native name in Australia]

: a kingfisher (Dacelo gigas) of Australia that is about the size of
a crow and has a call resembling loud laughter
ko-peck also ko.pek \*ko-.pek\ n [Russ kopeika} — see ruble at
money table
koph var of OOPH
kop.je or kop.pie \'kap-e\ n [Afrik koppie] ; a small hill esp. on the
African veld

kor \'k6(3)r\ n [Heb /cor] : an ancient Hebrew and Phoenician unit
of measure of capacity
Ko-ran \k3-'ran, -"ran; 'ko(3)r-.an, 'kdCalr-X n [Ar qur'an-] : the
book composed of writings accepted by Muslims as revelations
made to Muhammad by Allah — Ko>ran>ic \k3-'ran-ik\ adj
Ko<re-an \k3-'re-3n, esp South (')ko-\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant
of Korea 2 : the language of the Korean people — Korean adj
ko*ru*na \'k6r-a-,na, *kar-\ n, pi ko-ru-ny \-a-ne\ or korunas
[Czech, lit,, crown, fr. L corona} — see money table

ikO-Sher \"ko-sh9r\ adj [Yiddish, fr. Heb kasher fit, proper]
1 a : sanctioned by Jewish law; esp : ritually fit for use b : selling
or serving food ritually fit according to Jewish law 2 ; right,
proper
2kosher vt ko>sher>ing \-sh(a-)ria\ : to make kosher
kOU-miSS or kU-miSS \ku-"mis. 'kU-m9s\ n [Russ kumys} : a
fermented beverage made orig. by the nomadic peoples of central
Asia from mare's milk
ikow-tow \kau-'tau, "kaii-A n [Chin (Pek) fc'o' fou^, fr. k'o^ to
bump + t'oui head] : an act of kowtowing
2kowtow VI 1 : to kneel and touch the forehead to the ground
to show homage, worship, or deep respect 2 : to show obsequious
deference
ikraal \'kr61. 'kral\ n [Afrik, fr. Pg curral pen for cattle, enclosure,
fr. (assumed) VL currale enclosure for vehicles — more at corral]
1 a : a village of southern African natives b : the native village
community 2 : an enclosure for domestic animals in southern
Africa
3kraal vt : to pen in a kraal
kraft \'kraft\ n [G. lit., strength, fr. OHG — more at craft]

: a strong paper or board made from wood pulp derived from wood
chips boiled in an alkaline solution containing sodium sulfate

krait \'krTt\ n [Hindi karait} : any of several brightly banded
extremely venomous nocturnal elapid snakes (genus Bungarus) of
eastern Asia and adjacent islands
kra-ken \'krak-an\ n [Norw dial.] : a fabulous Scandinavian sea
monster

kra.ter \'krat-3r. kra-'te(3)r\ n [Gk krater — more at crater]
: a jar or vase of classical antiquity with large round body, wide
mouth, and small handles
K ration n [A. B. A'eys 61904 Am physiologist] : a lightweight
packaged ration of emergency foods developed for the U.S. armed
forces in Worid War II

kraut \'kraut\ n [G — more at sauerkraut] : sauerkraut
KrebS cycle \'krebz-\ n [H. A. Krebs tl900 E biochemist] : a
sequence of reactions in the living organism in which oxidation of
acetic acid or acetyl equivalent provides energy for storage in
phosphate bonds

krem.lin \'krem-bn\ n [prob. fr. obs. G kremelin. fr. Russ kremV}
1 : the citadel of a Russian city 2 [the Kremlin, citadel of Moscow
and governing center of the U.S.S.R.] cap : the Russian government

kreU'Zer \'krdit-s3r\ n [G] : a small coin formerly used in Austria
and Germany

krill \'kril\ n [Norw kril fry of fish] : planktonic crustaceans and
larvae that constitute the principal food of whalebone whales
krim-mer \'krim-3r\ n [G, fr. Krim Crimea. U.S.S.R] : a gray fur
made from the pelts of young lambs of the Crimean peninsula
region

kris \'kres\ n [Malay keris} ; a Malay or Indonesian dagger with
a ridged serpentine blade
KriSh*na>ism \'krish-n3-,iz-3m\ n {Krishna, eighth avatar of
Vishnu, fr. Skt Krsna} : a widespread form of Hindu worship
Kriss Krin.gle X'kris-'krio-gsIN n [G Chrisrkindl Christ child,

Christmas gift, dim. of Christkind Christ child] : santa claus
ikro-na \'kr6-n3\ n, pi kro«nur \-n3r\ [Icel krdna, lit., crown]
— see money table

2krO-na \'kro-n3. 'krii-\ n, pZ kro-nor \-,n6(3)r\ [Sw, lit., crown]
— see MONEY table
ikro-ne \'kro-n3\ n, pi kro-nen \-n3n\ [G, lit., crown] 1 : the
basic monetary unit of Austria from 1892 to 1925 2 : a coin
representing one krone
3kro<ne \'kro-n3, 'krii-\ n, pi kro>ner \-nar\ [Dan. lit., crown]
— see MONEY table

kroon \'kriin\ n, pi kroo>ni \'krii-ne\ or kroons [Estonian kron}
1 : the basic monetary unit of Estonia from 1928 to 1940 2 : a
coin or note representing one kroon
kryp.ton \'krip-,tan\ n [Gk, neut. of kryptos hidden — more at
crypt] : a colorless inert gaseous element found in air at about one
volume per million and used esp. in electric lamps — see element
table
Ksha-tri-ya \(k3-)*sha-tre-(y')3, 'cha-\ n [Skt ksatriya} : a Hindu
of an upper caste traditionally assigned to governing and military
occupations
Ku-che-an \kii-'che-3n\ n iKuche, Kucha, Sinkiang, China]
: tocharian b
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Uu.chen X'ku-kan, -)an\ n, pi kuchen [G. cake, fr. OHG kuocho— more at cake] : any of various coffee cakes typically made from
sweet yeast dough
kU'dos \'kCy)ij-.das, -.d6s\ n, pi ku-dos \-,d6z\ [Ok kydos: akin
to Gk akouein to hear — more at hear ] ; fame and renown resulting
from an act or achievement ; glory
kUd-ZU \'kud-(,)zu\ n [Jap ftuzu] : a prostrate Asiatic leguminotis
vine iPueraria thunbergiana) used widely for hay and forage and
for erosion control
Ku Elux>er \'k(y)u-.kl9k-s9r also 'klU-\ n : a member of the Ku
Klux Klan — Ku Klux-ism \-,kl3k-,siz-3m\ n
Ku Klux Klan \,k(y)u-,kl3ks-'klan also ,klu-\ n 1 : a post-Civil
War secret society advocating white supremacy 2 : a 20th-century
secret fraternal group held to confine its membership to American*
born Protestant whiles
ku.lak \k(y)u-'Iak, -'lak, k(y)U-,\ n [Russ, lit., fist] 1 : a pros-
perous or wealthy peasant farmer in 19th century Russia 2 : a
farmer characterized by Communists as having excessive wealth

kul'tur \kul-'tu(a)r\ n, ojten cap [G, fr. L cultura culture] 1 : cul-
ture 5 2 ; culture emphasizing practical efficiency and individual
subordination to the state 3 : German culture held to be superior
esp. bv miUtant Nazi and Hohenzollern expansionists
Kul.tur.kampf \-,kam(p)f\ n [G, fr. kultur + kampj conflict]
: conflict between civil government and religious authorities esp.
over control of education and church appointments
kUm.mel \'kim-3l\ n [G. lit., caraway seed. fr. OHG kumln cumin]

; a colorless aromatic liqueur flavored principally with caraway

kum.qual \'k3m-.kwat\ n [Chin (Cant) kam kwat, fr. kam gold -I-

kwat orange] : any of several small citrus fruits with sweet spongy
rind and somewhat acid pulp that are used chiefly for preserves;
also : a tree or shrub (genus Fortunella) of the rue family that bears
kumquats

kunz-ite \'kun(t)-,sTt\ n [G. F. Kunz tl932 Am gem expert] : a
spodumene that occurs in pinkish lilac crystals and is used as a gem
Kurd \'ku(3)rd, 'ksrdX n ; one of a numerous pastoral and agri-
cultural people inhabiting a plateau region in adjoining parts of
Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Syria and in the Armenian and Azerbaid-
zhan sectors of the Soviet Caucasus — Kard>ish \-ish\ adj
Kurdish /) : the Iranian language of the Kurds
Kur>di<stan \,kurd-a-'staii, ,k3rd-\ n {.Kurdistan, region in Turkey,

Iraq, and Iran] ; one of the rugs of several varieties woven by the
Kurds and noted for fine colors and durability

kur*ra>3ong X'kar-a-.joo, 'ka-ra-, -,jao\ n [native name in Aus-
tralia] : any of several Australian trees or shrubs of the mallow
or chocolate families having strong bast fiber used by Australian
aborigines; esp : a widely planted shelter and forage tree {Brachy-
chiton populneum)
Kur*rors salt X.ksr-slz-, .ks-ralz-, ka-.roIz-X n [origin imknown]
; an insoluble sodium metaphosphate or potassium metaphosphate;
esp : a fibrous crystalline sodium metaphosphate NaPOs formed by
seeding a melt at 550°C

kur>tO>SiS \(.}k3r-'t6-S3s\ n [Gk kyrtdsis convexity, fr. kyrtos
convex; akin to L curvus curved — more at crown] : the peaked-
ness or flatness of the graphic representation of a frequency dis-
tribution
kU-rus \k3-'rUsh\ n. pi kurus [Turk kurusi — see pound at money
table

kvass \k3-'vas, 'kfas\ n [Russ kvasi : a beer of slight alcoholic
content made in eastern Europe usu. by fermenting mixed cereals
ky>ack \'kT-,ak\ n [origin unknown] ; a packsack to be swung on
either side of a packsaddle

ky.a-nite \'kT-3-,nTt\ n [G zyanit, fr. Gk kyanos dark blue enamel,
lapis lazuli] : an aluminum silicate AUSiOs occurring usu. in blue
thin-bladed triclinic crystals and crystalline aggregates

ky>at \ke-'(y)at\ n [Burmese] — see money table

Ky»mo.gram\'kT-m3-,gram\n [ISV]: a record made by a kymograph
ky.mo.graph \-.graf\ n [Gk kyma wave -I- ISV -graph — more at
cyme] : a recording device on which a graphic record of motion
or pressure may be traced automatically — ky-mo<graph>ic \,ki-
ma-'graf-ik\ adj — ky>inog>ra<phy \kl-'raag-r3-fe\ n
Kymric var oj Cymric
ky.pho-SiS \kT-'fo-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk kyphosis, fr. kyphos hump-
backed; akin to OE heah high] : abnormal backward curvature
of the spine — ky*phot*ic \-'fat-ik\ adj
ky.rie \'kir-e-,a\ n, ojien cap [NL, fr. LL kyrie eleison, trans-
literation of Gk kyrie eleeson Lord, have mercy] : a short liturgical
prayer that begins with or consists of the words "Lord, have mercy"— called also kyrie elei-son \,kir-e-,a-3-'la-(3-),san\

kyte \'kTt\ n [prob. fr. LG kMt bowel] chiejly Scot ; stomach, belly
kythe var oj KiTHE

1 \'el\ n, often cap, ojten attrib 1 a : the 12th
letter of the English alphabet b : a graphic
representation of this letter c : a speech
counterpart of orthographic / 2 : fifty 3 : a
graphic device for reproducing the letter I

4 : one designated / esp. as the 11th or when
j is used for the 10th the 12 th in order or
class 5 : something shaped like the letter L;
specij ; ELL 6 : elevated railroad

1- prejLx [ISV, fr. lev-] 1 \,Ie-(,)v6, .el, 'el\

: levorotatory (/-tartaric acid) 2 \,el, 'el\

: having a similar configuration at a selected
carbon atom to the configuration of levorotatory glyceraldehyde
<L-fructose>

ila \'la\ n [ME, fr. ML, fr. the syllable sung to this note in a medie-
val hymn to St. John the Baptist] : the sixth tone of the diatonic
scale in solmization

21a \'16, 'la\ inter] [ME (northern dial), fr. OE W] chiejly dial —
used for emphasis or expressing surprise

laa.ger \'l"ag-ar\ n [obs. Afrik lager (now laer), fr. G] Africa
: CAMP; esp : a usu. defensive encampment protected by a circle of
wagons or armored vehicles — laager vi laa-ger^ing \-(^)rio\

lab \'lab\ n : uslboratorv
lab<a*riun \'lab-3-r3m\ n [LL] : an imperial standard of the later

Roman emperors resembling the vexillum; esp : the standard adopt-
ed by Constantine after his conversion to Christianity

lah<da-num X'lab-ds-namX n [ML lapdanum] : a soft dark fragrant
bitter oleoresin derived from various rockroses (genus Cistus) and
used in m^aking perfumes

ila-bel \'la-bal\ n [ME, fr. MP] 1 archaic : band, HLLFt; specif
; one attached to a document to hold an appended seal 2 a : a slip

(as of paper or cloth) inscribed and affixed to something for identi-
fication or description b : written or printed matter accompanying
an article to furnish identification or other information c ; a
descriptive or identifying word or phrase; as (1) : epfthet (2) : a
word or phrase used with a dictionary definition to provide addi-
tional information 3 : a projecting molding by the sides and over
the top of an opening 4 ; an adhesive stamp (as for postage or
revenue) 5 a : a brand of commercial recordings issued under a
usu. trademarked name bra recording so issued

2label vr la-beled or la.belled; la.bel<ing 6r la*hel*ling \'la-

b(3-)lio\ 1 a : to affix a label to b : to describe or designate with a
label 2 a : to distinguish (an element or atom) by using a radio-
active isotope or an isotope of unusual mass for tracing through
chemical reactions b : to distinguish (as a compound or molecule)
by introducing a labeled atom — la-bel*er \-b(a-)l3r\ n

la<bel*late \l3-'bel-3t\ adj : having a labellum
la.beMum \l3-'bel-3m\ «,p/la.bel.la \-'bel-3\ [NL, fr. L, dim. of
labrum lip] 1 : the median member of the corolla of an orchid
2 : a terminal part of the labium or labrum of various insects

lla>bi<al \'la-be-3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to the lips o: labia
2 : giving its tones from impact of an air current on a Up <a '^ in-
strument) 3 ; uttered with the participation of one or both lips

<the ^ sounds \f\, \p\. and \ii\> — la-bi>al-ly \-3-le\ adv
3labla] n 1 ; flue pipe 2 ; a labial consonant
la.bi.al.iza.tion \,la-be-3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the action or result of
labializing

la>bi<al.ize \'la-be-3-,lTz\ vr : to make labial : round
na.bi.ate \'la-be-at, -be-.at\ adj [NL labiatus, fr. L labium']
1 : UPPED: esp ; having the hmb of a tubular corolla or calyx
divided into two unequal parts projecting one over the other Uke

lips 2 ; of or relating to the mint family
^labiate n : a plant of the mint family
la-bile \'la-,bTl, -bal\ adj [F, fr. MF, prone to err, fr. LL labilis, fr.

L labi to slip — more at sleep] 1 : characterized by a ready
capability for change : changeable, adaptable 2 : readily or
continually undergoing chemical, physical, or biological change or
breakdown : unstable <a '^ mineral) — la*bil*i*t7 \Ia-'bil-3t-c\ n

labio- comb form ILlahium} : labial and </aAiodentaI>
la.blO>den.tal \,la-be-6-'dent-'l\ adj : uttered with the participa-
tion of Up and teeth or lips and teeth (the '^ sounds \f\ and \v\>— labiodental n

la.bio^ve.lar \-'ve-l3r\ adj [ISV] : both labial and velar <the ^
sound \w\> — labiovelar n

la.bi.tun \'la-be-3m\ n. p/la-bia \-3\ [NL. fr. L, lip — more at lip]
1 : any of the folds at the margin of the vulva 2 : the lower Up of a
labiate corolla 3 a : the lower Up of an insect that is formed by the
second pair of maxillae united in the middle Une b : a UpUke part
of various inveriebrates
Ua.bor or chiefly Brit la-bour \'la-b3r\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L laborZ
1 a : expenditure of physical or mental effort esp. when difficult or
compulsory b (1) : human activity that provides the goods or
services in an economy (2) : the services performed by workers for
wages as distinguished from those rendered by entrepreneurs for
profits c (1) : the physical activities involved in parturition
(2) : the period of such labor 2 : an act or process requiring labor
: TASK 3 : a product of labor 4 a : an economic group comprising
those who do manual 'abor or work for wages b : workers em-
ployed in an establishment or available for employment c : the
organizations or officials representing groups of workers 5 usu
Labour : the Labour party of the United Kingdom or of another
nation of the British Commonwealth syn see work

2iabor or chiefly Brit labour vb la-bor-ing \-b(D-)rio\ VI 1 : to
exert one's powers of body or mind esp. with painful or strenuous
effort ; work 2 : to move with great effort 3 : to be in the labor
of giving birth 4 : to suffer from some disadvantage or distress
<--' under a delusion) 5 of a ship ; to pitch or roll heavily ^ vt

1 archaic a : to spend labor on or produce by labor b ; to strive

to effect or achieve 2 ; to treat or work out in often laborious
detail i^ the obvious) 3 : burden, distress 4 : to cause to
labor — la*bor-er X-bar-sr, -brarX n
31abor adj 1 : of or relating to labor 2 cap : of, relating to, or con-
stituting a political party held to represent the interests of working-
men or characterized by a membership in which organized labor
groups predominate

lab.o.ra-to-ry \'lab-(3-)r3-.tor-e, -,tdr-. Brit usu l3-'bar-3-t(3-)re\ n,

ojten attrib [ML laboratorium, fr. L laboratus, pp. of laborare to
labor, fr. labor] 1 : a place equipped for experimental study in a
science or for testing and analysis; broadly ; a place providing
opportunity for experimentation, observation, or practice in a field

of study 2 : an academic period set aside for laboratory work
labor camp n l : a penal colony where forced labor is performed
2 : a camp for migratory labor

Labor Day n : the first Monday in September observed in the U5,
and Canada as a legal holiday in recognition of the workingman

la<bored adj 1 : produced or performed with labor 2 : bearing
marks of labor and effort; esp : lacking ease of expression

la*bo*ri<ou5 \l3-'bor-e-3s, -'t>6r-\ adj 1 : devoted to labor ; in-
dustrious 2 : involving or characterized by hard or toilsome
effort : LABORED — la>bo-ri*ous<ly adv — la>ho>n>ons*ne5S n

la>bor-ite \'la-b3-,rTt\ n 1 ; a member of a group favoring the
iDterests of labor 2 cap a : a member of a poUtical party devoted
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chiefly to the interests of labor b usu La>boar*ite : a member of
the British Labour party

la<t)or>sav>iiig \'la-b3r-,sa-vio\ adj ; adapted to replace or decrease
labor

labor union n : an organization of workers formed for the purpose
of advancing its members' interests in respect to wages and work-
ing conditions

lab<ra<(lor4te \'lab-r3-,d6(3)r-,Tt\ n[ Labrador peninsula, Canada]
: a triclinic feldspar showing a play of several colors

Lab>ra-dor retriever \,lab-r9-,d6r-(r1i-\ n [Labrador, Newfound-
land] : a retriever largely developed in England from stock
originating in Newfoundland and characterized by a short dense
usu. black coat and notable breadth of head and chest

Ia>bret \'la-brat\ n [L labruml : an ornament worn in a perforation
of the lip by some primitive peoples

la*brum \'la-bram\ n [NL, fr. L, lip, edge — more at lip] : the
upper or anterior lip of an arthropod consisting of a single median
piece in front of or above the mandibles

la-bUT'num \l3-'b3r-n3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L. laburnum]
: any of a small genus {Laburnum) of poisonous Eurasian legumi-
nous shrubs and trees with pendulous racemes of bright yellow
flowers; esp ; an ornamental tree (Z,. anagyroidcs) often cultivated
for Easter decoration

lab.y-rinth \'lab-3-.rinCt)th, -rsnCtUhX n [ME lahorintus, fr. L
labyrinlhus, fr Gk lahyrinthos'] 1 a : a place constructed of or full

of intricate passageways and blind alleys b : a maze (as in a
garden) formed by paths separated by high hedges 2 ; something
extremely complex or tortuous in structure, arrangement, or char-
acter : INTRICACY, PERPLExrrY 3 ; a tortuous anatomical structure;
esp : the internal ear or its bony or membranous part

lab.y.rin.thi-an \,Iab-3-'rin(t)-the-3n\ adj : labyrinthine
lab-y.rin.thine \-'rin(t)-th3n; -'rin-.thln, -,then\ adj : of, relating

to, or resembling a labyrinth ; intricate, involved
Uac \Mak\ n [Per lak & Hindi lakh, fr. Skt lak^a} : a resinous sub-
stance secreted by a scale insect (Laccijer lacca) and used chiefly in

the form of shellac

2laC var oS LAKH
lac-CO-lith \'Iak-3-,lith\ n [Gk lakkos cistern + E -lith'i : a mass of
igneous rock that is intruded between sedimentary beds and pro-
duces a domical bulging of the overlying strata

Uace \'las\ n [ME, fr. OF laz. fr, L laqueus snare — more at de-
ught] 1 : a cord or string used for drawing together two edges (as

of a garment or a shoe) 2 : an ornamental braid for trimming
men's coats or uniforms 3 : a fine openwork usu. figured fabric

made of thread and used chiefly for household coveringsor for

ornament of dress — laced \'last\ adj — lace>like \'la-.slik\ adj
2lace vb [ME lacen, fr. OF lacier, fr. L laqueare to ensnare, fr.

laqueus} vt 1 : to draw together the edges of by or as if by a lace

passed through eyelet holes 2 : to draw or pass a lace through
: THREAD 3 : to confine or compress by tightening laces esp. of a
corset 4 a : to adorn with or as if with lace h : to mark with
streaks of color 5 : beat, lash 6 a : to add a dash of an alcoholic
liquor to b : to give savor or zest to '^ vi ; to admit of being tied

or fastened with a lace — lac>er n
Tlac.er-ate X'las-a-rst, -,rat\ or lac-er-at-ed \-,rat-ad\ adj
1 a : torn, mangled b : harrowed, distracted 2 : having the
edges deeply and irregularly cut <a -^ petal)

2lac<er<ate \-,rat\ vi [L laceratus, pp. of lacerare to tear; akin to L
lacer mangled, Gk lakis rent] 1 : to tear or rend roughly 2 : to
cause sharp mental or emotional pain to : distress — lac-er-a-tive
\-,rat-iv\ adj

Iac<er>a*tion \,las-3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of lacerating 2 : a
lacerated wound

lac*er<til*ian X.las-ar-'til-e-sn, -'til-yan\ adj [deriv. of L lacerta

lizard — more at lizard] : of or relating to the lizards — lacertil-

ian n — lac>_er<tiI<oid \,las-ar-'til-,6id\ adj
Iace*wing X'la-.swigX n : any of various neuropterous insects (as
of Chrysopa, Hemerobius, and related genera) having dehcate lace-

like wing venation, long antennae, and brilliant eyes
la-ches \'lach-3z, 'la-ch3z\ n, pi laches [ME lachesse, fr. MP
laschesse} ; negligence in the observance of duty or opportunity;
specij ; undue delay in asserting a legal right or privilege

Lach.e-sis \'lak-s-s3s\ n [L, fr Gk] : the one of the three Fates in

classical mythology who determines the length of the thread of life

lach-ry.mal or lacri.mal X'lak-ra-mslX adj [MF or ML; MF lac-

rymal, fr. ML lacrimalis. fr. L lacrima tear — more at tear] 1 usu
lacrimal : of, relating to, or constituting the glands that produce
tears 2 : of, relating to, or marked by tears

lach-ry-mose \-,m6s\ adj l : given to tears or weeping ; tearful
2 : tending to cause tears : mournful — lach-ry-mose'ly adv

lacking \'la-sio\ n 1 : the action of one that laces 2 : something
that laces : lace 3 : a contrasting marginal band of color (as on
a feather) 4 a : a dash of alcoholic liquor in a food or beverage
b : a trace or sprinkling that adds spice or savor 5 : beating,
trouncing

la>cin<i>ate \l3-'sin-e-3t, -,at\ or Ia>cin>i>at°ed \-,at-ad\ adj [L
lacinia flap; akin to L lacer} : bordered with a fringe: a : cut into
deep irregular usu. pointed lobes h : narrowly incised with divi-

sions coarser than fimbriate — la-cin-i*a-tion \l3-,sin-e-'a-shsn\ n
Hack \'lak\ vb [ME laken, fr. MD; akin to ON leka to leak] vi

1 ; to be wanting or missing 2 : to be short or have need '« vt

1 : to be destitute of or deficient in 2 : require, need
syn lack, want, need, require mean to be without something

essential or greatly desired, lack may imply either an absence or a
shortage in supply <room lacks closets) {lack fuel for such a trip)

want adds to lack the implication of desiring or needing urgently
<the house wants painting) need clearly suggests urgent necessity
<he needs medicine) require sugggests imperativeness of needing,
desiring, or even craving

slack n 1 ; the fact or state of being wanting or deficient : need
2 : something that is lacking or is needed

lack>a.dai.si'Cal \,lak-3-'da-zi-kal\ adj [by folk etymology fr.

lackaday H- -ical} % lacking life, spirit, or zest : languid — lack-
a*dai-si-caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

lack-a-day \'lak-3-,da\ interj [by alter. & shortening of alack the
day} archaic — used to express regret or deprecation
Uack>ey \'lak-e\ n [MF laquais} 1 : a liveried retainer : footman,

flunky 2 : a servile follower : toady, hanger-on
nackey also lacquey \'lak-e\ vi, obs : to play the lackey : toady
-^ vr : to wait upon or serve obsequiously : attend

Iack>lus>ter \'Iak-,l3.s-t3r\ adj : lacking in sheen, radiance, or
vitality : dull — lackluster n

la*con-ic \l3-'kan-ik\ adj [L laconicus Spartan, fr. Gk lakonikos:
fr. the Spartan reputation for terseness of speech] ; sparing of
words : terse syn see concise — la>con>i>caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

lac*0*nism \'lak-3-,ni2-3m\ n ; brevity or terseness of expression
or style

Uac.quer \'lak-3r\ n [Pg lacre sealing wax, fr. laca lac, fr. Ar lakk,
fr. Per lak} 1 a : a spirit varnish (as shellac) b ; any of various
durable natural varnishes; esp : a varnish obtained from an Asiatic
sumac {Rhus vemicijlua) — called also Chinese lacquer, Japanese
lacquer 2 : any of various clear or colored synthetic organic coat-
ings that typically dry to form a film by evaporation of a volatile
constituent
nacquer vr lac-quer.lng \-(3-)riQ\ 1 : to coat with lacquer 2 : to
give a smooth finish or appearance to — lac-quer-er \'lak-3r-3r\ n

lac>ri.ma.tion \,lak-r3-'ma-sh3n\ n : the secretion of tears esp.
when abnormal or excessive

lac.ri.ma.tor or lach.ry.ma.tor \'lak-r3-,mat-3r\ n [l lacrimatus,
pp. of lacrimare to weep. fr. lacrima tear — more at tear] : a tears
producing substance : tear gas

la.crosse \l3-'kr6.s\ n [CanF la crosse. lit., the crosier] : a game
played on a turfed field in which the players use a long-handled
racket to catch, carry, or throw the ball toward or into the oppo-
nents' goal

lact- or lacti- or lacto- comb form [F & L; F, fr. L, fr. lact-, lac— more at galaxy] 1 ; milk </acroflavin> 2 a : lactic acid
(/aerate) b : lactose <?acrase>

Iact-al.bu*min \,lak-,tal-'byLi-m3n\ n [ISV] : an albumin from
whey similar to serum albumin

lac-tase \'lak-,tas, -,taz\ n [ISV] : an enzyme that hydrolyzes lactose
and other beia-galactosides and occurs esp. in the intestines of young
mammals and in yeasts

ilaC'tate yiak-,tat\ n : a salt or ester of lactic acid
^lactate vi [L lactatus.pp. of lactare, fr. lact-, lac} ; to secrete milk— lac-ta-tion \lak-'ta-sh3n\ n — lac*ta*tion-al \-shn3l, -sh3n-'i\
adj — lac*ta*tion*aI>ly \-e\ adv
Uac.te.al \'lak-te-3l\ adj [L lacreus of milk, fr. lact-, lac} 1 : con-
sisting of, producing, or resembling milk 2 a : conveying or con-
taining a milky fluid b : of or relating to the lacteals

^lacteal n : one of the lymphatic vessels arising from the villi of the
small intestine and conveying chyle to the thoracic duct

laC'teS'Cent \tak-'tes-^nt\ adj [L lactescent-, lactescens, prp. of
lactescere to turn to milk, fr. lact-, lac} 1 : becoming or appearing
milky 2a; secreting milk b ; yielding a milky juice — used of a
plant

lac>tiC \'lak-tik\ adj 1 a ; of or relating to milk b : obtained from
sour milk or whey 2 : involving the production of lactic acid

lactic acid n : a hygroscopic organic acid CsHsOj present normally
in tissue, produced in carbohydrate matter usu, by bacterial fermen-
tation, and used esp in food and medicine and in industry

lactil-er-ous \lak-'tif-(3-)r3s\ adj [F or LL; F lactijere, fr. LL
lactijer, fr. L lad-, lac + -jer} 1 : secreting or conveying milk
2 : yielding a milky juice — lac>tlf-er*ous*ness n

lac-to<ba>cil-lus \,lak-t,)to-b3-'sil-3s\ n [NL] ; any of a genus
(Laaobacillus) of lactic-acid-forming bacteria

lac-to*gen>ic \,lak-t3-'jen-ik\ adj : inducing lactation

lac-tone yiak-,ton\ n [ISV] : any of various cyclic anhydrides of
acids having one or more hydroxyl groups in addition to that in the
acid group ~ lac-ton-ic \lak-'tan-ik\ adj

lac>tose yiak-.tos, -,toz\ n [ISV] : a disaccharide sugar CuHazOn
present in milk that on hydrolysis yields glucose and galactose
and on fermentation yields esp. lactic acid

la.cu-na \l3-'k(yiu-n3\ n, pi la-cu-nae \-'kyu-(.)ne, -'kii-,nT\ or
la-cu-nas \-'k(yili-n3z\ [L, pit, pool — more at lagoon] 1 : a
blank space or a missing part : gap 2 : a small cavity, pit, or dis-

continuity in an anatomical structure — la>cu-nal \-'k(y)Un-''l\

adj— la*cu-nar \-'k{y)u-n3r\ adj— la>cu-na-ry \'Iak-y3-,ner-e,

l3-_'k(y)u-n3-re\ ad^ — la-cu-nate \l3-*k(y)u-n3t, -.nat; 'lak-ya-

,nat\ adj
la>cu>nar \l3-'kCy)u-n3r\ n 1 : a ceiling with recessed panels 2 pi
Iac*U'nar-ia \,lak-y3-'ner-e-3\ : a recessed panel in a patterned
ceiling or soffit

la-cuS'trine Xls-'kas-trsnX adj [prob. fr. F or It lacustre, fr. L lacus

lake] : of, relating to, or growing in lakes
lacy \'la-se\ adj : resembling or consisting of lace

lad \'lad\ n [ME ladde} 1 : a male person of any age between early

boyhood and maturity : boy, youth 2 : fellow, chap
lad<a>num N'lad-^n-sm, 'lad-namX var oj labdanum
lad-der \'lad-3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE hlsder; akin to OHG
leitara ladder, OE hlinian to lean — more at lean] 1 : a structure

for climbing up or down that consists of two long sidepieces joined
at intervals by crosspieces on which one may step 2 : something
that resembles or suggests a ladder in form or use; specij ; run 11a
3 : a series of usu. ascending steps or stages : scale

lad>der-back \-,bak\ adj, oj jumiture '. having a back consisting

of two upright posts connected by horizontal slats

lad-die \'lad-e\ n : a young lad

lade \'lad\ vb lad-ed or lad-en \'lad-'n\ lad-ing [ME laden, fr.

OE hladan; akin to OHG hladan to load, OSlav klasti} vt 1 a : to
put a load or burden on or in : load b : to put or place as a load
esp. for shipment : ship c ; to load heavily or oppressively
2 : dip, ladle ~ vi 1 : to take on cargo : load 2 ; to take up or
convey a liquid by dipping
ilad*en \'lad-'n\ vr lad<en>ing \'lad-nlD, -='n-io\ : lade
2laden adj : loaded, burdened
la-di-da \,Iad-e-'da\ adj [perh. alter, of lardy-dardy (foppish)]

; affectedly refined or polished : pretentious, elegant
ladies* man also lady's man n : a man who shows a marked fond-
ness for the company of women or is esp. attentive to women
La>din \l3-'den\ n [Rhaeto-Romanic, fr. L Latinum Latin]
1 : ROMANSH 2 : one speaking Romansh as a mother tongue

lad-ing n 1 a : loading 1 b : an act of bailing, dipping, or ladling
2 ; cargo, freight
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11a>dl*no \la-Me-Qno\ n [Sp, fr, ladino cunning. learned, Ut.,

Latin, fr. L latirius] 1 : judeo-spanish 2 ojten cap [AmerSp] : a
westernized Spanish-speaking Latin American; esp : mestizo
3 CAmerSp] Southwest i a cunningly vicious horse or steer

3la.di*no \l3-'dT-(,)n6. -nA n [prob. fr. It, of Graubiinden, canton
of Switzerland] ; a large nutritious rapidly growing clover that is

a variety of white clover and is widely planted for hay or silage

Ua.dle \'Iad-'l\ n [ME ladel, fr. OE hlsedel, fr. hladunl 1 : a deeps
bowled long-handled spoon used esp. for dipping up and conveying
liquids 2 ; an instrument or device resembling a ladle in form or
function

2ladle VI la*dling \'lad-Iia, -'l-io\ : to take up and convey in or as if

in a ladle

la-dy \'lad-e\ n, often altrib [ME, fr. OE hlSJdlge, fr. hldj bread
+ 'dlge (akin to dxge kneader of bread) — more at loaf, dairy]
1 obs : a female head of a household ; mi^ress 2 a ; a woman
having proprietary rights or authority esp. as a feudal superior
b : a woman receiving the homage or devotion of a knight or lover
3 cap : VIRGIN MARY — usu. uscd with Our 4 a : a woman of
superior social position b : a woman of refinement and gentle
manners c : woman, female 5 : wife 6 a : any of various titled

women in Great Britain — used as the customary title of (I) a
marchioness, countess, viscountess, or baroness and (2) the wife
of a knight, baronet, member of the peerage, or one having the
courtesy title of lord and used as a courtesy title for the daughter of
a duke, marquess, or earl b ; a female member of an order of
knighthood — compare dame syn see female

lady toeetle n ; ladybug
la>dy>bii(l \'lad-e-,b3rd\ n : ladybug
la-dy-bug \-.b3g\ n [Our Lady, the Virgin Mary] : any of numerous
small nearly hemispherical often brightly colored beetles (family
Coccinellidae) of temperate and tropical regions that usu. feed both
as larvae and adults on other insects

lady chapel n, ojien cap L&C : a chapel dedicated to the Virgin Mary
Lady Day n : the feast of the Annunciation
la>dy>fin<ger \'lad-e-.fio-g3r\ n : a small finger-shaped sponge cake
la.dy-in-wait.ing \,lad-e-in-'wat-io\ n, pl ladies-in-wailing ; a
lady of a queen's or a princess's household appointed to wait upon
or attend her

la-dy>kin \'lad-e-k3n\ n : a little lady

la<dy<Uke \-,lTk\ ad} 1 ; resembling a lady In appearance or man-
ners : well-bred 2 : becoming or suitable to a lady 3 a : feeling
or showing too much concern about elegance or propriety b ; lack-
ing in strength, force, or virility syn see feminine

la.dy-love \'lad-e-,l3v, Jad-e-'\ n : sweetheart, mistress
la.dy's-ear.drop \,lad-c-*ziO)r-,drap\ n : any of several plants (as

a fuchsia or bleeding heart) with flowers resembling eardrops —— called also ladies' -eardrops
la-dy-sllip \'lad-e-,ship\ n : the condition of being a lady : rank of
lady — used as a title for a woman having the rank of lady <her
Ladyship is not at home) <if your Ladyship please)

lady's slipper or lady slipper \'iad-e(z)-.siip-

sr\ n : any of several No. American temperate*
zone orchids (as of the genus Cypripediuni) having
flowers whose shape suggests a slipper

la-dy's-smocK \'lad-e(z)-,smak\ n : cuckoo-
flower 1

La-er.tes \la-'ari-ez\ n [L. fr. Gk Laertes'l 1 : the
father of Odysseus in Greek legend 2 : the son of
Polonius and brother of Ophelia in Shakespeare's
Hamlet

Lae>ta>re Sunday \la-,tar-e-, -,tar-e-\ n [L lae-

tare, sing, imper. of laetari to rejoice] : the fourth
Sunday in Lent
Hag \'lag\ vb lagged; lag.ging [prob. of Scand lady's slipper
origin; akin to Norw lagga to go slowly] vi

1 a : to stay or fall behind : linger, lofter b : to move, function,

or develop with comparative slowness c : to become retarded in

attaining maximum value 2 : to slacken or weaken gradually
: flag 3 : to toss or roll a taw toward a line or a cue ball toward
the head cushion to determine order of play ~ vr 1 : to lag behind
(current that ^s the voltage) 2 ; to pitch or shoot (as a coin or
marble! at a mark syn see delay — lag-ger n

alag n 1 : one that lags or is last 2 obs : the lowest class 3 a : the
action or the condition of lagging b : comparative slowness or
retardation c (1) : an amount of lagging or the lime during which
lagging continues (2) : a space of time esp. between related events
or phenomena : interval 4 : the action of lagging for opening
shot (as in marbles or bilUards)

3lag adj : last, hindmost
lag vt lagged; lag.ging [origin unknown] 1 slang ; to transport
for crime or send to jail 2 slang : arrf.st
slag n 1 slang a : a person transported for crime b : CONVICT
c : Ex-coNVicT 2 slang : a jail sentence : stretch

6lag n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON Ibgg rim of a barrel] 1 ; a
barrel stave 2 : a stave or slat forming part of a covering for a
cylindrical object

71ag vr lagged; lag.ging : to cover or provide with lags

lag.an \"lag-an\ also lag.end \-3nd\ n [MF lagan or ML laganum
debris washed up from the sea] : goods thrown into the sea with a
buoy attached so that they may be found again
Lag b'Omer X'lag-'bo-mar, ,rag-b3-'o-\ n [LHeb LG bS 'omer, lit.,

33 in omer] : a Jewish holiday falling onJhe 33d day of the omer
and commemorating the heroism of Bar Cocheba and Akiba

la.ger \'lag-3r\ n [G lagerbier hecv made for storage, fr. lager store-
house + bier beer] ; a beer brewed by slow fermentation and
stored in refrigerated cellars for maturing

lag'gard \'lag-5rd\ adj : lagging or tending to lag : dilatory— laggard n — lag>gard'ly adv or adj — lag-gard.ness n
lag.ging \'lag-ii3\ n : a lag or material used for -making lags: as
a : material for thermal insulation esp. around a cylindrical object
b : planking for preventing cave-ins in earthwork or for supporting
an arch during construction

la.gniappe \'lan-.yap, lan-'\ n [AmerF, fr. AmerSp la fiapa the
lagniappe] : a small gift given a customer by a merchant at the time
of a purchase; broadly ; something given or obtained gratuitously
or by way of good measure
lagcmorph \'lag-3-.m6rf\ n [deriv. of Gk logos hare -f- morphe
form] : any of an order (Lagomorpha) of gnawing mammals having
two pairs of upper incisors one behind the other and comprising

the rabbits, hares, and ptkas — lagO*mor*p]ilC \,lag-3-'m6r-fik\
adj — lago.mor.phous \-f3s\ adj

la.goon \la-'gun\ n [F & It; F lagime, fr. It laguna, fr. L lacuna pit,

pool, fr. lacus lake] : a shallow sound, channel, or pond near or
communicating with a larger body of water — la.goon.al X-^'IX adj

la.gu.na \l3-'gu-na\ n [Sp, fr. L lacuna] : lagoon, lake, pond
Lalm.da \'lan-d3\ n : an Indic language of West Punjab
la.ic \'la-ik\ adj [LL laicus, n. & adj., fr. LGk laikos, fr. Gk, of the
people, fr. loos people] ; of or relating to the laity ; secular— laic n — la.ical \-3-kal\ adj — la-icaMy \-3-k(3-)le\ adv

la.iclsm \'la-3-,siz-3m\ n : a political system characterized by the
exclusion of ecclesiastical control and influence

la.ici.za.tion \,Ia-3-s3-*za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of laicizing
la.icize \'la-3-,sTz\ vt 1 : to reduce to lay status 2 ; to put under
the direction of or open to laymen

laid past oj LAY
laid paper \'lad-\ n : paper watermarked with fine lines running
across the grain — compare wove paper

laigh \'la\ Scot var oj low
lain past part oj LIE

Hair \'la(3)r, '\&{^)x\ n [ME, fr. OE leger; akin to OHG legar bed,
OE licgan to he — more at lie] 1 dial Brit : a resting or sleeping
place : bed 2a: the resting or living place of a wild animal : den
fa : a refuge or place for hiding

2lair vb [Sc lair (mire)] vt, chiejly Scot ; to cause to sink in the
mire '*- vi, chiejly Scot : wallow

laird \'la(3)rd, 'le(3)rd\ n [ME (northern dial.) lord, lard lord]
Scot : a landed proprietor — laird'ly \-le\ adj

lais.sez-Iaire or chiejly Brit lais.ser-Iaire \,le-,sa-'fa(3)r, ,1a-,

-.za-, -'fe(3)r\ n [F laissez Jaire. imper. of laisser Jaire to let (people)
do (as they choose) ] 1 : a doctrine opposing governmental inter-
ference in economic affairs beyond the minimum necessary for the
maintenance of peace and property rights 2 : a philosophy or
practice characterized by a usu. deliberate abstention from direction
or interference esp. with individual freedom of choice and action— laissez-faire adj

lais.sez-pas.ser \-,pa-'sa\ n [F, fr. laissez passer let (someone)
pass] : PERMrr. pass

la.ity \'la-3t-e\ n i^lay] 1 : the people of a reUgious faith as
distinguished from its clergy 2 : the mass of the people as dis-
tinguished from those of a particular profession or those specially
skilled

La.ius \'la-(y)3s, 'll-3s\ n [Gk Ldios] : the father of Oedipus in
Greek legend
Hake \'lak\ n, ojten altrib [ME, fr. OF lac lake, fr. L lacus; akin to
OE lagu sea, Gk lakkos pond] 1 ; a considerable inland body of
standing water 2 ; a pool of other Uquid

2lake n [F laque lac. fr. OProv laca, fr. Ar lakk — more at lacquer]
1 a : a purpUsh red pigment prepared from lac or cochineal b : any
of numerous usu. bright translucent organic pigments composed
essentially of a soluble dye adsorbed on or combined with an in-
organic carrier 2 : carmine 2 — laky \'la-ke\ adj
31ake VI, oj blood : to alter so that the hemoglobin is dissolved in the
plasma -^ vr : to cause (blood) to lake

lake dweller n : one that lives in a lake dwelling
lake dwelling n : a dwelling built on piles in a lake; specif : one
built in prehistoric times

lake herring n : a cisco {Leucichthys artedi) found from Lake
Memphremagog to Lake Superior and northward and important
as a commercial food fish; broadly : cisco
Lake-land terrier \,la-,klan(d)-. -klan(d)-\ n {Lakeland, England]

: any of an English breed of rather small harsh-coated strai^t*
legged terriers

lak.er \'Ia-k3r\ n ; one associated with a lake; esp ; a fish living in
or taken from a lake

lakh \"lak, 'lak\ n [Hindi lakh] 1 India : one hundred thousand
2 India :_a great number — lakh adj

-la.lia \'la-le-a\ n comb Jorm [NL. fr. Gk lalia chatter fr. lalein to
chat] : speech disorder (of a specified type) <echo/a//a)

lal.lan \'lal-3n\ or lal.land \-3n(dl\ Scot var oj lowland
Lal'lans \'lal-3nz\ n : Scots as spoken In the southern and eastern
part of Scotland

Lal.ly \'Ial-e-\ trademark — used for a concrete-filled cylindrical
steel structural column
Uam \*lam\ vb lammed; lam-ming
[of Scand origin; akin to ON lemja
to thrash; akin to OE lama lame]
vt : to beat soundly ; ihrash ^ vi

1 ; strike, thrash 2 : to flee hastily

2lam n : sudden or hurried fUght esp.
from the law <on the '^>

la.ma \'Iam-3\ n [Tibetan blama'i : a
Lamaist monk

La.ma-lsni \'lam-3-,iz-3m\ n : the
Mahayana Buddhism of Tibet and
Mongolia marked by tantric and sha-
manistic ritual and a dominant hier-

archical monasticism — La.ma>ist
\-3-3st\ n or adj — La.ma>is.tiG
\,ram-3-'is-tik\ adj

La.marck'lan \l3-'mar-ke-3n\ adj : of
or relating to Lamarckism
La.marck.ism \la-'mar-.kiz-3m\ n [J.

B. de Monet Lamarck tl829 F biol-
ogist] : a theory of organic evolution
asserting that environmental changes
cause structural changes in animals
and plants that are transmitted to off-

spring
la.ma.sery \'lam-a-,ser-e\ nJF lama-
serie, fr. lama + Per sarat palace]
: a monastery of lamas
ilamb \*lam\ n, ojten atirib [ME, fr.

OE; akin to OHG lamb Iamb, elaho
elk — more at elk] 1 a ; a young
sheep esp. less than one year old or
without permanent teeth b : the
young of various other animals (as
the smaller antelopes) 2 a : a person

cuts of Iamb: A wholesale
cuts: 1 leg, 2 loin, 3 rack,
4 breast, 5 shank, 6
shoulder; B retail cuts: a
leg, b sirloin chops and
roast, c loin chops and
rolled loin roast, d patties
and chopped roast, e rib
chops and crown roast,

J riblets, stew, and stuffed
or rolled breast, g square-
cut shoulder roast, Sara-
toga chops, rolled shoul-
der, boneless shoulder
chops, /j neck slices, /

shanks, k blade chops.
m arm chops
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as gentle or weak as a Iamb b : dear, ^et c : a person easily
cheated or deceived esp. in trading securities 3 a ; the flesh
of a lamb used as food b ; lambskin
2lamb vj : to bring forth a Iamb — vr 1 : to bring forth
(a lamb) 2 : to tend (ewes) at lambing time — lamb<er \'lam-ar\ n

lam-baste or lam-bast \(')lam-'bast, -'bast\ vt [prob. fr. Uam
+ baste'] 1 : to assault violently ; beat, whip 2 ; to admin-
ister a verbal thrashing to : censure
lamb'da \'Iam-d3\ n [Gk, of Sem origin; akin to Heb lamedh
lamed] : the 11th letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol A or X

lam.ben*cy \'lam-b3n-se\ n : the quality, state, or an instance
of being lambent

lam*bent \'lam-bsnt\ ad/[L lambent-, lambens, prp. of lamhere to
lick —more at lap] 1 : playing lightly on or over a surface
: FLICKERING 2 '. softly bright or radiant 3 : marked by lightness
or brilliance esp. of expression — lam*bent*ly adv

lam>bert \'lam-b3rt\ n [Johann H. Lambert tl777 G physicist]
: the cgs unit of brightness equal to the brightness of a perfectly dif-
fusing surface that radiates or reflects one lumen per square centi-
meter
lam.bre.quin XMam-bsr-ksn. -bri-kan\ n [F] 1 : a scarf used to
cover a knight's helmet 2 a : a short decorative drapery for a shelf
edge or for the top of a window casing : valance b : a scalloped
color pattern used esp. on porcelain tableware

lamb'Skin \'lam-,skin\ n ; a lamb's skin or a small fine-grade
sheepskin or the leather made from either; specij : such a skin
dressed with the wool on and used esp. for winter clothing

lamb'S-quar.ters \'lamz-,kw6(r)t-3rz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr
1 : a goosefoot (Chenopodium album) with glaucous foliage that is

sometimes used as a potherb 2 : any of several oraches
llame \'lam\ adj [ME, fr. OE lama; akin to OHG lam lame, Lith
rirriti to break down] 1 : physically disabled 2 : having an arm or
esp. a leg disabled 3 : lacking needful or desirable substance
: WEAK — lame*ly adv — lame>ness n

2lame vt l : to make lame ; cripple 2 : to make weak or ineffec-
tive ; DISABLE
31ame \'lam, 'lam\ n [MF, fr. L lamina} 1 : a thin plate esp. of
metal : lamina 2 pi : small overlapping steel plates joined to slide
on one another (as in medieval armor)

4Ia*m6 \la-'ma, Ia-\ n [F] : a brocaded clothing fabric made from
any of various fibers combined with tinsel filling threads often of
gold or silver

la.med \'lam-.ed\ n [Heb lamedh, lit., oxgoad] : the 12th letter of

the Hebrew alphabet — symbol 7
lame ducK n 1 : an elected officer or group continuing to hold
political office during a usu. brief interim between defeat for re-
election and the inauguration of a successor 2 : one that falls be-
hind in ability or performance : weakling

lamell- or lamelli- comb jorm [NL, fr. lamella} X lamella {lamelli-
rostral) {lamellose}

la*mel>la \Ia-'mel-o\ n, /?/la>meMae \-'mel-(,)e. -,T\ also lamellas
[NL, fr. L, dim. of lamina thin plate] ; a thin flat scale or part: as
a ; one of the thin plates composing the gills of a bivalve mollusk
b : a gill of a mushroom — la>mel>lar \-'meI-ar\ adj — la<mel-
lar-ly adv
la.meMate \la-'mel-3t, 'lam-3-,lat\ or lam.eMat.ed \'lam-3-
,Iat-3d\ adj 1 : composed of or furnished with lamellae 2 : lamel-
liform — la-meMate*ly adv

lam.eMa.tion \,lam-3-'la-shan\ n 1 : formation or division into
lamellae 2 : lamella

la.mel.li.brancll \l3-'mel-3-.braak\ n [NL Lamellibranchia, class-
name, fr. lamell- + L branchia gill — more at branchia] : any of a
class (Lamellibranchia) of bivalve mollusks (as clams, oysters,
mussels) that have the body bilaterally symmetrical, compressed,
and enclosed within the mantle and that build up a shell whose right
and left parts are connected by a hinge over the animal's back —
lamellibrancli adj — la*mel-U*bran>chi-ate \l3-,mel-3-'brao-
ke-3t\ adj or n
la.meMi.corn \la-'mel-3-,k6(3)m\ adj [deriv. of NL lamella + L
cornu horn — more at horn] ; having or constituting antennae
ending in flattened plates — lameUicorn n

Ia-mel<li*iomi \-,f6rm\ adj ; having the form of a thin plate
ila^ment \l3-'ment\ vi : to mourn aloud : wail -^ vt 1 : to express
sorrow for : mourn 2 ; to regret strongly syn see deplore

2lanient n [MF or L; MF, fr. L lamentum: akin to ON lomr loon, L
latrare to bark, Gk leros nonsense] 1 : a crying out in grief : wail-
ing 2 : DIRGE, elegy

la.men-ta.ble X'lam-sn-ta-bal, !3-'ment-3-\ adj 1 : that is to be
regretted or lamented : deplorable 2 : expressing grief : mourn-
ful — la-men-ta-ble-ness n — la-men-ta-bly \-ble\ adv

lam>ea>ta<tion \,lam-3n-'ta-sh3n\ n ; an act or instance of lament-
ing

la>ment*ed \l3-'ment-ad\ adj ; mourned for — la-ment<ed-ly adv
la*mia \'la-me-a\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk, devouring monster— more at
lemur] : a female demon : vampire

la.mi.a.ceous \.la-me-"a-sh3s\ adj [deriv. of Gk lamia} : labiate 2
lamin- or lamini- or lamino- comb jorm : lamina <tommar>
lam.i>na \'lam-a-n3\ n, pi lam'l>nae \-,ne, -,nT\ or laminas [L]
1 : a thin plate or scale 2 : the expanded part of a foliage leaf

3 : one of the narrow thin parallel plates of soft vascular sensitive
tissue that cover the flesh within the wall of a hoof

lam>i>nal \'lam-3n-^\ adj ; laminar
lam*i*nar Vlam-a-nsrX adj : arranged in, consisting of, or resem-
bling laminae

laminar flow n : streamline flow in a viscous fluid near a solid
boundary — compare turbulent flow

lam*i*nai.ia \,lam-3-'ner-e-a, -'nar-\ n [NL, genus name] : any of
a genus (Laminaria) of large chiefly perennial kelps with an un-
branched cylindrical or flattened stipe and a smooth or convoluted
blade; broadly : any of various_related kelps (order Laminariales)— lam>i*nar>i>a>ceous \-,ner-e-'a-sh3s, -,nar-\ adj — lam-i-nar-
i-an \-'ner-e-3n, -'nar-\ adj — lam-l-nar<i<oid \-e-,6id\ adj
Uam-l>nate \'lam-3-,nat\ vt 1 : to roll or compress into a thin plate
2 : to separate into laminae 3 : to make by uniting superposed
layers of one or more materials ^ vi : to divide into laminae —
lam<i>na<tor \-,nat-3r\ n

3lam*l*nate N-nst, -,nat\ adj 1 : consisting of laminae 2 ; bearing
or covered with laminae
3Iam-i*nate X-nst. -,nat\ n : a product made by laminating
lam*i<nat'ed \-,nat-3d\ adj 1 : laminate 1 2 : composed of
layers of firmly united material; specij : made by bonding or im-
pregnating superposed layers of paper, wood, or fabric with resin
and compressing under heat

lam.i.na*tion \,lam-3-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : the process of laminating
2 : the state of being laminated 3 : a laminate structure 4 : lamina
Lam>mas \'lam-3s\ n [ME Lammasse, fr. OE hlajm:esse, fr. hid]
loaf 4- m^sse mass; fr. the consecration on this day of loaves made
from the first ripe grain] 1 ; the first day of August — called also
Lammas Day 2 : the time of year around Lammas Day — called
also Lam-mas-tide \'lam-3-,stTd\

lam.mer.gei.er or lam.mer-gey.er \'iam-ar-,gT(-3)r\ n [G idm-
mergeier} : the largest European bird of prey {Gypaetus barbatus
aureus) occurring in mountain regions from the Pyrenees to north-
em China and resembling both the eagles and the vultures
lamp \'lamp\ n [ME. fr. OF lampe, fr. L lampas, fr. Gk, fr. lampein
to shine; akin to ON letptr lightning]
1 a : a vessel with a wick for burning
oil or other inflammable liquid to pro-
duce artificial light b : any of various
devices for producing light or heat
2 : a heavenly body 3 : a source of
intellectual or spiritual illumination

lamp-black \-.blak\ n : a fine bulky
dull-black soot deposited in incom-
plete combustion of carbonaceous
materials and used chiefly as a pigment
(as in paints, enamels, printing inks)

lam. per eel \,lam-p3r-\ n [alter, of
lamprey} 1 : LAMPREY 2 : CONGO lamps: 1 ancient oil lamp,
SNAKE 2 kerosine lamp, 3 electric

lamp.light- er \Mam-,plit-sr\ n : one desk lamp
that lights a lamp
tlam.poon \lam-'pUn\ n [F lampon} 1 : a harsh satire usu.
directed against an individual 2 : a light mocking satire

2lampoon vt : to make the subject of a lampoon : ridicule —1am-
poon<er n — lam-poon-ery V'pUn-(3-)re\ n

lam.prey \'lam-pre\ n [ME. fr. OF lampreie, fr. ML lampreda}
: any of- an order (Hyperoartia) of aquatic vertebrates that are
widely distributed in temperate and subarctic regions in both fresh
and salt water and resemble eels but have a large suctorial mouth

lam>ster \'lam(p}-st3r\ or lam-is-ler \'lam-3-st3r\ n : a fugitive

esp. from the law
la.nai \l3-'_nT, la-\ n [Hav/aiian] : porch, veranda
la-nate \'la-,nat, 'lan-,at\ adj [L lanatus. fr. lana wool — more at
wool] : covered with fine hair or filaments : woolly

Zian*cas>tri<an \lan-'kas-tre-3n, lao-\ adj [John of Gaunt, duke of
Lancaster tl399] : of. relating to. or supporting an English royal
house furnishing sovereigns from 1399 to 1461 — Lancastrian n
Uance \'lan(t)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L lajicea} 1 : a weapon of war
consisting of a long shaft with a sharp steel head and carried by
mounted knights or light cavalry 2 : any of various sharp objects
suggestive of a lance; as a : lancet 1 b : a spear used for killing
whales 3 : lancer lb

alance vb [ME launcen, fr. MF lancer, fr. LL lanceare, fr. L lancea}
vt 1 a : to pierce with a lance or similar weapon b : to open with
or as if with a lancet 2 : launch, hurl '— vi : to move forward
quickly

lance corporal n [lance (as in obs. lancepesade lance corporal, fr.

MF lancepessade)} % a private in the marine corps ranking above a
private first class and below a corporal
lanceUet \'Ian(t>-sbt\ n : any of various small translucent marine
animals (subphylum Cephalochordata) related to the vertebrates

Lan-ce-lot \'lan(t)-s3-,lat, 'Ian-, -s(3-)l3t\ n [F] : a knight of the
Round Table and lover of Queen Guinevere

lan.ceo-late \'lan(t)-se-3-,lat\ also lan-ceo-laLed \-.lat-3d\ adj
[LL lanceolatus. fr. L lanceola, dim. of lancea} : shaped like a lance
head; specij : tapering to a point at the apex and sometimes at the
base — lan>ceo*late<ly adv

lanc>er \'lan(t)-sar\ n 1 a : one who carries a lance b : a member
of a military unit formerly composed of light cavalry armed with
lances 2 pi but sing in constr a : a set of five quadrilles each in a
different meter b : the music for such dances

lan<cet \'lan(t)-s3t\ n : a sharp-pointed and commonly two-edged
surgical instrument used to make small incisions

lancet arch n — see arch illustration

lan>cet*ed \-s3t-3d\ adj : having a lancet arch or lancet windows
lancet window n : a high narrow window with an acutely pointed
head and without tracery
lance<wood \'lan(t)-,swud\ n : a tough elastic wood used esp. for

shafts, fishing rods, and bows; also : a tree (esp. Oxandra lanceolata)

yielding this wood
lan<Ci>nate \'lan(t)-s3-,nat\ vb [L lanclnatus, pp. of lanclnare: akin
to L lacer mangled — more at lacerate] : pierce, stab — lan*ci-
na>tion \.la^(t)-s3-'na-sh3n\ n
Uand \'land\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG lant land.

Olr land open space] 1 : the solid part of the surface of the earth;

specij : the surface of the earth and all its natural resources
2 a : a portion of the earth's solid surface considered by itself

b : the people of a country c : realm, domain 3 a : ground or
soil of a specified nature or quality b pi : territorial possessions

4 : ground owned privately or publicly 5 : an area of a surface
partly machined (as with grooves) that is left without such machin-
ing — land'less \']an-dl3s\ adj

2land vt 1 : to set or put on shore from a ship : disembark 2 a : to
set down after conveying b : to cause to reach or come to rest in a
particular place c : to bring (an airplane) to a landing 3 a : to
catch and bring in (as a fish) b ; gain, secure ~ vi 1 a : to go
ashore from a ship : disembark Xi oj a ship or boat : to touch at a
place on shore 2 a : to come to the end of a course or to a stage in

a journey : arrive b : to strike or meet the ground (as after a fall)

c oj an airplane : to alight on a surface
lan*dau \*lan-.dau. -(,)d6\ n [Landau, Bavaria. Germany] 1 : a
four-wheeled carriage with a top divided into two sections that can
be let down, thrown back, or removed 2 : a closed automobile

e abut;'' ® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; rj sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; ^ this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yn furious; zh vision
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body with provision for opening or folding the rear quarter

lan>dau>Iet \,lan-d'l-'et\ n 1 ; a small landau 2 ; an automobile
body with an open driver's seat and an enclosed rear section

having one cross seat and a collapsible roof

land-ed \'lan-dad\ adj 1 : having an estate in land 2 : consisting

in or derived from land or real estate

land.lall \'lan(d)..f61\ n 1 : a sighting or making of land after a
voyage or flight 2 : the shore or land first sighted on a voyage or
flight

land-form \-,f6rm\ n ; a feature of the earth's surface attributable

to natural causes
land grant n : a grant of land by the government esp. fof roads, rail-

roads, or agricultural colleges

land.grave \'lanCd)-,grav\ n [G landgraj'] 1 : a German count
having a certain territorial jurisdiction — used also as a title by
some German princes 2 : a county nobleman in the Carolina
colony ranking just below the proprietary

land>bold>er \'land-,h61-d3r\ n : a holder or owner of land —
land«hold-ing \-dio\ n

land'ing /i l : an act or process of one that lands; esp l a gohig or
bringing to shore, land, or other surface after a voyage or flight

2 ; a place for discharging and taking on passengers and cargo
3 : a level part of a staircase

landing cralt n ; any of numerous naval craft specially designed for

putting ashore troops and equipment
landing lield n : a field where aircraft may land and take off

landing gear n : the undercarriage that supports the weight of an
airplane when in contact with the land or water

landing strip n : airstrip
land>la<dy \'lan-,Cd)Iad-e\ n ; a female landlord
land>locl£ed \'lan-,(d)rakt\ adj 1 ; enclosed or nearly enclosed by
land 2 : confined to fresh water by some barrier

landlord Vlan-,(d)l6C3)rd\ n 1 : the owner of land or other
property which he leases or rents to another 2 : the master of an
inn or lodging house : innkeeper
land•lord-ism \-,iz-am\ n : an economic system or practice by
which ownership of land is vested in one who leases it to cultivators

land-lub.her Vian-,(d)l3b-3r\ n 1 : landsman 2 2 : one who is

unacquainted with the sea or seamanship — land>lab>her*l7 adj
land-mark \'lan(d)-,mark\ n 1 : a mark for designating the bound-
ary of land 2 a : a conspicuous object on land that marks a locality

b : an anatomical structure used as a point of orientation in locating
other structures 3 ! an event or development that marks a turning
point or a stage
land>ma5S \-,mas\ r : a large area of land
land oliice n : a government office in which entries upon and sales

of public land are registered
land-oftice business n : extensive and rapid business
land-own>er \'lan-,do-n3r\ n : an owner of land
land plaster n : gypsum or gypsiferous rock ground fine for use as a
fertilizer and soil amendment
land-poor \*lanCd)-,pu(a)r\ adj : owning so much unprofitable or
encumbered land as to lack funds to develop the land or pay the
charges due thereon
Land<ra-ce \'lan-,(d)ras-3\ n [Dan, fr. land 4- race} 1 : any of
several locally developed breeds of swine of northern Europe
2 : any animal of a Landrace breed

land reform n : more equitable distribution of agricultural land esp.
by governmental action
Hand-scape \'lan(d)-,skap\ n, ojten attrib [D landschap, fr. land +
•schap -ship] la; a picture representing a view of natural inland
scenery b ; the art ofdepicting such scenery 2a; the landforms
of a region in the aggregate b : a portion of land that the eye can
comprehend in a single view 3 : vista, prospectt
^landscape vt : to improve or ornament by landscape architecture or
gardening '*- v/ ; to engage in the occupation of landscape garden-
ing — land>scap>er n
landscape arcliltect n : one whose profession is to arrange and
modify the effects of natural scenery over a tract of land for aesthetic
effect — landscape architecture n
landscape gardener n : one skilled in the development and decora-
tive planting of gardens and grounds

land-Side \'lan(d)-,sTd\ n : a sidepiece opposite the moldboard In a
plow that guides the plow and takes the side pressure when the
furrow is turned

land-slide \*lan(d)-,sITd\ n 1 : the usu. rapid downward movement
of a mass of rock, earth, or artificial fill on a slope; also : the mass
that moves down 2 a : a great majority of votes for one side
b : an overwhelming victory

land-slip \-,slip\ n : landslide 1

lands-man Vlan(d)z-m3n\ n 1 ; a fellow countryman 2 : one who
lives on the land

land-ward \'Ian-(d)w3rd\ adj : lying or being toward the land or on
the side toward the land — landward adv
tlane \*lan\ n [ME. fr OE lanu: akin to MD lane lane] 1 : a narrow
passageway between fences or hedges 2 : a relatively narrow way
or track: as a : an ocean route used by or prescribed for ships
b : a strip of roadway for a single line of vehicles c : any of several
parallel courses in which a competitor must stay during a race
d : a bowling alley

2lane Scot var of lonb
lang-bein-ite \'lao-,bT-,nTt\ n [G langbeinit, fr. A. Langbeln, 19th
cent. G chemist] ; a mineral K2Mg2VS04)3 that is a double
sulfate of potassium and magnesium much used in the fertilizer

industry
lang-iauf \'Iaa-,lauf\ n [G, fr. lang long + lauf race] : cross*
country running or racing on skis — lang-lauf-er n

lang-ley \'lao-le\ n [Samuel P. Langley tl906 Am astronomer] : a
unit of solar radiation equivalent to one gram calorie per square
centimeter of irradiated surface

lan-gouste \la°-'gust\ n [F] : spiny lobster
Lang-Shan X'larj-.shanX n [Langshan, locality near Shanghai.
China] : any of an Asiatic breed of large single-combed usu. black
or white domestic fowls resembling the Cochin Chinas

lang syne Maq-'zln, -'smX n [ME (Sc). fr. lang long + syne since]
chiefly Scot : times past ; old times — lang syne adv or adj, chiejly
Scot

pronunciation, and the methods of combining them used and under-
stood by a considerable community b (1) : a systematic means of
communicating ideas or feelings by the use of conventionalized
signs, gestures, marks, or esp. articulate vocal sound (2) : the
suggestion by objects, actions, or conditions of associated ideas or
feelings (3) : the means by which animals communicate (4) : a
formal system of signs and symbols (as logical calculus) including
rules for the formation and transformation of admissible expressions
2 a : form or manner of verbal expression; specij : style b ; the
vocabulary and phraseology belonging to an art or department of
knowledge c : abusive epithets : profanity 3 : the study of
language esp. as a school subject
langue d'oc \la"g-d6k\ n [F, fr. OF, lit., language of oc; fr, the
Provengal use of the word oc for 'Ves'*] : Provencal

langue d'oil \-d6-ei\ n [F, fr. OF, lit., language of oil; fr. the
French use of the word oil for "yes"] : French 1

lan-guet \'lar)-gw3t, lao-'gwet\ n [ME, fr. MF languete, dim. of
langue"] : something resembling the tongue in form or function

lan-guid \'laQ-gwad\ adj [MF languide, fr. L languidus, fr. languere
to languish — more at slack] 1 ; drooping or flagging from or as
if from exhaustion : weak 2 : sluggish in character or disposition
; LISTLESS 3 : lacking force or quickness of movement ; SLOW— lan-guid-ly adv —- lan-guid-ness n

lan-guish \'laD-gwish\ vi [ME languishen, fr. MF langulss-, stem
of languir, fr. (assumed) VL languire, fr. L languere} 1 a ; to
be or become feeble, weak, or enervated b : to be or live in a state

of depression or decreasing vitality 2 : to become dispirited
; PINE 3 ; to assume an expression of grief or emotion appeahng for
sympathy — lan-guish-er n — lan-guish-ing adj — lan-guisb-
ing-ly \-gwi-shio-le\ adv — lan-gnish-ment \-gwish-m3nt\ n

lan-guor \'lao-Cg)3r\ n [ME, fr. OF. fr. L, fr. languere} 1 : a
languid feeling 2 ; listless Indolence : dreaminess syn, see
lethargy

lan-guor-OUS \'lar)-(g)3-rss, -grasV adj 1 : full of or characterized
by languor 2 : producing or tending to produce languor — lan-
guor-ous-Iy adv

lan-gur \laD-'gu(a)r\ n [Hindi ISgur} : any of various Asiatic
slender long-tailed monkeys (family Colobidae) with bushy eye-
brows and a chin tuft

lanK \'iaQk\ adj [(assumed) ME, fr. OE hlanc; akin to OHG
hlanca loin, L clingere to girdle] 1 : not well filled out : slender,
THIN <~ cattle) 2 : SCANTY. MEAGRE <~ grass) 3 ; hanging
straight and hrap without spring or curl <r^ hair) syn see leam— lank-ly adv — lanH-ness n

lank-i-ly Vlao-ka-le\ adv : in a lanky manner
lank-i-ness \_-ke-nas\ n : the quahty or state of being lanky
lanKy \'lao-ke\ adj : imgracefully tall and thin syn see lean
lan-ner \'lan-ar\ n [ME laner, fr. MF lanier} ; a falcon (Falco
biarmicus) of southern Europe, southwestern Asia, or Africa;
specij : a female lanner
lan*ner-et \,lan-9-'ret\ n : a male lanner
lan-o-lin \'lan-=l-an\ n [L lana wool + ISV -o7 + -in — more at

WOOL] ; wool grease esp. when refined for use in ointments and
cosmetics

lan*ta-na \lan-'tan-9\ n [NL, genus name, deriv. of It dial.,

viburnum] : any of a genus (Laniana) of tropical shrubs of the
vervain family with showy heads of small bright flowers

Ian-tern yiant-3m\ n^ ojten attrib [ME lanterne. fr. MF, fr. L
lanterna. fr. Gk lampter, fr. lampein to shine— more at lamp] 1 : a usu. portable pro-
tective case for a light with transparent
openings 2 a obs \ ughthouse b ; the
chamber in a hghthouse containing the light

C : a structure with glazed or open sides
above an opening in a roof for light or ventila-
tion d : a small tower or cupola or one stage
of a cupola 3 : projector 2b

lantern lly n : any of several large brightly
marked insects (family Fulgoridae) having
the front of the head prolonged into a hollow
structure

lantern jaw n : an undershot jaw— lan*tem-
jawed \.lant-am-'j6d\ adj

lantern pinion n : a gear pinion having cylin-
drical bars instead of teeth

lan-lha-nide series \'lan(t)-th3-,nTd-\ n : the group of rare-earth
metals often including lanthanum and sometimes yttrium — com-
pare PERIODIC table

lan-tha-niun \'lan(t)-th3-n3m\ n [NL, fr. Gk tanthanein to escape
notice] : a white soft malleable trivalent metallic element that

occurs in rare-earth minerals and is usu. included in the rare*
earth group — see element table

lant-horn \'lant-3m\ n. chiejly Brit : lantern
la-nu-gi-nous \b-'n(y)ii-j9-n3s\ also la-nu-gi-nose \-,nos\ ctdj

[L lanuginosus, fr. lanugin-, lanugo} t covered with down or fine

soft hair : downy — la-nu-gi-nous-ness n
la-nu-go \l3-'n(y)u-(,)go\ n [L, down — more at wool] ; a dense
cottony or downy growth; specij ; the soft woolly hair that covers
the human fetus and that of some other mammals

Ian-yard \'Ian-yard\ n [ME lanyer, fr. MF laniere} 1 : a piece of
rope or line for fastening something in ships; esp ; one of the pieces

passing through deadeyes to extend shrouds or stays 2 a : a cord
worn around the neck to hold a knife or a whistle b : a cord worn
as a symbol of a military citation 3 : a strong cord with a hook
at one end used in firing cannon
Lao \'lau\ or Lao-tian \la-'6-sh3n, ^au-sh^n, lau-'o-shan\ n, pi
Lao or Laos or Laotians 1 a : a Buddhist people living in Laos
and adjacent parts of northeastern Thailand and constituting an
important branch of the Tai race b ; a member of such people
2 ; the Thai language of the Lao people — Lao or Laotian adj

La-OC-O-on \la-'ak-3-,wan\ n [L, fr. Gk Laokoon} : a Trojan
priest killed with his two sons by two sea serpents after warning
the Trojans against the wooden horse
Uap \'lap\ n [ME lappe, fr. OE Ixppa: akin to OHG lappa flap, L
labi to slide — more at sleep] 1 a ; a loose panel or hanging flap

esp. of a garment b archaic ; the skirt of a coat or dress 2 a (1)

: the clothing that Ues on the knees, thighs, and lower part of
the trunk when one sits (2) : the front part of the lower trunk
and thighs of a seated person b ; an environment of nurture (the
'^ of luxury) 3 : CHARGE, control <in the ^ of the gods)

2lap vb lapped; lap-ping vt 1 a ; to fold over or arotmd some-
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thing : WIND b : to envelop entirely ; swathe 2 : to fold over esp.
into layers 3 : to hold protectively in or as if in the lap : cuddle
4 a : to place over or next to so as to partially or wholly cover
; OVERLAP h ; to unite (as beams or timbers) so as to preserve the
same breadth and depth throughout 5 a : to smooth or polish to
a high degree of refinement or accuracy b : to work two surfaces
together with or without abrasives until a very close fit is produced
6 a : to lead (an opponent) by one or more circuits of a racecourse
b : to complete the circuit of fa racecourse) ^ vi 1 : fold, wind
2 a : to project beyond or spread over b : to lie partly over or
alongside of something or of one another 3 : to traverse a course— lap-per n
3lap n. often aitrib la: the amount by which one object overlaps
or projects beyond another b : the part of an object that overlaps
another 2 ; a smoothing and polishing tool usu. comprising a piece
of wood, leather, felt, or soft metal used with or without an em-
bedded abrasive 3 : a doubling or layering of a flexible substance
(as fibers or paper) 4a: one circuit around a racecourse b : one
segment of a larger unit (as a journey) c : one complete turn

4lap vb [ME lapen, fr: OE lapian: akin to OHG lajjan to lick, L
lambere, Gk laphyssein to devour] vi 1 : to take in food or drink
with the tongue 2 a : to make a gentle intermittent splashing
sound b : to move in little waves : wash -^ vt 1 : to take in
(food or drink) with the tongue 2 : to flow or splash against in
httle waves — lap*per n
slap n 1 a : an act or instance of lapping b : the amount that can
be carried to the mouth by one lick or scoop of the tongue 2 ; a
thin or weak beverage or food 3 : a gentle splashing sound

lap-a.rot.O.my \,lap-3-'rat-3-me\ n [Gk lapara flank + ISV
-tomy'\ : surgical section of the abdominal wall

lap-board \'lap-,boi3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n ; a board used on the lap as
a substitute for a table or desk

lap-dog \-,d6g\ n : a small dog that may be held in the lap
la-pel \l3-'pel\ n [dim. of '/ap] : the part of a garment that is

turned back; sped] : the fold of the front of a coat that is usu. a
continuation of the collar

lap.lul \'lap-,ful\ n. pi lapluls \-.ful2\ or laps-ful \'laps-,ful\
: as much as the lap can hold or support

lap>i-dar>i*an \,lap-3-'der-e-3n\ adj 1 : sculptured in or inscribed
on stone 2 : lapidary 2
Uap-i.dary \'lap-a-,der-e\ n 1 ; a cutter, polisher, or engraver of
precious stones usu. other than diamonds 2 : the art of cutting gems
^lapidary adj [L lapidarius of stone, fr. lapid-, lapis stone; akin to
Gk lepas crag] la: lapidarian 1 b : of or relating to precious
stones or the art of cutting them 2 : having the elegance and
precision associated with inscriptions on monumental stone

la.pil-lus \l3-"pil-3s\ n, pi la.piMi \-J, -(,)e\ [L, dim. of lapis'\

: a stony or glassy fragment of lava thrown out in a volcanic
eruption

lap-in \'lap-3n\ n [F] 1 : RABerr; specij : a castrated male rabbit
2 : rabbit fur usu. sheared and dyed

la-pis la.zu-li \,lap-3-'slaz(h)-3-le\ n [ME, fr.ML, fr. L lapis +
ML lazuli, gen. of lazulum lapis lazuli, fr. Ar lazaward — more at
AZURE] : a usu. rich azure blue semiprecious stone that is essentially

a complex silicate often with spangles of iron pyrites

lap joint n : a joint made by overlapping two ends or edges and
fastening them together — lap-)Oint*ed \'lap-'j6int-3d\ adj
Lapp \'lap\ n [Sw] 1 : a member of a people of northern Scan-
dinavia, Finland, and the Kola peninsula of northern Russia who
are typically nomadic herders of reindeer, fishermen, and hunters
of sea mammals 2 : any or all of the closely related Finno-Ugric
languages of the Lapps

lap-pet \'lap-3t\ /I 1 : a fold or flap on a garment or headdress
2 : a flat overlapping or hanging piece (as a roofing tile or the
wattle of a bird)
ilapse \'laps\ n [L lapsus, ir. lapsus, pp. of labi to slip — more at
sleep] 1 a : a slight error or slip b : a temporary deviation or
fall esp. from a higher to a lower state 2a: drop; specij ; a
decrease of temperature or pressure as the height increases
b : lowering, decline 3 a (1) : the termination of a right or
privilege through neglect to exercise it within some limit of time
(2) : termination of coverage for nonpayment of premiums
b : interruption, discontinuance 4 : an abandonment of
religious faith : apostasy 5 : a passage of time; also : interval
syn see error

elapse vi 1 a : to fall into error or folly; specij : backslide,
apostasize b : to sink or slip gradually : subside 2 ; to go out of
existence : cease 3 : to pass from one proprietor to another
by omission or negligence 4 a o^ time : to run its course : pass
b : to glide past or along -^ vr : to let slip : forfeit — laps>er n
Uap-stTake Vlap-,strak\ also lap-streak \-,strek\ adj : cunkers
built
slapstrake also lapstreak n : a clinker-built boat
La.pu-tan \l3-'pyut-^n\ n : an inhabitant of a flying island in
Swift's Gulliver's Travels characterized by a neglect of useful
occupations and a devotion to visionary projects — Laptitan adj
laP'Wing \'lap^.wiQ\ n [ME, by folk etymology fr. OE hleapewince;
akin to OE hleapan to leap and to OE wincian to wink] : a crested
Old World plover (Vanellus vanellus^ noted for its slow irregular
flapping flight and its shrill wailing cry; also : any of several
related plovers

lar \'lar\ n, pi lar-es \'la(3)r-f,)ez. 'Ie(3)r-\ [L — more at larva]
ojten cap : a tutelary god or spirit of the ancient Romans

lar*board \'lar-b3rd\ n [ME ladeborde'l : port — larboard adj
lar-ce-ner XTars-nsr. -'n-3r\ n : larcenist
lar-ce-nist \-nost, -'n-3st\ n : one who commits larceny
lar-ce-nous X-nss, -='n-3s\ adj 1 : having the character of or con-
stituting larceny 2 : committing la rceny : thievish— lar-ce-nous-
ly adv

lar-ce-ny \'Iars-ne. -=*n-e\ n [ME, fr. MF larcin theft, fr. L latro-
cinium robbery, fr. lairon-, latro mercenary soldier; akin to OE
un/a?rf poor. Gk latron pay] 1 : the unlawful taking and carrying
away of personal property with intent to deprive the rightful

owner of his property permanently : theft 2 : any of various
statutory offenses whereby property is obtained illegally

larch \'rarch\ n [prob. fr, G Idrche. fr. L laric-. larix'} 1 : any of a
genus (Larix) of trees of the pine family with short fascicled decidu-

ous leaves; also : any of several related trees (as of the genus
Apies) 2 : the wood of a larch
Uard \'lard\ vt 1 a : to dress (meat) for cooking by inserting or
covering with something (as strips of fat) b : to cover or soil with
grease 2 : to decorate or intersperse with something : garnish
3 obs ; to make rich with or as if with fat : enrich

alard n [ME, fr. OF. fr. L lardum: akin to L laetus glad, largus
abundant. Gk larinns fat] : a soft white solid or semisolid fat
obtained by rendering fatty tissue of the hog — lardy \'Iard-e\ adj

lar-der \'Uird-3r\ n [ME. fr. MF lardier, fr. OF, fr. lard'} : a place
where meat and other foods are kept

lar.doon \lar-'dun\ or lar-don \'lar-.dan\ n [F lardon piece of
fat pork, fr. OF, fr. lard} : a strip (as of salt pork) with which
meat is larded

lares and penates \see lar, penates\ n 1 : household gods
2 : personal or household effects
Uarge \'larj\ adj [ME. fr. OF, fr. L largus} 1 obs : liberal in giving

: LAVISH 2 obs a : ample, abundant b ; extensive, broad
3 : having more than usual power, capacity, or scope : comprehen-
sive 4 a : exceeding most other things of like kind in quantity
or size : big b : dealing in great numbers or quantities 5 obs
a oj language or expression : coarse, vulgar b : lax in conduct
: loose 6 of a wind : favorable 7 : extravagant, boastful
(•^ talk) — large*ly adv — large-ness n
syn LARGE, big. great mean above average in magnitude, large

is likely to be preferred when the dimensions, extent, capacity, or
quantity is being considered {large hall) {large allowance) big
suggests emphasis on bulk, weight, or volume {big book) (big box)
great may sometimes imply physical magnitude usu. with connota-
tion of wonder, surprise, or awe, but more often implies magnitude
in degree (great kindness) (great haste). Figuratively large
suggests breadth, comprehensiveness, generosity; big implies
impressiveness rather than solidity; great implies eminence,
distinction, or supremacy

2large adv l obs : amply, uberally 2 : with the wind abaft the
beam

3large n, obs : liberality. GENEROsmr — at large 1 : without
restraint or confinement 2 : at length 3 : in a general way : at
random 4 : as a whole (society at large) 5 : as the political
representative of or to a whole area rather than of one of its sub-
divisions (congressman-ar-/a/-ge)

large*heart-ed \'lari-'hari-3d\ adj ; generous, sympathetic
large intestine n : the posterior division of the vertebrate intestine
that is wider and shorter than the small intestine, typically divided
into cecum, colon, and rectum, and concerned esp. with the
dehydration of digestive residues into feces
large-mind-ed \'rarj-'mTn-d3d\ adj : generous or comprehensive
in outlook, range, or capacity — Iarge-niind-ed<ly adv — large-
mind-ed-ness n

large-scale \-'ska(3)l\ adj : larger than others of its kind; as
a : involving great numbers or quantities : extensive b q/ a map
: having a scale that permits the plotting of much detail

lar.gess or lar.gesse \lar-'jes, *lar-,\ n [ME largesse, fr. OF. fr.

large} 1 : liberal giving to or as if to an inferior 2 : excessive or
ostentatious gratuities 3 : an innate generosity of mind or spirit

large white n : any of a British breed of large long-bodied white swine
Uar.ghet-to \lar-"get-(.)o\ adv (or adj) [It, somewhat slow, fr.

largo} : in a somewhat slow manner — used as a direction in

2larghetto n : a larghelto movement
larg-ish \'lar-jish\ adj : rather large
Uar-go \'rar-(,1g6\ adv (or adj) [It. slow, broad, fr. L largus
abundant — more at lard] ; in a very slow and broad manner —
used as a direction in music
^largo n \ a largo movement
lar-i-at \'!ar-e-3t, 'ler-\ n [AmerSp la reata the lasso, fr. Sp la

the (fern, of el, fr. L ille that; akin to L uls beyond) + AmerSp
reata lasso, fr. Sp reaiar to tie again, fr. re- + atar to tie, fr. L
aptare to fit, — more^t all, adapt] : a long light rope of hemp or
leather used with a running noose to catch livestock or with or
without the noose to picket grazing animals : lasso
Uark \'lark\ n [ME, fr. OE hlwerce; akin to OHG lerihha lark]
1 : any of numerous singing birds (family Alaudidae) mostly of
Europe, Asia, and northern Africa; esp : skylark 2 ; any of
various usu. ground-living birds <meadow/arfc> (iiilark) — lark-er
\'lar-k3r\ n

2lark VI [prob. alter, of lake (to frolic) ] : frolic, sport
3lark n : frolic, romp; also : prank
lark-spur \'rark-,sp3r\ n : any of a genus {Delphinium) of plants
of the crowfoot family; esp : a cultivated annual delphinium grown
for its showy irregular flowers with spurred calyxes

lar-ri-gan \'Iar-i-g3n\ n [origin unknown] : an oil-tanned moccasin
with legs

lar-ri-kin \'Iar-i-kan\ n [origin unknown] : hoodlum, rowdy —
larrikin adj
ilar-rup \'lar-3p\ vb [perh. imit.] vt 1 dial : beat, whip 2 dial

: DEFEAT, trounce ^ Vt, dial : to move indolently or clumsily
: slouch

2iarrup n, dial : blow
lai'Um \'lar-3m\ n [short for alarum} : alarm
lar-va \'lar-v3\ n. pi lar-vae \-(,)ve. -.vT\ also larvas [NL, fr. L,
specter, mask: akin to L lar} 1 : the immature, wingless, and often
vermiform feeding form that hatches from the egg of many insects,

alters chiefly in size while passing through several molts, and is

finally transformed into a pupa or chrysalis from which the adult
emerges 2 : the early form of any animal that at birth or hatching
is fundamentally unlike its parent and must metamorphose before
assuming the adult characters — lar-val \-val\ adj

larvi- comb jorm [NL, fr. larva} : larva (/arvicide)

lar-Vi-ci-dal \,lar-v3-'sTd-''I\ adj : of, relating to, or being a
larvicide

lar-vi-cide \*lar-V3-,sTd\ n : an agent for killing larval pests

laryng- or laryngo- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk. fr. laryng; larynx}
1 : larynx </ar>'ngitis> 2 ; laryngeal and (/arj^ngopharyngeal)
ila-ryn.geal \la-'rin-j(e-)3l, ,lar-3n-'je-3l\ adj 1 : of. relating to,

or used on the larynx 2 : produced by or with constriction of the
larynx (-^ articulation of sounds) — la-ryn»geal-ly \-e\ adv

9 abut; ,'^ kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; a cot. cart;

j Joke; t} sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; th thin; t& this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

U loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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^laryngeal n l : a laryngeal part 2 a : a laryngeal sound b ; any
of a set of several (as three) phonemes reconstructed for Proto*
Indo-European chiefly on indirect evidence

lar-yn.git.ic \,lar-an-'jit-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic
of laryngitis; also ; affected with laryngitis — laryngitic n

lar-yn-gi.Us \,lar-3n-'jTt-3s\ n [NL] : inflammation of the larynx
lai-yn>gol*o>gy \,lar-3n-'gal-3-ie\ n [ISV] : a branch of medicine
dealing with diseases of the larynx and nasopharynx

la*ryii>gO'SCOpe \l9-'rio-g3-,skop\ n [ISV] : an instrument for
examining the interior of the larynx — la>ryn*gO'SCOp>ic \l3-
.riri-ga-'skap-ikX or la*ryn«go-scop-i'Cal \-i-k3l\ adj — la^ryn-
EO-scop^i-caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv — lar*yu*gos-cO'py \,lar-3n-
'gas-k3-pe\ n

lar-ynx Vlar-io(k)s\ n, pi Ia<ryii>ges \l3-'rin-(,)jez\ or lar.ynx*es
[NL laryng-, larynx, fr. Gk] ; the modified upper part of the
trachea of air-breathing vertebrates having in man, most other
mammals, and a few lower forms a set of elastic vocal cords that
play a major role in sound production or speech

laS'Car \'las-k3r\ n [Hindi lashkar army] : an East Indian sailor,

army servant, or native artilleryman
las<civ<i>OlIS \l3-'siv-e-3s\ adj [L lascivia wantonness, fr. lascivus
wanton — more at lust] ; lewd, lustful — las-civ-i-ous-ly adv— laS'CiV'i'Ous-ness n

la-ser \Ma-zar\ n [/ight amplification by stimulated emission of
radiation] : a device that utilizes the stimulation of high-energy
atoms by light for amplifying a beam of light

Hash \'lash\ vb [ME lashen] vi 1 : to move violently or suddenly
: DASH 2 : to strike with or as if with a whip 3 : to make a verbal
attack or retort ^ vr la; whip, scourge h : beat, flail
2 a : to assail with stinging words b : drive, goad c : to cause
to lash — lash>er n

2lash n 1 a (1) : a stroke with a whip or with anything slender,
pliant, and tough (2^ : the flexible part of a whip; also : whip
b : a sudden swinging blow 2 ; a verbal blow; also : spur 3 : eye-
lash

Slash VI [ME lasschen to lace, fr. MF lacier — more at lace] : to
bind with a rope, cord, or chain — Iasli>er n
lash-ing n : something used for binding, wrapping, or fastening
lash'ings \'lash-ioz, -9nz\ n pi [fr. gerund of Hash'[ Brit : a great
plenty : abundance

lash-up \'Iash-,3p\ n [^lash'\ 1 ; something improvised ; con-
trivance 2 : setup, layout
lass yias\ n [ME /as] 1 ; young woman : girl 2 : sweftheart
lasS'ie \'ias-e\ n : lass, craL
laS'Si'tude \'las-3-,tfy)lid\ n [MF, fr. L lassitudo, fr. lassus
weary — more at let] 1 ; weariness, fatigue 2 : listlessness,
languor syn see lethargy
Uas-so \'las-(.)o, la-'su\ n, pi lassos or lassoes [Sp lazo, fr. L
laqueus snare — more at delight] : a rope or long thong of leather
with a running noose that is used esp. for catching horses and
cattle : lariat

slasso vt : to catch with or as if with a lasso : rope — las*so-er n
Uast \'last\ vh [ME lasten, fr. OE l^'stan to last, follow; akin to
OE last footprint] vi 1 : to continue in time : go on 2 a : to
remain fresh or unimpaired : endure b : to manage to continue
(as in a course of action) '^ vr ; survive, endure syn see continue— last>er n

2last adj [ME, fr. OE latost, superl. of Ivet late] 1 a : following all

the rest <'^ one out) b : being the only remaining <his -^ dollar)
2 a : belonging to the final stage (as of life) b : administered to
the dying i~ sacraments) 3 : next before the present : latest
4 a : lowest in rank or standing; also : worst b : farthest from a
specified quality, attitude, or likelihood <he'd be the '^ to fall for
flattery) 5 a : conclusive, ultimate b : highest in degree
; SUPREME c : single — used as an intensive — last-ly adv
syn final, terminal, eventual, ultimate: last applies to some-

thing that comes at the end of a series but does not always imply
that the series is completed or stopped {last page of a book)
{last news we had of him) final applies to that which definitely
closes a series, process, or progress Ijinal day of school) terminal
may indicate a limit of extension, growth, or development (terminal
phase of a disease) eventual applies to something that is bound
to follow sooner or later as the final effect of causes already operat-
ing {eventual defeat of the enemy) ultimate implies either the
last element or stage of a long process or a stage beyond which
further progress or change is impossible {ultimate collapse of
civilization)

Mast adv 1 : at the end 2 : most lately 3 : in conclusion
4last n : something that is last ; end
5last n [ME, unit of weight, fr. OE hlxst load, akin to OHG Mast
load. OE hladan to lade] : any of several greatly varying units of
weight, capacity, or quantity

6Iast n IME, fr. OE Ixste, fr. last footprint; akin to OHG leist

shoemaker's last, L lira furrow — more at learn] ; a wooden or
metal form which is shaped like the human foot and over which a
shoe is shaped or repaired

'last vb : to shape with a last — last>er n
Las>tex \'las-,teks\ trademark — used for an elastic yam consisting
of a core of latex thread wound with threads of cotton, rayon,
nylon, or silk

ilast-ing adj ; existing or continuing a long while : enduring —
last-ing*Iy \'las-tiD-le\ adv — last-ing<ness n
syn lasting, permanent, durable, stable mean enduring for

so long as to seem fixed or established, lasting implies a capacity
often surprising or unexpected to continue indefmitely {lasting
stain) permanent adds usu. the implication of being designed or
planned to stand or continue indefinitely (permanent arrangement)
DURABLE implies power to resist destructive agencies; stable
implies lastingness because of resistance to being overturned or
displaced

^lasting n 1 archaic : long life 2 Vlasting'\ : a sturdy cotton or
worsted cloth used esp. in shoes and luggage
Last Supper n : the supper of Christ and his disciples on the night of
his betrayal

last word n 1 : the final remark in a verbal exchange 2 a : the
power of final decision b : a definitive statement or treatment
3 : the most advanced, up-to-date, or fashionable exemplar of its

kind
lat \'lat, 'lat\ n, pi lats or lati \-e\ [Latvian to/s] 1 : the basic

lateen 2

unit of monetary value of Latvia from 1922 to 1940 2 : a coin
representing one lat

lat.a.kia \.lat-3-'ke-3\ n {Latakia. seaport In Syria] : a superior
aromatic Turkish smoking tobacco
Hatch \Mach\ vi [ME lachen, fr. OE Ixccan: akin to Gk lambanein
to take, seize] 1 : to catch or get hold — used with on or onto
2 : to attach oneself <~erf onto a rich widow)

2latch n : a device that holds something in place by entering a notch
or cavity; specij : the catch which holds a door or gate when closed
even if not bolted

3Iatcll vh : CATCH, fasten
latch.et \'lach-3t\ n [ME lachet, fr. MF. shoestring, fr. laz snare,
fr. L laqueus — more at delight] : a narrow leather strap, thong,
or lace that fastensa shoe or sandal on the foot

latch-key \'lach-,ke\ n 1 : a key used to lift or pull back a latch
of a door 2 : a front door key

latch.string \-.strio\ n : a string on a latch that may be left
hanging outside the door to permit the raising of the latch from
the outside or drawn inside to prevent intrusion
Uate \'lat\ adj [ME, late, slow, fr. OE Ixt; akin to OHG laz slow.
OE lu-tan to let] 1 a (1) ; coming or remaining after the due, usual,
or proper time <--' spring) (2) : of, relating to, or imposed because
of tardiness b : of or relating to an advanced stage in point of time
or development (-^ Middle Ages); specij : far advanced toward
the close of the day or night {-^ hours) 2 a : living comparatively
recently b : being something or holding some position or relation-
ship recently but not now <'-- belligerents) c ; made, appearing,
or happening just previous to the present time <'^ quarrel) syn see
DEAD — late<ly adv — late>ness n

^late adv la; after the usual or proper time b : at or to an
advanced point in time 2 : not long ago : recently — of late
; lately, recently

lat-ed \'irit-3d\ adj : belated
ila*teen \l3-'ten\ adj [F (voile) latine lateen sail] : being or relating
to a rig used esp. on the north coast of Africa and characterized by
a triangular sail extended by a long spar slung to a low mast
2lateen n l also la-teen.er \-'te-n3r\ : a lateens"
rigged ship 2 : a lateen sail

Late Greek n : the Greek language as used in the
3d to 6th centuries
Late Latin n : the Latin language used by writers
in the 3d_to 6th centuries

lat-en \'lat-^n\ vb lat-en-ing X'lat-nio. -'•n-iG\
vi : to grow late _«* vi : to cause to grow late

la>ten>cy \'lat-'n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being latent : dormancy 2 : something latent
La T§ne \la-'ten. -'tan\ adj [Latene, shallows of
the Lake of Neuchatel. Switzerland] : of or relating to the later

period of the Iron Age in Europe assumed to date from 500 B.C. to
a.d. 1

la-ten-si-Il-ca-tion \la- ten(t)-s3-f3-'ka-sh3n, IsA n [blend of
^latent and intensijication) : intensification of a latent photographic
image by chemical treatment or exposure to light of low intensity— la.ten-si<fy \-'ten(t)-sa-.fT\ vt

ila*tent X'lat-^ntX adj [L latent-, laiens, fr. prp. of latere to lie hid-
den; akin to OHG luog den, Gk latuhanein to escape notice]
; present but not visible or active <"^ fingerprint) <--« infection)— la-tent-ly \-'n-tle\ adv
syn LATENT, dormant, QUIESCENT, POTENTIAL. ABEYANT mean UOt
now showing its presence or existence, latent applies to a power or
quality that has not yet come into sight or into action but may at
any time; dormant suggests the inactivity of something (as a feeling,
a power! as though sleeping; quiescent suggests a usu. temporary
cessation of activity; potential applies to what does not yet have
being or effect but is likely soon to have; abeyant applies to what
is for the time being held off or suppressed

2latent n : a latent fingerprint
latent period n l : the incubation period of a disease 2 : the inter-
val between stimulation and response

-l.a.ter \l-at-3r\ n comb jorm (ME -latrer, fr. MF -latre, fr. LL
-latres, fr. Gk -latres; akin to Gk latron pay — more at larceny]
: worshiper <icono/arer)

lat*er>ad \'lat-3-,rad\ adv [L later-, latusl '. toward the side

Uat'er>al Vlat-a-ral, 'la-tralX adj [L lateralis, fr. later-, lotus side]
: of or relating to the side : situated on, directed toward, or coming
from the side — lat-er-aMy \-e\ adv

^lateral m 1 : a side ditch or conduit (as in a water system) 2 : a
mining drift to one side of and parallel to a main drift

lateral pass n : a pass in football thrown parallel to the line of
scrimmage or obliquely to the rear

lat>er-ite \'lat-3-,rTt\ n [L later brick] : a residual product of rock
decay that is red in color and has a high content in the oxides of
iron and hydroxide of aluminum

lat*er>i>za>tlon \,lat-3-ra-'za-shan\ n : the process of conversion of
rock to laterite

la*tex \'la-.teks\ n, pi lat-i-ces \'lat-3-,sez\ or la-tex-es often
attrib [NL latic-, latex, fr. L, fluid] 1 : a milky usu. white fluid
produced by cells of seed plants esp. of the milkweed family that
yields rubber, gutta-percha, chicle, and balata as its chief commer-
cial products 2 : a water emulsion of a synthetic rubber or plastic
obtained by polymerization and used esp. in coatings (as paint) and
adhesives — lat>i>cif-er>ous N.lat-a-'sif-Ca-UasV adj
Uath \Math also "lathX n, pi laths or lath [ME, fr. OE Ixtt: akin to
OHG latta lath, W Uath yard] 1 : a thin narrow strip of wood
nailed to rafters, joists, or studding as a groundwork for slates,

tiles, or plaster 2 : a building material in sheets used as a base for
plaster 3 : a quantity of laths

siath vt : to cover or line with laths

ilathe \'latl3\ n [prob. fr. ME lath supporting stand] : a machine In
which work is rotated about a horizontal axis and shaped by a
fixed tool

2lathe vt : to cut or shape with a lathe

Uath.er V'lath-arX n [(assumed) ME, fr. OE leathor; akin to OE
leag lye — more at lye] 1 a : a foam or froth formed when soap or
some other detergent is agitated in water b : foam or froth from
profuse sweating (as on a horse) 2 ; an agitated or overwrought
state : DrTHER

2iather vb lath-er-ing \-(s-)rio\ '

2 : to beat severely : flog '- vi . .

lather — lath-er-er X'latli-ar-srX n — lath-ery \'laUl-(a-)re\ adj
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latll-lng n 1 ; the action or process of placing laths 2 : a quantity
or an Installation of laths

lati<fuii-di>uin X.Iat-s-'fsn-de-amN n. pi lati>Iun>dia \-de-3\ [L.

fr. latus side + fundus piece of landed property — more at bottom]
: a great landed estate with primitive agriculture and often servile
labor

lat'i-me-ria \,lat-a-*mir-e-a\ n [NL, genus name, fr Marjorie E. D.
Courtenay-Larimer 61907 So. African museum director] : any of
a genus {Laiimeria) of living coelacanth fishes of deep seas off
southern Africa
ILat-in \'lat-^n\ adj [ME, fr. OE, fr. L Latinus, fr. Lathtm, ancient
country of Italy] 1 : of or relating to Latium or the Latins
2 a : of, relating to, or composed in Latin b : romance 3 : of
or relating to the part of the Catholic Church thai uses a Latin rite

and forms the patriarchate of the pope 4 ; of or relating to the

fjeoples or countries using Romance languages; specij ; of or relat-

ng to the peoples or countries of Latin America
2Latl2l n 1 : the Italic language of ancient Latium and of Rome and
until modem times the dominant language of school, church, and
state in western Europe 2 ; a member of the people of ancient
Latium 3 : a Catholic of the Latin rite 4 : a member of one of the
Latin peoples; specif : a native or inhabitant of Latin America
5 : the Latin alphabet

Lat-in-ate \'lat-'n-.at\ adj : of, relating to, resembling, or derived
from Latin
Latin cross n — see cross illustration

La*tin<i-an \la-'tin-e-3n, l3-\ n : a division of the Italic languages
that includes Latin
Lat-ln>ism \'lat-'n-,iz-3m\ n 1 : a word, idiom, or mode of speech
derived from or imitative of Latin 2 : Latin quality, character, or
mode of thought
Lat-in*ist \'lat-'n-ast, 'lat-nsstX b : a specialist in the Latin lan-
guage or Roman culture

la*tiii*i>ty \la-'tin-at-e, l3-\ n, often cap 1 : a manner of speaking
or writing Latin 2 : latinism

lat>iii>iza>tioii \,lat-'n-3-'za-shan, ,lat-n3-\ n : the act or result of
latinizing

lat'in.ize \'lat-'n-j2\ vt, often cap 1 a obs : to translate into Latin
b : to give a Latin form to c : to introduce Latinisms into d : Ro-
manize 2 2 : to make 1-atin or Italian in doctrine, ideas, or traits;

specif : to cause to resemble the Roman Catholic Church -^ vi, often
cap 1 : to use Latinisms 2 : to exhibit the influence of the Romans
or of the Roman Catholic Church
Latin Quarter n [F Quanier Latin's : a section of Paris south of the
Seine frequented by students and artists

Latin square n : a square array in which the number of elements is

the same as the number of columns and no element occurs twice
in the same column or row and which Is used for statistical investi-

gations esp. in agriculture

lat'ish \'lat-ish\ adj (or adv) : somewhat late

lat.i-tude \'lat-3-.t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. L latitudin-, latitude, fr.

latus wide; akin to Arm lain wide] 1 archaic : extent or distance
from side to side : width 2 : angular distance from some specified
circle or plane of reference: as a : angular distance norih or south
from the earth's equator measured through 90 degrees b : angular
distance of a celestial body from the ecliptic c : a region or lo-

cality as marked by its latitude 2 a archaic ; scope, range b : the
range of exposures within which a film or plate will produce a nega-
tive or positive of satisfactory quality 3 ; freedom of action or
choice — lat>i*tu>di*nal \,lat-3-'tCy)Ud-n3l, -'n-3l\ adj — lat«i-

tu>di>nal>ly \-e\ adv
lat>i<tu<di-nar*i-an \,Iat-a-,t(y)ud-=n-'er-c-an\ n : a person who Is

broad and liberal in his standards of religious beliefand conduct— latitudinarian adj — lat-i<tu-di>nar*i>an*ism \-e-3-,ni2-3m\ n
la>trine \l3-'tren\ n [F, fr. L latrina, contr. of lavatrina. fr. lavere
to wash — more at lye] 1 ; a receptacle (as a pit In the earth) for
use as a toilet 2 : toilet

-La. try \I-3-tre\ n comb form [ME -latrle, fr. OF. fr. LL -latrla, fr.

Gk, fr. latreia} ; worship <helio/a/r>'>

lat.ten or lat-tin \'Iat-'n\ n [ME laton. fr. MF] 1 : an aUoy of or
resembling brass hammered into thin sheets formerly much used
for church utensils 2a: Iron plate covered with tin b : metal (as
tin) in thin sheets

lat'ter \'lat-3r\ adj [ME, fr. OE Istra, compar. of Iset late]

1 a ; more recent ; lattr b : of or relating to the end : rnal
c ; recent, present 2 : of, relating to, or being the second of two
things referred to — Iat*ter>l7 adv

lat-ter-day \,iat-ar-,da\ adj 1 ; of a later or subsequent time
2 t of present or recent times

Latter-Day Saint n : a member of a religious body tracing its origin
to Joseph Smith in 1830 and accepting the Book of Mormon as
divine revelation : mormon

lat.tice \'lat-3s\ n, often attrib [ME latis, fr. MF lattis'l 1 a : a
framework or structure of crossed wood or metal strips b : a win-
dow, door, or gale having a lattice c obs : a lattice used as the sign
of an alehouse 2 : a regular geometrical arrangement of points or
objects over an area or in space: as a : space lattice b : a geo-
metrical arrangement of fissionable material In a nuclear reactor
c : a mathematical set that has some elements ordered and that is

such that for any two elements there exists a least element greater
than both and a greatest element less than both — lattice vt— lat-ticed \-ast\ adj

lattice gilder n : a girder with top and bottom flanges connected by
a latticework web

lat>tice*work \'lat-3-,swark\ n ; a lattice or work made of lattices

Lat*vi>an \'lat-ve-3n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of Latvia
2 ; the Baltic language of the Latvian people — Latvian adj

Uaud \'I6d\ n [ME laudes. pi., fr. MF or ML; MF, fr. ML, fr. L.
pi. of laud-, laus praise; akin to OHG liod song] 1 pi but sing or pi
in constr, often cap ; an office of solemn praise to God forming with
matins the' first of the canonical hours 2 : acclaim, praise
3laud VI : praise, extol
laud.abil>i.ty \,16d-3-'bil-«t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
laudable

laud-able \'16d-3-bal\ adj : worthy of praise ; commendable— laud>able<ness n — laud>ably \-ble\ adv
lau>da>num X'lbd-nsm. -*n-3m\ n [NL] 1 : any of various

3 abut; '' ° kitten; ar further; a back; 3 bake; S cot, cart;
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formerly used preparations of opium 2 : a tincture of opium
lau-da>tion \16-'da-sh3n\ n ; the act of praising ; eulogy
lau-da<tive \'l6d-3t-iv\ adj ; laudatory
lau<da*to>ry \'16d-s-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj : of, relating to, or expressing
praise
ilaugh \'laf, 'laf\ vb [ME laughen, fr. OE hliehhan; akin to OHG
lachen to laugh, OE hldwan to moo — more at low] vj la: to
show mirth, joy, or scorn with a smile and chuckle or explosive
sound b : to find amusement or pleasure in something c : to
become amused or derisive 2 a : to produce the sound or appear-
ance of laughter b : to be of a kind that inspires joy -^ v/ 1 : to
influence or move by laughter 2 : to utter with a laugh (-^j her
consent) — Iaugh>er n — laugh<ing*ly \-io-le\ adv
^laugh n 1 : the act of laughing 2 a : a cause for derision or merri-
ment ; JOKE b : an expression of scorn or mockery : jeer 3 pi
; diversion, sport

laugh-able X'laf-a-bal, 'laf-\ adj : fitted to provoke laughter or
derision : ridiculous — laugh- able-ness n — laugh-ably \-ble\
adv
Syn LAUGHABLE, LUDICROUS, RIDICULOUS, COMIC, COMICAL, DROLL,
FUNNY mean provoking laughter or mirth, laughable applies to
anything occasioning laughter intentionally or unintentionally;
LUDICROUS suggests absurdity or preposterousness that excites both
laughter and scorn or sometimes pity; ridiculous suggests ex-
treme absurdity, foolishness, or contemptibility; comic applit
to that which arouses thoughtful amusement; comical applies to
that which arouses unrestrained spontaneous hilarity; droll sug-
gests laughable qualities arising from oddness or quaintness or
from deUberate waggishness; funny is a usual equivalent of droll
or of comical

laughing gas n : Nmtous oxide
laughing jackass n : kookaburra
laugh-ing-stock \'Iaf-io-,stak, 'laf-\ n : an object of ridicule : butt
laugh-ter \'laf-tar, 'laf-\ n [ME, fr. OE hleahtor; akin to OE
hliehhan} 1 ; a sound of or as if of laughing 2 archaic : a cause of
merriment

launce \'16n{t)s, 'lan{t)s\ n [prob. fr. Uancel : sand launch
Uaunch \'16nch, 'I'anchX vb [ME launchen, fr. ONF lancher, fr. LL
lanceare to wield a lance — more at lance] vt 1 a : to throw
forward : hurl b : to release, catapult, or send off (a self-pro-

pelled object) (•^ a rocket) c : commence 2 a : to set (a boat or
ship) afloat b : to give (a person) a start c (1) ; to originate or set

in motion : infrate (2) : to get off to a good stari ~ vi 1 a : to
spring forward or take off b : to throw oneself energetically

; PLUNGE 2 a archaic ; to slide down the ways b : to make a start

^launch n : an act or instance of launching
alaunch n [Sp or Pg; Sp lancha, fr. Pg] 1 archaic I a large ship's
boat 2 : a small open or half-decked motorboat

launch-er X'lbn-char, 'lan-\ n ; one that launches: as a : a device
for firing a grenade from a rifle b : a device for launching a rocket
or rocket shell c : catapult
launching pad n : a nonflammable platform from which a rocket or
guided missile can be launched

ilatin-der \'16n-d3r, 'lan-\ n [ME, launderer, fr. MF lavandier,

fr. ML lavandarius, fr. L lavandus, gerundive of lavare to wash —
more at lye] : trough; specif : a box conduit conveying middlings
or tailings suspended in water In ore dressing
naunder vb laun.der-ing \-d{3-)riD\ [ME launder, n.,] vt 1 : to
wash (as clothes) in water 2 : to iron after washing <a freshly '^ed
shirt) '^ vi 1 : to wash or wash and iron clothing or household
Unens 2 : to withstand washing and ironing — laun>der>er
X-dsr-ar, -drarX n — lauD-dress \-dr3s\ n

laun-der-ette \,16n-d3-'ret, ,lan-\ n [fr. Launderette, a service
mark] : a self-service laundry
Laun-dro-mat \'16n-dr9-,mat, 'ian-\ trademark — used for an
electric washing machine

laun-dry \'lon-dre, 'lan-\ n, often attrib 1 : clothes or linens that
have been or are to be laundered 2 a : a room for doing the family
wash b ; a commercial laundering establishment

laun-dry-man \-m3n\ n : a male laundry worker — lann-dry-
wom-an \-,wum-sn\ n

lau-ra \'lav-r3\ n [LGk, fr. Gk, lane] : a monastery of the Eastern
Church

ilau-re-ate \'l6r-e-3t, 'lar-X n [L laureatus crowned with laurel, fr.

laurea laurel wreath, fr. fern, of laureus of laurel, fr. laurus"] : the
recipient of honor for achievement in an art or science; specif : poet
laureate — laureate adj — lau-re-ate>staip \-,ship\ n

2lau.re.ate \-e-.at\ vt 1 : to crown with or as if with a laurel

wreath for excellence or achievement 2 : to appoint to the office

of poet laureate — lau-re-a-tion \,I6r-e-'a-sh3n, ,Iar-\ n

ilau-rel \"l6r-3l, 'lar-\ n [ME lorel, fr. OF lorier, fr. lor laurel fr. L
laurus] 1 : any of a genus (Laurus) of trees or shrubs of a family
(Lauraceae, the laurel family) including also the sassafras and
cinnamon; specif : a tree (L. nobilis) of southern Europe with
foliage used by the ancient Greeks to crown victors in the Pythian
games 2 : a tree or shrub {as a mountain laurel or cherry laurel)

like the true laurel 3 : a crown of laurel : honor — usu. used
In pi.

siauiel vt lau-reled or lau-relled; lau*rel-lng or lau-rel-llng : to
deck or crown with laurel

lau-ric acid \,16r-ik-, ,lar-\ n [ISV, fr. L laurusl : a crystalline fatty

acid Ci2H2404 found esp. In coconut oil and used in making
soaps, esters, and lauryl alcohol

lau*ryl alcohol \,16r-3l-, ,lar-\ n ; a compound CnHzeO; also : a
Uquid mixture of this and other alcohols used esp. in making
anionic detergents

la-va X'lav-a, 'lav-\ n [It, fr. L labes fall; akin to L labi to slide
— more at sleep] : fluid rock that issues from a volcano or from a
fissure in the earth's surface; also : such rock solidified

la-va-bo \l9-'vab-(,)o\ n [L, I shall wash, fr. lavare} 1 often cap : a
ceremony at Mass in which the celebrant washes his hands after

offering the oblaiions and says Psalm 25:6-12 2 a : a washbasin
and a tank with a spigot that are fastened to a wall b : this com-
bination used as a planter

la-vage \la-'vazh\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. laver to wash, fr. L lavarej

: WASHING; esp ; the therapeutic washing out of an organ
la>va-la-va \,lav-3-'lav-3\ n [Samoan. clothing] : a rectangular
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cloth of cotton print worn like a kilt or skirt in Polynesia and esp.
in Samoa

la.va'Iiere or la>vaMiere \,Iav-3-'li(3)r, ,IavA n [F lavaUiire neck-
tie with a large bow] ; a pendant on a fine chain that is worn as a
necklace

la>va<Uoil \ia-'va-sh3n\ n [L lavation-, lavatio, fr. la-vaius\ : WASH-
ING, CLEANSING — la»va-tion-a! X-shnsl, -sh3n-^l\ adj

lav«a.t0.ry \'lav-3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ n [ME lavatorie, fr. ML lava-
torium, fr L lavatus, pp. of lavare to wash — more at lye] 1 ; a
basin or other vessel for washing: as a : piscina b : a fixed bowl
or basin with running water and drainpipe for washing 2 ; a room
with conveniences for washing and usu. with one or more toilets

3 : WATER CLOSET — lavatory adj
Have \'lav\ n [ME (northern dial.), fr. OE laj; akin to OE helljan
to remain — more at leave] chiejly dial ; something that is left

: RESIDUE
2lave vb [ME laven, fr. OE lajian; akin to OHG labon to wash; both
fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L lavarel vf 1 a : wash,
BATHE b ; to flow along or against 2 : pour 3 obs ; to dip or
scoop up or out : bail '^ vi, archaic : to wash oneself : bathe

la. veer \ia-'vi(3)r\ vi CD laverenl : to beat against the wind in
sailing : TACK
Uav.en.der yiav-3n-dar\ n [ME lavendre fr. AF, fr. ML lavandula']
1 a : a Mediterranean mint {Lavandula ojjicinalis) widely cultivated
for its narrow aromatic leaves and spikes of lilac-purple flowers
which are dried and used in sachets b : any of several other plants
(genus Lavandula') used similarly to true lavender but often con-
sidered inferior 2 : a variable color averaging a pale purple
aiavender vt lav-en.der-ing \-d(3-)riJ3\ : to sprinkle or perfume
with lavender
Ua.ver \'la-v3r\ n [ME lavour, fr. MF lavoir'} 1 archaic : a vessel,

trough, or cistern for washing 2 : a large basin used for cere-
monial ablutions in ancient Judaism

2laver n [NL, fr. L, a water plant] ; any of several mostly edible
seaweeds; specif ; sea lettuce

lav.er.ock or lav.rock \'lav-(s-)r3k\ n [ME laverok, fr. OE
lower ce'i chiejly Scot : lark
UaV'ish \'lav-ish\ adj [ME lavas abundance, fr. MF lavasse down-
pour of rain, fr. laver to wash — more at lavage] 1 : expending or
bestowing profusely : prodigal 2 : expended or produced in
abundance syn see proetjse — lav>isb.ly adj — lav<isb-ness n

slavish vt : to expend or bestow with profusion : squander
Uaw \'16\ n, ojten attrih [ME, fr. OE lagu, of Scand origin; akin to
ON log law; akin to OE licgan to Ue — more at lie] 1 a (1) : a
binding custom or practice of a community : a rule of conduct or
action prescribed or formally recognized as binding or enJforced by
a controlling authority (2) : the whole body of such customs,
practices, or rules (3) ; common law b (11 : the control brought
about by the existence or enforcement of such law (2) : the action
of laws considered as a means of redressing wrongs; also : litiga-
tion (3) : the agency of or an agent of established law c : a rule
or order that it is advisable or obligatory to observe d ; something
compatible with or enforceable by established law e : control,
authority 2 a often cap ; the revelation of the will of God set
forth in the Old Testament b cap : the first part of the Jewish
scriptures : Pentateuch — compare hagiographa, prophets
3 : a rule of construction or procedure 4 : the whole body of
laws relating to one subject 5 a : the legal profession b : law as a
department of knowledge : jurisprudence c : legal knowledge
6 obs : MERCY, INDULGENCE 7 3 ; a Statement of an order or rela-
tion of phenomena that so far as is known is invariable under the
given conditions b : a relation proved or assumed to hold between
mathematical or logical expressions c : the observed regularity of

to more restricted or specific situations, may include self-imposed
principles of action, and implies much less inexorability; regula-
tion often equals rule but carries a stronger implication of pre-
scription by authority in order to control an organization or system;
PRECEPT commonly suggests something advisory and not obligatory
communicated typically through teaching, statute imphes a law
enacted by a legislative body; ordinance appUes to an order
governing some detail of procedure or conduct enforced by a
Dmited authority such as a municipality: canon suggests in non-
religious use a principle or rule of behavior or procedure commonly
accepted as a valid guide syn see in adaition hypothesis
2law VI : to go to taw ^ vt, chiejly dial ; to sue or prosecute at law
law-abid.ing \'16-3-,bTd-ir)\ adj : abiding by or obedient to the
law — law-abid-ing-ness n

law.break.er \'16-,bra-k3r\ n : one who violates the law
laW'ful \'16-f3l\ adj 1 a ; conformable to law b : constituted,
authorized, or established by law : rightful 2 : law-abiding— law'fuMy \-f {3-)le\ adv — law-lul=ness \-f3l-nas\ n
syn LAWFVL. LEGAL, LEGITIMATE, LICIT mean being in accordance

with law. lawful may imply conformity with law of any sort (as
divine, canon, or common); legal implies reference to law as
administered in the courts; LEGrriMATE implies a legal right (as
applied to son, heir, successor) or one supported by tradition,
custom, or accepted standards of authenticity; licit implies strict

conformity to law specifically regulating the way something is per-
formed or carried on

law-giv-er \'16-,giv-3r\ n 1 ; one who gives a code of laws to a
people 2 : legislator
law-hand \-,hand\ n : a special style of handwriting used in en-
grossing old legal documents in England

laW'less \'16-l3s\ adj 1 ; not regulated by or based on law 2 : not
restrained or controlled by law ; unruly; also : illegal — law-
less-ly adv — law*less>ness n

law.mak-er \'16-,ma-k9r\ n : one that makes laws : legislator— law-mak-ing \-kio\ «
law merchant n. pi laws merchant : the legal rules formerly ap-
plied to cases arising in commercial transactions
Uawn \'16n, TanX n [ME, fr. Laon, France] : a fine sheer plain:,
woven linen or cotton fabric that is thinner than cambric — lawny
\-c\ adj
2lawn n [ME launde, fr. MF lande heath, of Celt origin; akin to Olr
land open space — more at land] 1 archaic : an open space be-
tween woods ; glade 2 : ground covered with grass kept mowed

Ground a house or in a garden or park — lawn or lawny \-e\ ad]
lawn bowling n : a bowling game played on a green with wooden
balls which are rolled at a jack
lawn mower n : a machine for cutting grass on lawns
lawn tennis n : tennis played on a grass court
Law ot Moses : pentateuch
law of nations : international law
law-ren.Ci.um \16-'ren(t)-se-3m\ n [NL, fr. Ernest O. Lawrence
tl958 Amer physicist] : a short-Uved radioactive element produced
from californium — see element table

laW'Sllit \'I6-,sUt\ n : a suit in law : a case before a court
law»yer \'16-yar, '16i-3r\ n : one whose profession is to conduct
lawsuits for cUents or to advise as to legal rights and obhgations in
other matters
syn LAWYER, COinJSELOR, BARRISTER, COUNSEL, ATTORNEY, SOUCI-

TOR mean one authorized to practice law, lawyer applies to anyone
in the profession; counsei-OR applies to one who accepts court cases
or gives advice on legal matters; barrister is a British term cor-
responding to counselor but with the emphasis on pleading in
open court which in English practice is permitted only to barristers;
counsel is equivalent to counselor or it may collectively designate
a group acting for a legal cause in court; attorney is commonly
nearly equivalent to lawyer but strictly applies to one transacting
legal business for a client; soucitor is the British term correspond-
ing to attorney

lax \'laks\ adj [ME, fr. L laxus loose — more at slack] 1 A oj the
bowels : LOOSE, OPEN b ; having loose bowels 2 : not strict or
stringent 3a: not tense, firm, or rigid : slack b : having an open
or loose texture c : having the constituents spread apart <a -^

flower cluster) ^ oj a speech sound ; produced with the muscles
involved in a relatively relaxed state (as the vowels \i\ and \u\ in
contrast with the vowels \e\ and \ij\ syn see negligent — lax-
a.tion \lak-'sa-shan\ n — lax>ly adv — lax>ness n

llax.a.tive \'Iak-s3t-iv\ adj [ME laxatij, fr. ML laxativus, fr. L
laxatus, pp. of laxare to loosen, fr. laxus\ 1 : having a tendency to
loosen or relax; specij : relieving constipation 2 : having loose
bowels 3 : loose, unrestrained <a --^ tongue) — lax-a-tive«ly
adv — lax>a'tlye.ness n

Jlaxative n : a usu. mild laxative drug
laX'ity \'lak-s3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being lax

Uay Vla\ vb laid \'lad\ lay.ing [ME leyen, fr. OE lecgan; akin to
OE licgan to lie — more at lie] vt 1 : to beat or strike down with
force 2 a : to put or set down b : to place for rest or sleep; esp
: bury 3 : to bring forth and deposit (an egg) 4 : calm, allay
<— the dust); 5 ; bet, wager 6 : to press down smooth and even
7 a ; to dispose or spread over or on a surface <— track) <~ plaster)

b : to set in order or position <'^ a table for dinner) (^ brick)
c : to put (strands) in place and twist to form a rope, hawser, or
cable; also : to make by so doing <~ up rope) 8 a : to impose as a
duty, burden, or punishment <'-' a tax) b : to put as a burden of
reproach ilaid the blame on him) c : to advance as an accusation
; impute 9 : to place (something immaterial) on something <'^

stress on grammar) 10 : prepare, contrive <a well-laid plan)
11 a : to put to : apply ilaid the watch to his ear) b : to prepare or
position for action or operation <~ a fire); specij ; to adjust (a

gun) to the proper direction and elevation 12 : to bring to a
specified condition <'^ waste the land) 13 a : assert, allege <--^

claim to an estate) b : to submit for examination and judgment
{laid his case before the commission) '— vi 1 : to produce and de-
posit eggs 2 nonstand \ 'LIE 3 : WAGER, bet 4 dial : plan, pre-
pare ('-' for a chance) 5 a : to apply oneself vigorously Qaid to

his oars) b naut : go, come <-- aloft) — lay on the table 1 : to
remove (a parliamentary motion) from consideration indefinitely

2 Brit : to put (as legislation) on the agenda
2lay n 1 : something (as a layer) that hes or is laid 2 : covert,
lair 3 a : line of action : plan b ; line of work : occupation
4 a : terms of sale or employment : price b : share of profit (as

on a whaling voyage) paid in lieu of wages 5 a : the amount of
advance of any point in a rope strand for one turn b : the nature
of a fiber rope as determined by the amount of twist, the angle of
the strands, and the angle of the threads in the strands 6 : the way
in which a thing lies or is laid in relation to something else <'^ of
the land) 7 : the state of one that lays eggs

3lay past of LIE

4lay n [ME, fr. OF lai'\ 1 : a simple narrative poem : ballad
2 : MtLODY, song

Slay adj [ME, fr. OF lai, fr. LL laicus, fr. Gk laikos of the people, fr.

laos people] 1 : of or relating to the laity : not ecclesiastical

2 : of or relating to members of a religious house occupied with
domestic or manual work <-- brother) 3 : not of or from a par-
ticular profession : unprofessional <'^ public)

lay away vt : to put aside for future use or delivery
lay by vt 1 : to lay aside : discard 2 : to store for future \ise : save
3 South & Midland ; to cultivate (as corn) for the last time

lay day n l : one of the days allowed by the charter for loading or
unloading a vessel 2 : a day of delay in port

lay down vi 1 : to give up : surrender </«v down your arms)
2a: establish, prescribe (.lays down standards) b ; to assert or
command dogmatically 3 : store, preserve
Uay.er X'la-ar, 'le(-3)r\ n 1 : one that lays (as a workman who lays

brick or a hen that lays eggs) 2a; one thickness, course, or fold
laid or lying over or under another b : stratum c : horizon 2

3 a : a branch or shoot of a plant treated to induce rooting while
still attached tothe parent plant b : a plant developed by layering
— lay^ered \'la-3rd, 'le(-a)rd\ adj

Slayer vt : to propagate (a plant) by means of layers ^ vi 1 : to
separate into layers 2 oj a plant ; to form roots where a stem
comes in contact with the ground

lay*er<age \'la-3-rij, 'le-a-\ n ; the practice or art of layering plants
lay.ette \!a-'et\ n [F, fr. MF. dim. of laye box. fr MD lade; akin to
OE hladan to load — more at lade] : a complete outfit of clothing
and equipment for a newborn infant

lay figure \'la-\ n [obs. E layman (lay figure), fr. D leeman'] 1 : a
jointed model of the human body used by artists to show the dispo-
sition of drapery 2 : a person likened to a dummy or puppet

lay in vt : to lay by : save
lay^man \'la-m3n\ n : one of the laity; also : one not belonging to
some particular profession

lay off vt 1 : to mark or measure off 2 ; to cease to employ (a

worker) usu. temporarily 3 a : to let alone b : avoid, Qurr ^ vi

; to stop or rest from work
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lay-off \'!a-,6f\ n 1 ; the act of laying off an employee or a work
force; also : shutdown 2 ; a period of inactivity or idleness

lay on vi : attack, beat
lay out VI 1 a : to prepare (a corpse) for burial to : to knock flat or
unconscious 2 : to plan in detail ilay out a campaign) 3 : to
mark (work) for drilling, machining, or filing 4 : arrange, design
6 : spend

lay-out \'la-,aut\ n 1 a : the act or process of laying out or plan-
ning in detail to ; the plan or design or arrangement of something
that is laid out: as (1) ; dummy 6 (2) : final arrangement of
matter to be reproduced esp. by printing (3) ; the placing of men,
machines, and materials in a manufacturing plant 2 ; something
that is laid out 3 : estabushment, place 4 : a set or outfit esp.
of tools

lay over vi ; postpone
Uay-over \'la-,o-v3r\ n : stopover
2layover n [origin unknown] dial ; something whose Identity Is

intentionally concealed — used typically in the phrase layovers to
catch meddlers as an evasive answer to a question from a child

lay reader n : an Anglican or Protestant Episcopal layman licensed
to read sermons and conduct some religious services

lay to vt : to bring (a" ship) into the wind and hold stationary '^ vi

; to lie to
lay up v/ 1 ; to store up : lay by 2 : to disable or confine with ill-

ness or injury 3 : to take out of active service
lay-up \'la-,3p\ n ; the action of laying up or the condition of being
laid up; esp : a jumping one-hand shot in basketball made off the
backboard from close under the basket
lay.wom.an \'m-.wum-an\ n : a woman who is a member of the laity

la.zar \'laz-9r, 'la-z3r\ n [ME, fr. ML lazarus. fr. LL Lazarus'^ : a
person afflicted with a repulsive disease; specij ; leper

laz-a.ret-to \,laz-3-'ret-(,)6\ or laz-a.ret \-'ret. -"retX n [It dial.
lazareto, alter, of nazareto, fr. Santa Maria di Nazaret, church in
Venice that maintained a hospital] 1 usu lazaretto : a hospital for
contagious diseases 2 : a building or a ship used for detention
in quarantine 3 usu lazaret : a space in a ship between decks used
as a storeioom
Laz-a.rus \"laz-(3-)rss\ n [LL. fr. Gk Lazaros, fr. Heb El'azar]
1 : a brother of Mary and Martha raised by Jesus from the dead
2 : the diseased beggar in the biblical parable of the rich man and
the beggar

laze \'Iaz\ vb [back-formation fr. Iazy'\ vi : to act or lie lazily ; idle
'^ vr : to pass (time) in idleness or relaxation — laze n

la>Zi>ly \'la-z3-le\ adv ; in a lazy manner
la>Zl>ness \-ze-nss\ » : the quality or state of being lazy
lazuli n ; lapis lazuli — la>zu-Une \'laz(h)-3-,lTn. -,Ien\ adj
la.zu-lite \'laz(h)-3-.lTt\ n [G lazulith, fr. ML lazulmn lapis lazuli]

: an often crystalline azure-blue mineral (Mg>e)Alz(P04)2(OH)2
that is a hydrous phosphate of aluminum, iron, and magnesium— la-zU'lit-ic \,laz(h)-3-'lit-ik\ adj
Ua.zy \'la-2e\ adj [perh. fr. MLG lasich feeble; akin to MHG
e^xleswen to become weak] 1 a ; disliking activity or exertion : not
energetic or vigorous to : encouraging inactivity or indolence
2 : moving slowly : sluggish 3 : drooping, lax 4 : placed on
its side <'^ E livestock brand)
syn lazy, indolent, slothful mean not easily aroused to

activity, lazy suggests a disinclination to work or to take trouble;
indolent suggests a love of ease and a settled dislike of movement
or activity; slothful implies a lemperan
promptly or speedily when action or speed
2lazy vi : to move or lie lazily : laze
la'Zy<toones \-,bonz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; a lazy person
la>zy*ish \'la-zeMsh\ adj : somewhat lazy
lazy Su-san \,la-ze-'sUz-'n\ n : a revolving tray placed on
dining table for serving food, condi-
ments, or relishes

lazy tongs « p/ ; a series of jointed and
pivoted bars capable of great extension
used orig. for picking up something at a
distance

laz.za.ro-ne \.Iaz-3-*r6-ne, ,lad-z3-\ n,
pi laz-za'TO-ni \-{,lne\ [It, aug. of
lozzaro beggar, fr. ML lazarus'^ : one of
the homeless idlers of Naples lazy Susan

lea or ley \'le. 'la\ n_ [ME leye, fr. OE
leah: akin to OHG loh thicket, L lucus grove, lux light — more at
LIGHT] 1 : grassland, PASTURE 2 usu ley : arable land used
temporarily for hay or grazing
Ueach \'lech\ var of leech
2leacll n [prob. alter, of lerch (muddy ditch) ] 1 : a perforated vessel
to hold wood ashes through which water is passed to extract the lye
2 Vleach] : the process of leaching
31each vt 1 : to subject to the action of percolating water or other
liquid in order to separate the soluble components 2 : to dissolve
out by the action of a percolating liquid <--' out alkali from ashes)
-^ VI : to pass out or through by percolation — leach<er n

leach>abil.i.ty \,Ie-ch3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
leachable

leach-atole \'le-ch3-bal\ adj ; capable of being leached
leach<ing n 1 : the process or an instance of leaching 2 : a product
of leaching
Head \*led\ vb led \'Ied\ lead-ing [ME leden. fr. OE l^dan; akin to
OHG leiten to lead, OE llthan to go] vt 1 a : to guide on a way esp.
by going in advance to ; to direct on a course or in a direction
c : to serve as a channel for <pipes -^ water into canals) 2 : to go
through : LIVE (-^ a quiet life) 3 a (1) : to direct the operations,
activity, or performance of <-- an orchestra) (2) : to have charge
of <'-- a campaign) to (1) : to go at the head of ('^ a parade)
(2) : to be first in or among <~ the league) (3) : to have a margin
over (.led his opponent) 4 : to begin play with (-^ trumps)
5 ; to aim in front of (a moving object) (-^ a duck) 6 : to direct
(a blow) at an opponent in boxing «* vi 1 a : to guide someone or
something along a way to : to lie, run, or open in a specified place
or direction (path ~j uphill) 2 a : to be first to (1) : begin, open
<~ off for the home team) (2) : to play the first card 3 : to tend
toward a definite result (study --^ing to a degree) syn see guide

3lead n 1 a (1) : position at the front ; vanguard (2) : initiative

(3) : the act or privilege of leading in cards; also : the card or suit
led to (1) : leadership (2) : example, precedent c : a margin or
measure of advantage or superiority or position in advance 2 : one
that leads; as a (1) : lode 2b (2) : an auriferous gravel deposit in
an old river bed; esp : one buried under lava to : a channel of water
through a field of ice c : indication, clue d ; a principal role in a
dramatic production; also : one who plays such a role e ; leash 1

1 (1) : an introductory section of a news story (2) : a news story of
chief importance 3 : an insulated electrical conductor 4 : the
length of a rope from end to end 5 : a position taken by a base
runner off a base toward the next

3lead adj : acting or serving as a leader <~ article)
lead \'led\ n, ojten attrib [ME leed, fr. OE lead; akin to MHG lot
lead] 1 : a heavy soft malleable ductile plastic but inelastic bivalent
or tetravalent bluish white metallic element found mostly in com-
bination and used esp. in pipes, cable sheaths, batteries, solder, type
metal, and shields against radioactivity — see element table
2 a : a plummet for sounding at sea to pi, Brit : a usu. flat lead roof
c pi : lead framing for panes in windows d : a thin strip of metal
used to separate lines of type in printing 3 a : a thin stick of mark-
ing substance in or for a pencil to : white lead 4 : bullets, pro-
jectiles 5 : tetraethyl lead
siead \'led\ vt 1 : to cover, line, or weight with lead 2 : to fix
(window glassl in position with leads 3 : to place leads or other
spacing material beiween the lines of (type matter) 4 : to treat or
mix with lead or a lead compound i^ed gasoline)

lead acetate n : an acetate of lead: esp : a poisonous soluble salt
Pb{C2H30z)2.3H20

lead arsenate n : an arsenate of lead; esp : an acid salt PbHAs04
used as an insecticide

lead toack vt : to lead (a card) from a suit that one's partner has
orig. led

lead colic n : intestinal colic associated with obstinate constipation
due to chronic lead poisoning
lead<eu X'led-'nX adj l a : made of lead to : of the color of lead

: dull gray 2 : low in quahty : poor 3 a : oppressively heavy
to : sluggish c : lacking spirit or animation : dull — lead>en>ly
adv — lead'en«ness X-^n-fniasX n

lead<er \'led-ar\ n 1 : something that leads: as a : a primary or
terminal shoot of a plant to : tendon, sinew c pi : dots or hyphens
(as in an index) used to lead the eye horizontally : ellipsis 3
d chiejly Brit I a newspaper editorial e (1) : something for guiding
fish into a trap (2) : a short length of material for attaching the
end of a fishing line to a lure or hook 1 : a pipe for conducting
fluid g ; an article offered at an attractive special low price to
stimulate business h : something that ranks first 2 : a person that
leads; as a : guide, conductor b (1) : a person who directs a
military force or unit (2) : a person who has commanding authority
or influence c (1) : the principal officer of a British political party
(2) : a member chosen by his party to manage party acti"ities in a
legislative body (3) : such a member presiding over the whole
legislative body when his party constitutes a majority (4) : one
that exercises paramount but responsible authority over a stale or
local party organization (5) : the principal member of the party
elite in a totalitarian system endowed by official ideology with a
heroic or mystical character, exercising governmental power with a
minimum of formal constitutional restraints, and characterized by
extreme use of nationalist demagogy and claims to be above narrow
class or group interests d (1) : conductor c (2) : a first or
principal performer of a group 3 : a horse placed in advance of
the other horses of a team 4 : straw boss, foreman — lead-er-
less \-l3S\ arfj — lead>er.ship \-,ship\ n

leader of the opposition : the principal member of the opposition
party in a British legislative body who is given the status of a
salaried government official and an important role in organizing
the business of the house

lead glass n : glass of high refractive index containing lead oxide
lead-in \'le-,din\ n : something thai leads in; esp : the part of a
radio antenna that runs to the transmitting or receiving set — lead-
in adj

lead-ing \'led-ir)\ odj 1 : coming or ranking first ; foremost
2 : exercising leadership 3 : guiding, directing (-^ question)
4 : given most prominent display (^^ story)

leading article \,led-\ n l chiejly Brit : editorial 2 : the article

given the most significant position or most prominent display in a
periodical

leading lady n : an actress who plays the leading feminine role in a
play or movie

leading man n : an actor who plays the leading male role In a play
or movie

leading strings n pi X : strings by which children are supported
when beginning to walk 2 : a state of dependence or tutelage

: guidance — usu. used in the phrase in leading strings

leading tone n : the seventh musical degree of a major or minor
scale — Ci\lled also subtonic

lead'less \'led-l3s\ adj : being without lead

lead line \'led-\ n : sounding line
lead off vr : to make a start on : open
lead'Off \*led-,6f\ n 1 : a beginning or leading action 2 : a player
who leads off; esp : the player who heads the batting order or bats
first in any inning in baseball

lead-off \'le-,d6f\ adj ; leading off : opening
lead on vr : to entice or induce to proceed in a course esp. when
unwise or mistaken

lead pencil \'led-\ n ; a pencil using graphite as the marking ma-
terial

lead poisoning n : chronic intoxication produced by the absorption
of lead into the system

leads>man \'ledz-m3n\ n : a man who uses a sounding lead to de-
termine depth of water

lead up vi 1 ; to prepare the way 2 : to make a gradual or Indirect
approach to a topic

lead-up \*le-,d3p\ n : something that leads up to or prepares the
way for something else

lead'Work \'led-,w3rk\ n 1 : something made of lead 2 ; work
that is done with lead

leady \'led-e\ adj ; containing or resembling lead

9 abut;>' ® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life
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Ileal \'Iet\ n, pi leaves \Mevz\ ojten allrib [ME leel, fr. OB leaj.

; 2 linear; 3 lanceolate;
;
6 oblong; 7 oblanceolate,

8 ovate, with acute tip; 9
obovate; 10 spatulate; IJ pandurate; 22 cuneate;
13 deltoid; 14 cordate; J5 reniform; J6 orbicu-
late; J7 nincinate; 18 lyrate; IQ peltate; 20
hastate; 21 sagittate; 22 odd-pinnate; 23 abrupt-
ly pinnate; 24 palmate (trifoliolate); 25 palmate
(pedate in form, with margin incised); 26

palmate (quinquefoUolate)

akin to OHG loitb leaf. L liber bast, book] 1 a (1) : a lateral out-
growth from a stem that constitutes a unit of the fohage of a plant
and functions primarily in food manufacture by photosynthesis
(2) : a modified leaf primarily engaged in functions other than food
manufacture b (1) : foliage (2) : the leaves of a plant as an
article of commerce 2 : something suggestive of a leaf: as a : a
part of a book or folded sheet containing a page on each side

fc (1) ; a part (as of window shutters, folding doors, gates) that
dides or is hinged (2) : the movable parts of a table top c (1) : a
thin sheet or plate of any substance : lamina (2) : one of the
plates of a leaf spring d dial Brit : a hat biim — leal*les5 \'le-flss\

2leaf VI 1 : to shoot out or produce leaves 2 : to turn over pages
(— through a book) ~ v/ : to turn over the pages of

leaf.age \'le-fij\ n : foliage
leaf bud n : a bud that develops into a leafy shoot and does not

lealed \'left\ adj ; having leaves usu. of a specified character or
number

leal lat n ; the fat that lines the abdominal cavity and encloses the
kidneys; esp: that of a hog used in the manufacture of lard

leal.hop.per yief-,hap-3r\ n : any of numerous small leaping
homopterous insects (family Cicadellidae) that suck the juices of
plants

leal lard n_: high quality lard made from leaf fat

leaf-let \'le-fl3i\ n 1 a : one of the divisions of a compound leaf
b : a small or young foliage leaf 2 : a Icaflike organ or part
3 a : a single printed sheet of paper unfolded or folded but not
trimmed at the fold bra sheet of small pciges folded but not stitched

leaf-liKe \'le-,nTk\ adj : resembling a leaf

leal miner n ; any of various small insects (as moths or two-winged
flies) that in the larval stages burrow in and eat the parenchyma of
leaves

leal mold n l : a compost or layer composed chiefly of decayed
vegetable matter 2 : a mold or mildew of foliage

leal spring n : a spring made of superposed strips, plates, or leaves
leaf'Stalk \'lef-,st6k\ n : petiole
leafy \'le-fS\ adj l a : furnished with or abounding in leaves
b : having broad-bladed leaves C : having leaves a major part
2 : rc'iembling a leaf; specij : ij^minate
Ueague \'leg\ n [ME leuge, lege, fr. LL leuga} 1 : any of various
uniis of distance from about 2.4 to 4.6 statute miles 2 : a square
league
2league n [ME (So") ligg, fr. MF ligue, fr. Olt liga, fr. ligare to bind.
fr. L — more at ligature] 1 a : an association of nations or other
political entities for a common purpose b : an association of
persons or groups united by common interests or goals; specij : an
association of ball clubs c : an informal alliance 2 : class,
category — league vt

Uea.guei \'le-gar\ n [D leger; akin to OHG legar act of lying —

more at lmr] 1 ; a military camp 2 : siege
aleaguer vt. archaic : besiege, beleaguer
3leagU>er \'le-g3r\ n ; a member of a league
Ueak \'lek\ vb [ME leken, fr. ON leka: akin to OE leccan to
moisten, Olr legaim I melt] vi 1 a : to enter or escape through an
opening usu. by a fault or mistake <fumes '^ in'> b : to let a sub-
stance or light in or out through an opening 2 : to become known
despite efforts at concealment ~ v/ 1 : to permit to enter or escape
through or as if through a leak 2 : to give out (information)
surreptitiously

2leaK n 1 a ; a crack or hole that usu. by mistake admits or lets

escape b : something that permits the admission or escape of
something else usu. with prejudicial effect c : a loss of electricity
due to faulty insulation; also : the point or the path at which such
loss occurs 2 : the act, process, or an instance of leaking

leak.age \'le-kij\ n 1 : the act. process, or an instance of leaking
2 : something or the amount that leaks

leaky \'le-ke\ adj : permitting fluid to leak in or out
leal \'leO)I\ adj [ME leel, fr. OF hial. leel — more at loyal] chiejly
Scot : loyal, true — leal.Iy \'le(3)l-le\ adv
Uean \'len\ vb leaned \'lend, chiejly Brit 'lent\ lean.ing \'le-

nip\ [ME lenen, fr. OE hleonian; akin to OHG hlinen to lean, Gk
klinein, L clinarel vi la; to incline, deviate, or bend from a
vertical position b : to cast one's weight to one side for support
2 ; to rely upon for support or inspiration 3 : to incline in opin-
ion, taste, or desire —* vr ; to cause to lean : incline

2lean n : the act or an instance of leaning : inclination
3lean adj [ME lene, fr. OE hlzneZ 1 a : lacking or deficient in flesh

b ; containing little or no fat 2 : lacking richness, sufficiency, or
productiveness 3 : deficient in an essential or important quaUty or
ingredient; as a oj ore X containing little valuable mineral b : low
in combustible component — used esp. of fuel mixtures 4 : char-
acterized by economy of style or expression — lean.ly adv —
leau'ness \'len-n3s\ n
syn SPARE, lank, lanky, gaunt, rawboned, scrawt^y, skjnny:
lean stresses lack of fat and of curving contours; spare suggests
leanness from abstemious living or constant exercise; lank implies
tallness as well as leanness; lanky suggests awkwardness and looses
jointedness as well as thinness; gaunt implies marked thinness or
emaciation as from overwork or suffering; rawboned suggests a
large ungainly build without implying undernourishment; scrawny
and skinny imply an extreme leaimess that suggests deficient
strength and vitality

*iean vt : to make lean
filean n : the part of meat that consists principally of fat-free muscle
Le.an.der \lc-'an-d3r\ n [L, fr. Gk Leandrosl : a youth noted in
Greek legend for swimming the Hellespont nightly to visit Hero

leali.ing X'le-nioX n ; tendency, inclination
syn propensity. pROCLivrrY, penchant, flair; leaning suggests a

liking or attraction not strong enough to be decisive or uncon-
trollable; PROPENSFTY implies a deeply ingrained and usu. irresistible

longing; proclfvffy suggests a strong natural proneness usu. to
something objectionable or evil; penchant implies a strongly
marked taste in the person or an irresistible attraction in the object;
flair suggests an instinctive or unaccountable power of discern-
ment in certain matters, or it may describe a special and individual
aptitude or knack

leant \'lent\_chiejly Brit past of lean
Uean-to \'Ien-.tij\ n 1 : a wing or extension of a building having
a lean-to roof 2 : a rough shed or shelter with a lean-to roof

2lean-tO adj : having only one slope or pitch (^ roof)

Heap \'icp\ v6 leaped or leapt X'lept also 'lept\ leap-ing \'le-pio\
[ME lepen, fr. OE hleapan; akin to OHG hloufjan to run] vi

1 : to spring free from or as if from the ground ; jump <-^ over a
fence) (fish '^s out of the water) 2 a : to pass abruptly from
one state or topic to another b : to act precipitately {-^ed at the
chance) -^ vr : to pass over by a leap — leap.er \'le-p3r\ n

2leap n 1 a : an act of leaping : spring, bound b (11 : a place
leaped over or from (2) ; the distance covered by a leap 2 ; a
sudden transition

Ueap-frog \'lep-.fr6g, -,frag\ n : a game in which one player bends
down and another leaps over him

aleapJrog vb leap.frogged; leap. frog.ging vi : to leap or progress
in or as if in leapfrog ~ vr 1 : to go ahead of (each other) in

turn; specij I to advance (two military units) by keeping one unit

in action while moving the other unit past it to a position farther
in front 2 : to evade by or as if by a bypass

leap year n l : a year in the Gregorian calendar containing 366
days with February 29 as the extra day 2 ; an intercalary year in
any calendar
Lear \'li(3)r\ n : a legendary king of Britain and hero of Shake-
speare's tragedy King Lear

learn \'l3m\ vb learned V'lamd, 'l3rnt\ also learnt \'bmt\
learn.ing [ME lemen, fr. OE leomian; akin to OHG lernen to
learn, L lira furrow, track ] v/ 1 a (U : to gam knowledge or under-
standing of or skill in by study, instruction, or experience (2)

: MEMORIZE <^ the lines of a play) b : to come to be able to
c : to come to realize 2 a substand : teach b obs : to inform of
something 3 : to find out : ascertmn '— vi : to acquire knowledge
or skill syn see discover — learn.able X'lar-ns-balX adj — learn-
er n

learned adj 1 \'l3r-n3d\ : characterized by or associated with
learning : erudite 2 X'lamd, 'l3rnt\ : acquired by learning— learn-ed-ly \'l3r-n3d-le\ adv — learn-ed-ness X-nsd-nssX n

learn.ing n 1 : the act or experience of one that learns 2 : knowl-
edge or skill acquired by instruction or study
'lease \'les\ n 1 : a contract by which one conveys real estate
for a term of years or at will usu. for a specified rent; also : the
act of such conveyance or the term for which it is made 2 : a
piece of land or property that is leased

2lease vt [AF lesser, fr. OF laissier to let go, fr, L laxare to loosen,
fr laxus slack — more at slack] vt 1 : to grant by lease : let
2 : to hold under a lease syn see hire

lease.hold \*les-,hold\ n 1 : a tenure by lease 2 : land held by
lease — lease-hold-er n

leash \'lesh\ n [ME lees, leshe, fr. OF laisse, fr. laissier^ 1 : a
line for leading or restraining an animal 2 a : a set of three
animals (as greyhounds, foxes, bucks, or hares) b : a set of three
— leash vt

leas-ing \'le-zia, -siJD\ n [ME lesing, fr. OE leasung, fr. Icasian to
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lie, fr. leas false] archaic : the act of lying; also : lie, falsehood
Ueast \'lest\ adj [ME leest, fr. OE Isst superl. of Ims less] 1 : low-
est in importance or position 2 a : smallest in size or degree
b : being a member of a kind distinguished by diminutive size
<-- bittern) c : smallest possible : slightest

zieast n : one that is least — at least 1 : at the rainiraura 2 : in
any case

31east adv : in the smallest or lowest degree
least squares n pi : a method of fitting a curve to a set of points
representing statistical data in such a way that the sum of the
squares of thedistances of the points from the curve is a minimum

least-ways \'les-.twaz\ adv. dial : at least
least-wise \-,twTz\ adv : at least

Ueath.er \'leth-ar\ n [ME le!her, fr. OE lether-; akin to OHG
leder leather] 1 : animal skin dressed for use 2 : the pendulous
part of the ear of a dog 3 : something wholly or partly made of
leather

2leather vt leatn-er.ing \'leth-(a-)rio\ 1 : to cover with leather
2 ; to beat with a strap : thrash

leath-er-back \'leth-3r-,bak\ n : the largest existing sea turtle
(Dermochelys coriacea) distinguished by its flexible carapace
composed of a mosaic of small bones embedded in a thick leathery
skin
Leath-er.ette \,Ieth-3-'ret\ trademark — used for a product
colored, finished, and embossed in imitation of leather grains

idj : made of, consisting of, or resemblinglealli.ern \'leth
leather

leatli.er-neck \-3
of the uniform] :

Leatli>er*old \

nek\ n [fr. the leather neckband formerly part
^RINE

. )id\ trademark — used for an artificial leather
consisting of chemically treated paper combined with rubber and
sandarac

leath.er.wood \'leth-ar-,wud\ n : a small tree (Dirca palustris) of
the mezereon family wiih pliant stems and yellow flowers

leatll-ery \'leth-(3-ire\ adj : resembling leather in appearance or
consistency : tough
Heave \'lev\ vb left \'left\ leav-ing [ME leven, fr. OE ISjan:
akin to OHG verteiben to leave. OE bclljan to be left over, Gk
lipos fat] vr la: bequeath b : to depart without removing
(something caused or brought) (wound —5 a scar) <mailman lejt

a letter) c : to fail to take or refrain from taking (^ her at home)
d : to allow to remain in a specified state or undisturbed (^ the
door open) e : to have as a remainder <4 from 7 -^.y 3) 2 a ; to
go away from : depart <-- town) b : desert, abandon {left his
wife) c : to give up : relinquish {lejr business for research)
~ VI : to set out : depart syn see go — leaver n
aleave n [ME leve, fr. OE lea]; akin to MHG loube permission, OE
alyjan to allow — more at believe] 1 a : permission b ; author-
ized esp. extended absence from duty or employment 2 : an act
of leaving : departure
3leave vi [ME leven, fr. leef leaf] : leaf
leaved \'levd\ adj : having leaves <broad-/eaved)
Ueav-en \'lev-3n\ n [ME levain, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL levamen,
fr. L levare to raise — more at lever] 1 a : a substance (as yeast)
used to produce fermentation in dough or a liquid; esp : sour-
dough b : a material (as baking powder) used to produce a gas
that lightens dough or batter 2 : something that modifies or hght-
ens a mass or aggregate
2leaveu vt leav-en-ing \'lev-(3-)nir]\ l : to raise (as bread) with a
leaven 2 : to mingle or permeate with some modifying, alleviating,
or vivifying element syn see infuse

leav-en.ing n : a leavening agent : leaven
leave off vb : stop, cease
leaves pi oj leaf
leave-tak-ing yiev-.ta-kioX n : departure, farewell
leav-ings \'lc-vir]z\ n pi :• remnant, residue
le>bens*raum X'la-bsnz-.raiim, -b3n(t)s-\ n, ojten cap [G, fr.

leben living, hfe + raum space] 1 : territory held esp. by Nazis
to be necessary for national existence or economic self-sufficiency
2 : space required for life, growth, or activity

lech-er \'lech-3r\ n [ME lechour, fr. OF lecheor. fr. lechAer to lick,

live in debauchery, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG leckon to lick— more at lick] : a man who engages in lechery
lech>er*OUS \*lech-(a-)ras\ adj : given to or suggestive of lechery— lech-er. ouS'ly adv — lech-er.ous-ness n
lech-ery \'lech-('3-)re\ n : inordinate indulgence in sexual activity

: LASCIVIOUSNESS
lec-i-thin \'les-a-th3n\ n [ISV, fr. Gk lekithos yolk of an egg]

: any of several waxy hygroscopic phosphatides widely distributed
in animals and plants that form colloidal solutions in water and
have emulsifying, wetting, and antioxidant properties; also ; a
mixture of or substance rich in lecithins

lec-i-thin-ase \-th3-,nas, -,naz\ n ; any of several enzymes that
hydrolyze lecithins or cephalins

lee.tern Vlek-t3m\ n [ME leitome, fr. MF letrun,
fr. ML lectorinum, fr. L lector reader, fr. lectus, pp.
of legere to read — more at legend] : reading
DESK ; esp : one from which scripture lessons are
read in a church service

lec-tion \*lek-shan\ n [LL lection-, lectio, fr. L,
act of reading — more at lesson] 1 : a liturgical
lesson for a particular day 2 [NL lection-, lectio,

fr. L] : a variant reading of a text

lec-tion-ary \'lek-sh3-,ner-e\ n ; a book or list of
lections for the church year
lector \'lek-tar, -,t6(3)r\ n [LI., fr. L, reader] : one
whose chief duty is to read the lessons in a church

Uecture \'lek-ch3r\ n [ME, act of reading fr. LL
lectura, fr. L lectus, pp. of legere to read — more at legend]
1 : a discourse given before an audience or class esp. for instruction

2 : a formal reproof : reprimand — lecture-ship \-,ship\ n

aiectiire vb lectur-ing X'lek-cha-rio, 'lek-shrio\ vi : to deliver a
lecture or a course of lectures <— vr 1 : to deliver a lecture to

2 : to reprove formally : reprimand — lectur.er \-char-3r\ n
led past oj LEAD
Le-da \'Ied-a\ n [L, fr. Gk Leda'\ : the mother of Clytemnestra and

Castor by her husband Tyndareus. King of Sparta, and of Helen
of Troy and Pollux by Zeus in the guise of a swan

le-der.ho-sen \'lad-3r-,h6z-=n\ « pi [G, fr. MHG lederhose, fr.
leder leather + hose trousers] ; knee-lengih leather trousers worn
esp. in Bavaria

ledge \'lej\ n [ME legge bar of a gate] 1 : a projecting ridge or
raised edge along a surface : shelf 2 ; an underwater ridge or
reef esp. near the shore 3 : a narrow flat surface or shelf; esp : one
that projects (as from a wall of rock) 4 : lode, vein

led-ger \'lej-3r\ n [ME legger, prob. fr. leyen. leggen to lay] 1 : a
book containing accounts to which debits and credits are posted
from books of original entry 2 : a horizontal timber secured to
the uprights of scaffolding to support the putlog

ledger board n : a honzontal board forming the top rail of a simple
fence or the handrail of a balustrade

ledger line n : a short line added above or below a musical staff to
extend its range
nee \'Ie\ n [ME, fr. OE hleo; akin to OHG lao lukewarm, L calere
to be warm] 1 : protecting shelter 2 : the side (as of a ship)
that is sheltered from the wind

2lee adj 1 : of or relating to the lee — compare weather 2 ; located
on the side away from which an advancing glacier moves

lee-board \'le-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : either of the wood or metal
planes attached outside the hull of a sailboat to prevent leeway
Ueecn \'lech\ n [ME leche. fr. OE lice; akin to OHG Idhhi
physician] 1 archaic : physician, surgeon 2 [fr. its former use
by physicians for bleeding patients] : any of numerous carnivorous
or bloodsucking usu. freshwater annelid worms (class Hirudinea)
having typiailly a flattened lanceolate segmented body with a
sucker at each end 3 : a hanger-on who seeks advantage or gain
: parasite

2leectl vt 1 : to bleed by the use of leeches 2 : to drain the sub-
stance of : exhaust ~ vi : to attach oneself to a person as a leech

3leech \"lech\ n [ME leche. fr MLG Ilk boltrope; akin to MHG
geleich joint — more at ligature] 1 : either vertical edge of a
square sail 2 : the after edge of a fore-and-aft sail

leek \'lek\ n [ME, fr. OE leac. akin to OHG louh leek] : a biennial
garden herb (Allium porrum) of the hly family grown for its mildly
pungent succulent linear leaves and esp. its thick cylindrical stalk
Ueer \'U(3)r\ vi [prob. fr. obs. leer (cheek)] : to cast a sidelong
glance; esp : to give a lascivious, knowing, or mahcious look

2leer n ; a knowing or wanton look
leery \'li(3)r-e\ adj : suspicious, wary
lees \'lez\ n pi [ME lie, fr MF, fr. ML /I'a] : the settlings of liquor
during ferment£ition and acing : dregs
Lee's Birthday \'lez-\n [General Robert E. Lee tl 870 Am soldier]

: January 19 observed as a legal holiday in several southern states
lee shore n : a shore lying off a ship's leeward side and constituting
a severe danger in storm
Uee-ward X'le-ward, Tu-ardX adj : situated away from the wind
; downwind — compare windward

2leeward n : the lee side
lee-way \'!e-,wa\ n 1 a : off-course lateral movement of a ship
when under way b : the angle between the heading and the track
of an airplane 2 ; an allowable margin of freedom or variation
: tolerance
Heft \'left\ adj [ME. fr OE, weak; akin to MLG lucht left]

1 a : relating to or being the weaker hand in most persons b : lo-
cated nearer to the left hand than to the right; esp : located on
the left when facing in the same direction as an observer 2 often
cap : of, adhering to, or constituted by the left esp. in politics —
left adv

2lelt n 1 a : the left hand b : the location or direction of the left

side c : the part on the left side 2 ojten cap a : the part of a
legislative chamber located to the left of the presiding officer

b : the members of a continental European legislative body occupy-
ing the left as a result of holding more radical political views than
other members 3 cap a : those professing views usu. character-
ized by desire to reform or overthrow the established order esp.
in politics and usu. advocating greater freedom or well-being of
the common man b : a radical as distinguished from a conservative

3left past oj leave
Leit Bank n i the bohemian district of Paris situated on the left

bank of the Seine river

left field n 1 : the part of the baseball outfield to the left looking
out from the plate 2 : tiie position of the player defending left

field — left fielder n

left-hand \'Icft-,hand, 'Ief-,tand\ adj 1 ; situated on the left

2 : left-handed
left-hand-ed \-'han-d3d, -'tan-\ adj 1 : using the left hand
habituallv or more easily than the right 2 : relating to. designed
for, or done with the left hand 3 : morganatic 4 : clumsy, awk-
ward; also : insincere, malicious 5 a : having a direction con-
trary to that of the hands of a watch viewed from in front : coun-
terclockwise b : having a structure involving a counterclockwise
direction — lelt-handed adv — left-hand-ed-ly adv — lelt-
hand-ed-ness n — lelt-hand-er X-'han-dar, -'ian-\ n

left heart n : the half of the heart containing oxygenated blood and
consisting of the left auricle and ventricle

left.ism \'Ief-,tiz-3m\ n 1 : the principles and views of the Left;

also : the movement embodying these principles 2 : advocacy of
or adherence to the doctrines of the Left — left-ist \-t3st\ n or adj

ileft.over \'lef-,to-v3r\ adj ; remaining as unused residue
2le!tover n : an unused or unconsumed residue; esp : leftover food
served at a later meal

left wing n 1 : the leftist division of a group 2 : left 3a — left-
wing. er \'lef-'twir)-3r\ n
Ueg X'leg. 'lag\ n [ME, fr. ON leggr: akin to OE rira muscle, calf,

L lacerius muscle, upper arm] 1 : a limb of an animal used esp.

for supporting the body and for walking: as a : the part of the
vertebrate limb between the knee and foot b : the back half of a
hindquarter of a meat animal 2 a : a pole or bar serving as a
support or prop b : a branch of a forked or jointed object 3 : the
part of an article of clothing that covers the leg 4 : obeisance,
BOW — used chiefly in the phrase to make a leg 5 : either side of a
triangle as distinguished from the base or hypotenuse 6 : boost

9 abut; 3 kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; 1] sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tli thin; tfe this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yii furious; zh vision
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— called also leg up 7a: the course and distance sailed by a boat
on a single tack b : a portion of a trip ; stage c : one section
of a relay race 8 : a branch or part of an object or system —
leg'less \-l3s\ adj

21eg vr legged; leg.ging : to use the legs in walking; esp : run
leg<a>cy \'leg-3-se\ n [ME legacie office of a legate, bequest, fr.

MF or ML; MF, office of a legate, fr. ML legatia, fr. L legatus^
1 : a gift by will esp. of money or other personal property ; bequest
2 : something received from an ancestor or predecessor or from the
past
lle.gal \Me-g3l\ adj [ME. fr. MF, fr. L legalis, fr. leg-, lex law]
1 : of or relating to law 2a: deriving authority from or founded
on law : de jure b : having a formal status derived from law often
without a basis in actual fact : titular c : established by law;
esp ; STATUTORY 3 : conforming to or permitted by law or estab-
lished rules 4 : recognized or made effective by a court of law
as distinguished from a court of equity 5 : of, relating to, or
having the characteristics of the profession of law or of one of its

members 6 : created by the constructions of the law syn see
LAWFUL — le-gal*Iy \-g3-le\ adv

2legal n : a class of securities in which trustees, savings banks, and
other investors regulated by law may legally invest

legal cap n : a white often ruled writing paper for legal use usu.
S^-^ inches wide and 13 or 14 inches long

legal holiday n : a holiday estabhshed by legal authority and
characterized by legal restrictions on work and transaction of
official business

le-gal-ism \'le-g3-,li2-3m\ n : strict, literal, or excessive conformity
to the law or to a religious or moral code

le>gal>ist \-l3st\ n 1 : an advocate or adherent of moral legalism
2 : one that views things from a legal standpoint; esp : one that
places primary emphasis on legal principles or on the_ formal
structure of governmental institutions —_le<gal>is>tic \,le-g3-'hs-
tik\ adj — le.gal-iS'ti'CaMy \-ti-k(a-)Ie\ adv

le.gal-i-ty \li-'gal-3t-e\ n 1 : attachment to or observance of
law 2 : the quality or state of being legal ; lawfulness 3 pi
; obligations imposed by law

le>gaMza>tion V.le-ga-la-'za-shsnX n 1 : the act of legahzing
2 : the stateof being or having been legalized

le-gal*ize \'le-g3-,ITz\ vt ; to make legal; esp ; to give legal validity

legal reserve n : the minimum amount of bank deposits or life

insurance company assets required by law to be kept as reserves
legal tender n : currency in such amounts and denominations as
the law authorizes a debtor to tender and requires a creditor to
receive in payment of money obligations
leg.ate \'leg-at\ n [ME, fr. OF& L; OF legal, fr. L legatusd&pniy,
emissary, fr. pp. of legare to depute, send as emissary, bequeath,
fr. leg; lex'\ ^a usu. official emissary — leg-ate-ship \-,ship\ n

3le*gate \li-'gat\ vr ilegatus, pp. of legare to bequeath] : bequeath 1— le>ga*tor \-'gat-ar\ n
leg-a-tee \,Ieg-3-'te\ n : one to whom a legacy is bequeathed or a
devise is given

leg.a.tine \'leg-3-,ten, -,trn\ adj : of, headed by, or enacted under
the authority of a legate

le>ga*tlon \U-'ga-sh3n\ n X ; the sending forth of a legate 2 : a
body of deputies sent on a mission; specij : a diplomatic mission
in a foreign country headed by a minister 3 : the official lesidence
and office of a diplomatic minister at the seat of a foreign govern-

le.ga-to \li-'gat-C.)o\ adv (or adj) [It, ht., tied] : in a manner that
is smooth and connected between successive tones — used as a
direction in music

leg.end \'Iej-3nd\ n [ME legende, fr. MF & ML; MF legende, fr.

ML legenda, fr. L, fem. of legendus, gerundive of legere to gather,
select, read; akin to Gk legein to gather, say, logos speech, word,
reason] 1 a : a story coming down from the past; esp : one
gopularly regarded as historical although not verifiable b ; a
ody of such stories c : a popular mvth of recent origin d : a

person or thing that inspires legends 2 a : an inscription or title

on an object b : caption 2b c : an explanatory hst of the symbols
on a map or chart

leg-en>dary \'lej-3n-,der-e\ adj : of, relating to, or like a legend
syn see Ficrmous

leg.end.ry \'lej-3n-dre\ n : legends
leg.er.de.main \,lej-3rd-3-'man\ n [ME, fr. MF leger de main Ught
of hand] : sleight of hand

le.ger.i-ty \l3-'jer-at-e. Ie-\ n [MF legerete, fr. OF, lightness, fr.

leger light, fr. (assumed) VL leviarius, fr. L levis — more at ught]
: AGILITY, NIMBLENESS Syn SCC CELERITY

leges pi oj LEX
legged \'leg-3d, 'lag-, Brit usu 'Iegd\ adj ; having legs (one-legged}
leg.ging or leg. gin \'leg-3n, 'lag-. -io\ n : a covering for the leg
usu. of leather or cloth — usu. used in pi.

leg.gy \'leg-e, 'lag-\ adj 1 : having disproportionately long legs
2 : having attractive legs 3 : spindly — used of a plant

leg.horn \'leg-,(h)60irn, 'Ieg-3rn\ n ILeghorn, Italy] 1 a : a
fine plaited straw made from an Italian wheat b : a hat of this
straw 2 : any of a Mediterranean breed of small hardy fowls
noted for their large production of white eggs

leg.i.bil>i>ty \,lej-a-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
legible

leg.i.ble \'lej-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. LL legibilis, fr. L legere to read]
: capable of being read or deciphered ; plain — leg'i>bly \-ble\

le.gion \'le-i3n\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L legion-. legio, fr. legere to
gather] 1 : the principal unit of the Roman army comprising
3000 to 6000 foot soldiers with cavalry 2 : a large military
force; esp : army la 3 ; a very large number ; multitude 4 : a
national association of ex-servicemen
Ue.gion.ary \'le-j3-,ner-e\ adj [L legionarius, fr. legion-, legio'}

: of, relating to, or constituting a legion
2legionary n : legionnaire
le.glon.naire \,le-j3-'na(a)r. -'ne(3)r\ n [F ligionnaire, fr. L
legionarius} I a member of a legion
Legion ol Honor : a French order conferred as a reward for civil
or military merit
Legion ol Merit : a U.S. military decoration awarded for excep-
tionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding
services

leg.iS.late \'leJ-3-.slat\ vb [back-formation fr. legislator"] vi : to
perform the function of legislation; specij : to make or enact laws^ vt I to cause, create, or bring about by legislation

leg.ls-la.tiou \,l3j-a-'sla-shsn\ n 1 : the action of legislating;
specij : the exercise of the power and function of making laws and
other rules having the force of authority by virtue of their promul-
gation by an official organ of a state or other organization 2 : the
enactments of a legislator or a legislative body 3 : a matter of
business for or under consideration by a legislative body
ileg.iS'la.tive \'lej-a-,slat-iv\ adj 1 : having the power or perform-
ing the function of legislating 2 a : of or relating to a legislature
i'-^ committees) <~ immunity) b : com.posed of members of a
legislature c : created by a legislature esp. as distinguished from
an executive or judicial body d : designed to assist a legislature
or its members 3 : of, concerned with, or created by legislation —
leg'iS'la.tive.ly adv

^legislative n : the body or department exercising the power and
function of legislating : legisl.^lTure

legislative assembly n, ojten cap l&a 1 : a bicameral legislature
in an American state or territory 2 : the lower house of a bicameral
legislature 3 : a luiicameral legislature; esp : one in a Canadian
province

legislative council n. often cap L&C 1 : the upper house of a
British bicameral legislature 2 : a unicameral legislature in a
British coiony 3 : the unicameral legislature of a U.S. territory

4 ; a permanent committee chosen from both houses that meets
between sessions of a state legislature to study state problems and
plan a legislative program

leg.is.la.tor \'lej-a-.slat-ar\ n [L legis lator lit., proposer of law,
fr. legis, gen. of lex law + lator proposer, ir. latus suppletive pp.
of jerre to carry, propose — more at tolerate, bear f : one that
makes laws esp. for a political unit; esp : a member of a legislative
body — leg.iS'la.tQ.ri^al X.Iej-a-sls-'tor-e-al, -'t6r-\ adj — leg.is-
la'tor.sbip \'lej-?-,slat-3r-,ship\ n — leg.is-la. tress \,lej-3-'sia-
tr3s\ n — leg.is^la.trix \-triks\ n

leg'iS'Ia.ture \'lej-3-,sla-ch3r\ n : a body of persons having the
power to legislate; specij : an organized body having the authority
to make laws for a political unit and often exercising other func-
tions

le.gist \'le-J3St\ n [MF legiste, fr. ML legista, fr. L leg-, lex] '. a
specialist in law or a branch of law; esp : one learned in Roman
or civil law

le.git \h-'jit\ adj, slang t LEOrriMATE
le-git.i.ma.cy \h-'jit-a-ma-se\ n : the quality or state of being
legitimate
lle-git'i.mate \U-'jit-3-mat\ adj [ML legitimatus, pp. of legitimare
to legitimate, fr. L legitimus legitimate, fr. leg-, lex law] 1 a : law-
fully begotten; specij : born in wedlock b : having full filial rights
and obligations by birth <a — child) 2 : genuine <--- grievance)
3 a (1) : accordant with law or with established legal forms and
requirements <a --^ government) (2) : law-abiding b : ruhng by
or based upon the strict principle of hereditary right <a -^ king)
4 : conforming to recognized principles or accepted rules and
standards <~ advertising expenditure) ('^ inference) 5 : relating
to plays acfed by professional actors but not including revues,
burlesque, or some forms of musical comedy i-^ theater) syn see
lawful — le.git.i.mate-Iy adv

2le.git.i.mate \-,mat\ vi : to make lawful or legal: a (1) : to
give legal status or authorization to (2) : to show or affirm to
be justified b : to put (a bastard) in the state of a legitimate
child before the law by legal means — le.git.i.ma.tion \li-,jit-3-

'ma-sh3n\ n
le.git.i-ma.tize \U-'jit-3-m3-,tT2\ vt ; legitimate
le.git.i.mism \-,miz-3m\ n, oJten cap : adherence to the principles
of political legitimacy or to a person claiming legitimacy — le-git-
i-mist \-m3St\ n or adj

le.git'i.mize \-,mTz\ vt : legitimate
leg-man \'leg-,man, 'lag-\ n 1 : a newspaperman assigned usu.
to gather information 2 : an assistant who gathers information,
runs errands, and often performs other tasks

leg-Oi-mut-ton \,Ieg-3(v)-*m3t-=n, ,lag-\ adj : having the ap-
proximately triangular shape or outline of a leg of mutton <'^
sleeve) <'^ sail)

le.gume \'leg-,yijm, li-'gyum\ n [F legume, fr. L legumin-, legumen
leguminous plant, fr. legere to gather — more at legend] la; the
fruit or seed of a leguminous plant (as peas or beans) used for
food b ; any vegetable used for food 2 : a leguminous plant;

esp : one (as clover, alfalfa, soybeans) grown as a forage or green*
manure crop 3 : a dry dehiscent one-celled fruit developed from
a simple superior ovary and usu. dehiscing into two valves with
the seeds attached to the ventral suture : pod

le.gu.mi.nous Mi-'gyu-ma-nss, Ie-\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or
consisting of dicotyledonous plants constituting a family (Legu-
minosae) characterized by fruits that are legumes 2 : resembling

le.hua \la-'hu-3\ n [Hawaiian] : a common very showy tree
{Metrosideros villosa) of the myrtle family of the Pacific islands
having bright red corymbose flowers and a hard wood; also : its

flower
ilei \'la, 'Ia-,e\ n [Hawaiian] : a wreath or necklace of flowers or
other materials

2lei pi oJ LEU
LeiceS'ter \'les-t3r\ n {Leicester, county in England] : any of a
breed of white-faced long-wool mutton-type sheep originating in
England and having white fleece finer than that of most long-wool
sheep
Lei Day n : May Day in Hawaii celebrated with pageants and
prizes for the most beautiful or distinctive leis

leish.ma.ni.a.sis \,lesh-m3-'nT-3-S3S\ n [NL, fr. Leishmania, genus
name, fr. Sir W. B. Leishman tl926 Brit medical officer] : infection
with or disease caused by minute protozoans (genus Leishmania)
that invade the tissues

leis.ter \'le-st3r\ n [of Scand origin; akin to ON Ijostr leister]

: a spear armed with three or more barbed prongs for catching fish— leister vt

lei.SUre \'lezh-or. 'lezh-, 'lazh-\ n [ME leiser, fr. OF leisir. fr.

leisir to be permitted, fr. L licere — more at license] 1 : freedom
provided by the cessation of activities; esp : time free from work or
duties 2 : ease, leisureliness — leisure adj

lei-sure.li.ness \-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being leisurely
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lei-snre-ly \-le\ ad} : characterized by leisure : unhurried —
leisurely adv

leit-mo-tiv or leit-mo-til \'lTt-mo-,tef\ n [G leitmotiv, it. leiten
to lead + motiv motive] 1 : an associated melodic phrase or
figure that accompanies the reappearance of an idea, person, or
situation in a Wagnerian music drama 2 : a dominant recurring
theme

lek \'lek\ n [Alb] — see money table
le.man \'lem-3n, "le-manX n [ME Icjman, leman, fr. lej lief] archaic

; SWEETHEART, LOVER; esp \ MISTRESS
ilem-ma \'lem-3\ n, pi lemmas or lem-ma.ta \'lem-3t-3\ [L, fr.

Gk lemma thing taken, assumption, fr. lamhanein to take — more
at LATCH] 1 : an auxiliary proposition accepted as true for use in
the demonstration of another proposition 2a: the heading or
theme of a comment or note on a text b : a glossed word or phrase
3lemma n [Gk, husk, fr. lepein to peel — more at leper] : the lower
of the two bracts enclosing the flower in the spikelet of grasses
lem-ming \'lem-io\ n [Norw; akin to ON lomr guillemot, L
lairare to bark — more at lament] : any of several small short=
tailed furry-footed rodents (genera Lemmus and Dicrostonyx)
of circumpolar distribution that are notable for the recurr
migrations of a European form (L. lemmus) which often
into the sea where vast numbers are drowned

lem>nis>cus \lem-'nis-k3s\ n, pi lem*nis<ci \-'nis-.Ck)T, -'nis-,ke\
[NL, fr. L, ribbon, fr. Gk lemniskos} : a band of fibers and esp.
nerve fibers
ilem>0U \'lem-3n_\ n [ME lymon, fr. MF Umon, fr. ML limon-,
limo, fr. Ar laymun] 1 a : an acid fruit that is botanically a many=
seeded pale yellow oblong berry b : the stout thorny tree (Citrus
limon) that bears this fruit 2 : dud. failure

2lemoil adj 1 a : containing lemon b : having the flavor or scent
of lemon 2 : of the color lemon yellow

lem>on>ade \,lem-3-'nad\ n : a beverage of sweetened lemon juice
mixed with water
lemon balm n ; a bushy perennial Old World mint (Melissa oj-
Jicinalis) often cultivated for its fragrant lemon-flavored leaves
lemon yeUow n : a variable color averaging a brilliant greenish
yellow

lem>pi<ra \lem-*pir-a\ n [AmerSp, fr. Lempira, Indian chief]— see money table
le-mnr \'le-m3r\ n [L lemures, pi., ghosts; akin to Gk lamia
devouring monster] : any of numerous arlDoreal chiefly nocturnal
mammals formerly widespread but now largely confined to Mada-
gascar that are related to the monkeys but usu. regarded as con-
stituting a distinct superfamily (Lemuroidea) and usu. have a
muzzle like a fox, large eyes, very soft woolly fur, and a long furry
tail

le*mU'Tes \'lem-a-,ras, 'lem-y3-,rez\ n pi [L] : spirits of the dead
exorcised from homes in early Roman religious observances

lend \'lend\ vb lent \'lent\ lend-ing [ME lenen, lenden, fr. OE
Ixnan, fr. Isn loan — more at loan] vi 1 a : to give for temporary
use on condition that the same or its equivalent be returned
b : to let out (money) for temporary use on condition of repayment
with interest 2 a : afford, furnish b : to adapt or apply (one-
self) : accommodate -^ vi : to make a loan — lend»er n

lend-lease \'len-'dles\ n [U.S. Lend-lease Act (1941 ) ] : the transfer
of goods and services to an ally to aid in a common cause with
payment being made by a return of the original items or their use
in the common cause or by a similar transfer of other goods and
services — lend-lease vt

length \'leo(k)th\ n. pi lengths \'Ieo(k)ths, leo(k)s\ [ME
lengthe, fr. OE lengihu, fr. long long] 1 a : the longer or longest
dimension of an object b : a measured distance or dimension
<1 0-inch '^> — see measure table, metric system table c : the
quality or state of being long 2 a : duration or extent in time
b : relative duration or stress of a sound 3 a : distance or extent
in space b : the length of something taken as a unit of measure
(horse led by a '^> 4 : the degree to which something is carried
5 a : a long expanse or stretch b : a piece constituting or usable
as part of a whole or of a connected series : section 6 : a vertical
dimension of an article of clothing — at length 1 : comprehen-
sively, fully 2 : at last : finally
length.en \'leo(k)-th3n\ vb length-en-ing \'leo(k)th-(3-)nio\

: to make longer -^ vi : to grow longer syn see extend — leugth-
en.er \"leo(k)th-(3-)n3r\ n

length-i.ly \*Ieri(k)-th3-le\ adv : in a lengthy manner: at length
length.i.ness \'leo(k)-the-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
lengthy

length.ways \'IeaGt)th-,waz\ adv : lengthwise
lenglh-wise \-,wTz\ adv : in the direction of the length : longi-
tudinally — lengthwise adj
lengthy \'leo(k)-the\ adj 1 : protracted excessively : overlono
2 : extended,_long

le*nien-cy \'le-ne-3n-se, -nyan-seX or le-nience \-ne-3nCt)s.
-ny3n(t)s\ n ;_the quality or state of being lenient

le>nient \'le-ne-ant, -nyant\ adj [L lenient-, leniens, prp, of lenire
to soften, soothe, fr. lenis soft, mild — more at let] 1 archaic
: relieving pain or stress 2 : of mild and tolerant disposition or
effect; esp : indulgent syn see soft — le-nient.ly adv
Leni-Le.na-pe or Len-ni-Le.na.pe \,len-e-l3-'nap-e, ,len-e-'len-
3-pe\ n [Delaware] : Delaware 1

Le>nin<ism \'len-3-.niz-3m, 'lan-\ n : the political, economic, and
social principles and policies advocated by Lenin; esp : the theory
and practice of communism developed by or associated with Lenin— Le>nin>ist \-n9St\ n or adj —
Le>nin-ite \-,nTt\ n or adj

le-nis \'le-n3S, 'la-\ adj [NL, fr. L,
mild, smooth] : produced with rela-

tively lax articulation and weak ex-
piration <\d\ in doe is '>-•, \t\ in toe
is fortis)

len*i*tive \'len-3t-iv\ adj [MF lenitij,

fr. ML lenitivus, fr. L lenitus, pp. of
lenire'i : alleviating pain or acrimony lens la: 1 plano-convex,
: mitigating — lenitive n 2 biconvex, 3 converging

len-i.ty \'len-3t-e\ n : mildness, meniscus, 4 plano-concave,
leniency syn see mercy J biconcave, 6 diverging
Uens \'lenz\ n [NL lent-, lens, fr. L, meniscus
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lentil; fr. its shape — more at lentil] 1 a ; a piece of glass or
other transparent substance that has two opposite regular surfaces
either both curved or one curved and the other plane and that
is used either singly or combined in an optical instrument for
forming an image by focusing rays of light b : a combination of
two or more simple lenses 2 : a device for directing or focusing
radiation other than light (as sound waves, radio microwaves,
electrons) 3 : something shaped like a double-convex optical lens
4 : a highly transparent biconvex lens-shaped or nearly spherical
body in the eye that focuses light rays (as upon the retina)
21ens vt : photograph; esp : to make a motion picture of
Lent \'lent\ n [ME lente springtime. Lent, fr. OE lengien; akin to
OHG lenzin spring] 1 : a period of penitence and fasting observed
on the 40 weekdays from Ash Wednesday to Easter in the Roman
Catholic and some other Christian churches 2 : a period of re-
ligious fasting

len.ta.men.te \,lent-a-'men-C,)ta\ adv {or adj) [It, fr. lento slow]
; SLOWLY — used as a direction in music

len>tan>do \!en-'tan-(,)do\ adv (or adj) [It] : in a retarding manner— used as a direction in music
Lent-en \'Ient-'n\ adj 1 : of or relating to Lent 2 : suitable to
Lent; esp : meager, somber

len>tlc \'lent-ik\ adj [L lenius sluggish] : of, relating to, or living
in still waters

len-ti.cel \'lent-3-.sei\ « [NL lendcella, dim. of L lent-, lens
lentil] : a pore in the stems of woody plants thiit is a path of ex-
change of gases between the atmosphere and the stem tissues —
len*ti-ceMate \,lent-3-'sel-3t\ adj — len-tic<u-late \Ien-'tik-y3-
l3t\ adj

len*tic>u<lar Men-'tik-ya-lsrX adj [L lemicularis lentil-shaped, fr.

lenticula lentil] 1 : having the shape of a double-convex lens 2 ; of
or relating to a lens 3 a : lenticulated b : utilizing lenticules

len*tiC*U*late \len-'tik-y3-l3t\ vt : to provide with lenticules (as

by embossing, molding, or coating) {lenticulated film) — Ien>tiC>u-
la<tion \(,)len-,tik-ya-'la-shan\ n

len>ti>cule \'lent-3-,kyu(3)I\ n [L lenticula lentil] : any of the
minute lenses on the base side of a film used in stereoscopic or color
photography

len>til \'lent-''l\ n [ME, fr. OF lentille, fr. L lenticula, dim. of
lent-, lens; akin to Gk lathyros vetch] 1 : a widely cultivated
Eurasian annual leguminous plant (Lens culinaris) with flattened
edible seeds and leafy stalks used as fodder 2 ; the seed of the
lentil

len-ti5*si>mo \len-'tis-3-,m5\ adv {or adp [It, superl. of lento}

; in a very slow manner — used as a direction in music
len*tO \'len-(,)t5\ adv {or adj) [It. fr lenrn, adj., slow. fr. L lentus

pliant, sluggish, slow — more at lithe] : in a slow manner — used
as a direction in music
Leo \'le-(,)6\ n [L (gen. Leonis). lit., lion — more at lion] 1 : a
northern constellation east of Cancer 2 : the 5th sign of the zodiac
Le*0<nar<desque \,la-3-,nar-'desk\ adj [Leonardo da Vinci tl519
Florentine artist & scientist] : of, relating to, or suggesting Leonardo
or his style of painting
Leo<nid \'le-3-n3d\ n, pi Leonids or Le-on-i-des \le-*dn-3-,dez\

[L Leon-, Leo; fr. their appearing to radiate from a point in Leo]
: one of the shooting stars constituting the meteoric shower that

recurs near the 14th of November
le>o>iune \'le-3-,nTn\ adj [ME, fr. L leoninus, fr. leon-, lea} ; of,

relating to, or resembling a lion

leop»ard \'lep-3rd\ n [ME, fr. OF leupart, fr. LL leopardus, fr.

Gk leopardos, fr. leon lion + pardos pard] 1 : a large strong cat

(Felis pardus) of southern Asia and Africa that is usu. tawny or
buff with black spots arranged in broken rings or rosettes — called

also panther 2 : a heraldic representation of a lion walking forward
with head to the front — leop-ard.ess \-3rd-3s\ n

le-0*tard \'le-3-,tard\ n [Jules Leotard, 19th cent. F aerial gymnast]
1 : a close-fitting garment usu. with long sleeves, a high neck, and
ankle-length legs worn for practice or performance by dancers,

acrobats, and aerialists 2 : tights
lep-er \'Iep-3r\ n [ME, fr, lepre leprosy, fr. OF, fr. LL lepra, fr.

lepld- or lepido- comb form [NL, fr. Gk, fr. lepid-, lepis scale, fr.

lepein} : flake : scale <Lepfrf«ptera>

le.pid.Q.lite \li-'pid-n-.Ti\ n [G lepidolith, fr. lepid- + -lith} ; a

variable mineral typically K(Li,Al)3(Si,Al)40,o(F,OH)2that consists

of a mica containing lithium

lep-X'dop.ter \,lep-3-'dap-i3r\ n : lepidopteran
lep.i-dop.ter.an \-t3-r3n\ n [NL Lepidoptera order of Insects,

fr lepid- -H Gk pteron wing — more at feather] : any of a large

order (Lepidoptera) of insects comprising the butterflies and moths
whose adults have four broad or lanceolate wings usu. covered with

minute overlapping often brightly colored scales and whose larvae

are caterpillars — lep-i^dop-ter-al \-t3-r3l\ adj — lepidopteran
adj — lep'i'dop'ter.jd \-r3d\ n — lep-i-dop-ter^ous \-rss\ adj

lep.i.dop.ter.on X-rsn, -.ran\ n, pi lep-i-dop-tera \-r3\ [NL,
sing, of Lepidoptera} : lepidopteran

lep.i-dcsis \,lep-3-'do-sas\ n, pi lep.i-do-ses \-'do-.sez\ [NL]
: the arrangement and character of the scales or shields of an
animal

lep-i*dote \'lep-3-,dot\ adj [Gk lepidotos scaly, fr. lepid-, lepis}

; covered with scurf or scurfy scales

lep-re-chaun \'lep-r3-,kan. -,k6n\ n [IrGael leipreachan} : a

mischievous elf of Irish folklore usu. believed to reveal the hiding
place of treasure if caught

lep.rose \'lep-,ros\ adj [LL leprosus leprous] ; SCURFY, scaly

lep>ro-sy \'lep-r3-se\ n 1 : a chronic disease caused by bacillus

(\fycobacterium leprae) and characterized by the formation of

nodules or of macules that enlarge and spread accompanied by
loss of sensation with eventual paralysis, wasting of muscle, and
production of deformities and mutilations 2 : a harmful influence
— lep-rot'ic \le-'prat-ik\ adj

lep.rous \'lep-ras\ adj [ME, fr. LL leprosus leprous, fr. lepra

leprosy] 1 a : infected with leprosy b : of, relating to, or re-

sembling leprosy or a leper 2 : leprose — lep-rous>ly adv —
lep>rous-ness n
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-lep.sy n comb form [MF -lepsie, fr. LL -lepsia, fr. Gk -lepsia, fr.

lepsis, fr, lambanein to take, seize — more at latch] : taking
: seizure <nympho/e/)5>'>

Iep.to*ceph.a*lus \,lep-ta-*sef-3-l3s\ n, p] lep*to*ceph*a*li \-.lT\
[NL, fr. Gk lepios + kephale head — more at cephalic] : a long
thin small-headed transparent pelagic first larva of various eels

Uep'ton \'lep-,tan\ n, pi lep-ta \-ta\ [NGk, fr. Gk, a small coin,
fr. neut. of leptos peeled, slender, small, fr, lepeiii to peel — more at
leper] — see drachma at money table

2lepton n [Gk leptos + E -on] : a charged or uncharged elementary
particle (as a positronor a neutrino) of small mass

lep-to<some \'lep-t3-,s6m\ adj [G leptosom, fr. Gk leptos slender
+ soma body] : asthenic 2, ectomorphic — leptosome n

lep<tO>spi*ral \,lep-t3-'spT-r3l\ adj [NL Leptospira, genus of
spirochetes, fr. Gk leptos + L spira coil] : of, relating to, or caused
by slender aerobic spirochetes (genus Leptospira)

lep'tus \'lep-i3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk leptos small] : any of several 6^
legged lai"val mites — often used as if a generic name; compare
CYSTICERCUS
Ues>l)i*an \'lez-be-3n\ adj, ojten cap 1 : of or relating to Lesbos
2 [fr. the reputed homosexual band associated with Sappho of
Lesbos] : of or relating to homosexuality between females

2lesbian n, ojten cap : a female homosexual
Ies*bi*an<ism \-3-,niz-3m\ n : female homosexuality
lese maj*es4y or 16se ma-jes-tS \*lez-'maj-3-ste\ n [MF lese

majesle fr. L laesa majestas, lit., injured majesty] 1 a : a crime
committed against a sovereign power b : an offense violating the
dignity of a ruler as the representative of a sovereign power
2 ; a detraction from or affront to dignity or importance

le*Sion \'le-zh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L laesion-, laesio, fr. laesus,

pp. of laedere to injure] 1 : injury, harm 2 ; an abnormal change
in structure of an organ or part due to injury or disease; esp : one
that is circumscribed and well defined

Ie5*pe*de>za \,les-p3-'de-23\ n [NL, irreg. fr, V. M. de Zespedes
//1 785 Sp governor of East Florida] : any of a genus (Lespedcza)
of herbaceous or shrubby leguminous plants including some
widely used for forage, soil imrrovement, and esp. hay
Uess \'les\ adj [ME, partly fr. OE lirs. adv. & n.; partly fr. Ixssa,
adj.; akin to OFris les less, Gk limos hunger] 1 : fewer <— than
three) 2 : of lower rank, det,ree, or importance <no -^ a person
than the president himself) 3 a ; smaller, slighter b : more
limited in quantity (in '^ time)

2less adv ; to a lesser extent or degree
3less prep : diminished by : minus
4less n, pi less 1 : a smaller portion or quantity 2 : something
of less importance

-less \l3s\ adj sujjix [ME -les, -lesse. fr. OE -leas, fr. leas devoid,
false; akin to OHG los loose, OE losian to get lost — more at
LOSE] 1 ; destitute of : not having (.wiiless) <child/<'55> 2 : unable
to be acted on or to act (in a specified way) <daunt/e.y.s> (fade/es.?)

les.see \le-'sc\ n [ME. fr. AF, fr. lesse, pp. of lesser to lease — more
at lease] : a tenant under a lease

le5S*en \'les-'n\ vb less-en-ing \'lcs-nio, -'n-io\ vi : to shrink
in size,' number, or degree : decrease — v/ 1 : to reduce in size,

extent, or degree 2 a archaic ; minimize b obs : to lower in
status or dignity : degrade syn see decrease
Uess-er \'les-3r\ adj 1 : less, smaller 2 : inferior
2l8SSer adv : less Oesser-\^nown}
Lesser Bear n : ursa minor
Lesser Dog n : canis minor
Ues-son \'les-'n\ n [ME, fr. OF lecon, fr. LL lection-, lectio,

fr. L, act of reading, fr. lectus, pp. of legere to read — more at
legend] 1 ; a passage from sacred writings read in a service of
worship 2 a : a piece of instruction : teaching; specij : a reading
or exercise to be studied by a pupil b : something learned by study
or experience 3 a : a division of a course of instruction b : an
instructive example; specij ; reprimand

2lesson vt leS'SOii'lng \'les-nio, -'n-io\ 1 : to give a lesson to
: INSTRUCT 2 : lecture, rebuke

les-sor \'les-,6(3)r, le-'s6(3)r\ n [ME lessour, fr. AF, fr. lesser to
lease] : one that conveys by lease

lest \(,)lest\ conj [ME les the, lesie, fr. OE thy Ises the, fr, thy (in-

strumental of thxt that) + Ixs + the, relative particle] 1 : for
fear that 2 : that — used after an expression denoting fear or
apprehension (worried -- he should be late)

net \"let\ vt let-ted; letted or let; let-ting [ME leiten, fr. OE
le^tan to delay, hinder; akin to OHG lezzen to delay, hurt, OE
/a?/ late] arthaic : HINDER, prevent

2let n 1 : something that impedes : obstruction 2 : a stroke in
racket games that does not count
Met vb let; let-ting [ME leten. fr. OE liton; akin to OHG Idzzan
to permit, L lassus weary, lenis soft, mild] vt 1 : to cause to : make
i-^ it be known) 2 a : rent, lease <~ rooms) b : to assign esp,
after bids <s^ a contract) 3 a : to give opportunity to <live and
•~^ live) b — used in the imperative to introduce a request or pro-
posal <'^ us pray) c — used imperatively as an auxiliary to ex-
press a warning <'^-him try) 4 : to free from confinement : re-
lease <---- the prisoner go) 5 : to permit to enter, pass, or leave
<~ them through) — vi 1 ; to become rented or leased 2 : to
become awarded to a contractor
syn LET, allow, fermft mean not to forbid or prevent, let may

imply a positive giving of permission but more often implies failure
to prevent either through inadvertence and negligence or through
lack of power or effective authority; allow implies little more than
a forbearing to prohibit; permff implies willingness or acquiescence
syn see in addition hire

-let \l3t\ n sujjix [ME. fr. MF -elet, fr. -el, dim. suffix (fr. L -ellus) +
-er] 1 : small one {hooV.let') 2 : article worn on (wrist/t/)

let-down \'Iet-,daun\ n 1 a : discouragement, disappointment
b : a slackening of effort : rei-AXation 2 : the descent of an air-
plane to the point at which a landing approach is begun
Ue-thal \'le-thal\ adj [L letalis, lethalis. fr. letum death] 1 : of,
relating to. or causing death 2 : capable of causing death syn
see deadly — le>thal>i-ty \le-'thal-3t-e\ n — le-tbal-ly \'leth-
(a-)le\ adv

2Iethal n 1 : an abnormality of genetic origin causing the death of
the organism possessing it 2 : lethal gene

lethal gene n : a gene that in some (as homozygous) conditions may
prevent development or cause the death of an organism or its

germ cells — called also lethal Jactor

le.thar.gic \U-'thar-iik, Ie-\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characterized
by lethargy : sluggish 2 : indifferent, apathetic — le-tbar-
gi-cal-ly \-ji-kCa-)le\ adv

leth.ar.gy \'Ielh-ar-je\ n [ME litargie, fr. ML litargia, fr, LL
lethargia, fr. Gk lethargia, fr. lethargos forgetful, lethargic, fr.

lethe + argos lazy — more at argon] 1 : abnormal drowsiness
2 : the quality or slate of being lazy or indifferent
syn lethargy, languor, lassttude, stupor, torpor mean physi-

cal or mental inertness, lethargy implies such drowsiness or
aversion to activity as is induced by disease, injury, drugs; languor
suggests inertia induced by an enervating climate or illness or amor-
ous emotion; lassitude stresses listlessness or indifference resulting
from fatigue or poor health; stupor implies a deadening of the
mind and senses by shock, by narcotics, or intoxicants; torpor im-
plies a state of suspended animation as of hibernating animals but
may suggest merely a lack of vigor or normal responsiveness

le-the \'le-the\ n [L. fr. Gk Lethe, fr. lethe forgelfulness; akin to
Gk lanthanein to escape notice, lanthanesthai to forget — more at
latent] 1 cap : a river of Hades whose water according to Greek
mythology causes forgelfulness of the past in thosewho drink it

2 : oblivion, forgetfulness — le>tbe>an \'le-the-an, li-'the-\
adj, ojten cap
Le-to \'le-,to\ n [Gk Leto'j : the mother of Apollo and Artemis by

let's \(.)lets, rapid (,)les\ : let us
Lett \'let\ n [G Lette, fr. Latvian Latvi} : a member of a people
closely related to the Lithuanians and mainly inhabiting Latvia
Uet.ter \'let-3r\ n [ME. fr. OF lettre, fr. L littera letter of the alpha-
bet, litterae. pi., epistle, literature] 1 : a symbol usu. written or
printed representing a speech sound and constituting a unit of an
alphabet 2 a : a direct or personal written or printed message
addressed to a person or organization b ; a written communica-
tion containing a grant — usu. used in pi. 3 pi but sing or pi in

Constr a : LfTERATURE, BELLES LETTRES b : LEARNING 4 I the
strict or outward sense or significance 5 a : a single piece of type
bra style of type c : type; esp : a supply of type 6 : the initial

of a school awarded to a student for achievement usu. in athletics

^letter vt 1 : to set down in letters ; print 2 ; to mark with letters

: iNS( RiBE — let-ter-er \-3r-3r\ n
3let.ter \"lei-3r\ n : one that rents or leases
letter carrier n : mailman
let-tered \'let-3rd\ adj 1 a : learned, educated b : of, relating
to, or characterized by learning : cultured 2 : inscribed with or
as if with letters

let-ter-head \'let-3r-,hed\ n 1 : a sheet of stationery printed or
engraved usu. with the name and address of an organization
2 : the heading at the top of a letterhead

let-ter.ing n : letters used in an inscription
letter missive n, pi letters missive : a letter from a superior au-
thority conveying a command, recommendation, permission, or

letter ol credence : a formal document furnished a diplomatic
agent attesting to his power to act for his government — called also
letters oj credence

letter ol credit l : a letter addressed by a banker to a correspondent
certifying that a person named therein is entitled to draw on him
or his credit up to a certain sum 2 : a letter addressed by a banker
to a person to whom credit is given authorizing him to draw on the
issuing bank or on a bank in his country up to a certain sum and
guaranteeing to accept the drafts if duly made

let-ter-per-fect \,let-3r-'p3r-fikt\ adj : correct to the smallest
detail; esp : verbatim

let-ter-press \'tet-ar-,pres\ n 1 a : the process of printing direct
from an inked raised surface upon which the paper is impressed
b : work done by this process 2 : text that is distinct from pic-
torial illustrations

letter sheet n : a sheet of stationery that can be folded and sealed
with the message inside to form its own envelope

letters ol administration : a letter evidencing the right of an ad-
ministrator to administer the goods or estate of a deceased person

letters of marque : written authority granted to a private person by
a government to seize the subjects of a foreign state or their goods;
specij : a license granted to a private person to fit out an armed ship
to plunder the enemy

letters patent n pi : written grant from a government to a person
in a form readily open for inspection by all

letters testamentary n pi i a. written communication from a court
or officer informing an executor of his appointment and authority
to execute the will of the testator
iLett-ish \'let-ish\ adj : of or relating to the Latvians or their
language

^Lettish n : Latvian 2

let.tre de ca.cliet \,le-tr3-d3-,ka-'sha\ n, pi lettres de cachet
\-tr3(z)-\ [F] : a letter bearing an official seal and usu. authorizing
imprisonment without trial of a named person

let-tuce \'let-3s\ n [ME letuse, fr. OF laiiues, pi. of laitue. fr. L
lactuca, fr. lact-, lac milk; fr. its milky juice — more at galaxy]
: any of a genus (Lactuca) of composite plants; esp : a common
garden vegetable (L. sativa) the succulent leaves of which are used
esp. in salads

let up VI la: to diminish or slow down b : cease, stop 2 : to be-
come less severe — used with on

let-up \*let-,ap\ n : a lessening of effort

leu \'lcu\ n, pi lei \'la\ [Romanian, lit., Hon, fr, L leo — more at
LION] — see MONEY table

leuc- or leuco- also leuk- or leuko- comb jorm [NL, fr, Gk leuk-,

lettko-, fr. leukos — more at light] 1 : white : colorless : weakly
colored (.leukocyte) </eu/corrhea) 2 : leukocyte ^leukemia}
3 : white matter of the brain </e«cotomy)

leu-cine \'lij-,sen\ n [ISVJ : a white crystalline essential amino acid

(CH3)2CHCH2CH(NH2)COOH obtained by the hydrolysis of
most dietary proteins

leu-Cite \'ru-,sTt\ n [G leuzit, fr. leuz- leuc-] : a white or gray
mineral KAlSijOs consisting of a potassium aluminum silicate and
occurring in igneous rocks — leu-cit-ic \lij-'sit-ik\ adj

leU'CO-ma \lu-'ko-m?\ n [LL. fr. Gk leukoma, fr. leukos white] : a
dense white opacity in the cornea of the eye

leu-CO-maine \*lu-k3-,man\ n [ISV leuc- + -maine (as in ptomaine)"]

: a basic substance normally produced in the body as a decomposi-
tion product of protein
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leu-co-plast \-,plast\ also leu-co-plas-tid \,lu-k3-'plas-t3d\ n
[ISV] : a colorless plaslid esp. in the cytoplasm of interior plant
tissues that is potentially capable of developing into a chromoplast

leu>Ke<IIlia \lli-'ke-me-3\ n [NL] : an acute or chronic disease of
unknown cause in man and other warm-blooded animals charac-
terized by an abnormal increase in the number of leukocytes in the
tissues and often in the blood — leu<ke-mic \-mik\ arf;— leu-ke-
moid \-,m6id\ adj

leuKocyt- or lexiHocyto- also leucocyt- or leucocyto- comb jorm
[ISV] : leukocyte (.leukocytosis}

leu>ko<cyte \'lii-k3-,sit\ n [ISV] : any of the white or coloriess
nucleated cells that occur in blood — Ieu>ko>cyt<ic \,lu-k3-'sit-ik\
adj — leu-Ro-cyt-oid \-*sIt-,6id\ adj

leu<ko<cy<to<l)last \,liJ-ka-'sTt-3-,blast\ n : a cellular precursor of a
leukocyte — leU'hO'Cy.tO'blas-tic \-,sit-3-'blas-tik\ adj

leu<ko-cy<to-SiS \,lu-k3-,sT-'t6-S3s\ n [NL] : an increase in the
number of leukocytes in the circulating blood — leu-ko*cy>tot>ic
\-'tat-ik\ adj

leu-kon \'lu-,kan\ n [NL, fr. Gk, neut. of leukos} ; the white blood
cells and their precursors

leu.kO'pe-nia \.lu-k3-'pe-ne-3\ n [NL, fr. leuc- + Gk penia
poverty, lack] : a condition in which the number of leukocytes
circulating in the blood is abnormally low — leu<l£0>pe*iuc \-mk\
adj

leti'kO<pOi*e>sis \-,p6i-'e-s3s\ n [NL] : the formation of white
blood cells — leu.ko.poi-et-ic \-'et-ik\ adj
leu.kor.rhea \,Iu-k3-'re-3\ n [NL] : a whitish viscid discharge from
the vagina resulting from inflammatioii or congestion of the
mucous membrane — leu*kor-rhe-al \-'re-al\ adj

leu*ko<si5 \lu-*k6-s3s\ n [NL] : leukemia — leu>koMc \-'kat-ik\
adj

lev \'lef\ n, pi le-va \'lev-3\ [Bulg. lit., lion] — see money table
lev- or levo- comb Jorm [F levo-, fr. L laevus left; akin to Gk
laios left] 1 : levorotatory </evulose> 2 : to the left </evorotatory>
Le-vaMoi.si.an \,lev-3-'16i-ze-3n\ adj i Levallois-Pcrrct, suburb of
Paris, France] ; of or relating to a lower Paleolithic culture
characterized by a technique of manufacturing tools by striking
flakes from a flat flint nodule

le-vant \li-'vant\ vi [perh. fr. Sp levantar to break camp, deriv. of L
levare'[ chiefly Brit ; to run away from a debt

le-vant-er \-9r\ n l cap : a native or inhabitant of the Levant
2 : a strong easterly Mediterranean wind

le.va«tor \li-'vat-3r\ n, ;?/ lev-a-to^res \,lev-3-'tor-(,lez\ or le>va-
tors\li-'vat-3rz\ [NL, fr. Llevatus, pp. of levare to raise— more at
lever] : a muscle that serves to raise a body part — compare
DEPRESSOR
Ue«vee \'lev-e; la-'ve, -'va\ n [F lever, fr. MF, act of arising, fr,

(se) lever to rise] 1 : a reception held by a person of distinction on
rising from bed 2 : an aitemoon assembly at which the British

king or his representative receives only men 3 : a reception usu.
in honor of a particular person
2lev»ee \'lev-e\ n [F levee, fr. OF, act of raising, fr. lever to raise —
more at lever] 1 a : an embankment to prevent flooding 1) : a
river landing place : pier 2 : a small continuous dike or ridge of
earth for confining the irrigadon checks of land to be flooded

3lev.ee \'lev-e\ vt lev-eed; lev<ee>ing : to provide with a levee
Uev.el \'lev-3l\ n [ME, fr. MF livel. fr. (assumed) VL libellum, alter.

of L libella, fr. dim. of libra weight, balance] 1 : a device for estab-
lishing a horizontal line or plane by means of a bubble in a liquid
that shows adjustment to the horizontal by movement to the center
of a shghtly bowed glass tube 2 : a measurement of the difference
of altitude of two points by means of a level 3 : horizontal condi-
tion; esp : equilibrium of a fluid marked by a horizontal surface
of even altitude <water seeks its own --^y 4 a : an approximately
horizontal line or surface taken as an index of altitude b ; a prac-
tically horizontal surface or area 5 ; a position in any scale
: RANK 6 a : a line or surface that cuts perpendicularly all plumb
lines that it meets and hence would everywhere coincide with a
surface of still water b : the plane of the horizon or a line in it

7 : a horizontal passage in a mine intended for regular working
and transportation 8 : a concentration of a constituent of the
blood or other body fluid 9 : the magnitude of a quantity con-
sidered in relation to an arbitrary reference value — on Uie level
: bona fide : honest

slevel vb lev-eled or lev-elled; lev-eMng or lev-eMing \'lev-
(3-)lio\ vt 1 ; to make (a line or surface) horizontal : make flat

or level 2 a : to bring to a horizontal aiming position b : aim,
DIRECT 3 : to bring to a common level or plane : equalize 4 : to
lay level with the ground : raze 6 : to make even, equal, or uni-
form 6 : to find the heights of different points in (a piece of land)
esp. with a surveyor's level -^ vj 1 : to attain or come to a level

2 : to aim a gun or other weapon horizontally 3 : to bring persons
or things to a level 4 : to deal frankly and openly

51evel adj la: having no part higher than another : conforming to
the curvature of the liquid parts of the earth's surface b : parallel
with the plane of the horizon : horizontal 2 a : even or unvary-
ing in height b ; equal in advantage, progression, or standing
c : proceeding monotonously or uneventfully d (I) : steady,
unwavering (2) ; calm, unexcfted e : contested on even terms
3 : BALANCED <a ~ head) 4 : distributed evenly <~ stress)

5 : being a surface perpendicular to all lines of force in a field of
force ; equipotential 6 : suited to a particular rank or plane of
ability or achievement (iop-level thinking) 7 : bona fide 8 : of
or relating to the spreading out of a cost or charge in even pay-
ments over a period of time
syn level, flat, plane, even, smooth mean having a surface like

that of a calm sea. level applies specifically to a horizontal surface
conforming to the curvature of the earth or to the line from horizon
to horizon; flat applies to a surface free of prominences or depres-
sions; plane applies to any real or imaginary flat surface in which
a straight hne between any two points on it lies continuously in it;

even stresses lack of breaks or irregularities in a surface or line
but does not imply the horizontal, the straight, or the plane;
smooth implies a relatively perfect evenness— level best : very best

level crossing n, Brit : grade crossing
lev.el-er or lev.el-ler \'lev-(3-)l3r\ n l : one that levels 2 a cap

: one of a group of radicals arising during the English Civil War

abnt; 9 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; ait out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life
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and advocating equality before the law and religious toleration
b : one favoring the removal of political, social, or economic social
inequalities c : something that tends to reduce or eliminate dif-
ferences among men

lev.el.head.ed \,lev-3l-'hed-3d\ adj ; having sound judgment
: sensible — lev.el-head.ed.ness n

leveling rod n : a graduated rod used in measuring the vertical
distance between a point on the ground and the line of sight of a
surveyor's level

lev-el.ly \'lev-3fl)-le\ adv : in a level manner
lev>el>ness \-3l-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being level
ile-ver \'lev-3r. 'le-var\ n [ME, fr. OF levier, ii. lever to raise, fr.

L levare; akin to L levis light in weight— more at light] 1 a : a bar used for
prying or dislodging something b : an T _£i wj!

inducing or compelling force ; tool I y^ ' O
2 a : a rigid piece that transmits and
modifies force or motion when forces
are applied at two points and it turns
about a third; specif : a rigid bar used
to exert a pressure or sustain a weight
at one point of its length by the appli-
cation of a force at a second and turn-
ing at a third on a fulcrum b : a pro-
jecting piece by which a mechanism is

operated or adjusted
2lever vt le.ver.ing \'lev-(a-)rio, 'lev-\ wL
1 : to pry, raise, or move with or as if U
SThe manner^nf J°I.T/'"^

^^ '"'"'^'
'• ^- •' '=^=^5; F fulcrum,

in me manner oi a lever p nrtwer if weieht
le.ver.age \'lev-0-)rij, 'lev-X n l : the ^ VO^^U *- weight

action of a lever or the mechanical
advantage gained by it 2 : effectiveness, power

lev-er.et \'lev-(3-)r3t\ n [ME, fr. (assumed) MF levret, fr. levre
hare, fr. L lepor-, lepus"] : a hare in its first year
Le-vi \'lc-,vi\ n [LL, fr. Gk Leui, fr. Heb LewU : a son of Jacob
and ancestor of one of the tribes of Israel

lev.i.able \'lev-e-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being levied or levied upon
le.vl-a.than \li-'vT-3-th9n\ n [ME, fr. LL, fr. Heb liwyathan}
1 a ojten cap : a sea monster often symbolizing evil in the Old
Testament and Christian literature b (1) : a large sea animal
(2) : a large oceangoing ship 2 cap : the political state; esp : a
totalitarian state having a vast bureaucracy 3 : something large
or formidable — leviathan adj

lev.i-er \'lcv-e-3r\ n ; one that levies

lev.i-gate \'lev-3-,gat\ vt [L levigatus, pp. of levigare, fr. levis

smooth + -igare (akin to agere to drive) — more at lime, agent]
1 : polish, smooth 2 a : to grind to a fine smooth powder while
in moist condition b : to separate (fine powder) from coarser
material by suspending in a liquid — lev>l.ga.tion \,lev-3-'ga-
shanX n

lev.in \'lev-3n\ n [MB levene'l archaic i lightning
le.Vi-rate X'lev-a-rat, 'le-v3-\ n [L levir husband's brother; akin to
OE tacor husband's brother, Gk darr] ; the sometimes compulsory
marriage of a widow by the brother of her deceased husband— le-vi.rat.ic \,lev-3-'rat-ik, ,le-v3-\ adj
Le.vi'S \'le-,vTz\ trademark — used for close-fitting heavy blue
denim pants reinforced at strain points with copper rivets

leV'i'tate \'lev-3-,tat\ vb {levity} vi : to rise or float in the air in
seeming defiance of gravitation «- vr ; to cause to levitate — lev.i-
ta-tlon \,lev-3-'ta-shan\ n

Le.vite \'le-,vTt\ n l : a member of the Hebrew tribe of Levi
2 : a non-Aaronic descendant of Levi assigned to assist the Aaronic
priests — Le-vit-i-cal \li-'vit-i-k3l\ adj

lev.i.ty \'lev-3t-e\ n [L levitat-, levitas, fr. levis light in weight —
more at light] 1 a : excessive or unseemly frivolity b : lack of
steadiness : changeableness 2 : the quality or state of being light

in weight : buoyancy syn see lightness
le.vo \'Ie-(,)vo\ adj : levorotatory
levo see lev-
le-vo.ro.ta.tion \,le-v3-ro-'ta-sh9n\ n : left-handed or counter-
clockwise rotation — used of the plane of polarization of light

le.vo.ro-ta.to.ry \-'r6t-9-.tor-e, -.t6r-\ or le.vo.ro-ta.ry \-*r6t-

3-re\ adj : turning toward the left or counterclockwise; esp : ro-
tating the plane of polarization of light to the left — compare
dextrorotatory

lev.u-lose X'lev-ys-.los, -,loz\ n [ISV, irreg. fr. lev- + -osel : fruc-
tose 2
Uevy \'lev-e\ n [ME, fr. MF levee, fr. OF, act of raising — more
at levee] la; the imposition or collection of an assessment
b : an amount levied 2a: the enlistment or conscription of men
for military service b : troops raised by levy

2levy vt 1 a : to impose or collect by legal authority b : to require
by authority 2 : to enlist or conscript for military service 3 : to

carry on (war) : wage 4 : to arrange (a fine) in settlement of a
suit to establish title to land ~ vj : to seize property

levy en masse n : the spontaneous act of the people of a territory

of taking up arms for self-defense upon the approach of an enemy
without having had time to organize in accordance with recognized
rules of warfare

lewd \'liid\ adj [ME lewed vulgar, fr. OE Ixwede laical, ignorant]
1 ohs ; evil, wicked 2 a : sexually unchaste or licentious : lascivi-
ous b : obscene, salacious — lewd.ly adv — lewd-ness n

lew-is \'lu-3s\ n [prob. fr. the name Lewis} : an iron dovetailed
tenon that is made in sections, can be fitted into a dovetail mortise,
and is used in hoisting large stones — called also lewisson

lew.is.ite \"lii-9-,sTt\ n [Winford Lee Lewis tl943 Am chemist]
: a colorless vesicant produced by a reaction of acetylene with arse-
nic trichloride and developed as a poison gas for war use

lex \'leks\ n. pi le.ges \'la-(,)gas\ [L leg-, lex} : law
lex.i'Cal Vlek-si-k3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to words or the vo-
cabulary of a language as distinguished from its grammar and
construction 2 ; of or relating to a lexicon or to lexicography— lex'i>cal'i>ty \,lek-s3-'kal-3t-e\ n — lex*i*cal<ly \'lek-si-
k(3-)Ie\ adv

lexical meaning n ; the meaning of the base (as the word play)
in a paradigm (as of the verb play) — compare grammatical
meaning
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lex>l>cog<ra*pher \,lek-s3-'kag-r3-far\ n [LGk lexikographos, fr.

lexikon + Gk -graphos -grapher] : an author or compiler of a
dictionary

lex-i-co-graph*ic \.lek-s3-ko-'graf-ik\ acij ; of or relating to
lexicography — lex<i>co*graph'i<cal \-i-k3l\ adj — lex>i>co-
graph-i-caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

lex-i.cog.ra.phy \ lek-sa-'kag-ra-feX n 1 : the editing or making
of a dictionary 2 : the principles and practices of dictionary
making

leX'i.con \'lek-sa-,kan. -si-ksnX n, pi lex«i-ca \-si-k3\ or lexicons
[LGk lexikon, fr. neut. of lexikos of words, fr. Gk lexis word,
speech, fr. legein to say — more at legend] : a book containing
an alphabetical arrangement of the words in a language and their
definitions : dictionary

ley var oj lea
Ley-den jar \,lTd-='n-\ n [Leiden, Leyden, Netherlands] ; an
electrical condenser consisting of a glass jar coated inside and
outside with metal foil and having the inner coaling connected
to a conducting rod passed through the insulating stopper

li \'le\ n pi II also lis \'lez\ (Chin (Pek) //a] : any of various
Chinese units of distance; esp : one equal to about '/j mile

li.a.bil.i.ty \,lT-a-*bil-3t-e\ n 1 a : the quality or state of being
liable b : likelihood 2 : something for which one is liable;
esp, pi : pecuniary obligations ; debts 3 : one that works as a
disadvantage : drawback

li.a.ble \'ir-3-b3l. esp in sense 2b also 'lT-b3l\ adj [(assumed) AF,
fr. OF Her to bind, fr. L ligure — more at ligature] 1 a : ob-
ligated according to law or equity : responsible b : subject to
appropriation or attachment 2 a : susceptible <~ to diseases)
b ; likely, apt <~ to fall)

syn OPEN, EXPOSED, subject, prone, susceptible, sensitive:
LIABLE implies a possibility or probability of incurring something
because of position, nature, or particular situation; open stresses
a lack of barriers preventing incurrence; exposed suggests lack of
protection or powers of resistance against something actually
present or threatening; subject implies an openness for any reason
to something that must be suffered or undergone; prone stresses
natural tendency or propensity to incur something; susceptible
implies conditions existing in one's nature or individual constitution
that make incurrence probable; sensitive implies a readiness to
respond to or be influenced by forces or stimuli ordinarily too
slight to have effect syn see in addition responsible

li*aise \le-'az\ vi [back-formation fr. liaison'} : to establish liaison
with or act as a liaison officer toward

li.ai.son X'le-a-.ziin. le-'a-\ n, ojien attrib [F, fr. MF. fr., /iVr]

1 a : a close bond or connection ; interrelationship b : an
illicit sexual relationship ; affair 3a 2 ; the pronunciation of an
otherwise absent consonant sound at the end of the first of two
consecutive words the second of which begins with a vowel sound
and follows without pause 3 : intercommunication esp. between
parts of an armed force

li-a.na \le-'an-3, -'an-3\ or li-ane \-'an, -'anX n [F liane} : a
climbing plant that roots in the ground and is characteristic when
woody of tropical rain forests and when herbaceous of temperate
regions — li>a*noid \-'an-,6id, -'anA adj

li-ang \le-'aD\ ", pl Hang also liangs [Chin (Pek) Ha/igJ] : an
old Chinese unit of weight equal to \Ss catty

li.ar \'lT(-a)r\ n [ME, fr. OE leogere. fr. leogan to lie — more at
lie] : one that tells lies

Li>as \'lT-as\ adj [Lias, division of the European Jurassic] ; of or
relating to a subdivision of the European Jurassic

li-ba-tion \lI-'bu-shon\ n [L libation-, libaiio, fr. libaius, pp. of
libare to pour as an offering; akin to Gk leibein to pour] 1 : an
act of pouring a liquid as a sacrifice (as to a deity) 2 a : an act or
instance of drinking b : beverage; esp : a drink containing
alcohol — li-ba<tion-ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj

li.beccio \li-'bech-(,)6, -e-,6\ or li-bec-chio \-'bek-\ n [It] : a
southwest wind
Ui-bel \'lT-b3l\ n [MH, written declaration, fr. MF, fr. L libellus,
dim. of liber book — more at leaf] 1 archaic : a handbill esp.
attacking or defaming someone 2 a : a written or ora! defamatory
statement or representation that conveys an unjustly unfavorable
impression b (1) : a statement or representation published without
just cause and tending to expose another to public contempt
(2) : defamation of a person by written or representational means
(3) : the publication of blasphemous, treasonable, seditious, or
obscene writings or pictures (4) : the act, tort, or crime of pub-
lishing such a libel

aiibel vb U-beled or U-belled; li.beMng or li.beMing \-b(3-)Iio\
vi : to make libelous statements ~ vr : to make or publish a libel
against — li-bel-er \-b(3-il3r\ n ~ li-bel-ist \-b3-l3st\ n

li.bel.ant or li-beMant \'ir-b3-lant\ n : one who makes or pub-
lishes a libel

li-bel.ee or li-beMee \,IT-b3-'le\ n ; one against whom a libel has
been filed

li.bel.QUS or li-beMous \'lT-b(3-)l3s\ adj : constituting or includ-
ing a libel : defamatory
Li>be<ra \'le-b3-,ra\ n [L, lit., deliver, imper. of liberare to liberate;
fr. the first word of the responsory] : a Roman Catholic funeral
responsory
Uib.er.al \'lib(-3)-r3l\ flrf/[ME, fr. MF, fr. L /i6era/u suitable for a
freeman, generous, fr. liber free; akin to OE leodan to grow, Gk
eleutheros free] 1 a ; of, relating to, or based on the liberal arts
<•-" education) b archaic : of or befitting a man of free birth
2 a : marked by generosity and openhandedness <'^ giver) b : given
in a generous and openhandcd way <'^ amount) : bountiful
3 obs : lacking moral restraint ; licentious 4 : not literal : loose
<a ~ translation) 6 : broad-minded, tolerant; esp % not bound
by authoritarianism, orthodoxy, or traditional forms 6 a : of,
favoring, or based upon the principles of liberalism b cap : of
or constituting a political party advocating or associated with the
principles of political liberalism; esp : of or constituting a political
party in the United Kingdom associated with ideals of individual
esp. economic freedom, greater individual participation in govern-
ment, and constitutional, politiatl, and administrative reforms
designed to secure these objectives — lib*er>aMy \-ra-Ie\ adv— Iib>er<al>ness n
syn liberal, generous, bountiful, munificent mean giving

freely and unstintingly. liberal suggests openhandedness in the
giver and largeness in the thing or amount given; generous stresses
warmhearted readiness to give more than size or importance of the

gift; bountiful suggests lavish, unremitting giving or providing;
munificent suggests a scale of giving appropriate to lords or
princes

sliberal n : one who is liberal: as a : one who is open-minded in
the observance of orthodox or traditional forms b cap : a member
or supporter of a Liberal party c : an advocate of liberaUsra
esp. in individual rights

liberal arts n p/ 1 : the medieval studies comprising the trivium
and quadrivium 2 ; the studies (as language, philosophy, history,
literature, abstract science) in a college or university intended to
provide chiefly general knowledge and to develop the general
intellectual capacities

lib<er<al>ism Vlib(-3)-r3-,liz-3m\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
liberal 2 a ojten cap : a movement in modern Protestantism
emphasizing intellectual liberty and the spiritual and ethical con-
tent of Christianity b : a theory in economics emphasizing in-
dividual freedom from restraint and usu. based upon free com-
petition, the self-regulating market, and the gold standard c : a
politiciil philosophy based on belief in progress, the essential
goodness of man, and the autonomy of the individual and standing
for the protection of political and civil liberties d cap : the prin-
ciples or policies of a Liberal party — lib'er-al*ist \-ra-l3st\ n or
adj— Iib>er-aI>iS'tic \,lib(-3)-ra-'Iis-tik\ adj

lib.er.al.i.ty \,lib-3-'ral-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
liberal: a : generosfty b : broad-mindedness 2 : a liberal gift

. 3 : ampleness, broadness
lib-er-al-iza-tion \,lib-0-)r3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n : an act of liberalizing
or the state of being liberalized

lib-er-al-ize \'lib-0-)r3-,ITz\ vt 1 : to make liberal 2 : decon-
trol -^ vi : to become liberal — Iib>er>al>iz-er n

lib-er>ate \'lib-3-,rat\ vi [L Uberaius, pp. of liberare, fr. liber'i

1 : to set at liberty : release; specij : to free (as a country) from
domination by a foreign power 2 : to free from combination
syn see free — lib-er<a<tor \-,rat-3r\ n

lib*er*a*tion \,lib-3-'ra-sh3n\ n : the act of liberating or the state
of being liberated

lib-er.tar.i.an \,lib-3r-'ter-e-3n\ n 1 : an advocate of the doctrine
of free will 2 : one who upholds the principles of liberty esp.
of thought and action — libertarian adj — lib>er<tar-i-an>isni

lib.er-tin.age \'lib-3r-,tc-nij\ n : libertinism
Uib.er.tine \'lib-3r-.ten\ n [ME libertyn, fr. L Ubertinus, fr.

libertinus, adj., of a freedman, fr. liberius freedman, fr. Uberl
1 ; a manumitted Roman slave 2 : a person who is unrestrained
by convention or morality; specij : one leading a dissolute life— lib>er'tin*ism \-,tc-,niz-3m\ n

^libertine adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of a libertine

lib-er-ty \'lib-3rt-e\ n [ME, fr. MF liherte, fr. L liberiai-, liherias,

fr. liber free — more at liberal] 1 : the quality or state of being
free: a : the power to do as one pleases b : freedom from physical
restraint c : freedom from arbitrary or despotic control d : the
positive enjoyment of various social, political, or economic rights
and privileges e : the power of choice 2 a : a right or immunity
enjoyed by prescription or by grant : privilege b : permission
esp. to go freely within specified limits 3 : an action going beyond
normal limits: as a ; a breach of etiquette or propriety : familiar-
ity b ; risk. chan( e c ; a violation of rules or standard practice
d : a distortion of fact 4 : a short authorized absence from naval
duty usu. for less than 48 hours — syn see freedom — at liberty
1 : FREE 2 : at leisure : unckcupied

liberty cap n : a close-fitting conical cap adopted by the French
revolutionists and used as a symbol of liberty esp. in the U.S.
before ISOO

liberty pole n : a tall flagstaff surmounted by a liberty cap or the
flag of a republic and set up as a symbol of liberty

li-bid<i<nal \l3-'bid-'n-3l\ adj ; of or relating to the libido— li<bid>i>nal>ly \-3-le\ adv
li.bid.i-nous \-'n-3s\ adj [ME, fr. MF Uhidineus, fr. L Ubidinosus,
fr. libidin-, libido} 1 ; having or marked by lustful desires : las-
civious 2 : of or relating to the libido — li*bid*i>nous>ly adv— Ii-bid*i>nous*ness n

li-bi-do \l3^'bed-(,)o, -'bTd-\ n [NL libidin-, libido, fr. L, desire,
lust, fr. libere to please — more at love] 1 : emotional or psychic
energy derived from primitive biological urges and usu. goals
directed 2 ; sexual drive

li.bra \jor 1 & 2a 'IT-bra or *Ic-br3, jor 2b 'le-bra or 'lev-rsN n
[ME. fr. L (gen. Librae), lit., scales, pound] 1 cap a : a southern
zodiacal constellation between Virgo and Scorpio represented by
a pair of scales b : the 7th sign of the zodiac 2 a;?/ li'brae
\'lT-,bre, 'le-,brT\ [L] : an ancient Roman unit of weight equal
to 327.45 grams b [Sp & Pg. fr. L] ; any of various Spanish,
Portuguese, Colombian, or Venezuelan units of weight

li-brar-i-an \lT-'brer-e-3n\ n : a specialist in the care or management
of a library — li*brar-i>an-ship \-.ship\ n

li-brary \'lT-,brer-e\ n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. ML librarium, fr. L,
neut. of tibrarius of books, fr. libr-, liber book — more at leaf]
1 a ; a place in which books, manuscripts, musical scores, or other
literary and artistic materials are kept for use but not for sale
b ; a collection of literary or artistic materials (as books or prints)

c : an institution for the custody or administration of such a
collection 2 a : a series of related books issued by a publisher
b : a specialized collection of reference material; specij : morgue 2

library paste n ; a thick white adhesive made from starch

library science n ; the study or the principles and practices of
library care and administration

li>bra>tion \lT-'bra-sh3n\ n [L libration-, Ubratio, fr. libralus, pp. of
librare to balance, fr. libra} : an oscillation in the apparent aspect
of a secondary body (as a planet or a satellite) as seen from the
primary object around which it revolves — li-bra-to-ry \'ll-br3-
,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

li'bret-tist \l3-'bret-3st\ ;i : the writer of a libretto

li-bret-to \l3-'bret-(.)6\ n, pl librettos or li-bret-ti \-C,)e\
[It, dim. ©f libro book, fr. L libr-, liber} 1 : the text of a work of
musical theater (as an opera) 2 : the book containing such a text

li.bri-lorm \'IT-br3-,f6rm\ adj [L libr-, liber + ISV -ijorm} : re-

sembling phloem fibers

Lib>y>an \'lib-e-3n\ n l : a native or inhabitant of Libya 2 : a
Berber language of ancient No. Africa — Libyan adj

lice pl oj louse
U-cens>able \'lIs-'n-S3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being licensed
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ili-cense or li.cence \'lTs-'n(Os\ n [ME, fr. MF licence, fr, L
licentia, fr. licent-. licens, prp. of ticere to be permitted; akin to
Latvian likt to come to terms] 1 a : permission to act ^a : freedom
of action 2 a : a permission granted by competent authority to
engage in a business, occupation, or activity otherwise unlawful
b : a document, plate, or tag evidencing a license granted 3 a : free-
dom that allows or is used with irresponsibiJiiy i) : licentious-
ness 4 : deviation from fact, form, or rule by an artist or writer
for the sake of the effect gained syn see freedom

2license also licence vt l : to issue a license to 2 : to permit or
authorize esp. by formal license — li>cens>er \-'n-s3r\ or li*cen-
sor \-'n-sar,_,lTs-'nj's6(3)r\ n

li>cens<ee \,lis-°n-'se\ n ; a licensed person
li<cen>sure \'lTs-''n-shar, -,shu(3)r\ n : the granting of a license
esp. to practice a profession

li-cen-ti-ate \lT-'sen-che-3t, esp in sense 2 li-\ n [ML licentiatus,
fr-. pp. of licentiare to allow, fr. L Ucential 1 ; one who has a
hcense granted esp. by a university to practice a profession 2 : an
academic degree ranking below that of doctor given by some
European universities

li-cen>tious \lT-'sen-ch3S\ adj [L licentiosus, fr. licential 1 ; lack-
ing legal or moral restraints; esp : disregarding sexual restraints
2 ; marked by disregard for rules — li>cen>tiouS'ly adv — li-
cen>tious*ness n

li*chee vdr nj litchi
Ui'Clien \'IT-k3n\ n [L, fr. Gk leichen. lichen"] 1 ; any of numerous
complex thallophytic plants (group Lichenes) made up of an alga
and a fungus growing in symbiotic association on a solid surface (as
a rock) 2 : any of several skin diseases characterized by a papular
eruption — li>clieu>ous \-k3-n3s\ adj

21iclien vt : to cover with lichens
lich-gate var oj lych-gate
licht \'likt\ Scot var oj ught
liC'it \'Iis-3t\ adj [MF licite, fr. L licitus, fr. pp. of licere'\ l legal
syn see lawful — lic-it-ly adv
UicK \'lik\ vb [ME licken, fr. OE liccian; akin to OHG leckon
to Uck, L lingere, Gk leichein} vf 1 a (1) : to draw the tongue over
(2) ; to flicker over like a tongue b : to lap up 2 a : to strike
repeatedly : thrash b : to get the better of : defeat ^ vi 1 : to
lap with or as if with the tongue 2 : to move at top speed syn see
CONQUER — lick into shape ; to give proper form or appearance to

2lick n 1 a ; an act or instance of licking b : a small amount: bit;
specij : an amount of something held on the tongue c : a hasty
careless effort 2 a ; a sharp hit : blow b : OPPORTUNrrv. turn— usu. used in pi. 3 : a place (as a spring) having a deposit of
salt that animals regularly lick

lick.er.ish \'lik-(3-)rish\ adj [alter, of lickerous, fr. ME likerous,
it. (assumed) ONF, fr. ONF leckeitr lecher; akin to OF lecheor
lecher] 1 a : eager to taste or enjoy b : greedy, desirous 2 obs
: tempting to the appetite 3 : lecherous — lick-er-isb-ly adv— lick^er.ish-ness n

lick.e.ty-split \,lik-9t-e-'split\ adv [prob. irreg. fr. ^lick + split}

; at great speed
lick'ing n 1 : an act of one that licks 2 a : a sound thrashing

: drubbing b : a severe setback : defeat
lick.spit.tle X'tik-iSpit-^lX n : a fawning subordinate : toady
liccrice \'lik(-3)-rish, -r3s\ n [ME licorice, fr. OF, fr. LL liquiritia,

alter, of L glycyrrhiza, fr. Gk glykyrrhiza, fr. glykys sweet +
rhiza root — more at root] 1 : a European leguminous plant
{Glycyrrhiza glabra) with pinnate leaves and spikes of blue flowers
2 : the dried root of licorice or an extract from it used esp. in
medicine, brewing, and confectionery

lie-tor \'lik-t3r\ n [L] : a Roman officer bearing the fasces as the
insignia of his office with duties including attendance upon the
chief magistrates in public appearances

Uici \'Ud\ n [ME, fr. OE Mid: akin to OHG hlit cover, OE hlinian
to lean — more at lean] 1 ; a movable cover for the opening of
a hollow structure (as a box) 2 : eyelid 3 slang ; hat 4 ; re-
straint, curb

2lid vt lid.ded; lid>ding : to cover or supply with a lid

lid-less \'lid-las\ adj 1 : having no lid 2 : watchful
li-do \'led-(,)6\ n {Lido, Italy] : a fashionable beach resort

Uie \'li\ VI lay \'la\ lain \*lan\ ly-ing \'lT-iD\ [me lien, fr. OB
licgan; akin to OHG ligen to lie, L lectus bed, Gk lechos] 1 a : to
be or to stay at rest in a horizontal position : be prostrate : rest,
recline <~ motionless) <~ asleep) b : to assume a horizontal
position — often used with down c archaic I to reside temporarily
: stay for the night ; lodge d archaic ; to have sexual intercourse— used with with e : to stay in concealment (-^ in wait) 2 : to
be in a helpless or defenseless state {lying in prison) 3 oj an
inanimate thing ; to be or remain in a flat or horizontal position
upon a broad support flying on the table) 4 : to have direction
: extend <route lay to the west) 5 a : to occupy a certain relative

place or position <hills '^ behind us) b ; to have a place in relation
to something else (real reason '-^s deeper) c ; to have an effect

through mere presence, weight, or relative position (remorse lay
heavily on him) d ; to be sustainable or admissible 6 : to remain
at anchor or becalmed 7 ; to remain unused or uncared for ('^

on the sheif) — li-er \'lT(-3)r\ « — lie low 1 : to lie prostrate,
defeated, or disgraced 2 : to stay in hiding : strive to avoid notice
3 : to bide one's time : remain secretly ready for action

2lie n 1 : the position or situation in which something lies 2 chiejly
Brit : LAY 6 3 ; the haunt of an animal (as a fish) ; covert 4 Brit
: an act or instance of lying or resting

3lie vb lied; ly-ing \'li-ir)\ [ME lien, fr. OE leogan; akin to OHG
liogan to lie, OSlav Wgaii'} vi 1 : to make an untrue statement with
intent to deceive 2 : to create a false or misleading impression
^- vr : to affect by telling lies

syn LIE. prevaricate, equivocate, palter, fib mean to tell an
untruth, lie is the direct term, imputing dishonesty; prevaricate
softens the bluntness of lie by implying quibbling or confusing the
issue; equivocate implies using words having more than one sense
so as to seem to say one thing but intend another; palter implies
making unreliable statements of fact or intention or insincere
promises; fib applies to a telling of an untruth that is trivial in
substance or significance

4lie n 1 a ; an assertion of something known or believed by the
speaker to be untrue with intent to deceive b : an untrue or in-

accurate statement that may or may not be believed true by the
speaker 2 : something that misleads or deceives 3 : a charge of
lying

lie by vi : to remain inactive : rest
lied \'let\ n, pi lie-der \*led-3r\ [G, song, fr. OHG Hod— more at
LAUD] ; a German art song esp. of the 19th century
Lie-der.kranz \'led-ar-,kran{t)s, -.kran(t)s\ trademark — used for
a soft surface-ripened cheese with a fairly strong pungent flavor
and odor

lie detector n : an instrument for detecting physical evidences of
the tension that accompanies lying

lie down vi 1 : to lie on a bed for a brief rest 2 : to submit meekly
or abjectly to defeat, disappointment, or insult 3 : to fail to
perform or to neglect one's part deliberately
Uiel \'lef. 'Iev\ adj (ME liej, lej, fr. OE leaf; akin to OE luju love— more at love] 1 archaic : dear, beloved 2 archaic ; willing,
GLAD

2liet \'lev, 'lef\ adv : gladly, willingly (I had as ^ go as not)
Uiege \'lej\ adj [ME. fr. OF, fr. LL laeticus, fr. laetus serf, of
Gmc origin; akin to OFris let serf] 1 : having the right to or
obligated to render feudal allegiance and service 2 : faithful,

2liege n 1 a : a vassal bound to feudal service and allegiance
b : a loyal subject 2 : a liege lord

liege man n l : vassal 2 ; a devoted follower
lie in vi : to be in childbed
lien \'len. 'le-sn\ n [MF, tie, band, fr. L ligamen, fr. Ugare to
bind — more at ligature] 1 : a charge upon real or personal prop-
erty for the satisfaction of some debt or duty ordinarily arising
by operation of law 2 a : mortgage b : the security interest
created by a mortgage

li-enal \lt-'en-M, 'li-3n-\ adj [ISV, fr. L lien spleen — more at
spleen] ; splenic

lie oil VI 1 : to keep a little away from the shore or another ship
2 : to cease work for a time 3 : to hold back in the early part of a
race

lie over vi : to await attention at a later time
li.erne \le-'srn, -'ei3)m\ n [F] : a rib in Gothic vaulting that
passes from one boss or intersection of the principal ribs to another

lie to \-'tu\ VI, oj a ship : to stay stationary with head to windward
lieu \'lu\ n [MF, fr. L locus — more at stall] archaic : place,
stead — in lieu : instead — in lieu ol : in the place of : instead of

lie up vi 1 : to stay in bed or at rest 2 ; to go into or remain in a
dock

lieu-ten-an-cy \lii-'ten-3n-se, Brit le(f)-'ten-\ n : the office, rank,
or commission of a lieutenant

lieu-ten-ant \-'ten-3nt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. lieu + tenant holding,
fr. tenir to hold. fr. L lenere — more at thin] 1 a ; an officer
exercising powers for a higher official b : a representative of
another in the performance of duty 2a: first lieutenant 1,

second lieutenant b : a commissioned officer in the navy
ranking above a lieutenant junior grade and below a lieutenant
commander c ; a fire or police department officer ranking below a
captain

lieutenant colonel n : a commissioned officer in the army, air
force, or marine corps ranking above a major and below a colonel

lieutenant commander n : a commissioned officer in the navy
ranking above a lieutenant and below a commander

lieutenant general n : a commissioned officer in the army, air
force, or marine corps ranking above a major general and below
a general

lieutenant governor n : a deputy or subordinate governor: as
a : an elected official serving as deputy to the governor of an
American state b : the formal head of the government of a
Canadian province appointed by the federal government as the
representative of the crown

lieutenant junior grade n, pi lieutenants junior grade : a
commissioned officer in the navy ranking above an ensign and
below a lieutenant

Uife \'lTf\ n, pi lives \'irvz\ [ME UJ, fr. OE nj; akin to OE libban
to live — more at live] 1 a : the quality that distinguishes a
vital and functional being from a dead body or purely chemical
matter b (1) : the state of a material complex or individual
characterized by the capacity to perform certain functional activities

including metabolism, growth, and reproduction (2) ; a specific

aspect of the process of living (sex '--> 2 : the sequence of physical
and mental experiences that make up the existence of an individual

3 : biography l 4 : spiritual existence transcending physical
death 5 a : the duration of an earthly existence b ; a specific

phase of earthly existence (adult '^> c : a sentence of imprison-
ment for the remaining portion of a convict's existence 6 : a
way or manner of living 7 : livelihood 8 : a vital or living

being; specij : person 9 : an animating and shaping force or
principle 10 : animation, spirft (eyes full of '^) 11 ; the form
or pattern of something existing in reality (painted from '^)

12 : the period of usefulness of something ('^ of a car) 13 : the
period of existence (as of a subatomic particle) — compare half=
LIFE 14 : a property of an inanimate substance or object re-

sembling the animate quality of a living being {^ of a bow)
15 : living beings (as of a particular kind or environment) (forest
^y 16 a : human activities b : animate activity and movement
(stirrings of ~) 17 : one providing interest and vigor ('^ of the
party) 18 : another chance given to one likely to lose 19 cap.
Christian Science ; ^god b

2life adj 1 : of or relating to animate being 2 : lifelong i^
tenure) 3 : using a living model (a -^ class) 4 : of, relating to,

or provided by life insurance (a -^ poUcy)
lile belt n 1 : a life preserver in the form of a buoyant belt 2 : safety
BELT

life*blood \'lTf-'bl3d\ n 1 : blood regarded as the seat of vitality

2 ; a vital or life-giving force
life-boat \-,b6t\ n l : a strong buoyant boat esp. designed for use
in saving shipwrecked people 2 : a boat carried by a ship for use
in emergency

lile buoy n : a float consisting of a ring of buoyant material to
support a person who has fallen into the water

life cycle n l : the series of stages in form and functional activity
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through which an organism passes between successive recurrences
of a specified primary stage 2 ; life history la 3 ; a series of
'stages through which an individual, group, or culture passes during
its lifetime

lile expectancy n : an expected number of years of life based on
statistical probabihty

Ule-Iorce \'lTf-'fo(3)rs, -'f6(3)rs\ n : ^lan vital
lile.IUl \'lTf-fal\ adj : full of or giving vitaUty
lile-giv.ing \-,giv-io\ adj ; giving Ufe : INVIG0R>.TING
life-guard \-,gard\ n : a usu. expert swimmer employed to safe-
guard bathers

lile history n l a : a history of the changes through which an
organism passes in its development from the primary stage to its

natural death h : one series of these changes 2 : the history of
an individual's development in his social environment

lile insurance n : insurance providing for payment of a stipulated
sum to a designated beneficiary upon death of the insured

life<less \'ir-fl3s\ adj : having no life: a : dead b : inanimate
<'>-' as marble) c ; lacking qualities expressive of life and vigor
: DULL <'^ voice) d : destitute of living beings — lile-less*ly adv— IJIe-less-ness n

llfe>liKe \'lT-,f!ik\ adj : accurately representing or imitating real
life — Ufe*liKe*ness n

Ufe>line \'li-,flin\ n l a ; a line to which persons may cling to
save or protect their lives; esp : one stretched along the deck or
from the yards of a ship b : a line attached to a diver's helmet
by which he is lowered and raised c : a rope line for lowering a
person to safety 2 : something resembling a line used for the
saving or protection of life 3 I a land, sea, or air route regarded
as indispensable to life

lile<long \'lT-,fl6o\ odj : continuing through life

lite•man-ship \'lTf-man-,ship \ n : the art of achieving superiority
or an appearance of superiority over others by perplexing and
demoralizing them

life net n ; a strong net or sheet (as of canvas) held by firemen or
others to catch persons jumping from burning buildings

lile of Ri-ley \-'rT-le\ : a carefree often luxurious way of Uving
life peer n : a British peer whose title is not hereditary — lile
peerage n

life preserver n 1 : a device designed to save a person from drown-
ing by buoying up the body while in the water 2 ; blackjack 3

lif>er \'lT-f3r\ n : a person sentenced to Ufe imprisonment
lite raft n : a raft usu. made of wood or an inflatable material and
designed for use by people forced into the water

life-sav>er \'lTf-,sa-var\ n 1 ; one trained to save lives of drowning
persons 2 : boon 2

ilife-sav'ing \-vio\ n : the skill or practice of protecting the lives

of swimmers
2lifesaving adj : designed for or used in saving lives

life-size \'lTf-'sT2\ or life-sized \-'sTzd\ adj : of natural size

: of the size of the original

liie>time \-,tTm\ n 1 : the duration of an individual's existence
2 : the duration of the existence of an ion or subatomic particle

life vest n ; a life preserver designed as a vestlike garment of
buoyant or inflatable material — called also Uje jacket

life.way \-,wa\ n : life 6
life-work \-'w3rk\ n : the entire or principal work of one's life-

time; also : a work extending over a lifetime

life zone n t a biogeographic zone
ilift \'hft\ n [ME, fr. OE lyji} chiejly Scot \ heavens, sky
2lift vb [ME lijten, fr. ON lypta; akin to OE lyjt air — more at
loft] vt 1 a ; to raise from a lower to a higher position : elevate
b : to raise in rank or condition : to raise m rate or amount
2 : to put an end to (a blockade or siege) by withdrawing investing
forces 3 : revoke, rescind 4 a : steal b : plagiarize c : to
take out of normal setting 5 ; to take up (as a root crop or
transplants) from the ground 6 : to pay off (an obligation)
7 a : to shift (artillery fire) from one area to another b ; to
withhold (fire) from an area 8 : to move from one place to another
; TRANSPORT 9 ; to take up (a fingerprint) from a surface '« vi

la; ASCEND b ; to appear elevated (as above surrounding ob-
jects) 2 a ; to disperse upward (until the fog '^j) b : to cease
temporarily — lift-er n
syn LIFT. RAISE, REAR, ELEVATE, HOIST, HEAVE, BOOST mean to move

from a lower to a higher place or position, lift usu. implies exerting
effort to overcome resistance of weight or, figuratively, depression
or sluggishness; raise carries a stronger implication of bringing up
to the vertical or, figuratively, bringing into being; rear may add
an element of suddenness to raise; elevate may replace lift or
raise esp. when exalting or enhancing is implied; hoist implies
lifting something heavy esp. by mechanical means; heave implies
lifting with great effort or strain; boost suggests assisting to climb
or advance by a push

3lift n, ojlen attrib 1 : the amount that may be lifted at one time
; LOAD 2a: the action or an instance of lifting b : the action
or an instance of rising c : elevated carriage d : the lifting up of a
dancer by her partner 3 : a device for lifting 4 : an act of stealing
: theft 5 a : assistance, help b : a ride along one's way 6 : one
of the layers forming the heel of a shoe 7 : a rise or advance in
position or condition 8 : a slight rise or elevation 9 : the distance
or extent to which something rises 10 : a set of pumps used in a
mine 11 a chiejly Brit : elevator 1 b : an apparatus for raising
an automobile (as for repair) c : a conveyor for carrying people

down a mountain slope 12 a : an elevating influence
b ; an elevation of the spirits 13 : the component of the total
aerodynamic force acting on an airplane or airfoil that is perpen-
dicular to the relative wind and that for an airplane constitutes
the upward force that opposes the pull of gravity

lift-man \'lift-,man\ n, Brit ; an elevator operator
lilt-off \'lif-,t6f\ n : a takeoff by an airplane or missile
lift truck n ; a small truck equipped for lifting and transporting
loads

lilt van n : a large strong waterproof shipping case esp. for house-
hold goods
lig-a-ment \'lig-a-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. ML & L; ML ligamentum, fr. L,
band, tie, fr, ligare] 1 : a tou^ band of tissue conneciing the ar-
ticular extremities of bones or supporting an organ in place
2 : a connecting or unifying bond — lig-a-men-ta-ry \,hg-3-
'ment-3-re, -'men-tre\ or Ug- a-men-tons \-'ment-as\ adj

li-gan \'lT-gsn\ var oj lagan
li-gate \'lT-,gat,_lT-'\ vt [L ligatus^ : to tie with a ligature
li-ga-tion \lT-'ga-sh9n\ n 1 : an act of ligating 2 : ligature
lig-a-ture \'Iig-3-,chu(3)r, -char, -,t(y)uO)r\ n [ME. fr. MF. fr. LL
ligaiura, fr. L ligafus, pp. of iigare to bind, tie; akin to MHG g^leich
joint, Alb lith I tie] 1 a : something that is used to bind; specij : a
filament (as a thread) used in surgery b : something that unites or
connects : bond 2 : the action of binding or tying 3 : a com-
pound note in mensural notation indicating a group of musical
notes to be sung to one syllable 4 : a printed or written character
consisting of two or more letters or characters united (as ar)

Uight \'lTt\ n_ [ME, fr. OE leoht; akin to OHG lioht Ught, L lac-,

lux Ught. lucere to shine, Gk leukos white] 1 a : something that
makes vision possible b : the sensation aroused by stimulation of
the visual receptors : brightness c : an electromagnetic radiation
in the wavelength range including infrared, visible, ultraviolet, and
X rays and traveling in a vacuum with a speed of about 186,281
miles per second; specij : the part of this range that is visible to the
human eye 2 a ; davught b : dawn 3 : a source of Ught: as
a : a heavenly body b : candle c : an electric light 4 archaic
: eyesight 5 a : spiritual illumination b : inner light c : en-
lightenment d : TRLTTH 6 a : public knowledge b : a particular
aspect or appearance oresented to view 7 ; a particular illumina-
tion 8 a : window b : skylight 9 pi : philosophy of life

: standards 10 ; a noteworthy person in a particular place or
field ; luminary H ; a particular expression of the eye
12 a : lighthouse, beacon b : traffic signal 13 : the repre-
sentation of light in art 14 : a flame for lighting something

flight adj 1 : having light : bright 2 : pale
alight v6 light-ed or lit \'Ut\ light-ing vi 1 ; to become light

: brighten <face lit up) 2 : to take fire : ignfte -^ v/ 1 ; to set
fire to : kindle 2 a : to conduct with a Ught : guide b ; illumi-
nate (rockets '^ up the sky) c : animate, brighten <smile lit up her
face)

4light adj [ME. fr. OE leoht; akin to OHG Hhti Ught, L levis, Gk
elachys small] 1 a : having little weight : not heavy b : designed
to carry a comparatively smaU load i--^ truck) c : having rela-
tively little weight in proportion to bulk (aluminum is a --• metal)
d ; containing less than the legal, standard, or usual weight ('^
coin) 2 a : of UtUe importance : trivml b ; not abundant
: scanty (-^ rain) (^ breakfast) 3 a : easily disturbed <— sleeper)
b : exerting a minimum of force or pressure : gentle c : resulting
from a very slight pressure : faint 4 a : easily endurable {--^ ill-

ness) b : requiring little effort <"^ exercise) 5 : capable of mov-
ing swiftly or nimbly 6a; frivolous <— conduct) b : lacking in
stabiUty : changeable i-^ opinions) o : sexually promiscuous
7 : free from care : cheerful 8 : intended chiefly to entertain O^
reading) 9a: having a comparatively low alcohoUc content <"-
wines) b : having a relatively mild flavor 10 a : easily digested
<a -^ soup) b : well leavened <~ crust) 11 : Ughtly armed or
equipped <-- cavalry) 12 : coarse and sandy or easily pulverized
(--soU) 13 ; dizzy, giddy 14 a : carrying little or no cargo <ship
returned '^) b ; producing goods for direct consumption by the
consumer ('^ industry) 15 : unaccented <-^ syllable) 16 : hav-
ing a clear soft quality i^^ voice) 17 : being in debt to the pot in a
poker game (three chips '^> syn see easy — light-ish \-ish\ adj
Slight adv : lightly
6light VI light-ed or_ lit \'Ut\ light-ing CME lighten, fr. OE
Uhlan; akin to OE leoht Ught in weight] 1 : dismount 2 : set-
tle, alight (bird /// on the lawn) 3 : to faU unexpectedly 4 : to
arrive by chance : h.\ppen (/// upon a solution) — light into : to
attack forcefully

light adaptation n : the adjustments by which the retina of the eye
is made efficient as a receptor in strong light

light air n : wind having a speed of 1 to 3 miles per hour
light bread \"lTt-,bred\ n l*l^ght^ chiejly South &. Midland : wheat
bread in loaves made from white flour leavened with yeast

light breeze n : wind having a speed of 4 to 7 miles per ho.ur
ilight-en \'lTt-'n\ vb light-en-ing \'lTt-nio. -*n-io\ [ME Ughtenen,
fr. lighi'\ vt 1 : to make Ught or clear : illuminate 2 archaic : en-
ughten 3 : to make (as a color) lighter "- vi 1 a : to shine
brightly b ; to grow Ughter : brighten 2 : to give out flashes of
lightning — light-en-er X'ilt-nar, -"n-arV n
^lighten vb light-en-ing \'irt-niG, -'n-ia\ vt 1 a : to relieve of a
burden in whole or in part ("-- the plane) b : to reduce in weight
or quantity : lessen (^ his duties) 2 : cheer, gladden 3 : to
make less wearisome : alleviate (-^ his sorrow) -^ vi 1 : to be-
come Ughter or less burdensome 2 : to become more cheerful (his
mood ^edy syn see relieve — light-en-er X'lit-nar. -'n-ar\ n
Uigh-ter \'lTt-3r\ n [ME, fr. (assumed) MD lichter, fr. MD lichten
to unload; akin to OE leoht Ught in weight] : a large usu. flat-bot-
tomed barge used esp. in imloading or loading ships

ilighter vt : to convey by a lighter

3light-er \'lTt-ar\ n 1 : one that lights or sets a fire 2 : a device
for lighting a fire; esp : a mechanical or electrical device used for
lighting cigarettes, cigars, or pipes

ligh-ter-age \"lTt-3-rij\ n l : a price paid for Ughtering 2 : the
loading, unloading, or transportation of goods by means of a
lighter 3 : the boats engaged in lightering

lighter-than-air adj : of less weight than the air displaced
light-face \'lTt-jfas\ n : a typeface or font of characters having
comparatively light thin lines (as this) — light-laced \-'fast\ adj,

light- fast \-,fast\ adj : resistant to Ught and esp. to sunUght; specij
: colorfast to light — light -fast -ness \-,fas(t)-n3S\ n

light-lin-gered \-'fio-E3rd\ adj l ; adroit in stealing esp. by pick-
ing pockets 2 : having a light and dexterous touch : nimble— light-fin-gered-ness n

light-loot-ed \-'fut-ad\ also light-foot \-,fut\ adj 1 : having a
Ught and springy step 2 : moving gracefuUy and nimbly <r^
storytelling)

light-hand-ed \-'han-d3d\ adj : having a light or delicate touch
: facile — light-hand-ed-ness n

light-head-ed \-"hed-3d\ adj 1 : mentaUy disoriented : dizzy
2 : lacking in maturity or seriousness : frivolous — light-head-
ed-ly adv — light-head-ed-ness n

light-heart-ed X-liart-adX adj 1 : free from care or anxiety : gay
2 ; cheerfully optimistic and hopeful : easygoing syn see glad— light-heart-ed-ly adv — light-beart-ed-ness n

light heavyweight n : a boxer of the class whose maximum weight
is 175 pounds — caUed also light heavy
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light-Ilouse \'lTt-,haus\ n : a tower or other structure with
powerful light that gives a continuous or Inter-
mittent signal for guiding navigators

light housekeeping n 1 : domestic work re-

stricted to the less laborious duties 2 ; house-
keeping in quarters with limited facilities for
cooking
lighting n 1 a : illumination b : ignition
2 : an artificial supply of light or the apparatus
providing it

lighMess \'lTt-l3s\ adj 1 : receiving no light

: DARK 2 : giving no light

llght-Iy adv 1 : with little weight or force
: GENTLY 2 : in a small degree or amount 3 : with
little difficulty : easily 4 : nimbly, swiftly
5 : with indifference or carelessness : uncon-
cernedly 6 : gaily, frivolously

light meter n : a small portable device for measuring illumination;
esp : EXPOSURE meter

.

light-mind-ed \'lTt-'mTn-d3d\ adj : lacking in seriousness : friv-
olous — light-mind'ed'ly adv — light>mind-ed>ne55 n
Uight-nessn l ; the quality or state of being illuminated ; illumi-
nation 2 : the attribute of object colors by which the object ap-
pears to reflect or transmit more or less of the incident light

aUght-ness n 1 : the quality or state of being light in weight
2 ; LEvrrv 3 a : nimbleness b : an ease and gaiety of style or
manner 4 : a lack of weightiness or force ; delicacy
syn lightness, levity, frivolity, flippancy, volatility, flighti-

NESS mean gaiety or indifference when seriousness is expected.
lightness implies a lack of weight and seriousness in character,
mood, or conduct; LEvrrY suggests trifling or unseasonable gaiety;

FRivoLrrv suggests irresponsible indulgence in gaieties or in idle

speech or conduct; flippancy implies an unbecoming levity esp.

in speaking of grave or sacred matters; volatility implies such
fickleness of disposition as prevents long attention to any one thing;

flightiness implies extreme volatility that may approach loss of
mental balance
Uight^ning \'lTt-niD\ n tME. fr. gerund of Ughtenen to lighten]

1 : the flashing of light produced by a discharge of atmospheric
electricity from one cloud to another or from a cloud to the earth;

also : the discharge itself 2 : a sudden stroke of fortune
Slightning adj ; moving with or having the speed and suddenness of
lightning
nightning vi light,ninged; lightning : to discharge a flash of
lightning

lightning arrester n : a device for protecting an electrical apparatus
or a radio set from injury by lightning

lightning hug n : firefly
lightning rod n : a metallic rod set up on a building or mast and con-
nected with the moist earth or water below to diminish the chances
of destructive effect by lightning

light-o'-love \,lTt-''l-'av\ n 1 : prostitute 2 : lover, paramour
light opera n : operetta
light out v'l i^light'\ : to leave in a hurry
light'plane \'lTt-'plan\ n ; a small and comparatively lightweight
airplane; esp : a privately owned passenger airplane

light-proof \-'pruf\ adj : impenetrable by light

light quantum n : photon; esp : one of luminous radiation

light red n : any of various pale red or reddish orange pigments; esp
: a calcined yellow ocher

lights \'lTts\ n pi [ME lightes, fr. light hght in weight] : the lungs
esp. of a slaughtered animal

light'Ship \'ITt-,ship\ n : a ship equipped with a brilliant Ught and
moored at a place dangerous to navigation
Uight'Some \'lTt-s3m\ adj l : airy, nimble 2 : free from care

; cheerful 3 : frivolous, unsteady — light'SomC'ly adv
— light-some-ness n
2Ughtsome adj 1 : giving light : luminous 2 : well lighted : bright
lights-out \'lTt-'saut\ « 1 : a command or signal for putting out
lights 2 : a prescribed bedtime for persons living under discipline

Ught-struck \'iTt-,str3k\ adj : fogged by accidental exposure to

light — used of a photographic material
light.tight \'lTt-,tTi\ adj : lightproof
light trap n : a device that allows movement of a sliding part or
passage of a person (as into a photographic darkroom) but ex-

cludes light

ilight-weight \'lTt-.wat\ n X : one of less than average weight;
specij ; a boxer of the class whose maximum weight is 135 pounds
2 : an ineffectual, intellectually weak, or inadequately qualified

person
alightweight adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of a lightweight

2 : having less than average weight 3 : inconsequential
light'WOOd X'lTt-.wiid, 'irt-ad\ n, chiejly South : wood used for

kindling; esp : coniferous wood abounding in pitch

light-year \'ITt-,yi01r\ n : a unit of length in interstellar astronomy
equal to the distance that light travels in one year in a vacuum or
5.878,000,000,000 miles

lign- or ligni- or ligno- comb form [L lign-, ligni-, fr. lignum'] : wood
</ig«in> </ignocellulose>

lig<ne>OUS \'lig-ne-3s\ adj [L ligneus, fr. lignum wood, fr. legere to

gather — more at legend] : of or resembling wood : woody
lig>ni<fi<ca>tion X.lig-ns-fa-'ka-shanX n : the process of becoming
or the state of being lignified

lig.ni.fy \'lig-na-,fT\ vb [F lignijier, fr. L lignum'] vt : to convert

mto wood or woody tissue — vi ; to become wood or woody
lig*nin \'lig-n3n\ n ; an amorphous polymeric substance related to

cellulose that together with cellulose forms the woody cell walls of

plants and the cementing material between them
lig.nite \*lig-.nTt\ n [F, fr. L lignum} : a usu. brownish black coal

intermediate between peat and bituminous coal; esp : one in which
the texture of the original wood is distinct — called also brown coal
— lig>nit-ic \lig-'nit-ik\ adj
lig-no-ceMu.lose \.lig-(,)no-'sel-y3-,los, -.lo2\ n [ISV] : any of

several closely related substances constituting the essential part of

woody cell walls and consisting of cellulose intimately associated

with lignin — Ug-no-ceMu-los-ic \-,seI-y3-*lo-sik, -2ik\ adj

lig.ntun vi-tae \.lig-nam-'vTt-e\ n, pi lignum vitaes [NL, Ut.,
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wood of life] 1 : any of several tropical American trees (genus
Guaiacum) of the bean-caper family 2 : the very hard heavy wood
of lignum vitae

lig*ro-iu \'Iig-r3-w3n\ n [origin unknown] : any of several petro-
leum naphtha fractions boiling usu. in the range 20" to 135''C that
are used esp. as solvents

lig.u.la \'lig-ya-l3\ n, pi lig-u-lae \-,le, -,1T\ also llgulas [NL]
1 : LiGULE 2 ; the distal lobed part of^ the labium of an insect

lig-u-late \'lig-y3-lat\ also lig-u-lat-ed \-,lat-3d\ adj 1 [L ligula]

: shaped Uke a strap <'--' corolla of a ray flower) 2 ; furnished
with ligules, ligulae, or ligulate corollas

lig-ule \'lig-(,)yii(s)l\n[NL//gu/a, fr. L, small tongue, strap; akin to

L lingere to hck — more at lick] ; a scalelike projection esp. on a
plant: as a : a thin appendage of a foliage leaf b : a Ugulate
corolla of a ray floret in a composite head

lig-ure \'lig-,yu(3)r\ n [LL ligurius, fr. Gk ligyrionl i a precious
stone that is prob. the jacinth

lik>able or like-able \'lT-ka-b3l\ adj : tending or able to Inspire
liking — lik>ahle<ness n
Hike \'lTk\ vb [ME liken, fr. OE llcian; akin to OE gelic alike]
vt 1 chiejly dial ; to be suitable or agreeable to 2 a : to feel attrac-
tion toward or take pleasure in : enjoy (-^5 baseball) b : to feel

toward : regard <how would you "" a change) 3 : to wish to have
: WANT (would '^ a drink) -^ vi 1 dial ; approve 2 : to feel in-

clined ; CHOOSE 3 : to feel liking

2like n : a feeling of attraction : preference
alike adj [ME, alter, of ilich, fr. OE gelic like, alike; akin to OHG
gilih like, alike; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc compound whose first

constituent is represented by OE ge- {associative prefix) and whose
second constituent is represented by OE lie body; akin to Lith
lygus like — more at co-j 1 a : the same or nearly the same (as In

appearance, character, or quantity) <suits of -^ design) h : re-

sembling or characteristic of <bell-/iA:e) 2 a : likely b : being
about or as if about (^^ to die)
*Uke prep la; having the characteristics of : similar to <his house is

-^ a barn) b : typical of <was ~ him to do that) 2 : in the manner
of : similarly to <acts '^ a fool) 3 : inclined to (looks '^ rain)

4 : such as (a subject ^ physics)
slike n : one that is like another : counterpart
Alike adv 1 archaic : equally 2 ; likely, probably (~ enough,
you will) 3 : to some extent : seemingly (came in nonchalantly '-^>

71ike conj 1 : in the same way that : as (they raven down scenery '^

children do sweetmeats —John Keats) 2 : as if (looked ~ he was
scared)

filike or liked \'irkt\ verbal auxiliary, chiejly substand I came near
: was near (had four quarrels and -^ to have fought one —Shak.)

Uke-li-hood \'lT-kle-,hud\ n 1 : PROBAsiLrTY 2 ; appearance of

probable success : promise
llike.ly \'lT-kIe\ adj [ME, fr. ON glikligr, fr. glikr Uke; akin to OE
gelic} 1 : of such a nature or circumsiance as to make something
probable ('-' of success) 2 a : reliable, credible (a ^ enough
story) h ; fairly certain : probable (it's ~ they'll win) 3 : ap-
parently qualified : suitable (a -^ place) 4 : promising (a '^ sub-
ject) 5 : attractive (a -^ child) syu see probable
21ikely adv : in alt probability : probably
like-mind-ed \'lTk-'mTn-d3d\ adj : of the same mind or habit of

thought — like-mind. ed-ly adv — like-mind.ed-ness n
lik.en \'lT-k3n\ vt lik-en.ing \'irk-(a-)nio\ : to represent as like

: compare
like-ness n l : the quality or state of being like : resemblance
2 : appearance, semblance 3 : copy, portrait
syn similartty, resemblance, similitude, analogy, affintty:

likeness implies a closer correspondence than siMiLARrry which
often implies that two things are merely somewhat alike; resemb-
lance implies similarity chiefly in appearance or external qualities;

similitude applies chiefly to the abstract idea of likeness; analogy
implies likeness or parallelism in relations rather than in appearance
or qualities; affinity suggests a cause such as kinship or experi-

ences or influences in common accountable for the similarity

like.wise \'lT-.kwT2\ adv 1 : in like manner : similarly 2 ; in

addition : also 3 : same here (answered "~" to "Pleased to meet
you")

lik.ing \'lT-kio\ n : favorable regard : fondness, taste

li-lac \'1T-I3k, -,lak, -,Iak\ n [obs. F, {now lilas), fr. Ar lilak, fr. Per
nllak bluish, fr. nil blue, fr. Skt nlla dark blue] 1 : any of a genus
(Syringa) of the olive family; esp : a European shrub (5. vulgaris)

that is often an escape in No. America and has cordate ovate leaves

and large panicles of fragrant pink -purple flowers 2 : a variable

color averaging a moderate purple
lil>i*a*ceous \.lil-e-'a-sh3s\ adj : of or relating to Ulies or the Uly

family
lil-ied \'lU-ed\ adj 1 archaic : resembling a lily in fairness 2 : full

of or covered with lilies

Lil'ith \'lil-3th\ n [Heb llllth} 1 : a female evil spirit in Semitic

mythology roaming in desolate places and attacking children

2 : the first wife of Adam in Jewish folklore 3 I a famous witch in

medieval demonology
lil.li.put \'Iil-i-C,)p9t\ n, ojten cap : Lilliputian 2

liMi-pU'tian \,lil-3-'pyiJ-sh3n\ adj, ojten cap 1 : of, relating to, or

characteristic of the Lilliputians or the island of LiUiput

2a: SMALL, miniature b : petty
Lilliputian n 1 : an inhabitant of an island In Swift's Gulliver's

Travels who is six inches tall 2 ojien not cap : one resembling a
Lilliputian; esp ; an undersized individual

Uilt \'lilt\ vb [ME lulten} vt : to sing or play In a lively cheerful

manner ~ vi 1 : to sing or speak rhythmically and with fluctuating

pitch 2 : to move in a lively springy manner
2lilt n 1 : a spirited and usu. gay song or tune 2 : a rhythmical
swing, flow, or cadence 3 : a springy buoyant movement

lilt-ing \'lil-tio\ adj 1 : characterized by a rhythmical swing (--^

stride) 2 : cheerful, buoyant (^ comedy) — lilt-ing-ly X-tio-

le\ adv — lilt-ing-ness n

Uily \'lil-e\ n [ME lilie, fr. OE, fr. L lilium} 1 : any of numerous
erect perennial leafy-stemmed bulbous herbs that constitute a genus
(Lilium) of a large neariy cosmopolitan family (Liliaceae, the lily

family), are native to the northern hemisphere, and are widely cul-

I
tivated for their showy flowers; broadly ; any of various plants of the
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lily family or of the related amaryllis or iris families 2 : any of
various plants with showy flowers: as a : the scariet anemone that
grows wild in Palestine b : water lily c : calla 3 : IRIS 3

Hily adj : resembling a lily in fairness, purity, or fragility

lily-liv-ered \,lil-e-'liv-3rd\ adj : lacking courage : cowardly
lily ol the valley : a low perennial herb (Convallaria majalis) of the
lily family having usu. two large oblong lanceolate leaves and a
raceme of fragrant nodding bell-shaped usu. white flowers

lUy pad n : a floating leaf of a water lily

ilily-white \,m-e-'hwTt, -'wit\ adj 1 : white as a lily 2 : charac-
terized by or favoring the exclusion of Negroes esp. from poliucs

3 : IRRFPROACHABLE, PURE
2lily-wlute n : a member of a lily-white political organization
Li*ma \'le-m3\ — a communications code word for the letter /

li>ma bean \,lT-m3-\ n [Lima, Peru] 1 a : any of various bush or
tall-growing beans derived from a perennial tropical American bean
{Phaseolus Umensis) and widely cultivated for their flat edible usu.

pale green or whitish seeds b ; sieva bean 2 : the seed of a lima
bean

li*mac*inform \lT-'mas-3-,f6rm\ adj tprob. fr. (assumed) NL
limacijormis. fr. L limac-, Umax slug + -ijormis -iform] : resembling
a slug <~ insect larvae)

Ii>ma-Cine \'lim-3-,sTn, 'IT-ms-X adj [NL limacinus, fr. L limac-.

Umax] : of. relating to, or resembling a slug

li'inan \li-'man\ n [Russ] ; a bay or estuary at the mouth of a river

: lagoon
llimb \"lim\ n [ME Urn. fr. OE; akin to ON Umr limb, L Umes limit,

Umen threshold, Gk leimon meadow] 1 : one of the projecting
paired appendages {as wings) of an animal body used esp. for move-
ment and grasping but sometimes modified Into sensory or sexual
organs; esp : a leg or arm of a human being 2 ; a large primary
branch of a tree 3 : an active member or agent 4 : extension,
BRANCH 5 ; a mischievous child syn see shoot— limbed \'Umd\
adj — limby \*lim-e\ adj
illmb VI : dismember; esp : to cut off the limbs of (a felled tree)

3liinb n [L Umbus border — more at limp] 1 : the graduated margin
of an arc or circle in an instrument for measuring angles 2 : the
outer edge of the apparent disk of a celestial body 3 : the expanded
portion of an organ or structure; esp : the spreading upper portion
of a gamosepalous calyx or a gamopetalous corolla as distinguished
from the lower tubular portion

liin<bate \*lim-,bal\ adj [LL /im6a/u5 bordered, fr. L Umhus^ : hav-
ing a part of one color surrounded by an edging of another color <a
-' leaf)

lim<beck \'lim-,bek\ n [ME lembike, fr. ML alembicum'] : alembic
Uim-ber \'lim-b3r\ n [ME lymour] : a 2-wheeled vehicle to which a
gun or caisson may be attached

aiimber adj [origin unknown] 1 : flexible, supple <--- mind)
2 : lithe, nimble — lim-ber-ly adv — lim-ber.ness n

3llmber vh liTn>ber*ing \-bo-)rio\ vr : to cause to become limber
('^ up his fingers) ^ vi : to become limber <~ up by running)

lim.bers N'lim-bsrzX n pi [modif. of F lumiere, fr. OF. light, open-
ing, fr. L lumina/e window — more at luminary] : gutters or con-
duits on each side of the keelson of a ship that provide a passage for
water to the pump well

limb>less \'lim-l3s\ adj : having no limbs
Um.bo \'lim-(,)b6\ n [ME, fr. ML. abl. of Umbus limbo, fr. L,
border — more at limp] 1 ojien cop : an abode of souls (as of
unbapiized infants) barred from heaven through no fault of their

own 2 a ; a place or state of restraint or confinement b : a place
or stale of neglect or oblivion c : an intermediate or transitional

place or state

Lim-burg.er \'lim-,bDr-gar\ n [FIcm, one from Limburg, fr. Lim-
burg. Belgium] : a semisoft surface-ripened cheese with a rind of
pungent odor and a creamy-textured body

lim*bus \'lim-b3S\ n [L. border] : a border distinguished by color
or structure
Uime \'ITm\ n [ME, fr. OE Itm; akin to OHG Ftm birdlime, L
Unere to smear. levis smooth. Gk leios^ 1 : birdlime 2 a : a
caustic highly infusible solid that consists of calcium oxide often
together with magnesia and is obtained by calcining limestone,
shells, or other forms of calcium carbonate— called also caustic lime

b : hydrated lime c : calcium
2lime vi 1 : to smear with a sticky substance (as birdlime) 2 : to

entangle with or as if with birdlime 3 : to treat or cover with lime

31ime adj : of, relating to. or containing lime or limestone
4lime n [alter, of ME Und. fr. OE; akin to OHG Unta linden]

; LINDEN la
slime n [F, fr. Prov Umo, fr. Ar /7m] : a spiny tropical citrus tree

{Citrus aurantifoUa) with elliptic oblong narrowly winged leaves;

also : its small globose greenish yellow fruit with an acid juicy pulp
used as a flavoring agent and as a source of ascorbic acid

lime*ade \iT-'mad\ n : a beverage of lime juice sweetened and
mixed with plain or carbonated water

lime glass n : glass containing a substantial proportion of lime

lime-juic-er \'ITm-,ju-s3r\ n [fr. the use of lime juice on British

ships as a beverage' to prevent scurvy] 1 slang a : a British ship

b : a British sailor 2 slang : englishman
lime<kiln \-,kil(n)\ n : a kiln or furnace for reducing limestone or
shells to lime by burning
llime-light \-,lTt\ n l a : a stage lighting instrument producing
illumination by means of an oxyhydrogen flame directed on a cyl-

inder of lime and usu. equipped with a lens to concentrate the light

in a beam b : the white light produced by such an instrument
c Brit : spotlight 2 : the center of public attention

aiimelight vt : to center attention on : spotlight — lime-light'er n

li<men \'Ii-m3n\ n [L Umin-, Umen — more at limb] : THRrjHOLD 3

lim-er-ick \'lim-f3-irik\ n [Limerick, Ireland] : a liiiht or humor-
ous verse form of 5 chieflv anapestic verses of which lines 1, 2, and
5 are of 3 feet and lines 3 and 4 are of 2 feet with a rhyme scheme of

lime*stone \'lTm-,ston\ n : a rock that is formed chiefly by accumu-
lation of organic remains (as shells or coral), consists mainly of
calcium carbonate, is extensively used in building, and yields lime
when burned

lime sulfur n : a fungicide and insecticide containing calcium
polysulfides usu. obtained by boiling sulfur with lime and water
line-twig \'ITm-,twig\ n 1 ; a twig covered with birdlime to catch
birds 2 ; snare

lime>wa>ter \'lTm-,w6t-3r, -,wat-\ n 1 ; an alkaline water solution
of calcium hydroxide used as an antacid 2 : natural water con-
taining calcium carbonate or calcium sulfate in solution

lim.ey \'IT-me\ n, ojten cap [/ime-juicer + -y'\ 1 slang : an English
sailor 2 slang ; englishman

li-mic>o>line \lT-'mik-3-,irn, -3-bn\ adj [deriv. of L Umus mud -H

colere to inhabit: akin to L Unere to smear — more at lime, wheel]
: shore-inhabiting; also : of or relating to a suborder (Charadrii) of
shore birds including plovers, snipes, and sandpipers
U*mi<nal X'lim-sn-"!, 'lT-m3n-\ adj : of, relating to, or situated at the
limen
ilim-it \'lim-3t\ n [ME, fr. MF Umite, fr. L limit-, limes boundary —
more at limb] 1 a : a geographical or political boundary b pi : the
place enclosed within a boundary ; bounds 2 a : something that
bounds, restrains, or confines b : the utmost extent 3 : LiMrrA-
tion 4 : a determining feature or differentia in logic 5 : a pre-
scribed maximum or minimum amount, quantity, or number: as
a : the maximum quantity of game or fish that may be taken legally
in a specified period b : a maximum established for a gambling bet,
raise, or payoff 6 ; a number that for an infinite sequence of num-
bers is such that ultimately the terms of the sequence differ from
this number by less than any given amount 7 : something that is

exasperating or intolerable
2limit vt 1 ; to fix or appoint definitely : prescribe 2 a : to set
bounds or limits to : conrne b : to curtail or reduce in quantity or
extent — lim<lt*able \-at-3-b3l\ adj — lim<it*er n
syn limit. RESTRirr. circumscribe, confine mean to set bounds

for. LiMFT implies setting a point or line in time or space, or a speed
or degree beyond which something cannot or is not permitted to go;
RESTRICT usu. connotes a narrowing or tightening within bound-
aries; circumscribe stresses a restricting in every direction and by
clearly marked limits; conhne may imply limiting, restricting, or
circumscribing but carries stronger implications of cramping,
hampering, bottling up, or otherwise positively reducing freedom of

lim-i-tary \'lim-3-,ter-e\ adj 1 archaic : subject to limits 2 a ar-
chaic : of or relating to a boundary b : enclosing, limiting

lim«i>ta«tion \,lim-3-'ta-sh3n\ /i 1 : an act or instance of limiting
2 : the quality or state of being limited 3 : something that limits
; restraint 4 : a certain period limited by statute after which
actions, suits, or prosecutions cannot be brought in the courts —
lim*i*ta'tion<al X-shnsI, -sh3n-'I\ adj

lim-i-ta-tive \'lim-3-,tai-iv\ adj : serving to limit or restrict : umit-
ing

lim>it-ed adj la; confined within limits : restricted Xt of a train

(1) : having a limited number of cars and making a limited number
of stops (2) : offering superior and faster service and transporta-
tion 2 : characterized by enforceable limitations prescribed (as by
a constitution) upon the scope or exercise of powers (-^ monarchy)
3 : narrow and unimaginative — llm<it<ed<ly adv — lim-it*ed-
ness n

limited war n ; a war with an objective less than the total defeat of
the enemy

lim-it*lng adj 1 : functioning as a limit ; restrictive (j^ value)
2 : serving to specify the application of the modified noun ithis in
this bonk is a "-• word)

lim-it>less \'lim-3t-l3s\ adj : having no limits — lim*it-less*ly adv— lim-it'less^ness n
lim-i-troplie \'lim-3-,tr6f\ adj [F] ; situated on a border or frontier

li-miv.o.rous \lT-'miv-3-r3s\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL Umivorus,
fr. L Umus + -varus -vorous] ; swallowing mud for the organic
matter contained in it

lim-mer \'lim-9r\ n [ME (Sc) ] 1 chiejly Scot : scoundrel 2 chiejly

Scot : PRO-mTUTE
limn \'Um\ vr limn*ing Ylim-(n)io\ [ME luminen. limnen to
illuminate (a manuscript), fr. MF enluminer, fr. L illuminare to
illuminate] 1 a (1) : draw (2) : paint b : to outline in clear sharp
detail : delineate 2 : describe — limn-er \'lim-(n)3r\ n

lim.net-ic \lim-'net-ik\ also lim.nic \"lim-nik\ adj [ISV, fr. Gk
limne pool, marshy lake; akin to L limen threshold — more at
limb] : of, relating to, or inhabiting the pelagic part of a body of
fresh water ('^ worms)

lim-no*log*l*cal X.lim-ns-'raj-i-kslV adj : of or relating to limnology— lim'nO'log'i.caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv
lim>noI'0>gist \lim-'nal-3-j3st\ n ; a specialist in limnology
lim-nol-O-gy \-je\ n [Gk limne 4- ISV -togv] : the scientific study
of physical, chemical, meteorological, and biological conditions in

fresh waters
Iim>o*nene \'Um-3-,nen\ n [ISV, fr. F Umon lemon] : a widely
distributed terpene hydrocarbon CioHis occurring in essential oils

and having a lemon odor
li<mo*nite \*IT-m3-,nTt\ n [G Umonit, fr. Gk leimon meadow ~
more at limb] : a native hydrous ferric oxide of variable composi-
tion that is a major ore of iron — li*mo>nit>ic \,IT-m3-'nit-ik\ adj

lim-oU'Sine \'lim-3-,zen, ,Iim-3-'\ n [F, lit., cloak, fr. Limousin,
France] : any of various passenger vehicles; specij ; a large
luxurious often chauffeur-driven sedan
Uimp \'limp\ v; [prob. fr. ME lympen to fall short; akin to OE
limpan to happen, L Umbus border, lahi to slide — more at sleep]
1 a : to walk lamely; esp : to walk favoring one leg b : to go un-
steadily : falter 2 : to proceed slowly or with difficulty <~ed into
harbor) — limp*er n
2limp n : a limping movement or gait

3limp adj [akin to Uimp] 1 a : having no defined shape : slack
b : not stiff or rigid (-- bookbinding) 2 a : drooping, exhausted
b : lacking in strength or firmness : spiritless — limp.ly adv
— limp-ness n
syn limp, loppy, flaccid, flabby, flimsy, sleazy mean wanting

firmness in texture or substance, limp implies a lack or loss of stiff-

ness and a tendency to droop; loppy applies to something hanging
limply or sagging; flaccid implies a loss of power to keep or
return to shape; flabby implies hanging or sagging by its own
weight as through loss of muscular tone; flimsy suggests such loose-
ness or lightness of structure as to be without value; sleazy implies
a flimsiness suggesting cheap or careless workmanship or fraudu-
lent manufacture

lim.pet \'lim-p3l\ n [ME lempet, fr. OE lempedu, fr. ML lampredal
1 : a marine gastropod mollusk with a low conical shell broadly
open beneath that browses over rocks or Umbers in the littoral area
and adheres very tightly when disturbed 2 : a person who clings
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tenaciously to someone or something 3 : an explosive designed to
cling to the hull of a ship

llm<pid \'lim-p3d\ adj [F or L; F limpide, fr. L limpidus, fr. lympha,
limpa water — more at lymph] 1 a : marked by transparency
; PELLUCID b : readily intelligible : clear 2 : absolutely serene
and untroubled syn see clear — lim^pid-i-ty \lim-'pid-3t-e\ n— lim-pid-ly \'lim-p3d-Ie\ adv — lim-pld*ne5s n
limp>kin \'hm(p)-k3n\ n iUimp'] ; a large brown wading bird
{Aramus pictus) that resembles a bittern but has a longer slightly
curved bill, longer neck and legs, and white stripes on head and
neck

liinp*sy \'Iim(p)-se\ adj [Himp + -sy (as in tipsy)'\ dial ; limp esp.
from weakness

lim-u-lus \'lim-y3-bs\ n, pi Um-u-U \-.IT, -,le\ [NL, genus name,
fr. L limus sidelong] : king crab 1

limy \'ir-me\ adj 1 ; smeared w
2 : containing iime or limestor
qualities of lime
Un>age \'iT-nij\ n 1 ; the number of lines of printed or written
matter 2 ; payment for literary matter at so much a line

lin.alo.ol \lT-'nal-a-,w61, -,wol\ n [ISV. fr. MexSp I'maloe, tree
yielding perfume, fr. ML lignum aloes, lit., wood of the aloe] : a
fragrant liquid unsaturated tertiary alcohol CioHitOH that occurs
both free and in the form of esters in many essential oils and is

used in perfumes, soaps, and flavoring materials
linch.pin \'linch-,pin\ n [ME lynspin, fr. lyns, linchpin (fr. OE
lynis) + pin: akin to OE eln ell] 1 : a locking pin inserted cross-
wise (as through the end of an axle or shaft) 2 : something that
serves to hold together the elements of a situation

Iiill>COln \'lio-lt3n\ n [Lincoln county, England ] : any of an English
breed of long-wool mutton-type sheep similar to but heavier than
the Leicester
Lin*coin•esque \,lio-k3-'nesk\ adj : resembling Abraham Lincoln
Liii>coln>l>an \liri-'ko-ne-3n\ adj : of or relating to Abraham
Lincoln

Lin.coln-i.a.na \C,)IiO-.ko-ne-'an-3, -'an-a, -'a-na\ n pi : matter
relating to Abraham Lincoln

Lincoln's Birthday n [Abraham Lincoln^ : February 12 observed
as a legal holiday in many of the states of the U.S.

lin.dane \'lin-,dan\ n [T. van der Linden, 20th cent. D chemist]
: an insecticide consisting of not less than 99 percent of the gamma
isomer of benzene hexachloride

lin*den \'lin-d3n\ n [ME, made of linden wood, fr. OE, fr. lind
linden tree] 1 : any of a genus (Tilia') of trees (family TiUaccae,
the linden family) with large cordate leaves and cymose yellowish
flowers rich in nectar: as a : a European tree (T. europaea) much
used for ornamental planting 1) : a tall No. American forest tree
{T. americand) — called also basswood 2 : the light fine-grained
white wood of a linden; esp ; basswood

lin-dy \'lin-de\ n [prob. fr. Lindy, nickname of Charles A. Lind-
bergh 61902 Am aviator] : a jitterbug dance originating in Harlem
and later developing many local variants
>line \'lTn\ vi [ME linen, fr. line flax, fr. OE lln — more at linen]
1 ; to cover the inner surface of <~ cloak with silk) 2 : to put
something in the inside of : supply 3 : to serve as the lining of
(tapestries lined the walls) 4 obs : fortify — line one's pockets
: to take money freely esp. from questionable sources

aline n. ojten atirib [ME; partly fr. OF ligne, fr. L linea, fr. fem. of
Uncus made of flax, fr. linum flax; partly fr. OE tine; akin to OE
Unl 1 a : THREAD, STRING, CORD, ROPE; as (1) : a comparatively
strong slender cord (2) : clothesline (3) : a rope used on ship-
board b (1) : a device for catching fish consisting of a cord with
hooks and other appurtenances (2) ; scope for activity c ; a
length of material used in measuring and leveling d : piping for
conveying a fluid (as steam) e (1) : a wire or pair of wires con-
necting one telegraph or telephone station with another or a
whole system of such wires (2) : the principal circuits of an electric
power system 2 a : a horizontal row of written or printed char-
acters b : a unit in the rhythmic structure of verse formed by the
grouping of a number of the smallest units of the rhythm (as
metrical feet) c : a short letter : note d : a certificate of marriage
e : the words making up a part in a drama — usu. used in pi.

3 a : something (as a ridge or seam) that is distinct, elongated, and
narrow b ; a narrow crease (as on the face) : wrinkle c ; the
course or direction of something in motion : route d (1) : a
real or imaginary straight line oriented in terms of stable points of
reference (2) : a state of agreement e : a boundary esp. of a plot
of ground — usu. used in pi. 1 : the track and roadbed of a railway
4 a : a course of conduct, action, or thought to : a field of activity
or interest c : a glib often persuasive way of talking 5 a : limit,
RESTRAINT b archaic : position in life: LOT 6 a (1) : family,
lineage (2) : a strain produced and maintained by selective
breeding (3) : a chronological series b : dispositions made to
cover extended military positions and presenting a front to the
enemy — usu. used in pi. c : a military formation in which the
different elements are abreast of each other d : naval ships ar-
ranged in a regular order e (1) : the combatant forces of an army
distinguished from the staff corps and supply services (2) : the
force of a regular navy I H) ; officers of the navy eligible for
command at sea distinguished from officers of the staff (2) : offi-

cers of the army belonging to a combatant branch g : a rank of
objects of one kind h : a group of public conveyances plying
regularly under one management over a route; broadly : a system
of transportation or the company owning or operating it i ; a
succession of musical notes esp. considered in melodic phrases
j : an arrangement of operations in manufacturing permitting
sequential occurrence on various stages of production k (1) : the
7 players including center, 2 guards, 2 tackles, and 2 ends who in

offensive football play line up on or within one foot of the line of
scrimmage (2) ; the players who in defensive play line up within
one yard of the line of scrimmage 7 : a narrow elongated mark
drawn or projected: as a (1) : a circle of latitude or longitude
on a map (2) : equator b : a mark (as on a map) recording a
boundary, division, or contour c : any of the horizontal parallel
strokes on a music staff d : a mark (as by pencil) that forms part
of the formal design of a picture distinguished from the shading
or color e ; a division on a bridge score dividing the honors from
the tricks I (I) : a demarcation of a limit with reference to which
the playing of some game or sport is regulated — usu. used in

combination (2) : line of scrimmage 8 : a straight or curved
geometric element that is generated by a moving point and that
has extension only along the path of the point : curve 9 a : a
defining outline : contour b : a general plan : model — usu used
in pi. 10 a chiefly Brit : pica — used to indicate the size of large
type b : the unit of fineness of halftones expressed as the number
of screen lines to the linear inch 11 : a stock of goods on hand of
the same general class of articles 12 : a source of information
: insight 13 : a complete game oflO frames in bowling — called
also string— liny also lin-ey \'li-ne\ adj— down the line : all the
way : fully — in line for : due or in a position to receive — on
the line 1 : in full view and at hazard 2 : on the border between
two categories 3 : immediately

aline vt 1 ; to mark or cover with a line or lines 2 ; to depict
with lines : draw 3 : to place or form a hne along (pedestrians
"- the walks) 4 a : to form into a line or lines : align <~ up
troops) b : organize <-- up votes) 5 : to throw or hit (as a
baseball) so as to cause to travel swiftly and not far above the
ground ^ vi 1 : to form a line — often used with up 2 : to hit a
line drive in baseball 3 : align
syn LINE, align, range, array mean to arrange in a line or

lines, line implies a setting in single file or in parallel rows; align
implies a bringing of points or parts into a straight line; range
implies a forming in parallel lines but may connote a separation
into groups or classes; array applies esp. to a setting in battle
order and therefore suggests readiness for action or use as well as
impressive aspect
ilin.eage \'Un-e-ij\ n 1 a : descent in a line from a common pro-
genitor b : derivation 2 : a group of persons tracing descent from
a common ancestor regarded as its founder syn see ancestry

iline.age \'lT-nij\ var oj linage
lin-eal \'lin-e-sl\ adj 1 : linear 2 : composed of or arranged
in lines 3 a ; consisting of or being in a direct male or female
line of ancestry b : relating to or derived from ancestors : heredi-
tary : descended in a direct line 4 a : belonging to one lineage
b : of, relating to, or dealing with a lineage 5 : of or relating to
the line or officers of the line in an army or navy — lin*ealoi<ty
\.lin-e-'al-3t-e\ n ~ lin<eaMy \'lin-e-a-ie\ adv

lin.ea.ment \'lin-e-9-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. L lineamentum, fr. lineal
1 ; an outline, feature, or contour of a body or figure and esp. of a
face — usu. used in pi. 2 : a distinguishing or characteristic
feature — usu. used in pi. — Un-ea>men>tal \,lin-e-3-'ment-''l\ adj

lin>ear \'lin-e-3r\ adj 1 a (1) : relating to, consisting of, or resem-
bling a line : straight (2) : involving a single dimension b (1 ) : of
the first degree in any number of variables <'^ equation) (2) : based
on or involving linear equations c ; characterized by an emphasis
on line (•^ art) 2 : elongated with nearly parallel sides ('^ leaf)
3 : involving or expressed by a linear equation; esp : having or
being a response or output that is directly proportional to the input— lin-ear>i>ty \,Iin-e-'ar-3t-e\ n — lin*ear>Iy Vlin-e-3r-le\ adv

linear accelerator n : a device in which charged particles are
accelerated in a straight line by successive impulses from a series
of electric fields

lin-ear*ize \'lin-e-3-,rTz\ vt ; to give a linear form to; also : to
project in linear form

linear measure n l : a measure of length 2 : a system of measures
of length

linear perspective n ; perspective projection in which an object
is represented upon a surface by means of lines from points of the
object through the drawing surface to a common point of intersec-
tion

linear programming n : planning of industrial and military opera-
tions in terms of maximized linear functions of many variables
subject to constraints

Iin>ea>tion \,lin-e-'a-shan\ n [ME lineacion outline, fr. L Uneation-,
lineatio, fr. lineatus, pp. of lineare to make straight, fr. linea'\

1 a : the action of marking with lines : delineation b : otrrLiNE
2 : an arrangement of lines

line.back.er \'lTn-,bak-3r\ n : a defensive football player who lines

up immediately behind the line of scrimmage and acts either as a
lineman or as a pass defender

line>breed \'lTn-'bred\ vi : to practice linebreeding '*' vr ; to
interbreed (animals) in linebreeding; also : to. produce by line-

breeding
line.breed-ing n : the interbreeding of individuals within a par-
ticular line of descent usu. to perpetuate desirable characters

line chief n : an air force noncommissioned officer who supervises
flight-line upkeep

line>cut \'lTn-,k3t\ n ; a letterpress printing plate photoengraved
from a line drawing — called also line block, line engraving

line drawing n : a drawing made in solid lines as copy for a Unecut
line drive n : a batted baseball whose flight is almost straight and
not far above the ground

line engraving n l a : a metal plate for use in intaglio printing
made by hand-engraving lines of different widths and closeness

b : a process involving such plates or a print made with them
2 : LINECUT

line gauge n : a printer's ruler showing point sizes

line-liaul \'lTn-,h6I\ n : the transporting of items between terminals

line-man VlTn-manN, n 1 : one who sets up or repairs electric

wire communication or power Unes — called also linesman 2 : a
player in the line in football
ilin.en \'lin-3n\ adj [ME, fr. OE Unen, fr. Un flax; akin to OHG Un
flax; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc word borrowed fr. L linum flax]

1 : made of flax 2 : made of or resembling linen

2linen n 1 a : cloth made of flax and noted for its strength, coolness,
and luster b : thread or yarn spun from flax 2 : clothing or
household articles made of linen cloth or similar fabric 3 : paper
made from linen fibers or with a linen finish

line of duty : all that is authorized, required, or normally associated
with some field of responsibility

line Officer n ; a commissioned officer assigned to the line of the
army or navy

line of force : a line in a field of force (as a magnetic or electric

field) whose tangent at any point gives the direction of the field at
that point

line of scrimmage : an imaginary line In football parallel to the

3 abut; 9 kitten; _ sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th tbin; ^ this;
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goal lines and passing through the ball laid on the ground prepara-
tory to a scrimmage

line of sight l : a line from an observer's eye to a distant point
toward which he is looking 2 : line of vision 3 : the straight
path between a radio transmitting antenna and receiving antenna
when unobstructed by the horizon

line ol vision : a straight line joining the fovea of the eye with the
fixation point

lin-eo.late \'lin-e-3-,lat\ or lin.eo.lat-ed \-,lat-3d\ adj [NL
linenlatus, fr lineola, dim. of /mealine — more at line] : marked with

line out vi l a : to mark with lines indicating material to be removed
b : to indicate with or as if with lines : outline iline out a route)
2 a : to plant (young nursery stock) in rows for growing on b : to
arrange in an extended line 3 : belt {line out a song) -^ vi 1 : to
move rapidly {lined out for home) 2 : to make an out by hitting

a baseball in a line drive that is caught
Uin.er \'lT-n3r\ n 1 : one that makes, draws, or uses lines 2 : some-

are made 3 a : a ship belonging to a regular
airplane belonging to an airline 4 ; line

DRIVE
2liner n : one that lines or Is used to line or back something
lines.man \'lTnz-m3n\ n 1 : lineman 1 2 : an official who assists

a referee in various games; specif : a football official whose duties
include marking the distances gained or lost and the points where
the ball goes oui-of-bounds and noting violations of the scrimmage
formation

line squall n : a squall or thunderstorm occurring along a cold
front

line storm n, chiefly NewEng : an equinoctial storm
line up vi : to assume an orderly linear arrangement {line up for
inspection) -^ vi : to put into alignment

line<up \'lT-,n3p\ n 1 : a line of persons arranged esp. for inspec-
tion or identification by police 2 a (11 : a list of players taking
part in a game (as of basebalH (2^ : the players on such a list

b : an alignment of persons or things having a common purpose
or interest

Uing \'\\r\\ n [ME; akin to D leng ling, OE lang long] 1 : any of
various fishes (as a hake or burbot) of the cod family (Gadidae)
2 : LiNc.roD

2ling n [ME. fr. ON lyng: akin to OE ^-ling} : a heath plant; esp
: a common Old World heather {Calluna vulgaris)

1-ling \lir]\ n sujjix [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE -mg] 1 : one con-
nected with or having the quality of <hire/ing) 2 : young, small,
or inferior one <duck/i>ig)

2-ling \lio\ or -lings \lio2\ adv sujjix [ME -ling, -tinges (fr.

-ling + -es -s); akin to OHG -lingun -ling. Lith lenkii to bend]
; in (such) a direction or manner <side///j^) <flat/i>)g5>

Lin*ga*la \lio-'gal-3\ n : a Bantu language widely used in trade
and public affairs in the Congo

lin<gam \'ho-g3m\ or lin*ga \-g3\ n [Skt linga (nom. lingam),
lit., characteristic] 1 : a stylized phallic symbol of the masculine
cosmic principle and of the Hindu god Siva 2 ; a symbol con-
joining the lingam and yoni
Lin'ga*yat \lio-'g*^yat\ n [Kannada lingayata'i : a member of a
Saiva sect of southern India characterized by wearing of the lingam
and denial af^aste distinctions

ling'COd yiiri-,kad\ n : a large greenish-fleshed fish iOphiodon
elongaiusvof the Pacific coast of No. America that is an important
food fish/closely related to the typical greenlings

lin.ger \'ilio-g3r\ vb lin>ger*ing \-g(3-)rio\ [ME (northern dial.)
lengerenlio dwell, freq. of lengen to prolong, fr. OE lengan: akin
to OE lang long] vi 1 : to be slow in leaving : tarry 2 : to remain
alive although waning or gradually dying 3 : to be slow to act
; PROCRASTINATE 4 : to move slowly : saunter — v/ 1 ohs
: DELAY 2 : to pass (as a period of time) slowly syn see stay —
lin.ger-er X-gar-sr, -grarX n — lin-ger>ing'ly \-gf3-)rio-le\ adv

lin.ge-rie \.lan-j3-'ra, .la"-zh3-. .lan-js-, -'reV n [F. fr. MF, fr.

linge linen, fr, L lineus made of linen — more at line] 1 archaic
: linen articles or garments 2 : women's intimate apparel — lin-
gerie adj

lin.go \'lio-(.)go\ n, pi lingoes [prob. fr. Prov, tongue, fr. L
lingua — more at tongue] : strange or incomprehensible language
or speech: as a : a foreign language b : the special vocabulary of
a particular field of interest c : language characteristic of an
individual syn see dialect

lingu- or lingui- or lingUO- comb jorm [L lingu-, fr. lingua}
1 : language {linguist} 2 : tongue {linguiform}

lin*gua \'lio-gw3\ n, pi lin-guae \-,gwe, -.gwi\ [L] : a tongue or
an organ resembling a tongue

lin.gua fran*ca \.Uo-gw3-'fraQ-k3\ n, pi lingua francas or lin-

fuae fraU'Cae \-,gwT-'frar)-,kT\ [It. lit.. Prankish language]
: a common language that consists of Italian mixed with French.

Spanish, Greek, and Arabic and is spoken in Mediterranean ports
2 : any of various languages used as common or commercial
tongues among peoples of diverse speech 3 : something resembling
a common language

lin.gual \*lio-gwal\ adj 1 a : of, relating to. or resembling the
tongue b : lying near or next to the tongue c : produced by the
tongue 2 : linguistic — lin>gual>ly \-gw3-le\ adv

lin>guist \'lir)-gw3st\ n 1 : a person accomplished in languages;
esp : one who speaks several languages 2 : one who specializes in
linguistics

lin-guis-tic \lio-'gwis-tik\ adj : of or relating to language or
linguistics — lin-guis-ti-cal \-ti-kaI\ adj — lin.guis-ti'cal.ly
\-ti-kf3-ile\ adv

linguistic atlas n : a publication containing a set of maps on which
speech variations are recorded — called also dialect atlas

linguistic lorm n : a meaningful unit of speech (as a morpheme,
word, or scntencel — called also speech jorm

linguistic geographer n : a specialist in linguistic geography
linguistic geography n : local or regional variations of a language
or dialect studied as a field of knowledge — called also dialect
geography

lin.guis.ti.cian \,lio-(.)gwis-'tish-3n\ n : linguist 2
lin.guis.tics \lio-'gwis-tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : the study
of human speech including the units, nature, structure, and modifi-
cation of language. languages, or a language — compare philology

lin.gu.late \'lio-gy3-bi\ adj [L lingulatus, fr. lingula, dim. of
I -i . .1.- .J ...

^ tongue or strap ; ugulatelingua] : shaped like i

lin.i.ment \'lln-3-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. LL linimentum, fr. L linere

to smear — more at lime] : a preparation of a consistency thinner
than an ointment for apphcation to the skin as an anodyne or a
counterirritant

li-nin \'lT-n3n\ n [ISV, fr. L linum flax] : the feebly-staining portion
of the reticulum of the nucleus of a resting cell in which chromatin
granules appear to be embedded

linking n l : material used to line esp. the inner surface of something
(as a garment) 2 : the act or process of providing something with

Uink \'liQk\ n [ME, of Scand origin; akin to ON hlekkr chain;
akin to OE hlanc lank] 1 : a connecting structure: as a (1) : a
single ring or division of a chain (2) : one of the standardized
divisions of a surveyor's chain that is 7.92 inches long and serves
as a measure of length b : a usu. ornamental device for fastening
a cuff c : BOND 3c d ; an intermediate rod or piece for transmit-
ting force or motion; esp : a short connecting rod with a hole or
pin at eiich end e : the fusible member of an electrical fuse
2 : something analogous to a link of chain: as a : a segment of
sausage in a chain b ; a connecting element c : a unit in a com-
munication system 3 pi, dial : a winding of a river or watercourse;
also ; the ground along such a winding — linl£*er n

slink vt : to couple or connect by a link ^^ vi ; to become connected
by a link syn see join
3link n [perh. modif. of ML linchinus candle, alter, of L lychnus,
fr, Ck lychnos: akin to Gk leukos white — more at light] : a torch
formerly used to light a person on his way through the streets

4link VI [origin unknown] Scot : to trip or skip smartly along
link-age \'lio-kij\ n 1 : the manner or style of being united;
as a : the manner in which atoms or radicals are linked in a
molecule b ; bond 3c 2 : the quality or state of being linked;
esp : a relationship between genes that causes them to be manifested
together in inheritance and that is usu. considered to result from
the location of such genes on the same chromosome 3 a ; a
system of links; specij : a system of links or bars which are jointed
together and more or less constrained by having a link or links
fixed and by means of which straight or nearly straight lines or
other point paths may by traced b : the product of the magnetic
flux through an electrical coil by its number of turns with the mag-
netic flux and the coil being connected like two links of a chain

link-boy \'lirik-,b6i\ n : an attendant formerly employed to bear a
torch or other light for a person abroad at night

linked adj : exhibiting genetic linkage <'-' genes)
linking verb n : a verb (as be. become, seem. Jeel, grow) that con-
nects a predicate with a subject : copulative verb
link-man \'liok-m3n\ n : linkboy
links \'lio(k)s\ n pi [ME, fr. OE hlincas. pi. of hlinc ridge; akin to
OF hlanc] 1 Scot : sand hills esp. along the seashore 2 : course 2d

links-man \'liofki-sm3n\ n : golfer
link-up \'lig-,k3p\ n 1 : meeting 2 : something that serves as a
linking device or factor

link-work \'lio-,kw3rk\ n 1 ; something consisting of interlocking
links 2 : linkage 3a

linn yiin\ n [ScGael linne pool] 1 chiejly Scot ; waterfall
2 chiefly Scot : precipice
Lin-nae-an or Lin-ne-an \i3-'ne-an, 'lin-e-\ adj [NL Carolus
Linnaeus (Carl von Linne)] : of, relating to, or following the method
of the Swedish botanist Linn^ who established the system of bi-
nomial nomenclature

lin-net \*lin-3t\ n [MF linette, fr. tin flax. fr. L linum] : a common
small Old World finch (Carduelis cannabina) having plumage that
varies greatly according to age. sex, and season

li-no \'IT-i,)n6\ n, chiejly Brit ; linoleum
li-no-cut y.k3l\ n ; a print made by cutting a design on a mounted
piece of linoleum

li-nO'le-ate \l3-'no-le-,at\ n : a salt or ester of linolelc acid
lin.ole.ic acid \,lin-3-,Ie-ik-, -.la-\ n [Gk /mon flax + ISV oleic

{acid)] : a liquid unsaturated fatty acid C18H32O2 found in drying
and semidryingoils and held to be essential in animal nutrition

lin-ole-nate \-'le-,nat, -'la-\ n : a salt or ester of linolenic acid
lin-ole-nic acid \-,!e-nik-, -,la-\ n [ISV. irreg. fr. linoleic] z a
liquid unsaturated fatty acid C18H30O2 found esp. in drying oils

and held to be essential in animal nutrition
li-no-lemn Vla-'no-le-am. -'nol-yamX n, ojten attrib [L /mum flax

-I- oleum oil — more at oil] 1 : a floor covering made by laying
on a burlap or canvas backing a mixture of solidified linseed oil

with gums, cork dust or wood flour or both, and usu. pigments
2 : a material similar to linoleum

Li-no-type \'lT-n3-,tTp\ rrarfemar/c 1— used for a keyboard-opera ted
typesetting machine that uses circulating matrices and produces
each line of type in the form of a solid metal slug 2 : matter pro-
duced by a Linotype machine or printing done from such matter

lin-sang \'lin-,sao\ n [Malay] : any of various Asiatic viverrine
mammals {Prionodon and related genera) that resemble long-tailed
cats and are related to the civets and genets

lin-seed \*lin-.sed\ n [ME. fr. OE llnsxd, fr. Fin flax -I- sxd seed
— more at linen] : flaxseed

linseed oil n : a yellowish drying oil obtained from flaxseed and
used esp. in paint, varnish, printing ink. and linoleum

lin-sey-wool-sey \,lin-2e-'wul-ze\ n [ME lynsy wolsye] : a coarse
sturdy fabric of wool and linen or cotton

lin-stock \'lin-,stak\ n [D lontstok, fr. tont match + stok stick]

: a pointed forked staff shod with iron at the foot formerly used
to hold a lighted match for firing cannon

lint \'lint\ n [ME] 1 a : a soft fleecy material made from linen

usu. by scraping b : fuzz consisting esp- of fine ravelings and short
fibers of yarn and fabric 2 : a fibrous coat of thick convoluted
hairs borne by cotton seeds that yields the
cotton staple — linty \-e\ adj

lin-tel \"!int-'*l\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. LL limitaris

threshold, fr. L. constituting a boundary, fr.

limit-, limes boundary — more at limb] : a
horizontal architectural member spanning and
usu. carrying the load above an opening

lint-er \'lint-3r\ /i l : a machine for removing
linlers 2 pi : the fuzz of short fibers that
adheres to cottonseed after ginning

lint-white \-,hwTt, -.wTt\ n [ME lynkwhyt,
by folk etymology fr. OE linetwige] : LINNET

li-num \'lT-n3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L,
lintel
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flax] : any of a genus (Llnum) of herbaceous small-leaved plants
of the flax family; esp i one growing wild or cultivated for orna-
ment
U-on \'lT-3n\ n, pi lions [ME. fr. OF, fr. L leon-, leo, fr. Gk lean']

1 a or pi lion : a large carnivorous chiefly nocturnal cat {Felis
leo) of open or rocky areas of Africa and esp. formerly southern
Asia that has a tawny body with a tufted tail and a shaggy blackish
or dark brown mane in the male b : any of several large wildcats;
esp : COUGAR 2 a : a person felt to resemble a lion (as in courage
or ferocity) b : a person of outstanding interest or importance
3 cap ; a member of one of the major service clubs — li>on*ess
\'lT-a-nss\ n — li-on-like \'ir-an-.lTk\ adj

li<on-lieart-ed \,ir-3n-'hart-9d\ adj ; having a courageous heart
: BRAVE

li<on*iza*tion \,lT-3-n3-'za-sh3n\ n : an act of lionizing

li-on>ize \'lT-3-,nT2\ vi 1 : to treat as an object of great interest
or importance 2 Brit : to show the sights of a place to — li-on<iz-
er n
Uip \*Hp\ n [ME. fr. OE lippa; akin to OHG lefjur lip and prob. to

L labium, lohrum Up] 1 : either of two fleshy folds that surround
the mouth in man and many other vertebrates and in man are
organs of speech 2 slang : back talk 3 a ; a fleshy edge or mar-
gin (as of a wound) b : labium 2 c : labellum 1 4 a : the edge
of a hollow vessel or cavity b ; a projecting edge: as (1) : the
slanted upper edge of the mouth of an organ flue pipe (2) : the
sharp culling edge on the end of an auger or similar tool (3) : a
short spout (as on a pitcher) 5 : embouchure 1 ~ lip'less \-l3s\
adj — lip'like \-,lTk\ adj — lipped \*Upt\ adj

alip adj 1 : spoken with the lips only : insincere (^ praise)

2 : produced with the participation of the lips ; labial <'^ con-
sonants)

3lip vt lipped; lip-ping 1 : to touch with the lips; specij : kiss

2 ; UTTER 3 ; to lap against : lick 4 : to strike a golf ball so
that it hits the edge of (the cup) but fails to drop in

lip- or lipo- comh Jorm [NL. fr. Gk. fr. lipos — more at leave]
; fat : fatty tissue : fatty (lipoid) <//poprotein)

li-pase \'lTp-,as, 'lip-, -.azX n [ISV] : an enzyme that accelerates
the hydrolysis or synthesis of fats or the breakdown of lipoproteins

llp>ide \'lip-,Td\ or lip'id\-3d\n [ISV] : any of various substances
including fats, waxes, phosphatides, cerebrosides, and related

and derived compounds that with proteins and carbohydrates
constitule the principal structural components of living cells

li>poid \*lip-.6id, 'lTp-\ or li*poi>dal \Iip-'6id-'l, lT-'p6id-\ adj
[ISV] : resembling fat — lipoid n

li.pol-y.sis \lip-'al-3-s9s, lT-'pal-\ n [NL] : the hydrolysis of fat —
li-po-lyt.ic \,Up-3-'lit-ik^ ,irp-\ adj

li-po<ma \lip-'o-m3, IT-'po-\ n, p/ lipomas or li*po>ma*ta \-m3t-3\
[NL] : a tumor of fatty tissue — li'PO-ma*tous \lip-'am-9t-3s,

lT-*pam-, lip-'om-, lT-'pom-\ adj
li>pO*phil<ic \,lip-s-'fil-ik. .irp-\ adj ; having an affinity for fats or
other lipides

li-po«pro.tein \-'pro-,ten, -'prot-e-snX n : a protein containing a
lipide group

li>po<trop*lc \-'trap-ik\ adj [ISV] i promoting the physiologic
utilization of fat — li>pot>ro-pism Xlip-'a-trs-.piz-am, h-'pa-\ n

lip'pen \'lip-3n\ vb [ME lipnien} vi, chiejly Scot : TRUST, RELY
-^ vt, chiejly Scot : entrust

llp<ping \'lip-io\ n 1 : outgrowth of bone in liplike form at a
joint margin 2 : a piece of wood set in an archer's bow where a
flaw has been cut out 3 : embouchure 1

lip>py \'lip-e\ adj : given to back talk : impudent
lip-read \'lip-,red\ vt : to understand by lipreading '— vi : to use
lipreading — lip-read-er n

lip>read*ing n : the interpreting of a speaker's words without
hearing his voice by watching his lip and facial movements

lip service n : avowal of allegiance that goes no further than ex-

pression in words
lip*stick \'lip-,stik\ n ; a waxy solid colored cosmetic in stick form
for the lips; also : a stick of such cosmetic with iis case

U'QUate \'lT-,kwat\ vt [L liquatus, pp. of liquare; akin to L liquere']

; to cause (a substance that is more fusible than a substance
with which it is combined) to separate out by the application of
heat — li*qua<tion \lT-'kwa-sh3n\ n

liq>ue>fa-Cient \,lik-w3-'fa-sh3nt\ n [L liquejacieni-, liquejaciens,

prp. of liquejacere, fr. liquere + jacere to make — more at do]
: something serving to liquefy or to promote liquefaction

liq>ue<fac>tion \-'fak-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. LL liquejaction-, lique-

Jaciio, fr. L liquejactus, pp. of liquejacere'^ 1 : the process of mak-
ing or becoming liquid 2 : the state of being liquid

liq-ue-li-able \'lik-w3-,fT-9-b3l\ adj : capable of being liquefied

liquefied petroleum gas n : a compressed gas consisting of flam-
mable light hydrocarbons and used esp. as fuel or as raw material

for chemical synthesis

liq.ue-fi-er \*lik-w3-,fT{-3)r\ n ; one that liquefies

llq-ue-ly \-.fT\ also liq-Ui-Iy \-w3-,fT\ vb [MF liquejier, fr. L
Uquejacere'\ vt : to reduce to a liquid state '- vj : to become liquid

li-ques.cence \lik-'wes-''n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
liquescent

li-ques*cent \-'nt\ adj [L liquescent-, Uquescens, prp. of liquescere

to become fluid, incho. of liquere} ; being or tending to become
liquid : melting

li>queur Xli-'kar, -'k(y)u(3)r\ n [F, fr. OF licour liquid — more at

LIQUOR] : an alcoholic beverage flavored with aromatic substances
and usu. sweetened
Ulq.Uld \'lik-w3d\ adj [ME, fr. MF liquide, fr. L liquidus, fr.

liquere to be fluid; akin to L lixa water, lye, Olr jliuch damp]
1 : flowing freely like water 2 : neither solid nor gaseous : charac-

terized by free movement of the constituent molecules among
themselves but without the tendency to separate characteristic of

gases <~ mercury) 3 a : shining clear <large ~ eyes) b : being
musical and free of harshness in sound c : smooth and uncon-
strained in movement d : that is without friction and like a vowel
(-^ consonant) 4 : consisting of or capable of ready conversion
into cash <^ assets) — li-quid-i-ty \lik-'wid-3t-e\ n — Uq-uid.ly
Vlik-w3d-le\ adv — liq-uid-ness n
syn fluid: liquid implies the flow characteristic of water and

suggests a substance that has definite volume but that more or less

readily takes the shape of its container; FLino Implies flowing of
any kind and is applied to liquids, gases, and melted or viscous
substances; figuratively liquid suggests drinking, connotes clear-
ness and brightness, and is opposed to jixed; fluid is opposed to
rigid or stijj and may stress extreme susceptibility to change of
form or pattern

Miquid n 1 : a liquid substance 2 : a liquid consonant
liquid air n : air in the liquid state that is prepared by subjecting
it to great pressure and then cooling it by its own expansion to a
temperature below the boiling point of its chief constituents and
that is used chiefly as a refrigerant

llq.Uid-am.bar \,lik-w3-'dam-b3r\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L
liquidus + ML amhar amber] 1 : any of a genus {Liquidambar) of
trees of the witch hazel family with monoecious flowers and a
globose fruit of many woody carpels 2 : an American storax from
the sweet gum (Liquidambar styracijlua)

llq.ui.date \'!ik-w3-,dat\ vb [LL liquidatus, pp. of Uquidare to
melt. fr. L liquidus} vt 1 a U) : to determine by agreement or
by litigation the precise amount of (indebtedness, damages, ac-
counts) (2) : to determine the liabilities and apportion assets
toward discharging the indebtedness of b : to settle (a debt) by
payment or other settlement 2 : to get rid of; specij : kill 3 ar-
chaic : to make clear 4 : to convert fassets) into cash ^ v/ 1 : to
hquidate debts or damages or accounts 2 : to determine liabilities
and apportion assets toward discharging indebtedness — liq-
ui>da*tion \.lik-w3-'da-sh3n\ n

liq-ui-da-tor \'lik-w3-,dat-3r\ n : one that liquidates; esp : an
individual appointed by law to liquidate assets

liquid crystal n : a liquid having certain physical esp. optical
properties shown by crystalline solids but not by ordinary hquids

liq.uid.ize \'lik-w3-,dTz\ vt : to cause to be liquid
liquid measure n l : a unit or series of units for measuring liquid
capacity — see measure table, metric system table 2 : a measure
for liquids

Ui.quor \'lik-3r\ n [ME licour, fr. OF. fr. L liquor, fr. liquere]
: a liquid substance: as a : a distilled alcoholic beverage rather
than a fermented one b : a watery solution of a drug c ; bath
2bfl)

2liquor vt li.quor-ing \'iik-(3-)rir]\ 1 a : to treat with a liquid sub-
stance b : to cover or dress with oil or grease 2 : to make drunk
with alcoholic liquor — usu. used with up ^ vj : to drink alcoholic
liquor esp. to excess — usu. used with up

U.quo-rice chiejly Brit var oj LICORICE
li-ra \'Iir-3. 'Ie-r3\ n [It. fr. L libra unit of weight] 1 pi li.re
\'le-(,)ra\ also liras — see money table 2 [Turk, fr. it} pi liras
also lire : a Turkish or Syrian pound 3 pi li>roth or li-rot
\'le-.rot(h)\ [NHeb, fr. It] : the Israeli pound

Iir>l*pipe \'lir-3-,pTp\ n [ML iiripipium} : a pendent part of a
tippet; also ; tippet, scarf

lisle \'1T(3)1\ n ILisIe Lille, France] : a smooth tightly twisted
thread usu. made of long-staple cotton
Uisp \'lisp\ vb [ME lispen, fr. OE -wlyspian: akin to OHG Uspen to
lisp] VI 1 : to pronounce the sibilants s and z imperfectly esp. by
giving them the sound ol th 2 : to speak falteringly, childishly,
or with a lisp -^ vr : to utter falteringly or with a lisp — lisp-er n

2llsp /I 1 : a speech defect or affectation characterized by Usping
2 : a sound resembling a lisp

Us pen.dens \'Iis-'pen-,denz\ n [L] : a pending lawsuit
liS-SOme also lis-som \"lis-3m\ adj [alter, of lithesome} 1 : easily
flexed : LrrnE 2 ; nimble — liS'Some.ly adv — lis*some«ness n
UiSt \'Iist\ vb [ME lysten. fr. OE lystan; akin to OE lust} vt ; please,
surr ^ vi : wish, choose

21ist n [ME, prob. fr. lysten} archaic : inclination, craving
31ist vb [ME listen, fr. OE hlystan, fr. hlyst hearing, fr. hlysnan}
vi : listen -^ vt, archaic ; to listen to : hear

4list n [ME. fr. OE Ilste; akin to OHG I'lsta edge, Alb /eM] 1 a obs
; a strip of cloth b : listel c : selvage d : a band or strip of
any material; esp : a narrow strip of wood cut from the edge of a
plank or board 2 pi but sing or pi in constr a : an arena for
jousting b : an arena for combat c : a field of competition or
controversy 3 obs : limit, boundary 4 : stripe

*list vt 1 : to cut away a narrow strip (as sapwood) from the edge
of 2 : to prepare or plant (land) in ridges and furrows with a lister

6list n [F liste, fr. It lista, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG lista}

1 : roll, roster 2 : index, catalog
Tlist vt 1 a : to make a list of : enumerate b : to include on a list

: REGISTER 2 : to put (oneself) down 3 archaic : recruit '— vi

1 archaic ; enlist 2 : to become entered in a catalog with a selling

price
siist vb [origin unknown] vi : to lean to one side ; tilt ^ vt \ io
cause to list

9list n : a deviation from the vertical : tilt
liS-tel X'list-'l, hs-'tel\ n [F, fr. It listello, dim. of lista fillet, roster]

; a narrow band in architecture : fillet
UlS.ten \'Iis-'n\ vb lis-ten-ing \'lis-nio, -='n-io_\ [ME listnen, fr.

OE hlysnan; akin to Skt srosati he hears, OE Mud loud] vt. archaic
: to give ear to : hear '^ vi 1 : to pay attention to sound <---' to
music) 2 : to hear with thoughtful attention : heed <---' to a plea)
3 : to be alert to catch an expected sound <~ for his step) —
liS'ten-er \'lis-nar, -'n-3r\ n

2listen n : an act of listening

listen in VJ 1 : to tune in to or monitor a broadcast 2 : to give
ear to a conversation without participating in it; esp ; eavesdrop— liS'ten*er-in X.hs-ns-'rin, .Hs-^n-g-X n
Uist-er \'lis-t3r\ n : one that lists or catalogs
blister n 1 : a double-moldboard plow often equipped with a
subsoiling attachment and used mainly where rainfall is limited

2 : a lister plow with an attachment for dropping seeds into the
furrow

list'ing n 1 : an act or instance of making or including in a list

2 : something that is listed

list*less \'list-las\ adj : characterized by lack of inclination or
impetus to exertion : languid — list.less-ly adv — list-less-ness n

list price n ; the basic price of an item as published in a catalog,
price list, or advertisement but subject to trade, quantity, and
other discounts

lit past oj light
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lit.a.ny \'lit-'n-c, 'm-nc\ n [ME letanie, fr. OF, fr. LL litania,

fr. LGk litaneia, fr. Gk. entreaty, fr. litanos entreating; akin to

OE I'lm lime] 1 : a prayer consisting of a series of invocations and
supplications by the leader with alternate responses by the con-
gregation 2 : a,resonant or repetitive recital or chant

U'tChl \'lT-(,)che, 'le-\ n [Chin (Pek) U* chih^'\ : the oval fruit of a
tree {Litchi chinensis) of the soapberry family having a hard scaly

outer covering, small hard seed, and flesh surrounding the seed

that when dried is firm, sweetish, and black and constitutes the

edible part of the fruit; also l the tree bearing this fruit

-lile \,ITt\ n comb Jorm [F. alter, of -lithe, fr. Gk lithos stone]

: mineral <rhodo//re> : rock <aero/i7e> : fossil <ichno/i7e>

li-ter \*let-9r\ 71 [F Hire, fr. ML Utra, a measure, fr. Gk, a weight]

: a metric unit of capacity equal to the volume of one kilogram of

water at 4°C and at stiindard atmospheric pressure of 760 milli-

meters of mercury — see metric svstem table

lit.er.a.cy \'Ut-a-r3-se, 'li-tra-N n : the quahty or state of being
literate

lit.er-al \'Ut-3-r3l, 'li-tralV adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML litteralis, fr. L,

of a letter, fr. litiera letter] 1 a : according with the letter of the

scriptures b : adhering to fact or to the ordinary construction

or primary meaning of a term or expression c : plain, unadorned
d : characterized by a concern mainly with facts : prosaic 2 : of,

relating to, or expressed in letters 3 : reproduced word for word
: EXACT, verbatim — lit-cr-al-ly \'ht-ar-(3-)le. 'h-tr3-le\ adv
— lit»er.al.ness \'lit-3-ral-n9s, 'h-tral-\ n

lit>er<al.isin X'lit-s-ra-.liz-am, 'li-ira-\ n 1 : adherence to the
explicit substance of an idea or expression 2 : fidelity to observ-
able fact : realism — lit-er-al-ist \-last\ n — lit-er-aMs-Uc
\.lit-3-r3-'lis-Uk, .li-lr3-\ adj

lit-er<al*i.ty \,lit-3-'ral-at-e\ n : the quality or state of being
literal : lfteralness

lH.fir.al>izfi-,\'iit-a-ra-,lT7 'U-tr3-\ vt : to make literal
' Jlit^£riai..lUyA.lit-3-'rer-3-le_\ ativ : in a literary manner
lit<er>ar>i*ness \'lit-a-,rer-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
literary

Iit.er.ary \'lit-3-,rer-e\ adj 1 a : of. relating to, or having the

characteristics of letters, humane learning, or literature b : book-
ish 2 c : of or relating to books 2 a : well-read b : of or
relating to men of letters or writing as a profession

ilit.er.ate \'lit-9-r3t, 'li-tratV adj [ME lilerat, fr. L litteratus

marked with letters, literate, fr. litterae letters, Uterature, fr. pi. of
litiera'l 1 a : educated, cultured b : able to read and write
2a: versed in literature or creative writing ; literary b : pol-
ished, lucid — lit.er.atC'ly adv

iliterate n 1 : an educated person 2 : one who can read and write

li.te.ra.U \,lit-3-'rat-(.)e\ n pi [It, fr. L litterati, pi. of litteratus^

1 : the educnted class : intelligentsia 2 : men of letters

lit.er.a.tim \,Ut-3-'rat-3m, -'rat-X adv {or adj) [ML, fr. L littera']

: letter for letter

llt.er.a.tor \'lit-3-,rat-3r, ,ljt-3-'rat-\ n : LriTERATEim
lit.er.a.tuie \'lit-a-ra-,chu(3)r, 'U-tr3-,chu(3)r, m-3(r)-,chu(3)r,
-char, -,t(y)u(3)r\ n, ojten attrib 1 archaic : literary culture
2 : the production of hterary work esp. as an occupation 3a; writ-

ings in prose or verse; esp : writings having excellence of form or
expression and expressing ideas of permanent or universal interest

b : the body of writings on a particular subject c : printed matter
(as leaflets or circulars) 4 : the aggregate of musical compositions

lith- or lithe- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk, fr. lithos'\ 1 : stone </i//iology>

2 [NL lithium} : lithium </irMc>

-lith \.Uth\ n comb jorm [NL -lithus & F -lithe, fr. Gk Uthos'\

1 a : structure or implement of stone <mega/ir/i> <eo/i7/z> b ; arti-

ficial stone <grano/ir/(> 2 : calculus ^urolith) 3 : -lite (laccoUthy
li.tharge \'lilh-."arj, lith-'\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L lithargyrus. fr. Gk
lithargyros, fr. lithos ¥ areyros silver — more at argej^t] : a fused
lead monoxide; broadly : lead monoxide

lithe \*lilh, 'lTth\ adj [ME, fr. OE Hthe gentle; akin to OHG lindt

gentle, L lenius slow] 1 : lissomely agile : easily flexed ; supple,
resilient 2 : characterized by effortless grace — lithe.ly adv —
llthe.ness n

lithe.some \'lTtti-s3m, 'lTth-\ adj : lissome
litli.ia \'lith-e-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk lilhos} : lithium oxide LizQ ob-
tained as a white crystalline substance

li.thi.a.sis \Iith-'T-3-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk, fr. mhos'] : the formation
of stony concretions in the body (as in the gall bladder)

litlua water n z a mineral water containing lithium salts

lith.ic \'Uth-ik\ adj [Gk lithikos, fr. lithos] 1 : of, relating to, or
made of stone 2 : of or relating to Uthium — lith>i>cal.ly \-i-
k(3-)le\ adv

•lith'ic \'lith-ik\ adj comb jorm ilithic'] : relating to or characteristic
of a (specified) stage in man's use of stone as a cultural tool
<Neo/i//iic>

lith.i.um \'hth-e-3m\ n [NL. fr. liihia'i : a soft silver-white univalent
element of the alkali metal group that is the lightest metal known
and that is used esp. in nuclear reactions and metallurgy — see
ELEMENT table
ilithO'giaph \'lith-3-,graf\ vr : to produce, copy, or portray by
lithography ~ li.tho.gra.pher Mith-'ag-rs-fsr, 'hth-3-,graf-ar\ n
^lithograph n : a print made by lithography — litho.graph>ic
\,lith-3-'graf-ik\ ac?> — litho. graph.j.cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

U.thog.ra.phy \lith-'ag-r3-fe\ n [G lithographic, fr. lith- + -graphic
-graphy] 1 : the process of printing from a plane surface (as a
smooth stone or metal plate) on which the image to be printed is

ink-receptive and the blank area ink-repellent 2 ; planography
lithQ.Iog.ic \,lith-3-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to lithology —
litho.log. i.cal \-i-ksl\ ad; — litho.log.i.caMy \-i-k(3-)lc\ adv

li.thol.Q.gy \lith-'al-3-je\ n 1 : the study of rocks 2 : the character
of a rock formation
lithcmarge \'lith-3-.marj\ n ilith- + L marga mad] : a smooth
compact common kaolin

Utho.phyte \'hth-3-.fTt\ n [F, fr. lith- + -phyte] 1 : an organism
(as a coral) having a hard stony structure or skeleton 2 ; a plant
that grows on the surface of rocks — lithe. phyt-ic \,lith-3-'fit-ik\

litho.pene \'lith-3-,p6n\ n [ISV lith- + Gk ponos work] : a white
pigment consisting essentially of a precipitated zinc sulfide and
barium sulfate

litho-print \'lith-3-,print\ vt : to print by offset or photo-offset
litho-sol \'lith-3-,saI, -,s61\ n ilith- -\- L solum soil] : an azonal

shallow soil consisting of imperfectly weathered rock fragments
litho-sphere \'lith-3-,sfi(3)r\ n [ISV] ; the solid part of the earth

li.thot.o.my \lith-'at-a-me\ n [LL lithotomia, fr. Gk, fr. lithotbmein

to perform a lithotomy, fr. lith- + temnein to cut — more at tome]
: surgical incision of the urinary bladder for removal of a stone

Lith.u.a.nian \.lith-(y)3-'wa-ne-3n. -nysnX n 1 : a native or in-

habitant of Lithuania 2 : the Baltic language of the Lithuanian
people — Lithuanian adj

lit'i.ga.hle \'lit-i-g3-b3l\ adj : capable of being htigated

lit.i.gant \'lit-i-g3nt\ n : one engaged in a lawsuit — litigant adj

lit-i-gate \'Iit-3-.gat\ vb [L Utigatus, pp. of litigare, fr. lit-, lis law-
suit + agere to drive — more at agent] vi ; to carry on a legal con-
test by judicial process '»- vrl archaic ; dispufe- 2 ; to contest in

law — lit-i<ga.tion \,lit-3-'ga-sh3n\ n
li.ti.gious \l3-'tij-3s, li-\ adj [ME, fr. MF littgieux, fr. L litigiosus,

fr. litigium dispute, fr. litigare} 1 a : disputatious, contentious
b : prone to engage in lawsuits 2 a obs : disputable b ; subject to

htigation 3 : of, relating to. or marked by litigation — U.U.gions-
ly adv — li.ti.gious.ness n

lit.mus \'lit-m3s\ n [of Scand origin; akin to ON Htmosi herbs used
in dyeing, fr. litr color + mosi moss; akin to OHG ant/izzi face, L
vultus, and to OE mos moss] : a coloring matter from lichens that

turns red in acid solutions and blue in alkaline solutions and is used
as an acid-base indicator

litmus paper n : unsized paper colored with litmus

li*to*les \'nt-3-,tez, 'Ut-\ n, pi litotes [Gk litotes, fr. litos simple;
akin to Gk leios smooth — more at lime) : understatement in which
an affirmative is expressed by the negative of the contrary (as in

"not a bad singer")
li.tre \'let-3r\ var of LffER

lit.ten \'lit-'n\ adj [alter, of lit, pp. of light} archaic : UGmrED
Uit-ter \'!it-3r\ n [ME, fr. OF litiere, fr. lit bed, fr. L lectus — more
at lie] 1 a : a covered and curtained couch provided with shafts

and used for carrying a single passenger b : a device (as a stretcher)

for carrying a sick or injured person 2 a : material used as bedding
for animals b : the uppermost slightly decayed layer of organic
matter on the forest floor 3 : the offspring at one birth of a multi-

parous animal 4 : an untidy accumulation of objects lying about
,: RUBBISH — Ut'tery \-3-re\ adj
2litter vt 1 : bed la 2 : to give birth to (young) 3 a : to strew
with scattered articles b : to scatter about in disorder « vi 1 ; to

give birth to a Utter 2 : to strew Utter

lit.te-rae hu-ma.ni-o.res \"lit-3-,ri-hU-.man-e-'o(3)r-.as, -'6(3)r-\

n pi [ML, lit., more humane letters] : HUMANmES
lit.ter.a.teur \,lit-3-r3-'t3r, ,U-tr3-\ n [F litterateur, fr. L Utterator

critic, fr. litteratus literate] : a literary man; esp : a professional

lit.ter.bug \'Ut-3r-,b3g\ n : one that Utters a pubUc area with
refuse

Uit-tle \'Ut-'l\ adj lit-Uer X'lit-n-ar, "lit-IsrV or less \'les\ or

less-er \'les-3r\ Ut-Uesl \'lit-^l-3st, 'lit-l3st\ or least \'lest\ [ME
littel, fr. OE lylel: akin to OHG luzzil Uttle, Lith liusti to be sad]

1 : not big; as a : small in size or extent : tiny <has ^ feet) h oj a
plant or animal : small in comparison with related forms c : small

in number d : small in condition, distinction, or scope e : narrow,
MEAN i : pleasingly small 2 : not much: as a : existing only in a
small amount or to a shght degree b : short in duration : brief

3 : small in importance or interest : trivial syn see small — lit-

tle-ness VUt-^I-nasX n

2little adv less \'les\ least \'lest\ 1 a : in only a small quantity or

degree ; sughtly b : not at all 2 : infrequently, rarely
aiittle n 1 : a smaU am6unt or quantity 2 a : a short Ume b : a

short distance — in little : on a small scale; esp : in miniature

Little Bear n : ursa minor
Little Hours n pi : the offices of prime, terce, sext, and none
little leal \'Ut-='l-, (l)ef\ n : a plant disorder characterized by small and
often chlorotic and distorted foliage: as a : a zinc-deficiency disease

of deciduous woody plants (as grape, peach, pecan) b usu little-

leal disease : a destructive disease of southern pines (as Pinus

echinata) of unknown cause
lit.tle-neck clam \,lit-^l-.nek-\ n [Littleneck Bay, Long Island,

N.Y.] : a young quahog suitable to be eaten raw
Little Office n : an office in honor of the Virgin Mary like but shorter

than the Divine Office

little slam n : the winning of all tricks except one in bridge

little theater n : a small theater for low-cost experimental drama
designed for a relatively Umited audience
Uit.to.ral \'lit-3-r3l; ,lit-3-*ral, -'ral\ adj [L litoralis, fr. litor-, litus

seashore] : of, relating to, or situated or growing on or near a shore

esp. of the sea
^littoral n : a coastal region

li-tur-gi.cal \i3-'t3r-ji-k3l, li-\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or having
the characteristics of hlurgy b : prescribed by the rubrics 2 : us-

ing or favoring ihe use of hturgy — li-tur-gi-cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

li.tur.gics \-jiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr I the study of formal

public worship
li.tur.gi.ol-o.gist \-,t3r-je-'al-3-j3st\ n : LrruRGiffr 2

li.tur-gi-ol-o.gy \-'al-3-je\ n : ltturgics

lit.ur-gist \'Ut-3r-J3st\ n 1 : one who adheres to, compiles, or leads

a liturgy 2 : a specialist in liturgies

lit-ur-gy \'lit-3r-je\ n [LL liturgia, fr. Gk leitourgia, fr. (assumed)
Gk (Attic) leitos public (fr. Gk laos — AtUc leos — people) +
-ourgia -urgy] 1 : a rite or body of rites prescribed for public

worship 2 ojten cap ; a eucharistic rite

liv.ahil'i.ty \,liv-3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : survival expectancy : viabiuty
— used esp. of poultry and livestock 2 : suitability for human
hving

liv.able also live.able \'liv-3-b3l\ adj 1 : suitable for living In or
with 2 : endurable — liv.able.ness n

ilive \'liv\ vb [ME liven, fr. OE libban; akin to OHG leben to live, L
caelebs unmarried] vi 1 : to be alive : have the life of an animal or

plant 2 : to continue alive 3 : to maintain oneself : subsist

4 : to conduct or pass one's Ufe ilived up to his principles)

5 : dwell, reside 6 : to attain eternal life 7 : to remain in human
memory or record 8 : to have a Ufe rich in experience 9 : CO-
habft ^ vt 1 : to pass through or spend the duration of 2 : en-
act, practice 3 : to exhibit vigor, gusto, or enthusiasm in

nive \'ITv\ adj [short for alive} 1 : having Ufe : living 2 : abound-
ing with life : VIVID 3 : exerting force or containing energy: as
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a : ARRE, GLOWING <'^ clgar> b ! Connected to electric powei
C : charged with explosives and containing shot or a bullet (--^ am-
munition); also : UNEXPLODED <--" bomb> d : imparting or driveiL
by power e : charged with fissionable material 4 : of continuing
or current interest : unclosed <"- issue) 5 : being in a pure nativ^
state 6 : of bright vivid color 7 : being in play <a ^ ball>
8 a ; not yet printed from or plated (.-^ type) b : not yet typeset
<'--' copy) 9 a : of or involving the actual presence of real people
(--- audience) b : broadcast directly at the time of production
stead of from recorded or filmed material <a '-- radio program)

live-bear-ing \'lTv-'ba(3)r-io, -'be(9)r-\ adj : viviparous
live-box \-,baks\ n ; a box or pen suspended in water to keep
aquatic animals alive

lived \'lTvd, 'livd\ adj [ME, fr. lij life] ; having a Ufe of a specified
kind or length <long-//ved>

live down vt ; to live so as to wipe out the memory or effects of
live-lor-ev-er \'liv-f9-,rev-ar\ n : sedum
live._li.hood \'lTv-le-,hud\ n [ME livelode course of life. fr. OE
lijlad. fr. Uj + lud course — more at lode] 1 ; means of support or
subsistence 2 ohs ; liveliness

live.li'ly \'lTv-l3-le\ adv ; in a lively manner
live>li>ness yiiv-le-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being lively
live.long \,liv-,l6o\ adj [ME lej long, fr. lej dear + long — more at
LIEF] : WHOLE, ENTIRE <the '^ day)

live.ly \'lTv-le\ adj [ME, fr. OE UjUc, fr. Uj life] 1 obs : living
2 : ANIMATED, VIGOROUS 3 : ACTIVE, INTENSE 4 I BRILLIANT,
FRESH <a •^, flashing wit) 5 : enlivening, sparkling 6 : quick to
rebound ; resilient 7 : responding readily to the helm <a -^ boat)
8 : full of life, movement, or incident — lively adv
Syn ANIMATED. VIVACIOUS. SPRIGHTLY, GAY: LIVELY SUggCStS

briskness, alertness, or energy; animated applies to what is spirited,
active, and sparkling; vivacious suggests an activeness of gesture
and wit. often playful or alluring; sprightly suggests lightness and
spirited vigor of manner or of wit; gay stresses complete freedom
from care and overflowing spirits

liv-en \'1T-V3n\ vb liv-en*iug \'lTv-(3-)nio\ vt ; enliven -*- v/ : to
become lively

live oak \'ir-,v5k\ n : any of several American evergreen oaks
iliv-er \'liv-sr\ n [ME. fr. OE lijer; akin to OHG lebra liver]
1 a : a large very vascular glandular organ of vertebrates that
secretes bile and causes important changes in many of the sub-
stances contained in the blood (as by converting sugars into glycogen
which it stores up until required and in forming urea) b : any of
various large compound glands associated with the digestive tract
of invertebrate animals and prob. concerned with the secretion of
digestive enzymes 2 archaic : a determinant of the quality or temper
of a man 3 : the tissue of the liver (as of a calf or pig) eaten as food— Uv-ered \-ard\ adj

2liv-er \'liv-3r\ n 1 : one that lives esp. in a specified way <a fast
'^) 2 : resident

liver fluke n : any of various trematode worms (as Fasciola hepatica)
that invade the mammalian liver

liy.er.ied \'liv-(s-)red\ adj ; wearing a livery
liv-er-ish \'liv-(3->rish\ adj 1 ; resembling liver esp. in color
2 a : suffering from liver disorder ; bilious b ; crabbed, melan-
choly — liv-er-ish-ness n

liver sausage n : a sausage containing cooked ground liver and lean
pork trimmings — called also liver pudding
liv-er-wort X'liv-ar-.wart, -,w6(9)rt\ /i 1 : a bryophyte of a class
(Hepaticae^ related to and resembling the mosses but differing in
reproduction, development, and in the structure of the gametophyte
2 ; hepatica

liv.er-wurst \'Iiv-9(r)-,w3rst, -.wu(a)rst; 'liv-3r-,wast\ n [part
trans, of G leberwurst, fr. leber liver + wurst sausage] : liver
sausage
Uiv.ery \'!iv-(3-)re\ n, ojten aitrib [ME, fr. OF livree, lit., delivery,
fr. livrer to deliver, fr. L liberare to free — more at liberate]
1 archaic : the apportioning of provisions esp. to servants ; allow-
ance 2 a : the distinctive clothing or badge formerly worn by the
retainers of a person of rank b : a servant's uniform c : distinctive
dress : garb 3 archaic a : one's retainers or retinue b : the mem-
bers of a British livery company 4 a : ihe feeding, stabling, and
care of horses for pay b : a stable keeping horses and usu. carriages
for hire c : a concern offering vehicles of any of various kinds for
rent 5 : the act of delivering legal possession of property

2livery adj 1 ; resembling Uver 2 : suggesting liver disorder ; liver-
ish

livery company n ; any of various London craft or trade associa-
tions that are descended from medieval guilds

liv.ery.man\'liv-(3-)re-m3n\n 1 arcftmc : a liveried retainer 2:a
freeman of the city of London entitled to wear the livery of the com-
pany to which he belongs 3 : the keeper of a vehicle-rental service

livery stable n ; a stable where horses and vehicles are kept for hire
and where stabling is provided

lives pi oj life
live steam n : steam direct from a boiler and under full pressure
live.stock \'lTv-,stak\ n : animals kept or raised for use or pleasure;
esp : farm animals kept for use and profit

live wire n : an alert, active, aggressive person
liv.id \'liv-3d\ adj [F livide, fr. L lividus, fr. livere to be blue; akin to
OE slah sloe. Russ sUva plum] 1 : discolored by bruising : blacks
and-blue 2 : ashen, pallid — U-vid-i'ty \liv-'id-3t-e\ n —
liv>id>ness \'liv-ad-n3s\ n
Uiv-ing \'liv-io\ adj \ a : having life b : active, functioning
2 a : exhibiting the life or motion of nature : natural b : =live
3 a : full of life or vigor (made mathematics a -^ subject) b : true
to life : vivid c : suited for living <the ^ area) 4 ; involving living
persons 5 : very — used as an intensive — liv-ing.ness n
syn living, alive, animate, animated, vital mean having or

showing life, living and alive apply to organic bodies having life

as opposed to those from which life has gone; animate is used chiefly
in direct opposition to inanimate to denote things capable of life;

animated is applied to that which comes alive and active or is given
motion simulating life; vital often suggests the opposite of
mechanical in implying the energy and esp. the power to grow and
reproduce characteristic of life

^living n 1 : the condition of being alive 2 : conduct or manner of

typical lizard

loath

life 3a; means of subsistence : livelihood b archaic : estate,
property c Brit : benehce l

living death n : life emptied of joys and satisfactions
living room /i l : a room in a residence used for the common social
activities of the occupants 2 : lebensraum — called also living
space

living wage n : a wage sufficient to live on and to meet reasonable
mental, moral, and physical needs

lix.iv.i-ate \lik-'siv-e-.at\ vt [LL lixivium lye, fr. L lixivius made of
lye, fr. lixa lye — more at liquid] : to extract a soluble constituent

r from (a solid mixture) by washing or percolation — llx*iv.i.a.tion
^ \(,)lik-.siv-e-'a-sh3n\ n
liz.ard \'liz-ard\ n [ME User0"
fr. MF laisarde, fr. L lacerta;
akin to L lacertus muscle —
more at leg] : any of a suborder
(Lacertilia) of reptiles distin-
guished from the snakes by a
fused inseparable lower jaw, a
single temporal opening, two
pairs of well differentiated functional limbs which may be lacking In
burrowing forms, external ears, and eyes with movable lids; broadly
: any relatively long-bodied reptile (as a crocodile or dinosaur)
with legs and tapering tail

lla>ma \*lam-3\ n [Sp, fr. Quechua] : any of several wild and do-
mesticated So. American ruminants related to the camels but smaller
and without a hump; esp ; the domesticated guanaco used in the
Andes as a beast of burden and a source of wool

Lloyd's \'l6idz\ n : an association of individual underwriters in
London specializing in marine insurance and shipping news and
insuring for losses of almost every conceivable kind

lo \'16\ inferj [ME. fr. OE /a] — used to call attention or to express
wonder or surprise

loach \'16ch\ n [ME loche, fr. MF] ; any of a family (Cobitidae) of
small Old World freshwater fishes related to the carps
lload \'lod\ n [ME lod, fr. OE lad support, carrying — more at
lode] 1 a : whatever is put on a man or pack animal to be carried
: PACK b : whatever is put in a ship or vehicle or airplane for con-
veyance ; CARGO; specij : a quantity of material assembled or packed
as a shipping unit c ; the quantity that can be carried at one time
by a specified means; specij : a measured quantity of a commodity
fixed for each type of carrier — often used in combination <a boat-
load of tourists) 2 a : a mass or weight supported by something
b : the forces to which a structure is subjected due to superposed
weight or to wind pressure on the vertical surfaces 3 a : some-
thing that weighs down the mind or spirits <a ^ of care) b : a bur-
densome or laborious responsibility 4 slang : an intoxicating amount
of liquor drunk 5 : a large quantity : lot— usu. used in pi. 6 a : a
charge for a firearm b ; the quantity of material loaded into a
device at one time 7 : external resistance overcome by a machine
or prime mover 8a: power output fas of a power plant) b : a
device to which power is delivered 9 a (l) ; the amount of work that
a person carries or is expected to carry (2) : the amount of auth-
orized work to be performed by a machine, a group, a department,
or a factory b : the demand upon the operating resources of a
system - (as a telephone exchange or a refrigerating apparatus)
10 slang : EYEFUL; also : earful — used in the phrase get a load oj

2load vt 1 a : to put a load in or on b ; to place in or on a means of
conveyance 2 a : to encumber or oppress with something heavy,
laborious, or disheartening : burden b : to place as a burden or
obligation <•--' more work on him) 3 a : to increase <he weight of
by adding something heavy b : to add a conditioning substance (as
a mineral salt) to for body; esp : to add filler to (paper) o : to
weight (dice) to fall unfairly d : bias e : to weight (as a test) with
factors influencing validity or outcome 4 : to supply in abundance
or excess : heap 5 a : to put a load or charge in <~ a gun)
b : to place or insert as a load ('^ film in a camera) 6 : to alter by
adding an adulterant or drug 7 a : to add loading to (an insurance
premium) b : to add a sum to after profits and expenses are ac-
counted for {^ed prices) ~ v/ 1 : to receive a load 2 : to put a
load on or in a carrier, device, or container; specij ; to insert the
charge or cartridge in the chamber of a firearm

load.ed adj 1 slang : drunk 2 : having a large amount of money
load.er \'Iod-3r\ n ; one that loads
load'ing n 1 : a cargo, weight, or stress placed on something 2 : an
amount added (as to the net premium in insurance) to represent
business expenses, future contingencies, or profit 3 : material used
to load something ; filler

load line n : the line on a ship indicating the depth to which it

sinks in the water when properly loaded
load-star var oj lodestar
load'Stone var oj lodestone
iloal \'l6f\ n. pi loaves \'lovz\ [ME loj, fr. OE Maj: akin to OHG
hleih loaf] 1 : a shaped or molded mass of bread 2 : a regularly

molded often rectangular mass: as a : a conical mass of sugar
b : a dish (as of seasoned meat or fish) baked in the form of a loaf

2loaf vi [prob. back-formation fr. loajer} : to spend time in idleness

loaf.er \'lo-f3r\ n [perh. short for landloajer, fr. G landldujer tramp,
fr. land + Idujer runner] : one that loafs : idler
Loafer trademark — used for a low leather step-in shoe with an
upper resembling the moccasin but with a broad flat heel

loam \'lom, 'llJm\ n [ME lorn. fr. OE lam: akin to OE lim lime]

1 ; a mixture composed chiefly of moistened clay 2 : soil; sped]
: a soil consisting of a friable mixture of varying proportions of
clay, silt, and sand — loamy \'lo-^me, 'lli-N adj
lloan \'l6n\ n [ME /on. fr. ON Ian: akin to OE Ixn loan, leon to
lend, L linquere to leave, Gk Ieipein'\ 1 a : money lent at interest

b : something lent for the borrower's temporary use 2 : the grant
of temporary use 3 : loanword

3ioan vt : lend
loan.ing \'lo-nio\ n 1 dial Brit : lane 2 dial Brit 1 a milking yard
loan translation n ; a compound, derivative, or phrase introduced
into a language through translation of the constituent parts of a
term in another language (as reason oj stale from French raison
d^eiat)

loan.word\'lon-,w3rd\ n : a word taken from another language and
at least partly naturalized

loath V'loth, 'loth\ adj [ME loth loathsome, fr. OE lath; akin to

abttt; ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; ^ cot. cart; au out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; i life
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OHG leid loathsome, Olr Uuss aversion] : unwilling to do some-
thing contrary to one's likes, sympathies, or ways of thinking ; re-
luctant syn see disinclined — Ioatli*ness n

loathe \'loth\ vt [ME lothen, fr. OE lalhian, fr. lathi ; to disUke
greatly ; detest syn see hate

loath.ing \'lo-thij]\ n ; extreme disgust : detestation
Uoath-ly \'16th-le. 'loth-\ adj : loathsome, repulsive
2loath>ly \'loth-Ie, *16th-\ adv : unwillingly
loath.some \'loth-s3m. 'Iotli-\ adj [ME lothsum, fr. /o^Aevil, fr. OE
lath, fr. lath, adj.] : exciting loathing — loath•some-ly adv —
loath.sorae'ness n

loathy yio-tJie, -the\ adj : loathsome
Uob \'lab\ n [prob. of LG origin; akin to LG lubbe coarse person]
dial Brit '. a dull heavy person ; lout

21oh vb lobhed; lob-hing Uob (a loosely hanging object)] vr 1 ar-
chaic : to let hang heavily ; droop 2 : to throw, hit, or propel
slowly in or as if in a high arc -*- vi 1 : to move slowly and heavily
2 ; to hit a tennis baU easily in a high arc

3lOb n 1 : a. cricket ball bowled or thrown underhand usu. slowly
2 : a tennis ball hit slowly in a high arc

lob- or lobo- comb jorm [lobel : lobe </o6ar> </o6otomy>
lO'bar \'lo-b3r, -,bar\ adj : of or relating to a lobe
lo.bate \'16-,bat\ also lo-bat-ed \-,bat-9d\ adj [NL lobatus, fr. LL
lobusl 1 : having lobes 2 : resembling a lobe — lo.bate*ly adv

lO'ba.tion \]o-'ba-sh3n\ n 1 a ; the quaUty or state of being lobed
b : the formation of lobes
or lobules 2 a ; lobe
b : lobule
Uob.by \'lab-e\ n [ML
lobium gallery, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG
louba porch] 1 : a corridor
or ball connected with a
larger room or series of lobation: i lobed, 2 cleft,
rooms and used as a pas- j parted, 4 divided
sageway or waiting room:
as a : an anteroom of a legislative chamber; esp : one of two
anterooms of a British parliamentary chamber to which members go
to vote during a division b : a large hall serving as a foyer (as of a
hotel or theater) 2 ; a group of persons engaged in lobbying esp. as
representatives of a particular interest group

2lobby vj ; to conduct activities aimed at influencing pubhc officials

and esp. members of a legislative body on legislation and other
policy decisions ~ v/ : to promote (as a project) or secure the
passage of (as legislation) by influencing public officials — lob-
by. er n — lob. by.ism \-e-,iz-3m\ n — lob'by.ist \-e-ast\ n

lobe \'lob\ n [MF, fr. LL lobus, fr. Gk lotos — more at sleep] : a
curved or rounded projection or division; specij ; a usu. somewhat
rounded projection or division of a bodily organ or part

lo.beC'to-my \lo-'bek-t3-me\ n [ISV] : surgical removal of a lobe
of an organ (as a lung) or gland

lobed \'lobd\ adj : lobate 1

lO'be.lla \Io-'bel-ya, -'be-Ie-sX n [NL, genus name, fr. Matthias de
Lobel 11616 Flem botanist] ; any of a genus {Lobelia of the family
Lobeliaceae, the lobelia family) of widely distributed and often
cultivated herbaceous plants

lob.lol.ly \'Iab-.lal-e\ n [prob. fr. E dial, lob (to boil) + obs. E
dial, lolly broth] 1 dial a : a thick gruel b ; a miry mess 2 dial
: lout

lo-bo \'lo-(,)b6\ n [Sp, wolf, fr. L lupus — more at wolf] : a wolf
{Canis lupus lycaon) formerly common over much of No. America— called also timber wolj

lo.bot.Q.my \lo-'bat-3-me\ n [ISV] : incision Into the brain (as
into the frontal lobes) to sever nerve fibers for the relief of some
mental disorders and tensions

lob-scouse \'rab-,skaus\ n [origin unknown] : a sailor's dish pre-
pared by stewing or baking bits of meat with vegetables and
hardtack

lob.ster \'lab-st3r\ n [ME, fr. OE loppeslre, fr.

loppe spider; akin to ME sloberen to slobber]
1 a : a large marine decapod crustacean (family
Homaridae) commonly used for food; esp : one
of a genus (Homarus) including the American
lobster (//. americanus) and the European lobster
{H. vulgaris) of the Atlantic coasts and the very
small Cape lobster {H. capensis) of southern
Africa b : spiny lobster 2 : a stupid or awk-
ward person : lummox

lobster New-burg or lobster New.burgh
\,lab-st3r-'n (y i Li-,b3rg\ n [origin unknown]
: cooked lobster meat heated usu. in a chafing
dish in a sauce of cream, egg yolk, and sherry

lobster pot n : an oblong case with slat sides and a
funnel-shaped net used as a trap for catching
lobsters

lobster ther.mi-dor \,lab-st3r-'th5r-m3-,d6(3lr\ n : a mixture of
cooked lobster meat, mushrooms, cream, egg yolks, and sherry
stuffed into a lobster shell and browned

lob-u-lar \'lab-y3-l3r\ adj : of, relating to, or resembling a lobule—
lob'U.lar.ly adv

lob.u-late \"lab-y3-lat\ also lob.u-lat.ed \-,Iat-3d\ adj : made up
of or provided with lobules — lob-u-la-tion \,Iab-ya- la-shan\ n

lob.ule \'lab-(,)yuoM\ n : a small lobe; also : a subdivision of a
lobe — lob-u-lose \'Iab-y3-.los\ adj
Uo.cal \'lo-k3l\ adj [ME localle, fr. MF local fr. LL localis, fr. L
locus place — more at stall] 1 : characterized by or relating to
position in space 2 : characterized by, relating to. or occupying a
particular place 3 : not broad or genera] 4 a ; primarily serving
the needs of a particular limited district h oj a public conveyance
; making all the stops on its run 5 : involving or affecting only a
restricted part of the organism : topical — lo.caLly \-k9-le\ adv

3local n : a local person or thing: as a : a local train, elevator, or
other public conveyance b : a local or particular branch, lodge, or
chapter of an organization

local color n : color in writing derived from the presentation of the
features and peculiarities of a particular locality and its inhabitants

lO.cale \lo-'kai\ n [modif. of F local, fr. local adj.] 1 : a place or
locality esp. when viewed in relation to a particular event or char-
acteristic 2 : site, scene

local government n : the government of a specific local area con-

stituting a subdivision of a nation, state, or other major political
unit; also : the body of persons constituting such a government
lo.cal.ism \'16-k3-,Iiz-9m\ n l : affection or partiality for a par-
ticular place : sectionalism 2 ; a local idiom or peculiarity of
speaking or acting

lo-cal.i.ty \lo-"kal-3t-e\ n 1 : the fact or condition of having a lo-
cation in space or time 2 ; a particular spot, situation, or location

lo.cal-iza.tion \,16-k3-l^'za-sh3n\ n : an act of locaUzmg : the
state of being localized

lo.cal.ize \'lo-k3-,lTz\ vt : to make local «- vi : to collect in a
specific or limited area

local option n : the power granted by a legislature to a political
subdivision to determine by popular vote the local appHcability of
a law on a^ controversial issue

lO'Cate \'lo-,kat, lo-'\ vb [L locatus. pp. of locare to place, fr.
locusi vi : to establish oneself or one's business : settle ~ v/ 1 : to
determine or indicate the place, site, or limits of 2 : to set or estab-
lish in a particular spot ; station 3 : to determine the location of
4 : to find or fixthe place of in a sequence — lo.cat-er n

lO'Ca.tlon \lo-'ka-shan\ n 1 ; the act or process of locating
2 a : a position or site occupied or available for occupancy or
marked by some distinguishing feature : situation b : a tract of
land designated for a purpose c : a place outside a motion-picture
studio where a picture or part of it is filmed — Io.ca.tion*al
\-shn3l, -shan-^lX adj — lo>ca.tion.al.ly \-e\ adv
Uoc.a-tive \'lak-3t-iv\ n [L locus + E -ative (as in vocative)^ : the
locative case or a word in that case

^locative adj : of or being a grammatical case that denotes place or
the place where or wherein

Icca.tor \'16-,kat-ar, 16-'\ n : one that locates; specij : one that
locates land or a mining claim

loch \'lak, 'lak\ n [ME (Sc) louch, fr. ScGael loch; akin to L lacus
lake] 1 Scot : lake 2 Scot ; a bay or arm of the sea esp. when
nearly landlocked

loci pi oj locus
Uock \'lak\ n [ME lok, fr. OE locc: akin to OHG loc lock, L luctari
to struggle, luxus dislocated] 1 a : a tuft, tress, or ringlet of hair
b pi : the hair of the head 2 : a cohering bunch (as of wool, cotton,
flax) : tuft
2locR n [ME lok, fr. OE loc; akin to OHG loh enclosure, OE locc
lock of hair] 1 a : a fastening (as for a door) operated by a key or a
combination b : the mechanism for exploding the charge or car-
tridge of a firearm 2 a : an enclosure (as in a canal) with gates at
each end used in raising or lowering boats as they pass from level to
level b : air lock 3 a : a locking or fastening together b : an
intricate mass of objects impeding each other (as in a traffic jam)
c : a hold in wrestUng secured on one part of the body

31ock vt 1 a : to fasten the lock of b : to make fast with or as if with
a lock <~ up the house) 2 a : to make secure or inaccessible by
means of locks : confine b : to hold fast or inactive : fix 3 a : to
make fast by the interlacing or interlocking of parts b : to hold in a
close embrace; also : to grapple in combat c : to fasten (imposed
letterpress matter) securely in a chase or on the bed of a press by
tightening the quoins; also : to attach (a curved plate) to the plate
cylinder of a rotary press 4 : to invest (capital) without assurance
of easy convertibility into money 5 a : to move or permit to pass
by raising or lowering in a lock b : to provide with locks c ; to
divide off by a lock ~ vi 1 : to become locked 2 : interlace,
interlock 3 a : to build locks to facilitate navigation b ; to go or
pass by means of a lock (as in a canal)

lock.age \'lak-ij\ n l : an act or the process of passing a ship
through a lock 2 : a system of locks 3 : toll paid for passing
through a lock

lock.er \'lak-3r\ n 1 a : a drawer, cupboard, or compartment that
may be closed with a lock; esp : one for individual storage use
b : a chest or compartment on shipboard for compact stowage of
articles c : a compartment for storing quick -frozen foods for long
periods usu. at or below 0° F and at 80% relative humidity 2 ; one
that locks

locker paper n ; a flexible protective paper for wrapping food for
quick-freezing and storage

locker room n : a room devoted to storage lockers; esp : one in
which participants in a sport have individual lockers for their
clothes and special equipment and change into and out of sports
costume

lOCk.et \'lak-st\ n [MF loquet latch, fr. MD loke: akin to OE loc'\

; a small case usu. of precious metal for a memento that is worn
typically suspended from a chain or necklace

lock.jaw \'rak-,j6\ n : an early symptom of tetanus characterized
by spasm of the jaw muscles and inability to open the jaws; also
: tetanus

lock.nut \'lak-,n3t. -'n3t\ n 1 : a nut screwed down hard on another
to prevent it from slacking back 2 : a nut so constructed that it

locks itself when screwed up tight
lock on v7 : to sight and follow (a target) automatically by means of
a radar beam

lock out vt ; to subject (a body of employees) to a lockout
lock.ont \'lak-,aut\ n : the withholding of employment by an em-
ployer and the whole or partial closing of his business establishment
in order to gain concessions from employees

lock.ram \'lak-r3m\ n [ME lokerham, fr. Locronan, town in
Brittany] : a coarse plain-woven linen formerly used in England

lOCk'Smith \'lak-,smith\ n : one who makes or repairs locks
lock-step \-.step. -'step\ n : a mode of marching in step by a body of
men going one after another as closely as possible

lock.stitch \-,stich\ n : a sewing machine stitch formed by the
looping together of two threads one on each side of the material
being sewn — lock-StitCh \-'stich\ vb

lock, stock, and barrel adv [fr. the principal parts of a flintlock]
; wholly, completely

lock-up \'lak-,3p\ n 1 : an act of locking ; the state of being locked
2 : JAIL; esp : a local jail where persons are detained prior to court
hearing
Ho. CO \'lo-(,)ko\ n, pi locos or locoes [MexSp, fr. Sp, crazy]
1 : LOCOWEED 2 : LOCOISM

2loco vt 1 : to poison with locoweed 2 : to make frenzied or crazy
3loco adj [Sp] slang : out of one's mind : crazy
lo.cO'lo.co \,lo-k3-'fo-(,)ko\ n, pi locofocos [prob. fr. Uocomotive
-H Itj[uoco,yoco fire, fr. L ^oc«s hearth] 1 : a match or cigar capable
of being ignited by frictioa on any hard dry rough surface 2 cap
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a : a member of a radical group of New York Democrats organized
In 1835 in opposition to the regular party organization b : demo-
crat 2 _

lo-co-ism \'lo-C,lko-,iz-sm\ n : a disease of horses, cattle, and sheep
caused by chronic poisoning with locoweeds

lo>co>mo>tion \.lo-k3-'m6-sh3n\ n [L locus + E motion'^ 1 : an
act or the power of moving from place to place 2 : travel
Uo.co.ino-tive \,16-ka-'mot-iv\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or func-
tioning in locomotion b : having the ability to move independently
from place to place 2 : of or relating to travel 3 : of. relating to,

or being a machine that moves about by operation of its own mecha-
nism — ]o*co>nio>tive-ness n
^locomotive n 1 : a self-propelled vehicle that runs on rails, utilizes

any of several forms of energy for producing motion, and is used
for moving railroad cars 2 ; a school or college cheer characterized
by a slow beginning and a progressive increase in speed

lo>co<mo<tor \,lo-k3-'m6t-3r\ also lo-co.mo.to.ry \-a-re\ adj
1 : LOCOMOTIVE 1 2 : affecting or involving the locomotive organs

locomotor ataxia n ': a syphilitic disorder of the nervous system
marked esp. by disturbances of gait and difficulty in coordinating
voluntary movements

lo>co*weed \'lo-(,>ko-,wed\ n ; any of several leguminous plants
(genera Astragalus and Oxytropis) of western No. America that
cause locoism in livestock

loc>U*lar \'rak-ya-l3r\ adj : having or composed of loculi

loc-u=late \'lak-y3-l9t, -,lat\ or loc-u-lat-ed \-,lat-9d\ adj : having
or divided into loculi — loc-u*la*tion \,rak-y3-'la-sh3n\ n
locule \'Iak-(,)yuO)l\ n [F, fr. L loculus'S I loculus — loc-uled
\-(.1yu(3)ld\ adj

l0C-U>li>Ci<dal X.lak-ya-ls-'sTd-'lN adj [NL loculus + L -cidcre to
cut, fr. caedere — more at concise] : dehiscent longitudinally so as
to bisect each loculus <~ frujt) — loc.u.Ii-ci.daMy X-^l-eX adv

lOC-U-lUS \'rak-y3-l3s\ n, pi loc-u-li \-,lT, -.le\ [NL, fr. L. dim. of
locus'^ : a small chamber or cavity: as a : one of the cells of the
compound ovary of a plant b : the cavity of a pollen sac
lo-cum te-nens \,lo-k9m-'te-,nenz, -nanzX n, pi locum te-nen«tes
\-t9-'nen-,tez\ [ML, lit., one holding an office] : one filling an
office for a time or temporarily taking the place of another — used
esp. of a doctor or clergyman

10>CUS \'lo-k3s\ n, pi lO'Ci \'lo-,sT, -,kr. -,ke\ [L — more at stall]
1 : PLACE, LOCALITY 2 ! the Set of all points whose location is de-
termined by stated conditions

lO'CUS^Clas-sl'CUS X.lo-kas-'klas-i-kssX n, pi lO'Ci clas-si-ci \-.sT-
'klas-a-,.sT. -,ki-'klas-3-ki, -,ke-'klas 3-,ke\ [L] : a standard pas-
sage important for the elucidation of a word or subject

lo>cust \'lo-kast\ n [ME, fr. L locusial 1 : short-horned grass-
hopper; esp : a migratory grasshopper often traveling in vast
swarms and stripping the areas passed of all vegetation 2 : cicada
3 a : any of various hard-wooded leguminous tiees: as (1) : carob 1

(2) : honey locust b : the wood of a locust tree

10>CU>tlon \Io-'kyU-sh3n\ n [ME locucioun, fr. L locution-, locutio,

fr. locuti'.s, pp. of loqui to speak] 1 : a particular form of expression
or a peculiarity of phrasing 2 : style of discourse : phraseology

lode \'16d\ n [ME. fr. OE /«d course, support; akin to OE lithan to
go — more at lead] 1 dial Eng : waterway 2 a : a mineral
deposit that fiils a fissure b : an ore deposit occurring in place
within definite boundaries separating it from the adjoining rocks
3 : something that resembles a lode : an abundant store

lcde<star \'lod .siar\ w 1 : a star that leads or guides; esp : north
star 2 : something that serves as a guiding star

Iode*stone \'lod-,st5n\ n l : magnetite possessing polarity
2 : something that strongly attracts : magnet
Tlodge X'lajX vt 1 a ; to provide temporary quarters for b : to
establish or settle in a place c ; to rent lodgings to 2 : to serve as a
receptacle for : contain 3 : to beat (as a crop) to the ground
4 : to bring to an intended or a fixed position (as by throwing or
thrusting) 5 : to deposit for safeguard or presei"vation 6 : to
place or vest esp. in a source, means, or agent 7 : to lay (as a
complaint) before a proper authority : file '^ vi 1 a : to occupy a
place temporarily : sleep b (1) : to have a residence : dwell
(2) : to be a lodger 2 : to come to a rest 3 : to fall or lie down —
used esp. of hay or grain crops

2l0dge n [ME loge. fr. OF. of Gmc origin; akin to OHG louba porch]
1 chiejly dial ; a rude shelter or abode 2 a : the meeting place of a
branch (as of a fraternal organization) b : the body of members of
such a branch 3 a ; a house set apart for residence in the hunting
or other special season b ; an inn or resort hotel 4 a : a house on
an estate orig. for the use of a gamekeeper, caretaker or porter
b : a shelter for an employee (as a gatekeeper of an institution)

5 : a den or lair esp. of a gregarious group of animals 6a: wigwam
b : a family of No. American Indians

l0dg>er \'laj-3r\ n : one that lodges; esp : one that occupies a rented
room in another's house
Iodg<mg « 1 a : a place to live : dwelling b : lodgment 3b
2 a (1) : sleeping accommodations (2) : a temporary place to stay
b : a room in the house of another used as a place of residence —
usu. used in pi. 3 : the act of lodging

lodging house n : a house where lodgings are provided and let

lodg-ment or lodge-ment X'laj-mantV n 1 a : a lodging place
: SHELTER b : accommodations, lodgings 2 a : the act, fact, or
manner of lodging b : a placing, depositing, or coming to rest

3 a : an accumulation or collection deposited in a place or re-

maining at rest b : a place of rest or deposit
lod-i-ClUe \'lad-i-,kyLi(3)i\ n [L lodicula, dim. of Iodic-, lodix cover]

; one of usu. two delicate membranous hyaline scales at the base of
the ovary of a grass that by their swelling assist in anthesis

loess \'les, 'l3(r)s, "lo-ssX n [G l'6ss'\ : an unstratified usu. buff to
yellowish brown loamy deposit found in No. America, Europe, and
Asia and believed to be chiefly deposited by the wind — loess-ial
\'les-e-3l, l3(r)s-. I5-'es-\ adj

Uoit \M6ft\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. ON lopt air; akhi to OHG lujt air]

1 ; a room or floor above another : attic 2 a : a gallery in a
church or hall b : one of the upper floors of a warehouse or busi-
ness building esD. when not partitioned c : hayloft 3a: the
backward slant of the face of a golf-club head b : the act of lofting

2Ioft vt 1 : to place, house, or store in a loft 2 : to strike (a ball)

so as to cause to rise sharply 3 : to lay out a full sized working
drawing of the lines of '— vj : to propel a ball high into the air

lolt.i-ly \'I6f-t3-le\ adv : in a lofty manner
10ft*i>ness \-te-nas\ n : the quality or state of being lofty
lolty \*16f-te\ adj 1 : having a haughty overbearing manner

: supercilious 2 a : elevated in character and spirit : noble
b : elevated in position : superior 3 a : rising high in the air
: towering b ; remote, esoteric syn see high
Uog \'I6g, 'lag\ n, ojten attrib [ME logge, prob. of Scand origin;
akin to ON lag fallen tree; akin to OE licgan to lie — more at
lie] 1 : a usu. bulky piece or length of unshaped timber; esp : a
length of a tree trunk ready for sawing and over six feet long
2 ; an apparatus for measuring the rate of a ship's motion through
the water consisting of a block fastened to a line and run out from
a reel 3 a ; the record of the rate of a ship's speed or of her
daily progress; also : the full nautical record of a ship's voyage
b : the full record of a flight by an aircraft 4 : any record of
performance

2log vb logged; log.ging vt 1 : to cut (trees) for lumber or to clear
(land) of trees in lumbering 2 : to enter details of or about in a
log 3a: to move (an indicated distance) or attain (an indicated
speed) as noted in a log b (1) : to sail a ship or fly an airplane
for (an indicated distance) (2) ; to have (an indicated record) to
one's credit ~ vi ; lumber 1

31og n : LOGARrrHM
log- or logo- comb jorm [Gk, fr. logos — more at legend] : word

: thought : speech : discourse </ogogram> (/otorrhea)
lo.gan.ber.ry \Mo-g3n-.ber-e\ n [James H. Logan tl928 Am
lawyer + E berry] : a red-fruited upright-growing dewberry
regarded as a variety (Rubus ursinus loganohaccus) of the western
dewberry or as a hybrid of the western dewberry and the red
raspberry; also : its berry

log.a.oe-dic \,lag-3-'ed-ik\ ac/y[LL logaoedicus, fr. LGk logaoidikos,
fr. Gk log- + aeidein to sing ~ more at ode] : marked by the mixture
of several meters; specij : having a rhythm that uses both dactyls
and trochees or anapests and iambs — logaoedic n

log.a.rithm \'16g-a-.rith-am, 'lag-\ n [NL logarithmus, fr. log- +
Gk arithmos number — more at arithmetic] : the exponent that
indicates the power to which a number is raised to produce a
given number <the '^ of 100 to the base 10 is 2>

log<a>ritll>mic \,16g-3-'rith-mik, ,lag-\ adj : relating to, based on,
or characteristic of logarithms
log.book V'log-.biik, *lag-\ n : LOG 3, 4
lege \'lozh\ n [F — more at lodge] 1 a : a small compartment

: booth b : a box in a theater 2 a : a small partitioned area
b : the forward section of a theater mezzanine

logged \'l6gd, *lagd\ adj 1 : made heavy or sluggish so that move-
ment is impossible or difficult 2 : made sodden; specij : water-
logged

log.ger \'l6g-3r, 'lag-\ n ; one engaged in logging
log.ger.head \'16g-3r-,hed, 'lag-\ n [prob. fr. E dial, logger
(block of wood) -I- head'\ 1 chiejly dial a : blockhead b : head;
esp : a large cumbrous head 2a: any of various very large marine
turtles (family Cheloniidae); esp : a carnivorous turtle {Caretta
caretta) of the warmer parts of the western Atlantic b : alligator
SNAPPER c : a snapping turtle (Chelydra serpentina) 3 : an iron
tool consisting of a long handle terminating in a ball or bulb that
is heated and used to melt tar or to heat liquids — at loggerheads
; in or into a state of quarrelsome disagreement

log.gets or iog.gats \-3ts\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [prob. fr.

'tog -I- -er] : a game formerly played in England in which players
throw pieces of wood at a stake

log.gia \'Ia]-(e-)a, 'l6-,ja\ n, pi loggias \'laj-(e-)3z, '16-,jaz\ also
log'gle \'16-,ja\ [It, fr. F loge] : a roofed open gallery within the
side of a building esp. at an upper story looking down on an open
court

10g.iC_\'raj-ik\ n [ME logik, fr. MF logique, fr. L logica, fr. Gk
logike, fr. fern, of logikos of reason, fr. logos reason — more at

legend] 1 a (1) ; a science that deals with the canons and criteria

of validity of inference and demonstration : the science of the
normative formal principles of reasoning (2) : a branch of semi-
otic; esp : syntactics (3) : the formal principles of a branch of
knowledge bra particular mode of reasoning c : interrelation

or sequence of facts or events when seen as inevitable or predictable
2 : something that forces a decision apart from or in opposition
to reason <the -^ of war) — lo>gi*cian \Io-'jish-3n\ n

lOg'i'Cal \'laj-i-k3l\ adj 1 a : relating to, in accordance with, or
skilled in logic b : formally true or valid : analytic, deduchve
2 : that is in accordance with inferences reasonably drawn from
events or circumstances — log'i«cal-i»ty \,!aj-3-'kal-at-e\ n —
log*i<caMy \Taj-i-k(a-^le\ adv — log-i<caMiess \-i-k3l-n3s\ n

logical positivism or' logical empiricism n : a 20th century
philosophical movement that holds characteristically that all

meaningful statements are either analytic or conclusively verifiable

or at least confirmable by observation and experiment and that

metaphysical theories are therefore strictly meaningless — logical
positivist or logical empiricist n

lo.gi-on \'lo-ge-,an\ n, pi lo-gia \-ge-,a\ or logions [Gk, dim. of
logos] : SAYING; esp : one of the agrapha
Uo.gis-tic \l6-'jis-tik. l3-\ adj 1 a : of or relating to symbolic
logic b : of or relating to the philosophical attempt to reduce
mathematics to logic 2 : of or relating to logistics — lo-gis-ti-

cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — lo>gis*ti*cal*ly \-k(3-)le\ adv
21ogislic n : symbolic logic
logistic curve n ; a curve representing a function expressed in
terms of the exponential function and shaped like the letter S

lo.gis>ti>Cian \(,)lo-,jis-'tish-an\ n : a specialist in logistics

lO'giS'tiCS \Io-'jis-tiks, l3-\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ F logistique

art of calculating, logistics, fr. Gk logistike art of calculating, fr.

fem. of logistikos of calculation, fr. logizein to calculate, fr. logos
reason] : the procurement, maintenance, and transportation of
military materiel, facilities, and personnel

log'jam \'16g-.jam, 'lag-V h 1 : a deadlocked jumble of logs in a
watercourse 2: deadlock, blockage
10go>gram \'16g-3-.gram, 'lagA n : a letter, symbol, or sign used
to represent an entire word — logo-gram'mat-ic \.l6g-3-gr3-
'mat-ik, .lag-X adj

logo.graph \'16g-a-,graf, 'lag-\ n : logogram — logo-graph-ic
\.16g-3-'graf-ik, .rag-\ adj — logo-graph-LcaMy \-i-k(9-)le\ adv

9 ab<t; 3 kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t^ this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

u loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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logo.griph \'16g-3-.griE, 'lagA n Hog- + Gk griphos reed basket,
riddle — more at crib] : aword puzzle
lo.gom.a-chy \lo-'gam-3-ke\ n [Gk logomachia, fr. log- + ma-
chesthai to fight] : a dispute over or about words; esp i a contro-
versy marked by verbiage

log-oi'lhea \,16g-3-'re-3, ,lag-\ n [NL] : excessive and often in-

coherent talkativeness — log-or-rlie'ic \-'re-ik\ adj
LO-gos \'lo-,gas. -,g6s\ n, pi Lo*goi \-,g6i\ [Gk, speech, word,
reason — more at legend] 1 : reason that in ancient Greek philos-

ophy is the controlling principle in the universe 2 : the divine

wisdom manifest in the creation, government, and redemption of

the world and often identified with the second person of the Trinity

logo. type \'I6g-a-,tTp, 'lag-\ n : a single piece of type or a single

plate faced with a term (as the name of a newspaper or a trade-

mark)
log*roll \*16g-,rol, *laB-\ vb [back-formation fr. logrolling's vi

: to take part in logrolling — vr ; to promote passage of by log-

rolling — log*roll>er n
log-roU'ing \-,ro-Ho\ n 1 : the rolling of logs in water by treading;

also : a sport in which men treading logs try to dislodge one another

2 : the exchanging of assistance or favors; specij ; the trading of

votes by legislators to secure favorable action on projects of interest

to each one
-logue or -log \,16g, ,lag\ n comb form [ME -logue, fr. OF, fr. L
-logus. fr. Gk -logos, fr. legein to speak — more at legend] 1 : dis-

course : talk {duologuey 2 : student : speciaUst isinologue}

lOg'WOod V'log-.wiid, *lag-\ n : a Central American and West
Indian leguminous tree (Haemafoxylon campechianum); also I its

very hard brown or brownish red heartwood used in dyeing or an
extract of this

lO-gy \'lo-ge\ also log.gy \'16g-e, 'Iag-\ adj [perh. fr. D Zo? heavy;
akin to MLG luggish lazy] : marked by sluggishness and lack of
vitahty

-lo.gy \l-3-ie\ n comb jorm [ME -logle, fr. OF, fr. L -logia, fr. Gk,
fr. logos word] 1 : oral or written expression <phraseo/og^>
2 : doctrine ; theory : science <ethno/og.v>

Lo>hen*grin yio-3n-,grin\ n [G] ; a son of Parsifal and knight of
the Holy Grail in German legend

loin \'I6in\ n [ME loyne, fr. MF loigne, fr. (assumed) VL lumbea
fr. L lumbits; akin to OE lendenu loins, OSlav l^dvtjf'l la: the
part of a human being or quadruped on each side of the spinal
column between the hipbone and the false ribs b ; a cut of meat
comprising this part of one or both sides of a carcass with the
adjoining half of the vertebrae included but without the flank

2 pi a : the upper and lower abdominal regions and the region
about the hips b (1) ; the pubic region (2) : the generative organs

lom<clotll \-,kl6th\ n : a cloth worn about the loins often as the
sole article of clothing in warm climates

loi.ter \'16it-ar\ vi [ME loiieren} 1 : to delay an activity with
aimless idle stops and pauses ; linger 2 a ; to hang around
b : to lag_ behind syn see delay — loi<ter*er \-sr-ar\ n
LO'ki \'lo-ke\ n [ON] ; a Norse god who contrives discord and
mischief
UoU \'lal\ vb [ME lollen} vl 1 : to hang loosely or laxly : droop
2 : to recline, lean, or move in a lax, lazy, or indolent manner
: LOUNGE ~ vr ; to let droop or dangle

21oU n, archaic : the act or posture of lolling

LoMard \'I"al-3rd\ n [ME. fr. MD lollaenl : a follower of Wycliffe
in the 14th and 15th centuries — Lol<>lard>ism \-3r-,diz-3m\ n— LoMardy \-3rd-e\ n
loMi.pop or lol.ly»pop \'lal-e-,pap\ n [prob. fr. Uoll 4- -U +
pop} : a lump of hard candy on the end of a stick

lol.lop \'ral-3p\ VI [2loll + -op (as in gallop)} 1 dial Eng t loll
2 : to proceed with a bounding or bobbing motion

lol'ly \'lal-e\ n [short for lollipop'} Brit ; a piece of candy; esp
; hard candy

Loni>bard \ 'lam- bard, -bsrdX n, often attrib [ME Lumbarde, fr.

MF lombard, fr. Olt lombardo, fr. L Langobardus} 1 a ; a member
of a Teutonic people invading Italy in a.d. 568, settling in the
Po valley, and establishing a kingdom h : a native of the part of
Italy settled by the Lombards 2 [fr. the prominence of Lombards
as moneylenders] ; banker, moneylender — Loni>bar>dic \lam-
'bard-ik\ adj
Lombard Street n ; the money market of London
lo-ment \'lo-,ment, -msntX n [NL lomemum, fr. L, wash made
fr. bean meal, fr. loius, pp. of lavare to wash — more at lye]
; a dry indehiscent one-celled fruit that is produced from a single
superior ovary and breaks transversely into numerous segments at
maturity

lone \'16n\ adj [ME, short for alone} la; having no company
; solitary b : preferring solitude 2 : only, sole 3 : situated
by itself : isolated — Ione*ness \'lon-n3s\ n

Ione>Ii-Iy \'16n-b-le\ adv ; in a lonely maimer
lone*li-ne5S \'l5n-Ie-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being lonely
lone-Iy \'lon-le\ adj l a : being without company : lone b : cut
off from others : solitary 2 : not frequented by human beings
: DESOLATE 3 : sad from being alone : lonesome 4 : producing a
feehng of bleakness or desolation syn see alone
Uone^some \'I6n(t)-S3m\ adj 1 a : sad or dejected as a result of
lack of companionship or separation from others b : causing a
feeling of loneliness 2a; remote, unfrequented b ; lone syn
see alone — lone>some*ly adv — lone-some-ness n
alonesome n ; self <sat all by his '-->

Hong \'16d\ adj lon.ger \'16o-g3r\ lon-gest \'l6o-gast\ [ME
long, lang. fi. OE; akin to OHG long long, L longus, Gk dolichos}
1 a : extending for a considerable distance b : having greater
length than usual c : having greater height than usual I tall
d : having a greater length than breadth : elongated e ; having
a greater length than desirable or necessary 2 a : having a speci-
fied length b : forming the chief linear dimension 3 a : extending
over a considerable time b ; having a specified duration c : pro-
longed beyond the usual time : tedious 4 a ; containing many
Items in a series b ; having a specified number of units c : con-
sisting of a greater number or amount than usual : large Sao/
a speech sound : having a relatively long duration b : being the
member of a pair of similarly spelled vowel or vowel-containing
sounds that is descended from a vowel long in duration <-- a in
/fl/e> <~ I in signy g of a syllable in prosody (1) : of relatively
extended duration (2) : stressed 6 : having the capacity to
reach or extend a considerable distance 7 ; larger or longer than

the standard 8a: extending far into the future b ; extending
beyond what is known c : payable after a considerable period
9 ; strong in or well furnished with 10 a ; of an unusual degree
of difference between the amounts wagered on each side b : of or
relating to the larger amount wagered 11 : subject to great odds
12 : holding securities or goods in anticipation of an advance in
prices — at long last ; after a long wait : finally — long in tlie
tooth ; past one's best days ; old

2long adv 1 : for or during a long time 2 : at or to a long distance
: FAR </wjg-traveled> 3 : for the duration of a specified period
4 : at a point of time far before or after a specified moment or
event 5 : after or beyond a specified time — as long as or so
long as 1 : seeing that : since 2 : providing, if — so long
: good-bye

Slong n 1 ; a long period of time 2 : a long syllable 3 : one who
purchases or operates on the long side of the market 4 a p/ : long
trousers b : a size in clothing for tall men — the long and sbort
or the long and the short ; the sum and substance : gist
4long vi long-ing X'loo-ioN [ME longen, fr. OE langian; akin to
OHG langen to long, OE lang long] : to feel a strong desire or
craving : yearn
syn LONG, yearn, hanker, pine, hunger, thirst mean to have

a strong desire for something, long implies a wishing with one's
whole heart and often a striving to attain; yearn suggests an
eager, restless, or painful longing; hanker suggests the uneasy
promptings of unsatisfied appetite or desire; pine implies a languish-
ing or a fruitless longing for what is impossible; hunger and thirst
imply an insistent or impatient craving or a compelling need
siong vi [ME longen, fr. along {on) because (of)] archaic i to be
suitable or fitting

lon<ga*nim-i-ty \,l6o-g3-'nim-3t-e\ n [LL longanimilas, fr.

longanimis patient, fr. L longus long + animus soul — more at
animate] : a disposition to bear injuries patiently ; forbearance

long-boat \'16D-.bot\ n ; the largest boat carried by a merchant
sailing ship

long bone n : one of the elongated bones supporting a vertebrate
hmb and consisting of an essentially cylindrical shaft that contains
marrow and ends in enlarged heads for articulation with other
bones
long-bow \'l6o-,bo\ n : a wooden bow drawn by hand and usu.
5H to 6 feet long
Uong-dis.tance \-'dis-t3n(t)s\ adj la: situated a long distance
away b : covering a long distance 2 : of or relating to telephone
communication with a distant point
2long-distance adv : by long-distance telephone
long distance nit communication by long-distance telephone
2 : a telephone operator or exchange that gives long-distance
connections

long division n ; arithmetical division in which the several steps
corresponding to the division of parts of the dividend by the
divisor are indicated in detail

long dozen n : one more than a dozen : thirteen
loil*ge-ron \'lan-j3-,ran\ n [F] : a fore-and-aft framing member of
an airplane fuselage

lon.gev.i-ty \lan-'jev-3t-e, 16n-\ n [LL longaevitas, fr. L longaevus
long-lived, fr. longus long + aevum age — more at aye] 1 a : a
long duration of individual life b : length of life 2 : long con-
tinuance ; seniority

lon>ge>vous \-'je-v3s\ adj : long-lived
long green n, slang ; paper money : cash
long.hair \'l6o-.ha(9)r, -,he(3)r\ n [back-formation fr. long-
haired} 1 : a person of artistic gifts or interests; esp : a lover of
classical music 2 : an impractical intellectual — long-bail or
long-haired adj

long-hand \'l6r]-,hand\ n ; the characters used in ordinary writing
: handwriting

long-head n l \-'hed\ : a head with a low cephalic index 2 \-,hed\
: a dolichocephalic person

long-head<ed \-'hed-3d\ adj 1 : having unusual foresight or
wisdom 2 ; dolichocephalic — long-head.ed-ness n

long-horn \'16q-ih6(3)rn\ n : any of the long-horned cattle of
Spanish derivation formerly common in southwestern U.S.

long-liorned beetle \,i6D-.h6m(d)A also long-horn beetle
\,16r]-,h6m-\ n : any of various beetles (family Cerambycidae)
usu. distinguished by their very long antermae

long-horned grasshopper n : any of various grasshoppers (family
Tettigoniidae) distinguished by their very long antennae

long'house \'16o-,haus, -'haus\ n : a communal dwelling esp. of
the Iroquois

longi- comb jorm [ME, fr. L, fr. longus} : long (/o/ig/pennate)

lon-gi-corn \'lan-ja-,k6(5)m\ adj [deriv. of longi- + L cornu
horn — more at horn] 1 ; of or relating to long-homed beetles
2 : having long antennae — longicorn n

long.ing \'16o-iD\ n : an eager desireesp. for something unattain-
able : craving — long-ing-ly \-iQ-le\ adv

long.ish \*l6o-ish\ adj : somewhat long
lon-gi-tude \'lan-j3-,t(y)iid\ n [ME, fr. L longitudin-, longitudo,
fr. longus} 1 a : length b archaic : long duration 2 a : angular
distance measured on a great circle of reference from the inter-

section of the adopted zero meridian with this reference circle

to the similar intersection of the meridian passing through the
object b : the arc or portion of the earth's equator intersected
between the meridian of a given place and the prime meridian
(as from Greenwich, England) and expressed either in degrees or
in time

lon-gi-tu-di-nal \,ran-j3-'t(y)iid-n3l, -'n-slX adj 1 : of or relating
to length or the lengthwise dimension 2 : placed or running length-
wise — lon-gl-tU'di-naMy \-c\ adv

long jump n. Brie : broad jump
long-leaf pine \,l6o-,lef-\ also long-leaved pine \-,levd-\ n

: a large pine {Pinus palustris) of the southern U.S. with green
leaves and long cones that is a major timber tree; also ; its tough
coarse-grained reddish orange wood

long-Uved \'16o-'lTvd, -'livd\ adj 1 ; having or characterized by
a long life 2 : lasting long — long-lived-ness \-'iiv(d)-n3s,
-'Uv(d)-\ n
Lon-go-bard \'l6r)-g3-,bard, 'lao-V n, pi Longobards or Lon>go-
bar*di \.16o-g9-'bar-,dT, .lao-, -'bard-e\ [L Langobardus, Lango-
bardus} : LOMBARD — Lon>go-bar>dic \,l6o-ga-'bard-ik, ,lao-\ adj

long pig n : a human victim of a cannibal feast
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long play n ; an LP record
long-play.ing VioQ-'pla-ioX adj : of or relating to an LP record
long-range \-'ranj\ adj 1 : involving or taking into account a
long period of time 2 : relating to or fit for long distances

]ong*sliore>man \'16o-'shor-m3n, -'sh6r-\ n [longshore, short for
alongshore] : one who is employed at a seaport to work at the
loading and unloading of ships

long shot \'16o-.shat\ n 1 : an entry (as in a horse race) given
little chance of winning 2 ; a bet in which the chances of winning
are slight but the possible winnings great 3 : a venture involving
great risk but promising a great reward if successful — by a long
sbot : by a great deal

long>siglit*ed \-'sTt-ad\ adj : farsighted — long*sight<ed*ne5S n
]ong>some \'I6o(k)-s3m\ adj : tediously long — loug>some*ly adv— Iong>some>ness n
long>spur \'16o-,spar\ n : any of several long-clawed finches
(esp. genus Calcarius) of the arctic regions and the Great Plains of
No. America

long-suMer.ing \'l6o-'s3f-Ca-)riD\ or long-suMer*ance
\-(3-)ran(t)5\ n : long and patient endurance of offense — long-
suffering adj — long-suf'fer-ing'ly \-0-)rio-le\ adv

long suit n 1 : a holding of more than the average number of
cards in a suit 2 : the activity or quality in which a person excels
long-term \'16g-'tarm\ adj 1 : occurring over or involving a rela-
tively long period of time 2 : of, relating to, or constituting a
financial operation or obligation based on a term usu. of more than
10 years
Long Tom \-'tam\ n [fr. the name To/n] 1 : a long pivot gun
formerly carried on the deck of a warship 2 ; a large gun having a
long range used on land
lon.gueur \lo"-goer\ n, pi longueurs \-gOBr(z)\ [F, lit., length]

: a dull and tedious passage or section
long-wind. ed \'I6o-'win-d3d\ adj l : not easily subject to loss
of breath 2 : tediously long in speaking or writing — long-
wind'Cd^ly adv — long-wind-ed*ness n
UOO \'lii\ n [short for obs. E lanterloo, fr. F lanturelu piffle]

1 : an old card game 2 : money staked at loo
2loo VI : to obligate to contribute to a new pool at loo for failing to
win a trick

lOO'lDy \'lii-be\ n [ME lobyl I an awkward clumsy fellow : lubber
Hook \'luk\ vb [ME looken, fr. OE locian; akin to OS locon to
look] vt 1 : to make sure or take care (that something is done)
2 : to ascertain by the use of one's eyes 3 a : to exercise the power
of vision upon : examine b archaic ; to search for 4 : expect
6 archaic i to bring into a place or condition by the exercise of the
power of vision 6 : to express by the eyes or facial expression
7 ; to have an appearance that befits or accords with -^ vj 1 a : to
exercise the power of vision : see b : to direct one's attention
C : to direct the eyes 2 : to have the appearance of being ; seem
3 : to have a specified outlook (the house ~erfeast> 4 : to gaze in
wonder or surprise : stare 5 : to show a tendency <the evidence
~s to acquittal) syn see expect, see — look after : to take care of
: attend to — look for 1 : to await with hope or anticipation 2 : to
search for : seek

3look n 1 a : the action of looking b : glance 2 a : the expression
of the countenance b ; physical appearance; esp : attractive
physical appearance — usu. used in pi. 3 : the state or form in
which something appears ; aspect

look*er \'luk-3r\ n 1 ; one that looks 2 : one having an appearance
of a specified kind

look.er-on \,luk-3-'r6n, -'ran\ n, pi lookers-on : onlooker,
SPECTATOR

looking glass n : mirror
lOOK'OUt \'luk-,aut\ n, often attrib 1 : one engaged in keeping
watch : watchman 2 : an elevated place or structure affording a
wide view for observation 3 : a careful looking or watching
4 : VIEW, otrTLOOK 6 : a matter of care or concern
iloom \'lum\ n [ME lome tool, loom, fr. OE geloma tool; akin to
MD aUame tool] 1 : a frame or machine for interlacing at right
angles two or more sets of threads or yarns to form a cloth 2 [prob.
of Scand origin; akin to ON hlummr handle of an oar] : the part of
an oar that is inboard from the oarlock
3loom vj [origin unknown] 1 : to come into sight esp. above the
surface of the sea or land in enlarged or distorted and indistinct
form often as a result of atmospheric conditions 2 a : to appear
in an impressively great or exaggerated form b : to take shape as
an impending occurrence
31oom n ; the indistinct and exaggerated appearance of something
seen on the horizon or through fog or darkness; also : a looming
shadow or reflection

iloon \'lUn\ n [ME loun'S 1 : idler, LOtiT 2 chiejly Scot a : mis-
tress, HARLOT b : BOY 3 3 : a crazy person b : simpleton
sloon n [of Scand origin; akin to ON Inmr loon — more at lament]

: any of several large fish-eating diving birds (genus Gavia) of
the northern part of the northern hemisphere

loo.ny or loo.ney\'lu-ne\ arfyloo^ni-er; Ioo<ni*est [by shortening
& alter, fr. lunatic'} : crazy, foolish — loony n
Uoop \'liip\ n [ME loupe] archaic : LOOPHOLE la
22oop n, ojten attrib [ME loupe, of unknown origin] 1 a : a fold
or doubling of a line leaving an aperture between the parts through
which another line can be passed or into which a hook may be
hooked b : such a fold of cord or ribbon serving as an ornament
2a: something shaped like a loop b : a maneuver in which an
airplane starting from straight and level flight passes successively
through a climb, inverted flight, a dive, and then returns to normal
flight 3 : a ring or curved piece used to form a fastening or a
handle 4 a ; the portion of a vibrating body between two nodes
b : the middle point of such a portion 5 : a closed electric circuit— loopy \'lu-p«\ adj — for a loop ; into a state of amazement,
confusion, or distress

31oop vi 1 : to make or form a loop 2 : to execute a loop in an
airplane '— vr 1 a : to make a loop in, on, or about b : to fasten
with a loop 2 : to join (two courses of loops) in knitting 3 : to
connect (electric conductors) so as to complete a loop

l00p<er \'lU-p3r\ n X : any of the usu. rather small hairless cater-
pillars that are mostly larvae of moths (family Geometridae) and
move with a looping movement in which the anterior and posterior

prolegs are alternately made fast and released 2 : one that
loops
Uoop'hole \'lup-.h61\ /I 1 a : a small opening through which
small firearms may be discharged b : a similar opening to admit
light and air or to permit observation 2 : a means of escape; esp
: an ambiguity or omission in the text through which the intent
of a statute, contract, or obligation may be evaded

^loophole 17 : to make loopholes in
Uoose \'lus\ adj [ME loiis, fr. ON louss: akin to OHG los loose —
more at -less] 1 a : not rigidly fastened or securely attached
b (1) : having worked partly tree from attachments (2) : having
relative freedom of movement c : produced freely and accompanied
by raising of mucus <a ^ cough) d ; not fast <a -^ dye) e : not
tight-fitting 2 a : free from a state of confinement, restraint, or
obligation b : not brought together in a bundle, container, or
binding c archaic : disconnected, detached 3 : not dense, close,
or compact in structure or arrangement 4 a : lacking in restraint or
power of restraint b : lewd, unchaste 5 a : not tightly drawn or
stretched : slack b : having a flexible or relaxed character
6 a : lacking in precision, exactness, or care b ; permitting free-
dom of interpretation — looseOy adv — Ioose<ness n

310056 vt 1 a : to let loose : release b : to free from restraint
2 a : to make loose : untie (^ a knot) b archaic : dissolve 3 : to
cast loose : detach 4 : to let fly : discharge 5 : to make less
rigid, tight, or strict : relax, slacken '^ vi : to let fly a missile (as
an arrow) : fire
3loose adv : loosely
loose end n l : something left hanging loose 2 ; a fragment of un-
finished business

loose-)Oint<ed \'lus-'j6int-3d\ adj 1 : having joints apparently not
closely articulated 2 : characterized by unusually free movements— loose-joint*ed*ness n

loos-en \'Ius-^n\ vb loos*en>ing \'lUs-nir). -'n-ioX vt 1 : to release
from restraint 2 : to make looser 3 : to relieve (the bowels) of
constipation 4 : to cause or permit to become less strict ^ vi : to
become loose or looser

loose sentence n : a sentence in which the principal clause comes
first and the latter part contains subordinate modifiers or trailing
elements

loose smut n : a smut disease of grains In which the entire head Is

transformed into a dusty mass of spores
lOQSe.strile \'lu(s)-.strTf\ n [intended as trans, of Gk lysimacheios
loosestrife (as if fr. lysis act of loosing + machesthai to fight) —
more at lys-] 1 : any of a genus {Lysimachia) of plants of the
primrose family with leafy stems and yellow or while flowers
2 : any of a genus {Lythrum, family Lythraceae. the loosestrife
family) of herbs including some with showy spikes of purple flowers
Uoot \'lUt\ n [Hindi lut, fr. Skt lunfati he robs] 1 : goods usu. of
considerable value taken in war : spoils 2 ; something held to
resemble goods of value seized in war; as a : anything taken by
force or violence b : illicit gains by public officials c : money
3 : the action of looting syn see spoil

2loot vt 1 a : to plunder or sack in war b : to rob esp. on a large
scale and usu. by violence or corruption 2 : to seize and carry
away by force esp. in war -^ vi : to engage in robbing or plundering
esp. in war ~ loot*er n
Uop \'lap\ n [ME loppel I material cut away from a tree; esp ; parts
discarded in lumbering

2lop vt lopped: lop*ping 1 a (1) : to cut off branches or twigs from
(2) : to sever from a woody plant b (1) archaic ; to cut off the head
or limbs of (2) : to cut from a person 2 a : to remove superfluous
parts from b ; to eliminate as unnecessary or undesirable — usu.
used with ojj — lop>per n

Slop v( lopped; lop-ping [perh. imit.] : to hang downward; also : to
flop or sway loosely
Hope \'lop\ n [ME loup, lope leap, fr. ON hlaup; akin to OE
hleapan to leap — more at leap] 1 : an easy natural gait of a horse
resembling a canter 2 : an easy bounding gait capable of being
sustained for a long time

Slope vi : to go, move, or ride at a lope — lop-er n
lop-eared \'rap-'i(9)rd\ adj : having ears that droop
lop.py \'lap-e\ adj : hanging loose : limp syn see limp
lop-sid-ed \'lap-'sTd-3d\ adj 1 : leaning to one side 2 : lacking in
balance, symmetry, or proportion — lop>sid>ed>ly adv — lop-
sid-ed-ness n

10<qua<CiOUS \lo-'kwa-sh3s\ adj [L loquac-, loquax, fr. loqui to
speak] : given to excessive talking : garrulous syn see talkative— lo>qua>clous*ly adv — lo>qua*cious>ness n — Io>quac*i>ty
\-'kwas-at-e\ n

lo>quat \'lo-,kwat\ n [Chin (Cant) lo-kwai] : an Asiatic evergreen
tree {Eriobotrya japonica) of the rose family often cultivated for its

fruit; also : its yellow edible fruit used esp. for preserves

]or*al \'lor-3l, '16r-\ adj : of or relating to a lore

lo-ran \'lo(3)r-,an, '16(3)r-\ n [/ong-rnngenavi gation] : a system of
long-range navigation in which pulsed signals sent out by two pairs of
radio stations are used by a navigator to determine the geographical
position of a ship or an airplane
ilord \'16(a)rd\ n [ME loverd, lord, fr. OE hldjord, fr. hlaj loaf -H

weard keeper — more at loaf, ward] 1 : one having power and
authority over others: a : a ruler by hereditary right or pre-
eminence to whom service and obedience are due b : one of whom
a fee or estate is held in feudal tenure c : an owner of land or other
real property d obs ; the male head of a household e : husband
1 : one who has achieved mastery or who exercises leadership or
great power in some area <vice '^s} 2 cap a : M.CiH b : Christ
3 : a man of rank or high position; as a : a feudal tenant holding
directly of the king b ; a British nobleman: as (1) ; baron 2a
(2) ; an hereditary peer of the rank of marquess, earl, or viscount

(3) : the son of a duke or a marquess or the eldest son of an earl

(4) : a bishop of the Church of England c pi, cap : house of lords
4 — used as a British title: as a — used as part of an official title

iLord Advocate) b — used informally in place of the full title for a
marquess, earl, or viscount c — used for a baron d — used by
courtesy before the name and surname of a younger son of a duke
or a marquess 5 : a person chosen to preside over a festival

2lord vi : to play the lord : domineer — used with it

lord chancellor n, pi lords chancellor : a British officer of state

who presides over the House of Lords in both its legislative and

3 abut;,' ® kitten; 3r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; (^ this;
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judicial capacities, serves as the head of the British Judiciary, and is

usu. a leading member of the cabinet
lord-ing \'16rd-io\ n 1 archaic : LORD 2 obs : LORDLING
lord-li>ness \'!6rd-Ie-n9s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being a lord
2 a : the manner and behavior suitable to a lord : DiGNrrv b ; an
attitude of superiority toward inferiors : haughtiness

lord'ling \'16(3)rd-!io\ n : a little or insignificant lord
lord'ly \-le\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or having the characteristics of
a lord : dignified b ; grand, noble 2 : exhibiting pride or
superiority : haughty syn see proud — lordly adv

lord Ol misrule : a master of Christmas revels in England esp. in the
15th and 16th centuries

lor>dO'Sis \16r-'d6-s3S\ n [NL, fr. Gk lordosis, fr. lordos curving
forward; akin to OE bclyrtan to deceive] : abnormal curvature of
the spine forward — lor>dot>ic \-'dat-ik\ adj
Lord's day n, ojten cap D [fr. the Christian belief that Christ arose
from the dead on Sunday] : SUNDAY

lord*ship \'I6(3)rd-,ship\ n 1 a : the rank or dignity of a lord —
used as a title <his Lordship is not at home) b : the authority or
power of a lord : dominion 2 : the territory under the jurisdiction

of a lord : seigniory
Lord's Prayer n ; the prayer In Matthew 6:9-13 that Christ taught
his disciples

Lord's Supper n [ME Lordis sopere, trans, of LL dominica cena,
trans, of Gk kyrtakon deipnonl : COMMUNION 2a
Lord's table n, often cap T : altar 2

'lore \'I6(3^r, 'iotaUX n [ME. fr. OE lar; akin to OHG /era doctrine,
OE leornian to learn] 1 archaic : something that is taught : LESSON
2 : something that is learned : a : knowledge gained through study
or experience b : traditional knowledge or belief 3 : a particular
body of knowledge or tradition

2lore /I [NL ioriim, fr. L, thong, rein; akin to Gk eulera reins] : the
space between the eye and bill in a bird or the corresponding region
in a reptile or fish — lo-re-al \'lor-e-3l. '16r-\ adj

Lo*re>lei \'16r-3-,!r, 'Idr-\ n [G3 : a siren in German legend whose
singing lures sailors to destruction on a reef in the Rhine

lor-gnette \16rn-'yet\ n [F. fr. lorgner to take a sidelong look at, fr.

MF, fr. lorgne cross-eyed] : a pair of eye-
glasses or opera glasses with a handle

lor<gnou \-'y6"\ n [F, fr. lorgnerl
: LORGNETTE

lo-n-ca \Ia-'rT-k3\ n, ;;/ lo-rl-cae \-,ke,
-,se\ [L, fr. lorum"] 1 : a Roman cuirass of
leiither or metal 2 [NL, fr. L] : a hard
protective case or shell (as of a rotifer) —
lor*i<cate \'16r-i-k_at, 'lor-s-.kat, 'larA or
lor<i-cat*ed \-3-,kat-3d\ adj— loricaten

lor.i-keet \'16r-a-,ket, *lar-\ n llory + -keet (;

: any of numerous small arboreal
mostly of Australasia

lo*ris \'lor-as, '16r-\ n [F] : either of two small nocturnal slows
moving lemurs: a : a slim-bodied lemur {Loris gracilis) of southern
India and Ceylon b : a stockier heavier-limbed lemur (Bradicebus
tardigradus) of India and the East Indies — lo>ris*i>forin \l3-'ris-
a-,f6rm\ adj
lorn \'16(3)rn\ adj [ME, fr. loren, pp. of lesen to lose, fr. OE leosan— more at lose] 1 archaic : lost, ruined 2 : forsaken, desolate— Iorn*ness \'16{3)rn-nas\ n
Lor«raine cross \la-,ran-, 16-\ n : cross of lorraine
lor-ry \'16r-e, 'lar-\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a large low horse«
drawn wagon without sides b Brit : a motor truck esp. if open
2 : any of various trucks running on rails

lo-ry \'lor-e. *16r-\ n [Malay nuri, luril : any of numerous parrots
(esp, of the genera Domicella, Trichoglossus, Chalcopsitta, and Eos)
of Australia, New Guinea, and adjacent islands usu. having the
tongue papillose at the tip and the mandibles less toothed than other
parrots

los<able \'lu-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of being lost — los<able>ness n
lose \'iuz\ vb lost \'16st\ loS'ing [ME losen, fr. OE losian to
perish, lose, fr. los destruction; akin to OE leosan to lose; akin to
ON losa to loosen, L luere to release, atone for, Gk Ivein to loosen,
dissolve, destroy] vt 1 : to bring to destruction — used chieflv in
passive constructions (ship was lost on the reef); specij : damn <if

he shall gain the whole world and ^ his own soul —Mt 16:26 (AV)>
2 : to miss from one's possession or customary or supposed place
3 : to suffer deprivation of ; part with esp. in an unforeseen or
accidental manner 4 a : to suffer loss through the death or re-
moval of or final separation from (a person) b : to fail to keep
control of or allegiance of ('^ votes) 5 a : to fail to use : let slip
by : WASTE <~ the tide) b : to fail to win, gain, or obtain <~ a
prize) <'^ a contest) : undergo defeat in ilosl every battle) c ; to
fail to catch with the senses or the mind ilost part of what he said">

6 : to cause the loss of (one careless statement lost him the election)
7 ; to fail to keep, sustain, or maintain Oost his balance) 8 a : to
cause to miss one's way or bearings {lost himself in the maze of
streets) b : to make (oneself) withdrawn from immediate reality
Oost himself in daydreaming) 9 a : to wander or go astray from
{lost his way) b : to draw away from : outstrip {lost his pursuers)
10 : to fail to keep in sight or in mind 11 : to free oneself from : get
rid of (dieting to ~ some weight) ~ vi 1 : to undergo depriva-
tion of something of value 2 ; to undergo defeat ('^ with good
grace) 3 of a timepiece ; to run slow — lose ground : to suffer
loss or disadvantage : fail to advance or improve — lose one's
heart : to fall in love

lo.sel \'lo-z3l\ n [ME, fr. losen (pp. of lesen to lose), alter, of loren'\
: a worthless person — losel adj — lo.sel-ry \-ie\ n

lose out VI : to fail to win in competition : fail to receive an expected
reward or gain

lOS.er \'lu-Z3r\ n : one that loses
loss yios\ n [ME los, prob. back-formation fr. lost, pp. of losen to

"" " ' the act of losing b : the harm or privation resulting
separation c : an instance of losing 2 : a person or

lost: as a pi : killed, wounded.

lose] 1
from loss
thing or an amount that _„ _ ^ ^„, ^„, „.
captured soldiers b : the power diminution of a circuit element cor-
responding to conversion of electric power into heat by resistance

in, obtain, or utiHze; specij : an amount by
article or service exceeds the selling price

it,_ magnitude, or degree 5 : destruction,
1 insured's financial detriment by death

- at a loss : puzzled,

3 : failure to gain,
which the co;
4 : decrease i

RUIN 6 : the amount of i

or damage that the insurer becomes Uable for -

uncertain — for a loss : into a state of distress
loss leader n : an article sold at a loss in order to draw customers
loss ratio n : the ratio between insurance losses incurred and pre-
miums earned during a given period

lost \'16st\ adj [pp. of lose'] 1 : not made use of, won, or claimed
2 a : unable to find the way b : no longer visible c : lacking
assurance or self-confidence ; helpless 3 : ruined or destroyed
physically or morally ; desperate 4 a : no longer possessed
b : no longer known 5a; taken away or beyond reach or attain-
ment : denied (regions '^ to the faith) b : hardened, insensible
<-- to shame) 6 : absorbed, rapt ('-- in reverie) — 105t<nes5
\'16s(t)-n3S\ n
not \"lat\ n [ME, fr. OE hlot; akin to OHG hloz lot, Uth kliudyti to
hook on] 1 : an object used as a counter in determining a question
by chance 2 a : the use of lots as a means of deciding something
b : the resulting choice 3 a : something that comes to one upon
whom a lot has fallen : share b : one's way of life or worldly fate
: fortune 4 obs : a customs fee : duty 5 a : a portion of land
b : a measured parcel of land having fixed boundaries and desig-
nated on a plot or survey ; a motion-picture studio and its ad-
joining property 6 : a number of units of an article or a parcel of
articles offered as one item (as in an auction sale) 7 a : a number
of associated persons : set b ; kind, sort 8 : a considerable quan-
tity syn see fate

2lot vb lot.ted; lot.ting vi : to cast or draw lots ^ v/ 1 : to form or
divide into lots 2 ; allot, apportion 3 obs ; to draw lots for
Lot \'lat\ n [Heb Lot] ; a nephew of Abraham whose wife is turned
into a pillar of salt for looking back during their flight from Sodom

lo-ta or lo.tall \'lot-3\ n [Hindi lota] : a small usu. spherical water
vessel of brass or copper used in India

loth var oj loath
10*tliar-iO \lo-'thar-e-,o, -'ther-, -'thar-\ n, ojten cap [Loihario,
seducer in the play The Fair Penitent (1703) by Nicholas Rowel
: seducer

lO'tic \'lot-ik\ adj [L lotus, pp.] ; of, relating to, or living in ac-
tively moving water

Io>tion \'16-sh3n\ n [L lotion-, lotio, fr. lotus, pp. of lavere to wash— more at lye] 1 ; the act of washing : ablution 2 : a liquid
preparation for cosmetic and external medicinal use

lots X'latsX adv [pi. of Uot] : much
lot-tery \'lat-a-re, 'la-tre\ n, ojten attrib [MF loterie, fr. MD, fr. lot

lot; akin to OE hlot lot] 1 : a drawing of lots in which prizes are
distributed to the winners among persons buying a chance 2 : an
event or affair whose outcome is or seems to be determined by
chance

Ibt.to \'lat-(,)o\ n [It. lottery, fr. F lot lot, of Gmc origin; akin to
OE Mot] ; a game of chance played with cards having numbered
squares corresponding with numbered balls drawn at random and
won by covering five such squares in a row

loaus or lo.tos \'16t-3s\ n [L & Gk; L lotus, fr. Gk lotos, fr. Heb
lot myrrh] 1 : a fruit eaten by the lotus-eaters and held to cause
indolence and dreamy contentment; also : a tree (as Zizyphus lotus
of the buckthorn family) reputed to bear this fruit 2 : any of
various water lilies including several represented in ancient Egyp-
tian and Hindu art and religious symbolism 3 [NL, genus name,
fr. L] a : any of a genus {Lotus) of widely distributed upright
leguminous herbs or subshrubs b : sweet clover

lo>tus-eat>er or lo-tos-eat.er \*l6t-3-,set-3r\ n ; one of a people
described in the Odyssey of Homer as subsisting on the lotus and
living in the dreamy indolence it induced

loud \'Iaud\ adj [ME. fr. OE Mud: akin to OHG hlut loud, L in-
clutus famous. Gk klytos, Skt srnoti he hears] la: marked by
intensity or volume of sound b : producing a loud sound 2 ; clam-
OROUS. noisy 3 : obtrusive or offensive in appearance or smell
: obnoxious — loud adv — loud>ly adv — loud-ness n

loud.en \'laud-=n\ vb 10Ud>eu*ing Vlaiid-nio, -'n-io\ : to make or
become loud
loud-mouthed X'laiid-'mauthd, -*mautht\ adj : given to loud offen-
sive talk

loud*speak>er \'laud-'spe-k3r\ n : a device similar to a telephone
receiver in operation but amplifying sound

lough \'Iak\ n [ME, of Celt origin; akin to Olr loch lake; akin to L
lacus lake] 1 chiejly Irish : lake 2 chiejly Irish : a bay or inlet of
the sea

lOU.isd'or \,lij-e-'d6(3)r\ n,plloms d'or [F, fr. LouisXUl tl643
king of France -I- d'or of gold] 1 : a French gold coin first struck in
1640 and issued up to the Revolution 2 ; the French 20-franc
gold piece issued after the Revolution
LoU'is Qua'torze \,lu-e-k3-'t6(3lrz\ adj [F, Louis XIV] : of, relat-

ing to. or characteristic of the architecture or furniture of the reign
of Louis XIV of France
Louis Quinze \-'ka''z\ adj [F, Louis XV] : of, relaUng to, or
characteristic of the architecture or furniture of the reign of Louis
XV of France
Louis Seize \-'saz, -'sez\ adj [F, Louis XVI] : of. relating to, or
characteristic of the architecture or furniture of the reign of Louis
XVI of France
Louis Treize \-'traz, -'trez\ adjiF, Louis XIII] : of, relaUngto.or
characteristic of the furniture or architecture of the reign of Louis
XIII of France
Uounge X'laiinjX vb [origin unknown] vi ; to act or move idly or
lazily : loaf ^ vr : to pass (time) idly (^ away the afternoon)— loung-er n
2lounge n 1 ; a place for lounging: as a : a room in a private home
or public building for leisure occupations ; living room; also
: LOBBY b : a room in a public building or vehicle often combining
lounging, smoking, and toilet facilities 2 archaic : a lounging gait
or posture 3 : a long couch

lounge car n : a railroad passenger car with seats for lounging and
facilities for serving refreshments

loup \'16p\ vb [ME loupen, fr. ON hlaupa; akin to OE hleapan to
leap — more at leap] chiejly Scot : leap, flee — loup n

loupe \'lup\ n [F, gem of imperfect brilliancy, loupe] ; a small
magnifying glass used esp. by jewelers and watchmakers

loup-ga-rou \,lU-g3-'rU\ n, pi loups-garous \,lu-g3-'rii(z)\
[MF] : WEREWOLF

lour \'lau(-3)r\ loury \'lau(3)r-e\ var oj lower, lowery
House \'laus\ n [ME lous, fr. OE lus: akin to OHG lus louse, W
llau lice] 1 p/ lice \'lTs\ a : any of various small wingless usu.
flattened insects (orders Anoplura and Mallophaga) parasitic on
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warm-blooded animals; broadly : a small usu. sluggish arthropod
that lives on other animals or on plants and sucks their blood or
juices b : any of several small arthropods that are not parasitic
2 pi lous*e5 : a contemptible person : heel

2louse X'laus, 'lauz\ vl : to pick lice from : delouse
louse up \'lau-'s3p\ vt : to foul up : snarl '— vi : to make a mess
l0USe>W0rt X'laii-.swsrt, -,sw6(3)rt\ n : any of a genus (Pedicularis)
of plants of the figwort family formerly reputed to cause sheep
feeding upon them to be subject to vermin

lous-i-ly \'lau-z3-le\ adv : in a lousy manner : contemptibly
lous*i*ness \-ze-n3s\ n 1 : pediculosis 2 : vileness 3 : a fuzzl-
ness of silk fabric caused by splitting of the fiber

lousy \'lau-ze\ adj 1 : infested with lice 2 a : totally repulsive
; CONTEMPTIBLE b I miserably poor or inferior c : amply supplied
: REPLETE <~ with money) 3 oj silk : fuzzy and specked because
of splitting of the fiber

Uout \'laut\ vi [ME louten, fr. OE lutan; akin to ON luia to bow
down, OE lytel little] 1 : to bow in courtesy or respect 2 : to bend
in submission : yield

alout « [perh. fr. ON /i//r bent down, fr. luta'i :an awkward clownish
fellow : OAF

3lout vt : to treat as a lout : scorn
lout'ish \'laut-ish\ adj ; clownish, rude syn see boorish — lout-
ish- lyodi' — lout-isli*ness n

lou«ver or lou-vre \'Ili-v3r\ n [ME lover, fr. MF
/ovf'er] 1 : a roof lantern or turret often with
slatted apertures for escape of smoke or admis-
sion of light in a medieval building 2 a : an
opening provided with one or more slanted
fixed or movable fins to allow flow of air but to
exclude rain or sun or to provide privacy b : a louver 2a
finned or vaned device for controlling a flow of
air or the radiation of light c : a fin or shutter of a louver — lou-
vered \-v3rd\ adj

lov>able alsn love<able \'l3v-3-b3l\ adj : having qualities that at-

tract affection — lov>able-ness n — lov-ably \-ble\ adv
lOV-age \'lav-ij\ n [ME lovache, fr. AF, fr. LL levisticum, alter, of L
ligiisiicum. fr. neut. of ligusdcus Ligurian, fr. Ligur-, Ligus, n..

Ligurian] : any of several aromatic perennial herbs of the carrot
family; esp : a European herb {Levisticum ojjicinale) sometimes
cultivated as a domestic remedy, flavoring agent, or potherb
Hove \'l3v\ n [ME, fr. OE luju; akin to OHG lupa love, OE leoj

dear, L Inhere, libere to please] 1 a : affection based on admiration
or benevolence b ; an assurance of love 2a: warm attachment,
enthusiasm, or devotion <'^ of the sea) b : the object of such at-

tachment or devotion 3 a ; unselfish concern that freely accepts
another in loyalty and seeks his good: (1) ; the fatherly concern of
God for man (2) : brotherly concern for others b : man's adora-
tion of God 4 a : the attraction based on sexual desire : the
affection and tenderness felt by lovers b : a god or personification

of love c : an amorous episode : love affair d : the sexual em-
brace : copulation 5 : a beloved person : darling 6 : a score
of zero in tennis 7 cap. Christian Science \ god

2love vt 1 : to hold dear : cherish 2 a : to feel a lover's passion,
devotion, or tenderness for b : caress 3 : to like or desire

actively : take pleasure in {loved to play the violin) 4 : to thrive in

<the rose ^s sunlight) -^ vi ; to feel affection or experience desire

love alfair n l : a romantic attachment or episode between lovers
2 : a lively enthusiasm

love-bird X'lav-.bardX n : any of various small usu. gray or green
parrots (as of the genera Agapornis of Africa, Loriculus of Asia, and
Psittacula of So. America) that show great affection for their mates

love feast n 1 : a meal eaten in common by a Christian congrega-
tion in token of brotherly love 12 : a banquet or celebration held
to reconcile differences and promote good feeling or show someone
affectionate honor

love game n : a game (as in tennis) won without loss of a point
love-in-a-mist \'l3v-3n-a-,mist\ n : a European garden plant
{Nigella damascena) of the crowfoot family having the flowers en-
veloped in numerous finely dissected bracts

love knot n : a stylized knot sometimes used as an emblem of love
love-less X'iav-lasX adj 1 ; unloving 2 : unloved — love-less-ly
adv — love-less-ness n

love-li-ly \'l3V-l3-Ie\ adv
love-ll-ness \'lav-le-nas\

: BEALTV
love-lock \'l3v-,rak\ n : a long lock of hair worn over the shoulder
by men in the 17th and 18th centuries

love-lorn \-.16(3)m\ adj ; bereft of love or of a lover — love-
lorn-ness \-.l6rn-n3s\ n
Uove-ly \'l3V-le\ adj 1 obs ; loving; also : lovable 2 : eliciting

love by moral or ideal worth 3 ; delightful for beauty, harmony,
or grace : attractive 4 : grand, swell syn see beautiful— lovely adv

2loveiy n 1 : one that is lovely; specif ; a professional beauty
2 : a lovely object

love-mak-ing \*l3v-,ma-kio\ n 1 : courtship 2 : sexual activity

between lovers

lov-er \'l3v-3r\ n 1 a ; a person in love; esp : a man in love with a
girl or woman b p/ : two persons in love with each other 2 : an
affectionate or benevolent friend 3 : devotee 4 : paramour

lov-er-ly \-Ie\ adj (or adv) : resembling or as a lover
love seat n : a double chair, sofa, or settee for two persons
love set n : a set in tennis won without loss of a game
love-sick \'bv-,sik\ adj 1 : languishing with love : yearning
2 : expressing a lover's longing — love-sick-ness n

love-some \'lav-s3m\ adj 1 : winsome, lovely 2 : affectionate,
AMOROUS

lov-ing \'bv-io\ adj : affectionate — lov-ing-ly \-ia-le\ adv —
lov-ing-ness n

loving cup n [fr. its former use in ceremonial drinking] 1 : a
large ornamental drinking vessel with two or more handles 2 : a
loving cup given as a token or trophy
lov-ing-kind-ness \,lav-iD-'kTn(d)-n3s\ n : tender and benevolent
affection
UOW \'Io\ vi [ME loowen, vb., fr. OE hlowan; akin to OHG

, Gk kalein} : MOD —

lowboy

hluoen to moo, L calare to call,
low n

2lqw adj low-er \'l6(-3)r\ low-est \'Io-ast\ [ME lah, low, fr. ON
lagr: akin to MHG lasge low, flat] 1 a : having a small upward
extension or elevation <~ wall) b : situated or passing little
above a reference line, point, or plane i^ bridge) : decollete
2 a : situated or passing below the normal level, surface, or base
of measurement or the mean elevation <~ ground) b : marking
a nadir or bottom <~ point of his career) 3 a : dead b : prostrate
<Iaid '--) 4 a : not loud : soft; also : flat b : located in the
contraoctave <~ G) c ; depressed in pitch <a ^ tone) 5 : being
near the equator (-^ northern latitudes) 6 : humble in character
or status <--- birth) 7 a : lacking strength, health, or vitality
; WEAK b : lacking spirit or vivacity : depressed 8 a : of lesser
degree, size, or amount than average or ordinary <'^ pressure)
b (1) : small in number or amount (2) : inadequate <~ level of
employment) (3) : cheap <'^ price) (4) : depleted, short <'^
supply) 9 : falling short of some standard: as a : lacking dignity
or elevation <'-- style of writing) b : morallv reprehensible : base
<'-- trick) c ; coarse, vulgar {^ language) 10 a : not advanced
in complexity, development, or elaboration <~ organisms) b often
cap : Low Church 11 : unfavorable, disparaging {^ opinion
of him) 12 : articulated with a wide opening between the rela-
tively flat tongue and the palate : open <the sounds \a\, \a\, \a\
are ~) syn see base — low adv — low-ness n
3l0W n 1 : something that is low: as a : depth b : a region of
low barometric pressure 2 : the transmission gear of an automotive
vehicle giving the lowest ratio of propeller-shaft to engine-shaft
speed and the highest amplification of torque
4low or lowe \'lo\ n [ME, fr. ON Ingi, log: akin to OE leoht light— more at light] chiejly Scot : flame, blaze
Slow or lowe vb, Scot : flame, blaze
low beam n : the short-range focus of a vehicle headlight
low blood pressure n : hypotension
low-born \'lo-'b6f3}rn\ adj : born in a low condition or rank
low-boy \-,b6i\ n : a dressing table about three feet high with
drawers
low-bred \-'bred\ adj : rude, vulgar
low-brow \"I6-,brau\ n : an uncultivated
person — lowbrow adj
Low Church adj : tending to minimize the
priesthood, sacraments, and formal rites and
often to emphasize evangelical principles —
Low Churchman n

low comedy n : comedy bordering on farce
and employing burlesque, horseplay, or the
rcpresentationof low life

low-down \'lo-'daun\ adj ; contemptible,
EASE
low-down \-,daun\ n : the inside facts : dope
Uow-er \'lauf-3)r\ vi [ME loiiren: akin to MHG luren to lie in
wait] 1 : to look sullen : frown 2 : to become dark, gloomy, and
threatening (---^ing clouds) syn see frown

Slower n : a lowering look : frown; also : a gloomy sky or aspect
of wepther
3low-er \'16f-3)r\ adj 1 : relatively low in position, rank, or order
2 : constituting the popular and often the larger and more repre-
sentative branch of a bicameral legislative body 3a: situated or
held to be situated beneath the earth's surface b cap ; of, relating
to, or constituting an earlier geologic period or formation 4 : south-
ern i'^ New York State)
4low-er \'lo(-3ir\ vi : to move down : drop; also
1 a : to let descend by its own weight b ; to depre
c : to reduce the height of 2 a : to reduce in vak
the price) b (1) : to bring down : degrade (2)

c : to reduce the objective of
Uow-er-case X.lof-air-'kasX adj [fr. the compositor's practice of
keeping such types in the lower of a pair of type cases] oj a letter

: having as its tvpical form a f g or d « i rather than AFG or B N I— lowercase n
2lowercase vt ; to print or set in lowercase letters

lower class n : a social class occupying a position below the middle
class and having the lowest status in a society

low-er-class-man \,lo(-3)r-'klas-m9n\ n : underclassman
lower criticism n : textual criticism of the Bible

lower fungus n ; a fungus with hyphae absent or rudimentary and
nonseptate
low-er-most \'lo(-3)r-,most\ adj : lowest
low-ery \'lau-(3-)re\ adj : gloomy, lowering
lowest common multiple « l : the smallest common multiple of
two or more numbers 2 : the common multiple of lowest degree
of two or more polynomials
low frequency n : a radio frequency in the next to lowest range of
the radio spectrum — see radio frequency table

Low German n 1 : the German dialects of northern Germany esp.
as used since the end of the medieval period ; plattdeutsch
2 : the West Germanic languages other than High German

low-key \'lo-'ke\ adj 1 : of low intensity ; restrained 2 : having
or producing dark tones only with little contrast

low-land \-l3nd, -,land\ n : low or level country — lowland adj
low-land-er X-bn-dar. -,lan-\ /7 1 ; a native or inhabitant of a
lowland region 2 cap ; an inhabitant of the Lowlands of Scotland
Low Latin n : postclassical Latin in its later stages

low-lev-el \'lo-'lev-3l\ adj l : being of low importance or rank
2 : occurring, done, or placed at a low level

low-li-head \'16-le-.hed\ n [ME lowliheed, fr. lowly + -hed -hood;
akin to ME -hod -hood] archaic : lowly state

low-li-ness \-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being lowly
low-low \'lo-'Io\ adj : slower than ordinary low gear and thereby
adapted to heavy loads or steep grades — low-low n
UOW-ly \'16-le\ adv 1 : humbly, meekly 2 : in a low position,
manner, or degree 3 : not loudly

2lowIy adj 1 : M0DE5T. meek 2 : of or relating to a low social or
economic rank 3 : low in the scale of biological or cultural evolu-
tion 4 : ranking low in some hierarchy 5 : not lofty or sublime
: prosaic syn see humble

diminish "^ vt

, as to direction
or amount i^
abase, humble

af^fttut?" ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chin; e less; e easy;

J jofc2r>, T) sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th tHin; th this; ti loot; u foot; y yet; yii few;
I life

zh



low mass 502 lum
low mass n, ojten cap LAM t a mass that Is not sung but said In
the simplest ceremonial form
low-mind*ed \'16-'mTn-d3d\ adj ; inclined to low or unworthy
things — low-mind*ed>ly adv — low-mind*ed>ness n
lown X'laiin. 'lun\ adj [ME (Sc) lowne] dial : calm, quiet
low-necKed \'lo-'nekt\ or low-neck \-,nek\ adj : having a low-cut
neckline

low-pres^siire \'16-'presh-ar\ adj 1 : having, exerting, or operat-
ing under a relatively small pressure 2 : easygoing
low reliel n : bas-relief
low-spir-it'ed \'15-'spir-at-3d\ adj : dejected, depressed — low-
spir-it-ed-ly adv — iow-splr*it*ed*ness n
Low Sunday n : the Sunday following Easter
low-ten*sion \'lo-'ten-chan\ adj X ; having a low potendal or
voltage 2 : constructed to be used at low voltage

low-test \-'test\ adj : having a low volatility <'^ gasoline)
low tide n : the farthest ebb of the tide

low water n ; a low stage of the water in a river or lake; also : LOW
TIDE
Uox \'Iaks\ n [/iquid ojrygen] : liquid oxygen
2lox n, pi lox or lox*es [Yiddish laks, fr. MHG lahs salmon]

; smoked salmon
lOZO'drome \'lak-s3-.dr6m\ n [ISV, back-formation fr. /ojcodromfc]

; RHUMB LINE
loxo<drom<ic \,lak-s3-'drara-ik\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL
loxodromicus, fr, Gk loxos oblique + dromos course; akin to L
ulna elbow — more at ell, dromedary] : relating to a rhumb line
or to sailing on rhumb hnes — loxo*drom>i*cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\
adv

loy.al \'I6i(-3)l\ adj [MF, fr. OF leial. leel, fr. L legalis legal]
1 a : faithful in allegiance to one's lawful government b : faithful
to a private person to whom fidelity is held to be due 2 : showing
loyalty 3 : faithful to a cause, ideal, or custom 4 obs : lawful,
LEGITIMATE syn See FAFTHFUL — loy*al>ly \'16i-3-le\ adv

loy>aI*lst \'l6i-3-l3st\ n : one who is or remains loyal to a political
cause, party, government, or sovereign; esp : TORY 4

loy<aI>ty \'16i(-3)l-te\ n, ojten attrib [ME loyaltee, fr. MF loialte.

fr. OF leialte, fr. /e/a/] : the quality or state of being loyal syn see

lOZ-enge \'laz-'ni\ n [ME losenge, fr. MF losange'\ 1 : a figure with
four equal sides and two acute and two obtuse angles : diamond
2 : something shaped like a lozenge; specij : a small often medicated
candy
LP \'el-'pe\ trademark — used for a nUcrogroove phonograph
record ordinarily having a diameter of 10 or 12 inches and turning
at 33?.-} revolutions per minute

lub-ber \'l3b-3r\ n [ME lobre, lobur'\ 1 : a big clumsy fellow 2 : a
clumsy seaman — labber adj — lub*ber<Ii*ness \-le-nas\ n— lub-ber-ly \-Ie\ adj or adv

lubber line n : a fixed line on the compass of a ship or airplane that
is aligned with the longitudinal axis

lubber's hole n : a hole in a ship's top near the mast through which
one may go farther aloft without going over the rim by the futtock
shrouds

lube \'lub\ n [short for lubricating oil"] ; lubricant
lu-bric \'lij-brik\ adj [MF lubrigue, fr. ML lubricusl archaic : LU-
BRicious — Iu<bri-cal \-bri-k3l\ adj

lU'bri-caiit \'lu-bri-kont\ n 1 : a substance capable of reducing
friction, heat, and wear when introduced as a film between solid
surfaces 2 : something that lessens or prevents friction or diffi-
culty — lubricant adj_

lU-bri'Cate \'lu'br3-,kat\ vb [L lubricatus, pp. of lubricare fr.

lubncus slippery — more at sleeve] vt 1 ; to make smooth or
slippery 2 : to apply a lubricant to ~ vi : to act as a lubricant— lU'hri<ca*tion \,lu-br3-*ka-sh3n\ n — ]u<bri-ca>tive X'lu-bro-
,kat-iv\ adj — lu<bri*ca-tor \-,kat-3r\ n

lu.bri.cious \lu-'brish-3s\ or lu-bri.cous \'lu-bri-k3s\ adj [ML
lubricus, fr L, slippery, easily led astray] 1 ; marked by wanton-
ness ; lecherous; also : salacious 2 (L lubricusl a : having a
smooth or slippery quality <a '^ skin) b : marked by uncertainty
or instability : shifty — lu-bn-cious*Iy adv — lu-bric>i>ty \lii-
'bris-3t-e\ n

lu-bri-to-ri-um X.lu-bra-'tor-e-sm, -'tdr-X n [Rubricate + -torium
(as in sanatorium) ] : a station for lubricating motor vehicles

LU-can \'IU-k3n\ adj [LL lucanus, fr. Lucas Luke, fr. Gk Loukas}
; of or relating to Luke or the Gospel ascribed to him

lu.caruc \Iu-'kam\ n [F] : dormer
lu.cen.cy \'lus-='n-se\ n : the quality or state of being lucent

: LUMINOSFTY
lU'Cent \-^nt\ adj [L lucent-, lucens, prp. of lucere to shine — more
at LIGHT] 1 : glowing with liglit : luminous 2 : marked by clarity
or translucence : clear — lu»cent"ly adv
lu.cern \m-'sorn\ n [prob. modif. of G lUchsem of a lynx, fr.
luchs lynx] obs i lynx

lU.cerne also lu-cern \lu-'sarn\ n [F luzerne, fr. Prov lusernol
chiejly Brit : alfalfa

lU'Cid \'lu-s3d\ adj [L lucidus: akin to L lucere'] 1 a : suffused with
light : luminous b : translucent 2 : having full use of One's
faculties : sane 3 : clear to the understanding : intelligible
syn see clear — In*cld>ly adv — lu<cid.ness n

lu-cid.i.ly \lu-'sid-3t-e\ n 1 ; clearness of thought or style 2 : a
presumed capacity to perceive the truth directly and instantaneously
: clairvoyance

LU.Ci-Ier \'lu-sa-f3r\ n [ME, the morning star, a fallen rebel arch-
angel, the Devil, fr. OE, fr. L, the morning star, fr, lucijer light*
bearing, fr. luc-. lux light + -jer -ferous — more at light] 1 ; devil
2 ; the planet Venus when appearing as the morning star 3 not
cap : a friction match having as active substances antimony sulfide
and potassium chlorate

lu.cif.er-ase \lu-'sif-a-.ras. -.raz\ n [ISV. fr. lucijerln} : an enzyme
that catalyzes the oxidation of luciferin

lu.cil.er-in \-(3-)r3n\ n [ISV. fr. L luclfer light-bearing] : a
pigment in luminescent organisms that furnishes practically heatless
light in undergoing oxidation

lu-cil.er.ous \lU-'sif-0-)ras\ adj [L lucijerl archaic : bringing
light or insight : illuminating
Lu-ci-na \liJ-'sT-n3\ n [L, Roman goddess of childbirth] archaic
; midwife
Lu-cite \'lii-,srt\ trademark — used for an acrylic resin or plastic

consisting essentially of polymerized methyl methacrylate
luck \'l3k\ n [ME lucke, fr. MD luc; akin to MHG gelucke luck]
1 a : a force that brings good fortune or adversity b ; the events
or circumstances that operate for or against an individual 2 : fa-
voring chance; also : success — lack-less \-l3S\ adj

luck*i>ly \'lak-9-Ie\ adv : in a lucky manner : fortunately
lUCk.i.ness \'l3k-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being lucky
lucky \'l3k-e\ adj 1 : having good luck 2 : happening by chance

: FORTurrous 3 : producing or resulting in good by chance
; FAVORABLE 4 I Seeming to bring good luck
syn lucky, fortunate, happy, providential mean meeting with

imforeseen success, lucky stresses the agency of chance in bringing
about a favorable result; fortunate suggests being rewarded be-
yond one's deserts; happy combines the implications of lucky and
fortunate with stress on being blessed- providential more defi-
nitely implies the help or intervention oi a higher power

lu-cra-tive \'lu-kr3t-iv\ adj [ME lucratij, fr, MF, fr. L lucrativus,
fr. lucratus pp. of lucrari to gain, fr. lucrum'] : producing wealth
: PROFITABLE ~ lU'Cra^tive-ly adv — lu*cra*tive'ness n

lU.cre \'lu-kar\ n [ME, fr. L lucrum; akin to OE lean reward, OHO
Ion, Gk leia booty] : monetary gain ; profit; also : money

lU-CU'brate \'lU-ky3-,brat\ vi [back-formation fr, lucubration'^ : to
write learnedly ; expatiate — lu*cu*bra>tor \-,biat-ar\ n

IU>CU-bra*tion \,lii-ky3-'bra-sh3n\ n [L lucubration-, lucubratio
study by night, work produced at night, fr lucubratus, pp. of
lucubrare to work by lamplight; akin to L luc- lux] 1 : laborious
study : meditation 2 : studied or pretentious expression in speech
or writing

lU-CU.lent \'lu-ky3-lant\ adj [ME, fr. L luculentus, fr. luc-, lux
light] : clear in thought or expression : lucid — lu>cu>lent*ly adv
Lu-cul-lan \lii-'kal-3n\ or Lu-cul.li.an \-'k3l-e-3n\ adj 1 : of or
relating to Lucullus 2 : lavish, luxurious <a ~ feast)

Ludd.ite \'l3d-.Tt\ n [Ned Ludd jl \119 half-wilted Leicestershire
workman] : one of a group of early 19th century English workmen
destroying laborsaving machinery as a protest

lU>di«cr0US \'liJd-3-kr3s\ adj [L ludicrus, fr. ludus play, sport; akin
to L ludere to play, Gk loidoros abusive] 1 ; amusing or laughable
through obvious absurdity, incongruity, exaggeration, or eccen-
tricity 2 : meriting derisive laughter or scorn as absurdly inept,
false, or foolish syn see laughable — lu>di>crous-ly adv — lu-
di<crous*ness n

lu-es \'lLi-(.)ez\ n, pi lues [NL, fr. L, plague; akin to Gk lyein to
loosen, destroy — more at lose] ; syphilis — la<et*ic \lii-'et-ik\
adj — lu-et>i>cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
Lul.bery circle \,l3f-,ber-e-, -b3-re-\ n [Raoul Lufbery tl918 Am
aviator] : a military flying formation or maneuver in which two or
more airplanes follow each other closely in circular line or ascend-
ing spiral

llulf \'l3f\ n [ME, weather side of a ship, luff, fr. MF loj weather
side of ship] 1 a : the act of sailing a ship closer to the wind
b : the forward edge of a fore-and-aft sail 2 : a radial or in-.and«i

out movement of the load being carried by a crane produced by
raising or lowering the jib

2lufl vi 1 : to sail nearer the wind 2 : to move the jib of a crane
in and out
Uug \'l3g\ vb lugged; lug<ging [ME luggen to pull by the hair or
ear, drag, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Norw lugga to pull by the
hair) v/ 1 : drag, pull 2 : to carry laboriously 3 : to introduce
in a forced manner <•--' a story into the conversation) ^ vi 1 : to
pull with effort : tug 2 t to move heavily or by jerks

2lug n \ archaic a : an act of lugging b ; something that is lugged
2 pi : superior airs or affectations <put on ~s> 3 : lugsail
4 slang '. an exaction of money — used in the phrase put the lug on

3lug n [ME (Sc) lugge, perh. fr. ME luggen] 1 chiejly dial : ear
2 ; something (as a handle) that projects Uke an ear 3 ; a leather
loop on a harness saddle through which the shaft passes 4 : a
fitting of copper or brass to which electrical wires are soldered or
connected 5 : blockhead, lout
lug'gage \'l3g-ij\ n : something that is lugged; esp : suitcases or
traveling bags containing a traveler's belongings : baggage.

lug'ger \'l3g-3r\ n ilugsail] : a small fishing or coasting boat that
carries one or more lugsails

lug'gie \'l3g-e\ n i^lug] chiejly Scot ; a small wooden pail or dish
with a handle

lug'Sail \'l3g-,sal, -S3l\ n [perh. fr. ^lug]
; a four-sided sail bent to a yard that
hangs obliquely on a mast and is

hoisted and lowered with the sail

lu.gu-bri.QUS Mii-'gU-bre-as also
-'gyiJ-\ adj [L lugubris, fr. lugcre to
mourn; akin to Gk lygros mournful]
; mournful; esp ; exaggeratedly or
affectedly mournful — lu«gu»bri-
ous'ly adv — lu>gu>bri>ous>ness n
lug.worm \'l3g-,W3rm\ n [origin
known] : any of a genus {Arenicc
of marine polychaete worms that have
a row of tufted gills along each side of
the back and are used for bait

Lukan var oj lucan
Luke \'lUk\ rt [L Lucas, fr. Gk Loukas] ; a physician and com-
panion of the apostle Paul believed to be the author of the third
Gospel in the New Testament
luke.warm \'lu 'kw6(3)rm\ adj [ME. fr. luke lukewarm + warm;
akin to OHG Ido lukewarm ~ more at lee] 1 : moderately warm
: TEPID 2 : lacking conviction ; halfhearted — luke>warm-ly
adv — Iuke-wariu>ne5s n

Utlll \'l3l\ vt [ ME lullen; prob. of imit. origin] 1 : to cause to sleep
or rest : soothe 2 ; to cause to relax vigilance

2lull n 1 archaic ; something that lulls; esp t lljllaby 2 : a tem-
porary calm before or during a storm 3 ; a temporary drop in
activity

UulJa.by \'l3l-3-,bT\ n [obs. E lulla, Interj. used to lull a child (fr.

ME) + bye, interj. used to lull a child, fr. ME by] : a song to quiet
children or lull them to sleep

2luUaby vt : to quiet with a lullaby
lu-lu yiu-(.)lii\ ^ [prob. fr Lulu, nickname fr. Louise] slang t one
that is remarkable or wonderful
lum \'l3m\ n [origin unknown] chiejly Scot ; chimney

lugsails: J balance lugsail,

ola) 2 dipping lug, 3 standing
lug, 4 split lug



lumb- 503 lupulin

more at Lom]lamb- or lumbo- corrb jorm [L lumbus loin
; lumbar and </um6osacral>

luin<ba>go \,l3ni-'ba-(,)g6\ n [L, fr. lumbus"} ; usu. painful muscu-
lar rheumatism involving the lumbar region

lum.bar X'lam-bar, -,b"ar\ adj [NL lumbaris, fr. L lumbus} : of,
relating to, or constituting the loins or the vertebrae between the
thoracic vertebrae and sacrum
Umn.bei X'lsm-bsrX vi lum-ber.ing \-bC3-)rio\ [ME lomeren} : to
move heavily or clumsily; also ; rumble
slumber n [perh. fr. Lombard; fr. the use of pawnshops as store-
houses of disused property] 1 ; surplus or disused articles (as
furniture) that are stored away 2 a : timber or logs esp. when
dressed for use b : any of various structural materials prepared
in a form similar to lumber — lumber adj
Slumber vb lum.ber-ing \-b(3-)rio\ vr 1 : to clutter with or as if

with lumber : encumber 2 : to heap together in disorder 3 : to
log and saw the timber of ^ vi 1 : to cut logs for lumber 2 ; to
saw logs into lumber for the market — lum'ber*er \-b9r-3r\ n— lura.ber-man \-b3r-m3n\ n
lum.bero'ack \'l3m-b3r-Jak\ n : logger
lum<ber<yaid \-,yard\ n : a yard where a stock of lumber is kept
for sale

lum.bri'COid \'!3m-bri-,k6id\ n [L lumbricus earthworm] : a
creature (as an ascarid) that resembles an earthworm
lU>men \'lu-m3n\ n, pi Iu*mi>na \-ma-n3\ or lumens [NL lumin-,
lumen, fr. L, light, airshaft, opening] 1 ; the cavity of a tubular
organ <the '^ of a blood vessel) 2 : the bore of a tube (as of a
hollow needle or catheter) 3 : a unit of luminous flux equal to
the hght emitted in a unit solid angle by a uniform point source
of one candle — lu-mi^nal also ]u-men>al X-man-MX adj

lumin- or lumini- or lumino- combjorm [ME lumin-, fr. L lumin-,
lumen} : light </umm/ferous>

lu-mi.naire \Ju-m3-'na(a)r, -'ne(3)r\ n [F, lamp, lighting] ; a
complete lighting unit
LU-mi-nal \'lij-ma-,nal, -,n61\ trademark— used for phenobarbltal
lu>mi.nance \'lij-m3-nan(t)s\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being
luminous 2 : the luminous intensity of a surface in a given direc-
tion Der unit of projected area

lU.mi.nary \'lu-ma-.ner-e\ n [ME luminarye, fr. MP & LL; MF
luminaire lamp, fr. LL luminaria, pi. of luminare lamp, heavenly
body, fr. L, window, fr. lumin-, lumen light; akin to L lucere to
shine — more ai light] 1 : one who is notable in his chosen field

2 : an artificial light 3 : a body that gives lignt; esp : one of the
heavenly bodies — luminary adj
lu<mine \'lii-man\ vr [ME luminen to illuminate (a manuscript) —
more at limn] : illumine

lu>mi.nesce \,lu~m3-'nes\ vi [back-formation fr. luminescent} : to
exhibit luminescence

lu*mi'nes<cence \,lii-m3-'nes-'n(t)s\ n 1 : an emission of light

that is not ascribabie directly to incandescence and therefore occurs
at low temperatures and that is produced by physiological processes
(as in the firefly), by chemical action, by friction, or by electrical

action 2 ; the light produced by luminescence
lu>mi>nes-cent \''nt\ adj ; relating to, exhibiting, or adapted for
the production of luminescence

lU>mi.niI>er>0US \Ju-m3-'nif-(a-)ras\ adj : transmitting, produc-
ing, or yielding light

lU<mi<nist \'lU~ma-nast\ n [F luministe, fr. L lumin-, lumen} : a
painter who makes a specialty of the effects of light on colored
objects

lu.mi'noS'i'ty \,lU-m3~'nas-3t-e\ n 1 a : the quality or state of
being luminous b : something luminous 2 a : the reladve quan-
tity of hght b ; brightness 3 : the luminous efficiency of radiant
energy
lU*mi>nOUS \'lU-m3-n3s\ adj [ME, fr. L luminosus, fr. lumin-,
lumen} 1 : emitting hght ; shining 2 : lighted <a public square
'^ with sunlight) 3 ; enlightened, intelligent; also : clear,
intelligible syn see bright — la>ml>nous<ly adv — la<nu-
nous*ness n
luminous energy n : energy transferred In the form of visible
radiation
luminous flux n : radiant flux in the visible-wavelength range usu.
expressed in lumens instead of watts
luminous paint n : a paint containing a phosphor (as zinc sulfide
activated with copper) and so able to glow in the dark
Ium>mox \'l3m-3ks\ n [origin unknown] ; a clumsy person
Uump \'l3mp\ n [ME] 1 : a piece or mass of indefinite size and
shape 2 a : aggregate, totality (taken in the ~> b : majority
3 ; protuberance; esp : an abnormal sv/elUng 4 : a thickset
heavy person; sped] : one who is stupid or dull 5 p/ a ; beatings
<on the back waterways the single small craft takes its --^s —A.W.
Baura) b : comeuppance

3liunp vt 1 : to group without discrimination 2 :

lumps; also : to make lumps on or in 3 : to rao
clumsily ^ vi 1 ; to bo;ome formed into lumps
oneself noisily and clumsily
slump VI [origin unknown] ; to put up with (like it or '^ it)

liun>peu \'lum-pan\ adj [G lumpenproletariat degraded and con-
temptible section of the proletariat, fr. lump contemptible person
+ proletariat} ; of or relating to dispossessed and uprooted in-

dividuals cut off from the economic and social class with which
they might normally be identified (~ proletariat) (~ intellectuals)

lump*er \'l3m-p3r\ n ; a laborer employed to handle freight or
cargo

lump>i>Iy \'l3m-p3-le\ adv ; in a lumpy manner
lump.i.ness \-pe-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being lumpy
lump'ish \-pish\ adj 1 : dull, sluggish 2 obs ; low in spirits

: dejected 3 : heavy, awkward 4 : lumpy l 5a: sounding
dull or heavy b ; tedious, pedantic — lump-isb-ly adv —
lump.ish'Uess n
lumpy \-pe\ adj 1 a : filled or covered with lumps b : charac-
terized by choppy waves 2 : having a thickset clumsy api)earance
3 : uneven and often crude in style

lumpy jaw n : actinomycosis; esp : actinomycosis of the head in
cattle

lu*iia \*lU-na\ n [ME. fr. ML, fr. L, moon] ; silver — used in al-

chemy

to make into
ve noisily and
2 : to move

lu-na.cy \'lU-n3-se\ n [lunatic} 1 a : insanity interrupted by
lucid intervals b : any of various forms of insanity c : insanity
amounting to lack of capacity or of responsibility in the eyes of the
law 2 : wild foolishness : extravagant folly syn see insanity

lU-na moth \,lu-n3-\ n [NL hma {specific epithet of Actios luna),
fr. L, moon] : a large mostly pale green American moth {Actias
luna) with long tails to the hind wings

lU>nar \'lu-n3r\ adj [L lunaris, fr. luna moon; akin to L lucere to
shine— more at light] 1 a : of or relating to the moon b : orbed,
crescent c : measured by the moon's revolution <~ month)
2 iluna} : relating to or containing silver

lunar caustic n : silver nitrate fused and molded into sticks for use
as a caustic

lunar eclipse n : an eclipse in which the moon near the full phase
passes partially or wholly through the umbra of the earth's shadow

lu>nate \'lU-,nat\ adj [L lunatus, pp. of lunare to bend in a crescent,
fr. luna} ; shaped like a crescent — lu-nate'ly adv

lU.na.tic \'lu-na-.tik\ adj [ME lunatik, fr. OF or LL; OF lunatigue,
fr. LL lunaiicus, fr. L luna; fr. the belief that lunacy fluctuaied with
the phases of the moon] 1 a : affected with lunacy : insane
b : designed for the care of insane persons (-^ asylum) 2 : wildly
foolish : giddy — lunatic n

lunatic fringe n : an extreme or wild group on the periphery of a
larger group; esp : the members of a political or social movement
espousing extreme, eccentric, or fanatical views
lU.na.tion \m-'na-sh3n\ n [ME lunacioun, fr. ML lunation-,
lunaiio, fr. L luna} : the period of time averaging 29 days, 12 hours,
44 minutes, and 2.8 seconds elapsing between two successive new
moons
Uimch \'lanch\ n [prob. short for luncheon} 1 : a light meal;
esp I one taken in the middle of the day 2 : the food prepared for a
lunch

2lunch VI : to eat lunch ^ vt t to provide lunch for — lunch>er n
lun.clieon \'lan-ch3n\ n [perh. alter, of nuncheon (light snack)]
1 archaic : a piece of food : chunk 2 a : a light meal at midday
; lunch b ; a light meal eaten in company

lun.clieon-ette \,lan-ch3-'net\ n : a place where light lunches are
sold
lunch*room X'lsnch-.rUm, -,rum\ n : a small restaurant specializing
in food ready to serve or quickly prepared

lunes \'liinz\ n p/ [F, pi. of lune crazy whim, fr. MF, moon, crazy
whim, fr. L luna} : fits of lunacy

lu.nette \lu-'net\ n [F. fr. OF lunete small object shaped like the
moon, fr. lune moon] 1 a : an opening in a vault esp. for a window
b ; the surface at the upper part of a wall that is partly surrounded
by a vault which the wall intersects and that is often filled by
windows or by mural painting 2 : a temporary fortification
consisting of two faces forming a salient angle and two parallel
flanks 3 : the figure or shape of a crescent moon
lung \'l3o\ n [ME lunge. It. OE lungen; akin to OHG lungun lung,
fihti light in weight — more at light] 1 a : one of the usu. paired
compound saccular thoracic organs that constitute the basic
respiratory organ of air-breathing vertebrates b : any of various
respiratory organs of invertebrates 2 a : a device enabUng in-
dividuals abandoning a submarine to rise to the surface b : a
mechanical device for regularly introducing fresh air into and
withdrawing stale air from the lung : respirator
tlunge \'l3nj\ vb [by shortening & alter, fr. obs. allonge (to make a
thrust with a sword)] vt : to thrust or push with a lunge '^ vi

: to make a thrust or a forceful forward movement
ilunge n 1 : a sudden thrust or pass (as with a sword or foil)

2 : the act of plunging forward
lunged \'laad\ adj 1 : having lungs : pulmonatb 2 ; having
such or so many lungs ions-lunged)
Uung.er \'l3n-j9r\ n : one that lunges
2lung.cr \'l3r)-3r\ n : one suffering from a chronic disease of the
lungs; esp : one that is tubercular

lung-fish \'lao-,fish\ n : any of various fishes (order DipneustI or
Cladistia) that breathe by a modified air bladder as well as gills

lung-wort \'bo-,W3rt, -,w6(a)rt\ n : any of several plants (as a
mullein or black hellebore) formerly used in the treatment of respira-
tory disorders; esp : a European herb {Fulmonaria ojjicinalis) of
the borage family with hispid leaves and bluish flowers

lU*ni.SO>lar \.lii-ni-'s6-l3r\ adj [L luna moon + E -/- -I- solar}

: relating or attributed to the moon and the sun
lU<ni-tid*al \-'tTd-'l\ adj [L luna -H E -f- -J- tidal} ', relating to
tidal movements dependent on the moon

luuitidal interval n : the interval between the transit of the moon
and the time of the lunar high tide next following

liui'ker \'l3[]-k3r\ n [origin unknown] : something large of its

kind — used esp. of a fish

lunK-head \'l3ok-,hed\ n [prob. alter, of lump + head} ; a dull*
wilted person : dolt — lunk-bead-ed \-'hed-3d\ adj

lunt \'l3nt\ n [D lont} 1 ch.iejly Scot : SLOW match; also : torch
2 chiejiy Scot : smoke; also : hot vapor

Iu>nu<late \'lii-ny3-,lat\ adj : resembling a small crescent; also

; having crescent-shaped markings
lu>nule \'lii-(,)nyli(3)l\ n [NL lunula, fr. L, crescent-shaped orna-
ment, fr. dim. of luna moon] : a crescent-shaped body part or
marking (as the whitish mark at the base of a fingernail)

lu«ny \'lu-ne\ var oj loony
lu-pa.nar Xlii-'pa-nar, -'pan-srX n [L, fr. lupa prostitute, lit., she*
wolf, fern, of lupus} : brothel

IiU.per*ca<lia \,lu-p3r-*ka-le-a, -'kal-yaX n [L, p!., fr. Lupercus, god
of flocks] : an ancient Roman festival celebrated February 15 to

ensureJertility for the people, fields, and flocks — La-per*ca-Iian
\-'ka-le-an, -'kal-yan\ adj
UU'Pine \'lu-p3n\ n [ME. fr. L lupinus. lupinum, fr. lupinus, adj.]
: any of a genus {Lupinus) of leguminous herbs some of which are
poisonous and others cultivated for green manure, fodder, or their

edible seeds; also : an edible lupine seed (as of the European L.
albus)

2lu.pine \-,pTn\ adj [L lupinus, fr. lupus wolf — more at wolf]
: wolfish

lu>pu<lin \'lU-pya-l5n\ n [NL lupulus (specific epithet of the
hop plant Humulus lupulus), fr. dim. of L lupus wolf, bop] : a fine
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yellow resinous powder on the strobiles of hops ha'/ing the charac-
teristic hop flavor and odor

lu*pus \'lu-p3s\ n [ML, fr. L, wolf] : any of several diseases charac-
terized by skin lesions; esp ; lupus vulgaris

lupus vul>gar<is X.lu-pss-.vsl-'gar-ss. -'ger-\ n [NL, lit., common
lupus] : tuberculous disease of the skin marked by formation of
soft brownish nodules with ulceration and scarring

Uurch \'l3rch\ vb [ME lorchen, prob. alter of lurken to lurk]
VI, dial chiejJy Eng : to loiter about a place furtively : prowl
^ vt 1 obs : to obtain by fraud or stealth : steal 2 archaic : to

do out of something ; cheat
2lurch n, archaic : an act of lurching : a state of watchful readiness

alurcil n [MF iourche. adj., defeated by a lurch, deceived] 1 obs
: an act or instance of discomfiture : setback 2 : a decisive defeat

in which an opponent wins a game by more than double the

defeated player's score esp. in cribbage — in the lurch : in a vulner-

able and unsupported position
4lurcll vt 1 : to defeat by a lurch (as in cribbage) 2 archaic : to

leave iti the lurch
silU"Ch n [origin unknown] 1 : a sudden roll of a ship to one side

2 : an act or instance of swaying or tipping; esp : a staggering gait

filurch vi : to roli or tip abruptly : pftch; also : stagger
lurch.er yiar-charX n ['/urc/i] 1 archaic : a petty thief : pilferer
2 archaic t lurker, spy 3 Brit ; a mongrel dog; esp ; one used
by poachers

lur-dane \'lard-^n\ n [ME lurdan, fr. MF lourdin dullard, fr.

lourd dull, stupid, fr. L luridus lurid] archaic : a lazy stupid person— lurdane adj
Uure \'lur3lr\ n [ME. fr. MF loire,

of Gmc origin; akin to MHG luoder

bait; akin to OE lathian to invite,

OHG /odo'i] 1 : a bunch of feathers
attached to a long cord and used by
a falconer to recall a hawk 2 a : an JimmTIinniSh .

inducement to pleasure or gain : en- >>f8iPi™
TICEMENT b ; appeal, ATTRACTION t*' 3 ^
3 ; a decoy for attracting animals to

capture; esp : artificial bait used for
catching fish

21ure vt 1 ; to recall (a hawk) by
means of a lure 2 : to tempt with a
promise of pleasure or gain : entice lures for fishing: 1 wiggler,
— lur-er n 2 plunker, 3 minnow, 4
syn ENTICE, INVEIGLE, DECOY, TEMPT, Spinner, 5 spoon, 6 bucktail

SEDUCE: LURE implics a drawing into
danger, evil, or difficulty through attracting and deceiving; entice
suggests drawing by artful or adroit means; inveigle imphes
enticing by cajoling or flattering; decoy implies a luring into en-
trapment by artifice; tempt implies the presenting of an attraction

so strong that it overcomes the restraints of conscience or better
judgment; seduce implies a leading astray by persuasion or false
promises

lu<rid \'lur-3d\ adj [L luridus pale yellow, sallow] 1 a : wan and
ghastly pale in appearance : livid h : of any of several hght or
medium grayish colors ranging in hue from yellow to orange
2 : shining with the red glow of fire seen through smoke or cloud
3 a : causing horror or revulsion : gruesome b : highly colored
: sensational syn see ghastly — lu-rid*ly adv — ]u<rid'Uess n

lurk \'l3rk\ vi [ME lurken: akin to MHG ITiren to lie in wait —
more at lower] 1 a : to lie in ambush : skulk b : to move
furiively or inconspicuously ; sneak c ; to persist in staying
2 a : to be concealed but capable of being discovered; specij : to
constitute a latent threat b : to lie hidden ~ lurk«er n
syn LURK, SKULK, slink, sneak mean to behave so as to escape

attention, lurk implies a lying in wait in a place of concealment
and suggests a readiness to attack; skulk suggests more strongly
cowardice or fear or sinister intent; slink implies moving stealthily
often merely to escape attention; sneak may add an implication of
entering or leaving a place or evading a difficulty by furtive,
indirect, or underhanded methods

lUS*CiOUS \'l3sh-3s\ adj [ME lucius, perh. alter, of licius, short for
delicious'] 1 a ; having a delicious taste or smell : sweet b archaic
1 excessively sweet : cloving 2 ; having sensual appeal : seduc-
tive 3 : richly luxurious or appealing to the senses; also : florid— lus>cious*Iy adv — lus*cious*ness n
ilush \'lash\ adj [ME lusch soft, tender] 1 a : producing luxuriant
foliage (-^ grass) b : green, fertile <'-- pastures) 2 a : thriving
b : characterized by abundance : plentiful c : prosperous,
profitable 3 a ; savory, delicious b : sensuous, voluptuous
c ; opulent, sumptuous syn see profl'SE — Iush<ly adv —
Insh-ness n

2lush n [origin unknown] 1 slang : intoxicating liquor : drink
2 : an habitual heavy drinker : drunkard

3lush vb. slang : drink
Uust \'l3st\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG lust pleasure, L lascrvus
wanton] 1 obs a : pleasure, delight b : personal inclination
: WISH 2 : usu. intense sexual desire : lasciviousness 3 a : an
intense longing : craving b : eagerness, enthusiasm

2lust vj : to have an intense desire or need : crave; specij ; to have a
sexual urge
Uus-ter or lUS-tre \'l3s-t3r\ n [ME lustre, fr. L lustrumZ : a period
of five years : lustrum 2

alUSter or lustre n [MF lustre, fr. Olt lustro, fr. lustrare to brighten,
fr. L; akin to L lucere to shine — more at light] 1 : a glow of
reflected light : sheen; specij ; the appearance of the surface of a
mineral as to its reflecting qualities 2 a : a glow of light from
within ; LUMiNosrTY b : an inner beauty ; radiance 3 ; bril-
liance, distinction 4 a : a glass pendant used esp. to ornament
a candlestick or chandelier bra decorative object (as a chandelier)
hung with glass pendants 5 chiejly Brit : a fabric with cotton
warp and a filling of wool, mohair, or alpaca 6 ; lusterware— luS'ter.Iess N-tor-lasX adj
Muster or lustre vb lus-ter-ing or lus-tring \-t(3-)rio\ vi : to
have luster : gleam ^ vt 1 : to give luster or distinction to 2 ; to
coat or treat with a substance that imparts luster

lUS.ter.ware \'l3S-t3r-,wa(3)r, -,we(9>r\ n : earthenware decorated
by applying to the glaze metallic compounds which become
iridescent metallic films in the process of firing

lUSt.ful \'l3St-f3l\ adj 1 : excited by lust : lecherous 2 archaic
: full of vigor or enthusiasm : lusty — lust-lul-ly \-f3-le\ adv— lust'tul'Uess n

lust>i*liood \M3s-te-,hiid\ n 1 ; vigor of body or spirit : robustness
2 ; sexual inclination or capacity

lust-i-ly \'l3s-t3-le\ adv : in a lusty manner
lust<i<ness \-te-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being lusty
luS'tral \'l3s-trsl\ adj [L lusiralis, fr. lustrum] 1 : purificatory
2 archaic : of or relating to a lustrum : quinquennial

lUS<trate \'l3S-,tral\ vr [L lustratus, pp. of lustrare to brighten,
purify] : to purify ceremonially — luS'tra-tion \,l3s-'tra-sh3n\ n
Uus-tring \'l3S-trip\ n [modif. of It lusirino] : lutestring
2lus>truig Vt(3-)rii3\ n : a finishing process (as calendering) for
giving a gloss to yams and cloth

lus*trous \'lss-tr3s\ adj 1 : having a gloss : shining 2 : radiant
in character or reputation : illustrious syn see bright — lus-
trous-ly adv — Ius*trous*ness n

lus-trum \'l3s-tram\ «, pi lustrums or lus.tra \-tr3\ [L; akin to L
lustrare to brighten, purify] 1 a : a purification of the whole
Roman people made in ancient times after the census every five
years b : the Roman census 2 : a period of five years ; quin-
quennium

lusty \'l3s-te\ adj 1 archaic : merry, joyous 2 : lustful <'-^

passion) 3 : full of vitality : robust 4 : full of strength ; power-
ful svn see vigorous

lU.SUS na.tU-rae \.iu-S3-sn3-'t(y)u(3)r-(.)e. -'tuC3)r-.T\ n [NL. Ut.,
play of nature] : a sport or freak of nature

lu<ta>nist \'lut-''n-3st\ n [ML lutanista, fr. lutana lute, prob. fr.

MF lut] : a lute player
Uute \'Iut\ n [ME, fr. MF /«/, fr. OProv laut, fr.

Ar al-'ud, lit., the wood] ; a stringed musical in-
strument with a large pear-shaped body, a neck
with a fretted fingerboard, and a head with pegs for
tuning

2lute vi : to play a lute « v/ : to play on a lute
3lute n [ME, fr. L lutum mud — more at pollute]
: a substance (as cement or clay) for packing a joint
or coating a porous surface to make it impervious
to gas or Uquid

4lUte vt : to seal or cover with lute
lute- or luteo- comb jorm [NL {corpus) luteum]

: corpus luteum {luteal}

lu.te.al \'rdt-e-sl\ adj : of, relating to, or involving
the corpus luteum

lU.tein \'lut-e-3n. 'lU-,ten\ n [fr. its occurrence in
corpus luteum] 1 ; an orange xanlhophyll C40H54-
(OHlz occurring esp. in plants usu. with carotenes
and chlorophylls 2 ; a preparation (as a hormone) from corpus
luteum

lu<tem>ize \-,\z\ vt : to cause the production of corpora lutea In~ vi : to undergo transformation into corpus luteum
luteinizing hormone n : a hormone from the anterior lobe of the
pituitary body that in the female stimulates esp. the development
of corpora lutca and in the male the development of interstitial
tissue

lu»te«ous \'lut-e-ss\ adj [L luteus yellowish, fr. lutum, a plant used
for dyeing yellow] : yellow tinged with green or brown

lu.tecvi.res.cent X.lut-e-Oo-va-'res-'nt, -(.)vI-\ adj [L luteus
+ E -o- -^ virescent] ; greenish yellow

lute-stiing \'liJt-(,)strio\ n [by folk-etymology fr. It lustrino glossy
fabric, fr. lustro luster] : a plain glossy silk formerly much used for
women's dresses and ribbons

lU-te-tium or luae.cium \lu-'te-sh(e-)3m\ n [NL, fr. L Lutetia,
ancient name of Paris] : a trivalent metaUic element of the rare*
earth group — see element table

iLU'ther.an \'lii-th(3-)r3n\ n : a member of a Lutheran church
2Lulheran adj [Martin Luther tl546 G religious reformer] 1 : of
or relating to Luther or his religious doctrines (as justification by
faith alone) 2 ; of or relating to the Protestant churches ad-
hering to Lutheran doctrines, liturgy, or polity — Lu>ther-an>ism

lute

V.i n\ n
Lu-tine bell \,lu-,ten-'bel\ n [fr. the British warship Lutine, froih
whose wreck in 1799 it was salvaged] ; a bell sounded at Lloyd's
before an important announcement

lut.ing \'lut-io\ n X 3LUTE
lut'isl \'lut-3st\ n 1 : a lute player 2 : a maker of lutes

lux \'l3ks\ n, pi lux or lux-es [L, light — more at ught] : a unit
of illumination equal to the direct illumination on a surface that is

everywhere one meter from a uniform point source of one caudle
or equal to one lumen per square meter

lUX<ate \'l3k-,sat\ vr [L luxatus, pp. of luxare, fr. luxus dislocated— more at lock] : to throw out of place or out of joint : dislocate— Iux>a>tion \,l3k-'sa-sh3n\ n

luxe yiuks, 'laks, 'liiks\ n [F. fr. L luxus — more at luxury] : the
quahty or state of being sumptuous ; luxury

lux-U-ri-ance \(,)lag-'zhur-e-3n(t)s, (,)l3k-'shur-\ n : the quality
or state of being luxuriant

lux.u-ri-an.cy \-e-3n-se\ n, archaic : luxuriance
llix.u»ri.ant \-e-3nt\ adj 1 a : yielding abundantly ; productive
b : characterized by abundant growth : lush 2a: exuberantly
rich and varied : prolific b : excessively elaborate ; florid
3 : characterized by luxury : luxurious syn see profuse —
lux>u<ri>ant>ly adv

]ux>U>ri*ate \-e-,at\ vi [L luxuriatus, pp. of luxuriare fr. luxuria}

1 a : to grow profusely ; thrive b : to develop extensively : pro-
liferate 2 ; to indulge oneself luxuriously : revel

lux-u-ri^OUS \(,)l3g-*zhur-e-3s, (,)l3k-'shur-\ adj 1 ; of or relating

to unrestrained gratification of the senses : voluptuous 2a; fond
of luxury or self-indulgence : sybaritic b : characterized by
opulence or rich abundance; specif : excessively ornate — lux-
u-ri'ous-ly adv — lux>u>ri>ous>ne5S n
syn luxurious, sumptuous, opulent mean ostentatiously rich

or magnificent, luxurious applies to what is choice and costly

and suggests gratification of the senses and desire for comfort;
sumptuous applies to what is extravagantly rich, splendid, or
luxurious; opulent suggests a flaunting of luxuriousness, lux-
uriance, or costliness syn see in addition sensuous

lux.u.ry \']3ksh-(s-)re, 'l3gzh-\ n [ME luxurie, fr. MF, fr. L
luxuria rankness, luxury, excess; akin to L luxus luxury, excess]
1 archaic X LECHERY, LUST 2 : sumptuous Uving or equipment;
also X EXTRAVAGANCE — luxuiy adj

1-ly \le\ adj sujjix [ME, fr. OE -lie, -lie; akin to OHG -tih: both
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fr. a prehistoric Gmc noun represented by OE lie body — more at
like] 1 : like in appearance, manner, or nature : having the
characteristics of <queen/>'> <father/y> 2 ; characterized by
regular recurrence in (specified) units of time : every <hour/^>

2-ly adv sujjix [ME, fr. OE -lice, -lice fr. -lie, adj. suffix] 1 : in a
(specified) manner <slow/^> : in the manner of a <parl/» 2 : from
a (specified) point of view <eschatological/y>

ly.am-hoimd \'lT-3m-,haund\ or lyine-hoiind \'lTm-,haund\ n
[obs. lyam (leash)] archaic I bloodhound

ly-ait \'lT-3rt\ adj [ME, fr. MF liartl chiejly Scot : streaked with
gray : gray

ly.can.Uirope X'lT-ksn-.throp, lT-'kan-\ n [NL lycanthropus, fr. Gk
lykanthropos werewolf, fr. lykos wolf + anthropos man — more at
WOLF] 1 : a person displaying lycanthropy 2 : werewolf

ly<can<throp-ic \,li-k3n-'ihrap-ik\ adj : of or relating to lycan-
thropy

ly.can.thro.py \lT-'kan(t)-thr3-pe\ « 1 ; a delusion that one has
become a wolf 2 : the assumption of the form and characteristics
of a wolf held to be possible by witchcraft or magic

ly-cee \le-'sa\ n [F, fr. MF, lyceum, fr. L Lyceum'\ : a French
public secondary school that prepares for the university

ly.ce.um \li-'se-3m, 'lT-se-\ /? [L Lyceum, gymnasium near Athens
where Aristotle taught, fr. Gk Lykeion, fr. neut. of lykeios, epithet
of Apollo] 1 : a hatl for public lectures or discussions 2 ; an
association providing public lectures, concerts, and entertainments
3 : LYCEE

ly.chee var of litchi
lych-gate \'lich-,gat\ n [ME lycheyate, fr. lich body, corpse, (fr.

OE /7c) + gate, yate gate] : a roofed gate in a churchyard under
which a bier rests during the initial part of the burial service

lych>niS \'lik-n3s\ n [NL. genus name, fr. L, a red flower, fr. Gk;
akin to Gk lychnos lamp, L lux hght — more at light] : any of a
genus (Lychnis) of herbs of the pink family with terminal cymes
of showy mostly red or white flowers

ly.CO-pod \'lT-k3-,pad\ n [NL Lycopodiumi : lycopodium 1;

broadly : club moss
ly.co.po-di.um \,ir-k3-'p6d-e-3m\ n [NL. genus name, fr. Gk
lykos wolf + podion, dim, of pod-, pous foot — more at foot]
1 ; any of a large genus {Lycopodium) of erect or creeping club-
mosses with evergreen one-nerved leaves in four to many ranks
2 ; a fine yellowish flammable powder composed of lycopodium
spores and used in pharmacy and as a component of fireworks and
flashhght powders

lydd.ite y'id-.'t\ n .

chiefly of picric acid
lye \'1T\ n [ME, fr. OE leag, akin to OHG louga lye, L lavare,

lavere to wash, Gk louein'] : a strong alkaline liquor rich in potas-
sium carbonate leached from wood ashes and used esp. in soap-
making and washing; broadly : a strong alkaline solution (as of
sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide)

ly.gus bug \'lT-g3S-\ n [NL Lygus, genus name] : any of various
small sucking bugs (genus Lygus) including some vectors of virus
diseases of plants

ly.ing \'ir-ia\ adj [prp. of 3/ie] : untruthful, false syn see
DISHONEST

ly.ing-in \,lT-io-'in\ n, pi lyings-in or Ijring-ins : the state
attending and consequent to childbirth ; confinement
lymph \'lim(p)f\ n. pi lympllS \'lirn(p)fs, 'Um(p)s\ [L lytnpha,
water goddess, water, fr. Gk nymphe nymph — more at nuptial]
1 archaic t a spring or stream of water; also i pure clear water
2 archaic : the sap of plants 3 [NL lympha, tr. L, water] : a
pale coagulable fluid that consists of a liquid portion resembling
blood plasma and containing white blood cells

lymph- or lympllO- comb Jorm [NL lympha} : lymph : lymphatic
tissue (.lymphogranuloma}

lymph-ad.e.ni.tis \,Hm-,fad-='n-'Tt-3_s\ n [NL, fr. lymphaden
lymph gland, fr. lymph- + Gk aden gland — more at aden-]
; inflammation of lymph glands

Uym-phat.ic \Um-*fat-ik\ adj 1 a : of, relating to. or produced by
lymph, lymphoid tissue, or lymphocytes b : conveying lymph
2 : lacking physical or mental energy : sluggish — lym-phat-i-
cal-ly \-i-k(3-)ie\ adv

aiympliatic n : a vessel that contains or conveys lymph
lymph cell n : a cell in lymph; specij : lymphocyte
lymph gland n : one of the rounded masses of lymphoid tissue sur-
rounded by a capsule of connective tissue that occur in the course
of the lymphatic vessels and that consist of a reticulum of connec-
tive tissue fibers in the meshes of which are contained numerous
small round cells each having a large round deeply staining
nucleus and when carried off by the lymph flowing through the
gland becoming a lymphocyte — called also lymph jollicle, lymph
node
lymph nodule n : a small simple lymph gland — called also lymph
jollicle

lym.pho.blast \'lim(p)-f3-,blast\ n [ISV] : a cell giving rise to
lymphocytes — lyin-pho>blas>tic \,hm(p)-f3-*blas-tik\ adj

lym.pho.cyte \'Hm(p)-f3-,sTt\ n [ISV] : a colorless weakly motile
cell produced in lymphoid tissue that is the typical cellular element
of lymph and constitutes 20 to 30 percent of the leukocytes of
normal human blood — lym»pho«cyt«ic \,Iim(p')-fa-'sit-ik\ adj

lym.phO.cy-tO-SiS \.Iim(p)-f3-.sT-'t6-S3s\ n [NL, fr. ISV lympho-
cyte} : an increase in the number of lymphocytes in the blood usu.
associated with chronic infections or inflammations — lym-pho-
cy.tot'ic \-'tat-ik\ adj

lym.plio.gran.u.lo-ma \,lim(pi-fo-,gran-y3-'lo-m3\ n, pi lympho-
granulomas or lym.pho.gran-u-Io-ma.ta \-m3t-a\ [NL] 1 : a
nodular swelling of a lymph node 2 : a contagious venereal virus

disease marked by swelling and ulceration of lymphatic tissues in

the iliac and inguinal regions — lym.pho-gran-U'lO'ma-tO'Sis
\-.lo-m3-'l6-S3s\ n

lym*phoid \'lim-,f6id\ adj 1 : of. relating to. or resembling lymph
2 : of. relating to, or constituting the tissue characteristic of the
lymph glands
lym.pho.ma \lim-'f6-ma\ /i, pi lymphomas or lym-pho-ma.ta
\-m9t-a\ [NL] : a tumor of lymphoid tissue — lym-pho-jna'toid
\-m3-,t6id\ adj — lym>pho>ma>to*sis \(,)Ura-,fo-m9-*to-s3s\ n

— lym>pho*ma>tons NUm-'fam-at-as, -'fo-mst-X adj
lym.pho.poi.e«sls \,Um(pi-f3-,p6i-'e-s3s\ n, p/lym-pho^poi.e-ses
\-'e-,sez\ [NL] : the formation of lymphocytes or lymphatic tissue— lym-pho^poi-et-ic \-,p6i-'et-ik\ adj

lyn.ce-an \lin-'se-an, •lin(t)-se-\ adj [L lynceus, fr. Gk lynkeios, lit.,

of Lynceus. Argonaut famous for his sharpness of sight, fr.
Lynkeus Lynceus] : sharp-sighted

lynch \'!inch\ vr [lynch law} : to put to death by mob action without
legal sanction — lynch-er n

lynch law n [prob. fr. Charles Lynch tl 796 Am justice of the peace;
fr. his presiding over an extralegal court to suppress Tory activity]
; the punishment of presumed crimes or offenses usu. by death with-
out due process of layv

lynx \'lio(k)s\ n. pi lynx or lynx-es [L, fr. Gk- akin to OE lox
lynx, Gk leukos white ~ more at light] : any of various wildcats
with relatively long legs, a short stubby tail, mottled coat, and often
tufted ears: as a. \ the common lynx {Lynx lynx) of northern
Europe and Asia b : bobcat c : a No. American !ynx {L.
canadensis) with soft fur and large padded feet — called also
Canada lynx

lynx-eyed \'lio(k)-'sTd\ adj : sharp-sighted
lyo-combjorm [prob.fr, NL, fr. Gk fj'ei/i to loosen, dissolve — more
at lose] : dispersed state : dispersion (.lyophilic}

ly.on.naise \,lT-a-'naz\ adj [F (d la) lyonnaise in the manner of
Lyons, fr. fem. of lyonnais of Lyons, fr. Lyon Lyons, France]
: prepared with onions
Ly>on<nesse \,IT-a-*nes\ n : a country held in Arthurian legend to
have been contiguous to Cornwall before sinking beneath the sea

lyo.phile \'lT-3-.fTl\ adj [ISV] l : lyophilic 2 or lyo-philed
\-,fild\ : of. relating to, or obtained by lyophilization

lyo>phU>ic \,lT-3-*fil-ik\ adj : marked by strong affinity between a
dispersed phase and the liquid in which it is dispersed <a ---' colloid)

ly.Oph.i.li.za.tion \(.)lT-.af-3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the process of lyoph-
ilizing or the state of being lyophilized

ly.oph.i.lize \lT-'af-^-,lTz\ vt : freeze-dry
lyo>pho-bic \,lI-3-'f6-bik\ adj : marked by lack of strong affinity
between a dispersed phase and the Uquid in which it is dispersed <a~ colloid)

Ly-ra \*h-r3\ n [L (gen. Lyrae), lit., lyre] : a northern constellation
representing the lyre of Orpheus or Mercury and containing Vega

ly.rate \'lT(alr-,at\ or ly.rat.ed \-.at-3d\ adj ; having or suggest-
ing the shape of a lyre — ly-rate*Iy adv

lyre \"ir(a)r\ « [ME lire, fr. OF. fr. L lyra, fr. Gk]
1 ; a stringed musical instrument of the harp class used
by the ancient Greeks esp. to accompany song and reci-

tation 2 cap : LYRA
lyre-bird \'ll(a)r-,bard\ n : either of two Australian
passerine birds (genus Menura) distinguished in the
male by very long tail feathers displayed during court-
ship in the shape of a lyre

Uyr-ic \'Hr-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating tc

2 : suitable to sing to the lyre or for bei

and sung 3 a : expressing direct usu.
b : exuberant, rhapsodic

21yric rt 1 : a lyric composition; specij % a lyric poem 2 pi : the
words of a popular song or musical-comedy number

lyr-i.cal \'lir-i-k3l\ adj : lyric — lyr-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
— Iyr-i-cal*ness \-k3l-n3s\ n

lyr<i-cism \'Ur-3-,siz-sm\ n 1 a : the quality or state of being lyric

: songfulness b : a personal direct intense style or quality in

poetry or the other arts 2 : exuberance of style or feeling

lyr-i-cist \-3-s3st\ n : a writer of lyrics

lyr-ism \'li(3)r-.iz-3m\ n : lyricism
lyr.ist n 1 \'ir(3)r-sst\ : a player on the lyre 2 \'ljr-3st\ : lyricist

lys- or lysi- or lyso- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk lys-, lysi- loosening, fr.

lysis} : lysis (Jys'iri)

ly.sate \'lT-,sat\ n ; a product of lysis

lyse X'lTs, 'lTz\ vb [back-formation fr. NL lysis} vt : to cause to

undergo lysis -^ vi : to undergo lysis

Ly'Sen*k0*i5m \l3-'ser)-(,)ko-,i2-3m\ n [Trofim Lysenko 61898
Russ geneticist] : a biological doctrine asserting the fundamental
influence of somatic and environmental factors on heredity in

contradiction of orthodox genetics

ly-ser.gic acid Xla-.ssr-jik-, (,)IT-\ n {lys- -i- ergot] : a crystalline

acid C16H16N2O2 from ergotic alkaloids

iy.sin \'lTs-'n\ n : a substance capable of causing lysis; esp : an
antibody capable of causing disuitegration of red blood cells or
microorganisms

ly.sine \'lT-,sen\ n : a crystalline basic amino acid CeHuNzOz that

is essential to animal nutrition

ly<SiS VlT-sas\ n, pi ly.ses \'lT-,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk, act of loosening.

dissolution, remission of fever, fr. lyein to loosen ~ more at lose]

1 : the gradual dechne of a disease process (as fever) 2 ; a process

of disintegration or dissolution (as of cells)

-l.y.SiS \l-a-S3s\ n comb jorm, pi -l-y.ses \l-3-,sez\ [NL, fr. L&
Gk; L, loosening, fr. Gk, fr. lysis] 1 : decomposition ielectrolysis)

2 : disintegration ; breaking down (.autolysis)

ly.so-gen.e.sis \,lT-s3-'jen-3-s3S\ n [NL] : the production of lysins

or of the phenomenon of lysis — ly-so-ge-net-ic \-J3-'net-ik\ adj

ly-so«zyme \'IT-s3-,zTm\ n : a basic bacteriolytic protein present in

egg white and in secretions that functions as a mucinolytic enzyme
-lyte \.irt\ n comb Jorm [Gk lytos that may be untied, soluble, fr.

lyein} : substance capable of undergoing (such) decomposition
(hydrolyte)

lyt.iC \'ht-ik\ adj [Gk lytikos able to loose, fr. lyein] : of or relating

to lysis or a lysin; also ; productive of or effecting lysis (as of cells)

-lyt-ic \'Ut-ik\ adj sujjix [Gk lytikos] : of, relating to, or effecting

(such) decomposition (hydrolylic}

lyt.ta \'lit-3\ n, ;j/lyl.tae \*ht-.e, -,T\ [L, fr. Gk. lit., madness, rabies;

fr. the belief that it might cause rabies unless removed] : a fibrous

and cartilaginous rod lying within the longitudinal axis of the

tongue in many carnivorous mammals (as the dog)
-Ijrze \,lTz\ vb comb jorm [ISV, prob. irreg. fr. NL -lysis] : produce
or undergo lysis (sense 2) <electro/>'ze>

I a lyre or harp u-re
ing set to music
intense personal emotion
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m m
> M •

m \'em\ n, often cap, ojten attrib 1 a : the
13th letter of the Enghsh alphabet to : a
graphic representation of this letter c ; a
speech counterpart of orthographic m 2 : one
thousand 3 : a graphic device for reproduc-
ing the letter m 4 : one designated m esp.
as the 12th or when j is used for the 1 0th
the 13th in order or class 5 : something
shaped like the letter M 6 a : em 2 b : pica
ma \'ma, 'm6\ n [short for mamal ; mother
ma'am \'mam, ajter ^yes" ojien sm\ n

Mab \'mab\ n : a fairy queen held to govern men's dreams
mac \'mak\ n, Brit : mackintosh
ma>ca>bre Xma-'kabr'X adj [F, fr. (danse) macabre dance of death,
fr. MF (danse de) Macabre} 1 : having death as a subject : com-
prising or including a personalized representation of death
2 : dwelling on the grisly or gruesome 3 : tending to produce
horror in abehoider : horrible syn see ghastly ~ ma-ca>bre>ly
\-'kab-r3-le\ adv
mac*ad-am \m3-'kad-9m\ n [John L. McAdam tl836 Brit en-
gineer] 1 : macadamized roadway or pavement esp. with a
bituminous binder 2 : the broken stone used in macadamizing
mac<a<da>mia nut \,mak-3-'da-me-3-\ n [NL Macadamia, genus of
evergreens, fr. John Macadam 11*^65 Australian chemist] ; a
hard-shelled nut somewhat resembling a filbert and produced by
an Austrahan evergreen tree {Macadamia ternijolia) of the protea
family

mac-ad*am.ize \m3-'kad-s-,mTz\ vt : to construct or finish (a

road) by compacting into a solid mass a layer of small broken
stone on a convex well-drained roadbed

ma>caqu.e Xms-'kak, -'kak\ n [F, fr. Pg macaco} ; any of numerous
short-tailed Old World monkeys {Macaca and related genera)
chiefly of southern Asia and the East Indies; esp : rhesus monkey

mac-a>TO*Ili \,mak-a-'ro-ne\ n [It maccheroni, pi. of maccherone,
fr. It dial, maccarone dumpling, macaroni] 1 : a paste composed
chiefly of semolina dried in the form of slender tubes for use as food
2 pi macaronis or macaronies a : a member of a class of traveled
young Englishmen of the late ISth and early 19th centuries who
affected foreign ways b : an affected young man ; fop

mac*a.ron.lC \-'r"an-ik\ adj [NL macaronicus, fr. It dial, mac-
carone macaroni] 1 archaic ; being a jumble or medley : mixed
2a; characterized by a mixture of vernacular words with Latin
words or with non- Latin words having Latin endings to : charac-
terized by a mixture of two languages — macaronic n — mac>a-
ron.i'Cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

mac-a.roon \,mak-3-'run\ n [F macaron, fr. It dial, maccarone}
; a small cake composed chiefly of the white of eggs, sugar, and
ground almonds or coconut
ma.caw \m3-'k6\ n [Pg macau} ; any of numerous parrots (esp.
genus Ara) of South and Central America including some of the
largest and showiest of parrots
Macbeth Xmsk "beth, mak-\ n i a Scottish general who is the
protagonist of Shakespeare's tragedy Macbeth
Mac.ca.be.an \,mak-a-'be-an\ adj ; of or relating to the Mac-
cabees
Mac-ca.bees \'mak-3-,bez\ n pi [Gk Makkabaioi, fr. pi. of Mak-
kabaios, surname of Judas Maccabaeus 2d cent. B.C. Jewish patriot]
: a priestly faniily leading a Jewish revolt begun in 168 B.C. against
Hellenism and Syrian rule and reigning over Palestine from 142
B.C. to 63 B.C.

mac<=ca-b07 \'mak-3-,b6i\ n [F macouba, fr. Macouba, district in
Martinique] : a snuff from Martinique
McCai'thyoism \m3-'kar-the-,iz-9m also -'kart-e-\ n [Joseph R.
McCarthy tl957 U.S. senator] ; a mid-twentieth-century pohtical
attitude characterized chiefly by opposition to elements held to be
subversive and by the use of tactics involving personal attacks on
individuals by means of widely pubhcized indiscriminate allega-
tions esp. on the basis of unsubstantiated charges—Mc»Car*thy 'ite
\-.rt\ n

Maccles^lieia \'mak-3lz-,feld\ n [Macclesjield, England] : a
silk with small allover patterns used esp. for neckties
MC'Coy \m3-'k6i\ n [alter, of Mackay (in the phrase the real
Mackay the true chief of the Mackay clan, a position often dis-
puted) 3 : something that is neither imitation nor substitute
imace \'mas\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL mattia; akin to
OHG medela plow, L mateola mallet] 1 a ; a heavy often spiked
staff or club used esp. in the middle ages for breaking armor
b : a club used as a weapon 2 a : an ornamental staff borne as a
symbol of authority before a public official or a legislative body
b t one who carries a mace 3 a : a rod with a flat wooden head
formerly used in bilhards instead of a cue b ; a similar rod in
baeatelle
2mace n [ME, fr. MF macis, fr. L macir, an East Indian spice, fr.

Gk makir} : an aromatic spice consisting of the dried external
fibrous covering of a nutmeg

ma=c6'tloine \,mas-3-'dwan\ n [F, fr. Macedoine Macedonia;
pe;h. fr, the mixture of races in Macedonia] 1 : a mixture of fruits
or vegetables served as a salad or cocktail or in a jellied desseri or
used in a sauce or as a garnish 2 ; a confused mixture ; medley
Mac^e.dcnian X.mas-s-'do-nysn, -ne-3n\ n 1 : a native or in-
habitant of ancient or modern Macedonia 2 ; the Slavic language
of modern Macedonia 3 : the probably Indo-European language
of ancient Macedonia

mac«er.ale \'mas-3-,rat\ v6 [L maceratus, pp. of
soften, steep] vi 1 : to cause to waste away by or as if by
fasting 2 I to cause to become soft or separated into constituent
elements by or as if by steeping in fluid ^ vi : to soften and wear
away esp. as a result of being wetted or steeped — maC'er*a>tion
\,mas-3-'ra-shsn\ n — mac>er*a>tor \'mas-3-,rat-3r\ n

ma.chete Xma-'shet-e, -'chet-\ n [Sp] 1 : a large heavy knife
used esp. in So. America and the West Indies for cutting cane and
clearing paths 2 : a small four-stringed Portuguese guitar
Ma.chi>a>vel.lian \,mak-e-3-'vel-e-9n. -'vel-yanX adj 1 : of or
relating to Machiavelli or Machiavellianism 2 : suggesting the
principles of conduct laid down by Machiavelli; sped] : charac-
terized by cunning, duphcity, or bad faith — MachiaveHian n
Ma»chi.a.veMian.ism \-.i2-3m\ n ; the political theory of
Machiavelli; esp ; the view that politics is amoral and that any
means however unscrupulous can justifiably be used in achieving
political power

ma*ChlC>0-late \mo-'chlk-3-,lat\ vt [ML machicolatus, pp. of
machicolare, fr. OF machicoller, fr. machicoleis machicolation, fr.

macher to crush -*- col neck, fr. L collum — more at collar] : to
furnish with machicolations

ma<chic-o-la-tion Xma-.chik-a-'la-shanV n 1 a : an opening
between the corbels of a projecting parapet or in the floor of a
gallery or roof of a portal for discharging missiles upon assailants
below b : a gallery or parapet containing such operungs 2 : con-
struction imitating medieval machicolation

ma.chin-abil.i.ty \m3-,shc-na-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of
being machinable
ma.cmn-able also ma-chincable \ma-'she-n3-b3l\ adj ; capable
of or suitable for being machined

mach'l.nate \'mak-3-,nat, 'mash-3-\ vb [L machinatus, pp. of
machinari, fr. machina machine, contrivance] vi : to plan or plot
esp. to do harm ~ v/ : to scheme or contrive to bring about : plot
mach>i<na>tion \,mak-3-'na-shan, ,mash-3-\ /i 1 : an act of
machinating 2 : a scheming or crafty action or artful design
intended to accomplish some usu. evil end syn see plot
mach-j-na-tor \'mak-a-,nat-3r, 'mash-a-\ n : one that machinates

; a plotter or artful^ schemer
ima-chine \m3-'shen\ n, ojten attrib [MF. fr. L machina, it. Gk
mechane (Dor dial, machand), fr. mechos means, expedient —
more at may] 1 a archaic ; a constructed thing whether material
or immaterial b ; conveyance, vehicle; specij ; automobile
c archaic : a military engine d : any of various apparatus formerly
used to produce stage effects e (1) : an assemblage of parts that
transmit forces, motion, and energy one to another in a pre-
determined manner (2) ; an instrument (as a lever) designed to
transmit or modify the appUcation of power, force, or motion
2 a : a hving organism or one of its functional systems b : a
person or organization that acts like a machine c (1) ; a combina-
tion of persons acting together for a common end together with
the agencies they use (2) : a highly organized political group under
the leadership of a boss or small clique 3 : a Hterary device or
contrivance introduced for dramatic effect
^machine vt ; to turn, shape, plane, mill, or otherwise reduce or
finish by machine-operated tools
machine gun n : an automatic gun using small-arms ammunition
for rapid continuous firing — ma>chine-gun \m3-'shen-,gan\ vb— machine gun>ner \-,g3n-3r\ n

ma-cliine-like \m3-'shen-,lTk\ adj : resembling a machine esp. in
regularity of action or stereotyped uniformity of product

ma-Chine-ry \m3-'shen-(9-)re\ « 1 a : machines in general or as a
functioning unit: as (1) : apparatus for producing stage effects
(2) ; literary devices used esp. for dramatic effect b : the working
parts of a machine 2 : the means by which something is kept in---'--

desired result is obtained
machine shop ,

and assembled
machine tool n :

solid work
ma-chin-ist \n

workshop in which work is machined to size

a usu. power-driven machine designed for shaping

5-'she-n3st\ n 1 a : a worker who fabricates,
assembles, or repairs machinery b : a craftsman skilled in the use
of machine tools c : one who operates a machine 2 archaic
: a person in charge of the mechanical aspects of a theatrical
production 3 ; a warrant officer who supervises machinery and
engine operation

machinist's mate n : a navy petty officer who operates engine-
room equipment
Mach number \'mak-\ n [Ernst Mach tl9I6 Austrian physicist]
; a number representing the ratio of the speed of a body to the
speed of sound m the surrounding atmosphere
macK var oj mac
mack.er'el \'mak-(3-)r3i\ n, pi mackerel or mackerels [ME
makerel, fr. OF] 1 : a fish (Scomber scombrus) of the No. Atlantic
that is green above with dark blue bars and silvery below, reaches
a length of about 1 8 inches, and is one of the most important food
fishes 2 : a fish of the suborder (Scrombroidea) to which the
common mackerel belongs; esp : a comparatively small member of
this group as distinguished from a bonito or tuna
mackerel sky n : a sky covered v/ith rows of altocumulus or cir-

rocumulus clouds resembling the patterns on a mackerel's back
mack<>i*naw \'mak-3-,nb\ n [Mackinaw City, Michigan, formerly
an Indian trading post] 1 : a fiat-bottomed boat with pointed
prow and square stern formerly much used on the upper Great
Lakes 2 : a heavy woolen blanket formerly distributed by the
U.S. government to the Indians 3 a : a heavy cloth of wool or
wool and other fibers often with a plaid design and usu. heavily
napDed and felted b ; a short coat of mackinaw or similar heavy
fabric

mack.in.tosh a/^o mac4n.to.sh \'mak-3n-,tash\ n [Charles Mac-
imosh tl843 Sc chemjst & inventor] 1 chiejly Brit I raincoat
2 ; a lightweight waterproof fabric orig. of rubberized cotton
imack-le \'mak-3l\ n [F macule spot, mackle, fr. L macula spot,
stain] : a blur or a double impression on a printed sheet
amackle vb mack-ling \-o-)Ur]\ : blur
ma.cle \'mak-9l\ n [F, wide-meshed net, lozenge voided, made,
fr. OF, mesh, lozenge voided, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG masca
mesh — more at mesh] 1 a : a twin crystal b : a flat often tri-

angular diamond that is usu. a twin crystal 2 : a dark or dis-
colored spot (as in a mineral) — ma>cled \'mak-3ld\ adj
macr- or macro- comb form [F & L, fr. Gk makr-, makro- long, fr.

makros — more at meager] i : long <macrodiagonaI> 2 : large
</nacrospore>

mac-ra=me \,mak-r3-'ma\ n [F or It; F macrame, fr. It macramd,
fr. Turk makrama napkin, towel, fr. Ar migramah embroidered
veil] : a coarse lace or fringe made by knotting threads or cords
in a geometrical pattern
macrame knot n ; an ornate knot used In making
macrame
mac.ro \'mak-(,)ro\ adj [macr-} 1 : excessively de-
veloped : LARGE, THICK 2 : of or involving large
quantities 3 : GROSS Ic
macrcceph-aaous \,mak-ro-'sef-3-l3s\ or mac-
rO'Ce-phal-iC \-s3-'fal-ik\ adj [F macrocephale,
fr. Gk mahrokephalos having a long head, fr.

makr- + kephale head — more at cephauc]
: having or being an exceptionally large head or macrami
cranium <a '^ idiot) — mac>ro*cepli*a>ly \-'sef- knot
s-le\ n
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mac-ro-COSm \'mak-ra-,kaz-am\ n [F macrocosme, fr. ML macro-
cosmos, fr. L macr- + Gk kosmos order, universe] 1 ; the great
world : UNIVERSE 2 : a complex that is a large-scale reproduction
of one of its constituents — mac*ro>cos<iiiic \,mak-r3-'kaz-mik\
adj— mac-ro>cos*mi-caI>ly \-mi-k{3-)le\ adv
mac-ro-cyte \'mak-ro-,sit\ n [ISV] : an exceptionally large red
blood cell occurring chiefly in anemias — maC'TO-cyt'lc \,mak-
r6-'sit-ik\ adj — maC'ro-cy-to-sis \,mak-r6-,sT-'t6-sas\ n

inac<ro*evO'Iu>tion \,mak-(,)r6-,ev-3-'lii-sh3n also -,e-va-\ n : evo-
lutionary change involving relatively _large and complex steps— mac-ro.evo-lU'tioii»ary \-sha-,ner-e\ adj

mac-ro-ga-inete \.mak-(,)ro-ga-*met, ,mak-r6-'gam-.et\ n [ISV]
; the larger and usu. female gamete of a heterogamous organism

mac>ro>inere \'mak-ro-,mi(a)r\ n : a large blastomere
ma-cron \'mak-,ran, 'mak-, -rsnX n [Gk makron, neut. of makros
long] ; a mark ~ placed over a vowel to indicate that the vowel is

long or placed over a syllable or used alone to indicate a stressed
or long syllable in a metrical foot

inac>ro>UU<Cle<US \,mak-(,)r6-'n(y)U-kIe-3s\ n [NL] : a relatively
large densely staining nucleus that is believed to exert a controlling
influence over the trophic activities of most ciliated protozoans

mac<ro<nu.tri>ent \-'n(y)u-tre-3nt\ n : a chemical element of
which relatively large quantities are essential to the growth and
welfare of a plant
mac-ro.phage \'mak-r3-.faj. -.fazhX n [F. fr. macr- + -phage} : a
large phagocyte; specij : histiocyte — inac>ro>phag-ic \,mak-ra-
'faj-ik\ adj

macrop.ter^OUS \ma-'krap-t3-rss\ adj [Gk makropieros, fr.

makr- + pteron wing — more at feather] : having long or large
wings or fins

mac*ro>SCOp<iC \,mak-r3-'skap-ik\ adj [ISV macr- + -scopic (as

in microscopic) ] 1 : large enough to be observed by the naked eye
2 : considered in terms of large units or elements — jnac>ro>scop-
i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj— mac-ro<scop*i>caI>ly \-k(a-)le\ adv

ma<cru>ral \ma-'kru(3)r-3l\ adj [deriv. of Gk makros long +
oura tail — more at meager, squirrel] : of or relating to a suborder
(Macrural of decapod crustaceans with well-developed abdomens— ma-cru-ran \-3n\ adj or n ~ ina*cru-roid \-,6id\ adj

ma<cru<roils \-3s\ adj l : having a long tail 2 : macrural
maC'U'la \'mak-y3-i3\ n. pi mac>u*lae \-,ie, -,1T\ also maculas
[L] 1 : blotch, spot; esp : macule 2 : an anatomical structure
having the form of a spot differentiated from surrounding tissues— mac-U'Iar \-l9r\ adj
1inac>U*Iate \-,lat\ vt [ME maculaten, fr. L maculatus, pp. of
maculare, fr. macula} 1 archaic ; spot, speckle 2 archaic : be-
smirch, DEFILE

amac.u-late \-l3t\ or mac-n-lat-ed \-,lat-3d\ adj l : marked with
spots : BLOTCHED 2 ! BESMIRCHED. IMPURE

mac>u4a-tion \,mak-y3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 archaic : the act of spotting
: the state of being spotted 2 a : spot, blemish b : the arrange-
ment of spots and markings on an animal or plant
macule \'mak-{,)yu(3)l\ n [F, fr. L macula} : a patch of skin
altered in color but usu. not elevated that is a characteristic
feature of various diseases (as smallpox)
ima(l_\'mad\ adj jnad^der; mad-dest [ME medd, rnadd, fr. OE
germed, pp. of (assumed) geimedan to madden, fr. gemad silly, mad;
akin to OHG gimeit foolish, crazy. Skt meihati he hurts] 1 : dis-

ordered in mind : insane 2a: completely unrestrained by reason
and judgment ; senseless b : inciipable of being explained or
accounted for ; illogical 3a; carried away by intense anger
; furious b ; keenly displeased : angry 4 : carried away by
enthusiasm or desire 5 : affected with rabies : rabid 6 : marked
by wild gaiety and merriment : hilarious 7 : intensely excited
: DISTRAUGHT. FRANTIC 8 : marked by intense and often chaotic
activity ; wild
3mad vb mad'ded; mad* ding : madden
3inad n 1 : anger, fury . 2 : a fit or mood of bad temper
xnad-am \'mad-3m\ n, pi madams [ME, fr. OF ma dame, lit., my
lady] 1 pi mes-dames \ma-'d'am, -'dam\ : lady — used without
a name as a form of respectful or polite address to a woman
2 : MISTRESS 1 — used as a title formerly with the given name but
now with the surname as an equivalent of Madame or esp. with a
designation of rank or office {Madam Chairman) (Madam Presi-

dent) 3 : the female head of a house of prostitution 4 : the
female head of a household : wife
ma-dame Xms-'dam, ma-', bejore a surname also ,mad-3m\ n [F,

fr. OF ma dame} 1 pi mes-dames \ma-'d'am, -'dam\ ; mistress
— used as a title equivalent to Mrs. for a married woman not of
English-speaking nationality and as a title of distinction for a
professional woman 2 pi madames : madam 3

mad-brained \'mad-'brand\ adj : hotheaded, rash
mad-cap \'mad-,kap\ adj : marked by impulsiveness or reckless-
ness — madcap n
mad>den \'mad-=n\ vb mad>den>ing \'mad-nio, -'n-it]\ vi : to

become or act as if mad ~ vr 1 : to drive mad : craze 2 : to
make intensely angry : enrage
mad.den.ing adj 1 : tending to craze 2 a : tending to infuriate
b : tending to vex : irritating — mad-den-ing-Iy \'mad-nio-le,
-^n-ir|-\ adv
mad-der \'mad-3r\ n [ME, fr. OE mxdere: akin to OHG matara
madder] 1 : a Eurasian herb (Rubia tinciorum of the family
Rubiaceae, the madder family) with verticillate leaves and small
yellowish panicled flowers succeeded by berries; broadly : any of
several related herbs (genus Rubia) 2 a : the root of the Eurasian
madder used formerly in dyeing; also : an aliiarin dye prepared
from it b : a moderate to strong red
mad-der-wort \-,w3rt, -.w6(3)rt\ n : a plant of the madder family

mad'ding \'mad-io\ adj 1 ; acting as if mad ; frenzied 2 : mad-
dening
mad-dish \'mad-ish\ adj : somewhat mad
made \'mad\ adj [ME. fr. pp. of maken to make] 1 a : artificially

produced <---' ground) b : invented, Ficrrnoos <a -^ excuse)
c : put together of various ingredients <a '^ dish) 2 : assured
of success <a ^ man)
Ma-del-ra \m3-'dir-3, -'der-\ n [Pg, fr. Madeira islands] ; an
amber-colored dessert v/ine of Madeira; also : a similar wine
made elsewhere

ma-de>mol>selIe \,mad-(3-)m(w)3-'zeI, mam-'zel\ «, pi ma>de-
moi.seUes \-'zeIz\ or mes-de-moi-selles \,mad-(3-)m(w).3-'2eI\
[F, fr. OF ma damoisele, lit., my (young) lady] 1 : an unmarried
French girl or woman — used as a title equivalent to Miss for
an unmarried woman not of English-speaking nationality 2:3
French governess

made-tip \'ma-'d3p\ adj 1 : marked by the use of makeup 2 : fan-
cifully conceived or falsely devised 3 : fully manufactured
mad-house \'mad-,haus\ n 1 : a place where Insane persons are
detained and treated 2 : a place of bewildering uproar or confusion
mad-ly \'mad-le\ adv : in a, mad manner or to a degree suggestive

1 who is or acts as if insane
of madness
mad-man \'mad-,man, -manX n :

: lunatic ~ mad-wom-an \-,wum-3n\ n
mad-ness \'mad-nDs\ n 1 : the quality or state of being mad: as
a : iNSANFTY b : extreme folly c : rage d : ecstasy, enthusiasm
2 : any of several ailments of animals marked by frenzied behavior;
specij : rabies
Ma-don-na \m3-'dan-3\ n [It. fr. Olt ma donna, lit., my lady]
1 archaic : lady — used as a form of respectful address 2 obs
: an Italian lady 3 : virgin mary

IVEadonna lily n : a white lily {Lilium candidum) with bell-shaped
to broad funnel-shaped flowers formerly extensively forced for
spring blooming
ma-dias \m3-'dras. -*dr'as; 'mad-r3s\ n {Madras, India] 1 a : a
fine plain-woven shirting and dress fabric usu. of cotton with
small designs in bright colors or in white b : a light open usu.
cotton fabric with a heavy design used for curtains 2 : a large
silk or cotton kerchief usu. of bright colors that is often worn as
a turban
mad-re-poie \'mad-r3-,pof3)r, -,p6C3)r\ n [F madrepore, fr. It
madrepora, fr. madre mother (fr. 1. mater) + poro pore (fr. L
porus) — more at mother] : any of various stony reef-building
corals (order Madreporaria) of tropical seas that assume a variety
of branching, encrusting, or massive forms — mad-re-po-ri-an
\,mad-r3-'por-e-3n, -'p6r-\ adj or n — mad<re*por-ic \-'p6r-ik,
-'p6r-\ adj

mad*ri-gal \'mad-ri-g3l\ n [It madrigale, fr. ML matricale, fr.

neut. of (assumed) matricalis simple, fr. LL, of the womb, fr. L
matric; matrix womb — more at matrix] 1 : a trecento 2- or
3-voice vocal piece following a strict poetic form 2 a : a complex
polyphonic 1 6th century vocal piece b : a dramatic chiefly mo-
nodic song of the late 16th century — raad-li-gal-ist \-g3-l3st\ n

ma-dri-lene \,mad-r3-'len, -'lan\ n [F (consomme) madriiene, lit.,

Madrid consomme] : a consomme flavored with tomato
ma-dro-na or ma-dro-ue or ma-dro-no \m3-'dro-n3\ n [Sp
madrono} , an evergreen tree or shrub {Arbutus menziesii) of the
heath family of the Pacific coast of No. America with smooth
bark, thick shining leaves, and edible red berries
ma-du-ro \m3-'du(3)r-(,)o\ n [Sp. fr. maduro ripe, fr. L maturus— more at mature] : a dark-colored relatively strong cigar
mad-wort \'mad-,w3rt, -,w6(3)rt\ n 1 : alyssum 1 2 : gold op
pleasure
mae \'ma\ Scot varoj more
Mae-ce-nas \mi-'se-n3s\ n [L, fr. Gains Maecenas tS B.C. Roman
statesman & patron of Uterature] : a generous patron esp. of

mael-Strom \'ma(3)l-str3m, -,stram\ n [obs. D (novi maalstroom),
fr. malen to grind -I- strom stream; akin to OHG malan to grind
and to OHG stroum stream — more at meal, stream] 1 : a
powerful often violent whirlpool sucking in objects within a g^^^i
radius 2 : something resembling a maelstrom in turbulence
: turmoil
mae-uad \'me-,nad\ n [L maenad-, maenas, fr. Gk mcinad-,
mainas, fr. mainesthai to be mad; akin to Gk menos spirit — more at
mind] 1 : a woman participant in orgiastic Dionysian rites

: BACCHANTE 2 :_ an unnaturally excited or distraught woman— mae-nad-ic \me-'nad-ik\ adj
mae-StO-SO \mT-'st6-(,)so, -(,)zo\ adj {or adv) [It, fr. moestd
majesty, fr. L majesias} ; so as to be majestic and stately — used as
a direction in music
mae-stro \'mT-(,)stro\ n, pi maestros or mae.stri \-,stre\ [It,

lit., master, fr. L magister — more at master] : a master in an art;

esp : an eminent composer, conductor, or teacher of music
Mae West \'ma-'west\ n IMae West 61892 Am actress noted for her
full figure] : an inflatable life jacket

maf-tick \'maf-ik\ vi [back-formation fr. Majeking night, English
celebration of the lifting of the siege of Mafeking, So. Africa, May
17, 1900] : to celebrate with boisterous rejoicing, and hilarious
behavior

IVIa-fia \'maf-e-3, 'maf-X n [Majia, Maffia, a Sicilian secret criminal
society, fr. It] 1 : a secret society of political terrorists 2 ; a
secret organization composed chiefly of criminal elements and usu.
held to control racketeering, peddling of narcotics, gambUng,
and other illicit activities throughout the world
mag \'mag\ n, slang : magazine
mag>a>zine \'mag-3-,zen, ,mag-3-'\ n [MF, fr. OProv, fr. Ar
makhazin, pi. of makhzan storehouse] 1 ; a place where goods or
supplies are stored ; warehouse 2 : a room in which powder and
other explosives are kept in a fort or a ship 3 : the contents of
a magazine: as a : an accumulation of munitions of war b : a
stock of provisions or goods 4 a : a periodical containing mis-

cellaneous pieces (as articles, stories, poems) often illustrated

b ; a similar section of a newspaper usu. appearing on Sunday
5 : a supply chamber: as a : a holder in or on a gun for cartridges

to be fed into the gun chamber automatically b : a lighttight

chamber for films or plates on a camera or for film on a motion*
picture projector

mag-a-zin.ist \-3st\ n : one who writes for or edits a magazine
mag-da-len \'mag-d3-l3n\ or mag-da-lene \-.len\ n, ojten cap
[Mary Magdalen or Magdalene woman healed by Jesus of evil spirits

(Lk 8:2), considered identical with a reformed prostitute (Lk
7:36-50)] 1 : a reformed prostitute 2 : a house of refuge or re-

formatory for prostitutes

Mag-da-le-ni-an \,mag-d3-'le-ne-3n\ adj [F magdalenien, fr. La
Madeleine, rock shelter in southwest France] : of or relating to an
Upper Paleolithic culture characterized by flint, bone, and ivory
implements, carving, and paintings

i
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Mag.eMan.ic Cloud \.maj-3-,lan-lk-, chiejiy Brit ,mag-\ n [Ferdi-
nand Magellan tl521 Pg navigator] : either of the two nearest
galaxies to the Milky Way system located within 25 degrees of
the south celestial pole and appearing as conspicuous patches of
light

Ma.gen Da-Vid \,m6-g3n-'d6-v3d\ n [Heb maghen Dawldh, lit.,

shield of David] ; a hexagram used as a symbol of Judaism
ma>gen-ta \m3-'ient-3\ n iMagenta, Italy] 1 : fuchsine 2 : a
deep purplish red
mag'got Vrnag-3t\ n [ME mathek, magotte, of Scand origin; akin
to ON maihkr maggot; akm to OE matha maggot] 1 ; a soft*
bodied legless grub that is the larva of a dipterous insect (as the house-
fly) 2 : a fantastic or eccentric idea : whim — mag>goty \-e\
ad]
magi pi of MAOus
iMa>gi>au \'ma-je-3n\ n ; magus
2Ma.gi.an \-je-3n, -,jT-\ adj : of or relating to the Magi — Ma-gl-
an°isni \-a-,ni2-9ra\ n
imag.ic \'maj-ik\ n [ME magik, fr. MF magique, fr. L magice, fr.

Gk magike, fern, of magikos Magian, magical, fr. mogos magus,
sorcerer, of Iranian origin; akin to OPer mogush sorcerer] 1 a : the
use of means (as charms, spells) believed to have supernatural
power over natural forces h : magic rites or incantations 2 a : an
extraordinary power or influence seemingly from a supernatural
source h : something that seems to cast a spell : enchantment
3 : the art of producing illusions by legerdemain

2magic adj 1 : f or relating to magic 2 a : having seemingly super-
natural qualities or powers b : enchanting — niag'i>cal \'niaj-
i-k3l\ adj — mag'i'CaMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

ma-gi'Cian \ra3-'jish-an\ n 1 : one skilled in magic; esp : sorcerer
2 : one who performs tricks of illusion and sleight of hand

magic lantern n : an early form of optical projector of still pictures
using a transparent slide

Ma.gi.nol Line \,mazh-a-,no-, ,maj-\ n [Andr^ Maginot tI932 Fr
minister of war] : a line of defensive fortifications built before
World War II to protect the eastern border of France but easily out-
flanked by German invaders

mag.is.te.n*al \,™aj-3-'stir-e-3l\ adj [LL magisterialis of author-
ity, fr. magxsienum office of a master, fr. magister^ 1 a (1) : of.

relating to, or having the characteristics of a master or teacher
; authoritative (2) : marked by a dignified, sedate, or pompous
manner or aspect b : of, relating to, or required for a master's
degree 2 : of or relating to a magistrate, his office, or his duties
syn see dictatorial — mag-is°te-ri>aMy \-e-3-le\ adv

mag-is-lra-cy \'maj-3-str3-se\ n 1 : the state of being a magistrate
2 : the office, power, or dignity of a magistrate 3 : a body of
magistrates 4 I the district under a magistrate

ma.gis-tral \'maj-3-str9l, ma-'jis-tralX adj [LL magisiralis, fr. L
magisir-, magisier} i of, relating to, or characteristic of a master
: magisterial la — ma^gis-traMy \-e\ adv

mag*is>trate \'maj-3-,straf, -str9t\ n [ME magistrat, fr. L magis-
tratus magistracy, magistrate, fr. magistr-, magister master, poUtical
superior — more at master] ; an official entrusted with administra-
tion of the laws: as a : a principal official exercising governmental
powers over a major political unit (as a nation) b ; a local official
exercising administrative and often judicial functions c : a local
judiciary official having limited original jurisdiciion esp. in crim-
inal cases — mag-iS'trat'i-cal X.maj-a-'strat-i-kal, -'strat-\ adj— mag.iS'trat-i.caMy \-kO-jle\ adv

mafi:*is-tia*ture \'maj-3-,stra-char, -str3-,chu(3)r\ n : magistracy
Mif^g^ma \'mag-m3\ n [L magmai-, magma, fr. Gk, thick unguent,
(r. massein to knead — more at mingle] 1 archaic : dregs, sedi-
ment 2 : a thin pasty suspension (as of a precipitate in water)
3 ; molten rock material within the earth from which an igneous
rock results by cooling — mag-mat'lc \mag-'mat-ik\ adj
Mag.na Char-ta or Mag.ua Car-ta \,mag-na-*kart3\ n [ML, lit.,

great charter] 1 : a charier of Uberties to which the English barons
forced King John to give his assent in June 1215 at Runnymede
2 : a document constituting a fundamental guarantee of rights and
privileges

mag.na cuin Iau.de \,mag-na-(,)kum-'laud-3, -'laiid-e; .mag-ns-
,k3m-'16d-e\ adv {or adj) [L] ; with great distinction — used as a
mark of academic achievement
mag.na.nim-i.ty \,mag-n3-'mm-at-e\ n 1 : the quality of being
magnanimous : loftiness of spirit enabling one to bear trouble
calmly, to disdain meanness and revenge, and to make sacrifices for
worthy ends 2 : a magnanimous act
mag>nan>i.mous \mag-'uan-a-m3s\ adj [L magnanimus, fr. magnus
gi-eat + animus spirit — more at much, animate] 1 : showing or
suggesting a lofty and courageous spirit 2 ; showing or suggesting
nobility of feeling and generosity of mind : forgiving — mag.nau-
i-mous'ly adv — mag*nan'i>mous-ness n
mag.nate \'mag-,nat, -n3t\ n [ME magnates, pi., fr. LL, fr. L mag-
KUi] : a person of rank, power, influence, or distinction often in a
specified area
mag.ne-Sia \mag-'ne-sha. -'ne-zh3\ n [NL, fr. magnes carneus, a
white earth, ht., flesh magnet] 1 : a white highly infusible mag-
nesium oxide used esp. in refractories, in cements, insulation,
fertilizers, and rubber, and in medicine as an antacid and mild laxa-
tive 2 : magnesium — mag.ue.siair \-sh3n, -zhsnX adj

mag.ne>site \'mag-n3-,sTt\ n ; native magnesium carbonate
MgCOj used esp. in making refractories and magnesia

mag.ne.siuin \mag-'ne-ze-am. -zhsmX n [NL, fr. mognesial : a
silver-white light malleable ductile bivalent metallic element that
occurs abundantly in nature and is used in metallurgical and chem-
ical processes, in photography, signaling, and pyrotechny because
of the intense white light it produces on burning, and structurally
esp. in the form of Ught alloys — see element table
mag.net \'mag-n3t\ n [ME magnete, fr. MF, fr. L magnet-, magnes,
fr. Gk magnes (lithos), lit., stone of Magnesia, ancient city in Asia
Minor] 1 a : lodestone b ; a body having the property of attract-
ing iron and producing a magnetic field external to itself; specij ; a
mass of iron, steel, or alloy that has this property artificially impart-
ed 2 : something that attracts
magnet- or magneto- comb Jorm [L magnet-, magnesj 1 ; mag-
netic force imagnetometet) 2 : magnetism : magnetic imagneio-
electric) {magneton) 3 : magneioelectric <mag/ierogenerator)

mag.net.ic \mag-'nct-ik\ adj 1 a : of or relating to a magnet or to
magnetism b : of, relating to, or characterized by the earth's mag-
netism c ; magnetized or capable of being magnetized d : actu-
ated by magnetic attraction 2 : possessing an extraordinary power

or ability to attract <a -^ personally) — mag.net-i>cal<Iy \-i-
k(9-)ie\ adv
magnetic deviation n : declination 6
magnetic equator n : aclinic line
magnetic field n : the portion of space near a magnetic body or a
body carrying a current in which the forces due to the body or
current can be detected

magnetic flux n : the total amount of magnetic induction across or
through a given surface

magnetic moment n : the product of the distance between the poles
of a magnet and the strength of either pole

magnetic needle n : a slender bar of magnetized steel that when
suspended so as to be free to turn indicates the direction of a
magnetic field in which it is placed and that constitutes the essential
part of a compass

magnetic north n : the northerly direction in the earth's magnetic
field indicated by the north-seeking pole of the horizontal magnetic
needle

magnetic pole n 1 : either of the poles of a magnet 2 : either of
two small nonstationary regions which are located respectively in
the polar areas of the northern and southern hemispheres and to-
ward which the compass needle points from any direction through-
out adjacent regions

magnetic recording n ; the process of recording sound, data (as for
a com.puter), or a television program by producing varying local
magnetization of a moving tape, wire, or disc

magnetic storm n : a marked temporary disturbance of the earth's
magnetic field held to be related to sunspots

magnetic tape n : a ribbon of thin paper or plastic coated for use in
magnetic recording
magnetic wire n : a thin wire used in magnetic recording
mag.ne.tlsm \'mag-n3-,tiz-3m\ n 1 a : a class of physical phenom-
ena that mclude the attraction for iron observed in lodestone and a
magnet, are beUeved to be inseparably associated with moving
electricity, are exhibited by boih magneis and electric currents, and
are characterized by fields of force b : a science that deals with
magnetic phenomena 2 : an abihty to attract or charm

mag.ne.tite \'mag-n9-,tTt\ n : a black isometric mineral (FesO*) of
the spinel group that is an oxide of iron and an important iron ore— mag-ne-tit'ic \,mag-n3-'tit-ik\ adj

mag.ne-tiz-able \'mag-n3-,tl-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of being magne-

mag.ne.tlza.tlon \,mag-n3t-3-'2a-sh3n\ n : a magnetizing or state
of being m.agnetized; also : degree to which a body is magnetized

mag.ne-tize \'mag-n3-,tTz\ vr 1 : to attract like a magnet : charm
2 ; to communicate magnecic properties to — mag.ne.tiz.er n

mag.ne.to \mag-'net-(,)o\ n. pi magnetos ; a magnetoelectric
machine; esp : an alternator with per-
manent magnets used to generate
current for the ignition in an intemaU
combustion engine

mag.ne.lo. electric \-,nei-(,)o-3-'lek-
trik\ adj : relating to or characterized
by electromotive forces developed by
magnetic means <-^ induction)
mag'ne.to.ny.dro.dy.nam.ic \-,hT-
dr3-(,)dT-'nam-ik\ adj ; of or relating
to phenomena arising from the motion
of electrically conducting fluids in the
presence of electric and magnetic fields~ mag.ne.tQ.hy.dro.dy.nam^ics
\-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr

mag.ne-tom.e.ter \,mag-na-'t"am-at-
instrument for measuring maeneto

^,.„ ^ * .> ^.^rt r
magnet. 2 pole

anent
pieces, 3
armature
winding,

magnetic intensity esp. of the earth
magnetic field — mag.ne-to.met-ric arniatu^fe
\mag-,net-3-'me-trik\ adj — jnag-ue- g^aft 5
tom.e-try \.mag-na-'tam-3-lre\ n ^ ^y'p ^g y collector

mag.ne.to.mo^tive lorce \mag-,net-3- ^
bnish

,mot-iv-\ n ; a force that is the cause of
a flux of magnetic induction
mag.ne.ton \'mag-n9-,tan\ n [ISV] : a unit of the quantized mag-
netic moment of a particle (as an atom)

mag.ne.tO.Strictlon \mag-'net-o-.strik-sh3n\ n [ISV magnet- +
-striction (as in constriction)'] : the change in the dimensions of a
ferromagnetic body caused by a change in its state of magnetizauon— mag-ne-to-stric.tive \-,net-o-'strik-tiv\ adj

mag=ne.tron \'mag-n3-,tran\ n [blend of magnet and -iron'] : a
diode vacuum tube in which the flow of electrons is controlled by an
externally apphed magnetic field to generate power at microwave
frequencies
mag.nli.ic \mag-'nif-ik\ adj [MF magnijigue, fr. L magnificus'i
1 : magnificent 2 2 : imposing in size or dignity 3 a : exalted,
SUBLIME b : grandiloquent, pompous — mag-nif-i-cal \-i-k3l\
adj — mag.nif'i'CaMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

mag.nil.i.cat \maa-'nif-i-,kat, man-'>'if-i-,kat\ n [ME. fr. L,
magnifies, fr. magnijicare to magnify; fr. the first word of the can-
ticle] 1 cap : the canticle of the Virgin Mary in Luke 1:46-55
2 : a song or hymn of praise

mag.ni'ti'Ca'tion \,mag-na-f3-'ka-shDn\ n 1 : the act of magnify-
ing 2a; the state of being magnified b : the apparent enlarge-
ment of an object by an optical instrument

mag.nil.i.cence \mag-"nif-3-s3n{f)s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L magnifi-
centia, fr. magnijicus noble in character, magnificent, fr. magnus
great — more at much] 1 : tlie quaUty or state of being magnificent
2 ; splendor of suuiToundings

mag.nif.i-cent \-s3nt\ adj l : great in deed or place— used only of
former famous rulers (Lorenzo the Magnijicenn 2 : characterized
by splendor or grandeur 3 : strikingly beautiful or impressive
<a '^ physique) 4 : exalted, sublime (•^ prose) 5 : exceptionally
fine <a '^ day) syn see grand — mag.nlM.cent.ly adv
mag.nlM.co \mag-'nif-i-,k6\ n, pi magnificoes or magnifioos

[ It, fr. magnijico, adj,, magnificent, fr. L magnijicus] 1 : a nobleman
of Venice 2 ; a person of high position or distinguished appearance
and marmer

mag.ni.fi.er \'mag-n3-,fT(-3)r\ n : one that magnifies
mag.ni.Iy \'mag-n3-,fr\ vb [ME magnijien. fr. MF magnijier, fr. L
magnijicare, fr. magnijicus] v/ 1 a : extol, laltd b : to cause to be
held in greater esteem or respect 2 a : to increase in significance
: intensify b ; exaggerate 3 : to enlarge in fact or in appearance
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'*' v/ ; to have the power of causing objects to appear larger than
they are

mag*nU-0<auence \mag-'nil-3-kwan(t)s\ n [L magniloquentia, fr.

magniloquus magniloquent, fr. magnus + loqui to speak] : the qual-
ity or state of being magniloquent

mag<uil<o<qiient \-kwant\ adj [back-formation fr. magniloquence'^
; speaking in or characterized by a high-flown often bombastic
style or manner : grandiloquent — mag*iiil-o>quent-ly adv
mag<nl<tude \*mag-na-,t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. L magniiudo, fr. magnusl
1 obs : greatness of character or position 2a: great size or extent
b (1) : spatial quality : size (2) : quantity, number (3) : volume
of sound ; loudness 3 : the importance, quality, or caliber of
something 4 : a number representing the intrinsic or apparent
brightness of a celestial body on a logarithmic scale in which a
difference of one unit corresponds to the multiplication or division
of the brightness of light by 2.512 -i- 5 : a numerical quantitative
measure expressed usu. as a multiple of a standard unit

mag<no<lla \mag-'n6I-ys\ n [N-L, genus name, fr. Pierre Magnol
tl715 Fr. botanist] : any of a genus {Magnolia of the family Mag-
noliaceae, the magnolia family) of No. American and Asian shrubs
and trees with entire evergreen or deciduous leaves and usu. showy
white, yellow, rose, or purple flowers appearing in early spring
mag-nuin \'mag-n3m\ n [L, neut. of magnus great] ; a large wine
bottle holding about ^ of a fiallon

mag-num opus \,mag-n3-'m6-p3s\ n [L] : a great work; esp ; the
greatest achievement of an artist or writer
mag.nus hitcll \.mag-nas-\ n [origin unknown] : a rolling hitch
similar in form to a clove hitch

mag<pie \'mag-,pr\ n [Mag (nickname for Margaret) + pie] 1 : any
of numerous birds (esp. of the genus Pica) related to the jays but
having a long graduated tail and black-and-white plumage 2 : a
person who chatters noisily

ma.guey \m3-'ga\ n [Sp, fr. Tamo] \ a : any of various fleshy*
leaved agaves b : a plant of a closely related genus (Furcraea)
2 : any of several hard fibers derived from magueys; esp : cantala
ma.gus \'ma-g3s\ n, pi ma-gi \'ma-jT\ [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk mngos —
more at magic] 1 ; a member of a hereditary priestly class among
the ancient Medes and Persians; specij, ojten cap : one of the
traditionally three wise men from the East paying homage to the
infant Jesus 2 ; magician, sorcerer
Mag.yar \'mag-,y"ar, 'mag-; 'maj-,ar\ n [Hung] 1 : a member of
the dominant people of Hungary 2 : the Finno-Ugric language of
the Magyars — Magyar adj

ma-lia.ra.ja or ma.ha-ra.jah \,ma-ha-'rai-3. -'razh-aX n [Skt
maharaja, fr. mahai great + rajan raja; akin to Gk megas great— more at much] : a Hindu prince ranking above a raja

ma-lia>ra-ni or ina«ha.ra.nee \-'ran-e\ n [Hindi maharanl, fr.

maha great (fr. Skt mahai) + rani rani] 1 : the wife of a maharaja
2 : a Hindu princess ranking above a rani

ina*]iat>ma Xms-'hat-ma, -'hat-\ n [Skt mahatman, fr. mahatman
great-souled, fr. mahat -f atman soul — more at atman] 1 ; a
person to be revered for high-mindedness, wisdom, and selflessness

2 : a person of great prestige in some field of endeavor
]V[a>ha>ya>na \,ma-h3-'yan-3\ n [Skt mahdyana, lit. great vehicle]
: a theistic branch of Buddhism comprising sects chiefly in Tibet,
China, and Japan, assimilating native language and culture, and
teaching compassion and universal salvation
Mah-di \*mad-e\ n [Ar mahdiy, lit., one rightly guided] : the
expected messiah of Muslim tradition— Iklah-disin \'mad-,iz-3m\ n— Mah>dist \'mad-ast\ n
Ma>hi>can \m3-'he-k9n\ n, pi Mahican or Mahicans [Mahican]
1 : an Indian people of the upper Hudson river valley 2 : a mem-
ber of the Mahican people
nSah-JODgg \(')mazh-'ari. {')maj-, -'6o. 'mazh-,, 'maj-,\ trademark
— used for a game of Chinese origin usu. played by 4 persons with
144 tiles that are drawn and discarded until one player secures a
winning hand
mahl-sUck \'m61-\ var oj MAULSTICK
ma>hog>a>ny \m9-'hag-3-ne\ n [origin unknown] 1 : the wood of

any of various chiefly tropical trees (family Meliaceae, the mahogany
family): a (1) : the durable yellowish brown to reddish brown usu.
moderately hard and heavy wood of a West Indian tree (Swieicnia
mahogani) that is widely used for cabinetwork and fine finish work
(2) : the similar wood of another tree of the same genus b (n : the
rather hard heavy usu. odorless wood of African trees (genus
Khaya) (2) ; the rather lightweight cedar-scented wood of African
trees (genus Entandrophragma) that varies in color from pinkish to
deep reddish brown 2 : any of various woods resembling or sub-
stituted for mahogany obtained from trees of the mahogany family
3 : a tree that yields mahogany 4 : a moderate reddish brown

ma>]lO>nia \m3-'h6-ne-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Bernard McMa-
hon tl816 Am botanist] ; any of a genus (Makonia) of No. American
and Asiatic shrubs of the barberry family
Ma.liotmd Nma-'haund, -'hiind\ n [ME Mahun, Mahoun, fr. OF
Mahom. Mahun, short for Mahomet} 1 archaic : Muhammad
2 Scot : DEVIL
ma-hout \m3-'haut\ n [Hindi mahawat, mahaut} : a keeper and
driver of an elephant
mah>rat<ta var oj maratha
maid \'mad\ n [ME maide, short for maidenl 1 : an unmarried girl

or woman esp. when young : virgin 2 : a female servant
imaid*en \'mad-''n\ n [ME, fr. OE ma^gden, msden, dim. of mwgeth:
akin to OHG magad maiden, Olr mug serf, mace son] 1 : an un-
married girl or woman : maid 2 : a former Scottish beheading
device resembling the guillotine 3 ; a horse that has never won a
race
2maiden adj lad"): unmarried <'— aunt) (2) : virgin ^i oj a
jemale animal (!) : never yet mated (2) : never having borne young
2 : of. relating to, or befitting a maiden 3 : first, earliest <~
voyage) 4 : intact, fresh

maid<en>hair \-,ha(3ir, -,he(3)r\ n : any of a genus {Adiantum) of
ferns with delicate paimately branched fronds
maid>en-head \-,hed\ n [ME maidenhed, fr. maiden + -hed -hood;
akin to ME -hod -hood] 1 : the quality or state of being a maiden
: VIRGINITY 2 : hymen

maid-en>hood \-.hiid\ n ; the quality, state, or time of being a
maiden

maid*en*ll-nes5 \-le-n3s\ n : conduct or traits befitting a maiden

mail 1

maid-en-ly \-le\ adj : of, resembling, or suitable to a maiden
maiden name n : the surname of a woman before she is married
maid*hood \'mad-,hud\ n : maidenhood
maid-in-wait.ing \.mad-»n-'wat-io\ n. pi maids-in-wait-ing
\,mad-z3n-\ : a young woman of a queen's or princess's household
appointed to attend her
maid of lienor l : an unmarried lady usu. of noble birth whose
duty it is to attend a queen or a princess 2 : a bride's principal
unmarried wedding attendant
maid>ser-vant \'mad-,sar-v3nt\ n : a female servant
ma>ieu-tic \ma-'yut-ik. mT-\ adj [Gk maieutikos of midwifery]

: relating to or resembling the Socratic method
imail Vma(3)l\ n [ME male, maille, fr. OE ma/ agreement, pay, fr.

ON mal speech, agreement; akin to OE msl speech, mot meeting —
more at meet] chiejly Scot : payment, rent

amail n, ojten attrib [ME male, fr. OF, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
malaha bag] X chiejly Scot ; bag, wallet 2 a : the bags of letters
and the other postal matter conveyed under public authority from
one post office to another b ; the postal matter consigned at one
time to or from one person or one post office or conveyed by a
particular train, airplane, or ship c : a conveyance that transports
mail 3 a ; a nation's postal system b : postal matter

smail vt : to send by mail : post
<mail n [ME maille. fr. MF, fr. L macula spot,
mesh] 1 : armor made of metal links or plates
2 : the hard enclosing covering of various
animals (as of a tortoise)
smail vt : to arm with mail
mail.abil.i.ty \,ma-la-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality
or state of being mailable

mail.able \*ma-ls-b3l\ adj : adapted for mail-
ing : legally admissible as mail
mail'bag \'ma(a)l-,bag\ ri 1 : a letter carrier's shoulder bag 2 : a
pouch used in the shipment of mail
maihboz \-,baks\ n l : a public box for deposit of outgoing mail
2 : a box at or near a dwelling for the occupants' mail

mail drop n 1 : a receptacle or a slot for deposit of mail 2 : an
address used in transmitting secret communications
mailed \'ma(3)Id\ adj 1 : protected or armed with mail 2 : pro-
tected by an outer covering (as of scales or plates)
mailed list n : a threat of armed force
mail>er \'ma-lar\ n 1 : one that mails 2 ; a machine for addressing
mail matter 3 : a container for mailing something in

mail-ing \'ma-lio\ n [ME mailling, fr. maille rent] 1 Scot : a
rented farm_ 2 Scot : the rent paid for a farm

mail-lot \mi-'5\ n [F] 1 : tights for dancers or gymnasts 2 : jer-
sey 2 3 : a woman's one-piece bathing suit

mail.man \'ma(s)l-,man\ n : a man who delivers mail — called
also postman
mail order n : an order for goods that is received and filled by mail
mail-order house n : a retail establishment whose business is

conducted by mail
imaim \'mam\ vt [ME maynhen, maymen, fr. OF maynier"} 1 : to
commit mayhem upon 2 : to mutilate, disfigure, or wound
seriously : cripple — maim>er n
2maim n 1 obs : serious physical injury; esp ; loss of a member of
the body 2 obs ; a serious loss

imain \'man\ n [in sense 1, fr. ME. fr. OE maegen; akin to OHG
magan strength, OE magan to be able; in other senses, fr. ^main
or by shortening — more at may] 1 : physical strength : force— used in the phrase with might and main 2 a ; mainland b ; high
sea 3 ; the chief part : essential point 4 : a pipe, duct, or circuit

to or from which lead tributary branches of a utility system and
which carries their combined flow 5a: mainmast b ; mainsail
2main adj [ME, fr. OE maegen-. fr. maegen strength] 1 a : out-
standing, conspicuous h : chief, principal 2 : fully exerted
: sheer i^ force) <by '^ strength) 3 obs : of or relating to a broad
expanse (as of sea) 4 : connected with or located near the main-
mast or mainsail 5 : expressing the chief predication in a complex
sentence <the -^ clause)
amain « [prob. fr. zmam] 1 : a number exceeding four and not
exceeding nine called by the caster in the game of hazard before
throwing 2 : a cockfight series consisting of an odd number of
matches
mainland \-,land, -l3nd\ n ; a continuous body of land con-
stituting the chief part of a country or continent — main-land>er
\-3r\ n

main>ly \'man-le\ adv 1 obs : forcefully 2 : for the most part
: chiefly

main*mast \'man-,raast, -mastX n : a sailing ship's principal mast
usu. second from the bow
mains \'manz\ n pi but sing in constr [short for domains'} dial Brit

; the home farm of a manor
main*sail \'man-,sal, 'manCt)-s3l\ n ; the principal sail on the
mainmast

main-Sheet \'man-,shet\ n : a rope by which the mainsail Is

trimmed and secured
main*spring \-,sprio\ « 1 : the chief spring In a mechanism
esp. of a watch or clock 2 ; the chief or most powerful motive,
agent, or cause_
main<stay \-,sta\ n 1 : a ship's stay extending from the maintop
forward usu. to the foot of the foremast 2 : a chief support
main stem n : a main trunk or channel: as a ; the main course of a
stream b : the main Une of a railroad c : the main street of a
city or town
main-stream \'man-,strem\ n : a prevailing current or direction
of activity or influence
Main Street n l : the principal street of a small town 2 a : the
sections of a country centering about its small towns b : any
place or environment characterized by materialistic self-complacent
provincialism — IVEain Street-er \'man-.strei-3r\ n
maintain \man-'tan, man-\ vt [ME maimeinen, fr. OF main-
tenir, fr. ML manutenere, fr. L manu tenere to hold in the hand]
1 : to keep in an existing state (as of repair, efficiency, or validity)

; preserve from failure or decline (-^ one's health) <'^ machinery)
2 : to sustain against opposition or danger : uphold and defend
<'>-' a position) 3 : to continue or persevere in : carry on ; keep up
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maintainable 510 make love

(couldn't ~ his composure) 4 a : to support or provide for
: bear the expense of (has a family to ~> b : sustain (enough
food to -- life) 5 : to affirm in or as if in argument: assert
i~ed that all men are not equal) — main*taiu*able \-'ia-n3-bal\
adj — maln>taln>er n
Syn MAINTAIN. ASSERT, DEFEND. VrNDICATE, JUSTIFY mean lO Up-

hold as true, right, just or reasonable, maintain stresses firmness
of conviciion: assert suggests determination to make others
accept what one puts forward; defend implies maintaining in the
face of attack or criticism; vindic ' --' *

ing; justify implies showing to be
a standard or to precedent
mam.te.nance \'mam-n3n(t)s, -'n-3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF,
fr. mainienir] 1 : the act of maintaining : the state of being main-
tained : SUPPORT 2 : something that maintains 3 : the upkeep
of property or equipment 4 : an officious or unlawful inter-

meddling in a legal suit by assisting either party with means to

carry it on
main-top \'man-,tap\ n ; a platform about the head of the main-
mast of a square-rigged ship
malu-top<mast \man-'iap-,mast, -msstX n ; a mast next above the
ma inmil St

main yard n : the vard of a mainsaU
mail \"mar\ chk^ly Scoi var oj MORE
mai*SOU*ette X.maz-'n-'etX n [F maisonnette, fr. OF, dim. of
maison house, fr. L mansion-, mansio dwelling place — more at

mansion] 1 : a small house 2 : an apartment often of two stories

mai'tre d* \,mat-9r-'ue\ n. pi mal-tre d's \-'de2\ : majtre d'hotel
mai*tie d'ha-tel \,ma-tra-(,>do-*tel, ,mat-d6-\ n. pi maitres
d'hStel \same\ [F, lit. muster of house) 1 a : majordomo
b : HEAuwAiTER 2 '. a sauce of melted butter, chopped parsley,

salt, pepper, and lemon juice

maize \'maz\ n [Sp maiz, fr. Taino mahiz} : Indian corn
ma.jeS'tic \m3-'je>-tik\ adj : having or exhibiting majesty : st.ately
syn see grand — ma>ies<ti>cal \-ti-kal\ adj — ina>jes>ti<cal-ly
\-kO-)le\ adv

maj>es<ty ymaj-3-ste\ n [ME maieste, fr. OF majeste, fr. L ma-
jesiai', majestas; akin to L major greater] 1 : sovereign power,
authority, or dignity; also : the person of a sovereign — used as
a title for a king, queen, emperor, or empress (if your Majesty
please) (Her Britannic Majesty's Consulate General) 2 a : royal
bearing or aspect : grandeur b : greatness or splendor of quality
or character
ma>jol<i<ca \ma-'jal-i-ka\ also ma.iol-i«ca \-'yai-\ n [It maiolica,
fr. ML Majolica Majorca, fr, LL Majorcal : a Renaissance Italian

pottery glazed, richly colored, and ornamented; also l a modern
imitation of it

tma<ior \'ma-j3r\ adj [ME maiour, fr. L major, compar. of magnus
great, large — more at much] 1 : greater in dignity, rank, im-
portance, or interest 2 : greater in number, quantity, or extent
3 : havmg attained majority 4 : notable or conspicuous in effect

or scope 5 : serious (a ^ illness) 6 a : of or relating to a
subject of academic study chosen as a field of specialization

b : of or relating to a secondary-school course requiring a maximum
of classroom hours 7a: having half steps between the third and
foujlh and the seventh and eighth degrees i^^ scide) b : based
on a major scale (-- key) c : equivalent to the distance between
the keynote and another tone (except the fourth and fifth) of a
major scale <~ interval) d : containing a major third ('^ triad)

^major n 1 : a person having attained majority 2 a : one that is

superior in rank, importance, station, or performance b : a major
musical interval, scale, key. or mode 3 : a commissioned officer
in the army, air force, or marine corps ranking above a captain
and below a lieutenant colonel 4 a : a subject of academic study
chosen as a field of specialization b : a student specializing in
such field

3major v/ ma-jor-ing \'maj-(3-)rio\ : to pursue an academic major
ma-jor.do-mo \,ma-j3i-'do-(,)mo\ n, pi majordomos [Sp mayor-
domo or obs. It muiordomo, fr ML major durnus, lit., chief of the
house] 1 : a man having charge of a great household : a head
steward 2 : butler, steward

maiorette n : drum majorette
major form class n : any one of the parts of speech of traditional
grammar (its noun, verb, or preposition)
major general n [F major general, fr. major, n. + general, adj.,

general] : a commissioned officer in the army, air force, or marine
corps ranking above a brigadier general and below a lieutenant
general

ma-jor-i'ty Xma-'jor-at-e, -'jar-\ n, often attrib 1 obs : the quality
or suite of being greater : superiority 2 a : the age at whiLh full

civil rights are accorded; esp : the age of 21 b : the status of one
who has attained this age 3 a : a number greater than half of a
total b : the excess of such a greater number over the remainder
of the total : margin o ; the preponderant quantity or share
4 : the group or party whose votes preponaerate 5 : the military
office, rank, or commission of a major

majority rule n : a political principle providing that a majority
usu. constituted by fifty percent plus one of an organized group
shall have the power to make decisions binding upon the whole
major league n : a league of highest classification in U.S. pro-
fessional baseball; also : a league of major importance in any of
various other sports
major order n 1 : the order of priest, deacon, or subdeacon in the
Roman Cathohc Church 2 : the order of bishop, priest, or deacon
in the Eastern, Anglican, or Episcopal Church
major party n : a political party having electoral strength suf-
ficient lo permit it tu win cotitrol of a government usu. with com-
parative regularity and when defeated to constitute the principal
opposition to the party in power
major premise n : the premise of a syllogism containing the major
term
major seminary n : a Roman Catholic seminary giving usu. the
entire six years of senior college and theological training
major suit n : either of two bridge suits of superior scoring value:
a : SPADES b : hearts
major term n : the term of a syllogism constituting the predicate
of the conclusion

ma.ius*cu*lar Vnia-'jss-kya-lsrX adj : of, relating to. or resembling
a majuscule
ma.jus.cule \'maj-3s-.kyu(a)l, m3-'J3s-\ n [F, fr. L majusculus

rather large, dim. of major'} : a large letter (as a capital) — majus-
cule adj

mak^able \'ma-ka-b3l\ adj : capable of being made
maK-ar \'mak-3r. 'mak-\ n [ME maker} chiejly Scot : poet
ma-ka-tea \,mak-o-'ta-3\ n [Tuamotu] : a broad uphfted coral reef
surrounding an island in the south Pacific
tmake \'mak\ vb made \'mad\ mak-ing [ME maken. fr. OE
macian; akin to OHG mahhon to prepare, make. OSlav mazafi to
anoint] vr 1 a obs : behave, act b : to seem to begin un action)
2 a : to cause to hitppen to or be experienced by someone b : to
cause to exist, occur, or appear ; create (-^ a disturbance)
C : to favor the growth or occurrence of (haste —s waste > d : to
fit, intend, or destine by or as if by creating (was made to be an
actor- 3 a : to bring into being by forming, shaping, or altering
material : fashion (~ a dress) b : compose, write c : to lay
out and construct (— a road) 4 : to frame or formulate in the
mind <'^ plans) 5 : to put together from components : cONsrrruTE
(house made of stone) 6 a : to compute or estimate to be b : to
form and hold in the mind (~ no doubt of ii> 7a: to put together
and set alight (a fire) b : lo set in order : prepare c : to shuffle
(a deck of cards) in preparation for dealing 8 : to cut (hav ] and
spread for drying 9 a : to ciiuse to be or become (.made himself
useful) b : appoint 10 a : enact, e.stablish b : to execute in an
appropriate manner (.^ a will) c : set, name (~ a price/ 11 a
chiefly dial : to nsake fast : shut b : to cause (an electric circuit)
to be completed 12 a : to conclude as to the nature or meaning
of (what to -^ of his actions; b : to regard as being (not the fooi
some ~ him) 13 a : to carry out (an indicated action) {^ war)
b : to perform with a bodily movement i-^ a bow) c : to achieve
by traversing (^ a detour) (mailman making his rounds)
14 a : to produce as a result of action, effort, or behavior with
respect to something (-- a mess of the job) (tried to ~ a thorough
job of it^ b : EAT {made a good breakfast) c archaic t to turn into
another language by translation 15 : to cause to act in a certain
way : compel (.^ him return) 16 : to cause or assure the success
or prosperity of (anyone he takes a liking to is made} 17 a : to
amount to in significance i-^s a great difference) b : to form the
essential being of (clothes ^ the man) c : to form by an assembling
of individuals <^ a quorum) d : to count as <-^ a fourth at bridge)
18 a : to be or be capable of being changed or fashioned into ;rags
-^ the best paper> b : to develop into (she will — a fine wife)
c : form 5b 19 a : reach, attain — often used with it (you'U
never — it that far) b : to gain the rank of (---' major) c : to gain
a place on <-^ the team) 20 : to gain (as money) by working,
trading, or dealing 21 a : to act so as to win or acquire b : to
score (points) in a game or sport 22 a : to fulfill (a contract)
in a card game b : lo win a trick with (a card) 23 a : to include
in a route or itinerary b : catch (time to -^ the train) 24 : to
persuiide to consent to sexual intercourse ^ vi 1 archaic : to
compose poetry 2a: behave, act b : to begin or seem to begin
a certain action {made as though to hand it to me) : to act so
as to be or to seem to be (-- merry) d slang : lo play a part <-^

hke a bird) 3 : to set out : head {made after the fox) 4 : to
increase in height or size (the tide is making now) 5 : to reach or
extend in a certain direction 6 : to have weight or effect : tell
(courtesy "^^ for safer ariving) 7 : to undergo manufacture or
processing (hay -^s belter in small heaps)
syn MAK.E, form, shape, fashkin, fabricate, manufacture,

purge mean to cause to come into being, make may imply any such
action of producing or creating whether by an intelligent agency
or blind forces and resulting in either material or immaterial
existence; form implies a definite outline, structure, or design in the
thing produced; shape suggests impressing a form upon some
material; fashion suggests the use of inventive power or ingenuity;
fabricate suggests a making of many parts into a whole and often
implies an ingenious inventing of elaborate falsehood; manu-
facture implies making repeatedly by a fixed process and usu.
by machinery; FOKciE impUes a making or effecting by great
physical or mental effoit— make a iace : to distort one's features : grimace — make away
with 1 : to carry off 2 : spend, dissipate 3 : OESfROv. kill
4 : CONSUME, EAT — make believe : pretend, feign - make bold
; venture, dare — make bones : to show hesitation, uncertainty,
or scruple {makes no bones about his dislike) — make book ; to
accept bets at calculated odds on all the entrants in a race or contest— make eyes : ogle — make good ; to make valid or complete
{made good his escape): as a : to make up for (a deficiency)
b : indemnify {make good the loss) c : to carry out (a promise
or prediction) : fulfill d : prove {make good a charge) e : suc-
ceed — make bay : to make use of offered opportunity esp. in

gaining an early advantage — make head 1 : to make progress
esp. against resistance 2 ; to rise in armed revolt 3 : to build
up pressure (as in a steam boiler) — make love 1 : woo. court
2 a : NECK, pet b : to engage in sexual intercourse — make
public : disclose — make sail 1 : to raise or spread sail 2 : to
set out on a voyage — make time 1 : to travel fast 2 : to gain
time 3 : to make progress toward winning favor (trying to make
time with the waitress) — make tracks 1 : to proceed at a walk
or run 2 : to go in a hurry : run away ; flee — make water
1 oj a boat : leak 2 : urinate — make way 1 : \o open or give
room for passing or enicring ; fall back or move aside 2 : to
make progress — make with slang : produce, perform — usu.
used with the and in place of the idiomatic verb (start making with
the answers) {jnaking with the tears)

3make n l a : the manner or style in which a thing is constructed
b : the origin of a manufactured article 2 : the physical, mental,
or moral constitution of a t^erson 3a: the action of producing or
manufacturing b : the actual yield or amount produced over a
specified period : output 4 : the declaration of trumps in an
early form of bridge 5 : the closing or completing of an electric

circuit 6 : the act of shuffling cards; also : turn to shuffle —
on the make 1 : in the process of forming, growing, or improving
2 : in quest of a higher social or financial status 3 : in search of
sexual adventure

make-bate \'mak-,bat\ n Vmake + obs. bate (strife)] archaic ; one
that excites contentions and quarrels
imake-be-lieve \'mak-bs-,lev\ n 1 : a pretending to believe

: pretense 2 ; one who makes believe or pretends
amake-believe adj : feigned (a private maize-believe world)

: insincere
make-do \'mak-,dU\ adj : makeshift — make-do n
make>Iast \-,fast\ n : something to which a boat is fastened



make off

make olf vi ; to leave suddenly or in haste
make out vt 1 : to draw up or prepare in writing 2 ; to find or
grasp the meaning of 3a: demonstrate, establish b : conclude
<how do you make that ouO 4 ; to represent as being 5 : to
represent or delineate in detail 6 ; discern ~ vi ; to get along
: SUCCEED
make over vt 1 : to transfer the title of ; convey 2 ; remake,
REMODEL
mak*er \'ma-k3r\ n : one that makes: as a cap ; ^god b archaic

; poet c : a person who makes a promissory note d : a declarer
in bridge
make*ready \'ma-,kred-e\ n ; final preparation (as of a form on
a printing press) for running; also ; material used in this prepara-
tion

make^sliift \'mak-,shift\ n : a temporary expedient syn see
RESOURCE — makeshift adj
make up vr la; compile b : invent, improvise c : to set (an
account) in order : balance 2 a : to form by fitting together or
assembling b : to arrange type matter into (columns or pages)
for printing c : to put together from ingredients 3 ; to wrap or
fasten up 4 a : to set in order : arrange b : to shuffle (a deck)
for dealing 5 t to make good (a deficiency) G A oj parts or quanti-
ties ; to combine to produce (a whole) b ; coNSTrruTE, compose
7 : SETTLE, decide 8 a : to prepare in physical appearance for
a role b : to apply cosmetics to — vj 1 ; to become reconciled
2 a : to act ingratiatingly or flatteringly b : to make love 3 : com-
pensate, pay 4 ; to apply cosmetics
make>up \'ma-,k3p\ n 1 a ; the way in which the parts or ingredi-
ents of something are put together ; coMPOsmoN b ; physical,
mental, and moral constitution 2 : the operation of making up
(as of matter for printing); also ; the arrangement of such matter
3a: cosmetics used to color and beautify the face; also : a cos-
metic applied to other parts of the body b : the total of cosmetics,
wigs, and other items
make-weight \'ma-,kwat\ n 1 a : something thrown Into a scale
to bring the weight to a desired value b ; something of little

independent value thrown in to fill a gap 2 : counterweight,
counterpoise
maK<lng \'ma-kiD\ n l : the act or process of forming, causing,
doing, or coming into being 2 : a process or means of advancement
or success 3 : something made; esp : a quantity produced at one
time : BATCH 4 a : POTENTiALrrY — often used in pi. b ;?/ : the
material from which something is to be made; specij : paper and
tobacco for cigarettes

mal- comb Jorm [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. mat bad (fr. L malus)
& mat badly, fr. L male, fr. malus — more at small] 1 a : bad
<ma/practice> b : badly <ma/odorous> 2a: abnormal {malforma-
tion> b : abnormally <mfl/formed> 3 a ; inadequate (ma/adjust-
ment) b : inadequately <ma/nourished>
malac- or malaco- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk malak', malako-, fr.

malakos; akin to L molere to grind] : soft <ma/acopterygii>
ma.lacca cane \m3-,lak-3-\ n [Malacca, Malaya] : an often mot-
tled cane from an Asiatic rattan palm {Calamus rotang)

Mal.a.chi \'mal-a-,kr\ or Mal.a.chi-as \,mal-a-'kT-as\ n [Heb
Marakhl} : a minor Hebrew prophet of the Sth century B.C.

mal>a>Cllite \'mal-3-,kTt\ n [ME melochites, fr. L molochites, fr.

Gk molochites, fr. moloche mallow] : a mineral Cu2C03(OH)z
that is a green basic carbonate of copper used as an ore and for
making ornamental objects

mal<a*COl-0<gy \,mal-3-'kaI-3-je\ n [F malacologie, contr. of
malacozoologie, fr. NL Malacozoa, zoological group including
soft-bodied animals (fr. malac- 4- -zoa) + F -logie -logy] : a branch
of zoology dealing with moUusks

mal>a«COS>tia>cau \,maI-3-'kas-tri-k3n\ n [deriv. of Gk malakos-
trakos soft-shelled, fr. malak- + ostrakon shell — more at oyster]
; any of a major subclass (Malacostraca) of crustaceans including
most of the well-known marine, freshwater, and terrestrial members
of the group (as crabs, sow bugs) — malacostracan adj — mal>a-
cos>tra>cous \-tri-kas\ adj

mal>ad>ap-ta>tion \,mal-,ad-,ap-'ta-sh3n\ n i poor or Inadequate
adaptation

mal>adapt>ed \,maI-3-'dap-t3d\ adj : unsuited or poorly suited
(as to a particular use, purpose, or situation)

mal>adap>tive \-tiv\ adj l ; marked by poor or Inadequate adap-
tation 2 : not conducive to adaptation

mal>adoust-ed \,mal-a-'j3s-tad\ adj : poorly or inadequately
adjusted; specij ; lacking harmony with one's environment from
failure to reach a satisfactory adjustment between one's desires
and the conditions of one's life

mal>ad>jus-tive \-'j3s-tiv\ adj : not conducive to adjustment
mal>ad-iust<ment \,mal-3-'j3s(t)-mDnt\ n : poor or inadequate
adjustment

mal<ad.min.is<ter \,mal-3d-'min-3-st3r\ vt : to administer badly— mal>ad-inin>is>tra>tlon \,maI-3d-,min-3-'stra-shpn\ n
mal.adroit \,mal-3-'dr6it\ adj [F, fr. MF, fr. mal- + adroit^

: lacking adroitness : inept syn see awkward — mal<adroit-ly
adv — mal-adroit>ness n
mal.a-dy \'mal-?d-e\ n [ME malodie, fr. OF, fr. malade sick, fr.

L male habitus in bad condition] 1 : a disease or disorder of the
animal body 2 : an unwholesome condition
ma>la Ii.de \,mal-3-*fId-e, -'fTd-a\ adv (or adj) [LL] : with or
in bad faith

iy[a>la<ga \'mal-3-g3\ « 1 : any of several usu. sweet dessert wines
of Malaga, Spain 2 : a similar wine made elsewhere
Mal>a*gasy \,mal-3-'gas-e\ n, pi Malagasy also iyial>a*gas*ies
1 : a native or inhabitant of Madagascar or of the Malagasy Re-
Sublic 2 : the Austronesian language of the Malagasy people —
[aiagasy adj

ma>la*gue'na X.mal-s-'gan-ys, ,mal-\ n [Sp malaguena, fr. fem.
of malagueho of Malaga, fr Malaga"^ 1 : a folk tune native to
Malaga that is similar to a fandango 2 : a Spanish dance similar

to a fandango
mal>aise \ma-'Iaz\ or mal*ease \-'lez\ n [F malaise, fr. OF, fr.

mal- + aise comfort — more at ease] 1 : an indefinite feeling of
debility or lack of health often indicative of or accompanying the
onset of an illness 2 : a vague sense of mental or moral ill-being

mal.a-mute or mal-e.mute \'maI-a-,myUt\ n [Malemute, an

511 malfunction
Alaskan Eskimo people] : a sled dog of northern No. America:

mal-apert \,mal-3-'p3rt\ adj [ME, fr. MF unskillful, fr. mal- -t-

apert skillful, modif. of L expertus expert] : impudently bold
: SAUCY — mal-apert-ly adv — mal-apert-ness n

mal.a.prop \'mal-3-,prap\ or mal-a-prop-lan \.mal-a-'prap-e-an\
adj [Mrs. Malapropi : using or marked by the use of malapropisms

mal.a.prop-ism \"mal-3-,prap-,iz-3m\ n [Mrs. Malaprop, char-
acter noted for her misuse of words in R. B. Sheridan's comedy
The Rivals (1775)] 1 : a usu. humorous misapplication of a word;
specij : use of a word sounding somewhat like the one intended
but ludicrously wrong in the context 2 : an example of malaprop-
ism (as in "an ajlegory on the banks of the Nile")
mal-ap.ro.pos \.mal-,ap-r3-'po, (*)mal-'ap-r9-,\ adv {or adj) [F
mal a propos} ; in an inappropriate way
ma>lar \'ma-l3r\ adj [NL malaris, fr. L mala jawbone, cheek]

: of or relating to the cheek or the side of the head
ma*lar-ia \m3-'ler-e-3\ n [It, fr. mala aria bad air] 1 archaic : air
infected with a noxious substance capable of causing disease;
esp : miasma 2 a ; a human disease caused by sporozoan parasites
(genus Plasmodium) in the red blood cells, transmitted by the bite
of anopheline mosquitoes, and characterized by periodic attacks
of chills and fever b : any of various diseases of birds and mam-
mals caused by blood protozoans — ma<lar>i>al \-3l\ also ma-
Iar>i'an \-3n\ adj — ma*lar>i*ous \-3s\ adj

ma.Iate \'mal-,at, 'ma-,Iat\ n : a salt or ester of malic acid
Mal.a-thi.on \,maI-3-'thT-,an\ trademark — used for a thio-
phosphate insecticide CjoHigOePSz with a lower mammalian toxic-
ity than parathion
Ma.lay \m3-'la. ma-(,)la\ n [obs. D Malayo (now Maleier), fr.

Malay MSlayul 1 : a member of a people of the Malay peninsula,
eastern Sumatra, parts of Borneo, and some adjacent islands
2 : the Austronesian language of the Malays — Malay adj —
Ma.lay.an Xma-'la-an, 'ma-.la-\ n or adj
Mal.a.ya-lam \,mal-a-'yal-3m\ n : the Dravldian language of
Kerala, southwest India, closely related to Tamil

Ma.layo- \ma-,la-(,)6-. ma-\ comb jorm : Malayan and <,MaIayO'
Indonesian)

mal.con-tent \,mal-k3n-'tent\ adj [MF. fr. OF. fr. mal- + content^
; marked by a restless, moody, or bitter dissatisfaction with the
existing state of affairs : discontented; specij : disaffected with
an established order or government — malcontent n
mal de mer \,mal-d3-'me(3)r\ n [F] ; seasickness
imale \'ma(3)l\ adj [ME. fr. MF masle, male, adj. & n., fr. L
masculus, dim. of mar-, mas male] 1 a (1) : of, relating to, or
being the sex that begets young by performing the fertilizing func-
tion in generation by producing relatively small usu. motile gametes
(as sperms, spermatozoids, spermatozoa) by which the eggs of a
female are made fertile (-^ organs) (2) : staminate; esp : having
only staminate flowers and not producing fruit or seeds <a '—

holly) b (1) ; of, relating to, or characteristic of the male sex
<a deep '^ voice) <fuil of ^ energy) (2) ; made up of male in-
dividuals and esp. men <a --^ choir) 2 : masculine 3a 3 ; de-
signed for fitting into a corresponding hollow part — male>ness

syn masculine, manly, manlike, mannish, manful, virile:
male applies to animals and plants as well as to human beings and
always indicates sex; masculine suggests qualities distinguishing
men from women; manly suggests the admirable qualities of a
mature man and applies esp. to youth; manlike suggests the char-
acteristic qualities of men and particularly applies to masculine
foibles; mannish applies chiefly to women having or affecting

manlike qualities; manful is somewhat narrower in scope than
MANLY in stressing courage and resolution; virile differs from
manly in stressing driving energy, aggressiveness, or male sexuality

2male n : a plant or animal that is male
male alto n : countertenor
imale<dict \,mal-a-'dikt\ adj [LL maledictusi archaic : accursed
2maledlct vt, archaic : execrate. cimsE
male>dic*tion \,mal-s-'dik-sh3n\ n [ME malediccioun, fr. LL
malediction-, maledictio, fr. maledictus, pp. of maledicere to curse,

fr. L. to speak evil of. fr. male badly + dicere to speak, say — more
at MAL-. DICTION] I CURSE, EXECRATION — male«dic»to.ry \-'dik-
t(3-)re\ adj

male<fac-tion \,maI-3-'fak-shsn\ n : an evil deed : crime
male><ac*tor \'mal-3-.fak-tar\ n [ME, fr. L. fr. malejactus, pp. of
malejacere to do evil, fr. maie -1- jacere to do — more at do]
1 : one who commits an offense against the law; esp : felon
2 : EVILDOER

male lern « : a fern {Dryopteris jilix-mas) producing an oleoresln

used in expelling tapeworms
ma*Ief<ic Xms-'lef-ikX adj [L maleficus wicked, mischievous, fr.

matey 1 : having malignant influence : baleful 2 : malicious
ma*lef>i>cence \ma-'lef-3-ssn(t)s\ n la: evildoing b : an
evil deed 2 : the quality or state of being maleficent

ma.lel.i-cent \-s3nt\ adj [back-formation fr. malejicence} ; work-
ing or productive of harm or evil : baleful

ma-le*lc liydrazide Xma-.le-ik-, -,Ia-\ n imaleic acid (malic acid)]

: a crystalline cyclic hydrazide C4H4N2O2 used to retard plant
growth
mal.en>ten*du \ma-la"-ta"-diE\ n [F, fr. mal entendu misunder-
stood] : misunderstanding

male-ster^ile \'ma(3)l-'ster-sl\ adj : having male gametes lacking
or nonfunctional

ma.Iev-O'lence \m3-'lev-3-l3n(t)s\ n 1 ; the quality or state of
being malevolent 2 : malevolent behavior syn see malice

ma.leV'O-lent \-lant\ adj [L malevolent-, malevolens, fr. male
badly + volent-, volens, prp. of velle to wish — more at mal-, will]
; having, showing, or arising from intense often vicious ill will,

spite, or hatred — ma-lev-o-lent-Iy adv
mal*tea<sance \(')mal-'fez-''n(t)s\ n [maj- + obs. jeasance (doing,
execution)] : wrongful conduct esp. by a public official

mal>for>ma-tion \,mal-f6r-'ma-shan, -f3r-\ n ; irregular, anoma-
lous, abnormal, or faulty formation or structure

mal>formed \(*)mal-'f6(3)rmd\ adj : characterized by malformation
: badly or imperfectly formed : misshapen

mal.fimC'tion \(')mal-'f3o(k)-sh9n\ vi : to fail to operate in the

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; ytt few; yu furious; zb vision
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normal or usual manner — maltnnction n

mal.gid \mal-'gra\ prep [F, fr. OF maugre — more at maugre]
: DESPTTE

ma*liC acid \,mal-ik-, ,ma-lik-\ n [F adde malique, fr. L malum
apple, fr. Gk melon, malon'\ ; a crystalline hydroxy dicarboxylic
acid CiHeOs found esp. in various plant juices

mal*ice \*mal-3s\ n [ME, fr. Of, fr. L malitia, fr. malus bad — more
at small] : ill will; specif : intent to commit an unlawful act or
cause harm without legal justification or excuse
Syn MALEVOLENCE, ILL WILL, SPFTE, MALIGNITY, SPLEEN, GRUDGE:

MALICE may imply a deep-seated and often unreasonable dislike and
a desire to see one suffer or it may suggest a causeless passing
mischievous impulse; malevolence implies a deep and lasting

hatred; ill will may suggest a briefer feeling of antipathy and re-

sentment often with cause; SPrrE implies active malevolence to-

gether with envy or meanness of spirit; malignfty stresses the in-

tensity and driving force of malevolence; spleen implies ill will

together with hot temper; grudge implies a cherished feeUng of
resentment or ill will that seeks satisfaction

ma^li'Cious \ma-'lish-3s\ adj : given to, marked by, or arising from
maUce — ma-ii-cious-Iy adv — ma'li-cious>ue5s n

malicious mischief n : willful, wanton, or reckless damage to or
destruction of another's property
ima>llgn \m3-'lTn\ adj [ME maligne, fr. MP, fr. L malignus, fr.

male badly + gignere to beget ~ more at mal-, kin] 1 a : evil in
nature, influence, or effect : injurious b : maugnant, virulent
2 ; having or showing intense often vicious ill will ; malevolent
syn see SINISTER

amalign vi [ME malignen, fr. MF maligner to act maliciously, fr. LL
malignari, fr. L malignus'] I to utter injuriously misleading or false
reports about : speak evil of
syn malign, traduce, asperse, vilify, calumnl^te, defame,

SLANDER mean to injure by speaking ill of regardless of truth.

malign suggests specific and often subtle misrepresentation but
may not always imply deUberale lying; traduce stresses the re-

sulting ignominy and distress to the victim; asperse implies con-
tinued attack on a reputation often by indirect or insinuated de-
traction; vilify implies attempting to destroy a reputation by open
and direct abuse; calumniate imputes malice to the speaker and
falsity to his assertions; defame and slander stress the effects,

defame suggesting actual loss of or injury to one's good nftioe,

slander the suffering of the victim
ma.lig.nance \m3-'lig-n3n(t)s\ n : maugnancy
ma.lig*nan*cy \-n3n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being malig-
nant 2 a : exhibition (as by a tumor) of malignant qualities : vir-
ulence b : a malignant tumor
lma>lig>nant \m3-'Ug-nant\ adj [LL malignant-, malignans, prp. of
malignaji'] 1 a obs : disaffected, malcontent b : evil in nature,
influence, or effect : injurious c ; extremely malevolent or
malicious 2 : tending to produce death or deterioration (-^

malaria); esp : tending to infiltrate, metastasize, and terminate
fatally (~ tumor) — ma-lig.nant-ly adv

2nialignant n, archaic : malcontent
ma<lig°ni*ty \ma-'hg-n3t-e\ n 1 : maugnancy, malevolence
2 : an instance of malignant or maUcious behavior or nature
syn see malice

ma<li*hi<ni Vimal-e-lie-neV n [Hawaiian] : a newcomer or stranger
among the people of Hawaii

ma-lines \m3-"len\ n, pi marlines \-'IenCz)\ [F, fr. Malines
(Mechelen), Belgium] 1 ; mechlin 2 also ma>line ; a fine stiff net
with a hexagonal mesh
ma.lin.ger \m3-'lio-g3r\ vi ma-lin.ger.ing \-g(:3-)rig\ [F ma-
lingre sickly] : to pretend to be ill or otherwise incapacitated so as
to avoid duty or work — ma-lin-ger-er \-g3r-ar\ n

Itla.lin*Jiie Xma-'lip-keX n, pi Malinlie or Malinkes 1 a : a people
of Mandingo affiliation widespread in the western part of Africa
b : a member of such people 2 : the language of the Maiinke people

maloi.son \'mal-3-s3n, -zanV n [ME, tr. OF mateigon, fr. LL
malediction-, maledictio} ; malediction, curse

mal.kin \'ra6-ksn\ n [ME malkyn, fr. Malkyn, fern, name] 1 dial
chiejly Brit % an untidy woman ; slattern 2 a : cat b : hare
•mail \'m6)\ var oj maul
small X'mol, 'mal\ n [short for obs. poll-mall (mallet used in palU
mall)] 1 a : the mallet used in pall-mall b : the game of pall-mall
c : an alley used for pall mall 2 [The Mall, promenade in London,
orig. a pall-mall alley] a ; a usu. public area often set with shade
trees and designed as a promenade or as a pedestrian walk b ; a
usu. paved or grassy strip between two roadways

mal.lard \'mal-3rd\ n, pi mallard or mallards [ME. fr. MF
mallart} % a common and widely distributed wild duck (Anas
platyrhynchos) of the northern hemisphere that is the source of the
domestic ducks

mal4ea'bil*i<ty \,mal-e-a-'bll-3t-e, ,nial-Cy)3-'bil-\ n : the quality
or state of being malleable

mal.Iea.ble \'mal-e-3-b3L 'mal-(y)3-b3l\ adj IME maWable, fr. MF
or ML; Ml- malleable, fr. ML malleabilis, fr. malleare to hammer, fr.

L malleus hammer — more at maul] 1 : capable of being extended
or shaped by beating with a hammer or by the pressure of rollers
2 : suscepdble of being fashioned into a different form or shape
syn see fu^iStic — maMea*ble*ness n

mal'lee \'mal-e\ n [native name in Australia] 1 : any of several
low-growing shrubby AustraUan eucalypts (as Eucalyptus dumosa
and E. oleosa) 2 : a dense thicket or growth of mallees; also : land
covered by such growth
mal.le.muGk \'mal-i-,m3k\ n [D mallemuk, fr. mal silly + mok
gull] : any of several large oceanic birds (as the fulmar or petrel)

mal-let \'mal-3t\ n iME maillet,fT. MF.fr. OF. dim. of mai/maul —
more at maul] : a hammer with typically a
barrel-shaped head of wood; as a : a tool
with a large head for driving another tool or ,, ,,

for striking a surface without marring it IJ.W
b : an imolement for strikins a hall <a^ in \^
polo)

implement for striking a ball (as i

mallet amal-le.us \'mal-e-3s\ n, pi mal*lei \-e-,T,
-e-,e\ [NL, fr. L, hammer] : the outermost of the three small bones
of the mammalian ear

mal.lOW \'mal-(,)o, -3(-w)\ n [ME malwe. fr. OE mealwe, fr. L
malvaj : any of a genus {Malva) of herbs (family Malvaceae, the
mallow family) with palmately lobed or dissected leaves and usu
showy flowers

malm \*mani, 'malm\ n [ME malme, fr. OE mealm-; akin to OE
melu meal — more at meal] 1 ; a soft friable chalky limestone
2 : an artificial mixture of clay and chalk, used in the manufacture of
bricks
malm.sey \'mam-zc, 'malm-V n, ojten cap [ME malmesey. fr. ML
Malmasia Monemvasia, Greece] 1 : a sweet aromatic wine pro-
duced around Monemvasia and later throughout the Mediter-
ranean 2 : the sweetest variety of Madeira wine
mal>noui>ished \(*)mal-'n3r-isht, -'n3-risht\ adj : undernourished
mal>nu-tTi>tion \,mai-n(y)u-'trish-3n\ n : faulty or inadequate
nutrition

mal-oc-clU<Sion \,mal-a-'klU-2h3n\ n : improper occlusion; esp
; abnormaUty in the coming together of teeth

mal>odor \(')mal-^6d-3r\ n ; an offensive odor
mal.odor>ous \-'od-3-r3s\ adj : iU-smeliing — mal-odor-ous-Iy
adv ~- mal'Odor>ons*ness n
sjm malodorous, stinking, feted, noisome, putrid, rank,

fusty, musty mean bad-smelling, malodorous may range irom the
unpleasant to the strongly offensive; stinking and fehd suggest the
foul or disgusting; noisome adds a suggestion of being harmful or
unwholesome as well as offensive; putrid implies particularly the
sickening odor of decaying flesh; rank suggests a strong smell that is

not necessarily bad in quality; fusty and musty suggest lack of
fresh air and sunhght, fusty also implying prolonged uncleanliness,
musty stressing the effects of dampness, mildew, or age

Mal'pi.ghi.an Xmal-'pig-e-an, -'pe-ge-\ adj : of, relating to, or
discovered by Marcello Malpighi

malpighlan corpuscle n. ojten cap M : the part of a nephron that
consists of a glomerulus and its membrane

Malpigiiian layer n : the deeper part of the epidermis consisting of
cells whose protoplasm has not yet changed into homy material
Malplghian tube n ; any of a group of long blind vessels opening
into the posterior pari of the ahmentary canal in most insects and
some other arthropods and functioning primarily as excretory
organs

maI.po=si.tion \,mal-p3-'zish-sn\ n : wrong or faulty position
mal*prac>tice \(')mal-'prak-t3s\ n 1 : a dereUction from profes-
sional duty or a failure of proiessional skill or learning that re-
sults in injury, loss, or damage 2 : an injurious, negUgent, or
improper practice : malfeasance — mal-prac-ti'tion.er \,mal-
,prak-'tish-(3-)n3r\ n
imalt \'ra6lt\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE mealt; akin to OHG malz
malt, OE melian to melt] 1 ; grain softened by steeping in water,
allowed to germinate, and used esp. in brewing and distilling

2 : MALTED milk — malty \'m6i-te\ adj
smalt vt 1 : to convert into malt 2 : to make or treat with malt or
malt extract ^ vi 1 : to become malt 2 : to make grain into malt

IVIal.ta fever \,m61-t3-\ n [Malta, Brit island] ; typical human
brucellosis

malt«ase \'m61-,tas, -,ta2\ n : an enzyme that accelerates the
hydrolysis of maltose and other alpha-glucosides to glucose

malted milK n l : a soluble powder prepared from dried milk and
malted cereals 2 : a beverage made by dissolving malted milk in
milk or other liquid

Mal>tese \m61-'tez, -'tes\ n, pi Maltese 1 : a native or inhabitant
of Malta 2 : the Semitic language of the Maltese people — IVfaltesd
adj

IVIaltese cat n ; a bluish gray domestic short-haired cat
Maltese cross n l — see cross illustration 2 : a Eurasian peren-
nial (Lychnis chalcedonica) having scarlet or rarely white flowers in
dense terminal heads

mal.tha \*mal-th3\ also mal.tliite \-,thit\ n [L maltha's : a black
viscid substance intermediate between petroleum and asphalt

Mal.thu.sian \mal-'th(y)u-zh3n, mdl-\ adj [Thomas R. Malthus
tl834 E economist] : of or relating to Malihus or to his theory that
population tends to increase at a faster rate than its means of
subsistence and that unless it is checked by moral restraint or by
disease, famine, war, or other disaster widespread poverty and
degradation inevitably result — Malthusian n — Mal-thu-sian-
ism \-zh3-,niz-3ra\ n
malt liQUOT n ; a fermented liquor (as beer) made with malt
malt=ose \'m61-.tos, -,toz\ n [F, fr. E ^malt] : a crystalline dextro-
rotatory fermentable reducing sugar CizHzzOn formed esp. from
starch by am>lase

mal.treat \(')mal-*tret\ vt [F maltraiter, fr. MF, fr. mal- + trailer

to treat, fr. OF traitier — more at treat] : to treat cruelly or
roughly ; abuse — mal > treat-ment \-m3nt\ n

malt'Ster \'m61t-st3r\ n : a maker of malt
mal..ya<sia \.mal-v3-'2e-a\ n [It, fr. Monemvasia, Greece] : malm-
sey — mal-va>si*an \-3n\ adj
mal>ver*sa'tion \,mal-v3r-'sa-sh3n\ n [MF, fr. malverser to be
corrupt, fr. mal + verser to turn, handle, fr. L versare, fr. versus,

pp. or vertere to turn — more at worth] 1 ; misbehavior and esp.
corruption in an office, trust, or commission 2 : corrupt ad-

mal.voi-sie \,maiv-w3-'ze\ n [F, fr. MF maJvesie, fr. Malvesie
Monemvasia] : malmsey
mam*ba \'mam-b3, 'mam-\ n [Zulu im-ambal : any of several
tropical and southern African venomous snakes (genus Den-
draspis) related to the cobras but with no hood
mam>bo \'mam-(,)bo\ n [AmerSp] : a complex staccato usu. fast

dance related to the rumba and of Haitian origin; also l the style

of music for this dance — mambo vi

Mam.IuK \'mam-,luk\ or Mam-e^liike \'mara-3-.liik\ n [Ar
mamluk, lit., slave] 1 ; a member of a pohtically powerful Egyptian
mihtary class occupying the sultanate from 1250 to 15J7 2 usu
maineluke, ojten not cap a : a white or yellow slave in Muslim
countries b : a member of a body of slave soldiers
imam.ma or ma*ma \'mam-3, chiejly Brit m3-'ma\ n [baby talk]
: MOTHER
2mam*ma \'mam-3\ n, pi mam-mae \'mam-,e, -,T\ [L, mother,
breast, of baby-talk origin] : a mammary gland and its accessory
parts — mam<mate \'roam-,at\ adj
mam-^mal \'mam-3l\ n [deriv. of LL mammalis of the breast, fr. L
mamma breast] : any of a class (Mammaha) of higher vertebrates
comprising man and all other animals that nourish their young with
milk secreted by mammary glands and have the skiii^ usu. more or
less covered with hair — mam>nia>lian \ms-'ma-le-3n, ma-'ma-,
-*mal-y3n\ adj or n
mam.mal.o.gy \m3-'mal-3-je, ma-'mal-, -'mal-\ n EISV, blend of
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mammal and -logyj I a branch of zoology dealing with mammals

inain>IIia>ry \'mam-3-re\ adj : of, relating to, or being one of the
large compound modified sebaceous glands that in female mammals
are modified to secrete milk, are situated ventrally in pairs, and usu.
terminate in a nipple

mam.ma.tO.CU.mu.lUS \ma-,mat-o-'kyu-my3-l3s\ n [NL, fr. L
mammatus having breasts, (fr. mamma) + NL cumulus'^ : a cumulus

- cumulostratus storm cloud having breast-shaped protuberances

to stammer, of Imlt. oiigin]

below
mam.mer \'mam-ar\ vi [ME
ObS : WAVER, HESITATE

mani>mi>foriil \'mam-3-,f6rm\ adj : mammillary
mam<mil*la<ry \'mam-a-,ler-e, ma-'mil-a-re\ adj [L mammilla
breast, nipple, dim. of mammal 1 : of. relating to, or resembling
the breasts 2 : studded with breast-shaped protuberances .

mam.mil.late \"mam-3-,Iat, ma-'mil-,at\ or mam.mil.lat.ed
\-sd\ adj [LL mammillatus, fr. L mamniilla} 1 ; having nipples or
small protuberances 2 : having the form of a bluntly rounded
protuberance — main>mil>la*tion \,mam-3-'la-shan\ n
imam>inocl£ \'mam-3k\ n [origin unknown] chiejly dial : a broken
piece : SCRAP
smammocl: vt, chiejly dial : to tear into fragments ; mangle
inam>mon Vmam-3n\ n, ojten cap [LL mammona, fr. Gk mamona,
fr. Aram mamona riches] : material wealth or possessions esp. hav-
ing a debasing influence — inaxn<mon*ish \-3-nish\ adj —
mam-mon-ism \-3-,niz-3m\ n — iiiam>inon*ist \-3-n3st\ or
inam<mon*ite \-3-,nit\ n
Imam•moth \'mam-9th\ n [Russ mamont, mamot'\ 1 ; any of
numerous extinct Pleistocene elephants distinguished from recent
elephants by molars with cementum filling the spaces between the
ridges of enamel and by large size, very long upcurved tusks, and
well-developed body hair 2 : something immense of its kind
: GIANT
smammoth adj ; of very great size : gigantic ssm see enormous
mam>my \'mam-e\ n 1 : mamma 2 : a Negro woman serving as a
nurse to white children esp. formerly in the Southern states
iman \'man, in compounds ,man or man\ n, pi men \'men, in com-
pounds ,men or manX [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG man man, Skt
manu] 1 a (1) : a human being; esp : an adult male human (2)
: husband b : the human race : mankind c : a bipedal primate
mammal {Homo sapiens) that is anatomically related to the great
apes but distinguished esp. by notable development of the brain
with a resultant capacity for articulate speech and abstract reason-
ing, is usu. held to form a variable number of freely interbreeding
races, and is the sole recent representative of a natural family
(Hominidae); broadly : any living or extinct member of this family
d (1) ; one possessing in high degree the qualities considered dis-
tinctive of manhood (2) obs : manliness e : fellow, chap —
used as a mode of familiar address 2 a : a liege man ; vassal
b ; an adult male servant cpl : the working force as distinguished
from the employer and usu. the management 3 a ; individual,
PERSON b : anyone 4 : one of the pieces with which various games
(as chess) are played 5 Christian Science : the compound idea of
infinite Spirit : the spiritual image and likeness of God : the full

representation of Mind — as one man : unanimously — to a man
; without exception
3man vt manned; man>ning 1 a : to supply with men <~ a fleet)

b : to station members of a ship's crew at <~ the capstan) c : to
serve in the force or complement of <'^ the production Unes)
2 : to furnish with strength or powers of resistance : brace
ma>na \'m'an-3\ n [of Melanesian & Polynesian origin; akin to
Hawaiian & Maori mana'\ 1 : the power of the elemental forces of
nature embodied in an object or person 2 : moral authority
: prestige
man-about-town \,man-3-,baut-'taun\ n ; a worldly and socially
active man
iman.a.Cle \'man-l-k9l\ n [ME manicle, fr. MF, fr. L manicula,
dim. of manus hand — more at manual] 1 : a shackle for the hand
or wrist : handcuff 2 ; something used as a restraint — usu. used
inpL
amanacle vt man-a-cling \-kf3-)lio\ 1 : to confine (the hands)
with manacles 2 : to make fast or secure : bind; broadly : restrain
syn see hamper
lman*age \'man-ij\ v6 [It maneggiare, fr. mano hand, fr. L manusj
vr 1 ; handle, control 2 : to make and keep submissive 3 : to
treat with care ; husband 4 : to alter by manipulation 5 : to
succeed in accomplishing : contrive ~ vi 1 a : to direct or carry
on business or affairs b : to admit of being carried on 2 : to
achieve one's purpose syn see conduct
3manage n [it maneggio management, training of a horse, fr.

maneggiare'\ 1 a archaic : the action and paces of a trained riding
horse b : the schooling or handling of a horse c : a riding school
; manege 2 obs : management

man.age.abil.i.ty \,man-ij-3-'biI-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being manageable
mau<age>able \'man-ij-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being managed

: tractable — man>age>able>ness n — man<age<ably \-blc\
adv
man*age>ment \'man-ij-m3nt\ n 1 : the act or art of managing

: control, direction 2 : judicious use of means to accomplish an
end 3 : capacity for managing : executive skill 4 : the collective
body of those who manage or direct an enterprise
man*ag-er \'man-ij-3r\ n : one that manages: as a ; one who con-
ducts business or household affairs with economy and care bra
person whose work or profession is management c ; a person who
directs a team or athlete — man-ag-er-ess \-a-r3s\ n — man-ag-
er.ship \-3r-.ship\ n

man-a>ge-ri->al \,man-3-*jir-e-9l\ adj : of or relating to a manager— man*a>ge>ri-al>ly \-e-3-le\ adv
ima-fia>na \man-'yan-5\ adv [Sp, ht., tomorrow, fr. earlier eras
mahana early tomorrow, fr. eras tomorrow (fr. L) + mahana early,
fr, L mane early in the morning] ; at an indefinite time in the future
smanana n : an indefinite time in the future
man ape n l ; great ape 2 : any of various fossil primates inter-
mediate in characters between recent man and the great apes
Ma.nas.seh Xma-'nas-aX n [Heb Menashsheh] 1 : a son of Joseph
and ancestor of one of the tribes of Israel 2 : a king of Judah in
the 7th century B.C.

man-at-arms \.man-3t-'armz\ n, pi men-at-arms ; soldier; esp
: a heavily armed and usu. mounted soldier

man.a-tee \'man-a-.te\ n [Sp manate] : any of several chiefly trop-
ical aquatic herbivorous mammals (genus Trichechus) that differ
from the related dugong esp. in having the tail broad and rounded
man*cbet \'man-chat\ n [ME] chiejly dial : a loaf or roll of fine
wheat bread

man>Chi*neel \,man-cha-'ne(3)l\ n [F mancenille, fr. Sp manzanilla,
fr. dim. of manzana apple] : a poisonous tropical American tree
{Hippomane mancinella) of the spurge family having a blistering
milky juice and apple-shaped fruit
Man.cbu \*man-(,)chu, man-'\ n, pi Manchu or IManchus 1 : a
member of the native Mongolian race of Manchuria that is related
to the Tungus, was orig. nomad but conquered China and estab-
lished a dynasty there in J 644, and has largely assimilated Chinese
culture 2 : the Tungusic language of the Manchu people — IVIan-
Chu adj

man<ci>ple \'man(t)-sa-p3l\ n [ME, fr. ML mancipium office of
steward; fr. L, act of purchase, fr. mancip-, manceps purchaser —
more at emancipate] ; a steward or purveyor esp. for a college or
monastery
-man-cy \,man(t)-se\ n comb jorm [ME -mancie^ fr. OF, fr. L
-maniia, fr. Gk -manteia, fr. manteia, fr. mantis divmer, prophet —
more at mantis] : divination ioneuomancyy
man>dae*an \man-'de-3n\ n [Mandaean mandayyS having knowl-
edge] 1 : a member of a Gnostic sect of the lower Tigris and
Euphrates 2 : a form of Aramaic found in documents written by
Mandaeans — Mandaean adj

man*da*la X'man-da-lsX n [Skt maridala circle] : a Hindu or Bud-
dhist graphic symbol of the universe; specij ; a circle enclosing a
square with a deity on each side

man<da-milS \man-'da-m3s\ n [L, we enjoin, fr. mandare^ : a writ
issued by a superior court commanding the performarlce of a
specified official act or duty
iman-da>rin \'man-d(3->r3n\ n [Pg mandarim, fr. Malay mentSri,
fr. Skt manirin counselor, fr. mantra counsel — more at mantra]
1 : a public official under the Chinese Empire of any of nine superior
grades 2 cap a : the primarily northern dialect of Chinese used by
the court and the official classes under the Empire h : the chief
dialect of China that is spoken in about four fifths of the country
and has a standard variety centering about Peking 3 [F mandarine,
fr. Sp mandarina, prob. fr. mandarin mandarin, fr. Pg mandarim;
prob. fr. the color of a mandarin's robes] a : a small spiny Chinese
orange tree (Citrus reticulata) with yellow to reddish orange loose*
skinned fruits; also : a cultivated selection or hybrid of the Chinese
mandarin b : the fruit of a mandarin — man<da>nn-ate \-,at\ n— man-da>rin<i5m \-,iz-3m\ n
^mandarin adj 1 ; of, relating to, or typical of a mandarin (r^
graces) 2 : marked by polished ornate complexity of language \r^
style)

man-da>tary \'man-d3-,ter-e\ n : mandatory
iman-date \'man-,dat\ n [MF & L; MF mandat, fr. L mandatum,
fr. neut. of mandaius, pp. of mandare to entrust, enjoin, prob. irreg.

fr. manus band + -dere to put — more at manual, do] 1 ; an
authoritative command; esp : a formal order from a superior court
or official to an inferior one 2 : an authorization to act given to
a representative 3 a : an order or commission granted by the
League of Nations to a member nation for the establishment of a
responsible government over a former German colony or other con-
quered territory b : a mandated territory

^mandate vt : to administer or assign under a mandate
man.da. tor \'man-,dat-ar\_n : one that gives a mandate
sman.da.tQ.ry \'man-d5-,tor-c, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : containing or con-
stituting a command ; obligatory 2 : of, relating to, or holding a
League of Nations mandate
2mandatory n : one given a mandate; esp : a nation holding a man-
date from the League of Nations

man.di.ble \'man-d3-b3l\ n [MF, fr. LL mandibula, fr. L mandere
to chew— more at mouth ] 1 a : jaw 1 a; esp : a lower jaw consisting
of a single bone or completely fused bones b : the lower jaw with
its investing soft parts c : either the upper or lower segment of the
bill of a bird 2 : any of various invertebrate mouthparts serving to

hold or bite food materials; esp : either member of the anterior pair
of mouth appendages of an arthropod often forming strong biting

jaws — man.dib.U'lar \man-'dib-y3-l3r\ adj — man.dih>U'Iary
\-,ler-e\ adj — man*dib*U'late \-l3t\ adj or n

IVran.din.go \man-'dio-{.)go\ n, pi Mandingo or IVIandingoes or
IWandingos 1 a : a people widely spread over West Africa center-

ing in the upper Niger valley b : a member of this people 2 : the
language of the Mandingo people
man.dO'lin \,man-d3-'Un, 'man-d'l-an\ also man-do-line \,man-
da-'len, 'man-d^i-anX n [It mandolino, deriv. of Gk pandoura three*

stringed lute] : a musical instrument of the lute family that has a
pear-shaped body and fretted neck and four to six pairs of strings
— man-do.liu-ist \,man-da-'hn-ast\ n

man-drag.o.ra Xman-'drag-s-rA n [ME] : mandrake 1

man.drake \'man-.drak\ n [ME, prob. alter, of mandragora, fr. OE,
fr. L mandragoras, fr. Gk] 1 a ; a Mediterranean
herb {Mandragora ojjicinarum) of the night-

shade family with ovate leaves, whitish or purple
flowers, and a large forked root superstitiously

credited with human attributes b : the root

of this plant formerly used esp. to promote con-
ception, as a cathartic, or as a narcotic and
soporific 2 : mayapple
man.drel also man-dril \'man-dr3l\ n [prob.
modif. of F mandrin} 1 a ; a usu. tapered or
cylindrical axle, spindle, or arbor inserted into a
hole in a piece of work to support it during ma-
chining b : a metal bar that serves as a core
around which metal or other material may be
cast, molded, forged, bent, or otherwise shaped
2 : the shaft and bearings on which a tool Is

mounted
man-drill \'man-dral\ n [prob. fr. ^man + drilll :_

gregarious baboon (Mandrillus mormon) of western Africa

mane \'man\ n [ME, fr. OE manu; akin to OHG mana mane, L
monile necklace] 1 : long and heavy hair growing about the neck of

mandrake 1

large fierce
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man-eater 514 maniple

some mammals 2 : long heavy hair on a person's head — maned
\'mand\ adj

man-eat-er \'man-,et-3r\ n : one that has or is thought to have an
appetite for human flesh: as a : cannibal 1 b ; a large voracious
shark iCarcfiarodon carcharias) known to attack and devour human
beings c : a Uon or tiger that has acquired the habit of feeding on
human flesh — man-eat-ing \-,et-io\ adj
ma.nege also ma.nSge \ma-'nezh, ma-, -'nazh\ n [F manege, fr. It

maneggio training of a horse — more at manage] 1 ; a school for
teaching horsemanship and for training horses 2 : the art of
horsemanship or of training horses 3 : the movements or paces of a
trained horse

ma-nes \'man-,as, 'ma-,nez\ n pi [L] 1 ojter. cap ; the spirits of
the dead and gods of the lower world in ancient Roman belief

2 sing or pi in constr ; the venerated or appeased spirit of a dead
person
Ima-neU'Ver \m3-'nCy)ii-var\ n [F man(ruvre, fr. OF maneuvre
work done by hand, fr. ML manuopera, fr. L manu operare to
work by hand] 1 a : a military or naval evolution b : an armed
forces training exercise; esp : an extended and large-scale training
exercise involving military and naval units separately or in combina-
tion — often used in pi. 2 : a procedure usu. involving expert
physical management 3a; evasive movement or shift of tactics

b : an intended and controlled variation from a straight and level

flight path in the operation of an airplane 4 : an action taken
to gain a tacdcal end syn see trick
smaneuver v6 ma.neu'ver.ing \-'n(y)uv-(a-)rio\ '/ 1 a : to
perform a movement in military or naval tactics in order to secure
an advantage m attack or defense b : to make a series of changes
in direction and position for a specific purpose 2 ; to use strata-

gems : SCHEME ^ vt 1 ; to cause to execute tactical movements
2 : to manage into or out of a position or condition : manipulate
3 a : to guide with adroitness and design b : to bring about or
secure as a result of skillful management — ma-neu*ver-abil>i-ty
\-,nty)iJv-{3-jr3-'bil-at-e\ n — ma<ueu>veT>able \-'ni,y)Liv-(3-)ra-

b9l\ adj— ma-neu.ver-er \-'n(y)u-var-9r, -'n(yiijv-r3r\ n
maa Fri-day \'man-'frTd-e\ n [Friday native servant in Robinson
Crusoe (1719), novel by Daniel Defoe] ; a valued efficient aide
or employee : a right-hand man

inan*Iul \'man-f3l\ adj : having or showing courage and resolution
syn see male — mau-ful-ly \-f3-le\ adv— man-lul-ness n
mangan- or mangano- conib jorm [G mangan, fr. F mangan^se'\

: manganese imanganous}
man-ga-nale \'mao-ga-,nat\ n 1 ; a salt of manganic acid

man«ga«nese \'mar)-g3-,nez. -.nes\ n [F manganese, fr. It man-
ganese magnesia, manganese, fr. ML magnesia} : a grayish white
usu. hard and brittle polyvalent metallic element that resembles
iron but is not magnetic — see element table — man^ga-ne-sian
\,mar)-g3-'ne-zh3n, -shan\ adj
manganese spar n : rhodonite
man-gan.ic \man-'gan-ik, maoA odj i of, relating to, or derived
from manganese; esp : containing this element with a valence of
three or six

manganic acid n : an acid H2Mn04 known only in solution and
esp. in the form of its salts

man>ga*nite \'mao-g3-,nTt\ n 1 : an ore of manganese MnO(OH)
ng of manganic hydroxide usu. in brilliant sieel-gray or

n-black ciystals 2 ; any of various unstable salts made by
langanese dioxide with a base

man-ga-nous \-n3s\ adj : of. relating to, or derived from man-
ganese; esp : containing this element in bivalent form
mange \'manj\ n [ME manjewe, fr. MF mangcne itching, fr.

mangier to eat] : any of various persistent contagious skin diseases
marked esp. by eczemaious inflammation and loss of hair that
affect domestic animals or sometimes man; esp : one caused by a
minute parasitic miie

man.gel-wiir.zel \'mar,-g3l-,war-z3l\ n [G mangoldwurzel, man-
geiwurzel, fr mangold beet + wurzel root] : a large coarse yellow
to reddish orange beet extensively grown as food for cattle

man-ger \'man-j3r\ n [ME mangeour, manger, fr. MF maingeure,
fr, mangier to eat. fr. L tnanducare to chew, devour, fr. manducus
glutton, fr. mandere to chew — more at mouth] : a trough or
box holdmg feed or fodder for livestock
mang'i-ly \'man-j3-Ie\ odv : in a mangy manner
mang>i>ness \-je-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being mangy
iman.gle \'mar]-g3l\ vt man>gling \-g(3-dio\ [ME manglen,
fr- AF mangier, ficq. of OF maynier to maim] 1 : to cut, bruise,
or hack with repeated blows or strokes 2 : to spoil or injure in
making or perfurniing — man-gler \-g{3-)l3r\ n
2mangle n [D mangel, fr. G, fr. MHG, dim. of mange mangonel,
mangle, fr L manganumi ; a machine for ironing laundry by passing
it between heated rollers

amangle v.* man-gling V-gfa-ilioX : to press or smooth (as damp
linen) with a mangle — man>gler \-g(9-)l3r\ n
man*go ymap-(,)g6\ n, pi mangoes or mangos [Pg manga, £r.

Tamil man-kay] 1 : a yellowish red tropical fruit with a firm skin,
hard central stone, and juicy aromatic subacid pulp; also : the ever-
green tree {Mangijera indica) of the sumac family that bears this
fruit 2 : SWEET pepper
man.go.nel \'mar)-g3-,nel\ n [ME, fr. MF, prob. fr. ML man-
ganellus. dim. of LL mangamim philter, mangonel, fr. Gk mcnganon;
akin to Mir meng deception] ; a miUtary engine formerly used to
throw missiles

man-gO'Steen \'mao-g3-.sien\ n [Malay mangustan'i : a dark
reddish brown East Indian fruit with thick rind and juicy flesh
having a flavor suggestive of both peach and pineapple; also : a
tree (Garcinia mangosrana, family Guttiferae) that hears this fruit

man-grove \'man-,grov, 'maoA n [prob. fr. Pg mangue (fr. Sp
mangle, fr. Taino) + E grove\ 1 : any of a genus (Rhizophora,
esp. R. mangle) of tropical maritime trees or shrubs that throw out
many prop roots and form dense masses important in coastal
land building 2 : a tree (genus Avicennia) of the verbena family
with growth habits like those of the true mangroves
mangy \'man je\ adj 1 : affected with or resulting from mange
2 : SEEDY, SHABBY

man.han-dle \'man-,han-d'l\ vt 1 : to move or manage by human
force 2 : to handle roughly
man*hat>tan \nian-'hat-'n. man-\ n, often cap [Manhattan.
borough of New York city] : a cocktail consisting of sweet ver-
mouth, rye or bourbon whiskey, and sometimes a dash of bitters

man>hole \'man-,hol\ n : a hole through which a man may go esp.
to gain access to an underground or enclosed structure
man<hood \'man-,hud\ n l : the condition of being a human being
2 : manly qualities : courage 3 : the condition of being an adult
male as distinguished from a child or female 4 : adult males

man-hour n : a unit of one hour's work by one man used esp. as
a basis for cost accounting and wages
man-hunt \'man-,h3nt\ n : an organized and usu. intensive hunt
for a man esp. if charged with a crime
ma.nia \'ma-ne-3 also -ny3\ n [ME, fr. LL, fr. Gk mainesthai to
be mad; akin to Gk menos spirit — more at mind] 1 : excitement
manifested by mental and physical hyperactivity, disorganization
of behavior, and elevation of mood; specij : the manic phase of
manic-depressive psychosis 2 t excessive or unreasonable en-
thusiasm : craze syn see insanfty
tma-ni-ac \'ma-ne-,ak\ adj [LL maniacus, fr. Gk maniakos, fr.

mania'] 1 : affected with or suggestive of madness 2 : character-
ized by ungovernable excitement or frenzy : frantic — ina*ni>a-
cal \m3-'ni-3-k3l\ adj — ma-ui'a*caMy \m3-'ni-3-k(a-)le\ adv
^maniac n 1 : lunatic, madman 2 : a person characterized by
an inordinate or ungovernable enthusiasm for something

mail>ic \'man-ik\ adj : affected with, relating to, or resembling
mania — manlc n

man.ic-de-pres.sive \,man-ik-di-'pres-iv\ adj : characterized
either by mania or pwchotic depression or by alternating mania
and depression — manic-depressive n
Man-i-chae-an or Man*i*c1ie<au \,man-3-'ke-3n\ or Man*i*cliee
\'man-s-,ke\ n [LL manichaeus. fr. LGk manichaios, fr. Munichaios
Manes ^ablld a.d. Pers founder of the sect] 1 : a believer in a
syncretistic religious dualism originating in Persia in the 3d
century a.d. and teaching the release of the spirit from matter
through asceticism 2 : a believer in religious or philosophical
duaUsm — Manichaean adj — Man'i-chae-au>ism \,man-3-
'ke-3-,niz-3m\ n — Man-i-chae-ism \*man-3-(,)ke-,iz-3m\ n
imani.cure \'man-3-,kyuO)r\ n [F. fr. L manus hand + F -ic

pedicure pedici

2 : a treatment for the
amanicure vt 1 : to do
the fingernails of 2 : t

mani-ciiT-ist \-,kyu(a)i
treatments
iman-i-lest \'man-3-.fest\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF manijeste,

ufestus, lit., hit by the hand, fr. manus + -festus (ak'

manicurist
of the hands and nails

work on; esp : to trim and polish

to
L injestus hostile) — more at dare] 1 : readily perceived by the
senses and esp. by the sight 2 : easily understood or recognized
by the m.ind : obvious syn see evident — man-i«Ies>ta.tive
\.man-3-'fes-t3t-iv\ adj — man*i*Ies*ta*tive>Iy adv — man>i-
fest'ly \'man-3-,fest-Ie\ adv

2manilest vt : to make evident or certain by showing or displaying
syn see show — man>i*fe5t-er n

amanilest n l ; manifestation, indication 2 ; manifesto
3 : a list (as of passengers) or an invoice of cargo for a ship or
plane

man»i»fes-tant \,man-3-'fes-t3nt\ n : one who makes or participates
in a manifestation

man-i-fes^la-tion X.man-s-fs-'sta-shan, -,fes-'ta-\ n 1 a : the
act, process, or an instance of manifesting b : something that
manifests c : one of the forms in which an individual is manifested
d : an occult phenomenon; specij : materialization 2 : a public
demonstration of power and purpose

manifest destiny n. ojren cap M&D : an ordering of human history
that is obviously inevitable and apparent and that leads a people
or race to expand to geographic limits held to be natural or to
extend sovereignty over a usu.indefinite area
iman-i-feS'to Vnian-3-'fes-(.)io\ n, pi manifestos or manifestoes
[It, denunciation, manifest, fr. manijesiare to manifest, fr. L, fr.

manijestus] : a public declaration of intentions, motives, or views
2manilesto vi : to issue a manifesto
iman.i-iold \'man-3-.fo!d\ adj [ME, fr. OE manigjeald, fr. manig
many + -jeald -fold] 1 : marked by diversity or variety 2 : com-
prehending or uniting various features : multifarious 3 : right-
fully so-called for many reasons <a -^ liar) 4 I consisting of or
operating many of one kind combined <a ~ bell pull) — man«i-
lold-ly \-.fol-(d)Ie\ adv — man>i>fold*ness \-,foKdl-n35\ n
zmanifold n : something that is manifold: as a ; a whole uniting or
consisting of many diverse elements
b : a pipe fitting with several lateral

outlets for connecting one pipe with
others c : set 1 7; specij : a space topo-
logically equivalent to a sphere in a
euclidean space d : an abstract general-
ization of a surface; specij : a set of
elements having properties common to a

figurations

smanifold vt 1 : to make many or several copies of 2 : to make
manifold : multiply -^ vi : to make several or many copies

man*i.kin or man«ni'kin \*man-i-k3n\ n [D mannekijn little

man, fr. MD, dim. of man; akin to OE man] 1 ; mannequin 2 : a
little man : dwarf, pygmy
ma^nila also ma.nil.la \m3-*niI-3\ odj l ; made of manila paper
2 cap : made from Manila hemp — manila n

Manila hemp n [Manila. Philippine islands] : abaca
manila paper n, ojten cap M ; a strong and durable paper of a
brownish or buff color and smooth finish made orig. from Manila

ma>nille \m3-'nil\ n [modif. of Sp malillal : the second highest
ti-ump in various card games
man in the street : an average or ordinary man
man.i.oc \'man-e ,ak\ or man-i-cca \.man-e-'o-k3\ n [F j

& Sp & Pg mandioca, of Tupian origin; akin to Tupi
cassava] : cassava

man.i.pie \'man-3-p3l\ n [ML manipulus, fr. L, handful, fr. manus
hand + -pulus (akin to L plere to fill); fr. its having been originally

held in the hand — more at manual, full] 1 : a long narrow
band worn at mass over the left arm by ministers of or above the
order of subdeacon 2 [L manipulus, fr. manipulus handful;
fr. the custom of using a handful of hay on the end of a pole as a
military standard] ; a subdivision of the Roman legion consisting
of either 120 or 60 men



manipulability 515 manufactory
ma.nip.u.la.bil.i.ty \m3-,nip-y3-la-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or
state of being manipulable

zna-nip>u>la*ble \ma-'nip-y3-ls-b3l\ adj ; manipulatable
ma-nip-u-lar \-l3r\ adj 1 : of or relating to the ancient Roman
maniple 2 ; manipulatory

ma*nip-U-lat>able \-.lat-a-b3l\ adj : capable of being manipu-
lated

ma*nip<u<late \m3-'nip-ya-.lat\ vi [back-formation fr. manipula-
tion2 1 : to treat or operate with the hands or by mechanical
means esp. with skill 2 a : to manage or utilize skillfully b ; to
control or play upon by artful, unfair, or insidious means esp. to
one's own advantage 3 : to change by artful or unfair means so as
to serve one's purpose : doctor syn see handle — ma-iup<u*la-
tive \-,Iat-iv\ adj — ina-iiip<u>la>tor \-.lat-3r\ n — ma>mp*u-
la-to*ry \-l3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

ma>nip>U*la*tlon Xma-.nip-ys-'la-shsnX n [F, fr. manipule handful
of herbs, fr, L manipulus] 1 ; the act, process, or an instance
of manipula'ting 2 : the condition of being manipulated

inan-l-tou or inan>i>tu \'man-a-,tu\ also man.i.to \-.t6\ n [of
Algonquian origin; akin to Ojibwa manito spirit, god] ; one of the
Algonquian deities or spirits dominating the forces of nature
man jack \'man-,jak, -'jak\ n : individual man (every man jack')
man-kind n sing but sing or pi in constr 1 \'man-'kTnd. -,kTnd\

: the human race : the totality of human beings 2 \-,kind\ : men

r characteristic

as distinguished from women
man>like \'man-,irk\ adj : resembling, relating to,
of a man syn see male

man*lt-ness \'man-le-nss\ n ; the quality or state of being manly
iman>ly \'man-Ie\ adj 1 : having qualities appropriate to a -man
: BOLD, RESOLUTE 2 : appropriate in character to a man syn see
MALE

SDianly adv : in a manly manner
man-made \'man-'mad\ adj ; manufactured, created, or con-
structed by man; specij i synthetic
mann- or manno- comb jorm [ISV, fr. manna} : manna (mannose)
man.na \'man-3\ n [ME. fr. OE. fr. LL, fr. Gk. fr. Heb man}
1 a : food miraculously supplied to the Israelites in their journey
through the wilderness b : divinely supplied spiritual nourish-
ment c : something likened to the Biblical manna 2 : sweetish
dried exudate esp. of a European ash that contains mannilol and
has been used as a laxative and demulcent
manned adj : carrying or performed by a man <"- space flight)

man.ne.quin \'man-i-k3n\ n [F. fr. D mannekijn little man — more
at MANIKIN] 1 : an artist's, tailor's, or dressmaker's lay figure
2 : a woman who models clothing : model

man*ner \'man-3r\ n [ME manere, fr. OF maniere way of acting,
fr. (assumed) VL manuaria, fr. L, fem. of manuarius of the hand,
fr. manus hand — more at .manual] 1 ; kind, sort 2 a (1) : a
characteristic or customary mode of acting : custom (2) : a mode
of procedure or way of acting : fashion (3) : method of artistic
execution or mode of presentation : style b pi : social conduct
or rules of conduct as shown in the prevalent customs c ; bearing,
mien d (1) /?/ : habitual conduct or deportment ; behavior (2)
pi X good manners e : a distinguished or stylish air syn see bear-
ing, METHOD
man<nered \'man-3rd\ adj 1 : having manners of a specified
kind <well-/770/j/7e/-erf> 2 a : having or displaying a particular
manner b : having an artificial or stilted character

man-nei-ism \'man-3-,riz-3m\ « 1 a : exaggerated or affected
adherence to a particular style or manner : artificiality, PRECiosrrY
b ojten cap ; an art style in late 16th century Europe characterized
by spatial incongruity and excessive elongation of the human figures
2 : a characteristic mode or peculiarity of action, bearing, or treat-
ment syn see pose — man-ner>ist \-rast\ n — man-uer>is<tic
\,man-3-'ris-tik\ adj

man>ner>less \'man-3r-l3s\ adj : destitute of manners ; unman-
nerly

man>ner-li<ness \-Ie-n3s\ n i the quality or state of being man-
neriy

man>ner<ly \-le\ adj : showing good manners : polite — man-
nerly adv
man<nish \'man-ish\ adj 1 ; resembling or suggesting a man
rather than a woman 2 : suitable to or characteristic of a man
rather than a woman <her '— clothes) syn see male — man*nlsh>ly
adv — man*nish>ness n

man-nite \'man-.7t\ n [F, fr. manna, fr. LL] ; MANNrrOL — man-
nit.ic \ma-'nit-ik\ adj

man.ni.tol \'man-3-,t61, -,tol\ n [ISV] : a slightly sweet crystalline
alcohol CeHsCOHie found in many plants and used esp. in testing

-,02\ n [ISV] : an aldose sugar CeHizOe

I combatant

' function
man*nose \'man-,
obtained by oxidation ot mannilol
ma-noeu-vre \m9-'n(y)u-v3r\ var oj maneuver
man-ol-war \.man-3(v)-'w6(a)r\ n, pi men-of-war
warship of a recognized navy

ma.nom.e.ter \m3-'nam-3t-3r\ n [F manometre, fr. Gk manos
sparse, loose, rare + F -metre — more at monk] 1 : an instrument
for measuring the pressure of gases and vapors : pressure gauge
2 : sphygmomanometer — mano>met>ric \,man-3-'me-trik\ adj— mano>met>ri-cal \-tri-k3l\ adj — mano*met>ri<cal-ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv

man.or \'man-9r\ n [ME maner, fr. OF manoir, fr. manoir to
sojourn, dwell, fr. L manere} la: the house or hall of an estate
: mansion b : a landed estate 2 a ; a unit of English rural ter-

ritorial organization; esp : such a unit in the middle ages consisting
of an estate under a lord enjoying a variety of rights over land and
tenants including the right to hold court b : a tract of land in
No. America occupied by tenants who pay a fixed rent in money or
kind to the proprietor — ma>no<ri>al '^ma-'nor-e-sl, -'n6r-\ adj— ma<no>ri<al*ism \-3-.liz-9m\ n
manor house « : the house of the lord of a manor
man power « l : power available from or supplied by the physical
effort of man 2 usu manpower : the available persons constituting
total strength (as of a nation); specij ; the persons available for
the military service of a nation
man-qu6 \ma''-'ka\ adj [F, fr. pp. of manquer to lack] : short

of or frustrated In the fuIfilUnent of one's aspirations or talents <a
poet '^)

man*rope \'man-,r6p\ n : a side rope (as to a ship's gangway or
ladder) used as a handrail
man>sard \'man-,sard\ n [F mansarde, fr. Francois Mansart tl666
F architect] : a roof having two slopes on all sides with the lower
slope steeper than the upper one
manse \'man(t)s\ n [ME manss, fr. ML mansa. mansus. mansum,

fr. L mansus, pp. of manere} 1 archaic z the dwelling of a house-
holder 2 : the residence of a clergyman; esp i the house of a
Presbyterian clergyman

man.ser.vant \*man-,s3r-vant\ n, pi men-ser-vants \'men-,sar-
V3n(t)s\ ; a mate servant
man<sion \'man-ch3n\_n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L mansion-, mansio,
fr. mansus, pp. of manere to remain, dwell; akin to Gk menein to
remain] 1 a obs : the act of remaining or dwelling ; stay b archaic
: abode 2 a (1) : the house of the lord of a manor (2) ; a large
imposing residence b : a separate apartment or lodging in a
large structure 3 a : house 3b b : one of the 28 parts into which
the moon's monthly course through the heavens is divided
man-size \'man-,sTz\ or man-sized \-,sTzd\ adj : suitable for
or requiring a man

man*slaugh*ter \'man-,s!6t-3r\ n : the unlawful killing of a
human being without express or implied malice

man-slay.er \'man-,sla-ar\ n : one who slays a man
man-sue.tude \'man(t)-swi-,t(y)ud, man-'sii-3-\ n [ME, fr. L
mansuetudo, fr. mansuetus tame, mild, fr. pp. of mansuescere to
tame, fr. manus hand + suescere to accustom; akin to Gk ethos
custom — more at manual, ethical] : the quahly or state of being
gentle : meekness, tameness
man*ta \'mant-a\ n [Sp] 1 : a square piece of cloth or blanket
used in southwestern U.S. and Latin America usu. as a cloak or
shawl 2 [AmerSp, fr. Sp] : devilfish 1

man.teau \man-'to, 'man-.X n [F, fr. OF mantel} : a loose cloak,
coat, or robe
man.tel \'mant-n\ n [MF, fr. OF, mantle] 1 a : a beam, stone, or
arch serving as a lintel to support the masonry above a fireplace
b : the finish around a fireplace 2 : a shelf above a fireplace

man.telet \'mant-l3t\ h 1 : a very short cape or cloak 2 or man-
tlet : a movable shelter formerly used by besiegers as a protection
when attacking

man>tel>let-ta N.mant-^'l-'et-aX n [It] : a knee-length mantle worn
by a high prelate (as a cardinal or bishop) of the Roman Catholic
Church

man<tel-piece \'mant-=l-,pes\ n 1 : a mantel with its side elements
2 : the shelf of a mantel

man<tic \'mant-ik\ adj [Gk mantikos, fr. mantis} ; of or relating
to the faculty of divination : prophetic

man.ti.COre \'mant-i-,koO)r. -,k60U\ n [ME. fr. L mantichora,
fr. Gk maniichoras} : a legendary animal with the head of a man,
the body of a lion, and the tail of a dragon or scorpion
man-tiMa \man-'te-{y)3, -'til-3\ n [Sp. dim. of manta} 1 : a
light scarf worn over the head and shoulders esp. by Spanish
and Latin American women 2 : a short light cape or cloak
man'tls \'mant-3s\ n, pi man*ti5>es or man>tes \'man-.tez\
[NL, fr. Gk, lit., diviner, prophet; akin to Gk mainesihai to be
mad — more at mania] : an insect (order Manteodea and esp. genus
Mantis) thai feeds upon other insects and clasps its prey in fore-
limbs held up as if in prayer

man*tis*sa \man-'tis-3\ n [L mantisa, mantissa makeweight, fr

Etruscan] ; the decimal part of a common logarithm
iman-tle \'mant-^l\ n [ME mantel, fr. OF, fr. L mantellum} 1 : a
loose sleeveless garment worn over other clothes : cloak
2 a : something that covers, enfolds, or envelops b (1) : a fold or
lobe or pair of lobes of the body wall of a moUusk or brachiopod
lining the shell in shell-bearing forms and bearing shell-secreting

glands (2) : the soft external body wall that lines the test or
shell of a tunicate or barnacle c : the outer wall and casing of a
blast furnace above the hearth 3 ; the back, scapulars, and wings
of a bird 4 : a lacy hood or sheath of some refractory material
that gives light by incandescence when placed over a flame
5a; mantlerock b : the part of the earth s interior beneath the
lithosphere and above the central core 6 : mantel
2mantle vb man>tllng \'mant-lio. -''l-io\ vr : to cover with or as
if with a mantle : cloak ~ v/ 1 : to become covered with a coating

2 : to spread over a surface 3 : blush
man-tle-rock X'mant-^l-.rakX n ; unconsolidated residual or trans-

ported material that overlies the earth's solid rock in place

IVIan<toux test X.man-.tli-, ,ma"-X n [Charles Mantoux blSll F
physician] I an intracutaneous test for hypersensitivity to tuberculin
and thus for past or present infection with tubercle bacilli

man>tra X'man-traX « [Skt. sacred counsel, formula, fr. manyate
he thinks; akin to L mens mind— more at mind] : a mystical formula
of invocation or incantation in Hinduism and Mahayana Buddhism
man<trap X'man-.trapX n : a trap for catching men : snare
man*tua X'manch-0-)W3. 'mant-a-wsX n [modif. of F manteau} : a

usu. loose-fitting gown worn esp. in the I7th and 18th centuries

tman*tl'al X'man-ya(-w3)IX adj [ME manuel, fr. MF, fr. L manualis,

fr. manus\\^n&, akin to OEmwndhand, Gk mare} 1 a : of , relating

to, or involving the hands (-^ dexterity) b : worked by hand
<--' choke) 2 : requiring or using physical skill and energy <-«

labor) <'^ workers) — man-u-al-Iy X-eX odv
2manual n 1 : a book capable of being conveniently handled,
esp : handbook 2 ; the prescribed movements in the handling
of a weapon or other military item during a drill or ceremony
3 : a keyboard for the hands: specij : one of the several keyboards
of a pipe-organ console that controls a separate division of the in-

strument
manual alphabet n : an alphabet for deaf-mutes in which the letters

are represented by finger positions
manual training n : a course of training to develop skill in using
the hands and to teach practical arts

ma.nu-bri'iun Xm3-'n(y")u-bre-9mX «. pl ma-nu'bria X-bre-sX
also manubriums [NL. fr. L, handle, fr. manus} : an anatomical
process or part shaped like a handle; esp : the cephalic segment of

a abut; 3 kitten; _ sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

J joke; J} sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tli tHin; t& this;

au out; ch cJiin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ii loot; n foot: y yet; yii few; yu furious: zli vision
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iman.U.lac-ture \,man-(y)9-'fak-ch3r\ n [MF, fr. L manu factus
made by hand] 1 ; something made from raw materials 2 a ; the
process of making wares by hand or by machinery esp. when
carried on systematically with division of labor b : a productive
industry using mechanical power and machinery 3 : the act or
process of producing something
^manufacture vb man-u>lac>tur*ing \-'fak-ch3-rir), -'fak-shrio\
vr 1 ; to make into a product suitable for use 2 a : to make from
raw materials by hand or by machinery b : to produce according
to an organized plan and with division of labor 3 : invent,
FABRICATE 4 \ to produce as if by manufacturing : create '^ vi

; to engage in manufacture syn see make — man-u-fac'tur-ing n
manufactured gas n : a combustible gaseous mixture made from
coal, coke, or petroleum products
man-u-factur-er X-'fak-char-ar. -*fak-shrar\ n : one that manu-
factures; specij : an employer oi workers in manufacturing
man.U.miS'Sion \,man-y3-'mish-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. L manu-
mission-, manumissio, fr. manumissus, pp. of manumitterel 1 the
act or process of manumitting; esp : formal emancipation from
slavery
man.u-mit \,man-y3-'mit\ vt man-u-mil'ted; man-u-mit-ting
[ME manumiiten. fr MF maiiumilier, fr. L manumit tere. fr. manus
hand + mittere to let go, send — more at smite] ; to release from
slavery syn see free
ima.nure \ma-'n(y)uO)r\ vr [ME manouren, fr. MF manouvrer,
lit., to do work by hand, fr. L mami cperare] 1 obs : cultivate,
TILL 2 ; to enrich (land) by the application of manure — ma-nur-
er n
3manure n : material that fertilizes land; esp : refuse of stables and
barnyards consisting oflivestock excreta with or without litter —
ma*nu>ri-al \-'n{y)ur-e-3i\ adj
ma.nus X'ma-nss 'ma-\ n, pi ma-nus \-n3s, -,nUs\ [NL, fr. L,
hand] : the distal segment of the vertebrate forelimb including the
carpus and forefoot or hand
imanu-script \'man-y3-,skript\ adJ [L manu scriptus'i : written by
hand or typed
^manuscript n 1 : a written or typewritten composition or docu-
ment as distinguished from a printed copy 2 : writing as opposed
to print
iman.ward \'man-w3rd\ adv : toward man
amanward adj : directed tov^ard man
mau>wise \'man-.wTz\ adv : in the manner of men
iManx \'mao(k:is\ adj [alter, of earlier Maniske, fr. (assumed)
ON manskr. h. Muna Isle of Man] : of, relating to, or characteristic
of the Isle of Man, its people, or the Manx language

2]VIanx n 1 pi in constr '. the people of the Isle of Man 2 : the Celtic
language of the Manx people almost completely displaced by
English
Manx cat n ; a short-haired domestic cat having the tail externally
lacking
»many \'men-e\ adj more \'mof3)r, 'm6(3)r\ most \'most\ [ME.
fr. OE manig; akin to OHG manag many, OSlav munogH much]
1 : consisting of or amounting to a large but indefinite number
(worked for '^ years) 2 : being one of a large but indefinite
number <'^ a man) (-^ another student) — as many ; the same
in number (saw three plays in as many days)
amany pron, pi in constr : a large number of persons or things (-^ of
them)
3many n, pi in constr 1 : a large but indefinite number <a good '^ of
them) 2 : the great majority of people (the ^)

many>fold \,men-e-'fold\ adv : by many times
many-sid.ed \,men-e-'sTd-3d\ adj 1 ; having many sides or aspects
2 : having many interests or aptitudes : versatile syn see versa-
tile — many<sid*ed*ness n
many-val'Ued \,men-e-'vaI-(.)yUd\ adj : possessing more than
the customary two truth-values of truth and falsehood

man.za.ni.ta \,man-29-'nei-3\ n [AmerSp. dim. of Sp manzana
apple] : any of various western No. American evergreen shrubs
(genus Arctostaphylos) of the heath family

Mao>ri \'mauoir-e\ n. pi Maori or Maoris lata Polynesian
people native to New Zealand b : a member of this people 2 : the
Austroneslan language of the Maori
imap \'map\ n [ML mappa, fr L, napkin, towel] 1 a : a representa-
tion usu- on a flat surface of the whole or a part of an area bra
representation of the celestial sphere or part of it 2 ; something
that represents with a clarity suggestive of a map
amap vi mapped; map<ping 1 a : to make a map of b : to deline-
ate as if on a map c : lo make a survey of for the purpose of making
a map d : to assign to every element of (a mathematical set) an
element of the same or another set 2 : to plan in detail <~ out a
program) — map-per n — map*ping n

ma*ple \'ma-p3l\ n [ME, fr. OE mapuU: akin to ON mbpurr
maple] ; any of a genus (Acer) of trees or shrubs of a family
(Aceraceae, the maple family) with opposite leaves and a fruit of
two united samaras; also : the hard light-colored close-grained
wood of a maple used esp. for flooring and furniture
maple sugar n : sugar made by boiling maple syrup
maple syrup n : syrup made by concentrating the sap of the sugar
maple or various other maples
ma.quette \ma-'ket\ n [F] : a usu. small preliminary model
ma-quil.lage \,mak-e-'(yjazh\ n [F] : makeup 3
ma.quis \ma-'ke, ma-\ n, pi ma-quis \-'ke(z)\ [F] la: thick
scrubby underbrush of Mediterranean shores and esp. of the island
of Corsica b ; an area of such underbrush 2 ojten cap a : a
guerrilla fighter in the French underground during World War II
b ; a band of maquis
mar \'mar\ vt marred; mar-ring [ME marren, fr. OE mierran to
obstruct, waste; akin to OHG merren to obstruct] 1 : to detract
from the perfection or wholeness of : spoil 2 a archaic ; to inflict
serious bodily harm on : mutilate b obs : destroy syn see
INJURE
mar.a.bou or mar-a-bout \'mar-3-,bu\ n [F marabout, lit., mara-
bout] 1 a : a large stork (genus Leptoptilos) b : soft elongated
undertail coverts or underwing coverts of a marabou used esp.
in millinery 2 a : a thrown silk usu. dyed in the gum b : a fabric
made of this silk

mar-a-bout \'mar-3-.bu\ n, often cap [F, fr. Pg marabuto, fr. Ar
murabif] i a dervish in Muslim Africa credited with supernatural
power
ma*ra*ca Xma-'rak-a, -'rak-\ n [Pg marac6'\ ; a dried gourd or a

rattle like a gourd that contains dried seeds or pebbles and Is used
as a percussion instrument

mar.a-sclu-no \,mar-3-'ske-(.)n6, -'she-\ n, ojten cap [It, fr.

marasca bitter wild cheri-y] 1 : a sweet liqueur distilled from the
fermented juice of a bitter wild cherry 2 : a usu. large chen'y
preserved in true or imitation maraschino
ma-ras-mus Xma-'raz-masX n [LL, fr. Gk marasmos, fr. marainein
to waste away — more at smart] : progressive emaciation esp. in
the young associated usu. with faulty assimilation and utilization
of food
Ma-ra-tha \m3-'rat-a\ n [Marathi Marafha & Hindi Marhatta, fr.

Skt Mahardstra Maharashtra] 1 : a people of the south central part
of the subcontinent of India 2 : a member of the Maratha people
Ma.ra.thi \m3-'rat-e\ n [Marathi maraihU : the chief Indie lan-
guage of the state of Maharashtra in India
mai>a>thon \*mar-9-,than\ n [Marathon, Greece, site of a victory of
Greeks over Persians in 490 B.C. the news of which was carried to
Athens by a long-distance runner] 1 : a long-distance race; a : a
footrace run on an open course of usu. 26 miles 385 yards b : a
race other than a footrace marked by esp. great length 2 ; an
endurance contest — marathon adj
ma>raud \m3-'r6d\ vb [F marauder'] vi : to roam about and raid in
search of plunder ~ vt : raid, pillage — ma*raud*er n

mar«a.ve.di \.mar-9-v3-'de\ n [Sp maravedi, fr. Ar Murabitln 11th
& 12th cent. Muslim dynasty in No. Africa & Spain] ; a rhedieval
Spanish copper coin unit worth ^4 real
imar-ble \'mar-b3l\ n [ME, fr. OF marbre, fr. L marmor, fr. Gk
marmaros] 1 a : limestone that is more or less crystallised by
metamorphism, that ranges from granular to compact in texture,
that is capable of taking a high polish, and that is used in archi-
tecture and sculpture b ; something composed of or made from
marble; esp : a piece of sculpture c : something suggesting marble
2 a ; a Utile ball made of a hard substance (as gia.ss) and used in
various games hpl but sing in constr ; a children's game played with
these Utile balls 3 : marbling
2marble vt mar-bling \-b(3-)lir)\ : to stain or vein Uke marble
^marble adj : resembling or suggestive of marble
marble cake n : a cake made with light and dark batter so as to have
a mottled appearance

mar-ble-ize \'mar-b3-.lTz\ vt : marble
mar-bling n 1 : coloration or markings resembling or suggestive of
marble 2 ; an intermixture of fat and lean in a cut of meat esp.
when evenly distributed

mar-bly \'m.ar-bf3-)le\ adj : marble
marc \'mark\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. marchier to trample] 1 : the residue
remaining after a fruit has been pressed 2 : brandy made from the
residue of grapes or apples after pressing

mar.ca-Site \'mar-k3-,sTt. -.zTt; .mar-k3-'zet\ n [ME marchasite,
it. ML marcasiia, fr. Ar margashitha} la; crystallized iron pyriies
b ; a mineral of the same composition and appearance as iron
pyrites but of different crystalline organization and lower specific
gravity 2 : a piece of marcasite used for ornaments — mar>ca>sit-
i'Cal N.mar-ka-'sit-i-ksl. -'zit-\ adj
<mar-cel \mar-'sel\ n [Marcel Grateau tl936 F hairdresser] : a
deep soft wave made in the hair by the use of a heated curling iron
2marcel vb mar-ceiled; mar-ceMlng vt : to make a marcel in
'^ vi : to make a marcel
imarch \'march\ n [ME marche, fr. OF, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG marha boundary — more at mark] 1 : a border region
: frontier 2 pi : the borderlands between England and Scotland
and England and Wales
2march vi : to have common borders or frontiers
3march vb [MP marchier to trample, march, fr. OF, to trample;
prob. of Gmc origin; akin to OHG marcdn to mark] vi 1 : to move
along steadily with a regular measured stride esp, rhythmically and
in step with others 2 a : to move in a direct pui"poseful manner
: proceed b : to make steady progress : advance ^ vt 1 : to
cause to march 2 : to cover by marching : traverse
4march n l a (l) ; the action of marching (2) : the distance cov-
ered within a specific period of time by marching (3) : a regular
measured stride or rhythmic step used in marching b : forward
movement : progress 2 : an instrumental or vocal composition
that is in duple rhythm (as ii time) or triply compound rhythm (as

H time) with a strongly accentuated beat and that is designed or
suitable to accompany marching
March \'march\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L martius, fr. martius of Mars,
fr Marl-, Mars] : the 3d month of the Gregorian calendar
mar*chen \'me(s)r-i<3n\ n, pi marchen [G] : tale; esp : folktale
imarcli«er \'mar-ch3r\ n : one who inhabits a border region
^marcher n : one that marches
mar-che.sa \mar-'ka-z3\ n. pi mar.che-se \-(.)za\ [It, fern of
marchese] : an Italian woman holding the rank of a marchese
: marchioness

mar-che.se \ (.)za\ n, pi mar-che-si \-(.)ze\ [it, fr. ML mar-
censis, fr. marca border region, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
marha] : an Italian nobleman next in rank above a count : marquis

mar>CliiO>ness \'mar-sh(3-)n3s\ n [ML marchionissa. fr. marchion-,
marchio marquess, fr. marca] 1 : the wife of a marquess 2 : a
woman who holds in her own right the rank of marquess
march*pane \'march-,pan\ n [It marzapane] : marzipan
march-past \'march-,past\ n : a filing by ; procession
Mar-cio.nism N'mar-sha-.niz-am, -s(h)e-aA n [Marcion 2d cent.
a.d. Christian Gnostic] : a Christian Gnostic movement of the 2d
and 3d centuries a,o. rejecting the Creator God and the Old Testa-
ment — Mar>cio*nite \-,n]t\ n
Mar>co>ni \rmr-'k6-ne\ adj : of or relating to the system of wireless
telegraphy mvented by Marconi
mar*co*ni-gram \-,gram\ n [Gugliehno Marconi] : radiogram
Marconi rig n : berml'da rig
Mar>di Gras \,mard-c-'gra\ n [F, lit., fat Tuesday] 1 a : Shrove
Tuesday often observed (as in New Orleans) with parades and
merrymaking b : a carnival period climaxing on Shrove Tuesday
2 : a festive occasion resembling a pre- Lenten Mardi Gras
imare n [ME. fr. OE; akin to OHG mara incubus. Croatian mora]
obs : an evil preternatural being causing nightmare
amare \'ma(3)r, 'mc(3)r\ n [ME, fr. OE mere; akin to OHG merha
mare, OE mearh horse, W march] ; a female horse or other equine
animal esp. when fully mature or of breeding age
sma-re \*raa-(.)re, 'mar-(,)a\ n, pi ma-ria \*ma-re-3, 'mar-e-3\
[NL, fr. L, sea — more at marine] : one of several dark areas of
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considerable extent on the surface of the moon or Mars
ma-re clau.sum \,ma-(,)re-'kld-S3m. -zam; .mar-(.)a-"klau-.sum\ n
[NL, lit . closed sea] : a sea or other navigable body of water that
is under the jurisdiction of one nation and that is closed to other
nations
ma.re li-be-rum \-(,)re-'lib-a-r9m, -(.)ra-'le-b3-,rum\ n tNL, lit.,

free sea] 1 ; a sea or other navigable body of water that is open to
all nations 2 : freedom of the seas
ma>re nos-trum \-(,)re-'nas-tram; -(,)ra-'no- .strum, -'no-N n [L,
our sea] : a sea that belongs to a single nation or is mutually shared
by two or more nations

male's nest n l : a false discovery, illusion, or deliberate hoax
2 : a place, condition, or situation of great disorder or confusion
mare's tail fi i : a cirrus cloud that has a long slender flowing
appearance 2 a : a common aquatic plant {Hippuris vulgaris)

with elongated shoots clothed with dense whorls of subulate leaves
b ; HORSETAIL

mar>gar*ic acid '\.mar-,gar-ik-\ n [F margarique, fr. maigarinel
: a crystalline synthetic fatty acid CitH^Oz intermediate between
palmitic acid and stearic acid
mar<ga>Tine \'marj-o-iran, -3-,ren\ n [F, fr. Gk margaron pearl]

; a food product made from usu- vegetable oils churned with ripened
skim milk to a plastic consistency, often fortified with vitamins A
and D, and used as a spread and as a cooking fat

mar.ga.rite \'mar-g3-.rTt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L margarita, fr. Gk
margarites, fr. margaroni archaic i pearl
mar*gav \'mar-.ga. mar-'\ n [F. fr. Tupi maracaja] : a small Ameri-
can spotted cat {Felis tigrina) resembling the ocelot and ranging
from southernmost Texas to Brazil

marge \'marj\ n [MF, fr. L margo} archaic : margin
mar-gent \'mar-J3nt\ n, archaic : margin
lmar>gin \'mar-]an\ n [ME. fr. L margin-, margo border — more at
MARK] 1 : the part of a pajge outside the main body of printed or
written matter 2 : the outside limit and adjoining surface of some-
thing ; EDGE 3 a ; a spare amount or measure or degree allowed or
given for contingencies or special situations b ; the limit below
which economic activity cannot be continued under normal condi-
tions 4 a : the difference which exists between net sales and the
cost of merchandise sold and from which expenses are usu. met or
profit derived b : the excess market value of collateral over the face
of a loan c (U : cash or collateral which is deposited with a broker
to secure him from loss on a contract (2) : a customer's equity if

his account is terminated at prevailing market prices (3) : a
speculative transaction in which the broker does part of the financ-
ing (4) ; an allowance above or below a certain figure within which
a purchase or sale is to be made 5 : measure or degree of difference
syn see border — niar-gined \-j3nd\ adj
^margin vt 1 : to enter or summarize in the margin of ("a page or
sheet) 2 a : to provide with an edging or border b : to form a
margin to : bordhr 3 : to deposit a margin upon (as stock);
specij : to hold or keep secured by depositing or adding to a margin

mar*gin>al X'm'arj-nsl, -3n-^l\ adj [ML marginalis, fr. L margin-,
margo"] 1 : written or printed in the margin of a page or sheet <---'

notes) 2 a : of. relating to, or situated at a margin or border
b (1 ) : occupying the borderland of a relatively stable territorial or
cultural area <^ tribes) (2) ; characterized by the incorporation
of habits and values from two divergent cultures and by incomplete
assimilation in either <the '^ cultural habits of new immigrant
groups) 3 ; located at the fringe of consciousness i'^ sensations)
4 a ; close to the lower limit of qualification or acceptabiUiy <~
ability) b(l) : having a character or capacity fitted to yield a supply
of goods which when marketed at existing price levels will barely
cover the cost of production <~ land) (2) ; of. relating to, or
derived from goods produced and marketed with such result <~
profits) — mar-gin-aM-ty \,mar-j3-'nal-at-e\ n — mar-gin-al-Iy
\'marj-n3-Ie, -3n-^l-e\ adv

mar-gi-na.lia \,mar-j3-'na-le-3\ n pi [NL, fr. ML, neut. pi. of
marginalis} : marginal notes
marginal utility n : the amount of additional utilhy provided by an
additional unit of an economic good or service
imar>giu*ate \'mar-j3-,nat\ vt : margin — mar-gin-ation \,mar-
J3-'na-sh3n\ n
2mar.gin.ate \'mar-p-n3t, -,nat\ ormar.gin.at-ed \-,nat-3d\ adj
; having a margin distinct in appearance or structure

mar.gra.vate \'mar-gr3-,vat\ or mar.gra-vi.ate \mar-'gra-ve-3t,
-,at\ n : the territory of a margrave
mar.grave \'marj.grav\ n [D markgraaj, fr. MD mangrove; akin
to OHG marcgravo: both fr. a prehistoric D-G compound whose
constituents are akin to OHG marha boundary and to OHG gravo
count — more at mark ] 1 : the military governor esp. of a Geiman
border province 2 ; a member of the German nobility correspond-
ing in rank to a British marquess — mar.gra.vi-a! \mar-'gra-ve-ai\
adj
mar.gra.vine V'mar-grs-.ven, ,mar-gr3-'\ n : the wife of a margrave
mar-gue-rite \,mar-g(y)3-'ret\ n [F, fr. MF margarite pearl, daisy,
— more at margarite] 1 ; daisy la 2 : any of various single*

flowered chrysanthemums; esp : a chrysanthemum (Chrysanthemum
frutescens) of the Canary islands 3 : any of several cultivated

chamomiles (genus Anlhemis)
ma.ri.a.Chi \.mar-e-'ach-e\ n [MexSp] ; a Mexican street band;
also : a musician belonging to such a band
Mar.j.an \'mer-e-an. 'mar-e-. 'ma-re-\ adj 1 : of or relating to Mary
Tudor or her reign (1553-58) 2 : of or relating to the Virgin Mary
Mar*i.an-ist \-3-n3st\ n : a priest or brother of the Roman
Catholic Society of Mary of Paris devoted esp. to education
Ma.ria The.re.sa dollar Xma-.re-s-ta-.re-ss-, -,ra-sD-, -,ra-z3\
n [Maria Theresa tl780 Archduchess of Austria] : a silver coin
with the image of Maria Theresa and the date 1 780 used as a trade
coin in the Middle East
mari.gold \'mar-3-,gold. "mer-X n [ME, fr. Mary, mother of Jesus
+ ME gold} 1 : pot marigold 2 : any of a genus (Tagetes) of
herbaceous composite plants with showy yellow or red and yellow
flower heads
mar-i'hua.na or mar.i.jua.na \,mar-3-'(h)wan-3\ n [MexSp
mariguana, marihuana} 1 : a wild tobacco {Nicotiana glauca)
2 a : HEMP I b : the dried leaves and flowering tops of the pistillate

hemp plant that yield cannabin and are sometimes smoked in
cigarettes for their intoxicating effect

i-\ n

ma.rim.fta \m3-'rim-b3\ n [of African origin; akin to Kimbundu
marimba xylophone] ; a primitive xylophone of southern Africa
and Central America with resonators beneath each bar; also : a
modem improved form of this instrument

ma.ri.na Xms-'re-naX n [It & Sp, seashore, fr. fem. of marino, adj.
marine, fr. L marinus} \ a dock or basin providing secure moorings
for motorboats and yachts and often of^fering supply, repair, and
other facilities

imar.i*nade \.mar-3-'nad\ vt : marinate
^marinade n : a brine or pickle in which meat or fish is soaked to
enrich its flavor

mar.i.nate \*mar-a-,nat\ vt [prob. fr. It marinate, pp. of marinare
to marinate, h. marino} : to steep (as meat or fish) in a marinade
ima.rine \mo-'ren\ adj [ME, fr. L marinus, fr. mare sea; akin to OE
mere sea, pool, OHG meri sea, OSlav morje} 1 a : of or relating to
the sea <'^ life) b : of or relating to the navigation of the sea
: NAUTICAL <~ chart) c : of or relating to the commerce of the sea
: MARITIME <'^ law) 2 ; of or relating to marines <~ barracks)

^marine n l a : the mercantile and naval shipping of a country
b ; seagoing ships esp. in relation to nationality or class 2 : one of
a class of soldiers serving on shipboard or in close association with
a naval force; specij : a member of the U.S. Marine Corps 3 : an
executive department (as in France) having charge of naval affairs
4 : a marine picture
marine glue n : a water-insoluble adhesive
mar.i.ner \'mar-3-n3r\ n ; one who navigates or assists in navigat-
ing a ship : SEAMAN, sailor
mariner's compass n : a compass used in navigation consisting of
parallel magnetic needles or bundles of needles permanently at-
tached to a card marked to indicate directions and degrees of a
circle

Mar-i.Ol.a.lry \,mer-e-'al-3-lre, ,mar-e-
veneration of the Virgm Mary
Mar*i'Ol>0-gy \-'al-a-je\ n ; study or doctrine relating to the Virgin
Mary

mar-i.O.nette \,mar-e-3-'net, .mer-\ n [F marionnette, fr. MF
maryonefe-, fr, Marion dim. of Marie Mary] : a puppet moved by
strings or by hand
mar.i'PO-sa lily \,mar-3-,p6-23-. -S3-\ n [prob. fr. AmSp mariposa,
fr. Sp, butterfly] : any of a genus (Calochortus) of western No.
American plants of the lily family usu. with showily blotched
flowers — called also mariposa tulip

mar.ish \'mar-ish\ «. archaic : marsh
Mar.iSt \'mar-3st. 'mer-\ n [F marisre. fr. Marie Mary] : p priest of
the Roman Catholic Society of Mary founded in France in 181 6 and
devoted to education

mar.i.tal Vmar-^t-"*!, Brir also ms-'rli-X adj [L mariialis, f i . maritus
married] 1 : of or relating to marriage or the married state

: CONJUGAL 2 archaic ; of or relating to a husband syn see
matrimonial — mar-i'tal'ly V^l-e\ adv

mar*i*time \'mar-3-,tim\ adj [L maritimus, fr. mare} 1 : of or
relating to navigation or commerce on the sea 2 : of. relating to, or
bordering on the sea 3 : having the characteristics of a mariner
mar.JQ.ram \'mari-(3-)r3m\ n [alter, of ME majorane, fr, MF. fr.

ML mojorana} : any of vaiious usu. fragrant and aromatic mints
(genera Origanum and Majorana) sometimes used in cookery
imarK \'maik\ n [ME, fr. OE mearc boundary, march, sign; akin
to OHG marha boundary, L margo} 1 : a boundary land 2 a : a
conspicuous object serving as a guide for travelers b : one of the
bits of leather or colored bunting placed on a sounding line at in-

tervals c : TARGET d : the starting line or position in a track event
e (n : goal, object (2) : an object of attack, ridicule, or abuse;
speed : a victim of a swindle (3) : the point under discussion

t : a standard of performance, quality, or condition : norm
3 a (1) : SIGN. INDICATION (2) : an impression (as a scratch, scar,

or stain) made on something (31 : a distinguishing trait or quality

: CHARACTERISTIC b I a symbol used for identification or indication

of ownership c : a cross made in place of a signature d : trade-
mark e ; POSTMARK t : a symbol used by a teacher to represent his

estimate of a student's work or conduct; esp ; grade g : record
4 a : ATTENTION, NOTICE b ; IMPORTANCE, DisTiNtTioN c I a lasting

or strong impression d : an assessment of merits syn see sign
2mark vh [ME marken, fr. OE mearcian; akin to OHG marcon
to determine the boundaries of, OE mearc boundary} vt 1 a (1) : to

flx or trace out the bounds or limits of (2) : to plot the course of

: CHART b : to set apart by a line or boundary — usu. used with ofj

2 a (1) ; to designate as if by a mark <~ed for greatness) (2) : to
make a mark on (3) : to furnish with natural marks C4) : to label

to indicate price or quality (5) : to make notations in or on b (1)

: to make note of in writing :jot (2) : to indicate by a mark or

symbol; also : register, record (3) : to determine the value of by
means of marks or symbols : grade c (1) : characterize, dis-

tinguish (2) : signalize 3 ; to take notice of ; observe *- vi : to

notice or observe critically : note — mark time 1 : to keep the

time of a marching step by moving the feet alternately without
advancing 2 : to function or operate in a listless or unproductive
manner
3mark n [ME. fr. OE marc, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON mork
mark; akin to OE mearc sign] 1 : any of various old European
units of weight used esp. for gold and silver; esp l a unit equal to

about 8 ounces 2 : a unit of value: a : an old English unit equal
to 135 4d b : any one of various old Scandinavian or German imits

of value; specij : a unit and corresponding silver coin of the 16th
century worth \^ taler c — see money table d ; markka
Mark \'mark\ n [L Marcus} 1 : an evangelist believed to be the

author of the second Gospel in the New Testament 2 : a king of
Cornwall, uncle of Tristram, and husband of Isolde

mark down vt : to put a lower price on
mark-down \'mark-,daun\n 1 :aloweringof price 2:theamoimt
by which an original selling price is reduced
marked \'markt\ adj 1 : having an identifying mark 2 : having a
distinctive or emphasized character : noticeable 3 a : enjoying
fame or notoriety b : being an object of attack, suspicion, or ven-
geance 4 : overtly signaled by a linguistic feature — mark-ed-ly
\'mar-k3d-le\ adv

mark.er \*mar-k3r\ n 1 : one that marks 2 ! something used for

marking
imar-ket \'mar-k3t\ n [ME. fr. ONF. fr. L mercatus trade market-

9 abut; ' 3 kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;
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place, fr. mercatus, pp. of mercari to trade, fr. mere-, merx merchan-
dise; akin to Oscan ajniricadut without remuneration] 1 a (1) : a
meeting together of people for the purpose of trade by private pur-
chase and sale and usu. not by auction (2) ; the people assembled
at such a meeting b (1) : a public place where a market is held;
specij : a place where provisions are sold at wholesale (2) : a
retail establishment usu. of a specified kind 2 archaic : the act or
an instance of buying and selling 3 ; the rate or price offered for a
commodity or security 4 a : a geographical area of demand for
commodities b : the course of commercial activity by which the
exchange of commodities is effected c : a formal organized coming
together of buyers and sellers of goods <the stock '^>

^market vi ; to deal in a market -^ v; 1 : to expose for sale in a
market 2 : sell — mar-ke-teer \,mar-ka-'ti(9)r\ or mar*ket*er
\'mar-k3t-3r\ n

mar-ket.abU.i.ty \,mar-kat-»-'bU-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being marketable

max-ket>able \'mar-k3t-3-b9l\ adj l : fit to be offered for sale in a
market 2 : of or relating to buying or selling 3 : wanted by
purchasers : salable
market garden n : a plot in which vegetables are raised for market— market gardener n — market gardening n
mar>ket-ing n : the act or process of selling or purchasing in a
market
market order n : an order to buy or sell securities or commodities
at the best price obtainable in the market when the order is executed

mar>ket>place \'mar-k3t-,plas\ n 1 a : an open square or place in a
town where markets or public sales are held b : market 2 : the
world of trade or economic activity

market price n : a price actually given in current market dealings
market research n ; the gathering of factual information as to
consumer preferences for goods and services

market value n : a price at which both buyers and sellers are willing
to do business
mark>ing n l : the act, process, or an instance of making or giving a
mark 2 a : a mark made b : arrangement, pattern, or disposition
of marks
mark-ka \'mar-,ka\ n, pi mark-kaa \'mar-,ka\ or markkas
\-,kaz\ [Finn. fr. Sw mark, a unit of value; akin to ON mor/c] —
see MONEY table

marks*man \*mark-sm3n\ n : one that shoots at a mark; esp : a
person skillful or practiced at hitting a mark or target — marks-
man>ship \-,ship\ n
mark up vr : to set a higher price on
mark'Up \'mar-,k3p\ n [mark upl 1 : a raise In the price of an
article 2 : an amount added to the cost price to determine the
selling price
imarl \'marO)l\ n [ME fr. MF marie, fr. ML margila, dim. of L
marga marl, fr. Gaulish] ; a loose or crumbUng earthy deposit (as
of sand, silt, or clay) that contains a substantial amount of calcium
carbonaie — marly \'mar-Ie\ adj
smarl vt ; to dress (land) with marl
amarl vr [D marten, back-formation fr. marling'] ; to cover or fasten
with marline

mar<lin \'mar-lan\ n [short for marUnspike: fr. the ajppearance of
its beak] 1 : any of several large oceanic sport fishes (genus
Makaira) related to sailfishes and spearfishes 2 : spearfish

mar*line also mar*lin \'mar-l3n\ n [D marlijn, alter, of marling, fr.

meren, marren to tie, moor, fr. MD meren. maren — more at MOOR]
; a small usu. tarred line of two strands twisted loosely left-handed
that is used for seizing and as a covering for wire rope
mar-line-spike also mar-lin.spike \'mar-l3n-,spTk\ n : an Iron
tool that tapers to a point and is used
to separate strands of rope or wire (as
in splicing)

marl.ite \'mar(a)I-,Tt\ n : a marl re-
sistant to the action of air — marant-
ic \mar-'lit-ik\ adj
mar*ma>lade \'mar-m3-.Iad\ n [Pg marmelada quince conserve, fr,

marmelo quince, fr. L melimelum, a sweet apple, fr. Gk melimelon.
fr. meli honey + melon apple — more at mellifluous] : a clear
jelly holding in suspension pieces of fruit and fruit rind
mar.mo.re-al \mar-'m6r-e-9l. -'m6r-\ or mar-mcre-an \-e-an\
adj [L marmoreus, fr. marmor marble, fr. Gk marmaros\ : of, re-
lating to. orresembling marble or a marble statue — mar*mo<re-
al-ly \-e-3-le\ adv
mar.mo.set X'mar-ms-.set, -.zet\ n [ME marmusette, fr. MF
marmoset grotesque figure, fr. marmouser to mumble, of imit,
origin] : any of numerous soft-furred So. and Central American
monkeys (family Callithricidae) with claws instead of nails on all
the digits except the great toe
mar>mot \'mar-m3t\ n [F marmotte} : a stout-bodied short-legged
burrowing rodent (genus Marmota) with coarse fur, a short bushy
tail, and very small ears
Mar.o.nlte \'mar-9-.nTt\ n [ML maronita, fr. Maron-, Maro 5th
cent. a.d. Syrian monk] ; a member of a Uniate church chiefly in
Lebanon having a Syriac liturgy and married clergy
1ma*roon \m3-'run\ n [modif. of AmerSp cimarrdn, fr. cimarrdn
wild, savage] 1 cap : a fugitive Negro slave of the West Indies and
Guiana in the I 7th and 18th centuries : a descendant of such a slave
2 ; a person who is marooned
2maroon vt 1 ; to put ashore on a desolate island or coast and leave
to one's fate 2 ; to place or leave in isolation or without hope of
escape
3maroon n [F marron Spanish chestnut] ; a variable color averaging

marlinespike

ruins a plan or un-

I dark red
mar-plot \'m'ar-,plat\ n ; one who frustrates
dertaking by his meddling
imarque \'mark\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OProv marca, fr. marcar to
mark, seize as pledge, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG mtzrco/i to mark

]

Obs : REPRISAL, RETALIATION
amarque n [F. mark, brand, fr. MF, fr. marquer to mark, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHO marcon to mark] ; a brand or make of a prod-
uct (as a sports car)
mar*quee \mar-'ke\ n [modif. of F marquise, lit., marchioness]
1 : a large field tent set up for an outdoor party, reception, or ex-
hibition 2 : a permanent canopy usu. of metal and glass projecting
over an entrance (as of a hotel or theater)
Mar>iiae>san Xmar-Tcaz-'n, -"kas-X n 1 : a Polyneslap of the

Marquesas Islands 2 : the Austronesian language of the Mar-
quesans — Marquesan adj

mar'Quess \'mar-kw3s\ or mar*qQiS \'mar-kwas, mar-TceV n, pi
mar>quess>es or mar*qius-es \-kw3-s3z\ or mar>qtiis \-'ke(z)\
[ME marquis, markis, fr. MF marquis, alter, of marchis, fr. marche
march] : a nobleman of hereditary rank in Europe and Japan;
specij : a member of the second grade of the peerage in Great
Britain ranking below a duke and above an earl — mar*qaess*ate
\'mar-kw3-sat\ or mar>quis-ate \'raar-kw3-z3t, -sat\ n

mar-Que-try also mar-que-lerle \'mar-k9-tre\ n [MF marqueterie,
fr. marqueter to checker, inlay, fr. marque mark] 1 : a decorative
process in which elaborate patterns are formed by the insertion of
pieces of wood, shell, or ivory into a wood veneer that is tfien ap-
plied to a piece of furniture 2 : an object decorated in marquetry
mar.quise \mar-'kez\ n, pi mar-quises \-'kez(-9z)\ [F, fem. of
marquis^ 1 : marchioness 2 : marquee 3 : a gem or a ring setting
or bezel usu. elliptical in shape but with pointed ends

mar>qui>sette \,mar-k(w)3-'zet\ n : a sheer meshed fabric used for
clothing, curtains, and mosquito nets
Mar-ra.no \m3-'ran-(.)6\ n [Sp, Ut.. pig] : a Christianized Jew or
Moor of medieval Spain

mar-riage \'mar-ij\ n 1 a : the state of being married b : the
mutual relation of husband and wife : wedlock c ; the institution
whereby men and women are joined in a special kind of social and
legal dependence for the purpose of founding and maintaining a
family 2 : an act of marrying or the rite by which the married
status is effected; esp : the wedding ceremony and attendant festivi-

ties or formalities 3 : an intimate or close imion— mar*riage>able
\-i-i9-bal\ adj

marriage ol convenience ; a marriage contracted for social,
poUtical, or economic advantage
imar-ried adj 1 a : being in the state of matrimony : wedded
b : of or relating to marriage : connubial 2 ; united, joined

^married n : a married person
mar>ron \ma-'r6"\ n [F] 1 ; a large Mediterranean chestnut
{Castanea sadva) or its sweet edible nut — called also Spanish
chestnut 2 mar-rons \-'ro"(z)\ pi : chestnuts preserved in syrup
flavored with vanilla — called also mar-rons glances \(,)ma-,r6 -

,gla-'sa\

Mar*ron Xma-'ro^X n [F, fr. AmerSp cimarrdn^ : maroon 1

imar-row \'mar-(,)6. -a(-w)\ n [ME marowe, fr OE mearg; akin
to OHG marag marrow, Skt majjanl 1 a : a soft highly vascular
modified connective tissue that occupies the cavities and cancellous
part of most bones b : the substance of the spinal cord 2 : the
choicest part: as a : the choicest of food b ; the seat of animal
vigor c : the inmost, best, or essential part 3 chiefly Brit ; vege-
table marrow — mar*row*le5s \-o-l3s, -3-l3s\ adj — mar*row7
\'mar-a-we\ adj
smarrow n [ME marwe, marrow] chiejly Scot : one of a pair : match*
EQUAL
marrow bean n : any of several garden beans grown primarily as
field beans for their large white seeds
mar-row-hone \'mar-a-,b6n, -6-,bon\ n 1 ; a bone containing
marrow 2 pi : knees

mar-row-fat \-o-,fat, -3-,fat\ n ; any of several wrinkled-seeded
garden peas
1mar-ry \'mar-e\ vb [ME marten, fr. OF marier, fr. L maritare, fr

maritus married] vt 1 a : to join as husband and wife according to
law or custom <were married yesterday) h : to give in marriage
C ; to take as spouse ; wed {married the girl next door) d : to per-
form the ceremony of marriage for {married the couple) 2 : to
unite in close and usu. permanent relation ~ vi 1 : to take a
spouse : WED 2 : to enter into a close or intimate union
amarry interj [ME marie, fr. Marie, the Virgin Mai-y] archaic — used
to express agreement or surprise esp. in answer to a question

Mars Vmarz\ n [L Mart-, Mars] 1 : the god of war in Roman
mythology 2 : the planet fourth in order from the sun conspicuous
for the redness of its light — see planet table

Mar-seilles \mar-'sa(3)lz\ n [Marseilles, France] ; a firm cotton
fabric that is similar to piqu^
marsh \'marsh\ n, ojten attrib [ME mersh, fr. OE merisc, mersc:
akin to MD mersch marsh, OE mere sea, pool — more at marine]
; a tract of soft wet land usu. characterized by monocotyledons
(as grasses or cattails)

imar-Shal \'mar-shsl\ n [ME, fr. OF mareschal, of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG marahscalc marshal, fr. marah horse + scale servant]
1 a : a high official in the household of a medieval king, prince,
or noble orig. having charge of the cavalry but later usu. in com-
mand of the military forces b : a person who arranges and directs
the ceremonial aspects of any gathering 2 a ; field marshal
b : a general officer of the highest military rank c : an officer (as

of the British Royal Air Force) equivalent in rank to an army
field marshal 3 a : an officer having charge of prisoners b (1) ; a
ministerial officer appointed for a judicial district (as of the U.S.)
to execute the process of the courts and perform various duties
similar to those of a sheriff (2) : a city law officer entrusted with
particular duties C : the administrative head of a city police de-
partment or fire department — mar-shal-cy \-se\ n — mar*sbal-
shin \-.ship\ n
amafshal vb mar-shaled or mar-shalled; mar-shal-ing or mar-
shal-ling \'marsh-(3-)ho\ vt 1 : to place in proper rank or
position {-^ing the troops) 2 a : to arrange in order irking his
arguments) b : to assemble and dispatch (the elements of a
railway train) 3 : to lead with ceremony : usher — vi : to take
form or order syn see order
marsh elder n 1 : guelder rose 2 : any of various coarse
shrubby composite plants (genus Iva) of moist areas in eastern and
central No. America
marsh gas n : methane
marsh hen n ; any of_various American birds (family RaUIdae)
marsh-i-nes3 \*mar-she-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
marshy
marsh-mal-low \'marsh-,meI-o, -,mel-3(-w), -,mal-\ n 1 : a pink*
flowered European perennial herb (Althaea ojjicinalis) of the
mallow family that is naturalized in the eastern U.S. and has a
mucilaginous root sometimes used in confectionery and in medicine
2 a : a sweetened pasty confection made from the root of the
marshmallow b ; a confection made from com syrup, sugar,
albumen, and gelatin beaten to a light creamy consistency
marsh marigold n : a swamp herb (Caltha paluslris) of the crow-
foot family occurring in Europe and No. America and having
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bright yellow flowers resembling buttercups — called also cowslip
marshy \'mar-she\ adj : resembling or constituting a marsh

: BOGGY 2 ; relating to or occurring in marshes
imar.su.pi.al \mar-'su-pe-3l\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or being a
marsupial 2 : of, relating to, or forming a marsupium
smaisupial n [deriv. of NL marsupium] ; any of an order (Marsu-
pialia) of lowly mammals comprising kangaroos, wombats, bandi-
coots, opossums, and related animals that with few exceptions
develop no placenta and have a pouch on the abdomen of the
female containing the teats and serving to carry the young
maX'SU-pi-um \-pe-3m\ n, pi mar-sa-pia \-pe-3\ [NL, fr. L,
purse, pouch, fr. Gk marsypioni 1 : an abdominal pouch formed
by a fold of the skin and enclosing the mammary glands of most
marsupials 2 : any analogous structure in lower animals for
enclosing or carrying eggs or young
imart \'mart\ n [ME, fr. MD marcl, mart, prob. fr. ONF markef]
1 archaic : a coming together of people to buy and sell : fair 1

2 obs : the activity of buying and selling; also : bargain 3 : mar-
ket
amart v/, archaic : to deal in : sell
mar.tel.lo tower \mar-'teI-oA n, ojten cap M [Cape Mortella,
Corsica] : a circular masonry fort or blockhouse

mar<ten \'mart-''n\ n, pi marten or martens [ME mariryn, fr.

MF martrine marten fur, fr. OF, fr. marire marten, of Gmc origin;
akin to OE rnearth marten] 1 : any of several semiarboreal
slender-bodied carnivorous mammals (genus Maries) larger than
the related weasels 2 : the fur or pelt of a marten

maT'tenS'ite \'mart-'n-,2Tt\ n [Adolf Martens tl014 G metal-
lurgist] ; the hard constituent of which quenched steel is chiefly
composed — mar-tens-it-ic \,mart-=n-'2it-ik\ adj
Mar.tha \'mar-th3\ n [LL, fr. Gk] : a sister of Lazarus and Mary
and friend of Jesus

mar.tial \'mar-shol\ adj [ME, fr. L martialis of Mars, fr. Mart-,
Mars] 1 : of, relating to, or suited for war or a warrior 2 : re-

lating to an army or to military life 3 : experienced in or inclined
to war : warlike — mar-tial-ly \-sh3-le\ adv
syn MARTIAL, WARLIKE, MiLrTARY mean of or characteristic of

war. MARTIAL suggests esp. the pomp and circumstance of war;
WARLIKE implies esp. the feeling or temper that leads to or ac-
companies war; military applies to what pertains to a soldier or
to the art or conduct of war esp. on land

martial law n l ; tne law applied in occupied territory by the military
authority of the occupying power 2 ; the law administered by
military forces that is invoked by a government in an emergency
when the civilian law enforcement agencies are unable to maintain
public order and safety

Mar>tian \'m*ar-sh3n\ adj ; of or relating to the planet Mars or its

hypothetical inhabitants — Martian n
mar>tin \'mart-=n\ n [MF, fr. St. Martin; prob. fr. the migration of
martins around Martinmas] ; a small European swallow {Delichon
urbica) with a forked tail, bluish black head and back, and white
rump and underparts; broadly ; any of various swallows and fly-

catchers
mar-ti-net \,mart-'n-'et\ n [Jean Martinet, 17th cent. F army of
ficer] ; a strict disciplinarian

mar-tin<gale \'mari-''n-,gal, -ioA « [MF] l : a device for steady-
ing a horse's head or checking its upward movement that typically
consists of a strap fastened to the girth, passing between the forelegs,

and bifurcating to end in two rings through which the reins pass
2 a : a lower stay of rope or chain for the jib boom or flying jib-

boom used to sustain the strain of the forestays and fastened to
or rove through the dolphin striker b ; dolphin siriker 3 : any
of several systems of betting in which a player increases his stake usu.

by doubUng each time he loses a bet

mar>ti>ni \niar-'te-ne\ n [prob. fr. the name Martini] : a cocktail
consisting of gin and dry vermouth
Mar-tin.mas X'man-^n-mas, -,mas\ n [ME martinmasse. fr. St.

Martin + ME masse mass] : the feast of St. Martin on November 11

mart-let \'mari-lat\ n [MF. prob. alter, of martinet, dim. of martini
I the common European martin
imar.tyr \'mart-3r\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. LL, fr. Gk manyr-.martys,
lit., witness; akin to L memor mindful] 1 : one who voluntarily
suffers death as the penalty of witnessing to and refusing to re-

nounce his religion 2 : one who sacrifices his life or something of
great value for the sake of principle 3 ; a great or constant
sufferer — mar- tyr-iza- lion X.mart-a-i-a-'za-shanV n ~ niar-tyr-
ize \'mart-3-.riz\ vb

2martyr vt 1 : to put to death for adhering to a belief, faith, or
profession 2 : to inflict agonizing pain upon : torture
mar.tyr.dom \'mari-3rd-am\ n 1 : the suffering of death on ac-
count of adherence to one's religious faith or to any cause 2 : af-
fliction, torture

mar-tyr-ol-o.gist \,mart-3-'ral-3-J3st\ n : a writer of or a specialist

in martyrology
mar.tyr.Ol.Q.gy \-je\ /i 1 : a catalog of Roman Catholic martyrs
and saints arranged by the dates of their feasts 2 : ecclesiastical
history treating the lives and sufferings of martyrs

mar-tyry \'mart-o-re\ n [LL martyrium, fr. LGk mariyrion, fr. Gk
martyr- martys] ; a shrine erected in honor of a martyr
imar.vel \'mar-v3l\ n [ME mervel, fr. OF merveille. fr. LL mirabilia
marvels, fr. L, neut. pi. of mirabilis wonderful, fr. mirari to wonder— more at smile] 1 ; something that causes wonder or astonish-
ment 2 : intense surprise or interest : AsrONisHMENT
smarvel vb mar>veled or mar-velled; mar<veloing or mar. vei-
ling \'marv-(a-)lio\ W : to become filled with surprise, wonder, or
amazed curiosity i'-^ed at his dexterity) '— vr : to feel astonishment
or perplexity at or about i^ed that they had escaped)
mar>vel*ons or mar-veMous \'marv-C3-)las\ adj 1 : causing
wonder : astonishing 2 : having the characteristics of a miracle
3 : of the highest kmd or quality : splendid — mar-vel«ous-ly
adv — mar>vel<ous-ness n

Marx-iau \'mark-se-3n, -shan\ adj [Karl Marx tl883 G political

philosopher] : of. developed by, or influenced by the doctrines of
Marx < --' socialism)

MarX'ism \'mark-.siz-3m\ n : the political, economic, and social
principles and policies advocated by Marx; esp ; a theory and prac-
tice of socialism including the labor theory of value, dialectical

, Gk Mariam,

materialism, the class struggle, and dictatorship of the proletariat
until the establishment of a classless society — IVIarx*ist \-33st\
n or adj
Marx.ism-Le.nin.ism \'mark-.siz-am-'Ien-3-.niz-3m, -'Ian-\ n : a
theory and practice of communism developed by Lenin from the
doctrines of Marx
Mary \'me(a)r-e. ma(a)r-e, 'ma-reX n [LL Maria,
Maria fr. Heb Miryam] 1 : the mother of Jesus
Lazarus and Martha
Mary.knoU \-.n61\ adj [Maryknoll, N. Y] : of or relating to one
of the institutes of priests, brothers, and sisters of the Catholic
Foreign Mission Society of America organized in 1911
Mary Mag.da-lene V'mag-da-.len, -.mag-d9-'le-ne\ n [LL Mag-
dalene, fr. Gk Magdalene] : a woman healed of evil spirits by Jesus— called also the Magdalene
mar-Zi.pan \'mart-s3-,pan, -.pan; 'mar-z3-,pan\ n [G. fr. It marza-
patie, a medieval coin, marzipan, fr. Ar mawthaban, a medieval
coin] : a confection of crushed almonds or almond paste, sugar, and
whites of eggs that is often shaped into various forms
Ma.sai \ma-'sT\ n, pi Masai or Masais 1 : a pastoral and hunting
people of Kenya and Tanganyika 2 : a member of this people
mas>cara \ma-'skar-a\ « [It maschera mask] : a cosmetic for color-
ing the eyelashes and eyebrows
mas.COt \"mas-,kat, -k3t\ n [F mascotre, fr. Prov mascoto, fr.
masco witch, fr. ML masca] : a person, animal, or object supposed
to bring good luck
imas.CU.line \'mas-ky3-l3n\ adj [ME masculin, fr. MF, fr. L
masculinus, fr. masculus, n., male, dim. of mas male] 1 a : male
b ; manly 2 : of, relating to, or constituting the gender that
ordinarily includes most words or grammatical forms referring to
males 3a: having or occurring in a stressed final syllable b : hav-
ing the final chord occurring on a strong beat 4 : of or forming
the formal, active, or generative principle of the cosmos syn see
male — mas^cii.line.ly adv — mas>cu*line-ness Vlsn-nssX n— mas-cu-lin>i-ty \.mas-ky3-'Iin-9t-e\ n
^masculine n l : a male person 2 : a noun, pronoun, adjective,
or inflectional form or class of the masculine gender 3 : the
masculine gender

Dias>cu<lin>ize \'mas-kya-l3-,nTz\ vt : to give a preponderantly
masculine character to; esp : to cause (a female) to take on male
characters
ma-ser \'ma-z3r\ n [microwave amplification by stimulated emis-
sion of radiation] : a device that utilizes the natural oscillations of
an atomic or molecular system for amplifying or producing electro-
magnetic waves (as for microwave radiation)
imash \'mash\ n [ME, fr. OE max-; akin to MHG melsch mash]
1 ; crushed malt or grain meal steeped and stirred in hot water to
produce wort 2 ; a mixture of ground feeds for livestock 3 I a
soft pulpy mass
Smash vt 1 : to reduce to a soft pulpy state by beating or pressure
: SMASH 2 : to subject (as crushed malt) to the action of water with
heating and stirring in preparing wort
smash vt [prob. fr. ^mashl ; to make amorous or flirtatious ad-
vances to

^mash n ; crush 4
imash*er \'mash-3r\ n : one that mashes
Smasher n ; a man who makes amorous advances
mash'ie \'mash-e\ n [perh. fr. F massue club., fr. (assumed) VL
mattiuca, fr. mattia mace — more at mace] : an iron golf club with
a rather wide blade well laid back — called also number jive iron

imask \'mask\ n [MF masque, fr. Olt maschera] 1 a (1) : a cover
or partial cover for the face used for
disguise (2) : a person wearing a mask
: masker (3) : masque b (1) ; a
figure of a head worn on the stage in
antiquity to identify the character and
project the voice (2) : a grotesque
false face worn at carnivals or in rituals

c : an often grotesque carved head or
face used as an ornament (as on a
keystone) d : a sculptured face or a
copy of a face made by means of a mold
2a; something that serves to conceal or disguise
cloak, pose b : something that conceals from view c : a trans-
lucent or opaque screen to cover part of the sensitive surface in

taking or printing a photograph 3 a : a protective covering for the
face b : GAS mask c ; a device covering the mouth and nose
to facilitate inhalation d : a comparable device to prevent exhala-
tion of infective material e ; a cosmetic preparation for the skin
of the face that produces a tightening effect as it dries 4 : the
face of an animal (as a fox or dog)
2mask vi 1 : to take part in a masquerade 2 a : to assume a mask
b ; to disguise one's true character or intentions "^ vt 1 a : to

conceal from view <--' a gun battery) b : to make indistinct or
imperceptible {•s undesirable flavors) c : to cover up i^ed his

real purpose) 2 a : to cover for protection b : to modify the
size or shape of (as a photograph) by means of an opaque border
c : FLAVOR <'-- a drug) syn see disguise
masked \'maskt\ adj X a ; having its true character concealed
b : screened from view c : failing to present or produce the usual
symptoms : latent <-^ fever) <a r^ virus) 2 a : wearing a mask
b ; marked by the use of masks <'^ ball)

mask^er \'mas-kar\ n : a person who wears a mask
mas-ocli-ism \'mas-3-,kiz-om, 'maz-\ n [ISV. fr. Leopold von
S3iC\\eV'Masoch tl895 G novelist] : abnormal sexual passion charac-
terized by pleasure in being abused by one's associate; broadly
: any pleasure in being abused or dominated — mas*och*ist
\-k3st\ n — maS'OCh.iS'tic \,mas-a-'kis-tik, ,maz-\ adj

ima<SOn Vmas-'^nX n [ME, fr. OF maqon] 1 : a skilled workman
who builds with stone or similar material 2 cap ; freemason
2mason vt ma-son*ing \'mas-nio, -"n-irjX 1 : to construct of or
repair with masonry 2 : to build stonework or brickwork about,
under, in, or over
mason bee n ; any of numerous solitary bees that construct nests
of hardened mud and sand
Ma-son-DiX'On line \,mas-'n-'dik-S3n-\ n [Charles Mason tl787
E astronomer and Jeremiah Dixon, 18th cent. E surveyor] : the

pretense.
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southern boundary line of Pennsylvania — called also Mason and
Dixon's line

Ma*son*ic \m9-'san-lk\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
Freemasons or Freemasonry
SSa-50n*ite \'mas-'n-,Tt\ trademark — used for fiberboard made
from steam-exploded wood fiber
ma.son jai \,mas-=n-\ n [John L. Mason, 19th cent. Am inventor]

; a widemouthed jar used for home canning
ina*son*ry \'mas-^n-re\ n 1 a : something constructed of materials
used by masons b : the art, trade, or occupation of a mason
; work done by a mason 2 cap : freemasonry
mason wasp n : any of various solitary wasps that construct nests
of hardened mud
Ma. so-ra or Ma.SO.rah \m3-'s6r-a, -'sdr-X n [NHeb mSsdrdh, fr.

LHeb masoreth tradition, fr. Heb, bond] : a body of notes on the
textual traditions of the Hebrew Old Testament compiled by scribes
between the 6th and 10th centuries a.d.
Mas.crete or Mas-so-rete \*mas-a-,ret\ n [MF massoretK fr.

LHeb masoreth} : one of the scribes who wrote down the Masorah— Mas'Cret.ic \,mas-9-'ret-ik\ adj
masque \'mask\ n [MF masque, fr. Olt maschera mask] X i mas-
querade 2 : a short allegorical dramatic performance of the
16th and 17lh century performed by masked actors

masqu.er \'mas-k©r\ n ; masker
imas.quer.ade \,mas-k9-'rad\ n [MF, fr. Olt dial, mascarada, fr.

Olt maschera} 1 a : a social gathering of persons wearing masks
and often fantastic costumes b : a costume for wear at such a
gathering 2 : an action or appearance that is mere disguise or
outward show
smaSQuerade vl l a : to disguise oneself; also : to go about dis-

guised b : to take part in a masquerade 2 : to pass oneself off
as something one is not ; pose — mas.quer*ad*er n
imass \'mas\ n [ME, fr. OE mxsse, modif. of (assumed) VL
messa, lit., dismissal at the end of a religious service, fr. LL missa,
fr. L, fern, of missus, pp. of miitere to send — more at SMrrE]
1 cap ; a sequence of prayers and ceremonies forming the eucharistic
office esp. of the Latin rite 2 ojten cap : a celebration of the Eu-
charist 3 ; a musical setting for the ordinary of the mass
amass n [ME masse, fr. MF, fr. L massa, fr. Gk maza; akin to Gk
massein to knead — more at mingle] 1 a ; a quantity or aggregate
of matter usu. of considerable size b (1) ; expanse, bulk. (2)
; massiveness (3) ; the principal part or main body (4) : agore-
OATE, WHOLE (men in the '^> C ; the property of a body that is a
measure of its inertia, that is commonly taken as a measure of the
amount of material it contains, that causes a body to have weight
in a gravitational field, and that along with length and time consti-
tutes one of the fundamental quantities on which all physical mea-
surements are based 2 : a large quantity, amount, or number <a
great -^ of material) 3 a : a large body of persons in a compact
group : a body of persons regarded as an aggregate b : the body of
people as contrasted with the elite — usu. used in pi. syn see Bin.K
amass vb : to form or collect into a mass
4mass adj 1 a : of or relating to the mass of the people <~ market)
i'^ education) b : participated in by or affecting a large number of
individuals <^ destruction^ (--^ demc
WHOLESALE <~ production) 2 : vie

Mas-sa-chu-set \,mas-(3-)'chu-s3t, -.^^l\ u< *i*«.>.^a-w»«.^»-i«
\-s3ts, -z3ts\ n, pi Massachuset or Massachusets or Massachu-
setts [Massachuset Massa-adchu-es-et, a locality, lit., about the
big hill] 1 a : an Indian people of the region of Massachusetts
Bay b : a member of this people 2 : the Algonquian language of
the Massachuset people
imaS'Sa<cre X'mas-i-kar, substand 'mas-3-,kre\ vt mas.sa*crlng
\-i-k(3-)rio. substand -s-,kre-ir)\ ; to kill by massacre : slaughter— inas>sa>crer X-i-ksr-ar, -i-krsr, substand -a-,kre-ar\ n

amassacre n [MF] 1 : the act or an instance of killing a number of
human beings under circumstances of atrocity or cruelty 2 : a
cruel or wanton murder 3 : a wholesale slaughter of animals
imas.sage Xma-'sazh, -'saj\ n [F, fr. masser to massage, fr. Ar
massa to stroke] : manipulation of tissues for remedial or hygienic
purposes (as by rubbing, stroking, kneading, or tapping) with the
hand or an instrument
^massage vt : to subject to massage — mas-sag-er n
mas.sa.saU'ga \,mas-3-'s6-g3\ n [Missisauga river, Ontario,
Canada] : any of several small rattlesnakes (genus Sistrurus)
mass card n : a card notifying the recipient of a mass to be offered
for a special intention (as for a deceased relative)
mass defect n : the difference between the mass of an isotope and
its mass number
mass-energy equation n : an equation for the Interconversion of
mass and energy: E=MC^ where E is energy in ergs. A/ is mass in
grams, and C is the velocity of light in centimeters per second

mas-se>ter Vma-'set-sr, ma-\ n [NL, fr. Gk maseter, fr. masasthai
to chew — more at mouth] : a large muscle that raises the lower
jaw and assists in mastication — mas.se. ter.ic \,mas-rf-'ter-ik\
adj
mas.seur \ma-'s3r, ms-X n [F, fr. masser} : a man who practices
massage and physiotherapy
maS'Seuse \-'s3(r)z, -'sUzX n [F, fem. of masseur} i a female mas-
seur

mas-si-cot X'mas-a-.kat, -.ko(t)X n [ME masticot, fr. MF, fr. Olt
massicotio pottery glaze] ; unfused lead monoxide PbO

mas.sil Xma-'sefX n [F, fr. massij. adj.] 1 : a principal mountain
mass 2 : a block of the earth's crust bounded by faults or flexures
and displaced as a unit without internal change
mas.Sive X'mas-ivX adj [ME massijje, fr. MF massif, fr. masse mass]
1 : forming or consistmg of a large mass: a : bulky b : weighty,
HEAVY (-^ walls) <a ^ volume) c : impressively large or ponderous
d : having no regular form but not necessarily lacking crystalline
structure <~ sandstone) 2 a : large, solid, or heavy in structure
<'-^ jaw) b : large in scope or degree <— effect) <'— retaliation)
C (1) : large in comparison to what is typical <—- dose of penicillin)
(2) : being extensive and severe {^ hemorrhage) (-^ collapse of a
lung) (3) : imposing in excellence or grandeur ; monltmental <'^
simplicity) — mas.sive>ly adv — mas.sive-ness n
mass noim n : a noun that characteristically denotes In many lan-
guages a homogeneous substance or a concept without subdivisions
and that in English is preceded in indefinite singular constructions
by some rather than a or an
mass number n ; an Integer that expresses the mass of on isotope

and designates the number of nucleons In the nucleus
Mass of the Presanctilied : a Roman Catholic service for Good
Friday including communion with previously consecrated elements

mass-prO'duce \,mas-pra-*d(y)UsX vt [back formation fr. mass
production} : to produce in quantity usu. by machinery — mass
production n
mass spectrograph n : an apparatus that separates a stream of
charged particles into a spectrum according to the masses of the
particles by means of electric and magnetic fields and that Is used
for measuring atomic masses and determining the relative abun-
dance of isotopes in an element
massy X'mas-eX adj : having bulk and weight or substance : massivb
imast X'mastX n [ME, fr. OE mxst; akin to OHG mast, L malus}
1 : a long pole or spar rising from the keel or deck of a ship and
supiporting the yards, booms, and rigging 2 : a vertical or nearly
vertical pole (as an upright post In various cranes) 3 : a disciplinary
proceeding at which the commanding officer of a naval unit hears
and disposes of cases against his enlisted men — called also cap-
tain's mast — mast.ed X'mas-tadX adj— before the mast 3. : for-
ward of the foremast 2 : as a common sailor

^mast vt : to furnish with a mast
smast n [ME. fr. OE maest; akin to OE mete food — more at meat]
: nuts (as beechnuts and acorns) accumulated on the forest floor
and often serving as food for hogs or other animals
mast- or masto- comb form [NL, fr. Gk, fr. mastos — more at
meat] : breast : nipple : mammary gland (mastitis}

mas-ta<ba X'mas-ts-baX « [Ar ma^fabah stone bench] ; an Egyptian
tomb of the time of the Memphite dynasties that is oblong in aiape
with sloping sides and is connected with a mummy chamber in the
rock beneath

mas-tec*to*my Xma-'stek-ta-meX n : excision or amputation of the
breast
imas-ter X'mas-tar\ n [ME, fr. OE magister & OF malstre, both
fr. L magister; akin to L magnus great — more at much] lad) : a
male teacher (2) : a person holding an academic degree higher
than a bachelor's but lower than a doctor's b often cap ; a revered
reUgious leader c ; a workman qualified to teach apprentices
d : an artist or performer of consummate skill 2a: one having
authority over another ; ruler, governor b : victor, superior
C : a person licensed to command a merchant ship d (1) : one
having control (2) : an owner esp. of a slave or animal 6 : em-
ployer t (1) dial : husband (2) : the male head of a hoijsehold
3 a (1) archaic X mister (2) : a youth or boy too young to be called
mister — used as a title b : the eldest son of a Scottish viscount or
baron 4 a : a presiding officer in an institution or society (as a
college) b : any of several officers of court appointed to assist (as
by hearing and reporting) a judge 6 a : a master mechanism or
device b ; a master phonograph record
smaster vt mas*ter>ing \-t(a-)ripX 1 : to become master of

: overcome 2 a ; to become skilled or proficient in the use of
b ; to gain a thorough understanding of
smaster adj : being or relating to a master: as a : dominant b
; skilled, proficient c ; principal, predominant d ; superla-
tive e : being a device or mechanism that controls the operation
of another mechanism or that establishes a standard (as a dimen-
sion or weight) f : being a phonograph disc record from which
duplicates are made
master-at-arms n, pi masters-at-arms : a petty officer charged
with maintaining discipline aboard ship

master chief petty oflicer n : a noncommissioned officer of the
highest enlisted rating in the navy

mas.ter.ftll X'mas-tsr-fslX adj \ : imperious, domineerino
2 : having or reflecting the technical or artistic skill of a master <'^
drawings) <a ^ speech) — mas.ter.ful'ly X-fs-leX adv— mas-ter-
fal'Uess n
syn domineering, imperious, peremptory, imperative: masterful

Implies a strong virile personaHty and ability to deal authorita-
tively with affairs; domineering suggests an overbearing or tyranni-
cal manner and an obstinate attempt to enforce one's will; imperi-
ous implies more arrogance than masterful but less insolence than
domineering; peremptory stresses insistence on an immediate
response to one's commands; imperative implies peremptoriness
arising more from the urgency of the situation than from one's
temperament

master key n : a key designed to open several different locks
maS'ter.li.ness X'mas-tar-le-nssX n : the quality or state of being
masterly

maS'ter.ly X-teX adj : suitable to or resembling that of a master;
esp : indicating thorough knowledge or superior skill and power
<--' performance) — masterly adv

maS'ter.niind X'mas-tsr-.mTnd, ,mas-t9r-'X n ; a person who sup-
plies the directing or creative intelligence for a project — master-
mind vt

master of ceremonies : a person who determines the forms to be
observed on a pubUc occasion or acts as host at a formal event

mas.ter.piece X'mas-tar-.pesX n 1 ; a piece of work presented to a
guild as evidence of quahfication for the rank of master 2 : a
work done with extraordinary skill; esp ; a supreme intellectual
or artistic achievement

master race n : a people held to be racially preeminent and hence
fitted to rule or enslave other peoples

master sergeant n ; a noncommissioned officer ranking in the army
above a sergeant first class and below a sergeant major, in the air
force above a technical sergeant and below a senior master sergeant,
and in the marine corps above a gunnery sergeant and below a
sergeant major

mas.ter.Ship X'mas-tar-,shlpX n 1 : the authority or control of a
master 2 : the status, oftlce, or function of a master 3 ; the
proficiency of a master
mas'ter>Sing.er X-,sIo-3r\ n : MEisrERsiNOER
mas.ter.stroke X-.str5kX n : a masterly performance or move
mas<ter>work X-iwarkX n ; masterpiece
mas.tery X'mas-t(3-)reX n [ME maistrie, fr. OF, fr. maistre master]
1 a : mastership, dominion b : superiortiv, ascendancy
2 a ; possession or display of great skill or technique b : skill

or knowledge that makes one master of a subject : command
mast'head X'mast-.hedX n 1 ; the top of a mast 2 a : the printed
matter in a newspaper or periodical giving such pertinent details as
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matched board

matchboards

mas-tic \'mas-tik\ n [ME mastik, fr. L mastiche, fr. Gk mastiche;
akin to Gk mastichan'^ 1 : an aromatic resinous exudate from
mastic trees used chiefly in varnishes 2 : any of various pasty
materials used as protective coatings or cements

mas<ti-cate \'mas-t3-.kat\ vb [LL masticalus, pp. of masticare,
fr. Gk mastichan to gnash the teeth; akin to Gk masaslhai to chew— more at mouth] vt 1 : to grind or crush (food) with or as if

with the teeth in preparation for swallowing ; chew 2 : to soften
or reduce lo pulp by crushing or kneading -« vj : chew — mas-
tx-ca*tion \,raas-i3-'ka-sh3n\ n — mas>ti<ca>tor \'mas-t3-,kat-
sr\n
imas-ti-ca>to<ry \'mas-ti-k3-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : used for or
adapted to chewing <"" limbs of an arthropod) 2 : of, relating to,

or involving the organs of mastication <"- paralysis)

^masticatory n : a substance chewed to increase saliva

mastic tiee n ; a small southern European tree {Pistacia lentiscus)
of the sumac family that yields mastic

mas.till \'mas-t9f\ n [ME mastij, modif. of MF mastin, fr. (as-
sumed) VL mansueiimis, fr. L mansuetus tame — more at mansue-
tude] : a very large powerful deep-chested smooth-coated dog of
an old breed used chiefly as a watchdog and guard dog

mas>ti*gopll*o*ran \,mas-t3-*^f-a-ran\ n [deriv. of Gk mastig-,
masiLx whip + pherein to carry — more at bear] : any of a class
(Mastigophora! of protozoans comprising forms with flagella and
including many ofien ireated as algae — mastlgophoran adj— mas'li-goph'O-rous \-r3s\ adj

mxiS>ti-gote \'mas-t3-,got\ adj [irreg. fr. Gk maslig-, maslix]
: having a flagellum

mas>ti-tis \ma-'stTl-3s\ n [NL] ; inflammation of the breast or
udder usu. caused by infection

mast>Odon \'mas-t3-,dan, -dsnX n [NL mastodont-, mastodon, fr.

Gk mast- + odont-, odon, odous tooth — more at tooth] 1 : any
of numerous extinct mammals (esp. genus Mammut) that differ
from the related mammoths and existing elephants chiefly in the
form of the molar teeth 2 : something of unusually large size

: GIANT — mast<odou*ic \,mas-t3-'dan-ik\ adj — inast>odont
\'mas-t3-,dant\ adj or n

imaS'toid \'mas-,t6id\ adj [NL mastoides, fr. Gk maaioeides, fr.

mastos breast — more at meat] 1 : resembling a nipple or breast
2a: being a process of the temporal bone behind the ear b : of,

relating to, or occurring in the region of this process
2mastold « l : a mastoid bone or process 2 a : mastoiditis
b : an operation for the relief of mastoiditis

mastoid cell n : one of the small cavities in the mastoid process
that develop after birth and are filled with air

mas.toid.ecto.my \,mas-,t6i-'dek-t3-me\ n [ISV] ; surgical
removal of the mastoid cells or of the mastoid process

mas-toid*itiS \,mas-.t6i-'dTt-9s\ n [NL] : inflammation of the
mastoid and esp. of the mastoid cells

mas-tUX^bate \'mas-tar-,bat\ vb [L masturbatus, pp. of masturbari}
VI : to practice masturbation '— vr : to practice masturbation on

mas*tiii*ba*tloii \,mas-t9r-'ba-sh3n\ n : stimulation of the genital
organs to orgasm achieved by manual or other bodily contact
exclusive of sexual intercourse — mas*tur>ba>tlon<al \-shnal,
-sh3n-^l\ adj

ma>sil>ri*um Vms-'zur-e-sm, -'sur-\ n [NL, fr. Maswia, region in
Poland] : technetium
imat \'mat\ n [ME, fr. OE meatte, fr. LL matta. of Sem origin;
akin to Heb mitidh bed] 1 a (1) ; a piece of coarse woven or
plaited fabric used as a floor covering or support (2) : a piece of
material placed at a door for cleaning shoes b : a decorative
piece of material used as a support for a dish or other small item
c : a large thick pad or cushion used as a surface for wrestling,
tumbling, and gymnastics 2 ; something made up of many inter-
twined or tangled strands
smat vb mat-ted; mat'ting vt 1 : to provide with a mat or matting
2 : to form into a tangled mass ~ vi ; to become matted
3mat vt mat-ted; mat-ting 1 : to make (as a metal, glass, or color)
mat 2 : to provide (a picture) with a mat
4mat adj [F, fr. OF, defeated, fr. L mattus drunk; akin to L madere
to be wet — more at meat] : lacking or deprived of luster or gloss:
as a : having a usu. smooth even surface free from shine or high-
lights i'^ metals) <a ~ white face) b usu matte \'mat\ : having a
rough or granular surface <a matte bacterial colony)
smat n 1 I a border going around a picture between picture and
frame or serving as ihe frame 2 : a dead or dull finish or a rough-
ened surface (as in gilding or painting) 3 [by shortening] : ma-
trix 4a
mat-a-dor \'mat-3'.d6(9)r\ n [Sp. fr. matar to kill] 1 : a bullfighter
who has the principal role and who kills the bull in a bullfight
2 : a principal trump in some card games

ma-ta>ra \m3-'tar-3\ n [perh fr. Ar matarah bottle made of animal
skin] : a natural brown or a dyed brown sealskin
imatGil \'mach\ n [ME macche, fr. OE m:£cca: akin to OE macion
to make — more at maKe] 1 a : a person or thing equal or similar
to another b ; one able to cope with another c : an exact counter-
part 2 : a pair suitably associated <carpet and curtains are
a '^> 3 : a process of matching; esp : a contest between two or
more parties 4 a ; a marriage union b ; a prospective partner in
marriage

2matcli vi la: to encounter successfully as an antagonist b (1) : to
set in competition with or opposition to (r^ing his strength against
his enemy's) (2) : to provide with a worthy competitor c : to set
in comparison with 2 : to join or give in marriage 3 a (1) : to put
in a set possessing equal or harmonizing attributes (2) : to cause
to correspond : suit b (1) : to be the counterpart of (2) : to har-
monize with c : to provide with a countei^part 4 : to fit together
or make suitable for fitting together 5 a : to flip or toss (coins) and
compare exposed faces b ; to toss coins with ^ vi : to be a
counterpart — matcli-er n
3matcll n [ME macche, fr. MF meichel 1 : a chemically prepared
wick or cord formerly used in firing firearms or powder 2 : a
short slender piece of wood or other flammable material tipped
with a combustible mixture that bursts into flame through friction
(as by being scratched against a rough surface)

matcll-able \'mach-3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being matched
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match-board \'mach-,b6C»)rd, -,b6C3)rd\
\'mach(t)-'\ n : a board with a groove
cut along one edge and a tongue along
the other so as to fit snugly with the
edges of similarly cut boards
match-book \'mach-,buk\ n : a smaU
folder containing rows of paper matches
matched order n : an order to buy
stock to be sold at once at the same price through another broker;
also : the order lo sell such stock

match. less \'mach-ias\ adj : having no equal : peerless — match-
lesS'ly adv
match-lock \-,lak\ n l ; a slow-burning cord lowered over a
hole in the breech of a musket to ignite the charge 2 : a musket
equipped with a matchlock
match-mak-er \-,ma-k3r\ n : one that arranges a match; esp

: one that arranges marriages — match-mak-ing \-kio\ «
match play n : golf competition in which the winner is the person
or team winning the greater number of holes
match point n : the last point needed to win a match
match-wood \'mach-,wiid\ n : small pieces of wood ; splinters
imate \'mat\ vt [ME malen, fr. MF mater, fr. OF mat. n., check-
mate, fr. Ar mat (in shah mat)'] ; checkmate 2
3mate n : checkmate 1

smate n [ME, prob. fr. MLG mat; akin to OE gemetta guest at
one's table, mete food — more at meat] 1 a (1) ; associate,
companion (2) : an assistant to a more skilled workman : helper
<plumber's ^y b archaic : match, peer 2 : a deck officer on a
merchant ship ranking below the captain 3 : one of a pair;
esp : one of a married pair

flmate vt l archaic t EQUAL, match 2 ; to join or fit together
: COUPLE 3 a : to join together as males b : to provide a mate
for «- VI : to become mated <gears that --^ well)
5ma.t6 or ma-te \'ma-,ta\ n [F & AmerSp; F mate, fr. AmerSp
male, fr. Quechua] 1 : an aromatic beverage used chiefly in So.
America 2 : a So. American holly {Ilex paraguayensis) whose
leaves and shoots are used in making male; also : these leaves and
shoots

ma.te.lote \,mat-=l-'6l, mat-'lot\ n [F] : fish stewed in a sauce of
wine, onions, seasonings, and fish stock
ma-ter \'mat-3r\ n [L] chiejlv Brit : mother
ma-ter-fa-mil-i-as \,mat-3r-fa-'mil-e-as, ,mat-\ n [L. fr. mater +
jamilias, archaic gen. ol jamilia household — more at family] ; a
woman who is head of a household
ima-te-ri-al \m3-'tir-e-3l\ adj [ME materiel, fr. MF & LL; MF, fr.

LL materialis, fr. L materia matter — more at matter] 1 a (1) I re-

lating to, derived from, or consisting of matter; esp : physical
<'-^ world) (2) : BODILY <—' needs) b (1) ; of or relating to matter
rather than form <~ cause) (2) : of or relating to the subject
matter of reasoning; esp ; empirical <'^ knowledge) 2 a : having
real importance or great consequence b (1) : essential (2) : rele-
vant, pertinent 3 a : being of a physical or worldly nature
b : relating to or concerned with physical rather than spiritual or
intellectual things <~ progress) 4 : of or relating to the production
and distribution of economic goods and the social relationships of
owners and laborers — ma-te-ri-al-ly \-e-a-ie\ adv — ma*te-
ri-al-ness n
syn material, physical, corporeal, phenomenal, sensible,

OBJECTIVE mean of or belonging to actuality, material implies
formation out of tangible matter; used in contrast with spiritual

or ideal it may connote the mundane, crass, or grasping; physical
applies to what is perceived directly by the senses and may contrast
with mental, spiritual, or imaginary; CORPOREAL implies having
the tangible qualities of a body such as shape, size, or resistance

to force; phenomenal applies to what is known or perceived
through the senses rather than by intuition or rational deduction;
sensible stresses the capability of readily or forcibly impressing
the senses; objective may stress material or independent existence

apart from a subject perceiving it syn see in addition relevant
^material « 1 a : the elements or substance or the parts of which
something is composed or can be made b ; data that may be
worked into a more finished form c : matter 3b 2a: apparatus
necessary for doing or making something (writing ^s") b : ma-
teriel
ma-te.ri.al4sm \m3-'tir-e-3-,liz-am\ n 1 a : a theory that physical

matter is the only reality and that all being and processes and
phenomena can be explained as manifestations or results of matter

b : a doctrine that the only or the highest values or objectives lie

in material well-being and in the furtherance of material progress

C : a doctrine that economic or social change is materially caused
— compare historical materialism 2 : a preoccupation with or
stress upon material rather than intellectual or spiritual things
— ma-te-ri-al-ist \-last\ n or adj — ma-te-ri-al-is-tic \-,tir-

e-a-'lis-tik\ adj — ma-te-ri-al-is-ti-cal-ly \-li-ko-)le\ adv

ma-te.ri-al-i-ty \m3-.tir-e-"al-3t-e\ n 1 : something that is material

2 : the quality or state of being material (quesiioned the ^ of the

evidence)
ma-te.ri-al-lza-tion \m3-,tir-e-3-la-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the action of

materializing or of becoming materialized 2 : something thai has
been materialized; esp : apparition

ma-te-ri-al-ize Xma-'tir-e-a-.ITzX vt 1 a : to make material : ob-
jectify i'^ing an idea in words) b ; to cause to appear in bodily

form i'^ the spirits of the dead) 2 : to cause to be materialistic

f^ vi 1 : to assume bodily form 2 a : to come into existence

b : to put in an appearance; esp : to appear suddenly — ma-te-
ri-al-iz-er n

ma-te*ria med-i-ca \m3-,tir-e-3-'med-i-k5\ n [NL, lit., medical
matter] 1 : material or substance used in the composition of

medical remedies 2 a : a branch of medical science that treats

of the sources, nature, properties, and preparation oi drugs
b : a treatise on this subject

ma*te*ri>el or ma-te-ri-el \mo-,tir-e-'el\ n [F materiel, fr. materiel,

adj.] : equipment, apparatus, and supplies used by an organization
or institution

ma-ter-nal Xma-'tam-^X adj [ME, fr. MF matemel, fr. L matemus,
fr. mater mother — more at mother] 1 : of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of a mother : motherly 2 a : related through a mother
b ; inherited or derived from a mother — ma-ter-nal-ly \-'l-e\ adv
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ma.ter.ni.ty \ni3-'tei--n3t-e\ n, often attrib 1 a ; the quality or
state of being a mother ; motherhood b : the qualities of a
mother : motherliness 2 : a hospital facility designed for the
care of women before and during childbirth and for the care of
newborn babies
mat-ey \'mat-e\ adj, chiejly Brit : companionable
math \'math\ n : mathematics
math<e>ma_t<i<cal \,math-9-'mat-i-k3l\ adj il, mathematlcus, fr.

Gk mathematikos, fr. malhemat-, mathema mathematics, fr.

manthanein to learn; akin to Goth mundon to pay attention, Skt
medhd intelligence] 1 : of, relating to, or according with mathe-
matics 2 a : rigorously exact ; precise b : certain 3 : possible
but highly improbable <only a ~ chance) — math-e-mat-i-cal-ly
\-i-ki3-)lc\ adv

mathematical logic n : symbolic logic
math>e.ma.ti<cian \.math-(a-)ma-'ash-3n\ n : a specialist or ex-
pert in mathematics
math*e'mat<iCS \.math-3-'mat-iks\ n pi but usu sing in constr

1 : the science of numbers and their operations, interrelations,

combinations, gene rahzations, and abstractions and of space
configurations and their structure, measurement, transformations,
and generalizations 2 : a branch of, operation in, or use of
mathematics <— of physical chemistry)

mat-in X'mat-^nX adj : of or relating to matins or to early morning
mat*in>al \'mat-^n-3l\ adj 1 ; of or relating to matins 2 : early
mat*i*nee or mat.i.n^e \,mat-'n-'a\ n [F matinee, \i\.., morning,
fr, OF, fr. matin morning, fr. L matutinum, fr. neut. of matutinus
of the morning, fr. Matula, goddess of morning; akin to L maturus
ripe — more at matlire] ; a musical or dramatic performance
or social or public event held in the daytime and esp. the afternoon

mat'iiis \'mat-^nz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr, ojten cap [ME
maiines, fr. OF, fr. LL matutinae, fr. L, fern. pi. of matutinus}
1 : the night office forming with lauds the first of the canonical
hours 2 : morning prayer

matr- or matri- or matio- comb form [L matr-, matri-, fr. matr-,
mater} : mother <ma/riarch> <ma/ronymic>

ma-tri-aLTCh \'ma-tre-,ark\ n : a woman who rules a family, group,
or state; specif ; a mother who is head and ruler of her family and
descendants — ma-tri^ar-chal \,ma-tre-'ar-kal\ adj

ma*tii<ar>cliate \'ma-tre-.ar-k3t, -,kat\ n 1 : a family, group, or
state governed by a matriarch 2 : a theoretical stage or state in
primitive society in which matriarchs hold the chief authority

ma>tii<ar-chy \'rna-tre-,ar-ke\ n 1 : mateuarchate 2 : a system
of social organization in which descent and inheritance are traced
through the female line

ma.tri>ci<dal X.ma-trs-'sld-'l, ,ma-\ adj : of or relating to a
matricide

ma>tri*cide \'ma-tra-,sTd, 'ma-\ n 1 [L matricidium, fr. matr- +
-cidium -cide] : murder of a mother by her son or daughter 2 [L
matricida, fr. matr- + -cida -cide] : one that murders his mother

ma<triC'U'lant Xma-'trik-ya-lsniX n : one that is matriculating
ma*tlic>u<late \-,lat\ vb [ML matriculatus, pp. of matriculare, fr.

LL matricula public roll, dim. of matric-, matrix list, fr. L, womb]
vt : to enroll as a member of a body and esp. of a college or uni-
versity ~ vi : to become matriculated — ma-tric>ii>la>tion \m3-
,trik-y3-'la-sh3n\ n

ma.tii*lin-eal X.ma-trs-'Un-e-sl, .ma-\ adj : relating to, based on,
or tracing descent through the maternal line <'^ society) — ma-
tri*Iin>eal*Iy \-e-a-]e\ adv

mat<ri<mo>uiaI \,ma-tra-'mo-ne-aI, -nyal\ adj : of or relating to
matrimony — mat-ri*mo'iiial*ly \-e\ adv
syn marital, conjugal, connubial, nuptial: matrimonl\l

applies to whatever has to do with the married state or married
persons; MARrrAL may imply reference particularly to the husband
and his part in marriage but is often equal to matrimonial;
conjugal and connubial are often interchanged but conjugal
refers rather to persons who are married, connubial to the married
state; nuptial refers to the rites and ceremonies attending marriage

mat<ri*mo*ny \'ma-tra-,mo-ne\ n [ME, fr. MP matremoine, fr. L
matrimonium, fr. matr-, mater mother, matron — more at mother]
1 ; the union of man and woman as husband and wife : marriage
2 a : a card game in which bets are placed on combinations of
cards b : a combination of king and queen in this game
matrimony vine n : a shrub or vine (genus Lycium) of the night-
shade family with often showy flowers and bright berries

ma.tiix \'ma-triks\ n, pi ma-tri-ces \'ma-tr3-,sez, 'ma-\ or
ma<tlix<es \'ma-trik-s3z\ [L, womb, Er. matr-, mater} 1 a : the
intercellular substance of a tissue (as cartilage) b : the thickened
epithelium at the base of a fingernail or toenail from which new
nail substance develops 2 ; sometliing within which something
else originates or develops 3 : the natural material in which a
fossil, metal, gem, crystal, or pebble is embedded 4 a : a mold
from wliich a relief surface (as a stereotype) is made by pouring
or pressing b ; die 5a(l) c : an engraved or inscribed die or
stamp d ; an electroformed impression of a phonograph record
used for mass-producing duplicates of the original 5 : a rec-
tangular array of mathematical elements (as the coefficients of
simultaneous linear equations) that is subject to special algebraic
laws <a "- combines with numbers and other matrices')

ma-tron \'ma-tr3n\ n [ME matrone, fr. MF, fr. L matrona, fr.

matr-, mater} 1 a : a married woman usu. marked by dignified
maturity or social distinction b : a woman that supervises women
or children (as in a school or poUce station) c ; the chief officer
in a women's organization 2 : brood matron

ma.tron-ize \-tr3-.nIz\ vt 1 ; to make matronly 2 : to superin-
tend as a matron ; chaperone

ma*tron.ly \'ma-tr3n-le\ adj : having the character of or suitable

matron of honor : a bride*s principal married wedding attendant
mat>ro*nym>iC \,ma-tr3-'nim-ik\ n [matr- + -onymic (as in patro-
nymic)} : a name derived from that of the mother or a maternal

matt or matte \'mat\ var of mat
matte \'mat\ n [F] : a crude mixture of sulfides formed in smelting
sulfide ores of metals (as copper, lead, or nickel)
imat.ter \'mat-3r\ n [ME matere, fr. OF. fr. L materia matter.
Physical substance, fr. maier} 1 a : a subject under consideration

: a subject of disagreement or htigation c pi : the events or
circumstances of a particular situation d : the elements that
constitute material for treatment in thought, discourse, or writing

e : an element of a field of knowledge, inquiry, or specialization
<

—

s of faith) i : something to be proved in law g obs : sensible
or serious material as distinguished from nonsense or drollery
h (1) obs : REASON, cause (2) : a source esp. of feeling or emotion
i : a condition affecting a person or thing usu. unfavorably <what*s
the '^) 2a: the substance of which a physical object is composed
bra substance that constitutes the observable universe and to-
gether with energy forms the basis of objective phenomena c : a
material substance of a particular kind or for a particular purpose
d (1) : material (as feces or urine) discharged from the hving body
(2) ; material discharged by suppuration : pus 3a; the in-
determinate subject of reality; esp : the element in the universe that
undergoes formation and alteration b : the formless substratum
of all things which exists only potentially and upon which form
acts to produce realities 4 : a more or less definite amount or
quantity <a -^ of 10 years) 5 a : something written or printed
b (1) : set type (2) : text material esp. as distinguished from il-

lustrations 6 : MAIL 7 Christian Science : the illusion that the
objects perceived by the physical senses have the reahty of sub-

2matter vi l : to be of importance ; signify 2 : to form or dis-
charge pus : suppurate i^ing wound)
matter of course : something that is to be expected as a natural
or logical consequence

mat-ter-Ol-Jact \,mat-3-ra-'fakt\ adj : adhering to or concerned
with fact; esp : not fanciful or imaginative : practical — mat-
ter-of-lact.lyVfak-(t)ie\a<iv —mat-ter-ol-lacLness
\-'fak(t)-n3s\ n

mat-tery \'mat-3-re\ adj : producing or containing pus or material
resembling pus (eyes all '-«)

Mat.the.an or Mat-thae-an \ma-'the-3n, m3-\ adj [LL Matthaeus}
: of, relating to, or characteristic of the evangehst Matthew or the
gospel ascribed to him
Mat.thew \'math-(.)yu also "math-OuX n [F Mathieu, fr. LL
Matthaeus, fr. Gk Matthaios, fr. Heb Mattithyah} ; a customs col-
lector chosen as one of the twelve apostles and believed to be the
author of the first Gospel in the New Testament
imatoting \'mat-io\ n 1 ; material for mats 2 : mats
^matting n [fr. gerund of ^mat} ; a dull lusterless surface (as on
gilding, metalwork, or satin)

mat'tins often cap, chiefly Brit var of matins
mat-tocK \'mat-ak\ n [ME mattok, fr. OE mattuc} : a digging and
grubbing implement with features of an
adz, ax, and pick
mal-tress \'ma-tr3s\ n [ME materas, fr.

OF, fr. Ar mafrah place where something is

thrown] 1 a : a fabric case filled with
resilient material used either alone as a bed
or on a bedstead b : an inflatable airtight
sack for use as a mattress 2 : a mass of mattocks: / cutter,
interwoven brush and poles to protect a 2 pick
bank from erosion; also : a similar mass
serving as a foundation in soft ground
mat>u*rate \'mach-3-,rat\ vb z mature
mat-u>ra>tion \,mach-s-*ra-sh3n\ n 1 a : the process of becoming
mature b : the emergence of personal characteristics and behav-
ioral phenomena through growth processes c : the final stages of
differentiation of cells, tissues, or organs 2a: the entire process
by which diploid gonocytes are transformed into haploid gametes
involving meiosis accompanied in the female or followed in the male
by physiological and structural changes filling the gamete for its

future role b : spermiogenesis 1 — mat*u*ra>tion>al \-shnal,
-sh3n-'l\ adj — ma>tur>a>tive \ma-'i(y)ur-at-iv\ adj
lma«tlire \ma-'t(y)u(3)r also -'chuO)r\ adj [ME, fr. L maturus ripe;

akin to L mane in the morning, manus good] 1 : based on slow
careful consideration 2 a (1) : having completed natural growth
and development ; ripe (2) : having undergone maturation
b : having attained a final or desired state <-^ wine) 3 a : of or
relating to a condition of full development b : characteristic of or
suitable to a mature individual <-« outlook) 4 : due for payment
<'>^ loan) 5 a : well dissected by the erosion of running water so
that slopes predominate greatly over flats b : belonging to the
middle portion of a cycle of erosion — ma.ture-Iy adv — ma-ture-
ness n
^mature vt ; to bring to maturity or completion «- vi 1 ; to become
fully developed or ripe 2 ; to become due

ma*tu<ri>ty \m3-'t(y)ur-3t-e also -'chur-\ n 1 : the quality or state
of being mature; esp ; full development 2 : termination of the
period that an obUgation has to run 3 : the second of the three
principal stages in a cycle of erosion or of other geologic change

ma.tU.ti-nal \,mach-u-'tTn-=l; ma-'t(y)ut-n9l, -^n-sl\ adj [LL
matutinalis. fr. L matutinus — more at matinee] : of, relating to, or
occurring in the morning : early — ma<tu-ti>naMy \-e\ adv

mat.20 \'mat-s3, -(,)so\ n, p/ mat-zoth \-,s6t(h)^ -,sos\ oT-mat.zos
\-ssz, -S3S, -,so2\ [Yiddish matse, fr. Heb massah} 1 : unleavened
bread eaten at the Passover 2 : a wafer of matzo
maud'Un \'m6d-lan\ adj [alter, of Mary Magdalene: fr. the practice
of depicting her as a weeping, penitent sirmer] 1 : weakly and
effusively sentimental 2 : dniriJi enough to be emotionally silly

: FUDDLED
mau-gre \,m6-g3r\ prep [ME, fr. OF maugri, fr. maugre displea-
sure, fr. mau, mal evil + gre pleasure] archaic : in spite of

imaul \'m61\ n [ME malle, fr. OF mail, fr. L malleus; akin to L
molere to grind — more at meal] : a heavy hammer often with a
wooden head used esp. for driving wedges or piles

3maui v/ 1 a : beat, bruise b : to injure by beating : mangle
c : to handle roughly 2 : to split (wood) with a maul and wedges— maul*er n

maul'SticK \'ni61-,stik\ n [part trans, of D maalstok, fr. obs. D
malen to paint + D stok stick] : a stick used by painters as a rest

for the hand while working
matm \(')man, m3n\ verbal auxiliary [ME man, fr. ON] chiefly

Scot : Musr
maimd \'m6nd\ n [Hindi man} : any of various Indian units of
weight; esp : a unit equal to 82.28 pounds
maun.der X'mon-dar, 'man-\ vi maun.der.ing \-d(3-)rio\ [prob.
imit.] 1 dial Brit : grumble 2 : to wander slowly and idly 3 ; to
speak indistinctly or disconnectedly — maun>der*er \-dar-ar\ n
laauB'dy Thursday \.m6n-de-, ,man-\ n [ME maunde ceremony
of washing the feet of the poor on Maundy Thursday, fr. OF
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mandi, fr. L mandatum command; fr. Jesus's words in John 13:34— more at mandate] ; Thursday in Holy Week observed in com-
memoration of the Eucharist
mau-so-le-ura Vmo-sa-'le-am, ,m6-z3-\ n, pi mausoleums or
mau*so*lea \-'le-3\ [L, fr. Gk mausdleion, fr. Mausolos Mausolus
ta6 353 B.C. ruler of Caria] 1 : a large tomb; esp : a usu. stone
building wixh places for entombment of the dead above ground
2 : a large gloomy building or room
mauve \'m6v, 'm6v\ n [F, mallow, fr. L malva'\ 1 ; a moderate
purple, violet, or lilac color 2 ; a strong purple
mav.er.ick \'mav-(3-)rLk\ n [Samuel A. Maverick tl870 Am
pioneer who did not brand his calves] 1 : an unbranded range ani-
mal; esp : a motherless calf 2 : an independent individual who
refuses to conform with his group

ma.ViS \'ma-v3s\ n [ME. fr. MF mauvis'i 1 : an Old World thrush
(Turdus ericeiorum) largely brown above and white below — called
also song thrush, throsile 2 : a European thrush {Tardus viscivorus)
with spotted underparts that feeds on mistletoe berries — called also
mistle thrush

ma>your>neen also ma*vour-nm \m3-'vu(a)r-,nen\ n [IrGael mo
muirmn'[ Irish ; my darling.

maw \'m6\ n [ME. fr. OE maga; akin to OHG mago stomach. Lith
makas purse] 1 : the receptacle into which food is taken by swal-
lowing: a : STOMACH b ; crop 2 : the throat, gullet, or jaws esp.
of a voracious carnivore
mawk-ish \'m6-kish\ adj [ME mawke maggot, fr. ON mathkr —
more at maggot] 1 : having an in.sipid often unpleasant taste

2 : sickly or puerilely sentimental — inawk*isli>ly adv — mawk-
ish*ness n
max>il<la \mak-'sil-a\ n, p/ max*il<lae \-'sil-(,)e, -,T\ or maxillas
[L, dim. of rnaia jaw] 1 a : jaw la b (1) : an upper jaw esp. of
man or other mammals in which the bony elements are closely fused
(2) ; either of two membrane bone elements of the upper jaw lying
lateral to the prema\il)ae and in higher vertebrates and man bearing
most of the teeth 2 : one of the first or second pair of mouthparts
posterior to the mandibles in insects, myriopods. crustaceans, and
closely related arthropods — max*il*lary \'mak-s3-,ler-e, chiefly
Brit mak-'sil-a-re\ also max>ilolar X'mak-ss-br, mak-'sil-ar\ adj~
maxillary n

max>U>li<ped \mak-'sil-3-,ped\ or max-il-li-pede \-.ped\ n [ISV]
: one of the three pairs of appendages of crustaceans situated next
behind the maxillae — max>ll>li-ped>ary \(,jmak-,siI-3-'ped-3-re,
-'ped-\ adj

max>il<lo- \mak-,sil-(,)o, ,mak-s3-(,)16\ comb jorm [L maxilla^
; maxillary and <ma.vi7/ofacial>

max.im \'mak-S3m\ n [ME maxime, fr. MF, fr. ML maxima, fr. L,
fern, of maximus, superl. of magnus great — more ai much] 1 : a
general truih, fundamental principle, or rule of conduct 2 : a
saying of proverbial nature
max>i>mal \'mak-s('3-im3l\ adj 1 : most comprehensive ; com-
plete 2 : being an upper limit : highest— max>i>mal*ly \-e\ adv

max-i>mal-i5t \-sf3-)m3-l3st\ n : one who advocates immediate
and direct action to secure the whole of a program; specij : a so-
cialist advocating the immediate seizure of power by revolutionary
means
max>i*mize \'mak-s3-,mTz\ vt 1 : to increase to a maximum 2 : to
assign maximum imponance to 3 : to find a maximum value of
'*' VI ; to interpret something in the broadest sense— max»i»miz»er n
max<i'miim \'mak-s(3-)m3m\ n, pi maximums or max>i*ma \-s3-
-m3\ [L, neut. of maximus} 1 a : the greatest Quantity or value
attainable or attained b : the period of highest, greatest, or utmost
development 2 : an upper limit allowed by authority 3 : the
largest of a set of numbers; specif : the largest value assumed by a
real-valued continuous function defined on a closed interval— maximum adj

ma.xixe \m3-*shesh(-3A n, pi ma-xi-xes \-'3he-sh32\ [Pg] : a
ballroom dance of Brazilian origin roughly like the two-step

max-well \'mak-,swel, -sw3l\ n [James Clerk Maxwell tl879 Sc
physicist] : the cgs electromagnetic unit of magnetic flux equal to
the flux per square centimeter of normal cross section in a region
where the magnetic induction is one gauss
imay \r)ma\ vb, post might \(')mTt\; pres sing & pi may [ME
(Ist & 3d sing, pres, indic/i. fr. OE ma?g; akin to OHG mag (1st &
3d sing. pres. indie.) have power, am able (infin. magan), Gk
mechos means, expedient] vi, obs : to be able — verbal auxiliary
1 archaic : have the ability to : can 2 a : have permission to <you
•^ go now> : have liberty to — used nearly interchangeably with
can b : be in some degree likely to <you -^ be right) 3 — used in
auxiliary function to express a wish or desire esp. in prayer, impreca-
tion, or benediction <long -^ he reign) 4 — used in auxiliary func-
tion expressing purpose or expectation ^1 laugh that I ^^ not weep)
or contingency (he 11 do his duty come what '^> or concession <he^ be slow but he is thorough) 5 : shall, must — used in law
where the sense, purpose, or policy requires this interpretation

3may \'ma\ n [me, fr. OE m^g kinsman, kinswoman, maiden]
archaic : maiden
May \'ma\ n [ME. fr. OF & L; OF mai fr. L maius, fr. Maia,
Roman goddess] 1 : the 5th month of the Gregorian calendar
2 often not cap : the vigorous blooming time of human life 3 : the
merrymaking of May Day 4 nut cap a : green or flowering
branches (as of hawthorn) used for May Day decorations b : a
plant that yields may: as (1) ; hawthorn (2) : a spring-flowering
spirea
ma-ya \'ma-y3, 'mT-3\ n [Skt mdyd'] l the sense world of manifold
phenomena held in Vedanta to conceal the unity of absolute being;
broadly : illusion
Ma.ya \'mT-3\ n. pi Maya or Mayas [Sp] 1 a : a group of people
of Yucatan, British Honduras, northern Guatemala, and the state

of Tabasco, Mexico whose languages are Mayan b : a member of
this people 2 a ; a Mayan language of the ancient Maya peoples
recorded in inscriptions b : yucatec; esp : the older form of that
language known from documents of the Spanish period
Ma>yan \-3n\ n l : an extensive language stock of Central America
and Mexico including Yucatec 2 a : the peoples speaking Mayan
languages b : a member of these peoples — Mayan adj

may*ap>ple \'ma-.ap-3l\ n : a No. American herb (Podophyllum
peltatum) of the barberry family with a poisonous rootstock, one or

two large-lobed peltate leaves, and a single large white flower
followed by a yellow egg-shaped edible but often insipid fruit; also
: the fruit

may>be \'ma-be, 'meb-e\ adv : perhaps
May Day \'ma-,da\ n : May I celebrated as a springtime festival
and in some countries as Labor Day
May-day \ma-'da\ [F m'aider help me] — an International radio-
telephone signal word used as a distress call

may. est or mayst \'ma-3st, (')mast\ archaic pres 2d sing oj may
may<flow<er \'ma-,flau{-3)r\ n : any of various spring-blooming
plants; as a : an arbutus (Epigaea repens) b : hepatica c ; any
of several No. American anemones d : mayapple
May-flowering tulip n : cottage tulip
may.fly \*ma-.flT\ « : a slender fragile-winged short-lived Imago
insect (order Plectophora)

may>liap X'ma^.hap, ma-'X adv [fr. the phrase may hap"] : perhaps
may>hem \'ma-,hem, 'ma-smX n [ME mayme, fr. AF mahaim, fr,

OF. loss of a limb, fr. maynier to maim] 1 a : willful and permanent
deprivation of a bodily member resulting in the impairment of a
person's fighting ability b : willful and permanent crippling,
mutilation, or disfigurement of any part of the body 2 : needless
or willful damage
may-ing \'ma-io\ n, often cap : the celebrating of May Day
mayn't \'ma-3nt, (')mant\ : rnay not
may>on>nalse X'ma-s-.naz, ,ma-3-'\ n [F] : a dressing of raw eggs
or egg yolks, vegetable oil, and vinegar or lemon juice usu. with salt
and condimenis
may.or \'ma-3r. 'mef-lsr, esp before names (,)mer\ n [ME maire,
fr. OF, fr. L major greater — more at major] : an official elected to
act as chief executive or nominal head of a city or borough —
may-or-al V'ma-a-rsl. 'me-3-\ adj

may.or.al-ty \'ma-3-r3l-te, 'me-; *mar-3l-te 'mer-\ n [ME mairaltee,
fr. MF mairalie, fr. OF, fr. maire'i ; the office or term of office of a
mayor
may.or.ess \'ma-3-r3S, 'me-\ n 1 ; the wife of a mayor 2 : a
woman holding the office of mayor

may-pole \'mS-,p61\ n, often cap : a tall flower-wreathed pole
forming a center for May Day sports and dances
may.pop \'ma-,pap\ n [modif. of maracock (in some Algonquian
language of Virginia)] : a climbing perennial passionflower {Passi-
flora incarnata) of the southern V .S. with a large ovoid yellow edible
but insipid berry; also : its fruit

May queen n ; a girl chosen queen of a May Day festival

May.tide \'ma-,tTd\ or May.time \-,tTm\ n : the month of May
maz.ard \'maz-3rd\ n [obs. E mazard mazer, alter, of E mazer}
chiefly dial : head, face
imaze X'mazX vt [ME mazen] 1 chiefly dial : stupefy, daze 2 : be-
wilder, perplex
2maze n 1 : a confusing intricate network of passages 2 chiefly
dial : a state of bewilderment

ma.zer \'ma-z3r\ n [ME, fr. OF mazere, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG masar gnarled excrescence on a tree] ; a large drinking bowl
orig. of a hard wood
ma-zur.ka \m3-'z3r-k3, -'ziUslr-X n [Russ, fr. Pol mozurek] 1 : a
Polish dance in moderate triple measure 2 : music for the mazurka
or in its rhythm usu. in moderate y^ or H time
mazy \'ma-ze\ adj : resembling a maze in confusing turns and
windings
maZ'Zard \'maz-3rd\ n [origin unknown] : sweet cherry; esp

: wild or seedling sweet cherry used as a rootstock for grafting

M-day \'em-,da\ n [mobilization day} : a day on which a military
mobilization is to begin
me \(')me\ pron [ME, fr. OE me; akin to OHG mJh me, L me, Gk
me, Skt ma] objective case of I

imead \'med\ n [ME mede, fr. OE medu; akin to OHG metu mead,
Gk methy wine] : a fermented drink made of water and honey, malt,
and yeast
2mead n [ME mede, fr. OE m^d'\ archaic : meadow
mead.ow \'med-(,)o, -sf-wA n, often attrib [ME medive, fr. OE
msdive, oblique case form of mxd; akin to OE mawan to mow —
more at mow] : land in or predominantly in grass; esp ; a tract of
moist low-lying usu. level grassland
meadow beauty n : any of a genus (Rhexia) of low perennial
American herbs (family Melabiomaceae, the meadow-beauty
family) with showy cymose flowers
meadow lescue n : a tall vigorous perennial European fescue grass
{fesiuca elatiur) with broad flat leaves widely cultivated for perma-
nent pasture and hay
meadow grass n : any of various grasses (as of the genus Poa) that

thrive in the presence of abundant moisture; esp : Kentucky blue-

grass
mead.oW'lark \'med-o-,lark, -3-,lark\ n : any of several No.
American songbirds (genus Stumella) largely brown and buff above
with a yellow breast marked with a black crescent

meadow mouse n : any of various mice (esp. genus Microtus) that

frequent open fields

meadow musliroom n : a common edible agaric {Agaricus cam-
pestris) occurring naturally in moist open organically rich soil and
being the cultivated edible mushroom of commerce
meadow nematode n : any of numerous plant-parasitic nematode
worms (esp. genus I'ratylenchus) formerly held to be a single

variable species (P. praiemis) that destructively invade the roots of

plants
meadow rue n : any of a genus (Thalicirum) of plants of the crow-
foot family with leaves resembling those of rue
meadow saffron n ; colchicum 1

mead.ow-sweet \'med-o-,swet, -3-,swet\ n 1 : spirea 1; esp : a
No. American native or naturalized spirea (as Spiraea alba or 5.

tomentosa) 2 : a plant of a genus {Filipendula) closely related to

the spireas
mea-ger or mea-gie \'me-g3r\ adj [ME megre, fr. MF maigre, fr.

L macr-. macer lean; akin to OE mxger lean, Gk makros long]

1 : having little flesh ; thin 2 : lacking richness, strength, or
comparable qualities — mea.ger-ly adv— mea.ger-ness n

syn scanty, scant, exiguous, spare, sparse: meager implies lack

of fullness, richness, or plenty; scanty implies insufficiency in

quantity, degree, or extent; scant suggests a deficiency in amount
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meal 524 mechanical

or quantity of something desired or desirable often In consequence
of deliberate withholding; exiguous implies a marked deficiency in
number or measure; spare may suggest a slight falling short of
adequacy or merely an absence of superfluity; sparse implies a thin
scattering of units esp. where density or plenty is desirable
imeal \'meO)l\ n [ME meel appointed time, meaj, fr. OE mxl:
akin to OHG mat time, L meliri to measure — more at measure]
1 : the portion of food taken at one time to satisfy appetite 2 : an
act or the time of eating a meal
3meal n [ME mele, fr. OE melu; akin to OHG melo meal, L molere
to grind, Gk myle mill] 1 : the usu. coarsely ground and unbolted
seeds of a cereal grass or pulse; esp : cornmeal 2 : a product re-

sembling seed meal esp. in particle size or texture
-meal \,mel\ adv comb jorm [ME -mele, fr. OE -mxlum, fr. mslum,
dat. pi. of mxl} : by a (specified) portion or measure at a time
{piecemeal}

inea>lle \'me-le\ n [Afrik mielie} 1 Ajrica : Indian corn 2 Ajrica
; an ear of Indjan com

meal'time \*meO)l-,tim\ n ; the usual time at which a meal is

served
meal-worm \-,w9rm\ n ; the larva of various beetles (family
Tenebrionidae) that infests and pollutes grain products but is often
raised as food for insectivorous animals, for laboratory use, or as
bait for fishing

mealy \'me-le\ adj 1 : soft, dry, and friable 2 : containing meal
: FARINACEOUS 3 a : covered with meal or with fine granules
b : flecked with another color c : spotty d ; palud, blanched
4 ; mealymouthed
mealy-bug \-.b9g\ n : any of numerous scale Insects (family
Pseudococcidae) having a white powdery covering and being de-
structive pests esp. of fruit trees

mealy-mouUied \,me-le-*mauiiid, -'mautht\ adj ; being smooth,
plausible, and insincere <-^ orator)
imean \"men\ adj [ME mene, fr. imene, fr. OE gemxne; akin to
OHG gimeini common, L communis common, munus service, gift]

1 : lacking distinction or eminence : humble 2 : lacking power or
acumen : ordinary 3 : shabby, contemptible 4 ; ignoble, base
6 : PENURIOUS, stingy 6 a : characterized by petty selfishness or
malice b : harassing, vexatious c slang : excellent, effective
7 a : ASHAMED b : unwell, indisposed
syn IGNOBLE, ABJECT, SORDID: MEAN suggests having repellent

characteristics (as small-mindedness, ill temper, or cupidity)-
IGNOBLE suggests a loss or lack of some essential high quality of
mind or spirit; abject may imply degradation, debasement, or
servility; sordid is stronger than ali of these in stressing physical or
spiritual degradation and abjectness
amean \'men\ vb meant \'ment\ mean-ing \'me-nio\ [ME menen
fr. OE mxnan; akin to OHG meinen to have in mind, OSlav meniii
to mention] vr 1 : to have in the mind as a purpose : intend
2 : to serve to convey, show, or indicate : signify 3 : to direct to a
particular individual «* vi 1 : to have an intended purpose <he ^s
well) 2 : to be of a specified degree of importance (health '^s
everything) — mean business : to be in earnest
3mean \'men\ n 1 a (1) : something intervening or intermediate
(2) : a middle point between extremes b (1) ; a value that lies

within a range of values, that is computed from the range according
to a prescribed law, and that represents the range; specij : arith-
metic MEAN (2) ; the arithmetic mean of the two extremes of a
range of values (3) : either of the middle two terms of a proportion
2 pi but sing or pi in constr I somethmg useful or helpful to a desired
end 3 pi : resources available for disposal; esp : material resources
affording a secure life

syn mean (or means), instrument, agent, agency, medium mean
sonicihing or someone necessary or useful in effecting an end.
mean or usu. means is very general and may be abstract in applying
to a person or thing of any sort; instrument suggests a degree of
applicability or adaptability for achieving a definite purpose;
applied to a person it often suggests one acting at another's will
without full moral responsibility; agent applies to a person acting
to achieve an end conceived by another or to a thing producing an
immediate effect or definite result; agency applies to the activity or
operation of a means or agent; medium implies a usu. intangible
means of conveying, transmitting, or communicating syn see in
addition average
4mean \'men\ adj [ME mene, fr. MP meien, fr. L medianus — more
at median] 1 : occupying a middle position : intermediate in space,
order, time, kind, or degree 2 : occupying a position about midway
between extremes: as a : being near the average b : of a moderate
degree of excellence ; middling c : being the mean of a set of
values : average <~ temperature) 3 : serving as a means : inter-
mediary
ime-an-der \me-'an-dar\ n [L maem\der, fr. Gk maiandros, fr.

Maiandros (now Menderes), river in Asia Minor] 1 : a turn or
winding of a stream 2 : a winding path or course ; labyrinth —
me.an.drous \-'an-dr9s\ adj
ameauder vi me-an-der-ing X-dCa-lrioX 1 : to follow a winding or
intricate course 2 : to wander aimlessly or casually without ui'gent
destination : ramble
mean deviation n : the arithmetic mean of the absolute values of the
deviations from the arithmetic menn of a statistical distribution
mean distance n : the arithmetical mean of the maximum and mini-
mum distances of a planet, satelUie, or secondary star from its
primary
mean*er \'me-n3r\ n : one that means
mean*ing \'me-nio\ n 1 a : the thing one intends to convey esp. by
language : purport b ; the thing that is conveyed esp. by language
; import 2 : intent, purpose 3 : significance 4 a : connota-
tion b : denotation — meaning adj
syn meaning, sense, acceptation, signification, significance,

import denote the idea conveyed to the mind, meaning is the general
term used of anything (as a word, sign, poem, or action) requiring
or allowing of interpretation; sense denotes the meaning or more
often a particular meaning of a word or phrase; acceptation is
used of a sense of a word or phrase as regularly understood by a
large number of speakers and writers; signification denotes the
established meaning of a term, symbol, or character; significance
applies specifically to a covert as distinguished from the ostensible
meaning of an utterance, act, or work of art; import suggests the
meaning a speaker tries to convey esp. through language

mean.ing.Iul \-f3l\ adj 1 : having a meaning or purpose (.^ work)
. ~ experience) 2 i having an assigned function in a language

system <~ propositions) — mean<ing>fal*ly \-f3-le\ adv— mean-
ing<ful-ness n

mean>ing-Iess \'me-nir)-l3s\ adj 1 : having no meaning 2 : hav-
ing no assigned function in a language system <'-- metaphysical
statement) — mean-ingUess-Iy adv — mean-ing>less>ness n
imean<ly \'men-le\ adv, archaic : moderately
2meanly adv : in a mean manner: as a ; poorly, humbly b : in an
inferior manner : badly c : ungenerously, stingily
mean-ness \*men-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being mean
mean solar time n ; time that is based on the motion of the mean
sun and that has the mean solar second as its unit — called also
mean time
mean sciuaxe n ; the arithmetic mean of the squares of a set of
values
mean square deviation n 1 : variance 5 2 ; standard deviation
means test n : a test made in Great Britain of an unemployed per-
son's means wh"" ""'" ' -^--

exhausted to deti

from other funds
mean sun n : a fictitious sun that moves uniformly along the
celestial equator and completes crossings of the vernal equinox at
intervals of a tropical year
imean-time \'men-,tTm\ n : the intervening time
^meantime adv : meanwhile
imean-while \'men-,hwn, -,wn\ n : meantime
^meanwhile adv : during the intervening time
mea-sle \'me-z3l\ n [sing, of measles} ; a tapeworm cysticercus
larva; specij t one found in the muscles of a domesticated mammal— mea-sled \-z3ld\ adj
mea>Sles \'me-z3lz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME meseles, pi. of
mesel measles, spot characteristic of measles; akin to MD masel
spot characteristic of measles] 1 a ; an acute contagious viral dis-
ease marked by an eruption of distinct red circular spots b : any
of various eruptive diseases 2 [ME mesel infested with tapeworms,
lit., leprous, fr. OF, fr. ML misellus leper, fr. L, wretch, fr. misellus,
dim. of miser miserable] : infestation with or disease caused by
larval tapeworms in the muscles and tissues

mea<sly Vmez-(3-)]e\ adj 1 : infected with measles 2 a : contain-
ing larval tapeworms b : trichinized 3 : contemptibly small

mea<sur-abil*i-ty \,mezh-(3-)ra-'biI-at-e, ,mazh-\ n ; the quality or
state of being measurable
mea*sur-able \'mezh-(a-)r3-b3l, 'mezh-ar-bal. "mazh-X adj : capa-
ble of being measured — mea •stir*able-ness n — mea*sur-ably
\-ble\ adv
imea.sure \'mezh-3r, 'mazh-\ n [ME mesure, fr. OF. fr. L me/jjura,
fr. mensus, pp. of meiiri to measure; akin to OE msth measure.
On meIron} 1 a (1) ; an adequate or due portion (2) : a moderate
degree; also : moderation, temperance (3) : a fixed or suitable
limit : BOUNDS b : the dimensions, capacity, or amount of some-
thing ascertained by measuring c (1) : a measured quantity
(2) ; AMOUNT, degree 2 a : an instrument or utensil for measuring
b (1) : a standard or unit of measurement (2) : a system of stand-
ard units of measure (metric '^) 3 : the act or process of measur-
ing 4 a (1) ; MELODY, TUNE (2) : DANCE; esp \ a slow and stated
dance b : rhythmic structure or movement : cadence: as (1) : po-
etic rhytlim measured by temporal quantity or accent; specij : meter
(2) : musical time c (1) ; a grouping of musical beats made by the
regular recurrence of primary accents and located on the staff im-
mediately following a vertical bar (2) ; a metrical unit ; foot
5 : an exact divisor of a number 6 : a basis or standard of
comparison : criterion 7 : a step planned or taken as a means to an
end; specij : a proposed legislative act
ameasure vb mea*sur>ing \-(3-)rir)\ vt 1 a : to choose or control
with cautious restraint ; regulate <'^ his acts) b : to regulate
by a standard : govern 2 : to allot or apportion in measured
amounts {-^ out 3 cups) 3 : to lay off by making measurements
4 : to ascertain the measurements of 5 : to estimate or appraise by
a criterion {-^s his skill against his rival) 6 archaic : to travel over
: TRAVERSE 7 : to serve as a measure of (thermometer -^s tempera-
ture) ~ vi 1 : to take or make a measurement 2 : to have a speci-
fied measurement — mea-sur-er \-ar-ar\ n
mea-sured \'mezh-3rd, 'mazh-\ adj 1 : marked by due proportion
2 : RH\'THMICAL, METRICAL 3 : DEUBERATE, CALCULATED

mea.sure-less \-3r-l3s\ adj : without measure : immeasurable
mea<sure-ment X'mezh-sr-mant, 'mazh-\ n 1 ; the act or process
of measuring 2 : a figure, extent, or amount obtained by measur-
ing : dimension 3 : measure 2b(2)
measure up vi 1 : to have necessary or fitting qualifications 2 : to
be the equal (as in abiUty) — used with to

measuring worm n : looper i

meat \'met\ n [ME mete, fr. OE; akin to OHG maz food, L madere
to be wet. Gk madaros wet, mastos breast] la: food; esp : soUd
food as distinguished from drink b ; the edible part of something
as distinguished from the husk, shell, or other covering 2 : animal
tissue used as food: a : flesh 2b b : flesh la; specij : flesh of
domesticated animals 3 archaic : meal 2; esp : dinner
meat by-product n : a usable product other than flesh obtained
from slaughter animals

meat-i-uess \'met-e-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being meaty
meat>man \_'met-,man\ n ; a vendor of meat : butcher
me>atus \me-'at-3s\ n. pi me>atus>es or me-atus \-'at-3s, -'a-.tiis\

[LL, fr. L. going, passage, fr. meatus, pp. of meare to go — more at
permeate] : a natural body passage
meaty \'met-e\ adj 1 ; full of meat : fleshy 2 ; rich in matter
for thought : substantial
mec-ca \'mek-3\ n, ojten cap IMecca Saudi Arabia, biithplace of
Muhammad and holy city of Islam] : a place sought as a goal by
numerous people, practitioners, or connoisseurs
mechan- or mechano- comb jorm [ME mechan-, fr. MF or L, fr.

Gk mechan-, fr. mechane machine — more at machine] : machine
(mec/ionomorphic) : mechanical imechanizey
1me*chan*iC \mi-'kan-ik\ adj [prob. fr. MF mechanique, adj. &
n., fr. L mechanicus, fr. Gk mechanikos, fr. mechane machine —
more at machine] 1 : of or relating to manual work or skill

2 ; of the nature of or resembling a machine esp. in routine or
automatic performance

smechanic « l : a manual worker : artisan 2 ; MAcniNisr; esp ; a
repairer of machines

me.chan.i-cal \mi-'kan-i-k3l\ adj 1 a (1) : of or relating to ma-
chinery or tools (2) ; produced or operated by a machine or tool
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ABBR. OR SYMBOL

mile ml
rod rd
yard

It or 'foot
inch in or'

square mile sq mi or m'
acre a or ac (seldom

used)
square rod sq rd 3r rdJ
square yard sqyd or ydz
square foot sq ft rft2
square inch sq in c rin2

cubic yard cu yd of yds
cubic foot cuftc rfti
Cubic inch

. cu in

ton tn (seldom used)
short ton
long ton

hundredweight cwt
short hundredweight
long hundredweight

pound lb or lb av also f

dram dr ore rav
grain gr

pound Ibt
ozt

peimyweight dwt also pwt
grain gr

pound Ibap
ounce oz ap

zldram drap
scruple sap o 3
grain gr

gallon gal
quart qt
pint pt
gill gi
fluidounce flozo' f S
fluidram fldro * f 5
minim minor IK

bushel bu
peck pk
quart at
pint pt

bushel bu
peck pk
gallon gal
quart qt
pint pt
gill

. ^'ozofluidounce r f 5
fluidram fldro '' f 3
minim min or HE

MEASURES AND WEIGHTS
EQUIVALENTS IN OTHER UNITS OF SAME SYSTEM

length
52S0 feet, 320 rods, 1760 yards
5.50 yards, 16.5 feet
3 feet, 36 inches
12 inches, 0.333 yards
0.083 feet. 0.027 yards

area
640 acres, 102,400 square rods
4840 square yards, 43,560 square feet

30.25 square yards, 0.006 acres
1296 square inches, 9 square feet
144 square inches, 0.1 II square yards
0.007 square feet, 0.00077 square yards

volume
27 cubic feet. 46,656 cubic inches
1728 cubic inches, 0.0370 cubic yards
0.00058 cubic feet, 0.000021 cubic yards

weight
avoirdupois

100 pounds, 0.05 short tons
112 pounds, 0.05 long tons
16 ounces, 7000 grains
16 drams, 437.5 grains
27.343 grains. 0.0625 ounces
0.036 drams, 0.002285 ounces

troy
12 ounces, 240 pennyweight, 5760 grains
20 pennyweight, 480 grains
24 grains, 0.05 ounces
0.042 pennyweight, 0.002083 ounces

apothecaries'
12 ounces, 5760 grains
8 drams. 480 grains
3 scruples, 60 grains
20 grains. 0.333 drams
0.05 scruples, 0.002083 ounces. 0.0166 drams

capacity
U.S. liquid measure

4 quarts (231 cubic inches)
2 pints (57.75 cubic inches)
4 gills (28.875 cubic inches)
4 fluidounces (7.218 cubic inches)
8 fluidrams (1.804 cubic inches)
60 minims (0.225 cubic inclies)

Ho fluidram (0.003759 cubic inches)

U.S. dry measure
4 pecks (2150.42 cubic inches)
8 Quarts (537.605 cubic inches)
2 pints (67.200 cubic inches)

M "quart (33.600 cubic inches)

British imperial liquid and drv measure
4 pecks (2219.36 cubic inches)
2 gallons (554.84 cubic inches)
4 quarts (277.420 cubic inches)
2 pints (69.355 cubic inches)
4 gills (34.678 cubic inches)
5 fluidounces (8.669 cubic inches)
8 fluidrams (1.7339 cubic inches)
60 minims (0.216734 cubic inches)

'4o fluidram (0.003612 cubic inches)

METRIC EQUIVALENT

1.609 kilometers
5.029 meters
0.914 meters
30.480 centimeters
2.540 centimeters

2.590 square kilometers
0.405 hectares, 4047 square

25.293 square meters
0.836 square meters
0.093 square meters
6.451 square centimeters

0.765 cubic meters
0.028 cubic meters
16.387 cubic centimeters

45.359 kilograms
50.802 kilograms
0.453 kilograms
28.349 grams
1.771 grams
0.0648 grams

0.373 kilograms
31.103 grams
1.555 grams
0.0648 grams

0.373 kilograms
31.103 grams
3.887 grams
1 ,295 grams
0.0648 grams

3.785 liters

0.946 liters

0.473 hters
118.291 milliliters

29.573 milliliters

3.696 milliliters

0.061610 mUliliters

35.238 liters

8.809 liters

1.101 liters

0.550 liters

0.036 cubic meters
0.009 cubic meters
4.545 liters

1.136 liters

568.26 cubic centimeters
142.066 cubic centimeters
28 416 cubic centimeters
3.5516 cubic centimeters
0.059194 cubic centimeters

b : of or relating to manual operations 2 : of or relating to
artisans or machinists 3 : done as if by a machine : automatic
<— singing) 4 a : relating to, governed by, or in accordance with
the principles of mechanics b ; relating to the quantiiaitve relations
of force and matter 5 : caused by. resulting from, or relating to a
process that involves a purely physical change syn see spon-
taneous— me.clian-i'Cal'ly \-i-k(a-)ie\ adv
mechanical advantage n : the advantage gained by the use of a
mechanism in transmitting force; specij : the ratio of the force that
performs the useful work of a machine to the force that is applied
to the machine
mechanical Orawing n l : drawing done with the aid of instru-
ments 2 : a drawing made with ijistruments
mechanical tissue n ; plant tissue serving as a supporting frame-
work

mech>a<ni.cian \,mek-3-'msh-3n\ n : mechanic, machinist
me-Clian.iCS \mi-'kan-iks\ n pi hut sin^ or pi in constr 1 : a
branch of physical science that deals with energy and forces and
their effect on bodies 2 : the practical application of mechanics
to the design, construction, or operation of machines 3 ; me-
chanical or functional details

mech>a>nism \'mek-3-,niz-3m\ n 1 a : a piece of machinery
b ; a process or technique for achieving a result 2 : mechanical
operation or action 3 : a doctrine that holds natural processes
(as of life) to be mechanically determined and capable of complete
explanation by the laws of physics and chemistrj' 4 : the funda-
mental physical or chemical processes involved in or responsible
for an action, reaction, or other natural phenomenon

mecll*a>nist \-n9st\ n 1 archaic : mechanic 2 : an adherent of
the doctrine of mechanism

mech-a-nis*tic \,mek-3-'nis-tik\ adj 1 ; mechanically determined
O^ universe) 2 ; of or relating to the doctrine of mechanism
3 : mechanical — mech>a>nis>ti.caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

mech>a>m<za>tion \,mek-9-n3-'za-shan\ n ; the act or process of
mechanizing : the state of being mechanized
mech-a<nize \'mek-3-,nTz\ vt 1 : to make mechanical; esp ; to
make automatic or routine 2 a : to equip with machinery esp.

to replace human or animal labor b : to equip with armed and
armored motor vehicles C J to provide with mechanical power
3 : to produce by or as if by machine — mech-a«niZ'er n

Mech.lin \'mek-l3n\ n {Mechlin, Belgium] ; a delicate bobbin
lace used for dresses and millinery
me.co.ni'Um \mi-'ko-ne-am\ n [L, lit., poppy juice, fr. Gk
mekonion, fr. mekon poppy; akin to OHG mago poppy] ; a dark
greenish mass that accumulates in the bowel during fetal life and
is discharged shortly after birth

me.cop'ter.an \mi-'kap-i3-r3n\ n [deriv. of Gk mekos length +
pteron wing; akin to Gk makros long — more at meager, feather]
: any of an order (Mecopiera) of primitive carnivorous insects
usu. with membranous wings and a long beak with biting mouth-
parts at the tip — me-cop'ter-ous \-ta-r3s\ adj
med.al \'med-'l\ n tMF medaille, fr. Olt medaglia coin worth half

a denarius, medal, fr. (assumed) VL mcdalis half, fr. LL medialis
middle, fr. L medius — more at mid] 1 : a metal disk bearing a
religious emblem or picture 2 ; a piece of metal (as a coin) issued
to commemorate a person or event or awarded for excellence or
achievement

Medal lor Merit : a U.S. decoration awarded to civilians for excep-
tionally meritorious conduct in the performance of outstanding

med>al*ist or med.al-list \'med-'l-3st\ n l : a designer, engraver,
or maker of medals 2 : a recipient of a medal as an award

me>dal>lion Xma-'dal-ysnX n [F medaillon, fr. It medaglione, aug.
of medaglia'] 1 : a large medal 2 : something resembling a large
medal; esp : a tablet or panel in a wall or window bearing^^ figure
in relief, a portrait, or an ornament
Medal ol Freedom : a U.S. decoration awarded to civilians for
the performance of a meritorious act or service in prosecuting a
war against an enemy or in furthering the interests of the security
of the U.S.
Medal ol Honor : a U.S. military decoration awarded in the name
of the Congress for conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the
risk of life above and beyond the call of duty in action with an
enemy
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medal play 526 medusae
medal play n : golf competition scored by total strokes
med.dle \'med-n\ vb med-dling \'med-lio, -'l-io\ [ME medlen,
it. OF mesler, medler, fr. (assumed) VL misculare, fr. L miscere
to mix — more at mix] vt, obs : mix, mingle *« v/ : to interfere
without right or propriety — ined*dler \-l3r, -'l-sr\ n
med-die-some \'med-'l-sam\ adj : given to meddling in the affairs

of others : officiously intrusive syn see IMPERTINE^^^ — med-dle-
some*ness n
Mede \'med\ n [ME, fr. L Medus, fr. Gk Medosi : a native or
inhabitant of ancient Media in Persia
Me>dea \mi-'de-3\ n [L, fr. Gk Medeial ; an enchantress noted
in Greek legend for helping Jason to win the Golden Fleece and
for killing her children, setting fire to the palace, and fleeing on
his deserting her
medi- or medio- combjorm [L, fr. medius — more at mid] ; middle
(^medievaiy
imedia pi oj medium
ame-dia \'med-e-3\ n, pi me.dl.ao \-e-,e\ 1 [LL, fr. L, fern, of
medius; fr. the voiced stops* toeing regarded as intermediate between
the tenues and the aspirates] : a voiced stop 2 [NL. fr. L, fem.
of medius'i : the middle coat of the wall of a blood or lymph
vessel consisting chiefly of circular muscle fibers

me-di-a-cy \'raed-e-3-se\ n : the quality or state of being mediate
me>di>ad \'med-e-,ad\ adv : toward the median line or plane of a
body or part

me>di'al \'med-e-3l\ adj la: being or occurring in the middle
; MEDIAN b ; extending toward the middle 2 : situated between
the extremes of initial and final in a word or morpheme 3 : mean,
AVERAGE — medial n — me-di-al-ly \-3-le\ adv
lme>di*an \'med-e-3n\ n 1 : a medial part 2 : a value in an
ordered set of values below and above which there are an equal
number of values 3 a : a line from a vertex of a triangle to the
midpoint of the opposite side b : a line joining the midpoints of the
nonparallel sides of a trapezoid syn see average
amedian adj [MF or L; MP, fr. L medianus, fr. medius middle —
more at mid] 1 ; being in the middle or in an intermediate posi-
tion : MEDIAL 2 ; equivalent in hghtness to median gray 3 : re-

lating to or constituting a statistical median 4 : lying in the plane
dividing a bilateral animal into right and left halves 5 ; produced
without occlusion along the lengthwise middle line of the tongue —
me-di.an-ly adv

me.di.ant \'med-e-3nt\ n [It mediante, fr. LL mediant-, medians,
prp. of mediarel ; the third musical degree of a scale midway
between the tonic and the dominant

me.di.as.li-nal \,med-e-a-'stTn-'l, -e-C,)a-'\ adj ; of or relating to
a mediastinum

me.di.as.li.uum \-'stT-nsm\ n, pi me'di-as-ti.na \-n9\ [NL,
fr. L, neut. of mediastinus medial, fr. medius} : an irregular median
septum of the thoracic cavity formed of the opposing medial
walls of the parietal pleura that encloses the thoracic viscera
except the lungs
ime.di-ate \'med-e-3t\ adj [ME, fr. LL mediatus intermediate,
fr. pp. of mediare} 1 ; occupying a middle position 2 a : acting
through an intervening agency b : exhibiting indirect causation,
connection, or relation — me-di-ate-ly adv — me'di-ate-ness n
ame-di.ate \'med-e-,at\ vb [ML mediatus, pp. of mediare, fr. LL,
to be m the middle, fr. L medius middle — more at mid] vi 1 ; to
interpose between parties in order to reconcile them 2 : to
reconcile differences ^ vt 1 a : to effect by action as an inter-
mediary b : to bring accord out of by action as an intermediary
2 a : to act as intermediary agent in bringing, effecting, or com-
municating ; convey b : to transmit as intermediate mechanism
or agency syn see interpose

me-di>a<tion \,med-e-'a-sh3n\ n ; the act or process of mediating;
esp : iniervention between confUcling parties to promote recon-
ciliation, settlement, or compromise

me-di-a-tive \'med-e-,at-iv\ adj ; of or relating to mediation
me.di-a.tor \'med-e-,at-3r\ n 1 ; one that mediates; esp : one that
mediates between parties at variance 2 : a mediating agent in a
chemical or biological^ process — me*di-a-tress \-,a-tr3s\ n

me.di"a«to*ry \'raed-e-a-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; of, relating to, or
directed toward mediation

me.di.a-tiice \,med-e-'a-tr3s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL mediatric-,
mediatrix, fem. of mediator, fr. mediatus, pp.] ; mediatress

me.di.a.liix \-'a-triks\ n [ME, fr. LL] ; mediatress
imed.ic \'med-ik\ n [ME medike, iv. L mcdica, fr. Gk medike, fr.

fem. of medikos of Media, fr. Media Media, ancient country in
southern Asia ] ; any of a genus {Medicago) of leguminous herbs (as
alfalfaj

smedic n [L medicus} X one engaged in medical work
med-i-ca-ble \'med-i-k3-b3l\ adj : curable, remediable — med-
i-ca-bly \-ble\ adv

med-i-cal \'med-i-k3l\ adj [F or LL; F medical, fr. LL medicalis,
fr. L medicus physician, fr. mederi to heal; akin to Av vi- mad-
healer, L meditari to meditate] 1 : of, relating to, or concerned
with physicians or the practice of medicine Z I requiring or de-
voted to medical treatment — med»i'Cal'ly \-k(a-)le\ adv
medical examiner n ; a public officer who makes postmortem
examinations of bodies to find the cause of death — compare cor-
oner
me>di-ca<ment Xml-'dik-a-msnt, 'med-l-k3-\ n ; a substance used
in therapy — me'di«ca*men-tous \mi-,dik-3-'ment-3s, ,med-i-k3-\
adj

med-i-cate \'med-3-,kat\ vt [L medicatus, pp. of medicare to heal,
fr. medicus'] 1 : to treat medicinally 2 : to impregnate with a
medicinal substance

med-i-ca-tion \,med-s-'ka-shan\ n 1 ; the act or process of medi-
cating 2 : a medicinal substance : medicament
Med-i-ce-an \,med-3-'che-3n, -'se-X adj : of or relating to the Medici
family of Renaissance Florence

me*dic*i'na>ble Xmi-'dis-na-bsl, -»n-3-; archaic or Brit 'med-s3-n3-\
adj : medicinal
me.dici.nal Xms-'dls-nal, -'n-«l\ adj 1 : tending or used to cure
disease or relieve pain 2 : salutary — medicinal n — me*dic-i<
nal'ly \-e\ adv

mediciual leech n ; a large European freshwater leech (Hirudo
medicinalis) formerly used by physicians for bleeding patients

med>i>Cine X'med-s-san, Brit usu 'med-S3n\ n [ME, fr. OF. fr. L
medicina, fr. fem. of medicinus of a physician, fr. medicus} 1 a : a
substance or preparation used in treating disease b : something

that affects well-being 2 : the science and art of preventing,
alleviating, or curing disease; esp ; the branch of this field con-
cerned with the nonsurgical treatment of disease 3 : a drug or
similar substance used other than to treat disease 4 : an object
held by the No. American Indians to give control over natural or
magical forces; also : magical power or a magical rite — medicine vt

medicine ball n : a large stuffed leather-covered ball used for
conditioning exercises
medicine man /i ; a priestly healer or sorcerer esp. among Amerin-
dian peoples : shaman
medicine show n : a traveling show using entertainers to attract
a crowd among which remedies or nostrums are sold
med>i>CO \'med-i-,ko\ niWmedico or Sp medico, both fr. L medicus"^
; a medical practitioner : physician; also ; a medical student

medico- comb jorm [NL, fr. L medicus} 1 : medical imedico'
psychology) 2 : medical and (medicolegal)

me.di-eval or me.di-ae.val \.med-e-'e-v3l, ,med-. ,mid-; me-'de-
V3l\ adj [medi- + L aevum age — more at aye] : of, relating to,
or characteristic of the Middle Ages — me<di<eval-l7 \-e\ adv
me>di>eval>ism \-.iz-am\ n 1 : medieval quahty, character, or
state 2 : devotion to the institutions, arts, and practices of the
Middle Ages

me-di^eval-lst \-'ev-(3-)bst, -'dev-\ n 1 : a specialist in medieval
history and culture 2 : a connoisseur or devotee of medieval
arts and culture
Medieval Latin n ; th* Latin used esp. for liturgical and literary
purposes from the 7th lo the 15th centuries inclusive
medio see medi-
me-di-O'Cre \,med-e-'6-k3r\ adj [MF, fr. L mediocris, lit., halfway
up a mountain, fr. medi- + ocris stony mountain; akin to L acer
sharp — more at edge] : of moderate or low excellence : ordinary

me*dl-oc*ri*ty \,med-e-'ak-rat-e\ n 1 a : the quality or state of
being mediocre b ; moderate abihty or value 2 : a mediocre

med'i-tate \'med-3-,tat\ vb [L meditaius, pp. of meditari — more
at mete] vt 1 : to reflect on or muse over ; contemplate 2 : in-
tend, PURPOSE —

' vi : to engage in_ contemplation or reflection
syn see ponder — med*i<ta>tor \-,tat-3r\ n

med<i'ta<tiou \,med-a-'ia-shan\ n 1 : a discourse intended to
express its author's reflections or to guide others in contemplation
2 : the act or process of meditating

med>}-ta*tive \'med-3-,tat-iv\ adj : disposed or given to meditation— mea-i'ta.tive.ly adv — med-i.ta-Uve.ness n
Med'i'ler-ra.nean \,med-3-ia-'ra-ne-on, -ny3n\ adj 1 not cap
[L tneducrraneus, fr. medi- + terra land — more at terrace]
; enclosed or nearly enclosed with land 2 ; of or relating to the
MdUiierranean sea 3 : of or relating to a group or physical
ti'pe of the Caucasian race characterized by medium or short
stature, slender build, dohchocephaly, and dark complexion
Mediterranean flour moth n : a small largely gray and black
nearly cosmopohtan moth (Anagasia kuehnielld) having a larva
that destroys processed grain products
Mediterranean fruit lly n : a widely distributed two-winged fly

(Ceratitis capitatd) with black and white markings having a larva
that hves and feeds in ripening fruit

ime-di-um \'raed-e-3m\ n, pi mediums or me<dia \-e-a\ [L^ fr.

neuter of medius middle — more at mid] la: something m a
middle position b : a middle condition or degree : mean 2 : a
means of effecting or conveying something: as a (1) : a substance
regarded as the means of transmission of a force or effect (2) : a
surrounding or enveloping substance b (1) : a channel of com-
munication (2) media pi but sometimes sing in conslr : a publica-
tion or broadcast that carries advertising c : go-between,
intermediary d : an individual held to be a chaimel of communi-
cation between the earthly world and a world of spirits e ; material
or technical means of artistic expression 3 a ; a condition in which
something may function or flourish b (1) : a nutrient system for
the artificial cultivation of bacteria or other organisms or cells

(2) : a fluid or solid in which organic structures are placed c : a
liquid with which pigment is mixed by a painter 4 : a size of
paper usu. 23 x 18 inches syn see mean
smedlum adj : intermediate in amount, quahty. position, or degree
medium frequency n ; a radio frequency between low and high
frequencies — see radio frequency table

me'di^imi.is.tic \,med-e-3-'mis-tik\ adj ; of, relating to, or having
the qualities of a spiritualistic medium
medium ol exchange ; something commonly accepted in exchange
for goods and services and recognized as representing a standard
of value

med'lai \'med-lar\ n [ME medeler, fr. MF medlier, fr. medle
medlar fruit, fr. L mespilum, fr. Gk mespilon} : a small Eurasian
tree {Mespilus germanica) of the rose family; also ; its fruit that
resembles a crab apple and is used in preserves
Imed'ley \'med-le\ n [ME medle, fr. MF medlee, fr. fem. of medli,
pp. of medler to mix — more at meddle] 1 archaic ; melee 2 : mdc-
TL'RE; esp : hodgepodge 3 : a musical composition made up of
a series of songs or other musical pieces
amedley adj : mixed, motley
M^'doc \ma-'dak\ « [F] ; a Bordeaux wine made in the M^oc
district of France

me.diil.la \m3-'d3i-a\ n, pi medullas or me.dul.lae \-'d3l-(.)e,

•,i\ [L] 1 pi medullae \ marrow 1 2 a : the inner or deep part
of an anim.a.1 or plant structure b ;

oblong medulla] ; the somewhat pyramidal last part of the verte-

brate brain continuous posteriorly with the spinal cord
med-ul.laiy \*med-'l-,er-^, 'mej-s-.ler-; m3-'dal-3-re\ adj 1 : of
or relating to a medulla and esp. the medulla oblongata 2 : of or
relating to the pith of a plant

medullary ray n 1 ; a ray in the stele of various cryptogamous
and dicotyledonous vascular plants that extends outward from
the medulla often separating the vascular bundles 2 : vascular
ray
medullary sheath n ; the layer of myelin surrounding a medullated
nerve fiber

med.ul.lat.ed \'med-n-.at-5d. 'mei-a-.lat-X adj 1 oj a nerve jiber
; having a medullary sheath 2 oj other jibers ; having a medulla

me.dU'Sa \mi-'d(y)ii-s3, -23\ n 1 cap [L. fT._Gk._Medousa} ; a
Gorgon slain by Perseus 2 pi me-dn-sae \-,se, -,2e\ [NL, fr. LI



medusal 527 meliorism
: JELLYnsH; esp : a small hydrozoan jellyfish — ine*da<sal \-S3l,
-Z3l\ adj — me.du-san \-'d{y)us-'n, -'d(y)uz-\ adj or n — me-
dU'Soid \-'d(y)u-,s6id, -,26id\ adj or n
meed \'med\ n [ME, fr. OE med; akin to OHG miata reward, Gk
misihos] 1 archaic : a reward or wage earned 2 : a fitting return
meek \'mek\ adj [ME, of Scand origin; akin to ON mjukr gentle;
akin to L mucus'] 1 ; enduring injury with patience and without
resentment : mild 2 : deficient in spirit and courage ; submissive
3 : not violent or strong : moderate syn see humble — meeK<ly
adv — ineeK>ness n
meer-SChaum \'mi(3)r-sh3m, -,sh6m\ n [G, fr. meer sea + schaum
foam] 1 : a fine light white clayey mineral that is a hydrous
magnesium silicate H4Mg2Si3O]0 found chiefly in Asia Minor and
used esp. for tobacco pipes 2 : a tobacco pipe made of meer-
schaum
imeet \'mel\ vb met \'met\ meet-ing [ME meten, fr. OE metan:
akin to OHG muoz meeting. Arm matcim I approach] vt 1 a : to
come into the presence of : find b ; to approach from another
direciion c : to come into contact or conjunction with : join
d : to appear to the perception of 2 : to encounter as antagonist or
foe : oppose 3 : to join in discussion or intercourse 4 : to conform
to 5 : to pay fully : settle 6 : to cope with : match 7 : to pro-
vide for -^ vj 1 a : to come together from different directions

i together for a common purpose : assemble 2 ; to come
r confUct 3 : to become joined into one ; uniteinto i— meet-er n

smeet n \ \ i assembling for a hunt or for competitive sports
z : a meeting usu. for competition or a specific activity

3meet adj [me mete, fr. OE gem^re; akin to OE metan mete]
: suitable, proper syn see fit — meet-ly adv

meet'ing \'met-ii3\ n l : an act or process of coming together:
as a : an assembly for worship or other common purpose b : a
session of horse or dog racing 2 : a permanent organizational unit
of the Society of Friends 3 : intersection, junction

meet*uig-house \-,haus\ n : a building used for public assembly
and esp. for Protestant worship
mega- or meg- comb form [Gk, fr. megas large — more at much]
la; great : large imegaspore} b : having (a specified part) of
large size {megacGphnhc) 2 : million : multiplied by one milUon
(megohm) (megacycle)

mega.ce.phal.ic \,meg-a-s3-'fal;ik\ also mega.ceph.a.lous \-'sef-
a-las\ adj {mega- + Gk kephale head — more at cephalic] : large=
headed; specif : having a cranial capacity in excess of the mean— mega-ceph'a*ly \-'sef-3-le\ n

mega-cy.cle \'meg-3-,sT-k3l\ n ; one million cycles; esp : one
million cycles per second

mega>ga-mete \,meg-3-g3-'met, -'gam-,et\ n : macrogamete
megal- or megalo- comb jorm [NL. fr. Gk, fr. megal-, megas —
more at much] ; large : of giant size (mega/opoUs) : grandiose
(mega/omania)

mega>lith \'meg-3-,lith\ n ; one of the huge undressed stones used
in various prehistoric monuments — mega-lith-ic \,meg-s-
'Uth-ik\ adj

meg.a.lo-ma.nia \,meg-3-lo-'ma-ne-3, -nysX n [NL] 1 : a mania
for great or grandiose performance 2 : infantile feelings of
omnipotence esp. when retained in later life — meg-a-lo*ma>ni»ac
\-^ma-ne-,ak\ adj or n — meg<a>lo-ma-ni-a-cal \-9-(,)lo-m9-
'ni-3-k3l\ or meg<a>lo>man>ic \-3-lo-'man-ik\ adj

meg-a-lop-0'lis \jmeg-3-'lap-3-l3s\ n : a very large urban unit— meg-a-lOopoM'tan \-3-lo-'pal-3t-=D\ n or adj — meg*a*10'
pol'i'tan-ism \-,iz-3m\ n
imega.phone \'meg-3-,fon\ n : a cone*
shaped device used to intensify or
direct the voice — mega>phon-ic
\,meg-3-'fan-ik\ adj
amegaphone vb : to speak through or
as if through a megaphone
megaascop.ic \,meg-3-'skap-ik\ adj
[mega- + -scopic (as in microscopic)']
1 : ENLARGED, MAGNIFIED 2 a : Visible
to the unaided eye b : based on or relating to observations made
v/ith the unaided eye — mega.scop-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
mega.spo.ran.gi=um \,meg-3-sp3-'ran-je-am\ n [NL] : a spo-
rangium that develops only megaspores
mega.spore \'meg-3'.sp6f3)r, -,sp6(3)r\ n [ISV] : one of the spores
in heterosporous plants that give rise to female gametophytes and
aregenerally larger than the microspores — niega'Spor.ic3..meg-3-
'spor-ik, -'sp6r-\ adj — mega-spor*o-gen>e>sis \-.spor-3-'jen-
Q-S9S, -,sp6r-\ n
mega-spo-ro.phyll \,meg-9-'sp6r-3-,fil, -'spor-X n : a sporophyll
that develops only megasporangia

mega-there \'meg-3-,thiO)r\ n [NL Megatherium, genus name. fr.

mega- + -theriurn] : any of a genus {Megatherium) of Pliocene and
Pleistocene ground sloths related to the sloths and anjeaiers and
often of gigantic size — mega'the-ri-an \,meg-3-'thir-e-3n\ n

mega>ton \'meg-a-,t3n\ n : an explosive force equivalent to that
of a million tons of TNT
mega.watt \-,wat\ n [ISV] : one million watts
me>gilp \mi-'gilp\ n [origin unknown] ; a gelatinous preparation
commonly of linseed oil and mastic varnish used by artists as a
vehicle for oil colors
meg-Ohm \'meg-,om\ n [ISV] : one million ohms
tme-grim \'me-gr3m\ n [ME migreime, fr. MF migraine] 1 a : mi-
graine b : vertigo, dizziness 2 a : fancy, whim b pi : low
spirits ; blues
imegrim n [origin unknown] : any of several small flatfishes;

esp : a European flounder {Arnoglossus laterna]

IHei.ji \'ma-(,)je\ n [Jap, lit., enlightened rule] : the period of the
reign (1868-1912) of Emperor Mutsuhito of Japan

mei-kle \'me-k3l\ var oj mickle
mei-ny \'ma-ne\ n [ME meynie — more at menial] 1 archaic

: RETINUE, COMPANY 2 chiejly Scot : multitude
mei-csis \mT-'o-S3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk meiosis diminution, fr. meioun
to diminish, fr. meion less — more at minor] ; the sequence of
complex nuclear changes resulting in the production cf cells (as
gametes) with half the number of chromosomes present in the
original cell and typically involving first an actual reduction

malignant tumor coniaining dark

megaphi

ma>ta \-m3t-3\ [NL]
pigment
mel<a>no>SiS \,meI-3-'no-s3s\ n [NL] : a condition characterized
by abnormal deposition of melanins or sometimes other pigments
in the tissues of the body

meI.a.not*ic \-'nat-ik\ adj : having or characterized by black
pigmentation
meha^nous \'mel-3-n3s\ adj : having black hair and dark brown
or blackish skin
mela-phyre \'mel-3-,fT(a)r\ n [F melaphyre, fr. Gk melas black +
F -phyre — more at mullet] : a porphyritic igneous rock with
dark-colored aphanitic groundmass and phenocrysts of various
kinds
mel*ba toast \,mel-b3-\ n [Nellie Melba 11931 Austral soprano]

: very thin bread toasted till crisp

Mel.Cllite or Mel-kite \'mel-,kTi_\ n [ML Melchita, fr. MGk
Melchites, lit., rovalisl, fr. Syr malka king] 1 : an Eastern Christian
adhering to Chaicedonian orthodoxy 2 : a member of a Uniate
body derived from the Melchites
iMel.chiZ-e.dek \mel-'kiz-3-,dek\ n [Gk Melchisedek, fr. Heb
Malki-sedheq] : a priest-king paid tithes by Abraham

iMelchizedek adj : of or forming the higher order of the Mormon
priesthood
Tmeld \'meld\ vb [G melden to announce, fr. OHG meldon; akin
to OE meldian to announce, OSlav moliii to ask for] : to declare
or announce for a score in a card game
2meld n ; a card or combination of cards that is or can be melded
in a card game
3meld vb [blend of melt and weld] : merge
IVTele-ager \'mel-c-,a-j3r. .mel-e-'\ n [L, fr. Gk Meleagros] : an
Argonaut and slayer of the Calydonian boar

me-lee \'ma-,la, ma-'\ n [F melee, fr. OF meslee, fr. mesler to mix— more at meddle] : a confused struggle

mel'ic \'mel-ik\ adj [L melicus, fr. Gk melikos, fr. metos song —
more at melody] : of or relating to song : lyric; esp : of or relating
to Greek lyric poetry of the 7th and 6th centuries B.C.

meM.lot \'me!-3-.!at\ n [ME mellilot, fr. MF melilot, fr. L melilotos,
fr. Gk melilotos, fr. melt + lotos clover, lotus] : sweet clover;
esp : a yellow-flowered sweet clover {Meliloius ofjicinalis)

me-llo>rate X'mel-ya-.rat, 'me-le-3-\ vb [LL melioratus, pp. of
meliorare, fr. L melior better; akin to L multus much, Gk mala very]
; to make or become better : improve — me-lio-ra.tion \,mel-y3-
'ra-shan, ,me-le-3-\ n — me<lio>ra-tive X'mel-ya-.rat-iv, 'me-le-3-\
adj — me-lio>ra'tor \-,rat-3r\ n

me.lio»rism \'mel-y3-,riz-3m. 'me-le-3-\ n : the belief that the world
tends to become better and that man can aid its betterment —
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division in which the chromosomes without undergoing prior
splitting separate so that of each pair a chromosome from one
parent only enters each daughter nucleus and secondly a mitotic
division — mei.ot-ic \mi-'at-ik\ adj — mei-ot-i-caMy \-i-
k(3-)le\ adv
Mei.ster-sing.er N'mT-stsr-.sio-sr, -,zio-\ n, pl Meistersinger or
MeiStersingers [G, fr. MHG, fr. meister master -f singer] : a
member of any of various German guilds formed chiefly in the 15th
and I6th centuries by workingmen and craftsmen for the cultiva-
tion of poetry and music

mel>a>mine \'mel-3-.men\ n [G melamin] 1 : a white crystalline
high-melting organic base CaHeNg that is a cyclic trimer of cyana-
mide usu. made from calcium cyanamide and used esp. in melamine
resins 2 : a melamine resin or a plastic made from such a resin
melamine resin n : a thermosetting resin made from melamine
and an aldehyde and used esp. in molded or laminated products,
adhesives. and coatings
melan- or melauo- comb form [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL, fr. Gk. fr.

melan-, melas — more at mullet] 1 : black ; dark (me/anic)
imelaniny 2 : melanin imelanoid)

mel.an.Cho-lia \,mel-3n-'k6-le-3\ n [NL, fr. LL. melancholy]
: a mental condition characterized by extreme depression, bodily
complaints, and ofien hallucinations and delusions; esp : a manics
depressive psychosis syn see sadness — mel'an*cbo-li*ac \-le-
,ak\ n

meI*an-choI>iC \,mel-3n-'kal-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or subject
to melancholy : depressed 2 : of or relating to melancholia
3 : depressing, saddening — melancholic n — mel*an-cliol-
i-cal-ly \-i-kO-)le\ adv

mel.an.choly \'mel-3n-.kal-e\ n [ME malencolie, fr. MF meJancolie,
fr. LL melancholia, fr. Gk, fr. melan- + chole bile — more at gall]
1 a ; an abnormal state attributed to an excess of black bile and
characterized by irascibility or depression b : black bile c : mel-
ancholia 2 a ; depression of spirits : dejection b : a pensive
mood syn see sadness — melancholy adj
Mel-a-ne-Sian \,mel-9-'ne-zh3n, -sh3n\ n 1 : a member of the
dominant native group of Melanesia characterized by dark skin,
thick beards, and frizzy hair 2 : a language group consisting of
the Austronesian languages of Melanesia — Melanesian adj

m^'lange Xma-Ta-zh, -'lanj\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. mesler. meter to mix— more at meddle] : a mixture esp. of incongruous elements
me-IaU'ic \m3-'lan-ik\ adj 1 : melanotic 2 : nielanistic
mel*a*nin Vmel-3-n3n\ n ; a dark brown or black animal or plant
pigment

mel>a>nism \'mel-3-,niz-3m\ n 1 : an unusual development of
black or nearly black color in the skin, plumage, or pelage whether
characteristic of a variety or an individual variation 2 : high
pigmentation in man in skin, eyes, and hair — mel>a<nist \-n3st\ n~ mel-a-niS'tic \,mel-a-'nis-tik\ adj

mel.a.nite \'mel-3-,nTt\ n [G melanit. fr. melan-} : a black andra-
diie garnet — mel-a-nit>ic \,mel-3-'nit-ik\ adj

mel>a*nize \'mel-9-,nrz\ vt 1 : to convert into or infiltrate with
melanin 2 : to make dark or black

mel-a.noch.roi \,mel-3-'nak-r3-,wT, -'nak-.r6i\ n pl [NL, irreg.
fr. melan- + Gk ochros yellow, pale] ; Caucasians having dark
hair and pale complexion — mel*a*no>chro*ic \,mel-3-no-'kr6-ik\
adj

mel*a*noid \'mel-3-,n6id\ adj [ISV] 1 : characterized or dark-
ened by melanins 2 : relating to or occurring in melanosis — mel-
anoid n
mel-a-ncma \.mel-3-'no-m3\ n, pl melanomas also mel-a-no- A
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me*llo-rlst \-rast\ adj or n — me-Uo<ris«tic \,inel-ya-'rls-tik,

,me-le-a-\ adj
mell \'mel\ vb [ME mellen, fr. MF mesler — more at meddle]
dial Brit ; nox, mingle

mel.UJ.er-OUS \rae-'lif-(9-)ras\ ad} [L melUjer, fr. me//-, mel +
-jer -ferous] ; producing or yielding honey

mel-lil.lU.ent \rae-'UM9-w3nt\ adj [LL mellijluent-, melUJluens,
fr. L, mell; mel + jluent-, jluens, prp. of jiuere'\ archaic I mel-
lifluous — inel-Iif-lu>ent<Iy adv

mel.lil.lu-OUS \me-'lif-la-w3s\ adj [LL mellijluus, fr. L mell-,
mel honey + Jluere to flow; akin to Goth milith honey, Gk melit-,

meli — more at fluid] 1 ; flowing or sweetened with or as if with
honey 2 ; sweetly flowing — mel<lif<lu<ous>ly adv — mel>llf-
lu>ous>ness n
meMow \'mel-(,)o, -a(-w)\ adj [ME melowel 1 a of a fruit t tender
and sweet because of ripeness h oj a wine : well aged and pleas-
ingly mild 2 : made gentle by age or experience 3 oj soil : of
soft and loamy consistency 4 : rich and full but free from garish-
ness or stridency 6 : warmed and relaxed by liquor — mellovir vb— mel>low<ly adv — meMow-ness n
me4o>de*on \m3-*Iod-e-3n\ n [G melodion, fr. melodie melody, fr.

OF] : a small reed organ in which a suction bellows draws air

inward through the reeds
me-lod-ic \m3-'lad-ik\ adj : of or relating to melody : melodious— me>lod*i<cal*ly \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv
me>l0>di*0US \ma-*16d-e-3s\ adj 1 : agreeable to the ear because
of a succession of sweet sounds 2 : of, relating to, or producing
melody — ine-lo-di*ous-Iy adv — me-lo-di-ouS'iiess n

mel<o*dist \'mel-3d-3st\ n 1 : singer 2 ; a composer of melodies
lIiel>o>dize \'mel-3-,dTz\ vt ; to make melodious : set to melody
^ vi : to compose a melody — mel>o>diz-er n
melo-dra-ma Vniel-a-,dram-3, -,dram-\ n [modif. of F melodrame,
fr. Gk melos + F drome drama, fr. LL drama"] 1 ; an extrava-
gantly theatrical play in which action and plot predominate over
characterization 2 : melodramatic events or behavior — melo-
dra*ma<tlst \,mel-3-'dram-3t-9st, -'dram-\ n

melo*dra*mat>iC \,mel-9-dr9-'mat-ik\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or
characteristic of melodrama 2 : sensational in situation or action
syn see dramatic — nielo*dra>inat-x>cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ineIo-dra>mat>ics \-'mat-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; melo-
dramatic conduct

mel-o.dy \'mel-3d-e\ n [ME melodie, fr. OF, fr. LL melodia, fr.

Gk meloidia chanting, music, fr. melos limb, musical phrase, song -H

aeidein to sing; akin to Bret mell joint — more at ode] 1 : a sweet
or agreeable succession or arrangement of sounds : tunefulness
2 a : a rhythmic succession of single tones organized as an aesthetic
whole b : a musical line as it appears on the staff when viewed
horizontally c ; the chief part in a harmonic composition

mel<oid \'mel-,6id, 'mel-3-wad\ adj [deriv. of NL Meloe, genus
of beetles] ; of or relating to the oil beetles — meloid n

mel.O.lon-thid \.mel-3-*lan(t)-thad\ n [deriv. of Gk melolonthel
: COCKCHAFER

mel.on \'mel-3n\ n. often attrib [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL melon-, melo,
short for L melopepon-, melopepo, fr. Gk melopepon, fr. melon
apple -I- pepon, an edible gourd — more at pumpkin] 1 a : musk-
melon b ; watermelon 2 : something rounded like a melon;
also ; an abdomen that protrudes 3 a : a surplus of profits
available for distribution to stockholders 1) : a financial windfall
Mel.pom.e.ne \mel-'pam-9-(,)ne\ n [L, fr. Gk Melpomene} : the
Greek Muse of tragedy
imelt \'melt\ vb melt-ed; melted also mol-ten \'molt-'n\ melt-
ing [ME melten, fr. OE meltan: akin to L mollis soft, molere to
grind — more at meal] vi 1 : to become altered from a solid to a
liquid state usu. by heat 2 a : dissolve, distintegrate b : to dis-
appear as if dissolving 3 obs : to become subdued or crushed
4 ; to become mild, tender, or gentle 5 ; to lose distinct outline
; BLEND ^ vr 1 : to reduce from a solid to a liquid state usu. by
heat 2 : to cause to disappear or disperse 3 : to make tender or
gentle : soften — melt<abil>i>ty \,mel-t3-'bil-at-e\ n— melt*a1)Ie
\'rael-ta-b3l\ adj — melt*er n

2melt n 1 a : a melted substance b : the mass melted at a single
operation or the quantity melted during a specified period 2 : an
act of melting ; the condition of being melted
amelt n [ME milte, fr. OE; akin to OHG miltzi spleen] : spleen
melting point n ; the temperature at which a solid melts
melting pot n 1 : a vessel for melting something : CRUCIBLE
2 ; a place exhibiting racial amalgamation and assimilation

mel'ton \'melt-'n\ n {Melton Mowbray, England] : a heavy smooth
woolen fabric with short nap

melt.wa-ter \'melt-,w6t-3r, -,wat-\ n ; water derived from the melt-
ing of ice and snow
mem \'mem\ n [Heb mem, lit., water] : the 1 3th letter of the Hebrew
alphabet — symbol D or D
mem>ber \'mem-b3r\ n [ME membre, fr. OF. fr. L membrum; akin
to Goth mimz flesh, Gk meros thigh, meninx membrane] 1 : a body
part or organ: as a : limb b : penis- c : a unit of structure in a
plant body 2 : one of the individuals composing a group 3 : a
person baptized or enrolled in a church 4 : a constituent part of a
whole: as a ; a syntactic or rhythmic unit of a sentence : clause
b : one of the propositions of a syllogism C : one of the elements of
a mathematical set d : one of the components of a logical class
e : either of the equated elements in a mathematical equation
syn see part — mem-bered \-b3rd\ adj
mem.ber.shlp \*mem-b3r-,ship\ n 1 : the state or status of being a
member 2 : the body of members 3 : the relation between a mem-
ber of a class and the class
mem.bra.na.ceows \,mem-br3-'na-sh3s\ adj : membranous —
mem-bra*na.ceouS'ly adv
mem>brane \'mem-,bran\ n [L membrana skin, parchment, fr.
membrum] 1 : a thin soft pliable sheet or layer esp. of animal or
plant origin 2 : a piece of parchment forming part of a roll— mem-
braned \-,brand\ adj
membrane bone n : a bone that ossifies directly in connective tissue
without previous existence as cartilage
mem.bra.nou3 X'mem-bra-nas. mem-'bra-\ adj 1 : of, relating to,
or resembling membrane 2 : thin, pliable, and often somewhat
transparent 3 : characterized or accompanied by the formation of
a membrane or membranous layer — mem.bra*nous.ly adv
membranous lat)yrintli n : the sensory structures of the inner ear
me>men-to \mi-'ment-(,)o\ n, pi mementos or mementoes [ME,

fr. L, remember, fr. meminisse to remember; akin to L ment-, mens
mind — more at mind] : something tiiat serves to warn or remind;
12/50 : souvenir

me.men.to mo.ri \im-,ment-o-'mor-e, -'mo(s)r-,T, -'m6(5)r-\ n, pi
memento mori [L, remember that you must die] : a death's head or
other reminder of mortahty
IVIem.uon \'mem-,nan\ n [L, fr. Gk Memnon] ; an Ethiopian king
killed by Achilles in the Trojan War and made immortal by Zeus
memo \'niem-(,)o\ n ; memorandum
mem.Qir \'mem-,war, -,w6{3)r\ n [F memoire, lit., memory, fr. L
memoria] 1 ; an official note or report : memorandum 2 a : a
narrative composed from personal experience b : autobiography— usu. used in pi. c : biography 3 a : an account of something
noteworthy ; report h pi t the record of the proceedings of a
learned society

mem.o.ra.bi-lia V.mem-s-rs-'bil-e-s, -'bil-y3\npl [L, fr. neut. pi. of
memorabilis] : things remarkable and worthy of remembrance; also
: a record of such things

mem-o.ra.ble \'mem-(3-)r3-bat, "mem-ar-balX adj [ME, fr. L
memorabilis, fr. memorare to remind, mention, fr. memor mindful]
: worth remembering : notable — mem.o>ra>ble.ness n — mem-
o-ra-bly \-(3-)r3-ble\ adv
mem.o.ran-dum \,mem-3-*ran-d3m\ n, pi memorandums or
mem<0>ran>da \-da\ [ME, fr. L, neut. of memorandus to be re-
membered, gerundive of memorare] 1 ; an informal record; also
; a written reminder 2 : an informal written note of a transaction or
proposed instrument _3 I an informal diplomatic communication
ime<mo<ri>al \ma-'mor-e-3l, -'m6r-\ adj 1 : serving to preserve
remembrance ; commemorative 2 : of or relating to memory ~
me>mo>n.al>Iy \-a-Ie\ adv

smemorial n 1 a ; something that keeps remembrance alive; esp
; monument b : commemoration 2 c : memento 2 a : record,
memoir b : memorandum, note; specij : a legal abstract c : a
statement of facts addressed to a government often accompanied
with a petition or remonstrance
Memorial Day n 1 : May 30 observed as a legal holiday In most
states of the U.S. in commemoration of dead servicemen 2 : con-
federate memorial day

me-mo.ri.al-ist \-e-3-l3st\ n 1 : a person who writes or signs a
memorial 2 : the writer of a commemorative memoir

me>mo>ri'al*ize \-e-3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to address or petition by a me-
morial 2 : commemorate

me-mo-ri'ter \ma-'m6r-3-,teCa)r, -'mar-\ adv {or adj) [L, fr. memor]
: by or from memory ; by heart

mem<o>rl.za.tion \,mem-(3-)r3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act of memorizing
mem>o>rize \'mem-3-,ri2\ vt : to commit to memory ; learn by heart— mem'0.rlz*er n
mem.Q.ry \'mem-(5-)re\ n [ME memorie. fr. MF memoire, fr. L
memoria, fr. memor mindful; akin to OE mimorian to remember, L
mora delay, Gk mermera care, Skt smarati he remembers] 1 a : the
power or process of reproducing or recalling what has been learned
and retained esp. through associative mechanisms b : persistent
modification of structure or behavior resulting from an organism's
activity or experience c ; the store of things learned and retained
as evidenced by recall and recognition 2 a : commemorative re-

membrance b : the fact or condition of being remembered 3 a ; a
particular act of recall or recollection b : an image or impression of
someone or something remembered c ; the time within which past
events can be or are remembered 4 : a component in an electronic
computing machine into which information can be inserted, stored,
and extracted when needed
syn remembrance, recollection, reminiscence: memory applies

both to the power of remembering and to what is remembered;
remembrance applies to the act of remembering or the fact of being
remembered; recollection adds an implication of consciously
bringing back to mind often with some effort; reminiscence suggests
the recalling of incidents, experience, or feelings from a remote past
mem-sa-hib \'mem-.sa-.Ch)ib, -.sab\ n [Hindi memsahib, fr. E
ma'am + Hindi ^dhib sahib] : a white foreign woman of some social

status Uving in India; esp : the wife of a British official in colonial
India
men pi oj man
men- or meno- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk men month — more at moon]

; menstruation (menorrhagia)
imen.ace \'men-3s\ n [me. fr. MF, fr. L minacia, fr. minac-, minax
threatening, fr. minari to threaten — more at mount] 1 : a show of
intention to inflict harm : threat 2 a ; someone or something that
represents a threat ; danger b ; a person who causes annoyance
: nuisance
^menace vt l : to make a show of intention to harm 2 : endanger
^ vi ; to act in a threatening manner syn see threateh — men-
ac-ing-ly \-9-sio-le\ adv

me.nad var oj maenad
men>a>di.one \,men-3-'dT-,on\ n [methyl + naphthoquinone + dl-

+ ketone] ; a yellow crystalline compound CnHsOz with the bio-
logical activity of natural vitamin K
m6*nage \ma-'rmzh\ n [F, fr. OF mesnage dv/elling, fr. (assumed)
VL mansionaticum, fr. L mansion-, mansio mansion] : a domestic
establishment : household; also : housekeeping

me*nag.er'ie Xma-'naj-a-re, -'nazhA n [F menagerie, fr. MF,
management of a household or farm, fr. menace] 1 : a place where
animals are kept and trained esp. for exhibition 2 : a collection of
wild or foreign animals kept esp. for exhibition
imend \'mend\ vb [ME menden, short for amenden — more at
amend] vt 1 a : to improve in manners or morals ; reform b : to
set right : correct C : to put into good shape or working order
again : patch up : repair d : to restore to health : cure 2 : to
make amends or atonement for (least said, soonest -^ed) «- vi

1 : to improve morally : reform 2 : to become corrected or im-
proved 3 : to improve in health; also ; heal — mend»er n
syn REPAIR, patch, rebuild, remodel: mend implies making whole

or sound something broken, torn, or injured; repair appUes to the
mending of more extensive damage or dilapidation; patch implies
an often temporary mending of a rent or breach by the insertion of
new material; rebuild suggests making like new without completely
replacing; REMODEL implies making considerable change in structure
or design
smend n 1 : an act of mending : repair 2 : a mended place — on
the mend : improving

men*da>ciOllS \men-'da-sh3s\ adj [L mendac-, mendax — more at
AMEND] 1 : given to deception or falsehood 2 : lying syn see
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of, relating to, or
- Mendelian n —

dacious; also

men>de>le*vi*uin \,men-d3-'le-ve-
Mendeleev tl907 Russ chemist] :

produced — see element table
Men^de-lian Xmen-'de-le-an, -'del-ysnX adj :

according with Mendel's laws or Mendelism
Meii>de<lian*ist \-3st\ n

Men<del-ism Vmen-d^l-iiz-amX n : the principles or the operations
of Mendel's laws; also ; particulate inheritance — Men*del>lst
\-dn-3St\ adj or n

Men.del'S law \.men-d^lz-\ n [Gregor Mendel tl884 Austrian
botanist] 1 ; a principle in genetics: paired hereditary units repre-
senting alternate characters separate during gamete formation so
that every gamete receives but one member of a pair 2 : a principle
in genetics limited and modified by the subsequent discovery of the
phenomenon of linkage: the corresponding hereditary units in a
pair of gametes unite in the zygote to form new combinations
according to the laws of chance 3 : a principle in genetics proved
subsequently to be subject .to many limitations: because one of each
pair of hereditary units dominates the other in expression, char-
acters are inherited aUemativeiy on an all or nothing basis

tneu>di>can*cy \'men-di-kan-se\ n 1 : a beggar's state 2 : the
practice of begging
men-di-cant \'men-di-k3nt\ n [L mendicant-, mendicans, prp. of
mendicare to beg, fr. mendicus beggar — more at amend] 1 : a
person who begs; esp : one that lives by begging 2 ojien cap ; a
member of a mendicant order : friar — mendicant adj

men>dic<i>ty \men-'dis-9t-e\ n [ME mendicite, fr. MF mendicite, fr.

L mendicitat-, mendtcitas, fr. mendicus} : mendicancy
Men.e.la.us \,men-'l-'a-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Menelaos] ; a king of
Sparta, brother of Agamemnon, and husband of Helen of Troy
men-ha.den \men-'had-'n. mgnA n, pi menhaden also menhadens
[of Algonquian origin; prob. akin to Narraganset munnuwhatieatig
menhaden] : a marine fish (Brevoortia tyrannus) of the herring
family abundant along the Atlantic coast of the U.S. where it is

used for bait or converted into oil and fertilizer

men>hlr \*men-,hi(3)r\ n [F, fr. Bret, fr. men stone + hir long] : a
single upright rude monolith usu. of prehistoric origin
ime*nial \'me-ne-3l, -nyslX adj [ME meynial, fr. meynie household,
retinue, fr. OF mesnie, fr. (assumed) VL mansionata, fr. L mansion-,
mansio dwelling — more at Mansion] 1 : of or relating to servants
: LOW 2 \ HUMBLE; OlsO I SERVILE SyU SeC SUBSERVIENT — me-
niaMy \-e\ adv
2menial « : a domestic servant or retainer

mening- or meningo- also meningi- comb form [NL, fr. mening-
meninx'\ : meninges <men//iffococcus> {rnening'iiis)

me>nin<geal \m3-'nin-j(e-)3l, ,men-an-'je-al\ adj : of, relating to, or
affecting the meninges

inen>in*git<ic \,men-3n-'jit-ik\ adj ; of or relating to meningitis
men'in'gl-tis "^.-'jlt-asX n [NL] 1 ; inflammation of the meninges
and esp. of the pia mater and the arachnoid 2 ; a usu. bacterial dis-

ease in which inflammation of the meninges occurs
me.nin.go.coccic \ma-,niQ-go-'kak-Cs)ik, -,nin-\ or me.nin.go-
COC'Cal \-'kak-3l\ adj ; of or caused by meningococci
me.nin.go.coccus \-'kak-as\ n, p/me-nin-go-coc-ci \-'kak-,(sn.

-(i)(s)e\ [NL] : the bacterium {Neisseria meningitidis) that causes
cerebrospinal meningitis
me<ninx \'men-(^)io(k)s, .'men-X n, pi me-nin-ges \m3-*nin-(,)jez\
[NL. fr. Gk mening; meninx membrane; akin to L membrana
membrane] : any of Uie three membranes that envelop the brain
and spinal cord

me>nis>cus \m3-'nis-k9s\ n, pi me-nis>ci
\-'nis-,Ck)T, -4ce\ also me-nis-cus*es [NL,
fr. Gk meniskos, fr. dim. of men moon,
crescent — more at moon ] 1 : a crescent or
crescent-shaped body 2 : a fibrous cartilage
within a joint esp. of the knee 3 : a concavo=
convex lens 4 : the curved upper surface of a
liquid column that is concave when the con-
taining walls are wetted by the liquid and
convex when not
Men>no.nite \'men-a-,nTt\ n [G Mennonit,
fr. Menno Simons 1 1 559 Frisian religious
reformer] : a member of one of the Christian
groups derived from the Anabaptist move-
ment in Holland and noted for simplicity of
life and rejection of oaths, public office, and military ser

me-no mos-so \,ma-no-'m6(s)-(,)s6\ adv [It] : less rapid
a direction in music
meno-paus-al \,men-3-'p6-zal\ adj ; of, relating to, or undergoing
menopause

menO'pause \'men-3-.p6z\ n [F menopause, fr. meno- men- +
pause] : the period of natural cessation of menstruation occurring
usu. between the ages of 45 and 50
me>no.rah Xms-'nor-a, -'norA n [Heb mendrdh candlestick] : a
candelabrum used in Jewish worship
men*or'rha<gia \,men-s-'ra-j(e-)3\ n [NL] : abnormally profuse
menstrual flow — men-or-rhag-ic \-'raj-ik\ adj
men>sal \'men(t)-S3l\ adj [LL mensalis, fr. L mensa table] : be-
longing to, used, or done at the table

imense \'men(t)s\ n [ME menske, fr. ON mennska humanity] Scot
: propriety or grace in behavior ; discretion — tttense>£ul \-f3l\

adj — menseUess \-lss\ adj
smense vt, dial Brit : to do honor to : grace
men.ses \'men-,scz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [L, lit., months, pi.

of mensis month — more at moon] : the menstruous flow

Men.she.vik \'men-ch3-,vik, -shs-, -,vek\ n, pi Meusheviks or

Men-she-vi'lii \,men-ch3-'vik-e, -sha-, -'ve-ke\ [Russ men'shevik,

fr. men"she less; fr. their forming the minority group of the party] : a
member of a wing of the Russian Social Democratic party before

and during the Russian Revolution believing in the gradual achieve-

ment of socialism by parUamentary methods in opposition to the

Bolsheviks — Men-she-vism \'men-ch9-,viz-am, -sha-\ n — Men-
She-vist \-V3St\ n or adj
men>stru>al \'men(t)-str3(-ws)l\ adj 1 : of or relating to menstrua-

- used as

tion 2 : occurring once a month : monthly
men-Stru-ate \'men(t}-str3-.wat, 'men-,strat\ vi [LL menstruatus,
pp. of menstruari, fr. L menstrua menses, fr. neut. pi. of menstruus
monthly, fr. mensis} : to undergo menstruation

men.stru.a.tion \,men(t)-str3-*wa-sh3n, men-'stra-\ n : a discharg-
ing of blood, secretions, and tissue debris from the uterus that recurs
in nonpregnant breeding-age primate females at approximately
monthly intervals and that is usu. held to represent a readjustment
of the uterus to the nonpregnant state following proliferative
changes accompanying the preceding ovulation; also : period 6c
men.stru.ous \'men(t)-str3(-w3)s\ adj [L menstruus} : of, relating
to, or undergoing menstruation

men.stru-iun \'men(t)-stra(-w9)m\ n, pi menstruums or men-
strua \-str(a-w)a\ [ML, lit., menses, alter, of L menstrua} : a
substance that dissolves a solid or holds it in suspension : solvent

men.su.ra-toU-i.ty \.men(t)s-(3-)ra-'biI-3t-e, ,mench-(3-)r3-\ n : the
quality or state of being mensurable
men.su-ra-ble \'men(t)s-t3-)r3-b3l, •mench-C3-)r3-\ adj [LL men-
surabilis, fr. mensurare to measure, fr. mensura measure — more at
measure] 1 ; capable of being measured ; measurable 2 : men-
sural 1 — men.su*ra.ble.ness n
men.SU-ral \'men(t)s-0-)r3l, 'mench-,s-)r3l\ adj [LL mensuralis,
it. L mensura} 1 : relating to mensural music 2 : of or relating to
measure

mensural music or mensurable music n : polyphonic music
originating in the 13th century with each note having a definite and
exact time value
men-su-ra-tion \.men(t)-S3-'ra-shon; .men-cha-. -sh3-\ n 1 : the
act of measuring : measurement 2 : geometry applied to the com-
putation of lengths, areas, or volumes from given dimensions or
angles
-ment \mant; homographic verbs are ,ment also mant, the lat-

ter less ojten bejore a syllable-increasing sujjix\ n sujjix [ME, fr.

OF, fr. L -mentum; akin to L -men, suffix denoting concrete result,

Gk -mat-, -ma} 1 a : concrete result, object, or agent of a (speci-
fied) action <embankme/»> <entanglemen/> b : concrete means or
instrument of a (specified) action <entertainme«/> 2a; action
; process (encirclemen/) <developmen/> b : place of a (specified)
action <encampmc/i/> 3 : state : condition <amazeme/i/>
imen>tal \'ment-''l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL mentalis, fr. L ment-^
mens mind — more at mind] 1 a : of or relating to mind; sped)
: relating to the total emotional and intellectual response of an
individual to environment b : of or relating to intellectual as con-
trasted with emotional activity c ; of, relating to, or being intel-

lectual as contrasted with overt physical activity d ; occurring or
experienced in the mind ; inner e : relating to mind, its activity,

or its products as an object of study : ideological t : relating to
spirit or idea as opposed to matter 2 a : of. relating to, or affected
by a psychiatric disorder <a '^ patient) b ; intended for the care
or treatment of persons affected by psychiatric disorders 3 : relat-

ing to telepathic, mind-reading, or other occult powers — men-
tal-ly \-=l-e\ adv
^mental adj [L mentum chin; akin to L mom-, mons mountain —
more at mount] : of or relating to the chin : genial

mental deliciency n : failure in intellectual development that re-

sults in social incompetence and is held to be caused by defect in the
central nervous system and to be incurable : feeblemindedness
men-tal<i<ty \men-'tal-3t-e, man-X n 1 : mental power or capacity

: intelligence 2 : mode or way of thought : outlook
men.thene \'men-,then\ n [ISV menthol + -ene} : an oily un-
saturated hydrocarbon CioH,b obtained from menthol by dehy-
dration /

men'thol \'men-,th61, -,th51\ n [G, deriv. of L mentha mint] fg

: a crystalline alcohol CipHigOH that occurs esp. in mint oils I
and is used esp. as a local anodyne I

men-tlio-lat-ed \'men(t)-tha-,lat-3d\ adj ; containing or impreg-
"

nated with menthol
imen-tion \'men-chan\ n lME mencioun, fr. OF mention, fr. L
mention-, mentio, fr. ment-, mens} 1 : the act or an instance of
citing or' calling attention to someone or something esp. in a casual
or incidental manner 2 : formal citation for outstanding achieve-
ment
^mention vt men-tion-ing \'mench-(3-)nio\ : to refer to : cite;

also : to cite for outstanding achievement — men-tion*able
\'mench-(3-)n3-b3l\ adj — men-tion«er \-(s-)n9r\ n

meUotor \'men-,t6(3)r. 'ment-3r\ n [L, fr. Gk Mentdr} 1 cap : a
friend of Odysseus entrusted with the education of Telemachus
2 : a trusted counselor or guide 3 : tutor, coach
menu \'men-(,)yu. 'man-\ n [F, fr. menu small, detailed, fr. L
minutus minute (adj.')] 1 : a hst of the dishes (as in a restaurant)

that are to be served at a meal 2 ; the dishes served at a meal or the

meal itself

me-ow \me-'au\ n [imit.] 1 : the cry of a cat 2 : a spiteful or
malicious remark — meow vb

me-per-i'dine \m3-'per-a-,den\ n [diethyl -f piperidine} i a syn-

thetic narcotic dmg CisHziNOz used in the form of its hydro-
chloride as an analgesic, sedative, and antispasmodic
Meph-is.toph.e-les \.mef-3-'staf-3-,lez\ « [G] : one of the seven
chfef devils in medieval demonology known esp. as the cold

scoffing relentless fiend in the Faust legend — Me-phis-to-phe-
liau \,mef-3-st3-'fel-y3n, m3-,fis-t3-, -'fe-le-3n\ or Me-pUiS'to-
phe-lean \same, or ,mef-3-.staf-3-'le-3n\ adj

me-phit*ic \m3-'fit-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or resembling mephitis

: foul-smelling

me>phi<tis \m3-'fTt-3s\ n [L, fr. Oscan] : a noxious, pestilential,

or foul exhalation from the earth; also ; stench
me>pro*ba>mate \me-'pro-b3-,mat\ n [methyl + propyl + dicar-

bamate} : a bitter carbamate C9H18N2O4 used as a tranquilizer

mer- comb Jorm [ME. fr. mere, fr. OE — more at marine] : sea

{mermaid)
-mer \m3r\ n comb Jorm [ISV, fr. Gk meros part — more at merit]

: member of (such) a class (monomer)
mer.bro.min \,m3r-'bro-m3n\ n [mercuric acetate + dibrom- +
fluorescein] : a green crystalline mercurial compound CzoHeBrz-
HgNaaOs used as a local antiseptic and germicide in the form of its

red solution
mer>can<tile X'msr-ksn-.tel, -,tH\ adj [F, fr. It, fr. mercante mer-

» kitten- er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; 1 life
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mercantilism 530 merocrme
chant, fr. L mercant-, mercans, fr. prp, of mercari to trade— more at
merchant] 1 : of or relating to merchants or trading 2 : of, relat-
ing to, or having the characteristics of mercantilism i-^ system)

mer.can.til.ism \-,te(3)I-.iz-3m, -,tTon-\ n 1 : the theory or
practice of mercantile pursuits ; commercialism 2 : an economic
system developing during the decay of feudalism to unify and in-
crease the power and esp. the monetary wealth of a nation by a
strict governmental regulation of the entire national economy usu.
through policies designed to secure an accumulation of bullion,
a favorable balance of trade, the development of agriculture and
manufactures, and the establishment of foreign trading monopolies— mer<can>til>ist \-,te-l3st, -,ti-\ n or adj ~ mer-can*tiMs>tic
\,m3r-kan-,le-'lis-tik, -,tT-\ adj

iner*cap-tan \(,)m3r-'kap-.tan\ n [G, fr. Dan, fr. ML mercurUim
captans, lit., seizing mercury] I any of various compounds with the
general formula RSH that are analogous to the alcohols and
phenols but contain sulfur in place of oxygen and often have
disagreeable odors
Mer*ca>tor projection \f,)mar-.kat-or-N n [Gerhardus Mercator
tl594 Flemish geographer] : a map projection in which the meridi-
ans are drawn parallel to each other and the parallels of latitude are
straight lines whose distance from each other increases with their

distance from the equator
mer>ce-nar>i-ly X.mars-^n-'er-s-ieX adv : in a mercenary manner
mei<ce.nar'i>nes5 \'mars-'n-,er-e-nas\ n : the quaUty or state of
being mercenary
tmer.ce.nary \'m3rs-'n-.er-e\ n [ME, fr. L mercenarius, fr. mer-
ced-, merces wages — more at njercy] ; one that serves merely
for wages; esp : a soldier hired into foreign service
2mercenary adj 1 : serving merely for pay or sordid advantage

: VENAL; also : GREEDY 2 : hired for service in the army of a
foreign country

mer.cer \'m9r-s3r\ n [ME, fr. OF mercier merchant, fr. mers
merchandise, fr. L mere-, merx} Brit : a dealer in textile fabrics

iner.cer.ize Vmar-sa-.rlA vt [John Mercer tl866 E calico printer]
: to give (cotton yarn or cloth) luster, strength, and recepliveness
to dyes by treatment under tension with caustic soda

mer«cery \'m3rs-C3-)re\ n, Brit : a mercer's wares, shop, or occupa-
tion
imer*Chan*dise V'mar-chan-.dlz, -,dTs\ n [ME marchaundise, fr.

OF marcheandise, fr. marcheanf] 1 ; the commodities or goods that
are bought and sold in business ; wares 2 archaic : the occupa-
tion of a merchant : trade
2mer'Chan.dise \-,dTz\ vi : to carry on commerce : trade '— vr

1 : to buy and sell in business 2 : to promote the sale of — mer-
cban-dis-er \-,di-z3r\ n
imer.chant X'mar-chontX n [ME marchant, fr. OF marcheant, fr.

(assumed) VL mercatant-, mercatans, fr. prp. of mercatare to
trade, fr. L mercatus, pp. of mercari, fr. mere-, merx merchandise]
1 : a buyer and seller of commodities for profit ; trader 2 : the
operator of a retail business : storekeeper — merchant adj
^merchant vi, archaic : to deal or trade as a merchant '*' v/ : to
deal or trade in — mer-chant<able \-3-b3l\ adj

nier-chant<nian \-m3n\ n 1 archaic ; merchant 2 : a ship used

merchant marine n 1 : the privately or publicly owned com-
mercial ships of a nation 2 : the personnel of a merchant marine

Mer-cian \'mar-sh(e-)3n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of Mercia
2 : the Old English dialect of Mercia — Mercian adj

mer»ci.lul X'm^r-si-fsIX adj : full of mercy ; compassionate —
mer-ci-IuMy \-fo-)le\ adv — nier-ci'Iul-ness Vfal-nssN n

mer>ci-less \'m3r-si-l3s\ adj : having no mercy ; pitiless — mer-
ci-less-ly adv — mer.ci*less-ness n

mercur- or mercuro- comb jorm [ISV, fr. mercury 'I : mercury
{mercurous}

mer-cu-rate \'m3r-ky3-,rat\ vr : to combine or treat with mercury
or a mercury salt — mer<cu-ra*tion X.msr-kya-'ra-shanX n
imer.cu.ri-al \(,)m3r-'kyur-e-al\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or bom
under the planet Mercury 2 : having qualities of eloquence,
ingenuity, or thievishness attributed to the god Mercury or to the
influence of the planet Mercury 3 : characterized by rapid and
unpredictable changeableness of mood 4 [mercury + -a/] : of,
relating to, containing^ or caused by mercury syn see inconstant— mer-cu-ri.al-ly \-e-3-le\ adv — mer-cU'ri-al-ness n
2mercurial n : a pharmaceutical or chemical containing mercury
mer.cii.ric \(,)m3r-'kyu(3)r-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or containing
mercury; esp : containing bivalent mercury
Mer-cu-ro. chrome \m3r-'kyur-a-,kr6ra\ trademark — used for
meibromin

mer.cu.rous \(,)m3r-'kyur-3s, 'mar-kya-rssX adj : of, relating to,

or containing mercury; esp : containing univalent mercury
mer-CU.ry X'mar-kya-re, -kt3)re\ n, ojten attrib [L Mercurius,
Roman god and the planet] 1 a cap : a Roman god who serves
as herald and messenger of the other gods and presides over com-
merce, eloquence, cunning, and theft to often cap, archaic : a
bearer of messages or news or a conductor of travelers 2 [ME
mercurie, fr, ML mercurius, fr. L, the god] a : a heavy silver-whiie
univalent and bivalent poisonous metallic element that is liquid
at ordinary temperatures — see element table b : the mercury in
a thermometer or barometer 3 cap ; the planet nearest the sun— see PLANET table 4 : a poisonous European plant {Mercurialis
perennis) of the spurge family
mercury chloride n : a chloride of mercury: as a : calomel —
called also mercurous chloride to : a heavy crystalline poisonous
compound HgCla used as a disinfectant and fungicide and in
photography — called also mercuric chloride
mercury-vapor lamp n i an electric lamp in which the discharge
takes place through mercury vapor

mer.cy \'m3r-se\ « [ME, fr. OF merci, fr. ML merced-, merces,
fr. L, price paid, wages, fr. mere-, merx merchandise — more at
MARKET] 1 a : compassion or forbearance shown io an offender
or subject : clemency to : imprisonment rather than death imposed
as penalty for first-degree murder 2 a : a blessing that is an act
of divine favor or compassion b : a fortunate circumstance
3 ; relief of distress : compassion shown to victims of misfortune —
mercy adj
syn CHARrrv, clemency, grace, lenity: mercy implies compas-

sion that forbears punishing even when justice demands it; charity
stresses benevolence and goodwill shown in broad understanding
and tolerance of ethers and generous forgiving or overlooking of
their faults or failures; clemency impUes a mild or merciful dis-

position In one having the power or duty of punishing; grace may
combine the implications of CHARrrv and clemency; lenftv
implies lack of severity in punishing
mercy seat n 1 : the gold plate resting on the ancient Jewish ark
2 : the throne of God
imere \'mi(a)r\ n [ME. fr. OE — more at marine] : a sheet of
standing water : pool
2mere n [ me, fr. OE mSre— more at munition ] archaic : boundary,
landmark
3mere adj [ME, fr. L merus pure, unmixed — more at morn] 1 obs
; absolute, undiminished 2 ; apart from anything else ; bare
3 : having no admixture : pure — mere>ly adv

-mere \,mi(3)r\ n comb jorm if -mere, it. Gk meros pan ~ mote at
MERrr] : part : segment <arthromere>

mer.e.tri-cious \.mer-s-*trish-3s\ adj [L merelricius, fr. meretric-,
meretrix prostitute, fr. merere to earn — more at MERrr] 1 : of
or relating to a prostitute 2 a : tawdrily attractive <~ glamour)
b : based on pretense or insincerity : specious <"« argument) syn
see GAUDY — mer>e>tri<cious>ly adv — mer*e>tri>cioas>ness n
mer-gan-ser \C,)m3r-'gan(t)-s3r\ n [NL, fr. L mergus, a waterfowl

Cfr. mergere) + aiiser goose — more at goose] : any of various
fish-eating diving ducks (esp. genus Mergus) with a slender bill

hooked at the end and serrated along the margins and usu. a
crested head
merge \'marj\ vb [L mergere; akin to Skt majjati he dives] vt

1 obs : to plunge or engulf in something : immerse 2 : to cause to
combine, unite, or coalesce 3 ; to blend gradually by stages
that blur the distinctness of *«- vi : to become combined into one
syn see mix — mer*gence \'m3r-]3n(t)s\ n

nierg<er X'msr-jarX n [.merge + -er (as in waiver)} 1 /aw ; the ab-
sorption of an estate, a contract, or an interest in another, of a
minor offense in a greater, or of an obligation into a judgment
2 : absorption by a corporation of one or more others; also : any
of various methods of combining two or more business concerns
or other organizations

me-rid<i<an \ma-*rid-e-3n\ n [ME, fr. MP meridien, fr. meridien
of noon, fr, L meridiamts, fr. meridies noon, south, irreg. fr.

medius mid + dies day — more at mid, defty] 1 obs ; the hour of
noon : midday 2 : a great circle of the celestial sphere passing
through its poles and the zenith of a given place 3 : a high point
4 a (1) : a great circle on the surface of the earth passing through
the poles and any given place (2) : the half of such a circle in-
cluded between the poles b ; a representation of such a circle

or half circle numbered for longitude on a map or globe syn see
summft — meridian adj
Une.rid.i.o.nal \m3-'rid-e-3n-=l\ adj [ME, fr. MF meridionel, fr.

LL meridionalis, irreg. fr. L meridies noon, south] 1 : of, relating
to, or situated in the south ; southern 2 : of. relating to, or
characteristic of people living in the south esp. of France 3 ; of
or relating to a meridian ~ me>rid<i-o*nal-ly \-M-e\ adv
^meridional n ; an inhabitant of southern Europe and esp, southern
France

me.ringue \m3-'rar)\ n [F] 1 : a dessert topping baked from a
mixture of beaten egg whites and powdered sugar 2 ; a shell
made of meringue and filled with fruit or ice cream

me>ri<no \m3-'re-(,)n6\ n [Sp] 1 : any of a breed of fine-wooled
white sheep originating in Spain and producing a heavy fleece
of exceptional quality 2 : a soft wool or wool and cotton clothing
fabric resembling cashmere 3 : a fine wool and cotton yam used
for hosiery and knitwear — merino adj
-m.er-ism \m-3-.riz-am\ « comb jorm [ISV, fr. Gk meros part —
more at merit] 1 : possession of (such) an arrangement of or
relation among constituent chemical units <tautomm.jm) 2 : pos-
session of (such or so many) parts (pentame/fsni)

mer»i»stem \'mer-3-,stem\ u [Gk meristos divided (fr. merizein
to divide fr. meros) + E -em (as in system) ] : a formative plant
tissue usu. made up of small cells capable of dividing indefinitely
and giving rise to similar cells or to cells that differentiate to pro-
duce the definitive tissues and organs — mer-i>ste>mat*lc \.mer-
3-st3-'mat-ik\ adj— mer*i.5te-mat>i>caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

me.ris-tic \m3-'ris-tik\ adj [Gk merislosl 1 : segmental 2 : in-
volving modification in number or in geometrical relation of body
parts — me-ris-ti'CalOy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
tmer.it \'mer-3t\ n [ME, fr. OF merite, fr. L meritum, fr. neut. of
meriius, pp. of merere to deserve, earn; akin to Gk meros part,
L memor mindful — more at memory] 1 a obs : reward or punish-
ment due b ; the qualities or actions that constitute the basis of
one's deserts c ; a praiseworthy quality : virtue d : character or
conduct deserving reward, honor, or esteem 2 : spiritual credit
held to be earned by performance of righteous acts and to ensure
future benefiis Z B. pi X the intrinsic rights and wrongs of a legal
case as determined by substance rather than form b : legal sig-

nificance, standing, or importance
2merit vt ; to be wonhy of or entitled or liable to : earn ~ vi

1 obs : to be entitled to reward or honor 2 : deserve
mer-i-to-ri-ous \,mer-3-'ior-e-ss, -'t6r-\ adj : deser\ing of reward
or honor — mer<'i*tO'ri<ouS'>Iy adv — mer>i'to°ri>ous-ness n

merit system n : a system by which appointments and promotions
in the civil service are based on competence rather than political
favoritism

merl or merle\'m3rf-oM\ n [MF merle, fr. L merulus; akin to OE
osle blackbird. OHG amsia'] ; blackbird a
merUin X'mar-lanX n [ME meriloun, fr. AF merilun, fr, OF esmeril-
lon. aug. of esmeril, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG smiril merlin]
1 : a small European falcon (Falco aesalon) related to the American
pigeon hawk 2 : a pigeon hawk {Falco cohtmbarius)
Mer>lin ymar-lanX n [ML Merlinus, fr. W Myrddin] : a prophet
and magician in Arthurian legend
mer'lon V'msr-lanX n [F, fr. It merlone, aug. of merlo battlement,
fr. ML merulus. fr. L. merl] : one of the solid intei'vals between
crenels of a baitlemented parapet
mer>maid X'msr-.madX n ; a fabled marine creature usu. represented
with a woman's body and a fish's tail

mer-man \-,man. -manX n : a fabled marine male creature usu.
represented with a man's body and a fish's tail

merO'-blas.tic \,mer-3-'blas-tik\ adj [Gk meros part + ISV -blasticl

oj an egg I undergoing incomplete cleavage as a result of the pres-
ence of an impeding mass of yolk material — compare holoblastic— merO'blaS'ti'Cal'ly \-ti-kO-)le\ adv

mero.crine N'mer-a-krsn. -,krTn, -,kren\ adj [ISV fr. Gk meros
+ krinein to separate — more at certain] : producing a secretion
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that is discharged without major damage to the secreting cells;
also : produced by a merocrine gland
mero-mor.phic Junction \,mer-3-,mdr-fik-\ n [Gk meros + E
-morphic} : a function of a complex variable that is regular in a
region except for a finite number of points at which it has infinity
as limit

-m.er-OUS \m-3-r3s\ adj comb form [NL -merus, fr. Gk -meres,— more at merit] : having (such or so many) parts
<dimeroMS> <poly,

Mer<0>Vin>gian \,mer-a-'vin-j(e-)an\ adj [F merovingien, fr. ML
Merovingi Merovingians, fr. Merovaeus Merowig f-iSS Prankish
founder of the dynasty] : of or relating to the first Prankish dynasty
reigning from about a.d. 500 to 751 — Merovingian n

mer-ri>ly \'raer-3-Ie\ adv : in a merry manner : gaily
iner*ri>ment \'mer-i-m3nt\ n 1 : Ughthearted gaiety or fun-making

; HiLARFTY 2 c a gay celebration or party : festivfty
mer-ry \'mer-e\ adj [ME mery, fr. OE myrge, merge; akin to OHG
murg short — more at brief] 1 archaic ; giving pleasure ; delight-
ful 2 ; full of gaiety or high spirits : mirthful 3 : marked by
festivity or gaiety 4 : brisk, intense <a -^ pace)
syn BLFTHE. JOCUND, JOVIAL, JOLLY: MERRY Suggests chcerful,

joyous, uninhibited enjoyment of frolic or festivity; blithe suggests
freshness and lightheartedness as shown by singing, skipping,
dancing; jocund stresses elation and exhilaration of spirits;
jovial suggests the stimulation of conviviality and good fellow-
ship; JOLLY suggests high spirits expressed in laughing, bantering,
and jesting

mer.ry-an.drew \.mer-e-'an-(.)dru\ n, often cap M&A {merry +
Andrew, proper name] ; one that clowns publicly ; buffoon

mer-ry-go-ronnd \'mcr-e-g5-,raund, -g3-\ n 1 : an amusement
park ride with seats often in the form of animals (as horses)
revolving about a fixed center 2 : a busy rapid round : whirl
mer-ry*mak-er \'mer-c-.ma-k3r\ n ; one that shares in festivity
or gaiety : reveller
mer-ry-mak-ing \-kig\ n l ; gay or festive activity ; conviviality
2 ; a convivial occasion : festivity

mer-ry.thought \-,th6t\ n. chiejly Brit : wishbone
Mer.lhi-O.late \C,)m3r-'thT-a-,lat, -l3t\ trademark — used for
thimerosal

mes- or meso- comb form [L, fr. Gk, fr. mesos — more at mid]
1 : mid : in the middle imesocarpy 2 : intermediate (as in size or
type) imesotnorphy (.meson}
mesa \'ma-S3\ n [Sp, lit., table, fr. L mensa^ : a usu. isolated hiU
having steeply sloping sides and a level top; also t a broad terrace
with an abrupt slope on one side : bench

mes.al.liance \,ma-,zal-'ya"s, ,ma-z3-'li-sn(t)s\ n, pi m6s-al-
llauces \-'ya"s(-az;, -'lT-3n-s3z\ [F, fr. mes- mis- + alliance] : a
marriage with a person of inferior social position
mes<arch \'mez-,ark, 'mes-X adj : originating in a mesic habitat— used of an ecological succession
mes-cal \me-'skal, ma-X n [Sp mezcal, fr. Nahuatl mexcalli mescal
liquor] 1 : a small cactus {Lophophora williamsii) with rounded
stems covered with jointed tubercles that are used as a stimulant
and antispasmodic esp. among the Mexican Indians 2 a : a usu,
colorless Mexican hquor distilled esp. from the central leaves of
maguey plants b : a plant from which mescal is produced; esp
; MAGUEY

mescal button. ra : one of the dried discoid tops of the mescal
mes-ca>Iine \'mes-ka-.lcn\ n : a hallucinatory crystalline alkaloid
CHH17NO3 that is the chief active principle in mescal buttons

mesdanies pi of madam or of madame
mesdemoiselles pi of mademoiselle
me>seems \nii-'semz\ vb impersonal, past me-seemed \-'semd\
archaic ; seems to me
me.sem.bry.an.the.mum \m3-.zem-bre-'an(t)-th3-m3m\ n [NL,
genus name, fr. Gk mesemltria midday (fr. mes- + hemera day)
+ anthemon flower, fr. dnihos — more at hemera, anthology]
: any of a genus {Mesembryanthemum) of chiefly southern African
fleshy-leaved herbs or subshrubs of the carpetweed family

mes.en.ce.phal-ic \,mez-,en(t)-sa-'fal-ik, ,mes-\ adj : of or relating
to the midbrain

mes-en-ceph.a.lon \,mez-.en-'sef-3-,lan, ,mez-=n-, ,mes-, -l3n\ n
[NL] ; the middle division of the brain ; midbrain

mes.en.chy.raal Xmaz-'eo-ka-mal. mas-, -'en-; .mez-^'n-'kT-mal,
.mes-\ or mes-en.ciiym.a-tous \,mez-'n-'kim-at-ss, ,raes-\ adj
[ISV] : of, resembling, or being mesenchyme
mes.en-Chyme \'mez-'n-,kTm, 'mes-X n [G mesenchym, fr. mes-
+ NL -enchymaZ I a loosely organized mesodermal connective
tissue comprising all the mesoblast except the mesothelium and
giving rise to such structures as cormective tissues, blood, lymphatics,
bone, and cartilage

mes-en.ter.ic \,mes-=n-'ter-ik, ,raez-\ adj : of, relating to, or
located in or near a mesentery

mes»en.ter.on \(')mez-'ent-3-,ran, (')mes-, -ran\ n, p/meS'en-tera
\-a-ra\ [NL] ; the part of the alimentary canal that is developed
from the archenteron and is hned with hypoblast — mes-en«ter-
on-ic \,mez-.ent-a-'ran-ik, ,mes-\ adj

mes-en-tery \'mes-=n-.ter-e, 'mez-\ n [NL mesenterium, fr. MF
& Gk; MF mesentere, fr. Gk mesenterion, fr. mes- + enteron
intestine — more at inter-] 1 a : the vertebrate membranes or
one of the membranes that consist of a double fold of the peritoneum
and invest the intestines and their appendages and connect them
with the dorsal wall of the abdominal cavity b : a comparable
fold of membrane supporting a viscus that is not a part of the
digestive tract 2 : a support or partition in an invertebrate like

the vertebrate mesentery
imesh \'mesh\ n [prob. fr. obs. D maesche; akin to OHG masca
mesh, Lith mazgos knot] 1 : one of the openings between the
threads or cords of a net; also : one of the similar spaces in a
network — often used to designate screen size as the number of
openings per linear inch 2a; the fabric of a net b : a woven,
knit, or knotted fabric of open texture with evenly spaced small
holes c : an arrangement of interlocking metal Unks used esp. for
jewelry 3 a : an interlocking or intertwining arrangement or
construction ; network b : web, snare — usu. used in pi.

4 : working contact (as of the teeth of gears) <ia '^>

smesll vt 1 a : to catch in the openings of a net b : enmesh, en-

tangle 2 a : to provide with a mesh b ; to cause to resemble
network 3 a : to cause to engage b ; to coordinate closely ; in-
terlock ;^ VI 1 : to become entangled in or as if in meshes
2 : to be in or come into mesh — used esp. of gears 3 : to fit
together properly : coordinate
mesh-work \'mesh-.w3rk\ n : meshes, network
me.sial \'mez-e-al, *raez-, 'mes-, 'mes-; 'me-zhsl, -sh3l\ adj : middle;
esp ; dividing an animal into right and left halves — me>siaMy
\-e\ adv

me-sic \'mez-)k, 'mez-, 'mes-, 'mes-X adj, of a habitat : moderately
moist — me-si-caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

me.sit.y.lene \m3-'sit-'l-.en\ n [mesityl (the radical C3H5)] ; an
oily hydrocarbon CgHtz that is found in coal tar and petroleum or
made synthetically and is a powerful solvent

mes.mer.ic \mez-'mer-ik, me-'smer-\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or
induced by mesmerism 2 : fascinating, irresistible — mes-mer-
I'CaMy \-i-kO-)le\ adv
mes.mer.ism X'mez-ma-.riz-sm. 'mes-X « [F. A. Mesmer flSlS
Austrian physician] 1 : hypnotic induction held to involve animal
magnetism; broadly : hypnotism 2 : hypnotic appeal — mes<mer-
ist \-rast\ n

mes.mer.ize X'mez-ma-.rlz, 'mes-\ vt 1 : to subject to mesmerism
2 : spellbind, fascinate — mes*mer-iz-er n
mesne \'mcn\ adj [AF, alter, of MF meien — more at mean]

; middle, intervening; specij ; intermediate in time of occurrence
or performance
mesne lord n : a feudal lord who holds land as tenant of a superior
but is lord to his own tenant
meso.blast \'mez-3-,blast, 'mes-X n ; the middle germ layer of
an embryo — meso*blas>tic \,mez-3-'blas-tik, ,mes-\ adj

meso.carp \'mez-3-,karp, 'mes-X " * the middle layer of a pericarp— meso*car*pic \,mez-3-'kar-pik, ,mes-\ adj
meso.derm X'mez-a-.dsrm, "mes-X n [ISV] : mesoblasf; broadly

: tissue derived from this germ layer — meso>der>mal Xiinez-a-
•dsr-msl, ,mes-X or meso>der-iuic \-mikX adj

meso*glea or meso*gIoea X.mez-s-'gle-a, ,mes-X " [NL, fr. mes-
+ LGk g^oia, glia glue — more at clay] : a gelatinous substance
between the endoderni and ectoderm of sponges or coelenterates— meso<gloe>al X-'gle-al\ adj

3Vteso.lilh.ic X-'lith-ikX adj [ISV] : of or relating to a transitional
period of the Stone Age between the Paleolithic and the Neolithic
meso.mere X'mez-3-.mi(3)r. 'mes-X n 1 : a primitive segment of an
embryo 2 : a blastomere of medium size
mcsom-er-ism Xma-'zam-s-.riz-sm, -'sam-X n : resonance 4
meso.niorph X'mez-s-.morf, 'mes-X " ' an intermediate or average
type of human body

meso.mor.phic X.mez-a-'mor-fik, .mes-X adj : characterized by pre-
dominance of the structures developed from the mesodermal layer
of the embryo : of the muscular or athletic type of body-build —
meso.mor.phism X-.fiz-amX n — meso.mor*phy X'mez-a-.mdr-
fe, 'mes-\ n
me.SOn X'mez-.an, 'mez-, 'mes-, 'mes-X n [ISV mes- + -on] : an
unstable nuclear particle first observed in cosmic rays that has a
mass typically between that of the electron and the proton, that
is either positively or negatively charged or neutral, and that occurs
in more than one variety — me.son>lc \me-'zan-ik, me-, -'san-X

meso.neph.ric X.mez-a-'nef-rik, ,mes-X adj : of or relating to the
mesonephros

meso.neph-ros X-'nef-ros. -.rasX n, pi meso-neph-roi X-.r6iX [NL,
fr. mes- + Gk nephros kidney — more at nephritis] : one of the
middle of the three pairs of embryonic renal organs of higher
vertebrates

meso-phyll X'mez-a-.fil, 'mes-X n [NL mesophyllum, fr. mes- -H

Gk phyllon leaf — more at blade] : the parenchyma between the
epidermal layers of a foliage leaf — meso-phyl>lic X.mez-a-'fil-ik,
,mes-\ adj — meso.phyMous X-'fil-asX adj

meso.phyte X'mez-a-.flt, 'mes-X " [ISV] : a plant that grows under
medium conditions of moisture — meso.phyt.ic Ximez-9-'fit-ik,
.mes-X adj

meso.Sphere X'mez-a-.sfi(3)r, 'mes-X n : a layer of the atmosphere
located above the ionosphere and generally more than 250 miles
above the earth's surface — meso*spher.ic Xiniez-9-'sfi(3)r-ik,

,mes-, -'sfer-X adj
meso. the. 11.al X.mez-a-'the-le-al, ,mes-X adj ; of, relating to, or
being mesothelium

mesQ.the.li'Um X-le-smX n, pi meso.tlie.Iia X-le-sX [NL, fr. mes-
+ epithelium ] : epithelium derived from mesoderm that Unes
the body cavity of a vertebrate embryo and gives rise to epithelia,
striated and heart muscle, and several minor structures

meso.tho.rax Ximez-3-'tho{3)r-,aks. -'th6(3')r-X " [NL] : the mid-
dle of the three segments of the thorax of an insect

meso.tho.ri-um X-'thor-e-om, -'thor-X n [NL] : either of two
radioactive products intermediate between thorium and radio-
thorium a : an isotope of radium — called also mesothorium 1
b : an isotope of actinium — called also mesothorium Z
meso.tron X'mez-a-.tran, 'mes-X " Imes- + elec/ro«] : meson —
meso.tron*lc Xime^-s-'tran-ik, ,mes-X odj

rSeso.ZO-iC X.mez-3-'zo-ik, .mes-X adj : of, relating to, or being
an era of geological history including the interval between the
Permian and the Tertiary and marked by the dinosaurs, marine and
flying reptiles, ganoid fishes, cycads, and evergreen trees; also : re-

lating to the system of rocks formed in this era — Mesozoic n
mes.quite Xm3-'sket, me-X n [Sp, fr. Nahuatl mizqidtU : a spiny
deep-rooted leguminous tree or shrub {Prosopis julijlora) of the
southwestern U.S. and Mexico bearing pods rich in sugar and
important as a Uvestock feed and forming extensive thickets

imess X'mesX n [ME mes, fr. OF, fr. LL missus course at a meal,
fr. missus, pp. of mitiere to put, fr. L, to send — more at smtte]
1 : a quantity of food: a archaic ; food set on a table at one time
b ; a prepared dish of soft food; also : a mixture of ingredients
cooked or eaten together c : enough food of a specified kind for
a dish or a meal 2 : a group of persons who regularly take their

meals together; also ; a meal so taken 3 : a confused, dirty, or
offensive state or condition : jumble
2mess vt 1 a ; to assign to a mess b ; to supply with meals 2 : to
make dirty or untidy ; disarrange; also ; bungle 3 : to interfere

abut; ® kitten; _ or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

1 joke; > r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tn tbia; t& this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

U loot; u foot; y yet; yU few; yu furious; zh vision
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with 4 ; to rough up ; manhandle '

for and serve messes 2 : to take meals
a mess 4 a : putter, trifle b : interfere,
imes-sage \'mes-ij\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. ML missaricum, fr. L missus,
pp. of mitierel 1 : a communication in writing, in speech, or by
signals 2 : a messenger's errand or function
^message vt 1 ; to send as a message or by messenger 2 ; to
order or instruct by message ^- v; : to communicate by message

mes.sa.line \.mes-3-"len\ « [F] ; a lightweight silk dress fabric
with a warp satin weave

mes-san \'mes-=n\ n [ScGael measan'\ chiejly Scot : lapdog
ines>sen>gei \'mes-^n-j3r\ n [ME messangere, fr. OF messagier,
fr. messagel 1 : one who bears a message or does an errand:
as a obs : forerunner, herald b : a dispatch bearer in govern-
ment or military service c : an employee who carries messages
2 : a light line used in hauling a heavier line (as between ships)

me5>Si*ah \m3-"sI-3\ n [Heb nmsluah & Aram mesh'tha, lit.,

anointed] 1 cap a : the expected king and deliverer of the Jews
b : JESUS I 2 : a professed or accepted leader of some hope or
cause — mes*si-ah.ship \-,ship\ n — ines-si*au>ic \,mes-e-
'an-ik\ adj — mes-si-a-nism \m3-'si-3-,niz-3m\ n

Mes>5i*as \m3-'sl-3s\ n [ME, fr. LL, fr. Gk, fr. Aram meshiha}
: MESSIAH 1

messieurs pi oj monsieur
mess^i'ly \'mes-3-le_\ adv : in a messy manner
mess-i-ness \'mes-e-n9s\ n : the quaUty or state of being messy
mess jacket n : a man's short tight jacket
mess kit n : a kit consisting of a metal dish and eating utensils for
use by soldiers and campers
Messrs \,mes-9rz\ — used as a plural for the title Mister i^ Jones,
Brown, and Robinson)
mes-suage \'mes-wij\ n [ME, fr. AF, prob. alter, of OF mesnage— more at menage] : a dwelling house with the adjacent buildings
and curtilage and the adjoining lands used in cormection with the
household
messy \'mes-e\ adj : marked by confusion, disorder, or dirt

: untidy
3, m3-\ n [Sp, fem. of mestizo'\ ; a female

o\ n [Sp, fr. mestizo mixed, fr. LL mixticius, fr. L
niscere to mix — more at mlx] : a person of mixed
i person of mixed European and American Indian

meS'tl'Za \me
mestizo

meS'ti'Zo \ (,):

mixtus, pp. of
blood; specij :

ancestry
met past oj meet
meta- or met- comb jorm [NL & ML. fr. L or Gk; L, change, fr.

Gk, among, with, after, change, fr. mela among, with, after; akin
to OE mid, mith with, OHO mit} 1 a : occurring later than or in
succession to : after <merestrus> b : situated behind or beyond
<»ie/encephaIon> (memcarpus) c : later or more highly or-
ganized or specialized form of iMetazoay 2 : change : trans-
formation 3 : more comprehensive ; transcending {metapsy-
chology} — used with the name of a discipline to designate a
new but related discipline designed to deal critically with the
original one <meralanguage> 4 a : isomeric with or otherwise
closely related to <.m^raldehyde> b : involving substitution at or
characterized by two positions in the benzene ring that are sep-
arated by one carbon atom c : derived from by loss of water
</7ieraphosphoric acid)

met-a.bol.ic \,met-3-'bal-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or based on
metabolism 2 a : undergoing r

. -

- met-a-bol-i'Cal \-i-k3l\ adj

etabole change.
adv

me.lab.o.lism \m3-'tab-3-Jiz-sm\ n [ISV, fr. Gk
fr. melaballein to change, tr. meta- + ballein lo tnrow — more ai
devil] 1 a : the sum of the processes in the building up and
destruction of protoplasm incidental to life; specij : the chemical
changes in livin.y cells by which energy is provided for vital pro-
cesses and activities and new material is assimilated to repair the
waste b : the sum of the processes by which a particular substance
is handled in the living body 2 : metamorpkosis 2

me>tab.O'Iite \-.lTt\ n : a product of metabolism
me.tab'0*li2e \-,liz\ v^ : to subject to metabolism -^ vi : to per-
form metabolism
imeta. car-pal \,met-a-'kar-p3l\ adj ; of or relating to the meta-
carpus
^metacarpal n ; a metacarpal bone
meta.car.pus \,met-3-'kar-p3s\ n [NL] : the part of the hand or
forefoot between the carpus and the phalanges

meta-cen-ter \'met-a-,sent-3r\ n [F metacentre, fr. meta- meta- -I-

cenire center ] : the point of inter-
section of the vertical through the
center of buoyancy of a floating body
with the vertical through the new center
of buoyancy when the body is displaced

meta.cer.car.ia \,met-a-u)ssr-'kar-e-s,
-'ker-\ n [NL] : a tailless encysted late
larva of a digeneiic trematode that is

usu. the form which is infective for the metacenter: J center of
definitive host gravity, 3 center of buoy-

meta-ga.lac.tic \-g3-'lak-tik\ arf/[ISV] ancy, 3 new center of
; of or relating to the metagalaxy buoyancy when floating

meta. gal.axy \-'gal-3k-sc\ /i [ISV] : the body is displaced, 4 point
enure system of galaxies external to of intersection
our own galaxy : universe

meta.gen.e.sis \-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] : alternation of generations
esp. oi a sexual and an asexual generation — meta*ge'net>ic
\-j3-'net-ik\ adj — ineta-ge.net-i-cal.ly \-i-kC3-)le\ adv
imet.al \'met-n\ n, ojien atinb [ME, fr. OF, fr. L metallum mine,
metal, fr, Gk metallon} 1 : any of various opaque, fusible, ductile,
and typically lustrous substances; esp I one that is a chemical
element as distinguished from an alloy 2 a : mettle b : the
material or substance out of which a person or thing is made
3 : glass in its molten state 4 a : printing type metal b : set type
matter— met>al>ware \'met-'l-,wa(a)r, -,we(3)r\n
ametal vt met-aled or met.alled; met-al-irig or met-aMing

: to cover or furnish with metal
me.taMic \m3-'tal-ik\ adj la: of, relating to, or being a metal
b ; made of or containing a metal c : having properties of a metal
2 : yielding metal 3 : resembling metal 4 : harsh, gratino— me-tal-li-caMy \-i-kC3-)Ie\ adv

met.al.lil.er.ons \,met-'l-'if-(9-)ras\ adj ILmetaWjer, fr. metallum
+ -jer -ferous] : yielding or containing metal

met<aMize also met-al-ize \'met-n-.r2\ vt 1 ; to treat or combine
with a metal 2 : mineralize

met-al.log-ra.pher \.rnei-=l-'ag-r3-f3r\ n : a specialist in metal-
lography

me.tal.lo.graph-lc \m3-,tal-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or
produced by means of metallography — me<taMo*grapb<i>caMy
\-i-ki,3-)le\ adv

met.al-log-ra.phy \.met-'l-'ag-r3-fe\ n [F metallographie, fr. L
metallum + F -graphie -graphy] : a study of the structure of metals
esp. with the microscope
imet>al*loid \'met-^l-,6id\ n [L metallum'] 1 : nonmetal; esp

; one that - - -
- . - .

clement inti

nonmetals
ametalloid also met-al-loi-dal \,met-'I-'6id-'l\ adj 1 : resembUng
a metal 2 : of, relating to, or being a metalloid
met.aMur.gi.cal \.met-n-"3r-ji-k3l\ adj : of or relating to metal-
lurgy — met<al*lur-gi'cal'ly \-ji-k(a-)le\ adv

met.aMiir.gist \"met'=l-.ar-j?5t\ n : a speciaUst in the science or
application of metallurgy
met.aMur.gy \-je\ n [NL meiallurgia, fr. Gk metallon + NL
-urgia -urgy] ; the science and technology of metals

met.al.work \'met-=l-,w3rk\ n ; the product of metalworking —
met-al-work-er \-,war-k3r\ n

met-al-work-ing \-,w3r-kiD\ n : the act or process of shaping
things out of metal

meta.mere \'met-s-,mi(3)r\ n [ISV] : any of a linear series of
primitively similar segments into which the body of a higher
invertebrate or vertebrate is divisible — meta.Jiier.ic \.met-3-
'mer-ik, -'mi(9)r-\ adj — meta-mer-l>caMy \-i-k(o-jle\ odv —
me-tam-er-ism \ms-'tam-a-.riz-3m\ n

meta.mor-phic \,met-3-'m6r-fik\ adj l : of or relating to meta-
mori?hosis 2 oj a rock : of, relatmg to, or produced by meta-
morphism

meta.mor-pliisra \-'m6r-.fiz-3m\ n 1 : metamorphosis 2 : a
change in the constitution of rock; specij : a pronounced change
effected by pressure, heat, and water that results m a more compact
and more highly crystalline condition
meta-mor-phose \-.foz, -.fos\ vb [prob. fr. MF metamorphoser^
fr. metamorphose metamorphosis, fr. L metamorphosis] vi la; to
change into a different physical form esp. by supernatural means
b : to change strikingly the appearance' or character of ; trans-
form 2 : lo cause (lock) to undergo metamorphism <— vi : to
undergo metamorphosis syn see transform

meta-mor-pho-SiS \-"m6r-l"9-S3s\ n [L, fr. Gk metamorphosis,
fr. meiamorphoim to transform, fr. meia- -h morphe form] 1 a
; change of physical form, structure, or substance esp. by super-
natural means b ; a striking alteration in appearance, character,
or circumstances 2 t a marked and more or less abrupt change
in the form or structure of an animal occurring subsec[uent to
birth or hatching
meta.neph*nc \-'uef-rik\ adj : of or relating to the melanephros
meta-nepli.ros \-'nef-r?s, -,ras\ n, pi meta-neph-roi \-,r6i\ [NL.
fr. meta- + Gk nephros kidney — more at NEPHRms] ; one of the
posterior of the three pairs of embryonic renal organs of higher
vertebrates pt-rsisting as the definitive kidney

meta.phase \'met-3-,faz\ n [ISV] ; the stage of mitosis preceding
the anaphase

met-a.plior \'mer-3-,f6(a1r, -iov\ n [MF or L; MF, metaphore, fr.

L metaphora, fr. Gk, fr. metapherein lo transfer, fr. meta- +
pherein to bear — more at bear] : a figure of speech in which a
word or phrase literally denoting one kind of object or idea is

used in place of another to suggest a hkeness or analogy between
them (as in jhe ship plows the sea); broadly : figurative language— 7net>a'Phor-l*caI V.met-s-'for-i-kal. -'far-\ adj— met>a*piior-
i.caMy \-i-ki3-Uc\ adv

meta.phos.phate \,met-3-'fas-,fat\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of a
metapho'^phniic acid

meta.phos.pho.ric acid \-,fas-,f6r-ik-. -.far-; -,fas-fC3-)rik-\ n : a
glassy solid acid HPO3 or (HPOs)^ formed by heating orthophos-
phoric acid

meta-phys-ic \,met-3-'fi2-ik\ n [ME metaphesyk, fr. ML Meta-
physical la: metaphysics b : a particular system of metaphysics
2 : the system of principles underlying a particular study or sub-
ject — metaphysic adj

meta>phys*i*cal \,met-3-'fiz-i-k3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to
metaphysics 2 a : of or relating to the transcendent or super-
sensible b : stJPERNATURAL 3 : highly abstract or abstruse
4 ; of or relating to poetry esp. of the eariy 17th century that is

marked by elaborate subtleties of thought and expression — meta-
phys'i'CaMy \-i-k(3-"iIe\ adv

meta*phy*si'Cian \-f3-'zish-3n\ n : a student of or specialist in
metaphysics

meta>phys>iC5 \.met-3-'fiz-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ML
Metaphysica, title of Aristotle's treatise on the subject, fr, Gk
(ta^ meta (ta) physika. Ut., the (works) after the physical (works);
fr. its position in his collected works ] 1 a (1 ) ; a division of philoso-
phy that includes ontology and cosmology (2) : philosophy made
up of ontology and epistemology (3) ; ontology b : the more
abstruse philosophical sciences 2 : metaphvsic 2

meta.pla-Sia \,met-3-'pIa-zh(e-")3\ n [NL] 1 : transformation of
one tissue into another 2 : abnormal replacement of cells of one
type by cells of another — meta-plas>tic \-'plas-tik\ adj
meta.plasm \'met-3-,plaz-3ra\n 1 [L me/a;7/a.jmw.j, lit., transforma-
tion, fr. Gk metaplasmos, fr; metaplassein to remold, fr. mela- +
plassein to mold — more at plaster] : alteration of regular
structure usu. by transposition of the letters or syllables of a word
or of the words in a sentence 2 [ISV] ; material consisting of
lifeless derivatives of protoplasm — meta>plas*mic \,met-3-'plaz-
mik\ adj

meta>pro>tein \,met-3-'pr6-,ten, -'pr6t-e-3n\ n : any of various
products derived from proteins through the action of acids or
alkaUes by which the solubihty and sometimes the composition
of the proteins is changed

meta>psy>clio*log*i*cal X.met-a-.sT-ks-'raj-l-kolX adj : of or re-

lating to metapsychology
meta.psy.chol-O.gy \-,sT-'kal-3-je\ n [ISV] : a theory that aims
to supplement the facts and empirical laws of psychology by specu-
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latlons on the connection of mental and physical processes or on
the place of mind in the universe

meta>se>quoia \-si-'kw6i-a\ n [NL, genus name, fr. meta- +
Sequoia'] : any of a genus {Metasequoia) of fossil and living
deciduous coniferous trees of the pine family

Itieta>so>inat>ic \-s6-*mat-ik\ adj ; of or relating to metasomatism
meta>so*ma>tism \-'s5-m3-,tiz-3m\ n {meta- + Gk somai-, soma
body — more at somat-] ; raelamorphism that involves changes in
the chemical composition as well as in the texture of rock

meta-sta.hle \,met-3-'sta-b3l\ adj [ISV] ; marked by only a slight
margin of stability <a -^ compound)

me.tas.ta-sis \m3-*tas-t3-s3s\ n. pi me-tas-ta-ses \-t3-,sez\ [NL,
fr. LL, transition, fr. Gk. fr. methistanai to change, fr. meta- +
histanai to set — more at sfand] : change of position, state, or
form: as a ; transfer of a disease-producing agency from the site
of disease to another part of the body b ; a secondary metastatic
growth of a malignant tumor — met-a<stat-ic \,met-a-'stat-ik\
adj— taet-a'Stat'i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

me-tas-ta-Size \m3-'tas-t3-,sTz\ v/ : to spread by metastasis
imeta>tar-sal \,met-a-'tar-sal\ adj : of or relating to the metatarsus— meta>tar>saMy \-s3-leV adv
ametatarsal n : a metatarsal bont
meta.tar-sus \,met-3-'tar-s3s\ n tNL] : the part of the foot in
man or of the hind foot in quadrupeds between the tarsus and
phalanges

me-tath.e-sis \m3-'tath-3-s3s\ n, pi me-tath'e.ses \-3-,sez\
[Gk, fr. metatiihenai to transpose, fr. meta- + tithenai to place— more at do] : a change of place or condition; specij ; transposi-
tion of two phonemes in a word (as in Old English wxsp, wxps)— met-a-thet'i'Cal \.met-3-'thet-i-k3l\ or met-a-thet-ic \-ik\
adj— met-a-thet-i-cal-ly \-i-ko-)le\ adv
meta.tho-rax \,met-3-'tho(a)r-.aks, -'th6C3)r-\ n [NL] : the
posterior segment of the thorax of an insect

meta-zo-al \,met-3-'zo-al\ adj [NL Metazoa] : metazoan
meta*ZO-an \-'z6-9n\ n [NL Metazoa, group name. fr. meta-
+ -zoa] : any of a group {Metazoa) that comprises all animals
having the body composed of ceils differentiated into tissues and
organs and usu. a digestive cavity lined with specialized cells —
metazoan a^j
imete \*met\ vt [me meten, fr. OE metan; akin to OHO mezzan
to measure, L modus measure, meditari to meditate] 1 archaic
: MEASURE 2 : to assign by measure : allot

3mete n [AF, fr. L meta] : boundary <~5 and bounds)
me.tem.psy.cho-Sis \ma-.tem(p)-si-'k6-sas. .met-3m-.sY-\ n [LL,
fr. Gk metempsychosis^ fr. metempsychousthai to undergo metem-
psychosis, fr. meta- + empsychos animate, fr. en- + psyche soul— more at psyche] : the passing of the soul at death into another
body either human or animal

met-en.ce.phal-ic \,met-,en(t)-s3-'fal-ik\ adj : of or relathig to
the metencephalon

metren.ceph.a.lon \,met-,en-'sef-5-.mn, -lan\ n [NL] 1 : the an-
terior segment of the rhombencephalon 2 : the cerebellum and
pons that evolve from this- segment
me.te-or \'met-e-9r. -e-.6(a)r\ n [ME, fr. MF meteore, fr. ML
meteqrum, fr. Gk meteoron phenomenon in the sky, fr. neut. of
meteoros high in air, fr. meta- + -eoros (akin to Gk aeirein to
lift)] 1 : a phenomenon or appearance in the atmosphere (as
lightning, a rainbow, or a snowfall) 2 a ; one of the small par-
ticles of matter in the solar system observable directly only when
it falls into the earth's atmosphere where faction may cause its

temporary incfindescence b : the streak of hght produced by the
passage of a meteor

me.te.or-iC \,met-e-'6r-ik. -"ar-X adj 1 : of, relating to, or derived
from the earth's atmosphere 2 : of, relating to, or resembling a
meteor— me-te-or_*i*cal*ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

me.te.or.ite \'met-e-5-.rTt\ n ; a meteor that reaches the surface
of the earth without being completely vaporized — me-te>or>lt>ic
\,met-e-3-'rit-ik\ adj ~~ me>te<or<it*l*cal \-i-k3l\ adj

me.te-or.it.ics \,met-c-9-'rit-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : a science
that deals with meteors

me-te.or.o-graph \-'6r-3-.graf, -'ar-\ n : an autographic apparatus
for recording simultaneously several meteorologic elements —
me-te.or.o-graph-ic \-.6r-a-*graf-ik, -,ar-\ adj

ine>te*or*oid \'met-e-3-,r6id\ « 1 : a meteor revolving around the
sun 2 : a meteor particle itself without relation to the phenomena
it produces when entering the earth's atmosphere

me.te-o-ro.log.i.cal X.met-e-.or-s-'laj-i-kal, -.ar-3-, -3-rs-\ also
me-te-cro-log-ic \-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to meteorology —
me.te-O'ro.log-i-caMy \-i-ko-)le\ adv

me.te.o-roI.Q-gist \,met-e-a-*raI-3-jast\ n : a specialist in meteo-
rology

me.te.O.rol.O-gy \-je\ n [F or Gk; F meteorologie, fr. MF, fr.

Gk meteorologia, fr. meteoron + -logia -logy] 1 ; a science that
deals with the atmosphere and its phenomena and esp. with
weather and weather forecasting 2 : the atmospheric phenomena
and weather of a region
meteor shower also meteoric shower n : the phenomenon ob-
served when members of a group of meteors encounter the earth's
atmosphere and their luminous paths appear to diverge from a
single point
ime.ter or chiefly Brit me-tre \'met-3r\ n [ME, fr. OE & MF; OE
meter, fr. L metrum, fr Gk metron measure, meter; MF metre, fr.

OF. fr. L metrum — more at measure] 1 a : systematically arranged
and measured rhythm in verse: (1) : rhythm that continuously
repeats a single basic pattern (iambic ~) (2) : rhythm character-
ized by regular recurrence in larger figures (ballad '^> b : a
measure or unit of metrical verse — usu. used in combination and
pronounced \m-at-3r\ (pentame/er>; compare FOOT c ; a fixed
metrical pattern : verse form 2 : the basic recurrent rhythmical
pattern of note values, accents, and beats per measure in music

2met-er \'met-3r\ n [ME, fr. meten to mete] : one that measures;
esp : an official measurer of commodities

3me-ter or chiejly Brit me-tre \'met-ar\ n [F metre, fr. Gk metron
measure] ; the basic metric unit of length — see metric system
table

«me«ter n [-meters 1 ; an instrument for measuring and sometimes

recording the amount of something 2 : a philatelic cover bearing
an impression of a postage meter
sme-ter vt 1 : to measure by means of a meter 2 ; to supplym a measured or regulated amount 3 : to print postal indicia
on by means of a postage meter

-me-ter Xm-at-ar, in some words .met-X « comb form [F -metre,
fr. Gk metron measure] ; instrument or means for measuring
iharomeier'}

meler-bilogram-second adj : of, relating to, or being a svstera
of units based on the meter as the unit of length, the kilogram as
the unit of mass, and the mean solar second as the unit of time

met.es-trus Xf'^met-'es-trssX n [NL] : the period of regression
that follows estrus
meth- or metho- comb jorm [ISV, fr. methyll : methyl imeth-

cry lie)

metli.ac-ry.Iate X(')meth-'ak-r3-,lat\ n [ISV] 1 : a salt or ester
of methacrylic acid 2 : an acrylic resin or plastic made from a
derivative of methacrylic acid
meth.acryMc acid X.meth-s-.kril-ik-X n [ISV] : an unsaturated
acid C4H602 usu. obtained by reaction of acetone cyanohydrin
and sulfuric acid and used in making acrylic resins or plastics
meth-a-done X'meth-s-.donX or meth-a-don X-,danX n [6-di-
mfr/iyI(3mino-4, 4-iiiphenyl-3-heptanone] : a synthetic addictive
narcotic drug C2,H27NO used esp. in the form of its hydrochloride
for the relief of pain
meth.ane X'meth-.an\ n [ISV] : a colorless odorless flammable
gaseous hydrocarbon CH4 that is a product of decomposition of
organic matter in marshes and mines or of the carbonization of coal
and is used as a fuel and as a raw material in chemical synthesis
methane series n : a homologous series of saturated open-chain
hydrocarbons CnH2n+2 of which methane is the first and lowest
member

meth.a.nol X'meth-3-,ndl. -.noI\ n [ISV] : a light volaUle flammable
poisonous liquid alcohol CH3OH formed in the destructive dis-
tillation of wood or made synthetically and used esp. as a solvent,
antifreeze, or denaturant for ethyl alcohol and in the synthesis
of other chemicals — meth<a>no-lic X.meth-a-'no-likX adj

me*theg-lin Xma-'theg-lsnX n [W meddyglyn] ; a beverage usu.
made of fermented honey and water : mead

met.he.mo.glo-bin X(')met-'he-ma-,gl6-b3n, -'hem-a-; .met-.he-ms-',
-,hem-3-'X n [ISV] : a soluble brown crystalline basic blood pig-
ment that differs from hemoglobin in containing ferric iron and in
being unable to combine reversibly with molecular oxygen
me. the.na.mine Xma-'the-na-.men, -msnX n [methene (methylene)
+ amine] : hexamethylenetetramine used as a urinary antiseptic

me.tblnKs \mi-'thio(k)sX vb impersonal, past me-thought X-'thotX
[ME me thinketh, fr. OE me ihincth, fr. me (dat. of ic I) + thincth
seems, fr. thyncan to seem — more at 1, think] archaic : seems to me

me.thi.o-nine Xma-'tht-a-.nenX n [ISV, fr. methyl + thion- -f- -ine]
; a crystalline sulfur-containing essential amino acid CsHnNOzS

meth.Od X'meth-adX n [MF or L; MF methode, fr. L methodus, fr.

Gk methodos, fr. meta- + hodos way — more at cede] 1 ; a pro-
cedure or process for attaining an object: as a (1) : a discipline
that deals with the principles and techniques of scientific inquiry
(2) : a systematic procedure, technique, or mode of inquiry em-
ployed by or proper to a particular discipline or art (3) ; a sys-
tematic plan followed in presenting material for instruction h (1) : a
way, technique, or process of or for doing something (2) : a body
of skills or techniques 2 a : orderly arrangement, development,
or classification ; plan b : the habitual practice of orderUness
and regularity
syn method, mode, manner, way, fashion, system denote the

means taken or procedure followed in achieving an end. method
implies an orderly logical effective arrangement usu. in steps; mode
implies an order or course followed by custom, tradition, or per-
sonal preference; manner is close to mode but may imply a pro-
cedure or method that is individual or distinctive; way may be used
for any of the preceding words with more expressive or intimate
effect; fashion may be a less formal equivalent to mode or it may
connote something more superficial or ephemeral than way;
system suggests a fully developed or carefully formulated method
often emphasizing the idea of rational orderliness

rae.thod.ic \m9-*thad-ikx adj : methodical, systematic
me.thod.i'Csil X-i-kalX arf; 1 : arranged, characterized by, or per-
formed with method or order 2 : habitually proceeding according
to method : systematic — me-thod.i.cal-ly X-i-k(9-)le\ adv —
me-thod.i.cal.ness X-kal-nssX n

meth.Qd.ism X'meth-3-,diz-am\ n 1 cap a : the doctrines and
practice of Methodists b ; the Methodist churches 2 : methodical
procedure

meth.od.ist \-3d-3st\ n l : a person devoted to or laying great
stress on method 2 cap : a member of one of the denominations
deriving from the Wesleyan revival in the Church of England, hav-
ing Arminian doctrine and in the U.S. modified episcopal poUty, and
stressing personal and social morality — methodist adj — meth-
od.is-tic \,meih-3-'dis-tikX adj

meth.Qd-ize X'meth-a-.dlzX vt ; to reduce to method : systematize
syn see order

meth.od.olog.i.cal X.meth-ad-'I-'aj-i-kalX adj ; of or relating to
method or methodology — meth.od.Qlog-i.cal-ly X-i-k(a-)leX adv

meth.od.Ql-o.gist X-a-'dal-s-jsstX n : a student of methodology
meth.od-Ol-O.gy \-ie\ n [NL methodologia, fr. L methodus + -logia

-logy] 1 ; a body of methods, rules, and postulates employed by a
disciphne : a particular procedure or set of procedures 2 : the
analysis of the principles or procedures of inquiry in a particular
field

meth.ox'ide Xme-'thUk-.sTdX n : a base formed from methanol by
replacement of the hydroxyl hydrogen with a metal

me.tlioxy.chlor Xme-*thak-si-,kl6(s)r, -,kl6(3)rX n Imeth- + oxy-
+ tricyi/orethane] : a crystalline insecticide CisChHisOa said to be
faster acting and less toxic to warm-blooded animals than DDT
Me.thu.se.lah Xm3-'th(y)uz-(3-)laX n [Heb MethUshd'eH : a
biblical patriarch held to have Uved 969 years

meth.yl X'meth-alX n [ISV, back-formation fr methylene} : an alkyl
radical CH3 derived from methane by removal of one hydrogen
atom — me-thyl.ic Xma-'thil-ikX adj

meth-yl.al \'meth-a-.lalX n [ISV] : a volatile flammable liquid
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acetal CH2fOCH3)2 of pleasant ethereal odor made by partial
oxidation of mettiaaol and used esp. as a solvent and in organic
synthesis

methyl alcohol n : methanol
me.thyl.amine \,meth-a-l3-'men, -Mam-an; ma-'thil-a-.menV n
[ISV] : a flammable explosive gas CHsNHz with a strong ammoni-
acal odor that is usu. made from methanol and ammonia and used
esp. in organic synthesis
imeth.yl-ate \'meth-3-,Iat\ n ; methoxide
amethylate vt 1 : to impregnate or mix with methanol 2 : to in-
troduce the methyl group into — inetn>yl<ation \,meth-3-'la-shan\
n — meth.yl-ator \'meth-a-,Iat-3r\ n
methyl hromide n : a poisonous gaseous compound CHaBr used
chiefly as a fumigant against rodents, worms, and insects
meth.y.lene \'meth-3-,len\ n [F methylene, fr. Gk methy wine +
hyle wood — more at mead] : a bivalent hydrocarbon radical
CH2= or —CHz— derived from methane by removal of two
hydrogen atoms

: a basic Thiazine dye used esp. as a biological
1 cyanide poisoning, and an.oxidation-reduction

the quality or state of

indit

tik-ya-'las-at-eX
CULOUSNESS

l3S\ adj [L meticulosus, fr. metus fear]

me.licu.los-i'ty \
being meticulous ;

me*tic*u*lous Vms-
1 obs : TIMID, FEARFUL 2 : marked by extreme or excessive
the consideration or treatment of details syn see careful — me-
tiC'U'lous'Jy adv — me'tic-u-lous-ness n

me-tier \ma-'lya\ n [F, fr. (assumed) VL misterium. alter, of L
ministerium work, ministry] 1 : vocation, trade 2 : an area of
activity in which one is expert or successful : forte syn see work

m^.tis \ma-'te(sA n, pi me-tis \-'te(s), -'tez\ [F, fr. LL mixticius
mixed — more at mestizo] : one of mixed blood: a : half-breed
b : a crossbjed animal
Me>tol \'rae-,t61, -,tol\ trademark — used for a photographic
developer
met'Onym \'met-3-,nim\ n [back-formation fr. metonymy^ : a
word used in metonymy

niet>onym>ic \,met-3-'nim-ik\ adj : of or relating to metonymy
: used in metonvmy —_ met-ouym-l<caI \-i-k9l\ adj — met-
onym-i-caMy \-i-kO-)le\ adv

me-ton.y-my_\m3-*tan-3-me\ n [L mefonymia. fr. Gk metonymia,
'

'. -onymy] : a figure of speech consisting of the

the (

me-too \*me-'tij\ adj ; marked by similarity to or acceptance of the
successful or persuasive policies or practices of a political rival —
me-too-er \-3i\ /: — me-too-ism \-,iz-3m\ n

laet-ope \'met-,op, 'rnet-a-(.)pe\ n [Gk metope, fr. meta- + ope
opening; akin to Gk ops eye, face — more at eye] : the space be-
tween two triglyohs of a Doric frieze ofien adorned with carved
work

met'Q.pon \'met-3-,pan\ n [merhyldihydrcjmor;7hinone] : a narcotic
drug CieHjiNOj derived from morphine
metr- or metro- comb form [NL, fr. Gk metr-, fr. metra, fr. metr-,
meter mother — more at mother] : uterus {metritis) <me//-orrhagia>
Met-ra-zol \'me-trs-.z61, -,z61\ trademark — used for pentylene-
tetrazol

me.tre \'met-?r\ chiejly Brit var of meter
imet-ric \*me-trik\ /; 1 pi x a part of prosody that deals with met-
rical structure 2 : a standard of measurement

2metric or met-ri-cal \-tri-k3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or based

on the meter as a standard of measurement — met>rl*cal*l7
\-tri-k(s-)Ie\ adv

-met-iic \'me-trik\ or -met.ri-cal \-tri-k3l\ adj combjorm 1 : of,
employing, or obtained by (such) a meter <galvanomerrfC> 2 : of or
relating to (such) an art, process, or science of measuring (chrono-
metric) (gravimetricaO

met.ri-cal \'me-tri-k3l\ or met.ric \-trik\ adj X : of, relating to,
or composed in meter 2 : of or relating to measurement — met-
ri.cal-ly \-tri-ko-)le\ adv

metric hundredweight n : a unit of weight equal to 50 kilograms
metric system n : a decimal sy.'^tem of weights and measures based

the kilogram
etric s^ste.m table

ne-\ n 1 : a maker of verses 2 : one skillful

the meter and
metric ton n — see
me.trist x'me-trsst,
in handling meter

met.ro \'me-(,)tro\ [F metro, short for (cbemin de jer) metropoli-
lutii metropolitan railroad] : subway

met.ro.log.i.cal \,me-tr3-'laj-i-kal\ adj : of or relating to metrology— met.ro.log-i.cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — me-trol-o-gist \me-
'tral-3-J3st\ n

me.trOl.Q.gy \me-'tral-3-je\ n [F metrologie, fr. Gk metrologia
theory of ratios, fr. meiron measure — more at measure] X : the
science of weights and measures or of measurement 2 : a svstem of
weights and measures
met.ro.nome \'me-tra-,nom\ n [Gk metron +
-nomos controlling, fr. nomos law — more at
nimble] : an instrument designed to mark exact
time by a regularly repeated tick — met-ro-
nom.ic \,me-tr3-'nam-ik\ adj — met*ro-
nom.i'Cal'ly \-i-kf3-)le\ adv

me.trop.o-lis \np-'trap_-(3-)l33\ n [LL, fr. Gk
metropolis, fr. metr-, meter mother -\- polls city— more at mother, police] 1 : the mother city
or state of a colony esp. in ancient Greece
2 : the chief or capital city of a country, stale, or
region 3 ; a principal seat or center of an ac-

imet.ro.poM.tan \,me-tre-'pal-ot-=n\ n 1 : the
primate of an ecclesiastical province 2 : one
who lives in a metropolis or evinces metropolitan manners or customs

^metropolitan adj [LL metropoUtanus of the see ofa metropoUtan,
fr. metropolitan n., metropolitan, fr. LGk metropolites, fr. metropolis

ropolitan, fr. Gk, capital] 1 : of or constituting a

metronome

of, relating to, or characteristic of ametropolita
metropolis

me-tror.rlia.gia \,me-tr3-'ra
from the uterus esp. between
\-'rai-ik\ adj

-m.e.try \m-3-tre\ n comb form [ME -rnetrie, fr. MF, fr. L -meiria,
fr. Gk, fr. metrein to measure, fr. metron — more ai measure] : art,

process, or science of measuring (something specified) (chronomc-
try} {photometryy

met-tle \'met-'l\ n [alter, of metaH 1 : quahty of temperament or
disposition 2 a : spmrr, ardor b : stamina syn see courage —
met. tied \-'ld\ adj — met'tle-some X-^l-sgmX adj — on one's
mettle : aroused to do one's best
imew \'myii\ n [ME, fr. OE m^w; akin to ON /

; the common European gull (Larus canus)
2mew V/.J [ME mewen, of Imit. origin] vi ; to utter a mew or similar
sound <gulls '^ed over the bay) "- v/ : to utter by mewing : meow
3niew n : meow
4mew n [ME mewe, fr. MF mue, li. muer to molt. fr. L mutare to

- gull] : gull; esp

METRIC SYSTEM
LENGTH

unit abbreviation number of meters approximate U.S. equivalent
myriameter mym 10,000 6.2 miles
kilometer km 1,000 0.62 miles
hectometer hm 100 109.36 vards
decameter dkm 10 32.81 "feet

meter m 1 39.37 inches
decimeter dm 0.1 3.94 inches
centimeter cm 0.01 0.39 inches
millimeter mm 0.001

AREA
0.04 inches

unit abbreviation number of square meters
1,000,000

approximate U.S. equivalent
.square kilometer sq km or kmz 0.3861 square miles
hectare ha 10,000 2.47 acres
are a 100 119.60 square yards
centare ca 1 10.76 square feet
square centimeter sq cm or an' 0.0001

VOLUME
0.155 square inches

unit abbreviation number of cubic meters approximate U.S. equivalent
decastere dks 10 13.10 cubic yards
stele s 1 1.31 cubic yards
decistere ds 0.10 3.53 cubic feet
cubic centimeter

cm3 also cc
0.000001

CAPAcrrY

0.061 cubic inches

unit abbreviation number of liters approximate U.S. equivalent
cubic dry liquid

klloliter kl 1.000 1.31 cubic yards
hectoliter bl 100 3.53 cube feel 2.84 bushels
decaliter dkl 10 0.35 cub c feet 1.14 pecks 2.64 gallons
liter 1 1 61.02 cub cinches 0.908 quarts 1.057 quarts
deciliter dl 0.10 6.1 cubic inches 0.18 pints 0.21 pints
centiliter cl 0.01 0.6 cubic inches 0.338 fluidounces
milliliter ml 0.001 0.06 cubic inches 0.2 7 fiuidrams

MASS AND WEIGHT
unit abbreviation niimber of grams approximate U.S. equivalent

metric ton MT or t 1,000,000 1.1 tons
quintal q 100,000 220.46 pounds
kilogram kg 1,000 2.2046 pounds
hectogram hg 100 3.527 ounces
decagram dkg 10 0.353 ounces
gram g or gm 1 0.035 ounces
decigram dg 0.10 1.543 grains
centigram eg 0.01 0.154 grains
milligram mg 0.001 0.015 grains
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change — more at wss] 1 archaic ; a cage for hawks esp. while
molting 2 : a place for hiding or retirement 3 pi but sing or pi in
constr, chiejly Brit a : stables usu. with living quarters built around
a court b ; back street ; alley
Smew vt : to shut up : confine
mewl \'myij(3)l\ vi [imit.] : to cry weakly like a child : whimper
Mex*i-catt \'mek-si-k3n\ n 1 a : a native or inhabitant of Mexico
b : a person of Mexican descent c Southwest : a person of mixed
Spanish and Indian descent 2 : nahuatl 2 — Mexican adj
Slexican bean beetle n : a spotted ladybug (Epilachna varivestis)

all nearly hairless

NL meio-, fr. Gk, fr.

Dr mi*as>ma>ta
to pollute] 1 ; a
disease; broadly
influence or at-

ihat feeds on the leaves of beans
mexicau hairless n : any of an old breed of
dogs found in Mexico
Mexican Spanish n : the Spanish used in Mexico
me.ze.re.OU \m3-'zir-e-3n\ n [ME mizerion, fr. ML
Ar mazariyun, fr. Per] : a small European shn.ib {Daphne
of the family Thymelaeaceae, the mezereon family) with fragrant
lilac purple flowers and an acrid bark used in medicine
me.zu.zah or me-zu-za \ra3-'zuz-3\ n [Heb mezuzdh doorpost]

; a small parchment scroll inscribed with Deut 6:4-9 and 11 :13-21
and the name Shaddai and placed in a case fixed to the doorpost
by some Jewish families as a sign and reminder of their faith

mez-za.nine \'mez-=n-,en, .mez-^n-'\ n [F, fr. It mezzanino, fr.

mezzano middle, fr. L medianus middle, median] 1 : a low-ceilinged
story between two main stories of a building; esp : an intermediate
story that projects in the form of a balcony 2a: the lowest
balcony in a theater b : the first few rows of such a balcony
mez-ZO lor-te \,met-(.)so-*f6r-,ta, ,me(dU-(.)o-, -'fort-eX ad} {or
adv) [It] ; moderately loud — used as a direction in music

mez-zo-re.Iie.vo \-ri-'le-{,)vo, -rel-'ya-{,)v6\ n, pi mezzo-
relievos [It mezzorilievo, fr. mezzo half + rilievo relief] : sculp-
tural relief intermediate between bas-relief and high relief

mez>ZO-SO<pra>no \-S3-'pran-(.)o, -'pran-\ n [It mezzosoprano,
fr. mezzo ¥ soprano'] ; a woman's voice of a full deep quality
between that of the soprano and contralto; also ; a singer having
such a voice

mez*ZO>tillt \'met-so-.tint, 'me(d)z-o-\ n [modif. of It mezzatinta,
fr. mezza (fem. of mezzo) -f tinta tint] 1 ; a manner of engraving
on copper or steel by scraping or burnishing a roughened surface
to produce light and shade 2 : an engraving produced by mez-
zotint

mho \'mo\ n [backward spelling of ohm] : the practical unit of
conductance equal to the reciprocal of the ohm
mi \'me\ n [ML, fr. the syllable sung to this note in a medieval
hymn to St. John the Baptist] : the 3d tone of the diatonic scale
in solmization

mi- or mio- comb form [prob. f

more at minor] : less <Af/ocene>
Mi-ami \mT-'am-e, -'am-a\ n, pi Mi-ami or Mi-am-is 1 :

Indian people of northern Indiana 2 : a member of the Mia
people
ml*aow \me-'au\ var oj meow
mi-as-ma \mT-'az-ma, me-\ n, pi miasmas
\-'az-mat-a\ [NL, fr. Gk, defilement, fr. m'

'

vaporous exhalation formerly behaved to
; a heavy vaporous emanation
mosphere — mi>as>mal \-m3l\ adj — mi>as*mat<ic
mat-ik\ adj — mi>as*niic \mi-'az-mik, me-\ adj

mi-ca \'mT-k3\ n, ojien attrib [NL, fr. L, grain, crumb; akin to
Gk mikros small — more at micr-] ; any of various colored or
transparent mineral silicates crystallizing in monoclinic forms that
readily separate into very thin leaves — mi>ca>ceous \mi-'ka-
shas\ adj
Mi'Cah \'mT-ka\ n [Heb Mlkhahl ; a Hebrew prophet of the 8th
century B.C.

mice pi oj MOUSE
mi<cel>lar \mr-'sel-3r\ adj IJSV] : of, relating to, or characterized
by micelles — mi>cel-lar-ly adv

mi'Celle \mT-'seI\ n [NL micella, fr. L mica] : a unit of structure
(as a colloidal particle) built up from polymeric molecules or
ions
Mi.cUael \'mT-k3l\ n [Heb Mlkho'el] : one of the archangels
Mich>ael>maS \'mik-3l-mas\ n [ME mychelmesse, fr. OE Michaeles
msesse Michael's mass] : the feast of St. Michael the Archangel on
September 29 and one of the four quarter days in England
Michaelmas daisy n ; a wild aster; esp ; one blooming about
Michaelmas
MicK-ey Finn \,mik-e-'fin\ n [prob. fr. the name Mickey Finn]
; a drink of liquor doctored wifii a purgative or a drug (slipped
him a Mickey Finn}

mick>le \'niik-3l\ adj [ME mikel, fr. OE micel ~ more at MUCH]
chiejly Scot : great, much — mickle adv, chiejly Scot
Mic>niac ynuk-.mtikX n, pi Micraac or Micmacs [Micmac
Migmac, lit., allies] 1 a : an Indian people of the Maritime
Provinces and Newfoundland, Canada b : a member of this
people 2 : the Algonquian language of the Micmac people
micr- or micro- combjorm [ME micro-, fr. L, fr. Gk mikr-, mikro-,
fr. mikros, smikros small, short; akin to OE smeaWc careful,
exquisite] la: small ; minute <m/c/-ofilm> b : enlarging : mag-
nifying or amplifying (microphone) (microscope) c : used for
or involving minute quantities or variations (microbarograph)
d ; minutely (/n/crolevel) 2 : one millionth part of a (specified)
unit (microgram) (microhm) 3 a : using microscopy (microdis-
section) : used in microscopy (microtome) b : revealed by or
having its structure discernible only by microscopical examination
(microorganism) 4 : abnormally small (microcyte) 5 : of or
relating to a small area (microclimate) 6 : employed in or con-
nected with microphotographing or microfilming (microcopy)

mi<cro \'mi-(,)kro\ adj imicr-] : microscopic
ini>cro>baro>graph \,mr-kr6-'bar-3-,graf\ n [ISV] ; a barograph
for recording small and rapid changes

mi.crohe \'mT-,kr6b\ n [ISV micr- + Gk bios life — more at
QUICK] : microorganism, germ — mi-cro'bi-al \mT-'kr6-be-3i\
or mi*cro*bic \-bik\ adj

mi>cro*bi.o*log-i*cal V.ml-kro-.bT-a-'laj-i-kalx also mi.crO'bi.o-
log-ic \-Lk\ adj : of or relating to microbiology — mi-cro>bi-o-
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mi.cro.cli-mate \-,kiT-m3t\
climate of a usu. small site <

kro-(,)klT-'mat-ik\ adj —
m3t--'l-'aj-i-k3l\ adj — mi-

log.i-caMy \-i-kC3-)le\ adv — mi-cro.bi-ol-o.gist \-(,)bT-'al-3-
]3St\ n
mi.cro-bi.ol.o.gy \-(,)bT-'aI-a-je\ n [ISV] : a branch of biology
dealmg esp. with microscopic forms of life

Ml'Cro-card \'mr-kro-,kard\ trademark — used for a sensitized
card approximately 3 in. x 5 in. on which printed matter is re-
produced photographically in greatly reduced form'""'

[ISV] : the esseniially uniform local
habitat — mi.cro-cli-mat.ic \,mT-
mi^cro.cli.ma-tO'log'i'cal \-,klT-... ro.cli»ma-tol'0-gy \-,kli -ma-'tal-s-

]e\ n
mi.cro.cline \'mT-kr6-.kirn\ n [G mikroklin. fr. mikr- micr- +Gk klinein to lean — more at lean] : a triclinic white to pale
yellow, red, or green mineral KAlSijOe of the feldspar group that
is like orthoclase in composition

mi.cro.CGC-CUS \,mT-kro-'kak-3s\ n [NL, genus name] : a small
spherical bacterium; esp : one of a genus {Micrococcus) in which
growth forms irregular groups
mi-cro.copy \*raT-kr6-,kap-e\ n [ISV] ; a photographic copy in
which printed or other graphic matter is reduced in size — micro-
copy vb

mi-cro.cosra \'mT-kr3-,kaz-3m\ n [ME, fr. ML microcosmus,
modif. of Gk mikros kosmos] 1 : a little world; esp : man or human
nature that is an epitome of the world or the universe 2 : a
community or other unity that is an epitome of a larger unity —
mi'CrO'CoS'mic \,mt-kr3-'kaz-niik\ adj — mi-cro*cos>mi*cal<Iy
\-'kaz-rai-k(3-)le\ adv

microcosmic salt n : a white crystalline salt NaNHsP04.4H20
used as a flux in testing for metallic oxides and salts

mi.cro.crys.tal.line \,mr-kr6-'kris-t3-Ian\ adj [ISV] : having the
constituent crystalline grains visible only by microscope — mi*cro-
crys.tal.Iin.i'ty \-,kris-t3-'lin-at-e\ n

mi'Crccyte \'mT-kr3-,sTt\ n [ISV] : a small red blood cell present
esp. in some anemias — mi>cro>cyt>ic \,mT-kr3-'sit-ik\ adj

mi'Cro-el.e'ment \.mT-kro-'el-3-m3nt\ n : trace element
mi.cro.evo.lU'tion \,mT-kr6-,ev-a-'lu-shan also -,e-v3-\ n : evolu-
tionary change resulting from selective accumulation of minute
variations — nu>cro<evo-Iu*tiou-ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj

mi-cro.li.lar.ia \-f3-'lar-e-3, -'ler-\ n [NL] : a minute larval
filaria

mi.cro-lilm \'mT-kr3-.film\ n [ISV] : a film bearing a photo-
graphic record on a reduced scale of printed or other graphic
matter — microfilm vb — mi*cro>fllm*er n
mi.cro.ga.mete \,mT-kr5-g3-'met, -'gam-.et\ n [ISV] : the smaller
and usu. male gamete of a heterogamous organism
mi-cro-gram \'mT-kr3-,gram\ n X [ISV] : one millionth of a gram
2 : micrograph 2

mi-cro>graph \-,graf\ n [ISV] 1 : an instrument for executing
minute writing or engraving 2 : a graphic reproduction of the
image of an object formed by a microscope 3 : an instrument for
measuring minute movements by the magnified record of move-
ments of a diaphragm

mi-crO'graph.ic \.mi-kr3-'graf-ik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or
disclosed by micrography — mi>cro>grapb-i*cal>ly \-i-k(a-)le\
adv
mi'Crog<ra>phy \mT-'krag-r3-fe\ n 1 : examination with the micro-
scope : microscopy 2 : the art or process of producing micro-
graphs
mi-cro-groove \'mT-kr6-,griJv\ n : a minute closely spaced Vo
shaped groove used on long-playing phonograph records

mi*cro*mere \-,mi(a)r\ n [ISV] : a small blastomere
mi'Cro*me'te<or>ite \,mT-kr6-'met-e-3-,rTt\ n : a meteorite so
small that it can pass through the earth's atmosphere without be-
coming intensely heated
mi<crom>e>ter \mT-'kram-3t-3r\ n [F micrometre, fr. micr- +
-metre -meter] : an instrument used with a telescope or microscope
for measuring minute distances

micrometer caliper n : a caliper
having a spindle moved by a finely 1 J
threaded screw for making precise

mi'Crom.e.try \mT-'kram-3-tre\ n
[ISV] : measurement with a

mi.cro-mi.cronV.mT-k;
,kran\ n : one millionth of z

mi.crou \'m7-.kran\ n [NL. fr. Gk
mikron, neut. of mikros small —
more at micr-] : a unit of length
equal to one thousandth of a millimeter

Mi<cro*ne<sian X.mT-krs-'ne-zhan. -shsnX n 1 : a native or in-

habitant of Micronesia 2 : a group of Austronesian languages
spoken in the Micronesian islands — Micronesiau adj

mi-cron.ize \'mT-kr3-,nrz\ vt : to pulverize esp. into particles a
few microns in diameter

mi.cro-nu-cle-us \,mT-kro-'n(y)u-kIe-3s\ n [NL] : a minute
nucleus; specij : one regarded as primarily concerned with re-

productive and genetic functions in most ciliated protozoans
mi.cro.nu.tri-eut \-*n(y)iJ-tre-3nt\ n 1 : trace element 2 : an
organic compound (as a vitamin) essential in minute amounts to
the growth and welfare of an animal
mi>cr0'0r*ga>nism \-'6r-g3-.niz-3m\ n [ISV] : an organism of
microscopic or ultramicroscopic size

mi'Cro.pa.le.on.tol.o-gy \-.na-le-(,)an-'taI-3-]e, -sn-, esp Brit
-,pal-e-\ n [ISV] ; the study of microscopic fossils

mi.cro-par.a-site \-*par-a-,sTt\ n : a parasitic microorganism —
mi-cro*par<a*sit-ic \-,par-3-'sii-ik\ adj

mi-cro.phage X'mT-kra-.faJ, -,fazh\ n [ISV] : a small phagocyte
mi>cro-phone Vrai-kr3-,fon\ n [ISV] : an instrument whereby
sound waves are caused to generate or modulate an electric cur-
rent usu. for the purpose of transmitting or recording speech or
music — mi>cro>pbon<ic \,mT-kr3-'fan-ik\ adj

mi>cro>phon>ics \,mT-kr3-'fan-iks\ n pi : noises in a loudspeaker
resulting from mechanical movement of tubes or other parts

mi-cro-pho.to.graph X.ml-krs-'fot-a-.grafX n [ISV] 1 : a small
photograph that is normally magnified for viewing ; microcopy

micrometer caliper: 1 anvil,

2 spindle, J frame, 4
sleeve, 5 thimble
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2 : PHOTOMICROGRAPH— mlcrophotogiapli v/— ini<cro>plio-to-
giaph'ic \-,f6t-3-'graf-ik\ adj — nii>cro*plio-tog<ra*phy \-f3-
'tag-rs-feV n

nil*cro*prillt \'mT-kro-,print\ n ; a photographic or photome-
chanical copy of graphic matter in reduced size — microprint vt

ini>cro>pro<i6C-tor X.ml-kro-pra-'jek-tsrX n ; a projector utilizing

a compound microscope for projecting on a screen a greatly
enlarged image of a microscopic object

mi-cro.py.lar \,mT-kr3-"pi-Iar\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or ad-
jacent to a micropyle

ml-cro.pyle \'mT-kra-,pTl\ n [ISV micr- + Gk j7^/?gate] 1 : a dif-

ferentiated area of surface in an egg through which a sperm enters
2 : a minute opening in the integument of an ovule of a seed plant
through which the pollen tube penetrates to the embryo sac

mi<cro-ra*dio*graph \,mI-kr5-'rad-e-3-,graf\ n : an X-ray
photograph showing minute internal structure — mi«cro«ra»diO-
graph'ic \-,rad-e-a-'graf-ik\ adj — ini>cro*ra<dl*og*ra-pIiy
\-e-'ag-r3-fe\ n

ini*cro>read>er \*mi-kro-,red-3r\ n : an apparatus that gives an
enlarged image of a microphotograph esp. for reading

ini>cro*SCOpe \'mT-kr3-,skop\ n [NL microscopium, fr. mlcr- +
-scopium -scope ] 1 : an optical instrument con-
sisting of a lens or combination of lenses for
making enlarged images of minute objects;
esp : COMPOUND microscope 2 : an instru-
ment using radiations other than light for
making enlarged images of minute objects

ttii>cro<scop.ic \,mT-kr3-'skap-ik\ or mi-cro-
SCOp-i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj 1 usu microscopical
: of, relating to, or conducted with the micro-
scope or microscopy 2 : resembling a micso-
scope esp. in perception 3 a : invisible or in-

distinguishable without the use of a microscope
b : very small or fine — mi»cro.scop.i.cal*ly
\-i-ko-)Ie\ adv

mi-cros-cO'py \mT-'kras-ka-pe\ n : the use
of or investigation with the microscope
mi^cro-seC'Cnd X.mT-kro-'sek-snd, -3nt\ n
[iSV] : one millionth of a second

mi*cro<seisni X'mi-krs-.sT-zsmX n [ISV] : a
feeble rhythmically recurring earth tremor —
mi.cro.seis.mic\.mT-kr3-'sTz-mik.-'sTs-\arfy ^^^^ j adiustTng

mi.cro.some \'mT-kr3-.s6m\ n [G mikrosom, tctew 4 objective
fr. mikr- micr- 4- -som -some] : a minute jg^s

'

5 table or
protoplasmic granule held to be a seat of pro- stage 6 illuminat-
tem formation — nii<cro>so>mi<al X.mi-kra- j'ne mirror
'so-me-3l\ or mi>cro-so>mic \-'s_o-mik\ adj

mi.cro^spo-ran.gi.iun \,mi-kro-sp3-'ran-je-
sm\ n [NL] : a sporangium that develops only microspores

mi.cro-spore \'mT-kr3-,sp5(a)r. -,sp6(3)r\ n [ISV] : one of the
spores in heterosporous plants that give rise to male gametophytes
and are generally smaller than the megaspore — mi-crO'Spor.ic
\,mT-kr3-'spor-ik, -'sp6r-\ or ini'Cro-spo>rous \-'spor-as, -'spor-;
mT-*kras-p3-r3s\ adj — iui-cro>spor>o>gen>e<sis X.mT-krs-.spor-
3-'jen-3-S3S, -,sp6r-\ n

mi.cro.spor>o.phyll \,mT-kr3-'sp5r-3-,fiI, -'sp6r-\ n : a sporophyll
that develops only microsporangia

mi.cro.structiire \'mT-kr6-.str3k-ch3r\ n [ISV] : the microscopic
structure of a material
mi.crO'Wave \'mT-kra-,wav\ n : a very short electromagnetic wave;
esp : one between 100 centimeters and 1 centimeter in wavelength

mictu-rate \'mik-ch3-,rat, 'mik-ta-X vi [L micfurire, fr. mictiis.

pp. of mingere: akin to OE mlgan to urinate, Gk omeichein] : uri-
nate — miC'tu-ri-tion X.mik-chs-'rish-sn, ,mik-t9-\ n
mid \'mid\ adj [ME, fr. OE midde; akin to OHO mitti middle. L
medius, Gk mesos'[ 1 : being the part in the middle or midst (in~ ocean) <mid-August> 2 : occupying a middle position <the ~
finger) Z oj a vowel ; articulated with the arch of the tongue mid-
way between its highest and its lowest elevation — mid adv or prep
Mi.das \'mTd-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk] : a legendary king of Phrygia having
the power to turn into gold everything he touched

mid-hrain \'mid-,bran\ n : the middle division of the embryonic
vertebrate brain; also : the parts of the defhiitive brain developed
from this region

mid.day \'mid-,da, -'da\ n, ojlen attrib : the middle part of the day
: NO<.)N

mid-den \'mid-=n\ n [ME midding, of Scand origin; akin to ON
myki dung & ON dyngja manure pile — more at mucus, dung]
1 : dunghill 2 : a refuse heap; esp : kitchen midden
imid.dle \'mid-n\ adj [ME middel, fr. OE; akin to L medius}
1 : equally distant from the extremes : medial, central <the ~
house in the row) 2 : being at neither extreme : intermediate
3 cap a : constituting a division intermediate between those prior
and later or upper and lower (.Middle Paleozoic) b : constitutmg a
period of a language or literature intermediate between one called
Old and one called New or Modern {Middle Dutch) ^ oj a verb
jorm or voice : typically asserting that a person or thing both per-
forms and is affected by the action represented

^middle ;i 1 : a middle part, point, or position 2 : the central
portion of the human body : waist 3 : ihe position of being among
or in the midst of something 4 : something intermediate between
extremes : mean
middle age n : the period of life from about 40 to about 60 —
mid.die-aged V.mid-^'l-'ajdX adj

IVIiddle Ages n pi i the period of European history from about
AD. 500 to about 1500

mid'dle*bTOW \'mid-'l-,brau\ n : a person who is moderately but
not highly cultivated — middlebrow adj

mid.dle.bust-er \-,bos-t3r\ n : liefer 1

middle C n : the note designated by the first ledger line below the
treble staff and the first above the bass staff

middle class n : a class occupying a position between the upper
class and the lower class; esp ; a fluid heterogeneous socioeconomic
grouping composed principally of business and professional people,
bureaucrats, and some farmers and skilled workers sharmg com-
mon social characteristics and values
middle distance n 1 : a part of a pictorial representation or scene
between the foreground and the background 2 : any footrace dis-
tance from 400 meters and 440 yards to 1500 meters and one mile

middle ear n : a small membrane-lined cavity that Is separated from
the outer ear by the eardrum and that transmits sound waves from
the eardum to the partition between the middle and irmer ears
through a chain of tiny bones

Middle English n ; the English in manuscripts of the 12th to 15th
centuries
Middle French n : the French in manuscripts of the 14th to 16th
centuries
Middle Greek n ; the Greek language used in the 7th to ISth

Middle High German n : the High German in use from about 1 1 00
to 1500
Middle Irish n : the Irish in use between the Ilth and ISth centuries
Middle Low German n : the Low German in use from about 1100
to 1500

mid'dle.man \'mid-^l-,man\ n : an intermediary or agent between
two parties; esp : a dealer or agent intermediate between the pro-
ducer of goods and the retailer or consumer
Middle Scots n : the Scots language in use between the latter half of
the 1 5th and the early decades of the 17ih centuries
middle term n : the term of a syllogism that occurs in both premises
mid.dle.weight \'mid-=l-,wat\ n : one of average weight: as a : a
boxer weighing more than 147 but not over 160 pounds b : a
wrestler weighing more than 158 but not over 174 pounds

Middle Welsh n : the Welsh in use from about 1150 to 1500
imid>dUng \'mid-lio, -l9n\ adj 1 : of middle, medium, or moderate
size, degree, or quality 2 : mediocre, second-rate — niid-dling
adv — mid'dling'ly \-Ur)-Ie, -bn-X adv
^middling « 1 : any of various commodities of intermediate size,

quality, or position 2 pi but sing or pi in consir % a by-product of
flour milling comprising several grades of granular particles used
as animal feed

mid.dor.sal \'mid-'d6r-s5l\ adj : situated in the middle part or
median line of the back

mid.dy \'mid-e\ n [by shortening & alter.] 1 : midshipman
2 : a loosely fitting blouse with a sailor collar worn by women and
children
Mid.gard \'mid-,gard\ n [ON mithgarthr"] I the abode of human
beings in Norse mythology
midge \'mij\ n [ME migge, fr. OE mycg; akin to OHG mucka
midge, Gk myia fly, L musca} ; a tiny two-winged fly (as of the
family Chironomidae)
midg.et \'mij-3t\ n Imidge] 1 : a very small person ; dwarf
2 : a creature or thing much smaller than usual — midget adj

mid-gut \'mid-,g?t\ n : the middle part of the ahmentary canal
Mid-i.an.ite \'mid-e-3-,nTt\ n IMidian, son of Abraham] : a
member of an ancient northern Arabian people

mid. iron \'mid-.T(-a)rn\ n : an iron golf club with more loft than
a cleek and less than a mashie — called also number two iron

mid.land X-lsnd, -,land\ nil the interior or central region of a
country 2 cap a ; the dialect of English spoken in the midland
counties of England b : the dialect of English spoken in parts of
New Jersey and Delaware, northern Maryland, central and south-
ern Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, lUinois, the Appalachian Moun-
tain area, West Virginia, Kentucky, and most of Tennessee —
midland adj. ojten cap

mid'line \-.lTn, -'lTn\ n : a median line

mid.most \-,m6st\ adj 1 : being in the exact middle 2 : the middle
of 3 : most intimate : innermost — midmost adv or n

mid.night \-,nu\ ;i 1 : the middle of the night; specij : 12 o'clock
at night 2 : deep or extended darkness or gloom — midnight adj— mid.night-ly adv or adj
midnight sun n \ the sun above the horizon at midnight in the arcdc
or antarctic summer

mid'POint \'mid-,p6int, -'p6int\ n ; a point at or near the center
or middle

mid.rash \'mid-,rash\ n, pi mid-rash-im \m.id-'rash-3m\ [Heb
midhrash exposition, explanation] 1 : a haggadic or halakic exposi-
tion of the underlying significance of a Bible text 2 : a collection of
midrashim 3 cap z the midrashic literature writien between the
4th century b,c. and Uth century a.d. — mid'rash*ic \mid-'rash-
ik\ adj, ojten cap

mid.rib \'mid-,rib\ n : the central vein of a leaf

mid.rilf \'mid-,rif\ n [ME midrij, fr. OE midhrij, fr. midde mid ¥
hrij belly; akin to OHG hrej body, L corpus"} 1 ; diaphragm 1

Z : the mid-region of the human torso 3 a : a section of a woman's
garment that covers the midriff b : a woman's garment that exposes
the midriff

mid.sec4ion \'mid-,sek-sh3n\ n ; a section midway between the
extremes; esp ; midriff 2
mid. ship.man \'mid-,ship-man, (')mid-*\ n : a student naval
officer ranking above a master chief petty officer and below a
warrant officer

mid.ships \'mid-.ships\ adv : amidships
midst \'nudst, 'mitst\ n [ME middest, alter, of middes, back-forma-
tion fr. amiddes amid] 1 : Ihe interior or central part or point
: MIDDLE, interior <in the ^ of the forest) 2 : a position of proxim-
ity to the members of a group or company <a visitor in our '^>

3 : the condition of being surrounded or beset <in the '^ of his
troubles) 4 ; a period of time about the middle of a continuing
act or condition <in the •-^ of a long reign) — midst prep
mid*sum>mer X'mid-'sam-ar, -.sam-\ n 1 : the middle of summer
2: the summer solstice

Midsummer Day n : the feast of the nativity of John the Baptist
on June 24 and one of the four quarter days in England
imid.way \'mid-,wa\ n IMidway {Plaisance), Chicago, site of the
amusement seciion of the Columbian Exposition 1893] : an avenue
at a fair, carnival, or amusement park for concessions and light
amusements
2mid.way \-,wa. -'wa\ adv {or adj) ; in the middle of the way or
distance : halfway
mid.weeK \-,wek\ nj the middle of the week — midweek adj— mid*week4y \-,we-kle, -'we-\ adj or adv
mid-Wile \'mid-,wTf\ n [ME midwij, fr. mid with (fr. OE) -I- wij

woman] : a woman who assists other women in childbirth

mid-wile-ry \-,wT-ff3-)re\ n : the art or act of assisting at child-
birth; also ; obstetrics
mid-win.ter \'mid-'wint-3r, -,wint-\ n 1 : the middle of winter
2 : the winter solstice
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mid.year \-.yI(3)r\ n l a : the middle or middle portion of a
calendar year b : the middle of an academic year 2 a : a midyear
examination b p/ : the set of examinations at midyear; also : the
period of midyear examinations — midyear adj
mien \'men\ n [by shortening & alter, fr. ^demeanl 1 ; air or bear-
ing esp. as expressive of mood or personality : demeanor 2 : ap-
pearance, ASPECT syn see bearing
imiff \'mif\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a fit of ill humor 2 : a trivial

quarrel
smiff vt ; to put into an ill humor ; offend
imight \C')mrt\ [ME, fr. OE meahte, mihie; akin to OHG mahta,
mohia could] past oj may — used in auxiliary function to express
permission, liberty, probability, possibility in the past <the king -^

do nothing without parliament's consent) or a present condition
contrary to fact <if he were older he -^ understand) or less proba-
bility or possibility than may <'^ get there before it rains) or as a
polite alternative to may <— I ask who is calling) or to ought or
should (you -^ at least apologize)
amight \'mTt\ n [ME. fr. OE miht; akin to OHG maht might.
magan to be able — more at may] 1 a ; the power, authority, or
resources wielded by an individual, group, or other entity b (1)

: bodily strength (2) : the' power, energy, or intensity of which one
is capable (striving with '^ and main) 2 dial : a great deal syn see
POWER

might-i-ly \'mTt-'l-e\ adv 1 : in a mighty manner ; vigorously
2 : very much

inight.i«ness \'mTt-e-n5s\ n : the quality or state of being mighty
mighty \'mTt-e\ adj 1 : possessing might : potent 2 : accom-
plished or characterized by might 3 : great or imposing in size or
extent : extraordinary — mighty adv

mi>giion>ette \,min-y3-*net\ n [F mignonnette, fr. obs. F, fem. of
mignonnet dainty, fr. MF, fr. mignon darling] : any of a genus
{Reseda of the family Resedaceae. the mignonette family) of herbs;
esp : a garden armual (i?. odorata) bearing racemes of fragrant
greenish yellow flowers

mi-graine \*mT-^gran\ n [F, fr. LL hemicrania pain in one side of the
head, fr. Gk hemikrania, fr. hemi- hemi- + kranion cranium] : a
condition marked by recurrent severe headache often with nausea
and vomiting — mi-grain*oid \-,gra-,n6id\ adj — mi*grain>ous
\-n3s\ adj

mi*grant Vml-grsntX n i one that migrates: as a ; a person who
moves in order to find work esp. in harvesting crops b : an animal
that shifts from one habitat to another — migrant adj

mi>grat6 \'mT-,grat\ vi [L migratus, pp. of migrare; aki
ameiben to change] 1 ; to move from one country, place, o
to another 2 : to pass usu. periodically from one region o
to another for feeding or breeding 3 : to change positii

organism or substance — mi'gra«tion \mT-'gra-sh3n\ n — mi-
gra>tiou*al X-shnal, -shan-'l\ adj— mi-gra<tor \'mi-.gral-ar\ n

mi<gia-tO>ry \'mI-gr3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or
characterized by migration 2 : roving, wandering

mi*ka>do \m3-'kad-(,)o\ n [Jap] : an emperor of Japan
mike \'mTk\ n [by shortening & alter] : microphone
Mike VmTk\ — a communications code word for the letter m
mil \'mil\ 72 [L mille} 1 ; a unit of length equal to '/tooo inch used
esp. for the diameter of wire 2 : a unit of angular measurement
used in artillery and equal to U^oo of 360 degrees 3 — see pound at

money table
mi.la.dy \mil-'ad-e, US also mT-'lad-\ n [F, -fr. E my lady^ 1 ; an
Englishwoman of noble or gentle birth 2 : a woman of fashion

milch X'milk, 'milch, 'milks\ adj [ME milche, fr. OE -milce: akin to
OE melcan to milk — more at emulsion] : giving milk; specij ; bred
or suitable primarily for milk production

mild \'mT(a)ld\ adj [ME, fr. OE milde; akin to Gk malthakos soft,

OE melu meal — more at meal] 1 : gentle in nature or behavior
2 : moderate in action or effect 3 : temperate 4 : soft, malle-
able (~ steel) syn see soft — mild>ly \'mi(3)l-Cd)le\ adv —
mild-ness \'mT(3)l(d)-nss\ n
imil.dew \'mil-.d(y)u\ n [ME, fr. OE meledeaw; akin to OHG
militou honeydew] 1 a : a superficial usu. whitish growth pro-
duced on organic matter or living plants by fungi (as of the families
Erysiphaceae and Percnosporaceae) b ; a fungus producing
mildew 2 ; a discoloration caused by fungi — mil-dewy \-e\ adj
2mildew vt : to affect with mildew '^ vi ; to become affected with
mildew

mile \'mT(3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE mil; akin to OHG mila mile; both fr. a
prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L milia miles, fr. milia
passuum, lit., thousands of paces, fr. milia, pi. of mille thousand,
perh. fr. a prehistoric compound whose constituents are akin to
Gk mia (fem. of heis one) and to Gk chilioi thousand, Skt sahasra— more at same] : any of various units of distance: as a ; a unit
equal to 5280 feet — see measure table b : nautical mile

mile>age \'mT-lij\ n l : an allowance for traveling expenses at a
certain rate per mile 2 : aggregate length or distance in miles: as
a : the total miles traveled in a day or other period of time b : the
amount of service that something will yield expressed in terms of
miles of travel

mile*post \'mT(3)l-,post\ n ; a post indicating the distance in miles
from a given point; also : a post placed a mile from a similar post

mll«er \'mT-l3r\ n : a man or a horse that competes in mile races

mi'les glo.n<0<SUS \'me-.las-,glor-e-'o-s3$. -,gI6r-\ n, pi mi>U>tes
glo-ri<o>si \*me-l3-,tas-,glor-e-*o-(.)se, -.gl6r-\ [L] : a boastful
soldier; esp ; a stock character of this type in comedy

mile-stone \'mT(3)l-,st6n\ n 1 : a stone serving as a milepost 2 : a
significant point in development

mil.foil \'mil-,f6il\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L mille-

Solium, fr. mille •¥ jolium leaf — more at blade]
1 ; yarrow 2 : water milfoil
miM-ar*ia \,mil-e-'ar-e-3, -'er-X n [NL, fr. L,
fem. of miliarias} ; an inflammatory disorder of
the skin characterized by redness, eruption,
burning or itching, and excessive sweating; esp

: PRICKLY HEAT
mil>i-aiy \'mil-e-,er-e\ adj [L miliarius of
millet, fr. milium millet — more at millet]
: having or made up of many small projections

mi-Ueu \mel-'y3(r), -'yii;
- - -^

"^Wawi.
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(fr. L medius) + lieu place, fr. L locus'^ : environment, setting
mil'i.tan-cy \'mil-3-t3n-se\ n : the quahty or state of being militant
mil<i*tant \'mil-3-tant\ adj 1 : engaged in warfare : hghting
2 : aggressively active ; combative syn see aggressive — militant
n — mil<i*tant-ly adv — mil*i>tant-nes5 n

mil.i.tar-i-ly \,mil-3-'ter-3-le\ adv 1 : in a military manner
2 : from a military standpoint

mil'i-ta.rism \'mil-a-ta-,riz-3m\ n 1 a : predominance of the mili-
tary class or its ideals b : exaltation of military virtues and ideals
2 : a policy of aggressive mihtary preparedness — mil<i>ta>rist
\-r3st\ n — miM-ta-riS'tic \,mil-a-t3-'ris-tik\ adj — mU>i<ta-
ris-ti-caMy \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

mil<i.ta.ri<za>tion \,mi!-3-tC3-)r3-'za-sh3n, ,mil-a-,ter-3-\ n : the
act or process of militarizing

mil-i.ta.rize \'miI-s-ta-.rT2\ vt 1 : to equip with military forces and
defenses 2 : to give a military character to
imil.i.tary \'miI-9-,ter-e\ adj [MP militaire, fr. L militaris, fr-
milit; miles'] 1 : of or relating to soldiers, arms, or war 2 a : per-
formed or made by armed forces b : supported by armed force
3 : of or relating to the army syn see martial

^military n, pi military also mil>i<tar*ies 1 ; armed forces
2 : military persons; esp : army officers

military police n : a branch of an army that exercises guard and
police functions

mil>i<tate \'mil-3-,tat\ vi [L militatus, pp. of milUare to engage in
warfare, fr. milit-, miles soldier] : to have weight or effect

mi.li.tia \m3-'lish-3\ n [L, military service, fr. milit-, mUes} 1 : a
part of the organized armed forces of a country liable to call only in
emergency 2 : the whole body of able-bodied male citizens de-
clared by law as being subject to call to miUtary service — mi<li-
tia<man \-m3n\ n

mil.i.ura \'mil-e-3m\ n, pi mil-ia \-e-3\ [NL, fr. L, millet — more
at millet] : a small whitish lump in the skin due to retention of
secretion in an oil gland duct
imilk \'milk\ n [ME. fr. OE meolc, mile; akin to OHG miluh milk]
1 ; a fluid secreted by the mammary glands of females for the nour-
ishment of their young 2 : a Uquid like milk in appearance

2milk vr 1 a (l) : to draw milk from the breasts or udder of (2) obs
I suckle 2 b : to draw (milk) from the breast or udder c : suckle
1 — used of lower mammals 2 : to draw something from as if by
milking -^ vi ; to draw or yield milk — milk-er n
milk-and-wa.ter \,mil-k3n-'(d)w6t-ar. -'(d)wat-\ adj : weak,

milk-i-ness \'mil-ke-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being milky
milk leg n : a painful swelling of the leg at childbirth caused by In-
flammation and clotting in the veins

mUk-liv.ered\'mil-'kliv-3rd\ adj : cowardly, timorous
milk<maid \'milk-,mad\ n ; dairymaid
milk<man \-,man, -msnX n : a man who sells or delivers milk
milk of magnesia ; a milk-white suspension of magnesium hy-
droxide in water used as an antacid and laxative

milk punch n : a mixed drink of alcoholic liquor, milk, and sugar
milk shake n : milk and a flavoring syrup sometimes with ice cream
shaken or blended thoroughly

milk sickness n l : an acute disease characterized by weakness,
vomiting, and constipation and caused by eating dairy products or
meat from cattle poisoned by various plants 2 : tremble 3

milk snake n : king snake; esp : a common harmless grayi.sh or tan
snake {Lampropeltis triangulum) with black-bordered brown
blotches and an arrow-shaped occipital spot
milk-sop \'milk-,sap\ n : an unmanly man : mollycoddle
milk sugar n : lactose
milk tooth n : a temporary deciduous tooth of a mammal; esp : one
of man's set consisting of four incisors, two canines, and four molars
in each jaw

milk vetch n : a yellow-flowered perennial Old World leguminous
herb {Astragalus glycyphyllous) popularly supposed to increase the
milk yield of goats; also : any of various related plants

milk>weed \'mil-,kwed\ n : any of various plants that secrete

latex; esp : any of a genus (Asclepias of the family Asclepiadaceae,
the milkweed family) of erect perennial herbs with milky juice and
umbellate flowers

milk'Wort \'mil-,kwart, -,kw6(a)rt\ n ; any herb of a genus (Poly-
gala of the family Polygalaceae, the milkwort family)

milky \'mil-ke\ adj 1 ; resembling milk in color or consistency
2 : MILD, timorous 3 a : consisting of, containing, or abounding
in milk b ; yielding milk; specij : having the characteristics of a
good milk producer

milky disease n : a destructive bacterial disease of Japanese beetle

larvae and other scarabaeid grubs

milky way n 1 cap M& W : a broad luminous irregular band of light

that stretches completely around the celestial sphere and is caused
by the light of myriads of faint stars; specij i milky way galaxy
2 : galaxy

Milky Way galaxy n : the galaxy of which the sun and the solar

system are a part and which contains the myriads of stars that com-
prise the Milky Way together with all the individual stars, clusters,

and bright and dark nebulosities in the sky
imill \'mil\ n [ME mille, fr. OE mylen; akin to OHG muli mill;

both fr. a prehistoric NGmc-WGmc word borrowed fr. LL molina,
molinum, fr. fem. and neut. of molinus of a mill, of a millstone,

fr. L mola mill, millstone; akin to L molere to grind — more at

meal] 1 : a building provided with machinery for grinding grain

into flour 2 a : a machine for grinding grain : quern b : a
machine for crushing or comminuting 3 t a machine that manu-
factures by the continuous repetition of some simple action 4 ; a
building or collection of buildings with machinery for manufactur-
ing 5 a : a machine for stamping coins b : a machine for expeUing
juice from vegetable tissues by pressure or grinding c ; a machine
for poUshing 6 ; milling machine, milling cutter

2mill vt 1 : to subject to an operation or process in a mill: as

a ; to grind into flour, meal, or powder b : to shape or dress by
means of a rotary cutter c : to mix and condition (as rubber) by
passing between rotating rolls 2 : to give a raised rim or a ridged
or corrugated edge to (a coin) ^ vi 1 ; to hit out with the fists

2 : to move in a circle or in an eddying mass 3 : to undergo milling

3 abut; ^ kitten; or further; a back; a bake; H cot, cart;

J joke; T) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th tbin; tti tUis;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

li loot; ti foot; y yet; yti few; yii furious; zb vision
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3miU n [L mille thousand — more at mile] ! a unit of monetary
value equal to y^oot^ U.S. dollar

mill'board \'mil .botslrd, -.boCaUdX n [alter, of milled board'\

; strong heavy hard paperboard suitable for lining book covers and
for panehng in furniture
mill-dam \-,dam\ n ; a dam to make a millpond; also : millpond
mil*le<nar>i*an \,mil-3-'ner-e-3n\ adj 1 : of or relating to 1000
years 2 : of or relating to belief in the millennium — millenarian
n — mil-le-nar-i-an-ism \-e-s-,niz-3m\ n
Tmil.le-na.ry \*mil-3-,ner-e, m3-'len-3-re\ n [LL millenarium, fr.

neut. of millenarius of a thousand, fr. L milleni one thousand each,
fr. milled 1 a : a group of 1000 units or things b : 1000 years
: MILLENNIUM 2 ! MILLENARIAN

amillenary adj [L millenarius} 1 : relating to or consisting of 1000
2 : MILLENNIAL

mihlen-iii-al \m3-'len-e-3l\ adj ; of or relating to a millennium
mil.len.ni-al-ism \-e-3-,liz-am\ n ; millenarianism — mil-len-
ni-al'ist \-l3si\ n
mJMen.ni'Um \m3-'len-e-9m\ n, pi miMen.nia \-e-a\ or mil-
lenniums [NL, fr. L mille thousand + NL -enniiim (as in hien-

nium)'] 1 a : a period of 1000 years b : a 1000th anniversary or
its celebration 2 a : the thousand years mentioned in Revelation
20 during which holiness is to prevail and Christ is to reign on
earth b ; a period of great happiness or perfect government or
freedom from imperfections in human existence

mil-le.pore \'mil-3-,po(9)r, -,p6(3)r\ n [deriv. of L mille thousand
+ porus pore] : any of an order (Milleporina) of often large stony
hydrozoan reef-building corals of encrusting, branching, or massive
form

mill-er \'mil-3r\ n 1 : one that operates a mill; specij : one that

grinds grain into flour 2 : any of various moths having powdery
wings 3 a ; milling machine b : a tool for use in a milling ma-
chine

mil-ler.ite \'mil-3-,rTf\ n [G millerit, fr. William H. Miller -tlSSO E
mineralogist] : sulfide of nickel NiS usu. occurring as a mineral in

capillary yellow crystals

mill.er's-lliumb \.mil-piz-'th3m\ n : any of several small fresh-

water spiny-finned sculpins (genus Coitus) of Europe and No.
America

mll>les<i<mal \m3-'les-3-maI\ n [L millesimus, adj., thousandth,
fr. mille] : thousandth — millesimal adj — miMes*i-maMy
\-m3-!e\ adv

mil-let \'mil-3t\ n [ME milet, fr. MF, dim. of mil, fr. L milium;
akin to Gk meline millet] 1 ; any of various small-seeded annual
cereal and forage grasses: a : a grass {Panicum miliaceum)
cultivated for its grain which is used for food b : any of several
grasses related to common millet 2 : the seed of a millet

mini- comb jorm [F, fr. L milli- thousand, fr. mille ~ more at mile]
: thousandth </ni7/jampere>

iniMi-am-pere \,mil-e-"am-,pi(a)r\ n [ISV] : one thousandth of an
ampere

mil'liard \'mil-^-,ard, 'mil-,yard\ n [F, fr. MF miliart, fr. mili-,

(fr. milion million)] Brit : a thousand millions — see number table

mil-li*ary \'mil-e-,er-e\ odj [L milliarius. miliarius consisting of a
thousand, one mile long, fr. mille thousand, mile] : marking the
distance of a Roman mile
mlMi'bar \'mil-9-,b'ar\ n [ISV] : a unit of atmospheric pressure
equal to Mooo t>ar or 1000 dynes per square centimeter

mil-li-cu-rie \.m!l-a-'kyu(3)r-(,)e, -kyu-'re\ n [ISV] : one thou-
sandth of a curie

mil-lieme \mea")-'yem\ n, pi milliemes \-'yem(z)\ [F millieme
thousandth, fr. MF, fr. mille thousand, fr. L] — see dinar^ pound at
money table

mil>li*far>ad \,mil-3-'far-,ad, -9d\ n : one thousandth of a farad
miMi-gal \'mil-s-,gal\ n [ISV] ; a unit of acceleration equivalent
to Uooo gal

mii-li'gram \-,gram\ n [F milligramme, fr. milli' + gramme gram]— see METRIC S'tSTEM table
mil-li-hen-ry \-,hen-re\ n [ISV] : one thousandth of a henry
miMl<I.am*bert \,mil-3-'Iam-b3rt\ n : one thousandth of a lambert
miMi.li.ter \'miI-3-,Iet-ar\ n [F millilitre, fr. milli- -I- litre liter] —
see METRIC system table

mii'li.me-ter \'mil-3-.met-ar\ n [F millimetre, fr. milli- -H m^tre
meter] — see metric system table
miMi-mi-cron \,mil-3-'mT-,kran\ n [ISV] : a unit of length equal
to one thou.sandih of a micron or one millionth of a millimeter
mlMine \*miI-'lTn\ n [blend of million and line} : a unit of space
and circulation equivalent to one agate line appearing in one mil-
lion copies of a publication
miMi-ner \'mil-3-n3r\ n [irreg. fr. Milan, Italy; fr. the importation
of women's finery from Italy in the 16th century] : one who designs,
makes, trims, or sells women's hats

mil'li.nery \'mil-3-,ner-e\ n 1 : women's apparel for the head
2 : the business or work of a milliner

mill'ing \'miI-io\ n : a corrugated edge on a coin
milling cutter n : a rotary lool-steel cutter used in a milling ma-
chine fur shaping and dressing metal surfaces

milling machine n : a machine tool on which work usu. of metal
secured to a carriage is shaped by being fed against rotating milling

mil. lion \'mil-y3n\ n, pi millions or million [ME milioun, fr. MF
milion, fr. Olt miliutie, aug. of mille thousand, fr. L — more at
mile] 1 — see number table 2 : a very large or indefinitely great
number (.-^s of mosquitoes) 3 : the mass of people — million adj— mil-lionth \ y3n(t)ih\ adj — millionth n, pi milllontlis
\-y9nit)s. -y3n(t)ths\

mil-lion-aiie \,mil-y3-'na(9)r, -•ne(3)r, 'mil-ys-.N n [F millionnaire,
fr. million, fr. MF milion'] : one whose wealth is estimated at a mil-
lion or more (as of dollars)

mil>li*pede \*mil-3-,ped\ n [L millepeda a small crawling animal,
fr. mille thousand -I- pcd-, pes foot — more at FOOT] : any of numer-
ous myriopods (class Diplopoda) having usu. a cylindrical seg-
mented body coveied with hard integument, two pairs of legs on
most apparent segments, and no poison fangs

mil.ll.roent.gen X.mil-a-'rent-gan, -'rant-, -jsn; -'ren-chan, -'ran-N n
: one thousandth of a roentgen

mil-li'SeC'Ond \'mil-3-,sek-3nd, -ant\ n [ISV] : one thousandth of a
second

miMi.volt \-.v61t\ n [ISV] : one thousandth of a volt

iniII>pond \'niil-,pand\ n ; a pond produced by damming a stream
to produce a head of water for operating a mill

mill>race \-,ras\ n : a canal in which water flows to and from a mill
wheel; also I the current that drives the wheel

mill run n l ; the salable lumber output of a sawmill 2 : the com-
mon run of an article passing through a mill

mill'Stone \'mil-,st6n\ n 1 ; either of two circular stones used for
grinding grain or other substance 2 a : something that grinds or
crushes b : a heavy burden

mill'Stream \-,strEm\ n 1 : a stream whose flow is utilized to run a
mill 2 : millrace

mill wheel n : a waterwheel that drives a mill
mlll'Wright \'miI-,rTt\ n : one whose occupation Is planning and
building mills or setting up their machinery

mi.lo \'mT-(.)16\ n [Sotho maili] : a smaU usu. early and drought*
resistant grain sorghum with compact bearded heads of large yellow
or whitish seeds

mi.lord \mil-'6(a)rd\ n [F, fr. E my lord} : an Englishman of noble
or gentle birth

mil.reis \mil-'ras(h)\ n. pi mal-reis \-'ras(h), -'razX [Pg mil-reisl
1 : a Portuguese unit of value equal before 1911 to 1000 reis

2 : the basic monetary unit of Brazil until 1942 3 : a coin rep-
resenting one milreis

milt \'milt\ n [prob. fr. MD milte milt of fish, spleen; akin to OE
mille spleen — more at melt] : the male reproductive glands of
fishes when filled with secretion; also : the secretion itself— milt*er
\'mil-t3r\ n — miity \-te\ adj

Mil-ton-iC \mil-'tan-ik\ or IVIil.tO.ni.an \-'to-ne-3n\ adj l charac-
teristic of or relating to John Milton or his work
mim \'mim\ adj [imit. of the act of pursing the lips] dial : affectedly
shy or modest

irairae X'mlm, 'mem\ n [L mimus, fr. Gk mimos; akin to Gk
mimeisihai to imitate] 1 a : an actor in a mime b : one that
practices mime 2 : mimic 3 : an ancient dramatic entertainment
representing scenes from life usu. in a ridiculous manner 4a: the
art of portraying a character or of narration by body movement
b : a performance of mime
2mime vi : to act a part with mimic gesture and action usu. without
words ~ v/ 1 : mimic 2 : to act out in the manner of a mime— mim-er n
mim'eO'graph \'inim-e-3-,graf\ n [fr. Mimeograph, a trademark]

: a duplicator for making many copies that utilizes a stencil through
which ink is pressed — mimeograph vt

mi-me*Si3 Xma-'me-sas, mi-\ n [LL, fr. Gk mimesis, fr. mimeisthai}
: IMITATION, mimicry

mi-met*ic \-'met-ik\ adj [LL mimeiicus, fr. Gk mimetikos, fr,

mimeisihai} 1 : imitative 2 : relating to. characterized by, or
exhibiting mimicry <'^ coloring of a butterfly) — mi-met>i>caMy
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv
tmim-ic \'mim-ik\ n 1 : mime 1 2 : one that mimics
2mimiC adj [L mimicus, fr. Gk mimikos, fr. mimos mime] 1 a : imi-
tative b : imitation, mock i^ battle) 2 : of or relating to mime
or mimicry — mim-i-cal \-i-kal\ adj
3mimic vt mim.icked \-ikt\ mim-ick-ing l : to imitate closely

: APE 2 : to ridicule by imitation 3 : simulate 4 : to resemble
by biological mimicry syn see copy
mim.icry \'mim-i-kre\ n 1 a : an Instance of mimicking b ; the
action, practice, or art of mimicking 2 : a superficial resemblance
of one organism to another or to natural objects among which
it lives that secures it concealment, protection, or other advantage

IVIi.mir \'me-,mi(alr\ n [ON Mimir} : a giant in Norse mythology
who lives by the well at the root of Yggdiasil and who knows the
past and future
mi>mo>sa Vms-'mo-so, m7-, -zs\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L mimus
mime] : any of a genus {Mimosa) of leguminous trees, shaibs, and
herbs of tropical and warm regions with usu. bipinnate often
prickly leaves and globular heads of small white or pink flowers
mi.na \'mT-n3\ n [L, fr. Gk mna, of Sem origin; akin to Heb
maneh mina] : an ancient unit of weight varying around one and
two pounds

min-able or mineable \'mT-ns-b3l\ adj : capable of being mined
min>a-ret \.min-3-'ret\ n [F, fr. Turk minare, fr. Ar mandrah
lighthouse] : a slender lofty tower attached to a mosque and sur-
rounded by one or more projecting balconies from which the
summons to prayer is cried by the muezzin

mi.na.to-ry \'min-3-.t6r-e, 'mT-na-. -,t6r-\ adj [LL minatorlus,

fr. L minatus, pp. of mmari to threaten — more at mount ] ; threat-
ening, MENACING
imince \'min(t^s\ vb [ME mincen, fr. MF mincer, fr. (assumed)
VL minutiare, fr. L minutia smallness — more at minutia] vt 1 a : to

cut or chop into very small pieces b : to subdivide minutely; esp
: to damage by cutting up 2 ; to utter or pronounce with affecta-

tion 3 a archaic : to diminish the force of : minimize b : to restrain
(words) within the bounds of decorum ~ vi : to walk with short
steps in a prim affected manner — minc<er n

2mince n : small bits into which something is chopped; specij

: mincemeat
mince.meat \'min(t)-,smet\ n 1 : minced meat 2 : a finely

chopped mixture of raisins, apples, spices, and other ingredients
with or without meat
mince pie n i a pie made of mincemeat
minC'ing \'min{t)-sia\ odj : affectedly dainty or delicate — minc-
ing-ly \-sir)-le\ adv
imind \'mTnd\ n [ME, fr. OE gemynd; akin to OHG gimunt
memory; both fr a prehistoric EGmc-WGmc compound whose first

constituent is represented by OE ge- (perfective prefix) and whose
second constituent is akin to L merit-, mens mind, monere to re-

mind, warn, Gk menos spirit, mnasthai, mimneskesthal to remember
— more at co-l 1 : recollection, memory 2 a : the element or
complex of elements in an individual that feels, perceives, thinks,

wills, and esp. reasons b ; the conscious events and capabilities

In an organism c : the organized conscious and unconscious
adaptive activity of an organism 3 : intention, desire 4 : the

normal or healthy condition of the mental faculties S : opinion,
view 6 : DisposrrioN, mood 7 a ; a person or group embodying
mental qualities <the public ~> b : intellectual ability 8 cap.

Christian Science : ^god b 9 : a conscious substratum or factor

in the universe
2mind vt 1 chiejly dial : remind 2 chiejly dial : remember 3 : to
attend to closely 4 a : to become aware of : notice b chiejly
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dial : INTEND, PURPOSE 6 3 : to give heed to b : obey 6 a ; to
be concerned about b ; dislike 7 a : to be careful ; see <--' you
finish it> b : to be cautious about <~ the broken rung) 8 : to
take charge of : tend ~ vi 1 : to be attentive or wary 2 : to
become concerned : care 3 : to pay heed; esp : obey — iiiind>er n

IIlind>ed \'mTn-d3d\ adj 1 : having a niind of a specified character
2 : DISPOSED.INCLINED

mind-lul \'min(d)-f3l\ adj 1 ; bearingin mind ; aware 2 : in-
chned to be aware — mind>liil*ly \-f3-le\ adv — mind<Iul>ness n

mind-less \'mTn-(d)l3s\ adj 1 : destitute of mind or conscious-
ness; esp : unintelligent 2 : inattentive, heedless — mind-
less<ly adv — mind- less-ness n
mind reader n ; one that professes or is held to be able to perceive
another's thought without normal means of communication —
mind reading n

mind's eye n ; the mental faculty of conceiving imaginary or
recollected scenes
imine \(')mTn\ adj [ME min — more at my] archaic ; my — used
before a word beginning with a vowel or h <~ own true love)
i-^ host) or sometimes as a modifier of a preceding noun <mother

Smine \'mTn\ pron, sing or pi in constr : my one : my ones — used
without a following noun as-a pronoun equivalent in meaning to
the adjective my
amine \'mTn\ n [ME, fr. MF] 1 a : a pit or excavation in the earth
from which mineral substances are taken b ; an ore deposit
2 : a subterranean passage under an enemy position 3 ; an
encased explosive designed to destroy enemy personnel 4 ; a
rich source of supply S : a pyrotechnic piece comprising various
small fireworks that are scattered into the air with a loud report
4mine \'mTn\ vi : to dig a mine -^ vr 1 a : to dig under to gain
access or cause the collapse of (an enemy position) b : undermine
2 : to get (as ore) from the earth 3 : to burrow beneath the surface
of <larva that '^s leaves) 4 : to place military mines in, on. or
under 5 a ; to dig into for ore or metal b : to process for obtain-
ing a natural constituent <^— the air for nitrogen) — min-er n

mine.lay.er \'mTn-,Ia-ar, -,lc(-3)r\ n : a naval vessel for laying
underwater mines
imin-er-al \'min-(3-)r3l\ n [ME, fr. ML minerale. fr. neut. of
mineralisi 1 a : a solid homogeneous crystalline chemical element
or compound that results from the inorganic processes of nature;
broadly ; any of various naturally occurring homogeneous and
usu. solid substances (as salt, stone, sulfur, sand, water) obtained
for man's use usu. from the ground b : a synthetic substance
having the chemical composition and crystalline form and prop-
erties of a naturally occurring mineral 2 obs : mine 3 ; something
neither animal nor vegetable 4 : ORE 6 ; an inorganic substance
6 p!, Brit ; mineral water
3mmeral adj [ME, fr. ML mineralis, fr. minera mine, ore. fr. OF
miniere, fr. mmc] 1 ; of or relating to minerals : inorgani*^
2 : impregnated with mineral substances

min.er-al.iza.tion \,min-0-)ra-l3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the action of
mineralizing 2 : the state of being mineralized

min-er-al.ize \'min-(3-)r3-.lTz\ v/ 1 : to transform (a metal) into
an ore 2 a : to impregnate or supply with minerals or an in-
organic compound b : to convert into mineral or inorganic form
3 : petrify — min>er-al>iz>er n

min-er.al.og.i-cal \,min-(3-)r3-'laj-i-k9l\ adj : of or relating to
mineralogy

min-er-al.o.gist X.min-a-'ral-o-jsst, -*raI-\ n : a specialist In
mmeralogy

min.er-al.O.gy \-je\ n, ojten attrib [prob. fr. (assumed) NL min-
eralogia, irreg. fr. ML minerale + L -losia -logy] 1 : a science
dealing with minerals, their crystallography, physical and chemical
properties, classification, and the ways of distinguishing them
2 : the materials of mineralogy 3 ; a treatise on mineralogy

mineral oil n : an oil (as petroleum) of mineral origin
mineral pitch n : asphalt l

mineral tar n : maltha
mineral water n : water naturally or artificially impregnated with
mineral salts or gases (as carbon dioxide)

mineral wax n ; a wax of mineral origin; esp ; ozokerite
mineral wool n : any of various lightweight vitreous fibrous ma-
terials used esp. in heat and sound insulation
Mi>ner-va \m3-'nar-v3\ n [Lj : the_ Roman goddess of wisdom
min>e>Stro-ne \,min-3-'stro-ne, -'stron\ n [It, aug. of minestra, fr.

minestrare to serve, dish up, fr. L ministrare. fr. minister servant— more at minister] : a rich thick vegetable soup with dried beans,
macaroni, vermicelli, or similar ingredients

mine<sweep>er \*mTn-,swe-p3r\ n : a warship designed for re-
moving or neutralizing mines by dragging — mine>sweep*ing n
Ming \'mir)\ n [Chin (Pek) mmgz luminous] : a Chinese dynasty
dated 1368-1644 and marked by restoration of earlier traditions
and in the arts by perfection of established techniques

min.gle \'mio-g3l\ v6 min.gling \-g(3-)lia\ [ME menglen. freq.
of mengen to mix, fr. OE mengan: akin to MHO mengen to mix, Gk
massein to knead] vi 1 : to bring or combine together or with
something else : intermix 2 : to prepare by mixing ; concoct
^- vi ; to become mingled syn see mix
ming tree \'mio-\ n [perh. fr. Ming (Chinese dynasty, 1368-
1644)] 1 a : a dwarfed evergreen conifer grown in a container or
pot b : bonsai 2 : an artificial plant made by attaching flattened
pads of alpine buckwheat (Eriogonum ovalijolium) left natural
gray or colored to one or more twiggy branches usu. of manzanita

mini- comb jorm [miniature} : miniature
imin.ia.ture \'min-e-3-.chu(a)r, min-i-,chu(3)r, 'min-ya-. -char,
-.t(y)u(3)r\ n [It miniatitra art of illuminating a manuscript, fr.

ML, fr. L miniatus, pp. of miniare to color with red lead^ fr. minium
red lead, of Iberian origin; akin to Basque arminea cinnabar]
1 : a copy on a much reduced scale 2 : a painting in an illuminated
book or manuscript 3 : the art of painting miniatures 4 : a very
small portrait or other painting (as on ivory or metal) — mln-
ia-tur.ist \-,chiJr-ast, -chsr-, -,t(y)ur-\ n

^miniature adj l : being or represented on a small scale 2 : of
or relating to still photography using film 35 mm. wide or smaller
syn see small

min<ia>tur>iza>tion \,min-e-3-,chur-9-'za-shan, ,min-i-, ,min-ya-.

-char-, -,t(y)ur-\ n : the act or process of miniaturizing
mm.ia.tur.ize \'min-e-3-.chu(3)r-,Tz. 'min-i-, 'min-ys-. -chsr-
-,t(y)u(3)r-\ vr : to design or construct in small size

mini.cab \'min-i-.kab\ n [mmiature cabl ; a very small car used as
a laxicab
mini.cam \-.kam\ aha mini.cam-era \-,kam-(3-)r3\ n : a
miniature camera

^}Ji'}i
^^^ \'min-e-.b61, .min-e-.a-'b61\ n [Claude ^tienne Minie

tl879 F army officer] : a rifle bullet with a conical head used in
the middle of the 19th century

min-i.ly \'min-a-.fT\ vt [L mmimus smallest -h E -/y] : to make
small or smaller : lessen

min*i'kin \'min-i-kan\ n [obs. D minneken darling] archaic ; a
small or dainty creature — minikin adj
min.im \'min-am\ n [L minimus least] 1 : half note 2 : some-
thing very minute 3 — see measure table — minim adj

min-l<mal \'min-3-m3l\ adj : relating to or being a minimum
: LEAST — min.i.maMy \-ms-le\ adv

min.i.mal>ist \-ma-l3st\ n : one who favors restricting the func-
tions and powers of a political organization or the achievement of
a set of goals to a minimum
min.i.mi.za.Uon X.min-g-ma-'za-shanX n : the act or process of
mniimizing

min-i.mize \'min-3-,mTz\ vt 1 ; to reduce to a minimum 2 a : to
estimate at a minimum b : belittle syn see decry — min-i-
miz<er n
min.i.mum \'min-3-mam\ n. pi min.i.ma \-3-ma\ or minimimis
[L, neuter of minimus smallest; akin to L minor smaller — more at
MINOR] 1 ; the least quantity assignable, admissible, or possible
2 : the least of a set of numbers; specij : the smallest value assumed
by a continuous function defined on a closed interval 3 : the
lowest degree or amount of variation reached or recorded — mini-mum adj
minimum wage n l : living wage 2 : a wage fixed by legal
authority or by contract as the least that will provide the minimum
standard of living necessary

min-ing \'mT-nio\ n : the process or business of working mines
min>iou X'min-yanX n [MF mignon darling] 1 ; a servile dependent

; CREATURE 3 2 : one highly favored : idol 3 ; a subordinate
official

min.is.cule \'min-as-,kyu(3)I\ var oj minuscule
imin.is-ter \'min-a-st3r\ n [ME ministry fr. OF, fr. L minister
servant; akin to L minor] 1 : agent 2 a : one officiating or as-
sisting at the administration of a sacrament b : a Protestant clergy-
man c : a person exercising clerical functions 3 or minister-
general : the superior of one of several religious orders 4 : a
high officer of slate entrusted with the management of a division
of governmental activities 6 a : a diplomatic representative (as
an ambassador) accredited to the court or seat of government of a
foreign state b ; a diplomatic representative ranking below an
ambassador and usu. accredited to states of less importance

^minister vi min-is.ter-ing \-stO-)rir]\ 1 : to perform the func-
tions of a minister of religion 2 : to give aid ; serve <'^ to the sick)

min<is-te-ri<al \,min-3-'stir-e-al\ adj 1 : of or relating to a
minister or the ministry 2a: being or having the characteristics
of an act or duty prescribed by law as part of the duties of an
administrative office b : relating to or being an act done after
ascertaining ttie existence of a specified state of facts in obedience
to a legal order without exercise of personal judgment or discretion
3 : acting or active as an agent : instru.mental — min>is>te*ri-
al-Iy \-e-a-le\ adv

minister plenipotentiary n, pi ministers plenipotentiary : a
diplomatic agent ranking below an ambassador but possessing
full power and authority

minister resident n, pi ministers resident : a diplomatic agent
resident at a foreign court or seat of government and ranking
below a minister plenipotentiary

min>is-trant \'min-a-strant\ adj : performing service as a minister— ministrant n
min>is>tra>tiou \,min-3-'stra-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
ministering

min*is>try \'min-3-stre\ n 1 : ministration 2 : the office, duties,

or functions of a minister 3 : the body of ministers of religion
; CLERGY 4 : agency 2, instrumentality 5 : the period of
service or office of a minister or ministry 6 oJten cap a : the
body of ministers governing a nation or state from which a smaller
cabinet is sometimes selected b : the group of ministers constitut-
ing a cabinet 7 a I a government department presided over by a
minister b : the building in which the business of a ministry is

transacted
mini'track \'min-i-,trak\ n : an electronic system for tracking an
earth satellite or rocket by radio waves transmitted from it to a
chain of ground stations

miU'i-imi ymin-e-3m\ n [ME, fr. L, cinnabar, red lead, of Iberian
origin; akin to Basque arminea cinnabar] : red lead

min.i.ver \'min-3-v3r\ n [ME meniver, fr. OF menu vair small
vair] : a white fur worn orig. by medieval nobles and used chiefly

for robes of state

minK \'miok\ n, pi mink or minks [ME] 1 : soft fur or pelt of the
mink varying in color from white to dark brown 2 ; any of
several slender-bodied semiaquatic carnivorous mammals (genus
Mustela) that resemble and are closely related to the weasels and
have partially webbed feet, a rather short bushy tail, and a soft

thick coat
min'ne>sing.er X'min-i-.sio-sr, 'min-s-,zio-\ n [G, fr. MHG, fr.

minne love + singer] : one of a class of German lyric poets and
musicians of the 12th to the 14th centuries
min.now \'min-(,)o. -3f-w)\ n, pi minnows also minnow [ME
menawe; akin to OE myne minnow, Russ men" eelpout] 1 ; any
of various small fishes; esp : a small European cyprinid fish (Phox-
inus phoxinus) common in gravelly streams and attaining a length
of about three inches 2 : a live or artificial minnow used as
fishing bait

Mi>no>ajl Xms-'no-an, mT-\ adj [L minous of Minos, fr. Gk minoios,
fr. Minos Minos] : of or relating to a Bronze Age culture of Crete
(3000 B.C.-1100 B.C.)

imi>nor X'mt-nsrX n l : a person who has not attained majority

^ kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; & cot, cart; au out; ch chin;
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minor 540 misbeliever

2 : a minor musical Interval, scale, key, or mode 3 : a minor
academic subject

2ininor adj [ME, fr. L, smaller, inferior; akin to OHG minniro
smailer, L minuere to lessen, Gk melon less] 1 : inferior in im-
portance, size, or degree : comparatively unimportant 2 : not
having reached majority 3 a : having the third, sixth, and some-
times the sevenih degrees lowered a semitone (^ scale) b : based
on a minor scale <-^ key) c : less by a semitone than the corre-
sponding major interval <~ third) d : containing a minor third
<'^ triad) 4 : not serious or involving risk to life <-- illness)

5 : of or relating to an academic subject requiring fewer courses
than a major
3miuor vi : to take courses in a minor subject
lul<nor-ca Xma-'nor-kaX n [Minorca, one of the Balearic islands]

; any of a breed of domestic fowls of the Mediterranean class re-

sembling leghoms but larger
Mi*nor*ite \'mT-na-,rrt\ n [fr. Friar Minor (Franciscan)] : Fran-
ciscan

mi-nor-i'ty \m»-'n6r-3t-e, ml-, -'nar-\ n, often attrib 1 a : the
period before attainment of majority b : the stale of being a legal
minor 2 : the smaller in number of two groups constituting a
whole; specif : a group having less than the number of votes
necessary for control 3 : a part of a population differing from
others in some characteristics and often subjected to differential
treatment
minor league n ; a league of professional clubs in a sport other than
the recognized major leagues
minor order n : one of the four lower clerical orders; esp : one
conferred on candidates for the Roman Catholic piiesthood for
nominal service as a doorkeeper, lector, exorcist, or acoiyie
minor party n : a political party whose electoral strength is so small
as to prevent its gaining control of a government except in rare and
exceptional circumstances
minor premise n : the premise of a syllogism that contains the
minor term
minor seminary n : a Roman Catholic seminary giving all or part
of high school and junior college training
minor suit n : clubs or diamonds in bridge
minor term n : the term of a syttogisra that forms the subject of the
conclusion
Mi-nos X'ml-nas, -,nas\ n [L. fr. Gk Minos'] : a king and lawgiver
of Crete, son of Zeus and Europa, and after death a judge in Hades
Mi-no. taur \'min-3-,i6(a)r. 'ml-ns-X n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L Mino-
taurus, fr. Gk Minoiauros, fr. Minos + tauros a bull] X a monster
shaped half like a man and half like a bull, confined in the laby-
rinth built by Daedalus for Minos, and given a oeriodical tribute
of seven youths and seven maidens until slain by Tlieseus

min-ster Vmin(tVst9r\ n [ME, monastery, minster, fr. OE mynster,
fr. LL monusierium monastery] 1 ; a church attached to a thonas-
tery 2 : a large or imponant church

rain-Strel \'min(t)-stral\ n [ME memstrel, fr. OF, official, servant,
minstrel, fr. LL minislerialis imperial household officer, fr. L
ministerium service, fr. minister servant — more at minister]
1 : one of a class of medieval musical entertainers; esp : a singer
of verses to the accompaniment of a harp 2 a : musician b : poet
3 a : one of a troupe of performers typically giving a program of
Negro melodies, jokes, and impersonations and usu. blacked in
imitation of Negroes b : a performance by a troupe of minstrels

min-Strel.sy \-se\ n [ME minstralcie, fr. MF menesfralsie, fr.

menestrell 1 : the singing and playing of a minstrel 2 : a body of
minstrels 3 : a group of songs or verse
imint \'mint\ n [ME mynl coin, money, fr. OE mynet: akin to
OHG munizza coin; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed
fr. L moneia mint, coin, fr. Moneta, epithet of Juno; fr. the fact that
the Romans coined money in the temple of Juno Moneta] 1 ; a
place where coins are made 2 : a place where something is manu-
factured 3 ; a vast sum or amount
2mint VI 1 : to make (money) out of metal : coin 2 ; fabricate,
INVENT — mint-er n
3mint adj : unmarred as if fresh from a mint <'^ coins)
mint n [ME mime, fr. OE; akin to OHG minza; both fr. a pre-
historic WGmc word borrowed fr. L meniha mint] 1 : any of var-
ious aromatic plants constituting a family (Labiatae, the mint
family); esp : one of a genus [Mentha) used in flavoring and cookery
2 : a confection flavored with mint

mint»age \'mint-ij\ n 1 : the action or process of minting coins
2 : an impression placed upon a coin 3 : coins produced by
minting 4 : the cost of manufacturing coins
mint julep n : julep 2

min>u>end \'min-yD-.wend\ n [L minuendum, neut. of minuendus,
gerundive of minuere to lessen — more at minor] : a number from
which the subtrahend is to be subtracted
min-u-el \,min-y3-'wet\ n [F menuet, fr. obs. F, liny, fr. OF, fr.

menu small, fr. L minutus} 1 : a slow graceful dance consisting of
forward balancing, bowing, and toe pointing 2 : music for or
in the rhythm of a minuet
imi-UUS \'mT-n3s\ prep [ME, fr. L minus, adv., less, fr. neut. of
minor smaller — more at minor] 1 : diminished by : less (seven '^
four is three) 2 : deprived of : wfthout i'^ his hat>
sminus n l i a negative quantity 2 deficiency, defect
amiims adj 1 : algebraically negative i'^ quantity) 2 : having
negative qualities

tmi.nus.cule \'min-3s-,kyu(3)l. min-'as-, 'min-yss-, mT-'n3s-\ n [F.
fr. L minusculus rather small, dim. of minor smaller] 1 a ; one of
several ancient and medieval writing styles developed from cursive
and having simplified and small forms b : a letter in this style
2 J a lowercase letter

aminuscule adj 1 : written in or in the size or style of minuscules
2 : very small
minus sign n : a sign — used in mathematics to indicate subtraction
(as in 8—6=2) or a negative quantity (as in —10°)

imin.ute \'min-3t\ n [ME. fr MF. fr. LL minuta.ir. L minutus
small, fr. pp. of minuere to lessen — more at minor] 1 : the 60th
part of an hour of time or of a degree 2 : the distance one can
traverse in a minute 3 : a short space of time : moment 4 a : mem-
orandum, DRAFT b pi : the official record of the proceedings of a
meeting
aminute vr : to make notes or a brief summary of
ami-nute \mT-'n(y)ut. m3-\ adj [L minutus} 1 : very small : inrn-
rrESiMAL 2 : of small importance ; trifling 3 : marked by close

attention to details syn see circumstantl^l, small — ini<nnte-
ness n
minute hand n : the long hand that marks the minutes on the face of
a watch or clock
imi.nute.ly \mT-'n(y)ut-le, nw-\ adv 1 : into very sirall pieces
2 : in a minute manner or degree

2niin.ute.Iy \'min-3t-le\ adv : every minute — minutely adj
min.ute.man \'min-3t-,man\ n : a member of a group of armed men
pledged to take the field at a minute's notice during and immediately
before the American Revolution

min.ute steak \,min-3t-\ n ; a small thin steak that can be quickly
cooked

mi.nu-tia \m3-'n(y)ii-shfe-)3, mT-\ n, pi mi-nu.ti-ae \-she-.e, -,i\
[L minutiae trifles, details, fr. pi. of minutia smallness, fr. minutus\
: a minute or minor detail — usu. used in pi.

mmx \'mirnk^s\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; a pert girl 2 obs : a
wanton woman

mio- — see mi-
]y[io>cene \'mT-3-.sen\ adj : of, relating to, or being an epoch of the
Tertiary between the Pliocene and the Oligocene or the correspond-
ing system of rocks — Miocene n

mi.que<let \,mik-a-'let\ n [Sp miguelete} 1 : a Spanish or French
irregular soldier during the Peninsular War 2 ; a member of vari-
ous Spanish local infantry regiments

mir \'mi(3)r\ n [Russ] : a village community in czarist Russia
characterized by joint ownership of the land and cultivation by
individual families

ml.ra.bi-le dictu \m3-.rab-9-le-'dik-(.)tu\ [L] : wonderful to re-
late

mir.a.Cle \'mir-i-k3l\ n [ME, fr. OF. fr. L miracuhim, fr. mirari to
wonder at — more at smile] 1 : an extraordinary event manifesting
a supernatural work of God 2 : an extremely outstanding or un-
usual event, thing, or accomplishment 3 Christian Science : a
divinely natural occurrence that must be learned humanly

miracle play n : a medieval dramatic representation of episodes
from the life of a miracle-working saint or manyr

mi.rac.u.lous \ma-'rak-y3-l3s\ adj [MF miraculeux, fr. ML
miraculosus, fr. L miraculum] 1 ; of the nature of a miracle
: supernatural 2 : resembling a miracle : marvelous 3 : work-
ing or abie to work miracles — mi-rac>u*lous<ly adv — mi-rac-
u*lous*ness n

mir.a-dor \'mir-3-,d6(3)r. ,mir-3-'\ n [Sp, fr. Catal, fr. mirar to
look at, fr. L mirari'] : a turret, window, or balcony designed to
command an extensive outlook
mi-rage \ma-'razh\ n [F, fr. mirer to look at fr. L mirari] 1 a : an
optical phenomenon produced by a layer or heated air of varying
density across which are seen usu. inverted reflections of distant
objects b : an atmospheric phenomenon in which the air appears
to move in ascending waves 2 : something illusory and unattain-
able Uke a mirage syn see delusion
imire \'mT(3)r\ n [ME, fr. ON mvrr: akin to OE mos marsh — more
at moss] 1 : marsh, bog 2 : heavy often deep mud, slush, or dirt— miry \'mi(3)r-e\ adj
2mire vr 1 a : to cause to stick fast in or as if in mire b : entangle,
involve 2 ; to soil with mud, slush, or dirt ^ vi : to stick or sink

mirk, mirky var of murk, murky
imir.ror \'mir-3r\ n [ME mirour. fr. OF, fr. mirer to look at, fr. L
mirari to wonder at — more at smile] 1 : a polished or smooth
substance (as of glassl that forms images by refaction 2a: some-
thing that gives a true representation b : an exemplary model
2mirror vt : to reflect in or as if in a mirror
mirth \'marth\ n [ME, fr. OE myrgth, fr. myrge merry — more at
MERR\ ] : gladness or gaiety as shown by or accompanied with
laughter — mirtJi*Iul \-fal\ adj — mirth-IuMy \-f3-le\ adv— mirth*ful-ness n
syn GLEE, jollity, hilarity: mirth impUes generally lightness of

heart and love of gaiety and specif, denotes laughter; glee stresses
exultation shown in laughter, cries of joy, or sometimes malicious
delight; jollfty suggests exuberance or lack of restraint in mirth or
glee; HiLARrtY suggests loud or irrepressible laughter or high*
spirited boisterousness
^mis- prefix [partly fr. ME, fr. OE: partly fr. ME mes-, mis-, fr. OF
mes-, of Gmc origin; akin to OE mis-; akin to OE missan to miss]
1 a : badly : wrongly (misjudge) b : unfavorat^ly <,mii&>teem>
c : in a suspicious manner (misdoubt) 2 : bad : wrong </nii^deed>

3 : opposite or lack of <mwirust) 4 : nut </;ii^know>
amis- or miSO- comb form [Gk, fr. misein to hate] : hatred (miso-
gamy)

mis.ad-ven.ture \,mis-3d-'ven-ch3r\ n [ME mesaveniure, fr. OF,
fr. mesavenir to chance badly, fr. mis- + avenir to chance, happen,
fr. L advenire — more at adventure] : mismirtune. mishap; esp : a
minor sometimes ridiculous mishap
mis'al'Usance \,mis-a-'lT-an(t)s\ n [modif. of F mesalliance'] I an
impioper alhance; esp t a marriage between persons unsuited to

each other
mis.an-tlirope \"mis-'n-,throp\ n [Gk misanthrdpos hating man-
kind, fr. mis- + anthropus man] : one who hates mankind

mis*au<throp>ic \,mis-'n-'thrap-ik\ adj 1 : of. relating to. or
characteristic of a misanthrope 2 : marked by a hatred or con-
tempt for mankind — inls*an-throp-i<caMy \-i-ki,a-)le\ adv

mis-an-thro-py \mis-'an(t)-thr3-pe\ n : a hatred or distrust of
mankind

mi5*ap>pIi-ca*tion \,mis-,ap-l3-'ka-sh3n\ n : the action of misap-
plying

mis-ap.ply \,mis-3-'plT\ vr : to apply wrongly
mls-ap-pre.hend \,mis-.ap-ri-'hend\ vr : to apprehend wrongly

: .MisuNDERs^rAND — inis-ap'pre'hen-siou \-'hen-ch9ii\ n

mis-ap.pro.pri-ate \,mis-3-'pr6-pre-,at\ vt_ _: to appropriate
wrongly — niis>ap-pro-pri>a<tion \-,pro-pre-'a-shan\ n

miS*be*come \,mis-bi-'kam\ vr : to be inappropriate or unbecom-
ing to

mis<be<got'ten X-'gat-'nX adj 1 : unlawfully conceived 2 : of
improper origin

mis*be*Iiave \,mis-bi-'hav\ vi : to behave improperly — mis-be-
hav.er n — mis-be-hav-ior \-'ha-vyar\ n

miS'be'liei \.mis-ba-'lef\ n : erroneous or false beUef

mis.be*lieve \-'iev\ vr, obs : to hold a false or unorthodox belief
— miS'be«liev«er n
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mis>cal<cu>late \(*)mis-'kal-ky3-.lat\ vt : to calculate wrongly
~ VI ; to make a mistake in calculation — mis*cal*cu<la>tlon
\,mis-,kal-kya-'ia-sh3n\ n

mis-call y')mis-'koi\ vi : i

mis-car>riage \mis-'kar-ij\
in the admiuisiration of ju; ...
before it is viable and esp. between the 12th and 28th weeks of geS'

lation b : abortion
mis.car-ry \(')mis-'kar-e\ vi 1 obs : to come to harm 2 : to suffer
miscarriage of a fetus 3 : lo fail of an effect or in one's intention

miS'Cast \('\mis-'kast\ vt : to give an unsuitable role to

mis.ce-ge.na.lion \(,)mis-,ej-a-'na-shan. ,mis-i-j3-'na-\ n [L
miscere to mix + genus race — more at mix, kin] : a mixture of
races; esu : marriage or cohabitation between a while person and a
member of another race

mis-cel*la*nea \,mis-3-'la-ne-3. -ny3\ n pi [L. fr. n
cellaneusi : a collection of miscellaneous objects (

mis*cel>la.neous \,mis-3-'la-ne-3s, -nyasN aclj [L n
miscellus mixed, prob. fr. miscere'i 1 : consisting of d
members : heterogeneous 2 : having various
with or interested in diverse subjects —— mis-ceMa-neous-ness n

mis*cel-la-nlst \'mis-3-,la-nast, chiejiy Brit
writer of miscellanies

mis-cel-la-ny \-ne\ n [prob. modif. of F misccHanees
miscellanea^ 1 : a mixture of various things 2 & pi
writings collected in one volume b : a collection of \

various subjects
mis*chance \(')mis(h)-'chan(t)s\ n [ME mischounce, fr. OF
meschance, fr. mis- + cfiance'} 1 : bad luck 2 ; a piece of bad luck
: MISHAP syn see [viisfortune

mis-chief \'misfh)-ch3f\ n [ME meschiej, fr. OF, calamity, fr. mes-
+ Cfuej head, end — more at chief] 1 : injury or damage caused by
a human agency 2 : a cause or source of harm, evil, or irritation;

esp : a person who causes mischief 3 a : action that annoys or
irritates b : mischievousness
mis*chie-vous \'mis(h)-ch3-vas\ adj 1 : harmful, injirious
2a: able or tending to cause annoyance, trouble, or minor injury

b : irresponsibly playful — mis>cbi6<vous*ly adv — mis-cliie-

vous-ness n
mis-ci-bil-i-ty \,mis-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the property of being miscible

mis-ci*ble \'mis-3-b3l\ adj [ML miscibilis, fr. L miscere to mix —
more at mix] : capable of being mixed; specij : capable of mixing
in any ratio without separation of two phases <"- liquids)

mis-cou-ceive \,mis-k3n-'sev\ vt : to interpret incorrectly : mis-

JUDOE — miS'Cou-ceiv-er n — mis>con-cep*tion \-'sep-sh3n\ n
mis-con-duct \(')mis-'kan-(,)d3kt\ n 1 : mismanagement esp. of
governmental or military responsibilities 2 : intentional wrong-
doing; specij ; deliberate violation of a law or standard esp. by a
government official : malfeasance 3 ; improper behavior; esp

t ADULTERY — mls-con-duct \,mis-k3n-'d3kt\ vt

mis-con.striic*tiou \.mis-k3n-'sir9k-shan\ n : the act, the process,
or an instance of misconstruing

mis*con*strue \,mis-kan-'strii\ vt ; to construe wrongly ; misin-

terpret
mis-COXmt \c')mis-'kaunt\ vb [ME misconten, fr. MF mesconter, fr.

mes- + comer to count] vt ; to count wrongly : miscalculate
•^ vi : to make a wrong count — misoount n
imiS.cre-ant \'mis-kre-3nt\ adj [ME miscreawit, fr. MF mescreant,

prp. of mescruire to disbelieve, fr. mes- 'mis + croire to believe, fr.

L credere — more at creed] 1 : unbelieving, heretical 2 : de-
praved, villainous
amiscreant n 1 : infidel, heretic 2 : one who behaves criminally

or viciously

mis-cre-ate \,mis-kre-'at\ vt : to create misshapen or amiss
— mis-cre-ate \'mis-kre-3t, ,mis-kre-'at\ adj — mis-cre-ation
\,mis-kre-'a-sh3n\ n
imis*Gue \(')mis-'kyii\ n 1 : a faulty stroke in billiards in which
the cue slips 2 : mistake, sup
zmiscue vi l : to make a miscue 2 a : to miss a stage cue b : to

answer a wrong cue
mis-deal \(')mis-'def3M\ vi : to deal cards incorrectly -^ vr ; to

deai incorrectly — misdeal n
mis-deed \.")nii3-'ded\ n ; a wrong deed : offense
mis-deem \-'dem\ vt : misjudge
mis-de-mean-aut \,mis-d3-'me-n3nt\ n : a person convicted of a
misdemeanor
mis-de-mean-or \,mis-d3-'me-n3r\ j

a felony 2 : misdeed
mis-di-rect \,mis-d3-*rekt. -{,)di-\ v— mis-di-rec-ticn \-'rek-shan\ n
mis-do \(')mis-'dij\ vt : to do wrongly or improperly — mls-do-er
n — mlS'do-ing n

mis-doubt \(')niis-'daut\ vt 1 ; to doubt the reality or truth of

2 : suspect, fear — misdoubt n
mise-en-scene \,me-,za"-'sen, -'san\ n, pi mise-en-scenes
\-'sen(2). -'san(z)\ [F mise en scene} 1 a : the process of arranging
actors and scenery on a stage for a theatrical production b : stage

setting 2 a : the physical setting of an action b : environment,
MILIEU

mi-ser \'mT-2ar\ n [L, fr. miser miserable] : a mean grasping person;

esp : one who hvcs miserably in order to hoard his wealth

mis-er-a-ble X'miz-sr-bsl, 'miz-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
miserabilis wretched, pitiable, fr. miserari to pity, fr. miser\

1 a : wretchedly deficient or meager : contemptible b : causmg
extreme discomfort or unhappiness 2 : extremely poor or un-

happy : WRETCHED 3 ', SHAMEFUL. DiscREDrTABLE — miserable n
— mis-er-a-ble-ness n — mis-er-a-bly \-ble\ adv

mi-se-re-re \,miz-3-'ri(3)r-e, -'re(3)r-; ,me-23-'ra-(,)ra\ « [L. be
merciful, fr. misereri to be merciful, fr. miser wretched; fr. the first

word of the Psalm] 1 cflp a : the 50th Psalm in the Vulgate b : a

musical setting of this Psalm 2 ; misericord
mi-seri-cord or mi-seri-corde Xma-'zer-s-.kofaird, -'ser-\ n [ML
misercordia seat in church, fr. L, mercy, fr. misericord-, misericors

merciful, fr. misereri + cord-, cors heart — more at heart] : a small

1 ; a crime less serious than

; to give a wrong direction to

projection on the bottom of a hinged church seat that gives support
to a standing worshiper when the seat is turned up

mi-ser-li-uess \*mT-z3r-Ie-nss\ n : the quality or state of being
miserly

mi-ser-ly \-le\ adj : of. relating to, or characteristic of a miser
: GRASPING syn see stingy

mis-ery \'miz-i>-)re\ n 1 : a state of suffering and want that is the
result of poverty or affliction 2 : a circumstance, thing, or place
that causes suffering or discomfort 3 : a slate of great unhappiness
and emotional distress syn see distress

mis-es-teem \,mis-s-'stem\ vr : t^o esteem wrongly and esp. too low
mis-es-ti-mate \f')mis-'es-t3-,mat\ vt : to estimate falsely — niis-
es*ti-ma-tiou X.mis-.es-ta-'ma-shanX n

mis.lea-sance \mis-'fez-^n{t)s\ n [MF mesjaisance, fr. mesjaire to
do wrong, fr. mes- 'mis- + jaire to make, do, fr. Ljacere — more at
do] : TRESPASS; soecij : the performance of a lawful action in an
illegal or improper manner — mis-fea-sor \-'fe-zar, -,z6(3)r\ n

mis-lile \(')mis-'fT(3)l\ vr : to file in an inappropriate place
mis-lire \(')mis-'fi(o)r\ vi l : to have the explosive or propulsive
charge fail to ignite at the proper time <ihe engine misjired} 2 : to
fail to fire (the gun misjired) 3 : to miss an intended effect— misfire n

mis-fit \('imis-'fit. 'mis-,\ n 1 : something that fits badly 2 : a
person poorly adjusted to his environment

mis-for-tune \(')mis-'f6r-chan\ n 1 : bad fortune : adversfty
2 : an instance of bad luck ; mishap
syn MISCHANCE, adversfty: misfortune and mischance may both

refer to an incident or conjunction of events that involves a change of
fortune, but misfortune emphasizes the resulting mental or physical
distress, mischance the practical inconvenience or disruption of
plans; adversity cannot refer to an instance; it implies serious and
continued misfortune

mis-give \{Mmis-'giv\ vt ; to suggest doubt or fear to <his mind
misgave him) ^ vi : to be fearful or apprehensive

mis-giv-ing \-'giv-io\ n : a feehng of doubt or suspicion esp.
concerning a future event
mis-gov-ern \{')mis-*g9v-srn\ vt : to govern badly — mis-gov-
ern-ment \-'g3v-3r(n)-mant, -'gav-^m-3ni\ n

mis.guid*ance \(')mis-'gTd-''n(i)s\ n ; misdirection
mis-guide \-'gTd\ r; : to lead astray : misdirect — inis-guid-er n
mis-han-dle \(')mis-'han-d''l\ vt 1 : to treat roughly : maltreat
2 : to manage wrongly

mi-shan-ter \m3-'shant-3r\ n [ME misaunter, alter, of mesaven-
ture} chieily Scot ; misadventure

mis-hap \'mis-,hap, niis-'\ n 1 archaic \ bad luck ; misfortune
2 : an unfortunate accident

misli-mash \'mish-,mash, -,mash\ n [redupl. of ^mash} ; hodge-
podge, JUMBLE
Mish-nah or Mish-na \'mish-n3\ n [Heb mishnah instruction, oral

law] : the collection of Jewish halakic traditions compiled about
A.D. 200 and made the basic half of the Talmud — Mish-na-ic
\mish-'na-ik\ adj

miS-in*form \,mis-'n-'f6(3)rm\ vr : to give untrue or misleading
information to — mis-in-lor-ma-tion \,mis-,in-f3r-'ma-sh3n\ n

mis-ln-ter-pret X.mis-'n-'isr-prat, rapid -p3t\ vt 1 : to understand
wrongly 2 : to explain wrongly — mis-in-ter-pre-ta-tion
\-,i3r-pr3-'ta-shan, rapid -^-\ n

mis-join-der \(')mis-'j6in-dar\ n : an improper union of parties or
of causes of action in a single legal proceeding

mis.judge \f'lmis-'j3j\ vt 1 : to estimate wrongly 2 : to have an
unjust opinion of ~ vi : to be mistaken in judgment — mis-judg-
ment \-'J3J-m3nt\ n
mis-know \(')mis-'n6\ vt ; misunderstand — mis-knowl-edge
\-'nal-ij\ n

mis-lay \(')mis-'la\ vt : to put in an unremembered place : lose

mis-lead \ (' )mis-'led\ vr : to lead in a wrong direction or into a mis-

taken action or belief syn see deceive
mis-leared \f')mis-'li(3ird\ adj, chiejiy Scot l^mis- + lear (to

learn i] ; unmannerly, ill-bred

mis.like \{')mis-'lTk\ vt 1 archaic : displease 2 : dislike — mis-
like n
mis.man-age \(')mis-'man-ij\ vt : to manage wrongly or incompe-
tently — mis-man-age-ment \-m3nt\ n

mis-mar. riage \-*mai-ij\ n ; an unsuitable marriage

mis.match \-'mach\ vt : to match wrongly or unsuitably — mis-
match n

mis.mate \-'mat\ vt : to mate unsuitably

mis-name \(')mis-'nam\ vr : to name incorrectly : miscall

mis-no-mer \(*)mis-'no-m3r\ n [ME misnoumer, fr. MF mesnom-
mer to misname, fr. mes- 'mis- + nomnier to name, fr. L nominare —
more at nominate] 1 : the misnaming of a person in a legal instru-

ment 2 a : a use of a wrong name b : a wrong name or designauon

miso- — see Mis-

mi.sog-a-mist \m3-'sag-3-m3st\ _n Imisogamy'] : one who hates

marriage — mi-sog-a-my \-a-me\ n

miso.gy.nic \,mis-3-'jin-ik, -'gi-nikX adjimisogyny, fr. Gk misogynia,

fr mis- + gyne woman -— more at queen] : having or showing a

hatred and distrust of women syn see cynical — mi-sog-y-nist
\m3-'saj-3-n3St\ n — mi-sog-y-ny \-3-ne\ n

mi-sol.O-gy \m3-'sal-3-je\ n [Gk misologia. fr. mis- + -logia -logy]

: a hatred of argument, reasoning, or enlightenment

miSO>ne-ism \.mis-3-'ne-,iz-3m\ n [It misoneismo, fr. mis- + Gk
neos new + It -ismo -ism — more at new] : a hatred or intolerance

of something new or changed
mis-place \(')mis-'plas\ vr 1 a : to put in a wrong place b : mislay

2 : to set on a wrong object (^ trust) — mis-place-ment \-'pla-

sm3nt\ n
mis-play \(')mis-'pla\ n : a wrong or unskillful play — misplay vt

mis-print \(*)mis-'print\ vr ; to print incorrectly — mis-print
\'mis-,print. (')mis-'\ «

imis-pii-Sion \mis-'pri2h-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF mesprison error,

wrongdoing, fr. OF, fr. mespris, pp. of mesprendre to make a mis-

take, fr. mes- mis- + prendre to take, fr. L prehendere to seize —
more at prehensile] 1 a : neglect or wrong performance of official

duty b : concealment of treason or felony by one not guilty

a abut; 3 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot. cart; au out;
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misprision 542 mitering

c : seditious conduct against the government or the courts 2 : mis-
understanding, MISTAKE

^misprision n imisprize} : contempt, scorn
miS'prize \(')mis-'pri2\ vt [MF mesprisier, fr. mes- mis- + prisier
to appraise — more at prize] 1 : to hold in contempt : despise
2 : undervalue

mis-pro •nouiice \,mis-pr3-'naun(t)s\ vt ; to pronounce Incorrectly
or in a way regarded as incorrect — mis>pro>nun-ci>a-tioil
\,mis-pr3-,nan(t)-se-'a-sh3n\ n

mis>quo>ta-tion \,mis-kwo-'ta-sh3n also -ko-\ n : the act or an In-

stance of misquoting
mis-quote \(')mis-'kwot also -'kotX vt : to quote incorrectly
mis-read \(')mis-'red\ vt 1 : to read incorrectly 2 : to misinter-
pret in or as if in reading
mis-reck-on \-'rek-3n\ vb : miscalculate, miscount
mis-re-mem-her \,mis -ri-'mem-bar\ vt : to remember Incorrectly
or inadequately; esp, chiejly dial ; forget

mis-re-port \,mis-ri-'po(a)rt, -'p6(3)rt\ vt : to report falsely— mis-
report n

mis-rep-re-sent \,mis-,rep-rl-'zent\ vt 1 ; to give a false or mis-
leading representation of 2 : to serve badly or improperly as a
representative of — mis-rep-re-sen-ta-tion \C,)mis-.rep-ri-,zea-
•ta-shsn, -z3n-\ n
imis-rule \nmis-'riil\ vt : to rule badly ; misgovern
amisrule n 1 : the action of misruling : the condition of being mis-
ruled 2 : disorder, anarchy
imiss \'mis\ vb [ME missen fr. OE missan; akin to OHG missan
to miss, L mutare to change] vt 1 : to fail to hit, reach, or contact
2 : to discover or feel the absence of 3 : to fail to obtain 4 : escape,
AVOID 5 : to leave out : omit 6 : to fail to comprehend, sense, or
experience 7 : to fail to perform or attend '^ vi 1 archaic ; to
fail to get, reach, or do something 2 : to fail to hit something
3 a : to be unsuccessful b : misfire <the engine '^ed>
SmiSS n 1 chiejly dial ; disadvantage or regret resulting from loss

2 a : a failure to hit b ; a failure to attain a result 3 : misfire
amiss n [short for mistress'i la — used as a title prefixed to the
name of an unmarried woman or girl b — used before the name of
a place or of a line of activity or before some epithet to form a title

for a usu. young unmarried female who is representative of the
thing indicated {Miss America) 2 : young lady — used without a
name as a conventional term of address to a young woman 3 : a
young unmarried woman or girl

mis-sa can-ta*ta \,mis-3-k3n-'tat-3\ n [NL] : sung mass
mis-sal \'mis-al\ n [ME messel, fr. MF & ML; MF, fr. ML missale
fr. neut. of missalis of the mass, fr. LL missa mass — more at mass]
: a book containing all that is said or sung at mass during the entire
year

mis-send \(')mis-'send\ vt ; to send incorrectly {missent mail>
mis-Shape \(')rnisCh)-'shap\ vt ; to shape badly : deform — mis-
shap-en \-'sha-p3n\ adj

ImiS-Sile \'mis-3l, chiejly Brit -.Tl\ adj [L missilis, fr. missus, pp.
of miitere to throw, send — more at smite] 1 ; capable of being
thrown or projected to strike a distant object 2 ; adapted for
throwing or hurling missiles

imissile n 1 : a weapon or other object thrown or projected
2 ; a self-propelled unmanned weapon (as a rocket)

mis-sil-eer \.mis-3-'li(3)r\ n : missileman
mis-sile-man \'mis-3l-m9n\ n ; one who helps to design, build, or
operate guided missiles

mis-sile-ry also mis-sil-ry \'mis-3l-re\ n 1 : missiles; esp : guided
missiles 2 : the science dealing with the design, manufacture, and
use of guided missiles

miss-ing \'mis-ir)\ adj : absent; also : lost
missing link n 1 ; an absent member needed to complete a series
2 : a hypothetical intermediate form between man and his presumed
simian progenitors
imiS-Sion \'mish-3n\ n [NL, ML, & L; NL mission-, missio religious
mission, fr. ML, task assigned, fr. L, act of sending, fr. missus, pp. of
mittere'] 1 obs : the act or an instance of sending 2 a : a ministry
commissioned by a religious organization to propagate its faith or
carry on humanitarian work b : assignment to or work in a field
of missionary enterprise c (1) : a mission establishment (2) : a
local church or parish dependent on a larger religious organization
for direction or financial support dpi ; organized missionary work
e : a course of sermons and services given to convert to or quicken
Christian faith 3 : a body of persons sent to perform a service or
carry on an activity: as a ; a group sent to a foreign country to
conduct diplomatic or political negotiations b : a permanent em-
bassy or legation c ; a team of specialists or cultural leaders sent
to a foreign country 4 : a task or function assigned or undertaken
amission vt mis-sion-ing \'mish-(3-)nii3\ 1 : to send on or entrust
with a mission 2 ; to carry on a religious mission among or in
amission adj : of or relating to a style used in the early Spanish
missions of the southwestern U.S. <'--' architecture)
imis-sion-ary \'mish-a-,ner-e\ adj 1 : relating to, engaged In, or
devoted tq missions 2 : characteristic of a missionary

^missionary n : a person undertaking a mission and esp. a religious

mis-sion-er \'mish-(3-ln3r\ n : missionary
Mis-sis-sip.pi-an \,mis-(3-)'sip-e-3n\ adj {Mississippi river"} 1 ; of
or relating to Mississippi, its people, or the Mississippi river 2 : of,
relating to. or being the period of the Paleozoic era in No. America
following the Devonian and preceding the Pennsylvanian or the
corresponding system of rocks

mis-sive \'mis-iv\ n [MF lettre missive, lit., letter Intended to be
sent] : a written communication : letter

mis-spell \('imis-'spel\ vt : to spell incorrectly
mis-spell.ing \-io\ n : an incorrect spelling
mis-spend \(')mis-'spend\ vt : to spend wrongly : squander
mis-state \(')inis-'stat\ vt : to state incorrectly — mis-state-ment

mis-step \(')mis-'step\ n 1 ; a wrong step 2 : a mistake in judg-
ment or action : blunder

mis-sus or mis-sis \'mis-3z, -as. esp South 'mlz-X n [alter, of mis-
tressl 1 : WIFE 2 dial : mistress la, lb
missy \'mis-e\ n '. a young giri : miss
imiSt \'mist\ n [ME. fr. OE; akin to MD mist mist, Gk omlchle}
1 : water in the form of particles floating or faUing in the atmo-
sphere at or near the surface of the earth and approaching the
form of rain 2 : something that dims or obscures 3 : a film be-

fore the eyes 4 : a cloud of small particles or objects suggestive
of a mist syn see haze

3mist vi 1 : to be or become misty 2 : to become dim or blurred
^ vt 1 to cover with mist

mis-tak-able \m3-'sta-k9-b3l\ adj ; capable of being misunderstood
or mistaken
imis-take \m3-'stak\ vb mis-took \-'stuk\ mis-tak-en \-'sta-
kanX mis*tak-ing [ME mistaken, fr. ON mistaka to take by mis-
take, fr, mis- + taka to take — more at take] vt 1 : to choose
wrongly 2 a : to misunderstand the meaning or intention of
; MISINTERPRET b : to make a wrong judgment of the character or
ability of 3 t to identify wrongly '- v/ ; to be wrong <you mistook
when you thought I laughed at you —Thomas Hardy) — mis-
tak-er n
^mistake n 1 : a misunderstanding of the meaning or implication
of something 2 : a wrong action or statement proceedmg from
faulty judgment, inadequate knowledge, or inattention syn see
ERROR

mis-ter \'mis-tor\ n [alter, of masterl 1 a ~ used as a title pre-
fixed to the name of a man or to a designation of occupation or
office and usu. written Mr. or in the plural Messrs. b— used before
the name of a place or of a line of activity or before some epithet
to form a title lor a male viewed as representative of the thing indi-

cated (Mr. Baseball) 2 : sir — used without a name as a conven-
tional term of address to a man 3 : a man not entitled to a title

of rank or an honorific or professional title <just a plain ^>
4 : HUSBAND

mis-think \{')tnis-'thigk\ vi, archaic ; to think mistakenly or un-
favorably '*' vt, archaic : to think badly or unfavorably of

mist-i-ly \'mis-t3-le\ adv : in a misty manner
mis-time \(')mis-'tTm\ vt : to time wrongly
mist-i-ness Vmis-te-nssX n : the quality or state of being misty
miS-tle*toe \'mis-al-,t6, chiejly Brit 'miz-\ n [ME mistilto basil, fr.

OE misteltan, fr. mistel mistletoe, basil, -1- tan twig; akin to OHG
& OS mistil mistletoe and to OHG zein twig] : a European semi-
parasitic green shrub ( Viscum album of the family Loranthaceae,
the mistletoe family) with thick leaves, small yellowish flowers, and
waxy-white glutinous berries; broadly : any of various plants of the
mistletoe family (as of an American genus Phoradendron) resem-
bling the true mistletoe

miS-tral X'mis-tral, mi-'stral\ n [F, fr. Prov, fr. mistral masterful,
fr. L magistralis— more at magistral] : a violent cold dry northerly
wind of the Mediterranean provinces of France

mis-treat \(')mis-'tret\ vt [ME mistreten, prob. fr. MF mestraitier,

fr. OF, fr. mis- + traitier to treat — more at treat] : to treat badly
; ABUSE — mis-treat-ment \-m3nt\ n

mis- tress N'mis-tras; as an abbreviated title ,mis-3z^ -as, esp South
,miz-az, -as, (,)mi2, or bejore given names (,)mis\ n [ME maistresse,

tr. MF, fr. OF, fem. of maistre master — more at master] 1 ; a
woman who has power, authority, or ownership: as a : the female
head of a household b : a woman who employs or supervises ser-

vants c ; a woman who possesses or controls something d : a
woman who is in charge of a school or other establishment e : a
woman of the Scottish nobility having a status comparable to that
of a master 2 a chiejly Brit : a female teacher or tutor b ; a
woman who has achieved mastery in some field 3 : a country or
state having supremacy over others 4 : something personified as
female that rules or directs 6 a : a woman with whom a man
habitually cohabits without being married to her b archaic
: sweetheart 6 — used archaically as a title prefixed to the name
of a married or unmarried woman and now superseded by the con-
tracted forms Mrs., or in the plural Mesdames, for a married woman
and Miss for an unmarried woman

mis-tri-al \(')mis-'trr(-a)l\ n : a trial that has no legal effect by
reason of some error or serious prejudicial misconduct in the pro-
ceedings
imis-trust \f')mis-'trast\ n : a lack of confidence : distrust syn
see uncertainty — mis-trust-ful \-fal\ adj — mis-trust-lal*ly
\-f3-le\ adv — mis- trust- ful-ness n

smlstrust vt 1 : to have no trust or confidence in : suspect 2 : to
doubt the truth, validity, or effectiveness of 3 : surmise '^ vi tto
be suspicious_

misty \'mis-te\ adj 1 a ; obscured by mist b : consisting of or
marked by mist 2 a ; indistinct b ; vague, confused

mis-un-der-stand \(,)mis-,an-d3r-'stand\ v; 1 : to fail to under-
stand 2 : to interpret incorrectly

mis-un-der-stand-ing \-'stan-dio\ n 1 : a mistake of meaning
: misinterpretation 2 : disagreement, quarrel

miS*US*age \mish-'ii-sij, (')mis(h)-'yu-, -zij\ n [MF mesusage, ft,

mis- + usage'i 1 ; bad treatment : abuse 2 ; wrong or improper

imis-nse \niish-'iiz, (•)rais(h)-'yu2\ vt [ME misusen, partly fr. mis-
+ usen to use; partly fr. MF mesuser to abuse, fr. Ot-, fr. mis- +
user to use] 1 ; to use incorrectly : misapply 2 : abuse, mistreat
2miS-HSe \mish-'iis, C*)misCh)-'yiis\ n : incorrect or improper use

: misapplication
mis*val-ue \(')mis-'val-(,)yu, -ya-wX vt : underv.alue
mis-ven-ture \(')mis-'ven-char\ n : misadventure
mis-write \(')mis-'rTt\ vt : to write incorrectly

mite \'mTt\ n [ME, fr. OE m'ue; akin to MD mite mite, small copper
coin, OHG meizan to cut, OE gemad silly — more at mad] 1 ; any
of numerous small to very minute arachnids (order Acarina) often
infesting animals, plants, and stored foods and including important
disease vectors 2 [ME, fr. MF or MD; MF, small Flemish copper
coin, fr. MD] : a small coin or sum of money 3 a : a very little

; BIT b : a verv small object or creature
imi-ter or mi-tre \'mTt-ar\ n [ME mitre, fr. MF. fr. L mitra head-
band, turban, fr. Gk; akin to Skt miira friend] 1 : a liturgical head-
dress worn by bishops and abbots 2 a : a surface forming the
beveled end or edge of a piece where a joint is made by cutting

two pieces at an angle and fitting them together b ; miter square
amiter or mitre vt mi-teredor mi-tred;
mi-ter-ing or mi-tring \'mTt-a-rio\
1 : to confer a miter on 2 a ; to match
or fit together in a miter joint b ; to
bevel the ends of for making a miter
joint — mi-ter-er \'mit-ar-3r\ n
miter box n : a device for guiding a hand-
saw at the proper angle in making a
miter joint in wood

miter gear n : one of a pair of inter-

mlter box, with saw



miter square 543 mock-up
changeable bevel gears with axes at right angles

miter SQuare n : a bevel with an immovable arm at an angle of 45
degrees for striking miter lines; also : a square with an arm adjust-
able to any angle

n[ith*ra>ic \miih-'ra-ik\ adj [LGk mithraikos of Mithras, ancient
Per god of light, fr. Gk Mithras, it. OPer Miihral : of or relating to
an oriental mystery cult for men flourishing in the late Roman
empire — Mith-ra-ism \'mith-rs-,iz-3m, -(,)ra-\ n — Mith-ra'ist
\mith-'ra-ast, 'mith-, ; 'mith-ra-,ist, -ra-\ n or adj

mith.ri.date \'mith-ra-,dat\ n [ML mithridatum. fr. LL miihrida-
tium, fr. L, dogtooth violet (used as an antidote), fr. Gk mithrida-
tion, fr. Mfihradates'\ : an antidote against poison; esp : an electuary
held to be effective against poison

mitll.ri.da-tism X.mith-ra-'dat-.iz-amN n [Mithridates VI t63 B.C.
king of Pontus. fr. L Mithridates, fr, Gk Mithridates: fr. the fact that
he reputedly produced this condition in himself] : tolerance to a
poison acquired by taking gradually increased doses of it

mi'ti-cide \'mTt-3-,sTd\ n [mi7e] : an agent used to kill mites
init*i*ga-ble \'mit-i-g3-bal\ adj ; capable of being mitigated
init>i>gate \'rnit-3-,gat\ vr [ME mitigaten, fr. L miiigatus, pp. of
mitigare to soften, fr. mitis'soft + -igare {akin to L agere \o drive);
akin to Olr rndtiH soft — more at age:nt] 1 ; to cause to become less

harsh or hostile : mollify 2 : to make less severe or painful
: ALLEVIATE — mit-l-ga-tlon \,mit-3-'gajshsn\ » — mlt-i*ga>tive
\'mit-a-.gat-iv\ adj — mit>i>ga-tor \-,gat-ar\ h — init>i<ga>to-ry
\'mit-i-g3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

mi>to*chon>dri-al \,mTt-3-'kan-dre-ol\ adj : of, relating to, or being
mitochondria

mi.to.chon.dri-on \-dre-an\ k, p/mi-to.chon-dria \-dre-3\ [NL,
fr. Gk mitos thread + chondrion, dim. of chondros grain — more at
grind] : chonoriosome; esp : a granular or globular chondriosome

mi.to.sis \mT-'to-s3s\ n, pi mi-to-ses \-'t6-.se2\ [NL, fr. Gk
mitos thread] 1 ; cell division in which complex nuclear division
usu. involving halving of chromosomes precedes cytoplasmic fission
and which involves typically a series of steps consisting of prophase,
metaphase, anaphase, and telophase 2 : kar^okinesis 1 — mi-
tot'ic \-'tat-ik\ adj— mi-tot-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

mi.trail.leuse \,me-tr3-'ya(r)z\ n [F] 1 : a breech-loading ma-
chine gun firing small projectiles rapidly from a number of barrels
2 : MACHINE GUN

mi-tral VmT-tralX adj 1 : resembling a miter 2 : relating to, being,
or adjoining a mitral valve or orifice

mitra! valve n ; a cardiac valve guarding the orifice between the
left auricle and ventricle and preventing the return of blood to the
auricle

mitt \'mit\ n [short for mitten^ 1 a ; a woman's glove that leaves
the fingers uncovered h ; mitten 1 c : a baseball catcher's or
first baseman's glove 2 slang : hand

mit.ten \'mit-'n\ n [ME mitain, fr. MF mitaine, fr. OF, fr. mite mit-
ten] 1 : a covering for the h^ind and wrist having a separate sec-
tion for the thumb only 2 : mitt la

mit-ti-mus \'nnt-3-m3s\ n [L, we send, fr. mittere to send — more
at smite] : a warrant of commitment to prison
mitz.van \'mits-v^3\ «, pi mitz*voth \-,v6tih), -,vos\ or mitz-
vahs [Heb mi^^wah] 1 : a commandment of the Jewish law 2 : a
meritorious act
imix \'miks\ v6 CME mixen, back-formation fr. mixte mixed, fr. MF,
fr. L mixius, pp. of miscere to mix; akin to Gk mignynai to mix] vt

1 a (1) : to combine or blend into one mass (2) : to combine v/ith

another h : to brmg into close association 2 : to form by mixing
components 3 : contuse ~ vi 1 a ; to become mixed 1) : to be
capable of mixing 2 : lo enter into relations : associate 3 : cross-
breed 4 : to become involved : participate — mix-able \'mik-s3-
b3l\ adj— mix-er n
Syn MINGLE, COMMINGLE. BLEND, MERGE, COALESCE, AMALGAMATE,

fuse: mix may or may not imply loss of each element's ideniity;
MINGLE usu. suggests that the elements are still somewhat distin-
guishable or separately active; commingle implies a closer or more
thorough mingling; blend implies that the elements as such dis-

appear in enhancing the resulting mixture; merge suggests a com-
bining in which one or more elements are lost in the whole; coalesce
implies an affinity in the merging elements and usu. a resulting
organic unity; amalgamate implies the forming of a close union
without complete loss of individual identities; fuse stresses oneness
and indissolubility of the resulting product
3mix n 1 : an act or process of mixing 2 : a product of mixing

: mixture; specij : a commercially prepared mixture of food in-
gredients

mixed \'mikst\ adj [ME mixle] 1 : combining characteristics of
more than one kind; specif : combining features of two or more
systems of government <a -^ constitution) 2 I made up of or in-

volving individuals or items of more than one kind: as a : made up
of or involving persons differing in race, national origin, religion, or
class b : macie up of or involving individuals of both sexes <"-'

company) <-- chorus) 3 : including or accompanied by inconsist-
ent or incompatible elements 4 : deriving from two or more races
or breeds
mixed bud n ; a bud that produces a branch and leaves as well as
flowers
mixed larming n : the growing of food or cash crops, feed crops,
and livestock un the sdine farm
mixed number n : a number (as 5% or 7.238) composed of an
integer and a traction
mix-ture \'miks-ch3i\ n [MF, fr. OF misture, fr. L mixtura, fr.

mixtus'\ 1 a ; the act, the process, or an instance of mixing b (1)

: the state of being mixed (2) : the relative proportions of con-
stituents; specij : the proportion of fuel to air produced in a car-
buretor 2 : a product of mixing ; combination: as a : a portion
of matter consisting of two or more components that do not bear a
fi.Ked proportion to one another and that however thoroughly
commingled are regarded as retaining a separate existence b : a
fabric woven of variously colored threads c : a combination of
several different kinds
mix-up \'mik-,s3p\ n 1 : a state or instance of confusion 2 : mix-
ture 3 : confuct, fight

Mi-zar \'mT-,zar\ n [Ar Mi'zar, lit., veil, cloak] : a star of the sec-

ond magnitude in the handle of the Big Dipper
imiZ-zen or miz-en \'miz-'n\ n [ME meson, prob. fr. MF misaine.

deriv. of Ar mazzan mast] 1 ; a fore-and-aft sail set on the mizzen-
mast 2 : mizzenmast

smizzen or mizen adj i of or relating to the mizzenmast <--' shrouds)
miz<zen*mast \-.mast, -msst\ n : the mast aft or next aft of the
mainmast in a ship
imiz-zle \'miz-3l\ vi miz-zling \-f3-)lio\ [ME misellen; akin to
Flem mizzelen to drizzle, MD mist fog, mist] chiejiy dial :_to rain in
very fine drops : drizzle — mizzle n — miz>zly \-(3-)le\ adj
^mizzle vi [origin unknown] slang chiejiy Brit : to take oneself off
; decamp

mne-mon>iC \ni-'man-ik\ adj [Gk mnemonikos, fr. mnemon mind-
ful, fr mimneskesthai to remember — more at mind] 1 : assisting or
intended to assist memory; also : of or relating to mnemonics
2 : of or relating to memory — mne-mon'l>cal>ly \-i-k(3-lle\ adv

mne*mon>lcs \-iks\ n pi but sing in corisir ; a technique of improv-
ing the memory

Mne.mos.y.ne \ni-'mas-'n-e, -'maz-\ n [L, fr. Gk Mnemosyne"]
: the goddess of memory in Greek mythology and mother of the
Muses by Zeus
-mo \(,)mo\ n sujjix [duodeci;no] — after numerals or their names
to indicate the number of leaves made by folding a sheet of paper
<sixteen/7io> <16/jio>

moa \'mo-3\ n [Maori] : any of various usu. very large extinct
flightless ratite birds of New Zealand (family Dinomithidae) in-
cluding one {Dinornis giganteus) about 12 feet in height

IffO.ab.ite \'mo-a-,bTt\ n [ME, fr. LL Moabita, Moabites. fr. Gk
Moabites, fr. Moab Moab, ancient kingdom in Syria] : a member of
an ancient Semitic people related to the Hebrews — Moabite or
Mo>ab*it<i5h \-,bit-ish\ adj — ]V[o*ab-it-es5 \-,bit-3s\ n
imoan \'mon\ n [ME mone, fr. (assumed) OE man] 1 : lamenta-
tion, complaint 2 : a low prolonged sound indicative of pain or of
grief

zmoan vt 1 : to bewail audibly : lament 2 : to utter with moans
-^ vi 1 : lament, complain 2 : to make a low prolonged sound of
grief or pain : groan
imoat \'m6t\ n [ME mote'\ ; a deep and wide trench around the
rampart of a fortified place (as a castle) that is usu. filled with water
^moat vt : to surround with or as if with a moat
imob \'mab\ n [L mobile vulgus vacillating crowd] 1 : masses,
RABBLE 2 : a large disorderly crowd 3 : a criminal set ; canq
syn see ckowd — mob*bisli \-ish\ adj
2mob vt mobbed; niob-bina; : to crowd about and attack or annoy
mob'Cap \'mab-,kap\ n [rnob (woman's cap) + cap} : a woman's
fancy indoor cap made with a high full crown and often tied under
the chin
imo.bjle \'mo-b3i, -,bel, -,bTl\ adj [MF, fr. L mobilis, fr. movere
to move] 1 : capable of moving or being moved : movable
2 a : changeable in appearance, mood, or purpose b : adaptable,
versatile 3 ; migratory 4 : characterized by the mixing of
social groups 5 : using vehicles for transportation <~ warfare)
6 : of or relatingto a mobile — mcbil'i-ty \mo-'bil-3t-e\ n

2mo-blle \'m6-.bel\ n : a construction or sculpture frequently of
wire and sheet meial shapes with parts that can be set in motion by
air currents

mobile home n : trailer 3b
mO'bi*U*za.tlon \,mo-br3-)l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act of mobilizing

; the state of being mobilized
mO'bi'lize \'m6-b3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to put into movement or circulation
2 a : to assemble and make ready for war duty b : to marshal
(as resources) for action -^ vi ; to undergo mobilization

mob-oc.ra.cy \ma-'bak-r9-se\ n 1 : rule by the mob 2 : the mob
as a ruling class — mob-ocrat \'mab-a-,krat\ n — moboocrat*ic
\,mab-3-'krat-ik\ adj

mob-ster \*mab-st3r\ n : a member of a criminal gang
moc*ca<Sin \'mak-a-s3n\ n [of Algonquian origin; akin to Natick
mokkussin shoe] 1 ; a soft leather heeiless shoe or boot with the
sole brought up the sides of the foot and over the toes where it is

joined with a puckered seam to a U-shaped piece lying on top of
the foot 2 a (1) : water moccasin (2) ; copperhead la b ; a
snake (as of the genus Natrix) resembling a moccasin
moccasin flower n : any of several lady's slippers (genus Cypri-
pedium); esp : a once common woodland orchid (C. acaule) of
eastern No. America with pink or white moccasin-shaped flowers

mO'Cha \'m6-k3\ n [Mocha, seaport in Arabia] 1 a (1) : superior
arabica coffee with small green or yellowish beans grown in

Arabia (2) : a coffee of superior quality b : a flavoring made of a
strong coffee infusion or of a mixture of cocoa or chocolate with
coffee 2 : a pliable suede-finished glove leather from African
sheepskins
tmock \'mak, 'm6k\ vb [ME mocken, fr. MF mocquer] vt 1 : to

treat with contempt or ridicule : deride 2 : to disappoint the

hopes of : delude 3 : defy, challenge 4 a : iMrrATE, mimic
b : to mimic in sport or derision -^ vi ; jeer, scoff syn see copy,
ridicule — mock-er n — mock>ing-ly \-io-le\ adv
smock n 1 : an act of ridicule or derision : jeer 2 : one that

is an object of derision or scorn 3 : mockery 4 a : an act of

imitation : mimicry b : something made as an imitation : coun-
TERFEFT — mock adj
3mock adv ; in an insincere or counterfeit manner — usu. used in

combination (niocfc-serious)

mock.ery \'mak-(3-)re, 'm6k-\ n 1 : insulting or contemptuous
action or speech : derision 2 : a subject of laughter, derision,

or sport 3 a : a counterfeit appearance ; imitation b ; an in-

sincere, contemptible, or impertinent imitation 4 ; something
ridiculously or impudentlyunsuitable
mock-he.ro-ic \,mak-hi-'r6-ik, ,m6k-\ adj ; ridiculing or burlesqu-
ing heroic style, character, or action <a -^ poem) — mock-lie-
rcical-ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

mock'ing'bixd \'mak-io-,bard. 'm6k-\ n : a common bird (Mimus
polyglottos) of the southern U.S. remarkable for its exact imitations

of the notes of other birds

mock orange n : a usu. shrubby plant felt to resemble the orange;
esp ; philadelphus
mock turtle soup n : a soup made of calfs head, veal, or other
meat with condiments in imitation of green turtle soup
mock-up \'mak-,9p, 'm6k-\ n ; a full-sized structural model built

accurately to scale chiefly for study, testing, or display
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modacrylic fiber 544 Mohegan
mod.acryl4c liber \,mad-3-,kril-ik-\ n [motftfied acrylicl : any
of various synthetic textile fibers that are long-chain polymers
composed of 35 to 85 percent by weight of acrylonitrile units

DlOd'al \'mod-'l\ adj [ML modalis, fr. L modus} 1 : of or relating
to modality in logic 2 : containing provisions as to the mode of
procedure or the marmer of taking effect — used of a contract or
legacy 3 : of or relating to a musical mode 4 ; of or relating to
structure as opposed to substance 5 : of, relating to, or constitut-
ing a grammatical form or category characteristically indicating
predication of an action or state in some manner other than as a
simple fact 6 : of or relating to a statistical mode — inod<al>ly
\-'l-e\ adv

modal auxiliary n ; a verb that is characteristically used with a verb
of predication and expresses a modal modification (as can, must,
might, may) and that m English differs formally from other verbs
in lacking -s and -ing forms

ino*dal*i.ty \m5-'dal-3t-e\ n 1 a : the quality or state of being
modal b ; a modal quality or attribute ; form 2 : the classifica-

tion of logical propositions according to their asserting or denying
the possibility, impossibility, contingency, or necessity of their

content 3 : a therapeutic agency; esp ; one used in physical
therapy
imode Vm6d\ n [ME moede, fr. L modus measure, manner, musical
mode — more at mete] 1 a : an arrangement of the eight diatonic
notes or tones of an octave according to one of several fixed
schemes of their intervals b : a rhythn:iical scheme (as in 13th and
14th century music) 2 : ^mood 2 3 [LL modus, fr. L] a : ^mood 1

b : the modal form of the assertion or denial of a logical proposi-
tion 4 a : a particular form or variety of something bra torm
or manner of expression : style 5 ; a manner of doing something
6 : a manifestation, form, or arrangement of being; specij ; a
particular form or manifestation of an underlying substance
7 : the most frequent value in a frequency distribution 8 : the
vibration pattern of electromagnetic waves; also : the state of a
vibrating system that corresponds to a particular pattern 9 : the
actual mineral composition of a rock syn see method
smode n [F, fr. L modus} : a prevailing fashion or style of dress
or behavior syn see fashion
imod>el \'mad-''l\ n [MF modelle, fr. Olt modello, fr. (assumed)
VL modellus, fr. L modulus small measure, fr. modus} 1 obs : a
set of plans for a building 2 dial Brit ; copy, image 3 : structural
design 4 : a miniature representation of something; also l a
pattern of something to be made 5 : an example for imitation or
emulation 6 : a person or thing that serves as a pattern for an
artist ; esp : one who poses for an artist 7 : archetype 8 : one
who is employed to display clothes or other merchandise : man-
nequin 9 a ; a tj-pe or design of clothing b : a type or design of
product (as a car or airplane) 10 : a descripdon or analogy used
to help visualize something (as an atom) that carmot be directly
observed 11 : a system of postulates, data, and inferences pre-
sented as a mathematical description of an entity or state of affairs— model ad}
syn EXAMPLE, PATTERN, EXEMPLAR, IDEAL: MODEL applies to Some-

thing taken or proposed as worthy of imitation; example applies
to a person to be imitated or in some contexts on no account to be
imitated but to be regarded as a warning; pattern suggests a
clear and detailed archetype or prototype; exemplar suggests
either a faultless example to be emulated or a perfect typification;
IDEAL implies the best possible exemplification either in reality
or in conception
amodel vb mod.eled or mod.elled; mod.el.ing or mod-el-Ung
\'mad-lir), -^l-io\ v7 1 : to plan or form after a pattern : shape
2 archaic ; to make into an organization (as an army, government,
or parish) 3 ; to shape or fashion in a plastic material 4 : to
construct or fashion in imitation of a particular model i-^ed its

constitution on that of the U.S.) 5 : to display by wearing, using,
or posing with i-^ed gowns) ~ vi 1 ; to design or imitate forms
: make a pattern <enjoys -^ing in clay) 2 : to work or act as a
fashion model — mod-eI>er \-l3r, -'l-3r\ n
lmod<er.ate \'mad-(3-)r3t\ adj [ME, fr. L moderatus, fr. pp. of
moderate to moderate; akin to L modus measure] la; avoiding
extremes of behavior or expression : observing reasonable hmits
b : CALM, temperate 2 a : tending toward the mean or average
amount or dimension b : having average or less than average
quahty ; mediocre 3 ; avoiding extreme political or social
measures 4 ; limited in scope or effect 5 : not expensive ; reason-
able or low in price G of a color : of medium lightness andmedium
chroma — moderate n — mod>er>ate>ly \'mad-art-le, 'mad-
(3-)r3t-\ adv — mod-er*ate>ness \'mad-(a-)rat-n9s\ n
syn moderate, temperate mean neither too much nor too little.

MODERATE implies absence or avoidance of excess; temperate sug-
gests the effect of restraint or restriction

sinod'er<ate \'mad-3-,rat\ vt 1 : to lessen the Intensity or ex-
tremeness of : TEMPER 2 ; to preside over or act as chairman of
'— VI 1 ; to act as a moderator 2 : to become less violent, severe,
or intense — mod<er*a*tion \,mad-a-'ra-shan\ n
moderate breeze n ; wind having a speed of 13 to 18 miles per
hour
moderate gale n : wind having a speed of 32 to 33 miles per hour
mod<5r>a.to \,mad-3-'rat-(.)o\ adv (or adj) [It, fr. L moderatus}

; moderate — used as a direction in music to indicate tempo
mod-er-a-tor \'mad-a-,rat-3r\ n 1 : one who arbitrates : mediator
2 : one who presides over an assembly, meeting, or discussion: as
a : the presiding officer of a Presbyterian governing body b : the
nonpartisan presiding officer of a town meeting c ; the chairman
of a discussion group 3 : a substance (as graphite) used for slow-
ing down neutrons in a nuclear reactor — mod>er>a*tor*slup
\-.ship\ n
imod-ern \'mad-3m, nonstand 'mad-(3-")rsn\ adj [LL modernus,
fr. L modo just now, fr. modus measure — more at mete] 1 : of,
relating to, or characteristic of the present or the immediate past
: contemporary 2 cap : of, relating to. or having the characteris-
tics of the present or most recent period of development of a
language syn see new —_mo-der.ni.ty Xma-'dsr-nat-e, ma-\ n— mod.ern-Iy \'mad-sm-le\ adv — mod>eru>ness \-arn-n3s\ n
^modern n l : a person of modern times or views 2 : a style of
printing type distinguished by regularity of shape, precise curves,
straight hairline serifs, and heavy downstrokes
Modern Hebrew n : Hebrew as used in present-day Israel
mod-ern.ism \'mad-3r-,niz-3m\ n 1 : a practice, usage, or ex-
pression peculiar to modem times 2 a ojten cap ; a movement in

Protestant Christianity that seeks to establish the meaning and
validity of the Christian faith for present human experience b cap
: a position taken by some Anglicans asserting that all knowledge
by which rehgion can be affected necessarily reaffirms the funda-
mental Christian truths c ojten cap ; a position condemned by
Pope Pius X in 1907 according to which the only vital element
in religion is its power to communicate the best religioios experience
of the race 3 : the philosophy and practices of modem art;
esp : a self-conscious break with the past and a search for new forms
of expression — mod-ern-ist \-n3st\ n or adj — mod*em*is*tic
\,mad-3r-'nis-tik\ adj

mod*ern*lza<tion X.mad-sr-ns-'za-shsnN n : the act of modernizing
: the state of being modernized; also : something modernized

mod-ern>ize \'mad-»r-,nT2\ vt ; to make modem in taste, style, or
usage »— VI : to adopt modem ways — mod<ern*iZ'er n
mod>est \'mad-3st\ adj [L modestus moderate; akin to L modus
measure] 1 : placing a moderate estimate on one's abilities or
worth; also : diffident 2 : observing the proprieties of dress and
behavior : decent 3 : limited in size, amount, or aim : unpre-
tentious syn see chaste, humble, shy — mod-est-ly adv
mod>es>ty \'mad-3-ste\ n 1 : freedom from conceit or vanity
2 : propriety in dress, speech, or conduct

mod-l>cum X'mad-i-ksm, 'mod-X n [ME, fr. L, neut. of modlcus
moderate, fr. modus measure] : a small portion

mod>i>fi>abIe \'mad-3-,fT-9-b3l\ adj : capable of being modified— mod-i-fi<able>ness n
mod>i-fi>ca>tlon X.mad-a-fa-'ka-shanX n 1 : the limiting of a
statement : qualification 2 : 'mode 6 3a: the making of a
limited change in something b : a change in an organism caused
by environmental factors

mod>i>Ii-er \'mad-3-.fT(-a)r\ n 1 : one that modifies 2 : a gram-
matical qualifier

mod.i.ly \'mad-a-,fT\ vb tME modijien, fr. MF modijier, fr. L
modijicare to measure, moderate, fr. modus} v/ 1 : to make less
extreme : moderate 2 a : to limit or restrict the meaning of esp.
in a grammatical constmction ; qualify b : to change (a vowel)
by umlaut 3 a : to make minor changes in b : to make a basic or
important change in ; alter ^-^ vi : to imdergo change syn see
change

mo>dll>lion \mo-'dil-y3n\ n [It modigUone} : an ornamental block
or bracket under the corona of the cornice in the Corinthian and
other orders
mod-isli \'mod-ish\ adj : fashionable, sfylish — mod*lsh*ly
adv — mod-isb-ness n

mO'diste \mo-'dest\ n [F, fr. mode style, mode] : a fashionable
dressmaker

2VEo*dTed X'mo-drsd, "mad-radX n : a knight of the Round Table and
rebellious nephew of King Arthur

mod.u.la.bil.i-ty \,maj-3-la-'bil-3t-e\ n : the capability of being
modulated

mod>U-lar X'maj-a-larX adj 1 ; of, relating to, or based on a
module or a modulus 2 : constructed with standardized units or
dimensions for flexibility and variety in use

raod>U*late \'maj-3-,lat\ vb [L modulatus, pp. of modulari to
play, sing. fr. modulus small measure, rhythm, dim. of modus
measure — more at mete] vr 1 ; to tune to a key or pitch 2 : to
adjust to or keep in proper measure or proportion : temper 3 : to
vary the amplitude, frequency, or phase of (a carrier wave or
signal) in telephony, telegraphy, radio, or television -^ vi 1 ; to
piay or sing with modulation 2 : to pass by regular chord or
melodic progression from one musical key or tonality into another— mod*u-la<tor \-,lat-3r\ n — mod-a>la>to-ry \'maj-a-l3-,t6r-e,
-,t6r-\ adj

mod*U*la-tloii \,mai-3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : a regulating according to
measure or proportion : tempering 2 : an inflection of the tone
or pitch of the voice; specij : the use of stress or pitch to convey
meaning 3 : a changing from one tonality to another by regular
melodic or chord succession 4 : the variation of the amplitude,
frequency, or phase of a carrier or signal in telegraphy, telephony,
radio, or television

mod*Ule \'niaj-(,)U(3)l\ n [L modulus} 1 : a standard or unit of
measurement 2 ; the size of some one part taken as a imit of
measure by which the proportions of an architectural composition
are regulated 3 : a usu. packaged functional assembly of wired
electronic components for use with other such assemblies
mod>u>lo \'maj-o-,lo\ adv [NL, abl. of modulus} ; with respect to a
modulus

mod-ll-lUS \'ma]-a-l3s\ n, pi mod.U.ll \-3-.lT, -.le\ [NL, fr. L,
small measure] 1 ; a constant or coefficient that expresses numer-
ically the degree in which a property is possessed by a substance or
body 2 a : absolute value 2 b ; an integer that when divided
into the difference of two numbers leaves no remainder c ; the
factor by which a logarithm of a number to one base is multiplied
to obtain the logarithm of the number to a new base
mO'dus ope-ran-di \,m6d-a-,sap-a-'ran-dc, -,dT\ n, pi mo«di
operandi \'m6-,de-,ap-, 'm6-,di-\ [NL] ; a method of procedure
mo*dU5 vi»ven-di \,m6d-3s-vi-'ven-de. -,dT\ n. pi mo-di Vivendi
\'m5-,de-vi-, 'mo-,di-\ [NL, manner of living] : a feasible arrange-
ment or practical compromise; esp : one that bypasses difficulties

mo.ielte or mol«lelte \mo-*fet, maA n [F mojette gaseous ex-
halation] : a vent in the earth from which carbon dioxide and some
nitrogen and oxygen issue

mog \'mag, 'm6g\ vi mogged; mog-ging [origin unknown] d/fl/

; to move av/ay; also ; jog
mo-gul \'mo-(,)gal, mo-'\ n [Per Mughul, fr. Mongolian Mongol}
1 or mo>ghul cap I a member of the Mongolian people; sped]
: one of the Turkish conquerors of India or their descendants
2 : a great personage ; magnate— mogul adj
mogul base n : an electric lamp base of larger than standard
residential size

mo.hair \'mo-,ha(a)r, .,he(a)r\ n [modif. of obs. It mocaiarro,
fr. Ar mukhayyar, lit., choice] ; any of various fabrics or yams
made wholly or in part of the long silky hair of the Angora goat;
also : this hair

]VIo>ham<med-an var oj MUHA^^MADAN
Mo-Iiawk \'mo-,h6k\ n, pi Mohawk or Mobawks [of Algon-
quian origin; akin to Narraganset Mohowaituck} 1 a : an Iro-

quoian people of the Mohawk river valley. New York b ; a
member of this people 2 : the language of the Mohawk people
Mo.he.gan \m6-'he-g3n, m3-\ or Mclli.can \-'he-k3n\ n, pi



Mohegan 545 molfer
Mohegan or Mohegans or Mohican or Mohicans 1 : an Indian
people of southeastern Connecticut 2 : a member of the Mohegan
people
Mo>hl<can Xmo-'he-ksn, ms-X var oj mahican
Moh-ism \'mo-.iz-3m\ n [Mo Ti Jl 400 B.C. Chin philosopher] : the
teachings of Mo Ti characterized by an emphasis on egahtarian
universal love and opposition to traditionalism and Confucianism— Moh-ist \'rao-3st\ n or adj
Mo.ho \'mo-,h6\ or Mchcro-vi-cic discontinuity \,m6-ha-
'ro-v3-.chich-\ n [Andrija Mohorovi^id jl 1908 Yugoslav geologist]
; a point ranging from about three miles beneath the ocean basin
floor to about 25 miles beneath the continental surface at which
seismological studies indicate a transition in earth materials from
those of the earth's crust to those of the subjacent mantle
Mo>hock \'mo-,hak\ n [alter, of mohawk} : one of a gang of
aristocratic ruffians who assaulted and otherwise maltreated people
in London streets in the early ISth century — Mo*hock-ism
\-.iz-3m\ .1

Mohs' scale \'m6z-, 'mos-, ,mo-S3Z-\ n [Friedrich Mohs tl839 G
mineralogist] 1 : a sca-le of hardness for minerals in which 1

represents the hardness of talc; 2, gypsum; 3, calcite; 4, fluorite;

5, apatite; 6. orthoclase; 7, quartz; 8, topaz; 9, corundum; and
10, diamond 2 : a revised and expanded version of tlie original
Mohs' scale in which 1 represents the hardness of talc; 2, gypsum;
3, calcite; 4, fluorite; 5, apatite; 6, orthoclase; 7, vitreous pure
silica; 8, quartz; 9, topaz; 10, garnet; 11, fused zirconia; 12, fused
alumina; 13, siUcon carbide; 14, boron carbide; and 15, diamond
mo.hur \'mo(-3)r, m3-'hu(a)r\ n [Hindi muhr gold coin, seal, fr.

Per; akin to Skt mudra seal] : a former gold coin of India and
Persia equal to 15 rupees

moi-dore \m6i-'d6(3)r, -'d6(3)r, 'm6i-,\ n [modif. of Pg moeda
deouro, lit., coin of gold] : a former Portuguese gold coin
moi'ety \'m6i-at-e\ n [ME moite, fr. MF moite, fr. LL medietat-,
medietas, fr. L medius middle — more at mid] 1 a : one of two
equal parts ; half b ; one of two approximately equal parts
2 : one of two basic complementary tribal subdivisions
iraoU X'moilsllX vb [ME moillen, fr. MF rtioillier, fr. (assumed)
VL molliare, fr. L mollis soft — more at melt] vl, chiefly dial ; to
make wet or dirty ~ vi : to work hard : drudge— moil*er n
2moil n 1 : hard work : drudgery 2 : confusion, turmoil
moil-ing \'m6i-tio\ arfj 1 a : requiring hard work b : iNDiJsrRious
2 : violently agitated : turbulent — moil>ing<ly \-lir)-le\ adv
imoire \'m6i{-a)r, 'm6(a)r, 'mwar\ n [F, fr. E mohair} archaic
: a watered mohair

amoi.re \m6-'ra, mwa-\ or moire \same, or *m6i(-3)r. 'm6(a)r,
'mwar\ n [F moire, fr. moire like moire, fr. moire'] 1 a : an ir-

regular wavy finish on a fabric b ; a ripple pattern on a stamp
2 : a fabric having a wavy watered appearance — moire adj

moist \'m6ist\ adj [ME moisie, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL muscidus,
alter, of L mucidus slimy, fr. mucus"! : slightly or moderately wet
; damp; also : tearful syn see wet — molst>Iy adv — moist-
ness \'m6is(t)-n3s\ n

molst>en \'m6is-''n\ vb moist*en>ing \'m6is-nio, -"n-ioXv? : to make
moist ~ vi : to become moist — moist-en-er \'m6is-nar, -''n-3r\ n

raois-ture \'m6is(h)-ch3r\ « [ME, modif. of MF moistour, fr.

moiste} : liquid diffused or condensed in relatively small quantity
moke \'m6k\ n [origin unknown] 1 slang Brit : donkey 2 slang
Austral : NAG
mo. la \'mo-l3\ n, pi mola or molas [NL, fr. L, millstone] : ocean
SUNFISH
moI*al \'mo-l3l\ adj : of, relating to, or containing a mole and esp.
one mole of solute per 1000 grams of solvent — mo<laI*i*ty
\mo-'lai-at-e\ n
1mo>laT \'m6-l3r\ n [L molaris, fr. moiaris of a mill, fr. mola mill-
stone — more at mill] : a tooth with a rounded or flattened
surface adapted for grinding; specij : one of tne cheek teeth in
mammals behind the incisors and canines
2molar adj 1 : pulverizing by friction ; grinding 2 : of, relating
to, or located near the molar teeth
3molar adj 1 [L moles mass — more at mole] : of or relating to a
mass of matter as distinguished from the properties or motions of
molecules or atoms 2 l^mole] : of, relating to, or containing a mole
or molecules and esp. one mole of solute in 1000 milliliters of solu-
tion — mo>lar>i'ty \mo-'lar-3t-c\ n

mo.las-ses \m3-'las-sz\ n, ojten attrib [Pg mela^o, fr. LL mel-
laceurn grape juice, fr. L mell-, mel honey — more at mellifluous]
; the thick dark to light brown viscid syrup that is separated from
raw sugar in sugar manufacture
imold \'mold\ n [ME, fr. OE molde: akin to OHG molta soil, L
molere to grind — more at meal] 1 : crumbling soft friable earth
suited to plant growth : soil; esp : soil rich in humus —
compare leaf mold 2 dial Brii a : the surface of the earth : ground
b : the earth of the burying ground 3 archaic : earth that is the
substance of the human body
2mold n [ME, fr. OF modle, fr. L modulus, dim. of modus measure —
more at mete] 1 : distinctive nature or character ; type 2 : the
frame on or around which an object is constructed 3 a : a cavity
in which a substance is shaped: as (1) ; a matrix for casting metal
(2) : a form for a jelly or other food b : a molded object 4 : mold-
ing 5 a obs : an example to be followed to : PROToriTE c ; a fixed
pattern or contour
3mold vt 1 archaic : to knead (dough) into a desired consistency or
shape 2 a : to shape in a moid b : to exert influence on 3 : to fit

the contours of 4 : to ornament with molding or carving — mold-
able \'m61-d3-b3l\ adj — mold>er n
4mold n [ME mowlde] 1 : a superficial often woolly growth pro-
duced on damp or decaying organic matter or on living organisms
2 : a fungus (as of the order Mucorales) that produces mold
5mold vi : to become moldy
mold.board \'mol(d)-.bo(3)rd, -,b6(a)rd\ /i 1 a : a curved iron
plate attached above a plowshare to lift and turn the soil b : the
flat or curved blade (as of a bulldozer) that pushes material to one
side as the machine advances 2 : one of the boards forming a mold
for concrete

mold-er \'mol-d3r\ vi mold>er*ing \-d(a-)rio\ : to crumble into
particles

moId>i<ness \'mol-de-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being moldy

1 a : an act or process of moldingmold-lng \'mol-dlo\ j

object produced
by molding c : the
art or occupation
of a molder 2 2

decorative reces-
sed or relieved
surface b : a " ' "

decorative plane moldings 2a: / fillet and fascia, 2 torus, 3 reed-
or curved strip ing, 4 cavetto, J scotia, 6 conge, 7 beak
usedforornamen-
tation or finishing

moldy \'mol-de\ adj 1 ; of, resembling, or covered with a mold*
producing fungus 2 a ; being old and moldering : crumbling
b ; ANTIQUATED, FUSTY
»moIe \'m6I\ n [ME, fr. OE rnal; akin to OHG meil spot] : a con-
genital spot, mark, or small permanent protuberance on the human
body; esp : a pigmented nevus
2mole n [ME; akin to MLG mol} \ ; any of numerous burrowing
insectivores (esp. family Talpidae) with minute eyes, concealed
ears, and soft fur 2 : one who works in the dark
3mole n [MF, fr. Olt molo. fr. LGk molos, iu L moles, lit., mass,
exertion; akin to OHG muodi weary, Gk molos exertion] 1 : a
massive work formed of masoni'y and large stones or earth laid in
the sea as a pier or breakwater 2 : the harbor formed by a mole
4mole n [F mole, fr. L mola mole, lit., mill, millstone — more at
MILL] : an abnormal mass in the uterus esp. when containing fetal

tissues

Smole also mol \'mol\ n [G moU short for molekulargewicht
molecular weight, fr. molekular molecular -h gewicht weight]
: GRAM MOLECULE

mo-lec>u*lar Nma-'lek-ya-larX adj 1 ; of. relating to, or produced
by molecules (-^ oxygen) 2 a ; of or relating to simple or ele-

mentary organization h (1) : individual (2) : atomistic, divi-
sive — mo*lec.u*lar'i*ty \ma-,lek-y3-'lar-3t-e\ n — mo-lec>u-
Iar*ly Vma-'lek-ys-lar-leX adv

molecular formula n : a chemical formula based on both analysis
and molecular weight

mol.e.cule \'mal-i-,kyu(3)l\ n [F molecule, fr. NL molecula, dim.
of L moles mass] 1 a : the smallest particle of an element or com-
pound capable of retaining chemical identity with the substance in

mass b ; a quantity proportional to the molecular weight; esp

: GRAM molecule 2 I a tiny bit : particle
mole. hill \'mol-.hil\ n : a little ridge of earth thrown up by a mole
moleskin \-.skin\ n 1 : the skin of the mole used as fur 2 a ; a
heavy durable cotton fabric with a short thick velvety nap on one
side b : a garment made of moleskin — usu. used in pi.

mO'lest \m9-'lest\ v/ [ME molesten, fr. MF molester, fr. L molestare,
fr, molestus burdensome, annoying, fr. moles mass] 1 : annoy,
disturb 2_ : to make indecent advances to — mo>leS'ta-tion
\,mol-.es-'ta-shan, ,mol-3S-, ,mal-\ n — mo>lest<er \ma-'les-t3r\ n

mo.line \m3-'lTn\ adj [(assumed) AF moline, fr. OF molin mill,

fr. LL molinum — more at mill] oj a heraldic cross : having the end
of each arm forked and recurved — see cross illustration

moll \'mal, 'm6I\ n [prob. fr. Moll, nickname for Mary] 1 : pros-
titute 2 a : doll 2 b : a gangster's girl friend

mol'lie also molly \'mal-e\ n : mollienisia
mol-lie*ni*sia \,mal-i-'nizh-(e-)3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Comte
Frangois N. MoUien tl850 F statesman] : any of a genus {Mollie-

nisia) of brightly colored topminnows (family Poecihidae) highly
valued as aquarium fishes

mol<li<fi.ca<tion X.mal-s-fs-'ka-shanX n ; the act of mollifying : the
state of being mollified

moMi.fy \'mal-3-.fT\ vb [ME mollijien, fr. MF moUifier, fr. LL
molUjicare, fr. L mollis soft — more at melt] vt 1 : to soothe in

temper or disposition : appease 2 : to reduce the rigidity of

soften 3 : assuage —' vi, archaic : soften, relent syn see pacify

moMus.can also moMusk.an \ma-'l3s-k3n\ adj : of or relating to

the moJlusks
mol.lus.coid \-'l3s-,k6id\ n : any of various aquatic invertebrates

(as a brachiopod or bryozoan) distinguished by a tentacular organ
about the mouth and sometimes grouped in a phylum (Mollus-

coidea) — moUuscoid adj— moMus<col<de>an \,mal-(.)3s-'k6id-

e-3n\ adj or n
moMusk or mol.IUSC \'mal-3sk\ n [F mollusque, fr. NL Mollusca,

phylum name, fr. L, neut. pi. of molluscus soft, fr. mollis] : any or a
large phylum (MoUusca) of invertebrate animals (as snails or
clams) with a soft unsegmented body usu. enclosed in a calcareous

shell; broadly : shellfish
MoU.weiode projection \,m61-,vTd-3-, ,m61-,wid-3-\ n [Karl B.

MoUweide tlS25 G mathematician and astronomer] : an equal=
area map projection capable of showing the entire surface of the

earth in the form of an ellipse with all parallels as straight lines

more widely spaced ai the equator than at the poles, with the cen-

tral meridian as one half the length of the equator, and with all

other meridians as ellipses equally spaced
imol-ly.cod.dle \'mal-e-.kad-n\ n [MoUy, nickname for Mary]
1 : a pampered weakling; specij ; an effeminate man 2 : goody?
goody
smoUycoddle v^ mol.Iy-cod-dling \-,kdd-lir), -""l-ipV t coddle,
PAMPER syn see, indulge — moMy-cod-dler V-.kad-lar.-'l-arX n

Mo.loch \'mal-3k, 'm6-,Iak\ or Mo-lech \'mal-3k, 'mo-plekV n
[LL & Heb; LL Moloch, fr. Gk, fr. Heb Molekh] : a Semitic deity

worshiped through the sacrifice of children

Mo.lo-tov cocktail \,mal-3-,t6f-, ,m61-, ,m61-\ n [Vyacheslav M.
Molotov 51890 Russ statesman] : a crude hand grenade made of a
bottle filled with a flammable hquid (as gasoline) and fitted with
a wick or saturated rag taped to the bottom and ignited at the
moment of hurling
imolt \'molt\ vb [alter, of ME mouten, fr. (assumed) OE -mutton
to change, fr. L mutare — more at miss] vi : to shed hair, feathers,

shell, horns, or an outer layer periodically '^ vr : to cast off (an
outer covermg) periodically; specij : to throw off (the old cuticle)
— used of arthropods — molt«er n
imolt n : the act or process of molting
mol*ten \*m51t-='n\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of melten to melt] 1 : fused or

abut; 9 kitten; 9r further; a back; 3 bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; F) sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;

au out; ch chin; e less; S easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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i made by meltingliquefied by heat : melted; also : glow:

and castin|
mol-to \'mol-(,)to, 'm61-\ adv [It, fr. L multum, fr. neut. of multus
much — more at meliorate] : much, very — used in music direc-
tions <'^ adagio) <'^ sostenuto)

mo-ly \'mo-Ie\ n [L, fr. Gk moly; akin to Skt mula root] : a mythical
herb having a black root and milk-white blossoms and magical
powers

mo-Iyb.de.nite \m9-'lib-da-,nrt\ n [NL molybdena'i : a blue usu.
foliated mineral MoSz that is molybdenum disulfide and a source of
molybdenum

xnO'lyh'de.iium \-n3m\ n [NL, fr. molybdena, a lead ore. molyb-
denite, molybdenum, fr. L molybdaena galena, fr. Gk molybdaina, fr.

molybdos lead] : a polyvalent metallic element that resembles
chromium and tungsten in many properties and is used in strength-
ening and hardening steel — see element table

ino<lyb*diC \m9-'lib-dik\ arfy[NL molybdenum'^ '. of, relating to, or
containing molybdenum esp. with one of its higher valences

ino-lyb<dOUS \-d3s\ adj [NL molybdenum^ : of, relating to, or con-
taining molybdenum esp. with one of its lower valences

mome \'mom\ n, archaic [origin unknown] : blockhead, fool
mo-ment \'mo-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L momentum movement,

S
article sufficient to turn the scales, moment, fr. movere to move]

; a minute portion or point of time : instant 2 ; a time of ex-
cellence or conspicuousness (he has his '--x) 3 : importance in in-

fluence or effect ; consequence 4 obs : a cause or motive of action
6 : a stage in historical or logical development 6 a ; tendency or
measure of tendency to produce motion esp. about a point or axis

b : the product of quantity {as a force) and the distance to a particu-
lar axis or point 7 : the sum of all products formed by multiplying
a power of the deviation of a value of a statistical variable from a
specified point by its frequency at the value syn see importance

ino*men>tar>i'ly \,mo-m3n-'ter-»-le\ adv 1 ; for a moment
2 : iN^TANTLV 3 : at any moment

ino>men.tar*i.ness \'m6-m3n-,ter-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of
being momentary

ino*nien>tary \'mo-m3n-,ter-e\ adj la: continuing only a moment
; TRANsrroRY b : having a very brief life : ephemeral 2 : opera-
tive or recurring at every moment syn see transient

ino>ment>Iy \'mo-m3nt-le\ adv 1 : from moment to moment
2 : at any moment 3 : for a moment
mo-men. to \m3-'ment-C,)6\ var oj memento
mo<men>tous \mo-'ment-3s, ma-'ment-\ adj : important, conse-
quential — mO'men-tous.ly adv — mo>men-tous>ness n
mo-men-tum \mo-'ment-3m, m3-'ment-\ n, pi mo>men<ta \-'ment-
3\ or momentums [NL, fr. L, movement] : a property of a moving
body that determines the length of time required to bring it to rest

when under the action of a constant force or moment; broadly
; IMPETUS
Mo«mus \'mo-m3s\ n [L. fr. Gk Momos} 1 : the Greek god of
censure and mockery 2 ; a carping critic

men \'man\ dial chiejly Brit var oj man
Mon \'mon\ n, pi Mon or Mons la: the dominant native people
of Pegu in Burma b : a member of this people 2 : the Mon*
Khmer language of the Mon people

mon- or mono- comb jorm [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr.

monos alone, single — more at monk] 1 ; one : single : alone
<monoplane> <monodrama> (monophobia) 2 a : containing one
(usu. specified) atom, radical, or group <mo/iohydrate> (monoxide)
b : monomolecular (monofilm) (monolayer)
mon.a-Chal \'man-i-kal\ adj [MF or LL; MF, fr. LL monachalis,
fr. monachus monk — more at monk] ; monastic
mon>a>chism \'man-a-,kiz-am\ n : monasticism
mo*nad \'mo-,nad\ n [LL monad-, monas, fr. Gk, fr. monos]
1 a : UNIT, one b ; atom l c : an elementary unextended individ-
ual spiritual substance from which material properties are derived
2 : a minute simple organism or organic unit_ 3 : a univalent ele-

ment, atom, or radical — mo>nad*ic \mo-'nad-ik, ma-\ adj
~- mo>nad*ism \*mo-,nad-,i2-am\ n
mon>adel<phous \,man-a-'del-fas, ,mo-n3-\ adj, oj stamens : united
by the filaments into one group usu. forming a tube around the
gynoecium

mo.nad.nock .\m3-'nad-.nak\ n [Mt. Monadnock, N.H.] : a hill or
mountain of resistant rock surmounting a peneplain

mon.an-drous Xma-'nan-dras, (')m"a-, (')m6-\ adj 1 : having a
single stamen or flowers with a single stamen 2 [Gk monandros,
ff. mon- + -andros having (so many) men — more at -androus]
: of, relating to, or characterized by monandry

mo-nan-dry \'man-,an-dre, 'm6-,nan-\ n 1 Imonandrous} i a
marriage form or custom in which a woman has only one husband
at a time 2 : a monandrous condition of a plant or flower
mon-arch \'man-3rk, -,ark\ n [LL monarcha, fr. Gk monarchos, fr.

mon- + -archos -arch] 1 : a person who reigns over a kingdom or
empire: as a : a sovereign ruler b : a constitutional king or queen
2 : someone or something holding preeminent position or power
3 : a large migratory American butterfly (Danaus plexippus) having
orange-brown wings with black veins and borders and larvae that
feed on milkweed — mo-nar-chal \m3-'nar-kal, ma-\ or mo-nar-
chi-al \-ke-3l\ adj
Mo-nar-chi.an Xms-'nar-ke-sn. ma-\ n : an adherent of one of two
anti-Trinitarian groups of the 2d and 3d centuries a.d. teaching
that God is one person as well as one being — Mo-nar-chi-an-ism
\-.iz-sm\ n

mo-nar-chi.cal Vms-'n'ar-ki-kol, ma-\ or mo-nar-chic \-kik\ adj
: of, relating to, or characteristic of a monarch or monarchy— mo-nar*chi-cal-ly \-ki-k(3-)le\ adv

mon^ar-chism X'man-sr-.kiz-am, -,ar-\ n : the principles of monar-
chical government or the promotion of them — mon-ar-cUiSt
\-k3st\ n or adj
mon.ar-chy X'man-ar-ke also -,ar-\ n 1 : undivided rule or absolute
sovereignty by a single person 2 : a nation or state having a mo-
narchical government 3 : a government having a hereditary chief of
state with life tenure and powers varying from nominal to absolute
mo-nar-da \m3-'nard-o\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Nicolas Monardes
tl588 Sp botanist] : any of a genus (Monarda) of coarse No.
American mints with whorls of showy flowers

mon.as-te-ri-al \,man-a-'stir-e-3l, -'ster-X adj : of or relating to
monasteries or monastic life

mon-as-tery \'man-a-,ster-e\ n [ME monasterie. fr. LL monaster-
ium, fr. LGk monasterion, fr. Gk, hermit's cell, fr. monazein to live

alone, fr. monos single— more at monk] : a house for persons tmder
religious vows; esp : an establishment for monks syn see cloister

mo-nas*tic \ma-'nas-tik\ adj : of or relating to monasteries or to
monks or nuns — monastic n — mo-nas-ti-cai-ly \-ti-kCs-)le\
adv — mo-nas-ti>cism \-t3-,siz-3m\ n
mon-atom-ic \,man-s-'tam-ik, ,mo-na-\ adj 1 a : consisting of one
atom; esp : having but one atom in the molecule b : having a
thickness equal to the diameter of a constitulent atom (a --^ layer
of cesium) 2 ; univalent 3 : having one replaceable atom or
radical

mon-au-ral \(')^ma-'n6r-3l, (')mo-\ adj : monophonic 2 — mon-
au-ral-ly \-a-le\ adv

mon-ax-i-al \(')ma-*nak-se-3!, C*)mo-\ adj : having or based on a
single axis : uniaxial ('^ symmetry)

mon-a-zite \'man-3-,zTt\ n [G monazit, fr. Gk monazein] : a mineral
(Ce,La,Md,Pr,Th)P04 that is a yellow, red, or brown phosphate of
the cerium metals and thorium found often in sand and gravel
deposits
mon-day \'m3n-de\ n [ME, fr. OE monandxg: akin to OHG rtmna-
tag Monday; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc compound whose com-
ponents are represented by OE mono moon and by OE dieg day —
more at moon] : the second day of the week — Mon-days \-dez\

M-1 \'em-'w3n\ n, pi M-l*s \-'w3nz\ : garand rifle
mon-eclons var oj monoecious
Mo-nel Metal Xms-'nel, mo-\ trademark — used for an alloy of
nickel, copper, and usu. iron and manganese made by direct
reduction from ore

mon-es-trous \(')ma-'nes-tr3S, (')mo-\ adj ; experiencing estrus
once each year
mon-e-tar-i-ly \,man-3-'ter-3-le, ,msn-\ adv : with respect to money
mon*e*tary \'man-s-,ter-e, 'man-X adj [LL monetarius of a mint,
of money, fr. L monela] 1 : of or relating to coinage or currency
2 : pecuniary syn see financial
monetary imit n ; the standard unit of value of a currency
mon*e-tl>za-tlon X.man-st-a-'za-shsn. ,m3n-\ n : the act or process

] : to coin into mon-
of monetizing

mon-e.tize \'man-3-,tTz, 'rasn-X vr [L j

ey; also : to establish as legal tender
mon-ey \'man-e\ n, pi moneys or mon-ies X'man-ezV [ME moneye,
fr. MF moneie, fr. L moneta mint, money — more at mint] 1 ; some-
thing generally accepted as a medium of exchange, a measure of
value, or a means of payment: as a : officially coined or stamped
metal currency b ; money of account c : paper money 2 : wealth
reckoned in terms of money 3 : a form or denomination of coin
or paper money 4a: the first, second, and third place wirmers in
a horse or dog race b : prize money (his horse took third '^>

6 : persons or interests possessing or controlling great wealth —
men-ey-lend-er X'mso-e-.len-dsrX n

MONEY
name SYMBOL SUBDIVISIONS COtlNTRY

afghani 100 puis Afghanistan
baht 100 satangs Thailand
balboa B/ 100 centesimos Panama
bolivar B 100 centimes Venezuela
boliviano B 100 centavos Bolivia
colon c 100 centimes Costa Rica
colon C 100 centavos El Salvador
cordoba C$ 100 centavos Nicaragua
cruzeiro CrS 100 centavos BrazU
deutsche mark DM 100 pfennigs Germany
dinar ID 5 rivals

20 dirhams
1000 fUs

Iraq

dinar JD 1000 fils Jordan
dinar 1000 milliemes Tunisia
dinar DIN 100 paras

100 francs
Yugoslavia

dirham Morocco
dollar S 100 cents United States

dollar $ 100 cents Canada
dollar SEth 100 cents Ethiopia
dollar HK$ 100 cents Hong Kong
dollar $ 100 cents Liberia
dollar M$o MalJ 100 cents Malaya
dollar 100 cents Singapore
drachma DRor DRX 100 lepta Greece
escudo $ 100 centesimos Chile
escudo S 100 centavos Portugal
forint F 100 fillers Hungary
franc FRo F 100 centimes France
franc FRo F 100 centimes Belgium
franc FRo F 100 centimes Luxembourg
franc FR F 100 cenUmes or Switzerland

franc FR F rappen
1 00 centimes Cameroun

franc FRo'F 100 centimes Central African
Republic

franc FRo 'F 100 centimes Chad
franc FRorF 100 centimes Congo

(Brazzaville)

franc FRo F 100 centimes Congo
(Lfopoldville)

franc FRo F 100 centimes Dahomey
franc FR F 100 centimes Gabon
franc FRo'F 100 centimes Guinea

FRo F 100 centimes Ivory Coast
franc FRo r F 100 cenUmes Malagasy

Republic
FR 'F 100 centimes Mali

franc FR F 100 centimes Mauritania
franc FRo F 100 centimes Niger

FR rF 100 centimes Senegal
franc FR o ' F 100 centimes logo
gourde G or Gde 100 centimes Haiti
guaranl 100 centimes Paraguay
gulden 6 100 cents Netherlands
hwan 100 chon Korea
kip 100 at Laos
koruna k5 100 balers Czechoslovakia
krona KR 100 aurar Iceland
krona KR 100 ore Sweden
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krone
krone
kyat

SYMBOL
KR
KR

mark — see Deutsche mark, above
markka M or M K
peseta PTA. PTS (pi.) 100
peso S
peso J
peso $
peso P

peso $
peso P
peso $
piaster P
pound £

pound £A

pound

pound

pound
pound
pound

ruble

rupee
rupee
rupiab
schilling
shilling

sol
somalo
Sucre
yen
yuan

Zl

SUBDTVISIOHS COUNTRY
100 ors Denmark
100 ore Norway
100 pyas Burma
100 qinlars Albania
100 cenlavos Honduras
1 00 bani Romania
100 stotinki Bulgaria
100 cenlesimi Italy

100 pennia Finland
1 00 centimos Spain
100 ceniavos Argentina
100 ceniavos Colombia
100 ceniavos Cuba
100 ceniavos Dominican

Republic
1 00 ceniavos Mexico
100 ceniavos Philippines
1 00 cenlesimos Uniguay
100 cenls So. Vietnam
20 shillings United Kingdom

240 pence
20 shillings Australia
240 pence

1000 mils Cvprus
100 piaslers Egjpt (United

1 000 railliemes Arab Republic)
20 shilUngs Ghana
240 pence

20 shillings Ireland
240 pence

100 acorot Israel
1 00 piasters Lebanon
100 piaslers Libya

1000 milliemes
20 shillings New Zealand
240 pence

20 shillings Nigeria
240 pence

20 shillings Sierra Leone
240 pence

10 rials Sudan
100 piasters

100 piasters Syria
100 piaslers Turkey

(kurus)
100 ceniavos Guatemala
1 00 cenls So. Africa
100 dinars Iran
20 qurshes Saudi Arabia
1 00 sen Cambodia
100 kopecks USSR.
100 cents Ceylon
100 naye paise India
100 pice Pakistan
100 sen Indonesia
1 00 groschen Austria
100 cents British East

Africa
100 centavos Peru
100 centesiml Somalia
100 centavos Ecuador
100 sen Japan
10 chiao China (main-

1 00 fen land)
100 cents China (Formosa)
100 groszy Polandzloty

mon-ey-'bags \'man-e-.bagz\ n pi but sing or pi in consir 1 : wealth
2 : a wealthy person
money clianger n l : one whose occupation is the exchanging of
kinds or denummations of currency 2 : a device for holding and
dispensing scried change
monkeyed or men. led \'m3n-ed\ adj l : having money ; wealthy
2 : coiibisting in or derived from money

mon.ey.er \'m3n-e-3r\ n [ME, fr OF monier, fr. LL monetarius
master of a mini, coiner, fr. muneiarius of a mint] ; an authorized
coiner of monev : minter
mon-ey-mak-er \'m3n-e-,ma-ksr\ n 1 : one that accumulates
wealth 2 : a plan or product that produces profit — mou-ey-mak-
ing \-kio\ adj or n
money of account t a denominator of value or basis of exchange
which is used in keeping accounts and for which there may or
may not be an equivalent coin or denomination of paper money
money order n : an order issued by a post office, bank, or telegraph
office for payment of a specified sum of money at another named
office
mon-ey.wort
herb (Lysima
solitary yellow flowers in their axils

lmon<ger X'm^ri-esr. 'mao-\ n [ME mongere, fr. OE mangere, fr.

L mangon-. muiigo. of Gk origin; akin to Gk nianganon charm,
philter — more at mangonel] : broker, dealer
amonger vt mon-ger-ing \-g(3-)rio\ : to deal in : peddle
Mou-gol \'mao-g9l: 'man-.gol. 'maoA " [Mongolian Mongol
1 : a member of one of the chiefly pastoral Mongoloid peoples of

Mongolia 2 : mongolian 2 3 : mongoloid — Mongol adj
iMon-gG-lian \man-"g6l-yan, mao-. -'go-le-3n\ adj 1 : of. relating

to, or constituting Mongolia, the Mongolian People's Republic.
the Mongols, or Mongolian 2 : mongoloid 3 not cap : of, relat-

ing to. or afflicted with mongohsm
^Mongolian i 1 a : mongol l h : mongoloid c : a nadve or
inhabitant of the Mongolian People's Republic 2 ; the Mongolic
language of the Mongol people
iMon<goMc \man-'gal-ik, maoA adj ; mongoloid
2Mongollc n : a group of Altaic languages including Mongolian
and Kalmuck
mon<gol<ism \*maQ-g3-,llz-3m\

a abut; ,
® kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

] joke; g sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tH thin; t& this;

mon-go>lian-ism \m'an-'gol-

ya-.niz-am, mao-, -'go-Ie-;
ultimate cause in which a
short skull, and broad hands with short ifingers

"

Mon-goLoid X'marj-ga-.IoidX adj : of. constituting, or character-
istic of a major racial stock native to Asia and considered to
comprise peoples of northern and eastern Asia, Malaysians.
Eskimos, and often American Indians — Mongoloid n

mon.goose \"man-,gus. 'mao-\ n, pi inon.goos-es [Hindi magus,
fr. Piakril mangusn-\ : an agile grizzled viverrine mammal [Herpesies
nyula) of India about the size of a ferret that feeds on snakes and
rodents; broadly : any of various related Asian and African mam-
mals

mon.grel X'mao-gral. 'm'ao-, 'manA n [prob. fr. ME mong mixture,
short for ymong, fr. OE gemong crowd — more at among] 1 : an
individual resulting from the interbreeding of diverse breeds or
strains; esp : one of unknown ancestry 2 : a cross between types
oi persons or things — mongrel or mon^greMy \-gr3-le\ adj —
mon.grel-ism \-gr3-,liz-3m\ n — mon.greMze \-,lTz\ vt
monies pi oj money
mon.i.ker or mon-ick-er \'man-i-kar\ n [origin unknown] slang

: name, nickname
mo.niM-form \ma-'nil-3-.f6rm\ adj [L monile necklace — more at
mane] : jointed or constricted at regular intervals so as to resemble
a string of beads — mo*niM-form<Iy adv

mon.isll \'man-ish\ vi [ME monesen, alter. of_ monesien, fr. OF
monesier, fr, (assumed) VL monestare, fr. L monere to warn— more
at MiNo] : admonish
mo.nism X'mo-.niz-am, "man-.izA n [G monismus, fr. mon- +
•ismus -ism] 1 a : a view that there is only one kind of ultimate
substance h : the view that reality is one unitarv organic whole
with no independent parts 2 : monogenesis — mo>mst \'mo-
nast. 'man-asi\ n — mo.uis-tic \mo-'nis-iik, ma-\ or mo>nls>ti-
cal \-ti-k3l\ adj

mo-ni-tion Xmo-'nish-sn, ma-\ n [ME monicioun, fr. MF monition,
fr. L moniiion-, monitio, fr. monitus, pp. of monere\ 1 : warning,
caution 2 : an intimation or presentiment esp. of danger 3 : a
legal summons or citation to appear and answer a default
imon^i.tor \'man-3t-3r\ n [L, one that warns, overseer, fr. monilus.
pp. of monere to warn — more at mind] 1 a : a student appointed
to assist a teacher b : a person or thing that warns or instructs
c : one that monitors or is used in monitoring; specif : a receiver
used to view the picture being picked up by a television camera
2 : any of various large tropical Old World pleurodont lizards
(genus Varanus and family Varanidae) closely related to the iguanas
3 [Monitor, first ship of the type] a ; a heavily armored warship
formerly used in coastal operations having a very low freeboard
and one or more revolvmg gun turrets b : a small modern warship
with shallowdraft for coastal bombardment — mou>i<to-ri<al
\,man-9-'tor-e-3l. -'t6r-'\ adj — mon<i*tor*ship X'man-at-sr-
,ship\ n — mon<i* tress \'man-9-tr3s\ n
2monitor vt mon<i<tor<>ing \'man-at-a-ria, "man-s-triaX 1 : to
check by means of a receiver for quality or fidelity to a band or
for military, political, or criminal significance 2 : to test for in-
tensity of radiations esp. if due to radioactiviiy 3 : to watch,
observe, or check esp. for a special purpose 4 : to keep track of,
regulate, or control 5 : to check or regulate the volume or quality
of (sound) in recording
»mon.i.to.ry \"man-a-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj [L monitorius, fr. monitus']
: admonishing, warning
amonitory n : a letter containing ;

monk \"maok\ n [ME, fr. OE mum
monac/ios. fr. Gk, adj., single, fr. moi
mengen to lack, Gk manos sparse] :

monastic order: also : a solitary ascetic or cenobite syn see
religious — monk-ish \'mao-kish\ adj — monk*isb<ly adv —
monk-ish<ness n

monk.ery X'mao-ka-reX n 1 : monasticism 2 : monastery
imou.key \'m90-ke\ n [prob. of LG origin; akin to Moncke, name
of an ape, prob. of Romance origin; akin to OSp mono monkey]
1 : a primate mammal other than man and usu. aiso the lemurs
and tarsiers: esp : any of the smaller longer-tailed primaies as
contrasted with the apes 2 a ; a person resembling a monkey
b : a ludicrous figure : dupe 3 : any of various machines, imple-
ments, or vessels; esp : the falling weight of a pile driver

^monkey vi l ; to act in a grotesque or mischievous manner
2 a : FOOL,

I admonition or warning
uc. fr. LL monachiis, fr. L Gk

ngle, alone; akin to OHG
who is a member of a

AlC
b : tamper -^ vr : to treat as a monkey does

MF5S jacket
i3ri-ke-,shTn\ n : a mischievous trick : prank

wrench with one fixed and one adjustable
ght handle 2 : something that dis-

\onkey wrench into the peace negotia-

monkey jacket n
;

mon- key*shine \'i

monkey wrench n l : a
jaw at right angles to a :

rupts (his proposal threw

Mon-Khmer \,mon-k3-'mef3)r\ n : a language family containing
Mon, Khmer, and several other languages of southeast Asia
monkshood \'mank-,hud\ n 1 : the character, condition, or profes-
sion of a monk :'monastk ism 2 : monks as a class

monk's cloth n : a coarse heavy fabric in basket weave made orig.

of worsted and used for monk's habits but now chiefly of cotton
or linen and used for draperies

monks-hood \'m3o^kis-.hud\ n : aconitum 1; esp : a poisonous
Eurasian herb (Acunitum napellus) often cultivated for its showy
terminal racemes of white or purplish flowers

mono— see mon-
imo*no*ac>i(i \,man-t.>6 'as-ad ,mo-(,)noA adj 1 : having a
single hydroxyl gmup and able to react with only one molecule of
a monobasic acid to form a salt or ester — used of bases and alco-
hols 2 : having only one acid hydrogen atom
2monoacid n : an acid having only one acid hydrogen atom
mo*no-ba>sic \,man-s-'ba-sik, ,mo-na-\ adj [ISV] 1 : having only
one acid hydrogen atom 2 : containing only one atom of a uni-
valent metal or its equivalent 3 : having a single basic hydroxyl
group and able to react with only one molecule of a monobasic
acid — used of bases and basic salts — mo-nO'ba.sic«i'ty \-ba-
"sis-at-e\ n

mo.nO'Car.box.yl.ic \-,kar-(,)bak-'sil-ik\ adj : containing one
carboxyl group
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monocarpellary 548 monopoly
mo<no-car<pel>lary X-Tcar-pa-.Ier-cX adj ; consisting of a single
carpel
mO'UO-car-pic X-ltar-pikV adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL mono-
carpicus, fr. NL men- + •carpicus -carpic] : bearing fruit but once
and dying

mo.nO'Clia.si.Tun \-'ka-zCh)e-3m\ n.;7/inO'no.cha.sia \-z(h)e-a\
[NL, fr. mon- + -chasium (as in dichasium)'] ; a cymose inflores-
cence that produces only one main axis

mo-no-clila.myd.e.ous \-kl3-'mid-e-3s\ adj [deriv. of Gk mon- +
chlamyd-. chlamys cloak] ; lacking petals or sepals but not both;
also ; having monochlamydeous flowers
mo*no>chord \'man-9-,k6(a)rd. 'm6-na-\ n [ME monocorde, fr.

MF, fr. ML monochordlim, fr. Gk monochordon. fr. mon- + chorde
string — more at yarn] : an instrument of ancient origin for measur-
ing and demonstrating the mathematical relations of musical
tones that consists of a single string stretched over a sounding
board and a movable bridge set on a graduated scale

mo.no.cliro.mat \'man-a-kro-,mat, 'mo-na-, ,man-3-', ,mo-na-'\ n
imon- + Gk chroma:-, chroma} : a completely color-blind individual

mo.no.chro.mat.iC \,man-3-kro-'mat-ik, ,m6-na-\ adj [L mono-
chromatos, fr. Gk monochromatos, fr. mon- + chromat-, chroma
color — more at chromatic] 1 : having or consisting of one color
or hue 2 : consisting of radiation of a single wavelength or of a
very small range of wavelengths 3 : of. relating to, or exhibiting
monochromatism — mo-no.chro.mat'i-caj.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv —
mo-no*chro*ma<tic>i>ty \-,kr6-m3-'tis-3t-c\ n

mo<no>chrO'ma*tism \-'kr6-ra3-.tiz-3m\ n : complete colorblind-
ness in which all colors appear as shades of gray

itnoiio*clironie \'man-a-,kr6m\ n [ML monochroma, it. L, fem.
of monochromos of one color, fr. Gk monochromos, fr. mon- +
•chromos -chrome] : a painting, drawing, or photograph in a
sinyle hue — mono>chro*mic \,man-s-'kr5-mik\ adj — mono-
ctarom*ist \'man-3-,kr6-msst\ n
>mouoclirome adj : of, relating to, or made with a single color or
hue
mon-O'Cle \'man-i-k3l\ n [F, fr. LL monoculus having one eye,
fr. L mon- + oculus eye — more at eye] : an eyeglass for one eye— inon>o>cIed \-k3ld\ adj

mo>no-cll>nal \,man-a-'klTn-'I, ,mo-na-\ adj : having or relating to
a single oblique incUnation <--« fold) — monoclinal n
mo>no<cline \'man-a-,klTn, 'm6-na-\ n : a monoclinal geologic
fold
mo.no. Clin-ic \,man-3-*klin-ik. ,mo-n9-\ adj nSV] : having one
oblique intersection of the cr>stallographic axes
monoclinic system n : a crystal system characterized by three
unequal axes with one oblique intersection
mo-no<Cli*nous \-'klT-n3s\ adj [NL monoclinus, fr. mon- + -clinus

-clinous] : having both stamens and pistils in the same flower
mo>no*coque \'man-3-.kok, 'mo-na-, -,kak\ n [F, fr. mon- +
coque shell, fr. L coccum excrescence on a tree, fr. Gk kokkos
berry] 1 ; an aircraft structure in which the outer covering skin
carries all or a major part of the stresses 2 : the structure of a
vehicle in which the body is integral with the chassis
mo>no<cot \-.kat\ or niO'no>cot>yl \-,kat-M\ n : monocotyledon
mo.no.cot.y.le.don \,man-3-,kat-*l-'ed-'n. ,mo-na-\ n [deriv. of
NL mon- + cotyledon} x any of a subclass (Monocotyledoneae)
of seed plants having an embryo with a single cotyledon and usu.
parallel-veined leaves — mo.no-cot-y*le.don*ous \-'n-3s\ adj
mo>noc>ra-cy Xma-'nak-ra-se, mo-, ma-\ n : government by a single
person — mo*no>crat \'man-3-,krat, 'm6-n3-\ n — mo*no*crat*ic
\,man-3-'krat-ik. ,m6-n9-\ adj

mon-oc-u-lar Xma-'nak-ya-Iar, mo-, ma-\ adj [LL monoculus hav-
ing one eye] : suitable for use with only one eye
mo-no. ciU'tnre \'man-a-,k3l-char, 'mo-na-X n : the cultivation of a
single product to the exclusion of other uses of land

mo.no.cy-Cle \-,sT-kal\ n [mon- + -cycle (as in bicvcle) ] : unicycle
mcno-cy-clic \,man-a-'sT-klik. .mo-na-. -'sik-lik\ adj [ISV mon- +
cyclic} 1 : arranged in or consisting of one whorl or circle 2 : con-
taining one ring in the molecular structure — mo>no«cy«cly
\*man-3-.sT-kle, 'mo-naA n
mcnccyte \'man-3-.sTt 'mo-ns-X n [ISV] : a large phagocytic
leukocyte with basophilic cytoplasm containing faint_ eosinophil
granulations — mo*no.cyt.ic \,man-s-'sit-ik, ,mo-n3-\ adj— mo-no-cyt'Oid \-'sit-,6id\ adj
mcnod.ic \ms-'nad-ik\ adj : of or relating to monody — mo*nod-
i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — mo>nod'i>cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

mon.o.dist \'man-3d-ost\ n ; a writer, singer, or composer of
monody
mo.no.dra.ma \'man-3-,dram-3. 'mo-na-, -,dram-\ n :adrama acted
or designed to be acted by a single person — mo.no*dra>mat>lc
\.man-a-dr?-"mat-ik,_,mo-na-\ adj

nion.Q.dy \'man-3d-e\ n [ML monodia, fr. Gk monoidia, fr. mon-
oidos singing alone, fr. mon- + aidein to sing — more at ode] 1 : an
ode sung by one voice (as in a Greek tragedy) 2 : elegy, dirge
3 a : a monophonic vocal piece b : the monophonic style of I7th
century opera

mon.oe.cious \ma-'ne-sh3s, Oma-. (')mo-\ adj [deriv. of Gk mon-
-f oikos house — more at viciNrrY] 1 : having male and female sex
organs in the same individual : hermaphroditic 2 : having
pistillate and staminate flowers on the same plant— mon.oe>cious-
ly adv — mon.oe.clsm \-'ne-,siz-am\ or mon-oe-cy Vnian-,e-

mo'.no-fii \'man-a-,fil, "mo-na-X n : monofilament
mo-no.Iil-a.ment \,man-a-'fil-a-mant, ,mo-na-\ n : a single un-
twisted svnihetic filament
mo. no. fu. el \'man-o-.fyii(^)l, "mo-no-, -,fyii(-«)l\ n : mono-
propellant
mo.no.gam-ic \,man-a-'gam-ik, ,mo-n3-\ adj ; monogamous
nio>nog.a*mist \m3-'nag-3-mast\ n ; one who practices or professes
monogamy
mo.nog'a.mons \-mas\ adj : of. relating to, or practicing monog-
amy — mo.nog.a.monS'ly adv — mo.nog.a.mouS'ness n
mo.nog.a.my \-me\ n [F monogamie. fr LL monogamia, fr. Gk. fr.

monogamos monogamous, fr. mon- + gamos marriage — more at
BIGAMY] : single marriage: a : one marriage only during life

b : marriage with but one person at a time
mcno.gen.e.sis \,man-a-'jen-3-sas, ,m6-na-\ n [NL] ; unity of
origin; specij : the presumed origin of all life from one original
entity or cell — mo>no.ge>net<ic \-ja-'net-ik\ adj
mo-no-gen-ic \-'jen-ik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or controlled

by a single gene and esp. by either of an allelic pair — mo>no*gezi-
l-cal-ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv
imono.gram \'man-a-,gram\ n [LL monogramma, fr. Gk mon- +
gramma letter — more at gram] : a sign of identity formed of the
combined initials of a name — mono>gxam*mat>ic \,man-3-gr9-
*mat-ik\ adj
amonogram vt mono.grammeil; mono.gram.ming ; to mark with
a monogram
imono.graph \'inan-a-,graf\ n : a learned treatise on a small area of
learning; also : a written account of a single thing — lttono*graph-
ic \,man-a-*graf-ik\ adj
^monograph vi : to write a monograph on
mo.nog.y.uons Xma-'naj-a-nas, ma-, mo-\ adj 1 : having one pistil

or flowers with one pistil 2 : of, relating to, or living in mo-
nogyny

ino»nog»y.ny \-ne\ n [ISV] : the state or custom of having only
one wife at a time
mo>no*hy>dric \,man-a-'hT-drik. ,mo-na-\ adj 1 ; containing one
atom of acid hydrogen 2 : monohydroxy
mo-no.Uy.droxy \-(,)hT-'drak-se\ adj [ISV monohydroxy-. fr.

mon- + hydroxy-} : containing one hydroxyl group in the molecule
mo.no.lay.er \'man-a-,la-ar, 'mo-na-, -.le(-3)r\ n : a layer or film
one molecule in thickness <a '^ of stearic acid)

mo.nO'lin.gual \,man-a-'lio-gwsl, ,m6-n3-\ adj ; expressed in or
knowing or using only one language — monolingual n

mo>no>Iith \*man-''l-,ith, 'mon-\ n [F monolithe, fr. monoUthe con-
sisting of a single stone, fr. L monoliihus, fr. Gk monolithos, fr.

mon- + lithos stone] : a single great stone often in the form of an
obelisk or column

mo.no.lltli>ic \,man-'l-'ith-ik. ,m6n-\ adj 1 : of or relating to a
monolith 2 : exhibiting massive uniformity : undifferentl^ted
monclogne also mono-log \*m"an-'l-,6g. -.ag\ n [F monologue, fr.

mon- 4- -logue (as in dialogue) ] 1 : a dramatic soliloquy; also l a
dramatic sketch performed by one actor 2 : a literary soliloquy
3 ; a long speech monopolizing conversation — mono>logu>ist
\-,6g-ast, -.ag-\ or mo>no>!o-gist Xma-'nal-a-jast; 'man-'l-.og-ast.
-.ag-\ n
mo.no.ma-nia \,man-a-'ma-ne-a, ,m6-na-, -'ma-nyaX n [NL]
1 : mental derangement restricted to one idea or group of ideas
2 ; excessive concentration on a single object or idea — mo*iio-
ma.ni.ac \-'ma-ne-.ak\ n or adj
mo-no.mer \'man-a-mar, 'm6-na-\ n nSV] : the simple unpoly-
raerized form of a chemical compound — mo-no*mer>ic \,man-
3-'mer-ik, ,m6-na-\ adj

mo.no.me.tal-lic \,man-o-ma-'tal-ik, .mo-no-\ adj 1 : consisting
of or employing one metal 2 : of or relating to monometalUsm
mo.no.met.al.lism \-'met-'l-,iz-3m\ n [ISV mon- + -metallism (as

in bimetallism) } : the adoption of one metal only in a currenQf— mo.no.met.aMist N-'^l-astV n
mo-nom.e.ter \ma-'nam-at-ar\ n [LL, fr. Gk monometros, fr. mon-

-I- metron measure — more at measure] : a verse consisting of a
single foot or dipody

mo<no>mi'aI \ma-'n6-me-3l, mo-, ma-\ n [blend of mon- + -nomial
(as in binomial) ] : a mathematical expression consisting of a single
terra; also : a taxonomic name consisting of a single word or term— monomial adj
mo.no.mQ.lecu.lar \,man-6-ma-*lek-ya-l3r. ,mo-no-\ adj : being
only one molecule thick (a ~ film) — mo.no-mo.lec.u>lar.ly adv
mo*no>mor.phe>mic \-(,)m6r-'fe-mik\ adj ; consisting of only one
morpheme {raise is -^ but rays is not)
mo.no.mor.pliic \-'mdr-fik\ or mo-no-mor-plious \-f3s\ adj

: having but a single form or structural pattern — mo>no>mor-
phism \-,fiz-am\ n
Sio.non.ga.he-la \m»-,nan-ga-'he-la, -.nari-, -Tia-X n [Mononga-
hela river valley in Pennsylvania] : a rj'e whiskey made in western
Pennsylvania
mC'Rcnu-cle-ar X.man-o-'nCylii-kte-ar, ,mo-no-\ adj [ISV]
1 ; having only one nucleus 2 : monocyclic 2 — mononnclear n
mo>noph-a.gous \m3-'naf-a-gas\ adj : feeding on or utiUzing a
single kind of food; esp : feeding on a single kind of plant or animal
— mcnoph.a.gy \-a-ie\ n
mo-no.phon.ic \,man-a-'fan-ik. .mo-na-\ adj 1 : having a single
melodic hne with Uttle or no accompaniment 2 : of or relating to
sound transmission, recording, or reproduction involving a single
transmission path
mo>noph>o<ny \ma-'naf-a-ne\ n : monophonic music
mon-oph.thong \'man-a(f)-,th6D\ n [LGk monophthongos single
vowel, fr. Gk mon- + phihongos sound] ; a vowel sound that
throughout its duration has a single constant articulatory position— mon.oph'thon.gal \,man-a(n-'th6D-(gi3l\ adj

mo.no.phy.let.ic \,man-o-(.)fT-'let-ik, ,mo-no-\ adj [ISV] : of
or relating to a single stock; specif ; developed from a single com-
mon parent form — rao.no.phy.le.tism \-'fr-l3-,tiz-sm\ or
mo.no.phy.le-ty \-lat-e\ n
Mo.noph.y.site \ma-'naf-»-,sTt\ n [ML Monop'ivsita, fr. MGk
Monophysites, fr. Gk mon- + physis nature — more at physics]
: one holding the anti-Chalcedonian doctrine that the human and
divine in Christ constitute only one nature — Monophysite or
IMo.noph-y.sit.lc \-,naf-3-'sit-ik\ adj — Mo.noph»y.sit>ism
\-'naf-a-.sTt-.iz-am\ n

monO'plane \'man-3-,plan\ n : an airplane with only one main
supporting surface

mo.no.ploid \'inan-a-.pl6id, 'mo-na-\ adj [ISV] : having or being a
chromosome set comprising a single genome — monoploid n

mo.nO'PO.di.al \,man-a-'p6d-e-al, ,m5-ns-\ adj I'SL monopodium,
fr. mon- + -podium} : having or involving the formation of offshoots
from a main axis — mO'no-po.di»al-ly \-e-a-le\ adv

mo.uop.O'list \ma-'nap-a-last\ n : one who monopolizes — mo-
nop'O'liS'tio \-,nap-a-'lis-tik\ adj — mO'nop.o*lis»ti-cal*ly
\-ti-kfs-ne\ adv

mo.nop.O.li.za.tion \ma-,nap-(a-)ls-'za-shan\ n : the act of
monopolizing : the state of bemg monopolized

mcnop'O'lize \ma-*nap-a-.llz\ vt ; to get a monopoly of — mo-
nop'O-liz.er n

mo.nop.Cly \ma-'nap-(a-')le\ n [L monopoUum. fr. Gk monopoUon.
fr. mon- -h polein to sell] 1 ; exclusive ownership through legal

privilege, command of supply, or concerted action 2 : exclusive

possession 3 ; a commodity controlled by one party 4 : a person
or group having a monopoly
syn corner, pool, syndicate, trust, cartel: monopoly Implies



monopropellant 549 monumentally

-opsony (as in oligop-

excluslve control of a public service or of exclusive power to buy
or sell a commodity in a specified market; corner implies a tem-
porary complete control of something sold on an exchange so that
buyers are compelled to pay the price asked; pool applies to a joint
xuidertaking by competing companies to regulate output and
manipulate prices; syndicate may apply to a group of financiers
organized in order to profit by a monopoly but more often in order
to carry out a temporary enterprise (as marketing a bond issue or
purchasing a large property); trust applies to a merger of corpora-
tions by which control is given to trustees and the individual owners
are compensated by shares of stock; cartel commonly implies an
international combination of firms for controlling production and
sale of their products

mo>uo.prO'peMant \,man-o-pra-*pel-ant, ,mo-n6A n : a rocket
propellant containing both the fuel and the oxidizer in a single
substance

ino-nop>so<ny \ms-*nap-sa-ne\ n [/._
Sony)] : an oligopsony Umited to one buyer

mo-nO'iail \'nian-3-,ral, 'mo-n3-\ n ; a single rail serving as a track
for a wheeled conveyance

mo.DO-sac-cha.ride \,man-a-'sak-3-.rTd, .mo-n3-\ n [ISV] : a
sugar not decomposable to simpler sugars by hydrolysis
monO'SO'di'Um glu<ta.inate \,man-a-,sod-e-3m-'glut-a-,mat\ n : a
crystaihne sail C5H804NaN used for seasoning foods
mono*some \'man-3-.s6m\ n : a chromosome lacking a synaptic
mate; eap : an unpaired X chromosome
inono<so>mic \,man-a-'s5-mik\ adj : having one less than the
diploid number of chromosomes — monosomic n

ino*no>stele \'man-3-,stel. 'mo-na-; ,man-3-*ste-le, ,mo-n3-\ n ; pro-
TOSTELE — ino<no-ste*ljc \jnan-a-'ste-ljk, ,m5-n3-\ adj — mo-
no-ste-ly \'man-3-.ste-le, 'mo-naA n

ino>no-sty*lous \,man-9-'sti-Ias, ,m6-na-\ adj : having a single style

<a — flower^'

tn0110>syl-lab*ic \,m'an-a-sa-'lab-ik\ adj [prob. fr. F monosylla-
biqiie, fr. monosyltabe] 1 ; consisting of one syllable or of monosyl-
lables 2a: using or speaking only monos}'llablcs to ; con-
spicuouslv brief in answering or commenting ; terse — mono»syl-
lab*i*cal*ly \-i-k(,3-)Ie\ adv — inono*syMa'hic-i*ty \-,sil-a-'bis-

3t-e\ n
mono.syl.la.ble \'man-3-,sil-3-b3l, ,m'an-3-'\ n [modif. of MF or
LL; MF monosyllabe. fr. LL monosyllabon, fr. Gk, fr. neut. of
monosyilabos having one syllable, fr. mon- + syllabe syllable] : a
word of one svUable

mo-no.sym.met.ric \,man-3-s3-'me-trik. ,mo-n9-\ adj 1 : mono-
clinic 2 : symmetrical bilaterally with reference to a single plane
; zYGOMORPHic — n!o»no»sym*met>ri'cal \-tri-kal\ adj — mo-
no-sym-met*ri-caMy \-kt3-)le\ adv — mo-no'sym.me-tiy
\-'sim-3.tre\ n

mo-no-the-ism \'man-3-(,)the-.iz-3m, 'm6-n3-\ n : the doctrine or
belief that there is but one God — mo>no-the<ist \-,the-3st\ n— nio-nO'the-is-Uc \,man-3-the-'is-tik, ,mo-n3-\ or mo^uo-the-
iS'ti'cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — ino>no*tlie<is>ti>cal*ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

mono-tillt \'man-3-,tint\ n : monochrome
mono.tone \*man-3-.t5n\ n [Gk monotonos monotonous] 1 : a
succession of syllables, words, or sentences on one unvaried key or
pitch 2 ; a single unvaried musical tone 3 : a tedious sameness or
reiteration — monotone adj — mono>tGn4c \,man-3-'tan-ik\ adj— mono-ton'i-cai'ly \-i-kC3-)le\ adv

XnO>not'0'nous \mci-'nat-^n-3s, -'nat-n3s\ adj [Gk monotonos, fr.

mon- + tonos tone] 1 : uttered or sounded in one unvarying tone
2 : tediously uniform or unvarying — nio*not'0-nous<'ly adv— mo-not*o>nous>ness n

Zno>not'0'ny \m3-'nav-'n-e, -*nat-ne\ n 1 : tedious sameness
2 : sameness of tone or sound

mo-no-tre-ma-tous \,man-3-*trem-3t-3s. .mo-ns-, -•tre-m3tA odj
[deriv. of Gk mun- + tremat-, trema hole, fr. lelraincin to bore —
more at throw] ; of or relating to an order (Monotremata) of
lowly mammals comprising the duckbills and echidnas — mo^no-
treme \'man-3-,trem, 'mo-na-X n

mo.not-ri.chous \m3-'na-tri-k3s\ adj : having a single flagellum
at one pole — used of bacteria

inono«type \'man-3-,tTp\ n ; an impression on paper of a design
painted usu. with the finger or a brush on a surface (as glass)

Monotype trademark 1 — used for a keyboard typesetting machine
that casts and sets type in separate characters 2 : matter produced
by a Monotype machine or printing done from such matter

mono.typ.ic \,man-3-'tip-ik\ adj [mon- + type^ : including a single
representative — used esp. of a genus with only one species

mo-no.ya-lence \.man-3-'va-ian(t)s, ,m6-n3-\ or mo-ncva.leu.cy
\-l3n-se\ n : the quality or state of being monovalent
mo.no.va.lent \-l3nt\ adj [ISV] l ; univalent 2 : containing
antibodies specific for or antigens of a single strain of an orgarusra
mon-ovu-lar \f' jma-'no-vys-lar, (')m6-\ adj : derived from a single
ovum <'^ twins)

mon*03*l(i8 \m3-'nak-,sTd\ n [ISV] ; an oxide containing one atom
of oxygen in the molecule

lyion.roe Doctrine \m3n-,ro-, .man-, ,manA « [James Monroe
11831, 5th U.S. president] : a statement of U.S. foreign policy
expressing opposition to extension of European control or influ-
ence in the western hemisphere

mon.sei.gneiu* \,m6"-,san-'yar\ ", pl mes-sei.gneurs \,ma-.san-
'y3r(2A [F, lit., my lord] : a French dignitary (as a prince or prel-
ate) — used as a title preceding a title of office or rank <Mo«-
seigneur the Archbishop)

mon-sieuT \ma?;(h)-'y3(r). m3-'si(3)r\ n, pl mes.sieurs \m3s(h)-
'ya(r)(2), m3-'sU3)r(zA [MF, lit., my lord] : a Frenchman of
high rank or station — used as a title equivalent to Mister and pre-
fixed to the name of a Frenchman
mon.si'gnor \man-'se-nyar, mafn)-\ n. pl monsignors or mon-
Si.gno.ri \,man-,sen-'yor-e, -'y6r-\ [It monsignore, fr. F mon-
seigneur} ; a Roman Catholic prelate with the office or titular

distinction of chamberlain, domestic prelate, or prothonotary
apostolic — used as a title prefixed to the surname or to the given
name and surname — mon>si-gno*ri.al \,man-,sen-'yor-e-3l,
-'y6r-\ adj
mon.soon \man-'3un\ n [obs. D monssoen^ fr. Pg monqao. fr. Ar
mawsim time, season] : a periodic wind esp. va the Indian ocean and

:r- monstrance

southern Asia; also ; the season of the southwest monsoon in India
and adjacent countries — mon.soon.al \-n\ adj
mon.ster \'manft)-st3r\ n [ME monstre, fr. MF, fr. L monsjrum
evil omen, monster] 1 obs X prodigy 2 a : an animal or plant of
abnormal form or structure b : one who deviates from normal be-
havior or character 3 : a threatening force 4 a ; an animal of
strange or terrifymg shape b : one unusually large for its kind
6 : something monstrous; esp : a person of unnatural or extreme
ugliness, deformity, wickedness, or cruelty
mon.Slrance \'man(t)-str3n(t)s\ n [MF. fr. ML
monsirantia, fr. L monstrant-, monstrans, prp. of
monstrare to show — more at muster] ; a ves.-iel in
which the consecrated Host is exposed for the adora-
tion of the faithful

mon-stros.i.ty \man-'stras-3t-e\ n 1 a : a malfor-
mation of a plant or animal to : something deviating
from the normal ; freak 2 : the quality or state
of being monstrous 3 a : an object of terrifying size
or force or complexity b : an excessively bad or
shocking example
mon.strous \"man(t)-^tr3s\ adj 1 obs : strange,
unnatural 2 : havmg extraordinary often ov^
whelming size : gigantic 3 a : having the qualit
or appearance of a monster b obs : teeming with moiLsters 4 a
: extraordinarily ugly or vicious : horrible b : shockingly wrong
or ridiculous 5 : deviating greatly from the natural form or charac-
ter : ABNORMAL 6 l verv great — used as an intensive — mon-
strouS'Iy adv — mon-strous-ness n
syn MONSTRotTs. prodigious, tremhndous, stupendous mean ex-

tremely impressive e.sp. in size, monstrous further implies ugliness,
deformity, or fabulousness; prodigious suggests a marvelousness
exceeding belief; tremendous may imply a power to terrify or
inspire awe; stupendous a power to stun or astound syn see in
addition outrageous
mons ve.ne.ris \manz-'ven-3-r3s\ n, pl mon-tes veneris \.man-
,tez-'venA [N L, lii., eminence of Venus or of veneiy] : a rounded
eminence of fatty tissue upon the pubic symphysis of the human
female
mon.ta.dale \'mant-3-,dal\ n iMontaudi state + dale] : any of an
American breed of white-faced hornless sheep noted for its heavy
fleece and good meat conformation
imon.tage \man-'tazh\ n [F, fr. nionter to mount] 1 : a composite
picture made by combining several separate pictures 2 : a literary,
musical, or artistic composite of juxtaposed more or less heterogene-
ous elements 3 : the production of a rapid succession of images in
a motion picture to illustrate an association of ideas
^montage vt : to combine into or depict in a montage
IHon.ta.gue \'mant-3-,gyU\ n : the family of Romeo in Shake-
speare's Romeo and Juliet

mon.tan wax \'mant-*n-\ n [L montanus of a mountain — more at
mountain] : a hard brittle mineral wax obtained usu. from lignites
by extraction and used esp. in polishes, carbon paper, and insulat-
ing compositions
mont-de-pi6.te \mo"d-pya-ta\ n, pl monts-de-piete \same\
[F, fr. It monte di pieta, lit., bank of pity] : a public pawnbroker's
office for lending money at reasonable rates

mon.te \'mant-e\ n [Sp, fr. monte mountain, fr. L mont-, mons —
more at mount] 1 : a card game in which players select any two
of four cards faced in a layout and bet that one of them will be
matched before the other as cards are dealt one at a time from the
pack — called also monte bank 2 : three-card monte

mon-teitll \man-'teth\ n {Monteith, 17th cent. Sc eccentric who
wore a cloak with a scalloped hem] ; a large silver punch bowl
with scalloped rim
mon.te-ro \man-'te(a)r-(.)o\ n [Sp, hunter, fr. monte mountain]

: a round cap with a flap worn by huntsmen
Mon-tes.SO.ri.an \,mant-3-'s6i-e-3n, -'s6r-\ adj [Maria Montessori
tl95-i It physician and educator] ; of or relating to a system of
teaching young children by individual guidance rather than strict

control
mont.gol.fi.er \mant-'gal-fe-ar. -fe-,a\ n [Joseph M. Monigoljier
tl8lO and Jacques E. Montgoljier tl799 F inventors] : a balloon
raised by the buoyancy of air heated by a fire in the lower part

monlll \'m3n(t)th\ n. pl months \'m3n(t)s. "manftfthsX n [ME,
fr. OE monaih: akin to OHG manod month, OE mona :noon] : a
measure of time corresponding nearly to the period of the moon's
revolution and amounting to approximately 4 weeks or 30 days or

Vi2 of a year — see calendar table
Tmonth-ly \'m3n(t)th-le\ adv ; once a month : by the month
2montlily adj 1 a : of or relating to a month b : payable or
reckoned by tlie month 2 : lasting a month 3 : occurring every
month
smonthly n l ; a monthly periodical 2 /?/ : a menstrual period
laonthly Meeting n : a district unit of the Society of Friends
month's mind n : a Roman CathoHc requiem mass for a person a
month after his death

mon.ti.CUle \'mant-i-,kyu(3)l\ n [F. fr. LL monticulus, dim. of L
mont-, mons mountain — more at mount] ; a little mount; specij : a
subordinate cone of a volcano
mont.mo.ril'lon.ite \,mant-m3-'ril-3-,nTt\ n [F, fr. Montmorillon,
France] ; a soft clayey mineral that is a hydrous aluminum silicate

with considerable capacity for exchanging part of the aluminum
for magnesium, alkalies, and other bases — mont.mo-ril.lon-it.ic
\-,ril-a-'nit-ik\ adj
mon.U.meut \'man-ya-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. L monumentum, lit., memo-
rial, fr. monere to remind — more at mind] 1 obs : a burial vault

; SEPULCHER 2 archaic : a written legal document or record : trea-
tise 3 a : a lasting evidence or reminder of someone or something
notable h : a memorial stone or a building erected in remembrance
of a person or event 4 archaic : an identifying mark ; evidence;
also : portent, sign 5 obs : a carved statue : effigy 6 : a bound-
ary marker (as a stone) 7 : a mountain, canyon, or area reserved
by the government as public property 8 : a written tribute

mon.U.men.tal Viman-yD-'menl-^lX adj 1 : serving as or resem-
bling a monument : massive; also : outstanding 2 : of or relating

to a monument 3 : very great — mon.u.men.tal.ly \-'l-e\ adv
mon.u*men>tal.ize \-'l-,Tz\ vt ; to record or memorialize lastingly

by a monument
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monzonite 550 moratory

mon<ZO>nite \man-'zo-,nTt\ n [F, fr. Mt. Monzoni, Italy] • a granu-
lar igneous rock composed of plagioclase and orthoclase in about
equal quantities together with augite and a little biotite — mon-
zo<nit-ic \,man-23-'nit-ik\ adj
moo \'mu\ vi [imit.] : to make the natural throat noise of a cow

; LOW — moo n
mooch \'mijch\ vb [prob. fr. F dial, muchier to hide, lurk] v/ 1 : to
wander aimlessly : amble; also : sneak 2 : sponge, cadge — vt

1 : to take surreptitiously : steal 2 : cadge, beg — moocher n
Imood \'miid\ n [ME, fr. OE mod; akin to OHG muot mood, L
mas will, custom] 1 : a conscious state of mind or predominant
emotion : feeling 2 archaic ; a fit of anger : rage 3 : a prevailing
attitude ; DisposmoN
syn MOOD, HUMOR, TEMPER, VEIN mean a state of mind in which an

emotion or set of emotions gains ascendancy, mood implies per-
vasiveness and compelling quality of the emotion; humor implies a
mood that results from one's special temperament or one's physical
or mental condition at the moment; templr suggests a mood domi-
nated by a single strong emotion such as anger; vein suggests a
transitory mood or humor
2mood n (alter, of '/worfe] 1 : the form of a syllogism according to

the quantity and quality of the constituent propositions 2 t dis-

tinction of form or a particular set of inflectional forms of a verb
to express whether the action or slate it denotes is conceived as fact

or in some other manner (as command, possibility, or wish)

3 : MODE lb
mood.i.ly \'mud-'l-e\ adv : in a moody manner : gloomily
mood-i-ness \'mud-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being moody
moody \'mud-e\ adj 1 : subject to depression : GLOOMY 2 : sub-
iect to moods : temperamental
mool \'miil\ n 1 dial Brit : 'mold 1 2 d-'al Brit Z 'MOLD 2b
moO'la or moo-lah \'mu-l3\ n [origin unknown] slang : money
tmoon \'mun\ n [ME mone, fr. OE mono; akin to OHG mdno moon,
L mensis month, Gk men month, mene moon] 1 a : the earth's
only known natural satellite shining by the sun's reflected light,

revolving about the earth from west to east in about 29'4 days with
reference to the sun or about 27'/j days with reference to the stars

and having a diameter of 2160 miles and a mean distance from the
earth of about 238.857 miles, a mass about one eightieth that of the
earth, and a volume about one forty-ninth b : one complete moon
cycle consisting of four phases c : satellfte 2 : a synodic month
3 : moonlight 4 : something that resembles a moon
3moon vt : to spend in idle reverie : dream — used with away
~ VI : to behave abstractedly ; dream
moon>beam \-,bem\ n : a ray of light from the moon
moon-blind \-,blTnd\ adj : afflicted with moon bhndness
moon blindness n 1 ; a recurrent inflammation of the eye of the
horse 2 : NIGHT blindness

moon*calf \'mun-,kaf, -.kaf\ n 1 : monster 2a 2 ; a foolish or
abscntminded person : simpleton
moon-eyed \'mu-'nTd\ adj : having the eyes wide open
moon>fisli \'mijn-,fish\ rt, pi moonfish or moon-iish-es : any of
various compressed often short deep-bodied silvery or yellowish
marine fishes

moon. flow. er \-,flau(-3)r\ n : a tropical American morning glory
(Calonvction aculeatum) with fragrant flowers; also : any of several
related" plants

moon-lsh \'mii-nish\ adj : influenced by the moon; also \ capri-
ciovs — moon.ish'ly adv

moon-let \'mijn-l3t\ n : a small natural or artificial satellite

moon-light \-,lTt\ n ; the hght of the moon
moon.light*er \-,I7t-3r\ n : a person holding two jobs at the same
time — moon-light.ing \-iQ\ n

moon.lit X'mUn-.litX adj : lighted by the moon
moon.rise \-,rf2\ n l : the rising of the moon above the horizon
2 : the time of themoon's rising

moon-scape \-,skap\ n : the surface of the moon as seen or as
depicted
moon-seed \-,sed\ n ; any of a genus {Menispermum of the family
Menispermaceae. the moonseed family) of twining plants with
crescent*shaped seeds and black fruits

moon.set \-.sct\ n l : the descent of the moon below the horizon
2 : the time of the moon's setting

moon-shine \-,shTn\ «, ojten attiib 1 : moonlight 2 : empty
talk : nonsense 3 : intoxicating liquor; esp % illegally distilled

corn whiskey
moon-shin.er \-,shT-nar\ n : a maker or seller of illicit whiskey
moon-stone \-,st6n\ n : a transparent or translucent feldspar of
pearly or opaline luster used as a gem
moon-struck \-.str3k\ adj : affected by or as if by the moon: as
a : mentally unbalanced b ; romantically sentimental c : bemused,
distracted
moony \'mij-ne\ adj 1 : of or relating to the moon 2 a : crescent
shaped h : resembling the full moon : round 3 : moonlit
4 : DREAMY, MOONSTRUCK
imoor \'muf3>r\ n [ME mnr, fr. OE mor; akin to OHG meri sea —
more at marine] 1 chiejly Brit : an expanse of open rolling infertile

land 2 : a boggy area of wasteland usu. peaty and dominated by
grasses and sedges
2moor vh [ME moren; akin to MD meren, maren to tie, moor] vt

: to make fast with cables, lines, or anchors ^ vi 1 ; to secure a
boat by mooring ; anchor 2 ; to be made fast

Moor \'mu(3lr\ n [ME More, fr. MP, fr L Mau^us^ 1 a : one of
the mixed Arab and Berber conquerors of Spain in the 8Ui century
AD. b : BERBER 2 I MUSLIM — IK[oor*ish \-ish\ adj
moor-age \'mu(3)r-ij\ n l : an act of mooring 2 : a place to moor
moor-hen \-,hen\ n : gallinule
moor-ing \-iri\ n 1 : an act of making fast a boat or aircraft with
lines or anchors 2 a : a place where or an object to which a craft
can be made fast bra chain, line, or other device by which an
object is secured in place 3 : moral or spiritual resources : an-
chorage 2 — usu. used in pi.

moose \'mijs\ n, pi moose [of Algonquian origin; akin to Natick
moos moose] 1 : a large ruminant mammal (Alces americana) of
the deer family inhabiting forested parts of Canada and the northern
U. S. 2 : ELK la
imoot \'mut\ n[ME, fr, OE mot: akin to OE meMn to meet — more
at MEET] 1 ; a debberative assembly primarily for the administra-
tion of justice; esp : one held by the freemen of an Anglo-Saxon

community 2 obs : argument, discussion
smoot vr 1 archaic I to discuss from a legal standpoint ; ARGUE
2 a : to bring up for discussion ; broach b : debate
3moot adj 1 a ; open to question ; debatable b : subjected to dis-

cussion : Disptn"ED 2 : deprived of practical significance ; made
abstract or purely academic
moot court n : a mock court in which students of law argue hypo-
thetical cases for practice
mop \'map\ n [ME mappe'i 1 : an implement made of absorbent
material fastened to a handle and used esp. for cleaning floors
2 : something that resembles a mop; esp : a thick mass of hair— mop vr mopped; mop-ping — mop. per n
mop-board \'map-,bo{3)rd, -,b6(a)rd\ n : baseboard
Imope \'mop\ vb [prob, fr. obs. mop, mope fool] vi 1 archaic t to
act in a dazed or stupid manner 2 : to give oneself up to dull or
dejected brooding 3 : to move slowly or aimlessly : dawdle
'^ vt 1 : to make dull, dejected, or listless 2 : to pass in a dull,

dejected, or listless state — mop>er n
2mope n 1 : one that mopes 2 pi : blues
mop.pet \'map-at\ n [obs, E mop fool, child] 1 archaic ; BABY,
DARLING 2 : child
mop up vt ; to clean, remove, or take by or as if by mopping: as
a : to consume eagerly b : to beat decisively c : to clear of re-

maining troops -— vi : to finish a task
mop-up \'map-,3p\ n : a concluding action
mo-QUette \mo-'ket\ n [F] : a carpet or upholstery fabric having a
velvety pile

mor X'moCa'irX n [Dan] : forest humus with a layer of largely
organic matter abruptly distinct from the mineral soil beneath
mo.ra \'mor-3, 'm6r-\ n, pi mo-rae \'m5(3)r-(,le, 'm6{3)r-, -,T\ or
moras [L, delay — more at memory] : the minimal unit of measure
in quantitative verse equivalent to the time of an average short
syllable

mo<raln>al \m3-'ran-='I\ adj ; of or relating to a moraine
mo.raine \m3-'ran\ n [F] : an accumulation of earth and stones
carried and finally deposited by a glacier — mo.raiU'ic \-'ra-nik\

right and wrong in behavior : ethical <'^ philosophy) b :

pressing or teaching a conception of right behavior <a -^ poem)
C : conforming to a standard of right behavior d : sanctioned by
or operative on one's conscience or ethical judgment <a -" ob-
ligation) e : capable of right and wrong action <a -^ agent)
2 : probable though not proved : virtual <a --' certainty) 3 : of,

relating to. or acting on the mind, character, or will <a -^ victory''— mor.aMy \-3-le\ adv
syn ethical, virtuous, righteous, noble: moral may be opposed

to immoral in implying conformity to a standard of what is good
and right, or it may contrast with intellectual or aesthetic as being
concerned with character or conduct rather than achievement,
beauty, success, logical perfection; ethical may suggest the in-

volvement of more difficult or subtle questions of rightness, fair-

ness, or equity; virtuous implies the possession or manifestation
of moral excellence in character; righteous stresses guiltlessness
or blamelessness and often suggests the sanctimonious; noble
implies moral eminence and freedom from anything petty, mean,
or dubious in conduct and character
2moral \'m6r-3l, 'mar-; 3 is m3-'ral\ n 1 a : the moral significance
or practical lesson (as of a story) b : a passage pointing out usu.
in conclusion the lesson to be drawn from a story 2 pi a : moral
practices or teachings b : ethics 3 : morale
mo-rale \m3-*ral\ n [in sense 1, fr. F, fr. fern, of moral adj.; in
other senses, modif. of F moral morale, fr. moral, adj.] 1 : moral
principles, teachings, or conduct 2 a : the mental and emotional
attitudes of an individual to the function or tasks expected of him
by his group and loyalty to it b ; a sense of common purpose
with respect to a group : esprit de corps 3 : a state of individual
psychological well-being based on such factors as a sense of
purpose and confidence in the future
moral hazard n ; the possibility of loss to an insurance company
arising from the character or circumstances of the insured
mor.al-ism \'m6r-3-,!iz-3m, 'mar-\ n 1 a : the habit or practice
of moralizing b : an instance of moralizing 2 : the practice of
morality as distinct from religion

mor-al.ist \-l3st\ « l : one who leads a moral life 2 ; a teacher
or student of morals 3 ; one concerned with regulating the morals
of others

mor-al.ls.tic \,m6r-3-'lis-tik, ,m'ar-\ adj 1 : characterized by or
expressive of a concern with morality 2 : characterized by or
expressive of a narrow and conventional moral attitude — BQor-
al-is-ti-caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

mo.ral-i.ty Xms-'ral-st-e, m6-\ n 1 a : a moral discourse, state-

ment, or lesson b : a literary or other imaginative work teaching
a moral lesson 2 a : a doctrine or system of morals b pi l par-
ticular moral principles or rules of conduct 3 : conformity to
ideitls of right human conduct 4 ; moral conduct ; virixie

morality play n : an allegorical play popular esp. in the 15th and
16th centuries in which the characters personify moral qualities
or abstractions

mor-al-iza-tlou X.mor-s-la-'za-shsn, ,raar-\ n : an act, process, or
instance of moralizing

mor*al-ize \'m6r-3-,lTz, 'mar-\ vr 1 : to explain or interpret
morally 2 a : to give a moral quality or direction to b : to
impro\e the morals of -^ vi : to make moral reflections — mor-
al-iz-er n
moral philosophy n : ethics
mo-rass Xma-'ras. m6-\ n [D moeras. modif. of OF maresc, of
Gmc origin; akin to OE mersc marsh — more at marsh] 1 ; marsh,
SWAMP 2 : something that traps, confuses, or impedes — mo-
rassy \-'ras-e\ adj
mor.a.to.rl-um X.mor-s-'tor-e-sm, .rn'ar-, -'t6r-\ n, pi moratori-
ums or mor-a.to.ria \-e-3\ [NL. fr. LL, neut. of moratorius'i
1 a ; a legally authorized period of delay in the performance of a
legal obligation or the payment of a debt b : a waiting period set

by an authority 2 : a suspension of activity

mor.a.to-ry \'m6r-3-,l6r-e, 'mar-. -.t6r-\ adj [F moratoire, fr. LL
moratorius dilatory, fr. L moratus, pp. of morari to delay, fr. mora
delay — more at memory] ; of, relating to, or authorizing delay
in payment of an obUgation



Moravian 551 morris chair

]Uo>ra-Tl>ail Xms-'ra-ve-anX n 1 : a member of a Christian de-
nomination that traces its history back through the evangelical
movement in Moravia and Bohemia to the doctrines of John Huss
2 a : a native or inhabitant of Moravia b ; the group of Czech
dialects spoken by the Moravian people and transitional between
Slovak and Bohemian — Moravian adj
mo.ray \ms-'ra, 'm6r-(.)a\ n [Pg moreia, fr. L muraena. fr. Gk
myraina] : any of numerous often brightly colored savage vora-
cious eels (family Muraenidae) occurring in warm seas and includ-
ing a Mediterranean eel {Muraena Helena) valued for food

inor>l)id \'m6r-bad\ adj [L morbidus diseased, fr. morbus disease;
akin to Gk marainein to waste away — more at smart] 1 a : of,

relating to, or characteristic of disease <"- anatomy) b : affected
with or induced by disease (^^ condition) c : productive of
disease <'^ substances) 2 : abnormally susceptible to or charac-
terized by gloomy or unwholesome feelings 3 : grisly, gruesome
\r^ details) <"" curiosity) — lnor>bid'ly adv — inor*hid>ness n

mor-l)id<i>ty \m6r-'bid-at-e\ n 1 : the quaUty or state of being
morbid 2 : the relative incidence of disease

inor>da>CiOUS \m6r-'da-shas\ adj [L mordac-, mordax biting, fr.

mordere to bite — more at smart] 1 : biting or sharp in style or
manner : caustic 2 : given to biting ; bfting — mor>dac>i-ty
\-'das-3t-e\ n
mor*dau-cy \'m6rd-=n-se\ n 1 : a biting and caustic quality of
style : iNCisivENEss 2 : a sharply critical or bitter quaUty of
thought or feeling : harshness
tmoT>dant \'m6rd-'nt\ adj [MF, prp. of mordre to bite, fr. L
mordere] 1 : biting and caustic in thought, manner, or style

: INCISIVE 2 : acting as a mordant 3 : burning, pungent —
xnor>dant*ly adv
amordant n 1 : a chemical that fixes a dye in or on a substance
by combining with the dye to form an insoluble compound 2 : a
corroding substance used in etching
3mordaiit vt i to treat with a mordant
laor^de'Cai \'m6rd-i-,kl\ n [Heb Mordekhai} : a cousin of Esther
who saves the Jews from the destruction planned by Haman
moi'dent \'m6rd-'nt, m6r-*dent\ n [It mordente, fr. L mordent-
mordens, prp. of mordere} : a musical orna-
ment made by a quick alternation of a
principal tone with the tone below
imore \'m6(3)r, 'm6(a)r\ adj [ME, fr. OE
mora; akin to OE ma, adv., more, OHG
mer, Olr mor large] 1 : GREATER 2 : ad-
ditional, further
smore adv 1 a : in addition b ; moreover
2 : to a greater or higher degree — often mordents: 1 as wnt-

used with an adjective or adverb to form the ten, 2 as played

comparative
3more n 1 z a greater quantity, amount, or number 2 a : some-
thing additional : an additional amount b : additional persons or

things 3 obs t persons of higher rank
xno-reen \ma-'ren, m6-\ n [prob. irregular fr. 'moire] : a strong

fabric of wool, wool and cotton, or cotton with a plain glossy or

moire finish

mo.rel \ma-'rel. m6-\ n [F morille, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
morhila morel] ; a large pitted edible fungus (.genus Morchella,

esp. M. esculenta)
mo*rel>10 \m9-'rel-(,)6\ n [prob. modif. of Flem amarelle, marelle,

fr. ML amarellum amarelle] : a cultivated cherry derived from the

sour cherry and distinguished from an amarelle by the dark-colored

skin and juice

moreover \m6r-'6-v3r. mor-, 'mor-,, 'm6r-,\
to what has been said ;_besides

mo-res \'rn6(3)r-,az, 'mo(a)r-, -{,)ez\ n pi [L, pi. of mor-, mos cus-

tom — more at mood] 1 : the fixed morally binding customs of a

particular group 2 : moral attitudes 3 : habits, manners
lmo<resQUe \m6-'resk, m3-\ adj, ojten cap [F, fr. Sp morisco, fr.

Mora Moor, fr. L Maurus} I having the characteristics of Moorish
art or architecture

amoresqiie n, ojten cap i an ornament or decorative motif in

Moorish style

Mor-gan \'m6r-g3n\ n [Justin Morgan tl798 Am teacher] : any
of an American breed of light horses originated i

''"- *

the progeny of one prepotent Thoroughbred stalli

mor.ga.nal-ic \,m6r-g3-'nat-ik\ adj [NL
ganaticam, Ut., marriage with morning gift] ; of or relating to a

marriage contracted by a member of a European royal or noble

family with a person of inferior rank on the understanding that the

rank of the inferior partner remains unchanged and that the

children of the marriage do not succeed to the titles, fiefs, or

entailed property ol the parent of higher rank — mor-ga-nat'i-
caMy \-i-k(3-)ie\ adv

moi-gan-ite \'m6r-g3-,nTt\ n [J. P. Morgan tl913 Am financier]

: a rose-colored gem variety of beryl

Mor.gan le Fay \,m6r-gan-l3-'fa\ n [OF Morgain la jee Morgan
the fairy] : a fairy and sister of King Arthur

mor-gen \'m6r-g3(n)\ n, pi morgen [D, lit., morning] : a Dutch
and southern African unit of land area equal to 2.116 acres

morgue \'m6(3)rg\ n [F] 1 : a place v.'here the bodies of persons

found dead are kept until released for burial 2 : a collection of

reference works and files of reference material in a newspaper or

news periodical office

mor<i<hund \'m6r-s-(,)b3nd, 'mar-\ adj [L morihundus, fr. rnori to

die — more at murder] ; being in a dying state — mor-i-bun-
di'ty \,m6r-a-'b3n-d3t-e, ,mar-\ n
imO'li'On \'m6r-e-,an, 'm6r-\ n [MF] : a high-crested helmet

with no visor
smorion n [modif. of L mormorion} : a nearly black variety of

smoky quartz
Mo.ris.co \m9-'ris-C,)ko\ n, pi IHoriscos or Moriscoes [Sp, fr.

Morisco, adj., fr. Mora Moor] : moor; esp ; a Spanish Moor —
ISorisco adj
Mor<mon \'m6r-m3n\ n 1 : the narrator and prophet of the Book
of Mormon published by Joseph Smith in 1830 2 : laiter-day
saint; esp : a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints — Mor'raoii'ism \-m3-.niz-am\ n

morn \'m6(3)m\ n [ME, fr. OE morgen; akin to OHG morgan

9 abut; ^ a kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart; a^ut; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life
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in addition

I Vermont fron

morning, L
mom.ing \
la: DAWN b : the time from sunrise to noon c ; the time from
midnight to noon 2 : a period of first development : beginning
morning glory n ; any of various usu. twining plants (genus
Ipomoea of the family Convolvulaceae, the morning-glory family)
with showy trumpet-shaped flowers; broadly % a plant of the morn-
ing-glory family including herbs, vines, shrubs, or trees with
alternate leaves and regular pentaraerous flowers
Morning Prayer n : a morning service of liturgical prayer in
churches of the Anglican communion
mom-ings \'m6r-nioz\ adv ; in the morning repeatedly ; on any
morning (goes to the office '-«)

morning sickness n : nausea and vomiting on rising in the morn-
ing occurring esp. during the earlier months of pregnancy
morning star n : a bright planet (as Venus) seen in the eastern sky
before or at sunrise
Mo.ro \'m60)r*(,)o, •m6(a)r-\ n [Sp, lit., Moor, fr. L Maurus}
1 ; a member of any of several Muslim peoples of the southern
Phihppines 2 : any of the Austronesian languages of the Moro
peoples
mo*roc>CO \m3-'rak-(,)o\ n [Morocco, kingdom in Africa] ; a
fine leather from goatskin tanned with sumac
mo.ron \'mo(a)r-,an, ^m6(3)r-\ n [irreg. fr. Gk moras foolish,
stupid; akin to Skt mura foohsh] 1 ; a feebleminded person or
mental defective with a potential mental age of between eight and
twelve years who is capable of doing routine work under super-
vision 2 : a very stupid person syn see fool — mo*rou*iC
\m3-'ran-ik, m6-\ adj — mo<ron-i<caI>ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv —
mo*ron*ism \'m6r-,an-,iz-3m, 'm6r-\ n — mo>ron*i>ty \m3-
'ran-3t-e, m6-\ n

mo-rose \ma-'ros, m6-\ adj [L morosus, lit. capricious, fr. mor'
mos will — more at mood] 1 : having a sullen and gloomy dis-
position 2 : marked by or expressive of gloom syn see sullen —
mo>rose>ly adv — mo<rose>ness n — mo-ros>l*ty \-'ras-3t-e\ n

morph \'m6(3)rf\ n [back-formation fr. morpheme] 1 : zallo-
MORPH 2 : a phoneme or sequence of phonemes that is presumably
an allomorph but that is not considered as assigned to any par-
ticular morpheme
morph- or morpho- comb Jorm [G, fr. Gk, fr. morphel : form
<morp/iogenesis)
-morph \,m6rf\ n comb jorm [ISV, fr. -morphous] X one having
(such) a form {isomorph)

morph<al*lax>is \,m6r-f9-*lak-s3s\ n, pi morph*al>lax>es \-'lak-

,sez\ [NL, fr. morph- -h Gk allaxis exchange, fr. allassein to
change, exchange, fr. alios other — more at else] : regeneration
of a part or organism from a fragment by reorganization without
cell proliferation
mor.pheme \'m6r-,fem\ n [F morpheme, fr. Gk morphe form]

: a meaningful linguistic unit whether a free form (as pin) or a
bound form (,as the -s of pins) that contains no smaller meaningful
parts — mor-phe-mic \mdr-'fe-mik\ adj — mor«phe'mi.caMy
\-mi-k(3-)le\ adv
mor*phe.micS \m6r-'fe-miks\ n pi but sing in constr 1 : a branch
of linguistic analysis that consists of the study of morphemes
2 : the structure of a language in terms of morphemes
Mor.pheus \'m6r-fe-3s, -.fyiis\ n [L, fr. Gk] : the god of dreams
in Greek mythology

mor*phia \'m6r-fe-3\ n [NL, fr. Morpheus] X morphine
-mor*plliC \*mor-fik\ adj comb jorm [prob. fr. F -morphique, fr.

Gk morphe] : having (such) a form (dolichomo/vj/iic)

mor.phlne Vm6r-,fen\ n [F, fr. Morpheus] '. a bitter crystalline

addictive narcotic base CwHisNOj that is the principal alkaloid

of opium and is used as an analgesic and sedative — mor-phin»ic
\m6r-'fe-nik, -'fin-ik\ adj

mor.phin.ism \'m6r-,fe-,niz-3m, -f9-\ n ; a disordered condition
produced by habitual use of morphine
-mor.phlsm \'m6r-.fiz-am\ n comb jorm [LL -morphus -morphous
fr. Gk -morphos] 1 : quality or state of having (such) a form
(Xieteromorphism) 2 ; conceptualization in (such) a form <zoo-
morphism}

mor-pho=gen.e.sis \,m6r-f3-']en-3-s3s\ n [NL] 1 : biogenesis 2

2 ; ORGANOGENESIS — mor-pho-ge.net'lc \-i3-'net-ik\ adj —
mor=pho»geu»ic \-'jen-ik\ adj

mor*pho.log.i-cal \,m6r-fa-'lai-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to

moi-phology — mor.pho-log'i'Cal-ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

mor-phol'O.gist \m6r-'faI-3-j3si\ n ; a speciaUst in morphology
inor-phoi'O.gy \-je\ n [G morphologic, fr. morph- + logie -logy]

1 a : a branch of biology thai deals with the form and structure of

animals and plants b : the features comprised in the form and
structure of an organism or any of its pans 2 a : a study and
description of word formation in a language including inflection,

deri\fation, and compounding b : the system of word-forming
elements and processes in a language 3 a : a study of structure or

form b : structure, form 4 : the external structure of rocks in

relation to the development of erosional forms or topographic

features
mor'Pho.pho.ne.mics \,ra6r-(,)f6-f3-'ne-miks\ n pi but sing in

consir [morpheme -f -o- -t- phonemics] i : a study of the

phonemic differences between allomorphs of the same moi-pheme

2 : the distribution of allomorphs in one morpheme 3 : the

structure of a language in terms of morphophonemics
-mor.phO.SiS V'mor-fa-sas also (,)m6r-'fo-\ n comb jorm, pi

-mor*pho-ses \-.sez\ [L, fr. Gk morphosis process of forming, fr.

morphour
' ' ..__-.-

form of i

morphosis}
-mor-phous \'m6r-f3s\ adj comb jorm [Gk -morphos, fr. morphe
form] : having (such) a form {isomorphous)

-mor*phy \,m6r-fe\ n comb jorm [ISV, fr. -morphous] X quality

or state of having (such) a form Qiomomorphy'}
mor«riS \'m6r-3S, 'mar-\ n [ME moreys daunce, fr. moreys, Moorish

(fr. More Moor) -i- daunce dance] : a vigorous English dance
performed by men wearing costumes and bells

mor-ris chair \,m6r-3s-, ,mar-\ n [William Morris tl896 E poet
and artist] : an easy chair with adjustable back and removable



morrow 552 most
mor.row \'mar-(,)o, 'mdr-, -s(-w)\ n [ME mor
1 archaic : MORNING 2 : the next following day
Morse code \'ni6rs-\ n [Samuel F. B. Morse t)872 Am inventor]

: either of two codes consisting of dots and dashes or long and
short sounds used for transmitting messages by audible or visual

signals

MORSE CODE
AMERICAN MORSE CODE'

B - .

C -.
D - .

K
L . - .

M --

O -

(apostrophe)

(hyphen) —

•

'Formerly used on overland telegraph lines in the U.S. and Can-
ada but now largely out of use

20ften called the continental code; a modification of this code,
with dots only, is used on ocean cables

imor-sel \'m6r-s3l\ n [ME, fr. OF, dim. of mors bite, fr. L morsus,
fr. morsus, pp. of mordere to bite — more at smart] 1 : a small piece
of food : BITE 2 : a small quantity : fragment 3 a : a tasty dish

b : something delectable 4 ; a negligible person
amorsel vt nior<seIed or mor-selled; mor>seI>ing or inor*sel-
ling : to divide into or distribute in small pieces
imort \'m6(3)rt\ n [prob. alter, of ME mot horn note, fr. MF
word, horn note — more at mot] 1 : a note sounded on a hunting
horn when a deer is killed 2 : killing
amort n [prob. back-formation fr. ^mortal'} : a great quantity or
number
imor.tal \'m6rt-n\ adj [ME. fr. MF, fr. L mortalis, fr. mart-,
mors death ~ more at murder] 1 : causing or capable of causing
death : fatal 2 a : subject to death <— man) b : conceivable,
EARTHLY (every ~ thing) c : very tedious or prolonged (three ^
hours) 3 ; marked by unrelenting hostility : implacable (a ^
enemy) 4 a : exposing to or deserving spiritual death {'^ sin)

b : marked by great intensity or severity : extreme <~ fear)
c : very great : awful (a ^ shame) 5 : human {^ limitations)
6 : of, relating to. or connected with death (^ agony) syn see
deadly — mor>tal*ly \-=l-e\ adv

^mortal adv, chiejly dial : mortally
amortal n : a human being
mor-tal.i.ty \m6r-'tal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of behig
mortal 2 : the death of large numbers 3 archaic : death 4 : the
human race : mankind 5 a : the number of deaths in a given
time or place h : the proportion of deaths to population c ; the
number lost or the rale of loss or failure

morlality table n : an actuarial table based on mortality statistics

over a number of years
mortal mind n. Christian Science : a belief that life, substance,
and intelligence are in and of matter : illusion
imor-tar \'m6rt-3r\ n [ME moner, fr. OE mortere & MF mortier,
fr. L mortarium; akin to Gk marainein to waste away — more at
SMART] 1 a : a strong vessel in which substances are pounded or
rubbed with a pestle b ; a large cast-iron receptacle in which ore
is crushed in a stamp mill 2 [MF mortier'] a : a muzzle-loading
cannon having a tube short in relation to its caliber that is used to
throw projectiles with low muzzle velocities at high angles b : any
of several similar firing devices
amortar n : a plastic building material (as a mixture of cement,
lime, or gypsum plaster with sand and water) that hardens and is

used in masonry or plastering
3mortar vt : to plaster or make fast with mortar
mor-tar.board \*m6rt-ar-,b6{3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ /

b : a board or platform about 3 feet square for
holding mortar 2 : an academic cap consisting
of a closely fitting headpiece with a broad flat
projecting square top
imort.gage \*m6r-gij\ n [ME morgage, fr. MF
fr. OF, fr. mort dead (fr. L mortuus, fr. pp. of
mori to die) + gage — more at murder] 1 ; a
conveyance of property upon condition that
becomes void upon payment or performance mortarboard 2
according to stipulated terms 2 a : the instru-
ment by which a mortgage conveyance is made b : the state of the
property so conveyed c ; the interest of the mortgagee in such
property
amortgage vt l : to grant or convey by a mortgage 2 : to subject
to a claim or obligation : pledge

mort.gag.ee \.m6r-gi-'je\ n ; a person to whom property Is mort-
gaged
mort*ga<gor \,m6r-gl-'j6(a)r\ also mort-gag-er \'m6r-gl-j3r\ n

1 a : HAWK 2

: a person who mortgages his property
mor.ti.cian \m6r-'tish-3n\ n [L mort-, mors death — more at
murder] : UNDERTAKER 2

mor.ti.fi=ca.tion \,m6rt-3-f3-'ka-shsn\ n 1 : the subjection and
denial of bodily passions and appetites by abstinence or self?
inflicted pain or discomfort 2 : necrosis, gangrene 3 a : a sense
of humiliation and shame caused by something that wounds one's
pride or self-respect b : the cause of such humiliation or shame

mor.ti.fy \'m6rt-3-.fr\ vb [ME mortijien, fr. MF mortijier, fr. LL
mortijicare, fr. L mort-, mors\ vt 1 obs : to destroy the strength,
vitality, or functioning of 2 : to subdue or deaden (as the body or
bodily appetites) esp. by abstinence or self-inflicted pain or dis-
comfort 3 : to subject to humiliation or shame ^ vi 1 : to
practice mortification 2 ; to become necrotic or gangrenous
imor.tise also mor.tice \'m6rt-ss\ n [ME mortays, fr. MF
mortaise'] : a hole, groove, or slot into or through which some
other part of any arrangement of parts fits or passes; specij : a usu.
rectangular cavity cut into a piece of timber or other material to
receive a tenon

amortise also mortice vt 1 : to join or fasten securely; specij : to
join or fasten by a tenon and mortise 2 : to cut or make amor-
tise in

mort.main \'mdrt-.man\ n [ME morte-mayne, fr. MF mortemaiti,
fr. OF, fr. morte (fem. of mort dead) -1- main hand, fr. L manus —
more at manual] 1 a : an inalienable possession oi lands or build-
ings by an ecclesiastical or other corporation b : the condition of
property or other gifts left to a corporation in perpetuity esp. for
religious, charitable, or pubUc purposes 2 : the influence of the
past regarded as controUing the present
imor.tu-ary \'m6r-ch3-,wer-e\ n [ME mortuarie. fr. ML mor-
tuarium, fr. L, neut. of morluarius of the dead, fr. mortuus, pp.] ; a
place in which dead bodies are kept imtil burial; esp ; funeral
HOME
^mortuary adj 1 : of or relating to the burial of the dead 2 : of,
relating to, or characteristic of death
mor.u.la \'m6r-(y)3-l3, 'mar-\ n, pi mor-u-lae \-,le, -.1T\ [NL, fr.

L morurn mulberry] : a globular solid mass of blastomeres formed
by cleavage of a zygote that typically precedes the blastula — mor-
U'lar \-l3r\ adj — mor.U'la.tion X.mor-Cyjs-'la-shsn. ,mar-\ n
imO'Sa.ic \m6-'za-ik\ n [ME musycke, fr. MF mosaique, fr. Olt
mosaico, fr. ML musaicum, alter, of LL musivum, fr. neut. or musivus
of a muse, artistic, fr. L Musa muse] 1 : a surface decoration made
by inlaying small pieces of variously colored material to form pic-
tures or patterns; also : the process of making it 2 : a picture or
design made in mosaic 3 : something resembUng a mosaic
4 a : CHIMERA 3 b : a virus disease of plants characterized by
diffuse Ught and dark green or yellow and green mottling of the
foliage 5 : a composite map made of aerial photographs 6 : the
part of a television camera tube consisting of many minute photo-
electric particles that convert light to an electric charge — mosaic
adj — mo-sa-i.cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
amosaic vt mo-sa-icked \-ikt\ mo.sa.ick.lng l : to decorate
with mosaics_ 2 : to form into a mosaic
MO'Sa-ic \m6-'za-ik\ adj [NL Mosaicus, fr. Mosesl ; of or relating
to Moses or the institutions or writings attributed to him
mosaic gold n l : a yellow scaly crystalline pigment consisting
essentially of stannic sulfide 2 : ORMOLU

mO'Sa.icism \mo-'za-3-,siz-am\ n ; a condition in which patches
of tissue of unlike genedc constitution are mingled in an organism

mo.sa.icist \-s3st\ n l a : a designer of mosaics b ; a workman
who makes mosaics 2 : a dealer in mosaics
Mos.an \'m6s-=n\ n [mds four (in various Mosan languages)]

: a language phylum including the Salishan stock
MO'Selle \m5-'zel\ n [G moselwein, fr. Mosel, Moselle, river in
Germany + G wein wine] : a white table wine made in the valley
of the Moselle; also : a similar wine made elsewhere
MO-ses \'mo-z3z also -z3s\ n [L, fr. Gk \foses, fr. Heb Moshehl

: a Hebrew prophet and lawgiver and liberator of the Israehtes
from Egypt
mO'Sey \'mo-ze\ vi [origin unknown] 1 ; to hurry away 2 : to
move in a leisurely or aimless manner : saunter
MoS'lem X'maz-lam also 'mas-\ var oj Muslim
mosque \'raask\ n [MF mosquee, fr. Olt moschea, fr. OSp mezquita,
fr. Ar masjid temple, fr. sajada to prostrate oneself] : a building
used for pubhc worship by Muslims
mos-qui.to \m9-'sket-(.)o, -s(-w)\ n, pi mosquitoes also mos-
quitos [Sp, fr. mosca fly. fr. L musca — more at midge] : any of
numerous two-winged flies (family Culicidae) with females having
a set of slender organs in the proboscis adapted to puncture the
skin of animals to suck the blood and being in some cases vectors
of serious diseases — mos-qui'to.ey \-'sket-s-we\ adj
mosquito Hawk n : dragonfly
mosquito net n : a net or screen for keeping out mosquitoes
imoss \'m6s\ n [ME, fr. OE mos; akin to OHG mos moss, L
muscusl 1 chiejly Scot : bog, swamp; esp : a peat bog 2 a : any of
a class (Musci) of bryophytic plants having a small leafy often
tufted stem bearing sex organs at its tip; also : a clump or sward of
these plants b : any of various plants that form a mossy growth
3 : a mossy outgrowth or appearance — mosS'like \'m6-,slTk\

amoss vt : to cover or overgrow with moss
moss agate n : an agate mineral containing brown, black, or green
mosslike or dendritic markings
moss-back \'m6s-,bak\ n l a : an old turtle with a mossy growth
on its back b ; a large sluggish fish c : a wild old range steer or
cow 2 : an extremely conservative person : fogy
moss-grown \-,gron\ adj 1 : overgrown with moss 2 : anti-
quated
moss pink n : a low tufted perennial phlox {Phlox subulata) widely
cultivated for its abundant usu. pink or white flowers

moss-troop.er \'m6-'strli-p3r\ n 1 : one of a class of I7th century
raiders in the marshy border country between England and Scotland
2 ; freebooter — moss-troop.ing \-pio\ adj

mossy \'md-se\ adj 1 : covered with moss or something like moss
2 : resembUng moss ('^ green)
imost \'most\ adj [ME, fr. OE mxest; akin to OHG meist most,
OE mdra more — more at more] 1 : the majority of i'^ men)
2 ; greatest in quantity, extent, or degree (the --^ abiUty)

amost adv 1 : to the greatest or highest degree — often used with



most 553 moulage
an adjective or adverb to form the superlative 2 ; to a very great
degree

3inost n 1 ; the greatest amount 2 : the greatest number or part
: MAJORITY

4most adv : almost
-most \,m6st\ adj sujjix [ME, alter, of -mest (as in formesl fore-
mostU ; most <innermo50 : most toward <head/nojr>

most-ly \'most-Ie\ adv : for the greatest part : mainly
Most Reverend — used as a title for an archbishop or a Roman
Catholic bishop
mot \'mo\ n, pi mots \'moCz)\ [F, word, saying, fr. L muttum
grunt — more at motto] : a pithy or witty saying
imote \C)mot\ verbal auxiliary [ME moten, fr. OE motan to be
allowed to — more at must] archaic ; may
2mote \'m6t\ n [ME mot, fr. OE; akin to MD & Fris mot sand] : a
small particle

mo.tel \mo-'tel\ n [blend of motorist and hoteW ; a building or
group of buildings used as a hotel in which the rooms are directly
accessible from an outdoor parking area

mo.tet \mo-'tet\ n [ME. fr. MP, dim. of mof\ : a polyphonic choral
composition on a sacred text usu. without instrumental accompani-

moth \'m6th\ n, pi mothS \'m6thz, 'm6ths\ [ME mothe, fr. OE
mothlhe; akin to MHO moiie moth] 1 : clothes moth 2 : a usu.
nocturnal insect (order Lepidoptera) with mostly feathery antennae
and a stouter body, less brilliant coloring, and proportionately
smaller wings than the butterflies and with larvae that are plant*
eating caterpillars
moth-ball \'m6th-,b61\ n 1 : a ball made formerly of camphor but
now of naphthalene and used to keep moths from clothing 2 pi
: the condition of being put into protective storage

moth-eat-en \'m6-,thet-^n\ adj l : eaten into by moths 2 : re-
sembling or suggestive of cloth eaten into by moths
imoth.er \'m3th-sr\ n [ME moder, fr. OE modor; akin to OHG
muoter mother, L mater, Gk meter, Skt matr'\ 1 a : a female parent
b (1) : a woman in authority; specif : the superior of a religious
community of women (2) : an old or elderly woman 2 : source,
ORIGIN 3 : maternal tenderness or affection ~ moth>er«hootl
\-,hud\ n ~ moth-er.Iess \-l3s\ adj — moth-er.less.ness n

^mother adj 1 a : of. relating to. or being a mother b : bearing
the relation of a mother 2 ; derived from or as if from one's
mother 3 : acting as or providing parental stock — used without
refer. ; to f

smother vt moth.er.ing \'m3th-(3-)rio\ 1 a : to give birth to
b : to give rise to : produce 2 a : to attribute to a particular
person the maternity or origin of b : to acknowledge that one is

the mother or author of 3 ; to care for or protect like a mother
^mother n [akin to MD modder^ mud, lees, dregs, MLG mudde mud]

: a slimy membrane composed of yeast and bacterial cells that de-
velops on the surface of alcoholic liquids undergoing acetous fer-
mentation and is added to wine or cider to produce vinegar
Mother Car.ey's chicKen \,math-3r-,kar-ez-, -,ker-\ n [origin
unknown] : any of several small petrels; esp : storm petrel
Mother Goose n : the legendary author of a collection of nursery
rhymes first published in London about 1760

moth-er-house ymath-sr-.haiisX n 1 : the convent in which the
superior of a religious community resides 2 : the original convent
of a religious communitv
Mother Hub.bard X.maih-sr-'hsb-ardN n [prob. fr. Mother Hub-
bard, character in a nursery rhyme] : a loose usu. shapeless dress

motli.er-in-law \'m3th-(3-)ran-,16, 'msth-srn-.loX n, pi mothers-
in-law \'m3th-or-z3n-\ 1 : the mother of one's spouse 2 : step-
mother

moth-er-land \'morh-or-,land\ « 1 ; a country regarded as a place
of origin 2 : fatherland

moth-er.li.ness \-le-n3s\ /i : the quahty or state of being motherly
moth»er.ly \-le\ adj 1 ; of, proper to, or characteristic of a mother
2 : resembling a mother : maternal

moth.er-of-pearl \.m3th-a-ra(v)-'p3r(-sn\ n : the hard pearly
iridescent internal layer of a mollusk shell

Mother's Day n : the 2d Sunday in May appointed for the honor-
ing of mothers
mother tongue n l : one's native language 2 : a language from
which another language derives

mother wit n : natural wit or intelligence

mo.tiJ \m6-'tef\ n [F, motive, motif] 1 a : a usu. recurring salient
thematic element esp. in a work of art; esp : a dominant idea or cen-
tral theme b ; a single or repeated design or color 2 : an influence
or stimulus prompting to action
imo-tlle \'mot-''l, 'm6-,tTl\ adj [L motus. pp.] : exhibiting or ca-
pable of movement — mo-til-i-ty \mo-'til-3t-e\ n

imotile n : a person whose prevaiUng mental imagery takes the form
of inner feelings of action
imo-tion \'m6-sh3n\ n [ME mocioun,iv. MF motion, fr. L motion-,
motio movement, fr. motus. pp. of movere to move] 1 a : a proposal
for action; esp : a formal proposal made in a deliberative assembly
b : an application made to a court or judge to obtain an order,
ruling, or direction 2 : an act, process, or instance of changing
place : movement 3 ; an impulse or inclination of the mind or will

4 obs a : a puppet show b : puppet 5 : machine lef2) 6 pi
: ACTIVITIES, movements 7 : melodic change of pitch — mo*tion<al
X'mo-shnal, -shsn-^lV adj — mo>tion>less X'mo-shan-lssX adj— mo.tion-less'ly adv — mo>tion-less<uess n

^motion vb mo.tion.ing \'mo-sh(3-}nio\ vt : to direct by a motion
~ VI ; to signal by a movement or gesture
motion picture n l : a series of pictures projected on a screen in

rapid succession with objects shown in successive positions slightly

changed so as to produce the optical effect of a continuous picture
in which the objects move 2 : a representation of a story or other
subject matter by means of motion pictures

motion sickness n : sickness induced by motion (as in travel by air,

car. or ship) and characterized by nausea
mo.ti-vate \'_mot-3-.vat\ vt : to provide with a motive — mo-ti-
va-tion \,mot-a-'va-shan\ n — mo-ti<va>tion>al X-shnal, -shsn-
M\ adj — mo*ti>va*tive \'mot-3-,vat-iv\ adj
imo-tive \'m6t-iv, 2 is also mo-'tEv\ n [ME, fr. MF motij, fr motij.

adj., moving] 1 : something (as a need or desire) that causes a
person to act 2 : a recurrent thematic fragment usu. treated de-
velopmentally in a musical composition — mo>tive«less \-l3s\ adj
Syn MOTIVE, SPRING, impulse, INCENTIVE, INDUCEMENT, SPUR, GOAD
mean a stimulus to action, motive implies an emotion or desire
operating on the will and causing it to act; spring, usu. in the
plural, suggests a basic motive, often one not fully recognized;
IMPULSE suggests a driving power arising from personal tempera-
ment or constitution; incentive applies to an external influence (as
an expected reward) inciting to action; inducement suggests a
motive prompted by the deliberate enticements or allurements of
another; spur applies to a motive that stimulates the faculties or
increases energy or ardor; goad suggests a motive that keeps one
going against one's will or desire

2mo.tive \'mot-iv\ adj IMF or ML; MF motij, fr. ML motivus, fr. L
motus, pp.] 1 : moving or tending to move to action 2 : of or
relating to motion or the causing of motion <'^ energy)

3mO'tive \'mot-iv\ vt : motivate
motive power n : an agency (as water or steam) used to impart mo-
tion to machinery

mO'tiv-i-ty \m6-'tiv-3t-e\ n 1 : the power of moving or producing
motion 2 : available energy
mot juste \mo-zhtEst\ n, pi mots justes \same\ [F] : the exactly
right word
imot.ley \'mat-le\ adj [ME, perh. fr. mot mote, speck] 1 : varie-
gated in color 2 : composed of diverse often incongruous elements
2motley n [ME, prob. fr. ^motley'\ 1 : a woolen fabric of mixed
colors made in England between the 14th and 17th centuries 2 : a
garment made of motley; esp : the characteristic dress of the pro-
fessional fool 3 : JESTER, fool 4 ; a mixture esp. of incongruous
elements
mot>mot \'mat-,mat\ n [AmerSp mot-mot, of imit. origin] ; any of
numerous long-tailed mostly green nonpasserine birds (family
Momotidae) of tropical forests from Mexico to Brazil

mo.to-neu.ron \.mot-3-'nfy)u-,ran, -'n(y>u(a)r-.an\ n [motor -h

neuron'] ; a motor nerve cell with its processes
imo.tor \'m6l-ar\ n [L. fr. motus. pp. of movere to move] 1 : one
that imparts motion 2a: prime mover b : a small compact en-
gine c : internal-combustion engine; esp : a gasoline engine
3 : motor vehicle; esp ; automobile 4 : a rotating machine that
transforms electrical energy into mechanical energy
2motor adj 1 a : causing or imparting motion b : of, relating to, or
being a nerve or nerve fiber that passes from the central nervous
system or a ganglion to a muscle and conducts an im.pulse that
causes movement c : of, relating to, or involving muscular move-
ment 2 a : equipped with or driven by a motor b : of, in, or relat-

ing to an automobile c ; designed for motor vehicles or motorists
3motor vi : to travel by automobile : drive -« vr ; to transport by
automobile
mo. tor-boat \'mot-ar-.bot\ n : a boat propelled by an internals
combustion engine or an electric motor
motor bus n : bus la — called also motor coach
mo-tor-cade \*m6t-3r-.kad\ n : a procession of motor vehicles

mo. tor-car \-.kar\ n l : ALrroMOBiLE 2 usu motor car : a railroad
car containing motors for propulsion
motor court n : motel
mo-tor.cy-cle \'mot-ar-,sT-k3l\ n [motor bicyclel : a 2-wheeled
automotive vehicle having 1 or 2 saddles and sometimes a 3d wheel
for support of a sidecar — motorcycle vi — mo.tor-cy.clist
\-.sT-k(3-)l3st\ n
mo. tor.drome \'mot-3r-,drom\ n : a track or course with seats for

spectators at races or tests of automobiles or motorcycles

mo.tor.ist \'mot-5-r3st\ n : a pen-^on who travels by automobile
mo'tor-isa-tion X.mot-s-ra-'za-shanX n ; an act or process of motor-
izing

mO'tor-ize \'mot-3-,rTz\ vt : to equip with a motor; as a : to equip
with motor-driven vehicles in substitution for others b : to equip
with motor-driven vehicles for transportation c : to equip with
automobiles
mo.tor.nian \'mot-ar-m3n\ n : an operator of a motor-driven
vehicle (as a streetcar or subway)
motor pool n : a group of military motor vehicles controlled by a

single agency and dispatched for use as needed
motor scooter n : a low 2- or 3-wheeled automotive vehicle re-

sembling a child's scooter and having a seat so that the rider does
not straddle the engine
motor torpedo boat n : a high-speed 60 to 100 foot motorboat usu.

equipped with torpedo tubes, machine guns, and depth charges
— called also mosquito boat

mo-tor.truck \'moi-3r-,ir3k\ n : an automotive truck for transport-

ing freight

motor vehicle n : an automotive vehicle not operated on rails; esp

: one with rubber tires for use on highways
miot41e Vmat-nX n [prob. back-formation fr. motley} 1 : a

colored spot 2 : an appearance Uke that of a surface having col-

ored spots or blotches
2mottle vt mot.tling \'mat-lio, -"l-ioV : to mark with spots or
blotches of different color or shades of color as if stained — mot-
tier \-br. -'l-3r\ n

mottled enamel n ; spotted tooth enamel caused by drinking water
containing excessive fluorides during the time the teeth are calci-

fving
mot-to \'mat-(,)o\ n, pi mottoes also mottos [It, fr. L muttum
grunt, fr. muttire to mutter] 1 : a sentence, phrase, or word in-

scribed on something as appropriate to or indicative of its character

or use 2 : a short expression of a guiding principle

moue \'mii\ n [F — more at mow] : a little grimace : pout
mou-llon or mouMlon \mU-'fl6"\ n [F moujlon, fr. It dial.

movrone, fr. LL mujron-. mujro} : a wild sheep (Ovis musimon)
of the mountains of Sardinia and Corsica with large curling horns
in the male; broadly : a wild sheep with large horns

mouil*16 \mU-'ya\ ^dj [F] ; pronounced palatally

mou.jik Xmii-'zhek, -*zhik\ var oj muzhik
moU'lage \mu-'lazh\ n [F, molding, fr. MF, fr. mouler to mold, fr.

OF modle mold — more at mold] 1 : the taking of an impression

for use as evidence in a criminal investigation 2 : an impression

or cast made for use as evidence in a criminal investigation
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mould \'mold\ yar of MOLD
nioU'lin \mu-'la°\ n [F, fr. LL molinum — more at mill] ; a nearly
cylindrical vertical shaft in a glacier scoured, out by water from melt-

ing snow and ice and rock debris

moult VmoltXvar oj molt
moult«en \'moIt-=n\ adj, obs : having lost plumage : molted
imound \'maund\ vr [origin unknown] 1 archaic : to enclose or
fortify with a fence or a ridge of earth 2 : to form into a mound
smound n, ojlen attrib [origin unknown] 1 archaic \ hedge, fence
2 a (1) : an artificial bank or hill of earth or stones (2) : the
slightly elevated ground on which the pitcher stands in baseball

b : KNOLL, HILL 3 I HEAP, PILE

Mound Builder n : a member of a prehistoric Indian people of

central No. America whose extensive earthworks are found esp.

around the Great Lakes and in the Mississippi valley region

imount \'maunt\ n [ME, fr. OE munt & OF mont, fr. L mont-,

mons; akin to ON misna to project, L minari to project, threaten]

1 : a high hill : mountain — used esp. before its name {Mount
Everest) 2 archaic : a protective earthwork 3 : mound 2a(I)

4 cap : a small area of raised flesh on the palm of the hand esp.

at the base of a finger that is held by palmists to indicate tempera-
ment or traits of character
amount vb [ME mounten. fr. MF monter. fr. (assumed) VL montare,
fr. L mont-, mons^ vi 1 : to increase in amount or extent 2 : rise,

ASCEND 3 : to get up on something above the level of the ground;
esp : to seat oneself (as on a horse) for riding '^ vt 1 a : to go up
: CLIMB b (1) : to seat or place oneself on (2) ; cover 6a 2 a : to

lift up ; RAISE b (1) : to put or have (as artillery) in position

(2) ; to have as equipment 3 ; to set on something that elevates

4 a : to cause to get on a means of conveyance b ; to furnish with
animals for riding 5 : to post or sei up for defense or observation
6 a : to attach to a support b : to arrange or assemble for use or
display 7 a : to prepare (as a specimen) for examination or display

b : to prepare and supply with the materials necessary for per-
formance or execution syn see ascend — mount-er n

3moiUlt n 1 : an act or instance of mounting; specij : an opportunity
to ride a horse in a race 2 : frame, support; as a : the cardboard
or similar material on which a picture is mounted b : a jewelry
setting : an undercarriage or part that fits a device for use or
attaches an accessory d : a hinge, card, or acetate envelope for
mounting a stamp e : a glass slide with its accessories on which
objects are placed for examination with a microscope 3 : a means
of conveyance; specij : saddle horse — mount-able \'maunt-a-
bsl\ adj
motm-tain \'maunt-'n\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OF montaigne, fr.

(assumed) VL monianea, fr. fern, of montaneus of a mountain, alter,

of L montanus. fr. mont-, mons} 1 : a land mass that projects con-
spicuously above its surroundings and is higher than a hill 2 a : a
great mass b : a vast number or quantity
mountain ash n : any of various trees (genus Sorbus) of the rose
family with pinnate leaves and red fruits

mountain cranberry n : a low evergreen shrub (Vaccinium vitiso

idaea) of north temperate uplands with dark red edible berries

mountain dew n : moonshine 3
moun-tain-eer \,maunt-''n-'i(3)r\ n 1 : a native or Inhabitant of
a mountainous region 2 : one who climbs mountains for sport
— mountaineer vi

mountain goat n : a mammal (Oreamnos montanus) of mountainous
northwestern No. America related to the Old World chamois
mountain laurel n : a No. American evergreen shrub {Kalmia lati-

jolia) of the heath family with glossy leaves and umbels of rosea
colored or white flowers
mountain lion « : cougar
mountain mahogany n : any of several western No. American
shrubs or small shrubby trees (genus Cercocarpus) of the rose family
often important as browse or forage plants

moun-tain-ous \'maunt-^n-3s, 'maunt-nssX adj 1 : containing
many mountains 2 : resembling a mountain ; huge — moun-
tain-ous'ly odv — raoun-tain-ous>ness n

mountain sickness n : altitude sickness experienced esp. above
10,000 feet and caused by insufficieni oxygen in the air

moun. tain- Side \'maijnt-^n-,srd\ n ; the side of a mountain
mountain time n, ojten cap M : the time of the 7th time zone west
of Greenwich that includes the west central U.S.

moun-tain-top \'maunt-'n-.tap\ n : the summit of a mountain
moun-tainy \'maunt-'n-e. 'maunt-ne\ adj 1 ; MOUNTAINOUS
2 : of, relating to, or living in mountains

moun-tant \'maunt-'nt\ n ; an adhesive for fastening a print or
drawing to a mount

moun>te>bank \'maunt-i-,bai3k\ n [It montimbanco, fr. montare
to mount (fr.—assumed—VL) + in in, on (fr. L) + banco, banco
bench — more at bank] 1 ; a person who sells quack medicines
from a platform 2 : a boastful unscrupulous pretender ; charla-
tan — mountebauK vi — moun-te-bauK-ery \-,bao-k(3-)re\ n
Mount'ie \'maunt-e\ n [mounted, policeman] ; a member of the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

mount.ing \'maunt-ir)\ n : Amount 2
mourn \'mo(3)rn, 'm6(3)m\ vb [ME mournen, fr. OE murnan;
akin to OHG mornen to mourn, Gk mermera care — more at
memory] vi 1 : to feel or express grief or sorrow 2 : to show the
customary signs of grief for a death" esp : to wear mourning 3 : to
murmur mournfully — used esp. of doves ^ vt 1 ; to feel or ex-
press grief or sorrow for 2 : to utter mournfully — mourn-er n— moum>ing-ly X'mor-nii^-Ie. 'm6r-\ adv
moum-lul \'m5(3>m-f3l. 'm6(3)m-\ adj 1 : expressing sorrow

: sorrowful 2 : full of sorrow ; sad 3 : causing sorrow : sad-
dening — monm-Iul-ly \-f3-le\ adv — mourn>ful>nes5 n
mourn-ing \'m6r-nir), "mor-X n 1 a : the customary exhibition of
grief for a person's death b : the period of such an exhibition
2 : the black clothing or other symbols of grief for a person's death

mourning cloak n : a blackish brown butterfly (Nymphalis antiopa)
with a broad yellow border on the wings found in Europe and
No. America
mourning dove n : a wild dove iZenaidura macroura carolinensis)
of the US. with a mournful call

imouse \'maus\ n. pi mice \'mTs\ [ME, fr. OE mUs: akin to OHG
mus mouse, L mus, Gk mys mouse, muscle] 1 : any of numerous
small rodents (as of the genus Mus) with pointed snout, rather
small ears, elongated body, and slender tail 2 a slang ; woman

b : a timid person 3 : a dark-colored swelling caused by a blow;
specif : a black eye
2mouse \'mauz\ vi 1 : to hunt for mice 2 : to search or move
slyly ~ v/ 1 obs a : BrrE, gnaw b : to toy with roughly 2 : to
search for carefully
mouse-ear \'mau-.si(a)r\ n ; any of several plants with soft, hairy.
and usu. small leaves
mouse—ear chickweed n ; any of several hairy chickweeds (esp.
Cerastium vuJgatum and C. viscosum)

mous<er \'mau-23r\ n ; a catcher of mice and rats; esp ; a cat or
other animal proficient at mousing
mous-ing X'mau-zioX n [gerund of mouse (to apply a mousing)]

: a turn or lashing used by seamen esp. across the open end of a
hook to prevent the load carried from slipping off

Mous-que-talre \,mti-sk3-'ta(3)r, -'te(a)r\ n if — more at muske-
teer] : a French musketeer; esp : one of the royal musketeers of
the 17th and 18th centuries conspicuous for their daring and their

dandified dress
mousse \'mus\ n [F, lit., froth, fr. LL mulsa hydromel; akin to L
mel honey — more at melufluous] : a light spongy food usu.
containing cream or gelatin; esp : a dessert made with sweetened
and flavored whipped cream or thin cream and gelatin and frozen
without stirring

mous-se-line \,mUs-(3-)'len\ n [F, lit., muslin — more at muslin]
: a fine sheer fabric (as of rayon) that resembles muslin

mousseline de soie \,mus-(9-),len-d3-'swa\ n, pi mousselines de
soie \same\ [F, lit., silk muslin] ; a silk muslin resembling chiffon
but having a crisp finish

mous-tache X'mas-.tash, (,)m3s-'\ n [MF, fr. Olt mustaccio, fr.

MGk moustaki, dim. of Gk mystak-, mystax upper lip, moustache]
1 : the hair growing on the human upper lip 2 : hair or bristles

about the mouth of a mammal
mous-ta-chio var of mustachio
Mous-te-ri-an \mu-'stir-e-3n\ adj [F mousterien, fr. Le Moustier,
cave in Dordogne, France] : of or relating to a lower PaleoUthic
culture
mousy or mous.ey \'mau-se, -ze\ adj mous.i.ei; mous.i-est

: of or resembling a mouse: as a : quiet b : timid, colorless
imouth \'mauth\ n, pi mouths \'mauthz, 'maiiths; in synecdochic
compounds like "blabbermouths" ths more frequently\ often attrib

[ME, fr. OE muth; akin to OHG mund mouth, L mandere to chew,
Gk masasthai to chew, mastax mouth, jaws] 1 a (1) : the opening
through which food passes into the body of an animal (2) : the
cavity bounded externally by the lips and internally by the pharynx
that encloses in the typical vertebrate the tongue, gums, and teeth
b : grimace 2 a : voice, speech b : mouthpiece 3a 3 : some-
thing that resembles a mouth esp. in affording entrance or exit: as

a : the place where a stream enters a larger body of water b : the
surface opening of an underground cavity c : the opening of a
container d : an opening in the side of an organ flue pipe —
mouthed \'mauthd, 'mautht\ adj— mouth'like \'mauth-,lik\ adj

amouth \'mauth\ vr 1 a : speak, pronounce b : to utter bom-
bastically : declaim c : to repeat without comprehension or
sincerity d : to utter indistinctly : mumble 2 : to take into the
mouth ~ vi 1 : to talk pompously : rant 2 : to move the mouth
esp. so as to make faces — mouth»er n
mouth.breed.er \'mauth-,bred-3r\ n ; any of several fishes that
carry their eggs and young in the mouth; esp : a No. African percoid
fish (Hoplochromes multicolor) often kept in aquariums
mouth. lul \-,ful\ n 1 a : as much as a mouth will hold b : the
quantity usu. taken into the mouth at one time 2 : a small quantity
3 : a very long word or phrase
mouth organ n l : panpipe 2 : harmonica 2

mouth-part \'mauth-,part\ n : a structure or appendage near the
mouth

mouth<piece \-,pes\ n 1 : something placed at or forming a mouth
2 : a part that goes in the mouth or to which the mouth is applied
3 a : one that expresses or interprets another's views : spokesman
b slang : a criminal lawyer
mouthy \'mau-the, -the\ adj 1 ; excessively talkative ; garrulous
2 : bombastic

moU'ton \'mu-,tan, mU-'\ n [F, sheep, sheepskin, fr. MF, ram —
more at mutton] : processed sheepskin that has been sheared and
dyed to resemble beaver or seal

moutonnee n : roche molttonn^e
mov-abil-i-ty or move.abil.i.ty \,mu-v3-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality

or state of being movable
imov-able or moveable \'mU-v9-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of being
moved 2 : changing date from year to year i-^ holidays) —
mov*able*ness n — mov-ably \-ble\ adv
^movable or moveable n : something that can be removed or
displaced
imove \'mUv\ vb [ME moven, fr. MF movoir, fr. L moverel vl

1 a : to go continuously from one point to another : proceed
b ; to start away from some point or place : depart c : to change
one's residence or location d : to change hands by being sold or
rented 2 a (1) : to change position or posture : stir (2) : to begin
operating or functioning or working in a usual way b : to show
marked activity : hum 3 : to live one's life in a specified environ-

ment 4 : to take action : act 5 : to make a formal request or
application or appeal 6 of the bowels ; evacuate «- vr 1 a (1) : to

change the place or position of (2) : to dislodge or displace from
a fixed position : budge b : to transfer (as a piece in chess) from
one position to another c : to cause to change hands through
sale or rent 2 a (1) : to cause to go continuously from one point

to another {moved the flag slowly up and down) (2) : to cause to

advance b ; to activate into operating or functioning or working
in a usual way : actuate c : to put into activity or rouse up from
inactivity 3 ; to cause to change position or posture 4 : to

prompt or rouse to the doing of something : persuade 5 : to

stir the emotions, feelings, or passions of 6 a obs : beg b : to

make a formal application to 7 ; to propose formally in a de-

liberative assembly 8 : to cause (the bowels) to void
syn move, actuate, drive, impel mean to set or keep in motion.
MOVE is very general and implies no more than the fact of changing
position; actuate stresses the communication of power to work or
set in motion; drive implies imparting forward and continuous
motion and often stresses the effect rather than the impetus;

IMPEL suggests the working of a greater impetus producing more
headlong action
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amove n 1 a : the act of moving a piece (as In chess) b ; the turn
of a player to move 2 a ; a step taken so as to gam an objective
: MANEUVER ft ; the action of moving from a motionless position
c ; a change of residence or location — on the move 1 ; in a state
of moving about from place to place 2 : in a state of moving ahead
or making progress
moveless \'muv-las\ adj ; motionless, fixed — move*less*lv
adv — move*Ie5S*ne5S n

move>ment \*mLiv-m3nt\ n 1 a (1) : the act or process of moving;
esp ; change of place or position or posture (2) ; a particular
instance or manner of moving h (1) : a tactical or strategic shifting
of a military unit : maneuver (2) : the advance of a military unit
c : ACTION, ACTivrrv d : a change in the price of a commodity or
stock 2 a : TENDENCY, TREND b : a series of organized activities
working toward an objective 3 : the moving parts of a mechanism
that transmit a definite motion 4 a : motion 7 h : the rhythmic
character or quality of a musical composition c : time 7 d : tempo
e : a distinct structural unit or division forming part of an extended
musical composition f : particular rhythmic flow of language
: cadence 5 a : a quality in a work of art of represenimg or
suggesting motion b : the quality in literature of having a quickly
moving plot or an abundance of incident 6 a : an act of voiding
the bowels b ; matter expelled from the bowels at one passage
: stool

mov-er \'mii-var\ n : one that moves or sets something into motion
mov.ie \'mii-ve\ n {moving picture'] 1 ; motion picture 2 pi
a : a showing of a motion picture b : the motion-picture industry
mov-ing adj l : marked by or capable of movement 2 a : produc-
ing or transferring motion or action b : arousing or affecting the
emotions or sensibilities — niov-ing»ly \'mu-vio-le\ adv
syn impressive, poignant, affeciing, touching, pathetic;

MOVING may apply to any strong emotional effect including thrill-
ing, agitating, saddening, calling forth pity or sympathy; im-
pressive implies compelling attention, admiration, wonder, or
conviction; poignant applies to what keenly or sharply affects
one's sensitivities esp. in compelling pity or inducing nostalcia;
affecting is close to moving but most often suggests pathos;
touching implies arousing tenderness or compassion; patheiic
implies moving to pity or sometimes contempt
moving pictuie n : motion picture
moving staircase n : escalator — called also moving stairway
imow \'mau\ n [ME, heap, stack fr. OE mUga; akin to ON mugi
heap, Gk mykon] : the part of a barn where hay or straw is stored
2mow \'mo\ vb mowed; mowed or mown \'m6n\ mow*jng
[ME mowen, fr. OE mdwan; akm to OHG maen to mow, L metere
to reap, mow, Gk aman] vt 1 a : to cut down with a' scythe or
sickle or machine b : to cut the standing herbage (as grass) of
2 a (1) : to kill or destroy in great numbers or without mercy or
concem <2) ; to cause to fall b : to overcome swiftly and de-
cisively : ROUT ~ vi ; to cut down standing herbage (as grass)— mow-er \'mo(-3)r\ n
3mow \'mau, 'm6\ n [ME mowe, fr. MF moue, of Gmc origin; akin
to MD mouwe protruding Up] : grimace
4mow \'maO, 'm6\ vi : to make grimaces
mox-le \'mak-se\ n [fr. Moxie, a trademark for a soft drink]
1 slang : energy 2 slang : COURAGE
moyen-4ge \mwa-ye-na2h\ adj [F moyen dge middle ages] : of
or relating to medieval times

moz-zet'ta \m6t-'set-a\ n [It] : a short cape with a small orna-
mental hood worn over the rochet by the pope and privileged
dignitaries

Mrs. Gruu-dy \-'gr3n-de\ n [fr. a character alluded to in Thomas
Morton's Speed the Plough (1798)] : one marked by prudish
conventionality in personal conduct
mu X'myii, 'mu\ n [Gk my'\ ; the 12th letter of the Greek alphabet —— symbol M or /i

muc- or muci- or muco- comb jorm [L muc-. fr, mucusj 1 ; mucus
<mucoprotein> 2 ; mucous and (mucopurulent)
imuch \'m3ch\ adj more \'m60)r, 'm6(3)r\ most \'m6st\ [ME
muche large, much, fr. michel, muchel, fr. OE micel, mycel: akin
to OHG mihhil great, large, L magnus, Gk megas] la: great in
quantity, amount, extent, or degree b : existing or present in a
relative quantity or amount or to a relative extent or degree (taken
too "-' time) 2 obs ; many in number

2miich adv more; most la (l) ; to a great degree or extent
: CONSIDERABLY ( --' happier) (2) : very b (1) : FREQUENTLY.
OFTEN (2) : LONG 2 : APPROXIMATELY, NEARLY
3much n 1 : a great quantity, amount, extent, or degree (gave away
'^) 2 : something considerable or impressive (was not -"^ to look
at)

much as conj X however much : even though
much.ness Vmach-nasX n ; greatness
mU'Cic acid \^yu-sik-\ n [ISV mucA : an optically Inactive
crystalline acid CsHioOa obtained from galactose or lactose by
oxidation with nitric acid

mU'Cif*er*0US \myii-'sif-(3-)r3s\ adj : producing or filled with
mucus {-^ ducts)

mu-ci*lage \'myii-s(a-)lii\ n [ME muscilage, fr. LL mucilago mucus,
musty juice, fr. L mucusl 1 : a gelatinous substance esp. from
seaweeds that contains protein and polysaccharides and is sim-
ilar to plant gums 2 : an aqueous usu. viscid solution of a gum or
similar substance used esp. as an adhesive
mu>Ci4ag>i-nous \,myu-s3-'laj-3-n3s\ adj [LL mucilaginosus, fr.

mucilagin-, mucilago'i 1 : being moist and viscid 2 : of, relating to,

or secreting mucilage — mu-ci-lag-i-nous-ly adv
mu>cin \'myiis-'n\ n [ISV muc-'\ ; any of various proteins originat-

ing from mucous membranes — mu>cin*oid \'myijs-'n-,6id\ adj—
mu-cin>ous \-'n-as, 'myii-snssX adj

mu*cin>o*gen \myu-'sin-a-j3n\ n [ISV] ; a substance easUy con-
verted into a mucin

mU'Ci*no>lyt*iC \,myus-'n-o-'lit-ik\ adj : tending to break down or
lower the viscosity of mucin-containing body secretions or com-
ponents
imuck \'m3k\ n [ME muk, perh. fr. OE -moc: akin to ON myki
dung — more at mucus] 1 : soft moist farmyard manure 2 : slimy
dirt or filth 3 : defamatory remarks or writings 4 a (1) : dark
highly organic soil (2) ; mire, mud b : something resembling muck

9 abm; ® kitten; _ or further; a back; a bake; U. cot, cart; au out;

j joke; I) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb tbin; t& this; ti loot;

6 : material removed In the process of excavating or mining —
mucky \'m3k-e\ adj
2muck vt 1 a : to clean up; esp : to clear of manure or filth b : to
clear of muck 2 : to dress with muck 3 : to dirty with muck : soil— muck-er n
muck-luck var oj mukluk
muck-rake \'m3k-,rak\ vi [obs. muckrake, n. (rake for dung)] ; to
search out and expose publicly real or apparent misconduct of
prominent individuals — muck-rak-er n
mu-co.cu.ta.ne.ous \,myu-(.)k6-kyu-"ta-ne-3s\ adj ; made up of
or involving both typical skin and mucous membrane
imu.coid \'my"d-,k6id\ adj [ISV muc-] : resembling mucus
^mucoid n [ISV] : any of a group of complex proteins similar to
mucins or raucoproteins but occurring esp. in connective tissue and
in cysts

mu.coi.tin.sul.fu.ric acid \myu-'ko-3t-'n-.sal-,fyur-ik-, -'koit-^n-V
n [ ISV mucoiiin (a mucopolysaccharide acid) ] : an acidic mucopoly-
saccharide found esp in the cornea of the eye and in gastric mucosa
mu.co.poly.saccha-ride \'myu-(.)ko-,pal-i-*sak-3-.rTd\ n [ISV]

: any of various polysaccharides derived from a hexosamine that are
constituents of mucoproteins, glycoproteins, and blood-group sub-
stances
mU'CO>pro.tein \-'pro-,ten, -'pr6t-e-sn\ n : any of various complex
compounds (as mucins) containing polysaccharides and occurring in
body fluids and tissues
mu-co.sa \myU-'k6-s3, -'k6-z3\ n, pi mu-co-sae \-(.)se. -(,)ze,
-,sT, -,zT\ or mucosas [NL, fr. L, fem. of mucosus mucous]
: MUCOUS MEMBRANE — mU<C0>Sal \-Sal. -Z3l\ adj

mu-co-se>rous \,myu-C,)k6-'sir-3s\ adj : containing or producing
both mucous and serous material
mu>C0US \'myii-k3s\ adj [L mucosus, fr. mucus] 1 ; covered with
or as if with mucus ; slimy 2 : of, relating to, or resembling
mucus 3 : secreting or containing mucus
mucous membrane n : a membrane rich in mucous glands; specij

; one that Unes body passages and cavities which communicate
directly or indirectly with the exterior
mU'Cro \'myij-,kr5\ n. pi mU'Cro-nes \myii-*kro-C,1nez\ [NL
mucron-, macro, fr. L. point, edge; akin to Gk amyssein to scratch,
sting] ; an abrupt sharp terminal point or tip or process (as of a leaf)— mu-cro-nate \'myii-kr3-,nat\ adj — mu>cro-na>tion \,myvi-
kr3-'na-sh3n\ n
mu.cus \'myu-k3s\ n [L, nasal mucus; akin to ON myki dung, Gk
myxa mucus] : a viscid slippery secretion usu, rich in mucins pro-
duced by mucous membranes which it moistens and protects
imud \*mad\ n [ME mudde, prob. fr. MLG; akin to OE mos bog —
more at moss] 1 : a slimy sticky mixture of solid material with
water; esp : soft wet earth 2 : abusive and malicious remarks or
charges
2mud vt mud'ded; mud-ding ; to make muddy or turbid
mud dauber n : any of various wasps fesp family Sphecidae) that
construct mud cells in which the female places an egg with spiders or
insects paralyzed by a sting to serve as food for the larva

mud<di>ly \'m3d-^l-e\ adv : in a muddy manner
mud>di-nes5 \'mad-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being muddy
imud.dle \'m3d-'l\ vb mud-dliug X'msd-Uo. -'l-iqN [prob. fr. obs.
D moddelen, fr. MD, fr. modde mud: akin to MLG mudde] vt 1 : to
make turbid or muddy 2 : to befog or stupefy esp. with liquor
3 ; to mix confusedly 4 : to make a mess or : bungle — vi ; to
think or act in a confused aimless way — mud<dler VIsr. -''I-3r\ n
2muddle n l : a state of esp. mental confusion 2 : a confused
mess
mud-dle.head.ed \.m3d-'l-'hed-ad\ adj 1 ; mentally confused
2 : BUNGLING, INEPT — mud-dle-head-ed-uess «
imud.dy \'m3d-e\ adj 1 : morally impure : base 2 a : full of or
covered with mud b : turbid with sediment 3 : CLOUDY, dull
4 : muddled, confused syn see turbid
2muddy vt l : to soil or stain with or as if with mud 2 ; to make
turbid 3 : to make cloudy or dull 4 ; confuse
mud.guard \'m3d-.gard\ n 1 ; fender d 2 : a strip of material
applied to a shoe upper just above the sole for protection against
dampness or as an ornament
mud puppy n : any of various mostly large American salamanders;
esp : hellbender

mud-sill \'m3d-,sil\ n : the lowest sill of a structure usu. embedded

mud-sling-er \-,sli]3-ar\ n : one that uses offensive epithets and
invective esp. against a poUtical opponent — mud*sling>ing
\-,sliD-io\ n
mud-stone \'m3d-,ston\ n : an indurated shale produced by the
consohdation of mud
mud turtle n : a bottom-dwelling freshwater turtle: as a : a musk
turtle (genus Kinosiernon) b : soft SHELLED turtle
Muen-ster \'m3n(t)-st3r, •m(y)ijn(t)- mun(t)-, •mln(t)-\ n
[Munster, Munster, France] : a semisort cheese of bland or sharp
flavor

mu-ez-zin \m(y)ij-'ez-='n, 'mwez-'n\ n [Ar mu^adhdhinl : a Muslim
crier who calls the hour of daily prayers
imufi \'m3f\ n [D moj. fr. MF moujle mitten, fr. ML mujfula]
1 ; a warm tubular covering for the hands 2 : a cluster of feathers
on the side of the face of some domestic fowls
2mulf n : a bungling performance; specij : a failure to hold a ball In

attempting a catch — muff vb

mul-lin \'maf-3n\ n [prob. fr. LG mujjen, pi. of mujje cake] : a
quick bread made of batter containing egg and baked in a small cup*
shaped pan; also : a similarly shaped biscuit made from yeast dough
imuf.fle \"m3f-3l\ vt mul-fling \*m3f-(3-)lio\ [ME mujlen]
1 : to wrap up so as to conceal or protect : envelop 2 : blindfold
3 a : to wrap or pad with something to dull the soimd of b ; to
deaden the sound of 4 ; to keep down ; suppress
smulfle n [F mujle'\ : the end of the muzzle of a mammal
muf-fler \'m3f-l3r\ n 1 a : a scarf worn around the neck b : some-
thing that hides or disguises 2 : a device to deaden noise

imuf-ti X'maf-te, 'muf-\ n [Ar mufti} i a professional jurist who
interprets Muslim law
2muf*ti \'m3f-te\ n [prob. fr. ^mujti'] : civilian clothes

Oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; J trip; I life
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mug 1

iniug \'m3g\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; a usu. metal or earthenware
cylindrical drinking cup 2 a : the face or mouth
of a person b : grimace c : a photograph of a
suspect's face 3 : punk, thug
3mug vb mugged; mug-ging vi" : to make faces esp.
to attract the attention of an audience — vt

: PHOTOGRAPH
3inug vb mugged; raug*ging [back-formation fr.

^mugger} : to assault esp. by garroting usu. with
intent to rob
imug.ger X'mag-arX n [Hindi magar, fr. Skt
makara water monster] ; a common usu, harmless freshwater croco-
dile (Crocodylus palustris) of southeastern Asia
smugger n [prob. fr obs. mug (to punch in the face)] : one who
attacks usu. from behind with intent to rob
Smugger n i^mug} i one that grimaces esp. before an audience
mug'gi'ly \'m3g-3-le\ adv : in a muggy manner
mug'gi-ness \'m3g-e-n3S\ n : toe quality or state of being muggy
mug'gy \'m3g-e\ adj [E dial, mug (drizzle)] : being warm, damp,
and close

inu>gho pine \,mfy)u-(,)go-\ n [prob. fr. F mugho mugho pine, fr.

It mugo'[ : a shi-ubby spreading pine (Pinus mugo mughus) widely
cultivated as an ornamental
mug-WUmp \'m3g-,wamp\ n [obs. slang mugwump Ocingpin), fr.

Natick mugwomp captam] 1 : a bolter from the Republican party
in 1884 2 ; an independent in politics

Mu-ham>mad>an Xmo-'ham-ad-sn, -'ham- also mii-\ adj : of or
relating to Muhammad or Islam — Muhammadan n — ]VIu<ham-
mad-an-ism \-3d-3-,niz-3m\ n
Muliammadan calendar n : a lunar calendar reckoned from the
Hegira in ad. 622 and organized in cycles of 30 years — see
CALENDAR table

Mu.liar.ram \mLi-'har-3m\ n [Ar Muharram'\ 1 ; the first month
of the Muhammadan year 2 : a Muslim festival held during
Muharram

mu*)i^ Xmii-'zhek, -'zhik\ var of muzhik
muk*luk \'m3k-,bk\ n [Esk muklok large seal] 1 : a sealskin or
reindeer-skin boot worn by Eskimos 2 : a boot often of duck with
a soft leather sole and worn over several pairs of socks

mu.lat-to \m{y^u-'lat-(,>5, -3(-w)\ n. pi mulattoes or mulattos
[Sp mulaio, fr. mulo mule, fr. L mulus'i 1 : the first-generation off-
spring of a Negro and a white 2 ; a person of mixed Caucasian
and Negro ancestry

mul-her.ry X'mal-.ber-e. -b(9-)re\ n [ME murberie, mulberie, fr.

OF moure mulberry (fr L morum, fr. Gk moron) + ME berie berry]
1 : any of a genus {Moras of the family Moraceae, the mulberry
family) of trees with edible usu. purple berrylike fruit; also : the
fiTiit 2 : a dark purple or a purplish black
mulch ym^lchX n [perh. irreg. fr. E dial, melch ("soft, mild")] : a
protective covering fas of sawdust, compost, or paper) used on the
ground esp, to reduce evaporation, prevent erosion, control weeds,
or enrich the soil : litter — mulch vt

imulct \'malkt\ n [L mulia, mulcta'] : fine, penalty
2mulct VI 1 : to punish by a fine 2 a : to defraud esp. of money

: SWINDLE h : to obtain by fraud, duress, or theft

imule \'myuraH\ n [ME. fr. OF mu!, fr, L mulus'] 1 a : a hybrid
between a horse and an ass; esp : the offspring of a male ass and a
mare b : a self-sterile plant whether hybrid or not c ; a usu. sterile

hybrid 2 ; a very stubborn person 3 ; a machine for simulta-
neously drawing and twisting fiber into yarn or thread and winding
it into cops
smule n [MF. a kind of slipper, fr. L malleus shoe worn by magis-
trates] : a slipper without quarter and usu. without counter
mule-loot \-,fut\ or mule-loot.ed \-'fut-3d\ adj : having a solid
rather than a cleft hoof
mule skinner n : muleteer
mu.Ie.teer \,myu-!3-'ti(3lr\ n [F muletier, fr. mulct, fr. OF, dim. of
mul mule] : one who drives mules
mu-ley also miU.ley \'mvu-le, 'miil-e, 'mli-le\ adj [of Celtic origin;
akin to IrGael & ScGael maol bald, hornless, W moel'\ : polled,
HORNLESS; esp : naturally hornless

mu.li'eto-ri.ty \,myu-le-'eb-r3t-e\ n [LL muliebritat-, muliebritas,
fr. L muliebris of a woman, fr. mulier woman] 1 ; womanhood
2 : FEMININrrV

mul'ish \'myii-lish\ adj Vmule^ : stubborn, inflexible syn see
OBSTINATE — mul-ish.ly adv — mul-ish>ness n
Imull X'malV vb [ME muUen, fr. mul mol dust, prob. fr. MD; akin
to OE melu meal — more at meal] vt 1 : to grind or mix thoroughly
: pulverize 2 : to consider at length ; ponder « vi ; meditate,
ponder
amull vt [origin unknown] ; to sweeten, spice, and heat esp. with a
hot poker {'-^ed wine)
3muU n [by shortening & alter, fr. mulmul (muslin)] ; a soft fine
sheer fabric of cotton, silk, or rayon
4rauU n [G, fr. Dan muld, fr ON mold dust, soil; akin to OHG
molta dust, soil — more at mold] : granular forest humus with a
layer of mixed organic matter and mineral soil merging gradually
into the mineral soil beneath
mul-lah \'m3l-9. "mul-aX n [Turk molla &. Per & Hindi mulla, fr. Ar
mawla'l : a Muslim of a quasi-clerical class trained in traditional
law and doctrine; esp ; one who is head of a mosque — mul«lali-
ism \-.iz-9m\ n

mul.leln also mul.len \'m3l-sn\ n [ME moleyne, fr. AF moleine}
: any of a genus { Verbascum) of usu. woolly-leaved herbs of the fig-
wort family
mtUlein pinK n : a European herb {Lychnis coronaria) cultivated for
Us white woolly herbage and showy crimson flowers

mull.er \'m9l-9r\ n [alter, of ME moloar. prob. fr. mullen to grind]
; a stone or piece of wood, metal, or glass used as a pestle

mul.let \'m3l-3t\ n, pi mullet or mullets [ME motet, fr. MF mulct,
fr. L mullus red mullet, fr. Gk myllos; akin to Gk melas black, Skt
malina dirty.black ] 1 : any of a family (Mugilidae) of valuable food

called also gray mullet 2 I any of a family (Mullidae) of
• golden fishes with two barbels on the

fishe
moderate-sized
chin

mul-li.gan \'mal-i-g9n\ n [prob, fr. the name MulUgan'i : a stew of
vegetables, meat or fish, and other foodstuffs
mul.U.ga.taw.ny X.mal-i-ga-'to-ne, -'tan-eX n [Tamil milakutanifU

. soup usu. of chicken stockfr. mifaku pepper -I- tanni water] :

seasoned with curry
mul'lion \*mal-y3n\ n [prob. alter, of
monial (mullion) ] : a slender vertical pier
between lights of windows, doors, or
screens — muUion vt

mull.ite \'m3l-Jt\ n [Mull island of the
Inner Hebrides] : a mineral AUSiaOn or
3Ah03.2Si02 that is an orthorhombic
silicate of aluminum resistant to corrosion
and heat and used as a refractory

multi- comb Jorm [ME, fr. MF or L; MF.
fr. L, fr. multus much, many — more at
meliorate] 1 a : many : multiple : much
<mu/rivalent> h : more than two I __J
</7iu// 1lateral) c ; more than one ,,.

<mu///para> 2 : many times over muluons
<m«//imiHionaire>

mul.ti-cel.lu.lar X.mal-ti-'sel-ys-lar, -,ti-\ adj [ISV] : having or
consisting of many cells

mul-tl<col>ored X.msl-ti-'kal-ardX adj : of various colors : parti*
colored

mul. ti.di.men. sion.al X.mal-tid-a-'mench-nal, -ti- f ,) dl-. -an-'I

;

,m3l-,tid-3-'mench-\ adj : of, relating to, or marked by several
dimensions

mul*tl.lar<i>OUS X.msl-ta-'far-e-ss, -'fer-\ adj [L multijarius, fr.

multi- + -jarias (akin to faccre to make, do) — more at do] : having
great diversity or variety — mul*ti>Iar>i>ous>Iy adv — mul>ti-
far.i.ous'uess n

mul.ti.fid \'m3l-ti-,fid\ adj [L multijidus, fr. multi- + -jidus -fid]
: cleft into several parts <a -^ leaf) — mul>ti-lid-ly adv

mul-ti-no-ra rose \,mai-t3-,fl5r-3-, -,fl6r-\ n [NL multiJlorOy
specific epithet, ht., having many flowers] : a vigorous thorny rose
(Rosa muliijlora) with clusters of small flowers

mul*ti>lold \'m9l-ti-,fold\ adj : m.'^.nifold

mul.ti.form \'m3l-ti-,f6rm\ adj [F multijormc, fr. L. multiformis, fr.

multi- + -jormis -form] : having many forms or appearances —
multilorm n — mul«tl'Ior'mi'ty \,mal-ti-'f6r-m3t-e\ n

m'al>tl*lat*er>al Vm^l-ti-'lat-s-ral, -'la-trslX adj 1 : having many
sides 2 : participLited in by more than two states or parties —
mul'ti-lat*er.al'ly \-e\ adv

mul* ti*mil.lion* aire \-,mil-y3-'na(a)r, -'ne(3)r, -'mil-ys-A n : one
worth many millions

mul.y.nu.cle.ate \,mai-ti-'n(y)u-kie-st, -.tT-\ or mul*ti.nu*cle.aT
\-kIe-3r\ adj [ISV] : having more than two nuclei

mul*tip.a*rous X.mal-'tip-s-rasX adj [NL multiparas, fr. multi- + L
-parus -parous] 1 : producing many or more than one at a birth

2 : having experienced one or more previous parturitions 3 l pro-
ducing several lateral axes <a '^ cyme)

mul-ti.par.tite \,m3l-ti-'par-,tTt\ adj [L multipartitus, fr. multi- +
partitas, pp. of partire to divide, fr, part-, pars part] 1 : divided
into several or many parts 2 : having numerous members or
signatories

mul.ti-ped \'m3l-ti-,ped\ n [L multipeda, fr. multi- + ped-, pes iooX
— more at foot] : an animal with more than four feet — multiped

mul*ti*phase \'m9l-ti-,faz\ adj : having many phases; specij

: polyphase — muMi-pha-sic \,m3l-ti-'fa-zik, -,tT-\ adj
imul-ti.ple \'m3l-t3-p3l\ adj [F, fr. L multiplex, fr. multi- + -plex
-fold — more at simple] 1 ; consisting of, including, or involving
more than one 2 : many, manifold 3 : shared by many 4 : var-
ious, complex B a : being a circuit with a number of conductors in

parallel b : being a group of terminals wliich make a circuit

available at a number of points 6 ; formed by coalescence of the
ripening ovaries of several flowers

^multiple n 1 a : the product of a quantity by an integer <35 is a '-'

of 7) b : an assemblage with respect to any of its divisions or parts
(lay mines in -^y 2 : parallel 4b

mul.ti*ple-choice X.msl-ta-psl-'choisX adj : having several answers
given from which the correct one is to be chosen

multiple lactor n : one of a group of nonallelic genes that according
to the multiple-factor hypothesis control various quantitative
hereditary characters
multiple sclerosis n : a diseased condition marked by patches of
hardened tissue in the brain or the spinal cord and associated esp.
with partial or complete paralysis and jerking muscle tremor

multiple star n : several stars in close proximity that appear to form
a single system

mul-ti.plet \'m3l-t3-pl3t\ n : a spectrum line having several
components

multiple voting n 1 : voting by the same individual at the same
election in various places in each of which he possesses the legal

qualifications 2 ; illegal voting by one person in two or more con-
stituencies

lmul*ti*plex \'mal-t^-,pleks\ adj IXl 1 : manifold, multiple
2 : being or relating to a system of transmitting several messages
simultaneously on the same circuit or channel

2multiplex vt : to send (several messages or signals) by a multiplex
system — vi : to multiplex messages or signals

mul*ti*pli*ahle \'m3l-t3-,plT-?-b3l\ adji capable of being multiplied
mul-tj-plic.a.hle X.mal-ts-'plik-a-balV adj : mliltipliaele
mul*ti*pli*cand \,m3l-t9-pli-*kand\ n [L multiplicandus, gerundive
of multiplicare\ : the number that is to be multiplied by another

mul*tip*li*cate X.msl-'tip-li-katX adj [ME, fr. L multiplicatus, pp.)
1 : multiple 2 : havirig many folds

mul-ti*pli.ca.tion X.msl-ta-pls-'ka-shanV n [ME multipUcacioun,
fr. MF multiplication, fr. L multiplication-, multiplicatio, fr. mul-
tiplicatus, pp. of multiplicare to multiply] la: the act or process of
multiplying b : the state of being multiplied 2 : a mathematical
operation that at its simplest is an abbreviated process of adding an
integer to itself a specified number of times and that is extended to
other numbers in accordance with laws that are valid for integers

mul.ti'Pli.ca.tive V.mal-ts-'plik-at-iv. 'mal-ts-pls-.kat-X adj : tend-
ing or having the power to multiply numbers — mul*ti*pli*ca-
tive*ly adv

mul.ti.plici.ty \,m3l-t»-'phs-3t-e\ n [MF multiplicite, fr. LL
multiplicitat-, multipUcitas, fr. L mulfiplic-, muUiplex] 1 : the quality
or state of being multiple or various 2 : a great number

mul.tl*pli*er \'mal-t3-,pir(-3)r\ n : one that multiplies: as a : a
number by which another number is multiplied b : an instrument
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or device for multiplying or intensifying some effect c : a key-
operated machine or mechanism or circuit on a machine that multi-
plies figures and records the products d : the ratio between the
ultimate increase of income arising from an increment of investment
and the initial new investment itself

imuMi.ply \'m3l-t3-,p!T\ vb [ME multipUen, fr. OF multiplier. It.

L muitiplicare, fr. multiplic-y multiplex multiple] vt 1 : to increase
in number esp. greatly or in multiples : augment 2 a : to combine
by multiplication <--- 7 and 8> h : to combine with (another num-
ber) by multiplication <7 multiplied by 8 is 56> ^ -vi 1 a : to be-
come greater in number : spread b : breed, propagate 2 : to
peiform multiplication syn see increase

2miil<ti>ply \-ple\ adv : in a multiple manner
mul-ti-ply \,m3l-li-,pir\_adj : composed of several plies

mul-tl*po-lai \.m3l-ti-'p6-l3r, -,tT-\ adj [ISV] : having several poles
mul>ti*ra>cial \-'ra-sh3l\ adj : composed of, relating to, or repre-
senting various races

mul-ti*stage \,m3l-ii-,staj\ adj 1 ; functioning by stages 2 : con-
ducted by stages

mul-ti-tude \'m3l-t3-.t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L muUi-
tudin-, mullitudo, fr. multus much — more at meuorate] 1 : the
stale of being many : numerousness 2 : a great number : host
3 : CROWD. THRONG 4 : populace, public

mul*ti-tu<di>nous \,mal-ta-'t(y)ijd-n3s, -'n-3s\ adj 1 : including a
multitude of individuals : populous 2 : existing in a great multi-
tude : MYRIAD 3 : existing in or consisting of innumerable elements
or aspects — mul'ti>tu<di<nous<ly adv — mnl<ti*tu>di<uous-
ness n

mul*tiv<a<lence \.m3l-'tiv-3-l3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of hav-
ing many values, meanings, or appeals

inul<ti<va>lent X.mal-ti-'va-lant, -,tT-, esp in sense 3 ,m3l-'tiv-3-\ adj
[ISV] 1 : polyvalent 2 : represented more than twice in the
somatic chromosome number <"- chromosomes) 3 : having many
values, meanings, or appeals — multivalent n

mul.ti.vol.ume X.msl-ti-'val-y^m, -,tT-. -{.)yUm\ or mul.ti.vol-
umed X-yamd, -(jyiimdX adj : comprising several volumes

mul-ture X'msl-chsr, Scot usu 'mlit-arX n [ME multyr, fr. OF
molture, lit., grinding, fr. (assumed) VL moUiura, fr. L molitus, pp.
of molere to grind — more at meal] chiejly Scot : a fee for the grind-
ing of grain at a mill
imum x'msmX adj [prob. imit. of a sound made with closed lips]
: siLEf^ <keep '^> — often used interjectionally
2mum vi mnmmed; mum-ming [ME mommen, fr. MF momer to go
masked] 1 : to act or play usu. in mask or disguise 2 : to go about
merrymaking in disguise during festivals
smuni n [G mumme} ; a strong ale or beer
4iniim n ; chrysanthemum
miun.ble \'m3m-bal\ vb mum-bling \-b(3-)lio\ [ME momelen, of
imit. origin] vi : to utter words in a low confused indistinct manner
: mutter ~ vr 1 : to utter with a low inarticulate voice 2 : to
chew or bite with or as if with toothless gums — mumble n —
mum-bler \-bo-)l3r\ n
mum.ble.ty-peg or mum-hle-the-peg X'mam-bal-.peg. -(b)le-„
-(b)a-Ie-., -(bj3l-te-,. -(b)3l-de-,. -(b)3l-ih3-., 'raam-al-,. 'mam-lan-A
n [fr. the phrase mumble the peg: fr. the loser's originally having to
pull out with his teeth a peg driven into the ground] : a game in

which the players to' to flip a knife from various positions so that
the blade will stick into the ground
mum<bO jtun.hO \,mom-(,)bo-'j3m-f,)bo\ n IMumbo Jumbo, an
idol or deity held to have been worshiped in Africa] 1 : an object
of superstitious homage and fear 2 a : a complicated often ritualis-

tic observance with elaborate trappings h ; complicated activity
intended to obscure and confuse 3 : unnecessarily involved and
incomprehensible language : gibberish
mum.mer X'msm-srX n [MF momeur, fr. momer to go masked]
1 : an actor in a pantomime; broadly ; actor 2 : one who goes
merrymaking in disguise during festivals

mum.mery V'mam-a-reX w 1 : a performance by mummers 2 : a
ridiculous, hypocritical, or pretentious ceremony or performance
mum-mi-fi-ca-tion X.msm-i-fa-'ka-shanV n : the process of mum-
mifying : the state of being mummified
miim>mi-fy \'m3m-i-,fr\ v/ l : to embalm and dry as or as If a
mummy 2 a : to make into or like a mummy b : to cause to dry up
and shrivel (mummiiied fruits) ^ vi : to dry up and shrivel like a
mummy
inum.my \'m3m-e\ n [ME mummie powdered parts of a mummified
body used as a drug, fr. MF momie, fr. ML mumia mummy, pow-
dered mummy, fr. Ar mumiyah bitumen, mummy, fr. Per mum wax]
1 a : a body embalmed or treated for burial with preservatives after
the manner of the ancient Egyptians b : a body unusually well pre-
served 2 : one resembling a mummy — mummy vb
imump \'m3mp\ vb [prob. imit] vt, chiejly dial ; mumble ~ vi

1 dial Eng : GRIN 2 : to be sulky
2mump vi [obs. D mompen'i dial Eng : beg. sponge — mump'Cr n
mumps \'m3m(p)s\ n pi but sing or pi in consir [fr. pi. of obs. mump
(grimace)] : an acute contagious viral disease marked by fever and
by swelling esp. of the parotid gland
munch \'m3nch\ vb [ME monchen. prob. of imit. origin] : to chew
with a crunching sound — munch*er n

inun*dane \,m3n-'dan, 'msn-A odj[ME mondeyne, fr. MF mondain,
fr. LL mundanus, fr. L mundus world] 1 : of, relating to, or char-
acteristic of the world 2 ; characterized by the practical, transitory,

and ordinary : having no concern for the ideal or the heavenly
syn see earthly — mun-daneUy adv
mun<dun.gus \,m3n-'d3o-(g)3s\ n [modif. of Sp mondongo tripe]
archaic : foul-smelling tobacco
mun*go \'m3o-(,)go\ n, p/ mungos [origin unknown] ; reclaimed
wool of poor quality and very short staple

mu-nic-i^pal \myu-'nis-(3-)p3l, nonstand ,myii-ns-'sip-3l\ adj [L
municipalis of a municipality, fr. municip-, municeps inhabitant of a
municipality, lit., undertaker of duties, fr. munus duty, service 4-

capere to take — more at mean, heave] 1 : of or relating to the
internal affairs of a nation or other major political unit 2 a : of.

relating to. or characteristic of a municipality b : having local

self-government 3 : restricted to one locality

mu<nic-i*pal*i*ty \myu-,nis-3-'pal-3t-e\ « 1 : a primarily urban
poUtical unit having corporate status and usu. powers of self:=

9"abui; ^ kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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government 2 : tht governing body of a mimicipaUty
mu-nici.pal.iza.tidn \myu-,ms-(3-jp3-la-'za-sh3n\ n : the action
or result of municipalizing
mu*mc>i.paMze \myu-'nis-3-p3-,lTz\ vt : to bring tmder municipal
ownership or supervision

mu*nic*l-pal<ly \myu-'nis-3-p(3-)le\ adv ; by or in terms of a mu-
nicipality

mu.nil.i-cence \myu-'nif(-a)-s3n(t)s\ n [MF. fr. L munijicentia,
fr. munijicus generous, fr. munus service, gift] : the quality or state
of being munificent

mu*nil*i-cent \-s9nt\ adj [back-formation fr. munijicencel 1 : very
liberal in giving or bestowing : lavish 2 : characterized by great
liberality or generosity syn see liberal — mu>nit<i>cent*Iy adv
mu.ni.ment \'myu-ns-m3nt\ n [AF, fr. MF, defense, fr. L muni-
mentum, fr. munire to fortify] 1 pi : the evidences or writings that
enable one to defend the title to an estate or a claim lo rights and
privileges 2 archaic : a means of defense
mu.ni.Uon \myu-'nish-5n\ n [MF, fr. L munition-, munitio, fr.

muniius, pp. of munire to fortify, fr. moenia walls; akin to OE rt^re
boundary. L murus wall] I archaic : rampart, defense 2 : arma-
ment, AMMUNrriON — munition vt mu*ni>tion'ing \-(3-)nir)\
mun.tin \'mant-=n\ or mun-ting \-'n, -iD\ n [alter, of montant
vertical dividing bar, fr. F. fr. prp. of monter to rise — more at
mount] : a strip separating panes of glass in a sash
munt.jac also munt.jak \'m3n(t)-,jak, 'man-.chakX n [prob. modif
of Jav mindjangan deer] : any of several small deer (genus Munti-
acus) of southeastern Asia and the East Indies
imu>ral \'myur-3l\ adj [L muralis, fr. murus wall] 1 ; of, relating
to. or resembling a wall 2 : apphed to and made integral with a
wall surface
2mural n : a mural painting — mu*ral*ist \-3-l3st\ n
iraur.der \'m3rd-3r\ n [partly fr. ME murther, fr. OE morthor;
partly fr. ME murdre, fr. OF, of Gmc origin; akin to OE morthor;
akin to OHG mord murder, L mart-, mors death, mori to die. Gk
brotos mortal] 1 : the crime of unlawfully killing a person esp. with
malice aforethought 2 : something extraordinarily difficult or
dangerous

smtirder vb mur-der.ing \-(3-)rio\ vt 1 : to kill (a human being)
unlawfully and with premeditated malice 2 : to slaughter in a
brutal manner 3 a : to put an end to b ; tease, torment c : mu-
tilate, mangle <~5 French) ~ vi : to commit murder syn see kill— mur.der-er \-ar-3r\ n — mur<der>ess \-3-r3s\ n
miir*der*ous \*m3rd-(3-^r3s\ adj l a : having the purpose or
capability of murder b : characterized by or causing murder or
bloodshed 2 : overwhelming, devastating — mur-der-ous-ly
adv — mur>der>ous*iiess n
mure \*myu(3)r\ vt [ME muren, fr. MF murer, fr. LL murare fr.

L murus wall — more at MUNmON] : immure
mu^rex \'myu(o)r-,eks\ n, p/ mu-ri-ces \'myur-3-,sez\ or mu. rex-
es [NL, genus name, fr. L, purple shell; akin to Gk myak-, myax
sea-mussei] : any of a genus (Murex) of marine gastropod moUiJsks
having a rough and often spinose shell, abounding in tropical seas,
and yielding a purple dye

mu*ri*ate \'myur-e-,at\ n [F, back-formation fr. {acide) murialique
muriatic acid] : chloride

mu>ri*at>ic acid \,myur-e-,at-ik-\ n [F muriatique, fr. L muriaticus
pickled in brine, fr. muria brine; akin to OHG mos moss] : hydro-
chloric acid

mu>ri.cate \'myur-3-,kat\ also mu*n*cat>ed \-,kat-3d\ adj [L
muricafus pointed like a purple fish, fr. muric-, mur€x'\ X roughened
with sharp hard points

mu*ri<l \'myur-3d\ adj [deriv. of L mur-, mus mouse — more at
mouse] : of or relating to a family (Muridae) comprising the typical
mice and rats — murid n

mu-rine \'myu(3)r-,Tn, 'myii-.rmV adj [deriv. of L mur-, mus'i % of
or relating to a genus {Mus) or the subfamily to which it belongs
and which includes the common household rats and mice; also : of,

relating to, or involving these rodents and esp. the house mouse (^
typhus) — murine n

murk VmsrkX n [ME mirke"] : darkness, gloom; also : fog— murk adj, archaic
murk.i.ly \'m3r-k3-le\ adv : in a murky manner : darkly
miirk*i-ness X'msr-ke-nssX n : the quality or state of being murky
murky \'m3r-ke\ adj 1 : characterized by intense darkness or
gloominess 2 : characterized by thickness and heaviness of air

: foggy, misty syn see dark
mur.mur X'mar-msrX n [ME murmure, fr. MF, fr. L murmur mur-
mur, roar, of imit. origin] 1 : a half-suppressed or muttered com-
plaint : grumbling 2 a : a low indistinct but often continuous
sound b : a soft or gentle utterance 3 : an atypical sound of the

heart indicating a functional or structural abnormality — murmur
vb mur.mur-ing \'m3rm-o-)rio\ — mur^mur-er X'mar-msr-srX n

muj*mur<ous \'m3rm-(3-)r3s\ adj : filled with or characterized
by murmurs : low and indistinct — mur>mur>OUS*ly adv
mur-phy \'m3r-fe\ n [Murphy, a common Irish surname] : potato
lYlurphy bed \,m3r-fe-\ n [William L. Murphy, 20lh cent. Am
inventor] : a bed that may be folded or swung into a closet

miU'<rain \'m3r-3n, 'ms-rsnX n [ME moreyne, fr. MF marine, fr.

morir to die, fr. L mori — more at murder] : a pestilence or plague
affecting domestic animals or plants

murre \'m3r\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; any of several guillemots
(genus Uria); esp : a common bird {U. analge) of southern seas

2 : razorbill
mur.rey \'m3r-e, 'm3-re\ n [ME, fr. MF more, fr. ML moratum, fr.

neut. of moratus mulberry colored, fr. L morum mulberry — more
at mulberry] : a purplish black ; mulberry
mur.ther \'m3r-thar\ chiejly dial var oj murder
mus*ca*dine X'mss-ka-.dmX n [prob. alter, of muscatel'\ : a grape
{Vitis rotundijolia) of the southern U.S. with musky fruits in small

clusters

muS'Cae vo>li<tan*tes \'m3s-,(k)e-,vaI-3-'tan-,tez\ n pi [NL, lit.,

flying flies] : spots before the eyes due to cells and cell fragments
in the vitreous humor and lens

mus-cari \(.)m3s-'ka(3)r-e, -'keC3)r-\ n, pi muscarl or mus-car.is
[deriv. of Gk moschos musk —more at musk] ; grape hyacinth

mus>ca>rine \'mas-k3-,ren\ n [G muskarin, fr. NL muscaria.
specific epithet of Amanita muscaria fly agaric] : a quaternary
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muscarinic 558 mussily

ammonium base CeHigNOa chemically related to choline that is

the toxic principle of fly agaric and acts directly on smooth muscle— mns>ca>rln<ic \,m3s-ka-'rin-ik\ adj
inus>cat \'m3s-,kat, -kst\ n [F, fr. Prov, fr. muscat musky, fr.

mujc musk, fr. LL muscus} 1 : any of several cultivated grapes used
in making wine and raisins 2 : muscatel

mus-ca.tel \,m3s-ka-'lei\ n [ME muskadelle, fr. MF musccutel,
fr. OProv, fr. moscadel resembhng musk, fr. muscat'^ 1 : a sweet
dessert wine from muscat grapes 2 : a raisin from muscat grapes
imus.Cle \"m3S-3l\ n, ojten attrib [MF, fr. L musculus, dim. of mus
mouse, muscle — more at mouse] 1 a ; a tissue that functions to
produce motion and is made up of elongated cells capable of con-
tracung when stimulated b : an organ that contracts to produce,
enhance, or check a particular movement and is made up of muscle
tissue and firmly attached at either end to a fixed point 2a; mus-
cular strength : brawn b : effective strength ; power
amuscle vi mus-cling \-(a-)Uo\ ; to make one's way by brute
strength or by force
mus-Cle-bound \'m3s-3l-,baund\ adj 1 : having some of the mus-
cles tense and enlarged and of impaired elasticity sometimes as a
result of excessive exercise 2 : lacking in flexibility : rigid
muscle sense n : a positional sense whose end organs lie in the
muscles

mus<co<va-do \,mas-k3-'vad-C.)o\ n [Sp or Pg; Sp (azucar)
mascahadn, lit., separated sugar, fr. Pg iagucar) mascavado'] : un-
refined sugar obtained from the juice of the sugarcane by evapora-
tion and draining off the molasses

mus.CO.Vite \"m3s-k3-,vTt\ n [ML or NL Muscovia, Moscovia
Moscow] 1 cap a : a native or resident of the ancient principality
of Moscow or of the city of Moscow b : russtan 2 imuscovy
{glms)^ : a mineral e.ssentially KAlsSijOi o(OH)2 that is a colorless
to pale brown potassium mica — muscovite adj
Mus.cO'Vy duck \,mss-,k6-ve-\ n iMuscovy, principality of
Moscow, Russia] : a large crested duck (Cairina moschata) native
from Mexico to southern Brazil but widely kept in domestication

DlUSCUl- or musculo- comb jorm [LL muscul-, fr. L musculus}
: muscle {muscular)

mu5>cu*lar X'mas-kya-larX adj 1 a : of, relating to, or constituting
muscle b : of, relating to. or performed by the muscles 2 : having
weil-developed musculature 3 a : of or relating to physical strength
: brawny b : having strength of expression or character ; vigorous— mus-cu>lar-i<ty \,mas-kya-'lar-at-e\ n — mus>cu>lar>ly adv
muscular dystrophy n : a hereditary disease characterized by
progressive wasting of muscles

mus.cu.la.ture \'m3s-ky3-Ia-.chu(a)r, -char, -.t(y1u(3)r\ n [F,
fr. L musculus'l : the muscles of an animal or or any part of it as
a structural and functional system

mus.cu.lQ.skel.e.tal \.m3s-ky3-(.)16-'skel-3t-n\ adj : of, relating
to, or involving both musculature and skeleton
imuse \'myiJ2\ vb [ME musen. fr. MF muser to gape, idle, muse,
fr. muse mouth of an animal, fr. ML musus'i vi 1 : to become ab-
sorbed in thought ; meditate 2 archaic : wonder, marvel ^ vt

; to think or say reflectively syn see ponder — mus>er n — mus-
ingoly \'myii-zir)-le\ adv
2muse n : a state of deep thought or dreamy abstraction : brown
STUDY
3muse n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L Musa, fr. Gk Mousa) 1 cap : any of the
nine sister goddesses in Greek mythology presiding over song and
poetry and the arts and sciences 2 ; a source of inspiration; esp
: a guiding genius 3 : poet

mu-sette \myu-'7_et\ n [F, fr. MF, dim. of muse bagpipe, fr. muser
to muse, play the bagpipe] 1 : a small bagpipe having a soft sweet
tone 2 : a small knapsack with a shoulder strap used esp. by
soldiers for carrying provisions and personal belongings — called
also musette bag
mu*se>um Xmyii-'ze-am, 'myii-A n [L Museum place for learned
occupation, fr. Gk Mouseion, rr. neut. of Mouseios of the Muses,
fr. Mousa'\ : an institution devoted to the procurement, care, and
display of objects of lasting interest or value; also : a place where
objects are exhibited
imusll \'m3sh\ n [prob, alter, of mashi 1 : cornmeal boiled in
water 2 : something soft and spongy or shapeless 3 a : weak
sentimentality : drivel b : mawkish amorousness
smush vt, chlejly dial ; to reduce to mush : crumble '*- vi, oj an
airplane : to fly in a partly stalled condition with controls inef-
fective; also : to faU to gain altitude — mush.er n
3mush vi [prob. fr AmerF mnucher to go fast, fr. F mouche fly,

fr. L musca — more at midgf] : to hike or travel esp. over snow with
a sled drawn by dogs — often used as a command to a dog team
4mush n : a hike esp. across snow with a dog team
mush*i<ly \'m3sh-3-le\ adv : in a mushy manner
mush*l*ness X'mash-e-nssX n : the quality or state of being mushy
imush-room X'mssh-.rUm. -.riimX n, ojten attrib [ME musseroun,
fr. MF mousseron, fr. LL mussirion-, mussiriol 1 a : an enlarged
complex aerial fleshy fruiting body of a fungus (as of the class
Basidiomycetes) that consists typically of a stem bearing a flattened
cap; esp : one that is edible b : fungus 1 2 archaic : upstart
3 : something resembling a mushroom
smushroom vi l : to spring up suddenly or multiply rapidly
2 a o/ a bullet : to flatten at the end at impact b : to well up and
spread out laterally from a central source
mushy \'m:>sh-e\ adj 1 : having the consistency of mush : soft
2 : excessively tender or emotional; esp : mawkishly amorous

mU'SiC \'myu-zik\ n, ojten attrib [ME musik, fr, OF musique, fr,

L musica, fr Gk mousike any art presided over by the Muses, fr.

fern, of mousikos of the Muses, fr. Mousa Muse] 1 a ; the science
or art of incorporating intelligible combinations of tones into a
composition having structure and continuity b : vocal or instru-
mental sounds having rhythm, melody, or harmony 2 : an agree-
able sound : euphony 3 : punishment for a misdeed 4 : a musical
accompaniment 5 : a musical ensemble 6 : the score of a musical
composition set down on paper
imU'Si'Cal \'myii-zi-k3l\ adj la: of or relating to music b : hav-
ing the pleasing harmonious qualities of music ; melodious
2 : having an interest in or talent for music 3 : set to or accom-
panied by music 4 ; of or relating to musicians or music lovers— mu>si<cal*ly \-k(3-)le\ adv
smusical n \ archaic : musicale 2 : a film or theatrical production
consisting of musical numbers and dialogue based upon a unifying
plot — called also musical comedy

musical chairs n pi but sing in constr : a game in which players
march to music around a row of chairs numbering one less than the
players and scramble for seats when the mtisic stops

mu-Si.cale \,myu-zi-'kal\ n [F soiree musicale, lit., musical
evening] : a social entertainment with music as the leading feature

mu-si-cal-i-ty \,myu-zi-'kal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being musical : melodiousness 2 : sensitivity to, knowledge of,
or talent for music

musical saw n : a handsaw played by sounding the flexed blade

music mechanically when activated by clockwork
music drama n ; an opera in which the action is not interrupted
by formal song divisions (as recitatives or arias) and the music
is determined solely by dramatic appropriateness
music hall n : a vaudeville theater
mu.si-cian\myu-'zish-3n\ n : one skilled in music; esp : a composer
or professional performer of music — mu>si>cian>ly \-le\ adj —
mu-sl>clan>5hip \-,ship\ n

music of the spheres : an ethereal harmony thought by the Pythag-
oreans to be produced by the vibration of the celestial spheres

mu*si>co*log-i-cal \,myij-zi-ka-'laj-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to
musicology

mQ>si>col-0*gist \,myiJ-zi-'kal-9-j3st\ n : a specialist in musicology
mu.si.col.Q.gy \-je\ n [It musicologia, fr. L musica music + -logia
-logy] ; a study of music as a branch of knowledge or field of
research
imus.iug n : meditation
smusing adjj thoughtfully abstracted ; medttative — mus>ing*ly
\'myii-zio-le\ adv
musk \'m3sk\ n [ME muske, fr. MF muse, fr. LL muscus, fr. Gk
moschoSy fr. Per mushk, fr. Skt muska testicle, fr. dim. of mus
mouse; akin to OE mus mouse] 1 a : a substance with a penetrat-
ing persistent odor obtained from a sac beneath the abdominal
skin of the male musk deer and used as a perfume fixative; also ; a
similar substance from another animal or a synthetic substitute
b : the odor of musk; also : an odor resembling musk esp. in heavi-
ness or persistence 2 : any of various plants with musky odors;
esp : MUSK. PLANT
musk deer n : a small hea\'y-limbed deer {Moschus moschijerus)
of central Asiatic uplands valued for the musk of the male
mus>keg \'mas-,keg, -,kag\ n [of Algonquian origin; akin to Ojibwa
muskeg grassy bog] 1 : bog; esp : a sphagnum bog of northern
No. America often with tussocks 2 : a usu. thick deposit of par-
tially decayed vegetable matter of wet boreal regions

muS'kel-lunge \'mas-ka-,lanj\ n, pi muskellunge [of Algonquian
origin; akin to Ciee maskinonge muskellunge] ; a large No.
American pike {Esox masquinongy) that may weigh 60 to 80
pounds and is prized as a sport fish

mus-ket \*m3s-k3t\ n [MF mousquet, fr. Olt moscheito arrow for
a crossbow, musket, fr. dim. of mosca fly, fr. L musca — more at
midge] : a heavy large-caliber shoulder firearm; broadly : a shoulder
gun carried by infantry

mus-Ke-teer \,m3s-ka-'tif3)r\ n [modif. of MF mousquetaire, fr.

mousqueil : a soldier armed with a musket
mus*ket<ry \'m3s-k9-tre\ n 1 : muskets 2 : musketeers 3 a

: musket fire b : the art or science of using small arms esp. in
battle

musk*i>ness \'m3s-ke-nas\ n : the quality or state of being musky
musk<mel*on \'m3sk-,mel-3n\ n : a usu. sweet musky-odored
edible melon that is the fruit of a trailing or climbing Asiatic
herbaceous vine (Cucumis melo): as a ; any of various melons of
small or moderate size with netted skin that include most of the
muskmelons cultivated in No. America b : cantaloupe 1 c : win-
ter melon
Mus.kcge.an or Mus-klio-ge.an \f,)m3s-'ko-ge-3n\ n : a
language family of southeastern U.S. that includes Muskogee
Mus-ko-gee \-'ko-ge\ n, pi Muskogee or Muskogees 1 : a
member of a people of Georgia and eastern Alabama constituting
the nucleus of the Creek Confederacy 2 : the language of the
Muskogees and of some of the Seminoles
musk-ox \'m3s-,kaks\ n : a heavy-set shaggy-coated wild ox
{Ovibos mnschatus) now confined to Greenland and the barren
grounds of No. America
musk plant n : a yellow-flowered No. American herb (Mimuhts
moschatus) of the figwort family with hairy foliage formerly of
musky odor
musk.rat \'m3s-,krat\ n, pi muskrat or muskrats [prob. by folk
etymology fr a word of Algonquian origin; akin to Natick mus-
quash muskrat] : an aquatic rodent {Ondatra zibethica) of the U.S.
and Canada with a long scaly laterally compressed tail, webbed
hind feet, and dark glossy brown fur; also ; its fur or pelt

musk rose n : a rose {Rosa moschata) of the Mediterranean region
with flowers having a musky odor
musk turtle n : a small American freshwater turtle (genera
Sternotherus and Kinosternon); esp : a turtle (5. odoratus) having a
strong musky odor
musky \'in3s-ke\ adj : having an odor or taste of or resembling
musk

IVIUS'lim X'msz-lam, 'miis-, 'muz-\ n [Ar muslim, lit., one who sur-
renders (to God) ] ; an adherent of Islam — Muslim adj

muS'lin X'msz-lsnX n, ojten attrib [F mousseline, fr. It mussoUna,
fr. Ar mawsilly of Mosul, fr. SiX-Mawsil Mosul, Iraq] : a plam-woven
sheer to coarse cotton fabric

muS'Quash X'mss-.kwash, -,kw6sh\ n [of Algonquian origin;
akin to Natick musquash muskrat] : muskrat
imuss \'m3s\ n [origin unknown] 1 obs a : a game in which
players scramble for small objects thrown to the ground b : scram-
ble 2 slang ; a confused conflict : row 3 : a state of disorder
: mess
2muss vt : to make untidy : disarrange
muS'Sel Vm3s-3l\ n, oiten attrib [ME muscle, fr. OE muscelle;
akin to OHG musculo mussel; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word
borrowed fr. (.assumed) VL muscula, fr. L musculus muscle,
mussel] 1 : a marine bivalve moUusk (esp. genus Mytilus) usu.
having a dark elongated shell 2 : a freshwater bivalve mollusk
(as of Unio, Anodonia, or related genera) esp. abundant in rivers

of the central U.S. having a shell with a lustrous nacreous lining

muss*i>ly \*mas-a-le\ adv ; in a mussy i



mussiness 559 mycelium
muss>i>ness \'m3s-e-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being mussy
Mus.sul.man also Mus-sal.man X'mas-al-manV n, pi Mussulmen
or Mussulmans [Turk musliiman & Per musulman modif. of
Ar muslim'i : MUSLIM
mussy \'m3s-e\ adj ; characterized by clutter or muss : messy
imust \m3s(t), 'msstX vb, pres & past all persons must [ME mosle,
fr. OE mosfe, past indie. & subj. of motan to be allowed to, have to;
akin to OHG muozan to be allowed to, have to, OE metan to
measure — more at mete] verbal auxiliary 1 a : is commanded or
requested to <you '— stop) b : is urged to ; ought by all means to
(you '^ read that book) 2 : is compelled by physical necessity
to <man -^ eat to live) : is required by immediate or future need or
purpose to <we '^ hurry if we want to catch the bus) 3 a ; is

obhged to ; is compelled by social considerations to <I -^ say you're
looking much better) b : is required by law, custom, or moral
conscience to <we ^ obey the rules) c : is determined to <if you^ go at least wait till the storm is over) d ; is unreasonably or
perversely compelled to (why ^ you be so stubborn) 4 : is logically
inferred or supposed to (it '^ be time) 5 : is compelled by fate
or by natural law to (wiiat -^ be will be) 6 : was presumably
certain to ; was bound to <if he had really been there I -^ have
seen him) 7 dial : may, shall — used chiefly in questions {^ I

bring in the soup now) '^ vi, archaic ; ought to go ; is obliged to
go (1 ~ to Coventry —Shak.)
2must \'m3st\ n, ojlen attrib 1 : an imperative need or duty

; REQUIREMENT 2 : an indispensable item : essential
3must n [ME, fr. OE, fr. L mustum'\ : the expressed juice of grapes
or other fruit before and during fermentation

'»must n [MF, alter, of muse musk] 1 : musk 2 : mustiness, mold
mustache var oj moustache
mus*ta*cllio \(,)m3-'stash-(.to, -'stash-, -e-,6\ n [Sp & It; Sp
mostacho, fr. It mustaccwl ;_moustache; esp : a large moustache— mus'ta-chioed \-(,}od. -e-.6d\ adj
mus.tang \'m3s-.tao\ n [MexSp mestengo, fr. Sp. stray, fr. mesteho
strayed, fr. mesla annual roundup of cattle that disposed of strays,

fr. ML (animalia) mixta mixed animals] : the small hardy natural-
ized horse of the western plains directly descended from horses
brought in by the Spaniards; also : bronco
muS'tard \'mas-tord\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OF mostarde, fr.

moust must, fr. L mustumi 1 a : a pungent yellow powder of the
seeds of a common mustard used as a condiment or in medicine
as a stimulant and diuretic, an emetic, or a counterirritant b slang

; zest 2 : any of several herbs (genus Brassica of the family
Cruciferae, the mustard family) with lyrately lobed leaves, yellow
flowers, and Unear beaked pods 3 a : mustard gas b : nitrogen
MUSTARD
mustard gas n : an irritant vesicant oily liquid (ClCHzCHz^zS
used as a war gas
mustard plaster n ; a counterirritant and rubefacient plaster con-
taining powdered mustard
imiis>ter \*m3s-tDr\ vb mus-ter-ing \-t(a-)rio\ [ME mustren
to show, muster, fr. OF monstrer, fr. L monstrare to show, fr.

monstrum evil omen, monster — more at monster] vt la: enlist
b : to cause to gather : convene c : to call the roll of 2 a : to
bring together : collect b : to call forth : rouse 3 : to amount
to ; comprise "^ vi : to come together ; congregate syn see
SUMMON
2muster r? l ; a representative specimen : sample 2 a : an act of
assembling; specij : formal military inspection b : critical examina-
tion c : an assembled group : collection d : inventory
muster out vt : to discharge from service

muster roll n : inventory, roster; specij : a register of all the

officers and men in a military unit or ship's company
musth or must \'m3st\ n [Hindi mast intoxicated, fr. Per; akin to

OE mete meat] : a periodic state of frenzy of the bull elephant
usu. connected with the rutting season

must.i.ly \'mas-ts-le\ adv ; in a musty manner
must-i-ness \'m3s-te-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being musty
musty \"m3s-te\ adj 1 a : impaired by damp or mildew : moldy
b : tasting of mold c
2 a : TRITE, stale b ;

malodorous
mu.ta.bii.i-ty \,myiit-a-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
mutable or of being capable of mutation

mu.ta.hle \'myUt-3-b3l\ adj [L mutabilis, fr. mutare to change —
more at miss] 1 : prone to change ; inconstant 2 a : capable
of change or of being changed in form, quality, or nature b : capa-
ble of or liable to mutation — mu-ta-ble-ness n — mu-ta-toly
\-ole\ adv

mtl-ta-fa-Cient \,myiit-3-'fa-sh3nt\ adj {mutation -1- L jacient-,

jaciens, prp. of facere to make, do — more at do] : capable of

inducing biological mutation
mu.ta.gen-ic \,myut-3-'jen-ik\ adj [mutation + -genie] : capable
of inducing mutation — mu-ta-gen-i-caMy \-i-kO-)le\ adv

mU'tant \'myijt-=nt\ adj [L mutant-, mutans, prp. of ,

relating to, or produced by mutation — mutant n

mU'tate \'myU-,tat. myU-'\ vb [L mutatus, pp. of

cause to undergo mutation — vi : to undergo mutation
mu*ta>tion \myU-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : a significant and basic alteration

: CHANGE 2 : umlaut 3 a : a hypothetical sudden fundamental
change in heredity producing new individuals basically unUke
their parents b : a relatively permanent change in hereditary

material involving either a physical change in chromosome rela-

tions or a fundamental change in genes and occurring either in

germ cells or in somatic cells but with only those in germ cells being
capable of perpetuation by sexual reproduction c (1) : an indi-

vidual or strain resulting from mutation (2) : an animal of

a domesticated strain that differs esp. in coat color from the wild

type syn see change — mU'ta-tion-al X-shnsl, -sh3n-=l\ adj —
mu>ta-tion<aMy \-e\ adv — mu-ta-tive \'myU-,tat-iv, myiit-

3t-\ adj
mu.ta-tis mu-tan-dis Xmii-.tat-a-smii-'tan-dss, -,tat-(,^e-smu-'tan-

,des\ adv [L] : with the necessary changes having been made
mutch-kin X'msch-kanX n [ME (Sc) muchekynl : a Scotch unit of

liquid capacity equal to 0.90 pint

imute \'myut\ adj [ME rjiuet. fr. MF, fr. OF mu, fr. L mutus:
akin to OHG mawen to cry out. Gk myies mute] 1 : unable to

speak : DUMB 2 a ; characterized by absence of speech b ; refus-
ing to plead directly or stand trial (the prisoner stands '^) 3 a
: contributing nothing to the pronunciation of a word (as b in
plumb) b : contributing to the pronunciation of a word but not
representing the nucleus of a svllable (as the e in mate) — mute>ly
adv — mute*ness n — mut-ism X'myLit-
2mute n 1 : one who does not
2 : stop 9 3 : a device on a musical
ment serving to reduce, soften, or muffle
its tone
3raute vt 1 : to muffle or reduce the sound of
2 ; to tone down (a color)
4mute vi [ME muten, fr. MF
: VOID

mu-ti-cate \'myiit-a-.kat\
\"myUt-i-k3s\ adj [L mutic^.^ . .,^ „„

-, , tawn or point mutes 3: / for violin,

mu.ti-late \'myut-n-.at\ vt [L mutilatus, ^ ^°^ trumpet

pp. of muiilare, fr. mutilus mutilated; akin to L muticus docked,
Olr mui short] 1 : to cut off or permanently destroy a limb or
essential part of : cripple 2 : to cut uo or alter radically so as to
make imperfect — mu-ti<la*tlon \,myiit-n-'a-sh9n\ n — mu>ti-
la-tor X'myli " "

] obs : rebel, mutinymu.tine \'myUt--'n\ vi [MF ise)

mu-ti.neer \,myUt-=n-'i(9)r\ n :

mu>ti*nous \'myUt-''n-3s, 'myiit-

of mutiny ; rebellious b : turbulent, un":

1 a : disposed to <

relating
ti>nous

mu.ti.ny \'myU

constituting mutiny — mu*ti>nous*ly adv — mu-

:, 'myijt-ne\ n [mutine to rebel, fr. MF {se)

lutinous, fr. meute revolt, fr. (assumed) VL
moviia, fr. fem. of movitus, alter, of L motus, pp. of movere to
move] 1 obs : tumult 2 : willful refusal to obey constituted
authority; specij : revolt against a superior officer syn see re-
bellion — mutiny vi

mutt \'m3t\ n [short for muttonhead (dull-witted person)] 1 ; a
stupid or commonplace person 2 : a mongrel dog : cUR

mut.ter \'m3t-3r\ vb [ME muieren: akin to L muttire to mutter,
mutus mute] vi 1 : to utter indistinctly or with a low voice and lips
partly closed 2 : to murmur complainingly or angrily ; grumble~ vf : to utter esp. in a low or imperfectly articulated manner —
mutter n — mut-ter-er X-ar-arX n

mut.ton X'mat-'nX n [ME motoun, fr. OF moton ram, wether, of
Celt origin; akin to MBret niout wether] : the flesh of a mature
sheep — mut'tony X'm3t-=n-e, -ncX adj

mut-ton-chops Viin3t-''n-,chapsX n pi : side whiskers that are
narrow at the temple and broad and round by the lower jaws

mu.tu.al X'myUch-C3-)w3l, 'myu-chalX adj [ME, fr. MF mutuel,
fr. L mutuus lent, borrowed, mutual; akin to L mutare to change— more at miss] 1 a : given and received in equal amount b : hav-
ing the same feelings one for the other c ; common d : joint
2 ; characterized by intimacy 3 : of or relating to a plan whereby
the members of an organization share in the profits and expenses;
specij : of, relating to, or taking the form of an insurance method
in which the policyholders constitute the members of the insuring
company syn see reciprocal— mu-tu-al-ly \-eX adv
mutual fund n : an open-end investment company that invests
money of its shareholders in a usu. diversified group of securities of
other corporations

mu-tu^al-ism X'myuch-(3-)w3-,liz-3m, 'myU-ch3-.liz-\ n 1 : the
doctrine or practice of mutual dependence as the condition of
individual and social welfare 2 : mutually beneficial association
between different kinds of organisms — mu-tU-aMst X-l3st\ n —
mU'tU'aMS'tic X.myiJch-0-)w3-_'lis-tik, ,myii-ch3-'Iis-X adj

mu.tu-al.i.ty X.myU-chs-'wal-st-eX n 1 : the quality or state of
being mutual 2 : a sharing of sentiments ; intimacy

mu*tu-al>iza>tiou X,myUch-(3-)w3-l3-'za-sh3n, ,myii-cha-l3-\ n
: the act or action of making or becoming mutual

mu.tu-al-ize X'myuch-(3-)w9-,lTz, "myii-cha-.lTzX vt 1 : to make
mutual 2 : to convert (a corporation) into a mutual plan by pur-
chase and retirement of its stocks
mutuel n : pari-mutuel
mu.zhik Xmli-'zhek^ -'zhik\ n [Russ] : a Russian peasant
muz-zi-ly X'm3z-3-le\ adv : in a muzzy manner
muz-zi-ness X'maz-e-nasX « : the quality or state of being muzzy
imuZ'Zle X'm32-3lX n [ME musell, fr. MF musel, fr. dim. of muse
mouth of an animal, fr. ML musus'\ 1 : the projecting jaws and
nose of an animal : snout 2 a : a fastening or covering for the
mouth of an animal used to prevent eating Or biting b : something
that restrains normal expression 3 : the open end or mouth of

an implement; esp : the discharging end of a weapon
amuzzle vt muz-zling X-(3-)UoX 1 : to fit with a muzzle 2 : to

restrain from expression : gag — muz*zler X-(a-)l3rX "

muz-zy X'msz-eX adj [perh. blend of muddled and Juzzy'i 1 ; mud-
dled or confused in mind : dull 2 : blurred
my X(')m7, m3X adj [ME, fr. OE mm, fr. mln, suppletive gen. of

ic I; akin to OE me me] 1 : of or relating to me or myself esp. as

possessor (~ head), agent (kept ^ promise), or object of an action
(•--' injuries) 2 — used interjectionally to express surprise and
sometimes reduplicated (~ oh '^>; used also interjeciionally with

names of various parts of the body to express doubt or disapproval
(-^ foot)

my- or myo- comb form [NL, fr. Gk, fr. mys mouse, muscle —
more at mouse] : muscle (mj-ograph)

my.al.gia XmT-'al-j(e-)3X n [NL] : pain in one or more muscles —
my-al-gic X-JikX adj

my-as.the.nia X.mT-ss-'the-ne-sX n [NL] : muscular debility —
my-as'then.ic \-'then-ikX adj

myc- or myco- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk myket-, mykes fungus;

akin to Gk myxa nasal mucus] : fungus (m>Tology> (mj'cosis)

my-ce-li-al XniT-"se-le-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or characterized by
mycelium

my'Ce.li-imi \-le-3mX n, pi my-ce«lia \-le-3\ [NL, fr. myc- -l-

Gk helos nail, wart, callus] : the mass of interwoven filamentous

hyphae that forms esp. the vegetali^ve portion of thethallus of a

fungus; also ; a similar

bacterium
of filaments formed by a higher
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Mycenaean 560 mystical

My.ce-nae.an \,mT-s3-'ne-3n\ also My.ce.ni.an \mT-'se-ne-3n\ adj
: of, relating to. or characteristic of Mycenae, its people, the pe-
riod (1400 to 1100 B.C.) of Mycenae's political ascendancy, or the
Bronze Age Mycenaean culture of the eastern Mediterranean area

my.ce.to-ma \,mT-s9-'to-m3\ n [NL, fr. Gk myket-, mykes} : a
condition marked by invasion of the deep subcutaneous tissues

with fungi or actinomycetes; also : a tumorous mass occurring in

such a condition— my.ce-to-ma*tous X.mT-sa-'tam-st-ss, -'tom-\
adj
my.ce.toph.a-gous \,niT-s3-'taf-3-g3s\ adj [Gk myket-, mykes +
E -phagous'i : feeding on fungi

my.ce.tO'ZO-an \,mI-,set-3-'zo-3n\ n [NL Mycetozoa, order of
protozoans, i'r. Gk myket-, mykes + NL -zoa'\ : slime mold —
mycetozoan adj

my.co.bac-te-ri.um \,mT-k6-C,)bak-'tir-e-3m\ n [NL, genus name,
fr myc- -h Bacteriurr] I any of a genus (Mycobacterium) of non-
m-otile aerobic bacteria that are difficult to stain and include
numerous saprophytes and the organisms causing tuberculosis
and leprosy

my.CO-log.iC \.mT-k3-Maj-ik\ adj i of or relating to mycology —
my-co-log-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — my-co.Iog.i.cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\

my.col-o.gist \mr-'kal 9-J9st\ n : a specialist In mycology
my-COl-O-gy \-je\ n [NL mycologia, fr. myc- + L -logia -logy]
1 : a branch of botany dealing with fungi 2 : fungal life

my«COph.a.gist \mT-'kaf-3-J3St\ n [mycophagy. fr. myc- + -phagy}
: one that eats fungi (as mushrooms) — my-copli.a.gous \-a-g3s\
adj — my-coph-a-gy \-3-je\ n

my-cor-riii-za x.ml-ka-'n-zA n, pi my'Cor-rhi.zae \-'rT-,ze\ or
mycorrhizas [NL. fr. myc- + Gk rhiza root — more at boot] : the
symbiotic association of the mycelium of a fungus with the roots

of a seed plant — my-cor^rhi.zal \-z3l\ adj

my. co-sis \mT-'ko-s3s\ n [NL] : infection with or disease caused
by a fungus — my-cot>ic \-'kat-ik\ adj

iny-dri.a=Sis Xma-'drT-^-sasX n [L, fr. Gk] : a long-continued or
excessive dilaiaiion of the pupil ol the eye — inyd-ri.at-ic \,mid-
re-*at-ik\ adj or n

myel- or myelo- comb Jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. myelo's, fr. mys
mouse, muscle — more at mouse] ; marrow : spiiial cord (jnyel-

encephalon;
my.el.en.c8'phal.ic \,raT-3-,Ien(t)-s3-'fal-ik\ adj : of or relating
to the myeleneephalon

my»el-eii.ceph.aaon \,mT-3-(,)len-'sef-3-,lan, -bnX n [NL] : the
posterior portion of the rhombencephalon: a : medulla ob-
longata b : the posterior part of the medulla oblongata that is

continuous v/ith the spinal cord
my.elin X'ml a-lanX also my-eline X-bn, -,len\ n [ISV] : a soft
white somewhat fatty material that forms a thick medullary sheath
about the axis cylinder of medullaied nerve fibers — xny*elin>ic
\,mr-3-'lin-ik\ adj

myelin sheath n : medullary sheath
my«eli>tis \,mT-3-'lTt-3s\ n [NL] : inflammation of the spinal cord
or of the bone marrow

my.elog-e.nous X.mT-s-Taj-s-nasX also my-elo-gen.ic \,mT-3-
lo-'jen ik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, originating in, or produced
by the bone marrow <'--' sarcoma)

my.eloid \'mr-3-,16id\ adj [ISV] 1 : of or relating to the spinal
cord 2 : of, relating to, or resembling bone marrow
my*elc«ma X.ml-a-'lo-mA n [NL] : a primary tumor of the bone
marrow — my*elo>ma>tous \-'lam-3t-as, -'Iom-\ adj
my.ia.sis \mT-'T-3-S3s. me-\ n [NL, fr. Gk myia fly — more at
midge] : infestation with fly maggots
my-na or my-nail \'mT-n9\ n [Hindi maina, fr. Skt madanal

; any of various Asiatic starlings (esp. genera Acridotheres, Gracula,
and Sturnus); esp : a dark brown slightly crested bird (A. tristis)

of southeastern Asia
myn-lieer \m3-'ne(3)r\ n [D mijnheer, fr. mijn my + heer master,
sir] : a male Netherlander — used as a title equivalent to Mister

myO'Car-dl-al \,mT-3-'k'ard-e-3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or involving
the myocardium
myo. car.dio.graph X.mt-s-'kard-e-^-.grafX n : a recording Instru-
ment for making a tracing of the action of the heart

myo-car^di.tis \,mT-o-(,)kar-'dit-3s\ n [NL] : inflammation of
the myocardium
myo.cai.di-um \,mT-s-'kard-e-am\ n [NL, fr. my- + Gk kardia
heart — more at heart] : the middle muscular layer of the heart
wall
myo.gen.ic \,mT-3-'jen-ik\ adj [ISV] : originating in muscle
myO'glo.bin X-'glo-ban, 'mT-a-,\ n [ISV] : a red iron-containing
protein pigment in muscles that is similar to hemoglobin

myo.log-ic \,mr-3-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to myology —
myO'Iog-i.cal \-i-kal\ adj

my.ol.o.gy \mT-'al-3-je\ n [F or NL; F myologie, fr. NL myologia,
fr. my- + L -logia -logy] : a scientific study of muscles
my'0>ma \mT-'o-ma\ n, pi myomas or my*o*ma>ta \-'o-m3t-3\
[NL] : a tumor consisting of muscle tissue — my«o«ma'tous
\m7-'am-3t-3s, -'om-\ adj

myo-neu>ral \,raT-o-'n(y)ur-«l\ adj : of or relating to both muscle
and nerve
my-ope \'mT-,op\ n [F^ fr. LL myops myopic, fr. Gk myops, fr.

myein to be closed + ops eye, face — more at mystery, eye] : a
myopic person
my<o*pia \mr-'6-pe-Q\ n [NL, fr. Gk myopia, fr. myop-, myopsi
1 : a condition in which the visual images come to a focus in front
of the retina of the eye resulting esp. in defective vision of distant
objects 2 : deficiency of foresight or discernment — my>0>piO
\-'6-pik, -'ap-ik\ adj — my-o-pi'CaMy \-(3-)le\ adv

my*0*Siil \'mT-3-S3n\ n [ISV, fr. Gk myos, gen. of mys mouse
muscle — more at mouse] ; either of two proteins of muscle
thought to constitute the chief components of the contractile
mechanism; a : actomyosin h : a fibrous globulin that interrcacts
with actin and adenosine triphosphate

my<os-otis \,mT-3-'s6t-3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, mouse-ear,
jr. Gk myosotis, fr. myos (gen. of mys mouse) -I- ot-, ous ear —
more at mouse, ear] : any of a genus (Myosotis) of herbs of the
borage family including the common forget-me-not (A/ palustris)

myo.tome \'mT-3-,t6m\ n [ISV] l : the portion of an embryonic
somite from which skeletal musculature is produced 2 : the muscles
of a metamere esp. in a segmented invertebrate

myo.to*nia \,i

muscles; also \

ton-ic \-'tan-ik\ adj
imyr.i-ad \'mir-e-3d\ n [Gk myriad-, myrias, fr. myrioi countless,
ten thousand] 1 : ten thousand 2 : an immense number
2myriad adj l ; innumerable, multitudinous 2 : having in-

numerable aspects or elements
myi.ia.me.ter \'mir-e-3-.raet-3r\ n [F myriametre, fr. Gk myrioi

-\- F -metre -meter] — see metric system table
myr4a.pod \-,pad\ adj or n : myriopod
myr-io-pod \'mir-e 3-,pad\ n [deriv. of Gk myrioi -f- NL -poda'i

1 any of a former group (Myriopoda) of arthropods having the
body made up of numerous similar segments nearly all of which
bear true jointed legs and including the millipedes and centipedes— myriopod adj

my-riS'tate Xms-'ris-.tat, mT-\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of myristic
acid

my-ris.tic acid \ma-,ris-tik-, C,)mT-\ n [ISV, fr. NL Myristica,
genus of trees] : a crystalline fatty acid C^HzbOz occurring esp.
in the form of glycendes in most fats

myrmeo or myrmeco- comb jorm [Gk myrmek-, myrmeko-, fr.

myrmek-, myrmex — more at pismire] : ant (mj'rmccophagous)
myT.me»co-cho«rous X.msr-mi-ka-'kor-ss, -'k6r-\ adj : dispersed
by ants — myr-me-co-cho-ry X'mar-mi-ka-.kor-e, -,k6r-\ n
myr.me.COl.O.gy x.mar'ma-'kal-a-jeX n [ISV] : the scientific study
of ants
myr.me.coph.a-gous \-'kaf-3-g3s\ adj ; feeding on ants
myr«meco.phiIe X'mar-mi-ka-.fll; (Jmar-'mek-s-, -'me-k3-\ n [ISV]

; an organism that habitually shares an am nest — myr-me-copll-
i-lous \,m3r-m3-'kaf-3-i3s\ adj— myr-me-copli'i'Iy \-le\ n
myr.mi-don X'mar-ma-.dan, -mad-anV n[L Myrmidon-, Myrmido. fr.

Gk Myrmidon'] 1 cap ; a member of a ThessaUan people accompany-
ing their king Achilles to the Trojan War 2 : a loya! follower;
esp ; a subordinate who executes orders unquestioningly or piti-

lessly

my-rob-a-lan XmT-'rab-a-Isn, ma-\ n [MF mirobolan, fr. L myro-
balanus, fr. Gk myrobalanos, fr. myron unguent -I- balanos acorn— more at smear, gland] 1 ; the dried astringent fruit of an
East Indian tree (genus Terminalia) used chiefly in tanning and in
inks 2 : CHERRY PLUM
myrrh \'m3r\ n [ME myrre, fr. OE, fr. L myrrha, fr. Gk, of Sera
origin; akin to Ar murr myrrh] : a yellowish brown to reddish
brown aromatic gum resin with a bitter slightly pungent taste

obtained from a tree (esp. Commiphora abyssinica) of east Africa
and Arabia; also ; a mixture of myrrh and labdanum

myr-tle \'m3rt-n\ n, ojten attrib [ME mirtille, fr. MF, fr. ML
myrtillus, fr. L myrtus, fr. Gk myrtosl 1 : any of various plants
(family Myrtaceae, the myrtle family) including producers of gums
and timber and of spices; esp : a European shrub (Myrtus com-
munis) having ovate or lanceolate evergreen leaves and solitary

white or rosy flowers followed by black berries 2 a : a peri-
winkle {Vinca minor) b : CALIFORNIA LAUREL C : MONEYWORT

my.sell \mT-'self, ma-X pron 1 : that identical one that is I — used
reflexively <I'm going to get --' a new suit), for emphasis <I '^ will

go), or in absolute consiructions <-^ a tourist. I nevertheless
avoided other tourists) 2 : my normal, healthy, or sane condition
or self <didn"t feel -- yesterday)

myst-agogue \'mis-t3-,gag\ n [L mystagogus, fr. Gk mystagogos,
fr. mysies initiate -\- agein to lead — more at agent] 1 : one who
initiates into a mystery cult 2 : a disseminator of mystical doctrines— myst-ago.gy \-,gaj-e, -,go-je\ n

mys.te-ri-OUS \mis-'tir-e-3S\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or implying a
mystery : obscure 2 : stirred by or attracted to the inexplicable —
myS'te-ri-ous-ly adv — mys-te-ri-ous-ness n
syn MYSTERIOUS, INSCRUTABLE mean beyond one's power to dis-

cover or explain, mysterious apphes to what excites wonder,
curiosity, or surprise while baffling or eluding efforts to explain or
understand; inscrutable applies to what defies all efforts to under-
stand and leaves one with a feeling of hopelessness or defeat or
exasperation
imys-tery X'mis-tCs-UeX n [ME mysterie, fr. L mysterium, fr. Gk
mysterion, fr. (assumed) mystos keeping silence, fr. Gk myein to be
closed (of eyes or lips)] 1 a ; a religious truth that man can know
by revelation alone and cannot fully understand b cap : a Christian
sacrament; specij : Eucharist c (1) : a secret religious rite believed
(as in Eleusinian and Mithraic cults) to impart enduring bliss to the
initiate (2) ; a cult devoted to such rites 2 a : something not
understood or beyond understanding : enigma b obs ; a private
secret c : the secret or specialized practices or ritual peculiar to an
occupation or a body of people d : a piece of fiction dealing usu.
with the solution of a mysterious crime 3 : profound, inexplicable,

or secretive quality or character
syn PROBLEM, enigma, riddle, puzzle, conundrum: mystery

applies to what cannot be fully understood by human reason or less

strictly to whatever attracts curiosity and speculation but resists or
defies explanation; problem applies to any question or difficulty

calling for a solution or causing concern; enigma applies to utter-

ance or behavior that is very difficult to interpret; riddle suggests
an enigma or problem involving paradox or apparent contradic-

tion; PUZZLE applies to an enigma or problem that challenges
ingenuity for its solution; conundrum applies to a question whose
answer involves a pun or less often to a problem whose solution can
only be speculative
2mystery n [LL misterium, mysterium, alter, of ministerium service,

occupation, fr. minister servant — more at minister] 1 archaic

; trade, craft 2 archaic : a body of persons engaged in a par-
ticular trade, business, or profession : guild 3 : one of a class of

medieval religious dramas based on scriptural incidents and usu.

centering in the hfe, death, and resurrection of Christ — called also

mystery play
imys-tic \'mis-tik\ adj [ME mistik, fr. L mysticus of mysteries, fr.

Gk mysiikos, fr. (assumed) mystos} 1 : mystical 1 2 : of or re-

lating to mysteries or esoteric rites : occult 3 ; of or relating to

mysticism or mystics 4 a : mysterious b : enigmatic, obscure
c : inducing a feeling of awe or wonder d ; having magical proper-
ties

amystic n : a follower or an expounder of a mystical way of life

mys-ti-cal \-ti-k3l\ adj 1 : having a spiritual meaning or reality

that is neither apparent to the senses nor obvious to the intelligence

2 a : of, relating to, or resulting from an individual's direct com-
with God or ultimate reality b ; based upon intuition.



mystically 561 nankin
Insight, or similar subjective experience 3 : unintelugiblb, CRYFnc
4 : MYsnc 2 — mys-ti-cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv
mys.U.cism \'mis-t3-,siz-3m\ n 1 : tlie experience of mystical
union or direct communion witii ultimate reality reported by
mystics 2 a : religion based on mystical communion b : a theory
of mystical knowledge 3 a : obscure or irrational speculation
b : a theory postulating the possibihty of direct and intuitive
acquisition of ineffable knowledge or power

mys-ti.fi.ca.tioii X.mis-ts-fs-'ka-shsnX n 1 : an act or instance of
mystifying 2 : the quality or state of being mystified 3 : something
designed to mystify

mys.tl.fy \'mis-t3-,fl\ vl [F misHfier, fr. mystere mystery, fr, L
mysterium'i 1 : to perplex the mind of : bewilder 2 : to make
mysterious or obscure

mys.tique \mi-'stek\ n [F, fr. mystique, adj., mystic, fr. L mysiicus]
1 : a complex of transcendental or somewhat mystical beliefs and
attitudes developing around an object 2 : the special esoteric skill
essential in a calling or activity

myth \'mith\ n [Gk mythos] 1 : a usu. traditional story of ostensi-
bly historical events that' serves to unfold part of the world view of
a people or explain a practice, belief, or natural phenomenon
2 : PARABLE, ALLEOORV 3 a : a person or thing having only an
imaginary or unverifiable existence b : an ill-founded belief held
uncritically esp. by an interested group 4 : the whole body of
myths

myUl-i-cal \'mith-i-k3l\ adj 1 ; based on or described in a myth
esp. as contrasted with factual history ; imaginary 2 a : fabricated,
invented, or imagined in an arbitrary way or in defiance of facts
b : having qualiUes suitable to myth syn see Ficrmous — mytb-
i-caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv
myth.i.cize \'mith-3-,siz\ vr 1 : to turn into or envelop in myth
2 : to treat as myth — mytb'i-ciZ'er n

my.thog.ra.pher \mith-'ag-r3-f3r\ n [Gk myihosraphos. It.

mythos + graphein to write — more at carve] : a compiler of or
writer about myths

my.thol.o.ger \mith-'al-a-jar\ n ; mythologist
mytho.log.i.cal \,mith-3-'laj-i-k3l\ ako mythclog.ic \-ik\ adj
1 : of, relating to, or dealt with in mythology or myths 2 : mythi-

cal, FABULOUS — mytbo-Iog-l'Cal-ly \-l-kC3-)le\ adv
my.tlol.o.glst \mith-'al-3-J3st\ n : a student of mythology or
myths

my.thol.o.gize \-.jTz\ vr \ obs : to explain the mythological sig-
nificance of 2 : to build a myth round : mythicize -^ vi : to
relate, classify, and explain myths — my'tliol.o.giz-er n

my.thOl.O.gy \mith-'al-3-je\ n [F or LL; F mylhologie, fr. LL
mythologia interpretation of myths, fr. Gk, legend, myth, fr.
mylhohgein to relate myths, fr. mythos + logos speech — more at
LEGEND] 1 a : an allegorical narrative b ; a body of myths; esp
: the myths dealing with the gods, demigods, and legendary heroes
of a particular people and usu. involving supernatural elements
2 : a branch of knowledge that deals with myth
mytho.ma-nia \,niith-3-'ma-ne-3, -ny3\ n [NL, fr. Gk mvihos +
LL mama'} : an excessive or abnormal propensity for lying and
exaggerating — niytho>ma>ui>ac \-ne-,ak\ n or adj
mytho.poe.ia \,mith-3-'pe-(y)3\ n [LL, fr. Gk myihopoiia, fr.
mylhopoiein to make a myth, fr. mythos + poiein to make — more at
POEM] : a creating of myth : a giving rise to myths — mytho-poe-ic
\-'pe-ik\ adj — mytbo-po-et-ic \-po-'et-ik\ or mytho-po-et-i-
cal \-i-k3l\ adj

my.Uios \'mi-.thas, 'mith-,as\ n [Gk] 1 a : myth 1 b : mythology
lb 2 : a pattern of beliefs expressing often symbolically the
characteristic or prevalent attitudes m a group or culture 3 : theme,
PLOT
myx.ede.ma \,mik-s3-'de-m9\ n [NL, fr. Gk mvxa lampwick,
nasal mucus + MLedema— more at mucus] : severe hypothyroidism
characterized by firm inelastic edema, dry skin and hair, and loss of
mental and physical vigor — myx-ede-ma-tous \-'dem-3t-3s,
-'de-m3t-\ adj
myx.o.ma \mik-'so-m3\ n, pi myxomas or myx-o-ma-ta \-m3t-o\
[NL, fr. Gk myxa] : a soft tumor made up of gelatinous connective
tissue resembling that^ found in the umbilical cord — myx-0-ma-to-
sis \(,)mik-,so-m3-'to-s3s\ n— myx-o-ma-tous \mik-'sam-ot-3s,
-'so-m3t-\ adj

myxo.my.cete \.mik-so-'mT-,set, ,mik-so-(.)mi-'\ n [deriv. of Gk
myxa + myket-. mykes — more at MYC-] : SLIME MOLD — myxo-
my-ce-tous \-(.)mi-'set-3s\ adj
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n \'en\ n, ojten cap, often attrib 1 a : the
14th letter of the English alphabet b : a
graphic representation of this letter c ; a
speech counterpart of orthographic n 2 : a
graphic device for reproducing the letter n
3a: one designated n esp. as the I3th or
when j is used for the 10th the 14th in order
or class b : an unspecified constant 4 : some-
thing shaped like the letter N 5 : en 2

-n - see
nab \'nab\ vt nabbed; nab<bing [perh. alter,
of E dial, napl 1 ; to catch or seize in arrest

: APPREHEND 2 c to seize suddenly
na.bob \'na-.bab\ n [Hindi nawwdh, fr. Ar nuwwab, pi. of m'ib
governor] 1 : a provincial governor of the Mogul empire in India
2 : a man ofgreat wealth or prominence — na-bob'6Ss \-3s\ n
Na-botll \'na-,bath\ n [Heb Nabhoth^ : the owner of a vineyard
coveted and seized by Ahab King of Israel

na.celle \n3-'sel\ n [F, lit., small boat, fr. LL navicella, dim. of L
navis ship — more at nave] : an enclosed shelter on an aircraft for
an engine or sometimes for crew

na.cre \'na-k3r\ n [MF, fr. Olt naccara drum, nacre, fr. Ar
naqqarah drum]_: mother-of-fearl — na>cred \-k3rd\ adj —
na<cre-ous \-kre-as. -k(s-)r3s\ adj
Na-de.ne also Na-d6.n6 \na-'da-ne\ n [na- (fr. an Athapaskan
word stem akin to Haida na to dwell) + Dene'\ ; a group of related
American Indian languages spoken in parts of western No. America
from Alaska to northern Mexico

na.dir \"na-,di(a)r, 'nad-3r\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. Ar nafir opposite]
1 : the point of the celestial sphere that is directly opposite the
zenith and vertically downward from the observer 2 ; the lowest
point
inag \'nag\ n [ME nagge: akin to D negge small horse] : horse;
esp ; one that is old or in poor condition

2nag vb nagged; nag«ging [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
gnaga to gnaw; akin to OE gnngan to gnaw] vi 1 : to find fault

incessantly : complain 2 : to be a continuing source of annoyance
'-^ vt 1 : to irritate by constant scolding or urging 2 : badger,
WORRY — nag-ger n — nag<ging adj — nag*ging-ly \-io-le\ adv
Na.huatl \'na-.wat-'l\ n, pi Naliuatl or Nahuatls [Sp. fr.

Nahuatl] Ira group of peoples of southern Mexico and Central
America 2 : the Uto-Aztecan language of the Nahuatl people —
Na>huat*lan \-,wat-Isn\ adj or n
Na.hum \'na-(h}sm\ n[Heb Na/ium]:a Hebrewprophetof the 7th
century B.C.

na.iad \'na-3d, 'nl-, -,ad\ n, pi na>iads or na-ia>des \-3-,dez\ [F
or L; F na'iade, fr. L naiad-, naias, fr. Gk, fr. iiaein to flow — more at
nourish] 1 : one of the nymphs in ancient mythology living in and
giving life to lakes, rivers, springs, and fountains 2 : the aquatic
young of a mayfly, dragonfly, damselfly, or stone fly 3 : mussel 2

na.'if \na-'ef\ a^j [F] : naive
mail yna(aH\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE nsegl: akin to OHG nagal
nail, fingernail, L unguis fingernail, toenail, claw, Gk onyx} 1 a : a
horny sheath protecting the upper end of each finger and toe of
man and most other primates b : a corresponding structure (as a
claw) terminating a digit 2 : a slender usu. pointed and headed
fastener designed to be pounded in 3 : an English unit of V\& yard

2nail vt 1 : to fasten with or as if with a nail 2 : to fix in steady
attention {^r^ed his eye on the crack) 3 : catch, trap; esp : to

detect and expose so as to discredit 4 a : strike, hit b : to put out
(a runner) in baseball — nail^er n

nail down vt : to settle or establish clearly and unmistakably
nain*S00k \'nan-,suk\ n [Hindi nainsukh, fr. nain eye + sukh
delight] : a soft Ughtweight muslin

na.ive also ua.ive \na-"ev\ adj [F naive, fern, of naif, fr. OF,
inborn, natural, fr. L nutivus native] 1 : marked by unaffected
simplicity : artless, ingenuous 2 : showing lack of informed
judgment; esp : CREDULOUS syn see natural — na»ive>ly adv —
na-ive-ness n

na.ive.te also na.ive.t6 \(,)na-.e-v3-'la, na-'e-va-,; ,na-.ev-*ta\ n
[F naivete, fr. OF, inborn character, fr. naif} \ ; the quality or state
of being naive 2 ; a naive remark or action

na-ive.ty aljo na.i've.ty \na-'e-vat-e, -'ev-te\ n : naivety
na-ked \'na-kad, esp South "nek-adX adj [ME, fr. OE nacod; akin to
OHG nackot naked, L niidus, Gk gynmos} 1 ; not covered by
clothing ; nude 2 : devoid of customary or natural covering ; bare
as a : unsheathed b : unprovided with a shade c oj a plant or
one of its parts : lacking pubescence or enveloping or subtending
parts d : lacking fohage or vegetation e of an animal or one of its

parts : lacking an external covering {as of hair, feathers, or shell)
3 a : scantily supplied or furnished b : lacking embellishment
; UNADORNED 4 ; UNARMED, DEFENSELESS 5 : lacking Confirmation
or support 6 : devoid of concealment or disguise 7 : unaided by
any optical device or instrument <visible to the ^ eye) syn see
BARE — na*Ked'ly adv — na<ked*ness n
nam-by-pam-by \,nam-be-'pam-be\ adjiNamby Pamby, nickname
given to Ambrose Philips] 1 : lacking in character or substance
: INSIPID 2 : WEAK, indecisive — namby-pamby n
mame \'nam\ n [ME. fr. OE nama; akin to OHG namo name. L
nomen, Gk onoma, onyma} 1 a : a word constituting the distinctive
designation of a person or thing b (1) : a word or symbol that can
serve as the subject of a sentence or expression in logic (2) : a
designating expression 2 : a descriptive often disparaging epithet
<call someone -^s} 3 a ; reputation; esp : an illustrious record
b : a name as the embodiment of a reputation c ; a famous person
4 ; FAMILY, CLAN 5 : Semblance as opposed to reality <a friend in
-^ only) 6 ; spiritual nature or essence <praise his holy '^>

2name vr 1 : to give a name to : call 2 a : to mention or identify by
name b : to accuse by name 3 : to nominate for office : appoint
4 : to decide upon ; choose 5 : to speak about ; mention {^^ a
price) — nam*er n
3name adj 1 : of, relating to, or bearing a name 2 : appearing in

the name of a literary or theatrical production : tftle 3a; having
an established reputation b ; featuring celebrities

name*able also nam*able \'na-m3-b3l\ adj l : capable of being
named : identifiable 2 : worthy of being named ; memorable
name day n : the day of the saint whose name one bears
name*less \'nam-i3s\ adj l : undistinguished, obscure 2 ; not
known by name : anonymous 3 : having no legal right to a name
; iLLEorriMATE 4 : not having been given a name ; unnamed
5 : not marked with a name (a ^^ grave) 6 a : incapable of precise
description : indefinable b : too repulsive or distressing to
describe — name>les5>Iy adv — name-less-ness n
name.ly \'nam-le\ adv : that is to say : as
name-plate \-,plat\ n : a plate or plaque bearing a name (as of a
resident)

name.sake \'nam-,sak\ n [prob. fr. name's sake} : one that has the
same name as another; esp : one named after another

nan.keen \nan-'ken\ also nan*kin \-'ken, -'kin\ n [Nanking,
China ] 1 : a durable brownish yellow cotton fabric orig. loomed by
hand in China 2 pi ; trousers made of nankeen 3 cap : Chinese
porcelain painted in blue on white

a abu^ ^ kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j jok€; r] sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tli thin; t^ this;



nanny goat 562 national

nan>ny goat \*Dan-cA n INanny, nickname for Annel : a female
domestic goat
nano- \'nan-(,)6, -3\ comb form [ISV, fr. Gk nanos dwarf] : one
billionth (lO's) part of (nanosecond)
Na-o-mi \na-'o-me\ n [Heb NadmU ' the mother-in-law of the
Old Testament heroine Ruth

na-os\'na-,as, na-'6s\ n. pi na-oi \'na-,6i, na-*\ [Gk, temple, cella;

akin to Gk nosios return home — more at nostalgia] ; cella
inap \'nap\ VI napped; nap«ping [ME nappen, fr. OE hnappian;
akin to OHG hnatlezen to doze] 1 : to sleep briefly esp. during the
day : doze 2 ; to be off guard
Jnap n ; a short sleep esp. during the day : snooze
3uap n [ME nappe, fr. MD. flock of wool, nap; akin to OE finoppian
to pluck, Gk konis ashes — more at incinerate] : a soft downy
fibrous surface (as on yarn) — nap.less \-las\ adj — napped
\'napt\ adj

4nap vr napped; nap-ping : to raise a nap on (fabric or leather)

na-palm \'na-,pam, -,palm\ n [nflphthene + palmiiate} 1 : a
thickener consisting of a mixture of aluminum soaps used in jelling

gasoline 2 : fuel jelled with napalm
nape \'nap, 'nap\ n [ME] : the back of the neck
na*pery \'na p(3-)re\ n [ME. fr. MF naperie, fr. nappe, nape table-

cloth — more at napkin] ; household linen; esp : table linen
Naph'ta*!! \'naf-tP-,lT\ n [Heb haphidli^ : a son of Jacob and
ancestor of one of the tribes of Israel

naphth- or naphtho- comb Jorm [ISV, fr. naphtha & naphthalene"}

1 : naphtha {naphthen&) 2 l naphthalene inaphihoV)
naph'tha \'naf-th3, "nap-X n [L. fr. Gk, of Iranian origin; akin to
Per nejt naphtha] 1 : petroleum 2 : any of various volatile often
flammable liquid hydrocarbon mixtures used chiefly as solvents and
diluents

naph*tha>lene \-,len\ n [alter, of earlier naphthaline, Irreg. fr.

naphtha} ; a crystalline aromatic hydrocarbon CioHsUSu. obtained
by distillation of coal tar ~ naph-tha-len-ic \,naf-th9-'len-ik,
,nap-, -'ien-\ adj

naph-thene \'naf-,then, 'nap-\ n [ISV] : any of various saturated
cyclic hydrocarbons of the general formula CnHzn,' esp : one that
occurs in shale or tar oil and yields aromatic hydrocarbons on
dehydrogenation — naph>then'ic \naf-'then-ik, nap-, -'then-\ adj
naph.thol \'naf-,th6l, 'nap-. -,thol\ n [ISV] 1 : either of two white
crystalline hydroxyl derivatives CioHyOH of napththalene found
in coal tar or made synthetically and used as antiseptics and in
manufacture of dyes 2 : any of various hydroxy derivatives con-
taining the naphthalene nucleus
Na.pier-ian logaritlun Xna-.pir-e-sn-. na-\ n [John Napier tl6l7
Sc mathematician] : natliral logarithm
na-pi-form \'na-p3-,f6rm\ adj [L napus turnip (fr. Gk napy mus-
tard) + ISV -ijorm: akin to Gk sinapy mustard] oj a root : globular
at tfie top and tapering off abruptly

nap.ldll \'nap-kjn\ n [ME nappekin, fr. nappe tablecloth, fr. MF,
fr. L mappa napkin] 1 : a piece of material (as cloth or paper) used
at table to wipe the lips or fingers and protect the clothes 2 : a
small cloth or towel; as a dial Brit : handkerchief b chiejly Scot
; kerchief c chiefly Brit : diaper 2

na.po.leon Vns-'pol-ysn, -'po-le-3n\ n {Napoleon I tl82l F
emperor] 1 [F napoleon, fr. Napoleon Napoleon I] : a French 20=>

franc gold coin 2 a : a card game resembling euchre; also : a bid to
win all five tricks in this game b : any of various forms of solitaire

3 ; an oblong pastry consisting of layers of puff paste with a filUng
of cream, custard, or jelly

Na<po>le>on>lc \n3-,po-le-'an-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or character-
istic of Napoleon I or his family — Na'PO>le>on>i>cal>ly \-i-

k(3-)Ie\ adv
inap-per \'nap-3r\ n : one that takes naps
anapper n : one that naps cloth
inap.py \*nap-e\ n [obs. nappy, adj., (foaming)] chiejly Scot
: LIQUOR; specij : ale

inappy n [E dial, nap bowl, fr. ME. fr. OE hrmpp: akin to OHG
hnapf bowl ] : a shallow open serving dish
nar.Cism \'nar-,siz-3m\ n [G narcismus, fr. L Narcissus} I nar-

nar.CiS.Sism \'nar-S3-,siz-3m\ n [G narzissismus, fr. Narziss
Narcissus, fr. L Narcissus} 1 : egoism, egocentrism 2 : love of
one's own body — nar-cis^sist \'nar-S3-S3st\ n or adj — nar-cis-
SiS*tiC \,nar-S3-'sis-tik\ adj

nar.CiS.SUS \nar-'sis-3s\ n [L. fr, Gk Narkissos} 1 cap : a beautiful
youth in Greek legend caused to pine away for love of his own
image and transformed into the narcissus 2 pi narcissus or
nar-cis-sus-es \-'sis-3-s9z\ or nar'Cis<sl \-*sis-,T, -(,)e\ [NL,
genus name, fr. L. narcissus, fr. Gk narkissos} : daffodil; esp : one
whose flowers have a short corona and are usu. borne separately

nar^clst \"nar-s3St\ n : narcissist
nar.co.lep.sy \'nar-k3-.lep-se\ n [ISV, fr. Gk narke} : a condition
characterized by brief attacks of deep sleep — nar>co*lep*tic
\,nar-k3-'lep-tik\ adj or n

nar.co.sis \nar-*ko-s3s\ n. pi nar-ccses \-'k6-,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk
narkosis, action of benumbing, fr. narkoun} ; a state of stupor,
unconsciousness, or arrested activity produced by the influence of
narcotics or other chemicals
1nar.C0t.iC \nar-'kat-ik\ n [ME narkotik. iT._ MF narcotique, fr.

narcotique, adj., fr. ML narcoiicus, fr. Gk narkotikos, fr. narkoun to
benumb, fr. narke numbness, — more at snare] 1 : a drug (as
opium) that in moderate doses dulls the senses, relieves pain, and
induces profound sleep but in excessive doses causes stupor, coma,
or convulsions 2 : something that soothes, relieves, or lulls

^narcotic adj 1 a : having the properties of or yielding a narcotic
b : inducing mental lethargy : soporiferous 2 : of, induced by, or
concerned with narcotics 3 : of. involving, or intended for
narcotic addicts — nar*cot*i>cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

nar-co.tize \'nar-k3-,tTz\ vt [ISV] l a : to treat with or subject to
a narcotic b : to put into a state of narcosis 2 : to soothe to un-
consciousness or unawareness '— vi : to act as a narcotizing agent
nard \'nard\ n [ME narde, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L nardus, fr. Gk
nardos, of Sem origin; akin to Heb nerd nard] : spikenard ib

na.ris \'nar-3s, 'nerA n, pi na-res \'nao)r-(.1ez, 'ne(3)r-\ [L;
akin to L nasus nose — more at nose] : the opening of the nose or
nasal cavity of a vertebrate
nark \'nark\ n [perh. fr. Romany nak nose] Brit : a spy employed
by the police : stool pigeon

nar>rate \'na(3)r-,at, na-'rat\ vt [L narratus, pp. of narrare. fr. L

gnarus knowing; akin to L gnoscere, noscere to know — more at
know] : to recite the details of (a story) : relate — nar-ra-tor or
nar-rat.er \'na(s)r-,at-ar; na-'rat-, ns-; 'nar-3t-\ n

nai*ra>tlon Xna-'ra-shsn, ns-X « 1 ; the act or process or an in-

stance of narrating 2 : story, narrative — nar>ra'tion>al
\-shn3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj

nar.ra-tive \'nar-3t-iv\ n 1 : something that is narrated : story
2 : the art or practice of narration — narratiye adj — nar<ia-
tive-ly adv
inar-row \'nar-(,)o, -3(-w)\ adj [ME narowe, fr. OE nearu; akin to
OHG narwa scar, snuor cord, Gk narnax box] 1 a : of slender
width b : of less than standard width c oj a textile : woven in
widths less than 18 inches 2 : limited in size or scope : restricted
3 a ; illiberal in views or disposition ; prejudiced b chiejly dial

: stingy, niggardly 4 a barely sufficient : close b : barely
successful 6 : minutely precise : meticulous G oj a ration : rela-
tively rich in protein as compared with carbohydrate and fat

7 : TENSE 3 — nar-row-Iy adv — nar-row-ness n
2narrow n : a narrow part or passage; specij : a strait connecting
two bodies of water — usu. used in pi. but sing, or pi. in constr.
3narrow vb ; to lessen in width or extent : contract
nar«row-mind»ed \,nar-o-'min-d3d\ adj : lacking in tolerance or
breadth of vision : petty — nar-row-mind-ed'ly adv — nar-
row-mind-ed-ness n

nar-thex \'nar-,theks\ n [LGk narthex, fr. Gk, giant fennel, cane,
casket] 1 ; the portico of an ancient church 2 : a vestibule leading
to the nave of a church
nai'Whal also nar.wal \'nar-,(h)wal, -w3l\ or nar-whale
\-,(h)wal\ n [Norw & Dan narhval & Sw narval, prob. modif.
of Icel narhvalur, fr. ON nahvalr, fr. nar corpse -r hvalr whale; fr.

its color] ; an arctic cetacean {Monodon monoceros) about 20 feet
long with the male having a long twisted ivory tusk of commercial

nary \'nar-e, 'ner-\ adj [alter, of ne'er a} dial i not one
nas- or naso- also nasi- comb jorm [L nasus nose — more at nose]
1 : nose : nasal <nasoscope> <nasosinusitis> 2 : nasal and {naso-
labial)

ma.sal \'na-z3l\ n [MF. fr. OF, fr. nes nose, fr. L nasm} 1 : the
nosepiece of a helmet 2 : a nasal part 3 : a nasal consonant or
vowel

2nasal adj l : of or relating to the nose 2 a : uttered through the
nose with the mouth passage occluded (as m, n, ng) b : uttered with
the mouth open, the soft palate lowered, and the nose passage pro-
ducing a phonemically essential resonance (as of a vowel in French)
or a phonemically nonessential resonance (as of a vowel or con-
sonant in English) c : characteri2ed by resonance produced
through the nose 3 oj a musical tone : sharp, penetrating —
na-sal'i'ty \na-'zal-3t-e\ n — na*saMy \'naz-(3-)le\ <^dv

na*sal<iza>tion \,naz-(3-)l3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act or process of
making, being, or becoming nasal

na>sal*ize \'na-z3-JIz\ vt ; to make nasal '^ vi : to speak in a

na>scence \'nas-'nCt)s, 'nas-\ also na.scen.cy \-'n-se\ n : birth,
origin

na-scent \'nas-=nt, "nas-X adj [L nascent-, ,

be bom — more at nation] ; coming into <

develop
na-so.pha-ryu.geal X.na-(,)zo-f3-'rin-j(e-)3l, -.far-an-'je-alX adj

: of or relating to the nose and pharynx or the nasopharynx
na.so-phar.yns X-'far-io(k)sX n [NL] : the upper part of the
pharynx continuous with the nasal passages

nas-lic X'nas-tik\ adj [Gk nastos close-pressed, fr. nasscin to press]
: of, relating to, or constituting a movement of a plant part caused
by disproportionate growth or increase of turgor in one surface

nas-ti.ly \'nas-t3-le\ adv : in a nasty manner
nas»ti«ness X-te-nssX n l the quality or state of being nasty

nas-tur-tium Xna-'stsr-sham, na-X n [L, a cress] : any of a genus
(Tropaeolum of the family Tropaeolaceae, the nasturtium family)
of herbs bearing showy spurred flowers and having pungent seeds;

esp : either of two widely cultivated ornamentals (T". majus and T.

nas.ty \'nas-teX adj [ME] 1 a : disgustingly filthy b : physically
repugnant 2 : indecent, obscene 3 : mean, tawdry 4 a : ex-

tremely hazardous or harmful b : full of problems : knotty
c : sharply unpleasant <~ shock) 6 ; lacking in courtesy or sports-
manship : SPrrEFUL syn see dirty

-nas.ty X.nas-te\ n comb jorm [G -nastie, fr, Gk nastos} ; nastic
movement of a plant part <epiniiy/_>'>

na-tal X'nat-'IX adj [ME. fr. L natalis, fr. natus, pp. of nasci to be
bom — more at nation] 1 : native 2 : of, relating to. or present
at birth <~ day); esp ; associated with one's birth <--' star)

na-tal.i.ty Xna-'tal-st-e, n3-X n : birthrate
na-tant X'nat-'ntX adj [L naiant-, narans. prp. of natare to swim;
akin to L nare to swim — more at nourish] : swimming or floating

na-ta>tion Xna-'ta-shan. na-X " : the action or art of swimming
na>ta>to*ri'al x.nat-s-'tor-e-al, ,nat-, -'tor-X or na-ta.to-ry
X'nat-3-,tor-e. 'nat-. -, tor-X adj 1 : of or relating to swimming
2 : adapted to or characterized by swimming

na<ta.to.ri*tmi Xinat-g-'tor-e-am, ,nat-, -'tor-X n [LL, fr. L natatus,

pp. of natare} X a place for swimming; esp : an indoor swimming
pool
na*tes X'na-.tezX n pi [L, pi. of natis buttock; akin to Gk notos,

noton back ] : buttocks
nathe.less X'nath-bsX or nath.less X'nath-X adv [ME, fr. OB
nd the Ixs not the less] ; nevertheless, notwithstanding

na<tion X'na-shsnX n [ME nacioun, fr. MF nation, fr. L nation-,

natio birth, race, nation, fr. natus, pp. of nasci to be born; akin to

L gignere to beget — more at kin] 1 a (1) : NATiONALrrY 5a
(2) : a politically organized nationality b : a community of

people composed of one or more nationalities and possessing a
more or less defined territory and government c : a territorial

division containing a body of people of one or more nationalities

and usu. characterized by relatively large size and independent
status 2 archaic : group, aggregation 3 : a tribe or federation

of tribes (as of American Indians) — na»tion*liood X-.hiidX n

ina.Uon.al X'nash-nal, -sn-'lX adj 1 : of or relating to a nation
2 : nationalist 3 : comprising or characteristic of a rationality

4 : belonging to or maintained by the federal government 6 : of.



national 563 naumachias
relating to, or being a coalition government formed by most or
all major political parties usu. in a crisis — na>tioa>al*ly \-e\ adv
snational n 1 ; one that owes allegiance to or is under the protec-
tion of a nation without regard to the more formal status of citizen
or subject 2 : a competition that is national in scope — usu. used
in pi. syn see citizen

national banK n l : a bank associated with the finances of a nation
2 : a bank operating under federal charter and supervision
National Guard n ; a miiitia force recruited by each state, equipped
by the federal government, and jointly maintained subject to the
call of either

national income n : the aggregate of earnings from a nation's
current production including compensation of employees, interest,
rental income, and profits of business after taxes

na<tion>al*ism X'nash-ngl-.iz-sm, -3n-'l-\ n ; loyalty and devotion
to a nation; esp ; a sense of national consciousness exalting one
nation above all others and placing primary emphasis on promotion
of its culture and interests as opposed to those of other nations or
supranational groups
ina-tion>al-ist \-3st\ n 1 : an advocate of or believer in national-
ism 2 cap : a member of a political party or group advocating
national independence or strong national government

snationalist adj l : of, relating to, or advocating nationalism
2 cap ; of, relating to, or being a political group advocating or
associated with nationalism

na*tion>al>iS>tic \,nash-nal-'is-tik, -3n-'I-\ adj 1 : of, favoring,
or characterized by nationaUsm <~ election speeches) 2 : national
1 — na.tion.al-iS'ti-caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

na*tion<al>i>ty \,nash-(3-)'nal-3t-e\ n 1 : national character
2 : NATIONALISM 3 a : national status; specif : a legal relationship
involving allegiance on the part of an individual and usu. protec-
tion on the part of the state b : membership in a particular nation
4 ; political independence or existence as a separate nation 5 a : a
people having a common origin, tradition, and language and
capable of forming or actually constituting a nation-state h : an
ethnic group constituting one element of a larger unit (as a nation)

na*tion>aI<iza<tion X.nash-nal-a-'za-shan, -3n-'l-\ n 1 : the action
or process of nationalizing 2 : the state of being nationalized

na-Uon<al>ize \'nash-n3l-,Tz, -an-^l-X vi 1 : to give a national
character to 2 : to invest control or ownership of in the national
government — na>tion-al-iz>er n
national park n : an area of special scenic, historical, or scientific

importance set aside and maintained by a national government
esp. for recreation or study

national product n : the value of the goods and services produced
in a nation during a year

national socialism n : nazism — national socialist adj
na<tion-state \'na-shsn-'siat, -,stat\ n : a form of political

organization under which a relatively homogeneous people
inhabits a sovereign state; esp : a state containing one as opposed
to several nationalities
na*tion>wide \,na-sh3n-'wTd\ adj : extending throughout a nation
ina.tive \'nat-iv\ adj [ME natij, fr. MF, fr. L nativus, fr. narus,

pp. of nasci to be born — more at nation] 1 ; inborn, innate
2 : belonging to a particular place by birth 3 archaic : closely
related 4 : belonging to or associated with one by birth 6 : natu-
ral, normal 6a: grown, produced, or originating in a particular
place or in the vicinity : local 1) ; iNOiGENOUS 7 : simple, un-
affected 8 a : constituting the original substance or source b
: found in nature esp. in an unadulterated form 9 chiejly Austral
: having a usu. superficial resemblance to a specified English plant
or animal — na-tive-ly adv — na-tive-ness n
syn NATIVE, INDIGENOUS, ENDEMIC, ABORIGINAL mean belonging

to a locality, native implies birth or origin in a place or region and
may suggest compatibility with it; indigenous applies to species
or races and adds to native the impUcation of not having been
introduced from elsewhere; endemic implies being peculiar to a
region; aboriginal implies having no known race preceding in
occupancy of the region

^native n 1 : one bom or reared in a particular place 2 a : an
original or indigenous inhabitant b ; something indigenous to a
particular locality 3 : a local resident; esp : a person who has
lived all his life in a place as distinguished from a visitor or a tem-
porary resident
na-tiv>ism \'nat-iv-,iz-3m\ n 1 : a policy of favoring native
inhabitants as opposed to immigrants 2 : the revival or perpetua-
tion of an indigenous culture esp. in opposition to acculturation— na»tiV'ist \-3st\ n or adj — na-tiv-iS'tic \,nat-iv-'is-tik\ adj

na-tiv-i-ty \ns-'tiv-at-e, na-\ n [ME nativite, fr. MF nativiie, fr.

ML nativitat-, naw-iias, fr. LL. birth, fr. L nativus'\ 1 cap \ the
birth of Christ 2 cap X Christmas 1 3 : the process or circum-
stances of being bom ; birth 4 : a horoscope at or of the time of
one's birth 5 ; the place of origin

na-trO'lite \'na-tr3-,nt\ n [G natrolilh, fr. natron (fr. F) + -lith

-lite] : a hydrous sodium aluminum sihcate Na2AlzSi3O]0.2HzO
related to zeolite

na.tron \'na-,tran, -tran\ n [F. fr. Sp natrdn, fr. Ar natrun, fr. Gk
nitron's ; a hydrated native sodium carbonate NazCOa-lOHzO

nat>ti>ly \'nat-=l-e\ adv : in a natty manner : smartly
nat-ti-ness \'nat-e-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being natty

nat.ty \'nat-e\ adj [perh. alter, of earher netty, fr. obs. net neat,

clean] : trimly neat and tidy : smart
inat.U-ral \'nach-(3-)r3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L naturalis of nature,

fr. natura nature] 1 : based on an inherent sense of right and wrong
i-^ justice) 2 a : being in accordance with or determined by nature
b : having or constituting a classification based on features existing

in nature 3 a chiejly dial (1) : begotten as distinguished from
adopted; esp : LEomMATE (2) : being a relation by actual con-
sanguinity as distinguished from adoption <'^ parents) b : il-

legitimate <'^ child) 4 : consonant with the nature or character

of someone or something 6 : inborn, innate 6 : of or relating

to nature as an object of study and research 7 : having a specified

character by nature 8 a : occurring in conformity with the ordinary

course of nature <'^ causes) b : inferred from nature rather than
revelation <---' theology) c : having a normal or usual character

9 : characterized by qualities held to be part of the nature of man
10 a : growing as a native and without cultivation b I^^^isting

•"

or product by nature 11 a ; being ' "'"" '
" *^~

1 state of nature without

spiritual enlightenment ; unregenerate b : living in or as if in
a state of nature imtouched by the influences of civilization and
society 12 a : having a physical or real existence as contrasted
with one that is spiritual, intellectual, or mental b : of, relating to.
or operating in the physical as opposed to the spiritual world
13 a ; closely resembling the object imitated b : free from arti-
ficiality, affectation, or constraint c : having a form or appearance
found in nature 14 a : having neither flats nor sharps (the ~
scale of C major) h ; being neither sharp nor flat c : having the
pitch modified by the natural sign — nat*u*ral-ly \'nach-(3-)r3-
le, 'nach-3r-le\ adv — nat<n>ral*ness \-(a-)r3l-nas\ n
syn ingenuous. naIve, UNsoPHiyncAXED. artless: natural

impUes lacking artificiality and self-consciousness and having a
spontaneousness suggesting the natural rather than the man-made
world; ingenuous implies inabtUty to disguise or conceal one's
feelings or intentions; naive suggests lack of worldly wisdom often
cormoting credulousness and unchecked innocence; unsophisti-
cated implies a lack of experience and training necessary for social
ease and adroitness; artless suggests a naturalness resulting from
unawareness of the effect one is producing on others syn see in
addition regular
^natural n 1 ; one bom without the usual powers of reason and
understanding : idiot 2 a : the character or sign \ placed on any
degree of the musical staff to nullify the effect of a preceding sharp
or flat b : a note or tone affected by the natural sign 3 : a result
or combination that immediately wins the stake in a game; specif
: a throw of 7 or 11 on the first cast in craps 4a: one having natu-
ral skills, talents, or abilities b : something that is likely to become
an immediate success c : one that is obviously suitable for a specific
purpose syn see fool

natural gas n : gas issuing from the earth's crust through natural
openings or bored wells; esp : a combustible mixture of methane and
higher hydrocarbons used chiefly as a fuel and raw material

natural history n l : a treatise on some aspect of nature 2 : the
study of natural objects esp. from an amateur or popular point of

nat*u-ral-ism \'nach-(a-)ra-,liz-3m\ « 1 : action, inclination, or
thought based only on natural desires and instincts 2 : a theory
denying that an event or object has a supernatural significance;
specij : the doctrine that scientific laws are adequate to account
for all phenomena 3 : realism in art or literature; specif : a theory
in literature emphasizing scientific observation of Ufe without
idealization or the avoidance of the ugly
lnat>u<rai>ist \-l3st\ n 1 : one that advocates or practices natural-
ism 2 : a student of natural history; esp ; a field biologist

snaturalist or nat-u-ral-is-tic \,nach-(a-)r3-'lis-tik\ adj : of,

characterized by, or according with naturalism — nat>u>ral*is-
ti.cal-ly \-ti-k(3-ne\ adv

nat<u>ral-iza-tlon \,nach-(3-)r3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act or process
of naturalizing
nat*u<raMze V'nach-CsOra-.lIzV vt 1 a : to Introduce into common
use or into the vernacular b : to cause (as a plant) to become
established as if native 2 : to bring into conformity with nature
3 : to confer the rights of a national on; esp ; to admit to citizen-
ship -^ vi : to become established as if native

natural law n : a body of law or a specific principle held to be de-
rived from n?ture and binding upon human society in the absence
of or in addition to positive law

natural logarithm n : a logarithm with e as a base
natural nmnher n : the number 1 or any number (as 3, 12, 432)
obtained by repeatedly adding 1 to this number

natural philosophy n : natural science; specij ; physical science
natural resources n pi : industrial materials and capacities (as

mineral deposits, waterpower) supplied by nature
natural science n % any of the sciences (as physics, chemistry,
biology) that deal with matter, energy, and their interrelations and
transformations or with objectively measurable phenomena

natural selection n : a natural process tending to cause the sur-

vival of individuals or groups best adjusted to the conditions under
which they live and being equally important for the perpetuation of
desirable genetic qualities and for the elimination of undesirable as
these are brought forward by recombination or mutation of genes

natural tiieology n : theology deriving its knowledge of God from
the study of nature independent of special revelation

na=ture Vna-charX n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L natura, fr. natus, pp. of
nasci to be bom — more at nation] 1 a : the inherent character or
basic constitution of a person or thing : essence b ; disposition,
temperament 2 a : a creative and controlling force in the uni-

verse h : an inner force or the sum of such forces in an individual

3 : general character : kind (acts of a ceremonial ~) 4 : the physi-
cal constitution or drives of an organism 5 : a spontaneous
attitude (as of generosity) 6 : the external world in its entirety

7 a : man's original or natural condition b : a simplified mode of
life resembling this condition 8 ; natural scenery syn see type

na.tur.o.path \'na-cha-ra-,path, na-'t(y)ur-s-\ n [back-formation
fr. naturopathyl ; a practitioner of naturopathy

na.tur>0>patll-ic \,na-ch3-ra-'path-ik, n3-.t(y)ur-3-\ adj : of, relat-

ing to, or effected by naturopathy_
na-tur-Op-a.tliy \,na-ch3-'rap-a-the\ n [nature + -o- + -pathyj : a
svstem of treatment of disease emphasizing assistance to nature
and including the use of natural medicinal substances and physical

means (as manipulation and electrical treatment)

inaught \'n6t, 'nat\ pron [ME, fr. OE nawiht, fr. na no + wiht
creature, thing — more at no, wight] : nothing
2naught n 1 a : nothing b : nothingness, nonexistence 2 ; the
arithmetical symbol : zero, cipher
3naught adj : of no importance : insignificant

naugh>ti*ly \'n6t-=l-e, 'nat-\ adv : in a naughty manner
naugh.ti-ness X'ndt-e-nos, 'nat-\ n : the quaUty or state of being
naughty
naughty \'n6t-e, 'nat-X adj {.'naught'] 1 a archaic ; vicious in moral
character ; wicked b : guilty of disobedience or misbehavior
2 : lacking in taste or propriety syn see bad
nau-ma*chia \n6-'ma-ke-3, -'mak-e-^ n, pi nau»ma«clii.ae \-'ma-
ke-,e; -'mak-e-.T, -.e\ or nau-ma.Chi.as [L, fr. Gk. naval battlCj fr.

naus ship + machesthai to fight — more at nave] 1 : an ancient
Roman spectacle representing a naval battle 2 : a place for nau-
machiae
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nauplii 564 necessitous

nau.pli-US \'n6-ple-M\ n, pi nau«plii \-pI5-,T, -,e\ [NL, fr. L, a
shellfish, fr. Gk naupliosi : a crustacean larva in usu. the first

stage after leaving the egg and with three pairs of appendages, a
median eye, and little or no segmentation

Xiau*sea \'n6-ze-9, -sha, -se-a. -zh3\ n [L, seasickness, nausea, fr. Gk
nautia, nausia, fr. nautes sailor] 1 : a stomach distress with loathing
for food and an urge to vomit 2 : extreme disgust — nau*se>ant
\-z(h^e-3nt. -s{h)c-\ n or ad}

nau-se>ate \'n6-z(h)e-,at, -s(h)e-\ vi 1 : to become affected with
nausea 2 ; to feel disgust -^^ vr : to affect with nausea or disgust
— nau-se<at*iug \-,at-io\ ad} — nau-se>at-ing>ly \-iG-le\ adv

nau>seoilS V'no-sh^s, 'n6-2e-3s\ adj 1 : nauseated 2 : causing
nausea : sickening — nau»seous*ly adv — naU'Seous-ness n

nautcb Vn6ch\ n [Hindi nac, fr. Skt nrtya, fr. nriyaii he dances]
: an entertainment in India consisting chiefly of dancing by pro-
fessional dancing girls

nau>ti<cal Vnbi-i-ksl, 'nat-\ adj [L nauticus, fr. Gk nautikos, fr.

nautes sailor, fr. naus ship — more at nave] : of, relating to, or
associated with seamen, navigation, or ships ~ iiaa*ti*cal>ly

\-kO-)le\ adv
nautical mile n : any of various units of distance used for sea and
air navigation based on the length of a minute of arc of a great
circle of the earth and differing because the earth is not a perfect

sphere: as a ; a British unit equal to 6080 ft. or 1853.2 meters
~ called also Admiralty mile b : a U.S. unit no longer in official

use equal to 6080.20 ft. or 1853.248 meters c : an international
unit equal to 6076.115 ft. or 1852 meters used officially in the U.S.
since July 1, 1959

nau>ti>loid \'n6t-^-.6id, 'nat-\ n ; any of an ancient group
(Nautiloideai of cephalopods represented In the recent fauna by
the nautiluses — nautiloid ad}

nau.ti.lus \'n6t-=i-as, 'nat-\ /t, pi nau-ti.lus.es or nau-ti-li
\.'l-j^ .,e\ [NL. genus name, fr. I_, paper nautilus, fr. Gk nautiloSy

lit., sailor, fr. naus ship] 1 : any of a genus (Nautilus) of cephalo-
pod mollusks of the So. Pacific and Indian oceans having a spiral

chambered shell pearly on the inside 2 : a cephalopod {genus
Argonauia) whose female has a delicate papery shell — called also
paper nautilus
Na.va.ho or Na.va-io \'nav-3-.ho, "navA n, pi Navaho or Nava-
hos or Navajo or Navajos [Sp {Apache de) Navajo, Ut., Apache
of Navaj6, fr. Navajo, a pueblo] 1 a : an Athapaskan people of

northern New Mexico and Arizona b : a member of this people
2 ; the language of the Navaho people

na.val \'na-v3l\ adj [L navalis, fr. navis'\ 1 obs \ of or relating to
ships or shipping 2 a : of or relating to a navy b ; consisting of or
involving warships
inave \'nav\ n [ME, fr. OE naju; akin to OE najela navel] : the
hub of a wheel
inave n [ML navis, fr L, ship; akin to OE nowend sailor, Gk naus
ship, Skt naii'\ : the main part of the interior of a church; esp: the
long narrow central hall in a cruciform church that rises higher
than the aisles flanking it to form a clerestory

na>vel \'na-v3l\ n [ME. fr. OE najela; akin to OHG nabalo navel,

L umbilicus, Gk omphalos'] 1 : a depression in the middle of the
abdomen marking the point of attachment of the umbilical cord or
yolk sialk 2 : the central point : middle

navel orange n : a seedless orange having a pit at the apex where the
fruit encloses a small secondary fruit

ina>viC-U*lar \n»-*vik-y5-l3r\ adj [L navicula boat, dim. of navis}

; shaped like a boat <a -^ bone)
^navicular fl/5ona.vic«u.la.re \na-,vik-ya-'la(a)r-e, -'le(3)r-, -'larA
n [NL (os) naviculare navicular bone] : a navicular bone esp. of
the carpus

M-g3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state ofnav>i<ga*bil>i.ty \,
beirig navigable

nav>i*ga*ble \'nav-i-gs-b3l\ adj 1 : deep enough and wide enough
to afford passage to ships 2 : capable of being steered — nav<i-
ga<ble<ness n — nav-i-ga-bly \-ble\ adv

naV'i'gate \'nav-3-,gat\ vb [L navigalus, pp. of navigare, fr. navis
ship + -igare (fr. agere to drive) — more at agent] vi 1 : to travel

by water : sail 2 : to steer a course through any medium; specif

; to operate an airplane 3 : to get about : walk -^ vt 1 a ; to sail

over, on, or through b : to make one's way over or through
: TRAVERSE 2 a : to steer or manage (a boat) In sailing b ; to
operate or control the course of (as an airplane)

nav<i'ga>tlon \,nav-a-'ga-shan\ n 1 : the act or practice of navigat-
ing 2 : the science of getting ships or airplanes from place to place;

esp : the method of determining position, course, and distance
traveled 3 : ship traffic or commerce — nav-i-ga-tion-al \-shn3l,
-shsn-^IX adj — nav>i>ga>tion>al>ly \-e\ adv

nav-i'ga<tor \'nav-3-,gat-3r\ n : one that navigates or is qualified
to navigate; ejp : one who explores by ship

nav-vy \'nav-e\ n [by shortening & alter, fr. navigator (construction
worker on a canal, navvy)] Brit : an unskilled laborer
na.vy \'na-ve\ n [ME navie, fr MF, fr. (assumed) VL navia, fr. L
navis] 1 : a group of ships : fleet 2 : a nation's ships of war and
of logistic support 3 ojten cap : the complete naval establishment
of a nation including yards, stations, ships, and personnel 4 : a
variable color averaging a grayish purplish blue
navy bean n : a white-seeded kidney bean grown esp. for its nutri-

tious seeds
Navy Cross n : a US. decoration awarded for extraordinary hero-
ism in operations against an aiTned enemy
navy yard n : a vard where naval vessels are built or repaired
may \'na\ adv [ME, fr. ON nei, fr, ne not + eiever — more at aye]
1 : NO 2 : not merely this but also : not only so but <the letter
made him happy, "-, ecstatic)
2nay n 1 : denial, refusal 2 a : a negative reply or vote b : one
who votes no
na-ya pai'Sa \n9-.ya-(.)pT-'sa\ n, pi na>ye pai>se \-,ya-(,)pT-'sa\
[Hindi naya paisa, lit., new pice J — see rupee at money table
Naz-a-rene \,naz-3-'ren\ n [ME Nazoren, fr. LL Nazarenus, fr.

Gk Nazarenos, fr. Nazareth, town in Palestine] 1 : a native or
resident of Nazareth 2 a : christian la b : a member of the
Church of the Nazarene that is a Protestant denomination deriving
from the merging of three holiness groups and following Wesleyan
doctrines and polity

na-zi \'nat-se, 'natA n [G. by shortening & alter, fr. national-
sozialist, fr. national + soziatist socialist] 1 cap ; a member of a
German fascist party controUing Germany from 1933 to 1945 un-
der Adolf Hitler 2 ojten cap : one held to resemble a German

Nazi — nazi adj, ojten cap— na*zl*fl*ca*tion \,nat-si-f3-'ka-shan,
,nat-\ n, ojten cap — na>zi-fy \'nat-si-,fT, 'natA v/, often cap— Na*zism \'nat-,siz-3m. 'natA or Na-z1>ism \-sc-,iz-3rn\ n
Naz4.rite or Naz.a-rite \'naz-3-,rTt\ n [LL nazaraeus, fr Gk
naziraios, nazaraios, fr Heb nazir. Mi., consecrated] : a Jew of
biblical times consecrated to God by a vow esp. to avoid drinking
wine, cutting the hair, and being defiled by a corpse — Naz»i«rit-
ism \-,rTt-,iz-3m\ n

ne- or neo- comb jorm [Gk, fr neos new — more at new] 1 a : new
; recent (Neoceney b : new and different period or form of (Neo-
platonism) ; in a new and different form or manner <jVeoplatonic>
C : New World <Neotropical) d : new and abnormal (neoplasm^
2 : new chemical compound isomeric with or otherwise related to
(such) a compound <neoarsphenamine>

Ne.an.der-llial \ne-'an-d3r-,t(h)6I, na-'an-d3r-,tal\ adj 1 : being,
relating to, or resembling Neanderthal man 2 : suggesting a
caveman in appearance or behavior — Neanderthal n
Neanderthal man n [Neanderthal, valley in western Germany] : a
Middle Paleolithic man {homo neanderthalensis) known from skele-
tal remains in Europe, northern Africa, and western Asia — Ne«an-
der>thal*old \-,6id\ adj or n
neap \'nep\ adj [ME neep. fr, OE nep being at the stage of neap tide]

: of, relating to, or constituting a neap tide

Ne-a-pOl-i-tan ice cream \,ne-3-,pal-3t-'n-\ n {Neapolitan (of

Naples), fr. L neapolitanus, fr. Gk neapolites citizen of Naples, fr.

Neapolis Naples] : a brick of from two to four layers of ice cream
of different flavors usu including an ice

neap tide n : a tide of minimum range occurring at the first and the
third quarters of the moon
^neai \'ni(a)r\ adv [ME ner, partly fr. ner nearer, fr. OE near, com-
parative of neah nigh; partly fr. ON riser nearer, compar. of mi-
nigh — more at nigh] 1 : at, within, or to a short distance or time
2 : ALMOST, nearly <"- dead) 3 : closely, intimately <'^ re-

lated) 4 archaic \ frugally
2near \(')ni(3)r\ prep ; close to
3near Vni(9)r\ adj 1 ; closely related or intimately associated
2a: not far distant in time, place, or degree b : barely avoided
C : CLOSE, NARROW <a ~ miss) 3 a : being the closer of two <~
side) b : being the left-hand one of a pair (-^ wheel of a cart)
4 : DiREcr, SHORT {'^cst road) 6 : closefisted, shngy
6a: closely resembling a prototype b : approximating the gen-
uine (,r^ silk) — uear-ly adv — near-ness n

4near \'ni(3)r\ vb : approach
near-by \ni(3)r-*bT, 'ni(3)r-A adv (or adj) : close at hand
Ne*arc>tic \(')ne-'ark-tik, -"art-ikV adj ; of, relating to, or being
the biogeographic subregion that includes Greenland, arctic Amer-
ica, and the noitheiTi and mountainous parts of No. America

neaT>Sigllt*ed \'ni(3)r-'3Tt-3d\ adj : seeing distinctly at short dis-

tances only : MYOPIC — near- sight* ed'ly adv — near*sight<ed-
ness n
meat \'net\ n, pi neat [ME neet, fr. OE neat; akin to OHG noz
head of cattle, OE neotan to make use of] : the common domestic
bovine (Bos taurus)

2neat axij [MF net, fr. L nitidus bright, neat. fr. nitere to shine; akin
to OPer naiba- beautiful] 1 a : free from admixture or dilution
; STRAIGHT i^ brandv) b : free from irregularity : SMOOTH <'^

silk) 2 : marked by tasteful simplicity <a -^ outfit) 3 a : precise,
SYSTEMATIC b : marked by skill or ingenuity : ADROrr 4 : order-
ly, TIDY 6 : CLEAR, NET <'--' profit) 6 slang : FINE, ADMIRABLE— neat'ly adv — neat-ness n
syn TIDY, TRIM, trig: neaf stresses cleanness, orderliness, and

freedom from clutter, jumble, or raggedness; tidy suggests pleasing
neatness and order dihgently maintained; trim suggests neat
smartness, clean lines, and good proportions; trig suggests com-
pactness and jaunty neatness
neath \'neth\ prep, dial : beneath
neat.herd \'net-,h3rd\ n : herdsman
neat*S-loot oil Vnets-.fiitA " : a pa'e yellow fatty oil made esp.
from the bones of cattle and used chiefly as a leather dressing

neb \'neb\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to ON nej beak] 1 a : the beak of
a bird or tortoise : bill b chiejly dial : a person's mouth c : nosb
1, snout 2 : nib, tip

Neb.U-chad.neZ'Zar \,neb-(y)9-k3d-'nez-ar, -,kad-\ n [Heb
NibhUkhadhnef^ar, modif. of Bab NabQ-kudurri-usurl : king of
Babylon from 605 to 562 B.C. and conqueror of Jerusalem

neb.u-la \'neb-y3-l3\ n, pi nebulas or neb.u.lae \-,le. -,IT\ [NL,
fr. L, mist, cloud; akin to OHG nebul fog. Gk nephele, nephos cloud

i

1 ; a shght cloudy opacity of the cornea 2 a : any of many im-
mense bodies of highly rarefied gas or duat in interstellar space
b : GALAXY; specij : an extragalactic nebula — neb'ti-lar \-lar\ ad]

nebular hypothesis n : a hypothesis in astronomy: the solar system
has evolved from a hot gaseous nebula

neb'U.lize \'neb-y3-,lTz\ vt [L nebula"] ; to reduce to a fine spray— neb-U'Iiz-er n
neb.u.los.i.ty \,neb-y3-Tas-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
nebulous 2 : nebulous matter : nebula

neb'U.lOUS \'neb-y3-l3s\ adj [L nebulosus, fr. nebula"] 1 a archaic
: CLOUDY, foggy b : hazy, indistinct 2 : of. relating to, or
resembling a nebula ; nebular — neb*u-lous-ly adv — neb-
u.lous.ness n

neces-sar-i-ly \,nes-3-'ser-3-le\ adv : of necessity : unavoidadly
meces.sary \'nes-3-,scr-e\ n l : an indispensable item : es-

sential; specij : money 2 chiejly New Eng : privy 2

^necessary adj [ME necessarie. fr. L necessarius. fr. necesse neces-
sary, fr ne- not + cedere to withdraw — more at no. cede] 1 a : of

an inevitable nature : inescapable b (1) : logically unavoidable
(2) : that cannot be denied without contradiction c : prede-
ternhned d : compulsory 2 : of fimdamental importance
necessary condition n : a proposition whose invahdity is sufficient

evidence that a second is invalid
ine.ces.si'tar-l.an \ni-,ses-a-'ter-e-3n\ n ; one who accepts or
advocates necessitarianism

snecessitarian adj : of or relating to a necessitarian or neces-
sitarianism

ne.ces.si'tar.i.an.lsm \-,iz-am\ n : the theory that results follow
by invariable sequence from causes

ne>ces*si.tate \ni-*ses-a-,tat\ vt 1 : to cause to be a necessary
concomitant, result, or consequence 2 : force, compel — ne-
ceS'Si.ta.tion \-,ses-3-'ta-shan\ n

ne>ces*si*tous \ni-*se3-9t-as\ adj 1 a : needy, impoverished
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1) : STRAITENED 2 : URGEbfT, PRESSING 3 : NECESSARY — ne*CeS-
si>tous>ly adv — ne-ces<si>tous>ne5S n

ncces-Si.ty Xni-'ses-at-e, -'ses-te\ n [ME necessite. fr. MF neces-
site, fr. L necessitat-, necessitas, fr necesse^ 1 : the qualitv or stale
of being necessary : iNDispENSABiLrrv 2 a : pressure of circum-
stance I) : natural compulsion (physical ~> c : impossibility
of a contrary order or condition 3 : the quality or state of being in
need; esp : poverty 4a: something that is necessary : require-
ment b : an urgent need or desire syn see need
ineck \'nck\ n [ME nekke, fr. OE hnecca; akin to OHG hnac nape,
OE hnuiu nut ~ more at nut] 1 a : the part of an animEil that
connects the head with the body b : the part of a garment that
covers or is next to the neck 2 : a relatively narrow part suggestive
of a neck: as a (1 ) : the constricted end of a bottle (2) : the slender
proximal end of a fruit b : cervix 2 c : the part of a stringed
musical instrument extending from the body and supporting the
fingerboard and strings d : a narrow stretch of land e : STRArr lb
t ; a column of solidified magma of a volcanic pipe or laccolith
3 ; a narrow margin 4 : region, part <"- of the woods) — neck-
clotb \'nek-,klbih\ n — necked \'nekt\ adj — neck-line \'nek-
.lTn\ n

3neck vr l : to reduce in diameter; esp i groove 2 ; to kiss and
caress amorously -^ vj 1 ; to engage in amorous kissing and
caressing 2 : to become constricted : narrow

neck-er-chiel \'nek-ar-ch3f, -(,)chif. -,chef\ n, pi neckerchiefs
also neck-er-chieves \^ee handkerchief pl\ [ME nekkerchej,
fr. nekke + kerrhef kerchief] : a kerchief for the neck

neck-ing X'nek-igX n 1 : a small molding near the top of a
column or pilaster 2 : the act or practice of kissing and caressing
amorously

neck'lace \*nek-l9s\ n ; an ornament (as a string of beads) worn
around the neck

neck-rein \'nek-,ran\ vi, of a saddle horse t to respond to the
pressure of a rein on one side of the neck by turning in the opposite
direction ~ v/ : to guide or direct (a horse) by pressures of the rein
on the neck

neck-tie \-,tT\ n : a narrow length of material worn about the neck
and tied in front; esp : four-in-hand

necr- or necro- comh Jorm [LL, fr. Gk nekr-, nekro-, fr. nekros
dead body — more at noxious] 1 a : those that are dead (necro-
philia) b : one that is dead <necropsy> 2 ; conversion to dead
tissue (necrobiosis)

nec-ro.log.i-cal \,nek-r3-'laj-i-k3l\ also necro-log-ic \-ik\ adj
: of or relating to necrology — nec>ro*log-i'CaMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ne>crol<o-gist Xna-'kral-s-jast, ne-\ n : one that writes or compiles
a necrology

ne>crol'0'gy \-je\ n [NL necrologium, fr. necr- + -logium (as in

ML euln^ium eulogy)] 1 : a list of the recently dead 2 : obituary
nec<ro*man*cer \*nek-r3-,man(t)-s9r\ n : one that practices
necromancy
necro-man-cy \-se\ n [alter, of ME nigromancie, fr. MF, fr. ML
nigromaniia, by folk etymology fr. LL necromantia, fr. LGk nekro-
manteia, fr. Gk nekr- + -manteia -mancy] 1 : conjuration of the
spirits of the dead for purposes of magically revealing the future or
influencing the course of events 2 : magic, sorcery — nec-ro-
maU'tic \,nek-r3-"mant-ik\ adj — nec<ro-man*ti-cal*ly \-i-

k(3-Me\ adv
neC'rO'Pha.gia \,nek-r3-"fa-j(e-)3\ n [NL] : the act or practice
of eating corpses or carrion — ne-cropll-a<gous \na-'kraf-9-g9s,
ne-\ adj

ne*crop.o<lis Xna-'krap-s-lss, ne-\ n, pi ne-crop-o-lis-es or
ne>crop'0-les \-3-,lez\ also ne-crop>o<leis \-,las\ or ne-crop-
O'li \-,li, -,le\ [LL, city of the dead, fr. Gk nekropolis, fr. nekr- +
-polis} : cemetery; esp ; a large elaborate cemetery of an ancient
city

nec>rop<sy \'nek-,rap-se\ n : postmortem examination
ne-cro>sis \na-'kr5-sas, ne-\ n, pi ne*cro*se5 \-*kro-,sez\ [LL,
fr. Gk nekrosis, fr. nekroun to make dead, fr. nekros — more at

NOxiOLis] : usu. localized death of living tissue — ne-crot'ic
\-'krat-ik\ adj

nec>ro-tize \'nek-r9-,tTz\ vi [Gk nekrotikos necrotic, fr. nekroun'}

; to undergo necrosis

nectar \'nek-t9r\ n [L, fr. Gk nektar'} 1 a : the drink of the Greek
and Roman gods b ; any delicious drink 2 ; a sweet liquid that is

secreted by the nectaries of a plant and is the chief raw material of
honey — nec-tar-ous \-t(3-)ras\ adj

nec>tar*ine \,nek-i3-'ren\ n [obs. nectarine, adj. (like nectar)]
: a peach with a small smooth-skinned fruit that is a frequent
somacic mutation of the normal peach

neC'tary \'nek-tf3->re\ n [NL nectarium, irreg. fr. L nectar -h

-arium -ary] : a plant gland that secretes nectar

n^e or nee Vna\ odj [F nee, fem. of ne, lit., born, pp. of naUre to

be born, fr. L nasci — more at nation] — used to identify a woman
by her maiden family name
ineed \'ned\ n [ME ned, fr. OE n'led, ned; akin to OHG not distress,

need] 1 : necessary duty : obligation 2 : a lack of something
requisite, desirable, or useful 3 : a condition requiring supply or
relief : exigency 4 : want of the means of subsistence ; poverty
syn need, necessity, exigency mean a pressing lack of something

essential, need implies urgency and may suggest distress; NECESsrrY
carries less emotional connotation but may stress imperative

demand or compelling cause: exigency adds the implication of

unusual difficulty or restriction imposed by special circumstances

Sneed vi l : to be in want 2 : to be needful or necessary <— vr

: to be in need of : require — verbal auxiliary : be under necessity
or obligation to <he ~ not answer) syn see "lack

meed-lul \'ned-f3l\ adj : necessary, requisite — need-luMy
\-f3-le\ adv — need'lul-ness n

^needful n : something needed; esp ; money
need.i.ness \*ned-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being needy
inee-dle \'ned-'l\ n, often atlrih [ME nedle, fr. OE u^dl: akin to
OHG nadala needle, najan to sew, L nere to spin. Gk nen'\ 1 a : a
small slender usu. steel instrument with an eye for thread at one end
used for sewing b : any of various devices for carrying thread and
making stitches in crocheting, knitting, netting, or hooking
c (1) : a surgical needle (2) : a slender hollow instrument for

introducing material into or removing material from the body

parenterally (3) ; a hollow device designed to contain radioactive
material 2 : a slender usu. sharp-pointed indicator on a dial;
specij : MAGNETIC NEEDLE 3 a : a slender pointed object resembling
a needle: as (1) : a pointed crystal (2> : a sharp rock (3) : obelisk
b : a needle-shaped leaf (as of a conifer) c : a slender piece of
jewel, steel, wood, or fiber with a rounded tip used in a phonograph
to transmit vibrations from the record d : a slender pointed rod
controlling a fine inlet or outlet (as in a valve) — nee<dle*like
\'ned-^l-,(l)Tk\ adj

aneedle vb nee-dling \'ned-Ho, -n-io\ vr 1 : to sew or pierce with
or as if with a needle 2 : prod, goad; esp : to incite to action by
repeated gibes 3 : to strengthen (a beverage) by adding raw
alcohol ~ VI : SEW, embroider — nee*dler \-l3r, -'l-3r\ n — nee-
dling n

nee-dle.fish \'ned-*l-.fish\ n 1 : any of a family (Belonidae) of
voracious elongate teleost fishes resembling but not related to the
freshwater gars 2 : pipefish

nee*dle.point \-,p6int\ n l : lace worked with a needle in button-
hole stitch over a paper pattern 2 : embioidery done on canvas
usu. in simple even stitches across counted threads — needle-
point adj

need>less \'ned-l9s\ adj : unnecessary — need*less-Iy adv —

n-3n\ n ; a woman who does needle-

r-k3r\ n

need'less-ness n
nee.dle<wom<an x'ned-'l-.x
work; esp : seamstress

nee.dle.work \-.w3rk\ n l : work done with a m
: work (as embroidery) other than plain sewing 2 : the
of one who does needlework — nee-dle<work>er \-,w

needn't \'ned-''nt\ : need not
needs \'nedz\ adv [ME nedes, fr. OE nedes, fr. gen. of ned need]

: of necessity : necessarily (must ~ be recognized)
needy \'ned-e\ adj : being in want : poverty-stricken
ne'er \(*)neralr, (')na(3lr\ adv ; never
ne'er-do-well \'nefaird-u-,wel, 'na(3)rd-\ n : an idle worthless
person — ne'er-do-well adj

ne.lar.i.OUS \ni-'far-e-3S, -*fer-\ adj [L nejarius, fr. nefas crime,
fr. ne- not -I- Jas right, divine law; akin to L jari to speak] : fla-

grantly wicked or impious : evil syn see vicious — ne>far<i-
ous'ly adv — ne-far-i-ous-ness n

ne*gate \ni-'gat\ vt [L ne^atus, pp. of negare to say no, deny, fr.

neg- no, not (akin to ne- not) — more at no] 1 ; to deny the ex-
istence or truth of 2 : to cause to be ineffective or invalid syn see
NULLIFY — negate VI — ue*ga-tor or ne-gat-er \-'gat-3r\ n
ne-ga>tion \ni-'ga-sh3n\ n 1 a ; the action of negating : denial
b : a negative doctrine or statement 2a: something that is the
absence of something actual : nonentity b ; something that is

the negative opposite of something positive — ne-ga-tion-al
\-shnal, -sh3n-'l\ adj

ineg«a.tive \'neg-3t-iv\ adj 1 a : marked by denial, prohibition,
or refusal b (1) : denying a predicate of a subject or a part of a
subject ("no A is B" is a -^ proposition) (2) : denoting the absence
or the contradictory of something {nonwhite is a '^ term) 2 a : lack-
ing positive qualities ; disagreeable b : marked by features op-
posing constructive treatment or development 3a: less than zero
and opposite in sign to a positive number that when added to the
given number yields zero <—2 is a ^-^ number) b : that is or is

generated in a direction opposite to an arbitrarily chosen regular
direction or position (-^ angle) 4 a : being, relating to. or charged
with electricity of which the electron is the elementary unit b : gain-
ing electrons c (1) : having lower electric potential and con-
stituting the part toward which the current flows from the external
circuit (the ^ pole) (2) : constituting an electrode through which a
stream of electrons enters the space between electrodes in an
electron tube 5 a : not affirming the presence of the organism or
condition in question i-^ diagnosis) b : directed or moving away
from a source of stimulation (~ tropism) c : less than the pressure
of the atmosphere (^ pressure) 6 : having the light and dark
parts in approximately inverse order to those of the original
photographic subject — neg*a.tive-ly adv — neg-a.tive«ness n
— neg-a'tiv*i-ty \,neg-9-'tiv-3t-e\ n

^negative n 1 a ; a proposition by which something is denied or
contradicted b (1) : a reply that indicates the withholding of

assent : refusal (2) archaic : a right of veto (3) obs : an advei-se

vote : veto 2 : something that is the opposite or negation of
something else 3 a : an expression (as the word no) of negation
or denial b : a negative number 4 : the side that upholds the
contradictory proposition in a debate 6 : the plate of a voltaic or
electrolytic cell that is at the lower potential 6 : a negative
photographic image on transparent material used for printing
positive pictures: also : the material that carries such an image
7 : a reverse impression taken from a piece of sculpture or ceramics

3negative vt la: to refuse assent to b (n : to reject by or as if by
a vote (2) : veto 2 : to demonstrate the falsity of : disprove
3 : DENY, contradict 4 : neutralize, counteract syn see deny

neg-a-tiv-ism \'neg-at-iv-,iz-am\ n 1 : an attitude of mind marked
by skepticism about nearly everything affirmed by others 2 : a
tendency to refuse to do, do the opposite of, or do something
at variance with what is asked — neg-a-tiv-ist \-3st\ n — neg-
a*tiv-is-tic \,neg-3t-iv-'is-tik\ adj

neg.a.tron \'neg-3-,tran\ also neg.a.ton \-,tan\ n [negatron fr.

negaiwc + ^Xcctron: negaton fr. negative. -\- -on} : electron
me.gleet \ni-'glekt\ vr [L neglectus, pp. of neglegere, neclegere, fr.

nee- not (akin to ne- not) + legere to gather — more at no, legend]
1 : to give little attention or respect to : disregard 2 : to leave

undone or unattended to esp. through carelessness — ne-glect.er n
syn NEGLECT, omit, disregard, ignore, overlook, slkjht, forget
mean to pass over without giving due attention, neglect implies

giving insufficient attention to something that has a claim to one's
attention; omit implies absence of all attention; disregard suggests
voluntary inattention; ignore implies a failure to regard something
obvious; overlook suggests disregarding or ignoring through haste

or lack of care; slight implies contemptuous or disdainful disre-

garding or omitting; forget may suggest a willful ignoring or failure

to impress on one's mind
2neglecl n 1 : an act or instance of neglecting something 2 : the

condition of being neglected

ne.glect.liU \ni-'glek(t)-fal\ adj : given to neglecting : careless.

3 abut;^- ® kitten; _ ar further; a back; 5 bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; di coin; tli thin; t^ this;
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HEEDLESS syii scc NEGUOENT — ne*glect-fiil>l7 \-f3-Ie\ odv —
ne-glect*ful*ness n

neg.li.gee also neg>ll*g6 \,neg-l3-'zha\ n [F neglige, fr. pp. of
negliger to neglect, fr. L negtegere} 1 : a woman's long flowing
dressing gown 2 : carelessly informal or incomplete attire

neg>U-gence \'neg-li-j3nCt)s\ n l a : the quality or state of being
negligent t ; failure to exercise the care that a prudent person usu.
exercises 2 : an act or instance of negligence

neg.li.gent \-]3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L neglegent-,

neglegens, prp. of neglegere"] 1 : marked by or given to neglect
2 : marked by a carelessly easy manner ; NONCHALA^^T — neg-
li>gent*ly adv
syn NEGLECTFUL, LAX, SLACK. REMISS: NEGLIGENT Implies in-

attention to one's duty or business; neglectful adds a more
censorious implication of laziness or callousness; lax implies want
of strictness, severity, or precision; sij\ck implies want of due or
necessary diligence or care; remiss implies blameworthy careless-

ness shown in slackness, forgetfulness. or neglect

neg'li<gi*I)il>l*ty \.neg-Ii-ja-'bil-st-e\ n ; the quality or state of
being ne^igible

neg>li>gl-1)le \'neg-li-j3-b3l\ adj IL neglegere, negligerel ; fit to be
neglected or disregarded : trifung — neg-li-gi-bly \-ble\ adv

ne*go<tia>bil-i-t7 \ni-,g6-sh(e-)a-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or state

of being negotiable
ne.go-tia>ble \ni-'g6-sh(e-)3-bsl\ adj : capable of being negotiated;
esp : transferable from one person to another in return for equiva-
lent value by being delivered with or without endorsement so that
the title passes to the transferee

ne.go.tiant \-sh(e-)3nt\ n : negotiator
ne>gO>ti>ate \ni-'g6-she-,at\ vb [L negotiatus, pp. of negotiari to
carry on business, fr. negotium business, fr. neg- not + otium
leisure — more at negate] vi : to confer with another so as to
arrive at the settlement of some matter '^ vt 1 a : to deal with
: manage b : to arrange for or bring about by negotiation 2 a : to
transfer (as a bill of exchange) to another by delivery or endorse-
ment in return for equivalent value b : to convert into cash or the
equivalent value <'^ securities) 3 a : to travel along or over
successfully <--' a turn) b : compi-ete, accomplish <r^ the trip)
— ne-gO'ti-a-tor \-,at-ar\ n

ne*gO>ti*a>tion \ni-,g6-sCh)e-'a-sh3n\ n : the action or process of
negotiatingor being negotiated; esp : parley 1 — ne-go»tia»tO'ry
\m-'g6-sh(e-)3-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj
Negress \*ne-gr3s\ n [F negresse, fr. n^gre Negro, fr. Sp or Pg
negro] : a female Negro — usu. taken to be offensive

Ne.gril'lo \ni-'gril-(.)6, -'gre-(,){y)o\ n, pi Kegrillos or Ne-
grilloes [Sp, dim. of negro] : a member of a people (as Pygmies)
belonging to a group of negroid peoples of small stature found in
Africa
Ne*gri*to \n3-'gret-(i)o\ n, pi Negritos or Negritoes [Sp, dim. of
n€gro'[ : a member of a people (as the Andamanese) belonging to a
group of negroid peoples of small stature found in Oceania and the
southeastern part of Asia
Ne.gro \'ne-(,)gro. esp South •nig-(,)ro, -r3\ n, pi Negroes [Sp or
Pg, fr. negro black, fr. L nigr-, niger} 1 ; a member of the black
race of mankind distinguished by classification according to physical
features but without regard to language or culture from members of
other races; esp : a member of a people belonging to the African
branch of the black race 2 : a person of Negro ancestry — Negro
adj — ne>groid \'ne-,gr6id\ n or adj, ojtcn cap

ne-grO'pliile \'ne-gr6-,fTl\ n, often cap : one who Is esp. friendly to
Negroes and their interests — ne-gro-pbi-lism \-,fT(a)I-,iz-sm,
ni-'graf-3-,liz-\ n, ojten cap
ne.gro.phobe \'ne-gra-,fob\ n, ojten cap i one who strongly dislikes
or fears Negroes — ne-gro-pbo*bia \,ne-gr3-'f6-be-3\ n, ojten cap
ine-gUS \'ne-gas. ni-'gus\ n [Amharic negus, fr. Eth neguia nagast
king of kings] : king — used as a title of the sovereign of Ethiopia
sne.gus \'ne-g3s\ n [Francis Negus tl 732 E colonel] ; a beverage of
wine, hot water, sugar, lemon juice, and nutmeg
Ne<lie.mi*ah \,ne-(h^a-'mT-3\ or Ne-lie.mi.as \-'mT-3s\ n [Heb
Nchcmyah] z a Jewish leader of the 5th century B.C.

neigh \'na\ vi [ME neyen, fr. OE hnxgan; akin to MHG negen to
neigh] : to make the loud prolonged cry of a horse — neigh n
ineigh.bor \'na-b3r\ n [ME, fr. OE neahgebur; akin to OHG
nahgibur neighbjDr; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc compound repre-
sented by OE neah near and by OE gebur dweller — more at nigh,
roor] 1 : one living or located near another 2 : fellowman— often used as a term of address

ineighhor adj : neighboring
sneighbor \b neigb-bor-ing \-b(s-)rlo\ vt 1 a : to be near to
b : lo border on 2 : to provide with neighbors '^ vi 1 : to live or
be located as a neighbor 2 ; to associate in a neighborly way
nelgh*bor>hood \'na-b3r-,hud\ n 1 : neighborly relationship,
2 : the quality or state of being neighbors ; PROXiMrrv 3 a ; a

place or region near : vicinity b ; an approximate amount, extent,
or degree <cost in the '^ of $10) 4a: the people living near one
another b : a section lived in by neighbors and usu. having dis-
tinguishing characteristics 6 : the set of all points whose distances
from a given point are not greater than a given positive number

neigh*bor-ll*ness \-Ie-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being neigh-

neigh-bor.Iy \'na-bar-le\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
congenial neighbors; esp : friendly syn see amicable
neighbour chiejly Brit var of neighbor
mei-ther \'n^-x^'5X_also 'nT-\ pron_[ME, alter, of naiither, nother, fr.

OE nahwxther, nother, fr. na, no not + hwsether which of two,
whether — more at no, whether] : not the one or the other of two

aneillier conj l ; not either <~ black nor white) 2 : nor <'^ did I>
aneilher adj : not either <'^ hand)
neither adv l chiefly dial ; efther <are not to be understood ^ —
Earl of Chesterfield) 2 : similarly not : also not <just as the serf
wa-s not permitted to leave the land, so '^ was his offspring —G.G.
Coulton)

nek-ton X'nek-tsn, -.tan\ n [G nekton, fr. Gk nekton, neut. of
nekros swimming, fr. nechein to swim; akin to L nare to swim —
more at nourish] : free-swimming aquatic animals essentially in-
dependent of wave and current action — nek*ton>ic \nek-'tan-ik\

nel-son \*nel-s3n\ n [prob, fr. the name NelsonZ : a wrestling hold

marked by the application of leverage against an opponent's arm,
neck, and head
ne>ma \*ne-m3\ n [by shortening] : nematode
nemat- or nemato- comb form [NL, fr. Gk nemat-, fr. nemat-^
nema, fr. nen to spin — more at needle] 1 : thread </^c/na/hel-
minthes) 2 : nematode <nemarology)

ne.ma.thel.minth \,nem-3-*thel-.min(t)th, .ne-ma-X n [deriv. of Gk
nema + helmis worm — more at helminth] : any of a phylum
(Nemathetminthcs) of wonnlike animals with a cylindrical unseg-
mented body covered by an uncUiated ectoderm that secretes an
external cuticle

ne>ma<to<ci-dal \,nem-3t-3-'sTd-'l, n&-,mat-&-\ adj : capable of
destroying nematodes — ne*ma-to*cide \'nem-3t-3-,sTd, na-'mat-
3-\n

ne.ma.to.cyst \'nem-9t-9-,sist, na-'mat-3-\ n [ISV] : one of the
minute stinging organs of various coelenterates — ue>nia>to*cys-
tic \,nem-9t-a-'sis-tik, na-.mat-a-X adj
nem.a-tode \'nem 3-,t6d\ n, ojten attrib [deriv. of Gk nemat-,
nema'\ : any of a class or phylum (Nematoda) of elongated cylin-
drical worms parasitic in animals or plants or free-living in soil or

nem>a-toI-o*gy \,nem-9-'tal-3-je\ n ; a bremch of zoology that
deals with nematodes
Nem>bU-tal \'nem-by3-,t6I\ trademark — used for the sodium
salt of pentobarbital
Ne-me.an lion \,ne-me-on-, ni-,me-3n-\ n [L nemeus Nemean, fr.

Nemea, valley in Argolis in ancient Greece] ; a fierce hon strangled
by Hercules as one of his twelve labors

ne>iner*te«an Xni-'mart-e-anX n [deriv. of Gk Nemertes Nemertes,
one of the Nereids] : any of a class (Nemertea) of often vividly
colored marine worms most of which burrow in the mud or sand
along seacoasts — nemertean adj — nera>er<>tine \'nem-3r-,tin\
or ueni<er>tin>e<an \,nem-3r-'tin-e-3n\ adj or n
nem.e.sls \'nem-3-s3s\ n [L. fr. Gk] 1 cap : the Greek goddess of
retributive justice 2 pi neni<e-ses \-s-,sez\ a : one that inflicts

retribution or vengeance b : a formidable and usu. victorious rival

3 pi nemeses a : an act or effect of retribution b : bane 2, curse
ne-moph.i.la \ni-'maf-o-t3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk nemos
wooded pasture + philos loving] : any of a genu.'^ (Nemophila) of
American armual herbs of the waterleaf family cultivated for their
showy blue usu. spotted flowers

neo see NE-
neo-an-throp-ic \,ne-(,)o-an-'thrap-ik\ adj : belonging to the same
species {Homo sapiens) as recent man : modem in anatomy or type

neo.ars.phen-a.mine \.ne-(,)6-ars-'fen-s-,men\ n ; a yellow pow-
der C]3Hi3As2N2Na04S sittiilar lo arsphenamine in structure and

NeO'Ceue \'ne-3-,sen\ adj ; relating to or being the later portion
of the Tertiary including both the Miocene and Pliocene —
Neocene n

neo*clas>sic \,ne-o-'klas-ik\ adj : of or relating to a revival or
adaptation of the classical style esp. in hterature, art, or music— neo<claS'Si>cal \-i-k3l\ adj — neo>clas°si'>cism \-*klas-a-

neo-Dai-wiu-ian \,ne-(.)6-dar-'wiD-e-3n\ adj, ojten cap iV : of or
relating to neo-Darwinism
neo-Dar.wln.ism \-'dar-w3-,niz-am\ n, often cap ,V : a theory that
holds natural selection to be the chief factor in evolution and specif.

denies the possibility of inheriting acquired characters — neo-Dar-
Wiu-ist \-nsst\ n, ojten cap N

neo-dyiU'l-um \,ne-6-'dim-e-3m\ n [NL, fr. ne- + -dymium (fr.

didyniium) ] : a trivalent metaUic element of the rare-earth group— see element table

neo>gen>e<Sis \.ne-o-'jen-a-s3s\ n [NL] : new formation : regen-
eration — neo-ge*net>ic \,ne-(,)o-j3-'net-ik\ adj

neo-im.pres«sion.ism \,ne-(,)o-ira-'presh-3-,niz-am\ n, often cap
N&I [F neo-impressionisme, fr. ne- ne- -f- impiessionisme impres-
sionism] : a late 19th century French art theory and practice char-
acterized by an attempt to make impressionism more precise in form
and the use of a pointillist painting technique — neo-im-pres-sion-
ist \-'presh-fa-)n3st\ adj or n, ojten cap N&I
neo-La.marck-ism \,ne-(,)o-l3-'mar-,kiz-3m\ n, ojten cap N : a
modern theory of evolution based on Lamarckism and retaining the
fundamental concept that acquired characters are inherited and a
major factor in evolution
Neo-Lat'in \,nc-o-'lat-^n\ n [ISV] 1 : new latin 2 : romance
ueO'lith \'ne-3-,lith\ n [back-formation fr. neolithic} : a Neolithic
stone implement

neo*lJtll*ic \,ne-3-'Uth-ik\ adj 1 cap : of or relating to the latest

period of the Stone Age characterized by polished stone implements
2 : belonging to an earUer age and now outmoded

neo>log°i<cal \,ne-3-'laj-i-k3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or characterized
by neolog>'

ne>ol*o-gism \ne-'al-3-,iiz-3m\ n 1 : a new word, usage, or ex-
pression 2 : a meaningless word coined by a psychotic — ne>ol-
o»gist \-j3si\ n — ne>ol*o-gis>tic \(,)ne-,al-3-'jis-tik\ adj

ne*ol>o>gy \ne-'al-a-je\ n [F neologie, fr. ne- ne- -H -logie -logy]
: the use of a new word or expression or of an established word in
a new or different sense
neo-my.cin \,ne-3-'mTs-'n\ n [ne- + myc- -)- -in] : a broad-spectrum
antibiotic or mixture of antibiotics produced by a soil actinomycete
iStreptomyres jradiae)

ne>on \'ne-,an\ n, ojten attrib [Gk. neut. of neos new — more at
NEW] 1 ; a colorless odorless inert gaseous element found in mi-
nute amounts in air and used in electric lamps — see element table
2 a ; a discharge lamp in which the gas contains a large amount of
neon b : a sign composed of such lamps

neo>na*tal \,ne-6-'nat-^l\ adj : of. relating to. or affecting the new-
bom and esp. the human infant during the first month after birth— neo*na<tal>ly X-^l-eX adv — neo^nate \'ne-a-,nat\ n

neo*or<thO*dOX \,ne-6-'6r-th3-.daks\ adj : of or relating to a 20th
century movement in Protestant theology characterized by a reac-
tion against liberalism and emphasis on various Reformation
doctrines -— neo-or»lho-doxy \-,dak-se\ n

neo*phyte \'ne-3-,fit\ n [LL neophytus, fr. Gk neophytos, fr. neo-
phytos newly planted, newly converted, fr. ne- -t- phyein to bring
forth — more at be] 1 : a new convert : proselyte 2 a ; a newly
ordained Roman Catholic priest It : a novice in a convent 3 : ty-
ro, beginner
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neo*pla>sia \,ne-a-'pla-zh(e-)3\ n [NLl : the formation of tumors
or a tumorous condition

neo.plasm \'ne-3-.p!az-3m\ n [ISV] : a new growth of tissue serv-
ing no physiologic function : tumor

neo.plas.tic \,ne.3-'p!as-tik\ adj [ISV] 1 : of. relating to, or con-
stituting a neoplasm or neoplasia 2 : of or relating to neoplasticisra

neo.plas-ti.Cism \-"plas-t3-,siz-3m\ n Ine- + plasricism] : the de
StijI art principle in painting — neo-plas.ti-cist \-to-s3st\ n
Neo»pla.ton.ic \,ne-f.io-pl3-'tan-ik, -pla-\ adj : of or relating to
Neoplatonism or Neoplatonists
Neo.pla.lo.nism \.ne-o-'plat-'n-.iz-3m\ n [ISV] 1 : Platonism
modified in later antiquity to accord with Aristotelian, posts
Aristotelian, and oriental conceptions that conceives of the world
as an emanation from the One with whom the i^oul is capable of
being reimited in trance or ecstasy 2 : doctrines similar to ancient
Neoplatonism— Keo»pia-to«nist \-''n-3st\ n

neo-prene \'ne-3-,pren\ n [ne- + cMornprenel : a svnthetic rubber
made by the pohmerization of chloroprene and characterized by
superior resistance (as to oils)

neo-sclio>las*ti'Cism \-sk3-*las-t3-,siz-3m\ n : a contemporary
movement among Catholic scholars aiming to restate the methods
and teachings of medieval Scholasticism in a manner suited to the
intellectual needs of the present

neo-te.nic \.ne-3-'Le-nik, -'ten-ik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or ex-
hibiting neoieny

neo.te.ny \'ne-3-,te-ne\ n [NL neotenia, fr. ne- + Gk teinein to
stretch — more at thin] 1 : attainment of sexual maturity during
the larval stage 2 : retention of some larval or immature characters
in adulthood

ne-O-ter.iC \,ne-a-'ter-ik\ adj [LL neotericus, fr. L Gk neoterikos
fr. Gk, youthful, fr. ncoterios compar. of neos new, young — more
at NEW] : recent in origin ; modern
Neo-zo*ic \-'z6-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or constituting the entire
period from the end of the Mesozoic to the present time
Ne.pali \n3-'p61-e, -'pal-, -'pa_l-\ n, pi Nepali also Nepalis [Hindi
naipaft of Nepal, fr. Skt naipollya, fr. Sepala Nepal] 1 ; the Indie
language of Nepal 2 : a native or inhabitant of Nepal — Nepali
adj

ne.pen.the \n3-'penft)-the\ n [L nepenthes, fr. Gk nepenthes, neut.
of nepenthes banishing pain and sorrow, fr. ne- not + penthos grief,
sorrow; akin to Gk pathos suffering — more at NO, pathos] 1 : a
potion used by the ancients to dull pain and sorrow 2 ; something
capable of causing oblivion of suffering — ne-pen-the-an \-the-
3n\ adj
neph.e.line \'nef-3-,Ien\ or neph-e.Iite \-,lTt\ n [F nepheline, fr.

Gk nephele cloud — more at nebula] : a hexagonal mineral
KNasAUSi^OiG that is a usu. glassy crystalline silicate of sodium,
potassium, and aluminum common in igneous rocks — neph-e-
lin«ic \,nef-3-'Un-ik\ adj

nepll.e.lln.ite \'nef-5-l3-,nTt\ n [ISV] : a silica-deficient igneous
rock having nepheline as the predominant mineral

neph.e.lOiTi.e.ter \.nef-3-'ram-9t-3r\ n [Gk nephele cloud -I- ISV
-meter'} : an instrument for measuring cloudiness; specif : an in-

strument for determining the concentration or particle size of sus-
pensions by means of transmitted or reflected light — neph-e-lo-
met.ric \,nef-3-Io-'me-trik\ adj — neph'e-lom.e.try \-'lam-3-
tre\ n
neph.ew \'nef-(.Hu, chiefly Brit 'nev-\ n [ME nevew. fr. OF neveu,
fr. L nepnt-^ nepqs grandson, nephew; akin to OE nefa grandson,
nephew, Skt naput grandson] 1 a : a son of one's brother or sister
or of one's brother-in-law or sister-in-law h ; an illegitimate son
of an ecclesiastic 2 obs ; a lineal descendant; esp : grandson
nepho.scope \"nef-3-,sk6p\ n [Gk nephos cloud + ISV -scope —
more at nfrula] : an instrument for observing the direction and
velocity of clouds
nephr- or nephro- comb form [NL, fr. Gk, fr. nephros — more at
NEPHRms] : kidnev (nephricy (nephrology)

ne.plirid.i.al \ni-*frid-e-3l\ adj : of or relating to a nephridium
ne.plirid.i.um \-e-3m\ n, pi ne-phjid-ia \-e-3\ [nl] 1 : a
tubular glandular excretory organ characteristic of various
coelomate invertebrates 2 : a primarily excretory structure; esp
; NEPHRON

neph-rite \'nef-,rTt\ n [G nephrit. fr. Gk nephros} : a compact
tremolite or actinoliie that is the less valuable kind of jade formerly
worn as a remedy for kidney diseases

ne.plirit.ic \ni-'frit-ik\ adj 1 : renal 2 ; of. relating to, or affected
with nephritis

ne.phri.tis \ni-^frTt-3s\ n [LL, fr. Gk, fr. nephros kidney; akin to
ME nere kidney, Lanuvian nebrundines testicles] : acute or chronic
inflammation of the kidney caused by infection, degenerative proc-
ess, or vascular disease

neph-ro-gen-ic \,nef-r3-'jen-ik\ adj 1 ; originating in the kidney
2 : developing into or producing kidney tissue

neph<ron \'nef-,ran\ n [G, fr. Gk nephros} ; a single excretory unit
esp. of the vertebrate kidney

ne.phro-SiS \ni-'fro-S3s\ n [NL] : degeneration of the kidneys
chiefly affecting the renal tubules — ne.phrot'lc \-'frat-ik\ adj or n
ne plus Ul.tra \,ne-,pl3S-'3l-tr3, .na-,plus-'uI-\ n [NL. no further]
1 : the highest point capable of being attained : acme 2 ; the most
profound degree of a quality or state

nep-o-tism \'nep-3-,tiz-3m\ n [F ncpotisme, fr. It nepotismo, fr.

nepote nephew, fr. L nepot-, nepos grandson, nephew — more at

NEPHEW] ; favoritism shown to a relative (as by giving an ap-
pointive job) on a basis of relationship
Nep.time \"nep-.t(y)Un\ n [L Neptunus} 1 a : the god of the sea in
Roman mythology b ; ocean 2 : the planet eighth in orderfrom
the sun — see planet table — Nep-tU'ni.an \nep-'t(y)ii-ne-3n\
adj

nep.tu.ni.iun \nep-'t(y)u-ne-3m\ n [NL, fr. ISV Neptune'} I a
radioactive metallic element that is chemically similar to uranium
and is obtained in nuclear reactors as a by-product in the produc-
tion of Plutonium — see element table
Ne.re-id \'nir-e-3d\ n [L Nereid-, Nereis, fr. Gk Nereid-, Nereis, fr.

Nereus Nereus] : any of the sea nymphs held in Greek mythology
to be the daughters of the sea-god Nereus

lie<re>is \'nir-e-3s\ n, pi ne-re*ides \n3-'re-3-,dez\ [NL, genus
name, fr. L, Nereid] : any of a genus (Nereis) of usu. large often

dimorphic and greenish marine polychaete worms
ne.rit-ic \n3-'rit-ik\ adj [perh. fr. NL Nerita, genus of marine
snails] : of, relating to, or constituting the belt or region of shallow
water adjoining the seacoast

ner.O.li oil \'ner-3-le-\ n [F neroli, fr. It neroli, fr. Anna Maria
de la Tremoille. princess of Nerole jl 16 70] : a fragant pale
yellow essential oil obtained from orange flowers and used esp
in cologne and as a flavoring
Ne-rcni.an \ni-"ro-ne-3n\ nr Ne.ron-ic \-'ran ik\ adj [L neroni-
anus, fr. Neron-, Nem Nero Ia.d. 68 Rom emperor] : of, relating
to, or characteristic of Nero or his times

nerts \'n3rts\ n pi, slons : nuts 5
nerv- or nervi- or nervo- comb form [ME nerv-, fr. L. fr. nervus-}

ner»va.tion \,n3r-'va-sh3n\ n : an arrangement or system of nerves
also : venation
merve \'n3rv\ n [L nervus sinew, nerve; akin to Gk neuron sinew,
nerve, nen to spin — more at needle] 1 : sinew, tendon (strain
every ^> 2 : one of the filamentous bands of nervous tissue con-
necting parts of the nervous system with the other organs and
conducting nervous impulses 3 a ; nerve center 2 h : power of
endurance or control : fortitude, strength c (li : boldness,
DARING (2) : BRA.SS, GALL 4 a : a sore or sensitive point h pi
; nervous disorganization or collapse ; hysteria 5 ; vein 3
6 : the sensitive pulp of a tooth syn see temerfty — nerved
\'n3rvd\ adj

2nerve vr : to give strength or courage to
nerve cell n : neuron; also : a nerve cell body exclusive of its proc-

nerve center n l : center 2b 2 ; a source of leadership, control, or
energy
nerve fiber n : axon, dendrfte
nerve gas n : a war gas damaging esp. to the nervous and respira-
tory systems

nerve impulse n : the progressive alteration in the protoplasm of a
nerve fiber that follows. stimulation and serves to transmit a record
of sensation from a receptor or an instruction to act to an effector

nerve-less \'n3rv-i3?\ adj 1 : destitute of strength or courage
: FEEBLE 2 : exhibiting control or balance : poised — uerve-less-
ly adv ~~ nerve-less-ness n
nerve-rack.ing or nerve-wracb.ing \'n3rv-,rak-lo\ adj ; ex-
tremely trying on the nerves

nerv-i.ness \'n3r-ve-n3s\ n : the ciuality or state of being nervy
ner-vous \'n3r-V3s\ adj 1 archaic ; sinewy, strong 2 : marked by
strength of thought, feeling or style : spirited 3 : of, relating to,
or composed of neurons 4a: of or relating to the nerves; also
: originating in or affected by the nerves b : easily excited or ir-

ritated ; jumpy c : timid, apprehensive <~ smile) 5 a : uneasy,
disturbing (--^ moment) b : erratic, unsteady <~ canoe) syn
see VIGOROUS — ner-vous.ly adv — ner-vous-ness n
nervous breakdown n 1 ; neurasthenia 2 : a case of neurasthenia
nervous Nel-lie \,n3r-v3-'snel-e\ n [fr. the name Nellie} ; a timid or
ineffectual person

nervous system n : the bodily system that in vertebrates is made up
of brain and spinal cord, nerves, ganglia, and parts of the receptor
organs and that receives and interprets stimuli and transmits im-
pulses to the effector organs

ner-vure X'nsr-vysrX n [F, fr. nerj sinew, fr. L nervus} : vein 3
nervy \'n3r-ve\ adj 1 archaic : sinewy, strong 2 a : showing calm
courage : bold b ; marked by effrontery or presumption ; brash
3 : excitable, nervous

ne.science \'nesh-(e-i3n(t)s. 'nesh-; 'nes-e-3n(t)s, 'nes-\ n [LL
nescientia, fr. L nescient-, nesciens, prp. of nescire not to know. fr.

ne- not + scire to know — more at NO, science] : lack of knowledge
or awareness : ignorance — nescient \-Ce-i3nt\ adj

ness \'nes\ n [ ME nasse. fr. OE nasss; akin to OE nasu nose — more
at NOSE] : cape, promontory

-ness \n3s\ n suffix [ME -nes, fr. OE; akin to OHG -nissa -ness]

; state : condition ; quality ; degree (goodne^^)
Nes.sel-rode \*nes-3l-,rod\ n [Count Karl R. Nesselrode tl862
Russ statesman] ; a mixture of candied fruits, nuts, and maraschino
used in puddings, pies, and ice cream
Nes.SUS \'nes-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Nessos} i a centaur shot by Hercules
with a poisoned arrow for attempting to carry away his wife

mest \'nest\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG nest nest L nidus}

1 a : a bed or receptacle prepared by a bird for its eggs and young
b : a place where eggs are laid and hatched c : a receptacle re-

sembling a bird's nest 2 a : a place of rest, retreat, or lodging
b : DEN, hangout 3 : the occupants or frequenters of a nest

4 a ; a group of similar things : aggregation b : hotbed 2 5 : a
group of objects made to fit close together or one within another

2nest VI 1 : to build or occupy a nest 2 : to fit compactly together
or within one another ~ v/ 1 : to form a nest for 2 : to pack
compactly together

nest egg n l : a natural or artificial egg left in a nest to induce a
fowl to continue to lay there 2 : a fund of money accumulated as a

nest-er \*nes-t3r\ n l : one that nests 2 IVest ; a homesteader or
squatter who takes up rangeland for a farm

nes.tle \'nes-3l\ vh nes-tling \-(3-)Iio\ [ME nesilen, fr. OE
nesilian, fr. nest} vi 1 archaic ; nest 1 2 : to settle snugly or com-
fortably 3 : to lie in an inconspicuous or sheltered manner '^ vt

1 : to settle, shelter, or house in or as if in a nest 2 : to press
closely and affectionately — neS'tler \-(3-)l3r\ n

nest.ling \'nest-lio\ n : a young bird that has not abandoned the
nest

Nes.tor \'nes-t3r, -.t6(3U\ n [L, fr. Gk Nestor} 1 : an aged and
wise counselor of the Greeks in the Trojan War 2 often not cap
: one who is a patriarch or leader in his field

Nes-to.ri.an \ne-'st6r-e-3n, -'stor-X adj 1 : of or relating to the
doctrine ascribed to Nestorius and ecclesiastically condemned in

431 that divine and human persons remained separate in the in-

carnate Christ 2 : of or relating to a church separating from
Byzantine Christianity after 431, centering in Persia, and surviving
among Assyrians — Nestorian n — NeS'to.ri.an.ism \-,iz-3m\ n
met \'net\ n[ME nett, fr. OE; akin to OHG nezz/ net, Lnorfw5knot]
1 a : a meshed fabric twisted, knotted, or woven together at regular
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intervals b : something made of net; esp ; a device for catching
fish, birds, or Insects 2 : an entrapping situation 3 : a network
of lines, fibers, or figures 4 ; a ball hit into the net in a racket game
5 a : a group of communications stations operating under unified
control b : network 5 — net»like \-,lTk\ adj — net«ty \-e\ adj
anet vt net-ted; net-ting 1 : to cover or enclose with or as if with a
net 2 ; to catch in or as if in a net 3 : to cover with a network
4 : to hit {a ball) into the net for the loss of a point in a racket game— net'ter n

3net adj [ME, clean, bright, fr. MF] 1 : free from all charges or de-
ductions: as a ; remaining after the deduction of all charges, out-
lay, or loss b : excluding all tare 2 : final <-- result)

4net vt net. ted; net-ling 1 a : to make by way of profit : clear
b : to produce by way of profit ; yield 2 : to get possession ; gain
5nel n 1 : a net amount, profit, weight, or price 2 : the score of a
golfer in a handicap match after deducting his handicap from his
gross 3 : ESSENCE, GiST

neth-er \'neth-3r\ ad; [ME, fr. OE nithera, fr. nither down; akin to
OHG nidar down. Skt ni, Gk en, eni in — more at in] 1 : situated
down or below : lower 2 : situated or believed to be situated
beneath the earth's surface
neUi-er-most \-,m6st\ adj ; lowest
netli-er-world \-,w3rld\ n 1 : the world of the dead 2 : under-
world 4

net-su-ke \'net-ske\ n [Jap] : a small toggle of wood, ivory, or
metal used to fasten a small pouch or purse to a kimono sash

nett Brit var oj NET
net-ting \'net-io\ n l : network 2 : the act or process of making
a net or network 3 : the act, process, or right of fishing with a net
Inet-tle ynet-'l\ n [ME, fr. OE netel; akin to OHG nazza nettle.

Gk adikel : any of a genus (Uriica of the family Urticaceae, the
nettle family) of chiefly coarse herbs armed with stinging hairs;
also : any of many other prickly or stinging plants

2nettle vt net-tliug \'net-lio. -^l-io\ 1 : to strike or sting with or
as if with nettles 2 : provoke, vex syn see irritate

nettle rash n : an eruption on the skin caused by or resembling
the condition produced by stinging with nettles : urticaria
net-tle-some \'net-'l-som\ adj : causing vexation ; rRRiTATiNG
net-Winged \'net-'wiod\ adj ; having wings with a fine network of

net-worK \'net-,w3rk\ n, often atirib 1 : a fabric or structure of
cords or wires that cross at regular intervals and are knotted or
secured at the crossings 2 : a system of lines or channels resem-
bling a network 3 ; an interconnected or interrelated chain, group,
or system 4 a : a group of radio or television stations linked by
wire or radio relay b ; a radio or television company that pro-
duces programs for broadcast over such a network
Neuf-cha-tel cheese \,n(y)u-sh3-,tel-, ,n3(r)sh-3-\ n IF neufchaiel,
fr. \eujchatel, France] : a soft unripened cheese made from whole
or skim milk

neu-mat-ic \n(y)u-'mat-ik\ adj ; of or relating to neumes
nemne \'n{y)um\ n [F, fr. ML pneuma, neuma, fr. Gk pneuma
breath — more at pneumatic] ; any of various symbols used in the
notation of Gregorian chant

neur- or neuro- comb jarm [NL, fr. Gk, nerve, sinew, fr. neuron—
more at nerve] : nerve <newral> {neuroXogyy

neu-ral \'n(y)ur-3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or affecting a nerve or
the nervous system 2 : situated in the region of or on the same
side of the body as the brain and spinal cord : dorsal— neu-ral-ly
\-3-Ie\ adv

neural arch n ; the cartilaginous or bony arch enclosing the spinal
cord on the dorsal side of a vertebra

neu-ral*gia \n(y)u-'ral-j3\ n [NL] : acute paroxysmal pain radi-
ating along the course of one or more nerves usu. without demon-
strable changes in the nerve structure — neu-ral-gic \-jik\ adj

neural tube n : the hollow longitudinal tube formed by infolding
and subsequent fusion of the opposite ectodermal folds in the
vertebrate embryo

neur-as-the-nia \.n(y)iir-as-'the-ne-A n [NL] : a condition marked
by fatigue, worry, inadequacy, and lack of zest and often by head-
ache, undue sensitiveness to light and noise, and by disturbances of
digestion and circulation — neiir-as-then-ic \-'then-ik\ adj— neur-as-then-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
neu-ri.lem.ma \,nfy)ur-a-'Iem-a\ n [NL. fr. neur- -I- Gk eilema
covering, coil, fr. eilein to wind; akin to Gk eilyein to wrap — more
at voluble] 1 : the delicate nucleated outer sheath of a nerve fiber

2 : perineurium — neu-ri-lem-mal \-*lem-3i\ adj — neu-ri-lem-
xnat-io \-le-'mat-ik\ adj— neu>ri*lem-ma>tous \-'lem-3t-3s\ adj

neu-rit'ic \n(y)u-'rit-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or affected by neuritis— neuritic n
neu-ri-tis XnCym-'rTt-asX n [NL] ; an inflammatory or degenerative
lesion of a nerve marked esp. by pain, sensory disturbances, and
impaired or lost reflexes

neu-ro-cir-cu-Ia-to-ry \,n(y)ur-o-'s3r-kya-la-,t5r-e. -,t6r-\ adj : of
or relating to the nervous and circulatory systems

neu-ro-crine \'nfy)ur-3-kr^n, -.krln, -.kren\ adj [neur- + endo-
crine] ; of. relating to, or being a hormonal substance that influ-
ences the activity of the nerves — neu<ro>crin-ism \-,iz-am\ n

neu.ro. ep-i-the-li-al \.nCy)u(3)r-(.)6-.ep-a-'the-le-3l\ adj : having
qualities of both neural and epithelial cells

neu-ro.ii.bril \.n(y)ur-o-'frb-r3l, -'fib-ralX n [NL neurojibrilla, fr.

neur- + Jibrilla fibril] : one of a system of many minute fibrils in a
neuron believed by some to be conducting elements — neu-ro-
li.briMary \-.er-e\ adj

neu-ro-gen.ic \,n(y)ur-3-'jen-ik\ adj 1 : originating in nervous
tissue 2 : induced, controlled, or modified by nervous factors;
esp : disordered because of abnormally altered neural relations— neu-ro.gen.i-cal-Iy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

neu.ro. glia \n(y)u-'rag-le-a, ,n(y)ur-3-'glT-3\ n [NL, fr. neur- +
MGk glia glue] : supporting tissue intermingled with the essential
elements of nervous tissue esp, in the brain, spinal cord, and
ganglia — neu-ro.gli.al \-3l\ or neu-ro-gli-ar \-3r\ adj
neu.ro.hu-mor \.n(yiur-o-'hyu-m3r, -'yuA n : a substance Uber-
ated at a nerve ending that participates in the transmission of a
nerve impulse — neu-ro-hu-mor-al \-'(h)yum-(»-)r3l\ adj

neu-ro-log.i.cal \.n(ylur-3.'laj-i-k9l\ or neu-rclog-ic Vik\ adj
: of or relating to neurology

neu-rol-o-gist \nCy)u-'ral-3-j3st\ n : one specializing In neurology;
eso : a physician skilled in the diagnosis and treatment of disease
of the nervous system

neu-rol.O.gy \-ie\ n [NL neurologia, fr. neur- + -hgia -logyj : the
scientific study of the nervous system
neu-ro-ma \n(y)ii-'r6-m3\ n. pt neuromas or nen*ro>ma*ta
\-m3t-3\ [NL] : a tumor or mass growing from a nerve and usu.
consisting of nerve fibers

neu.ro.rao-tor \,n(y)ur-3-'m6t-ar\ adji relating to efferent nervous
impulses
neu-ro-mus-cu-lar \,n(y)ur-6-'ra3s-ky3-l3r\ adj [ISV] : of or
relating to nerves and muscles or nervous and muscular tissue

neu-ron \'n(y)ij-,ran. 'n(y)u(3)r-.an\ also neu-rone \-,ron, -,6n\ n
[NL neuron, fr. Gk. nerve, sinew — more at nerve] : a grayish or
reddish granular cell with specialized processes that is the funda-
mental functional unit of nervous tissue — neu.ro-nal \'n(y)ur-
sn-'l, n(y)u-'ron-='l\ or nen-ron-ic \n(y)u-'ran-ik\ adj

neu-ro-path'ic \,n(y)ur-a-'path-ik\ adj : of or relating to neuro-
pathy; also : being or having nervous disease — neu>ro<patJb-i-
caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

neu-rop-a.thy \nCy)u-'rap-a-the\ n [ISV] : an abnormal and usu.
degenerative state of the nervous system or nerves; also ; a systemic
condition that stems from a neuropathy
neu-rop-ter.an \n{y)u-'rap-t3-r3n\ n [deriv. of Gk neur- + pteron
wing — more at feather] : any of an order (Neuroptera) of usu.
net-winged insects that include the lacewings and ant lions — neu-
ropteran adj — neii.rop<ter*ous \-r3s\ adj
neu-ro-sis \n(>*u-'r6-s3s\ n, pi neu-ro-ses \-*ro-.sez\ [NL] : a
functional nervous disorder without demonstrable physical lesion
ineu-rot.ic \n(y)u-'rat-ik\ adj : of. relating to. constituting, or
affected with neurosis — neu-rot-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv
^neurotic n : an emotionally unstable individual or one affected with

neu-rO'tox-ic \,n(y)ur-3-'tak-sik\ adj ; toxic to_ the nerves or
nervous tissue — neu-ro-tox-ic-i-ty \-,tak-'sis-9t-e\ n

neu-ro-lrop-ic \-'trap-ik\ adj [ISV] : having an affinity for or
localizing selectively in nerve tissue

ineu-ter \'n(y)ut-3r\ adj [ME neutre, fr. MF & L; MF neutre, fr. L
neuter, fr. ne- not + uter which of two — more at no. whether]
1 a : of, relating to. or constituting the gender that ordinarily in-
cludes most words or grammatical forms referring to things classed
as neither masculine nor feminine b : neither active nor passive
; intransitive 2 : taking no side : neutral 3 : lacking or having
imperfectly developed or nonfunctional generative organs <the
worker bee is ^>
2neuter n l a : a noun, pronoun, adjective, or inflectional form or
class of the neuter gender b : the neuter gender 2 : one that is

neutral 3a: worker 2 bra spayed or castrated animal
aneuter vr : castrate, alter
meu-tral \'nfy)u-tr3l\ adj [MF. fr. (assumed! ML neutralis, fr. L,
of neuter gender, fr. neutr-, neuter] 1 : not engaged on either side;
specij : not aligned with a political or ideological grouping 2 : of
or relating to a neutral state or power 3a: neither one thing nor
the other : middling b (I) : achromatic (2) : not decided in
color : nearly achromatic c (1) ; neuter 3 (2) : lacking stamens
or pistils d : neither acid nor basic e : not electrically charged
4 : produced with the tongue in the position it has when at rest <the
'^ vowels of \3-'bav\ above") — neu-tral-ly \-tr3-le\ adv —
neu'tral-ness n

^neutral n l : one that is neutral 2 ; a neutral color 3 : a position
of disengagement (as of gears)
aeu-tral-ism \'n(y)u-tr3-.hz-3m'
or the advocacy of neutrality a
traMst \-l3st\ n — neu-tral-is-tic \,n(y)u-tr3-*lis-tik\ adj

neu-tral-i-ty \n(y)U-'traI-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
neutral; esp : immunity from invasion or use by belligerents

neu.tral-iza-tion \,n(y)U-tr3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : an act or process of
neutraUzing 2 : the quality or state of being neutralized

neu*tral-ize \'n(y)ii-tr3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to make chemically neutral
2 : to destroy the effectiveness of : nullify 3 ; to make electri-

cally inert by combming equal positive and negative quantities
4 : to invest with conventional or obligatory neutrality conferring
inviolabiUty under international law by belligerents 5 : to make
neutral by blending with the complementary color -^ vi : to undergo
neutralization — neu<tral-iz-er n

neutral red n : a basic phenazine dye used chiefly as a biological
stain and acid-base indicator

neutral spirits n pi but sing or pi in constr : ethyl alcohol of 190 or
higher proof used esp. for blending other atcohoUc liquors

neu-tri.no \niy>u-'tre-(,)no\ n [It. dim. of neutrone neutron] : an
uncharged elementary particle with zero rest mass

neu-tron \'n(y)ij-.tran\ n [prob. fr. neutral] : an uncharged ele-

mentary particle that has a mass nearly equal to that of the proton
and is present in all known atomic nuclei except the hydrogen
nucleus

neu-tro-phil \'n(y)ii-tr3-.fil\ or neu-tio-phile \-.fn\ n [L neutr-,

neuter + E -phil; fr. its staining indifferently with acid or basic
dyes] : a finely granular cell that is the chief phagocytic leukocyte of
the blood
n6-V8 \na-'va\ n [F (Swiss dial.), fr. L niv-, nix snow — more at
SNOW] : the partially compacted granular snow that forms the sur-
face part of the upper end of a glacier; broadly ; a field of granular

nev-er \'nev-3r\ adv [ME, fr. OE nS'fre, fr. ne not + xfre ever —— more at NO] 1 : not ever : at no time 2 : not in any degree,
way, or condition

nev.er.more \,nev-ar-'m6(3)r. -•m6(3)r\ adv : never again
nev-er-nev.er land \,nev-3r-'nev-3r-\ n : an ideal or imaginary
place

ney.er-the-less \,nev-3r-tii3-'les\ adv ; not the less : in spite of
that : however

ne.vus \'ne-v3s\ n. pfne-vi \-,vT\ [NL, fr. Lnacvu^] : a congenital
pigmfenled area on the skin : birthmark
mew \'n(y)Li, before a stress in geographical names also nCy)u or

n(y)3(-w>\ adj [ME. fr. OE nlwe: akin to OHG niuwi new. L novus,

Gk neos] 1 : having existed or having been made but a short time
: recent 2 a (1) : recently manifested, recognized, or experienced
; novel (2) : unfamillvr ^visit "^ places) b : being other than
the former or old <— model) 3 : unaccustomed <--' to the job)
4 a : beginning as the resumption or repetition of a previous act or
thing <'^ day) b ; refreshed, regenerated (awoke a '^ man)
6 : different from one of the same that has existed previously
<'^ realism) 6 : of dissimilar origin and usu. of superior quality
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^ blood) 7 cap, of a language : modern; esp : having— new-isli \*n(y)u-ish\ adj —

introducing , . .„^, „^ ,

been in use after medieval times
new-ness
syn NEW, NOVEL, MODERN, ORIGINAL, FRESH mean having recently
come into existence or use. new may apply to what is freshly made
and unused {new brick) or has not been known before {new design)
or not experienced before <starts his new job) novel applies to what
is not only new but strange or unprecedented; modern applies to
what belongs to or is characteristic of the present time or the present
era; original applies to what is the first of its kind to exist: fresh
applies to what has not lost its quahties of newness such as Uveli-
ness, energy, brightness

anew \'n(y)ii\ adv : newly, recently
new-born \-'b6(9)m\ adj l ; recenUy born 2 : born anew

; REBORN
New.burg or New-hurgh \'n(yVu-.b3i-g\ adj [prob. fr. lobster
newburg} : served with a sauce made of cream, butter, wine and eeg
yolks
New.cas-Ue disease \'n(y-)ii-.kas-3l-. nfv)u-'\ n [Newcastle upon
Tyne. England] : a destructive virus disease of domestic fowl and
other birds involving respiratory and nervous symptoms
New Catholic Edition n : an American revision of the Douay
Version of the Bible published in 1949
New Church adj ; of or relating to the Church of the New Jerusalem
deriving from the Swedenborgian teachings
new-com.er \'nty)ii-.k3m-9r\ n : one recently arrived
New Criticism n : an analytic literary criticism marked by concen-
tration on language, imagery, and emotional or intellectual tensions
new deal n [fr. the supposed resemblance to the situation of fresh-
ness and equality of opportunity afforded by a fresh deal in a card
game] 1 cap N<&D a : the legislative and administrative program of
President F. D. Roosevelt designed to promote economic recovery
and social reform during the 1930's b : the period of this program
2 ; a governmental program resembling the Roosevelt New Deal
in objectives or techniques — new deal-er \-'de-lar\ n, ojten cap
N&D — newdeaMsh \-'de-Iish\ adj, ojten cap N&D — new
deal-ism \-'de(3)I-.iz-3m\ n, ojten cap N&D

new.el \'n{y1u-3l\ n [ME nowell, fr. MF nouel
stone of a fruit, fr. LL micalis like a nut, fr. L
nuc; nux nut — more at nut] 1 ; an upright
post about which the steps of a circular stair-
case wind 2 : a post at the foot of a straight
stairway or one at a landing
New English Bible n : a translation of the Bible
by a British interdenominational committee hav-
ing the New Testament published in 1961
new.fan.gled \'n(y)u-'fao-g3ld\ adj [ME_, fr.

newejangel, fr. new + OE jangen, pp. of jon to
take, seize — more at pacf] 1 : attracted to
novelty 2 : of the newest style ; novel
new-lash.ioned \-'fash-3nd\ adj l : made In a
new fashion or form 2 : up-to-date
new.lound \-'faund\ adj : newly found
New.lound-land \'n(y)u-f3n-(d)l3nd, -.(dUand,
n{y)ii-'faun-(d)l3nd\ n [Newjoundland, province
in Canada] : any of a breed of very large heavy
highly intelligent usu, black dogs developed in
Newfoundland
New.gate \"nfy>u-.gat, -g3t\ n : a London prison razed In 1902
New Greek n : Greek as used by the Greeks since the end of the
medieval period
New Hamp. shire \nfy)u-'ham(p)-sh3r. -.shif3)r\ n [Sew Hamp-
shire, U.S.A.] : any of a breed of single-combed general purpose
domestic fowls developed chiefly in New Hampshire and noted for
heavy winter egg production
New Hebrew n : the Hebrew language in use in present-day Israel

New Latin n : Latin as used since the end of the medieval period
esp. in scientificdescription and classification
new>ly \'n(y)U-le\ adv 1 : lately, recently 2 : anew, afresh
3 : in a new way

new.ly-wed \-,wed\ n : one recently married
new-mar.ket \'n{ylu-.mar-kat\ n [Newmarket, England] : a long
close-fitting coat worn in the 19th century
new moon n l : the moon's phase when it is in conjunction with the
sun so that its dark side is toward the earth; also : the thin crescent
moon seen shortly after sunset a few days after the actual occurrence
of the new moon phase 2 : the first day of the Jewish month marked
by a special liturgy

news \'n(y)uz\ n pi but sing in constr, often attrib 1 : a report of
recent events : tidings 2 a : material reported in a newspaper or
news periodical or on a newscast b : matter that is newsworthy
3 : a newscast
news agency n ; an organization that supplies news to subscribing
newspapers, periodicals, and newscasters
news>boy \-,b6i\ n : a person who delivers or sells newspapers
news<break \-,brak\ n : a newsworthy event
news-cast \-,kast\ n [news + broadca^r] : a radio or television
broadcast of news — news<cast>er \-,kas-t3r\ n
news conference n : press conference
newS'let'ter \'n(yUiz-,Iet-3r\ n : a newspaper containing news or
information of interest chiefly to a special group
news-man X-msn, -.man\ n : newspaperman
news>mon*ger X-.mso-gsr, -,mao-\ n : gossip
lnews<pa<per \'n(y)iiz-,pa-p3r\ n, often attrib 1 : a paper that is

printed and distributed usu. daily or weekly and contains news,
articles of opinion, features, and advertising 2 : an organization
publishing a newspaper 3 : newsprint or the paper making up a
newspaper
^newspaper vi : to do newspaper work
news>pa'per<man \-,man\ n : one who owns or is employed by a
newspaper; esp : one who writes or edits news or prepares advertis-
ing copy for a newspaper
news-print \'n(yHiz-,print\ n ; cheap machine-finished paper made
chiefly from wood pulp and used mostly for newspapers

news-reel \-,rei\ n ; a short motion-picture dealing with current
events

newel

news-stand \'n(y)iiz-,stand\ n : a place where newspapers and
periodicals are sold
New Style adj : using or according to the Gregorian calendar
news-wor-thy \'n(y}uz-.w3r-tlie\ adj : sufficiently interesting to
the general public to warrant reporting (as in a newspaper)
newsy \'n(y)ii-ze\ adj : filled with news; esp : gossipy
newt \'n(y)Ut\ n [ME. alter, (resulting from incorrect division of an
ewte) of ewte — more at eft] : any of various small semiaquatic
salamanders (as of the genus Triturus)
New Testament n : the second part of the Christian Bible com-
prising the books relating to God's covenant with man in the gospel
of Jesus Christ
New Thought n : a mental heating movement embracing smaU
groups devoted to spiritual healing and the creative power of con-
structive thinking
new-ton \'n(y)ut-=n\ n [Sir Isaac Newton tl727 E physicist] : the
unit of force in the mks system of physical units that is of such size
that under its influence a body whose mass is one kilogram would
experience an acceleration of one meter per second per second
New-tcni-an \n(y)u-'t6-ne-an\ adj ; of, relating to. or following
Sir Isaac Newton, his discoveries, or his doctrines — Newtonian n
New World n : the western hemisphere; esp : the continental land-
mass of No. and So. America
New Year n l : new year's day; also : the first days of the year
2 ; rosh hashanah
New Year's Day n : January 1 observed as a legal holiday hi many

inext \'nekst\ adj [ME. fr. OE niehst, superl. of neafi nigh — more
at nigh] : immediately preceding or following ; nearest
2next adv 1 : in the time, place, or order nearest or immediately
succeeding 2 : on the first occasion to come

3next \(')nekst\ prep : nearest or adjacent to
next friend n : a person admitted to or appointed by a court to act
for the benefit of an infant, a married woman, or a person not sui
juris

next of kin : one or more persons In the nearest degree of relation-
ship to another person
Tnext to prep : immediately following or adjacent to
inext to adv : very nearly : almost
nex-us \'nek-s3s\ n, pi nex-us-es \-s3-saz\ or nex-us \-sas, -,sijs\
[L, fr. nexus, pp. of nectere to bind] 1 ; connection, link 2 : a
connected group or series
Nez Perce X'nez-'pars, F na-per-sa\ n [F. lit., pierced nose] 1 : a
member of a Shahaptian people of central Idaho and adjacent parts
of Washington and Oregon 2 : a language of the Nez Perc^
people

ni-a-Cin \'nT-a-S3n\ n [nicotinic acid + -/n] : nicotinic acid
Ni-ag-a-ra \nT-'ag-0-)i-3\ n [Niagara Falls, waterfall of the Niag-
ara river] : an overwhelming flood ; torrent

nib \'nib\ n [prob. alter, of ne6] 1 ; bill, beak 2 a ; the sharpened
point of a quill pen b : a pen point 3 : a small pointed or pro-
jecting part
inib-ble \'nib-3l\ vb nib-bling \-(9-Miip\ [origin unknown] vt
1 a : to bite gently b : to eat or chew in small bits 2 : to take
away bit by bit '— vi 1 : to take gentle, small, or cautious bites
2 : to deal with something cautiously — nib-bler \-(3->l3r\ n

^nibble n l : an act of nibbling 2 : a very small quantity
Ni-be-lung \'ne-b3-,lug\ n [G] 1 :a member of a race of dwarfs in
Germanic legend owning a hoard and ring taken from them by
Siegfried 2 : any of the followers of Siegfried 3 : any of the Bur-
gundian Kings in the medieval German Nibelungenlied

nib>lick \'nib-lik\ n [origin unknown] ; an iron golf club with a
wide deeply slanted face — called also number nine iron

nibs \'nibz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [origin unknown] ; an Im-
portant or self-important person <his '^>

niCCO-lite \*nik-3-,lTt\ n [NL niccolum nickel, prob. fr. Sw nickel}

: a pale copper-red usu. massive mineral NiAs of metallic luster that
is essentially a nickel arsenide

nice \'nTs\ adj [ME, foolish, wanton, fr. OF, fr. L nescius ignorant,
fr. nescire not to know — more at nescience] 1 obs a : wanton,
DISSOLUTE b : coy, RETICENT 2 3 : showing fastidious or finicky
tastes ; refined b : scrupulous 3 : marked by or demanding
delicate discrimination or treatment <-^ distinction) 4 obs
: trivial 5 a : pleasing, agreeable <~ time) <~ person)
b : well-executed <'— shot) 6 : most inappropriate : bad <a ^^ one
to talk) 7 a : socially acceptable : well-bred (offensive to --^

people) b : virtuous, respectable <--' girl) — nice adv — nice-ly
adv — nice-ness n
syn DAINTY, FASTIDIOUS, FINICAL, PARTICULAR, SQUEAMISH; NICE

implies fine discrimination in perception and evaluation; dainty
suggests a tendency to reject what does not satisfy one's delicate
taste or sensibility; fastidious implies having very high and often
capricious ethical, artistic, or social standards; finical implies an
affected often exasperating fastidiousness; particular implies an
insistence that one's exacting standards be met; squeamish suggests
an oversensitive or prudish readiness to be nauseated, disgusted, or
offended syn see in addition correct
Ni-cene \'nT-.sen, nT-'\ adj [ME, fr. LL nicaenus, fr. L Nicaea
Nicaea] : of or relating to a church council held in Nicaea in a.d.
325 or to the Nicene Creed
Nicene Creed n ; a Christian creed issued by the first Nicene
Council and later expanded that begins "I belit

nice-nel-ly \'nT-'sneJ-e\ adj, ojten cap 2d N [fr.

the name Nelly} 1 : prudish 2 : euphemistic— nice nelly n, often cap Zd N ~ nice-nel-ly-
ism \-,iz-3m\ n, ojten cap Zd N
nice-ty \'nT-sat-e. -sie\ n [ME nlcete, fr. MF
nicete foolishness, fr. nice, adj.] 1 : the quality or
state of being nice 2 : an elegant or civilized fea-
ture 3 ; a fine point or distinction : subtlety 4
: delicate exactness ; precision 5 : fastidious-
ness
miche \'nich\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. nicher to nest, fr.

(assumed ) V L nidicare, fr. L nidus nest — more at
nest] 1 a : a recess in a wall esp. for a statue
b ; something that resembles a niche 2 a : a
place, employment, or activity for which a person

I one God'

abutr ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

1 joke; I) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; ^ this;
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Is best fitted b : a habitat supplying the factors necessary for the
existence of an organism or species

aniclie vt : to place in a niche
mick \'mk\ n [ME nyke, prob. alter, of nocke nockl 1 : notch,
slit; specij ; a notch on the belly of a printing type 2 : a
final critical moment <in the '^ of time)

2nick vt 1 ; to make a nick in : notch, chip 2 : to jot down
: RECORD 3 ! to cut short 4 : to catch at the right point or
time 5 : cheat, overcharge ^ vi 1 : to make petty attacks
: snipe 2 : to complement one another genetically and produce
superior offspring
inick-el \'nik-3l\ n, often attrib [prob. fr. Sw, fr. G kupjernickel
niccolite, prob. fr. kupjer copper + nickel gobUn; fr. the deceptive
copper color of niccolite] 1 : a nearly silver-white hard malleable
ductile metallic element capable of a high polish and resistant to

corrosion used chiefly in alloys and as a catalyst — see element
table 2 a (1) also nick-le : the U.S. 5-cent piece regularly con-
taining 25 percent nickel and 75 percent copper (2) : the Cana-
dian 5-cent piece b : five cents

2nick.el vt nick-eled or nick-elled; nick-el-ing or nlck-eMing
\'nik-(3-)lir)\ : to plate with nickel

nickel-ic \nik-'el-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or containing nickel esp.

with a higher valence than two
nick.el.il-er-OUS \,nik-3-'lif-(9-)r3s\ adj : containing nickel

nick<el-Ode.on \.nik-3-'Iod-e-3n\ n [prob. fr. ^nickel + -odeon (as

in melodeon music hall)] 1 : a theater presenting entertainment for

an admission price of five cents 2 : jukebox
Iiick*el<ous \'mk-5-las\ adj ; of, relating to, or containing nickel

esp. when bivalent
nickel silver n : a silver-white alloy of copper, zinc, and nickel

nick*er \'nik-9r\ v/ nick-er-ing \-(3-)ria\ [perh. alter, of neigh'\

: NEIGH, WHINNY — nicker n
nicknack var of knickknack
inlck.name \'nik-,nam\ n [ME nekename additional name, alter.

(resulting from incorrect division of an ekename) of ekename, fr.

eke + namel 1 : a usu. descriptive name given instead of or in

addition to the one belonging to an individual 2 ; a famihar form
of a proper name
^nickname vt 1 : misname, miscall 2 : to give (an Individual) a
nickname — nick»nam«er n

m*co>ti<ana \nik-,o-she-'an-3, -'an-s, -'a-na\ n [NL, fr. herba
nicoliana, Ut., Nicot's herb, fr. Jean Nicot tl600 F diplomat and
scholar] : any of several tobaccos (as Nicoliana alata) with showy
flowers

liic.o.tin*amicle \.nik-3-'te-n3-.mTd\ n [ISV] : a compound
CsHgNzO of the vitamin B complex found esp. as a constituent of
coenzymes and used similarly to nicotinic acid

niC-O'tine \'nik-3-.ten\ n [F, fr. NL nicotianal : a poisonous
alkaloid doHi^Na that is the chief active principle of tobacco and
is used as an insecticide

liic*o*tln<ic \,nik-3-'ie-nik, -'tin-ikX adj [ISV] ; of or relating to
nicotine or nicotinic acid

nicotinic acid n ; an acid CeHsNOz of the vitamin B complex found
widely in animals and plants and used esp. against pellagra

niC'ti-tate \'nik-ta-,tat\ vi [alter, of nictate (to wink), fr. L nictatus,

pp. of nictare — more at connive] : wdmk — mc>ti>ta-tiou \,nik-
t3-'ta-sh3n\ n

nictitating membrane n : a thin membrane found in many animals
at the inner angle or beneath the lower hd of the eye and capable of
extending across the eyeball

nid'get \'nij-3t\ n [alter, of earlier nidiot, alter, (resulting from in-

correct division of an idiot) of idiofi archaic I idiot, fool
ni'dico-lous \nT-'dik-3-l3s\ adj [L nidus nest + E 'Colousi

1 : reared for a time in a nest 2 : sharing the nest of another kind
of animal

ni.di.fi.ca-tion V.nid-a-fs-'ka-shan, ,nTd-\ n [ML nidification-,
nidijicaiio, fr. L nidijicatus, pp. of nidificare to build a nest, fr. nidus
nest] : the act, process, or technique of building a nest
ni>dll>u>gOU5 \nT-'dif-y3-g3s, -'dif-i-g3s\ adj [L nidus nest -} fugere
to flee — more at FUCrrivE] : leaving the nest soon after hatching

ni.dus \'nTd-3s\ n,p/ni.di \'nT-,dT\ or ni-dus.es [NL, fr. L] 1 : a
nest or breeding place; esp I a place or substance in an animal or
plant where bacteria or other organisms lodge and multiply 2 : a
place where something originates, develops, or is located

niece \'nes\ n [ME nece, granddaughter, niece, fr. OF niece, fr. LL
neptia, fr. L neptis; akin to L nepot-, nepos grandson, nephew —
more at nephew] ; a daughter of one's brother or sister or of one's
brother-in-law or sister-in-law

ini.el.io \ne-'eI-(.)6\ n.p/ ni-el-U \-'eI-(.)e\ or niellos [It, fr. ML
mgeilum, fr. neut. of L nigellus blackish, dim. of niger black]
1 : any of several metallic alloys of sulfur with silver, copper, or
lead and a deep black color 2 : the art or process of decorating
metal with incised designs filled with niello 3 : a piece of metal
or other object decorated with niello

2nieIlo vt : to inlay or ornament with niello

Ni.fl.helm \'niv-3l-,ham\ n [ON Niflheimrl : the northern region
of cold and darkness in Norse mythology

nif-ty \'nif-te\ adj [origin unknown] : fine, swell — nifty n
inig.gard \'nig-3rd\ n [ME, of Scand origin; akin to ON hn0ggr
niggardly; akin to L cinis ashes — more at incinerate] : a meanly
covetous and stingy person : miser — niggard adj
^niggard vi, obs ; to act niggardly '*' vt, obs : to treat In a niggardly

nig«gard.li.ness \'nig-srd-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
niggardly

nig*gard<ly \-le\ adj 1 : grudgingly reluctant to spend or grant
: STINGY 2 : characteristic of a niggard ; scanty syn see stingy —
niggardly adv

nig.ger \'nig-ar\ n [alter, of earUer neger, fr. MF negre, fr. Sp or Pg
negro, fr. negro black, fr. L niger'] 1 : negro — usu. taken to be
offensive 2 : a member of any darkskinned race — usu. taken to be
offensive

nig.gle \'nig-al\ vb nig.gling \-(3-)Iio\ [origin unknown] vi

1 a : trifle b : to spend too much effort on minor details 2 : to
find fault constantly in a petty way : carp 3 : gnaw *« vr : to give
stingily or in tiny portions — nig-gler \-(a-)l3r\ n

nig.gling \'nig-(3-)liQ\ adj 1 : petty 2 a : demanding meticulous
care b : overly elaborate or feeble in execution — niggling n —
nig'gling.ly \-(3-)Uo-lc\ adv

inigh \'nT\ adv [MB, fr. OE neah; akin to OHG nah, adv., nlgh»
prep., nigh, after, ON na- nigh] 1 ; near in place, time, or relation-
ship 2 : nearly, almost

2nigli adj 1 : close, near 2 chiefly dial : direct, short 3 : being
on the left side (the '-- horse)

3nigll \(,)nT\ prep : near
4nigh \'ni\ vt ; to draw or come near to : approach ^ vi ; to draw
near

night \'nlt\ n [ME, fr. OE niht; akin to OHG naht night, L noct-,
nox, Gk nykt-, nyx\ 1 : the time from dusk to dawn when no light
of the sun is visible 2 a : an evening or night taken as an occasion
or point of time b : an evening set aside for a particular purpose
3 a : darkness b : a condition or period felt to resemble the dark-
ness of night; as (1) : a period of dreary inactivity or affliction

(2) ; mental or moral darkness c : the beginning of darkness
; nightfall — night adj

night-blind \-,blTnd\ adj [back-formation fr. night blindness'}
: afflicted with night blindness

night blindness n : reduced visual capacity la faint light (as at
night)
night-blooming cereus n : any of several night-blooming cacti; esp

: a slender sprawling or climbing cactus {Selenicereus grandijlorus)
often cultivated for its large showy fragrant white flowers

nlght'Cap \'nit-,kap\ n 1 : a cloth cap worn with nightclothes
2 ; a usu. alcohohc drink taken at bedtime 3 : the final race or
contest of a day's sports; esp ; the final game of a baseball double-
header

night-clothes \-,klo(tli)z\ npl ; garments worn in bed
night-club \-,kl3b\ n ; a place of entertainment open at night usu.
serving food and liquor, having a floor show, and providing music
and space for dancing

night crawler n t earthworm; esp : a large earthworm found on the
soil surface at night

niglit'dress \'nTt-,dres\ n 1 : nightgown 2 : nightclothes
night'fall \-,f61\ n t the close of the day : dusk
night'gown \-.gaun\ n 1 archaic ; dressing gown 2 : a long
loose garment worn in bed

night-hawk \-,h6k\ n 1 a : any of several No. American goat-
suckers (genus Chordeiles) related to the whippoorwill b : the
European nightjar 2 : a person who habitually stays up or goes
about late at night

night lieron n ; any of various widely distributed nocturnal or
crepuscular herons (as of the genus Nycticorax)

night-in.gale \'nTt-=n-.gal, -io-\ n [ME, fr. OE nihtegale, fr. niht +
galan to sing — more at yell] : any of several Old World thrushes
(genus Luscinia) noted for the sweet usu. nocturnal song of the
male; also ; any of various birds that sing at night

night-jar \'nTt-,jar\ n [fr. its harsh sound] : a common grayish
brown European goatsucker {Caprimulgus europaeus); broadly
; goatsucker

night latch n : a door lock having a spring bolt operated from the
outside by a key and from the inside by a knob

night letter n ; a telegram sent at night at a reduced rate per word
for delivery the following morning
might.long \'nTt-,16o\ adj : lasting the whole night
2night.long \-'lor)\ adv : through the whole night
might-ly \'n:t-le\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the night £)r every night
2 : happening, done, or used by night or every night

2nightly adv • every night; also ; at or by night
night-mare \'nTt-,ma(3)r, -.me(s)r\ n 1 ; an evil spirit formerly
thought to oppress people during sleep 2 : a frightening dream
accompanied by a sense of oppression or suffocation that usu.
awakens the sleeper 3 : an experience, situation, or object having
the monstrous character of a nightmare or producing a feeling of
anxiety or terror — night-mar-ish \-ish\ adj

night owl n : a person who keeps late hours at night : nighthawk
night rail \-,ral\ n inight + rail (garment)] archaic ; nightgown
night raven n : a bird that cries at night
night rider n : a member of a secret band who ride masked at night
doing acts of violence for the purpose of punishing or terrorizing

night-robe \'ntt-,rob\ n : nightgown
nights \'nTts\ adv ; in the nighttime repeatedly ; on any night
(works —>

night-shade \'nTt-,shad\ n 1 : any of a genus (Solanum of the
family Solanaceae. the nightshade family) of herbs, shrubs, and
trees with alternate leaves, cymose flowers, and fruits that are berries

including poisonous v/eeds, various ornamentals, and important
crop plants (as the potato and eggplant) 2 : belladonna 3 : hen-
bane

night-Shirt \-,sh5rt\ n : a nightgown resembling a shirt

night soil n : human excrement collected for fertilizing the soil

night- stick \'nit-.stik\ n ; a policeman's club
night-tide \'nTt-.tTd\ n : nighttime
night-time \-,tTm\ n : the time from dusk to dawn
niglit-walk-er \-,w6-kar\ n : a person who roves about at night esp.
with criminal or immoral intent

ni-gres-cence \nr-'gres-'n(t)s\ n : a process of becoming black or
dark

ni-gres-cent \-'nt\ adj [L nigrescent-, nigrescens, prp. of nigrescere
to become black, fr. nigr-, niger black] : blackish

nj.gri-tilde \'nT-gr3-,t(y)ud\ n [L nigritude, fr. nigr-, niger} ; In-

tense darkness ; bu^ckness
ni-grO'Sine X'nl-grs-.sen, -S3n\ also ni-gro-sin \-s3n\ n, often cap
[L nigr-, niger} : any of several azine dyes closely related to the
indulines

nl-llU-lsm \'nT-3l-,iz-3m, 'nl-,hil-, 'nT-.hil-, 'ne-\ n [G nihilismus.

fr. L nihil nothing — more at nil] 1 a : a viewpoint that traditional
values and beliefs are unfounded and that existence is senseless and
useless b ; a doctrine that denies any objective ground of truth and
esp. of moral truths 2 a (1) : a doctrine or belief that conditions in

the social organization are so bad as to make destruction desirable
for its own sake independent of any constructive program or possi-

bility (2) usu cap : the program of a 19th centui-y Russian party
advocating revolutionary reform and using terrorism and assassina-
tion b : terrorism — ni»hil-ist \-3st\ n — nihilist or ni-bil'is-

tic \,ni-al-'is-tik, ,ni-,hil-, ,ni-,hil-, ,ne-\ adj

ni-Uil-i-ty \nT-'hil-3t-e. nl-\ n : nothingness
ni-hil ob-stat \.nT-,hil-'ab-,stat, ,nik-.iI-\ n [L, nothing hinders]
1 : the ceriification by an official censor of the Roman Catholic
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Church that a book has been examined and found to contain nothing
opposed to faith and morals 2 : authoritative or official approval
Ni-ke \'ni-ke\ n [Gk Nike'l : the Greek goddess of victoi-y usu.
represented as winged and as carrying a wreath and a palm branch

nil \'nil\ n [L, nothing, contr. of nihil, fr. OL nihilum, fr. ne- not +
hilum trifle — more at no] : nothing, zero — nil odj

nile green \'nT(3)l-\ n. oUen cap N [Nile river, Africa] : a variable
color averaging a_ pale yellow green

nill \'nil\ vb I Mb nilen, fr. OE nyllan, fr. ne not + wyllan to wish —
more at no. will] vi, archaic : to be unwilling « vt, archaic ; not to
will : REFUSE
Ni.Iot.iC \nT-'lat-ik\ adj [L Niloticus, fr. Gk Neilotls, fr. Neilos
Nile] : of or relating to the Nile or the peoples of the Nile basin

nim \'mm\ vh nimmed; nim.ming [ME nimen to lake, fr. OE
niman} vr, archaic : steal, filch --' vi, archaic : thieve

nim. hie \'nim-bal\ flrfynim-bler \-bo-)l3r\ nim-blest \-b(3-1l9st\
[Mb nimel, fr, OE numu! holding much. fr. niman to take; akin toOHG nemun to take, L numerus number, Gk nemein to distribute,
manage, nnmns pasture, nomas usage, custom, law] 1 : marked by
quick liyht movement : lively <— fingers) 2 a : marked by quick,
alert, clever conception, comprehension, or resourcefulness <

—

mind) b ; <u^NsmvE, responsive <a ~ listener) syn see agile —
nimOjle-ness \-b?l-n3s\ n — nim-bly \-ble\ adv

nim.ho.stra.tus \,nim-(,tbo-'strat-3s. -'strat-X n [NL, fr. L nimbus
+ NL strains'] : a low dark gray rainy cloud layer

nim-bus \"nim-h3s\ n, pi nim-bi \-,bT, -,be\ or nim.btis.es [L,
rainstorm, cioud; akin to Pahlavi namb mistj 1 a : a luminous
vapor, cloud, or atmosphere about a god or goddess when on earth
b ; a cloud or atmosphere (as of romance) about a person or thing
2 : an indication (as a circle i of radiant light or glory about the head
of a drawn or sculptured divinity, saint, or sovereign 3 a : the
rain cloud that is of uniform grayness and extends over the entire
sky b : a cloud from which rain is falling

ni.mi.ety \nim T-3t-e\ n [LL nimietas, fr. L nimius too much, adj.,
fr. nimis, adv.] : excess, redundancy

nim.i.ny-pim.i.ny \.nim-3-ne-'pim-3-ne\ adj [prob. alter, of
namhv-pamby] : mincing, effeminate
Nim.fod \'nim-,r'ad\ n [ Heb Mmrodh} 1 : a mighty hunter and
great-grandsnn of Noah 2 o.flen not cap : hunter

iun-com*poop \'nin-kam-,pLip, 'nio-\ n [origin unknown] : fool.
simpleton

nine \'nin\ n CME, fr. nyne, adj., fr. OE nigon; akin to OHG niun
nme. L novem, Gk ennea] 1 — see number table 2 : the ninth in a
set or series ;the ~ of hearts) 3 : something having nine units or
members: as a cap : the nine Muses b : a baseball team c : the
first or last nine holes of an 18-hole golf course — nine adj or pron— to the nines : to the highest degree

nine days' wonder n : something that creates a short-lived sensation
nine.pence X'nin-psmtis, US also -,pen(t)s\ n. pi ninepence or
nine-pences : the sum of nine usu. British pennies or a coin of
this value

nine>pin \'nTn-,pin\ n l : a pin used in ninepins 2 pi but sing in
constr : tenpins_ played without the headpin

nine. teen \(')nin{i)-'ten\ n [ME nynetene, adj.. fr. OE nigontene;
akin to OE ilen ten] — see number table — nineteen adj or pron —
nine-teenth_\-'tenit)th\ adj — nineteenth n, pi nine-teenths
y'ten(tis. -'ten(tuhs\

nine.ti.etli \'nrnt-e-3th\ n — see number table — ninetieth adj
nine.ty \'nTnl-e\ n [ME ninety, adj.. fr. OE nignnrig, short for
hundnigontig, fr. huudnigonrig, n., group of 90, fr, hand hundred +
nigon nine + -tig group of 10 — more at hundred, eighty] 1 —
see NUMBER table 2 pi : the numbers 90 to 99 — ninety adj or pron
nin.ny \'nin-e\ n [perh. by shortening and alter, fr. an innocent']

: FOOL, SIMPLfcTON
nin.ny.ham-mer \-,ham-ar\ n ; ninny
ni.non \'ne-,nan\ n [prob. fr. F Ninon, nickname for Annel : a
smooth sheer fabric

nintli\'nTnft)th\w,/7/ninths\'nTnCt)s, 'nlnftUhsX 1 — see number
table 2 a : a musical interval embracing an octave and a second
b : a chord containing a ninth — ninth adj

ninth cranial nerve n : glossopharyngeal nerve
Ni-O.be \'ni-9-be\ n [L, fr. Gk Niobel : a dauehter of Tantalus and
wife of Amphion held in G reek legend to have been turned into stone
while weeping for her slain children and to continue weeping her

r containing niobium esp.

loss

ni'O'bic \nT-'o-bik\ adj : of, relating to,
when pentavalent

nl.O.bi-um \nT-'o-be-3m\ n [NL. fr. L Niohe: fr. its

tantalite] : a lustrous platinum gray ductile chiefly pentavalent
metallic element that resembles tantalum chemically and is used in
alloys — see ELEMENT table

ni.O'bous \ni-'5-b3s\ adj ; of. relating to, or containing niobium
esp. with a lower valence than in niobic compounds
mip \'nip\ vb nipped; nip.ping [ME nippen; akin to ON hnippa to
prod, Gk konis ashes — more at incinerate] vi 1 : to catch hold of
and squeeze tightly between two surfaces, edges, or points : pinch
2 a : to sever bv or as if by pinching sharply b : to destroy the
growth, progress, maturing, or fulfillment of (nipped in the bud)
C : to check sharply 3 : to injure or make numb with cold : chill
4 ; SNATCH, STEAL -^ vi, chiejly Brit : to move briskly, nimbly, or
quickly

^nip n 1 : something that nips: as a : a sharp biting comment
b ; a sharp stinging cold c : a biting or pungent flavor ; tano
2 ; the act of nipping : pinch, bite 3 : a small portion : arr

3nip n [prob. fr. nipperkin (a liquor container)] : a small quan-
tity of liquor ; sip

*nip v/ nipped; nip.ping : to take liquor in nips : tipple
ni'pa \'ne-p3\ « [prob. fr. It. fr. Malay nipah nipa palm] 1 ; an
alcoholic drink made from the juice of an Australasian creeping
palm {Nipa jruticons); also : this palm 2 : thatch made of nipa
leaves

nip and tuck \,nip-3n-'t9k\ adj (or adv) : so close that the lead or
advantage shifts rapidly from one contestant to another

nip.per \'nip-3r\ n 1 : anv of various devices for nipping (as
pincers) 2 a : an incisor of a horse b: chela 3 chiejly Brit a:a
boy employed as a helper (as of a carter or hawker) b : child

nip.ping \'nip-io\ adj : that nips — nip.ping-ly \-iri-le\ adv

nip.ple \'nip-3l\ n [earlier neble, nible, prob. dim. of neb, nib']
1 : the protuberance of a mammary gland upon which the ducts
open and from which milk is drawn 2 a : an artificial teat through
which a bottle-fed infant nurses b : a device with an orifice through
which the discharge of a liquid can be regulated 3 a : a protuber-
ance resembling or suggesting the nipple of a breast b : a small
projection through which oii or grease is injected into machinery
4 : a pipe coupling consistingof a short piece of threaded tubing
Nip.pon.ese X.nip-a-'nez. -'nes\ adj {Nippon (Japan)] : Japanese— Nipponese n
nip.py \'nip-e\ adj 1
quick, or nimble

'

4 : CHILLY, chilling <a -- day)
nip-up \'nip-,3p\ n : a spring to a standing positiontrora a supine
position

nir-va-na \ni(3)r-*van-3, nsr-X n, ojten cap [Skt nirvana, lit., act
of e.xiinguishing, fr. nis- out + vati it blows — more at wind]
1 : the final beatitude that transcends suffering, karma, and sam-
sara and is sought esp. in Buddhism through the extinction of
desire and individual consciousness 2 : a place or state of oblivion
to care, pain, or external reality
Ni.san \'nis--^n, ne-'san\ n [Heb Nlsan^ : the 7th month of the
civil year or the 1st month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish
calendar

ni.sei \r)ne-'sa, 'ng-,\ «, pi nisei also niseis [Jap, lit., second
generation, fr. ni second -f- set generation] : a son or daughter of
immigrant Japanese parents who is born and educated in America
and esp.inthe U.S.

nl.Si \'ni-.si\ adj [L, unless, fr. ne- not + si if — more at no. SO]
; taking effect at a specified time unless previously modified or
avoided by cause shown, further proceedings, or a condition
fulfilled (decree -)
Nis.sen hut \.nis-='n-\ n [Peter N. Nissen tl930 Brit, mining en-

barrel-shaped prefabricated shelter of corrugated iron
^ floor

ni-SUS \'nT-S3s\ n. pi ni.sus \-S3S, -^sUs\ [L, fr. nisus, pp. of niti to
bear down, strive; akin to L connivere to close the eyes — more at
connive] : a conative state or condition : striving

nit \'nit\ n [ME nite. fr. OE hniru: akin to OHG /iniznit.Gk fconirf-,
konis] : the egg of a louse or other parasitic insect; also : the insect
itself when young

ni-ter also ni-tre \'nTt-ar\ n [ME nitre natron, fr. MF, fr. hnitrum,
fr. Gk nitron, fr. Egypt niry] 1 : potassium nitrate 2 : sodium
nitrate

nit'id \'nit-3d\ adj [L nitidus — more at neat] : bright, lustrous
nitr- or nitro- comh jorm [niter] \ : niter : nitrate (ni/robacteria)
2 a : nitrogen <.ni7ride> <«(/rometer) b usu niiro- : containing the

posed of one nitrogen and two oxygen'NOz

nitrai
n [F, fr. niirique] 1 : a salt or ester of nitric

: or potassium nitrate used as a fertilizer

> treat or combine with nitric acid or a
(an organic compound) into a nitro com-

ni.tra.tion \nT-'tra-sh3n\ n — nLtra.tor

univalent group
atoms (nitrohen
mi.trate \'nT-,tn
acid 2 : sodiui

ani.trate \-,trat^
nitrate; esp : to
pound or a nitrate

nl-tric \'nT-trik\ adj [F nitrique, fr. nitr-"] : of, relating to, or con-
taining nitrogen esp. with a higher valence than in corresponding
nitrous compounds

nitric acid n : a corrosive liquid inorganic acid HNO3 used esp. as
an oxidizing agent, in nitrations, and in making fertilizers, explo-
sives, dyes, and other organic compounds

nitric bacterium n : a bacterium (as of the genus Nitrobacter) that
oxidizes nitrites to nitrates

nitric oxide n : a colorless poisonous gas NO obtained by oxidation
of nitrogen or ammonia

ni'tride \'nT-,trTd\ n [ISV] : a binary compound of nitrogen with a
more electropositive element

ni'tri.fi.ca.tion \,nT-tr3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n ; the process of nitrifying;
specij : the oxidation (as by bacteria) of ammonium salts to nitrites

and the further oxidation of nitrites to nitrates

ni'tri'ly \'nT-tr3-,fT\ vt [F nitrijier, fr. nitr-] 1 ; to combine or
impregnate with nitrogen or a nitrogen compound 2 : to subject
to or produce by nitrification

ni'trile \'nT-tr3l\ n [ISV] : an organic cyanide characterized by the
'aient group CN which on hydrolysis yields an acid with

elir of ;

ni'trita \'ni-,trTt\ n : a salt or ester of nitrous acid
ini-tro \'nT-f,)tro\ adj [nitr-] : containing or being the univalent
group — NOz united through nitrogen

2nitro n : any of various nitrated products; esp : nitroglycerin
ni'tro.bac'te.ria \.nT-(,)tro-bak-'tir-e-3\ «/7/[NL] : soil bacteria
concerned in nitrification; esp : nitric bacteria

ni.tro.ben-zene \,nT-tro-'ben-,zen. -,ben-'\ n [ISV] : a poisonous
insoluble oil CeHgNOa made by nitration of benzene and used as a
solvent, mild oxidizing agent, and starting material in making
aniline and other dye intermediates

ni.tro.cel.lu-lose \-'sel-y3-,l6s, -,lqz\ n [ISV] : nitrated cellulose— ni'trO'Cel-lu-los-ic \-,se!-y3-'lo-sik, -zik\ adj
ni.trO'fu.ran \,nT-tro-'fyu(3)r-,an, -fyu-*ran\ n : a derivative of
furan with a nitro group used as a bacteria-inhibiting agent

ni.tro-gen \'nT-tra-J3n\ n, often attrib [F nitrogcne, fr. niir- + -gene
-gen] : a colorless tasteless odorless gaseous element that constitutes
78 percent of the atmosphere by volume and is a constituent of all

living tissues — see element table — ni-tiog-e-nous \nT-'traj-3-

nas\ adj
nitrogen balance n : the difference between nitrogen intake and
nitrogen loss in the body or the soil

nitrogen cycle n : a continuous series of natural processes by which
nitrogen passes through successive stations in air, soil, and orga-
nisms involving principally decay, nitrogen fixation, nitrification,

and denitrification

nitrogen fixation n l : the industrial conversion of free nitrogen
into combined forms useful esp. as starting materials for fertilizers

or explosives 2 : the metabolic assimilation of atmospheric nitro-

gen by soil microorganisms and esp. rhizobia and its release for
plant use by nitrification in the soil on the death of the microorga-
nisms
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nitrogen-lixing adj : capable of nitrogen fixation (-^ bacteria)
ni*tro>ge-nize Xnl-'traj-s-.nlz, 'nT-tro-js-X vt : to combine or im-
pregnate with nitrogen or its compounds

nitrogen mustard n t any of various toxic blistering compounds
analogous to mustard gas but with nitrogen replacing sulfur

ni.tio.glyc.er-m or ni.tio-glycer.ine \,nT-tro-*gUs-C3-)r3n\ n
[ISV] ; a heavy oily explosive poisonous liquid C3H5(ON02)3
obtained by nitrating glycerol and used chiefly in making dyna-
mites and in medicine as a vasodilator

ni*tro<par>af.fin \-'par-3-f3n\ n [ISV] : a nitro derivative of any
member of the methane series

nitres- or nitXOSO- comb jorm [NL nitrosus nitrous] : containing
the univalent group —NO composed of one nitrogen and one
oxygen atom (ni/ro^obenzeneCeHsNO) <ni/ro5amines>

ni-tro*sa>mine \nT-*tr6-s3-.men\ n : any of various neutral com-
pounds characterized by the grouping >NNO

ni.tro-so.bac.te.ri.iim \nT-,tro-s6-(,)bak-'tir-e-3m\ n [NL, fr.

nitrosus + -o- + bacterium'^ : a bacterium that oxidizes ammonia
to nitrites

ni.tiotis \'nT-tr3s\ adj [NL nitrosus, fr. L, full of natron, fr.

nitrum natron — more at NrrER] 1 ; of, relating to, or containing
niter 2 : of, relating to, or containing nitrogen esp. with a lower
valence than in corresponding nitric compounds

nitrons acid n : an unstable acid HNOz known only in solution or
in the form of its sails

nitrous bacterium n : nitrosobacterium
nitrous oxide n : a colorless gas N2O that when inhaled produces
loss of sensibility to pain preceded by exhilaration and sometimes
laughter and is used esp. as an anesthetic in dentistry — called also
laughing gas

nit.Wit \'n:t-,wit\ n [prob. fr. G dial, nit not -I- E wiQ ; a scatter-

brained or stupid person
mix \*niks\ n [G, fr. OHG nihhus; akin to OE nicor water monster,
Gk nizein to wash] : a water sprite of Germanic folklore usu. having
the form of a woman or a half human and half fish — called also

2niX n [G nichts nothing] slang : nothing : no one
3nix adv, slang : no — used to express disagreement or the with-
holding of permission

<nix vt. slang : veto, forbid
ni*zam \ni-'zam; 'nT-,zam. nT-'\ n 1 cap [Hindi m'zam order,

governor, fr. Ar niadml ; one of a line of sovereigns of Hyderabad,
India, reigning from 1713 to 1950 2 [Turk, fr. Ar nizami : a
Turkish soldier — ni^zam-ate \ni-'zam-,at, nT-'zam-\ n
ino \{')no\ adv [ME. fr. OE na, U\ ne not + d alwavs; akin to ON
& OHG ne not, L ne-, Gk ne more at aye] 1 a chiejly Scot : not
b — used as a function word to express the negative of an alternative
choice or possibility 2 : in no respect or degree — used in com-
parisons 3 : not so — used to express negation, dissent, denial, or
refusal 4 — used with a following adjective to imply a meaning
expressed by the opposite positive statement <-- uncertain terms)
5 — used as a function word to emphasize a following negative or
to introduce a more emphatic, explicit, or comprehensive statement
6 — used as an interjection to express surprise, doubt, or incredulity

2no adj 1 a : not any <--^ parking) b : hardly any : very little

(finished in -^ time) 2 : not a : quite other than a (he's '^ expert)
3no \'n6\ n, pi noes or nos \'n6z\ 1 : an act or instance of refus-
ing or denying by the use of the word no 1 denial 2 a : a negative
vote or decision b pi ; persons voting in the negative
4no \'n6\ n. pi no often cap [Jap no. lit., talent] ; classic Japanese
dance-drama that is heroic in subject and in the use of measured
chants and movements
No*a<clu>an \no-'a-ke-sn\ adj [Heb Noah Noah] 1 : of or relating
to the patriarch Noah or his time 2 : ancient, antiquated
Wo.ah \'mo 3\ n [Heb Ndahl : an Old Testament patriarch and
builder of the ark in which he, his family, and living creatures of
every kind survived the flood
'nob \'nab\ n [prob. alter, of knob} 1 slang : head 1 2 : a jack of
the same suit as the starter in cribbage that scores one point for the
holder
znob n [perh. fr. 'no6] chieflv Brit : one in a superior position in life

nob.ble \'nab-3l\ vt nob.bling \-f3-ilio\ [perh. irreg. freq. of nab']

1 Brit ; to incapacitate (a racehorse) esp. by drugging 2 slang Brit
a : to win over to one's side b : steal c : swindle, cheat — nob-
bier \-o-)l3r\ n

nob.by \'nab-e\ adj : of the first quality or style : smart
no.bel.l-um \n6-'bel-e-3m\ n [NL, fr. Alfred B. i\obel] : a radio-
active element produced artificially — see element table
No.bel prize \ (.)no-,bel-\ n [ Alfred B. Nobel 11896 Sw philanthro-
pist] : any of various annual prizes (as in peace, literature, medi-
cine) established by the will of Alfred Nobel for the encouragement
of persons who work forthe interests of humanity

no-bil-ia.ry \n6-'bil-e-,er-e, -'bil-y3-re\ adj : of or relating to the
nobility

no.bil.i.ty \no-'bil-3t-e\ n [ME nobilite, fr. MF nobilite, fr. L
nobilitat-, nobilitas, fr. nobilis] 1 : the quality or state of being
noble in character, quality, or rank 2 : the body of persons form-
ing the noble class in a country or state : aristocracy
mo-ble \'no-bal\ adj no-bler \-b(a-)br\ no-blest \-b(3-)l3st\
[ME, fr. OF, fr. L nobilis knowable, well known, noble, fr. noscere
to come to know — more at know] 1 a : possessing outstanding
qualities : illustrious b : famous, notable <--' deed) 2 : of high
birth or exalted rank : aristocratic 3 a : possessing very high or
excellent qualities or properties <'^ hawk) b : very good or excel-
lent 4 : grand or impressive esp. in appearance (-^ edifice)
5 ; possessing, characterized by, or arising from superiority of mind
or character : magnanimous <-- nature) 6 : chemically inert or
inactive esp. toward oxygen (-^ metal> syn see moral — no-ble-
ness \-b3l-n3s\ n — no'bly \-ble also -b3-Ie\ adv

ano-ble \'no-b3l\ n 1 : a person of noble rank or birth 2 : an old
English gold coin equivalent to 8s 6rf 3 slang ; a captain of strike-
breakers or an overseer in charge of strikebreaking operations
no-ble.man \-m3n\ n : one belonging to the nobility — no-ble-
wom-an \-,wum-3n\ n

no-blesse \no-'bles\ n [ME, fr. OF noblesce, fr. noble"] 1 : noble
birth or condition : nobility 2 : the members esp. of the French
nobiiity

no.blesse Obhge \n6-.bles-3-'blczh\ n [F. lit., nobility obligates]
: the obligation of honorable, generous, and responsible behavior
associated with high rank or birth

ino-body \'no-,bad-e, -bad-«\ pron ; no person ; not anybody
3nobody n : a person of no influence, importance, or worth
no*cent \'n6s-*nt\ adj [ME, fr. L nocent-, nocens, fr. prp. of nocere
to harm, hurt] 1 j harmful 2 archaic : guilty, criminal

no.ci.cep-tive \,no-si-'sep-tiv\ adj [L nocere + E -i- + receptive]
1 oj a stimulus z painful, injurious 2 : of, induced by, or re-
sponding to a nociceptive stimulus — used esp. of receptors or
protective reflexes

inock \'nak\ n [ME nocke notched tip on the end of a bow; akin to
MD nocke summit, tip, L nux nut — more at nut] 1 : one of the
notches cut in either of two tips of horn fastened on the ends of a
bow or in the bow itself for holding the string 2 a : the part of an
arrow having a notch for the bowstring b : the notch itself

2nock vt : to make a notch in or fit into or by means of a notch
noct- or nocti- or nocto- comb jorm [L noct-, nocti-. fr. noct-, nox— more at night] : night (nocrambulation)
noct.am.bu.la.tion \(,)nak-.tam-by3-'la-sh3n\ or noct-am-bu-
lism \nak-'tam-by3-.liz-3m\ n [nod- + -ambulation, -ambulism
(as in somnambulation, somnambulism)} : somnambulism — noct-
am'bu-list \nak-'tam-bya-l3st\ n

noc*ti>lu-ca \,nak-t3-*lii-k»\ n [NL,_ genus name, fr. L, something
that shines by night, fr, nod- + lucere to shine — more at ught]
: any of a genus (Noctiluca) of marine bioluminescent flagellates
(order Dinoflagellata) that often cause phosphorescence of the sea

noc*turn \'nak-,t3rn\ n [ME nocturne, fr. MF, fr. ML nocturna, fr
L, fern, of nociurnus] ; a principal division of the office of matins

noctur.ual \nak-"tam-n\ adj [MF or LL; MF fr. LL nocturnalis.
fr, L nocturnus of nighf. nocturnal, fr. noct-, nox night] 1 : of,
relating to, or occurring in the night <a ~ journey) 2 ; active at
night <a -- predator) — noC'tur*nal-ly X-^'l-eX adv

noc-tlirne \'nak-,t3rn\ n [F, adj.. nocturnal, fr. L nocturnus] 1 : a
musical night piece; esp : a dreamy pensive composition for the
piano 2 : a painting of a scene at night

noC'U'OUS \'nak-y3-w3s\ adj [L nocuus, fr. nocere to harm — more
at noxious] : likely to cause injury : harmful — n0C'U>0US'ly adv
inod \'nad\ vb nod*ded; nod<ding [ME nodden; akin to OHG
hnoion to shake, L cinis ashes — more at incinerate] vj 1 : to make
a quick downward motion of the head whether as a sign of assent,
salutation, or command or involuntarily from drowsiness 2 : to
inchne or sway from the vertical as though ready to fall 3 : to bend
or sway the upper part gently downward or forward 4 ; to make
a slip or error in a moment of abstraction —' vr 1 : to incline (as
the head) downward or forward 2 : to bring, invite, or send by
a nod 3 : to signify by a nod — nod>der n
2nod n : the act of one who nods
nod*aI \'nod--^I\ adj : being, relating to, or located at or near a node— no^dal-i-ty \no-'dal-3t-e\ n — nod>aMy X'nod-'l-eX adv
ncd-dle \'nad-"l\ n [ME nodle back of the head or neck] : head.
pate

nod.dy \'nad-e\ n [prob. short for obs. noddypoll, alter, of hoddy-
poll (fumbling inept person)] 1 : a stupid person 2 : any of sev-
eral stout-bodied terns (genera Anous and Micranous) of warm seas
node \'nod\ n [L nodus knot, node — more at net] 1 : an entan-
gling complication ; predicament 2 a ; a thickened or swollen
enlargement (as of a rheumatic joint) b : a discrete mass of one
kind of tissue enclosed in tissue of a different kind 3 : either of the
two points where the orbit of one celestial body intersects a specific
reference plane 4 a : a point at which subsidiary parts originate or
center b : a point on a stem at which a leaf or leaves is inserted
5 : a point, line, or surface of a vibrating body that is free or
relatively free from vibratory motion

nO'di'Cal \'nod-i-k3l, 'nad-\ adj : of or relating to astronomical
nodes
no-dose \'no-,d6s\ adj [L nodosus, fr. nod/^s] : having numerous
or conspicuous protuberances — no>dos>i»ty \no-'dUs-3t-e\ n

nod-u-lar \'n3J-(3-)l3r\ adj ; of, relating to, characterized by, or
occurring in the form of nodules

nod.Ule \'nuj-(,)u(3)l\ n [L nodulus, dim. of nodus] : a small mass
of rounded or irregular shape: as a : a small rounded lump of a
mineral or mineral aggregate b : a swelling on a leguminous root
that contains symbiotic bacteria

nod.u-lose \'naj-3-.los\ also nod.u.lous \-(3-)las\ adj : having
minute nodules : finely knobby

no.dus \'nod-3S\ n, pi no-di \'n6-,dT, -,de\ [L, knot, node]
; complication, difficulty

no-el \n6-'el\ n IF noel, Christmas, carol fr. L natalis birthday, fr.

natalis natal] 1 : a Christmas carol 2 cap : the Christmas season
noes pi oj NO
no.et-ic \no-'ct-ik\ adj [Gk noetikos intellectual, fr. noein to think,
fr. nous mind] : of, relating to, or based on purely intellectual ap-
prehension
'nog \'nag\ n [origin unknown] : a wooden peg, pin, or block of
the size of a brick; esp ; one built into a wall as a hold for nails

2nog n [origin unknown] 1 ; a strong ale formerly brewed in
Norfolk. England 2 [by shortening] : eggnog 3 ; an often
alcoholic drink containing beaten egg, milk, or both

nog. gin \'nag-3n\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a small mug or cup
2 : a small quantity of drink usu. equivalent to a gill 3 : a person's
head
nog-ging \'nag-3n. -io\ n ['nog] : rough brick masonry used to

fill in the open spaces of a wooden frame
noh var oj NO
no-how \'n6-,hau\ adv, dial : not at all

noil \'n6i(3)I\ n [origin unknown] : short fiber removed during the
combing of a textile fiber spun into yarn for cloth

moise \'n6iz\ n [ME, fr. OF, strife, quarrel, noise, fr. L nausea
nausea ] 1 ; loud, confused, or senseless shouting or outcry
2a: sound or a sound of any sort; esp : one that lacks agreeable
musical quality or is noticeably loud, harsh, or discordant b : an
unwanted signal in an electronic communication system 3 obs
: general or common talk : rumor; esp : slander

2noise vt : to spread by rumor or report ~ vi 1 : to talk much or
loudly 2 : to make a noise

noise-less \-l3s\ adj : making or causing no noise — noise*less>ly
adv — noise. less-ness n
noise-mak<er \-,ma-k3r\ n : one that makes noise; specij : a
device used to make noise at parties

nois>i*ly \'n6i-z3-le\ adv : in a noisy manner
nois>i*ness \-ze-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being noisy
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noi-SOme \'n6i-S3m\ adj [ME noysome. It. noy annoyance, fr. OF
enui, anoi - more at ennui] 1 : noxious, unwholesome 2 : of-
fensive to the smell or other senses : disgusting syn see malodor-
ous — noi.some-ly adv — noi>some>ness n

noisy \'n6i-ze\ adj 1 ; making noise 2 : full of or characterized
by noise

nO'li me tan.ge-re \.n6-le-(,lme-'tan-i3-re. -.lT-me-\ n [L, do not
touch me] : a warniny against touching or interference

nol.le pro-se.qui \.nal-e-'pras-5-,kwT\ n [L, to be unwilling to
pursue] : an entry on the record of a legal action denoting that the
prosecutor or plaintiff will proceed no further in his action or suit
either as a whole or as to some count or as to one or more of several
defendants
no-lo con-ten-de-re \,n6-(,)lo-k3n-'ten-d3-re\ n [L, I do not wish
to contend] : a plea by the defendant in a criminal prosecution
that without admitting guilt subjects him to conviction but does
not preclude him from denying the truth of the charges in a col-
lateral proceeding
nol-pros \'nal-"pras\ vt nol-prossed; nol-pros-sing [nolle pro-
sequi] : to discontinue by entering a nolle prosequi
no.ma \'no-m3\ n [NL. fr, Gk nome. fr. nemein to spread (of an
ulcer), lit., to grare. pasture — more at nimble] : a spreading
gangrene of the lining of cheek and lips occurring usu. in severely
debilitated persons

I10*mad \'Tio-,mad, Brit also 'nam-9d\ n [L nomad-, nomas member
of a wandering pastoral people, fr. Gk, fr. nemein to pasture —
more at nimblf] 1 : a member of a people that has no fixed resi-

dence but wanders from place to place 2 : an individual who
roams about aimlessly — nomad or uo>mad>ic \no-'mad-ik\ adj— no<mad<lsm \'no-,mad-,i2-3m\ n
no-mau'S-land \'no-,manz-,land\ n 1 a : an area of unowned,
unclaimed, or uninhabited land b ; an unoccupied area between
opposing armies 2 ; an area of anomalous, ambiguous, or in-
definite character

nom.bril \'nam-br3l\ n [MF. lit., navel, deriv. of L umbilicus'^

: the center point of the lower half of an armorial escutcheon
nom de guerre \.nam-di-*geO)r\ n, pi noms de guerre \,nam(z)-
di-\ [F, lit., war name] : pseudonym
nom deplume \.nlim-di-'plum\ n.plnoms de plume \.nam(z)-di-\
[F, pen name] : pseudonym, pen name

nome \'nom\ n [Gk nomas district — more at nimble] : a province
of ancient Egypt
no>men \'n5-m3n\ n, pi no-mi>na V'nam-s-na, 'n6-m3-\ [L
nomin-, nomen name — more at name] : the second of the three
usual names of an ancient Roman
no*men.cla.tor \'n6-m3n-,klat-3r\ n [L, slave whose duty was to
tell his master the names of persons he met when campaigning
for office, fr. nomen + calatus, pp. of calare to call — more at low]
1 : a book containing collections or lists of words 2 archaic : one
who announces the names of guests or of persons generally 3 : one
who gives names to or invents names for things — no-men-cla-
to*ri*al \f,')no-,men-kl3-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj

no.men-cla.tur.al \,no-m3n-'klach-(3-)r3l\ adj ; relating to no-
menclature

UO.men.cIa-ture X'no-man-.kla-chsr also no-'men-kl3-.chu(3)r,
-'meri-, -kla-chDr, -kla-,tty^u(a)r\ n [L nomenclafura calling by
name, list of names, fr. nomen + calatus, pp.] 1 ; name, designa-
tion 2 : the act or process or an instance of naming 3 a : a
system or set of terms or symbols h ; a system of terms used in a
particular science, discipline, or art; esp : the standardized New
Latin names used in biology

nom.i.nal \'nam-3n-^l, 'nam-nal\ adj [ME nominalle, fr. ML
nominalis, fr, L, of a name, fr. nomin-, nomen name] 1 : of, relating
to, or being a noun or larger form 2 a : of. relating to, or con-
stituting a name b : bearing the name of a person 3 a ; existing
in name or form only (^ head of his party) to : trifling, in-
significant — uom-i>nal'Iy \-e\ adv
nom>i>nal>ism \-iiz-3m\ n : a theory that there arc no universal
essences in reality and that the mind can frame no single concept
or image corresponding to any universal or general term — nora-
i-nal>ist \-3st\ n — nominalist or nom-i-nal-is-tic \,nam-
3n-''I-'is-tik. ,nam-n3l-\ adj
nominal value n : par lb
nominal wages n pi ; wages measured in money as distinct from
actual purchasing power
nom-i.nate \'nam-a-,nat\ vt [L nominatus, pp. of nominare, fr.

nomin-, nomen name] 1 : designate, name 2 a : to appoint or
propose for appointment to an office or place b : to propose as a
candidate for election to office c : to propose for some honor
3 : to enter fa horse) in a race — nomo-na-tor \-,nat-9r\ n

nom-i*na>tion \,nam-3-'na-shpn\ n 1 : the act. process, or an
instance of nominating 2 : the state of being nominated

[iam-3-.nat-\ adj
naming a noun]
in languages that

nom.i.na.tive X'nam-CsOnat-lv; 2 & 3 are also
'

[fr. the traditional use of the nominative form in

la: marking typically the subject of a verb esp.
have relatively full inflection (-^ case) b : of (

ase <a '^ ending) 2 : nominated
3 : bearing a person's nai

nom-i*nee \,nam-a-'ne\ n Inominate}
nominated

no.nio-gram \'nam-3-,gram. 'no-ma-V or no-mo-graph \-,graf\ n
[Gk nomos law -i- ISV -gram or -graph — more at nimble] : a
graph that enables one by the aid of a straightedge to read off the
value of a dependent vaiiable when the values of two or more
independent variables are given — no-mog-ra-phy Xng-'mag-rs-fe,
n6-\ n

no<mo*lGg'i>cal \,nam-3-'laj-i-k3l, ,no-m3-\ adj [nomology (science
of physical and logical laws)] : relating to or expressing physical
laws or rules of reasoning (-^ statements)
-n.Q.my \n-3-me\ n comb jorm [ME -nomie, fr. OF, fr. L -nomia,
fr. Gk. fr. nemein to distribute — more at nimble] ; system of laws
governing or sum of knowledge regarding a (specified) field

<agn
non- \(')nan also .nsn or 'nan bejore '-stressed syllable, ,nan also
.nan bejore ,-siressed or unstressed syllable; the variant with a is also
to be understood at pronounced entries, where it is not shoyvn\ prejix
[ME. fr. MF. fr. L non not, fr. OL noenum, fr. ne- not + oinom,
neut. of oinos one — more at no, one] : not : reverse of : ab-
sence of

non.age X'nan-ij, 'no-nij\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. non- + age"] 1 ; mi-
nority 1 2 a : a period of youth_ b : iMMAxuRrrv

no>na>ge<nar-i*an X.no-ns-ja-'nei-e-an, ,nan-3-\ " [L nonagenarius
containing ninety, fr. nonageni ninety each, fr. nonaginta ninety, fr.

nona- (akin to novem nine) + -ginta (akin to \iginti twenty) —
more at vigesimal] : a person who is in his nineties — nonagenar-
ian adj
no^na.gon \'no-n3-,gan. 'nan-3-\ n [L nonus ninth + E -gon —
more at noon] : a polygon of nine angles and nine sides

non-al*le>lic \.nan-'l-'e-lik, -'el-ik\ adj, oj genes : not behaving as
alleles toward one another
inonce \'nanft)s\ n [ME nanes, alter, (fr. incorrect division of
then anes in such phrases as (o then ones for the one purpose) of
anes one purpose, irreg. fr. an one, fr. OE an — more at one]
: the one, particular, or present occasion, purpose, or use <for
the —

)

inonce adj : occurring, used, or made only once or for a special

occasion (-^ word)
non-clia<lance \,nan-sh3-'lan(t)s, -cha-\ n : the state of being
nonchalant

non.cha.lant \-'lant\ adj [F. fr. OF. fr. prp. of nonchaloir to

disregard, fr. non- + chaloir to concern, fr. L calere to be warm
— more at lee] : apparentiv unconcerned or indifferent syn see
cool — non-cUa*lant*ly adv
non>Com \'nan-,kam\ n : noncommissioned officer
non<com*l)a>tant X.nan-k^m-'bat-'nt, ('}nan-'kam-b3t-ant\ n : a
member fas a chaplain) of the armed forces whose duties do not
include fighting; also : civilian — noncombataut adj

non-com>mis>sioned officer \,nan-k3-,mish-3nd-\ n : an enlisted

man of a rank in the army above a private first class but not of a
specialist rank, in the air force above an airman second class, in

the navy above a seaman, and in the marine corps above a lance
corporal

non<COm>mit>tal \,nan-k3-'mit-'l\ adj 1 : giving no clear in-

dication of attitude or feeling 2 : having no clear or distinctive

character — non*com-mit-tal-ly \-^l-e\ adv

non com.pos men. lis X.nan-.kam-pa-'sment-as, ,n6n-\ adj [L,
lit., not having mastery of one's mind] : not of sound mind
non.con.due tor \,nan-k3n-'d3k-t3r\ n : a substance that con-
ducts heat, electricity, or sound only in very small degree

non.con-lorm.ist \-'f6r-m3st\ n l ojten cap : a person who does
not conform to an established church esp. the Church of England
2 : a person who does not conform to a generally accepted pattern

of thought or action — nonconformist adj, ojien cap

non.con-ior.mi-ty \-m3t-e\ n 1 a : failure or refusal to conform
to an established church b oJten cap : the movement or principles

of English Protestant dissent c ojten cap : the body of English
Nonconformists 2 ; refusal to conform to an estabhshed or con-
ventional creed, rule, or practice 3 : absence of agreement or
correspondence

non.co-op-er-a.tion \,nan-ko-,ap-3-'ra-shsn\ n : failure or refusal

to cooperate; specij : refusal through civil disobedience of a people

to cooperate with the government of a country — non.CO-Op-er-
a-tion.ist \-shf3-)n3st\ n — non.co.op-er.a.tive \-"ap-(a-)r3t-iv.

t-\ adj — non.cO'Op-er.a-tor \- ap-; i-3r\ n

See non- and second nonaquatic
element nonaqueous
nonabrasive nonaromatic
nonabsorbent nonaspirated
Donabstainer nonassessable
nonacademic nonassimilable
nonacceptance nonassimilation
nonacid nonathlctic
nonactinic nonattendance
nooactive nonattributive
Dooadaptive nonauthoritative
nonadherence nonautomatic
nonadhesive nonautomotive
nonadjacent nonbasic
nonadjustable non bearing
nonadministrative nonbeing
nonadmission nonbeliever
nonaggression nonbelieving
nonaggressive nonbelligerency
nonagreement nonbelligerent
nonagrtcultural Donbiting
nonalcoholic nonbreakable
nonalphabetic nonbureaucratic
nonanalytic nonbusiness
oonappearance noncaking

al

cal
noncarbohydrate
noncarnivorous
noncash
oncellular
nonchargcable

nonclassical
nonclerical

Donclotting
noocoagulable
noncoercive
noncognitive
noncollapsible
noncollectible

noncolleglate
noncolloid

bat
bining

noncombustible
noncommercial

noncommunicaat

noncommunication

pensatmg
petent
peting

noncompetitive
noncomplementary
noncompliance
noncomplying
noncompound
noncompressible
nonconclusive
nonconcur
nonconcurrence
nonconcurrent
noncondensable
noncondensing
nonconditioned
nonconductibility
nonconducting
nonconductive
nonconfidonce
nonconflicting
nonconform
nonconformance

nonconformer
nonconforming
noncongenital

nonconstitutional
nonconstructive
nonironsumable
noncontact
noncontagious
noncontemporary
noncontentious
noncontiguous
noncontinuous
noncontraband

tradiction
itradictory

noncontributing
noncontributory
noncontroltable
noncontrolled
noncontrolling

lal

noncorrodible

noncorroding
noncorrosive
noncovered
noncreative
noncriminal
noncritical
noncrystalline
Doncultivated
noncultivation
noncumulative
noneurrent
noncyclic
noncyclical
nondcductibility
nondeductible
Dondcferrable
nondefining
nondegenerate
nondelegable
nondelivery
nondemocratic
nondenominational
nondenominationalism
nondepartmental
nondeposition

e abut; ,.3 kitten; 9r further; a back; a bake; a cot,

j joke; J) sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tn thin; ^
E gift; i trip; I life

yu furious; zh vision
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non-de'Script \,nan-(ii-'skript\ adj inon- + L descriptus, pp. of
describere to describe] ; belonging or appearing to belong to no
particular class or kind : not easily described — nondescript n

DOn.dis.iunc.tion \,nan-dis-'jso(k)-sh3n\ n [ISV] : the failure of
two homologous chromosomes to separate during reduction
division — non>dis<iunc>tion>al Vshnal, -sh3n-^l\ adj

I10n<dis-tinc<tive \-'tii3(k)-tiv\ adj, oj a speech sound : having no
signaling value
inone \'n3n\ pron, sing or pi in constr [ME, fr. OE nan, fr. ne
not + an one — more at no, one] 1 ; noi any 2 ; not one : no-
body 3 : not any such thing or person 4 : no part ; nothing
2none adj, archaic ; not any : no
3none adi^ l ; by no means : not at all 2 : in no way : to no extent
''none \'non\ n, ojien cap [LL nona, fr. L. 9th hour of the day from
sunrise — more at noon] ; the fifth of the canonical hours

non.en-ti.ty \na-'nen(t)-at-e\ n 1 : something that does not exist
or exists only in the imagination 2 : nonexistence 3 ; one of
no consequence or significance
nones \'non2\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME nonys, fr. L nonae,
fr. fern. pi. of nonus ninth] 1 : the 9th day before the ides according
to ancient Roman reckoning 2 ojien cap : -^none

none-sucll X'nsn-.sachX n : a person or thing without an equal— nonesuch adj
none-tlie-less \,n3n-th3-'les\ advj nevertheless
nou-8U.clid.e.an \,nan-yu-'klid-e-an\ adj, ojten cap E : not
assuming or in accordance with all the postulates of Euclid's
Elements {'^ geometry)

non-fea-sance \(')nan-'fez-=n(t)s\ n Inon- + obs. E jeasance
(doing, execution)] ; omission to do esp. what ought to be done

non-fer.rous \(')nan-'fer-3s\ adj 1 : not containing, including,
or relating to iron 2 : relating to metals other than iron

no-nil-lion \no-'nil-y3n\ n, ojten attrib [F, fr. L nonus ninth + F
-illion (as in million) — more at noon] — sec number table

non-in-duC'tive \,nan-in-'d3k-tiv\ adj : having negligible inductance
non.in.ter.ven.liou X.nan-.int-sr-'ven-charA n \ the state or habit
of not intervening : refusal or failure to intervene — nou*in>ter-
ven«tion-ist \-'vench-(3-)n3st\ n or adj

non.ion.ic detergent \.nan-(,)T-.an-ik-\ n ; a synthetic detergent
that produces electrically neutral colloidal particles in solution

non.join.der \(')nan-'j6in-d3r\ n ; the omission of a necessary
party, plaintiff, or defendant to a suit at law or in equity

non.jUT'ing \(')nan-'ju(3)r-io\ adj Inon- + h jurare to swear —
more at jury] : not swearing allegiance

non.ju.ror \(')nan-'jur-3r, -'ju(3)r-,6(3)r\ n : a person refusing to
take an oath esp. of allegiance, supremacy, or abjuration; specij
; one of the beneficed clergy in England and Scotland refusing to
take an oath of allegiance to William and Mary or to their successors
after the revolution of 16S8
non*met-al \(')nan-'met-^l\ n : a chemical element (as boron,
carbon, or nitrogen) that lacks typical metallic properties and is

able to form anions, acidic oxides and acids, and stable compounds
with hydrogen

non*me>tal'lic \,nan-m3-'tal-ik\ adj 1 ; not metallic 2 : of, re-
lating to, or being a nonmetal

non.Qti.jec.tive \,nan-3b-'jek-tiv\ adj ; representing or intended to
represent no concrete object of nature or natural appearance
: ABSTRACT — non-ob'jeC'tiv-ism \-tiv-,iz-3m\ n — non-ob-jec-
tiV'ist \-ast\ n — non»ob'ieC'tiV'i»ty \,nan-,ab-jek-'tiv-3t-e, ,nan-
sb-\ n
non Ob. Stan.te \,nan-9b-'stant-e, ,non-\ prep [L] : notwith-
standing
mon.pa-ieil \,nan-p3-'rel\ adj [MF, fr. non- + pareil equal, fr.

(assumed^ VL pariculus, fr. L par equal] ; having no equal
2non.pa.reil \,nan-pa-'rel, Brit also 'nan-pral, 'nam- jor 2\ n
1 : an individual of unequaled excellence : paragon 2 [F non-
pareille, fr. fern, of nonpareil, adj.] : 6-point interlinear space in
printing 3 a : a small flat disk of chocolate covered with white

sugar pellets b ; small sugar pellets of various colors
non*par.ti>san XOnan-'part-s-zan also -S3n\ adj : not partisan,
esp. : free from party affiliation, bias, or designation <~ ballot)
<a ~ board) — non-par.ti'san-sbip \-,ship\ n

non.pas.ser.ine \(')nan-'pas-3-,rin\ adj ; not passerine; esp
: CORACIIFORM

-'pla-s9t, 'non-, -,set\ n [L, it does not please] : anonpla.cet \'i

negative vote
mon-plus \(')n -'pl3s\ n, pi non*plus-e5 or non-plus-ses [L

: a state of bafflement or perplexity : quandajiy
2non'plus vt noii'plussed also non.plused; uon.plus-sing also
non'pluS'ing : to cause to be at a loss as to what to say, think, or
do : PERPLEX syn see puzzle
non pos-su.miis \'nan-'pas-3-mas, 'non-\ n [L, we carmot] : a
statement expressing inabiUty to do something

nou.pro.ductive \,nan-pr3-'d3k-tiv\ adj l : failing to produce or
yield : unproductive <a ^ oil well) 2 : not directly productive
i^ labor) Z oj a cough : dry — nou^prO'duc-tive-ness n

non-pros \'nan-'pras\ vt non-prossed; non-pros-sing inon
jirojequitur] : to enter a non prosequitur against
non pro.se.qui.tur X.nan-pra-'sek-wst-sr, ,non-\ n [LL, he does
not prosecute] : a judgment entered against the plaintiff in a suit
in which he does not appear to prosecute

non.rep.re-sen-ta.tion.al \,nan-,rep-ri-.zen-'ta-shn3l, -zan-, -shsn-
'1\ adj : not representing an object of nature : abstract — non-
rep-re'Sen-ta'tion-al'lsra \-,iz-am\ n

non.res.i.dence\(')nan-'rez-9d-3n(t)s, -'rez-d3n(t)s, -'rez-s-
,den(tls\ also non-res.i.den.cy X-'rez-sd-sn-se, -'rez-dsn-, -'rez-
3-,den (t)-\ n : the state or fact of not residing in a particular place— non.res.i-dent \-'rez-3d-3nt, -'rez-dant, -a-,dent\ adj or n

non.re-sis-tance \,nan-ri-'zis-t3n(t)s\ n : the principles or practice
of passive submission to constituted authority even when unjust or
oppressive; also : the principle or practice of not resisting violence
by force — non-re-siS'tant \-isnt\ adj or n

non.re.stric-tlve \-'strik-tiv\ adj : not restrictive; specij ; not
limiting the reference of a modified word or phrase

nonrestrictive clause n : a descriptive clause that is not essential
to the definiteness of the meaning of its antecedent (as in "the alder-
men, who were present, assented")

non.rig-id \(')nan-'rij-3d\ adj : maintaining form by pressure of
contained gas (a ^ airship)

non.sched.uled \(')nan-'skej-(,)u(3)ld, -'skej-3ld\ adj : licensed to
carry passengers or freight by air without a regular schedule ('^
airline)

non-sec-tar-i.an \,nan-(,)sek-'ter-e-3n\ adj ; not having a sec-
tarian character
inon-sense \'nan-,sen(t)s, 'nan(t)-s3n(t)s\ n 1 a ; words or lan-
guage having no meaning or conveying no intelligible ideas b ; lan-
guage or conduct that is absurd or contrary to good sense 2 a
: things of no importance or value : trifles b : foolish, affected,

or impudent conduct or manner : humbug — non.sen-si-cal
\(')nan-'sen(t)-si-kai\ adj — uon-sen-si-caMy \-k(3-)ie\ adv —
non.sen'Si'cal.ness \-k3l-n3s\ n
znousense adj : being a simulated unit of speech fabricated by
arbitrary grouping of speech sounds or symbols <\'shkr6g-,thT-
3mpth\ is a -- word) <--' syllable)

non se.qui.tnr \(')nan-'sek-w3t-3r, (')non-\ n [L, it does not fol-

low] : an inference that does not follow from the premises; specij : a
fallacy resulting from a simple conversion of a universal affirmative
proposition or from the transposition of a condition and its conse-

non.Sig-nif-i.cant \,nan(t'>-sig-'nif-i-k3nt\ adj ; not significant:

as a : insignificant b : meaningless
non.sked \'nan-'sked\ n [by shortening & alter, fr. nonscheduledl

; a nonscheduled airline or transport plane
non-sKid \'nan-'skid\ adj : having the tread corrugated or other-
wise specially constructed to resist skidding — nouskid n

nonderivative nonepiscopal aonhereditary nonmalleable nonpaying nonrecoverable
nondestructive Doneruptive nonhistorical nonman nonpayment nonrecurrent
nondeteriorative nonessential nonhomogeneous nonmarketable nonpecuniary nonrecurring
noodetonatin^ nonexclusire nonhomologous nonmateriaJ nonperformance nonreducing
nondevelopable Donexempt nonhuman nonmechanica! nonperishable nonrclillable
nondevclopment nonexistence Donidentical nonmechanistic nonpermanent nonrogistercd
noodifferentiation nonexistent Qonidentity nonmember nonpersislent nonrcgulation
nondiffusible nonexpendable nonimmigrant nonmcmbership nonpersonal nonrelieious
nondigestible nonexplosive nonimmune nonmetameric nonphonemic nonremovable
nondircctioDal nonexportation nonimportation nonmetered nonphonetic nonrenewable
nondirective nonextant nonindustrial nonmefrical nonphysical nonrepayable
nondisclosure nonfarm noninfectious nonmilitary nonpoisonous nonrepresentative
nondiscrimination nonfat noninfJammable nonmoney nonpolar nonresidential
nondiscriminatory nonfatal noninflammatory nonmoral nonpolitical nonresonant
nondiscursive nonfattening noninstitutional nonmotile nonporous nonrestraint
Dondisqualifying nonfebrile noninstructional nonmutant nonpossession nonrestricted
DondistributioQ nonfederal nonintegrated nonnational nonpractical nonretractile
nondivided nonfederated nonintellectual nonnative nonpredicatire nonretroactive
nondocumentary nonfeeding nonintercourse nonnatural nonpregnant nonreturnable
nondollar nonfiction noninterference nonnaturalism nonprinting nonrevenue
noodomesticated noofictional nonintersecting nonnaturalist nonproducer nonreversible
nondramatic nonfigurative nonintoxicant nonnecessity nonprofessional nonrbetorical
nondryiDg nonfilamontous nonintoxicating nonne^otiable nonprofit nonrotating
nondurable nonfilterable noninvolvement nonnitrogenous nonprogressive nonniminant
nondynastic nonfinancial nonionic nonnormative nonproprietary nonsalable
noneccJesiastical Donfissionable nonirrigated nonoblieatory nonprotein nonscientific
noneconomic nonflagellated nonlegaJ nonobservance nonproven nooscientist
nonetfective nonflammable nonJegato nonoccurrence nonpublic nonseasonal
noneffervescent nonflowering nonletbal nonofficial nonpungent nonsecret
nonelastic nonftuency nonlexical nonoperattng nonquota nonoecretory
nonelect nonflying nonlife nonorganic nonrabbinic nonsegregated
DonelectioQ nonforfeiture nonlinear nonorthodox nonracial nonsegregation
Donelective nonfraternal nonliquid nonpalatal nonradical nonselective
nonelectric nonfreezing Donliterary nonpaJatalizatioo Donradioactive non-self-governing
nonelectrical nonfulfillment ncnliterate nonparallel noarandom nonsensitive
nonelectrolyte nonfunctional nonliturgical nonparalytic nonrated nonsensuous
noneiigible nongame nonliving nonparasitic nonrational nonseptate
nonemotional nongaseous nonlocal nonparticipant nonreactive nonsexual
nonempirical nongenetic nonlogical nonparticipating nonreader nonshrinkable
noncnforceability nongovernmental nonluminous oonparticipation nonrealistic nonsinkable
nonenforceable nongregarious nonmagnetic nonparty nonreciprocal nonsiaveholding
nonenforcement nonhardy nonmailable nonpaternity nonrecognidon nonsmoker
Donentanglement nonharmonic nonmalignant nonpathogenic nonsmoking
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non>stan-dard \ (') nan-'stan-d9rd\ adj 1 ; not standard 2 oj
language t not conforming in pronunciation, grammatical con-
struction, idiom, or choice of word to the usage generally charac-
teristic of educated native speakers of the language — compare
SUBSTANDARD
non.stop \(')nan 'stap\ adj : done or made without a stop — non-
stop ariv

non'Sucli \'r

non-suit \f"\

OF siute io\h

n-,s3ch. 'nanA var oJ nonesuch
m-'sutX n [ME, fr. AF nounsuyre, fr. noun- 'non- +
ving, pursuit — more at suit] : a judgment against

a plaintiff for his failure to prosecute his case or inability to estab-
lish a prima facie case — nonsuit vt

non.sup.port \,nan(ii-s3-'po(a)rt, -'p6C9)rt\ n : failure to support;
specij ; failure of one under obligation to provide maintenance

non.syl-lab.ic \,nan(t)-s3-'lab-ik\ adj : not constituting a syllable
or the nucleus of a syllafele: a. cj a consonant : accompanied in the
same syllable by a vowel (\n\ is syllabic in \'bat--^n-e\ bolony, '^
in \'bat-ne\> b oj a vowel : having vowel quality less prominent
than that of another vowel in the syllable <ihe second vowel of
a falling diphthong is --- fas \i\ in \6i\)>
non trop.po \C)nan-'ci-6-(,)po. 'n6n-\ adv (or adj) [It, lit., not too
much] : without excess — used to qualify a direction in music
non.union \(')nan-'yu-ny9n\ adj 1 :

with a trade union 2 : not recognizin
their members
non.use\(')nan-'yUs\n 1 : failure to i

of not being used — non*us»er \-'yii-

non.ver-bal \('^nan-'v3r-b3l\ adj : not verbal: as a : being other
than verbal b : involving minimal use of language <~ tests)
c : ranking low in verbal skill

non-vi-a-We \f'^nan-*vT-3-b3i\ adj: not capable of living, growing.

: the fact or condition

ling successfully
ian-'vT-3-l3n{t)s\ n : abstention on principle
; the principle of such abstention — non>vi'0-

in-'val-st-nx adj : not volatile : not volatilizing

[perh. alter, of noddlej 1 ; a stupid person

: a food paste shaped typically in ribbon fonu

developing and functi
non.vi'Q.lence \f')i
from violence; also ;

lent \-!Dnt\ adj
non.vol.a»tile \(')m
readily
inoo.dle \'nUd-'l\ n
: SIMPLETON 2 : HE

anoodle n [G nudel]
and made with egg
nook \'nuk\ n [ME noke, nok'\ 1 chiefly Scot : a rectangular
corner 2 a : an interior angle formed by two meeting walls : recess
bra secluded or sheltered place or part

noon \'nun\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE non ninth hour from sunrise,
fr. L nona, fr fern, of nonus ninth; akin to L novem nine — more
at NINE] 1 : the middle of the day : midday 2 ; midnight — used
chiefly in the phrase noon oj night 3 : the highest point
noon*day \-,da\ n ; midday
no one pron : no person : nobody
noon>ing \'nU-nio. -nsnX n 1 chiefly dial : a meal eaten at noon
2 chiefly dial ; a period at noon for eating or resting

noon*tide \'nlin-,tTd\ n 1 : the time of noon ; midday 2 : the
highest or culminating point
noon«time \-,tTm\ n : noontide
inoose \'nijs\ n [prob. fr. Prov nous knot. fr. L nodus — more at
net] 1 : a loop with a running knot that binds closer the more it is

drawn 2 : bond, snare
snoose vt 1 : to secure by a noose 2 : to make a noose in or of
nO'pal \no-'pal, -'pal; 'no-p3l\ n [Sp. fr. Nahuatl nopallil : any of
a genus (Nopalea) of cacti; broadly : prickly pear
no-par or^ no-par-val.ue adj : having no nominal value <~ share)
nope X'nop, or 'no followed by glottal stop\ adv [by alter.] : no —
not often in formal use
inor \nar, (')n6(3)r\ conj [ME. contr. of nother neither, nor. fr.

nother, pron. & adj., neither — more at neither] 1 — used as a
function word to introduce the second or last member or the second
and each following member of a series of two or more items each
of which is negated (neither here '^ there) <not be done by you '^
by me ^ by anyone) 2 — used as a function word to introduce and
negate a clause or phrase following an affirmative that is equivalent
to or implies a negative <the book is too long; '^ is the style easy)
3 archaic : neither

anor conj [ME, perh. fr. ^nor'\ dial : than
1 Nor.die \'n6rd-ik\ adj [F nordique, fr. nord north, fr. OE north']
1 : of or relating to the Germanic peoples of northern Europe and
esp. of Scandinavia 2 : of or relating to a physical type charac-
terized by tall stature, long head, light skin and hair, and blue eyes
^Nordic /lira native of northern Europe 2 : a person of Nordic
physical type or of a hypothetical Nordic division of the Caucasian
race 3 : a member of the peoples of Scandinavia

nor.epi.neph.rine \'n6f3)r-,ep-3-'nef-,ren, -ranX n [no/mal +
epinephrine} : a crystalline compound CsHnNOj occurring with
epinephrine, having a strong vasoconstrictor action, and mediating
transmission of sympathetic nerve impulses
Nor-lolK jacket X.nor-fsk-. -.f6k-\ n [Norfolk, county in England]
: a loose-fitting single-breasted jacket

no.ria X'nor-e-a, 'n6r-\ n [Sp, fr, Ar nd'urah} : an undershot water-
wheel of the bucket type
nor.land \'n6(9)r-l3nd\ n, chiefly dial ; Northland
norm \'nd(3)rm\ n [L norma, Ht., carpenter's square] 1 : an

authoritative standard : model 2 : a principle of right action
bmding upon the members of a group and serving to guide control,
or regulate proper and acceptable behavior 3 : average: as
a ; a set standard of development or achievement usu. derived from
the average or median achievement of a large group b : a pattern or
trait taken to be typical in the behavior of a social group syn see
AVERAGE
inor.mal \'n6r-m3l\ adj [L normalis, fr. norma carpenter's square]
1 : PERPENDICULAR; est> I perpendicular to a tangent at a point of
tangency 2 ; according to. constituting, or not deviating from a

principle : regular 3 : occurring naturally <'--

ity) 4 a : of. relating to, or characterized by ; „„ _
telUgence or de^'elopment b : free from mental disorder : sane 5 a
of a solution : having a concentration of one gram equivalent of
solute per liter b : containing neither basic hvdroxyl nor acid hy-
drogen <-- silver phosphate AgaPO^) c : not associated <~ mole-
cules) d : having a straight-chain sinjcture <~ pentane) {^ butyl
alcohol) syn see regular — nor.mal-i.ty \n6r-'mal-3t-e\ n —
nor.mal.ly X'nor-ma^leX adv

^normal n l a : a normal line b : the portion of a normal line to
a plane curve between the curve and the x-axis 2 : one that is
normal 3 : a form or jtate regarded as the norm : standard
nor.mal-cy \'n6r-m3l-se\ n : normality
normal distribution n : a frequency distribution whose graph is
bell-shaped, symmetrical, and of infinite extent

nor.mal.iza.tion X.nor-ma-la-'za-shanX n : the act or process of

reduce to a

making normal
nor.mal.ize \'n6r-ma-.lTz\ vt : to make conform to c

norm or standard — nor.mal-iz-er n
normal school n [trans, of F ecole normale; fr. the fact that the
first French school so named was intended to serve as a model] : a
usu. two-year school for training chiefly elementary teachers
Nor-man \'n6f3lr-m3n\ n [ME, fr. OF Normant, fr. ON North-
mann-, Norihmathr Norseman, fr. northr north + mann-, mathr
man; akin to OE north and to OE man} 1 : a native or inhabitant
of Normandy: a : one of the Scandinavian conquerors of Nor-
mandy in the 10th century b : one of the Norman-French con-
querors of England in 1066 2 : norman-french — Norman adj
Norman architecture n : a Romanesque style first appearing in
and near Normandy about a.d. 950; also : architecture resembling
or imitating this style
Norman-French n l : the French language of the medieval Nor-
mans 2 : the modern dialect of Normandy
nor.ma-Uve \'n6r-m3t-iv\ adj [F normatif, fr. norme norm. fr. L
norma] : of, relating to. or prescribing norms — nor'ma.tive-ly
adv — nor.ma.tive-ness n
Norn \'n6(3lrn\ n [ON] : any of the three Norse goddesses of fate
1 Norse \'n6(3)rs\ n, pi Norse [prob. fr. obs. D noor^ch, adj.,
Norwegian. Scandinavian, alter, of obs. D noordsch northern, fr.

D noord north; akin to OE north] 1 p; a : Scandinavians b ; Nor-
wegians 2 a : NORWEGIAN 2 b : any of the western Scandinavian
dialects or languages c : the Scandinavian group of Germanic
languages

2 Norse adj 1 : of or relating to ancient Scandinavia or the language
of its inhabitants 2 : Norwegian
Norse-man \'n6r-sm3n\ n : one of the ancient Scandinavians
inortll \'n6f3)rth\ adv [ME. fr. OE; akin to OHG nord north. Ok
nerteros lower, infernal] ; to. toward, or in the north ; northward

znorth adj 1 ; situated toward or at the north 2 : coming from the
north

3nortIl n 1 a : the direction of the north terrestrial pole : the direc-
tion to the left of one facing east b ; the cardinal point directly
opposite to south 2 cap : regions or countries lying to the north of
a specified or implied point of orientation

north.bound \"n6rth-,baund\ adj : traveling or headed north
compass point that is one point east of due north

I compass point that is one point west of due north

:-'thest, naut n6-'rest\ adv ; to, toward, or In the

north by east : i

: N 11° 15' E
north by west :

;

: N ir 15' w
inorth-east \n6
northeast

^northeast n l a : the general direction between north and east
b : the point midway between the cardinal points north and east

2 cap : regions or countries lying to the northeast of a specified or
implied point of orientation
^northeast adj 1 : coming from the northeast (~ wind) 2 : situ-

ated toward or at the northeast (^ corner)
northeast by east : a compass point that is one point east of due
northeast : N 56° 15' E

northeast by north : a compass point that is one point north of due
northeast ; N 33° 45' E

north. east. er Xnor-'the-star, n6-'re-\ n : a storm, strong wind, or
gale coming from the northeast

north. east. er-ly \-st3r-le\ adv (or adj) [^northeast -f- -erly (as in

easterly)} 1 : from the northeast 2 : toward the northeast

north.east.ern \-st3rn\ adj i^northeast -H -em (as in eastern)}

1 often cap : of, relating to. or characteristic of a region conven-
tionally designated Northeast 2 : lying towardor coming from the
northeast — north-east'ern-most \-st3rn-,most\ adj

North-east-ern-er \-st3frl-n3r\ n : a native or inhabitant of a
northeastern region (as of the U.S.)

morlh.east-ward Xnor-'thes-tward, n6-'res-\ adv {or adj) ; toward
the northeast
^northeastward n : northeast

{

nonsolid
nonspatiitl
nonspe»king
nonspecialist
nonspecialized
nonspecific
nonspectacular
nonspectral
nonspeculative
nonstaining
nonstarter

nonstationary
nonstatistical
nonstellar
nonstrategic
nonstriated
nonstriker
nonstriking
nonstructural
nonsubscriber

nonsymbolic
nonsymmetrical
nonsynchronous
nonsyntactical
nontarnishable
nontaxable
nontechnical
Donteleologica]
nontemporal
nonterritorial
nontheatrical
nontheistic

nonthermal
nontidal
nontoxic
nontraditional
nontransferable
nontransparency
nontransparent
nontransposing
nontropical
nontrump
nontuberculous
nontypical

nonunderstandable
nonuniform
nonuniformity
nonutilitarian
nonvariant
nonvascular
nonvegetative

nonvisual
nonvocal
nonvocational
nonvoluntary
nonvoter
nonvoting
nonwhite
nonworker
nonworking

nonzero

3 abut;>' ^ kitten; ar further; a back; S bake; a cot, cari; au out;

] joke; rj sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tta thin; t& this; ti loot;
g gift; i trip; I Ufe
yii furious; zh vision
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north-east.wards \-tw»rdz\ adv ; northeastward
north. er \'n6r-th9r\ n : a northerly wind; esp : a sudden strong
north wind over the Great Plains or such a wind in Texas and on the
Gulf of Mexico and western Caribbean sea
inorth.er-ly \-le\ adv {or adj) l^north + -erly (as In easterly)!

1 ; from the north 2 ; toward the north
2northerly n : a wind from the north
inorth-em \'n6r-th3(r)n\ adj tME northerne, fr. OE; akin to OHG
nordroni northern, OE north north] 1 ojten cap a : of, relating to,

or characteristic of a region conventionally designated N orth
b : of, relating to, or constituting the northern dialect 2 a : lying
toward the north b ; coming from the north — north-em.most
\-,raost\ adj

^northern n : the dialect of English spoken in the part of the U.S.
north of a line running northwest from central New Jersey across
the norihern tier of counties in Pennsylvania and through northern
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois

Northern Cross n : a cross formed by six stars in Cygnus
Northern Crown n : corona borealis
North.ern-er \'n6r-th3{r)-n3r\ n : a native or inhabitant of the
North; esp : a native or resident of the northern part of the U.S.

northern lights n pi : aurora borealis
north. iiig V'nor-thirj, -thioX n 1 : difference in latitude to the north
from the last preceding point of reckoning 2 : northerly progress

north.land \'n6rth-,land, -land\ n, ojten cap ; land in the north
: the north of a country
North-man \-m3n\ n : Norseman
norlh-north-east \'n6rth-,n6r-'thest, -,n6-'rest\ n — see compass
card
north-north.west \'n6rth-,n6r(th)-'west\ n — see compass card
north pole n 1 a ojten cap N&P : the northernmost point of the
earth b : the zenith of the heavens as viewed from the north ter-

restrial pole 2 oj a magnet ; the pole that points toward the north
North Star n : the star of the northern hemisphere toward which
the axis of the earth points — called also polestar
iNortli.uni.bri.an \n6r-'th3m-bre-3n\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or
characteristic of ancient Northumbria, its people, or its language
2 : of, relating to, or characteristic of Northumberland, its people,
or its language

2 Northumbrian n l ; a native or inhabitant of ancient Northum-
bria 2 : a native or inhabitant of Northumberland 3a; the
Old English dialect of Northumbria b : the modern English dialect

of Northumberland
inortil.ward \'n6rth-w3rd\ adv (or adj) : toward the north
^northward n : northward direction or part
north.wards \-w3rdz\ adv ; northward
inortll.west \n6rth-'west, naut n6r-'west\ adv i to, toward, or in
the nortnwest
2northwest n l a, l the general direction between north and west
b ; the point midway between the cardinal points north and west
2 cap : regions or countries lying to the northwest of a specified
or implied point of orientation

snorlhwest adj 1 : coming from the northwest 2 : situated toward
or at the northwest

northwest by north ; a compass point that is one point north of
due northwest ; N 33° 45' W
northwest by west : a compass point that is one point west of due
northwest : N 56° 15' W
north-west*er \n6r(th)-'wes-t3r\ n : a storm, strong wind, or gale
from the northwest

north.west-er-ly \-le\ adv (or adj) l^nortkwest + -erly (as in
westerly)] 1 : from the northwest 2 : toward the northwest

north.V/eSt.em \-'wes-t3rn\ adj {^northwest + ~ern (as in weslern)"]
1 oiien cap : of, relating to, or characteristic of a region conven-
tionally designated Northwest 2 : lying toward or coming from
the northwest
North.west.ern.er \-t3(r)-nar\ n ; a native or hihabitant of the
Northwest; esp : a native or resident of the northwestern part of the
U.S.
inorth.west.ward \-'wes-tw3rd\ adv (or adj) i toward the north-
west
2northwestward n : northwest
north.west.wards \-tw3rdz\ adv : northwestward
Nor.we-gian \n6r-'\vc-j9n\ n [ML Norwegia Norway] 1 ; a native
or inhabitant of Norway 2 : the Germanic language of the Nor-
wegian people — Norwegian adj
Norwegian elllhound n : any of a Norwegian breed of medium^
sized compact short-bodied dogs with a very heavy gray coat tioped
with black

nos- or noso- comb form [Gk, fr. nosos} t disease <no5oIogy>
luose \'noz\ n [ME, fr. OE nosit; akin to OHG nasa nose, L nasusl
1 : the part of the face that bears the nostrils and covers the an-
terior part of the nasal cavity; broadly ; this part together with the
nasal cavity 2 : the sense of smell : olfaction 3 : the vertebrate
olfactory organ 4 a : the forward end or projection of something
b : the projecting or working end of a tool 5 ; the stem of a boat
or its protective metal covering

2nose vt 1 : to detect by or as if by smell : scent 2 a : to push or
move with the nose b ; to advance the nose into 3 ; to touch or
rub with the nose ; nuzzle 4 ; to defeat by a narrow margin in
a sport or contest -^ vi 1 ; to use the nose in examining, smelling,
or showing affection 2 : to search impertinently ; pry 3 : to
move ahead slowly or cautiously
nose-band \-,band\ n : the part of a headstall that passes over a

2 ; an attack of

s constituting the forward end of a

nose.bleed \-.bled\ n 1 : bleeding from the i

nosebleed
nose cone n : a protective
rocket or missile

nose dive n l : the downward nose-first plunge of a flvlng object
(as an airplane) 2 : a sudden extreme drop — nose. dive \'noz-

nose.gay \-,ga\ n Vnose + E dial, gay (ornament) ] ; a small bunch
of flowers : POSY

nose-piece \-,pes\ n l : a piece of armor for protecting the nose
2 ; noseband 3 : the end piece of a microscope body to which an
objective is attached 4 : the bridge of a pair of eyeglasses
no-show \'no-'sho\ n Vno + show, v. (as in show up)} : sl person

who reserves space on a train, ship, or airplane but neither uses nor
cancels the reservation

noS'i.ly \'n6-z3-le\ adv : In a nosy manner
nos.i-ness yze-nasX n ; the quahty or state of being nosy
noS'ing \'no-ziD\ n : the usu. rounded edge of a stair tread that
projects over the riser; also ; any of various similar rounded pro-
jections

no.so.log'ic \,nos-3-'laj-ik, ,noz-, ,nas-\ adj : relating to nosology— no.so*Iog*i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — no-so*log.i.cal.iy \-k(3-)le\
adv

no.sol=0.gy Xno-'sal-s-Je, -'zaI-\ n [prob. fr. NL nosologia, fr. nos-
+ -logia -logy] 1 : a branch of medical science that deals with
classification of diseases 2 ; a classification or list of diseases

noS'tal.gla \na-'stal-i3, na-; ns-'stal-; also no-'stal-, no-'stal-,
-je-a\ n [NL, fr. Gk nostos return home + NL -algia; akin to OE
g&nesan to survive, Skt nasate he approaches) 1 : homesickness
2 : a wistful or excessively sentimental sometimes abnormal yearn-
ing for return to or of some past period or irrecoverable condition— nos>tal-gic \-jik\ adj — nos.tal.gi.caMy \-ji-k(3-)le\ adv

nos-tril \"nas-tr3l\ n [ME noseihirl, fr. OE nosihyrl, fr. nosu nose
-H thyrel hole; akin to OE thurh through — more at through]
1 ; an external naris; broadly : a naris with the adjoining passage on
the same side of the nasal septum 2 ; the fleshy lateral wall of the
nose

nos.triun X'nas-tramX n [L, neut. of noster our, ours, fr. nos we —
more at us] 1 : a medicine of secret composition recommended by
its preparer but usu. lacking general repute 2 : a questionable
remedy or scheme : panacea
nosy or nos-ey \'n6-ze\ adj nos*i.er; nos.Lest Vnose'i : of prying
or inquisitive disposition or quality : intrusive
not \{')nat\ adv [ME, alter, of nought, fr. nought, pron. — more at
n.aught] 1 — used as a function word to make negative a group of
words or a word 2 — used as a function word to stand for the
negative of a preceding group of words (is sometimes hard to see
and sometimes •--->

not- or noto- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk not-, noto-, fr. noton, notos
back — more at nates] : back : back part (norochord)
nota pi oj notum
uo.ta be.ne \,not-3-'ben-e\ [L, mark well] — used to call attention
to something important

no-ta.bil-i.ty \,n6t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : a notable or prominent person
mo.ta.ble X'not-s-bsl, 2 is also 'nat-X adj 1 a : worthy of note
; remarkable b : distinguished, prominent 2 archaic : efficient
or capable in performance of housewifely duties — no<ta*ble.ness
n — nO'ta.bly \-bIe\ adv

2no.ta-ble \*not-3-b3l\ n 1 : a person of note : notability 2 pi,

ojten cap ; a group of persons summoned esp. in monarchical
France to act as a deliberative body

nC'tar.i-al \no-'ter-e-aI\ adj 1 : ofr relating to, or characteristic
of a notary 2 : done or executed by a notary — uO'tar.i.al'ly
\-3-le\ adv

nO'ta.ri.za-tion \,not-3-r3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the act, process, or an
instance of notarizing 2 : the notarial certificate appended to a
document

no.ta-rize \'not-3-,rTz\ vt : to acknowledge or attest as a notary
pubUc

no.ta»ry public \,not-3-re-\ n, pi notaries public or notary
publics [ME notary clerk, notary public, fr L notarius clerk,
secretary, fr. notarius of shorthand, fr. nora note, shorthand char-
acter] : a public officer who attests or certifies writings (as a deed)
to make them authentic and takes affidavits, depositions, and pro-
tests of negotiable paper

no.tate \'no-,tat\ vt [back-formation fr. noration} : to put into
notation

no.ta.tion \no-'ta-sh3n\ n [L notation-, notatio, fr. notatus, pp.
of notare to note] 1 : annotation, note 2a; the act, process,
method, or an instance of representing by a system or set of marks,
signs, figures, or characters b : a system of characters, symbols, or
abbreviated expressions used in an art or science to express tech-
nical facts, quantities, or other data — no*ta*tion*al \-shn3l,
-sh3n-'l\ adj
inotch \'nach\ n [perh. alter, (fr. incorrect division of an otch) of
(assumed) otch, fr. MF oche] 1 a ; a V-shaped indentation b : a
slit made to serve as a record 2:3 deep close pass ; gap 3 : de-
gree, step — notched \'nacht\ adj

2notch VI 1 : to cut or make a notch in 2 a ; to mark or record by
a notch b : score, achieve
inote \'not\ vt [ME noten, fr. OF noter, fr. L notare to mark, note,
fr. nota] 1 a I to notice or observe with care b ; to record or
preser\'e in writing 2 a : to make special mention of ; remark
b ; indicate, show — not.er n

2note n [L nota mark, character, written note] 1 a (1) : melody,
song (2) : a musical tone (3) : call, sound (4) ; the musical
call of a bird (5) : an expressive tone of voice b ; a character used
to indicate duration by its shape and musical pitch by its position
on the staff 2 a : a characteristic feature b : mood, QUALm'
3 a (1) : memorandum (2) : a condensed or informal record
b (1) : a brief comment or explanation (2) : a printed comment or
reference set apart from the text c (U : a written promise to pay a
debt (2) ; a piece of paper money d (1) : a short informal letter

(2) : a formal diplomatic communication e : a scholarly or tech-
nical essay shorter than an article and restricted in scope 4a; db-
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notebook 577 n'f
TINCTION, REPUTATION h X OBSERVATION, SOTICB C t KNOWLEDGE,
INFORMATION Syn SCC SIGN
note>boolC \'not-,buk\ n : a book for notes or memoranda
notecase \-,kas\ n, Brit : wallet
not-ed \'not-3d\ adj : well-known by reputation : eminent syn see
FAMOUS — not-ed'ly adv — not>ed>ness n

noteless \ 'n6t-l3s\ adj 1 ; not noticed : undistinguished
2 : unmusical, voiceless

note of hand : promissory note
note.wor.tlli.ly \'not-,w3r-tt3a-le\ adv : in a noteworthy manner
note.wor.tlxi.ness \-tiie-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being note-
worthy

note-wor-thy \-the\ adj : worthy of note ; remarkable
moth.ing \'n3th-io\ pron [ME, fr. OE nan thing, nothing, fr. nan
no + thing — more at none] 1 : not any thing : no thing 2 : no
part 3 : one of no interest, value, or consequence

2iiOtlling adv I not at all : in no degree
3notllUig n 1 a : something that does not exist b : nothingness 3b
2 : an object, person, event, or remark of no or slight value

noth<ing*ness \-nas\ n 1 : the quality or state of being nothing: as
a t nonexistence h : utter insignificance c : death 2 : something
insignificant or valueless 3 a : emptiness, void b : a metaphysical
entity opposed to and devoid of being and regarded by some
existentiaUsts as the ground of anxiety
ino»tice \'not-as\ n [ME, fr. MF, acquaintance, fr. L notitia knowl-
edge, acquaintance, fr. notus known, fr. pp. of noscere to come to
know — more at know] 1 a (1) : warning or intimation of some-
thing : announcement {2^ : notification by one of the parties to
an agreement or relation of intention of terminating it at a specified
time (3) ; the condition of being warned or notified b : informa-
tion, intelugence 2 a : attention, heed b : polite or favorable
attention : civility 3 : a written or printed announcement 4 : a
short critical account or examination

^notice vt 1 ; to give notice of 2 a : to comment upon : note
b : REVIEW 3 a : to treat with attention or civility b ; to take no-
tice of : mark 4 : to give a formal notice to

co>tlce*abIe \'not-3-s3-b9l\ adj l : wjsnhy of notice 2 : capable
of being noticed — no-tice-ahly \-ble\ adv
syn NOTICEABLE, REMARKABLE, PROMINENT, OUTSTANDING, CON-

SPICUOUS, SALIENT, SIGNAL, STRIKING mean attracting notice or
attention, noticeable implies an inability to escape attention;
REMARKABLE applies to what demands attention; prominent imphes
commanding notice as standing out from a background or sur-
roundings; OUTSTANDING heightens the notion of rising above or
excelling others of the kind; conspicuous implies an obviousness
to the sight or mind; salhint suggests an emphatic quality that
thrusts itself into attention; signal applies to what deserves atten-
tion as being unusually significant; striking imphes a character
that impresses itself vividly or deeply on the sight or judgment

no«ti>fi>ca>tion \,not-3-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or an instance of
notifying : notice 2 : a written or printed matter thai gives

no4i*ii.er \'n6t-3-,fTC-3)r\ n % one that notifies

no-ti.Jy \'not-3-,fT\ vt [ME notijien, fr. MF notijier to make
known, fr. LL notijicare, fr. L notus known] 1 obs : to point out
2 ; to give notice of or report the occurrence of 3 ; to give formal
notice to syn see inform

no>tiOn \'no-sh3n\ n [L notion-, notio, fr. notus, pp. of noscere'^

1 a (1) : an inclusive general concept (2) : an individual's con-
ception or impression of something known, experienced, or
imagined (3) : a theory or belief held by a person or group
b : inclination, whim 2 obs : mtnd, intellect 3 a : an ingenious
device ; knickknack b pi : small personal and clothing items (as

ribbons) syn see idea
no*tlon<aI X'no-shnal. -sh9n-='l\ adj 1 : speculative, theoretical
2 : existing in the mind only : imagin.a.ry 3 : given to foolish or
fanciful moods or ideas 4 a : of, relating to. or being a notion or
idea b (1) :, presenting an idea of a thing, action, or quahty ihas is

— in he has luck, relational in he has gone) (2) ; of or representing
what exists or occurs in the world of things — no»tiOE-al-i»ty
\,no-sha-'nal-3t-e\ n— no>tion*al>ly \'no-shna-le, -shan-'l-e\ adv

note see NOT-
no>tO>Cliord \'not-3-,k6C3)rd\ n [not- + L chorda cord — more at

cord] : a longitudinal flexible rod of cells that in the lowest
chordates (as amphioxi.is and the lampreys) and in the embryos of
the higher vertebrates forms the supporting axis of the body — no-
tO'Chord.al \.n6i-3-'k6rd-'l\ adj
nctcri-ety \,not-s-'rT-3t-e\ n [MF or ML; MF notoriete, fr. ML
notorietat-, notorietas, fr. noiorius] 1 I the quahty or state of being
notorious 2 : a notorious person
no-tO.rl'OUS \no-'t6r-e-3S, na-, -'t6r-\ adj [ML notorius, fr. LL
notorium information, indictment, fr. neut. of (assumed) LL
notorius making known, fr. L nolus known — more at notice]
: generally known and talked of; esp : widely and unfavorably
known — syn see famous — no-to-ri-ous-ly adv — no>to-ri*ous-
ness n

not*or>nlS \n6-'t6r-nas, n5t-'6r-\ n, ;>! notomis [NL, genus name,
fr. Gk notos south -i- ornis bird; akin to Gk noteros damp — more
at nourish, erne] : any of a genus {Notornis) of fhghtless New
Zealand birds related to the gallinules

no-trtimp X'no-'trsmpX adj : being a bid, contract, or hand suitable
to play without any suit being trumps — no-trump n
no-tum \'n6t-3m\ n, pi no»ta \'not-3\ [NL, fr. Gk noton back —
more at nates] : a back part or surface of an animal
inot-with.stand.ing \,nat-with-'stan-dio, -with-\ prep [ME
notwithstanding, fr. not + withstanding, prp. of wilhstonden to with-
stand] : in spite of
anotwithslanding adv : nevertheless, however
^notwithstanding conj : although
UOU-gat \'nii-g3t\ n [F, fr. Prov, fr. OProv nagat, fr. noga nut, fr.

L nuc-, nux — more at nut] ; a confection of nuts or fruit pieces in a
sugar paste
nought X'not, "natX var oj naught
nou-me>nal Vn^-man-^K adj : of or relating to the noumena
nou-me-non \'nij-ms-.nan\ n, pi non>nie*na X-na, -.naX [G, fr.

t name, noun.

able by the senses but is conceivable by reason
noun X'naiinV n, ajten attrib [ME nowne, fr. AF
fr. OF nom, fr. L nomen — more at name] 1 ; a word that i

name of a subject of discourse (.as a person, animal, plant, place,
thing, substance, quahty, idea, action, or state) and that in lan-
guages with grammatical number, case, and gender is inflected for
number and case but has inherent gender 2 ; a word except a pro-
noun used in a sentence as subject or object of a verb, as object of
a preposition, or as a name in some absolute constructions or in
the predicate after a copula

nour-ish X'nar-ish, 'na-rishX vt [ME nurishen, fr. OF noriss-, stem
of norrir, fr. L nutrire to suckle, nourish; akin to Gk n(in to flow,
noteros damp, L nare to swim, Gk nem] 1 : nurture, rear 2 ; to
promote the growth of 3 a : to furnish or sustain with nutriment
; feed b : maintain, support — nour-isb'er n

nour«ish»ing adj : giving nourishment : nutritious
nour*isIl>ment X'nar-ish-mant, 'na-rish-X n 1 : food, nutriment
2 : the act of nourishing or the state of being nourished

nous X'ni-isX " [Gk noos, nous mind] : mind, keason: as a : an In-
teUigent purposive principle of the world b : the divine reason
regarded in Neoplatonism as the first emanation of God

nou-veau riche X.nU-.vo-'reshX n, pi nou-veaux riches \same\
[F, ht., new rich] : a person newly rich : parvenu

no-va X'no-vsX n, pi novas or no*yae X-(,)ve, -,vTX [NL, fern, of L
novus new] ; a star that suddenly increases its light output tremen-
dously and then fades away to its former obscurity in a few months
or years

no«vac<U>lite Xn6-'vak-y3-,lTt\ n [L novacula razor] : a very hard
fme-grained siliceous rock used for whetstones and believed to be of
sedimentary origin

no>va<tion Xno-'va-shanX « [LL novation-, novatio renewal, legal
novation, fr. L novatus, pp. of navare to make new, fr. novus^ : the
substitution of a new legal obUgation for an old one
inov.el X'nav-3lX adj [ME, fr. MF. new, fr. L novellus, fr. dim. of
novus new — more at new] 1 : having no precedent ; new
2 : strange, unusual syn see new

2novel n [It novella'\ 1 : an invented prose narrative that is usu.
long and complex and deals with human experience through a con-
nected sequence of events 2 [NL novella, fr. LL novellas constitu-
tiones. Ut., new statutes] : the literary type constituted by novels— nov-el.iS'tic X.nav-s-'lis-tikX adj

^nov-el.ette X.nav-a-'letX /i 1 : a brief novel 2 : a long short story
nov-el.ist X'nav-(a-)l3stX n : a writer of novels
nov>el*iza.tion X.uav-(3-)Ia-'2a-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
novelizing

nov=el'ize X'n"av-3~,lTzX vr : to convert Into the form of a novel^

no-vel.Ia Xno-'vel-oX «, pl novellas X-szX or no.yeMe X-'vel-eX
[It, fr. fern, of novella new, fr. L novellus'i 1 pl novelle : a story with
a compact and pointed plot 2 pl usu novellas : novelette
nov.el.ty X'nav-al-teX n [ME novelte, fr. MF novelete, fr. noveU
1 : something new or unusual 2 : the quality or state of being
novel I NEWNESS 3 : a small manufactured article intended mainly
for personal or household adornment — usu. used in pl.

iNO'Vera.ber Xno-'vem-bar, ns-X n [ME Novembre, fr. OF, fr. L
November (ninth month), fr. novem nine — more at nine] ; the
llth month of the Gregorian calendar

2 November — a communications code word for the letter n
no-vem-de-cil-lion X.no-iVem-di-'sil-ysnX n, often attrib [L
novemdecim nineteen (fr. novem ¥ decern ten) + E -illian (as in
million) — more at ten] — see number table

no*ve.na Xno-'ve-naX « [ML, fr. L, fem. of novenus nine each, fr.

novem\ : a Roman Catholic nine days* devotion
nov-ice X'nav-asX n [ME, fr. MF, fr, ML novicius, fr. L, new, in-

experienced, fr. novus — more at new] 1 ; a person admitted to

probationary membership in a religious community 2 : beginner,
TYRO

{
[•tiate Xno-'vish-3t, n
ciusl 1 : the period
a house where i

fr. ML noviciatus, fr.

state of being a novice 2 : novice
re trained

No.vO'Cain X'no-vs-.kinX trademark — used for a preparation
containing procaine hydrochloride
mow XOnaiiX adv [ME, fr. OE nu; akin to OHO nu now, L nunc,

Gk nyn] 1 a : at the present time or moment b : in the time im-
mediately before the present c : in the time immediately to follow

: FORTHWITH 2 — uscd with the sense of present time weakened or
lost to express command, request, or admonition <~ hear this)

3 — used with the sense of present time v/eakened or lost to intro-

duce an important point or indicate a transition 4 : sometimes
<'^ one and ^ another) 5 : under the present circumstances

6 : at the time referred to <~ the trouble began)

2now conj : in view of the fact that : since <-^ that we are here)

3now X'naiiX n I the present time or moment : present

4now X'naiiX adj : of or relating to the present time ; EXisriNG <the
^ president)
now-a-days X'nau-(9->,dazX adv [ME now a dayes. fr. ^now + a
dayes during the day] : at the present time

no»v/ay X'no-.waX or no.ways X-,wazX adv : nowise
no.where X*n6-,(h)we(3)r, -,(h)waf3)r, -(h)w3rX adv 1 : not In or
at any place 2 : to no place — nowhere n
nowhere near adv : not nearly

no-wheres \'n6-,(h)we(3)rz, -.(h)wa(9)rz, -(h)w3rz\ adv, chiejiy

dial : NOWHERE
no.whilh.er Xno-'(h)with-3r, 'no-.X adv : to or toward no place

nO'Wise X'no-.wIzX adv : not at all

Nox X'naksX n [L] ; the Roman goddess of night

noX'iOUS X'nak-shssX adj [L noxius, fr. naxa
harm; akin to L nocere to harm, nee-, ncx
violent death, Gk nekros dead body] 1 : harm-
ful, destructive 2 : morally corrupting
; pernicious <a '-' doctrine) 3 : distasteful,
OBNOXIOUS syn see pernicious — nox*ious»ly
adv — nox<ious*ness n

noz-zle X'naz-alX n [dim. of nose'\ 1 a : a pro-
jecting vent of something b : a smaU spout ^^^^^, ^ ordinary.

2 chemical engine
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e>
nu \'n(y)ii\ n [Gk ny, of Sem origin; akin to Heb nun nun] : the
13th letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol N or v

mi.ance \'n(yiu-.an(t)s. -.a"s. n(y)u-*\ n [F, fr. MF. shade of
color, fr, nuer to make shades of color, fr. nue cloud, fr. L nubes;
akin to Gk nyihos dark] 1 : a subtle distinction or varia.tion 2 : a
subtle quality : nicety
nub \'n3b\ n 1 [alter, of knub'l : KNOB, h;mp 2 ; nubbin 3 : gist.
POINT

IlUl}*bln \'n9b-an\ n [perh. dim. of nub's I a small or imperfect ear
of Indian corn; broadly : something small, stunted, or imperfect

nub-ble \'n3b-3l\ n [dim. of ««6] ; a small knob or lump — nub-
bly \-(3-)le\ adj
Nu-bi-an \'n(y)U-be-3n\ n 1 : one of the people of Nubia; esp : a
member of one of the group of negroid tribes forming a powerful
empire between Egypt and Ethiopia from the 6th to the 14th
centuries 2 : any of several languages spoken in central and north-
ern Sudan — Nubian adj

nu-bile \'n(y>ii-b3l. -,bTI\ adj [F. fr. L nubilis, fr. nubere to marry— more at nuptial] : of marriageable condition or age <"-' girls)— nu-bil.i.ty \n(y)u-'bU-3t-e\ n
nu>cel*lar \n(y)ii-'sel-3r\ adj ; of or relating to a nucellus
nu-ceMus \n(y)u-'sel-as\ n, pi nu.ceMi \-'sel-J\ [NL, fr. L
nucella small nut, fr. nuc-, nux nut — more at nlit] : the central and
chief part of an ovule containing the embryo sac
U'Chal \'n(y)iJ-kol\ adj [ML nucha nape, fr. Ar nukha' spinal
marrow] : of, relating to, or lying in the region of the nape —
nuchal n

nucle- or nucleo- comb form [F nude-, nucleo-, fr. NL nucleus's
1 : nucleus inucleon') 2 ; nucleic acid <nuc/eoprotein)

nu>cle>ar \'n(y)u-kle-9r. nonstand -kys-lsrX adj 1 : of, relating to.

or constituting a nucleus 2 : of, relating to, or utilizing the atomic
nucleus, atomic energy, the atom bomb, or atomic power

nu*cle>ase \'n{ylU-kie-,as. -,a2\ n ; any of various enzymes that
promote hydrolysis of nucleic acids
inU'Cle.ate \'n(y)u-kle-,at\ vb [LL nucleatus, pp. of nucleare to
become stony, fr. L nucleusi vt 1 : to form into a nucleus : cluster
2 : to act as a nucleus for 3 : to supply nuclei to ~ vi 1 : to
form a nucleus ; cluster 2 : to act as a nucleus — nu>cle>ation
\,n(ylu-kle-'a-sh3n\ n

2nu.Cle.at8 \'n(y1u-kle-3t\ adj [L nucleatus, fr. nucleus kernel]
: having a nucleus or nuclei ('-- cells)

nu.cle.ic acid Xnty'iu-.kle-ik-, ,nyu-, -,kIa-\ n ; any of various
acids composed of a sugar or derivative of a sugar, phosphoric
acid, and a base and foimd esp. in cell nuclei

nu.cle.in \'nfy)u-kle-3n\ n ; any of various substances obtained
from cell nuclei

nu.cle.Q.Iar \n(y)u-'kIe-3-br, .n(y)u-kle-'5-\ adj : of, relating to,
or constituting a nucleolus

nu.cle.o.lus \n(y)u-'kle-3-l3s\ n, pi nu.cle.o.li \-,lT\ [NL. fr. L.
dim. of nucleus's I a predominantly protein body of the metabolic
nucleus usu. held to be a center of synthetic activity or storage;
broadly : a differentiated nuclear body other than a chromosome

nu-cle-on \'n(y)U-kle-,an\ n [ISV] :a proton or neutron esp. in the
atomic nucleus — nu.cle-on.ic \,n{y)u-kle-'an-ik\ adj

nu.Cle.on.ics \,n(y^u-kle-'an-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr
: a branch of physical science that deals with nucleons or with all

phenomena of the atomic nucleus
nu-Cleo-plasm \'n(y)u-kle-a-.plaz-3m\ n RSV] 1 : the proto-
plasm of a nucleus 2 : karyolymph — nu-cleO'Plas>niat>ic
\,n(y)u-kle-(,)o-.plaz-'mat-ik\ or nU'CleO'Plas>mic \-kle-3-'plaz-
mik\ adj

nu.cleo.pro.tein \.n(y1u-klc-f.)6-'pro-.ten, -'prot-e-3n\ n [ISV]
: any of the proteins conjugated with nucleic acid that occur esp.
in the nuclei of living cells and are an essential constituent of
genes and viruses
nu-Cle.o.Side \'n(y)u-kle-s-.sTd\ n [ISV nude- + -ose + -ideS

: a glycoside that is formed by partial hydrolysis of a nucleic
acid or a nucleotide and contains a purine or pyrimidine base

nu.cle.o.tide \-.tTd\ n [ISV, irreg. fr. nude- + -ideS : a phosphoric
ester of a nucleoside

nu-cle.us \'n(y)u-kle-3s\ n. pi nu-clel \-kle-,T\ also nu-cle-us-es
[NL. fr. L, kernel, dim. of nuc-, nux nut — more at nut) 1 : the
small, brighter, and denser portion of a galaxy or of the head of a
comet 2 : a central point, group, or mass about which gathering,
concentration, or accretion takes place: as a ; a portion of cell
protoplasm held to be essential to vital phenomena and heredity,
made up of a network rich in nucleoproteins from which chromo-
somes and nucleoli arise and a hyaline ground substance, and en-
closed by a definite membrane b : a mass of gray matter or group
of nerve cells in the central nervous system c : a characteristic and
stable complex of atoms or groups in a molecule d : the positively
charged central portion of an atom that comprises nearly all of the
atomic mass and that consists of protons and neutrons except in
hydrogen which consists of one proton only

nU'Clide \'n(y)u-,klTd\ n [nuc/eus + -ide, irreg. fr. Gk eidos form— more at idol] : a species of atom characterized by the con-
stitution of its nucleus and hence by the number of protons, the
number of neutrons, and the energy content — nu.clid.iC \n(y)U-
'klid-ik\ adj
inude \'nfy)Ud\ adj [L nudus naked — more at naked] 1 : lacking
an essential particular 2 : devoid of covering ; naked; esp : un-
clothed syn see bare — nade.ly adv — nude.ness n — nu*di>ty
\'n(y)ud-3t-e\ n
2nude n 1 a : a representation of a nude human figure b ; a nude
person 2 : the condition of being nude <in the ^

)

nudge \'n3i\ vt [perh. of Scand origin; akin to ON gnaga to gnaw;
akm to OE gnagan to gnaw] 1 : to touch or push gently; esp : to
seek attention by a push of the elbow 2 ; approach — nudge n— nudg-er n

nu.di.branch \'n(y1udo-.braDk\ n [deriv. of L nudus + branchia
gills -- more at branchia] : any of a suborder (Nudibranchia)
ol marine gastropod mollusks without a shell in the adult state and
without true gills — nudibranch adj — nu.di.bran-clil>ate
\,n(y)ud-3-'brar)-ke-»t\ adj or n
nud.ism \'n(y)u-,diz-3m\ n : the cult or practice of living un-
clothed for reasons of health — nud<ist \*n(y)Ud-ast\ n
nu.ga.tcry \'n(y)U-g»-,t6r-e, -.t6r-\ adj fL nugatorius, fr. nugatus.

pp. of nugari to trifle, fr. nugae trifles] 1 : tnconsequential,
worthless 2 : having no force : inoperative syn see vain
nug-get \'n3g-3t\ n [origin unknown] : a solid lump; esp : a
native lump of precious metal

nui.sance \'n(y)us-=n(t)s\ n [ME nusaunce, fr. AF, fr. OF nuisir
to harm, fr. L nocere — more at noxious] 1 : injury, annoyance
2 : an annoying, unpleasant, or obnoxious thing or practice

nuisance tax n : an excise tax collected in small amounts directly
from the consumer
mull \'n3l\ adj [MF nul, ht., not any, fr. L nullus, fr. ne- not +
ullus any; akin to L unus one — more at NO, one] 1 : having no
legal or binding force : invalid 2 ; amounting to nothing ; nil
3 : having no value : insignificant 4 ; having no members
<'^ sequence) 5 : indicating usu. by a zero reading on a scale when
current or voltage is zero 6 : of, being, or relating to zero
2nuII n 1 : ZERO 2a(l) 2 : a condition of a radio receiver when
minimum or zero signal is received

niil'lall \'n9l-a\ n [Hindi nalaS \ GULLY, ravine
null and void adj ; having no force, binding power, or validity
nul.li-li.ca-tion \,n9!-o-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of nullifying

; the state of being nullified 2 : the action of a state impeding or
attempting to prevent the operation and enforcement within its

territory of alawof the U.S.— nuMi>fi>ca-tion*i5t \-sh(o-)n9si\ n
nul'li.fi.er X'nal-s-.fH-auA n : one that nullifies; specij : one main-
taining the right of nullification against the U.S. government

nul.ll.fy \'nsl-9-.fT\ vt [LL nullijicare, fr. L nullusS 1 : to make
null; specij : annul 2 ; to make of no value or consequence
syn NULLIFY, NEGATE, ANNUL, ABROGATE, INVALIDATE mean tO

deprive of effective or continued existence, nullify implies
counteracting completely the force, effectiveness, or value of
something; negate impUes the destruction or canceling out of
each of two things by the other; annul suggests making ineffective

or nonexistent often by legal or official action; abrog.*lTE is like

ANNUL but more definitely implies a legal or official purposeful act;

INVALIDATE implies making something powerless or unacceptable
by declaration of its logical or moral or legal unsoundness

niU'li'ty \'n9l-9t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being null; esp
: legal invalidity 2 : something that is null; specij ; an act void of
legal effect

numb \'n9m\ adj [ME nomen, fr. pp. of nimen to take — more at
nim] la: devoid of sensation esp. from cold b ; devoid of
emotion : indifferent 2 : charactei-ized by numbness — numb v/— numb'ly adv — numb.ness n
inum-ber Vn9m-b9r\ n [ME nomhre, fr. OF, fr. L numerus —
more at nimble] 1 a (1) c a sum of units : total (2) : complement
lb (3) ; an indefinite usu. large total (4) pi : a. numerous group
; many; also ; a numerical preponderance b (1) : the character-
istic of an individual by which it is treated as a unit or of a collection
by which it is created in terms of a determinate unit of units (2) : a
unit belonging to an abstract mathematical system and subject to

specified laws of succession, addition, and multiplication; also : an
element (as tt) of any of many mathematical systems obtained by
extension of or analogy with the natural number system (3) pi
: arithmetic 2 : a distinction of word form to denote reference
to one or more than one; also : a form or group of forms so dis-

tinguished 3 pi a (1) : metrical structure : meter (2) : metrical
lines : VERSES b archaic : musical sounds : notes 4 a : a word,
symbol, letter, or combination of symbols representing a number;
specij : numeral b : a numeral or combination of numerals or
other symbols used to identify or designate c (1) ; a member of a
sequence or collection designated by esp. consecutive numbers;
also : an individual singled out from a group (2) : a position in a
numbered sequence 5 : insight into a person's ability or character
<had his '^) 6 pi but sing or pi in constr a : a form of lottery in
which bets are placed on numbers regularly published in news-
papers for other purposes — called also number pool, numbers
game b : ^policy 2a syn see sum — by the numbers 1 : in
unison to a specific count or cadence 2 ; in a systematic, routine,
or mechanical manner
^number vb num>ber.lug \'n9m-b(9-)riQ\ vt 1 : count, enumer-
ate 2 : to claim as part of a total ; include 3 ; to restrict to a
definite number 4 ; to assign a number to 5 : to comprise in

number : total '^ vi 1 : to comprise a total number 2 : to call

off numbers in sequence — num-ber-able \'n3m-b(3-)ra-b9l\ adj— num.her.er \-bar-9r\ n
num-ber-less X'nsm-bar-lasX adj : innumerable, countless
numb'fish \'n3m-,fish\ n : electric ray
numb'iug adj : causing numbness — numb*lng.ly \-io-le\ adv
numb'Skull Vnsm-.skslX var oj numskull
nu.men \'n(y)U-m9n\ n. pi nn>mi>na \-m9-n3\ [L, nod, divine
will, numen; akin to L nuere to nod, Gk neuein] : a spirit beUeved
to inhabit a natural object, phenomenon, or locality

nu*mer>a'ble \'n(y)Um-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj ; capable of bemg counted
inU'mer.al \'n(y)Um-(9-)r9l\ adj [MF, fr. LL numeralis, fr L
numerusS 1 % of, relating to, or expressing numbers 2 : consisting
of numbers or numerals — nn*mer>al'ly \-e\ adv
3numeral n 1 : a conventional symbol representing a number
2 pi \ numbers designating by year a school or college class awarded
for distinction in an extracurricular activity

nu*mer.ate \'n(y)Li-m9-,rat\ vt [L numeratus. pp. of numerare to
count, fr. numerusS I enumerate
nu.mer.a.tion \,n(y)U-m3-'ra-sh9n\ n 1 a : the act or process or
a system or instance of enumeration b : an act or Instance of
designating by a number 2 : the art of reading in words numbers
expressed by numerals
nu.mer.a.tor \'n{y)ii-m9-,rat-9r\ n 1 : the part of a fraction that Is

above the line and signifies the number of parts of the denominator
taken 2 ; one that numbers

nu.mer-i.cal \n(y)u-'mer-i-k9!\ adj [L numerusS I relating to,

denoting, or denoted by a number — na.mer<i>cal>ly \-k(3-)le\
adv
nu-mer.ol.O-gy \,n(y)u-m9-'ral-9-je\ n [L numerus + B -o- •\-

-logyS ' the study of the occult significance of numbers
nu.mer.OUS \'n(y)um-C3-)ras\ adj [MF numereux, fr. L numerosus,
fr. numerusS * consisting of great numbers of units or individuals
— nu.mer*ous.ly adv — nu*mer.ous*ne59 n
nu.mi.nous \'n(y)ii-m3-n9s\ adj [L numin-, numenS \ : super-
natural, MYSTERIOUS 2 : filled with a sense of the presence of
divinity : holy 3 : appealing to the higher emotions or to the
aesthetic sense : spirttual
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CARDINAL NUMBERS*
TABLE OF NUMBERS

naught or zero or cipher

two
three
four
five

eleven 11
twelve 12
thirteen 13
fourteen 14
fifteen 15
sixteen 16
seventeen 17
eighteen 18
nineteen 19
twenty 20
twenty-one 21
twenty-two 22
twenty-three 23
twenty-four 24
twenty-five 25
twenty-six 26
twenty-seven 27
twenty-eight 28
twenty-nine 29
thirty 30
thirty-one 31
thirty-two etc 32
forty 40
forty-one etc 41
fifty 50
sixty 60
seventy 70
eighty 80
ninety 90
one hundred 100
one hundred and one or 101

one hundred one
one hundred and two etc 102
two hundred 200
three hundred 300
four hundred 400
five hundred 500
six hundred 600
seven hundred 700
eight hundred 800
nine hundred 900
one thousand or ten hundred etc 1.000
two thousand etc 2,000
five thousand 5.000
ten thousand 10.000
one hundred thousand 100,000
one million 1,000.000 H

ORDINAL NUMBERS'

first

I second
II third
III fourth
rv fifth

V sixth
VI seventh
VII eighth
VIII ninth
IX tenth
X eleventh
XI twelfth
XII thirteenth
xin fourteenth
XIV fifteenth
XV sixteenth
XVI seventeentli
XVII eighteenth
XVIII nineteenth
XIX twentieth
XX twenty-first
XXI twenty-second
XXII twenty-third
XXIII twenty-fourth
XXIV twenty-fifth
XXV twenty-sixth
XXVI twenfy-seventh
XXVII twenty-eighth
X.XVIII twenty-ninth
XXIX thirtieth
XXX thirty-first
XXXI thirty-second etc
XXXII fortieth
XL forty-first

XLI forty-second etc
L fiftieth

LX sixtieth
LXX seventieth
LXXX eightieth
XC ninetieth
C hundredth or one hundredth
CI hundred and first or

one hundred and first

CII hundred and second etc
cc two hundredth
ccc three hundredth
CD four hundredth
D five hundredth
DC six hundredth
DCC seven hundredth
DCCC eight hundredth
CM nine hundredth
M thousandth or one thousandth
MM two thousandth etc
\f ten thousandth

X hundred thousandth or

Til

one hundred thousandth
millionth or one millionth

8th
9th

10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22d 01

23d o;

24th
2Sth
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
31st
32d or

40th
41st
42d 01

50th
60th
70th
80th
90th
100th
101st

102d Oi

200th
300th
400th
500th
600th
700th
800th
900th

1,000th
2,000th

10,000th
100,000th

l.000,000th

'The cardinal numbers are used in simple counting
counted to twelve)^ as pronouns (twelve were found)
2In formal contexts the numbers one to one hundred and
larger numbers are given in numerals. In nearly all

to "how many?" The words for these numbers may be used as nouns (he
J adjectives (twelve boys),
in less formal contexts the numbers one to nine are commonly written out, while

. i a number occurring at the beginning of a sentence is usually written out. Except
m very formal contexts numerals are invariably used for dates. Arabic numerals from 1,000 to 9,999 are often written without commas
(1000, 9999). Year numbers are always written without commas (1783)..
3The roman numeials are written either in capitals or in lowercase letters.

*The ordinal numbers are used to show the order or succession in which such items as names, objects, and periods of lime are considered
(the tweljlh month; the joiirth row of seats; the ISth century).
sEach of the terms for the ordinal numbers excepting jirst and second is used in designating one of a number of parts into which a whole
may be divided (a Jourth; a sixth: a tenth) and as the denominator in fractions designating the number of such parts constituting a certain
portion of a whole (one jourth: three Jijths). When used as nouns the fractions are usually written as two words, although they are reg-
ularly hyphenated as adjectives (a two-thirds majority). When fractions are written in numerals, the cardinal symbols are used ('4. ^i, Ys).
6The arable symbols for the cardinal numbers may be read as ordinals in certain contexts (January 1= January first; 2 Samuel=Second
Samuel). The roman numerals are sometimes read as ordinals (Henry IV = Henry the Fourth); sometimes they are written with the ordinal
suffixes (XlXth Dynasty).

DENOMINATIONS ABOVE ONE MILLION

quintiHion
sextillion
seplillion
octillion
nonillion
decillion
undecilHon
duodecillion
tredecillion
quattuordecillion
quindecillion
sexdeciHion
septendecillion
octodecillion
novemdecillion
vigintiUion

i

American system^
VALUE IN NUMBER OF NUMBER OF

NAME POWERS ZEROS2 GROUPS OF THREE
OFTEN AFTER 1.000

bilUon 10' 9 2
trillion lO'z 12 3
quadrillion lO's 15 4
quintillion 10"» 18 5
sextillion 102' 21 6
septillion 1024 24 7
octillion 10" 27 8
nonillion 10" 30 9
decillion 1033 33 10
undecillion 103S 36 11
duodecillion 1039 39 12
tredecillion 10« 42 13
quattuordecillion 10<5 45 14
quindecillion 10«» 48 15
sexdecillion 105' 51 16
septendecillion 10" 54 17
octodecillion 1057 57 18
novemdecillion 1060 60 19
vigintiUion 1063 63 20
centillion 10303 303 100

102
108
114
120
600

19
20
100

1 the French system, and the British system cor-

ntillion

^The American system of numeration for denominations above one million is the same ;

responds to the German. In the American system each of the denominations above 1,000 millions (the American billion) is 1,000 times the

one preceding (one trillion= 1,000 billions; one quadrillion= 1,000 trillions). In the British system the first denomination above 1,000
millions (the British milliard) is 1,000 limes the preceding one, but each of the denominadons above 1.000 milliards (the British billion) is

1,000,000 times the preceding one (one trillion = 1.000,000 billions; one quadrillion = l,000,000 trillions).

2For convenience in reading large numerals the thousands, millions, etc., are usually separated by commas (21,530; 1.155,465) or by half

spaces (1 155 465). Serial numbers (as a social security number or the engine number of a car) are often written with hyphens (583-695-20).



numismatic 580 nystagmus
mz.mis.mat.ic \,n(y)U-nraz-'mat-ik, -m3-'smat-\ adj [F numis-
matique, fr. L nomismat-, nomisma coin, fr. Gk, custom, coin;
akin to Gk nomas custom, law — more at nimble] 1 : of or relating
to numismatics 2 : of or relating to currency : monetary —
nu>mis*mat>i>caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

nu.mis-mat-ics \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : the study or collec-
tion of coins, tokens, medals, paper money, and similar objects— nu*mis-ma*tist \n(y)u-'miz-m3t-3st\ n

lltun<IIlU*laJ \'n3m-ya-l9r\ adj [F nummulaire^ fr. L nummulus,
dim. of nummus coin, fr. Gk nomlmos customary; akin to Gk
nomos'i ; circular or oval in shape <~ lesions)
num.mu.lit.ic limestone N.nam-ys-.lit-ik-X n [NL Nummulites,
genus of foraminifers, fr. L nummulus] : the most widely distributed
and distinctive formation of the Eocene in Europe, Asia, and
northern Africa

num.skixll \'nam-,sk3l\ n {numb + skulQ 1 ; a dull or stupid
person : dunce 2 : a thick or muddled head
inun X'nsnX n [ME. fr. OE nunne, fr. LL nonna-i : a woman be-
longing to a religious order; esp t one under solemn vows of
poverty, chastitv, and obedience syn see religious
anun \'nun\ n [Heb nun] : the 14th letter of the Hebrew alphabet— symbol 3 or

]Nunc Di-mit.tis \,n?ak-d3-'mit-3s, -dT-; .niiok-da-X n [L, now
lettest thou depart; fr. the first words of the canticle] : the prayer
of Simeon in Luke 2:29-32 used as a canticle

nun.ci.a.ture \'n3nm-se-3-.chu(3lr, 'niinft)-, -char, -,t(y)u(9)r\ n
[It nunciafura, fr. nuricio'\ 1 ; the office or period of office of a
nuncio 2 : a papal delegation headed by a nuncio
nun-CiO \'n3n(t)-se-,o. •nunft)-\ n [It, fr. L nuntius messenger,
message] : a papal legate of the highest rank permanently ac-
credited to a civil government

niin>c!e X'n^o-k^lX n [by alter, (resulting fr. incorrect division of
an uncled ] chiefly dial : uncle

nun«cU'pa.tive Vnon-kyu-.pat-iv, 'nao-; .nan-'kyii-pst-X adj [ML
nuncupativus, fr. LL, so-calied, fr. L nuncupatus, pp. of nuncupate
to name, contr. of nomen capere. fr. nomen name + capere to take— move at name, heave] : not written : oral (a -^ will)

nun-nery \'n9n-f3-)re\ n 1 : a convent of nuns 2 : an order of
nuns : sisterhood syn see cloister
inup-tial \'n3p-sh9l, -chal, nonstand -ch3-w3l\ adj [L nuptialis,
fr. nupiiae._p\., wedding, fr. nuptus, pp. of mibere to marry; akin to
Gk nymphe bride, nymph] 1 : of or relating to marriage or the
marriage ceremony 2 : characteristic of the breeding season
syn see matrimonial

2nuptial n : marriage, wedding — usu. used in pi.

inurse X'nsrsN n [ME, fr. OF nurice, fr. LL nutricia, fr. L, fem. of
nutricius nourishing — more at nutritious] 1 a : a woman who
suckles an infant not her own b : a woman who takes care of a
young child 2 : one that fosters or advises : influence 3 : one
skilled or trained in cfiring for the sick or infirm esp. under the
supervision of a physician 4 a ; a worker of a social insect that

the young b ; a female mammal used to suckle the young
of ;

shen to nourish, contr. of nurishen"] vt 1 a : to
ast : SUCKLE b ; to take nourishment from the
?, educate 3 a : to promote the development or
manage with care or economy c : to take charge
4 a ; to care for and wait on (as a sick person)

by care and treatment 5 : to hold in one's
6 a : to use, handle, or operate care-
rgy or avoid injury or pain b : to use
give suck b : to feed at the breast
IS a nurse — nurs-er n
T : one who is regularly employed to

2nurse vb [ME n
nourish at the b
breast of 2 : re
progress of b : t

of and watch ov(
b : to attempt tc

memory or consideration
fully so as to conserv
sparingly ~ v/ la
: suck 2 : to act or ;

niirse*niaid \'nar-,sm
look after children

nUT.sery \'n3rs-(3-1re\ n \ obs \ attentive care : fosterage
2 a ; a child's bedroom b : a place where children are temporarily
cared for in their parents' absence c : day nursery 3a: some-
thing that fosters, develops, or promotes b : a place in which
persons are trained or educated 4 : an area where trees, shrubs,
or plants are grown for transplanting, for use as stocks for bud-
ding and grafting, or for sale

nx:r-sery-maid \-,mad\ n : nursemaid
niir.sery^nian \-m3n\ n : one whose occupation is the cxoltivation
of trees, shrubs, and plants
nursery rhyme n : a tale in rhymed verse for children
nursery school n : a school for children usu. under five years
nursing bottle n : a bottle with a mbber nipple used in supplying

; that is soUcitously cared for 2 ; a
food to infants

nurs-ling \'nsr-sUD\ n 1
nursing child

intlT-ture X'nsr-charV n [ME, fr. MF
act of nursing, fr. L nufriius, pp. of nutrire to suckle, nourish —
more at nourish] 1 : training, upbringing 2 : something that
nourishes : food 3 : the sum of the influences modifying the
expression of the genetic potentialities of an organism
^nurture vt niu'-tiu-.ing \'n3rch-o-)rio\ 1 : to
supply with nourishment 2 : educate 3 : to further
the development of : foster — niir>tur>er X'nar-
ch9r-5r\ n
mut \'n3t\ n [ME nute. note, fr. OE hnutu: akin to
OHO nuz nut, L nuxj 1 a (1) : a hard-shelled dry
fruit or seed with a separable rind or shell and
interior kernel (2) : the kernel of a nut b : a dry
indehiscent one-seeded fruit with a woody pericarp
2 : something resembling a nut in the difficulty it

presents; esp : a hard problem or undertaking 3 : a
perforated block usu. of metal that has an internal
screw thread and is used on a bolt or screw for tightening or

nuts 3

holding something 4 : the ridge In a stringed musical instrument
over which the strings pass on the upper end of the fingerboard
5 p/ : nonsense — often used interjectionally 6 slang : a per-
son's head 7 a ; a foolish, eccentric, or crazy person b : en-
thusiast 8 : EN 2 —nut-liKe \-,lik\ adj
2nut V7 nut'ted; nutating ; to gather or seek nuts
nU'tant \'n(y^Ut-'nt\ adj [L nutant-, nutans, prp. of nutarel

: DROOPING, nodding
nil-ta>tion \n(y)ij-'ta-sh9n\ n [L nutation-, mitatio, fr. nutatus. pp.
of nutare to nod, rock, freq. of nuere to nod — more at numen]
1 : the act of nodding the head 2 : a libratory motion of the
earth's axis like the nodding of a top 3 : a spontaneous usu.
spiral movement of a growing plant part — nu*ta*tiou>al \-shnal,
-sh3n-'l\ adj
nut-brown \'n3t-'braijn\ adj : of the color of a brown nut
nut>crack*er \-,krak-3r\ n : an implement for cracking nuts
nut.hatch \'n9t-,hach\ n [ME notehache, fr. note nut + hache ax,
fr. OF. battle-ax — more at hash] : any of various birds (family
Sittidae) intermediate in character and habits between the titmice
and creepers

nut-let \'n3t-l3t\ n 1 a : a small nut b : a small fruit similar to a
nut 2 : the stone of a drupelet

nut.meg \'n3t-,meg, -,mag\ n [ME notemuge, deriv. of OProv.
noz muscada. It. noz nut (fr. L nuc-, mix) + muscada, fem. of
muscat musky — more at MUSCAT] : an aromatic seed used as a
spice; also : a tree {Myristica Jragrans of the family Myristicaceae,
the nutmeg family) native to the Moluccas that produces it

nut.pick \'n3t-,pik\ n : a small sharp-pointed table implement for
extracting the kernels from nuts

nu.tria \'n(y)ii-tre-3\ n [Sp. modjf. of L lutra otter; akin to OE
oter otter] 1 : coypu 1 2 ; the durable usu. light brown fur of the
covpu
mu-tri-ent \'n(y)u-tre-3nt\ adj [L nutrient-, nutriens, prp. of
nutrire to nourish — more at nourish] : furnishing nourishment
2nutrient n : a nutritive substance or ingredient
nu.tri-ment \'n(,y1ii-tr3-m9nt\ n [L nutrimenmm, fr. nutrire'\

: something that nourishes or promotes growth and repairs the
natural wastage of organic life

nu-trl.tion \n(y)ii-'trish-3n\ n [MF, fr, LL nutrition-, nutritin, fr.

L nutritus, pp. of nutrire] ; the act or process of nourishing or being
nourished; specij : the sum of the processes by which an animal or
plant takes in and utilizes food substances — nU'tri-Uon-al
\-'trish-n3l, -3n-'l\ nd;— nU'tri-tion-al-ly \-e\ adv

nu.tri.tion.ist \-'trish-(a-)n3st\ n ; a specialist in the study of
nutrition

nu.tri-tiOUS \n(y')u-'trish-as\ adj [L nutricius, fr. nutric-, nutrix
nurse; akin to L nutrire to nourish — more at nourish] : nourish-
ing — nu.tri.tious'ly adv — uu.tri.tlous.ness n

nu.tri-tiye \'n(y)li-tr3t-iv\ adj 1 : of or relating to nutrition

2 : NLiTRmous — nU'tri-tive.ly adv
nutritive ratio n : the ratio of digestible protein to other digestible
nutrients in a foodstuff or ration

nuts \'n3ts\ adj 1 : ENTHUSIASTIC, KEEN 2 : CRAZYl DEMEI^TED
nut'Shell 'v'nat-.shelX n 1 : the hard external covering in which the
kernel of a nut is enclosed 2 : something of small size, amount, or
scope — in a nutshell : in a small compass

nut-ti-ness \'nat-c-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being nutty
nut.ty \'n3t-e\ adj 1 : having or producing nuts 2 : crack-
brained. ECCENTRIC; also ; mentally unbalanced 3 : having a
flavor like that of nuts
nux vom-i-ca \'n3ks-'vam-i-ka\ n, pi nux vomica [NL. ht., emetic
nut] : the poisonous seed of an Asiatic tree {Strychnos nux-vomica
of the family Loganiaceae) that contains several alkaloids but
chiefly strychnine and brucine; also ; the tree yielding nux vomica

nuz.zle \'n3z-3l\ v^ nuz.zling \-(s-Uig\ [ME noselen. to bring
the nose towards the ground, fr. nose'i vi 1 : to work with or as if

with the nose; esp : to root, inib, or snuff something 2 : to lie close

or snug : nestle -^ vt'.io root, rub, or touch with or as if with the

nose :"nudge
nyc-ta.lO'Pia \,nik-t3-'Io-pe-3\ n [LL] : night blindness —
hycta-lO'pic \-'lo-pik, -'lap-ikX adj

ny.ion \'nT-,lan\ n, often attrib [coined word] 1 ; anV of numerous
strong tough elastic synthetic materials made usu. from a dicar-

boxylic acid and a diamine, fashioned into fibers, filaments, bristles,

or sheets, and used esp. in textiles and plastics 2 pi X stock-

ings made of nylon
nymph \'nim(p>f\ n. pi nymphs \'nim(p)fs. 'nim('p')s\ [ME
nimphe, fr. MF, fr. L nympha bride. n>niph. fr. Gk nymphe — more
at nuptial] 1 : one of the minor divinities of nature in ancient
mvthology represented as beautiful maidens dwelling in the
mountains, forests, meadows, and waters 2 : gerl 3 ; any of
various immature insects; esp : a lar\'a of an insect with incomplete
metamorphosis that differs chiefly in size and degree of differentia-

tion from the imago — nymph.al \'nim(p)-fal\ adj

nyra.pho.lep.sy \'nim(p)-f3-,lep-se\ n {nympholept, fr. Gk
nvmpholeptos frenzied, Ut., caught by nymphs, fr. nymphe + lam-
baiiein to seize — more at catch] 1 : a demoniac enthusiasm held
by the ancients to seize one bewitched by a nymph 2 : a frenzy

of emotion — nym.pho.lept \-,lept\ n — nym.pho.lep.tic
\,nim(pi-f3-'lep-tik\ adj

nym.pho-ma.nia \,nim(p)-f3-*ma-ne-3. -nys\ n [NL, fr. nymphae
inner lips of the vulva (fr. L, pi. of nvmpha) + LL mania'\ : ex-

cessive sexual desire by a female — nym-plio.ma.ni-ac \-ne-,ak\

n or adj
nyS'tag.mic \nis-'tag-mik\ adj [NL] : of or constituting nystagmus

nys.tag.mus \-m9s\ n [NL, fr. Gk nystagmos drowsiness, fr.

nystazein to doze; akin to Uth snusti to doze] : a rapid involuntary

oscillation of the eyeballs (as from dizziness)
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»0 \'o\ n, often cap, ojten attrib 1 a : the 15th
letter of the English alphabet b : a graphic
representation of this letter c ; a speech
counterpart of orthographic o 2 : a graphic
device for reproducing the letter o 3 ; one
designated o esp. as the 14th or when j is used
for the 10th the 1 5th in order or class
4 : something shaped like the letter O; esp
: ZERO

20 var oj OH
0- or 00- comb form [Gk oi-, oh-, fr, oion —
more at egg] : egg <oology>; specij ; ovum

that is, has the qualities of, or

in interjections formed

(oogonium)
1-0 \ C,)6\ n suffix [perh. fr. 'oA] : oj

is associated with <bucko>
2-0 \(.)o, 'oX inter] suffix [prob. fr. _

from other parts of speech <cheer/o> <righto>
-0- [ME, fr. OF, fr. L. fr. Gk, thematic vowel of many nouns and
adjectives in combinatfon] — used as a connective vowel orig. to
join word elements of Greek origin and now also to join word
elements of Latin or other origin <dnjnkomeler> <elastomer>
C also \3\ prep [ME o, o-, contr. ol on & ofl 1 chiefly dial : on
2 : OF <one o'clock)

oal \'6f\ n [of Scand origin; akin to ON alfr elf — more at elf]
1 : a stupid person : boob 2 : a big clumsy slow-witted person
: LUMMOX - oaf-ish \'o-fish\ adj — oaf.ish-ly adv — oal-ish-
ness n

oak \'6k\ n, pi oaks or oak often attrib [ME ook. fr, OE dc; akin to
OHG eih oak, Gk aigilops, a kind of oak] 1 : a tree or shrub
(genera Quercus or Liihocarpus) of the beech family 2 a ; the
tough hard durable wood of an oak tree b : the leaves of an oak
used as decoration
oak apple n ; an oak gall produced by a gall wasp (esp. Amphi-
bolips concluenius or Andricus caiifornicus)

oak<en \'o-k3n\ adj : of or relating to oak
oak-leal cluster \*6-.klef-\ n : a bronze or silver cluster of oak
leaves and acorns added to various military decorations to signify a
second or subsequent award of the basic decoration
oa-kum \'o-kam\ n [ME okum, fr. OE acumha tow, fr. a- (separa-
tive & perfective prefix) + -cumha (akin to OE camh comb) — more
at abide] : loosely twisted hemp or jute fiber impregnated with tar
or a tar derivative and used in caulking seams and packing joints
oak wilt 71 : a destructive disease of oak trees caused by a fungus
(Chalarn quercina) and characterized by wilting, discoloration, and
defoliation
loar \'o(3)r. '6(3)r\ n [ME oor, fr. OE ar: akin to ON ar oar] 1 : a
long pole with a broad blade at one end used for propelling or steer-
ing a boat 2 : oarsman — oared \'o(o)rd. '6(3)rd\ adj

2oar vt : to propel with or as if with oars : row '^ v/ ; to progress by
or as if by using oars
Oar^fish \'o(3'ir-,fish. '6(a)r-\ n : any of several sea fishes (genus
Regalecus) with narrow soft bodies from 20 to 30 feet long, a
dorsal fin running the entire length of the body, and red-tipped
anterior rays rising above the head

oar*lock \-,lak\ n : a U-shaped device for holding an oar in place
oars>maii \'6(s)rz-m3n, 'd(a)rz-\ n : one who rows esp. in a racing
crew
oa.sis \6-'a-s3s\ n. pi oa-ses \-'a-.scz\ [LL. fr. Gk] 1 : a
fertile or green area in an arid region 2 : something providing re-
lief fix)m the usual : refuge

oat \'ot\ n, often attrib [ME ote. fr. OE ale's 1 a (11 : any of several
grasses (genus Avena); esp : a widely cultivated cereal grass (Avena
saliva) (2) usu pi but sing or pi in coiisir : a crop or plot of the oat
b usu pi but sing or pi in conslr : oat seed 2 archaic i a reed in-

strument made of an oat straw
oat.cake \-,kak\ n : a thin flat oatmeal cake
oat>en \'ot-^n\ adj : of or relating to oats, oat straw, or oatmeal
oat grass n : wild oat la; broadly : one of several grasses resem-
bling the oat
oath \'orh\ n. pi oaths X'othz. '6ihs\ [ME ooth, fr. OE atfi: akin to
OHG eid oath] 1 a (1) : a solemn usu. formal calling upon God or
a god to witness to the truth of what one says or to witness that one
sincerely intends to do what one says (2) : a solemn attestation of
the truth or inviolability of ones words b ; something cor-
roborated by an oath c : a form of expression used in taking an
oath 2 : an irreverent or careless use of a sacred name; broadly
: swearword

oat-meal \'ot-,mcl, ot-'me(3)l\ n l a : meal made from oats
b : rolled oats 2 ; porridge made from ground or rolled oats

Ob- prefix [NL, fr. L, in the way. against, towards, fr. ob in the way
of, on account of — more at EPi-] inversely <o6ovate) (oficordate)

Oba-di-ah \,6-b3-'dT-a\ n [Heb 'Obhadhyahl : a minor Hebrew
prophet
lob-bli-ga-to \,ah-l3-'gat-(,)o\ adj [It, obligatory, fr. pp. of
obhligare to oblige, fr. L ohliiiore'\ ; not to be omitted : obligatory— used as a direction in music
2obbUgato n, pi obbligatos also ob'bli«ga-ti \-'gat-e\ 1 : a
subordinate part to a solo in music 2 ; a persistent background

Ob-con-iC \(')ab-'kan-ik\ adj : conical with the apex below or
forming the point of attachment

ob.cor*date \-'k6(3)r-,dat\ adj : heart-shaped with the notch
apical ('^ leaf)

Ob.tlu.ra.cy \'ab-d(y)a-ra-se; ab-'d(y)ur-3-, 3b-\ n : the quality or
state of being obdurate

Ob-du-rate \'ab-d(y)3-r3t; ab-'d(y)ijr-9t, ab-, 'ab-A adj [ME. fr. L
obduratus, pp. of obdurare to harden, fr. ob- against + durus hard —
more at during] 1 a ; hardened in feelings b : stubbornly
persistent in wrongdoing 2 : resistant to persuasion or softening
influences : unyielding syn see inflexible — ob-du-rate-ly adv
— ob.du»rate-ness n
Obe>ah \'o-be-3\ also obi \'5-be\ n, often cap [of African origin;

akin to Twi a^bi^a^, a creeper used in making charms] : a system of
belief among Negroes chiefly of the British West Indies, the

Guianas, and the southeastern U.S. that is characterized by the use
of sorcery and magic ritual

obe>di<ence \6-'bed-e-an(t)s, s-\ n 1 a : an act or instance of obey-

3 abut; ^ kitten; _ er further; a back; a bake; a cot. cart;

j joke; rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;

ing b : the quality or state of being obedient 2 : a sphere of
jurisdiction; esp ; an ecclesiastical or sometimes secular dominion
3 : a usu. written injunction from a religious superior to one of the
congregation

Obe-di-ent \-3nt\ adj [ME, fr. OF. fr. L oboedient-. oboediens, fr
prp. of oboedire to obey — more at obey] : submissive to the re-
straint or command of authority — obe*di>ent-ly adv
syn docile, tractable, amenable: obedient implies compliance

with the demands or requests of one in authority; docile implies a
predisposition to submit to control or guidance; tractable sug-
gests having a character that permits easy handling or managing;
amenable suggests a willingness to yield to demands, advice, or
contrary suggestion
Obei*sance \6-'bas-'n(t)s, a-, -'bes-\ n [ME obeisaunce obedience,
obeisance, fr. MF oheissance, fr. obeissant, prp. of obeir to obey]
1 : a movement of the body made in token of respect or submission
: BOW 2 : deference, homage syn see honor — obei-sant \-=nt\
adj

Ob.e.lisk \'ab-3-,lisk, -l3sk\ n [MF obelisque.
fr. L obeliscus, fr. Gk obeliskos, fr. dim. of
obelosi 1 : an upright 4-sided usu. monolithic
pillar that gradually tapers as it rises and
terminates in a pyramid 2a: obelus b : dag-
ger 2b

ob-e<lize \-.lTz\ vt ; to designate or annotate
with an obelus

ob.e-lus \las\ n, pi ob-e-li \-,lT, -.le\ [LL, fr.

Gk obelos spit, pointed pillar, obelus] ; a
symbol — or -^ used in ancient manuscripts to
mark a suspected passage
Ober.on \'6-b3-,ran, -ran\ n [F, fr. OF
Auheron] : king of the fairies in medieval
folklore
Obese \o-'bes\ adj [L obesus, fr. pp. of obedere
to eat up, fr. ob- against + edere to eat — more
at 0B-, eat]^ : excessively fat ; corpulent —
obe*si'ty \o-'be-s3t-e\ n

Obey \o-'ba, 3-\ vh [ME obeien, fr. OF obeir, fr. obeUsk
L oboedire, fr. ob- towards + -oedire (akin to
audire to hear) — more at ob-, audible] vt 1 : to follow the com-
mands or guidance of 2 : to comply with : execute <~ an order)— vi ; to behave obediently — obey-er n

ob*fus>cate \'ab-fa-.skat; ab-'fas-.kat 3b-\ vt [LL obfuscatus, pp.
of objuscare, fr. L ob- in the way -r juscus dark brown — more at
OB-, DUSK] 1 a : darken b : to make obscure 2 : confuse —
ob'fus-ca'tion \,ab-(,)f3s-'ka-.sh9n\ n — ob>lus*ca>to>ry
\ab-'f3s-k3-,tor-e, sb-, -,t6r-\ adj

obi \'6-be\ rtJJap] : a broad sash worn with a Japanese kimono
Obit \o-'bit. 'o-bat. esp Brit *ab-it\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L obiius de-
cease, fr. obitus. pp. of obire to go to meet, die, fr. ob- in the way +
ire to go — more at issue] : obituary

obl-ter dic-tum X.o-bat-sr-'dik-tamX n, pi obiter dicta \-ta\ [LL,
lit., something said in passing] 1 : an incidental and collateral
opinion that is uttered by a judge but is not binding 2 : an in-
cidental remark or observation
Obit-U.ary \3-'bich-a-,wer-e, 6-, -'bich-s-re\ n [ML obituarium, fr.

L obitus decease] ; a notice of a person's death usu. with a short
biographical account — obituary adj
lob.ject \'ab-jikt\ n [ME. fr. ML objectum, fr. L, neut. of obicere
to throw in the way. present, hinder, fr. ob- in the way + jacere to
throw — more at ob-, jet] 1 a : something that is or is capable of
being seen, touched, or otherwise sensed b : something physical or
mental of which a subject is cognitively aware 2 : something that
arouses an emotion in an observer 3 : end, goal; also ; motive,
purpose 4 : a thing that form.s an element of or constitutes the
subject matter of an investigation or science 5 a : a noun or noun
equivalent denoting in verb constructions that on or toward which
the action of a verb is directed b : a noun or noun equivalent in a
prepositional phrase syn see intention — ob>ject>less \-jik-tl3s\
adj

aob-ject \3b-'jekt\ vh [ME objecten, fr. L ohjectus, pp. of obicere to
throw in the way, object] vi ; to offer in opposition ; cite as an
objection '— vi 1 : to oppose something 2 : to feel distaste for
something : disapprove — oh-jec-tor \-'jek-tar\ n
syn OBJECT, protest, remonstrate, expostulate, kick mean to

oppose by arguing against, object stresses dislike or aversion;
PROTEST suggests an orderly presentation of objections in speech or
writing; remonstrate implies an attempt to convince by warning or
reproving; expostulate suggests an earnest explanation of one's
objection and firm insistence on change; kick suggests more in-

formally a strenuous protesting or complaining
Object ball \'ab-jik(t)-\ n ; the ball first struck by the cue ball in

pool or billiards; also : a ball hit by the cue ball

Object glass \'ab-jik(t)-\ n ; objective 5
ob<iec-tl*fl-ca>tion \3b-,jek-t3-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : an act or in-

stance of making objective 2 : the state of being objectified

obocc-ti'fy \ab-'jek-t3-,fT\ vt la: to cause to become an object
b : to make objective 2 : externalize 2

ob'jec-tion \9b-'jek-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of objecting 2 a : a reason
or argument presented in opposition b : a feeling of disapproval

ob»iec-tioii*abIe \-sh(3-)n3-bal\ adj : arousing objection _: of-
fensive — ob-jec-tiou-able-ness n — ob-)ec-tlon>ably \-bIe\ adv
iob>jec-tive \3b-'jek-tiv, ab-\ adj 1 a : of or relating to an object
of action or feeling b : having the status of or constituting an
object: as (1) : existing only in relation to a knowing subject or
willing agent (2) : existing independent of mind (3) : belonging
to the sensible world and being intersubjectively observable or
verifiable esp. by scientific methods (4) of a symptom of disease

; perceptible to persons other than an affected individual c : em-
phasizing or expressing the nature of reality as it is apart from
personal reflections or feelings d : expressing or involving the use
of facts without distortion by personal feelings or prejudices
2 : derived from sense perception 3 ; belonging or relating to ^an
object to be delineated 4 : relating to, designating, or constituting
the case that follows a preposition or a transitive verb syn see fair,
material — ob-iec>tive'ly adv — ob>jec*tive>ness n

^objective n 1 : something toward which effort is directed : an aim
or end of action : goal, object 2 : something that is objective;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision

i
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specij : something external to the mind 3 a : the objective case
!) : a word in the objective case 4 ; a strategic position to be
attained or purpose to be achieved by a military or naval operation
5 ; a lens or system of lenses that forms an image of an object
syn see intention

objective complement n : a noun, adjective, or pronoun used in
the predicate as complement to a verb and as qualifier of its direct
object

Otj.jec.tiv.ism \sb-'iek-tiv-,iz-3m, ab-\ n 1 ; any of various
theories stressing objective reality esp. as distinguished from sub-
jective experience or appearance 2 : an ethical theory that moral
good is objectively real 3 : the theory or practice of objective art
or Hterature — ob-jec-tiv-ist \-ast\ n — ob>jec*tiv»iS'tic
\3b-,jek-tiv-'is-tik, (.)ab-\ adj

Oh-jec*tiv.i«ty \.ab-,jek-'tiv-9t-e, 9b-\ n : the quality or state of
being objective

Object lesson \'ab-jik-,tles-°n\ n 1 : a lesson having a material
object as the basis of instruction 2 ; something that teaches by a
concrete example

Oh.jet d'art \,6b-,zha-'dar\ n, pi ob'jets d'art \same\ [F, ht., art
object] 1 ; an article of some artistic value 2 : CURio
Ob.jur«gate \'ab-i3r-,gat\ vt [L objurgatus, pp. of objurgare, fr. ob-
against + jurgare to quarrel, lit., to take to law, fr. jur-, jus law +
-igare (fr, agere to lead) — more at OB-, JUST, agent3 : to denounce
harshly ; castigate — ob-jur-ga-tion \,ab-j3r-'ga-shan\ n —
ob'iui'ga'tQ.ry \3b-'j3r-g3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

Ob>lan>ceo-Iate \(')ab-'lan{t)-se-3-,lat\ adj : inversely lanceolate
<an ^ leaf)

oblast \'6-blast, -,brast\ n [Russ oblast''\ ; a political subdivision of
a republic in the U.S S.R.
lOblate \ab-'lat, sb-, 6b-, 'ab-,\ adj [prob. fr. NL oblatus, fr. ob- •¥

-laius (as in prvlaius prolate) ] ; flattened or depressed at the poles
<-- spheroid) — oblate-ness n

20b.late \'ab-,lat\ n [ML oblatus, lit., one offered up, fr. L, pp. of
ofjerre} 1 : a layman Uving in a monastery under a modified rule
and without vows 2 cap ; a member of one of several Roman
Catholic communities of men or women

Obla.tion Xs-'bla-shan. 5-\ n [ME oblacioun, fr. MF oblation fr. LL
oblation-, oblatio, fr. L oblatus^ pp. of ojjerre to offer] 1 a : a
religious offering of something inanimate b cap ; the act of offer-
ing the eucharistic elements to God 2 : something offered in
worship
lob.li.gate \'ab-li-gat, -la-,gat\ adj 1 : restricted to a particular
mode of life <an -- parasite) 2 : essential, necessary — ob>li-
gate.ly adv

20b4i.gate \'ab-b-,gat\ vt [L obligatm, pp. of obligare} 1 a : to
bind legally or morally : constrain b : obuge 2a 2 ; to commit
(as funds) to meet an obligation

Ol)>li'ga<Uon \,ab-l3-'ga-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of obligating oneself to
a course of action 2 a (1) ; an obligating factor that binds one to
a course of action (2^ : the power in such a factor b : a bond with
a condition annexed and a penalty for nonfulfillment; broadly : a
formal and binding agreement or acknowledgment of a liabiUty
c : an investment security 3 : something that one is bound to do
; DUTY 4 : indebtedness 5 : money committed to a particular
purpose : LiABitnY
syn OBLIGATION, DLiTY mean something that one is bound as a

responsible person to do or refrain from doing, obligation implies
an immediate constraint imposed by circumstances; duty suggests a
more general but greater impulsion on moral or ethical grounds

Oblig.acto.ri.ly \3-,bHg-3-'tor-a-le, a-, -'tor-; .ab-U-g3-\ adv : in an
obligatory manner

Oblig.a.to.ry \3-'blig-3-,tor-e, a-, -.tor-; 'ab-U-ga-X adj 1 : binding
in law or conscience 2 : relating to or enforcing an obligation <a
writ '--') 3 : REQUIRED, MANDATORY 4 C OBUGATE 1

oblige \3-'blTj\ vb [ME obligen, fr. OF obliger, fr. L obligare, lit.; to
bind to, fr. ob- towards -I- ligare to bind — more at ligature] vt

1 : FORCE, compel 2 a : to bind by a favor or service b : to do a
favor for ~ vi ; to do something as a favor syn see force —
oblig.er n

Ob*li*gee \,ab-l3-'je\ n 1 : one to whom another is obligated
2 : one who is obliged

Oblig-ing \a-'blT-jio\ adj ; willing to do favors : ACCOMMOD.A.TiNa
syn see amiable — oblig'ing-Iy \-jio-Ie\ adv — oblig.ing.ness n

Ob'li'gor \,ab-l3-'g6(3)r, -'j6(3)r\ n ; one that places himself under
a legal obligation
loblique \o-'blek, s-, -'blTk; military usu T\ adj [ME oblike, fr. L
obUquus, ir. ob- towards + -liquus (akin to ulna elbow) — more at
ell] 1 a ; neither perpendicular nor parallel ; inclined b ; hav-
ing the axis not perpendicular to the base <~ cone) 2 a : not
straightforward ; indirect b ; devious, underhand 3 : situated
obliquely and having one end not inserted on bone (-^ muscles)
4 : taken from an airplane with the camera directed horizontally or
diagonally downward <~ photograph) sim see crooked— oblique«ly adv — obllque*neS3 n
2oblique n l : something that is oblique 2 : any of several
oblique muscles; esp : one of the thin flat muscles forming the
middle and outer layers of the lateral walls of the abdomen

3oblique adv : at a 45 degree angle <to tbe right ^, march)
oblique angle n : an acute or obtuse angle
oblique case n : a grammatical case other than the nominative or
vocative

obliq-ui.ty \o-'bUk wat-e, 3-\ /i 1 : dishonesty, PERVERsrrY
2 a (1) : deviation from parallelism or perpendicularity (2) : the
amount of such deviation : divergence b : the angle between the
planes of the earth's equator and orbit having a mean value of
23''26'40'.16 in 1960 and diminishing 0'.47 per year <'^ of the
ecliptic) 3 a ; indirectness or deliberate obscurity of si>eech or
conduct b : an obscure or confusing statement

Oblit-er-ate \a-'blit-9-,rat, 6-\ vt [L oblitteratus, pp. of oblitterare
fr. ob in the way of + litiera letter — more at epi-] 1 : to make
undecipherable or imperceptible by obscuring or wearing away
2 a : to remove utterly from recognition or memory b : to destroy
utterly all trace, indication, or significance of c : to cause to dis-
appear : remove 3 : cancel syn see erase — oblit*er-a<tion
\-,blit-a-'ra-shan\ n — oblit»er*a.tive \-*blit-a-,rat-iv -rat-\ adj

Obliy.i.on \3-;bliy-e-3n. o-. a-\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. L oblivion-,
oblivio, fr. oblivisci to forget, perh. fr. ob- in the way + levis smooth— more at ob-, ume] 1 : an act or instance of forgetiing ; forget-

oboo

fulness 2 ; the quality or state of being forgotten 3 ; official

ignoring of offenses : pardon
ObliV'i'OUS \-e-3s\ adj 1 : lacking remembrance, memory, or
mindful attention 2 : lacking active conscious knowledge : un-
aware syn see forgetful — obliy-i*ous>ly adv — obliv-i>oas-
ness n

Ob'long \'ab-,16o\ adj [ME, fr. L oblongus, fr. ob- towards + longus
long] : deviating from a square or circular form through elonga-
tion: a : rectangular with adjacent sides unequal b ; rectangular
with the normally horizontal dimension the greater — oblong n

Ob'lO-quy \'ab-l3-kwe\ n [LL obloquium, fr. obloqui to speak
against, fr. ob- against + loqui to speak — more at ob-] 1 : strongly
condemnatory utterance or language 2 : the condition of one that
is spoken ill of : bad repute syn see abuse

Ob*nos<ioi!S \ab-'nak-sh3s. 3b-\ adj [L obnoxius, fr ob in the way
of, exposed to + noxa harm — more at epi-, noxious] 1 : hable
esp. to a hurtful influence — used with to 2 archaic : deserving of
censure 3 : offensive, repugnant syn see repugnant — ob-
noX'ionS'Iy adv — ob-nox-ions-ness n

Ob*nu*bi<late \ab-'n(y>u-b3-,lat\ vt [L obnubiUtfus, pp. of obnu*
bilare, tr. ob- in the way -f- nubitare to be cloudy, fr. nuhilus cloudy,
fr. nubes cloud — more at ob-, nuance] : becloud — ob-nn-bi-la-
tion \(,)ab-,n(y)ii-b3-'la-sh3n\ n

oboe \'o-(.)bo\ n [It, fr. F hauthois — more at hautbois]
1 : a noniransposing woodwind instniment having a conical
body, a double reed mouthpiece, and a nasal and pene-
trating tone quality 2 : an organ reed stop with a tone re-
sembling an oboe's

obO'ist \'o-,bo-3st, -ba-wast\ n : an oboe player
obol \'ab-3l, *5-bsI\ n [L obolus, ir. Gk obolos: akin to Gt
obelos spit] : an ancient Greek coin or weight equal to H
drachma

Ob*ovate \ C')ab-'5-,vat\ adj ; ovate with the narrower end
basal

Ob^ovoid \-,v6id\ adj : ovoid with the broad end toward the
apex (an '^ fruit)

Ob-scene \'ab-'sen. 9b-\ adj [MF, fr. L obscenus. obscaenus'i
1 ; disgusting to the senses : repulsive 2 : abhorrent to
morahty or virtue; specij : designed to incite to lust or
depravity syn see coarse — ob-scene-ly adv

Ob-scen-i-ty \-'sen-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
obscene 2 : something that is obscene

Ob'scur-ant \ab-'skyur-9nt. ab-\ or ob-scTi-ran-tic
\,ab-sky3-'rant-ik\ adj : tending to make obscure — ob-
scurant n — ob-scU'fa'tion \,ab-sky3-'ra-sh3n\ n

ob<SCU-ran>tism \ab-'skyur-3n-,tiz-3m, ab-; ,ab-skyu-'ran-\ n
1 : opposition to the spread of knowledge 2a: deliberate vague-
ness or abstruseness b : an act or instance of obscurantism —
ob>scu>rau-tlst V-an-tasi, -'rant-3st\ n or adj
lob.scure \ab-'sk>u(3ir, ab-\ adj [ME, fr. MF obscur, fr. L
obscunis, fr. ob- in the way + -scurus (akin to Gk keuthein to
conceal) — more at hide] 1 : lacking or inadequately supplied
with light ; dark, dusxy 2a: withdrawn from the centers of
human activity : remote <^ country village) b : not readily un-
derstood or not clearly expressed : AB.<rrRUSE c : lacking showiness
or prominence : inconspicuous, humble <an ^ Roman poet)
d : not distinct : faint 3 : constituting the unstressed vowel \3\
or having unstressed \3\ as its value — ob-scnre-ly adv — ob-
scure<ness n
syn OBSCURE, dark, vague, enigmatic, cryptic, a.mbtguous.

equivocal mean not clearly understandable, obscure implies a
hiding or veiUng of meaning through some defect of expression or
withholding of full knowledge; dark implies an imperfect or
clouded revelation often with ominous or sinister suggestion;
vague implies a lack of clear formulation because impertectly con-
ceived or thought out; enigmatic stresses a puzzling, mystifying
quality; cryptic implies a purposely concealed meaning; ambigu-
ous and equivocal both imply the use of the same word in different
senses, ambiguous usu. sugg«ting inadvertence and equivocal an
attempt to confuse or evade

^obscure vt 1 ; to make dark, dim, or Indistinct 2 : to conceal or
hide bv covering or intervening 3 ; to reduce (a vowel) to the
value \3\
3obscure n : obscurity
ob'SCU-ri.ty \-'skyur-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being ob-
scure 2 : one that is obscure

Ob.se.qui-OUS \3b-'se-kwe-as. ab-\ adj [ME, fr. L obsequiosus
compliant, fr. obsequium compliance, fr. obsequi to comply, fr. ob-
toward + sequi to follow — more at ob-. sue] : exhibiting a servile
attentiveness or complaisance ; sycophantic syn see subservient— ob«se-qui-ons-ly adv — ob«se.qui>ous»ness n
ob.se.quy \'ab-s3-kwe\ n [ME obsequie, fr. MF. fr. ML obsequiae
(pi.), alter, of L exsequiae — more at exequy] : a funeral or burial
rite — usu. used in pi.

ob-serv.able Xab-'zar-va-balN adj 1 : noteworthy 2 : capable of
being observed : discernible — obseryable n — ob-serv<ably
\-ble\ adv

Ob-ser*yance \-v3n(t)s\ n l a : a customary practice or ceremony
b : a rule governing members of a religious order 2 : an act or
instance of following a custom, rule, or Taw 3 : an act or instance
of watching : observation
lob-ser.vant \9b-'zar-vant\ n, obs : an assiduous or obsequious
servant or attendant

^observant adj 1 : paying strict attention : watchful 2 : careful
in observing ; mindful 3 : quick to observe : keen — ob>ser-
vant-ly adv

Ob.sei.ya.tion \,ab-S3r-'va-sh3n. -23r-\ n [MF, fr. L observation-,
observation fr. observatus, pp. of observarel 1 : an act or the faculty
of observing # 2 a : an act of recognizing and noting a fact or oc-
currence often involving measurement with instruments b : a
record so obtained 3 : a judgment on or inference from what one
has observed; broadly : remark, statement 4 obs : heed 5 : the
condition of one that is observed — observation adj — ob*ser-
va*tion>al X-shnsl. -sh3n-'l\ adj

Ob.ser.ya.to.ry \ab-'z3r-v»-,tor-e, -.tdr-\ n [prob. fr, NL observa-
torium, fr. L observatus} 1 : a building or place given over to or
equipped for observation of natural phenomena (as in astronomy);
also : an institution whose primary purpose is making such ob-
servations 2 : a situation or structtire commanding a wide view
: lookout

Ob-serve \ab-'z3rv\ vb [ME observen, fr. MF observer, fr. L ob-
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servare to guard, watch, observe, fr. ob- In the way, toward +
to keep — more at conserve] vt 1 : to conform one's action or
practice to <--' rules) 2 ; to inspect or take note of as an augury,
omen, or presage 3 : to celebrate or solemnize (as a ceremony or
festival) after a customary or accepted form 4 : to see or sense esp.
through directed careful analytic attention 5 : to come to realize
or know esp. through consideration of noted facts 6 : to utter as a
remark 7 : to make a scientific obser\'ation on or of -^ vi la: to
take notice h : to make observations : watch 2 : remark,
COMMENT syn see keep — ob-serv-ing-ly \-'z3r-vio-le\ adv

ob.serv-er \3b-'z3r-v3r\ n : one that observes: as a ; a representa-
tive sent to observe but not participate officially in a gathering
b : one who accompanies the pilot of an airplane to make observa-
tions

ob'Sess \3b-'ses. ab-\ vt [L obsessus, pp. of obsidere to besiege,
beset, fr. ob- against + sedere to sit — more at ob-, srr] 1 archaic
: HARASS, BESET 2 t to preoccupy intensely or abnormally

Ob.ses.sion \ab-'sesh-3n, 3b-\ n 1 : a persistent disturbing pre-
occupation with an often unreasonable idea or feeling 2 : an
emotion or idea causing such a preoccupation — oh>ses*sion*al
\-'sesh-n3l, -3n-n\ adj — ob-ses-sion-al-Iy \-e\ adv

ob.ses-sive \ab-'ses-iv. 3b-\ adj 1 a : tending to cause obsession
b : excessive often to an abnormal degree 2 : of. relating to, or
characterized by obsession — obsessive n — ob»ses-sive.ly adv

Ob'Sid-i'an \3b-'sid-c-3n\ « [NL obsidiamis, fr. L ohsidianus lapis
false MS reading for obsianus lapis, lit., stone of Obsius, fr. Obsius,
its supposed discoverer] : volcanic glass that is generally black,
banded, or spherulitic and has a marked conchoidal fracture and a
composition similar to rhyolite

ob*so*lesce \,ab-s3-'les\ vi [L obsolescere'] : to be or become
obsolescent
Ob.scles.cence \-'les-'n(t)s\ n ; the process or condition of be-
coming obsolete
Ob-scles.cent \-'nt\ adj : going out of use ; becoming obsolete ~
ob.so'les.cent'ly adv

Ob.so-lete \,ab-s3-'Iet, 'ab-s3-.\ adj [L obsoletus, fr. pp. of ob-
solescere to grow old, become disused] 1 a : no longer in use
: DISUSED b : of a kind or style no longer current : outmoded
2 oj a plant or animal part : indistinct or imperfect as compared with
a corresponding part in related organisms : vestigial — ob-so-
lete-ly adv — ob>so>lete>ness n

Ob.Sta.cle \'ab-sti-kal, .,stik-3l\ «, ojten attrib [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
obsiaculum. fr. obstare to stand in the way, fr. ob- in the way +
stare to stand — more at ob-, stand] : something that stands in the
way or opposes : obstruction

Ob.stet.ric \3b-'ste-trik, 'ab-\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL obstet-
riciis, fr. L obstetric-, obstetrix midwife, fr. obstare to stand in the
way, stand in front of] : of or relating to childbirth or obstetrics —
ob.stet-ri.cal \-tri-k3l\ adj— ob.stet.ri.caMy \-k(a-)le\ adv

ob.ste*tri.cian \,ab-st3-'trish-an\ n ; a physician specializing in
obstetrics

Ob'Stet-ricS Vab-'ste-triks, ab-\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a
branch of medical science that deals with birth and with its ante-
cedents and sequels
ob-sti-na-cy \'ab-st3-n3-se\ n 1 a : the quality or state of being
obstinate : stubbornness b : the quality or state of being difficult
to remedy, relieve, or subdue 2 : an instance of being obstinate

Ob.sti-nate \'ab-sta-n3t\ adj [ME, fr. L obstinatus, pp. of obstinate
to be resolved, fr. ob- in the way + -stinare (akin to stare to stand)]
1 : pertinaciously adhering to an opinion, purpose, or course in
spite of reason, arguments, or persuasion 2 : not easily subdued,
remedied, or removed <"- fever) — ob<sti*nate*ly adv — ob*sti-
nate.ness n
syn obstinate, dogged, stubborn, pertinacious, mulish mean

fixed and unyielding in course or purpose, obstinate implies usu. a
perverse or unreiisonable persistence; dogged suggests a tenacious
frequently sullen persistence; stubborn implies sturdiness in re-
sisting attempts to change or abandon a course or opinion; per-
tinacious suggests an annoying or irksome persistence; mulish
implies a thoroughly unreasonable obstinacy
Ob.Strep.er.OUS \3b-'strep-(a-)r3S, ab-\ adj [L obstreperus, fr.

obstrepere to clamor against, fr. ob- against + strepere to make a
noise; akin to OE thriejt discord — more at ob-] 1 : uncontrollably
noisy : clamorous 2 : stubbornly defiant : unruly syn see vocif-
erous — ob. strep. er-ous-ly adv — ob.strep-er-ous-ness n

Ob-Struct \ab-'str3kt, ab-\ vt [L obstructus, pp. of obstruere, fr. ob-
in the way + struere to build — more at ob-, structure] 1 : to
block or close up by an obstacle 2 : to hinder from passage, action,
or operation : impede 3 : to cut off from sight <a wall ^s the view)
syu see hinder — ob.structive \-'str3k-tiv\ adj or n — ob-
struc'tor \-t3r\ n

ob.struction Xab-'strak-shsn, ab-\ n 1 : an act of obstructing
: the slate of being obstructed: as a : a condition of being clogged
or blocked b ; a delay or attempted delay of business in a delibera-
tive body 2 : something that obstructs : hindrance
Ob.struc.tion.ism \-sh3-,niz-3m\ n : deliberate interference with
the progress or business esp. of a legislative body — ob*struC'tion-
ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n — ob*struc>tiou.is>tic \-,str3k-sh3-'nis-tik\
adj

Ob.tain \ab-'tan, ab-\ vb [ME obteinen, fr. MF & L; MF obtenir, fr.

L obtiiiere to hold on to, possess, obtain, fr. ob- in the way + tenere
to hold — more at thin] vr : to gain or attain usu. by planning
^ vi 1 archaic : succeed 2 : to be generally recognized or es-

tablished : prevail syn see get — ob-^tain-able \-'ta-n3-baI\ adj
~- ob.tain.er n — ob.tain.ment \-'tan-m3nt\ n

Ob.tect \3b-'tekt, ab-\ also Ob-tect-ed \-'tek-t3d\ adj [L obtectus,

pp. of obregere to cover over. fr. ob- in the way -f tegere to cover
more at thatch] ; enclosed in or characterized by enclosure in a
firm chitinous case or covering <an — pupa)

Ob.test \ab-'test\ vb [MF obtester, fr. L obtestari to call to witness,
beseech, fr, ob- toward + testis witness — more at ob-, testament]
: beseech, supplicate — ob>tes.ta>tion \,ab-,tes-'ta-shan\ n

Ob'trude Xsb-'lriid, ab-\ vb [L obtrudere to thrust at, fr. ob- in the
way + trudere to thrust — more at ob-, threat] vr 1 : to thrust out
: extrude 2 : to thrust forward or call to notice without warrant
or request '^ vi : to thrust oneself upon attention ; intrude— ob'trud-er n — ob-tru*sion \-'tru-zh3n\ n

Ob*tru>sive \-'trii-siv, -ziv\ adj [L obtrusus, pp. of obtrudere}

1 : thrust out : protkudtno 2 a : forward, pushing <~ behavior)
b : undesirably noticeable or showy syn see impertinent — ob-
tru-sive.ly adv — ob'tru-sivcness n

Ob.tU-rate \'ab-t(y)3-,rat\ vt [L obmratus, pp. of obturare, fr. ob-
in the way + -turare (akin to lumcre to swein — more at thumb]
: obstruct, close — ob-tu-ra-tion \.ab-t(y)3-'ra-sh3n\ n — ob-
tu-ra.tor \'ab-t(y)3-,rat-3r\ n

ob.tuse \ab-'t(y)us. 3b-. 'ab-.\ adj {L obtusus hXuni, dull. fr. pp. of
obtundere to beat against, blunt, fr. ob- aeainst + tundere to beat— more at 0B-, stutter] 1 : lacking sharpness or quickness of
sensibility : insensitive 2 a (D oj an angle : exceeding 90 degrees
but less than 180 degrees (2) : having an oblu<;e angle b : not
pointed or acute : blunt c oJ a leaj : rounded at the free end
syn see dull — ob-tuscly adv — ob-tuse-ness n
lOb-verse \ab-'v3rs, sb-, 'ab-,\ adj [L obversus, fr. pp. of obvertere
to turn toward, fr. oh- toward + vertere to turn — more at ob-,
WORTH] 1 : facing the observer or opponent 2 : having the base
narrower than the top — ob-verse-ly adv

aob-verse \'ab-,v3rs, ab-', 3b-"\ n 1 a : the side of a coin or cur-
rency note that bears the principal device and lettering b : a front
or principal surface 2 a : a counterpart necessarily involved in or
answering to a fact or truth b : a proposition inferred immediately
from another by denying the opposite of that which the given
proposition affirms <the ~ of "all A is B" is "no A is not B")

ob.vert \ab-'v3rt, 3b-\ vt [L obvertere to turn toward] : to turn so
as to present a different surface to view

Ob.vi-ate \'ab-ve-,at\ vt [LL ohviatus, pp. of obviare to meet, with-
stand, fr. L obviam in the way] : to see beforehand and dispose of
• —ike unnecessary syn see prevent — ob.vi.a*tion \,ab-ve-'a-

i-\ adj [L obviiis, fr. obviam i

ocarina

I state

:iting

shsnV
Ob.vi.OUS \'ab-ve-3S, rapid 'a

way. fr. ob in the way of + . _ ,

via] 1 archaic : being in the way or in front : opposite 2 : easily
discovered, seen, or understood : plain syn see evident — ob-vi-
ouS'Iy adv — ob>vi.ous.ness n

Ob-vo-lute \'ab-v3-.Iut. .ab-v3-'\ adj [L obvolutus, pp. of obvolvere
to wrap around, muffle, fr. ob- in the way + volvere to roll — more
at 0B-. voluble] : overlapping, convolltfe
oca.ri.na \.ak-3-'re-n3\ n [it, fr. oca goose,
fr. LL auca, deriv. of L avis bird — more at
aviary] : a simple v^ind instrument usu.
of terra-cotta having a mouthpiece and finger
holes
iQC.ca.sion \3-'ka-zh3n\ n [ME. fr. MF or
L; MF, fr. L occasion-, occasio. fr. occasus,
pp. of occidere to fall, fall down, fr. ob-
toward + cadere to fall — more at ob-,
chance] 1 : a favorable opportunity or circumstance
of affairs that provides ; _

"

condition that brings something about; esp : the immediate in

circumstance as distinguished from fundamental cause 4 a ;

pening, incident b : a time at which something happens 5 a : a
need arising from a particular circumstance ; exigency b archaic
: a personal want or need — usu. used in pi. 6 pi : affairs, busi-
ness 7 : a special event or ceremony : celebration syn see cause
2occasion vt occa-sion-ing \-'kazh-(3-)nia\ : to give occasion to

: cause
OC-ca-Sion-al \-'kazh-n3l, -3n-^t\ adj 1 : occurring or operating on
a particular occasion 2 ; acting as the occasion or contributing
cause of something 3 : composed for a particular occasion <'^

verse) 4 : met with, appearing, or occurring at irregular or rare
Intervals 5 : acting in a specified capacity from time to time
6 : designed or constructed to be used as the occasion demands— oc-ca.sion.ai.ly \-e\ adv

Oc-ci'denl \'ak-s3d-3nt, -s3-,dent\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L accident-,

occidens. fr. prp. of occidere to fall, set (of the sun)] : west 2

OC.ci.den*tal \,ak-S3-'dent--^l\ adj, ojten cap 1 : of, relating to, or
situated in the Occident :_western 2 : of or relating to Occidentals
— oc.ci.den.tal'ly \-'l-e\ adv
Occidental n : a member of one of the indigenous peoples of the
Occident

Oc-ci'den-tal-ism \-=l-,iz-3m\ n : the characteristic features of
occidental peoples or culture — Occi.den.tal'ist \-'l-3sl\ n

occi.den.tal.ize X-^l-JzX vt, ojten cap ; to make occidental in stan-

dards or culture
OC'Cip-i.tal \ak-'sip-3t-^I\ adj : of or relating to the occiput or the
occipital bone — occipital n — oc.cip.i-tal.ly Vl-eX adv

occipital bone n : a compound bone that forms the posterior part of
the skull and articulates with the atlas

oc.ci-put \'ak-93-(,)p3t\ n, pi occipiits or oc-cip.i.ta Vak-'sip-

3t-3\ [L occipit-, occiput, fr. ob- against 4- capii-, caput head ~
more at ob-. head] : the back part of the head or skull

OC'ClUde \3-'klud. a-\ vb [L occluders fr. ob- in the way -t- claudere

to shut, close — more at close] vt 1 : to stop up : obstruct 2 : to

shut in or out 3 : sorb 4 : to cut off from contact with the surface
of the earth and force aloft by the convergence of a cold front upon
a warm front \occluded warm air) ~ vj 1 : to close with the cusps
fitting together <his teeth do not ^ properly) 2 : to become
occluded — oc-clud-ent \-'klUd-^nt\ adj — oc-clu-sive \-'klu-

siv. -ziv\ adj
occluded Iront n : occlusion 2

OCClu.sion \3-'klLi-zh3n\ n [prob. fr. (assumed) NL occlusion-,

occlusio, fr. L occlusus. pp. of occludere"] 1 : the act of occluding or
the state of being occluded: as a : the complete obstruction of the

breath passage in the articulation of a speech sound b : the bring-

ing of the opposing surfaces of the teeth of the two jaws into con-
tact; also : the relation between the surfaces when in contact

2 : the front formed by a cold front overtaking a warm front and
lifting the warm air above the earth's surface

loo. cult \3-'k3lt. a-\ vb [L occultare. fr. occultus, pp.] vt 1 : to hide
from sight : conceal 2 ; to conceal by occultation ^ vi : to be-
come concealed or extinguished — oC'CUlt.er n

20C.CUlt \3-'k3lt, a-; 'ak-,3lt\ adj [L occultus, fr. pp. of occulere to

cover up, fr. ob- in the way -t- -culere (akin to celare to conceal) —
more at OB-, hell] 1 ; not revealed : secret 2 : abstruse, myste-
rious 3 : not able to be seen or detected : concealed 4 : of or
relating to supernatural agencies, their effects, and knowledge of
them — oc.cult.ly adv

9 abut; ^ kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; ' 7) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; til tliin; til tbis;
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aocCTilt \like2\ n : occult matters
OC>cul.ta*tlon \,ak-(,)3l-'ta-sfasn\ n 1 : the state of being hidden
from view or lost to notice 2 : the shutting off of the light of one
celestial body by the intervention of another; esp : an eclipse of a
star or planet by the moon
occult-ism \3-'k3l-,tiz-3m, a-; 'ak-,3l-\ n % a beh'ef in or study of
supernatural powers and the possibility of subjecting them to human
control — oc-cult*ist \-t3st\ n
cccu.pan-cy \'ak ya-pan-seX n 1 ; the act of taking and holding
possession 2 a : the act of becoming or the state of being an occu-
pant b : the condition of being occupied 3 : the use to which
property is put 4 : an occupied building or part of a building (as

an apartment or office)

OC.CU.pan;l \-p9nt\ n 1 : one who acquires title by occupancy
2 : one who occupies; esp : tenant, resident

OCCU'pa.tion X.ak-ya-'pa-shsnX n [ME occupacioun, fr. MF occu-
pation, fr. L occupation-, occupatio, fr. occupaius, pp. of occupare"]

1 a : an activity in which one engages b : the principal business
of one's life : vocation 2 a : the possession, use, or settlement of

land : occupancy b : the holding of an office or position 3 : the
act or process of taking possession of a place or area 4 a : the

holding and control of an area by a foreign military force b : the

military force occupying a country or the policies carried out by it

syn see work
OCCU-pa.tion.al V-shnal, -shan-n\ adj 1 : relating to or resulting

from a particular occupation {'^ disease) 2 ^ of or relating to a
military occupation — oc-cu-pa.tion'aMy \-e\ adv

occupational therapy n ; therapy by means of activity; specif

; creative activity prescribed for its effect in promoting recovery or
rehabilitation

oc-cu.pi.er X'ak-ya-.ptf-slrX n : one that occupies
OC'CU'py \'ak-y3-,pT\ vi [ME occupien to take possession of, occu-
py, modif. of MF occuper, fr. L occupare, fr. ob- toward + -cupare
(akin to capere to seize) — more at ob-, heave] 1 : to engage the

attention or energies of 2 : to fill up (an extent in space or time)

3 : to take or hold possession of 4 ; to reside in as an owner or
tenant
occur \3-'k3r\ Vi oO'Curred; oc>cur*ring X-'kar-loX [L occurrere,

fr. ob- in the way + currere to run — more at 0B-. current]
1 : to be found or met with : appear 2 : to take place 3 ; to

come to mind syn see happen
occur-rence \3-'k3r-3nCt)s, -'k3-r3n(t)s\ n 1 : appearance,
HAPPENING 2 ; incident, EVENT; €sp I an unexpected happening
syn OCCURRENCE, EVENT, INCIDENT, EPISODE, CIRCUMSTANCE mean

something that happens or takes place, occurrence may apply to a
happening without intent, volition, or plan; event usu. implies an
occurrence of some importance and frequently one having anteced-
ent cause; incident suggests either an occurrence of subordinate
character or a small but unusual or consequential happening;
EPISODE stresses the distinctiveness or apartness of an incident;

circumstance implies a specific detail attending an action or event
as part of its setting or background

OCCUT-rent X-'ksr-ant, -'ka-rant\ adj [MF, fr. L occurrent-, occur-
rens, prp. of occurrere'\ 1 : occurring at present : current 2 : in-
cidental — occurrent n
ocean \'o-sh3n\ n [ME occean, fr. L oceanus, fr. Gk Okeanos, a
river thought of as encirchng the earth, ocean] 1 : the whole body
of salt water that covers nearly three fourths of the sui-face of the
globe 2 : one of the large bodies of water into which the great
ocean is divided 3 : an unlirhited space or quantity

oceau*ar*i<um \,o-sh3-'nar-e-am, -'ner-\ n ; a large marine aquar-

ocean-go.ing \'6-sh3n-,go-io\ adj : of, relating to, or suitable for
travel on the ocean

oce-an-ic \,6-she-'an-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, produced by, or
frequenting the ocean and esp. the open sea as distinguished from
littoral or neritic waters 2 : vast, great „

Oce.a.nid \o-'se-3-n3d\ n [Gk dkeanid-, okeanis, fr. Okeanos
Oceanus] : any of the ocean nymphs held in Greek mythology to
be the daughters of Oceanus and Tethys
ocean-og-ra.plier \,6-sh3-'nag-r3-far\ n : a specialist in oceanog-
raphy

OCean.O.graph.ic \,o-sh3-n9-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to ocean-
ography — ocea_n'0.graph«i.cal \-i-k9l\ adj — ocean»o»grapli-
i'Cal-ly \-k(3-ile\ adv

ocean.og.ra.phy \,o-sh3-'nag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : a science that deals
with the ocean and its phenomena

ocean sunfish n : a large deep-bodied truncated marine fish {Mola
mola) of warm and temperate seas _
Oce.anus \o-'se-a-n3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Okeanos} ; the god of the
great outer sea held in Greek mythology to encircle the earth

Ocel'lar \5-'sel-3r\ adj : of, relating to, or cormecting with an
ocellus

oceMat'Cd Vo-sa-.lat-ad, 'as-s-; 6-'sel-,at-\ adj 1 : having ocelli

2 : resembling an ocellus — ocel*la-tion \,6-s3-'la-sh3n, ,as-3-\ n
OceMus \o-'sel-3s\ n, pi oceMi \-*sel-,i, -(,)e\ [NL, fr. L, dim. of
oculus eye— more at eye] 1 : a minute simple eye or eyespot of an
invertebrate 2 : a spot of color encircled by a band of another
color

OCB'lot \'"as-3-,lat, '6-s3-\ n [F, fr. Nahuatl ocelotl jaguar] ; a
medium-sized American wildcat ^Felis pardalis) ranging from Texas
to Patagonia and having a tawny yellow or grayish coat that is

dotted and striped with black
OCher or ochre X'o-karX n [MEofcer, fr. U¥ acre, fr. L oc^jra, fr. Gk
ochra, fr. fern, of ochros yellow] : an earthy usu. red or yellow and
often impure iron ore used as a pigment 2 : the color of ocher and
esp. of yellow ocher — ocher<ous \'o-k(a-)ras\ or ochre-ous
\"o-k(a-)r3s, -kre-as\ adj

OCh-lOCra.cy \a-'klak-ra-se\ n [Gk & MF; MF ochlocratie, fr. Gk
ochlokratia, fr. ochlos mob + -kratia -cracy] : government by the
mob — och*Io>crat \'ak-l3-,krat\ n — ochlocrat or och>lo*crat-
i'Cal \,ak-l3-^krat-i-k3l\ adj
OChone \,3-'kon\ interj [ScGael & IrGael ochon} Irish & Scot —
used as an exclamation of regret or grief

-OCk \3k, ik. ,ak\ n sujfix [ME -oc, fr. OE] : small one (hillocA:)

o'clock \3-'klak\ adv [contr. of oj the clock] 1 : according to the
clock <the time is three '^> 2 : on a clock dial imagined in a hori-
zontal position with the observer at the center facing the numeral
12 or in a vertical position in front of and facing the observer with
the numeral 12 at the top — used for indicating position or direction

<an airplane approaching at eleven '^>
OCO-ti.Uo \,o-k3-'te-(,)(y)6\ n [MexSp] : a thorny scarlet-flowered
candlewood {Fouquieria splendens) of the southwestern U.S. and
Mexico
ocrea \'ak-re-3\ n, pi 0C're*ae \-re-,e, -.T\ [NL, fr, L, greave] :_a

tubular sheath around the base of a leafstalk — oc*re>ate \-re-
,at\ adj

octa- or OOtO- also OCt- co?nb form [Gk okta-, okto-. okt- ffr. okto)
Sc L octo-, Oct-, fr. octo — more at eight] : eight <ocramerous>
<ocrane> <or?oroon>

OC'ta-gon \''ak-t3-,gan\ n [L octagonum,
fr. Gk oktagoTion, fr. okta- -\- -gonon -gon]
: a polygon of eight angles and eight sides— oc-tag'0-nal \ak-'tag-3n-'l\ adj — oc-
tag>o>nal-Iy \-'l-e\ adv

octa.he.dral\,ak-t3-'he-dr3l\fl£fj l : hav-
ing eight plane faces 2 : of, relating to,

or formed in octahedrons
octa-he.dron \-dr3n\ n, pi octahedrons or octa-he-dra \-dr3\
[Gk okiaedron. fr okta- -\- -edron -hedron] : a solid bounded by
eight plane faces
oc4ain.er-ous \ak-'tam-3-r3s\ or octom.er-ous \-'tam-\ adj
\pcta- 4- Gk meros part — more at MERn] : having eight parts or
having organs arranged in eights <an -•^ flower)
OCtam-e.ter \ak-'tam-3t-3r\ n [LL, having eight feet, fr. LGk
oktametros. fr. okta- + metron measure — more at measure] ; a
verse consisting of eight feet

OCt.an.dri.ous \ak-'tan-dre-3s\ adj [deriv. of NL octa- + andr-l
: having eight stamens or flowers with eight stamens

oc-tane \''ak-,tan, ak-'\ n [ISV] ; any of several isomeric liquid
paraffin hydrocarbons CaHis

octane number n : a number that is used to measure the antiknock
properties of a liquid motor fuel and that represents the percentage
by volume of isooctane in a reference fuel consisting of a mixture of
isooctane and normal heptane and matching in knocking properties
the fuel being tested — called also octane rating

OC*ta>nol \'ak-t3-,n6I, -,nol\ n : any of four liquid alcohols CeHiT-
OH derived from normal octane

OC>tant \'ak-t9nt\ n [L octant-, octans eighth of a circle, fr. octo}
la: the position or aspect of a celestial body when distant from
another body by 45 degrees b : an instrument for observing alti-

tudes of a celestial body from a moving ship or aircraft 2 : any of
the eight parts into which a space is divided by three coordinate
planes
octar.i-us \ak-'ter-e-3s, -'tar-X n [NL, fr. L octo eight — more at
eight] : PINT

OC-tave \'ak-tiv, -t3v. -,tav\ n [ME, fr. ML octava, fr. L, fern, of
ociavus eighth, fr. octo eight — more at eight] 1 : an eight day
period of observances beginning with the festival day 2 a ; a
stanza of eight lines : ottava rima b ; the first two quatrains or
first eight verses of a sonnet 3 a : a musical interval embracing
eight diatonic degrees b : a tone or note at this interval c : the
harmonic combination of two tones an octave apart d : the whole
series of notes, tones, or digitals comprised within this interval and
forming the unit of the modern scale e : an organ stop giving tones
an octave above those corresponding to the digitals 4 ; the eighth
of the eight defensive positions in fencing 5 : a group of eight
octa-vo \ak-'ta-i,)vo. -'tav-OoX n [L. abl. of octavus eighth] : the
size of a piece of paper cut eight from a sheet; also : a book, a page,
or paper of this size

OC>tet \ak-'tet\ /j 1 : a musical composition for eight instruments
or voices 2 ; a group or set of eight: as a : the musicians that
perform an octet b : octave 2b

OO-til-lion \ak-'til-y3n\ n, ojfen attrib [F, fr. MF, fr. act- octa- +
-illion (as in million)'] — see number table

OctO.ber \ak-'t6-b3r\ n [ME Octobre, fr. OF, fr. L October
(eighth month), fr. octo} 1 : the lOth month of the Gregorian
calendar 2 Brit : ale made in October

oc.to-dccil.lion \,ak-to-di-'sil-y3n\ n, ojten attrib [L octodecim
eighteen -i- E -illion (as in million)} — see number table

OC'tO*dec<i*nio \,ak-t3-'des-3-,mo\ n [L, abl, of octodecimus
eighteenth, fr. octodecim eighteen, fr. octo eight ¥ decern ten —
more at ten] : eighteenmo

0C't0.ge.nar«i.an X.ak-ts-ja-'ner-^-snV n [L octogenarius contain-
ing eighty, fr. octogeni eighty each, fr. octoginta eighty, fr. octo
eight + -ginta (akin to viginti twenty) — more at vigesimal] : a
person who is in his eighties — octogenarian adj

OC*to-ploid \'ak-t3-,pl6id\ adj [ISV] : having eight parts or aspects;
specif: having a chromosome number eight times the basic chromo-
some number — octoploid n — oc.to.ploi-dy \-e\ n

OC*tO<pod \'ak-t3-,pad\ n [deriv. of Gk oktopod-, oktopous scorpion,
fr. okto octa- -\- pod-, pous foot — more at foot] : any of an order
(Octopoda) of cephalopod mollusks comprising the octopuses,
argonauts, and related 8-armed mollusks — octopod adj — oc-top-
O'dan \ak-'tap-3d-3n\ adj or n — oc*top>o>dous \-3d-as\ adj

OC'to-pus \'ak-t3-p3S also -,pus\ n [NL Octopod-, Octopus, genus
name, fr. Gk oktopous} 1 : any of a genus {Octopus) including all

of the common octopuses or restricted to a few typical forms;
broadly : any octopod excepting the paper nautilus 2 : something
that resembles an octopus esp. in having many branches centrally
directed

OC-to-roon \,ak-t3-'rijn\ n [octa- + -roon (as in quadroon)} : a
person of one-eighth Negro ancestry
octcsyMab.ic \,ak-t3-s3-'lab-ik, -(,no-\ adj iLl. ociosyllabusAr.
Gk oktasyllabos, fr. okta- + syllabe syllable] ; consisting of eight
syllables or composed of verses of eight syllables — octosyllabic n— oc*to<syl>la-ble X'ak-ts-.sil-a-bal, ,'ak-t3-'\ n

oc.troi \,ak-tr3-'wa, ak-'trwa, 'ak-.tr6i\ n [F] : a tax on commodi-
ties brought into a town

ocul- or oculo- comb jorm [L ocul-, fr. oculus — more at eye] : eye
(ocu/omotor)

iOC>U<lar \'ak-y3-l3r\ adj [LL ocularis of eyes, fr. L oculus eye]
1 a : done or perceived by the eye b : based on what has been seen
<'--- testimony) 2 a : of or relating to the eye b : resembling or
suggesting an eye in form or function

socular n : eyepiece
oc-U'list \''ak-y3-l3st\ n [F oculiste, fr. L oculus} 1 ; ophthalmolo-
gist 2 : optometrist
oc*u<lo<mo*tor \,ak-y3-l3-'mot-3r\ adj 1 : moving or tending to
move the eyeball 2 : of or relating to the oculomotor nerve
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oculomotor nerve n : either of a pair of chiefly motor cranial nerves
that arise from the midbrain and supply most muscles of the eye

Od or Odd \'ad\ inrerj, ojten cap [euphemism for Godi — a mild oath
Oda.lisque \*6d--^l-,isk\ n [F, fr. Turk odaUk-\ : a female slave or
concubine in a harem
Odd \"ad\ adj [ME odde, fr. ON oddi point of land, triangle, odd
number; akin to OE ord point of a weapon] la: being witliout a
corresponding mate (an '^ shoe) b (1) ; left over after others are
paired or grouped (2) : separated from a set or series 2 a : some-
what more than the indicated approximate quantity, extent, or
degree b (1) : left over as a remainder (2) : constituting a small
amount 3 a : being one of the sequence of natural numbers be-
ginning with one and counting by twos that are not divisible by two
b : marked by an odd number 4 : apart from what is regular,
expected, or planned 5 : having an out-of-the-way location
; REMOTE 6 : differing markedly from the usual or ordinary or
accepted : peculiar syn see strange — odcl«ly adv — odd-ness n
Odd^ball \'ad-,b61\ n i one whose behavior is eccentric — oddball
adj
Odd Fellow n : a member of one of the major benevolent and fraternal
orders

Odd>i>ty \'ad-3t-e\ n 1 : an odd person, thing, event, or trait
: ECCENTRICITY 2 t the quality or state of being odd

Odd>ment \'ad-m3nt\ n 1 ; something left over ; remnant 2
: something odd : oddity

Odds \'adz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 a archaic : inequalhies
b obs : degree of unlikeness 2 a : amount by which one thing ex-
ceeds or falls short of another b (1) : difference favoring one of two
opposed things (2) : advantage, benefit c (I) ; the probability
that one thing is so or will happen rather than another ; chances
(2) ; the ratio of probability that one thing is so or will happen
rather than another 3 : disagreement, variance — usu. used
with at 4a: special favor ; PARTiALm' b ; an allowance granted
by one making a bet to one accepting the bet designed to equalize
the chances favoring one of the bettors
Odds and ends n pi l i miscellaneous articles or matters of
business 2 : miscellaneous remnants or leftovers
Odds-on \(')ad-'z6n, -'zan\ adj : having or viewed as having a bet-
ter than even chance to win

ode \'od\ n [MF or LL; IVIF, fr.LL, fr. Gk aide, lit.^song, fr. aeidein,
aidein to sing; akin to Gk aude voice, OHG farwazan to deny] : a
lyric poem usu. marked by exaltation of feeling and style, varying
length of line, and complexity of stanza forms

-ode \,6d\ n comb Jorm [Gk -odos. fr. hodos — more at cede]
1 ; way : path <electro£/e> 2 : electrode (diorfe)
Ode.um \o-'de-am, 'od-e-\ n [L & Gk; L, fr. Gk oideion, fr. aide
song] 1 : a small roofed theater of ancient Greece and Rome used
chiefly for competitions in music and poetry 2 : a theater or con-
cert hall

Od-ic \'od-ik\ adj : relating to or forming an ode
Odin \'od-'n\ n [Dan, fr. ON O/hinn; akin to OE Woden Odin]

; the chief god in Germanic mythology
Odi'OUS \'6d-e-3s\ adj [ME, fr. MF odieus, fr. L odiosus, fr. odiuml

; exciting or deserving hatred or repugnance syn see hateful— odi-ouS'ly adv — odi<ous>ness n
Odi<um \*od-e-am\ n [L. hatred, fr. odisse to hate; akin to OE atol
terrible, Gk odyssasihai to be angry] 1 a : the state or fact of
being subjected to hatred and contempt as a result of a despicable
act or blameworthy situation b : hatred and condemnation marked
by loathing or contempt : detestation 2 a : a mark of disgrace
or reproach : stigma 6 : disrepute or infamy attached to something
; opprobrium

OdO'grapll \'od-a-,graf, 'ad-\ n [ado- (as in odometer^ + -graph}
1 : an instrument for automatically plotting the course and distance
traveled by a vehicle 2 : a device for recording the length and
rapidity of stride and the number of steps taken by a walker

Odom-e-ter \o-'dam-at-3r\ n [F odomctre, fr. Gk hodometron, fr.

hodos way, road + metron measure — more at cede, measure] ; an
instrument for measuring the distance traversed (as by a vehicle)

Odon-ate \'6d-'n-,at, o-'d"an-\ n [irreg. deriv. of Gk odous, odon
tooth] : any of an order (Odonata) of predacious insects compris-
ing the dragonflies and damselflies — odonate adj

Odont- or odonto- comb Jorm [F, fr. Gk, fr. odont-, odous — more
at tooth] : tooth <orfoH/itis> <orfo«/obIast>

-odont \3-,dant\ adj comb jorm [Gk odont-, odun tooth] : having
teeth of a (specified) nature <mesorfo/j/>

-Odon-tia \3-'dan-ch^e-)3\ n comb jorm tNL. fr. Gk odont-, odous}
: form, condition, or mode of treatment of the teeth {orthodontia}

Odon-to.blast \6-'dant-3-,blast\ n [ISV] : one of the elongated
radially arranged outer cells of the dental pulp that secrete dentin— odon<to>blas>tic \-,dant-3-'blas-tik\ adj

Odon-to^glos-sum \6-,dant-a-'glas-am\ n [NL, genus name, fr.

odont- + Gk glossa tongue — more at gloss] : any of a genus
(Odontoglossum) of widely cultivated tropical American epiphytic
orchids

Odon*toid \o-'dan-,t6id\ adj [Gk odontoeides, fr. odont-, odous
tooth] 1 : having the form of a tooth 2 : of or relating to the
odontoid process — Odontoid n

odontoid process n : a toothlike process projecting from the an-
terior end of the centrum of the axis vertebra on which the atlas
vertebra rotates

Odon-tol<o<glst \(,)o-,dan-'tal-3-J3st\ n : a specialist in odontology
Odon>tOl>0*gy \-je\ n [F odontologie, fr. odont- ¥ -logie -logy] : a
science dealing with the teeth, their structure and development, and
their diseases

odor or chiejly Brit OdOtlT \'od-3r\ n [ME odour, fr. OF, fr. L
odor; akin to L olere to smell, Gk ozein to smell, osme smell, odor]
X a : a quality of something that stimulates the olfactory organ
: scent b : a sensation resulting from adequate stimulation of
the olfactory organ : smell 2 a : a predominant quality : flavor
<--' of sanctity) b : repute, estimation <in bad '-«> 3 archaic
: something that emits a sweet or pleasing scent : perfume syn
see smell

Odor*ant \'6d-a-r3nt\ n : an odorous substance
Odor*it<er<OUS \,od-3-'rif-(3-)r3s\ adj 1 : yielding an odor ; odor-
ous 2 ; morally offensive — odor<if-er>ouS'ly adv — odor<if>er-
ous>ness n

odor-ize \'od-3-,r7z\ vt : to make odorous : scent
Odor>less \'od-sr-las\ adj : free of odor
Odor*ous \'od-a-r3s\ adj : having an odor : scented: as a ; fra-
grant b : malodorous — odor-ous*ly adv — odor-ous^ness n
Odys.seus \o-'dish-,us, -'dis-.yus, -'dis-e-asX n [Gk] : a king of
Ithaca and Greek leader in the Trojan War whose ten-year wander-
ings after the war are recounted in Homer's Odyssey

Od.ys-sey \*ad-a-se\ n [the Odyssey, epic poem attributed to Homer
recounting the long wanderings of Odysseus] : a long wandering
usu. marked by many changes of fortune

oe.cu.men.i.cal \esp Brit ,ek-\ var oj ecumenical
oe>de*ma var oj edema
oe-di.pal \'ed-a-p3l, 'ed-\ adj, ojten cap : of or relating to the Oedi-
pus complex
Oe.di.pus \-p3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Oidipous} : a son of Laius and Jocasta
who kills his father and marries his mother as foretold by an oracle
at his birth

Oedipus complex n ; the positive libidinal feelings that a child
develops toward the parent of the opposite sex and that when
unresolved are conceived as a source of adult personality disorder

oeil-de-boeut \.9(r)d-3-"baf, ,3id-\ n, pi oeils-de-boeul \same\
[F, lit., ox's eye] : a circular or oval window

oeil.lade \,3(r)-'yad, 3i-\ n [F. fr. MF, fr. oeil eye, fr. L oculus —
more at e\e] : a glance of the eye; esp : ogle

oe-nol-o.gy var oj enology
oe.no.mel \'e-n3-,mel\ n [LL oenomeli, fr. Gk oinomeli, fr. oinos
wine -t- meli honey — more at wine, mellifluous] 1 : an ancient
Greek beverage of wine and honey 2 : a strong sweet draft (as of
inspiration)

Oe.no-ne \e-'no-ne\ n [L, fr. Gk Oindne} : a nymph of Mount Ida
and wife of Paris who abandons her for Helen of Troy
lO'er \'o(9)r, •6(3)r\ adv : over
2o'er \(')ot3)r, (')6(3)r\ prep : over
Oer.li.kon \*3r-li-.kan\ n [Oerlikon, Switzerland] : any of several
20 mm. automatic aircraft or antiaircraft cannon

oer.sted \'5r-st3d\ n [Hans Christian OersledU&Sl Dan physicist]
: the cgs electromagnetic unit of magnetic intensity equal to the
intensity of a magnetic field in a vacuum in which a unit magnetic
pole experiences a mechanical force of one dyne in the direction of
the field

oe-soph.a.gus var oj esophagus
oestradiol, oestrin, oestiiol, oestrone var oj estradiol, estrin,
estrtol, estrone

oestrogen var jf estrogen
oestrous, oestrus var oj estrous, estrus
oeu.vre \cevrA «, pl oeuvres \same\ [F ceuvre, lit., work, fr. L
opera — more at opera] : a substantial body of work constituting
the lifework of a writer, an artist, or a composer

of \3v, bejore consonants also s; 'av, 'av\ prep [ME, off, of, fr. OE,
adv. & prep.; akin to OHG aba off, away. L ab from, away, Gk apo\
1 — used as a function word to indicate a point of reckoning <north
'-- the lake) 2 a — used as a function word to indicate origin or
derivation <a man ~ noble birth) b — used as a function word to
indicate the cause, motive, or reason (died ---' flu) c : bv <plays --^

Shakespeare) d : on the part of (very kind '^ him) 3 — used as
a function word to indicate the component material, parts, or ele-
ments or the contents (throne '^ gold) (cup --^ water) 4 a — used
as a function word to indicate the whole that includes the part de-
noted by the preceding word (most -- the army) b — used as a
function word to indicate a whole or quantity from which a part is

removed or expended (gave ^-^ his time) 5 a : relating to : about
(stories -^ his travels) b : in respect to (slow '^ speech) 6 — used
as a function word to indicate belonging or a possessive relationship
(king — England) 7 — used as a function word to indicate separa-
tion (eased -^ pain) 8 a — used as a function word to indicate a
particular example belonging to the class denoted by the preceding
noun (the city •^ Rome) b — used as a function word to indicate
apposition (that fool -^ a husband) 9 a — used as a function
word to indicate the object of an action denoted or imphed by the
preceding noun (love '^ nature) b — used as a function word to
indicate the application of a verb (cheats him ^ a dollar) or of an
adjective (fond -^ candy) 10 — used as a function word to indi-

cate a characteristic or distinctive quality or possession (a man -^

courage) 11 a — used as a function word to indicate the position
in time of an action or occurrence (died -^ a Monday) b : before
(quarter '^ ten) 12 archaic : on (a plague ~ all cowards —Shak.)

Olay \o-'fa\ n [origin unknown] slang ; a white person
io!f \'6f\ adv [ME oj, fr. OE — more at of] la: from a place or
position (march '^y; specij : away from land (ship stood '^ to sea)

b : so as to prevent close approach (drove the dogs — ) c : from a
course : aside (turned ~ into a bypath>; specij : away from the
wind d ; into an unconscious state (dozed ^) 2 a ; so as not to
be supported (rolled to the edge of the table and ---> or covering
or enclosing (blew the lid '^) or attached (the handle came ~)
b : so as to be divided (surface marked ^ into squares) 3 : to a
state of discontinuance (shut '^ an engine) or exhaustion (drink '--

a glass) or completion (coat of paint to finish it '^) 4 : in absence
from or suspension of regular work or service (take time — for
lunch) 5 : at a distance in space or time (stood ten paces '^>

6 : offstage
2off \(')6f\ prep 1 — used as a function word to indicate a support-
ing surface or a position of rest, attachment, or union from which
separation is made (take it ~ the table) 2 a : from (borrowed a
dollar '^ him) b ; at the expense of (lived "-' his sister) c ; so as
to consume (dined '^ oysters) 3 : to seaward of (two miles '^

shore) 4 a (1) — used as a function word to indicate a usual
occupation in which one is not now engaged {-^ duty) (2) ; ab-
staining from (-^ liquor) b : below the usual standard or level

(~ hig game) (a dollar '^ the list price) 5 a ; diverging or opening
from (a path ~ the main walk) b : being or occurring away or
apart from (a shop just '^ the main street)

3oil \(')6f\ adj 1 a : more removed or distant (the ~ side of the
building) b ; seaward c ; RiGiiT d ; of or relating to the side of

the cricket field opposite to that on which the batsman stands
2 a : started on the way (~ on a spree) b : canceled c : not
operating d : not placed so as to permit operation 3a: not cor-
responding to fact : incorrect i^ in his reckoning) b : poor,

B abut; ® kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

J joke; r} sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tU thin; t& tnis;
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SUBNORMAL c : not entirely sane ; eccentric A i remote, slight
<an '^ chance) 4a: spent off duty (reading on his '^ days)
b : SLACK <--• season) 5 a : off-color b : inferior i'^ grade
of oil); also : tainted c : down (stocks were ~> 6 ; circum-
stanced <well ~y

*olf \'6f\ VI ; to go away : depart — used chiefly as an imperative
Of.fal \'6-f3l, 'af-3l\ n [ME, fr. oj off + Jain 1 : the waste or by=
product of a process: as a ; trimmings of a hide b : the by-prod-
ucts of milling used e<=p. for stock feeds c : the viscera and trim-
mings of a butchered animal removed in dressing 2 : rubbish

Ofl and on adv : with interruptions : intermittently
^Oll'beat \'6f-,bet\ n : the unaccented part of a musical measure
2oIlbeat acij : eccentric, unconventional
Off*cast \'6f-,kast\ adj : ca5;t off : discarded — offcast n
o!f-col.or \'6f-'k3l-pr\ or olI-coLored \-3rd\ adj la: not hav-
ing the right or standard color b : out of sorts 2 a : of doubtful
propriety ; dubious b : risque

Of.fend \3-'fend\ vb [ME ojjenden, fr. MF ojjendre, fr. L ojjendere
to strike against, offend, fr. ob- against + -jendere to strike —
more at ob-, defend] vi 1 : to transgress the moral or divine
law : sin 2 a : to cause difficulty or discomfort or injury b : to
cause dislike, anger, or vexation ~ vr la: violate, transgress
b : to cause pain to : hlirt 2 obs : to cause to sin or fall 3 : to
cause to feel vexed or resentful — of>fend-er n
syn offend, outrage, affront, insult mean to cause hurt

feelings or deep resentment, offend may not imply intent; it

may suggest a violation of the victim's sense of what is proper
or fitting; outrage implies offending beyond endurance and call-

ing forth extreme feelings; affront implies treating with deliberate
rudeness or contemptuous indifference to courtesy; insult sug-
gests deliberately and insolently causing humiliation, hurt pride,
or shame

ol.lense or of.fence \3-'fen(f)s, af-,en(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr.

L ofjensa, fr. ojjensus, pp. of ojjendere'} 1 a obs ; an act of stum-
bling b archaic : a cause or occasion of sin : stumbling block
2 : something that outrages the moral or physical senses ; nuisance
3 : the act of attacking : assault 4 a ; the act of displeasing or
affronting b : the state of being insulted or morally outraged
5 a : sin, misdeed b ; an infraction of law : crime — of<feiise-
less \-las\ adj
syn offense, resentment, umbrage, pique, dudgeon, huff mean

an emotional response to a slight or indignity, offense implies
hurt displeasure; resentment suggests a longer lasting indignation
or smoldering ill will; i^mbrage implies a feeling of being snubbed
or ignored; pique applies to a transient feeUng of wounded vanity;
dudgeon suggests an angry fit of indignation; huff implies a
peevish short-lived spell of anger usu. at a petty cause
syn OFFENSE, SIN, VICE. CRIME, SCANDAL mean a transgression

of law. OFFENSE is 3 general term applying to the infraction of any
law, rule, or code; sin implies an offense against the moral law;
VICE applies to a habit or practice that degrades or corrupts;
crime implies a serious offense punishable by the law of the
state; scandal applies to an offense that outrages the public
conscience or damages the integrity of an organization or group
lOf.fen.sive \3-'fen(t>-siv, 'af-,enav\ adj 1 : making attack

: AGGRF5S1VE 2 '. giving painful or unpleasant sensations : nau-
seous, OBNf>\ioi s 3 : insulting, affronting ~ of>len>sive>ly
odv — of.fen-sive.ness n

ioffensive n 1 : the act or attitude of an attacking party 2 : at-
tack
lOf.fer \'6f-3r. 'af-\ vb of.fer.ing \-(3-)rio\ [ME ojjren. in sense
1, fr. OE otfrian, fr. LL ojferre, fr. L, to present, tender, fr. ob-
toward -I- Jerre to carry: in other senses, fr. OF ojjrir, fr. L oj-
jerre — more at ob-. bear] vt 1 a : to present as an act of worship
or devotion : sacrifk e b : to utter in devotion 2 a : to present
for acceptance or rejection : tender b : to present in order to
satisfy a requirement 3 a : propose, suggest b ; to declare one's
readiness or willingness i^ed to help me) 4 a : to put up i-^ed
stubborn resistance) b : threaten i~ed to strike him with his
cane) 6 ; to make available : afford; esp % to place (merchandise!
on sale 6 ; to present in performance or exhibition 7 : to propose
as payment : bid — vi 1 : to present something as an act of wor-
ship or devotion : sacrifice 2 archaic : to make an attempt
3 : to present itself 4 : to make a proposal; esp : to propose
marriage

2ofler "la: proposal; specij : a proposal of marriage b : an
undertaking made in consideration of the reciprocal promise of
another 2 obs : offering 3 ; a price named by one proposing
to buy : bid 4 a : attempt, try b : an action or movement
indicating a purpose or intention

0f*fer>ing n 1 a : the act of one who offers b : something offered;
esp : a sacrifice ceremonially offered to God c : a contribution
to the support of a church 2 : something offered for sale 3 ; a
course of instruction or study

Ol.fer.tO.rV \'6f-3(r)-,tor-e. 'af-. -.t6r-\ n [ML ojjertorium, fr.

oiiertus. pp. of LL ojjerrcl 1 oiien cap a : the eucharistic offering
of bread and wme to God before they are consecrated at Com-
munion b : a verse from a Psalm said or sung at the beginning
of the offertory 2a: the presentation of the offerings of the
congregation at public worship b : the musical accompaniment
played or sung duruig an offertory

Off.hand \*of-'hand\ adv (or adj) 1 : without premeditation
or preparation : extempore 2 : from a standing position without
a support or rest <.— shooting)

off.hand-ed \ "han-dsdX adj : offhand — off.hand.ed.ly adv— Dff*hand*cd-ness n
Ot.fice \"6f-3s. 'iif \ 1 [ME. fr. OF, fr. L ojjicium service, duty,
office, fr. opus work -t- Jacere to make, do — more at operate, do]
1 a : a special duiv, charge, or position conferred by an exercise
of governmenial authority and for a public purpose : a position
of authority to exercise a public function and to receive whatever
emoluments may belong to it (hold public ~) b : a position of
responsibility or some decree of executive authority 2 [ME, fr,
OF, fr. LL ojjicium, fr L] : a prescribed form or service of worship;
specij, cap : divine office 3 : a religious or social ceremonial
observance : rfte 4 a : something that one ought to do or must do
: an assigned or assumed duty, task, or role b : the proper or
customary action of something : function 5 ; a place where a
particular kind of business is transacted or a service is supplied, as
a : a place in which the functions (as consulting, record keeping,
clerical work) of a pubUc officer are performed b : the directing

headquarters of an enterprise or organization c : the place in
which a professional man (as a physician or lawyer) conducts his
professional business 6 pi, chiefly Brit ; the apartments, attached
buildings, or outhouses in which the activities attached to the
service of a house are carried on 7 a ; a major administrative
unit in some governments (British Foreign Ojjice} b : a sub-
division of some government departments (Patent Ojjice} syn see
function, position

Office boy n : a boy employed for odd jobs in a business office
of-lice.hold.er \-,h61-d3r\ n : one holding a public office esp. in
the civil service

lOf.fi.cer X'of-a-ssr, 'af-, rapid '6f-sar, "af-X n [ME, fr. MF officier,
fr. ML ojjiciarius, fr. L ojjicium'} 1 a obs : agent b : one charged
with police duties 2 ; one who holds an office of trust, authority,
or command 3a: one who holds a position of authority or
command in the armed forces; specij ; one who holds a com-
mission b : the master or any of the mates of a merchant or
passenger ship

2oIficer vt l : to furnish with officers 2 : to command or direct
as an officer

iof-fi>cial \3-'fish-3l\ n : one who holds or is invested with an
office and esp. a subordinate one : officer

2offlcial af^j 1 : of or relating to an office, position, or trust
2 ; holding an office 3 a : authorized, althor ftative b : pre-
scribed or recognized as authorized; specij ; described by the
U.S. Pharmacopeia or the National Formulary 4 : befitting or
characteristic of a person in office : formal — of*fl*cial-l7
\-'fish-(a-)le\ adv

Of.fi.cial.dom \a-'fish-3!-d3m\ n : officials as a class
Of.fi.cial.ism \-'fish-3-,liz-3m\ n : lack of flexibility and initiative
combined with excessive adherence to regulations in the behavior
of usu. government officials

Of<fi*ci<ant \3-'fish-e-ant\ n : an officiating priest or minister
lof.fi.ci.ary \3-'fish-e-,er-e 6-, a-\ n [ML ojjiciarius} 1 : officer,
official 2 ; a body of officers or officials

^officiary adj : connected with, derived from, or having a title or
rank by virtue of hojding an office (~ earl)

Of-fl>cl<ate \3-'fish-e-,at\ vi 1 : to perform a ceremony, func-
tion, or duty 2 : to act in an official capacity -*- vr 1 : to carry
out (an official duty or function) 2 : to serve as a leader or cele-
brant of (a ceremony) 3 : to administer the rules of (a game or
sport) esp. as a referee or umpire — of^Ii-ci-a-tion \-,fish-e-
'a-shan\ n

Of-fi-Ci-nal Xa-'fls-'n-al, 6-, a-; .of-s-'sTn-M, .af-\ adj [ML oj-

jicinatis of a storeroom, fr. ojjicina storeroom, fr L, workshop, fr,

opilic; opijex workman, fr. opus work -I- jacere to do] 1 : avail-
able without special preparation or compounding <-- medicine);
also : official 3b 2 : medicinal (-^ herbs) — officinal n —
of-fi-ci-nal-ly \-e\ adv

Of.li.CiOUS \3-'fish-3s\ adj iL ojjiciosus, fr. ojjicium service, office]
1 obs a : KIND, obliging b ; dutiful 2 : volunteering one's
services where they are neither asked nor needed : meddlf.some
3 : informal, unofficial syn see impertinent — of>fl'Cious*ly
adv — of>fi>cious>ne5s n

Off.ing \'6f-io. 'af-\ " Vojf} 1 : the part of the deep sea seen from
the shore 2 : the near or foreseeable future or the near distance

Off*ish \'6f-i3h\ adj Vojj} z inclined to stand aloof — off-ish-ly
adv — off*ish*n6SS n

off of prep : OFF
offoprint \'6f-,print\ n : a separately printed excerpt — offprint vt

off-scour.ing \-,skauC3)r-in\ n 1 : something that is scoured off
: REFUSE 2 : someone rejected by society : outcast

lOff'Set \-,set\ H 1 a archaic : OUTSET, start b : cessation
2 a ; a short prostrate lateral shoot arising from the base of a
plant bra lateral or collateral branch (as of a family or race)
: OFFSHOOT c : a spur from a range of hills 3 a : a horizontal
ledge on the face of a wall formed by a diminution of its thickness
above b : an abrupt change in the dimension or profile of an
object or the part set off by such change 4 : something that sets
off to advantage or embellishes something else : foil 5 : an
abrupt bend in an object by which one part is turned aside out of
line 6 : something that serves to counterbalance or to compensate
for something else; specij : either of two balancing ledger items
7 a : unintentional transfer of ink (as from a freshly printed sheet)
b : a printing process in which an inked impression from a piano-
graphic surface is first made on a rubber-blanketed cylinder and
then transferred to the paper being printed — offset adj

20ff.set \'6f-,set, vt senses are also 6f-'\ vt la: to place over
against : balance b : to compensate for : counterbalance
2 : to form an offset in **' vi : to become marked by offset syn see
compensate

off-shoot \'6f-.shiJt\ n 1 : a branch of a main stem 2 a ; a lateral
branch (as of a mountain range) b ; a collateral or derived branch,
descendant, or member
loff.shore \'6f-'sho(3)r, -'sh6(a)r\ adv : from the shore : at a
distance from the shore

^off'Shore \'6f-,\ adj 1 : coming or moving away from the shore
2 a : situated off the shore within a zone extending three miles from
low-water hne b ; distant from the shore

off side adv (or adj) : illegally in advance of the ball or puck
Off<spring \'6f-,sprio\ w, pi offspring also offsprings [ME
ojspring, fr. OE, fr. oj off + springan to spring) 1 : the progeny
of an animal or plant : young 2 : product, result

Off'Stage \'6f-'staj, -,staj\ adv (or adj) 1 ; off or away from the
stage 2 : out of the public view
Oif-the-reC'Ord \,6f-th3-'rek-3rd also -'rek-,6Ca)rd\ adj : given
or made in confidence and not for publication

Off-white \'6f-'hwTt, -*wTt\ n : a yellowish or grayish white
Off year n l : a year in which no major election is held 2 : a
year of diminished activity or production

oft \'6ft\ adv [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHO ojto often] ; often
(an '^ neglected factor)

Of-ten \'6-f3n also '6f-t9n\ adv [ME, alter, of o//] : many times
; frequently

of .ten.times \-,tTmz\ or oft-times \'6f(t)-,tTmz\ adv : often
gauge \'o-\ n [2o/j] : a gauge of track in model railroading In

which the rails are approximately 1'4 inches apart
ogee also OG \'o-Je\ n [obs. E ogee (ogive); fr, the use of such
moldings in ogives] 1 : a molding with an S-shaped profile
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2 : a pointed arch having on each side a reversed curve near the
apex
Ogham or ogam \'ag-3m, 'oC-3)m\ n
[IrGael ogham, fr. Mir ogom, ogum^
: the alphabetic system of 5 th and
6th century Old Irish in which an
alphabet of 20 letters is represented ^ e —i .-

by notches for vowels and lines = 3 ^
for consonants cut on the edges of
rough standing tombstones — = f =
ogham.ic \a-'gani-ik, 'o-C3-)inik\ " *"*

adj~ ogham-ist \'ag-3-mast,
'o-(a-)m3st\ n

Ogi'Val \o-'ji-v3l\ adj : of, relating L k —
to, or having the form of an ogive ' '

or an ogee
Ogive \'6-jiv\ n [F] 1 a : a diag- ogham
onal arch or rib across a Gothic
vault b : a pointed arch 2 : a graph each of whose ordinates
represents the sum of all the frequencies up to and including a
corresponding frequency in a frequency distribution 3 : ogee 1

logle \*6g-3l also 'ag-\ vb Ogling \-(a-)lio\ [prob. fr. LG oegeln,
fr, oog eye; akin to OHG ouga eye — more at eye] vi : to glance
with amorous invitation or challenge '^ v( : to eye amorously
or provocatively — ogler \-{»-)l3r\ n

2ogle nJ an amorous or coquettish glance
Ogre \'o-gsr\ n [F] 1 ; a hideous giant of fairy tales and folklore
that feeds on human beings : monster 2 : a dreaded person or
object — ogre*isli \'6-g(3-)rish\ adj — ogress \'o-g(3-)r»s\ n
'Oh \C')6\ interj [ME o] 1 — used to express various emotions
(as astonishment, pain, or desire) 2 — used in direct address
iOh, porter 1 Will you come here, please?)

aoh \'o\ n [o: fr. the similarity of the symbol for zero (0) to the
letter O] : zero
Ohm \'6m\ n [Georg Simon Ohm tl854 G physicist] : the practical
mks unit of electric resistance equal to the resistance of a circuit
In which a potential difference of one volt produces a current of
one ampere^— 0hm*ic \'6-niik\ adj
Ohm-age \'o-mij\ n : the ohmic resistance of a conductor
Ohm.me-ter \'o(m)-,met-ar\ n [ISV] ; an instrument for indicating
resistance in ohms directly

-0-ic \*6-ik\ adj sufjix [-o- + -ic] : containing carboxyl or a
derivative <decano/c acid)

i-oid \,6id\ n sujjix : something resembling a (specified) object or
having a (specified) quaUty (globoid?)

2-Oid adj sujjix [MP & L; MP -aide, fr. L -oTdes, fr. Gk -oeides, fr.

-o- + eidos appearance, form — more at wise] : resembling : having
the form or appearance of <petaloirf)

loil \'6i(a)I\ n [ME oiie, fr. OP, fr. L oleum olive oil. fr. Gk elaion,
fr. elaia olive] la: any of numerous unctuous combustible
substances that are liquid or at least easily liquefiable on warming,
are soluble in ether but not in water, and leave a greasy stain on
paper or cloth b : petroleum 2 : a substance of oily consistency
3 a : an oil color used by an artist b : a painting done in oil colors
4 : unctuous or flattering speech — oil adj

2oil vt ; to smear, rub over, furnish, or lubricate with oil -^ vi : to
take on fuel oil

Oil beetle n : a blister beetle (Meloe or a related genus) emitting
a yellowish liquid from the leg joints when disturbed

Oil cake n : the soUd residue after extracting the oil from seeds (as

90K or Okay Xo-TcaX n : approval, endorsement
oka.pi \6-'kap-e\ n [native name in
Africa] ; an African mammal {Okapia
johnstoni) closely related to the giraffe
but lacking the elongated neck

Obe \'ok\ or Oka \o-'ka\ n [F, NGk &
Turk; F oque, fr. NGk & Turk: NGk
oka. fr. Turk okka, fr. Ar uqlyah\ ; any
of three units of weight varying around
2.8 pounds and used respectively in Greece
Turkey, and Egypt

Okie \'6-ke\ n [OJfelahoma + -ie] : a
migrant agricultural worker; esp ; such
a worker from Oklahoma

Okra \'6-kr3. South also -kre\ n [of
African origin; akin to Twi ffi/cu'ru'mai okra] ..„.„» «i^.ut«
{Hibiscus esculentus) of the mallow family cultivated for its
mucilaginous green pods used esp. in soups or stews; also : the
pods of this plant 2 ; gumbo 2

*-0l \-,61, -.61\ n sujjix [ISV. fr. alcohol} i chemical compound
(as an alcohol or phenol) containing hydroxyl <glycero/) <creoso/>

- more at oil] ; hydrocarbon

r paint and used
of cotton)

Oil.cloth \'6i(a)l-.kl6th\ n : cloth treated with oU
for table and shelf coverings

Oil color n 1 : a pigment used for oil paint 2 : oil paint
Oil>er \'6i-l3r\ n 1 ; one that oils 2 : a receptacle or device for
applying oil 3 ; a producing oil well 4 a : a ship using oil as fuel
b ; an oil-cargo ship 5 pi i oilskins

Oil iield n ; a region rich in petroleum deposits
Oil>i>l7 \'6i-la-le\ adv ; in an oily manner : uncttuously
Oil>i>ness \-le-n3s\ n i the quality or state of being oily

Oil Ol vitriol : concentrated sulfuric acid
Oil paint n : paint in which a drying oil is the vehicle
oil painting n l a : the act or art of painting in oil colors b ; a
picture painted in oils 2 : painting that uses pigments orig.
ground i

oil palm n : an African pinnate-leaved pain (Elaeis guineensis)
cultivated for Its clustered fruit of which both the flesh and seeds
yield paim oil

oil pan n : the lower section of the crankcase used as a lubricating*
oil reservoir on an internal-combustion engine

Oil'Seed \'6i(3)l-,sed\ n : a seed or crop (as linseed) grown largely
for oil

Oil'Skln \-,skin\ n 1 : an oiled waterproof cloth used for coverings
and garments 2 : an oilskin raincoat 3 p/ : an oilskin suit of
coat and trousers

Oil Slick n : a film of oil floating on water
Oil-stone \'6i(9)l-,st5n\ n : a whetstone for use with oil

oil well n ; a well from which petroleum is obtained
oily \'6i-le\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or consisting of oil 2 : covered
or impregnated with oil ; greasy 3 : unctuous, ingratiating
0int>ment X'diht-msntV n [ME, alter, of oignement, fr. OF. modif.
of L unguentum, fr. unguere to anoint; akin to OHG ancho butter,
Skt anjati he salves] : a salve or unguent for application to the skin

Oi-ti-Ci-ca \,6it-3-'se-k9\ n [Pg, fr. Tupi] : any of several So.
American trees; esp : a Brazilian tree {Licania rigida) whose seeds
yield an oil similar to tung oil

Ojih-wa or Ojib>way \o-'jib-(,)wa\ n [Ojibwa ojib-ubway, a kind
of moccasin worn by the Ojibwas] 1 a : an Indian people of the
region around Lake Superior b ; a member of this people 2 ; an
Algonquian language of the Ojibwa people
'OK or okay \o-'ka, in assenting or agreeing also 'o-,ka or 'd-,ka\
adv (or adj) lO.K. catchword of the Democratic party in 1 840, fr.

the Democratic O.K. Club, fr. Old A'inderhook, N.Y., birthplace
of Martin Van Buren] : all right

20K or okay \6-'ka\ vt OK'd or okayed; OKMng or okay.ing
; APPROVE, authorize

2-01 — see -OLE
3-ol n comb Jorm [ISV, fr. L oleum oil -
chemically related to benzene <xylo/)
lold \'old\ adj [ME, fr. OE eald; akin to OHG alt old L alere to
nourish, alescere to grow, altus high, deep] 1 a : dating from the
remote past : ancient <---' traditions) b : persisting from an earlier
time : chronic <an ^ ailment) c : of long standing <an ~ friend)
2 a ; distinguished from an object of the same kind by being of an
earlier date b cap : belonging to an early period in the develop-
ment of a language or literature iOld Irish) 3 ; having existed
for a specified period of lime <a girl three years ~) 4 ; of re-
lating to, or originating in a past era : antique <the "^ chronicles)
6 a : advanced in years or age <an '— man) b : showing the charac-
teristics of age (looked -^ at 20) 6 : experienced <an '^ offender)
7 : former <his -- students) 8 a : showing the effects of time or
use : WORN, AGED <'--' shocs) b : well advanced toward reduction
to baselevel — used of topographic features c : no longer in use
: discarded <'^ rags) d : of a grayish or dusty tone color
<~ mauve) 9 a : long familiar (same ~ story) (good '^ Joe)
b — used as an intensive (a high -^ time) (any '^ time)
syn ancient, venerable, antique, antiquated, archaic,

OBSOLETE: OLD may imply either actual or merely relative length
of existence; ancient implies occurrence, existence, or use in the
distant past; venerable stresses the hoariness and dignity of great
age; antique suggests a surviving in knowledge or use from at
least a fairly remote past; antiquated implies being discredited
or outmoded or otherwise inappropriate to the present time;
archaic implies having the character or characteristics of a much
earlier period; obsolete implies having gone out of currency or
habitual practice

2old n 1 : old or earlier time 2 : one of a specified age <a S-yeatf
old)

Old Bulgarian n : old church Slavonic
Old Catholic n : a member of one of various hierarchical and litur-
gical churches separating from the Roman Catholic Church since
the 18th century

Old Christmas n, chiefly Midland : epiphany 1

Old Church Slavonic n ; the Slavic language used in the Bible
translation of Cyril and Methodius and as the liturgical language of
several Eastern churches — called also Old Church Slavic

old country n : an emigrant's country of origin; esp t EUROPE
old<en \'ol-d3n\ adj : of or relating to a bygone era : ancient
Old English n 1 a : the language of the English people from the
time of the earliest documents in the 7th century to about 1100
b ; English of any period before Modern English 2 : black

Old English sheepdog n : any of an English breed of medium-sized
sheep and cattle dogs with a profuse, shaggy, blue-gray and white
coat that hangs almost to the ground

old-fan. gled \'ol(d)-'faQ-g3ld\ adj {.old + -jangled (as in new-
fangled)} : old-fashioned
Old-fash*ioned \-'fash-9nd\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or character-
istic of a past era : antiquated 2 : adhering to customs of a
past era : conservative

Old French n : the French language from the 9th to the 16th
century; esp : French from the 9th to the 13th century

Old Glory n : the flag of the U.S.
old gold n : a variable color averaging a dark yellow
old guard n, often cap O & G I the conservative members (as of a
political party) who are unwilling to accept new ideas, practices,
or conditions

old hand n : veteran
Old High German n ; High German exempUfied In documents
prior to the 12 th century

Old Ionic n : the Greek dialect of the Homeric epics

old<lsh \'ol-dish\ adj : somewhat old or elderly

old-line \'61-'(dliTn\ adj 1 : having a reputation or authority
based on seniority : established 2 : adhering to old policies or
practices : conservative

Old maid n l : spinster 3 2 : a prim nervous fussy person 3 : a
simple card game in which the player holding the odd queen at
the end is an "old maid" — old-maid*ish \'ol{d)-'mad-ish\ adj

old man n 1 a : husband b : father 2 cap : one in authority;
esp : CONiMANDING OFFICER

old master n l : a superior artist or craftsman of established
reputation; esp : a distinguished painter of the I6th, 17th, or early
18th century 2 : a work by an old master

Old Nick \*ol(d)-'nik\ n : devil, satan
Old Horse n : the North Germanic language of the Scandinavian
peoples prior to about 1350

Old Prussian n : a Baltic language used In East Prussia until the
I7th century

old rose n : a variable color averaging a grayish red
Old Saxon n ; the language of the Saxons of northwest Germany
until about the 12th centui'y

old school n : adherents to the policies and practices of the past
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old school tie 588 omer
old school tie n 1 a : a necktie displaying the colors of an English
public school b : an attitude of conservatism, aplomb, and upper*
class solidarity associated with English public school graduates
2 : clannishness among members of an established clique

old sledge n ; seven-up
old-squaw \'oI(dl-'skw6\ n : a common sea duck (Clangula
hyemaiis) of the more northern parts of the northern hemisphere

0ld*ster Vol(d)-st3r\ n : an old or elderly person
old Style ^ 1 cap O&S : a style of reckoning time used before the
adoption of the G regorian calendar 2 : a style of type distinguished
by graceful irregularity among individual letters, slanted ascender
serifs, and but slight contrast between light and heavy strokes

Old Style adj : using or according to the Julian calendar
Old Testament " : the first part of the Christian Bible containing
the books relating to God's covenant with the Hebrews
old-time \'oUd)-,tTm\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of an
earlier period

old-tini*er \-'tT-m3r\ n 1 a : veteran b : oldster 2 : something
that is old-fashioned : antique

Old Welsh n : the Welsh language exemplified in documents prior
to about 1150

Old>wife X'ol-.fdlwTfX n 1 ; any of several marine fishes (as an
alewife, menhaden, or triggerfish) 2 : old-squaw

Old wives' tale n ; a traditional tale or bit of lore (as a superstitious
notion)

Old World n : eastern hemisphere; specij : the continent of
Europe

Old-world \'ol-'(d)war(-a)ld\ adj : old-fashioned, picturesque
ole- or oleo- comb jorm [F o/e-, oleo-, fr. L ole-, fr. oleum — more
at OIL] : oil <o/eic> <o/eograph>

-ole \,61\ also -Ol \,61, ,ol\ n comb form [ISV, fr. L oleum']

1 : chemical compound containing a five-membered usu. hetero-
cyclic ring (diazo/e) <pyrro/e> 2 : chemical compound not con-
taining hydroxyl_<eucalypto/> — esp. in names of ethers <pheneto/e>

Ole>ag*i>nous \,o-le-'aj-a-n3s\ adj [MF oleagineux, fr. L oleogineus

of an olive tree, fr. olea olive tree, fr. Gk etaia] 1 : resembling or
having the properties of oil; also : containing or producing oil

2 : UNcruous — ole-ag-i-nous-ly adv — oIe<ag*l*nous>ness n
Ole>an>der \'6-]e-,an-d9r, ,6-Ie-'\ n [ML] : a poisonous evergreen
shrub {Nerlum oleander) of the dogbane family with fragrant
white to red flowers

ole*as*ter \'6-le-.as-tar, .o-le-'\ n [L. fr. olea"] : any of several
plants (genus Elaeagnus of the family Elaeagnaceae, the oleaster
family); esp : Russian olive

ole>ate \'5-le-,at\ n : a salt or ester of oleic acid
Ole.cra«uon \.o-l9-'kra-,nan\ n [NL, fr. Gk olekranon, fr. olene
elbow + kranion skull — more at ell, cranium] : the process of
the ulna projecting behind the elbow joint

Ole-fin \'o-l3-f3n\ n [ISV, fr. F {gaz) olefiant ethylene, fr. L oleuml
: an unsaturated open-chain hydrocarbon containing at least one
double bond — o_le-fin-ic \.o-la-'fin-ik\ adj

Ole>ic \6-'le-ik, -'la-\ adj 1 : relating to, derived from, or contained
in oil 2 : of or relating to oleic acid

oleic acid n : an unsaturated fatty acid C18H34O2 found as glycer-
ides in natural fats and oils

Ole-in \'o-le-9n\ n [F oleine. fr. L oleum"] 1 : an ester of glycerol
and oleic acid 2 also ole*ine \-3n, -,en\ : the liquid portion of any
fat

oleo \'o-le-,o\ n 1 [short for oleomargarine] i margarine
2 : oleograph

Oleo.graph \'6-le-3-,graf\ n [ISV ole- + -graph] : a chromolitho-
graph printed on canvas or other cloth to imitate an oil painting— oleo-graph'ic \.6-le-3-'graf-ik\ adj ~ oIe>og*ra*phy \,6-le-

.fe\
n\ n [F oleo-olecmar-ga.rine \,o-le-o-'marj-(3-)r3n, -'marj-

margarine, fr. ole- + margarine] : margarine
oleo.res-in \-'rez-'n\ n [ISV] 1 : a plant product (as copaiba)
containing chiefly essential oil and resin; esp : turpentine lb 2 : a
preparation consisting essentially of oil holding resin in solution— oIeO'res*in>ous \-'rez-''n-9s, -*rez-n9s\ adj

Oleri.cul-ture Vg-'ler-a-.kal-chsr, a-*ler-9-, 'al-g-ri-N n [L holer-,

holus vegetables + E -1- + culture: akin to L helvus light bay —
more at yellow] : a branch of horticulture that deals with the pro-
duction, storage, processing, and marketing of vegetables

Ole.um \'o-le-3m\ n [L — more at oil] 1 pi olea ,\-le-9\ : oil
2 pi Oleums : a heavy oily strongly corrosive solution of sulfur
trioxide in anhydrous sulfuric acid

Ol>fac*tion Xal-'fak-shan, ol-', 'al-„ '61-,\ n ; the sense of smell
: the act or process of smelling

OMac-tO.ry \al-'fak-t(3-)re, 61-\ adj [L oljactorius. fr. olfactus, pp.
of oljacere to smell, fr. olere to smell -I- jacere to do — more at ODOR,
DO] : of, relating to, or connected with the sense of smell
olfactory nerve n : either of a pair of sensory cranial nerves that
arise in the olfactory organ, pass to the anterior part of the cere-
brum and conduct stimuli from the olfactory organ to the brain— called also jirst cranial nerve

olfactory organ n : a membranous organ of chemical sense in the
nasal cavity that receives stimuli interpreted as odors from volatile
and soluble substances in low dilution
Olih.a.num \o-'lib-3-n9m, a-\ n [ME, fr. ML, fr. Ar al-luban the
frankincense] ; frankincense

olig- or oligo- comb jorm [ML. fr. Gk, fr. oligos; akin to Arm
alkat scant] : few (o/Zgophagous)

Ol'i'garch \'al-3-,gark\ n [Gk oligarches, fr. olig- + -arches -arch]
: a member or supporter of an oligarchy

Ol'i'gar.chiC \,al-3-'8ar-kik\ adj z of, relating to, or based on an
oligarchy — ol>i>gar'Chi>cal \-ki-k9l\ adj

Ol.i.gar.chy \'al-a-,gar-ke\ n 1 : government by the few 2 : a
government in which a small group exercises control esp. for cor-
rupt and selfish purposes 3 : an organization under oUgarchic
control; also : a group exercising such control
Ol'i.go.cene \'al-i-g6-,sen\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to. or being an
epoch of the Tertiary between the Eocene and Miocene or the
corresponding system of rocks — Oligoceue n

Ol.i.gO.chaete \'al-i-g6-.ket\ n [deriv. of Gk olig- + chaite long
hair — more at chaeta] : any of a class or order (Oligochaetal of
hermaphroditic terrestrial or aquatic annelids lacking a specialized
head and including the earthworms — oligochaete or ol>i*go-
chae*tous \,al-i-go-*ket-«s\ adj

ol>l>go<clase \''dM-go-,klas, -,klaz\ n [G oUgoklas, fr. olig- +
-klas -clase] ; a mineral of the pla^oclase series

Ol>i-goph-a-gOiiS \,al-i-'gaf-3-g3s\ adj ; eating only a few specific
kinds of food — oI>i>gopb>a>gy \-'gaf-o-]e\ n

Ol«i«gop.0.1y \-'gap-3-]e\ n {olig- -t- monopoly] : a market situation
in which a few producers control the demand from a large number
of buyers

0l.i*g0P'S0.ny \-'gap-s3-ne\ n [olig- + Gk opsonla purchase of
victuals, fr. opsonein to purchase victuals, fr. opson food + onei'
sthai to buy — more at venal] : a market situation in which a few
buyers control the demand from a large number of sellers

oM-go-saccha-ride \,al-i-g5-'sak-9-,rTd\ n [ISV] : a saccharide
(as a disaccharide) that contains a known small number of mono-
saccharide units

Ol.i.go.tro.phic \-'traf-ik, -'tro-fik\ adj [ISV] oj a lake : deficient
in plant nutrients and usu. having abundant dissolved oxygen with
no marked stratification

Olio \'o-le-,o\ n [modif. of Sp olla] 1 : olla podrida 1 2 : a mis-
cellaneous mixture orcollection : hodgepodge, medley
Ol>i*va*ceous \,al-i-'va-sh9s\ adj : of the color olive or olive green
lol-ive \'al-iv. -9V\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L oliva, fr. Gk elaia] 1 a : a
tree {Olea europaea of the family Oleaceae. the olive family) cul-
tivated for its drupaceous fruit that is an important food and
source of oil; also : the fruit b : any of various shrubs and trees
resembling the olive 2 ; any of several colors resembling that of
the unripe fruit of the olive tree that are yellow to yellow green in
hue, of medium to low lightness, and of moderate to low saturation

2olive adj 1 : of the color oUve or ohve green 2 : approaching
olive in color or complexion

olive drab « 1 : a variable color averaging a grayish olive 2 a : a
wool or cotton fabric of an ohve drab color b ; a uniform of this
fabric

olive gray n : a variable color averaging a grayish yellow green
olive green n : a variable color that is greener, lighter, and stronger
than average olive color

Oliv-enite \o-'liv-3-,nIt\ n [G olivenit, fr. L oliva] : a mineral
Cu2(As04)(OH) that is a basic oUve green, dull brown, or yellowish
arsenate of copper

01'l>ver \'al-9-v9r\ n [F Olivier] : one of the twelve peers of Charle-
magne and companion-in-arms of Roland

Ol.iv-ine \'al-i-,ven, .al-i-'\ n [G olivin, fr. L oliva] 1 : a mineral
(Mg,Fe)2SiOd that is a complex silicate of magnesium and iron used
esp. in refractories 2 : demantoid — ol-lv-in-ic \,al-i-'vin-ik\ or
oI*iv>in-it'ic \,al-i-v3-'mt-ik\ adj

Ol.la \'al-3; *6(l)-y9, 'd{\)-\ n [Sp. fr. L, pot — more at oven]
1 chiejly Southwest : a large bulging widemouthed earthenware jar
with looped handles used esp. as a pot for stewing or as a container
for water 2 chiejly Southwest : olla podrida 1

OMa po.dri-da \,al-3-p3-'dred-9; ,6(l)-y9-, ,o(l)-\ n, pi oMa po-
dri-das \-'dred-9z\ also oMas podridas \-9(z)-p9-dred-9z, -ygfz)-
p9-\ [Sp, lit., rotten pot] 1 ; a highly seasoned stew made of one or
more meats and several vegetables cooked in an olla 2 : olio 2

0lym>pl>ad \:i-'lim-pe-,ad, 6-\ n, ojten cap [MF Olympiade, fr. L
Olympiad-, Olympias, fr. Gk, fr. Olympia, site of ancient Olympian
games] 1 : one of the four-year intervals between Olympian games
by which time was reckoned in ancient Greece 2 : a quadrennial
celebration of the modern Olympic Games
lOlym.pi-an \9-'lim-pe-9n, o-\ adj 1 : of or relating to the ancient
Greek region of Olympia 2 : of, relating to, or constituting the
Olympian games

^Olympian n : a participant in Olympic Games
301ympian adj l : of or relating to Mount Olympus in Thessaly
2 : befitting or characteristic of the gods of Olympus : lofty

^Olympian n 1 : one of the Greek deities of highest rank dwelling
on Olympus 2 : a being of lofty detachment or superior attain-

Olympian games n pi t an ancient Panhellenic festival held every
4th year and made up of contests in sports, music, and Literature
with the victor's prize a crown of wild olive

Olym-pic \9-'lim-pik. o-\ adj : ^olympian
Olympic games n pi 1 z olympian games 2 : a modified revival
of the Olympian games held once every four years and made up of
international athletic contests — called also Olympics
01ym>pus \3-'lim-p3s, o-\ n [L, fr. Gk Olympos] : a mountain in
Thessaly held to be the abode of the Greek gods

-o*ma \'6-m3\ n sujjix, pi -o*mas \-m9z\ or -o*ma*ta \-m9t-3\
[L -omat', -oma, fr. Gk -omat-, -dma, fr. -o- (stem of causative verbs
in -oun) -\- -mat-, -ma. suffix denoting result — more at -ment]
: tumor (adenoma) <fibroma)
Oma.ha \'6-m9-.h6, -,ha\ n, pi Omaha or Omahas [Omaha, lit..

those going upstream or against the wind] 1 : a Siouan people of
northeastern Nebraska 2 ; a member of the Omaha people
oma.sum \6-'ma-s9m\ n, pi oma«sa \-s9\ [NL. fr. L, tripe of a
bullock ] : the division between the reticulum and the abomasum In
the stomach of a ruminant

om*bre \'am-b9r; 'am-bre, 'am-, -,bra\ n [F or Sp; F hombre, fr.

Sp, lit., man — more at hombre] : an old 3-handed card game; also

: the player in this game who elects to name the trump and oppose
the other 2 players
-ome \,5m\ n sujjix [NL -oma, fr. L, -oma] : mass <phyllome>
ome>ga \6-'meg-9. -*me-g3\ n [Gk mega, lit., large o] 1 : the 24th
letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol n or w 2 : last, ending
3 : the ordinal number of the ordered sequence of natural numbers
— symbol u
om>elet also om.elette \'am-(3-)l3t\ n [F omelette, alter, of MF
alumelle, lit., knife blade, modif. of L lamella, dim. of lamina thin
plate] : eggs beaten to a froth, cooked without stirring until set,

and served in a half-round form by folding one half over the other
omen \'6-m3n\ n [L omin-, omen] ; an occurrence or phenomenon
believed to portend a future event ; augury
omen>tal \6-'ment-'l\ adj ; of, relating to, or formed from an omen-
tum
omen-tum \o-'ment-9m\ n, pi omen>ta \-9\ or omentums [L,
fr. o- (akin to -uere to put on) — more at exuviae] : a free fold of
peritoneum or one connecting or supporting viscera or other
abdominal structures
omer \'6-m9r\ n [Heb *omer] 1 : an ancient Hebrew unit of dry
capacity equal to Mo ephah 2 ojten cap z a seven-week period in
the Jewish year between Passover and Shabuoth
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om.l.cron X-am-a-.kran, Brit o-'mT-kron\ n [Gk o mikron, lit, small
o] : the ISth letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol O or o

om*i-llous \'am-3-nos\ adj : being or exhibiting an omen : porten-
tous; esp : foreboding or foreshowing evil ; inauspicious — om-
i-nous-ly aelv — oni>i*nous*ness n
syn portentous, fateful; ominous implies having a menacing,

alarming character foreshadowing evil or disaster; portentous
suggests being frighteningly big or impressive but now seldom
definitely connotes forewarning of calamity : fateful suggests
being of momentous or decisive importance
omiS'Si-We \o-'mis-3-b3l\ adj : that may be omitted
omiS.Sion \o-'mish-9n, a-\ n [ME omissioun, fr. LL omission-,
omissio, fr. L omissus, pp. of omiiiere'i 1 a : apathy toward or ne-
glect of duty b : something neglected or left undone 2 : the act of
omitting : the state of being omitted

omiS-sive \o-*mis-iv\ adj ; failing or neglecting to do : omittino— omiS'Sive*ly adv
omit \6-'mit. 3-\ vt omit'ted; omit>tlng [ME omitten, fr. L
omiitere, fi'. oh- toward + miiiere to let go, send — more at 0B-,
smtte] 1 : to Jeave out or leave unmentioned 2 ; to fail to perform
or make use of ; forbear 3 obs : disregard 4 obs : to give up
syn see neglect

om<ma-ti(I>l-al \^m-a-'tid-e-3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or having
ommatidia

om*tna*tid>i*um \-e-3m\ n, pi om-ma-tid-ia \-e-a\ [NL, fr. Gk
ommat-, ommo eye] : one of the elements corresponding to a small
simple eve that make up the compound eye of an arthropod
lom.ni'bus \'am-ni-(.1b3s\ n [F. fr. L, for all. dat. pi. of nmnis all]

1 : a usu. automotive public vehicle designed to cairy a compara-
tively large number of passengers ; bus 2 : a book containing
reprints of a number of works
somnibus adj : of, relating to, or providing for many things or
classes at once <an --^ bill)

om.ni-di.rec-tion.al N.am-ni-da-'rek-^hnsl, -.nT-da-, -ni-(,)dT-,

-shan-^'lX adj [L omnis + ISV directioruil'S ; receiving or sending
radiations equallv well in all directions <~ antenna)

om>ni>Iar<i>OUS \,am-n3-'far-e-3s. -'fer-\ adj [LL omnijarius. fr. L
omnis + -Jarius (as in mulfijarius having great diversity) — more at

multifarious] : of all varieties, forms, or kinds
om-niM.cent \am-'nif-3-s3nt\ adj [L omnis + E -jicent (as in
magnijicent'i] : unlimited in creative power
om>nip>o>tence \am-'nip-3t-3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
omnipotent; also ; an agency or force of unlimited power
iom>nip>0>teut \-at-9nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L omnipotent-,
omnipotens, fr. omnis + potent-, potens potent] 1 ojien cap
: almighty 1 2a: having virtually unlimited authority or in-

fluence b obs : arrant — om-nip-o-tent'ly adv
aomnipotent n l : one who is omnipotent 2 rap : almighty
om>ni>pres*ence \,am-ni-'pre2-='n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of
being omnipresent : ubiquity

OIIl*ni>pl'es>ent \-'nl\ adj [ML omnipraesent-, omnipraesens, fr. L
omnis + praesent-, praesens present] ; present in all places at all

times
syn OMNIPRESENT, UBiQurTOUS mean present or existent every-

where, omnipresent in its strict sense is a divine attribute equiva-
lent to immanent: more commonly it implies never being absent
<poverty is omnipresent} ubiquitous implies being so active or so
numerous as to seem to be found everywhere (ubiquitous tourist)

om>ni*range yam-ni-,ranj\ n [L omnis + E range} : a system of

radio navigation in which any bearing relative to a special radio
transmitter on the ground may be chosen and flown by an airplane
pilot — called also omnidirectional range
om<ni-SCience \am-'nish-3nft)s\ n [ML omniscientia. fr. L omnis +
scientia science] : the quality or state of being omniscient
om.ni-SCient \-9nt\ adj [NL omniscient-, nmnisciens, back-forma-
tion fr. ML omniscientia^ 1 : having infinite awareness, under-
standing, and insight 2 : possessed of universal or complete
knowledge — om.ni-scient-ly adv
om-ni-iim-gaUi-er-um V.am-ne-sm-'gath-s-ramX n [L omnium
(gen. pi. of omnis) + E gather + L -um, noun ending] : a mis-

cellaneous collection of a variety of things or persons ; hodge-
podge

oni-niv>o*ra \am-'niv-a-r3\ n pi [NL, fr. L, neut. pi. of omnivorus}
: omnivorous animals

om^ni'Vore \'am-ni-,v6(3)r, -,v6(3)r\ n [NL omnivora} : one that is

om.niv-O.rous \am-'niv-(9-lr3S\ adj [L omnivnrus, fr. omnis all +
-vorus -vorous] 1 : feeding on both animal and vegetable sub-
stances 2 : avidly taking in everything as if devouring or consum-
ing — om-niV'O-rouS'ly adv — om-niv>o*rous*nes5 n
ion \(')6n, Oan\ prep [ME an, on, prep. & adv.. fr. OE; akin to

OHG ana on, Gk ana up, on] 1 a (n : over and in contact with
<the book is ~ the table) (2) : in contact or juxtaposition with <a
fly -^^ the ceiling) (3) — used as a function word to indicate a
means of conveyance (left --^ the early train) (4) — used as a func-

tion word to indicate a part (as of the body) that supports and is in

contact with something underneath (stand «- one foot) (5) : in

the direction or area of (-^ the right) 1) (1) : to a position over and
in contact with (jumped ~ the horse) (2) : into contact with (put
the notice --- the bulletin board) 2 a — used as a function word to
indicate the object of actual or implied action directed against or
toward the object (crept up -^ him) (smiled -^ her) b : to the

disadvantage of (have some evidence -^ him) 3 — used as a
function word to indicate the basis or source (as of an action,

opinion, or computation) (know it '^ good authority) (ten cents '--'

the dollar) 4 a : with regard or respect to : about (agreed '^ a

price) (a monopoly ^ wheat) (a satire -^ society) b archaic : of
5 a ; in connection, association, or activity with or with regard to

(-^ a committee) <~ tour) b : in a state or process of <"- fire) (~
the increase) 6 a — used as a function word to indicate occurrence
within the limits of a specified day or at a set time (came ~ Monday)
(every hour '--' the hour) b : at or soon after the time of (cash ~
delivery) 7 : through the means or agency of (cut ~ a knife)

(talking '^ the telephone) 8 — used as a function word to indicate

reduplication or succession in a series (loss --^ loss)

2on \'6n. 'an\ adv 1 a : in or into a position of contact with an
upper surface (put the plates '^) b : in or into a position of being
attached to or covering a surface (has new shoes ^y 2a: forward

9 abut; 3 kitten; 8r further; a back; 5 bake; si cot. cart;

j joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; tH tbin; tb this;

in space, time, or action : onward (went -^ home) b : in contin-
uance or succession (and so ^y 3 : into operation or a position
permitting operation (turn the light '-^)

3on \'6n. 'an\ adj 1 ; engaged in an activity or function (as a
dramatic role) 2 a (11 : operating (the radio is --> (2) : placed
so as to permit operation (the switch is ~) b : taking place (the
game is '^) 3 : plannfd (has nothing '^ for tonight)
»-on \,an, anX n sujjix [ISV. alter, of -one'\ : chemical compound not
a ketone or other oxo compound (parathion)

2-on \,an\ n sujjix [fr. -on (in /on)] 1 : elementary particle <nu-
cleon) 2 : unit : quantum (photon)
3-on \,an\ n suffix [N L. fr, -on (in argon)} : inert gas (radon)
on.a.ger \'an-i-j»r\ n [ME, wild ass. fr. L, fr Gk onagrns. fr. onos
ass + agros field — more at acre] 1 : a small pale-colored kiang
with a broad dorsal stripe 2 [LL, fr. L] ; an ancient and medieval
heavy catapult
onan*ism \'5-n3-,niz-3m\ n [prob. fr. NL onanismus, fr. Onan, son
of Judah (Gen 3S:9U 1 : uncompleted coitus 2 : mastltrbation— onan>is-tlc \,o-n3-'nis-tik\ adj
lonce \'w3n(t)s\ adv [ME ones, fr. gen. of on one] 1 : one time and
no more 2 : at any one time : under any circumstances : ever
3 : at some indefinite time in the past : formerly 4 : by one de-
gree of relationship
2once adj : that once was : former
3once n : one single time : one time at least — at once 1 : at the
same time : simultaneously 2 : immediately

4once also once tliat cotij : when once ; if once : at the moment
when : as soon as
once-oyer \'w3n(t)-,so-v3r\ n : a swift examination or survey
on.cid-i'Um Van-'sid-e-am, ao-'kidA n [NL, genus name. fr. Gk
onkos barbed hook — more at angle] ; any of a genus iOncidium)
of showy tropical American epiphytic or terrestrial orchids

on-co*log-iC \,ao-k3-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to oncology
on-col.o-gy Van-'kal-a-je, ao-\ n [Gk onkos mass + ISV -Ingy: akin
to Gk enenkein to carry — more at enough] : the study of tumors
on<com-ing \'6n-,k3m-io, 'an-\ adj 1 a : approaching b : future
2 : rising, emergent
lone Wan, ,w3n\ adj [ME on, fr. OE an; akin to OHG ein one, L
unus (OL oinos\ Skt eka\ 1 : being a single unit or thing (~ man is

going) — see number table 2 a : being one in particular (early —
morning) b : being preeminently what is indicated i~ fine person)
3 a : being the same in kind or quitlity (both of -^ race) b (1) : con-
stituting a unified entity of two or more components (the combined
elements form "- substance) (2) : uNrrED 4 : existing or occurring as
something not definitely fixed or placed (will see you again ~- day)
5 : being the only individual of an indicated or implied kind (the '^

person she wanted to marry)
2one pron 1 : a certain indefinitely indicated person or thing (saw -^

of his classmates) 2 : any individual of a vaguely indicated group
(-- wouldn't like to see that happen) — sometimes used as a 3d»
person substitute for a pronoun of the first person (-^ supposes you
will come)
3one \'wan\ n 1 : the number denoting unity 2 : the first in a set

or series (wears a -- ) 3 ; a single person or thing (by -^s and twos)
4 : a one-dollar bill

-one \,on\ n sujjix [ISV, alter, of -ene} : ketone or related or
analogous compound or class of compounds (lactone) (quinone)
(silicone) (sulfone)

one another pmn : each other
one-base hit \,w3n-,bas-\ n : a base hit that enables a batter to
reach first base safely — called also one-bag-ger \'w3n-'bag-3r\

one-egg \,\v3n-.eg, -,ag\ adj : monovular
one-horse \,wan-,h6rs\ adj 1 : drawn or operated by one horse
2 : small in scope or importance (-^ town)

Onei.da \o-'nTd-a\ n, pi Oneida or Oneidas [Iroquois Oniy6de\
lit., standing rock] 1 a : an Iroquoian people orig. living near
Oneida Lake in New York b : a member of this people 2 : the

language of the Oneida people
onei*riC \6-'nT(3)r-ik\ adj [Gk oneiros dream; akin to Arm anur]

dream] : of or relating to dreams ; dreamy
onei.rO'Crit'i.cal \o-,nT-ro-'krit-i-k3l\ adj [Gk oneirokritikns, fr.

oneiros + kritikos able to discern — more at critic] : of. relating to,

or specializingin the interpretation of dreams — onei»ro»crit*i-

caMy \-k(a->le\ adv
onei.ro.man*cy \6-'nT-r3-,man(t)-se\ n [Gk oneiros + E -money}

: divination by means of dreams
one*ness N'wan-nssV n : the quality or state or fact of being one: as

a : singleness b : wholeness, integrffy c : harmony d ; same-
ness, IDENTITY e : UNDY. UNION
oner<OUS \'an-3-r3S, 'o-na-X adj [ME, fr. MF onereus, fr. L onerosus,

fr. oner-, onus burden; akin to Skt anas cart] 1 : involving, im-

posing, or constituting a burden ; troublesome (an '-^ task)

2 : having legal obligations that outweigh the advantages (~ con-
tract) — oner.ous'ly adv — oner>ous-ness n
syn onerous, burdensome, oppressive, exacting mean imposing

hardship, onerous stresses being laborious and heavy esp. because
distasteful; burdensome suggests causing mental as well as physical

strain; oppressive implies extreme harshness or severity in what is

imposed; exacting implies rigor or sternness rather than tyranny or
injustice in the demands made or in the one demanding

one.self \(,>w3n-'self\ also one's selt \(,)w3n-, .wanzA pron 1 : a
person's self : one's own self — used reflexively as object of a
preposition or verb or for emphasis in various constructions

2 : one's normal, healthy, or sane condition or self

one-shot \'w3n-,shat\ adj 1 : that is complete or effective through
being done or used or applied only once 2 : that is not followed by
something else of the same kind

one-Sid-ed \-'s7d-ad\ adj lad): having or occurring on one side

only (2) : having one side prominent or more developed b : limited

to one side : partial 2 : unilateral — one-sid-ed-ly adv —
one-sid>ed-ness n

one-step \'w3n-.step\ n 1 : a ballroom dance marked by quick
walking steps backward and forward in?4 time 2 : music used for
the one-step — one-step vi

lone-time \-,tTm\ adj : former, sometime
^onetime adv : formerly
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one-to-one 590 open

class uniquely with an element of another class

one-track \'w3n-,trak\ adj 1 a : able to handle only one thing at a
time : inflexible b : obsessed with one thing only : narrow
2 : lacking variety : undiversified

one-up>mail<Slup X.wsn-'ap-msn-.shipV n : the art or practice of
going a friend or competitor one better or keeping one jump ahead
of him
one-way \'w3n-'wa\ adj 1 ; that moves in, allows movement in, or
functions in only one direction (-^ traffic) 2 : one-sided, uni-
lateral
on<go-mg \'6n-.go-ip. "an-X adj : continuously moving forward

; GROWING — ongoing n
on>ion V'an-ysnV n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. MF oignon-, fr. L union-,
unio] 1 ; a widely cultivated Asiatic herb (Allium cepa) of the lily

family with pungent edible bulbs; also : its bulb 2 : any of various
plants of the same genus as the onion
on<lon<skiU \-,skin\ n : a thin strong translucent paper of very light
weight

-O-ni-um \'6-ne-3m\ n suffix [NL. fr. ammonium^ : an ion having
a positive charge {oxoniuniy <phosphoniuni) — compare -lUM lb
on>look-er X'on-.luk-ar, 'an-\ n : one that looks on; esp ; a passive
spectator — on>lool{>ing \-io\ odj
lon.ly \'5n-le\ adj [ME. fr. OE anUc, fr. an one — more at one]
1 : unquestionably the best ; peerless 2 ; alone in its class or kind
: SOLE

2only adv 1 a : as a single fact or instance and nothing more or
different : merely <worked '^ in the mornings) b : exclusiyely,
SOLELY (known '^ to him) 2 : at the very least <it was ~ too true)
3 a : in the final outcome <wiil '^ make you sick) b : with never-
theless the final result (won the battles, '^ to lose the war) 4 : as
recently as <'-- last week) : in the immediate past <'^ just talked to
her)
Sonly conj 1 a : with the restriction that : but <you may go, -^ come
back early) b ; and yet : however <they look very nice, -^ we
can't use them) 2 : were it not that : except

0n<0<mas>tiC \,an-3-'mas-tik\ adj [Gk onomaslikos, fr. onomazein
to name, fr. onoma name — more at name] 1 : of, relating to, or
consisting of a name or names 2 of a signature ; written in the
handwriting of the author of a letter or document
on>0*mas>tiCS \-tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 a : the science
or study of the origins and forms of words esp. as used in a special-
ized field b : the science or study of the origin and forms of proper
names of persons or places 2 : the system underlying the formation
and use of words esp. for proper names or of words used in a
specialized field

on.o.mato.poe.ia \,an-3-.mat-9-'pe-(y)a\ n [LL, fr. Gk onomato-
poiia, fr. onomat-, onoma + poiein to make — more at poet] 1 : the
naming of a thing or action by a vocal imitation of the sound
associated with it (as buzz, hiss) 2 : the use of words whose sound
suggests the sense — on-o*mato>poe*ic \-'pe-ik\ or on>o>mato-
po-et'ic \-p6-'et-ik\ adj — on.o.mato.poe-i.cal.ly \-'pe-9-
k(3-ile\ or on>o>mato*po<et>i*cal*ly \-po-'et-i-k(a-ile\ adv
On'On'da>ga \,an-3(n)-'d6-go\ n, pi Onondaga or Onondagas
[Iroquois Onoiage, village of the Onondaga people] 1 a : an
Iroquoian people of central New York b : a member of this people
2 : the language of the Onondaga people
on^rush X'on-.rash, 'an-\ n 1 : a rushing forward or onward
2 : onset — on.rush.ing \-io\ odj

on>set \-,set\ n l : attack, assault 2 : beginning, commence-
ment 3 : electronographv

on*Shore \'6n-,shoo)r, 'an-, -.sh6(3)r\ adj l : coming or moving
toward or onto the shore 2 a : situated on or near the shore
b : domestic — ou-shore \'6n-*, 'an-'\ adv
on side adv {or ad}) : not off side : in a position legally to play or
receive the ball or puck

OU'Slaught X'iin-.slot, '6n-\ n [modif. of D aanslag act of striking;
akin to OE an on and to OE slean to strike — more at slay] : an
esp. fierce attack
on-slream \'6n-'strem, 'an-\ adv ; In or into operation <a new
plant will go '^)

ont- or onto- comb form [NL, fr. LGk, fr. Gk ont-, on, prp. of einai
to be — more at is] 1 : being : existence <on/ology> 2 : organism
<0')/ogeny>

-ont \,anl\ n comb form [Gk ont-, on. prp.] ; cell ; organism
<dipIo/f/>

on-tic \'ant-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or having real being — on-
ti-caMy \-i-kO-)lc\ adv

on. to \,6n-t9i-w), ,an-; '6n-f,1tii, "an-N prep 1 : to a position on
2 : in or into a state of awareness about <is '--' your methods)

on-to.ge-net.ic \.an-ta-ja-'net-ik\ adj [ISV, fr. NL ontogenesis
ontogeny, fr, ont- + L genesis'^ 1 : of. relating to. or appearing in
the course of ontogeny 2 : based on visible morphological
characters — on-to>ge>net'i-cal>ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

on.tog.e.ny \an-'taj-3-ne\ n [ISV] : the development or course of
development of an individual organism

on.to.log.i.cal \,ant-M-'aj-i-kai\ adj 1 : of or relating to ontology
2 : relating to or based upon being or existence — on-to^log-i-
cal-ly \-kf3-)!c\ adv

on-tol.o.gist \an-'tal-3-i3st\ n : a specialist in ontology
on.tol.o.gy \-je\ n [NL ontologia. fr. ont- + -logia -logy] 1 : a
branch of metaphysics relating to the nature and relations' of being
2 : a particular theory about the nature of being or the kinds of
existence
onus \'o-n9s\ n 1 [L — more at onerous] a : burden b : a dis-
agreeable necessity : obligation c : blame d : stigma 2 [NL]
: BURDEN OF PROOF
lon.ward \'6n-\v3rd. 'an-\ also on.wards \-w3rdz\ adv : toward
or at a point lying ahead in space or time : forward
^onward adj : directed or moving onward : forward
-onym \3-.nim\ n comb form [Gk onomos, onymos name — more at
name] : name ; word (anton^'m)

**";y^,>'an-'»^s\ n [ME onix, fr. OF & L; OF. fr. L onych-, onyx, fr.
Ok, ht toenail or fingernail — more at nail] ; chalcedony In
parallel layers of different shades of color
00 see o-
oo.cyte \'o-3-.sTt\ n [ISV] : an egg before maturation
00. dies \'ud-"lz\ also ood.lins \'ud-l3nz\ n pi but sing or pi In
constr [pcrh. alter, of ^huddlel : a great quantity : lot

OO.ga.mete \.6-3-g3-'met, -'gam-.etX n : a female gamete; specif : a

relatively large nonmotile gamete containing reserve material
OOg.a.mous \o-'ag-3-m3S\ adj \ of sexual reproduction : having a
small motile male gamete and a large immobile female gamete
2 ; having oogamous reproduction — oog.a.my \-me\ n
00 gauge \,d3b-3-'Io-\ n : a gauge of track in model railroading In
which the rails are approximately ?4 inch apart
00.gen>e>SiS \,6-3-'jen-3-s3S\ n [NL] : formation and maturation
of the egg — oo.ge.netjic \-j3-'net-ik\ adj

oo.go.ni'Um \,o-3-'go-ne-3m\ /i [NL] 1 : a female sexual organ in
various algae and fungi that corresponds to the archegonium of
ferns and mosses 2 : a descendant of a primordial germ cell that
gives rise to oocytes

OO.llte \'o-3-,lTt\ n [prob. fr. F oolithe, fr. o- + -lithe -lite] : a rock
consisting of small round grains usu. of calcium carbonate cemented
together — oo<Iit-ic \,o-3-'lit-ik\ adj

OO'lOg.l.cal \,o-3-Taj-i-k3l\ also 00>log>ic \-ik\ adj : of or re-
lating to oology — oo-log-i-cal-ly X-i-kts-IIeX adv

ool'O.glst \o-'al-3-J3st\ n 1 ; one specializing in oology 2 : a
collector of birds' eggs

OOl-o.gy \-je\ n ; a branch of ornithology dealing with birds' eggs
OO.Iong \*ij-,l6G\ n [Chin (Pek) wu^ lung^, lit., biack dragon] : a
tea partially fermented before drying that combines characteristics
of black and green teas

oo.mi.aK also 00'mi<ack var of umiak
oomph \'umfp)f\ n [prob. imit. of an appreciative mm uttered by a
man at the sight of an attractive woman] 1 : personal charm or
magnetism : glamour 2 : sex appeal 3 : vrrALrrv, enthusiasm
oo.phyte \'o-3-,fTt\ n : the sexual generation in the life cycle of an
archegonia^e plant in which sexual organs are developed — 00-
phyt'ic \,o-3-'fit-ik\ adj
oO'Sperm \*o-3-,sp3rm\ n : zygote, oospore
00.sphere \-,sfi(3)r\ n [ISV] : ovum — used esp. of lower plants
00.spore \-,spo(3)r, -,sp6(3)r\ n [ISV] : ZYGOTE; esp : a spore pro-
duced by heterogamous fertilization that yields a sporqphyte_

—

oO'Spor-ic \,o-3-'spor-ik, -'spbr-\ adj— oo-spo-rous \,o-3-'spor-
3S, -'spor-; o-'as-p3-r3s\ adj
oo-the-ca \,6-3-'the-k3\ n, pi oo-the-cae \-'the-f,)ke, -C.)se\ [NL]

: a firm-walled and distinctive egg case (as of a cockroach) —
oO'the.cal \-'the-k3l\ adj

00*tid \'o-3-,tid\ n [irreg. fr. o- + -I'rf] : an egg ceil after meiosis
looze \'uz\ n [ME wose, fr. OE wase mire; akin to L virus slime —
more at virus] 1 : a soft deposit (as of mud. slime, or shells) on
the bottom of a body of water 2 ; a piece of soft wet plastic ground
(as a marsh or bog)

aooze n [ME wose sap, juice, fr. OE wos: akin to OHG waso damp,
Gk hearon ewei ] 1 ; a decoction of vegetable material used for
tanning leather 2 : the action of oozing 3 : something that oozes
3ooze vj 1 : to pass or flow slowly through or as if through small
openings or interstices 2 : to move slowly or imperceptibly
3 a : to exude moisture b : to exude something in a way suggestive
of the emitting of moisture 4 I to escape slowly and quietly '— vt

1 : to emit or give out slowly 2 : to exude or give off in a way sug-
gestive of the emitting of moisture
ooze leather n ; leather usu. made from calfskins by a vegetable
tanning process and having a soft suede finish on the flesh side

oozy \'ij-ze\ adj 1 : containing or composed of ooze 2 : exuding
moisture : slimy

opac>i-ty \o-'pas-3t-e\ n [F opacite shadiness. fr. L opacitat-^
opacitas, fr. opacus shaded, dark] 1 a : the quality or state of a
body that makes it impervious to the rays of light : opaqueness
b ; the capacity of matter to obstruct the transmission of forms of
radiant energy in addition to light 2a: obscurity of sense : unin-
telligibleness b : mental obtuseness 3 : an opaque spot on a
normally transparent structure
Opah \'6-p3, -,pa\ n [Ibo liba] ; a large elliptical marine fish
{Lampris regius) with brilliant colors and rich oily red flesh

opal \'o-p3l\ n, often attrib [L opalus, fr. Skt upala stone, jewel]
: a mineral SiOz'^HzO that is a hydrated amorphous silica softer
and less dense than quartz and typically with definite and often
marked iridescent play of colors
opal.eS'Cence \.6-p3-'les-''n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
opalescent

opal.eS'Cent \-'nt\ adj : reflecting an iridescent light

opal.ine \'o-p3-,lTn, -,len\ adj : resembling opal esp. in appearance
: Ol'ALESCENT
lopaque \6-'pak\ adj [L opacus} 1 ; neither reflecting nor emitting
light 2 a : not transparent or translucent b : imper\ious to forms
of radiant energv other than visible light 3 a : hard to understand
or explain ; unintelligible b : obtuse, stupid — opaque-ly adv
— opaque.ness n
^opaque n : something that is opaque; specif : an opaque paint for
blocking out portions of a photographic negative or print

ope \*op\ vb : open
lopen \'6-p3n. 'op-^mX adj open.er \'6p-(3-)n3r\ open-est
\-(3-">n3st\ [ME. fr. OE; akin to OHG offan open; both fr. a pre-
historic NGmc-WGmc word akin to OE up up] 1 : so arranged as
to permit ingress, egress, or passage: as a : having no enclosing or
confining barrier b : not shut or fast <~ door) c (U : not stopped
by a finger <--- string of a violin) (2) : having clarity and resonance
unimpaired by undue tension or constriction of the throat <"^ vocal
tone) 2 a : exposed to general knowledge <-^' ballot) b : free

from reserve <~ manner) 3 a : having no roof, lid, or other cover-
ing b : having no protective or concealing cover : bare ; sub-
ject <-- to infection) 4 a ; requiring no special status, identifica-

tion, or permit for entry or participation <— meeting) b : enterable

by both amateur and professional contestants <^ tournament)
5 ; presenting no obstacle to passage or view 6 : not drawn to-

gether, folded, or contracted 7 a : low 12 b : formed with the
tongue in a lower position (Italian has an ~ and a close e) c : end-
ing in a vowel (-^ syllable) 8 a : accessible, usable (keep an
hour -^ on Friday) b : available for consideration or decision
(~ verdict) c ; kept available for future custom (an ^ pattern)

d : not terminated or liquidated : operative e : legally available

for hunting or fishing <-« season) 1 : unoccupied and undefended
by military forces and divested of any military installation and so
immune under international law from enemy bombardment (-^

city) 9 : characterized by ready accessibility and cooperative
attitude: as a : generous in giving b : willing to hear and con-
sider or to accept and deal with ; responsive c : accessible to the

influx of new factors <'^ market) 10 : having openings, inter-
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ruptions, or spaces: as a ; porous and friable <'^ soil) b : sparsely
distributed : scattered i^ population) c (1) ; having relatively
wide spacing between words or lines <'--' type) (2) oj a compound
: having components separated by a space in writing or printing
11 : ready to operate : AcnvE (the store is ^ from 9 to 5> 12 a (1)
; characterized by lack of effective regulation of various com-
mercial enterprises (an •^ town) (2) : not repressed by legal
controls <— gambling) b : free from checking or hampering
restraints i'^- economy) c : relatively unguarded by opponents
<'^ court) 13 : having been opened by a first ante, bet, or bid
(the bidding is --> 14 oj punciuaiion : characterized by sparing
use esp. of the comma syn see frank, liable — open adv —
open>ly \*o-p3njle\ adv — open.ness_\-p3n-n3s\ n
2open \'o-pan, "op-^mX yb opened X'o-pand. 'op--^md\ open>ing
\'6p-(3-)nio\ opens X'o-panz, 'op-'mzX vt 1 a : to move (as a
door) from closed position b ; to make available for entry or
passage by turning back, removing, or clearing away 2 a : to make
available for or active in a regular function <~ a new store) b : to
make accessible for a particular purpose 3 a : to disclose or expose
to view : REVEAL b : to make more discerning or responsive ; en-
lighten c : to brine; into view or come in sight of by changing
gosition 4 a ; to make one or more openings in i^ed the boil)

; to loosen and make less compact (-^ the soil) 5 : to spread out
: UNFOLD <-^ed the book) 6 a : to enter upon : begin b : to com-
mence action in a card game by making (a first bid"), putting a first

bet in (the pot), or playing (a card or suit) as first lead 7 : to
restore or recall (as an order) from a finally determined state to a
state in which the parties are free to prosecute or oppose '— vi 1 ; to
become open : unclose 2 a : to spread out ; expand (the wound
f^ed under the strain) b : to become disclosed 3 : to become
enlightened or responsive 4 : to give access <the rooms -^ onto a
hall) 5 : to speak out 6 a : to begin a course or activity b : to

make a bet, bid, or lead in commencing a round or hand of a card
game
3open n 1 : opening 2 : open and unobstructed space; also ; open
water 3 ; an open contest, competition, or tournament
open air n : the space where air is unconfined; esp : out-of-doors
open-air X.o-ps-'nao^r, -'ne(a)r\ adj : outdoor
open-and-shut \,6p-0-)nan-'shat, ,op-man-, ,6p-'m-3n-\ adj : per-

fectly simple : obvious
Open chain n : an arrangement of atoms represented in a structural

formula by a chain who-iie ends are not joined so as to form a ring

open door n l : a recognized right of admittance : freedom of access

2 : a policy giving opportunity for commercial intercourse with a
country to ajl nations on equal terms
open-end \,o-pa-'nend\ adj : organized to allow for contingencies:
as a ; permitting additional debt to be incurred under the original

indenture subject to specified conditions <an -^ mortgage) b : of-

fering for sale or having issued outstanding capital shares redeema-
ble upon demand <;an ^ investment company)

Open-er \'5p-i,3-in3r\ n : one that opens: as a obs : aperient
b pi : cards of sufficient value for a player to open the betting in a
poker game _c ; the first item of a series

open-eyed \,o-p3-'nid\ adj l ; having the eyes open 2 ; watch-
ful, DISCERNING

_
Open-hand'Cd X.o-pan-'han-dad, ,6p-^m-\ adj : generous in giving

: munificent — open*hand-ed-Iy adv — open.hand*ed'ness n

open.heart'ed \-'hart-3d\ adj : candidly straightforward : frank— open-heart-ed'ly adv — open-heart-ed.ness n
open-hearUi \,o-p3n-,harth, ,6p-^m-\ adj : of, relating to, in-

volving, or produced by an open hearth (^ steel)

open-hearth process n : a process of making steel in a furnace of
the regenerative reverberatory type from pig iron

open house n : ready and usu. informal hospitality or entertainment
for all comers
open.ing \'6p-(3-)nin\ n 1 a : an act or instance of making or be-
coming open b : an act or instance of beginning : commencement;
esp : a formal and usu. public event by which something new is put
officially into operation 2 : something that is open: as a tl)

; BREACH, APERTURE (2) : an Open width : span b ; an area with-

out trees or with scattered usu. mature trees that occurs as a break
in a forest c : two pages that face one another in a book 3 : some-
thing that constitutes a beginning: as a : a planned series of moves
made at the beginning of a game of chess or checkers b : a first

performance 4 : opportunity, occasion
open letter n : a letter of protest or appeal addressed to an in-

dividual but intended for the general public and printed in a news-
paper or periodical
Open-mind.ed X.o-psn-'mTn-dad, ,op-'m-'(m)in-\ adj : receptive of

arguments or ideas : unprejudiced — open-mind' ed-ly adv —
open-mind»ed-ness «

open-mouthed X.o-pan-'mauthd, -'mautht; ,op-''m-'(m)authd,

-'(mtautht\ adj 1 : having the mouth widely open 2 : struck with
amazement or wonder 3 : clamorous, vociferous — open-
mouthed'ly \-'(mmu-tl33d-le; -*(m)auth-tle, -3d-le\ adv — open-
mouthed-ness V'(m)au-th3d-nas. -'(ni')auth(t)-nas\ n

open order n : a military formation in which the units are separated

by considerable intervajs

open-pol-li*nat.ed x.o-pan-'pai-a-.nat-sd, ,op-'m-\ adj ; pol-

Hnated bv natural agencies without human intervention

open seS'a.me \-'ses-3-me\ n [fr. open sesame, the magical com-
mand used by Ali Baba to open the door of the robbers' den in Ah
Baba and the Forty Thieves^ i something that unfailingly brings

about a desired end
open shop n : an establishment in which eligibility for employment
and retention on the payroll are not determined by membership or

nonmembership in a labor union though there may be an agreement

by which a union is recognized as sole bargaining agent

open sight n : a firearm rear sight having an open notch instead of a

peephole or a telescope

open syllable n : a syllable ended by a vowel or diphthong

open up vi 1 : to commence firing 2 : to become communicative

3 : to spread out or come into view 4 : to launch an offensive

"- vr 1 : to open by cutting into 2 : to make plain or visible ; dis-

close 3 : to make available

0pen>W0rk X'o-psn-.wsrk, '6p-'m-\ n, ojten aiirib : work so con-

structed or manufactured as to show openings through its substance

— open-worked \-,w3rkt\ adj ^^____^^____

1 opera p/ oj opus
20p*era \'ap-(a-)r3\ n [It, work, opera, fr. L, work, pains; akin to L
oper-, opus'\ 1 : a drama set to music and made up of vocal pieces
with orchestral accompaniment and orchestral overtures and inter-
ludes 2 : the score of a musical drama 3 : the performance of an
opera or a house where operas are performed

op>er*a*ble \'ap-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj : fit, possible, or desirable to do or
use; specij : admitting of treatment by operation <an -^ cancer) —
op-er-a'bly \-ble\ adv

ope.ra bouffe \,ap-(3-)r3-'buf\ n [F] : farcical comic opera
ope-ra co-mique \,ap-(3-)r3-(.)kam-'ek. -ko-'mek\ « [F] : an opera
characterized by spoken dialogue interspersed between the set arias
and ensemble numbers

opera glass n t a small binocular optical instrument similar to the
field glass and adapted for use at the opera — often used in pi.

opera hat n ; a mans collapsible top hat consisting usu. of a dull
silky fabric stretched over a steel frame

opera house n : a theater devoted principally to the performance of
operas; broadly : theater
lop-er.ant \'ap-3-r3nt\ adj 1 : effective 2 : of or relating to the
observable or measurable
^operant n : one that operates
Op»er-ate \'ap-(s-),rat\ vb [L operatus, pp. of operari to work, fr.

oper-, opus work; akin to OE ejnan to perform, Skt apas work] vi"

1 : to perform a work or labor : function 2 : to produce an ap-
propriate effect 3 a ; to perform an operation or series of opera-
tions b : to perform surgery c : to carry on a military or naval
action or mission -^ vr 1 : to bring about : effect 2 a : to cause to
function ; work b : to put or keep in operation ; manage 3 : to
perform surgery on

0p.er«at-iC \,ap-3-'rat-ik\ adj [irreg. fr. operas : of, relating to, re-

sembling, or suitable to opera — op<er>at*i>cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
Op<er>a<tion \,ap-3-'ra-shsn\ n 1 ; a doing or performing of a
practical work or of something involving practical application of
principles or processes 2 a : an exertion of power or influence
: FUNCTIONING b z the quality or state of being functional or opera-
tive c : method or manner of functioning 3 : efficacy, potency
4 : a procedure on a living body usu. with instruments for the re-

pair of damage or the restoration of health 5 : any of various
mathematical or logical processes of deriving one expression from
others according to a rule 6 a ; a military or naval action, mission,
or maneuver including its planning and execution b p/ : the office

on the flight line of an airfield where pilots file clearances for flights

and which controls flying from the field 7 : a business transaction
esp, when speculative

op>er<a-tion*al \-shn3l, -sh3n-=l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or based
on operations (-^ definition) 2 a : of, engaged in, or connected
with execution of military or naval operations in campaign or battle

b : ready for or in condition to undertake a destined function
op'er'a.tion.al.ism \-,iz-3m\ also op.er-a-tion-ism \-sh3n-
,iz-3m\ n : a view that the concepts or terms used in nonanalytic
scientific statements must be definable in terms of identifiable and
repeatable operations — op.er'a_'tion.al-ist \-shn3l-3st, -shan-=l-\
n — op<er>a*tion*al'is>tic \-,ra-shn3l-'is-tik, -shon-^'l-X adj

operations research n : the application of scientific and esp.

mathematical methods to the study and analysis of complex overall

problems
lop-er-a-tive \'ap-(3-)r3t-iv, 'ap-3-,rat-\ adj 1 : producing an
appropriate effect : efficacious 2 : exerting force or influence

: operating 3 a : having to do with physical operations b : work-
ing (an ~ craftsman) 4 : based upon or consisting of an opera-
tion — op-er-a-tive-ly adv — op<er*a-tlve*ne5S n

^operative n : operator; as a : artisan, mechanic b : a secret

agent : private detective

op.er.a.tor \'ap-(a-),rat-3r\ n 1 : one that operates: as a : one
that operates a machine or device b : one that operates a business

c : one that performs surgical operations d : one that deals in

stocks or commodities 2 a : mountebank, fraud b : a shrewd
and skillful person who knows how to circumvent restrictions or

difficulties 3 : a mathematical or logical symbol denoting an
operation to be performed

oper.cu.lar \6-'p3r-ky3-l3r\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting an
operculum — opercular n

oper.cu.late \-l3t\ also oper.cu.lat-ed \-,lat-ad\ adj ; having an
operculum

oper.cu-lum \o-'p3r-kv3-l3m\ n, pi oper-cu-la \-l3\ also oper-
culums [NL, fr. L, cover, fr. operire to shut, cover — more at

weir] 1 : a lid or covering flap (as of a moss capsule or a pyxidium

in a seed plant) 2 : a body process or part that suggests a lid: as

a : a horny or shelly plate on the posterior dorsal surface of the

foot in many gastropod mollusks that closes the shell when the

animal is retracted b : the covering of the gills of a fish

op-er-et.ta \,ap-3-'ret-5\ n [It, dim. of opera'\ : a light musical*

dramatic production having usu. a romantic plot and contaming
spoken dialogue and dancing scenes — op-er-et-tist \- ret-3st\ n

oP'Cr-OSe \'ap-a-,ros\ adj [L operosas, fr. oper-, opus work — more
at OPERATE] : laborious, diligent — op-er-ose-ly adv — op-er-

ose-ness n
OpheJia \6-'fel-y3\ n : the daughter of Polonius in Shakespeare's

Ham Iel

ophi-cleide \'af-a-,klTd, "o-fa-N n [F ophicleide, fr. Gk ophis

snake + kleid-, kleis key — more at clavicle] : a deep-toned

brass wind instrument consisting of a large tapering tube bent

double
Ophid-i.an \o-'fid-e-3n\ adj [deriv. of Gk ophisl : of, relating to,

or resembling snakes — ophidian n

ophi.ol.o.gy \,af-e-'al-a-je, ,o-fe-\ n [Gk ophis + E -logyl i a

branch of herpetology dealing with snakes

ophi.oph.a.gous \,o-fe-'af-3-g3s, ,af-e-\ adj [Gk ophiophagos,

fr. opfiis + -phagos -phagous] : feeding on snakes

Ophir \'6-f3r\ n [Heb Ophlr"] : a Biblical land rich in gold

ophite \'af-.Tt, 'o-.fTt\ n [L, fr. Gk ophites (lithos), lit., serpentine

(stone), fr. ophites snakelike, fr. ophis snake; akin to L angins

snake, anguilla eel, Gk enchelys eel, echidna viper, echinos hedgehog,

OE igi/] ; any of various usu. green and often mottled or blotched

rocks
ophit-ic \a-'fit-ik, o-\ adj : having or being a rock fabric in which

8 abut; ® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

] joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; tfe this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yti few; yu furious; zh vision
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lath-shaped plagioclase crystals are enclosed in later formed augite
ophthalm- or ophthalmo- comb form [Gk, fr. ophthalmosl : eye
{ophthalmology) : eyeball (^ophthalmitis}

Oph.Uial.mia \af-'thal-me-3, ap-\ n [ME obtalmia, fr. LL oph-
thalmia, fr. Gk, fr. ophthalmos eye; akin to Gk ops eye — more at
EVE] : inflammation of the conjunctiva or eyeball

Oph>thal-mic \-mik\ adj : of, relating to, or situated near the

oph.tlial.mo.log.ic \(,)af-,thal-in3-'laj-ik, (,)ap-\ ad} : of or
relating to ophthalmology — opli>tliaI_>inO'log<i>cal \-I-k3l\ adj— oph'tlial.mO'log'i.caMy \-i-kC3-)le\ adv

oph.thal.mcl.o.gist \,af-.thal-*m"al-3-j3st, ,ap-, -th3(l)-'maI-\ n
: a physician that specializes in ophthalmology

oph.thal.mol.o.gy \-je\ n : a branch of medical science dealing
with the structure, functions, and diseases of the eye
opU'tHal.mo-scope Vaf-'thal-ma-.skop, ap-\ n [ISV] : an instru-

ment with a mirror centrally perforated for viewing the interior

of the eye and esp. the retina — oph<thal>]nO'SCop>ic \(,)af-

,thal-m3-'skap-ik. (,)ap-\ or oph>thal>mo*scop*i>cal \-i-kal\ adj— oph>UiaMnos>co<py \,af-,thal-'mas-k3-pe, .ap-\_n
-opia \'o-pe-3\ n comb jorm [NL. fr. Gk -opia, fr. ops'i 1 : con-
dition of having (such) vision (diplopia) 2 : condition of having
(such) a visual defec^ (hyperopia)

lopi-ate \'o-pe-3t, -,at\ adj 1 : containing or mixed with opium
2a: inducing sleep : narcotic h : causing dullness or inaction

2opiate n 1 : a preparation or derivative of opium; broadly % nar-
cotic 1 2 : something that induces rest or inaction or quiets
uneasiness

opine \5-'pTn\ vb [MF opiner, fr. L opinari to have an opinion] vt

: to slate as an opinion ^ vi : to express opinions
opin-ion \3-'pin-y3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L opmion-, opinio: akin
to L opinari} 1 a ; a view, judgment, or appraisal formed in the
mind about a particular matter b : approval, esteem 2 a ; beUef
stronger than impression and less strong than positive knowledge
; judgment b : a generally held or popular view 3 a : a formal
expression by an expert of his judgment or advice b : the formal
expression of the legal reasons and principles upon which a legal
decision is based
syn OPINION, VIEW, belief, conviction, persuasion, sentiment
mean a judgment one holds as true, opinion implies a conclusion
thought out yet open to dispute; view suggests an opinion more
or less colored by bias; beuef implies often deliberate acceptance
and intellectual assent; conviction applies to a firmly and seri-

ously held belief; persuasion suggests a beUef grounded nn^ p^-
surance (as by evidence) of its truth; sentiment suggests an opinioa
more or less scaled because rooted in individual character \

opiu-ion.at.ed \-y9-,nat-3d\ adj : unduly adhering to one's own
opinion or to preconceived notions — opin*ion«at-ed»ly adv —
opin.ion-at.ed.ness n

opin-ion •ative \-,nat-iv\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or consisting of
opinion : doctrinal 2 : opinionated

Op.iS-UlOg.na-tllOUS \,ap-3S-'thag-n3-thas\ adj [Gk opisthen
behind -I- E -gnathous; akin to Gk epi- on — more at epi-] ; having
retreating jaws
Dpl>um \'o-pe-am\ n, ojlen attrib [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk opion, fr.

dim. of opos sap] 1 : a bitter brownish addictive narcotic drug
that consists of the dried juice of the opium poppy 2 : something
having an effect Uke that of opium ; stupefier
opium poppy n ; an annual Eurasian poppy {Papaver somnijerum)
cultivated since antiquity as the source of opium, for its edible
oily seeds, or for ornament
opoS'Sum \(3-)'pas-3m\ n, pi opossums also opossum ojien
attrib [fr. apdsum, lit., white animal (in some Algonquian language
of Virginia)] 1 : any of various American marsupials (family
Didelphidae) ; esp ; a common omnivorous largely nocturnal
and arboreal mammal (Didelphis virginiana) of the eastern U.S.
2 : any of several AustraUan phalangers
lop.po-nent \a-'p6-n3nt\ n [L opponent-, opponens, prp. of op-
ponerel 1 : one that opposes : adversary 2 : a muscle that
opposes or counteracts and hmits the action of another
syn antagonist, adversary: opponent implies little more than

position on the other side as in a debate, election, contest, or
confhct; antagonist implies sharper opposition in a struggle for
supremacy; adversary may carry an additional implication of
active hostility

2opponent adj \ : opposing, antagonistic 2 : situated in front
: opposite

op.por.tune \.ap-3r-'t(y)Un\ adj [ME, fr. MF opportun, fr. L
opportiinus. fr. ob- toward + partus port, harbor — more at OB-]
1 ; suitable or convenient for a particular occurrence <an -^
moment) 2 : timely syn see seasonable — op<por>tune<ly adv— op'por.tune-ness \-'t(y)iin-nas\ n
op.por-tun-ism \-'t(y)u-,niz-am\ n : the art, policy, or practice
of taking advantage of opportunities or circumstances esp. with
little regard for principles or ultimate consequences — op-por-
tun-ist \-n3st\ n or adj — Dp'por.tu-nis-tic \-(,)t(y)u-'nis-tik\
adj
op.por-tu=ni.ty \.ap-3r-'t(y)u-n3t-e\ n 1 : a favorable juncture
of circumstances 2 ; a good chance for advancement or progress

op>pos<abil>i-ty \3-.po-z3-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or state of being
opposable

op.pos-able \3-'po-z3-b3l\ adj l ; capable of being opposed or
resisted 2 : capable of being placed opposite something else

op.pose \3-'p5z\ vt [F opposer, fr. L opponere (perf. indie, op-
posui\ fr. ob- against + ponere to place — more at OB-, POsmoN]
1 : to place opposite or against 2 : to place over against something
so as to provide resistance, counterbalance, or contrast 3 ; to
offer resistance to — op>pos-er n
syn combat, resist, wriHSTAND, antagonize: oppose may apply

to a range extending from mere objection to bitter hostility or
warfare; combat stresses the actual conflict with what one actively
opposes; resist and wh-hstand imply answering an offensive
action with counter force, withstand usu. adding a suggesuon of
successful outcome; antagonize implies an arousing of resistance
or hostility in another
op-pose.less \3-'poz-bs\ adj : irresistible
lop-po-slte \*ap-3-z3t, 'ap-S3t\ n 1 ; something that is opposed
or contrary 2 : antonym

2opposite adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L oppositus, pp. of opponere}
1 a : set over against something that is at the other end or side

of an intervening line or space <'^ interior angles) i'^ ends of a
diameter) b (1) ; situated in pairs on an axis each being separated
from the other by half the circumference of the axis (-^ leaves)
(2) of jloral parts : superposed 2 a : opposed, hostile <'^ sides
of the question) b : diametrically different : contrary <"-' mean-
ings) 3 : contrarily turned or moving <go in '--' directions) —
op.po-site.ly adv — op-po-site-ness n
syn contradictory, contrary, ANTrrHEncAL: opposite applies

to things in sharp contrast or in conflict; contradictory appUes
to two things that completely negate each other so that if one is

tme or valid the other must be untrue or invalid; contrary
implies extreme divergence or diametrical opposition; anttthetical
stresses clear and unequivocal diametrical opposition
^opposite adv X on opposite sides
^opposite prep 1 ; across from and usu. facing or on the same
level with 2 : in a role complementary to

opposite number n : a member of a system or class who holds
relatively the same position as a particular member in a correspond-
ing system or class

op*po*si*tion \,ap-3-'zish-3n\ n 1 : a configuration in which one
celestial body is opposite another in the sky or in which the
elongation is near or equal to ISO degrees 2 : the relation between
two propositions having the same subject and predicate but dif-
fering in quantity or quahiy or both 3 : an act of setting opposite
or over against : the condition of being so set 4 : hostile or
contrary action or condition 5a: something that opposes;
specij : a body of persons opposing something b ojten cap I a
political party opposing and prepared to replace the party in
power — op<po*si>tion-al X-'zish-nal, -3n-'l\ adj
0p>press \3-'pres\ vt [ME oppressen, fr. MF oppresser, fr. L
oppressus, pp. of opprimere, fr. ob- against -t- premere to press— more at ob-, press] 1 a archaic ; suppress b ; to crush or
burden by abuse of power or auiliority 2 ; to burden spiritually
or mentally as if by pressure : weigh down syn see depress,
wrong ~ op.preS'Sor \-'pres-3r\ n
op.pres-sion \3-'presh-3n\ n 1 a : unjust or cruel exercise of
authority or power b : something that so oppresses 2 : a sense
of heaviness or obstruction in the body or mind : depression
oP'preS'Sive \-'pres-iv\ adj 1 : unreasonably burdensome or
severe <^ legislation) 2 : tyrannical 3 : overpowering or
depressing to the spirit or senses syn see onerous — op-pres-
sive*ly adv — op-pres-sive-ness n

OP'pro-bri-ous \3-'pro-bre-3s\ adj 1 : expressive of opprobrium
: scurrilous <^ language) 2 : deserving of opprobrium —
op-pro-bri'DUS'ly adv — op-pro>bri>ous-ness n

Op<pro<bri*uiU \-bre-3m\ n [L, fr. opprobrare to reproach, fr.

ob in the way of + probrum reproach; akin to L pro forward and
to Ljcrre to carry, bring — more at epi-, for, bear] 1 : something
that brings disgrace 2a; public disgrace or ill fame that follows
from conduct considered grossly wrong or vicious : infamy
b : CONTEMPT, reproach syn see disgrace
op.pugn \3-'pyLin, a-\ vt [ME oppugnen, fr. L oppugnare, fr. ob-
against + pugnare to fight — more at ob-. pungent] 1 : to fight
against : assail 2 ; to call in question ; controvert — op-pugn-
er n

Ops \'aps\ n [L] : the wife of Saturn and goddess of the harvest
-op-Sis \'ap-s3s\ n comb form, pi -op-ses \'ap-.sez\ or -op<si>des
\'ap-S3-,dez\ [NL. fr. Gk, fr. opsis appearance, vision] : structure
resembling a (specified) thing icajyopsis)
Op*son*ic \ap-'san-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or involving opsonin
Op-SO-nin \'ap-S3-n3n\ n [L opsonium relish, fr Gk opsonion
victuals, fr. opsonein to purchase victuals — more at oligopsony]
: a constituent of blood serum that makes foreign cells more
susceptible to the action of the phagocytes

-op-sy \,ap-se, 3p-\ n comb Jorm [Gk -opsia, fr. opsis} : examina-
tion <necrop5i)

opt \'apt\ vj [F opter, fr. L optare — more at option] : to make a

op. ta.live \'ap-i3t-iv\ adj 1 a ; of, relating to. or constituting a
mood of verbs that is expressive of wish or desire b : of, relating
to, or consiiiuting a sentence that is expressive of wish or hope
2 : expressing desire or wish ~ optative n — op-ta-tive.ly adv

lop. tic \'ap-tik\ adj [MF optique, fr. ML opticus, fr. Gk optikos,
fr. opsesihai to be going to see; akin to Gk opsis appearance, ops
eye — more at eye] 1 : of or relating to vision or the eye
2 : dependent chiefly on vision for orientation

2optlc n 1 ; EYE 2 ; any of the lenses, prisms, or mirrors of an
optical instrument

op-ti-cal \'ap-ti-k3l\ adj 1 : relating to the science of optics
2 : relating to vision — op.ti>cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

optically active adj : capable of rotating the plane of polarization
of light to the right or left

optically inactive adj : inactive c (2)

optic axis « ; a line in a doubly refracting medium that is parallel
to the direction in which all components of plane-polarized light
travel with the same speed

optic disk n : the nearly circular hght-colored area at the back
of the retina where the optic nerve enters the e> eball

op-tl-cian \ap-'tish-3n\ n 1 : a maker of or dealer in optical items
and instruments 2 ; one that grinds spectacle lenses to prescrip-
tion and dispenses spectacles

optic nerve n ; either of a pair of sensory cranial nerves that arise
from the ventral part of the diencephalon. supply the retina, and
conduct visual stimuli to the brain — called also third cranial

op.tics \'ap-tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a science that deals
with light, its genesis and propagation, the effects that it undergoes
and produces, and other phenomena closely associated with it

optic thalamus n : either of two masses of nerve tissue in the floor
of the diencephalon from which the optic nerves arise

op.ti.mal \'ap-l3-m3l\ adj : most desirable or satisfactory ; op-
timum — op.ti.mal.ly \-m3-le\ adv
op.ti.mism \'ap-t3-,miz-3m\ n [F optimisme, fr. L optimum, n.,

best, fr. neut. of optimus best; akin to L ops power — more at
OPULENT] 1 : a doctrine that this world is the best possible world
2 : an inclination to put the most favorable construction upon
actions and happenings or to anticipate the best possible outcome—
op. ti.mist \-m3si\ n — optimist adj — op-ti.mis.tic \.ap-t&-
'mis-tik\ adj — op.ti*mis>ti*cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — op.ti.mis-ti-
caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv



optimize 593 order

>r, fr. OE oththe; akin to OHG
word to indicate an alternative
2 archaic i either 3 archaic

, ON I akin to OE

Op-ti.mize \'ap-t3-,mi2\ vt ; to make as perfect, effective, or func-
tional as possible
op-ti.mum \'ap-t3-mam\ n, pi op.ti»ma \-m3\ also optimums
[L] 1 : the amount or degree of something that is most favorable
to some end; esp : the most favorable condition for the growth and
reproduction of an organism 2 : greatest degree attained under
implied or specified conditions — optimum adj

op-tion \'ap-sh9n\ n [F, fr. L option-, optio free choice; akin to L
optare to choose, Gk Qpiopsesthai to be going to choose] 1 : an
act of choosing 2 a : the power or right to choose ; freedom of
choice b ; a privilege of demanding fulfillment of a contract on
any day within a specified time c : a right to buv or sell designated
securities or commodities at a specified price durine the period of
the contract d : a right of an insured person to choose the form
in which payments due him on a policy shah be made or appUed
syn see choice

Dp<tion*aI X'ap-shnal, -shan-'I\_arfy ; involving an option ; not
compulsory — op-tion-aMy \-e\ adv

op.to-met.rlc \,ap-t3-'*me-trik\ adj ; of or relating to optometry —
op'toomet.ri.cal \-tri-k3l\ adj

op.tom.e-trist \ap-'tam-9-tr3st\ n : a specialist in optometry
Op-tom.e-try \-tre\ n [Ck opfos (verbal of ops'esthai to be going
to see) + ISV -merry — more at optic] : the art or profession
of examining the eye for defects and faults of refraction and
prescribing correctional lenses or exercises but not drugs or surgery

op.u.lence \'ap-y9-l3n(t)s\ n 1 : wealth, affluence 2 : plenty,
PROFUSION

op*U<lent \-l3nt\ adj [L opulentus, fr. ops power, help; akin to L
opus work — more at operate] : exhibiting or characterized by
opulence: as a : having a large estate or property b : amply or
plentifully provided or fashioned syn see luxurious, rich —
op.u*lent-Iy adv

opun.tia \o--pan<h(e--i9\ n [L, a plant, fr. fern, of opuntius of
Opus, fr. Opuni', Opus Opus, ancient city in Greece] ; prickly
PEAR

opus \'o-p3s\ T, pi opera X'o-ps-rs, 'ap-3-\ also opus.es \'o-p3-
S3Z\ [L oper-, opus] : WORK; esp I a musical composition or set of
compositions

opus.cule \o-'p3s-f,1kyuf3"il\ n [F, fr. L opusculum, dim. of opusi
; a small or petiy work ; opusculum

opus.cu.lum \o-'p3s-ky3-l3m\ n, pi opus-cu-la \-l3\ [L] : a
minor work — usu. used in pi.

lor \3r, (,)6(3)r\ conj [ME other,
eddo or] 1 — used as a functior
(coffee ^ tea) (sink ^ swim)
: WHETHER

2or prep [ME. fr. or, adv., early, before,
early — more at ere] archaic : before

3or conj, archaic : before
lor \'6(3)r\ n [MF. gold. fr. L aurum — more at ORIOLE] ; the heral-
dic color gold or yellow
i-or \sr, ,6(3)r '6Ca)r\ n sujjix [ME. fr. OF -eur, -eor & L -or; OF
-eur, fr. L -or: OF -eor, fr. L -ator -or, fr. -atus, pp suffix + -or —
more at -ate] : one that does a (specified) thing (grantor) (elevator)

2-or \3r\ n sujjix [ME, fr. OF -eur. It. L -orj l condition : activity
(demeanor)

ora pi oj OS
or-ache or or-ach \'6r-ich, 'ar-\ n [ME orage, fr. MF arrache, fr.

(assumed) VL atrapic-, atrapex, tr. Gk atraphaxys] % any of a genus
(Atriplex) of herbs of the goosefoot family

or-a.Cle X'or-s-ksl, 'av-\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. L oraculum, fr. orare
to speak — more at oration] 1 a : a person fas a priestess of
ancient Greece) through whom a deity is believed to speak h : a
shrine in which a deity so reveals hidden knowledge or the divine
purpose c : an answer or decision given by an oracle 2 a : a
person giving wise or authoritative decisions or opinions b : an
authoritative or wise expression or answer
oracu.lar Xo-'rak-ya-lar, sA adj [L oraculum^ 1 : of, relating to,

or being an oracle 2 : resembling an oracle in wisdom, solemnity,
or obscurity svn see dictatorial — orac-u-lar-i-ty \-,rak-y3-
'lar-3t-e\ n — orac-u-lar-ly \-'iak-y3-lar-le\ adv

oral \'or-3l. 'or-, 'ar-\ adj [L or-, os mouth; akin to OE ora border,
L ora] la: uttered by the mouth or in words ; spoken b : using
speech or the lips esp. in teaching the deaf 2 a : of, given through,
or affecting the mouth b : bejng on or relating to the same surface
as the mouth — oral-ly \-3-le\ adv
syn VERBAL: oral usu. applies to what is spoken rather than

written; verbal applies to the use of words whether in speech
or in writing often in contrast with other ways of expressing or
communicating
lor.ange \'6r-inj, "ar-, -3nj\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. OProv auranja, fr.

Ar naranj, fr. Per narang, fr. Skt naranga orange tree, of Dravidian
origin; akin to Tamil naru fragrant] 1 a : a globose berry with a
reddish yellow rind and a sweet edible pulp b : any of various
rather small evergreen trees (genus Citrus) with ovate unifoliate
leaves, hard yellow wood, and fragrant white flowers 2 : any of
several trees or fruits resembling the orange 3 : any of a group of
colors that lie midway between red and yellow in hue and are of
medium lightness and moderate to high saturation

2orange adj 1 : of or relating to the orange 2 : of the color orange
Orange adj [William III tl702 king of England and prince of
Orange"] : of, relating to, or sympathizing with Orangemen — Or-
angC'ism \-,i2-3m\ n
or.ange.ade \,6r-in-'jad, ,ar-, -on-\ n [F, fr. orange + -adej : a
beverage of orange juice sweetened and mixed with plain or car-
bonated water
orange hawkweed n : indian paintbrush 2
Or>ange-man X'or-inj-msn, 'ar-, -3nj-\ n 1 : a member of a secret
society organized in the north of Ireland in 1795 to defend the
British sovereign and to support the Protestant religion 2 : a
Protestant Irishman esp. of Ulster

orange pekoe n : a tea formerly made from the tiny leaf and end
bud of the spray; broadly : India or Ceylon tea of good quality

or-ange-ry \'6r-inj-(s-)re. *ar-, -3nj-\ n : a greenhouse or other
protected place for raising oranges in cool climates

or*ange<wood \'6r-ini-,wud, 'ar-, -3nj-\ n ; the wood of the orange
tree used esp. in turnery and carving

orang-utan or orang.ou.tan \3-'rao-3-.taQ, -.tan\ n [Malay orang
hutan, fr. orang man + hutan forest] : a largely herbivorous
arboieal anthropoid ape (Pongo pygmaeus) of Borneo and Sumatra
about twothirds as large as the gorilla
orate \6-'rat\ vi [back-formation fr. oration] ; to speak in a declam-
atory or grandiloquent manner : harangue

Ora.tion \3-'ra-sh3n, 6~\ n [L oration-, oratio speech, oration, fr.
oratus, pp. ot orare to plead, speak, pray; akin to Russ oraC to
yell] : an elaborate discourse delivered in a formal and dignified

special occasion
-\ n 1 ; pETrriONER, plaintiff 2 ; one who

oration; esp ; one distinguished for his skill and power

manner u:

or-a.tor \
delivers ai

as a public speaker
Or-a.to.ri.an \,6r-3-'tor-e-3n, .ar-, -'tor-V n : a member of the
Congregation of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri originating in Rome
in 1564 and comprising independent communities of secular priests
under obedience but without vows — Oratorian adj

or.a.tor.i.cal \.6r-9-'t6r-i-kal, .ar-a-'tar-X adj : of, relating to. or
characteristic of an orator or oratory — or-a.tor'i-caMy
\-k(3-)le\ adv

or.a.to-rio \,6r-3-'tor-e-,o, .ar-. -'tor-X n [It, fr. the Oratorio di
San Fihppo Neri (Oratory of St. Philip Neri) in Rome] : a choral
work on a usu. scriptural subject consisting chiefly of recitatives,
anas, and choruses without action or scenery
Tor.a.to.ry \'6r-3-,tor-e. 'ar-, -,t6r-\ n [ME oratorie, fr. LL
oratorium. fr, L oratus, pp.] 1 : a place of prayer; esp : a private or
institutional chapel 2 : an Oratorian congregation, house, or
church
soratory n [L oratorio, fr. fem. of oratorius oratorical, fr. oratus,
pp ] 1 : the art of an orator 2 : oration
lorb \'6(3)rb\ n [MF orbe, fr. L orbis circle, disk, orb; akin to L
orbita track, rut] 1 : any of the concentric spheres in old astronomy
surrounding the earth and carrying the heavenly bodies in their
revolutions 2 archaic : something circular : circle, orbft 3 : a
spherical body; esp : a celestial sphere 4 : eve 5 : a sphere sur-
mounted by a cross symbolizing kingly power and justice

2orb vt 1 : to form into a disk or circle 2 archaic : encircle, sur-
round, enclose '— vi. archaic : to move in an orbit

or.biCU.lar \6r-'bik-y3-l3r\ adj [ME orbiculer, fr. MF or LL; MF
orbiculaire, fr. LL orbicularis, fr. L orbiculus, dim. of orbis]
1 : spherical, circular 2_: complete, rounded — or-bic-u-
lar-ijty \(.)6r-.bik-y3-'lar-3t-e\ n — or.bic-u-lar.Iy \6r-'bik-y3-
l3r-Ie\ adv

or.bicu-late \6r-'bik-y3-l3t\ adj : orbicular (an ~ leaf)
lor.bit \'6r-b3t\ « [L orbita] 1 [ML orbita. fr. L] : the bony socket
of the eye 2 : a path described by one body or object in its revolu-
tion about another 3 ; range or sphere of activity — or>blt-a]
\--'l\ adj

2orblt vt 1 : to revolve in an orbit around : circle 2 : to send up
and make revolve in an orbit (-^ a satelUte) -^ vi : to travel in
circles — or-bit-er n

ore \'6(9)ik\ n [MF orque, fr. L orca, a whale] : grampus : a sea
animal similar to the grampus; also : a sea monster

or-chard \'6r-ch9rd\ n [ME. fr. OE ortgeard, fr. L hortus garden -1-

OE geard yard — more at yard] : a planting of fruit trees or nut
trees; also : the trees of such a planting

or^chard.ist \-3st\ or OT.chard*man X-msn, -,man\ n : an owner
or supe!"visor of orchards

or-ches.tra \'6r-k3-str3, -.kes-tr3\ n [L, fr. Gk orchestra, fr. or-
cheisthai to dance; akin to Skt rghayati he raves] 1 a : the circular
space used by the chorus in front of the proscenium in an ancient
Greek theater b : a corresponding semicircular space in a Roman
theater used for seating important persons 2 a : a group of in-
strumentalists including esp. siring players organized to perform
ensemble music b (1) : the space in front of the stage in a modern
theater that is used by an orchestra (2) : the forward section of
seats on the main floor of a theater

or-che5>tral \6r-'kes-tr3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to. or composed for
an orchestra 2 : suggestive of an orchestra or its musical qualities
(~ effect of the verse) — or.ches.traMy \-tr3-le\ adv

or.ches-trate \'6r-k3-,strat\ vt 1 a : to compose or arrange
(music) for an orchestra b : to provide with orchestration (^ a
ballet) 2 : to arrange or combine so as to achieve a maximum
effect (-^s the elements of his art) — or-cheS'tra^tion \,6r-k3-
'stra-sh3n\ n — or<clies<tra'tor also or-cbes'trat'er \'6r-k3-
,strat-3r\ n

Or.cMd \'6r-k3d\ n [irreg. fr. NL Orchis] 1 : a plant or flower of a
large family (Orchidaceae, the orchid family) of perennial epiphytic
or terrestrial plants having usu. showy flowers with a corolla of
three petals of which one differs greatly from the others 2 : a
variable color averaging a light purple

or«chis \'6r-k3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, orchid, fr. Gk, testicle,

orchid; akin to Mir uirgge testicle] ; orchid; esp : one of a genus
{Orchis) with fleshy roots and a spurred lip

or*daln \6r-'dan\ vb [ME ordeinen, fr. OF ordener, fr. LL ordinare,
fr. L, to put in order, appoint, fr. ordin-, ordo order] vt 1 : to invest
officially (as by the laying on of hands) with ministerial or sacer-
dotal authority 2 ; to establish or order by appointment, decree,
or law : enact, decree; specij : destine, predestine ^ vi : to issue
an order : decree, command — or<dain>er n — or<dain<ment
\-'dan-m3nt\ n

or. deal \6r-'de(3)l\ n [ME ordal, fr. OE ordal: akin to OHG
urted judgment; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc compound derived fr.

a compound verb represented by OHG irteilen to judge, distribute,
fr. !>-, perfective prefix + teilen to divide, render a verdict; akin to
OHG teil part — more at abide, deal] 1 : a primitive means used
to determine guilt or innocence by submitting the accused to
dangerous or painful tests believed to be under supernatural con-
trol (~ by fire) 2 : a severe trial or experience
Tor-der \'6rd-3r\ n [MF ordre, fr. ML & L; ML ordin-, ordo ecclesi-
astical order, fr. L, arrangement, group, class; akin to L ordiri
to lay the warp, begin] 1 a : a group of people united (as
by living under the same rehgious rules or by having won the same
distinction) in some formal way b : a badge or medal of such a
society; also : a military decoration 2 a : any of the several
grades of the Christian ministry b pi : the office of a person in
the Christian ministry c pi : ordination 3 a : a rank, class, or
special group in a community or society b : a class of persons
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or things grouped according to quality, value,
teristics; specij ; a category
of taxonomic classification
ranking above the family
and below the class 4 a : the
arrangement or sequence of
objects in position or of
events in time b : degree 11

c : a transitive arrangement
of mathematical elements
d : the number of columns
or rows in a determinant
5a: the prevaiUng mode or
arrangement of things <the
old '--> b : regular or har-
monious arrangement <the
'^ of nature): also : a con-
dition characterized by such
an arrangement 6a: the
customary mode of proce-
dure esp. in debate or other
business <point of '^> b : a
prescribed form of a reli-

gious service : rite 7 a
: the rule of law or proper
authority (--^ was restored)
b : a specific rule, regula-
tion, or authoritative direc-
tion : COMMAND 8 a

natural charac-

orders 8b: A Doric, B Ionic,
C Corinthian

style of building b : a type of column and entablature forming the
unit of a style 9 : state or condition esp. with regard to function-
ing ot repair <out of '^> 10 a : a written direction to pay money
to someone b : a commission to purchase, sell, or supply goods
or to perform work c : goods or items bought or sold — in
order to : for the purpose of

2order vb or*der»ing \'ord-(a-)rir]\ vi l : to put in order : arrange
2 a : to give an order to : command b : destine, ordain c : to
command to go or come to a specified place d : to give an order
for -^ VI 1 : to bring about order : regulate 2 a : to issue orders
: command b : to give or place an order — or-der-er \-ar-3r\ n
syn ORDER, arrange, marshal, organize, systematize, method-

ize mean to put persons or things into their proper places in rela-

tion to each other, order suggests a straightening out so as to
eliminate confusion; arrange implies a setting in sequence, rela-
tionship, or adjustment; marshal suggests gathering and arranging
in preparation for a particular operation or effective use; organize
implies arranging so that the whole aggregate works as a unit with
each element having a proper function; systematize implies ar-
ranging according to a predetermined scheme; methodize suggests
imposing an orderly procedure rather than a fixed scheme syn see
in addition command

or<dered \'6rd-9rd\ adj : characterized by order: as a : marked by
system, regularity, or discipline b : marked by a regular or har-
monious arrangement or disposition c (1) : having elements suc-
ceeding according to rule <r^ sequence) (2) : having a specified
first element <~ pair)

or-der-li.ness \'6rd-ar-le-n9s, •6rd-='l-e-\ n : the quality or state of
being orderly

lor.der-ly \'6rd-sr-le. '6rd-'l-e\ adj 1 a (I) : arranged or disposed
in some order or pattern : regular (2) : neat, tidy b : governed
by law or system : regulated <an ~ universe) c : methodical
<an -^ mind) 2 : well behaved : peaceful <an ~ crowd) 3 ; re-

lating to or charged with the transmission of military orders <the ^^

room) ~ orderly adv
^orderly n l : a soldier who attends a superior officer to convey
messages and perform various services 2 : a hospital attendant
who does general work

icr.di.nal \'6rd-n?I, -'n-3l\ n 1 [ME, fr. ML ordinate, fr. LL, neut-
of ordinalis) cap : a collection of forms to be used in ordination
2 [LL ordinalis, fr. ordinalis, adj.] : ordinal number

^ordinal adj [LL ordinalis, fr. L ordin-, ordol 1 : of a specified order
or rank (as sixth) in a series 2 : of or relating to an order (as of
fishes)

ordinal number n 1 : a number designating the place (as first,

second, third) occupied by an item in an ordered sequence — see
number table 2 : a number that designates both the order of the
elements of an ordered set and the cardinal number of the set

or.di.nance \'6rd-n3nft)s, '6rd-'n-3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF & ML;
MF ordenance, lit., art of arranging, fr. ML ordinantia. fr. L
ordinant-. ordinans, pi"p. of ordinare to put in order — more at
ordain] 1 a : an authoritative decree or direction : order b : a
law set forth by governmental authority: specij : a municipal
regulation 2 : something ordained or decreed by fate or a deity
3 : a prescribed usage, practice, or ceremony syn see law

or*di<nand \,6rd--^n-'and\ n [LL ordinandus, gerundive of ordinare'\
: a person being ordained

or-di.nar*i-ly \.6rd-''n-'er-3-Ie\ adv : in an ordinary manner : to
an ordinary degree

or*di-nar>i>nes5 X'ord-'n-.er-e-nasX n : the quality or state of being
ordinary
lor.di-nary \'drd-'n-.er-e\ n [ME ordinarie, fr. AF & ML; AF. fr.

ML ordinarius, fr. L ordinarius, adj.] 1 a (!) : a prelate exercising
original jurisdiction over a specified territory or group (2) : a
clergyman appointed formerly in England to attend condemned
criminals b : a judge of probate in some states of the U.S. 2 ojien
cop : the parts of the mass that do not vary from day to day
3 : regular or customary condition or course of things <nothing out
of the ~) 4 a Brit : a meal served to all comers at a fixed price
b chiejly Brit : a tavern or eating house serving regular meals
5 : a common heraldic charge (as the bend or chevron) of simple

2ordinary adj [ME ordinarie, fr. L ordinarius, fr. ordin-, ordo order]
1 : to be expected : routine, normal 2 : having or constituting
immediate or original jurisdiction; also : belonging to such jurisdic-
tion 3 a : of common quality, rank, or ability b : poor, inferior
c : lacking in refinement syh see common

or.di.nate \'6rd-n3t, -'n-st. -'n-,at\ n [NL (linea) ordinate (appli-
cata). lit., line applied in an orderly manner] : the Cartesian coor-
dinate obtained by measuring parallel to the y-axis

Ol'di.na^tion \,6rd-'n-'a-sh3n\ n : the act of ordaining : the state
of being ordained

ordinance \'6rd-n3n(t)s\ n CME ordinaunce, fr. MF ordenance, lit.,

act of arranging] la: military supplies including weapons, am-
munition, combat vehicles, and the necessary maintenance tools
and equipment b : a service of the army charged with the procur-
ing, distributing, and safekeeping of ordnance 2 : cannon,
artillery

or.do \'6(3ird-(.)o\ n [ML. fr. L. order] : a list of offices and feasts
of the Roman Catholic Church for each day of the year
or'don.nance \,6rd-=n-'a"s\ n [F, alter, of MF ordenance^ 1 : dis-
position of the parts of a composition with regard to one another
and the whole : arrangement 2 : decree, order
Or-dO»vi'Cian \,6rd-3-'vish-3n\ adj [L Ordovices, ancient people in
northern Wales] : of, relating to, or being the period between the
Cambrian and the Silurian or the corresponding system of rocks— Ordovician n

Or-dure \'6r-j3r\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. ord filthy, fr. L horridus horrid]
1 : EXCREMENT 2 : something morallv degrading or depraving
lore \'6(a)r, '6(3)r\ n, ojten attrib [ME or, fr. OE ar: akin to OHG
er bronze. L aes copper, bronze] 1 : a mineral containing a valu-
able metallic or other constituent for which it is mined and worked
2 : a source from which valuable matter is extracted

2bre \'3r-3\ n, pi ore [Sw ore & Dan & Norw 0re'\ — see krona,
krone at money table

ore*ad \'or-e-,ad, 'or-, -e-3d\ n [L oread-, oreas, fr. Gk oreiad-,
oreias. fr. oreios of a mountain, fr. ores mountain — more at rise]
: one of the nymphs of mountains and hills

ore dressing n : mechanical treatment of ore (as by crushing or
grinding)

Oreg»a«no \3-'reg-3-,no, 6-'reg-\ n [Sp oregano, fr. L origanum'^
: a bushy perennial mint (Oreganum vulgare) used as a seasoning
and a source of aromatic oil — called also wild marjoram
Or.e.gon grape \,6r-i-g3n-, .ar-, -,gan-\ n [Oregon, U.S.A.] : an
evergreen shrub (Mahonia aquijolia) of the barberry family native
to the Pacific coast with yellow flowers and bluish black berries— called also hoUly-grape \'hal-e-,grap\
Ores.tes \6-'res-C.)te2, 3-\ n [L, fr. Gk Orestes'i : a son of Agamem-
non and Clytemnestra who avenges his father's murder by slaying
his mother and Aegisthus
or.gan \'6r-g3n\ n [ME, parily fr. OE organa, fr. L organum, fr.

Gk organon, lit., tool, instrument; partly fr. OF organe, fr. L
organum: akin to Gk ergon work — more at work] 1 a archaic
: any of various musical instruments; esp ; wind instrument
b (1 ) : a wind instrument consisting of sets of pipes made to sound by
compressed air and controlled by keyboards and producing a vari-
ety of musical effects — called also pipe organ (2) : reed organ
(3) : an instrument in which the sound and resources of the pipe
organ are approximated by means of electronic devices (4) ; any
of various similar cruder instruments 2 a : a differentiated struc-
ture consisting of cells and tissues and performing some specific

function b ; a bodily part performing a particular function <the
speech -^.v) 3 : an instrumentality exercising some function or
accomplishing some end; specij : a governmental body 4 : peri-
odical

organ- or organo- comb jorm [ME. fr. ML, fr. L o'-ganum} 1 : or-
gan (orgnnogenesisy 2 : organic (organomercurial)
or-gan.dy also or.gan.die \'6r-gan-de\ n [F organdi] : a very fine
transparent muslin with a stiff finish

or.gan.elle \,dr-g3-'nel\ n [NL organella, fr. L organum} : a spe-
cialized part of a cell analogous to an organ
or.gan-grind.er \'6r-g3n-,grTn-dar\ n : one that cranks a hand
organ; esp : an itinerant street musician who grinds a barrel organ

or.gan-ic \dr-'gan-ik\ adj 1 archaic ; instrumental 2 a : of,

relating to, or arising in a bodily organ b : affecting the structure
of the organism 3 a : of. relating to, or derived from living orga-
nisms b (1) : of, relating to, or containing carbon compounds
(2) : of. relating to, or dealt with by a branch of chemistry con-
cerned with the carbon compounds of living beings and most other
carbon compounds 4 a : forming an integral element of a whole
: coNSTrruTiONAL b : having systematic coordination of parts
: organized <an ~ whole) c ; developing in the manner of a
living plant or animal <society is ~) 5 ; of. relating to, or con-
stituting the law by which a government or organization exists— or.gan-i.caMy \-i-ko-)!e\ adv

or.gau.i.cism \6r-'gan-3-,siz-3m\ n ; a theoi"y that life and living
processes are the manifestation of an activity possible only because
of the autonomous organization of the system rather than because
of its individual components
or.ga.uism \'6r-g3-,niz-3m\ n 1 ; a complex structure of inter-

dependent and subordinate elements whose relations and properties
are largely determined by their function in the whole 2 : an indi-
vidual constituted to carry on the activities of life by means of
organs separate in function but mutuallv dependent — or.ga.nis-
mic \,6r-g3-'niz-nuk\ adj — or.ga.nis.mi.caMy \-mi-k(3-)le\

or.gan.ist \'6r-g3-nast\ n : one who plays an organ
or.ga.niz.able \'6r-ga-,nT-23-b3l\ adj : capable of being orgardzed
or.ga.ni.za.Uon \,6rg-(3-)na-'za-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or process of
organizing or of being organized 2 : the condition or manner of
being organized 3 a : association, society b : an administrative
and functional structure; also : the personnel of such a structure— or.ga-ni'za.tion.al X-shnsl, -shan-nv adj— or.ga.ni.za.tion-
al'ly \-c\ adv

or.ga.nize \'6r-g3-,nTz\ vt 1 : to cause to develop an organic
structure 2 : to arrange or form into a coherent unity or function-
ing whole : integrate 3 ; to set up an administrative structure for;

specij : to persuade to associate in an organization ; unionize
4 : to arrange by systematic planning and united effort '^^ vj 1 ; to
undergo physical or organic organization 2 : to arrange elements
into a whole of interdependent parts 3 : to form an organization;
specij : to form or persuade workers to join a union syn see order

or.ga.niz.er \-,nT-z3r\ n 1 : one that organizes 2 : inductor 3
or.gan. o-gen.e'Sis X.or-ga-no-'jan-s-sss. 6r-,gan-3-\ n [NL] : the
oriiiin and development of bodily organs — or.gan.q.ge.net'ic
\-j3-'net-ik\ adj— or.gan. o.ge.net-i.caLly \-i-k(3-lle\ adv

or.gan.Og.ra.pliy \,6r-g3-'nag-r3-fe\ n : a descriptive study of
bodily organs

or-gan-o-lep.tic \,6r-g3-no-'Iep-tik, 6r-.gan-3-\ adj [F organolep-
tique, fr. organ- + Gk leplikos disposed to take. fr. lambanein to
take — more at latch] : affecting or employing one or more of the
organs of special sense; also : determined jay organoleptic examina-
tion — or>gan*o.lep.ti*cal*ly \-ti-k(»-)le\ adv
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or-gaii>o>log*ic \.6r-g3-n9-Taj-Ik, 6r-.gan-'l-'aJ-\ ad) : of or relat-

ing to organoiogy — or.gan»o.log«i-cal \-i-k3l\ ad]
or«gan.ol.o-gv \,6r-g3-'nal-3-je\ n [ISV] ; the study of bodily
organs

or-ga-no>mer>cu<ri*al X.dr-ga-Clno-Omar-'kyur-e-al, 6r-,gan-o-\
n : an organic compound or a pharmaceutical preparation contain-
ing mercurv
or.ga.non V6r-Bs-,n'an\ n [Gk, lit., tool — more at organ] : an
instrument for acquiring knowledge; specij : a body of principles
of scientific or philosophic investigation

or.gan.Q.tlier.a.py \,6r-g3-n6-'ther-3-pe 6r-,gan-a-\ n [ISV]
: treatment of disease by the use of animal organs or their extracts

or-gail*o>trop>ic \-'trap-ik\ adj : localizing in or entering the body
by wav (if the visceral organsor occas. the somatic tissue — or-
gan>o*trop*i>caMy \-i-ko-^Ie\ adv — or>gan>ot<ro*pisin \,6r-
g3-'na-trD-,pi7-am\ n — or-gan-ot^rcpy \-tr3-pe\ n

or-ga<zium \'6r-g3-n9m\ n [ml, fr. L. organ] 1 : organon
2 : early nolvphony of the late Middle Ages; also : a composition
in this style

Or*gan*za \6r-'gan-z3\ n [prob. alter, of Lorganza, a trademark]
: a sheer dress fabric resembling organdy and usu. made of silk,

rayon, or nylon
Or>gan-Zine \'6r-g9n-izen\ n [F or It; F organsin, fr. It organzino'}

; a raw silk yarn used for warp threads in fine fabrics

or>gasin \'6r-,gaz-am\ n [NL orgasmus, fr. Gk orgosmos, fr. organ
to grow ripe, be lustful; akin to Ski urja sap, strength] 1 : intense
or paroxvsmal emotional excitement; esp : the climax of sexual
excitement typically occurring toward the end of coitus 2 : an
instance of orgasm — oi-gas<mic \6r-'gaz-mik\ or or>gas<tic
\-'gas-tik\ adj

or-geat \'6(3)r-.zha\ n [F, fr. MF, fr, orge barley, fr. L hordeum;
akin to OHG gersia barley. Gk kri] : a sweet almond-flavored non-
alcoholic svrup used as a cocktail ingredient or food flavoring

or-gi.as-tiC \,6r-ie-'as-tik\ adj [Gk nrgiastikos, fr. orgiazein to
celebrate orgies, fr. orgia'[ : of, relating to. or marked by orgies
or esp. unrestrained eoioiion — or<gi*as*ti-cal<ly X-ti-kfa-JleV adv

0r>gU>l0US \'6r-giyl»-l3f;\ adj [ME, fr. OF orgueillpus. fr. orgueil
pride, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG urguol distinguished] : proud,
HAUGHTY

or.gy \'6r-je\ n [MF orgie, fr. L orgia, pi., fr, Gk; akin to Gk
ergon work - more at work] 1 : secret ceremonial rites held in
honor of an ancient Greek or Roman deity and usu. characterized
by ecstatic singing and dancing 2 : drunken revelry 3 : an exces-
sive indulgence in an activity

-oria pi oj -oRiuM
-O-ri-al \'6r-e-3l, '6r-\ adj sujjix [ME, fr. L -orius -ory -I- ME -all

: of, belonging to, or connected with <gres5o/-ifl/>

ori-el \'or-c-al, '6r-\ n [ME. porch, oriel, fr. MF
oriol porch] ; a large bay window projecting from a
wall and supported by a corbel or bracket

1on-ent\'or-e-3nt, 'or-. -e-.ent\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr L
orient', oriens. fr. prp of oriri to rise — more at risf]
1 archaic : ^east lb 2 cap : east 2 3 a ; a pearl of
great luster b ; the luster or sheen of a pearl

ZQrient adj 1 archaic : orifntal 1 2a: lustrous,
SPARKLING <-" gems) b archaic : glowing, radiant
3 archaic i rising

3ori.ent \-.eni\ vt [F oriemer. fr. MF. fr. orienn
1 a : to cause to face or point toward the east; specij
: to build (as a church) with the longitudinal axis
pointing eastward and the chief altar at the eastern
end b : to set or arrange in any determinate position
esp. in relation lo the points of the compass c : to
ascertain the bearings of 2 a : to set right by adjusting to facts or
principles b : to acquaint with the existing situation or environ-
ment 3 : to cause the axes of the molecules of to assume the same
direction

Ori>eu>tal X.or-e-'ent-'l. ,6r-\ adj 1 often cap : of, relating to. or
situated in the Orient 2 a : of superior grade, luster, or value
b : being corundum or sapphire but simulating another gem in color
3 ojlen cap : of, relating to, or having the characteristics of Orien-
tals 4 cap ; of, relating to, or constituting the biogeographic region
that includes Asia south and southeast of the Himalayas and part of
the Malay archipelago — on*en>tal>ly N-^l-eV adv

Oriental « : a member of one of the indigenous peoples of the Orient
OTi*en>taMsm \-'l-,iz-am\ n, ojten cap 1 : a trait, custom, or habit
of expression characteristic of oriental peoples 2 : learning in
oriental subjects — ori>eu*tal-ist \-^l-ast\ n, often cap

on-en>tal*ize \-^l-,Tz\ vt, often cap : to make oriental — vi, often
cap : to become oriental

Otiental poppy /j : an .A.siatic perennial poppy (Papaver orientale)
commonly cultivated for its large showy flowers

Olieutal rug n : a handwoven or hand-knotted one-piece rug or
carpet made in the Orient — called also Oriental carpet

OTl-en-tate \'or-e-3n-,tat. 'or-, -,en-\ vt : orient -^ vi ; to face or
turn to the east

ori*en<ta<tion X.or-e-sn-'ra-shan. ,6r-, -,en-\ n 1 : the act or
process of orienting or of being oriented 2 : change of position
by some protoplasmic bodies in response to external stimulus— ori>en>ta*tion*al X-shnsl, -sh3n-'l\ adj

Or.i.fice X'or-s-tas. "ar-\ n [MF. fr. LL orificium, fr. L or-, os
mouth - more at oral] : a mouth or similar opening : hole
syn see apilrture — or*i-li-cial \,6r-a-'fish-3l. ,ar-\ adj
Ori-namme \'6r-3-,flam, •ar-\ n [ME oriflamble, fr. MF, fr, ML
aurea flamma, lit., golden flame] 1 ; a banner, symbol, or ideal
inspiring devotion or courage 2 : something suggestive of a
brightly colored banner
on-ga>mi \,6r-i-(,)ga-'me\ n [Jap] : the art or process of Japanese
paper folding
orig-a-niun \3-'rig-3-n3m\ n [ME, fr. L. wild marjoram, fr Gk
origannn] : any of various fragrant aromatic plants of the mint
or vervain families used as seasonings

or.i.gin \'6r-3-J3n, 'ar-V n [ME origine, prob. fr. MF, fr. L origin-,

origo, fr. oriri to rise — more at rise] 1 : ancestry, parentage
2a: rise, beginning, or derivation from a source b : primary
source or cause 3 : the more fixed, central, or larger attachment
of a muscle 4 : the intersection of coordinate axes

oriel

syn ORIGIN, SOURCE, inception, root mean the point at which
something begins its course or existence, origin applies to the
things or persons from which something is ultimately derived and
often to the causes operating before the thing itself comes in being;
SOURCE applies more often to the point where something springs
into being; inception stresses the beginning of the actual or
material existence of something without implication concerning
causes; root suggests a first, ultimate, or fundamental source
often not easily discerned

lorig>i>nal Xs-'rii-an-^l, -'riJ-nslX n 1 archaic ; the source or cause
from which something arises; specif : originator 2 a : that from
which a copy, reproduction, or translation is made : prototype
b : a work composed firsthand 3 a : a person of fresh initiative
or inventive capacity b archaic : eccentric 2

zoriginal adj \ : of, relating to, or constituting a rise or beginning
: initial 2 a : having spontaneous origin : fuesh b : constituting
that from which a copy, reproduction, or translation is made
3 : independent and creative in thought or action : inventive
syn see new — orig*i*naMy \-e\ adv

orig'i'nal-i'ty \3-,rii-3-'nal-at-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
original 2 : freshness of aspect, design, or style 3 : the power of
independent thought or constructive imagination

original sin n : radical sin often held in Christian theology to be
inherited by each person as a consequence of the original sinful
choice made by Adam

orig<i<nate \3-'rij-3-,nat\ vb [prob. back-formation fr. origination'^
vt : to give rise to : iNrriATE -^ vi : to take or have origin : begin
syn see spring — orig>i-na<tion \3-,rij-3-'na-shan\ n — orig-
i*na>tor \3-'rij-3-,nat-3r\ n

orig-i-na<tive \3-'rij-3-,nat-iv\ adj : having ability to originate
: creative — ong>i*na>tive>ly adv

ori.Qle \'or-e-,oI, 'or-, -e-3l\ n [F oriol, fr. L aureolus, dim. of
aureus golden, fr. aurum gold; akin to Lith auksas gold] 1 ; any
of a family (Oriolidae) of usu. brightly colored Old World passerine
birds related to the crows 2 : any of a family (Icteridae) of New
World passerine birds of which the males are usu. bright black and
yellow or orange and the females chiefly greenish or yellowish
Ori-on \3-'rT-an. 6-\ n [L (gen. Orionis), fr. Gk Orion] : a con-
stellation on the eq<iator east of Taurus represented on charts by
the figure of a hunter with belt and sword

or.i.son \'6r-3-s3n, 'ar-, -Z3n\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL oration-,
oratio. fr. L^ oration] : prayer

-o.ri'Um X'or-e-am, 'or-\ n suffix, pi -oriums or -o>ria \-e-a\
[L, fr. neut. of -orius -ory] : '-ory (haustormm)

Ori.ya \6-'re-(y)3\ n : the Indie language of Orissa. India
Or>lean>ist \'6r-le-o-n3st. 6r-'le-(3-)nast\ n : a supporter of the
Orleans family in its claim to the throne of France by descent
from a younger brother of Louis XIV
Or>Ion \'6r-,lan\ trademark 1 — used for an acrylic fiber typically
of high bulk and soft warm hand 2 : a yarn or fabric made of
Orion fiber

or.lop decK \,6r-.lap-\ n [ME overlap deck of a single decker, fr.

MLG overlap, lit,, something that overleaps] ; the deck below the
lower deck
0r*mo.lU \'6r-m3-,lU\ n, often attrib [F or moulu, lit., ground gold]

: a brass made to imitate gold and used for decorative purposes
ior.na.meut \'6r-n3-mont\ n [ME. fr. OF ornement, fr. L orna-
menium. fr. ornarel 1 archaic : a useful accessory 2 a : something
that lends grace or beauty b : a manner or quality that adorns
3 : one who-iie virtues or graces add luster to his place or society
4 : the act of adorning or being adorned 5 : an embellishing
note not belonging to the essential harmony or melody
sor-na.ment \-,ment\ vt : to provide with ornament : embellish
syn see adorn
lor.na.meu.tal \,6r-n3-'ment-n\ adj : of, relating to, or serving
as ornament; specif : grown as an ornamental — or>na.nien.tal>Iy
\-n-e\ adv

^ornamental n ; a decorative object; esp : a plant cultivated for its

beautv rather than for use
or'na>'men'ta<tion X.or-na-man-'ta-shan, -,men-\ n 1 : the act
or process of ornamenting ; the state of being ornamented 2 : a
decorative device : embellishment

or-nate \6r-'nat\ adj [ME omat, fr, L ornatus, pp. of orriare to
furnish, embellish; akin to L ordinare to order — more at ordain]
1 ; marked by elaborate rhetoric or florid style 2 : elaborately
or excessively decorated — or-natC'Iy adv — or.nate-ness n

or<ner.i.ness \'6rn-(.a-)re-nas, 'an-\ n : the quality or state of being
ornery

or-nery \'6rn-i'3-ire. "an-X adj [alter, of ordinary^ : having an
irritable disposition : cantankerous

ornith- or ornitho- cnmh form [L, fr. Gk, fr. ornlth-, ornis — more
at erne] : bird (orniV/iology)

or.nith'ic \6r-*nith-ik\ adj [Gk ornithikos, fr. ornith-, ornis}

: of, relating to. or characteristic of birds
or.ni.tho-log'i'Cal Xfjor-.nith-a-'laj-i-ksl. ,6r-no-ih3-\ or or-
ni.tho.log'ic \-ik\ adj : of or relating to ornithology — or.ni-
tho.log'i'Cal.ly \-i-k{3-ile\ adv

or.ni.thoLo.gist \,6r-n3-'thal-a->3st\ n : a specialist in ornithology

or.nl.thOl'O.gy \-je\ n [NL omithologia, fr. ornith- -(- -Ingia

-logy] 1 : a branch of zoology dealing with birds 2 : a treatise

on ornithology
or-ni.thop'ter \'6r-n3-,thap-t3r\ n [ISV ornith- + -pter (as in
helicopter') : an airplane deriving its chief support and propulsion
from flapping wings

or-ni'tho-sis \,6r-n3-*tho-s3s\ n. pi or*m*tho>ses \-'th6-.se2\
[NL] : psnTACOsis — or.ni'thot'lc \-'ihai-ik\ adj

loro- comb farm [Gk oros — more at RISE] : mountain (orology)

2oro- comh farm [L or-. OS — more at oral] : mouth <oropharynx>
: oral and (orofacial)

orO'gen.JC \,or-3-"jen-ik. ,6r-\ also oro*ge.net<iC \-ja-'net-ik\ adj
; of or relating to orogeny

orog.e.ny \6-'raj-3-nc\ also oro.gen<e<sis \.6r-3-'jen-9-s3s, ,6r-\ n
[ISV] ; the process of mountain formation esp. by folding of the
earth's crust

oro.graph-ic \,or-a-*graf-ik, ,6r-\ adj ; of or relating to mountains— or0*graph.i.cal \-i-k3l\ ad/ —• oro.graph.i.caMy \-k(3-)le\
adv

a abut; / ® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S. cot, cart;

j joke; rj sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t^ this;

an out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

11 loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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orog.ra.phy \6-'rag-ra-fe\ n [ISV] : a branch of physical geog-
raphy that deals with mountains

oro*ide \'6r-3-.wTd, '6r-\ n [F oreide] : an alloy that resembles
gold and is used in cheap jewelry

OiO.tund \'6r-a-,t3nd. 'ar-, 'or-\ adj [modif. of L ore rotunda, lit.,

with round mouth] X ; marked by fullness, strength, and clarity
of sound : sonorous 2 ; pompous, bombastic — oro^tun^dl-ty
\,6r-9-'t3n-dat-e, ,ar-, ,or-\ n
ior*phan \'6r-f3n\ n [LL orphanus, fr. Gk orphanos; akin to OHG
erbi inheritance, L orbus orphaned] 1 : a child deprived by death
of one or usu. both parents 2 : a young animal that has lost its

mother — orphan adj — or>phan*hood \-,hijd\ n
^orphan vt or>phan-ing \'6rf-(3-)nio\ : to cause to become an
orphan

or.phan.age \'6rf-f3-)ni]\ n 1 : the state of being an orphan
2 : an institution for the care of orphans
Or<phe.us \'6r-fe-3s. -,fyus\ n [L. fr. Ok] : a musician held in
Greek legend to have descended to Hades after the death of his
wife Eurydicc and by his music to have obtained her release on
oondiiion that he not look back at her until reaching the upper
world

0r>pliic yor-fik\ adj 1 cap : of or relating to Orpheus or the rites

or doctrines ascribed to him 2_: mystic, oracular 3 : entranc-
ing — or-phi-cal'ly \-fi-k(a-)le\ adv

OX'Pllism \'6r-,fiz-3m\ n ; a mystic Greek religion offering initiates

purification of the soul from innate evil and release from the cycle
of reincarnation

or.plirey \'6r-fre\ n [ME orfrey, fr. MF orfreis, fr. ML aurijrigium,
fr. L aurum gold + Phrygius Phrygian — more at orioi-e] 1 a : elab-
orate embroidery b : a piece of such embroidery 2 ; an orna-
mental border or band esp. on an ecclesiastical vestment

or.pi^ment yor-ps-mantX n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L auripigmentum, fr.

aurum + pigmentum pigment] : orange to lemon yellow arsenic
trisulfide AS2S3 found as a mineral or produced artificially and
used as a pigment

or^pine \'6r-p3n\ n [ME orpin, fr. MF, fr. orpi/nentl ; an herb
(Sedum telephium of the family Crassulaceae, the orpine family)
with fleshy leaves and pink or purple flowers used in folk medicine;
broadly : sedum

Or.ping-ton X'or-piQ-tsnX n [Orpington, Kent, England] : any
of an English breed of large deep-chested domestic fowls

or-rery \'6r-3r-c, 'ar-\ n [Charies Boyle tl731 4th Earl of Orrery'^
: an apparatus showing the relative positions and motions of
bodies in the solar system by balls moved by wheelwork

or-ris \'6r-as. 'ar-\ n [prob. alter, of ME ireos, fr. Olt, modif. of L
iris'\ : a European iris (Iris jloreniina); also ; its fragrant rootstock
used esp. in perfume and sachet powder

or-ris-root \-,rut, -,rut\ n ; the fragrant rootstock of any of several
European irises used esp. in perfumery

ort \'b(a)rt\ n [ME] : a morsel left at a meal : scrap
orth- or ortlio- comb Jorm [ME, fr. MF, straight, right, true, fr. L,
fr. Gk, fr. orthos — more at arduous] 1 : straight : upright : ver-
tical <or//iotropic> 2 : correct : corrective <o/-//zodonlia> 3a: hy-
drated or hydroxylated to the highest degree <orr/jophosphoric
acid) b : involving substitution at or characterized by two
neighboring positions in the benzene ring <o/r/io-xylene>
or4hi*cou \'6r-thi-,kan\ n [ISV orth- + iconoscope] : a camera
tube in which the charges are swept over by a low-velocity beam to
eliminate the secondary emission

lor-tlio \'6r-(,Hh6\ adj lorth-l 1 : derived from or being an
acid 2 : reliiting to or having an ortho-relation in the benzene ring

2ortho adj : orthochromatic
or-tho.ce.phal.icx.or-tha-ss-'fal-ikx or or.tho-ceph.a.lous \-'sef-
9-bs\ adj [NL orthocephalus orthocephalic person, fr. orth- + Gk
kephale head — more at cephalic] : having a medium ratio of the
height to the length or breadth of the skull — or-tbo>ceph>a>ly
\-'sef-?-lc\ n

or=tho.chio.mat.ic \,6r-th3-kro-'mat-ik\ arf/[ISV] 1 : of, relating
to. or producing tone values of hght and shade in a photograph that
correspond to the tones in nature 2 ; sensitive to all colors except
red

or.tho.clase \'6r-th3-,klas, -,kla2\ n [G orthoklas. fr. orth- + Gk
klasis breaking, fr, klan to break — more at halt] : a mineral
KAiSijOa consisting of a monoclinic polymorph of common
potassium feldspar often with sodium in place of some of the
potassium

or.tho.clas.tio \,6r-th3-'klas-tik\ adj [G orthoklastisch, fr. orth- -f-

Gk klastos broken — more at clastic} : cleaving in directions at
right anLilcs to each other

ortli.odon.tia \,6r-th3-'dan-ch(e-)3\ « [NL] : orthodontics
orth'Odon.tiC \-'dant-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or involving orth-
odontics

orth.odon-tics \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a branch of
dentistry dealing with irregularities of the teeth and their correction— OTth-odon-tist \-'dant-asi\ n

Or-thO.dOX \"6r-th3-,daks\ adj [MF or LL; MF orthodoxe, fr. LL
orthodoxus, fr. LGk orthodoxos, fr. Gk orth- + doxa opinion —
more at doxology] 1 a : conforming to established doctrine
esp. in religion b : conventional 2 cap : of, relating to, or
constituting any of various conservative religious or political
groups; esp : eastern orthodox — orthodox n — or>Uio*dox*Iy

Orthodox Judaism n : Judaism that adheres to Biblical law as
interpreted in the authoritative rabbinic tradition and seeks to
observe all the practices commanded in it

or.tlio.doxy \'6r-th3-,dak-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being or-
thodox 2 : an orthodox belief or practice

or.lho.ep.ic \,6r-tha-'wep-ik\ adj : of or relating to orthoepy— or-tho-ep.i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — orahcep.i.caMy \-k(3-)le\
adv

or.tho.epist \'6r-th3-,wep-3st, 6r-'th6-3-past\ n t a person who
IS skilled iu orthoepy

or.tlio.epy \'6r-th3-,wep-e, 6r-'tho-a-pe\ n [NL orthoepia. fr. Gk
orthoepeia, fr. orth- + epos word — more at voice] 1 : the cus-
tomary pronunciation of a language 2 : the study of the pro-
nunciation of a language

or.tlio.gen-e.sis \,6r-tha-'ien-3-s3s\ n [NL] 1 : variation of
organisms in successive generations along some predestined line
resulting in progressive evolutionary trends independent of external
factors 2 ; the theory that social evolution takes place in the

same direction and through the same stages in every cnltore
despite differing external conditions — or*tho>ge>net-lc \-ja-
'net-ik\ adj — or-tho-ge-net-i-caJ-ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

OT*thO'gen*ic \-'jen-ik\ adj i ; orthogenetic 2 [orth- -i- -genic'l
; of, relating to, or devoted to the rehabihtation of emotionally
disturbed or mentally retarded children

or.thog.na.Uious \6r-'thag-n9-th3s\ adj [ISV] : having straight
jaws : not having the lower parts of the face projecting — or-tHog-
na-Uiy \-the\ or or-thog-na-thism \-,thiz-am\ n

or-thog.o.nal \6r-'thag-3n-n\ adj [MF, fr L orthogonius, fr. Gk
orthogonios, fr. orth- + gdnia angle — more at -gon] 1 : mutually
perpendicular 2 : statistically independent — oi'thog-o-nal-i-ty
\{,16r-,thag-3-'nal-at-e\ n — or«Uiog.o-iial>ly \6r-*thag-na-le,
-an-^l-e\ adv

or>tlio>grade \'6r-th3-,grad\ adj : walking with the body upright
or vertical

or-thO'giaph'ic \,6r-th3-'graf-ik\ adj 1 : orthogonal 2 a : of
or relating to orthography b : correct in spelhng — or-tho-grapll-
i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj— or-thO'graph'i-cal-ly \-k(3->le\ adv
orthographic projection n 1 : projection of a single view of an
object in which the view is projected along hnes perpendicular
to both the view and the drawing surface 2 : the representation
of related views of an object as if they were all in the same plane
and projected by orthographic projection

or-thog.ra.phy \6r-'thag-r3-fe\ n [ME ortograjie, fr. MF, fr. L
orthogniphia, fr. Gk, fr. orth- + graphein to write — more at
carve] la: the art of writing words with the proper letters
according to standard usage b : the representation of the sounds
of a language by written or printed symbols 2 : a part of language
study that deals with letters and spelling

or-tlio.pe.dic also or-tncpae-dic \,6r-tha-'ped-ik\ adj [F ortho-
pedique. fr. orthopedic orthopedics, fr. orth- + Gk paid-, pais child— more at few] 1 : of, relating to. or employed in orthopedics
2 : marked by deformities or crippling — or-tho<pe<di-cal>ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

or.lho.pe.dics also or-thcpae-dics \-'ped-iks\ n pi but sing or
pi in constr : the correction or prevention of skeletal deformities— or-thO'pe-dist \-'ped-3st\ n
or.tho.phos.pliate \,6r-th3-'ras-.fat\ n : a salt or ester of ortho-
phosphoric acid
or.tho.phos.phcric acid \,6r-tha-. fas-, for-ik-, -.far-; -.fas-
f {3-)rik-\ n [ISV ] : a syrupy or deliquescent crystalline acid
H3PO4 obtained by oxidation of phosphorus or decomposition
of phosphates that forms two soluble acid phosphates used in
fertilizers

or-tho.psy.Chi.at.riC \,dr-th3-,sT-ke-'a-trik\ adj ; of or relating
to orthopsychiatry — or*tlio>psy*clu>a>trist X-sa-'kt-s-trsst,
-(.1sT-\ n

or*tho.psy'Chi.a.try \-S3-'kT-3-tre, -(,)sT-\ n : prophylactic psy-
chiatry concerned esp. with incipient mental and behavioral
disorders in youth

or>thop.ter>aii \6r-'thap-t3-r3n\ n [deriv. of Gk orth- + pteron
wing — more at feather] ; any of an order (Orthoptera) of
insects with biting mouthparts, two pairs of wings or none,, and an
incomplete metamorphosis usu. including the grasshoppers, man-
tises, and crickets — orthopteran or or-thop'ter-al \-r3l\ or
or*thop'ter.ous \-r3s\ adj — or*thop-ter.oid \-,r6id\ n or adj
~- or-thop'ter-on \-.ran\ n
or.tiio.rhom.bxc \,6r-th3-'ram-bik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or
constituting a system of crystallization characterized by three
unequal axes at right angles to each other

or-tho.scop-ic \-'skap-ik\ adj [ISV orth- + -scopic (as in micro-
scopic)} 1 : giving an image in correct and normal proportions
2 : giving a flat field of view

or>tllo>trop>ic \-'trap-ik\ adj : having the longer axis more or less

vertical — or'tho*trop*i»cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — or-thot.ro-
pisra \6r-'tha-tr3-,piz-3m\ n

or-thot-ro-pous \6r-'tha-tr3-p3s\ adj [ISV] : having the ovule
straight

or>to*Ian X'ort-'l-snX n [F or It; F, fr. It ortolano, ht., gardener,
fr. L hortolanus, fr. hortulus, dim. of hortus garden — more at yard]
1 : a European bunting {Emberiza bortulana) about six inches long
that is valued as a table deUcacy 2 a : sora b ; bobolink
i-Crv \,6r-e, .6r-e, (3-)re\ n sujjix [ME -orie. It. L -orium, fr. neut.
of 'Orius. adj. suffix] 1 ; place of or for <observatorj'> 2 : some-
thing that sei^ves for (cremator^/)

2-ory adj sujjix [ME -orie, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L -oriusl 1 : of,

relating to, or characterized by <gustator^> 2 : serving for, pro-
ducing, or maintaining <justificatao')

oryx \'or-iks. 'or-, 'ar-\ n, pi oryx or oryx-es [NL, genus name,
fr. L, a gazelle, fr. Gk, pickax, antelope, fr. orysscin to dig — more
at rough] : any of a genus {Oryx) of large straight-homed African
antelopes
los \'as\ n. pi oS'Sa \'as-3\ [L oss-, os — more at osseous] : bone
20S Vos\ n, pi ora \*or-a, '6r-3\ [L or-, os — more at oral]
: MOLlTH, orifice

30S \'os\ n, pi osar \'o-,sar\ [Sw as mountain ridge, fr. ON ass;
akin to Gk onios shoulder — more at humerus] : esker
Osage \o-'saj\ n. pi Osage or Osag>es [Osage Uazhazhe} 1 a : a
Siouan people of Missouri b : a member of this people 2 : the
language of the Osage people
Osage orange n : an ornamental American tree (Madura pomijera)
of the mulberry family havmg hard bright orange wood; also t its

yellowish fruit

Os.can \'as-k3n\ n [L Oscus"] 1 : one of a people of ancient Italy
occupying Campania 2 : the language of the Oscan people
iOS>car \'as-k3r\ n [Oscar Pierce, 20th cent. Am wheat grower]
: a golden statuette awarded for achievement in motion pictures;
also ; any similar award

20scar [fr. the name Oscar'] — a communications code word for
the letter

OS-Cil'late \*as-a-,lat\ vi [L oscillatus, pp. of oscillare to swing, fr.

osciUum swing] 1 a : to swing backward and forward like a
pendulum : vibrate b : to move or travel back and forth between
two points 2 : to vary between opposing beliefs, feelings, or
theories : fluctuate 3 : to vary above and below a mean value
syn see swing — os-cil>la>to-ry \a-'sil-3-.ior-e, -,t6r-\ adj

oS'Cil'la'tiou \.as-3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or fact of oscillating

; vibration 2 : variation, fluctuation 3 : a flow of electricity

changing periodically from a :

'
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flow periodically changing direction 4 : a single swing (as of an
oscillating body) from one extreme limit to the other — os>cU-
la-tion-al \-shnaI, -sh3n-'l\ adj

os-cil.la.tor \'as-a-,lat-ar\ n 1 : one that oscillates 2 : a device
for producing alternating current; specij ; a radio-frequency or
audio-frequency generator
OS-ciMo-gram \a-'5il-a-.gram, 3-\ n [L oscillare H- ISV -gram^

; a record made by an oscillograph or oscilloscope
OS. oil.iQ.graph \-,graf\ n [F oscillographe, fr. L oscillare + F
-graphe -graph] : an instrument for recording alternating current
wave forms or other electrical oscillations — os>cil*lo-graph<ic
\-,sil-3-'graf-ik\ adj — os*cil>log<ra*phy \,'as-5-'lag-r3-fe\ n

OS.cU.lO-SCOpe \a-*sil-a-.skop, 3-\ n [L oscillare + ISV -scope"]

; an instrument in which the variations in a fluctuating electrical
quantity appear temporarily as a visible wave form on the fluorescent
screen of a cathode-ray tube; broadly ; oscillograph — os<cll-
lO'Scop-ic \-,sil-3-'skap-ik\ adj

OS-Cine \'as-,Tn\ adj [deriv. of L oscin-, oscen bird used in divina-
tion, fr. obs- in front of ¥ canere to sing — more at ostensible,
chant] : PASSERINE 2 — oscine n
Os.co-Um.bri-an \,"as-(,iko-'am-bre-3n\ n [L Oscus -I- E Um-
brianl ; a subdivision of the Italic branch of the Indo-European
language family containing Oscan and Umbrian

OS>CU-late \'as-ky3-,lai\ v/ [L osculatus, pp. of osculari, fr. osculum
kiss, fr. dim. of os mouth — more at oral] archaic ; kiss

OS>cll*la>Uon \,as-ky3-'la-sh3n\ n : the act of kissing; also : kiss— os.cU'lajto-ry \'as-ky3-la-,t5r-e, -,l6r-\ adj
»-Ose \.os, 'OS someiimes ,oz, '02\ adj sujjix [ME, fr. L -osusl I full

of : having: possessing the qualities of <cymose>
2-ose \,6s, ,oz\ n sujjix [¥, It. glucose] 1 : carbohydrate <amy-
lose}; esp : sugar (pentose) 2 : primary hydrolysis product of a
protein (proteo.je>

osier \'o-zh3r\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML auseria osier bed]
1 : any of various willows (esp. Salix viminalis) whose pliable
twigs are used for furniture and basketry 2 : a willow rod used
in basketry 3 : any of several American dogwoods
OSi.riS \6-'sT-r3A n fL. fr. Gk fr. Egypt H-'^V] : the Egyptian god
of the underworld and judge or the dead

-O.SiS \'5-s3S\ njujjix, pi -O'Ses \'6-,sez\ or -o-sis-es tME, fr. L,
fr. Gk -osis, fr. -o- (stem of causative verbs in -oun) + -sis'} la: ac-
tion : process ; condition <hypnojij> b : abnormal or diseased
condition <ieuko5i^> 2 : increase : formation <leukocytoi/5>
Os-man.li \az''man-le\ n [Turk osmanli, fr. Osman, Othman +1326
founder of the Ottoman Empire] 1 : a Turk of the western branch
of the Turkish peoples 2 : Turkish

OS'inat'lc \a2-'mai-ik\ or os>niic \'az-mik\ adj [Gk osme odor +
E -alic (as in aquatic) — more at odor] ; depending chiefly on the
sense of smell for orientation

OS.mic \'az-mik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or derived from os-
mium esp. wiih a relatively high valence

OS.mi.rid.i.um \.az-m3-'rid-e-sm\ n [Gk osme -I- NL iridium]
: IBIDOSMINE

OS.mi.Uin \'a7-me-3m\ n [NL, fr. Gk osme odor] : a hard brittle
blue-gray or blue-black polyvalent metallic element of the platinum
group with a high melting point that is the heaviest metal known
and that is used esp. as a catalyst and in hard alloys — see ELEMEhrr
table
OS>mose \'as-,m6s, 'az-\ vb [back-formation fr. osmosis] vt : to
subject to osmosis : dialyze — vi : to diffuse by osmosis

OS>niO<siS \a-'sm6-s3S, "az-'m6-\ n [NL, short for endosmosis]
1 : a diffusion through a semipermeable membrane typically
separating a solvent and a solution that tends to equalize their
concentrations; esp : the passage of solvent in distinction from
the passage of solute 2 : a process of absorption or diffusion
suggestive of the flow of osmotic action — os<inot-lc \a-'smat-ik,
az-'mat-\ adj —^ os>inot-i<cal<ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
OS-mous \'az-m3s\ adj : of, relating to, or derived from osmium
esp, with a relatively low valence
OS>mun>da \az-'m3n-d3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. ML, osmunda,
fr. OF osmonde] : any of a genus {Osmunda) of rather large ferns
with fibrous creeping rhizomes

OS.prey \'as-pre, -.pra\ n [ME ospray, fr. (assumed) MF osjraie,
fr. L ossijraga] 1 : a large brown and white hawk (Pandion
haliaetus) that feeds on fish 2 : a feather trimming used for milli-

nery
cs-se-in \'as-e-5n\ n [TSV. fr. L oss-, os] : the collagen of bones
OS.se-ous \'as-e-3s\ adj [I. osseus, fr. oss-, os bone; akin to Gk
osteon bone] : bony — os-se-ous-ly adv
Os.set \'as-at, -.et; a-'set\ or Os.sete \'as-3t, -.et; a-'set\ n [Russ
Osetin] : one of an Aryan people of central Caucasia — 05>se-tian
\a-'se-sh3n\ adj or n
OS'Set'ic \a-'set-ik\ n : the Iranian language of the Ossets
Os-si.an.ic \,asrh)-e-'an-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or resembling
the legendary Irish bard Ossian, the poems ascribed to him, or
the rhythmic prose style used by James Macpherson in his alleged
translations

OS'Si'Cle \'as-i-kal\ n [L ossiculum, dim. of oss-, os] : a small bone
or calcareous body part — os>sic>a>lar \a-'sik-ya-l3r\ adj — os-
sic>u*late \-l3t\ adj

OS.si-Ii.ca.tion \,as-(3-)f3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 a : the natural process of
bone formation h : the hardening (as of muscular tissue) into a
bony substance 2 : a mass or particle of ossified tissue 3 ; a
tendency toward or state of being callous or conventional in out-
look — os>si<fi*ca*to*ry \a-'sif-i-k3-,tor-e, 'as-(3-)fi-, -,t6r-\ adj

OS>si-frage \'as-a-frij, -,fraj\ n [L ossijraga sea eagle, fr. fem. of
ossijragus bone-breaking, fr. oss-, os -*- jrangere to break — more
at break] 1 : lammergeier 2 : osprey

OS>Si<fy \'as-5-.fT\ v6 [prob. fr. (assumed) NL ossijicare, fr. L
oss-, os] vi 1 : to change into bone 2 ; to become callous or
conventional '^ vt 1 : to change (as cartilage) into bone 2 : to
make callous or rigid

05*su>ary \''ash-s-,wer-e, 'as-y3-\ n [LL ossuarium, fr. L, neut. of
ossuarius of bones, fr. OL ossua, pi. of oss-, os] : a depository for
the bones of the dead

OSte- or osteo- comb form [ NL, fr. Gk, fr. osteon— more at osseous]
: bone iosteaiy <ojreomyeIltis>

05-te-al \'as-te-al\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or resembling bone;

also : affecting or involving bone or the skeleton
OS.te.itis \,as-te-'Tt-3s\ n [NL] : inflammation of bone
OS-ten.si.ble \a-'sten(t)-sa-bel, 3-\ adj [F, fr. L osiensus, pp. of
ostendere to show, fr. obs- in front of (akin to ob- in the way) -l-

tendere to stretch — more at 0B-, thin] 1 : intended for display
: open to view 2 : alleged syn see apparent — os-ten-sl*bly
\-ble\ adv

OS.ten.slye \a-'stena)-slv\ adj 1 : obviously or directly demon-
strative 2 : ostensible 2 — os*ten>sive<ly adv
os.ten.scri.um \,as-t3n-'s6r-e-am, -.ten-. -'s6r-\ n [ML. fr. L
ostensus] ; monstrance

OS.ten.ta.Uon \,as-tsn-*ta-sh3n\ n [ME ostentacion, fr. MF
ostentation, fr. L ostentation-, ostentaiin, fr. osientatus, pp. of
ostentare to display ostentatiously, fr. ostentus, pp. of ostendere] 1
; excessive display ; pretentiousness 2 archaic i an act of dis-
playing : show

OS.ten.ta.tious \-sh3s\ adj : marked by or tending toward ostenta-
tion : pretentious syn see showy — os-ten>ta>Uous*ly adv — os-

-•thrlt-a3\ n [NL] : degenerative

ten<ta-tious*ness n
os.teo.ai.lhii.tis \,as-te-(.)o
arthritis

OS.teo.blast \'as-te-a-,blast\ n [ISV] : a bone-forming cell — oa-
teo-blas-tic \.as-te-a-'blas-tik\ adj

OS-teo-clast \'as-te-3-.klast\ n [ISV oste- -\- Gk klastos broken —
more at clastic] : one of the large multinucleate cells in developing
bone held to function in the dissolution of unwanted bone — os-
teo<clas-tic \,as-te-a-'klas-tik\ adj
OS.teccra.ni.um \,as-tc-a-'kra-ne-3m\ n [NL] : the bony cranium;
esp : the parts of the cranium that arise in membrane bone

OS.te.oid \'as-te-,6id\ adj [ISV] : resembling bone
os.teo.log.ic \,as-te-a-'raj-ik\ adj : of or relating to osteology~ os.teo.log-i.cal \-i-kal\ adj — os.teO'log-i'CaMy \-k(a-)le\
adv

OS<te'0l*O-gist Vas-te-'al-3-j3st\ n : a specialist in osteology
OS-te-Ol-0<gy \-je\ n [NL osteologia, fr. Gk, description of bones,
fr. oste- + -logia -logy] 1 ; a branch of anatomy dealing with the
bones 2 : the bony structure of an organism

os<te*o<ma \,as-ie-'o-m3\ n, pi osteomas or os*te<o<ma<ta
\-m3t-3\ : a benign tumor composed of bone tissue

os4eo.ma.la.cia \,as-te-(,)6-m3-'la-sh(e-)3\ n [NL] : a disease
characterized by softening of the bones in the adult and equivalent
to rickets in the immature

os.teo.my.eli.tis \,as-te-(,)o-,mT-3-'lTt-3s\ n [NL] : an Infectious
inflammatory disease of bone marked by local death and separation
of tissue

OS'teo-path \'as-te-3-,path\ n : a practitioner of osteopathy
os.teo.palh-ic \,as-te-3-'paih-ilt\ odj : of, relating to, or employing
osteopathy— os-teo-path-i-caMy \-i-k{3-)le\ adv

OS.te-op.a-thy \,as-te-'ap-3-the\ n [NL osteopathia, fr. osle- + L
-pathia -pathy] ; a system of medical practice based on a theory
that diseases are due chiefly to loss of structural integrity which can
be restored by manipulation of the parts supplemented by thera-
peutic measures (as use of medicine or surgery)

os.teo-phyte \'as-te-3-,fTt\ n [ISV] : a pathological bony out-
growth — os-teO'phyt>ic \,as-te-3-'fit-ik\ adj

OS.teo.pIas-tic \,as-te-3-'pIas-tik\ adj : of or relating to the surgical
replacement of bone — os-teo-plas-ty \*as-te-3-,plas-te\ n

0S>te>ot*O>my \,as-te-'at-3-me\ n [prob. fr. (assumed) NL osfento-
mia, fr. NL oste- 4- -tomia -tomy] : a surgical operation in which a
bone is divided or a piece cut out of it

OS-tl-ary \'as-le-,er-e, 'as-che-\ n [L ostiarius, fr. ostium] 1 : door-
keeper 2 : a member of the lowest of the Roman Cathohc minor
orders

OSti<na>to \,as-t3-'nat-(,)o, ,6-sta-\ n [It, obstinate, fr. 1. obstinatus]

: a persistently repeated musical figure

OS'ti'Ole \'as-te-,ol\ n [NL ostiolum, fr. L, dim. of ostium] ; a
small aperture, orifice, or pore

OS-tl'Um \'as-te-3m\ n, pi os-tia \-te-3\ [NL, fr. L, door, mouth
of a river; akin to L os mouth — more at oral] : a mouthlike en-
trance or other opening

ostler var of hostler
-OS'tO'Sis \(,)as-'to-s3s\ n comb form pi -os-Xo-ses \-'to-.sez\ or
-os-tO'Sis-es \-'to-s3-s3z\ [NL, fr. Gk -ostosis, fr. osteon bone —
more at osseous] : ossification of a (specified) part or to a (speci-

fied) degree <hypero5/OiW> (.ectostosisy

OS'tra-cism \'as-tr3-,siz-3m\ n 1 : a method of temporary banish-
ment by popular vote without trial or special accusation practiced
in ancient Greece 2 : exclusion by general consent from common
privileges or social acceptance

OS-tTa>clze \-,sTz\ vi [Gk ostrakizeln to banish by voting with
potsherds, fr. ostrakon shell, potsherd — more at oyster] 1 : to

exile by ostracism 2 : to exclude from a group by common consent

OS>tra-COd \'as-tr3-,kad\ n [deriv. of Gk ostrakon] : any of a sub-
class (Ostracoda) of small active mostly freshwater crustaceans
— os*tra>co>dan \,as-tr3-'kod-'n\ adj — os-tra<co-dous \-'kod-
3S\ adj
OS>trich \'as-trich. '6s- also -trij\ n [ME, fr. OF ostrusce, fr. (as-

sumed) VL avis struihio, fr. L avis bird -I- LL struthio ostrich —
more at struthious] 1 a : a swift-footed two-toed flightless ratite

bird (genus Struthio, esp. S. camelus of northern Africa) with
valuable wing and tail plumes that is largest of existing birds and
often weighs 300 pounds b : rhea 2 : one who attempts to avoid
danger by refusing to face it

Os.lro.gOth \'as-tr3-,gath\ n [LL Ostrogothi, pi.] : one of the East
Goths— OS'trO'goth'ic \,as-tr3-'gath-ik\ adj

Os-we-gO tea \a-,swe-go-\ n {Oswego river, N. Y.] : a No. Ameri-
can mint {Monarda didyma) with showy bright scarlet Irregular
flowers

Ot- or oto- comb form [Gk ot-, oto-, fr. 5r-, ous — more at ear] : ear
<oritis> : ear and <o(olaryngology>
0thel*l0 \3-'thel-(,)6\ n : a Moor in the military service of Venice,
husband of Desdemona, and protagonist of Shakespeare's tragedy
Othello

loth.er \'3tlj-3r\ adj [ME, fr. OE other: akin to OHO andar other,
Skt antaraY 1 a ! being the one (as. of two or more) left b : being
the ones distinct from those first mentioned c : second (every '^

a abut; ,* kitten; _ er further; a back; S bake; S cot, cart;

] joke; T) sing; flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; tbis;
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day) 2 : not the same : different 3 : additional 4 a : recently
past <the ~ evening) 1) ; former <in -^ times)
bother n 1 a : one that remains of two or more b : a thing opposite
to or excluded by something else 2 ; a different or additional one

3othei pron, sometimes pi in consir 1 obs a : one of two that remains
b : each preceding one 2 : a different or additional one (some-
thing or ~>
mother adv : otherwise
Oth-er-guess \-,ges\ adj [alter, of E dial, othergatesl archaic

: DIFFERENT
oth.er-ness \-n3s\ n l : the quality or state of being other or
different 2 : something that is other or different

oth-er-where \-,h\ve(a)r, -.hwa(3)r, -.we{3)r, -,wa(3)r\ adv : in or
to some other place : elsewhere

oth-er.while \-,hwTl, -,wTl\ also olli-er.whiles \-.hwilz, -,wTlz\
adv 1 chiefly dial : at another time 2 c/iiejly dial : sometimes,
OCCASIONALLY
loth. er.wise \-,wTz\ adv [ME, fr. OE (on) othre wisan in another
manner] 1 : in a different way or manner : differently 2 : in
different circumstances 3 : in other respects
2otherwise adj ; different
otli«er.world \'ath-3r-.w3rld\ n ; a world beyond death or
beyond present reality

Oth.er-world.li.ness \'3tl3-3r-,w3rl-(d)le-nas\ n 1 : the quality or
stale of being otherworldly 2 : an otherworldly characteristic

Oth.er.world-ly \-(d)le\ adj 1 a : of or relating to a world other
than the actual world : transcendental h : devoted to preparing
for a world to come 2 : devoted to intellectual or imaginative pur-
suits

Otic \'6t-ik\ adj [Gk otikos, fr. ot-, ous ear — more at ear] ; of,

relating to, or located in the region of the ear
i-Ot.ic \'ai-ik\ adj sufjix [Gk -otikos, fr. -^tos, ending of verbals, fr.

-0- (stem of causative verbs in -oun) + -las, suffix forming verbals— more at -ed] 1 a : of, relating to, or characterized by a (speci-

fied) action, process, or condition <symbior!c> b : having an ab-
normal or diseased condition of a (specified) kind (epizoofic)

2 ; showing an increase or a formation of <leukocytoric)
2-otiC \'ot-ik\ adj comb form [Gk oiikos] : having (such) a rela-

tionship to the ear (perio/ic)

oti'Ose \*6-she-,6s, 'ot-e-\ adj [L otiosus, fr. osium leisure] 1 : being
at leisure : idle 2 : sterile, futile 3 : lacking use or effect

: functionless syn see vain—_otj>ose'Iy adv — oti>ose>uess
n — oti'OS-i*ty \,o-she-'as-3t-e, ,ot-e-\ n

Oti'tis \o-*tTt-as\ n [NL] : inflammation of the ear
oto-cyst \'ot-3-,sist\ n [ISV] : one of the supposed auditory
organs of many invertebrates_ that contains a fluid and otoliths

; STATOCYST — oto-cys-tic \,ot-3-'sis-tik\ adj
Oto-lar.yu-gol.o.gy \,6t-(,)o-,lar-an-'gal-3-je\ n : a branch of
medicine dealing with the ear, nose, and throat

OtO'lith \'ot-a-,lith\ n [F otoUthe, fr. ot- -t- -lithe -Uth] : a calcareous
concretion in the internal ear of a vertebrate or in the otocyst
of an invertebrate — oto*litli'ic \,ot-a-'lith-ik\ adj

Ot-ta.ya \o-'tav-3\ adv (or adj) [It, octave, fr. ML octava} : at
an octave higher or lower than written — used as a direction in

ot-ta.va ri<ma \o-,tav-9-'re-n . .

eighth rhyme] : a stanza of eight Unes <

scheme of abababcc
Ot.ta.wa \'at-s-wa, -.wa, -.w6\ n, pi Ottawa or Ottawas [F
Outouan, of Algonquian origin; akin to Cree at&weu trader]
1 : an Algonquian people of southern Ontario, Canada, and
Michigan 2 : a member of the Ottawa people

Ot4er \'at-3r\ n [ME oter, fr. OE otor; akin to OHO ottar otter.
Gk hydor water ~ more at water]
1 : any of several aquatic fish=
eating mammals (genus Lutra)
related to the weasels and minks
that have webbed and clawed feet
and dark brov/n fur 2 : the fur
or pelt of an otter

Ot.tO \'at-(,)6\ var of atfar
Ot.to-mau \'at-3-m3n\ n 1 cap

: TURK 2 [F ottomane, fr. fern. otter
of ottoman, adj.] a : an uphol-
stered often overstuffed seat or couch usu. without a back 6 ; an
overstuffed footstool
Ot»to>man \'at-5-man\ adj [F, adj. & n., prob. fr. It ottomano,
fr. Turk osmanli — more at osm.^nli] : of or relating to the Turks
or Turkey : Turkish

oua.ba.ln \wa-'ba-3n\ n [ISV, fr. F ouabaio, an African tree,
fr. Somali waba j-o] : a poisonous glycoside Cz9H440]z obtained
from several African shrubs or trees of the dogbane family and
used medically like digitalis and in Africa as an arrow poison

OU.hll.ette \,ij-ble-'et\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. oublier to forget, fr. L
oblitus, pp. of oblivisci — more at oblivion] : a dimgeon with an
opening only at the top
iQUCh \'iiuch\ n [ME, alter, (resulting fr. incorrect division of a
nouche) of nouche, fr. MF. of Gmc origin; akin to OHG nusca
clasp; akin to OE ner] 1 obs : clasp, brooch 2 a : a setting for a
precious stone b ; jewel, ornament; cap X a buckle or brooch set
with precious stones

2oilch inierj [origin unknown] — used to express sudden pain or
displeasure
bought \'6t\ verbal auxiliary [ME oushte (1st & 3d sing. pres.
Indic), fr. oughte, 1st & 3d sing, past indie. & subj. of owen to
own, owe — more at owe] — used to express moral obligation
(--^ to pay our debts), advisability <~ to lake care of yourself),
natural expectation <~ to be here by now), or logical consequence

1st & 3d sing, past indic, of owen'}

<the result ^ to be infinity)
2ought \"6(k)t\ vt [ME ough.., ^. ^
1 chiefly Scot : owe 2 chiefly Scot : POSSESS
sought \'6t\ n : moral obligation : duty
40Ught \'6t. 'at\ var oj aught
oughtn't \'ot-^iit\

_: ought not
Oui'ja \'we-j3-, -je-\ trademark — used for a board with the
alphabet and other signs on it that is used with a planchette to seek
spiritualistic or telepathic messages
lOlince yaun(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF unce, fr. L uncia twelfth part,
ounce, fr. untis one — more at one] 1 a : any of various units of
weight based on the ancient Roman unit equal to M2 Roman pound

table b ; a small portion or quantity 2 : fluid-
ounce
2ounce n [ME once, fr. OF, alter, (by incorrect division, as if Ponce
the ounce) of lonce, fr, (assumed) VL lyncea, it. L lync-, lynx lynx]
: snow LEOPARD
ouph or ouphe \'auf\ n [prob. alter, of au}, prob. fr. ON alfr'}

our \ar, (;)au(3)r\ adj [ME oure, fr. OE ure: akin to OHG unser
our, OE Hi- us] : of or relating to us or ourselves or ourself esp.
as possessors or possessor <— throne), agents or agent <— actions),
or objects or object of an action <"- being chosen^
Out Fatlier n : lord's prayer
ours \(')au(a)rz, arz\ pron, sing or pi in constr t our one or our ones— used v/ithout a following noun as a pronoun equivalent in
meaning to the adjective our

our.sell \ar-'self, au(3)r-\ pron : myself — used to refer to the
single-person subject when we is used instead of / {as by a sover-
eign or writer) <will keep '^ till supper time alone ^Shak.)

OtlT'Selves \-'selv2\ pron pi 1 : those identical ones that are we— compare we 1; used reflexively (we're doing it solely for '--'),

for emphasis <we '-- will never go) <our children and -^ will be
glad to come), or in absolute constructions <--' no longer young,
we can sympathize with those who are old) 2 : our normal,
healthy, or sane condition or selves

-OUS \3s\ adj suffix [ME, parUy fr. OF -ous, ~eus, -eux, fr. L -osus;

Sartly fr. L -us, nom. sing. masc. ending of many adjectives]
; full of : abounding in : having : possessing the qualities of

<clamorou5) (poisonowj) 2 : having a valence lower than in
compounds or ions named with an adjective ending in -ic <mercur-

OUSt \'aust\ v^ [AF ouster, fr. OF oMter, fr. LL obstare to ward off,

fr. L, to stand against, fr. ob- against + stare to stand — more at
0B-, stand] 1 a : to eject from or deprive of property or position
: dispossess b : bar, remove 2 : supplant syn see eject

OUSt*eT \'aus-t3r\ n [AF, to oust] 1 a : a wrongfol dispossession
b : a judgment removing an officer or depriving a corporation of a
franchise 2 : expulsion
lout \'aut\ adv [ME, fr. OE ut; akm to OHG uz out, Gk hysteros
later, hybris arrogance, Skt ud up, out] 1 a ; in a direction away
from the inside or center (went '^ mto the g3rden) b : from among
others (picked -^ a hat) -It : away from the shore d ; away from
home or business (-^ to lunch) 2 a : out of the usual or proper
place (left a word '^) b : beyond possession, control, or occupa-
tion (lent -^ money) c : into a state of loss or deprivation (voted
him '--} d : into a state of vexation or disagreement (put '^ by
the delay) (friends fall ^ e : into portions, shares, or allotments
(parceled ~ the farm) 3 a : beyond the hir.its of existence,
continuance, or supply (the food ran '--) b : to extinction, ex-
haustion, or completion (bum '^) c : to the fullest degree (all

decked ---) 4 a : in or into the open (the sun came --) (let the se-

cret '^) b ; aloud (cried ^^y 5 a ; so as to retire a batter or bats-
man b : so as to be retired

2out vr : to put out : eject -^ vi : to become public
3out adj 1 : situated outside ; external 2 : situated at a distance

: outlying 3 a : not being in power b ; not successful in reaching
base (the batter was '^) 4 : directed outward or serving to direct
something outward : outgoing

4out \(')aut\ prep 1 : out through (ran -^ the door) 2 : outward
along or on (drive '^ the old road)
SOUt \'aut\ n 1 : outside (the width of the building from ~ to '^)

2 : one who is out of power (the -^s are apt to be loud) 3 : copy
matter inadvertendy omitted in typesetting 4 a : ll"ie retiring of a
baseball player during his turn at bat b : a plaver so retired

5 pi, Brit : money paid out esp. in taxes 6 : a ball hit out-of*
bounds in tennis or squash 7 ; an item that is out of stock 8 a ; a
way of escaping from an embarrassing situation b : a way out of
a difficulty : solution
out- prefix Vouti : in a maimer that goes beyond, surpasses, or
excels (ourmaneuver)

out-age \'aut-ij\ « 1 : a quantity or bulk of something lost in
transportation or storage 2 : a failure or intermption in use or
functioning 3 : a period of interruption of electric current

out-and-out X.aut-'n-VdtautV adj {or adv) 1 : open, i;>fDisGUisED

2 : complete, thoroughgoing
out-and-out. er \-3r\ n : extremist
out.bal.ance \(')aut-'bal-3n(t)s\ vt ; outweigh
outobid \-'bid\ vt ; to make a higher bid than
lout-board \'aut-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(a)rd\ adj 1 : situated outboard
2 : being a machine bearing, center, or other support used in
conjunction with and outside of a main bearing 3 : having, using,
or limited to the use of an outboard motor
zouthoard adv 1 : outside a ship's bulwarks : in a lateral direction
from the hull 2 : in a position closer or closest to either of the
wing tips of an airplane
outboard motor n : a small Internal-combustion engine with
propeller integrally attached for mounting at the stern of a small
boat
0Ut*bound \'aut-,baiind\ adj : outward bound (~ traffic)

out.brave \(')aut-'brav\ vr 1 : to face or resist defianUy 2 : to
exceed in courage

0Ut*break \'aut-,brak\ n 1 ; a sudden or violent increase in
activity or currency (the -^ of war) 2 : insurrection, revolt

out-breed-vr 1 \'aut-,bred\ ; to subject to outbreeding 2 \ (')aiit-'\

; to breed faster than
out-breed.ing \'aut-,bred-io\ n ; the interbreeding of relatively

unrelated individuals; esp ; a system of breeding of animals based
on individual excellence and avoidance of close relationships

out.build.ing \'aut-,bil-dio\ n : a building separate from but
accessory to a main house

out-burst \-,barst\ n 1 : a violent expression of feeling 2 ; a
surge of activity or growth 3 : eruption

oxit.bye or out.by \'ut-,bT\ adv [ME (Sc) out-by, fr. out + by}
chiefly Scot : a short distance away : outdoors

OUt.cast \'aut-,kast\ n 1 : one who is cast out by society : pariah
2 [Sc cast out to quarrel] Scot : quarrel — outcast adj

out.caste \-,kast\ n, India i one who has been ejected from his
caste for violation of its customs or rules

out.class \(')aut-'klas\ vr : to excel or surpass so decisively as to
appear of a higher class
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out>come \'aut-,k3m\ n ; final consequence ; result syn see
EFFECT
lout.crop \-.krap\ n 1 a : a coming out of bedrock or of an un-
consolidated deposit to the sui-face of the ground b : the part
of a rock formation that appears at the surface of the ground
2 : ERUPTION, OUTBREAK

2out.crop \'aut-*krap\ vi 1 : to come out to the surface of the
ground <rocks •^> 2 : to come to the surface : appear

0Ut*cr0SS \'aut .kr6s\ vt : to subject to outcrossing — outcross n
OUt.cross-ing \'aut-,kr6-sir]\ n : a mating of individuals of dif-
ferent strains but usu. of the same breed

out-cry \'aiit-,krT\ n 1 a : a loud cry : clamor to : a vehement
protest 2 : auction

OUt.cuTve \-,karv\ n : a curve in baseball In which the ball breaks
away from the batter

oxit-dat-ecl \("iaut-'dat-3d\ adj ; obsolete
out=dis.tance \(')aut-'dis-t3n(t)s\ vt ; to go far ahead of (as in a
racet : outittrtp

OUt'dO \-'dL'\ vt 1 ; EXCEL, SURPASS 2 : DEFEAT, OVERCOME
syn see EXCEED

out. door \,aut-,dof3)r, -,d6(o)T\ also out-doors \-,do(3)r2,
-,d60^rz\ adj lout (of) door, out (oj) doors'\ 1 : of or relating to
the outdoors 2 : performed outdoors 3 : not enclosed : having

lOut.dooTS \f)aut-'do(3)rz, -d6(a)r2\ adv ; outside a building : in
or into the open air

aoutdoors n pi but sing in constr 1 : the open air 2 : the world
away from human habitations

OUt<er \'aut-3r\ adj [ME, fr. 3owr + ~er, compar. suffix] 1 : ex-
ternal. OBJECTIVE 2 a : situated farther out b : being away from

OUt.er-di.rect.ed X.aut-ar-ds-'rek-tad, -(.)dT-\ adj : conforming
to the values and standards of society — out'er-di'rec«tion
\-'rek-sh3n\ n

OUt'er>moSt \'aut-»r-,mo$t\ adj : farthest out
outer space n l : space immediately outside the earth's atmosphere
2 ; interplanetary or interstellar space

Ollt'face \(')aut-'fas\ vt 1 : to stare down 2 ; to confront un-
flinchingly : DEFY

OUt*fa!l \'aut-,f61\ n : the outlet of a river, stream, lake, drain, or

OUt.lield \-,feld\ n 1 : the part of a baseball field beyond the
infield and between the foul lines 2 : the baseball defensive
positions comprising right field, center field, and left field —
out.field-er \-,fel-d3r\ n

out- light \f)aut-'fTt\ vt ; to surpass in fighting : defeat
OUt-liglit-ing \'aut-,fTt-io\ n ; fighting at long range
lout'Iit \'aut-,tii:\ n 1 : the act of fitting out or equipping 2 a : the
tools or equipment for the practice of a trade b : wearing apparel
with accessories for a special occasion c : physical, mental, or
moral equipment 3 a : group, team b : ranch

2outJit vt out'lit-ted; out'tit-ting 1 ; to furnish with an outfit

2 : SUPPLY ~ VI : to acquire an outfit syn see furnish
oul.fit.ter \-,fit-3r\ n : one who outfits: as a : haberdasher
bra dealer in equipment and supplies for expeditions or camping
trips

OUt-tlank \f')aut-'f1a]3k\ vt : to get around the flank of (an op-
posing force) — out>flanb>er n

OUt.Ilow \'aut-.fl5\ n 1 : a flowing out 2 : something that flows
out

out'Ioot \(Maut-'fut\ vt : to outdo in speed ; outstrip
OUt-fox \-'faks\ vt : outsmart
out'gas \-'gas\ vt : to remove occluded gases from usu. by heating
out>gen-er-al \(')aiit-'jen-(a-)r3l\ vt ; to surpass in generalship

: outmaneuver
lout-go \(')aut-'go\ vt : to go beyond : outdo
2out>go Vaui-,go\ n \ '. something that goes out; specij : ex-
pendfture 2 a ; the act of going out b : departure 3 : outlet
out-go<ing \'aui-,go-io, -,g6(-)ia\ adj 1 a : going away : depart-
ing b : retiring or withdrawing from a place or position 2 : friend-
ly, RESPONSIVE
out.giow \(')aut-'gro\ vt 1 : to grow faster than 2 : to grow too
large or too mature for

OUt-growtli \'aut-,groth\ n 1 : a process or product of growing
out 2 ; CONSEQUENCE, BY-PRODUCT

out-guess \('iaut-'ges\ vt : anticipate, outwit
out'haul \'aut-,h6I\ n : a rope used to haul a sail taut along a spar
OUt-Her-od \(')aut-'her-ad\ vt iout- + Herod Antipas iab a.d. 40,
depicted in medieval mystery plays as a blustering tyrant] ; to
exceed in violence or extravagance
out-house \'aut',haus\ n : outbuilding; esp : privy
out'ing \'aut-ir)\ n : an excursion usu. with a picnic

outing ilanuel n : a flannelette sometimes having an admixture of
wool

OUt-land \'aut-,land, -landX n 1 : a foreign land 2 pi z the out-
lying regions of a country ; provinces — ouUand adj — out-
land>er X-.lan-dar, -l3n-\ n

Out*land*ish \(')aut-'lan-dish\ adj 1 : of or relating to another
country : foreign 2 : foreign looking : bizarre 3 : remote from
civilization syn see strange — out-land>isIi>ly adv — out>land-
ish-ness n

OUt'last \(')aut-'last\ vt : to last longer than : survive syn see
OUTLIVE
lOUt-Iaw \'aut-,16\ n [ME outlawe, fr. OE utiaga, fr. ON utiagi.

fr. Ut out (akin to OE Ut out) + lag-, log law — more at out, law]
1 : a person excluded from the benefit or protection of the law
2 a : a lawless person or a fugitive from the law b : a person or
organization under a ban or disability — outlaw adj
20Utlaw vt la: to deprive of the benefit and protection of law
b : to make illegal 2 : to place under a ban or disability 3 : to
remove from legal jurisdiction or enforcement — out>law>ry
\'aut-,16(3)r-e\ n
lout'lay \'aut-,la\ vt : to lay out (moneyl : expend
^outlay n 1 : the act of laying out or spending 2 : EXPENorruRE.
PAYMENT

out-let \'aut-,Iet, -l3t\ n Vout + let, v.] 1 a : a means of exit

: vent b : a means of release or satisfaction for an emotion or
Impulse 2 : a stream flowing out of a lake or pond 3 : a market
lor a commodity 4 : a box at which electric wiring terminates for
connection to electric appliances

OUt.li.er \ ,lTf-3)r\ n 1 : one that does not live where his office,
business, or estate is 2 : something that lies, dwells, or is situated
or classed away from a main or related body

lOUt.line \'aul-,lin\ n l a : a line that marks the outer limits of
an object or figure : boundary b : contour, shape 2 a : a
style of drawing in which contours are marked without shading
b : a sketch in outline 3 a : a summary of a written work b svn-
OPSis 4 : a preliminary account of a project : plan 5 : a fishing
line set out overnight : trotline
syn contour, profile, silhouette: outline applies to a line

marking the outer limits or edges of a body or mass; contour
stresses the quality of an outline or a bounding surface as being
smooth, jagged, cui-ving, or sharply angled; profile suggests a
varied and sharply defined outline against a lighter background-
silhouette suggests a shape esp. of a head or figure with all detaU
blacked out in shadow leaving only the outline clearly defined

^outline vt 1 : to draw the outline of 2 : to indicate the principal
features or different parts of

out.live \(')aut-'liv\ v/ 1 : to live longer than 2 : to survive the
etfects of
syn outlast, survive: outlive stresses the fact of enduring

longer than another or of surmounting difficulty; outlast is
hkely to stress capacity for endurance in relation to some other
comparable or competing thing; survive implies a continuing to
exist after a threatening event or circumstance

out.look \'aut-,luk\ n l a : a place offering a view b : a view
from a particular place 2 : point of view 3 : the act of looking
out : LfjOKOUT 4_ : the prospect for the future syn see prospect

out-ly.ing \'aut-.li-io\ adj : remote from a center or main body
OUt.ma.neu.yer \,aut-m3-'n(yUi-v3r\ vr 1 : to defeat by more
skillful maneuvering 2 : to surpass in maneuverability
out.matcli \(')aui-'mach\ vt : to prove superior to : outdo
out.mode \-'mod\ vt iout (oj) model : to make unfashionable or
obsolete
out.mod-ed \-'mod-3d\ adj 1 : not in style 2 : no longer ac-
ceptable or usable

out.most \'aut-,most\ adj : farthest out : outermost
OUt.num-ber XOaiit-'nam-barX vt : to exceed in number
out 01 prep 1 a (1) : from within to the outside of (walked out oj
the room) (2) — used as a function word to indicate a change in
quality, state, or form (woke up out oj a deep sleep) b (1) : bevond
the range, limits, or sphere of (out oj sight) (2) — used as a function
word to indicate a position or state away from the usual or expected
(out oj practice) (3) — used as a function word to indicate origin
or birth (a colt out oj an ordinary mare) (4) : from among <one
out of four survived) 2 : in or into a state of loss or not having
(cheated him out oj his savings) 3 : because of : from (came
out oj curiosity) 4 — used as a function word to indicate the
constituent material, basis, or source (built out oj old lumber)

out-of-date \,aut-3(vVdat\ adj : outmoded, unfashionable,
obsolete — out-of-date.ness n
out-of-door \,aiit-3(v)-'do(3)r, -'d6(3)r\ or out-ol-doors
\-'doolrz, -'doCalrzX adj : outdoor

out-ol-doors n pi but sing in constr : outdoors
out-of-the-way \,aut-3(v)-ih3-'wa\ adj : off the beaten track

: unusual
OUt-pa-tient \'aut-,pa-sh3nt\ n : a patient who Is not an inmate of
a hospital but who receives diagnosis or treatment in a clinic or
dispensary connected with it

out-play \(')aijt-'pla\ vr ; to excel or defeat In a game
out'point \-'p6int\ vt 1 ; to sail closer to the wind than 2 : to
win more points than

OUt'post \'aut-,p6si\ n 1 a ; a security detachment thrown out
by a main body of troops to protect it from enemy surprise b : a
military base established by treaty or agreement in another country
2 : an outlying or frontier settlement

out.pour \aiit-'po(3)r, -'p6(3)r\ vt ; to pour out — out>pour
\'aut-.\ n

out'pour-ing \'aut-,por-Ir), -,p6r-\ n 1 : the act of pouring out
2 : something that pours out or is poured out : outflow

OUt-put \'aut-,pLit\ n 1 : something produced: as a : mineral,
agricultural, or industrial production b : mental or artistic pro-
duction c : the amount produced by a person in a given time
d (1) : power or energy delivered by a machine or system for
storage or for conversion in kind or in characteristics (2) ; the
terminal for the output on an electrical device e : the information
fed out by a computer or accounting machine 2 : the act or
process of producing
lOUt-rage \'aut-,raj\ n [ME. fr. OF, excess, outrage, fr. outre
beyond, in excess, fr. L ultra — more at ultra-] 1 : an act of vio-
lence or brutality 2 : injury, insult 3 : the anger and resentment
aroused by injury or insult

^outrage vr 1 a : rape b : to subject to Injury or insult 2 : to
arouse anger or resentment in syn see offend

out*ra*geous \aut-'ra-j3s\ adj 1 a : excessive, extravagant
b : fanciful, fantastic 2 : violent, unrestrained 3 a : doing
grave insult or injury : atrocious b : extremely offensive : rude— out-ra-geous-ly adv — out*ra<geous<ness n

syn outrageous, monstrous, heinous, atrocious mean enor-
mously bad or horrible, outrageous implies exceeding the limits of
what is bearable or endurable; monstrous applies to what is

abnormally or fantastically wrong, absurd, or horrible; heinous
implies being so flagrantly evil as to excite hatred or horror;
atrocious implies merciless cruelty, savagery, or contempt oi
ordinary values

ou<trance \u-'tra"s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. outrer to pass beyond,
carry to excess, fr. outre} : the last extremity
out>range \(')aut-'ranj\ vt : to surpass In range
0U*tr6 \u-'tra\ adj [F, fr. pp. of outrer to carry to excess] : violat-
ing convention or propriety ; bizarre
lout.reach \(')aut-'rech\ vr 1 : to surpass In reach : exceed 2 : to
get the better of by trickery : overreach ~ vi 1 : to go too far

2 : to reach out
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2oiit>reacll \'aut-,rech\ n 1 ; the act of reaching out 2 : the extent
or limit of reach
iOUt>nde \(')aut-'rTd\ vt 1 ; to ride better, faster, or farther than
; OUTSTRIP 2 : to ride out (a storm)

aout-ride \'aut-,rTd\ n : an unstressed syllable or group of syllables
added to a foot in sprung rhythm but not counted in the scansion

out.rid-er \-,rTd-3r\ n 1 : a mounted attendant 2 ; forerxjnner,
HARBINGER

OTit-rig.ger \'aut-,rig-3r\ n 1 a : a projecting spar with a shaped
log at the end attached to a canoe to prevent upsetting b : a spar
or projecting beam run out from a ship's side to help secure the
masts or from a mast to extend a rope or sail c : a projecting sup-
port for an oarlock; also : a boat so equipped 2 : a projecting
member run out from a main structure to provide additional
stability or to support an extension; esp : a projecting frame to
support the elevator or tail planes of an airplane or the rotor of a
helicopter
lout-right XClaiit-'rTtV adv 1 archaic ; straight ahead : dxrectly
2 : in entirety : completely 3 : on the spot : msrANTANEOUSLY
4 : without lien or encumbrance

2oul-right \'aut-,\ adj 1 a : unqualified, thoroughgoing
b : given without reservation c : made without encumbrance or
hen <--- sale) 2 archaic : proceeding directly onward 3 : com-
plete, ENTIRE

OUt>riin \(')aut-'r3n\ vt : to run faster than; also : exceed
OUt<sell \-'sel\ vt 1 archaic ; to sell for a higher price than 2 : to
exceed in number of items sold 3 : to surpass in selling or sales-

manship
OUt.sert \'aut-,S3rt\ n Vout + -sert (as in insert)} t a usu. 4-page
section so Imposed and printed that it can be placed outside another
signature

OUt'Set \'aut-.set\ n : beginnino. start
out-shine \(')aut-'shTn\ vt 1 a : to shine brighter than b ; to excel
in splendor or showiness 2 : outdo, surpass '*- vi ; to shine out
lout-shoot \-'shLit\ vt 1 : to surpass in shooting or making shots
2 : to shoot or go beyond

2out-shoot \'aut-,shijt\ n : something that shoots out
lout.side \(')aut-'sTd, 'aut-,\ n 1 : a. place or region beyond an
enclosure or boxmdary 2 : an outer side or surface 3 : an outer
manifestation 4 : the extreme limit of a guess
2outSide adj 1 a : of, relating to, or being on or toward the outer
side or surface (the ~ edge) b : of, relating to, or being on or
toward the outer side of a curve or turn 2 3 ; situated or performed
outside a particular place b : connected with or giving access to
the outside <--' telephone line) 3 : maximum 4a: not included
or originating in a particular group or organization b : not belong-
ing to one's regular occupation or duties 6 : barely possible : re-
mote <an '^ chance)
soutside adv : on or to the outside : outdoors
•outside prep 1 : on the outer side of 2 : beyond the limits of <'^
the law) 3 : to the outside of 4 : except 1

outside of prep : outside
out>sid-er \(')aut-'sid-3r\ n 1 : a person not a member of some
group 2 ; a contender not favored to win

out-sit \f')aut-'sit\ vt I to remain sitting or in session longer than
or beyond the time of
lout-size \'aut-,sTz\ n : an imusual size; esp : a size larger than the
standard

aoutsize also out-sized \-,sTzd\ adj 1 : unusually large or heavy
2 : too large

OUt-sRirt \'aui-,sk3rt\ n : a part remote from the center : border— usu. used in pi.

out-smart \f')aut-'smart\ vt ; to get the better of; esp ; outwit
out-soar \-'so(3)r, -'s6(5)r\ vt : to soar beyond or above
out-sole \'aut-,sol\ n : the outside sole of a boot or shoe
out-speak \{')aut-'spek\ vt 1 : to excel in speaking 2 : to declare
openly or boldly

out-spent \-'spent\ adj : exhausted
OUt-spo-ken \aut-'spo-k?n\ adj ; direct and open In speech or
expression : frank — out-spo-ken-Iy adv — out-spo-ken-uess
\-k3n-n3s\ n
lout-spread \aut-'spred\ vt : to spread out : extend
2out.spread \'aut-,\ adj : spread out : extended
out-stand \ (')aut-'stand\ vt 1 dial chiejly Eng : to resist stubbornly
2 : to endure beyond <I have outstood my time ^Shak.) ^^ vi % to
stand out
out-staud-ing \'aut-,stan-d{o\ adj 1 : standing out : projecting
2 a : UNPAID b ; continuing, in^RESOLVEO c oj stocks and bonds
: publicly issued and sold 3 a : standing out from a group : con-
spicuous b : distinguished, eminent syu see noticeable— out-stand>ing>ly \aut-'stan-dio-le\ adv
OUt-Sta-tion X'aut-^sta-shsnX n ; a remote or outlying station
out-stay \(')aut-'sta\ vt 1 a ; to stay beyond U : to stay longer
than 2 : to surpass in staying power

OUt-stretcU \aut-'strech\ vt ; to stretch out ; extend
out-strip \aut-'strip\ vt [out- + obs. strip (to move fast) ] 1 : to go
faster or farther than 2 : excel syu see exceed
out-turn \'aut-,t3m\ « : a quantity produced ; output
lout-ward \'aut-w3rd\ adj 1 : moving, directed, or turned toward
the outside or away from a center 2 : situated on the outside ; ex-
terior 3 : of or relating to the body or to appearances rather than
to the mind or the inner Ufe 4 : external, manifest <'^ patterns)
6 dial Eng : inclined to drink : dissipated

aoutward or out-wards \-w3rdz\ adv 1 : toward the outside 2 obs
: on the outside : externally
soutward n *. external form, appearance, or reality
out-ward-ly \'aut-w3rd-le\ adv 1 a : on the outside ; externally
b : toward the outside 2 : in outward state, behavior, or appear-

out-ward-ness \-n3s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being existent or
external 2 : concern with or responsiveness to outward things
OUt-wear \(')aut-'wa(a)r. -•weC3)r\ vt 1 : to wear out : exhaust
2 : to last longer than

OUt-weigh \-'wa\ vt X to exceed in weight, value, or importance
OUt-wind \-'wlnd\ vt : to exhaust the breath of
out-wit \aut-'wit\ vt 1 : to get the better of by superior cleverness

: outsmart 2 archaic : to surpass in wisdom syn see frustrate
»out-work vt 1 \aut-'wark\ : to work out : complete 2 \(')aut-\
: to outdo in working

3oilt>work \'aat-,w3rk\ n : a minor defensive position constructed
outside a fortified area

ou-zel also ou-sel \'ij-z3l\ n [ME ousel, fr. OE osle — more at
MERL] : a European blackbird (Turdus merula)
OV- or OVi- or OVO- comb jorm [L ov-, ovi-, fr. ovum — more at EGG]
: egg <ov/form) : ovum <ovjduct> (ovocyte) (ovogenesis)

ova pi of OVUM
'oval \'5-v9l\ adj [ML ovalis, fr, LL, of an egg, fr. L ovum'} ; having
the shape of an egg; also : broadly elUptical — oval>ly \-va-le\ adv

soval n ; an oval figure or object
ovar-i-an \o-'var-e-3n, -'ver-\ also ovar-i-al \-e-3l\
adj ; of, relating to, or involving an ovary

ovari-ec-to-my \o-,var-e-'ek-t3-me, -.ver-\ n : the
surgical removal of an ovary

ovai'i-ot-o-ray X-'at-a-meX n 1 : surgical hiclsion of
an ovarv 2 : ovariectomy

ova.ri-ti's \.o-vs-'rTt-as\ n [NL, fr. ovarium} : in- oval
flammation of an ovary
ova-ry \'5v-(3-)re\ n [NL ovarium, fr. L ovum egg] 1 : the typically
paired essential female reproductive organ that produces eggs and
in venebrates female sex hormones 2 : the enlarged rounded usu.
basal portion of the pistil or gynoecium of an angiospermous plant
that bears the ovules and consists of one or more carpels

ovate \'6-,vat\ adj X ; shaped Uke an egg 2 : having an outline
like a longitudinal section of an egg with the basal end broader (-^
leaves)
OVa-tion \o-'va-shan\ n [L ovation-, ovatio, fr. ovatus, pp. of ovare
to exult; akin to Gk euoi. Interjection used in bacchic revels]
1 : a ceremony attending the entering of Rome by a general who
had won a victory of less importance than that for which a triumph
was granted 2 : public homage or tribute ; applause
OV-en \'av-an\ n [ME, fr. OE ojen: akin to OHG ojan oven, Gk
ipnos, L aulla, olla pot] ; a chamber used for baking, heating, or
drying
oven-bird \-,b3rd\ n [fr. the shape of its nest] 1 ; any of various
So. American passerine birds (genus Furnarius) 2 ; an American
warbler {Seiurus aurocapillus) that builds a dome-shaped nest on
the ground
lover \'o~v3r\ adv [ME, adv. & prep., fr. OE ojer: akin to OHO
ubar (prep.) above, beyond, over, L super, <3k hyper\ la: across
a barrier or intervening space b ; down or forward and down
(fell •^) c : across the brim (soup boiled '--) d : so as to bring
the underside up e : from a vertical to a prone or inclined position
(knocked him '^) 1 : from one person or side to another (hand
it ~) g : across (got his point ^^) h : to agreement or con-
cord (won them '^> 2a: beyond some quantity, limit or norm
often by a specified amount or to a specified degree (show ran a
minute ^y b : till a later time 3 a : above b : so as to cover the
whole surface (windows boarded '--'> 4 a ; at an end (the day is '-')

b — used on a two-way radio circuit to indicate that a message Is

complete and a reply is expected 5a: through (read it --'>; also
: thoroughly_ b : once more : again (do it --')

iover \,5-v?r. 'o-\ prep la — used as a function word to indicate
position higher than or above another (towered ^ his mother)
b : beyond the comprehension of (talked -^ their heads) 2 a— used
as a function word to indicate the possession of authority, power,
or jurisdiction in regard to some thing or person uespected those
-^ him) b — used as a function word to indicate superiority, ad-
vantage, or preference (a big lead '-- the others) 3 : more than
(cost -^ five dollars) 4 a : upon or down upon so as to cover or
conceal (laid a blanket '--' the child) b : on, upon (hit him '^ the
head) c ; throughout a specified area d ; alon^ the length of ("-'

the road) e — used as a function word to indicate a particular
medium or channel of communication (-^ the radio) 1 : all through
(showed me --^ the house) g — used as a function word to indicate
study, review, or examination of something (went ^ his notes)
5 a— used as a function word to hidicate motion above something
on the way to the other side or beyond (fly ^ a lake) b — used as
a function word to indicate position on the other side or beyond
(lives ^ the way) 6 a : throughout, during (^ the past 25
years) b : until the end of (stay — Sunday) 7 a — used as a func-
tion word to indicate an object of solicitude. Interest, consideration,
or reference (the Lord watches '^ his own) b — used as a function
word to indicate occupation or activity (an hour '^ cards) c ; on
account of (trouble •^ money)
3over \'6-v3r, ,o-\ adj l a : upper, higher b : covtring, outer
c : excessive 2 : remaining

-sover \"o-v3r\ vt over-iug \'6v-(9-)rio\ : to leap over : clear
over-abun-dance \,o-v3-r3-'b3n-dan(t)s\ n : excess, surfeit— over-abun-dant \-d3nt\ adj
over-act \,o-v3-'rakt\ vt : to exaggerate in acting '^ vi 1 : to act
more than is necessary 2 : to overact a part — over-ac-tion
\-'rak-sh9n\ n

over-ac-tive \-'rak-tiv\ adj % excessively or abnormally active
over against prep ; as opposed to : in contrast with
lover-age \,o-v3-'raj\ adj V-over + age} 1 : too old to be useful
2 : older than is normal for one's position, function, or grade

2over-age \|ov-(3-)rij\ n i^over + -age} I surplus, excess
lover-all \,o-v3-'r6l\ adv 1 ; as a whole : generally 2 : from
the extreme forward point to the extreme after point of a ship's
deck includjng overhangs

2over-all \'o-v3-,r61\ n 1 p/ a archaic : loose protective trousers
worn over regular clothes b : trousers of strong material usu. with
a bib and shoulder straps 2 chiefly Brit : a loose-fitting protective
smock worn over regular clothing
30ver>aU \,6-vo-'r6l, 'o-va-.X adj : including everything
over-arm Vo-v3-,r^rm\ adj : done with the arm raised above the
shoulder (-^ pitching)
over-awe \,6-va-'r6\ vt : to restrain or subdue by awe
lover-bal-ance \,o-v3r-'bal-3n(t)s\ vt 1 : olttweigh 2 : to cause
to lose balance

2overbalance \'6-var-,\ n : something more than an equivalent

over-bear \.o-v3r-'ba(3^r, -'be(3')r\ vt 1 : to bring down by supe-
rior weight or force : overwhelm 2 a : to domineer over b : to sur-

pass in importance or cogency : outweigh — vi : to bear fruit or
offspring to excess

over-bear-ing \-io\ adj 1 a : overpowering, overwhelming
b : decisively important ; dominant 2 : arrogant, domineerino
syn see proud — over*bear-ing*ly \-io-le\ adv

over-bid \,o-v3r-'bid\ vi 1 : to bid in excess of value 2 a : to bid
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lover-hand \'o-v9r-,hand\ adj 1 : made with tlie laand brought
down from above 2 : played with the hand downward or inward
toward the body — overliand adv — over>haud<ed \,6-v3r-'han-

to

d3d\ adv
^overhand \'6-v3r-,hand\ n : an overhand stroke (as in tennis)
aoverhand \'o-v3r_-.\ vt : to sew with short vertical stitches
overhand knot \,o-v3r-.han(d)-\ n : a smaU knot often used to pre-
vent the end of a cord from fraying
lover-liang \'5-v3r-,hao, ,5-var-'\ vt 1 : to project over
impend over : threaten ^ vi : to project so as to be over some-
thing

2overliang \'o-v3r-,\ n l : something that overhangs; also : the
extent of the overhanging 2 : the part of the bow or stem of a ship
that projects over the water above the wateriine 3 : a projection
of the roof or upper story of a building beyond the wall of^the lower
part

over-haul \.6-v3r-'h61\ vt 1 : to haul or drag over 2 a ; to ex-
amine thoroughly b : repair 3 : overtake — used esp. of a ship— overhaul \'o-v3r-,\ n
lover.liead Vo-var-'hed\ adv : above one's head : aloft
^overhead \'o-v3r-,\ adj l : operating or lying above 2 : of or
relating to overhead expense
^overhead \'6-v3r-,\ n l : business expenses not chargeable to a
particular part of the work or product 2 : ceiling; esp : the ceihng
of a ship's compartment 3 : a stroke in a racket game made above
head height :_ smash

over.hear \,o-v3r-'hi(a)r\ vb : to hear without the speaker's
knowledge or intention

over.heat \-'het\ vi 1 : to heat to excess 2 : to agitate unduly
r^ vi : to become overheated

over.in.dulge \,6-v9-rin-*d3lj\ vb : to indulge to excess — over-
in.dul'gence \-'d3l-j3n(t)s\ n — over.in.dul.gent \-jant\ adj

over. is.sue \.o-v3-'nsh-(,)u, -'rish-u\ n : an issue exceeding the
limit of capital, credit, or authority — overissue vt

over. joy \,o-v3r-'j6i\ vt : to fill with great joy
over-bill \,o-var-'kil\ vt : to obliterate (a target) with more nuclear
force than required — over.kill Vo-v3r-,\ n

over.laud \'6-v3r-,land, -land\ adv (or adj) : by, upon, or across
land

over-lap \,o-v3r-'lap\ vt 1 : to extend over and cover a part of
2 : to have something in common with ^_yi 1 : to lap over 2 : to
have something in common — overlap \'o-vsr-,\ n
lover-lay \,6-var-'ia\ vt 1 a : to lay or spread over or across : su-
perimpose h ; to prepare an overlay for 2 : overlie 2

2overlay \'o-v3r-,\ n : a covering either permanent or temporary;
as a : an ornamental veneer b : paper patches added to the pack-
ing on a printing press to make a stronger impression c : a decora-
tive and contrasting design or article placed on top of a plain one
d : a transparent sheet containing graphic matter to be superim-
posed on another sheet

to leap over or across 2 : to defeat

r upon : to cause the death of

more than the scoring capacity of a hand at cards b Brit : to make
a higher bid than the preceding one '^ vr : to bid beyond or in
excess of; specij ; to bid more than the value of (one's hand at cards)— overbid \'6-v3r-,\ n
lover.blown \,o-v3r-'blon\ adj 1 ; excessively large of girth
; portly 2 : inflated, pretentious

^overblown adj : past the prime of bloom <'^ roses)
over.board \'5-v3r-,b6(a)rd, -,b6(a)rd\ adv 1 : over the side of a
ship or boat into the water 2 : to extremes of enthusiasm 3 : into
discard : aside

over.build \,6-v3r-'bild\ vb : to build beyond the actual demand
lover.bur.den \-'b9rd-'n\ vt : to place an excessive burden on
^overburden \'6-v3r-,\ n : material overlying a deposit of useful
geological materials
over-buy \,6-var-'bT\ vb : to buy beyond need or ability to pay
over-call \-'k61\ vr : to make a higher card bid than (the previ-
ous bid or player) ^ vi : to bid over an opponent's bid in bridge
when one's partner has not bid or doubled — overcall \'6-v3r-,\ n

over.cap.i.tal-iza-tion \,6-v9r-.kap-3t-=l-3-'za-sh3n, -,kap-tn-\
n 1 ; the act of overcapitalizing 2 : the state of being overcap-
itaUzed
over.cap.i-tal.ize\-'kap-at-^l-.iz, -"kap-t'l-X vt 1 : to put a nominal
value on the capital of (a corporation) higher than actual cost or
fair market value 2 : to capitalize beyond what the business or
the profit-making prospects warrant
lover-cast vt l \,6-v3r-*kast, '6-v3r-,\ : darken, overshadow
2 \'o-v3r-,\ : to sew (raw edges of a seam) with long slanting widely
spaced stitches to prevent raveling

2overcast \'o-v3r-, , ,6-v3r-'\ adj : clouded over <an -- night)
^overcast \'o-v3r-,\ n : covering; espi a covering of clouds over
the sky

over.cast'ing \'6-v3r-.kas-tio\ n : the
act of stitching raw edges of fabric to
prevent raveling; also : the stitching so
done

overcast stitch n : a small close em-
broidery stitch sometimes done over a
foundation thread and used to form out-
lines

over-cau-tious \,o-v3r-'k6-sh3s\ adj
: too cautious

over-cer-ti-ly \-'s3rt-3-,fr\ vt ; to certify (a check) for more than
the drawer's balance

over-charge \-'chaij\ vb 1 : to charge too much 2 : to fill too full

3 ; exaggerate, overdraw — overcharge \'o-v3r-,\ n
over-clothes yo-var-,klo(tli)z\ n pi : outer garments
over-cloud \,o-v3r-'klaud\ vt : to overspread with clouds ; darken
over-coat \'o-v3r-,kot\ n ; a warm coat worn over indoor clothing
over-come \,5-v3r-'k3m\ vb [ME overcomen, fr. OE ojercuman, fr.

ofer over + cuman to come] vt 1 ; to get the better of 2 ; over-
power, overwhelm — VI : to gain the superiority ; win syn see
conquer — over-com- er n

over.com.pen-sa-tion X-.kam-pan-'sa-shsn, -,pen-\ n : excessive
compensation; specij ; excessive reaction to a feeling of inferiority,

guilt, or inadequacy leading to an exaggerated attempt to overcome
the feeling — over.com-pen-sa.to-ry \-k3m-'pen(t)-s3-,t6r-e,
-,t6r-\ adj

over-con-fi-dence \-'kan-fad-3n(t)s, -f3-,den(t)s\ n ; excess of
confidence — over-con-fi-dent V-fsd-ant, -f3-,dent\ adj

over-crowd \,o-v3r-'kraud\ vb ; to crowd to congestion
over.de.vel-op \,o-v3rd-i-'vel-3p\ vt ; to develop excessively; specij

; to subject (exposed photographic material) to a developing solu-
tion for excessive time or at excessive temperature, agitation, or
concentration — over.de.vel.op-ment \-m3nt\ n

over.do \,o-var-'du\ vt 1 a : to do to excess b : to use to excess
c : exaggerate 2 : to cook too much 3 : exhaust ~ vi ; to go to
extremes
iQVer.dose \'o-v3r-,dos\ n : too great a dose
^overdose \,6-v3r-'\ vt : to give an overdose or too many doses to
OVer-draJt Vo-v3r-,draft\ n l ; an act of overdrawing at a bank

: the state of being overdrawn; also ; the sum overdrawn 2 : a
draft or current of air passing over a fire in a furnace

over.draw \,6-v3r-'dr6\ vr 1 ; to draw checks on (a bank account)
for more than the balance 2 : exaggerate, overstate ^ vi : to
make an overdraft

over.dress \'o-v3r-,dres\ n ; a dress worn over another
over.drive \'o-v3r-,drTv\ n : an automotive transmission gear that
transmits to the propeller shaft a speed greater than engine speed

over.due \,6-v3r-'d(y)u\ adj 1 a : unpaid when due b ; delayed
beyond an appointed time 2 : too great : excessive 3 : more
than ready

over.em.pha.sis \.o-v3-'rem(p)-f3-s3s\ n ; excessive emphasis— over.em.pha°size \-f3-,siz\ vb
OVer-eS'ti-mate \,6-v3-'res-t3-,mat\ vt : to estimate too highly— over-es-ti-mate \-m3t\ n — over*es.ti.ma-tion \-,res-t3-

'ma-sh3n\ n
over.ex-pose \,o-v3-rik-'spo2\ vt : to expose excessively; specij : to
subject too long to the action of light or other radiation — over-
ex-po-sure \-'spo-zh3r\ n

over-ex-tend \,o-v3-rik-'stend\ vt ; to extend or expand beyond
a safe or reasonable point

over-fill \,o-v3r-'fil\ vb : to fill to overflowing
over-flight \'6-v3r-,flTt\ n : a passage over an area in an airplane— over-fly \,o-v3r-'flT\ vt

lover-flow \,o-v3r-'fl5\ vt 1 : to cover with or as if with water
: inundate 2 : to flow over the brim of 3 : to cause to overflow
"— vi : to flow over bounds

^overflow \'5-v3r-.\ « 1 : a flowing over : inundation 2 : some-
thing that flows over ; surplus 3 : an outlet or receptacle for
surplus liquid

over-gar-ment \'o-v3r-,gar-m3nt\ n : an outer garment
over.glaze \-,glaz\ n : a glaze applied over another
over.grow \,6-v3r-'gr6\ vr 1 ; to grow over so as to cover with
herbage 2 ; to grow beyond or rise above : outgrow -^ vi" 1 ; to
grow excessively 2 : to become grown over — over,growth
\'o-v3r-,gr6th\ n
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over-Ieap \,o-v3r-'iep\ vr i
(oneself) by going too far

over-lie \-'lT\ vr 1 : to lie c

by lying upon
over-load \-'lod\ vt ; to load to excess — overload \'o-v3r-,\ n

over-long \.o-v3r-'16r)\ adj (or adv) : too long
over-look \-'luk\ vr 1 : to look over : inspect 2 a : to look down
upon from above b : to rise above or afford a view of 3 a : to

look past : miss b : to pass over : ignore c : excuse 4 : to watch
over ; supervise 5 : to look on with the evil eye : bewitch syn
see neglect

over.lord \*o-v3r-,16(3)rd\ n 1 : a lord who is lord over other lords

: a lord paramount 2 : an absolute or supreme ruler -^ over-lord-

ship \-,ship, ,o-v3r-'\ n
over-ly V6-v3r-le\ adv : excessively

lover-man \-m3n, -,man\ n ; a man in authority over others; specij

lover.man \,o-v3r-'man\ vt : to have or get too many men for the

needs of <'^ a ship)

over.mas-ter \-'mas-t3r\ vt : overpower, subdue
over-match \-'mach\ vr 1 : to be more than a match for : defeat
2 : to match with a superior opponent
lover-much \-'m3ch\ adj (or adv) ; too much
2overmuch \'6-v3r-, ,

,o-v3r-'\ n : too great an amount : excess

lover.night \,6-v3r-'nTt\ adv 1 : on or during the evening or night
(stayed away ^> 2 : suddenly (became famous '^>

lovernight adj : of or lasting the night

lover.pass \,6-v3r-'pas\ vi l : to pass across, over, or beyond
; cross; also t surpass 2 : transgress 3 : disregard, ignore

^overpass \'6-v3r-,\ n : a crossing of two highways or of a high-

way and pedestrian path or railroad at different levels where
clearance to traffic on the lower level is obtained by elevating the

higher level; also : the upper level of such a crossing

over .per-suade \,o-v3r-p3r-'swad\ vr : to persuade to act contrary

to one's conviction or preference — over-per-sua-sion \-'swa-

zh3n\ n
over-play \,o-v3r-'pla\ vr 1 a : to present (as a dramatic role)

extravagantly : exaggerate b ; overemphasize 2 : to rely too

much upon the strength of 3 ; to strike a golf ball beyond (a putt-

ing green)
over-plus \'o-v3r-,pl3s\ n [ME, part trans, of MF surplus'^ : sur-
plus

over-pow.er \,o-v3r-'pau(-a)r\ vt 1 : to overcome by superior

force : DEFEAT 2 : overwhelm — over-pow-er-ing-ly \-^paur-

iri-le\ adv
over-praise \-'praz\ vt ; to praise excessively

over-price \-'prTs\ vt : to price too high
lover-print \-'print\ vr : to print over with something additional

2overprint \'o-v9r-.\ n : something added by overprinting; specij

; a printed marking added to a postage or revenue stamp esp. to

alter the original or to commemorate a special event

over-prize \,6-v3r-'prTz\ vt : to prize excessively

over-prO'duce \-pr9-'d(y)us\ vr ; to produce beyond demand or
allotment — over-pro.duc.tion \-pr9-'d9k-sh3n\ n
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: alcohol than proofover.prool \,o-v9r-'pruf\ adj : containing i

spirit

over«pro»por-tion \-pfr)3-'por-sh3n, -'p6r-\ vt : to make dispropor-
tionately large — overproportion n — over-proopor>tion<ate
\-sh(9-)n3t\ adj — over-pro-por-tion-ate-ly adv

over«pro-tect \,6-v3r-pr3-'tekt\ vt ; to protect unduly — over-pro-
tec'tion V'tek-shanX n — over-prctec-tive \-'tek-tiv\ adj

over.rate \,o-v3(r)-'rat\ v( : to rate too highly

over«reach \-'rech\ vt 1 : to reach above or beyond : overtop
2 : to defeat (oneself) by seeking to do or gain too much 3 ; out-
wit, TRICK ~ VI 1 oj a horse : to strike the toe of the bind foot
against the heel or quarter of the forefoot 2 a : to go to excess

h : EXAGGERATE syn see cheat — over-reach'er n
over.re.fine.ment \-ri-'fTn-mant\ n : excessive refinement
lover-ride \.5-va(r)-'rTd\ vt 1 : to ride over or across : trample
2 : to ride (as a horse) loo much or too hard 3 a : to prevail over
: DOMINATE b : to set aside : annul 4 : to extend or pass over; e:;p

: OVERLAP
^override \'o-v3(r)-,rTd\ n : a commission paid to a sales manager
on sales made by his salesmen

over-ripe \,o-v3(r)-'rTp\ adj 1 : passed beyond maturity or ripe-

ness toward decay 2 : decadent
over.rule \-'rul\ vt 1 : to rule over ; govern 2 : to prevail over

: overcome 3 a : to rule against h : to set aside : reverse
lover-run \-'r3n\ vt 1 a : to defeat decisively and occupy the
positions of b : to swarm over : infest 2 a : to run past b : ex-

ceed c (1) : to readjust (set type) by shifting letters or words from
one line mto another (2) : overset 3 : to flow over
2overrun \'o-v3(r)-,i"3n\ n : an act or instance of overrunning; ciso

; the amount by which something overruns
over.sea \,o-v_3r-'se, '6-v3r-,\ adj (or adv) : overseas
over-seas V'sez, -,sez\ adv : beyond or across the sea : abroad —
overseas adj

over-see \,o-v3r-'se\ vt 1 : survey, watch 2 a : inspect, examine
b : SUPERINTEND, SUPERVISE

over-seer \'o-va(r)-,si(3)r, -.se-gr, ,6-v3(r)-'\ n : superintendent,
SUPERVISOR

over-sell \,o-v3r-'sel\ vt 1 a ; to sell too much to b : to sell too
much of 2 : to make excessive claims for ; overpraise

over-sen-si.tive \-'sen(t)-s3t-iv, -stiv\ adj : unduly or extremely
sensitive — over-seii-si-tive.ness n

over.set \-'set\ vt 1 ; to adorn with settings 2 : to disturb
mentally or physically : upset 3 : to turn or tip over : overturn
4 : overthrow 5 : to set too much type matter for — overset
\'6-V3r-A«

over-sexed \,o-v9r-'sekst\ adj ; exhibiting an excessive sexual
drive or interest

over.shad-ow \-'shad-(,)o, -9(-w)\ vt 1 : to cast a shadow over
: DARKEN 2 : to exceed in importance : outweigh

over-Shoe \'o-var-,shLi\ n : an outer shoe; esp : galosh
over-shoot \,o-v3r-'shiJt\ vt 1 : to pass swiftly beyond 2 : to
shoot over or beyond so as to miss 3 : to excel in shooting
lover-shot \'o-v3r-,shat\ adj 1 : having the upper jaw extending
beyond the lower 2 : actuated by the weight of water passing over
and flowing from above <an '^ waterwheel)

^overshot n : a pattern or weave featuring filling floats which pass
two or more warp yarns before reentering the fabric

over-sight \-,sTt\ n l : management, supervision 2 ; an in-

advertent omission or error
over-sim-pli'li^ca-tion X.o-vsr-.sim-pla-fa-'ka-shanX n 1 : the act

or an instance of oversimplifying 2 : something that oversimplifies

over.Sim.pli-fy \-'sim-pla-,fT\ vt : to simplify to such an extent
as to bring about distortion, misunderstanding, or error -^ vi : to
engage in undue or extreme simplification

over-size \,o-v3r-'sTz\ or over-sized \-'sizd\ adj : being of more
than ordinary size

over.skirt \'o-v3r-.sk3rt\ n : a skirt worn over another skirt

Over-Slaugh \,o-v3r-'sl6\ vt [D overslaan to pass over, omit] : to
pass over for appointment or promotion in favor of another
over-sleep \,6-var-'slep\ vi : to sleep beyond the time for waking
overslip vr 1 obs : OMtT 2 obs : escape
over-soul \'o-v9r-,sol\ n : the absolute reality and ground of
existences conceived as a spiritual being in which the ideal nature
manifested in human beings is perfectly realized

over-spend \,o-v3r-'spend\ vt 1 : to spend or use to excess
; EXHAUST 2 : to exceed in expenditure «- vi : to spend beyond
one's means

over-spread \-'spred\ vt : to spread over or above — overspread
\'6-v3r-,\«

over-state \,o-v3r-'stat\ vt : to state in too strong terms : ex-
aggerate — over-state-ment \-mant\ n

over.stay \,o-v3r-'sta\ vt 1 ; to stay beyond the time or the limits

of i'-^ed his leave) 2 : to carry a transaction in (a market) beyond
the point at which the greatest profit is possible <~ed his market)

over-step \-'step\ vt : exceed, transgress
over.stock \-'stak\ vb ; to stock beyond requirements or facilities

over.strew \-'strLi\ vt 1 : to strew or scatter about 2 : to cover
here and there

over-stride \-'strTd\ vt 1 a : to stride over, across, or beyond
b : bestride 2 : to stride faster than or beyond

over-strung \,o-v3r-'strari\ adj : too highly strung : too sensitive

over-stull \-'st3f\ vt 1 : to stuff too full 2 : to cover (as a chair or
sofa) completely and deeply with upholstery

over-sub-scribe \-s9b-'skrTb\ vt : to subscribe for more of than is

offered for sale — over.sub-scrip-tion \-'skrip-sh3n\ n
over.sub-tie X-'sat-MX adj : excessively or impracticably subtle
over.sup-ply \-s3-'plT\ n : an excessive supply — oversupply vt

overt \o-'v3rt, 'o-(.)\ adj [ME, fr. MF ouvert, overt, fr. pp. of ouvrir
to open, fr. (assumed) VL operire, alter, of L aperire — more at
weir] : open to view : manifest — overt-ly adv
over-take \,o-v3r-'tak\ vt [ME overtaken, fr, 'over + taken to take]
1 a ; to catch up with b : to catch up with and pass by 2 ; to come
upon suddenly : seize

over-tax \-'taks\ vt 1 : to tax too heavily 2 : to put too great a
burden or strain on

over-the-count.er \.o-v3r-tli3-'kaunt-3r\ adj l : sold otherwise
than on an organized securities exchange : unlisted 2 : sold
lawfully without prescription
over-throw \,o-var-'thr6\ vt 1 : overturn, upset 2 : to bring

down : defeat 3 : to throw a baseball over or past (a base)
syn see conquer — overthrow \'o-v3r-,\ n

over.time \'o-v3r-,tTm\ n, ojten attrih 1 ; time in excess of a set

limit; esp '. working time in excess of a standard day or week 2 : the
wage paid for overtime — overtime adv

over-tone \-,ton\ n 1 : one of the higher tones that with the funda-
mental comprise a complex musical tone : harmonic la 2 ; the
color of the light reflected (as by a paint) 3 : a secondary effect,

quality, or meaning : suggestion
over-top \,o-v9r-'tap\ vt 1 : to rise above the top of 2 : to be
superior to 3 : surpass

over-trade \-'trad\ vi : to trade beyond one's capital

over-train \-'tran\ vb : to train more than is necessary or desirable

over-trick \'6-v3r-,trik\ n ; a card trick won in excess of the number
bid
over^trump X.o-var-'trampN vb : to trump with a higher trump card
than the highest previously played to the same trick

lover-ture \'o-v3(r)-,chu(3)r, -char, -,t(y)u(3)r\ n [ME, lit., open-
ing, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL opertura, alter, of L aperture — more
at aperture] 1 a : an initiative toward agreement or action
: PROPOSAL b : something introductory : prelude 2 : the
orchestral introduction to a musical dramatic work

^overture vt 1 : to put forward as an overture 2 ; to make or
present an overture to

over.turn \,o-var-'t3rn\ vt 1 : to cause to turn over_; upset
2 : overthrow, destroy -^ vi : to turn over— overturn \'o-v3r-,\ n

over-use \,6-v3r-'yiJs\ n : excessive use— over.use \-'ynz\ vt

over-watch \-'wach\ vt 1 archaic : to weary or exhaust by keeping
awake 2 : to watch over

over.wear \-'wa(3)r, -'we(a)r\ vt : to wear out : exhaust
lover-wea.ry \-'wi(a)r-e\ vt : to tire out
^overweary adj i wearied to excess
over-ween.ing \.o-v3r-'we-niD\ adj 1 : arrogant, presumptuous
2 : exaggerated, immoderate
over-weigh \-'wa\ vr 1 ; to exceed in weight ; overbalance 2 : to
weigh down : oppress
lover-weight X'o-var-.wat, 2 is usu ,o-v3r-'\ n 1 : weight over and
above what is required or allowed 2 : excessive or burdensome
weight — overweight \.o-v5r-'\ adj
2overweight \,o-v3r-'wai\ vt 1 : to give too much weight or con-
sideration to 2 : to weight excessively 3 : to exceed in weight
: overbalance
over-whelm \-'hwelm, -'welmX vt [ME overwhelmen, fr. 'over -1-

whelmen to turn over, cover up] 1 : overthrow, upset 2 a : to
cover over completely : submerge b ; to overcome by superior
force or numbers : crush — over.whelm.ing-ly \-'hweI-mio-le,
-'wel-\ adv

over.wind \-'wTnd\ vt : to wind too much
over-win-ter \-'wint-3r\ vi : to survive the winter
cver-word \'o-v3r-,w3rd\ n ; burden, refrain
over-work \,o-v3r-'w3rk\ vt 1 : to cause to work too hard, too
long, or to exhaustion 2 ; to decorate all over 3 a : to work too
much on : overdo b : to make excessive use of '— vi ; to work
too much or too long : overdo — overwork n

over-write \,6-va(r)-'rTt\ vt l : to write over the surface of 2 ; to
write in inflated or pretentious style -^ vi : to write too much

over.wrought \-'r6t\ adj [pp. of overwork"] 1 : extremely excited

: agitated 2 : elaborated to excess : overdone
ovl- or ovo see ov-
ovi-ci-dal ViO-va-'sId-^lX adj : capable of killing eggs — ovicide
\'6-v3-.sTd\ n

ovi-duct \'6-v3-,d3kt\ n [NL oviductus, fr. ov- + ductus duct] : a
tube that serves exclusively or esp. for the passage of eggs from an
ovary — ovi-ductal \,o-va-'d3k-t=l\ adj

ovine \'o-,vTn\ adj [LL ovinus, fr. L ovis sheep — more at ewe] : of

or relating to sheep — ovine n
OVip-a-rous \o-'vip-(3-)r3s\ adj [L oviparus, fr. ov- -H -parus
-parous] : producing eggs that develop and hatch outside the
maternal body; also \ involving the production of such eggs —
ovip-a-rous'ly adv •— ovip-a-rous-ness n

ovi.pos-it \'o-v3-,paz-3t, ,6-v3-'\ vi [prob. back-formation fr.

ovipositor} I to lay eggs — used esp. of insects — ovi-po-si-tion
\,o-va-p3-'zish-3n\ n

ovi-pos-i-tor V'o-va-.paz-st-ar, -.paz-tsr, .o-v3-'\ n [NL, fr. L ov-

+ positor one that places, fr. positus. pp. of ponere to place — more
at POSITION] : a specialized organ (as of an insect) for depositing

eggs
ovoid \'o-,v6id\ or ovoi-dal \o-'v6id-'l\ adj [F ovoide, fr. L
ovum egg — more at egg] : shaped like an egg : ovate — ovoid n

ovo-lo \'6-v3-.Io\ n. pi ovo-li \-,le\ [It, dim. of uovo, ovo egg, fr. L
ovum] : a rounded convex molding

ovo.tes.tis \,o-vo-'tes-t3s\ n [NL] : a hermaphrodite gonad
ovo-vi-vip.a-rous \,o-(,)v6-,vT-'vip-(9-)ras\ adj [prob. fr. (as-

sumed) NL ovoviviparus, fr. L ov- -I- viviparus viviparous] : pro-
ducing eggs that develop within the maternal body and hatch
within or immediately after extrusion from the parent — ovo-vi-
vip-a-rouS'ly adv — ovo-vi-vip-a-rous-ness n

ovu-lar \'o-vya-lar, -,vyU-\ adj : relating to or being an ovule

ovu-late \'o-vy3-.lai\ vi : to produce eggs or discharge them from
an ovary— ovu-la-tion \,o-vy3-'la-sh3n\ n

ovule \'6-(,)vvuO)l\ n [NL ovulum. dim. of L ovum} 1 : an out-

growth of the ovary of a seed plant that is a megasporangium and
encloses an embryo sac within a nucellus 2 : a small egg; esp X one
in an early stage of growth
ovum \'o-v3m, 'ov-*m\ n, pi ova \'6-v3\ [NL, fr. L, egg — more
at EGG] : a female gamete : m.acrogamete
owe \'o\ vb [ME owen to possess, own, owe, fr. OE agan: akin to

OHG eigun (1st & 3d pi. pres. indie.) possess. Skt i&e he possesses]

vr 1 a archaic : POSSESS, own h : to have or bear (an emotion
or attitude) to someone or something <'^s the boss a grudge)
2 a (1) : to be under obligation to pay or repay in return for

something received : be indebted in the sum of i^s me five dollars)

(2) : to be under obligation to render (as duty or service') b : to

be indebted to <-—s the grocer for supplies) 3 : to be indebted for

iowed his wealth to his father) ^ vi : to be in debt <~5 for his

house)
owing to prep : because of (delayed owing to a crash)

owl \'au(3)l\ n [ME owle, fr. OE ule; akin to OHG uwila owl]
; any of an order (Strigiformes) of birds of prey with large head
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and eyes, short hooked bill, strong talons, and more or less
nocturnal habits

OWl-et \'au-l3t\ n : a small or young owl
owl-ish \'au-lish\ adj : resembling or suggesting an owl — owl-
ish'Iy adv — owMsh<ness n
lown \'6n\ adj [ME owen, It. OE agen; akin to OHG eigan own,
ON eiginn, OE ugan to possess — more at owe] : belonging to
oneself or itself — usu. used following a possessive case or pronoun
2own vt 1 : to have or hold as properly : possess 2"Sacknowledge.
ADMIT (-^ a debt) ^ vi : admit, confess — used with to or up
syn see acknowledge, have — own-er \'o-n3r\ n — own*er.ship
\-.ship\ n
3own pron sing or pi in consfr : one or ones belonging to oneself— used after a possessive and without a following noun as a pro-
noun equivalent in meaning to the adjective own
ox \'aks\ n, pi ox-en \'ak-san\ also ox [ME. fr. OE oxa: akin to
OHG ohso ox, Gk hygros wet — more at humor] 1 : the domestic
bovine mammal (Bos laurus); esp : an adult castrated male
2 : a bovine mammal

ox- or 0X0- comb jorm [F, fr. oxygene] : oxygen <OA:azine)
ox-a*late \'ak-s3-,Iat\ n : a salt or ester of oxalic acid
OX.al.ic acid \(,^ak-,sal-ik-\ n [F (acide) oxalique, fr. L oxalis
wood sorrel] ; a poisonous strong acid (COOH)2 or H2C2O4 that
occurs in various plants as oxalates and is used esp. as a bleaching
or cleaning agent and in making dyes

ox-al-is \ak-'sal-3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, wood sorrel, fr.

Gk, fr. oxys sharp — more at oxygen] : wood sorrel 1

0X>a>zine Vak-ss-.zenX n [ISV ox- + azine} : any of several parent
compounds CaHsNO containing a ring composed of four carbon
atoms, one oxygen atom, and one nitrogen atom
OX>bow \'aks-,bo\ « 1 ; a U-shaped frame forming a collar about
an ox's neck and supporting the yoke 2 : something (as a bend
in a river) resembling an oxbow — oxbow adj

ox-eye \'ak-,sT\ n : any of several composite plants having heads
with both disk and ray flowers

OX'lord \'aks-f3rd\ n lOxJord, England] ; a low shoe laced or
tied over the instep

Oxford down n, often cap D lOxJordshire, county of England]
: any of a Down breed of large hornless sheep developed by cross-
ing Cotswolds and Hampshire Downs
Oxford movement n LOxjord, England] : a High Church move-
ment within the Church of England begun at Oxford in 1833
0X<heart \'aks-,hart\ n ; any of various large sweet cherries
ox-i-dant \'ak-s3d-3nt\ n : an oxidizing agent
ox-i-dase \'ak-s3-,das, -.daz\ n [ISV] : any of various enzymes that
catalyze oxidations; esp : one able to react directly with molecular
oxygen — ox-i>da-sic_\,'ak-s3-'da-sik, -zik\ adj

ox<i>da>tion \,ak-s3-'da-sh3n\ n [F, fr. oxider, oxyder to oxidize,
fr. oxidey 1 : the act or process of oxidizing 2 :_ the state or
result of being oxidized — ox*i<da>tive \'ak-s3-,dat-iv\ adj —
ox-i-da-tive-ly adv

oxidation-reduction n : a chemical reaction in which one or more
electrons are transferred from one atom or molecule to another

OX-ide \'ak-,sTd\ n [F oxide, oxyde. fr. ox- (fr. oxygene oxygen)
+ -ide (fr. acide acid)] : a binary compound of oxygen with an
element or radical — ox*ld-ic \ak-'sid-ik\ adj

0X<i-di2-abIe \*ak-s3-,dl-za-b3l\ adj : capable of being oxidized
OX-i-dize \-,dTz\ vb loxide + -izel vt 1 : 10 combine with oxygen
2 : to dehydrogenate esp. by the action of oxygen 3 : to change
(a compound) by increasing the proportion of the electronegative
part or change (an element or ion) from a lower to a higher positive

valence : remove one or more electrons from (an atom, ion, or
molecule) -^ vi : to become oxidized — ox-i-diz-er n

OX-ime \'ak-,sem\ n [ISV ox- + -ime (fr. imide)} i any of various
compounds obtained chiefly by the action of hydroxylamine on
aldehydes and ketones and characterized by the grouping > C = NOH

OX*lip \'ak-,slip\ n [(assumed) ME oxeslippe, fr. OE oxanslyppe,
lit., ox dung, fr. oxa ox + slypa, slyppe paste — more at slip]

1 ; a hybrid primrose 2 : a Eurasian primula (Primula elatior)

differing from the cowslip chiefly in the flat corolla limb
Ox-0-ni-an \Uk-'so-nc-3n\ n [ML Oxonia Oxford] 1 : a native
or resident of Oxford. England 2 : a student or graduate of
Oxford University — Oxonian adj

ox-tail \'ak-,stal\ n ; the tail of cattle; esp : the skinned tail used
for soup

OX-ter \'ak-stsr\ n [(assumed) ME, alter, of OE oxta; akin to L
axilla armpit — more at axis] 1 chiejly Scot & Irish ; ARMprr
2 chiejly Scot & Irish : arm

ox-tongue \'ak-,st3o\ n : any of several plants (as a bugloss)
having rough tongue-shaped leaves

oxy- comb jorm [F, fr. oxygene oxygen] 1 : oxygen : containing
oxygen or additional oxygen <ojc^hemoglobin> 2 : of oxygen and
<OA.yhydrogen> — oxyadj

oxy-acet.y.lene X.ak-se-a-'set-^'l-sn. -"l-.enX adj [ISV] : of, relating

to. or utilizing a mixture of oxygen and acetylene <~ torch)

Oxy-cal>ci-um \,ak-si-'kal-se-3m\ adj ; of or relating to oxygen
and calcium <the -^ light or limelight)

OX.y.gen \'ak-si-j3n\ n, ojten attrib [F oxygene, fr. Gk oxys, adj.,

acid, lit., sharp -I- F -gene -gen; akin to L acer shai-p — more at

EDGE] : an element that is found free as a colorless tasteless

odorless gas in the atmosphere of which it forms about 21 percent
or combined in water, in most rocks and minerals, and in numerous
organic compounds, that is capable of combining with all elements
except the inert gases, is active in physiological processes, and is
involved esp. in combustion processes — see element table —
ox-y.gen-ic\,ak-si-'jen-ik\ad/— ox-y-gen-ici-ty \-ja-'nis-3t-c\/i
oxygen acid n : an acid (as sulfuric acid) containing oxygen
ox-y.gen-ate \'ak-si-j3-,nat, ak-'sij-s-X vt : to impregnate, com-
bine, or supply with oxygen — ox-y-geu-ation \,'ak-si-j3-'na-
shan, (,)ak-,sij-3-\ n
Oxy.he-mo.glo.t)in X.ak-si-'he-ma-.glo-ban, -'hem-s-, -.he-ms-',
-,hem-3-'\ n [ISV] : hemoglobin loosely combined with oxygen
that it releases to the tissues
oxy-ny-dro.gen \-'hT-dr»-j3n\ adj : of, relating to, or utilizing a
mixture of oxygen and hydrogen <~ torch)
oxy-mo.ron \.ak-si-'m60)r-.an, -'m6(3)rA n. pi oxy-mo-ra
\-'mor-3. -'m6r-\ [LGk oxymdron, fr. neut. of oxymoros pointedly
foolish, fr. Gk oxys sharp, keen + moros foolish — more at
moron] : a combination of contradictory or incongruous words
(as cruel kindness)

oxy.phile \'ak-si-.m\ or oxy-phU \-.fil\ or oxy-phil-ic \,ak-si-
'fil-ik\ or ox-yph-i-lous \ak-'sif-3-l3s\ adj [Gk oxys acid -I- B
-phil, -philic, -philous'i : ACiDOPHiLic — oxyphile n

oxy.sul-lide \.ak-si-'s3l-,fTd\ n [ISV] : a compound of oxygen
and sulfur with an element or radical that may be regarded as a
sulfide in which part of the sulfur is replaced by oxygen

oxy-tet.ra-cy-cline \-.te-tr3-'sT-,klen\ n : a yellow crystalline
broad-spectrum antibiotic C22H24N2O9 produced by a soil
actinomycete (Streptomyces rimosus)

oxy-to-ciC \.ak-si-'to-sik\ adj [ISV, fr. Gk oxys sharp, quick -I-

tokos childbirth, fr. tikiein to bear — more at thane] : hastening
parturition; also : inducing contraction of uterine smooth muscle— oxytocic n_
oxy>to>cin \-'tos-"n\ n [ISV, fr. oxytocic'\ : a postpituitary hormone
C43H66N1ZOUS2 that stimulates esp. the contraction of uterine
muscle and the ejection of milk

oxy-tone \'ak-si-,t6n\ adj [F oxyton, fr. Gk oxytonos, fr. oxys
sharp, acute in pitch + tonos tone] : having an acute accent on
the last syllable — oxytone n

oxy-uri-a-sis \,Uk-si-yu-'rr-3-sas\ n [NL, fr. Oxyuris, genus of
worms -I- -iasis'\ : infestation with or disease caused by pinworms
(family Oxyuridae)

oyer and ter-mi-ner X.di-Cs-lran-'tar-ms-narN n [ME, part trans,
of AF oyer et terminer, lit., to hear and determine] 1 ; a commis-
sion authorizing a British judge to hear and determine a criminal
case at the assizes 2 : a high criminal court in some U.S. states

oyez \6-'ya, -'yes, -'yez\ v imper [ME, fr. AF, hear ye. imper. pi.
of oir to hear. fr. L audire — more at audible] — used by a court
or public crier to gain attention before a proclamation — oyez n,

pi oyesses \-'yaz, -'yes-az. -*yez-3z\

Oys-ter \'6i-star\ n, ojten attrib [ME, oistre, fr. MF, fr. L ostrea, fr.

Gk osireon; akin to Gk ostrakon shell, osteon bone — more at
OSSEOUS] 1 a : any of various marine bivalve moUusks (family
Ostreidae) having a rough irregular shell closed by a single ad-
ductor muscle and including important shellfish b ; any of various
mollusks resembling or related to the oysters 2 : a small mass of
muscle contained in a concavity of the pelvic bone on each side of
the back of a fowl 3 : an extremely taciturn person
oyster bed n : a place where oysters grow or are cultivated

oyster catcher n ; any of a genus (Haematopus) of wading birds
with stout legs and heavy wedge-shaped bill and often black and
white plumage

oyster crab n ; a crab (Pinnotheres ostreum) that lives as a com-
mensal in the gill cavity of the oyster

oyster cracker n z a. small salted cracker

oys-ter-man \-m3n\ n ; a gatherer, opener, breeder, or seller of
oysters

oyster plant n : salsify

ozo-ke-rite \.6-zo-'ki(3)r-,Tt\ or ozo-ce-rite \-'si(3)r-\n [G ozo-
kerit, fr. Gk ozein to smell + keros wax — more at cerumen]
: a waxy mineral mixture of hydrocarbons that is colorless or white
when pure and often of unpleasant odor and is used esp. in
making candles and in electrotyping

OZOn- or ozono- comb Jorm [ISV, fr. ozone"} ; ozone <ozonize)

ozone \'6-,zon\ n [G ozon, fr. Gk ozon, prp. of ozein to smell— more at odor] 1 : an allotropic triatomic form of oxygen that

Is normally a faintly blue irritating gas with a characteristic

pungent odor, is generated usu. in dilute form by a silent electric

discharge in ordinary oxygen or air, and is used esp. in disinfection

and deodorization and in oxidation and bleaching 2 : pure and
refreshing air — ozo-nic\o-'zo-nik, -'zan-ik\ adj— ozo-nif-er-ous
\,o-(,)zo-'nif-(3-)r3s\ adj — ozon-ous N'o-.zo-nas, 6-'\ adj

Ozon*ide \'6-(,)zo-,nTd\ n : a compound of ozone
ozon>ize \-,nTz\ vt 1 : to convert (oxygen) into ozone 2 : to

treat, impregnate, or combine with ozone '^ vi ; to become con-
verted into ozone — ozon-iz-er n

ozo>no-spliere \o-'zo-n3-.sfi(3)r\ n : an atmospheric layer at

heights of approximately 20 to 30 miles characterized by high
ozone content

a abut: » kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out;

j joke; r) sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this; u loot;
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P \'pe\ n, often cap, often attrib 1 a : the 16th
letter of the English alphabet lo : a graphic
representation of this letter c : a speech
counterpart of orthographic p 2 : a graphic
device for reproducing the letter p 3 : one
designated p esp. as the ISlh or when j is used
for the 10th the 16th in order or class

4 : something shaped like the letter P
pa \'pa. "poX n [short for papa] : father
PABA \'pab-3, ,pe-,a-'be-.a\ n [para-amino-
6enzoic acid] : para-aminobenzoic acid
pab*U*llun \'pab-y3-l3m\ n [L. food, fodder;

akin to L pascere to feed — more at food] 1 : food: esp : a
suspension or solution of nutrients in a state suitable for absorption
2 : intellectual sustenance 3 : an insipid piece of writing

pa.ca \'pak-3, 'pak-\ n [Pg & Sp, fr. Tupi pdca'\ : any of a genus
{Cuniculus, esp. C. paca) of large So. and Central American
rodents
tpace \'pas\ n [ME pas, fr. OF, step, fr. L passiis, fr. passus, pp. of
pondere to spread — more at fathom] 1 a : rate of movement esp.

on foot; esp : an established rate of locomotion h : rate of prog-
ress; specif : parallel rale of growth or development c : an example
to be emulated; specif : first place in a competition d (1) ; rate of
performance or delivery ; tempo (2) : rhythmic animation
: FLUENCY 2 : a manner of walking : tre-AO 3 a : step 2a(l)
b : any of various units of distance based on the length of a human
step 4 a ; an exhibition of skills or capacities b : gaft; esp : a
fast 2-beat gait (as of the horse) in which the legs move in lateral

pairs and support the animal alternately on the right and left legs

space vi 1 a : to walk with slow or measured tread h : to move
along ; proceed 2 : to go at a pace — used esp. of a horse '^ vt

1 a ; to measure by pacing b : to cover at a walk 2 of a horse : to
cover {a course) by pacing 3 a : to set or regulate the pace of
b (1) : to go before : precede (2) : lead c : to keep pace with
3pa.ce \'pa-se\ prep [L, abl. oi pac-, pax peace, permission] ; with
due respect to

pace*niak'er \'pa-,sma-kar\ n 1 : one that sets the pace for another— called also pacesetter 2 '. one that takes the lead or sets an
example — pace-mali-ing \-kiQ\ n

pac.er \'pa-sar\ n 1 : one that paces; specif : a horse whose gait is

the pace 2 : pacemaker
pa<chi>si \p3-'che-ze, esp Brit -se\ n [Hindi paclsl] : an ancient
board game resembling backgammon
pa'Chu>co \p3-'chU-(,)ko\ n [MexSp] : a young usu. underprivi-
leged Mexican-American affecting special clothes and jargon, usu.
belonging to a neighborhood gang, and often identified by a small

pachy.derm \'pak-i-.d9rm\ n [F pachyderme, fr. Gk pachydermos
thick-skinned, fr. pachys thick -f derma skin; akin to ON bingr
heap, Skt bahu dense, much — rhore at derm-] : any of various
nonruminant hoofed mammals (as elephants or horses) usu. with a
thick skin — pachy-der-mal \,pak-i-'dar-m3l\ adj — pacby-
der-moid \-,m6id\ adj

pachy.der.ma.toiis X.pak-i-'dar-mat-asV adf [deriv. of Gk pachys
-f dermat-, derma skin] 1 : of or relating to the pachyderms
2 a : thick, thickened <-^ skin) b : callous, insensffive —
pachy-der.ma.touS'ly adv

pach.ys.an.dra \,pak-a-'san-dr3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk
pachys + NL -aridrus -androus] : any of a genus {Pachysandra) of
the box family of evergreen woody trailing plants often used as a
ground cover

pac*i>fi<able \'pas-3-,fT-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being pacified
pa*Cif<iC \pa-'sif-ik\ adj [MF pacifique, fr. L pacijicus, fr. pac-, pax
peace -I- -i- + -ficus -fie — more at peace] 1 a ; tending to lessen
conflict : CONCILLATORY b ! rejecting use of force : peaceful
2 a : calm, TRANQUIL b : mild of temper : peaceable 3_cap : of or
relating to the Pacific ocean —_pa-cil-i-cal*ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

paC'i.fi. caption \,pas-(3-)f3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or process of
pacifying : the state of being pacified : appeasement 2 : a treaty of
peace

pa.cil.i-ca.tor \p3-'sif-3-,kat-3r\ nj paciher 1

pa.cif*i.ca.to.ry \p3-'sif-i-k3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; conciliatory
pa*cil*i*cisni \p3-'sif-a-,si2-3m\ n : pacifism — pa-cif>i<cist
\-3-S3St\ n

Pacific time n [Pacific ocean] : the time of the 8th time zone west of
Greenwich that includes the Pacific coastal region of the U.S.

pac.i4i«er \'pas-3-,fT(-3)r\ n l : one that pacifies 2 : a usu.
nipple-shaped device for babies to suck or bite upon

paC'i'fism \'pas-3-,fiz-3m\ n [F pacifisme, fr. pacifique pacific]
1 ; opposition to war or violence as a means of settling disputes;
specif : refusal to bear arms on moral or religious grounds 2 ; an
attitude or policy of nonresistance : passivism — pac*i*fist \-fast\
n — pacifist or p_ac-i-fis»tic \.pas-a-'fis-tik\ adj

pac.i.fy \'pas-3-,fT\ vt [me pacifien, fr. L pacificare, fr. pac-, pax
peace] 1 a : to allay anger or agitation in b ; appease, propffiate
2 a : to restore to a tranquil state : settle b ; to reduce to a sub-
missive state : subdue
syn appease, placate, mollify, propffiate, conciliate: pacify

suggests a soothing or calming of anger or agitation or the forceful
quelling of insurrection; appease implies quieting insistent de-
mands by making concessions; pi^cate suggests changing resent-
ment or bitterness to goodwill; mollify impUes soothing hurt feel-
ings or rising anger; propffiate implies averting anger or malevo-
lence esp. of a superior being; conciliate suggests ending an
estrangement by persuasion, concession, or settling of differences
ipack \"pak\ n, often aiirib [ME. of LG or D origin; akin to MLG
& MD pak pack, MFlem pac^ 1 a : a bundle arranged for con-
venience in carrymg esp. on the back b : a group or pile of related
objects: as (1) : a number of separate photographic films packed
so as to be inserted together into a camera (2) : a set of two or
three color films or plates for simultaneous exposure (3) : a stack
of theatrical flats arranged in sequence o (1) : PACKrr (2) : con-
tainer (3) : a compact unitized assembly to perform a specific
function 2 a : the contents of a bundle b : a large amount or
number : heap c : a full set of playing cards 3 a : an act or
instance of packing b : a method of packing 4 a (1) : a group
trained to hunt or run together (2) : a group of often predatory
animals of the same kind (3) : a set of persons with a common
interest : cuque b : an organized group of combat craft 5 : a
concentrated mass 6 : wet absorbent material for therapeutic
application to the body 7 a ; a cosmetic paste for the face & : an

application or treatment of oils or creams for conditioning the
scalp and hair 8 : material used as packing
3pack vt 1 a : to make into a compact bundle b : to fill completely
c : to fill with packing d : to load with a pack e : to put in a
protective container 2 a : to crowd together b : to increase the
density of : compress 3 a : to cause or command to go without
ceremony <

—

ed off lo school) b : to bring to an end : finish
4 : to gather into a tight formation 5 : to cover or surround with a
pack 6 a : to transport on foot or on the back of an animal
b : to wear or carry as regular equipment <~ a gun) c : to be sup-
plied or equipped with : possess -^ vi 1 : to go away without
ceremony 2 a : to stow goods and equipment for transportation
b : to be suitable for packing 3 a : to assemble in a group : con-
gregate b : to crowd together 4 : to increase in density 5 a : to
carry goods or equipment b : to travel with one's baggage (as by
horse) — pack'abil*i>ty \,pak-3-'bil-3t-e\ n — pack-able \'pak-
3-b3l\ adj
3pack vt [obs. pack fto make a secret agreement)] 1 : to bring to-

gether or make up fraudulently to secure a favorable vote (•^ a
Jury) 2 archaic : to arrange (the cards in a pack) so as to cheat
4pack n [perh. fr. obs. pack (secret compact)] : an unjustified
surcharge added to a price by a dealer
spack adj [perh. fr. obs. pack (to make a secret agreement)] chiefly

Scot : intimate
ipack>age \'pak-i]\ n l archaic : the act or process of packing
2 a : a small or moderate-sized pack ; parcel b : a commodity or a
unit of a product uniformly wrapped or sealed c : a preassembled
unit 3 ; a covering wrapper or container 4 : something that re-

sembles a package; as a : package deal b : a radio or television
series offered for sale at a lump sum c : contract benefits gained
through collective bargaining
2package vi l : to make into a package 2 ; to enclose in a package
or protective covering — pack^ag-er n

package deal n l : an offer or agreement involving a number of re-

lated items or one making acceptance of one item dependent on the
acceptance of another 2 : the items offered
package store n : a store that sells alcoholic beverages that may not
lawfully be drunk on the premises

pack-er \'pak-3r\ n 1 : one that packs; specif : a wholesale dealer
2 a : BEARER a b : one who conveys goods on pack animals

pack<et \'pak-3t\ n [MF pacquet, of Gmc origin; akin to MD pak
pack] 1 a : a number of letters dispatched at one time b : a small
group, cluster, or mass 2 : a passenger boat carrying mail and
cargo on a regular schedule 3 a : a small bundle or parcel b : a
small thin package
pack ice n : sea ice formed into a mass by the crushing together of
pans, floes, and brash
pack-ing \'pak-io\ n 1 a ; the act or process of packing goods;
specif : the wholesale processing of food b : a method of packing
c : the act or process of transporting on the backs of men or animals
2 : material used to pack

pack<ing<house \-,haus\ or packing plant n : an establishment for
slaughtering, processing, and packing livestock into meat, meat
products, and by-products or for processing and packing other
foodstuffs
pack-man \'pak-m3n\ n : peddler
pack rat n : wood rat; esp : a large bushy-tailed rodent (Neotoma
cinerea) of the Rocky Mountain area that hoards food and
miscellaneous objects

pack-sack \'pak-,sak\ n : a canvas or leather case used to carry
gear on the back when traveUng on foot

pack.sad-dle \-,sad-^l\ n : a saddle designed to support loads on the
backs of pack animals

pack'tliread \-,thred\ n ; strong thread or small twine used for
sewing or tying packs or parcels

pact \'pakt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L pactum, fr. neut. of pactus, pp. of
pacisci to agree, contract; akin to OB fon to seize, L pangere to fix,

fasten, Gk pegnynai'i : compact; specif : an international treaty

'pad \'pad\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a thin flat mat or cushion: as

(1) : a piece of soft stuffed material used as or under a saddle

(2) : padding used to shape an article of clothing (3) : a guard
worn to shield body parts (4) : a piece of usu. folded absorbent
material (as gauze) used as a surgical dressing or protective cover-

ing b : a piece of material saturated with ink for inking the surface
of a rubber stamp 2 a ; the foot of an animal b ; the cushioned
thickening of the underside of the toes of an animal 3 : a floating

leaf of a water plant 4 : tablet 5 a : a section of an airstrip used
for warm-ups, takeoffs. or landings b : launching pad 6 slang
a : living quarters b : bed
2pad 17 pad«ded; pad-ding 1 a : to furnish with a pad or padding
b ; MUTE. MUFFLE 2 \ to expand with needless or fraudulent matter
<•--' a short speech)
3pad vb pad-ded; pad-ding [perh. fr. MD paden to follow a path,

fr. pad path — more at path] vt : to traverse on foot -^ vi X i to

go on foot : walk 2 : to move along with a muffled step

pad n [MD pad^ 1 dial Brit : path 2 : a horse that moves along at

an easy pace 3 archaic : footpad
5pad n [imit.] : a soft muffled or slapping sound
pad-ding n : material with which something is padded
ipad-dle \'pad-M\ n [ME padein 1 : an implement with a flat

blade to propel and steer a small craft (as a canoe) 2 : an im-
plement used for stirring, mixing, or beating 3 : one of the broad
boards at the circumference of a paddle wheel or waterwheel

2paddle vb pad*dling \'pad-!io. -'l-io\ vi : to go on or through wa-
ter by or as if by means of a paddle or paddle wheel >' vt 1 a : to

propel by a paddle b : to transport in a paddled craft 2 : to beat,

stir, or punish by or as if by a paddle
3paddle vi pad-dling \'pad-lio. -"l-iaX [origin unknown] 1 : to

move the hands or feet about in shallow water 2 archaic ; to use
the hands or fingers in toying or caressing 3 : toddle

pad-dle-fisH \'pad-'l-,fish\ n : any of a family (Polyodontidae) of

ganoid fishes; esp l one (Polyodon spathula) of the Mississippi

valley about four feet long with a spatula-shaped snout

pad-dler X'pad-lar. -=l-ar\ n : one that paddles

paddle wheel n : a wheel with paddles, floats, or boards around its

circumference used to propel a vessel

pad-dock \'pad-3k, -ik\ n [alter, of ME parrok, fr. OE pearroc;

akin to OHG pjarrih enclosure; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc word
borrowed fr. (assumed) VL parricus'l t a usu. enclosed area used
esp. for pasturing or exercising animals; esp ; an enclosure where
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racehorses are saddled and paraded before a race

pad-dy \'pad-e\ n [Malay padi} 1 : rjce; esp : threshed unmllled
nee 2 : wet land in which rice is grown

pad.dy wagon \'pad-e-\ n [prob. fr. E slang Paddy (Irishman,
pohceman) ] : patrol wagon

padi-sliah \'pad-(3-),sha, -0-).sh6\n [Per pactsAa/i] :a chief ruler
: sovereign; esp : the shah of Iran

pad.lOCb \'pad-.lak\ n [ME padlok, fr. pad- (of unknown origin) +
lok lock] : a removable lock with a shackle that can be passed
through a staple or link and then secured to fasten sometiune —
padlock vt

^^
pa-dre \'pad-(,)ra
more at father]
military chaplain

pa-drcne \p3-'dro-ne\ n [it, protector, owner, fr. L patronus
patron] 1 : an Italian innkeeper 2 : one that secures employment
for immigrants esp. of Italian extraction

pad-U-a-soy \'paJ-(3-)w3-,s6i\ n [alter, of earlier poudesoy, fr. F
pou-de-soie^ : a rich corded silk fabric; also : a garment made of it

pae<an \'pe-3n\ n [L, hymn of thanksgiving esp. addressed to
Apollo, fr. Gk paian, paion, fr. Paiati, Paion, epithet of Apollo in the
hymn] : a joyously exultant song or hymn of praise, tribute
thanksgiving, or triumph

paed- or paedo- or ped- or pedo- comb form [Gk paid-, paido-, fr.
paid- pais child, boy — more at few] : child (^jetfiatric) : childhood
<paerfogenesis>

pae.dQ.gen.e.sis \.ped-o-'jen-s-sas\ n [NL] : reproduction by
young or larval animals : neoteny — pae*do*ge>net>ic \-j3-'net-
ik\ or pae-do<gen>ic \-'jen-ik\ adj

pae-dcmor-phic \,ped-3-'m6r-fik\ adj : of. relating to, or in-
volving paedomorphosis or paedomorphism

pae.do.mor.phisin \-.fiz-am\ n : retention in the adult of infantile
or juvenile characters

pae.do.mor.phQ.sis \-'m6r-f3-sas\ n [NL] : phylogenetic change
involving retention of juvenile characters by the adult with in-
creased capacity for further change indicative of a potential for
further evolution

pae>on \'pe-3n, -,an\ n [L, fr. Gk paion, fr. paian, paion paean] : a
metrical foot of four syllables with one long and three short syl-
lables (as in classical prosody) or with one stressed and three un-
stressed syllables (as in English prosody)

pa.gan V'pa-ganV n [ME, fr. LL paganus, fr. L, country dweller, fr.

pagus country district; akin to L pangere to fix — more at pact]
1 : HEATHEN 1 2 : an irreligious person— pagan adj— pa<gan>i5li
\-g3-nish\ adj

pa-gan*ism \'pa-g3-,niz-3m\ n 1 a : pagan beliefs or practices
: HEATHENISM b I a pagan religion 2 : the quality or state of being
a pagan

pa-gan<ize \-,nTz\ vt : to make pagan '^ vi : to become pagan— pa.gan.iz*er n
ipage \'paj\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. It paggiol 1 a (1) : a youth being
trained for the medieval rank of knight and in the personal service
of a knight (2) ; a youth attendant on a person of rank h : a boy
serving as an honorary attendant at a formal function 2 : one
employed to deliver messages, assist patrons, serve as a guide, or
attend to other duties

2page vl 1 : to serve in the capacity of a page 2 : to summon by
repeatedly calling out the name of
3page n [MF, fr. L pagina; akin to L pangere to fix, fasten]
1 a : one of the leaves of a book, magazine, or similar article b : a
single side of one of these leaves 2 a : a written record b : some-
thing suitable to a written record 3 : a section of a printed or
written work (the most exciting -^s in the book)
page vt : to number or mark the pages of
pag.eant \'paj-ant\ n [ME pagyn, padgeant, lit., scene of a play, fr.

ML pagina. fr. L, page] 1 a : a mere show : pretense b ; an
ostentatious display 2 ; show, exhibition; esp : an elaborate
colorful exhibition or spectacle often with music that consists of a
series of tableaux, of a loosely unified drama, or of a procession
usu- with floats 3 : pageantry I

pag*eant>ry \'paj-9n-tre\ « 1 ; pageants and the presentation of
pageants 2 : colorful, rich, or splendid display : spectacle
3 : mere show

page boy n Vpage'^ 1 : a boy serving as a page 2 usu page-boy : a
woman's often shoulder-length bob with the ends of the hair turned
under in a smooth roll

pag*i-nal \'paj-9n-'l\ adj [LL paginalis, fr. L pagina page] : of,

relating to, or consisting of pages
pag-i-nate \'paj-3-,nat\ vt [L pagina page] : *page
pag-i*na<tion \,paj-3-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : the action of paging : the
condition of being paged 2 a : the numbers or other marks used to
indicate the sequence of pages b : the number and arrangement of
pages or an indication of these
pa>go*da \p3-'g6d-3\ n [Pg pagode oriental
idol, temple] : a Far Eastern tower usu. with
roofs curving upward at the division of each
of several stories and erected as a temple or
memorial

pah.la.vi \'paI-3-{,)ve\ n, pi pahlavi or
pahlavis [Per pahlawi, fr. Riza Shah Pahlawi
tl944 Shah of Iran] 1 : a monetary unit of
Iran equal to 100 rials 2 : a coin representing
one pahlavi
Pah.la.vi \'pal-3-f,)ve\ n [Per pahlavei, fr.

Pahlav Parthia, fr. OPer Parthava-] 1 : the
Iranian language of Sassanian Persia 2 : a
script used for writing Pahlavi

paid past oj PAY
pal-hua \'bT-'hwa\ n [Chin (Pek) pai^ hua*,
lit., plain speech] : a form of written Cliinese
based on modern colloquial
paU \'pa(3)l\ n [ME payle, paillel 1 : a usu.
cylind rical vessel with a handle : bucket
2 : the quantity that a pail contains

pail.ful \-,ful\ « : pail 2
pail.lette \pT-'(y)et, pa-'yet, 'pT-„ 'pa-,;

p3-'let\ n [F, fr paille straw — more at pallet]
: a small shiny object (as a spangle)

pail.Ion \pT-'(y)o°\ n [F, fr. paille straw] : a thin sheet of metalUc
foil usedesp. in enameling and gilding
ipain \'pan\ n [ME, fr. OF peine, fr. L poena, fr. Gk poine payment
penalty; akin to Gk tinem to pay, tinesthai to punish, time price
value, honor] 1 : punishment 2 a : unpleasant or distressing
sensation due to bodily injury or disorder b : acute mental or
emotional distress or suffering : grief 3 pi % the throes of child-
birth 4 pi : care, trouble syn see effort — pain<les5 \-las\ adj— pain'lesS'ly adv — pain-less-ness n

2pain vt 1 : to make suffer or cause distress to : hurt 2 archaic : to
put (oneself) to trouble or exertion ^ vi 1 archaic % suffer 2 : to
give or have a sensation of pain

pain<fiil \'pan-f3l\ adj 1 a : feeling or giving pain b : annoying,
IRKSOME, VEXATIOUS 2 ; requiring effort or exertion 3 archaic
: CAREFUL. DiuGENT — pain-luLly \-f (9-)le\ adv — pain.lul-ness

pains. tak-ing \'pan-,sta-kir)\ n : the action of taking pains —
painstaRing adj — pains-tak-lng-ly \-kio-le\ adv
ipaint \*pant\ vb [ME painten, fr. OF peini, pp. of peindre, fr. L
pingere to tattoo, embroider, paint; akin to OE jdh variegated Gk
poikilos variegated, pikros sharp, bitter] vt 1 a (1) : to apply color
pigment, or paint to (2) : to color with a cosmetic b (1) : to
apply with a movement resembling that used in painting (2) ; to
treat with a liquid by brushing or swabbing <'^ the wound with
iodine) 2 a (1) : to produce in lines and colors on a surface by
applying pigments (2) : to depict by such lines and colors (3) : to
depict as having specified or implied characteristics b : to decorate,
adorn, or variegate by applying lines and colors c ; to produce or
evoke as if by painting i'^s glowing pictures of a promised Utopia)
3 : to touch up or cover over by or as if by painting -^ vi 1 : to
practice the art of painting 2 ; to use cosmetics

ipaint Ai 1 : the action of painting ; something produced by paint-
ing 2 : makeup; esp : a cosmetic to add color 3 a (1) : a mixture
of a pigment and a suitable hquid to form a thin closely adherent
coating when spread on a surface in a thin coat (2) : the pigment
used in this mixture esp. when in the form of a cake b ; an applied
coating of paint

paint.brush \-,br3sh\ n 1 : a brush for applying paint 2 : any of
several plants with showy tufted flowers

painted bunting n : a brightly colored finch {Passerina ciris) of the
southern U.S.
ipaint-er \'pant-sr\ n : one that paints: as a : an artist who paints
b : one who applies paint (as to a building) esp. as an occupation

2pain.ter \'pant-3r\ n [ME paynter, prob. fr. MF pendoir, pentoir
clothesline, fr. pendre to hang — more at pendant] : a line used for
securing or towing a boat

3pain.ter n [alter, of panther] chiefly South & Midland : COUGAR
paint-er.Iy Vpant-ar-Ie\ adj : of, relating to, or typical of a painter

: artistic
painter's colic n : lead colic
paint. ing « 1 : a product of painting; esp : a picture or other work
produced through the art of painting 2 : the art or occupation of
painting
ipair \'pa(3)r, 'pe(3)r\ n,p7 pairs also pair [ME paire, fr. OF, fr. L
paria equal things, fr. neut. pi. of par equal] 1 a (1) : two cor-
responding things designed for use together ('^ of shoes) (2) : two
corresponding bodily parts or members b : something made up
of two corresponding pieces <'^ of trousers) 2 a : two similar
or associated things: as (1) : two mated animals (2) : a couple in
love, engaged, or married (3) : two playing cards of the same value
or denomination (4) : two horses harnessed side by side (5) : two
members of a deliberative body that agree not to vote on a specific
issue during a time agreed on b ; a partnership esp. of two players
in a contest against another partnership c : an agreement not to
vote made by the two members of a pair (sense 2a (5)) 3 chiefly
dial : a set or series of small objects (as beads)

2pair vi la: to make a pair of b : to arrange a voting pair between
2 : to arrange in pairs <--ed her guests) -^ vi 1 : to constitute a
member of a pair 2 a : to become associated with another b ; to
become grouped or separated into pairs i^^ed off for the next
dance)

pair-oar \-.o(3)r, -,6(3)r\ n : a boat rowed by two men pulling
one oar each and seated one abaft the other— pair-oared \-'6 (3)rd,

-'6(3ird\ adj
pair production n ; the simultaneous and complete transformation
of a quantum of radiant eneigy into an electron and a positron
when the quantum interacts with the intense electric field near a
nucleus

pais-ley \'paz-le\ adj, ofte>

of soft wool and woven <

figures ~ paisley n
Pai-ute \'pT-,fyiiit\ n : a member of a Shoshonean people of Utah,
Arizona, Nevada, and California

pa.ja.ma \p3-'jam-3, -'jam-\ n [Hindi pajama, fr. Per pa leg 4-

jama garment] : pajamas
pa.ja.mas \pa-']am-az, -'jam-\ npl [pi. of pajama"] 1 ; loose light-

weight trousers formerly much worn in the Near East 2 : a loose
usu. two-piece lightweight suit designed for sleeping or lounging

ipal \*pal\ n [Romany phral, phal brother, friend, fr. Skt bhrdtr
brother; akin to OE brothor brother] : partner; esp ; a close friend

2pal \i palled; paMing : to be or become pals

pal.ace \'pal-3S\ n [ME palais, fr. OF, fr. L palatium, fr. Palaiium,
the Palatine Hill in Rome where the emperors' residences were built]

la: the official residence of a sovereign b chiefly Brit : the
official residence of an archbishop or bishop 2 a : a large stately

house b : a large public building c ; a gaudy place for public
amusement or refreshment

pal.a.din \'pal-ad-3n\ n [F, fr. It paladino, fr. ML palatinus
courtier, fr. L, palace official — more at palatine] 1 : a champion
of a medieval prince 2 : an outstanding protagonist of a cause
Pa.lae.arc-tlc or Pa.le.arc. tic \,pa-le-'ark-tik, -'art-ik, esp Brit
,pal-e-\ adj [pale-] : of, relating to, or being a biogeographic
region or subregion that includes Europe. Asia north of the
Himalayas, northern Arabia, and Africa north of the Sahara

pa.laeo.au. throp.ic \,pa-le-(,)6-(,)an-'thr'ap-ik, esp Brit ,pal-e-\

adj [pale- -F Gk anthropos man] : of or relating to hominids more
primitive than those included in the species {Homo sapiens) that
includes recent man

a abuf, ^ kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out;

j joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tH thin; ^ this; ii loot;
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pa.Iaes.tra \p9-'les-tr3\ n, pi pa.laes-trae \-C,)tre\ [L, fr. Gk
palaistra, fr. palaiein to wrestle; akin to Gk pallein to brandish
— more at polemic] 1 ; a school in ancient Greece or Rome for
wrestling and other sports 2 : gymnasium

pal^an^quin \,pal-sn-'ken\ n [Pg palanquim, fr. Jav pelanki} : a
conveyance formerly used in eastern Asia esp. for one person that
consists of an enclosed litter borne on the shoulders of men by
means of poles

pal>at<abil<i>ty \,pal-3t-3-'bU-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
palatable

pa3-at<able \'pal-3t-9-b3l\ adj 1 : agreeable to the palate or taste

: SAVORY 2 : agreeable to Jhe mind ; acceptable — pal*at*able-
ness n — pal>at*ably \-ble\ adv

pal>a>tal \'pal-3t-^l\ adj 1 : of or relating to the palate 2 a : formed
with the front of the tongue behind the lowered tip near or
touching the hard palate <the \k\ in German \i!s\ ich and the
\y\ in English yeast are -^ sounds) b (1) : formed with the blade
of the tongue near the hard palate <the '^ sounds represented by
sh in she and si in vision) (2) oj a vowel : front — palatal n —
pal>a>tal>ly \-'I-e\ adv

pal<a*tal'iza*tlon X.pal-at-^l-s-'za-shsnX n 1 : the quahty or
state of being palatalized 2 ; an act or instance of palatalizing an
utterance

pal-a^tal-ize \'pal-at-'l-,Tz\ vt 1 ; to pronounce as or change into
a palatal sound 2 : to modify the utterance of (a nonpalatal
sound) by simultaneously bringing the front of the tongue to or
near the hard palate
palate \'pal-3t\ n [ME, fr. h palatumi 1 : the roof of the mouth
separating the mouth from the nasal cavity 2 : intellectual reUsh
or taste syn see taste

pa>la*tial \p9-'la-sh9l\ adj [L palatium palace] 1 ; of, relating to,

or being a palace 2 : suitable to a palace : magnificent— pa*Ia-
tial'Iy \-sh3-le\ adv — pa>la-tial*ness n

pa*lat<i>iiate \p3-'lat-'n-9t\ n : the territory of a palatine
ipal-a*tlne \'pal-3-,tTn\ adj [L palatinus, fr. palatiuml 1 a : of or
relating to a palace esp. of a Roman or Holy Roman emperor
b : palatial 2 a : possessing royal privileges b ; of or relating
to a palatine or a palatinate

2palatine \-,tTn, 3 is also -,ten\ n [L palatinus, fr. palatinus, adj]
1 a ; a high officer of an imperial palace b : a feudal lord having
sovereign power within his domains 2 cap : a native or inhabitant
of the Palatinate 3 [F, fr. Elisabeth Charlotte of Bavaria tl722
Princess Palatine'^ i a fur cape or stole covering the neck and
shoulders

3palatine \-,tTn\ adj : of, relating to, or lying near the palate
^palatine \-,tTn\ n : a palatine bone
ipa.la«ver \pa-'lav-3r. -'lavA n [Pg palavra word, speech, fr. LL
parabola parable, speech] 1 a : a long parley usu. between persons
of different levels of culture or sophistication b : conference,
DISCUSSION 2 a : idle talk ; chatter b : misleading or beguiling
speech

2palaver vfl pa>la'Ver>ing \-(3-)rir)\ vr 1 : to talk profusely or
idly 2 : parley '^ vr : to use palaver to ; cajole
Ipale \'pa(9)l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L pallidas, fr. pallere to be
pale — more at fallow] 1 : deficient in color or intensity of
color : pallid 2 : not bright or brilliant : 01M 3 : feeble,
FAINT 4 : deficient in chroma <a r^ pink) — pale>Iy \'pa(a)l-le\
adv — pale^ness \-n3S\ n

2pale vi : to become pale '— vr : to make pale
3pale vt [ME palen, fr. MF paler, fr. pal'i : to enclose with pales

; FENCE
4pale n [ME, fr. MF pal stake, fr. L palus— more at pole] 1 archaic

; PALISADE, paling 2 3 ; one of the stakes of a palisade b : picket
3 a : ENCLOSURE b : a territory or district within certain bounds
or under a particular jurisdiction 4 : an area or the limits within
which one is privileged or protected (as from censure) <conduct
that was beyond the '^) 5 : a perpendicular stripe in an es-
cutcheon

pale- or paleo- or palae- or palaeo- comb jorm [Gk palai-,
palaio- ancient, fr. palaios, fr. palai long ago; akin to Gk tele far
off, Skt carama last] 1 : involving or dealing with ancient forms
or conditions <pfl/eobotany> 2 : eariy : primitive : archaic
ipaleo\i\.h\c')

pa.lea \'pa-le-3\ n, pi pa.le-ae \-le-,e\ [NL, fr. L, chaff — more
at PALLET] 1 : one of the chaffy scales on the receptacle of many
composite plants 2 ; the upper bract that with the lemma encloses
the flowej In grasses — pa*le-aceous \,pa-le-'a-sh3s\ adj — pa-
le-al \'pa-le-al\ adj

pa.le.eUi.nol.cgy \,pa-le-(,)eth-'nal-3-je, esp Brit .pal-e-\ n [ISV]
: ethnology of early prehistoric man

pale*face \'pa(3)l-,fas\ n : a white person ; Caucasian
pa.leo.bo«tan.i.cal X.pa-le-o-bs-'tan-i-ksl, esp Brit ,pal-e-\ adj

; of or relating to paleobotany— pa>leo*bo<tan<iocal*ly \-k(s-;)le\
adv

pa.leo.bot.a.ny \-'bat-'n-e, -'bat-neX n [ISV] : a branch of botany
dealing with fossil plants

Pa-leccene \'pa-le-3-,sen, esp Brit 'pal-eA adj [ISV pale- +
-ceAie] : of, relating to, or being the earliest epoch of the Tertiary
or the corresponding system of rocks — Paleocene n

pa.le.og.ra=pher X.pa-le-'ag-rs-far, esp Brit ,pal-e-\ n ; a speclaUst
in paleography

pa>Ieo.grapli4c \-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to paleography— pa.leo^graph.i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — pa.leo.graph.i.cal.ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv

pa.le.og.ra.phy \-'ag-r9-fe\ n [NL palaeographia. fr. Gk paJai-
pale- + -graphia -graphy] 1 a : an ancient manner of writing
b ; ancient writings 2 : the study of ancient writings and in-
scriptions

pa.leo.lith \'pa-le-9-,lith, esp Brit 'pal-eA n : a Paleolithic stone
implement

Pa.leo.lith.ic \,pa-le.-3-'lith-lk, esp Brit .pal-eA adj [ISV] : of
or relating to the second period of the Stone Age characterized
by rough or chipped stone implements

pa.le.on.to.log^i.oal \,pa-le-,ant-n-'aj-i-k9l, esp Brit ,pal-eA or
pa-le-on-to-log-ic \ik\ adj : of or relating to paleontology
pa.le.on.tol.cgist \-(.)an-'tal-9-J3st, -9nA n i a specialist in
paleontology

pa-le.on.tol.o.gy \-je\ n [F paliontologie, fr. pal^- pale- ¥ Gk
onto existing things (fr. neut. pi. of ont-, on, prp. of einai to be) -h

F -logie -logy — more at is] : a science dealing with the life of past
geological periods as known from fossil remains

Fa*leo*zo<lc \,pa-le-3-'zo-ik, esp Brit ,pal-e-\ adj : of, relating to,

or being an era of geological history which extends from the begin-
ning of the Cambrian to the close of the Permian and is marked
by the culmination of nearly all classes of invertebrates except
the insects and in the later epochs of which seed-bearing plants,
amphibians, and reptiles first appeared; also ; relating to the system
of rocks formed in this era — Paleozoic n

pa.leo-ZO-Olog.i.cal \,pa-le-(,)o-,z6-9-'laj-l-ksl, esp Brit ,pal-e-\
adj : of or relating to paleozoology

pa>leo<zo<ol>o>gy X-zo-'al-s-je, -z9-'wal-\ n [F paleozoologie, £r.

pale- pale- 4- zoologie zoology, fr. NL zoologia'\ : a branch of
paleontology dealing with ancient and fossil animals

pallet \pa-'let, 'pa-l9t\ n ipale (palea) H- -er] : palea
pal.ette \*pal-9t\ n [F, fr. MF, dim. of pale spade, shovel, fr. L
pala'\ 1 : a thin oval or rectangular
board or tablet with a hole for the thumb
at one end by which a painter holds it

and on which he lays and mixes pigments
2 : the set of colors put on the palette

palette knile n : a knife with a flexible
steel blade and no cutting edge used to
mix colors : spatula

pal.lrey \'p61-fre\ n [ME, fr. OF palejrei, palette 1

fr. ML palajredus, fr. LL paraveredus
post-horse for secondary roads, fr. Gk para- beside, subsidiary +
L veredus post-horse, fr. a Gaulish word akin to W gorwydd horse;
akin to Olr riadaim I ride — more at para-, ride] archaic ; a
saddle horse other than a war-horse; esp : a light easy-gaited horse
suitable for a lady

Pa.li \'pal-e\ n [Skt pali row, series of Buddhist sacred texts]

: an Indie language used as the Uturgical and scholarly language of

Hinayana Buddhism
pa.Iimp.sest \'pal-9m(p)-,sest, p9-'llm(p)-\ n [L palimpsestus, fr,

Gk palimpsestos scraped again, fr. palin + psen to rub, scrape —
more at sand] : writing material (as a parchment or tablet) used
two or three times after earlier writing has been erased

pal'lll'drome \'pal-3n-,dr6m\ n [Gk palindromes running back
again, fr. palin back, again -I- dramein to run; akin to Gk polos
axis, pole — more at pole, dromedary] : a word, verse, or sen-

tence (as "Able was I ere I saw Elba") that reads the same back-
ward or forward

pal'ing \'pa-ho\ n l : a fence of pales or pickets 2 ; wood for

pales 3 : a pale for a fence
paMn.gen.e.sis \,pal-9n-'jen-9-s9s\ n [NL, fr. Gk palin again +
L genesis'i 1 : metempsychosis 2 : reproduction duilng develop-
ment of characters or structures that have been maintained essen-

tially unchanged throughout the phylogeny of a strain — pal»in-

ge*net-ic \-j9-*net-ik\ adj — pal.in.ge-net.i.caMy \-i-k(9-)le\

adv
pal>in>ode \'pal-3-,nod\ n [Gk palindidia, it. palin back ¥ aeidein

to sing — more at ode] 1 : an ode or song recanting or retracting

something in a former one 2 : retraction; esp : a formal retrac-

tion
ipal.i.sade \,pal-9-'sad\ n [F palissade, deriv. of L palus stake
— more at pole] 1 a : a fence of stakes esp. for defense b : a
long strong stake pointed at the top and set close with others

as a defense 2 : a line of bold cliffs

2palisade vt : to surround or fortify with paUsades
palisade parenchyma n : a layer of columnar cells rich in chloro-

plasts found beneath the upper epidermis of foUage leaves

pal'ish \'pa-lish\ adj : somewhat pale
ipall \'p61\ n [ME, cloak, mantle, fr. OE pselL fr. L pallium^

1 : PALLIUM lb 2 a : a square of linen usu. stiffened with card-

board b (1) : a heavy cloth draped over a coffin (2) ; a coffin

esp. when holding a body 3 : something that covers or conceals;

esp : an overspreading element that produces an effect of gloom
2pall vt : to cover with a pall : cloak
3pall vb [ME pallen, short for appallen to become pale — more at

appall] vi 1 ; to lose strength or effectiveness 2 : to lose in

interest or attraction 3 : to become tired of something '-' vt

1 : to cause to become insipid 2 : satiate, cloy syn see satl\te

Pal>Ia<di>an \p9-l'ad-e-9n\ adj : of or relating to a revived classic

style in architecture based on the works of Andrea Palladio —
PaMa>di-an*ism \-,iz-9m\ n
TpaMa.di-um \p9-'lad-e-9m\ n [L, fr. Gk palladion, fr. Pallad-,

Pallas} 1 cap ; a statue of Pallas Athena whose preservation was
held to ensuie the safety of Troy 2 pi paMa.dia \-e-9\ ; safe-

guard
apalladium n [NL, fr. Pallad-, Pallas, the asteroid] : a silver-white

ductile malleable metallic element of the platinum group that is

used esp. as a catalyst and in alloys — see element table

Pal.las \'pal-9s\ n [L Pallad-. Pallas, fr. Gk] 1 : athena — caUed
also Pallas Athena 2 [NL, fr. L, epithet of Athena] : one of the

asteroids
pall-bear-er \'p61-,bar-9r, -.ber-\ n Vpall} ; a person who attends

the coffin at a funeral
ipaMet \'pal-9t\ n IME pallet, fr. (assumed) MFpaillet, h. paille

straw, fr. L palea chaff, straw; akin to Skt palava chaff] 1 : a
straw-filled tick or mattress 2 : a small, hard, or temporary bed
often on the floor

2pallet n [MF palette, ht., small shovel — more at palette] 1 : a
wooden flat-bladed instrument: as a : an implement for forming,
beating, or rounding clay b : palette 1 2 : a lever or surface in

a timepiece that receives an impulse from the escapement wheel and
imparts motion to a balance or pendulum 3 : a portable platforni

of wood or other material for handling, storage, or movement of

materials and packages in warehouses, factories, or vehicles

pal'let'ize \'pal-9t-,i2\ vt ; to place on, transport, or store by
means of pallets

pal-lette \pa-*let\ n [alter, of palettel ; one of the plates at the

armpits of a suit of armor
pal-li.al \'pal-^-9l\ adj [NL pallium} 1 : of or relating to tfie

cerebral cortex 2 ; of, relating to, or produced by a mantle of a
mollusk

pal-liasse \pal-'yas\ n [modif. of F paillasse, fr. paille straw]

: a thin straw mattress used as a pallet

paMi.ate \'pal-e-,at\ vr [LL palliatus, pp. of palliare to cloak,

conceal, fr. pallium cloak] 1 : to reduce the violence of : abate
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2 : to_ cover by excuses and apologies : excuse — pal-li*a*tion
\,pal-e-'a-sh3n\ n_— pal<li>a-tor \'pal-e-,at-ar\ n

pal>lia-tive \'pal-e-,at-ivj 'paI-yQt-\ adj : serving to palliate —
palliative n — pal-lia*tive<ly adv

pal'lid \'pai-3d\ adj [L pallidus — more at pale] : deficient In
color : WAN — paMid<ly adv — pal-lid-ness n
pal-li.um \'pai-e-3m\ n, pi paMia \-e-3\ or pal-li.ums [L] 1 a : a
draped rectangular cloth worn by men of ancient Greece and Rome
as a cloak b : a white woolen band with pendants in front and
back worn over the chasuble by a pope or archbishop as a symbol
of full episcopal authority 2 [NL, fr. L, cloak] a : the whole
cerebral cortex b : the mantle of a mollusk, brachiopod, or bird
pall-mall \'pel-'mel, 'pal-'mal, US ojten 'p61-'m61\ n [MF pal-
lemaille, fr. It pallamagUo, fr. palla ball (of Grac origin; akin to
OHG balla ball) 4- maglio mallet, fr. L malleus — more at ball,
MAUL] ; a I7th century game in which a 4-inch wooden ball is

driven with a mallet; also : the alley in which it is played
pal-lor \'pal-3r\ n [L, fr. pallere to be pale — more at fallow]

; deficiencyof color esp. of the face : paleness .

pal-ly \'pal-e\ adj : sharing the relationship of pals ; intimate
ipalm \'pam, 'palmV n [in sense 1. fr. ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG
palma palm tree; both fr. a prehistoric NGmc-WGmc word bor-
rowed ir. L palma palm of the hand, palm tree; fr. the resemblance
of the tree's leaves to an outstretched hand^^ in other senses, fr.

MB paume, fr. MF, fr. L palma; akin to OEJlor floor] 1 a : any of
a family (Palmae, the palm family) of mostly tropical or subtropical
monocotyledonous trees, shrubs, or vines with usu. a simple
stem and terminal crown of large pinnate or fan-shaped leaves
b (1) : a leaf of the palm as a symbol of victory or rejoicing (2) : a
branch (as of laurel) similarly used c : a symbol of triumph;
also ; VICTORY, triumph d ; an addition to a military decoration
in the form of a palm frond esp. to indicate a second award of the
basic decoration 2 : the somewhat concave part of the human
hand between the bases of the fingers and the wrist or the cor-
responding part of the forefoot of a lower mammal 3 ; a flat
expanded part esp. at the end of a base or stalk: as a : the blade
of an oar or paddle b (1) : the flat inner face of an anchor fluke
(2) : 2FLUKE 1 4 [L palmus, fr. pnlma} : a unit of length based
on the breadth or length of the hand 5 : something (as a part of
a glove) that covers the palm of the hand — pal<ma>ceous \pal-
'ma-shas, paa)-'ma-\ adj — palm*Iike \'pa(l)m-,lTk\ adj
2palm \'pam, 'palm\ vi 1 : to touch with the palm 2 a ; to conceal
in or with the hand b : to pick up stealthily 3 : to impose by
fraud <trash '^ed on the unwary)

pal>mar X'pal-mar. 'pa(l)m-3r\ adj : of, relating to, situated in, or
involving the palm of the hand

pal-ma-ry X'pal-ma-re, 'pa(l)m-3-\ adj IL palmarius deserving the
palm, fr. palma} : outstanding, best
pal-mate \'pal-.mat, 'pa(nm-,at\ also pal-raat-ed \-ad\ adj ; re-
sembling a hand with the fingers spread: a : having lobes radiating
from a common point <-^ leaf) b (1) of an aquaiic bird : having
the anterior toes united by a web (2) : having the distal portion
broad, flat, and lobed <a '^ antler) — pal>mate-ly adv— pal>ma-
tion Xpal-'ma-shan, pa(l)-'ma-\ n

pal.mat-Mid Xpal-'mat-a-fad, pa(l)-'mat-, -,fid\ adj [ISV] : cleft
in a palmate manner <a -^ leaf)

palmier X'pam-ar, 'pal-m3r\ n : a person wearing two crossed
palm leaves as a sign of his pilgrimage to the Holy Land
palm.er-worm \-,warm\ n : a caterpillar that suddenly appears
in great numbers devouring herbage; esp : the larva of a No.
American moth {Dichomeris ligulellas) destructive to fruit trees

pal'inet'to \pal-*met-(,)6 a/50p'a(l)-\ n,p/ palmettos or palmettoes
[modif. of Sp palmitOy fr. palma palm, fr. L] 1 : any of several
usu. low-growing fan-leaved palms 2 : strips of the leaf blade of a
palmetto used in weaving

pal<mi<ped \'pal-ms-,ped, 'pa(I)nJ-3-\ adj [L palmiped-, palmipes,
fr. palma palm of the toot + ped-, pes foot — more at foot] ; weBs
footed

palm-ist \'pam-3st, 'pal-m3st\ n [prob. back-formation fr. palm-
istryl : one who practices palmistry

palin<ist>ry \'pam-3-stre, 'p'al-m3-\ n [ME pawmestry, prob. fr.

paume palm + maistrie mastery] : the art or practice of reading a
person's character or future from the markings on his palms

pal<mi>tate X'pal-ma-.tat, 'paO)m-3-\ " : a salt or ester of palmitic
acid

pal.mit.iC acid \,pal-,mit-ik-. ,paa)m-,it-\ n [ISV, fr. palmitin}
: a waxy crystalline fatty acid CieHsaOa occurring free or in the
form of glycerides and other esters in most fats and fatty oils and
in several essential oils and waxes

pal*mi*tin \'pal-m3t-3n, 'pa(I)m-3t-\ n [F palmitine, prob. fr.

palmite pith of the palm tree, fr. Sp palmilo, fr. palma palm, fr. L]
: an ester of glycerol and palmitic acid; esp : a sohd ester found with
stearin and olein in animal fats

palm oil n ; an edible fat obtained from the flesh of the fruit of
several palms and used esp. in soap, candles, and lubricating greases

Palm Sunday n [fr. the palms strewn in Christ's way by the wel-
coming multitude] : the Sunday preceding Easter commemorating
Christ's triumphal entry into Jerusalem when palm branches were
strewed in his way
palmy \'pam-e, 'pal-me\ adj 1 ; abounding in or bearing palms
2 : flourishing, prosperous

pal<my*Ta \paI-'mT-r3\ n [Pg palmeira, fr. palma palm, fr. L] : a
tall African fan-leaved palm {Borassus jlabelUjer) cultivated for
its hard resistant wood, fiber, and sugar-rich sap

pal>o<mi>no \,pal-3-'me-(,)no, -n3(-w)\ n [AmerSp, fr. Sp, like

a dove, fr. Lpalumbinus, fr. polumbes ringdove; akin to Gk peleia
dove, L pallere to be pale — more at fallow] ; a slender-legged
short-coupled horse of largely Arabian ancestry and of a light tan
or cream color with flaxen or white mane and tail

palp \'palp\ n {"Nh palpus} ; palpus — pal-pal \'pal-p3l\ adj
pal>pa>bil>i>ty \,pal-p3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
palpable

pal*pa-l]le \'pal-p3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. LL palpabilis, fr. L palpare
to stroke, caress — more at feel] 1 : capable of being touched
or felt : tangible 2 : easily perceptible : noticeable 3 : easily

eerceptible by the mind : manifest syn see perceptible — pal-pa-
ly \-ble\ adv

ipal.pate \'pal-,pat\ vt [prob. back-formation fr. palpation, fr. L
palpation- palpatio, fr. palpatus, pp. of palpare] : to examine by
touch esp. medically — paI*pa*tion \pal-'pa-sh3n\ n

^palpate adj [NL palpatus, fr. palpus} : having a palpus
pal.pe.bral X'pal-pa-brsl; pal-'pe-br3l. -'peb-r3l\ adj [LL palpe-
bralis, fr. L palpebra eyelid; akin to L palpare} ; of, relating to,
or located on or near the eyehds

pal'pi.tant \'pal-p3t-3nt\ adj : trembling, throbbing
pal.pi.tate \'pal-p3-,tat\ vi [L palpitatus, pp. of palpitare, freq.
of palpare to stroke] : to beat rapidly and strongly : throb <his
heart —5) — pal*pi-ta-tion \,pal-p3-'ta-sh3n\ n

pal.pus \'pal-p3s\ n, pi pal.pi \-.pT, -pe\ [NL, fr. L. caress, soft
palm of the hand; akin to L palpare} ; a segmented usu. tactile
or gustatory process on an arthropod mouthpart

pals.grave \'polz-.grav\ n [D paltsgrave} : count palatine
pal.sied \'p6I-zed\ adj : affected with palsy
pal.sy \'p61-ze\ n [ME parlesie, fr. MF paralisie, fr. L paralysis^
1 : paralysis 2 : a condition marked by uncontrollable tremor
of the body or a part — palsy vt

pal.ter \'p61-tar\ vi paMer-ing \-t(a-)rio\ [origin unknown]
1 ; to act insincerely : equivocate 2 : haggle, chaffer syn see
LIE — pal*ter>er \-tsr-3r\ n

pal-tri-ness \'p61-tre-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being paltry
pal.try \'p61-tre\ adj [obs. paltry (trash)] 1 : inferior, trashy
2 : mean, despicable 3 ; trivial

pa-lu-dal \p3-'lud-=l, 'pal-yad-'lX adj [L palud-, palus marsh; akin
to Skt palvaia pond] ; of or relating to marshes or fens : marshy

pal.u.dism \'pal-y3-.diz-_3m\ n [ISV, fr. ^ palud-, palus} : malaria
paJu.drine \'pal-y9-,dren\ n [L palud-, palus -f E -rine (as in
Atabrine_)}j an antimalarial drug CnHisNsCl or its acetate

paly \'pa-le\ adj : somewhat pale
pal.y.nol.Q.gy \,pal-3-'nal-3-ie\ n [Gk palynein to sprinkle, fr.
pale fine meal — more at pollen] ; a branch of science dealing with
pollen and spores
pam>pa \'pam-ps\ n, pi pam-pas \-paz, -p3s\ [AmerSp, fr.

Quechua & Aymara, plain] : an extensive generally grass-covered
plain of So. America : prairie
pam-pe.an \'pam-pe-3n. pam-'\ adj ; of or relating to the pampas
of So. America or their Indian inhabitants
pam*per \*pam-p3r\ vt pam*per*ing \-p(3-)rir]\ [ME pamperen,
prob. of D origin; akin to Flem pamperen to pamper] 1 archaic
; GLUT 2 a : to treat with extreme or excessive care and attention
b ; gratify, humor syn see indulge — pam.per.er \-p3r-9r\ n

pam*pe-ro \pam-'pe(3)r-(,)o, pam-\ n [AmerSp, fr. pampa} ; a
strong cold wind from the west or southwest that sweeps over the
pampas

pam-phlet \'pam(p)-fl3t, 'pam-pl3t\ n IME pamjlet unbound book-
let, fr. Pamphilus seu De Amore Pamphilus or On Love, popular
Latin love poem of the 12th cent.] : an unbound printed publica-
tion with no cover or with a flush paper cover
ipam.phle-teer \,pam(p)-fl3-'ti(3)r, ,pam-pl3-\ n : a writer of
pamphlets attacking something or urging a cause
2pamphleteer vi : to write and publish pamphlets
ipan \'pan\ n [ME panne, fr. OE; akin to OHG phanna pan; both
fr. a prehistoric WGmc-NGmc word borrowed fr. L patina, fr. Gk
patane; akin to L patere to be open — more at fathom] 1 a : a
container usu. broad, shallow, and open for domestic use b : any
of various similar usu. metal receptacles: as (1) ; either of the
receptacles in a pair of scales (2) ; a round shallow metal container
to separate gold or other metal from waste by washing 2 a : a
natural basin or depression b : an artificial basin c : a drifting
fragment of the flat thin ice that forms in bays or along the shore
3 : hardpan 1 4 slang : face

2pan vb panned; pan*ning vi l : to wash earth, gravel, or other
material in a pan in search of gold or other metal 2 a : to yield
precious metal in the process of panning b : to turn out well : SUC-
CEED <a visit that panned out) '^ vt 1 a : to wash in a pan for the
purpose of separating heavy particles b ; to separate (as gold) by
panning 2 ; to criticize severely
span \'pan\ n [Hindi pan, fr. Skt parna wing, leaf — more at fern]

: a betel leaf; also : a masticatory of betel nut, lime, and pan
*pan \'pan\ vb panned; pan-ning Ipanorama} vi 1 : to rotate a
motion-picture or television camera so as to keep an object in the
picture or secure a panoramic effect 2 oj a camera ; to undergo
such rotation -^ vr : to cause to pan
Span \'pan\ n : the process of panning a motion-picture or tele-

Pan \'pan\ n [L, fr. Gk] : the Greek god of forests, pastures, flocks,

and shepherds represented as having the legs and sometimes the
ears and horns of a goat

pan- comb jorm [Gk, fr. pan, neut. of pant-, pas all, every; akin to
Skt sasvai all, every, svayati he swells — more at cave] 1 : all

: completely (panchromatic) 2a: involving all of a (specified)

group </*an-American) b : advocating or involving the union of a
(specified) group (Pan-Asiatic) 3 : whole : general (panleuco-
penia)

pan*acea \,pan-3-'se-3\ n [L, fr. Gk panakeia, fr. pan- + akeisthai

to heal, fr. akos remedy — more at autacoid] : a remedy for all

ills or difficulties : cure-all — pan<ace-an \-'se-3n\ adj
pa.nache \p3-'nash, -'nash\ n [MF pennache, fr. Olt pennacchio,
fr. LL pinnaculum small wing — more at pinnacle] 1 : an orna-
mental tuft (as of feathers) esp. on a helmet 2 : heroic flourish
of manner : flamboyance

pa>na-da \p3-'nad-3\ n [Sp, fr. pan bread, fr. L panis — more at

FOOD ] ; a paste of flour or bread crumbs and water or stock used
as a base for sauce or a binder for forcemeat or stuffing

pan<a*ma \'pan-3-,ma, -.m6\ n, ojten cap [AmerSp, fr. Panama,
Central America] ; a hghtweight hat of natural-colored straw
hand-plaited of narrow strips from the young leaves of the jipijapa

Pan-Ajner-i-can \,pan-3-'mer-3-k3n\ adj : of, relating to, or in-

volving the independent republics of No. and So. America
Pan American Day n : April 14 observed as the anniversary of the
founding of the Pan American Union in 1890
Pan-Amer<i*can*ism \-k3-,niz-9m\ n i a movement for greater
cooperation among the Pan-American nations esp. in defense,
commerce, and cultural relations

pan.a*tela \,pan-3-'tel-a\ n [Sp, fr. AmerSp, a long thin biscuit.

abnt; , ^ kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart; ati out; ch cliin
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deriv. of L panis bread] : a long slender cigar with straight sides
rounded off at the sealed end
ipan.cake \'pan-,kak\ n : griddle cake
^pancake vi : to make a pancake landing '— vr : to cause to pancake
pancake landing n ; a landing in which the airplane is leveled off
higher than for a normal landing causing it to stall and drop in an
approximately horizontal position with little forward motion

pan-Cliax \'pan-,kaks\ n [NL] : any of numerous small brilliantly
colored Old World kilUfishes (genus Aplocheilus) often kept in the
tropical aquarium
Pan.Chen Lama \,pan-ch3n-\ n [Panchen fr. Chin (Pek) pan'
ch'an^} : the lama next in rank to the Dalai Lama

pan.chro*mat*ic \,pan-kr6-'mat-ik, ,par)-\ adj [ISV] : sensitive to
light of all colors in thevisible spectrum i-^ film)

pan<cra*ti>um \pan-'kra-she-3m\ n [L, fr. Gk pankration, fr. pnn-
+ kraios strength — more at hard] : an ancient Greek athletic
contest involving both boxing and wrestling

pan<cre>as \'pao-kre-3s, 'pan-\ n [NL, fr. Gk pankreas, fr. pan- +
kreus flesh, meal — more at raw] ; a large compound racemose
gland of vertebrates that secretes digestive enzymes and the hor-
mone insulin — pan<cre>at-ic \,pao-kre-'at-ik, ,pan-\ aclj

pancreat- or pancreato- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk pankreat-, pan-
creas'] ; pancreas ipancreai'xc}

pancreatic juice n ; a clear alkahne secretion of pancreatic enzymes
that is poured into the duodenum and acts on food already acted
on by the gastric juice and saliva

pan<cre-atln \pan-'kre-at-an; 'pag-kre-, *pan-\ n : a mixture of
; from the pancreatic juice or a preparation containing such

pan.da \'pan-d9\ n [F, fr. native name in Nepal] : a large blacks
and-white mammal {Ailuropoda melanoleuca) of Tibet that suggests
a bear but is related to the raccoons

pan-da.nus \pan-'da-n3s, -'dan-as\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Malay
pandan screw pine] : screw pine
Paii.da*rus \'pan-d(3-)r3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Pandaros] 1 : a leader
of the Lycians in the Trojan War 2 : the procurer of Cressida for
Troilus

pan-dect \'pan-,dekt\ n [LL Pandectae, the Pandects, digest of
Roman civil law (6ih cent, a.d.), fr. L, pi. o( pandectes encyclopedic
work, fr. Gk panUekies all-receiving, fr. pan- + dcchestliai to
receive; akin to Gk dvkein to seem, seem good — more at dec ent]
1 : a complete code of the laws of a country or system of law
2 : a treatise covering an entire subject
ipan-dem-ic \pan-'dem-ik\ adj [LL pandemus, fr. Gk pandcmos of
all the people, fr. pan- -f demos people — more at demagogue]
; occurring over a wide geographic area and affecting an excep-
tionally high proportion of the population (^ malaria)

2pandeniic n : a pandemic outbreak of a disease
pan.de.mo.ni.iun \,pan-d3-'mo-ne-3m\ n [NL, fr. Gk pan- +
daimon evil spirit — more at demon] 1 : the capital of Hell in
Milton's Paradise Lost 2 ; hell 3 not cap : a wild uproar
: TUMULT
ipan*der \'pan-dar\ or pan.der-er \-d3r-3r\ n ipander fr. ME
Pandare Pandarus. fr. L Pandarus: panderer fr. ^pander] 1 a : a
go-between in love intrigues b : a man who solicits clients for a
prostitute 2 : someone who caters to or exploits the weaknesses of
others
apander vi pan*der>ing \-dO-)rio\ : to act as a pander; esp : to
provide graiificaiion for others' desires

pan-dit \'pan-d3t, 'pan-\ n [Hindi pandit, fr. Skt pandita] : a wise
or learned man in India — often used as an honorary title

pan.do.ra \pan-'d6r-a, -'d6r-\ n [It, fr. LL pandura 3-stringed
lute] : BANDORE
Pandora n [L, fr. Gk Pandora, lit., having all gifts] : a woman
given a box by Zeus from which all human ills escaped when she
opened it

pau-doW'dy \pan-'daud-e\ n [origin unknown] : a deep-dish apple
dessert spiced, sweetened with sugar, molasses, or maple syrup,
and covered with a rich crust

pan-du-rate \pan-'d(y)ur-3t\ adj [LL pandura} ; resembling a
fiddle in outline

pan-du-ri-Iorra \pan-'d{ylur-3-,f6rm\ adj fNl. pandurijormis, fr.
LL paiulura + L -ijormis -iform] ; p.^NDURATE

pane \'pan\ n [ME pan. pane strip of cloth, pane, fr. MF pan, fr. L
pannus cloth, rag — more at vane] 1 : a piece, section, or side of
something: as a : a framed sheet of glass in a window or door
b : one of the sides of a nut or bolt head 2 : one of the sections
into which a sheet of postage stamps is cut for distribution

pan.e.gy.rio \,pan-3-"jir-ik, -'jT-rik\ n [L panegyricus, fr. Gk
pancgjrikos, fr. panegyrikos of or for a festival assembly, fr. pane-
gyris festival assembly, fr. pan- + agyris assembly; akin to Gk
ageirein to gather — more at gregarious] : a eulogistic oration or
writing; a!so : formal or elaborate praise syn see encomium— pan'_e-gy-ri-cal \-'jir-i-k9l, -'ji-ri-\ ad; — pan'e-gy-ri.caMy
\-k(a-)lc\ adv

pan.e.gy.rist \,pan-3-'jir-3st, -'ji-rsst, 'pan-3-,\ n : eulogist
'pan. el \'pan-''l\ n [ME, piece of cloth, slip of parchment, jury
schedule, fr. MF, piece of cloth, piece, prob. fr. (assumed) VL
pannellus, dim. of L pannus cloth] 1 a (1) : a schedule containing
names of persons summoned as jurors (2) : the group of persons so
summoned (3) : jury 1 to (1) : a group of persons selected (as to
advise) (2) : a group of persons who discuss before an audience a
topic of usu. political or social interest; also : a discussion by such
a panel (3) : a group of entertainers or guests engaged as players
in a quiz or guessing game on a radio or television program
2 : a separate or distinct part of a surface: as a : a fence section
: hurdle b (1) : a thin usu. rectangular board set in a frame (asma door) (2) : a usu. sunken or raised section of a suriface set
off by a margin (3) : a flat usu. rectangular piece of construction
material (as plywood) made to form part of a surface c : a vertical
section of fabric (as a gore) d : any of several units of construction
of an airplane wing surface e : a flat, smooth, or unmarked area
on a container 3 : a thin flat piece of wood on which a picture is
painted; also : a painting on such a surface 4 a : a section of a
switchboard b : a flat insulating support for parts of an electrical
device usu. with control handles on one face c : a usu. vertical
mount for controls or dials of instruments of measurement

apanel v/ pan.eled or pan-elled; pan-el-ing or pan-eMing
\ pan-'l-io, *pan-lio\ : to furnish or decorate with panels

panel heating n : space heating by means of wall, floor, baseboard.

or ceiling panels with embedded electric conductors or hot-air or
hot-water pipes

pan-el>ing n : panels joined in a continuous stirface; esp : decorative
wood panels so combined

pan-el-ist \'pan-^l-ast\ n : a member of a discussion or advisory
panel or of a radio or television panel

panel truck n : a small light motortruck with a fully enclosed body
used chiefly for delivery service

pan-e-tela or pan-e.teMa var oj panatela
pan-lisli \'pan-,fish\ n : a small food fish (as a sunfish) usu. taken
with hook and line and not available on the market
ipang \'pao\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; a brief piercing spasm of
pain 2 : a sudden sharp attack of mental anguish
ipang vt : to cause to have pangs : torment
pan.gen.e.sis \(')pan-'jen-a-s3s\ n [NL] : a hypothetical mecha-
nism of heredity in which the cells throw off particles that circulate
freely throughout the system, multiply by subdivision, and collect
in the reproductive products or in buds so that the egg or bud con-
tains panicles from all parts of the parent — pan.ge-net'ic \,pan-
j3-'net-ik\ adj— pan^ge-net-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

paU'go.liU \pan-'go-l9n\ n [Malay pengguling] : any of several
Asiatic and African edentate mammals {Manis or related genera of
the order Pholidota) having the body covered with large imbricated
horny scales
tpan-han-dle X'pan-.han-d^lV n : a narrow projecUon of a larger
territory las a state)

2panhandle vb pan-han-dling \-,han-(d)liQ. -d'i-ioX [back-forma-
tion fr. panhandler, prob. fr. panhandle, n.; fr. the extended fore-
arm] vi : BEG ~ vr 1 : to accost on the street and beg from 2 : to
get by panhandhng ~ pan*}ian.dler \-(d)l3r, -d'l-srX n
Pan.liel.len.ic \,pan-h3-'len-ik\ adj 1 ; of or relating to all Greece
or all the Greeks 2 : of or relating to the Greek -letter sororities
or fraternities in American colleges and universities or to an associ-
ation representing them
tpan.ic \'pan-ik\ adj [F panique, fr. Gk panikos, lit., of Pan, fr
Pan] 1 ; of, relating to. or resembling the mental or emotional
state beheved induced by the god Pan (.-^ fear) 2 : of, relating to,
or arising from a panic 3 : of or relating to the god Pan

ipailic rt 1 : a sudden overpowering fright; esp : a sudden unreason-
ing terror often accompanied by mass flight 2 : a sudden wide-
spread fright concerning financial affairs and resulting in a depres-
sion in values caused by violent measures for protection of securi-
ties or other property 3 slang : something very funny syn see
FEAR — pan*ic-strick>en \-,strik-3n\ adj— pan.icky \'pan-i-ke\
adj
3panic vt pan.icked \-ikt\ pan.ick.ing 1 ; to affect with panic
2 : to produce demonstrative appreciation on the part of <'>-'

an audience with a gag)
pan.ic grass \*pan-ik-\ n [ME panik, fr. MF or L; MF panic fox-
tail millet, fr. L panicum, fr. panus swelling, ear of millet] : any of
various grasses {Panicum or related genera) including important
forage and cereal grasses

pan.i-cle \'pan-i-k3l\ n [L panicula, fr. dim. of panus swelling] : a
compound racemose inflorescence; broadly : a pyramidal loosely
branched flower cluster — pan.i.cled \-ksld\ adj — pa.uiC'U.late
\pa-'nik-y3-l3t\ adj
Pan.ja.bi \,p3n-'jab-e. -'jab-\ n [Hindi panjabl, fr. pahjabi of
Punjab] : an Indie language of the Punjab 2 : Punjabi

pan.jan.drum \pan-'jan-dr3m\ n [Grand Panjandrum, burlesque
title of an imaginary personage in some nonsense lines by Samuel
Foote] : a powerful personage or pretentious official

pan.leu-CQ.pe.nia \.pan-.lij-k3-'pe-ne-3\ n [NL] : an acute usu.
fatal viral epizootic disease of cats characterized by fever, diarrhea
and dehydration, and extensive destruction of white blood cells

panne \'pan\ n [F, fr. OF penne, panne fur used for lining, fr. L
pinna feather, wing — more at pen] 1 : a silk or rayon velvet with
lustrous pile flattened in one direction 2 : a heavy silk or rayon
satin with high luster and waxy smoothness

pan.nier or pan-ier X'pan-ysr, 'pan-e-ar\ n [ME panier, fr. MF. fr.

L panarium, fr. panis bread — more at FOOD] 1 : a large basket;
esp ; one often carried on the back of an animal or the shoulders
of a person 2a: one of a pair of hoops formerly used to expand
women's skirts at the sides to : an overskirt draped at the sides

pan.ni'kin \'pan-i-k3n\ n Vpan + -nikin (as in cannikin)"] Brit I a
small pan or cup_
pa-nccha \p3-'no-ch9\ or pa.no.che \-che\ var oj penuche
pan.Q.plied \'pan-a-pled\ adj ; dressed in or having a panoply
pan.O'Ply \'pan-3-ple\ n [Gk panoplia, fr. pan- + hopla arms, ar-
mor, pi. of hoplon tool, weapon — more at HOPLffE] 1 a ; a full

suit of armor b : ceremonial attire 2 : something forming a
protective covering 3 a : a magnificent or impressive anay b : a
display of all appropriate appurtenances

pan.or'a.ma \.pan-3-'ram-3. -'ram-X n [pan- + Gk horama sight,
fr. horan to see — more at wary] 1 a : cvclorama 1 b : a picture
exhibited a part at a lime by being unrolled before the spectator
2 a ; an unobstructed or complete view of a region in every direc-
tion b : a comprehensive presentation of a subject c : range
3 : a mental picture of a series of images or events — pan
\-'ram-ik\ adj

pan.pipe \'pan-,pip\ n \Pan, its traditional inven-
tor] : a primitive wind instrument consisting of a
graduated series of short vertical flutes bound to-
gether with the mouthpieces in an even row — often
used in pi.

pan.sy \'pan-2e\ n [MF pensee. fr. pensee thought,
fr. fem. of pense, pp. of penser to think, fr. L
pensare to ponder — more at pensive] 1 : a garden
plant (Viola tricolor hortensis) derived chiefly from
the wild pansy of Europe by hybridizing the latter panpipe
with other wild violets; also : its flower 2 a ; an
effeminate youth b : a male homosexual
^ant \'pant\ vb [ME panten, fr. MF pantaisier. fr. (assumed^ VL
phantasiare to have hallucinations, fr. Gk phantasioun, fr. phantasia
appearance, imagination — more at fancy] vi 1 a : to breathe
quickly, spasmodically, or in a labored manner b : to run panting

: to move with or make a throbbing or puffing sound 2 : to
long eagerly : yearn 3 : throb, pulsate '*' v/ ; to utter with pant-
ing : GASP
3pant rt 1 a : a panting breath b ; the visible movement of the chest
accompanying such a breath 2 : a throbbing or puffing sound
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pantiles 1

pant- or panto- comb iorm [MF, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. pant-, pas— more
at PAN-] : all <pan/ology>
Pan>ta<gru<el V.pant-s-'grii-sl; pan-'tag-ro-wal, -,wel\ n [F] ; the
unrestrainedly humorous and huge son of Gargantua in Rabelais's
Paniagruel — Pan-ta.gru-eMan \,pant-3-gru-'el-e-3n, (,)pan-
,tag-r3-'wd-\ adj — Fan<ta>gru<el>ism \,pant-a-'grU-aI-,iz-am;
pan-'tag-r3-w9l-,iz-3m. -,wel-\ n — Pan-ta*gru<el>ist \-3st\ n

pan<ta<lets orpan.ta.lettes \,pant-n-'ets\ npl Ipantaloons'i : long
drawers with a ruffle at the bottom of each leg usu. showing below
the skirt and worn by women and children in the first half of the
19th century

pan-ta.loon \.pant-'l-'un\ n [MF & Olt; MF Panjalqn, fr. Olt
Pantaleone, Panialone} 1 a or pan-ta-Io*ne X-^'l-'o-neX cap : a
character in the commedia dell' arte that is usu. a lean old dotard
who wears spectacles, slippers, and a tight-fitting combination
of trousers and stockings bra buffoon in pantomimes
2 p/ a : BREECHES b : trousers

pan-tech.ni'COn \pan-'tek-ni-k3n\ n [short for pantechnicon van,
ir. pantechnicon (storage warehouse)] Brit : ^van 1

pan>the>ism \'pan{t)-the-,iz-3m\ n [F paniheisme, fr. pantheiste
pantheist, fr. E pantheist, fr. pan- + -theisil ; a doctrine that
equates God with the forces and laws of the universe — pan.the.ist
\-the-3st\ n — pan-the-is*tic \,pan(f)-the-'is-tik\ or pan-the-
is>ti-cal \-ti-k3l\ adj— pan>the>is>ti>cal>ly \-ti-k{s-)le\ adv

pan-the<on \'pan(t)-the-,an, -3n\ n [ME Panteon, a temple at
Rome, fr. L Pantheon, fr. Gk pantheion temple of ail the gods, fr.

neut. of pantheios of all gods, fr. pan- + theos god] 1 : a temple
dedicated to all the gods 2 ; a building serving as the burial place
of or containing memorials to famous dead 3 ; the gods of a peo-
ple; esp : the gods officially recognized

pan>ther \'pan(t)-th3r\ «. pi panthers also panther [ME pantere,

fr. OF, fr. Lpanrhera, fr. Gkpantherl 1 : leopard: as a : aleopard
of a supposed exceptionally large fierce variety b : a leopard of

the black color phase 2 : cougar 3 : jaguar
pant'ie or pauty \'pant-e\ n [pants} : a woman's or child's under-
garment covering the lower trunk and made with closed crotch and
very short legs — usu. used in pi.

pantie girdle n : a woman's girdle with a sewed-in or detachable
crotch made with or without garters and boning

pan>tile \'pan-.tn\ n i^pan'] 1 : a roofing tile whose cross section

is a dissymmetric ogee curve 2 : a longitudi-
nally curved roofing tile laid alternately with
convex covering ti^es

pan-tO'fle \pan-'tof-3l, -'taf-, -'tuf-; 'pant-a-
fal\ n [ME panlujle, fr. MF pantoujle} ; sup-
per

pan<tO<graph \'pant-9-,graf\ n [F panto-
graphe, fr. pant- + -graphe -graph] 1 : an
instrument for copying on any predetermined
scale consisting of four light rigid bars jointed
in parallelogram form; also : a similar jointed
device 2 : an electrical trolley carried by a
collapsible and adjustable frame — pan«to-
gTapn*iG \,pant-3-'graf-ik\ adj

pan>tO>miine \'pant-3-,mrm\ n [L pantomimus, fr. pant- + mimus
mime] 1 : pantomimist 2 a : an ancient Roman dramatic per-

formance featuring a solo dancer and a narrative chorus b : any of

various dramatic or dancing performances in which a story is told

by expressive bodily or facial movements of the performers 3 : con-
veyance of a story by bodily or facial movements esp. in drama or
dance 4 : the art or genre of conveying a story by bodily move-
ments only — pantomime vi — pan<to-mim*ic \,pant-9-'mim-ik\
adj

pan-to-mim.ist X'pant-a-.mim-ast, -.mTm-\ n : an actor or dancer
in or a composer of pantomimes

pan-to.the-nate \,pant-3-'then-,at, pan-'tath-3-.nat\ n : a salt or
ester of pantothenic acid

pan<>to-then*lc acid \,pant-3-,then-ik-\ n [Gk paniothen from all

sides, fr. pant-, pas all — more at pan-] : a viscous oily acid

C9H17NO5 of the vitamin B complex found in all living tissues

pan<tOum \pan-'tUm\ n [F, fr. Malay patt/u/i] : a series of quatrains

with interlaced rhyming (as abah, bcbc, cdcd) in which the second
and fourth verses of each stanza are repeated as the first and
third verses of the following stanza and the first and third verses

of the opening stanza as the second and fourth verses of the final

stanza
pan>trop>ic \ (')pan-'trap-ik\ adj : occurring or distributed through-
out the tropical regions of the earth

pan.try \'pan-tre\ n [ME panetrie, fr. MF paneterie, fr. OF, fr.

panetier servant in charge of the pantry, irreg. fr. pan bread, fr.

L panis — more at food] 1 : a room or closet used for storing

provisions or glassware and china or for serving 2 : a room for

preparation of cold foods
pants \'pan(t)s\n/7/[short for ;?anra/oo«j] 1 : trousers 2 chiejly

Brit : men's short underpants 3 : pantie
panty.waist \'pant-e-.wast\ n 1 : a child's garment consisting of

short pants buttoned to a waist 2 : sissy — pantywaist adj

pan.urge \'pan-,3rj, pa-'nu(3)rzh\ n [F] : a witty rascal and com-
panion of Pantagruel in Rabelais's Pantagruel

Ipan.zer \'pan-z3r, 'pan(t)-S3r\ adj [G panzer-, fr. panzer coat of

mail, armor, fr. OF panciere, fr. pance belly, paunch — more at

PAUNCH] ; of or relating to a panzer division or similar armored
unit
apanzer n : tank
panzer division n : a German armored division

ipap \'pap\ n [ME pappe, of imit. origin] 1 chiejly dial ; nipple,

teat 2 : something shaped like a nipple

2pap n [ME] 1 : a soft food for infants or invahds 2 : political

patronage 3 : something lacking solid value or substance

pa.paA'pap-a, chiejly Brit pa-'pa\ n [F (baby talk)] : father
Papa — a communications code word for the letter p
pa.pa.Cy \'pa-p3-se\ n [ME papacie, fr. ML papatia, fr. LL papa
pope — more at pope] 1 : the office of pope 2 : a succession or

line of popes 3 : the term of a pope's reign 4 cap : the system

of government of the Roman Cathohc Church of which the pope
is the supreme head

pa.pa.in \p3-'pa-an, -'pT-3n\ n [ISV, fr. papaya"] ; a proteinase

in the Juice of unripe papaya used esp. as a tenderizer for meat
and in medicine

pa.pal \'pa-p3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. ML papalis, fr. LL papa}
; of or relating to a pope or to the Roman Catholic Church —
pa.pal.ly \-p3-le\ adv

papal cross n — see cross illustration

Pa.pa.ni.co.Iaou test \,pap-3-'ne-ka-,lau-, ,pap-3-'nik-3-\ n
[George N. Papanicolaou 61883 Am medical scientist] : a method
for the early detection of cancer by special staining of exfoliated cells

pa.pay.er-ine \p3-'pav-3-,ren, -(3-)ran\ n [ISV, fr. L papaver
poppy] : a crystalUne alkaloid C20H21NO4 found in opium and
used chiefly as an antispasmodic because of its ability to relax
smooth muscle
pa.paw n [prob. modif. of Sp papayo} 1 \p9-'p6\ : papaya
2 \'pap-C,)6, 'p6p-\ ; a No. American tree {Asimina triloba) of
the custard-apple family with purple flowers and a yellow edible
fruit; also : its fruit

pa.pa.ya \p9-'pT-3\ n [Sp. of Amerind origin; akin to Otomac
papai'l : a tropical American tree iCarica papaya of the family
Caricaceae, the papaya family) with large oblong yellow edible
fruit; also i_ its fruit

Jpa-per \ 'pa-p3r\ n [ME papir, fr. MF papier, fr. L papyrus papyrus,
paper, fr. Gk papyros papyrus] 1 a : a felted sheet of usu. vegetable
fibers laid down on a fine screen from a water suspension b : a
sheet or piece of paper 2 a : a piece of paper containing a written
or printed statement : document b : a piece of paper containing
writing or print c : a written composition d : a piece of written
schoolwork 3 : a paper container or wrapper 4 : newspaper
5 : the negotiable notes or instruments of commerce 6 ; wall-
paper 7 : tickets; esp : free passes

ipaper vr pa-per.ing \*pa-p(a-)rir)\ 1 archaic : to put down or
describe in writing 2 : to fold or enclose in paper 3 : to cover or
hue with paper; esp : to apply wallpaper to 4 : to fill by giving out
free passes ^ vi ; to hang wallpaper — pa-per.er \-p3r-3r\ n
3paper adj la; made of paper, paperboard, or papier-mache
<'^ carton) b : resembling paper in texture, strength, or thickness
: PAPERY 2 : of or relating to clerical work or written communica-
tion 3 : NOMINAL, THEORETICAL 4 I admitted by free passes <'^

audience) 6 : issued as paper money
pa>per*back \'pa-p3r-,bak\ n : a paper-covered book— paperback

paper birch n : an American birch (Betula papyrijera) with peeling
white bark often worked into fancy articles

pa.per.board \'pa-p3r-,bo(3)rd, -.b6(3)rd\ n ; a compositioa
board : cardboard — paperboard adj

paper cliase n : hare and hounds
paper cutter n 1 : paper knife 2 : a machine for simultaneous
cutting of many sheets of paper

pa.pei'liang.er \'pa-p3r-,hao-9r\ n : one that applies wallpaper
pa.per-hang»ing \-,hao-ir)\ « : the act of applying wallpaper
pa.per.i-ness \'pa-p(a-)re-n3s\ n : the condition of being papery
paper knife n l : a knife for slitting envelopes or uncut pages
2 : the knife of a paper cutter

paper money n l : money consisting of govenunent notes and bank
notes 2 : bank money
paper mulberry « : an Asiatic tree {Broussonetia papyrijera) of

the mulberry family widely grown as a shade tree

paper profit n : a profit that can be reaUzed by seUing (as when
market value exceeds book value)

pa.per-weight \'pa-p3r-,wat\ n ; an object used to hold down
loose papers by its weight

paper work n : routine clerical or record-keeping work often
incidental to a more important task

pa-pery \'pa-p(3-)re\ adj ; resembling paper in thinness or con-
sistency

pa-pe.terie \'pap-9-tre, ,pap-s-'\ n [F] ; packaged fancy writing
papers
ipa.phi.an \'pa-fe-3n\ adj [L paphius, fr. Gk paphios, fr. Paphos,
ancient city of Cyprus that was the center of worship of Aphrodite]
1 ; of or relating to Paphos or its people 2 : of or relating to

illicit love : wanton
2paphian n 1 : a native or inhabitant of Paphos 2 ojten not cap

: PROSTITUTE
pa.pier coI.I6 \,pap-.ya-C,)k6-'la, ,pap-\ n, pi papiers coUes
\-.ya-(,)k6-'la(z)\ [F, glued paper] : collage

pa.pier-ma.cli6 X.pa-par-ma-'sha, -(,)ma-\ n [F, lit., chewed
paper] : a light strong molding material of wastepaper pulped
with glue and other additives — papier-mSche adj

pa.pil-i.Q.na-ceous \p3-.pil-e-3-'na-shas\ adj IL papilion-, papilio

butterfly — more at pavilion]' 1 : resembling a butterfly esp. in

irregular shape 2 : leguminous 1

pa.pil'la \p3-'pil-a\ n, pi pa.piMae \-'pil-(,)e, -,T\ [L; akin to L
papula pimple, Lith papas nipple] 1 obs ; the nipple of the breast

2 : a small projecting body part similar to a nipple in form: a : a
vascular process of connective tissue extending into and nourishing

the root of a hair, feather, or developing tooth b : one of the

vascular protuberances of the dermal layer of the skin extending

into the epidermal layer and often containing tactile corpuscles

c : one of the small protuberanceson the upper surface of the

tongue — pa.pil-la-ry \'pap-3-.ler-e, p3-'pil-a-re\ adj — pa.pil-

late \'pap-a-,Iat, p3-*pil-3t\ adj — pa-pil.lose \'pap-3-,los,

p3-'pil-,os\ adj
pap.il'lo.ma \,pap-s-'lo-ma\ n, pi papillomas or pap*il.lo>ma.ta
\-m3t-3\ 1 : a benign tumor (as a wart) due to overgrowth of

epithelial tissue on papillae of vascular connective tissue (as

of the skin) 2 : an epithelial tumor caused by a virus — pap-il-

iQ.ma.tous \,pap-9-'lam-3t-3s, -'lo-m9t-\ adj

pa.piMon \.pap-e-'(y)o", ,pap-\ « [F, lit., butterfly, fr. h papilion-,

papiliol : any of a breed of small slender toy spaniels resembling
long-haired Chihuahuas

pa.pil.lote \.pap-e-'(y)ot, ,pap-\ n [F, fr. papilion butterfly]

1 : curlpaper 2 : a greased paper wrapper in which food is

cooked
pa.pist \'pa-p3st\ n, ojten cap [MF or NL; MF papiste, fr. pape
pope; NL papista, fr. LL papa pope] : ROMAN CATHOLIC — usu.

used disparagingly

a abut- ® kitten: 9r further: a back; a bake; a cot. cart; au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life
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t young child of

pa.pist-ry \'pa-pa-stre\
disparagingly

pa-poose \pa-'pus, p3-\ n [Narraganset jpa^od^] :

No. American Indian parents
pap.pose \'pap-,6s\ also pap.pous \'pap-9s\ adj ; having or
being a pappus

pap.pus \'pap-3s\ n, pi pap-pi \'pap-J, -,e\ [L, fr. Gk pappos"]
: an appendage or tuft of appendages crowning the ovary or
fruit in various seed plants and functioning in dispersal of the fruit

pa^pri'ka \p3-'pre-k3. pa-\ n [Hung, fr. Serb, fr. papar pepper, fr.

Gk peperi] : a condiment consisting of the dried finely ground pods
of various cultivated sweet peppers; also l a sweet pepper used for

making paprika
Pap>u*an \'pap-ys-w3n\ n 1 : a native or Inhabitant of Papua
2 ; a member of any of the negroid native peoples of New Guinea
and adjacent areas of Melanesia 3 : any of a heterogeneous group
of languages spoken in New Guinea, New Britain, and the Solomon
islands — Papuan adj

pap.U.lar Vpap-y3-l3r\ adj : consisting of or characterized by
papules

pap'Ule \'pap-(,)yUf3)l\ n ih papula^ t a small solid usu. conical
elevation of the skin — pap'U-UI'er'OUS \,pap-ya-"Uf-(3-)r9s\ adj

pa-py.nis \p3-'pi-r3s\ n, pi pa.py»nis«es or pa.py.ri \-'pi(3)r-

(.)e, -,T\ [ME, fr. L — more at paper] 1 : a tall sedge (Cyperus
papyrus) of the Nile valley 2 : the pith of the papyrus plant esp.

when cut in strips and pressed into a writing material 3 a : a
writing on papyrus b : a written scroll made of papyrus

par \'par\ n [L, one that is equal, fr. par equal] 1 a : the established

value of the monetary unit of one country expressed in terms of the
monetary unit of another country using the same metal as the
standard of value b (I) : the face value of securities or certificates

of value (2) ; the price at which securities are issued — called also

par value 2 : common level ; equality 3 a : an amount taken as

an average or norm b : an accepted standard; spedj : a usual stan-

dard of physical condition or health 4 : the score standard set

for each hole of a golf course — par adj
ipa>Ta n [Turk] 1 \p3-'ra\ a : a Turkish monetary unit equal in

modern Turkey to '/iooo of a lira b : a coin representing one para
2 \'par-(,)a\ [Serbo-Croatian, fr. Turk] — see dinar at money
table

2para \'par-3\ adj l^para-"] : relating to or having an ortho-relation
in the benzene ring
ipara- or par- prejix [IVIE, fr. MF, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. para: akin to
Gk pro before — more at for] 1 ; beside : alongside of : beyond
: aside from </)flrcthyroid> (parenteral) 2 a : closely related to
(paraldehyde) b ; involving substitution at or characterized by
two opposite positions in the benzene ring that are separated by
two carbon atoms (paradicblorobenzene) 3 a : faulty : abnormfU
(paresthesia) b : associated in a subsidiary or accessory capacity
(parasympathetic) c : closely resembling ; almost (paratyphoid)

2para- comb form [parachute"^ 1 : parachute (paratrooper) 2 : para-
chutist (paraspotter)

-p.a-ra _\p-(3-)r3\ n combjorm, pi -p.a»ras \p-(3-)r32\ or -p.a^rae
\p-3-,re, -,rT\ [L, fr. parere to give birth to — more at pare]
; woman dehvered of (so many) children (nullipara>_

para-ami.no.ben-zo.ic acid \'par-a-a-,me-(,)no-(,)ben-,z6-
ik-, 'par-s-,am-3-(,)no-\ n [ISV] : a colorless . para-substituted
aminobenzoic acid of the vitamin B complex

para.bi'O. sis \,par-a-(.)bT-'o-sQS, -be-\ n [NL] 1 : reversible
suspension of obvious vital activities 2 : anatomical and physio-
logical union of two organisms — para.bi.Ot.ic \-'at-ik\ adj —
para.bi.ot'i.caMy \-i-k(a-")le\ adv

par-a-ble \'par-3-b9l\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL parabola, fr. Gk
parabole, fr. paraballein to compare, fr. para- + bollein to throw— more at devil] ; comparison; specij : a usu. short fictitious story
that illustrates a moral attitude or a religiouis principle syn see
ALLEGORY — par.a.bol.ic \,par-9-'bal-ik\ adj

pa.rab'O'Ia \p3-'rab-3-l3\ n [NL, fr. G\^ parabole, Ut., comparison]
1 : a plane curve generated by a point
moving so that its distance from a fixed
point is equal to its distance from a fixed
line : the intersecfion of a right circular
cone with a plane parallel to an element of
the cone 2 : something bowl-shaped (as a
microphone) — par.a.bol.ic \,par-3-'bal-
ik\ adj
pa.rab'O'loid \p3-'rab-3-,16id\ n : a surface
all of whose intersections by planes are
either parabolas and ellipses or parabolas
and hyperbolas
ipara.cnute \'par-a-,shut\ n [F, fr. para-
(as in parasol) + chute fall — more at
chute] 1 : a folding umbrella-shaped D
device of Ught fabric used esp. for making a -ar-,u„ia. c-fnmc- a r
safe descent from an airplane 2 : patagium ll\r3^^ Jr<S^\ I
3 : a device suggesUve of a parachute in ^'noi^t on iSrab-

jof a
'

vi *, io descend by ]

exceptionally large spinnaker used esp.

parachute
parachute
paracbute spinnaker n
on racing yachts

para.chut.ist \'par-3-,shUt-3st\ n : one that parachutes; specij ; a
soldier trained and equipped to parachute from an airplane

Par.a.clete ypar-3-,klet\ n^ME Paraclit, fr. MF Paraclet, fr. LL
Paraclefus, fr. Gk Parakletos, lit., corriforter, fr. parakalein to
comfort, fr. para- + kalein to call — more at low] : holy spiRrr
ipa.rade \pa-'rad\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. parer to prepare — more at
pare] 1 : a pompous show ; exhibition 2 a : the ceremonial
formation of a body of troops before a superior officer b : a
place where troops assemble regularly for parade 3 : a public
procession 4 a : a place of promenade b : those who promenade

2parade vr l : to cause to maneuver or march : marshal 2 : prom-
enade 3 : to exhibit ostentatiously -^ vi 1 : to march in a pro-
cession 2 : promenade 3 a : to show off b : masquerade
syn see show — pa-rad.er n

para.di.chlo.ro.ben.zene X.par-s-.di-.klo^s-'ben-.zen, -,kl6r-.
-,ben-'\ n [ISV] : a white crystalline compound CgH4C12 made
by chlorinating benzene and used chiefly as a fumigant

par.a.digm X'par-s-.dlm, -.dim\ n [LL paradigma, fr. Gk para-

deigma, fr. paradetknynai to show side by side, fr. para- + deiknynal
to show — more at diction] 1 : example, pattern 2 : the sys-
tematic inflection of a verb or noun showing a complete conjugation
or declension — par.a.dig-mat-ic \,par-3-dig-'mat-Lk\ adj

par.a.di'Sa.ic \,par-3-,dT-'sa-ik, -'za-X adj iparadise + -aic (as In
Hebraic)'^ ; paradisl^cal — par.a.di-sa.i.cal X-'sa-s-ksl, -'za-\
ad; — par.a-di'sa.i-cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

par.a.dis.al \,par-3-*di-s3l, -'dl-zalX adj : paradisiacal
par.a.dise \'par-3-,dis, -,dTz\ n [ME paradis, fr. OF, fr. 1.1. para-
disus, fr. Gk paradeisos, lit., enclosed park, of Iranian origin; akin
to Av pairi-daeza- enclosure; akin to Gk peri around and to Gk
teichos wall — more at peri-, dough] 1 a : the garden of Eden
b : UMBO c ; heaven 2 : a place of bliss, felicity, or delight

par.a.di.si.a.cal X.par-a-da-'sl-s-ksl, -,dT-. -'zl-X or par.a-dis.i.ac
\-'diz-e-,ak, -'dis-\ adj [LL paradisiacus, fr. paradisus"] : of, relating
to,_or resembling paradise — par>a>di.si.a.cal>ly \-d9-'si-3-k(3-)le,
-,di-, -'zi-\ adv

par-a.dOX \'par-3-.daks\ n [L parado.xum, fr. Gk paradoxon, fr.

neut. of paradoxes contrary to expectation, fr, para- + dokein to
think — more at decent] 1 : a tenet contrary to received opinion
2 a : a statement that is seemingly contradictory or opposed to
common sense and yet is perhaps true b ; a self-contradictory
statement that at first seems true c : an argument that apparently
derives self-contradictory conclusions by valid deduction from
acceptable premises 3 : something fas a person, condidon, or act)
with seemingly contradictory qualities or phases — par.a.dox-i.cal
\,par-3-'dak-si-k3l\ adj — par.a-dox.i'cal'ly \-k(3-)le\ adv —
par.a.dox'i'cal.ness \-k3l-n3s\ n
par.aes.the.sia var oj paresthesia
ipar.aMin \'par-3-f3n\ n [G, fr. L parum too little + ajjinis

bordering on; akin to L paucus few — more at few, AFFiNm']
1 a : a waxy crystalline flammable substance obtained esp. from
distillates of wood, coal, or petroleum or shale oil that is a complex
mixture of hydrocarbons and is used chiefly in coating and sealing,
in candles, in rubber compounding, and in pharmaceuticals and
cosmetics b : any of various mixtures of similar hydrocarbons
including mixtures that are semisolid or oily 2 : a hydrocarbon
of the methane series 3 ckiejly Brit ; kerosine — par.af<fin*ic
\,par-3-'fin-ik\ adj

^paraffin vr : to coat or saturate with paraffin
para.gen-e.sis \,par-3-'jen-a-s3s\ n [NL] : the formation of
minerals in contact so as to affect one another's development— para.ge-net-ic \-i3-'net-ik\ adj
ipar.a.gon \'par-?-,gan, -ganX n [MF, fr. Olt paragone, lit.,

touchstone, fr. paragonare to test on a touchstone, fr. Gk para-
konan to sharpen, fr. para- + akone whetstone, fr. ake point;
akin to Gk akme point — more at edge] 1 : a model of excellence
or perfection ; pattern 2 a : a perfect diamond of 100 carats or
more b : a perfectly spherical pearl of exceptional size
^paragon vt 1 : to compare with ; parallel 2 : to put In rivalry

: MATCH 3 obs ; surpass
pa.rag-o-nite \p3-'rag-3-,nTt\ n [G paragonit, fr. Gk paragon,
prp. of paragein to divert, mislead, fr. para- + agein to lead — more
at agent] ; a mica NaAl^SisOiofOH)! corresponding to muscovite
but with sodium instead of potassium — pa>rag.o.nit.io \p3-
,rag-a-'nit-ik\ adj
ipara.graph \'par-3-,graf\ n [MF & ML; MF paragraphe, fr. ML
paragraphus sign marking a paragraph, fr. Gk paragraphos line
used to mark change of persons in a dialogue, fr. paragraphein to
write alongside, fr. para- -I- graphein to write — more at carve]
1 a : a subdivision of a written composition that consists of one
or more sentences, deals with one point or gives the words of one
speaker, and begins on a new usu. indented line b : a short
composition or note that is complete in one paragraph 2 : a
character (as %) used to indicate the begirming of a paragraph and
in printing as the sixth in series of the reference marks — para-
graph.ic \,par-»-'graf-ik\ adj

^paragraph vt 1 ; to write paragraphs about 2 : to divide into
paragraphs '— vi ; to write paragraphs; specij ; to work as a
paragrapher

para.graph.er \'par-a-,graf-3r\ n : a writer of paragraphs esp.
for the editorial page of a newspaper

par-a.keet var oj parrakeet
par.al.de.hyde \pa-'ral-da-,hTd\ n : a colorless liquid polymeric
modification CgHizGj of acetaldehvde used as a hypnotic

para.lim.ni'On \,par-3-'lim-ne-,an, -ne-an\ n [NL, fr. para- + Gk
limnion, dim. of limne marshy lake; akin to Gk limen harbor —
more at limb] : the littoral portion of a lake extending to the
limit of rooted vegetation

par.al.lactic \,par-9-'lak-tik\ adj [NL parallacticus, fr. Gk
parallakiikos. fr. parallaxis'] I of, relating to, or due to parallax

par.al'lax \'par-3-,laks\ n [MF parallaxe, fr. Gk parallaxis, fr.

parallassein to change, fr. para- + allassein to change, fr. alios

other — more at ei^e] : the apparent displacement or the difference
In apparent direction of an object as seen from two different points
noi on a straight line with the object; specij : the difference in

direction of a celestial body as measured from two points on the
earth
ipar.aMel \'par-3-^lel, -l3l\ adj [L parallelus, fr. Gk parallelos, fr.

para beside + allelon of one another, fr, alios . . . alios one . . .

another, fr. alios other — more at para-, else] 1 a : extending
In the same direction, everj'where equidistant, and not meeting

i^ rows of trees) b : everywhere equally distant (concentric
spheres are — > 2a; having parallel sides (a ^ reamer) b : being
or relating to an electrical circuit having a number of conductors
in parallel 3 a : similar, analogous, or interdependent in tendency
or development b ; readily compared : companion c : having
corresponding syntactical elements d : keeping the same distance
apart in musical pitch (~ voice parts) syn see similar

^parallel n l a : a parallel Une, curve, or surface b (1) : one of the
imaginary circles on the surface of the earth paralleling the equator
and marking the latitude (2) : the corresponding line on a globe
or map c : a character || used in printing as the fifth in series of
the reference marks 2 a : something equal or similar in all es-

sential particulars : counterpart b : siMiLARnr, analogue
3 : a tracing of similarity 4 a : the state of being physically

parallel ; parallelism b : the arrangement of electrical devices
in which all positive poles, electrodes, and terminals are joined to

one conductor and all negative ones to another conductor so that

each unit is in effect on a parallel branch
sparallel vt 1 : to indicate analogy of : compare 2 a : to show
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parallelograms

; at legend] ; a fallacious argument con-

:
IMPOTENCE —

something equal to : match b ; to correspond to 3 : to place so
as to be parallel in direction with, something 4 ; to extend, run, or
move in a direction parallel to

4parallel adv ; in a parallel manner
paiallei bais n pi z a. pair of bars on a support adjustable in height
and spacing that are parallel to each other and are used for gym-
nastic exercises

pat>al>lel<epi-ped \,par-3-.lel-3-"pT-p9d, -'pip-ad; -,!el-'ep-3-.ped\ n
£Gk parallelepipedon, fr. parallelos + epipedon plane surface, fr.

neut. of epipedos flat, fr. epi- + pedon ground; akin to L ped-, pes
foot — more at foot] : a prism whose bases are parallelograms

parallel forces n pi : forces acting in parallel lines

par.al-lei-ism \'par-3-,lel-,i2-am, -l3l-\ n 1 ; the quality or state
of being parallel 2 : resemblance, correspondence 3 : re-
current syntactical similarities introduced for rhetoiical effect

4 ; a theory that mind and matter accompany one another but are
not causally related 5 : the development of similar new characters
by two or more related organisms in response to similarity of
environment

par.al.lel.o.gram \,par-3-'iel-3-,gram\ n [LL or
Gk; LL parallelogrammum, fr. Gk parallelogram-
mon, fr. neut. of paraUelogrammos bounded by
parallel lines, fr, parallelos + gramme line, fr.

graphein to write — more at carve] : a quadri-
lateral with opposite sides parallel and equal

pa*ral>0>gism \p3-'ral-3-jiz-3m\ n [MF paralo-
gisme. fr. LL paralogismus, fr. Gk paralogismos,
fr. paralogos unreasonable, fr. para-
speech, reason — m< ^
trary to logical rules

pa-ral<y>sis \p3-'raI-3-s3s\ n [L, fr. Gk, fr. paralyein to loosen,

disable, fr. para- + lyein to loosen — more at lose] 1 : complete
or partial loss of function esp. when involving the motion or
sensation in a part of the body 2 : loss of the ability to

3 ; a state of powerlessness or incapacity to act
""

par-a^Iyt-ic \,par-a-'lit-ik\ adj or n
paralysis agi*tans \-'aj-s-,tanz\ n [NL, lit., shaking palsy] : a
chronic progressive nervous disease of later liJFe marked by tremor
and weakness of resting muscles and a peculiar gait

par-a-ly*za.tion \,par-3-la-'za-shan\ n ; paralyzed state; also : the

act or process of paralyzing
par>a<lyze \'par-s-,lTz\ vt IF paralyser, b?ic\i-toTmation h. paralysie

paralysis, fr. L paralysis] 1 ; to affect with paralysis 2 : to make
powerless or ineffective 3 : unnerve 4 : stun, stupefy 5 : to

bring to an end : prevent, destroy — par-a-lyz-er n
para-inag<net \'par-a-,mag-n3t\ n tback-formation fr. paramag-
neticl : a paramagnetic substance

para*mag>net>ic \,par-3-(Jmag-'net-ik\ adj [ISV] ; being or
relating to a magnetizable substance that like aluminum and
platinum has small but positive susceptibility varying but httle

with magnetizing force — para-mag-ne-tism \-'mag-na-,tiz-3m\ n

par>a-mat-ta \,par-9-'mat-3\ n [Parramatta, Australia] : a fine

lightweight dress fabric of sUk and wool_ or cotton and wool
par-a-me-cium \,par-9-'me-sh(e-)3m, -se-3m\ n, pi par-a-me-cia
\-sh(e-l3, -se-a\ also Parameciums [NL, genus name, fr Gk
paramekes oblong, fr. para- + mekos length; akin to Gk makros
long — more at meager] : any of a genus {Paramecium) of ciliate

protozoans having an elongate body rounded at the anterior end
and an oblique funnel-shaped buccal groove bearing the mouth at

the extremity
par>a>ment \'par-3-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. ML paramentum, fr. parare

to adorn, fr. L, to prepare — more at pare] : an ornamental
ecclesiastical hanging or vestment

pa«ram.e.ter \p9-'ram-3t-3r\ n [NL, fr. para- + Gk metron

measure — more at measure] 1 : an arbitrary constant each of

whose values characterizes a member of a system (as a family of

curves); specif : a quantify that describes a statistical population

2 : a characteristic element or constant factor — para.met>nc
\,par-a-'me-trik\ adj

par-am-ne.Sia \.par-,am-'ne-zha, -3m-\ n [NL, fr. para- Ar -tnnesia

(as in amnesia\'i : a disorder of memory: as a : a condition in

which the proper meaning of words cannot be remembered b : the

illusion of remembering scenes and events when experienced for the

first time
,

para-mor-phic \.par-3-'m6r-fik\ or para-mor-photis \-f3s\ ad}

; affected by paramorphism
para<mor>phism \-,fiz-3m\ n : the changing of one mineral species

to another by a change in physical characters without change in

chemical composition
lpar-a-mount \'par-3-,maunt\ adj [AF paramont, fr. OF par by
(fr. L per) + amont above, fr. a to (fr. L ad) + mont mountain —
more at for, at, mount] : superior to all others : supreme syn see

dominant — par-a-mount'Cy \-,maun(t)-se\ n
3paramount n : a supreme ruler

par.amour \'par-3-,muO)r\ n [ME, fr. par amour by way of love,

fr. OF] : an illicit lover; esp : mistress
par.am.y.limi \(')pa(a)r-'am-3-l3m\ n [NL, fr. para- + L amylum
starch — more at amyl-] : a reserve carbohydrate of vanous
protozoans and algae that resembles starch

pa.rang \'par-,aQ\ n [Malay] : a short sword, cleaver, or machete
common in Malaya, British Borneo, and Indonesia

para.noia \,par-a-'n6i-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk, madness, fr. paranous
demented, fr. para- + nous mind] 1 : a rare chronic psychosis

characterized by systematized delusions of persecution or of

grandeur usu. not associated with hallucinations 2 : a tendency on
the part of individuals or of groups toward excessive or irrational

suspiciousness and distrustfulness of others — para-noi-ac \- noi-

,ak, -'n6i-ik\ adj or n
para.noid \'par-3-,n6id\ adj 1 : resembling paranoia 2 : charac-

terized by suspiciousness, persecutory trends, or megalomama
— paranoid n

paranoid schizophrenia n : a psychosis resembling paranoia

but oCmmonly displaying hallucinations and marked behavioral

deterioration
para.nor>mal \,par-3-*ndr-m3l\ adj ; not sciendfically explainable

; supernatural — para-noi'mal-i-ty \-.r '

para>nor*mal'ly \-*n6r-ma-ie\ adv

para>n3nnpli X'par-a

•-'mal-3t-e\

ntp)f\ 1 [LL paranymphus, fr. Gk para-

e abut; ® kitten; 9r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; I] sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; til this;

nymphos. It. para- -f- nymphe bride — more at nuptial] 1 ; a
friend going with a bridegroom to fetch home the bride in ancient
Greece; also : the bridesmaid conducting the bride to the bride-
groom 2 a : BEST MAN b : bridesmaid

par>a.pet \*par-9-p3t, -,pet\ n [it parapelto, fr. parare to shield
(fr. L, to prepare) + petto chest, fr. L pectus — more at pare,
pectoral] 1 : a wall, rampart, or elevation of earth or stone to
protect soldiers : breastwork 2 : a low wall or railing to protect
the edge of a platform, roof, or bridge — par<a>pet*ed \-,pet-ad\
ad]

pa>rapll \'par-3f, pa-'raf\ n [MF. fr. L paragraphus paragraph]
; a flourish at the end of a signature sometimes meant to safeguard
against forgery

par*a*pher<na.lia \,par-a-f3(r)-'nal-y3\ n pi but sing or pi in constr
[ML, deriv. of Gk parapherna goods a bride brings over and above
the dowry, fr. para- + pherne dowry, fr, pherein to bear — more at
bear] 1 : the separate real or personal property of a married
woman that she can dispose of by will and sometimes according
to common law during her hfe 2 ; personal belongings 3 : fur-
nishings, apparatus
ipara.phrase \'par-3-.fraz\ n [MF, fr. L paraphrasis, fr. Gk, fr.

paraphrazein to paraphrase, fr. para- + phrazein to point out]
1 : a restatement of a text, passage, or work giving the meaning
in another form 2 : the use or process of paraphrasing in studying
or teaching composition
^paraphrase vi : to make a paraphrase of -^ vi : to make a para-
phrase — para>phras>er n

para.phras.tic \,par-3-'fras-tik\ adj [F paraphrastique. fr. Gk
paraphrastikos, fr. paraphrazein} : paraphrasing : explaining or
translating more clearly and amply — para*phras>ti>oal*ly
\-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

pa-raph.y.sis \p3-'raf-9-sas\ n [NL, fr. Gk, sucker, offshoot, fr.

paraphyein to produce at the side, fr. para- + phyein to bring forth— more at physics] : one of the slender sterile filaments borne
among the sporogenoos or gametogenous organs in cryptogamic

para-ple.gla \,par-3-'ple-j(e-)3\ n [NL, fr. Gk paraplegie hemi-
plegia, fr. para- -I- -plegia -plegia] ; paralysis of the lower half of
the body with involvement of both legs — para*ple<gic \-jik\
adj or n

para*psy>chol*o*gy \,par-3-C,)sT-'kal-3-je\ n [ISV] : a science
concerned with the investigation of evidence for telepathy, clair-

voyance, and psychokinesis
para>ros<an>i*line \,par-3-(,)ro-'zan-'l-3n\ n [ISV] : a white
crystalline base C19H19N3O that is the parent compound of many
dyes; also : its red chloride used esp. in coloring paper and as a
biological stain

Pa.ra rubber \,par-3-, p3-,ra-\ n [Pard, Brazil] : native rubber
from a So. American tree (genus Hevea, esp. H. brasiliensis) of the
spurge family

par>a>sang \'par-3-,sao\ n [L parasanga, fr. Gk parasanges, of
Iranian origin; akin to Per jarsung parasang] : any of various
Persian units of distance; esp : an ancient unit equal to about four

para.se.le-ne \,par-3-s3-'le-ne\ n, pi para>se-le-nae \-(,)ne,

-,nT\ [NL, fr. para- + Gk selene moon — more at selenium] : a
luminous appearance seen in connection with lunar halos —
para-se-le-nio \-'len-ik, -*len-\ adj

pa>ra>Sliah \'par-3-,sha\ n [Heb parashah, lit., explanation]
: one of the portions into which the law is divided for synagogue
reading on the Sabbath; also : a section (as for a holy day) of the
weekly portion

par-a*Site ypar-3-,sTt\ n [MF, fr. L parasitus, fr. Gk parasitos. fr.

para- + sitos grain] 1 : one frequenting the tables of the rich

and earning welcome by flattery : sycophant 2 : an organism
living in or on another organism in parasitism 3 : something that

resembles a biological parasite in dependence on something else

for existence or support without making a useful or adequate
return — par-a-sit^ic \.par-3-'sit-ik\ also par>a>sit>i>cal \-i-k3l\

adj — par'a<sit-i<cal*ly \-k(3-)le\ adv
par-a>sit*i*Ci>dal \,par-3-,sit-a-'sid-'l\ adj : destructive to para-

sites

par<a.slt-i*cide \-'sit-a-,sTd\ n [L parasitus -I- E •cide'\ : a para-
siUcidal agent

par*a*sit*ism \'par-3-,sTt-,iz-3m\ n 1 : the behavior of a parasite

2 : an intimate association between organisms of two or more kinds;

esp : one in which a parasite obtains benefits from a host which it

usu. injures 3 : parasitosis
par-a*sit>ize \'par-3-sa-,tTz, -,sTt-,Tz\ vt : to infest or live on or
with as a parasite

par.a.Si'tol.O.gy \-s3-'tal-3-je, -,sTt-'al-\ n [L parasitus + ISV
-logyi : a branch of biology dealing with parasites and parasitism

esp. among animals
par«a>sit*osi5 \-,sTt-'o-s3s\ n ; infestation with or disease caused by
parasites

para*50l \'par-3-.s61, -,sal\ n [F, fr. Olt parasole, fr. parare to

shield + sole sun, fr. L sol — more at parapet, SOiJ>Ji] 1 : a Ught-

weight umbrella used as a sunshade esp. by women 2 : a mono-
plane with wings raised above a pilot's head to permit downward

para.sym-pa«thet-ic \,par-a-,sim-ps-'thet-ik\ adj [ISV] : of, relat-

ing to, being, or acting on the parasympathetic nervous system
— parasympathetic n

parasympathetic nervous system n : the part of the autonomic
nervous svstem that contains chiefly cholinergic fibers and tends to

induce secretion, increase the tone and contractility of smooth
muscle, and cause the dilatation of blood vessels and that consists

of a cranial and a sacral part
para.sym.pa.tho-mi.met.ic \.par-9-'sim-p3-(,)th6-C,)mT-'met-ik,

-m3-\ adj [ISV] : simulating parasympathetic nervous action in

physiological effect

para-syn.the.sis \,par-3-'sin(t)-th3-s3s\ n [NL] : the formation

of words by adding a derivative ending and prefixing a particle (as

in denationalize) ~ para^syn-thet-ic \-(,)sin-'thet-ik\ adj

para<tac>tic \,par-3-'tak-tik\ adj : of or relating to parataxis
— para-tac.ti.cal \-ti-k3l\ adj — para.tac-ti.caMy \-kO-)le\
adv

para-tax-is \,par-3-'tak-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk, act of placing side by

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision



parafhion 612 parishioner

side, fr. paratassein to place side by side, fr. para- + tassein to
arrange — more at tactics] ; the placing of clauses, phrases, or
words one after another without coordinating or subordinating
connectives

paia*tIU'On \,par-3-'thT-,an\ n ipara- + rftiophosphate + -on]
; an extremely toxic thiophosphate insecticide CioHi4NOsPS

paja>thy>roid \-'thr(3)r-,6id\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or pro-
duced by the parathyroid glands

paraUiyroid gland n [ISV] : any of usu. four small endocrine
glands adjacent to or embedded in the thyroid gland that produce
a hormone concerned with calcium metabolism

para*troop \'par-3-,tmp\ adj : of or relating to paratroops <'^

boots)
para. troop. er \-,tru-par\ n ; a member of the paratroops
paia.troops \-,trups\ n pi : troops trained and equipped to para-
chute from an airplane
ipara.ty.phoid \,par-a-'tt-.f6id, -(.)tT-'\ adj [ISV] 1 : resembling
typhoid lever 2 : of or relating to paratyphoid or its causative
organisms (-^ infection)

aparatyphoid n : a salmonellosis resembling typhoid fever and oc-

curring as a food poisoning
para-vane \'par-3-,van\ n : a torpedo-shaped underwater protec-
tive device with serrate teeth in its forward end towed from the
bow of a ship in mined areas to sever the moorings of mines

par-boil \'p'ar-,b6il\ vt [ME parboilen, fr. parboUen to boil thor-
oughly, fr. MF parboillir, fr. LL perbullire, fr. h per- thoroughly {fr.

per through) -I- bullire to boil, fr. bulla bubble — more at for] ; to

boU briefly as a preliminary or incomplete cooking procedure
ipar.huck.le \'par-,b3k-3l\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a purchase for
hoisting or lowering a cylindrical object by making fast the middle
of a long rope aloft and looping both ends around the object which
rests in the loops and rolls in them as the ends are hauled up or
paid out 2 : a double sling made of a single rope for slinging a
cask or gun
aparbuckle vt par-buck-ling \-,b3k-(9-)lio\ : to hoist or lower by
means of a parbuckle
Par.cae \'par-,kT, -,se\ n pi [L] : the three Fates of Roman
mythology
ipar-cel \'par-s3l\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL particella, fr. L
particula small part — more at particle] 1 : fragment, portion
2 : a tract or plot of land 3 : a company, collection, or group of
persons, animals, or things : lot 4 a : a wrapped bundle ; package
to : a unit of salable merchandise 6 : parceling 2

2parcel adv, archaic : PARTLY
3parcel vt par*celed or par-celled; par*cel*ing or par*ceMing
\'par-s(a-)lio\ 1 : to divide into parts : distribute 2 ; to make
up into a parcel : wrap 3 : to cover (as a rope) with strips of
canvas

^parcel adj : part-time, partl\l
par*cel'ing or par-cel-ling n 1 a : the act of dividing and dis-

tributing in portions b : the act of wrapping into bundles 2 a : the
covering of a caulked seam with canvas and then tarring it h : long
narrow tarred shps of canvas wound about a rope to exclude mois-

parcel post n 1 : a mail service handling parcels 2 : packages
handled by parcel post

par-ce-nary \'pars-^n-,er-e\ n [AF parcenarie, fr. OF parconerie,
fr. parQon portion, fr. L partition-, partitio partition] : coparce-
nary 1

par>ce.ner \'pa,rs-nar, -hi-arX n [AF, fr. OF pargomer, fr. parconi
: coparcener

parch \'parch\ vb [ME parchen'\ vt 1 ; to toast iinder dry heat
2 ; to shrivel with heat 3 : to dry or shrivel with cold ~ vi : to
become dry or scorched
Par-chee«si \par-'che-ze also par-, esp Brit p3-'che-se\ trademark— used for a board game adapted from pachisi
parch.ment \'parch-m3nt\ n [ME parchemin, fr. OF pargamin, fr.

L pergamena, fr. Gk pergamene, fr. fern, of Pergamenos of Per-
gamum, fr. Perganon Pergamum] 1 : the skin of a sheep or goat
prepared for writing on 2 ; any of various superior papers made
to resemble parchment 3 : a parchment manuscript; also ; an
academic diploma
ipard \'pard\ n [ME parde, fr. OF, fr. L pardus, fr. Gk pardos}
archaic : LEOPARD

2pard n [short for pardner'] chiefly dial : partner, chum
par.die or par.di or par-dy \(,)par-'de, par-\ interj [ME pardee, fr.

OF par De by God] archaic — a mild oath
pard>uer \'pard-nar\ n, chiejly dial : partner, chum
ipai-don \'pard-=n\ n 1 a : the excusing of an offense without
exacting a penalty b : divine forgiveness 2 : indulgence 1

Sara release from the legal penalties of an offense b : an official

warrant of remission of penalty 4 : excuse or forgiveness for a
fault, offense, or discourtesy
apardon vt par.don'ing \'pard-nio, -'n-io\ [ME pardonen, fr. MF
pardoner, fr. LL perdonare to grant freely, fr. L per- thoroughly +
donare to give — more at parboil, donation] 1 a : to free from
penalty b ; to remit the penalty of : forgive 2 : tolerate syn
see EXCUSE

par.don»abIe \'pard-n3-bal, -'n-a-b3l\ adj : admitting of being
pardoned : excusable — par-don^able-ness n — par<don*al}ly
\-ble\ adv

par.don-er X'pard-nar, -=n-3r\ n 1 : a medieval preacher delegated
to raise money for religious works by soliciting offerings and grant-
ing indulgences 2 : one that pardons

pare \'pa{3)r, 'pe(3)r\ v7 [ME paren, fr. MF parer, fr. L parare to
prepare, acquire; akin to OE jearr bull, ox, L parere to give birth
to, produce] 1 : to trim or shave off 2 ; to diminish gradually by
or as if by paring

par-e.go.ric \,par-a-'g6r-ik, -'g5r-, -'gar-\ n [F paregorique miti-
gating pain. fr. LL paregoricus, fr. Gk paregorikos, fr. paregoras
addressing, soothing, fr. para- + agora marketplace — more at
GREGARIOUS] : Camphorated tincture of opium used to relieve pain
pa.ren.chy.ma Vpa-'reo-kg-ms, -'ren-\ n [NL, fr. Gk, visceral
flesh, fr. parenchein to pour in beside, fr. para- -H en- + chein to
pour — more at found] 1 : a tissue of higher plants consisting of
thin-walled hvmg photosynthecic or storage cells capable of division
even when mature that make up much of the substance of leaves
and roots, the pulp of fruits, and parts of stems and supporting
structures 2 : the essential and distinctive tissue of an organ or
an abnormal growth as distinguished from its supportive framework

par-ent \'par-3nt, 'per-\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. L parent-, parens, fr.

prp. of parere to give birth to] 1 : one that begets or brings forth
offspring 2 a : an animal or plant regarded in relation to its off-

spring b ; the material or source of something — parent adj —
pa-ren-tal \p3-'rent-'l\ adj

par-ent»age Vpar-ant-ij, 'per-\ n 1 a : descent from parents or
ancestors : lineage b : derivation, origin 2 : the standing or
position of a parent ; parenthood

parental generation n : a generation of individuals of distinguish-
able genotypes crossed to produce hybrids

par«en.ter.al\(')pa(3)r-'ent-a-r3l\ aJ;[ISV] : situated or occurring
outside the intestine; esp : introduced otherwise than by way of the
intestines — par-en-ter'al-ly \-r3-le\ adv

pa.ren.the.sis \pa-'ren(t)-th3-s3s\ n, pi pa-ren-the-ses \-th3-
,sez\ [LL, fr. Gk, lit., act of inserting, fr. pareniithenai to insert, fr.

para- + en- + tithenai to place — more at do] 1 a : an amplifying
or explanatory word, phrase, or sentence inserted in a passage from
which it is usu. set off by punctuation b : a remark or passage
that departs from the theme of a discourse : digression 2 : inter-
lude, interval 3 : one of the curved marks ( ) used in writing and
printing to enclose a parenthetic expression or to group a symboUc
unit in a logical or mathematical expression — par-eE'thet-ic
\,par-3n-'thet-ik\ or par>en-thet*l*cal \-i-k3l\ adj— par-en. thet-
i.cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv
pa.ren.the. size \pa-'ren(t)-th3-,sTz\ vt : to make a parenthesis of
par.ent.hood \'par-3nt-,hud, 'per-\ n : the position, function, or
standing of a parent

pa.re-sis Vpa-'re-sss, 'par-3-\ n, pi pa-re-ses \-'re-,sez, -3-,s3z\

[NL, fr. Gk, fr. parienai to let fall, fr. para- + hienai to let go, send— more at jet] 1 : slight or partial paralysis 2 : general paresis— pa.ret'ic \p3-'ret-ik\ adj or n
par-es-the-sia \,par-as-'the-2ha\ n [NL] : a sensation of pricking,
tingling, or creeping on the skin without objective cause — par-es-
thet.ic \-'thet-ik\ adj

pa-reu \'par-e-,U\ n [Tahitian] : a wraparoimd skirt or loincloth of
Polynesia

pa.re.ve \,par-3-'va, 'par-v3\ adj [Yiddish parev"] : made without
milk, meat, or their derivatives

par ex-cel-lence \,par-,ek-s3-'ra"s\ adv (or adj) [F, lit., by excel-
lence] ; in the highest degree : preeminently

par-fait \par-'fa\ n [F, lit., something perfect, fr. parjait perfect, fr.

L perjectus'] 1 ; a flavored custard containing whipped cream and
syrup frozen without stirring 2 : a cold dessert made of layers of
fruit, syrup, ice cream, and whipped cream

par-fleche Vpar-.flesh, par-'\ n [CanF parjleche'\ 1 : a rawhide
soaked in lye to remove the hair and dried 2 : an article made of
parfleche
ipar-get \'par-j3t\ vt par-get-ed or par-get.ted; par-get-ing or
par-get. ting [ME pargetten, fr. MF parjeter to throw on top of,

fr. par- thoroughly (fr. L per-) + jeter to throw — more at jet] : to
coat with plaster; esp : to apply ornamental plaster to

2parget n 1 : plaster, whitewash, or roughcast for coating a wall
2 : plasterwork esp. in raised ornamental figures on walls

par.he.lic \par-'he-lik\ or par-he-li-a-cal \,par-hi-'lT-3-k3l\ adj
; of or relating to a parhelion

parhelic circle n : a luminous circle or halo parallel to the horizon
at the altitude of the sun — called also parhelic ring

par.he-ljon \par-'hel-yan\ n, pi par-he.lia \-y3\ [L parelion, fr.

Gk parelion, fr. para- + helios sun ~ more at solar] : any one of
several bright spots often tinged with color that often appear on
the parhelic circle

pa.ri.ah \pa-'rT-a\ n ITamil paraiyan, lit., drummer] 1 : a member
of a low caste of southern India and Burma 2 : outcast

par.l.an \'par-e-an, 'per-\ adj 1 cap : of or relating to the island
of Paros noted for its marble used extensively for sculpture in
ancient times 2 : of or relating to a fine white porcelain or the
clay used in making it

Parian ware n : a cream-colored soft china made from feldspar and
kaolin and used unglazed esp. for making statuettes

par-i-es Vpar-e-.ez 'per-; 'par-e-,as\ n, pi pa-ri-etes \p3-'rT-3-
,tez, pa-'re-3-,tas\ [NL parier-, paries, fr. L, wall; akin to L sparus
spear— more at spear] ; the waU of a cavity or hollow organ— usu.
used in pi.

pa.ri.etal \p3-'rT-3t-'l\ adj 1 a : of or relating to the walls of a
part or cavity b : of, relating to, or forming the upper posterior wall

of the head 2 : attached to the main wall rather than the axis or
a cross wall of an ovary — used of an ovule or a placenta 3 : of or
relating to Ufe within college walls or its order and regulation
— parietal n

parietal bone n : either of a pair of membrane bones of the roof of
the skull between the frontal bones and the occipital bones

pari-mu-tu-el \,par-i-'myuch-(3-)w3l, -'myu-ch3l\ n, pi pari-
mutuels also in sense 1 paris-mu-tu-els \both .par-i-'myiich-

(a-)walz, -'myii-ch3lz\ [F pari mutuel, Ut., mutual stake] 1 : a
system of betting in which those who bet on the winners of the first

three places share the total stakes minus a percentage for the
management 2 : a machine for registering the bets and computing
the payoffs in pari-mutuel betting

pa-ri pas.su \,par-e-'pas-(,)U, ,par-e-'pas-\ adv {or adj) [L, with
equal step] ; at an equal rate or pace
Par. is \'par-as\ n [L, fr. Gk] : a son of Priam whose abduction of
Helen leads to the Trojan War

Par-is green \,par-3s-\ n [Paris, France] 1 : an insecticide and
pigment prepared as a very poisonous bright green powder (as

from arsenic trioxide and copper acetate) 2 ; a variable color
averaging a brilliant yellowish green

par-ish \*par-ish\ n IME parisshe, fr. MF parroche, fr. l^Lparochia,
fr. LGk paroikia, fr. paroikos Christian, tr. Gk, stranger, fr. para-
+ oikos house — more at viciNrTY] 1 a (l") ; the ecclesiastical unit
of area committed to one pastor (2) : the residents of such area
b Bril : a subdivision of a county often coinciding with an original

ecclesiastical parish and constituting the unit of local government
2 : a local church community composed of the members or con-
stituents of a Protestant church 3 : a civil division of the state of
Louisiana corresponding to a county in other states

pa>rish*io<ner \p3-'rish-(3-)n3r\ n [ME parisshoner, prob. modif.
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of MF parrochien, fr. parroche"} : a member or inhabitant of a
parish
ipar-i-ty \'par-3t-e\ n [L paritas, fr. par equal] 1 : the quality or
state of being equal or equivalent 2 a : equivalence of a commodity
price expressed in one currency to its price expressed in another
b ; equality of purchasing power established by law between
different kinds of money at a given ratio 3 : an equivalence be-
tween farmers' current purchasing power and their purchasing pow-
er at a selected base period maintained by government support of
agricultural commodity prices

2parity n : the state or fact of having borne offspring; also : the
number of children previously borne
ipark \'park\ n [ME, fr. OF pare enclosure, fr. (assumed) VL
parricus\ 1 a : an enclosed piece of ground stocked with beasts
of the chase and held by royal prescription or grant b : a tract of
land often including lawns, woodland, and pasture attached to a
country house and used as a game preserve and for recreation
2 a : a piece of ground in or near a city or town kent for ornament
and recreation b : an area maintained in its natural state as a
public property 3 a : a level valley between mountain ranges
& : an open space surrounded by woodland 4 a : a space occupied
by military animals, vehicles, or materials b : parking lot
5 : an enclosed arena or stadium used esp. for ball games

2park vt 1 : to enclose in a park 2 a (1) : to bring to a stop and
keep standing at the edge of a public way (2) ; to leave temporarily
on a public way or in a parking lot or garage b : to land or leave
an airplane 3 : to set and leave temporarily 4 : to assemble (as
equipment or stores) in a military dump or park '^ vi : to park a
vehicle — parber n
par*ka \'par-k3\ n [Aleut, skin, outer garment, fr. Russ, pelt, fr.

Samoyed] 1 : a hooded fur pullover garment for arctic wear
2 : a fabric pullover or jacket for sports or military wear

parking lot u : an outdoor lot for the parking of motor vehicles

par*kiii°son*isin \'par-k3n-sa-,niz-am\ n 1 : paralysis agitans
2 : a chronic nervous disorder marked by muscle rigidity but
without tremor of resting muscles
Par.kin.son's disease \'par-k3n-s3nz-\ n [James Parkinson tl824
E physician] : paralysis agitans

park.way \'par-,kwa\ n ; a broad landscaped thoroughfare
par-lance \'par-bn(t)s\ n [MF, fr. OF, fr. parler} 1 : speech; esp

; formal debate or parley 2 : manner or mode of speech : idiom
par.lan.do \par-"lan-(,)do\ or par-lan-te \-(.)ta\ aclj iparlando
fr. It, verbal of parlare to speak, fr. ML parabolare; parkmte fr.

It, prp. of parlare"] : delivered or performed in an unsustained style

suggestive of speech_^ used as a direction in music
ipar.lay \'par-,la, -le\ vt [F paroti, n., parlay, fr. It dial., pi. of
parole, fr. para equal, fr. L par] 1 : to bet in a parlay 2 : to ex-
ploit successfully : magnify

2parlay n : a series of two or more bets so set up in advance that
the original stake plus its winnings are risked on the successive
wagers; broadly : the fresh risking of an original stake together
with its winnings

parle \'par(3)l\ vi or n [ME parlen to parley, fr. MF parler] archaic
: PARLEY

ipar-ley \'par-Ie\ vi [MF parler to speak, fr. ML parabolare, fr. LL
parabola speech, parable — more at parable] : to speak with an-
other : confer; specij : to discuss terms with an enemy

2parley n l a ; a conference for discussion of points in dispute b : a
conference with an enemy 2 : conversation, discussion

par.lia.ment \'par-l3-mant, US also 'parl-ys-X n [ME, fr. OF par-
lement, fr. parler] 1 ; a formal conference for the discussion of
public affairs; specij : a council of state in early medieval England
2 a : an assemblage of the nobility, clergy, and commons called
together by the British sovereign as the supreme legislative body
in the United Kingdom bra similar assemblage in another
nation or state 3 a : the supreme legislative body of a usu. major
political unit that is a continuing institution comprising a series

of individual parliaments b : the British House of Commons
4 : one of several principal courts of justice existing in France
before the revolution of 1789

par.lia.men.tar<i>an \,par-l3-,men-'ter-e-3n, -man-, ,pari-y3-\ n
1 ojten cap : an adherent of the parliament in opposition to the
king during the English Civil War 2 : an expert in the rules and
usages of a parliament or other deliberative assembly

par.lia.men-ta-ry \-'ment-3-re, -'men-tre\ adj 1 a : of or relating

to a parliament b ; enacted, done, or ratified by a parliament
2 : of or adhering to the parliament as opposed to the king during
the English Civil War 3 : of, based on, or having the character-

istics of parliamentary government 4 : of or relating to members
of a parliament 5 : of or according to parliamentary law

parliamentary government n : a system of government having
the real executive power vested in a cabinet composed of members
of the legislature who are individually and collectively responsible
to the legislature

parliamentary law n : the rules and precedents governing the pro-
ceedings of deliberative assemblies and other organizations

par>lor or chiejly Brit par.lonr \'par-l3r\ n. ojten atirib [ME
parlour, fr. OF. fr. parler] 1 : a room used primarily for conversa-
tion or the reception of guests; as a : a room in a private dwelling

for the entertainment of guesis b : a conference chamber or private

reception room c ; a room in an inn. hotel, or club for conversa-
tion or semiprivate uses 2 : any of various business places <funeral
'^> <beauty -->

parlor car n t an extra-fare railroad passenger car for day travel

equipped with individual chairs
par>lor>maid \ ,mad\ n : a maid in a private home who attends to

the parlor, the table, and the door
.. ipar.lOUS Vpar ias\ adj [ME, alter, of perilous] 1 : fraught with

danger or risk : hazardous 2 obs ; dangerously shrewd or cun-
ning — par-lous-ly adv
spar^^us adv i to a very great extent : exceedingly
Par.me.san \'par-m3-,zan, -,zan. -Z9n\ n iparmesan (of Parma)]

: a very hard dry cheese with a sharp flavor

Par.nas.si.an \par-'nas-e-3n\ adj 1 [L parnassius of Parnassus,
fr. Gk parnasios, fr. Parnasos Parnassus, mountain in Greece
sacred to .A,polio and the Muses] : of or relating to poetry 2 [F
parnassien, tr. Parnasse Parnassus; fr. Le Parnasse contemporain
(1866) an anthology of poetry] : of or relating to a school of

French poets of the second half of the 19th century emphasizing
metrical form rather than emotion — Parnassian n

pa.ro.Chi.al \p3-'ro-ke-3l\ adj [ME parochiall, fr. MP parochial, fr.

LL parochialis, fr. parochia parish — more at parish] 1 ; of or
relating to a church parish 2 : confined or restricted as if within
the borders of a parish ; provincial — pa.ro. obi. al>ly \-ke-3-le\

the quality or state of being

,par-6-\ n ; inflammation of the parotid

adv
pa.ro.chi.al'ism \-ke-3-,liz-3r
parochial; esp : narrowness

parochial school n : a school maintained by a religious body
par.O'dist \'par-3d-3st\ n : a writer of parodies
par.Q.dy \'par-3d-e\ n [L parodia, fr. Gk paroidia, fr. para- +
aidein to sing — more at ode] 1 : a literary or musical work in
which the style of an author or work is closely imitated for comic
effect or in ridicule 2 : a feeble or ridiculous imitation syn see
caricature — parody vt

pa.rol \p3-'r6I\ n [MF parole] : word OF moitth <prove by '^>— parol adj
ipa.role \p3-'ro!\ n [F, speech, parole, fr. LL parabola speech —
more at parable] 1 : a promise made with or confirmed by a pledge
of one's honor; esp : the promise of a prisoner of war to fulfill

stated conditions in consideration of his release 2 : a watchword
given only to officers of the guard and of the day 3 : a conditional
release of a prisoner serving an indeterminate or unexpired sentence— parole adj
2parole vt : to release (a prisoner) on parole — pa.ro.lee \pa-,ro-
*le, ,par-a-'le\ n

par>ono*ma.sia \,par-3-no-'ma-zh(e-)3, ps-.ran-a-'ma-X n [L, fr.

Gk, fr. paronomazein to call with a slight change of name, fr. para-
+ onoma name — more at name] : a play on words ; pun — par-
oncmas'tic \-'mas-tik\ adj

par.onym \'par-a-,nim\ n [LL paronymon, fr. Gk parbnymon, neut.
of paronymos] : a paronymous word

par*ojl.y>mous Xpa-'rari-a-mss, pa-\ adj [Gk paronymos, fr. para-
+ -onymos (as in homonymos homonymous)] 1 : conjugate 4
2 a : formed from a word in another language b ; having a form
similar to that of a cogn^ate foreign word

par.Otid Xpa-'rat-ad, -'rot-\ adj [NL parotid-, parotis parotid
gland, fr. L, tumor near the ear, fr. Gk parotid-, paroris, fr. para- -\-

ot-. ous ear — more at ear] : of or relating to the parotid gland
parotid gland n ; either of a pair of large serous salivary glands
situated below and in front of the ear

par-oti-tis \.par-3-'tTt
glands; also : mumps
-p.a.rous \p-(3-)r3s\ adj comb jorn
birth to, produce — more at pare]
(Joiparous}

Par.QU.Sia \,par-ii-'se-3, pa-'riJ-ze-A n [Gk, lit., presence, fr.

paront-, paron, prp. of pareinai to be present, fr. para- -¥ einai to
be — more at is] : second coming

par.QX.ysm \'par-ak-,siz-am\ n [F & ML; F paroxysme, fr. ML
paroxysmus, fr. Gk paroxysmos, fr. paroxynein to stimulate, fr.

para- + oxynein to provoke, fr. oxys sharp — more at oxygen]
1 ; a sudden attack (as of a disease) or sharp recurrence or increase
of symptoms : convulsion 2 : a sudden violent emotion or action
— par.ox.ys-mal \,par-3k-'siz-mal\ adj

par.oxy. tone \(')paf3)r-'ak-si-,t6n\ adj INl. paroxytonus, fr. Gk
paroxytonos, fr. para- -»- oxvtonos oxylone] : having or character-
ized by an acute accent on the penult — paroxytone n
ipar.quet \par-'ka\ vt par.queted \-*kad\ par-quet.ing \-'ka-

io\ 1 : to furnish with a floor of parquetry 2 : to make of par-
quetry
2parquet n [F, fr. MF, small enclosure, fr. pare park] 1 a : a pat-

terned flooring; esp : one made of parquetry b : parquetry
2 : the lower floor of a theater; specij : the part from the front of
the stage to the parquet circle

parquet circle n ; the part of the lower floor of a theater beneath
the galleries

par. que. try \'par-k3-tre\ n : a patterned
wood inlay used esp. for floors

parr \'par\ n, pi parr also parrs [origin un-
known] : a young salmon actively feeding in

fresh water; also : the young of any of several
other fiihes

par.ra-keet \'par-3-,ket\ n [Sp & MF; Sp
periquiio, fr. MF perroquet parrot] : any of
numerous usu. small slender parrots with a
long graduated tail

par.rel or paj.ral \'par-al\ n [ME perell, fr.

alter, of parail apparel, short for apparail, fr.

MF apareil, fr. apareillier to prepare — more at apparel] : a rope
loop or sliding collar by which a yard or spar is held to a mast in

such a way that it may be hoisted
par.ri'Ci.dal \,par
ricide

par-ri-cide \'par-3-,sTd\ n 1 [L parricida killer of a close relative,

fr. parri- (akin to Gk peos kinsman by marriage) + -cida -cide]

; one that murders his father, mother, or a close relative 2 [L
parricidium murder of a close relative, fr. parri- + -cidium -cide]

: the act of a parricide
ipar.rot \'par-3t\ n [prob. irreg. fr. MF perroquet] 1 : any of

numerous widely distributed tropical zygodactyl birds (order

Psittaciformes) that have a distinctive stout curved hooked bill

and are often crested and brightly variegated and excellent mimics

2 : a person who sedulously echoes the words of another — parrot

2parrot vt ; to repeat by rote

parrot disease n : psittacosis — called also parrot jever

parrot lish n : any of numerous marine percoid fish (as of the

families Scaridae and Labridae) having the teeth in each jaw fused

into a cutting plate like a beak
par-ry \'par-e\ vb [prob. fr. F parez, imper. of parer to parry, fr.

OProv parar, fr. L parare to prepare — more of pare] vi 1 ; to

ward off a weapon or blow 2 : to turn aside something ~ vt

1 : to ward off (as a blow) 2 ; to evade esp. by an adroit answer
— parry n

parse \'pars, 'parz\ vb [L pars orationis part of speech] vt 1 :_to

resolve (as a sentence) into component parts of speech and describe

parquetry

a abnt; ® kitten; _ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

i joke; q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; til this

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zH vision
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them gramniatlcally 2 : to describe grammatically by stating the
part of speech and explaining the inflection and syntactical rela-
tionships ~ vi 1 ; to give a grammatical description of a word or a
group of words 2 ; to admit of being parsed

pai-sec \'par-,sek\ n [parallax + second] : a unit of measure for
interstellar space equal to a distance having a heliocentric parallax
of one second or to 206,265 times the radius of the earth's orbit
or to 3.26 light-years or to 19.2 trillion miles

par-Si also Par-see \'par-,se\ n [Per parsl, fr. Pars Persia] 1 : a
Zoroastrian descended from Persian refugees settled principally at
Bombay 2 : the Iranian dialect of the Parsi religious literature— Par'Si'isiu \-,iz-am\ n

Par.Si.fal \'par-zi-,fal, -s3-.f61\ n [Gl : a knight of the Holy
Grail and hero of Wagner's Parsifal

par>5i-ino*ni>ous \,par-s9-*mo-ne-as\ adj : excessively frugal
: NIGGARDLY syii See STINGY — par-si-mo-ni-ous*ly adv

pai>si<ino-liy \'par-sa-,ra6-ne\ n [MB parcimony, fr. h parsimonia,
fr. parsus, pp. of parcere to spare] 1 a : carefulness with money or
resources : thrift b ; niggardliness, stinginess 2 : economy in
the use of a means to an end

pars-ley \'par-sle\ n IMEpersely, fr. OE petersilie, fr. (assumed)
VL petrosilium, alter, of L petroselinum, fr. Gk petroselinon, fr.

petros stone + selinon celery] : a southern European annual or
biennial herb (Petroselinum crispum) of the carrot family widely
cultivated for its leaves which are used as a cuUnary herb or garnish

pars-nip \'par-sn3p\ n [ME pasnepe, modif. of MF pasnaie, fr. L
pastinaca, fr. pastinum 2-pronged dibble] : a European biennial
herb {Pastinaca sativa) of the carrot family with large pinnate
leaves and yellow flowers; also : its long tapered root used in culti-
vated varieties as a vegetable

par-son \'pars-'n\ n [ME persone, fr. OF, fr. ML persona, lit.,

person, fr. L] 1 ; rector 2 : clergyman; esp : a Protestant
pastor

par-son-age \'par-snij, 'pars-'n-ijA n : the house provided by a
church for its pastor
ipart \'part\ n [ME, fr, OF & OE, both fr. L part-, pars; akin to L
parare to prepare — more at pare] 1 a (1) : one of the portions
into which something is or is regarded as divided and which
together constitute the whole (2) ; an essential portion or integral
element b ; one of several or many equal units of which something
is composed c (1) ; auquot (2) : partial fraction dpi : the
external genital and excretory organs e : a division of a literary
work f (1) : a vocal or instrumental line or melody in concerted
music or in harmony (2) ; a particular voice or instrument in
concerted music; also : the score for it g : a constituent member
of a machine or other apparatus; also : a spare part 2 : something
falling to one in a division or apportionment : share 3 : duty,
FUNCTION 4 : one of the opposing sides in a conflict or dispute
6 : DISTRICT, REGION 6 I a function or course of action performed
7 a ; an actor's lines in a play b ; the role of a character in a play
8 ; a constituent of character or capacity ; talent 9 : the line
where the hair is parted
syn part, portion, piece, member, division, sechon, segment,
FRAGMENT mean something less than the whole, part is a general
term interchangeable with any of the others; portion implies an
assigned or allotted part; piece appUes to a separate or detached
part of a whole; member suggests one of tlae functional units
composing a body; division and SEcnON imply a part made by
cutting, division usu. suggesting a larger or more diversified sub-
ordinate part than section; segment applies to a part separated
or marked out by natural lines of cleavage; fragment applies to a
part produced accidentally as by breaking off or shattering

apart vb [ME parten, fr. OF partir, fr. L partire to divide, fr. part-,
pars] VI la: to separate from or take leave of someone h ; to
take leave of one another 2 : to become separated into parts
3 a : to go away : depart b : die 4 : to become separated,
detached, or broken 5 : to relinquish possession or control
'^ vt 1 a : to divide into parts b : to separate by combing on each
side of a line c ; to break or suffer the breaking of (as a rope or
anchor chain) 2 : to divide into shares and distribute : apportion
3 a : separate, sunder b ; to keep separate c ; to hold apart
d : to separate by a process of extraction, elimination, or secretion
4 a archaic I LEAVE, Quir b dial Brit I to give up ; relinquish
syn see separate
3part adv ; partly
4part adj : partial
par-take \par-'tak, par-X vb [back-formation fr. partaker, alter.

of part taker} vi 1 : to take a part or share : participate 2 : to
have some of the qualities or attributes of something ^ vt t to
take part in syn see share — par-tak-er n

par-tan \'part-'n\ n [ME (Sc), of Celt origin; akin to ScGael
partan crab] : a European edible crab {Cancer pagurus)
part-ed \*part-3d\ adj l a : divided into parts b : cleft so that
the divisions reach nearly but not quite to the base iZ-parted
corolla) 2 archaic i deceased

par-terre \par-'te(3)r\ n [F, fr. MF. fr. par terre on the ground]
1 : an ornamental garden with paths between the beds 2 : the
part of the floor of a theater behind the orchestra; esp : parquet

par- the.no.car-pic \.par-th9-no-'kar-pik\ adj : exhibiting par-
thenocarpy — par-the-no-car-pi-cal-ly \-pi-k(3-)le\ adv

par-the-no-car-py \'p"ar-th3-no-,kar-pe\ n [ISV, fr. Gk parthenos
virgm + karpos fruit — more at harvest] ; the production of
fi-uits without fertiUzation

par-the-no-gen-e.sis \.par-th3-n6-'jen-3-sas\ n [NL, fr. Gk par-
thenos + L genesis} : reproduction by development of an un-
fertilized gamete that occurs esp. among lower plants and inverte-
brate animals — par-the-no-ge-net-ic \.par-th3-n6-J9-'net-ik\ adj— par.the.uo.ge-net.i.cal.ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv
Par.the.non \'par-tha-.nan, -nsn\ n [L, fr. Gk Parthenon} : a
celebrated Doric temple of Athena built on the acropolis at
Athens in the 5th century B.C.

Par-lhi.an \'par-the-3n\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic
ol ancient Parthia or its people 2 : of or relating to a shot fired
while m real or feigned retreat — Parthian n
ipar-tial \'par-sh5l\ adj [ME parciai, fr. MF partial, fr. ML
partialis, tr. LL, of a part, fr L part-, pars part] 1 : inclined to
favor one party more than the other : biased 2 : markedly or
foolishly fond of someone or something 3 : of or relating to a
part rather than the whole — par-tlal-ly \'parsh-(9-)le\ adv

apartial n : overtone l — called also upper partial

partial fraction n ; one of the simpler fractions into the sum of
which the quotient of two polynomials may be decomposed

par-tial-i-ty \,par-she-'al-9t-e, par-'shal-\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being partial : bias 2 : a special taste or liking

partially ordered adj : having some elements connected by a re-
lation that is transitive and not symmetric {partially ordered set of
numbers)

part-ible \'part-3-bal\ adj ! capable of being parted : divisible
par-tic-i-pant \p9r-'tis-(3-)p9nt, pai:-\ n : one that participates —
participant adj

par>tic-i-pate \par-'tis-a-,pat, par-\ vb [L participatus, pp. of
participare, fr. particip-, particeps participant, fr. part- pars part +
capere to take— more at heave] vt ; partake -^ vi 1 : to possess
something of the nature of a person, thing, or quality 2 ; to take
part syn see share — par*tic-i>pa-tive \-,pat-iv\ adj — par-
tic>l-pa-tor \-,pat-ar\ n

par>tic-i-pat-ing adj l : involving participation by more than one
person or agency (--^ mortgage) 2 : sharing in distributions <'^
stock)

par-tici.pa-tion Npsr-.tis-s-'pa-shsn, (,)par-\ n 1 : the act of
participating 2 : the state of being related to a larger whole

par-ti-cip-i-al \,part-3-'sip-e-3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or formed
with or from a participle — par-ti-cip-i-al-ly \-e-3-le\ adv

par-ti-ci-ple \'part-s-,sip-3l\ n [ME, fr. MF, modif. of L par-
ticipium, fr. particip-, particeps} : a word having the characteristics
of both verb and adjective; esp : an EngUsh verbal form that has the
function of an adjective and at the same time shows such verbal
features as tense and voice and capacity to take an object

par-ti.Cle \'part-i-kal\ n [ME, fr. 'Lparticula, fr, dim. oi part-, pars}
1 archaic : a clause or article of a composition or document
2 : one of the minute subdivisions of matter 3 a ; a minute
quantity or fragment h ; the smallest possible portion or amount
of something 4 a : a unit of speech serving almost as a loose affix,

expressing some genersil aspect of meaning or some connective or
limiting relation, and including the articles, most prepositions and
conjunctions, and some interjections and adverbs b : an element
that resembles a word but that is used only in composition (as

un- in unfair and -ward in backward) 5 : a small eucharistic wafer
distributed to a Roman CathoUc layman at Communion

par-ti-col-ored \,part-e-'k9l-ard\ ad; [obs. E party (parti-colored)
+ E colored} : showing different colors or tints

ipar-tiCU-lar \p3(r)-'tik-y9-lar\ adj [ME particuler, fr. MF, fr. LL
particularis, fr. L particula small part] 1 : of or relating to a single
person or thing 2 obs : partial 3 : of or relating to details

: minute 4 : distinctive among others : special 5 a : being a par-
ticular in logic b : affirming or denying a predicate to a part of the
subject — used of a proposition in logic ("some men are wise" is a
'--' affirmative) 6 a : attentive to details ; exact b ; nice in
taste : fastidious c : hard to please ; exacting syn see cir-
cumstantial, nice, single, special

aparticular n l archaic : a separate part of a whole 2 a : an
individual fact or detail b : a specific item or detail of information
or news (bill of ~s> 3 a : an individual or a specific subclass in
logic falling under some general concept or term b ; a partictilar

proposition in logic syn see item
par.tic-U.lar>ism \p3(r)-'tik-y3-l3-,riz-sm, par-\ n 1 : exclusive or
special devotion to a particular interest 2 : a theological doctrine
that redemption through Christ is provided only for the elect 3 : a
political theory that each political group has a right to promote its

own interests and esp. independence without regard to the interests

of larger groups 4 : a tendency to explain complex social phe-
nomena in terms of a single causative factor — par-tic-n*iar*ist
\-r9st\ n

par-tic-u-lar.i-ty \p9(r)-.tik-y3-'lar-3t-e. CJpar-X n 1 a : a minute
detail : particular b ; an individual characteristic : peculiarity;
also : singularity 2 a ; the quality or state of being particular as
opposed to universal b : attentiveness to detail ; exactness
c ; fastidiousness in behavior or expression

par.tic-u-lar-iza-tion X-ys-lsre-'za-shanX n : the act of particular-
izing : the condition of being particularized.

par-tic-u-lar-ize \p3(r)-'tik-y3-la-,rTz, par-\ vt : to state in detail

: specify ^ VI :.to go into details

par.tlc«u-lar-ly \p3(r)-'tik-y3-(l3r-)le, pa-'tik-yar-le, par-'tik-y9-

lar-le\ adv 1 ; in a particular maimer 2 : to an imusual degree
: especially

par-tic-u-late Vpsr-'tik-ys-lat, par-, -,lat\ adj [L particula} : of or
relating to minute separate particles

particulate inheritance n ; inheritance of characters specif.

transmitted by genes in accord with Mendel's laws
par-ti pris \,par-,te-'pre\ n, pi par-tis pris \-,te-'pre(z)\ [F, lit.,

side taken] ; a preconceived opinion : prejudice
ipar-ti-san or par-ti.zan \'part-3-zsn also -son, Brit usu ,par-tiz-

'an\ n [MF partisan, fr. Olt partigiano, fr. parte part, party, fr. L
part-, pars part] 1 : one that takes the part of another : supporter
2 a ; a member of a body of detached hght troops making forays
and harassing an enemy b : a member of a guerrilla band operat-
ing within enemy hues syn see follower — partisan adj — par-
ti-san-ship \-,ship\ n

2par-ti.san or par-ti-zan \'part-9-zan, -san\ n [MF partisane, tr.

Olt partigiana, fem. of partigiano} : a weapon of the 16th and 17th
centuries with long shaft and broad blade

par-ti.ta \par-'tet-9\ n [It, fr. partire to divide, fr. L — more at

part] 1 ; variation S 2 ; suite 2b(l)
par-tite \*par-,tTt\ adj [L partitus, fr. pp. of partire} 1 : divided
into a usu. specified number of parts 2 : parted lb

par-ti'tion Xpar-'tish-an. par-\ n 1 a : the action of parting : the
state of being parted ; division b : separation of a class or whole
into constituent elements 2 : something thai divides; esp : an
interior dividing wall 3 : one of the parts or sections of a whole —
partition vt par-ti-tion-ing \-'tish-(3-)nin\ — par-ti-tion-er
\-'tish-(3-)nar\ n — par-ti-tion-ist \-(3-)n3st\ n

par-ti-tive \'part-3t-iv\ adj 1 : serving to part or divide into parts
2 a : of, relating to, or denoting a part <a '-- construction) b ; serv-

ing to indicate that of which a part is specified <~ genitive) —
partitive n — par-ti-tive-ly adv

part-let \'part-l3t\ n [ME (Sc) patelet, fr. MF patelette, fr. dim. of
patte paw — more at patten] : a 16th centuiV chemisette with a
band or collar

part-ly \'part-le\ adv : in some measure or degree ; partially
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part music n : vocal music for several voices in independent parts
usu. without accompaniment
Tpart.ner X'part-nsr, as a term oj address often "pard-N n [ME
parlener, alter, of parcener, fr, AF, coparcener — more at par-
cener] 1 archaic : partaker, sharer 2 a : associate, col-
league b : either of a couple who dance together c : one of two
or more persons who play together in a game against an opposing
side d : HUSBAND, WIFE 3 : a member of a partnership 4 : one of
the heavy timbers that strengthen a ship's deck to support a mast

^partner vi l : to join as partner 2 : to provide with a partner
-*- vi : to act as a partner

part<ner-slup \-,ship\ n l ; the state of being a partner : par-
ticipation 2 : a legal relation existing between two or more
persons contractually associated as joint principals in a business

part of speech ; a traditional class of words distinguished ac-
cording to the kind of idea denoted and the function performed in a
senterjce : major form class

par-tridge \'par-trij, dial or archaic -pa-trijX n, pi partridge or
par>trldg-es [ME partrich, modif. of OF perdris. modif. of L
perdic-, perdix, fr. Gk perdik-, perdix] 1 : any of various typically
medium-sized stout-bodied Old World gallinaceous game birds
(Perdix, Alectoris, and related genera) with variegated plumage
2 : any of numerous gallinaceous birds (as the American ruffed
grouse or bobwhite) more or less like the Old World partridges in

size, habits, or value as game
par-tridgC'toer-ry \-,ber-e\ n : any of several plants with fruits

eaten by partridges; esp : an American traiUng evergreen plant
{Mitchella repens) of the madder family with insipid scarlet berries

part-song \'part-,s6r)\ n : a song consisting of two or more voice
parts

part-time \-'tTm\ adj : involving or working less than customary
or standard hours

par-tu-ri-ent Xpar-'tCyliir-e-antX adj [L parturient-, parturiens, prp.
of parlurire to be in labor, fr. parere to produce — more at pare]
la: bringing forth or about to bring forth young b : of or relating

to parturition 2 : being at the point of producing something
par-tu-ri'tion \,part-3-'rish-an, .par-ch3-\ n [LL parturition-,

parturitio, fr. L parturitus, pp. of parturire} : the act or process of
giving birth to offspring

par-ty \'part-e\ n [ME partie part, party, fr. OF. fr. partir to
divide — more at part] 1 : a person or group taking one side of a
question, dispute, or contest 2 : a group of persons organized for

the purpose of directing the policies of a government 3 : a person
or group participating in an action or affair ; participant <a '^ to

the transaction) 4 : a particular individual : person <a coquettish
little '^> 5 : a detail of soldiers 6 : a social gathering; also : the

entertainment provided for it — party adj
party line n l : the policy or practice of a political party (elections

fought on parly lines} 2 : a single telephone circuit connecting two
or more subscribers with the exchange — called also party wire

3 : the principles or policies of an individual or organization; esp

: the official policies of the Communist party — par-ty-lin*er
\,part-e-"lT-n3r\ n

party wall n : a wall which divides two adjoining properties and in

which each of the owners of the adjoining properties has rights of

enjoyment
pa>nire \pa-'ru(3)r\ n [F, Ut., adornment, fr. OF pareure, fr. parer

to prepare, adorn — more at pare] : a matched set of jewelry or
other ornaments

par.ve \'par-v3\ var oj pareve
par-ve.nu \'par-va-.n(y)ii\ n [F, fr. pp. of parvenir to arrive, fr. L
pervenire, fr. per through + venire to come — more at for, come]
: one who has recently or suddenly attained to wealth or power and
has not yet secured the social position appropriate to it : upstart —
parvenu or par-ve-nue \-,n(y)u\ adj

par-vis also par.vise \'par-v3s\ n [ME parvis, fr. MF, modif. of LL
paradisus enclosed park — more at paradise] 1 : a court or en-

closed space before a building (as a church) 2 : a single portico or

colonnade before a church
pas \'pa\ n, pi pas \'pa(z)\ [F, fr. L passus step — more at pace]
1 : the right of precedence 2 : a dance step or combination of

steps

Fasch X'paskV n [ME pasche Passover, Easter, fr. OF, fr. LL
pascha, fr. LGk, fr. Gk, Passover, fr. Heb pesah"^ 1 : passover
2 : EASTER — pas-chal \'pas-kal\ adj

paschal lamb « 1 : a lamb slain and eaten at the Passover 2 cap

a : CHRIST b : agnus dei
pas de deux \.pad-3-'d9(r), -'duX n, pi pas de deux \-'d3r(z),

-'d3(z), -'du(z)\ [F, lit., step for two] : a dance or figure for two
performers
pas de trois \-'trwa, -tro-'wa\ n, pi pas de trois \-

•wa(z)\ [F, lit., step for three] ' - -" f:^..^^

formers
pa«se \'pas-(,)a\ n [Sp, lit., feint, fr. pase let him pass, fr. pasar to

pass, fr. (assumed) VL passare} ; a movement of a cape by a mata-
dor in drawing a bull and taking his charge

pa.seo \p3-'sa-(,^6\ n [Sp] 1 a : a leisurely stroll : promenade
O) : a public walk or boulevard 2 : a formal entrance march of

DuUfighters into an arena
Ipash \'pash\ vl [ME passhen] dial Eng : SMASH
apash n [origin unknown] dial Eng : head
apash n [by shortening & alter, fr. passion} slang i a schoolgirl in-

fatuation
pa>Sha \'pash-3, 'pash-; pa-'sha, -'shoX n [Turk paja] ; a man of

high rank (as a former governor in Turkey)

Pash.tO \'p3sh-(,)t6\ n [Per pashtu, fr. Pashto] : the Iranian

language of the Pathan people which is the chief vernacular of

eastern Afghanistan. North-West Frontier Province of Pakistan,

and northern Baluchistan

Pa.siph.ae \p3-'sif-3-.e\ n [L, fr. Gk Pasiphae^ : the wife of

Minos and mother of the Minotaur by a white bull

pasque.llow.er \'pask-,flaii(-3)r\ n [MF passejleur, fr. passer to

pass + jleiT flower, fr. L jlor-, jlos — more at blow] : any of

several low perennial herbs (genus Anemone) of the crowfoot fami y

with palmately compound leaves and large usu. white or purple

flowers in early spring

pas-qui*nade \,pas-kw3-'nad\ n [MF, fr. It pasguinata, fr. Pas-

. dance or figure for three per-

qulno, name given to a statue in Rome on which lampoons were
posted] 1 : a lampoon posted in a public place 2 ; satirical
writing ; s.iLTiRE — pasquinade vt

ipass \'pas\ vb [ME passen, fr. OF passer, fr. (assumed) VL
passare, fr. L passus step — more at pace] vi 1 : move, proceed
2 a : to go away : depart b : die — often used with on 3a: to go
by or move past b : to glide by (as of time) c : to move past
another vehicle going in the same direction 4 a : to go or make
one's way through b : to go uncensured or unchallenqed <lei his
remark '^> 5 : to go from 6 iAF passer, lit., to proceed, fr. OF]
a oj a jury (1) ; to sit in inquest (2) : to sit in adjudication b (1)
; to render a legal judgment (2) : to express a decided opinion
7 a ; to undergo transfer so as to become vested in another b : to
go from the control or possession of one person or group to that of
another (throne -^ed to his son) 8 a : happen, occur b : to take
place as a mutual exchange or transaction (words ~erf> 9 a : to
secure the approval of a legislature or other body that has power to
sanction or reject a proposal b : to go through an inspection, test,

or course of study successfully 10 a : to serve as a medium of
exchange b : to be held or regarded c : to identify oneself or
accept identification as a white person though having some Negro
ancestry 11 a obs : to make a pass in fencing b : to execute a pass
(as in football) 12 a : to decline to bid, double, or redouble in a
card game b : to withdraw from the current poker pot ^ vt 1 : to
go beyond: as a : surpass b : to advance or develop beyond
c : to go past (one moving in the same direction) d : to transcend
the range or limitations of 2 a : to omit a regularly scheduled
declaration and payment of (a dividend) b : to leave out in an
account or narration 3 a : to go across, over, or through : cross
b : to live through : undergo c : to cause or permit to elapse
: spend 4 a : to secure the approval of b : to go through success-
fully <,~ed the exam) 5 a : to cause or permit to win approval or
legal or official sanction b : to let go unnoticed : overlook
c : to cause or allow to pass an examination or course of study
6 a : pledge b : to transfer the right or property in 7 a : to put
in circulation <~mg bad checks) b : to transfer from one person
to another c ; to cause or enable to go : transport d : to take a
turn with (as a rope) around something e : to transfer (as a ball)

to another player on the same team I : throw 8 a : to pronounce
judicially {'^ed sentence) b ; ittter 9 a : to cause or permit to go
past or through a barrier b ; to cause to march or go by in or-
der (,'^ed the troops in review) 10 : to emit or discharge from the
bowels 11 : to permit to reach first base by giving a base on balls~ pass-er n — pass muster : to pass an inspection or examina-
tion — pass the buck : to shift a responsibility to someone else— pass the hat : to take up a collection of money
2pass rt 1 : an opening, road, channel, or other way by which a
barrier may be passed or access gained to a particular place; esp : a
low place in a modntain range 2 : a position to be maintained usu.
against odds
apass n 1 : the act or an instance of passing : passage 2 : ac-
cOMPLisHMEhJT 3 '. 3. State of affairs : coNomON 4 a : a written
permission to move about freely in a particular place or to leave or
enter it b : a written leave of absence from a military post or
station for a brief period c : a permit or ticket allowing one free

transportation or free admission 5 : a thrust or lunge in fencing
6 a : a transference of objects by sleight of hand or other deceptive
means b ; a moving of the hands over or along something 7 ar-

chaic : an ingenious sally (as of wit) 8 : the passing of an ex-
amination or course of study; also : the mark or certification of
such passing 9 : a single complete mechanical operation 10 : a
transfer of a ball or a puck from one player to another on the same
team 11 : base on balls 12 a : a refusal to bid, bet. or draw an
additional card in a card game b : an election not to bid. double,
or redouble in bridge 13 : a throw of dice that wins the main bet

14 ; a single passage or movement of an airplane or other man*
made object over a place or toward a target 15 a: effort, try
b : a sexually inviting gesture or approach 16 : pase syn see junc-
ture
pass*able \'pas-3-b3l\ adj l a : capable of being passed, crossed,

or traveled on <~ roads) b : capable of being freely circulated

2 : barely good enough ; tolerable
pass>ably \-ble\ adv ; tolerably, moderately
pas<sa>ca-glia \,p"as-a-'kal-y3. ,pas-3-'kal-y3\ n [modif. of Sp
pasacallel 1 a : an old Italian or Spanish dance tune b : an
instrumental musical composition consisting of variations usu. on a

ground bass in moderately slow triple time 2 : an old dance per-

formed to a passacaglia
pas-sa-do \p»-'sad-(,^o\ n, pi passados or passadoes [modif. of

F passade (fr. It passata) or It passata, fr. passare to pass, fr.

(assumed) VL] : a thrust in fencing with one foot advanced
ipaS'Sage \'pas-ij\ n l a : the action or process of passing from
one place or condition to another b obs : death 2 a : a road,

path channel, or course by which something passes b : a corridor

or lobby giving access to the different rooms or parts of a building

or apartment 3 a (1) : a specific act of traveling or passing esp. by
sea or air (2) : a privilege of conveyance as a passenger : ac-

commodations b : the passing of a legislative measure or law

: enactment 4 : a right, liberty, or permission to pass 5 a : some-
thing that happens or is done : incident b : something that takes

place between two persons mutually 6 a : a usu. brief portion of a

written work or speech that is relevant to a point under discussion or

noteworthy for content or style b : a phrase or short section of a

musical composition c : a detail of a painting or other work of art

7 ; the act or action of passing something or undergoing a passing

2passage vi : to go past or across : cross
paS'Sage-way \-.wa\ n : a way that allows passage : passage 2

paS'Sant \'pas-'nt\ adj [MF, fr. prp. of passer to pass] : walking
with the farther forepaw raised — used of a heraldic animal

pass away vi 1 ; to go out of existence 2 : die
pasS'book \'pas-,buk\ n : bankbook
pass degree n : a bachelor's degree without honors that is taken at a
British university

pas>s6 \pa-'sa\ adj [F, fr. pp. of passer} 1 : past one*s prime
2 a : outmoded b : behind the times

passed ball n : a pitched ball not hit by the batter that passes the

catcher when he should have stopped it and allows a base runner

to advance a base
paS'Sel \'pas-3l\ n [alter, of parcel} : a large number : group

9 abut^ » kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; ij sing; o flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; th thm; tn this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip: i life

ii loot; U foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zn vision
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'sment-9-re\ n [F, fr. passement
incy edging or trimming made of

braid, cord, gimp, beading, or metallic thread in various combina-
tions

pas>sen*ger X'pas-'n-jarX n, ojten attrib [ME passager, fr. MF, fr.

passager, adj., passing, fr. passage act of passing, fr. OF, fr. passer}
1 : one who passes by : wayfarer 2 : a traveler in a public or
private conveyance

passenger pigeon n ; an extinct but formerly abundant No. Amer-
ican migratoi-y pigeon {Ectopistes migratorius)

passe-par-tout V.pas-par-'tu, -,par-\ n [F, fr. passe partout pass
everywhere] 1 : something that passes or enables one to pass
everywhere : master key 2 a : smat 1 b : a method of framing in
which a picture, a mat, a glass, and a back (as of cardboard) are
held together by strips of paper or cloth pasted over the edges
3 : a strong paper gummed on one side and used esp. for mounting
pictures

pas-ser.by \,pas-sr-'bT, 'pas-sr-.N n, pi pas*sers*by \-3rz-\ : one
who passes by

pas>ser*ine \'pas-5-,rTn\ adj [L passerinus of sparrows, fr. passer
sparrow] 1 ; of or relating to the largest order (Passeriformes)
of birds including more than half of all living birds and consisting
chiefly of altricial songbirds of perching habits 2 : of or relating
to a suborder (Passeres) of passerine birds comprising the true
songbirds with specialized vocal apparatus — passerine n

pas seul \pa-'s3r(-3)l, -'salX n [F, lit., solo step] : a solo dance or
dance figure

pas-si-ble \'pas-9-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL passibilis, fr. L
passus, pp. of paii to suffer — more at patient] : capable of feeling
or suffering

paS'Slm \'pas-3m; 'pas-,im, 'pas-\ adv [L, fr. passus scattered, fr.

pp. of pandere to spread — more at fathom] : here and there
ipasS'ing n : the act of one that passes or causes to pass; esp ; death— in passing ; by the way : parenthetically
^passing adj l : going by or past 2 : having a brief duration
3 obs : surpassing 4 : marked by haste, inattention, or inadequacy
: superficial 5 a : of, relating to, or used in or for the act or
process of passing b : given on satisfactory completion of an
examination or course of study
apassing adv ; to a surpassing degree ; exceedingly <'^ fair)

passing note n ; a note or tone foreign to the harmony and usu.
unaccented that is interposed for melodic smoothness between
essential notes or tones — called also passing tone

pas.sion \'pash-3n\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL passion-, vassio suf-
fering, being acted upon, fr. L passus, pp. of pad to suffer — more
at patient] 1 ojten cap a : the sufferings of Christ between the
night of the Las^ Supper and his death b : an oratorio based on a
gospel narrative of the passion of Christ 2 obs : suffering
3 : the state or capacity of being acted on by external agents or
forces 4 a (1) : emotion (2) pi ; the emotions as distinguished
from reason b : violent, intense, or overmastering feeling c : an
outbreak of anger 5 a : ardent affection : love b : a strong liking
for or devotion to some activity, object, or concept c : sexual
desire d ; an object of desire or deep interest — pa5>sion<less
\-l9S\ adj
syn PASSION, fervor, ardor, enthusiasm, zeal mean intense

emotion compelling action, passion appUes to an emotion that is

deeply stirring or ungovernable; fervor implies a steadily glowing
emotion; ardor suggests warm and excited feeling likely to be
fitful or short-lived; enthusiasm applies to lively or eager interest
in or admiration for a proposal or cause or activity; zeal implies
energetic and unflagging pursuit of an aim or devotion to a cause
syn see in addition feeling

pas*siou>al \'pash-an-^l, 'pash-nalX adj ; of, relating to, or marked
by passion

paSoSion-ate \*pash-(3-)n3t\ adj l a : easily aroused to anger
b ; filled with anger : angry 2 a : capable of, affected by, or
expressing intense feeling b : enthusiastic 3 ; swayed by or
affected with sexual desire syn see impassioned — pas»sion-ate-
ly adv — pas>sion*ate-ness n

pas»sion.flow.er \'pash-3n-.flau(-3)r\ ;

blance of parts of the flower to the
instruments of Christ's crucifixion] : any
of a genus (Passijlora of the family
Passifloraceae, the passionflower family)
of chiefly tropical woody tendrils
climbing vines or erect herbs with usu.
showy flowers and pulpy often edible
berries
Pas.sion.ist \'pash-(3-)nsst\ n, often
attrib [It passionista, fr. passione pas-
sion, fr. LL passion-, passio} X a priest
of a Roman Catholic mendicant order
founded in Italy in 1720 and devoted
chiefly to missionary work and retreats

passion play n, ojten cap 1st P z a
dramatic representation of the scenes
connected with the passion of Christ
Passion Sunday n : the 5th Sunday in Lent
Pas.sion.tide \'pash-3n-,tTd\ n ; the last two weeks of Lent
Passion Week « l : holy week 2 : the second week before
Easier

ipas-sive \'pas-iv\ adj [ME, fr. I. passivus, fr. passus, pp.] 1 a (1)
: acted upon by an external agency (2) : receptive to outside
impressions or influences b (1) o/ a verb jorm or voice : asserting
that the person or thing represented by the grammatical subject
is subjected to or affected by the action represented by the verb
(2) oj a grammatical construction : containing a passive verb
form c : lacking in energy or will : lethargic d ; induced by
an outside agency <'^ exercise) 2 a ; not active or operating
: inert b : latent c : of, relating to, or characterized by a
state of chemical inactivity; esp : resistant to corrosion 3 a : re-
ceiving or enduring without resistance : submissive b : existing
without being active or open <'^ support) syn see inactive —
pas.sive-ly adv — pas-sive.ness n — pas-siv-i-ty \pa-'siv-

apassive « l : a passive verb form 2 ! the passive voice of a
language

passive resistance n : resistance esp. to a government or an occupy-
ing power characterized mainly by techniques and acts of nonco-
operation in place of violence or active measures of opposition

[fr. the fancied resem-

passionflower

paSoSiv-ism Vpas-Iv-plz-amX n : a passive attitude, behavior, or
way of life

pass<key \'pas-.ke\ n 1 : master key 2 : skeleton key
pass oft vt 1 : to make public or offer for sale with intent to de-
ceive 2 : to give a false identity or character to

pass out VI 1 ; tolose consciousness 2 : die
Pass-over \'pas-.o-vsr\ n : a Jewish holiday beginning on the
14th of Nisan and commemorating the Hebrews' liberation from
slavery in Egypt

pass over vt 1 : to ignore in passing 2 : to pay no attention to the
claims of : disregard

pass-port \'pas-,p6C3)rt. -,p6(3)rt\ n [MF passeport, fr. passer
to pass + port port, fr. L partus — more at ford] 1 a : a formal
document that is issued by an authorized official of a country to
one of its citizens and usu. necessary for exit from and reentry into
the country, that allows him to travel in a foreign country in
accordance with visa requirements, and that requests protection
for him while abroad b : a license issued by a country permitting
a foreign citizen to pass or take goods through its territory : safe*
CONDUCT : a document of identification required by the laws
of a country to be carried by persons residing or traveling within
that country 2 a : a permission or authorization to go somewhere
b : something that secures admission or acceptance

pass up vt : decline, reject
pass-word \'pas-,w3rd\ n 1 : a word or phrase that must be spoken
by a person before he is allowed to pass a guard 2: watchword 1

ipast \'nast\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of passen to pass] 1 a : AGO <ten
years ~> b : just gone or elapsed (for the '^ few months) 2 : hav-
ing existed or taken place in a period before the present ; bygone
3 : of, relating to, or constituting a verb tense that in English is

usu. formed by internal vowel change (as in sang) or by the addi-
tion of a suffix (as in laughed) and that is expressive of elapsed
time 4 : having served as a specified officer in an organization
(r^ president)

2past \'past\ prep 1 a : beyond the age for or of b ; after <half
-^ two) 2 a : at the farther side of ; beyond b : in a course or
direction going close to and then beyond 3 obs % more than
4 : beyond the range, scope, or sphere of
3past \'past\ n 1 a ; time gone by b ; something that happened
or was done in the past 2 a : the past tense of a language b ; a
verb form in the past tense 3 a : a past life, history, or course of
action b ; a past life or career that is kept secret esp. because of
criminal or immoral behavior

4past \'past\ adv ; so as to reach and go beyond a point near at
hand

pas-ta \'pas-t3\ n [It, fr. LL] 1 : a paste in processed form (as
spaghetti) or in the form of fresh dough (as ravioli) 2 : a dish of
cooked pasta
ipaste \'past\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL pasta dough, paste] 1 a : a
dough that contains a considerable proportion of fat and is used
for pastry crust or fancy rolls b : a confection made by evaporat-
ing fruit with sugar or by flavormg a gelatin, starch, or gum arabic
preparation c : a smooth food product made by evaporation or
grinding d : a shaped dough (as spaghetii or ravioli) prepared
from semoUna, farina, or wheat flour 2 : a soft plastic mixture
or composition: as a ; a preparation usu. of flour or starch and
water used as an adhesive or a vehicle for mordant or color
b : a moistened clay mixture used in making pottery or porcelain
3 : a brilliant glass of high lead content used for the manufacture
of artificial gems
2paste vt 1 ; to cause to adhere by paste ; stick 2 : to cover with
something pasted on
3paste vt [alter, of baste} : to strike hard at — paste n
ipaste.hoard \'pas(t)-,bo(3)rd, -.b6(3)rd\ n 1 : paperboard made
by pasting together two or more sheets of paper; broadly : paper-
board 2 a ; visrriNG card b : playing card c : ticket

2pasteboard adj l : made of pasteboard 2-: sham, unsubstantial
paste-down \'pas(t)-,daun\ n : the outer leaf of an endpaper that
is pasted down to the inside of the front or back cover of a book
ipas.tel \pa-'stel\ n [F, fr. It pastello, fr. LL pastellus woad, fr.

dim. of pasta] 1 : a paste made of ground color and used for
making crayons; also : a crayon made of such paste 2 a : a
drawing in pastel b ; the process or art of drawing with pastels
3 : a light literary sketch 4 : any of various pale or Hght colors

apastel adj l a : of or relating to a pastel b ; made with pastels
2 : pale and Ught in color i'^ shades) 3 : lacking in body or
vigor : deucate

pas-tel-ist or pas-tel-list \pa-'stel-ast\ n : a maker of pastel
drawings

pas>teru \'pas-t3m\ n [MF pasturon, fr. pasture pasture, tetlier
attached to a horse's foot] : a part of the foot of an equine extend- -

ing from the fetlock to the coffin bone; broadly ; a corresponding
part of the leg of other animals

pas.teuT.iza-tion \,pas-ch9-ra-'za-shan, ,pas-t3-\ n : partial
sterilization of a substance (as a fluid) at a temperature that
destroys objectionable organisms without major chemical altera-
tion of the substance

pas-teur-ize \'pas-cha-,rTz, 'pas-ts-X v/ [Louis Pasteur tl89S F
chemist] : to subject to pasteurization — pas-teur-iz-er n
Pas.teur treatment \pa-'star-\ n : a method of aborting rabies
by stimulating production of antibodies through successive in-
oculations with attenuated virus of gradually increasing strength

pas-tic-clo \pa-'ste-(,)ch6, pa-, -che-,o\ n, pi pas<tic-ci \-C,)che\
or pas>tic>cios [It, lit., pasty, fr. ML paslicius, fr. LL pasta\

pas-tiche \pa-'stesh, pa-\ n [F, fr. It pasticcio} 1 : a literary,
artistic, or musical work that imitates the style of previous work
2 a : a musical composition or piece of writing made up of selec-
tions from different works ; potpourri b : hodgepodge

pas-tiUe \pa-'ste(3)l\ also pas-til \'pas-t=l\ n [F pastille, fr. L
pastillus small loaf, lozenge; akin to L panis bread — more at
food] 1 : a small mass of aromatic paste for fumigating or scent-
ing the air of a room 2 ; an aromatic or medicated lozenge
: troche

pas>time \'pas-,tTm\ n : something that amuses and serves to make
time pass agreeably : diversion

past*i-ness \'pa-ste-n3s\ n : the quahty or state of being pasty
past master n l ; one who has held the office of worshipful master
in a lodge of Freemasons or of master in some other society



past mistress 617 pathetic fallacy
2 [alter, of passed masterj : one who is expert : adept — past
mistress n

paS'tor \'pas-tar\ n [ME pastour, fr. OF, fr. L pastor. It. pastus,
pp. of pascere to feed — more at food] 1 chiefly Southwest
; HERDSMAN 2 : a spiritual overseer; esp : a clergyman serving a
local church or parish — pas.tor.sliip \-,ship\ n
ipas.to.ra! \'pas-tf3->r3l\ adj 1 a (1) : of, relating to, or com-
posed of shepherds or herdsmen (2) : devoted to or based on
livestock raising b : rural c : portraying or expressive of the
life of shepherds or country people esp. in an idealized and con-
ventionalized manner ('^ poetry) d : innocent, idyllic 2 a : of
or relating to spiritual care or guidance esp. of a congregation
b ; of or relating to the pastor of a church syn see rural— pas>to-
ral-ly \-tOOr3-le\ adv — pas'tcral.ness n

2pastoral \'pas-t0-)r3l, 2d is ojten ,pas-t3-'ral. -'ral\ « 1 : a
letter of a pastor to his charge: as a : a letter addressed bv a bishop
to his diocese b : a letter of the house of bishops of the Protestant
Episcopal Church to be read in each parish 2 a : a literary work
dealing with shepherds or rural life in a usu. artificial manner
and typically drawing a contrast between the innocence and serenity
of the simple life and the misery and corruption of city and esp.
court life b : pastoral poetry or drama c ; a rural picture or
scene d : pastorale lb 3 : crosier

pas-tO*rale \,pas-ta-'ral, -Yal also -'ral-e\ n [It, fr. pastorale of
herdsmen, fr, L pasloralis, fr. pastor'i 1 a : an opera of the 16th
or 17th centuries having a pastoral plot b : an instrumental or
vocal composition having a pastoral theme 2 : pastoral 2a
pastoral Epistle n t one of three New Testament letters including
two addressed to Timothy and one to Titus and giving advice on
matters of church government and discipline

pas>to*ral*ism \'pas-to-)r3-,liz-am\ n 1 : the quality or style
characteristic of pastoral writing 2 a : livestock raising b : social
organization based on livestock raising as the primary economic
activity — pas>to*raM.st \-l3st\ n

pas<tor>ate \'pas-to-)r3t\ « l a : the office, state, jurisdiction,
or tenure of office of a pastor b : a body of pastors 2 ; parsonage

pas-tO-ri'Um \pa-'st6r-e-3m. -'st6r-\ n [irreg. fr. pastor + -orium'}
chiejly South : a Protestant parsonage

past participle n : a participle that typically expresses completed
action, that is traditionally one of the principal parts of the verb,
and that is traditionally used in English in the formation of perfect
tenses in the active voice and of all tenses in the passive voice

past perfect adj : of, relating to, or constituting a verb tense that
is traditionally formed in English with had and denotes an action
or state as completed at or before a past time spoken of — past
perfect n

pa5>tia>mi \p9-'stram-e\ n [Yiddish, fr. Romanian pasirama']
: a highly seasoned smoked beef prepared esp. fiom shoulder cuts

past-ry \'pa-stre\ n. ojten attrib Vpaste'\ 1 : sweet baked goods
made of dough or having a crust made of enriched dough 2 ; a

3r as if

piece of pastry
past tense n : a \<
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r state in progress

rb tense expressing action or state
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habitually done oi

Ing to the unbroken skin small pads soaked with the allergen -In
question

patch.work \'pach-,w3rk\ n 1 : something composed of miscel-
laneous or incongruous parts : hodgepodge 2 ; pieces of cloth
of various colors and shapes sewed together usu. in a pattern to
form a covering

patchy \'pach-e\ adj : marked by, consisting of, or diversified
with patches

ipate \'pat\ n [ME] 1 : head 2 : the crown of the head 3 : brain— used chiefly disparagingly — pat«ed \'pat-3d\ adj
2pa.te \pa-'ta\ n [F, fr. OF paste, fr. paste'i 1 : a meat or fish pie
or patty 2 : a spread of finely mashed seasoned and spiced meat

3pate \'pat\ n [F, lit., paste, fr. OF pasted : the paste or plastic
material for pottery or porcelain
pa.t^de foie gras \(,)pa-,tad-3-,fwa-'gra, (,)pa-,tad-, .pat-ed-,
,pat-ed-\ n, pi p^-tes de foie gras \-,ta(z)d-3-, -c(zid-3-\ [F] : a
paste of fat goose hver and truffles sometimes with added fat
poik

pa.tel.la \p3-'tel-a\ n, pi pa-tel-lae \-'tel-(.)e. -,]\ or patellas
[L. fr. dim. oi patina shallow dish] : a thick flat triangular movable
bone that forms the anterior point of the knee and projects the
front of the joint — called also kneecap — pa-tel*Iar \-'tel-3r\ adj

pa-tel.late \pa-'tel-3t\ adj 1 : having a patella 2 : patelliform
pa.teMi.form \p3-'tel-3-,f6rm\ adj : resembling a limpet or limpet
shell; esp : disk-shaped with a narrow rim

pat-en \'pat-=n, esp by clergymen -3n\ n [ME, fr. OF patene, fr.

ML & L; ML patina, fr. L, shallow dish, fr. Gk patone: akin to L
patere to be open — more at fathom] 1 : a plale of precious
metal for the eucharistic bread 2 : plate 3 ; a thin metal disk
or something resembling one

pa-ten.cy \'pat-=n-se, 'pat-\ n : the quality or state of being
patent
ipa.tent \4-7 are 'pat-'m, 'pat-; 1-3 are 'pat-. Brii 'pat- or 'pat-\
adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. I- patent-, patens, fr. prp. oi paterel 1 a : open
to public inspection — used chiefly in the phrase letters oatent
b : conferred or appointed by letters patent c : appropriated or
protected by letters patent : patented 2 : of, relating to. or con-
cerned with the granting of patents esp. for inventions 3 a : mar-
keted as a proprietary commodity <a '^ can opener) b : making
exclusive or pioprietary claims or pretensions 4 : open, unob-
structed 5 ; patulous, spreading 6 archaic : accessible,
exposed 7 : obvious syn see evident — pa-tent-ly adv

2pat.ent X'pat'-'nt, Brit also 'pat-\ n 1 : an official document
conferring a right or privilege : letters patent 2 a : a writing
securing to an inventor for a term of years the exclusive right to
make, use, or sell his invention b : the monopoly or right so
granted c : a patented invention 3 : privilege, license 4 : an
instrument making a conveyance or grant of public lands; also
: the land so conveyed

3pat-ent vr 1 : to grant a privilege, right, or license to by patent
2 : to obtain or secure by patent; esp : to secure by letters patent
exclusive right to make, use, or sell 3 : to obtain or grant a
patent right to — pat-ent*abil*i*ty \,pat-''nt-a-'bil-3t-e, Brit also
,pat-\ n — pat-ent-able \'pat-=nt-a-b3l, Brit also 'pat-\ adj

pal.en-tee \,pat-^n-'te. Brit also ,pat-\ n ; one to whom a grant is

made or a privilege secured by patent
pat.ent flour X.pat-'nCt)-, Brit also .pat-\ n : a high-grade wheat
flour consisting solely of endosperm

pat.ent leatiier \,pat-^n(t)-, Brit usu ,pat-\ n : a leather with
a hard smooth glossy surface

patent medicine n : proprietary 3
patent office n : a government office for examining claims to
patents and granting patents

pat-en.tor X'pai-^'nt-ar, ,pat-^n-'t6(3)r, Brit also 'pat-, .pat-\ n : one
that grants a patent

patent right n : a right granted by letters patent; esp : the exclusive
right to an invention

pa.ter n 1 ojten cap \'pa-,te(3)r\ : paternoster 2 \'pat-3r\ [L]
chiejly Brit ; father

pa.ter.fa-mil'i.as X.pat-ar-fa-'mil-e-as, ,pat-\ n [L, fr. pater
father + jamiUas, old gen. of jamilia family — more at father]
1 : the male head of a household 2 : the father of a family

pa>ter.nal \pa-*t3rn-''l\ adj [L paternus, fr. pater^ 1 : of or relat-

ing to a father 2 : received or inherited from one's father 3 : re-

Iated_ through one's father <~ grandfather) — pa.ter.naMy
\-'l-e\ adv

pa.ter.nal.ism\-=l-,iz-am\ n 1 : a system under which an authority
treats those under its control in a fatherly way esp. in regulating
their conduct and supplying their needs 2 : a policy or practice
based on or characteristic of the system of paternalism — pa.ter-
nal'ist X-'l-ssiX n or adj— pa'ter.nal>is*tic \-,t3rn-^l-'is-tik\ adj

pa-ter-ni.ty Xpa-'tar-nst-eX n 1 : the quality or state of being a
father 2 : origin or descent from a father

pa.ter.nos.ter \'pat-ar-,nas-lar; .pat-ar-'nas-tsr, -,tef3)r\ n [ME,
fr. ML. fr. L pater nosier our father] 1 ojten cap : lord's prayer
2 : a word formula repeated as a prayer or magical charm

path V'path, 'paih\ n, pi paths X'paOiz, 'paths, 'paihz, 'paths\
[ME, fr. OE pwth: akin to OHG pjad path] 1 : a trodden way
2 : a track specially constructed for a particular use 3 a : course,
route b : a way of life, conduct, or thought

path- or patho- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. pathos, lit., suffering— more at pathos] : pathological state ; disease {pathogen)
-path \,path\ n comb jorm 1 [G, back-formation fr. -pathie
-palhy] : practitioner of a (specified) system of medicine that
emphasizes one aspect of disease or its treatment <naturopar/i>
2 [ISV, fr. Gk -pathes, adj., suffering, fr. pathosi ; one suffering
from (such) an ailment <psychopof/i)
Fa<than \p3-'tan\ n [Hindi Pafhdnl : a member of the principal
ethnic group of Afghanistan

pa.tliet.ic \p3-'thel-ik\ adj [MF or LL; MF pathetique, fr. LL
patheticus, fr. Gk paihetikos capable of feeling, pathetic, fr,

paschein to experience, suffer — more at pathos] 1 : evoking
tenderness, pity, or sorrow : pitiable 2 ; marked by sorrow or
melancholy : sad syn see moving — pa«thet«i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj— pa.thet'i.caMy \-kO-)le\ adv

patlietic t^llacy n : the ascription of human traits or feelings to
inanimate nature (as in cruel sea)
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pas>tur<age \'pas-ch3-rij\ n ; pasture
ipas.ture \'pas-ch3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL pastura,
fr. L pastus, pp. of pascere to feed — more at FOOD] 1 : plants (as

grassi grown for the feeding esp. of grazing animals 2 : land or a
plot of land used for grazing 3 : the feeding of livestock ; grazing

^pasture vb pas.tur-ing \'pas-ch3-rir), 'pasch-rir]\ vi : graze,
BROWSE ~ v/ 1 : to feed fas cattle) oh pasture 2 : to use as pas-
ture — paS'tur.er \'pas-ch3r-ar\ n
Ipas.ty \'pas-te\ n [ME pastee, fr. MF paste, (c. paste dough, paste]
: 2piE 1, 2^ esp : a meat pie

2pasty \'pa-sie\ adj : resembling paste; esp : pallid and unhealthy
in appearance
PA system \pe-'a-\ n : public-address system
ipat \'pat\ n [ME patte} 1 : a light blow esp. with the hand or a
flat instrument 2 : a light tapping often rhythmical sound
3 : a usu. square individual portion of butter or something re-

sembling or suggesting it

2pat vb pat'ted; pat-ling vt 1 : to strike Ughtly with a flat instru-

ment 2 : to flatten, smooth, or put into place or shape with light

blows 3 : to tap gently with the hand to soothe, caress, or show
approval ~ vi 1 : to strike or beat gently 2 : to walk or run with
a light beating sound
3pat adv : in a pat manner : aptly, promptly
4pat adj 1 a : exactly suited to the purpose or occasion : apt
b : too exactly suitable : contrived 2 : learned, mastered, or
memorized exactly 3 : firm, unyielding (stand '^) syn see
seasonable

pa>ta.gi>um \p3-'ta-je-3m, .pat-9-'jT-\ n, pi pa-ta-gia \ -sX [NL.
fr. L, gold edging on a tunic] : a wing membrane, as a : the fold

of skin connecting the forelimbs and hind limbs of a flying squirrel

or dragon lizard b : the fold of skin in front of the main segments
of a bird's wing
ipatch \'pach\ n [ME pacche"] 1 : a piece of material used to
mend or cover a hole or a weak spot 2 : a liny piece of black silk

or court plaster worn on the face or neck esp. by women to hide a
blemish or to heighten beauty 3 a ; a piece of adhesive plaster

or other cover applied to a wound b : a shield worn over an
injured eye 4 a : a small piece : scrap b : a small area distinct

from that about it (cabbage '^) 5 : a piece of cloth sewed on a
garment as an ornament or insignia; esp : shoulder patch

2patch vr 1 : to mend, cover, or fill up a hole or weak spot in

2 : to provide with a patch 3 a : to make of patches or fragments
b : to mend or put together esp. in hasty or shabby fashion — usu.
used with up syn see mend
3patch n [perh. by folk etymology fr. It dial. paccio'i_: fool, dolt
pa.tChoU'li or pa.tchou-ly \'pach-a-le, ps-'chU-leX n [Tamil
pacculij 1 : an East Indian shrubby mint (Pogoslemon cablin)

that yields a fragrant essential oil 2 ; a heavy perfume made
from patchouli

patch pocket n : a flat pocket applied to the outside of a garment
patch test n : a test for determining allergic sensitivity made by apply-



pathfinder 618 pattern

path*find>er X'path-.fln-dar, 'p4th-\ n : one that discovers a way;
esp : one that explores untraversed regions to mark out a new
route

path'less \-l3s\ adj : untrodden, trackless — path^less-ness n
patho«gen \'path-a-j3n\ n [ISV3 ; a specific cause of disease (as a
bacterium or virus)

patho*gen.e<sis \,path-3-'jen-9-sas\ n [NL] ; the origination and
development of a disease

patho.ge-net.ic \-j3-'net-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : of or relating to patho-
genesis 2 : PATHOGENIC 2

pathcgen.ic \-'ien-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : PATHOCENEnc 1 2 : causing
or capable of causing disease — patIio>geii>i>cal>ly \-i-k(3-)]ie\

adv — patho.ge.nic*i'ty \-j3-'nls-3t-e\ n
pa*thog*no>mou<ic \p3-,thag-n9-'man-ik\ adj [Gk pathognomon-
ikos, fr. path- + gnomonikos fit to judge, fr. gnomon interpreter
— more at gnomon] : distinctively characteristic of a particular
disease

paUio=Iog.i.cal \,path-3-'laj-i-k3l\ or pathclog-ic \-ik\ adj
1 : of or relating to pathology 2 ; altered or caused by disease
— pathO'log'i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
pa-Ulol-o-gist \p3-'thal-3-J9st, pa-\ n : a specialist in pathology;
specij : one who interprets and diagnoses the changes caused by
disease in tissues

pa.thol.Q.gy \-ie\ n [NL pathologia & MF pathologie, fr. Gk pa-
thologia study of the emotions, fr. path- + -logia -logy] 1 ; the
study of the essential nature of diseases and esp. of the structural
and functional changes produced by them 2 : something abnormal:
a : the anatomic and physiologic deviations from the normal that
constitute disease or characterize a particular disease b : deviation
from propriety or from an assumed normal state of something
nonliving or nonmaterial

pa*thoin<e<ter Xpa-'tham-st-ar, pa-\ n : an instrument that
measures changes in bodily electncal conductivity and is used as a
he detector

pa.thos \'pa-,thas, -,th6s\ n [Gk, suffering, experience, emotion,
fr. paschein to experience, suffer; akin to Lith kesti to suffer]

1 : an element in experience or in artistic representation evoking
pity or compassion 2 : an emotion of sympathetic pity
path-way \'path-,wa, 'path-\ n : path, course
-p.a-thy \p-3-the\ n comb form [L -pathia, fr. Gk -patheia, fr.

-pathes suffering — more at -path] 1 : feeUng : suffering {ttapathy">
<telepar/i3'> 2 ; disease of (such) a part or kind inenropathy}
3 : system of medicine based on (such) a factor {osi&opathyy

pa.tience \'pa-shan(t)s\ n 1 : the capacity, habit, or fact of being
patient 2 chiefly Brit : soutaire 3a
ipa»tient \'pa-sh3nt\ adj [ME pacient, fr. MF, fr. L patient-,

patiens, fr. prp. of pati to suffer; akin to L paene almost, penuria
need, Gk pema suffering] 1 : bearing pains or trials calmly or
without complaint 2 : manifesting forbearance under provocation
or strain 3 : steadfast despite opposition, difficulty, or adversity
4 : able or willing to bear — used with oj 5 : susceptible, ad-
MTTTiNG i^ of one interpretation) — pa-tient»ly adv
3patient n 1 a : an individual awaiting or under medical care and
treatment h ; the recipient of any of various personal services
(found the beauty shop filled with -^5) 2 : one that is acted upon

pa*ti'Da \'pat-3-n9, ps-'te-n^X n, pi pa>ti>nas \-n3z\ or pa>ti*nae
\'pat-3-,ne, -,ni\ [NL, fr. L, shallow dish — more at paten]
1 a : a usu. green film formed naturally on copper and bronze by
long exposure or artificially (as by acids) and often valued aes-
thetically for its color b : a surface appearance of something
grown beautiful esp. with age or use c ; an appearance or aura
that is derived from association, habit, or estabhshed character
2 : paten 1

ipa-tine \pa-'ten\ n [F, fr. NL patina"} : patina 1

2paline vt : to coat with a patina
pa*tio \'pat-e-,o also 'pat-\ n [Sp] 1 ; courtyard; esp : an iimer
court open to the sky 2 : a recreation area that adjoins a dwelling,
is often paved, and is adapted esp. to outdoor dining

pa-tois \'pa-,twa, 'pa-\ n, pi pa<tois \-,twaz\ [F] 1 a : a dialect
other than the standard or Uterary dialect b ; illiterate or pro-
vincial speech 2 : the characteristic special language of an occu-
pational or social group ; jargon

pati- or patri- or patro- comb jorm ipatr-, patri- fr. L, fr. patr-,
pater: pair-, patro- fr. Gk, fr. pair-, pater — more at father]
: father {palristicy

pa-tri.arch \'pa-tre-,ark\ n [ME patriarche, fr. OF, fr. LL patri-
archa, fr^ Gk pairiarches, fr. pairia lineage (fr. patr-, pater father)
-f -arches -arch — more at father] 1 a ; one of the scriptural
fathers of the human race or of the Hebrew people b : a man who
is father or founder c (1) : the oldest member or representative
of a group (2) : a venerable old man 2 a : any of the bishops of
the ancient or Eastern Orthodox sees of Constantinople. Alex-
andria, Antioch, and Jerusalem or the ancient and Western see
of Rome with authority over other bishops b : the head of any
of various Eastern churches c : a Roman Catholic bishop next
in rank to the pope with purely titular or with metropoHtan
jurisdiction 3 ; the head of the Sanhedrin 4 : a Mormon of the
Melchizedek priesthood empowered to perform the ordinances
of the church and pronounce blessings within a stake or other
prescribed jurisdiction — pa*tri>ar*chal \,pa-tre-'ar-k3l\ adj

patriarchal cross n — see cross illustration

pa.tri.arch.ate \'pa-tre-,ar-k3t. -,kat\ n 1 a : the office, jurisdic-
tion, or time in office of a patriarch b ; the residence or head-
quarters of a patriarch 2 : patrl\rchv

pa-tri-ar-Chy \-,ar-ke\ n l : social organization marked by the
supremacy of the father in the clan or family, the legal dependence
of wives and children, and the reckoning of descent and inheritance
In the male Une 2 ; a society organized according to the principles
of patriarchy

pa.tri.cian \p3-*trish-an\ n [ME patricion, fr. MF patricien, fr. L

Rome 2 a : a person of high birth : aristocrat b ; a
person of breeding and cultivation — patrician adj

pa.tri>ci*ate \-'trish-e-3t, -e-,at\ n 1 ; the position or dignity of a
patrician 2 : a patrician class

pat.ri.ci.dal \,pa-tra-'sTd-n\ adj : of or relating to patricide
pat.ri.cide \'pa-tr9-.sTd\ n 1 [\. patricida, fr. patr- -f- -cida -cide]

: one who murders his own father 2 [LL patricidium, fr. l. patr-
-}- -cidium -cide] ; the murder of one's own father

pat*ri*lin*eal \,pa-tr3-'lin-e-sl\ adj ; relating to, based on, or
tracing descent through thepatemal line <"-' society)

pat>ri>mo>m>al \,pa-tr3-'mo-ne-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or con-
stituting a patrimony

pat.rl.mo.ny \'pa-tra-,m6-ne\ n [ME patrimonie, fr. MF, fr. L
patrimonium, fr. patr-, pater father] 1 a : an estate inherit&l from
one's father or other ancestor b ; anything derived from one's
father or ancestors : heritage 2 ; an estate or endowment
belonging by ancient right to a church syn see herftage

pa.tri'Ot \'pa-tre-3t, -tre-.at, chiefly Br/f_'pa-\ n, often attrib [MF
patriate, fr. LL patriota, fr. Gk patriotes, fr. patrios of one's
father, fr. patr-, pater father] : one who loves his country and
zealously supports its authority and interests

pa<tri*ot4c \,pa-tre-'at-ik, chiefly Brit ,pa-\ adj 1 : inspired by
patriotism 2 : befitting or characteristic of a patriot — pa-tri-
ot'i'CaMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

pa-tri<Ootism \'pa-tre-3-,tiz-3m, chiefly Brit 'pa-\ n : love for or
devotion to one's country

Patriots' Day n : April 19 observed as a legal hoUday in Maine
and Massachusetts in commemoration of the batties of Lexington
and Concord in 1775

pa*tris>tiG \p3-'tris-tik\ adj : of or relating to the church fathers
or their writings — pa>tris>ti>cal \-ti-k3l\ adj

pa>tris>tics \-tiks\ n pi but sing in constr : the study of the writings
and background of the church fathers
Pa-trcclus \p3-'tro-kl3s, -'tra-; 'pa-tr3-\ n [L, fr. Gk Patroklosi
: a Greek slain in the Trojan War by Hector and avenged by his
friend Achilles
ipa.trol \p3-'trol\ n 1 a : the action of traversing a district or
beat or of going the rounds along a chain of guards for the purpose
of observation or of the maintenance of security b : the person
performing such an action c : a detachment of two or more men
employed for reconnaissance, security, or combat 2 a : a sub-
division of a boy scout troop made up of two or more boys b ; a
subdivision of a girl scout troop usu. composed of from six to
eight girls

2patrol vb pa-trolled; pa-troMing [F patrouiller, fr. MF, to
tramp around in the mud, fr. patte paw — more at fatten] vi : to
carry out a patrol ^ vr : to carry out a patrol of — pa-trol>ler n

pa-trol-man \p3-'trol-man\ n ; one who patrols; esp ; a policeman
assigned to a beat

patrol wagon n : an enclosed police wagon or motor truck used
to carry prisoners

pa-tron \'pa-tr3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML & L; ML patronus patron
saint, patron of a benefice, pattern, fr. L, defender, fr. patr-,
pater} 1 a ; a person chosen, named, or honored as a special
guardian, protector, or supporter b : a wealthy or influential
supporter of an artist or writer c ; a social or financial sponsor
of an entertainment or other function 2 ; one who gives of his
means or uses his influence to help an individual, an institution,

or a cause 3 : a regular cUent or customer 4 : the holder of the
right of presentation to an EngUsh ecclesiastical benefice 5 : a
master of antiquity who frees his slave but retains some rights over
him 6 ; the proprietor of an establishment (as an inn) 7 : the
chief male officer in some fraternal lodges having both men and
women members — pa<tron-al \'pa-trau-='l\ adj

pa*tron<age X'pa-trs-nij, 'pa-\ n 1 : advowson 2 : the support
or influence of a patron 3 : kindness done with an air of superiority
4 : the trade of customers 5 a : the power to make appointments
to government jobs on a basis other than merit alone b : the dis-
tribution of jobj on this basis c ; the jobs so distributed

pa>troil>ess Vpa-tra-nasX n ; a female patron
pa>tioii>ize X'pa-trs-.mz, 'pa-\ vt 1 : to act as patron of 2 : to
adopt an air of condescension toward 3 : to be a customer or
client of

patron saint n 1 : a saint to whose protection and intercession a
person, a society, a church, or a place is dedicated 2 : an original
leader or prime exemplar

pat>TO«nyin>ic \,pa-tr9-'nim-ik\ n [LL patronymicum, fr. neut. of
patronymicus of a patronymic, fr. Gk patronymikos, fr. patronymia
patronymic, fr. patr- + onyma name — more at name] : a name
derived from that of the father or a paternal ancestor usu. by the
addition of an affix — patronymic adj
pa*troon \p3-'triin\ n [F patron & Sp patrdn, fr. ML patronus, fr.

L, patron] 1 archaic : the captain or officer commanding a ship
2 [D, fr. F patron} ; the proprietor of a manorial estate esp. in
New York originally granted under Dutch rule but in some cases
existing until the mid-19th century

pat.sy \'pat-se\ n [perh. fr. It pazzo fool] : one who is duped or
victimized : sucker

pat-t^e \pa-'ta, pa-\ adj [MF pattee, fr. patte paw] oJ a heraldic
cross : FORM^E

pat-ten \'pat-=n\ n [ME patin, fr. MF, fr. patte paw, hoof, fr.

(assumed) VL patta, of imit. origin] : a clog, sandal, or overshoe
often with a wooden sole or metal device to elevate the foot and
increase the wearer's height or aid in walking in mud
ipat.tei \'pat-3r\ vb [ME patren, fr. paternoster} vt : to say or
speak in a rapid or mechaniccil maimer '^ vi 1 : to recite pater-
nosters or other prayers rapidly or mechanically 2 : to talk

ghbly and volubly 3 : to speak or sing rapid-fire words in a
theatrical performance — pat-ter-er \-9r-3r\ n

apatter n l : a specialized hngo ; cant; esp : the jargon of criminals

(as thieves) 2 : the spiel of a street hawker or of a circus barker
3 : empty chattering talk 4 a (I) : the rapid-fire talk of a comedian
(2) ; the talk with which any of various entertainers accompanies
his routine b : the words of a comic song or of a rapidly spoken
usu. humorous monologue introduced into such a song
spatter vb [freq. of ^pat} vi 1 ; to strike or pat rapidly and re-

peatedly 2 : to run with quick light-sounding steps *« vr : to
cause to patter

«patter n : a qxoick succession of slight sounds or pats

ipat-tem \'pat-3rn\ n IME patron, fr. MF, fr. Ml. patronus} 1 ra
form or model proposed for imitation : exemplar 2 : something
designed or used as a model for making things <a dressmaker's
'-^> 3 : a model for making a mold into which molten metal is

poured to form a casting 4 : specimen, sample 5 a : an artistic

or mechanical design b : form or style in literary or musical
composition 6 ; a natural or chance configuration 7 : a length
of fabric sufficient for an article 8 a : the distribution of the shot

from a shotgun or the bullets from an exploded shrapnel b : the
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grouping made on a target by bullets 9 : a reliable sample of
traits, acts, or other observable features characterizing an individual
10 : the flight path prescribed for an airplane that is coming in for
a landing H : a standard diagram transmitted for testing television
circuits syn see model— pat<terned \-3rnd\ adj
2pattern vi l : to make or fashion according to a pattern 2 dial
chu'jly Eng a : match b : imitate 3 : to furnish, adorn, or
mark with a design ^ vij to form a pattern

pat-ty also pat.tie \'pat-e\ n [F pate'\ 1 : a little pie 2 a : a
small flat cake of chopped food b : a small flat candy
patty shell n : a shell of puff paste made to hold a creamed meat,
fish, or vegetable filling

pat>U>l0US \'pach-a-l3s\ adj [L patulus, fr. paiere to be open —
more at fathom] : spreading widely from a center <a tree with ^
branches) — pat>u>lous-ly adv — pat-u.lousiness n
pau-Ci.ty \'p6-S3t-e\ n [ME paticite, fr. MF or L; MF pauciie,
fr. L paucirai-, paucifas, fr, paucus little — more at few] 1 : small-
ness of nOmbcr : fewness 2 : smailness of quantity : dearth
Paul \*p6I\ n [L Paulas. fr.Gk Pau/o.s] : an early Christian mission-
ary and author of several New Testament epistles — Paul>ine
\'p6-,ITn\ adj
Paul Buu.yan X-'bsn-ysnX n : a lumberjack in American folklore
noted for his ability to perform superhuman feats
Pau.li exclusion principle \'pau-lc-\ n [Wolfgang Paidi bi900
Swiss physicist] : exclusion principle — called also Pauli prin-
ciple

Paul-iSt \'D6-l3st\ n : a member of the Roman Catholic Conurega-
tion of the Missionary Priests of St. Paul the Apostle founded in
the U.S. in 1858

paU'loW'Uia \p6-'Io-ne-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Anna Paulovna
tl865 Russ princess] : any of a genus {Paitlownia) of Chinese
trees of the figworl family; esp : one {P. tonicntosa) widely culti-
vated for its panicles of fragrant violet flowers
paunch \'p6nch, "p'anchX n [ME, fr. MF panche. fr. L pontic-,
panfex'} 1 a : the belly and its contents b : potbelly 2 : rumen
paunch. i.ness \'p6n-che-n3s, *pan-\ n ; the quality or state of
being paunchy
paunchy \-che\ adj : having a potbelly
pau-per \'p6-p3r\ n, ojten attrib [L. poor — more at poor] 1 : a
person destitute of means except such as are derived from charity;
specij : one who receives aid from public poor funds 2 : a very
poor person — pau*per-ism \'p6-p3-,riz-3m\ n — pau-per-ize

Ipause \'p6z\ n [ME, fr. L pausa, fr. Gk pausis. fr. pauein to stop;
akin to Gk paula rest] 1 : a temporary stop 2 a : a break in a
verse (as a caesura or interval) b : a brief suspension of the voice
to indicate the limits and relations of sentences and their parts
3 : temporary inaction esp. as caused by uncertainty 4a: the
sign denoting a fermata b : a mark (as a period or comma)
used in writing or printing to indicate or correspond to a pause
of voice 5 : a reason or cause for pausing <give '^>

2pause vi 1 : to stop temporarily 2 : to linger for a lime
pa*vane \pa-'van, -'van\ also pa.van \same or 'pav-Dn\ or pav-in
\'pav-3n\ n [MF povane, fr. OSp pavana, fr. Olt] 1 : a statelv
court dance by couples that was introduced from southern Europe
into EnLiland in the 16th century 2 : music for the pavane
pave \'pav\ VI [ME paven^ fr. MF paver, fr. L pavire to strike,
stamp; akin to OHG arjurian to castrate, L putare to prune,
reckon, think, Gk paiein to strike] 1 : to lay or cover with stone,
concrete, or other material making a firm level surface for travel
2 : to cover firmly and solidly as if with paving material 3 : to
serve as a covering or pavement of — pav«er n — pave the way
: to prepare a smooth easy way : facilitate the development

paved \'pavd\ adj 1 : covered with a pavement 2 or pa«ve
\pa-'va\ oj jewels ; set as close together as possible to conceal a
metal base
pave.ment \"pav-m3nt\ n [ME. fr. OF, fr. L pavimentiim. fr.

pavircl 1 : a paved surface: as a : the artificially covered surface
of a public thoroughfare b chiejly Brit : sidewalk 2 : the material
with which something is paved

paV'ld \'pav-9d\ adj [L pavidus, fr. pavere to be frightened; akin
to L pavire'] : timid
ipa-vil'ion Xpa-'vil-yanX n [ME pavilon, fr. OF paveiUon, fr. L
papilion-. papilio butterfly; akin to OHG jljaltra butterfly, Lith
peteliske flighty] 1 a ; a large often sumptuous tent b : something
resembling a canopy or tent 2 a : a part of a building projecting
from the rest b : one of several detached or semidetached units
into which a building is sometimes divided 3 a ; a light sometimes
ornamental structure in a garden, park, or place of recreation that
is used for entertainment or shelter b : a temporary structure
erected at an exposition by an individual exhibitor 4 : the lower
faceted part of a brilliant between the girdle and the culet

spavilion vt : to furnish or cover with or put in a pavilion

pav.ing \'pa-vir)\ n : pavement
paV'ior or pav.iour \'pav-y3r\ n [ME pavier, fr. paven to pave]

: one that paves
PaV'lov.ian \pav-'16-ve-3n, -'16-fe-\ adj : of or relating to Ivan
Pavlov or to his work and theories

ipaw \'p6\ n [ME. fr. MF poue] 1 : the foot of a quadruped (as

a lion or dog) having claws; broadly : the foot of an animal
2 : a human hand esp. when large or clumsy
apaw vt 1 : to feel of or touch clumsily, amorously, or rudely
2 : to touch or strike at with a paw 3 : to scrape or beat upon with
a hoof 4 : to flail at or grab for wildly ~ vi 1 : to beat or scrape
with a hoof 2 : to touch or strike with a paw 3 : to feel or touch
clumsily, amorously, or rudely 4 : to flail or grab wildly

paW'ky \'p6-ke\ adj [obs. E dial, pawk (trick)] chiejly Brit : art-

fully shrewd ; canny
pawl \'p61\ n [perh. modif. of D pal pawl] ; a pivoted tongue or
sliding bolt on one part of a machine that is adapted to fall into

notches or interdental spaces on another part (as a ratchet wheel)
so as to permit motion in only one direction

Tpawn \'p6n, 'pan\ n [ME paun, modif. of MF pan'\ la: some-
thing delivered to or deposited with another as security for a
loan b : hostage 2 : the state of being pledged 3 : something
used as a pledge : guaranty 4 : the act of pawning
2pawn vt : to deposit in pledge or as security : stake — pawn*er

9 abutj ® kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; r) sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;

\'p6-n3r, 'pan-arX or paw-nor \same or p6-'nd(a)r, pa-\ n
3pawn n [ME pown, fr. MF poon, fr. ML pedon-, pedo foot soldier,
fr. LL. one with broad feet, fr. L ped-, pes foot — more at foot]
1 ; one of the 16 chessmen of least value having the power to
move only one square foi-ward at a time or at option two on its
first move and to capture an enemy only on either of the two
squares diagonally forward 2 : one that can be used to furthe
the purposes of another
pawn-brcker \'p6n-,bro-k3r. 'pan-\ n : one who loans money on
the security of personal properly pledged in his keeping — pawn-
bro'king \-kio\ n
Paw.nee \p6-'ne, pa-\ n, pi Pawnee or Pawnees : a member of
an Indian people of the Platte and Republican river valleys in
Nebraska and Kansas

pawn.shop \'p6n-,shap, 'pan-\ n ; a pawnbroker's shop
paw.paw var oj papaw
pax \'paks, 'paks\ n [ME. fr. ML, fr. L. peace — more at peace]
1 : a tablet or board decorated with a figure or symbol of Christ,
the Virgin Mary, or a saint and used in medieval times to convey
the kiss of peace 2 : the kiss of peace in the Mass 3 : peace
ipay \'pa\ vb paid \'pad\ also in sense 7 payed; pay-ing [ME
payen, fr. OF paier, fr. L pacare to pacify, fr. pac-, pax peace]
VI la: to make due return to for semces rendered or property
delivered b : to engage for money : hire 2 a : to give in return
for goods or service (•^ wages) b : to discharge indebtedness for
: SETTLE <--• a bill) c : to make a disposal or transfer of (money)
3 : to give or forfeit in expiation or retribution <'^ the penalty)
4 a : to make compensation for b : to requite according to what
is deserved ('^ him back) 5 : to give, offer, or make freely or as
fitting <'^ attention) 6 a : to return value or profit to <it -^s you
to stay open) b : to bring in as a return <an investment '^ing five
percent) 7 : to slacken (as a rope) and allow to run out — used
with out -— vi 1 : to discharge a debt or obligation 2 ; to be
worth the expense or effort
syn pay, compensate, remunerate, satisfy, reimburse, in-

demnify, REPAY, recompense, REQUITE mean to give money or its

equivalent in return for something, pay implies the discharge of
an obligation incurred; compensate implies a making up for
services rendered or help given; remunerate more clearly suggests
paying for services rendered and may extend to payment that is

generous or not contracted for; satisfy implies paying a person
what is demanded or required by law; reimburse implies a return of
money that has been expended for another's benefit; indemnify
implies making good a loss suffered through accident, disaster, war-
fare; repay stresses paying back an equivalent in kind or amount;
recompense suggests due return in amends, friendly repayment,
or reward
2pay ;i 1 a : the act or fact of paying or being paid b : the status
of being paid by an employer : employ 2 : something paid; esp
: wages, salary 3 : a person reliable or prompt in paying
debts or bills syn see wage
3pay adj 1 : containing or leading to something precious or valuable
2 : equipped with a coin slot for receiving a fee for use 3 : re-
quiring payment
4pay vt payed also paid; pay-ing [obs. F peier, fr. L picare, fr.

pic-, pix pitch — more at pitch] ; to coat with a waterproof compo-

pay-able \'pa-3-b3l\ adj l : that may, can, or must be paid
2 : PROFITABLE

pay dirt n 1 : earth or ore that yields a profit to a miner 2 : a
useful or jemunerative discovery or object

pay.ee \pa^'e\ n : one to whom moneyis or is to be paid
pay.er \'pa-3r\ also pay-or \'pa-3r, pa-'6(3)r\ n : one that pays;
esp : the person by whom a bill or note has been or should be
paid

pay-load \'pa-,lod\ n l : the revenue-producing or useful load
that a vehicle of transport can carry 2 : the explosive charge
carried in the warhead of a missile

pay*maS'ter \-,mas-t3r\ n : an officer or agent of a government,
a corporation, or an employer whose duty it is to pay salaries or
wages
pay.ment \'pa-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of paying 2 : something that Is

paid : PAY 3 : REQurrAL
pay.nini \'pa-n3m\ n [ME painim, fr. OF paienime, fr. LL paganis-
mus heathendom, fr. paganus pagan] archaic : pagan, infidel;
esp : MUSLIM

pay oil vt 1 a : to give ail due wages to; esp : to pay in full and dis-

charge (an employee) b : to pay (a debt or a creditor) in full

2 : to inflict retribution on 3 : to allow (a thread or rope) to run
off a spool or drum ~ vi ; to yield returns

ipay.oll \'pa-,6f\ n 1 : the act or occasion of paying employees'
wages or distributing gains 2 a : proftt, reward b : retribution
3 ; the climax of an incident or enterprise; specij : the denouement
of a narrative 4 : a decisive fact or factor resolving a situation or
bringing about a definitive conclusion
2payoIl adj : yielding results in the final test : decisive

pay>Ola \pa-'o-l3\ n [prob. alter, of ^payojj] : undercover or in-

direct payment (as to a disc jockey) for a commercial favor (as plug-
ging a record)

pay.roU \'pa-,r6l\ n 1 ; a paymaster's or employer's list of those
entitled to pay and of the amounts due to each 2 : the sum nec-
essary for distribution to those on a payroll; also ; the money to

be distributed

pay station n : a public, telephone usu. equipped with a slota

machine device for payment of roll

pay up vb : to pay in full

PDQ 'v,pe-,de-'kyU\ adv, ojten not cap [abbr. o( pretty damned quick}

pe \'pa\ " [ Heb pe} : the 1 7th letter of the Hebrew alphabet— sym-
bol 3 o r n

pea \'pe\ n. pi peas also pease \'pez\ often attrib [back-formation
fr. ME pease (taken as a pi), fr. 0£ pise, fr. L pisa, pi. of pisum,
fr. Gk pisoni 1 a : a variable annual leguminous vine (Pisum
sativum) cultivated for iis rounded smooth or wrinkled edible
protein-rich seeds b : the seed of the pea c pi I the immature pods
of the pea with their included seeds 2a: any of various legu-

minous plants related to or resembling the pea — usu. used with
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a qualifying term h ; the seed of such a plant 3 : something
resembling a pea usu. in size, shape, or formation
Ipeace \'pes\ n, ojten attrib [ME pees, fr. OF pais, fr. L pac-, pax;
akin to l^pacisci to agree — more at pact] 1 : a stale of tranquillity

or quiet: as a ; freedom from civil disturbance b : a state of
security or order within a community provided for by law or cus-
tom <a breach of the '—> 2 : freedom from disquieting or oppres-
sive thoughts or emotions 3 ; harmony in personal relations

4 a : a state or period of mutual concord between governments
h : a pact or agreement to end hostilities between those who have
been at war or in a stale of enmity
Jpeace vi : to be, become, or keep silent or quiet — often used
interjectionally_

peace-able \'pe-ss-bal\ adj l a : disposed to peace b : quietly
behaved 2 : marked by freedom from strife or disorder — peace-
able*ness n ~ peace*ahl7 \-ble\ adv

peace>ful \'pes-f3l\ adj 1 : peaceable 1 2 : untroubled by con-
flict, agitation, or commotion : quiet, tranquil 3 : of or relating

to a stale or time of peace 4 : devoid of violence or force syn see
CALM — peace-iul»ly \-f3-le\ adv — peace-iul-ness n

peace.mak.er \'pe-,sma-k;3r\ n ; one who makes peace esp. by
reconciUng parties at variance — peace-mak-ing \-kiq\ n or adj

peace Olferlng n : a gift or service to procure peace or reconciliation

peace ofiicer n : a civil officer whose duty it is to preserve the public
peace

peace pipe n : calumet
peace.tiiae \'pe-,stTm\ n, ojten attrib : a time when a nation Is not

ipeach \'pech\ n [ME peche, fr. MF, fr. LL persica, fr. L, pi. of
persicum, fr. neul. of persicus Persian, fr. Persia'^ 1 a : a low
spreading freely branching Chinese tree {Prunus persica) of the
rose family that is cosmopoUtan in cultivation in temperate areas
and has lanceolate leaves, sessile usu. pink flowers borne on the
naked twigs in early spring, and a fruit which is a single-seeded
drupe with a hard endocarp, a pulpy white or yellow mesocarp,
and a thin downy epicarp b : the edible fruit of the peach 2 ; a
variable color averaging a moderate yellowish pink 3 ; one
Ukened to a peach in sweetness, beauty, or excellence

2peach vb [ME pechen, short for apechen to accuse, fr. (assumed)
AF apecher, fr. LL impedicare to entangle — more at impeach]
vt : to inform against : betray -— vi : to turn informer : blab

peacli-blow \-,blo\ n ; a glaze of the color of peach blooms used
on a Chinese porcelain

peachy \'pe-che\ adj 1 : resembling a peach 2 : unusually fine

ipea.cock \'pe-,kak\ n [ME pecok, fr. pe- (fr. OE pea peafowl) +
cok cock; akin to OHG pjawo peacock; both fr. a prehistoric
WGmc-NGmc word borrowed fr. L pavon-, pavo peacock] 1 : a
male peafowl distinguished by a crest of upright plumules and by
greatly elongated loosely webbed upper tail coverts mostly tipped
with ocellated spots and erected and spread at will in a fan shim-
mering with iridescent color; broadly : peafowl 2 : one making
a proud display of himself — pea.cock.ish \-ish\ adj — pea-
cocKy \-e\ adj

2peacock vi : to make a vainglorious display
peacock blue n : a variable color averaging a moderate greenish blue
pea.fowl \'pe-,faul\ n [pea- (as in peacock) + fowl] : a very large
terrestrial pheasant (genus Pavo) of southeastern Asia and the
East Indies that is often reared as an ornamental fowl

pea green n : a variable color averaging a moderate yellow-green
pea.hen \'pe-,hen, -'hen\ n [ME pehenne, fr. pe- + henne hen]

: a female peafowl
pea jacket \'pe-\ n [by folk etymology fr. D pijjekker, fr. pij,

a kind of cloth + jekker jacket] ; a heavy woolen double-breasted
jacket worn chiefly by sailors

ipeak \'pek\ vi [origin unknown] 1 : to grow thin or sickly 2 ; to
dwindle away

2peak n [perh. alter, of pike] 1 : a pointed or projecting part of a
garment; esp : a projecting brim of a cap 2 ; promontory 3 ; a
sharp or pointed end 4 a (1) : the top of a hill or mountain
ending in a point (2) : a whole hill or mountain esp. when isolated
b : something resembling a mountain peak 5 a : the upper after-
most corner of a fore-and-aft sail b : the narrow part of a ship's
bow or stem or the part of the hold in it 6a: the highest level or
greatest degree b : a high point in a course of development esp. as
represented on a graph 7 : a point formed by the hair on the
forehead syn see suMMrT

3peak VI : to reach a maximum '*- vr ; to cause to come to a peak

4peak adj : being at or reaching the
speak vr [fr. apeak (held vertically)] 1 : to set (as a gaff) nearer
the perpendicular 2 : to hold (oars) with blades well raised
ipeaked \'pekt also 'pe-ksd or 'pik-3d\ adj : having a peak : pointed— peaked-ness X'pekCtVnss; 'pe-kad-n^s. 'pik-sd-\ n
2peak.ed_\'pe-k3d also 'pik-ad\ adj : looking pale and wan ; sickly
ipeal \'peO)l\ n [ME, appeal, summons to church, short for appel
appeal, fr. appelen to appeal] la: the loud ringing of bells

b (li : a complete set of changes on a given number of bells; esp
: the series on seven bells (2) : a shorter performance than a full

peal c : a set of bells tuned to the tones of the major scale for
change ringing 2 : a loud sound or succession of sounds

2peal VI : to give out peals : resound ~ v/ : to utter or give forth
loudly

pea.like \'pe-,lTk\ adj 1 : resembling a garden pea esp. in size,

firmness, and_ shape 2 oj ajlower : being showy and papilionaceous
ipea-nut \'pe-(,)n3t\ n 1 a : a low-branching widely cultivated
legummous annual herb iArachis hypogaea) with showy yellow
flowers having a peduncle which elongates and bends into the soil
where the ovary ripens into a pod containing one to three oily
edible seeds b : the seed or seed-containing pod of the peanut
2 : an insignificant or liny person 3 p/ : a trifling amount

2peanut adj : insignificant, petty <~ pohtics)
peanut butter n : a paste made by grinding roasted skinned peanuts
pear \'pa(3)r. "peCslrV n [ME pere, fr. OE peru, fr. L pirum}
1 : the fleshy pome fruit of a tree (genus Pyrus, esp. P. communis)
of the rose family 2 : a tree bearing pears
ipearl \'p3r(-5)l\ n [ME perle. fr. MF. fr. (assumed) VL pernula,
dim. of L perna haunch, sea mussel; akin to OE jiersn heel, Gk
pterne] 1 a : a dense variously colored and usu. lustrous con-
cretion formed of concentric layers of nacre as an abnormal growth

within the shell of some mollusks and used as a gera b : mothers
OF-PEARL 2 : one that is very choice or precious 3 : something
resembling a pearl intrinsically or physically 4 : a nearly neutral
shghtly bluish medium gray

ipearl vb pearl.ing \'par-ho\ vt 1 : to set or adorn with pearls
2 : lo sprinkle or bead with pearly drops 3 : to form into small
round grains 4 : to give a pearly color or luster to -^ vi 1 : to
form drops or beads hke pearls 2 : to fish or search for pearls— pearl-er \'p3r-lar\ n

3pearl adj l a : of, relating to, or resembling pearl b : made of or
adorned with pearls 2 : having grains of medium size

*pearl n or vi [alter, of purl'i Brit : picot
pearl danio n : a small lustrous cyprinid fish {Brachydanio albo-
lineatus) often kept in the tropical aquarium

pearl gray /i 1 : a yellowish to hght gray 2 : a variable color
averaging a pale blue
Pearl Harbor n l Pearl Harbor, Oahu, Hawaii, Am naval station
attacked without warning by the Japanese] : a sneak attack usu.
with devastating effect

pearl.ite \'par(-3)l-,ri\ n IT perlite, fr. perle pearl] 1 : the lamellar
mixture of ferrite and cementile in slowly cooled iron-carbon alloys
occurring normally as a principal constituent of both steel and
cast iron 2 : perltfe — pearl-it-ic \,p3r-'Ut-ik\ adj

pearl'ized \'p3r(-3)l-,Tzd\ adj ; resembling mother-of-pearl
pearl millet n : a tall cereal grass (Penniserum glaucum) with large
leaves and dense round spikes that is widely grown for its seeds and
for forage

pearly \'p3r-le\ adj 1 : resembling, containing, or adorned with
pearls or mother-of-pearl 2 : highly precious
pear-shaped \'pa(3)r-,shapt, 'pe(3)r-\ adj 1 : having an oval
shape markedly tapering at one end 2 oJ a vocal tone : free from
harshness, thinness, or nasality

peart \'pi(a)rt\ adj [alter, of pert} chiejly South & Midland : in
good spirits : lively — peart-ly adv

peas.ant \'pez-'nt\ n. often attrib [ME paissaunt, fr. MF paisant,
fr, OF, fr. pais country, fr. LL pagensis inhabitant of a district,

fr. L pagus district — more at pagan] 1 : one of a chiefly European
class of persons tilling the soil as small landowners or as laborers
2 : a person of low social status esp. when comparatively un-
educated or uncouth

peas.ant.ry \-'n-tre\ n 1 : peasants 2 : the position, rank, or
behavior of a peasant
ipease \'pez\ n [ME pese] chiefly Brit : pea
2pease pi oj pea
pease-cod or peas.cod \'pez-,k'ad\ n [ME pesecod, fr. pese + cod
bag, husk — more at codpiece] : a pea pod

pea.shoot.er \'pe-'shiit-3r. -,shut-\ n : a toy blowgun for shooting
peas

pea soup n 1 : a thick soup made of dried peas usu. pureed 2 : a
heavy fog
ipeat \'pet\ n, often attrib [ME pete, fr. ML peta] 1 : turf 2b
2 : partially carbonized vegetable tissue formed by partial decora-
position in water of various plants (as mosses of the genus Sphag-
num) — peaty \'pet-e\ adj

2peat n [origin unknown] : a bold gay woman
pea-vey or pea.vy \'pe-ve\ n [prob. fr. the
name Peavey] : a stout lever like a cant hook
but with the end armed with a strong sharp
spike used esp. in handUng logs
ipeb-ble_ \"peb-3i\ n [ME pobble, fr. OE
papolsian, fr. papol- (prob. imit.) + stan
stone] 1 : a small usu. round stone esp. when
worn by the action of water 2 : transparent
and colorless quartz : rock crystal 3 : an peavey
irregular, crinkled, or grainy surface —
peb'bly \'peb-(3-lle\ adj

2pebble vt peb-bling \-0-)liD\ 1 : to pelt with pebbles 2 : to

pave or cover with pebbles or something resembling pebbles
3 : to grain (as leather) so as to produce a rough and irregularly

indented surface
pe.cau \pi-'kan. -'kanX n [of Atgonquian origin; akin to Ojibwa
pagan, a hard-shelled nut] ; a large hickory {Carya illinoensis)

of the south central U.S.; also % its edible oblong nut
pec.ca-ble \'pek-3-b3l\ adj [MF, fr. L peccare} : hable or prone
to sin

pecca.dil.lo \,pek-3-'diI-(.)o\ n, pi peccadilloes or peccadillos
[Sp pecadillo, dim. of pecado sin, fr. L peccaium, fr. neut. of
peccaius, pp. of peccare] : a shght offense
peC'Can.cy \'pek-3n-se\ n 1 : the quaUty or state of being peccant
2 : OFFENSE

peC'Cant \'pek-3nt\ adj [L peccant-, peccans, prp. of peccare to
stumble, sin] 1 : guilty of a moral offense : sinning 2 : violating
a principle or rule — pec-cant.ly adv

pec-ca-ry \'pek-3-re\ n [of Cariban origin; akin to Chayma paquera
peccary] : either of two largely nocturnal gregarious American
mammals resembling the related pigs: a : a grizzled animal
{Tayassu angulatus) with an indistinct white collar b : a blackish
animal (Tayassu pecari) with whitish cheeks

peC'Ca.vi \pe-'ka-(,)we, -(,)ve\ n [L, I have sinned, fr. peccare"]

MEASURE table 2 ; a
acknowledgment of s

ipeck \'pek\ n [ME pek, fr. OF] 1
large quantity or number
apeck vb [ME pecken, alter, of piken to pierce — more at pick]
vt la: to strike or pierce esp. repeatedly with the bill or a pointed
tool b : to make by pecking (-^ a hole) 2 : to pick up with the
bill '^ vi 1 a : to strike, pierce, or pick up something with or as if

with the bill b : carp, nag 2 : to bite daintily ; nibble (r^ at
food)

speck n 1 : an impression or hole made by pecking 2 : a quick
sharp stroke

peck-er \'pek-3r\ n 1 ; one that pecks 2 chiejly Brit : COURAGE
<keep your ^ up)

peck order or pecking order n l : the basic pattern of social

organization within a flock of poultry in which each bird pecks
another lower in the scale without fear of retaliation and submits
to pecking by one of higher rank 2 : a hierarchy of social domi-
nance or prestige
peck'Snill'ian \pek-'snif-e-3n\ adj [Seth Pecksniff, character In
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pecky \'pek-e\ adj i^peck']t marked by lens-shapad or finger«a

shaped pockets of decay caused by fungi (-^ cypress)
pec.tate \'pek-,tat\ n : a salt or ester of a pectic acid
peC'ten \'pek-t3n\ n.pl pectens i^iLpectin-, pecten, fr. L, comb,
scallop] 1 pi usu peC'ti-nes \-t3-,nez\ : a body part felt to re-

semble a comb; esp : a folded vascular pigmented membrane pro-
jecting into the vitreous humor in the eye of a bird or reptile

2 : 'SCALLOP la
pec^tiC \'pek-tik\ adj [F pectique, it. Gk pektikos coagulating, fr.

pegnynai to fix, coagulate — more at pact] ; of, relating to, or
derived from pectin

pectic acid n : any of various water-insoluble substances formed by
hydrolyzing the methyl ester groups of pectins

pec* tin \'pek-t3n\ n [F pectine, fr. pectiquel I any of various water*
soluble substances in plant tissues that yield a ge! which is the
basis of fruit jellies; also ; a commercial product rich in pectins— pec-tin-ous \:t3-n3s\ adj

pec<ti<nate \'pek-t3-,nat\ also pectLnat^ed \-,nat-ad\ adj [L
peciinatus, fr. pectin-, pecten comb; akin to Gk kten-, kieis comb,
L pectere to comb — more at fee] ; having narrow parallel pro-
jections or divisions suggestive of the teeth of a comb — pec^ti-na-
tion \.pek-t3-'na-shan\ n

pectin.es-ter-ase \.pek-t3-'nes-t3-,ras, -,raz\ n : an enzyme that
catalyzes the hydrolysis of pectins into pectic acids and methanol
ipec-to-ral \'pek-t(3-)r3l\ n ; something worn on the breast

^pectoral adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L pecioralis, fr. pector-, pectus
breast; akin to Toch A pdss'dm the two breasts] X : of, situated in

or on, or worn on the chest 2 : relating to or good for diseases
of the respiratory tract 3 : coming from the breast or heart as
the seat of emotion : subjective

pectoral cross 'i : a cross worn on the breast esp. by a prelate

pectoral lin n : either of the fins of a fish that correspond to the
forelimbs of a quadruped

pectoral girdle n : the bony or cartilaginous arch supporting the
forelimbs of a vertebrate

pec>U>late \'pek-y3-,lat\ vt [L peculatus, pp. of peculari, fr.

peculium] : embezzle — pec*u-la-tion \,pek-y3-'la-sh3n\ n —
pec>u-la-tor \'pek-y3-,lat-3r\ n
ipe-CU-liar \pi-'kyUl-y3r\ adj [ME peculier, fr. L pecuUaris of
private property, special, fr. peculium private property, fr. pecu
cattle; akin to L pecus cattle — more at fee] 1 : belonging ex-

clusively to one person or group 2 : felt to be characteristic of
one only ; distinctive 3 : different from the usual or normal:
a : special, particular b : curious c : eccentric, queer
syn see characteristic, strange — pe-cu-liar-ly adv

^peculiar n : something exempt from ordinary jurisdiction; esp ; a
church or parish exempt from the jurisdiction of the ordinary in

whose terriiory it lies

pe-cu.liar.i-ty \pi-,kyUl-'yar-3t-e, -,kyii-le-'ar-\ n 1 : the quaUty
or state of being peculiar 2 : a distinguishing characteristic

3 : ODDITY, QUIRK
pe.cu.niar.i.ly Xpi-.kylin-'yer-a-le, -,kyii-ne-'er-\ adv ; with re-

spect to money
pe.CU-ni.ary \pi-'kyu-ne-,er-e\ adj [L pecuniarius, fr. pecunia
money — more at fee] 1 : consisting of or measured in money
2 : of or relating to money ; monetary syn see financial

ped \'ped\ n [Gk pedon ground; akin to L ped-, pes foot — more at

FOOT] : a natural soil aggregate
ped see PAED-
-ped \,ped also p3d\ or -pede \,ped\ n comb jorm [L ped-, pes'\

; foot (maxilUpet/) <maxillipe(/e>

ped>a>gog-ic \,ped-9-'gai-ik also -'goj-\ adj ; of, relating to, or
befitting a teacher — ped>a»gog-i.cal \-i-k9l\ adj — ped>a*gog-
i.cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

ped>a>gOg'iCS \-iks\ « pl.but sing in constr : pedagogy
ped-a.gogue also ped.a.gog \*ped-3-.gag\ n [ME pedagoge,_ fr.

MF, fr. L paedagogus, fr. Gk paidagogos, fr. paid- paed- + agogos
leader, fr. agein to lead —more at agent] : teacher, schoolmaster

ped>a-gO*gy \'ped-3-,gaj-e, -.g6j-\ n : the art, science, or profession

of teaching; esp ; education 2

iped.al \'ped-'l\ n [MF pedale, fr. It, fr. L pedalis, adj.] 1 : a

lever acted on by the foot in the playing of musical instruments

2 : a foot lever or treadle by which a part is activated in a mech-
anism
aped-al adj [L pedalis, fr. ped-, pes} 1 \'ped-=l also 'ped-\ : of or

relating to the foot 2 \'ped-\ : of, relating to, or mvolvmg a pedal

3ped.al \'ped-M\ vb ped-aled also ped-alled; ped-al-ing also

ped-aMing \'ped-'l-io, 'ped-lir)\ vi 1 : to use or work a pedal

2 : to ride a bicycle -^ vr : to work the pedals of

pe.dal.fer Xpa-'dal-fsr, -.fe(a)r\ n [Gk pedon ground + E a/umen
+ Lfenum iron] : a soil that lacks a hardened layer of accumulated
carbonates — ped'al-fer-ic \,ped-(,)arfer-ik\ adj

pedal point n : a single tone usu. the tonic or dominant that is

normally sustained in the bass and sounds against changing
harmonies in the other parts

pedal pushers n pi : women's and girls' calf-length trousers

ped-ant \'ped-'nt\ n [MF, fr. It pedante} 1 : a schoolmaster esp.

in a petty school 2 a : one who parades his learning b : one who
is unimaginative or who unduly emphasizes minutiae in the presen-

tation or use of knowledge c : a formalist or precisionist in

teaching — pe-dan-tic \p9-'dant-ik\ adj — pe-dan-ti-caMy
\-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv

ped*aut-ry \'ped-'n-tre\ n 1 : pedantic presentation or application

of knowledge or learning 2 : an instance of pedantry

ped-ate \'ped-,at\ adj [L pedaius, fr. ped-, pes foot — more at

foot] 1 a : having a foot h ; having tube feet 2 : palmate with

the lateral lobes cleft into two or more segments — ped-ate-ly adv

ped.dle \'ped-=l\ vb ped-dling \'ped-lio. -'l-io\ [back-formation

fr. peddler, fr. ME pedlere-\ vi 1 : to travel about with wares for

sale 2 : to be busy with trifles : piddle -^ vt 1 : to sell or oiler

for sale from place to place : hawk 2 : to deal out or seek to

disseminate — ped-dler \'ped-lar, bejore "oj' also - I-3r\ or

ped>lar \'ped-l3r\ n
ped.dlery or ped-lary \'ped-l3-re\ n 1 : peddlers' merchandise

2 : the trade of a peddler
ped.dling X'ped-lsn, -'l-sn, -Uq, -n-io\ adj [alter, of piddling}

; PETTY

9 abuti » kitten; or further; a back, ,

j joke; r| sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th tnin; ffl tnis

ped>er*ast \'ped-3-,rast\ n [Gk paiderastes, lit., lover of boys, fr.

paid- paed- + erastes lover, fr. erasthai to love — more at EROS]
: one that practices pederasty — pe_d'er»as'tic \,ped-3-'ras-tik\
adj— ped-er-as'ti-caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

ped-er-as-ty \'ped-3-,ras-te\ n ; anal intercourse esp. with a boy
pedes pi of PES
iped.es. tal \'ped-?st-=l\ n, often attrib [MF piedestal, fr. Olt
piedestallo, fr. pie di stallo foot of a stall] la: the support or
foot of a late classic or neoclassic column b : the base of an up-
right structure 2 : base, foundation 3 : a position of esteem
2pedestal vt ped-es-taled or ped.es-talled; ped.es. tal.Ing or
ped-es.tal'ling : to place on or furnish with a pedestal
lpe.des.tri-an \p9-'des-tre-3n\ adj [L pedestr-, pedester, lit., going
on foot, fr. pedes one going on foot, fr. ped-, pes foot — more at
foot] 1 : unimaginative, commonplace 2 a : going or performed
on foot b : of or relating to walking

^pedestrian n : a person going on foot : walker
pe-des.tri.an.ism \-,iz-3m\ n l a : the practice of walking
b : addiction to walking for exercise or recreation 2 ; the quality
or state of being unimaginative or commonplace

pe.di.at>riC \,ped-e-'a-trik\ adj : of or relating to pediatrics
pe.di.a.tri^cian \,ped-e-3-'trish-3n\ also pe-dLa-trist \,ped-e-
'a-trast, pe-'dT-3-\ n_x a specialist in pediatrics

pe.di.at.rics X.ped-e-'atriksX n pi but sing or pi in constr I a
branch of medicine dealing with the child, its development, care,

and diseases
pedi.cab \'ped-i-,kab\ n [L ped-, pes + E cab} : a small 3-wheeled
hooded passenger vehicle that is pedaled

ped.i-cel \'ped-3-,sel\ n [NL pedicellus, dim. of L pediculus}
1 : a slender plant stalk; esp : one that supports a fruiting or
spore-bearing organ 2 a : a narrow basal part by which a larger
part or organ of an animal is attached b : a small foot or footlike
organ — ped-i-ceMate \,ped'3-'sel-3t\ adj

ped'i.cle \'ped-i-k3l\ n [L pediculus, fr. dim. of ped-, pes} : pedicel— ped.i'Cled \-k3ld\ adj
pe.dic-U-lar \pi-'dik-y3-l3r\ adj [L pedicularis, fr. pediculus, dim.
of pedis louse] : of or relating to lice : lousy

pe.dicu.Iate \-l3t\ adj [deriv, of L pediculus footstalk] : of or
relating to an order (Pediculati) of teleost fishes with jugular
ventral fins, pectoral fins at the end of an armlike process, and
part of the dorsal fin modified into a lure — pediculate n

pe.diCU-lO.SiS \pi-,dik-y3-'lo-S3s\ n [NL, fr. L pediculus louse]

; infestation with lice — called also lousiness — pe.dic.u-lous
\-'dik-y3-l3s\ adj

ped'i'CUre \'ped-i-,kyuf3)r\ n [¥ pedicure, fr. L ped-, pes foot +
curare to take care. fr. cura care — more at cure] 1 : chiropodist
2 a : care of the feet, toes, and nails b ; a single treatment of these

parts — ped'i'Cur-ist \-,kyur-3st\ n
ped'i.gree \'ped-3-,gre\ n [ME pedegru, fr. MF pie de grue crane's

foot; fr. the shape made by the lines of a genealogical chart]

1 : a register recording a line of ancestors 2 a : an ancestral line

; LINEAGE b : the origin and the history of something 3 a : dis-

tinguished ancestry b : recorded purity of breed of an individual

or strain syn see ancestry — ped.i.greed \-,gred\ adj

ped.l.ment \'ped-3-m3nt\ n [obs. E periment, prob. alter, of E

pediments

pyramid} : a triangular space forming the gable of a 2-pitched roof

in classic architecture; also : a similar form used as a decoration
— ped.i-men.tal \,ped-3-'ment-'l\ adj
pedo see paed-
ped-o-cal \'ped-3-,kal\ n [Gk pedon earth + L calc-, calx lime
— more at ped, chalk] : a soil that includes a definite hardened

layer of accumulated carbonates — ped.Q.caLic \,ped-3-'kal-ik\

pedo.gen.e.sis \,ped-3-'ien-3-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk pedon + _L

genesis} : the formation and development of soil — pedo.gen«iC
\-']en-ik\ or pedo-gcnet-ic \-J3-'net-ik\ adj

pe.do-log. ic adj 1 \,ped-n-'aj-ik\ : of or relating to soli science

2 \,ped-\ : of or relating to child study — pe.do.log.Leal
\-i-k3l\ adj

ipe.dol-0-giSt \pe-'dal-3-J3st\ n ; a specialist in child study

2pe.dol.o.gist \pi-'dal-3-J9st, pe-\ n : a soil scientist

ipe-dol-o-gy \pe-'dal-3-je\ n : the scientific study of the life and
development of children

2pe.dol-o.gy \pi-'dal-3-je, pe-\ n [Gk pedon + ISV -logy} ; a

science dealing with soils

pe.dom.e.ter \pi-'dam-9t-3r\ n [F pedometre, fr. L ped-, pes foot

+ F -mhre -meter — more at foot] ; an instrument usu. in watch

form that records the distance a walker covers by responding to his

body motion at each step

pe.dro \'pa-(.ldro, 'pe-\ n [Sp Pedro Peter] : the five of trumps In

card games of the all fours family (as auction pitch or cinch)

pe.dun-Cle \'pe-,d30-k3l, pi-'\ n i^L pedunculus, dim. of I. ped-,

pes} 1 : a stalk bearing a flower or flower cluster or a fructificatiori

2 : a narrow part by which some larger part or the whole body oE

an organism is attached : stalk, pedicel 3 : a narrow stalk by

which a tumor or polyp is attached — pe-dun-cled \-k3ld\ adj

— pe-dun.cu.iar \pi-'d3o-ky9-l3r\ adj
, . ^ .- ^.

pe.dun.cu-late \pi-'d3r)-ky9-l3t\ or pe.dtui.cu-lat.ed \-,lat-3d\

adj [-NL pedunculus} : having, growing on, or being attached by a

peduncle — pe.dun.cu.la.tion \pi-,d9D-ky3-'la-sh9n, .pe-\ n

pee \'pe\ n : the letter p
Tpeek \'pek\ vi [ME piken} 1 a : to look furtively b : to peer

through a crack or hole or from a place of concealment 2 : to

take a brief look : glance
2peek n : a brief or surreptitious look
ipeel \'pe(3)l\ vb [ME pelen, fr. MF peler, fr. L pilare to remove the

hair from. fr. pilus hair — more at pile] vt 1 : to strip off an outer

layer 2 : to remove by stripping '- vi la : to come ott m sheets

1 Ufe
a bake* a cot cart; ail out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip;
a bake, a coi.can.

^ ^^^i, ^ f^ot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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or scales b ; to lose an outer layer 2 : to take off one*s clothes
speel n : the skin or rind of a fruit

3peel n [ME pel stockade, stake, fr. AF, stockade & MF, stake, fr. L
palus stake — more at pole] : a medieval small massive fortified
tower along the Scottish-English border

4peel n [ME pele, fr. MF, fr. L pala] : a usu. long-handled spader
shaped instrument used chiefly by bakers

ipeel.er \'pe-l3r\ n 1 : one that peels 2 : a log of wood (as Doug-
las fir") suitable for cutting into rotary veneer

2peeler n [Sir Robert Peel tl850 E statesman] Brit : pouceman
peel'ing V'pe-UoX n : a peeled-off piece or strip (as of skin or rind)

peel off VI : to veer away from an airplane formation esp. for diving
or landing
ipeen \'pen\ vt : to draw, bend, or flatten by or as if by hammering
with a peen

speeu or pein \'pen\ n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Norw penn
peen] : the hemispherical, wedge-shaped, or otherwise formed end
of the head of a hammer opposite the face
ipeep \'pep\ vi [ME pepen, of imit. origin] 1 ; to utter a feeble
shrill sound as of a bird newly hatched : cheep 2 : to utter the
slightest sound

2peep n 1 : a feeble shrill sound : cheep 2 ; a slight utterance esp.
of complaint or protest
3peep vb [ME pepen, perh. alter, of piken to peek] vi 1 a ; to peer
through a crevice b : to look cautiously or slyly 2 : to begin to
emerge from concealment '^ vt : to put forth or cause to protrude
shghtly

4peep n 1 : the first glimpse or faint appearance <at the '^ of dawn)
2 : a brief or furtive look
ipeep-er \'pe-p3r\ « 1 : one that peeps 2 : any of Various frogs
(esp. of the family Hylidae) that peep

apeeper n 1 : one that peeps; specij : voyeur 2 : eye
peep-hole \'pep-,hol\ n ; a hole or crevice to peep through
Peeping Tom \-'tam\ n 1 : a tailor of Coventry held to have
peeped at Lady Godiva 2 often not cap : voyeur
peep show n : a small show or object exhibited that is viewed
through an opening or a magnifying glass

peep sight « : a rear sight for a gun having an adjustable metal eye-
piece pierced with a small hole to peep through in aiming
Ipeer \'pi(3)r\ n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. OF per, fr. per, adj., equal, fr.

L par'\ 1 : one that is of equal standing with another : equal
2 archaic : COMPANION. FELLOW 3 a : a member of one of the five

ranks (as duke, marquess, earl, viscount, or baron) of the British
peerage b : noble 1

2peer vt, archaic : rival, match
Speer vi [perh. by shortening & alter, fr. appear"^ 1 : to look nar-
rowly or curiously; esp : to look searchingly at something difficult

to discern 2 : to come slightly into view syn see gaze
peer-age \'pi(5)r-ij\ n l : the body of peers 2 : the rank or dignity
of a peer 3 : a book containing a list of peers

peer-ess \'pir-3s\ n 1 ; the wife or widow of a peer 2 : a
woman who holds in her own right the rank of a peer

peer-less \'pi(3)r-bs\ adj : matchless, incomparable — peer-
lesS'ly adv — peer.less-ness n
ipeeve \'pev\ vt [back-formation fr. peevish'\ : to make peevish or
resentful ; annoy syn see irrftate

2peeve n l : a feeling or mood of resentment 2 : a particular
grievance : grudge

pee.visll \'pe-vish\ adj [ME pevish spiteful] 1 : querulous in tem-
perament or mood ; fretful 2 : perversely obstinate : contrary
3 : marked by ill temper — pee-vish-ly adv — pee-vish-ness n

pee.wee \'pe-(,)we\ n, ojten attrib [imit.] 1 : pewee 2 : some-
thing or someone diminutive or tiny

pee.wit var of PEwrr
^peg \'peg\ n [ME pegge"} 1 a : a small usu. cylindrical pointed
or tapered piece (as of wood) used to pin down or fasten things or
to fit into or close holes : pin. plug b Brit : clothespin c : a
predetermined level at which something (as a price) is fixed
2 a ; a projecting piece used as a support or boundary marker
b : something used as a support, pretext, or reason 3a: one of the
pins of a stringed musical instrument that are turned to regulate
the pitch of the strings b : a step or degree esp. in estimation
4 : a pointed prong or claw for catching or tearing 5 Brit : drink
6 : something resembling a peg 7 : throw

apeg vb pegged; peg-ging vt 1 a : to put a peg into b Brit ; to
pin (laundry) on a clothesline c ; to pin down ; restrict d ; to fix

or hold (as prices) at a predetermined level e : to place in a definite
category 2 : to mark by pegs 3 : throw — vi 1 ; to work steadily
and diligently 2 : to move along vigorously or hastily : hustle
3peg \'peg\ or pegged \'pegd\ adj : wide at the top and narrow at
the bottom <•---' pants)
Peg.a.sns \'peg-a-sas\ n [L (gen. Pegasi), fr. Gk Pegasos']
1 : a winged horse that in Greek mythology caused Hippocrene
to burst forth from Mount Helicon with a blow of his hoof 2 : po-
etic inspiration 3 : a northern constellation near the vernal equi-
noctial point

peg-ma.tite \'peg-m3-,tTt\ n [F, fr. Gk pegmat-, pegma something
fastened together, fr. pegnynai to fasten together — more at pact]
1 : a coarse variety of granite occurring in dikes or veins 2 : a
formation similar to pegmatite in other rocks (syenite ^ — peg-
ma.tlt.ic \,peg-m3-'tit-ik\ adj

peg top n 1 : a pear-shaped top having a sharp metal peg wound
round with a string that spins a-s it is thrown from the hand 2 pi
: peg-top trousers

peg-top \'peg-'tap\ or peg-tOpped \-'tapt\ adj : peg
Peh.le.vi \'pel-3-(.)ve\ var o/_pahlavi
pei.gnoir \pan-'war, pen-', 'pan-, , 'pen-,\ n [F, lit., garment worn
while combing the hair, fr. MF, fr. peigner to comb the hair. fr. L
peciinare, fr. pectin-, pecten comb— more at pectinate] ; a woman's
loose negUgee or dressing gown

pe.jo-ra.tive \pi-'j6r-3t-iv, -'jar-; 'pej-Ca-lrat-. 'pej-»-,rat-\ adj [LL
pejoratus, pp. of pejorare to make or become worse, fr. L pejor
worse; akin to L pessimus worst. Gk pedon ground — more at
parallelepiped] : having a tendency to make or become worse
: DEPRECIATORY, DISPARAGING — pe.jO'ra.tive.ly adv

Pe.bin \pi-'kin, *pe-.\ n [peking, Pekin, China] : any of a breed
of large white ducks of Chinese origin used for meat production
pe.king.ese or Pe-kin.ese \,pe-k3n-'ez, -kio-, -"esx n,pi Peking-
ese or Pekinese 1 a : a native or resident of Peking b : the Chi-

nese dialect of Peking 2 : any of a Chinese breed of small shorts
legged dogs with_a broad flat face and a profuse long soft coat
Pe-king man \,pe-,kio-\ n : an extinct Pleistocene man that is known
from skeletal and cultural remains in cave deposits at Choukoutien,
China and that is more advanced in some details than Java man
but nearer to hijn than to other fossil hominids or to recent man
pe.koe \'pek-(,)o, Brit also 'pek-\ n [Chin (Amoy) pek-hol 1 : a
tea made from the first three leaves on the spray 2 : a tea of India
or Ceylon made from leaves of approximately the same size ob-
tained by screening fired tea

pel-age \'pel-ij\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. poil hair, fr. L pilus — more at
PILE] : the hairy covering of a mammal
Pe.la.gian \p9-'la-j(e-)3n\ n : a follower of Pelagius who denied
original sin and held that man has perfect freedom of the will— Pelagian ad;— Pe.la-gian-ism \-j(e-)3-,niz-3m\n

pe.lag.ic \p3-'laj-ik\ adj [L pelagicus, fr. Gk pelagikos, fr. pelagos
sea — more at flake] : of, relating to, or Uving or occurring in the
open sea ; oceanic

pel.ar.go.ni-mn \,pel-(.)ar-'g6-ne-3m. ,pel-3r-\ n [NL, genus
name, irreg. fr. Gk pelargos stork] : any of a genus ^Pelargonium)
of southern African herbs of the geranium family that include the
garden geraniums
Pe.las.gian \p3-'laz-j(e-)an, -'laz-ge-snX n [Gk pelasgios, adj.,

Pelasgian, fr. Pelasgoi Pelasgians] : one of an ancient people men-
tioned by classical writers as early inhabitants of Greece and the
eastern islands of the Mediterranean — Pelasgian adj — Pe-las-
gic \-jik, -gik\ adj

pel-er.ine \,pel-3-'ren, 'pel-3-r3n\ n [obs. F, neckerchief, fr. F
pelerine, fem. of pilerin pilgrim, fr. LL pelegrinus — more at PIL-
GRIM] : a woman's narrow cape of fabric or fur usu. with long
ends hanging down in front

pelf \'pelf\ n [ME, fr. MF peljre booty] : money, riches
Pe.li.as \'pe-le-as, *pel-e-\ n [L, fr. Gk] : an uncle of Jason and
king of lolcus

pel-i.can \'pel-i-k3n\ n [ME, fr. OE pellican, fr. LL pelecanus, fr.

Gk pelekan} : any of a genus (Pelecanus) of large web-footed
birds with a very large bill and distensible gular pouch in which
fish are caught

pe.Usse \p3-'Ies, pe-\ n [F, fr. 'LLpellicia, fr. fem. of pellicius made
of skin, fr. L pellis skin — more at fell] 1 : a long cloak or coat
made of fur or lined or trimmed with fur 2 : a woman's loose
lightweight cloak with wide collar and fur trimming

pel.la.gra Xpa-'lag-ra, -'lag-, -'lag-\ n [It, fr. pelle skin (fr. L
pellis) + -agra (as in podagra, fr. L) ] : a disease marked by derma-
titis, gastrointestinal disorders, and central nervous symptoms and
associated with a diet deficient in niacin and protein — pel.la.gric
\-rik\ adj — pel.la<grin \-ran\ n — pel.la<groid \-,r6id\ adj— pel.ia.grons X-rssX adj

tpel.let \'pel-3t\ n [ME pelote, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL pilota,

dim. of hpila ball — more at pile] 1 : a usu. small round or spheri-
cal body (as of food, medicine, or debris) 2 a : a usu. stone ball

used as a missile in medieval times b : cannonball C ; bullet
d : a piece of small shot e ; an imitation bullet

2peUet vt 1 ; to form into pellets 2 : to strike with pellets

pel.Ii.cle \'pel-i-k3l\ n IMF pellicule, fr. Ul. pellicula, fr. L, dim. of
pellis), : a thin skin or film — pel>lic>u*lar Xps-'lik-ya-lar, pe-\ adj— peMicU'Iate X-lat. -,lat\ adj

pel.li.to-ry Vpel-3-,t6r-e, -.t6r-\ n 1 [ME paritorie, fr. MF
paritaire, fr. LL parietaria, fr. fem. of parietarius of a wall, fr. L
pariet-, paries wall — more at paries] : any of a genus {Parie-
taria) of herbs of the nettle family with alternate leaves and incon-
spicuous flowers 2 [ME peletre, fr. MF piretre, fr. h pyrethrumj
a : a southern European composite plant (Anacyclus pyrethrum)
resembling yarrow b ; any of several similar plants (as the feverfew
or yarrow)

pell-mell Vpel-'mel\ adv [MF pelemele'\ 1 ; in mingled confusion
or disorder 2 ; in confused haste : headlong — pell-mell adj or n

pel'IU'Cid \p3-'lu-s3d\ adj [L pellucidus, fr. per through -I- lucidus
lucid — more at for] 1 : admitting maximum passage of light

without diffusion or distortion 2 : reflecting hght evenly from all

surfaces 3 : extremely easy to understand syn see clear — pel-
lu-cid.i.ty \,pel-yu-'sid-3t-e\ n — pel>lu.cid-ly \p3-'lii-S3d-le\
adv — peMu-cid-ness n
Pe.lops X'pe-.laps, 'pel-,aps\ n [L, fr. Gk] : a son of Tantalus
served by his father to the gods for food but restored to life by
them

pe.lQ.ria Xpa-'lor-e-a, -'16r-\ n [NL, fr. Gk peloros monstrous, fr.

peldr monster; akin to Gk teras marvel ~ more at teratology]
: an abnormal regularity of structure occurring in normally irreg-

ular flowers — pe-lor-ic \-'16r-ik, -'lar-\ adj
pe.lQ.rus \p3-'lor-3S, -'16r-\ n [origin unknown] : a navigational
instrument resembling a mariner's compass without magnetic
needles and having two sight vanes by which bearings are taken

pe.lo.ta \p3-'Iot-3\ n [Sp, fr. OF pelote little ball — more at pellet]
: any of various Basque, Spanish, or Spanish-American games
played in a court with a ball and a wickerwork racket; specij ; JAi

alai
ipelt \'peU\ n [ME] 1 : a usu. undressed skin with its hair, wool, or
fur 2 : a skin stripped of hair or wool for tanning

2pelt vt : to strip off the skin of
3pelt vb [ME pelten} vt 1 : to strike with a succession of blows or
missiles 2 : hurl, throw 3 : to beat or dash repeatedly against
'"^ VI 1 : to deliver a succession of blows or missiles 2 : to beat
incessantly 3 : to move rapidly and vigorously — pelt<er n
pelt n : blow, whack
pel.tate \'pel-,tat\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL peliatus, fr. L
pelta small shield, fr. Gk pelie} ; shaped like a shield; specij : having
the stem or support attached to the lower surface instead of at the
base or margin <a '^ leaf) — pel.tate.ly adv

pelt.lng \'pel-tia\ adj [prob. fr. E dial, pelt piece of trash] archaic
; PALTRY, INSIGNIFICANT

pelt.ry \'pel-tre\ n [ME, fr. AF pelterie} : pelts, fxjrs; esp : raw
undressed skins

pel.Vic \'pel-vik\ adj : of, relating to, or located in or near the
pelvis — pelvic n

pelvic fin n : one of the paired fins of a fish homologous with the
hind hrabs of a quadruped — called also ventral Jin

pelvic girdle n : a bony or cartilaginous arch that supports the
hind Umbs of a vertebrate

pel*vi3 \'pel-vas\ n, p! pel*vis.es \-v3-ssz\ or pel-ves \'pel-,ve2\



Pembroke 623 penitentiary
[NL, fr. L, basin; akin to OE & ON full cup, Gk pella wooden
bowl] 1 : a basin-shaped structure in the skeleton of many verte-
brates formed by the pelvic girdle and adjoining bones of the spine
2 : the cavity of the pelvis 3 : the funnel-shaped cavity of the kid-
ney into which urine is discharged
Pem-broke \'pem-,br6k, -,bruk\ n [Pembroke, Wales] : a Welsh
corgi of a variety characterized by pointed erect ears, straight legs,
and short tail

pem-mi-cau also pem.i.can \'pem-i-k3n\ n [Cree pimikSn} : a
concentrated food used by No. American Indians consisting of
lean meat dried, pounded fine, and mixed with melted fat; also : a
similar preparation {as of dried beef, flour, molasses, suet) used
for emergency rations

pem.phi.gus \'pem(p)-fi-g3s, pem-'fT-\ n [NL, fr. Gk pemphig-,
pemphix breath, pustule] : a disease characterized by large blisters
on skin and mucous membranes and often by itching or burning
Jpen \'pen\ n [ME, fr. OE perm's 1 a : a small enclosure for ani-
mals b : animals in or in numbers to fill one such enclosure; also
; a small group of animals functioning as a unit 2 : a small place
of confinement or storage 3 : a dock or slip for reconditioning
submarines
2pen vt penned; pen-ning ; to shut in a pen
3pen n, ojien attrib [ME penne, fr. MF, feather, pen, fr. L penna,
pinna feather; akin to Gk pieron wing — more at feather] 1 ; an
implement for writing or drawing with ink or a similar fluid: as
a : QUILL b : a small thin convex metal device tapering to a split
point and fitting into a holder c ; a penholder containing a pen
d : FOUNTAIN PEN 2 a : a writing instrument that is a means of
expression b ; writer 3 ; the internal horny feather-shaped shell
of a squid
4pen vt penned; pen-ning ; write, indite
Spen n [origin unknown] : a female swan
'pen n, slang : penitentiary
pe-nal \'pen-^l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L poenalis, fr. poena punish-
ment — more at pain] 1 : of, relating to, or involving punishment,
penalties, or punitive institutions 2 ; liable to punishment— pe-nal-ly \-'l-e\ adv

penal code n : a code of laws concerning crimes and offenses and
their punishment

pe>nal<iza>tiQn \,pen-'l-3-'za-sh3n, ,pen-\ « 1 : the act of penaliz-
ing 2 : the state of being penaUzed

pe-nal>ize \'pen-^I-,Tz, 'pen-\ vt 1 : to inflict a penalty on 2 : to
put at a serious disadvantage

pen-al*ty \'pen-^l-te\ n [ML poenalUas, fr. L poenalis} 1 : punish-
ment for crime or offense 2 : the suffering or the sum to be
forfeited to which a person subjects himself by agreement in case
of nonfulfillment of stipulations 3 : disadvantage, loss, or hard-
ship due to some action 4 ; points scored in bridge by the side that
defeats the opposing contract — usu. used in pi. — penalty adj
tpen.ance \'pen-3nci)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. ML poenitentia peni-
tence] 1 : an act of self-abasement, mortification, or devotion
performed to show sorrow or repentance for sin 2 ; a sacrament
in the Roman Catholic and Eastern Churches consisting in repent-
ance or contrition for sin, confession to a priest, satisfaction as
imposed by the confessor, and absolution
2penance vt : to impose penance on
pe>na>tes \p3-'nat-ez, -'n'at-\ n pi [L — more at penetrate] ; the
Roman gods of the household worshiped in close connection with
Vesta and wiih the lares and household genius
pence \'pen't)s\ pi oj penny
pen>cel or pen-cil \*penCt)-s3l\ n [ME pence!, modif. of OF
penonceU : pennoncel
pen*chant X'pen-chsnt, esp Brit 'pa"-,sha", pa"-'\ n [F, fr. prp. of
pencher to incline, fr. (assumed) VL pendicare, fr. L pendere to
weigh — more at pendant] ; a strong leaning : liking syn see
LEANING
ipen>Cil \'pen(t)-sol\ n, often attrib [ME pensel fr. MF pincel, fr.

(assumed) VL penicellus, fr. L penicillus, lit., little tail, fr. dim. of
-penis tail, penis] 1 : an artists brush 2 : an artist's individual
skill or style 3 a : an implement for writing, drawing, or marking
consisting of or containing a slender cylinder or strip of a solid
marking substance b : a small medicated or cosmetic roll or
stick for local applications 4 a : an aggregate of rays of light

or other radiation esp. when diverging from or converging lo
a point b : a one-parameter family (as of the lines in a plane
through a point) 5 ; something long and thin like a pencil

2pencil VI pen'Ciled or pen-cilled; pen-cil-ing or pen-ciMing
\-s(3-)lir)\ r to paint, draw, or write with a pencil : sketch —
pen*cil>ler \-si3-Jler\ n

pen*oil>iug n : the work of the pencil or brush or a product of
this

pen<dant also pen*dent X'pen-dant; 3 & 4 are also 'pen-ant, 6
is also pa"-da"\ n I ME peiidaunt, fr. MF pendant, fr. prp. oi pendre
to hang, fr. (assumed) \L pendere, fr. h pendere: akin to h pendere
to weigh, estimate, pay^ pondus weight — more at span] 1 : some-
thing suspended: as a : an ornament allowed to hang free b : an
electrical fixture suspended from the ceiling 2 : a hanging
ornament of roofs or ceilings much used in the later styles of Gothic
architecture 3 : a short rope hanging from a spar and having at

its free end a block or spliced thimble 4 chiefly Brit : pennant la
5 : the shank on a pocket watch stem to which the bow attaches

6 ; a companion piece or supplement
pen<den-cy \'pen-dan-se\ n : the state of being pending
pen'dent or pen.dant \'pen-d3nt\ adj [ME pendauut} 1 ; sup-
ported from above : suspended 2 : jutting or leaning over
: overhanging 3 : remaining undetermined : pending — pen-
dent 'ly adv

pen<den-tlve \pen-'dent-iv\ n IF pendent if, fr. Impendent-, pendens,
prp. of pendere} 1 : one of the triangular spherical sections of
vaulting that spring from the corners of a rectangular ground
plan and serve to allow the room enclosing it to be covered by a
cupola of rounded or polygonal plan 2 : the part of a groined
vault that springs from a single pier or corbel

pend'ing \'pen-dio\ prep [F pendant, fr. prp. oi pendre} 1 : DUR-
ING 2 : while awaiting
spending adj 1 : not yet decided 2 : impending, imminent
pen>drag*on \pen-'drag-sn\ n [ME, fr. W, fr. pen chief -H dragon

9 abut; '' ® kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; ^ this;

leader] ; head of all the chiefs among the ancient Britons : king
pen*du.lar \'pen-j3-br, -dys-lsr, -d'l-3r\ adj : being or resembling
the movement of a pendulum

pen.dll-lous \-j3-l3s, -dys-las, -dM-3s\ adj [L pendulus, fr. pendere
to weigh] 1 archaic : poised without visible support 2a; sus-
pended so as to swing freely b : inclined or hanging downward
: drooping 3 : wavering, vacillating — pen>dU'lous*ly adv —
pen.du-loiis^uess n

pen.du-liun \'pen-j3-l3m, -dys-lam, -dM-am\ n, often attrib [NL,
fr. L, neut. of pendulus} : a body suspended from a fixed point
so as to swing freely to and fro under the action of gravity and
commonly used to regulate the movements of clockwork and other
machinery
Pe.nel-o.pe \p9-'nel-3-pe\ n [L. fr. Gk Penelope} I the wife of
Odysseus

pe.ne.plain also pe-ne.plane \'pen-l-,plan. 'pen-\ n [L paene, pene
almost -I- E plain or plane — more at patient] : a land surface of
considerable area and slight relief shaped by erosion

pen.e.tra-bil.i-ty \,pen-3-tr9-'ba-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being penetrable

pen-e.tra-ble \'pen-3-tr3-b3l\ adj : capable of being penetrated— pen-e.tra-hle.ness n — pen-e-tra-bly \-ble\ adv
pen.e.tra.lia \,pen-3-'tra-le-3\ npl [L, neut. pi. ol penetrans mnQi,
fr. penetrare to penetrate] : the innermost or most private parts

pen.e.traui.e.ter \.pen-3-'tram-3t-3r\ n [penetration -I- -meter} : a
device for measuring the penetrating power of X rays or other
radiation

pen.e. trance \'pen-3-tr3n(t)s\ n : the relative ability of a gene to
produce its specific effect in any degree whatever in the organism
of which it is a part
ipen*e.trant \-tr3nt\ adj : penetrating
^penetrant n : one that penetrates or is capable of penetrating
pen*e>trate \'pen-3-,trat\ vb [L penetraius, pp. of penetrare; akin
to L penitus inward, Penates household gods, Lith peneti to nour-
ish] v/ la; to pass into or through b : to enter by overcoming
resistance : pierce 2 a ; to see into or through b ; to discover
the inner contents or meaning of 3 : to affect profoundly with
feeling 4 : to diffuse through : permeate ~ vi 1 a : to pass, ex-
tend, pierce, or diffuse into or through something b : to pierce
something with the eye or mind 2 : to affect deeply the senses or
feelings syn see enter

pen*e*trat-ing adj l : having the power of entering, piercing, or
pervading 2 : acute, discerning — pen-e'trat-ing-ly \-,trat-
iD-le\ adv

pen>e>tra>tlon \,pen-3-'tra-sh3n\ « 1 : the act or process of pene-
trating: as a ; the act of entering a country so that actual establish-
ment of influence is accomplished b : an attack that penetrates the
enemy's front or territory 2 a : the depth to which something
penetrates b : the power to penetrate; specif ; the ability to discern
deeply and acutely syn^ee discernment

pen.e«tra.tive \'pen-3-,trat-iv\ adj l : tending to penetrate ; pierc-
ing 2 : acute 3 : impressive — pen-e-tra-tive.ly adv — pen-
e'tra>tlve<ness n

pen-e.trom-e-ter \,pen-3-'tram-3t-3r\ n [h penetrare + ISV -meter}
1 : an instrument for measuring the consistency of semisolids
2 : penetrameter

pen>g<j \'peo-,g3(r)\ n, pi pengo or pengds [Hung, lit., jingling]
: the basic monetary unit of Hungary from 1925 to 1946

peU'guln \'pen-gw3n, 'peij-X n [perh. fr. W pen gwyn white head]
: any of various erect short-legged flightless aquatic birds (family
Spheniscidae) of thesouthern hemisphere

pen*Iiold*er Vpen-.hoI-dsrX n ; a holder or handle for a pen
pen<i*cil'late \.pen-3-'sil-3t, -,at\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL
penicillatus, fr. L penicillus brush — more at pencil] : furnished
with a tuft of fine fiUiments — pen-i-cil-late-ly adv — pen*i>cil-
la>tion \,pen-3-s3-'la-sh3n\ n

pen>i>cil*lin \,pen-3-'sil-3n\ n : any of several relatively nontoxic
antibiotic acids of the general constitution C9HnNz04SR or a salt

or ester of one of these acids or a mixture produced by molds (genus
Penicilliurn and esp. P notatum or P. chrysogenum) or synthetically

and used esp. against cocci

pen*i>cil<ll*iim \-'sil-e-3m\ n, pi pen<i<cil*lia \-e-3\ [NL. genus
name, fr. L penicillus} : any of a genus iPencillium) of fungi (family
Moniliaceae) comprising the blue molds found chiefly on moist
nonliving organic matter

pe>nile \'pe-,nTl\ adj I of, relating to, or affecting the penis

pen>in>su>la \p3-'nin(t)-s3-l3; -'nin-chs-ia. -shs-; -'nin(f)s-l3,

-'nin(t)s-y3-l3\ n [L paeninsula, fr. paene almost -f- insula island
— more at patient] : a portion of land nearly surrounded by water
and connected with a larger body by an isthmus; also : a piece of

land jutting out into the water whether with or without a well*

defined isthmus — pen-in-su-lar \-l3r\ adj
pe-nis \'pe-n3s\ n, pi pe-nes \'pe-(.)nez\ or pe-nis-es [L, penis,

tail; akin to OHG jaselt penis, Gk peos} : a male organ of copula-
tion

pen-i.tence \'pen-3-t3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. ML poenitentia,

alter, of L paenitentia regret, fr. paenitent-, penitens, prp.] : the

quality or state of being penitent : sorrow for sins or faults

syn penitence, repentance. cONTRmoN. compunction, remorse
mean regret for sin or wrongdoing. PENrrENCE implies humble
realization of and regret for one's wrongdoing; repentance sug-
gests additionally an awareness of one's general moral shortcom-
ings and a resolve to change; contrition suggests penitence shown
by signs of grief or pain; compunction implies a painful sting of
conscience; remorse suggests prolonged and insistent self-reproach
and mental anguish for consequences that cannot be escaped
Ipen-i-tenl \-t3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L paenitent-, paeniiens, fr.

prp. of paeniiere to be sorry; akin to L paene almost — more at

PATIENT] : feeling or expressing pain or sorrow for sins or offenses

: REPENTANT — peu-i-tent-ly adv
2penitent w 1 : a person who repents of sin 2 : a person under
church censure but admitted to penance esp. under the direction

of a confessor
pen4<ten>tial \,pen-3-'ten-ch3l\ adj : of or relating to penitence or
penance — pen-i-ten-tial-Iy \-'tench-(3-)le\ adv
ipen<i<ten>tia<ry \,pen-3-'tench-(3-)re, 'pen-'tench-\ n [ME pen-
itenciary, fr. ML poenitentiarius, fr. poenitentia} 1 a : an officer in

g gift; i trip; i life
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penitentiary 624 penuche
some Roman Catholic dioceses vested with power from the bishop
to absolve in cases reserved to him h : a tribunal of the Roman
curia concerned with private spiritual matters 2 : a public institu-

tion in which offenders against the law are confined for detention
or punishment; specij ; a state or federal prison in the U.S^

2pen.i»ten.tia.ry \,pen-3-'tench-(3-)re, / also -'tench-e-,er-e. 2 also

'pen-'tench-\ adj 1 : penitential 2 : of, relating to, or incurring
confinement in a penitentiary

pen-knife \'pen-,nTf\ n [fr. its original use for mending quill pens]
: a small pocketknife usu. with only one blade

pen*man \'pen-m3n\ n 1 a. : copyist, scribe h : one who is expert
in penmanship 2 : AUTHOR
pen-man-ship \'pen-m3n-,ship\ n l : the art or practice of writing
with the pen 2 : quality or style of handwriting

pen*na \'pen-3\ n, pi pen-nae \'pen-,e, -,T\ [L, feather, wing —
more at pen] : a contour feather esp. as distinguished from a down
feather or plume — pen-na-ceous \pe-'na-sh3s\ adj

pen name n ; an author's pseudonym
pen-nant \'pen-3nt\ n [alter, of pendant^ 1 a : any of various
nautical flags tapering usu. to a point or swallowtail and used for

Identification or signaling b : a flag or banner longer in the fly

than in the hoist; esp : one that tapers to a point 2 : a flag em-
blematic of championship

pen.nate \*pen-,at\ also pen-nat-ed \-.at-3d\ adj ih pennaius, fr.

penna'] ; pinnate
pen>ner \'pen-3r\ n : one that pens a document : wrfter
pen*ni \'pen-e\ n, pi pen-nia \-e-3\ or pen-nis \-ez\ [Finn] —
see markka at money table

pen>ni*less \'pen-i-l3S, 'pen-'l-as\ adj : destitute of money : POOR
pen-non \"pen-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF penon, aug. of penne feather —
more at pen] 1 a : a long usu. triangular or swallow -tailed streamer
typically attached to the head of a lance as an ensign b : pennant
la 2 : a flag of any shape : banner 3 : wing, pinion

pen>non.cel or pen-on.eel \'pen-3n-,sel\ n [ME penoncell, fr. MF
penoncel, dim. of penon'] : a small narrow flag or streamer borne
esp. at the head of a lance in late medieval or Renaissance times

Penn'Syl>va>nia Dutch \,pen(t)-sal-,va-ny3-, -ne-a-, rapid -s9-,va.-\

« 1 : people living mostly in eastern Pennsylvania whose char-
acteristic cultural traditions go back to the German migrations of

the 18th century 2 : a dialect of High German spoken in parts of

Pennsylvania and Maryland — called also Pennsylvania German
— Pennsylvania Dutchman n
Penn-syl'Va.nian \-*va-nyan, -ne-3n\ adj 1 : of or relating to
Pennsylvania or its people 2 : of, relating to, or being the period
of the Paleozoic era in No. America between the Mississippian and
Permian or the corresponding system of rocks — Pennsylvanian n

pen.ny \'pen-e\ n, pi pen-nies \-ez\ or pence \'pen(t)s\ often
attrib [ME, fr. OE penning, penig; akin to OHG pfenning, a coin]
1 — see pound at money table 2 : a coin of small denomination: as
a : denarius b pi pennies ; a cent of the U.S. or Canada 3 : a
piece or sum of money
penny ante n : poker played for very low stakes
penny arcade n : an amusement center where each device for en-
tertainment may be operated for a permy
penny dreadful n : a novel of violent adventure or crime orig. cost-
ing one penny

pen«ny-pinch \'pen-e-,pinch\ vi [back-formation fr. penny pincher"]

I to give out money to in a niggardly or stingy manner — penny
pincher n

pen.ny.roy.al \,pen-e-'r6i(-a)l, 'pen-i-.rllX n [prob. by folk ety-
mology fr. MF poullieul, modif. of L pulegium] 1 ; a European
perennial mint {Mentha pulegium) with small aromatic leaves 2 : a
similar American mint (fiedeoma pulegioides) that yields an oil used
in folk medicine or to drive away mosquitoes

pen.ny.weight \'pen-e-.wa[\ n — see measure table
pen-ny-wise \'pen-e-,wTz\ adj ; wise or prudent only in small
matters

pen-ny.wort \-,w3rt, -,w6C3)rt\ n i any of several round-leaved
plants (as of the genera Hydrocotyle and Centella)

pen.ny.wortH \'pen-e-,w3rth, Brit often *pen-3rth\ n, pi penny-
worth or pennyworths 1 : a penny's worth 2 : bargain 3 ; a
small quantity : modicum
Pe.nob. scot \p3-'nab-sk3t, -,skat\ n, pi Penobscot or Penobscots
1 ; an Indian people of the Penobscot river valley and Penobscot
Bay region 2 : a member of the Penobscot people

pe.nO'Che \p3-'no-che\ var of penuche
pe.no.log-i-cal \,pen-'l-'aj-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to penology
pe-nol'O.gist \pi-'nal-3-J3st\ n : a specialist in penology
pe.nol.Q.gy \-je\ n [Gk poine penalty + E -logy — more at pain]

: a branch of criminology dealing with prison management and the
treatment of offenders

pen-sile \'pen-.sri\ adj Ihpensilis, fr.pensus, pp. of /Jcndereto hang]
1 : HANGING, pendent 2 ; having or building a hanging nest
ipen.sion n, often atirib [ME, fr. MF, fr. L pension-, pensio, fr.

pensus, pp. of pendere to pay — more at pendant] 1 Vpen-ch3n\
: a fixed sum paid regularly to a person: a archaic : wage b : a
gratuity granted (as by a government) as a favor or reward c : one
paid under given conditions to a person following his retirement
from service or to his surviving dependents 2 \pa"s-yo"\ a : pay-
ment for board and room b : a boardinghouse esp. in continental
Europe — pen>sion.less \'pen-chan-tas\ adj

apen-sion Vpen-chan\ vt pen.sion.ing \'pench-(3-)nio\ : to
grant or pay a pension to — pen>slon*able \'pench-(3-)n3-b9l\ adj

pen.sion-ary Vpen-cha-,ner-e\ n ; pensioner; esp i hireling— pensionary adj
pen.sion-er \'pench-(a-)n3r\ n 1 : a person who receives or Uves
on a pension 2 obs a : gentleman-at-arms b : retainer c ; mer-
cenary, hireling

pen-sive \'pen(tVsiv\ adj [ME pensif, fr. MF, fr. penser to think, fr.

L pensare to ponder, fr. pensus, pp. of pendere to weigh — more at
pendant] 1 : musingly or dreamily thoughtful 2 : suggestive of
sad thoughtfulness : melancholy — pen.sive.ly adv — pen-sive-
ness n

pen.ster X'penz-tsr, 'pen(t)-star\ n l^pen 4- -ster"] : WRFfER; esp ; a
hack writer

pen-stock \'pen-,stak\ n l ; a sluice or gate for regulating a flow
(as of water) 2 : a conduit or pipe for conducting water

pent \'pent\ adj [prob. fr. pp. of obs. Epend (to confine)] : shut up
: CONFINED ipent-up feelings)

pentacle

penta- or pent- comb fori
1 : five (pentahedron)
equivalents </?emane>

pen.ta.chlo.ro.phe.nol \,pent-«-,klor-3-'fe-,n6I, -.klor-, -fi-'\ n
: a crystalline compound CeClsOfl used as a wood preservative,
fungicide, and disinfectant

pen.ta.cle \'pent-i-kal\ n [Olt pentacol, fr. (as-
sumed) ML peniaculum, prob. fr. Gk pentel ; a
5-pointed or sometimes 6-pointed star used as a
magical symbol

pen-tad \'pen-,tad\ n [Gk pentad-, pentas, fr.
pente} : a group of five
pen.ta.dactyl \,pent-3-'dak-t=l\ also pen.ta-
dacty-late \-t3-l3t, -,lat\ adj [L pentadactylus,
fr, Gk peniadaktylos, fr. penta- + dakiylos finger,
toe] : having five digits to the hand or foot or
five digitate parts — pen.ta.dac.tyl-isra \-t3-,liz-3m\ n
pen.ta.gou \'pent-i-.gan\ n [G\^ pentagdnon, fr. neut. of pentagonos
pentagonal, fr. penta- + gonia angle — more at -gon] : a polygon
of five angles and five sides — pen>tag>o-nal \pen-'tag-3n-=l\ adj— pen-tag-o-nal-ly \-^l-e\ adv
pentagon n [the Pentagon building, headquarters of the Depart-
ment of Defense] ; the U.S. military establishment

pen.tag-o-noid \pen-'tag-9-,n6id\ adj : somewhat pentagonal
pen.ta-gram \'pent-3-,gram\ n [Gk pentagrammon, fr. penta- -H
-grammon (akin to gramma letter) — more at gram] : pentacle

pen.ta.he.dron \.pent-3-'he-dran\ n [NL] : a solid bounded by
five faces
pen>tam>er>ous \pen-'tam-a-r3s\ adj [NL pentamerus, fr. penta-

(fr. Gk) + -merus -merous] : divided into or consisting of five parts;
specif : having each floral whorl consisting of five or a multiple of
five members

pen.tam.e-ter \pen-'tam-3t-3r\ n [L, fr. Gk pentametros having
five metrical feet, fr. penta- + metron measure — more at measure]
: a verse consisting of five feet

pen-tane \'pen-,tan\ n [ISV] : any of three isomeric hydrocarbons
C5H12 of the methane series occurring in petroleum

pent.an-gle \'pent-,ai3-gal\ n : pentacle
pen.ta.ploid \'pent-3-,pl6id\ adj : fivefold in appearance or ar-
rangement; esp : having or being a chromosome number that is five
times the basic number — pentaploid n— pen.ta.ploi-dy \-,pldid-
e\ n

pen-ta.quine also pen.ta-quin \'pent-3-,kwen, -kwan\ n Ipenta- +
^umoline] : an antimalarial CigHzyNsO used esp. in the form of
its pale yellow crystalline phosphate

pent.ar»chy \'pent-,ar-ke\ n [Gk peniarchia, fr. penta- + -archia
-archy] : a government by five persons
Pen.ta.teuch \'pent-3-,tCy)ijk\ n [LL Pentateuchus, fr. Gk Pen-
laieuchos, fr. penta- + teuchos tool, vessel, book; akin to Gk
teuchein to make — more at doughty] : the first five books of the
Old Testament

peU'tath.lon \pen-'tath-l3n, -,lan\ n [Gk, fr. penta- + athlon con-
test — more at athlete] : an athletic contest involving participation
by each contestant in five different events

pen>ta-ton-ic scale \,pent-3-,tan-ik-\ n : a musical scale of five
tones; specif ; one in which the tones are arranged like a major
scale with the fourth and jeventh omitted

pen.ta.va.Ient \,pent-9-'va-l3nt\ adj : having a valence of five
Pen-te-cost \'pent-i-,k6st, -,kast\ n [ME, fr. OE pentecosten, fr.

LL peniecoste, fr. Gk peniekoste, lit., fiftieth day, fr. peniekostos
fiftieth, fr. peniekonta fifty, fr. penia- + -konta (akin to L viginti
twenty) — more at vigesimal] 1 : shabuoth 2 : a Christian feast
on the 7th Sunday after Easter commemorating the descent of the
Holy Spirit on the apostles

Pen.te.cos.tal \,pent-i-'kast-'l, -'kost-X adj 1 : of, relating to, or
suggesting Pentecost 2 : of, relating to, or constituting any of
various Christian religious bodies that employ revivalistic methods
typically including the generating of great emotionalism and that
are usu. fundamentalist in outlook — Pentecostal n — Pen-te-
cos-tal-ism \-,iz-am\ n

pent.house \'pent-,haus\ n [ME pentis, fr. MF appentis, prob. fr.

ML appeniicium appendage, fr. L appendic-, appendix — more at
appendix] 1 a ; a shed or roof attached to and sloping from a wall
or building b : a smaller structure joined to a building : annex
2 : a structure or dwelling built on the roof of a building

pent.land.ite\'pent-l3n-,dTt\ n [F, fr. Joseph Peniland tl873 Irish
scientist] : a bronzy yellow mineral (Fe.Ni)9S8 that is isometric
nickel iron sulfide and the principal ore of nickel

pen.tO'bar.bi'tal \,pent-3-'bar-b3-,t61\ n : a granular barbiturate
Cn Hi sNzOs used esp. in the form of its sodium or calcium salt

as a sedative, hypnotic, and antispasmodic
pen.tom-ic \pen-'tam-ik\ adj [blend ot penta- and atomic] 1 : made
up of five battle groups l'^ division) 2 : organized into pentomic
divisions {^ army)

pen.tO'San \'pent-3-,san\ n : any of various polysaccharides that
yield only pentoses on hydrolysis and are widely distributed in
plants

pen-tose \'pen-,tos, -,toz\ n [ISV] ; any of various monosaccharides
CsHioOs containing five carbon atoms in the molecule

pen.tO'Side \'pent-3-,sId\ n ; a glycoside that yields a pentose on
hydrolysis
pen.to-thai \'pent-3-,th6l\ trademark — used for thiopental
pent.ox.ide \pent-'ak-,sTd\ n [ISV] ; an oxide containing five
atoms of oxygen in the molecule

pent.ste.mon or pen.ste.mon \pen(t)-'ste-m3n, 'pen(t)-st3-\ n
iNL pentsiemon, alter, of Penstemon, genus name. fr. Gk penta- H-

stemon thread — more at stamen] : any of a genus {Penstemon)
of chiefly American herbs of the figwort family with showy blue,
purple, red, yellow, or white flowers

pen-tyl \'pent-'l\ n : any of eight isomeric alkyl radicals CsHu
derived from pentanes

pentyl alcobol n : any of eight isomeric liquid alcohols CsHnOH
used chiefly as solvents and in making esters

pen.tyl.ene-tet-ra.zol \.pent-'l-.en-'te-tr3-.z61, -.z6I\ n [pent-
a^m^xhylene-tetrazole'i : a compoimd C6HioN4 used as a respira-

tory and circulatory stimulant and for producing a state of con-
vulsion in treating mental disorders

pe.nu.che \p3-'nU-che\ n [MexSp panocha raw sugar, fr. dim. of Sp
pan bread, fr. L panis — more at food] ; fudge made usu. of brown
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sugar, butter, cream or milk, and nuts
pe.nult X'pe-.nslt, pi-*\ also pen.ul-ti.mate \pi-'n3l-t3-m3t\ or
pen-Ul'ti-ma \-m3\ n [L paenultima penult, fr. fern, of paenul-
tinius almost last, fr. paene almost + ultima last — more at patient,
ultimate] : the next to the last member of a series; esp : the next to
the last syllable of a word

penultimate adj l : next to the last 2 ; of or relating to a penult —
pen-uMi-mate-ly aciv

pen<lim*bra \p3-'n3m-bra\ n, pi pe*num>brae \-(,)bre, -,brT\ or
penumbras [NL, fr, L paene almost + umbra shadow — more at

PATIENT, umbrage] 1 : a space of partial illumination (as in an
eclipse) between the perfect shadow on all sides and the full light

2 : a shaded region surrounding the dark central portion of a
sunspot 3 : a surrounding or adjoining region in which something
exists in a lesser degree : fringe — pen^um^bral \-br3l\ adj

pe>nu>ri'OUS Xps-'nCyiiir-e-asX adj 1 : marked by or suffering from
penury 2 : given to or marked by extreme stinting frugality syn
see STINGY — pe-nu-ri-ous-ly adv — pe^nu-ri-ous-ness n

pen-u.ry \'pen-y3-re\ n [ ME, fr, L penuria want — more at patient]
1 ; extreme poverty : privation 2 : absence of resources : scanti-
ness syn see poverty

pe*on \'pe-,an, -sn, esp South -,6n; also pa-'on/or 2, 3a; Brit also
'pyiin for J\ n, pi peons or pe-o-nes \pa-'o-nez\ [Pg peao & F
pion, fr. ML pedon-, pedo foot soldier — more at pawn] 1 : any of
various Indian or Ceylonese workers 2 : a member of the landless
laboring class in Spanish America 3 pi peons a : a person held in

compulsory servitude to a master for the working out of an in-

debtedness b : DRUDGE, MENIAL
pe<on>age \'pe-3-nij\ n 1 : the condition of a peon 2 a : the use of
laborers bound in servitude because of debt b : a system of convict
labor by which convicts are leased to contractors

pe-O-ny \'pe-3-ne, 'pT-ne\ n [ME piony, fr. MP pioine, fr. tpaeonia,
fr. Gk paionia, fr. Paion Paeon, physician of the gods] : any of a
genus (Paeonia) of plants of the crowfoot family with large usu.
double flowers of red, pink, or white
ipeo-ple \'pe-p3l\ n, pi people [ME peple, fr. OF peuple, fr. L
populusi 1 pi a : persons who form part of the aggregate of human
beings b : human beings as distinguished from the lower animals
2 pi : human beings making up a group or assembly or hnked by a
common interest 3 pi I the members of a family or kinship 4 pi
: the mass of a community as distinguished from a special class

5 pi peoples : a body of persons that are united by a common
culture, tradition, or sense of kinship, that typically have common
language, institutions, and behefs, and that often constitute a
politically organized group 6 : lower animals usu. of a specified

kind or situation 7 : the body of enfranchised citizens of a state

: electorate
2people vr peo-pling \-pC3-)lio\ tMF pueplei

1 : to supply or fill with people 2 : to dwell
ipep \'pep\ « [short iox pepper'\ : brisk energy
spirits : liveliness
2pep \t pepped; pep>ping : to inject pep into : stimulate <<

up)
pep-los \'pep-bs, -,ras\ also pep.lUS \-l3s\ n [L peplus, fr. Gk
peplos} : a garment like a shawl worn by women of ancient Greece
pep'lum \-lam\ n [L, fr. Gk peplon peplos] : a short section at-

tached to the waistline of a blouse, jacket, or dress — pep*lumed
\-l3md\ adj

pe.po \*pe-(.>po\ n [L, a melon — more at pumpkin] : an in-

dehiscent fleshy one-celled or falsely 3-celled many-seeded berry
usu. with a hard rind (as a pumpkin, squash, melon, or cucumber)
that is the characteristic fruit of the gourd family

ipep.per \'pep-3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME peper, fr. OE pipor; akin to

OHG pjejfar pepper; both fr. a prehistoric
WGmc-NGmc word borrowed fr. L piper
pepper, fr. Gk peperil 1 a ; a pungent
product from the fruit of an East Indian
plant {Piper nigrum) used as a condiment
or as a carminative or stimulant and con-
sisting of (1) the entire dried berry ot
(2) the dried seeds divested of membranes
and pulp — called also (1) black pepper,
(2) white pepper b ; any of several some-
what similar products obtained from other
plants of the same genus c : any of various
pungent condiments obtained from plants
of other genera — used with a qualifying
term 2 : any of a genus (Piper of the
family Piperaceae, the pepper family) of
tropical mostly jointed climbing shrubs
with aromatic leaves 3 a : capsicum 1;

esp : a ISew World capsicum (Capsicum
jrutescens) whose fruits are hot peppers
usu. red or yellow fruit of a pepper

2pepper vt pep*per>ing \-(3-)rir)\ 1 a : to sprinkle or season with
or as if with pepper b : to shower with shot or other missiles

2 : to hit with rapid repeated blows 3 : to sprinkle as pepper is

sprinkled — pep-per»er \-3r-3r\ n
pepper-and-salt \.pep-ar(-a)n-'s6It\ adj ; having black and white
or dark and hght color intermingled in small flecks

pep.per-box \'pep-5r-,baks\ n 1 : a small box or bottle with a
perforated top used for sprinkling ground pepper on food 2 ; some-
thing resembhng a pepperbox
pep.per.com \-,k6{9)rn\ n 1 : a dried berry of the black pepper
2 : a trifling or nominal return by way of acknowledgement

pep'per.grass \-,gras\ n : any of a genus {Lepidium) of cresses;

esp : garden cress
pep.per.mint \-,mint. -mant; 'pep-mant, -'m-ant\ n 1 a : a pungent
and aromatic mint (Mentha piperita) with dark green lanceolate

leaves and whorls of small pink flowers in spikes b : any of

several related mints (as M, arvensis) 2 : candy flavored with
peppermint
pepper pot n 1 ; pepperbox 2 a : a stew of vegetables, meat or

fish, and various condiments common in the West Indies b ; a

thick soup of tripe, meat, dumpUngs, and vegetables highly seasoned
esp. with crushed peppercorns

pep.per.tree \'pep-3r-,tre\ n ; a Peruvian evergreen tree {Schinus

pepper la

sweet peppers b

, shade tree in mildmolle) of the sumac family much grown ;

regions
pep.pery \'pep-(3-)re\ adj l : of, relating to, or having the qualities
of pepper : hot. pungent 2 ; having a hot temper ; touchy
3 ; fiery, stinging

pep.pi.ness Vpep-e-nasV n : the quality or state of being peppy
pep.py \'pep-e\ adj : full of pep
pep.sin \*pep-s3n\ n [G. fr. Gk pepsis digesdon, fr. pessein'\ 1 : a
proteinase of the stomach that digests most proteins to poly-
peptides 2 : a preparation containing pepsin from the stomach esp.
of the hog and used esp. as a digestive

pep.Sin.O.geu \pep-'sin-3-i3n\ n [ISV pepsin + -o- -I- -gen] ; a
granular zymogen of the gastric glands readily converted into
pepsin in a slightly acid medium

pep'tic \'pep-tik\ adj [L pepticus, fr. Gk peptikos, fr. peptos
cooked, fr. peptein, pessein to cook, digest — more at COOK]
1 : relating to or promoting digestion ; digestive 2 ; of, relating

to, producing, or caused by pepsin i'^ digestion) 3 : connected
with or resulting from the action of digestive juices <a '^ ulcer)

pep.ti.dase \'pep-t3-,das, -,daz\ n : an enzyme that hydrolyzes
simple peptides or their derivatives

pep. tide \*pep-,tTd\ n [ISV, fr. peptonel : any of various amides
derived from two or more amino acids by combination of the
amino group of one acid with the carboxyl group of another and
usu. obtained by partial hydrolysis of proteins

pep.tize \-,tTz\ vt [prob. fr. Gk pepteini : to bring into colloidal
solution; also '. to convert into a sol — pep-tiz.er n

pep'tone \-,ton\ n [G pepton, fr. Gk, neut. of peptos} : any of
various water-soluble products of partial hydrolysis of proteins

pep'tcnize \'pep-t3-,nTz\ vt 1 : to convert into peptone; esp ; to
digest or dissolve by a proteolytic enzyme 2 ; to combine with
peptone
Pe.quot \'pe-,kwat\ n [prob. modif. of Narraganset paquatanog
destroyers] : a member of an Algonquian people of southeastern
Connecticut

per \(')p3r\ prep [L, through, by means of, by — more at for]
1 ; by the means or agency of : through <---' bearer) 2 ; with
respect to every member of a specified group ; for each 3 : as
indicated by : according to (-^ list price)

per- prejix [L, through, throughout, thoroughly, to destruction, fr.

per] 1 ; throughout : thoroughly <perchIorinate> 2 a : contain-

ing the largest possible or a relatively large proportion of a speci-

fied chemical element (perchloride) b : containing an element in

its highest or a high oxidation state <perchloric acid)

per.acid \'p3r-,as-3d\ n [ISV] : an acid containing a large propor-
don of oxygen as compared with the acid from which it is named
iper.ad-ven.ture X'psr-sd-.ven-char. 'per-; .par-sd-', ,per-\ adv
[ME per aveniure, fr. OF, by chance] archaic ; perhaps, possibly

zperadventure n : doubt, chance
per •am-bu.late \p3-'ram-bya-,lat\ vb [L perambulatus, pp. of

perambulare, fr. per- through + ambulare to walk — more at

AMBLE] VI 1 : to travel over or through esp. on foot : traverse
2 ; to make an official inspection of (a boundary) on foot -.' vi

: STROLL, RAMBLE — pei.am.bu.Ia.tion \-,ram-by3-'la-sh3n\ n

per.am.bu.la.tor \p3-'ram-by3-,lat-ar\ n 1 : one that peram-
bulates 2 chiejly Brit : a baby carriage — per-am.bU'la»tO'ry
\-l3-,t6r-e, -.t6r-\ adj

per an.num \(,)p3r-'an-3ra\ adv [ML] : in or for each year : an-
nually
per.bcrate \(')p3r-'bo(3)r-,at, -b6(3)r-\ n [isv] : a salt that is a
compound of a borate with hydrogen peroxide

per.cale \(.)p3r-'kaOil, 'par-.; (.)p3r-'kal\ n iPer pargalahl } a
fine closely woven cotton cloth variously finished for clothing,

sheeting, and industrial uses

per. ca.line \,p3r-k3-*len\ n [F, fr. percale'] : a lightweight cotton

fabric; esp : a glossy fabric used for bookbindings
per cap.i-ta \(,)p3r-'kap-3t-a\ adv (or adj) [ML, by heads] 1 : per

unit of population : by or for each person 2 : equally to each

individual
per.ceiv-able \p3r-'se-v3-b3l\ adj : perceptible, intelligible
— per.ceiv.ably_\-ble\ adv

per-ceive \p3r-'sev\ vt [ME perceiven, fr. OF perceivre, fr. L
percipere, fr. per- thoroughly -I- capere to take — more at per-,

heave] 1 : to attain awareness or understanding of 2 : to become
aware of through the senses; esp : see, observe — per-ceiv-er n

iper-cent \p3r-'sent\ adv [earlier per cent, fr. per + L centurri

hundred — more at hundred] : in the hundred : of each hundred

^percent n, pi percent or percents 1 pi percent a : one part in a

hundred : hundredth b : percentage 2 percents pi, Brit

: securities bearing a specified rate of interest

3percent adj 1 ; reckoned on the basis of a whole divided into one
hundred parts 2 : paying interest at a specified percent

per.cent.age \p3r-'sent-ij\ n 1 : a part of a whole expressed in

hundredths 2 a : a share of winnings or profits b ; advantage,
PROFIT 3 : an indeterminate part : proportion 4 a : probability

b : favorable odds
per.cen-tile \p3r-'sen-,tTl\ n [prob. fr. percent + -He (as in quartile,

n ) ] : the value of the statistical variable that marks the boundary
between any two consecutive intervals in a distribution of 100
intervals each containing one percent of the total population

per cen.tum \p3r-'sent-3m\ n {per + L centuml : percent
per-cept \'p3r-,sept\ n [back-formation fr. perception] ; an Im-

pression of an object obtained by use ot the senses

per.cep.ti.bil.i.ty \p3r-,sep-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n : capability of being

perceived
per.cep.ti.ble \p3r-'sep-ta-b3l\ adj : capable of being perceived
— per.cep'ti'bly \-ble\ adv
syn perceptible, sensible, palpable, tangible, appreciable,

ponderable mean apprehensible as real or existent, perceptible

applies to what can be discerned by the senses to the smallest

extent; sensible to what is clearly though not markedly seen,

heard, smelled, sometimes in contrast to what is discerned only

by the intellect; palpable applies either to what has physical

substance or to what is obvious and unmistakable; tangible
suggests what is capable of being handled or grasped both physi-

cally and mentally; appreciable appUes to what is distinctly

discernible by the senses or definitely measurable; ponderable
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perception 626 perforator

suggests having definitely measurable weight or Importance esp.

as distinguished from eluding such determination
per<cep.tion \par-'sep-shan\ n [L perception-, perceptio act of

perceiving, fr. percepius, pp. of percipere] 1 obs : CONSCIOUSNESS
2 a : a result of perceiving : observation,.' b : a mental image
: CONCEPT 3a: awareness of the elements of environment through
physical sensation (color ~> b : physical sensation interpreted

in the Ught of experience 4 a : direct or intuitive cognition

; INSIGHT b : a capacity for comprehension syn see dJ5Cernment
— per-cep'tion.af \-shn3l, -sh3n-'l\ adj

pei'Cep.tive \p3r-'sep-tiv\ adj 1 : responsive to sensory stimulus

: discerning 2 a : capable of or exhibiting keen perception

: observant b : characterized by sympathetic undersianding or

insight — per.cep-tive»ly adv — per-cep.tive-ness n — per-

cep'tiv-i'ty \(,)p3r-.sep-'tiv-st-c\ n
per«cep.tu.al \(.)p3r-'sep-ch3(-w3)l, -'sepsh-w3l\ adj {L percepius'l

; of, relating to, or involving sensory stimulus as opposed to

abstract concept — per'Cep-tu-aMy \-e\ adv
iperch \'p3rch\ n [ME perche, fr. OF. fr. L pertica pole] 1 : the

main shaft cormecting the front and rear axles of a coach or other
vehicle 2 : a bar or peg on which something is hung 3 a : a
roost for a bird b : a resting place or vantage point : seat c ; em-
inence 4 a chiejly Brit : rod 2 b ; any of various units of measure
for stonework

sperch vt : to place on a perch, a height, or precarious spot i^ed
himself on the table) '-' vj ; to alight, settle, or rest often uneasily

or precariously on a perch
aperch n, pi perch or perch.es [ME perche, fr. MF, fr. L perca,

fr. Gk perke; akin to OHG faro colored, L porcus, a spiny fish]

1 a : a small European freshwater spiny-finned fish {Perca fluvi-

atilis) b ; a closely related American fish i,P. jlavescens) 2 : any
of numerous teleost fishes (as of the families Percidae, Centrarchi-
dae, Serranidae)

per*cliance \p3r-'chan(t)s\ adv [ME per chance, fr. MF, by chance]
: PERHAPS, possibly
Per-che-ron X'par-chs-.ran, -sha-\ n [F] : any of a breed of power-
ful rugged draft horses from the Perche region of France

per.chlo-rate \{')p3r'klo(a)r-.at, -kl6(3)r-, -3t\ n [ISV] : a salt

or ester of perchloric acid

per*chlo*ric acid \(,)p3r-,klor-lk-, -,kl6r-\ n : a fuming corrosive
strong acid HCIO* that is the highest oxygen acid of chlorine and
a powerful oxidizing agent when heated

per.cip.i.ence \p9r-'sip-e-3nCt)s\ n ; perception
per'Cip*i>ent \-3nt\ adj IL percipient-, percipiens, prp. o( percipere
to perceive] : capable of or characterized by perception : dis-

cerning — percipient n
Per.ci-vale X'par-ss-val, -,val\ n t an Arthurian knight v/ho wins a
sight of the Holy Grail

per*coid \'p3r-,k6id\ also per.coi-de.an \,p3r-'k6id-e-9n\ adj
[deriv. of L perca perch] : of or relating to a very large suborder
(Percoidea) of spiny-finned fishes including the true perches, sun-
fishes, sea basses, and sea breams — percoid n

per-CO-late \'per-k3-,lat, nonstand -ky3-\ vb ILpercolatus, pp. of,

percolare, fr. per- through + colore to sieve — more at per-,

colander] vt 1 a : to cause to pass through a permeable sub-
stance (as a powdered drug) esp. for extracting a soluble constitu-
ent : filter b : to prepare (coffee) in a percolator 2 : to be
diffused through : penetrate ~ vi 1 : to ooze or trickle through a
permeable substance : seep 2 a : to become percolated b : to be-
come lively or effervescent 3 : to become diffused — per«co«la-
tion \,p3r-k3-'la-sh3n\ n

per>co*la>tor X'par-ka-.lat-ar, nonstand -kya-V n : one that per-
colates; specif : a coffeepot in which boiling water rising through a
tube is repeatedly deflected downward through a perforated basket
containing the grounds to extract their essence

per con.tra \(,)p3r-'kan-ira. -'kon-(,)tra\ adv [It, by the opposite
side (of the ledger) ] 1 a : on the contrary b : by way of contrast
2 : as an offset

per<cus3 \par-'k3s\ vt [L percussusl ; to tap sharply; esp : to
practice percussion on

per>CUS>Sion Xpar-'kssh-snX n [L percussion-, percussio, fr. per-
cussus, pp. of percutere to beat, fr. per- thoroughly + quatere to
shake — more at per-, quash] 1 : the act of percussing: as a : the
striking of a percussion cap so as to set off the charge in a firearm
b : the beating or striking of a musical instrument c : the act or
technique of tapping the surface of a body part to learn the con-
dition of the parts beneath by the resultant sound 2 : the striking

of sound on the ear 3 : percussion instruments esp. as forming a
section of a band or orchestra

percussion cap n : cap 6
percussion instrument n ; a musical instrument sounded by
striking

per.cus-Sion.ist \p3r-'k3sh-(a-)n3st\ n : one skilled in the playing
of percussion instruments
percussion lock n : the lock of a gun fired by percussion
per-cus-sive \p3r-'k3s-iv\ adj : of or relating to percussion; esp

X operative or operated by striking — per«cus»sive»ly adv —
per.cuS'Sive.ness n

per.cu.ta'Ue-ous \,p3r-kyu-'ta-ne-3s\ adj : effected or performed
through the skin — per-cu-ta«ne*ous>ly adv

per.die \(,)p3r-'de\ var oj pardie
per di.em \f,)p3r-'de-3m\ adv [ML] ; by the day ; for each day —
per diem adj or n

per.di.tion \p3r-'dish-3n\ n [ME perdicion, fr. LL perdition-,

perditiOy fr. L perdirus, pp. of perdere to destroy, fr. per- to destruc-
tion + dare to give — more at per-, date] 1 a archaic : utter
destruction b obs : loss 2 a ; eternal damnation b : hell
iper.du or per.due Xper-dteV adj [MF perdu, masc, & perdue, fern.,

fr. pp. of perdre to lose, fr. L perdere} : remaining out of sight
: concealed

aper-du or per-due \'p3r-(.)d(y)u, (,)p3r-'\ n, obs : a soldier
assigned to extremely hazardous duty

per.du.ra.bil.i-ty \(.)p3r-,d(y)ur-3-'bil-3t-c\ n : the quality or
state of being perdurable : persistence, permanence

per.du.ra.ble \(,)p3r-'d(y)ur-3-b3l, archaic 'psr-dys-rs-, 'par-ja-raA
adj [ME. fr, OF, fr. LL perdurabilis, fr. L perdurare to endure, fr.

per- throughout + durare to last — more at during] : very durable— per.du.ra.bly \-ble\ adv
per.e.gri.nate \'per-3-gr3-,nat\ vi : to travel esp. on foot ; walk

per*e*gri*iia*tion"— vr : to walk or travel over : traverse
\,per-3-gr3-'na-shsn\ n

iper-e.grine X'pisr-a-grsn, -,gren\ adj [M'L peregrinus, fr. L, foreign— more at pilgrim] : having a tendency to wander : roving
^peregrine n : a swift nearly cosmopolitan falcon {Falco peregrinus)
much used in falconry

pe.remp.to-ri-ly \p3-'rem(p)-tC3-)r3-le; -,remCp)-'tor-3-, -'t6r-\
adv : in a peremptory manner

pe-remp.to.ri.ness \p3-'rem(p)-t(3-)re-n3s\ n : the quality or state
of being peremptory

pe.remp.to-ry \p3-'rem(p)-t(3-)re\ adj [LL& L; LL peremptorius,
fr. L, destructive, fr. peremptus, pp. of perimere to take entirely,
destroy, fr. per- to destruction + emere to take — more at re-
deem] 1 a : putting an end to or precluding a right of action,
debate, or delay b : absolute, final 2 : expressive of urgency or
command : imperative (-^ tone) 3a; marked by self-assurance
: posmvE b : decisive 4 : haughty, dictatorial syn see
masterful

per.en.nate \'per-3-,nat\ vi [L perennatus, pp. of perennare, fr.

perennis} : to live over from season to season — per.en.na.tion
\,per-3-'na-sh3n\ n

pe.ren.ni.al \p3-'ren-e-3l\ adj [L perennis, fr. per- throughout -I-

annus year — more at per-, annual] 1 : present at all seasons of
the year 2 : persisting for several years usu. with new growth from
a perennating part 3 a : persistent, enduring b : continuing
without interruption ; consta?>jt c ; regularly repeated : re-
current syn see continual — perennial n — pe-ren.ni.ai.ly
\-e-3-le\ adv
iper.fect \'p3r-fikt\ adj [ME parjit, fr. OF, fr. L perjectus, fr. pp.
of perjicere to carry out, perfect, fr. per- thoroughly + Jacere to
make, do — more at do] 1 : expert, proficient 2 a : being
entirely without fault or defect ; flawless b : satisfying all re-

quirements : accurate c : corresponding to an ideal standard
d : faithfully reproducing the original; specij : letter-perfect
e ; legally valid 3 a : pure, total b : lacking in no essential detail

: COMPLETE c obs : SANE d ; absolute, unequivocal e : of an
extreme kind : unmitigated 4 obs : mature 5 : of, relating to,

or constituting a verb form or verbal that expresses an action or
state completed at the time of speaking or at a time spoken of

6 obs a : CERTAIN, sure b : satisfied, CONTENT 7 oj an interval

; belonging to the consonances unison, fourth, fifth, and octave
which retain their character when inverted and when raised or
lowered by a half step become augmented or diminished 8 a : sexu-
ally mature and fully differentiated b : monoclinous — per.Xect-
ness \-fik(t)-n3s\ n
syn WHOLE, ENTIRE, INTACT: PERFECT implies the soundness and the

excellence of every part, element, or quahty of a thing frequently as

an unattainable or theoretical state; whole suggests a completeness
or perfection that can be sought, gained, or regained; entire im-
plies perfection deriving from integrity, soundness, or completeness
of a thing; intact impUes retention of perfection of a thing in its

natural or original state

2per.fect \p3r-'fekt also "par-fiktX vt 1 : to make perfect ; improve,
refine 2 : to bring to final form : complete — per-lect.er n

3per-!ect \'p9r-fikt\ n : the perfect tense of a language; also ; a verb
form in the perfect tense

perfect Ilower n : a monoclinous flower
per-fect.ibil.i-ty Xpsr-.fek-ta-'bil-st-e also ,par-flk-\ n ; a capacity
for improvement esp. in moral qualities

per-fect-ible Xpsr-'fek-ts-bal also 'p3r-fik-\ adj : capable of im-
provement or perfection

per. lec. lion \p3r-'fek-sh3n\ n 1 : the quahty or state of being
perfect: as a : flawlessness b : completeness c : maturify
d : saintliness 2 a : an exemplification of supreme excellence

b : an unsurpassable degree of accuracy or excellence 3 ; the act or
process of perfecting

per-Iec.lion-ism \-sh3-,niz-3m\ n 1 a : the doctrine that the per-
fection of moral character constitutes man's highest good b ; the

theological doctrine that a state of freedom from sin is attainable in

the earthly Ufe 2 : a disposition to regard anything short of per-

fection as unacceptable — per.fec.tion.ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n or adj

per-lec-tive \p3r-'fek-tiv also 'par-fik-X adj 1 archaic a : tending to

make perfect b : becoming better 2 oj a verb : expressing action

as complete or as implying the notion of completion, conclusion, or
result — perlective n — pei'Iective-jy adv — per*fec.t2ve*ness
n — per.lec.tiy.i.ty \p3r-,fek-'tiv-3t-e also ,p3r-fik-\ n

per.Iect.ly \'p3r-fik-(t)le\ adv 1 : in a perfect manner 2 : to an
adequate extent : quite_

per-feC'to \p3r-'fek-(,)to\ n [Sp, perfect, fr. L perjectus} : a cigar

that is thick in the middle and tapers almost to a point at each end
perlect participle n : past participle

perfect square n : an integer whose square root Is an integer <9 is a
perject square because it is the square of 3>

perlect year n : a common year of 355 days or a leap year of 385
days in the Jewish calendar

per-ler.vid X.psr-'fsr-vsd, 'p^r-X adj [NL perjervidus, fr. L per-

thoroughly -h jervidus fervid] : extremely fervent syn see im-

passioned
per-Iid-i-ous \(,)p3r-*fid-e-as\ adj : of, relating to, or characterized

by perfidv syn see faithless — per.lid.i-ous.ly adv — per-
fid'i.ous.ness n

per-Ii.dy X'psr-fad-eX n [L perjidia, fr. perjidus faithless, fr. per
jidem {decipere) to deceive by trust] : the quality or state of being
faithless or disloyal : treachery

per.lO'li-ate X.par-'fo-Ie-at, 'par-X adj [NL pcrjoliaia, an herb
having leaves pierced by the stem, fr. L per through + joliata, fern,

of foliatus foliate] 1 : having the basal part naturally united

around the stem 2 : having the terminal joints expanded into

flattened plates and encircling the stalk which connects them <'^

antenna of a beetle) ~ per.lo.li.a.tion X.par-.fo-le-'a-shanX n

per.IO.rate X'par-fs-.ratX vb [L perjoraius, pp. of perjorare to bore
through, fr. per- through + Jorare to bore — more at bore] vt 1 : to

make a hole through; specif : to make a line of holes in to facilitate

separation 2 : to pass through or into by or as if by making a hole
~ vi : to penetrate a surface — per. fo. rate \'psr-f(p-)TQi, -fa-.ratX

adj — per.fo-ra.tor X-fa.rat-arX n

per.lo.ra.tion XiPsr-fs'ra-shsnX n 1 : the act or process of per-

forating 2 a : a hole or pattern made by or as if by piercing or
boring b ; one of the series of holes made between rows of postage
stamps in a sheet
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per-force \psr-'fo(a)r5, -f6(a)rs\ adv [ME par force, fr. MF, by
force] 1 obs ; forcibly 2 : by force of circumstances or of
necessity : willy-nilly
per-form \p3Cr)-'f6(3)rm\ vb [ME performen, fr. AF performer
alter, of OF perjournir, fr. per- thoroughly (fr. L) + Journir to com-
plete — more at furnish] vt 1 : to adhere to the terms of : fulfill
2 : to carry out : do 3 a : to do in a formal manner or according
to prescribed ritual b : to give a rendition of : present ~ vi 1 : to
carry out an action or pattern of behavior : act, function 2 : to
give a performance : play — per-form.able X-'for-ma-bslX adj —
per-form-er n
syn execute, discharge, accomplish, achieve, effect, fulfill:
PERFORM implies action that follows established patterns or pro-
cedures or fulfills agreed-upon requirements and often connotes
special skill; execute stresses the carrying out of what exists in plan
or in intent; discharge implies execution and completion of
appointed duties or tasks; accomplish stresses the successful com-
pletion of a process rather than the means of carrying it out;
achieve adds to accomplish the implication of conquered dif-
ficulties; EFFECT adds to achieve an emphasis on the inherent force
in the agent -capable of surmounting obstacles; fulfill implies a
complete realization of ends or possibilities

per.for.mance \p3(r)-'f6r-m3n(t}s\ n 1 a : the execution of an
action b : something accomphshed : deed, feat 2 : the fulfillment
of a claim, promise, or request : implementation 3 a : the action
of representing a character in a play b : a public presentation or
exhibition 4 a : the ability to perform : efficiency b ; the
manner in which a mechanism performs 5 : the manner of reacting
to stimuli ; behavior — per-for-ma-to-ry X-ma-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

per>form*ing adj : of, relating to, or constituting an art that in-
volves public performance
iper.fume \'p3r-,fyum, (Jp3r-'\ n [UV perjum, prob. fr. OProv, fr.

perjumar to perfume, fr. per- thoroughly (fr. L) + jumar to smoke,
fr. L jumare — more at fume] 1 : the scent of something sweets
smelling 2 : a substance that emits a pleasant odor; esp : a fluid
preparation of floral essences or synthetics and a fixative used for
scenting syn see fragrance

aper.fiune \(,)p3r-'fyiim, 'p3r-,\ vt ; to fiU or impregnate with an
odor : scent

per*fiun.er \p3(r)-'fyU-m3r\ n : one that makes or sells perfumes
per.fum.ery \pa(r)-'fyum-(3-)re\ n 1 a : the art or process of
making perfume ta : the products made by a perfumer 2 : a
perfume establishment
per.functcri.ly \p3r-'fsr](k)-t(9-)ra-le; (,)p3r-,f3r)(k)-'tor-a-,
-'t6r-\ adv : in a perfunctory manner

per.functo.ri.ness \p3r-*f3o(k)-t(3-)re-nas\ n : the quaUty or
state of being perfunctory

per.functO.ry \p3r-'f3r)(k)-t(3-)re\ adj [LL perjunctorius, fr. L
perjunctus, pp. ot perjungi to accomplish, get through with, fr. per-
through -I- jungi to perform — more at per-, function] 1 : char-
acterized by routine or superficiahty : mechanical 2 : lacking in
interest or enthusiasm : apathetic

per-lUSe \p3r-'fyiiz\ VI Ih perfusus, pp. of perfundere to pour over,
fr. per- through 4- jundere to pour — more at found] 1 : suffuse
2 a : to cause to flow or spread : diffuse b ; to force a fluid
through (an organ or tissue) esp. by way of the blood vessels —
per*fu<sion \-'fyu-2h3n\ n — per-fu-sive \-'fyii-siv, -2iv\ adj

per«g0.1a X'psr-ga-la, p3r-'go-\ n [It, fr. h pergula projecting roof]
1 : ARBOR, trellis 2 : a structure usu. consisting of parallel
colonnades supporting an open roof of girders and cross rafters
ipeT'liaps \p3r-'(h)aps, 'praps\ adv iper + hap'\ : possibly but not
certainly : maybe

2perliaps n : something open to doubt or conjecture
pe>ri \'pi(s)r-e\ n [Per perJ fairy, genius, modif. of Av pairika
witch; akin to L paelex concubine] 1 : a supernatural being in
Persian folklore descended from fallen angels and excluded from
Fiaradise until penance is ciccompUshed 2 : a beautiful and grace-
ul girl or woman

peri- prefix [L, fr. Gk, around, in excess, fr. peri; akin to Gk peran
to pass through — more at fare] 1 : all around : about (periscope)
2 : near (perihelion) 3 : enclosing : surrounding (permeurium)

peri.anlh \'per-e-,an(t)th\ n, pi perianths \-,an(t)s, -,an(t)ths\
[NL perianthium, fr. peri- + Gk anthos flower — more at an-
thology] ; the external envelope of a flower esp. when not dif-

ferentiated into calyx and corolla
peri-apt \'per-e-,apt\ n [MFor pk; MF periapte, fr. Gk periapton,
fr. periaptein to fasten around' (oneself), fr. peri- + haptein to
fasten] : amulet

peri.car»dioal \,per-3-'kard-e-9l\ also peri.car.di.ac \-e-,ak\ adj
: of, relating to, or affecting the pericardium; also : situated around
the heart

peri"Car-di-tis \-,kar-'dTt-as\ n : inflammation of the pericardium
peri<car-di°um \,per-3-'kard-e-3m\ n, pi peri>car<dia \-e-a\ [NL,
fr. Gk perikardion, neut. of perikardios around the heart, fr. peri-

-f kardia heart — more at heart] : the conical sac of serous mem-
brane that encloses the heart and the roots of the great blood ves-
sels of vertebrates

peri>carp \'per-3-,karp\ n [NL pericarpium, fr. Gk perikarpion
pod, fr. peri- + -karpion -carp] : the ripened and variously modified
walls of a plant ovary — peri«car»pi-al \,per-3-'kar-pe-al\ or
peri>car-pic \-pik\ adj

peri.chon-dri.al \,per-9-'kan-dre-3l\ also peri-clion.dral \-dral\
adj : of or relating to the perichondrium

peri.cHonodri'Um \-dre-3m\ n, pi peri-chon-dria \-dre-3\ [NL,
fr. peri- + Gk chondros grain, cartilage — more at grind] : the
membrane of fibrous connective tissue investing a cartilage except
at joints

Fer<i.cle>an \,per-a-'kle-9n\ adj : of or relating to Pericles or his
age

peri>cline \'per-3-,klTn\ n [Gk periklines sloping on all sides, fr.

peri- -f klinein to lean — more at lean] : an albite occurring in

white opaque crystals elongated
pe.riC-O.pe \p3-'rik-9-pe\ n [LL, fr. Gk perikope section, fr. peri-

-I- hope act of cutting; akin to Gk koptein to cut — more at capon]
: a selection from a book; specif : lection 1

peri-cra-ni-al \,per-3-'kra-ne-si\ adj ; of or relating to the peri-

cranium
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pen.cra.ni.um \-ne-3m\ n, pi peri.cra-nia \-ne-s\ [NL, fr. Gk
penkramon, neut. of perikranios around the skull, fr. peri- +
kramon skull — more at cranium] : the external periosteum of the
skull

peri.cy.Cle \'per-a-,sT-kal\ n [F pericycle, fr. Gk perikyklos
spherical, fr. pen- + kyklos circle — more at wheel] : a thin layer
of parenchymatous or sclerenchymatous cells surrounding the
stele in most vascular plants — peri-cy-clic \.per-a-'si-klik,
-'sik-lik\ adj

peri.derni \'per-3-.d3rm\ n [NL peridermis, fr. peri- -f- -dermis']
; an outer layer of tissue; esp : a cortical protective layer of many
roots and stems — peri>der*mal \,per-a-'dar-m3l\ or peri>der>mic
\-mik\ adj

pe^rid.i.um \p3-'rid-e-am\ .. ,, ,_
peridion, dim. of pera leather bag]
sporophore of many fungi

per.i.dot \'per-a-.doft), -,dat\ n [F peridotl : a deep yellowish
green transparent ohvine used as a gem — per>i>do<tic \,per-3-
'dot-ik, -'dat-\ adj

pe.ri.dQ.tite Xpa-'rid-a-.tlt; 'per-a-.dot-.Tt, -,dat-\ n [F peridotite,
fr peridot] : any of a group of granitoid igneous rocks composed
of olivine and usu. other ferromagnesian minerals — pe-ri-do>tit*ic
\p3-,rid-a-'tit-ik, ,per-3d-a-\ adj

peri=ge.an \,per-3-'je-an\ adj : of or relating to perigee
peri.gee \'per-3-(,)je\ n [MF & NL; MF, fr. NL perigeum, fr. Gk
perigeion, fr. neut. of perigeios near the earth, fr. peri- -h ge earth]
; the point in the orbit of a satellite of the earth that is nearest to
the earth

pe-rig.y.nous \p3-'rij-3-n3s\ adj [NL perigynus, fr. peri- + -gynus
-gynous] : borne on a ring or cup of the receptacle surrounding a
pistil <~ petals); also : having perigynous stamens and petals
<'^ flowers) — pe-rig.y-ny \-ne\ n

peri>he*lial \,per-3-'hel-y3l\ adj : of or relating to perihelion
peri.he.lion \-'hel-y3n\ n [NL, fr. peri- -\- Gk helios sun — more
at solar] : the point in the path of a planet or other celestial body
that is nearest to the sun

iper.il \'per-3l\ n [ME, fr. OF. fr. L periculum — more at fear]
1 : exposure to the risk of being injured, destroyed, or lost ; danger
2 : something that imperils ; risk

2peril vt peT'iled also perilled; per-il-ing also per.il-ling : to
expose to danger : hazard

per-il-ous \'per-3-l3s\ adj : full of or involving peril : hazardous
syn see dangerous — pera^ous-ly adv — per-il*ous>ness n

pe-rim.e.ter \p3-'rim-3t-3r\ n [F pirimetre, fr. L perimetros, fr.

Gk, fr. peri- + metron measure — more at measure] 1 a : the
boundary of a closed plane figure b : the length of this boundary
2 : a Une or strip bounding or protecting an area 3 : outer Umits
syn see circumference — peri'met>ric \,per-3-'me-trik\ or
peri.met.ri.cal \-tri-kQl\ arf/ — peri-met-ri-caMy \-k(9-)le\ adv— pe-rim-e.try \p3-'rim-a-tre\ n
peri-morph \=per-3-,m6rf\ n [ISV] : a crystal of one species en-
closing one of another species

peri.my.si"Um \,per-3-'miz(h)-e-sm\ n, pi peri<my>sia \-e-a\
[NL, irreg. fr. peri- -t- Gk mys mouse, muscle — more at mouse]
: the connective-tissue sheath that surrounds a muscle and forms
sheaths for the bundles of muscle fibers

per.i-ne^al \,per-3-'ne-3l\ adj : of or relating to the perineum
per.i.ne.um \-'ne-3m\ «, pi per-i-nea \-'ne-3\ [NL, fr. LL
perinaion, fr. Gk, fr. peri- + inein to empty out; akin to L ira ire]
: an area of tissue marking externally the approximate boundary
of the outlet of the pelvis and giving passage to the urinogenital
ducts and rectum; also I the area between the anus and the pos-
terior part of the external genitalia esp. in the female

peri-neu.ri.um \,per-a-'n(y)ur-e-3m\ n, pi peri-neu-ria \-e-a\
[NL. fr. peri- + Gk neuron nerve — more at nerve] : the connec-
tive-tissue sheath that surrounds a bundle of nerve fibers

ipe«ri-0d \'pir-e-3d\ n [ME pariode, fr. MF periode, fr. ML, L,
& Gk; ML periodus period of time, punctuation mark, fr. L & Gk;
L, rhetorical period, fr. Gk periodos circuit, period of time, rhetor-
ical period, fr. peri- + hodos way — more at cede] 1 a (1) : an
utterance from one full stop to another ; sentence (2) : a weU=
proportioned sentence of several clauses (3) ; periodic sentence
b : a musical structure or melodic section usu. of S or 16 measures
and of 2 or more contrasting or complementary phrases and ending
with a cadence 2 a : the full pause with which the utterance of
a sentence closes b : end, stop 3 obs ; goal, purpose 4 a ; a
point . used to mark the end (as of a declarative sentence or an
abbreviation) b : a rhythmical unit in Greek verse composed
of a series of two or more cola 5 : the completion of a cycle, a
series of events, or a single action : conclusion 6 a : a portion
of time determined by some recurring phenomenon b : the interval

of time required for a cyclic motion or phenomenon to complete
a cycle and begin to repeat itself c : a single cyclic occurrence of
menstruation 7 a : a chronological division : stage b : a division
of geologic time longer than an epoch and included in an era c : a
stage of culture having a definable place in time and space 8 a ; one
of the divisions of the academic day b ; one of the divisions of
the playing time of a game
syn PERIOD, EPOCH, era, age mean a division of time, period
may designate an extent of time of any length; epoch applies to a
period begun or set off by some significant or striking quality,

change, or series of events; era suggests a period of history marked
by a new or distinct order of things; age is used frequently of a
fairly definite period strongly dominated by a central figure or
prominent feature

^period adj : of, relating to, or representing a particular historical

period
pe>ri>Od>ic \,pir-e-'ad-ik\ adj 1 a ; occurring at regular intervals

b : recurrent 2 : consisting of or containing a series of repeated
stages : CYCLIC <'^ decimals) 3 : of or relatmg to a period
4 ; expressed in or characterized by periodic sentences syn see

intermittent
per<iod>ic acid \,p9r-(,)i-,ad-ik-\ n [ISV per- + iodic] : any of the
strongly oxidizing acids (as HsIOg or HIO4) that are the highest
oxygen acids of iodine
ipe.ri'Od.i.cal \.pir-e-''ad-i-k9l\ adj 1 : periodic 12a: published
with a fixed interval between the issues or numbers b : published
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in, characteristic of, or connected with a periodical — pe'Zl-od-l-
caMy \-k(9-)le\ adv

aperiodical n : a periodical publication
pe.ri-od.ici'ty \,pir-e-3-'dis-3t-e\ n : the quality, state, or fact
of being regularly recurrent

periodic law n : a law in chemistry: the elements when arranged in
the order of their atomic numbers show a periodic variation in
most of their properties

periodic sentence n : a sentence that has no subordinate or trailing
elements following fall grammatical statement of the essential
idea (as in "yesterday while I was walking down the street, 1 saw

periodic table n : an arrangement of chemical elements based on
the periodic law

peri-odon->tal \,per-e-o-'dant-'l\ adj 1 : investing or surrounding
a tooth 2 : of or affecting periodontal tissues or regions

peri^Odon.tiCS \-'dant-iks\ n pi but sing or.pl in consfr [NL
periodontium, fr. peri- + Gk odont-, odous, odon tooth — more at
tooth] ; a branch of dentistry dealing with diseases of the sup-
porting structures of the teeth — peri-odon-tist \-'dant-5st\ n

peri.onych-i.ura \,per-e-6-'nik-e-3m\ n, pi peri'Onych-ia \-'nik-
e-3\ [NL, fr. peri- + Gk onych-, onyx nail — more at nail] : the
tissue bordering the root and sides of a fingernail or loenail

periost- or perioste- or periosteo- comb jorm [NL periosteum}
; periosteum <,periosteomyelnis) {periosteoma.} {periostitis)

peri'OS-te'al \,per-e-'as-te-3l\ adj 1 : situated around or pro-
duced external to bone 2 : of, relating to, or involving the
periosteum

peri.os-te.um \-te-am\ n, pi perLos-tea \-te-a\ [NL, fr. LL
periosteon, fr. Gk, neut. of periosteos around the bone, fr. peri- +
osteon bone — more at osseous] : the membrane of connective
tissue that closely invests all bones except at the articular surfaces

peri»OS-ti»tiS \-,as-'tTt-3s\ n [NL] : inflammation of the periosteum
peri'OtiC \,per-e-'6t-ik\ adj : situated around the ear; specij

: being, relating to, or composed of the typically three bony
elements that surround the internal ear and form or help to form
its capsule
iperi.pa*tet-ic \,per-3-p9-'tet-ik\ n 1 cap : Aristotelian 2 : pedes-
trian, ITINERANT 3 pl I movements or journeyings hither and
thither

2peripatetiC_arfj [MF & L; MF peripatetigue, fr. L peripaieticus, fr.

Gk peripateiikos, fr. peripatein to walk up and down, discourse
while pacing (as did Aristotle), fr. peri- + patein to tread; akin to
Skt patha path — more at find] 1 cap : Aristotelian 2 : of or
relating to walking : itinerant — peri.pa.tet-i'Cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\
ad-v — Peri-pa-tet-i-cism \-'tet-3-,siz-sm\ n

peri.pe.teia \,per-3-p3-'te-(y}a, -'tT-a\ n [Gk, fr. peripiptein to fall

around, change suddenly, fr. peri- + piptein to fall — more at
feather] : a sudden or unexpected reversal of circumstances or
situation esp. in a literary work

pe-rip-e-ty \p3-'rip-at-e\ n : peripeteia
pe>riph>er<ad \p9-'rif-3-,rad\ adv : toward the periphery
pe.riph.er-al \p3-'rif-(a-)r3l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or forming a
periphery 2 : located away from a center or central portion : ex-
ternal 3 : of, relating to, or involving the surface of the body —
pe-riph-er-al-ly \-e\ adv

pe-riph.ery \p3-'rif-(3-)re\ n [MF peripheric, fr. LL peripheric,
fr. Gk periphereia, fr. peripherein to carry around, fr. peri- +
pherein to carry — more at bear] 1 ; the perimeter of a circle
or other closed curve; also : the peiimeter of a polygon 2 : the
external boundary or surface of a body 3 a; the outward bounds
of something as distinguished from its internal regions or center
: confines b : an area lying beyond the strict limits of a thing
4 : the regions in which nerves terminate syn see circumference

pe-ripli.ra.sis \p3-'rif-r3-s3s\ n, pi pe.riph-ra-ses \-r3-,sez\
[L, fr. Gk, fr. periphrazein to express periphrastically, fr. peri- +
phrazein to point out] 1 : xise of a longer phrasing in place of a

periscope

possible shorter and plainer form of expression : cmcLFMLOCunoN
2 : an instance of periphrasis

peri-phras.tic \,per-a-'fras-tik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or char-
acterized by periphrasis 2 : formed by the use of function words
or auxiliaries instead of by inflection {morejair is a -^ comparative)— peii.phras.ti.cal.ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

pe-rique \p3-'rek\ n [LaF periquel : a strong-flavored Louisiana
tobacco used in smoking mixtures

peri-saic \'per-3-,sark\ n [ISV peri- + Gk sark-, sarx flesh — more
at sarcasm] : the outer usu. chitinous integument of a hydroid —
peri>sar<>cal \,per-3-'sar-kal\ or pen>sar*cous \-k3s\ adj

peri'SCope \'per-3-,sk6p\ n [ISV] : a tubular optical instrument
containing lenses and mirrors by which an ob-
server obtains an otherwise obstructed field of ^ r

peri*scop-ic \,per-3-'skap-ik\ adj 1 : viewing
all around or on all sides <— lens) 2 : of or
relating to a periscope

per-ish \'per-ish\ vb [ME perisshen, fr. OF
periss-, stem of perire, fr. L, fr. per- to destruction
+ ire to go — more at per-, issue] vi 1 : to
become destroyed or ruined : die 2 chiejly
dial : deteriorate, spoil -^ vr 1 chiejly dial ; to
cause to die ; destroy 2 : weaken, benumb

per.ish.abil.i.ty \,per-i-sh3-'bU-3t-e\ n : the
quality or condition of being perishable

per.ish.ahle \'per-i-sh3-b3l\ adj \ liable to
perish — perishable n

pe-ris-SO^dac-tyl \p3-,ris-3-'dak-tn\ adj [deriv. of MGk peris-
sodakfylos having more than the usual number of fingers or toes,
fr. Gk perissos more than normal (fr. peri in excess) + daktylos
toe, finger — more at peri-] 1 : having the toes in odd numbers
or unevenly disposed in relation to the axis of the foot 2 : of or
relating to an order (Perissodactyla) of perissodactyl ungulate
mammals — perissodactyl n — pe-ns>so*dac-ty<lous \-t3-l3s\
adj

peri-stal-sis \,per-3-'stdl-s3s, -'stal-\ n, pl peri-stal-ses \-,sez\
[NL, fr. Gk peristaltikos peristaltic, fr. peristellein to wrap around,
fr. peri- + siellein to place — more at stall] : successive waves
of involuntary contraction passing along the walls of the intestine
or other hollow muscular structure and forcing the contents
onward — peii-stal'tic \-'st61-tik, -'stal-\ adj — peri-stal'ti-
caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

peri-Stome \'per-3-.stom\ n V^L peristoma, fr. peri- + Gk stoma
mouth — more at stomach] 1 ; the fringe of teeth surrounding the
orifice of a moss capsule 2 : the region around the mouth, in
various invertebrates — peri>sto>mi>al \,per-3-'sto-me-3l\ adj

peri-style \'per-3-,stTl\ n [F peristyle, fr. L peristylum, fr. Gk
perisiylon, fr. neut. of peristylos surrounded by a colonnade, fr.

peri- + stylos pillar — more at steer] 1 : a colonnade surrounding
a building or court 2 :_ an open space enclosed by a colonnade

peri.tlie.cial \,per-3-'the-sh(e-)9l, -se-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or
being a perithecium <— wall)

peri-tHe-ci-um \-'the-s(h)e-3m\ n, p/peri-tHe-cia \-s(h)e-3\
[NL, fr. peri- + Gk ihekion, dim. of theke case — more at tick]
: a spherical, cylindrical, or flask-shaped hollow fruiting body in
various ascomycetous fungi that contains the asci and usu. opens
by a terminal pore

periton- or peritone- or peiitoneo- comb jorm [LL peritoneum}
I peritoneum {peritonitis}

peri*to-ne-al Vper-st-'n-'e-slX adj : of, rejating to, or affecting
the peritoneum — peri-to-ne-al-ly \-'e-&-le\ adv

peri.to-ne.um \.per-3t-=n-'e-3m\ n, pl peri-tcne-ums \-'e-3mz\
or peri-to»nea \-'e-3\ [LL, fr. Gk peritonaion, neut. of peritonaios
stretched around, fr. peri- + tenein to stretch — more at thin]
1 : the smooth transparent serous membrane that lines the cavity
of the abdomen of a mammal and is reflected inward over the
abdominal and pelvic viscera 2 : fleuropeeotoneum

PERIODIC TABLE
This is a common long form of the table. Roman numerals and letters head-
ing the vertical columns indicate the groups (there are differences of opinion
regarding the letter designations, those given here being probably the most
generally used). The horizontal rows represent the periods, with two series
removed from the two very long periods and represented below the main
table. Atomic numbers are given above the symbols for the elements and
atomic weights when known are given below. Compare element table
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peritonitis 629 perplexed
perMo-ni-tiS V.per-at-'n-lt-ssX n [NL] : inflammaUoa of the peri-
toneum

pe.rit.ri.Chous \p3-*ri-tri-k3s\ adj iperi- + Gk trich-, thrix hair— more at trich-] : having flageila uniformly distributed over the
body — pe-rit-ri-chouS'ly adv

peri.Wig \'per-i-,wig\ n [modif. of MF perruque"] : peruke —
peri-wigged \-,wigd\ adj
iper-i.WiU.kle \"per-i-.wio-k3l\ n [ME perwinke, fr. OE perwince,
fr. L pervincal : any of several trailing or woody evergreen herbs
(genus Vinca) of the dogbane family; esp : a European creeper
(K minor) widely cultivated as a ground cover and for its blue
or while flowers

2periwinkle n [^assumed) ME, alter, of OE pmewincle, fr. L pina,
a kind of mussel (fr. Gk) 4- OE -wincle (akin to Dan vincle snail
shell); akin to OE wincian to wink] : any of various gastropod
mollusks: as a : any of a genus (Litton'rm) of edible littoral
marine snails; also ; any of various similar or related marine snails
(as various American members of Thais) b ; any of several No.
American freshwater snails

per.jure \'p3r-jar\ vi per-jur.ing \'p3rj-C9-)rio\ [MP perjurer,
fr. L perjurare, fr. per- to destruction, to the bad + jurare to swear— more at per-, jury] 1 obs : to cause to commit perjury 2 : to
make a perjurer of (oneself)

per.jur.er Vpsr-jar-srX n : a person guilty of perjury
per.]U.ri«ous \(,)par-'jiir-e-as\ adj : marked by perjury

: the ability of a dielectric to store electrical potential energy under
the influence of an electric field measured by the ratio of the capac-
itance of a condenser with the material as dielectric to its capac-

. . , ^ ^ per-
ju.ri'Ous.ly adv

perou-ry \'p3rj-(3-)re\ n : the voluntary violation of an oath or
vow either by swearing to what is untrue or by omission to do what
has been promised under oath : false swearing

perk X'parkX vb [ME perken'] vi la: to thrust up the head, stretch
out the neck, or carry the body in a bold or insolent manner
b : to stick up or out jauntily 2 : to gain in vigor or cheerfulness
esp. after a period of weakness or depression — usu. used with up
'^ vt 1 : to make smart or spruce in appearance : freshen 2 : to
thrust up quickly or impudently

perk-i-Iy \'p3r-k3-le\ adv : in a perky manner : saucily
perk*i*nes5 \-ke-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being perky
perky \'par-ke\ adj 1 : briskly self-assured ; cocky 2 : jaunty
per-Ute Vp3r(-aM-,Tt\ n [F, fr. perle pearl] : volcanic glass that has
a concentric shelly structure, appears as if composed of concretions,
is usu. grayish and sometimes spherulitic, and when expanded by
heat forms a lightweight aggregate used esp. in concrete and plaster— per-llt>ic \.p9r-'lit-ik\ adj

per-ma-frost \'p3r-m3-.fr6st\ n [permanent + frosti : a perma-
nently frozen layer at variable depth below the earth's surface in
frigid regions
per.ma-nence \'p3rm-f9-)nan(t)s\ n ; the quality or state of being
permanent ; durability
per.ma.nen.cy \-(9-)nan-se\ n 1 : permanence 2 : something
permanent
Iper-ma-nent X'psrm-Cs-lnsntX adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. h permanent-,
permanens, prp. of permanere to endure, fr. per- throughout -I-

manere to remain — more at per-, mansion] : continuing or endur-
ing without fundamental or marked change : stable syn see
lasting — per.ma-nent-ly adv — per-ma-nent>ness n
apermanent n : a long-lasting hair wave produced by mechanical
and chemical means
permanent magnet n : a magnet that retains its magnetism after
removal of the magnetizing force
permanent tooth n : one of the second set of teeth of a mammal that
follow the milk teeth, typically persist into old age, and in man are
32 in number

per-man-ga*nate \(,)p3r-'mari-g3-,nat\ n : a dark purple crystal-
line compound that is a salt of permanganic acid

per.man'gaU'ic acid \,p3r-(,)man-,gan-ik-, -(,)maD-\ n [ISV] : an
unstable strong acid HMnO* known only in purple-colored strongly
oxidizing aqueous solutions

per-me.abil.i.ty \,par-me-9-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being permeable 2 : the property of a magnetizable substance that
determines the degree in which it modifies the magnetic flux in the
region occupied by itin a magnetic field

per.me»able \'p3r-me-a-b9l\ adj ; capable of being permeated
: PENETRABLE — per-me-able-ncss n — per-me-ably \-ble\ adv

per>me-ance \'p3r-me-3n(t)s\ « 1 : permeation 2 : the reciprocal
of magnetic reluctance

per<me*ate \'p3r-me-,at\ vb [L permeatus, pp. of permeare, fr. per-
through + meare to go, pass; akin to MW mynet to go. OSlav
mitiQti to pass] vi '. to diffuse through or penetrate something
^ vt 1 ; to spread or diffuse through 2 : to pass through the pores
or interstices of — per-me.ation \,par-me-'a-sh3n\ n — per-me-
ative \'p3r-me-,at-iv\ adj

per men-sem \(Jp3r-'men(t)-s3m\ adv [ML] : by the month
Fenn<ian X'psr-me-an, 'per-\ adj [Perm, region in eastern Russia]

: of, relating to, or being the last period of the Paleozoic era or the
corresponding system of rocks — Permian n

per mill \(,)psr-'mil\ adv [per + L mille thousand — more at mile]
: per thousand— per-mil-lage \f,)p3r-'mil-ij\ n

per.mis. si. toil.i-ty \p3r-,mis-3-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or state
of being permissible

per.miS'Si'ble \p3r-'mis-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MI. permissibilis, fr. L
permissus. pp.] ; that may be permitted ; allowable — per-mis-
si.ble.ness n — per-mis.si.bly \-bIe\ adv

per.miS'Sion \p3r-'mish-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L permission-,
permissio, fr. permissus, pp. of permitiere"] 1 ; the act of permitting
2 : formal consent : authorization

per.mis.sive \p3r-'mis-iv\ adj [F permissif, fr. L permissus, pp.]
1 archaic : granted on sufferance : tolerated 2 : granting or
tending to grant permission : tolerant 3 : allowing discretion

: OPTIONAL — per.miS'Sive.ly adv — per-mis.sive-ness n
iper.mit \p9r-'mit\ vb per.mit-ted; per.mil. ting [L permittere
to let through, permit, fr. per- through -I- mittere to let go, send— more at per-, smite] vt 1 ; to consent to expressly or formally
<~ access to records) 2 : to give leave : authorize 3 : to make
possible ~ VI : to give an opportunity : allow <if time -^i) syn
see let — per.mit-ter n

2per.mit \'p9r-,mit, psr-'X « 1 : a written warrant or license granted
by one having authority 2 : permission, allowance

per.mit.tiv.i.ty \,p9r-,mi-'tiv-9t-e, -m9-\ n Vpermit + -ive + -ity}
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itance with vacuum as dielectric
per.mu.ta.tion \.p9r-myu-'ta-sh9n\ n [ME permutacioun exchange,
transformation, fr. Mi^ permutation, fr. I. permutation-, permutatio,
fr. permuiatus, pp. of permutare'] 1 : a thorough change in charac-
ter or condition : transformation 2 a ; the act or process of
changing the lineal order of an ordered set of objects b ; an or-
dered arrangement of a set of objects syn see change — per.mu-
ta-tion-al X-shnsl, -sh9n-M\ adj

per.mute \p3r-'myijt\ vt [WIE permuten, fr. MF or L; MF permuter,
fr. L permutare, fr. per- + mutare to change — more at miss] : to
change the order or arrangement of; esp : to arrange in all possible
ways

per.ni.ciOUS \p3r-'nish-3s\ adj [MF pernicieus, fr. L perniciosiis,
fr. pernicies destruction, fr. per- + nee-, nex violent death — more
at noxious] 1 : highly injurious or destructive : deadly 2 archaic
; WICKED — per-ni.cious.ly adv — per.ni-cious.ness n
syn PERNICIOUS, baneful, noxious, deleterious, detrimental
mean exceedingly harmful, pernicious and baneful both imply
causing irreparable or deadly injury, pernicious through evil or
insidious corrupting or undermining, baneful through poisoning
or destroying; noxious applies to what is both offensive and in-
jurious to the health of body or mind; deleterious applies to what
has an unsuspected harmful effect when eaten or drunk or inhaled;
detrimental implies obvious harmfulness to something specified

pernicious anemia n : a severe hyperchromia anemia marked by a
progressive decrease in number and increase in size of the red blood
cells and by pallor, weakness, and gastrointestinal and nervous
disturbances and associated with absence of gastric hydrochloric
acid and intrinsic factor

per-nick.e.ty \p3r-'mk-3t-e\ adj [perh. alter, of particular'!
1 : having extremely exacting standards : finicky 2 ; requiring
great precision : ticklish
Per-nod \per-'no\ trademark — used for an aromatic French
liqueur

pe.rO'Ue.al \,per-o-'ne-3l, p3-"ro-ne-\ adj INL peroneus, ir. perone
fibula, fr. Gk perone, lit., pin; akin to L per through — more at for]
: of, relating to, or located near the fibula

per.oral \(,)p9r-'or-9l, pe(3)r-, -'or-, -'"arA adj [ISV, fr. L per
through + or-, os mouth — more at oral] : occurring through or
by way of the mouth — per-oraMy \-9-le\ adv

per-orate \'per-3r-,at also 'p9r-\ vi [L peroratus, pp. of perorare to
declaim at length, wind up an oration, fr. per- through + orare to
speak — more at per-, oration] 1 ; to deliver a long or grandilo-
quent oration : declaim 2 : to make a peroration

per.ora.tion \,per-3r-'a-sh3n 'per-9r- also ,p9r-9r-', 'p9r-9r-,\ n
1 : the concluding part of a discourse and esp. an oration 2 ; a
highly rhetorical speech — per.ora.tion-al \-shn9l, -sh3n-''l\ adj

per-ox-i-dase \p3-'rak-s3-,das, -,daz\ n : an enzyme that catalyzes
the oxidation of various substances by peroxides
iper.ox.ide \p9-Vak-,sTd\ n [ISV] : an oxide containing a high
proportion of oxygen; esp : a compound (as hydrogen peroxide
HzOz) in which oxygen is held to be joined to oxygen

2peroxlde vt : to treat with a peroxide; esp : to bleach (hair) with
hydrogen peroxide
'per-pend \p3r-'pend\ vb [L perpendere, fr. per- thoroughly -¥

pendere to weigh — more at per-, pendant] vt : to reflect on care-
fully : ponder ~ VI : to be attentive : reflect
2per.pend \'par-p3n(d), 'p3r-\ or per.pent \-p3nft)\ n [ME per-
pend, perpoynt, fr. MF perpain"] : a brick or large stone reaching
through a wall so as to appear on both sides of it and acting as a
binder
iper-pen-dicu-lar \.p3r-p9n-'dik-y3-l9r, ,p9rp-=m-\ adj [ME
perpendiculer, fr. MF fr. L perpendicularis, fr. perpendiculum plumb
line, fr. per- + pendere to hang — more at pendant] 1 a ; exactly
vertical or upright b : being at right angles to a given line or plane
2 ; extremely steep : precipitous 3 : of or relating to a medieval
English Gothic style of architecture in which vertical lines pre-
dominate 4 : relating to, uniting, or consisting of individuals of
dissimilar type or on different levels syil^see vertical — per-pen-
diC'U-lar.i-ty \,p3r-p3n-,dik-y9-*lar-3t-e, ,p3rp-=m-\ n — per-
peii'dic.u.lar.ly \-'dik-y3-l3r-le\ adv

2perpendicular n 1 : a line at right angles to the plane of the
horizon or to another Une or surface 2 : an extremely steep face
(as of a cliff)

per.pe-trate \'p3r-p3-,trat\ vt Ih perpetratus, pp. of perpetrare, fr.

per- through -i- pairare to accomplish] 1 : to be guilty of : commft
2 : to carry through : perform — per.pe.tra.tion \,p3r-p3-'tra-
sh9n\ n — per.pe.tra.tor \'p3r-p3-,trat-9r\ n

per-pet.U.al \p3r-'pech-(9-)w3l, -'pech-9l\ adj [ME perpetuel, fr.

MF, fr. L perpetuus, fr. per- through -I- petere to go to — more at
feather] 1 a : continuing forever : everlasting b (1) : valid for
all time (2") : holding for life or for an unlimited time 2 ; occur-
ring continually ; indefinitely long-continued : constant
3 : blooming continuously throughout the season syn see con-
tinual — per.pet'U.al'ly \-e\ adv
perpetual calendar r? l : a table for finding the day of the week for
any one of a wide range of dates 2 : a calendar having the years
uniform in the correspondence of days and dates

per-pet.u-ate \p3r-'pech-9-,wat\ vt [L perpetuatus, pp. of per-
petuare, fr. perpetuus^ : to make perpetuaj or cause to last in-
definitely — per-petju.a.tion \-,pech-3-'wa-sh3n\ n — per-pet-
u-a-tor \-'pech-3-,\vat-3r\ n

per.pe.tU"ity \,p3r-p9-'t(y)ij-9t-e\ n [ME perpetuite, fr. MF
perpetuite, fr. t, perpetuitat-, perpetuitas, fr. perpetuus'} 1 : endless
time : eternity 2 : the quahty or state of being perpetual (be-
queathed to them in '--> 3 a : the condition of an estate limited so
that it will not take effect or vest within the period fixed by law
b ; an estate so limited 4 : an annuity payable forever

per.plex \p3r-'pleks\ vt [obs. perplex, adj., involved, perplexed, fr.

L perplcxus, fr. per- thoroughly -1- plexus involved, fr. pp. of
plectere to braid, twine — more at per-, ply] 1 : to disturb
mentally; esp : confuse, bewilder 2 ; to make intricate or in-
volved : complicate syn see puzzle

per.plexed \-'plekst\ adj 1 ; filled with uncertainty ; puzzled



perplexedly 630 perspicaciousness

2 : full of difficulty : complicated — per>plexed>ly \-'pIek-
S3d-ie. -'pleks-tle\ adv

per.plex-i.ty \p3r-'plek-s3t-e\ n [ME perplexire, fr. OF perpJexite,

fr. LL perplexirat-, perplexiias, fr. L perplexus] 1 : the state of
being perplexed : bewilderment 2 : something that perplexes
3 : ENTANGLEMENT

per*qui<Site \'p3r-kwa-z3t\ n [ME, property acquired by other
means than inheritance, fr. ML perquisiium, fr. neut. of perquisitus,

pp. oi perquirere to purchase, acquire, fr. L, to search for thorough-
ly, fr. per- thoroughly + quaerere to seek] 1 ; a privilege, gain, or
profit incidental to regular salary or wages; esp : one expected or
promised 2 : GRATurry. tip 3 ; something held or claimed as an
exclusive right or possession

per>ron \'per-3n, pe-ro"\ n [F, fr. OF. aug. of perre, pierre rock,
stone, fr. L petra, fr. Gk] : an outdoor stairway leading up to a
building entrance or a platform at its top

per.ry \'pcr-e\ n [ME peirrie, fr. MF pere, fr. (assumed) VL
piranim, fr. L pirum pear] chiejly Brit ; the expressed juice of pears
often made alcoholic by fermentation

per«saU \'par-,s61t\ n 1 : a salt containing a relatively large
proportion of the acidic element or group_ 2 : a salt of a peracid

per se \(.)p3r-'sa also pe(3)r-'sa, (,)p3r-'se\ adv [L] : by, of, or in
itself or oneself or themselves : as such : intrinsically

per secoiid per second adv : per second every second — used of a
rate of acceleration over an indefinite period

per-se.cute \*p3r-si-.kyut\ vt [MF persecuter, back-formation fr.

persecuteur persecutor, fr. LL persecutor, fr. persecuius, pp. of
persequi to persecute, fr. L, to pursue, fr. per- through + sequi to
follow — more at sue] 1 : to harass in a manner to injure, grieve, or
afflict; specij : to cause to suffer because of belief 2 : to annoy
with persistent or urgent approaches : pester syn see wrong —
per.se-cu-tive \-,kyUt-iv\ adj — per*se.cu-t_or \-,kyUt-ar\ n —
per-se-CU'tcry \-kyu-,tor-e, -.tor-; -,kyut-a-re\ adj

per<>5e*cu>tion \,p3r-si-'kyu-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or practice of
persecuting esp. those who differ in origin, religion, or social out-
look 2 : the condition of being persecuted, harassed, or annoyed
Per-se.id \'p3r-se-3d\ n [L Perseus; fr. their appearing to radiate
from a point in Perseus] ; one of a group of meteors appearing
annually about August 11
Per.seph-o.ne \p3r-'sef-3-ne\ n [L. fr. Gk Persephone'] : a
daughter of Zeus and Demeter abducted by Pluto and made his
wife and queen
per.sens Vpar-.sUs, -se-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk] 1 : a son of Zeus and
Danae and slayer of Medusa 2 [L (gen. Persei), fr. Gk] : a
northern constellation between Taurus and Cassiopeia

per»se.ver-ance \,p3r-s3-'vir-3n{t)s\ n : the action, condition, or
an instance of persevering : steadfastness

per-se.vere \-'viO)r\ vi [ME perseveren, fr. MF perseverer, fr. L
perseverare, fr. per- through + severus severe] ; to persist in a state,

enterprise, or undertaking in spite of counter influences, opposi-
tion, or discouragement
Per-Sian X'psr-zhan, esp Brit -shan\ n 1 : one of the people of
Persia; as a : one of the ancient Iranian Caucasians who under
Cyrus and his successors became the dominant Asian race b : a
member of one of the peoples forming the modern Iranian nation-
ality 2 a : any of several Iranian languages dominant in Persia at
different periods b : the modern language of Iran and western
Afghanistan used also in Pakistan and by Indian Muslims as a
literary language 3 : a thin soft silk formerly used esp. for lin-

ings — Persian adj
Persian cat « : a stocky round-headed domestic cat with long and
silky fur that is the long-haired cat of shows and fanciers
Persian lamb n l ; the young of the karakul sheep that furnishes
skins used in furriery 2 : a pelt obtained from karakul lambs older
than those yielding broadtail and characterized by very silky
tightly curled fur

per<si.!lage X'par-ss-.flazh, 'per-\ n [F, fr. persijler to banter, fr.

per- thoroughly + sijjler to whistle, hiss, boo, fr. L sibilare, of imit.

origin] : frivolous or lightly derisive talk or manner of treating a
subject

per<Sim>nion Xpar-'sim-snX n [of Algonquian origin; akin to Cree
pasiminan dried fruit] 1 : any of a genus {Diospyros) of trees of the
ebony family with hard fine wood, oblong leaves, and small bells
shaped white flowers; esp : an American tree (D. virginiana) or a
Japanese tree (D. kaki) 2 : the usu. orange several-seeded berry of
a persimmon that resembles a plum and is edible when fully ripe

per-SiSt Xpsr-'sist, -'zist\ vi [M^ persister, fr. Lpersistere, h.per- +
sistere to take a stand, stand firm; akin to L stare to stand — more
at stand] 1 : to go on resolutely or stubbornly in spite of opposi-
tion, importunity, or warning 2 obs ; to remain unchanged or
fixed in a fspecified) character, condition, or position 3 : to be
insistent in the repetition or pressing of a question or an opinion
4 : to continue to exist syn see continue — per-sist-er n

per-sis-tence \p3r-'sis-t3n(t)s. -'zis-\ n 1 : the action or fact of
persisting 2 : the quality or state of being persistent; esp ; per-
severance

per.sis.ten-cy \-t3n-se\ n : persistence 2
per.sis-tent \-t3nt\ adj [L persistent-, persistens, prp. of per-
sistere} 1 a : continuing or inclined to persist in a course b ; con-
tinuing to exist in spite of interference or treatment <a '^ cough)
2 : existing for a long or longer than usual tim.e or continuously: as
a : retained beyond the usual period <a '^ leaf> b ; continuing
without change in function or structure <~ gills) c ; effective in
the open for an appreciable time usu. through slow volatilizing
<mustard gas is '-'> — per.sis*tent*ly adv

per-snick-e.ty \p3r-'smk-at-e\ adj : pernickety
per.son X'psrs-'nX n [ME, fr. OF persone, fr. L persona actor's
mask, character in a play, person, prob. fr. Etruscan phersu mask]
1 a : a human being b : a human being as distinguished from an
animal or thing : an inferior human being 2 : character,
guise 3 a : one of the three modes of being in the godhead as
understood by Trinitarians b : the unitary personality of Christ
that unites the divine and human natures 4 a archaic : bodily ap-
pearance b : the body of a human being 5 a : the individual
personality of a human being : self b : bodily presence (appear in
~> 6 : a human being, body of persons, coiporation. partnership,
or other legal entity recognized by law as the subject of rights and
duties 7 : reference of a segment of discourse to the speaker, to one
spoken to, or to one spoken of as indicated by means of certain
pronouns or in m^ny languages by verb inflection
per.so.na Vpar-'so-na, -.na\ n [L] 1 per.so-nae \-(.)ne, -,nT\ pi

; the characters of a fictional presentation (as a novel or play)
(dramatis personae} 2 pi personas [NL, fr. L] : the social facade
an individual assumes

per'Son-able X'psrs-na-bal, -'n-3-b9l\ adj : pleasing in person
: attractive — per*son>abIe'ness n

per-son-age X'pars-nij, -'n-ij\ n 1 ; a person of rank, note, or
distinction; esp : one distinguished for presence and personal
power 2 : a dramatic, fictional, or historical character; also
: IMPERSONATION 3 I a human individual : person

per>so<na gra.ta Xpsr-.so-na-'grat-a, -'grat-X n, pi peT*so*nae
gra-tae \-ne-'grat-e, -'grat-,i, -'grat-\ or persona grata [NL] ; an
acceptable person; specij : a diplomatic official who is personally
acceptable to the government of a foreign country to which he is

accredited
tper.SOn.al X'pars-nal, -'n-3l\ adj [ME. fr. MF. fr. LL personalis.
fr. L personal 1 : of, relating to, or affecting a person ; private
2 a : done in person without the intervention of another; also : pro-
ceeding from a single person b : carried on between individuals
directly 3 : relating to the person or body 4 : relating to an
individual or his character, conduct, motives, or privaie affairs
often in an offensive manner 5 : rational and self-conscious
6 : of. relating to, or constituting personal property 7 : denoting
grammatical person

^personal n : a short newspaper paragraph relating to a person or
group or to personal matters

personal effects n pi : possessions having a close relationship to
one's person

personal equation n : variation (as in observation) occasioned by
the personal peculiarities of an individual; also ; a correction or
allowance made for such variation

per.son.al.ism X'psrs-na-.liz-sm, -'n-3-\ n : a doctrine emphasizing
the significance, uniqueness, and inviolability of personality —
per-son-al-ist \-l3st\ n or adj — per>son>aI>iS'tic \,p3rs-n3-'Us-
tik, -'n-3-\ adj

per.son-al-i.ty X.pars-^n-'al-st-e, ,p3r-'snal-\ n [ME personalite,
fr. LL personalitat-, personalitas, fr. personalis] 1 a : the quality or
state of being a person b : personal existence 2 a : the condition
or fact of relating to a particular person; specij : the condition of
referring directly to or aimed disparagingly or hoslilely at an in-

dividual b ; an offensively personal remark 3 a : the complex of
characteristics that distinguishes an individual or a nation or group
b (1) : the totality of an individuaFs behavioral and emotional
tendencies (2) : the organization of the individual's distinguishing
character traits, attitudes, or habits 4a: distinction or excel-
lence of personal and social traits b : a person having such qual-
ity c : a person of importance, prominence, renown, or notoriety
syn see disposition

per-son-aLize X'pars-na-.llz, -'n-3-\ vt 1 : personify 2 ; to make
personal or individual; specij ; to mark as the property of a
particular person
per-son-aMy X'p^rs-na-le, -'n-3-\ adv 1 : in a personal manner
2 : on or for one's own part 3 : in person

personal pronoun n ; a pronoun (as /, you, they) expressing a
distinction of person

personal property n : property other than real property consisting
of things temporary or movable : chattels

per<SOn>al<ty \'p3rs-n3l-te. -'n-3l-\ n [AF personalte. fr. LL per-
sonalitat-, personalitas personaUty] : personal property
per-scna non gra.ta \p3r_-,so-n3-,nanJgrat-3, -'grat-\_77, pi per-
so-nae non gra-tae \-ne-,nan-'grat-e. -.nT-, -'grat-,i. -*grat-\

or persona non grata [NL] : an unacceptable person; specij

: a diplomatic official who is personally not acceptable to the
government of a foreign country to which he is accredited
tper-SO-nate \'p3rs-n3t. -'n-3t\ adj [L personatus masked, fr.

persona mask] oj a bilabiate corolla : having the throat nearly
closed by a palate; also ; having such a corolla (a -^ flower)

2per.son.ate \'p3rs-'n-,at\ vt la: impersonate, represent
b : to assume without authority some character or capacity when
done with fraudulent intent 2 : to invest withpersonality or personal
chara.nenstics — per.son-ation \,p3rs-'n-'a-sh3n\ n — per.son-
ative \'p3rs-'n-,at-iv\ adj — per.son.a.tor \-,at-3r\ n

per.son.i.fi.ca.tion Xpar-.san-s-fs-'ka-shanX n : an act of per-
sonifying or something that personifies: as a : attribution of
personal qualities; esp : representation of a thing or abstraction
as a person or by the human form b : a divinity or imaginary being
thought of as representing a thing or abstraction c : embodiment,
INCARNATION

per.SOn.i.fi-er \p3r-'san-3-,fT(-3lr\ n : one that personifies

per.son.i-fy \-,fT\ vt 1 : to conceive of or represent as a person
or as having human qualities or powers 2 : to be the embodiment
or personification of : incarnate

per.son.nel \,p3rs-'n-'el\ n [F, fr. G personate, personal, fr. ML
personale, fr. LL, neat, of personalis personal] 1 a : a body of
persons usu. employed in some public service or in a factory, office,

or organization b personnel pi : persons 2 : a division of an
organization concerned with personnel
Iper.Spective \p3r-'spek-tiv\ n [ML perspectivum, fr. neut. of
perspectivus of sight, optical, fr. L perspectus, pp. of perspicere
to look through, see clearly, fr, per- through -i- specere to look— more at per-, spy] : an optical glass (as a telescope)

aperspective adj [ME. fr. ML perspectivus] 1 obs : aiding the
vision i^ glass) 2 : of, relating to, or seen in perspective —
per.spective.ly adv
3perspective n [MF, prob. modif. of Olt prospettiva, fr. prospetto
view, prospect, fr. L prospectus — more at prospect] 1 a : the
technique or process of representing on a plane or curved surface
the spatial relation of objects as they might appear to the eye;
specif t LINEAR perspective b : the technique of adjusting the ap-
parent sources of sounds (as on a radio program) into a natural*
seeming and integrated whole 2 a : the aspect in which a subject or
its parts are menially viewed b : capacity to view things in their

true relations or relative importance 3 a (U : a visible scene;
esp : one giving a distinctive impression of distance : vista (2) : a
mental view or prospect b : a picture in linear perspective 4 ; the
appearance to the eye of objects in respect to their relative distance
and positions

per.spi.ca.CiOUS \,p3r-sp3-'ka-sh3s\ adj [L perspicac-, perspicax,
fr. perspicere"] : of acute mental vision or discernment : keen
syn see shrewd ~ per.spi.ca>ciou5*ly adv — per'Spi'Ca.cious-
ness n



perspicacity 631 Peter Pan
per-spi-cac.i-ty Xipar-spa-ltas-at-eX n : the quality or state of
being perspicacious

per.spi.cu.ity \-'kyu-at-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
perspicuous 2 : perspicacity

per*spic-u-oiis Xpar-'spik-ya-wasX adj [L perspicuus transparent,
perspicuous, fr. perspicere} : plain to the understanding syn see
CLEAR — per.spiC'U-ouS'ly adv — per>spic>u<ous<iiess n

per>spi-ra>tion X.par-sps-'ra-shan, ,p3r-'spra-\ n 1 : the act or
process of perspiring 2 ; a saline fluid secreted by the sweat glands
: SWEAT

per>spl-ra*to>ry Xpar-'spT-ra-.tor-e, 'p3r-sp('9-)r3-, -,t6r-\ adj : of,
relating to, secreting, or inducing perspiration

per-Spire \psr-'spi(s)r\ vi [F perspirer, fr. MF, fr. L per- through
+ spirare to blow, breathe — more at per-, spirit] : to emit matter
through the skin; specij ; to secrete and emit perspiration

per>suad<al}le \p3r-|swad-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being persuaded
peT*SUade \par-'swad\ vt [L persuadere, fr. per- thoroughly +
suadere to advise, urge — more at suasion] 1 : to move by argu-
ment, entreaty, or expostulation to a belief, position, or course of
action 2 ; to plead with : urge syn see induce — per>suad>er n

per-SUa.Si.tole \-'swa-Z3-bal, -'swa-sa-X n [MF, fr. L persuasibilis
persuasive, fr. persuasusi : persuadable

per>SUa>Sion \p3r-'swa-zh9n\ n [ME persuasioun, fr. MF or L;
MF persuasion, fr. L persuasion-, persuasio, fr. persuasus, pp. of
persuadere'\ 1 a : the act or process or an instance of persuading
b ; a persuading argument : inducement c : persuasiveness
2 : the condition of being persuaded 3 a : opinion, belief;
esp : a system of religious behefs 1) : a group adhering to a par-
ticular system of beliefs 4 : kind, sort syn see opinion

per*sua>sive \-'swa-siv. -ziv\ adj : tending to i>ersuade — per-
sua>sive>ly adv — per>SQa>sive*ness n

pert V'partX adj [ME, open, bold, pert, modif. of OF apert, fr. L
apertus open, fr. pp. of aperire to open — more at weir] 1 a : sau-
cily free and forward : impudent b : being trim and chic : jaunty
C : piquantly stimulating 2 : lively, vivacious — pert-ly adv— pert-ness n

per-tain \p3r-'tan\ vi [ME perteinen, fr. MF partenir, fr. L pertinere
to reach to, belong, fr. per- through + tenere to hold — more at
PER-, thin] 1 a (1) ; to belong as a part, member, accessory, or
product (2) ; to belong as an attribute, feature, or function (3) : to
belong as a duty or right b : to be appropriate 2 : to have
reference : relate

per>ti-na<ciOUS \,p3rt-'n-'a-sh3s\ adj [L pertinac-, pertinax, fr.

per- thoroughly + tenac-, tenax tenacious, fr. tenere^ 1 a : ad-
hering resolutely to an opinion, purpose, or design b : perversely
persistent ; obstinate 2 : stubbornly unyielding or tenacious
: persistent syn see obstinate — per*ti>na>cious>ly adv — per-
ti>na>cious>ness n

per>tl<nac<i>ty \-'as-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being per-
tinacious

per.ti.nence_\'p3rt-'n-an(t)s, 'p3rt-n3n(t)s\ or per-ti-nen-cy
\'part-'n-an-se, 'prart-nsn-X n : the quality or state of being perti-

nent : RELEVANCE
per-ti-nent V'pgrt-'n-ant, 'p3rt-nant\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
pertinent; pertinens, prp. of pertinere'^ ; relevant or appUcable to
the matter in hand syn see relevant — per-ti-nent-ly adv

per*tUJb \p3r-'t3rb\ vt [ME perturben, fr. MF perturber, fr. L
pertwbare to throw into confusion, fr. per- + turbare to disturb— more at turbid] 1 : to disturb greatly in mind ; disquiet
2 : to throw into confusion : derange 3 : to cause fa celestial

body) to deviate from a theoretically regular orbital motion
syn see discompose — per-tnrh.able X-'tsr-ba-balX adj

per-tur-ba.tion X.psrt-ar-'ba-shsn. .par-.tar-X n 1 : the action of
perturbing : the state of being perturbed 2 : a disturbance of the
regular elliptic or other motion of a celestial body produced by
some force additional to that which causes its regular motion
— per«tnr«ba>tion>al X-shnal, -shan-=lX adj

per-tuS'Sis Xpar-'tss-ssX n [NL, fr. L per- thoroughly -I- tussis

cough] : whooping cough
pe>ruke Xpa-'nJtX n [MF perruque, fr. Olt parrucca, perrucca hair,

wig] : wig; specij : one of a type popular from the 17th to the
early 19th century

pe-rus<al Xpa-'rU-zslX n : the action of perusing
pe.ruse Xpa-'riizX vf [ME perusen, prob. fr. L per- thoroughly +
ME usen to use] 1 : to examine or consider with attention and
in detail : study 2 : read — pe»rus-er n
Fe-ru.vi-an bark Xps-.rii-ve-an-X n [NL Peruvia Peru, country of
So. America, fr. Sp Peru'\ : cinchona 2

per-vade Xpsr-'vadX v/ [L pervadere to go through, pervade, fr.

per- through + vadere to go — more at per-, wade] : to become
diffused throughout_every part of — per-va-sion \-'va-2hanX n
— per-va'Sive X-'va-siv, -zivX adj — per-va-sive-ly adv — per-
va-sive>ness n

per*verse XfJpsr-'vars, 'par-.X adj [ME, fr. L perversus, fr. pp. of
pervertere'[ 1 a ; turned away from what is right or good : cor-
rupt b : incorrect, improper c : contrary to the evidence or
the direction of the judge on a point of law <'^ verdict) 2 a : ob-
stinate in opposing what is right, reasonable, or accepted : wrong-
headed b : arising from or indicative of stubbornness or obstinacy

3 : marked by peevishness or petulance : cranky syn see con-
trary — per*verse>ly adv — per-verse^ness n
peT>ver-sion Xpsr-'var-zhan, -shsnX ri 1 ; the action of perverting

: the condition of being perverted 2 : a pei-verted form; esp : an
aberrant sexual practice habitually preferred to normal coitus

per.ver-si.ty Xpsr-'vsr-sat-eX n : the quaiity, state, or an instance

of being perverse
per-ver-Sive X-'var-siv, -zivX adj 1 : that perverts or tends to

pervert 2 : marked by perversion
iper-vert Xpsr-'vartX vt [ME perverten, fr. MF pervertir, fr. L
perveriere to overturn, corrupt, pervert, fr. per- thoroughly +
vertere to turn — more at per-, worth] 1 a : to cause to turn

aside or away from what is good or true or morally right ; corrupt
b ; to cause to turn aside or away from what is generally done or

accepted : misdirect 2 a ; to divert to a wrong end or purpose
: MISUSE b ; to twist the meaning or sense of : misinterpret
syn see debase — per>vert'er n
2per«vert X'psr-.vartX n ; one that has been perverted; specij ; one

e abut; 8 kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

} }oke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; dl coin; th thin; ^ tHis;

given to some form of sexual perversion
per.vert.ed Xpar-'vart-adX adj 1 : corrupt, victous 2 : marked
by perversion — per. vert.ed-ly adv — per-vert-ed-ness n

per-vl.OUS X'par-ve-asX adi [L pervius, fr. per- through + via way /'

— more at per-, via] : admitting passage : permeable — per.vl- >
ous.ness n /

pes X'pasX n, pi pe-des X'ped-,as\ [NL ped-, pes, fr. L. foot —
more at foot] : the distal segment of the hind limb of a veriebrate
including the tarsus and foot
Pe.sacb X'pa-.sakX n [Heb pesahl : passover
pe.se.ta Xpa-'sat-^X n [Sp, fr. dirh. of pesol — see money table
pes-ky X'pes-keX adj [prob. irreg. fr. pest -\- ->] ; troublesome,
VEXATIOUS

pe.SO X'pa-(.)s6, 'pes-(,)o\ n [Sp, lit. weight, fr. L pensum —
more at poise] 1 : an old silver coin of Spain or Spanish America
equal to eight reals 2 — see money table 3 ; the former basic
monetary unit of Chile

pes.sa.ry \'pes-(3-)re\ n [ME pessarie, fr. LL pessarium, fr. pessus,
pessum pessary, fr. Gk pessos oval stone for playing checkers,
pessary] 1 : a vaginal suppository 2 : a device worn in the vagina
to support the uterus, remedy a malposition, or prevent conception
pes.si.mlsm X'pes-a-,miz-am also 'pez-X " [F pessimisme, fr. L
pessimus worst — more at pejorative] 1 : an inclination to
emphasize adverse aspects, conditions, and possibilities or to
expect the worst possible outcome 2 a : the doctrine that reality
is essentially evil b : the doctrine that evil overbalances happiness
in life — pes. si.mist X-m3st\ n

.

pes.si.miS'tic X.pes-s-'mis-tik also ,pez-X adj ; of, relating to, or
characterized by pessimism : gloomy syn see cynical — pes-
si.miS'ti.caMy \-ti-kO-)leX adv

pest X'pestX n [MF peste, fr. L pestisi 1 ; an epidemic disease
associated with high mortality; specij : plague 2 : something
resembling a pest in destructiveness; esp ; a plant or animal detri-
mental to man 3 : one that pesters or annoys ; nuisance

pes.ter X'pes-tsrX vt pes.ter.ing \-t(3-)rioX [modif. of MF
empestrer to hobble, embarrass, fr. (assumed) VL impastoriare, fr.

L in- + (assumed) VL pastoria hobble, fr. L. pastor herdsman —
more at pastor] 1 obs : overcrowd 2 : to harass with petty
irritations : ANNOYsyn see worry

pest. hole X'pest-.holX n : a place subject or liable to epidemic
disease

pest-house \-,haus\ n : a shelter or hospital for those infected with
a pestilential or contagious disease

pes.tl.clde \'pes-ta-,sIdX n ; an agent used to destroy pests

pes.tif.er.OUS \pe-'stif-(3-)r3s\ adj [ME, fr. L pestijer pestilential,

noxious, fr. pestis + -jer -ferous] 1 ; dangerous to society : per-
nicious 2 a : carrying or propagating infection ; pestilential
b : infected with a pestilential disease 3 : annoying, troublesome— pes.til-er.ous'ly adv — pes'til-er-ous-ness n

pes.ti'lence \'pes-t3-l3n(t)s\ n : a contagious or infectious epidemic
disease that is virulent and devastating; specij : bubonic plague

peS'ti'lent X-lantX adj [ME, fr. L pestilent-, pesdlens pestilential,

fr. pestis'] 1 ; destructive of life : deadly 2 : pernicious 3 ; vex-
ing, irrftating 4 : infectious, contagious — peS'ti'lent'ly adv

peS'ti.len.tial X.pes-ta-'len-chalX adj 1 a : causing or tending to
cause pestilence : deadly b : of or relating to pestilence 2 : mor-
ally harmful ; pernicious 3 ; irritating, annoying — pes.ti-
len.tial'ly X-cha-le\ adv

pes. tie X'pes-al also 'pest-'IX n [ME pestel, fr. MF, fr. L pistillum;
akin to MLG vjsel pestle, L pilum pestle, javelin, pinsere to pound,
crush] 1 ; a usu. club-shaped implement for pounding or grinding
substances in a mortar 2 : any of various devices for pounding,
stamping, or pressing — pestle vr pes-tling X'pes-(3-)Uo; 'pest-

0-)lii]\

ipet X'petX n [perh. back-formation fr. ME pety small — more at
petty] 1 : a domesticated animal kept for pleasure rather than
utility 2 a : a pampered and usu. spoiled child b : a person
who is treated with unusual kindness or consideration : darling

2pet adj 1 : kept or treated as a pet 2 : expressing fondness or
endearment 3 : favorite

3pet vb pet-ted; pet.ting vt 1 a : to treat as a pet b : to stroke
in a gentle or loving manner 2 : to treat with unusual kindness
and consideration : pamper -^ vi : to engage in amorous embrac-
ing, caressing, and kissing syn see caress — pet'ter n

4pet n [origin unknown] : a fit of peevishness, sulkiness, or anger
5pet VI : to take offense : sulk
pet-al \'pet-'l\ n [NL petalum, fr. Gk petalon: akin to Gk petan-

nynai to spread out — more at fathom] ; one of the modified
leaves of a corolla of a flower — pet-aled or pet.aUed X-'ldX
adj — pet.aMike X-'l-.(l)TkX adj

pet.al-oid X'pet-^l-,didX adj 1 : resembling a flower petal 2 : con-
sisting of petaloid elements

pet.al.QUS X'pet-^-ssX adj : having petals

-pet-al.OUS \'pet--'l-3sX adj comb jorm [NL -petalus, fr. petalum']

: having (such or so many) petals ipolypetalous)

pe-tard Xp3-'tar(d)X n [MF, fr. peter to break wind, fr. pet ex-

pulsion of intestinal gas, fr. L peditum, fr. neut. of peditus, pp. of
pedere to break wind; akin to Gk bdein to break wind) 1 : a
case containing an explosive to break down a door or gate or
breach a wall 2 : a firework that explodes with a loud report

pet.a-sos or pet-a.sus \'pet-a-s9s\ n [L & Gk; L petasus, fr. Gk
petasos: akin to Gk petannynai to spread out] ; a broad-brimmed
low<rowned hat worn by ancient Greeks and Romans; esp ; the
winged hat of Hermes

pet cock \'pet-\ n : a small cock, faucet, or valve for letting out air,

releasing compression, or draining
pe-te.chia Xpa-'te-ke-a, -*ta-\ n, pi pe.te.chi.ae X-'te-ke-,e,

-'ta-ke-,rX [NL, fr. It petecchia, deriv. of L impetigo] I a minute
hemorrhagic or purpuric spot appearing esp. in some infectious

diseases — pe'te-chi-al X-ke-alX adj — pe-te-chLate X-ke-atX adj

pe-ter X'pct-arX vi [origin unknown] 1 : to diminish gradually and
come to an end : give out (stream -^5 out) 2 : to become exhausted

Pe-ter X'pet-arX n [LL Fetrus, fr. Gk Petros, fr. petra rock] : a
fisherman of Galilee and one of the twelve apostles

Pe-ter Pan X.pet-ar-'panX n 1 : a boy in Sir James Barrie*s play
Peter Pan who never grows up 2 ; a small close-fitting round
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Peter's pence 632 -phagous

collar used on women's and children*s clothing
Pe.ter'S pence \,pet-ar2-\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [fr. the
tradition that St. Peter founded the papal see] 1 : an annual
tribute of a penny formerly paid by each householder in England
to the papal see 2 : a voluntary annual contribution made by
Roman Catholics to the pope

pet*l*0<lar \,pet-e-*6-l3r\ adj ; of, relating to, or proceeding from a
petiole

pet.i-0-late \'pet-e-3-.!at, ,pet-e-'6-l3t\ also pel.i.o-lat.ed \'pet-
e-,o-,lat-3d\ adj : having a stalk or petiole

pet>i*Ole \'pet-e-,51\ n i'NL pet iolus, fr. L, small foot, fruit stalk,

alter, of pediculus, dim. of ped-, pes foot — more at foot] 1 ; a
slender stem that supports the blade of a foliage leaf 2 : peduncle;
specij ; a slender abdominal segment joining the rest of the abdo-
men to the thorax in an insect — pet*i>oIed \-,old\ adj

pet'i'O'lUle \'pet-e-o-,liJI, ,pet-e-'61-(,)yii{a)l\ n [NL petiolulus,

dim. of petiolus'] ; a stalk of a leaflet of a compound leaf

pet'it Vpet-e, 'pet-st\ adj [ME, small, minor, fr. MF, small] : petty
1 — used chiefly in legal compounds

petit bourgeois \p3-,te-\ adj [F, lit., small bourgeois] ; of, relating

to, or characteristic of the petite bourgeoisie — petit bourgeois n

pe*tite \p3-'tet\ adj [F, fem. of petit} : small and trim of figure

: LITTLE — usu, used of a woman syn see small — pe<tite<ness n
pe.tite bourgeoisie \pa-,tet-\ n [F, lit., small bourgeoisie] ; the
lower middle class including esp. small shopkeepers and artisans

pe.tit four \,pet-e-'f6(3)r, -'fb(s)r; p3-,te-'fu{3)r\ n pi petits
lours or petit lours \-e-'fo(s)rz, -'f6(a)rz; -.te-'fu(3)r(z)\ [F, lit.,

small oven] : a small frosted and ornamented cake cut from pound
or sponge cake
ipe.ti'tion \p3-'tish-an\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. I. petition-, petitio, fr.

petitus, pp. of petere to seek, request — more at feather] 1 : an
earnest request : entreaty 2 a : a formal written request made to

a superior b : a document embodying such a formal written re-

quest 3 : something asked or requested — pe>ti*tiozi*ary
\-'tish-3-,ner-e\ adj

^petition vh pe<ti>tion'ing \-'tish-(3-)nio\ vt ; to make a request
to or for : SoLicrr -^ vi ; to make a request; esp : to make a formal
written request — pe-ti*tion*er \-*tish-(3-)n3r\ n

pe.ti.tio prin.Ci.pii \p9-'tet-e-.o-C,)prio-'kip-e-,e\ n [ML, Ut.,

postulation of the beginning, begging the question] : a logical
fallacy in which a premise is assumed to be true without warrant or
in which what is to be proved is implicitly taken for granted

petit jury n : a jury of twelve persons impaneled to try and decide
finally upon the facts at issue in causes for trial in a court

petit larceny n : larceny involving property of a value below a
legally estabUshed minimum

pe.tit-mai.tre \p3-,te-'matr'\ n, pi petits-maltres \same\ [F,
lit., small master] : dandy, fop

pe.tit mal \p3-,te-'mal, -*mal\ n [F, lit., small illness] ; epilepsy
characterized by mild convulsive seizure with transient clouding of

pet.it point \'pet-e-,p6int\ n [F, lit., small point] : tent stftch
petr- or petri- or petro- comb form [NL, fr. Gk petr-, petro-, fr.

petros stone & petra rock] : stone : rock (perrology)
Pe.lrar.Chan sonnet X.pi-.trar-ksn-, ,pe-, (.)pe-\ n [Petrarch
(Francesco Petrarca) tl374 It poet] : ttalian sonnet

pe.trel X'pe-tral also 'pe-\ n [alter, of earlier pitteral] 1 ; any of
numerous sea birds (families Procellariidae and Hydrobatidae);
esp : one of the smaller long-winged birds that fly far from land
2 ; storm petrel

pe.tri dish \.pe-tre-\ n [Juhus R. Petri tl921 G bacteriologist]
; a small shallow dish of thin glass with a loose cover used esp. for
cultures in bacteriology

pet-ri>tac.tiou X.pe-trs-'fak-shanX n 1 : the process of petrifying
2 ; something petrified 3 : the quality or state of being petrified

pet.ri-taC'tlve \-'fak-tiv\ adj : having the quality of converting
organic matter into stone : petrifying

pet*ri.fl'Ca*tion \,pe-tra-f9-'ka-shan\ n : petrifaction
pet.ri.ly \'pe-tr3-.fi\ vb [MF petrijier, fr. petr- + -ijier -ify] vl

1 : to convert into stone or a stony substance 2 ; to make rigid or
inert Uke stone: a : to make lifeless or inactive : deaden b ; to
confound with fear, amazement, or awe : paralyze -^ vi : to be-
come stone or of stony hardness or rigidity

Pe.trine \'pe-,trTn\ adj [LL Peirus Peter] : of, relating to. or
characteristic of the apostle Peter or the doctrines associated with
his name

pet.ro.chem-i.cal \,pe-tro-'kem-i-k3l\ n, often attrib [pefroleum
+ chemicai'] ; a chemical isolated or derived from petroleum or
natural gas — pet-ro-chem-is-try \-'kem-a-stre\ n

pet.ro.glyph \'pe-tr3-,glif\ n [F petroglyphe, fr. petr- petr- +
'glyphe (as in hieroglyphe hieroglyph)] : a carving or inscription on
a rock

pe.trog.ra.pher \p3-'trag-ra-far\ n : a specialist in petrography
pet.ro.graph-ic \,pe-tr5-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to petrog-
raphy — pet*ro.graph>i'Cal \-i-kal\ adj

pe.trog.ra.phy \pa-'trag-r3-fe\ n [NL petrographia, fr. petr- + L
graphia -graphy] : the description and systematic classification of
rocks

pet.rol \'pe-tr3l, -,tral\ n [F essence de petrole, lit., essence of
petroleum] Brit : gasoline

pet.ro-la.tum \,pe-tra-'lat-am, -'lat-\ n [NL, fr. ML petroleum}
; a neutral unctuous odorless tasteless substance obtained from
petroleum and used esp. in ointments and dressings

pe-tro.le.um Xpo-'tro-le-am, -'trol-yamX n [ML, fr. L petr- +
oleum oil — more at oil] 1 : an oily flammable bituminous liquid
that may vary from almost colorless to black, occurs in many
places in the upper strata of the earth, is a complex mixture of
hydrocarbons with small amounts of other substances, and is pre-
pared for use as gasoline, naphtha, or other products by various
refining processes 2 : a substance similar in composition to petro-
leum

pet.io.Iog.ic \,pe-tr3-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to petrology— pet-ro.log.i.cal \-i-kal\ adj— pet.rcIog.i.caMy \-k(3-)le\
adv

pe.tiol-o.gist \pa-*tral-3-jast\ n : a geologist who specializes in
petrology

pe.trol.o.gy \-je\ n [ISV] : a science that deals with the origin,
history, occurrence, structure, chemical composition, and classifi-
cation of rocks

pet.IO.nel \,pe-tr9-'nel\ n [perh. modif. of MF poitrinal, petrinal,
fr. poitrinal of the chest, fr. poitrine chest] ; a portable firearm
resembling a carbine of large caliber

pe.tro-sal \p3-'tr6-s3l\ adj [NL petrosa petrous portion of the
temporal bone, fr. L, fem. of petrosus} : hard, stony; specij : of,
relating to, or situated in the region of the petrous portion of the
temporal bone or capsule of the internal ear
petrous \'pe-tr3s\ adj [MF pelreux, fr. L peirosus, fr. petra rock,
fr. Gk] : resembling stone esp. in hardness : rocky; specif : of,
relating to, or constituting the exceptionally hard and dense portion
of the temporal bone of man that contains the internal auditory
organs
ipet'ti'COat \'pet-e-,k6t\ n [ME petycote short tunic, petticoat, fr.

pety small + cote coat] 1 : a skirt worn by women, girls, or
young children: as a : an outer skirt formerly worn by women and
small children b ; a fancy skirt made to show below a draped^
up overskirt ; an underskirt usu. a little shorter than outer
clothing and often made with a ruffled, pleated, or lace edge
d archaic : the skirt of a woman's riding habit 2 a : a garment
characteristic or typical of women b ; woman 3 : something
(as a valance) resembling a petticoat

^petticoat adj : female <'^ government)
pet.ti.log \'pet-e-,f6g, -.fag\ vi pet>ti>iOgged; pet>ti>tog-ging
[back-formation fr. pettifogger, prob. fr. petty + obs. fogger
(pettifogger) ] 1 : to engage in legal chicanery 2 : to quibble over
insignificant details : cavil — pet'ti-fog.ger n — pet-ti'log.gery
\-0-)re\ n

pet-tj.ly \'pet-'l-e_\ adv : in a petty manner
pet.ti-ness \'pet-e-nas\ « 1 : the quality or state of being petty
2 ; something petty : triviality

pet.tish \'pet-ish\ adj [prob. fr. ^pet} : fretful, peevish — pet-
tish'ly adv — pet-tish-ness n

pet.ti.toes \'pet-e-,t6z\ n pi [pi. of obs. pettytoe (offal)] 1 : the
feet of a pig used as food 2 : toes, feet

pet'ty \'pet-e\ adj [ME ;jery small, minor, alter, ol petit} 1 ; having
secondary rank or importance : minor, subordinate 2 ; having
little or no importance or significance 3 : marked by or reflective
of narrow interests and sympathies : small-.minded

petty cash « : cash kept on hand for payment of minor items
petty larceny n : pettt larceny
petty officer n : an enlisted man in the navy of any of the three
lowest noncommissioned ranks

pet.U.lance \'pech-3-l3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
petulant : peevishness

pet<u.lan>cy \-l3n-se\ n, archaic : petulance
pet.U.lant \-l3nt\ adj [L or MF- MF. fr. L petulant-, petulans: akin
to L petere to go to, attack, seek — more at feather] 1 ; insolent
or rude in speech or behavior 2 : characterized by temporary or
capricious ill humor : peevish ~ pet'U'lant'ly adv

pe>tU'nia \p3-'t(y)ijn-ya\ n [NL, genus name, fr. obs. F petun
tobacco, fr. Tupi petyn] : any of a genus {Petunia) of tropical
American herbs of the nightshade family with furmel-shaped
corollas
pew \'pyu\ n [ME pewe, fr. MF puie balustrade, fr. L podia, pi. of
podium parapet, podium, fr. Gk podion base. dim. of pod-, pous foot— more at foot] 1 : a compartment in the auditorium of a church
providing seats for several persons 2 ; one of the benches with
backs and sometimes doors fixed in rows in a church

pe.wee \'pe-(,)we\ n [imit] : any of various small olivaceous fly-

catchers
pe-Wit \'pe-,wit, 'pyU-3t\ n [imit.] ; any of several birds: as a : lap-
wing b : a small black-headed European gull {Lotus ridibundus)
C : pewee

pew-ter \'pyut-3r\ n [ME. fr. MF peutre; akin to It peltro pewter]
1 : any of various alloys having tin as chief component; esp : a dull
alloy with lead formerly used for domestic utensils 2 : utensils of
pewter — pewter adj

pew.ter-er \'pyut-3r-3r\ n ; one that makes pewter utensils or
vessels

pey.o.te \pa-'ot-e\ or pey-otl \-'ot-'l\ n [MexSp peyote, fr.

Nahuatl peyotl} 1 : any of several American cacti (genus Lo-
phophora); esp I mescal 2 t a stimulant drug derived from mescal
buttons

pfen.nig \'fen-ig, -ik, G "(P^fen-ikX n, pi pfen.nigs \'fen-igz, -iks\
or plen-ni-ge \'(p)fen-i-g3, -i-yaX [G. fr. OHG pfenning — more
at PENNY] — see deutsche mark at money table

pH \pe-'ach\ n ; the negative logarithm of the effective hydrogen*
ion concentration or hydrogen-ion activity in gram equivalents per
liter used in expressing both acidity and alkalinity on a scale whose
values run from to 14 with 7 representing neutrality, numbers
less than 7 increasing acidity, and niunbers greater than 7 increas-
ing alkalinity

Phae.dra \'fe-dr3\ n [L. fr. Gk Phaidra} : the wife of Theseus and
stepmother of Hippolytus
Pha-e.thon \'fa-3-.than, -than\ n [L, fr. Gk Phaethon} : a son of
Helios permitted for a day to drive the chariot of the sun and struck
down with a thunderbolt by Zeus to keep the world from being set

on fire

pha.eton \'fa-3t-'n\ n [Phaethon}
1 : any of various light four-wheeled
horse-drawn vehicles 2 : touring
CAR

phage \'faj, 'fazh\ n [by shortening]
: BACTERIOPHAGE

-phage \.faj, .fazh\ n comb form [Gk
-phagos, fr. -phagos -phagous] : one
that eats (bacicriophage}

-pha.gia \'fa-j(e-)3\ n comb form
[NL, fr, Gk] : -PHAGY (^dysphagia}

phago.cjrte \'fag-3-,sTt\ n [ISV. fr. Gk phagein -I- NL -cyta -cyte]

: a cell (as a leukocyte) that characteristically engulfs foreign ma-
terial and consumes debris and foreign bodies — phago-cyt'to
\,fag-3-'sit-ik\ adj
phage cyt.ize \*fag-a-.sTt-,Tz, -s3-,tTz\ vt ; to consume by phago-
cytosis

phagO'Cy.tO'Sis \.fag-a-(,)si-'t6-sas\ n : the engulfing and usu.
destruction of particulate matter by phagocytes — pbago*cy-
tot.ic \-'tat-ik\ adj

-ph.a.gous \f-3-gos\ adj comb form [Gk -phagos, fr. phagein to eat
— more at baksheesh] : eating {saprophagousy

phaeto



-phagy 633 phen-
-pll*a<gy \f-3-je\ n combjorm [Gk -phagia, fr. phagein^ i eating of
a (specified) type or substance igeopbagy}

pha.lange X'fa-.lanj, fa-', fa-'\ n [F, fr. Gk phalang-, phalanx}
; PHALANX 2

plia-lan*geal \f3-'lan-j(e-)3l, fa-; ,fa-,Ian-*je-3l\ adj i of or relating
to a phalanx or the phalanges

pha.lan-ger \f3-'lan-j3r\ n [NL, fr. Gk phalang-^ phalanxl : any of
various marsupial mammals (family Phalangendae) of the Aus-
trahan region ranging in size from a mouse to a large cat

pha-lan-stery \'fal-3n-,ster-e, f3-'Ian(t}-st3-re\ n [F phalanst^re
dwelling of a Fourierist community, ir. V. phalang-, phalanx +
-stere (as in monastire monastery)] 1 a : a Fourierist cooperative
community b : a self-contained structure housing such a com-
munity 2 isomething resembling a Fourierist phalanstery

pha.lanx \'fa-,lao(k)s, Brit usu_'fa\-,ajiik)s\ n, pi pha«lanx-es
or pha*lan>ges \f3-'lan-(,)iez, fa-\ [L phalang-, phalanx, fr. Gk,
battle line, digital bone, ht:, log — more at balk] 1 : a body of
heavily armed infantry formed in close deep ranks and files;

broadly : a body of troops in close array 2 pi phalanges : one of
the digital bones of the hand or foot of a vertebrate 3 pi usu
phalanxes a : a massed arrangement of persons, animals, or things
b ; an organized body of persons

phal>a>rope \'fal-3-,rop\ n [F, fr. NL phalaropod-, phalaropus, fr.

Gk phalaris coot -I- pod-, pous foot; akin to Gk phalios having a
white spot — more at bald, foct] : any of various small shore birds
(family Phalaropodidae) that resemble sandpipers but have
lobate toes and are good swimmers

pbal'lic \'fal-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to phallicism 2 : of, relat-

ing to, or resembUng a phallus
phal'li-cism \'fal-3-,siz-3m\ n : the worship of the generative
principle as symbolized by the phallus

plial-lus \'fal-3s\ n, pi phal-li X'fal-J, -,e\ or phaMns-es [L, fr.

Gk phalios penis, representation of the penis — more at blow]
1 ; a symbol or representation of the male organ of generation
2 ; an intromittent organ (as a penis)

-pbane \,fan\ n comb Jorm [Gk -phanes appearing, fr. phainein to
show — more at fancy] ; substance having a (specified) form,
quaUty, or appearance <hydro;7/)a/ie>

pba-nerO'gam \'fan-3-r3-,gam, fs-'ner-a-X n IF phanerogame, deriv.

of Gk phaneros visible (fr. phainein) \- gamos marriage — more at
BIGAMY ] : a seed plant or flowering plant : spermatophyte— pba-nero-gam*ic V.fan-a-ra-'gam-ik, f3-.ner-3-\ adj — phan-
er-og<a*mous \,fan-3-'rag-a-mas\ adj

pha-nerOophirte V'fan-a-ra-.flt, f3-'ner-3-\ n iOa phaneros + ISV
-phyte'] : a perennial plant that bears its overwintering buds well
above the surface of the ground
phan-tasm X'fan-.taz-amX n [ME jantasme, fr. OF. fr. L phan-
tasma, fr. Gk, fr. phantazein to present to the mind — more at

fancy] 1 ; a product of phantasy: as a : delusive appearance
: ILLUSION b ; ghost, specter c : a figment of the imagination
; FANTASY 2 : a mental representation of a real object 3 : a
deceptive or illusory appearance of a thing — pban>tas>mal \fan-
'taz-m9l\ adj — pliaii>tas<mic \-mik\ adj

phan>tas>ma \fan-'taz-m3\ n, pi phan*tas>ma<ta \-m9t-a\ [L
phantasmal-, phantasmal : phantasm 1

phaii-tas.ma<go>ria \(,)fan-.taz-m3-'gor-e-3, -'g6r-\ n [F phan-
tasmagorie, fr. phantasme phantasm (fr. OF jantasme) + -agorie

(prob. fr. Gk ageirein to assemble, collect) — more at gregarious]
1 : an optical effect by which figures on a screen appear to dwindle
into the distance or to rush toward the observer with enormous
increase of size 2 a ; a constantly shifting, complex succession of
things seen or imagined b : a scene Jhat constantly changes or
fluctuates — pban'tas-ma-go-ric \-'gor-ik, -'gor-, -'gar-\ adj

phantasy var oj fantasy
iphan>tom \'fant-am\ n 1MB jantosme, fantome, fr. M¥ Jantosme,
modif. of L phantasmal 1 a : something (as a specter) apparent to

sense but with no substantial existence : apparition b : something
elusive or visionary ; will-o'-the-wisp c : an object of continual
dread or abhorrence : bugbear 2 : something existing in ap-
pearance only : shadow 3 : a representation of something
abstract, ideal, or incorporeal
2pbantom adj 1 : of the nature of, suggesting, or being a phantom

: illusory 2 : fictitious, dummy (^ voters)

plia-raoh \'feCa)r-(,)o, 'fa-(.)ro, 'fa(3)r-(.)6\ n, ojten cap [LL
pharaon-, pharao, fr. Gk pharao, fr. Heb par'oh, fr. Egypt pr-"]

1 : a ruler of ancient Egypt 2 ; tyrant — pbar-a»on>ic \,fer-

a-'an-ik, ,far-\ adj, ojten cap
pharaoh ant n : a little red ant {Monomorium pharaonis) that is a
common household pest

phar*i>sa>iC \,far-3-'sa-ik\ adj lUL pharisaicus, fr. tCVi pharisaikos,

fr. Gk pharisaios Pharisee] 1 cap ; of or relating to the Pharisees

2 : PHARISAICAL
phar<>i<sa>ical \-'sa-3-k3l\ adj ; marked by hypocritical censorious
self-righteousness — phar-i-sa-icaMy \-k(3-)le\ adv — pbar-i-
5a>ical°ness \-kal-nas\ n

pbar>i-sa>ism \'far-a-(,)sa-,iz-3m\ n [NL pharisaismus, fr. Gk
pharisaiosl 1 cap : the doctrines or practices of the Pharisees

2 ojten cap : Pharisaical character, spirit, or attitude

pbar-i.see \'far-a-(,)se\ n [ME pharise, fr. OE jarise. fr. LL
pharisaeus, fr. Gk pharisaios, fr. Aram perishayya, pi. of perlsha,

Ut., separated] 1 cap : a member of a Jewish sect of the intertesta-

mental period noted for strict observance of rites and ceremonies of

the written law and for insistence on the validity of the oral law
2 : a Pharisaical person

phar*ma>ceu-tic \,far-m3-'sUt-ik\ adj ; pharmaceutical
iphar>ma<ceu<ti-cal \-i-k3l\ adj [LL pharmaceuticus, fr. Gk phar-

makeutikos, fr. pharmakeuein to administer drugs — more at

pharmacy] ; of or relating to pharmacy or pharmacists — phar-
ma>ceu>ti'CaMy \-k(a-)le\ adv
2pharmaceutical n : a pharmaceutical preparation

pliar>ma>ceu>tiCS \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : the science of

preparing, using, or dispensing medicines : pharmacy
ptiar<ma>Cist \'far-m3-s3st\ n : one skilled or engaged in pharmacy
pbarmaco- comb jorm [Gk pharmako-, fr. pharmakon} ; medicine

: drug ipharmacologyy
phar.ma.co.dy.nam-ic \.far-m3-ko-,dT-'nam-ik\ adj [back*
formation fr. pharmacodynamics] ; of. relating to, or used in phar-
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macodynamics — phar«ma.co»dy»nam.I.cal-Iy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv
phar>ma>co>dy>nam>ics \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr ; a branch of
pharmacology deahng with the reactions between drugs and living
structures

pbax.ma.cog.no.sy \,far-m3-;kag-n3-se\ n [ISV, fr. Gkpharmakon
+ -gnosia knowledge, fr. gnosis — more at gnosis] : descriptive
pharmacology dealing with crude drugs and simples
phar.ma.co4og-i.cal X.far-ma-ka-'laj-i-kalV or phar.ma.co.log.ic
\-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or determined by pharmacology — pbar-
ma>co>log*i>caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

phar>ma>col*o*glst \,far-ma-'kal-3-j3st\ n ; a specialist in phar-
macology

pUar*ma-coI-0>gy \-je\ n 1 : the science of drugs including
materia medica, toxicology, and therapeutics 2 : the properties
and reactions of drugs esp. with relation to their therapeutic value
phar.ma.co.poe.ia \,far-m3-k3-'pe-(y)a\ n [NL, fr. LGk phar-
makopoiia preparation of drugs, fr. Gk pharmako- -\- poiein to make— more at poet] 1 : a book describing drugs, chemicals, and
medicinal preparations; esp : one issued by official authority and
recognized as a standard 2 : a collection or stock of drugs— pbar*ma-co>poe-ial \-(y)3l\ adj

phar*nia<cy \'far-ma-se\ n ILL pharmacia administration of drugs,
fr. Gk pharmakeia, fr. pharmakeuein to administer drugs, fr.

pharmakon magic charm, poison, drug; akin to Lith burd to prac-
tice magic] 1 : the art or practice of preparing, preserving, com-
pounding, and dispensing drugs 2 a : a place where medicines
are compounded or dispensed b: drugstore 3 : pharmacopoeia 2

pha.ros \'fa(3)r-,as, fe(3)r-\ n [Gk, fr. Pharos, island in the bay
of Alexandria. Egypt, famous for its lighthouse] ; a lighthouse or
beacon to guide seamen

pharyug- or pharyngo- comb jorm [Gk, fr. pharyng-, pharynx"]
: pharynx <,pharyngii\s') (.pharyngology}

pha.ryn.geal \f3-*rin-j(e-)9l, ,far-an-'je-3l\ adj Ibil. pharyngeus, fr.

pharyng-, pharynx] ; relating to or located or produced in the
region of the pharynx

phar>yn>gi*tis \,far-an-'jTt-3s\ n :_inflammation of the pharynx
phar*yn<gol>o>gy \,far-3n-'gal-3-je\ n : a branch of medical
science dealing with the pharynx and its diseases
phar<ynx \'far-io(k)s\ n, pi pha.ryn*ges \f3-'rin-(,)jez\ also
phar*ynx>es [NL pharyng- pharynx, fr. Gk, throat, pharynx;
akin to ON barki throat, h Jorare to bore — more at bore] : the
pari of the alimentary canal between the cavity of the mouth and
the esophagus
iphase \'faz\ n [NL phasis. fr. Gk. appearance of a star, phase of
the moon, fr. phainein to show (middle voice, to appear) — more at
fancy] 1 : a particular appearance or state in a regularly recurring
cycle of changes {-^s of the moon) 2 a ; a stage or interval in a
development or cycle b : an aspect or part under consideration
3 : the point or stage in a period in uniform circular motion,
harmonic motion, or the periodic changes of any magnitude vary-
ing according to a simple harmonic law to which the rotation,
oscillation, or variation has advanced considered in its relation to a
standard position or assumed instant of starting 4 : a homo-
geneous, physically distinct, and mechanically separable portion
of matter present in a nonhomogeneous physical-chemical system
5 : an individual or subgroup distinguishably different in ap-
pearance or behavior from the norm of the group to which it

belongs; also : the distinguishing pecuUarity — pha>sic \'fa-zik\
adj
syn phase, aspect, side, facet, angle mean one of the possible
ways of viewing or being presented to view, phase implies a change
in appearance often without clear reference to an observer; aspect
may stress the point of view of an observer and its limitation of what
is seen or considered; side stresses one of several aspects from which
something may be viewed; facet implies one of a multiplicity of
sides each of which manifests the central quality of the whole;
angle suggests an aspect seen from a very restricted or specific

point of view
2phase vt 1 : to adjust so as to be in phase 2 a : to conduct or
carry out by planned phases b : to schedule or contract for to be
performed or supplied as required 3 : to introduce in stages
<'--' in new fighter models)

pbase-con.trast \'faz-.kan-,trast\ adj ; of or employing the phase
microscope

phase microscope n : a microscope that translates differences in

phase of the light transmitted through or reflected by the object into

differences of intensity in the image
phase modulation n : modulation of the phase of a radio carrier

wave by voice or other signal

-pha<sia \'fa-zh(e-)3\ n comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, speech, fr. phasis

utterance, fr. phanai to speak, say — more at ban] : speech disorder

of a (specified) type i^ysphasia^

phat Vfat\ adj [alter, of ^jai] oj copy or type matter : susceptible

of easy and rapid setting

pliat>ic \'fat-ik\ adj [Gk phatos, verbal of phanai to speak] : re-

vealing or sharing feelings or establishing an atmosphere of

sociability rather than communicating ideas <'^ communion)
— phat<i>cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
pheas*ant \'fez-'nt\ n, pi pheasant or pheasants [ME jesaunt,

fr. AF, fr. OF jesan, fr. L phasianus, fr. Gk phasianos, fr. phasianos

of the Phasis river, fr. Phasis, river in Colchis] 1 : any of numerous
large long-tailed brilliantly colored Old World gallinaceous birds

(Phasianus and related genera of the family Phasianidae) many
of which are reared as ornamental or game birds 2 : any of
various birds resembling a pheasant

phel.lem \'fel-,em\ n [Gk phellos cork + E -em (as in phloem)]
: a layer of usu. suberized cells produced outwardly by a phellogen

phel.Io.clerm \'fel-3-,d9nn\ n [Gk phellos -f ISV -derm] : a layer

of parenchyma produced inwardly by a phellogen — phel»lo-
der*mal X.fel-a-'dar-mslX adj
pheMo.gen \'fel-3-J3n\ n [Gk phellos + ISV -gen] : a secondary
meristem that initiates phellem and phelloderm in the periderm of a

stem — pbel«10'ge-net'ic \,fel-a-j3-'net-ik\ adj — pnel-lo-gen«ic
\-'jen-ik\ adj

phen- or pheno- comb jorm [obs. phene (benzene), fr. F phkne, fr.

Gk phainein to show; fr. its occurrence in illuminating gas — more
at fancy] : related to or derived from benzene <p/ienol> : contain-

ing phenyl <pAenobarbital>



phenacaine 634 philosophize

phe.na-caine or phe-no-cain \'fe-n3-,kan, "fen-sA n [phenacaine
prob. fr. /j/ienetidine + acet- + -caine; phenocain prob. irreg. fr.

phen- + -came] : a crystalline base CibHzzNzOz or its hydro-
chloride used as a local anesthetic

phen.ac-e.tin \fi-'nas-3t-3n\ n [ISV] : acetophenetidin
phen>a>kite \'fen-9-,kTt\ or phen.a-cite \-,srt\ n [G phenakit,
fr. Gk phenak-, phenax deceiver; fr. its being easily mistaken for
quartz] : a glassy mineral Be;Si04 that consists of a beryllium
silicate arid occurs in rhombohedral crystals

phen-an-threne \f3-'nan-.thren\ n [ISV phen- + on/Araccne] : a
crystalline aromatic hydrocarbon Cj^Hio of coal tar isomeric with
anthracene

phen.azine \'fen-a-,2en\ n [ISV] : a yellowish crystalline base
CizHbNz that is the parent compound of many azine dyes and a few
antibiotics

phe-net'i'dine \fa-'net-3-,den\ n [pheneto\& + -idine'] : any of three
liquid basic amino derivatives C6H4(NHz)OC2Hs of phenetole
used esp. in m.anufacturing dyestuffs

phen.e.tole \'fen-3-,t61\ n [ISV phen- + ethyl + -o/e] : the aro-
matic liquid ethyl ether CsHioO of phenol

phe.nO'bar.'Di.tai \,fe-n6-'bar-ba-.t61\ n : a crystalline barbiturate
CizHtzNzOa used as a hypnotic and sedative

plie>no<copy \'fe-n3-,kap-e\ n [phenotype + copy} ; a phenotypic
variation due to modifying environmental influences that mimics
the expression of a genotype other than its own

phe-no-cryst \-,krist\ n [F phenocryste, fr. Gk phainein to show +
krysiallos crystal — more at fancy] ; one of the prominent em-
bedded crystals of a porphyry

plie-nol \'fe-,n6l, fi-'\ n [ISV phen- + -olj 1 i a caustic poisonous
crystalline acidic compound CeHsOH present in coal tar and wood
tar that in dilute solution is used as a disinfectant 2 ; any of
various acidic compounds analogous to phenol and regarded as
hydroxyl derivatives of aromatic hydrocarbons — pbe-noUic
\fi-'n6-lik, -'nal-ikV adj

plie>no<late \'fen-=l-.at\ n : phenoxide
phe*uo-liC \fi-.'no-lik, -'nal-ik\ n : a resin or plastic made by
condensation of a phenol with an aldehyde and used esp. for mold-
ing and insulating and in coatings and adhesives

phe>llo*log>l*cal \,fen-=l-'aj-i-k3l\ adj : of, relating to, or involving
phenology — phe*no*log>i>caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

phe.nol'O-gy \fi-'nal-3-je\ n [phenomena + -logy} 1 : a branch of
science dealing with the relations between climate and periodic
biological phenomena 2 : phenological phenomena (as of a kind
of organism)

phe.nol-plitha.lein \,fe-,nol-'thal-e-3n, -'thal-.en, -'thal-\ n [ISV]
: a white or yellowish white crystalline compound CzoHmOj used
in medicine as a laxative and in analysis as an indicator because
its solution is brilliant red in alkalies and is decolorized by acids
pbenol red n : a red crystalline compound CisHmOsS used esp. as
an acid-base indicator

phe>nom.e.nal \fi-'nam-3n-'l\ adj : relating to or being a phe-
nomenon: as a : known through the senses rather than through
thought or intuition b : concerned with phenomena rather than
with hypotheses c : extraordinary, remarkable syn see
MATERIAL — phe*nom>e>naMy \-3-na-le\ adv

phe.nom.e.nal.ism \-3n-^l-,iz-3m\ n 1 : a theory that limits
knowledge to phenomena only 2 ; a theory that all knowledge is of
phenomena and all existence is phenomenal — pbe*nom*e*nal-ist
\-'l-3st\ n — phe*nom>e>nal>is>tic \-,nam-3n-'l-'is-tik\ adj —
phe>nom*e.naMs-ti-cai-ly \-ti-k(3-Me\ adv

phe.nom.e.no.log.i.cal \fi-.nam-3n-n-'aj-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating
to phenomenology or phenomena — plie*]iom*e>no*log-i>cal*ly
\-ko-)le\ adv

phe.nom.e.nol.o.gist \fi-,nam-3-'naI-H3st\ n : an advocate of
phenomenology

pne.nom.e.nol.o.gy \-je\ n 1 ; the philosophical study of the
progressive development of mind 2 ; the description of the formal
structure of phenomena in abstraction from interpretation or
evaluation esp. as a foundation for the sciences
pIie.nom.e*non \fi-'nam-3-,nan, -nsnX n, pi phe-noni>e>iia X-na,
-,na\ or phenoinenons [LL phaenomenon, fr. Gk phainomenon,
fr. neut. of phainomenos, prp. oi phainesthai to appear, middle voice
of phainein to show — more at fancy] 1 pi phenomena ; an ob-
servable fact or event 2 pi phenomena a : an object or aspect
known through the senses rather than by thought or intuition
b : an object of experience in space and time as distinguished from
a thing-in -itself c : a fact or event of scientific interest susceptible
of scientific description and explanation 3 a : a rare or significant
fact or event b pi phenomenons I an exceptional, unusual, or
abnormal person, thing, or occurrence ; prodigy

phe.no.Uii.azine \.fe-n5-'lhT-3-,zen\ n [ISV] : a greenish yeUow
crystalline compound CizHgNS used as an anthelmintic and
insecticide esp. in veteiinary practice

pbe.no-type \'fe-n3-,tTp\ n [G phdnotypus, fr. Gk phainein to show
+ typos type] 1 : the detectable expression of the interaction of
genotype and environment constituting the visible characters of an
organism 2 : a group of organisms sharing a particular phenotype— phe>no-typ<ic \.fe-n3-'iip-ik\ or pbe-no<typ>i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj— phe-no'typ-i-caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

phen.ox.ide \fi-'nak-,sTd\ n : a salt of a phenol esp. in Its capacity
as a weak acid

pbe.nyl X'fen-I, "fen-X n [ISV] : a univalent radical CsHs derived
from benzene by removal of one hydrogen atom — phe<nyl>lc
\fi-'ml-ik\ adj

phe.nyl.al.a.nine \,fen-n-'al-3-,nen. .fen-\ n [ISV] : an essenUal
amino acid C^HnNQz obtained by the hydrolysis of proteins
and converted in the normal body to tyrosine

phe.nyl.ene \'fen-'t-.en. 'fen-X n [ISV] : any of three bivalent rad-
icals — C6H4 — derived from benzene by removal of two hydrogen
atoms

pbi \*fr\ n [MGk, fr. Gkp/ie/] : the 21st letter of the Greek alphabet— symbol * or qi

phi.al \'fT(-a)l\ n [ME, fr. I. phiata, fr. Gk phiale} : vial
phU- or phUo- comb Jorm [ME, fr. OF. fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. philos
dear, friendly] : loving : having an affinity for (pA/Voprogenitive)

l-phil \.fil\ or -pbile \.fn\ n comb Jorm [F -phile, fr. Gk -philos
-philous] : lover : one having an affinity for or a strong attraction
to <acidop/ii7> <Slavop/ii/e>

a-phil or -pbile adj comb Jorm [NL -pMlus. fr. L, fr. Gk -philos-]
: loving : having a fondness or affinity for <hemopAi7c> <Francoj7/i/7>

Phll.a.del.pbia lawyer X.fil-s-.del-fys-, -fe-3-\ n [Philadelphia,
Pa.] : a shrewd lawyer versed in the intricacies of legal phraseology
and adept at exploiting legal technicalities

pbil-a.del-phus \,fil-3-'del-f3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk phila-
delphos brotherly, fr. phil- + adelphos brother — more at -adel-
PHOUS] : any of a genus of ornamental shrubs of the saxifrage
family widely distributed in temperate regions

plli*lan*der \fs-'lan-d3r\ vi phi>lan>der<ing \-d(3-)riD\ [fr. obs.
philander (lover, philanderer), prob. fr. the name Philander^
: to make love frivolously ; flirt — phi<lan*der>er \-dar-3r\ n

phil.an.throp.ic \,fil-3n-'thrap-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to. or
characterized by philanthropy : benevolent 2 : eleemosynary— pbil'an*throp»i.cal \-i-kal\ adj — pbil«an«Uirop»i.cal>ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv

pbi*lan<tlirO'pist \f3-'lan(t)-thr3-p3st\ n ; one who practices
philanthropy

phl.lan.thrO'py \-pe\ n [LL philanthropia, fr. Gk philanthropia
fr. philanthropes loving mankind, fr, phil- + anthropos man]
1 : goodwill to fellow men; esp ; active effort to promote human
welfare ; HUMANrrARiANiSM 2 : a philanthropic act or gift or
an organization distributing or supported by philanthropic funds

phil.a.tel.iC \.fil-3-'tel-ik\ adj : of or relating to philately —
phU.a-teM.caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

phi-lat-e.list \f3-'lat-'l-3st\ n : a specialist in philately
pbi-lat.e.ly \f3-'lat-=l-e\ n [F philatelie, fr. phil- + Gk ateleia
tax exemption, fr. at^eles free from tax, fr. a- + telos tax; akin to
Gk telein to pay, tlenai to bear; fr. the fact that a stamped letter

frees the recipient from paying the mailing charges — more at
tolerate] ; the collection and study of postage and imprinted
stamps
Pbi-le-mon \fa-'le-msn, fr-\ n [Gk Philemon] : a friend and prob-
able convert of the apostle Paul
tphil.bar-mon.ic X.fU-ar-'man-ik, .fU-C.)(h)ar-\ adj [F philhar-
monique, ht., loving harmony, fr. It jilarmonico, fr. jil- phil- -1-

armonia harmony, fr. L harmania] : of or relating to a musical
organization and esp. a symphony orchestra
sphilhannonic n : a musical organization
pbilharmonic pitch n 1 : a tuning standard formerly common in
England of about 450 vibrations per second for A above middle C— called also high pitch 2 : international pitch
phil.heMene \fil-'hel-.en\ or phil.heMen.ic \,fil-h3-'len-ik\ adj
[Gk philellen, fr. phil- + Hellen Hellene] : admiring Greece or the
Greeks — philhellene n — pbil^beMe-nism \fil-'hel-a-.niz-3m\
n — phil<beMe>nist \-n3st\ n

-pbil.ia \'fil-e-3\ n comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk philia friendship, fr.

philos dear] 1 : tendency toward <hemop/iiVia> 2 : abnormal
appetite or Uking for <necr6p/ii7ia>

-phil.ic \'fil-ik\ adj comb jorm [Gk -philos -philous] : having an
affinity for : loving <photop/ii7ic>

phi.lip.pic \f3-'Up-ik\ n [MF philippique, fr. L & Gk; L philippica,
orationes philippicae, speeches of Cicero against Mark Anthony,
trans, of Gk philippikoi logoi, speeches of Demosthenes against
Phihp II of Macedon, lit., speeches relating to Phihp] ; a discourse
or declamation full of acrimonious invective : tirade

Phil.ip.pine mahogany \.fiI-3-,pen-\ n [Philippine islands] ; any
of several PhiUppine timber trees with wood resembling that of
the true mahoganies; also ; its wood

phi-lis-tia \fa-*lis-te-a\ npl, often cap [Philistia, ancient country of
southwest Palestine] : the class or world of cultural philistines

plli<lis>tine \'fil-3-,sten; fs-'hs-tsn. -.ten; 'fa-3-st3n\ n 1 cap I a
native or inhabitant of ancient Philistia 2 often cap a : a crass
prosaic often priggish individual guided by material rather than
intellectual or artistic values ; babbitt b ; one uninformed in a
special area of knowledge — pbllistine adj — phi>Li5>tin>isin
\-.iz-am\ n

pliilo<den>dron \,fU-3-'den-drsn\ n, pi pbilodeudrons or philo-
den>dra \-dr3\ [NL, fr. Gk, neut. of philodendros loving trees,

fr. phil- + dendron tree — more at dendr-] : any of various aroid
plants (as of the genus Philodendron) cultivated for their showy
foliage

phj.log.y.ny \f3-'laj-3-ne\ n [Gk philogynia, fr. phil- + gyrie
woman — more at queen] ; fondness for women

pbilo>log<i*cal \,fil-3-'laj-i-k3l also ,fT-l3-\ adj : of, rejatlng to,

or dealing with philology — philo>log>i*cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv
phi*lol-o>gist \f3-'lal-3-j3st also fT-\ n ; a specialist in philology
phi*lol<o<gy \-je\ n [F philologie, fr. L philologia love of learning
and literature, fr. Gk, fr. philologos fond of learning and literature,

fr. phil- + logos word, speech — more at legend] 1 : the study
of hterature and of relevant disciphnes 2a: UNGUisncs; esp
; historical and comparative linguistics b : the study of human
speech esp. as the vehicle of Uterature and as a field of study that
sheds light on cultural history
Pbil.o.mel \'fil-3-,mel\ n [L Philomela Philomela, nightingale]
: nightingale

Pbil.o.me.la \.fil-a-'me-l3\ n [L, fr. Gk Philomele] : an Athenian
princess raped and deprived of her tongue by her brother-in-law
Tereus and according to Ovid subsequently transformed into a
nightingale

philo>prO'gen*i.tive \,fil-3-pro-'jen-3t-iv\ adj [phil- + L progeni-
tus, pp. of progignere to beget — more at PROGENrroR] 1 : tending
to produce offspring : prolific 2 : of, relating to, or characterized
by love of offspring — philo>pro<gen>l<tive>ness n

pbi.lO.SOpbe \,fe-l3-*z6f\ n [F, lit., philosopher] : one of the
deistic or materialistic writers and thinkers of the 18th century
French Enlightenment

phi.l05>0>pher \f3-*las-(^')f9r\ n [ME, modif. of MF philosophe,
fr. L philosophus, fr. Gk philosophos, fr. phil- + sophia wisdom,
fr. sophos wise] 1 a : schoi-ar, thinker b : a student of philos-
ophy 2 a : a person whose philosophical perspective enables
him to meet trouble with equanimity b : the expounder of a theory
in a particular area of experience c : philosophizer

pbilosophers' stone n : an imaginary stone, substance, or chemical
preparation believed to have the power of transmuting baser metals
into gold and sought for by alchemists

philo.soph.ic \,fil-3-'saf-ik also -'zaf-\ adj la: of or relating to
philosophers or philosophy b : based on philosophy 2 ; charac-
terized by the attitude of a philosopher; specij : calm in face of
trouble : temperate — philo>sopb-i-cal \-i-ksl\ adj — pbilo-
soph-i*cal>]y \-k(3-)le\ adv

plll*l0S*0>pbize \f3-'las-»-,frz\ vt 1 ; to reason in the maimer of a
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philosopher 2 ; to expound an esp. superficial moralizing philos-
ophy — phi>los>o>phiz*er n

phi-los-O-phy \f3-'las-(3-)fe\ n [ME pMlosophie, fr. OF, fr. L
philosophia, fr. Gk, fr. philosophos philosopher] 1 a : pursuit of
wisdom b : a search for truth through logical reasoning rather
than factual observation c : an analysis of the grounds of and
concepts expressing fundamental beliefs 2 a (1) archaic : physi-
cal SCIENCE (2) : ETHICS D (1) : all learning exclusive of technical
precepts and practical arts (2) ; sciences and liberal arts exclusive
of medicine, law, and theology (doctor of '^> (3) : the 4-year
college course of a major seminary c : a discipline comprising
logic, aesthetics, ethics, metaphysics, and epistemology 3 a ; a
system of philosophical concepts b : a theory underlying or
regarding a sphere of activity or thought 4 a : the beliefs, concepts,
and attitudes of an individual or group b : calmness of temper and
judgment befitting a philosopher

-ph-i-lous \f-{3-)las\ ad} comb Jorm [Gk -phUos, fr. philos dear,
friendly] ; loving : having an affinity for (zcidophilousy

phU.ter or phil.tre \'fil-t3r\ n [MF philire, fr. L philtrum, fr. Gk
philtron; akin to Gk philos dear] 1 : a potion, drug, or charm
held to have the power to excite sexual passion 2 : a potion
credited with magical power

phiz \'fiz\ n [by shortening & alter, fr. physiognomy^ : face
phleb- or phlebo- comb jorm [ME jleb-, fr. MF, fr. LL phlebo-, fr.

Gk phleb-, phlebo-, fr. phleb-, phleps; akin to L Jluere to flow —
more at fluid] : vein {phlebitisy

phle.bi-tis \fl3-"bTt-3s\ n [NL] : inflammation of a vein
phle*bot<o*mlst \fl3-'bat-a-mast\ n : one that practices phlebotomy
phle.bot-o.mize \-,mTz\ vt : to draw blood from : bleed '- vi

; to practice phlebotomy
phle.bot.O-my \-me\ n [ME jleobotomie, fr. MF Jlebotomie, fr. LL
phlebotomia, fr. Gk, fr. phleb- + -lomia -tomy] ; the letting of
blood in the treatment of disease : venesection
Pllleg-e-thon \'fleg-a-,than\ n [L, fr. Gk Phlegethon^ : a river of
Hades in Greek mythology containing fire instead of water

phlegm \'flem\ n [ME fleume, fr. MF. fr. tL phlegmai-, phlegma,
fr. Gk, flame, inflammation, phlegm, fr. phlegein to bum — more
at black] 1 ; one of the four humors of early physiology supposed
to be cold and moist and to cause sluggishness 2 : viscid mucus
secreted in abnormal quantity in the respiratory passages 3 a : dull
or apathetic coldness or indifference b : intrepid coolness or calm
fortitude syn see EQUANiMrrv — phlegmy \'flem-e\ adj

phleg<mat>lc \fleg-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : resembling, consisting of, or
producing the humor phlegm 2 : having or showing a slow and
stolid temperament syn see impassive — phleg-mat-i-cal \-i-k9l\
adj— phleg*mat>i>cal>ly \-k{3-)le\ adv

phlo.em \'flo-,em\ n [G, fr. Gk phloios, phloos bark; akin to Gk
phallos penis — more at blow] : a complex tissue in the vascular
system of higher plants consisting mainly of sieve tubes and elon-
gated parenchyma cells usu. with fibers and functioning in trans-
location and in support and storage
phloem necrosis n : a pathological state in a plant characterized by
brown discoloration and disintegration of the phloem; esp ; a
fatal virus disease of the American elm
phloem ray n : a vascular ray or part of a vascular ray that is lo-
cated in phloem — called also bast ray: compare xylem ray

phlO.glS.tiC \flo-'jis-tik\ adj \ [nh phlogiston-\ : of or relating to
phlogiston 2 [G\i phlogisios'\ : of or relating to inflammations and
fevers

phlo-glS>ton \-t3n\ n [NL, fr. Gk, neut. of phlogistos inflammable,
fr. phlogizein to set on fire, fr. phlog-, phlox flame, fr. phlegeinl
: the hypothetical principle of fire regarded formerly as a material
substance

phlog-o-plte \'nag-3-,pTt\ «_[G phlogopit, fr. Gk phlogopos fiery=
looking, fr- phlog-, phlox + ops face— more at eye] : a usu. brown
to red form of mica

phlox \'fraks\ n, pi phlox or phlox-es [NL, genus name, fr. L,
a flower, fr. Gk, flame, wallflower] : any of a genus {Phlox of the
family Polemoniaceae, the phlox family) of American annual or
perennial herbs with red, purple, white, or variegated flowers

phlycten-Ule \flik-*ten-C,)yuO)l\ n [NL phlyctemda, dim. of
phlyciena pustule, fr. Gk phlyktaina blister, fr. phlyzein to boil
over — more at fluid] : a small vesicle or pustule; esp : one on the
conjunctiva or cornea of the eye
-phobe \,fob\ n comb jorm [Gk -phobos fearing] : one fearing or
averse to (something specified) (Francophobe}

pho-bia \'fo-be-3\ n [NL, fr. LL -phobia, fr Gk, fr. -phobos fear-
ing, fr. phobos fear, flight; akin to Gk phebesthai to flee, be fright-
ened, Lith begti to flee] : an exaggerated usu. inexplicable and
illogical fear of a particular object or class of objects

pho-bic \'fo-bik, 'fab-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to. or constituting
phobia 2 : tending to withdraw from something unpleasant
-pho-bic \'fo-bik, 'fab-ik\ or -ph-o-boilS \f-3-b3s\ adj comb jorm
[-phobic fr. F -phobigue, fr. LL -phobicus, fr. Gk -phobikos, fr.

-phobia: -phobous fr. LL -phobus, fr. Gk -phobos"] 1 : having an
aversion for {calciphobous} 2 : lacking affinity for {lyophobic')
phoe<be \'fe-(,)be\ n [alter, of pewee} : any of several American
flycatchers (genus Sayornis); esp : one (S. phoebe) of the eastern
U.S. that has a slight crest and is plain grayish brown above and
yellowish white below
Phoe-be \'fe-be\ n [L, fr. Gk Phoibe, fr. phoibe, fem. of phoibos]
: ARTEMIS
Phoe.bus \'fe-b9s\ n [L, fr. Gk Phoibos, fr, phoibos radiant]

: APOLLO
Phoe.ui-cian \fi-'nish-3n, -'ne-shanN n 1 : a native or inhabitant
of ancient Phoenicia 2 : the Semitic language of ancient Phoenicia— Pboeuician adj

phoe-nix \'fe-nik6\ n [ME jenix, fr. OE, fr. L phoenix, fr. Gk
phoinix purple, crimson, Phoenician, phoenix, date palm, fr.

phoinos bloodred; akin to Gk p/wnos murder, iheinein to strike— more at defend] : a legendary bird represented by ancient
Egyptians as living five or six centuries, being consumed in fire

by its own act, and rising in youthful freshness from its own ashes
phon \'fan\ n [ISV, fr GkpAo/ie voice, sound] ; the unit of loudness
level on a scale beginning at zero for the faintest audible sound and
corresponding to the decibel scale of sound intensity with the num-
ber of phons of a given sound being equal to the decibels of a pure
1000-cycle tone judged by the listener to be equahy loud
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phon- or phono- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk phdn-,phdno; fr. phone —
more at ban] : sound : voice ; speech {phonsLtey <p/ionograph>

pho*nate \'fo-.nat\ vi : to produce speech sounds — pho>na>tion
\fo-'na-sh3n\ n
iphoue \'f6n\ n [by shortening] 1 ; earphone 2 : telephone
3phone vb : telephone
3phone n [Gk phone} : a speech sound considered as a physical event
without regard to its place in the structure of a language
-phone \,fon\ n comb jorm [Gk -phonos sounding, fr phone] : sound
ihomophone) — often in names of musical instruments and sound*
transmitting devices <radio/?/jone> (xylophone)

pho<ne>mat>lc \.fo-ni-'mat-ik\ adj ; phonemic
pho.neme \'fo-.nem\ n [F phoneme, fr. Gk phdnemat-, phonema
speech sound, utterance, fr. phonein to sound] : a member of the
set of the smallest units of speech that serve to distinguish one
utterance from another in a language or dialect <the p of English
pin and the/ of English /m are two different ^s>
pho.ne.mic \f3-'ne-mik, fo-\ adj l : of, relating to. or having the
characteristics of a phoneme 2 a : constituting members of dif-
ferent phonemes <in English \n\ and \o\ are ~) b : distinctive 2— pho>ne<mi>caMy \-mi-k(3-)le\ adv
phO'ne.mics \-miks\ n pi but sing in constr 1 : a branch of lin-
guistic analysis that consists of the study of phonemes 2 : the
structure of a language in terms of phonemes

phO_.net.iC \f3-'net-ik\ adj [NL phoneticus, fr. Gk phoneiikos, fr.
phonein to sound with the voice, fr phone voice] 1 a : of or relating
to spoken language or speech sounds b : of or relating to the sci-
ence of phonetics 2 : representing the sounds and other phenom-
ena of speech: a ; constituting an alteration of ordinary spelling
that better represents the spoken language, that employs only
characters of the regular alphabet, and that is used in a context of
conventional spelling b : representing speech sounds by means of
symbols that have one value only c : employing for speech sounds
more than the minimum number of symbols necessary to represent
the significant differences in a speaker'sspeech — pho*net>i>caI
\-i-k3l\ adj — pho>net*i>cal*ly \-k(a-)le\ adv

phonetic alphabet n l : a set of symbols used for phonetic tran-
scription 2 : any of various systems of identifying letters of the
alphabet by means of code words in voice communication

pho<ne*ti*cian X.fo-na-'tish-an also ,fan-a-\ n : a speciahst in
phonetics

pho>net>ics \fa-'net-iks\ n pi but sing in constr la: the study and
systematic classification of the sounds made in spoken utterance
b : the practical application of this science to language study
2 : the system of speech sounds of a language or group of languages

pho>nic \'fan-ik, except 2b also 'fo-nik\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or
producing sound : acoustic 2 a ; of or relating to the sounds of
speech b : of or relating to phonics — pho>nl<cal>ly \-(3-)le\ adv

ph0<nics \'fan-iks, 1 is also 'f6-niks\ n pi but sing in constr 1 : the
science of sound : acoustics 2 : a method of teaching begirmers
to read and pronounce words by learning the phonetic value of
letters, letter groups, and esp. syllables

pho<ni>ly \'fon-'l-e\ adv ; in a phony maimer ; spuriously
pho<ni>ness \'fo-ne-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being phony
pho<nO'gram \'fo-n3-,gram\ 77 [ISV] X : a character or symbol
used to represent a word, syllable, or phoneme 2 : a succession of
orthographic letters that occurs with the same phonetic value in
several or many words (as the ight of bright, jight, jlighf. light)— pho*no<gram>mic or pho>no>gram>ic \,fo-n9-'gram-ik\ adj— pho>no<gram'mi<cal>ly or pbo>no>gram>i<oaMy \-i-k(3-)le\

pho>no<graph \'fo-n3-,graf\ n : an instrument for reproducing
sounds by means of the vibration of a stylus or needle following a
spiral groove on a revolving circular disc or cylinder

pho>no<graph<ic X.fo-na-'graf-ik. J is also ,fan-3-\ adj 1 ; of or
relating to phonography 2 : of or relating to a phonograph— pho*no>graph*i>cal>Iy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

pho-nog*ra*phy Xfa-'nag-rs-fe, fo-\ n 1 : spelling based on pro-
nunciation 2 : a system of shorthand writing based on sound

pho-no.lite \'fon-*l-,Tt\ n [F, fr. G phonoUth, fr. phon- + -lith;

fr. its ringing sound when struck] ; a gray or green volcanic rock
consisting essentially of orthoclase and nepheline — pho.no-lit'ic
\.fon-''l-'it-ik\ adj

pho-nO'log.i.cal \,fon-n-'ai-i-kaI also .fan-n-X also pho-no-Iog-ic
\-ik\ adj_ : of or relating to phonology — pho*no*log>i>cal*ly
\-i-kf3-)le\ adv

pho>nol<o*gist Xfa-'nal-a-jast, f6-\ n : a specialist in phonology
phO'UOl'O'gy \-je\ n 1 : the science of speech sounds including esp.
the history and theory of sound changes in a language or in two or
more related languages 2 : the phonetics and phonemics of a lan-
guage at a particular time

pho<no>re>cep>tion \,f6-no-ri-'sep-sh3n\ n : the perception of
vibratory motion of relatively high frequency; specij : hearing
— pho-no-re-cep.tor \'sep-t3r\ n
ipho-ny or pho.ney \'fo-ne\ adj pho>ni>er; pho-ni-est [origin

unknown] : marked by empty pretension ; false, spurious syn
see counterfeit
aphony or phoney n : one that is fraudulent or spurious : fake
-pho-ny \f-3-ne, ,f6-ne\ also -pho-Uia \'f5-ne-9\ n comb jorm
[ME -phonie, fr. OF, fr. L -phonia, fr Gk -phonia, fr. -phonos sound-
ing — more at -phone] 1 : sound (.telephony) 2 usu -phonia
: speech disorder of a (specified) type (dysphonia)

-phore \,f6(3)r. .f6(air\ n comb Jorm [NL -phorus, fr. Gk -phoros,
fr. -phoros (adj. comb, form) carrying, fr. pherein to carry — more
at BEAR] : carrier <gameto;7/rore>

-phO-re.SiS \fa-'re-s3s\ n comb jorm, pi -pho-re*ses \-'re-.sez\
• [N L, fr Gk phoresis act of carrying, fr phorein to carry, wear, freq.

of pherein] ; transmission <electrop/ioresi.s>

phos- comb jorm [Gk phos-, fr phos] : light <j?/io5gene>

phos.gene \'faz-,jen\ n [fr. its originally having been obtained by
the action of sunlight] : a colorless gas COClz of unpleasant odor
that is a severe respiratory irritant and used as a war gas

phosph- or phospho- comb jorm [phosphorus} : phosphorus iphos-
phide} iphosphoprotein)
phoS'Pha-tase \*fas-fa-,tas, -,taz\ n : any of numerous enzymes that
accelerate the hydrolysis and synthesis of organic esters of phos-



phosphate 636 photomechanical

phorlc acid and the transfer of phosphate groups to other com-
pounds

phoS'phate \'fas-,fat\ n [F, fr. acide phosphorique phosphoric acid]
1 : a salt or ester of a phosphoric acid 2 : an effervescent drink
of carbonated water with a small amount of phosphoric acid or an
acid phosphate flavored with fruit syrup 3 : a phosphatic material
used for fertilizers

phosphate rock n : a rock that consists of calcium phosphate usu.
together with calcium carbonate and other minerals, is used in
making fertilizers, and is a source of phosphorus compounds

ph0S*phat>iC \fas-'fat-ik, -'fat-\ adj ; of, relating to, or containing
phosphoric acid or phosphates

phos>pha>tide \'fas-f3-.tid\ n : a complex phosphoric ester lipide
found in all living cells in association with stored fats — pbos>pha-
tid-ic \,fas-f3-'tid-ik\ adj

pIiOS<pha<ti*za>tion \,fas-,fat-a-'za-sh3n, ,fas-f3t-\ n : the process
of phosphalizing

phos-pha»tize \'ras-fa-,tTz\ vt 1 : to change to a phosphate or phos
phates 2 : to treat with phosphoric acid or a phosphate

phos-pha.tU.ria \,fas-f3-'t(y)ur-e-3\ n [NL, fr. ISV phosphate +
NL -wrra] : the excessive discharge of phosphates in the urine— phos-pha-tu-ric \-'t(y)u(a)r-ik\ adj

phoS'Phene \'fas-,fen\ n [ISV phos- + Gk phainein to show— more
at fancy] : a luminous impression due to excitation of the retina

phos*phide \'fas-.frd\ n [ISV] : a binary compound of phosphorus
usu. with a more electropositive element or radical

phos*ptiitie \-,fen\ n [ISV] : a colorless poisonous flammable gas
PH3 that is a weaker base than ammonia; broadly : any of various
derivatives of phosphine analogous to amines but weaker as bases

phoS'phite \-,fTt\ n : a salt or estej of phosphorous acid
phos.pho.cre-atine \.fas-(,)f6-'kre-3-,ten\ n [ISV] : a compound
C4H10N3O5P of creatine and phosphoric acid found in vertebrate
muscle and used as a source of physiologic energy

phOS.phO'lip.ide \,ras-fo-'Iip-,Td\ n ; phosphatide
phOS.pho.nMmi \fas-'f6-ne-3m\ n [NL] : a univalent radical PH4
analogous to ammonium and derived from phosphine

phos.pho-pro.tein \,fas-fo-'pro-,ten, -'pr5t-e-an\ n : any of various
proteins (as casein) containing combined phosphoric acid
phOS-phOr X'fas-far, -,f6(a)r\ n [L phosphorus, fr. Gk phdsphoros,
Ut., light bringer, fr. phdsphoros light-bearing, fr. phos- + pherein to
carry, bring — more at bear] 1 cap : morning star; specij : Venus
as morning star 2 also phos-phore \same or -,fo(3)r\ : a phos-
phorescent substance; specij ; a substance that emits light when
excited by radiation
phosphor bronze n t a bronze of great hardness, elasticity, and
toughness that contains a small amount of phosphorus

phos*pho>resce \.fas-f3-'res\ vi [prob. back-formation fr. phos-
phorescent 1 ; to exhibit phosphorescence
phos-phcres-cence \-'res-'n{t)s\ n 1 ; luminescence that is

caused by the absorption of radiations and continues for a notice-
able time after these radiations have stopped 2 ; an enduring
luminescence without sensible heat

phos.pho.res.cent \-'nt\ adj : exhibiting phosphorescence —
phos«pho-res-cent.ly adv

phoS'pho.ret.ed or phos-pho.ret.ted \'fas-f3-.ret-3d\ adj [NL
phosphoretum phosphide, fr. phosphorus] : impregnated or com-
bined with phosphorus

phos-pho>ric \ras-'f6r-ik, -'far-; •fas-f(3-)rik\ adj : of, relating to, or
from phosphorus esp. with a valence higher than in phosphorous
compounds

phosphoric acid n : an oxygen acid of phosphorus (as metaphos-
phoric acid, orthophosphoric acid, or pyrophosphoric acid)

phos«pho-rism \'fas-f3-.riz-9ra\ n ; a poisoning by phosphorus esp.
when chronic

phos.pho.rite \-,rTt\ n l : a fibrous concretionary apatite
2 ; PHOSPHATE ROCK — phos>pho>rlt*ic \,fas-f3-'rit-ik\ adj

phOS.pho.rol.y.sis \,fas-f3-'ral-9-S3s\ n [NL] : a reversible reac-
tion analogous to hydrolysis in which phosphoric acid functions in
a manner similar to that of water with the formation of a phosphate— phos-pho-rO'lyt-ic \-ro-'lit-ik\ adj

phoS'pho.rous \'fas-f(a-)r3s; fas-'fSr-as, -'f6r-\ adj ; of, relating
to, or containing phosphorus esp. with a valence lower than in
phosphoric compounds
phosphorous acid n : a deliquescent crystalline acid H3PO3 made
esp. by hydrolysis of phosphorus trichloride and used esp. as a re-
ducing agent and in making phosphites

phos.pho.ru3 \'fas-f(3-)ras\ n, ojten attrib [NL, fr. G\i phdsphoros
hght-bearing — more at phosphor] 1 : a phosphorescent substance
or body; esp : one that shines or glows in the dark 2 : a nonme-
tallic multivalent element of the nitrogen family that occurs widely
esp. as phosphates — see element table

phos.pho-ryl.ase \'fas-f (3-)ra-,las, -.laz\ n iphosphoryl (the radical
PO) ] ; any enzyme that catalyzes phosphorolysis with the formation
of organic phosphates

phos.pho.ryl-ate \-,lat\ v^ iphosphoryl^ : to convert (an organic
compound) into an organic phosphate — phos*phD>ryl>ation
\,fas-f(3-)r3-'la-sh3n\ n — phos>pho<ryI<ative \'fas-f(3-)r3-.lat-
iv\ adj
phot \'fot, 'fatV n [ISV, fr. Gk phot-, phos light] : the cgs unit of
illumination equal to one lumen per square centimeter

phot- or photo- comb jorm [Gk phot-, photo-, fr. phot-, phos — more
at FANCY] 1 : light iphoton} <,pholography> 2 : photograph
: photographic (p/io/oengraving) 3 ; photoelectric <p/(orocell>

pho>tic \'fot-ik\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or involving Ught esp. in
relation to organisms 2 : penetrated by light esp. of the sun

phO'tO \'fot-(,)o, -3-w\ rt : photograph — photo vb — photo adj
pho.to.au.to.tro.phic \,f5t-3-,w6t-3-'traf-ik, -'tro-fik\ adj ; auto-
trophic and obtaining energy from light

pho.to.bi.ot.ic \,f6t-o-(.)bI-'at-ik\ adj : requiring Ught in order to
Uve or thrive

pho.to.cell \'f6t-a-,sel\ n [ISV] : photoelectric cell
pho*to.chem>i>cal \,fot-6-'kem-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to photo-
chemistry

pho»to=chein-is.try \-'kem-3-stre\ n : a branch of chemistry that
deals with the effect of radiant energy in producing chemical
changes

pho.to.chrono.graph \-'kran-a-,graf, -'kro-na-X n [ISV phot-
+ chron- + -graphs 1 : an apparatus for photographing a moving
object at regular minute intervals; also : one of the photographs

thus taken 2 : an instrument for the photographic recording of star
transits 3 ; an instrument for recording minute intervals of time
photographically

pho.to-coni'pose \-k3m-'poz\ vr : to compose (reading matter) for
reproduction by means of characters photographed on film — pho-
to*com>po<si*tlon \-,kam-p3-'zish-3n\ n

phO'tO'COn.duo. live \-k3n-'dak-tiv\ adj : having or operating by
photoconductivity

phO.to.con.dUCtiv-i.ty \-,kan-,d9k-'tiv-3t-e, -k3n-\ n : electrical
conductivity that is affected by exposure to light or other radiation
phO>tO<COpy \'fot-3-,kap-e\ n [ISV] ; a photographic reproduction
of graphic matter — photocopy v6

pho. to. cur.rent V'fot-o-.ksr-ant. -.ks-rantX n [pAoroelectric currenti
; a stream of electrons produced by photoelectric or photovoltaic
effects

pho.to.dis.ln.te.gra.tion \.fot-o-(,)dis-.int-3-'gra-shan\ n : disin-

tegration of the nucleus of an atom produced by absorption of
radiant energy

pho.to-dra.ma \'fot-3-,dram-3, -,dram-\ n : motion picture
pho.to*du*pli.cate \,f6t-o-'d(y)U-pl3-,kat\ vb : photocopy — pho-
to. du.pli.cate \-pli-k3t\ n — pho.to<du-pli*ca*tlou N-.d^ii-
pl3-'ka-sh3n\ n

phO.tO'dy.uam.ic \-(,)dT-'nam-lk\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or
having the property of intensifying or inducing a toxic reaction to
light and esp. sunlight in living systems — phO'tO'dy.nam.i.cal.ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

pho-to. electric \.fot-a-w9-'lek-trik\ adj [ISV] : relating to or
utilizing any of various electrical effects due to the interaction of
hght or other radiation with matter

photoelectric cell n : a cell whose electrical properties are modified
by the action of light

pho.tO.eleC'tion \-'lek-,tran\ n [ISV] : an electron released in
photoemission

phO'tO.emis.Sion \-3-wi-'mish-an\ n : the release of electrons
from a metal by means of energy supplied by incidence of Ught or
other radiation — pho.to.erais-sive \-'mis-iv\ adj

pho.to.en.grave \.fot-3-w3n-'grav\ vt [back-formation fr. photo-
engraving'] : to make a photoengraving of — pho.to.en.grav-er n

pho.tO'en.graV'ing \-'gra-vio\ n 1 : a photomechanical process
for making linecuts and halftone cuts by photographing an image
on a metal plate and then etching 2 a : a plate made by photo-
engraving h : a print made from such a plate

photo linish n 1 : a race finish in which contestants are so close
that a photograph of them as they cross the finish line has to be
examined to determine the winner 2 : a close contest

pho. to-flash \'fot-3-,.flash\ n ; an electricaUy operated flash lamp;
esp : flashbulb

pho.to.flood \-.fl3d\ n : an electric lamp using excess voltage to

give intense sustained iUumination for taking photographs
pho.to.flu.o-ro-gram \,fot-3-'flur-3-,gram\ n ; a photograph made
by photofluorography

pho-to.flu.o.ro.graph'ic \-,flur-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of, used in, or
relating to photofluorography

pho.to.llu.o.rog.ra.phy\-(.)fIu(-a)i-'ag-r3-fe\n: the photography
of the image produced on a fluorescent screen by X rays

pho.to.gel.a-tin process \.f6t-a-'iel-9t-'n-\ n : collotype 1

pho.to.gene \'f6t-3-,jen\ n [ISV] : an afterimage or retinal impres-

pho.to.ge.nic \,f6t-3-'jen-ik, -'je-nikX adj 1 ; produced or pre-
cipitated by Ught 2 : producing or generating Ught : phospho-
rescent 3 : suitable for being photographed — pho>to>ge*ni-
caMy \-i-k(3-)le, -ni\ adv

pho.to.gram \'fot-3-.gram\ n [ISV] : a shadowlike photograph
made by placing objects between Ught-sensitive paper and a Ught
source

pho-to.gram.met.ric \.fot-3-gr3-'me-trik\ adj ; of, made by, or
relating to photogrammetry

pho-to.gram.me.try \-'gram-3-tre\ n [ISV photogram photograph
(fr. phot- + -gram) + -metry] : the science of making reliable

measurements by the use of usu. aerial photographs in surveying
and map making
ipho. to.graph \'fot-9-,graf\ n ; a picture or likeness obtained by
photography
2phOtograph vt : to take a photograph of ^ vilito take a photo-
graph 2 : to undergo being photographed — pho.tog.ra.pher
Xfa-'tag-ra-far, rapid -"tag-s-far; bejore "oj" also 'fol-3-,graf-3r\ n

pho.tO'graph'ic \,fot-3-'graf'-ik\ adj 1 : relating to. obtained by,

or used in photography 2 : representing nature and human beings
with the exactness of a photograph 3 : capable of retaining vivid

impressions <a -^ mind) ~ pho.to.graph.i-caMy \-i-k(30le\ adv

pho-tog.ra.phy \fa-'tag-r3-fe\ n : the art or process of producing
images on a sensitized surface by the acdon of Hght or other

radiant energy
pho-to.gra.vure \,fot-a-gr3-*vyu(3)r\ n [F, fr. phot- -1- gravure^

; a process for making prints from an intaglio plate prepared by
photographic methods; also : a print produced by photogravure
— photogravure vt

pho.to-he-lio.graph \-'he-le-a-,graf\ n ; a telescope adapted for

photographing the sun
pho.to.ki.ne-sis N-ks-'ne-sss, -(,)kT-\ or pho.to.ci.ne.sis \same
or -S3-. -(.)sT-\ n [NL, fr. phot- + Gk kinesis moUon — more at

kinesiology] : motion or activity induced by Ught — phO'tO'ki-
net.ic \-'net-ik\ adj

pho.to.lith \'fot-n-,ith\ n : photouthography — photolith adj
— photolith vb

ipho.tO'litho.graph \,f6t-'l-'ith-a-,graf\ n : a print made by photo-
lithography — pho.tO'litho-graph.ic \-,ith-3-'graf-ik\ adj

2photolithograph vt : to make a photolithograph of — pho.to.li-

thQ.gra.pher X.fot-'l-ith-'ag-ra-fsr, -'ith-3-,graf-3r\ n

pho.to-li.thog-ra.phy \,f6t-'l-ith-'ag-ra-fe\ n [ISV] : Uthography
in which photograpnically prepared plates are used

pho.tol.y.SiS \fo-'tal-3-sas\ n [NL] : chemical decomposition by
the action of radiant energy — pho.to.lyt-ic \,fot-n-'it-ik\ adj

pho.to.map \'f6t-3-,map\ n ; a photograph taken verticaUy from
an airplane upon which a grid and data pertinent to maps have been
added — photomap vb

pho.to.me.chan.i.cal \.fot-o-mi-'kan-i-k3l\ adj ilSV) : relating to

or involving any process for producing printed matter from a photo-
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graphically prepared surface — plio<to>me*Cliaii*l>caMy \-i-

kC3-)le\ adv
pho>tom-e>ter \fo-'tam-3t-3r\ n [NL photometrum, fr. phot- +
-metrum -meter] : an instrument for measuring luminous intensity,
luminous flux, illumination, or brightness

pho>to-met<Tic \,fot-s-'me-trik\ adj : of or relating to photometry
or the photometer — plio*to-met>ri<caMy \-tri-k{3-)le\ adv
pho.tom.e.try \f6-'tam-3-tre\ n [NL photometria, fr. phot- +
-metria -metry] : a branch of science that deals with measurement
of the intensity of light; also : the practice of using a photometer

pho.to-mi-cro.graph \,fot-3-'mT-kr3-.graf\ n [phot- + micr- +
-graph'] : a photograph of a magnified image of a small object— photomicrograph vi — pho-to-mi.cro.graph.ic \- ml-kra-
'graf-ik\ adj— pho-to.mi.crog-ra-phy \-(,)mT-'krag-r3-te\ n

pho.tQ.mon.tage \-(,)man-'tazh\ n [ISV] : montage using photo-
graphic images; also : a picture made by photomontage

pho-to»niu»ral \,fot-3-'myur-9l\ n : an enlarged photograph usu.
several yards long used on walls esp. as decoration

phO'ton \'fo-;tan\ n [phot- + -on] 1 ; a quantum of radiant energy
2 : a unit of intensity of light at the retina equal to the illumination
received per square millimeter of a pupillary area from a surface
having a brightness ofone candle per square meter

pho-to-neg.a-tive \,fot-3-'neg-3t-iv\ adj : exhibiting negative
phototropism or phototaxis

pho.to-oll-set \,f5t-3-'w6f-,set\ n : offset using a photographically
prepared planographic priming plate

pho-to>p6*ri>Od \,f6t-a-'pir-e-ad\ n : the relative lengthsof alternat-

ing periods of lightness and darkness as they affect the growth and
maturity of an organism — phO'to-pe-ri'Od'ic \-,pir-e-'ad-ik\ or
pliD>to>pe>n>od>l-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — phD>to<pe<ri<od>i>cal-ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv— pho*to>pe*ri'Od>ism \-'pir-«-3-,diz-am\ n

phO>tO>phil*ic \-'fil-ik\ adj : thriving in full light ; requiring abun-
dant light <-- plants) — pho-toph-i-ly \fo-'taf-3-le\ n

pho-to-phO'hia \,fot-a-'fo-be-3\ n [NL] : intolerance to light

pho-to*phO'bic \,fot-9-'fo-bik. -'fab-ik\ adj la; shunning or
avoiding li^ht b : growing best under reduced illumination 2 : of
or relating lophotophobia

pbO'to>pia \fo-'t6-pe-3\ n [NL] : vision in bright light with lights

adapted eyes_ believed to be mediated by the retina cones — pbo-
tO'pic \fo-'to-pik, -'ta,p-ik\ adj
pho4o.play \'fot-3-,p_la\ n : motion picture 2

phO'to.pos-i.tive \,fot-a-'paz-3t-iv, -'paz-tiv\ adj : exhibiting posi-
tive phototropism or phototaxis

phcto.re.cep.tion \-ri-'sep-sh3n\ n ; perception of waves in the
range of visible light; specij : vision — pbo>to*re>cep>tiye \-'sep-
tiv\ adj— pho.to.re*cep»tor \-t3r\ n

plio4o.re.con.nais.sance \-ri-'kan-a-29n(t)s also -s3n(t)s\ n : re-

connaissance in which aerial photographs are taken
pho-to-sen-si-tive \-'sen{t)-sst-iv, -'sen{t)-stiv\ adj : sensitive or
sensitized to the action of radiant energy — piiO'to«sen-sioliv»i-
ty \-,sen(t>-sa-'tiv-3t-e\ n

phO-to.sen.Si.ti.za.tion \-,sen(t)-s5t-3-'za-sh3n, -,sen(t)-sta-'za-\

n 1 : the process of photosensitizing 2 : the condition of being
photosensitized; esp : the development of an abnormal capacity to

react to sunlight typically by edematous swelling and dermatitis

pho>to>sen>Si-tize \-'sen(t)-s3-,iTz\ vt : to make photosensitive

pho-to>set \'f6i-a-,set\ vt ; photocompose
pho.to.sphere \-,sfiO)r\ n 1 : a sphere of light 2 : the luminous
surface of the sun or a star — pbo>to>spher>ic \,f6t-3-'sfi{3)r-ik,

-'sfer-\ adj
pho.to«Stat \'fot-3-,stat\ vb : to copy by a Photostat device —
pbO'to-static \,fot-3-'stat-ik\ adj
Photostat trademark 1 — used for a device for making a photo-
graphic copy of graphic matter directly upon the surface of pre-

pared paper 2 : a copy made by a Photostat device
pho-to-syn.the.sis \.fot-3-'sin(t)-th3-s3s\ n [NL] : synthesis of

chemical compounds with the aid of radiant energy and esp. light;

esp : formation of carbohydrates in the chlorophyll-containing tis-

sues of plan's exposed to light — phctO'Syii'tbe'Size \-.sTz\ vi

— phcto-syn-thet-ic \-(,)sin-'thet-ik\ adj — pbo-to-syn-thet-
i'cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\adv

pho-to-tac-tic \,f6t-3-'tak-tik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or ex-

hibiting phototaxis
pho-to*tas*iS \-'tak-s3s\ n [N L ] : a taxis in which light is the dii-ec-

tive factor
pho.to.te.leg.ra.phy \-t3-'leg-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : facsimile 2

ph0>to>trop>ic \,fot-3-'trap-ik\ adj ; of, relating to,
"

'
"

phototropism
pno.tot.ro.pism \fo-'ta-tr3-,piz-3m\ n [ISV] : a tropism in which
light is the orienting stimulus

pho-tO<tube \'f6t-3-,t(y)Ub\ n : an electron tube having a photo-
emissive cathode whose released electrons are drawn to the anode
by reason of its positive potential

pho.to.type.set-ting \,fot-3-'tTp-,set-io\ n : PHOTOcoMPOsmoN;
esp : photocomposition done on a keyboard composing machine

pho.to-ty.po.graph.ic \-,tr-p3-'graf-ik\ adj : producing matter used
in phototypography — pho«to.ty.po.graph-i*cal \-i-k9l\ adj

pho.to-ty.pog.ra.phy \-(,)iT-'pag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : a photomechani-
cal process producing matter resembling that done by typographical

printing
pho.to.vol-ta.ic \-,val-'ta-ik, -.v51-\ adj [ISV] : of, relatmg to. or

utilizing the generation of an electromotive force when radiant

energy falls on the boundary between dissimilar substances

pho.to.Zin-co.graph \-'ziD-k3-,graf\ n : a print made by photo-

zincography — photozincograph vt

pho.tO'Zin.cog-ra.phy \-(.)zio-'kag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : zincography

using photographically prepared plates

phras.al \'fra-z3l\ adj : of, relating to, or consisting of a phrase
— phras-aMy \-za-le\ adv
iphrase X'frazX n [L phrasis, fr. Gk, fr. phrazein to point out, ex-

plain, tell] 1 : a characteristic manner of style or expression

: DICTION 2 a ; a brief expression; esp : catchword b ; word
3 : a short musical thought typically two to four measures long

closing with a cadence 4 : a group of two or more grammatically

related words that form a sense unit expressing a thought either

in a fragmentary manner or as a sentence element not contammg a

predication but having the force of a single part of speech

r capable of

2phrase vt l a : to express in words or in appropriate or telling
terms : word b ; to designate by a descriptive word or phrase
: TERM 2 ; to divide into melodic phrases

phra<seo*gram \*fra-ze-3-,gram\ n [phraseo- (as in phraseology) +
-gram] ; a symbol for a phrase in some shorthand systems — called
also phra-seo-graph \-,graf\

phra-seo.log.i.cal N.fra-ze-a-'laj-i-kalX adj 1 a ; expressed in
formal often sententious phrases b : marked by frequently insin-
cere use of such phrases 2 : of or relating to phraseology — phra-
seo<log*l*cal*ly \-k(3-)Ie\ adv

phrase-oI<o*gist \.fra-ze-''al-a-j3st, fra-'zal-\ n ; one who uses
sententious or insincere phrases

phrase.Ol'O.gy \-je\ n [NL phraseologia, fr. Gk phrase-, phrasis +
-logia -logy] 1 : a manner of organization of words and phrases
into longer elements : style 2 : choice of words : vocabulary

phraS'ing \'fra-zio\ n 1 ; style of expression : phraseology
2 : the act. method, or result of grouping notes into musical phrases

phra.try \'fra-tre\ n [Gk phratria, fr. phrater member of the same
clan, member of a phratry — more at brother] 1 : a subdivision
of a Greek phyle 2 : a tribal subdivision; specij : an exogamous
group typically comprising several totemic clans

phren- or phreno- comb form [Gk, fr. phren-, phren diaphragm,
mind — more at frenetic] 1 : mind (^phrenology) 2 : diaphragm
(phrenic)

phre.net.ic \fri-'net-ik\ adj [L phrerieticus] : frenetic
-phre.nia \'fre-ne-3 also "fren-e-X n comb Jorm [NL, fr. Gk phren-,
phren] ; disordered condition of mental functions (hebephrenia)
phre.nic \'fren-ik also 'fre-nik\ adj [NL phrenicus, fr. phren-] 1 : of
or relating to the diaphragm 2 : of or relating to the mind

phre.nO'log.i.cal \,fren-''l-'aj-i-k3l, ,fren-\ adj : of or relating to
phrenology — phre.nD.log.i.caMy \-k{3-)le\ adv

phre-nol'O.gist \fri-'nal-3-J3st\ n ; one versed in phrenology
phre-nol-o-gy \-je\ n : the study of the conformation of the skul!
as indicative of mental faculties and character
phrensy var of frenzy
Phry.gian \'frii-(e-i3n\ n 1 i a native or inhabitant of ancient
Phrygia 2 : the language of the Phrygians usu. assumed to be
Indo-European — Phrygian adj

phtha.lein \'thal-e-an, 'thal-.en, 'thal-\ n [ISV, fr. phthalic acid]

; any of various xanihene dyes that are intensely colored in alkaline
solution

phtha.lic acid \,thal-ik-, ,tha-lik-\ n [ISV. short for obs. naphthalic
acid, fr. naphthalene] : any of three isomeric acids CbHcOa obtained
by oxidation of various benzene derivatives

phthalic anhydride n : a crystalUne cyclic acid anhydride CsHiOs
used esp. in making alkyd resins

phtha.lo-cy.a.nine \,thal-o-'sT-a-,nen, .tha-lo-\ n [ISV phthalic

acid + -o- + cyanine] : a bright greenish blue crystalline compound
CbzHibNs; also : any of several metal derivatives that are brilliant

fast blue to green dyes or pigments
phttli-ri.a.SiS \th3-'rT-3-s3S. thT-\ n [L, fr. Gk phtheiriasis, fr.

phtheir louse; akin to Gk phtheirein to destroy, Skt ksarati it flows,

perishes] : pediculosis; esp : infestation with crab lice

phthiS'ic \'tiz-ik\ n [ME tisike, fr. MF lisique, fr. tisique tuber-
cular, fr. L phthisicus, fr. Gk phthisikos, fr. phthisis] : phthisis
— phthisic or phthis-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — phthis.icky \-i-ke\

adj
phthi.sis \'thT-s3s\ n, pi phthi.ses \'thT-,sez\ [L, fr. Gk, fr.

phthinein to waste away; akin to Skt k^inoti he destroys] : a pro-
gressively wasting or consumptive condition; esp : pulmonary
tuberculosis

phy.col.o.gy \fT-'kal-3-je\ n [Gk phykos seaweed + ISV -logy —
more at fucus] : algologv

phy.co-my-cete \,fT-ko-'mT-,set, -(,)mT-'set\ n [deriv. of Gk
phykos + myket-. mykes fungus — more at myc-] : any of a large

class (Phycomycetes) of highly variable lower fungi in many re-

spects similar to algae — phy-CQ.my.ce-tous \-(,)mi-'set-3s\ adj

phyl- or phylo- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk, fr. phyle, phylon: 3.V.in to Gk
phyein to bring forth — more i

geny)
phy.lactery \f3-'lak-t(3-)re\ n [ME
philaterie, fr. ML philaterium, alter, of

LL phylacterium, fr. Gk phylakterion
amulet, phylactery, fr. phylassein to
guard, fr. phylak-, phylax guard]
1 : one of two small square leather
boxes containing slips inscribed with
scriptural passages and traditionally

worn on the left arm and forehead by
Jewish men during morning weekday
prayers 2 ; amulet

phy.lar \'fT-l3r\ adj : of or relating to a phylum
phy.le \'fT-(,)le\ n, pi phy-lae \-,le\ [Gk phyle tribe, phyle] : the

largest political subdivision among the ancient Athenians

phy.le-SiS \fT-'le-S3s\ n [NL. fr. phyl- + -esis (as in genesis)] X the

course of evolutionary or phylogenetic development — phy.let'ic
\-'let-ik\ adj — phy-let-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

phyll- or phyllo- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. phyllon — more at

BLADE] : leaf iphyllome.)

-phyll \.fil\ n comb jorm [NL -phyllum, fr. Gk phyllon leaf] : leaf

<sporop/ij'//>

phyMine \'fil-,Tn, -.en\ adj : leaflike
phyl.lo.clade \'fiI-3-,klad\ n [NL phyllocladium, fr. phyll- -f- Gk
klodos branch — more at gladiator] : a flattened stem or branch
that functions as a leaf — phyl.lo.cla.di-oid \,fU-3-'klad-e-,6id\

adj — phyMO'Cla-dous \,fil-3-'klad-3s\ adj

phyl.lode \'fil-,od\ n [NL phyllodium, fr. Gk phyllodes like a leaf,

fr. phyllon leaf] : a flat expanded petiole that replaces the blade of

a foliage leaf, fulfills the same functions, and is analogous to a
cladophyll — phyMo.di.al \f3-'lod-e-al\ adj

phyl.lo.di.iun \f3-'lod-e-3m\ n, pi phyMp.dia \-e-3\ [NL]
: phyllode

phyl-loid \'fil-,6id\ adj : resembling a leaf — phylloid n

phyl.lome \'fil-.om\ n [ISV] : a plant part that is a leaf or is phylo-
genetically derived from a leaf — phyMo-mic \fil-'om-ik, -'am-\
adj

: BE] : tribe : race ; phylum (phylo-

phylacteries

e atf&t: » kitten: 9r further; a back; 3 bake; 5 cot, cart; au out; ch chin;
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phyMopli.a.goiis \fil-'af-3-gss\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL
phyllophagus, fr. 'ti'Lphyll- + -phagus -phagous] : feeding on leaves
phyMo-pod \'fil-a-.pacl\ n [deriv. of Gk phyllon leaf + pod-, pous
foot — more at foot] ; any of a group (Phyllopoda) of crustaceans
(subclass Entomostraca) typically having leaflike swimming
appendages that also serve as gills — phyllopod adj — pIiyl>lop>o-
dan \fil-'ap-3d-an\ adj or n — pbyMop>o<dous \-ad-9s\ adj

phyMo>tac<tiC \,fiI-3-'tak-tik\ adj : of or relating to phyUotaxy— phyl'lo>tac*ti<cal \-ti-k3l\ adj
phyl-lo-taxy \'fii-a-,tak-se\ also phyl-Io-lax-is \,fil-3-'tak-s5s\ n
U<h phyllotaxis, fr. phyll- + -taxis} 1 ; the arrangement of leaves
on a stem and in relation to one another 2 : the study of phyl-
lotaxy and of the laws that govern it

-phyMous \'fil-as\ adj comb jorm fNL -phyllus, fr. Gk -phyllos.

fr. phyllon leaf — more at blade] : having (such or so many)
leaves, leaflets, or leaflike parts idiphyllous}

pIiyl>lox<e>ra \,fil-,ak-'sLr-a, fa-'lak-sa-r9\ n fNL. genus name,
fr. phyll- + Gk xeros dry — more at serene] : any of various plant
lice (esp. genus Phylloxera) differing from aphids esp. in wing
structure and in being continuously oviparous — pliyl>lox-e>rau
\-'sir-3n, -s3-r3n\ adj or n

phy4o.ge>net>iC \,fT-lo-j3-'net-ik\ adj [ISV, fr. NL phylogenesis
phylogeny, fr. phyl- + genesis} 1 ; of or relating to phylogeny
2 : based on natural evolutionary relationships 3 ; acquired
in the course of phylogenetic development : racial — phy-lo-ge-
net-i-cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

phy.log.e.ny \fT-'laj-3-ne\ n [ISV] 1 t the racial history of a
kind of organism 2 : the evolution of a genetically related group
of organisms as distinguished from the development of the in-
dividual organism 3 : the history or course of^the development
of something

pliy>lon \'fr-,lan\ n, pi phy.la \-la\ [NL, fr. Gk] : a genetically
related group (as a tribe or race)

phy.lum \'fT-]3m\ n, pi phy.la \-l3\ [NL, fr. Gk phylon tribe,

race — more at phyl-] 1 a : a direct line of descent within a
group b : a group that constitutes or has the unity of such a
phylum; esp ; one of the usu. primary divisions of the animal
kingdom <the -^ Arthropoda) 2 : a group of languages related
more remotely than those of a family or stock

-phyre \,fT(a)r\ n comb jorm [F, fr. porphyre porphyry, fr. ML
porphyrium} : porphyritic rock igranophyre}
physi- or physio- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk, fr. physis — more at
physics] 1 : nature (physiogvaphy} 2 : physical

(,
physiotherapy')

phys-iat.riCS \,fiz-e-'a-triks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [Gk
physis + ISV -iatrics} ; PHYSICAL therapy
'physic var oj PHYSICS
aphys.ic \'fiz-ik\ vr phys-icKed \-ikt\ phys-icb-ing \-i-kiD\
[ME phisiken, fr. phisik medicine — more at physics] 1 : to treat
with or administer medicine to; esp : purge 2 : heal, cure

p]iys<i*cal \'fiz-i-k3l\ adj [ME, fr. ML physicalis, fr. L physica
physics] 1 : of, relating to, or according with material things
or natural laws as opposed to things mental, moral, spiritual, or
imaginary 2 a : of or relating to natural science b (1) : of or
relating to physics (2) : characterized or produced by the forces
and operations of physics 3 a : of or relating to the body b : con-
cerned or preoccupied with the body and its needs : carnal
syn see bodily, material — phys.i-cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

physical education n : instruction in the development and care
of the body usu. involving training in hygiene and systematic

physical geography n ; geography that deals with the exterior
physical features and changes of the earth

phys.i-cal.ism \'fiz-i-k3-,Uz-3m\ n : a thesis that the descriptive
terms of scientific language are reducible to terms which refer
to spatiotemporal things or events or to their properties — phys»i-
cal-ist \-l3st\ n — phy5*i*cal>is>tic \,fiz-i-ka-'hs-tik\ adj

phyS'i-cal-i'ty \,fiz-3-'kal-3t-e\ n ; intensely physical orientation
at the expen.se of the mental, spiritual, or social

physical science n : the natural sciences (as mineralogy, astron-
omy, meteorology, geology) that deal primarily with nonliving
materials

physical therapy n : the treatment of disease by physical and
mechanical means (as massage, regulated exercise, water, light,
heat, electricity)

phy.Si-cian \f3-'zish-3n\ n [ME jisicien, fr. OF, fr. jisique medi-
cine] 1 ; a person skilled in the art of heaUng; specif : a doctor of
medicine 2 : one exerting a remedial or salutary influence

phyS'i-cist \'fiz-{3-ls3st\ n 1 : a specialist in physics 2 archaic
: a person skilled in natural science

phys.i.co.chem-i.cal \.fiz-i-k6-'kem-l-kal\ adj 1 : behig physical
and chemical 2 ; relating to chemistry that deals with the physi-
cochemical properties of substances — phys-i-co.chem.i.cal-ly
\-k(a-)le\ adv

phys*iCS \'fiz-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [physics fr. L
physica, pi., natural science, fr. Gk physika, fr. neut. pi. of physikos
of nature, fr. physis growth, nature, fr. phyein to bring forth;
physic fr. ME phisik natural science, art of medicine, fr. OF
jisique, fr. L physica, sing., natural science, fr. Gk physike, fr.

fem. of physikos — more at be] 1 physic n sing a (1) : the art
or practice of healing disease (2) : the practice or profession
of medicine b : a medicinal agent or preparation; esp ; a medicine
that purges 2 also physic archaic : natural science 3 ; a
science that deals with matter and energy and their interactions
in the fields of mechanics, acoustics, optics, heat, electricity,
magnetism, radiation, atomic structure, and nuclear phenomena
4 a : the physical processes and phenomena of a particular system
b : the physical properties and composition of something
Phys.io-crat \'fi2-e-3-.krat\ n [F physiocrate, fr. physi- + -crate
-crat] : a member of a school of political economists founded in
18th century France and characterized chiefly by a belief that
government policy should not interfere with the operation of
natural economic laws and that land is the source of all wealth— phyS'iO'Crat'ic \,fiz-e-a-'krat-ik\ adj, often cap

phys.i.og.nom.ic \.fiz-e-a(g)-'nam-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or
characteristic of physiognomy or the physiognomy — phys<i<0g-
nom.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj— phys.i-og.nom.i.caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

phys.i-og-no.my \.fiz-e-'a(g)-n3-me\ n [ME phisonomie, fr. MF.
fr. LL physiognomonia, physiognomia, fr. Gk physiognomonia,
IT. physiognomon judging character by the features, fr. physis
nature, physique, appearance + gnomon interpreter — more at
ONOMONJ 1 : the art of discovering temperament and character

from outward appearance 2 : the facial features held to show
qualities of mind or character by their configuration or expression
3 : external aspect; also z inner character or quality revealed
outwardly syn see face

phys>i-og<ra*pher \,fiz-e-'ag-r3-far\ n : a specialist In physiog-
raphy

phys.io.graph.ic \.fiz-e-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or em-
ploying the methods of physiography — phys>io*graph*i-cal
\-i-k3l\ adj

phys.i-og.ra-phy \.fiz-e-'ag-r3-fe\ n [prob. fr. (assumed) NL
physiographia, fr, ^L physi- + L -graphia -graphy] 1 : a descrip-
tion of nature or natural phenomena in general 2 : physical
geography

phys.i.o.log.i.cal \.fiz-e-3-'lai-i-k3l\ or phys-i-o.log.ic \-Ik\ adj
1 ; of or relating to physiology 2 : characteristic of or appropriate
to an organism's healthy or normal functioning 3 : differing in,
Involving, or affecting physiological factors — phys>i>o-log*i-
caMy \-i-kC3-)le\ adv

physiological saline n : a solution of a salt or salts that is essen-
tially isotonic with tissue fluids or blood

phys-i*ol<o-glst Vfiz-e-'al-a-jast\ n : a specialist In physiology
phys>i-Ol-0>gy \-je\ n [L physiologia natural science, fr. Gk, fr.

physi- + -logia -logy] 1 ; a branch of biology dealing with the
processes, activities, and phenomena incidental to and character-
istic of life or of living matter 2 ; the organic processes and
phenomena of an organism or any of its parts or of a particular
bodily process

phys.io-ther.a.py \,fiz-e-o-'ther-3-pe\ n [NL physiotherapia, fr.
physi- -I- iherapia therapy] : physical therapy
phy.sique \f3-'zek\ n [F, fr. physique physical, bodily, fr. L
physicus of nature, fr. Gk physikos} ; bodily makeup or type with
reference to its structure, constitution, appearance, or strength —
phy-siqued \-'zekt\ adj

phy.so.stig-mine \.fT-s3-'stig-,men\ n [ISV, fr. NL Physostigma,
genus of vines whose fruit is the Calabar bean] ; a crystalline
tasteless alkaloid CisHziNsOa from the Calabar bean tised in
medicine esp. in the form of its salicylate

phyt- or phyto- comb form [NL. fr. Gk, fr. phyton, fr. phyein to
bring forth — more at be] : plant {phytophagous)

-phyte \,fTt\ n comb jorm [ISV, fr. Gk phyton plant] 1 ; plant
having a (specified) characteristic or habitat (xeropAj-re) 2 : path-
ological growth {ost&ophytey

-phyt.ic \'fit-ik\ adj comb jorm [ISV, fr. Gk phyton plant] : like
a plant <holo;jA^/ic>
Phy.tin VfTt-'n\ trademark — used for a calcium magnesium salt
used as a source of inositol

phy.to-na.geMate \,fit-6-'flaj-3-lat, -,lat; -fla-'jal-stX n : plantlikb
fij^gellate

phy.to.gen.ic \,fit-3-'jen-ik\ adj : of plant origin
phy.to.ge-og.ra-phy \,fit-o-je-'ag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : the blogeog-
raphy of plants

phy-log.ra.phy \fT-'tag-r3-fe\ n [NL phytographia, fr. phyt- -h

L -graphia -graphy] ; descriptive botany sometimes includmg plant
taxonomy

phy.to-hor-mone \,flt-3-'h6r-.mon\ n [ISV] : plant hormone
phy.to-lite \'fTt-=l-,Tt\ or phy-to.lith \-,ith\ n : a plant fossil

phy.to-log-ic \,fTt-'l-'aj-ik\ adj : botanical — phy*to>log-i-caI
\-i-k3l\ adj— phy>to<log>i<caI*Iy \-k(3-)le\ adv

phy.tol-O.gy \fI-'tal-3-je\ n [NL phytologia, fr. phyt- + L -logia
-logy] : botany

phy.ton \'fT',tan\ n [NL, fr. Gk, plant] 1 : a structural tmit of a
plant consisting of a leaf and its associated portion of stem 2 : the
smallest part of a stem, root, or leaf that when severed may grow
into a new plant — phy*ton<ic \fi-'tan-ik\ adj

phy.to.path-o.log.ic \.fTt-o-,path-3-'laj-ik\ adj [ISV phytopath-
ology plant pathology, fr. phyt- + pathology} : of or relating to
plant pathology — phy*to*path*0>log-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj

phy.toph.a.gous \fT-'ta_f-3-g3s\ adj : feeding on plants <'^ insect)— phy.toph.a*gy \-3-je\ n
phy.to.plank.ton \.frt-6-'plaofk)-t3n -,tan\ n [ISV] ; planktonic
plant life — phy<to>planK>ton>ic \-(,)plaa(k)-'tan-ik\ adj

phy.to.so.cio-log.i.cal \-,s6-s(h)e-3-'lai-i-k3l also -sh3-'lai-\ adj
: of or relating to phytosociology — phy<tO'SO<cio>log*i>cal*Iy
\-k(a-)le\ adv

phy.to.so.ci.ol-o.gist \-,so-s(h)e-"al-3-i3st\ n : a specialist in
phytosociology

phy4o«SO-ci»ol'0»gy \-je\ n : a branch of ecology dealing with
the interrelations among the flora of particular areas and esp. with
plant communities

phy.toS'ter.ol Xfr-'tas-ta-.rol, -,rol\ n [ISV] ,; any of various
sterols derived from plants

phy>to>toz>ic \,frt-3-'tak-sik\ adj : poisonous to plants — phy-
tO'tox*ic-i-ty \-,tak-'sis-3t-e\ n

ipi \'pT\ n [MGk. fr. Gk pei, of Sem origin; akin to Heb pe pe]
1 : the 16th letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol n orir 2 a : the
symbol tt denoting the ratio of the circumference of a circle to
its diameter b : the ratio itself : a transcendental number having
a value to eight decimal places of 3.14159265

2pi n, pi pies [origin unknown] 1 : type or type matter that Is

spilled, mixed, or incorrectly distributed 2 : a pi character or
matrix

3pi vb pied; pi'ing vt ; to spill or throw (type or type matter) into
disorder ^ vi : to become pied

pi>al \'pT-3l, 'pe-\ adj : of or relating to the pia mater
pia ma.ter \'pT-3-,mat-3r. 'pe-3-.mat-\ n [ME. fr. ML, fr. L,
tender mother] : the thin vascular membrane investing the brain
and spinal cord internal to the arachnoid and dura mater

pi*a.nis-si*mo \,pe-3-'nis-3-,mo\ adv (or adj) [It, fr. piano
softly] ; very softly — used as a direction in music

pi>a*nist \pe-'an-3st, 'pe-3-n3st\ n : one who plays the piano;
esp : a skilled or professional performer on the piano
ipi-a<no \pe-'an-C,1o\ adv (or adj) [It, fr. LL planus smooth, fr.

L, level — more at floor] ; softly, quietly — used as a direction

2pi-ano \pe-'an-(,)o, -3(-w) also -'an-\ n [It, short for pianoforte,
fr. piano e forte soft and strong; fr. the fact that its tones coiild be
softer or stronger than those of the spinet] : a stringed percussion
instrument having steel wire strings that soimd when struck by
felt-covered hammers operated from a keyboard
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piano accordion n : an accordion with a keyboard for the right
hand resembling and corresponding to the middle register of a
piano keyboard

pi-ano. forte \pe-'an-3-,fo(a)rt, -'an-, -.f6(3)rt, -,f6rt-e; -,an-3-'f6rt-
e, -,an-\ n [It] : piano

pi.as.sa-va \,pe-3-'sav-a\ n [Pg piassaba, fr. Tupi pia^aba']
1 : any of several stiff coarse fibers obtained from palms and used
esp. in cordage or brushes 2 ; a palm yielding piassava; esp : either
of two Brazilian palms {Attalia funijera and Leopoldinia piassaba)

pi.as-ter or pi-as.tre \pe-'as-tar, -'asA n [F piastre^ 1 : a
Spanish dollar; piece of eight 2 a — see pound at money table
b ; a former monetary unit of Saudi Arabia equal to 1.^2 riyal

c — see MONEY table
pi<az*za \pe-'az-a, 1 is usu -'at-ss, -'at-V n, pi pi>az>zas \-'az-92\
or pl-az>ze \-'at-{Jsa. -'at-\ [It. fr. L plafea broad street — more
at place] 1 pi piazze ; an open square in an Italian or other
European town 2 a : an arcaded and roofed gallery b chiefly
North * Midkind : veranda, porch

pi-broch \'pe-,brak, -,brak\ n [ScGael piobaireachd pipe-music]
I set of martial or mournful variations for the Scottish Highland

ipi*ca \'pi-k3\ n [prob. fr. ML, collection of church rules] 1 : 12 =

point type 2 : a unit of H inch used in measuring typographical
material

2pica n [NL, fr. L, magpie — more at pie] : a craving for unnatural
food

pic-a.dor \'pik-3-,d6(a)r. ,_pik-3-'\ n, pi picadors \-,d6(3)rz\
or pic-a-do-res \,pik-9-'dor-ez, -'d6r-\ [Sp, fr. picar to prick,
fr. (assumed) VL piccare — more at pike] : a horseman in a
bullfight who prods the bull with a lance to weaken its neck and
shoulder muscles

pi>ca«ra \'pe-ka-,ra\ n [Sp, fem, of picaro'] : a female picaro
pi'Ca-resque \,pik-9-'resk, ,pe-k3-\ adj [Sp picaresco, fr. picaroj

: of or relating to rogues or rascals; also : of or relating to a tj^pe

of fiction of Spani^sh origin deahng with rogues and vagabonds
pi*ca<ro \'pe-ka-,ro\ n [Sp picarol : rogue, bohenuan
ipic>a*roon or pick.a-roon \,pik-3-*run\ n [Sp picardn, aug. of
picaro} 1 : picaro 2 : pirate
^picaroon vi : to act as a pirate
ipic.a.yiine \,pik-e-'(y)iin, -3-'yun\ n [F picaillon halfpence, fr.

Prov picaioun, fr. picaio money, fr. pica to prick, jingle, fr. (as-

sumed) VL piccare to prick — more at pike] 1 a : a Spanish half

real piece formerly current in Louisiana and other southern states

b : HALF DIME 2 ! something trivial

apicayune adj : of Uttle value : paltry; also : petty, small-minded
pic.a-yun.ish \-ish\ adj : picayune
pic>ca>lil-Ii \,pik-3-'lil-e\ n [prob. alter, of pickle"] ; a relish of
chopped vegetables and pungent spices

lpiC*CO>10 \*pik-9-,16\ n [It, short: for piccolo flauto small flute]

piccolo

: a small shrill flute pitched an octave higher than the ordinary
flute — piC'CO'lO'ist \-3st\ n

^piccolo adj [It, small] : smaller than ordinary size i-^ banjo)
pice \'pls\ n. pi pice [Hindi paisa} 1 : a former monetary unit of
India and Pakistan equal to \U of the rupee 2 — see rupee at

money table
pi*ce*0US \'pT-se-9s\ adj [L piceus, fr. pic-, pix pitch — more at

pitch] : of. relating to, or resembling pitch; esp : glossy brownish
black in color
'pick \'pik\ vb IME piken, partlyfr. (assumed) OE pJcian {akin to

MD picken to prick), partly fr. MF piquer to prick — more at pike]
vt 1 : to pierce, penetrate, or break up with a pointed instrument
2 a : to remove bit by bit <'^ meat from bones) b ; to remove
covering or adhering matter from <•-" the bones) 3 a : to gather
by plucking <~ apples) b": cull, select 4 : pilfer, rob <~
pockets) 5 : PROVOKE <'^ a quanel) 6 a : to dig into or pull

hghtly at b ; to pluck with a plectrum or with the fingers c ; to
loosen or pull apart with a sharp point 7 : to unlock with a wire
instead of the key -^ vi 1 : to use or work with a pick 2 : to
gather or harvest something by plucking 3 : pilfer 4 ; to eat
sparingly or mincingly — pick»ern — pick on 1 : harass 2 : to
single out for special attention
2pick /I 1 : a blow or stroke with a ijointed instrument 2a: the
act or privilege of choosing or selecting : choice b : the best or
choicest one 3 ; the portion of a crop gathered at one time
3pick vt [ME pykken, alier. of picchen to pitch] 1 chiefly dial : to
throw or thrust with effort : hurl 2 : to throw (a shuttle) across
the loom

4pick n 1 dial Eng a : the act of pitching or throwing b ; some-
thing thrown 2 a : a throw of the shuttle by which the speed of a
loom is calculated b : one filling thread taken as a unit of fineness
of fabric
spick n [ME pik"] 1 ; a heavy wooden-handled iron or steel tool

pointed at one or both ends 2 a ; toothpick b ; picklock
c : plectrum

pick*a*back \'pig-e-,bak, 'pik-9-\ var of piggyback
pick>a>nin>ny or pic.a.nin.ny \'pik-3-,nin-c, ,pik-3-'\ n [prob.
modif. of Pg pequenino very little] : a Negro child

ipick>ax or pick<axe \'pik-,aks\ n [alter, of ME pikois, fr. OF
picois, fr. pic pick, fr. L picus woodpecker — more at pie] ; spicK 1

apickax or pickaxe vr : to break up or dig with a pickax '^ vi : to
work with a pickax
ipicked \'pikt\ adj : choice, prime
apick.ed \'pik-3d\ adj [ME, fr. ^pickl chiefly dial : pointed, peaked
pick*eer \pik-'i(3)r\ vj [prob. modif. of F picorer to steal sheep,
maraud, fr. MF pecore sheep, fr. Olt pecora, fr. L, neut. pi. of
pecor-, pecus cattle — more at fee] obs : to skirmish in advance of
an army; also : scour, reconnoiter

pick.er-el \'pik-(9-)r3l\ n, pi pickerel or pickerels [ME pikereJ,

dim. of pike] 1 a dial chiefly Brit : a young or small pike D : any
of several comparatively small fishes (genus Esox) <grass '^>

2 : walleyed pike

pick* er<el>weed \-,wed\ n : any of various monocotyledonous
aquatic plants: as a : any of a genus (Pontederia); esp : a blues
flowered American shallow-water herb {P. cordata) b : any of
several still-water herbs (genus Potamogetori)
ipick*et \'pik-9t\ n i¥ piquet, fr. MF, fr. piquer to prick ~ more at
pike] 1 : a pointed or sharpened stake, post, or pale 2 a : a de-
tached body of soldiers serving to guard an army from surprise
b : a detachment kept ready in camp for such duty c : sentinel
3 : a person posted by a labor organization at a place of work
affected by a strike; also : a person posted for a demonstration or
protest

^picket vt 1 ; to enclose, fence, or fortify with pickets 2 a : to
guard with a picket b : to post as a picket 3 : tether 4 a : to
post pickets at b : to walk or stand in front of as a picket ^ vi : to
serve as a picket — pick-et-er n

plck.lngs \'pik-ioz, -3nz\ n pi X i gleanable or eatable fragments
; scraps 2 : yield or return for effort expended

ipick.le \'pik-3l\ n [ME pekille] 1 : a solution or bath for pre-
serving or cleaning: as a : a brine or vinegar solution in which
foods are preserved b : any of various baths used in industrial
cleaning or processing 2 : a difficult situation ; pught 3 : an
article of food that has been preserved in brine or in vinegar
syn see predicament

2pickle vt pick.ling \-(3-)liD\ : to treat, preserve, or clean in or
with a pickle

spickle n [perh. fr. Sc pickle (to trifle, pilfer)] 1 Scot : grain,
kernel 2 Scot ; a small quantity

plck'lock \'pik-,lak\ rt 1 : a tool for picking locks 2 : burglar,
thief
pick off vt : to shoot or bring down one by one
pick out vr 1 a : select, choose b : distingihsh 2 : to play the
notes of by ear or one by one

pick over vt : to examine in order to select the best or remove the
unwanted

pick'pock-et \'pik-,pak-3t\ n : one who steals from pockets
pick'ttiank \-,thaok\ n [fr. pick a thank to seek someone's favor]
archaic : SYCOPHANT

pick up w 1 a ; to take hold of and lift up b : to take into a vehicle
2 : to acquire casually; esp : to strike up an acquaintance with
casually 3 : to bring within range of sight or hearing 4 : to take
into custody 5 a : revive b : increase '^ vi : to recover speed,
vigor, or activity : improve

piCk'Up \'pik-,3p\ n 1 a : a revival of business activity b : ac-
celeration 2 a : HrrcHHiKER b ; a temporary chance ac-
quaintance 3 : the conversion of mechanical movements into
electrical impulses in the reproduction of sound; also : a device (as

on a phonograph) for making such conversion 4 a ; the reception
of sound or an image into a radio or television transmitting ap-
paratus for conversion into electrical signals b : a device (as a
microphone or a television camera) for converting sound or the
image of a scene into electrical signals c : the place where a broad-
cast originates d : the electrical system for connecting to a
broadcasting station a program produced outside the studio 5 : a
light truck having an open body with low sides and tailboard
Fick'Wick'ian \pik-'wik-c-3n\ adj [Samuel Pickwick, character in
the novel Pickwick Papers (1836-37) by Charles Dickens]
1 : marked by simplicity and generosity 2 : intended or taken in a
sense other than the obvious or Uteral one

picky \'pik-e\ adj : FUSSY, finicky
ipic>nic \'pik-(,)nik\ n, often attrib [G or F; G picknick, fr. F
pique-nique] 1 : an excursion or outing with food usu. provided
by members of the group and eaten in the open 2 a : a pleasant or
amusing experience b : an easy task or feat 3 : a shoulder of
pork with much of the butt removed
2pic-nic \-{.)nik\ vi pic-nicked \-(.)nikt\ picnick-ing \-,nik-

io\ I to go on a picnic ; eat in picnic fashion — pic<nick*er
\-,nik-9r\ n

picnometer var of pycnometer
pi'CO- \'pe-(,)ko, -k9\ comb form [ISV, perh. fr. It piccolo small]

: one trillionlh (10-' 2) part of <picogram>
pic<o<line \'pik-9-,len. 'pl-ka-X n [L pic-, pix pitch -I- ISV -ol +
-ine — more at pitch] : any of the three liquid pyridine bases
CHaCsHaN found in coal tar, ammonia liquor, and bone oil and
used chiefly as solvents and in organic synthesis

ipi.COt \*pe-(,)k6. pe-'\ n [F. lit., small point, fr. MF, fr. pic prick,

fr. piquer to prick — more at pike] : one of a series of small orna-
mental loops forming an edging on ribbon or lace

2picot vt : to finish with a picot

piC-o.tee \,pik-9-'te\ n [F picote pointed, fr. picoter to mark with
points, fr. picot] : a flower having one basic color with a margin of

another color

pier- or picro- comb form [F, fr. Gk pikr-, pikro-, fr. pikros — more
at PAINT] 1 : bitter (picric acid) 2 : picric acid <picrate>

pic<rate Vpik-,rat\ n ; a salt or ester of picric acid

pic.ric acid \,pik-rik-\ n [ISV] ; a bitter toxic explosive yellow
crystaUine strong acid C6H3N3O7 used esp. in high explosives, as

a dye, or in medicine
picrO'tox-in \,pik-r9-'tak-s9n\ n [ISV] : a poisonous bitter

crystalline stimulant and convulsive drug C3oH340i3 used intra-

venously as an antidote for barbiturate poisoning

Pict \'pikt\ n [ME Pictes, pi., Picts, fr. LL Picti] '. one of a possibly

non-Celtic people who once occupied Great Britain, were in many
places displaced by the Britons, carried on continual border wars
with the Romans, and about the 9th century became amalgamated
with the Scots — PiCt-iSh \'pik-tish\ adj or n

piC'to.graph \'pik-t3-,graf\ n [h pictus + E -o- + -graph] 1 ; an
ancient or prehistoric drawing or painting on a rock wall 2 ; one
of the symbols belonging to a pictorial graphic system 3 : a dia-

gram representing statistical data by pictorial forms varied in color,

size, or number to indicate change — pic^to-graph-ic \,pik-t3-

'graf-ik\ adj
piC'tog-ra.pliy \pik-'tag-ra-fe\ n : use of pictographs ; PicnmE
WRITING 1

ipiC'to-ri.al \pik-'tor-e-9l, -'tor-X adf [LL pictorius, fr. L pictor
painter] 1 : of or relating to a painter, a painting, or the painting
or drawing of pictures <~ perspective) 2 a : consisting of pictures

<r^ records) b : illustrated by pictures i^ weekly) c : picto-
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GRAPHIC syn see graphic — plc^tcrl-al-ly \-9-le\ adv — pic-
to>ri>al>ne5S n

2pictorial n : a periodical having much pictorial matter
ipiC'ture \'pik-ch3r\ n [ME, fr. L picfura. fr. pictus, pp. of pingere
to paint — more at PAi>rr] 1 : a representation made by painting,
drawing, or photography 2 : a description so vivid or graphic as
to suggest a mental image or give an accurate idea of something
3 : IMAGE, COPY <the -^ of his father) 4 a : a transitory visible
image or reproduction b : motion picture c pi, chiejiy Brit
: MOVIES 5 : TABLEAU 1, 2 (stage '^> 6 : situation

2picture vi pic>tur>ing \'pik-ch3-rio, 'pik-shrio\ 1 ; to paint or
draw a representation, image, or visual conception of : depict; also
: ILLUSTRATE 2 I to describe graphically in words 3 : to form a
mental image of ; imagine

picture hat n : a woman's dressy hat with a broad brim
pic-tur.esque \,pik-ch3-'resk\ adj [F & It; F piitoresque, fr. It

pittoresco, fr. piitore painter, fr. L pictor, fr. pictus, pp.] 1 a : re-

sembUng a picture : suggesting a painted scene b : charming,
QUAINT 2 : evoking mental images : vivid syn see graphic— pictur.esque-ly adv — pic>tur<esque-ness n

picture tube n : kinescope l

picture window n : an outsize window framing a desirable exterior

picture writing n l : the recording of events or expression of mes-
sages by pictures representing actions or facts 2 : the record or
message so represented

piC'Ul \'pik-3!\ n [Malay pikul to carry a heavy load] : any of
various units of weight used in China and southeast Asia; esp ; a
Chinese unit equal to 133.33 pounds

pid'dle \'pid-'l\ vi pid'dling \'pid-Ho, -'l-ir]\ [origin unknovra]
; to act or work idly : dawdle

pid'dling \'pid-l3n, -'l-an, -lio. -"l-loX adj : trivial, paltry
pid>dock \'pid-ak, -ik\ n [origin unknown] ; a bivalve mollusk
(genus Pholas or family Pholadidae) that bores holes in wood,
clay, and rocks

pid>gin \'pij-3n\ n [pidgin E, alter, of E business'\ : a simplified
speech used for communication between people with different
languages; esp : an English-based pidgin used in China ports
ipje \'pT\ n.[ME, fr. OF, fr. L pica; akin to L. picus woodpecker,
OHG speh] 1 : magpie 2 : a parti-colored animal

2pie n [ME] 1 : a meat dish baked with biscuit or pastry crust
2 : a dessert with a baked crust and various fillings (as of fruit)

3 : a layer of cake spht horizontally and filled with custard, cream,
or jam

3pie var oj Pl

*pie n [Hindi pal, fr. Skt padika quarter] : a former monetary unit
of India and Pakistan equal to M92 of the rupee
ipie-bald \'pT-,b61d\ adj 1 : of different colors: a ; spotted or
blotched with black and white b : skewbald 2 : composed of
incongruous parts : heterogeneous

Spiebald nj a piebald animal (as a horse)
ipiece \'pes\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL pettia, of Gaulish
origin; akin to Bret peg piece] 1 ; a part of a whole : fragment
2 : an object or individual regarded as a unit of a kind or class
: EXAMPLE 3 : a length, weight, or size in which something is

made or sold 4 a : a literary composition b : painting, sculpture
c : a theatrical production ; play d : a musical composition
5 : firearm 6 : coin; also : token 7 : a man used in playing a
board game; specij : a chessman of superior rank syn see part— ol a piece : alike, consistent

apiece vt l : to repair, renew, or complete by adding pieces ; patch
2 : to join into a whole — piec-er n

pi^ce de r^.sis.tance \pe-.es-d3-ra-.2e-'stan(t)s\ n, pl pieces de
re-sis.tance \same\ [F, Ut., piece of resistance] 1 : the chief dish
of a meal 2 :_an outstanding item

piece-dye \'pes-,di\ vt : to dye after weaving or knitting
piece goods n pi : cloth fabrics sold from ihe bolt at retail in lengths
specified by the customer — called also yard goods
ipiece.meal \'pe-,smel, -'smeO)l\ adv 1 : one piece at a time

: GRADUALLY 2 ^ in pieces or fragments : apart
^piecemeal \-.smel\ adj : done, made, or accomplished piece by
piece or in a fragmentary way : gradual

piece ol eight : an old Spanish peso of eight reals
piece-work \'pe-.swark\ n : work done bv the piece and paid for at
a standard rate per unit — piece-worb-er \-,sw9r-kar\ n

pie chart n ; a circular chart cut by radii into segments illustrating
relative magnitudes or frequencies

pied \'pTd\ adj ; of two or more colors in blotches : parti-colored;
also : wearing or^ having a parti-colored coat

pied-a-terre \pe-,ad-3-'te(3)r\ n, pl pieds-a-terre \same\ [F,
lit., foot to the ground] : a temporary or second lodging

pied-mont \'ped-,mant\ adj iPiedmont, region of Italy] : lying or
formed at the base of mountains — piedmont n

pie-plant \'pT-,p!ant\ n ; garden rhubarb
pier \'pi(3)r\ n [ME per, fr. OE, fr. ML pera"] 1 ; an intermediate
support for the adjacent ends of two bridge spans 2 : a structure
(as a breakwater) extending into navigable water for use as a land-
ing place or promenade or to protect or form a harbor 3 : a vertical
structural support: as a : the wall between two openings b : pil-
lar, PILASTER c : a vertical member that supports the end of an
arch or lintel d : an auxiliary mass of masonry used to stiffen a wall
4 ; a structural mount usu. of stonework, concrete, or steel

pierce \'pi(a)rs\ vb [ME percen, fr. OF percerl vt 1 a : to run into
or through as a pointed weapon does : stab b : to enter or thrust
into sharply or painfully 2 : to make a hole through : perforate
3 : to force or make a way into or through 4 : to penetrate with
the eye or mind : discern 5 : to penetrate so as to move or
touch the emotions of --' vi : to force a way into or through some-
thing syn see enter — pierc-ing-ly \'pir-sio-le\ adv

pier glass n : a large high mirror; esp : one designed to occupy the
wall space between windows
Pi-eri-an \pT-'ir-e-an, -'er-X adj 1 : of or relating to the region of
Plena in ancient Macedonia or to the Muses as early worshiped
there 2 : of or relating to learning or poetry
Pierian spring n : a fountain in Pieria sacred to the Muses and
held to be a source of poetic inspiration
Pier-rot \'pc-3-,ro\ n [F, dim. of Pierre Peter] ; a standard comic
character of old French pantomime usu. with whitened face and
loose white clothes

pier table n ; a table to be placed imder a pier glass

ipif.fle \'pif-al\
trijle'\ : to talk <

ipilfle n : trivial

ipig \*pig\ n, ojty

pie.t§l \,pe-£
pietasZ I a
dead body of Christ

pi-etism \'pT-3-,tiz-3m\ n l cap : a 17th century religious move-
ment originating in Germany in reaction to formalism and intellec-
tuahsm and stressing Bible study and personal reUgious experience
2 a : emphasis on devotional experience and practices b ; affecta-
tion of devotion : RELiGiosrrY — pi-etist \'pT-3t-ast\ n, ojten cap— pi-etis-tic \,pi-3-'tis-tik\ adj — pi-etis-ti-cal-ly \-ti-k(a-)le\
adv

pi-ety \'pT-3t-e\ n [F piete piety, pity, fr. L pietat-, pietas, fr. plus
dutiful — more at pious] 1 ; the quality or slate of being pious: as
a : fidelity to natural obligations (as to parents) b ; dutifulness in
religion ; devoutness 2 : an act inspired by piety 3 : a con-
ventional belief or standard : orthodoxy syn see fidelity

piezo- comb jorm [Gk piezein to press; akin to Skt pldayati he
squeezes] : pressure <piezometer>

pi-ezo-electric \pe-,a-(,)z5-3-'lek-trik, pe-,at-(,)so-\ adj [ISV]
; of, relating to, or marked by piezoelectricity — pi-ezo-elec-
tri-cal-ly \-tri-k(5-)le\ adv

pi-ezo-electrici-ty \-3-.lek-'tris-3t-e, -'tris-te\ n [ISV] : elec-
tricity or electric polarity due to pressure esp. in a crystalline
substance

pi-ezom-e-ter \,pe-a-'zam-3t-3r, pe-,at-'sara-\ n : an instrument for
measuring pressure or compressibility — pi-ezo-met-ric \pe-
,a-z3-'me-trik, pe-,at-s3-\ adj — pi-ezom-e-try X.pe-s-'zam-s-tre,
pe-,at-'sam-\ n

pif.fling \-(a-)lia\ [perh. blend of piddle and
act in a trivial, inept, or ineffective way : t(UFLE

INEPTTIUDE
ib [ME pigge] 1 : a young swine not yet

sexually mature; broadly ; a wild or domestic swine 2 a : PORK
b ; the dressed carcass of a young swine weighing less than 130
pounds c : PIGSKIN 3 a : one resembling a pig b : an animal
related to or resembling the pig — usu. used in combination
4 : a crude casting of metal (as iron) 5 slang : an immoral woman

2pig vb pigged; pig-ging vi 1 : farrow 2 : to Uve like a pig <~ it>
-^ vt I farrow

3pig « [ME pygg] 1 chiejiy Scot : an earthenware vessel 2 chiejiy
Scot ; crock.

pig bed n : a bed of sand in which iron is cast into pigs
pig-boat \'pig-,bOt\ n, slang : SUBMARINE
pi-geon \'pij-an\ n [ME, fr. MF pijon, fr. LL pipion-, pipio young
bird, fr. L pipire to chirp] 1 : any of a widely distributed family
(Columbidae, order Columbiformes) of birds with a stout body,
rather short legs, and smooth and compact plumage; esp ; a member
of one of the many domesticated varieties derived from the rock
pigeon 2 : a young woman 3 : an easy mark : dupe 4 : clay
PIGEON 5 [alter, of pidgin'] : an object of special concern : business

pigeon breast n : a rachitic deformity of the chest marked by sharp
projection of the sternum — pi-geon-breast-ed \,pij-sn-'bres-t3d\
adj

pigeon hawk n : any of several small hawks; esp ; a small American
falcon {Falco columbarius) related to the European merlin

pi-geon-heart-ed \,pij-3n-'hart-3d\ adj ; chickenhearted,
cowardly
'pi-geon-hole \*pij-3n-,hol\ n 1 : a hole or small recess for pigeons
to nest 2 : a small open compartment (as in a desk or cabinet) for
keeping letters or documents
^pigeonhole vt 1 a : to place in or as if in the pigeonhole of a desk
b : to lay aside : shelve 2 : to assign to a category : classify

pi-geon-liv-ered \,pij-3n-'liv-3rd\ adj : gentle, mild
pigeon pea n : a leguminous woody herb (Cajanus cajan) with tri-

foliate leaves, yellow flowers, and somewhat flat pods much culti-

vated esp. in the tropics; also : its small highly nutritious seed
pi-geon-toed \,pij-3n-'t5d\ adj : having the toes turned in

pi-geon-wing VpU-sn-.wioX n 1 : a fancy dance step executed by
jumping and striking the legs together 2 ; a fancy figure in skating

pig-fish \'pig-,fish\ n 1 : any of several saltwater grunts; esp X a
food fish (Orthopristis chrysopterus) of the U.S. from Long Island
southward 2 : a grunt (Lagodon rhomboides)

pig-gery \'pig-(3-)re\ n : a place where swine are kept
pig-gin \'pig-3n\ n [origin unknown] dial : a small
wooden pail with one stave extended upward as a
handle

pig-gish \'pig-ish\ adj : resembling a pig : dirty,
greedy, stubborn — pig-gish-ly adv

pig'gy-toack \'pig-e-,bak\ adv {or adj) [alter, of earlier
a pick pack, of unknown origin] 1 : up on the back
and shoulders 2 : on a railroad flatcar

piggy bank n ; a child's coin bank often in the shape of piBgin

a pig
pig.head-ed \'pig-'hed-3d\ adj : obstinate, yruBBORN
pig iron n : crude iron that is the direct product of the blast furnace
and is refined to produce steel, wrought iron, or ingot iron

pig lead n : lead cast in pigs
ipig-ment X'pig-mantX n [L pigmentum, fr. pingere to paint — more
at paint] 1 : a substance that imparts black or white or a color to
other materials; esp ; a powdered substance mixed with a Uquid in
which it is relatively insoluble to impart color 2 a ; a coloring
matter in animals and plants esp. in a cell or tissue b : any ^f
various related colorless substances — pig-men-tary \-man-,ter-«\
adj
2pig.ment \-mant, -,ment\ vt : to color
pig-men-ta-tion X.pig-man-'ta-shan, -,r

or deposition of pigment; esp
pigment
pigmy var oj pygmy
pig-nut \'pig-,nat\ n 1 ; any of several bitter-flavored hickory nuts
2 : a hickory (as Carya glabra, C. ovalis, or C. cordijormis) bearing
pignuts

pig-pen \-,pen\ n 1 : pigsty 2 ; a dirty place
pig-skin \-,skin\ n 1 : the skin of a swine or leather made of it

2 a : a jockey's saddle b ; football 2a
pig-stick \-,stik\ vi : to hunt the wild boar on horseback with a
spear — pig-stick-er n

pig-sty \'pig-.stT\ n : a pen for pigs
pig-tail \-,tal\ n 1 : tobacco in small twisted strands or rolls 2 : a
tight braid of hair

3r as if with pigment
n : coloration with
deposition of bodily
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pig-tailed \-,taId\ ad] : wearing a pigtail
pig.weed \-,wed\ n : any of various strongly growing weedy plants
esp. of the goosefoot or amaranth families

pi-ka \'pe-k3\ n [TungusicpnA:a] : any of various short-eared small
lagomorph mammals (family Ochotonidae) of rocky uplands of
Asia and western No. America that are related to the rabbits

ipike \'pTk\ n [ME. fr. OE pic pickax] 1 : pikestaff 1 2 : a sharp
point or spike: also : the tip of a spear — piked \'pTkt\ adj

2pike vi [ME pyken (refl.)] 1 : to leave abruptly 2 : to make one's
way <'- along)

3pilie n [ME, perh. of Scand origin; akin to Norw dial, plk pointed
mountain] 1 dial Eng : a mountain or hill having a peaked summit— used esp. in place names 2 [Sp pico, fr. picar to prick — more
at PICADOR] archaic : ^peak
4pike n, pi piKe or pikes [ME, fr. ^pikel 1 a : a large elongate
long-snouted voracious teleost fish {Esox lucius) valued for food
and sport and widely distributed in cooler parts of the northern
hemisphere to : any of various related fishes (family Esocidae!- as
(1) : MUSKELLUNGE (2) ! PICKEREL 2 I any of various fishes
resembling the pike in appearance or habits

Spike n [MF pique, fr. piquer to prick, fr. (assumed) VL piccare, fr.

piccus woodpecker, fr. L picus — more at pie] : a weapon formed of
a long wooden shaft with a pointed steel head and used by the foot
soldier until superseded by the bayonet
6piKe vf ; to pierce, kill, or wound with a pike
Tpike n : TURNPIKE
plke<inan \'pTk-man\ n ; a soldier armed with a pike
pike perch n : a walleye or other fish of the perch group that re-
sembles the pike

pik-er \'pT-k3r\ n [Pike county, Missouri, thought to be the original
home of many shiftless farmers] 1 : one who gambles or speculates
with small amounts of money 2 : one who does things in a small
way; also t tightwad, cheapskate

pike>staff \'pTk-,staf\ n l : a spiked staff for use on slippery
ground 2 : the staff of a foot soldier's pike

pil- or pili- or pilo- comb jorm [L pilus — more at pile] ; hair
<;7i7eous> <pi7iferous>

pi.lal or pi.lalf \pi-'laf, 'pe-.\ or pi.lau \pi-'lo, -'16, 'pe-CJ ;

South ojien p3r-(,)lij, -(,)I6\ n [Per& Turk pilau} : a dish made of
rice with meat and seasoning

pi*las<ter \'pT-,las-tar also ps-'las-, pT-'\ n [MF
pilastre, fr. It pilastro} : an upright architectural
member that is rectangular in plan and is struc-
turally a pier but architecturally treated as a column
and that usu. projects a third of its width or less

from the wall
pil>chard \'pil-ch9rd\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; a fish

(Sardinia pilchardus) of the herring family resem-
bling the herring and occurring in great schools
along the coasts of Europe 2 : any of several
sardines related to the European pilchard

ipile \'pT(9)l\ n [ME. dart, stake, fr. OE pil; akin to
OHG pjll dart; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word
borrowed fr. L pilum javelin — more at pestle]
1 : a long slender member usu. of timber, steel, or
reinforced concrete driven into the ground to carry
a vertical load 2 : a wedge-shaped heraldic charge
usu. placed vertically with the broad end up 3 a : a
target-shooting arrowhead without cutting edges
: an ancient Roman foot soldier's heavy javelin

2pile vt : lo drive piles into
3pile« [ME, fr. ME, fr. LpiVfl] 1 a (1) : a quantity of things heaped
together (2) : a heap of wood for burning a corpse or a sacrifice

; PYRE b : any great number or quantity ; lot 2 : a large building
or group of buildings 3 : a great amount of money : fortune
4 a : a verticiU series of alternate disks of two dissimilar metals (as

copper and zinc) with disks of cloth or paper moistened with an
electrolyte beiween them for producing a current of electricity

b : a battery made up of cells similarly constructed 5 : reactor
pile VI 1 : to lay or place in a pile : stack 2 : to heap in abun-
dance : LOAD '— vi 1 : to form a pile : accumulate 2 : to move
or press forward in or as if in a mass : crowd (.piled into a car)
spiles [ME, fr. L pilus hair; akin to L pila haU, pilleus, pileus fell cap,
Gk pilos} 1 : a coai or surface of usu. short close fine furry hairs

2 : a velvety surface produced by an extra set of filling yarns that
form raised loops which are cut and sheared

*pile n [ME, fr. L pila ball] 1 : a single hemorrhoid 2 pi : hemor-
rhoids; also : the condition of one affected with hemorrhoids

pi-le.ate \'pT-le-,ai\ or pi-le-at-ed \-,at-3d\ adj 1 : having a
pileus 2 : having a crest covering the pileum <^a ^ woodpecker)

piled \'pT(3)ld\ adj : having a pile
pile driver n l ; a machine for driving down piles with a pile

hammer or a steam or air hammer — called also pile engine 2 : an
operator of a pile driver

pile hammer n : the heavy weight of the pile driver whose im-
pact forces a pile into the earth

pl-le-Uin \'pT-le-9m\ n. pi pi-lea \-le-3\ [NL, fr. L pileus, pileum
felt cap] : the top of the head of a bird from the bill to the nape

pi-le.us \'pT-ie-os\ n, pi pi-lei \-le-J\ [NL. fr. L] 1 ; the um-
brella-shaped fruiting body of many fungi (as the mushrooms)
2 [L] : a pointed or close-fitting cap worn by ancient Romans

pile.wort \'pTra)l-,wart, -,w6(9)rt\ n 1 : celandine 2 2 : a
coarse hairy perennial figwort {Scrophularia marilandica) of the

eastern and central U.S.
pil.ler \'pil-f3r\ vb piMer-ing \-f(3-)rio\ [MF peljrer, fr. peljre

booty] VI : plunder, rob; esp : to practice petty theft '— v/ : to

steal in small quantities : filch syn see steal — piMer-age
\-f(3-)rij\ n — pil>fer>er X-fsr-arX n

pil-gar-lic \pil-'gar-lik\ n [pilled garlic] 1 a : a bald head b : a
bald-headed man 2 : a man looked upon with humorous con-
tempt or mock pity

pil.grim X'pil-grsmX n [ME, fr. OF peligrin, fr. hL pelegrinus, alter,

of L peregrinus foreigner, fr. peregrinus foreign, fr. pereger being
abroad, fr. per through + agr-, ager land — more at for, acre]
1 ; one who journeys in alien lands : wayfarer 2 : one who
travels to a shrine or holy place as a devotee 3 cap : one of the
English colonists founding the first permanent settlement in New
England at Plymouth in 1620

ipil.grim.age X'pH-gra-mijA n 1 : a journey of a pilgrim; esp : one
to a shrine or a sacred place 2 : the course of life on earth
apUgrimage vi : to go on a pilgrimage
pil-ing \'pi-lir]\ n : a structure of piles; also : piles
ipill \'pil\ vb [ME pilen, pillen, partly fr. OE pilian to peel, partly fr.MF ptller to plunder] vi", dial chiejly Eng % come off in flakes or
scales : peel ^ v/ 1 archaic : to subject to depredation or extor-
tion : despoil 2 dial : to peel or strip off 3 obs : to remove hair
from

apill n [L pilula, fr. dim. of pila ball — more at pile] 1 : medicine in
a small rounded mass to be swallowed whole 2 : something
repugnant or unpleasant that must be accepted or endured
3 : something resembling a pill in size or shape 4 : a disagreeable
or tiresome person

3pill vt 1 : to dose with pills 2 : blackball
ipil.lage \'pil-ij\ n [ME, fr. MP. fr. piller to plunder, fr. peille rag.
fr. L pilleum, pilleus felt cap — more at pile] 1 : the act of looting
or plundering esp. in war 2 archaic : something taken as booty
syn see spoil

spillage vt : loot, sack ^ vi : to take booty : plunder syn see
ravage — pil>lag*er n
IpU.lar \'pil-3r\ n [ME piler, fr. OF, fr. ML pilare, fr. L pila\
1 a : a firm upright support for a superstructure : post b : a
column or shaft standing alone esp. for a monument 2 : a chief
supporter : prop 3 : a solid mass of coal, rock, or ore left standing
to support a mine roof 4 : a body part likened to a column —
trom pillar to post : from one place or one situation to another

apillar vt : to support or strengthen with a pillar
pil.lar-box \-,baks\ n, Brit : a pillar-shaped mailbox
pill.box \'pil-,baks\ « 1 : a box for pills; esp : a shallow round box
of pasteboard 2 : a small low concrete emplacement for machine
guns and antitank weapons 3 : a small round hat without a brim;
specij : a woman's shallow hat with a flat crown and straight sides

pill bug n ; WOOD louse 1

ipil.lion \'pil-y3n\ n [ScGael or IrGael; ScGael pillean, dim. of
peall covering, couch; IrGael pill'm, dim. of peall covering, couch]
1 a : a light saddle for women consisting chiefly of a cushion
b : a pad or cushion put on behind a man's saddle chiefly for a
woman to ride on 2 : a motorcycle or bicycle riding saddle for a
passenger

2pillion adv : on or as if on a pillion <ride '^>
ipil.lo.ry \'pil-(3-)re\ n [ME, fr. OF piloril 1 : a device for
publicly punishing offenders consisting of a
wooden frame with holes in which the head
and hands can be locked 2 : a means for
exposing to public scorn or ridicule

2pillory vt 1 : to set in a pillory as punish-
ment 2 : to expose to public contempt,
ridicule, or scorn
ipil.lOW \'pil-(,)o, -3(-w)\ n [ME pilwe, fr.

OE pyle: akin to OHG pfuliwi pillow; both
fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L
pulvinus pillow] 1 : a support for the head
of a sleeping person; esp : a cloth bag filled

with feathers, down, or sponge rubber
; CUSHION 2 ; a block or support used esp.
to equalize or distribute pressure 3 : a pillory 1

cushion or pad tightly stuffed and used as a
support for the design and tools in making lace with a bobbin

3pillow vt 1 : to rest or lay on or as if on a pillow 2 : to serve as a
pillow for ~ VI : to lay or rest one's head on or as if on a pillow

pillow block Ai : a block or standard to support a journal (as of a
shaft) : bearing

pil'lOW'Case \'pil-3-,kas, -6-\ n ; a removable covering for a pillow
usu. of white linen or cotton

pillow lace n : lace made with a bobbin
pillow sham « ; an ornamental covering for a bed pillow
pillow slip n : pillowcase
pilo see pil-

pi'lo.car.pine \,pT-l3-'kar-,pen\ nllSVJr.'N'L PilocarpusJaborandi,
species of iropical shrubs] ; an alkaloid CnHieNzOa obtained
from jaborandi that is a strong sialagogue and diaphoretic

pi.lose \'pT-,16s\ adj [L pilosus, fr. pilus hair — more at pile]
: covered with usu. soft hair — pi-Ios-i-ty \pT-'las-at-e\ n

Ipi.lOt \'pT-l3t\ n [MF pilote, fr. It pilota, alter, of pedota, fr.

(assumed) MGk pedotes, fr. Gk peda steering oars, pi. of pedon oar;
akin to Gk pod-, pous foot — more at foot] 1 a ; one employed to
steer a ship : helmsman b : a person who is qualified and usu.
licensed to conduct a ship into and out of a port or in specified

waters, often for fixed fees 2 : guide, leader 3 : an inclined
frame on the front of a railroad locomotive for throwing obstacles
off the track — called also cowcatcher 4 : one who flies or is

qualified to fly an airplane 5 : a piece that guides a tool or
machine part — pi-lot-less \-l3s\ adj

3pilot vt 1 : CONDUCT, guide 2 ; to steer or set the course of; also

: to fly or act as pilot of syn see guide
3pilot adj : serving as a guiding or tracing device, an activating or
auxiliary unit, or a trial or operation

pi'lot-age \'pT-l3t-ij\ n 1 : the act or business of piloting 2 ; the
compensation paid to a pilot

pilot balloon n : a small unmarmed balloon sent up to show the
direction and speed of the wind

pilot biscuit n : hardtack
HARDTACK

I small burner kept lighted to rekindle the principal
pilot bread n :

pilot burner n :

burner
pilot engine n i a locomotive going in advance of a train to make
sure that the way is clear

pilot lish n : a pelagic carangid fish (Naucrates ductor) that often
swims in company with a shark

pi.lot-house \'pT-l3t-,haus\ n : a forward deckhouse for a ship's
helmsman containing the steering wheel, compass, and navigating
equipment

pilot light n 1 : an indicator light showing where a switch or
circuit breaker is located or whether a motor is in operation or
power is on — called also pilot lamp 2 I a small permanent flame
used to ignite gas at a burner
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put-down man \,piIt-,daun-\ n [Piltdown, East Sussex, England]
: a supposedly very early primitive modern man based on skull
fragments uncovered in a gravel pit at Piltdown and used in
combination with comparatively recent skeletal remains of various
animals in the development of an elaborate fraud

pil>u*lar or pil>lu>lar V'pU-ys-lsrX adj ; of, relating to, or re-

sembling a pill

pU-xlle or pil-lule \*pfl-(,)yii(s)l\ n [MF, fr. Lpilula pill — more at
PILE] : a little pill

pi>ma cotton \,pe-m3-, ,pim-3-\ n [Pima county, Arizona] ; a
cotton with fiber of exceptional strength and firmness developed
in the southwestern U.S. by selection and breeding of Egyptian
cottons
Fl<man \'pe-m3n\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting a language
family of the Uto-Aztecan phylum

pi>men<to \p3-'ment-(,)6\ n, pi pimentos or pimento [Sp pimienta
allspice, pepper, fr. LL pigmenta, pi. of pigmenium plant juice, fr.

L, pigment] 1 : pimiento 1 2 : allspice
pimento cheese n ; a Neufchatel, process, cream, or cocas. Cheddar
cheese to which ground pimientos have been added
pi-me*son \'pT-'mez-,an, -'mez-, -'mes-, -'mes-\ n : a short-lived
meson having a mass approximately 2 70 limes that of the electron
and being responsible for a part of nuclear forces

pi>mien.t0 \pa-'ment-(,)6, pam-'yent-\ n, pi pimientos [Sp, fr.

pimienta] 1 ; any of various bluntly conical thick-fleshed sweet
peppers of European origin with a distinctive mild sweet flavor used
esp. as a garnish, as a stuffing for olives, and as a source of paprika
2 : a plant that bears pimientos
ipimp \'pimp\ n [origin unknown] ; pROCtJRER, pander
2pimp vi : to act the pimp
pim<per>nel \'pim-p3r-,nel, -p3m-'l\ n [ME pimpernele, fr. MF
pimprenelle, fr. LL pimpinella, a medicinal herb] ; any of a genus
{Anagallis) of herbs of the primrose family; esp : one (A. arvensis)
whose scarlet, white, or purplish flowers close at the approach of
rainy or cloudy weather — called also scarlet pimpernel

pimp.ing \*pim-p9n, -pioV adj [origin unknown] 1 ; petty,
INSIGNIFICANT 2 chicjly dial ; puny, sickly

pim>ple \'pim-p3l\ n [ME pinplel 1 : a small inflamed elevation of
the skin ; papule; esp '. pustule 2 : a swelling or protuberance
like a pimple — pim<pled \-pald\ adj — pim.ply \-pO-)le\ adj
ipin \'pin\ n'[ME, fr. OE pinn; akin to OHG pjinn peg] 1 a : a
piece of wood or metal used esp. for fastening separate articles to-
gether or as a support by which one article may be suspended from
another b obs : the center peg of a target; also : the center itself

c (1) : one of the wooden pieces constituting the target in various
games (as bowling) (2) : the peg at which a quoit is pitched
(3) : the staff of the flag marking a hole on a golf course d ; a peg
for regulating the tension of the strings of a musical instrument
e : the part of a key stem that enters a lock I (1) : thole 2 (2) ; a
belaying pin 2 a (1) : a small pointed piece of wire with a head
used for fastening clothes or attaching papers (2) : something of
small value : trifle b : an ornament or emblem fastened to
clothing with a pin c (I) : bobby pin (2) : hairpin (3) : safety
PIN 3 : leg <wobbly on his '^s')

2piu vt pinned; pin-ning 1 a ; to fasten, join, or secure with a
pin b : to press together and hold fast 2a: attach, hang
(j}inned his hopes on a miracle) b : to assign the blame or re-
sponsibility for <'--' the robbery on a night watchman)

3pin adj 1 ; of or relating to a pin 2 oj leather : having a grain
suggesting the heads of pins

pi-na clotll \,pen-y3-\ n [Sp piha"] ; a lustrous transparent cloth of
Philippine origin that is woven of silky pineapple fibers

pin*afore \*pin-3-,f6{s)r, -,f6(3)r\ n [pin -f- ajore'} ; a low-necked
sleeveless apron worn esp. by children

pi>nas-ter Xpl-'nas-tsr, 'pT-.X n [L, wild pine, fr. piniASpine] : a pine
(Pinus pinaster) of the Mediterranean region

pl<ua<ta or pi.na.ta \pen-'yat-a\ n [Sp pihata, lit., pot] : a deco-
rated pottery jar filled with candies, fruits, and ^fts and hung from
the ceiling to be broken as part of Mexican Christmas festivities

pin*t]all machine \'pin-,b6I-\ n : an amusement device often used
for gambhng in which a ball propelled by a plunger scores points as
it rolls down a slanting surface among pins and targets— called also
pinball game

pin<bone \'pin-'bon, -,bon\ n ; the hipbone esp. of a quadruped
pince-nez \pa"-'sna, pan{t)-\ n, pi pince-nez \-'sna(z)\ [F, fr.

pincer to pinch -i- nez nose, fr. L nasus — more at nose] : eyeglasses
clipped to the nose by a spring

pin>cer X'pin-char {usu US jo
'pin(t)-s3r\ n [ME pinceour'] 1
sing or pi in constr a : an instrument
having two short handles and two
grasping jaws working on a pivot and pincers la
used for gripping things bra claw (as

of a lobster) resembling a pair of pincers : chela 2 : one part of a
double envelopment in which two forces are driven one on each
side of an enemy position so as to converge on it — pin>cer-liKe
\-.lTk\ adj
ipinch \'pinch\ vb [ME pinchen, fr. (assumed) ONF pinchierl vt

1 a : to squeeze between the finger and thumb or between the jaws
of an instrument b : to prune the tip of (a plant or shoot) usu. to
induce branching c : to squeeze or compress painfully d : to cause
physical or mental pain to e (1) ; to cause to appear thin or
shrunken (2) : to cause to shnvel or wither 2 : to subject to
strict economy or want : straiten 3 a : steal b : arrest 4 : to
sail too close to the wind ~ vi 1 : compress, squeeze 2 : to be
miserly or closefisted 3 : to press painfully 4 : narrow, taper
apinch n 1 a : a critical juncture : emergency b (1) : pressure.
STRESS (2) : hardship, privation c : shortage 2 a : an act of
pinching : squeeze b : as much as may be taken between the
finger and thumb <a -^ of salt) 3 : a marked thirming of a vein or
bed 4 a : theft b : a police raid : arrest syn see juncture
pinch bar n : a lever with a pointed projection at one end that is
used esp. to roll heavy wheels

pinch.beck \'pinch-.bek\ n [Christopher Pinchbeck tl732 E
watchmaker] 1 : an aUoy of copper and zinc used esp. to imitate
gold in cheap jewelry 2 : something counierfeit or spurious —
pinchbeck adj

pinch.cock \-^ak\ n : a clamp used on a flexible tube to regulate
the flow of a fluid through the tube

pinch. er \*pin-ch3r\ n 1 : one that pinches 2 pi : pincers
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pinch-hit \*plnch-'hit\ vi [back-formation fr. pinch hitter"^ 1 ; to
bat in the place of another player esp. in an emergency when a hit
is particularly needed 2 : to act or serve in place of another —
pinch hit n

pinch hitter n : one that pinch-hits
pin cuil n : a curl made usu. by dampening a strand of hair with
water or lotion, coiling it, and securing it by a hairpin or clip

pin.cush'ion \'pin-,kush-9n\ /i ; a small cushion in which pins
may be stuck ready for use
ipin.dai.ic \pin-'dar-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to the poet Pindar
2 : written in the manner or style characteristic of Pindar

zpindaric n l : a Pindaric ode 2 pli loose irregular verses similar to
those used in Pindaric odes

pin.dling \'pin-Cd)l3n, -d^'l-sn, -(d)lio, -d'l-ia\ adj [perh. alter, of
spindling'] dial : puny, frail
ipine \'pTn\ VI [ME pinen, fr. OE pinion, fr. (assumed) OE pin
punishment, fr. L poena — more at pain] 1 ; to lose vigor, health,
or flesh (as through grief) ; languish 2 ; to yearn intensely
syn see long
aplne n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. OE pin, fr. L pinus; akin to Gk pitys
pine. L opimus fat — more at fat] 1 : any of a genus {Pinus of the
family Pinaceae, the pine family) of coniferous evergreen trees
having slender elongated needles and including valuable timber
trees as well as many ornamentals 2 : the straight-grained white or
yellow usu. durable and resinous wood of a pine varying from
extreme softness in the white pine (Pinus strobus) to hardness in the
longleaf pine {P. palustris) and related forms 3 : any of various
Austrahan coniferous trees (as of the genera Callitris. Araucaria, or
Cupressus) 4 : pineapple — piny or pin.ey \'pi-ne\ adj

pi.ne.al \'pin-e-3l, 'pT-ne-\ adj [F pineal, fr. MF, fr. L pinea pine-
cone, fr. fern, of pineus of pine, fr. pinus} : of, relating to, or being
the pineal body
pineal body n : a small usu. conical appendage of the brain of all

craniate vertebrates that in a few reptiles has the essential structure
of an eye and that is variously postulated to be a vestigial third eye,
an endocrine organ, or the seat of the soul

pine-ap.ple \'pr-,nap-3l\ n 1 a ; a tropical monocotyledonous
f'lant {Ananas comosus of the family Bromeliaceae, the pineapple
amily) with rigid spiny-margined recurved leaves and a short stalk
with a dense oblong head of small abortive flowers b : the fruit of
this plant consisting of the succulent fleshy inflorescence 2 a : a
dynamite bomb b ; a hand grenade

pine.drops \'pTn-,draps\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : a purplish
brown leafless saprophytic plant {Pterospora andromedea) of the
wintergreen family with racemose drooping white flowers
2 : BEECHDROPS

pi-nene \'pT-,nen\ n tISV, fr. L pinus'[ : either of two liquid
isomeric unsaturated bicyclic teri>ene hydrocarbons CioHie found
in turpentine oils

pine nut n : the edible seed of any of several chiefly western No.
American pines

pin.ery \'pTn-(a-)re\ n 1 ; a hothouse or area where pineapples are
grown 2 : a grove or forest of pine

pine.sap \'pTn-,sap\ n ; any of several parasitic or saprophytic
herbs (genus Monotropa) of the wintergreen family resembling the
Indian pipe but yellowish or reddish

pine siskin n : a No. American finch (Spinus pinus) with streaked
plumage

pine tar n : tar obtained by destructive distillation of the wood of
the pine tree and used esp. in roofing and soaps and in the treatment
of skin diseases

pi-ne-tum \pT-'net-3m\ n, pi pi.ne.ta \-'net-3\ [L, fr. pinus"}

1 : a plantation of pine trees; esp : a scientific collection of hving
coniferous trees 2 : a treatise on pines
pine-wood \'pTn-,wud\ /i l : a wood of pines — often used in pi.

but sing, or pi. in constr. 2 ; the wood of the pine tree

pin.feath.er \'pin-,feth-3r\ n ; a feather not fully developed; esp
: a feather just emerging through the skin — pin.feath.ered \-ard\
adj ~ pin-Ieath-ery \-,feth-(3-)re\ adj

pin-fish \'pin-,fish\ n : any of several fishes having sharp dorsal
spines; esp I a small compressed dark green grunt {Lagodon
rhomboides) of the Atlantic coast

pin.fold \-,fold\ n [ME, fr. OE pundjald, fr. pund- enclosure -I- jald
fold] 1 : *pound 1 2 : a place of restraint

ping \'pir]\ n [imit.] 1 : a sharp sound like that of a bullet striking
2 : ignition knock — ping vi

Ping-Pong \'piD-iPaD. -ipOD\ trademark — used for table tennis
pin.head \'pin-,hed\ n l : something very small or insignificant

2 : a very dull or stupid person : fool
pin-head.ed \-'hed-3d\ adj : lacking intelligence or understanding

: DULL, STUPID — pin.head.ed-ness n
pin. hole \-,h61\ n ; a small hole made by, for, or as if by a pin
ipin-ion \'pin-y3n\ n [ME, fr. MF pignon] 1 : the terminal section
of a bird's wing including the carpus, metacarpus, and phalanges;
broadly : wing 2 : feather, quill; also ; flight feathers — pin-
ioned \-y3nd\ adj

opinion vt 1 ; to restrain (a bird) from flight esp. by cutting off the
pinion of one wing 2 a : to disable or restrain by binding the
arms b : to bind fast : shackle
spi-nion \'pin-,yon\ n [AmerSp pihdn] ; prfJON

4pin.ion X'pin-yanX /i [F pignon, fr. MF peignon, fr. peigne comb,
fr. L pecten — more at pectinate] ; a gear with a small number of
teeth designed to mesh with a larger wheel or rack ; the smallest of
a train or set of gear wheels

pi.nite \'pe-.nTt\ n [G pinit, fr. the Pini mine. Saxony. Germany]
: a compact dull grayish, green, or brownish mineral essentially
muscovite derived from the alteration of other minerals
ipink \'piok\ VI [ME pinken} 1 a : pierce, stab b : to wound by
irony, criticism, or ridicule 2 a : to perforate in an ornamental
pattern b : to cut a saw-toothed edge on
2pink n [ME, fr. MD pinke'\ : a ship with a narrow overhanging
stern — called also pin-kie \'pio-ke\

3pink n [origin unknown] 1 : any of a genus (Dianthus of the
family Caryophyllaceae, the pink family) of annual or perennial
herbs often cultivated for their showy flowers 2 a ; the very
embodiment : paragon <— of condition) b (I) : one dressed in
the height of fashion ; swell (2) : eute

4pink adj 1 : of the color pink 2 : holding moderately radical and
usu. socialistic political or economic views 3 : angered, excited
(thrilled ~> — pink-uess n
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Spink n 1 : any of a group of colors bluish red to red in hue, of
medium to high lightness, and of low to moderate saturation
2 a (1) : (hescarlet color of a fox hunter's coat (21 : a fox hunter's
coat of this color b : pink-colored clothing c pi ; light-colored
trousers formerly worn by army officers 3 : a person who holds
advanced or moderately radical political or economic views

pink elephants n pi : any of various hallucinations arising esp.
from heavy drinking or use of narcotics

pink'eye \'pio-.kT\ n : an acute highly contagious conjunctivitis of
man and various domestic animals

pin.kie or pin-ky \'pir)-ke\ n [prob. fr. D pinkje, dim. of pink
httle finger] : a Httle finger

pinking shears n pi : shears with a saw-toothed inner edge on the
blades for making a zigzag cut

pink.ish \'pir]-kish\ adj : somewhat pink; esp : tending to be
pink in politics — pink.ish-ness n

pink lady n : a cocktail consisting of gin, brandy, lemon juice,
grenadine, and white of egg shaken with ice and strained

pink.ly \*pio-kle\ adv : in a pink manner : with a pink hue
pin knot n : a sound knot in lumber not over H inch in diameter
pin-ko \'pir]-(,)k5\ n : spink 3
pinK*root X'pio-.krlit. -,krut\ n : any of several plants fgenus
Spigeha) related to the nux vomica and used as anthelmintics; esp
: an American woodland herb (S. marilandica) someiimes cultivated
for its showy red and yellow flowers

pin money n l : money allotted by a man to his wife for her
personal expenses 2 : money set aside for the purchase of inci-
dentals

pin.na \'pin-a\ n, pi pin.nae \'pin-,e, -,T\ or pinnas [NL, fr. L,
feather, wing — more at pen] 1 : a leaflet or primary division of a
pinnate leaf or frond 2 a : a feather, wing, or fin or some similar
part b : the largely cartilaginous projecting portion of the external
ear — pin-nal \'pin-'l\ adj

pin.nace \'pin-3s\ n [MF pinace, prob. fr. OSp pinaza, fr. pino
pine, fr. L pinus^ 1 : a light sailing sliip used largely as a tender
2 : any of various ship's boats
ipin.na.Cle \'pin-i-k9l\ n [ME pinacle, fr. MF, fr. LL pinnaculum
gable, fr. dim. of L pinna wing, battlement] 1 : an upright archi-
tectural member generally ending in a small spire and used esp. in
Gothic consiruction to give weight to a buttress or angle pier
2 : a structure or formation suggesting a pinnacle; spccij : a lofty
peak 3 : the highest point of development or achievement ; acme
syn see summit

2pinnacle vt pin.na.cling \-k{3-)lio\ 1 : to surmount with a
pinnacle 2 ; to raise or rear on a pinnacle

pin.nate \'pin-,ai\ adj [NL pinnatus, fr. L. feathered, fr. pinna']
: resembling a feather esp. in having similar parts arranged on
opposite sides of an axis like the barbs on the rachis of a feather
('^ leaf) — pin-nate.ly adv — pin*na»tion \pin-'a-sh9n\ n

pinnati- comb jorm [NL, fr. pinnatusZ : pinnately (pinnaiisccf)
pin.nati.fid Xps-'nat-a-fad, -,fid\ adj [NL pinnatijidus, fr. pinnati-
+ L 'jidus -fid] : cleft in a pinnate manner <a -^ leaf) — pin-
nati'fid'ly adv

pin-nati.sect \p3-'nat-3-,sekt\ adv : cleft pinnately to or almost to
the midrib

pin>ner \'pin-ar\ n 1 ; a woman's cap with long lappets worn in
the 1 7th and 18th centuries 2 : one that pins

pin>ni.ped \'pin-3-,ped\ n [deriv. of L pinna + ped-, pes foot —
more at foot] : any of a suborder (Pinnipedia) of aquatic carnivo-
rous mammals including the seals and the walruses — pinniped adj

pin.nu-la X'pin-ya-lax n, p/ pin-nu-lae \-,le, -,IT\ [NL, fr. L, dim.
oi pinna] 1 : pinnule 2 : barb 4 — pin*nu>lar \-lor\ adj

pin-nu.late \-,lat\ or pin-nu.lat.ed \-,lat-3d\ adj : having
pinnules ,

pin-nule \'pin-(.)yij(3)l\ n [NL pinnu/a] 1 a : one of the secondary
branches of a plumose organ b : a small detached fish fin 2 : one
of the ultimate divisions of a twice pinnate leaf

pi.noch.le \'pe-,n3k-3l\ n [prob. modif. of G dial, binokel, a game
resembling bezique, fr. F dial, binocle] : a card game played with
a 48-card pack containing two of each suit of A, K, Q, J, 10, 9;
atsQ : the meld of queen of spades and jack of diamonds scoring 40
points in this game

pi.no-le \pi-'no-le\ n [AmerSp, fr. NahuatI pinolli] 1 : a finely
ground flour made from parched corn 2 : any of various flours
resem.bling pinole and ground from the seeds of other plants

pi-non \'pin-,yon\ n, pi pifions or pi>no*nes \pin-'yo-nez\ [Amer-
Sp pihon, fr. Sp, pine nut, fr. piha pine cone, fr. L pinea — more at
pineal] : any of various low-growing nut pines fas Pinus parryana,
P. cembroides, P. edulis, and P. monophylla) of Western No.
America; also : their edible seed
ipin-point \'pin-,p6int\ vt 1 : to locate or aim with great precision
or accuracy 2 a : to fix, determine, or identify with precision
b : to cause to stand out conspicuously : highlight
2pinpoint adj l : extremely fine or precise 2 : located, fixed, or
directed with extreme precision
tpin<prick \-,prik\ n l : a small puncture made by or as if by a pin
2 : a petty irritation or annoyance

^pinprick vi % to administer pinpricks to '*' v/ : to administer pin-
pricks

pins and needles n pi : a pricking tingling sensation in a limb re-

covering from numbness — on pins and needles ; in a nervous or
jumpy state of aniicipation

pin-set-ter \'pin-,set-3r\ n : an employee or a mechanical device
that spots pins in a bowling alley

pin-spot<ter \-,spat-3r\ n : pinsetter
pin-stripe \-,strTp\ n, ojlen atirib t a fine stripe on a fabric
pint \'pTnt\ n [ME pinie, fr. MF, fr. ML pincta, fr. (assumed) VL.
fem. of pinclus, pp. of L pingere to paint — more at paint] 1 — see
MEASURE table 2 : a pint pot or vessel

pin>tail \'pin-,tai\ n, pi pintail or pintails : a bird having elon-
gated central tail feathers: as a ; a river duck {Dajila acuta) b : any
of several grouse

pin-tailed \-,tald\ adj 1 : having a tapered tail with the middle
feathers longest 2 : having the tail feathers spiny

pin.tle \'pint-n\ n [me pintel, lit., penis, fr. OE; akin to MLG

pipe

, Upright pivot pin on which anotherpint penis, OB pinn pin] : a i

part turns
ipin.to \'pin-r,)t6\ n, pi pintos also plntoes [AmerSp, fr. pinto
spotted, fr. obs. Sp, fr. (assumed) VL pinctus] chiefly West : a
spotted or calico horse or pony

2pinto adj ; mottled, pied
Pintsch gas \'pinch-\ n [Richard Pintsch tl919 G inventor] : a
gas obtained by cracking gas oil and formerly used in lighting rail-
road cars and buoys

pint-size \'pTnt-.siz\ or pint-sized \-,sTzd\ adj ; small. DI^cNU-

ipin.up \'pin-.3p\ n : something fastened to a wall: as a : a photo-
graph of a pinup girl b : a lamp or other accessory attached to a
wall

2pinup adj 1 : of or relating to pinup girls 2 : designed for hanging

pinup girl /i 1 : a girl whose glamorous qualities make her a suitable
subject of a photograph pinned up on an admirer's wall 2 : pinup a

pin.wale \'pin-,wal\ adj, oj ajabric : made v.ith narrow wales
pin-weed \-,wed\ n l ; any of a genus (Lechea) of herbs of the
rockrose famdywith slender stems and leaves 2 : alfilaria

pin.wheel \-,hweI, -,wel\ n 1 : a toy consisting of lightweight vanes
that revolve at the end of a stick 2 : a fireworks device in the form
of a revolving wheel of colored fire

pin-work \-,w3rk\ n : fine stitches raised from the surface of a de-
sign in needlepoint lace to add lightness to the effect

pin*worm \-,warm\ n 1 : any of numerous small nematode worms
(family Oxyuridae) that infest the intestines and esp. the cecum of
various vertebrates; esp : a worm (Eulerobius vermicularis) para-
sitic in man 2 : any of several rather slender insect larvae that bur-
row in plant tissue

pin wrench n : a wrench having a projecting pin to enter a hole (as
in a nut or cylinder) to make a hold

pinx.ter flower \'piafk)-st3r-\ n [D pinkster Whitsuntide] : a
deciduous pink-flowered azalea {Rhododendron nudijlorum) native
to rich moist woodlands of eastern No. America

pi-O.Iet \,pe-3-'la\ n [F] : a two-headed ice ax used in mountain-
eering

pi'On \'pT-,an\ n [by contr] : pi-meson
ipi.Q.neer \,pT-3-'ni(3)r\ n IMF pionier, fr. OF peom>/- foot soldier,
fr. peon foot soldier, fr. ML pedon-, pedo — more at pawn] 1 : a
member of a military unit usu. of construction engineers 2 a : a
person or group that originates or helps open up a new line of

method or technical development
territory 3 : a plant or animal
lare or barren area and initiating

thought or
b : one of the first to settle

capable of establishing itself

an ecological cycle
apioneer adj \ % earliest, original 2 ; relating to or being a
pioneer; esp ; of, relating to, or characteristic of early settlers or
their time

apioneer vi : to act as a pioneer ^ vt 1 : to open or prepare for
others to follow; esp : sfttle 2 : to originate or take part in the
development of something new
Pioneer Day n : July 24 observed as a legal holiday in Utah in
commemoration of the arrival of BrJgham Young at the present site

of Salt Lake City in 1847
pi-OS-i'ty \pT-'as-3t-e\ n : an exaggerated or superficial piousness
pi.ous \'pT-3s\ adj ILpius: akin to L ptare to appease] 1 a : marked
by or showing reverence for deity and devotion to divine worship
: DEVOUT b : marked by conspicuous reUgiosity 2 : sacred or de-
votional as distinct from the profane or secular : religious <a ^
opinion) 3 : showing loyal reverence for a person or thing : duti-
ful 4 a : marked by sham or hypocrisy b : marked by self*

conscious virtue : virtuous 5 : desei"ving commendation : worthy
<a ~ effort) syn see devout — pi*ous*ly adv — pi-ous-ness n

ipip \'pip\ n [ME pippe, fr. MD; akin to OHG pjijjlz pip; both fr.

a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. (assumed) WL pipita, alter,

of L pititita phlegm, pip; akin to L opimus fat — more at fat]
1 a : a disorder of a bird marked by formation of a scale or crust on
the tongue b : the scale or crust of this disorder 2 : any of various
ailments formerly or locally identified as syphiUs, dyspepsia, a sHght
cough; esp : a slight nonspecific disorder

2pip n [origin unknown] 1 a : one of the dots used on dice and
dominoes to indicate numerical value b : spot 2c 2a: spot,
speck b : an inverted V or a spot of light on a radarscope indicat-
ing the return of radar waves reflected from an object 3 : an
individual rootstock of the lily of the valley 4 : a star worn to indi-

cate rank by a second Heutenant, Ueutenant, or captain in the British
army

^pip " [short for pippin"] 1 : a small fruit seed; esp : one of a several*
seeded fleshy fruit 2 slang ; something extraordinary of its kind
: pippin

4pip vb pipped; pip-ping [imit.] vi 1 : ipeep 1 2 : to break through
the shell of the egg (the chick pipped) ^ vt ; to break open (the
shell of an egg) in hatching

spip n [imit.] : a short high-pitched tone (broadcast six '--^s as a time
signal)

pip<age or pipe.age \'pi-pij\ n 1 a : transportation by means of
pipes b : the charge for such transportation 2 : piping, pipes

pi'pal \'pe-(,ip3l\ n [Hindi plpal, fr. Skt pippala] ; a large long*
lived fig {Ficus religiosa) of India yielding lac and tacking prop
roots

ipipe \'pTp\ n [ME, fr. OE p'tpa: akin to OHG pjija pipe; both fr. a
prehistoric WGmc word boirowed fr. (assumed) WLpipa pipe, fr. L
pipare to peep, of imit. origin] 1 a (1) : a tubular wind instrument
specij : a small fipple flute held in and played by the left hand
(2) : one of the tubes of a pipe organ (3) : bagpipe — usu. used in
pi. b (1) : voice, vocal cord — usu. used in pi. (2) : piping 1

2 : a long tube or hollow body for conducting a liquid, gas, or
finely divided solid or for structural purposes 3 a : a tubular or
cylindrical object, part, or passage b : a roughly cylindrical and
vertical geological formation c : the eruptive channel opening into
the crater of a volcano 4 a : a large cask of varying capacity used
esp for wine and oil b : any of various units of liquid capacity
based on the size of a pipe; esp ; a unit equal to 2 hogsheads 5 : a
device for smoking usu. consisting of a tube having a bowl at one
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end and a mouthpiece at the other 6 : something easy : snap— pipe-less \'pT-plas\ adj
2pipe VI la: to play on a pipe b : to convey orders by signals on a
boatswain's pipe 2 a ; to speak in a high or shrill voice b : to emit
a shrill sound "^ v/ 1 a : to play (a tune) on a pipe b : to utter in
the shrill tone of a pipe 2 a ; to cause to go or be with pipe music
b (1) : to call or direct by the boatswain's pipe (2) ; to receive
aboard or attend the departure of by a boatswain's pipe 3 ; to
trim with piping 4 ; to furnish or equip with pipes 5 ; to convey
by or as ii by pipes; specij ; to transmit by wire or coaxial cable
6 slang ; notice

pipe clay n : highly plastic grayish white clay used in making
tobacco pipes, in calico printing, for marking and scouring, and
for whitening leather

pipe-clay \'pTp-,kla\ vt : to whiten or clean with pipe clay
pipe cleaner n : something used to clean the inside of a pipe; specij

: a piece of flexible wire in which tufted fabric is twisted and which
Is used to clean the stem of a tobacco pipe

pipe cutter n : a tool or machine for cutting pipe; specij : a hand
tool comprising a grasping device and three sharp-edged wheels
forced inward by screw pressure that cut into the pipe as the tool
is rotated

pipe down vi ['pipel ; to become quiet : stop talking
pipe dream n [fr. the fantasies brought about by the smoking of
opium] : an illusory or fantastic plan, hope, or story

pipe-fish \'pTp-,fish\ n : any of various long slender fishes that are
related to the sea horses and have an elongate snout and an angular
body covered with bony plates

pipe litter n ; one who installs and repairs piping
pipe luting « 1 : a piece (as a coupling, elbow, or valve) used to
connect pipe or as accessory to a pipe 2 ; the work of a pipe fitter

pipe-tlU \-,ful\ n : a quantity of tobacco smoked in a pipe at one

pipe-less \'pT-plas\ adj t having no pipe
pipe. like \'pT-.plTk\ adj : resembling a pipe or piping
pipe-line \'pT-,plTn\ n 1 ; a line of pipe with pumps, valves, and
control devices for conveying liquids, gases, or finely divided solids
2 : a direct channel for information 3 : the processes through
which supplies pass from source to user

pipe major n : the principal player in a band of bagpipes
pipe of peace : calumet
pip-er \'pi-p3r\ 1 1 ; one that plays on a pipe 2 a : a maker,
layer, or repairer of pipes b ; a person or device that applies
piping

pi-per.a-zine \pi-'per-3-,zen\ n [ISV, blend of piperidine and oz-]
: a crystalline heterocyclic base C4H]oN2 or C4H]oNz.6HzO used
esp. as an anthelmintic

pi.per.i.dine \pT-'per-3-,den\ n [ISV. blend of piperine and -ide^ : a
liquid heterocyclic base CsHioNH having a peppery ammoniacal
odor that is obtained usu. by hydrolysis of piperine

pip.er.ine \'pip-3-,ren\ n [ISV, fr. L piper pepper] : a white
crysialline alkaloid C17H19NO3 that is the chief active constituent
of pepper

pi-per-o-nal \pT-'per-3-,nal\ n [ISV piperine + -one + -all t a
crystalline aldehyde CsHiOj with an odor of heliotrope that is

used in perfumery
pipe.stone \'pTp-,ston\ n : a pink or mottled phik-and-white
argillaceous stone carved by the Indians into tobacco pipes

pipe stop n ; an organstop composed of flue pipes
pi-pette also pi'pet \pi-'pet\ n [F pipette, dim. of pipe pipe, cask,
fr. (assumed) WLpipa, pippa pipe] : a small piece of apparatus into
which fluids are taken and which principally consists of a narrow
glass tube into which the liquid is drawn by suction and retained by
closing the upper end

pipe up VI : to begin to play or to sing or speak
pipe wrench n : a wrench for gripping and turning a pipe or other
cylindrical surfaces usu. by use of two serrated jaws so designed as
to grip the pipe when turning in one direction only
ipip-ing \'p7-pir]\ n 1 a : the music of a pipe b ; a sound, note, or
call like that of a pipe 2 ; a quantity or system of pipes 3 : trim-
ming stitched in seams or along edges of clothing, slipcovers,

2piping adj : marked by peaceful pipe music rather than martial
drum and fife music ; tranquil

piping hot adj : so hot as to sizzle or hJss : very hot
pip.it \'pip-3t\ n timit.] ; any of various small singing birds (family
Motacillidae and esp. genus Anthus) resembling the lark

pip.kin \'pip-k3n\ n [perh. fr. pipe] : a small earthenware or
meiiil pot usu. with a horizontal handle

pip.pin \'pip-3n\ n [ME pepin, fr. OF] 1 : any of numerous apples
of superior dessert quality with usu. yellow or greenish yellow
skins strongly flushed with red 2 : a highly admired or very ad-
mirable person or thing

pip-pip Vpip-'pip\ interj [origin unknown] Brit : good-byb
plp.SiS.se-wa \pip-'sis-3-,w6\ n [Cree pipisisikweu^ : any of a
genus iChimaphila, esp. C. corymbosa) of evergreen herbs of the
wintergreen family with astringent leaves used as a tonic and

pip-SQUeak \'pip-,skwek\ n : a small or Insignificant person
pi.quan-cy \_'pe-k3n-se\ n : the quality or state of being piquant
pi.quant X'pe-kant, -,kant\ adj [MF. fr. prp. of piquer] 1 : agree-
ably stimulating to the palate : pungent 2 : engagingly provoca-
tive; also ; having a lively arch charm <'-- face) syn see pungent—
pi-quant'ly adv — pi.quant.ness n
ipique Vpek\ n : offense taken by one slighted or disdained; also

: a fit of resentment syn see offense
2pique vt [F piquer, lit., to prick — more at pike] \ : to arouse
ant:er or resentment in : iRRrrATE; specij : to offend by slighting
2 : to excite or arouse by a provocation, challenge, or rebuff
syu see provoke
3pi.qu6 or pi.que \pi-'ka, 'pe-.X n [F piqui, fr. pp. of piquer to
prick, quilt] : a durable ribbed clothing fabric of cotton, rayon, or
silk

pi-quet \pi-'ka\ n [F] : a two-handed card game played with 32

esp, in infringement of a copyright 3 a ; an act of piracy b ; £

act resembling piracy

pi-ra.gna \p3-'rag-wa\ n [Sp3 1 : Duootjr 1 2 : a 2-niasted flat-
bottomed boat
Pi.ran>del.li*an \,plr-3n-'del-e-3n\ adj : of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of Pirandello or his writings

pi*ra*nlia \p3-'ran-ya. -'ran-\ n [Pg, fr. Tupl] ; caribe
pi<ra.ru>ca \pi-,rar-3-'kU\ n [Pg, fr. Tupi pird-rucu^ : a very
large food fish {Arapaima gigas, order IsospondyU) of the rivers of
northern So. America
ipi.rate \'pT-r3t\ n [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L pirata, fr. Gk
peirates, fr. peiran to attempt — more at fear] : one who commits
or practices piracy — pi<rat-i-cal \p3-'rat-i-kal, pi-\ adj — pi-
rat.i.cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

2pirate vt 1 ; to commit piracy upon 2 : to take or appropriate
by piracy: as a : to reproduce without authorization esp. m in-
fringement of copyright b ; to lure (a worker) away from another
employer by offers of betterment '— vi : to commit or practice

pirn X'pam, pi(3)m\ n [ME] 1 chiejly Brit : quill la(l)
2 chiejly Scot X a device resembling a reel

pi-rogue \'pe-,rog\ n [F, fr. Sp piragua, of Cariban origin; akin to
Galibi piraua pirogue] 1 : dugout 1 2 : a boat like a canoe
piro*pIasm \'pir-9-,plaz-3m\ or piro.plas>ma \.pir-3-'plaz-m3\ n,
pi piroplasms or piro'plas.ma.ta \,pir-3-'plaz-m3t-3\ [NL Piro-
plasma, genus of piroplasms] ; any of a family (Babesiidae) of para-
sitic sporozoans — piro>plas»mic \,pir-a-'plaz-mik\ adj

pir-ou.ette \,pir-3-'wet\ n [F, lit., teetotum] : a rapid whirling
about of the body; specij ; a full turn on the toe or ball of one foot
in ballet — pirouette vi

pis al-ler \,pe-(.)za-'la\ n, pi pis aMers \-'la(z)\ [F, lit., to go
worst] : a last resource or device ; expedient

piS'Ca.ry \'pis-k3-re\ n 1 iiAE piscarie, fr. M'Lpiscaria, fr. L, neut,
pi. of piscarius of fish, fr. piscis^ ; fishery 4; esp ; the right of
fishing in waters belonging to another 2 [ML piscaria, fr. L, fern,

of piscarius} : FISHERY 2 _ _
pis*ca.to.ri-al \,pis-k3-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj : piscatory — pis-ca-
to-ri.al-ly \-e-3-le\ ady

piS'Ca.tO.ry ypis-ka-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj [L piscatorius, fr. piscatus,

pp. of piscari to fish, fr. piscis] ; of, relating to, or dependent on
fishermen or fishing

Pi-Sces \'pT-f.)sez, 'pis-.ez. 'pis-,kas\ n pi but sing in constr [ME, fr.

L (gen. Piscium), fr. pi. ot piscis fish] 1 : a zodiacal constellation
directly south of Andromeda 2 : the 12th sign of the zodiac

pi.sci.cul.ture \'pT-sa-,kal-char, pis-Gc)a-\ n [prob. F, fr. 1. piscis

+ F culture] : iish culture
pi>sci-na \pi-'she-na\ n [ML, fr. L, fishpond, fr. piscis} I a basin
with a drain near the altar of a church for disposing of water from
liturgical ablutions

pi. seine \'pT-,sen, 'pis-,(k)Tn\ adj [L piscinus, fr. piscis] : of,

relating to, or characteristic of fish

pi.sciv-o-rous Xpa-'siv-s-ras, pT-\ adj [L piscis + E-vorous} : feed-
ing on fishes

pish interj — used to express disdain or contempt
ipl.si.torm \'pT-s3-,f6rm\ adj [L pisum pea + E -ijorm — more
at PEA] : resembling a pea in size or shape
2pisiform n : a bone on the ulnar side of the carpus in most mam-
mals

pis-mire \'pis-,mTf3)r, 'piz-\ n [ME pissemire, fr. pisse urine +
mire ant. of Scand. origin; akin to ON maurr ant; akin to L
jormica ant, Gk myrmex} : ant
pis-mo clam \,piz-(,)mo-\ n, ojten cap P iPismo Beach, Calif.]

; a thick-shelled clam (Tivela stultorum) of the southwest coast
of No. America used extensively for food

pi'SO'Iite \'pT-S3-,irt\ n [NL pisoUthus, fr. Gk pisos pea + -lithos

-lith] : a limestone composed of pisiform concretions — pi-so-
lit.ic \,pT-s9-'lit-ik\ adj

piS'Soir \pi-'swar\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. pisser to urinate, fr. (assumed)
VL pissiare, of imit. origin] : a piiblic urinal usu. located on the
street in some European countries

pis-ta>chio \p3-'stash-e-,o, -'stash-(,)o, -'stash-\ n [It pistacchio,

fr. L pistacium pistachio nut, fr. Gk pistakion, fr. pisiake pistachio
tree, fr. Per pistah} % a small tree (Pistacia vera) of the sumac
family whose drupaceous fruit contains a greenish edible seed;
also : its seed

pis.til \'pist-'l\ n [NL pistillum, fr. L, pestle — more at pestle]
; the ovule-bearing organ of a seed plant consisting of the ovary
with its appendages

pis.til'late \'pis-t3-,lat\ adj : having pistils; specij ; having pistils

but no stamens
pis.tol \'pist-^l\ rt [MF pistole, fr. G, fr. MHO dial, pischulle, fr.

Czech pistal, lit., pipe; akin to Russ pischal harquebus] 1 : a
short firearm intended to be aimed and fired with one hand
2 : a handgun whose chamber is integral with the barrel — pistol
vt pis-toled or pis*tolled \'pist-=ld\ pis-toi.ing or pis-toLling
\'pis-t3-lio\

pis-tole \pis-'tol\ n [ME] : an old gold 2-escudo piece of Spain
or any of several old gold coins of Europe of approximately the

pis.tol.eer \,pis-t3-'li(3)r\ n \ one who uses a pistol or Is armed
with a pistol

pistol grip n 1 ; a grip of a shotgun or rifle shaped like a pistol

stock 2 : a handle (as of a saw) shaped like a pistol stock

piS'toNwhip \pist-'l-,hwip, -,wip\ vt : to beat with a pistol

pis.ton \'pis-t3n\ n [F, fr. It pistone, fr. pistare to pound, fr. ML
pistare, fr. L pistus, pp. of pinsere to crush — more at pestle]
1 : a sliding piece moved by or moving against fluid pressure that

usu. consists of a short cylinder fitting within a cylindrical vessel

along which it moves back and forth 2 a ; a valve sliding in a
cylinder in a brass wind instrument and serving when depressed
by a finger knob to lower its pitch bra button on an organ con-
sole to bring in a previously selected registration

piston pin n : wrist pin
piston ring n : a springy split metal ring for sealing the gap between
a piston and the cylinder wall

piston rod n : a rod by which a piston Is moved or by which It

communicates motion
ipit \'pit\ n [ME, fr. OE pvtt: akin to OHO pjuzzi well] 1 a : a
hole, shaft, or cavity in the ground b : an area often sunken or
depressed below the adjacent floor area: as (1) : an enclosure
in which animals are made to fight each other (2) : a space at
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the front of a theater for the orchestra (3) : an area In a securities
or commodities exchange in which members do trading 2 : hell

used with the 3 : a hollow or indentation esp. in the surface
natural hollow in the surface of the body

the skin by a pustular disease
the secondary wall of

of an organism
b : one of the indented scars left

: POCKMARK c ; a minute depression
plant cell functioning in the intercellular movement of' water and
dissolved material

2pit vb pit-ted; pit-ting vi 1 a : to place, cast, bui-y, or store in a
pit b : to make pits in; esp ; to scar or mark with pits 2 a : to
set (as gamecocks) into or as if into a pit to fight b : to set into
opposition or rivalry : oppose '-' vi : to become marked with
pits; esp : to preserve for a time an indentation made by pressure

3pit n [D, fr. MD — more at pith] : the stone of a drupaceous fruit
«pit vt pit-ted; pit-ting ; to remove the pit from
pi-ta \'pet-s\ n [Sp & Pg] 1 : any of several fiber-yielding plants:
as a : century plant b : yucca c : a Central American wild
pineapple {Ananas magdalenae) 2 a ; the fiber of a pita b : any
of several other fibers

pit-a-pat \,pit-i-"pat\ adv (or adj) [imit.] : prrrER-pATTER —
pit-a-pat n ~ pit-a-pat vi

ipitch \'pich\ n [ME pich, fr. OE pic, fr. L pic-, pix; akin to L
opimus fat — more at fat] 1 : a black or dark viscous substance
obtained as a residue in the distillation of tars or other organic
materials 2 : any of various bituminous substances 3 ; an often
medicinal resin obtained from various conifers 4 : any of various
artificial mixtures resembling resinous or bituminous pitches

ipitch vt : to cover, smear, or treat with or as if with pitch
apitch vb [ME pichenl vt 1 : to erect and fix firmly in place (-^ a
tent) 2 : THROW, FLING: as a : to deliver (a baseball) to a batter
b : to toss (as coins) so as to fall at or near a mark <~ pennies)
3 : to sell or advertise esp. in a high-pressure way 4 a (1) : to
cause to be at a particular level or of a particular quality (2) ; to
set in a particular musical key b : to cause to be set at a particular
angle 6 : to utter with glib insincerity 6 a ; to use as a starting
pitcher b : to play as pitcher '^ vi 1 a : to fall precipitately or
headlong h oj a ship : to have the bow alternately plunge precipi-
tately down and rise abruptly up c : buck 1 2a; encamp
b : to choose something usu. in a casual way 3 : to incline down-
ward : SLOPE 4 a : to pitch something (as a baseball or Softball)
b_ ; to play ball as a pitcher syn see throw
pitch H 1 : the action or a manner of pitching 2 a : degree of slope

: RAKE b (1) : dis-
tance between one
point on a gear
tooth and the cor-
responding point
on the next tooth
(2) ; distance from
any point on the
thread of a screw to
the corresponding
point on an adja-
cent thread mea-
sured parallel to the
axis : the dis-
tance advanced by
a propeller in one
revolution d : the
number of teeth or
of threads per inch
3 archaic : top ,

ZENITH 4 a : the
relative level, inten-
sity, or extent of
some quality or
state b (1) : the
property of a mu-
sical tone that is de-
termined by the fre-

quency of the sound

four-times -accented
or four-fine octave

thrice -accented or
fhree-line octave

twice -accented or
two -tine octave

Once -accented or
one -line octave
Middle C

great octave

contraoctave

Subconlraoctave or
double contraoctave

staff notation of pitch 4b(l)

waves producing it : highness or lowness of sound (2) : a standard
frequency for tuning instruments c (1) ; the difference in the rela-
tive vibration frequency of the human voice that contributes to the
total meaning of speech (2) ; a definite relative pitch that is a sig-
nificant phenomenon in speech 6 ; a steep place ; declivfty
6 : an all-fours game in which the first card led is a trump 7 a : an
often liigh-pressure sales talk b : advertisement 8 a : the de-
livery of a baseball by a pitcher to a batter b : a baseball so
thrown — pitched \'picht\ adj

pitch-aud-toss \,pich-3n-'t6s, -'tas\ n : a game in which the
player who pitches coins nearest to a mark has first chance at
tossing the pitched coins and winning those that fall heads up

pitch-blacK \'pich-'blak\ adj : extremely dark or black
pitch-blende \'pich-,blend\ n [part trans, of G pechblende, fr.

pech pitch 4- blende\ : a brown to black mineral that consists of
massive uraninite, has a distinctive luster, contains radium, and is

the chief ore-mineral source of uranium
pitch-dark \'pich-'dark\ adj : extremely dark : pitch-black
pitched battle \'pich(t)-\ n : an intensely fought battle In which
the opposing forces are locked in close combat
IpitCh.er X^nich-arX n [ME picher, fr. OF pichier, fr. ML bicarius
goblet, fr. Gk bikos earthen jug] 1 : a container for holding and
pouring liquids that usu. has a lip or spout and a handle 2 : ascid-
ium; esp : a modified leaf of a pitcher plant in which the hollowed
petiole and base of the blade form an elongated receptacle
3pitCher n : one that pitches; specij ; the player that pitches In a
game of baseball or softball

pitcher plant n : a plant (esp. family Sarracenlaceae, the pitcher*
plant family) with leaves modified into pitchers in which insects
are trapped and digested by the plant through liquids secreted by

pitch-Jork \'pich-,f6(3)rk\ n [ME pikfork, fr. pik pick -h jork'\

: a usu. long-handled fork with two or three long somewhat curved
prongs used esp. in pitching hay — pitchlork vt

pitch in VI 1 : to begin to work 2 : to contribute to a common
endeavor
pitch*man \'pich-m3n\ n : salesman; esp : one who vends novel-
ties or similar articles on the streets or from a concession

pitch-out \'pich-.aut\ 71 1 L _ r . , ,
reach of the batter to enable the catcher to check ^ _ _
base runner 2 : a lateral pass in football between two backs
behmd the scrimmage line

pitch pipe n : a small reed pipe or flue pipe producing one or more
tones to establish the pitch in singing or in tuning an instrument

pitcli-stone \'pich-,ston\ n : a glassy rock with a resinous luster
contaimng more water than obsidian

pitchy \'pich-e\ adj l a : full of pitch : tarry b : of, relating to,
or having the qualities of pitch 2 : pitch-black

pit-e.QUS \'pit-e-3s\ adj : arousing or deserving pity or compassion
syn see pitiful — pit-e-ous-ly adv — pit-e-ous-ness n

pit'fall \'pit-,f6I\ n 1 : TRAP, SNARE; specij : a pit flimsily covered
or camouflaged and used to capture and hold animals or men
2 : a hidden or not easily recognized danger or difficulty
ipith \'pith\ n [ME, fr. OE pitha: akin to MD & MLG pit pith,
pit] 1 a : a usu. continuous central strand of spongy tissue in the
stems of most vascular plants that prob. functions chiefly in storage
b : any of various loose spongy plant tissues that resemble true
pith c : the soft or spongy interior of a part of the body 2 a : the
essenUal part : core b : substantial quality (as of meaning) 3 : im-
portance, SIGNIFICANCE

2pith vt 1 a : to kill (as cattle) by piercing or severing the spinal \
cord b ; to destroy the spinal cord or central nervous system of >
(as a frog) usu. by passing a wire or needle up and down the ver-
tebral canal 2 : to remove the pith from (a plant stem)

pit-head \'pit-,hed\ n : the top of a mining pit or coal shaft; also
1 the immediately adiacent ground and buildings

pith-ec-an-thrcpoid \,pith-i-'kan(t)-thr3-,p6id\ adj : of, relating
to, or resembling the pithecanthropi — pithecanthropoid n

pith-ecan-tliro-pus \-'kan(t)-thra-p3s, -(,)kan-'thro-\ /z, p/ pith-^,^--
ec-an-thro-pi \-,pT, -jpe\ [NL, fr. Gk pithekos ape -I- anthroi^efS ^^
human being; akin to OHG biben to tremble, Ljoedus ugly] : anv^'--'''''^

of the primitive extinct men (genus Pithecanthropus) known from
skeletal remains from Javanese Pliocene gravels

pith*i-ly \'pith-3-le\ adv : in a pithy manner
pith-i-ness \'pith-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being pithy
pithy \'pith-e\ adj 1 : consisting of or abounding in pith 2 : hav-
ing substance and point : tersely cogent syn see concise

piti'able \'pit-e-3-b3l\ adj l : deserving or exciting pity : la-
mentable 2 : pitifully insignificant : despicable syn see con-
temptible, prriFUL — piti-able-ness \-b3l-n3s\ n — piti-ably
\-ble\ adv

piti.er \'pit-e-3r\ n ; one that pities

piti-lul \'pit-i-fal\ adj 1 a : deserving or arousing pity b : mean,
meager 2 archaic : full of pity : compassionate — piti>ful*ly
\-fO-)le\ adv — piti-Iul-ness \-f3l-n3s\ n
syn PITIFUL, PFTEOUS, prriABLE mean calling for pity, pitiful

implies making a successful appeal to compassion or commiseration
through being felt as pathetic; piteous implies pleading for com-
passion or mercy whether successfully or not; pitiable suggests
usu. arousing some contempt along with pity

piti'Iess \'pit-i-l3s, 'pit-''l-3s\ adj : devoid of pity ; merciless —
pit-i'less'ly adv — pit-i-less-ness n

pit-man \'pit-m3n\ n 1 pi pitmen ; one who works In or near a
pit (as a worker in a coal mine) 2 pi pitmans : connectinq

pi-ton \'pe-,tan\ n [F] : a spike, wedge, or peg driven into a rock
or ice surface as a support often with an eye through which a
rope may pass

Pi-tot-stat.ic tube \,pe-,to-.stat-ik-\ n : a device that consists of a
Pitot tube and a static tube and that measures pressures in such a
way that the relative speed of a fluid can be determined

Fitot, fr. H
ts of a tubi

right-angled bend which is placed vertically in a moving body of
fluid with the mouth of the bent part directed upstream and is

used with a manometer to measure the velocity of fluid flow
2 : prroT-sTATic tube

pit saw n : a handsaw worked by two men one of whom stands
on or above the log being sawed and the other below it usu. in a
pit

pit-tance \'pit-='n(t)s\ n [ME pitance, fr. OF, piety, pity, fr. ML
pietantia, fr. pietant-, pietans, prp. of pietari to be charitable, fr.

1. pietas'^ : a small portion, amount, or allowance
pit-ted \'pit-3d\ adj X marked with pits

pit-ter-pat-ter Vpit-ar-.pat-sr, 'pit-e-,\ n [imit.] : a rapid succes-
sion of Ught sounds or beats : patter — pitter-patter \,pit-3r-',

,pit-e-'\ adv (or adj) — pitter-patter \Iike adv\ vi

pit-ting n 1 : the action or process of forming pits 2 : an arrange-
ment of pits 3 : the bringing of gamecocks together to fight

pi-tu-itary \p3-'t(y)ii-3-,ter-e\ adj [L pituita phlegm; fr. the former
belief that the pituitary body secreted phlegm — more at pip] 1 : of
or relating to the pituitary body 2 : of. relating to, or being a
physique with a symptom complex characteristic of secretory dis-
turbances of the pituitary body

pituitary body n : a small oval endocrine organ attached to the
infundibulum of the brain that consists of an epithelial anterior
lobe joined by an intermediate part to a posterior lobe of nervous
origin and produces various internal secretions directly or in-

directly impinging on most basic body functions

Pi-tu-itrin \p3-'t(y)u-s-tr3n\ trademark — used for an aqueous
extract of the fresh pituitary body of cattle

pit viper n : any of various mostly New World specialized venomous
snakes (family Crotalidae) with a sensory pit on each side of the
head and hollow perforated fangs
ipity \'pit-e\ n [ME pite, fr. OF piti, fr. L pietat-, pietas piety,

pity, fr. plus pious] 1 a : sympathetic sorrow for one suffering,
distressed, or unhappy : compassion b ; capacity to feel pity

2 : something to be regretted
syn compassion, commiseration, ruth, condolence, sympathy:

pity implies tender or sometimes slightly contemptuous sorrow
for one in misery or distress: compassion implies pity coupled
with an urgent desire to aid or to spare; commiseration suggests
pity expressed outwardly in exclamations, tears, words of com-
fort; RUTH implies pity coming from a change of heart or a relenting;
condolence applies chiefly to formal expression of grief to >
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who has suffered loss; sympathy implies a power to enter into
another's emotional experiences of any sort

2pity VI : to feel pity for ~ vi : to feel pity
pity-ing adj ; expressing or feeling pity <a '^ glance) — pity«ing»ly
\-iO-le\ adv

pit>y>ri<a-sis \,pit-i-'rT-a-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk, fr. pityron scurf]
: a condition of man or domestic animals marked by dry scaling
or scurfy patches of skin

piu \(,)pyii, pe-,ij\ adv [It piu, fr. L plus'\ : MORE — used to qualify
an adverb or adjective used as a direction in music
Pi-Ute var oj pailtte
ipiV'Ot \'piv-at\ n [F] 1 ; a shaft or pin on which something turns
2 : a person, thing, or factor having a major or central role,

function, or effect 3 : the action of pivoting
2pivot vj : to turn on or as if on a pivot '^ vt 1 : to provide with,
mount on, or attach by a pivot 2 : to cause to pivot

3pivot adj 1 : turning on or as if on a pivot 2 : pivotal
piv*ot*al \'piv-3t-=l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or constituting
a pivot 2 : vitally important : crucial — piv-ot.al-ly \-'l-e\ adv

pivot tooth n : an artificial crown attached to the root of a tooth by
a pivot — called also pivol crown

ipix.ie or pixy \'pik-se\ n [origin unknown] : fairy; specij ; a
cheerful mischievous sprite — pix-ie-ish \-se-ish\ adj

2pixie or pixy adj ; playfully mischievous : given to or marked by
pranks — pixi-ness Vse-nasX n

pix-i-lat-ed \'pik-sa-,Iat-3d\ adj [irreg. fr. pixie'] 1 : somewhat
unbalanced mentally; also : bemused 2 : whimsical — pix.i-la-
tion \,pik-s3-'Ia-sh9n\ n

piz>za \'pet-s3\ n [It, fr. (assumed) VL picea, fr. L, fern, of piceus
of pitch, fr. pic-, pix pitch — more at PiTCH] : an open pie made
typically of thinly rolled bread dough spread with a spiced mixture
(as of tomatoes, cheese, ground meat) and baked

piz.ze.ria \,pet-s3-'re-3\ n [It, fr. pizza] ; an establishment where
pizzas are made or sold

piz>zi.ca*to \,pit-si-'kat-(,)6\ adv (or adj) [It] : by means of pluck-
ing by the fingers instead of bowing — used as a direction in

piZ'Zle \'piz-3l\ n [prob. fr. Flem pezel; akin to LG pesel pizzle]
1 ; the penis of an animal (as a bull) 2 ; a whip made of a bull's

Pi's \(')pe-'ja2\ n pi [pajamas] : pajamas
pla.ca.bU.j.ty \,plak-3-'bil-3t-e, ,pIa-ks-\ n ; the quality or state of
being placable

pla.ca-hle \'plak-3-b3l, 'pla-k3-\ adj ; easily placated : tolerant,
tractable — pla-ca.toly \-ble\ adv
Tplac«ard \'plak-,ard, -ard\ n [ME placquart, a formal document,
fr. MF, fr. plaquier to plate — more at plaque] 1 : a notice
posted in a pubUc place : poster 2 ; a small card or metal plaque
^placard vt 1 a : to cover with or as if with posters h : to post
in a public place_ 2 : to announce by or as if by posting

pla.cate \'pla-,kat, 'plak-,at\ vt [L placatus, pp. of placare —
more at please] : to soothe or mollify esp^ by^ concessions : ap-
pease syn see pacjfy — pla-ca-tion \pla-'ka-sh3n, pla-\ n —
pla^ca^tive \'pla-,kat-iv, -kat-; 'plak-.at-, -3t-\ adj — pla-ca-to-ry
\'pla-k3-,tor-e,_'plak-3-, -,t6r-\ adj

pla<cat<er \'pla-,kat-9r, 'plak-,at-\ n : one that placates; esp ; me-
diator
iplace \'plas\ n [ME, fr. MF, open space, fr. L platea broad street,

fr. Gk plaieia (hodos), fr. fern, of platys broad, flat; akin to Skt
prtfiu broad, L planta sole of the foot] 1 a : a way for admission
or transit b ; physical environment : space c : physical sur-
roundings : atmosphere 2 a : an indefinite region or expanse
: area b : a building or locality used for a special purpose
c archaic *. the three-dimensional compass of a material object
3 a : a particular region or center of population b : house,
homestead 4 : a pardcular part of a surface or body ; spot
5 a : relative position in a scale or sequence ; degree b : a
leading position at the conclusion of a competition 6 a : a
proper or designated ruche b : an appropriate moment or point
7 a : an available seat or accommodation b : an empty or vacated
position 8 : the position of a figure in relation to others of a row
or series and esp. of one occurring after a decimal point 9 a : re-
munerative employment : job; esp : public office b : prestige
accorded to one of high rank : status 10 : a public square : plaza
syn see position — place>Iess \'pla-sl3s\ adj

zplace vt 1 : to distribute in an orderly manner : arrange 2 a : to
put in a particular place : set b : to present for consideration <a
question placed before the group) c : to put in a particular state
d ; to direct to a desired spot e : to cause (.the voice) to produce
free and well resonated singing or speaking tones 3 : to appoint
to a position 4 ; to find employment or a home for 5 a : to
assign to a position in a series or category : rank b : estimate
c : to identify by connecting with an associated context 6 a : to
give (an order) to a supplier b : to give an order for <'^ a bet)
'^ vi : to earn a top spot in a competition; specij : to come in
second in a horse race — place-able \'pIa-S3-b3l\ adj

pla.ce.bo n 1 \pla-'cha-(,)bQ\ [ME, fr. L, I shall please, fr. placcre
to pleiise — more at please] : the vespers for the dead in the
Roman Catholic Church 2 \pl3-*se-\ [L. I shall please] a : an
inert or innocuous medication given esp. to satisfy the patient
b : something tending to soothe or gratify

place hitter n : a baseball player who is able to hit a pitched ball to
a chosen part of the playing field

place-kick \'pla-,skik\ n : the kicking of a football placed or held
in a staiionaryposition on the ground — place-kick vb

place*less \'pla-sl9s\ adj : lacking a fixed locadon— place<Iess>ly

placeman \'pla-sm3n\ n : a political appointee to a public office
esp. in ISth century Britain
place.ment \'pla-sm3nt\ n : an act or instance of placing: as
a (1) : the position of a ball for a place-kick (2) : place-kick
b : the assignment of a person to a suitable place (as a job)
place-name \'pla-,snam\ n : the name of a geographical locality
pla.cen.ta \pl3-'sent-a\ n [NL, fr. L, fiat cake, fr. Gk plakount-
plakous, fr. plak-, plax flat surface — more at please] 1 a : the
vascular organ in mammals except monotremes and marsupials
that unites the fetus to the maternal uterus and mediates its
metabolic exchanges through a more or less intimate associaUon
of uterine mucosal with chorionic and usu. allantoic tissues
b : an analogous organ in another animal 2 ; a sporangiuma

bearing surface; esp : the part of the carpel bearing ovules —
pla-cen-tal \-'sent-n\ adj or n

pla-cen.ta.tion \,plas-'n-'ta-shan, pl3-,sen-\ n 1 : the development
or morphological type of a placenta 2 ; the arrangement of
placentas and ovules in a plant ovary

placer \'plas-3r\ n [Sp, fr. Catal, submarine plain, fr. plaza
place, fr. L platea broad street — more at pu^ce] : an alluvial or
glacial deposit containing particles of gold or other valuable
mineral — placer miner n — placer mining n

place setting n : a table service for one person
plac.id \'plas-3d\ adj [L placidus, fr. placere] 1 : undisturbed,
peaceful 2 : complacent syn see calm — pla-cid.i«ty \pla-
'sid-3t-e, pl3-\ n — plac-id-ly \'plas-3d-le\ adv — plac-id-ness n

plack*et \'plak-3t\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a slit in a garment
b archaic : a pocket esp. in a woman's skirt 2 archaic a ; petticoat
b : woman

plaC'Oid \*plak-.6id\ adj [Gk plak-, plax] : of, relating to, or
being a scale of dermal origin with an enamel-tipped spine char-
acteristic of the elasmobranchs

pla.fond \pla-fo"\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. plat flat -!- jond bottom, fr.

L fundus — more at plate, bottom] : a usu. elaborate ceiling
formed by the underside of a floor

pla.gal \'pla-g3l\ adj [ML plagalis, deriv. of Gk plagios oblique,
sideways, fr. plagos side; akin to L plaga net, region, Gk pelagos
sea — more at flake] 1 : having the keynote on the 4th scale
step (^ church modes) 2 : progressing from the subdominant
chord to the tonic <'^ cadence)
pla<gia<nsm \'pla-j3-,riz-3m also -je-3-\ n 1 ; an act or instance
of plagiarizing 2 : something plagiarized — pla*gia>nst \-r3st\
n — pla-gia-riS'tic \jDla-j3-'ris-tik also -je-3-\ adj

pla.gia>rize X'pla-ja-.nz also -je-3-\ vt : to steal and pass off as
one's own (the ideas or words of another) ~ vi : to present as
one's own an idea or product derived from an existing source— pla-gia-riz-ern

pla.gia-ry \'pla-je-,er-e, -j3-re\ n [L plagiarius, Ut., plunderer, fr.

plagium hunting net, fr. plaga] 1 archaic : plagiarist 2 : plagia-
rism

pla.gio.clase \'pla-j(e-)3-,klas, pIaj-(e-)3-, -,klaz\ n [Gk plagios
-\- ISV -clase] : a triclinic feldspar; esp : one having calcium or
sodium in its composition

pla.gio-trop.ic \,pla-j(e-)3-'trap-ik, .plaj-(e-)3-\ adj [Gk plagios
-1- ISV -tropic] ; having the longer axis inclined away from the
vertical — pla-gictrop-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — pla>gi>ot-
ro.pism V.pla-je-'a-trs-.piz-sm, .pIaj-e-\ n
iplague \'plag\ n [ME plage, fr. MF. fr. LL plaga, fr. L, blow;
akin to Gk plessein] 1 a : a disastrous evil or affliction : calamity
b : a destructively numerous influx <'^ of locusts) 2 a : an epi-
demic disease causing a high rate of mortality : peshlence b : a
virulent contagious febrile disease that is caused by a bacterium
(Pasieurella pestis) and occurs in several forms 3 a : a cause of
irritation : nuisance b : a sudden unwelcome outbreak
2plague vt 1 : to smite, infest, or afflict with or as if with disease,
calamity, or natural evil 2 : harass, torment syn see worry —
plagu-er n

plague-some \'plag-s3m\ adj 1 ijtroublesome 2 : pestilential
plagu-ey or plaguy \'pla-ge, 'pleg-e\ adj. chiejly dial : causing irri-

tation or annoyance : troublesome — plagu-ey adv — plagu*l>ly
\'pla-g3-le, 'pIeg-3-\ adv

plaice \'plas\ n. pi plaice [ME plaice, fr. OF plais, fr. LL platensis]
: any of various flatfishes; esp : a large European flounder {Pleuro-
nectes platessa)

plaid \'plad\ n [ScGael plaide] 1 : a rectangular length of tartan
worn over the left shoulder by men and women as part of the
Scottish national costume 2 a : a twilled woolen fabric with a
tartan pattern b : a fabric with a pattern of tartan or an imitation
of tartan 3 a : tartan 1 b : a pattern of unevenly spaced re-
peated stripes crossing at right angles — plaid adj — plaid>ed
\-ad\ adj
iplain \'plan\ vi [ME plainen, fr. MF plaindre, fr. L plangere]
archaic : complain

2plain n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L planum, fr. neut. of planus flat, plain— more at floor ] 1 a : an extensive area of level or rolling treeless
country b ; a broad unbroken expanse 2 : something free from
artifice, ornament, or extraneous matter

3plain adj l archaic : even, level 2 ; lacking ornament : UN-
DECORATED 3 ; free of extraneous matter : pure 4 : free of
impediments to view : unobstructed 5 a (1) : evident to the
mind or senses ; obvious (2) : clear b : marked by candor : blunt
6a: common, ordinary b : characterized by lack of vanity or
affectation 7 ; simple, uncomplicated 8 ; lacking beauty or
ugliness : homely syn sea evident, frank — plain-ly adv —
plain-ness \'plan-nas\ n

4plain adv : in a plain manner
plain-chant \'plan-.chant\ n [F plain-chant, lit., plain songj

: PLAINSONG
plain* clothes-man \'plan-'klo(th)z-m3n, -,man\ n : detective
plain-laid \'plan-'lad\ adj, oj a rope ; consisting of strands
twisted opposite to the twist in the strands
Plain People n : members of any of various religious groups (as
Mennonites) who wear plain clothes, adhere to old customs, and
lead a simple life

Plains \'planz\ adj : of or relating to No. American Indians of the
Great Plains or to their culture

plain sail n : the ordinary working canvas of a sailing ship
plain sailing n : easy progress over an unobstructed course
plains-man \'planz-m3n\ n [Great Plaitis -H man] ; an inhabitant
of the plains

plain-song \'plan-,s6o\ " 1 * gregorun chant 2 : liturgical
chant of any of various Christian rites

plain. spO'ken \-'sp5-k3n\ adj : candid, frank — plain-spo>ken-
ness \-k3n-n3s\ n

plaint Vplant\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L planctus, fr. planctus, pp. of
plangere to strike, beat one's breast, lament; akin to OHG jluokhort
to curse, Gk plessein to strike] 1 : lamentation, wail 2 : pro-
test, complaint
plaint>ful \-f3l\ adj : mournful
plain.till \'plant-3f\ n [ME plaintij, fr. MF, fr. plaintij, adj.]
1 ; one who commences a personal action or lawsuit to obtain a
remedy for an injury to his rights 2 : the complaining party in any
litigation



plaintive 647 plantain

1 which the threads interlace alternately

plaln.tive \'plant-iv\ adj [ME plalntif, fr. MF, fr. plainti : e
pressive of suffering or woe ; melancholy — plain-tive-ly adv
plain>tive>ness n

plain weave n : a weave ir

plais.ter ypla-stsrX var oj _

iplait \'plat, 'plat\ n [ME pleit, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL pliclus fr.
pliclus, pp. of L plicare to fold — more at ply] 1 : pleat 2 : a
braid of hair, straw, or other material; specij : pigtail

2plait vr 1 : pleat l 2 a : to interweave the strands or locks of
; BRAID b : to make by plaiting — plait»er n

plait'ing n : the interlacing of strands : braiding
iplan \'plan\ n [F, plane, foundation, ground plan; partly fr. L
planum level ground, fr. neut. of planus level; partly fr. F planter
to plant, fix in place, fr. LL plantare — more at floor plant]
1 : a drawing or diagram drawn on a plane: as a : a top or
horizontal view of an object b : a large-scale map of a small area
2 a : a method of carrying out a design : device b : a method of
doing something : procedure c : a detailed program of action
d ; goal, aim 3 : an orderly arrangement of parts of an overall
design or objective
syn PLAN, design, plot, scheme, project mean a method devised

for making or doing something or achieving an end. plan always
implies mental formulation and sometimes graphic representation;
design often suggests a particular pattern and some degree of
achieved order or harmony; plot implies a laying out in clearly
distinguished sections with attention to their relations and pro-
portions; scheme stresses calculation of the end in view and may
apply to a plan motivated by craftiness and self-seeking; project
often stresses imaginative scope and vision

2plan vb planned; plan-ning vr 1 : to arrange the parts of : design
2 : to devise or project the realization or achievement of 3 : to
have in mind : intend ~ vi : to make plans — plan-ner n
iplan- or piano- comb jorm [prob. fr. NL, fr. Gk, wandering, fr.
pianos: akin to Gk planasthai to wander — more at planet] : mov-
ing about ; motile <p.'anoblast>
apian- or piano- com6/orm [L/j/onuj] 1 : flat <p/anosol> 2 : flatly
<p/(3nospiral> 3 : flat and <p/Q/w-concave)

pla-nar X'pla-nar, -.nar\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or lying in a plane
2 : two-dimensional in quality

pla.nar-i-an \pla-'nar-e-3n, -'ner-X n [deriv. of L planum plane]
: any of a family (Planariidae) or order (Tricladida) of small soft:,
bodied ciliated mostly aquatic turbellarian worms

pla>na>tion \pla-'na-sh3n\ n : mechanical erosion producing flat
surface

plan.chet \'plan-ch3t\ n [dim. oi planch (flat plate)] 1 : a metal
disk to be stamped as a coin 2 ; a small metal or plastic disk some-
times with a raised edge

plan-chette \plan-'shet\ n [F, fr. dim. of planche plank, fr. L
planca} : a small board supported on casters at two points and a
vertical pencil at a third and believed to produce automatic
writing when lightly touched by the fingers
iplane \'plan\ vb [ME planen, fr. MF planer, fr. LL planare, fr. L
planus level — more at floor] vt la: to make smooth or even
: LEVEL b : to make plane by use of a plane 2 : to remove by
planing «- vi 1 : to work with a plane 2 : to do the work of a
plane — plan-er n
2plane n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L platanus, fr. Gk platanos; akin to Gk
platys broad — more at place] : any of a genus {Platanus of the
family Platanaceae, the plane-tree family) of trees with large
palmately lobed leaves and flowers in globose heads — called also
buttonwood, sycamore
aplane n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL
plana, fr. planarel t a tool for
smoothing or shaping a wood
surface

*plane n il. planum, fr. neut. of
planus level] 1 a ; a surface of
such nature that a straight line
joining two of its points lies

wholly in the surface b : a flat

or level surface 2 : a level of , . . , ,

existence, consciousness, or de- P anes: 1 jack plane 2 router

velopment 3 a : one of the P^^^^' -^
^°"Suing and grooving

main supporting surfaces of an pi&ae, 4 block plane

airplane b [by shortening] : airplane
3plane adj [L planus'\ 1 : having no elevations or depressions : flat
2 a : of, relating to, or dealing with geometric planes b : lying in a
plane <'-^ curve) syn see level

6plane vi [F planer, fr. plan plane; fr. the plane formed by the wings
of a soaring bird] 1 a : to soar on wings b ; to skim across the
surface of the water 2 : to travel by airplane

plane angle n ; an angle formed by two lines

plane geometry n : a branch of elementary geometry that deals with
plane figures

pla.ner tree \'pla-n3r-\ n [L J. /'/anertl789G botanist] : a smalU
leaved No. American tree (Planera aquatica) of the elm family with
an oval ribbed fruit

plan>et \'plan-3t\ n [ME planets, fr. OF, fr. LL planeta, modif. of
Gk planet-, planes, lit., wanderer, fr. planasthai to wander; akin to
ON jlana to rush around] 1 a : any of the seven heavenly bodies
sun, moon, Venus, Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, and Saturn that in
ancient belief have motions of their own among the fixed stars
b ; one of the bodies except a comet, meteor, or satellite that re-

PLANETS
SYMBOL NAME MEAN DISTANCE

FROM THE SUN
PERIOD IN
DAYS OR

DIAM-
ETER IN

astronomical million YEARS MILES
units miles

?* Jupiter 5.20 483 12 years 88,640
h Saturn 9.54 886 29 years 74,100
8 Uranus 19.19 1783 84 years 32,000

^ Neptune 30.07 2794 165 years 31,000
e Earth 1.00 93 365 K days 7,927

9 Venus 0.72 67 225 days 7,700

f
Mars 1.52 142 687 days 4,215
Pluto 39.46 3670 248 years 4,000?

« Mercury 0.39 36 88 days 3,100

volves around the sun In the solar system; specif : earth 2 : a
heavenly body held to influence the fate of human beings 3 : a
person or thing of great importance : luminary

plane table n : an instrument that consists essentially of a drawing
board on a tnpod with a ruler pointed at the object observed and is
used for plotting the lines of a survey directly from the observation

plan.e.tar.i.um \.pian-3-'ter-e-3m\ n, pi planetariums or plan-
e>tar>ia \-e-3\ l : a model or representation of the solar system
2 a : an optical device to project various celestial images and
eiiects b : a building or room housing such a device

plan.e.tary \'plan-3-.ter-e\ adj 1 a : of or relating to a planet
b (1) : wandering (2) : having a motion like that of a planet
c : immense 2 : terrestrial, worldwide 3 : having or con-
sisting of an epicyclic train of gear wheels

plan.e.tes.i.mal X.plan-s-'tes-a-mal, -'tez-\ n [planet -f -esimal (as
in infmitesimal)^ : one of numerous small solid heavenly bodies
that may have existed at an early stage of the development of the
solar system

planetesimal liypothesis n : a hypothesis in astronomy: the planets
have evolved by aggregation from planetesimals

plan.e.toid \'plan-3-,t6id\ n l : a body resembling a planet
2 : asteroid — plan-e-toi-dal \,plan-3-'t6id-=l\ adj

plan.et-sUick.en \'pian-at-.strik-3n\ or plan-et-struck \-,str3k\
adj 1 ; affected by the influence of a planet 2 : panic-stricken

planet wheel n : a gear wheel that revolves around the wheel with
which it meshes in an epicyclic train

plan*form \'plan-,fdrm\ n : the contour of an airplane as viewed

the quality or state of being

from above
plan.gen.cy \'plan-j3u-se\
plangent

plan.gent \-]3nt\ adj [L plangent-, plangens, prp. of plangere to
strike, lament] 1 : having a loud reverberating sound 2 : having
an expressive esp. plaintive quality — plan*gent*ly adv

pla.nim.e.ter \pla-'nim-at-3r, pl3-\ n [F planimetre, fr. L planum
plane -f- F -metre -meter] : an instrument for measuring the area of a
plane figure by tracing its boundary line

pla<ni>met-riC \,pla-na-'me-trik\ adj [F planimetrie measurement
of plane surfaces, fr. Mh planimetria, fr. L planum plane -I- -metria
-metry] oj a map : having no indications of contour

plan-iSh \'plan-ish\ vr [MF planiss-, stem of planir, fr. plan level,
fr. L planus^ : to make smooth or plane; specij ; to toughen and
polish by hammering lightly — plan-ish-er n

pla.ni.sphere \'pla-n3-,sfi(a)r\ n [ML planisphaerlum, fr. L
planum plane + sphaera sphere] : a representation of the circles of
the sphere on a plane; esp : a polar projection of the celestial
sphere and the stars on a plane with adjustable circles or other ap-
pendages for showing celestial phenomena for any given time
iplank \'plaok\ n [ME, fr. O'^Y planke, fr. I. planca^ 1 a : a heavy
thick board; specij : one 2 to 4 inches thick and at least S inches
wide b : an object made of a plank or planking c : planking
2 a : an article in the platform of a political party b ; a principal
item of a policy or program

2planl£ vt 1 : to cover or floor with planks 2 ; to set down 3 ; to
cook and serve on a board usu. with an elaborate garnish

planK-ing n l : the act or process of covering or fitting with planks
2 : a quantity of planks

plank-sheer \'plaDk-.shiC3)r\ n [alter, of obs. plancher (planking)]
: a heavy plank forming the outer edge of a ship's deck

plank'ter \'plari(kVtar\n [Gk ;?7a«;crer wanderer, fr. ;;tozei7/:ai] : a
planktonic organism

plank.ton \'plaDCk)-t3n, -.tan\ n [G, fr. Gk, neut. of planktos
drifting, fr. plazesthai to wander, drift, pass, of plazein to drive
astray; akin to L plangere to strike — more at plaint] ; the pas-
sively floating or weakly swimming animal and plant life of a body
of water— plank>ton>ic \plao(k>-'tan-ik\ adj
planless \'plan-l3s\ adj ; functioning or taking place without a
plan or set goal — plan>le5s<ly adv — plan*less>ness n

piano see plan-
pla>no-con>cave \.pla-no-(,1kan-'kav, -'kan-,\ adj : flat on one
side and concave on the other

pla'no-con-vex \-(,lkan-'veks, -'kan-,, -k3n-'\ adj ; flat on one
side and convex on the other

pla>no«gTaph \'pla-n3-,graf\ vt [back-formation fr. planographyl
: to print by planography — planograph n

pla>no>gTaph-ic \,pla-n3-'graf-ik\ adj : involving planography
pla.nog.ra.phy \pla-'nag-r3-fe, pl3-\ n : a process (as lithography)
for printing from a plane surface; also ; matter printed by such a
process

pla>no>SOl \'pla-n3-,sal, -.s6I\ n l^plan- + L solum ground, soil]

: any of an intrazonal group of soils with strongly leached upper
layer over a compacted clay or silt developed on smooth flat up-
lands

plan position indicator n : ppi

iplant \'plant\ vb [ME planien, fr. OE plantian, fr. LL plantare to
plant, fix in place, fr. L, to plant, fr. planta plant] vt 1 a : to put or
set in the ground for growth <'^ seeds) b : to set or sow with
seeds or plants c ; implant 2 a : to establish or institute

b : colonize, settle c : to place (animals) in a new locality to
grow and multiply d ; to stock with animals 3 a : to place in or
on the ground b ; to place firmly or forcibly 4 a : conceal
b : to covertly place for discovery, publication, or dissemination
~ vi : to plant something — plant-able \-3-b3l\ adj

3plant n [ME plante, fr. OE, fr. L planial 1 a : a young tree, vine,
shrub, or herb planted or suitable for planting b ; any of a
kingdom (Plantae) of living beings typically lacking locomotor
movement or obvious nervous or sensory organs and possessing
cellulose cell walls 2 a : the land, buildings, machinery, apparatus,
and fixtures employed in carrying on a trade or an industrial busi-
ness b : a factory or workshop for the manufacture of a par-
ticular product c : the total facilities available for production or
service d : the buildings and other physical equipment of an in-
stitution 3 : an act of planting 4 : something or someone planted— plant'like \-,lTk\ adj
Plan<tag>e>net \plan-'taj-3-n3l\ adj iPlaniagenet, nickname of the
family adopted as surname] : of or relating to an English royal
house furnishing sovereigns from 1154 to 1399 — Flantagenet n
Iplan-tain \'plant-'n\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. 1. plantagin-, plantago, fr.

{
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planta sole of the foot; fr. its broad leaves — more at place] ; any
of a genus {Plantago of the family Plantaginaceae, the plantain
family) of short-stemmed elliptic-leaved herbs with spikes of
minute greenish flowers

splautain n [Sp pldmano plane tree, banana tree, fr. ML plantanus,
alter, of L platanus — more at plane] 1 : a banana plant {Musa
paradisiaca) 2 I the angular greenish starchy fruit of the plantain
that is a staple food throughout the tropics when cooked

plantain lily n : a plant (genus Hosta) of the lily family with
plaited basal leaves and racemose white or violet flowers

plan-tar X'plant-ar, 'plan-,tar\ adj [L plantaris, fr. planta sole —
more at place] ; of or relating to the sole of the foot

plan-ta>tion Xplan-'ta-shsn, South also plant-'a-\ n 1 : a usu.
large group of plants and esp. trees under cultivation 2 : a settle-

ment in a new country or region ; colony 3 a ; a place that is

planted or under cultivation b ; a usu. large estate usu. worked by
resident labor

plant-er \*plant-3r\ n 1 : one that cultivates plants: as a ; farmer
b : one who owns or operates a plantation 2 : one who settles or
founds a place and esp. a new colony 3 I a container in which
ornamental plants are grown

planter's punch n : a punch of rum, lime or lemon juice, sugar,
water, and sometimes bitters

plant food n l : food lb 2 : fertilizer
plant hormone n ; an organic substance other than a nutrient that
in minute amounts modifies a plant physiological process; esp ; one
produced by a plant and active elsewhere than at the site of pro-
duction

plan-ti-grade \'plant-a-,grad\ adj [F, fr. I. planta sole -I- F -gradel
; walking on the sole with the heel touching the ground <man is a '^

animal) — plantigrade n
plant-like flagellate \,plant-,lTk-\ n : any of various organisms
constituting a subclass (Phytomastigina), having many char-
acteristics in common with typical algae, and being considered as
protozoans or as algae

plant louse n ; an aphid or a related insect
plan-u.la \'plan-y3-l3\ n, pi plan-u-lae \-y3-.le, -,ir\ [NL, fr. L
planus level, flat — more at floor] : the very young usu. flattened
oval or oblong free-swimming ciliated larva of a coelenterate —
plan-u-lar \-l3r\ adj — plan*u-loid \-,I6id\ adj

plaque \'plak\ n [F, fr. MF. metal sheet, fr. plaquier to plate, fr.

MD placken to piece, patch; akin to MD placke piece. MHG
placke patch] 1 a ; an ornamental brooch; esp : the badge of an
honorary order b : a flat thin piece (as of metal) used for decora-
tion c : a commemorative or identifying inscribed tablet 2 ; a
localized abnormal patch on a body part or surface
plasb \'plash\ n [prob. imit] ; splash — plash vb
-pla-sia \'pla-zh(el3\ or -pla.sy \,pla-se, ,plas-e, p-la-se\ n comb
jorm [NL -plasia, fr. Gk plasis molding, fr. plassein'] : development
: formation (.hyperplasia} (.homoplasy}

plasm \'plaz-3m\ n ILL plasma something molded] : plasma
plasm- or plasmo- com6 Jorm [F, fr. NL plasma} : plasma
{plasmodiumy {p lasmoly sis')

-plasm \,plaz-om\ n comb Jorm [G -plasma, fr. "NL plasma"] : forma-
tive or formed material (as of a cell or tissue) (.endoplasmj

plas.ma \'plaz-m3\ n [G, fr. LL, something molded, fr. Gk, fr.

plassein to mold — more at plaster] 1 : a green faintly translucent
quartz 2 [NL, fr. LL] a : the fluid part of blood, lymph, or milk as
distinguished from suspended material b : the juice that can be
expressed from muscle 3 : protoplasm 4 : an ionized gas con-
taining about equal numbers of positive ions and electrons — plas-
matic \plaz-'mat-ik\ adj

plas-ma-gel \'plaz-m3-jel\ n : gelated protoplasm; esp ; the outer
firm zone of a pseudopodium

plas^ma.gene \-Jen\ n [ISV] ; a submicroscopic determiner held
to be present in cytoplasm and to be comparable to genes —
plas-ma-gen-ic \,plaz-ma-'je-nik\ adj

plas.ma.lem.ma \,plaz-m3-'lem-9\ n [NL, fr. plasma + Gk lemma
husk — more at lemma] : the differentiated protoplasmic surface
bounding a cell

plasma membrane /i ; a semipermeable limiting layer of cell pro-
toplasm

plas-ma-sol \'plaz-m3-,sal, -,s61, -,sol\ n : solated protoplasm;
esp : the inner fluid zone of a pseudopodium or amoeboid cell

plas-min \'plaz-m3n\ n : a proteolytic enzyme that dissolves the
fibrin of blood clots

plas-mo.di.um \plaz-*mod-e-3m\ n, pi pIas*mo>dia \-e-3\ [NL,
fr. plasm- + -odium thing resembling, fr. Gk -odes like] 1 a : a
motile multinucleate mass of protoplasm resulting from fusion of
uninuclear amoeboid cells b : syncytium 1 2 : an individual
malaria parasite

pla5*mol>y>SiS \plaz-'mal-3-s3s\ n [NL] : shrinking of the cyto-
plasm away from the wall of a hving cell due to water loss by
exosmosis — plas-mo-lyt-ic \,pla2-m3-'lit-ik\ adj — plas*mo-
lyt-i»oaMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

plas-mo-lyze \'plaz-m3-,lTz\ vt ; to subject to plasmolysis «- vi

: to undergo plasmolysis
-plast \,plast\ n comb Jorm [MF -plaste thing molded, fr. LL
-plastus, fr. Gk -plastos, fr. plastos molded, fr. plassein"] ; or-
ganized particle or granule : cell <chromop/a5/>
iplas.ter \'plas-tar\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. L emplastrum, fr. Gk
emplastron, fr. emplassein to plaster on. fr. en- + plassein to mold,
plaster; akin to L planus level, flat — more at floor] 1 : a pharma-
ceutical preparation stiffer than ointment usu. applied to the
body spread on some surface {as of cloth); broadly : something
applied to heal and soothe 2 : a pasty composition (as of lime,
water, and sand) that hardens on drying and is used for coating
walls, ceilings, and partitions — plas*ter>work \-,w3rk\ n —
plas.tery \-t(3-)re\ adj
^piaster vb plas«ter-ing \-t(a-)rir)\ vt 1 : to overlay or cover
with plaster : coat 2 : to apply a plaster to 3 a : to cover over
or conceal as if with a coat of plaster b ; to apply as a coating
or incrustation c : to smooth down with a sticky or shiny sub-
stance 4 : to fasten or apply tightly to another surface 5 : to
treat with plaster of pans 6 : to affix to or place upon esp. con-
spicuously or in quantity '^ vi : to apply plaster — plas>ter-er
\-tar-3r\ n

plas-ter-board \'plas-t3r-.b6(3)rd, -.b6(3)rd\ n ; a board used in
large sheets as a backing or as a substitute for plaster in walls and
consisting of several plies of fiberboard, paper, or felt usu. bonded

to a hardened gypsum plaster core
plaster cast n l : a sculptor's model in plaster of pads 2 ; a rigid
dressing of gauze impregnated with plaster of paris

plas-tered \'plas-t3rd\ adj, slang : drunk, intoxicated
plas>ter>lng /i 1 : the act or process of applying a plaster or a coat-
ing of plaster 2 ; a coating of plaster or similar substance
3 : drubbing

plaster of par.is \-'par-3s\ ojten cap 2d P i Paris, France] ; a
white powdery slightly hydrated calcium sulfate CaS04.j'^H20 or
2CaS04.H20 made by calcining gypsum and used chiefly for
casts and molds in the form of a quick-setting paste with water
iplas.tic \'plas-tik\ adj [L plasticus of molding, fr. Gk plastikos,
fr. plassein to mold, form] 1 ; formative, creative ('^ forces in
nature) 2 St i capable of being molded or modeled ('^ clay)
b : capable of adapting : pliable (ecologically '^ animals) 3 : char-
acterized by or using modeling <-« arts) 4 : sculptural 5 : made
or consisting of a plastic 6 : capable of being deformed continu-
ously and permanently in any direction without rupture
syn PLIABLE, pliant, ductile, malleable, adaptable: plastic

applies to substances soft enough to be molded yet capable of
hardening into the desired fixed form; pliable suggests something
easily bent, folded, twisted, or manipulated; PL1A^^^ may stress
flexibiUty and sometimes connote springiness and so lack some
of the suggestion of subraissiveness found in pliable; ductile
appUes to what can be drawn out at will and therefore suggests
being easily led or influenced; malleable applies to what may be
beaten into shape and may suggest lack of independent will or
firm character; adaptable implies the capability of being easily
modified to suit other conditions, needs, or uses

aplastic n : a plastic substance; specij ; any of numerous organic
synthetic or processed materials that are molded, cast, extruded,
drawn, or laminated into objects, films, or filaments — often used
in pi. with sing, constr.

-plas-tic \'plas-tik\ adj comb Jorm [Gk -plastikos, fr. plassein"]

1 : developing : forming <thrombopZasric> 2 : of or relating to
(something designated by a term ending in -plasm, -plast, -plasty,

or -plasy) (homoplastic} (neoplastic}
plas.ti-cal.ly \'plas-ti-k(3-)le\ adv 1 ; in a plastic maimer 2 : with
respect to plastic quaUties

plas-tic-i-ty \pla-'siis-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being plas-
tic; esp ; capacity for being molded or altered 2 : the ability to
retain a shape attained by pressure deformation

plas>tl*cize \'plas-ta-,sTz\ vt ; to make plastic

plas.ti-Ciz-er \-.si-z3r\ n ; one that plasticizes; specij : a chemical
added to rubbers and resins to impEurt flexibihty, workability, or
stretchability

plastic surgeon n : a specialist in plastic surgery
plastic surgery n : a branch of surgery concerned with the repair
or restoration of lost, injured, or deformed parts of the body
chiefly by transfer of tissue

plaS'tid \'plas-tod\ n [G, fr. Gk plastos molded] : any of various
small bodies of specialized protoplasm lying in the cytoplasm of
cells and serving in many cases as_ centers of special metabolic
activities — plas>tid>i*al \pla-*stid-e-3l\ adj

plas-to-gene \'plas-t3-,jen\ n iplaste<i + -o- + -gene] : a submicro-
scopic determiner held to be present in plant cell plastids and to
influence phenomena of the plastids

plas>to>mer X'plas-ta-marX n [plastic + -o- -H -mer"] i a relatively

tough usu. hard and rigid polymeric substance
plas-tral \'plas-tr3l\ adj : of or relating to a plastron

plas-tron \'plas-tr3n\ n [MF, fr. Olt piaslrone, aug. of piastra
thm metal plate — more at piaster] lata metal breastplate

b ; a quilted pad worn in fencing practice to protect the chest

2 : the ventral part of the shell of a tortoise or turile consisting

typically of nine symmetrically placed bones overlaid by homy
plates 3 a : a trimming like a bib for a woman's dress b : dickey
la

-plas-ty \,plas-te\ n comb Jorm [F -plastie, fr. LGk -plastia molding,
fr. Gk -plastes molder, fr. plassein] ; plastic surgery (osteoplasty}

-plasy — see -plasia
iplat \'plat\ vt plat»ted; plat-ting [ME platen, alter, of plaiten]

: plait
2plat n : PLAIT
3plat n [prob. alter, of plot] 1 : a small piece of groimd : plot
2 : a plan, map, or chart of a piece of land I'as a town) with actual

or proposed features (as lots); also : the land represented

"plat vr plat-ted: plat-ting : to make a plat of

plat.an \'plat-'n\ n [ME, fr. L platanus] % ^plane
iplate \'plat\ n [ME. fr. OF, fr. plate, fem. of clat flat, fr. (assumed)
VL plattus, prob. fr. Gk platys broad, flat — more at place]
1 a : a smooth flat thin piece of material b (1) : forged, rolled,

or cast metal in sheets usu. thicker than \\ inch (2) ; a very thin

layer of metal deposited on a surface of base metal by plating

: one of the broad metal pieces used in armor; also : armor of

such plates d (1) : a lamina or plaque (as of bone or horn) that

forms part of an animal body; esp : scute (2) : the thin under
portion of the lorequarter of beef; esp : the fatty back part
e (1) : home plate (2) : a rubber slab from which a softball or
baseball pitcher delivers the ball 2 [ME; partly fr. OF plate

plate, piece of silver; partly fr. OSp plaia silver, fr. (assumed)
VL plattus flat] a obs : a silver coin b : precious metal; esp ; silver

bullion 3 [ME, fr. MF plat dish, plate, fr. plat flat] a : domestic
hollow ware of gold, silver, base metals, or plated b : a shallow
usu. circular vessel from which food is eaten or served c ( 1) : puvte-
FUL (2) : a main course served on a plate (3) : food and service

suppUed to one person d (1) : a prize given to the winner in

a contest (2) : a sports competition; esp : a horse race in which
the contestants compete for a prize rather than stakes 6 : a dish

or pouch passed in taking collections 1 : a flat glass dish used
chiefly for culturing microorganisms 4 a : printing surface
b : a sheet of material (as glass) coated with a light-sensitive photo-
graphic emulsion c (11 : the usu. flat or grid-formed anode of an
electron tube at which electrons collect (2) : a metallic grid with
its interstices filled with active material that forms one of the struc-

tural units of a storage cell or battery 5 : a horizontal timber for

carrying the trusses of a roof or the rafters directly 6 : the part of a
denture that fits to the mouth; broadly : denture 7 : a full-page

illustration often on different paper from the text pages
zplate vt 1 ; to cover or equip with plate: as a : to arm with
armor plate b : to cover with an adherent layer mechanically.
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chemically, or electrically; also ; to deposit (as a layer) on a
surface 2 ; to make a printing surface from or for 3 : to fix or
secure with a plate
ipla.teau \pla-'t5, 'pla-,\ n, pi plateaus or pla.teaux \-'t6z, -,toz\
[F, fr. MF, platter, fr. plat flat] 1 a : a usu. extensive land area
having a relatively level surface raised sharply above adjacent
land on at least one side : tableland b : a similar undersea
feature 2 a : a region of little or no change in a graphical repre-
sentation b : a relatively stable level, period, or condition
2plateau vi : to reach a period or phase of stability : form a plateau

; level off
plateful \'plat-.ful\ n, pi plateluls \'p]at-,fulz\ also plates-lul
\'plats-,ful\ ; a quantity to fill a plate

plate glass n : fine rolled, ground, and polished sheet glass
plale-let \'plat-lat\ n ; a minute flattened body; specij : blood
PLATELFT

plate-like \-,lTk\ adj : resembling a plate esp. In smooth flat form
plat-en \'plat-'n\ n [MF plateine, fr. plate"] 1 : a flat plate of
metal; esp : one that exerts or receives pressure 2 : the roller of a
typewriter

plate proof n : a proof taken from a plated letterpress printing
surface

plat.er \'plat-ar\ n 1 : one that plates 2 a : a horse that runs
chiefly in plate races b ; an inferior race horse

plate rail n 1 chiefly Brit : a primitive tvpe of flat rail of cast iron
with an upright ledge on the outer edge to keep wheels on the rail
2 : a rail or narrow shelf along the upper part of a wall to hold
plates or ornaments

plat-form \'plat-.f6rm\ n, ojten attrib [MF plate-forme diagram.
map, lit., flat form] 1 a : plan, design b : a declaration of the
principles on which a group of persons stand; esp : a declaration
of principles and policies adopted by a political party or a candidate
2 : a horizontal flat surface usu. higher than the adjoining area;
esp : a raised flooring for speakers, performers, or other persons
3 a ; a layer (as of leather) between the inner sole and outer sole
of a shoe b : a shoe having such a sole

platform car n : flatcar
platform rocker n : a chair that rocks on a stable platform
platform scale n : a weighing machine with a flat platform on which
objects are weighed — called also platform balance

platin- or platino- comb form IN L platinum} ; platinum (platino-
type) </7/a/iniridium>
ipla-tl-na \pl3-'te-n3\ n [Sp] : platinum; esp ; crude native
platinum

aplatina adj : of the color platinum
plat>ing n 1 : the act or process of plating 2 a : a coating of
metal plates b : a thin coating of metal

pla-tin-ic \pl3-'tin-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or containing platinum
esp. when tetravalent — compare platinous

plat'i-nize \'plat-=n-,Tz\ vt ; to cover, treat, or combine vdth
platinum

plat-i-no-cy-a-nide \.plat-'n-o-'sT-3-.nTd\ n : a fluorescent com-
plex salt formed by the union of platinous cyanide with another
cyanide

iplat^i'Iloid \'plat-'n-,6id\ adj : resembling platinum
^platinoid « 1 : an alloy chiefly of copper, nickel, and zinc used
for forming electrical resistance coils and standards 2 : a metal
related to platinum

plat-i-no-type \'plat-'n-o-,tTp\ n : a permanent photographic
print in platinum black obtained by the reduction of a platlnura
salt by a developer; also : the process of making such a print

plat-i<nous X'plat-nss, -'n-3s\ adj : of, relating to, or containing
platinum esp. when bivalent — compare platinic

plat-i-num X'plat-nsm, -'n-sm\ n, often attrib [NL. fr. Sp platina,
fr. dim. of plaia silver — more at plate] 1 : a heavy precious
grayish white noncorroding ductile malleable metallic element
that fuses with difficulty and is used esp. in chemical ware and
apparatus, as a catalyst, and in dental and jewelry alloys — see
element table 2 ; a moderate gray

platinum black n : a soft dull black powder of metallic platinum
obtained by reduction and precipitation from solutions of its

salts and used as a catalyst

platinum blonde « l : a pale silvery blonde color that in human
hair is usu. produced by bleach and a bluish rinse 2 ; a person
whose hair is of the color platinum blonde

plat.i-tude \'plat-3-,t(y)ud\ n [F. fr. plat flat, duU] 1 : the quaUty
or state of being dull or insipid ; triteness 2 : a flat, trite, or
weak remark : commonplace — plat-i-tu-di-nous \,plat-3-
't(y)ud-n9s, -'n-5s\ adj

plat-i-tu-di-nal \,plat-3-'t(y)Ud-n3l, :_'n-9l\ adj : platttudinous
plat-i-tu-di-nar-i>au \-,t(y)Ud-'n-'er-e-3n\ n : one given to plaU-

plat>i-tu>di-nize \-'tCy)Ud-'n-.Tz\ vi iplatitudinousi i to utter
platitudes

pla-ton-iC \pl3-'tan-ik. pla-\ adj [L platonicus, fr. Gk platdnikos
fr. Platon Plato] 1 cap : of, relating to. or characteristic of Plato
or Platonism 2 a : relating to or based on platonic love; also

: experiencing or professing platonic love b : nominal, theo-
retical — pla-ton-i-cal'ly \-i-k(9-)le\ adv

platonic love n, often cap P 1 : love conceived by Plato as ascending
from passion for the individual to contemplation of the universal
and ideal 2 : a close relationship between two persons in which
sexual desire has been suppressed or sublimated
Fla-to-nism \'plat-'n-.iz-3m\ n 1 a : the philosophy of Plato
stressing esp. that actual things are copies of transcendent ideas
and that these ideas are the objects of true knowledge apprehended
by reminiscence b ; neoplatonism 2 : platonic love — Pla-
to-nist \-'n-3st\ n — Pla-to-nis-tic \,plat-'n-'is-tik\ adj
FIa>to-nize \'plat-'n-,Tz\ vj : to adopt, imitate, or conform to
Platonic opinions -^^ vr : to explain in accordance with or adapt
to Platonic doctrines; esp ; idealize

pla-toon \pl3-*tijn. pla-\ n [F peloton small detachment, lit., ball,

fr. pelote little ball — more at pellet] 1 : a subdivision of a
company-size military unit normally consisting of a headquarters
and two or more squads or sections 2 : a group of persons sharing

a common characteristic or activity; specif : a group of football

players trained for either offense or defense and sent into or

withdrawn from the game as a body
platoon sergeant n l : an army noncommissioned officer in charge
of a platoon 2 : sergeant first class
Platt-deutsch V'plat-.doich, 'plat-X n [G, fr. D Platduitsch, lit..
Low German, fr. plat flat, low + duitsch German] : a colloquial
language of northern Germany comprising several Low German
dialects

plat-ter \'plat-3r\ n VA^ plater, fr. AF, fr. WF plat plate] 1 a : a
large plate used esp. for serving meat b ; plate 3c(2) 2 : a
phonograph record
iplaty \'plat-e\ adj 1 : resembling a plate 2 : consisting of plates
or flaky layers ~ used chiefly of soil or mineral formations
2platy \'plat-e\ n, pi platy or plat-ys or plat-ies [NL Platypoe-
cilus, genus name] : any of various small stockily built Mexican top-
minnows highly favored for the tropical aquarium, noted for varia-
bility and brilliant color, and held to form a single species {Platy-
poecilus maculatus)
platy-hel.mintn \,plat-i-'hel-,min(tnh\ n [deriv. of Gk platys
broad, flat + helminth-, helmis helminth] : any of a phylum
(Platyhelminthes) of soft-bodied usu. much flattened worms (as
the planarians, flukes, and tapeworms) — platy*hel*rain<thic
\-(.)hel-'min(t)-thik, -'mint-ik\ adj

platy.pus \'plat-i-p3S, -,pus\ n [NL, fr. Gk platypous flat-footed,
fr. platys broad, flat -h pons foot — more at place, foot] ; a
small aquatic oviparous mammal (Ornithorhynchus anatinus) of
southern and eastern AustraUa and Tasmania having a fleshy
bill resembling that of a duck, dense fur, webbed feet, and a
broad flattened tail

plat-yr-rhine \'plat-i-,rTn\ adj [Gk platyrrhin-, platyrrhis broad*
nosed, fr. platys -f- rhin-, rkis nose] : having a short broad nose— platyrrhiue n — plat-yr-rhi-ny \-,rT-ne\ n

plau-dit \'pl6d-3t\ n [L plaudite applaud, pi. imper. of plaudere
to applaud] 1 : an act or round of applause 2 : enthusiastic
approval

plau>Si-bil-i-ty \,pl6-z3-'bil-3t-e\ n l : the quaUty or state of
being plausible 2 : something plausible

plau-Si-ble \'pl6-Z9-b3l\ adj [L plausibilis worthy of applause,
fr. plausus, pp. of plaudere] 1 : superficially fair, reasonable, or
valuable ; specious 2 : superficially pleasing or persuasive
3 : superficially worthy of beUef : credible — plau-si-ble-ness n— plau-si-bly \-ble\ adv
syn plausible, credible, colorable, specious mean outwardly

acceptable as true or genuine, plausible implies reasonableness
at first sight or hearing usu. with some hint of a possibility of being
deceived; credible may suggest plausibility but more clearly
stresses worthiness of belief; colorable stresses credibility on
merely outward grounds; specious stresses plausibility usu. with a
clear implication of dissimulation or fraud

plau-Sive \'pl6-z!v, -siv\ adj [L plausus, pp.] 1 : manifesting
praise or approval : applauding 2 obs : pleasing 3 archaic
: specious

Plau-tine \'pl6-,tTn\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of
Plautus or his writings

iplay \'pla\ n [ME, fr. OE plega; akin to OE plegan to play. MD
pleyen] 1 a : an act of briskly handUng or using a weapon or
instrument b (1) archaic : game, sport (2) : the conduct, course,
or action of a game (3) : a particular act or maneuver in a game
c (1) obs : sexual intercourse (2) : dalliance d (l) : recrea-
tional activity; esp ; the spontaneous activity of children (2)
; JEST <said it in '^> (3) : the act or an instance of playing on
words or speech sounds e : gambling, gaming 2 a (1) ; an
act, way, or manner of proceeding (2) : deal, venture b (1) : op-
eration, activity (2) : brisk, fitful, or light movement (3) : free
or unimpeded motion (as of a part of a machine); also : the length
or measure of such motion (4) : scope or opportunity for action
3 a : the stage representation of an action or story b : a dramatic
composition : drama syn see fun — in play ; in condition or
position to be legitimately played
2play vr la: to engage in sport or recreation : frolic b (1) : to
move aimlessly about : trifle (2) : to deal or behave frivolously or
mockingly : jest (3) : to deal in a light, speculative, or sportive
manner (4) : to make use of double meaning or of the similarity
of sound of two words for stylistic or humorous effect 2 a : to
take advantage <,^ing upon fears) b (1) : flutter, frisk (2) ; to
move or operate in a Uvely. irregular, or intermittent manner
C : to move or function freely within prescribed Umits d : to
discharge, eject, or fire repeatedly or so as to make a stream (hoses
'^ing on a fire) 3 a (1) : to perform music i-^ on a violin) (2) : to
sound in performance (the organ is ^^ing} b (1) : to act on a stage
or other dramatic medium (2) : show, run (what's '^ing at the
theater) c : to lend itself to performance 4 a : to engage or take
part in a game b : gamble c (1) : to behave or conduct oneself
in a specified way (-^ safe) (2) : to feign a specified state or quaUty
('^ dead) (3) : to take part in or assent to some activity : co-
operate (-^ along with his scheme) '— v/ 1 a (1) ; to engage in or
occupy oneself with ('^ baseball) (2) : to engage in as if in a game
(3) ; to deal with, handle, or manage (4) : exploit, manipulate
b : to pretend to engage in (children '^ing house) c (1) : to
perform or execute for amusement or to deceive or mock ('^ trick)

(2) ; wreak (-- havoc) 2 a (1) ; to put on a performance of
(a play) (2) : to act in the character or part of (3) : to act or
perform in (•^ed leading theaters) b : to perform or act the part of
('^ the fool) 3 a : to contend against in a game b (1) : to wager
in a game : stake (2) : to make wagers on ("^ the races) (3) : to
operate on the basis of (-^ a hunch) c : to put into action in a
game 4 a : to perform (music) on an instrument (--^ a waltz)
b : to perform music upon ('-- the violin) 5a: wield, ply b : to
discharge, fire, or set off with continuous effect c : to cause to
move or operate lightly and irregularly or intermittently d : to
keep (a hooked fish) in action — play-able \'pla-5-b9l\ adj —
play ball : cooperate

pla-ya \'pn-a\ n [Sp. lit., beach] : the flat-floored bottom of an
undrained desert basin that becomes a shallow lake

play-act \"pla-,akt\ vb [back-formation fr. playacting] vi la: to
take part in theatrical performances esp. professionally b : to
make believe 2 : to engage in theatrical or insincere behavior
-^ v/ : to act out — play-act-ing n

play back vr : to run through (a disc or tape) recently recorded
play-back \'pla-,bak\ n 1 : an act of reproducing a sound record-

9 abutj' ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chin;
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Ing often immediately after recording 2 ; a tape or disc sound
reproducing device

play>t)lll \-.bil\ n 1 : a bill advertising a play and usu, announcing
the cast 2 : a theater program

play-boy \-,b6i\ n : a man who lives a life devoted chiefly to the
pursuit of pleasure

play-by-play \,pla-b3-.pla, -.bTA adj 1 : being a running com-
mentary on a sports event 2 : circumstantially related ; dctailed

play down vt : to refrain from emphasizing ; depreciate
played out adj l : worn out or used up 2 ; tired out : sPE>rr

play.er \'pla-3r\ n : one that piays: as a : a person who plays
a game b : musician c : actor d : a mechanical device for
automatically playing a musical instrument; esp : a piano player

player piano n : a piano containing a mechanical piano player
play.leMow_\'pIa-.fel-(,)o, -3(-w)\ n : playmate
play-ful \'pla-f3l\ adj 1 : fuH of play : sportive 2 : humorous,
JOCULAR — play«ful*ly \-f3-le\ adv — play.lul.ness n
play'go>er \-,g6(-s)r\ n : a person who frequently attends plays
play.ground ypla-,graund\ n ; a piece of ground used for and usu.
having facilities for recreation esp. by children

play.house \-,haiis\ n 1 ; theater 2 : a small house for children
to piay in

playing card n ; one of a set of 24 to 78 cards marked to show its

rank and suit and used in playing any of numerous games
playing Held n ; a field for various games; esp : the part of a field

officially marked off for play
play-land \'pla-,land\ n : playground
play-let \-l3i\_n : a short play
play-mate \'pla-,mat\ n : a companion in play
play oil V! i : to complete the playing of (an interrupted contest)
2 : to break (a tie) by a play-off

play-ofi \'pla-,6f\ n 1 : a final contest or series of contests to
determine the winner between contestants or teams that have tied

2 : a series of contests played after the end of the regular season
to determine a cham.pionship

play out vt 1 a : to perform to the end b : to use up : finish
2 ; UNREEL, lumfold '^ Vt I to becomc spent or exhausted

play°pen \'pla-,pen\ n ; a portable enclosure in which a baby
or young child may play

play-room \-.riJm, -,rum\ n i rumpus room
play-suit \-,sut\ n i a sports and play outfit for women and children
consisting usu. of a blouse and shorts

play-thing \-,jthio\ n : toy
play*time \-,tira\ n : a time for play or diversion
play up vt ; to give emphasis or prominence to — play up to \pla-
'ap-ta(-w), -CUiJ\ ; to support or flatter by eager agreement

play-wright \'pla-.rTt\ n Vplay + obs. wright (maker), fr. ME,
fr. OE wryhla — more at wright] ; a person who writes plays

pla-za \'pla2-9, 'pl'az-X n [Sp, fr. L platea broad street — more at
place] : a public square in a city or town

plea \'p!e\ n [ME plaid, plai, fr. OF plait, plaid, fr. ML placitum,
fr. L decision, decree, fr. neut. of placitus, pp. oi placere to please,
be decided — more at please] 1 ; a legal suit or action 2 : an
allegation made by a party in support of his cause: as a : an
allegation of fact — compare demurrer b (1) : a defendant's
answer to a plaintiff's declaration in common-law practice (2) ; an
accused persons answer to a charge or indictment in criminal
practice c ; a plea of guilty to an indictment 3 : something
alleged as an excuse ; pretext 4 : an earnest entreaty ; appeal
syn see apology

pleach X'plech, 'plachV vt [ME plechen, fr. ONF plechier, fr. L
plexus, pp^ of plectere to braid — more at ply] : interlace, PLArr
plead Vpled\ vb plead-ed \'pled-ad\ or pled Vpled\ plead-ing
[ME plaiden to institute a lawsuit, fr. OF plaidier. fr. plaid plea]
vi 1 : to argue a case or cause in a court of law 2 a : to make an
allegation in an action or other legal proceeding; esp : to answer
the previous pleading of the other party by denying facts therein
stated or by alleging new facts b : to conduct pleadings 3 : to
make a plea of a specified nature <'^ not guilty) 4 a ; to argue
for or against a claim b : to entreat or appeal earnestly : implore
-^ v/ 1 : to maintain (as a case or causel in a court of law or other
tribunal 2 : to allege in or by way of a legal plea 3 : to offer^as a
plea usu. in defense, apology, or excuse — plead-able \'pled-3-
b3l\ adj — plead-er n

plead.ing n l : advocacy of a cause in a court of law 2 a : one
of the formal usu. written allegations and counter allegations made
alternately by the parties in a legal action or proceeding b : the
action or process performed by the parties in presenting such
formal allegations until a single point at issue is produced c : the
introduction of one of these allegations esp. the first one d : the
body of rules according to which these allegations are framed
3 : advocacy, intercession

pleas-ance \'plez-'n(t)s\ n l : a feeling of pleasure : delight
2 : a pleasant rest or recreation place usu. attached to a mansion

pleas-ant \'plez-'nt\ adj [ME plesaunt, fr. MP plaisant, fr. prp. of
plaisir'i 1 : giving pleasure : agreeable 2 : having or charac-
terized by pleasing manners, behavior, or appearance — pleas-
ant-ly adv ~ pleas-ant-ness n
syn PLEASANT, pleasing, agreeable, grateful, gratifying,
welcome mean highly acceptable to the mind or senses, pleasant
usu. stresses this quality inherent in an object; pleasing suggests
the effect an object has upon one; agreeable implies being in
harmony with one's taste or likings; grateful implies the satis-
faction or relief afforded by what is pleasing or agreeable; gratify-
ing suggests mental pleasure afforded by satisfaction of one's
desires or hopes; welcome is stronger than pleasing or grateful
in stressing the pleasure given by satisfying a prior need or longing

pleas-ant-ry \-'n-tre\ n l : an agreeable playfulness in conversa-
tion : banter 2 : a humorous act or speech : jest

please \'plez\ vb [MEp/cr^n. fr. U¥ plaisir, fr. h placere: akin to L
placare to placate. OE jldh flat stone, Gk plak-, plax flat surface]W 1 : to afford or give pleasure or satisfaction 2 ; like, wish
<do as you ^> 3 archaic : to have the kindness ^ vt 1 : to give
pleasure to : gratify 2 : to be the will or pleasure of <may it~ your Majesty) 3 : to be willing to — usu. used in the imperative
to express a polite command or request <~ come in)

pleas-ing \'ple-zio\ adj : giving pleasure : agreeable syn see
pleasant — pleas-lng.ly \-zio-le\ adv — pleas-ing-ness n

plea-suT.abU.i.ty \,plczh-(3-)r3-'bil-3t-e, .plazh-\ n : the quality
or state of being pleasurable

plea>sur-able \'plezh-(a-)r3-b3l, 'pIazh-\ adj : gratifying, pleas-
ant — plea-sur-able-ness n — plea-sur-ably \-ble\ adv
iplea-sure \'plezh-ar, 'plazhA n [ME plesure, alter, of plesir, fr.

MF plaisir, fr. plaisir to please] 1 : desire, inclination <wait upon
his '^ —Shak.) 2 : a state of gratification : enjoyment 3 a : sen-
sual gratification b ; frivolous amusement 4 : a source of delight
or joy
syn PLEAStJRE, delight, joy, delectation, enjoyment, fruition
mean the agreeable emotion accompanying the possession or ex-
pectation of what is good or greatly desired, pleasure stresses
satisfaction or gratification rather than visible happiness; delight
usu. reverses this emphasis; joy may imply a more deep-rooted
rapturous emotion than either; delectation and enjoyment imply
reaction to pleasurable experience consciously sought or provided,
delectation suggesting amusement or diversion, enjoyment grati-
fication or happiness; fruition implies pleasure in possession or
enjoyment in attainment

2pleasure vb plea-sur-ing \-{3-)rio\ vi 1 : to take pleasure
; DELIGHT 2 : to seek pleasure ^ vt i Xo afford pleasure to
: GRATIFY

piea-sure-less \-3r-l3s\ adj : affording no pleasure
ipleat \'plet\ vt [ME pleten, fr. pleit, plete plait] 1 : FOLD; esp

; to arrange in pleats 2 : plait 2 — pleat-ed adj — pleat-er n
2pleat n [ME plerel ; a fold in cloth made by doubling material over
on itself; also ; something resembling such a fold

pleb \'pleb\ n : plebeian
plebe \'pleb\ n [obs. plebe (common people), fr. F plebe, fr. L
plebsl : a freshman at a military or naval academy
iple-be-ian \pli-'be-(y)an\ n [L plebeius of the common people,
fr. plebs common people; akin to Gk pleihos throng, plethein to be
full — more at full] 1 : a member of the Roman plebs 2 : one
of the common people — ple-be-ian-ism \-,iz-3m\ n
^plebeian adj l : of or relating to plebeians 2 : crude or coarse
in manner or style : common ~ ple-be-lan-ly adv

pleb-i-scite \'pleb-a-,sit, -sst also -,set\ n [L plebis sciium law
voted by the comitia, lit., decree of the common people] ; a vote
by which the people of an entire country or district express an
opinion for or against a proposal esp. on a choice of government
or ruler

plebs X'plebz, 'pleps\ n, pi ple-bes \'ple-bez, 'pla-,bas\ [L]
1 ; the common people of ancient Rome 2 : the general populace

plec-to-gnath \'plek-,tag-,nath, -t3(g)-\ n [deriv. of Gk plektos
twisted (fr. plekein to braid) -!- gnathos jaw — more at ply,
GNATH-] : any of an order (Plectognathi) of bony fishes including
the filefishes, puffers, and triggerfishes and usu. having the body
covered with bony plates, spines, or ossicles — plectognath adj

plec-trum Vplek-trsmX n, pi plec-tra \-tr3\ or plectrums [L, fr.

Gk plektron, fr. plessein to strike — more at plaint] : a small thin
piece (as of ivory or metal) used to pluck a stringed instrument
ipledge \'plej\ n [ME, security, fr. MF plege, fr. LL plebium, fr.

(assumed) LL plehere to pledge] 1 a : a bailment of a chattel as
security for a debt or other obligation without involving transfer
of title b : the chattel so delivered c : the contract incidental to
such a bailment 2 a : the state of being held as a security or
guaranty b : something given as security for the performance of
an act 3 : a token, sign, or earnest of something else 4 : a gage
of battle 5 : toast 2c 6 a : a binding promise or agreement to do
or forbear b (1) : a promise to join a fraternity or secret society
(2) : a person who has so promised

ipledge vt 1 : to make a pledge of; specij : to deposit in pledge or
pawn 2 : to drink the health of : toast 3 : to bind by a pledge
: plight 4 : to promisethe performance of by a pledge : under-
take — pledg.ee \ple-'je\ n — pledg-er \'plej-3r\ n — pled-gor
\'plej-3r. ple-'j60)r\ n

pled-get \'plej-3t\ n [origin unknown] : a compress or pad used
esp. to apply medication to or absorb discharges from a wound or
ulcer

-ple.gia \'ple-j(e-)3\ n comb form fNL, fr. Gk -plegia, fr. plessein
to strike — more at plaint] : paralysis <,(iiplegia}

ple-iad \'ple-3d, chiejty Brit 'plT-3d\ n [F Pleiade, group of 7
I6ih cent. F poets, fr. MF, group of 7 tragic poets of ancient
Alexandria, fr. Gk Pleiad-, Pleias, fr. sing, of Pleiades^ % a group
of usu. seven illustrious or brilliant persons or things
Pleiad n : anv of the Pleiades
Ple-la-des \"ple-a-,dez. chiejly Brit 'plT-\ n pi [L, fr. Gk] 1 : the
seven daughters of Atlas transformed according to Greek mythol-
ogy into a grouD of stars 2 : a conspicuous loose cluster of stars

in the constellation Taurus consisting of six stars visible to the
average eye

plein air \pla-'na(3>r, ple(°V, -'ne(3)r\ adj [F, open air] 1 : of or
relating to painting in outdoor daylight 2 : of or relating to a
mid-19th century French art movement attempting to represent
outdoor light and air — plein-air-ism \-,iz-9m\ n — plein-air-ist
\-3St\ n

pleio- or pleo- or plio- comb form [Gk pleion, pleon — more at
plus] : more <pfeiotropic> (p/eomorphism) </'/iocene)

pleiO'taxy \'plT-3-,tak-se\ n [ISV] : development of more than the
normal number of parts (as bracts in a flower or inflorescence)

pleio-trop-ic \,plT-3-'tr'ap-ik\ adj : producing more than one effect;

specij : having multiple phenotypic expressions <a "- gene) —
pleio- trop-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — plei-ot-ro-py \pli-'U-
tr3-pe\ n
PleiS-to-cene yplT-sts- sen\ adj [Gk pleistos most -I- ISV -cene;
akin to Gk pleion more] ; of, relating to. or being the earlier epoch
of the Quaternary or the corresponding system of rocks — Pleis-
tocene n

ple-na-ry \'ple-n9-re, 'plen-3-\ adj [LL plenarius, fr. L plenus full— more at full] 1 : complete, full 2 : fully attended or con-
stituted by all entitled to be present <a "- session) syn see full

plenary indulgence n : a remission of the entire temporal punish-

plenary inspiration n : inspiration In all subjects dealt with
ple-nip-O-tent \pli-'nip-3t-3nt\ adj [LL plenipotent-, plenipotens,
fr, L plenus -t- potent-, potens powerful — more at potent] : pleni-
potentiary

pleni.po-ten-tia-ry \,plen-3-p3-tench-(s-)re. -'ten-che-,er-e\ n [ML
plenipoieniiarius, adj. & n., fr. (assumed) plenipotentia investment
with full power, fr. LL plenipotent-, plenipotens'] ; a person and
esp. a diplomatic agent invested with full power to transact any
business — plenipotentiary adj
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plen.ish \'plea-ish\ vr [ME (Sc) plenyssen to fill up, fr. MF pleniss-,
stem of plenir, fr. plen full, fr. L plenus'^ chiejly Brit : equip,
FURNISH

plenoi.tude \'pIen-3-.t(y)ud\ or plent.i.tude \'pIen{f)-3-\ n [ME
plenitude, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L plenitudo, fr. plenus full] 1 : the
quality or state of being full : completeness 2 : a great sufficiency
: ABUNDANCE

plen.i=tu.di.nous \,plen-a-'tCy)ud-n3s, -»n-3s\ adj [L plenitudin-,
plenitudo plenitude] 1 : characterized by plenitude 2 : portly,
STOUT

plen-tcous \'plent-e-as\ adj [ME plentevous, plenteous, fr. OF
plentiveus, fr. plentif abundant, fr. plente plenty] 1 : FRurfFUL,
PRODUCTIVE 2 ; constituting, characterized by, or existing In
plenty — plen-te-ous-ly adv — plen>te°ous*ne5S n

plenoti.ful \'plent-i-f3l\ adj 1 : containing or yielding plenty
: FRunruL 2 : characterized by, constituting, or existing in p'enty
; NUMEROUS — plen.ti.fuMy \-f3-le\ adv — plen.ti-Iul*ness n
syn PLENTIFUL, AMPLE, ABUNDANT, COPIOUS mean more than suf-

ficient yet not in excess, plentiful implies a great or rich supply;
AMPLE implies a generous sufficiency to satisfy a particular require-
ment; ABUNDANT suggcsts an even greater or richer supply than
does PLENTIFUL; COPIOUS Stresses largeness of supply rather than
fullness or richness
tplen.ty \'plent-e\ n [ME plente, fr. OF plente, fr. LL plenitat-,
plenitas, fr. L, fullness, fr. plenus full — more at full] 1 a i a full
supply : ABUNDANCE b ! a large number or amount 2 : the
quality or state of being copious : plentifulness

aplenty adj l ; plentiful in amount, number, or supply 2 : ample
aplenty adv : abundantly, plentifully
plenum \'plen-3m, 'p]en-3m\ n, pi plennms or ple-na \-3\ [NL,
fr. L, neut. of plenus] 1 a : a space or all space every part of which
is full of matter b (1) : a condition in which the pressure of the
air in an enclosed space is greater than that of the outside at-
mosphere (2) : an enclosed space in which such a condition exists
2 : a general assembly of all members esp. of a legislative body
3 : the quality or state of being full

pleo>inor<phic \,pie-9-'m6r-fik\ adj ; of, relating to, or charac-
terized by pleomorphism

pleo.mor.phism \-.fiz-am\ n [ISV] 1 : the occurrence of more
than one distinct form in the life cycle of a plant 2 : polymor-
phism

ple>Oonasm \'ple-a-,naz-am\ n [LL pleonasmus, fr. Gk pleonasmos,
fr. pleonazexn to be excessive, fr. pleion, pleon more — more at plus]
: the use of more words than those necessary to denote mere sense
(as in the man he said) : redundancy; also : an instance or example
of such use of words — ple-Oonas-tic \,ple-3-'nas-til£\ adj — ple-
o.nas-ti.cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

ple-oph-a-gous \ple-'af-3-g3s\ adj 1 : eating a variety of foods
2 oj a parasite : not restricted to a single kind of host

pleo.pod \'ple-3-,pad\ n [Gk plein to sail 4- E -o- -f- -pod; fr. its

use in swimming — more at flow] ; an abdominal limb of a crus-
tacean

ple.ro.cer-coid \,plir-o-'s3r-.k6id\ n [Gk pleres full + kerkos tail]
: the solid elongate infective larva of some tapeworms usu. occur-
ring in the muscles of fishes

ple.sio.saur \'ple-se-9-,s6(3)r, -ze-\ n [deriv. of Gk plesios close
(fr. pelas near) + sauros lizard — more at felt] : any of a suborder
(Plesiosauria) of Mesozoic marine reptiles

pleth.O.ra \'pleth-a-ra\ n [ML, fr. Gk plethora, lit., fuUness, fr.

plethein to be full — more at full] 1 : a bodily condition char-
acterized by an excess of blood and marked by turgescence and a
florid complexion 2 : superfluity, excess — ple>t}io>ric \pl9-
'thor-ik, p!e-, -'thar-; 'pleih-a-rik\ adj

pleur- or pleuro- coryib jorm [NL, fr. pleura} 1 a ; pleura (pfeuro-
pneumonia) b : pleura and </j/europeritoneum> 2 [Gk, fr.

pleura"] ; side : lateral <;7/eMrodont>
pleu.ra \'plur-3\ n, pi pleu-rae \'plu(3)r-,e, -J\ or pleuras [Gk,
rib, side] : the delicate serous membrane lining each half of the
thorax of mammals and folded back over the surface of the lung of
the same side — pleu-ral \'plur-3l\ adj

pleu-ri.sy \'plur-3-se\ n [ME pluresie, fr. MF pleuresie, fr. LL
pleurisis, alter, of L pleuritis, fr. Gk, fr. pleura side] : inflammation
of the pleura usu. with fever, painful and difficult respiration,
cough, and exudation into the pleural cavity — pleu>rit>ic \piu-
•rit-ik\ adj

plenr-odont \'plur-3-,dant\ adj [Gk pleura side + ISV -odont}
1 : consolidated with the inner surface of the alveolar ridge without
sockets <'^ teeth) 2 : having pleurodont teeth — pleurodont n

pleu.ro.per.i.tO»ne.um \,plur-6-,per-ot-'*n-'e-3m\ n [NL] : the
membrane lining the body cavity and covering the surface of the
enclosed viscera of vertebrates that have no diaphragm
pleu.roopneu.mo.nia \-n(y)u-'m6-ny3\ n [NL] 1 : combined
inflammation of the pleura and lungs 2 ; an acute febrile and
often fatal respiratory disorder of cattle and related animals
caused by microorganisms (family Mycoplasmataceae) of uncertain
affinities

pleus-ton \'plU-st3n, -,stan\ n [(assumed) Gk pleustos (verbal of
plein to sail, float) + ISV -on (as in plankton) ] : macroscopic float-
ing vegetation forming mats on or near the surface of a body of
fresh water — pleuS'ton-ic \plu-'stan-ik\ adj

plexi-form \'plek-s3-,f6rm\ adj [NL plexus + E -iform] : of, re-
lating to, or having the form or characteristics of a plexus

pleXoUS \'plek-s3s\ n [NL, fr. L, braid, network, fr. plexus, pp. of
plectere to braid — more at ply] 1 : a network of anastomosing or
interlacing blood vessels or nerves 2 : an interwoven combination
of parts in a structure

pll>at)il>i>ty \,plT-3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being pliable

pli.able \'plT-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. plier to bend, fold — more
at PLY] 1 ; flexible, supple 2 : yielding easily to others ; com-
pliant 3 : ADAPTABLE syn see plastic — pli-able-ness n — pli-

ably \-ble\ adv
pli>an-cy \'plT-an-se\ n ; the quality or state of being pliant
pli.ant \'plT-3nt\ adj 1 ; bending or folding easily : flexible 2 : eas-
ily influenced ; yielding 3 : suftable, apt 4 : adaptable syn
see plastic — pli-ant>ly adv — pli*ant*ness n

pli-ca \'pll-k3\ n, pi pli-cae \-,ke, -,se\ [ML, fr. L plicare to fold

plow
r folded part; esp ; a groove or fold of skin

pliers

— more at ply ] : a fold c— pU'cal \-k3l\ adj
pli-cate \'plT-.kat\ adj [hplicatus, pp. of plicare] 1 : folded length-
wise like a fan <a -- leaf) 2 : having the surface thrown up into or
marked with parallel ridges <^ wing cases) — pli-cate-ly adv— pli-cate-ness n

pli.ca.tion \plT-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of folding or
stale of being folded 2 : fold

p!i=ers \'plT(-3)rz\ n pi but sing or pi in
constr I a small pincers with long jaws
for holding small objects or for bending
and cutUng wire <a pair of '^)
iplight \'plTt\ vt [ME plighten, fr. OE
piihtan to endanger, fr. pliht danger;
akin to OHG pjlegan to take care of]
: to put or give in pledge : engage— plight" er «

^plight n : a solemnly given pledge : en-
gagement
splight n [ME pli(, fr. AF, fr. (assumed) VL plictus fold — more at
PLAti ] : coNDrriON, state; esp ; bad state or condidon syn see
predicament

plim-soU \'pUm(p)-sal, 'plim-,s61\ n, Brit t a light shoe with rubber
sole and canvas top
PlimsoU mark n [Samuel PlimsoU tl898 E leader of shipping re-
form] : a load line or a set of load-line markings on an oceangoing
cargo ship — called also PlimsoU line
iplinb \'plink\ vb [imit.] vi 1 : to make a tinkling sound 2 : to
shoot at random targets '^ vt 1 : to cause to make a tinkling sound
2 : to shoot at esp. in a casual manner

aplinK n % a tinkling sound
plinth \'plin(t)th\ n, pi plinths \*plin(t)s, plin(t)ths\ [L plinthus,
fr. Gk plinthos] la: the lowest member of a base : subbase b ; a
block upon which the moldings of an architrave or trim are stopped
at the bottom 2 : a square block serving as a base 3 ; a course of
stones forming a continuous foundation or base course

plio see pleio-
Plio.cene \*plT-3-,sen\ adj : of, relating to, or being the latest epoch
of the Tertiary or the corresponding system of rocks
Flio*film \'plT-3-,film\ trademark — used for a glossy membrane
made of rubber hydrochloride and used chiefly for raincoats,
packaging material, and as fruit wrapping

plis*kie \'plis-ke\ n [origin unknown] chiefly Scot ; trick, prac-
tical JOKE

pliS.s6 or pliSose \pli-'sa\ n [F plisse, fr. pp. of plisser to pleat, fr.

MF, fr. pli fold, fr. plier to fold — more at ply] 1 : a textile finish
of permanently puckered designs formed by treating with a caustic
soda solution 2 ; a fabric usu. of cotton, rayon, or nylon with a
plisse finish

plod \'prad\ vb plod'ded; plod°ding [imit.] vi 1 : to walk heavily
or slowly : trudge 2 : to work laboriously and monotonously
: drudge -^ vr ; to tread slowly or heavily along or over — plod n— plod'der n — pIod"ding-ly \-ir)-le\ adv

-plOid \,pl6id\ adj comb jorm [ISV, fr, diploid & haploid] : having
or being a chromosome number that bears (such) a relationship to
or is (so many) times the basic chromosome number of a given
group <polyp/o/d)

ploi*dy Vpl6id-e\ n [fr. such words as diploidy, hexaploidy] : de-
gree of replication of chromosomes or genomes

plop \'plap\ vb plopped; plop-ping [imit.] vi 1 : to fall, droo, or
move suddenly with a sound like that of something dropping' into
water 2 : to allow the body to drop heavily '— vr ; to set, drop,
or throw heavily — plop n

plO'Sion \'pl6-zh3n\ n : explosion 2 — plo>siye \'plo-siv, -ziv\
adj or n
'plot \'plat\ n [ME, fr. OE] 1 a : a small area of planted ground
ta : a measured piece of land : lot 2 ; a ground plan (as of an
area) : plat 3 : the plan or main story of a literary work 4 : a
secret plan for accomplishing a usu. evil or unlawful end ; intrigue
6 : a graphic representation (as a chart)
syn plot, intrigue, machination, conspiracy, cabal mean a

plan secretly devised to accomplish an evil or treacherous end.
plot implies careful foresight in planning positive action; intrigue
suggests secret underhand maneuvering in an atmosphere of
duplicity; machination implies a contriving of annoyances, in-

juries, or evils by indirect means; conspiracy implies a secret
agreement among many persons not necessarily for positive action;
cabal implies a political intrigue involving persons of some emi-
nence syn see in addition plan

2plot vb plot-ted; plot-ting vr 1 a : to make a plot, map, or plan of
b : to mark or note on or as if on a map or chart 2 : to lay out in
plots 3 a : to locate (a point) by means of coordinates b : to
locate (a curve) by plotted points c ; to represent (an equation)
by means of a curve so constructed 4 : to plan or contrive esp.
secretly — vi : to form a plot : conspire, scheme syn see 'plan—
plot-ter n
Plo-ti-nism \pIo-'tT-,niz-3m\ n : the Neoplatonic doctrines of the
philosopher Plotinus — Plo-ti-nist \-n3st\ n

plot-tage \'plat-ij\ n : the area included in a plot of land
plotting board n : a device for showing graphically the position of
a stationary target or the periodic positions of a moving target wiUi
reference to a battery in artillery firing

plo-ver \'pl3v-3r, 'plo-v3r\ n, pi plover or plovers [ME, fr. MF, fr.

(assumed) VL pluviarius, it. L pluvia rain — more at pluvial]
1 : any of numerous shore-inhabiting birds (family Charadriidae)
that differ from the sandpipers in
the short, hard-tipped bill and usu. j

a stouter, more compact build 2 : any
of various birds (as a turnstone or
sandpiper) related to the plovers
iplOW or plough \'plau\ n [ME,
plow, plowland, fr. OE ploh plow-
land; akin to OHG pjluog plow]
1 ; an implement used to cut, lift,

and turn over soil esp- in preparing '

a seedbed 2 : any of various de- plow 1 : / share, 2 moldboard,
vices operating like a plow 3 landside, 4 beam

(
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SplOW or plough v/ 1 a : to turn, break up, or work with a
plow I) : to make (as a furrow) with a plow 2 : to cut into,
open, or make furrows or ridges in with a plow — often used with
up 3 ; to cleave the surface of or move through (water) -^

vi la; to use a plow b : to bear or admit of plowing 2 a : to
move in a way resembling that of a plow cutting into or going
through the soil h : to proceed steadily and laboriously : plod —
plow-hoy \-,b6i\ n — plower \'plau(-a)r\ n — plowman
\'plau-m3n, -,man\ n

plow. able \'pIau-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being plowed
plow back vi ; to retain (profits) for reinvestment in a business
plow.head \'plau-,hed\ n : the clevis of a plow
plOW.Share \'plau-,she(3)r, -,sha(3)r\ n [ME ploughshare, fr.

plough plow + schare plowshare — more at share] : the part of a
moldboard plow that cuts the furrow
plow sole n : a layer of earth at the bottom of the furrow compacted
by repeated plowing at the same depth

plow.stafl \-,staf\ n : a spade or paddle for cleaning the plowshare
plow under^v/ : to cause to disappear ; bury, overwhelm
ploy \'pl6i^n [prob. fr. employ'} 1 : escapade, frolic 2 : a tactic
intended to embarrass or frustrate an opponent
iplUcK \'pl3k\ vb [ME plucken, fr. OE pluccian; akin to MHG
pJlUcken to pluck J vt 1 : to pull or pick off or out 2 a : to remove
something (as hairs) from, by, or as if by plucking b : rob, fleece
3 : to move or separate forcibly 4 : to pick, pull, or grasp at; also
; to play (an insirument) in this manner ^ vi ; to make a sharp
pull or twitch ; tug — pluck. er n
splucU rt 1 : an act or instance of plucking or pulling 2 : the
heart, liver, lungs and windpipe of a slaughtered animal esp. as an
item of food 3 : spirit, courage, resolution syn see fortitude

pluck-i-ly \'pl3k-3-le\ adv : in a plucky manner
pluck-i.ness Vplak-e-nssX n : the quality or state of being plucky
plucky \'plak-e\ adj : courageous, spirited
'plug \'pl3g\ n [D, fr. MD plugge; akin to MHG pjloc plug] 1 : a
piece used to fill a hole : stopper 2 : a flat compressed cake of
tobacco 3 : shot 4 : a small core or segment removed from a larger
object 5 : something inferior; esp : an inferior often aged or un-
sound horse; also : a quiet steady cold-blooded horse usu. of light

or moderate weight 6 a ; fireplug b : spark plug 7 : an artifi-

cial angling lure used primarily for casting and made with one or
more sets of gang hooks 8 : any of various devices resembling or
functioning like a plug as a : a male fitting for making an electrical
connection by insertion in a receptacle or body of electrical equip-
ment to a circuit b : a device for connecting electric wires to a jack
9 ; a piece of favorable publicity usu. incorporated in general matter

2plug vb plugged; plug.glng vt 1 : to stop, make tight, or secure
by inserting a plug 2 : to hit with a bullet : shoot 3 : to advertise
or publicize insistenily '— vf 1 : to become plugged — usu. used
with up 2 : to work doggedly and persistently 3 : to fire shots— plug.ger n

plugged \'pl3gd\ adj 1 : blocked, obstructed 2 oj a coin : al-

tered by the insertion of a plug of base metal
plug hat n : a man's stiff hat (as a bowler or top hat)
plug in VI : to establish an electric circuit by inserting a plug '^ vt

: to attach or connect (as a lamp or an electrical device) to a service
outlet

plug-ug-ly \'pl3g-,ag-le\ n : thug, tough; esp : one hired to
intimidate
plum \'pl3m\ n [ME, fr. OE plume; akin to OHO pjlumo plum
tree; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L prunum
plum, fr. Gk proumnon'] 1 a : any of numerous trees and shrubs
(genus Prunus) w-ith globular to oval smooth-skirmed fruits which
are drupes with oblong seeds b : the edible fruit of a plum 2 : any
of various trees with edible fruits resembling plums; also : its fruit

3 a : a raisin when used in puddings or other dishes b : sugar-
plum 4 : something excellent or superior; esp : something given
as recompense for service 5 ; a variable color averaging a dark
reddish purple

plum-age VpIU-mijX n : the entire clothing of feathers of a bird
plu.mate \'p!ii-,mat\ adj : having a main shaft that bears small
filaments <-- antennae of an insect)
iplumb \'pl?m\ n [ME, fr. (assumed) OF plomb. fr. OF p Ion lead,
fr. L plumbum] 1 : a lead weight attached to a line and used to
indicate a vertical direction 2 : a lead or other weight — out Ol
plumb or olt plumb : out of vertical or true
aplumb adv 1 : straight down or up : vertically 2 ; dtrectly,
exactly; also ; immediately 3 chiejly dial : completely, abso-
lutely
3plumb vb [back-formation fr. plumber"} vt 1 : to weight with lead
2 a : to measure the depth of with a plumb b : to examine minutely
and critically 3 : to adjust or test by a plumb line 4 : to seal with
lead 5 ; to supply with or install as plumbing ^ vi : to work as a
plumber
4plumb adj 1 ; exactly vertical or true 2 : downright, complete
syu see vertical

plumb- or plmnbo- comb jorm [L plumb-, fr. plumbum} : lead
iplumbisvci)

plum.bag'i.nous \,pl3m-'bai-^nss\ adj ; resembling, consisting
of, or containing graphite
plum.ba.go \,plom-'ba-(,)go\ n [L plumbagin-, plumbago galena,
leadwort, fr. plumbum] 1 : graphite 2 [NL, genus name. fr. L]
; any of a genus (Plumbago of the family Plumbaginaceae, the
plumbago family) of woody chiefly tropical plants with alternate
leaves and spikes of showy flowers

pliunb bob n ; the metal bob of a plumb Une
plum.be.ous \*pl3ni-be-3s\ adj [L plumbeus, fr. plumbum} : con-
sisting of or resembling lead : leaden

plumb.er \'pbm-3r\ n 1 : a dealer or worker in lead 2 : one who
installs, repairs, and maintains piping, fittings, and fixtures in-
volved in the distribution and use of water in a building
plumber's snake n : a long flexible rod or cable usu. of spring steel
that is used to free clogged pipes

plumb.ery \'plam-3-re\ n : the business or work of a plumber
pliun.blc \'pl9m-bik\ adj : of, relating to, or containing lead and
esp. tetravalent lead

plum-bil-er-ous \.pl3m-'bif-(a-)r3s\ adj : containing lead
plumb. ing \'pbm-ir)\ n 1 : the act of using a plumb 2 ; a
plumber's occupation or trade 3 : the pipes, fixtures, and other
apparatus concerned in the distribution and use of water in a
building

plum-blsm \'pl3m-,biz-3m\ n : lead poisoning esp. when chronic*
plumb line n l : a Une or cord having at one end a weight (as a
plumb bob) and serving to determine verticaUty : plummet 2 : a
line directed to the center of gravity of the earth : a vertical line
3 : a sounding Une

plum.bous \'pbm-b3s\ adj ; of, relating to, or containing lead and
esp. bivalent lead
plumb rule n ; a narrow board with a plumb and bob used esp. by
builders and carpenters
iplume \'plum\ n [ME, fr. MR fr. L pluma small soft feather —
more at fleece] 1 ; a feather of a bird: as a : a large conspicuous
or showy feather b : contour feather c : plumage d : a cluster
of distinctive feathers 2 a : a feather, cluster of feathers, tuft of
hair, or similar matter worn as an ornament b : a token of honor
or prowess : prize 3 a : a plumose appendage of a plant b : a
plumate animal structure; esp : a full bushy tail

2plume vt 1 a : to provide or deck with feathers b : to array
showily 2 : to indulge (oneself) in pride : congratulate 3 a : to
dress the feathers of (itself) — used of a bird b ; to preen and
arrange (feathers)

plume.let \'plum-l3t\ n : a smaU tuft or plume
plum-like \'pl3m-,lTk\ adj : resembling a plum and esp. a plum fruit
iplum.met \'pl3m-at\ n [ME plomet, fr. MF plombet baU of lead,
fr. plomb lead, fr. (assumed) OF — more at plumb] ; plumb bob;
also : a plumb line
aplummet vi l ; to fall j>erpendicularly 2 : to drop sharply and
abruptly

plu.mose \'plU-,mos\ adj 1 ; having feathers or plumes : feath-
ered 2 : PLUMATE, feathery — plu-mose-ly adv
iplump \'pl3mp\ vb [ME plumpen, of imit. origin] vi 1 : to drop,
sink, or come in contact suddenly or heavily 2 ; to favor someone
or something strongly — used with jor '^ vt 1 : to drop, cast, or
place suddenly or heavily 2 ; to give support and favorable
publicity to
2plump adv 1 : with a sudden or heavy drop 2 a ; straight down
b : straight ahead 3 ; flatly, unquaufiedly
3plump n : a sudden plunge, fall, or blow; also : the soxmd made
by such an act
4plurap n [ME plumpe] chiejly dial : GROUP, FLOCK
splump adj [ME. dull, blunt] 1 : having a full rounded usu. pleas-
ing form 2 : AMPLE

6pliimp vt : to make plump '*- vi : to become plump
iplump-er \'plam-psr\ ti ; an object carried in the mouth to fill out
the cheeks
^plumper n Vplu,
when two or moi

plunip.ish Vplan
iplump-ly \'pl3m
2plumply adv : in

:mlocution ;

np] chiejly Brit : a vote for only one candidate
re are to be elected to the same office

i-pish\ adj : somewhat plump : moderately stout
i-ple\ adv : in a plump way
a wholehearted manner and without hesitation or
forthrightly

iplump.ness \'pl3mp-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being plump
2plumpness n : forthrightness
plum pudding n : a boiled or steamed pudding of flour or bread
crumbs, raisins, currants, and other fruits, suet, eggs, and spices
and other flavoring matters

plu-mU'late \'piu-my9-,lat\ adj [L plumula, dim. of pluma}
: finely plumose

plU.mule \'piu-(,)myuf3ll\ n [NL plumula, fr. L] . 3_

1 ; the priman,' bud of a plant embryo usu. situated
at the apex of the hypocotyl and consisting of
leaves and an epicoi>l 2 : a down feather— plu.mu-lose Vplu-mys-.losN adj
plumy \'plij-me\ adj 1 : downy 2 : having or
resembling plumes
iplun.der \'pUn-dar\ vb plun-der-ing \-d(a-)rio\
[G piundern] vt 1 : pillage, sack 2 : to take
by force or wrongfully : steal ^ vi : to commit
robbery or looting — plun.der.er \-d3r-3r\ n
2plunder n l ; an act or plundering : pillaging p \ ^
2 : something taken by force, theft, or fraud ; loot jnm
3 chiejly dial ; personal or household effects syn .

see spoil pocolyl; 2 plu-
plun-der-able \'plan-d(a-)r»-b3l\ adj : capable of mule; 3] 3 coty-
being plundered : worth plundering : subject to led'ons
plunder
plun-der.age \-d(a-)rij\ n 1 : an act or instance of plundering;
esp : embezzlement of goods on shipboard 2 ; property obtained
by plunderage

plun-der.ous \-d(3-)r3s\ adj : given to or characterized by plun-
dering
iplunge \'pbnj\ vb [ME plungen, fr. MF plonger, fr. (assumed) VL
plumbicare, fr. L plumbum lead — more at plumb] vt 1 a : to cause
to penetrate or enver quickly and forcibly into : immerse b : to
sink (a potted plant) in the ground or a prepared bed 2 : to cause
to enter a state or course of action usu. suddenly, unexpectedly, or
violently '^ vi 1 : to thrust or cast oneself into or as if into water
2 a : to become pitched or thrown headlong or violently forward
and downward b : to act with reckless haste : enter suddenly or
unexpectedly c ; to bet or gamble heavily and recklessly 3 ; to
descend or dip suddenly

2plunge n : an act or instance of plunging (as a swim)
plung.er \*pbn-j3r\ n : one that plunges: as a : diver b : a reck-

less gambler or speculator c : the rod carrying the valves in the
inner assembly of an automobile tire valve unit d (I) ; a sliding

reciprocating piece driven by or against fluid pressure; esp : piston
(2) : a piece with a motion more or less hke that of a ram or piston

e ; a rubber suction cup on a handle used to free plumbing traps

and waste outlets of obstructions
plunging lire n : direct fire from a superior elevation resulting in

the projectiles striking the target at a high angle
plunk \'pl3Dk\ vb [imit.] W 1 : to pluck or hit so as to produce a
quick, hollow, metallic, or harsh sound 2 : to set down suddenly
; plump — vi 1 : to make a plunking sound 2 : to drop abruptly
; dive 3 : to come out in favor of someone or something — used
with jor — plunk n — plunk- er n

plu.per-lect \plii-'p3r-fikt\ adj [modif. of LL plusquamperjectus,
lit., more than perfect] ; past perfect — pluperfect n

plu.ral \'plur-3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF& L; MF plurel, fr. L pluralis, fr.

plur-, plus more] 1 : of, relating to, or constituting a class of
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five) <the debt

i a positive factor or quality

grammatical forms used to denote more than one or in some lan-
guages more than two 2 : relating to or consisting of or contain-
ing more than one or more than one kind or class — plural n— plu<raMy \-3-le\ adv

plu.ral.ism \'plur-3-,li2-3m\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
plural 2 a : the holding by one person of two or more offices or
positions at the same time b ; PLURALrrY 2a 3 a : a theory that
there are more than one or more than two kinds of ultimate reaUty
b : a theory that reahty is composed of a plurality of entities
4 a : a state of society in which members of diverse ethnic, racial,
religious, or social groups maintain an autonomous participation
in and development of their traditional culture or special interest
within the confines of a common civilization b : a concept, doc-
trine, or policy advocating this state — plu-ral-ist \-lsst\ n— plu*raMs-tiG \,plur-3-'lis-tik\ adj

plu.ral.i-ty \plu-'ral-9t-e\ n l a : the state of being plural b : the
state of being numerous c : multitude 2a: the holding by one
person of two or more benefices at one time b ; any of the benefices
so held c : pluralism 2a 3 a : a number greater than another
b ; an excess of votes over those cast for an opposing candidate
c : a number of votes cast for a candidate in a contest of more than
two candidates that is greater than the number cast for any other
candidate but not more than half the total votes cast

plu.ral.iza.tion X.pliir-a-la-'za-shanX n : the act or process of
pluralizing

plu-ial>ize \'plur-3-,lTz\ vt ; to make plural or express in the
plural form

pluii- comb form [L, fr. plur-, plus} : having or being more than one
; MULTi- </>/uriaxial>

plu<rl-ax>i>al \.plar-e-'ak-se-3l, ,plu(3)r-,T-\ adj : having more than
one axis; specij : having flowers developed on secondary shoots
tplUS \'pl3s\ prep [L, adv., more, fr. neut. of plur-, plus, adj., more;
akin to Gk pleion more. L plenus full — more at full] 1
by ; with the addition of <four
2 : having gained ; with

2plus « 1 : an added quantity :

: ADVANTAGE 3 : SURPLUS
3plUS adj 1 a : requiring addition b ; algebraically positive
2 ; having, receiving, or being in addition to what is anticipated
3 a : falling high in a specified range <a grade of C '^> b : greater
than that specified c : possessing a specified quality to a high
degree 4 : electrically positive

plus lours n pi : loose sports knickers made four inches longer than
ordinary knickers
iplush \'pl3sh\ n [MF peluchel : a fabric with an even pile longer
and less dense than velvet pile — plushy \-e\ adj

spliish adj 1 ; relating to, resembhng, or made of plush 2 : notably
luxurious

plUSh-ly \'plash-le\ adv : luxuriously
plUS>sage \'pl3s-ij\ n ; amount over and above another
plus sign n ; a sign + denoting addition or a positive quantity
Plu.to \'plut-C,)6\ n [L Pluton-, Pluto, fr. Gk Ploutonl 1 : the
god of the dead and the lower world in classical mythology 2 [NL]
: the planet most remote from the sun — see planet table

plU>tOC>ra>cy \plu-*tak-r3-se\ n [Gk ploutokratia, fr. ploutos
wealth] 1 : government by the wealthy 2 : a controlling class of
rich men — plu<to>crat \'pllit-3-,krat\ n — plu-to<crat>ic \,pliit-

3-*krat-ik\ adj — plu>to>crat>i>cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
plu*to>Iii>an \plu-*to-ne-3n\ adj, ojten cap 1 : of, relating to, or
characteristic of Pluto or the lower world ; infernal 2 : of or re-

lating to the planet Pluto
plu-ton-ic \plu-'tan-ik\ adj 1 ; formed by solidification of a
molten magma deep within the earth and crystalline throughout <'^

rock) 2 ojien cap : Plutonian
plU-tO.ni.um \plu-"to-ne-3m\ n [NL, fr. Pluton-, Pluto, the planet
Pluto] ; a radioactive metallic element similar chemically to uran-
ium that is formed as the isotope 239 by decay of neptunium and
found in minute quantities in pitchblende, that undergoes slow
disintegration with the emission of a helium nucleus to form
uranium 235, and that is fissionable with slow neutrons to yield
atomic energy — see element table

PlU.tUS \'plUt-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Ploutos"] : the god of wealth in
Greek mythology

plU-Vi-al \'plu-ve-3l\ adj [L pluvialis, fr. pluvia rain. fr. fem. of
pluvius rainy, fr. pluere to rain — more at flow] 1 a ; of or relating

to rain b : characterized by abundant rain 2 oj a geologic change
; resulting from the action of rain

plu>vi>an \-ve-3n\ adj : rainy
plU-Vi-om.e.ter \,plii-vc-'am-at-3r\ n [prob. fr. F pluviometre, fr.

L pluvia + F -metre -meter] : rain gauge —_ plU'Vio-met»ric
\,plu-ve-3-'me-trik\_adj — plu.yi-om.e.try \-ve-'am-3-tre\ «

plu>vi>ose \'plu-ve-,os\ adj [L pluviosusl l marked by or_regularly
receiving heavy rainfall — plu-vi<os>i>ty \,plii-ve-'as-3t-e\ n

plU'Vi'OUS \-ve-3s\ adj 1MB pluvyous, fr. Lpluviosus, fr. pluvia rain]
: of or relating to rain : rainy

iply \'pir\ vt plied; ply*ing [ME plien to fold, fr. MF pUer, fr. L
plicare; akin to OHG jlehtan to braid, h plectere, Gk plekein'] : to
twist together <'^ two single yarns)

2ply n 1 a ; one of the strands in a yam b : one of several layers
of cloth usu. sewn or laminated together c : one of the veneer
sheets forming plywood d ; a layer of a paper or paperboard
2 ; inclination, bias

3ply vb plied; ply-ing [ME plien, short for applien to apply] vi

1 a : to use or wield diligently b ; to practice or perform diligently

2 : to keep furnishing or supplying to 3 : to make a practice of
rowing or sailing over or on '^ vi 1 ; to apply oneself steadily

2 : to go or travel regularly

Plym-OUth Rock \,p!im-3th-\ n [fr. Plymouth Rock, on which the
Pilgrims are supposed to have landed in 1620] : any of an American
breed of medium-sized single-combed dual-purpose domestic fowls

ply-wood \'plT-.wud\ n : a structural material consisting of sheets
of wood glued or cemented together with the grains of adjacent
layers arranged at right angles or at a wide angle
-pnea or -pnoea \(p)-{')ne-3\ n comb jorm [NL. fr. Gk -pnoia, fr.

pnoia, fr. pnein to breathe] ; breath : breathing <hyper;7rtea>

m [NL, fr. Gk pneum-, fr. pneuma"]

1 : air : gas <pneumothorax) 2 ; lung <;7neu7nectomy> : pulmonary
and {pneumogastricy 3 : respiration (.pneumograph} 4 ; pneu-
monia {pneumococcusy
pneu.ma \'n(y)u-m3\ n [Gk] : soul, spiRrr
pneumat- or pneumato- comb form [Gk, fr. pneumat-, pneumal
1 : air : vapor : gas {pneumatics} 2 : respiration {pneumatomtlox}

pneu-mat.ic \n(y)u-'mat-ik\ adj IL pneumaticus, fr. Gk pneumati-
kos, fr. pneumat; pneuma air, breath, spirit, fr. pnein to breathe— more at sneeze] 1 ; of, relating to, or using air, wind, or other
gas: a : moved or worked by air pressure b (1) : adapted for
holdmg or inflated with compressed air (2) : having air-filled
cavities 2 : spirftual — pneu-mat>i*cal*ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

pneu.ma.tic.i.ty \.n(y)u-m3-'tis-at-e\ n : a condition marked by
presence of air cavities
pneu-mat.iCS \n(y)u-'mat-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : a branch of
mechanics that deals with the mechanical properties of gases

pneu-ma.tol.o.gy \.n(y)u-m3-"tal-3-je\ n [hiL pneumatologia, fr.
Gk pneumat; pneuma -h NL -logia -logy] : the study of spiritual
beings or phenomena

pneu.ma.tol-y.sis \-'tal-3-s9s\
pneumatolytic minerals are formed

pneu.ma.to-lyt.ic \.n{y)ij-m3t-'I-'it-ik, n(y)u-.mat-=I-'it-\ adj [ISV]
: formed or forming by hot vapors or superheated Uquids under
pressure — used esp. of minerals and ores

pneu-ma.tom.e.ter \,nfy)ii-m3-'tam-3t-3r\ n 1 : an instrument
for measuring the amount of force exerted by the lungs in respira-
tion 2 : SPIROMETER

pneu.mato.pliore \n(v)u-'mat-3-.fo(3)r, -.f6(a)r\ n [ISV] 1 : a
muscular gas-containing sac that serves as a float on a siphonophore
colony 2 : a root often functioning as a respiratory organ in a
marsh plant — pneu-mato-phor-ic \n(y)u-,mat-3-'f6r-ik, -'far-\

[NL] ; the process by which

[ISV] : the surgical

adj
pneu.mec.to-my \nCy)u-'mek-t3-n
moval of lung tissue

pneu.mo.ba-cil-lus \.n(y)u-mo-b3-'sil-3s\ n [NL] : a bacterium
(Klebsiella pneumoniae) associated with pneumonia and other
inflammations of the respiratory tract

pneu>mo>coc*cal \,n(y)U-m3-'kak-3i\ also pneu.mo.coccic
\-'kak-(sHk\ adj : of, caused by, or derived from pneumococci

pneu.mo.coc-CUS \-'kak-3s\ n [NL] : a bacterium (Diplococcus
pneumoniae) that causes lobar pneumonia

pneu-mo.co.ni.o.sis \-,ko-ne-'6-sas\ n [NL, fr. pneum- + Gk
konis dust — more at incinerate] ; a disease of the lungs caused
by the habitual inhalation of irritant mineral or metallic particles
pneu.mcgas.tric \-'gas-trik\ adj 1 : of or relating to the lungs
and the stomach 2 : vagal
pneu-mo.graph \'n(y)u-m3-,graf\ n [ISV] : an instrument for
recording the thoracic movements or volume change during respira-
tion
pneu.mo.necto.my \,n(y)u-m3-'nek-t3-me\ n [Gk pneumon +
ISV -ectomy] : excision of lung or of one or more lobes of a lung

pneu.mo-nia \n(y)u-'mo-nya\ n [NL, fr. Gk, fr. pneumon lung, al-

ter, of pleumon — more at pulmonary] : a disease of the lungs
characterized by inflammation and consolidation followed by
resolution and caused by infection or irritants

pneu-mon-ic \nCy")u-'man-ik\ adj [NL pneumonicus, fr. Gk pneu-
monikos, fr. pneumon'} 1 : of or relating to the lungs : pulmonic
2 : of, relating to, or affected with pneumonia

pneu<mO'iio>ul-tra-mi*cro*scop>ic>sil*i-co*vol>ca>no>co>ni*o*5is
^^(yju-^ms-dlno-.^l-tra-.mT-krs-'skap-rk-'sil-i-Oko-f.tval-'ka-no-
,ko-ne-'o-S3s\ n [N L, fr. Gk pneumon + ISV ultramicroscopic -f-

NL silicon -I- ISV volcano -F Gk konis dust] : a pneumoconiosis
caused by the inhalation of very fine silicate or quartz dust

pueu>mo-tlio*rax \.n(y)U-m3-'th6(a)r-,aks, -'th6(3)r-\ n [NL] : a
state in which air or other gas is present in the pleural cavity and
which occurs spontaneously as a result of disease or injury of lung
tissue or puncture of the chest wall or is induced as a therapeutic
measure to collapse the lung
pneu*mo.trop.iC \,n(y)U-m3-'trap-ik\ adj : turning, directed to-
ward, or having an affinity for lung tissues — used esp. of infective
agents — pneu-mot.ro.pism \n(y)u-'ma-trs-.piz-3m\ n
ipoacll \'poch\ vt [ME pochen, fr. MF pocher, fr. OF pochier, lit.,

to put into a bag, fr. poche bag, pocket, of Gmc origin; akin to OE
pocca bag — more at poke] : to cook in simmering liquid i-^ed egg}
2poacll vb [MF pocher, of Gmc origin; akin to ME poken to poke]
vt 1 : to trample or cut up (as sod) with or as if with hoofs 2 a ; to

trespass on h : to take (game or fish) by illegal methods -^ vi

1 a : to sink into mud or mire while walking b : to become soft or
muddy and full of holes when trampled on 2 ; to trespass for the
purpose of stealing game; also ; to take game or fish illegally
— poach-er n

po*cIiard \'po-ch3rd\ n [origin unknown] : any of numerous
rather heavy-bodied diving ducks (esp. genus Aythya) with large
head and feet and legs placed far back under the body
ipock \'pak\ n [ME pokke, fr. OE pocc; akin to MLG & MD pocke
pock, L bucca cheek, mouth] ; a pustule in an eruptive disease (as

smallpox); also : a spot suggesting such a pustule

2pock vt ; to mark with pocks : pit

ipock-et \'pak-3t\ n [ME poket, fr. ONF pokete, dim. of poke
bag, of Gmc origin; akin to OE pocca bag] 1 a : a small bag
carried by a person : purse h : a small bag open at the top or side

inserted in a garment 2 ; supply of money : means 3 : re-

ceptacle, container: as a : a bag at the corner or side of a bil-

Uard table b : a superficial pouch in some animals 4 : a small iso-

lated area or group: a (1) : a cavity containing a deposit (as of gold
or water) (2) : a small body of ore b : air hole 5 ; a place for

a spar made by sewing a strip of canvas on a sail 6a: blind al-
ley b : the position of a contestant in a race hemmed in by others

2pocliet vt 1 a : to put or enclose in or as if in one's pocket b : to
appropriate to one's own use : steal c : to veto (a bill) by retaining

it unsigned until after a legislature has adjourned 2 ; to put up
with ; accept 3 : to set aside : supprf-SS 4 a : to hem in h : to
drive (a ball) into a pocket of a pool table 5 ; to cover or supply
with pockets
3pocket adj 1 a : small enough to be carried in the pocket b

: small, miniature 2 : monetary 3 : carried in or paid from
one's own pocket in or for small cash outlays
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pocket battleship 654 point

pocket battleship n : a small battleship buUt so as to come within
treaty limitations of tonnage and armament

pocket billiards n pi but usu sing in constr : pool 2b
pock-et-book \'pak-at-,buk\ n 1 usu pocket book ; a small asp.
paperback book that can be carried m the pocket 2 a (1) : a
pocket-size container for money and personal papers : wallet
(2) : PURSE b : HANDBAG 2 3a; financial resources : income
b : economic interests

pocket borough n i an English constituency controlled before
parliamentary reform by a single person or family

pocket edition n l : pocketeook 1 2 : a miniature form of some-
th, i

pocK<et>luI \'pak-3t-,ful\ n, p/pocketfuls \-,fnlz\ or pock-ets-lul
\-ats-,fuI\ : as much or as many as the pocket will contain _

pock*et-liand>ker>chieI X.pak-at-'hao-kar-chaf, -t.lchif, -,chef\ n
1 : a handkerchief carried in the pocket 2 : something tiny

pock>et*knife \'pak-9t-,nTf\ n : a knife with a folding blade to be
carried in the pocket
pocket money n : money for small personal expenses
pocket mouse n : any of various nocturnal burrowing rodents
(family Hcteromyidae) resembling mice of arid parts of western
No. America that have long hind legs and tail and fur-lined cheek
pouches

pocket rat n : any of various rodents with cheek pouches
pocket veto n : an indirect veto of a legislative bill by an executive
through retention of the bill unsigned until after adjournment of the
legislature
ipock.mark \'pak-,mark\ n ; a mark, pit, or depressed scar caused
by smallpox
2pockmark v/_: to cover with pockmarks : pit
pocky \'pak-e\ adj 1 : covered with pocks; specif : syphiutic
2 : relating to or being a pock or the pox

po-co \,p6-(,)ko. ,p6-\ adv [It & Sp, Utile fr. L paucus — more at
few] ; SOMEWHAT — uscd to qualify an adverb or adjective used as
a direction in music

pO'CO a po-co \,po-ko-(,)a-*po-C,)k5, ,p6-ko-(,)a-'p6-C,)ko\ adv
[It] : little by little : gradually — used as a direction m music

po<co*cU'ran-te \,po-ko-k('y)u-'rant-e\ adj [It poco curarue caring
Uttle] : INDIFFERENT, NONCHALANT — po-GO>cu>ran-tlsm \-'ran-

po*co-sln \p3-'kos-=n\ n [Delaware pdkweseni : an upland swamp
of the coastal plain of the southeastern U. S.

ipod \'pad\ n [origin unknowTi] 1 : a bit socket in a brace 2 : a
straight groove or channel in the barrel of an auger

2pGd n [prob. alter, of cod bag — more at codpiece] 1 ; a dry
dehiscent seed vessel or fruit that is either monocarpellary or com-
posed of two or more carpels; esp : legume 2 a : an anatomical
pouch b ; a grasshopper egg case 3 : a number of animals (as

seals) clustered together 4 : a streamlined compartment under the
wings or fuselage of an airplane used as a container (as for fuel)

3pod vi pod'dedi pod'ding : to produce pods
-pod \,pad\ n comb jorm [Gk -podos, fr. pod-, pous foot — more at
FOOT] : foot ; part resembling a foot <pleopod>
-p.Cda \p-3d-3\ n pi comb Jorm [NL, fr. Gk, neut. pi. of -podos']

: creatures having (such or so many) feet — in taxonomic names
in zoology (.Arihcopoda) (Deca-poda)

pO'dag.ra \p3-'dag-ra\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. pod-, pous + agra
hunt, catch: akin to L agere to drive — more at agent] : GOUT— pO'dag-ral \-r3l\ adj

pO'de-Sta \,pod 3-'sta\ n [It podesta, lit., power, fr. L potestat-,
polestas. irreg. fr potis able — more at potent] : a chief magistrate
in a medieval Italian municipality
podgy \'paj-e\ adj ipodge (something pudgy)] : pudgy
pcdi-a-try \p3-'dl-s-tre, po-\ n [Gk pod-, pous + E -iatry^

: CHIROPODY
pod.ite \'pad-,Tt\ n i-pod!te1
pO'dit-ic \pa-'dit-ik\ adj

-p.o-dite \p-a-,dTt\ n comb jorm [ISV, fr. Gk pod-. pousZ : podite
iendopodiiey

po*di*uih \'pod-e-3m\ n, pi podiums or po-dia \-e-3\ [L — more
at PEW] 1 ; a low wall serving as a foundation or terrace wall: as
a ; one around the arena of an ancient amphitheater serving as a
base for the tiers of seats b : the masonry under the stylobate of a
temple 2 a : a dais esp. for an orchestral conductor b : lectern

-po.di.um \'pod-e-3m\ n comb Jorm, pi -pcdia \-e-9\ [NL, fr.

Gk podion, dim. of pod-, pous foot — more at foot] : foot ; part re-
sembling a foot <pseudo;joc/ii/m>

pOdQ.phyl.lin \,pad-3-'fil-3n\ n [ISV, fr. NL Podophyllum, genus of
herbs] : a bitter irritant purgative resin obtained from the rhizome
of the mayapple and used esp. as a cathartic
Po.dunk Vp6-.daiik\ n [Podunk, village in Mass. or locality in
Conn.] : a small, unimportant, and isolated town

pod'ZOl \'pad-,z61\ n [Russ] : any of a zonal group of soils formed
in temperate to cold moist climate esp. under coniferous or mixed
forest and marked by an organic surface layer above a gray
leached layer resting upon dark illuvial horizon — pod*zol>ic
\pad-'za!-ik, -'z61-\ adj

pod.zol.iza-tion \,pad-,z6-l3-'za-sh9n\ n : a process of soil
formation esp. in humid regions involving principally leaching of
the upper layers with accumulation of material in lower layers and
development of characteristic horizons; specif ; the development of
a podzol — pod*zol*ize \'pad-,z6-,lTz\ vb
pO-em \'po-3m, -,em\ n [MF poeme, fr. L poema, fr. Gk poiema, fr.

poiein] 1 : a composition in verse 2 : a piece of poetry communi-
cating to the reader the sense of a complete experience 3 : a crea-
tion, experience, or object likened to a poem

po.esy \'po-a-ze, -se\ n [ME poesie, fr. MF, fr. L poesis, fr. Gk
poiesis, lit., creation, fr. poiein} 1 a ; a poem or body of poems
D : POETRY 2 : poetic inspiration

po.et \'p6-ot\ n [ME, fr. OF poete, fr. L poeta, fr. Gk poietes
maker, poet, fr. poiein to make, create; akin to Skt cinod he heaps
up] X : one who writes poetry 2 : a creative artist of great
imaginative and expressive gifts and special sensitivity to his
medium

po-et-as.ter \*po-3t-,as-t3r\ n [NL, fr. L poeta'] : an Inferior poet
: versifier

pO'et'CSS \'po-at-9s\ n : a female poet
po.el.ic \p6-'et-ik\ adj la: of, relating to, or characteristic of
poets or poetry b : given to writing poetry 2 : written in verso

L Umb segment of an arthropod —

po.et.l.cal \-I-kal\ adf 1 : poetic 2 : beyond or above the truth of
history or nature : idealized — po>et<i>cal>Iy \-k(a-)Ie\ adv

po*et-i'Cal>ness \-n3s\ n : poetic quality
po.et-i-cism \po-'et-a-,siz-3m\ n : an archaic, trite, or strained form
of poetic expression

pQ.et.i.cize \po-'et-3-,sTz\ vt : to give a poetic quality to
poetic justice n ; an outcome in which vice is punished and virtue
rewarded usu. in a manner peculiarly or ironically appropriate

po.et.ics \po-'et-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 a ; a treatise on
poetry or aesthetics b : poetic theory or practice 2 : poetic
feelings or utterances

P0'et>ize \'po-at-,Tz\ vi ; to compose poetry ^^ vt ; poeticize —
po-et-iz-er n

poet laureate n, pi poets laureate or poet laureates 1 : a poet
honored for achievement in his art 2 ; a poet appointed for life by
an English sovereign as a member of the royal household and
formerly expected to compose poems for court and national
occasions 3 : one regarded by a country or region as its most
eminent or representative poet

pcet-ry \'po-3-tre, esp South -it-re\ n 1 a : metrical writing
: verse b : the productions of a poet ; poems 2 : writing that
formulates a concentrated imaginative awareness of experience in
language chosen and arranged to create a specific emotional re-
sponse through meaning, sound, and rhythm 3 a : a quality that
stirs the imagination b : a quality of spontaneity and grace

pO>gO*nia \p3-'go-ne-5\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk pdgdn beard]
: any of a genus (Pogonia) of terrestrial orchids of the north
temperate zone having terminal solitary flowers with a crested Up
and including the snakemouth

pog-0-nip \'pag-3-,nip\ « [Southern Paiute] : a dense v.inter fog
containing frozen particles that is formed in deep mountain valleys
of western U.S.

Po.go stick \'p5-f,)g6-\ n [fr. Pogo, a trademark] ; a pole with
two foot rests and a strong spring at the bottom propelled along Uie
ground by jumping
ipo^grom \po-'gram, 'po-gr3ra\ n [Yiddish, fr. Russ, lit., devasta-
tion] : an organized massacre of helpless people; specif : such a
massacre of Jews
2pogrom vt : to massacre or destroy in a pogrom
po-grom.isl \-35t\ n : one who organizes or takes part in a pogrom
pO'gy \'po-ge\ H [of Algonquian origin; akin to Abnaki pSkarigan
menhaden] : menhaden

poi \'p6i\ n, pi poi or pois [Hawaiian & Samoan] : a Hawaiian
food of taro root cooked, pounded, and kneaded to a paste and
often allowed to ferment

-poi-e-SiS \(,)p6i-'e-s3s\ n comb form, pi -poi.e-ses \-'e-,sez\
[NL, fr. Gk poiesis creation — more at poesy] ; production
; formation Oym-phopoiesis}

-poi^et-lc \(,)p6i-'et-ik\ adj comb form [Gk poielikos creative, fr.

poietes poet] ; productive : formative <lymphopoien'c>
poi'gnan-cy \'p6i-ny3n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
poignant 2 : an instance of poignancy

poi'gnant X-nyantX adj [ME poinauni, fr. MF poignant, prp- of
poindre to prick, sting, fr. L pungere — more at pungent] 1 : pun-
gent 2 a (1) : painfully affecting the feelings : piercing (2)
: deeply affecting : touching b : cutting, incisive <~ satire)
3 a : pleasurably stimulating b : being to the point : apt syn
see MOVING. PUNGENT — poi-gnant'ly adv

poi.kllo.therm \p6i-'kil-3-,tharm\ n [Gk poikilos variegated +
ISV -therm; akin to L pingere to paint — more at paint] : a cold*
blooded organism — poi-kilo-ther>mic \(,)p6i-,kil-3-'lh3r-mik\
adj — poi'Kilo.ther'mism \-'th3r-,miz-3m\ n

poi.lu \pw"al-'(y)u, 'pwal-,; pwa-lije\ n [F, fr. pozVu hairy, fr. MF. fr.

poil hair, fr. L pilus — more at hair] : a French soldier; esp : a
front-line soldier in World War I

poin-ci.ana \,p6in(t)-se-'an-3, .p(w)an(t)-\ n [NL, genus name,
fr. De Poind, 17th cent, governor of part of the French West
Indies] : any of a small genus {Poinciana) of ornamental tropical
leguminous trees or shrubs with bright orange or red flowers; also
: a showy closely related tree {Delonix regia) with immense
racemes of scarlet and orange flowers, flat woody pods, and twice*
pinnate leaves

poln-set-tia \p6in-'set-e-3, -'set-3\ n [NL, fr. Joel R. Poinsett
tl851 Am diplomat] : any of various spurges (genus Euphorbia)
with flower clusters subtended by showy involucral bracts; esp
: a showy Mexican and So. American plant (£. pulcherrima) with
tapering scarlet bracts suggestive of petals surrounding small yellow
flowers
ipoint \'p6int\ n [ME, partly fr. OF, puncture, small spot, point in
time or space, fr. L punctum. fr. neut. of punctus, pp, of pungere to
prick; partly fr. OF pointe sharp end, fr. (assumed) VL puncta, fr.

L. fern. o( punctus, pp. — more at pungent] 1 a (I) : an individual
detail : item (2) : a distinguishing detail b ; the most important
essential in a discussion or matter <'^ of the joke) c : cogency
2 obs : physical condition 3 : an end or object to be achieved
: purpose 4 a (I) : an undefined geometric element of which it is

Eostulated that at least two exist and that two suffice to determine a
ne (2) : a geometric element determined by an ordered set of

coordinates b (1) : a narrowly localized place having a precisely
indicated position (2) : a particular place ; locality c (1) : an
exact moment (2) : a time interval immediately before something
Indicated ; verge (at the ^ of death) d (1) : a particular step,

stage, or degree in development (2) : a definite position in a scale
<boiling --) 5 a : the terminal usu. sharp or narrowly rounded
part of something : tip b : a weapon or tool having such a part and
used for stabbing or piercing c (1) ; the contact or discharge
extremity of an electric device (as a spark plug or contact break)
(2) chiefly Brit : an electric outlet 6 a : a projecting usu. tapering
piece of land or a sharp prominence b (1) ; the tip of a projecting
body part (2) pi : terminal bodily projections esp. when differing
from the rest of the body in color c (1) : a railroad switch (2)

: the tip of the angle between two rails in a railroad frog d : the
head of the bow of a stringed instrument 7 : a short musical
phrase; esp : a phrase in contrapuntal music 8 a ; a very small
mark b (1) : a punctuation mark; esp : period (2^ I decimal
point c ; a note in medieval music 9 : a lace for tying parts of a
garment together used esp. in the 16th and 17th centuries 10 : one
of the nine divisions of a heraldic shield or escutcheon that deter-

mine the position of a charge 11 a : one of the 32 equidistant
spots of a compass card b : the difference of 11 J4 degrees between
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two such successive points 12 ; a small detachment ahead of an
advance guard or behind a rear guard 13 a : needlepoint 1
b : lace made with a bobbin 14 : one of 12 spaces marked off on
each side of a backgammon board 15 : a unit of measurement: as
a (1 ) : a unit of counting in the scoring of a game or contest (2) : a
unit used in evaluating the strength of a bridge hand b : a unit of
academic credit c ; a unit used in quoting prices of stocks, shares,
and various commodities d : a unit of about \^z inch used to
measure the belly-to-back dimension of printing type 16 : the
action of pointing; as a : the rigidly intent attitude of a hunting
dog marking game for a gunner to : the action in dancing of ex-
tending one leg so that only the tips of the toes touch the floor
c : a thrust or lunge in fencing 17 : a position of a player in various
games (as lacrosse"); also : the player of such a position — to the
point ; RELEVANT, PERTINENT

2poiilt vt 1 a : to furnish with a point b ; to give added force,
emphasis, or piquancy to i-^ up a remark) 2 : to scratch out the
old mortar from the joints of (as a brick wall) and fill in with new
material 3 a (1) : to mark the pauses or grammatical divisions in
: PUNCTUATE (2) : to separate (a decimal fraction) from an
integer by a decimal point — usu. used with ofj b : to mark (as
Hebrew words) 4 a (1) : to indicate the position or direction of
esp. by extending a finger {^ out a house) (2) : to direct some-
one's attention to <~ out a mistake) b of a hunting dog : to in-
dicate the presence and place of (game) by a point 5 a : to cause
to be turned in a particular direction <~ a gun) b : to extend (a
leg) in executing a point in dancing ~ vi 1 a : to indicate the fact or
probability of something specified (everything ^s to a bright
future) b : to indicate the position or direction of something esp.
by extending a finger <'-' at the map) c : to point game 2 a : to lie
extended, aimed, or turned in a particular direction b : to execute
a point in dancing 3 oj a ship : to sail close to the wind 4 : to
train for a particular contest

polnt-blanH \'p6int-'blaok\ adj 1 a : marked by no appreciable
drop below initial horizontal line of flight b : so close to a target
that a missile fired will travel in a straight line to the mark
2 : DIRECT. BLUNT — point-blank adv

point count n : a method of evaluating the strength of a hand In
bridge by counting points for each high card and often for long
or short suits; also : the value of a hand so evaluated

point d'ap>pui \,pwa"(n)-(,)dap-'we\ n, pi points d'appui
\same\ [F, lit., point of support] : a foundation or base esp. for a
military operation

point-de-Vice \,p6int-di-'vTs\ adj, archaic [ME at point devis at a
fixed point] : marked by punctilious attention to detail : meticu-
lous — point-device adv, archaic

pointe \'pwa"(n)t\ n [F, lit., point] : a position of balance in
ballet on the extreme tip of the toe
ipoint'Cd \'p6int-3d\ adj la: having a point b : having a pointed
crown characteristic of Gothic architecture 2 a : to the point
: pertinent b : aimed at a particular person or group 3 : con-
spicuous, MARKED — point*ed-ly adv — point-ed-ness n
^pointed adj [by shortening] obs : appointed
point-er \'p6int-3r\ n 1 : one that furnishes with points 2 a : one
that points out; specij ; a rod used to direct attention b pi, cap
: the two stars in the Great Bear a line through which points to the
North Star 3 : a large strong slender smooth-haired gundog that
hunts by scent and indicates the presence of game by pointing
4 : a useful suggestion or hint : tip

poln.tll'lism \'pwa"(n)-te-,(y)i2-3m\ n IF pointiUisme, fr. pointiller
to stipple, fr. point spot — more at point] : the practice or technique
of applying dots of color to a surface so that from a distance they
blend together— poin-til*list \*pwa"(n)-te-3st, ,pwa"(n)-te-'est\ n

poin.til.lis-tic \,pwa"(n)-te-'(y)is-tik\ adj : of, relating to, or
characteristic of pointillism or pointillists

point lace n : needlepoint 1

point<less \*p6int-l3s\ adj 1 : devoid of meaning ; senseless
2 : devoid of effectiveness : flat — point<Iess-l7 adv — point-
ess- uess n

point of honor : a matter seriously affecting one's honor
point of view ; a position from which something is considered or
evaluated : standpoint

point system n : a system in which printing type and spacing
materials are made in sizes that are exact multiples of the point

pointy \'p6in-te\ adj 1 : coming to a rather sharp point ; quite
pointed 2 : having parts that stick out sharply here and there
ipoise \'p6iz\ vb [ME poisen to weigh, ponder, fr. MF pots-, stem
of peser, fr. L pensare — more at pe^isive] vr 1 a : balance; esp
: to hold or carry in equilibrium b : to hold supported or sus-
pended without motion in a steady position 2 : to hold or carry
(the head) in a particular way 3 : to put into readiness : brace
~ VI 1 : to become drawn up into readiness 2 : hover

2poise « 1 : balance, equilibrium 2 a (l) : self-possessed com-
posure, assurance, and dignity (2) : tranquillity, calm, serenity
b : a particular way of carrying oneself : bearing, carriage syn
see tact
ipoi>son \'p6iz-'n\ n [ME, fr. OF, drink, poisonous drink, poison,
fr. L potion-, potio drink — more at potion] 1 a : a substance
that through its chemical action usu. kills, injures, or impairs an
organism b (1) : something destructive or harmful (2) : an object
of aversion or abhorrence 2 : a substance that inhibits the activity
of another substance or the course of a reaction or process <a
catalyst '^)

2poison vb poi-son-ing \'p6iz-nirj, -"n-iuX vt 1 a : to injure or kill

with poison b : to treat, taint, or impregnate with poison 2 : to
exert a baneful influence on : corrupt 3 : to inhibit the activity,

course, or occurrence of ^ vi : to put poison into or on something
3poison adj 1 ; poisonous <a -^ plant) : venomous <a '^ tongue)
2 ; poisoned <a ^ arrow)

poison bean n ; a leguminous shrub {Daubentonia drummondii) of
the southern U. S. with poisonous seeds

poi*son*er X'poiz-nsr. -'n-3r\ n : one that poisons
poison gas n : a poisonous gas or a liquid or a solid giving off

poisonous vapors designed (as in chemical warfare) to kill, injure,

or disable by inhalation or contact
poison hemlocK n 1 : a large branching biennial poisonous herb
{Conium maculatum) of the carrot family with finely divided leaves
and white flowers 2 : water hemlock

poison ivy n : any of several usu. climbing American plants (genus
Rhus) of the sumac family with
an acutely irritating oil that causes
an itchy rash when the herbage
is touched

poison oak n : any of several
shrubby sumacs (genus Rhus) that
are poison ivies; esp : poison
sumac

poi.son.ous \'p6i2-n3s, -'n-3s\ adj
: having the properties or effects
of poison ; venomous — poi-
son-ous-ly adv

poi-son-pen \.p6iz-'n-,pen\ adj
: written with malice and spite
and usu. anonymously (-^ letter)

poison sumac n : a smooth shrubby
American swamp poison ivy (Rhus
vernix) with greenish flowers and
greenish white berries — called
also poison dogwood
Pois.son distribution \pwa- poison ivy: 1 leaves, 2 berries
'so^An [Simeon D. Poisson tl840
F mathematician] ; a frequency distribution that is a good ap-
proximation to the binomial distribution as the number of trials
increases and the probability of success in a single trial is small
ipoke \'pok\ n [ME, fr. ONF — more at pocket] chiejly South &
Midland : bag, sack

2poke vb [ME poken; akin to MD poken to poke] vr 1 a (1) : prod,
JAB (2) : to urge or stir by prodding or jabbing b (1) : pierce,
STAB (2) : to produce by piercing, stabbing, or jabbing <'^ a hole)
c (1) : HIT, punch (2) : to deliver (a blow) with the fist 2 a : to
cause to project b : to thrust forward obtrusively or suddenly~ VI 1 a : to make a prodding, jabbing, or thrusting movement esp.
repeatedly b : to strike out at something 2 a : to look about or
through something without system : rummage b : meddle 3 : to
move or act slowly or aimlessly : dawdle 4 : to become stuck out
or torward : protrude — poke fun at : ridicule, mock
3poke « 1 a : a quick thrust : jab b : a blow with the fist ; punch
2 : a projecting brim on the front of a woman's bormet

4poke n (modif. of puccoon (in some Algonquian language of
Virginia), a plant used in dyeing] ; pokeweed
poke.ber-ry \'p6k-,ber-e\ n : the berry of the pokeweed: also

; POKEWEED
poke bonnet n : a woman's bonnet with a projecting brim at the
front
poke check n : an act or instance of attempting to knock the puck
away from an opponent in ice hockey by jabbing or thrusting at it
with the stick
ipok-er \'po-k3r\ n : one that pokes; esp ; a metal rod for stirring
a fire

2po*ker \'po-k3r\ n [prob. modif. of F poque, a card game similar

poker hands in descending value: / royal flush,

2 straight flush, 3 four of a kind, 4 full house,
5 flush, 6 straight, 7 three of a kind, 8 two

pairs, 9 one pair

to poker] : one of several card games in which a player bets that
the value of his hand is greater than that of the hands held by
others, each subsequent player must either equal or raise the bet or
drop out, and at the end of the betting the player holding the
highest hand wins

poker face n : an immobile inscrutable face characteristic of an
expert poker player — po-ker-faced \,p6-k3r-'fast\ adj
poke-weed \'po-,kwed\ n ; a coarse American perennial herb
(Phytolacca americana of the family Phytolaccaceae, the pokeweed
family) with racemose white flowers, dark purple juicy berries,

a poisonous root, and young shoots sometimes used as potherbs
pO'key \'po-ke\ n_ [origin unknown] slang : jail
pok'i'ly \'po-k3-le\ adv : in a poky manner
pok»i»ness \-ke-n3s\_n ^the quality or state of being poky
poky or pok-ey \'po-ke\ adj i^poke'} 1 ; small and cramped
2 : shabby, dull 3 : annoyingly slow

Po-lack \'po-,lak\ n [Pol Polak'] 1 obs : pole 1 2 : a person of
Polish birth or descent — usu. used disparagingly
Po>land Chi*na \,po-l3n(d)-'chT-n3\ « {Poland country in Europe
+ China country in Asia] : any of an American breed of large
white-marked black swine of the lard type
ipo*iar \'po-l3r\ adj [NL polaris. fr. L polus pole] 1 a ; of or
relating to a geographical pole or the region around it b : coming
from or having the characteristics of such a region 2 ; of or
relating to one or more poles (as of a magnet) 3 : serving as a
guide 4 : diametrically opposite 5 ; having a pair of equal and
opposite charges i-^ compound) 6 : resembling a pole or axis
around which all else revolves : pivotal

2polar n : a straight line related to a point; specij ; the straight
line joining the points of contact of the tangents from a point
exterior to a conic section

polar body n : one of the minute bodies or cells that separate from
an oocyte during maturation
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polar circle n : one of the two parallels of latitude each at a distance
from a pole of the earth equal to about 23 degrees 27 minutes

polar coordinate n : either of two numbers that locate a point in a
plane by its distance from a fixed point on a Une and the angle
this line makes with a fixed line

polar front n : the boundary between the cold air of a polar region
and the warmer air of lower latitudes

po.lar*im.e4er \,po-l3-'rim-3t-3r\ n [ISV, fr. polarization'^ 1 : an
instrument for determining the amount of polarization of light
or the proportion of polarized light in a partially polarized ray
2 : a polariscope for measuring the amount of rotation of the plane
of polarization esp. by liquids — po-lari-rnet-ric \po-,lar-3-
'me-trik\ adj — po^lar-im-e-try \,po-l3-'rim-a-tre\ n
Po4ar.is \p3-'lar-3s\ n [NL, fr. polaris polar] ; north star
pO'lari'Scope \p6-'lar-a-,sk6p\ n [ISV, fr. polarizationZ 1 : an
instrument for studying the properties of or examining substances
in polarized light 2 i polarimeter 2 — po»lari.scop-ic \-,lar-3-

'skap-ik\ adj
po.lar-i'ty \po-'lar-3t-e, p9-\ ?i 1 ; the quality or condition in-

herent in a body that exhibits opposite properties or powers in
opposite parts or directions or that exhibits contrasted properties
or powers in contrasted parts or directions 2 : attraction toward
a particular object or in a specific direction 3 : the particular
state eiiher positive or negative with reference to the two poles or to
electrification 4a: diametrical opposition to : an instance of
such opposition

po*lar<>iz>abIe \'po-l3-inz-3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being polarized
pO'lai'iza.tion \,po-Ia-r3-'za-sh3n\ n l : the action of polarizing
or stale of being polarized: as a (1) : the action or process of
affecting light or other radiation so that the vibrations of the wave
assume a definite form (2) : the state of radiation affected by this
process I) : the deposition of gas on one or both electrodes of an
electrolytic cell increasing the resistance and setting up a counter
electromotive force c : magnetization 2 a : division into two
opposites h : concentration about opposing extremes of groups
or interests formerly ranged on a continuum

po<lar*ize \'po-i9-,rTz\ vb [F polariser, fr. NL polaris polar] vt

1 : to cause (as light waves") to vibrate in a definite pattern 2 ; to
give polarity to --' vi : to become polarized — po»Iar>iz*er n
Po-IarO'graph \po-'lar-3-,graf\ trademark — used for a registering
instrument used in polarography

pO'laro.graph. ic \po-,lar-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of, relating to, _or by
means of polamgraphy — po-Iaro-graph-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

po.lar-Og.ra-phy \,po-l3-'rag-r9-fe\ n [ISV, fr. polarization'^ ; a
method of quaUtalive or quantitative analysis based on currents'
voltage curves obtained during electrolysis of a solution with a
steadily increasing electromotive force
PO'lar-oid \'po-l3-,r6id\ trademark — used for a light-polarizing
material used esp. in eyeglasses and lamps to prevent glare and in
various optical devices

pol-der X'pol-dar. 'pal-\ n [D] : a tract of low land reclaimed
from a body of water (as the sea)
Tpole \'p61\ n [ME, fr. OE pal stake, pole, fr. L palus stake;
akin to L pangere to fix — more at pact] 1 a : a long slender
usu, cylindrical substance (as wood) h : a shaft which extends
from the front axle of a wagon between wheelhorses and by which
the wagon is held back : tongue 2 a : a varying unit of length;
esp : one measuring 16',^ feet b : a unit of area equal to a square
rod or perch 3 : a tree with a breast-high diameter of from 4 to
12 inches 4 : the inside position on a racetrack

2pole vt 1 : to act upon with a pole 2 : to impel or push with a
pole ^ VI 1 : to propel a boat with a pole 2 : to use ski poles to
gain speed

3pole n [ME pool, fr. L polus, fr. Gk polos pivot, pole; akin to Gk
kykios wheel — more at wheel] 1 : either extremity of an axis
of a sphere and esp. of the earth's axis 2 a : either of two related
opposites b : a point of guidance or attraction 3 a : one of the
two terminals of an electric cell, battery, or dynamo b : one of
two or more regions in a magnetized body at which the magnetic
flux density is concentrated 4 : either of two morphologically
or physiologically differentiated areas at opposite ends of an
axis in an organism or cell 5 a : the vertex of the angle coordinate
in a polar coordinate system b : the point of origin of two tan-
gents to a conic that determine a polar
Pole \'pol\ n [G, of Slavic origin; akin to Pol Polak Pole] 1 : a
native or inhabitant of Poland 2 : a person of Polish descent

pole.ax \'po-,laks\ n [ME polax, pollax, fr. pol, polle poll + ax'\
1 : a battle-ax with short handle and cutting edge or point op-
posite the blade; also ; one with a long handle used as an ornamental
weapon 2 : an ax used in slaughtering cattle

pole bean n : a cultivated bean having long intemodes and twining
stems and usu. trained to grow upright on supports

pole*cat \'poI-,kat\ n, pi polecats or polecat [ME polcat, prob.
fr. MF poul, pal cock + ME cat; prob. fr. its preying on poultry— more at pullet] 1 : a European carnivorous mammal (Mustela
putorius) of which the ferret is considered a domesticated variety
2 : SKUNK

pole horse n l : a horse harnessed beside the pole of a wagon
2 : the horse having a starting position next to the inside rail in a
harness race

p0le>less \'pol-l3s\ adj : having no pole
po.lem.ic \p3-'lem-ik\ n [F polemique, fr. MF, fr. polemique
controversial, fr. Gk polemikos warlike, hostile, fr. polemos war;
akin to OE eal/eto baleful, Gk pallein to brandish] 1 a : an ag-
gressive attack on or refutation of the opinions or principles of
another b : the art or practice of disputation or controversy— usu. used in pi. but sing, or pi. in constr. 2 : an aggressive
controversialist : disputant 3 pi but sing or pi in constr ; the
branch of Christian theology devoted to the refutation of errors— polemic or po^lem-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — pO'leni'i'Cal.ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv — po-lem-i-cist \-'lem-3-s3st\ n

po-lem.i.cize \-'lem-3-.sTz\ vi : polemize
PO/^.s-'PfSt \p3-'lem-3st, 'pal-3-m3st\ n [irreg. fr. polemic-^ ; one
skilled in or given to polemics

pol.e.mize \'pal-a-,mTz\ vi : to engage in controversy : dispute
aggressively

pO-len-ta \po-'lent-9 -'len-.ta\ n [It] : mush made of chestnut
meal or principally of commeal or sometimes of semolina or farina

Pf?'?' ypo-Iar\ n ; one that poles: as a : pole horse b : one
that poles a boat

pole<star \'pol-,star\ n l : north star 2 a : a directing principle
: GUIDE b : a center of attraction

pole vault ti : a vault with the aid of a pole; specij : a field event
consisting of a vault for height over a crossbar — called also pole
jump — pole-vault \'p6l-,v6lt\ vi — pole—vault*er n
ipo.lice \p3-'les\ n, pi police [MF, fr. LL politia, fr. Gk politeia,
fr. politeuein to be a citizen, engage in political activity, fr. pnlites
citizen, fr. polis city, state; akin to Skt pur city] 1 a : the internal
organization or regulation of a poUtical unit through exercise
of governmental powers esp. with respect to general comfort,
health, morals, safety, or prosperity b : control and regulation
of affairs affecting the general order and welfare of any unit or area
c : the system of laws for effecting such control 2 a : the depart-
ment of government concerned primarily with maintenance
of public order, safety, and health and enforcement of laws
and possessing executive, judicial, and legislative powers b : the
department of government charged with prevention, detection,
and prosecution of public nuisances and crimes 3 a : police
force b p! z POLICEMEN 4 a : a private organization resembUng
a police force b pi : the members of such an organization 5 a : the
action or process of cleaning and putting in order b : military
personnel detailed to perform this function

2police vt 1 archaic : GOVERN 2 : to control, regulate, or keep
in order by use of police 3 : to make clean and put in order
4 a : to supervise the operation, execution, or administration of to
prevent or detect and prosecute violations of rules and regulations
b : to exercise such supervision over the policies and activities
of 5 : to perform the functions of a police force in or over

police action n : a localized military action undertaken without
formal declaration of war by regular forces against persons held
to be violators of international peace and order

police court n ; a court of record with jurisdiction over various
minor offenses and power to bind over for trial in a superior
court or for a grand jury persons accused of more serious offenses

police dog n 1 : a dog trained to assist police esp. in tracking
criminals 2 ; German shepherd

police force n z a body of trained officers and men entrusted by
a government with maintenance of public peace and order, enforce-
ment of laws, and prevention and detection of crime

po.lice.man \p3- 'le-sm3n\ n : a member of a police force
police power n : the inherent power of a government to exercise
reasonable control over persons and property within its jurisdic-
tion in the interest of the general security, health, safety, morals,
and welfare except where legally prohibited

police reporter n z a reporter assigned to cover police news
police state n : a political unit characterized by repressive govern-
mental control of political, economic, and social life usu. by an
arbitrary exercise of power by police and esp. secret police in
place of regular operation of administrative and judicial organs
of the government according to established legal processes

police station n : the headquarters of the police for a particular
locality

poli.clin.ic \,pal-i-'klin-ik, ,po-le-\ n [G poliklinik, fr. Gk polis
city + G klinik clinic, fr. F cliniquej : a dispensary or department
of a hospital at which outpatients are treated
IpoM.cy \'pal-3-se\ n [ME policie, government, policy, fr. MF,
government, regulation, fr. IX-poUtia — more at police] la; pru-
dence or wisdom in the management of affairs : SAOAcrrY
b ; management or procedure based primarily on material interest
2 : a definite course or method of action selected from among
alternatives and in light of given conditions to guide and determine
present and future decisions
2poUcy n [alter, of eariier police, fr. MF, certificate, fr. Olt polizza,
modif. of ML apodixa receipt, fr. MGk apodeixis, fr. Gk, proof, fr.

apodeiknynai to demonstrate — more at apodictic] 1 : a wridng
whereby a contract of insurance is made 2 a : a daily lottery in
which participants bet that certain numbers will be drawn from
a lottery wheel b ; number 6a

pol.i-cy.holii.er \-,h6l-d3r\ n ; one granted an insurance policy
pO'lio \'po-le-,o\ n : poliomyelitis
po.lio.my.elit.ic \,po-ie-(,)o-,mT-a-'Ut-ik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating
to, or affected with poliomyelitis

po.lio.my.eli.tis \-,mT-3-*lTt-3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk polios gray +
myelon marrow — more at fallow, myel-] : an acute infectious
virus disease characterized by fever, motor paralysis, and atrophy
of skeletal muscles often with permanent disability and deformity
and marked by inflammation of nerve cells in the anterior horns
of the spinal cord — called also injantile paralysis

po-lis \'pal-3s\ n, pi po.leis \'pal-,as\ [Gk — more at pouce]
; a Greek city-state

-p.O'lis \p-f3-)l3s\ n comb jorm [LL, fr. Gk, fr. polis'\ : city
<megalopo/ij>

tpol.isli \'pal-ish\ vb [ME polisshen, fr, OF poliss-, stem of polir,
fr. L polire} vt 1 : to make smooth and glossy usu. by friction
: BURNISH 2 : to smooth, soften, or refine in manners or condition
3 : to bring to a highly developed, finished, or refined state
: perfect '^ vi ; to become smooth or glossy by or as if by friction— pol.ish*er n

2poUsh n 1 a : a smooth glossy surface : luster b : refinement
culture c ; a state of high development or refinement 2 : the
action or process of polishing 3 : a preparation used in polishing
iPol.isll \'po-lish\ adj [.Pole'] : of, relating to, or characteristic
of Poland, the Poles, or Polish
apolish n : the Slavic language of the Poles
polish olf vt : to dispose of rapidly or completely
po.lit.bu.ro \'pSl-at-.byiJO)r-(,)6, 'po-lat-. p3-'lit-\ n [Russ
politbyuro, fr. politicheskoye byuro poUtical bureau] : the principal
policy-making and executive committee of a Communist party

po.lite \pa-'lTt\ adj [L poliius, fr. pp. of polire] 1 a : of , relating to
or having the characteristics of advanced culture b : marked by
refined cultured interests and pursuits esp. in arts and belles
lettres 2 a : showing or characterized by correct social usage
b : marked by consideration, tact, deference, or courtesy c : gentle
or moderate in tone syn see civil — pO'lite-ly adv — po.lite-
ness n

po4i.tesse \,pal-i-'tes, ,p6-Ii-\ n [F, fr. MF, cleanness, fr. Olt
pulitezza. fr. puliro. pp. of pulire to polish, clean, fr. L polirel
: formal politeness : decorousness

pol>i*tiC \'pal-a-,tik\ adj iM£ polirik, fr. MF politique, fr. Lpoliticus,
Sr.OLpolitikos, fr. polites citizen — more at pouce] 1 : political.
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2 : characterized by shrewdness 3 ! sagacious in promoting
a policy 4 : shrewdly tactful syn see expedient, suave

po-lit-i-cal \p3-'lit-i-k3l\ adj [L poUticusI 1 a : of or relating to
government, a government, or the conduct of government b : of,

relatftig to, or concerned with the making as distinguished from
the administration of governmental poUcy 2 : of, relating to,

or involving politics and esp. party politics 3 : organized in
governmental terms <'^ units) 4 ; involving or charged or con-
cerned with acts against a government or a political system —
po.lit.i-caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

political economist n : a specialist in political economy
political economy n 1 : a 19 th century social science comprising
the modern science of economics 2 : a modern social science deal-
ing with the interrelationship of political and economic processes

political science n : a social science concerned chiefly with the
description and analysis of political and esp. governmental in-

stitutions and processes — political scientist n
pOl>i*ti>cian \,pal-3-'tish-3n\ n 1 ; one versed in the art or science
of government; esp : one actively engaged in conducting the busi-
ness of a government 2 a : one engaged in party politics as a
profession b : one primarily interested in political offices from
selfish or other narrow usu. short-run interests

po>lit>l>cize \p3-'lit-3-,sTz\ vi : to discuss or discourse on politics
<— vr : to give a political tone or character to

pol>i-tick \'pal-a-.tik\ vi [prob. back-formation fr. polities'! : to
engage in political discussion or activity — pol>i>ticK-er n

po»lit4»co \p9-'lit-i-,k6\ n, pi politicos also politicoes lit politico

or Sp politico, derivs. of L politicus political] : potmciAN 2

politico- comb/orm [l. politicus"! : political and <po/i7/co-diplomatic>

pol-i<tlCS \'pal-a-,tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [Gk politika, fr.

neut. pi. of politikos political] 1 a : the art or science of govern-
ment b : the art or science concerned with guiding or influencing
governmental policy C : the art or science concerned with winning
and holding control over a government 2 : political actions,
practices, or policies 3a: political affairs or business; specij

: competition between competing interest groups or individuals for

power and leadership in a government or other group b : political

life esp. as a principal activity or profession c : political activities

characterized tjy artful and often dishonest practices 4 : the
political opinions or sympathies of a person 5 : the total complex
of relations between men in society

pol.i.ty \'pal-3t-e\ n [LL poliiia — more at police] 1 : political

organization 2 : a specific form of political organization 3 : a
politically organized unit 4a: the form or constitution of a
politically organized unit b : the form of government of a religious
denomination

pol'ka \'pol-k3\ n [Czech, fr. Pol Polka Polish woman, fem. of
Polak Pole] 1 : a vivacious couple dance of Bohemian origin
with three steps and a hop in duple time 2 : a lively Bohemian
dance tune in y^ time — poUca vi

pol-ka dot \'po-k3-,dat\ n : a dot in a pattern of regularly dis-

tributed dots in textile design
»poll \'pol\ n [ME pal polle, fr. MLG] 1 : head 2 a : the promi-
nent hairy top or back of the head b : nape 3 : the broad or
flat end of a hammer or similar tool 4 a (1) : the casting or
recording of the votes of a body of persons (2) : a counting of
votes cast b : the place where votes are cast or recorded — usu.

used in pi. <at the '^s') C : the period of time during which votes

may be cast at an election d : the total number of votes recorded
<a heavy '^> 6 a : a questioning or canvassing of persons selected

at random or by quota to obtain information or opinions to be
analyzed b ; a record of the information so obtained

2poll vt 1 a : to cut off or cut short the hair or wool of : crop,
shear b : to cut off or cut short (as wool) 2 a : to cut off or
back the top of (as a tree); specij : pollard
short the horns of (cattle) 3 a : to receive and record the votes

of b : to request each member of to declare his vote individually

4 : to receive (as votes) in an election 5 : to question or canvass
in a poll '-_vj : to cast one's vote at a poll — poU-ee \po-'le\ n —
poll.er \'po-l3r\ n
3poU n [prob. fr. obs. E poll, adj., naturally hornless, short for E
polled] : a polled animal
poMack or poMock \'pal-3k\ «, pi pollack or pollacks or pollock
or pollocks [Sc podlok, of unknown origin] : a commercially
important north Atlantic food fish (Pollachius vireiis) related to

and resembling the cods but darker
ipoMard \'pal-srd\ n l^poW] 1 : a hornless animal of a usu.

homed kind 2 ; a tree cut back to the trunk to promote the

growth of a dense head of foliage

2pollard vt : to make a pollard of (a tree)

polled \'pold\ adj : having no horns
pol.len \'pal-3n\ n [NL pollin-, pollen, fr. L, fine flour; akin to

L pulvis dust, Gk pale fine meal] 1 : a mass of microspores in a
seed plant appearing usu. as a fine dust 2 : a dusty bloom on the

body of an insect — poMin-ic \pa-'Un-ik\ adj

pol>len.ate \'pal-a-,nat\ vt : pollinate l — pol-len-ation \.pal-

3-'na-shan\ n
pol-len-iz-er \'pal-3-,nT-z3r\ n [pollenize (to poUinize)] 1 : a
plant that is a source of pollen 2 : pollinator a

pol-lex \'pal-,eks\ n. ;?/pol-li.ces \'pal-3-.sez\ INL pollic-, poUex,
fr. L, thumb, big toe] : the first digit of the forelirab ; thumb —
pol<U>cal \'pal-i-k3l\ adj

pollin- or pollini- comb jorm [NL pollin-, pollen] : pollen ipol-

/inate)

pol-li<nate \'pal-s-,nat\ vt 1 ; to place pollen on the stigma of

2 : to mark or smudge with pollen — poMi-na-tion \,pal-3-'na-

shan\ n
poMi-na-tor \'paI-3-,nat-3r\ n : one that pollinates: as a : an
agent that pollinates flowers b : pollenizer I

poMi.nif.er.ous \,pal-a-'nif-(3-)r3s\ adj 1 : bearing or producing
pollen 2 : adapted for the purpose of carrying pollen

poMin.i.iun \pa-'lin-e-3m\ n. pi poMin-ia \-e-3\ [NL, fr. pollin-]

: a coherent mass of pollen grains

pol-li-nize \'pal-a-,nTz\ vt [ISV] : pollinatb 1

pol>li>niz>er \-,ni-z3r\ n : pollenizer
poMi.nose \'pal-3-,nos\ adj. of an insect : covered with pollen

: PRUINOSE

abut^ 3 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart; au out;

j joke; n sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tk thin; th tkis; u loot;

pol-li.no.sis or poMen.OSiS \,pal-3-'no-s3s\ n [NL pollinosis,
fr. pollin-] : an acute recurrent catarrhal disorder caused by al-
lergic sensitivity to specific pollens
poMi"WOg or poMy.wog \'pal-e-,wag, -.w6g\ n [alter, of ME
polwygle, prob. fr. pol poll -I- wiglen to wiggle] : tadpole

poll'Ster \'pol-st3r\ n : one that conducts a poll or compiles data
obtained by a poll

poll tax n : a tax of a fixed amount per person levied on adults and
often payable as a requirement for voting

pol-Iu»tant \p3-'lUt-'nt, 'pal-y3-tant\ n ; something that pollutes
pol>lUte \p9-'lUt\ vt [ME polluten, fr. L pollutus, pp. of polluere,
fr. por- (akin to L per through) + -lucre (akin to L lutum mud, Gk
lyma dirt, defilement) — more at for] 1 : to make ceremonially
or morally impure : defile 2 : to make physically impure or un-
clean : befoul, dirty, taint syn see contaminate — pol>lu<tiou
\p3-'lU-shan\ n

poMut*er \-'liit-3r\ n : one that pollutes
Fol*lux \'pal-3ks\ n [L, modif. of Gk Polydeukes] 1 : the im-
mortal twin of Castor — compare DIOSCURI 2 : a first-magnitude
star in the constellation Gemini
Fol>ly>an*na \,pal-e-'an-3\ n [Pollyanna, heroine of the novel
Pollyanna (1913) by Eleanor Porter] : one characterized by ir-

repressible optimism and a tendency to find good in everything
pO'IO \'po-(,)16\ n [Balti, ball] 1 : a game of oriental origin
played by teams of players on horseback using mallets with long
flexible handles to drive a wooden ball 2 : water polo ~ po»lo-
ist \'p6-l3-w3st\ n

polo coat n : a tailored overcoat for casual wear of tan camel's
hair or other fabric

pO-lo-naise \,pal-3-'naz, ,p6-l3-\ n [F, fr. fem. of polonais Polish,
fr. Pologne Poland, fr. ML Polonia] 1 ; an elaborate ISth century
overdress with short-sleeved fitted waist and draped cutaway
overskirt 2 a : a stately 19th century Polish processional dance
b : music for this dance in moderate M time

pO'lo.ni.lun \p3-'lo-ne-sm\ n [NL, fr. ML Polonia Poland] : a
radioactive metallic element similar chemically to tellurium and
bismuth that occurs esp. in pitchblende and radium-lead residues
and emits a helium nucleus to form an isotope of lead — see ele-
ment table
Po-lo<ni>us \p3-'lo-ne-9s\ n ; a garrulous courtier and father of
Ophelia and Laertes in Shakespeare's Hamlet

polo Shirt n % a close-fitting pullover shirt of knitted cotton with
short or long sleeves and turnover collar or round banded neck

pol-ter^geist \'p61-t3r-,gTst\ n [G, fr. poltern to knock + geist

spirit, fr. OHG — more at ghost] ; a noisy usu. mischievous ghost
held to be responsible for unexplained noises (as rappings)

ipol-troon \pal-'trun\ n [MF poultron, fr. Olt pollrone, fr. aug. of
poliro colt, deriv. of L pullus young of an animal — more at foal]
: a spiritless coward : craven

2poltroon adj : characterized by complete cowardice
pol=troon.ery \-'trun-(3-)re\ n : mean pusillanimity : cowardice
pol-troon-ish \-'tru-nish\ adj ; resembling a poltroon : cowardly— pol.troon-ish.ly adv
poly \'pal-e\ n. pi pol-ys \-ez\ [by shortening] : a polymorpho-
nuclear leukocyte

poly- comb Jorm [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. polys: akin to OE Jull full]

1 a : many : several : much : multi- <'po/>'chotomous> <po/vgyny>
b : excessive : abnormal : hyper- <po/vphagia> 2 a : containing
an indefinite number more than one of a (specified) substance
<pof>'sulfide> b : polymeric : polymer of a (specified) monomer
<po/j'ethylene>

poly-adel.phous \,pal-e-a-'del-f3s\ adj : united by the anthers into

three or more groups <'^ stamens)
poly-am-ide \-'am-,Td\ n [ISV] : a compound characterized by

than one amide group; esp : a polymeric amide
poly=.an=dric \-'an-drik\ adj : of or relating to polyandry
poly-an-drous \-dr3s\ adj l Ipoly- + -androus] : having many
usu. free hypogynous stamens 2 ^polyandry] I relating to or

practicing polyandry
poly»an.dry \'pal-e-,an-dre\ n [Gk polyandros, adj., having many
husbands, fr. poly- + andr-, aner man. husband — more at andr-]
1 : the practice of having more than one husband at one time

2 : the state of being polyandrous
poly.an.tha \,pal-e-'an(t)-th3\ n[NL, fr. G\i polyanthos blooming,]

% any of numerous dwarf hybrid bush roses characterized by the

free production of large clusters of small flowers

poly.an.thus \-'an(t)-th3s\ n, pi poly.an.thus-es or poly-an-tki
V'an-.thT, -,the\ [NL, fr. Gk polyanihos blooming, fr. poly- +
anthos flower — more at anthology] 1 : any of various hybrid

primroses 2 : a narcissus {Narcissus tazetta) having small umbeled
white or yellow flowers with a spreading perianth

poly-ba-sic \,pal-i-'ba-sik\ adj : having more than one hydrogen
atom replaceable by basic atoms or radicals — used of acids
— poly«ba-siC'i'ty \-ba-'sis-3t-e\ n

poly-ba.site \-'ba-.sTt\ n [G polybasit, fr. poly- + basi-] : an irons

black metallic-looking ore (Ag,Cu)i6Sb2Sii of silver consistmg of

silver, copper, sulfur, and antimony
poly.car-peMary \-'kar-p3-.ler-e\ adj : consisting of several carpels

poly.car.pic \-'k"ar-pik\ or poly.car*pous \-p3S\ adj [prob. fr.

NL polycarpicus, polvcarpus, fr. poly- 4- -carpicus -carpic, -carpus

-carpous] : having a gynoecium forming two or more distinct

ovaries — poly-car-py \'p"al-i-,kar-pe\ n

poly.Chaete \'pal-i-.ket\ adj [deriv. of Gk polychaites having much
hair, fr. poly- + chaite long hair — more at chaeta] : of or relating

to a class (Polychaeta) of annelid worms comprising most of the

common marine worms usu. having paired segmental appendages
— polychaete n — poly-chae-tous \,pal-i-'ket-3s\ adj

poly.cha.si.um \,pal-i-'ka-z(h)e-3m\ n, pi poly*cha>sia \-z(h)e-

3\ [NL, fr. poly- + -chasium (as in dichasium)] : a cymose m-
florescence in which each main axis produces more than two
branches

poly.chot.O.mous \-'kat-3-m3s\ adj ipoly- + -chotomous (as in

dichotomous)] : dividing or marked by division into many parts,

branches, or classes — poly»chot>o=my \-me\ n

poly.chro.mat.ic \.pal-i-kro-'mat-ik\ adj [Gk polychromatos, fn
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poly.chro-malo.pliil-ia \-kro-,mat-3-'fil-€-o\ n [NL] : the quality
of being stainable with more than one type of stain and esp. with
both acid and basic dyes

poly.chrome \'pal-i-,krora\ adj [Gk polychromos, fr. poJy- +
chroma] ; relating to, made with, or decorated in several colors
<-^ pottery)

poly.chro.my \-,kro-me\ n ; the art or practice of decorating in
several colors

poly>clin*ic \.pal-i-'klin-ik\ n [ISV] : a clinic or hospital treating
diseases of many sorts

poly.ccn.den.sa^tion N-.k'an-.den-'sa-shsn, -dan-\ n [ISV] : a
chemical condensation leading to the formation of a compound of
high molecular weight
poly.con.ic projection \,pal-i-,kan-ik-\ n ; a map projection of
the earth's surface in which each narrow section is projected on
the inside surface of a cone touching the sphere along this section

and then the cone is unrolled
poly.cot \*pal-i-,kat\ or poly.cot.yl \-,kat-'l\ n : polycotyledon
poly-cot.y.le.don \-,kat-*l-'ed-'n\ n [NL] : a plant having more
than two cotyledons — poly-cot-y.le'dO'iious \-'ed-nas, -'n-3s\

poly.cy.clio \-'sT-kiik, -'sik-UkV adj [ISV] : having more than one
cyclic component

poly.cy.the-mia \,p'al-i-(,)sT-'the-me-3\ n [NL, fr. poly- + cyt- +
•hernia] ; any condition marked by an abnormal increase in the
number of circulating red blood cells — poly'Cy'th8'mic \-mik\
adj

poly.dactyl \'pal-i-'dak-t'l\ adj [Gk polydaktylos, fr. poly- +
daktylos digit] : having several to many and esp. abnormally
many digits — poly'dac'ty-lous \-t3-l3s\ adj — poly>dac>ty*ly
\-le\ n

poly-dip-sia \,pal-i-'dip-se-3\ n [NL, fr. poly- + Gk dipsa thirst]

: excessive or aonormal thirst — poly-dip-sic \-sik\ adj

poly-em.bry.on.ic \,pal-e-,era-bre-''an-ik\ adj [ISV] : producing
two or more embryos from one ovule or egg — poly»em»bry»o-ny
\-'em-bre-3-iie, -(,)em-'brT-\ n

polygene \'pal-e-,en\ n [ISV] ; an organic compound containing
many double bonds; esp : one having the double bonds in a long
aliphatic hydrocarbon chain — poly-enic \-'e-nik\ adj

poly.es-ter \'pal-e-,es-t3r\ n [ISV] : a complex ester formed by
polymerization or condensation and used esp. in makine_ fibers or
plastics — poly>es-ter-i'fi'Ca.tion \,pal-e-e-,sier-3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n

poly-eS'trous \.pai-e-'es-tras\ adj ; having more than one period
of estras in a year

poly.elh.yl*ene \-'eth-3-,len\ n : a polymer of ethylene; esp ; one
of various partially crystalline hghtweight thermoplastics {—CHz
CH2— )r resistant to chemicals and moisture and with good in-

sulating properties that are used esp. in packaging and insulation

po-lyg.a.la \p3-'Ug-3-l3\ " [NL, genus name, fr. L, milkwort, fr.

Gk polygalon, fr. poly- + gala milk — more at galaxy] : milk-
worts

poly.gam-ic \,paM-'gam-ik\ adj : polygamous— poly'gam.i.cal
\-i-k3l\ adj— poly-gam.i'Cal.ly \-kC3-)le\ adv

po-lyg.a.mist \p3-'lig-a-m3st\ n : one who practices polygamy
po-lyg-a-mize \-,mTz.\ vi : to practice polygamy
po-lyg.a.mous \ masX adj [Gk polygamos, fr. poly- + -gamos
-gamous] 1 a : of or relating to polygamy b : having more than
one spouse or mate at one time 2 : bearing both hermaphrodite
and unisexual flowers on the same plant — po-lyg-a-mous-ly

pO'lyg-a.my \-me\ n ; the state or fact of being polygamous; esp
: marriage in which a spouse of either sex may possess a pluraUty of
mates at the same time

poly.gene \'pal-i-,ien\ n [ISV] : any of a group of nonallelic genes
that collectively control the inheritance of a quantitative character
or modify the expression of a qualitative character — poly.gen.ic
\,pal-i-'je-nik\ adj

poly.gen.e-sis \,paI-i-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] : polyphyletic origin
— poly.gen'e.sist \-s3st\ n — poly.ge.net-ic \-ja-'net-ik\ adj
— poly-ge-net-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

poly.glan.du-lar \-'glan-i3-l3r\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or in-

volving several glands i^ therapy)
ipoly.glot \'pal-i-,glat\ n [Gk polyglottos, adj., polyglot, fr. poly-
+ glotta language — more at gloss] 1 : one who is polyglot
2 cap : a book containing versions of the same text in several
languages; esp : the Scriptures in several languages 3 ; a mixture
or confusion of languages or nomenclatures

^polyglot adj 1 a : speaking or writing several languages b : com-
posed of numerous linguistic groups 2 : containing matter in

several languages 3 ; composed of elements from different

languages
poly.glot'ism or poly. glot-tism \-,glat-,iz-3m\ n ; the use of many
languages : the ability to speak many languages

poly.gon Vpal-i-,gan\ n ILL polygonum, fr. Gk. polygonon, fr. neut.
of polygonos polygonal, fr. poly- +
goma angle — more at -con ] 1 : a closed
plane figure bounded by straight lines

2 : a closed figure on a sphere bounded
by arcs of great circles — po.lyg.Q.nal
\p3-'!ig-3n-='l\ adj — po-lyg.O'ual-ly
\-=I-e\ adv

po.lyg.o-num \p3-'lig-3-nam\ n [NL,
genus name, fr. Gk polygonon knot- polygons: 1

grass, fr. poly- -I- gony knee — more at cone
KNEE] : KNOTGRASS 1

poly.graph \'p'al-i-,graf\ n : an instrument for recording tracings
of several different pulsations simultaneously; broadly t UE
DETECTOR — poly-graph-lc \.pal-i-'graf-ik\ adj
poly.gy.noe.cial \.pal-i-jin-'e-s(h)e-al, .(,)gi-'ne-, -sh3l\ adj [poly-
+ NL gynoecium] : made up of several to many united gynoecia
(collective fruits are '-->

po-lyg.y.nous \p3-'lij-3-n3s\ adj 1 ; relating to or practicing
polygyny 2 : having many pistils

po.lyg.y.ny \-ne\ n : the practice of having more than one wife or
female mate at one time

poly.he-dral \,pal-i-'he-dral\ adj : relating to or having the form
of a polyhedron

poly.he-dron \-dr3n\ n, pi polyhedrons or poly-he-dra \-dr3\
[NL] ; a solid formed by plane faces

poly*lie.dro*sl3 \-he-'dro-S3s\ n INL, fr. polyhedron'] ; any of
several virus diseases of insect larvae characterized by dissolution
of tissues and accumulation of polyhedral granules in the resultant
fluid

poly.his-tor \,pal-i-'his-t3r\ n [Gk polyistdr very learned, fr. poly'
+ istor learned — more at history] ; polymath

poly.hy.droxy \-C.)hT-'drak-se\ adj [poly- + hydroxyl] : contain-
ing more than one hydroxyl group in the molecule
Poly.hym.nia \.pal-i-'him-ne-3\ n [L, fr. Gk Polyymnia] : the
Greek Muse of the sacred lyric

poly.iso.lo.plc \,pal-e-,T-s9-'tap-Ik, -'to-pik also -,T-z3-\ adj : of,
relating to, or consisting of more than one isotope

poly.mas'ti'gote \,pal-i-'mas-t3-,got\ adj : having many flagella
poly.math \'pal-i-,math\ n [Gk polymathes very learned, fr. poly-

4- manthanein to learn — more at mathematical] : one of encyclo-
pedic learning — polymath or poly*math.ic \,ral-i-'raath-ik\ adj— po-ly-ma-thy \p3-'Um-3-the, 'pal-s-,math-e\ n

poly.mer \'pal-3-m3r\ n [ISV, back-formation fr. polymerlcl : a
chemical compound or mixture of compounds formed by poly-
merization and consisting essentially of repeating structural units

poly.mer.ic \,p"al-a-'mer-ik\ adj [ISV, fr. Gk polymeres having
many parts, fr. poly- + meros part — more at merit] : of, relating
to, or consisting of a polymer; broadly : composed of or involving
several similar parts or items — poly.mer.i-cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv— po-ly.mer.ism Xpa-'lim-s-.riz-om, 'pal-3-ma-\ or pO'ly-mery
\p3-'hm-a-re, 'pal-9-,mer-e\ n

po.ly.mer-iza.tion Xpa-.lim-s-ra-'za-shan, .pal-s-ma-r^-X n [ISV]
1 : a chemical reaction in which two or more small molecules com-
bine to form larger molecules; broadly ; association 5 2: r«iu-
phcation of parts in an organism

pO'Iy.mer.lze \p3-'lim-a-,rTz, 'p'al-a-ma-\ vt ; to subject to poly-
merization '^ vi X to undergo polymerization

po-lym.er.ous \p3-'Um-3-r3s\ adj [poly- + -merous] \ having
many parts or members in a whorl

poly.morph \'pal-i-,m6rf\ n [ISV] 1 : a polymorphous organism;
also ; one of the several forms of such an organism 2 : any of the
crystalline forms of a polymorphous substance
poly.mor.phic \,pal-i-'m6r-fik\ or poly.mor-phous \-f3s\ adj
[Gk polymorphos, fr. poly- + -morphos -morphous] : having,
assuming, or occurring in various forms, characters, or styles— poly.mor-phi.cal'ly \-fi-k(3-)le\ or poly.mor.phous.ly adv— poly.mor.phism \-,fiz-am\ n

poly.mor.pho-nu-Cle.ar \-,m6r-f3-'nCy)ii-kIe-3r\ adj. of a leuko-
cyte : having the nucleus complexly lobed— polymorphonuclear n

poly.myx-in \,pal-i-'mik-s3n\ n [ISV, fr. NL polymyxa (specific
epithet of Bacillus polymyxa), fr. poly- + Gk myxa mucus — more
at mucus] : any of several toxic antibiotics obtained from a soil

bacterium {Bacillus polymyxa) and active against gram-negative
bacteria
Poly-ne.sian \,pal-3-'ne-zh3n, -shan\ n 1 : a member of any of the
native peoples of Polynesia 2 : a group of Ausironesian languages
spoken in Polynesia — Polynesian adj
Poly.Ki-ces \,paI-3-'nT-sez\ n [L, fr. Gk Polyneikes"] : a son of
Oedipus and intended beneficiary of the expedition of the Seven
against Thebes

poly.no.mi. al \,pal-i-'no-me-3l\ n [poly- + -nomial (as in W-
nomial)} : a sum of two or more algebraic expressions; specif : a
sum of a finite number of terms each composed of a positive power
of a variable multiplied by a constant — polynomial adj

pO'lyn-ya \,pal-an-'ya\ n [Russ polyn'ya] : an area of open water
in sea ice

pol.yp \'pal-3p\ n [MF polype octopus, nasal tumor, fr. L polypus,
fr. Gk polypous, fr. poly- + pous foot — more at foot] 1 : a coe-
lenterate having typically a hollow cylindrical body closed and at-
tached at one end and opening at the other by a central mouih sur-
rounded by tentacles armed with nematocysts 2 : a projecting
mass of swollen and hypertrophied or tumorous membrane— pol.yp.oid \'pal-3-,p6id\ adj

pol.yp.ary ypal-3-,per-e\ n : the common investing structure or
tissue in which the polyps of corals and other compound coelenter-
ates are embedded

poly.pep.tide \,paI-i-'pep-,tTd\ n [ISV] ; a compound that yields
amino acids on hydrolysis but has a lower molecular weight than
a protein

poly.pet-al.ous \-'pet-=l-3s\ adj [NL polypetalus, fr. poly- +
petalum petal] : having or consisting of separate petals ; choripet-
alous

poly.pha.gia \-'fa-j(e->3\ n [Gk polyphagia, fr. polyphagosl ; ex-
cessive appetite or eating

po.lyph-a.gous \p3-'lif-3-g3s\ adj [Gk polyphagos eating too much.
fr. poly- + -phagos -phagous] : feeding on or utilizing many kinds
of food

poly.phase \'pal-i-.faz\ adj [ISV] : having or producing two or
more phases <a '^ machine) <a '— current)
Poly.phe.mus \,pal-3-'fe-m9s\ n [L, fr. Gk Polyphemos"] : a Cy-
clops blinded by Odysseus in order to escape from his cave

poly-phone \'pal-i-,fon\ n : a symbol or sequence of symbols having
more than one phonetic value (as a in English)

poly.phon.ic \,pal-i-'fan-ik\ or po.lyph-o.nous \p3-'Uf-3-n3s\
adj 1 : of, relating to, or marked by polyphony 2 : being a
polyphone — poly.phon.i-cal'ly \,pal-i-'fan-i-k(3-)le\ or po-
lyph.o.nons-ly adv

polyphonic prose n t z freely rhythmical prose employing charac-
teristic devices of verse (as alliteration, assonance)

po.lyph.o-ny \p3-'bf-3-ne\ n [Gk polyphonia variety of tones, fr.

polyphonos having many tones or voices, fr. poly- + phone voice— more at ban] 1 : a style of musical composition in which two
or more independent but organically related voice parts sound
against one another 2 a ; multiplicity of polyphones b ; repre-
sentation so characterized

poly.phy.let.ic \.pal-i-(.)fT-'let-ik\ adj [ISV, fr. Gk polyphylos of
many tribes, fr. poly- + phyle tribe — more at phyl-] : of or relating

to more than one stock; specif : derived from more than one
ancestral line — poly>phy>let>i'Cal.ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv — poly-
phy.let'i.cism \-'let-3-,siz-3m\ n

pol.yp.ide \'pal-3-.pid\ n : one of the individual zooids of a bryo-
zoan colony

poly.ploid Vpal-i-,pl6id\ adj [ISV] : manifold in appearance or
arrangement; specif : having or being a chromosome number that
is a multiple greater than two of the monoploid number — poly-
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cdj — poly«pIoi.dy

! rapid or panting

ploid n — poly.ploi.dlc \.pal-i-'pldid-ik\
\'pal-i-,pl6id-e\ n
poly.pnea \.pal-i(p)-'ne-3. pa-'lip-ne-a\ n [NL]
respiration — poly-pne-ic \-C')ne-ik\ adj

poly.po-dy \'pal-a-,p6d-e\ n [ME polypodie, fr. L polypodium, it.

Gk polypodiori, fr. poly- + pod-, pous foot — more at foot] ; a
widely distributed fem (Polypodium vulgare) with creeping root-
stocks and pinnatifid fronds with entire segments

pOl.yP'OUS \'paI-3-p3s\ adj : relating to, being, or resembling a
polyp

ppl-yp.tycli \'pal-3p-,tik\ n [Gk polyptychos having many folds,
fr. poly- + ptyche fold, fr. ptyssein to fold] : an arrangement of four
or more panels usu. hinged and folding together

poly-saccha.ride \,p"ai-i-*sak-3-,rTd\ n [ISV] : a carbohydrate
that can be decomposed by hydrolysis into two or more molecules
of monosaccharides; espi one of the more complex carbohydrates

poIy.sa.prcDic \-s3-'pr6-bik\ adj [ISV] : living in a medium that
is rich in organic matter that can be decomposed and is nearly free
from dissolved oxygen
poly.se-mous \,pal-i-'se-m3s\ adj [LL polysemus, fr. Ck. polysemos,
fr. poly- + sema sign] imarked by multiplicity of meaning
poly-se-my \'pal-i-,se-me\ n : multiplicity of meaning
p0ly>sep>al.0US \,pal-i-'sep-3-l3s\ adj ; having separate sepals
poly.so.mic \-'s6-mik\ adj [ISV] : having one or a few chromo-
somes present in greater or smaller number than the rest — poly-
somic n

po>lys.ti>CllOUS \p3-*Iis-ti-k3s\ adj [Gk polystichos, fr. poly- +
stichos row — more at distich] : arranged in several rows

poly.sty-rene X.pal-i-'stlCalr-.enX n : a polymer of styrene; esp : a
rigid transparent thermoplastic of good physical and electrical
insulaung properties used esp. in containers and other molded
products and sheet materials

poly-sul.fide \-'s3l-,fTd\ n [ISV] : a sulfide containing two or
more atoms of sulfur in the molecule

poly.syl.lab.ic \,pal-i-s3-'lab-ik_\ adj [ML polysyllabus, fr. Gk
polysyllabos, fr. poly- + syllabe syllable] 1 : having more than
three syllables 2 : characterized by polysyllabic words — poly-
syl-Iab-i-cal-ly \-i-ko-)le\ adv

poly-syMa-ble \'pal-i-,sil-3-bal, ,pal-i-'\ n [modif. of ML poly-
syllaba, fr. fem. of polysyllabus'! l a polysyllabic word

poly.syn.de.ton \,pal-i-'sin-d3-,tan\ n [NL, fr. LGk. neut. of
polysyndetos using many conjunctions, fr. Gk poly- -I- syndetos
bound together, conjunctive — more at asyndeton] : repetition
of conjunctions in close succession
ipoly<tech.nic \,pal-i-'tek-nik\ adj [F polytechnique, fr. Gk poly-
technos skilled in many arts, fr. poly- + techm art — more at tech-
nical] : relating to or devoted to Instruction in many technical arts
or apphed sciences

2polytechnic « : a polytechnic school
poly-tlie.ism \'pal-i-(,)the-.iz-3m\ n [F polytheisme, fr. LGk
polytheos polytheistic, fr. Gk, of many gods, fr. poly- + theos god]
; belief in or worship of a plurality of gods — poly«the«ist \-,the-
3St\ adj or n — poly>ttae*is>tic \,pal-i-the-'is-tik\ also poly-
Uie>is-ti-cal \-'is-ti-k3l\ adj

poly-thene \'pal-5-,then\ n [by contr.] : polyethylene
pO>Iyt>0*COUS \pa-'lit-3-kas\ adj [Gk polytokos, fr. poly- + tiktein
to beget — more at thane] : producing many eggs or young at one
time

poly*ton>al \,pal-i-'ton-'l\ adj ; of or relating to polytonality
poly.tO'nal-i.ty \-to-'nal-3t-e\ n : the simultaneous use of two or
more musical keys

poly.tro.pliic \-'traf-ik, -'tro-fik\ adj ; deriving nourishment from
more than one organic substance

poly-typ.ic \-'tip-ik\ adj ; represented by several or many types or
subdi visions

poly.un.sat-U.rat-ed \.pal-e-.3n-'sach-3-,rat-3d\ adj, oj an oil or
jatty acid : rich in unsaturated bonds
poly.ure.thane \,pal-e-'(y)ur-a-,than\ or poly.ure-than \-,than\
n [ISV] ; any of various polymers that contain —NHCOO— link-
ages and are used esp. in flexible and rigid foams, elastomers, and
resins

poly>uria \,pal-e-'(y)ur-e-3\ n [NL] : excessive secretion of urine
poly-va.lence \,pal-i-'va-l3n(t)s\ or poly-va-len-cy \-lan-se\ n

: the state of being polyvalent
poly-va.lent \,pal-i-'va-l3nt\ adj [ISV] 1 a : having a valence
greater usu. than two l» : having variable valence 2a: effective
against or sensitive toward more than one exciting agent b : mul-
tivalent 2
poly.vi-nyl X-'vln-^IX n, ojten attrib [ISV] ; a polymerized vinyl
compound, resin, or plastic

poly-vi.nyl.i.dene \-(,)vT-'nil-3-,den\ adj : relating to or being a
polymerized vinylidene compound

polyvinyl resin n : vinyl resin
poIy>zo>an \,pal-i-'20-3n\ adj or n X [NL Polyzoa, phylum name,
fr. poly- + -zoa] : bryozoan 2 [NL Polyzoa, subclass name, fr.

poly- 4- -zoa} t CEsroDE
poly-zo.ar.i.um X-za-'war-e-sm, -'wer-\ n. pi poly-zo-ar-ia \-e-a\
[NL, fr. Polyzoa} ; a bryozoan colony or the supporting skeleton
of such a colony

pOly>zo-ic \-'zo-ik\ adj 1 ; composed of many zooids 2 : produc-
ing many sporozoites
pom>ace \'pam-3s, 'pam-\ n [prob. fr. ML pomacium cider, fr. LL
pomum apple, fr. L, fruit] 1 : the substance of apples or other fruit

crushed by grinding or the residue remaining after pressing wine
grapes 2 : a substance crushed to a pulpy mass

po*nia>ceoilS \po-'ma-sh3s\ adj [NL pomaceus, fr. LL pomum}
1 ; of or relating to apples 2 ipome} : resembling a pome

p0*made \po-'mad, pa-, -'madX n IMF pommade ointment formerly
made from apples, fr. It pomata, fr. porno apple, fr. LL pomum}
; a perfumed ointment; esp ; a fragrant unguent for the hair or
scalp — pomade n
po>man>der \'po-,man-d9r, po-'\ n [ME, modif. of MP pome
. d'ambre, Ut., apple or ball of^amber] ; a mixture of aromatic sub-
stances enclosed in a perforated bag or box and formerly carried
as a guard against infection

po>ma*tiun \p6-'mat-3m, pa-, -'mat-V n [NL, fr. 1.1. pomum apple]

: ointment; esp : a perfumed unguent for the hair or scalp
pome \'pom\ n [ME, fr. MF pome, pomme apple, pome, ball, fr.
LL pomum apple, fr. L, fruit] : a fleshy fruit consisting of a central
core with usu. five seeds enclosed in a capsule and of an outer
thickened fleshy layer

pome.gran.ate \'pam-(9-),gran-3t, 'pam-.gran-X n [ME poumgar-
net, fr. MF pomme grenate, Ut., seedy apple] 1 : a thick-skinned
several-celled reddish berry about the size of an orange having
many seeds in a crimson pulp of agreeable acid flavor 2 : a widely
cultivated tropical Old Worid tree (Punica granatum of the family
Pumcaceae) bearing pomegranates

pom.e>lo \'pam-3-,lo\ n [alter, of G^rMer pompelmous, fr. D pom-
pelmoes} 1 : shaddock 2 : grapefruit
Pom.er-a.nian \,pam-a-'ra-ne-an, -nyanX m 1 : a native or in-
habitant of Pomerania 2 : any of a breed of very small compact
long-haired dogs of the spitz type — Pomeranian adj

po-mif.er-ous \p5-'mif-(9-)r3s\ adj [L pomijer fruitbearing, fr.
pomum + -jer -ferous] : bearing pomes
pom.mee \pa-'ma\ adj [F, fr. MF pomme apple, baU] oj a heraldic
cross ; having the end of each arm terminating in a ball or disk— see CROSS illustration

ipom.mel X'pam-sl, 'pam-X n IMF pomel, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL
pomellum ball, knob, fr. dim. of "LL pomum apple] 1 ; the knob on
the hilt of a sword or saber 2 : the protuberance at the front and
top of a saddlebow
spom-mel \'p3m-3l\ vt pom*meled or pom>melled; pom*mel<ing
or pom-meMing \-(3-jIio\ Vpomme}} ; pummel

po.mo.log.i.cal \,po-m3-'laj-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to pomology— po.mo-log.i-caMy \-k(a-)Ie\ adv
po-mol.o.gist \po-'mal-3-]3st, p3-\ n : a horticulturist who
specializes in pomology

po*mol.o<gy \-je\ n [NL pomologia, fr. L pomum fruit -I- -logia
-logy] : the science and practice of fruit growing
Po.mo*na \p9-'mo-ns\ n [L] : the ancient Italian goddess of fruit
trees

pomp \'pamp\ n [ME, fr. MF pompe, fr. l^pompa procession, pomp,
fr. Gk pompe act of sending, escort, procession, pomp] 1 : brU-
liant display ; splendor 2 : pageant 3 a : ostentatious display
: vainglory b : an ostentatious gesture or act

pom.pa>dOlir \'pam-pa-,do(a)r, -,d6(3)r\ n [Marquise de Pompa-
dour tl764 mistress of Louis XV of France] 1 a : a woman's style
of hairdressing in which the hair is brushed into a loose full roll
around the face b : a man's style of hairdressing in which the hair
is combed back to stand erect 2 : hair dressed in a pompadour
pom<pa<no \'pam-p3-,n6, 'p3m-\ n, pi pompano or pompanos
[Sp pdmpano gilthead, Ut., vine leaf, fr. L pampinus} 1 ; a marine
percoid food fish (Trachinotus carolinus) of the southern Atlantic
and Gulf coasts of No. America; broadly ; any of several related
fishes 2 : a small bluish or greenish butterfish {Palometa simil-
limd) of the Pacific coast
pom-pom \*pam-,pam\ n [imit.] : an automatic gun of 20 to 40
millijHeters mounted on ships in pairs, fours, or eights

poiu>pon \'pam-,pan\ n [F, fr. MF pompe tuft of ribbons] 1 : an
ornamental ball or tuft used on clothing, caps, and fancy costumes
2 a : any of various hardy garden chrysanthemums with flower
heads resembling a pompon b : any of various dahUas with flower
heads usu. not more than two inches in diameter

potn-pos*i-ty \pam-'pas-at-e\ n 1 ; pompousness 2 : a pompous
gesture, habit, or action
pomp'OUS \'pam-p3s\ adj 1 : relating to or suggestive of pomp

: magnificent 2 : self-important 3 : excessively elevated or
ornate (^ rhetoric) syn see showy — pomp*ou5-ly adv— pomp-
ous*ness n
Pon-ceau \pan-'so\ n [F, poppy red. fr. OF pouncel red poppy]
: any of several azo dyes giving red colors

pon*cho \'pan-(,)ch6\ n [AmerSp, fr. Araucaman pontho woolen
fabric] 1 : a cloak resembUng a blanket with a slit in the middle
for the head 2 : a waterproof garment resembling a poncho worn
chiefly as a raincoat
pond \'pand\ n [ME ponde artificiaUy confined body of water,
alter, of pounde enclosure— more at pound ] : a body of water usu.
smaller than a lake

pon-der \'pan-dar\ vb pon>der>ing \-d(a-)rio\ IME ponderen, fr.

MF ponderer, fr. L ponderare to weigh, ponder, fr. ponder-, pondus
weight — more at pendant] vt 1 ; to weigh in the mind 2 : to
deliberate about 3 : to muse over ~ vi : to think or consider esp.
quietly, soberly, and deeply — pon-der»er \-d3r-3r\ n
syn medftate, muse, ruminate: ponder impUes a careful weighing

of a problem or, often, prolonged inconclusive thinking about a
matter; meditate rnipUes a definite focusing of one's thoughts on
something so as to understand it deeply; muse suggests a more or
less focused daydreaming as in remembrance; ruminate impUes
going over the same matter in one's thoughts again and again but
suggests Uttle of either purposive thinking or rapt absorption

pon<der.a-ble \'pan-d(a-)r3-b3l\ adj [LL ponderabilis, fr. pon-
derare} t capable of being weighed or appraised ; appreciable syn
see perceptible

pon*der*OUS \'pan-d(3-)r3s\ adj [ME, fr. MF pondereux, fr. L
ponderosus, fr. ponder-, pondus weight] 1 : of very great weight
2 : unwieldy or clumsy because of weight and size 3 : oppressively
or unpleasantly dull : pedestrian syn see heavy — pon>der-
ouS'ly adv — pon>der>ous>ness n

pond scum n ; a spirogyra or a related alga; also ; a mass of tangled
filaments formed by these on stagnant waters
pond-weed \'pan-,dwed\ n : any of a genus {Potamogeton of the
family Zarmichelliaceae, the pondweed family) of aquatic plants

pone \'p6n\ n [of Algonquian origin; akin to Delaware iip&n
baked] South & Midland : a commeal cake shaped into an oval in
the palms and baked, fried, or boiled; also : com bread in the form
of pones

pon<gee \pan-'je, 'pan-,\ n [Chin (Pek) pen'3 chi\ fr. pen'^ own -I-

chi^ loom] ; a thin soft ecru or tan fabric of Chinese origin woven
from raw silk; also : an imitation of this fabric in cotton or rayon

pon>gid \'pan-j3d\ n [deriv. of Kongo mpungu ape] : an anthropoid
ape
ipon-iaid \'pan-y3rd\ n [MF poignard, fr. poing fist, fr. L pugnus fist
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— more at pungent] : a dagger with a usu. slender triangular or
square blade
sponiard vt : to pierce or kill with a poniard
pons \*pan2\ n, pi pon>tes \'pan-,te2\ [NL pons (VaroUt), lit.,

bridge of Varoli, fr. Costanzo Varoli tl575 It surgeon and anato-
mist] : a broad mass of chiefly transverse nerve fibers conspicuous
on the ventral surface of the brain of man and lower mammals at
the anterior end ofthe medulla oblongata — called also pons
Va-rO'lii \,panz-va-'ro-le-J, -le-,e\

pons asi.no*rum \*pan-,zas-a-'n6r-3m, -'n6r-\ n [NL. lit,, asses'
bridge, name applied to the proposition that the base angles of an
isosceles triangle are equal] I a critical test of ability imposed upon
the inexperienced or ignorant

Pon*tlC \'pant-ik\ adj [L ponticus, fr. Gk ponlikos, fr. Pontos
Pontus & Ponios the Black sea (lit., the sea)] : of or relating to
Pontus or the Black sea

pon*ti<Iex \'pant-a-,feks\ n, pi pon>tlf>i>ces \pan-'tif-3-,sez\ [L
pontijic', poniiJex'\ : a member of the council of priests forming the
most important part of the Roman religious body

pon*tiff \'pant-3f\ n [F pontij, fr. L pontijic-, pontijex, lit., bridge
maker, fr. pont-, pons bridge + jacere to make — more at find, do]
1 : PONTIFEX 2 : bishop; specij : pope
1pon>tif*i-cal \pan-'tif-i-k3l\ adj [L pontijicalis, fr. pontijic-^

pontijexl 1 a : of or relating to a pontiff or pontifex I) : cele-

brated by a prelate of episcopal rank with distinctive ceremonies i^
mass) 2 : pompous 3 : pretendously dogmatic— pon>tiI>i>cal-ly
\-k(a-)le\ adv

Spontlfical n 1 ; episcopal attire; specif : the insignia of the epis-
copal order worn by a prelate when celebrating pontifical mass —
usu. used in pi. 2 ; a book containing the forms for sacraments and
rites performed by a bishop
ipon.til.i-cate \pan-'tif-i-k3t, -3-,kat\ n [L pontijicatus, fr.

pontijic-, pontijex'] : the state, office, or term of office of a pontiff

2pon.tiI.i-cate \-a-,kat\ vi [ML pontijicatus, pp. of pontijicare, fr. L.
pontijic-, pontijex] 1 a : to officiate as a pontiff b ; to celebrate
pontifical mass 2 ; to deliver oracular utterances or dogmatic
opinions — pon-tii-i-ca-tor \-,kat-3r\ n

Pont I'E'Veque \.po"-la-'vek\ n [Pont r^vique, France] : a firm
cheese with soft center and mild flavor made of whole milk and
artificially colored yellow

pon-ton \'pant-^n, pan-'tiin\ n [F] : pontoon
pon>toU'ier \,pant--'n-'i(a)r\ n [F pontonnier, fr. ponton"] : an in-

dividual engaged in constructing a pontoon bridge
pon<tOOn \pan-'tUn\ n [ F, floating bridge, punt, fr. L ponton-, ponto,

fr. pant-, pons bridge] 1 ; a flat-bottomed boat (as a Ughter); esp
: a flat-bottomed boat or portable float used in building a floating
temporary bridge 2 : a float of an airplane
pontoon bridge n : a bridge whose deck is supported on pontoons
pO«ny \'p6-ne\ n [prob. fr. obs. F poulenet, dim. of F poulain colt,

fr. ML pullanus, fr. L pullus young of an animal, foal — more at

foal] 1 a : a small horse; esp ; one of any of several breeds of very
small stocky animals noted for their gentleness and endurance b : a
bronco, mustang, or similar horse of the western U.S. c : race-
horse 2 : something smaller than standard 3 : a literal transla-
tion used in studying a foreign language or text : trot
pony express n ; a rapid postal and express system operating by
relays of ponies

po*ny>talI \'po-ne-,tal\ n ; hair arranged to resemble the tail of a
pony

po-ny up \.po-ne-'ap\ vb [origin unknown] vt ; to pay (money) in
settlement of an account — vj : pay
pooch \'pUch\ n [origin unknown] slang ; dog
pood \'piJd, 'plitX n [Russ pud, fr. ON pund pound — more at
pound] : a Russian unit of weight equal to about 36.11 pounds

poO'dle \'p'ud-'l\ n [G pudel, short for pudelhund, fr. pudeln to
splash (fr. pudel puddle, fr. LG) + hund dog (fr. OHG hunt) — more
at PUDDLE, hound] I any of an old breed of active inieUigent heavy*
coated soiid-colored dogs
pooh \'pii, 'pu\ inter] — used to express contempt, disapproval, or
impatience

pooll-bah \'pij-,ba, -,b6\ n, often cap P&B [Pooh-Bah, character
in Gilbert and Sullivan's opera The Mikado (1885) bearing the title

Lord-High-Everything-Else) 1 : one holding many public or pri-
vate offices 2 ; one in high position
pooh-pooh \'pli-(,)pu, pii-'\ also pooh \'pU\ vb [pooh (interj. ex-
pressing contempt)] vl : to express contempt or impatience
-^ vr : to express contempt for : scorn
ipool \'pul\ n [ME, fr. OE pol; akin to OHG pfuol pool] 1 : a
small and rather deep body of usu. fresh water 2 ; a small body of
standing liquid : puddle 3 : a continuous area of porous sedi-
mentary rock which yields petroleum or gas

3pool n [F poule, lit., hen, fr. OF, fern, of poul cock — more at
pullet] 1 a : an aggregate stake to which each player of a game
has contributed b : all the money bet by a number of persons on
a particular event 2 a : a game played on an English billiard table
in which each of the players stakes a sum and the winner takes all

b ; any of various games of billiards played on a pool table having
6 pockets with usu. 15 object balls 3 : an aggregation of the
interests or property of different persons made to further a joint
undertaking by subjecting them to the same control and a common
liability: as a : a common fund or combination of interests for the
common adventure in buying or selling; esp : one for speculating in
or manipulating the market price of securities or commodities (as
grain) D : a combination between competing business houses for
the control of traffic by removing competition 4 : a fencing contest
In which each member of a team successively engages each member
of another team 6 : a readily available supply: as a : the whole
quantity of a particular material present in the body and available
for function or the satisfying of metabohc demands b : a body
{)roduct (as blood) collected from many donors and stored for
ater use syn see monopoly

3pool vr : to contribute to a common fund or effort
pool-room \-.rum. -,rum\ n 1 : a room in which bookmaklng Is
carried on 2 : a room for the playing of pool
ipoop \'piip\ n [MF poupe. fr. L puppis] 1 obs ; stern 2 : an
enclosed superstructure at the stem of a ship above the main deck
apoop vr 1 : to break over the stem of 2 ; to ship (a sea or wave)
over the stern

3poop vb [origin unknown] vr, slang : to put out of breath; also : to
wear out : exhaust *«- vi, slang ; to become exhausted <'^ out)

*p00p n [origin unknown] slang ; official or unofficial Information
poop deck n : a partial deck above a ship's main afterdeck
poor \'pii(a)r, 'p6(a)r\ adj [ME poure, fr. OF povre, fr. I. pauper;
akin to Lpaucus little and to hparere to produce, parare to acquire— more at few, pare] 1 a : lacking material possessions b ; of,
relating to, or characterized by poverty 2a: less than adequate
; MEAGER b : small in worth 3 : exciting pity 4a; inferior in
quality or value b : humble, unpretentious c : mean, petty
5 : emaciated, lean 6 ; barren, unproductive — used of land —
poor*ly adv — poor*ness n

poor box n ; a box for alms for the poor; esp ; one placed near the
door of a church
Poor Clare \-'kIa(3)r, -kle(3)r\ n : a nun of an order founded early
in the 13th century at Assisi by St. Clare under the direction of St.
Francis

poor farm \'pu(3)r-,farm, 'p6(s)r-\ n : a farm maintained at public
expense for the support and employment of needy or dependent
persons

poor-house \-,haus\ n : a place maintained at public expense to
house needy or dependent persons
poor4sh \-ish\ adj ; rather poor
poor law n : a law providing for or regulating the public relief or
support ofthe poor

poor«ly \-le\ adj : somewhat iU ; indisposed
poor-spir.it.ed \-'spir-3t-3d\ adj : lacking zest, confidence, or
courage — poor-spir-it-ed-ly adv — Foor-spir»it»ed.ness n

poor white n ; a member of an inferior or underprivileged white
social group — often taken to be offensive
ipop \'pap\ vb popped; pop.ping [ME poppen, of Imit. origin] vt

1 : to strike or knock sharply : hft 2 ; to push, put, or thrust
suddenly 3 : to cause to explode or burst open 4 : to fire at
; shoot — vi 1 : to go, come, or enter suddenly 2 : to make or
burst with a sharp sound : extlode 3 : to protrude from the
sockets 4 : to shoot with a firearm 5 ; to hit a pop fly — pop the
question : to propose marriage

2pop n 1 : a sharp explosive sound 2 ; a shot from a gun 3 [fr.

the sound made by drawing a cork of its container] : a flavored
carbonated beverage
3pop adv : like or with a pop : suddenly
pop'Com \'pap-.k6(3)ra\ n : an Indian com (Zea mays everta)
whose kernels on exposure to dry heat burst open to form a white
starchy mass; also i the popped kernels

pope \*p6p\ n [ME, fr. OE papa, fr. LL papa, fr. Gk pappas, papas,
title of bishops, Ut., papa] 1 ojien cap : the head of the Roman
Catholic Church 2 : one held to resemble a pope in authority or
position
pop.ery \'po-p(3-)re\ n ; roman CATHOUCIs^^ — usu. used dis-
paragingly

pop.eyed \'pap-'id\ adj ; having eyes that bulge (as from disease or
excitement)

pop Ily n : a short high fly ball in baseball
pop loul n : a pop fly hit into foul territory
pop.gun \'pap-,g3n\ n : a child's toy gun for shooting pellets with
compressed air

Pop'i.an also Pop.ean \'po-pe-3n\ adj ; of, relating to. or charac-
teristic of Alexander Pope or his poetry

pop.in. jay \'p'ap-9n-,ja\ n [ME papejay, fr. MF papegal, papejal, fr.

Ar bahgha'] 1 obs : parrot 2 : a strutting supercilious person
pop.ish \'p6-pish\ adj [pope] : roman catholic — often used
disparagingly — pop.ish.ly adv

pop.lar \'pap-l9r\ n [ME poplere, fr. MF pouplier, fr. pouple
poplar, fr. L populus] la: any of a genus (Populus) of slender
quick-growing trees of the willow family b : the wood of a poplar
2 a : tulip tree b : the wood of a tulip tree

pop.lin \'pap-l3n\ n [F papelinel ; a strong plain-woven fabric with
crosswise ribs

pop'li.te.al \pa-'plit-e-3l, ,pap-l^'te-\ adj [NL popHteus, fr. L
poplit-, poples ham of the knee] : of or relating to the back part of
the leg behind the knee joint

pop oil VI la: to leave suddenly b : to die unexpectedly 2 : to
talk thoughtlessly and often loudly or angrily

pop-off \'pap-,6f\ n ; one who talks loosely or loudly
pop.over \'pap-jO-v3r\ n : a quick bread made from a thin batter of
eggs, milk, and flour and baked into a hollow shell

pop'per \'pap-ar\ n : one that pops; specij : a utensil for popping

pop.pet \'pap-3t\ n [ME popet doll, puppet — more at puppet]
1 chiefly Brit \ dear 2 a Midland : doll b obs '. marionette
3 a : an upright support or guide of a machine that is fastened at
the bottom only b : a valve that rises perpendicularly to or from
its seat 4 : any of the small pieces of wood on a boat's gunwale
supporting or forming the rowlocks

pop.pied \'pap-ed\ adj 1 : growing or overgrown with popples
2 a : druggmg or sleep-inducing like poppy juice b : characterized
by somnolence : drowsy
ipop.ple \'pap-3l\ n [MEpopw/, fr. OE. fr. I. populus] chiejly dial
: poplar 1

^popple n [popple, vb., fr. ME poplen, prob. of imit. origin] 1 : a
heavifig of water (as from boiUog) 2 : a choppy sea — popple vi

pop.pling \-(3-)llo\
pop.py \'pap-e\ n [ME popi, fr. OE popseg, poplg,
modif. of L papaver] 1 a ; any of a genus {Papaver
of the family Papaveraceae, the poppy family) of
chiefly annual or perermial herbs with milky
juice, showy regular flowers, and capsular fruits

including one {P. somniferum) that is the source of
opium and several that are cultivated as orna-
mentals b : an extract or decoction of poppy used
medicinally 2 : a strong reddish orange

pop.py.COCk \'pap-5-,kak\ n [D dial, pappekak,
Ut. soft dung, fr. D pap pap + kak dung] : empty
talk : nonsense poppy

pop.py.head \-,hed\ n : a raised ornament often in
the form of a flnlal generally used on the tops of the upright ends of
seats in Gothic churches

pop.U'lace \*pap-y9-l3s\ n [MF, fr. It popolaccio rabble, pejorative
of popolo the people, fr. L populus] 1 : the common people
: MASSES 2 : POPlRj^TION

pop'U.lar \'pap-y3-l3r\ adj [L popularis, fr. populus the people, a
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people] 1 ; of or relating to the general public 2 : suitable to the
majority: as a ; easy to understand : plain b : suited to the means
of the majority : inexpensive 3 : having general currency ; prev-
alent 4 : commonly liked or approved syn see common — pop-
n-lar>ly adv

popular Iront n, ojsen cap P&F : a working coalition of leftist and
sometimes middle-of-the-road political parties against a common
opponent; specij : one sponsored and dominated by Comraunisls as
a device for gaining power

pop.u-lar-i.ty \,pap-y3-'lar-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
popular

pop'U-lar-iza.tion X.pap-ya-ls-ra-'za-shanX n 1 ; the act of
popularizing or the state of being popularized 2 ; something that
is popularized

pop>u>lar>ize \'pap-y3-l3-,rTz\ vi : to cater to popular taste -^ vr
: to make popular: as a : to cause to be liked or esteemed b ; to
present in generally understandable or interesting form — pop«u-
lar-iz-er n

popular sovereignty n : a pre-Civil War doctrine asserting the
right of the people living in a newly organized territory to decide
by vote of their territorial legislature whether or not slavery would
be permitted in the territory

pop*u>late \'pap-yo-,lat\ vt [ML populatus, pp. of populare to
people, fr. Lpopulus people] 1 ; to have a place in ; inhabit 2 : to
furnish or provide with inhabitants : people

pOp*U-la>tion \,pap-y3-'la-sh3n\ n [LL population', populatio, fr. L
populusi 1 : the whole number of people or inhabitants in a
country or region 2 ; the act or process of populating 3 a : a
body of persons having a quality or characteristic in common
b (1) : the organisms inhabiting a particular area or biotope (21 : a
group of interbreeding biotypes that represents the level of organiza-
tion at which speciation begins 4 : a group of individual persons,
objects, or items from which samples are taken for statistical

measurement
Pop>U>lism \'pap-y3-,liz-3m\ n ; the political and economic
doctrines advocated by the Populists
Pop-U-liSt \-l3st\ n [L popuhis the people] : a member of a U.S.
political party formed in 1891 primarily to represent agrarian
interests and to advocate the free coinage of silver and government
control of monopolies — populist also pop-u-lis-tic \,p'ap-ya-'lis-

tik\ adj, ojten cap
POP'U'IOUS \'pap-y3-l3s\ adj [L populosus, fr. populus people]
1 : densely populated 2 a : numerous b : crowded — pop»u-
lous-Iy adv — pop*u>Ious-ness n

por<bea*gIe \'p60)r-,be-g9l\ n [Com porgh-bugel] : a small voraci-
ous viviparous shark {Lamna nasus) of the north Atlantic and
Pacific oceans with a pointed nose and crescent-shaped tail

por-ce.lain \'por-s(3-)l3n, 'p6r-\ n [MF porcelaine cowrie shell,

porcelain, fr. It porcellana, fr. porcello vulva, lit., little pig, fr. L
porcellus, dim. of porcus pig, vulva; fr. the shape of the shell —
more at farrow] ; a fine ceramic ware that is hard, translscent.
white, sonorous, and nonporous and usu. consists essentially bf
kaolin, quartz. and..feldspar — por.ce'lain-liKe_\-,hk\ adj— por-
ce*la>ne<ous or pffr-cel-la-ne-ous \,por-sa-'ia-ne-9s, ,p6r-\ adj

porcelain enamel >i : vrrRtous enamel
por.ce-lain-ize \'p6r-s(3-)l3-,nlz, *p6r-\ vt : to fire a vitreous coat-
ing < 1 (as i el)

porch \'po(3)rch, 'p6{3)rch\ n [ME porche, fr. OF, fr. L porticus

portico, fr. porta gate — more at ford] 1 : a covered entrance to a
building usu. with a separate roof : veranda 2 obs ; portico
3 : a place for waiting before entering ; passage

por>ciue \'p6r-,sTn\ adj [L porcinus, fr. porcus pig — more at

farrow] : of, relating to, or suggesting swine
por-CU-pine \'p6r-ky9-,pTn\ n, ojten attrib [ME porkepin, fr. MF
pore espin, fr. Olt porcosp'mo, fr. L porcus pig + spina spine,

prickle] : any of various relatively large rodents having stiff sharp
erectile bristles mingled with the hair and constituting an Old
World terrestrial family (Hystricidae) and a New World arboreal
family (Erethizontidae)
Ipore \'p6(a)r, *p6f3)r\ vi [ME pouren] 1 ; to gaze intently : stare
2 : to read studiously or attentively 3 ; to reflect or meditate
steadily ; ponder

apore n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L porus, fr. Gk poros passage, pore — more
at fare] 1 : a minute opening esp. in an animal or plant; esp l one
by which matter passes through a membrane 2 : a small interstice

(as in stone) admitting absorption or passage of liquid

pored \'pofa)rd, 'p6(3)rd\ adj : having pores
pore lungus n : a fungus (family Boletaceae or
Polyporaceae) having the spore-bearing surface
within tubes or pores

por.gy \'p6r-ge\ n, pi porgies also porgy [partly

fr. earlier pargo (porgy); partly fr. earlier scuppaug
(porgy) ] 1 : a blue-spotted crimson percoid food
fish i'Pagrus pagrus) of the coasts of Europe and
America; also : any of various related fishes (family
Sparidae) 2 : any of various teleost fishes (as a men-
haden) not closely related to the red porgy

po.ril-er.an \pa-"rif-(3-)r3n\ n [deriv. of L porus
pore + -jer -ferous] : any of a phylum (Porifera)

of primitive invertebrate animals comprising the

sponges — poriferan or po-ril-er-al \-(5-)r3l\ adj

pork \'p6(3)rk, 'p6(3)rk\ n [ME. fr. OF, pig, fr. L
porcus — more at farrow] 1 : the fresh or salted

flesh of swine when dressed for food 2 : govern-
ment money, jobs, or favors used by politicians as
patronage cuts of pork:
poiK barrel n : a government project or appropria- 1 hind foot,

tion yielding rich patronage benefits 2 ham, 3 fat-

pork-er X'por-kar. 'p6r-\ n : hoo; esp % a young pig back, 4 loin,

fattened for table use as fresh pork 5 side, 6 Bos-

pork-pie hat \,pork-.pT-, ,p6rk-\ n ; a felt, straw, ton butt, 7

or cloth hat with a low crown, flat top, and turned- picnic ham, s

up brim or snap-brim J*^*'*, ^ tore-

por-nog-ra.pher \p6r-'nag-r3-far\ n : one who *oot

produces pornography
por>no*graph<ic \,p6r-na-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to pornog-
raphy — por>no>graph*i>caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

por.nog-ra.phy \p6r-'nag-r3-fe\ n [Gk pornographos, adj., writ-
ing of harlots, fr. pome harlot -I- graphein to write; akin to Gk
pernanai to sell, poros journey — more at fare, carve] 1 : the
depiction of erotic behavior (as in pictures or writing) intended
to cause sexual excitement 2 : pornographic material

po<rose \'po(,3)r-,os, 'p6(5)r-\ adj : divided into or forming a con-
tinuous series of pores

po-ros.i-ty Xpa-'ras-st-c, p6-\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
porous; specij : the ratio of the volume of interstices of a material
to the volume of its mass 2 : pore

po>rous \'p6r-3s, 'p6r-\ adj 1 ; possessing or full of pores 2 : per-
meable to liquids — po<rous>ly adv — po>rous>ness n
por.phyr.a.lin \p6r-'fir-3t-^n\ n[;7or/)/i>',--in + hemflrm] : a complex
compound (as hematin) of porphyrins with metals

por.phyr.ia \p6r-'fir-e-3\ n [NL. fr. ISV porphyrin^ : a patholog-
ical state characterized by abnormalities of porphyrin metabolism
and by excretion of excess porphyrins in the urine and by extreme
sensitivity to light

por-phy.fin \'p6r-f3-r3n\ n [ISV, fr. Gk porphyra purple] : any
of various metal-free derivatives of pyrrole obtained esp. from
chlorophyll or hemoglobin

por.phy.rit.ic \.p6r-fa-'rit-ik\ adj [ML porphyriticus, fr. Gk
porpfiyritikos, fr. porphyriies (Uihos) porphyry] 1 : of or relating
to porphyry 2 : having distinct crystals (as of feldspar) in a
relatively fine-grained base

por«phy«roicl \'p6r-f?-,r6id\ n Iporphyry'] : a more or less schistose
metamorphic rock with porphyritic texture

por.phy.rop.Sin \,p6r-f3-'rap-s3n\ n [Gk porphyra purple + E
-opsin (as in rhodnpsin) ] : a purple pigment in the retinal rods of
freshwater fishes that resembles rhodopsin both biologically and
chemically

por.phy^ry \'p6r-f(3-)re\ n [ME porjurie, fr. ML porphyrium,
alter, of L porphyriies, fr. Gk porphyrites {iiihos^. lit., stone like
purple, fr. porphyra purple] 1 : a rock consisting of feldspar
crystals embedded in a compact dark red or purple groundmass
2 : an igneous rock of porphyritic texture

por«poise \'p6r-p3s\ n [ME porpoys, fr. MF porpois, fr. ML por-
copiscis, fr. L porcus pig -*- piscis fish — more at farrow, fish]
1 : any of several small gregarious toothed whales is,tn\isPhocaena)',
esp : a blunt-snouted usu. largely black whale iP. phocaena) of the
north Atlantic and Pacific 5 to 8 feel long 2 : any of several dol-
phins

por>rect \p9-'rekt\ adj [L porrectus, pp. of porrigere to stretch out,
fr. por- forward -(- regere to direct] : extended forward

por.ridge \'p6r-ij, 'par-\ n [alter, of pottage\ : a soft food made
by boiling meal of grains or legumes in milk or water until thick

por.rin.ger \-sn-j3r\ n [alter, of ME poteger, potinger, fr. AF
potageer, fr. MF poiager of pottage, fr. potage pottage] : a low
one-handled metal bowl or cup for children
iport \'po(3)rt, 'p6f3)rt\ n [ME, fr. OE & OF, fr. h portus — more
at ford] 1 : a place where ships may ride secure from storms
: haven 2 a : a harbor town or city where ships may take on or
discharge cargo b : airport 3 : port of entry
2port n [ME parte, fr. MF, gate, door, fr. L porta passage, gate;
akin to L portus port] 1 chiejly Scot : gate 2 a : an opening for
intake or exhaust of a fluid esp. in a valve seat or valve face
b : the area of opening in a cylinder face of a passageway for the
working fluid in an engine c : such a passageway 3 a : an opening
in a ship's side to admit light or air or to load cargo b archaic : the
cover for a porthole 4 : a hole in an armored vehicle or fortifica-

tion through which guns may be fired

aport n [ME, fr. MF. fr, porter to carry] 1 : the manner in which
one bears himself 2 archaic ; state la 3 : the position in which
a military weapon is carried when ported

4port vt [MF porter to carry, fr. L portare — more at fare] : to
carrv (as a rifle) in a position sloping across the body from right

to left

sport n [prob. fr, ^port or ^port'] : the left side of a ship or airplane
looking forward — called also larboard; compare starboard
— poll adj
'port vr : to turn or put (a helm or rudder) to the left

7port n lOporto (now Porto), Portugal] : a fortified sweet wine of
rich taste and aroma

por*ta>biI>i*ty \,port-a-'bil-3t-e, ,p6rt-\ n : the quality or state

of being portable
por-ta-ble \'p5rt-3-bal, 'p6rt-\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL porlabilis,

fr. L portare to carry — more at fare] 1 : capableof being carried
2 obs : BEARABLE — poitaWe n — por-ta.bly \-ble\ adv

por.tage \'port-ij, 'port-, 3 is also p6r-'tazh\ n [ME, fr, MF, fr.

porter to carry] 1 : the labor of carrying or transporting 2 archaic
the cost of carriage ; porterage 3 : the carrying of boats <

goods overland from one body of water to another
ipor-tal \'port-'l, 'p6rt-\ n [ME, fr, MF, fr. ML portale city gate,

porch, fr. neut. of portalis of a gate, fr. L porta gate — more at

port] 1 : door, entrance; esp : a grand or imposing one 2 : the

whole architectural composition surrounding and including the
doorways and porches of a church 3 : the approach or entrance
to a bridge or tunnel 4 : a communicating part or area of an organ-
ism; specij ; the point at which something enters the body

2portal adj [NL porta transverse fissure of the liver, fr. L, gate]

1 : of or relating to the transverse fissure on the underside of the

liver where most of the vessels enter 2 : of, relating to, or being
a large vein that collects blood from one part of the body and
distributes it in another part through a capillary network

portal-to-portal adj : of or relating to the time spent by a workman
in traveling from the entrance to his employer's property to his

actual working place (as in a mine) and in returning after the work
shift

portal yein n : a vein carrying blood from the digestive organs and
spleen to the liver

por.ta-raen.to \,port-3-'men-(,>to. ,p6rt-\ n, pi por*ta>men>ti
\-(,)te\ [It, lit., act of carrying, fr. portare to carry, fr. L] : a
continuous glide effected by the voice, a trombone, or a bowed
stringed musical instrument in passing trom one tone to another

por.ta.tive \'p5rt-3t-iv, 'p6rt-\ adj [ME portatij, fr. MF. fr. L
portatus, pp. of portare} : portable

port-CUl.liS \port-'k9l-as, p6rt-\ n [ME port coUce, fr. MF parte
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coleice, Mt.j sliding door] ; a grating of iron hung over the gateway
of a fortified place and lowered between grooves to prevent pas-
sage

Porte \'po(3)rt, •p6(3)rt\ n [F, short for Sublime Porte, lit.,

sublime gate; fr. the gate of the sultan's palace where justice was
administered] : the government of the Ottoman empire

ports co-chere \,port-ko-'she(3)r, ,p6rt-\ n [F porte cochere,
lit., coach door] 1 archaic I a passageway through a building or
screen wall designed to let vehicles pass from ttie sti'eet to an
interior courtyard 2 : a roofed structure extending from the
entrance of a building over an adjacent driveway and sheltering
those getting in or out of vehicles

porte-mon.naie \'port-,m3n-e\ n [F, fr. porter to carry + mon-
naie coined money, fr. MF moneie — more at port, money] : a
small pocketbook or pjirse

pOT'tend \p6r-'tend, por-\ vt [ME portenden, fr. L portendere, fr.

por- forward (akin to per through) + tendere to stretch — more
at FOR, THIN] 1 : to give an omen or anticipatory sign of : bode
2 : INDICATE, SIGNIFY

por •tent \'pd(3)r-,tent, 'po(3)r-\ n [L portentum, fr. neut, of
portentus, pp. of portendere'^ 1 ; something that foreshadows a
coming event : omen 2 ; prophetic indication or significance
3 : MARVEL, PRODIGY

por4en-tous \p6r-'tent-3s, por-\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or con-
stituting a portent 2 : eliciting amazement or wonder ; prodigious
3 : self-consciously weighty ; pompous syn see ominous — por-
ten'touS'ly adv — por*ten>toas<ness n
lpor«ter \'port-ar, "port-X n [ME, fr. OF portier, fr. LL portarius,
IT. L porta gate — more at port] chiejly Brit : a person stationed
at a door or gate to admit or assist those entering

aporter n [ME portow, fr. MF porteour. fr. LL portator, fr. L
portatus, pp. of portare to carry — more at fare] 1 : one who
carries burdens; specij : one employed to carry baggage for patrons
at a hotel or transportation terminal 2 : a parlor-car or sleeping*
car attendant who waits on passengers and makes up berths
3 [short for porter's beer^ : a weak stout that is rich in saccharine
matter and contains about four percent of alcohol

por-ter-age \-3-rij\ n ; the work of a porter; also : the charge for it

por-ter*house \'p6rt-3r-,haiis, 'p6rt-\ n 1 archaic ; a house
where malt Uquor (as porter) is sold 2 : a large steak cut from
the thick end of the short loin to contain a T-shaped bone and a
large piece of tenderlOLn_

port'lO'liO \port-'fo-le-,o, p6rt-\ n [It portafogUo, fr. portare to
carry (fr. L) + foglio leaf, sheet, fr. L folium — more at blade]
1 : a portable case for carrying papers or drawings 2 [fr. the
use of such a case to carry documents of state] : the office and
functions of a minister of state or member of a cabinet 3 : the
securities held by an investor or the commercial paper held by a
bank or other financial house

port'liole \'po(3)rt-,h61, 'p6(a)rt-\ n Import'] 1 ; an opening (as a
window) in the side of a ship or airplane 2 : an embrasure or
loophole through which to shoot 3 : ^port 2
Por.tia \'por-sh3, 'pdr-\ n : the heroine in Shakespeare's The
Merchant of Venice

por-ti-co \'p5rt-i-,ko, 'p6rt-\ n, pi porticoes or porticos [It, fr.

L porlicus — more at porch] ; a colonnade or covered ambulatory
esp. in classical architecture and often at the entrance of a building

por-tiere \,port-e-'e(a)r, .port-; por-'ti(3)r, por-; 'port-e-sr, 'p6rt-\
n [F portiere, fr. OF, fem. oS portier porter, doorkeeper] : a curtain
hanging across a doorway
ipor«tion \'por-sh3n, 'p6r-\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L portion-, portio;
akin to L part-, pars part] 1 ; an individual's part or share of
something: as a : a share received by gift or inheritance b : dowry
c : a helping of food 2 : an individual's lot, fate, or fortune
3 a ; a part of a whole b : a limited amount or quantity syn see
fate, part
^portion vt por.tion.ing \-sh(3-)nio\ 1 : to divide into portions

; distribute 2 : to allot or give to as a portion : dower
por»tion»less X-shan-lssX adj : having no portion; esp : having no
dowry or inheritance

port.land cement X.port-lan (d)-, ,p6rt-\ n [isle of Portland, England;
fr. its resemblance to a limestone found there] : a hydrauhc cement
made by finely pulverizing the clinker produced by calcining to
incipient fusion a mixture of argillaceous and calcareous materials

port*li*ness X'port-le-nss, 'p6rt-\ n ; the quahty or state of being
portly

port-ly \-le\ adj pportl 1 chiefly dial : dignified, stately 2
: heavy or rotund of body : corpulent

tport-man-teau \port-'man-(,)t6, p6rt-\ n, pi portmanteaus or
port-man-teaux \-(,)t6z\ [MF portemanteau, fr. porter to carry
+ manteau mantle, fr. L mantellum — more at port] : TRAVELrao
BAG; eap : a large gladstone bag
^portmanteau adj : combining more than one use or quaUty
portmanteau word n : zblend d
port of call 1 : an intermediate port where ships customarily stop
for supplies, repairs, or transshipment of cargo 2 : a stop included
on an itinerary

port of entry 1 : a place where foreign goods may be cleared
through a customhouse 2 ; a place where an ahen may be per-
mitted to enter a country

por.trait \'p6r-trat, 'por-, -,trat\ n [MF, fr. pp. of portrairel
1 : picture; esp : a pictorial representation (as a painting) of a
person usu. showing his face 2 : bust, statue 3 ; a graphic
portrayal in words

por-trait.ist \-3st\ n : a maker of portraits
poT'trai.ture \'por-tr3-,chu(3)r, 'por-, -char, -,t(y)u(o)r\ n 1 : the
making of portraits ; portrayal 2 ; portrait
ppr.Uay \por-*tra, por-, p3r-\ vt [ME portraien, fr. MF portraire,
fr. L proirahere to draw forth, reveal, expose, fr. pro- forth +
trahere to draw — more at pro-, draw] 1 : to make a picture of
: depict 2 a : to describe in words b : to play the role of ; enact— por-tray-er n

por.tray.al \-'tra(-3)l\ n l : the act or process of portraying
; representation 2 : portrait

por.tress \'por-tr3s, 'p6r-\ n : a female porter: as a : a door-
keeper m a convent or apartment house b ; charwoman
Port Roy.al.ist \port-'r6i-a-l3St, p6rt-\ n [F port-rovaliste, fr.
Port-Royal a convent near Versailles. France] : a member or
adherent of a 17 th century French Jansenist lay community dis-
tinguished as logicians and educators

Por-tn-gnese \j)6r-ch3-'gez, -'ges\ n, pi Portuguese [Pg por-
tugues, adj & n., fr. Portugal 1 a : a native or inhabitant of
Portugal b ; a person of Portuguese descent 2 : the Romance
language of Portugal and Brazil — Portuguese adj
Portuguese man-of-war n : any of several large siphonophores
(genus Physalia) having a large bladderlike sac or cyst with a broad
crest on the upper side by means of which they float at the surface

por*tU>laca \,por-ch9-'lak-3, ,p6r-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L,
purslane, fr. portula, dim, of porta gate; fr. the hd of its capsiile— more at port] ; any of a genus (Portulaca) of mainly tropical
succulent herbs of the purslane family; esp : a plant (P. grandiflord)
cultivated for its showy flowers

P0>5a>da \p3-'sad-3\ n [Sp, fr. posar to lodge, fr. LL pausarel
: an inn in Spanish-speaking countries
ipose \'p62\ vb [ME posen, fr. MF poser, fr. (assumed) WL pausare,
fr. LL, to stop, rest, pause, fr. L pausa pause] vt la; to put or
set in place b : to place (as a model) in a studied attitude 2 : to
put or set forth : propound ^ vi 1 : to assume a posture or
attitude usu. for artistic purposes 2 ; to affect an attitude or
character : posture
2pose n 1 : a sustained posture; esp : one assumed for artistic

effect 2 : a mental posture; esp : affectation
syn POSE, air, aire, affectation, mannerism mean an adopted
way of speaking or behaving, pose imphes an attitude deUberately
assumed in order to impress others; air may suggest natural
acquirement through environment or way of life, but airs always
implies artificiality and pretentiousness; affectation applies to
a trick of speech or behavior that strikes the observer as insincere;
mannerism apphes to an acquired eccentricity tnat has become a
habit
3pose vt [short for earUer appose, fr. ME apposen, alter, of opposen
to oppose] 1 obs : question 2 ; puzzle, baffle
Po>sei>don Vpa-'sId-'nX n [L, fr. Gk Poseidon} ; the god of the sea
in Greek mythology
ipos»er \'p6-23r\ n : a puzzling or baffling question
2poser n : a person who poses
po-seuT \po-'z3r\ n [F, ht., poser, fr. poserl : an affected or
insincere person
posh \'pash\ adj [origin unknown] : elegant, fashionable
pos>it Vpaz-3t\ vt pos*it>ed X'paz-at-sd, 'paz-t3d\ pos>lt<ing
X'paz-st-ir), 'paz-ti^X IL positus, pp.] 1 : to dispose or set firmly
: FIX 2 : to assume or affirm the existence of : postulate
lpo>Si>tion \p3-'zish-3n\ n [MF, fr. L position-, posiiio, fr. positus,

pp. of ponere to lay down, put, place, fr. (assumed) OL posinere,
fr. po- away (akin to Gk apo-) + L sinere to lay, leave — more at

site] 1 : an act of placing or arranging: as a : the laying down
of a proposition or thesis b : an artanging in order 2 : the
stand taken on a question 3 : a market commitment in securities or
commodities; also : the inventory of a market trader 4 ; the
point or area occupied by a physical object 5 a : social or of-

ficial rank or status b : employment, job c : a situation that
confers advantage or preference — po>si>tlon-al \-'zish-ngl, ^n-
n\ adj
syn position, place, sttuation, oftige, post, job mean employ-

ment for wages or salary. posmON and PUkCE may mean no more
than this although posmON commonly suggests higher social

status; situation adds an emphasis on a place needing to be filled

or that is filled; office applies to a position of trust or authority;

POST suggests a position involving responsibiUty or the discharge
of onerous duties; JOB specifically stresses the work involved in a
position

2position vt po>sl>tion>ing \-'2ish-(a-)nio\ : to put in proper
position; also i locate

po*si>tion>er \-'zish-(3-)n3r\ n ; one that positions

ipos-i-tiye \'paz-3t-iv, 'paz-tiv\ adj [ME, fr. OF positif, fr. L
positivus, fr, positusi la: formally laid down or imposed : pre-
scribed ('^ laws) b : expressed clearly or peremptorily c (1)

: fully assured ; confident (2) : self-.assured, arrogant
2 a : of, relating to, or constituting the degree of comparison that
is expressed in English by the unmodified and uninflected form
of an adjective or adverb and denotes no increase or diminution
b (1) : independent of changing circumstances : UNCONornONED
(2) : relating to or constituting a motion or device that is definite,

unyielding, constant, or certain in its action <'--' system of levers)

C : incontestable <---' proof) : ltnquaufied <a --^ disgrace)

3 a : not fictitious : real b ; active and effective in social or
economic function rather than merely maintaining peace and order
<^ government) 4 a : having or expressing actual existence or
quaUty as distinguished from deprivation or deficiency <'--' change
in temperature): as (1) ; logically affirmative <~ instance)

(2) : not speculative : empirical b ; having rendition of Ught and
shade similar in tone to the tones of the original subject <a --«

photographic image) c : that is or is generated in a direction

arbitrarily or customarily taken as that of increase or progression
('^ rotation of the earth) <'-« angles) d ; real and numerically
greater than zero < + 2 is a '^ integer) 5 a (1) : being, relating to,

or charged with electricity of a kind of which the proton possesses
an elementary unit and which predominates in a glass body after

being rubbed with silk (2) : losing electrons : electropostttve,
BASIC b (1) ; having higher electric potential and constituting

the part from which the current flows to the external circuit <the
~ terminal of a discharging storage battery) (2) : being an
electron-collecting electrode of an electron tube 6 a : marked by
or indicating agreement or affirmation <a '^ response) b : af-

firming the presence of that sought or suspected to be present
<—' test for blood) syn see sure— pos.i*tive*ly adv — po5>i<tive-
ness n

apositive n : something positive: as a (1) : the positive degree
of comparison in a language (2) : a positive form of an adjective

or adverb b : something of which an affirmation can be made
; reality c : a positive photograph or a print from a negative

positive electricity n ; electricity of which the elementary unit is

the proton
positive law n : law established or recognized by governmental
authority — compare natural law

pos>i-tiv*ism \-,iz-3m\ n l a ; a theory that theology and meta-
physics are earlier imperfect modes of knowledge and that positive
knowledge is based on natural phenomena and their properties
and relations as verified by the empirical sciences b : logical
POSinvisM 2 ; the quahty or state of being positive : dogmatism,
CONFU3ENCE, CERTAINTY



positivist

• n — pos.l.tlv-Is.tic \,paz-3t-iv-'is-

r state of being posi-

— pos-i'tiv-ist \-3st\ adj
tik, ,paz-tiv-\ adj

pos.i.tiv-i.ty \,p"az-3-'tiv-3t-e\ n : the quality
tive : POSITIVENESS

pos-i-tron \'paz-3-,tran\ n [positive + -tron (as in electron)'^
; a positively charged particle having the same mass and magnitude
of charge as the electron

pos.se \'p"as-e\ n [iML posse comiiatus, lit., power or authority of
the county] : a body of persons summoned by a sheriff to assist
in preserving the public peace usu. in an emergency
ppS'Sess \p3-'zes also -'se5\ vt [ME possessen fr. MF possesser,
fr. L possessus, pp. of possidere to have possession of, take posses-
sion of, fr. potis able, in power + sedere to sit — more at potent,
sit] 1 a obs r to instate in as owner h : to make the owner or
holder c : to have possession of 2 a : to have and hold as property
: OWN b : to have as an attribute, knowledge, or skill 3 a : to
take into one's possession b : to enter into and control firmly
; DOMINATE {^ed of a demon) syn see have

pos.sessed adj l obs : held as a possession 2 a (l) : influenced
or controlled by something (as an evil spirit or a passion) (2) : mad,
CRAZED b : urgently desirous to do or have something 3 : self*
POSSESSED, COOL. CALM — pos-scssed^y adv — pos-sessed-ness n

pOS.ses.SiOU \-'zesh-3n, also -'sesh-\ n 1 a : the act of having or
taking into control b : control or occupancy of property with-
out regard to ownership c : ownership 2 : something owned,
occupied, or controlled : property 3 a : domination by something
b : a psychological state in which an individual's normal personaUty
is replaced by another c : the fact or condition of being self-con-
trolled — pos-ses*sion*al \-'zesh-nal, -an-M also -'sesh-\ adj
ipos-ses-sive \p3-'zes-iv also -'ses-\ adj \ : of, relating to, or
constituting a word, a word group, or a grammatical case that
denotes ownership or a relation analogous to ownership 2 : mani-
festing possession or the desire to possess or own — pos«seS'Sive-
ly adv -~ pos-seS'Sive-ness n

2possessive n l a : the possessive case b : a word in the possessive
case 2 : a possessive word or word group

possessive adjective n : a pronominal adjective expressing pos-
session

possessive pronoun n ; a pronoun that derives from a personal
pronoun and denotes possession and other analogous relation-
ships

pos<ses>sor Xpa-'zes-ar also -'ses-\ n : one that possesses
pOS>seS'SO*ry \p3-'zes-(9-)re also -'ses-\ adj 1 : of, arising from,
or having the nature of possession 2 : having possession 3 ; char-
acteristic of a possessor ; possessive

pos.set \'pas-3t\ n [ME poshet, possoi'] : a hot drink of sweetened
and spiced milk curdled with ale or wine

pos>Si>bil<i>t7 \.pas-a-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the condition or fact of
being possible 2 : something that is possible 3 archaic : one's
utmost power, capacity, or ability

pos-Si.ble \'pas-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L possibilis, fr. posse
to be able, fr. polls, pote able + esse lo be — more at potent, is]

la: being within the hmits of ability, capacity, or realization
b : being what may be done or may occur according to nature,
custom, or manners 2 : being something that may or may not
occur 3 : able or fitted to become : potentl*lL
syn possible, practicable, feasible mean capable of being

reahzed. possibie implies that a thing may certainly exist or occur
given the proper conditions; practicable implies that something
may be easily or readily effected by available means or under
cuirrent conditions; feasible applies to what is likely to work or
be useful in attaining the end desired syn see in addition probable

p0S>si>bly \-ble\ adv t in a possible manner : perhaps
pos-sum \'pas-3m\ n ; opossum
ipost \'post\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG pjosio post; both fr.

a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L postis; akin to Gk pro
before and to Gk histasi/iai to stand — more at for, stand] 1 : a
piece of timber or metal fixed firmly in an upright position esp.
as a stay or support : pillar, column 2 ; a pole or stake set up
to mark or indicc'te something

apost vt 1 ; to affix to a usual place (as a wall) for public notices
: PiACARD 2 a : to publish, announce, or advertise by or as if

by use of a placard b : to denounce by public notice c : to
enter on a pubiic listing d : to forbid (property) to trespassers
imder penalty of legal prosecution by notices placed along the
boundaries e : score
apost n [MF paste relay station, courier, fr. Olt posta relay station,
fr, fem. of pasta, pp. of porre to place, fr. L ponere — more at
POsmON] 1 obs : courier 2 archaic a : one of a series of stations
for keeping horses for relays b : the distance between any two
such consecutive stations : stage 3 chiefly Brit a : a nation's
organization for handling mail; also : the mail handled b : a single
dispatch of mail o : post office d : postbox

flpost vi 1 : to travel with post-horses 2 : to ride or travel with
haste : hurpy -^ vr 1 archaic : to dispatch in haste 2 : mail
3 a : to transfer or carry from a book of original entry to a ledger
b : to make transfer entries in 4 ; to make familiar with a subject
; inform

spost adv : with post-horses : express
6post n [MF poste, fr. Olt posto, fr. pp. oi porre to place] 1 a : the
place at which a soldier is stationed; esp : a sentry's beat or station
b : a station or task to which anyone is assigned c : the place at which
a body of troops is stationed : camp d : a local subdivision of a
veterans' organization e : one of two bugle calls sounded at
tattoo (as in the Briush Army) 2 : an office or position to which
a person is appointed 3 a : trading post, settlement b : a
trading station on the floor of a stock exchange syn see POsmoN

7post vt 1 a : to station in a given place b : to carry ceremoniously
to a position {^ing the colors) 2 ; to put up (as bond)

post- prefix [ME, fr. L, fr. post: akin to Skt pasca behind, after,

Gk apo away from — more at of] la: after : subsequent : later

(.postdate} b : behind : posterior ; following after <po.j/Iude>
(poi/consonantal) 2 a : subsequent to : later than (poi'?operative)
ipostwav} <po5r-Pleistocene) b ; posterior to (pastorbital)

post-age \'po-stij\ n 1 : the fee for postal service 2 : adhesive
stamps or printed indicia representing postal fees

postage meter n : a machine that prints postal indicia on pieces of
mail, records the amount of postage given in the indicia, and sub-

663 posthypnotic
tracts it from a total amount which has been paid at a post office
and for which the machine has been set

postage stamp n : a government adhesive stamp or imprinted
stamp tor use on mail matter as evidence of prepayment of postage

P°^,V^ \'post-n\ adj : of or relating to the mails or to the post
office

postal card n : postcard
postal union n : an association of governments setting up imiform
regulations and practices for international mail

post-ax.i.al \f)po-'stak-se-3l\ adj : located behind an axis of the
body; esp : of or relating to the posterior side of the axis of a
vertebrate hmb — post-ax-i-aMy \-a-le\ adv

post-bel.lum \(')pos(.t)-'bel-3m\ adj [L post beUum after the war]
• of, relating to. or characteristic of the period foUowing a war

L pubUc mailbox

and esp. following the American Civil Wa.
post.box \'pos(t)-,baks\ n : mailbox; esp :

post.boy \-,b6i\ n : postilion
post.breed.ing \ipos(t)-,bred-ir]\ adj : following a period of phys-
iological fitness for reproduction <~ regressive changes)

post-card \'p6sft)-,kard\ n : a card on which a message may be
written for mailing without an envelope

post-car.di.nal \(')pos(t)-'kard-n3l. -'u-al\ adj : lying behind or
caudal to the heart

post.ca-va \(')pos("t>'kav-a, .„ .„, ..

cava of vertebrates higher than fishes
-'ka-v3l\ adj

post Chaise n : a carriage usu. having a closed body on four wheels
and seating two to four persons

post.clas.si.cal \(')p6s(t)-'klas-i-kal\ adj : of or relating to a
period foUowing the classical

post-corn.mu-nion \,p6s(t)-ka-'myu-ny3n\ n, ajten cap P&C
[ML postcommunian-, postcommunio, fr. h post- + LL communio
communion] : a prayer following the communion of the people at

post.con.scnan.tal \,pos(t)-.kan(t)-s3-'nant-'l\ adj : immediately
following a consonant

post-date \(')p6s(t)-"dat\ vt : to date with a date later than that
of execution <--- a check)
ipost-di-lu-vi-an \,posft)-d3-'lU-ve-3n, -(.)dT-\ adj : of or relating
to the period after the flood described in the Bible <'-- man)
^postdiluvian n \ oneliving after the flood described in the Bible
post-doc.tor.al \(')pos(t)-'d"ak-t(3-)r3l\ adj : of, relating to. or
engaged in advanced academic or professional work beyond a

I swift traveler 2 : posts

doctor's degn
Tpost-er \'p5-st3r\ n [tpo^r] 1 archaic :

horse
2poster n [2poi/] : a bill or placard for posting In a public place
poster color n ; a water-color paint with a gum or glue-size binder
sold usu. in jars

poste les.tante \,pc-,stres-'ta(")nt. -'ta^t, po-'stres-,\ n [F, lit.,

waiting mail] : general delivery
pos*te>ri*ad \pa-'stir-e-,ad, po-\ adv [posterior + -ad"] ; posteri-
orly
ipos.te.ri-or \pa-'stir-e-9i

after, fr. post after — mort
b ; logically consequent 2 : situated behind: as a : caudal
b : dorsal — used of human anatomy 3 oj a plant part : adaxial,
superior — pos.te>ri-or.ly adv

2posterior n : the hinder parts of the body; specif : buttocks
pcs.te.ri.or.i-ty \(,)p"a-,stir-e-'6r-3t-e. (,)po-, -'ar-\ n ; the quaUty
or state of being later or subsequent

pos-ter-i-ty \pa 'ster3t-e\ n [ME posterite, fr. MF posterite, fr.

L posteriiat-, posteritas, fr. pas ferrs coming after] 1 : the off-
spring of one progenitor to the furthest generation : descendants
2 C all future geneiations

pOS-tern X'postarn, 'pas-\ n {ME posterne, fr. OF, alter, of post erle,
fr. LL posieruia, dim. of postera back door, fr. L, fem. of posierus}
1 : a back door or gate 2 : a private or side entrance or way —
postern adj

post exchange n : a store at a military Installation that sells

merchandise and services to military personnel and authorized
civilians

pOSt>ex<il*iC \.po-r,)steg-'zil-ik\ adj : of or relating to the period
of Jewish history between the end of the exile in Babylon in 538 B.C.
and A.D. 1

post-form \(')pos(t)-'f6(3)rm\ vt : to shape (as a sheet material
after laminating) subsequently

post-Iree \'pos(t)-'fre\ adj, chiefly Brit : postpaid
post-gan-gli-on-ic \,pos(t)-,gao-gle-'an-ik\ adj ; distal to a
ganglion; specif ; of, relating to, or being an axon arising from a
cell body within an autonomic ganglion

post-gla-Cial \(')pos(t)-'gla-shsl\ adj [ISV] : occurring after a
period of glaciation
ipost-grad-u-ate \-*graj-f3-)w3t. -^,wat\ adj ; graduate lb
2postgraduate n : a student continuing his education after gradua-
tion from high school or college

post-haste \'post-'hast\ n impost} : speed In traveling : great haste— posthaste adj or adv
post hoc \'p6st-'hak\ n [NL post hoc, ergo propter hoc after this,

therefore because of this] : the fallacy of arguing from temporal
sequence to a causal relation

post-hole \'post-^ol\ n : a hole sunk in the ground to hold a fence

post horn n : a simple straight or colled brass or copper wind instru-

ment with cupped mouthpiece used esp. by postilions of the 18th
and 19th centuries

post-horse \'post-,h6(a)rs\ n Impost"! i a horse for use esp. by
couriers or mail carriers

post-hu-mous \'pas-ch3-m3S also *pas-tCh)3-, p'a-'st(y)ii-, post-
'hyii-\ adj [L posthumus, alter, of postumus late-bom, posthumous,
fr. superl. of posterus coming after — more at posterior] 1 : born
after the death of the father 2 : pubhshed after the death of the
author 3 : following or occurring after one's death — post-bu-
mous-ly adv — post-hu-mous-ness n

post-hyp-not-ic \,p6st-(h)ip-'nat-ik\ adj [ISV] : of. relating to, or
characteristic of the period following a hypnotic trance
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postiche 664 potboy
pos-tiche \p6-stesh\ n [F, fr. Sp postizol t false hair: as a : switch
b : TOUPEE

pos^tU-ion or pOS.til.lion Xpo-'stil-yan, p3-\ n [MF postilion
mail carrier using post-horses, fr. It postiglione, fr. posta post] ; one
who rides as a guide on the near horse of one of the pairs attached
to a coach or post chaise esp. without a coachman
Post.im.pres-sion.ism \,po-stim-'presh-3-,ni2-3m\ n [F post-
impressionisme, fr. post- + impressionisme impressionism ] : a
theory or practice originating among French artists (as Cezanne,
Matisse, Derain) in the last quarter of the 19th century that in
revolt against impressionism stresses variously volume, picture
structure, or expressionism — Post°ini<pres>sion-lEt \- presh-
(3-)n3st\ adj or n ~ Post*iin-pres-sioU'ls-tiC X-.presh-s-'nis-
tik\ adj

post-|u-ve=nal \(')pos(t)-'ju-v3n-'l\ adj : following or terminating
the Juvenal stage of a bird's life history <a --^ molt)

post-Kant"ian \(')pos(t)-'k:ant-e-3n. -'kant-X adj i of or relating
to the idealist philosophers (as Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel)
following Kant and developing some of his ideas

post-lude \'p6st-,Iud\ n [posl- + -lude (as in prelude)^ : a closing
piece of music; esp ; an organ voluntary at the end of a church
service

post'tnan \'pos(t)-man, -,man\ n : mailman
ipost-mark \-.mark\ n : an official postal marking on a piece of
mail; specij : a cancellation mark showing the post office and date
of mailing
2postmark vt : to put a postmark on
post>ma5°ter \-.mas-t3r\ n 1 : one who has charge of a post
office 2 : one who has charge of a station for accommodation
of travelers or who supplies post-horses

postmaster general n, pi postmasters general : an official in
charge of a national post office department

post->me*ri(l>ioan \,pos(t)-m3-'rid-e-3n\ adj iL postmeridianus, fr.

post meridiem] i occurring after noon
post me.ri.di-em \-'rid-e-3m\ adj [L] : after noon
post>mil>le°nar°i>an \,posa)-,mil-3-*ner-e-3n\ n : postmh-len-
NiALisT — postmiUenarian adj — post'miMe*nar*i>an>ism

post.mil.len.ni«al \,pos(t)-m3-'len-e-9l\ adj l : coming after or
relating to the oeriod after the millennium 2 : holding or relating
to the view that the Parousia will follow the millennium — post-
mil*len<^ni<al>ism \-e-3-,liz-3m\ n — post^mil-len'ni'al-ist
\-e-3-l3st\ n — post-mil-len.ni.al.ly \-e-3-le\ adv

post-miSotress \'pos(t)-.mis-tr3s\ n : a female postmaster
pOSt.moi.tem \pos(t)-'m6rt-3m\ adj [L post mortem after death]
1 : occurring after death 2 ; following the event (-^ analysis) —
postmortem n
postmortem examination n : an examination of a body after
death for determining the cause of death or the character and ex-
tent of changes produced by disease

post.na=saI \(')pos(t)-'na-z3l\ adj : lying or occurring posterior
to the nose i^ drip) — postnasal n
postnasal drip n : flow of mucous secretion from the posterior part
of the nasal cavity onto the wall of the pharynx occurring usu. as a
chronic accompaniment of an allergic state

pOSt'na.tal \(')pos(t)-'nat-n\ adj [ISV] : subsequent to birth;
specif : of or relating to an infant immediately after birth <~ care)— post-na-taMy X-M-eX adv

post«nup.tial X-'nap-shsl, -ch3l\ adj : made or occurring after
marriage or mating — post-nup-tiaMy \-e\ adv

posl-obit \po-'sto-b3t, esp Brit -'stab-it\ adj [h post obitam after
death] : occurring or taking effect after death

post-obit bond n : a bond made by a reversioner to secure a loan
and payable out of his reversion

post oflice n 1 : a government department handling the transmis-
sion of mail 2 : a local branch of a post office department handling
the mail for a particular place

poEl-op^er.a-tive \(')po-'stap-(3-)r3t-iv, -'stap-3-,rat-\ adj [ISV]
: following a surgical operation — post<op*er>a'tive*ly adv

postoor-bitoal \(')po-'st6r-b3t-n\ adj : situated behind the eye
socket
postpaid \'posft)-'pad\ adj : having postage prepaid or chargeable
to the addressee

post.par.tum \posm-'part-3m\ adj {Nl. post partum after birth]
: following parturition

postopi.tuatary \.pos(t1-p3-'t(y)u-3-,ter-e\ adj : arising in or
derived from the posterior lobe of the pituitary body

post=pon-able \p5s(t)-'p6-n3-b3l\ adj : capable of being post-
poned

post'pone \pos(t)-'pon\ vt [L poslponere to place after, postpone,
fr. post- 4- ponere to place — more at position] 1 : to hold back
to a later time : defer 2 a : to place after <'-- an adjective) 2 : sub-
ordinate syn see defer — post-pone^ment \-m3nt\ n — post-
pon-er n

post.po-si'tion \,pos(t)-p3-'zlsh-3n\ n [F, fr. postposer to place
after, fr. L poslponere (perf. indie, postposui) ] : the placing of a
grammatical element after a word to which it is primarily related
in a sentence: also ; such a word or particle esp. when functioning
as a preposition — post<po*si*tion>al X-'zish-nsl, -3n-'l\ adj —
post>po<si*tion°aI<>Iy \-e\ adv

post.pos-i.tive \('lpos(t>-'paz-3t-iv, -'paz-tiv\ adj ; placed after
or at the end of another word — post*pos>i>tive>ly adv

pOSt-pran.di.al \pos(ti-'pran-de-3l\ adj [post- + L prandium
late breakfast, midday meal] : following a meal

post road n ; ajoad used for the conveyance of mail
poS"trorse \'pos-,tr6(3)rs, 'pas-\ adj [post- + -trorse fas in an-
trorse)\ i retrorse

post.script \'po(s)-.skript\ n [NL postscriptum, fr. L, neut. of
posJscriptus, pp. of postscribere to write after, fr. post- + scribere
to write — more at scribe] : a note or series of notes appended
to a completed letter, article, or book

post.syn.ap.tic \ j)6s(t)-s3-'nap-tik\ adj : following synapsis <a -'

post.trau.mat.ic \.pos(t)-(,)tr6-*mat-ik\ adj [ISV] : following
or resultmg from trauma j •. j ^s,

pos-tu.lan.cy Vpas-chs-lan-seX n 1 : the quality or state of being
a postulant 2 : the period during which a person remains a
postulant

pos-tu.lant \'p'as-ch3-l3nt\ n [F, petiUoner. candidate, postulant,

fr. MF, fr. prp. of postuler to demand, solicit, fr. L postulare"]
1 ; a person admitted to a religious house as a probationary can-
didate for membership 2 : a person on probation before being
admitted as a candidatefor holy orders in the Episcopal Church
ip0S'tu>late \'pas-ch9-,lat\ v^ [L postulaius, pp. of postulare, fr.

(assumed) postus, pp. of L poscere to ask; akin to OHG jorsca
question, Skt prcchati he aks] 1 : demand, claim 2 a ; to depend
upon or start from the postulate of b : to assume as a postulate or
axiom — pos*tu°Ia*tion \,pas-ch3-'Ia-sh3n\ n

2pos.tU.Iate \*pas-ch3-lsrt, -,lat\ n [ML postulatum, fr. neut. of
postulatus, pp. of postulare to assume, fr. L, to demand] 1 : a
hypothesis advanced as an essential presupposition or premise of a
train of reasoning 2 : axiom 2a

pos>tu>la*tor \-,lat-3r\ n : an official who presents a plea for beati-
fication or canonization in the Roman Catholic Church

pos-tur-al \'pas-ch3-r3l\ adj : of, relating to, or involving posture
ipoScture \'pas-ch3r\ n [F, fr. It postura, fr. h positura, fr. positus,

pp. oi ponere to place— more at posmoN] 1 : relative artangement
of the different parts esp. of the body: as a ; the position or
bearing of the body whether characteristic or assumed for a
special purpose (erect •--'> b : the pose of a model or artistic

figure 2 : relative place or position ; situation 3 : state or
condition at a given time esp. in relation to other persons or things
4 : frame of mind ; attitude

^posture vt t to make assume a given posture : pose '*' vf ; to
assume a posture; esp : to strike a pose for effect — pos«tur«er
\-ch3r-3r\ n

post.vo.cal-ic \,post-vo-'kal-ik, -v3-\ adj pSV] ; immediately
following a vowel

post>war \'p6s-*tw6(3)r\ adj : of or relating to the period after a

pO'Sy \'po-ze\ n [alter, of poesy'\ 1 : a brief sentiment, motto, or
legend 2 : bouquet, nosegay
ipot \'pat\ n [ME. fr. OE pott: akin to MLG pot pot] 1 a : a
rounded metal or earthen container used chiefly for domestic
purposes b ; potful 2 : an enclosed framework of wire, wood,
or wicker for catching fish or lobsters 3 a : a large sum of money
b (1) : the total of the bets at stake at one time (2) : one round in a
poker game : the total of a prize d : the common fund of a group
4 : potshot 5 slang \ potbelly 6 : ruin, deterioration <business
went to •^) 7 : a shot in which a billiard ball is pocketed

2pot vt pot-ted; pot'ting 1 a : to place in a pot b : to preserve in

a pot or jar 2a; to shoot for food b : to shoot with a potshot
^ vi : to take a potshot

pO'ta-bii.i.ty \,p5t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
potable

po-ta.ble \'pot-3-b3l\ adj [\A^ potabilis, fr. "L potare to drink; akin
to L bibere to drink, Gk pinein"] : suitable for drinking — potable
n — po-ta^bicness n

pO'tage \p6-'tazh\ n [MF, fr. OF, pottage, fr. pot, of Gmc origin;

akin to OE pott} : a thick soup
pot ale n : the residue of fermented wort left in a still after whiskey
or alcohol has been distilled off and used for feeding swine

pot>ash Vpat-.ash\ n [sing, of pot ashes'] 1 a : potassium car-

bonate esp. from wood ashes b ; potassium hydroxide 2 : potas-

sium or a potassium compoimd esp. as used in agriculture or
industry

po>tas<Sic \p3-'tas-ik\_ad>* : of, relating to, or containing potassium
po-tas*si>luu \p3-'tas-e-3m\ n, ojien attrib [NL. fr. potassa potash,
fr. E potash] ; a silver-white soft light low-melting univalent
metallic element of the alkaH metal group that occurs abundantly
in nature esp. combined in minerals — see element table

potassium bromide n i a crystaHine salt KBr with a saUne taste used
as a sedative and in photography

potassiimi carbonate n : a white salt K2CO3 that fonns a strongly
alkaline solution and is used in making glass and soap
potassium chlorate n : a crystalline salt KCIO3 that is used as an
oxidizing agent in matches, fireworks, and explosives

potassium chloride n : a crystalline salt KCl occurring as a
mineral and in natural waters and used as a fertilizer

potassiimi cyanide n : a very poisonous crystalline salt KCN used
in electroplating

potassium dichromate n : a soluble salt KzCrzO? forming large
orange-red crystals used in dyeing, in photography, and as an
oxidizing agent

potassiimi hydroxide n : a white deliquescent solid KOH that
dissolves in water with much heat to form a strongly alkaline and
caustic hquid and is used chiefly in making soap and as a reagent

potassium nitrate n : a crystalline salt KNO3 that occurs as a
product of nitrification in arable soils, is a strong oxidizer, and is

used in making gunpowder, in preserving meat, and in medicine
potassium permanganate n : a dark purple salt KMn04 used as an
oxidizer and disinfectant

potassium sulfate n : a white crystalline compound K2SO4 used
as a fertilizer

po>ta*tion \po-'ta-sh3n\ n [ME potacioun, fr. MF potation, fr. L
potation-, potatio act of drinking, fr. potaius, pp. of potare] 1 : a
usu. alcoholic drink or brew 2 a : the act of drinking b : draft 4a

po-ta-to \p3-'tat-(,)6, p3t-'at-, -3(-w>\ n, pi potatoes ojten attrib

[Sp batata, fr. Taino] 1 : sweet potato 2 a : an erect American
herb (Solanum tuberosum) of the nightshade family widely cul-

tivated as a vegetable crop b : its edible starchy tuber — called

also white potato
potato beetle n : a black-and-yellow striped beetle (Leptinotarsa
decemlineata) that feeds on the leaves of the potato — called also

potato bug
potato Chip n : a thin slice of white potato fried crisp

pO-ta-tO'ry \'pot-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj iLL potalorius, fr. 1. potatus

: of, relating to, or given to drinking
pot-au-feu \,pat-5-'f3(r). p6-to-foe\ n, p/pot-au-leu [F, lit., pot
on the fire] : a thick French soup of meat and vegetables

pot-beMied \-'bel-ed\ adj : having a potbelly or a bulging part

suggestive of a potbelly <a ^ man) <a '^ stove)

pot-bel«ly \'pat-,bel-e\ n 1 : an enlarged, swollen, or protruding
abdomen 2 : a stove with a bulging body

pot-boil \-,b6il\ vi : to produce potboilers

pot-boil-er \-,b6i-l3r\ n : a usu. inferior work of art or literature

produced chiefly for monetary return

pot-boy \-,b6i\ n ; a boy who serves drinks in a tavern
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pot cheese n ; cottage cheese
po-teen also po.theen Xpa-'ten, -'chen, -'tyen, -'thenX n [IrGael
poiitn'} : illicitly distilled whiskey of Ireland
po>tence \'p6t-''n(t)s\ n : potency
po-ten-cy X'pot-'n-seX n 1 : the quality or state of being potent
2 : POTENTiALrrv 1

ipO'tent \'p6t-^nt\ adj [obs. E potent crutch] oj a heraldic cross
1 having flat bars across the ends of the arms— see cross illustration

apotent adj [ME (Sc), fr. L potent-, potens, fr. prp. of (assumed)
L potere to be powerful, fr. L potis, pate able; akin to Goth bruth-
jaths bridegroom, Gk posis husband, Skt pati master] 1 : having
or wielding force, authority, or influence : powerful 2 : produc-
ing an effect : pregnant 3a: chemically or medicinally effective

<a "^ vaccine) b : rich in a characteristic constituent ; strong
<'-" tea) 4 : able to copulate— usu. used of the male — po-tent-ly
adv

pO>ten<tate \'pot-"n-,tat\ n ; one who wields controlling power
; SOVEREIGN

ipO>ten*tial \ps-'ten-ch3l\ adj [ME, fr. LL potentialis, fr. potentia
potentiality, fr. L, power, fr. potent-, potens] 1 ; existing in pos-
sibility ; capable of development into actuality 2 : expressing
possibility; sped] ; of, relating to, or constituting a verb phrase
expressing possibility, liberty, or power by the use of an auxiliary
with the infinitive of the verb (as in "it may rain") syn see latent— po*ten>tiaMy \-'tench-0-)le\ adv

Spotentlal n 1 ; something that can develop or become actual

2 : any of various functions from which the intensity or the velocity
at any point in a field may be readily calculated; sped] : the degree
of electrification as referred to some standard

potential energy n : the energy that a piece of matter has because
of its position or because of the arrangement of parts

po>ten<ti>aI>i*ty \p3-,ten-che-'al-st-e\ n 1 ; the ability to develop
or come into existence 2 : potential 1

po>ten>ti>ate \p3-'ten-che-,at\ vt X to make potent; specif : to
augment (as a drugl syne rgisti cally — po*ten-ti'a»tion \-,ten-che-
'a-sh3n\ n — po*ten<ti<a<tor \-'ten-che-,at-3r\ n

po-ten>til*Ia \,pot-'n-'til-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. ML, garden
valerian, fr. L potent-, potens'] : any of a large genus (Potentilla)

of herbs and shrubs of the rose family comprising cinquefoils and
related plants and having opposite pinnate or palmate leaves

pO'ten.ti-om.e.ter \p3-,ten-che-'am-3t-sr\ n [ISV potential +
-o- •¥ -meter'] 1 : an instrument for measuring electromotive
forces 2 ! voltage divider — pO'ten'tio-met-ric \-che-o-
'me-trik\ adj

pot<lul \'pat-,ful\ n : the quantity held by a pot
pot hat n : a hat with a stiff crown; esp : derby
poth-e-cary \'p'at(h)-3-,ker-e\ n, chiejly dial : apothecary
ipoth.er \'p'ath-3r\ n [origin unknown] 1 a ; a noisy disturbance
b : FUSS 2 : a choking cloud of dust or smoke 3 ; mental turmoil
syn see stir

apother vt poth'er.ing \-(9-)rio\ : to put into a pother '- v/ : to
be in a pother

pot'herh \'pat-,(h)3rb\ n : an herb used for food or seasoning
pot-hole \-,h61\ M 1 : a circular hole formed in the rocky bed of

a river by the grinding action of stones or gravel whirled round
by the water 2 : a pot-shaped hole in a road surface

pot'hook \-,huk\ n 1 : an S-shaped hook for hanging pots and
kettles over an open fire 2 : a written character resembling a
pothook

pot-house \-,haus\ n : tavern 1

pot*hunt*er V.h^nt-arX n ; one who hunts game for food
po*tiche \p6-tesh\ n, pi po-ticbes \-tesh\ [F, fr. pot — more at

POTAGE] : a vase having a separate cover, a body usu. rounded or
polygonal with nearly vertical sides, a rounded shoulder, and a
tapered neck

po-tion \'po-sh3n\ n [ME pocioun, fr. MF potion, fr. L potion-,

potio drink, potion, fr. potus, pp. of potare to drink — more at

potable] ; a liquid mixture or dose
ipot-latch \'pat-,lach\ n [Chinook Jargon, fr. Nootka paishatl

giving] 1 : a ceremonial feast of the Indians of the northwest coast

marked by the host's lavish distribution of gifts requiring recipro-

cation 2 Northwest I a social event or celebration

2potlatch vt 1 : to hold or give a potlatch for (as a tribe or group)

2 : to give (as a gift) esp. with the expectancy of reciprocation ^
vi ; to hold or give a potlatch

pot liquor n : the liquid left in a pot after cooking
pot-luck \'pat-'l3k\ n : the regular meal available to a guest for

whom no special preparations have been made
pot marigold n : a calendula {Calendula ojjicinalis) grown esp. for

ornament
pot-pie \'pat-'pT\ n : meat and vegetables covered with pastry and
boiled or baked in a pot

pot-pour-ri \,po-pu-'re\ n [F pot pourri, lit., rotten pot] 1 : a jar

of flower petals and spices used for scent 2 : a miscellaneous col-

lection : MEDLEY
pot roast n : a piece of beef or other meat cooked by braising usu.

on top of the stove
pot-shertl X'pat-.shardX n [ME pot-sherd, fr. pot 4- sherd shard] : a
pottery fragment

pot-Shot \-,shat\ n 1 a : a pothunter's shot b : a shot taken in a

casual manner or at an easy target 2 : a critical remark made in a

random or sporadic manner — potshot vb

pot still n : a still used esp. in the distillation of Irish grain whiskey

and Scotch malt whiskey in which the heat of the fire is apphed
directly to the pot containing the wash

pot-stone \'pat-,ston\ n : a more or less impure steatite used esp.

in prehistoric times to make cooking vessels

pot-tage \'pat-ij\ n {MEpotage, fr. OF] : a thick soup of vegetables

or vegetables and meat
ipot-ter \'pat-3r\ n : one that makes pottery

2potter vi [prob. freq. of E dial, pote to poke] : putter
\'pat-3r-3r\ n — pot-ter-ing-ly \'pat-3-no-le\ adv

potter's clay n : a plastic clay suitable for modeUng or throwing

pottery — called also potter's earth

potter's field n [fr. the mention in Mt 27:7 of the purchase of a

potter's field for use as a graveyard] :

paupers, unknown persons, and criminals

- pot-ter-er

,
public burial place for

potter's wheel

potter's wheel n : a horizontal disk revolving on a vertical
spindle and carrying the clay being
shaped by a potter

pot-tery Vpat-3-re\ « 1 : a shop or
factory where earthen vessels are made
2 : the art of the potter : ceramics
3 : ware made usu. from clay that is

shaped while moist and soft and hard-
ened by heat; specij : coarser ware so
made

pot-Ue \'pat-M\ n [ME potel, fr. OF, fr.

pot] 1 archaic : a measure equal to a
half gallon 2 a : a container holding
about one pottle b : a pottle of wine or
liouor
Pott's disease \'pats-\ n [Percivall Pott 11788 E surgeon] : tu-
berculosis of the spine with destruction of bone resulting in cur\'a-
tureof the spine
ipot-ty \'pat-e\ adj [prob. fr. ^pot] 1 Brit : trp'IAL, insignificant
2 slang chiejly Brit : slightly crazy 3 : snobbish

2potty n : a small child's pot for voiding or defecation
pot-ty-chair \-,che(3lr. -,cha(a)r\ n : a child's chair having an open
seat under which a receptacle is placed for toilet training
Ipouch \'pauch\ n [ME pouche, fr. MF, of Gmc origin; akin to OE
pocca bag — more at poke] 1 ; a small drawstring bag carried on
the person 2 a : a bag of small or moderate size for storing or
transporting goods; specij : a locking bag for first class mail or
diplomatic dispatches b chiejly Scot ; pocket c : packet 3 : an
anatomical structure resembling a pouch
2pouch vr : to put or form into or as if into a pouch ^ vi 1 ; to

form a pouch 2_: to transmit by pouch
pouchy \'pau-che\ adj : having, tending to have, or resembling a
pouch
pout \'puf\ n [F, of imit. origin] 1 : puff 3b(3) 2 : a bouffant
or fluffy part of a garment or accessory 3 : ottoman

pou*larde also pou-lard \pu-'lard\ n [F poularde] ; a pullet ster-

ilized to produce fattening

poult \'polt\ n [ME polet. pulte young fowl — more at pullet] ; a
young fowl; esp : a young turkey

poul-ter-er \*pol-t3r-3r\ n [alter, of ME pulter, fr. MF pouletier]

; one that deals in poultry
pouj-ter's measure \'pol-t3rz-\ n [fr. the former practice of occa-

sionally giving one or two extra when counting eggs by dozens]
: a meter in which lines of 12 and 14 syllables alternate

ipOUl-tice \'pol-t3s\ n [ML pultes pap, fr. L, pi. of pult-, puis

porridge] : a soft usu. heated and sometimes medicated mass
spread on cloth and applied to sores or other lesions

2poultice vt : to apply a poultice to

poul'try \'pol-tre\ n [ME pultrie, fr. MF pouleterie, fr. OF. fr

pouletier poulterer, fr. polet —
birds kept for eggs or meat

poul-try-man \

at pullet] : domesticated

_^ ^ _ _ that raises domestic fowls esp. on
commercial scale for the production of eggs and meat 2 ; a

dealer in poultry or poultry products

ipounce \'paun(t)s\ n [ME, talon] : the claw of a bird of prey

2pounce vi 1 : to swoop upon and seize something with or as If

with talons 2 : to make an abrupt assault or approach
apounce n : the act of pouncing
4pounce vr : to dust, rub, finish, or stencil with pounce

spounce n [F ponce pumice, fr. LL pomic-, pomex, alter, of L
pumic-. pumex — more at foam]
to prevent ink from spreading 2
ciled patterns

poun-cet-hox \'paun(tVs3t-\ n [prob. fr. (assumed) MF poncette

small pounce bag] archaic : a box for carrying pomander
ipotind \'paund\ n, pi pounds also pound [ME. fr. OE pund: akin

to ON pund pound; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc word borrowed fr.

L pondo pound; akin to L pondus weight — more at pendant]
1 : any of various units of mass and weight; specif : a unit now in

general use among English-speaking peoples equal to 16 avoirdu-

pois ounces or 7000 grains or 0.45359237 kilogram — called also

avoirdupois pound: see measure table 2 a : the basic monetary unit

of the United Kingdom — called also pound sterling b : any of

numerous basic monetary units of other countries — see money
table
2pound vb [alter, of ME pounen, fr. OE pUnian] vt 1 : to reduce to

powder or pulp by beating 2 a : to strike heavily or repeatedly

b to produce by means of repeated vigorous strokes c : to in-

culcate by insistent repetition : drive 3 : to move along heavily

or persistently —' vi 1 : to strike heavy repeated blows 2 a : to

move with or make a heavy repetitive sound b : to work hard

and continuously
3pound n : an act or sound of pounding

4pound n [ME, enclosure, fr. OE pund-] 1 a : an enclosure for

animals- esp : a public enclosure for stray or unlicensed animals

b • a depot for holding personal property until redeemed by the

owner 2 : a place or condition of confinement 3 a : a confine

for fish; esp : the inner compartment of a fish trap or pound net

b : an establishment selling live lobsters

spound vt, archaic : impound
ipound-age \'paun-dij\ n 1 a : a tax levied in pounds steriing

b : commission 2 a : a charge per pound of weight b : weight in

pounds e ^ • I

^poundage n 1 : the act of impounding : the state of being im-

pounded 2 : a fee for the release of an impounded animal

pound-al \'paun-dn\ n [pound -h -al (as in quiniaD] : a unit of

force equal to the force that would give a free mass of one pound
an acceleration of one foot per second per second

pound caKe n : a rich butter cake made with a large proportion of

eggs and shortening
ipound-er \'paun-d3r\ n : one that pounds
2pounder n 1 : one having a usu. specified weight or value in

pounds 2 : a gun throwing a projectile of a specified weight

pound-fool.iSh \'paun(d)-'fu-lish\ adj [fr. the proverb penny-wise

e abut; j* kitten; 8r further; a back; a bake; 3 cot cart; au out;

j Joke; q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thm; tfl this; U loot,

and /jounf/-/oo/is/i]: imprudent in dealing with large sums or large

matters

g gift; i trip; I life

yu furious; zh vision
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pound mile n : the transport of one pound of mail or express for

one mile
DOund net n : a fish trap consisting of a netting arranged into a

pound net

directing wing and an enclosure with a narrow entrance
ipour \'po(3)r. 'p6(3)r\ vb [ME pouren] vi 1 : to cause to flow
in a stream 2 : to supply or produce freely or copiously ^- vi

1 i to move with a continuous flow 2 : to rain hard 3 : to preside
at a tea table — pour>able \'por-3-b3l, 'p6r-\ adj— pour>er \-3r\
n — pour.ing.ly \-ir)-le\ adv
2pour n : the action of pouring : stream; esp : a heavy fall of rain
poui-hoire \pu(9)rb-'war\ n [F, fr. pour 6oi>e for drinking] : tip,
GRATUITY

pour.par.ler \,pu(3)r-(.)par-'la\ « [F] : a discussion preliminary
to negotiations

pour -point \'pu(3)r-,point, -,pwant\ n [ME purpoint, fr. MF pour-
point] : a padded and quilted doublet
pour point \'po(3)r-,p6int, 'p6(3)r-\ n : the lowest temperature
at which a substance flows under specified conditions

pousse-ca.l6 \,pu-(,")ska-'fa\ n [F, lit., coffee chaser] 1 : a cock-
tail consisting of several liqueurs of different colors and specific
gravities poured so as to remain in separate layers 2 : a small
drink of brandy or a liqueur taken with black coffee after din-

pous*sette \pii-'set\ vi [F] : to swing in a semicircle with hands
joined with one's partner in a country-dance
ipout \'paut\ n, pi pout or poutsjprob. fr. (assumed) ME poule,
a fish with a large head, fr. OE -pute: akin to ME pouien to pout,
Skt budhuda bubble] : any of several large-headed fishes (as a
bullhead or eelpout)
2pout vb [ME pouien} vi 1 a : to show displeasure by thrusting out
the lips or wearing a sullen expression b ; sulk 2 : protrude '**

vt : to cause to protrude
3pout n 1 '. a protrusion of the lips expressive of displeasure 2 pi

: a fit of pique
pout.er \'paut-3r\ n 1 : one that pouts 2 ; a domestic pigeon of
a breed characterized by erect carriage and a distensible and
dilatable crop

pouty \'paut-e\ adj : sulky
pov-er.ty \'pav-3rt-e\ n [ME poverte, fr. OF poverte, fr. L pauper-
tat-, paupertas. fr. pauper poor — more at poor] la; lack of
money or material possessions : want b : renunciation as a mem-
ber of a religious order of the right as an individual to own prop-
erty 2 : scarcity, dearth 3 a ; debility due to malnutrition
b ; lack of fertility

syn INDIGENCE, penury, want, DEsrmjTiON: POVERTY may cover
a range from extreme want of necessities to a falling short of
having comfortable means; indigence implies seriously straitened
circumstances; penury suggests a cramping or oppressive lack of
money; want and destitution imply extreme poverty that threatens
life itself through starvation or exposure

pov.er.ty-stricb.en \-,strik-3n\ adj : afflicted with poverty : very
poor : destitute
ipow \'p6, 'pau\ n [by alter.] : poll
2pow \ 'paii\ n [imit. ] ; a sound of a blow or explosion
ipow.der \'paud-9r\ n, ojten aiirib [ME poudre, fr. OF, fr. L
pulver-, puh-is dust — more at pollen] 1 : a substance composed
of fine particles 2 : a medicinal, cosmetic, or other preparation
in the form of fine particles 3 : any of various solid explosives
used chiefly in gunnery and blasting
2powder vb pow-der.ing \-(a-)rir]\ vt 1 : to sprinkle or cover with
or as if with powder 2 : to reduce to powder ~ vi 1 : to become
powder 2 : to apply cosmetic powder — pow-der-er \-ar-3r\ n
powder blue n l : a pigment consisting of powdered smalt 2 : a
variable color averaging a pale blue
powder horn n : a flask for carrying gunpowder; esp : one made of
the horn of an ox or cow
powder keg n l : a small usu. metal cask for holding gunpowder or
blasting powder 2 : something liable to explode
powder metallurgy n : the production of metallic objects by com-
pressing powdered metal or alloy with or without other materials
and heating without thoroughly melting to soUdify and strengthen
powder monkey n : one who transports powder from the magazine
to the guns esp. on shipboard
powder pulf n : a small fluffy device (as a pad) for applying cosmetic
powder
powder room n : a rest room for women
poW'dery \'paud-3-re\ adj 1 a : resembling or consisting of powder
h : easily reduced to powder : crumbling 2 ; covered with or as
if with powder
powdery mildew n 1 : a perfect fungus (family Erysiphaceae) or
an imperfect fungus (genus Oidium) producing abundant powdery
conidia on the host 2 : a plant disease caused by a powdery mil-

ipow.er \'pau(-a)r\ n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. OF poeir, fr. poeir to be
able. fr. (assumed) L potere to be powerful — more at potent]
1 a : possession of control, authority, or influence over others
p ; one having such power; specij : a sovereign state c archaic : a
torce of armed men d chiejly dial : a large number or quantity
2 a (1) : ability to act or produce an effect (2) : capacity for being
acted upon or undergoing an effect b : legal or official authority,
capacity, or nght 3 a : physical might b : mental or moral
efficacy c : political control or influence 4 ; an angel of the
fourth lowest rank 5 a : the number of times as indicated by an
exponent a number is to be multiplied by itself b : cardinal

number 2 6 a : a source or means of supplying energy; esp
: electricfty b : motive power c : the time rate at which work
is done or energy emitted or transferred 7 : magnification 2b
8 : scope, comprehensiveness
syn POWER, FORCE, energy, strength, might mean the ability to

exert effort, power may imply latent or exerted, physical, mental, or
spiritual ability to act or be acted upon; force implies the actual
and efficacious exercise of power; energy applies to power ex-
pended or capable of being transformed into work; strength
applies to the quality or property of a person or thing that enables
him to exert force or withstand strain, pressure, or attack; might
implies great or overwhelming power or strength
syn power, AuTHORrrv, jurisdiction, control, command,

SWAY, DOMINION mean the right to govern or rule or determine.
power implies possession of ability to wield coercive force, per-
missive authority, or substantial influence; authority implies the
granting of power for a specific purpose within specified limits;

jurisdiction applies to official power exercised within prescribed
limits; control stresses the power to direct and restrain; command
implies the power to make arbitrary decisions and compel obedi-
ence; SWAY suggests the extent or scope of exercised power or in-

fluence; dominion stresses sovereign power or supreme authority
2power vt : to supply with power esp. motive power
pow.er-boat \-'bot\ n : motorboat
power dive n : a dive of an airplane accelerated by the power of the
engine — pow-er-dive \-'dTv\ vb

pow-er-lul \'pau(-3)r-f3l\ adj 1 ; having great power 2 : leading
to many or important deductions (^-^ set of postulates) — pow«er-
fuMy \-f(3-)le\ adv

pow-er.house \'pauC-3U-,haus\ n 1 a : an electric utility generat-
ing station b ; a source of influence or inspiration 2 : one having
or wielding great power

pow«er»less \-l3s\ adj 1 : devoid of strength or resources 2 ; lack-
ing the authority or capacity to act : unable— pow-er-less-ly adv— pow*er.less>ness n
power mower n : a motor-driven lawn mower
power of attorney : a legal instrument authorizing one to act as the
attorney or agent of the grantor
power pack n : a unit for converting a power supply (as from a
battery) to a voltage suitable for an electronic device
power plant n l ; powerhouse la 2 ; an engine and related parts
supplying the motive power of a self-propelled vehicle
power play n : an offensive maneuver (as in football or hockey)
in which mass interference is provided at a particular point or in a
particular zone
power politics n pi but sing or pi in constr : politics based primarily
on the use of power as a coercive force rather than upon ethical
precepts; esp : international politics characterized by attempts to
advance national interests through coercion on the basis of
military and economic strength
power series n : an infinite series whose terms are successive in-
tegral powers of a variable multiplied by constants
power shovel n ; a power-operated excavating machine consisting of
a boom or crane that supports a dipper handle with a dipper at the
end of it

power steering n ; automotive steering with engine power used to
amplify the torque applied at the steering wheel by the driver

power take-off n : a supplementary mechanism on a truck or
tractor enabling the engine power to be used to operate nonauto-
motive apparatus (as pumps or saws)
ipoW'WOW \'pau-,wau\ n [of Algonquian origin; akin to Natlck
pauwau conjurer] 1 : a No. American Indian medicine man
2 : a No. American Indian ceremony (as for victory in war)
3 a : a social get-together b : a meeting for discussion
^powwow vi : to hold a powwow
ipox \'paks\ n, pi pox or pox>es [alter, of pocks, pi. of pock"]
1 a : a virus disease characterized by pustules or eruptions <chicken
poxj b archaic : smallpox c : syphilis 2 : an afflictive rash
: PLAGUE <a -^ on him)

2pox vt, archaic : to infect with a pox and esp. with syphilis
poz-20-la.na \.pat-s3-'lan-3\ or poz-zo-lan \-'ran\ n [It poz-
zolanal ; a pulverulent siliceous or siliceous and aluminous sub-
stance that reacts chemically with slaked lime at ordinary tempera-
ture and in the presence of moisture to form a cement — poz>zo-
la<nic \-'lan-ik\ adj
PPI \,pe-f,)pe-'T\ n [plan position indicator] : a radarscope on
which spots of light representing reflections of radar waves in-
dicate the range and bearing of objects

praC'tiC \'prak-tik\ adj [ME practik, fr. MF practique, fr. LL
practicus} : practical

prac.ti-ca.bil.i.ty \,prak-ti-k3-'bU-9t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being practicable

prac-ti«ca*ble \'prak-d-k3-b3l\ adj 1 : possible to practice or
perform : feasible 2 : capable of being used ; usable — prac-
ti>ca>ble>ness n — prac-ti*ca>bly \-ble\ adv
syn practicable, practical both mean relating to practice or use

but are not interchangeable, practicable appUes to what has been
proposed and seems feasible but has not been actually tested in use;
practical applies to things and to persons and implies success in
meeting the demands made by actual living or use syn see in
addition possible

prac>ti<cal \'prak-ti-k3l\ adj [LL practicus, fr. Gk praktikos, fr.

prassein to pass over, fare, do; akin to Gk peran to pass through —
more at fare] 1 : actively engaged in some course of action or
occupation 2 a : of, relating to, or manifested in practice or action
(for --^ purposes) b : being such in practice or effect : virtual
<a ~ failure) 3 : capable of being put to use or account : useful
4a: disposed to action as opposed to speculation or abstraction
b (1) : qualified by practice or practical training (2> ; designed to
supplement theoretical training by experience 5 : concerned with
voluntary action and ethical decisions i^^ reason) syn see prac-
ticable — praC'ti'Cal'i-ty \,prak-ti-*kal-at-e\ n — prac<ti>cal>ly
\'prak-ti-kO-)le\ adv— prac*ti>oal*ness \-k3l-n3s\ n

practical art n : an art (as woodworking) that serves ordinary or
material needs — usu. used in pi.

practical joke n ; a joke whose humor stems from the tricking or
abuse of an individual placed somehow at a disadvantage —
practical joker n

practical nurse n : a nurse that cares for the sick professionally
without having the training or experience required of a registered
nurse
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practical theology n : the study of the institutional activities of
religion (as preaching, church administration, and liturgies)
ipractice Of prac-lise \'prak-t3s\ v^ [me praaisen, fr. MF
practiser, fr praaique practice, fr. LL practice, fr. Gk prakiike fr
fern, of praktikosl vt 1 a : to perform or work at repeatedly so as
to become proficient <-- his act) b : to train by repeated exercises
<^ pupils in penmanship) 2 a : to carry out : apply <'— what he
preaches) b : to do or perform often, customarily, or habitually <--
politeness) c : to be professionally engaged in (-^ medicine)
3 obs : PLOT 4 obs : frequent — v/ 1 : to do repeated exercises
for proficiency 2 : to pursue a profession actively 3 archaic
a : INTRIGUE I) : to impose by artifice 4 : to do something cus-
tomarily — praC'tic*er n
syn PRACTICE, EXERCISE, DRILL mean to perform or make perform

repeatedly, practice further implies the attainment of skill through
much repetition; exercise implies a strengthening or developing by
keeping at work; drill stresses the forming of correct habit by
mechanical repetition

apractice also practise n, ojten attrib 1 a : actual performance or
application b : a repeated or customary action c ; the usual way
of doing something (local --> d : the form, manner, and order of
conducting legal suits and prosecutions 2 a : systematic exercise
for proficiency <~ makes perfect) b : the condition of being
proficient through systematic exercise <get in --) 3a: the con-
tinuous exercise of a profession b : a professional business; esp
: one constituting an incorporeal properly syn see habit

prac.ticeti or practised \'prak-t3st\ adj l : experienced, skilled
2 : learned by practice

practice teacher n : one doing practice teaching
practice teaching n : teaching by a student preoaring for a teaching
career for the purpose of practicing educational skills and methods
under the supervision of an experienced teacher

practi-tion.er \prak-'tish-(3-)n3r\ n [alter, of earlier practician,
fr. Mb (So pratician, fr. MF praticien, fr. pratique] 1 ; one who
practices; esp : one who practices a profession 2 Christian
Science X an authorized healer

prae.di-al \'pied-e-al\ adj [ML praedialis, fr. L praedium landed
properly, fr. praed-, pracs bondman — more at prest] : of or
relating to land or its products

prae.mu.ni-re \,pre-myu-'nT(3)r-e\ n [ME praemunire facias, fr.

ML, that you cause to warn; fr. prominent words in the writ] : an
offense against the English Crown punishable chiefly by forfeiture
and originally committed by asserting papal legal supremacy in
England

prae.no<men \pre-'n5-m3n\ n, pi praeuomens or prae.no-mi*na
\-'nam3-n3, -'no-m3-\ [L. fr. prae- pre- + nomen name — more at
name] : the first of the usual three names of an ancient Roman

prae-sid.i.iim var oj presidium
prae>tor \'prel-3r\ n [ME pretor, fr. "L praetor] : an ancient Roman
magistrate ranking below a consul and having chiefly judicial
functions — prae-to-ri«al \pre-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj — prae. tor-
ship \'pret-ar-.ship\ n

prae-to.ri.an \pre-'tor-e-3n, -'t6r-\ adj
praetor 2 often cap : of, forming, or
imperial bodyguard — praetorian n, ojte

prag<mat<iC \prag-'mat-ik\ adj [L pragmaticus skilled in law or
business, fr. Gk pragmatikos, fr. pragmat-, pragma deed, fr.

prassein to do — more at practical] 1 archaic a (li : busy
(2) ; OFFICIOUS b : opinionated 2 ; relating to matters of fact or
practical affairs often to the exclusion of intellectual or artistic
matters 3 : relating to or in accordance with pragmatism —
pragmatic n — prag-raaLi-cal \-i-kal\ adj — prag-mat-i-caMy
\-k(3->ie\ adv

prag>mat>i>cism \prag-'mat-?-,siz-am\ n : the philosophic doctrine
of CS.Peirce — prag*mat*i-cist \-s3st\ n

piag-mat*iCS \prag-'mal:iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr I a
branch of semiotic that deals with the relation between signs or
linguistic expressions and their users

pragmatic sanction n : a solemn decree of a sovereign on a matter
of primary importance and with the force of fundamental law

prag-nia<tism \'prag-m3-,tiz-3m\ n 1 ; a practical approach to
problems and affairs 2 : an American movement in philosophy
founded by C. S. Peirce and William James and marked by the
doctrines that the meaning of conceptions is to be sought in their
practical beaiings, that the function of thought is to guide action,
and that truth is preeminently to be tested by the practical con-
sequences of belief — prag-ma>tist \-m3t-3st\ adj or n — prag-
ma'tiS'tic \,prag-m3-'tis-tik\ adj

prai.rie \'pre(3lr-e\ n, ojten attrib [F, fr. (assumed)_VL prn/aria, fr.

L pratum meadow; akin to L pravus crooked, Mir rath eartliworks]
: a tract of grassland: as a : a large area of level or rolling land in

the Mississippi valley with generally deep fertile soil, a cover of tall

coarse grasses, and few trees b : one of the dry treeless plateaus
into which the prairies proper merge on the west

prairie breaker n : a plow with a long low moldboard designed to

cut a wide shallow furrow and turn the slice completely over
prairie Cllicken n : a grouse (Tympanuchus cupido pinnaius) of the
Mississippi valley; also : a closely related American grouse

prairie dog n : a colonial American burrowing rodent (genus
Cynomys, esp. C. ludo
marmots

prairie schooner n : a
covered wagon used
by pioneers in cross*
country travel — called
also prairie wagon

prairie soil n : any of
a zonal group of soils

developed in a tem-
perate relatively humid
climate under tall grass
ipraise \'praz\ vb [ ME
praisen, fr. MF preisier
to prize, praise, fr. LL
pretiare to prize, fr. L
pretium price — more i

raent of : commend

of the prairies) related to the

prairie schooner

: to express praise — prais^er n

upraise n l a : an act of praising : commendation b ; worship
2 a : value, merit b : one to be praised

praise.wor.Uii.ly \'praz-.war-tli3-le\ adv : in a praiseworthy
manner

praise.wor.thi.ness \-t]3c-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
praiseworthy *

praise.wor.thy \-ihe\ adj : laudable
Pra-krit \-prak-,rit, -rstX n [Skt prakrta, fr. prakrta natural,
vulgar] 1 : any or all of the ancient Indic languages or dialects
other than Sanskrit 2 ; any of the modern Indic languages

pra.lme Vpja-^en, 'pra-; a usual in La.\ n [F, fr. Count Plessls*
Fraslm tl6/5 F soldier] : a confection of nut kernels: a : almonds
roasted in boiling sugar until brown and crisp b : a patty of
creamy brown sugar and pecan meats

prall.triMer \'pral-,ti-il-ar\ n [G] : a musical mordent using the
upper auxiliary note
ipram \'pram\ n [D praam: akin to MLG pram pram] ! a small
hghtweight nearly flat-bottomed boat with a broad transom and
usu. squared-off bow
apram \'pram\ n, ojten attrib [by shortening & alter, fr. peram-
bulator] 1 chiejly Brit : perambulator 2 chiejly Brit : handcart
iprance \'pran(t)s\ vb [ME prauncen] vi 1 ; to spring from the
hind legs or move by so doing 2 : to ride on a prancing horse
3 a : swagger b : caper -^ vr : to cause (a horse) to prance —
pranc-er \'pran(t)-s3r\ n ~ pranc-ing-ly \-sio-le\ adv
2prance n : an act or instance of prancing; specij : a prancing move-

ipranh \'prar|k\ n [obs. prank to play tricks] : trick: a 065 ; a
malicious act b ; a ludicrous or mildly mischievous act
sprank vb [prob. fr. D pronken to strut; akin to MHO gebrunkel
glitter of metal] v/ 1 ; to dress or adorn gaily or showily
2 : ADORN. SPANGLE ^ VI : to make ostentatious show

prank-ish \'prari-kish\ adj 1 : full of pranks 2 : having the nature
of a prank — pranh.ish-ly adv — prank.ish.uess n

prank.ster_\'pi-apnc)-st3r\ n : a player of pranks
prase \'praz, 'pras\ n [F. fr. L prasius, fr. Gk prasios. fr. praslos,
adj.. leek green, fr. prason leek; akin to L porrum leek] : a chal-
cedony that is translucent and leek green

pra.seo.dym.i.uni \.pra-7e-o-'dim-e-3m\ n [NL, alter, of pra-
sendidymium. irreg. fr. Gk prasios, adj. + NL didymlum] : a
yellowish white tiivalent metallic element of the rare-earth group
used chiefly in the form of its salts in coloring glass greenish yellow— see ELEMENT table

iprate X'pratV vb [ME praten, fr. MD; akin to MLG pratten to
pout] vi : to talk long and idly : chatter '— v/ : to utter foolishly
: BABBLE — prat.er \*prat-9r\ n — prat-ing-ly \-io-le\ adv

2prate n : an act of prating
prat. fall \'prat-,f6l\ n iprat (buttocks) ¥ fall] 1 ; a fah on the
buttocks 2 : a humiliating mishap or blunder

pra.tin-COle \'prat-'n-,kol, 'prat-, -io-\ n [deriv. of L pratum
meadow + incola inhabitant, fr. in- -f- colere to cultivate — more at
prairie, wheel] ^any of a genus iOlareola) of limicoline birds

pra-tique \pra-'tek\ n [F, lit., practice — more at practice]
: clearance given an incoming ship by the health authority of a port

iprat.tle \'prat-'I\ vb prat.tling \'prat-Iia, -"l-iijX [LG pratelen.
akin to MD praten to prate] vj 1 : prate 2 : to utter meaningless
sounds suggestive of the chatter of children -^ vf : to say lightly
and artlessly :_babble — prat. tier \*prat-lsr, -'l-sr\ n — prat-
tling-ly \-lio-le, -''l-ioA adv

aprattle n 1 : trifling or empty talk 2 : a sound that is meaningless,
repetitive, and suggestive of the chatter of children

prau X'praii. 'pra-.UX n [Malay perahu] : any of several usu. un-
decked Indonesian boats propelled by sails, oars, or paddles
iprawn \'pr6n, 'pran\ n [ME prane] ; any of numerous widely
distributed edible decapod crustaceans (as of the genera Pandalus
and Peneus) resembling shrimps with large compressed abdomens;
also : SHRIMP
2prawn 1/ : to fish for or with prawns — prawn>er n
prax-e.Ol.O.gy \,prak-se-'al-3-je\ n [alter, of eariier praxiology, fr.

praxis + -o- + -logy] : the study of human action and conduct
prax-is \'prak-s3s\ n, pi prax.es \'prak-,sez\ [ML, fr. Gk. doing,
action, fr prassein to pass through, practice — more at practical]
1 : exercise or practice of an art, science, or skill 2 : customary
practice or conduct

pray \'pra\ vb [ME prayen, fr. OF preier, fr. L precari, fr. prec-,
prex request, prayer; akin to OHG jragen to ask, Skt prcchati he
asks] VI 1 : ENTREAT. IMPLORE — often used as a function word in
introducing a question, request, or plea 2 : to get or bring by
praying -^ v/ 1 : to make entreaty or supplication 2 : to address
God with adoration, confession, supplication, or thanksgiving
iprayer \'pra(3)r, 'preOliA n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. OF preiere, fr.

ML precaria, fr. L, fem. of precarius obtained by entreaty, fr.

prec-. prex] 1 a : an approach to deity in word or thought b : an
earnest request 2 : the act or practice of praying to God 3 ojten
pi : a religious service consisting chiefly of prayers 4 : a form of
words used in praying (repeat a '^> 5 : something prayed for

2pray-er \'pra-ar, 'pre(-a)r\ n ; one that prays : suppliant
prayer beads n pi x a string of beads by which prayers are counted;
specij : ROSARY

prayer book n : a book containing prayers and often other forms
and directions for worship

prayer^Inl \*pra(3lr-f3K pre(s)r-\ adj 1 : devout 2 : earnest— prayer-fiil-Iy \-fa-le\ adv — prayer.ful>ness n
prayer meeting n ; a Protestant Christian service of evangelical
worship usu. held regularly on a week night — called also prayer

prayer wheel n x a cylinder of wood or metal revolving on an axis
and containing written prayers that are considered efficacious by
Tibetan Buddhists

pre- prejix [ME, fr. OF & L; OF, fr. L prae-, fr. prae in front of,

before — more at for] 1 a (1) : earlier than : prior to : before
</'rfcambrian) <prehi5toric) <pre-English> (2) : preparatory or
prerequisite to <j7r£>medical) b ; in advance : beforehand ipre-
cancel) <prfpay> 2 a : in front of : anterior to <preaxial> (pre-
molar) b : front ; anterior (preabdomen)

preach \'prech\ vb [MEprec/ien, fr. OF prechier, fr. LL praedicare,
fr. L, to proclaim publicly, fr. prae- pre- + dicare to proclaim
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_: to exhort in an officious or tiresome manner ~ v/ 1 ; to set
forth in a sermon (-^ the gospel) 2 : to advocate earnestly
3 : to utter (as a sermon) publicly : deliver 4 : to bring, put. or
affect by preaching — preach-er n — preacli-ing-ly \'pre-chio-le\
adv

preach'ily \'pre-ch3-,fl\ vi : to preach ineptly or tediously
preach-i'ly \-cha-le\ adv : in a preachy manner
preac}i>i*ness \-che-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being preachy
preacli<meut \'prech-m9nt\ n 1 : the act or practice of preaching
2 : SERMON, exhortation; specif ; a tedious or unwelcome ex-
hortation
preachy \'pre-che\ adj : marked by obvious moral exhortation

: DIDACTIC
pre*ad.o«les*ceiice \,pre-,ad-'l-'es-^n(t)s\ n ; the period of human
development just preceding adolescence; specif : the period between
the approximate ages of 9 and 12 — pre-ad-O'les-cent \-'nt\ adj

pre.am.ble \'pre-,am-b3l, pre-'\ n [ME, fr. MF preambule, fr. ML
preambulum, fr. LL, neut. of praeambulus walking in front of, fr. L
prae- + ambulare to walk] 1 : an introductory statement; specif
: the introductory part of a constitution or statute that usu. states
the reasons for and intent of the law 2 : an introductory fact
or circumstance; esp : one indicating what is to follow

pre-ar-range \,pre-3-'ranj\ vt : to arrange beforehand — pre-
ar.range-ment \-m3nt\ n

pre -as -signed \,pre-3-'sTnd\ adj ; assigned beforehand
pre-atom.ic \-a-'tam-ik\ adj : of or relating to a time before the
use of the atom bomb and atomic energy

pie.ax-i.al \ (')pre-'ak-se-9l\_flrfj : situated in front of an axis of the
body — pre*ax"i-al»ly \-3-le\ adv
preb-end \'preb-3nd\ n [ME prebende, fr. MF, fr. ML praebenda,
fr. LL, subsistence allowance granted by the state, fr. L, fern, of
praebendus, gerundive of praebere to offer, fr. prae- + habere to
have — more at give] 1 a : an endowment held by a cathedral or
collegiate church for the maintenance of a prebendary b : the
stipend paid from this endowment 2 : prebendary — pre»ben-
dal \pri-'ben-d^l, 'preb-3n-\ adj

preb.en-dary \'preb-3n-,der-e\ n 1 : a clergyman receiving a
prebend for officiating and serving in the church 2 ; an honorary

Pre.cam=bri.an \{')pre-'kam-bre-3n\ adj : of. relating to, or being
the earliest era of geological history equivalent to the Archeozoic
and Proterozoic eras or the corresponding system of rocks —
Precambrian n

pre«can.cel \(')pre-'kanff)-s3l\ vt : to cancel (a postage stamp) in
advance of use — pre-can-cel-la-tion \,pre-,kan(t)-s3-'la-sh3n\ n

pre.can.cer.ous \(')pre-'kan(t)s-(3-)r3s\ adj [ISV] : likely to
become cancerous <a -^lesion)

pre<car<i>ous \pri-'kar-e-3s, -'ker-\ adj [L precarius obtained by
entreaty, uncertain — more at prayer] 1 archaic : depending on
the will or pleasure of another 2 : dependent on uncertain
premises : dubious 3 a ; dependent on chance circumstances,
unknown conditions, or uncertain developments b : characterized
by a lack of security or stability that tnreatens with danger syn
see DANGEROUS — pre-car-i-ous-ly adv — pre-car-i-ous-ness n

pre*cau*tlon \pri-'k6-sh3n\ n [F precaution, fr. LL praecaution-,
praecautio, fr. L praecauius, pp. ot praecavere to guard against, fr.

prae- + cavere to be on one's guard — more at hear] 1 : care
taken in advance ; foresight 2 : a measure taken beforehand to
prevent, harm or secure good : safeguard — pre'Cau-tion-ary
\-sha-,ner-e\ adj_

pre._ca.va \(')pre-'kav-3, -'ka-vaX n, pi pre-ca.vae \-'kav-,T,
-'ka-(,)ve\ [NL] : superior vena cava — pre.ca.yal \-'kav-9l,
-'ka-v3l\ adj

pre.cede \pri-'sed\ vb [ME preceden, fr. MF preceder, fr. L prae-
cedere, fr. prae- pre- -I- cedere to go — more at cede] vt 1 ; to
surpass in rank, dignity, or importance 2 : to be, go, or come
ahead or in front of 3 : to be earlier than 4 : to cause to be
preceded : preface -— vi : to go or come before

pre.ce.dence \'pres-3d-3n{t)s, pri-'sed-''nCt)s\ n 1 a obs z ante-
cedent b : the fact of preceding in time 2 : priority, preference:
a : the right to superior honor on a ceremonial or formal occasion
b : the order of ceremonial or formal preference

pre.ce.den-cy \-an-se, -''n-se\ n : precedence
ipre.cedent \pri-'sed-'nt, 'pres-3d-ont\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
praecedent-, praecedens, prp. of praecedere^ ; prior in time, order,
arrangement, or significance
2prec.e.dent \'pres-3d-3nt\ n l : an earlier occurrence of some-
thing similar 2 a : something done or said that may serve as an
example or rule to authorize or justify a subsequent act of the
same or an analogous kind b : the convention established by
such a precedent or by long practice

pre.ced-ing \pri-'sed-io\ adj : that precedes ; going before
syn preceding, antecedent, foregoing, previous, prior,
FORMER, anterior mean being before, preceding usu. implies
being immediately before in time or in place; antecedent applies
to order in time and may suggest a causal relation; foregoing
applies to what has preceded esp. in a discourse; previous and
prior imply existing or occurring earlier, but prior often adds an
implication of greater importance; former implies always a
definite comparison or contrast with something that is latter;
anterior applies to position before or ahead of usu. in space,
sometimes in time or order

pre-cen.sor \ (*)pre-'sen Ct)-sar\ vr : to censor (a pubUcation or film)
before its release to the public

pre.cen.tor \pri-'sent-9r\ n [LL praecentor, fr. L praecentus, pp.
of praecinere to sing before, fr. prae- + canere to sing — more at
chant] : a leader of the singmg of a choir or congregation — pre-
cen*to*ri*al \.pre-,sen-'tor-e-3l, -'tor-X adj — pre.cen.tor.ship
\pri-'sent-ar-^ship\ n

precept \'pre-,sept\ n [ME, fr. L praeceptum, fr. neut. of prae-
ceptus, pp. of praecipere to take beforehand, instruct, fr. prae- +
capere to take — more at heave] 1 : a command or principle
intended as a general rule of action 2 : an order issued by legally
constituted authority to a subordinate official syn see law

pre.cep-tive \pri-'sep-tiv\ adj : giving precepts — pre-cep.tive-ly

pre.cep.tor \pri-'sep-t3r, 'pre-,\ n l a : teacher, tutor b ; the
headmaster or principal of a school 2 : the head of a preceptory

of Knights Templars — pre*cep>to>ri.a] \pri-,sep-'tor-ej3l, .pre-,
-'t6r-\ adj — pre.cep*tor*slilp \pri-'sep-t3r-,ship, 'pre-,\ n —
pre-cep.tress \-tr3s\ '^ _ _

pre-cep.to.ry \pri-'sep-t(5-)re, 'pre-,\ n 1 : a subordinate house
or community of the Knights Templars; broadly ; commandery 1

2 : commandery 2
pre-cess \pre-'ses\ vi [back-formation fr. precession^ : to progress
with a movement^ of precession

pre.ces.Sion \pre-'sesh-3n\ n VHl. praecession-, praecessio, fr. ML,
act of preceding, fr. L praecessus, pp. of praecedere to precede]
: a comparatively slow gyration of the rotation axis of a spinning
body about another line intersecting it so as to describe a cone
caused by the application of a torque tending to change the direc-
tion of the rotation axis — pre-ces.sion.al X-'sesh-nal, -3n-'l\ adj

precession of the equinoxes : a slow westward motion of the
equinoctial points along the ecliptic caused by the action of sun
and moon upon the pjotuberant matter about the earth's equator

pre-Chel-le-an \{')pre-'shel-e-3n\ adj : of or relating to a lower
Paleolithic culture preceding the Abbevillian and characterized
by crudely flaked stone hand axes

pre.cieux Xpra-syoeV or pre.cieuse \-sycez\ adjiV precieux, masc.,
& precieiise, fem., lit., precious, fr. OF preciosj l extremely or ex-
cessively refined ; affected

pre.cinct \'pi-e-,sio(k)t\ n [ME, fr. ML praecincturn, fr. L, neut.
of praecinciuSy pp. of praecingere to gird about, fr. prae- pre- -f-

cingere to gird — more at cincture] 1 : a part of a territory with
definite bounds or functions often established for administrative
purposes : district: as a : a subdivision of a county, town, city,

or ward for election purposes b : a division of a city for police
control 2 often pi : the enclosure bounded by the walls or limits
of a building or place 3 pi : the region immediately surrounding
a place : environs 4 : boundary

pre.ci-os.i.ty \,pres(h)-e-'as-at-e\ n : fastidious refinement
ipre-cious \'presh-9s\ adj [ME, fr. OF precios, fr. L pretiosus,
fr. pretium price — more at price] 1 : of great value or high price
2 : highly esteemed or cherished 3 : excessively refined : af-
fected 4 : GREAT, thoroughgoing ('^ scoundrel) syn see costly— pre-cious.ly adv — pre.cious.ness n
2precious adv : extremely, very
prec.i.pice \'pres-(3-)p3s\ n [MF, fr. L praecipitium, fr. praecipit-,
praeceps headlong, fr. prae- + caput head — more at head] 1 ; a
very steep or overhanging place 2 ; the brink of disaster

pre-cip.i.ta.ble \pri-'sip-3t-9-b9l\ adj : capable of being precipi-
tated

pre.cip.i-tance \pri-'sip-at-an(t)s\ n : precipitancy
pre.cip.i.tan-cy \-3n-se\ n : precipitate action
ipre-cip.i-tant \-3nt\ adj : precipitate — pre-cip-i-tant-ly adv— pre.cip-i.tant-ness n
^precipitant n : a precipitating agent; specif ; one that causes the
formation of a precipitate

ipre.cip-i.tate \pri-'sip-3-,tat\ vb [L praecipitatus, pp. of prae-
cipiiare, fr. praecipit-, praeceps) vt 1 a : to throw violently : hurl
b : to throw down 2 a : to urge or press on with haste or violence
b : to bring on abruptly 3 a : to cause to separate from solution
or suspension b : to cause (vapor) to condense and fall or deposit
^ vi 1 a ; to fall headlong b : to fall or come suddenly into some
condition 2 : to move or act precipitately 3 a : to separate from
solution or suspension b : to condense from a vapor and fall as
rain or snow — pre-cip-i-ta'tive \-,tat-iv\ adj — pre.cip.i-ta.tor
\-.tat-3r\ n

2pre.cip.i.tate \pri-'sip-3t-3t, -3-.tat\ n [NL praecipitatum, fr. L,
neut. of praecipitatus^ 1 ; a substance separated from a solution
or suspension by chemical or physical change usu. as an insoluble
amorphous or crystalline solid 2 : a product, result, or outcome
of some process or action

3pre-cip.i.tate \pri-'sip-3t-3t\ adj l ; exhibiting violent or unwise
speed : rash 2 a : falling, flowing, or rushing with steep descent
b : precipitous — pre-cip.i.tate.ly adv — pre-cip.i.tate-ness n
syn precipitate, headlong, abrupt, impetuous, sudden mean

showing undue haste or unexpectedness, precipitate and head-
long imply rashness and lack of forethought, precipftate applying
usu. to actions or decisions, headlong to persons or qualities;
abrupt stresses curtness and lack of warning or intimation;
impetuous implies vehement impatience or impulsiveness; sudden
stresses unexpectedness and sharpness or violence of action

pre.cip.i.ta.tion \pri-,sip-3-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : the quality or state
of being precipitate : haste 2 ; an act, process, or instance of
precipitating; esp : the process of forming a precipitate 3 : some-
thing precipitated: as a : a deposit on the earth of hail, mist,
rain, sleet, or snow; also l the quantity of water deposited b : pre-
ClPriATE 1

pre-cip.i.tin \pri-'sip-3t-3n\ n [ISV, fr. precipitate"} : an antibody
that forms an insoluble precipitate when it unites with its antigen

pre.cip.i-tin-o-gen \pri-,sip-3-'tin-3-j3n\ n : an antigen that
stimulates the production of a specific precipitin — pre.cip.i-
tin.o-gen-ic \-.tin-a-'jen-ik\ adj

pre.cip.i.tous \pri-'sip-3t-3s\ adj 1 : precipitate 2 a ; having
the character of a precipice b ; containing precipices c : having
a very steep ascent syn see steep — pre-cip-i.tous-ly adv —
pre-cip'i.tous-ness n

pr6.cis \pra-'se, 'pra-OseX n, pi pre-cis \-'sez, -(,)sez\ [F, fr.

precis precise] : a concise summary of essential points, statements,
or facts syn see compendium

precise \pri-'sTs\ adj IMf precis, fr. L. praecisus, pp. o( praecidere
to cut off, fr. prae- -\- caedere to cut — more at concise] 1 : exactly
or sharply defined or stated 2 ; minutely exact 3 : strictly con-
forming to rule or convention 4 : distinguished from every other
: VERY <at just that ^ moment) syn see correct — pre*cise«ly
adv — pre.cise.ness n

pre.cl.sian \pri-'sizh-3n\ n ; a person who stresses or practices
scrupulous adherence to a strict standard esp. of religious ob-
servance or morality; specij ; purftan 1 — pre-ci-sian-ism \-3-

ipre.ci.sion \pri-'sizh-an\ n : the quality or state of being precise
: exactness; specij : the degree of refinement with which an opera-
tion is performed or a measurement stated — pre>ci>5ion>ist
\-'sizh-(3-)n3st\ n

2precision adj l ; adapted for extremely accurate measurement
or operation 2 : held to low tolerance in manufacture 3 ; marked
by precision of execution
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pre.Clin.i.cal \(')pre-'kUn-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to the period
preceding clinical manifestations

preclude \pri-'klUd\ vl [L praecludere. It. prae- + claudere to
close — more at close] 1 archaic : close 2 ; to make impossible
by necessary consequence syn see prevent — pre-clu-sion
\-'klu-zh3n\ n — pre-clu-sive \-'klU-siv, -2iv\ adj — pre-clu-
sive-ly adv

pre-co.cial \pri-'ko-sh3l\ adj [^l. praecoces precocial birds, fr. L,
pi. of praecoc; precox'^ : capable of a high degree of independent
activity from birth

pre>CO>CiOUS \pri-'ko-shas\ adj [L praecoc-. praecox early ripen-
ing, precocious, fr. prae- + coquere to cook — more at cook]
1 ; exceptionally early in development or occurrence 2 : ex-
hibiting mature qualities at an unusually early age — pre*co-
ciouS'ly adv — pre<co<cious<ness n — pre*coc*i>ty \pri-'kas-

pre>COg<ni<tlon \,pre-(,)kag-'msh-an\ n [LL praecogniiion-, prae-
cognilio, fr. L praecognilus, pp. oi praecognoscere to know before-
hand, fr. prae- + cognoscere to know — more at coGNmON]
; clairvoyance relating to an event or state not yet experienced— pre.cog-nz.tive_\t')pre-'kag-n3t-iv\ adj

pre«con.ceive \,pre-k3n-'sev\ vr ; to form an opinion of prior to
actual knowledge or experience

pre.con.cep-tioii \-'sep-sh3n\ n 1 : a preconceived idea 2 : prej-
udice

pre. con. cert \,pre-k3n-'s3rt\ vt : to settle by prior agreement
ipre.con-di.tion \-'dish-3n\ n : something that must exist before
something else can come about : prerequisite

2precondition vt : to put in proper or desired condition or frame
of mind in advance

pre>con>scious \(')pre-'kan-ch3s\ adj : not present in conscious-
ness but capable of being recalled without encountering any inner
resistance or repression — pre>con'SciouS'ly adv

pre'COOk \(')pre-'kuk\ vt : to cook partially or entirely before
final cooking or reheating

pre.crit-i'Cal \{")pre-'krit-i-k3l\ adj : prior to the development of
critical capacity

pre-cur-sor Xpri-'ksr-sar, 'pre-,\ n [L praecursor, fr. praecursus,
pp. of praecurrere to run before, fr. prae- pre- -l~ currere to run —
more at current] la: one that precedes and indicates the ap-
proach of another h : predecessor 2 : a substance from which
another substance is formed syn see forerunner

pre.cur.scry \pri-'k3rs-C3-)re\ adj : having the character of a
precursor : premonitory

pre.da.CiOUS or pre.da-ceous \pri-'da-sh3s\ adj [L praedari to
prey upon {fr. praeda prey) -h E -acious (as in rapacious) — more at
prey] : living by preying on other animals ; predatory — pre.da-
cious-ness n — pre.dac.i'ty \-'das-9t-e\ n

pre-date \(')pre-'daj\ vr : antedate
pre.da.tion \pri-'da-sh3n\ n [L praedaiion-, praedatio, fr. prae-
datus, pp. of praedari'] 1 : the act of preying or plundering : dep-
redation 2 : a mode of life in which food is primarily obtained
by killing and consuming animals

predation pressure n : the effects of predation on a natural com-
munity esp. with respect to the survival of species preyed upon

pred.a-tor \'pred-3t-3r, -3-,t6(3)r\ n 1 : one that preys, destroys,
or devours 2 : an animal that lives by predation

pred.a.tcri.al \.pred-3-'t5r-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj : predatory
pred.a.to.ri.ly \-'tor-3-le, -'t6r-\ adv : in a predatory manner
pred.a-to-ry \'pred-9-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj 1 a : of. relating to, or
practicing plunder, pillage, or rapine b : disposed or showing a
disposition to injure or exploit others for one's own gain 2 : living
by predation : predacious; also : adapted to predation

pre.de.cease \,pred-i-'ses\ vt : to die before (another person)
'^ vi : to die first — predecease n

pre.de-ces.sor X'pred-a-.ses-ar, 'pred-; .pred-a-', ,pred-\ n [ME
predecessour, fr. MF predecesseur, fr. LL praedecessor, fr. L prae-
pre- + decessor retiring governor, fr, decessus, pp. of decedere to
depart, retire from office — more at decease] 1 : one that precedes;
esp : a person who has previously occupied a position or office to
which another has succeeded 2 archaic : ancestor

pre.des.ig.nate \(')pre-*dez-ig-,nat\ vt : to designate beforehand— pre.des-ig.na-tion \,pre-,dez-ig-'na-sh3n\ n
pre.des.ti.nar.i.an \(,)pre-.des-t3-'ner-e-3n\ adj [predpsiination +
-arian'} 1 : of or relating to predestination 2 : holding the
doctrine of predestination — predestinarian n — pre<des.ti.uar-
i.an.ism \-e-3-,niz-3m\ n
Ipre.des.ti.nate \pre-'des-t3-n3t, -,nat\ adj [ME, fr. L praedes-
tinatus, pp. of proedestinare"] : predestinated, predestined

2pre.des.ti.nate \-,nat\ vr IME predestinaten, fr. h praedestinatus,
pp.] 1 ; to foreordain to an earthly or eternal lot or destiny
by divine decree 2 archaic : predetermine

pre.des.ti-na-tion \(,ipre-.des-t3-'na-sh3n\ n
destinating ; the state of being predestinated

pre.des.ti.na>tor \(')pre-'des-t3-.nat-9r\ n 1
nates 2 archaic : predestinarian

pre.des.tine \{')pre-'des-t3n\ vt [ME predestinen, fr. MF or L; MF
predestiner, fr. L praedesfinare, fr. prae- + desfinare to determine— more at destine] : to destine, decree, determine, appoint, or
settle beforehand; specif : predestinate 1

pre.de. ter.ml.na.tion \,pre-di-,t3r-m3-'na-shan\ n : the act of
predetermining ; the state of being predetermined: as a : the
ordaining of events beforehand b ; a purpose formed beforehand
c : a fixing or settling in advance

pre-de. ter.mine X-'tar-manV vr [LL praedeterminare, fr. L prae-
-H determinare to determine] 1 a : foreordain, predestine
b : to determine beforehand 2 I to impose a direction or tendency
on beforehand

pre.dl.al \'pred-e-3l\ var oj praedial
ipred.l.ca.ble \'pred-i-k3-b3l\ n [ML praedicabile, fr. neut. of
praedicabHis 1 : something that may be predicated; esp : one of the
five most general kinds of attribution in traditional logic that
include genus, species, difference, property, and accident

apredlcable adj [ML praedicabilis, fr. LL praedicare to predicate]
; capable of being asserted

pre.dica.menl \pri-'dik-3-m3nt 1 is usu 'pred-i-k3-\ n [ME, fr. LL
praedicamentum, fr. praedicare'] 1 : the character, status, or

: the act of pre-

: one that predesti-

classlficatlon assigned by a
2 archaic : cONomoN, state
situation ; dilemma
syn DILEMMA, quandary, plight, fix, jam, pickle: predicament

suggests a difficult situation usu. offering no satisfactory solution;
dilemma implies a predicament presenting a choice between
equally bad alternatives; quandary stresses puzzlement and
perplexity; plight suggests an unfortunate or trying situation;
fix and jam are informal equivalents of plight but are more
likely to suggest involvement through some fault or wrongdoing;
pickle implies a distressing or embarrassing situation
ipred.i.cate \'pred-i-k3t\ n [LL praedicatum, fr. neut. of prae-
dicatus] 1 a : something that is affirmed or denied of the subjectm a proposition in logJc <in "paper is white", whiteness is the ^

)

D : a term designating a property or relation 2 : the part of a
sentence or clause that expresses what is said of the subject and
that usu. consists of a verb with or without objects, complements,
or_ adverbial modifiers — pred.i.ca.tive \'pred-i-k3t-iv, 'pred-3-
,kat-\ adj

2pred.i.cate \'pred-3-.kat\ vt [LL praedicatus, pp. of praedicare
to assert, predicate logically, preach, fr. L, to proclaim publicly,
assert — more at preach] 1 a ; affirm, declare b archaic
: preach 2 a : to assert to be a quality, attribute, or property
b : to make fa term) the predicate in a proposition 3 : to cause
to be based : found 4 : imply

3pred.i.cate \'pred-i-k3t\ adj : belonging to the predicate; specij
; completing the meaning of a copula or linking verb

predicate nominative n : a noun or pronoun in the nominative
or common case completing the meaning of a linking verb

pred-i-ca-tion \,pred-3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 archaic a : an act of
proclaiming or preaching b : sermon 2 : an act or instance of
predicating: as a : the expression of action, state, or quality by a
grammatical predicate b : the logical affirmation of something
about another; esp : assignment of something to a class

pred.l.ca-to.ry \'pred-i-k3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj [LL praedicatorius,
fr. praedicatus, pp. of praedicare to preach] ; of or relating to
preaching

pre.diet \pri-'dikt\ vt [L praedictus, pp. of praedicere, fr. prae- pre-
•^ dicere to say — more at diction] : to declare in advance : fore-
tell on the basis of observation, experience, or scientific reason
syn see foretell — pre-dict-able \-'dik-t3-b3l\ adj — pre-

7 ; the quaUty or state of being

1 act of predicting 2 ; some-
pre-dlc-tlve \-'dik-tiv\ adj

diet-ably \-ble\ adv
pre-dlct-abll-i-ty \-,dik-t3-'bil-3t-e\
predictable

pre'diC'tion \pri-'dik-sh3n\ n 1 : a

thing that is predicted ; forecast -

— pre-dlc.tive.ly adv
pre.djctor \-'dik-t3r\ n ; one that predicts
pre.di.gest \,pred-T-'jest. ,pred-3-\ vt : to subject to predigestion
pre-di-ges-lion \-'jes(h)-ch3n\ n : artificial partial digestion of
food for use in illness or impaired digestion

pre.dl.lec.tlon Xipred-'l-'ek-shsn, .pred-\ n [T predilection, fr. ML
praedilectus, pp. of praediligere to love more, prefer, fr. L prae-
-f- diligere to love — more at diligent] : a prepossession in favor
of something : preference
syn prepossession, prejudice, bias: predilection implies a strong

liking deriving from one's temperament or experience; prepos-
session suggests a fixed conception likely to preclude objective
judgment of anything seeming to be counter to it; prejudice
implies usu. but not always an unfavorable prepossession and
connotes a feeling rooted in suspicion, fear, intolerance; bias
implies an unreasoned and unfair distortion of judgment in favor
of or against a person orthing

pre.dls-pose \,pre-dis-'poz\ vt ; to dispose In advance : make
susceptible syn see incline

pre.dis.po.sl'tion \,pre-,dis-p3-'zish-3n\ n ; a condition of being
predisposed : inclination

pre-dom-l-nance \pri-'dam(-3)-n3n(t)s\ also pre.dom.l.nan.cy
\-n3n-se\ n : the quality or state of being predominant

pre-dom-l.nant \-n3nt\ adj [MF, fr. ML praedominant-, praedom-
inans, prp, of praedomiiiari to predominate, fr. L prae- 4- dominari
to rule, govern — more at dominate] ; having superior strength,
influence, or authority : prevailing syn see dominant — pre-
dom-i.nant.ly adv
ipre.dom.i-nate \-n3t\ adj [alter, oi predominant] ; predominant— pre-dom-i-nate-ly adv
apre-dom.i-nate \pri-'dam-3-,nat\ vb [ML praedominatus, pp. of
praedominari] vi 1 : to exert controlling power or influence
; prevail 2 : to hold advantage in numbers or quantity : pre-
ponderate ~ vr : to_exert control over ; dominate — pre»dora-
l.na.tion \-,dam-3-'na-sh3n\ n

pree \'pre\ vt [short for preve to prove, test, fr. ME preven, fr. OF
preuv-, stem of prover to prove] Scot X to taste tentatively ; sample
pre-em.i.nence \pre-'em-3-n3n(t)s\ n ; the quality or state of
being preeminent : superiority

pre.em-i-nent \-n3nt\ adj [LL praeeminent', praeeminens, fr. L,
prp. of praeeminere to be outstanding, fr. prae- + eminere to
stand out — more at EMiNE>rr] : having paramount rank, dignity,

or importance : outstanding, supreme — pre.em.i.nent-Iy adv
pre-empt \pre-'em(p)t\ vb [back-formation fr. preemption] vt

1 : to acquire {as land) by preemption 2 : to seize upon to the
exclusion of others : take for oneself '*' vi : to make a preemptive
bid in bridge syn see appropriate
pre.emp-tlon \-'em(p)-sh3n\ n IML praeemptus, pp. oi praeemere
to buy before, fr. L prae- pre- + emere to buy — more at redeem]
1 a : the right of purchasing before others; esp : one given by the
government to the actual settler upon a tract of public land
b : the purchase of something under this right 2 : a prior seizure
or appropriation : a taking possession before others

pre.erap.tlve \-'em(p)-tiv\ adj l : of or relating to preemption
: having power to preempt 2 ; of a bid in bridge that is higher
than necessary and designed to shut out bids by the opponents
3 : giving a stockholder first option to purchase new stock in an
amount proportionate to his existing holdings <'^ right) — pre-
emp-tive-ly adv

pre.emp.tor \-'em(pVt3r\ n : one that preempts
ipreen \'pren\ n [ME prene, fr. OE preon; akin to MHG pfrieme
awl] 1 dial chiejly Brit : pin 2 : brooch
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ipreen vt, cMeJly Scot : 2pIN
3preen vb [ME preinen} vt 1 ; to trim or dress with the bill 2 : to
dress or smooth (oneself) up : primp 3 ! to pride or congratulate
(oneself) for achievement -^ vi 1 : to make oneself sleek 2 : GLOAT,
SWELL — preen-er n

pre^ex^il.ian \,pre-(,)eg-*zil-e-9n, -'zil-y3n\ or pre.ex=il.ic \-'ziI-

ik\ adj % previous to the exile of the Jews to Babylon in about 600
B.C.

pre.ex^ist \,pre-ig-'zist\ vb : to exist before
pre»ex>is»tence \-'zis-t3n(t)s\ n : existence in a former state or
previous to something else; specij : existence of the soul before its

union with the body — pre-ex-is-tent \-t3nt\ adj
pre-Iab \(')pre-'fab, 'pre-,\ n : aprefabricated structure
preofat)>rl>cate \(')pre-'fab-r3-,kat\ vt 1 ; to fabricate the parts of
at a factory so that construction consists mainly of assembling and
uniting standardized parts 2 : to produce synthetically or artifi-

cially — pre-fab-ri*ca.tion \,pre-,fab-ra-'ka-sh3n\ n
ipref»ace \'pref-3s\ n [ME. fr. MF, fr. ML prephatia, alter, of L
praejaiion-, praejatio foreword, fr. praejatus, pp. of praejari to say
beforehand, fr. prae- pre- + jari to say — more at ban] 1 oUen cap
: a eucharistic prayer of thanksgiving forming in the Roman rite

an introduction to the canon 2 : the introductory remarks of a
speaker or the author's introduction to a book 3 : preliminary
2prelace vi : to make introductory remarks ~ v/ 1 ; to say or write
as preface 2 : precede, herald 3 : to introduce by or begin with
a preface 4 : to locate in front of S ; to be a preliminary to
— pref-ac^er n

pref.aoto.ri=al \,pref-3-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj : prefatory — prel«a-
to-ri.al'ly \-e-3-le\ adv

prel.a^tOoii.ly \,pref-9-'t6r-3-le, -'t6r-\ adv : in a prefatory manner
: as a preface

prel.a*to=-ry \'pref-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj [L praejatus, pp.] 1 : of,

relating to, or constituting a preface ; introductory 2 : located
in front

prefect \'pre-.fekt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L praejectus. fr. pp. of
praejicere to place at the head of, fr. prae- + jacere to make— more
at DO] 1 : any of various high officials or magistrates of differing

functions and ranks 2 ! a presiding or other chief officer or chief

magistrate 3 s a student monitor in some usu. private schools
prelect apostolic n : a Roman Catholic priest with quasi-episcopal
jurisdiction over a district of a missionary territory

pre.feC"tur-al Vpre-'fek-cha-ral, -'fek-shral\ adj ; of or relating to a
prefecture

pre.Iec.ture \'pre-,fek-ch3r\ n 1 : the office or term of office of a
prefect 2 : the official residence of a prefect 3 : the district

governed by a prefect
pre.ier \pri-'f3r\ vt pre-ferred; premier-ring [ME prejerren, fr.

MF prejerer, fr. L praejerre to put before, prefer, fr. prae- + jerre
to carry — more at bear] 1 archaic : to promote or advance to a
rank or position 2 : to choose or esteem above another 3 : to
give (a creditor) priority 4 archaic : to put or set forward or
before someone : recommend 5 : to bring or lay (as a complaint)
against 6 t to bring forward or lay before one for consideration— pre-Ier-rer n

prel.er.a.hil'i-ty \,pref-(3-)ra-'bil-at-e\ n t the quality or state of
being preferable

pref-er-a-ble X'pref-Ca-lrs-bsl, *pref-3r-b3l\ adj : worthy to be pre-
ferred — pref-er-a-ble.ness n — prel-er-a^bly \-ble\ adv

prei.er.ence \'pref-arn(t)s, 'pref-(9-)r3n(t)s\ n [F prejerence, fr.

ML pracjerentia. fr. L praejerent-, praejerens, prp. of praejerre}
1 a : the act of preferring : the state of being preferred b : the
power or opportunity of choosing 2 : one that is preferred

3 : the act, fact, or principle of giving advantages to some over
others 4 : priority in the right to demand and receive satisfaction
of an obligation syn see choice

pref=er.en-tiai \,pref-3-*ren-ch3l\ adj l : showing preference
2 ; employing or creating a preference in trade relations 3 : de-
signed to permit expression of preference among candidates
4 : giving preference esp. in hiring to union members <'^ shop) —
pref-er«en«tial'ly \-'rench-(3-)le\ adv

pre«ler«ment Xpri-'far-msntX n 1 a. ; advancement or promotion in

dignity, office, or station b : a position or office of honor or profit

2 : priority or seniority in right esp. to receive payment or to pur-
chase property on equal terms with others 3 : the act of bringing
forward (as charges)

preferred stock n : stock guaranteed by a corporation's charter
priority over common stock in the payment of dividends and usu. in
the distribution of assets

pre»fig*u.ra.tion \(,)pre-,fig-(y)3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of pre-
figuring : the state of being prefigured 2 : something that pre-
figures

pre-Iig-u-ra-tive \(')pre-'fig-(y)3-r3t-iv, -(y)9rt-iv\ adj i of, relating
to, or showing by prefiguration — pre'fig"U»ra>tive'ly adv — pre-
Jig-u-ra-tive-uess n

pre.fig-ure XOpie-'fig-yar, esp Brit -'fig-3r\ vt [ME prejiguren, fr.

LL praejigurare, fr. L prae- pre- -I- jigurare to shape, picture, fr.

jigura figure] 1 : to show, suggest, or announce by an antecedent
type, image, or hkeness 2 : to picture or imagine beforehand
: foresee — pre*Iig"Ure*ment \-m3nt\ n

ipre.fix vt [ME prejixen, fr. MF prejixer, fr.pre- + Jixer to fix, fr.

jix fixed, fr. Ljixus — more at fix] 1 \(')pre-'fiks\ archaic : to fix

or appoint beforehand 2 \'pre-„ pre-'\ l^prejix} : to place before
2pre«JiX \'pre-,fiks\ n [NL praejixum, fr. L, neut. of praejixus, pp.
of praejigere to fasten before, fr. prae- + jigere to fasten — more at
dike] 1 : a sound or sequence of sounds or in writing a letter or
sequence of letters occurring as a bound form attached to the begin-
ning of a word, base, or phrase and serving to produce a derivative
word or an inflectional form 2 : a title used before a person' s^name— pre*fix*al \'pre-,fik-s3l, pre-'\ adj — pre-fix-al-ly \-s3-le\ adv

pre.tlight \'pre-'flit\ adj : preparing for or preliminary to airplane
flight

pre.Iorm \'pre-'f6(3)rm\ vt [L praejormare, fr. prae- + jormare to
form. fr. jorma form] : to form or shape beforehand — preform
\'pre-,\ n

pre.lor.ma.tion \.pre-(,)f6r-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 : previous formation
2 : a now discredited theory holding that every germ cell contains
the organism of its kind fully formed and that development consists
merely in increase in size

pre.fron-tal \(')pre-'fr9nt-'l\ adj ; anterior to or Involving the
anterior part of a frontal structure <a ~ bone)

pre>gan*gli-on<>ic \,pre-,gao-gle-'an-ik\ adj ; proximal to a gan-
gUon; specij : of, relating to, or being a usu. meduUated axon arising
from a cell body in the central nervous system and terminating in an
autonomic ganglion

preg»na.lDil.i.ty \.preg-n9-'bU-9t-e\ n : the quality of being
pregnable

preg.na.ble \'preg-n3-b9l\ adj [modif. of ME prenable, fr. MF —
more at impregnable] : venerable to capture (a -^ fort)

preg.nan.cy \'preg-n3n-se\ n 1 : the condition of being pregnant
: gestation 2 : the quality of being pregnant
ipreg=nant X'pfeg-nantX adj [ME preignant, fr. MF, fr. prp. of
preindre to press, fr. L premere — more at press] archaic X COGENT
apregnant adj [ME, fr. L praegnant-, praegnans. alter, of praegnas,
fr. prae- pre- -I- -gnas (akin to gignere to produce) — more at kin]
la: containing unborn young within the body ; gravid b : capa-
ble of producing 2 : abounding in fancv, wit, or resource of mind
: inventive 3 : rich in significance or implication ; meaningful
4 : containing the germ or shape of future events 5 ; exhibiting
fertility : teeming — preg-nant-ly adv

pre.heat \(')pre-'het\ vt : to heat beforehand; specij ; to heat (an
oven) to a designated temperature before placing food therein

pre-hen.Sile \pre-'hen(t)-s9l, -'hen-,sTl\ adj [F prehensile, fr. L
prehensus, pp. of prehendere to grasp, fr. prae- + -hendere (akin to
ON geta to get) — more at get] : adapted for seizing or grjisping
esp. by wrapping around <~ tail) — pre-heii'SiM.ty \pre-,hen-
'sil-9t-e\ n

pre>tien>sion \pre-'hen-ch9n\ n 1 : the act of taking hold, seizing,
or grasping 2 a : understanding, comprehension b ; appre-
hension by the senses

pre»his.tor.ic \,pre-is-'t6r-ik, -C.)his-, -'tar-X adj\ : of, relating to, or
existing in times antedating written history 2 : of or relating to a
language in a period of its development from which contemporary
records of its actual sounds and forms have not been preserved— pre-liis-tor'i-cal \-i-k9l\ ady— pre'lusotor-i-caMy \-k(9-)le\
adv

pre-his-tOory \(')pre-'his-tf9-)re\ n 1 : the study of prehistoric
man 2 ; a history of the antecedents of an event or situation

pre«hom*i>md \-'ham-9-n3d\ n Ederiv. of L pre- + homin-, homo
man — more at homage] ; any of the extinct manlike primates that
are often held to constitute a natural family (Prehominidae)— prehominid adj

pre»ig'ni»tion \,pre-ig-'msh-9n\ n t ignition in an internals
combustion engine while the inlet valve is open or before com-
pression is completed

pre»3Udge \(')pre-'j9j\ vt [MF prejuger, fr. L praejudicare, fr.

prae- + judicare to judge — more at JUDGE] : to judge before hear-
ing or before full and sufficient examination — pre-judg-er n —
pre.judg.ment \-'j3j-m3nt\ n
iprej.U'dice \'prej-3d-3s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L praejudicium
previous judgment, damage, fr. prae- -\- judicium judgment — more
at judicial] 1 : injury or damage resulting from some judgment or
action of another in disregard of one's rights; esp : detriment to
one's legal rights or claims 2 a (1) ; preconceived judgment or
opinion (2) : an opinion or leaning adverse to anything without
just grounds or before sufficient knowledge b : an instance of such
judgment or opinion c : an irrational atdtude of hostility directed
against an individual, a group, a race, or their supposed charac-
teristics syn see predilection

2prejudice vt l ; to injure or damage by some judgment or action
esp. at law 2 : to cause to have prejudice

prej-u-di.cial \,prej-9-'dish-9l\ adj : tending to injure or impair
: detrimental — prej.u-di-cial.ly \-'dish-(9-)le\ adv —
prej.U'di.ciamess \-3l-n9s\ n

prei'U.di.cious \-'dish-9s\ adj ; prejudicial— prei«u«di'Cious>ly

prel.a-cy \'prel-9-se\ n 1 : the office or dignity of a prelate 2 : the
whole body of prelates 3 : episcopal church government

prel.ate \'prel-9t also 'pre-,lat\ n [ME prelat, fr. OF, fr. ML
praelatus, lit., one receiving preferment, fr. L, (pp. of praejerre to
prefer) fr. prae- + latus, pp. of jerre to carry — more at tolerate,
bear] : an ecclesiastic (as a bishop or abbot) of superior rank

prelate nul<>li<us \-nu-'le-9s\ n inulUus fr. NL nulUus dioecesis of
no diocese] ; a Roman Catholic prelate usu. a titular bishop with
ordinary jurisdiction over a district independent of any diocese

prel-a-ture \'prel-9-.chu(9)r, -ch9r, -,t(y)u(9)r\ n 1 : prelacy 1,2
2 : the jurisdiction of a prelate

pre.lect \pri-'lekt\ vi [L praelectus, pp. of praelegere, fr. prae- +
legere to read — more at legend] : to discourse pubUcly : lecture— pre*IeC'tion \-*lek-sh3n\ n

pre»li»ba.tion \,pre-(,)lT-'ba-sh3n\ n [L praelibation-, praelibatio,

fr. praelibatus, pp. of praelibare to taste beforehand, fr. prae- -|-

libare to pour as an offering, taste — more at libation] : foretaste
prC'llm \'pre-,Um, pri-'\ n or adj i preuminary
pre-lim-i-nar<i>ly \pri-,lim-9-*ner-9-le\ adv i in a preliminary
manner : as a preliminary
ipie-lim-i-nary \pri-'lim-9-,ner-e\ n [F preliminaires, pi., fr. ML
praeliminaris, adj., preliminary, fr. L prae- pre- -I- limtn-, limen
threshold — more at limb] : something that precedes or is in-

troductory or preparatory: as a : a preliminary scholastic examina-
tion b : a minor match preceding the main event
zpreliminaiy adj : preceding the main discourse or business : in-

ipre-lude \'prel-,yud, 'pra-,lUd\ n [MF, fr. ML praeludium, fr.

praeludere to play beforehand, fr. prae- -h ludere to play — more at

ludicrous] : an introductory performance, action, or event pre-
ceding and preparing for the principal or a more important matter:

as a : a musical section or movement introducing the theme or
chief subject (as of a fugue or suite) or serving as an introduction to
an opera or oratorio b ; an opening voluntary c ; a separate
concert piece usu. for piano or orchestra and based entirely on a
short motive
2prelude vi ; to give or serve as a prelude; esp ; to play a musical
introduction '^ vt 1 ; to serve as prelude to ; foreshadow 2 : to
play as a prelude — pre-lud-er n

pre>lU*Sion \pri-'lu-zh9n\ n [L praelusion-, praelusio, h. praelusus,

pp. oi praeludere} : PRELUDE, introduction
pre-lu.sive \-'lu-siv, -2iv\ or pre-lu-so.ry \-'lUs-(3-)re, -'liizA adj
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pre-man \'pre-'man\ n : a hypothetical ancient primate constituting
the immediate ancestor of man ; prehominio

pre.ma.ture \,pre-ma-'t(y)u(3)r, -'chu(a)r also ,prem-3-\ adj [L
praematurus too early, fr. prae- + maturus ripe, mature] : happen-
ing, arriving, existing, or performed before the proper or usual time;
specij ; bom after a gestation period of less than 37 weeks <'-'

babies) — premature n — pre<nia>ture-ly adv — pre-ma-ture-
ness n — pre.ma-tU'ri.ty \-'t(y)ur-at-e, -'chiir-\ n

pre-max.il.la \.pre-(,)mak:-'sil-3\ n [NL] : either of a pair of
bones of the upper jaw of vertebrates between and in front of the
maxillae — pre*max-il>lary XOpre-'mak-ss-.lern!, chiejly Brit
,pre-(,)mak-'siI-3-re\ adj or n

pre.med \'pre-'me(i\ adj : pREMEDicAL — premed n
pre<me.di>an \ Opre-'med-e-snV or pre-me.di<al \-e-3l\ adj

; lying in front of the middle (as of the body)
pre'med>i-cal \(')pre-'med-i-kal\ adj ; preceding and preparing for
the professional study of medicine _

pre-med-i'tate \pri-'med-3-,tat, 'pre-\ vb [l. praemeditatus, pp. of
praemeditari, fr. prae- + meditari to meditate] vt : to think about
and revolve in the mind beforehand ^ v/ ; tothink, consider, or
deliberate beforehand — pre»med'i-ta-tor \-,tat-ar\ n

pre-med-i'tat-ed adj : characterized by fully conscious willful intent
and a measure of forethought and planning— pre*tned-l<tat>ed>ly
adv

pre-ir
of pi
forehand that shows intent to commit that act

pre-meda-ta.tive \pri-'med-3-,tat-iv, 'pre-\ adj : given to or char-
acterized bv premeditation

pre.men.sthi.al \C)pre-'men(tVstr3(-wa)l\ adj : of or relaUng to
the period just preceding menstruation — pre*tuen-stru-al>iy
\-e\ adv
ipre.mier \pri-'mfy)iC3)r; 'pre-me-ar, 'prem-e-\ adj [ME primier,
fr. MF premier first, chief, fr. L primarius of the first rank — more
at primary] 1 : first in position, rank, or importance ; principal
2 : first in time : earliest

2premier n [F, fr. premier, adj.] : prime minister
ipre.miere \pri-'mye(3)r, -'nii(9)r; ,prim-e-*e(a)r\ n [F premiere,
fr. fem. of premier first] 1 : a first performance or exhibition
2 : the leading lady of a group; esp : the chief actress of a theatrical
cast

2premiere or pre«mier \Uke 'premiereX vt : to give a first public
performance of '— vi 1 : to have a first public performance 2 : to
appear for the first time as a star

3preniiere adj [alter, of ^premier'] t outstanding, chief
pre.mier-ship \pri-'m(y)if3)r-,ship; 'pre-me-ar-, 'prera eA n : the
position or office of a premier

pre>mil-le<nar>i-an \,pre-,mJl-3-'ner-e-3n\ n ipre- + millenary']

: premillej^nialist — premlUenanan adj — pre-niil-le«nar*i-
an-ism \-e-3-,niz-am\ n

pre.mil.len.ni-al \,pre-m3-'Ien-e-3l\ adj [pre- + millennium]
1 : coming before a millennium 2 ; holding or relating to the view
that theParousia ushers in the millennium — pre-iml-ien-ni-ai-
ism \-e-3-,liz-3m\ n — pre'inil.len-ni-al.ist \-3-lost\ n —
pre'imMen-ni-al'lv \-3-le\ adv
ipremase \'prem-3s\ n [In sense i, fr. MB premisse, fr. MF, fr. ML
praemissa, fr. L, fem. of praemissus, pp. of proemiitere to place
ahead, fr. prae- pre- + mittere to send; in other senses, fr. ME
premisses, fr. ML praemissa, fr. L, neut. pi. oi praemissus — more at

SMFTE] 1 : a proposition antecedently supposed or proved as a
basis of argument or inference; specij : either of the first two
propositions of a syllogism from which the conclusion is drawn
2 pi : matters previously stated; specij : the preliminary and ex-
planatory part of a deed or of a bill in equity 3 p/ a : a tract of land
with the buildings thereon b : a building or part of a building asu.
with its grounds or other appurtenances

2pre.mise \'prem-as also pri-'mrz\ vt 1 a : to set forth beforehand
as introductory or as postulated b : to offer as a premise in an
argument 2 : to presuppose or imply as preexistent : postulate
ipre>mi-um \'pre-me-am\ n, pi premiums also pre-mia X-me-sX
[L praemium booty, profit, reward, fr. prae- + emere to take, buy
— more at redeem] 1 a : a reward or recompense for a particular
act b ; a sum over and above a regular price paid chiefly as an in-

ducement or incentive c : a sum in advance of or in addition to the
nominal value of something d : something given free or at a re-

duced price with the purchase of a product or service 2 : the con-
sideration paid for a contract of insurance 3 : a high value or a
value in excess of that normally or usu. expected — at a premium
; above par ; unusually valuable esp. because of demand (hous-
ing was at a premium)
^premium adj : of exceptional quality

pre-mix \(')pre-'miks\ vt : to mix before use
pre-mo-lar \(')pre-'m6-l9r\ adj : situated in front of or preceding
the molar teeth; esp : being or relating to those teeth of a mammal
in front of the true molars and behind the canines when the latter

are present — premolar n
pre.mon.ish \Opre-*man-ish\ vt : forewarn ^ vi : to give
warning in advance — pre>mon*i5li>ment \-m3nt\ n

pre.mo-ni>tlon N.pre-ma-'nish-sn, ,prem-a-\ n [MF, fr. hLprae-
monition-, praemonitio, fr. L praemonitus. pp. of praemonere to

warn in advance, fr. prae- + monere to warn — more at mind]
1 : previous warning or notice : forewarning 2 : anticipation of

an event without conscious reason : presentiment
pre-mon.i.to-ri-ly \(,)pre-,raan-3-'t6r-3-le, -'t6r-\ adv : in a pre-

monitory manner
pre>mon>i>to*ry \pre-'mau-3-,tor-c, -,t6r-\ adj : giving previous
warning (•^ symptom)
Pre.mon.stra.ten.sian \,pre-,manCt)-str3-'ten-ch3n\ n [ML
praemonstratensis, fr. praemonstratensis of Premontre, fr, Prae-
monstratus Premontre] : a member of an order of regular canons
founded by St. Norbert at Premontre near Laon, France, in 1119

preomorse \pri-'m6(3)rs\ adj [L praemorsus, fr. pp. of prae-

mordere to bite off in front, fr. prae- + mordere to bite — niore at

smart] ; terminated abruptly but irregularly as if bitten off <a ~
root)

pre.mune \(')pre-'myun\ adj [back-formation fr. premunitlon]

: exhibiting premunition
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pre.mu.ni.tion \,pre-myii-'nlsh-5n\ n [L praemunition-, prae-
mumiio advance fortification, fr. praemunitus, pp. of praemunire to
fortify in advance, fr. prae- •¥ munire to fortify — more at muni-
tion] 1 archaic : an advance provision of protection 2 a : re-
sistance to a disease due to the existence of its causative agent in a
state of physiological equilibrium in the host b : immunity to a
particular infection due to previous presence of the causative agent
pre.name \'pre-jnam\ n ; forename
pre-na.tal \ Opre-'nai-MX adj : occurring or existing before birth—
pre.na-taMy \-^l-e\ adv

pre-no-men var of praenomen
ipre.nomci.nate \(')pre-'nam-3~nat\ adj [LI. praenominatus, pp. of
praenominare to name before, fr. L prae- + nominare to name ~
more at nominate] obs : previously mentioned

2pre.uom.i.nate \-,nat\ vt, obs : to mention previously — pre-
nom.i.na-tion VUpre-.nam-a-'na-shsnV n, obs

pre<no-tlon \(')pre-'no-sh3n\ n [L praenotion-, praenotio pre-
conception, fr. prae- + notio idea, conception — more at notion]
1 : presentiment, premonition 2 : preconception

ipren.tice \'prent-3s\ n [ME prentis, short for apprentisj 1 ap-
prentice 1, learner — prentice adj

2prentice vt t apprentice
pre.oc.cu-pan.cy XOpre-'ak-ya-pan-seX n 1 : an act or the right
of taking possession before another 2 : the condition of being
completely busied or preoccupied

pre.QC.cu.pa.tlon \{Jpre-;ak-y3-'pa-sh3n\ n [L praeoccupation-,
praeoccupatio act of seizing beforehand, fr. praeoccupatus, pp. of
praeoccupare to seize beforehand, fr. prae- + occupare to seize,
occupy] 1 : an act of preoccupying : the state of being pre-
occupied 2 a ; complete absorption of the mind or interests
b ; something that causes such absorption

pre.occu.pied \pre-'ak-y3-,pTd\ adj 1 a : lost in thought : en-
grossed h ; already occupied 2 : previously applied to another
group and unavailable for use in a new sense — used of a biological
generic or specific name

pre.occU'Py vt [pre- + occupy] 1 \pre-'ak-va-,DT\ : to engage or
engross the interest or attention of beforehand or preferentially
2 \('}pre-\ ; to take possession of or fill beforenand or before
another

pre-op-er-a-tive \(')pre-'ap-C3-)r3t-iv, -'ap-a-.ratA adj : occurring
during the period preceding a surgical operation — pre-op-er>a-
tive*ly adv

pre-or'toit-al \-'or-b3t-'l\ adj ; occurring before going into orbit
pre-or-dain \,pie-(,)6r-'dan\ vt : to decree or ordain in advance

: foreordain — pre.or-dain.ment \-msnt\ n — pre-or*di«na-
tion \(,)pre-,6rd-''n-'a-sh3n\ n

pre-ovu-la-to-ry \(*)pre-'o-vy3-l3-.t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj : occurring In
or typical of the period immediately preceding ovulation
iprep \'prep\ n 1 Brit : preparation of lessons ; homework
2 : preparatory school

2prep vb prepped; prep-ping vi : to attend preparatory school or
engage in preparatory study or training ~ vt : prepare

prep-a-ra-tion \,prep-3-'ra-shan\ n [ME prepa-acion. fr. MF
preparation, fr. L praeparation-, praeparatio, fr, praeparaius, pp. of
praeparare] 1 : the action or process of making something ready
for use or service or of getting ready for some occasion, test, or
duty 2 : a state of being prepared ; readiness 3 : a preparatory
act or measure 4 : something that is prepared; specij : a medicinal
substance fitted for use
ipre.par«a*tive \pri-'par-3t-iv\ n : something that prepares the way
for or serves as a preliminary to something else : preparation

^preparative adj : preparatory — pre-^par-a-tive-ly adv
pre.pa.ra.tor \pri-'par-3t-3r, "prep-a-.rat-V n : one that prepares;
specij : one that prepares scientific specimens

pre.pa.ra-to-ri'ly \pri-,par-3-'t5r-3-le. -'tor- also ,prep-Ca-)ra-\ adv
: in a preparatory manner : by-way of preparation

pre.pa*ra-to.ry \pri-'par-3-,tor-e, -,t6r- also 'prep-(3-)r3-\ adj
: preparing or serving to prepare for something ; introductory,
preliminary — preparatory adv

preparatory school « l : a usu. private school preparing students
primarily for college 2 Brit : a private elementary school prepar-
ing students primarily for public schools

pre-pare \pri-'pa(3)r, -'pe(3)r\ vb [ME preparen. fr. MF preparer,
fr. L praeparare, fr. prae- pre- + parare to procure, prepare — more
at pare] vt 1 ; to make ready {prepared her gradually for the

shocking news) 2 : to procure as suitable or necessary : provide
3 a : to put together : compound <'^ a vaccine) <~ a prescription)

b : to put into written form -^ vi 1 : to get ready 2 : to arrange
things in readiness — pre^par-er n

pre-pared \-'pa(3}rd, -'pe(3)rd\ adj 1 : made ready, fit, or suitable

beforehand : ready, equipped 2 : subiecjed to a special process or
treatment <-- chalk) — pre-pared-ly \-Ie; -'par-ad-le, -'per-\ adv

pre.pared-ness Xpri-'par-ad-nas, -'per- also -•pa(3)rd-n?s, -'pe{a)rd-

nasX n : the quality or state of being prepared; specij : a state of

adequate preparation in case of war
pre-pay \(')pre-'pa\ vt : to pay or pay the charge on in advance —
pre-pay-ment \-m3nt\ n

pre-pense \pri-'pen(t)s\ adj [by shortening & alter, fr. earlier

purpensed, fr. ME, pp. of purpensen to deliberate, premeditate, fr.

MF purpenser, fr. OF, fr. pur- for + penser to think — more at

purchase, pensive] ; deliberated or planned beforehand : PRE-
MEorrATED (malice •^) — pre-pense.ly adv

pre-pon-der-ance \pri-'pan-d(3-)r3n(t)s\ « 1 : a superiority In

weight or in power, importance, or strength 2 a : a superiority or
excess in number or quantity b : majority

pre-pon-der-an-cy \-d(3-)r3n-se\ n : preponderance
pre-pon-der-ant \pri-'pan-d(s-)r3nt\ adj 1 ; predominant,
preponderating 2 : having greater prevalence syn see domi-
nant — pre-pon-der-ant-ly adv

pre-pon-der-ate \pri-'pan-d9-.rat\ vb [L praeponderatus, pp. of
praeponderare, fr. prae- + ponder-, pondus weight — more at

PENDAi^] vt 1 archaic ; outweigh 2 archaic ; to weigh down
^ VI 1 a : to exceed in weight b : to descend or incline downward
2 : to exceed in influence, power, or importance : predominate
3 : to exceed in numbers — pre-pon-der-a*tion \pri-,pan-d3-
'ra-shan, ,pre-\ n

prep-0-Si-tion \,prep-3-'zish-3n\ n [ME preposicioun, fr. L

i
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praeposition-, praepositio, fr. praepositus, pp. of praeponere to put
in front, fr. prae- pre- + ponere to put — more at position] : a
linguistic form that combines with a noun, pronoun, or noun
equivalent to form a phrase that typically has an adverbial, ad-
jectival, or substantival relation to some other word — prep-o.si-
tion-al \-'zish-n9l, -an-=l\ adj — prep.o.si'tion-al-ly \-e\ adv

pre.pos-i.tive \pri-'paz-3t-iv, -'paz-tiv\ adj [LL praepositivus,
fr. h praepositus'] : put before : prefixed — pre-pos*i-tive-ly adv

pie.pos»sess \,pre-p3-'zes also -'ses\ vt 1 obs : to take previous
possession of 2 : to cause to be preoccupied with an idea, belief, or
attitude 3 a : to influence beforehand for or against someone or
something : prejudice b ; to induce to a favorable opinion before-
hand

pre>pos>sess*ixig adj 1 archaic ; creating prejudice 2 : tending to
createa favorable impression : attractive— pre»poS'Sess«ing»ly
\-iO-le\ adv — pre-pos>sess>ing>ness n

pre>pos-ses>Sion \,pre-pa-'zesh-3n also -'sesh-V n 1 archaic
; prior possession 2 : an attitude, belief, or impression formed
beforehand : prejudice 3 : an exclusive concern with one idea or
object : preoccupation syn see predilection

pre.pos.ter.ous \pri-'pas-t(3-)r3S\ adj [L praeposterus, lit., with
tne hindside in front, fr. prae- + posterus hinder, following — more
at posterior] ; contrary to nature, reason, or common sense
: absurd — pre>po5>ter>ous<ly adv — pre>pos>ter>ous<iiess n

pre.po.ten.cy \(')pre-'p6t-''n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
prepotent : predominance 2 : unusual ability of an individual or
strain to transmit its characters to offspring

pre>po<tent \-'nt\ adj [ME, fr. L praepotent-, praepotens, fr. prae-
+ potens powerful — more at potent] 1 a : having exceptional
power, authority, or influence : preeminent 6 : exceeding others
in power 2 : exhibiting genetic prepotency — pre-po-tent-ly adv

pre-pu-ber.al \C*)pre-'pyii-b(3-)r3l\ adj : of or relating to pre-
puberty — pre»pU'ber>al-ly \-e\ adv

pre.pu.her-ty \(')pre-'pyii-bart-e\ n : the period immediately
preceding puberty

pie-puce \'pre-,pyijs\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L praeputium, fr. prae-
+ -putium (akin to Belorussian potka penis)] : foreskin; also : a
similar fold investing the chtoris — pre-pu-tial \pre-'pyU-sh3l\ adj
Pre-Ra.pha.el.ite \(')pre-'raf-e-3-JIt, -'ra-fe-, -'raf-e-X n 1 a : a
member of a brotherhood of artists formed in England in 1848
to restore the artistic principles and practices regarded as charac-
teristic of Italian art before Raphael b : an artist or writer in-

fluenced by this brotherhood 2 : a modern artist dedicated to
restoring early Renaissance ideals or methods 3 : an Italian
painter active before the time of Raphael's fame and influence— Pre-Rapbaelite adj — Pre-Ra<pha<el<it>ism \-,lit-.iz-3m\ n
pre«re«cord \,pre-ri-'k6(3)rd\ vt x to record (as a radio or television
program) in advance of presentation or use : prescore

pre«req.ui.site \(')pre-'rek-w3-z3t\ n : something that is necessary
to an end or to the carrying out of a function — prerequisite adj

pre.rog.a.tive \pri-'rag-3t-iv\ n [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L
praerogaiiva, Roman century voting first in the comitia, privilege,
fr. fem. of praerogativus voting first, fr. praerogatus, pp. of prae-
rogare to ask for an opinion before another, fr. prae- + rogare to
ask — more at right] 1 a : an exclusive or special right, power, or
privilege: as (1) ; one belonging to an office or an official body
(2) : one belonging to a person, group, or class of individuals

(3) : one possessed by a nation as an attribute of sovereignty
b : the discretionary power inhering in the British Crown 2 : a
distinctive excellence — pre*rog-a*tived \-ivd\ adj

pre.sa \'pra-s3, -,sa, -za\ n, pi pre«se \-(.)sa, -(,)za\ [It, lit., act
of taking, fr. prendere to take, fr. L prehendere to grasp — more at
prehensile] ; a mark or cue (as :S: or %) indicating the point of
entry of the successive voice parts of a canon
ipres»age \'pres-ij, archaic pri-'saj\ n [ME, fr. L praesagium, fr.

praesagire to forebode, fr. prae- + sagire to perceive keenly —
more at seek] 1 : something that foreshadows or portends a
future event : omen 2 : foreboding, presentiment 3 archaic
: prognostication; also : foreknowledge 4 : warning or in-

dication of the future : augury — pre<sage-ful \pri-'saj-fal\ adj
2pre.sage \'pres-ij, pri-'saj\ vt 1 ; to give an omen or warning of
: FORESHADOW, PORTEND 2 Z FORETELL, PREDICT 3 ; tO have a
presentiment of '^ vi : to make or utter a prediction — pre*5ag*er
n, obs

pre.sancli.fied \C)pre-'sao(k)-ti-.frd\ adj : consecrated at a
previous service — used of eucharistic elements

presby- or presbyo- comb form [NL, fr. Gk presby- elder, fr.

presbys old man] : old age (presbyopiay (presbyophrema)
preS'by.ope \'prez-be-,6p; 'pres-be-. -pe-\ n [prob. fr. F, fr.

Gk presby- + ops eye — more at eye] : a farsighled person
pres>by>opia \,prez-be-'6-pe-3;

,
pres-be-, -pe-\ n [NL] : a condi-

tion of defective elasticity of the crystalline lens of the eye usu.
in old age resulting in difficulty of accommodation and inability
to_ attain a sharp focus for near vision — pres<by*opic \-'ap-ik,
-'o-pik\ adj or n

pres.by.ter X'prez-bat-sr; 'pres-bat-, -p3t-\ n [LL, elder, priest— more at priest] 1 : a member of the governing body of an early
Christian church 2 ; a Christian priest; esp : a member of the
second order of clergy in the Anglican communion 3 : elder 4b— pres.byt-er.ate Xprez-'bit-a-rat, pres-, -.rat\ n
ipres.by-te.ri»al X.prez-ba-'tir-e-al; .pres-ba-, -p3-\ adj : of or
relating to a presbyter or presbytery — preS'by>te>n>aMy
\-e-3-le\ adv

apresbyterial n, ojten cap ; an organization of Presbyterian women
associated with a presbytery
Pres-by.te.ri.an \-e-3n\ adj 1 oJten not cap : characterized by a
graded system of representative ecclesiastical bodies (as presby-
teries) exercising legislative and judicial powers 2 : of, relating to,
or constituting a Protestant Christian church that is presbyterian
in goverrmient and traditionally Calvinistic in doctrine — Pres-
byterian n — Pres.by.te-ri.an.ism \-e-a-,niz-sm\ n

pres.by-tery \'prez-b3-,ter-e, -tre; 'pres-ba-, -p3-\ n [ME & LL;
ME presbytory part of church reserved for clergy, fr. LL presby-
terium group of presbyters, part of church reserved for clergy, fr.
Gk presbyterian group of presbyters, fr. presbyteros elder, priest
-- more at priest] 1 : the part of a church reserved for the of-
ficiatmg clergy 2 : a ruling body in presbyterian churches con-
sisting of the ministers and representative elders from congregations
within a district 3 : the jurisdiction of a presbytery 4 ; the house
of a Roman Catholic parish priest
lpre>school \'pre-'skvil\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting the

period in a child's life from Infancy to the age of five or six that
ordinarily precedes attendance at elementary school

2pre>schooI \'pre-,\ n : nursery school.kindergarten
pre-science \'presh-(e-)9n(t)s, 'presh-; 'pres-e-9n(t)s, 'pres-\ n [ME,
fr. LL praescientia, fr. L praescient-, praesciens, prp, of praescire
to know beforehand, fr. prae- + scire to know — more at science]
: foreknowledge of events; specij : omniscience with regard to the
future — pre-scient \-(e-)ant\ adj — pre»scient'>ly adv

pre.SCi.en.tif.iC \.pre-,sT-3n-'tif-ik\ adj [pre- + scientiJicZ : of,

relating to, or having the characteristics of a period before the rise

of modem science or a state prior to the appUcation of scientific

method
pre^scind \pri-'sind\ vb [L praescindere to cut off in front, fr.

prae- + scindere to cut — more at shed ] v/ : to detach for purposes
of thought ^ vij to abstract or detach oneself

pre<score \(')pre-'skoC3)r, -'sk6(3)r\ vt : to record (sound) in
advance for use when the corresponding scenes are photographed
in making movies

pre>SClibe \pri-'skrTb\ vb 11, praescribere to write at the beginning,
dictate, order, fr, prae- + scribere to write — more at scribe] vi

1 [ME prescriben, fr. ML praescribere, fr. L, to write at the be-
ginning] ; to claim a title to something by right of prescription
2 ; to lay down a rule : dictate 3 : to write or give medical
prescriptions 4 : to become by prescription invalid or unen-
forceable '*- vr 1 a : to lay down as a guide, direction, or rule of
action ; ordain b : to specify with authority 2 S to designate or
order the use of as a remedy — pre'Scrib-er n

pre*SCnpt \'pre-,skript, pri-'\ adj [ME, fr. L praescriptus, pp.]
; prescribed as a rule — pre-script \'pre-,\ n

pie-scrip-li-ble \pri-'skrip-t3-b3l\ adj ; depending on, derived
from, or subject to prescription

pre-scrip-tion \pri-'skrip-sh3n\ n [partly fr. ME prescripcion
establishment of a claim, fr. MF prescription, fr. LL praescription-,
praescriptio, fr. L, act of writing at the beginning, order, limitation
of subject matter, fr. praescriptus, pp. of praescribere; partly
fr, L praescription-, praescriptio order] 1 a : the establishment of
a claim of title to something under common law usu. by use and
enjoyment for a period fixed by statute b : the right or title

acquired under common law by such possession 2*: the process
of making claim to something by long use and enjoyment 3 : the
action of laying down authoritative rules or directions 4 a : a
written direction for a therapeutic or corrective agent; specij : one
for the preparation and use of a medicine b : a prescribed medicine
6a: ancient or long continued custom b : claim founded upon
ancient custom or long continued use 6 : prescript

pre.scrip.tive \-'skrip-tiv\ adj 1 : serving to prescribe 2 ; ac-
quired by, founded on, or determined by prescripdon by Iongs>

standing custom — prC'Scrip-tive'ly adv
pre-sell \(')pre-'sel\ vt : to precondition by advertising and devices
of salesmanship for a subsequent purchase

pres-ence \'prez-'n(t)s\ n 1 : the fact or condition of being
present 2 a : the part of space within one's immediate vicinity

b : the neighborhood of one of superior esp. royal rank 3 archaic
: company 2a 4 ; one that is present: as a : the actual person
or thing that is present b : something present of a visible or
concrete nature 6 a : the bearing, carriage, or air of a person;
esp : stately or distinguished bearing b : a quality of poise and
effectiveness that enables a performer to achieve a close relation-

ship with his audience 6 : something held to be present
presence chamber n : the room where a great personage receives
those entitled to come into his presence

presence ol mind ; self-control in an emergency such that one
can say and do the right thing
ipres.ent \'pre2-'nt\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. presenter] ; something
presented : gift
zpre-sent \pri-'zent\ vb [ME presenten, fr. OF presenter, fr. L
praesentare, fr. praesent-, praesens, adj.] vt 1 a : to bring or
introduce into the presence of someone b : to bring (as a play)
before the public 2 : to make a gift to 3 : to give or bestow
formally 4 a : to lay (as a charge) before a court as an object of
inquiry b : to bring a formal public charge, indictment, or present-
ment against 5 : to nominate to a benefice 6 : to offer to view
: SHOW 7 archaic : perform, personate S : to aim, point, or
direct (as a weapon) so as to face something or in a particular
direction ^^ vi 1 ; to present a weapon 2 ; to come forward or
into view syn see give — pre<sent>er n

3pre«sent \pri-'zent\ n 1 : the position of a firearm ready to be
fired or of a lance or similar weapon ready to be used in attack

2 : the position of present arms
4pres-ent X'prez-^ntX adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. L praesent-, praesens,

fr. prp. of praeesse to be before one, fr. prae- pre- + esse to be
— more at is] 1 : now existing or in progress 2 a : being in

view or at hand b : existing in something mentioned or under
consideration 3 : constituting the one actually involved, at hand,
or being considered 4 ; of, relating to, or constituting a verb
tense that is expressive of present time or the time of speaking
5 obs a : attentive b : self-possessed, collected 6 archaic

; immediately operative or effective : instant — pres-ent-ness n
spres.ent \'prez-'nt\ n 1 a obs : present occasion or affair b pi

: the present words or statements; specij : the legal instrument
or other writing in which these words are used 2 a : the present

tense of a language b : a verb form in the present tense 3 : the
present time

pre-sent-abil.i.ty \pri-,zent-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state

of being presentable
pre.sent.able \pri-'zent-3-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of being presented

2 : being in condition to be seen or inspected esp. by the critical

— pre-sent.able.ness n — pre.sent.ably \-ble\ adv

pre-sent arms \pri-,zent-\ n V-present] ; a position in the manual
of arms in which the rifle is held perpendicularly in front of the

center of the body; also : the command to take this position

pre.sen.ta.tion \,pre-,zen-'ta-sh3n, ,prez-'n-, ,prez-'n-\ n 1 a : the

act of presenting b : the act, power, or privilege esp. of a patron
of applying to the bishop or ordinary for the institution of one
nominated to a benefice 2 : something presented: as a : a
symbol or image that represents something b : something offered

or given ; gift c ; something set forth for the attention of the

mind 3 ; the position in which the fetus lies in the uterus in

labor with respect to the mouth of the uterus 4 ; an object of
perception, cognition, or memory; specij : the object of sensation
abstracted from conscious awareness 6 ojien cap ; a church
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feast on November 21 celebrating the presentation of the Virgin
Mary in the Temple 6 : the method by which radio, navigation,
or radar information is given to the operator (as the pilot of an
airplane) — pre>sen=ta»tion.al X-shnal, -shan-nx adj

pre-sen.ta.Uve \pri-'zent-3t-iv, -prez-^n-.tatA adj 1 : known,
knowing, or capable of being known directly rather than through
cogitation 2 ; nonrepresentational

pres.ent-day \,prez-'nt-,da\ adj ; now existing or occurring
: CURRENT

pre. sen-tee \,prez-'n-'te, prl-,zen-\ n : one who is presented or
to whom something is presented

pre>sen>tieut \pri-'sen-ch(e-)3nt, 'pre-; pri-'zen-\ adj [h praesen-
tient', praeaeniiens, prp. of praeseniireZ Z having a presentiment

pre.seil"ti.ment \pri-'zent-3-m3nt\ n [F pressenriment, fr. MF,
fr. pressenfir to have a presentiment, fr. L praesentire to feel
beforehand, fr. prae- + sent ire to feel — more at sense] : a feeling
that something will or is about to happen : PREMONrriON — pre-
sen*ti*men>tal \-,zent_-3-'ment-=l\ adj

pres.ent-ly Vprez-^nt-leX adv 1 archaic : at once 2 : before long
: SOON 3 : at the present time : now

pre-sent-ment \pri-"zent-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of presenting to an
authority a formal statement of a matter to be dealt with; specif
; the notice .taken or statement made by a grand jury of an offense
from their own knowledge without a bill of indictment laid before
them 2 : the act of offering a document at the proper time and
place requiring to be accepted or paid by another 3 a : the act of
presenting to view or consciousness b : something set forth,
presented, or exhibited c : the aspect in which something is

presented
present participle n : a participle that typically expresses present
action in relation to the time expressed by the finite verb in its

clause and that in English is formed with the suffix -tng and is

used in the formation of the progressive tenses

present perfect adj : of, relating to, or constituting a verb tense
that is formed in English with have and that expresses action or
state completed at the time of speaking — present perfect n

present tense n : the tense of a verb that expresses action or
state in the present time and is used of what occurs or is true at
the time of speaking and of what is habitual or characteristic
or is always or necessarily true, that is sometimes used to refer to
action in the past (as in the historical present), and that is some-
times used for future events

pre-serv.able \pri-'z3r-v3-b3l\ adj : capable of being preserved
pres»er-va«tion \,prez-3r-'va-sh3n\ n ; the act of preserving

: the state of being preserved
ipre-ser-va-tive \pri-'z3r-v3t-iv\ adj ; having the power of preserv-
ing
apreservative n : something that preserves or has the power of
preserving; specij ; an additive used to protect against decay,
discoloration, or spoilage
ipre.serve \pri-'z3rv\ vb [ME preserven, fr. MF preserver, fr.

ML praeservare, fr. LL, to observe beforehand, fr. L prae- +
servare to keep, guard, observe — more at conserve] vt 1 : to
keep safe from injury, harm, or destruction : protect 2 a : to

keep alive, intact, or free from decay b : maintain 3 a : to keep
or save from decomposition b : to can, pickle, or similarly prepare
for future use 4 : to keep up and reserve for personal or special

use ~ vj 1 : to make preserves 2 : to raise and protect game for
purposes of sport 3 ; to stand preserving (as by canning) —
pre-serv-er n
^preserve n 1 : something that preserves or is designed to preserve

2 : fniit canned or made into jams or jellies or cooked whole or
in large pieces with sugar so as to keep its shape — often used in

pi. 3 : an area restricted for the protection and preservation of
animals, trees, or other natural resources; esp : one used primarily
for regulated hunting or fishing 4 : something regarded as
reserved for certain persons

pre. set \(')pre-'set\ vt : to set beforehand
pre.shrunk X'pre-'shrapk, esp South -'sraok\ adj ; of, relating to,

or constituting a fabric subjected to a shrinking process during
manufacture usu. to reduce later shrinking

pre.Side \pri-'zTd\ vi [L praesidere to guard, preside over, lit.,

to sit in front of. sit at the head of, fr. prae- + sedere to sit — more
at sit] 1 a ; to occupy the place of authority : act as president,
chairman, or moderator b : to occupy a position similar to that

of a president or chairman 2 : to exercise guidance, direction, or
control 3 : to occupy a position of featured instrumental per-

former
pres-i.den.cy X'prez-ad-sn-se, 'prez-dsn- also 'prez-3-,den(t)-se\ n
1 a : the office of president b (1) : the office of president of the

U.S. (2) : the American governmental institution comprising
the office of president and various associated administrative and
policy-making agencies 2 : the term during which a president

holds office 3 : the action or function of one that presides

; SUPERINTENDENCE 4 : a Mormon executive council of the church
or a stake consisting of a president and two counselors

pres.i.dent X'prez-ad-ant. 'prez-dant also 'prez-3-,dent\ n [ME,
fr. MF. fr. L praesident-, praesidens, fr. prp. of praesidere^ 1 : an
official chosen to preside over a meeting or assembly 2 : an
appointed governor of a subordinate political unit 3 ; the chief

officer of a corporation, institution, or similar organization usu.

entrusted with the direction and administration of its policies

4 : the presiding officer of a governmental body 5 a : an elected

official serving as both chief of state and chief political executive

in a republic having a presidential government b : an elected

official having the position of chief of state but usu. only minimal
political powers in a republic having a parliamentary government
— pres-i.den.tial \(,)prez-(s-)'den-ch3l\ adj
presidential government n ; a system of government in which
the president is constitutionally independent of the legislature

pres.i.dent-ship X'prez-ad-ant-.ship, 'prez-dsnt- a/^o 'prez-3-,dent-\

n : PRESIDENCY
pre. Sid. er \pri-'zTd-3r\ n : one that presides

pre>5id>i>al \pri-'sid-e-al, prT-, -'zid-X adj [lA. praesidialis, fr. L
praesidium garrison, fr. praesid-, praeses guard, governor, fr.

praesidere'i 1 : of, having, or constituting a garrison 2 : presi-

dential 3 IF presidial, fr. MF. alter, of presidal, fr. UL praesidalis

abut; ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; I) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t& this;

pressure group
L praesid-, praesesZ ; of orof a provincial governor, fr. L praesid-, praesesZ ; of or relating

to a province ; provincial
pre-sid.i.ary \-e-.erje\ adj : presidial 1

pre-Si-diO \pri-'sed-e-,6. -'sid-, -'zed-, -'zid-N n [Sp, fr. L praesidium'i
: a garrisoned place; esp i a military post or fortified settlement in
areas currently or orig^ under Spanish control

pre.sid.i.um \pri-'sid-e-3m, pn-, -'zid-\ n, pi pre-sid-ia \-e-3\ or
presidiums [Russ prezidium, fr. L praesidium garrison] ; a
permanent executive committee selected in Communist countries
to act for a larger body

pre-Sig.ni.Iy \(')pre-'sig-na-,fi\ vt [L praesignijicare, (r. prae- +
signijicare to signify] : to intimate or signify beforehand : presage

pre-So-crat-ic \.pre-s3-'krat-ik, -s6-\ adj : of or relating to Greek
philosophers before Socrates — pre-Socratic n
ipress \'pres\ n [ME presse, fr. OF. fr. presser to press] 1 a : a
crowd or crowded condition : throng 6 : a thronging or crowd-
ing forward or together 2 a : an apparatus or machine by which
a substance is cut or shaped, an impression of a body is taken,
a material is compressed, pressure is applied to a body, liquid is
expressed, or a cutting tool is fed into the work by pressure b ; a
building containing presses or a business using presses 3 ; closet,
CUPBOARD 4 : an act of pressing or pushing : pressure 5 ; the
properly smoothed and creased condition of a freshly pressed
garment 6 a : printing press b : the act or the process of
printing c : a printing or publishing establishment 7 a : the
gathering and publishing or broadcasting of news : journalism
b : newspapers, periodicals, and often radio and television news
broadcasting c : news reporters, publishers, and broadcasters
d : comment or notice in newspapers and periodicals 8 : any
of various pressure devices (as one for keeping sporting gear from
warping when not in use)
2press vb [ME pressen, fr. MF presser, fr. L pressare, fr. pressus
pp. of premere to press; akin to L prelum press and perh. to Russ
peref to press] vt 1 : to act upon through steady pushing or
thrusting force exerted in contact : squeeze 2a: assail, harass
b : AFFLICT, oppress 3 a : to squeeze out the juice or contents
of b : to squeeze with apparatus or instruments to a desired
density, smoothness, or shape 4 a : to exert influence on : con-
strain b : to try hard to persuade : beseech, entreat 5 : to
move by means of pressure 6 a : to lay stress or emphasis on
b ; to insist on or request urgently 7 : to follow through (a
course of action) 8 : to clasp in affection or courtesy 9 : to
make (a phonograph record) from a matrix ~ vi 1 : to crowd
closely : mass 2 : to force or push one's way 3 : to seek urgently
: CONTEND 4 : to require haste or speed in action 5 : to exert
pressure 6 ; to take or hold a press — press-er n
apress vb [alter, of obs. prest (to enlist by giving pay In advance),
fr. iprest'[ v( 1 t to force into service esp. in the army or navy
; impress 2 a : to take by authority esp. for public use : com-
mandeer b : to take and force into any usu. emergency service
^ vi : to impress men as soldiers or sailors

4press n 1 : impressment into service esp. in a navy 2 obs X a
warrant for impressing recruits

press agent n Vpress^ ; an agent employed to establish and main-
tain good public relations through publicity — press-agent \'pres-
,a-j3nt\ vb — press-agent-ry \-J3n-tre\ n

press-board \'pres-,boO)rd, -,b6(s)rd\ « 1 : a strong highly
glazed board resembling vulcanized fiber 2 : an ironing board; esp
: a small one for sleeves

press box n : a space reserved for reporters (as at a game)
press conference n : an interview given by a public figure to
newsmen by appointment

pressed \'prest\ adj, oj jood ; shaped, molded, or having liquid or
juices extracted under pressure <'--' duck)
press-gang \'pres-,gao\ n impress'] : a detachment of men under
command of an officer empowered to force men into military or
naval service — press-gang vt

presS'ing adj l : urgently important : critical 2 : earnest,
WARM — press. ing.ly \-io-le\ adv
press-man X'pres-man, -,man\ n 1 : an operator of a press; esp

: the operator of a printing press 2 Brit : newspaperman
press.mark \-,mark\ n, chiefly Brit ; a mark assigned to a book
to indicate its location in a library

press money n : prest money
press of, sail : the fullest amount of sail that a ship can crowd on— called also press of canvas
pres-sor \'pres-,6(3)r. -ar\ adj [LL, one that presses, fr. l. pressus*

pp. of premere to press — more at press] ; raising or tending to
raise blood pressure; also : involving vasoconstriction

press release n ; material given in advance to a newspaper for
publication at a future date

press-room \'pres-.rum, -,rum\ n ! a room In a printing plant
containing the printing presses

press.run \-,r3n\ « : a continuous operation of a printing press
producing a specified number of copies; also : the number of

copies printed
ipres-sure \'presh-3r\ n 1 a : the burden of physical or mental
distress b : the constraint of circumstance 2 : the application

of force to something by something else in direct contact with it

; compression 3 archaic : impression, stamp 4 a : the action
of a force against an opposing force b : the force or thrust

exerted over a surface divided by its area c : electromotive
force 5 : the stress or urgency of matters demanding attention

: exigency 6 ; a factor that tends to reduce a wild animal
population esp. when arising from human activity 7 : atmospheric
pressure 8 : a sensation aroused by moderate compression of a
body part or surface

^pressure vt pres-sur.ing \-(3-)rio\ 1 : to apply pressure to

: CONSTRAIN 2 : pressurize 3 : to cook in a pressure cooker
pressure cabin n : a pressurized cabin

pres-sure-cook \,presh-3r-'kuk\ vb [back-formation fr. pressare
cooker] : to cook in a pressure cooker

pressure cooker n : an airtight utensil for quick cooking or preserv-

ing of foods by means of superheated steam under pressure

pressure gauge n l ; a gauge for indicating fluid pressure 2 : a
device to measure the pressure of an explosive

pressure group n ; an interest group actively organized to in-

g gift; i trip; I life

yu furious; zh vision
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fluence public and esp. governmental policy but not to elect
candidates to office

pressure suit n : an inflatable suit for high-altitude flying to
protect a flier's body from low atmospheric pressure

pres>sur-iza-tion \,presh-(3-)r3-'za-sh3n\ n : the action or process
of pressurizing : the state of being pressurized

pres*sur*lze \'presh-3-,rTz\ vt 1 : to maintain near-normal
atmospheric pressure in during high-level flight by means of a
supercharger 2 : to apply pressure to 3 : to design to withstand
pressure — pres.sur-iz-er n

press-work \'pres-,w3rk\ n : the operation, management, or
product of a printing press; esp : the branch of printing concerned
with the actual transfer of ink from form or plates to paper
ipresl \'prest\ adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. L praesius — more at presto]
Obs ; READY

2prest n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. prester to lend, fr. L praestare to
be surety for, pay, provide, fr. praed-, praes bondsman (fr. prae-
pre- + vad-, vas security) -I- slave to stand — more at wed, stand]
1 obs I a loan of money 2 obs ; an advance on wages or on the
cost of an undertaking
PreS'ter Jolin \,pres-t3r-'jan\ n [ME Prestre Johan, fr. MF
presire Jefian, fr. prestre priest + Jehan John — more at priest]
; a legendary medieval Christian priest and king

pre«ster.num VOpre-'stsr-nsmX n [NL] : the anterior segment
of the sternum of a mammal : manubrium

pres.ti-dig.i-ta-tion \.pres-t3-.dij-3-'ta-sh3n\ n [F, fr. prestidigi-

tateur prestidigitator, fr. preste nimble, quick (fr. It presto) + L
digitus finger — more at DiGrr]_: sleight of hand, legerdemain —
preS'ti.dig'i-ta.tor \-'d_ij-3-,tat-3r\ n
pres4ige \pre-'stezh, -'stej\ n [F, fr. MF, conjuror's trick, illusion,

fr. LL praestigium, fr. L praestigiae, pi., conjuror's tricks, irreg.

fr. praestringere to tie up, blindfold, fr. prae- + stringere to bind
tight — more at si rain] 1 : standing or estimation in the eyes of
people ; weight or credit in general opinion 2 : commanding
position in men's minds : ascendancy syn see influence

preS'ti.gious \pre-'siij-(e-)as, 2 is also -'stezh-, -'stej-\ adj [L
praestigiosus, fr. praestigiae'^ 1 archaic : of, relating to. or marked
by illusion, conjuring, or trickery 2 : having prestige ; honored— pres-ti'gious-ly adv — pres>ti>gious>n65s n

pres<tiS>5i-mo \pre-'stis-3-,mo\ adv {or adj) [It, fr. superl. of presto}
: at a very rapid tempo — used as a direction in music

prest money n, obs i money advanced to men enlisting in the British

army or navy
ipres»tO \'pres-(,)to\ adv (or adj) [It. quick, quickly, fr. L praestus
ready, fr. praesto, adv. on hand; akin to L prae before — more at

for] 1 : at once : quickly 2 : at a rapid tempo — used as a
direction in music

2presto n : a presto musical passage or movement
pre-stress \(')pre-'stres\ vt ; to introduce internal stresses into
to counteract the stresses that will result from applied load (as in
incorporating cables under tension in concrete)

pre*siun.able \pri-'zii-m3-bal\ adj : capable of being presumed
: acceptable as an assumption : probable — pre-sum-ably \-ble\
adv

pre«SUine \pri-'zum\ vb iME presumen, fr. LL& MF; L'L praesumere
to dare. fr. L, to anticipate, assume, fr. prae- + sumere to take;
MF presumer to assume, fr. L praesumere — more at (Onsume]
vt 1 : to take upon oneself without leave or warrant : dare
2 : to expect or assume esp- with confidence 3 : to raise a presump-
tion of or that '^ vi 1 : to act or proceed presumptuously or on a
presumption 2 ; to go beyond what is right or proper — pre-
sum.er n

pre.summing adj : presumptuous — pre>5Uin*ing>ly \-'zii-miQ-le\
adv

pre«SUmp.tiOii \pri-'z3mfp)-sh3n\ n [ME presumpcioun, fr. OF
presumpiion, fr. LL praesumption-, praesumptio presumptuous
attitude (fr. L) & L praesumption-, praesumpiio assumption, fr.

praesumptus. pp. of praesumere'^ 1 : presumptuous attitude or
conduct ; audacity 2 a : an attitude or belief dictated by proba-
bility : assumption b : the ground, reason, or evidence lending
probability to a belief 3 : a legal inference as to the existence or
truth of a fact not certainly known drawn from the known or
proved existence of some other fact

pre.sump-tive \-'z3m(p)-tiv\ adj l : giving grounds for reasonable
opinion or belief 2 : based on probability or presumption —
pre-sump-tive«ly adv
pre-sump.tu-ous \pri-'z3m(p)-ch3-w3s; -'z9m(p')-shas, -chas\ adj
[ME, fr. MF presumptueux, fr. LL praesumptuosus, irreg. fr.

praesumpiio} : overstepping due bounds : taking liberties : over-
weening — pre'Sump.tU'OUS^ly adv — pre*5ump*tu-ous<ness n

pre.SUP'POSe \,pre-sa-'p6z\ vt [ME presupposen, fr. MF presup-
poser, fr. ML praesupponere (pei"f. indie, praesupposui), fr. L
prae- + ML supponere to suppose — more at suppose] X I to
suppose beforehand 2 ; to reqmre as an antecedent in logic or
fact — pre-suP'pQ.si'tion \f,)pre-,sap-3-'zish-3n\ n
pre>tend \pri-'tend\ vb [ME pretenden, fr. L praetendere to allege
as an excuse, lit., to stretch in front of like a curtain, fr. prae-
pre- + tenders to stretch — more at thin] vt 1 : to hold out the
appearance of being, possessing, or performing : profess 2 a ; to
make believe : feign b : to hold out, represent, or assert falsely
3 : VENTURE, undertake ~ vi 1 : to feign an action, part, or
role in play 2 : to put in a claim syn see assume

pre.tend-ed adj : professed or avowed but not genuine — pre-
tend. ed-ly adv

pre-tend.er \-'ten-d3r\ n : one that pretends: as a : claimant;
specij : a claimant to a throne who is held to have no just title

b : one who makes a false or hypocritical show
pre-tense or pretence \'pre-.ten(tis, pri-*\ n [ME, fr. MF pre-
tensse. fr. (assumed) ML praelensa, fr. LL. fern, of praetcnsus, pp.
of L praetendere] 1 ; a claim made or implied; esp : one not sup-
ported by fact 2 a : mere ostentation : pretentiousness b : a
pretentious act or assertion 3 ; an attempt to attain a certain
condition or quality 4 : professed rather than real intention or
purpose : pretext 5 : make-believe, fiction 6 : false show
: SIMULATION

pre.ten.sion \pri-'ten-ch3n\ n l : an allegation of doubtful
value : PRFTEXT 2 : a claim or an effort to establish a claim
3 : a claim or right to attention or honor because of merit 4 : as-
piration, INTENTION 6 : pretentiousness, VANITY Syn see AMBI-
TION

pre*ten*sion.less \-ch3n-l9s\ adj ; lacking pretension ; unpre-
tentious
pre.ten.tious \-ch3s\ adj [F pretentieux, fr. pretention pretension,
fr. ML praetention-, praeieniio, fr. L, praelentus, pp. of praetendere}
1 ; making or possessing claims : ostentatioljs 2 : making
demands on one's skill, ability, or means : AMerrious syn see
SHOWY ~ pre.ten.UouS'ly adv — pre.ten>tious>ness n

pret.er.it or pret-er-ite \'pret-3-r3t\ adj [ME preterit, fr. MF, fr.

L praeieriius. fr. pp. of praeterire to go by, pass, fr. praeter beyond,
past, by (fr. compar. of prae before) + ire to go — more at for,
issue] 1 archaic : bygone, former 2 : of, relating to, or con-
stituting a verb tense that indicates action in the past without
reference to duration, continuance, or repetition — preterit n

pre-ter.mi.nal \f')pre-*i3r-m3n-''l\ adj ; occurring before death
pre-ter-mis-slon \,pret-ar-'mish-3n\ n [L praeiermission-, praeter-
missio, fr. praelermissus, pp. of praeiermitiere} : the act or an
instance of pretermitting : omission

pre.ter.Riit \-'mit\ vt pre.ter.mit-ted; pre-ter-mit-ting [L
praetermittere, fr, praeter by, past -i- mittere to let go, send —
more at smite] 1 : to let pass without mention or notice ; OMrr
2 : to leave undone : neglect 3 : to break off ; suspend

pre.ter.nat.U.ral \,pret-3r-'nach(-3)-r3l\ adj iUL praeternaturalis,
fr. L praeter naturam beyond nature] 1 : existing outside of
nature 2 : exceeding what is natural or regular in nature : ab-
normal 3 :_inexplicable by ordinary means — pre.ter.nat.u-
raMy \-r3-le, 'nach-3r-le\ adv — pre.ter-nat-u-ral'ness
\-'nach(-3)-r3l-n3s\ n

pre-test \'pre-,test, (')pre-'\ n : a preliminary test serving for ex-
ploration rather than evaluation — pretest vt

pre. text \'pre-,tekst\ n [L praetexius, fr. praetextus, pp. of prae-
texere to assign as a pretext, lit., to weave in front, fr, prae- +
texere to weave — more at technical] : a purpose or motive
alleged or an appearance assumed in order to cloak the real
intention or state of affairs syn see apology

pre.tor, pre.to.ri-an var of praetor, praetorian
pre.treat \(')pre-'tret\ vt : to treat previously — pre. treat.ment

the act.

nt\
pret.ti'ti.ca.tion \,prit-i-f3-'ka-sh3n, .piirt-, ,prut-\ n
process, or result of prettifying

pret.ti.Jy \'prit-i-,fr, 'port-, 'prut-\ vt ; to make pretty
pret-ti.ly \'prit-"'l-e_. 'piirt-. 'prut-\ adv : in a pretty manner
pret.ti-ness \'prit-e-n3s. 'piirt-, 'prut-\ n 1 : the quality or state
of being pretty 2 : something pretty
ipret-ty \'prit-c, 'piirt-, 'priit-\ adj [ME praty, prety, fr. OE prxttig
tricky, fr. prxtt trick; akin to ON prettr trick] 1 a ; artful,
clever b : pat, apt 2 a : pleasing by delicacy or grace b : hav-
ing conventionally accepted elements of beauty c : appearing or
sounding pleasant or nice but lacking strengxh. force, manliness,
purpose, or intensity 3a; fine, good — often used ironically
b chiejly Scot : stout 4 : moderately large : considerable syn
see beautiful — pret-^y-ish \-ish\ adj

2pret.ty \,purt-e, part-e (unstressed p3rt-), ,prit-e, .priit-e; before
"nearilyV ojien without -e\ adv 1 ; in some degree ; moderately
2 chiejly dial :_prettily

apret.ty \'prit-e, 'piirt-e, 'priit-c\ vt : to make pretty — usu. used
with up

4pretty \like 3\ n 1 : a pretty person or thing 2 pi ; dainty clothes;
esp : lingerie

pre.tu-ber.cu-Ious \,pre-t(yiu-'b3r-ky3-l3S\ or pre.tu.ber-cu.lar
\-l3r\ adj 1 : preceding the development of lesions definitely

identifiable as tuberculous 2 : likely to develop tuberculosis

pre-typ.i.ly \(')pre-'tip-3-,fT\ vt : to typify earlier : prefigure
pret.zel \'pret-s3l\ n [G brezel, deriv. of L brachiatus having
branches like arms. fr. hrachium arm — more _
at brace] : a brittle glazed and salted cracker
typically having the form of a loose
knot

pre. vail \pri-'va(3)l\ vi [ME prevailen, fr. L
praevalere. fr. prae- pre- -I- valere to be strong— more at wield] 1 : to gain ascendancy
through strength or superiority : triumph
2 : to be or become effective or effectual

3 : to use persuasion successfully i'^ed on
him to sing) 4 : to be frequent ; predominate 5
continue in use or fashion : persist syn see induce

pre.vail.ing adj l : having superior force or influence 2 a ; most
frequent <'^ winds) b : generally current : common — pre-vail-
ing.ly \-'va-hQ-le\ adv
syn prevailing, prevalent, rife, current mean generally

circulated, accepted, or used in a certain time or place, prevailing
stresses predominance {prevailing opinion) prevalent implies
only frequency {prevalent custom) rife implies a growing prev-
alence or rapid spread; current applies to what is subject to
change and stresses prevalence at the present time

prev.a.lence \'prev-(3-)l3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
prevalent

prev.a-ient X-Ca-tlsntX adj iL praevalent-. praevalens very powerful,
fr. prp. of praevalere} 1 archaic : powerful 2 ; being in ascend-
ancy : dominant 3 : generally or widely accepted, practiced,
or favored ; widespread syn see prevailing — prevalent n —
prev-a-lent.ly adv

pre-var.i-cate \pri-'var-3-,kat\ vi [L praevaricatus. pp. of prae-
varicari to walk crookedly, fr. prae- -h varicus having the feet

spread apart, fr. varus bent, knock-kneed; prob. akin to OE
woh crooked, L vacillare to sway, vagus wandering] : to deviate
from the truth : equivocate — pre*var.i.ca.tion \-,var-3-'ka-
sh3n\ n — pre.var-i.ca.tor \-'var-3-.kat-3r\ n

pr^.ve.nance \,prav-(3-l'na"s\ n [F. fr. prevenant, prp. of prevenir
to anticipate, fr. L praevenire} : attentiveness to or anticipation
of others' needs

pre.ve.nience \pri-'ve-ny3n(t)s\ n iprevenient} 1 : provenance
2 : prevenient character or action

pre-ve.nient \-nv3nt\ adj [L praevenient-, praeveniens, prp. of
praevenire} ; antecedent, anticipatory — pre.ve-nient'ly adv
prevent \pri-'vent\ vb [ME preventen to anticipate, fr. L praeven-
tus. pp. of praevenire to come before, anticipate, forestall, fr.

prae- -+ venire to come — more at come] vr 1 archaic a : to be in
readiness for (as an occasion) b : to meet or satisfy in advance
c : 'to act ahead of d ; to arrive before 2 ; to deprive of power
or hope of acting or succeeding 3 : to keep from happening or

pretzel

to be or



preventability

existing (steps to ^ war) 4 : to hold or keep back : hinder,
STOP — often xjsed with jrom -^ vi ; to interpose an obstacle — pre-
Tent>abil<i>ty \-,vent-3-'bil-3t-e\ n — pre>vent*able also pre-
vent'ible \-'vent-3-b3l\ adj — pre-vent-er n
syn PREVENT, ANTICIPATE, FORESTALL mean to deal with before-

hand. PREVENT implies taking advance measures against something
possible or probable; anticipate implies a getting ahead of or
being prior to (as in using, treating, accompUshing) often so as
to prepare for something that will come later; forestall implies
a getting ahead so as to stop or interrupt something in its course
syn PREVENT, preclude, obviate, avert, ward off mean to

stop something from coming or occurring, prevent implies the
existence of or the placing ofan insurmountable obstacle; preclude
implies the shutting out of every possibility of a thing's happening
or taking effect; obviate suggests the use of forethought to avoid
the necessity for unwelcome or disagreeable actions or measures;
avert and ward off imply taking immediate and effective measures
to avoid, repel, or counteract threatening evil

pie-ven<ta>tive \-'vent-at-iv\ adj or n : preventive
pre>ven>tion \pri-'ven-ch3n\ n : the act of preventing or hindering
ipre-ven-tive V'vent-iv\ n : something that prevents; esp ; some-
thing used to prevent disease

apreventive adj 1 ; devoted to or concerned with prevention : pre-
cautionary 2 : undertaken to forestall anticipated hostile action
i-^ war) — pre-ven'tive-ly adv — pre-ven-tive-ness n
ipre-view \'pre-,vyu\ vt 1 : to see beforehand; specij : to view or
to show in advance of public presentation 2 : to give a preliminary
survey of

2preview n l ; an advance showing or viewing 2 also pre-vue
\-,vyu\ : a showing of snatches from a motion picture advertised
for appearance in the near future 3 : a statement giving advance
information : foretaste 4 : a prehminary survey
lpre»Vi«OUS \'pre-ve-3s\ adj [L praevius leading the way, fr.

prae- pre- + via way — more at via] 1 : going before in time or
order : preceding 2 : acting too soon : premature syn see
preceding — pre-vi.ous.Iy adv — pre-vi-ous-ness n
aprevious adv : previously — usu. used with to

previous question n : a parliamentary motion that the pending
question be put to an immediate vote without further debate or
amendment and that if defeated has the effect of permitting
resumption of debate

pre.vise \pre-'vrz\ vl IL praevlsus, pp.] 1 : foresee 2 : fore-
warn
1pre<>Vi>Sion \pre-'vizh-an\ n [LL praevision-, praevisio, fr. L
praevisus, pp. of praevidere to foresee, fr. prae- + videre to see— more at wrr] 1 ; foresight, prescience 2 : prognostication,
forecast— pre.vi_>sion>al X-'vizh-nal, -3n-'l\ adj— pre-vi-sion-
ary \-'vizh-a-,ner-€\ adj

^prevision vt pre-yi-sion-ing \-'vizh-(a-)nio\ : foresee
pre>vo>cal*iO \,pre-vo-'kaI-ik\ adj [ISV] : immediately preceding a
vowel

pre>vo>ca-tion*al \,pre-vo-'ka-shn9l, -sh3n-=l\ adj ; given or
required before admission to a vocational school

pre>war \'pre-'w6(3)r\ adj : occurring or existing before a war
prexy \'prek-se\ also prex \'preks\ n Iprexy fr. prex, by shortening
& alter, fr. president} slang : president — used chiefly of a college
president
Iprey \'pra\ n [ME preie, fr. OF, fr. L praeda: akin to L prehendere
to grasp, seize — more at prehensile] 1 archaic : spoil, booty
2 a : an animal taken by a predator as food h ; one that is helpless
or unable to resist attack ; victim 3 : the act or habit of preying

2prey vi [ME preyen, fr. OF preier, fr, L praedari, fr. praeda']

1 ; to make raids for the sake of booty 2 a : to seize and devour
prey h : to commit violence or robbery or fraud 3 : to have an
injurious, destructive, or wasting effect — prey>er n
Prioam X'prl-am, -,am\ n [L Priamus, fr. Gk Priamosi : the father
of Hector and Paris and king of Troy during the Trojan War

pri>a<>pic \prT~'ap-ik, -'a-pik\ adj [L priapus lecher] : phallic
Pri-a>puS \prr-'a-p3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Priaposi : the god of male
generative power in classical antiquity
iprice \'prTs\ n [ME pris, fr. OF, fr. L pretium price, money; akin
to Skt prati- against, in return— more at pros-] 1 archaic : value,
worth 2 a : the quantity of one thing that is exchanged or
demanded in barter or sale for another b ; the amount of money
given or set as consideration for the sale of a specified thing 3 : the
terms for the sake of which something is done or undertaken;
as a : an amount sufficient to bribe one b ; a reward for the
apprehension or death of a person 4 : the cost at which something
is obtained

sprice vt 1 ; to set a price on 2 : to ask the price of 3 : to drive

by raising prices excessively {priced themselves out of the market)— pricer n
price-cut.ter \'prT-,sk9t-3r\ n ; one that reduces prices esp. to a
level designed to cripple competition

price index n : an index number expressing the level of a group
of commodity prices relative to the level of the prices of the same
commodities during an arbitrarily chosen base period and used
to indicate changes in the level of prices from one period to another

price*less \'prT-slas\ adj 1 a : having a value beyond any price

: invaluable b ; excessively high-priced 2 : having worth in

terms of other than market value 3 : surprisingly amusing, odd,
or absurd syn see costly

price support n : artificial maintenance of prices Cas of a particular

raw material) at some predetermined level usu. through government
action

price tag n 1 ; a tag on merchandise showing the price at which it

is offered for sale 2 : price, cost
price war n : a period of commercial competition characterized by
repeated cutting of prices below those of competitors

iprick \'prik\ n [ME prikke, fr. OE prica: akin to MD pric prick]

1 ; a mark or shallow hole made by a pointed instrument 2 a : a
pointed instrument or weapon b : a sharp projecting organ or
part 3 : an instance of pricking or the sensation of being packed
aprick vt 1 : to pierce slightly with a sharp point 2 : to affect

with anguish, grief, or remorse 3 : to ride, guide, or urge
spurs 4 : to mark by means of a small mark
outUne widi punctures

675 primary
seedbed to another suitable for further growth 7 ; to cause to
be or stand erect <a dog '^ing his ears) '^ vi 1 a : to prick some-
thing or cause a pricking sensation b : to feel discomfort as if

from being pricked 2 a ; to urge a horse with the spur b : to
ride fast 3 : thrust 4 : to become directed upward : point— prick up one's ears : to listen intently

prick'er \'prik-3r\ n l ; one that pricks; specij : a military light
horseman 2 : briar, prickle, thorn

prick^et \'prik-3t\ n [ME priket, fr. prikke"] 1 a : a spike on which
a candle is stuck b ; a candlestick with such a point 2 : a buck
in his second year
iprick-le \'prik-3l\ n [ME prikle, fr. OE pride; akin to OE prica
prick] 1 ; a fine sharp process or projection; esp : a sharp pointed
emergence arising from the epidermis or bark of a plant 2 ; a
prickling sensation

sprickle vb prlck-ling \-C3-)Uo\ vt 1 z to prick slightly 2 : to
produce pricks or prickles in '^ vi z to pierce, prod, or cause
tingling with a prick _

prick-Ii°ness \'prik-Ie-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being prickly
prick4y \'prik-le, -3-Ie\ adj 1 : full of or covered with prickles;
esp : distinguished from related kinds by the presence of prickles
2 : prickling, stinging 3 a ; vexatious b : easily irritated
: SENSITIVE

prickly ash n : a prickly aromatic shrub or small tree {Zanthoxylum
americanum) of the rue family with yellowish flowers

prickly heat n : a noncontagious cutaneous eruption of red
pimples with intense itching and tingling caused by inflammation
around the sweat ducts

prickly pear n ; any of a large genus (Opuntia) of cacti with yellow
flowers and flat or terete joints usu. studded with tubercles bearing
spines or prickly hairs; also : its pulpy pear-shaped edible fruit

prickly poppy n i any of a genus (Argemone) of plants of the poppy
family with prickly leaves and white or yellow flowers; esp : a
yellow-flowered Mexican annual {A. mexicana)
ipride \'prTd\ n [ME, fr. OE piyde, fr. prud proud — more at
proud] 1 : the quality or state of being proud: as a : inordinate
self-esteem : cONCEir b : a reasonable or justifiable self-respect
c : a delight or elation arising from some act or possession
2 : proud or disdainful behavior or treatment ; disdain 3 a : os-
tentatious display b : highest pitch : prime 4 : sometiiing that
excites pride : pick 5 : a company of Uons

2pride vi : to indulge in pride : plume <'^ oneself on one's skiU)
pride*iul \'prTd-f3l\ adj : full of pride: as a : haughty b ; elated— pride-ful"ly \-f3-le\ adv — pride*ful>ness n
prie-dieu \pred-'y3(r)\ n, pi prie-dieux \-'y3(r)Cz)\ [F, lit.,

pray God] 1 : a prayer desk with a kneeling bench and bookshelf
2 : a low armless upholstered chair with a high straight back

pri=er \*prT(-3)r\ n t one that pries
priest \'prest\ n [ME preist, fr. OE preost, modif. of 1.1. presbyter,
fr. Gk presbyteros elder, priest, compar. of presbys old man] : one
authorized to perform the sacred rites of a reUgion esp. as a medi-
atory agent between man and God; specij l an Anglican, Eastern
Orthodox, or Roman Catholic clergyman ranking below a bishop
and above a deacon — priestjcss \'pre-st3s\ n

priest>hood \'prest-,hud. 'pre-,stud\ n 1 : the office, dignity,
or character of a priest 2 : the whole body of priests

priest*li*ness \'prest-le-n3s\ n : the quality, manner, or character-
istics of a priest

priest.ly \'prest-le\ adj 1 : of or relating to a priest or the priest-

hood : sacerdotal 2 : characteristic of or befitting a priest

priest-rid-den \'pre-,strid-'n\ adj ; controlled or oppressed by a
priest

^prig \*prig\ n [prig (to steal)] : thief
2prig n [prob. fr. ^prig'[ 1 archaic : fellow, person 2 archaic

: fop 3 : one who offends or irritates by observance of proprieties

in a pointed manner or to an obnoxious degree — prig>gery
\-3-re\ n — prlg-gish \'prig-ish\ adj — prig-gish-ly adv —
prig.gish-ness n

prig.gism \*prig-,iz-3m\ n : stilted adherence to convention

with
^ . to trace or

to remove (a young seedling) from the
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prill \'pril\ vt [perh. fr. E dial, prill (a running stream)] : to

convert (a solid) into spherical pellets

iprim \'prim\ vt primmed; prim>ming [origin unknown] 1 : to

make prim 2 : to dress primly

2prim adj prim-mer; prim-mest 1 a : stiffly formal and precise

; decorous b ; prudish 2 : neat, trim — piim.ly adv— prim-

pri-ma ballerina \,pre-m3-\ n [It, leading ballerina] : the leading

female dancer in a ballet company
pri-ma-cy \'prT-m3-se\ « 1 : the state of being first (as in rank)

2 : the office, rank, or character of an ecclesiastical primate

prisma don.na \,prim-3-'dan-3, ,pre-m3-\ n, pi prima donnas
[It, lit., first lady] 1 : a principal female singer in an opera or
concert organization 2 : an extremely sensitive, vain, or undis-

ciplined performer
ipri.ma la-cie \,DrT-m3-'fa-sh3, -s(h)e also ,pre-, -she-a, -she-,e\

adv [L] : at first view : on the first appearance
2prima lacie adj 1 : true, valid, or sufficient at first Impression

; apparent 2 : self-evident 3 : legally sufficient to establish a
fact or a case unless disproved

pri*mal \'prT-m3l\ adj 1 : original, pRiMrnvE 2 : first in im-
portance : FUNDAMENTAL^

pri«mar«i-ly \prT-'mer-3-le also pr3-\ adv 1 ; fundamentally
2 : in the first place : originally
ipri.ma-ry \'prT-,mer-e, 'prTm-(3-)re\ adj [LL primarius basic,

primary, fr. L, principal, fr. primus} 1 a : first in order of time

or development ; PRiMmvE b : of or relating to formations of

the Paleozoic and earlier periods 2 a : of first rank, importance,
or value : principal b : basic, fundamental c : of, relating to,

or constituting the principal quills of a bird's wing d ; of or
relating to agriculture, forestry, and the extractive industries or
their products e : expressive of present or future time (-^ tense)

1 ; or, relating to, or constituting the strongest of the three or
four degrees of stress recognized by most linguists <the first

syUable of basketball carries -^ stress) 3 a : direct, firsthand
b ; not derivable from other colors i^ color) c : preparatory to

something else in a continuing process <~ school) d : belonging
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primary 676 principle

to the first group or order In successive divisions, combinations,
or ramifications <"-• nerves) e : of, relating to, or constituting
the inducing current or its circuit in an induction coil or trans-
former 4 : resulting from the substitution of one of two or more
atoms or groups in a molecule; esp : being or characterized by a
carbon atom united by a smgle valence to only one chain or ring
member
2primary n 1 ; something that stands first in rank, importance, or
value : fundamental — usu. used in pi. 2 [short for primary
planet'] : a planet as distinguished from its satellites 3 : one of
the usu. 9 or 10 strong quills on the distal joint of a bird's wing
4 a : any of a set of colors from which all other colors may be
derived h ; a primary-color sensation 5a: caucus h ; an
election in which qualified voters nominate or express a preference
for a particular candidate or group of candidates for political

office, choose party officials, or select delegates for a party con-
vention
primary atypical pneumonia n : a usu. mild pneumonia believed
to be caused by a virus

primary cell n : a cell that converts chemical energy into electrical

energy by irreversible chemical reactions
primary coil n : the coil through which the Inducing current passes
in an induction coil or transformer
primary road n : a principal usu. state-maintained road in a recog-
nized system of highways

pri.mate \'prT-.mat or esp Jor 1 -ra3t\ n [ME primat, fr. OF, fr.

ML primat-, primas archbishop, fr. L, leader, fr. primus"] 1 ojten
cap : a bishop who has precedence in a province, group of provinces,
or a nation 2 archaic : one first in authority or rank : leader
3 : any of an order (Primates) of mammals comprising man to-

gether with the apes, monkeys, and related forms (as lemurs and
tarsiers) — pri-mate-ship \-,ship\ n — pri<ma>tial \pri-'ma-
sh9l\ adj
iprime \'pnm\ n [ME, fr. OE prim, fr. L prima hora first hour]
1 a often cap ; the second of the canonical hours h : the 1st hour
of the day 2 a : the earliest stage b : spring c : youth 3 : the
most active, thriving, or successful stage or period 4 ! the chief
or best individual or part ; pick 5 : a number that has no factor
except itself and one 6 ; unison 2 7 : the first of the eight
defensive positions in fencing 8 ; the symbol '

2prime adj [ME, fr. MF, fern, of prin first, fr. L primus: akin to L
prior] 1 : first in time : original 2 a : having no factor except
itself and one <3 is a '^ number) b ; having no common factor
except one <1 2 and 25 are relatively '^> 3 a : first in rank, author-
ity, or significance : principal b : first in excellence, quality,
or value <~ beef) 4 : not deriving from something else : primary— prime»ly adv — prime.ness n
3prime vb [prob. fr. "iprime] vt 1 : fill, load 2 : to prepare for
firing by supplying with priming or a primer 3 : to lay the first

color, coating, or preparation on in painting 4 : to put into work-
ing order by filling or charging with something 5 ; to instruct
beforehand ; coach 6 : stimulate ^' vi ; to become prime
prime cost n : the combined total of raw material and direct labor
costs incurred in production
prime meridian n : the meridian of 0° longitude which runs through
the original site of the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, England,
and from which other longitudes are reckoned east and west

prime minister n l : the chief minister of a ruler or state 2 : the
oificirti head of a cabinet or ministry: esp : the chief executive of a
parUamentary government — prime ministership n — prime
ministry n

prime mover n [trans, of ML primus motor] 1 : the self-moved
being that is the source of all motion 2 ; a powerful tractor or
truck usu. with all-wheel drive 3 : the original or most effective
force in an undertaking or work
iprim.er \'pfim-3r, esp Brit 'prT-marN n [ME, fr. ML primarium,
fr. LL, neut. of primarius primary] 1 : a small book for teaching
children to read 2 : a small introductory book on a subject
2prim.er \'prT-m3r\ n 1 : a device for priming; esp : a cap, tube,
or wafer containing percussion powder or compound used to
ignite an explosive charge 2 ; priming

pri.me.ro \pri-'me(3)r-(,')o, -'mi(3)r-\ n [modlf. of Sp primera]
: an old card game in which each player holds three or four cards

pri.me.val \prl-'me-v3l\ adj [L primaevus, fr. primus first -h

aevum age — more at aye] : of or relating to the earliest ages
: PRiMrrrvE — pri-me-val-ly \-v3-le\ adv

prim-ing n l ; the act of one that primes 2 : the explosive used
in priming a charge 3 : the material used in priming a surface

pri-mip.a_.ra \pri-'mip-3-r3\ n, pi primiparas or prLmlp.a.rae
\-,re, -,ri\ [L, fr. primus first -(- -para] 1 ; an individual bearing
a first offspring 2 : an individual that has borne only one off-

spring — pri-mi.par.i.ty \,pri-m9-'par-9t-e\ n — pri'rnip.a.rous
\pri-'mip-3-r3s\ adj

iprim-i.tive \'prijn-9f-iv\ adj [ME primitij, fr. L primitivus, fr.

primitus originally, fr. primus first — more at prime] la: not
derived : original, primary b : assumed as a basis; esp '. axio-
matic 2 a : of or relating to the earliest age or period : primeval
b ; little evolved and closely approximating an early ancestral
type ; archaic c ; belonging to or characteristic of an early
stage of development : rudimentary d : of, relating to, or con-
stituting the assumed parent speech of related languages <'--•

Germanic) 3 a : elemental, natural b : of or relating to a
relatively simple people or culture c : naIve d (1) : self-taught,
untutored (2) : produced by a self-taught artist — prim-i-tive-ly
adv — prim.i.tive.ness n
2primitive n l a : something primitive; specif : a primitive Idea,
term, or proposition b : a root word 2 a (1) : an artist of an
early period of a culture or artistic movement (2) : a later imitator
or follower of such an artist b (1) ; a self-taught artist (2) : an
artist whose work is marked by directness and naivet^ c : a
work of art produced by a primitive artist 3 a ; a member of a
primitive people b : an unsophisticated person

prim.i.tiv.ism \-lv-,iz-3m\ n l : belief in the superiority of a
simple way of life close to nature 2 : the style of art of primitive
peoples or primitive artists — prim-i-tlvist \-3st\ n or adj —
prim.i.tiv.is.tic \_,prim-3t-Iv-'Is-tik\ adj
ipri.mo \'pre-(,1mo, 'prT-\ adv {or adj) [L, fr. primus\ I in the
first place : first

2pri.mo \'pre-(,)m5\ n [It, fr. primo first, fr. 1. primus] : the first
or leadmg part (as in a duet or trio)

pri.mo.gen.i.tor \,pri-mo-'jen-at-3r\ n [LL, fr. L primus +

genitor begetter, fr. genltus, pp. of gignere to beget — more at
KIN] : ancestor, forefather

pri.mO'gen.i.ture \-'jen-&-,chu(3)r, -i-chsr, -3-,tCy)u(3)r\ n [LL
priniogeniiura, fr. Lprimus + genitura birth, fr. genitus, pp.] 1 : the
state of being the firstborn of the children of the same parents
2 : an exclusive right of inheritance belonging to the eldest son

pri.mor.di.al \prT-'m6rd-e-3l\ adj [ME, fr. LL primordialis, fr.

L primordium origin, fr. neut. of primordius original, fr. primus
first -f ordiri to begin — more at prime, order] 1 a : first created
or developed : primeval b : earliest formed in the growth of an
individual or organ : primitive 2 : fundamental, primary —
pri.mor.di-al-ly \-a-le\ adv

pri-mor.di.um \-e-3m\ n, pi prJ.mor.dia \-e-3\ [NL, fr. LI : the
rudiment or commencement of a part or organ
primp \'primp\ vb [perh. alter, of ^prim] vt : to dress, adorn, or
arrange in a careful or finicky manner -^ v/ ; to dress or groom
oneself carefully

prim. rose \'prim-,roz\ n [ME primerose, fr. MF] : any of a genus
(Primula of the family Primulaceae, the primrose family) of
perennial herbs with large tufted basal leaves and showy variously
colored flowers
primrose path n 1 : a path of ease or pleasure and esp. sensual
pleasure 2 : a path of least resistance
primrose yellow n 1 : a Ught to moderate greenish yellow 2 : a
light to moderate yellow

prim. u.la \'prim-y3-l9\ n [ML, fr. primula veris, lit., firstling of
spring] : primrose
pri.mum mo.bi-le \,pre-,mum-'mo-bi-,l3\ n, pi primum mobiles
[ME, fr. ML, lit., first moving thing] : the outermost concentric
sphere conceived in medieval astronomy as carrying the spheres of
the fixed stars and the planets in its daily revolution

pri.mus \'prT-m3s\ n. often cap [ML, one who is first, magnate, fr.

L, first — more at prime] : the first in dignity of the bishops of the
Episcopal Church in Scotland who has certain privileges but no
metropolitan authority
pri.mus in.ter pa-res \'pre-m3-,slnt-3r-'par-,as\ n [L] : first

among equals
prince \'prin(t)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. h princip-, princeps, lit., one
who is taken as first, fr. primus first + capere to take — more at
HEAVE] la: monarch, king b : the niler of a principality or
state 2 : a male member of a royal family; esp : a son of the king
3 : a nobleman of varying rank and status 4 : a person of high
rank or of high standing in his class or profession — prince.dom
\-d3m. 'prin(t)-stara\ n — prince.ship \'prina)s-.ship\ n
Prince ALbert \prin-'sal-b3rt\ n [Prince Albert Edward (later

Edward VII king of England) tl9l0] : a long double-breasted
frock coat

prince charming n [Prince Charming, hero of the fairy-tale Cinder-
ella by Charles Perrault] : a suitor who fulfills the dreams of his

beloved; also : a man of often specious affability and charm toward

prince consort n, pi princes consort : the husband of a reigning
female sovereign

prince.bin \'prin(t)-sk3n\ n : a small prince
prince. let \'prin(t)-sl9t\ n : a petty prince
prince.li-ness \-sle-n3s\ n 1 : princely conduct or character
2 : LUXURY, magnificence

prince.ling \'prin(i)-slio\ n : princelet
prince. ly \'prina)-sle\ adj 1 : of or relating to a prince : royal
2 : characteristic of a prince : noble — princely adv
prince of Wales \-'wa(3)lz\ : the male heir apparent to the British

throne — used only after the title has been specif, conferred by the
sovereign

prince's-Ieath.er \'prin(t)-s3z-,feth-ar\ n : a showy annual plant
(Amaranthus hybridus hypochondriacus) of the amaranth family
often cultivated for its dense usu. red spikes of bloom
iprin.cess \'prin(t)-S3S, 'prin-.ses, (usual Brit) prln-'ses\ n
1 archaic : a woman having sovereign power 2 : a female member
of a royal family; esp : a daughter or granddaughter of a sovereign
3 : the consort of a prince 4 : a woman or something personified
as female that is outstanding in some respect

2princess \like i\ or prin.cesse \prin-'ses\ adj [F princesse

princess, fr. prince] : close-fitting and usu. with gores from neck
to flaring hemline <~ gown)

princess royal n. pi princesses royal : the eldest daughter of a
sovereign
iprin.ci-pal \'prin(t)-s(3-)p3l, -s3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. L
principalis, fr. princip-, princeps] 1 : most important, consequential,
or influential : chief 2 : of, relating to, or constituting principal

or a principal — prin.cj.pal-ly \-e, 'prin('t)-spie\ adv
2principal « 1 : a person who has controlling authority or is in a
leading position: as a : a chief or head man or woman b ; the

chief executive officer of an educational institution (as a high
school) c : one who employs another to act for him subject to

his general control and instruction; specif : the person from whom
an agent's authority derives d : the chief or an actual participant

in a crime e : the person primarily or ultimately liable on a legal

obligation f : a leading performer : star 2 : a matter or thing

of primary importance: as a (1) : a capital sum placed at interest,

due as a debt, or used as a fund (2) : the corpus of an estate,

portion, devise, or bequest b : the construction that gives shape and
strength to a roof and is usu. one of several trusses — prin.ci-
pal.ship \'prin(t)-s(3-)p3l-,ship, -s3-b3l-\ n

pria.ci.pal-j.ty \,prin(t)s-(a-)'pal-3t-e\ n 1 ; the office or posi-

tion of a prince or principal 2 : the territory or jurisdiction of a
prince or the country that gives title to a prince 3 : an angel of
the third lowest rank

principal parts n pi \ a. series of verb forms from which all the
other forms of a verb can be derived including in English the
infinitive, the past tense, and the past participle

prin.cip-i-um Xprin-'sip-e-sm. priD-'kip-\ /i, pi prin-cip.ia \-e-9\

[L, beginning, basis] : a fundamental principle

prin.cl.ple \'prin(t)-s(3-)p3l, -s3-bsl\ r. [ME, modif. of MF prin-

cipe, fr. L principium beginning, fr. princip-, princeps taken as first

— more at prince] 1 a ; a comprehensive and fundamental law,

doctrine, or assumption b (1) : a rule or code of conduct (2)

: habitual devotion to right prmciples c : the laws or facts of
nature underlying the working of an artificial device 2 a : a
primary source ; origin b : an underlying faculty or endowment
3 : a distinguishable ingredient that exhibits or imparts a char-
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acteristJc quality 4 cap. Christian Science : a divine principle ; god

prin>ci>pled \-s(a-)pDld, -s3-b3ld\ adj ; exhibiting, based on, or
characterized by principle — often used in combination <high=>
principledy
prm>COX \'prin-,kaks, 'prio-\ n [origin iinknown] archaic : a pert
youtii : coxcomb

prinK X'pripkX v6 [prob. alter, of ^prank'i : primp — prink-er n
ipriut \'print\ n [ME preinte, fr. OF, fr. preint, pp. of preindre to
press, fr. L premere — more at press] 1 a : a mark made by
pressure ; impression b ; something impressed with a print or
formed in a mold 2 : a device or instrument for impressing or
forming a print 3 a : printed state or form to : the printing in-
dustry 4 : printed matter 5 : printed letters : type 6 a : a copy
made by priming b : cloth with a pattern or figured design applied
by printing; also : an article of such cloth c : a photographic copy;
esp ; one made from a negative — in print : procurable from the
pubhsher — out Of print : not procurable from the publisher

2print vr la; to impress something in or on b : to stamp (as a
mark) in or on something 2 a : to make a copy of by impressing
paper against an inked printing surface b (1) : to impress (as
wallpaper) with a design or pattern (2) : to impress (a pattern or
design) on something c : to publish in print 3 : to write in letters

shaped like those of ordinary roman text type 4 : to make (a

positive picture) on sensitized photographic surface from a nega-
tive or a positive ^^ vi 1 a ; to work as a printer b : to produce
printed matter 2 ; to produce_ something in printed form

print-abil'i-ty \,print-3-'bil-9t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
printable

print-able \'print-3-b3l\ adj 1 ; capable of being printed or of
being printed from 2 ; considered fit to publish

printed circuit n : a circuit for electronic apparatus made by
depositing conductive material in continuous paths from terminal
to terminal on an insulating surface

printed matter n : matter printed by any of various mechanical
processes that is eligible for mailing at a special rate

print.er \'print-3r\ n : one that prints: as a : one engaged in

printing b : a device used for printing; specij ; a machine for
printing from photographic negatives

printer's devil n : an apprentice in a printing office

printer's mark n i imprint b
print. ery \'print-3-re\ n : printing office
print.ing n l ; reproduction in printed form 2 : the art, practice,

or business of a printer 3 : impression 4c 4 p/ : paper to be
printed on

printing cilice n : an establishment where printing is done
printing plate n : printing surface
printing press n : a machine that produces printed copies (as by
letterpress or lithography)

printing surface n : a prepared surface from which printing is done
print*les5 \'print-l3s\ adj : making, bearing, or taking no imprint

ipri.or \'prT(-3)r\ n [ME. fr. OE& MF, fr. ML, fr. LL, administra-
tor, fr. L, former, superior, compar. of OL pri before; akin to L
priscus ancient, prae before — more at for] 1 ; the superior rank-
ing next to the abbot of a monastery 2 : the superior of a house or
group of houses of any of various religious communities — pri-or-

ate \'prI-3-r3t\ n— pri.or.Siiip \'pri(-3)r-,ship\ n

2pri-or \'prT(-a)r\ adj 1 : earlier in time or order 2 : taking
precedence logically or in importance or value syn see preceding
— pri.or-ly adv

pri-or-ess \'prT-9-r3s\ n : a nun corresponding in rank to a prior

pri-or-i-ty \p_cl-'6r-3t-e, -'ar-\ n 1 a (1) ; the quality or state of
being prior' (2) ; precedence in date or position of publication —
used of taxa b (1) ; superiority in rank, position, or privilege

(2) : legal precedence in exercise of rights over the same subject

matter 2 : a preferential rating; esp : one that allocates rights to

goods and services usu. in limited supply 3 : something meriting
prior attention

prior to prep ; in advance of : before (pay the balance due prior to

receiving the goods)
pri.Q.ry \'prI-(9-)re\ n : a religious house under a prior or prioress

syn see cloister
prise chiejly Brit var oj prize
pri.sere VprT-,si(3)r\ n ['primary + serel I the succession of vege-

tational stages that occurs in passing from bare earth or water to a
climax community
prism \'priz-3m\ n ILL prismat-, prisma, fr. Gk, lit., any-
thing sawn. fr. priein to saw] 1 : a polyhedron with two
faces that are polygons in parallel planes and the other
faces parallelograms — see volume table 2 a : a transpar-
ent body bounded in part by two plane faces that are not
parallel used to deviate or disperse a beam of light b : a
prism-shaped decorative glass luster 3 : a crystal form
whose faces are parallel to one axis; specij ; one whose
faces are parallel to the vertical axis

pris<mat-ic \priz-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : relating to, resembling,
or constituting a prism 2a; formed by a prism b : re- prism 1

sembling the colors formed by refraction of light through a
prism ('-' effects) 3 : highly colored : brilliant 4 : having such
symmetry that a general form with faces cutting all axes at unspec-
ified intercepts is a prism <~ crystals) — pris-mat.i-cal.ly \-i-

k(9-)le\ adv
pris.moid \'priz-,m6id\ n : a polyhedron with two parallel similar

and not congruent bases and faces that are trapezoids — pris-moi-
dal \priz-'moid-'l\ adj
ipriS'On \"priz-=n\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L prehension-, prehensio act

of seizing, fr. prehensus, pp. of prehendere to seize — more at

prehensile] 1 : a state of confinement or captivity 2 : a place of

confinement: as a : a building in which persons are confined for

safe custody while on trial for an offense or for punishment after

trial and conviction b : an institution for the imprisonment of

persons convicted of serious crimes ; penitentiary

^prison vt : imprison, confine
prison camp n 1 : a camp for the confinement of reasonably trust-

worthy prisoners usu. employed on government projects 2 : a
camp for prisoners of war

pris>ou>er \'priz-n3r, -'n-3r\ n ; a person deprived of bis liberty

and kept under involuntary restraint, confinement, or custody;
esp : one on trial or in prison

prisoner ol war : a person captured or interned by a belligerent
power because of war with several exceptions provided by inter-
national law or agreements

prisoner's base n : a game in which players of one team seek to tag
and imprison players of the other team who have ventured out of
their home territory

prison lever n : typhus fever
priS'Si'ly \'pris-3-le_\ adv : In a prissy manner
pris.Si.ness \'pris-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being prissy
priS'Sy \'pris-e\ adj [prob. blend oi prim and sissy'\ ; being prim
and precise : finicky

priS'tine \'pris-,ten also pris-'\ adj [L pristinus; akin to L prior]
1 : belonging to the earliest period or state : primitive 2 a : un-
corrupted (--^ innocence) b : being fresh and clean — pris.tine-
ly adv

prith.ee \'pritli-e, 'prith-\ interj [alter, of (/) pray theel archaic —
used to express a wish or request

pri.va-cy \'prT-v3-se, Brit also 'priv-3-\ n 1 : the quahty or state
of being apart from company or observation ; seclusion 2 archaic
; a place of seclusion 3 : secrecy

pri.vat.dccent or pri.vat.do.zent \pri-'vat-dot-.sent\ n [G privat-
dozent, fr. privat private + dozent teacher] : an unsalaried univer-
sity lecturer or teacher in German-speaking countries remunerated
directly by students' fees
ipri-vate \'prT-v3t\ adj [ME privat, fr. L privatus, fr. pp. of
privare to deprive, release, fr. privus private, set apart; akin to L pro
for — more at for] la: intended for or affecting a particular
person, group, or class <~ park) b : belonging to or concerning an
individual person, company, or interest <~ house) c (1) ; restricted
to the individual or arising independently of others (-^ opinion)
(2) ; carried on by the individual independently of the usual insti-
tutions <'^ study); also : being educated by independent study or
a tutor or in a private school <~ students) d ; not general in effect
<'^ statute) e : of, relating to, or receiving hospital service in
which the patient has more privileges than a semiprivate or ward
patient 2 a (1) : not holding public office or employment <--'

citizen) (2) : not related to one's official position ; personal
b : being a private (•^ soldier) 3 a : withdrawn from company or
observation : sequestered b : not known or intended to be known
publicly : secret c : unsuitable for public mention, use, or display
<one's ~ parts) — pri.vate-ly adv — pri-vate-ness n

^private n l archaic : one not in public office 2 obs : privacy
3 a : a person of low rank in various organizations (as a police or
fire department) b : an enlisted man of the lowest rank in the
marine corps or the next to lowest in the army; broadly ; any
enlisted man in the army or marine corps ranking below a noncom-
missioned officer — in private : privately, secretly

pri'Va.teer \,prT-v3-'ti(3)r\ « l : an armed private ship commis-
sioned to cruise against the commerce or warships of an enemy
2 : the commander or one of the crew of a privateer — privateer vi~ pri-va-teers.man \-'ti(3)rz-m3n\ n

private first class n : an enlisted man ranking in the army above a
private and below a corporal and in the marine corps above a
private and below a lance corporal

private law n : a branch of law concerned with private persons,
property, and relationships — compare public law

private school n : a school that is established, conducted, and pri-
marily supported by a nongovernmental agency

private treaty n : a sale of property on terms determined by con-
ference of the seller and buyer — compare auction

pri-va.tion \prT-'va-shan\ n [ME privacion, fr. MF privation, fr. L
privation-, privatio, fr. privatus, pp. of privare'] 1 : an act or
instance of^depriving : deprivation 2 : the state of being de-
prived; esp : lack of what is needed for existence

ipriv.a.tive \'priv-at-iv\ n ; a privative term, expression, or propo-
sition; also ; a privative prefix or suffix

2privative adj : constituting or predicating privation or absence of
a quality <a-, un-, non- are -^ prefixes) (.blind is a ~ term) — priv-

a-tive-ly adv
priv.et \'priv-3t\ n [origin unknown] : an ornamental shrub
{Ligustrum vulgare) of the olive family with half-evergreen leaves

and small white flowers widely used for hedges; broadly i any of
various similar shrubs of the same genus
ipriv-i.lege \'priv-(3-)lij\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L privilegium law for

or against a private person, fr. privus private + leg-, lex law —
more at legal] : a right or immunity granted as a peculiar benefit,

advantage, or favor; esp : one attached specif, to a position or an
office

2privilege vt : to grant a privilege to

priv.i'leged \-(s-)lijd\ adj l : having or enjoying one or more
privileges <'-^ classes) 2 : not subject to the usual rules or penalties

because of some special circumstance <a '^ communication)
3 : having a plenary indulgence attached to a mass celebrated

thereon <a -^ altar)

priv.i.Iy Vpriv-a-le\ adv : in a privy manner : privately, secretly
priv-i-ty \'priv-3t-e\ n IME privite, fr. OF, fr. ML privitat-, privitas,

fr. L privus private — more at private] 1 : private or joint knowl-
edge of a private matter; esp : cognizance implying concurrence
2 a : a relationship between persons who successively have a legal

interest in the same right or property b : an interest in a transac-

tion, contract, or legal action to which one is not a party arising out
of a relationship to one of the parties

iprivy \'priv-e\ adj [ME prtve, fr. OF prive, fr. L privatus private]

1 : belonging or relating to a person in his individual rather than
his official capacity 2 a ; withdrawn, private b : secret
3 : admitted as one sharing in a secret <-- to the conspiracy)

2privy n 1 : a person having a legal interest of privity 2 a : a small

building having a bench with holes through which the user may
evacuate and usu. lacking means of automatic discharge b : toi-

let 3b
privy council n l archaic : a secret or private council 2 cap P&C

: a body of officials and dignitaries chosen by the British monarch
as an advisory council to the Crown usu. functioning through its

committees 3 : a usu. appointive advisory council to an executive
— privy councillor n

{
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privy purse n, often cap both Pj : an allowance for the private ex-
penses of the British sovereign

prixlixe \'pre-'feks, -'fiks\ n [F, fixed price] 1 : table d'h5tb
2 ; the price charged for a table d'hote meal
iprize \'prTz\ n [ME pris prize, price — more at price] 1 : some-
thing offered or striven for in competition or in contests of chance;
also : a premium given with merchandise as inducement to buy
2 : something exceptionally desirable 3 archaic : a contest for a
reward : competiton — pnze*wm>iier \-,win-ar\ n — prize-win-
ning \-,win-ir)\ adj

2prize adj 1 a : awarded or worthy of a prize b : awarded as a
prize c : entered for the sake of a prize 2 ; outstanding
3prize vf [ME prisen, fr. MF prisier, fr. LL pretiare, fr. L preiium
price, value — more at price] 1 ; to estimate the value of ; rate
2 : to value highly : esteem syn see appreciate

4pri2e n [ME prise, fr. OF, act of taking, fr. prendre to take, fr. L
prehendere — more at prehensile] 1 : something taken by force,
stratagem, or threat; esp : property lawfully captured in time of war
2 : an act of capturing or taking; esp i the wartime capture of a
ship and its cargo at sea syn see spoil

sprize or chiefly Brit prise \'priz\ vt [prize (lever)] : to press,
force, or move with a lever : pry

prize»fight \'prTz-,fTt\ n [back-formation fr. prizejighterl : a con-
test between professional boxers for pay — prlze>Iight-er \-3r\ n
— prize*Jight-ing \-io\ n

prize money n ; a part of the proceeds of a captured ship formerly
divided among the officers and men making the capture

priz-er \'prT-z3r\ n, archaic : one that contends for a prize
prize ring n [prizefight ringi : a ring for a prizefight

^pro \'pro\ n [ME, fr. L, prep., for — more at for] : the affirmative
side or one holding it

2pro adv Ipro-] 1 on the affirmative side
3pro \(,)pr5\ prep [L] : in favor of : FOR
4pro \'pr6\ n or adj '. PROFESSIONAL
ipro- prefix [ME, fr. OF, fr. L, fr. Gk, before, forward, forth, for,

fr. pro — more at for] 1 a : earlier than : prior to : before {pro-
thalamion) b ; rudimentary ; prot- {pronucleus) 2 a : located in
front of or at the front of ; anterior to <procephalic> <proventricu-
lus) b : front : anterior <prothorax> 3 : projecting (prognathous)

2pro- prefix [L, before, forward, forth, for, fr. pro in front of, before,
for — more at for] 1 : taking the place of ; substituting for (pro-
cathedral) 2 ; favoring ; suppori:ing : championing (pro-Ameri-
can)

proa \'pro-3\ var of prau
prob^a.bi.lism \'pr'ab-(3-)b3-,Ii2-3m\ n [F probahilisme, fr. L
probabilis probable] 1 : a theory that certainty is impossible esp.
in the sciences and that probability suffices to govern belief and
action 2 : a theory that in disputed moral questions any solidly
probable cour.se may be followed even though an opposed course
is or apDear-? more probable ~ prob.a.bi-list \-l3St\ adj or n

prob<a'bi*Iis>tic \,prab-(a-)b3-'Us-tik\ adj 1 : of or relating to
probabilism 2 : of, relating to, or based on probability

prob.a-bil.i.ty \.prab-3-'bil-3t-e\ n l : the quality or state of being
probable 2 ; something probable 3 ; a mathematical basis for
prediction that for an exhaustive set of outcomes is the ratio of the
outcomes that would produce a given event to the total number of
possible outcomes 4 : a logical relation between statements such
that evidence confirming one confirms the other to some degree

prob.a.ble \'prab-(3-)b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L probabilis, fr.

probare to test, approve, prove — more at prove] 1 : supported by
evidence strong enough to establish presumption but not proof
<a — hypothesis) 2 : establishing a probability <~ evidence)
3 : likely to be or become true or real (-^ events) — prob»a»bly
\'prab-(a-)b]e, 'prab-le\ adv
syn PROBABLE. POSSIBLE, LIKELY mean such as may be or may

become true or actual, probable applies to what is supoorted by
evidence that is strong but not conclusive; possible applies to what
lies within the known limits of performance, attainment, nature, or
mode of existence of a thing or person regardless of the char^ces for
or against its actuality; likely differs from probable in implying
either more superficial or more general grounds for judgment or
belief

probable cause n : a reasonable ground for supposing that a crimi-
nal charge is well-founded

pro-band \'pr6-,band, pro-'\ n IL probandus, gerundive of probare'i
: 'subject 3c(_2)

prO'bang \'pro-,bao\ n [origin unknown] : a slender flexible rod
with a sponge on one end used esp. for removing obstructions from
the esophagus
ipro-bate \'pro-,bat, esp Brit -bit\ n [ME probat, fr. L probatum,
neut. of probatus, pp, of probare) la: the action or process of
proving before a competent judicial authority that a document
offered for official recognition and registration as the last will and
testament of a deceased person is genuine b ; the judicial deter-
mination of the validity of a will 2 ; the officially authenticated
copy of a probated will

apro-bate \-,bat\ vi 1 : to establish (a will) by probate as genuine
and valid 2 : to put (a convicted offender) on probation

probate court n : a court having jurisdiction chiefly over the pro-
bate of wills and the administration of estates of deceased persons

pro*ba*tion \pro-'ba-sh3n\ n 1 : critical examination and evalua-
tion or subjection to such examination and evaluation 2 a : sub-
jection of an individual to a period of testing and trial to ascertain
fitness (as for a job or school) b : the action of suspending the
sentence of a convicted offender and giving him freedom during
good behavior under the supervision of a probation officer c : the
state or a period of being subject to probation — pro>ba<tion*al
\-shn3l, -shan-M\ adj — pro.ba'tioii'al.ly \-e\ adv — pro-ba-
tion*ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj

pro.ba.tion-er \-sh(3-)n3r\ n 1 : one (as a newly admitted student
nurse) whose fitness is being tested during a trial period 2 ; a
convicted offender on probation

probation officer n : an officer appointed to Investigate, report on,
and supervise the conduct of convicted offenders on probation

pro-ba-tive \'pro-b3t-iv\ adj 1 : Serving to test or try 2 : serving
to prove
pro.ba-to.ry \'pr6-b3-.t6r-e
-,t6r-\ adj : probative
Iprobe \'prob\ n [ML proba ex
amination, fr. L probare'} 1 ; <

slender surgical Instrument for examining a cavity 2 a : a
pointed metal tip for making electrical contact with a circuit
element being checked b ; a device used to penetrate or send
back information from outer space c : a pipe on the receiving
airplane thrust into the drogue of the delivering airp lane in air re-
fueling 3 a : tlie action of probing b :«^B^^BI^iMHb^MiB
C : a tentative exploratory advance or survey

2probe vi 1 : to examine with a probe 2 : to Investigate thoroughly
~ vi : to make an exploratory investigation syn see enter— prob-
er n

prob-it \'prab-3t\ n [proZiabiUty unit'} : a unit of measurement of
statistical probability based on deviations from the mean of a nor-
mal frequency distribution

pro»bi«ty \'pro-b3t-e also 'prab-3t-\ n [MF proft/re, fr. 1. probitar-,
probitas, fr. probus honest — more at prove] : adherence to the
highest principles and ideals : uprightness syn see honesty
iprob-lem X'prab-Iam, 'pnib-'m, -,lem\ n [ME problcme fr. MF, fr.

L problema, fr. Gk problema, lit., something thrown forward, fr.

proballein to throw forward, fr. pro- forward + ballein to throw —
more at pro-, devil] 1 a : a question raised for inquiry, considera-
tion, or solution b ; a proposition in mathematics or physics stat-

ing something to be done 2 a : an intricate unsettled question
b ; a source of perplexity or vexation syn see mystery
2problem adj l : dealing with a problem of human conduct or social

relationship 2 : difficult to deal with
prob-lem-at-ic \,prab-l3-'mat-ik\ adj 1 a ; difficult to solve or
decide ; puzzling b : not definite : dubious c : open to question
or debate : questionable 2 : expressing or supporting a possi-
bility syn see doubtful — prob<lem<at>i*cal \-i-k3i\ adj— prob.lem»at«i*cal*ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

pro-bos. ci-de.an \pr3-,bas-3-'de-3n\ or pro.bos-cid.i.an \pra-
,bas-'id-e-3n, (,)pr6-\ n [deriv. of L proboscid-, proboscis} : any of
an order (Proboscidea) of large mammals comprising the elephants
and extinct related forms — proboscidean adj

pro-bos-Cis \pr3-'bas-3s\ n, pi proboscises also pro-bos-ci'des
\-'bas-3-,dez\ [L, fr. Gk proboskis, fr, pro- + boskein to feed; akin
to Lith gauja herd] 1 a : the trunk of an elephant; also : any long
flexible snout b : the human nose esp. when prominent 2 : any
of various elongated or extensible tubular processes of the oral

region of an invertebrate
pro-caine \'pr6-,kan\ n [ISV ^pro- ¥ cocaine} : a basic ester

Ci3HzoN202 of para-aminobenzoic acid; also : its crystalline

hvdrochloride used as a localanesthetic
pro<cam>bi*al \(')pr6-'kam-be-3l\ adj : of, relating to, being, or
derived from procambium

pro-cam -bi. urn \-be-3m\ n rNL] : the part of a plant meristem that
forms cambium and primary vascular tissues

pro-ca-the-dral \,pr5-k»-'ihe-dr3l\ n ; a parish church used as a
cathedral

pro-ce.dur-al \pr3-'sej-(3-)r3l\ adj : of or relating to procedure
esp. of courts or other bodies administering substantive law
— pro.ce.dur-al'ly_\-e\ adv
pro-ce-dure \pr3-'se-j3r\ n [F procedure, fr, MF, fr. proceder}
1 a : a particular way of accomplishing something or of acting

b : a step in a procedure 2 : a series of steps followed in a regular
definite order 3 a : a traditional or established way of doing
things b : protocol 3

pro-ceed \pro-'sed, pr3-\ vi [ME proceden, fr. MF proceder, fr. L
procedere, fr. pro- forward + cedere to go — more at pro-, cede]
1 : to come forth from a source : issue 2 a : to continue after a
pause or interruption b : to go on in an orderly regulated way
3 a : to begin and carr>' on an action, process, or movement b : to

be in the process of being accomplished 4 : to move along a course
: advance syn see spring

pro'Ceed.ing n 1 : procedure 2 pi : events, happenings 3 pi

: legal action (divorce ~j> 4 : affair, transaction 5 p/ : an
official record of things said or done

pro-ceeds \'pi"o-,sedz\ n pi : the total amount or the profit arising

from an investment, transaction, levy, or business : return
pro-ce-phal'ic \,pro-S3-'fal-ik\ adj : relating to, forming, or situ-

ated on or near the front of the head
prO'Cer.coid \(')pr6-'s3r-,k6id\ n [pro- + Gk kerkos tail] ; the
solid first parasitic larva of some tapeworms that develops usu. in
the body cavity of a copepod
TprO'Cess \'pr'as-,es, 'pros-. -3s\ n, pi pro. cess. es \-,es-3z, -3-s3z,

-3-,sez\ [ME proces, fr. MF, fr. L processus, fr. processus, pp. of
procedere} 1 a : progress, advance b : something going on
; proceeding 2 a : a natural phenomenon marked by gradual
changes that lead toward a particular result (~ of growth) b : a
series of actions or operations conducing to an end; esp : a con-
tinuous operation or treatment esp. in manufacture 3 a : the whole
course of proceedings in a legal action b : the summons, mandate,
or writ used by a court to compel the appearance of the defendant
in a legal action or compliance with its orders 4 : a prominent or
projecting part of an organism or organic structure (a bone ~}
^process vt l a : to proceed against by law : prosecute b (1) : to

take out a summons against (2) : to ser\-e a summons on 2 : to

subject to a special process or treatment (as in the course of man-
ufacture) — pro.ceS'Sor \-,es-3r, -a-ssr. -3-,s6(3)r\ n

3process adj 1 : treated or made by a special process esp. when in-

volving synthesis or artificial modification 2 : made by or used in

a mechanical or photomechanical duplicating process 3 : of or
involving illusory effects usu. introduced during processing of the

film {'^ motion-picture scene)
«pro.cess \pr3-*ses\ vi [back-formation fr. ^procession} chiefly Brit

: to move in a procession
process cheese n : a cheese made by blending several lots of cheese

ipro-ces-Sion \pr3-'sesh-3n\ n 1 : continuous forward movement
: progression 2 a : a group of individuals moving along in an
orderiy often ceremonial way b ; succession, sequence

^procession \pr3-'sesh-3n\ vi prO'CeS'Sion-ing \-'sesh-(3-)nlo\
archaic : to go in procession
ipro-ces.sion.al \pr3-'sesh-n3l, -3n-'I\ n 1 : a book containing
material for a procession 2 : a musical composition (as a hymn)
designed for a procession

2processional adj : of, relating to, or moving In a procession
— prO'CeS'Sion-al'ly \-e\ adv

process printing n : a method of printing from halftone plates In

usu. three or more colors so that nearly any hue may be reproduced
prO'C6s-ver.bal \pr6-.sa-v3r-'bal, -(,)ver-\ n, pi pro.cds-ver-baux
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\-'bo\ [F, Ut., verbal trial] : an official written record
pro-claim \pro-'klam, pra-X vr [ME prodamen, fr. MF or L; MF
proclamer, fr. L proclamare, fr. pro- before + clamare to cry out— more at PRO-, claim] 1 a : to declare publicly through speech or
writing : ANNOUNCE b : to give outward indication of : show
2 : to declare or declare to be solemnly, officially, or formally <'-^

the country a repubUc) 3 : to praise or glorify openly or publicly
: EXTOL syn see declare — pro •claim, er n

proC'la-ma.tion \,prak-la-'ma-shan\ n [ME proclamacion, fr. MF
proclamation, fr. L proclamation-, praclamatio, fr. proclamaius, pp.
of proclamare] 1 : the action of proclaiming : the state of being
proclaimed 2 : something proclaimed; specij : an official formal
public announcement

prO'Cli'inax \(')pr6-'klT-,maks\ /i : an ecological community that

suggests a climax in stability and permanence but is not primarily
the product of climate

pro-Clit<ic \pro-'klit-ik\ adj [NL procliticus, fr. Gk pro- + LL
-clilicus (as in encliticus enclitic) ] : of, relating to, or constituting a
word or particle without sentence stress that is accentually depen-
dent upon a following stressed word and is pronounced with it as a
phonetic unit — proclitic n

pro-CliV-i-ty \pr6-'kliv-3t-e\ n [L proclivitas, fr. proclivis sloping,

prone, fr. pro- forward + clivus hill — more at pro-. OECLivrrY]
: an inclination or predisposition toward something; esp ; a strong
inherent inclination toward something objectionable syn see

LEANING
Proc-ne \'prak-ne\ n [L, fr. Gk ProkneZ I a sister of Philomela
transformed by the gods into a swallow

pro>Con>sll] \(')pro-'kan(t)-sal\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. pro consule for a
consul] 1 : a governor or military commander of an ancient
Roman province 2 : an administrator in a modern colony, de-

pendency, or occupied area usu. with wide powers — pro-con-
sU'lar \-s(s-)l3r\ adj— pro>con-su>late \-s(3-)l3t\ n — pro.con-
Sul'Ship \-s9l-,ship\ n

pro>cras>ti<nate \p(r)3-*kras-t3-,nat, pro-\ vb [L procrastinatus,

pp. of procrastinare, fr. pro- forward + crastinus of tomorrow, fr.

eras tomorrow] vr : to put off intentionally and habitually ; post-

pone ^ vj : to put off intentionally and reprehensibly the doing of

something that should be done syn see delay — pro-cras.ti-na-
tion \-,kras-t3-'na-sh3n\ n — prccras-ti-na-tor \-'kras-t3-

,nat-ar\ n
pro>cre>ant \'pro-kre-3nt\ adj : procreative
pro-cre-ate \-,at\ vb [L procreatus, pp. of procreare, fr. pro- forth

+ creare to create — more at pro-, create] vr : to produce (off-

spring) by generation : propagate ^ vi : to produce offspring
— prO'Cre»ation \,pro-kre-'a-sh3n\ n — prO'Cre-ative X'pro-
kre-,at-iv\ adj — prO'Crcator \-,at-ar\ n

prO'Crus«te.an \p(r)3-'krss-te-9n, pro-\ adj. ojten cap 1 : of, relat-

ing to. or typical of Procrustes 2 : marked by arbitrary often ruth-

less disregard of individual differences or special circumstances
Procrustean bed n, ojten cap P : a scheme or pattern into which
someone or something is arbitrarily forced

PrccruS'tes \-'kras-(,Uez\ n [L, fr Gk Prokroustesi : a legendary

robber of ancient Greece noted for stretching or cutting off the

legs of his victims to adapt them to the length of his bed
prccryp'tic \npro-'krip-tik\ adj [pro- (as in protect) + cryptic']

: of, relating to, or being a concealing pattern or shade of color-

ing esp. in insects

proc>to>dae>um \,prak-t3-'de-am\ n, pi proC'to-daea \-'de-3\ or

proctodaeums [NL, fr. Gk proktos anus + hodos way — more at

cede] : the posterior ectodermal part of the alimentary canal formed
in the embryo by invagination of the outer body wall

procto.log.ic \.prak-ta-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to proctology
— proctO'log-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj

proctol-o.gist \pr"ak-'tal-a-iast\ n : a specialist in proctology

proc>tol*0*gy \-je\ n [Gk proktos anus + E -logy} : a branch of

medicine dealing with the structure and diseases of the anus, rec-

tum, and sigmoid colon
proC'tor \'prak-t3r\ n {ME procutour procurator, proctor, alter, of

procuratour] : supervisor, monitor; specij : one appointed to

supervise students (as at an examination) — proctor vb proc-tor-

ing \-t(s-)rio\ — proC'tO'ii.al \prak-'tor-e-al, -'t6r-\ adj —
proc-tor>ship \'prak-t3r-,ship\ «

prO'CUm.Dent \pro-'k3m-b3nt\ adj [L procumbent-, procumbens,

prp. of procumbere to fall or lean forward, fr. pro- forward +
-cumbere to lie down — more at hip] 1 : being or having stems

that trail along the ground without rooting 2 : lying face down
pro>CUi>atile Xpra-'kyur-s-bal, pro-\ adj : capable of being pro-

cured
pro>cur>ance \-*kyur-3n(t)s\ n : the action of procurmg : pro-

curement
. . ,,_

proC'U<ra*tion \,prak-y3-'ra-sh3n\ n [ME procuratioun, fr. MP
procuration, fr. L procuration-, procuratio, fr. procuratus, pp. of

procurare] 1 a : the act of appointing another as one's agent or

attorney b : the authority vested in one so appointed 2 : pro-

curement . ,

procu.ra.tor \'prak-y3-,rat-3r\ n 1 : one that manages another s

affairs : agent 2 : an officer of the Roman empire entrusted

with management of the financial affairs of a province and often

having administrative powers as agent of the emperor 3 :_ one

that obtains or gets something (as supplies) esp. regularly or in an

official capacity— proc-u-ra-to-ri-al X.prak-ys-ra- tor-e-sl, - tor-\

pro*clire \pr9-'kyu(9)r, pr6-\ vb [ME procuren, fr. LL procurare,

fr. L, to take care of, fr. pro- for + cura care] vt 1 a : to get posses-

sion of : obtain n : to get and make available for promiscuous

sexual intercourse 2 : to bring about : achieve -^ vi : to procure

women syn see get — pro-cure'ment \-m3nt\ n

pro.cur.er \-'kyur-3r\ n : one that procures; esp : pander — pro-

; an incitement

^,„_^ , ^ ,„., 'pras-e-, -3n\ n [L, fr. Gk Prokyon, lit..

fore-dog; fr. its rising before the Dog Star] : a first-magmtude

star in Canis Minor , . , , i i « . *^
iprod \'prad\ vt prod-ded; prod-ding Eongin unknown] 1 a : to

ttirust a pointed instrument into : prick 1) : to mcite to action

: SHR 2 : to poke or stir as if with a prod — prod-der «

aprod n 1 : a pointed instrument used to prod
to act ^

e abut- » kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot. cart;

] joke; q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thm; ffl tnis

prod<l*gal \'prad-i-g3l\ mij [L prodigus, fr. prodigere to drive
away, squander, fr. pro-, prod- forth + agere to drive — more at
PRO-, agent] 1 ; recklessly extravagant 2 : characterized by
wasteful expenditure : lavish 3 : yielding abundantly : luxuri-
ant syn see profuse — prodigal n — prod-i.gai.i.ty \,prad-3-
'gal-3t-e\ n — prod'i-gaMy yprad-i-g3-le\ adv

prO'di.gious \pr3-'dij-3s\ adj 1 a obs ; portentous b archaic
: UNUSUAL, extraordinary 2 : exciting amazement or wonder
3 : extraordinary in bulk, quantity, or degree : enormous syn
see monstrous — pro-di-gious-ly adv — pro-di-gious-ness n

prod'i'gy \'prad-3-je\ n [L prodigium omen, monster, fr. pro-, prod-
H~ -igium (akin to aio I say) — more at adage] 1 a archaic : a
portentous event : omen b : something extraordinary or inexplica-
ble 2 a : an extraordinary, marvelous, or unusual accomplish-
ment, deed, or event _b : a highly talented child
pro>dro>mal \pro-'dro-m3l\ or pro-drom.ic \-*drara-ik\ adj : pre-
cursory; esp ; marked by prodromes

pro.drome \'pro-,dr5m\_«, pi pro.dro.ma*ta \pr6-'dro-m3t-3\
or prO'dromes \'pro-,dromz\ [F, lit., precursor, fr. Gk prodromos,
fr. pro- before + dromos running — more at pro-, dromedary] : a
premonitory symptom of disease
ipro-duce \pr3-'d(y)iis, pro-\ vb [ME (Sc) producen, fr. l. produ-
cere, fr. pro- forward + ducere to lead — more at tow] v( 1 ; to
offer to view or notice : EXHierr 2 : to give birth or rise to : yield
3 : to extend in length, area, or volume i-~^ a side of a triangle)
4 : to present to the public on the stage or screen or over radio or
television 5 : to give being, form, or shape to : make; esp ; manu-
facture 6 : to accrue or cause to accrue -^ vi ; to bear, make, or
yield something
2pro.duce \'prad-(.)iis. "prod- also -(,)yus\ n 1 a : something
produced b : the amount produced : yield 2 : agricultural prod-
ucts and esp. fresh fruits and vegetables as distinguished from
grain and other staple crops 3 : the progeny usu. of a female
animal
pro.duced \pr3-'d(y)ust, pro-\ adj ; disproportionately elongated
<a ~ leaf)

pro-ducer \pra-'d(y)ii-s3r, pro-\ n 1 : one that produces; esp : one
that grows agricultural products or manufactures crude materials
into articles of use 2 : a furnace or apparatus that produces com-
bustible gas to be used for fuel by circulating air or a mixture of air

and steam through a layer of incandescent fuel 3 : a person who
supervises or finances the production of a stage or screen produc-
tion or radio or television program

producer gas n : gas made in a producer and consisting chiefly of
carbon monoxide, hydrogen, and nitrogen

producer goods n pi ; goods (as tools and raw materials) that are
used to produce other goods and satisfy human wants only in-

directly

pro.ducible \pra-'d(y)u-S3-bal, pr6-\ adj : capable of being pro-

duced : presentable
prod-UCt \'prad-(,)3kt\ n [in sense 1, fr. ME, fr. ML productum, fr.

L, something produced, fr, neut. oi productus, pp. of producere; in

other senses, fr. L productum'] 1 : the number or expression result-

ing from the multiplication together of two or more numbers or
expressions 2 : something produced 3 : the amount, quantity,

or total produced 4 : conjunction 5

prO'duclion Xprs-'dsk-shsn, pr6-\ n 1 a : something produced
: product b (I) : a literary or artistic work (2) : a work pre-

sented on the stage or screen or over the air c : an exaggerated
action 2 a : the act or process of producing b : the creation of

utiUty; esp : the making of goods available for human wants

3 : total output esp. of a commodity or an industry — pro'duc-
tion.al \-shn9l, -shan-'I\ adj

production control n : systematic planning, coordinating, and
directing of all manufacturing activities and influences to insure

having goods made on time, of adequate quality, and at reasonable

cost
pro.ductive \-'d3k-tiv\ adj 1 ; having the quality or power of

producing esp. in abundance <~ fishing waters) 2 : effective in

bringing about : originative 3 : yielding or furnishing results,

benefits, or profits 4 a : effecting or contributing to effect produc-

tion b : yielding or devoted to the satisfaction of wants or the

creation of utilities 5 : continuing to be used in the formation of

new words or constructions iun- is a '^ prefix) 6 : raising mucus
or sputum (as from the bronchi) <a -^ cough) — pro-duc-tive'ly

adv — pro'duc'tive-ness n
pro.ductiv.i.ty \(.)pro-,d9k-'tiv-at-e, ,prad-(,)3k-, pr3-,d3k-\ n

: the quality or state of being productive

pro.em \'pro-.em\ n [ME proheme, fr. MF, fr. L prooemium, fr. Gk
prooimion, fr. pro- + oime song] 1 ipreliniinary comment :

"°'=«-

ace 2 : prelude — pro.emi-al \pro-'e-me-9l, -'em-

pro.en.zyme \(')pr6-*en-,zTm\ n [ISV] : zymogen
pro.es.trus \(')pro-'es-tr3s\ n [NL] :

mediately preceding estrus

prof \'praf\ n, slang ; professor ,

pro.ta-na.tion V.praf-a-'na-shan, ,pro-fa-\ n : the act of profaning

syn profanation, desecration, sacrilege mean violation of that

which is sacred, profanation implies irreverence or contempt as

shown by vulgar intrusion or vandalism; desecration implies a

loss of sacred character as through defilement or reduction to

secular use; sacrilege may apply to technical violations not m-
trinsically outrageous such as improper reception of sacraments or

theft of sacred objects, but it may also imply outrageous profana-

tion _ J. J
pro-fa.na-to-ry \pro-'fan-3-,tor-e, pra-, -'fa-na-, -,t6r-\ adj : tend-

ing to profane : desecrating
mro.Jane \pro-'fan, pra-X vr 1 : to treat (something sacred) with

abuse, irreverence, or contempt : desecrate, violate 2 : to debase

by a wrong, unworthy, or vulgar use — pro. Ian. er n

Sprofane adj [ME prophane, fr. MF, fr, L projanus, fr. pro- before

+ janum temple — more at pro-, feast] 1 : not concerned with

religion or religious purposes : secular 2 : not holy because un-

consecrated, impure, or defiled : unsanctified 3 : serving to

debase or defile what is holy : irreverent 4 a ; not among the

initiated b : not possessing esoteric or expert knowledge — pro-

lane-ly adv — pro-tane.ness \-'fan-n3s\ n

pro.lan.i.ty \pr6-'fan-3t-e, pra-X n 1 a : the quality or state of

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ti loot; U foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh. vision

:-\ adj

,
preparatory period im-
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being profane b : the use of profane language 2 : profane lan-

guage
pro.less Vpra-'fes, pro-\ vb [in sense 1, fr. ME projessen, fr. projes,

adj., having professed one's vows. fr. OF, fr. LL projessus, Jr. L,

pp. of projiien to profess, confess, fr. pro- before + jateri to

acknowledge; in other senses, fr. h projessus, pp. — more at con-
fess] vt 1 a : to receive formally into a religious community follow-

ing a novitiate by acceptance of the required vows b : to take
(vows) as a member of a religious community or order 2 a : to de-

clare or admit openly or freely : affirm b ; to declare in words or
appearances only : pretend 3 : to confess one's faith in or alle-

giance to : PRACTICE 4 : to practice or claim to be versed in (a

calling or profession) -^ vi 1 : to make a profession or avowal
2 obs : to profess friendship

prO'lessed \-'fest\ adj 1 : openly and freely declared or acknowl-
edged : AFFIRMED 2 : professing to be qualified : expert

prO'lessed.ly Xpra-'fes-ad-le, -'fest-le\ adv 1 ; avowedly 2 : al-
legedly

prO'Ies-sion \pr3-'fesh-3n\ n 1 ; the act cf taking the vows of a
religious community 2 : an act of openly declaring or publicly

claiming a belief, faith, or opinion : protestation 3 : an avowed
religious faith 4 a : a calling requiring soecialized knowledge and
often long and intensive academic preparation b : a principal

calling, vocation, or employment c : the whole body of persons
engaged in a caUing
ipro.feS'Sion.al \pr3-'fesh-nsl, -3n-=l\ adj la: of, relating to,

or characteristic of a profession b : engaged in one of the learned

professions c : characterized by or conforming to the technical or

ethical standards of a profession 2 a : participating for gain or
hvelihood in an activity or field of endeavor often engaged in by
amateurs b : engaged in by persons receiving financial return <'^

football) 3 : following a Une of conduct as though it were a pro-

fession <a ^ patriot) — prO'feS'Sion.aMy \-e\ adv
2prolessional n i one that engages in a pursuit or activity profes-

sionally
prO'les.slon.al.ism \-,iz-3m\ n l : the conduct, aims, or qualities

that characterize or mark a profession or a professional person
2 : the following of a profession (as athletics) for gaiii or hvelihood

pro.fes-sion.al-ize \-,Tz\ vt : to give a professional character to

pro.les.sor \pr3-'fes-3r\ n l : one that professes, avows, or de-
clares 2 a : a faculty member of the highest academic rank at an
institution of higher education b : a teacher at a university, col-

lege, or sometimes secondary school c : one that teaches or pro-

fesses special knowledge of an art, sporty, or occupaUon requiring

skill — prO'feS'SO-ri.al X.pro-fa-'sor-e-sl, .praf-a-, -'s6r-\ adj
— prcIeS'So-ri'aMy \-e-3-le\ adv

pro.les-sor.ate \pr3-'fes-3-r3t\ n ; the office, term of office, or
position of a professor

pro.les.scri.at \,pr6-f3-'sor-e-3t, .praf-s-, -'sor-, -e-,at\ or pro-
les»SO»ri.ate \-at,-,at\ n [modif. of F projessorai, fr. projesseur pro-

fessor, fr. Lprojessor, fr. projessus"] 1 : the body of college and uni-

versity teachers at an institution or in society 2 : professorship
pro.fes.sor-Ship \pr3-'fes-3r-,ship\ n : the office, duties, or posi-

tion of an academic professor

iprot-ler \'pr'af-3r\ vb prof.ler-ing \-(3-)rio\ [ME projrcn, fr.

AF projrer, fr. OF porojjrir, fr. por- forth (fr. L pro-) + ojjnr to

offer — more at pro-] vt : to present for acceptance : tender.
OFFER '*-' VI, obs : to move as if about to act

2proIler n l : offer, suggestion 2 obs : attenot
pro»fi-cien*cy \pr3-'fish-an-se\ n 1 : advancement in knowledge
or skill : progress 2 : the quahty or state of being proficient

prO.li'Cient \pr3-'fish-3nt\ adj [L projicient-, projiciens, prp. of

projicere to go forward, accomplish, fr. pro- forward + jacers to

make ~ more at pro-, do] : well advanced in an art, occupation,

or branch of knowledge : adept — proficient n — pro*fl>cient>ly
adv
syn proficient, adept, skilled, skillful, expert mean havmg

great knowledge and experience in a trade or profession, profi-

cient impUes a thorough competence derived from training and
practice; adept implies special aptitude as well as proficiency;

SKILLED stresses mastery of technique; skillful implies individual

dexterity in execution or performance; expert imphes extraordi-

nary proficiency and often cormotes knowledge as well as technical

skill

iprO'fUe \'pro-,fTl. Brit usu -.fel\ n [It projilo, fr. projilare to draw
in outline, fr. pro- forward (ir. L) + jilare to spin, fr. LL — more
at file] 1 : a representation of something in outline; esp ; a human
head or face represented or seen in a side view 2 : an outline seen

or represented in sharp reUef : contour 3 : a side or sectional

elevation: as a : a drawing showing a vertical section of the ground
b : a vertical section of a soil exposing its various zones or inclu-

sions 4 : a graph representmg the extent to which an individual

exhibits traits or abilities as determined by tests or ratings 5 ; a

concise biographical sketch syn see outline
^profile vt 1 : to represent in profile : draw or write a profile of

2 : to shape the outline of by passing a cutter around
iproMt \'praf"3t\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. MF, fr. L projectus ad-

vance, profit, fr. projectus, pp. of projicere'i 1 : a valuable return

; GAIN 2 ; the excess of returns over expenditure in a transaction

or series of transactions; specij % the excess of the selUng price of

goods over their cost 3 : net income usu. for a given period of time

4 ; the ratio of profit for a given year to the amount of capital

invested or to the value of sales 5 : the compensation accruing
to entrepreneurs for the assumption of risk in business enterprise

as distinguished from wages or rent — prof*it*Iess \-l3s\ adj
2prolit vi 1 ; to be of service or advantage : avail 2 ; to derive
benefit ; gain -^ vr : to be of service to : benefit

prol-it-abil.i.ty \,praf-3t-3-'bil-at-e, ,praf-t3-'bil-\ n : the quality

or state of being profitable
prol>it>able X'praf-st-s-bal, 'praf-ta-b3l\ adj : affording profits

: useful syn see beneficl^l — prof-it>able*ness n — prot-it-
ably \-bIe\ adv

profit and loss n : a summary account used at the end of an account-
ing period to collect the balances of the nominal accounts that the
net profit or loss may be shown

prol-i'teer \,praf-3-'ti(3)r\ n : one who makes what is considered
an unreasonable profit esp. on the sale of essential goods during
times of emergency — protiteer vi

prolit sharing n ; a system or process under which employees re-

ceive a part of the profits of an industrial or commercial enterprise

profit system n : free enterprise

prof*ll.ga*C7 \'praf-ll-ga-se\ n ; the quality or state of being profli-

gate
prol*li*gate \'praf-ll-g3t. -l3-,gat\ adj [L projligatus, fr. pp. of
projligare to strike down, fr. pro- forward, down -f- -Jligare (akin
to jligere to strike); akin to Gk thlibein to squeeze] 1 ; completely
given up to dissipation and hcentiousness 2 : wildly extravagant
: prodigal — profligate n -- proMi»gate-ly adv

pro-flu-ent \'praf-,lu-?nt, 'prof-, -la-wsmV adj [ME, fr. Lprojluent-,
projluens, prp. of projluere to flow forth, fr. pro- forth -f- jluere to
flow — more at pro-, fluent] : flowing copiously or smoothly
: fluent

pro lor-ma \(')pro-'f6r-m3\ adj [L] 1 : for the sake of or as a
matter of form 2 : provided in advance to prescribe form or de-
scribe items {pro jorma invoice)
ipro.lOlind Vpra-'faimd, pro-\ adj [ME, fr. MF projond deep, fr. L
projundus, fr. pro- before + jundus bottom — more at pro-, bot-
tom] 1 a : having intellectual depth and insight b : difficult to
fathom or understand 2 a : extending far below the surface

b : coming from, reaching to, or situated at a depth : deep-se.ated

i~ sigh) 3a: characterized by intensity of feeUng or quality

b : all encompassing : complete <~ sleep) syn see dfep — pro-
found'ly \-'faun-(dile\ adv — pro<found-nes5 \-'faun{d)-n3s\ n
^profound n : something that is very deep; specij ; the deeps of the

sea
pro.fun«di.ty Xpra-'fan-dat-eX n [ME projundite, fr. MF projundite,

fr. L profundifai-, projundifas depth, fr. projundus] 1 a : intellectual

depth b : something profound or abstruse 2 : the qviaUty or state

of being very profound or deep
pro.luse \pr3-'fyijs, pro-\ adj [ME. fr. Lprojusus, pp. oi projunder

e

to pour forth, fr. pro- forth -I- Jundere to pour — more at found]
1 : pouring forth hberally : extravagant <~ in their thanks)
2 : exhibiting great abundance ; bountiful — pro-luse-ly adv
— pro.fuse-ness n
syn LAVISH, prodigal, luxuriant, lush, exuberant: profuse

implies pouring forth without restraint; lavish suggests an im-
stinted or unmeasured profusion; prodigal impUes reckless lavish-

ness threatening to lead to early exhaustion of resources; luxuri-
ant suggests a rich and splendid abundance; lush sugges's rich,

soft luxuriance; exuberant impUes marked vitality or vigor in

what produces abundantly
prO'lU'Sion \-'fyij-zhan\ n \ : lavish expenditure ; extravagance
2 : the quaUty or state of being profuse : prodigaltfy 3 : lavish

display : abundance
^prog \'prag\ VI progged; prog-ging [origin unknown] chiejly dial

: to search about; esp ; forage
2pr0g n, chiefly dial : food, viCfUALS
pro. ga.mete \,pro-g3-'met, (')pro-'gam-,et\ n [ISV] ; an oocyte
or a spermatocyte

pro-gen-i.tor \pro-'jen-at-ar, pr3-\ n [ME, fr. MF progeniteur, fr. L
progenitor, fr. proeenitus, pp. of progignere to beget, fr. pro- forth
-(- gignere to beget — more at kin ] 1 a : an ancestor in the direct

Une : forefather b ; a biologicaUy ancestral form 2 : origina-
tor, precursor
prog.e.ny \'praj-(3-)ne\ n [ME progenie, fr. OF. fr. L progenies,

fr. Drogignere] X a : DESCENDANTS, children b ; offspring of

animals or plants 2 : outcome, product
pro»geS'ta'tion-al \,pro-,ies-'ta-shn3l. -sh3n-'l\ adj ; preceding
pregnancy or gestation; esp t of, relating to, or constituting the
modifications of the female mammaUan system associated with
ovulation

pro-ges-ter-one \pro-'ies-t3-,ron\ n [p^-og^stin + sterol -1- -one]

: a steroid progestational hormone C21H30O2
pro-geS'tin \-'jes-t3n\ n [pro- + gyration -h -in} ; a progestational
hormone; esp : progesterone

prO'glot.tid \(')pr6-'glat-9d\ n : a segment of a tapeworm contain-

mg both male ajid female reproductive organs — pro*gIot>ti>de*an
\,pro-.glat-3-'de-3n, ,pr6-,gla-'tid-e-\ adj

pro.glot-lis \(')pr6-'glat-3s\ n, pi pro-glot.ti-des \-*glat-3-,dez\

[NL proglottid-, proglottis, fr. Gk proglottis tip of the tongue, fr.

pro- before -*- glotta tongue — more at pro-, gloss] : proglottid
prog.na.thic \prag-'nath-ik, -'na-thik\ adj t prognathous
prog.na-thism \'prag-na-.thiz-ain, prag-'na-\ n : prognathous
condition
prog.na-thous \-th3s\ adj ; having the jaws projecting beyond the

upper part of the face

prog*no.sis \prag-'no-s3s\ n [LL, fr. Gk prognosis', Ut., foreknowl-
edge, fr. progignoskein to know before, fr. pro- before -f- gignoskein

to know — more at pro-, know] 1 : the prospect of recovery as

anticipated from the usual course of disease or pecuUarities of the

case 2 : forecast, prognostication
prog'nos.tic \orag-'nas-tik\ n [ME pronostique, fr. MF. fr. L
prognosticum, fr. Gk prognostikon, fr. neut. of progndsiikos fore-

telling, fr. progignoskein} 1 ; something that foretells : portent
2 : prognostication, prophecy — prognostic adj

prog-noS'ti-cate \prag-'nas-t3-,kat\ vt 1 ; to foretell from signs

or symptoms : predict, prophesy 2 : foreshow, presage syn
see foretell — prog-nos-ti-ca-tive \-,kat-iv\ adj — prog-nos-
ti*ca-tor \-,kat-3r\ n

prog.nos.li.ca-tion \(,)prag-,nas-ta-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 ; an indication

in advance : foretoken 2 a : an act, the fact, or the power of

prognosticating : forecast b : foreboding
iprO'gram or pro^gramme \'pro-,gram, -gramX n [F programrne
agenda. pubUc notice, fr. Gk programma, fr. prographein to write

before, fr. pro- before -I- graphein to write — more at carve]
1 [LL programma, fr. Gk] : a public notice 2 a : a brief outline

of the order to be pursued or the subjects embraced (as in a pubUc
entertainment) b : the performance of a program; esp : a per-

formance broadcast on radio or television 3 a : a plan of proce-

dure b : a proDosed project or scheme c : a comprehensive
schedule 4 : prospectlis, syllabus 5 : a printed biU, card, or
booklet giving a program; specij : a dance order 6 a : a plan for

the programming of a digital computer b : a sequence of coded
instructions for a digital computer
^program also programme vt pro-grammed or pro-gramed;
pro'gram-ming or pro-gram-ing 1 a : to arrange or furnish a
program of or for : bill b : to enter in a program 2 : to work out

a sequence of operations to be performed by i.as an electronic com-
puter) — pro.gram-mer n
program director n : one that is in charge of plarming and sched-
uhng program material for a radio or television station or network
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pro.gram.mat-ic \,pro-gro-'mat-ik\ adj 1 ; relating to program
music 2 : of, resembling, or having a program — pro-gram-mat-
i.cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
program music n : music intended to suggest a sequence of images
or incidents

^prog.ress X'prag-ras. -,res, chiefly Brit 'pro-,gres\ n [ME, fr. L
progressus advance, fr. progressus, pp. of progredf to go forth, fr.
pro- forward + gradi to go — more at pro-, grade] 1 a ; a royal
journey or tour marked by pomp and pageant h : an official
journey or circuit c : a journeying forward : tour 2 : a forward
or onward movement : advance 3 : gradual betterment; esp : the
progressive development of mankind

2pro«gress \pra-'gres\ vi 1 : to move forward : proceed 2 : to
develop to a higher, better, or more advanced stage

prO"gres«sion \pr3-'gresh-3n\ n 1 : a sequence of numbers in which
each term is related to its predecessor by a uniform law 2 a : an
act of progressing : advance b : a continuous and connected
series : sequence c : progress 3 a ; succession of musical tones
or chords b : the movement of musical parts in harmony c ; se-
quence 2c — pro.gres.sion»aI \-'gresh-n3l, -sn-^V adj

pro.gres.sion^st \-'gresh-(3-)n3st\ n : one who believes in prog-
ress; esp ; one who believes in the continuous progress of the human
race or of society

pro.gres.sist X'prag-rss-sst, -.res-; pra-'gres-X « 1 : progressionist
2 ; progressive 1

ipro-gres.sive \pr9-'gres-iv\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or charac-
terized by progress b : of, relating to, or constituting an educa-
tional theory marked by emphasis on the individual child, infor-
mality of classroom procedure, and encouragement of self-expres-
sion 2 : of, relating to, or characterized by progression 3 : mov-
ing forward or onward : advancing 4 : increasing in extent or
severity <a r-^ disease) 5 oJ[en cap ; of or relating to political
Progressives 6 : of. relating to, or constituting a verb form that
expresses action or state in progress at the time of speaking or a
time spoken of — pro-gres-sive«ly adv — pro-gies-sive-ness n

2progressive m l a : one that is progressive b : one believing in
moderate political change and esp. social improvement by govern-
mental action 2 cap : a member of a U.S. political party: as a : a
member of a predominantly agrarian minor party split off from the
Republicans about 1912; specij : bull moose b : a follower of
Robert M. La Follette in the presidential campaign of 1924 c : a
follower of Henry A. Wallace in the presidential campaign of 1948
Progressive Conservative adj : of or relating to a major political
party in Canada traditionally advocating economic nationalism
and close ties with the United Kingdom — Progressive Conser-
vative n

progressive jazz n t jazz of the 1950s characterized by harmonic,
contrapuntal, and rhythmic experimentation

pro.gres-Siv.ism \pr3-'gres-i-,viz-3m\ n 1 : the principles or
beliefs of progressives 2 cap : the oolitical and economic doctrines
advocated by the Progressives 3 : the theories of progressive
education — pro-gres-siv-ist \-v3st\ n or adj

pro-hib-it \pro-'hib-3t, pra-V vi [ME prohibiten^ fr. L prohibitus,
pp. of prohibere to hold away, fr. pro- forward -t- habere to hold— more at give] 1 : to forbid by authority : enjoin 2 a : to pre-
vent from doing something b : to make impossible ; debar syn
see forbid

pro«hi*bi>tion X.pro-s-'bish-sn also ,pro-h3-\ n 1 : the act of
prohibiting by authority 2 : an order to restrain or stop 3 : the
forbidding by law of the sale and sometimes the manufacture and
transportation of alcoholic liquors as beverages

pro-hi-bi-tion.ist \-'bish-(3-)n3st\ n : one who favors the prohibi-
tion of the sale or manufacture of alcoholic liquors as beverages;
specij, cap : a member of a minor U.S. political party advocating
the prohibition by law of the manufacture, importation, transporta-
tion, and sale of alcoholic beverages

pro>hib>i>tive \pro-'hib-3t-iv, pra-\ adj 1 : tending to prohibit
or restrain 2 : serving to preclude the use of something — pro-
hib-i-tivc'ly adv

pro-hib-i-to-ry \-'hib-3-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj : prohibitive
iproj-ect \'praj-,ekt, -ikt\ n [ME proiecie, modif. of MF pourjet,
fr, pourjeler to throw out, spy, plan, fr, pour- (fr. L porro forward)
+ Jeter to throw; akin to Gk pro forward — more at for. jet] 1 : a
specific plan or design : scheme 2 obs : idea 3 : a planned under-
taking: as a : a definitely formulated piece of research b : a large
usu. government-supported undertaking 4 : a task or problem
engaged in usu. by a group of students to supplement and apply
classroom studies syn see plan

apro-ject \pr3-'jekt\ vi [partly modif. of MF pourjeter; partly fr. L
projectus, pp. of proicere to throw forward, fr. pro- + jacere to
throw — more at jet] 1 : to devise in the mind : design 2 : to
throw or cast forward 3 : to present for consideration charac-
teristics of 4 ; to cause to protrude 5 : to cause (Hght or shadow)
to fall into space, or (an image) upon a surface 6 ; to reproduce
(as a point, line, or area) on a surface by motion in a prescribed
direction 7 : to communicate vividly esp. to an audience 3 : to
externalize and regard as objective or outside oneself -^ vi : to jut

out : protrude
pro<ject*able \pr9-'jek-ta-b3l\ adj : capable of being projected
Ipro.jectile Xpra-'jek-t^'l also -,tTl, chiefly Brit 'praj-ik-.tTl\ n 1 : a
body projected by external force and continuing in motion by its

own inertia; specij : a missile for a firearm, cannon, or other weapon
2 : a self-propelling weapon (as a rocket)

sprojectile adj l : projecting or impelling forward 2 : capable of
being thrust forward

pro«iec»tion \pr3-'jek-sh3n\ n 1 a : a systematic presentation of
intersecting coordinate lines on a flat surface upon which features
from the curved surface of the earth or the celestial sphere may be
mapped b : the process or technique of reproducing a spatial ob-
ject upon a plane or curved surface by projecting its points; also

: the graphic reproduction so formed 2 : a transforming change
3 : the act of throwing or shooting forward : ejection 4 : the
forming of a plan : scheming 5 a (1) : a jutting out (2) : a part
that juts out b : a view of a building or architectural element
6 a : the act of perceiving a mental object as spatially and sensibly
objective; also : something so perceived b : the act of externalizing
or objectifying what is primarily subjective 7 : the display of mo-

tion pictures by projecting an image from them upon a screen
8 : an estimate of future possibilities based on a current trend~ piciec-tion-al \-shn3l, -shan-n\ adj
syn projection, protrusion, protuberance, bulge mean an

extension beyond the normal line or surface, projection impHes a
jutting out esp. at a sharp angle; protrusion suggests a thrusting
out so as to seem a deformity; protuberance implies a growing or
swellmg out in rounded form; BULGE suggests an expansion caused
by mternal pressure

pro.jection.ist \-sh(3-)n
a : a map maker b : one
or television equipment

pro.jec.tive \pr3-']ek-tiv\ adj l : relating to, produced by or
mvolymg geometric projection 2 : jutting out : projecting 3 : of
or relating to a test or device designed to analyze the psychody-
namic constitution of an individual

projective geometry n : a branch of geometry that deals with the
properties of configurations that are unaltered by projection

pro.jec.tor \pra-'jek-t3r\ n 1 : one that plans a project; specij
: promoter 2 : one that projects: as a : a device for projecting a
beam of hght b : an optical instrument for projecting an image
upon a surface c : a machine for projecting motion pictures on a
a screen 3 : an imagined line from an object to a surface along
which projecuon takes place

pro.jet \pro-'zha\ n, pi projets \-'zhafz)\ [F, fr. MF pourjef[
1 : plan; esp : a draft of a proposed measure or treaty 2 : a
projected or proposed design
prolactin \pro-'lak-t3n\ n i^pro- + lact- -|- -m] : a pituitary
lactogenic hormone

pro.la.min or pro.Ia.mine X'pro-ls-mgn, -,men\ n [ISV proline +
ammonia -f -in, -ine'\ : any of various simple proteins found esp.m seeds and insoluble in absolute alcohol or water

prO'lan \*pro-,lan\ ;; [G, fr. L proles progeny — more at proletar-
ian] : either of two gonadotrophic hormones found esp. in urine
in pregnancy
ipro.lapse \pro-'Iaps, 'pr6-.\ n [NL prolapsus, fr. LL, fall, fr.
L prolapsus, pp. of prolabi to fall or slide forward, fr. pro- forward
-f labi to slide — more at pro-, sleep] : the falling down or slipping
of a body partfrom its usual position or relations
2pro.lapse \pro-Maps\ vi : to undergo prolapse
pro-late \'pro-,Iat\ adj [L prolatus (pp. of projerre to bring for-
ward, extend) fr, pro- forward -\- latus, pp. oi jerre to carry — more
at tolerate, bear] : extended; esp : elongated in the direction of a
line joining the poles

pro-leg \'pro-,leg, -,lag\ n : a fleshy leg on an abdominal segment
of some insect larva

pro»le.gom.eonon \,pro-h-'gam-a-,nan, -nsnX n, pi pro<Ie>gom<e-
na \-n3\ [Gk, neut. pres. pass. part, of prolegein to say beforehand,
fr. pro- before -f kgein to say] : prefatory remarks; specij ; a formal
essay or critical discussion serving to introduce and interpret an
extended work — pro»le.gom-e-nous \-n3.s\ adj

pio-lep.sis \pro-'lep-s3S\ n, pi pro-lep-ses \-'lep-,sez\ [Gk pro-
lepsis, fr. prolambanein to take beforehand, fr, pro- before -I-

lambanein to take — more at latch] : anticipation: as a : the
representation or assumption of a future act or development as if

presently existing or accomplished b : the application of an ad-
jective to a noun in anticipation of the result of the action of the
verb (as in "while yon slow oxen turn iho, jurrowed plain") — pro-
lep-tic \-'lep-tik\ adj
ipro.le.tar.i.an \,pro-l3-'ter-e-3n\ n [L proletarius, fr. proles
progeny, fr. pro- forth -I- -olescere (fr. alescere to grow) — more
at old] : a member of the proletariat

^proletarian adj ; of, relating to, or representative of the pro-
letariat

pro.le-tar-i.an4za»tion \-,ter-e-3-n3-'za-sh3n\ n : reduction to a
proletarian status or level

pro»le.tar>i*an«ize \-'ter-e-3-,nTz\ vt ; to cause to undergo prole-
tarianization

pro.le.tar»i.at \,pro-l3-'ter-e-3t, -'tar-\ n [F proletariat, fr. L
proletarius] 1 : the lowest social or economic class of a com-
munity 2 : industrial workers who lack their own means of pro-
duction and hence sell their labor to live

ipro-lif-er-ate \pr3-'lif-3-,rat\ vi [back-formation fr. proliferation,

fr. F proliferation, fr. proUferer to proliferate, fr. prolifere prolifer-

ous, fr. L proles -\- -fer -ferous] : to grow by rapid production of
new parts, cells, buds, or offspring — p_ro»lif'er«a.tion \-,lif-a-

'ra-sh3n\ n — pro-lil-er-a'tive \-'lif-3-,rat-iv\ adj
2pro-lif.er'ate y'lif-a-rat, -,rat\ adj [back-formation fr. prolifera-

tion's I developing a leafy shoot from a normally terminal organ
<'^ flowers)

pro-lif.er.ous \pr3-'lif-(g-)r3s\ adj 1 : reproducing freely by
vegetative means (as offsets, bulbils, gemmae) 2 ; proliferating;
specij : producing a cluster of branchlets from a larger branch <a
-^ coral) — pro-lif-er-ous-Iy adv

pro.lif'ic \pr9-Mif-ik\ adj [F prolifique, fr. L proles progeny]
1 ; producing young or fruit esp. freely ; fruitful 2 archaic

I causing abundant growth, generation, or reproduction 3 : marked
by abundant inventiveness or productivity <a -^ writer) syn see
FERTILE — pro*lif'i*ca»cy \-'lif-i-k3-se\ n — pro>lif>i<>cal>l7

\-i-k(3-)le\ adv — pro'lif*ic»ness \-ik-n3s\ n

pro-line \'pr6-,len\ n [G prolin"] : an amino acid CsHgNOz of
many proteins that may be freed by hydrolysis

pro*IiS \pr6-'liks, 'pr6-(,)\ adj [ME, fr. MF & L; MF prolixe, fr. L
prolixus extended, fr. pro- forward -I- liquere to be fluid — more at

liquid] 1 : unduly prolonged or drawn out 2 : given to verbosity
and diffuseness in speaking or writing : long-winded syn see
wordy — pro.lix-ly adv

pro-lix-i-ty \pro-'lik-s3t-e\ n i the quality or state of being prolix

pro-loc-u-tor Xpro-'lak-yst-srX n [L, fr. pro- for -h locutor speaker,
fr. locutus, pp. of loqui to speak] 1 : one who speaks for another
: spokesman 2 : presiding officer : chairman

prclo-gize \'pro-,16g-Jz, -.lag-; -la-,jTz\ or pro-Iogu.ize \-,ldg-
,Tz, -,I'ag-\ vi : to write or speak a prologue

prorogue \'pr6-,16g, -,l'ag\ n [ME prolog, fr. OF prologue, fr. L
prologus preface to a play, fr. Gk prologos part of a Greek play
preceding the entry of the chorus, fr. pro- before + legein to speak— more at pro-, legend] 1 : the preface or introduction (as to

{
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a discourse or play) 2 ; the actor speaking a prologue 3 : an
introductory or preceding act, event, or development

pro*long \pr3-'16i3\ vt [ME prolongen, fr. MF prolonguer, fr. LL
prolongare, fr. L pro- forward + longus long] 1 : to lengthen in
time : CONTINUE 2 : to lengthen in extent, scope, or range
<-^ the boundary northward) syn see extend— pro<Ioiig<er \-'16q-
3r\ n

pro*loii>gate \pr3-'l6r)-,gat, pro-\ vt : prolong — pro<lon-ga-
tion \{,)pro-.16o-'ga-shan, pr3-\ n

pro-lO^ther.a'py \.pro-lo-'ther-3-pe\ n [L proles progeny + E
-o- + therapy — more at proletarian] : the rehabihtaiion of an
Incompetent structure (as a ligament or tendon) by the induced
proliferation of new cells

prO'lU-Sion \pro-'lu-zh3n\ n [L prolusion-, prolusio, fr. prolusus,

pp. of proludere to play beforehand, fr. pro- before + ludere to
play — more at ludicrous] 1 ; a preUminary trial : exercise,
PRELUDE 2 : an introductory and often tentative discourse —
prO'lU'SO-ry \-'lus-0-)re, -'liiz-\ adj
prom \'pram\ n [short for promenade'} ; a formal dance given by a
high school or college class
iprom»e«nade \,pram-s-'nad, -'n'ad\ n [F, fr. promener to take for
a walk. fr. L prominare to drive forward, fr. pro- forward + minare
to drive — more at amenable] 1 ; a leisurely walk or ride esp. in a
public place for pleasure or display 2 : a place for stroUing
3 a : a ceremonious opening of a formal ball consisting of a grand
march of all the guests b : a figure in a square dance c ; prom
^promenade vi 1 : to take or go on a promenade 2 : to perform a
promenade in a dance -^ v/ : to walk about in or on — prom>e-
nad*er n

promenade deck n : an upper deck or an area on a deck of a
passenger ship where passengers promenade
Pro»me.tIie.an \pr3-'me-the-an\ adj ; of, relating to, or resembling
Prometheus, his experiences, or his art

Pro.me.theus \-,th(y)us, -the-3s\ n [L. fr. Gk Prometheus} \ a
Titan in Greek legend who steals fire from heaven as a gift for man

pro.me-thi.um \-the-am\ n [NL, fr. Prometheus} : a metallic
element of the rare-earth group obtained as a fission product of
uranium or from neutron-irradiated neodymium — see element
table

prora-i-nence \'pr"am-(3-)n3n(t)s\ n 1 : the quality state, or fact
of being prominent or conspicuous : salience 2 : something
prominent : projection 3 : a mass of gas resembling a cloud
that arises from the chromosphere of the sun

prom*i>nent \-(3-)n3nt\ adj [L prominent-, prominens^ fr. prp. of
prominere to jut forward, fr, pro- forward + -minere (akin to
mont; mans mountain) — more at mount] 1 : standing out or
projecting beyond a surface or hne ; protuberant 2 : readily
noticeable ; conspicuous 3 : notable, eminent syn see notice-
able — prom.i.nent'ly adv

pro.mis.cu-ity \,pram-(,)is-'kyii-9t-e. (,)pr5-,mis-, pra-.mis-\ n
1 : indiscriminate mingling : PRor.iiscoouSNESS 2 ; promiscuous
sexual union

pro-miS-C'a*OUS Nprs-'mis-kys-wasX adj [L promiscuus, fr. pro-
forth + miscere to mix — more at pro-, mix] 1 : consisting of a
heterogeneous mixture 2 : not restricted to one class, sort, or
person; specij : not restricted to one sexual partner 3 ; casual,
irregular — pro>mls*cu>ou5*ly adv — pro-mis-cu.ons.ness n
iprom-ise \'pram-3s\ n [ME promts, fr. L promissum, fr. neut. of
promissus, pp. of promittere to send forth, promise, fr. pro- forth
+ mittere to send — more at pro-, smtte] 1 a : a declaration that
one will do or refrain from doing something specified b ; a
declaration that gives the person to whom it is made a right to
expect or to claim the performance or forbearance of a specified
act 2 : ground for expectation usu. of success, improvement,
or excellence 3 : something that is promised
2promise v/ 1 : to engage to do, bring about, or provide i'^ aid)
2 archaic : warrant, assure 3 chiejly dial : betroth 4 : to
suggest beforehand : foretoken <dark clouds -^ rain) -^ vi 1 : to
make a promise 2 ; to give ground for expectation ; be imminent— prom.is-er n
promised land n : a place or condition believed to promise final
satisfaction or realization of hopes

piom-is-ee \,pram-3-'se\ n : a person to whom a promise Is made
prom.is.lng \'pram-3-sio\ adj : full of promise : auspicious —
prom.is.ing-ly \-sio-ie\ adv

prom<i>50r \,pram-3-'s6(3^r\ n : one who engages or undertakes
prom*iS>SO*ry \'pram-3-,sor-e, -,s6r-\ adj [ML promissorius. fr. L
promissus, pp.] I containing or conveying a promise or assurance
<~ oath)

promissory note n : a written promise to pay on demand or at a
fixed future time a sum of money to a specified person

prom*on*tO<ry \'pram-3n-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ n [L promunturium, pro-
monturium: prob. akin to prominere to jut forth — more at promi-
nent] 1 : a high point of land or rock projecting into a body of
water : headland 2 : a bodily prominence

pro*mot>3l)le \pr3-'m6t-a-b3l\ adj : likely or deserving to be ad-
vanced in rank or position

pro*mote \pr3-'mot\ vt [L promotus, pp. of promovcre, lit., to
move forward, fr. pro- forward + movere to move] 1 a : to advance
In station, rank, or honor : raise I) ; to advance (a student) from
one grade to the next higher grade 2 a : to contribute to the growth
or prosperity of : further b : to help bring (as an enterprise)
Into being ; launch 3 slang : to get possession of by doubtful
means or by ingenuity syn see advance

pro*mot>er \-'m6t-3r\ n 1 : one that promotes; esp : one who
assumes the financial responsibilities of a sporting event including
contracting with the principals, renting the site, and collecting gate
receipts 2 obs : prosecutor 3 : a substance that in very small
amounts is able to increase the activity of a catalyst

pro.mo-tion \pr3-'mo-shan\ n 1 : the act or fact of being raised
in position or rank : preferment 2 ; the act of furthering the
growth or development of something — pro-mo-tion-al \-shn3l,
-sh^n-'^lX adj

pro.mo-tive \-'m6t-iv\ adj l : tending to further or encourage
2 : promotional —- pro-mo-Uve-ness n
Iprompt \'pram(p)t\ vt [ME prompten, fr. ML promptare, fr L
prompius prompt] 1 : to move to action : incfte 2 : to assist
(one actmg or reciting) by suggesUng the next words of something
lorgotten or imperfectly learned : cuB 3 : to serve as the inciting
cause of : urge — prompt>er n

^prompt adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L promptus ready, prompt,
fr. pp. of promere to bring forth, fr. pro- forth + emere to take —
more at redeem] 1 : being ready and quick to act as occasion
demands : punctual 2 : performed readily or immediately <--
assistance) 3 : of or relating to prompting actors <~ side) Syn
see quick — promptly \'pram(p)-ae, 'pram-ple\ adv — prompt-
ness \'pr'amt-n3s, 'pramp-n3s\ n
aprompt n, pi prompts \'pram(t)s. 'pramps\ 1 : reminder 2 : a
limit of time given for payment of an account for goods purchased;
also : the contract by which this time is fixed
prompt'book \'pr'amt-,buk, 'pramp-,buk\ n : a copy of a play with
directions for performance used by a theater prompter

promp.ti.tude \'pram(p)-t3-.t(y-)ud\ n [ME. fr. MF or LL; MF,
fr. LL promptitudo, fr. L promptus} ; the quaUty or habit of being
prompt : promptness

pro<mul*gate \'pr'am-3l-,gat; pro-'mal-, prs-', 'pro-(,)\ vt [L
promulgatus, pp. of promulgare} 1 : to make known by open dec-
laration ; proclaim 2 a : to make known or public the terms of
(a proposed law) b : to issue or give out (a law) by way of putting
into execution syn see declare — pro*mul*ga'tion \.pram-3l-
'ga-shan; ,pr5-m3l-, (,)pr6-„ pr3-,\ n — prD<mul-ga<tor \'pram-
»l-,gat-9r; pro-'msl-. pra-', 'pro-(,)\ n

pro>millge \pr6-'m3lj\ vt [ME promulgen, fr. L promulgare} ar-
chaic : promulgate

pro-nate \'pro-.nat\ vt [LL pronatus, pp. of pronare to bend for-
ward, fr. l. pronus} : to rotate (as the hand or forearml so as to
bring the palm facing downward or backward; broadly : to rotate
(a jointor part) forward and toward the midline — pro>na<tioii
\pro-'na-sh3n\ n

pro.na.tor_\'pr6-,nat-9r\ n : a muscle that produces pronation
prone \'pron\ adj [ME. fr. l^pronus bent forward, tending; akin to
hpro forward — more at for] 1 : having a tendency or inclination
: disposed <man is -- to error) 2 : downward: as a : having the
front or ventral downward b ; lying flat or prostrate — prone-ly
adv — prone*ness \'pron-n3S\ n
syn prone, supine, prostrate, recumbent mean lying down.
prone implies a position with the front of the body turned toward
the supporting surface; supine implies lying on one's back and
suggests inertness or abjectness; prostrate implies lying full-length
as in submission, defeat, or physical collapse; recumbent implies
the posture of one sleeping or resting syn see in addition liable

pro-neph-ric \(')pro-'nef-rik\ adj ; of or relating to a pronephros
pro-nepb.ros \{')pr6-'nef-r3S. -,ras\ n [NL, fr. Gk pro- + nephros
kidney — more at nephritis] : one of the anterior of the three pairs
of embryonic renal organs of higher vertebrates
iprong X'proo, 'praoX n [ME pronge} 1 : FORK 2 : a tine of a fork
3 : a slender pointed or projecting part: as a : a fang of a tooth
b : a point of an antler — pronged V'prood. *praod\ adj
2prong vf : to stab, pierce, or break up with a prong
prong-horn \-,h6(a)m\ n. pi pronghorn also pronghoms ; a
ruminant mammal {Antilocapra americand) of treeless parts of
western No. America resembling an antelope

pro-nom-i>nal XprS-'nam-an-^l, -'nam-nsIX adj [LL pronominalls,
fr. L pronomin-, pronomen] 1 : of, relating to, or constituting a
pronoun 2 : resembling a pronoun in identifying or specifying
without describing <the -^ adjective this in this dog) — pro-nom-
i*naMy \-e\adv

pro>noun \'pro-,naun\ n [ME pronom, fr. L pronomin-, pronomen,
fr. pro- for + nomin-, nomen name — more at pro-, name] : a word
belonging to one of the major form classes in any of a great many
languages that is used as a substitute for a noun or noun equivalent,
takes noun constructions, and refers to persons or things named,
asked for. or understood in the context
pro»nounce \pr3-'naun(t)s\ vb [ME pronouncen^ fr. MF prononcier,
fr. L pronuniiare. fr. pro- forth + nunfiare to report, fr. nuntius
messenger — more at pro-] vt 1 : to utter officially or ceremoni-
ously 2 : to declare authoritatively or as an opinion 3 : to em-
ploy the organs of speech to produce <'^ these words) 4 : RECITB
'- vi 1 ; to pass judgment 2 \ to produce the components of spo-
ken language <~ faultlessly) — pro*nounce*abIe \-'iiaunCt)-sa-
b3l\ adj — prO'nounc>er n

pro.noimced \-'naun(t)st\ adj i strongly marked : decided — pro-
nounced.ly \-'naun(t)-s3d4e, -'naun(t)s-tle\ adv

pro-nounce<meiit \pr3-'naun(t)-smant\ n 1 : a usu. formal decla-
ration of opinion 2 : an authoritative announcement

pro>noimc*ing adj : relating to or indicating pronunciation <'^
dictionary)

pron-to \'pran-(,)t6\ adv [Sp, fr. L promptus prompt] : QUICKLY,
promptly

pro.nu.cle-ar \(*)pro-*n(y)U-kle-3r\ adj : of, relating to, or re-
sembling a pronucleus

pro.nu-cle.us \(')pr6-'nCylu-kIe-3s\ n [NL] : a gamete nucleus
after completion of maturation and entry of a sperm into the egg

pro-nun.ci-a-men.to \pro-.n3n(t)-se-9-'ment-(,)6\ n. pi pronun-
CiamentOS or pronunciamentoes [Sp pronunciamiento, fr. pro-
nunciar to pronounce, fr. L pronuntiare} : proclamation, mani-

pro>nun>ci'a-tion \pr3-,n3n(t)-se-'a-sh3n\ n [ME prommciacion,
fr. MF prononciation, fr. L pronuniiation-, pronuntiaiio, fr. pro-
nuntiatus. pp. of pronuntiare} : the act or manner of pronouncing
something : articulate utterance — pro-nun>ci>a>tion>al \-shn3i,
-sh3n-'l\ adj
iprool \'priif\ n [ME, alter, of preove. fr. OF preuve, fr. LL proba,
fr. L probare to prove — more at prove] la: the cogency of
evidence that compels acceptance by the mind of a truth or a fact

b : the process or an instance of establishing the vaUdity of a
statement eso. by derivation from other statements in accordance
with accepted or stipulated principles of reasoning 2 obs \ experi-
ence 3 ; an act, effort, or operation designed to establish or
discover a fact or truth : test 4 archaic : the quahty or state of
having been tested or tried; esp : unyielding hardness 5 : evidence
operating to determine the finding or judgment of a tribunal
6 a : an impression (as from type) taken for correction or examina-
tion b ; a proof impression of an engraving, etching, or bthograph
c ; a test photographic print made from a negative 7 : a test ap-
plied to articles or substances to determine whether they are of
standard or satisfactory quality 8 a : the minimum alcoholic
strength of proof spirit b : strength with reference to the standard
for proof spirit

2prooJ adj 1 : firm or successful in resisting or repelling — often
used in combinadon 2 : used in proving or testing or a standard of
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: of standard strength or quality or alcoholic con-comparison

tent
aproof vt 1 a ; to make or take a proof or test of b : proofread
2 : to bring (dough) to the proper hghtness 3 : to give a resistant
quality to — prool-er n

proof-read \'pru-,fred\ vt [back-formation fr. proajreader"] : to
read and mark corrections in (a pfoof) — proof*read>er n

proof>room X'pru-.friim, -,frum\ n ; a room in which proofreading
is done

pTOOf spirit n :

that contains oi
0.7939 at 60°F
iprop \'prap\ n [ME proppe, fr. MD, stopper; akin to MLG
proppe stopper] : something that props or sustains : support
2prop vt propped; prop*ping 1 a : to support by placing something
under or against b : to support by placing against something
2 : SUSTAIN, STRENGTHEN

3prOp n : PROPERTY 3
*prOp n : PROPELLER
prop- comb form [ISV, fr. propionic (acid)'] : related to propionic
acid ipropane} ipropyiy
ipro-paC'deu-tiC \.pr6-pl-*d(y)ut-ik\ n [Gk propaideuein to teach
beforehand, fr. pro- before + paideuein to teach, fr. paid-, pais
child — more at pro-, few] : preparatory study or instruction
; INTRODUCTION 4

^propaedeutic adj ; needed as preparation for learning or study
prop-a>ga*ble \'prap-5-g3-bal\ adj : capable of being propagated
pro>pa>gan*da \,prap-3-'gan-da, ,pro-pa-\ n [NL, fr. Congregatio
de propaganda jide Congregation for propagating the faith, or-
ganization established by Pope Gregory XV ] 1 cap : a congrega-
tion of the Roman curia having jurisdiction over missionary terri-

tories and related institutions 2 : the spreading of ideas, informa-
tion, or rumor for the purpose of helping or injuring an institution,
a cause, or a person 3 : ideas, facts, or allegations spread debb-
erately to further one's cause or to damage an opposing cause;
also : a public action having such an effect

P10>pa>gaii>dism \-'gan-,diz-3m\ n : the action, practice, or art of
propagating doctrines or of spreading or employing propaganda— pro>pa>gaii-dist \-d9st\ n or adj — pro>pa>gan-dis*tic \-,gan-
'dis-tik\ adj — pro<pa-gan-dis-ti>caMy \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

pro>pa>gan<dize \-'gan-,diz\ vt : to subject to propaganda **- v/

: to carry on propaganda
prop<a>gate \'pra,p-a-,gat\ vb [L propagatus, pp. of propagare to
set sUps, propagate, fr. propages slip, offspring, fr. pro- before +
pangere to fasten — more at pro-, pact] vt 1 ; to cause to continue
or increase by sexual or asexual reproduction 2 : to pass along
to offspring 3 a : to cause to spread out and affect a greater
number or greater area : extend b : pubucize c ; transmit
'« VI 1 ; to multiply sexually or asexually 2 ; increase, extend— prop*a-ga>tive \-,gat-iv\ adj — prop>a>ga<tor \-.gat-3r\ n

prop>a>ga>tiOll \,prap-a-'ga-shan\ n : the act or action of propa-
gating: as a ; increase (as of a kind of organism) in numbers
b : the spreading of something (as a belief) abroad or into new
regions : dissemination c : enlargement or extension (as of a
crack) in a sohd body — prop>a>ga<tion*al \-shn3l, -shan-^lX adj
pro>pane \'pro-,pan\ n [ISV] : a heavy flammable gaseous paraffin
hydrocarbon CH3CH2CH3 found in crude petroleum and natural
gas and used esp. as fuel and in chemical synthesis

pro<par>oxy*t01ie \,pro-pa-'rak-si-,ton. ,pro-,pa(3)r-'ak-\ adj [Gk
proparoxytonos] ; having or characterized by an acute accent on
the antepenult — proparoxytoue n

pro>pel \pr3-'pel\ vt pro*pelled: prD*pel*Iing IME propellen, fr. L
propellere, fr. pro- before + pellere to drive — more at felt] 1 ; to
drive forward or onward 2 : to urge on : motivate syn see push
ipro.pel4ant or prcpel-lent \-'pel-snt\ adj : capable of propelling
2propellant also propellent n : something that propels: as a : an
explosive for propelling projectiles b : fuel plus oxidizer used by a
rocket engine c ; a gas in a pressure bottle for expelling the con-
tents when the pressure is released

pro*pel>ler also pro>pel>lor \pra-'pel-or\ n ; one that propels;
specij : screw propeller

pro<pend \pr6-'pend\ vi [L propendere, fr. pro- before -I- pendere to
hang — more at pendant] obs : incline

pro-pense \pro-'pen(t)s\ adj [L propensus, pp. of propenderel
archaic : inclined, disposed

pro-pen-si-ty \pr3-'pen(t)-s3t-e\ n ; a natural inclination syn
see leaning
'propter \'prap-3r\ adj [ME propre proper, own, fr. OF, fr. L
proprius own] 1 : marked by suitability, nghtness. or appropriate-
ness : FIT 2 a : appointed for the Uturgy of a particular day
b : belonging to one ; own c : referring to one individual only
<'^ noun) d ; represented heraldically in natural color 3 : be-
longing characteristically to a species or individual ; peculiar
4 ; very good : excellent 5 chiefly Brit : utter, absolute <a -^

villain) 6 chiefly dial : becoming, handsome 7 : strictly limited
to a specified thing, place, or idea <the city '^> 8a: strictly

accurate ; correct b archaic ; virtuous, respectable c : strictly

decorous ; genteel syn see ftt

^proper n 1 a : the special Uturgical office for a particular day
D : the parts of the mass that vary according to the day or feast

2 : the part of a missal or breviary containing the offices proper
to certain feasts or saints

3proper adv, chiefly dial : thoroughly, completely
proper adjective n ; an adjective that is formed from a proper
noun and is usu. capitalized in English

pro-per-din \pro-'p3rd-'n\ n [prob. fr. 'pro- -h L perdere to
destroy -I- E -in — more at PERomON] : a serum protein that
participates in destruction of bacteria, neutralization of viruses,

and lysis of red blood cells

proper fraction n : a fraction in which the numerator is less or of
lower degree than the denominator

prop>er-Iy \'prap-3r-Ie\ adv : in a proper manner: as a ; suttably
b : strictly, correctly c chiefly Brit : utterly

proper noun n ; a noun that designates a particular being or thing,

does not take a limiting modifier, and is usu. capitalized in English
— called also proper name

I subset containing fewer elements than does theproper subset n 1

class to which it is subordinate
prop>er>tied \'prap-3rt-ed\ adj ; possessing property
prop.er-ty \'prap-3rt-e\ n [ME proprete, fr. MF proprete, fr. L
proprietat-, proprieias, fr. proprius own] 1 a : a quality or trait
belonging and esp. peculiar to an individual or thing b : an effect
that an object has on another object or on the senses c ; virtue 3
d : an attribute common to all members of a class 2 a : something
owned or possessed; specif : a piece of real estate b : the exclusive
right to possess, enjoy, and dispose of a thing : ownership c : some-
thmg to which a person has a legal title 3 : an article or object
used in a play or motion picture except painted scenery and actors'
costumes syn see quauty

property damage insurance n : protection against the legal liability
of the insured for damage caused by his automobile to the property
of others

prop-er-ty-Iess \'prap-3rt-e-l9s\ adj ; lacking property
property man n ; one who is in charge of theater or motion-picture
stage properties

pro-phage \'pr5-,faj, -,fazh\ n : an intracellular form of a bacterial
virus in which it is harmless to the host which it protects against
active viruses

pro.phase \'pro-,faz\ n [ISV] : the initial phase of mitosis in
which chromosomes are condensed from the resting form and split
into paired chromatids — pro*pha>5ic \(')pro-'fa-zik\ adj
proph.e-cy \'praf-3-se\ n [MBprophecie, fr. OF, fr. lA. prophetia,
fr. Gk propheleia, fr. prophetes prophet] 1 : the vocation of a
prophet; specif : the inspired declaration of divine will and purpose
2 ; an inspired utterance of a prophet 3 : a declaration of some-
thing to come : PREDicnoN
proph>e>si<er \-,si(-3)r\ n ; one that prophesies
proph.e.sy \'praf-3-,sr\ vb [me prophesien, fr. MF prophesier,
fr. OF, fr. prophecie} vt 1 ; to utter by divine inspiration 2 : pre-
dict 3 : foreshow, prehgure « VI 1 : to speak as if divinely in-

spired 2 : to give instruction in religious matters : preach 3 ! to
make a prediction syn see foretell

proph.et \'praf-3t\ n [ME prophete, fr. OF, fr. L propheta, fr. Gk
prophetes, ir. pro- before + phanai to speak — more at pro-, ban]
1 : one who utters divinely inspired revelations; specif, often cap
1 the writer of one of the prophetic books of the Old Testament
2 : one gifted with more than ordinary spiritual and moral insight;

esp X an inspired poet 3 t one who foretells future events : pre-
dictor 4 ; an effective or leading spokesman for a cause, doctrine,
or group 5 Christian Science a : a spiritual seer b : disappearance
of material sense before the conscious facts of spiritual Truth —
proph-et*ess \-at-as\ n

pro*phet>ic \pr3-'fet-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of
a prophet or prophecy 2 : foretelling events : predictive — pro-
pbet>i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — pro<phet<i>cal>l7 \-k(3-)le\ adv
Proph.etS \'praf-sts\ n pi : the second part of the Jewish scriptures— compare hagiographa, law
ipro*phy*lac*tlC \,pro-f3-'lak-tik also .praf^-\ adj [Gk prophylak-
tikos, fr. prophylassein to keep guard before, fr. pro- before + phy-
lassein to guard, fr. phylak-, phylax guard] 1 : guarding from or
preventing disease 2 ; tending to prevent or ward off : preventivb— prO'Phy'lac-ti'CaMy \-ti-k(s-)le\ adv
2prophyiactic n : something that is prophylactic: as a ; a device
for preventing venereal infection b : contraceptive

pro-phy.iax.is \-'lak-s3s\ n, pi pro<phy<lax<es \-'lak-,sez\ [NL,
fr. Gk prophylaktikos] : measures designed to preserve health and
prevent the spread of disease

ipro.pine \pr3-'pen, -'pTn\ vt IME propinen, fr. MP propiner, fr. L
propinare to present, drink to someone's health, fr. Gk propinein
lit., to drink first, fr. pro- ipro- + pinein to drink — more at pota-
ble] chiefly Scot : PRESENT, PLEDGE 2

2propine n, Scot : a gift in return for a favor
pro«pin.qui»ty Vpro-'piq-kwat-eX n [ME propinquite, fr. L pro-
pinquitat; propinquitas kinship, proximity, fr. propinquus near,
akin, fr. prope near — more at approach ] 1 ; nearness of blood
: KINSHIP 2 : nearness in place or time : proximity

pro<pi>0*nate \'pr6-pe-a-,nat\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of propionic
acid

pro*pi<on4c acid \,pro-pe-,an-ik-\ n [ISV ^pro- -V Gk pion fat;

akin to L opimus fat — more at fat] ; a Uquid sharp-odored fatty

acid CsHgOz found in milk and distillates of wood, coal, and
petroleum

pro*pi>tia>bIe \pro-'plsh-(e-)a-bsl\ adj : capable of being propi-
tiated

pro.pi-ti-ate \pro-'plsh-e-.at\ vt [L propitiatus, pp. of propitiare,

fr. propitius propitious] : to appease and make favorable ; con-
ciliate syn see pacify — pro-pi-ti-a-tor \-.at-sr\ n

pro.pi'ti.a.tion \(,)pro-,pis(h)-e-'a-shan\ n 1 : the act of pro-
pitiating 2 : something that propitiates; specif : an atoning sacrifice

pro-pi'tia-to.ry \pro-'pish-(e-)3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : of or relating

to propitiation 2 ; intended to propitiate : expiatory
pro.pl-tiOUS \pr3-*pish-as\ adj [ME propicious, fr. L propitius, fr.

pro- before + petere to seek — more at pro-, feather] 1 : favor-
ably disposed : benevolent 2 : being of good omen : auspicious
<~ sign) 3 : tending to favor : advantageous syn see favorable— pro'pi-tiouS'ly adv — pro-pi«tious-ness n

prop'jet engine \,prap-jet-\ n : turbo-propeller enginb
prop-man \'prap-,man\ n : property man
prop<0>lis \'prap-a-l3s\ n [L, fr. Gk, fr. pro- for + polls city— more
at PRO-, police] ; a brownish resinous material of waxy consist-

ency collected by bees from the buds of trees and used as a cement
pro«pone \pr3-'pon\ vt [ME (Sc) proponen, fr. L proponere — more
at propound] 1 Scot : propose, propound 2 Scot : to put for-

ward (a defense)
pro>po>nent \pr3-'po-n3nt\ n [L proponent-, proponens, prp. of
proponere] : one who argues in favor of something : advocate
'prO'por-tion \p(r)3-'por-sh3n, -'p6r-\ n [ME proporcion, fr. MF
proportion, fr. L proportion-, proportio, fr. pro for + portion-,

portio portion — more at for ] 1 ; the relation of one part to another
or to the whole with respect to magnitude, quantity, or degree
ratio 2 : balance^ symmetry 3 : a relation of equality of two

\
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4 a : proper or equal share b : quota, percentage 6 ! size,
DEGREE
^proportion vt pro.por-tion.ing \-sh(3-)ruo\ 1 : to adjust (a

part or thing) in size relative to other parts or things 2 : to make
the parts of harmonious or symmetrical 3 : apportion, allot

pro*por>Ucn>able \-sh(3-)n3-b3l\ adj, archaic I proportional,
proportionate — prO'por-tion.ably \-ble\ adv, archaic
ipro*poT>tion<al \p(r^3-'por-shnal, -'p6r-, -sh3n-'i\ adj la: being
in proportion : proportionate b ; having the same or a constant
ratio 2 : regulated or determined in size or degree with reference
to proportions — prO'por'tion*al>i-ty \-,por-shs-'nal-3t-e, -,p6r-\
n — pro-por*tion'-al<ly \-'por-shna-lc, -'por-, -sh3n-'l-e\ adv
syn proportional, proportionate, commensurate, commensura-

ble mean duly proportioned to something else, proportional and
proportionate are often interchangeable but proportional may
apply to several closely related things that change without altei"ing

their relations; proportionate to one ttiing that bears a reciprocal
relationship to another; commensurate stresses an equality between
things different from but in some way dependent on each other;
commensurable more strongly implies a common scale by which
two quite different things can be shown to be significantly equal or
proportionate
2proportional n : a number or quantity in a proportion
proportional parts n pi ; fractional parts of the difference between
successive entries in a table for use in linear interpolation

proportional representation n : an electoral system designed to
represent in a legislative body each political group or party in pro-
portion to its actual voting strength in the electorate
'pro.por.tion-ate \p(r)3-'por-sh(5-)nat, -'p6r-\ adj : being In
proportion syn see proportional — pro-por-tion-ate'ly adv

2pro>por>tion«ate \-sh3-,nat\ vt ; to make proportionate ; pro-
portion

pro-pos>al \pr3-'po-z3l\ n 1 : an act of putting forward or stating
something for consideration 2 a : something proposed : sugges-
tion b : offer; specif : an offer of marriage
pro-pose \pr3-'poz\ vb [ME uroposen, fr. MF proposer, fr. L pro-
ponere (perf. Indic. proposui)^ vi 1 : to form or declare a plan or
intention 2 obs : converse, discourse 3 : to make an offer of
marriage '^ vt 1 a : to bring forward : propound b : intend
2 : to offer for consideration or adoption 3 : to declare as a
purpose or goal 4 : to offer as a toast — pro<pos<er n
iprop-o»si-tion \,prap-a-'zish-3n\ n 1 a ; something proposed or
offered for consideration or acceptance : proposal b : the point
to be discussed or maintained in argument usu. stated in sentence
form near the outset c : a theorem or problem to be demonstrated or
performed 2 a : an expression in language or signs of something
that can be believed, doubted, or denied or is either true or false

b : the objective meaning of a proposition 3 : a project or situa-
tion requiring some action with reference to it : affair — prop»o-
si'tion-al X-'zish-nal, -3n-'l\ adj

^proposition vi prop-o-si-tion-ing \-'zish-(3-)nii:\ : to make a
proposal to; specij ; to suggest sexual intercourse to

propositional function n l : sentential function 2 : something
that is designated or expressed by a sentential function

pro-pos-i-tns \pr3-'paz-3t-as\ n [NL, fr. L, pp. oi proponere} ; the
person immediately concerned ; subject

pro-pound \pr3-'paund\ vt [alter, of earlier propone, fr. ME (Sc)
proponen, fr. L proponere to display, propound, fr. pro- before +
ponere to put, place — more at pro-, POsmoN] : to offer for con-
sideration : propose — pro-pound-er n

pro.prae-tor or pro.pre-tor \f')pr6-'pret-3r\ n [L propraetor, fr.

pro- (as in proconsul) + praetor} ; a praetor of ancient Rome sent
out to govern a province
»pro«pri.etary \p(ri3-'prT-9-,ter-e\ n 1 a : proprtetor, owner
b : an owner or grantee of a proprietary colony 2 ; a body of
proprietors 3 : a drug that is protected by secrecy, patent, or copy-
right against free competition as to name, product, composition, or
process of manufacture
^proprietary adj [LL proprietarius, fr. L proprietas property — more
at property] 1 ; of, relating to, or characteristic of a proprietor
2 : made and marketed by one having the exclusive right to manu-
facture and sell 3 : privately owned and managed

proprietary colony n : a colony granted to a proprietor with full
prerogatives of government

pro.pri-etor \p(r)3-'prT-3t-3r\ n [alter, of ^proprietary} 1 : pro-
prietary lb 2a: one who has the legal right or exclusive title to
something : owner b : one having an interest less than absolute
and exclusive right — pro>pri>etor>sliip \-,ship\ n — pro-pri-
etress \-'prT-3-rr3s\ u

pro.pri-ety \p(na-'prT-3t-e\ n [ME propriete, fr. MF propriete
property, quality of a person or thing — more at property] 1 obs
; true nature 2 obs : a special characteristic : peculiarity 3 : the
quality or state of being proper 4 a : the standard of what is

socially acceptable in conduct or speech : decorum b : fear of
offending against conventional rules of behavior esp. as between
the sexes c pi z the customs and manners of polite society syn see

pro«pri0.cep«tive \,pr5-pre-o-'sep-tiv\ adj [L proprius own -I- E
-ceptive (as in receptive)} : of, relating to, or being stimuli arising
within the organism

pro.prio.cep.tor \-t3r\ n : a sensory receptor excited by proprio-
ceptive stimuli

prop root n : a root that serves as a prop or support to the plant
pro-pto.SiS\(')pro-'to-sss,prap-'t6-\n [NL.fr. LL, falling forward,
fr. Gk proptosis, fr, propiptein to fall forward, fr. pro- + piptein to
fall — more at fe.ather] : forward projection or displacement esp.
of the eyeball

prO'pUl'Sion \pra-'p3l-shan\ n [L propulsus, pp. of propellere to
propel] 1 : the action or process of propelling 2 ; something that
propels

pro.pul.sive \-'p3l-siv\ adj ILpropulsus} : tending or having power
to propel

pro.pyl \'pr6-pal\ n ; either of two isomeric alkyl radicals CjH?
derived from propane or an isomer — pro.pyl.ic \pr6-'pil-ik\ adj
prop.y-lae.um \,prap-a-'le-3m\ n, pi prop-y-laea \-'le-3\ [L, fr.
Gk propylaion, fr. pro- before + pyle gate — more at pro-] : a vesti-
bule or entrance of archiiecturaj importance before a building or
enclosure — often used in pi.

prD*pyl-ene \'pro-p3-,len\ n : a flammable gaseous hydrocarbon

CHaCH^CHz obtained by cracking petroleum hydrocarbons and
used chiefly in organic synthesis

propylene glycol n : a sweet hygroscopic viscous liquid preservative
C3H802 made esp. from propylene and used as an antifreeze and
solvent and in brake fluids

pro ra-ta \(')pro-'rat-o, -'rat-\ adv [L] : proportionately according
to some exactly calculable factor — pro rata adj

pro*rate \(')pro-'rat\ vb ipro rata} vt ; to divide, distribute, or
assess proportionately -^ vi ; to make a pro rata distribution

pro<ra>tion \pro-'ra-sh3n\ n ; the act or an instance of prorating;
specij : the limitation of production of crude oil or gas to some
fractional part of the total productive capacity of each producer

pro»ro.gate \'pror-o-,gat, 'pr6r-\ vt : prorogue
pro.ro-ga.tion \,pror-o-'ga-shan, ,pr6r-o-, p(r)a-,ro-\ n : the act of
proroguing : the state of being prorogued

pro-rogue \p(r)&-'rog\ vb [ME prorogen, fr. MF proroguer, fr. L
prorogare, fr. pro- before + rogare to ask — more at pro-, right] vt

1 : defer, postpone 2 : to terminate a session of (as a British
parliamenf) by royal prerogative -^ vi ; to suspend or end a legisla-
tive session syn see adjourn

pros- prejix [LL, fr. Gk, fr. protl, pros face to face with, towards. In
addition to, near; akin to Skt prati- near, towards, against, in re-
turn, Gk pro before — more at for] 1 : near ; toward (proseachy-
ma> 2 ; in front <pro.fencephalon)

pro>sa*iC \pro-'za-ik\ adj [LL prosaicus. It. L prosa prose]
la: characteristic of prose as distinguished from poetry : factual
b : DULL, UNiNLAGiNATfvE 2 : belonging to the everyday world
: COMMONPLACE — prO'Sa^i-cal-ly \-'2a-s-k(3-)le\ adv

pro*sa*i5m \'pr5-(,}za-,iz-am\ n 1 ; a prosaic manner, style, or
quality 2 : a prosaic expression

pro-Sa-ist \-(,)za-3st\ n [L prosa prose] 1 : a prose writer 2 : a
prosaic person

pro.sa-teur \,pro-z3-'t3r\ n [F, fr. It prosatore, fr. ML prosator, fr.

L prosa] : a writer of prose
pro*sce*m-uni \pr6-'se-ne-3m\ n [L, fr. Gk proskenion front of the
building forming the^ background for a dramatic performance,
stage, fr. pro- + skene building forming the background for a dra-
matic performance — more at scene] 1 a : the stage of an ancient
theater b : the part of a modern stage in front of the curtain
C : the wall that separates the stage from the auditorium and pro-
vides the arch that frames it 2 : foreground

prosceniiUU arch n : the arch that encloses the opening in the
proscenium wall through which the spectator sees the stage

pro.scribe \pro-'skrIb\ vr [L proscribere to publish, proscribe, fr.

pro- before + scribere to write — more at scribe] 1 a : to publish
the name of (a person) as condemned to death with his property
forfeited to the state b : outlaw 2 : to condemn or forbid as
harmful : PROHiBrr — pro.scrib-er n

pro-SCrip'tioa \pro-'skrip-sh3n\ n [ME proscripcion, fr. L pro-
scription-, p'oscriptio, fr. proscriptus, pp. of proscribere} 1 1 the act

of proscribing : the state of being proscribed 2 : an imposed
restraint or restriction : pROHiamoN — pro«sciip»tive \-'skrip-
tiv\ adj — pro.scrlp.tive.ly adv
Iprose Vpro2\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L prosa, fr. fem. of prorsus,
prosus, straightforward, being in prose, contr. of proversus, pp. oi
proveriere to turn forward, fr pro- forward + vertere to turn —
more at pro-, worth] la: the ordinary language of men in speak-
ing or writing b : a literary medium distinguished from poetry esp.

by its greater irregularity and variety of rhythm and its closer
correspondence to the patterns of everyday speech 2 : a prosaic
st>'le, quality, character, or condition : ordinariness, matter-of*
factness
2prose vi 1 : to write prose 2 : to write or speak in a dull prosy

3prose adj 1 : of, relating to, or written in prose 2 : matter-op^
FACT, prosaic

pro^seC'tor \pro-'sek-t3r\ n [prob. fr. F prosecteur, fr. hh prosector
anatomist, fr. L prosectus, pp. of prosecare to cut away, fr. pro-
forth -I- secare to cut — more at pro-, saw] : one that makes dissec-

tions^ for anatomic demonstrations — pro-seC'tO-ri-al \,pro-,sek-
'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj

pros-e-cut-able \'pras-i-,kyiit-3-b3l\ adj : subject to prosecution
<a -^ offense)

pros>e>CUte \'pras-l-,kyUt\ vb [ME prosecuten, fr. L prosecutus, pp.
of prosequi to pursue — more at pursue] vr 1 : to follow to the end
<—' the investigation) 2 : to engage in 3 a : to pursue for redress

or punishment of a crime or violation of law in due legal form be-
fore a legal tribunal b ; to institute legal proceedings with refer-

ence to <^ a claim) <— vi : to institute and carry on a legal suit or
prosecution

prosecuting attorney n ; an attorney who conducts proceedings in

a couri on behalf of the government : district attorney
pros-e.cu-tion \,pras-i-'kyu-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of
prosecuting; specij : the institution and continuance of a criminal
suit involving the process of pursuing formal charges against an
offender to final judgment 2 : the party by whom criminal pro-
ceedings are instituted or conducted 3 obs ; pursuit

pros-e*cu-tor \'pras-i-,kyUt-ar\ n 1 ; a person who institutes an
official prosecution before a court 2 : prosecutino attorney
ipros.C'Iyte \'pras-9-,lTt\ n [ME proseliie, fr. LL proselytus
proselyte, alien resident, fr. Gk proselytos. fr. pros near + -elytos

(akin to elthein to go); akin to Gk elaunein to drive — more at

pros-, elastic] : a new convert : neophyte; specij : a convert to

Judaism syn see convert
2proselyte vt : to convert from one religion, belief, or party to

another -^ v/ 1 : to make proselytes 2 : to recruit members esp.

by the offer of special inducements
pros-e.ly.tism \'pras-3-,lTt-.iz-am, 'pras-(3-)l3-,tizA n 1 : the act

of becoming or condition of being a proselyte : conversion 2 : the
act or process of proselyting

pros-e.ly-tize \'pras-(3-)l»-,tiz\ vb : prosely-te

pro<sem>i-nar \(')pro-'sem-5-,nar\ n : a directed course of study
conducted in the manner of a graduate seminar but often open to

advanced undergraduate students
pros-en-ce-phal-ic \,pras-,en(t)-s3-'fal-Ik\ adj z of, relating to, or
derived from the forebrain

pro5>en>ceph*a<lon \,pras-,en-'sef-»-,lan, -lanX n [NL] : forebrain
pros.en-chy-ma Xpra-'seo-ks-ms, -'sen-\ n. ;»/ pros-en.chyni.a-ta
\,pra3-=n-"kim-at-3\ or prosencbymas [NL] : a tissue of higher
plants composed of elongated cells with little protoplasm and
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specialized for conduction and support — pros-en*chyni-a-tons
\,pras-'n-'kiin-3t-as\ atij

prose poem n : a work in prose that has some of the qualities of a
poem (as rhythm, patterned structure, or imaginative heightening)— prose poet n

prosper \'pro-23r\ n l : a writer of prose 2 : one who talks or
writes tediously

Pro*ser>pi>na \pr3-'sar-p3-Ds\ or Pros-er>piue \'pras-3r-j)in\ n
[L Proserpina'] ; Persephone

pros.i.Iy \'pr6-z9-le\ adv ; in a prosy manner
pros.i-ness_\-ze-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being prosy
pro.Sit \'pro-zst, -sst\ or prost \'pr6st\ inter) [G, fr. L prosit may
it be beneficial, fr. prodesse to be useful — more at proud] — used
to wish good health esp. before drinking

pro-so \'pr6-(,)so\ n [Russ] : MILLET la
pro-sod>ic \pra-'sad-ik also -'zad-\ adj : of or relating to prosody— pro-sod-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — pro.sod.i.caLIy \-i-k(9-)le\ adv
pros>o*dist \'pras-3d-3st\ n : a specialist in prosody
pros>0>dy \'pras-ad-e\ n [ME, fr. Lprosodia accent of a syllable, fr.

Gk prosoidia song sung to instrumental music, accent, fr. pros in
addition to + oide song — more at pros-, ode] 1 ; the study of
versification; esp • the systematic study of metrical structure : met-
rics 2 : a particular system, theory, or style of versification
pro«SO-ina \pra-'so-m3\ n [NL, fr. Gk pro- + soma body; akin to
L tumere to swell — more at thumb] : the anterior region of the
body of an invertebrate when not readily analvzable into its primi-
tive segmentation; esp : cephalothorax — pr6>so*raal \-m3l\ ad}

pro.so.pQ.poe.ia \pr3-,s5-pa-'pe-(y)9, ,pras-3-p3-\ n [L, fr. Gk
prosopopoiia, fr. prosopon mask, person (fr. pros- •\- dps face) +
poiein to make — more at eve, poet] 1 : a figure of speech in which
an imaginary or absent person is represented as speaking or acting
2 : PERSONIFICATION
ipros-pecl \'pras-.pekt\ n [ME, fr. I. prospectus view, prospect, fr.

prospectus, pp. of prospicere to look forward, exercise foresight, fr.

pro- forward + specere to look — more at pro-, sky] 1 ; outlook,
EXPOSURE 2b 2 a (1) : an extensive view (2) : a mental considera-
tion : SURVEY b : a place that commands an extensive view ; look-
out C : something extended to the view : scene d archaic : a
sketch or picture of a scene 3 obs : aspect 4 a : act of looking
forward : anticipation b : a mental picture of something to come
: vision c : something that is awaited or expected : possibilfty
dpi (1) : financial expectafions (2> : chances 6 a : a place show-
ing signs of containing a mineral deposit b : a partly developed
mine G : the mineral yield of a tested sample of ore or gravel
6 a ; a potential buyer or customer b : a likely candidate
syn prospect, outlook, anticipation, foretaste mean an ad-

vance realization of something to come, prospect implies expecta-
tion of a particular event, condition, or development of definite
interest or concern; outlook suggests a forecasting of the future;
anticipation impUes a prospect or outlook that involves advance
suffering or enjoyment of what is foreseen; foretaste implies an
actual though brief or partial experience of something that will or
may come later in full force

2pros-pect \'pras-,pekt, chiejly Brit pras-'\v/ : to explore an area esp.
for mineral deposits — v/ : to insf>ect (a region^ for mineral de-
posits; broadly t explore — pros-pec-tor \-,pek-t9r. -*pek-\ n

pro-spective \pr3-'spek-tiv also 'pra-,
,
pro-', pra-'\ adj 1 : relating

to or effective in the future 2 : expectant, expected — pro-spec-
tive»ly adv

prO'Spec-tus Xprs-'spek-tas, pra-\ n [L. prospect] : a preliminary
printed statement that describes an enterprise (as a business) and is

distributed to prospective buyers, investors, or participants
pros.per \'pr"as-p3r\ vb pros-per-ing \-p(3-)rio\ [ME prosperen,
fr. MF prosperer, fr. L prosperare to cause to succeed, fr. prosperus
favorable] v/ 1 : succeed; esp ; to achieve economic success
2 : FLOURISH, thrive '^ v/ ; lo cause to succeed or thrive

pros.per-i.ty \pra-'sper-3t-e\ n : the condition of being successful
or thriving; esp : economic well-being
Pros.pero \'praR-p3-,r6\ n : the rightful duke of Milan in Shake-
speare's The Tempest

pros.per-OUS \'pras-p(3-)r3s\ adj [me, fr. MF prospereux, fr.

prosperer to prosper + -eux -ous] 1 : auspicious, favorable
2 a : marked by success or economic well-being b : flourishing— pros'per-ous-ly adv — pros^per-ous-ness n

proS'tate \'pras-,tat\ also pros-tat-ic \pra-'stat-ik\ adj [NL
prostata prostate gland, fr. Gk prostates, fr. pro'istanai to put in
front, fr. pro- before + histanai to cause to stand — more at pro-,
stand] : of or relating to or being the prostate gland

pros«ta.tec»to«my \,pras-t3-'tek-t3-me\ n ; surgical removal of the
prostate gland

prostate gland n : a firm partly muscular partly glandular body
about the base of the mammalian male urethra

pros-ta.lism \'pras-ta-,tiz-am\ n : disease of the prostate; esp ; a
disorder resulting from obstruction of the bladder neck by an en-
larged prostate

pros>the<sis \Dr"as-'the-s3s, 'pras-ths-X n, pi pros-the-ses \-,sez\
[NL, fr. Gk, addition, fr. prostithenai to add to, fr. pros- in addition
to -I- tithenai to put — more at pros-, DO] : an artificial device to re-

place a missing part of the body
pr0S<thet*2C \pras-'thet-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to a prosthesis or
prosthetics 2 : of, relating to, or constituting a nonprotein group
of a conjugated protein — pros-thet-I'Cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

pr0S*thet-ic5 \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : the surgical and
dental specialties concerned with the artificial replacement of miss-
ing parts

prosth-Odon-tiCS \.pras-ths-'dant-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr
[NL prosthodontia, fr. prosthesis + -odoniial ; prosthetic dentistry— pro5th-odon<tist \-'dant-3st\ n
iproS'ti.tUte \'pras-t3-,tfy1ut\ vt ih prostllutus, pp. of prostituere,

fr. pro- before + statuere to station - more at pro-, statute] 1 ; to
offer indiscriminately for sexual intercourse esp. for money 2 : to
devote to corrupt or unworthy purposes : debase — pros-tl*tu*tor
\-,tfy)ut-3r\ n

^prostitute adj : devoted to corrupt purposes : PROsrmrTED
3prostitule n l : a woman who engages in promiscuous sexual
intercourse esp. for money : whore 2 : a person who deliberately

debases himself for consideration (as money)
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pros.ti.tu.lion \,pr5s-ta-'tCy)U-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or practice of
indulging in promiscuoiis sexual relations esp. for money 2 : the
state of being prostituted ; debasement

pro.sto-mi.al \pr5-'sto-me-sl\ adj : of or relating to the pro-
stomium

prO'Sto*nii>nin \pr5-'sto-me-am\ n. pi pro*sto>niia \-me-3\ [NL,
f r. Gk pro- + stoma mouth — more at stomach ] : the portion of the
head of various worms and moUusks situated in front of the mouth
and usu. held to be nonmetameric
tprOS.lrate \*pras-.tral\ adj [ME prostrat, fr. L prostratus, pp. of
prosternere, fr. pro- before + sternere to spread out, throw down— more at strew] 1 a : stretched out with face on the ground in
adoration or submission b : extended in a horizontal position
: flat 2 : lacking in vitality or will : overcome 3 ; trailing on the
ground ; procumbent (-^ shrub) syn see prone

Jprostrate vt 1 : to throw or put into a prostrate position 2 : to
reduce to submission, helplessness, or exhaustion : overcome

pro5>tra*tion \pra-'stra-shan\ n 1 a : the act of assuming a prostrate
position b : the state of being in a prostrate position : abase-
ment 2 a : complete physical or mental exhaustion ; collapse
b ; helplessness, powerlessness

prosy \'pro-ze\ adj 1 : prosaic 2 : tedious
prot- or proto- combjorm [ME protho-, fr. MF, fr. LL proto-, fr. Gk
prot-, proto-, fr. prolos; akin to Gk pro before — more at for]
1 ; first in time <prorolithic> <pro/onymph> 2 a : first or lowest of
a series and as such usu. having the smallest relative amount of a
(specified) element or radical </>ro/oxide> b ; parent substance of
a (specified) substance <proractinium> 3 ; first formed ; primary
<proroxylem> 4 cap ; relating to or constituting the recorded or
assumed language that is ancestral to a language or to a group of
related languages or dialects </'roro-Indo-European>

prot-actin.i.um \,pr6t-.ak-*tin-e-3m\ n [NL] : a shiny metallic
radioelement of relatively short life — see element table

pro.tag-O-niSt \pro-'tag-3-nast\ n [Gk prdtagonistes, fr. prot- prot-
+ agonistes competitor at games, actor, fr. agonizesthai to compete,
fr. agon contest, competition at games — more at agony] 1 : one
who takes the leading part in a drama, novel, or story 2 : the
leader of a cause : champion 3 : a muscle that by its contraction
actually causes a particular movement

prot*amine \'prot-a-,men\ n [ISV] ; any of various simple strongly
basic proteins that are not coagulable by heat but are soluble in
water and dilute ammonia

prot*a<sis \'prat-3-s3s\ n, pi prot<a*ses \-a-,sez\ [LL, fr. Gk,
premise of a syllogism, conditional clause, fr, proteinein to stretch
out before, put forward, fr. pro- + teinein to stretch — more at
thin] 1 : the introductory part of a play or narrative poem
2 : condition 2b — pro-tat>ic \pra-'tat-ik\ adj

prote- or proteo- comb jorm [ISV, fr. F proteine'i : protein ipro-
teolysis) <proreose>

prO'tea \'pr6t-e-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L Proteus, sea god able
to assume various shapes] : any of a genus (Protea of the family
Proteaceae, the protea family) of evergreen shrubs often grown for
their showy bracts and dense flower heads

pro4e-an \'pr5t-e-3n, pro-'te-\ adj 1 ; of or resembling Proteus
: variable 2 : readily assuming different shapes or roles

pro*te>ase \'prot-e-,as, -,az\ n [ISV] : proteinase, peptidasb
prO'tect \pr3-'tekt\ v/ [L protectus, pp. of protegere, fr. pro- in
front + tegere to cover — more at pro-, thatch] 1 a : to cover or
shield from injury or destruction : guard b ; to save from con-
tingent financial loss 2 : to shield or foster by a protective tariff

syn see defend
pro.tection \pr9-'tek-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of protecting : the state
of being protected 2 a : one that protects b : the oversight or
support of one that is smaller and weaker 3 : the freeing of the
producers of a country from foreign competition in their home
market by high duties or other restrictions on foreign competitive
goods 4a: immunity from prosecution purchased by criminals
through bribery b : money extorted by racketeers posing as a
protective association 5 : coverage 2a — pro-tec-tive \-'tek-

tiv\ adj — pro'tec-live-ly adv
pro-tec-tion>ism \-shs-,niz-3m\ n : the doctrine or policy of pro-
tectionists

pro-tec*tion<ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n : an advocate of government eco-
nomic protection for domestic producers through restrictions on
foreign competitors — protectionist adj

protective larifl n : a tariff intended primarily to protect domestic
producers rather than to yield revenue

pro-tec.tor \pr3-'tek-t3r\ n 1 a : one that protects : guardian
b : a device used to prevent injury : guard 2 : one having the care
of a kingdom during the king's minority : regent — pro-tec>tor-
ship \-,ship\ n — pro-teC'tress \-'tek-tr3s\ n

prO'tector-al \-'tek-t(3-)r3l\ adj ; of or relating to a protector or
protectorate

prO'tec.tor-ate \-'tek-t(3-)rst\ n l a : government by a protector

b : the government of England (1653-59) under the Cromwells
c : the rank, office, or period of rule of a protector 2a: the
relationship of superior authority assumed by one power or state

over a dependent one b : the dependent political unit in such a
relationship

pro.tec-to-ry \-t(s-)re\ n : an institution for the protection and
care usu. of homeless or dehnquent children

pro-t6.g6 \'pr6t-a-,2ha, ,pr6t-3-'\ n [F, fr. pp. of proteger to pro-
tect, fr. L protegere] : a man under the care and protection of an
influential person usu. for the furthering of his career

pro.t6.gee \'prot-a-,2ha, ,prot-o-'\ n [F, fem. of protege'^ : a female
protege

pro.teid \'pr6-,ted, 'prot-e-sdX n [ISV, fr. protein] : protein 1

prO'te-ide \'prot-e-,Td\ n [ISV, fr. protein] : protein 1

prO'tein \'pro-,ten, 'prot-e-3n\ n, ojten altrib [F proteine, fr. LGk
proteios primary, fr. Gk protos first — more at prot-] 1 : any of
numerous naturally occurring extremely complex combinations of
amino acids that contain the elements carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,

oxygen, usu. sulfur, occas. phosphorus, iron, or other elements, are
essential constituents of all living cells, and are synthesized from
raw materials by plants but assimilated as separate amino acids by
animals 2 : the total nitrogenous material in plant or animal
substances

{
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pro-tein-aceous \,pro-,te-'na-shss, ,prot-e-«-'na-\ adj ; of, relating

to, resembling, or being protein
pro-tem>ase \'pr6-,te-,nas, 'prot-e-3-, -,naz\ n tISV] : an enzyme
that hydrolyzes proteins esp. to peptides

pro-telu>ate \-,nat\ n : a compound of a protein (silver ~)
pro-teiu>uria \.pro-.te-'n(y)ur-e-3, ,prot-e-3-\ n [NL, fr. ISV
protein + NL -wria] : the presence of protein in the urine — pro-
tein-uric V'n(y)ur-ik\ adj

pro tem \pro-'tem\ adv [short for pro tempore^ : for the time being
pro tem>po>re \pr6-'tem-pa-re\ adv [L] : for the time being : tem-
porarily

pro-tend \pro-*tend\ vb [ME protenden, fr. L protendere, fr. pro-
+ tendere to stretch — more at thin] : to stretch forth : ejcfend

pro>ten*Sive \-'ten(t)-siv\ adj [L protensus, pp. of protendere'S

1 ; having continuance in time 2 : having lengthwise extent or
extensiveness — pro-ten-sive-ly adv

pro-teo-clas-tic \,pr6t-e-o-'klas-tik\ adj iprote- + Gk klan to
break — more at halt] '. proteolytic

pro>te-ol>y>SiS \,prot-e-'al-3-S3s\ n [NL] : the hydrolysis of pro-
teins or peptides with formation of simpler and soluble products —
prO'teo-lyt«ic \.prot-e-3-'Ut-ik\ adj

pro>te>Ose \'pr6t-e-,os, -,oz\ n [ISV] : any of various water*
soluble protein derivatives formed by partial hydrolysis of proteins

pro-ter-an-thous \,prat-a-*ran(t)-thas, ,prot-\ adj [Gk proteros +
anthos flower — more at anthology] ; having flowers appearing
before the leaves — pro-ter-an-thy yprat-3-,ran(t)-the, "prot-N n
Pro-terO'ZO'iC \,prat-3-r3-*zo-ik, ,prot-\ adj [Gk proteros for-

mer, earUer (fr. pro before) + ISV -zoic — more at for] : of, re-

lating to, or being an era of geological history that includes the

interval between the Archeozoic and the Paleozoic, perhaps ex-

ceeds in length all of subsequent geological time, and is marked
by rocks that contain a few fossils indicating the existence of annelid
worms and algae; also : relating to the system of rocks formed in

this era — Proterozoic n
ipro*test \'pro-,test\ n 1 : a solemn declaration of opinion and
usu. of dissent: as a : a sworn declaration that payment of a note
or bill has been refused and that all responsible signers or debtors
are liable for resulting loss or damage b ; a formal declaration of

dissent by a member to an act or resolution of a legislature; esp

; one made by a member of the House of Lords c : a declaration
made esp. before or while paying that a tax is illegal and that pay-
ment is not voluntary d ; a solemn declaration of disapproval
2 : the act of protesting 3 a : a complaint, objection, or display
of unwillingness usu. to an idea or a course of action b : a gesture
of extreme disapproval 4 : an objection made to an official or a
governing body of a sport

2pro>te5t \pra-'test, 'pro-, , pro-'\ vb [ME protesten, fr. MF pro-
tester, fr. L protestari, fr. pro- forth + testart to call to witness —
more at PRO-, testament] vt 1 ; to make solemn declaration or
affirmation of : avow 2 : to make or procure to be made a no-
tarial protest of 3 : to make a protest against 4 : to object to
f^ vi 1 ; to make a protestation 2 : to make or enter a protest

syn see assert, object
prot.es-tant X'prat-as-tant, 2 is also pr3-'tes-\ n [MF, fr. L pro-
testant-, protestans, prp. of protestari] 1 cap a : one of a group of
German princes and cities presenting a defense of freedom of
conscience against an edict of the Diet of Spires in 1529 intended
to suppress the Lutheran movement b : a member or adherent
of one of the Christian churches deriving from the Reformation
and affirming justification by faith, the priesthood of all believers,

and the primacy of the Bible c : a Christian not of a CathoUc or
Eastern church 2 : one who makes or enters a protest — prot-
estant adj. often cap — Prot-es-tant-ism \'prat-as-t3nt-.iz-3m\ n

pro>tes>ta>tion \,prat-3s-'ta-sh3n, ,pro-,tes-, ,pr6i-as-, ,prat-,es-\

n : the act of protesting : a solemn declaration or avowal
Pro-teus \'pr6-,t(y)Us. 'pr5t-e-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Proteus] : a sed god
in Greek mythology capable of assuming different forms

pro>tha>la>mi.on \,pro-tha-'la-me-an, -,an\ or pro-tha-Ia-mi-um
\-me-am\ n, p/ pro-tha-la-mia \-me-3\ [NL, fr. Gk pro- + -tha-

lamion (as in epithalamion)] : a song in celebration of a marriage
pro>thal*ll-al \(') pro-*thai-e-3l\ adj : of or relating to a pro-
thallium

pro-thaMi-um \-e-am\ n, pi pro-thal-lia \-e-a\ [NL, fr. pro- +
thallus] 1 ; the gametophyte of a fern or other pteridophyte that is

typically a small flat green thallus attached to the soil by rhizoids
2 : a greatly reduced structure of a seed plant corresponding to the
pteridophyte prothallium

proth-e-sis \'prath-a-sas\ n, pi proth<e-ses \-a-,sez\ [LL, alter, of
prosthesis, fr. Gk, lit., addition — more at prosthesis] : the addition
of a sound to the beginning of a word — pro-thet-lc \pra-'thet-ik\
adj

prothe.tely \*prath-3-,tel-e\ n [prob. fr. Gk pro^thensd to put be-
fore (fr. pro- + tithenai to put) + telein to complete, perfect, fr.

telos end — more at do, wheel] : relatively precocious differentia-
tion of a structure usu. associated with a later stage of development

pro>tho>no<tar*i>al \(,)pro-.than-3-'ter-e-3l, ,pr6-th3-no-*ter-\ adj
: of or relating to a prothonotary

prO'tho«no-ta«ry \pro-'than-3-,ter-e, ,pro-th3-'n6t-3-re\ or pro-
tO-no-ta-ry \pro-'tan-a-,ter-e, ,pr6t-a-'n6t-9-re\ n [ME pro-
thonotarie, fr. LL protonotarius, fr. prat- + L notarius notary] ; a
chief clerk of any of various courts of law
prothonotary apostolic n, pi prothonotarles apostolic : a priest
of the chief college of the papal curia who keeps records of con-
sistories and canonizations and signs papal bulls; also ; an honorary

s-ik\ adj : of or relating to the pro-

member of this college
pro-tHo.rac-ic \,pro-th3
thorax

pro.tho.rax \C')pr5-'th6(9)r-,aks, -•th6(3)r-\ n [NL prothorac-,
prolhorax, fr. 'pro- + thorax} : the anterior segment of the thorax
of an insect

pro-tlirom-Uin \(')pro-'thram-b3n\ n [ISV] : a plasma protein pro-
duced in the hver in the presence of vitamin K and converted mto
thrombin in the clotting of blood

prctist \'pr6t-3st, 'pr6^,tist\ n [deriv. of Gk protistos very first,
primal, fr. superl. of protos first — more at prot-] : any of a king-
dom or other group (Protista) of unicellular or acellular organisms
comprising bacteria, protozoans, various algae and fungi, and some-
times viruses — pro-tis-tan \pro-'tis-t3n\ adj or n

pro>ti-um \'prot-e-am, 'pr5-she-\ n [NL, fr. Gk protos first] ; the
ordinary light hydrogen isotope of atomic mass 1

proto— see pROT-
pro-to-ac*tin>i>um \,prot-(,)o-,ak-'tln-e-3m\ var oj protactinium
pro>tO>Col \'prot-a-,k61, -,kol, -,kal, -k3l\ n [MF prothocole, fr.

ML protocollum, fr. LGk protokoUon first sheet of a papyrus roll

bearing data of manufacture, fr. Gk prot- prot- + kollan to glue
together, fr. kolla glue; akin to MD helen to glue] 1 : an original
draft, minute, or record of a document or transaction 2 a : a
preliminary memorandum of diplomatic negotiation b ; the
records or minutes of a diplomatic conference or congress 3 : a
code of diplomatic or military etiquette and precedence

pro-to-his-tor-ic \,pr6t-(,)6-his-'t6r-ik, -'tar-X adj : of or relating
to protohistory

pro-to.his.to-ry \-'his-t(a-)re\ n [ISV] : the study of man in the
times that just antedate recorded history

pro-to-hu-man X-'hyii-msn, -'yU-\ adj ; of, relating to, or re-

sembhng an early primitive human or a manlike primate
pro*to*lan<guage \'pi"ot-o-,la]3-gwij\ n ; an assumed or fragmen-
tary ancestral language

pro>to>litli>ic \,prot-3-'lith-ik\ adj ; of or relating to the earliest
period of the Stone Age : eolithic

pro.lo.mar-tyr \'pr6t-o-,mart-9r\ n iMEprothomartir, fr. MF, fr.

LL protomartyr, fr. LGk protomartyr-, protomartys, fr. Gk prot- +
martyr-, martys martyr] ; the first martyr in a cause or region

pro-ton \'pro-,tan\ n [Gk proton, neut. of protos first — more at
prot-] : an elementary particle that is identical with the nucleus of
the hydrogen atom, that along with neutrons is a constituent of all

other atomic nuclei, that carries a positive charge numerically equal
to the charge of an electjon, and that has a mass of 1.672 x \Q~^^

gram — pro>ton-ic \pro-'tan-ik\ adj
pro-to-ne-ma \,prot-a-'ne-m9\ n, pi pro-to-ne-ma-ta X-'ne-mst-a,
-'nem-at-\ [NL protonemat-, protonema, fr. prot- ¥ Gk nema
thread — more at nemat-] : the primary usu. filamentous thaUoid
stage of the gametophyte in mosses and in some Uverworts cor-
responding somewhat to the prothallium in ferns — pro-to-ne-mal
\-'ne-m3l\ adj — pro-to-ne-iua-tal \-'ne-m3t-=l, -'nem-3t-\ adj

pro-ton-syn-chro-tron \'pro-,tan-'sio-k(r)3-,tran, -'sin-\ n : a
synchrotron in which protons are accelerated by means of fre-

quency modulation of the radio-frequency accelerating voltage so
that they have energies of bilUons of electron volts

pro-tO-nymph \'prot-a-.nim(p)f\ n : any of various acarids in their
first developmental stage — pro-to-nym*phal \,prot-a-'nim(p)-
fal\ adj

pro-to-path-ic \.pr6t-3-'path-ik\ adj [ISV, fr. MGk protopathes
affected first, fr. Gk prdt- prot- -|- pathos experience, suffering —
more at pathos] : of, relating to, or being cutaneous sensory recep-
tion responsive only to rather gross stimuli

pro-to-phlo-em \-'fl6-,em\ n : the first-formed phloem developing
from procambium and consisting of narrow thin-walled cells

capable of a limited amount of stretching and usu. associated with a
region of rapid growth

pro-to-plasm \'prot-3-,plaz-3m\ n [G protoplasma, fr. prot- -\- NL
plasma] 1 : the colloidal complex of protein, other organic and in-

organic substances, and water that constitutes the living nucleus,
cytoplasm, plastids, and mitochondria of the cell and is regarded as
the only form of matter in which the vital phenomena are mani-
fested 2 : cytoplasm — pro-to-plas-mic \,prot-3-'plaz-mik\ adj

pro-to-plast \'prot-3-,plast\ n {MF protoplaste, fr. LL protoplastus
first man. fr. Gk protoplastos first formed, fr. prot- prot- -f- plastos
formed, fr. plassein to mold — more at plaster] 1 : one that is

formed first ; prototype 2 a : the nucleus, cytoplasm, and plasma
membrane of a cell constituting a living unit distinct from inert walls
and inclusions b : energid — pro-to-plas-tic \,pr6t-a-'plas-tik\
adj

pro-to-por-phy-rin \,prot-o-'p6r-f(3-)r3n\ n [ISV] : a purple
porphyrin acid C34H34N4O4 obtained from hemin or heme by re-

moval of bound iron
pro-to-stele \'prot-3-,stel, ,prot-3-'ste-Ie\ n : a stele forming a
solidrod with the phloem surrounding the xylem — pro>to-ste*liC
\,prot-3-'ste-lik\ adj

pro-to-tio-phic \,prot-a-'traf-ik, -'tro-flkX adj [ISV] : deriving
nutriment from inorganic sources

pro-to-typ-al \.pr6t-3-'ti-p3l\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting a
prototype : archetypal

pro-lo-type \'prot-3-,trp\ n _[F, fr. Gk prdtotypon, fr. neut. of
prototypes archetypal, fr. prot- + typos type] 1 : an original
model on which something is patterned : archetype 2 : an in-

dividual that exhibits the essential features of a later type 3 ; a
standard or typicalexample — pro-to-typ-ic \,prot-3-*tip-ilt\ adj

pro-to-xy-lem \,pr6t-3-'zT-l3m, -,iem\ n : the first-formed xylem
developing from procambium and consisting of narrow cells with
annular, spiral, or scalariform wall thickenings

pro-to-zo-al \.prot-3-'zo-3l\ adj : protozoan
pro-to-zo-an \,pr6t-a-'z5-3n\ n [NL Protozoa, phylum name, fr.

prot- + -zoa] : any of a phylum or subkingdom (Protozoa) of
minute protoplasmic acellular or unicellular animals with varied
morphology and physiology and often complex life cycles that are
represented in most habitats including the parasitic — protozoan
adj — pro-to-zo-ic \-'2o-ik\ adj

pro-tO-ZO-Ol-O-gy X-zo-'al-a-je, -z3-'wal-\ n [NL Protozoa + ISV
-logy] : a branch of zoology dealing with protozoans

pro-to-zo-on \-'z6-,an\ n, pi pro-to-zoa \-'2o-3\ [NL, fr. sing, of
Protozoa] : protozoan

pro-tract \pro-'trakt. p(r)3-\ vt [Lprotractus, pp. of protrahere, lit.,

to draw forward, fr. pro- forward -\- trahere to draw — more at

pro-, draw] 1 archaic : delay, defer 2 : to prolong in time or
space 3 : to lay down the lines and angles of with scale and pro-
tractor : PLOT syn see extend — pro-trac-tive \-'trak-tiv\ adj

protracted meeting n ; a series of revival meetings extending over
a period of time

pro-trac-tile \-'trak-t'l, -,tn\ adj IL protractus] : capable of being
thrust out : protrusile

pro-trac-tion \-'trak-sh3n\ n [LL pro-
traction-, protractio act of drawing out, fr.

protractus] 1 : the act of protracting : the
state of being protracted : prolongation
2 : the drawing to scale of an area of land

pro-trac-tor \-'trak-tar\ n 1 a ; one that
protracts, prolongs, or delays 1) : a
muscle that extends a part 2 ! an in-

strument for laying down and measuring
protractor 2
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angles that is used In drawing and plotting
lpro>trep-tic \pro-'trep-tik:\ n [LL protrepticus hortatory, en-
couraging, fr, Gk protreptikos, fr, protrepein to turn forward, urge
on, fr. pro- + trepein to turn — more at trope] ; exhortation
aprotrepUc adyCLL pro/repn'cui] : hortatory, persuasive
pro-tXUde \pr5-'trud\ vb |;L protrudere, fr. pro- + trudere to
thrust — more at THREAT] vt 1 archaic : to thrust forward 2 : to
cause to project or stick out ^ vii io jut out from the surround-
ings — pro>tru>si-ble X-'trii-sa-bal, -z3-\ adj

pro.lru-sile \pro-'tru-s3l, -.sTl, -zal, -,zTl\ adj : capable of being
protruded — pro.tru*sil-i.ty \(,)pro-,tru-'sil-sl-e\ n

pro*tru>Sion \pr6-'tru-2h3n\ n [L proirusus, pp. of protrudere"]
1 : the act of protruding : the state of being protruded 2 : some-
thing that protrudes syn see projection

pro.tm-Sive \-'tru-siv, -ziv\ adj 1 archaic : thrusting forward
2 ; PROTUBERANT 3 : OBTRUSIVE, PUSHING — pro>tru>sive-ly adv— pro*tru-slve>ness n

pro.tu-ber.ance \pro-'t(y)u-bCa-)r3n(t)s\ n 1 ; the quality or state
of being protuberant 2 : something that is protuberant ; bulge
syn see projection

pro-tU'ber-aul \-b{9-lr3nt\ adj ilA. protuberant-, protuberans, prp.
of protuberare to bulge out, fr. L pro- forward + tuber hump,
swelling] 1 : bulging beyond the surrounding or adjacent surface
; PROMINENT 2 : forcing itself into consciousness : obtrusive —
pro'tU'l)er»anMy adv

proud \'praud\ adj [ME, fr. OE prud, prob. fr, OF prod, prud, prou
capable, good, valiant, fr. LL prode advantage, advantageous,
back-formation fr, L/Jrorfewe to be advantageous, iv. pro-, prod- lor,

in favor + esse to be — more at pro-, is] 1 : feeling or showing
pride: as a : having or displaying excessive self-esteem b : much
pleased : exultant C : having proper self-respect 2 I magnifi-
cent, glorious 3 : VIGOROUS, spmrrED — proud-ly adv
syn PROUD, ARROGANT. HAUGHTY, LORDLY, INSOLENT, OVERBEAR-

ING, SUPERCILIOUS. DISDAINFUL mean showing scorn for inferiors.
PROUD may suggest an assumed supeiiority or loftiness but Just as
often implies strong self-respect or sense of accomplishment;
ARROGANT implies a claiming for oneself more consideration or
importance than is warranted; haughty suggests a consciousness of
superior birth or position; lordly implies pomposity or an ar-
rogant display of power; insolent implies contemptuous haughti-
ness; OVERBEARING Suggests a tyrannical manner or an intolerable
insolence; supercilious implies a cool, patronizing haughtiness;
disdainful suggests a more active and openly scornful super-
ciliousness
syn proud, vain, vainglorious mean aware of one's excellence

or superiority, proud may imply justified as well as excessive selfa

esteem; vain suggests an excessive desire to win the notice or praise
of others often in trivialities; vainglorious implies a boastful or
arrogant display of power, skill, or achievement
proud ilesh n ; an excessive growth of granulation tissue (as In an
ulcer)

proud-ful \'praud-f 5l\ adj, chiejly dial : marked by or full of pride
proud.heart.ed \-'hjirt-3d\ adj : proud in spirit : haughty
Proust>ian \'pru-ste-3n\ adj ; of, relating to. or characteristic of
Proust or his writings

prov.ahle \'pru-v3-b3l\ adj : capable of being proved— prov*ahIe-
ness n — prov'ably \-ble\ adv

pro<vas>cii*lai \(')pr6-*vas-ky^lar\ adj : of, relating to, or being
procambium

prove \*prUv\ vb proved or prov.en \'pru-van\ prov«ing [ME
proven, fr. OF prover, fr. L probare to test, approve, prove, fr.

probus good, honest, fr. pro- for, in favor + -bus (akin to OE beon to

be)] vt 1 archaic : experience 2 : to try or ascertain by an experi-
ment or a standard; esp : to subject to a technical testing process
3 a : to establish the truth or validity of by evidence or demonstra-
tion b ; to check the correctness of (as an arithmetic operation)
4 a ; to ascertain the genuineness of : verify; specij ; to obtain
probate of (a will) b : proof 1 — v/ : to turn out esp. after trial or
test

prov.e.nance \'prav-(3-)n3n(t)s, -3-.nan(t)s\ n [F, fr. provenir to

come forth, originate, fr. L provenire, fr. pro- forth + venire to come
— more at pro-, come] : origin, source

Pro.ven.gal \,prav-3n-'sal, .prov-, -.a''-; prs-'ven (i) -S3l\ n [MF, fr.

provenqal of Provence, fr. Provence'] 1 : a native or inhabitant of
Provence 2 : a Romance language spoken in southeastern France
— Provengal adj
pr07*en>der \'prav-an-d3r\ n [ME, fr. MF provende, provendre, fr.

ML provenda, alter, of praebenda prebend] 1 ; dry food for do-
mestic animals : feed 2 : food, victuals

pro-ve.nience \pr3-'ve-ny5n(t)s, -ne-3n(t)s\ n [alter, oi provenance]
; origin, source

prov-en>l7 \'prii-v3n-Ie\ adv : in a proven manner
pro.ven.tricu-ius \ pr6-(,)ven-'trik-y3-l3s\ n, pi pro-ven-tric-
U'li \-,lT, -,le\ [NL] : the glandular or true stomach of a bird
situated between the crop and gizzard

prove out vi : to turn out to be adequate or satisfactory

prov.er \*prii-v3r\ n : one that proves; specij ; proofer
Iprov.erb \'prav-,3rb\ n [ME proverbe, fr. MF, fr. L proverbium, fr.

pro- + verbum word — more at word] 1 : a brief popular epigram
or maxim ; adage 2 : byword 4
aproverb vt 1 obs : to provide with a proverb 2 : to turn into a
proverb or byword

pro-ver*bi<al \pr3-'v3r-be-3l\ adj l : of, relating to, or resembling
a proverb 2 : commonly spoken of — prO'Ver«bi-al-ly \-3-le\

adv
pro»Vide \pr3-*vTd\ vb [ME providen, fr. L providere, lit., to see

ahead, fr. pro- forward + videre to see — more at pro-, wrr] vi

1 ; to take precautionary measures 2 : to make a proviso or stipu-

lation 3 : to supply what is needed for sustenance or support
*« vr 1 archaic : to procure In advance : prepare 2 a : to fit out

: equip b : to supply for use ; afford, yield 3 ; stipulate— pro-

vid-er n
pro<vid>ed conj [pp. oi provide] : on condition that : with the under-
standing : IF

prov.i-dence \'prav-3d-3n(t)s, -3-,den(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
providentia, fr. provident-, providens] 1 a ojten cap : divine guidance
or care b cap ; God conceived as the power sustaining and guiding

human destiny 2 : the quality or state of being provident : pru-
dence

proV'i-dent \-9d-3nt, -3-,dent\ adj [L provident-, providens, fr. prp.
of providere] 1 ; making provision for the future : prudent
2 : frugal, saving — prov-i'dent*ly adv

prov-i-den.lial \.prav-3-'den-ch3l\ adj 1 archaic : foresighted
2 : of, relating to, or determined by Providence 3 ; occurring by
or as if by an intervention of Providence : opportune <~ escape)
syn see lucky — prov-i.den«tiaMy \-'dench-C3-)le\ adv

pro.vid'ing conj [prp. of provide] : on condition that : In case
; provided

prov.ince \'prav-an(t)s\ n [F, fr. L provincta] 1 a : a country or
region brought under the control of the ancient Roman govern-
ment b : an administrative district or division of a country
c i?/ : all of a country except the metropolis 2 ; a division of a
country forming the jurisdiction of an archbishop or metropoUtan
3 : a biogeographic division of less rank than a region 4 a : proper
or appropriate business or scope ; sphere b ; a department of
knowledge or activity syn see function
ipro>vm>cial \pr3-'vin-ch3l\ n 1 : the superior of a province of a
Roman Catholic religious order 2 : one living in or coming from a
province 3 a : a person of local or restricted interests or outlook
b : a person lacking metropolitan polish or refinement

^provincial adj 1 : of or relating to a province 2 ; confined to a
province or region : narrow 3 : of or relating to a decorative
style (as in furniture) marked by simplicity, informality, and rela-
tive plainness — pro-vin-ciaMy \-*vinch-(3-)le\ adv
pro.vin.cial.isin \-ch3-.Iiz-am\ n 1 : a dialectal or local word,
phrase, or idiom 2 ; the quahty or state of being provincial

pro*vln<cial<ist \-l3st\ n ; a native or inhabitant of a province
prO'Vin.ci-al.i-ty \pra-,vin-che-'al-at-e\ n ; provincialism
pro>vin*ciaI<ize \-'vin-ch&-,lTz\ vt : to make provincial
proving ground n : a place for scientific experimentation or testing
ipro.Vi.Sion \pr3-'vizh-an\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL & L; LL pro-
vision-, provisio act of providing, fr. L, foresight, fr. provisus, pp. of
providere to see ahead] la; the act or process of providing
b : the quality or state of being prepared beforehand c : a measure
taken beforehand : preparation 2 ; a stock of needed materials or
supplies; esp ; a stock of food : victuals — usu. used in pi.
3 : proviso, stipulation

2provision vt pro-vi-sion-lng \-'vlzh-(3-)nlQ\ : to supply with
provisions
ipro.vi-sion-al \pra-'vizh-n9l, -3n-'l\ adj : provided for a tem-
porary need but subject to change : conditional — pro-vi'Sion-
al*ly \-e\ adv

sprovisional n : a postage stamp for use until a regular Issue appears
pro^vi-sion-ary \-'vi2h-a-,ner-e\ adj : provisional
pro.vi-sion.er \-'vizh-(a-)nar\ n : victualler
pro^vl^so \pr9-'vi-(,)z6\ n, pi provisos or provisoes [ME, fr. ML
proviso quod provided that] ; an article or clause that introduces a
condition : stipulation

prO'Vi-so.ry \-'vTz-(9-^re\ adj 1 : containing or subject to a pro-
viso : coNDmoNAL 2 : provisional

pro»vi»ta.min \{')pro-'vTt-3-m3n\ n : a precursor of a vitamin
convertible into the vitamin in an organism

prov*0-ca«tion \,prav-o-'ka-shan\ n [ME provocacioun, fr. MF
provocation, fr. L provocation-, provocatio, fr. provocatus, pp. of
provocare] : the act of provoking : incitement; also ; something
that provokes, arouses, or stimulates

pro.voc-a.live \pr9-'vak-3t-iv\ adj : serving or tending to provoke,
excite, or stimulate — provocative n — pro>voc>a>Uve-ly adv —
prO'Voc-a'tive-ness n

prO-VOke \pr3-'vok\ vt [ME provoken, fr. MF provoquer, fr. L
provocare, fr. pro- forth -i- vocare to call — more at pro-, voice]
1 a archaic X AROUSE, STIR b : to incite to anger : incense 2 a : to
call forth : evoke b : to stir up purposely ; induce c ; to provide
the needed stimulus for : occasion
syn PROVOKE, excfte, stimulate, pique, quicken mean to arouse

as if by pricking, provoke directs attention to the response called
forth and most often appUes to an angry or vexed reaction; excfte
implies a stirring up or moving profoundly- stimulate suggests a
rousing out of lethargy, quiescence, or indifference; pique suggests
stimulating by mild Irritation or challenge; quicken implies
beneficially stimulating and making active or lively syn see in
addition iRRrrATE

pro«vok-ing \-'vo-kiri\ adj ; causing mild anger : annoying— pro-
vok.ing-ly \-kio-le\ adv

pro.vost \'pro-,vost, 'prav-sst, 'pro-vast, esp attrib .pro-(.)vo\ n
[ME, fr. OE projost & OF provost, fr. ML propositus, alter, of
praepositus, fr. L, one in charge, director, fr. pp. of praeponere to
place at the head — more at preposftion] 1 : the chief dignitary of a
collegiate or cathedral chapter 2 : the chief magistrate of a Scot-
tish burgh 3 : the keeper of a prison 4 : a high-ranking uni-
versity administrative officer

provost court n : a military court usu. for the trial of minor of-

fenses within an occupied hostile territory

provost guard n : a police detail of soldiers under the authority of
the provost marshal

provost marshal n : an officer who supervises the military police of

a command esp. outside an installation

iprow \'prau\ adj [ME, fr. MF prou — more at proud] archaic

; valiant, gallant
2prow X'praii, archaic 'pro\ n [MF, fr. OF proe, prob. fr. Olt dial.

prua, fr. L prora, fr. Gk proira] 1 ; the bow of a ship : stem 2 : a
pointed projecting front part (as of an airplane)

prow-ess \'prau-3s also 'pro-\ n [ME prouesse, fr. OF proesse, fr.

prou valiant — more at proud] 1 : distinguished bravery; esp

: military valor and skill 2 : extraordinary ability syn see heroism
prowl \'prau(3U\ vb [ME prollen] vi : to move about or wander
stealthily « v/ : to roam over in a predatory manner — prowl n —
prowl-er n

prowl car n : squad car
prox-i>mal \'prak-s3-m3l\ adj [L proximus] 1 ; nearest, proxi-
mate 2 : next to or nearest the point of attachment or origin, a
central point, or the point of view; esp : located toward the center
of the body — prox-i>mal>ly \-m3-le\ adv

prox>i>mate \-mat\ adj [L proximatus, pp. of proximare to ap-

\

a abut; 9 kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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proach, fr. proximus nearest, next, superl. of prope near — more at
APPROACH] 1 a ; very near : close b : soon forthcoming : im-
minent 2 : next preceding or following — prox-i-mate-ly adv —
prox>i>mate>ness n

prox.im.i'ty \prak-'sim-at-e\ n [MF proximite, fr. L proximitat-,
proximitas, fr. proximus} ; the quality or state of being proximate
proximity fuze n ; an electronic device that detonates a projectile
within effective range of the target by means of the radio waves sent
out from a tiny radio set in the nose of the projectile and reflected
back to the set from the target

prox>i*mo \'prak-s3-,mo\ adj [h proximo mense in the next month]
: of or occurring in the next month after the present

proxy \'prak-se\ n [ME procucie, contr. of procuracie, fr. AF, fr.

ML procuratia, alter, of L procuratio procuration] 1 : the agency,
function, or office of a deputy who acts as a substitute for another
2a: authority or power to act for another b : a document giving
such authorization; specij : a power of attorney authorizing a
specified person to vote corporate stock 3 : procurator — proxy
adj
proxy marriage n : a marriage celebrated In the absence of one of
the contracting parties who authorizes a proxy to represent him
at the ceremony
prude \'prud\ « [F, good woman, prudish woman, short for
prudejemme good woman, fr. OF prode Jemme] : a person who is

excessively or priggishly attentive to propriety or decorum; esp
: a woman who shows or affects extreme modesty

pru-dence \'priid-^n{t)s\ n 1 ; the ability to govern and discipline
oneself by the use of reason 2 : sagacity or shrewdness in the
management of affairs : discretion 3 ; providence in the use of
resources : economy 4 ; caution or circumspection as to danger or
risk

pnudent \-'nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. L prudent-, prudens, contr. of
provident-, providens — more at provident] 1 : foresighted, wise
2 : shrewd in the management of practical affairs 3 : circumspect,
discreet 4 ; provident, frugal syn see wise— pru-dent-ly adv

pru*den>tial \prU-'den-ch9l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or proceeding
from prudence 2 : exercising prudence esp. in business matters —
prU'den-tial-ly \-ch3-le\ adv

prud-ery \'prUd-{3-)re\ n ; the quality or state of being prudish
prud>ish \'prUd-ish\ adj : marked by prudery : priggish — prud-
ish-ly adv — prud>ish>ness n

pru-inose \'prii-3-,nos\ adj [L pruinosus covered with hoarfrost, fr.

pruina hoarfrost — more at freeze] : covered with whitish dust or
bloom
iprune \'prun\ n [ME, fr. MF, plum, fr. t prunum —more at plum]
1 : a plum dried or capable of drying without fermentation 2 ; a
dull or unattractive person
Sprune vb [ME prouynen, fr. MF proignier, prob. alter, of provigner
to layer, fr. provain layer, fr. L propagin-, propago, fr. pro- forward
+ pangere to fix — more at pro-, pact] vt 1 ; to cut off or cut back
parts of for better shape or more fruitful growth 2 a : to cut down
or reduce by eliminating superfluous matter b : to remove as
superfluous c : to effect a reduction in ; retrench ^ vi : to cut
away what is unwanted — pruii«er n
pru^neiaa \pru-'nel-3\ also pru-neUe \-'nel\ n [F prunelle, lit.,

sloe, fr. dim. of prune plum] 1 ; a twilled woolen dress fabric 2 ; a
heavy woolen fabric used for the uppers of shoes

pruning hook n ; apole bearing a curved blade for pruning plants
pru-ri-ence \'prur-c-an(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being prurient
pru-ri-en.cy \-3n-se\ n ; prurience
prU"ri»ent \'prur-e-3nt\ adj [L prurient-, pruriens, prp. of prurire
to itch, crave, be wanton; akin to L pruna glowing coal, Skt plosati
he singes] 1 : craving restlessly : itching 2 : lascivious in
thought or desire 3 : exciting to lasciviousness — pru-ri-ent-ly
adv

pni'rig«i»nouS \prii-'rij-3-nas\ adj [L pruriginosus having the
itch, fr. prurigin-, prurigo} ; resembling, caused by, affected with, or
being prurigo

pru-ri.go \pru-'rT-C,)go, -'re-X n [NL, fr. L, itch, fr. prurire} : a
chronic inflammatory skin disease marked by itching papules

pru-rit'-ic \-'rit-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or marked by itching
prtl-ri-tUS V'rlt-as, -'ret-\ n [L, it. pruritus, pp. of prurire} ; itching
Prus.Sian blue \.pr3sh-an-\ n {Prussian (of Prussia)] 1 : any
of numerous blue iron pigments formerly regarded as ferric fer-
rocyanide 2 : a dark blue crystalline hydrated ferric ferrocyanide
FcAtFeCCNUJa-^HaO used as a test for ferric iron
PruS'Sian.ism \'pr3sh-3-,niz-am\ n : the practices or policies (as
the advocacy of militarism, ruthless discipline, and despotism) held
to be typically Prussian

prus>5ian*ize \-,nTz\ vt. ojten cap ; to make Prussian in character
or principle (as in authoritarian control or rigid discipline)

prus.si.ate \'pr3s-e-.at\ n [F, fr. {acide) prussique} 1 : a salt of
hydrocyanic acid : cyanide 2 a ; ferrocyanide b ; ferri-
cyanide

prus.SiC acid \.pr3s-ikA n [F {adde') prussique, fr. {bleu de)
Prusse Prussian blue] ; hydrocyanic acid

ipry \'prT\ VI pried; pry-ing [ME prien} : to look closely or
inquisitively : peer: esp : to make a presumptuous inquiry
2pry vt pried; pry-ing [alter, of sprize} 1 : to raise, move, or puU
apart with a pry or lever : prize 2 : to extract, detach, or open
with difficulty

3pTy n 1 : a tool for prying 2 : leverage
pry.er var oj frier
pry.ing adj : impertinently or officiously inquisitive or interrogatory
syn see curious — pry.ing-Iy \-io-le\ adv
Ipsalm X'sam. 'salm\ n, ojten cap [ME, fr. OE psealm, fr. LL
psalmus, fr. Gk psalmos, lit., twanging of a harp, fr. psallein to
pluck, play a stringed instrument] : a sacred song or poem used
in the praise or worship of the Deity; esp I one of tlie biblical
hymns collected in the Book of Psalms
2psalm vt : to sing or extol in psalms
psalm.booK \-.buk\ n l : psalter 2 : a book of sacred poems or
songs for use in public worship

psalm.ist \'sam-3st, 'sal-mastX n : a writer or composer of sacred
songs

psalm.O.dy \*sam-3d-e, 'sal-mad-X n [ME psalmodie, fr. LL
psalmodia, fr. LGk psalmoidia, lit., singing to the harp. fr. psalmos
+ aidein to sing — more at ode] 1 ; the act, practice, or art of
singing psalms in worship 2 : a collection of psalms

-^^;

Psalms; also : a collection of the Psalms or some of them for
liturgical or devotional use
psaUte^ri-um \s61-'tir-e-3m\ n, ^/psal-te.ria \-e-a\ [NL, fr. LL,
psalter; fr. the resemblance of the folds to the pages of a book]
: omasum

psal-tery also psal.try \;s61-tC3-)re\ n [ME psalterie, fr. MF, fr. L
psalterium, fr. Gk psalterion, fr. psallein to play on a stringed
instrument] : an ancient stringed musical instrument resembling the
zither

pseud- or pseudo- comb jorm [ME, fr. LL, fr. Gk, fr. pseudes}
: false : sham : spurious <pse«daxis> (p^eut/oclassic) Xpseudo-
podium)

pseud-epig.ra.pha \,sud-i-'pig-r3-f3\ n pi [NL, fr. Gk. neut. pi. of
pseudepigraphos falsely ascribed, fr. pseud- + epigraphein to in-
scribe, ascribe — more at epigram] 1 : apocrypha 1 2 cap
: Jewish nonrabbinic religious writings of the period 200 B.C. to
200 A.D. not included in the Old Testament or Apocrypha —
pseud. epig-ra.phal \-f3l\ adj — pseud-epi.graph.ic x.slid-
,ep-3-'graf-ik\ adj

pseud.epig.ra.phy \,siid-i-'pig-r3-fe\ n [G\!i pseudepigraphos} : the
ascription of false names of authors to works

lU'dO \'siid-C,)6\ adi [ME, fr. pseudo-} : sham, spurious
pseu.do.al'lele \,siid-o-3-'le(3)l\ n : any of two or more closely
linked genes acting as if a single member of an allelic pair —
pseu.do.al.le.lic \-'le-lik, -'lel-ik\ adj — pseu-do.al-lel.ism
\-'le(3)l-.iz-3m, -'lel-,iz-\ n

pseU'do.alburn \-'al-3m\ n ; any of various double sulphates of
aluminum and a bivalent metal (as zinc) not isomorphous with
common alum

pseU'dO'-carp \'sUd-3-.karp\ n : accessory fruit — pseu.do>car-
POUS \,sUd-3-'kar-p3S\ adj
pseu.dcclaS'Sic \,sud-3-'klas-ik\ adj : pretending to be or er-
roneously regarded as classic — pseudoclassic n — psea*dO-
clas.si'Cism \-'klas-a-,siz-3m\ n
pseu.do.morph \'sUd-3-,m6rf\ n [prob. fr. F pseudomorphe, fr,

pseud- + -morphe -morph] 1 ; a mineral having the characteristic
outward form of another species 2 : a deceptive or irregular form— pseU'do.mor.pIiic \.sud-3-'m6r-fik\ adj — pseu^dcmor-
phism \-.fiz-am\ n — pseu.do.mor.phous \-f3s\ adj

pseu.do-my.ce=li.aI \,sud-o-(,)mi-'se-le-3l\ adj : of, relating to,

or forming pseudomycelium
pseu-do-my-ce.li.um \-le-9m\ n [NL] : a cellular association
occurring among higher bacteria and yeasts in which cells form
chains resembling small mycelia

pseud.onym \'sUd-^n-,im\ n [F pseudonyme, fr. Gk pseudonymos
bearing a false name] : a fictitious name; esp : pen name

pseud.on.y.mous \sU-'dan-3-m3s\ adj [Gk pseudonymos, fr.

pseud- + onoma, onyma name — more at name] : bearing or using a
fictitious name — pseud-on.y.mous.ly adv — pseud.on.y.mous-
ness n
pseU'do.pa.ren.chy.ma \,sUd-(,)o-pa-'reo-k3-m3, -'ren-\ n [NL]

: compactly interwoven short-celled filaments in a thallophyte
suggesting parenchyma of higher plants — pseu>do*par.en.cb.ym-
a.tons \,sud-6-,par-3n-'kim-at-3s\ adj
pseU'dO'pOd \'sUd-9-,pad\ n [NL pseudopodium} 1 : pseudo-
podium 2 : a supposed or apparent psychic projection — pseu-
dop.o.dal \sii-'dap-3d-n\ or pseu.dcpo.di.al \,sijd-3-'pod-e-3l\
adj

pseu.do.po.di.um \,sud-3-'pod-e-3m\ n, p/pseu-do-po-dia \-e-3\
[NL] : a temporary protrusion or retractile process of the proto-
plasm of a cell

pseu.do.preg.nan.cy \,sUd-(,)6-'preg-n9n-se\ n z an anestrous
state resembling pregnancy that occurs in various mammals usu.
following an infertile copulation — pseu-do.preg.nant \-n9nt\
adj

pseu.do.salt \'sUd-o-,s61t\ n : a compound analogous in formula
to a salt but not ionized as such

pseU'do.sci.ence \,siid-6-"sT-3n(t)s\ n ; a system of theories,
assumptions, and methods erroneously regarded as scientific— pseu.do-sci.en.tif.ic \-,si-3n-'tif-ik\ adj

pseu.do.tu.ber.cu-lQ.sis \-t(y)u-,b3r-ky3-'16-s3s\ n [NL] : any
of several diseases characterized by the formation of granulomas
resembling tubercular nodules but not caused by the tubercle
bacillus
pshaw \'sh6\ interj — used to express irritation, disapproval,
contempt, or disbelief

psi \'sT\ n [LGk, fr. Gk psei} : the 23d letter of the Greek alphabet
— symbol ^ or >p

psit-ta.ceous \s3-'ta-shas, si-\ adj {Lpsittacus parrot] 1 ; psnTA-
CINE 2 : resembling a parrot <~ chatter)

psit*ta*Cine \*sit-9-,sTn\ adj [L psittacinus, fr. psittacus parrot, fr.

Gk psittakos} : of or relating to the parrots — psittaclne n
psit.ta.cO'Sis \,sit-3-*k6-s3s\ n [NL, fr. L psittacus} : an in-

fectious disease of birds caused by a rickettsia {Miyagawanella
psi(taci), marked by diarrhea and wasting, and transmissible to
man in whom it usu. occurs as an atypical pneumonia accompanied
by high fever — psit.ta.CQ.tiC \-'k'at-ik, -'k6t-\ adj

psQ.cid \'so-s3d\ n [deriv. of NL Psocus, genus of lice] : any of an
order (Corrodentia) of minute usu. winged primitive insecjs

pSQ.ri.a.SiS \sa-*rT-3-S3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk psoriasis, fr. psorian to
have the itch, fr. psora itch; akin to Gk psen to rub — more at

sand] : a chronic skin disease characterized by circumscribed red
patches covered with white scales — psQ.ri.at.io \,sor-e-'at-ik,

,s6r-\ adj or n
psych- or psycho- comb jorm [Gk, fr. psyche breath, principle of
life, life, soul; akin to Gk psychein to breathe, blow, cool, Skt
babhasti he blows] 1 : soul : spirit (psychognosis) 2 a : mind
: mental processes and activities <p5'3'c/iodynamic> {psychology'^
b ; psychological methods </J.r;Jc/ioanalysis> <p5>'c/iotherapy>

C : brain ipsychosmgeryy d_: mental and (^psychosomatic)

psych.aS'the.nia \,sT-k3s-*the-ne-3\ n [NL] : an incapacity to
resolve doubts or uncertainties or to resist phobias, obsessions, or
compulsions that one knows are irrational — psych.as»then-ic
\-'then-ik\ adj or n

Psy.che \'sr-ke\ n [L] 1 ; a beautiful princess of classical mythol-
ogy loved by Cupid 2 not cap [Gk psyche} ; soul, self; also

: mind
psyche knot n [fr. the frequent representation of Psyche in works
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of art with this style] : a woman's hair style in which the hair Is

brushed back and twisted into a conical coil usu. just above the
nape

psy*chi<a>tiist \s3-*kl-a-trast, sI-\ n % a physician specializing in
psychiatry

psy-chi-a.try \-tre\ n [prob. fr. (assumed) NL psychiatria, fr.

psych- + -latria -iatry] ; a branch of medicine that deals with
mental, emotional, or behavioral disorders
ipsy-Chic \'sT-kik\ adj [Gk psychikos of the soul, fr. psyche soul]
1 : of or relating to the psyche : psychogenic 2 : lying outside
the sphere of physical science or knowledge : immaterial, moral, or
spiritual in origin or force 3 ; sensitive to nonphysical or super-
natural forces and influences — psy>Chi-cal \-ki-k3l\ adj —
psy-chi-caMy \-ki-k(a-)le\ adv
2psychic n 1 a : a person apparently sensitive to nonphysical forces
1) : MEDIUM 2d 2 : psychic phenomena
psy<cho \'sT-(,)k6\ n 1 slang ; psychoanalysis 2 [short for
psychoneurotic^ slang : a victim of severe mental or emotional
disorder : madman — psycho adj, slang

psy.chcanal.y.sis \,sT-k3-w3-'nal-3-s3s\ n [ISV] : a method of
analysis esp. for therapeutic purposes based on the theory that
abnormal mental reactions are due to repression of desires con-
sciously rejected but subconsciously persistent — psy>cho«an>a-
lyt'ic \.sT-ko-,an-'l-'it ik\ or psy.cho.an-a.lyt.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj— psy-chcan.a.lyt.i.caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv
psy.Chcan-a.lyst \,sT-k6-'an-n-3st\ n ; one who practices
psychoanalysis

psy.cho-an-a-lyze \-,Tz\ vt : to treat by means of psychoanalysis
psy^cho^bio.log-i'Cal \,sT-k6-,bT-3-'laj-i-k3l\ or psy-cho>Mo-
l0g>ic \-ik\ adj : of or relating to psychobiology

psy-Cho.bi.ol.o.gy \-(,)br-'al-9-je\ « [ISV] : the study of mental
life and behavior in relation to other biological processes
psy-chcdia.ma X.pl-ka-'dram-s, -'dram-\ n : an extemporized
dramatization designed tn afford catharsis and social relearning for
one or more of the participants from whose life history the plot Is

abstracted — psy-cho-dra-mat-ic \-k6-dr3-'mat-ik\ adj
psy.chO'dy-nam-ic \,sr-ko-(,)dT-'nam-ik\ adj : of or relating to
mental or emotional forces or processes developing esp. in early
childhood and their effects on behavior and menta! states ^—

psy-chO'dy'nam.j-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — psy.cho.dy-
nam>iCS \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr

psy-cho-gen.e.sis \,sT-k9-'jen-9-s3s\ n [NL] 1 : the origin and
development of the mind or of a mental function or trait 2 : de-
velopment from psychic as distinguished from somatic origins —
psy-cho-ge-net'ic \-j3-'net-ik\ adj

psy>ChO-gen-ic \-'jen-ik\ adj : originating in the mind or In mental
or emotional conflict — psy-cho-gen-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

psy.chog.no.sis \,sT-k3g-'no-s3s, .kag-\ also psy-chog-no-sy
\sT-'k'ag-n3-se\ n [NL psychosnosis, fr. psych- + -gnosis'i ; the
study of the psyche in relation to character

psy.cho.graph \'sT-k3-,graf\ n : profile 4
psy.chQ.ki-ne.sis \,sT-ko-k^'ne-s3s, -(,)kT-\ n [NL, fr. psych- +
Gk kinesis motion — more at kinesiology] : movement of physical
objects by the mind without use of physical means — compare
PRECOGNITION, TELEKINESIS — psy«cho.ki»net-ic \-'net-ik\ adj

psy.cho-logoi.cal \,sT-ka-Taj-i-kal\ also psy*cho.log.ic \-ik\ adj
1 a : of or relating to psychology b ; mental 2 : directed toward
the will or toward the mind specif, in its conative function <'--'

warfare) — psy.cho.log«i>caMy \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv
psychological hedonism n : the theory that conduct is funda-
mentally motivated by the pursuit of pleasure or the avoidance of
pain

psychological moment n ; the occasion when the mental atmo-
sphere is most certain to be favorable to the foil effect of an action
or event

psy.ChOl.O-gisra \sT-*kaI-a-,]iz-3m\ n : a theory that applies
psychological conceptions to the interpretation of historical events
or logical thought

psy»Chol>0-gist \-j3st\ n : a specialist In psychology
psy*Chol>0<gize \-,jrz\ vt : to explain or interpret in psychological
terms '^ vi ; to speculate in psychological terms or upon psycho-
logical motivations

psy-ChOl-0-gy \-je\ n, ojten attrib [NL psychologia, fr. psych- +
-logia -logy] 1 ; the science of mind and behavior 2 a : the mental
or behavioral characteristics of an individual or group b : the study
of mind and behavior in relation to a particular field of knowledge
or activity 3 : a treatise on psychology

psy.chcmet.ric \.sT-ka-'me-trik\ adj ; of or relating to psycho-
metrics or psychometry — psy.cho.met.ri.cal-ly \-trl-k(»-)le\
adv

psy.OhO.met.rics \-triks\ n pi but sing in constr : the psychological
theory or technique of mental measurement

psy-chom.e.try \sT-'kam-3-tre\ n 1 : divination of facts con-
cerning an object or its owner through contact with or proximity to
the object 2 : psychometrics
psy-Chcmo-tor \,sT-k3-'mot-3r\ adj [ISV] : of or relating to
muscular action believed to ensue from prior esp. conscious mental
activity

psy-oho-neu-ro-sis \,sT-ko-n(y)u-'ro-sos\ n [NL] 1 : a neurosis
based on emotional conflict In which an impulse that has been
blocked seeks expression in a disguised response or symptom
2 : NEUROSIS — psy-chcneU'rot-ic \-'rat-ik\ adj or n

psy.Cho.path \'sT-k3-,path\ n [ISV] 1 : a mentally ill or unstable
person 2 : psychopathic personality 2

psy.Cho-path.ic \,sT-k3-'path-ik\ adj : of or relating to psycho-
pathy — psychopathic n — psy-cho.path.i.caMy \-I-k(»-)le\
adv

psychopathic personality n l : a disorder of behavior toward
other individuals or toward society in which reality is usu. clearly

perceived except for an individual's social and moral obligations
and which often seeks immediate personal gratification in criminal
acts, drug addiction, or sexual perversion 2 ; an Individual having
a psychopathic personality

psy-cho-patho-log-i'Cal \,si-ko-,path-3-'raj-I-k9l\ or psy*cho-

pterygoid process

of, relating to, or exhibiting psycho-

i specialist in psycho-

patho.log.ic \-Ik\ ad]
pathology

psy.cho.pa.thol-o.gist \-p3-'thal-3-j3st\ n :

pathology
psy.cho.pa.thol-o.gy \-ie\ n [ISV psych- + pathology'^ : the study
of psychologic and behavioral dysfunction occurring In mental
disorder or in social disorganization; also ; such dysfunction
psy.chop.a.thy \sr-'kap-9-the\ n [ISV] : mental disorder; esp : ex-
treme mental disorder marked usu. by egocentric and antisocial
activity

psy.cho.phys-i.cal \,sT-ko-'fiz-I-k3l\ adj : of or relating to psy-
chophysics; also : sharing mental and physical qualities— psy«cho-
phys.i.cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv
psychophysical parallelism n : a theory that parallel physical and
psychical events do not interact
psy.cho.phys4.cisl \-'fiz-(3-)s3st\ n : a specialist in psychophyslcs
psy.cho.phys.ics \-'fiz-iks\ n pi but sing in constr [ISV] : a branch
of psychology that studies the effect of physical processes upon the
mental processes of an organism

psy.cho.sis \sT-'ko-s3s\ n [NL] : fundamental lasthig mental
derangement characterized by defective or lost contact with reality
syn see insanity — psy.chot'ic \-'kat-ik\ adj orn — psy-chot4-
cal-ly \-i-k(9-}le\ adv
ipsy.cho.so-mat.ic \,sT-k3-s3-'mat-ik\ adj PSV] 1 : of, relating to,
or resulting from the interaction and interdependence of psychic
and somatic phenomena 2 : of or relating to psychosomatics or
psychosomatic disorders — psy.cho.SO.mat*i-caMy \-i-k(3-)le\

^psychosomatic n : one who evidences bodily symptoms or bodily
and mental symntoms as a result of mental conflict

psy.Ch0.S0.mat.iC3 \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : a branch of
medical science dealing with psychosomatic interrelationships and
esp. with the relation or psychic conflict to somatic symptomatology

psy.cho.sur-gery \,sT-ko-'s3rj-(3-)re\ n : cerebral surgery em-
ployed in treating psychic symptoms

psy.cho-ther-a.peu-tic \,sT-ko-,ther-3-'pyut-ik\ adj [ISV] i of or
relating to psychotherapy — psy*cho.ther*a.peu.ti.cal*ly

pi in constr I PSY-

' of psycho-

\-i-k(3-)le\ adv
psy.cho-ther.a.peu.lics \-Iks\ n pi but sing t

CHOTHERAPY
psy-cho^ther-a-pist \-'ther-3-past\ n : a practitio
therapy

psy.cho-ther.a.py \-pe\ n [ISV] : treatment of mental or emo-
tional disorder or of related bodily ills by psychological means

psychro- comb form [Gk, fr. psychros, fr. psychein to cool — more at
PSYCH-] : cold ipsychromeievy

psy-chrom.e.ter \sT-'kram-3t-ar\ n [ISV]: a hygrometer conslsthig
essentially of two similar thermometers with the bulb of one being
kept wet so that the cooling that results from evaporation makes it

register a lower temperature than the dry one and with the differ-

ence between the readings constitutes a measure of the dryness of
the atmosphere

psy.chro-phil.ic \,sr-kro-'fil-ik\ adj : thriving at a relatively low
temperature <~ bacteria)

psyl>la \'sil-9\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk, flea; akin to L pulex
flea, Skt plu^il : any of various plant lice (family Psyllidae) includ-
ing economically important plant pests

psyl'lid \'sil-3d\ n [deriv. of NL Psylla} : psylla ~ psyllid adj
ptar.mi.gan_\'tar-mi-g3n\ n, pi ptarmigan or ptarmigans [modif.
of ScGael tarmachan'} ; any of various grouses (genus Lagopus) of
northern regions with completely feathered feet

P T boat \(')pe-'te-\ n [patrol rorpedo] : motor torpedo boat
pterid- or pteriodo- combjorm [Gk pterid-, pteris; akin to Gkpteron
wing, feather] : fern (.pteridoid) </?/eridology)

pter.i'doid \'ter-3-,d6id\ adj ; related to or resembling a fern

pte-ri.do-log.i.cal \t»-,rid-'l-'aj-i-ksl, ,ter-3d-'l-\ adj ; of or re-

lating to pteridology
pter.i.dol-o-gist \,ter-9-'daI-3-j3st\ n : a specialist In pteridology

pter.i-dol.Q.gy \,ter-3-*dal-3-je\ n : the study of ferns

pte.ri-do.phyte \t3-'rid-3-,fTt, 'ter-3d-o-\ n [deriv. of Gk pterid-^

pteris fern + phyton plant — more at phyt-] : any of a division
(Pteridophyta) of vascular plants comprising the ferns and related
forms — pte.ri.do.phyt.ic \t3-,rid-a-'fit-ik, ,ter-3d-o-\ or pter-
I'doph-y.tous \,ter-3-'daf-3t-3s\ adj

pte.ri.do.sperm xts-'rid-a-.spsrm, 'ter-3d-o-\ n [ISV] : seed fern
ptero-dac.tyl \,ter-3-'dak-t=l\ n [NL Pterodactylus, genus of
reptiles, fr. Gk pteron wing + daktylos finger — more at feather]
: any of an order (Pterosauria) of extinct flying reptiles existing

from the Lower Jurassic nearly to the close of the Mesozoic and
having a wing membrane but no feathers extending from the side

of the body along the arm to the end of the greatly enlarged fourth
digit — ptero.dacty.loid \-t3-,l6id\ adj — ptero.dacty.lous
\-l9s\ adj

pte-ro-ic acid \t3-.ro-Ik-\ n [pterin (a component of butterfly-wing
pigments) + -o/c] : a crystalline amino acid CmHizNsOs formed
with glutamic acid by hydrolysis of folic acid or other pteroylglu-
tamic acids

ptero-pod \'ter-3-,pad\ n [NL Pteropoda, group name, fr. Gk
pferon wing + NL -poda} ; any of a group (Pteropoda) of small

gastropod mollusks having the anterior lobes of the foot expanded
into broad thin winglike organs with which they swim — pteropod
adj — pte-rop.o.dan \ta-'rap-ad-3n\ adj or n

ptero.saur \'ter-3-,s6(3)r\ n [deriv. of Gk pteron wing -I- sauros
hzard] : pterodactyl

pter.o.yl'glu.tam.ic acid \'ter-3-,wil-.gm-,tam-Ik-\ n USV pteroyl
(the radical (Ci3HnN60)CO) -1- glutamic} : an acid that Is aeon-
jugate of pteroic acid and glutamic acid; esp ; folic acid

pter.y-goid \'ter-a-,g6id\ adj [NL pterygoides, fr. Gk pierygoeldes,

ht., shaped like a wing, fr. pteryg-, pteryx wing; akin to Gk pteron
wing — more at feather] : of, relating to, or lying in the region of
the inferior part of the sphenoid bone of the vertebrate skuU —
pterygoid n

pterygoid bone n : a horizontally placed bone or group of bones of
the upper jaw or roof of the mouth in most lower vertebrates

pterygoid process n : a process extending downward from each side
of the sphenoid bone in man and other mammals
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pter.y.la \'ter-3-l3\ n, pi pter.y-lae \-,le, -,1T\ [NL, fr. Gk pteron
+ hyle wood, forest] : one of the definite areas of the skin of a bird
on which feathers grow

ptl>san \tiz-'an, 'tiz-^n\ n [ME tisane, fr. MF, fr. hptisana— more
at TISANE] : a decoction of barley with other ingredients; broadly
: TEA, TISANE
Ptol>e<ma>ic \,tal-3-'ma-ik\ adj [Gk Ptolemaikos, fr. Ptolemaios
Ptolemy] 1 ; of or relating to Ptolemy the geographer and astron-
omer who flourished at Alexandria about a.d. 130 2 : of or
relating to the Greco-Egyptian Ptolemies ruling Egypt from 323
B.C. to 30 B.C.

Ptolemaic system n [after Ptolemy// 2d cent. a.d. who maintained
it] : the system of planetary motions according to which the earth
is at the center with the sun, moon, and planets revolving around it

Ftol>e>ma<ist \'tal-3-,ma-3st\ n : an adherent of the Ptolemaic
system

pto.maine \'to-,man, to-'\ n [It ptomaina, fr. Gk ptotna fall, fallen

body, corpse, fr. piptein to fall — more at feather] ; any of various
organic bases formed by the action of putrefactive bacteria on
nitrogenous matter
ptomaine poisoning n ; food poisoning caused by bacteria or
bacterial products

pto.sis \'lo-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk ptosis act of falling, fr. piptein] : a
sagging or prolapse of an organ or part; esp : drooping of the
upper eyelid

pty«a»Iin \'ti-3-l3n\ n [Gk ptyalon saliva, fr. ptyein to spit — more
at spew] : an amylase found in the saliva of many animals
pty>a<Usm \-,liz-am\ n [NL ptyalismus, fr. Gk ptyalismos, fr.

ptyalizein to salivate, fr. ptyalon] : an excessive flow of saliva

pub \'p3b\ n 1 chiejly Brit X public house 2 ; an establishment
where alcoholic beverages are sold and consumed
pub crawler n : one that goes from bar to bar
pu>ber>tal \'pyii-bart-=i\ n : of or relating to puberty
pU*ber>ty \'pyii-b3rt-e\ n [ME puberte, fr. L pubertas, fr. puber
pubescent] 1 : the condition of being or the period of becoming
first capable of reproducing sexually 2 : the age at which puberty
occurs often construed legally as li in boys and 12 in girls

pU'ber-U.lent \pyu-'ber-(y)3-lant\ adj (L puber pubescent + E
•ulent (as in pulverulent)'^ : covered with fine pubescence

pu>bes \'pyij-(,)be2\ n, pi puhes [NL, fr. L, manhood, body hair,
pubic region; akin to L puber pubescent] 1 ; the hair that appears
upon the lower part of the hypogastric region at puberty 2 : the
pubic region

pu.bes.cence \pyu-'bes-'n(t)s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
pubescent 2 ; a pubescent covering or surface

pU'bes-cent \-'nt\ ad) il. pubescent-, pubescens, prp. of pubescere
to reach puberty, become covered as with hair, fr. pubes] 1 : arriv-
ing at or having reached puberty 2 : covered with fine soft short
hairs

pu>bic \'pyu-bik\ adj ; of, relating to, or lying in the region of the
pubes or the pubis

pu.bis \'pyu-b3s\ «, p/pu-bes \-(,)bez\ ['N'L os pubis, lit., bone of
the pubic region] : the ventral and anterior of the three principal
bones composing either half of the pelvis

ipub.liC \'p3b-lik\ adj [ME publique, fr. MF, fr. h publicus, prob.
alter, of popUcus, fr. populus the people] 1 a : of, relating to, or
affecting all the people or the whole area of a nation or state <'^
Iaw> b : governmental c : in the service of the community or
nation 2 a : of or relating to mankind in general : universal
b : general, popular 3 : of or relating to business or community
interests as opposed to private affairs : social 4 : devoted to the
general or national welfare : humanitarian 5 : accessible to or
shared by all members of the community 6 a : exposed to general
view : OPEN b : well-known, prominent c : objective, ob-
servable — pub>lic*ness n

2public n 1 ; a place accessible or visible to the public — usu. used
in the phrase in public 2 I the people as a whole : populace 3 : a
group of people having common interests or characteristics

public-address system n : an apparatus including a microphone
and loudspeakers used for broadcasting to a large audience in an
auditorium or out of doors

pub'Ii.can \'p3b-li-kan\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L publicanus tax farmer,
fr. publicum public revenue, fr. neut. oi puhlicus] 1 a : a Jewish tax
collector for the ancient Romans b : a collector of taxes or tribute
2 chiejly Brit ; the licensee of a public house

pub>li*ca.tion \,p3b-l3-'ka-sh3n\ n [ME publicacioun, fr. MF
publication, fr. LL publication-, publicatin, fr. L publicatus, pp. of
publicare] 1 : the act or process of publishing 2 : a published work
public delender n : a lawyer usu. holding public office whose duty
is to defend accused persons unable to pay for legal assistance

public domain n l : land owned directly by the government 2 : the
realm embracing property rights that belong to the community at
large, are unprotected by copyright or patent, and are subject to
appropriation by anyone

public house n l : inn, hostelry 2 chiejly Brit : a licensed saloon
or bar

licizes; specij : press agent
pub.lici.ty \(,)p3-'blis-3t-e, -'blis-te\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being public 2 a : an act or device designed to attract public
interest; specij : information with news value issued as a means of
gaining public attention or support b ; the dissemination of in-
formation or promotional material c : paid advertising d : public
attention or acclaim

pub'li'Cize \'p3b-l3-,sTz\ vr : to give publicity to ; advertise
public law n 1 ; a legislative enactment affecting the public at
large 2 : a branch of law concerned with regulating the relations
of individuals with the government and the organization and con-
duct of the government itself

pub.licly \'p3b-li-kle\ adv 1 : in a public manner : openly
2 a : by the people generally b : by a government

public relations n pi but usu sing in constr : the art or science of de-
veloping reciprocal understanding and goodwill between a person,
firm, or mstitution and the public; also ; the degree of understand-
ing and goodwill achieved

public sale n : auction l

public school n 1 ; an endowed secondary boarding school in
Great Britain offering a classical curriculum and preparation for the

universities or public service 2 : a free tax-supported school con-
trolled by a local governmental authority

public servant n : a government official or employee
public service n l : the business of supplying some commodity
(as electricity or gas) or service (as transportation) to any or all
members of a community 2 ; a service rendered in the public
interest 3 ; governmental employment; esp : civil service

public-service corporation n : a quasi-public corporation
public speaking n l : the act or process of making speeches in
public 2 : the art or science of effective oral communication with
an audience (took a course in public speaking^

pub>lic-splr>it-ed \,p9b-Uk-'spir-3t-3d\ adj : motivated by devo-
tion to the general or national welfare — pub>lic-spir-it-ed*ness n

public utility n : a business organization (as a public-service
corporation) performing some pubUc service and subject to special
governmental regulation

public works n pi ; works (as schools, highways, docks) constructed
for pubUc use or enjoyment esp. when financed and owned by
the government
pub-lish \'p3b-lish\ vb [ME publishen, modif. of MF publier, fr.

L publicare, fr. publicus'i vt 1 a : to make generally known b : to
make public announcement of 2 obs : advertise 3 a : to place
before the public : disseminate b : to produce or release for publi-
cation; specij : print c : to issue the work of (an author) <— vi

1 ; to put out an edition 2 : to have one's work accepted for
publication <a r^ing scholar) syn see declare — pub>lish>able
\-s-b3l\ adj

pub>li5h<er \-3r\ n ; one that publishes; esp i one that issues and
offers for sale books or other printed matter

puC'COOn \p3-'kijn\ n [fr. puccoon (in some Algonquian language
of Virginia)] 1 : any of several American plants yielding a red
or yellow pigment; esp : bloodroot 2 : a pigment from a puccoon
puce \'pyUs\ n [F, Ut., flea, fr. L pulic-, pulex — more at psylla]

; a dark red
ipuck \'p3k\ n [ME puke, fr. OE puca; akin to ON puki devil]
1 archaic : an evil spirit : demon 2 : a mischievous sprite : hob-
goblin; specij, cap : robin goodfellow
2pucU n [E dial, puck to poke, hit, alter, of E ^pokel : a vulcanized
rubber disk used in ice hockey
pucka var oj pukka
ipuck.er \'p3k-3r\ vb puck-er-ing \-(3-)rlo\ [prob. irreg. fr.

^poke] vi : to become wrinkled or constricted '*- vr : to contract
into folds or wrinkles
2pucker n : a fold or wrinkle in a normally even surface
puck«ery \'p3k-(a-)re\ adj : that puckers or causes puckering
puck'ish \'p3k-ish\ adj : impish, whimsical — pnck>ish<ly adv —
puck*ish>ness n

pud'ding \*pud-io\ n [ME] 1 : blood sausage 2 a (1) : a
boiled or baked soft food usu. with a cereal base (2) ; a dessert
of a soft, spongy, or thick creamy consistency b : a dish often
containing suet or having a suet crust and orig. boiled in a bag
pudding stone n : conglomerate
ipud^dle \'p3d-=l\ n [ME podel: akin to LG pudel puddle, OB
pudd ditch] 1 : a very small pool of usu. dirty or muddy water
2 : an earthy mixture (as of clay, sand, and gravel) worked while
wet into a compact mass that becomes impervious to water when
dry
2puddle vb pud'dling \'pad-lio, -'l-ioV vi : to dabble or wade
around in a puddle ^ vt 1 : to make muddy or turbid ; muddle
2 a ; to work (a wet mixture of earth or concrelel into a dense
impervious mass b : to subject (iron) to the process of puddling
3 a : to strew with puddles b : to compact (soil) esp. by working
when too wet c : to dip the roots of (a plant) in a thin mud before
transplanting — pud»dler \-lar, -'l-3r\ n

pud-dling \'p3d-lio, -"l-ioX n : the process of converting pig iron
into wrought iron or rarely steel by subjecting it to heat and fre-

quent stirring in a furnace in the presence of oxidizing substances
pu«den-cy \'pyiJd-'n-se\ n [L pudentia, fr. pudent-, pudens, prp.
of pudere to be ashamed, make ashamed] : modesty, prudishness

pu-den>dal Xpyu-'den-d^lX adj : of or relating to the external
genital organs
pu<den>dum \-dam\ n, pi pu-den-da \-d3\ [NL, sing, of L pu-
denda, fr. neut. pi. of pudendus, gerundive of pudere to be ashamed]
: the external genital organs of a human being and esp. of a woman— usu. used in pi.

pudg-i.ness \'p3j-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being pudgy
pudgy \'p3j-e\ adj [origin unknown] : being short and plump

: chubby
pueb'lo \pii-'eb-(,)lo, 'pweb-, pyii-'eb-\ n [Sp, village, lit., people,
fr. L populus] 1 a : the communal dwelling of an Indian village

of Arizona, New Mexico, and adjacent areas consisting of con-
tiguous flat-roofed stone or adobe houses in groups sometimes
several stories high b : an Indian village of the southwestern U.S.
2 cap : a member of any of several Indian peoples of Arizona and
New Mexico

pu-er«ile \'pyu(-3)r-3l, -,T1\ adj [F or L; F pueril, fr. L puerilis,

fr. puer boy, child; akin to Gk pais boy, child — more at few]
1 : juvenile 2 : childish, silly <--' remarks) — ju-er-ile-Iy
\-3(l)-le. -,il-le\ adv — pu-er-il-i-ty \.pyu(-3)r-'a-3t-e\ n

pu*er-il>ism \'pyu(-3)r-a-,liz-am, 'pyu(-3)r-,T-\ n : childish be-
havior esp. as a symptom of mental disorder

pu»er-per»al \pyU-'ar-p(3-)r3l\ adj [L puerpera woman in child-

birth, fr. puer child + parere to give birth to — more at pare]
: of or relating to parturition_<— infection)

pu.er.pe.ri.um \,pyU-3r-'pir-e-3m\ n, pi pu<er-pe<ria \-e-3\ [L,
fr. puerperal X the condition of a woman immediately following
childbirth
ipufJ \'p3f\ vb [ME pujjen, fr. OE pyjjan, of imit. origin] vi 1 a (1)

: to blow in short gusts (2) : to exhale forcibly b : to breathe
hard : pant c : to emit small whiffs or clouds (as of smoke)
2 : to speak or act in a scornful, conceited, or exaggerated manner
3 a : to become distended : swell — usu. used with up b : to open
or appear in or as if in a puff ^ vt 1 : to emit, propel, blow, or
expel by or as if by puffs : waft 2 a : to distend with or cis if with
air or gas : inflate b ; to make proud or conceited : elate
c ; to praise extravagantly; specij X advertise

ipull n 1 a ; an act or instance of puffing : whiff b ; a slight

explosive sound accompanying a puff c : a perceptible cloud or
aura emitted in a puff 2 : a light pastry that rises high in baking
3 a : a slight swelling : protuberance b ; a fluffy mass; as
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(I) : POiiF 2 (2) ; a small fluffy pad for applying cosmetic powder
(3) : a soft loose roll of hair (4) ; a quilted bed covering 4 : a
commendatory notice or review — ptllt*i>ness \'p3f-e-nas\ n —
pnlfy \'p3f-e\ adj

pull adder n : hognose snake
pull-ball \'psf-,b61\ n : any of various globose fungi (csp. family
Lycoperdaceae) that discharge ripe spores in a smokelike cloud
when pressed or struck and are often edible

pull-er \'p3f-»r\ n l ; one that puffs 2 : globefish; broadly ; any
of various similar fishes (order Plectognathi)

pull-ery \'p3f-(a-)re\ n : flattering publicity or extravagant com-
mendation

pUl*lin \'p3f-3n\ n [ME pophyn} : any of several
sea birds (genera Fratercula and Lunda) having a
short neck and a deep grooved parti-colored
laterally compressed bill

pull paste n ; dough used in making light flaky
pastries
ipug \'pag\ n [obs. pug fbobgoblin, monkey")]
1 ; a small sturdy compact dog of a breed of
Asiatic origin with a close coat, tightly curled
tail, and broad wrinkled face 2 a : fug nose
b ; a close knot or coil of hair : bun
2pug VI pugged; png-ging [perh. alter, of ^pokel puffin

1 : to plug or pack with a substance (as clay or mortar) esp. for
deadening sound 2 : to mix and stir (clay) when wet for making
bricks or pottery
3pug n : pugged clay for making pottery
4pug n [by shortening &. alter, fr. pugilisfi : boxer
fipug n [Hindi pag foot] : FOOTPRrNT; esp : a print of a wild mammal
pug-ga-ree or pug-a.ree or pug-gree \'pag-(3-)re\ n [Hindi

apped around a sun helmet
[L pugil boxer; akin to L pugnus

PU'gi'liS'tic \,pyu-j3-'lis-

i professional boxer

pagri turban] : a light scar
pu-gMJsni \'pyu-J3-,U7-sm
fist — more at pungent]
tik\ adj

pu-gl-list \'pyij-j3-bst\ n : noHTER; esp
pug-mark \'p9g-,raark\ n : spug
pUg-na>CioaS \,pag-'na-sh3s\ adj [L pugnac-. pugnax. fr. pugnare
to fight — more at pungent] : having a belligerent nature : trucu-
lent, COMBATIVE syn see belligerent— pug-na-cious-ly adv

—

pug>na-ciou5*nes5 n — pug-nac-i-ty \-'nas-3t-e\ n
pug nose n Vpug] : a nose having a slightly concave bridge and
flattened nostrils — pug-nosed \'p3g-'nozd\ adj

puis<ne \'pyu-ne\ adj [MF puisne younger — more at puny]
chiejly Brit : inferior in rank <-^ judge) — puisne n

puiS.sance \'pwis-^n(tls. 'pyu-3-S9n(t)s. pyu-'is-^n(t)s\ n [ME, fr.

MF, fr, OF, fr. puissant powerful, fr. poeir to be able, be powerful— more at power] : strength, power — puis-sant \-'nt, -S3nt\
adj— puis-sant'ly adv
pUKe V'pyiikX vb [perh. imit.j : vomft — puke n
puk<ka \'p3k-3\ adj [Hindi pakkd cooked, ripe, solid, fr. Skt
pakva: akin to Gk pessein to cook — more at cook] ; genuine,
AUTHENiic; also : first-class, complete

pul \'pUl\ n, pi puis \'pul2\ or pu-U \'pu-le\ [Per pull — see
ajghani at money table

pUl.Chri-tUde \'p3l-kr3-.t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. L pulchritudin-, pul-
chritudo, fr. pulchr-, pulcher beautiful] i physical comeliness
: beauty

pul-Chri.lu-di.nous \,psI-kr3-'tCy)iid-n3S. -=n-3s\ adj ; having or
marked by pulchritude

pule \'pyii(a)I\ VI [prob. imit.] : WHINB, whimper — pul>er
\'pyU-l3r\ n, archaic

pU'U \'pu]-e, 'pyu-le\ n. pi pu-lik \'pul-ek, 'pyii-IekX [Hung] : an
intelligent vigorous medium-sized farm dog of a Hungarian breed
with long usu. corded coat

pu>li<cide \*pyu-l3-,sTd\ n [blend of Lpulic-, pulex flea and E -cide'}

; an agent used for destroying fleas

ipuU \'pul\ vb [ME pullen, fr. OE pullian
the skin b : to pluck from a plant or
<~ turnips) c : extract <— a tooth)
so as to cause or tend to cause motior
stretch (cooling candy) repeatedly c :

tendon) d ; to hold back (a racehorse) fr

work (an oar) by drawing back strongly

] vr 1 a ; to draw out from
by the roots <~ flowers)
2 a : to exert force upon

I toward the force b : to
abnormally <~ a
winning e : to

; to hit (a ball)

toward the left from a right-handed swing 4 : to draw apart
; REND, tear 5 ; to print a proof from by impression 6 : remove
<.^ a crankshaft) i'^ed the pitcher in the third inning) 7 ; to
bring (a weapon) into the open <~ed a knife) 8 a : to carry out
with daring <~ a robbery) b : to be guilty of : commit, perpetrate
9 : to draw the support or attention of ; attract <'^ votes) ^ W
1 a : to use force in drawing, dragging, or tugging b : move
<the car ~ed out of the driveway) c (1) : to take a drink (2)

: to draw hard in smoking <--^edat his pipe) d : to strain against
the bit 2 : to draw a gun 3 : to admit of being pulled 4 : to
feel or express strong sympathy : root <r^ing for his team to

win) — pull>er n
syn pull, draw, drag, haul, tug mean to cause to move toward

or after one. pull is the general term but may emphasize the force
exerted rather than resulting motion; draw implies a smoother,
steadier motion and generally a lighter force than pull; drag sug-
gests great effort overcoming resistance or friction; haul implies

sustained pulling or dragging of heavy or bulky objects; tug
applies to strenuous often spasmodic efforts to move not neces-
sarily with success— pull oneself together : to regain one's self-possession — pull
one's leg : to deceive someone playfully : hoax — pull one*3
teetb ; to make one harmless — pull one's weight : to do one's
full share of the work — pull stakes or pull up stakes : to move
out : leave — pull strings or pull wires : to exert secret influence
or control — pull the string ; to throw a slow pitch

apull n. ojten attrib 1 a : the act or an instance of pulling b : a
draft of liquid ; an inhalation of smoke c : the effort expended
in moving <a long ^ uphill) d : force required to overcome resist-

ance to pulling 2 a : advantage b : special influence 3 ; proof
6a 4 : a device for pulling something or for operating by pulling

<bell ~> 6 : a force that attracts, compels, or influences : at-
traction
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pull away v/ ; to draw oneself back or away ; withdraw, escape
pull'baok \'pijl-,bak\ n 1 ; a pulling back; esp : an orderly with-
drawal of troops from a position 2 : a skirt style marked by full-
ness drawn to the back

pull down vr 1 a : demolish, destroy b : to hunt down : over-
come 2 a : to bring to a lower level : reduce b : to depress in
health, strength, or spirits ; enfeeble 3 : to draw as wages or
salary

pul-let \'pul-3t\ n [ME polet young fowl, fr. MF poulet, fr. OF.
dim. oipoul cock. fr. \.hpullus, fr. L, young of an animal, chicken,
sprout — more at foal] : a young hen; specij ; a hen of the com-
mon fowl lessthan a year old

pul. ley \'pul-e\ n [ME pouley, fr. MF pouUe, prob. deriv. of Gk
polos axis,
pole] 1 : a
sheave or small
wheel with a
grooved rim
and with or
without the
block in which
it runs used
singly with a
rope or chain
to change the
direction and
point of appli-
cation of a pull-
ing force and
in various com- pulley: various tackles showing theoretical ratios
binations to in- of weights lifted, W, to effort, E, and tensions in
crease the ap- various cords, e.- 7 W=E: 2 W=2E; 3,4,6, W=4E:
plied force esp. 5 W=3E
for lifting
weights 2 : a pulley or pulleys with ropes to form a tackle that
constitutes one of the simple machines 3 : a wheel used to transmit
power by means of a band, belt, cord, rope, or chain

pull in vr 1 : check, restrain 2 ; arrest ^ vj : to arrive at a
destination or come to a stop
pull-man \'pul-m3n\ n [George M. Pullman tl897 Am inventor]

: a railroad passenger car with specially comfortable furnishings
for day or esp. for night travel

pull oil vt : to carry out despite difficulties : accomplish success-
fully against odds

pul-lo-rum disease \p3-'lor-9m-, -*16r-\ n [NL pullorum (specific
epithet of Salmonella pullorum), fr. L, of chickens (gen. pi. of
pullus)] ; a destructive typically diarrheal salmonellosis of the
chicken and less often other birds caused by a bacterium (Sal-

monella pullorum) which is transmitted either in the egg or from
chick to chick

pull out VI 1 : LEAVE, depart 2 : withdraw 3 : to emerge or
escape from difficulty

puU'OUt \'pul-,aut\ n 1 : something that can be pulled out
2 : the action in which an airplane goes from a dive to horizontal
flight 3 : FULLBACK

pull over vi : to steer one's vehicle to the side of the road
tpull.over \,pul-,6-v3r\ adj ; put on by being pulled over the
head

apullover \'pul-,o-v3r\ n : a pullover garment
pull round vi : to restore to good health '^ v/ : to regain one's
health

pull through vt : to help through a dangerous or difficult period
or situation ~ vi ; to survive a dangerous or difficult period or
situation

pull together vi : to work in harmony ; cooperate
pul-lU-lale \'p3l-y3-,lat\ vi [L pullulatus, pp. of puUulare, fr. pul-
lulus, dim. of puUus} 1 a : germinate, sprout b : to breed or
produce freely 2 : swarm, teem — pul>lu>la>tion N.psl-ys-'la-

sh3n\ n
pull up vr 1 : CHECK, rebuke 2 : to bring to a stop : halt ^ vi

1 a : to check oneself b ; to come to a halt : stop 2 : to draw
even with others in a race
pul-mo-nary \'pul-m3-,ner-e, 'p3l-\ adj IL pulmonarius, (v. pulmon-^
pulmo lung; akin to Gk pleumon lung] 1 : relating to, functioning
like, or associated with the lungs 2 : pulmonate 3 : carried on
by the lungs
piUmonary artery n : an artery that conveys venous blood from
the heart to the lungs
pulmonary vein n : a valveless vein that returns oxygenated blood
from the lungs to the heart

ipul.mo-nate \'pul-m3-,nat, 'pal-\ adj [L pulmon-, pulmo lung]
1 : having lungs or organs resembling lungs 2 : of or relating to

a large order (Pulmonata) of gastropod mollusks having a lung
or respiratory sac and comprising most land snails and slugs and
many freshwater snails

2pulmonate n : a pulmonale gastropod
pul*mon-ic \pul-'man-ik, ,pal-\ adj [L pulmon-, pulmo} : pul-
monary

pul-mo-tor \'pul-,m6t-3r, "pal-X n [fr. Fulmotor, a trademark]
: a respiratory apparatus for pumping oxygen or air into and out
of the lungs (as of an asphyxiated person)
ipulp \'p3lp\ n [MF poulpe, fr. L pulpa flesh, pulp] 1 : a moist
usu. coherent mass oi soft animal or plant tissue: as a (1) : the
soft, succulent, usu. mesocarpic part of fruit (2) : stem pith when
soft and spongy b : a soft mass of vegetable matter (as of apples)
from which most of the water has been extracted by pressure

C : a material prepared by chemical or mechanical means chiefly

from wood but also from rags and other materials and used in

making paper and cellulose products 2 : pulverized ore mixed
with water 3 a : pulpy condition or character b : something in

such a condition or having such a character 4 : a magazine or
book using rough-surfaced paper made of wood pulp and often
dealing with sensational material — pulp>i>ness \'p3l-pe-n3s\ n
— pulpy \'p3l-pe\ adj
3pulp vt 1 : to reduce to pulp : cause to appear pulpy 2 : to
deprive of the pulp 3 : to produce or reproduce (written matter)
in pulp form «- vi : to become pulp or pulpy — pulp-er n

pul'pit \'pul-,pit also 'p3l-, -pat\ n [ME, fr. LL pulpitum, fr. L,

i
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staging, platform] 1 : an elevated platform or high reading desk
used in preaching or conducting a worship service 2a: the
preaching profession b : a preaching position

pulp'WOOd \'p3lp-,wud\ « : a wood {as of aspen, hemlock, pine,
spruce) used in making pulp for paper

ptll.que \'pul-,ka; 'pul-ke, 'piilA n [MexSp] : a fermented drink
made in Mexico from the juice of various magueys

pul'Sant \'p3l-s3_nt\ adj : pulsating
pUl-sate \'psl-,sat also ,p3l-'\ vi [L pulsatus, pp. of pulsare, fr.

pulsus, pp. of pellerei 1 : to exhibit a pulse : beat 2 : to throb
or move rhythmically : vibrate

pul.sa-tile \'P3l-s3t-'I, -s3-,tn\ adj t pulsating, throbbing
pul-sa*tion \,p3l-'sa-sh3n\ n : rhythmical throbbing or vibrating
(as of an artery); also : a single beat or throb

pul>sa-tor \'p9l-,sat-3r, ,p3l-'\ n : something that beats or throbs
in working (as a pulsqmeter pump)

pul.sa4o«ry X'pal-sa-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; capable of or characterized
by pulsation : throbbing
Ipulse \*p3ls\ n [ME puis, fr. OF pouls porridge, fr. L pult-, puis;

akin to L pollen fine flour — more at pollen] : the edible seeds
of various leguminous crops (as peas, beans, lentils); also : a
plant yielding pulse
2pulse n [ME puis, fr MF pouls, fr. \. pulsus, ht., beating, fr. pulsus,

pp. of pellere to drive, push, beat — more at felt] 1 : a regular
throbbing caused in the arteries by the contractions of the heart;
also : a single excursion of such throbbing 2 a ; underlying senti-

ment or opinion or an indication of it b : vitality 3 a : rhyth-
mical beating, vibrating, or sounding b : beat, throb 4 a : a
transient variation of a quantity (as electrical current or voltage)
whose value is normally constant b ; an electromagnetic wave or
modulation thereof of brief duration
3pulse vi : to exhibit a pulse or pulsation ; throb '— v/ 1 : to drive
by or as if by a pulsation 2 : to cause to pulsate 3 a : to produce
or modulate (as electromagnetic waves) in the form of pulses
{pulsed waves) b : to cause (an apparatus) to produce pulses

pulse-jet engine \,psls-,jet-\ « : a jet engine having in its foDA-ard
end intermittent air-inlet valves designed to produce a pulsating
thrust by the intermittent flow of hot gases

pulse modulation n : modulation of a radio wave or signal by
pulses

pul*siin-e>ter \,pal-'sim-3t-3r\ n : an instrument for measuring the
pulse and esp. its force and rate

pul'Sion \'pDl-sh3n\ n [LL pulsion-, pulsio, fr. L pulsus, pp.]
: propulsion

pul'Sive \'p3l-siv\ adj : propulsive
pul.som.e-ter \,p9l-'sam-9t-ar\ n [ISV] : a pump with valves for
raising water by steam and atmospheric pressure without inter-

vention of a piston — called also vacuum pump
pul-ver.a-ble \'p3lv-(3-)ra-baI\ adj : capable of being pulverized
pul'Ver-iz-able \'pal-va-,rr-z3-bal\ adj : capable of being pulver-
ized

pul-vei-i-za.tion \,p3lv-(a-)ra-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
pulverizing

pul«ver.ize \'pal-v3-,rTz\ vb [MF pulveriser, fr. LL pulverizare,

fr. L pulver-, pulvis dust, powder — more at pollen] vt 1 : to
reduce (as by crushing, beating, or grinding) to very small particles

: atomize 2 : annihilate, demolish -^ vi : to become pulverized— pui'Ver-iz.er n
pul-ver-u-lent \,p9l-'ver-(y)a-lant\ adj [L pulverulentus dusty, fr.

pulver-j pulvisi 1 : consisting of or reducible to fine powder
2 ; bemg or looking dusty ; crumbly

pUl>Vil>lUS \,pal-'vil-as\ n, pi puUviMl \-'vil-,T, -(,)e\ [NL. fr.

L, dim. of pulv'mus cushion] : a pad often covered with short hairs
on an insect's foot

pul-vi.nate_ \,p3l-'vT-nat, -'ve-; 'pal-vs-.natX or pul-vi-nat-ed
\'p3l-v3-.nat-ad, -(.)vT-\ adj [L pulvinalus, fr. pulvinus cushion]
1 : cushion-shaped 2 : having a pulvinus — pul-vi-nate-ly ady

pul.vi-nus \,p3l-'vl-n3s, -'ve-\ n, pi pul-vi-ni X'vT-.nT, -'ve-(,)ne\
[NL, fr. L, cushion] : a mass of large thin-walled cells surrounding
a vascular strand at the base of a petiole or petiolule and function-
ing in turgor movements
pu-ma \'p(y)ii-m3\ n, pi pumas also puma [Sp, fr. Quechua]

: cougar; also : the fur or pelt of a cougar
ipiun-ice Vpam-as\ n [ME pomis, fr. MF, fr. h pumic-, pumex —
more at foam] ; a volcanic glass full of cavities and very Ught used
esp. in powder form for smoothing and poUshing — pu>mi>ceous
\pyij-'mish-3s, ,ps-\ adj

apumice vt : to clean, smooth, or treat with pumice
pum-ic-ite \*p3m-3-.sTt\ n 1 : pumice 2 : a volcanic dust
pum.mel \'p3m-3l\ vb pum-meled or pum.melled; pum<mel>ing
or pum'mel'ling \-(3-)lio\ [alter, oi pommel"] ; pound, beat
ipump \'p3mp\ n [ME pumpe, pompe, fr. MLG pumpe or MD
pompe, prob. fr. Sp bomba, of imit. origin] 1 : a device that raises,

transfers, or compresses fluids or that attenuates gases esp. by
suction or pressure or both 2 : heart
2pump vl 1 : to raise (as water) with a pump 2 : to pour forth,

deliver, or draw with or as if with a pump 3 a : to question
persistently b : to elicit by such means 4 : to draw fluid from
with a pump 5 a : to manipulate as or as if a pump handle b : to
operate by manipulating a lever 6 : to fill with air by means of a
pump or bellows -^ vi 1 : to work a pump ; raise or move a fluid
with a pump 2 : to move up and down like a pump handle 3 : to
spurt out intermittently — pump*er n
3pump n [origin unknown] : a low shoe not fastened on and grip-
ping the foot chiefly at the toe and heel

pum*per*nick>el X'pam-par-.nik-alV ;i [G] ; a dark coarse sour-
dough bread made of unbolted rye flour

pump.kiii X'pan-ksn, •pam(p)-kan\ n. ojten attrib [alter, of earlier
pumpion, modif, of F popon, pompon melon, pumpkin, fr. L pepon-,
pepo, fr. Ok pepon, U. pepon ripened, fr. pessein to cook, ripen —
more at cook] la: the usu. round deep yellow fruit of a vine
iCucurbita pepo) of the gourd family widely cultivated as food
b : a winter crookneck squash (C. moschata) c Brit ; any of
various large-fruited winter squashes (C. maxima) 2 : a usu.
hairy prickly vine that produces pumpkins

pump.kin-seed \-.sed\ n : a small brilliantly colored No. American
freshwater sunfish {Lepomis gibbosus) or the related bluegill
pump priming n : investment expenditures by government designed
to induce a self-sustaining expansion of economic activity
*pun \'p3n\ rt [perh. fr. It puntiglio fine point, quibble — more at

puNcnuo] : the humorous use of a word in such a way as to
suggest different meanings or applications or of words having the
same or nearly the same sound but different meanings
2pun vi punned; pun-ning : to make puns
pu>na \'piJ-no\ n [AmerSp, fr, Quechua] 1 : a treeless windswept
tableland or basin in the higher Andes 2 ; a cold mountain wind
in Peru
ipuncll \'p3nch\ vb [ME punchen, fr. MF poinQonner to prick,
stamp, fr. poinqon puncheon] v/ 1 a : prod, poke b : to drive or
herd (cattle) 2 a ; to strike with a forward thrust of the fist

b : to drive or push forcibly by or as if by a punch 3 : to emboss,
cut, perforate, or make with a punch 4 : to strike or press sharply
« vi • to perform the action of punching something syn see strike— punch. er n
2punch \"\ n 1 : the action of punching 2 : a quick blow with or
as if with the fist 3 : energy that commands attention
spuuch n [prob. short for puncheon} 1 a : a tool usu. in the form
of a short rod of steel that is variously shaped at one end for
different operations (as perforating or cutting) b : a short taper-
ing steel rod for driving the heads of nails below the surface
C : a steel die faced with a letter in relief tnat is forced into a softer
metal to form an intaglio matrix from which foundry type is cast
d : a device for cutting holes or notches in paper or cardboard
2 : a hole or notch resulting from a perforating operation
4punch n [perh. fr. Hindi pSc five. fr. Skt pahca; akin to Gk pente
five; fr. the number of ingredients — more at five] : a beverage
usu. composed of wine or alcoholic liquor, citrus juice, spices, tea,
and water; also : a beverage composed of fruit juices and otiier
nonalcoholic liquids
Punch-and-Judy show \.psn-ch3n-'jiJd-e-\ n : a puppet show in
which a little hook-nosed humpback Punch quanels ludicrously
with his wife Judy
punch'board \'p3nch-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a small board usu.
(i"x(i"xy2" to 15"xl5''x54'' that has many holes each filled with a
roUed-up printed slip to be punched out on payment of a nominal
sum in an effort to obtain a slip bearing a lucky name or number
that entitles the player to a designated prize
punch bowl n : a large bowl from which a beverage (as punch) Is

served
punch-drunk X'panch-.draokV adj [^punch^ 1 : suffering cerebral
injury and bleeding from blows received in prizefighting 2 : grog-
gy, dazed
punched card or punch card n : a data card with holes punched
in particular positions each with its own signification for use in
electrically operated tabulating or accounting equipment or com-
puters; also : a similar card with holes and notches cut along the
edge
ipun.cheon \'p3n-chan\ n [ME ponson, fr. MF poinqan pointed
tool, king post (perh. fr. its being marked by the builder with a
pointed tooli, fr. (assumed) VL punction-, punctio pointed tool,

fr. punciiare to prick, fr. h punctus, pp. of pungere to prick — more
at pungent] 1 : a pointed tool for piercing or for working on
stone 2 a : a short upright framing timber b : a split log or heavy
slab with the face smoothed 3 : a figured stamp die or punch used
esp. by goldsmiths, cutlers, and engravers
2pimcheon n [ME poncion, fr. MF ponchon, poingon, of unknown
origin] 1 : a large cask of varying capacity 2 : any of various
units of liquid capacity (as a unit equal to 70 gallons)

punch in vi : to record the time of one's presence (as for work) by
punching a time clock

pun>chi>uel>10 \,p3n-ch3-'nel-(,16\ n [modif. of It dial. ;7o/ecene//a3

1 : a fat short humpbacked clown or buffoon in Italian puppet
shows 2 : a squat grotesque person
punching bag n ; a usu. suspended stuffed or in-

flated bag to be punched for exercise or for training
in boxing
punch line n ; a sentence, statement, or phrase (as

in a humorous story) that makes the point
punch out vi ; to record the time of one's stopping
work or departure by punching a time clock
punch press n : a press for working on material
(as metal) by the use of cutting, shaping, or com-
bination dies
punchy \'p3n-che\ adj : punch-drunk
punctate \'p3o(k)-,tat\ adj [NL punciatus, fr. L
punctum point — more at point] 1 : ending in or
resembling a point 2 ; marked with minute spots
or depressions <a -^leaf) —-punC'ta-tion \,p3g(k)-'

punC'til>io\,p30(k)-'til-e-,o\rt [It& Sp; It pwn/ig/io point of honor,
scruple, fr. Sp puntillo, fr. dim. of punto point, fr. L punctum'i 1 ; a
nice detail of conduct in a ceremony or in observance of " ""'""

2 : careful observance of forms (as in social conduct)
punc>tiI>i<OUS \-e-3s\ adj : marked by precise exact accordance
with the details of codes or conventions syn see careful — punc-
til'i.ous-ly adv — punctil.l.ous.ness n

punC'tU-al \'p9r)(k)-ch9(-w3il, 'pao(k)sh-W3l\ adj {ML punciualis,

fr. L punctus oricking, point, fr. punctus, pp. of pungere to prick
— more at pijngent] 1 : relating to or having the nature of a
point 2 : to the point : pointed 3 ; punctilious 4 ; acting or
habitually actinc at an appointed time or at a regularly scheduled
time ; prompt— punctU'aM.ty \,p3o(k)-cha-'wal-3t-e. ,p3G(k)sh-
'wal-\ n — punc-tu-al'ly \'p3o(k)-ch3(-w3)-le, 'p3a(k)sh-W3-\
adv — punc«tu.al*ness \-ch3(-w3)l-n3s, 'p3oCk)sh-w3l-\ n

punc*tu>ate \'p3o(k)-ch3-,wat\ vb [ML pwwtuaius, pp. of punc-
tuare to point, provide with punctuation marks, fr. L punctus
point] vt 1 : to mark or divide (written matter) with punctuation
marks i2 : to break into or interrupt at intervals ; emphasize **» vi

; to use punctuation marks — punc-tU*a.tor \-,wat-3r\ n

punc>tu-a>tion \,p3o(k)-ch3-'wa-sh3n\ n : the act, practice, or
system of inserting standardized marks or signs in written matter
to clarify the meaning and separate structural units

punctuation mark n : any of various standardized marks or signs

used in punctuation
punc«tu«late \'p30(k)-ch3-,lat\ adj [NL punctulatus, fr. L punc-
lulum, dim. of punctum point] : marked with small spots; specij

: minutely punctate — punc-lU*la.tion \,pao(k)-ch3-'Ia-sh3n\ n
Ipunc.ture \'paa(k)-ch3r\ n [L punctura, fr. punctus, pp. of pun-
gere] 1 : an act of puncturing 2 : a hole, slight wound, or other
perforation made by puncturing 3 : a minute depression
apuncture vb punc*tur>lng \'p3o(k)-cha-rio. 'psoCkl-shrioN vt

1 : to pierce with a pointed instrument or object ~ * '- '"'

punching bag

sh3n\ n
' ion
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puncture of 3 : to make useless or absurd as If by a puncture
: DESTROY ^' VI : to becomc punctured

puiic>tured adj : having the surface covered with minute indenta-
tions or dots : punctate

pim>dit \'p3n-dat\ n [Hindi pandit, fr. Skt pandita, fr pandita
learned] 1 : pandit 2 : a learned man : teacher 3 : an au-
thority or one who gives opinions in ah authoritative manner
: critic
puug \'p30\ n [short for earlier tow-pong, of Algonquian origin;
akin to Micmac tobagun drag made with skin] NewEng ; a sleigh
with a box-shaped body

pun.geii'Cy \'p3n-jan-se\ n ; the quality or state of being pungent
: SHARPNESS

pun-gent \-J3nt\ adj [L pungent', pungens, prp. of pungere to
prick, sting; akin to L pugnus fist, pugnare to fight, Gk pygme
fist] 1 : having a stiff and sharp point <~ leaves) 2 ; sharply
painful : poignant 3 a : caustic, stinging h : pointed, telling
4 : causing a sharp or irritating sensation; esp ; acrid — pun-
gent.ly ndv
syn pungent, piquant, poignant, racy mean sharp and stimulat-

ing to the senses, pungent impUes a stinging or biting quality esp.
of odors; piquant suggests a power to whet the appetite or interest
through tartness or mild pungency; poignant suggests a power to
enter deeply as if by piercing or stabbing; racy implies having a
strongly characteristic natural quality fresh and unimpaired
iPU-nic \*pyii-nik\ adj [L punicus, fr. Poenus inhabitant of Car-
thage, modif, of Gk Phoinix Phoenician] 1 : of or relating to
Carthage or Carthaginians 2 : FArrHLESs, treacherous
spunic n : the Phoenician dialect of ancient Carthage
pU>ni>ly \'pyijn-'l-e\ adv : in a puny manner
pU>ni>ness X'pyii-ne-nasX n : the quality or state of being puny
pun>iSh \'p3n-ish\ vb [ME punisshen, fr. MF puniss-, stem of punir,
fr. L punire, fr. poena penalty — more at pain] vi 1 a : to impose
a penalty on for a fault, offense, or violation b : to inflict a penalty
for the commission oi (an offense) in retribution or retaliation
2 a : to deal with roughly or harshly t) : to inflict injury upon
: hurt '— VI : to inflict punishment — pun.ish.abil.i.ty X.pan-
tsh-a-'bil-3t-e\ n — pun-isli-able \*p3n-ish-3-bai\ adj — pun-
ish, er n
syn CHASTISE, castigate, chasten, discipline, correct: punish

implies subjecting to a penalty for wrongdoing; chastise implies
corporal punishment; castigate implies a lashing with words;
chasten suggests any affliction or trial that leaves one humbled
or subdued; discipline implies a punishing or chastening in order
to bring under control; CORRECT implies punishing aimed at
reforming an offender
pun-ish-ment \'p3n-ish-m3nt\ n 1 : the act of punishing 2 a : re-

tributive suffering, pain, or loss b : a penalty inflicted on an of-
fender through judicial procedure 3 : severe, rough, or disastrous
treatment

pu>ni*tion \pyii-'nish-an\ n [ME punicion, fr. MF punition, fr. L
punition-, punitio, fr. punitus} ; punishment

pu»ni«tive \'pyu-n3t-iv\ adj [F punitij, fr. ML punitivus, fr. L
punirus, pp. of punire} : inflicting, involving, or aiming at punish-
ment — pu.ni-tive-ly adv — pu-ni-tive.ness n

punitive damages n pi : damages awarded in excess of normal
compensation to the plaintiff to punish a defendant for a gross
wrong
Punoabi \,p3n-'j'ab-e. -'jab-\ n [Hindi panjabi, fr. panjabl of
Punjab, fr. Per, fr. Punjab Punjab] 1 : a native or inhabitant of
the Punjab region of northwestern India 2 : panjabi — Punjabi
adj
ipunk \*p3r]k\ n [origin unknown] 1 archaic : prostttute
2 [prob. partly fr. ^punk'[ ; nonsense, bunkum 3 a : a young
inexperienced person; esp : a young man : boy b : a young
gangster, hoodlum, or ruffian
2punk adj : very poor : inferior; also ; being in poor health
Spunk n [perh. alter, of spunk'\ 1 ; wood so decayed as to be dry,
crumbly, and useful for tinder 2 : a dry spongy substance pre-
pared from fungi (genus Fomes) and used lo ignite fuses esp. of
fireworks
pun>kah \*pao-k3\ n [Hindi pakhal ; a large fan or a canvas-cov-
ered frame suspended from the ceiling and used esp. in India for
fanning a room

pun*kie also pun.ky \'p3r)-ke\ n [D dial, punki, fr. Delaware
punk, lit., fine ashes, powder] : biting midge
pun*kin var oj pumpkin
punky \'p3o-ke\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or like punk 2 : burning
slowly : smoldering

pun-Ster \'p3n(t)-st3r\ n : one who is given to punning
Ipunt \'p3nt\ n [{assumed) ME, fr. OE, fr. L ponton-, ponto —
more at pontoon] : a long narrow flat-bottomed boat with square
ends usu. propelled with a pole
3punt vt : to propel by pushing with a pole against the bottom
3punt VI [F ponier. fr. ponte point in some games, play against the
banker, fr. Sp punto point, fr. L puncium — more at point]
1 : to play at a gambling game against the banker 2 Brit ; gamble,
bet

4punt vb [origin unknown] vr : to kick (a football) before the ball

touches the ground when let fall from the hands '— vi I to punt a
ball

Spunt n : the act or an instance of punting a ball

punt-er \'p3nt-3r\ n : one that punts
punt formation n : an offensive football formation in which a back
making a punt stands approximately 10 yards behind the line and
the other backs are in blocking position close to the line of scrim-
mage

pun.ty \'p3nt-e\ n [F pontill : a metal rod used for fashioning hot
glass
pu-ny \'pyU-ne\ adj [MF puisne younger, lit. bom afterward, fr.

puis afterward + ne bom] : slight or inferior in power, size, or
importance : weak
ipup \'p3p\ n [short for puppyZ I a young dog; also

young of various animals (as seals)

2pup vi pupped; pup.ping ; to give birth to pups
pu.pa \*pyu-p3\ n, pi pu-pae \-C.)pe, -,pT\ or pupas [NL, fr.

L pupa girl, doll] ; a metamorphic insect in a

! of the

, intermediate usu.

quiescent form assumed between the larval and the imaginal
stages and characterized by internal dedifferentiatlon of larva
structures and their replacement by structures typical of the imago— pu.pal \'pyu-p3l\ adj

pu>pate \'pyU-,pat\ vi : to become a pupa : pass through a pupal
stage — pu>pa<tion \pyu-'pa-sh3n\ n
ipu.pil \'pyu-p3l\ n [ME pupille minor ward, fr. MF, fr. L pupiJlus
male ward (fr. dim. of pupus boy) & pupilla female ward. fr. dim.
of pupa girl, doll, puppet] 1 : a child or young person in school or
in the charge of a tutor or instructor : student 2 : one who has
been taught or influenced by a person of fame or distinction : dis-
ciple syn see scholar

2pupil n [MF pupille, fr. L pupilla, fr. dim. of pupa doll; fr. the tiny
image of oneself seen reflected in another's eye] ; the contractile
usu. round aperture in the iris of the eye — pu>pil>ar \-p3-l3r\ adj— pu.pil.lary \-,ler-e\ adj

pu.pil-age or pu.pil-lage \'pyu-p3-Uj\ n : the state or period of
being a pupil

pupil load n : the total number of pupils assigned to a single teacher
in a school for classroom or other instruction

pu-pip.a-roas \pyu-'pip-3-r3s\ adj [NL pupa + E -/- + -parous}
: producing mature larvae that are ready to pupate at birth; also : of
or relating to a division (Pupipara) of two-winged flies with such
larvae

pup.pet \*p3p-at\ n [ME popet, fr. MF poupette, dim. of (assumed)
poupe doll, fr. L pupa} 1 : a small-scale figure of a human or other
living being often with jointed limbs and moved by hand or by
strings or wires 2 : doll 1 3 : one whose acts are controlled
by an outside force or influence

pup.pe.teer \,p3p-s-'ti(9)r\ n ; one who manipulates puppets or
marionettes

pup-pet-ry \'p9p-3-tre\ n : the production or creation of puppets
or puppet shows
pup.py \'p3p-e\ n [ME popi, fr. MF poupee doll, toy, fr. (assumed)
poupe doll] : a young domestic dog; specij : one less than a year old
pup-py-ish \-ish\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of a puppy
puppy love n : calf love
pup tent n : a wedge-shaped shelter tent
Pu-ra-na \pu-'ran-a\ n, ojten cap [Skt purana, fr. purdna ancient, fr.

pura formerly; akin to OE jore} : one of a class of Hindu sacred
writings chiefly from a.d. 300 to a.d. 750 comprising popular
myths and legends and other traditional lore — Pu-ra-nic \-ik\

pUT'blind \'p3r-,blTnd\ adj [ME pur blind, fr. pur purely, wholly,
fr. pur pure] 1 a obs ; wholly blind b : partly blind 2 : lacking
in vision, insight, or understanding : obtuse — pur-bliud<ly
\-,bIin-(d)Ie\ adv — pur>blind>uess \-,blin(d)-n3s\ n

pur>clias>able X'par-cha-sa-balV adj : capable of being purchased
ipur-Chase X'par-chasX vt [ME purchacen, fr. OF purchacier to
seek to obtain, fr. por-, pur- for, forward (modif. of L pro-) +
chacier to pursue, chase — more at pro-] 1 a archaic '. gain,
acquire b : to acquire ("real estate) by means other than descent
or inheritance c : to obtain by paying money or its equivalent
: BUY d : to obtain by labor, danger, or sacrifice : earn 2 : to
apply a device for obtaining a mechanical advantage to (as some-
thing to be moved); also : to move by a purchase 3 ; to consti-
tute the means for buying
2purchase « l : an act or instance of purchasing 2 a : something
gotten by any means : gain b ; something obtained for a price in
money 3 a (1) : a mechanical hold or advantage applied to the
raising or moving of heavy bodies (2) : an apparatus or device
by which advantage is gained b (1) : an advantage used in applying
one's power in any effort (2) ; position or means of exerting power

pur^dah \'p3rd-3\ n [Hindi parda, lit., screen, veil] : seclusion of
women from public observation among Muslims and some Hindus
esp. in India
pure \'pyu(9)r\ adj [ME pur, fr. OF, fr. L purus: akin to Skt
pundti he cleanses, Mir ur fresh, green] 1 a (1) : unmixed with any
other matter <~ gold) (2) : free from dust, dirt, or taint <~ food)
(3) ; spotless, stainless b : free from harshness or roughness
<"-' tone) coj a vowel ; characterized by no appreciable alteration

of articulation during utterance 2 a : sheer, unalloyed <~ folly)

b (I) : abstract, theoretical (2) : a priori (-^ mechanics)
c : not directed toward exposition or reality or solution of practical

problems <~ literature); esp ; being nonobjective and to be ap-
praised on formal and technical qualities only <— form)
3 a (1) : free from what vitiates, weakens, or pollutes (2) ; con-
taining nothing that does not properly belong b : free from moral
fault or guilt c : marked by chastity : continent d (1) : of pure
blood and unmixed ancestry (2) : homozygous in and breeding
true for one or more characters e : ritually clean syn see chaste
— pure-ness n
pure.blood \-,bl3d\ or pure-blood-ed \-'bl3d-ad\ adj ; of un-
mixed ancestry : purebred — pureblood n

pure.bred \-'bred\ adj : bred from members of a recognized breed,

strain, or kind without admixture of other blood over many gen-
erations — purebred \-.bred\ n

tpu-ree \pyu-'ra, -'re\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. fem. of pure, pp. of purer to

purify, strain, fr. L purare to purify, fr. purus} 1 : a paste or thick

liquid suspension usu. produced by rubbing cooked food through
a sieve 2 : a thick soup having pureed vegetables as a base

2puree vt pu-reed; pu-ree-ing ; to boil soft and then rub through a

pure imaginary n : the product of a real number other than zero
and the imaginary unit

pure'ly \'pyu(3)r-le\ adv 1 ; without admixture of anything in-

jurious or foreign 2 ; merely, solely 3 : chastely, inno-
cently 4 : completely

pur.He \*p3r-fal\ vr pur.fling \-f(3-)lio\ [ME purfilen, fr. MF
porjHer} 1 : to ornament the border of 2 : to ornament with
metallic threads, jewels, or fur, or with tracery or inlay — purlle n

pur. ga. lion X.par-'ga-shanX n ; the act or result of purging
ipur-ga.tive \'p3r-g3t-iv\ adj [ME purgatij, fr. MF, fr. LL purga-
tivus, fr. L purgatus, pp.] : purging or tending to purge : cathartic

^purgative n : a purging medicine ; cathartic
pur.ga.to.ri-al Vpar-ga-'tor-e-sl, -'tor-X adj 1 : cleansing of sin

; expiatory 2 : of or relating to purgatory

{
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fr. L purgatus, pp. of purgarel 1 ; an intermediate state after death
for expiatory purification; specij : a place or state of punishment
wherein according to Roman Catholic doctrine the souls of those
who die in God's grace may expiate venial sins or satisfy divine
justice for the temporal punishment still due to remitted mortal sin

2 : a place or state of temporary punishment
Tpurge \'p3ri\ vb [ME purgen, fr. OF purgier, fr. L purigare, purgare
to purify, purge, fr. purus pure + -igare (akin to agere to drive, do)— more at act] vt 1 ; to clear of guilt or of moral or ceremonial
defilement 2 : to remove by cleansing 3 a : to cause evacuation
from (as the bowels) h : to free (as a boiler) of sediment or relieve

(as a steam pipe) of trapped air by bleeding c (1) ; to rid (as a
state) by a purge (2) ; to get rid of (undesirable persons) : elimi-

nate -^ vi 1 : to become purged 2 ; to have or produce frequent
evacuations 3 : to cause purgation — purg-er n

spurge n 1 a : an act or instance of purging h : a ridding of ele-

ments or members regarded as treacherous or disloyal 2 : some-
thing that purges; esp : purgative

pu-ri-fi-ca-tion \,pyur-9-f3-'ka-sh9n\ n : an act or instance of
purifying or of being purified_

pu-ri-fi'Ca.tor \'Dyur-9-fa-,kat-5r\ n 1 : ptJRiFiER 2 t a linen

cloth used to wipe the chalice after celebration of the Eucharist

pu.ri-fi=ca.to=ry \pyur-'if-i-k3-.t6r-e, 'pyiir-(3-)f3-ka-, -,t6r-\ adj
: serving, tending, or intended to purify

pu.ri'fi-er \'pyur-a-,fT(-a)r\ n ; one that purifies

pu-ri*iy \-.fT\ vt : to make pure: as a ; to clear from material defUe-
ment or imperfection h : to free from guilt or moral or ceremonial
blemish c : to free from anything alien, extraneous, improper,
corrupting, or otherwise damaging <— vi ; to grow or become pure
or clean

PtI-rim X'piir-am, pii-'rim\ n [Heb purim, lit., the lots; fr. the cast-

ing of lots by Haman, Esth 9:24-26] : a Jewish holiday celebrated
on the 14th of Adar in commemoration of the rescue of the Jews
from Haman's plotting

pu-rine \*pyu(3)r-,en\ n [G purin, fr. L purus pure -f NL uricus

uric, fr. E Uriel I a crystalline base CSH4N4 that is the parent of
compounds of the uric-acid group; also l a derivative of this

puT'lsm \'pyu(3)r-,iz-9m\ n 1 : rigid adherence to or insistence on
purity or nicety esp. in use of words 2 : an example of purism;
esp : a word, phrase, or sense used chiefly by purists 3 : a 20th
century theory and practice in art that reduces all natural appear-
ances to geometric simplicity — pur<ist \-3St\ n — pu<>ris>tlc
\pyur-'is-tik\ adj

pu»ri«tan \'pyur-3t-'n\ n [prob. fr. LL puritas purity] 1 cap : a
member of a 16th and 17th century Protestant group in England
and New England opposing as unscriptural the traditional and
formal usages of the Church of England 2 ; one who practices or
preaches a more rigorous or professedly purer moral code than that
which prevails — puritan adj, ojten cap — pUori'tauoi-cal \,pyur-
9-'tan-i-k3l\ adj — pu-ri'tan-i-caMy \-k(9-)le\ adv ~ pu<ri<tau-
ism \'pyur-9t-'n-.^2-9m\ n, ojten cap

pu-li.ty \'pyur-9t-e\ n [ME purete, fr. OF purete, fr. LL puritat-,

puritas, fr. L purus pure] 1 : the quality or state of being pure

ipurl \'p3r(-9)l\ n [obs. pirl (to twist)] 1 : gold or silver thread or
wire for embroidering or edging 2 ; the intertwist of thread knot-
ting a stitch usu. along an edge

2purl vt 1 a : to embroider with gold or silver thread 1) : to edge
or border with gold or silver embroidery 2 : to knit in purl stitch
^' vi : to do knitting in purl stitch

3puil n [perh. of Scand origin; akin to Norw purla to ripple] 1 : a
purling or swirling stream or rill 2 ; a gentle murmur or movement
(as of purling water)

4purl VI 1 ; EDDY, SWIRL 2 : to make a soft murmuring sound like
that of a puriing stream

pur-lieu \'p3rl-f,)yu\ n [ME pwlewe land severed from an English
royal forest by perambulation, fr. AF pwra/rperambulation, fr. OF
puraler to go through, fr. pur- for, through + aler to go — more
at purchase, alley] 1 a : a place of resort : haunt b pi : con-
fines, BOUNDS 2 a : an outlying or adjacent district to pi ; en-
virons, NEIGHBORHOOD

puT'lin \'p3r-l3n\ n [origin unknown] : a horizontal member in a
roof supporting the common rafters

pur.loin \(,)p9r-'16in, 'p3r-,\ vb [ME purloimn to put away, render
ineffectual, fr. AF pwloigner, fr. OF porloigner to put off, delay,
fr. por- forward + loing at a distance, fr. L longe, fr. longus long —
more at purchase] vt : to appropriate wrongfully ; filch ^ vi : to
practice theft syn see steal — pur-loin-er n

purl stitch n [ 'jcur/] : a knitting stitch usu. made by inserting the
right needle into the front of a loop on the left needle from the
right, catching the yarn with the right needle, and bringing it

through to form a new loop
ipur.ple \'p9r-p9l\ adj [ME purpel, alter, of purper, fr. OE pur-
puran, gen. of purpurc purple color, fr. L purpura, fr. Gk porphyra}
1 ; imperial, regal 2 ; of the color purple 3a; highly rhetorical
: ornate b : marked by profanity

2purple n 1 a (1) : tyrian purple (2) : any of various colors
that fall about midway between red and blue in hue b (1) : cloth
dyed purple (2) ; a garment of such color; esp : a purple robe
worn as an emblem of rank or authority c (1) : a moUusk (as of
the genus Purpura) yielding a purple dye and esp. the Tyrian purple
of ancient times (2) : a pigment or dye that colors purple 2a: im-
perial or regal rank or power b : exalted station
3purple vb pur«pling \'p3r-p(3-)Uo\ : to turn purple
purple Heart n ; a U.S. military decoration awarded to any member
of the armed forces wounded by enemy action

purple passage n [trans, of L pannus purpureus purple patch; fr.

the traditional splendor of purple cloth as contrasted with more
shabby materials] 1 ; a passage conspicuous for brilliance or
effectiveness in a work that is characteristically dull, commonplace,
or uninspired 2 : a piece of obtrusively ornate writing — called
also purple patch

pur-plish \'par-p(9-)lish\ adj : somewhat purple
ipur-port \'p9r-,po(9)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ n [ME, fr. AF. content, tenor,
tr. purporter to contain, fr. OF porporter to convey, fr. por- forward
+ porter to carry — more at purchase, port] : meaning conveyed,
professed, or implied : import; also ; substance, gist
apur.port \(,)p9r-'po(9)rt, -p6(9)rt\ vt 1 : to convey or profess

outwardly; specij : to have the often specious appearance of being,
intending, or claiming (something implied or inferred) : profess
2 ; INTEND, purpose

pur"port»8d adj i reputed, rumored — pur-port-ed-ly adv
ipUT'POSe \'p9r-p9s\ n [.ME purpos, fr. OF. fr. purposer to purpose,
fr. L proponere (perf. indie, proposui) to propose — more at pro-
pose] 1 a : something set up as an object or end to be attained
: intention b ; resolution, determination 2 % an object or
result aimed at 3 ; a subject under discussion or an action in
course of execution syn see intention ~ pur»pose-ful \-f9l\ adj— pur-pose-fuMy \-f3-le\ adv — pur'POse^lul'Uess \-f9l-n3s\ n— pur-pose-less \-l9s\ adj — on purpose : by intent : inten-
tionally
^purpose vt ; to propose as an aim to oneself
pur.pose«ly \'p9r-p9-sle\ adv : with a deliberate or express purpose

: intentionally
pur>pos4ve \'p9r-p9-siv\ adj l : serving or effecting a useful
function though not as a resiilt of design 2 : having or tending to
fulfill a conscious purpose or design : purposeful — pur>pos-
ive^'Iy adv — pur-pos-ive-ness n

pur.pu»ra \'p3r-py9-r9\ n [NL, fr. L, purple color] : any of several
hemorrhagic states characterized by extravasation of blood into
the skin and mucous membranes resulting in patches of purplish
discoloration — pur>pu-rlc \,p9r-*pyu(3)r-ik\ adj

purr \'p3r\ 71 [imit. ] ; a low vibratory murmur typical of a cat
apparently contented or pleased — purr vb
ipurse \'p9rs\ n [ME purs, fr. OE, modif. of ML bursa, fr. LL,
oxhide, fr. Gk byrsa'i 1 a (1) : a small bag for money (2) : a
receptacle (as a wallet) to carry money and often other small objects
in bra receptacle (as a pouch) shaped like a purse 2a: re-
sources, FUNDS b : a sum of money offered as a prize or present
2puTse \'t 1 : to put into a purse 2 : pucker, knit
purse crab n ; a land crab (Birgus latro) widely distributed about
islands of the tropical Indian and Pacific oceans where it burrows
in the soil and feeds on coconuts and related to the hermit crabs
but distinguished by its large size and broad symmetrical abdomen
the oily flesh of which is esteemed a delicacy

purse-proud \'p9r-,spraud\ adj i proud because of one's wealth
pursuer X'par-sarX n : an official on a ship responsible for papers and
accounts and on a passenger ship also for the comfort and welfare
of passengers

purse race n : a race for a fixed purse
purse seine « : a large seine designed to be set by two boats around

purse seine

a school of fish and so arranged that after the ends have been
brought together the bottom can be closed — purse seiner n

pur-si-ness \'p3s-e-n9s, "p9r-se-\ n : the quality or state of being
pursy

purS'lane \'p9r-sl9n, -,slan\ n [ME, fr. MF porcelaine, fr. LL
porcillagin-, porcillago, alter, of L porcillaca, alter, of portulaca"]

: any of a family (Poriulacaceae, the purslane family) of usu.
succulent herbs having perfect regular flowers with two sepals and
4 to 5 hypogynous petals; esp : an annual herb {Portulaca oleracea)
with fleshy leaves used as a potherb or for salads and common as a
weed in gardens

pur-su.ance \p9r-'sii-9nft)s\ n : the act of pursuing; esp : a carry-
ing out or into effect : prosecution

pur.su.ant \-3nt\ adj : being in pursuit ; pursuing
pur>su>ant>ly adv : consequently
pursuant to prep : in carrying out ; in conformance to : according
to

pur>sue \p9r-'sii\ vb [ME pursuen, fr. AF pursuer, fr. OF powsuir,
fr. L prosequi, fr. pro- forward + sequi to follow — more at pro-,
sue] vt 1 ; to follow in order to overtake, capture, kill, or defeat
2 : to find or employ measures to obtain or accomplish : seek <'— a
goal) 3 : to proceed along : follow (^s a northern course)
4 : to engage in : practice <---' a hobby) 5 : to continue to afflict

: haunt 6 : court, 'chase Ic ^ vi ; to go in pursuit syn see
chase — pur*su>er n

pur«SUit \p9r-'siit\ n [ME, fr. OF poursuite, fr. poursuir'\ 1 : the
act of pursuing 2 : an activity that one engages in as a vocation,
profession, or avocation : occupation syn see work

pursuit plane n : a fighter plane for pursuit of and attack on enemy
airplanes

pur.SUi.vant \'p9r-s(w)l-v9nt\ n [ME pursevant attendant of a
herald, fr. MF poursuivant, lit., follower, fr. prp. of poursuir, pour-
suivre to pursue] 1 : an officer of arms ranking below a herald but
having similar duties 2 : follower, attendant
Ipur.sy \'p9S-e, 'p9r-se\ or pus.sy \'p9s-e\ adj [ME pursy, fr. AF
pursij, alter, of MF polsif, fr. poulser, potser to beat, push, pant —
more at push] la: short-winded esp. because of corpulence
b : FAT 2 : characterized by or arising from arrogance of wealth,
self-indulgence, or luxury

2pursy \'p3r-se\ adj Ipurse"} 1 : puckered 2 : purse-proud
puT-te.nance \'p3rt-n9n(t)s, -'n-3n(t)s\ n [ME, lit., appendage,
modif. of MF partenance, ir. partenir to pertain — more at pertain]
: entrails, pluck

pu«ru.lence \'p(y)ur-(y)9-l9n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
purulent; also ; pus

pu-ru-lent \-l3nt\ adj [1. purulentus, fr. pur-, pus pus] 1 : contain-
ing, consisting of, or being pus <a ~ discharge) 2 : accompanied
by suppuration

pur-vey \(,)p9r-'va, 'p9r-,\ vt [ME purveien, fr. MF porveeir, fr. L
providere to provide] ; to supply (as provisions) usu. as a matter of

business
pur-vey.ance \-9n(t)s\ n ; the act or process of purveying or pro-
curing

pur-vey»or \-sr\ n ; victualler, caterer
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pur-view \'par-(,)vyu\ n [ME purveu, fr. AF purveu est it Is pro-
vided (opening phrase of a statute)] 1 a ; the body or enacting part
of a statute — compare preamble b : the limit, purpose, or scope
of a statute 2 : the range or limit of authority, competence, re-
sponsibility, concern, or intention 3 : range of vision, understand-
ing, or cognizance
pus \'p3s\ n [L pur-, pus — more at foul] : thick opaque usu. yel-
lowish white fluid matter formed by suppuration and composed of
exudate containing leukocytes, tissue debris, and microorganisms
PU.sey.ism \'pyu-ze-.iz-3m, -se-\ n [E. B. Pusey 11882 Eng.
theologian] : tractarianism — Pu-sey.ite \-,it\ n
ipUSll \'push\ vb [ME pusshen, fr. OF poulser to beat, push, fr. L
pulsare. fr. pulsus, pp. of pellere to drive, strike — more at felt] vt

1 a : to press against with force in order to drive or impel h : to
move or endeavor to move away or ahead by steady pressure with-
out striking 2 ; to thrust forward, downward, or outward 3 a : to
press or urge forward to completion with insistence I) : to
prosecute with vigor or effectiveness 4 : to bear hard upon so as
to involve in difficulty '« vi 1 : to press against something with
steady force in or as if in order to impel 2 : to press forward
against opposition or with energy 3 : to exert oneself continu-
ously, vigorously, or obtrusively to gain an end (as success or social
advancement) — push<er n — pushy \'push-e\ adj
syn PUSH. SHOVE, thrust, propel mean to cause to move ahead or

aside by force, push implies application of force by a body already
in contact with the body to be moved; shove implies a fast or rough
pushing of something usu. along a surface; thrust suggests less

steadiness and greaier violence than push; propel suggests rapidly
driving forward or onward by force applied in any manner
2push /I 1 : a vigorous effort to attain an end : drive; a : a military
assault or offensive b : an advance overcoming obstacles c : a
campaign to promote a product 2 : a time for action : emergency
3 a : an act of pushing ; shove b (1) : a physical force steadily
applied in a direction away from the body exerting it (2) : in-
fluence, urge c : vigorous enterprise or energy 4 a : an ex-
ertion or influence to promote another's interests b : stimulation
to activity : impetus

pUSll*ball \-,b6!\ n : a game in which each of two sides endeavors
to push an inflated leather-covered ball six feet in diameter across
its opponents' goal; also : the ball used

push button n : a small button or knob that when pushed operates
something esp. by closing an electric circuit

pUSh-bUt'ton \, push-,bat- ='n\ adj. oj warfare : using complex and
more or less self-operating mechanisms against an enemy thai are
put in operation by a simple act comparable to pushing a button

push-cart Vpush-,kart\ n ; a cart or barrow pushed by hand
push.i.ly \'push-a-le\ adv : in a pushy manner
push.i-ness \'push-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being pushy
push*ing adj 1 : marked by ambition, energy, enterprise, and
initiative 2 ; marked by tactless forwardness or officious intrusive-
ness syn see aggressive

push off VI : to set out
push'Over \'push-,o-v3r\ n l : an opponent easy to defeat or a
victim capable of no effective resistance 2 : someone unwilling or
unable to resist the power of a particular attraction or appeal
: SUCKER 3 : something accomplished without difficulty : snap

pusll'pin \-,pin\ n : a steel point having a projecting head for stick-

ing into a walJ or board
push-pull \'push-*pul\ adj : constituting or relating to an arrange-
ment of two electron tubes such that an alternating input causes
them to send current through a load alternately <a -^ circuit) —
push-pull n
Push.tU \'p3sh-(,)tij\ var oj pashto
push-up \'pLish-,ap\ n : an exercise for strengthening arm and
shoulder muscles by bending and extending the elbows with the
body in a prone position supported by the hands and toes

pu-siMa.nini'i'ty \,pyu-s(3-)l3-'nim-st-e also ,pyU-z3-Ia-\ n : the
quality or siate of being pusillanimous : cowardliness
pu<SiMan*i*mouS X.pyu-sa-'lan-s-mas also .pyU-z3-\ adj [LL pu-
sillanimis, fr. L pusillus very small (dim. of pusus small child) -I-

animus soul; akin to L puer child — more at puerile, animate]
: lacking courage and resolution : marked by contemptible timidity

syn see cowardly ~ pu<sll*lan*i*mous*ly adv
ipuss \'pus\ n [origin unknown] 1 : cat 2 : girl
2puss n [IrGael pus mouth, fr. Mir bus"] slang : face
puss-ley \'pas-le\ n [by alter.] : purslane
ipussy \'pus-e\ n 1 ; puss 2 ; a catkin of the pussy willow
ipus-sy \'pas-e\ adj : full of or resembling pus
apus-sy \'p3s-e\ var oj pursy
ipussy-Ioot \'pus-e-,fut\ vi 1 : to tread or move warily or stealthily

2 ; to refrain from committing oneself

2pussy!oot n : any of several plants having leaf clusters or flower
heads that suggest a cat's foot

pussy willow \,pus-e-\ n : a willow (as the American Salix discolor)

having large cylindrical silky aments
pus.tuJant \'p3s-chs-lant, p3S-t(y)s-\ adj : producing pustules —
pustulant n

puS'tU'Iar \-lar\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or resembling pustules

2 : covered with pustular prominences : pustulate
pUS.tu-late \-l3t, -.lat\ or pus-tu-lat-ed \-,lat-ad\ adj : covered
with pustules

pUS<tu-la*tion X.pas-cha-'la-shsn. .P3S-t(y)3-\ n 1 : the act of
producing or state of having pustules 2 : pustule

pUS-tule \'p3s-(.)chU(3)l, -(,)t(y)U(3)I\ n[ME, fr. L p«.r/u/a — more
at fog] 1 : a small circumscribed elevation of the skin containing

pus and having an inflamed base 2 : a small often distinctively

colored elevation or spot resembling a blister or pimple
iput \'put\ vb [ME putten: akin to OE jPurung instigation, MD
poten to plant] vt 1 a : to place in a specified position or relation-

ship : LAY <--- the roof on the house) b : to move in a specified

direction c (1) : to send (as a weapon or missile) into or through
something : thrust (2) : to throw with an overhand pushing
motion <~ the shot) fl : lo bring into a specified state or condition

i^ it to use) i^ the matter right) 2 a : to cause to endure some-
thing : subject <--- him to death) b : impose, inflict <~ a
special tax on luxuries) 3 a : to set before one for judgment or

decision <--' the question) b : to call for a formal vote on <'>- the
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motion) 4 a (1) : to turn into language or literary form <'^ his
feelings in words) (2) ; to translate into another language <.^ the
poem into English) (3) :>aAPT <lyrics -^ to music) b : express,
state iputting it mildly) ffi a): to devote (oneself) to an activity or
end b : apply <'^ his mirtct-Tb the problem) c : assign <~ them to
work) d : to cause to perform an action ; urge <~ the horse over
the fence) e : impel, incite <~ them into a frenzy) 6 a : re-
pose, rest {'^s his faith in reason) b : invest <-- his money in the
company) 7 a : to give as an estimate <--- the time as about
eleven) b : attach, attribute <~5 a high value on his friendship)
c : impute <•--' the blame on his partner) 8 : bet, wager <'^ two
dollars on the favorite) -^ vi l x to start in motion : go; esp : to
leave in a hurry 2 oj a ship : to take a specified course <--- down
the river) syn see set — put torth 1 a : assert : impose b : to
make public : issue 2 : to bring into action : exert 3 ; to pro-
duce or send out by growth (put jorth leaves) 4 : to start out— put forward : propose iput jorward a theory) ~ put in mind
: REMIND — put paid to Brit : to finish off : wipe out — put the
arm on slang 1 : to ask for money 2 : to hold up : hijack —
put to bed : to make the final preparations for printing (a news-
paper or magazine) — put together 1 : to create as a unified whole
; construct {put a book together in his spare time) 2 : add,
COMBINE <thoughi he knew m.ore than all his teachers put together}~ put to it : to give difficulty to : press hard <had been put to it

to keep up with him)
2put n 1 I a throw made with an overhand pushing motion; specif

: the act or an instance of putting the shot 2 : an option to sell a
specified amount of stock or commodity at a fixed price at or within
a certain time
3put adj : being in place : fixed, set (stay ^ until I come for you)
put about vi. oj a ship ; to change direction : go on another tack
-^ vr ; to cause to change course or direction : cause to turn back
or around

put across vt 1 : to achieve or carry through by deceit or trickery
2 : to convey effectively or forcefully

pu.ta.tive \'pyiit-st-iv\ adj [ME, fr. LL putativus, fr. L putatus,
lonly accepted or

to have existed
i

pp. of putare to think — more at pave]
supposed : REPUTED 2 : assumed to exist o!

FERRED — pU'ta-tive-ly adv
put away vr i a : discard, renounce b :

or drink up : consume 3 a : to confine esp.
b : BURY c : kill (put away a sick dog)

put by vt 1 archaic : to turn aside : reject 2 t to lay aside : save
put down vt 1 a : to do away with : abolish, destroy b : to bring
to an end by force : suppress, crush {put down a riot) 2 : de-
grade, DEPOSE 3 : to make ineffective : check 4 a : to write
down : put in writing b : to enter in a list 5 a : to place in a
specified category (put him down as a schoolteacher) b : attribute
6 ; to take in as food or drink (putting down helping after helping of
the dinner —Carson McCuIlers) 7 : to pack or preserve for future
use (put down a cask of pickles)

put in vr 1 : to make a formal offer or declaration of (put in a plea
of guilty) 2 : to come in wiih : interpose (put in a word for his
brother) 3 : to spend (time) at some occupation or job (put in six

hours at the office) 4 : plant (put in a crop) -^ vi 1 j to call at
or enter a place; esp : to enter a harbor or port 2 : to make an
application, request, or offer

put-log \'put-,16g, 'pat-, -,lag\ n [prob. alter, of earlier putlock,
perh. fr. ^put + lockl : one of the short timbers that support the
flooring of a scaffold

put oil vt 1 : disconcert, repel 2 a : to hold back to a later time
: defer b : to induce to wait (put the bill collector ojj for another
month) 3 : to take off : rid oneself of 4 : to sell or pass fraudu-
lently

put on vt la: to dress oneself in ; don b ; to make part of one's
appearance or behavior : adopt c ; feign 2 : to cause to act
or operate : apply (put on more speed) 3 a : add (putting on
weight) b : exaggerate, overstate (he's putting it on when he
makes such claims) 4 : perform, produce (put on an entertaining
act)

put-on \,put-,6n, -,an\ adj : assumed, pretended
put out vt 1 : exert, use (put out all his strength to move the piano)
2 : extinguish (put the fire out) 3 : publish, issue 4 : to pro-
duce for sale 5 a : disconcert, embarrass b : annoy, irritate
c : inconvenience (will it put you out to take me to the station)

6 ; to cause to be out (as in baseball or cricket) : retire '*' vi : to
set out from shore

put.out \'put-,aut\ n : the retiring of a base runner or batter by a
defensive player in baseball

put over vt 1 : delay, postpone 2 : to put across (put over a de-
liberate deception)

pu.tre-Iaction \,pyu-tr3-'fak-sh3n\ n [ME putrejaccion, fr. LL
putrefaction-, putrejactio, fr. L putrejactus, pp. of putrefacere']

1 ; the decomposition of organic matter; esp : the typically anaero-
bic splitting of proteins by bacteria and fungi with the formation
of foul-smelling incompletely oxidized products 2 : the state of
being putrefied : corruption — pu-tre-fac-tive \-'fak-tiv\ adj

pu.tre-ty \'pyu-tre-,fT\ vb [ME putrefien, fr. MF & L; MF putrefier.

fr. L putrefacere, fr. putrere to be rotten + jacere to make — more
at DO] v/ ; to make putrid — vi ; to become putrid syn see decay

pu-tres-cence \pyU-'tres-^n(t)s\ n : the state of being putrescent

; rottenness
pU-treS'Cent \-'nt\ adj [L putrescent-, putrescens, prp. of putrescere
to grow rotten, fr. putrere} 1 ; undergoing putrefaction : becoming
putrid 2 : of or relating to putrefaction

pu.tres-ci.ble \-'tres-3-b9l\ adj i liable to become putrid

pu-tres.Cine \-'tres-,en\ n [ISV, fr. L putrescerel ; a crystalline

slightly poisonous ptomaine C^HtzN; found esp. in putrid flesh

pU'trid \'pyU-tr3d\ adj [L putridus_, fr. putrere to be rotten, fr.

puter, putris rotten; akin to L putere to stink — more at foul]
1 a : being in a state of putrefaction : rotten b : of. relating to,

or characteristic of putrefaction : FOUL 2 a : morally corrupt
b : totally disagreeable or objectionable : vile syn see malodorous
— pU'trid.i'ty \pyu-'trid-3t-e\ n — pu>trid=ly \'pyij-tr3d-le\ adv
— pu'trid-ness n

putsch \'puch\ n [G] : a secretly plotted and suddenly executed
attempt to overthrow a government

6 less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

y yet; yil few; yu furious; zh vision

{
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pntsch-ist \ 'puch-3st\ n ; one who advocates or organizes a putsch
putt \'pat\ n [alter, of ^pul] ; a golf stroke made on a patting green
to cause the ball to roll into or near the hole — putt vb

put.tee \,p3-'te. pii-; 'p3t-e\ n [Hindi patii strip of cloth, fr. Skt
partika'} 1 : a cloth strip wrapped around the leg

from ankle to knee 2 : a leather legging secured
by a sirap or catch or by laces

Tput-ter \'put-sr\ n : one that puts
2putt.er \'p3t-ar\ n 1 ; a golf club used in putting

2 : one that putts
3put.ter \'p3t-3r\ VI [alter, of potterl 1 : to move
or act aimlessly or idly ; dawdle 2 : to work at

random : tinker — put-ter-er \-ar-ar\ n
put througli vt 1 : to carry to a successful conclusion
(put through a number of reforms) 2 a : to make a
telephone connection for b : to obtain a connection
for (a telephone call) puttees

put.ti.er \'pat-e-3r\ n : one that putties : gI-AZIER
putt-ing green \'p3t-io-\ n : a grassy area at the end of a golf fair-

way containing the hole into which the ball must be played
put to VI, oj a ship : to put in to shore (as for shelter)

iput»ty \*p3t-e\ n [F poiee, ht., potful, fr. OF. fr. pot — more at

POTAGE] 1 : a pasty substance consisting of hydrated Urae and
water 2 : a pohshing material containing chiefly an oxide of tin

3 a : a cement usu. made of whiting and boiled linseed oil beaten
or kneaded to the consistency of dough and used in fastening glass

in sashes and stopping crevices in woodwork b : any of various
substances resembUng such cement in appearance, consistency, or
use: as (1) ; an acid-resistant mixture of ferric oxide and boiled lin-

seed oil (2) ; a mixture of red and white lead and boiled Unseed oil

used as a lute in pipe fitting 4 : oj textiles l a light brownish gray
to light grayish brown

2putty VI : to use putty on or apply putty to

put-ty-root \'pat-e-.riit, -.rut\ n ; a No. American orcliid (Aplec-

trum hyemale) having a slender naked rootstock and producing
brown flowers

put up vr 1 a : to place in a container or receptacle iput his lunch up
in a bag) b : to put away {a sword) in a scabbard : sheathe
c : to prepare so as to preserve for later use ; can d : com-
pound, PREPARE e : to put away out of use 2 : to start (game)
from cover 3 : to nominate for election 4 : to offer up (as a
prayer) 5 : to set (hair) in pin curis 6 : to offer for public sale

iputs his possessions up for auction) 7 :to give food and shelter to

: ACCOMMODATE 8 : to arrange (as a plot or scheme) with others

: PRECONCERT {put up a job to Steal the jewels) 9 ; build, erect
10 a : to make a display of : exhibft. show iput up a bluff) b : to

carry on (put up a struggle against odds) 11 a : contribute, pay
b : to offer as a prize or stake 12 : to increase the amount of

: RAISE ^ vi : lodge syn see reside — put up to : incite, insti-

gate — put up with : to endure or tolerate without complaint or
attempt at reprisal

put-up \,put-,3p\ adj ; imderhandedly arranged : preconcerted
put-upon \'put-3-,p6n, -,pan\ adj : taken advantage of

ipuz-zle \'p32-3l\ vb puZ'ZUng \-(3-)liri\ [origin unknown] vt

1 obs ; baffle, confound 2 : perplex, nonplus 3 archaic : com-
plicate, entangle 4 : to solve with difficulty or ingenuity ~ vi

1 : to be uncertain as to action or choice 2 ; to attempt a solution
of a puzzle by guesswork or experiment — puz»zler \-(3-)lsr\ n
syn PUZZLE, perplex, bewilder, distkact, nonplus, confound,
dumbfound mean to disturb and baffle, puzzle implies presenting

a problem difficult to solve; perplex suggests worry and uncer-
tainty in making a decision; bewilder implies a confusion of mind
preventing clear thinking; distract suggests agitation caused by
conflicting preoccupations or interests; nonplus implies a baffle-

ment causing complete blankness of mind; confound implies tem-
porary mental paralysis caused by astonishment or thorough
abashment; dumbfound suggests a stronger but momentary con-
founding

2puzzle n 1 ; the state of being puzzled : perplextty 2 a : some-
thing that puzzles b : a question, problem, or contrivance designed
for testing ingenuity syn see mystery

puz.zle.head.ed \,p3z-3l-'hed-3d\ adj : having or based on con-
fused attitudes or ideas — puz-zle-head-ed^ness n

puz.zle.raent X'psz-sl-mantX n 1 : the state of being puzzled
: PERPLExnY 2 : puzzle

py- or pyo- conjh jorm [Gk, fr. pyon pus — more at foul] : pus
(pyemia) <p>'orrhea>

pya \pe-'(y)a\ n [Burmese] — see kyat at money table

pyc.nid.i.al \pik-'nid-e-3l\ adj : of or relating to pycnidla
pyc*nid.i.um \-e-3m\ n, pi pyc*nid*ia \-e-3\ [NL, fr. Gk pyknos
close; akin to Gk pyka thickly. Alb puth kiss] : a flask-shaped spore
fruit bearing conidiophores and conidia on the interior and occur-
ring in various imperfect fungi and ascomycetes

pyc«no.gon.id \,pik-na-'gan-3d\ n [deriv. of Gk pyknos + gony
knee — more at knee] ; sea spider
pyc-nom-e-ter \pik-'nam-3t-5r\ n [Gk pyknos -\- ISV -meter'i : a
standard vessel often provided with a thermometer for measuring
and comparing the densities of liquids or solids

pye-dog VpT-,d6g\ n [prob. by shortening and alter, fr. pariah dog'\

: a half-wild dog common about Asian villages

py-eli-tis \,pT-3-'lTt-3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk pyelos trough; akin to Gk
plein to sail — more at flow] ; inflammation of the pelvis of a
kidney

py-elo-ne.phri-tis \,pT-3-lo-ni-'frit-as\ n [NL, U.G\i pyelos -\- NL
nephritis] I inflammation of both the pelvis and the substance of
the kidney

py.emia \pT-*e-me-3\ n [NL] : purulent septicemia — py>emlc
\-mik\ adj

py>gid>i>al \pt-*jid-e-3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or constituting a
pygidium

py-gid.i.um \-e-am\ n, pi py.gid-ia \-e-3\ [NL, fr. Gk pygidion,
dim. of pyge rump; akin to L pustula pustule] : a caudal structure
or the terminal body region of various inveriebrates
pyg.mae.an or pyg.me.an \pig-'me-9n, 'pig-me-\ adj [L pyg-
maeus} : pvomy

Pyg*ma.lion \pig-'mal-yan, -'ma-le-3n\ n [Gk Pygmalionl : a
sculptor and king of Cyprus — compare galatea

pyg*moid \'pig-,m6id\ adj : resembUng or partaking of the charac-
teristics of the Pygmies

pyg'Uiy \'pig-me\ n [MEp/gme/. fr. "L pygmaeus of a pygmy, dwarf-

ish, fr. Gk pygmaios, fr. pygme fist, measure of length — more at
pungent] 1 ojten cap ; one of a race of dwarfs described by ancient
Greek authors 2 cap : one of a small people of equatorial Africa
ranging under five feet in height 3 : a short insignificant person
: dwarf — pygmy adj

pyg-my.ish \-ish\ adj ; dwarhsh, stunted
pyg-my-ism \-,iz-3m\ n : the condition of a pygmy : a stunted or
dwarfish state

py*ia<mas \pa-'ja-maz\ chiejly Brit var oj pajamas
pyk.nic ypi*<^-nik\ adj [ISV, fr. Gk pyknos close — more at pyc-
nidium]: characterized by shortness of stature, broadness of girth,
and powerful muscularity : endomorphic — pyknic n

py.lon \'pT-,lan, -l3n\ n [Gk pylon, fr. pylc gate] 1 a : a usu.
massive gateway b ; an ancient Egyptian gateway building in a
truncated pyramidal form C : a monumental mass flanking an
entranceway or an approach to a bridge 2 : a tower for support-
ing either end of a wire over a long span 3 : a projection (as a
post or tower) marking a prescribed course of flight for an airplane

py>10«ric \pT-'l6r-ik, pa-, -'16r-\ adj : of, relating to, or lying in the
region of the pylorus or the part of the stomach from which the
intestine leads

py.lO.rus \-3s\ n, pi py.lO-ri \pT-'16(3lr-.T; p3-'15(9lr-,T, -(.)e;

-'16(a)r-\ [LL, fr. Gk pyloros, lit., gatekeeper, fr. pyle] : the open-
ing in a vertebrate from the stomach into the intestine

pyo-der-ma \,pT-3-'d3r-ma\ n [NL] : a bacterial skin inflammation
marked by pussy lesions — pyo-der-iniC \-mik\ adj

pyo.gen.ic \,pi-3-'jen-ik\ adj [ISV] : producing pus : marked by
pus production
py.or-rhea \,pT-3-'re-3\ n [NL] : a discharge of pus; specij ; puru-
lent inflammation of the sockets of the teeth leading usu. to loosen-
ing of the teeth — py.or.rhe.al \-'re-3l\ adj

pyr- or pyro- comb jorm [ME, fr MF, fr. LL, fr. Gk, fr. pjvr— more
at fire] 1 ; fire : heat </7j'rometer> (p^rheliometer) 2 : produced
by or as if by the action of heat <;jvroelectricity); esp : derived
from a corresponding ortho acid by loss usu. of one molecule of
water from two molecules of acid (p^rophosphoricacid) 3 : fever
(pyroioxiny

pyr.acan.tha \,pir-3-'kan(t)-th3, .pT-r3-\ n [NL, genus name, fr.

Gk pyrakantha, a tree, fr. pyr- 4- akantha thorn— more at acanth-]
: any of a small genus (Pyracantha) of Eurasian thorny evergreen
or half-evergreen shrubs of the rose family with aliemate leaves,
corymbs of white flowers, and small reddish pomes

py.ral-i-did \pa-'ral-3d-3d, pT-\ n [deriv. of L pyralis, fly fabled
as living in fire, fr. Gk, fr. pyr] : any of a very large heterogeneous
family (Pyralididae) of mosUy small slender long-legged moths —
pyralidid adj
ipyr.a.mid \'pir-3-.mid\ n [L pyramid-,
pyramis, fr. Gk, of unknown origin]
1 a : an ancient massive structure found
esp. in Egypt having typically a square
ground plan, outside walls in the form of
four triangles that meet in a point at the
top, and inner sepulchral chambers b : a pyramids 2
structure or object of similar form 2 : a
polyhedron having for its base a polygon and for faces triangles
with a common vertex — see volume table 3 : a crystalline form
each face of which intersects the vertical axis and either two lateral
axes or in the tetragonal system one lateral axis 4 : an immaterial
structure built on a broad supporting base and narrowing gradually
to an apex (socioeconomic '-^> — py-ra.mi-dal \p3-'ram-3d-^l,
,pir-3-'mid-n\ adj — py.ra.mi.dal.ly \-='l-e\ adv — pyr.a.mid-
i.cal \,pir-s-'mid-i-k3l\ adj
ipyxamid vi 1 ; to enlarge one's holdings on an exchange on a
continued rise by using paper profits as margin to buy additional
amounts 2 ; to increase rapidly and progressively step by step on
a broad base ^ vt 1 : to arrange or build up as if on the base of a
pyramid 2 : to use or to deal in

Py-ram.i-don \p3-'ram-3-,dan\ trademark — used for aminopyrine
Pyr.a.mus \'pir-3-m3s\ n [L. fr. Gk Pyramos'^ ; a legendary Baby-
lonian and lover of Thisbe

py.ran \'pT(9)r-.an\ n [ISV] ; either of two parent cyclic com-
pounds CsHeO that contain five carbon atoms and one oxygen atom
in the ring — py.ra.noid \'pir-3-,n6id. 'pI-r3-\ adj

pyr.ar.gy.rite \pT-'rar-ja-,rrt, p3-\ n [G pyrargyrii. fr. Gk pyr- •¥

argyros silver — more at argent] ; a mineral AgjSbSa consisting of
silver antimony sulfide that occurs in rhombohedra! crystals or
massive and has a dark red or black color with a metalUc adaman-
tine luster

pyie \'pT(3)r\ n [L pyra, fr. Gk, fr. pyr fire — more at fire] ; a
combustible heap for burning a dead body as a funeral rite;

broadly : a pile to be burned
py.rene ypT{3)r-,en, pT-'ren\ n [NL pyrena. fr. Gk pyren stone of a
fruit; akin to Gk pyros wheat — more at furze] : the stone of a
drupelet; broadlyj a small hard nutlet

py.re.noid \pT-'re-.n6id, 'pT-ra-X n [ISV, fr. NL pyrena] : one of
the protein bodies in the chromatophores of various low organisms
that act as centers for starch deposition

py.re.thrin XpT-'re-thrsn, -'reth-rsnX n [ISV, fr. L pyrethrumi
: either of two oily liquid esters CziHzbOb and CzzHjbOs that have
high insecticidal properties and that occur esp. in pyrethrum
flowers

py.re.tlirum X-'re-thram. -'reth-rsmX n [L. pellitory. fr. Gk pyre-
thron, fr. pyr fire] 1 : any of several chrysanthemums with finely
divided often aromatic leaves including ornamentals as well as
important sources of insecticides 2 : an insecticide consisting of
the dried heads of any of several Old World chrysanthemums

py.ret-ic \pT-'ret-ik\ adj [N L pyreticus, fr. Gk pyretikos, fr.

pyretos fever, fr. pyr] : of or relating to fever : febrile
Py.rex \'pT('3)r-,eks\ trademark — used for glass and glassware re-
sistant to heat, chemicals, or electricity

py>Tex*ia \pT-'rek-se-a\ n [NL. fr. Gk pyressein to be feverish, fr.

pyretos] : abnormal elevation of body temperature : fever — py-
rex-i.al \-se-3l\ adj — py-rex-ic \-sik\ adj

pyr.he.li.om.e.ter \*pT(3)r-.he-le-'am-3t-3r, 'pi(alr-\ n [ISV] : an
instrument for measuring the sun's radiant energy as received at
the earth

py.ric \'pr(3)r-lk. 'pi(3)r-\ adj [F pyrique, fr. Gk pyr] ; resulting
from, induced by. or associated with burning

pyr.i.dine \'pir-a-,dcn\ n ipyr- + -id + -ine] : a toxic water-soluble
flammable hquid base C5H5N of pungent odor obtained by dis-
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tlllatlon of bone oil or as a by-product of coking that is the parent
of many naturally occurring organic compounds and is used as a
solvent and a denaturant for alcohol and in the manufacture of
pharmaceuticals and waterproofing agents

pyr*i>dox*al \,pir-3-'dak-,saI\ n [ISV, fr. pyridoxinel : a crystalline
aldehyde C sH 9NO 3 of the vitamin Be group that occurs as a phos-
phate active as a coenzyme

pyr-i'dOX-amine \,pir-3-'dak-S3-,men\ n \JS\ pyridoxins + amine'}
; a crystalline amine CbHizNzOz of the vitamin Bg group that
occurs as a phosphate active as a coenzyme

pyT>i>dOX>ine also pyT«i«dOX«in \,pir-3-'dak-,sen, -S3n\ n {pyridine
+ ox- + -wie] : a crystalline phenolic alcohol CsHnNOs of the
vitamin Bg group found esp. in cereals and converlibie in the
organism into pyridoxal and pyridoxamine

pyr«i»fonn \'pir-3-,f6rm\ adj [NL pyrijormis, fr. ML pyrum pear
(alter, of L pirum) + L -ijormis -iform — more at pear] : having
the form of a pear

py-rim-i.dine \pT-'rim-a-,den. p3-\ n [ISV, alter, of pyridine}
1 ; a feeble organic base C^HzNz of penetrating odor 2 : a deriva-
tive of pyramidine; esp : a base (as cytosine) that is an important
component of nucleotides

py«rite \'pT{3lr-,Tt\ n [L pyriiesZ Z a common mineral that consists
of iron disulfide FeSz, has a pale brass-yellow color and metallic
luster, and is burned in making sulfur dioxide and sulfuric acid

py.ri.tes \p3-'rTt-ez, pT-\ n, pi py-ri-tes [L, flint, fr. Gk pyrites of
or in fire, fr. pyr fire] : any of various metallic-looking sulfides
of which pyrite is the commonest — py»rit-ic \-'rit-ik\ adj

py.ro.cat-e.ChOl \,pT-ro-'kat-a-,ch61. -.stiol, -,chol, -,shol\ n [ISV
pyr- + catechol (CsHmOs)] : a crystalline phenol CeH4{OHl2
obtained by pyrolysis of various natural substances (as resins and
lignins) but usu. made synthetically and used esp. as a photographic
developer and in organic synthesis

py>ro*cel<Iu4o5e X-'sel-ys-.los, -,16z\ n : cellulose nitrate that is of
lower degree of nitration than guncotton and is used in smokeless
powders
py-ro.chem-i'Cal \-'kem-i-k3l\ adj : relating to or involving
chemical activity at high temperatures — py»ro-cliem»i»cal«ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv

py-ro*clas*tlc \-'klas-tik\ adj : formed by fragmentation as a
result of volcanic or igneous action

py>rO'COn<den>sa-tion \-,kan-,den-'sa-shan, -dsn-X n : chemical
condensation brought about by heat

py.ro.cot'ton\'pT-ro-,kat-''n\ n : cellulose nitrate containing about
12.6 percent nitrogen and used in smokeless powders

py.ro-elec^tric \.pi-ro-3-*lek-trik\ adj [ISV, back-formation fr.

pyroelectricity} : of, relating to, or exhibiting pyroelectricity

py.rO'eleC'tric-i.ty \-,lek-'tris-at-e, -'tris-te\ n [ISV] : electrifica-

tion produced on various crystals by change of temperature
py>ro*gal>late \,pI-ro-'gal-,at, -'gd-,lat\ n : a salt or ether of
pyrogallol

py.ro.gaMic acid \,pT-ro-,gal-lk-, -,g6-lik-\ n [ISV] : pyrogallol
py.ro.gal.lol \,pi-ro-'gal-,61. -,ol\ n : a poisonous bitter crystalline

phenol C6H4(OH)3 with weak acid properties obtained usu. by
pyrolysis of gallic acid and used esp. as a photographic developer

py.ro-gen ypT-ra-janX n [ISV] : a fever-producing substance

py.ro. gen-ic \.pT-ro-'jen-ik\ also py-rog.cnous \pT-'raj-3-nas\
adj [ISV] 1 : producing or produced by heat or fever 2 : of
igneous origin — py.ro-ge.nic.i.ty \,pT-ro-ja-'nis-at-e\ n

py.ro.lig.ne.OUS \,pT-ro-'(ig-ne-3s\ adj [F pyroUgneux, fr. pyr-
+ ligneux woody, fr. L lignosus, fr. lignum wood — more at lig-
neous] : obtained by destructive distillation of wood

pyroligneous acid n : an acid reddish brown aqueous liquid

containing chiefly acetic acid, methanol, wood oils, and tars

py.rO'lU.Site \,pT-r6-'lU-,sTt\ n [G pyrolusit, fr. Gk pyr- -}- lousis

washing, fr. louein to wash — more at lye] : a mineral MnO;
consisting of manganese dioxide that is of an iron-olack or dark
steel-gray color and metallic luster, is usu. soft, and is the most
important ore of manganese

py.rol-y.sis \pT-'ral-3-S3s\ n [NL] : chemical change brought
about by the action of heat — py.ro-lyt.ic \,pi-r3-'lit-ik\ adj
— py.ro.Iyt.i-cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

py-rol.y.zate \pr-'ral-3-,zat\ n : a product of pyrolysis

py.ro-lyze \'pT-r3-.lTz\ vt : to subject to pyrolysis

py.ro.mau.cy \'pT-r3-,man(t)-se\ n [ME pyromancie, fr. MF, fr.

LL pyromaniia, fr. Gk pyromanteia, fr. pyr fire + manteia divina-

tion — more at -mangy] ; divination by means of fire or flames

py.ro.ma.nia \,pT-r6-'ma-ne-3, -nysX n [NL] : an irresistible

impulse to start^ fires — py.ro.ma.ni.ac \-ne-,ak\ n — py.ro.ma-
ni.a*cal \-(,)ro-m3-*nI-3-ksl\ adj

py.ro.met.al.lur.gy \-'met-''l-.ar-je\ n [ISV] : chemical metallurgy
depending on heat action (as roasting and smelting)

py.rom.e.ter \pT-'r'am-3t-ar\ n [ISV] : an instrument for measur-
ing temperatures esp. when beyond the range of mercurial ther-

mometers usu. by the increase of electric resistance in a metal,

by the generation of electric current by a thermocouple, or by the

increase in intensity of light radiated by an incandescent body —
py-ro-met-ric \,pT-r3-'me-trik\ adj — py.ro.met.ri.cal.ly \-tri-

k(3-jle\ adv — py.rom-e.try \pi-"ram-3-tre\ n

py.ro.mor.phite \,pi-ra-'m6r-,fTt\ n [G pyromorphii, fr. Gk pyr- +
morphe form] : a mineral Pb5(P04) 3CI consisting of a lead chloride

and phosphate and occurring in green, yellow, brown, gray, or
white crystals or masses

py.rone VpT(3)r-,on\ n [ISV] ; either of two Isomeric carbonyl com-
pounds CsHaOz derived from pyran; also : a derivative of either

py.rp.nine \'pT-r3-.nen\ n [ISV pyr- + -on + -ine} : any of several

basic xanthene dyes used chiefly as biological stains — py.ro.ni-
no.phil.ic \,pT-r3-,ne-n3-'fil-ik\ adj

py-rope \'pT(3)r-,6p\ n [MEpiVope, aredgem.fr. MF,fr. Lpyropus,
a red bronze, fr. Gk pyropos, lit., fiery-eyed, fr. pyr- + dp-, ops

eye — more at eye] : a magnesium-aluminum garnet that is deep
red in color and is frequently used as a gem

py.ro.phor-ic \,pT-r3-'f6r-ik, -'far-\ adj [NL pyrophorus, fr. Gk
pyrophoros fire-bearing, fr. pyr- -H -pharos -phorous] 1 ; igniting

spontaneously 2 : emitting sparks when scratched or struck esp.

with steel

py-ro-phOS.phale \,pT-ro-'fas-.fat\ n : a salt or ester of pyro-

phosphoric acid — py.ro.phos.phat.ic \-(.)fas-'fat-ik\ adj
py.ro.phos.pho.ric acid \-(,)fas-.f6r-ik-, -.far-; -.fas-fC3-)rik-\ n
[ISV] : a crystalline acid H4P2O7 formed when orthophosphoric
acid is heated or prepared in the form of salts by heating acid
salts of orthophosphoric acid

py.ro.phyMite \,pT-ro-'fil-.rt, pT-'raf-3-.lTt\ n [G pyrophyllit, fr.

Gk pyr- + phyllon leaf — more at blade] : a white or greenish
mineral AlSizOs(OH) that is a hydrous aluminum silicate, re-
sembles talc, and occurs in a foliated form or in compact masses

py.ro. sis \pT-'ro-S3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk pyrosis burning, fr. pvroun
to burn, fr. pyr fire — more at fire] : heartburn

py.ro.sul.fate \,pT-ro-'s3l-.fat\ n ; a salt of pyrosulfuric acid
py.ro.sul.ju.ric acid \-,s3l-,fyur-ik-\ n [ISV] : an unstable
crystalline acid HzSzO? usu. handled commercially as a thick oily
fuming liquid and converted to sulfuric acid when mixed with water
]py.ro.lech.nic_\,pT-r3-'tek-nik\ adj [F pyrotechnique, fr. Gk
pyr fire + techne art] : of or relating to pyrotechnics — py.ro-tech-
ui'Cal \-ni-k3l\ adj — py.rctech.ni-caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

spyroteclinic n l pi but sing or pi in constr ; the art of making or
the manufacture and use of fireworks 2 pi a : materials (as
fireworks) for flares or signals b ; a display of fireworks 3 : a
spectacular display (as of oratory) — usu. used in pi. — py-ro-
tech.nist \-'tek-n3st\ n

py.rox-ene \pT-'rak-.sen, p3-\ n [F pyroxene, fr. Gk pyr- + xenos
stranger] : any of a group of igneous-rock-forming silicate minerals
that contain calcium, sodium, magnesium, iron, or aluminum, usu.
occur in short prismatic crystals or massive, are often laminated,
and vary in color from white to dark green or black — py.rox-
e.nic \,pT-.rak-'sen-ik, pa-, -'sen-V adj

py-rox-e-nite \pi-'rak-s3-,nrt, p3-\ n : an igneous rock that is

free from olivine and is composed essentially of pyroxene
py.rox.y.lin \-s3-l3n\ n [ISV pyr- -h Gk xylon wood] 1 : a
flammable mixture of cellulose nitrates usu. with less than 12.5
percent nitrogen that is less explosive than guncotton, soluble in

a mixture of ether and alcohol or other organic solvents, and used
esp. in making plastics, lacquers, and other coatings 2 : a py-
roxylin product
Pyr-rha \'pir-a\ n [L, fr. Gk] : the wife of Deucalion
pyr.rhic_\'pir-ik\ n [L pyrrhichius, fr. Gk {pous) pyrrhichios, fr.

pyrrhiche. a kind of dance] : a metrical foot consisting of two short
or unaccented syllables — pyrrhic adj
Pyr-rhic victory \,pir-ik-\ n [Pyrrhus t272 b.c. king of Epirus
who sustained heavy losses in defeating the Romans] : a victory
won at excessive cost

Pyr-rhO.nism \'pir-3-.niz-3m\ n [F pyrrhonisme, fr. Pyrrhon
Pyrrho, 4th cent. b.c. Gk philosopher, fr. Gk Pyrrhon} 1 : the
doctrines of the founder of a school of skeptics in Greece 2 : total

or radical skepticism — Pyr-rho-nist \-n3St\ n
pyr.rho.tile \'pir-3-,tTt\ n [modif. of G pyrrhotin, fr. Gk pyrrhotes
redness; fr. pyrrhos red, fr. pyr fire — more at fire] ; a bronze*
colored mineral FeS of metallic luster that consists of ferrous
sulfide and is attracted by the magnet

pyr.rliU-loX'ia \,pir-(y)3-'lak-se-a\ n [NL, genus name. fr. Pyr-
rhula, genus of finches -1- Loxia, genus constituted by the crossbills]

; a large showy finch (Pyrrhuloxia sinuata) of the southwestern
U.S. and Mexico having the back gray and the breast and crest

rose-colored in the male and yellowish in the female

pyr.role \'pi(3)r-.ol\ n [Gk pyrrhos red, fr. pyr fire — more at

FIRE] ; a coloriess weakly basic liquid C4HSN that smells like

chloroform and is the parent of many compounds
pyr.uvate \pT-'rU-,vat, pT(9)r-'yu-\ n : a salt or ester of pyruvic acid

pyr-UVlC acid \(.)pT-.ru-vik-, ,pT(3)r-,yu-\ n [ISV pyr- + L uva

grape — more at uvula] : a liquid kelo acid CH3COCOH that

smells like acetic acid and is an important intermediate in me-
tabolism and fermentation
Py.thag.o-re.an Xpa-.thag-s-'re-sn (,)pT-\ n : one of a group
professing to be followers of the Greek philosopher Pythagoras
and stressing mathematics, astronomy, music, metempsychosis,
and the mystical significance of numbers — Pythagorean adj
— Py.thag'O.re.an.ism \-'re-3-,niz-3m\ n

Pytll.ia \'pith-e-3\ n [L, fr. Gk, fem. of pyihios} z a priestess and
prophetess of Apollo at Delphi
Pyth.i.ad \'pith-e-,ad\ n [Gk Pythia. the Pythian games, fr. neut.

pi. of pythios} z the four-year period between celebradons of the

Pythian games in ancient Greece
Pyth-i.an \'pith-e-3n\ adj [L pvthii^s of Delphi, fr. Gk pythios,

fr Pytho Pytho, former name of Delphi, Greece] 1 : of or relating

to the ancient Greek god Apollo esp. as patron deity of Delphi

2 : of or relating to games celebrated at Delphi every four years

Pyth.i-as \*pith-e-3s\ n [Gk] : a friend of Damon condemned
to death by Dionysius of Syracuse

py.thon \'pT-.than, -th3n\ n [L, monstrous serpent killed by
Apollo, fr. Gk Python} : a large constricting snake (as a boa);

esp z any of a genus (Python) including the largest recent snakes
— py.tho.nine Vpi-th3-,nTn\ adj

py.tho.ness X'pl-ths-nas, 'pith-3-\ n [ME Philonesse, fr. MF
pithonisse fr. LL pythonissa, fr. Gk Python, spirit of divination, fr.

Pytho, seat of the Delphic oracle] 1 : a woman supposed to have a

spirit of divination 2 : a priestess of Apollo held to have prophetic

powers — py.thon-ic \pT-'than-ik\ adj

py.uria \pT-'(y)ur-e-3\ n [NL] : pus in the urine; also : a condition

in which this occurs

pyx \'piks\ n [ME, fr. ML pyxis, fr. L, box, fr. Gk — more at

BOX] 1 : a container for the reserved Host; esp : a usu. watch*

shaped case used to carry the Eucharist to the sick 2 : a box used

in a mint for deposit of sample coins reserved for testing weight

and fineness

pyx.id-i-um \pik-'sid-e-3m\ n, pi pyx-id-ia \-e-3\ [NL, fr. Gk
pyxidion, dim. of pyxis} 1 : a capsular fruit that dehisces so that

the upper part falls off like a cap 2 : capsule 2b
pyx-ie \'pik-se\ n [by shortening& alter, fr. NL Pyxidanthera, genus

name] : a creeping evergreen shrub {Pyxidanthera barbulata) of

the pine barrens of New Jersey and North Carolina that is related

to the true heaths and has usu. white star-shaped flowers

pyx.is \'pik-s3s\ n, pi pyx.i-des \-s3-,dez\ [NL, fr. L, box]
: PYXIDIUM 1

i
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quadrants 2

q \*kyU\ n, often cap, ojten attrib 1 a : the 1 7th
letter of the English alphabet b : a graphicqO representation of this letter eta speech

J- counterpart of orthographic q 2 : a graphic
device for reproducing the letter q 3 : one
designated q esp. as the 16th or when j is used
for the 1 0th the 1 7th in order or class

4 : something shaped like the letter Q
Q fever \'kyu-\ n [^uery] : a mild disease
characterized by high fever, chills, and
muscular pains, caused by a rickettsia
(Coxiella burnetii), and transmitted by raw

milk, by contact, or by ticks

qln>tar \kin-'tar\ n [Alb] — see lek at money table

Qoph \'kof\ n [Heb qophl ; the 19th letter of the Hebrew alphabet
— symbol p
qua \'kwa, 'kwa\ adv [L, fr. abl. sing. fern, of qui who — more at

WHO] : in the capacity or character of : as
iquack \'kwak\ vi [imit.] : to make the characteristic cry of a duck
2qtiack n ; a noise made by quacking
3quack n [short for quacksalver'^ 1 ; a pretender to medical skill

2 : CHARLATAN — quHCk-isli \-ish\ adj

4quack VI : to play the quack
squack adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of a quack; esp : pre-

tending to cure diseases

quack>ery \'kwak-(3-)re\ n ; the practices or pretensions of a quack
quack»sal-ver \'kwak-,sal-v3r\ n [obs. D (now kwakzalver)"]

: CHARLATAN, QUACK
iqiiad \'kwad\ n ; quadrangle
3quad n [short for quadrat} : a type-metal space that is 1 en or more
in width
3quad vr qaad-ded; qnad-dlng : to fill out (as a typeset line) with
quads
4qUad n : QUADRin'LET
quad*ran>gle \'kwad-,rai]-g3l\ n tME, fr. MF, fr. LL quadrian-
gulum, fr. L, neut. of quadriangulus quadrangular, fr. quadri- +
angulus angle] 1 ; quadrilateral 2 a : a quadrangular enclosure
esp. when surrounded by buildings h : tbe buildings enclosing a
quadrangle 3 : a tract of country represented by one atlas sheet

(as published by the U. S. Geological Survey) — qua-dran-su-lar
\kwa-'drao-gy3-l3r\ adj

quad'Tant \'kwad-r3nt\ n [ME, fr. L quadrant-,
quadrans fourth part; akin to L quaituor four —
more at four] 1 a ; an instrument for measuring
altitudes consisting commonly of a graduated
arc of 90-' with an index or vernier and usu.
having a plumb tine or spirit level for fbdng the
vertical or horizontal direction b : a device or
mechanical part shaped like or suggestive of the
quadrant of a circle 2 a : an arc of 90'^ that is

one quarter of a circle b : the area bounded by a quadrant and two
radii 3 a : any of the four parts into which a plane is divided by
rectangular coordinate axes lying in that plane b ; any of the four
quarters into which sometliing is divided by two real or imaginary
lines that intersect each other at right angles — qua-dian-tal
\kwa-'drant-n\ adj

quad<rat X'kwad-mt, -,rat\ n [alter, of ^quadrate} 1 : ^quad 2 ; a
usu. rectanguldr plot used for ecological or population studies
'qtiad-rate \'kwad-,rat. -ratX adj [ME, fr. L quadrafus, pp. of
quadrare to make square, fit; akin to L quattour} 1 : being square or
approximately square 2 oj a heraldic cross ; expanded inio a
square at the junction of the arms — see cross illustration 3 t of,

relating to, or constituting a bony or cartilaginous element of each
side of the skull to which the lower jaw is articulated in most
vertebrates below mammals
squadrate n 1 : an approximately square or cubical area, space,
or body 2 t a quadrate bone
3quad<rate \'kwad-,rat\ v; : agree, correspond
qna>drat>ic \kwa-'dral-ik\ adj ; involving terms of second degree
at most <~ function) — quadratic n

qua>drat<ics \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : a branch of algebra
dealing with quadratic equations

qaad-ra*ture \'kwad-r3-,chu(3)r, -chsrX n 1 : tbe process of
finding a square equal in area to a given area <'--' of the circle is

impossible with ruler and compass) 2 a : a configuration in which
two celestial bodies have a separation of 90 degrees b ; either of
two points on an orbit in a middle position between the syzygies

qua*dren>nl>al \kwa-'dren-e-3l\ adj 1 ; consisung of or lasting
for four years 2 ; occurring or being done every four years —
qnadrennial n — qua*dreu'Ui-al*ly \-e-3-le\ adv

qua<dreu'ni*uin \-e-3m\ n, pi quadrenniams or qua*dren*nla
\-e-3\ [L quadriennium, fr. quadri- + annus year — more at an-
nual] : a period of four years

quadri- or quadr- or quadru- comb jorm [ME, fr. L; akin to L
quattuor four] 1 a : four (guadnlingual) <gwadrumana> b : square
{quadricy 2 : fourth (^wadncentennial)

quad.ric \'kw"ad-rlk\ adj [ISV] : quADRAXic <~ surface) — used
where there are more than two vanables — quadric n

quad<ri>ceps \'kwad-r3-,seps\ n [NL quadricipit-, quadriceps, fr.

quadri- + -cipit-, -ceps (as in bicipit-, biceps biceps)] : the great
extensor muscle of the front of the thigh divided above into four
parts— quad-ri-cip-i'tal \,kwad-r3-'sip-3t-'l\ adj

quad.ri.fid X'kwad-ra-fsd, -,fid\ adj [L quadrijidus, fr. quadri-
+ -jidus -fid] : divided or deeply cleft into four pans <a — petal)

qua>dn*ga \kwa-'dre-g3\ n, pi qna<dri>gae \-,gi\ [L, sing, of
quadrigae team of four, contr. of quadrijugae, leva. pi. of quadrijugus
yoked four abreast, fr, quadri- + jungere to yoke, join — more at
join) : a chariot drawn by four horses abreast
iquad.ri.lat-er.al X.kwad-ra-'lat-s-ral, -'la-trsIX adj [prob. fr.

(assumed) NL quadrilateralis, fr. L quadrHaterus, fr. quadri- +
later-, latus side] : having four sides

^quadrilateral n : a polygon of four sides
iqua.drUle \kwa-'drU, k(w)o-\ n [F. Ut.. knights engaged in a
carrousel] ; a 4-handed card game popular esp. in the 18th century

squadrille n [F, group of knights engaged in a carrousel, fr. Sp
cuadrilla troop

} : a square dance for four couples made up of five or
six figures chieily in % and y^ time; also : music for this dance

squadXille adj : marked with squares or rectangles <'-^ paper)
qua.dril.lion \kwa-'dril-y»n\ n, ojten attrib [F, fr. MF. fr. quadri-
+ -illion (as in million)'} — see number table — quadrillion adj

— qua-dril-llonth \-y3n(t)th\ ad] — qnadrilUontli n, pi qua-
dril-lionths \-ysn(t)s. -y3n(t)ths\

quad.ri-par-tite \,kwad-ra-'par-,tit\ adj [ME, fr. L quadripartitus,
fr. quadri' + partitus, pp. of partire to divide, fr. part-, pars part]
1 ; consisting of or divided into four parts 2 : shared or par-
ticipated in by four parties or persons
quad-ri-va-lent \-'va-l3nt\ adj [ISV] : tetravalent — quadri-
valent n

qua.driV'i-al \kwa-'drlv-e-3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to the qua-
drivium 2 : having four ways or roads meeting in a point
qua-driv.i.um \-e-3m\ n [LL, fr. L, crossroads, fr. quadri- + \ia
way — more at via] ; a group of studies consisting of arithmetic,
music, geometry, and astronomy and forming the course for the
three years of study between the B.A. and M.A. degrees in a
medieval university — compare trtvium
qua'droon \kwa-'driin\ n [modif . of Sp cuarterdn. fr. cuarto fourth,
fr. L quartus: akin to L quattuor four— more at four] : a person of
quarter Negro ancestry
qua*dru*ma>na Xkwa-'drii-ma-naX npl CNL, fr. quadri- + Lmanus
hand — more at manual ] : primates excluding man considered as a
group distinguished by hand-shaped feet — qua>dru-ma-nal
\-m3n-n\ adj — quad-ru-mane \'kwad-ru-,man\ adj or n —
qua-dru-ma-nous Xkwa-'drii-nis-nssX adj

qua>drum>vir Xkwa-'drsm-vsrX n [back-formation fr. quadrum-
virate'\ : a member of a quadrumvirate

qua.drum.vi.rate \-v3-r3t\ n [quadri- + -umvirate (as in trium-
virate) ] : a group or association of four men
quad-rU'ped \'kwad-r3-,ped\ n [L quadruped-, quadrupes, fr.

quadruped', quadrupes, adj., having four feet, fr. quadri- + ped-, pes
foot — more at foot] : an animal having four feet — quadruped
adj— qua'drU'pe'dal Xkwa-'drLi-psd-'l, ,kwad-r3-'ped-\ adj
iqua.dru-ple \kwa-'drijp-3l, -'drsp-; 'kwad-rsp-X vb qua-dm-
pling \-f3-)llo\ v( : to make four times as great or as many -« vi

; to become four times as great or as numerous
^quadruple adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L quadruplus, fr. quadri- -t- -plus
multiplied by — more at double] 1 ; having four units or members
2 : being four times as great or as many 3 ; marked by four beats
per measure <'^ meter) — quadruple n
qua-dru-plet \kwa-'dr?p-l3t, -'drUp-; 'kwad-rsp-X n 1 ; one of four
offspring born at one birth 2 : a combination of four of a kind
iqua.drU'Pli-cate \kwa-'drii-pU-k3t\ adj [L quadruplicatus, pp. of
quadrupticare to quadruple, fr. quadruplic-, quadruplex fourfold, fr.

quadri- + -plic-, -plex fold — more at simple] 1 ; repeated four
times 2 : fourth (file the '^ copy) — quadruplicate n
3qua-dru>pli>cate \-pla-,kat\ vt 1 : quadruple 2 : to provide in
quadruplicate
quae>re \'kwi(s)r-e, 'kwe(3)r-\ n [L, imper. of quaerere to seek]
archaic : QUERY, QUESTION
quaes-tor X'kwes-tar, 'kwe-st3r\ n [ME questor, fr. L quaestor, fr.

quaestus, pp. of quaerere'^ ; one of numerous ancient Roman
officials concerned chiefly with financial administration
iquall \'kwaf, 'kwaf\ vb [origin unknown] ; to drink deeply or
repeatedly — quaff>er n

iquall n : a deep drink
quag X'kwag, 'kwag\ n [origin unknown] : ^L^RSH, boo
quag.ga\'kwag-a, 'kwag-\ n [obs. Afrik (now kwagga) } : an extinct
wUd ass i^Equus quagga") at southern Africa related to the zebras
quag.gy Vkwag-e, 'kwag-\ adj 1 : bogoy, marshy 2 : flabby,
yielding
quag.mire \'kwag-.mT(?")r, 'kwag-\ n 1 : soft miry land that
shakes or yields under the fool 2 : a complex or precarious posi-
tion
qua*hog also quavhaug \'kw6-,h6g, •k(w)o-. -,hag\ n [Narra-
ganset poquaHhock} : a thick-shelled American clam {Mercenaria

quai \'ka\ n [F] : quay
quaich or quaigh \'kwak\ n [ScGael cuach} chiefly Scot : a small
shallow drinking vessel with ears for use as handles
Quai d' Or.say \,kad-(.)6r-'sa\ n [F, lit., quay of Orsay, a French
general] ; the French government; specif ; the French foreign office

iquall \*kwao>l\ n, pi quail or quails CME quailie, fr. MF , fr. ML
quaccula, of irait. origin] 1 : any of various Old World gallinaceous
birds (genus Coturnix); esp : a migratory game bird (C. cotumix
syn. C. communis) 2 ; any of various small American game birds
(order Galliformes); esp ; BOEWHrrE

squall vb [ME quailen to curdle, fr. MF quailler, fr. L coagulare —
more at coagulate] vi 1 chiefly dial : wither, decline 2 : to lose
courage : cower *« vt, archaic ; to make fearful syn see recoil
quaint \'kwant\ adj [ME cointe, fr. OF, fr. L cognitus, pp. of
cognoscere to know — more at cognition ] 1 obs : expert, skilled
2 : marked by cleverness, ingenuity, or refinement 3a: unusual
or different in character or appearance ; odd b t pleasingly old*
fashioned or unfamiliar : picturesque syu see strange— quaint-
ly adv ~ quaint.ness n
iquake \'kv\ak\ vi [ME quaken, fr. OE cwaciani 1 ; to shake or
vibrate usu. f^-om shock or InstabiUty 2 : to tremble or shudder
usu. from cold or fear

squake n : a shaking or trembling : earthquake
quak-er \'kwa-kar\ n 1 : one that quakes 2 cap : friend S —
Quak.er.ish \'kwa-k(»-lrish\ adj— Quak-er-ism \-k3-.riz-3m\
n — Quak*er'ly \-k3r-le\ adj
Quaker gun n [fr. the Quakers' opposition to war] : a dummy piece
of artiUery usu. made of wood
quak-er-la.dies \,kwa-k3r-'lad-ez\ n pi ; bluets
Quaker meeting n l : a meeting of Friends for worship marked
often by long periods of silence 2 : a social gathering marked by
many periods of silence

qua.Ie \'kwal-e\ n, pi qua.lia \-e-a\ [L, neut. of qualis of what
kind — more at QUALrrv] : a property considered as an object of
experience esp. in abstraction from a physical entity

qual'i.li.ca.tion \.kwal-3-fa-'ka-shan\ n 1 ; something that quaU-

fies ; modification 2 a obs : nature b archaic (1) : character-
istic (2) : accomplishment 3 a : an endowment or acquirement
that fits a person (as for an office) b : a condition that must be
complied with (as for the attainment of a privilege)

qual.i.lied \'kwal-3-,fTd\ adj la: fitted for a given purpose
: competent b : having complied with the specific requirements or
precedent conditions Tor an office or employment : eligible
2 : limited or modified m some way <— approval) syn see able—
qual.i.fled.ly \-^(-a>d-le\ adv
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qnal>l<fi.er \-,fT(-9)r\ n : one that qualifies: as a ; one that satis-
fies requirements or meets a specified standard h : a word or word
group that limits or modifies the meaning of another word or word
group

QUal.i.fy \*kwal-3-.fr\ vb tMF gualijier, fr. ML qualijicare, fr. L
gualis} vt 1 a : to reduce from a general to a particular or restricted
form : modify b ; to make less harsh or strict ; moderate c : to
alter the strength or flavor of d : to limit or modify the meaning of
(as a noun) 2 : to characterize by naming an attribute : describe
3 a ; to fit by training, skill, or ability for a special purpose
b (1) : to declare competent or adequate : certify (2) : to invest
with legal capacity : license -^ vi 1 ; to be fit (as for an office)
2 : to obtain legal or competent power or capacity 3 a : to exhibit
a required degree of ability in a preliminary contest h : to fire a
score that makes one eligible for the award of a marksmanship
badge

Qual-i-ta-tive \'kwal-3-.tat-iv\ adj : of, relating to, or involving
quality or kind — qual-i-ta>tive*ly adv

qualitative analysis n : chemical analysis designed to identify the
components of a substance or mixture

Qual*i>ty \*kwal-3t-e\ n [ME qualite, fr. OF qualite, fr. L qualitat-,
qualiias, fr. qualis of what kind; akin to L qui who — more at who]
la: pecuHar and essential character : nature h : an inherent
feature ; property c : capacity, role 2 a : degree of excellence
; GRADE b : superiority in kind 3 a : social status : rank
b ; aristocracy 4 a : a distinguishing attribute : characteristic
b : the character in a logical proposition of being affirmative or
negative C archaic : accomplishment 5 a : vividness of hue
b : timbre c : the identifying character of a vowel sound deter-
mined chiefly by the resonance of the vocal chambers in uttering it

d : the attribute of an elementary sensation that makes it funda-
mentally unlike any other sensation
syn property, character, attribute: qualfty is a general term

applicable to any trait or characteristic whether individual or ge-
neric; property implies a characteristic that belongs to a thing's
essential nature and may be used to describe a type or species;
character applies to a peculiar and distinctive quality of a thing or
a class; attribute implies a quality ascribed to a thing or a being
qualm \'kwam also 'kwalm, 'kw6m\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a
sudden attack of illness, faintness, or nausea 2 a : a sudden mis-
giving or fear b : an emotional pang : twinge 3 : compunction,
scruple — qualmy \-e\ adj
syn qualm, scruple, compunction, demur mean a misgiving

about what one is doing or going to do. qualm implies an uneasy
fear that one is not following his conscience or better judgment;
scruple implies doubt of the rightness of an act on grounds of
principle; compunction implies a spontaneous feeling of responsi-
bility or compassion for a potential victim; demur implies hesitation
caused by objection to an outside suggestion or influence
qualm-isb \-ish\ adj la: feeling qualms : nauseated b : overly
scrupulous : squeamish 2 : of, relating to, or producing qualms —
qualm<ish>ly adv — qualm-ish^ness n
qua-mash \'kwam-ish\ var oj camas
quan»da.ry \'kwan-d(3-)re\ n [origin unknown] : a state of per-
plexity or doubt : DILEMMA syn see predicament

quan-tal \'kwant-'l\ adj [L quanti how m"5ny^ pl- of guantusi : of or
relating to data in sensitivity experiments in which there are only
two categories (as dead or ahve, all or none)

quan.ti>li>able \'kwant-3-,fI-a-b3l\ adj : capable of being quanti-
fied

quan>ti>li>ca<tion \,kwant-a-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n : the operation of
quantifying — quan-ti-fi>ca'tion*al Vshnsl, -sh3a-^l\ adj —
quan<ti>fi<ca<tion-al-ly \-e\ adv

quan*ti>li-er \'kwant-3-,fT(-3)r\ n : a prefixed operator that binds
the variables in a logical formula by specifying their quantity

quan*ti>fy \-,fT\ vt [ML quantijicare, fr. L quantus how much]
1 a (1) : to hmit by a quantifier (2) : to bind by prefixing a quanti-
fier b : to make explicit the logical quantity of 2 : to determine,
express, or measure the quantity of

quau>ti>tate \'kwan(t)-a-,tat\ vt [back-formation fr. quantitative'^

1 : to measure or estimate the quantity of 2 : to express in

quantitative terms — quan*ti-ta<tion \,kwan(t)-a-'ta-sh3n\ n

quan.ti.ta.tive \*kwan(t)-3-,tat-iv\ adj [ML quaniitativus, fr. L
guantitat; guantitas quantity + -ivus -ive] 1 : of, relating to, or
expressible in terms of quantity <'--' relation) 2 : of, relating to, or
involving the measurement of quantity or amount 3 : based upon
quantity; specij, oj classical verse ; based upon temporal quantity

or duration of sounds — quan-U'ta-tive'ly adv — quan*ti-ta-
tive-ness n

quantitative analysis n : chemical analysis designed to determine
the amounts or proportions of the components of a substance or
mixture

quantitative inheritance n : particulate inheritance of a character

(as height or skin color in man) mediated by groups of multiple

factors each allehc pair of which adds or subtracts a specific incre-

ment
quan-ti-ty \'kwan(t)-3t-e\ n, often attrib [ME guantite, fr. OF
guantiie, fr. L guantitat-, guantitas, fr. quantus how much, how
large; akin to L guam how, as, quando when, qui who — more at

WHO] 1 a : an indefinite amount or number b : a determinate or

estimated amount c : total amount or number d : a considerable

amount or number — often used in pl. 2a: the aspect in which a

thing is measurable in terms of greater, less, or equal or of increas-

ing or decreasing magnitude b : the subject of a mathematical
operation 3 a : duration and intensity of speech sounds as distinct

from their individual quality or phonemic character; specij : the

relative length or brevity of a prosodic syllable in some languages

(as Greek and Latin) b : the relative duration or time length of a
speech sound or sound sequence 4 : the character of a logical

proposition as universal, particular, or singular syn see sum
quan>ti>za*tlon \,kwant-9-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of

quantizing
quan.tize \'kwan-,t]z\ vt Iquantumi 1 : to subdivide (as energy)

into small finite increments 2 : to calculate or express in terms of

quantum mechanics
quan-tum \'kwant-am\ n, pi qnan-ta \-3\ [L. neut. of quantus how
much] 1 a : quai^ttty, amount b : portion, part c : gross

quantity : bulk 2 a : one of the very small increments or parcels

into which many forms of energy are subdivided b : one of the
small subdivisions (as velocity) of a physical magnitude
quantum mechanics n pl but sing or pl in constr : a general mathe-
matical theory dealing with the interactions of matter and radiation
in terms of observable quantities only
quantum theory n : a branch of physical theory based on the con-
cept of the subdivision of radiant energy into finite quanta and
applied to numerous processes involving transference or trans-
formation of energy in an atomic or molecular scale

quar.an.tin.able \'kw6r-3n-.te-n3-b3l, .kwor-sn-', 'kwar-. ,kwar-\
adj : subject to or constituting grounds for quarantine <a '^ dis-
ease)
iquar-an.tine \'kw6r-3n-,ten, ,kw6r-sn-', 'kwar-, ,kwar-\ n [It
guarantina, fr. MP quaraniaine, fr. OF, fr. guarante forty, fr. L
quadraginia, fr. quadra- (akin to quaituor four) + -ginta (akin to
\iginii twenty) — more at four, vioesimal] 1 : a period of 40 days
2 a : a term during which a ship arriving in port and suspected of
carrying contagious disease is forbidden all intercourse with the
shore b : a regulation enforcing such a quarantine c : a place
where a ship is detained during quarantine 3 a ; a restraint upon
the activities or communication of persons or the transport of
goods designed to prevent the spread of disease or pests b ; a
place in which persons under quarantine are kept 4 : a state of
enforced isolation
^quarantine vt 1 : to detain in or exclude by quarantine 2 : to
isolate from normal relations or intercourse <'^ an aggressor) **- v/
: to establish or declare a quarantine

quare \'kwa(3)r, 'kwe(3)r, 'kwar\ dial var oj 'queer
iquar.rel\'kw6r(-3)l, 'kwar(-3)l\ n[ME, fr. MF& OF; MF. square
of glass, fr. OF, square-headed arrow, building stone, fr. (assumed)
VL quadrellum, dim. of L guadrum square; akin to L quaituor four— more at four] 1 : a square-headed bolt or arrow esp. for a
crossbow 2 ; a small quadrangular building member (as a
diamond-shaped pane of glass)
squarrel n [ME guerele, fr. MF, complaint, fr. L guerela, fr. queri to
complain — more at wheeze] 1 : a ground of dispute or complaint
2 : a conflict between antagonists : altercation
syn wrangle, altercation, squabble, spat, tiff: quarrel im-

plies a verbal clash followed by strained or severed relations;
wrangle suggests a noisy, insistent dispute; altercation suggests
determined verbal quarreling often with blows; squabble implies
childish and unseemly wrangling; spat implies a Uvely but brief
dispute over a trifle; tiff suggests a trivial dispute without serious
consequence
aquarrel vi cuar-reled or quar-relled; quar-reMng or quar-rel-
ling 1 a : to find fault ; cavil b : disagree 2 : to contend or
dispute actively : squabble — quar-rel>er or quar*rel>ler n

quar.rel.some \'kw6r(-3)l-ssm, 'kwar(-a)IA adj ; apt or disposed
to quarrel : contentious syn see belugerent — quar-reI>some-
ly adv — quar<rel<some*ness n

quar-ri-er \'kw6r-e-ar, 'kwar-\ n : a worker in a stone quarry
iquar-ry \'kw6r-e, 'kwar-\ n [ME querre entrails of game given to
the hounds, fr. MF cuiriee} 1 obs : a heap of the game killed in a
hunt 2 : the object of a chase ; game; esp : game himted with hawks
3 : prey

2quarry n [ME quarey, alter, of quarrere, fr, MF guarriere, fr.

(assumed) OF guare squared stone, fr. L quadrum square] : an open
excavation usu. for obtaining building stone, slate, or limestone
3quarry vt 1 : to dig or take from or as if from a quarry 2 : to
make a quarry in

*quarry n [alter, of ^guarrell ; a diamond-shaped pane of glass,
stone, or tile

quar>ry>ing n ; the business, occupation, or act of extracting stone,
marble, or slate from quarries

quart \'kw6(3)rt\ n, ojlen attrib [ME, onefourth of a gallon, fr. MF
quarte, fr. OF, fr. fern, of quart, adj., fourth, fr. L quartus: akin to L
quaituor four — more at four] 1 — see measure table 2 : a
vessel or measure having a capacity of one quart
iquar>tan \'kw6rt-'n\ adj [ME quarieyne, fr. OF (Jievre) guartaine
quartan fever, fr. L (jebris) guartana, fr. guartanus of the fourth,

fr. guartus} : occurring every fourth day reckoning inclusively

2quartan n : an intermittent fever that recurs at approximately 72*
hour intervals: esp ; a quartan malaria

quarte \'kart\ n [F, fr. fem. of quart fourth] : the fourth of the
eight defensive positions in fencing
iquar-ter \'kw6(r)t-ar\ n [ME, fr. OF quartier, fr. L quartarius,

fr. quartus fourth] 1 : one of four equal parts into which some-
thing is divisible : a fourth part 2 : any of various units of capacity
or weight equal to or derived from one fourth of some larger unit

3 ; any of various units of length or area equal to one fourth of

some larger unit 4 : the fourth part of a measure of time: as
a : one of a set of four 3-month divisions of a calendar or fiscal

year b : a school term of about 12 weeks 5 a : a coin worth a
quarter of a dollar b : the sum of 25 cents 6 : one limb of a
quadruped with the adjacent parts; esp : one fourth part of the

carcass of a slaughtered animal including a leg 7a: the region or
direction lying under any of the four divisions of the horizon
b : one of the four parts into which the horizon is divided or the
cardinal point corresponding to it c : a compass point or direction

other than the cardmal points d (11 : a person or group not
definitely specified (2) : a point, direction, or place not identified

8 a : a division or district of a town or city b : the inhabitants of
such a quarter 9 a : an assigned station or post b p/ : an assembly
of a ship's company for ceremony, drill, or emergency C pl : living

accommodations : lodgings 10 : mercy, consideration; esp

: the clemency of not killing a defeated enemy 11 : a fourth part

of the moon's period 12 : the side of a horse's hoof between the

toe and the heel 13 a: any of the four parts into which a heraldic

field is divided b : a bearing or charge occupying the first fourth
part of a heraldic field 14 : the state of two machine parts that

are exactly at right angles to one another or are spaced about a
circle so as to subtend a right angle at the center of the circle

15a: the stern area of a ship's side b : the part of the yardarm
outside of the slings 16 : one side of the upper of a shoe or boot
from heel to vamp 17 : one of the four equal periods into which
the playing time of some games is divided — at Close quarters
: at close range or in immediate contact

3quarter vt 1 a : to divide into four equal or nearly equal parts

i
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b : to separate into either more or fewer than four parts <'^ an
orange) C archaic : to divide (a human body) into four parts

2 : to provide with lodging or shelter 3 : to crisscross (.an area)
in many directions 4 a ; to arrange or bear (as different coats of
arms) quarterly on one escutcheon b : to add (a coat of arms)
to others on one escutcheon 6 ; to adjust or locate (as cranks)
at right angles in a machine -^ vi 1 ; to occupy a residence
; L0EK3E 2 : to crisscross a district 3 ; to change from one quar-
ter to another <the moon ~5> 4 : to strike on a ship's quarter
<the wind '^s')

squaiter adj : consisting of or equal to a quarter
quar>ter>age \*kw6(rjt-a-rij\ n : a quarterly payment, tax, wage,
or allowance
iquar*ter-back \'kw6(r)t-ar-,bak, 'kw6rt-3-,bak\ n : a backfleld
player in football who calls the signals and directs the offensive
play of his team
3quarterback vt 1 : to call the signals and direct the offensive
play of (a football team) 2 : to give executive direction to : boss

quarter crack n : a sand crack usu. in a horse's forefoot
quarter day n : the day beginning a quarter of the year and often
when a quarterly payment falls due

quar*ter<deck \'kw6(r)t-3r-,dek\ n 1 : the stem area of a ship's

upper deck 2 : a part of a deck on a naval vessel set aside by the
captain for ceremonial and official use
iquar>ter*fl<lial \'kw6(r)t-3r-'fTn-n\ adj l : being next to the
semifinal in an elimination tournament 2 : of or participating in a
quarterfinal
aquarterlinal n l : a quarterfinal match 2 ;?/ : a quarterfinal
round — quar-ter'Ii'iial'ist \-'l-3st\ n

quarter horse n [fr. its high speed for distances up to a quarter of
a mile] : an alert cobby muscular horse developed for great en-
durance under the saddle
quarter hour /i l : 15 minutes 2 : any of the quarter points of an
hour
iquar>ter>mg \'kw6(r)t-3-rio\ n l : a division into quarters or
some other number of parts 2a: the providing of living quarters
b : LOEK31NO 3 : a ranging to and fro : crisscrossing 4 a : the
division of an escutcheon containing different coats of arms into
four or more compartments b : a quarter of an escutcheon or the
coat of arms on it

2quartering adj 1 ; coming from a point well abaft the beam of a
ship but not directly astern (.-^ waves) 2 : lying at right angles
(^ cranks of a locomotive)

iquar-ter-ly \'kw6(r)t-sr-le, •kw6rt-1-e\ adv : at 3-month intervals

(interest compounded '^)

squarterly adj l : computed for or payable at 3-month intervals
<~ premium) 2 : recurring, issued, or spaced at 3-month intervals

<— meeting) 3 : divided into heraldic quarters or compartments
^quarterly n : a periodical published four times a year
Quarterly Meeting n : an organizational unit of the Society of
Friends usu. composed of several Monthly Meetings

quar-ter.mas.ter \'kw6(r)t-ar-,mas-t3r, 'kw6rt-3-,mas-\ n 1 : a
petty officer who attends to a ship's helm, binnacle, and signals

2 : an army officer who provides clothing and subsistence for a
body of troops

quar-tern \'kw6(r)t-am\ n [ME quarteron, fr. OF, quarter of a
pound, quarter of a hundred, fr. quartier quarter] 1 : a fourth
part : quarter 2 Brit : a loaf of bread weighing about four pounds
quarter note n : a musical note equal in time value to a fourth of
a whole note — called also crotchet
quar.ter-phase \.kw6(rit-3r-'faz\ adj : cuphase
qiiar*ter>saw \'kv.b(r)t-ar-,s6\ vt : to saw (a log) into quarters
and then into planks in which the annual rings are nearly at
right angles to the wide face

quarter section n : a tract of land that is half a mile square and
contains 160 acres in the U.S. government system of land surveying

quarter sessions n pi 1 : an EngUsh local court with limited
original and appellate criminal and sometimes civil jurisdiction
and often administrative functions held quarterly usu. by two jus-
tices of the peace in a county or by a recorder in a borough 2 : a
local court with criminal jurisdiction and sometimes administrative
functions in some states of the U.S.

quar<ter.staff \'kw6(r)t-3r-,staf\ n : a long stout staff formerly
used as a weapon and wielded with one hand in the middle and the
other between the middle and the end

quarter tone n 1 : a musical interval of one half a semitone 2 ; a
tone at an interval of one quarter

quar<tet also quar-tette \kw6r-'tet\ n [It quartetto, fr. quarto
fourth, fr. L quartus — more at quart] 1 : a musical composition
for four instruments or voices 2 ; a group or set of four; esp ; the
musicians that perform a quartet

quar<tic \'kw6rt-ik\ adj [L quartus fourth] ; of the fourth degree
('^ equation) — quartic n

quar.tile \'kw6(3)r-,tn, 'kw6rt-=l\ n [ISV, fr. L quartos'^ ; the
value that marks the boundary between two consecutive intervals
in a frequency distribution of four intervals each containing one
quarter of the total population

quar*to \'kw6rt-(,)o\ n [L, abl. of quartus fourth] 1 : the size of
a piece of paper cut four from a sheet; also X paper or a page of this
size 2 : a book printed on quarto pages

quartz \'kw6(3lrts\ n [G quarz} : a mineral SiOz consisting of a
silicon dioxide that occurs in colorless and transparent or colored
hexagonal crystals and also in crystalline masses — quartz>ose
\'kw6rt-,sos\ adj

quartz battery n : yiAMP mill — called also quartz mill
quartz glass n : vitreous silica prepared from pure quartz and
noted for its transparency to ultraviolet radiation

quarlz.il.er.QUS \kw6rt-'sif-(3-)r3s\ adj : bearing or containing
quartz

quartz.ite \'kwdrt-,sTt\ n [ISV] : a compact granular rock com-
posed of quartz and derived from sandstone by metamorphism —
quartz.it-ic \kw6rt-'sit-ik\ adj
iquash \'kw"ash, 'kw6sh\ vt [ME quassen, fr. MF casser, quasser
to annul, fr. LL cassare, fr. L cassus void, without effect; akin to
L carere to be without — more at caste] : to put an end to, set
aside, or make void esp. by judicial action <'^ an indictment)
squash vr [ME quashen to smash, fr, MF quasser, casser, fr. L
quassare to shake violently, shatter, fr. quassus, pp. of quaiere to
shake; akin to OE hudenian to shake] : to suppress or extinguish
completely : quell <'^ a rebellion)

tqua.Si XTcwa-.zT. -,sT; 'kwaz-c, 'kvras-; Tcwa-zeX adv [L, as if, as It

were, approximately, fr. quam as -(- 5f if — more at QUANTrrv, so]
: in some sense or degree : seemingly <guasi-historical) iquasi»
officially)

squasi adj 1 ; having some resemblance usu. by possession of
certain attributes (as function) <a — corporation) 2 : having a
legal status only by operation or construction of law and without
reference to intent <'^ contract)

qua.Si-jU-di-cial \-ju-'dish-3l\ adj 1 : having a partly judicial
character by possession of the right to hold hearings on and
conduct investigations into disputed claims and alleged infractions
of rules and regulations and to make decisions in the general
manner of courts <— bodies) 2 : essentially judicial in character
but not within the judicial power or function esp. as constitutionally
defined <'^ review) — qua*siHu<di>cial<ly \-'dish-(3-)Ie\ adv

qua.si-leg.is-la-tive \-'lej-3-,sIat-iv\ adj l : having a partly
legislative character by possession of the right to make rules
and regulations having the force of law <a ~ agency) 2 : es-
sentially legislative in character but not within the legislative
power or function esp, as constitutionally defined <— powers)
Qua>Si*niO*dO \,kwas-i-'mod-(j6, ,kwaz-\ n [ML quasi modo
feniii injantes as newborn babes (words of the introit for Low

unday) ] : low Sunday
qua'Si-pub.lie X-'psb-Uk; see iquasi\ adj ; essentially public (as
in services renderedj although under private ownership or control
<'^ corporations)

quaS'Sia \'kwash-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Quassi 18th cent.
Surinam Negro slave who discovered tne medicinal value of quas-
sia] : a drug from the heartwood of various tropical trees of the
ailanthus family used esp. as a bitter tonic and remedy for round-
worms in children and as an insecticide
lqua>ter*na>ry X'kwat-afr'i-.ner-e, kw5-'t3r-n»-re\ adj [L quater-
narius, fr. quaterni four each] 1 : of, relating to, or consisting of
four units or members : quadruple 2 cap : of, relating to, or
being the geological period from the end of the Tertiary to the
present time or the corresponding system of rocks 3 : consisting of,

containing, or being an atom united by four bonds to carbon
atoms
aquaternary n 1 : a member of a group fourth in order or rank
2 cap ; the Quaternary period or system of rocks

quaternary ammonium compound n : any of numerous strong
bases and their salts derived from ammoniiun by replacement of
the hydrogen atoms with organic radicals and important esp.
as surface-active agents, disinfectants, and drugs

qua>ter>ni>on \kw3-'t3r-ne-3n\ n [ME quatemyoun, fr. LL quater-
nion-, quaternio, fr. L quaterni four each, fr. quater four times;
akin to L quattuor four — more at FOim] 1 ; a set of four parts,
things, or persons : tetrad 2 a : a generalized complex number
composed of a real number and a vector and depending on one
real and three imaginary units bf / ; the calculus of the quaternion

qua. train \'kwa-,tran, kwa-'\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. quaire four, fr. L
quattuor'] : a unit or group of four lines of verse
qua.tre.foU X'kat-sr-.foil, 'ka-tra-\ n [ME quaterfoU set of four
leaves, fr. MF quatre + ME -joil (as in trejoil)'] 1 : a convention-
alized representation of a flower with four petals or of a leaf with
four leaflets 2 ; a 4-lobed foliation in architecture
quat.tro.cen.to \,kwa-tr5-'chen-(,)to\ n, ojten cap [It, lit., four
hundred, fr. quattro four tfr. L quattuor) + cento hundred — more
at cinquecento] : the 15th century esp. with reference to ItaUan
literature and art

quat.tu.or.de^il.lion \,kwat-9-,w6r-di-'sil-y9n\ n, ojten attrib
[L quattuordecim fourteen (fr. quattuor four + decern ten) + E
-illion (as in million) — more at ten] — see number table
iqua.ver \'kwa-v3r\ vb qua.ver.ing \'kwav-(a-)rio\ [ME qua-
veren, freq. of quaven to tremble] vi 1 : tre-MBLE, shake i^ing in-

wardly) 2 : TRILL 3 : to utter soimd in tremulous tones -^ vt

; to utter quaveringly — qna.verung'ly \'kwav-(a-)rio-le\ adv —
qua-very \-(3-)re\ adj
2quaver n 1 : eighth note 2 ; trill l 3 : a tremulous sound
quay \'ke. 'k(w)a\ n [alter^of earlier key, fr. ME, fr. MF cai, of
Celt origin; akin to Com ke hedge, fence; akin to OE hecg hedge— more at hedge] : a stretch of paved bank or a solid artificial

landing place beside navigable water for convenience in loading and
unloading ships
quay.age \-ij\ n 1 : a charge for use of a quay 2 : room on or
for quays 3 : a system of quays

quay.slde \-,sTd\ n, ojten attrib : land bordering on a quay
quean \'kwen\ n [ME quene, fr. OE cwene: akin to OE cwen woman,
queen] 1 : a disreputable woman; specij : PROSTirtJTE 2 chiejly

Scot ; WOMAN; esp ; one that is young or unmarried
quea.si'ly \'kwe-z3-le\ adv ; in a queasy manner
quea*sl-ness \-ze-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being queasy
quea.sy also quea-zy \'kwe-ze\ adj [ME coy:iy, qwesye"] 1 : full

of doubt : hazardous 2 a : catising nausea <"^ motion) b : nau-
seated 3 a : causing uneasiness b (1) ; deucate, squeamish
(2) : ill at ease
Que.bee \kwi-'bek\ — a communications code word for the letter q
que.bra.cho \ka-'br"ach-(,)5\ n [AmerSp, alter, of quiebracha,
fr. Sp quiebra it breaks + hacha ax] 1 : any of several tropical

American trees with hard wood; esp : a chiefly Argentine tree
(Schinopsis lorentzU) of the sumac family with dense wood rich
in tannins — called also red quebracho 2a: the wood of a que-
bracho b : a tannin-rich extract of the Argentine quebracho used
in tanning leather

Que.chua \'kech-(3-)w3, ka-*chU-3\ n, pi Quechua or Quechnas
[Sp, fr. Quechua kkechdwa plunderer, robber] 1 a (1) ; a people
of central Peru (2) ; a group of peoples constituting the dominant
element of the Inca empire b : a member of any of these peoples
2 a : the language of the Quechua people widely spoken by other
Indian peoples of Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Chile, and Argentina
b : a language family comprising the Quechua language — Que-
chn.an adj or n
iqueen \'kwen\ n [ME quene, fr. OE cwen woman, wife, queen;
akin to Goth qens wife, Gk gyne woman, wife] 1 a : the wife or
widow of a king b : the wife or widow of a tribal chief 2 a ; a
female monarch b : a female chieftain 3 a : a woqian eminent in

rank, power, or attractions b : a goddess or a thing personified

as female and having supremacy in a specified realm c : an at-

tractive girl or woman; esp : a beauty contest winner 4 ; the most
privilege piece in a set of chessmen having the power to move
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as either a rook or a bishop 6 : a playing card picturing a queen
6 : the fertile fully developed female of social bees, ants, and
termites whose function is to lay eggs 7 : a mature female cat
8 slang : HOMOSEXUAL — queeii'doin \-d3m\ n — queeii*Uke
\-,lTk\ adj — queen<li*ness \-le-n3s\ n -— queeuUy yie\ adj or adv
2queen vi la: to act like a queen b : to put on airs — usu. used
with formulary ii 2 : to become a queen in chess -^ vt tto promote
(a pawn) to a queen in chess
Queen Anne \kwe-'nan\ adj IQueen Anne of England tl714]
1 : of, relating to, or having the characteristics of a style of furni-
ture prevalent in England under Dutch influence esp. during the
first half of the 18th century that is marked by extensive use of
upholstery, marquetry, and Oriental fabrics 2 : of, relating to,
or having the characteristics of a style of English building of the
early 18th century characterized by modified classic ornament and
the use of red brickwork in which even reUef ornament is carved
Queen Anne's lace n : v/ild carrot
queen consort, n, pi queens consort : the wife of a reigning king
queen motlier n ; a queen dowager who is mother of the reigning
sovereign
queen olive n ; any of various olives with large oblong fruits
grown esp. in the region of Seville, Spain
queen post n : one of two vertical tie posts in a truss (as of a roof)
queen regent n, pi queens regent

: a queen ruling in behalf of a
another or in her own right jtl

queen regnant «. pi queens d..^=*^^*^g
regnant : a queen reigning in her u ^^f^ —-^>:^^ I

own right .JCn n^==^
Queen's BirtHday n : a legal h . ^f^^^ '^^^^ ''

holiday in parts of the British (| e f
\\Commonwealth celebrating the U

birthday of the queen ae, gj, queen posts; be, beam;
Queen's Counsel n — used when dg, straining piece; bd, eg, prin-
the Briush monarch is a queen cipal rafters; ba. ca, rafters; eh,
queen truss n : a truss framed Ji, struts
with queen posts
tqueer \'kwi(3)r\ adj [origin unknown] 1 a : differing in some
odd way from what is usual or normal b (1) : eccentric, uncon-
ventional (2) : mildly insane : touched c : obsessed, hipped
d slang : sexually deviate : homosexual 2 a slang ; worthless,
counterfeit <~ money) b : questionable, suspicious 3 : not
quite well ; queasy syn see strange — queer>ish \-ish\ adj— queer-ly adv — queer-ness n
aqueer adv : queerly
3queer vr 1 : to spoil the effect or success of ; disrupt <'^ one's
plans) 2 : to put or get into an embarrassing or disadvantageous
situation
4queer n 1 slang : one that is queer; esp ; homosexual 2 slang

; counterfeit money
1 quell \'kwel\ vi [ME quellen to kill, quell^ fr. OE cwellan to kill;

akin to OHG quellen to torture, kill, quala torment, Gk belone
needle] 1 : to put down : suppress <'^ a riot) 2 : quiet, pacify
(r^ fears) — quell-er n

squell n [ME, fr. quellen'} archaic ; KILLING, slaughter; also l the
power of quelling

quench \*kwench\ vb [ME quenchen, fr. OE -cwencan; akin to OE
-cwincan to vanish, OFris quirika'] vt 1 a : to put out ; extinguish
b : to put out the fire or light of <~ a lamp) 2 : subdue, overcome
<'>- hatred) 3 : destroy <'-- rebellion) 4 : slake, satisfy i'-^

thirst) 5 : to cool (as heated steel) suddenly by immersion esp.
in water or oil 6 : suppress, inhibit -^ vi 1 : to become extin-
guished : cool 2 : to become calm : subside — quench-able
\-9-b3l\ adj — quench-er n — quench.less \-l3s\ adj

quer-ce-tin \'kw3r-sat-3n\ n [ISV. fr. L quercetum oak forest, fr.

quercus oak — more at fir] ; a yellow crystalline pigment C15H10O7
occurring usu. in the form of glycosides in various plants

quer>ci<tron X'kwsr-sa-tran, -,tran; (,)kw3r-'si-tr3n\ n [blend of
NL Quercus (genus name) and ISV citron"} 1 : an oak {Quercus
velutina) 2 ; the bark of this oak rich in tannin and yellow color-

ing matter and used in tanning and dyeing
que-riSt \'kwi(a)r-3st, 'kwe(9)r-\ n [L quaerere to ask] : inquirer

quern \'kwam\ n [ME, fr. OE cweorn; akin to OHG quirn mill,

OSlav zrHnyl : a primitive hand mill for grinding grain

quer»U-l0US \'kwer-(y)3-l3S also 'kwir-\ adj [L querulus, fr. queri
to complain — more at wheeze] 1 ; habitually complaining
: captious 2 : fretful, whining <--' voice) — quer*u>lous<ly
adv — quer<u>lous*ness n
ique-ry \'kwi(3)r-e, 'kwe(3)r-\ n [alter, of earlier quere, fr. L
quaere, imper. of quaerere to ask] 1 : question, inquiry 2 : a
question in the mind : doubt 3 : question mark
2query vt 1 : to put as a question 2 ; to ask questions about esp.

in order to resolve a doubt 3 : to ask questions of esp. with a
desire for authoritative information 4 : to mark with a query
syn see ask
iquest \'kwest\ n [ME, search, pursuit, investigation, inquest, fr.

MF queste search, pursuit, fr. (assumed) VL quaesta, fr. L, fern.

of quaestusi 1 a : a jury of inquest b : investigation 2 : an
act or instance of seeking: a : pursuit, search b : a chivalrous
enterprise in medieval romance usu. involving an adventurous
journey 3 obs ; ones who search or make inquiry

2quest VI 1 oj a dog a : to search a trail b : bay 2 : to go on a
quest ; seek ~ vr 1 ; to search for ; pursue 2 : to ask for ; demand
— quest* er n
lques>tion \'kwes(h)-ch9n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L quaestion-,

quaestio, fr. quaesitus, quaestus, pp. of quaerere to .seek, ask]

1 a (1) ; an interrogative expression often used to test knowledge
(2) : an interrogative sentence or clause b : a subject or aspect

in dispute or open for discussion : issue; broadly : problem,
matter c (1) : a subject or point of debate or a proposition to

be voted on in a meeting (2) : the bringing of such to a vote

d : the specific point at issue 2 a : an act or instance of asking

; inquiry b : interrogation; also : a judicial or official investiga-

tion c : torture as part of an examination d (1) : objection,

dispute (2) : room tor doubt or objection (3) : chance, possi-

bilfty <no '^ of escape)
^question vt 1 : to ask a question of or about 2 : cross-examine

3 a : doubt, dispute b ; to subject to analysis : examine '^ vi
to ask questions : inquire syn see ask — ques>tlon*er n
ques.tion.able \'kwes(h)-ch3-na-b9l, rapid 'kwesh-na-X adj 1 obs

; inviting inquiry 2 obs : Uabie or amenable to judicial inquiry
or action 3 : affording reason for being doubted, questioned, or
challenged : not certain or exact : problematic <milk of '-^ purity)
<~ decision) 4 : attended by well-grounded suspicions of being
immoral, crude, false, or unsound : dubious O^ motives) syn see
doubtful — que5>tion>able>ness n — ques<uon>ably \-ble\ adv
ques-tion.ary \'kwes{h)-ch3-,ner-e\ n ; a collection of questions;
esp : questionnaire

queS'tioii'less \'kwes(h)-ch3n-l3s\ adj 1 ; indubttable, xsh-
questionable 2 : unquestioning
question mark n : a mark ? used in writing and printing at the
conclusion of a sentence to indicate a direct question
ques.tion.naire \,kwes(h)-ch9-'na(3)r, -ne(3)r\ n [F, fr. question-
ner to question, fr. MF. fr. question, n.] 1 : a set of questions for
obtaining statistically useful or personal information from
individuals 2 ; a sheet of paper containing a questionnaire 3 : a
survey made by the use of a questionnaire
question time n : a period in a session of a British parliamentary
body during which members may put to a minister questions on
matters concerning his department
ques>tor \'kwes-tar\ var oj quaestor
quet>zal \ket-'sal, -'sal\ n, pi quetzals or qnet>za>les \-'sal-(.)as,
-'sal-\ [AmerSp, fr. Nahuatl queizaltototl, fr. quetzalli brilliant
tail feather + totoil bird] 1 : a Central American trogon (Pharo-
machrus mocino) having briUiant plumage and in the male long
upper tail coverts 2 — see money table
Quet-zal.coatl \ket-'sa!-,kwat-n, -'sal-, -ka-.watA n [Nahuati]
: the chief deity of the Aztecs
iqueue \'kyu\ n [F. lit., tail, fr. L cauda, coda} 1 : a braid of
hair usu. worn hanging at the back of the head 2 ; a line esp. of
persons or vehicles
2queue vb queued; queu>ing or queue<ing vt ; to arrange or form
in a queue ~ vi : to line up or wait in a queue — queu>er n
iquib.ble \'kwib-3l\ n [prob. dim. of obs. quib (quibble)] 1 : an
evasion of or shift from the point ; equivocation 2 : a minor
objection or criticism

2quibble vb quib-bling \-(9-)!ia\ vi 1 ; equivocate 2 a : cavil,
carp b : bicker «- vr ; to subject to quibbles — quib>bler
\-(o-)lar\ n
iquicK \'kwik\ adj [ME quik, fr. OE cwic: akin to ON kvikr living,

L vivus living, vivere to live, Gk bios, zoe life] X archaic : not dead
: living, alive 2 : rapid, speedy: as a (1) : fast in understand-
ing, thinking, or learning : mentally agile <a -^ mind) <'^ think-
ing) (2) : reacting to stimuli with speed and keen sensitivity

(3) : aroused immediately and intensely <--^ temper) b (1) : fast

in development or occurrence <a -^ succession of events) (2) ; done
or taking place with rapidity (gave them a ~ look) c ; marked by
speed, readiness, or promptness of physical movement (walked
with '-^ steps) 3 : easily aroused to impatience or anger 4 archaic
a : not stagnant : running, flowing b : shifting, moving (--^

mud) 5 archaic : fiery, glowing 6 obs a : pungent b : caustic
7 archaic ; pregnant 8 : turning or bending at a sharp angle
<a r^ turn in the road) — quick-ly adv — quick-ness n
syn QUICK, prompt, ready, apt mean able to respond without

delay or hesitation, quick implies native ability rather than
acquired power; prompt usu. implies training and discipline that
fits" one for instant response; ready suggests facility or fluency
in response; apt implies quickness in responding because of un-
usual intelligence or particular talent syn see in addition fast
aquick adv ; quickly
3quick n 1 obs : a living thing 2 [prob. of Scand origin; akin to

ON kvika sensitive flesh, fr. kvikr living] a : a painfully sensitive

spot or area of flesh (as that underlying a fingernail or toenail)

b ; the inmost sensibilities (hurt to the '^ by the remark) c ; the
very center of something : heart (the -^ of the matter) 3 archaic
: life U 4 : quickie

4quick vb, archaic : quicken
quick assets n pi : cash, accounts receivable, and other current
assets excluding inventories

quick bread n : a bread made with a leavening agent that permits
immediate baking of the dough or batter mixture

qulck-en \'kwik-?n\ vb quick*en*iug \-(a-)niD\ vt 1 a : to

make alive : revive b : to cause to be enlivened : stimulate
2 archaic a : kindle b : to cause to burn more intensely 3 : to

make more rapid : hasten, accelerate i^^ed her steps) 4 a : to

make (a curve) sharper b : to make (a slope) steeper ~ vi 1 : to

quicken something 2 : to come to life; esp : to enter into a phase
of active growth and development (seeds '-^ing in the soil) 3 : to

reach the stage of gestation at which fetal motion is felt 4 : to shine

more brightly (watched the dawn '^ing in the east) 5 : to become
more rapid (her pulse ~ed at the sight) — quick-en-er \-(3-)n3r\ n

syn QUICKEN, ANIMATE, ENLIVEN, VIVIFY mean to make alive or
lively. QUICKEN stresses a sudden renewal of life or activity esp.

in something inert; animate emphasizes the impariing of motion
or activity to what is mechanical or artificial; enliven suggests a
stimulus that arouses from dullness or torpidity; vivify implies a
freshening or energizing through renewal of vitality syn see in

addition provoke
qtlick-freeze \'kwik-'frez\ vt : to freeze (food) for preservation

so rapidly that ice crystals formed are too small to rupture the
cells and the natural juices and flavor are preserved

quick>ie \'kwik-e\ n : something done or made in less than the

usual time; esp : an alcoholic drink hurriedly tossed off

quick-lime \'kwik-,lim\ n : the first solid product that is obtained
by calcining limestone and that develops great heat and becomes
crumbly when treated with water
quick-lunch \-'l3nch\ n : a luncheonette specializing In short*
order food
quick-sand \'kwik-,sand\ n : sand readily yielding to pressure;

esp : a deep mass of loose sand mixed with water into which heavy
objects sink
quick-set \-,set\ n, chiejly Brit : plant cuttings set in the ground to

grow esp. in a hedgerow; also : a hedge or thicket esp. of hawthorn
grown from quickset

quick*sil-ver \-,sil-v3r\ n : mercury 2a — guicksilyer adj

{
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quickstep 702 quirk

Quick-step \-,step\ n : a spirited march tune esp. accompanying a
march in quick time
QUick-tem.pered \-'tem-p3rd\ adj : easily angered ; irascible
Quick time n : a rate of marching in which 120 steps each 30 inches
in length are taken in one minute

QUiCk-wit-ted \'kwik-'wil-3d\ adj : quick in perception and under-
standing : mentaUy alert syn see intelligent — quick-wit-ted-ly
adv — quick-wit>ted>ness n
»quid \'kwid\ n, pi quid also quids [origin unknown] slang Brit
: a pound sterling ; sovereign

squid n [E dial., cud, fr. ME quide, fr. OE cwidu — more at cud]
: a cut or wad of something chewable

qaid*di>ty \'kwid-3t-e\ n [ml quidditas essence, lit., whatness,
fr. L quid what, neut. of quis who — more at who] 1 a ; a trifling

point : QUIBBLE b : crotchet, eccentricity 2 : whatever makes
something to be of the type that it is : essence

QUid-nunc \'kwid-,naDk\ n [L quid nunc what now?] : an inquisi-
tive usu. small-minded individual ; busybody

quid pro quo \,kwid-,pro-'kw6\ n [NL, something for some-
thing] ; something given or received for something else

QUi.es.cence \kwi-'es-'n(t)s, kwe-\ n ; the quality or state of
being quiescent

QUi>es<Gent \-'nt\ ad} [L quiescent-, quiescens, prp. of quiescere
to become quiet, rest, fr. quiesl 1 ; being at rest ; inacttvb
2 : causing no trouble or symptoms syn see latent — qui*es-
cent>ly adv
iqui*et \'kwT-3t\ n [ME, fr. L quiet-, quies rest, quiet — more at
WHU,E] : the quality or state of being quiet ; tranquillity — on
the quiet : in a secretive manner

aquiet adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L quietus, fr. pp. of quiescere} 1 a
: marked by little or no motion or activity : calm b : gentle,
easygoing <'^ temperament) c : undisturbed <'^ reading)
d : enjoyed in peace and relaxation <a -^ cup of tea) 2a; free
from noise or uproar ; still b : unobtrusi\'E, conservative <'^
clothes) 3 : retired, secluded (-^ nook) — qui-et*Iy adv —
qui>et*ne55 n

squiet adv : qltetly <guier-running engine)
quiet VI 1 ; lo cause to be quiet ; calm 2 ; to make secure by
freeing from dispute or question ("-^ title) '^ vi ; to become quiet— usu. used wiih down — qui-et-er n

qul*et>en \'kwi-st-'n\ vb qui*et>en>ing \-5t-nlo, -*n-io\ chiefly
Brit : QUIET

QUi<et<ism \'kwT-3t-,iz-3m\ n l : a system of religious mysticism
teaching that perfection and spiritual peace are attained by
annihilation of the self and passive absorption in contemplation of
God and divine things 2 : a state of calmness or passivity — qui-
et-ist \-3t-ast\ adj or n

qui.etude \'kwr-3-.t(y)ud\ n [MF, fr. LL quietudo, fr. L quietus}
: QUIETNESS, REPOSE

qui.etUS \kwT-'et-?s\ n [ME quietus est, fr. ML, he is quit, formula
of discharge from obligation] 1 ; final settlement (as of a debt)
2 : removal from activity; esp : death 3 : something that quiets
or represses 4 : a state of inactivity

quifl \'kwif\ n [origin unknown] Brit I a prominent forelock
iquill \'kwil\ n [ME quil hollow reed, bobbin; akin to MHG
kil large feather] 1 a (1) : a bobbin, spool, or spindle on which
filling yam is wound (2) : a hollow shaft often surrounding
another shaft and used in various mechanical devices b : a roll

of dried bark 2 a (U : the hollow homy barrel of a feather
(2) : feather: esp : one of the large stiff feathers of the wing or
tail b : one of tne hollow sharp spines of a porcupine or hedgehog
3 : one of various articles made from or resembling the quill of a
feather; esp ; a pen for writing 4 : a float for a fishing line

squill vf 1 ; to pierce with quills 2 a : to wind (thread or yam)
on a quill b ; to make a series of small rounded ridges in (cloth)

quill.back XTcwU-.bakX n, pi quUlback or quiUbacks : any of sev-
eral suckers; esp : a small fish (Carpiodes velijer) of central and
eastern No. America
iquilt \'kwilt\ n [ME quilte mattress, quilt, fr. OF cuilte, fr. L
culciia mattress] 1 : a bed coverlet of two layers of cloth filled
with wool, cotton, or down and held in place by stitched designs
2 : something that is quilled or resembles a quilt

squill vt 1 a : to fill, pad. or line like a quilt b (1) : to stitch, sew,
or cover with lines or patterns like those used in quilts (2) : to
stitch (designs) through layers of cloth c : to rasleu between
two pieces of material 2 : lo stitch or sew in layers with padding
In between '^ vi 1 ; to make quilts 2 ; to do quUted work —
qullt>er n

quilt.ing n 1 : the process of quilting 2 : material that Is quilted
or used for making quilts

quin- or quino- comb jorm [Sp quina — more at quinine] 1 : cin-
chona ; cinchona bark (quinoixne.} 2 t quinone (quinoid}
quin>a>criue \'kwin-a-,kren\ n Iquin- + acridine} ; an antimalarial
drug derived from acridine and used esp. as the dihydrochioride
CisHaoCINjO 2HC1 2H2O

quince \'kwin(t)s\ n [ME quynce quinces, pi. of coyn, quyn quince,
fr. MF coin, fr. L cydonium, fr. Gk kydonion] 1 : the fruit of a cen-
tral Asiatic tree (Cydonia oblonga) of the rose family that resembles
a hard-fleshed yellow apple and is used for marmalade, jeUy, and
preserves 2 : the tree bearing quinces
quin.cun-cial \kwin-'k3n^h3l\ or quin-cunx-ial \-'k3ofk)-se-3l\
adj 1 : of, relating to, or arranged in a quincunx 2 : having the
members of a pentamerous bud or flower so imbricated that two are
exterior, two are interior, and one has one edge exterior and one
interior — quin.cun.cial-ly \-'ksn-cha-le\ adv
quin<cunx Vkwin-,k3i3(k)s\ n [L quincunc-. quincunx, lit., five
twelfths, fr. quinque five + uncia twelfth part — more at five, ounce]
1 : an arrangement of five things with one at each comer and one
In the middle of a square or rectangle 2 : a quincuncial arrange-
ment of plant parts

QUin.de. cil-lion \.kwin-dl-'sil-ysn\ n, often attrib [L quindedm
fifteen (fr. quinque five + decern ten) + E -illion (as in million)— more at ten] — see number table

QUin.i.dine \'kwin-3-,den\ n [ISV, fr. quinine} : an alkaloid
C2oH24N202 stereoisomeric with and resembling quinine that is
found in some cinchonas
qui<nlne \'kwT-,nTn, Brit kwln-*en\ n [Sp quina cinchona, short for
quinaquina, fr Quechua] 1 : a bitter crystalline alkaloid C2oHa4-

qnlnine water n : a carbonated beverage flavored with a small
amoimt of quinine, lemon, and Ume
qui>noa \ki-'n6-3\ n [Sp, fr. Quechua quinua} : a pigweed {Cheno-
podium quinoa) of the high Andes whose seeds are locally a staple
food

QUin>Oid \'kwin-,6id\ n ; a quinonoid compoimd
QUi-noi.dine Xkwa-'noid-'nX n [ISV] : a bitter brownish resinous
mixture of alkaloids obtained as a by-product in the extraction of
cinchona bark for crystalline alkaloids and formerly used as a
quinine substitute
quin>o>line \'kwin-'l-,en\ n [ISV] 1 : a pimgent oily nitrogenous
base C9H7N obtained usu. by distillation of coal tar or by synthesis
from aniline that is the parent compound of many alkaloids, drugs,
and dyes 2 : a derivative of quinoline
qui.none \kwin-'6n, 'kwin-,6n\ n [ISV, fr. quinine} 1 : either of
two isomeric cycUc crystalhne compounds C6H4O2; esp : the
pungent yellow para isomer usu. made by oxidation of anihne and
used esp. as an oxidizing agent 2 : a usu. yellow, orange, or red
compound containing quinone structures
qui*no<noid \kwin-'5-,n6id, "kwin-s-V or quin-oid \'kwin-,6id\
adj : resembling quinone esp. in having a benzene nucleus contain-
ing two double bonds within the nucleus
Quin.qua.ge-si.ma \.kwia-kw3-'jes-3-ma, -']a-z3-\ n [ML, fr. L,
fern, of quinquagesimus fiftieth, fr. quinquaginta fifty, fr. quinque +
-ginta (akin to viginti twenty) — more at vigesimal] ; the Sunday
before Lent
quinque- or quinqu- comb form [I^ fr. quinque — more at five]

; five {quinquefoholatey
quin.que.fO.U.O.late \^wlo-kwI-'f6-le-3-.lat\ adj : having five
leaflets

quin>quen>ni*al \kwin-'kwen-e-3l, kwiQ-\ adj 1 : consisting of or
lasting for five years 2 : occurring or being done every five years— quinquennial n — quin>quen>ni<al*ly \-e-a-le\ adv
quin-quen-ni-um \-e-am\ n, pi quinquenniums or quin-quen-
nia \-e-3\ [L, fr. quinque- + annus year — more at annual] ; a
period of five years

quin.que.va.lent also quin-qui-va.lent \,kwio-kwi-'va-l3nt\ adj

quiU'Sy \'kwin-ze\ n [ME quinesie^U. MF quinancie, fr. LL cynan-
che, fr. Gk kynanche, fr. kyn-, kyon dog + anchein to strangle -~

more at hound, anger] : a severe inflammation of the throat or
adjacent parts with swelling and fever
iquint X'kint, 'kwint\ n [F quinte, fr. fern of quint fifth, fr. L
quintus — more at quintuple] ; a sequence of five playing cards
of the same suit

squint \'kwint\ n : quintuplet
quin>tain \'kwint-'n\ n [ME quintalne, fr. MF, fr. L quintana
street in a Roman camp separating the fifth maniple from the sixth
where mihtary exercises were performed, fr. fern, of quintanus fifth

in rank, fr. quintus fifth] : an object to be tilted at; esp : a post
with a crosspiece supporting a target

quin.tal \'kwint-n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML quintale, fr. Ar qintar,

fr. LGk kentenarion, fr. LL centenarium, fr. L, neut. of centenarius
consisting of a hundred — more at centenary] 1 ; hundred-
weight 2 — see metric system table
quinte \'kant\ n [F fr. fern, of quint} i the fifth of the eight de-
fensive positions in fencing
quiU'tes^sence \kwin-'tes-'n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF quinte essence.
It. ml quinia essentia, lit., fifth essence] 1 : the fifth and highest
essence in ancient and medieval philosophy that permeates all

nature and is the substance composing the heavenly bodies 2 : the
essence of a thing in its purest and most concentrated form 3 : the
most typical example or representative — qulnt*es>sen>tial
\,kwint-3-'sen-chal\ adj

quin*tet also quin-tette \kwin-'tet\ n {quintet fr. It quintetto, fr.

quimo fifth, fr. L quintus; quintette fr. F, fr. It quintetto} 1 ; a
musical composition or movement for five instruments or voices
2 : a group or set of five; as a : the musicians ttiat perform a
quintet b ; a male basketball team

quin-tile \'kwin-,tn, 'kwini-'l\ n [L quintus fifth] archaic I the
aspect of planets when separated a iiiih part of a circle or 72
degrees

quiU*til*lion \kwin-'til-y3n\ n [L quintus + E -illion (as in million)}
— see number table — quintillion adj — quin-til-liontb
\-y3n(t)th\ adj — qnintillionth n, pi quin*til-lJontlis \'y3n(i)s,
-ysn(t)ths\
iquin.tu.ple \kwin-'t(y1Up-3l, -'tap-; Tcwtnt-ap^X adj [MF, fr. LL
quintuplex, fr. L quintus fifth + -plex -fold; akin to L quinque five— more at five, simple] 1 : having five units or members 2 : being
five times as great or as many 3 : marked by five beats per measure
<-- meter) — quintuple n

^quintuple vb quin-tu-pling \-(3-)lio\ vr : to make five times as
great or as many '^^^ vj ; to become five times as much or as numer-

quin.tu.plet \kwin-'t3p-Iat, -•t(y)ijp-; "kwint-ap-X n 1 : a combina-
tion of five of a kind 2 a : one of five children or offspring bom
at one birth b ;•/ : a group of five such offspring

iquiU'tU'Pli'Cate \kwin-'t(y)u-pU-k3t\ adj [L quintuplicatus, pp.
of quiniuplicare to quintuple, fr. quintuplic-, quintuplex quintuple]
1 : repeated five times 2 : fifth (the '-^ copy) — quintuplicate n

2quin.tu.pU.cate \-pIa-,kat\ vr 1 ; quintuple 2 : to provide in
quintupUcate
iquip \'kwip\ n [earlier quippy, perh. fr. L quippe indeed, to be
sure (often ironical), fr. quid what — more at quiddity ] 1 a : a
clever usu. taunting remark : gibe b : a witty or fumiy observation
or response usu. made on the spur of the moment 2 : quibble,
equivocation 3 : something strange, droll, cuiious, or eccentric
: oDorrY syn see jest — quip*ster \-star\ n

squip vb quipped; quip*ping vi : to make quips : scoff, cibb ^ vt

: to jest or gibe at

qui'PU \'ke-(,)pU\ n [Sp quipo, fr, Quechua quipu} t a device made
of a main cord v/ith smaller varicolored cords attached and knotted
and used by the ancient Peruvians for calculating and record keeping
iquiie \'kwT(3)r\ n [ME qucrir four sheets of paper folded once,
collection of sheets, fr. MF quaer, fr. (assumed) VL quadernum, al-

ter, of L quaterni four each, set 01 four — more at quaternion] : a
collection of 24 or sometimes 25 sheets of paper of the same size

and quality : l^o ream
2quire var oj choir
iquirk \'kwark\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : an abmpt twist or



quirk

curve b : a peculiar trait : idiosyncrasy c : accident, vagary
2 : a groove separating a bead or other molding from adjoining
members — qmrk-i-ly \ 'kw3r-ka-le\ adv — quirk-i-ness \-ke-
n9s\ n — quirky \-ke\ adj

aquirk vt : to give a quirk to --' vi : to make or exhibit a quirk
?^'. \'kw3rt\ n [MexSp cuarta'\ : a riding whip with a short
handle and a rawhide lash

squirt vt : to strike or drive with a quirt
quiS.ling \'kwiz-lio\ n [Vidkun Quisling \\9AS Norw
pphtician] : a traitor who collaborates with the invaders
of his country esp. by serving in a puppet government— quis-ling-ism \-lir)-.i2-3m\ n
iquit \'kwit\ adj [ME quite, quit, fr. OF quite'\ : released
from obligation, cnarge, or penalty : absolved; esp ; free
(r^ of unnecessary fears)

aquit vb quit also quit-ted; qnit-ting [ME quiten,
quitten, fr. MF quiter, quitter, fr. OF, fr. quite free of,
released, lit., at rest. fr. L quietus quiet, at rest] vr 1 : to
set free : relieve, release (-^ oneself of fear) 2 : to
make full payment of : pay up <'-^ a debt) 3 : conduct,
acquit <the youths ~ themselves like men) 4 a : to
depart from or out of b : to leave the company of
C : to relinquish, abandon, or give over (as a way of
thought, acting, or living) : forsake d : to give up (an
action, activity, or employment) : leave <---' a job) '^ vi
1 ; to cease normal, expected, or necessary action 2 ; to
give up employment 3 : to give up : admit defeat syn
see GO, STOP

aquit n : the act of quitting
quitch \'kwich\ n [(assumed) ME quicche, fr. OE cwice;
akin to OHG quecca couch grass, OE cwic living — more
at quick] : a couch grass (Agropyron repens)

quit-claim \'kwit-,klam\ vt : to release or reUnqulsh a Quirt
legal claim to; esp : to release a claim to or convey by a
quitclaim deed — quitclaim n
quitclaim deed n : a legal instrument used to release one person's
right, title, or interest to another without providing a guarantee or
warranty of title

quite \'kwrt\ adv [ME, fr. quite, adj., quit] 1 : COMPLETELY,
WHOLLY (not '^ all) 2 : to an extreme ; positively <'^ sure)
3 ; to a considerable extent : rather <'^ near)

quit-rent \'kwit-,rent\ n : a fixed rent payable to a feudal superior
in commutation of services; specij : a fixed rent due from a socage
tenant

quits \'kwits\ adj [ME, quit, prob. fr. ML quittus, alter, of L
quietus at rest] : on even terms by repayment or requital

qqit.tance \'kwit-'n(t)s\ « 1 a : discharge from a debt or an obli-
gaiion b : a document evidencing quittance
requftal

quit-ter \'kwit-sr\ n : one that gives up too easily; esp ;

quit- tor \'kwit-ar\ n [ME quiture pus, prob. fr. OF, act of boiling,
fr. L coctura, fr. coctus, pp. of coquere to cook -— more at cook] : a
purulent inflammation of the feet esp. of horses and asses affecting
chiefly the cartilage
iquiV-er \'kwiv-ar\ n [ME, fr. OF quivre, of Gmc origin; akin to
OE cocer quiver, OHG kohhari} 1 ; a case for carrying arrows
2 : the arrows in a quiver

aquiver vi quiv-er-ing \'kwiv-(3-)rio\ : to come to rest — used of
an arrow
Squiver vb quiver-ing \-(3-)riD\ [ME quiveren. prob. fr. quiver
agile, quick, fr. (assumed) OE cwijerl : to shake or move with a
slight trembling motion

4quiver n : the act or action of quivering : tremor
qui Vive \ke-'vev\ n [F qui-vive, fr. qui vive ? long live who ?, chal-
lenge of a French sentry] 1 : challenge 2 ; alert, lookout —
used in the phrase on the qui vive

qui-xote \'kwik-sat, ke-'(h)5t-e\ n, ojten cap [Don Quixote'^ ; a
quixotic person— quix-o«tism \'kwik-sa-,tiz-3m\ n — quix-o-try
\-S3-tre\ n

quiX-ot-ic \kwik-'sat-ik\ adj [Don Quixote, hero of the novel
Don Quixote de la Mancha (1605, 1615) by Cervantes] : idealistic

to an impractical degree; esp '. marked by rash lofty romantic ideas
or extravagantly chivalrous action syn see imaginary — quix-
ot-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — quix-ot-i-cal-ly \-k(s-)le\ adv
iquiz \'kwi2\ n, pi quiz-zes [origin unknown] 1 : an eccentric
person 2 : a practical joke 3 : the act or action of quizzing;
specij ; a short oral or written test

2qulz vt quizzed; quiz-zing 1 : to make fun of : mock 2 : to
look at inquisitively 3 : to question closely: examine— quiz-zer n

quiz-zi-cal \'kwiz-i-kal\53(f/ 1 : slightly eccentric : odd 2 : ban-
tering, TEASING 3 : questioning. INQUISITIVE — quiz*zi-cal*i*ty
\,kwi2-3-'kal-st-e\ n — quiz-zi-cal-ly \'kwiz-l-k(3-)le\ adj
quod XTtwadX n [origin unknown] slang Brit ; PRISOM

recompense,
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quod-li.bet X-kwUd-la-.betV n [ME, subtle theological question
proposed as an exercise for argument, fr. ML quodlibetum, fr. L
quodlibet, neut. of quilibet any whatever, fr. qui who. what + libet
It pleases, fr. libere to please — more at who, love] ; a whimsical
combination of familiar melodies or texts
quo-hog var oj QUAHOG
iquoin \'k(w)6in\ n [alter, of ^coinl
1 a : a solid exterior angle (as of a
building) b : one of the blocks form-
ing it 2 : the keystone or a voussoir
of an arch 3 : a wooden or expanda-
ble metal block used by printers to
lock up a form within a chase
aquoin vr 1 : to equip (a type form)
with quoins 2 : to provide with
quoins i-^ed walls)
iquoit \'kwat, k(w)6it\ n [ME coite\
1 ; a flattened ring of iron or circle of
rope used in a throwing game 2 pi but sing in constr : a game
played with quoits
2quoit vt : to throw like a quoit
quon-dam \'kwan-d3m, -,dam\ adj [L, at one time, formerly, fr.
quom, cum when; akin to L qui who — more at who] : former,
sometime <a -^ friend)
Quon-set \,kwan(t)-s9t, ,kwan-zat\ trademark — used for a
prefabricated shelter set on a foundation of bolted steel trusses and
built of a semicircular arching roof of corrugated metal insulated
with wood fiber
quo-rum \'kwor-9m, 'kwdr-X n [ME, quorum of justices of the
peace, fr. L, of whom, gen. pi. of qui who; fr. the wording of the
commission formerly issued to justices of the peace] 1 : the num-
ber usu. a majority of officers or members of a body that when duly
assembled is legally competent to transact business 2 : a select
group 3 : a Mormon body comprising those in the same grade of
priesthood

quo-ta \'kwot-3\ n [ML, fr. L quota pars how great a part] 1 ; a
proportional part or share; esp : the share or proportion assigned
to each in a division or to each member of a body 2 : the number
or amount constituting a proportional share

quot-able X'kwot-a-bal also 'k6t-_\ adj : fit for or worth quoting
quo-ta-tion \kw6-'ta-sh3n also ko-\ n 1 : something that is quoted;
esp : a passage referred to, repeated, or adduced 2 a ; the act or
process of quoting b : the naming or publishing of current bids
and offers or prices of securities or commodities; also ; the bids,
offers, or prices so named or published
quotation mark n : one of a pair of punctuation marks " " or " "
or

'

' or ' ' used chiefly to indicate the beginning and the end of a
quotation in which the exact phraseology of another or of a text is
directly cited
iquote V'kwot also 'k6t\ vb [ML quotare to mark the number of,
number references, fr. L quotus of what number or quantity, fr.

quot how many, (as) many as; akin to L qui who — more at who]
v/ 1 a : to speak or write (a passage) from another usu. with credit
acknowledgment b : to repeat a passage from esp. in substantia-
tion or illustration 2 : to cite in illustration <~ cases) 3 a : to
name (the current price) of a commodity, stock, or bond b : to
give exact information on 4 ; to set off by quotation marks -^ vi

: to inform a hearer or reader that matter following is quoted
2quote n 1 : quotation 2 : quotation mark
quoth \(')kwoth\ vb past [ME, past of quethen to say, fr. OE
cwethan: akin to OHG quedan to say] archaic : said — used chiefly
in the first and third persons with a postpositive subject
quotha \'kwo-th3\ interj [alter, of quoth Ae] archaic — used esp. to
express surprise or contempt

quo-tid-i-an \kwo-'tid-e-3n\ adj [ME cotidian, fr. MF, fr. L quotidi-
anus, cotidianus, fr. quoiidie every day, fr. quot (as) many as +
dies day — more at deity] 1 : occurring every day <'^ fever)
2 ; commonplace, ordinary syn see daily

quo-tient \'kwo-sh3nt\ n [ME quocient, modif. of L quotiens how
many times, fr. quot how many] 1 : the number resulting from the
division of one number by another 2 : the numerical ratio usu.
multiplied by 100 between a test score and a measurement on which
that score might be expected largely to depend (intelligence '—>
(accomplishment '--) 3 : quota, share

quo war-ran.to \,kwo-w3-'rant-(,)6. -'rant-; (')kwo-'w6r-3nt-.o,
-'war-\ n [ML, by what warrant; fr. the wording of the writ]
1 a : an English writ formerly requiring a person to show by what
authority he exercises a public office, franchise, or Uberty b : a
legal proceeding for a like purpose begun by an information 2 : the
legal action begun by a quo warranto
Qur-'an or Qur-an \ka-'ran, -'ran; ku(a)r-'an, -"anV var oJ koran
qursh \'ku(3)rsh\ or qu-msli \'kur-ash\ n [Ar qirsh} — see riyal
at money table

i
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r N'UA n, ojten cap, often -attrib 1 a : the 18th
letter of the English alphabet b : a graphic
representation of this letter c ; a speech
counterpart of orthographic r 2 : a graphic
device for reprcxlucing the letter r 3 I one
designated r esp. as the 1 7th or when j Is used
for the 10th the 18th In order or class

4 : something shaped like the letter R
Ra \'ra\ n [Egypt r'] ; the great god of the
sun and the chief deity of historical Egypt

la.ba.tO \r3-'bat-(,)6\ r, [modif. of MF rahat,
lit., act of turning down] ; a wide lace-edged

collar of the early 17th century often stiffened to stand high at the
back
irab.bet \'rab-at\ n [ME rabet, fr. MF robot act of beating down,
fr. OF rabattre to beat down, reduce— more at rebate] : a channel,
groove, or recess cut out of the edge or face of any body; esp l one
IntecdeJ to receive another member (as a panel)
arabhet v/ l ; to cut a rabbet in 2 ; to unite the edges of in a rabbet
joint ^ v/ : to become Joined by a rabbet
rabbet Joint n : a joinc formed by fitting together rabbeted boards or
timbers

rab.bi \'rab-,I\ n [LL, fr. Gk rkabbU fr. Heb raJM my master, fr.

rabh master + -i my] 1 ; master, teacher — used by Jews as a
term of address 2 a : a Jew qualified to expound and apply the
halakah and other Jewish law b ojten cap ; one of the scholars who
developed the Talmudlc basis of orthodox Judaism during the first

centuries of the Christian era 3 : a Jew trained and ordained for
professional religious leadership; spedj : the official leader of a
Jewish congregation

rab-bin \'rab-3n\ n [F] ; rabbi
rab*bln*ate \'rab-3-nat, -,na.t\ n 1 : the office or tenure of a rabbi
2 : a group of rabbis

rab-bin.ic Xra-'bin ik, ra-\ ad} 1 : of or relating to rabbis or their
writings 2 : of or preparing for the rabbinate 3 : comprising or
belonging to any of several sets of Hebrew characters simpler than
the square Hebrew letters — rab-bin>l*cal \-l-kai\ adj — rab-
bln-i.cal-ly \-kO-)le\ adv
Rabbinic Hebrew n ; the Hebrew used esp. by medieval rabbis
rab>bin>isni \'rab-s-,niz-3m\ n : rabbinic teachings and traditions
irab'bit \'rab-at\ n, pi rabbit or rabbits ojten attrib [ME rabefi
1 a ; a small long-eared mammal {Orytctolagus cuniculus) of the
hare family that differs from ordinary hares in producing naked
young and in its burrowing habits_ b : harb 2 : the pelt of a rabbit
3 : WELSH RABBrr — rab'blty \-e\ adj

arabbit v/ : to hunt rabbits — rab-bit-er n
rab-bit«eye \-,I\ n : a blueberry {Vaccinium ashef) of the south-
eastern U.S.
rabbit fever n : tularemia
rabbit punch n : a short chopping blow delivered to the back of the
neck or the base of the skuil

rab-bit-ry \'rab-o-tre\ n : a place where domestic rabbits are kept;
also ; a rabbit-raising enterprise
Uab.ble \'rab 3l\ n [ME rabel^ 1 ! a pack or swarm of animals or
insects 2 : a disorganized or confused collection of things 3 a : a
disorganized or disorderly crowd of people : mob b ; the lowest
class of people
arabble vt rab'hllng \-fs-)liD\ • to Insult or assault by a mob
Grabble n (F rdble fire shovel, fr. ML rotabulum, alter, of L rutabu-
lum, fr. rutus, pp. of ruere to dig up — more at rug] ; an Iron bar
with the end hent for use like a rake in puddling Iron; also ; a
similar device used In a melting, refining, or roasting furnace

4rabble vt rab-bllng \-(3-)llo\;to stir or skim with a rabble— rab-
bler \'rab-o-)!3r\ n

rab*ble>ment Vrab-sl-mantX n 1 ; rabble 2 : disturbance
rab.ble-rous*er \'rab-3l-,rau-zar\ n : one that stirs up (as to hatred
or violence) the masses of the people : demagogue

Ra<be>lai.sian \,rab-s-'la-zh3n, -ze-3n\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or
characteristic of Rabelais or his works 2 ; marked by or manifest-
ing gross robust humor, extravagance of caricaiure, or bold natural-
ism

Ra'bl \'r3b-e\ n [Ar rabVl : either of two months of the Moham-
madan year: a : the 3d month b : the 4th month

ra-blc \'ra-btk\ adj ; of or relating to rabies
ra>bld \'rab-ad also 'r5-b3d\ adj [L rabidus mad, fr. raberel
1 a : extremely \ioIent ; furious b : going to exticme lengths In
expressing or pursuing a feeling. Interest, or opinion 2 : affected
with rabies — ra^bid>i»ty \rd-'bid-at-e, ra-, ra-\ a — ra>bld-ly
\'rab-3d'Ie also 'ra-b3d-\ adv — ra>bid>ness n

ra>bles \'ra-bez\ n, pi rabies [NL, fr. L. madness, fr. rabere to rave— more at rage] : an acute virus disease of the nervous system of
warmblooded animals usu. transmitted through tne bite of a rabid
animal
raccoon \ra-'kUn also ra-X n, pi raccoon or raccoons Vdr'dhkan fin
some Algonquian language of Virginia)] 1 a ; a small fiesh-eating
mammal (Procyon lotor) of No. America that Is chiefly gray, has a
bushy ringed tail, and lives chieflv in trees b : the pelt of this animal
2 : any of several animals resembhng or related to the raccoon

iraco \'r5s\ n [ME ras. fr. ON rds: akin to OE r^s rush, L roraril
skirmishers, Gk eroe rush] 1 chlejly Scot : the act of running
2 a ; a strong or rapid current of water through a narrow channel
b : a heavy or choppy sea c ; a watercourse used industrially
d : the current flowing In such a course 3 a ; a set course or dura-
tion of time b : the course of life 4 a : a running in competition
h pi i a meeting for contests In the running esp. of horses c : a
contest Involving progress toward a goal 6 : a track or channel In
which something rolls or slides; specif : a groove (as for the balls)
In a bearing 6 : slipstream

Srace v/ l : to run in a race 2 : to g-- or move at top speed or out of
control 3 : to revolve too fast uuJer a diminished load '*' vr

1 : to engage in a race with 2 a : to enter In a race b : to race
against c ; to drive at high speed d ; to transport or propel at
maximum speed 3 : to speed (as an engine) without a working load
or with the transmission disengaged
Srace n [MF, generation, fr. Olt rarza] 1 : a breeding stock of
animals 2 a : a family, tribe, people, or nation belonging to the
same stock b ; a class or kind of individuals with common charac-
teristics. Interests, or habits 3 : any of various Infraspeclflc taxo-
nomlc groups: as a : subspecies b : a permanent or fixed variety

: BREED d ; a division of mankind possessing traits that are

transmissible by descent and sufficient to characterize It as a distinct
human type 4 obs ; inherited temperament or disposition 6 : dis-
tinctive flavor, taste, or strength

racecourse Yra-,sko(3)rs, -,sk6(3)rs\ n 1 : a course for racing;
esp : a turi course for steeplechase or cross-country racing
2 : raceway 1

race*borse \'ras-jh6(s)rs\ n ; a horse bred or kept for racing
ra>ce>mate \ra-'se-,mat, ra-; 'ras-3-\ n 1 : a salt or ester of racemlc
add 2 : a racemlc compound or mixture

ra*cenie \ra-'sem, ra-\ n [L racemus bunch of grapes] ; a simple

Is composed of equal amounts of dextrorotatory and levorotalory
forms of the same compound and Is optically inactive
racemic acid n ; optically inactive tanaric acid that consists of
equal parts of dextro- and /evo-tartaric acids and is often found with
rfe;c//'0-tartaric acid in the juice of grapes

ra.ce.mi-lorm \-'se-m3-,f6rm\ adj £ISV] : having the form of a
raceme

ra>ce*inl>za>tlon \ra-,se-m3-'za-sh3n, ra-; ,ras-a-ma-\ n ; the action
or process of changing from an optically active compound into a
racemic compound or mixture — ra>ce>mize \ra-'se-,mT2, ra-;
ras-a-\ vb

ra.ce.inose \'ras-3-.mos; ra-'se-, r3-\ adj [L racemosus full of
clusters, fr. racemus} c having or growing in the form of a raceme
racemose gland n : a compound gland of freely branching ducts that
end in acini

rac>er \*ra-sar\ n 1 ; one that races 2 : any of various active
American snakes (genera Coluber and Mastigophis)

race riot n : a riot caused by racial dissensions or hatreds
race runner n : a No. American lizard {Cnemidophorus sexlineatus)
that moves swiftly

race<track \'ra-,strak\ n : a usu. oval course on which races are run
race.way \'ra-,swa\ n 1 ; a canal for a current of water 2 ; a
channel tor loosely holding electrical wires in buildings 3 ; 'race 5
4 ; a track for harness racing

rach-et \'rach-3t\ var oi ratchet
rachi- or rachio- comb form [Gk rhachU, fr. rhacMs: akin to Gk
rhachos thorn. LIth razas stubble] ; spine <rac/iiodont>

ra.chi.odont \'ra-ke-o-,dant, 'rak-eA adj : having gular teeth that
are modified vertebral spines <-^ snake>

ra>chis X'rakss, 'rak-3s\ n, pi ra*chis-es aho ra*chl'des \'rak-
e-,dez, 'ra-k3-\ [NL rachid-, rachis, modif. of Gk rhachis] 1 : spi-
nal column 2 ; an axial structure: as a (1) : the elongated axis
of an Inflorescence (2) : an extension of the petiole of a compound
leaf that bears the leaflets b : the distal part of the shaft of a
feather thai bears the web

ra.chit.ic \n>-'kit-lk\ adj 1 : rickety 1 2 : suggesting the condi-
tion of one affected with rickets

ra.cbi.tis \r3-'klt-3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk rhachltis disease of the spine,
fr. rhachis} : rickets

ra*cial \'ra-sh3l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or based on a race 2 : ex-
isting or occurring between races — ra«cial»ly \-sh3-le\ adv

ra>clal<ism \'ra-sho-,liz-3m\ n l ; racial prejudice or discrimina-
tion 2 : racism 1 — ra>cial<lst \-lsst\ n — ra>cial*is*tic \,ra-
shs-'Us-tik\ adj_

rac>l*l7 \'ra-s3-Ie\ adv ; In a racy manner
rac>l>nes3 \-se-nsb\ n ; the quality or state of being racy
racking n 1 ; the sport or profession of engaging In or holding
races 2 : horse races that are a sport or business

racing lorm r ; an information sheet giving pertinent data about
horse races

rac*ism \'ra-,slz-am\ n 1 : a belief that race Is the primary de-
terminant of human traits and capacities and that racial differences
produce an Inherent superiority of a particular race 2 : racuusm
1 — lac-ist \-sast\ n

iracb \'rak\ n [ME rak, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw dial, rak
wreck; akin to OE wrecan to drive — more at wreak] : a wind*
driven mass of high often broken clouds

Slack v/ ; to fly or scud In high wind
3rack n [ME, prob. fr. MD rec frame-
work; akin to OE reccan to stretch, Gk
oregein — more at right] 1 ; a frame-
work for holding fodder for livestock
2 ; an Instrument of torture on which a
body Is stretched 3 a (1) : a cause of
anguish or pain (2) ; acute suffering
b ; STRAINING, wrenching 4 : a
framework, stand, or grating on or In which articles are placed
5 : a frame placed In a stream to stop fish and floating or suspended
matter 6 a ; a bar with teeth on one face for gearing with a pinion
or worm gear b ; a notched bar used as a ratchet to engage vrith a
pawl, click, or detent 7 : a triangular frame used to set up the balls
in a pool game; also ; the balls as set up — on the rack ; under
great mental or emotional stress

4rack vt 1 ; to torture on the rack 2 ; to cause to suffer torture,

pain, or anguish 3 a : to stretch or strain vlolenUy (_^ed his brains)
b ; to raise (rents) oppressively c ; to harass or oppress with high
rents or extortions 4 ; to work or treat (material) on a rack
5 : to seize (as parallel ropes of a tackle) together 6 : to place (as

pool balls) in a rack '— v/ : to become forced out of shape or out of
plumb syn see AFFLICT — rack- er n
arack vr [ME rakken, fr. OProv arraca} : to draw off (as wine) from
the lees

6rack vi [prob. alter, of VocA] oj a horse : to go at a rack
^rack n : either of two gaits of a horse: a : pace 4b b : a fast showy
usu. artificial 4-beat gait

Brack n [perh. fr. ^rack} 1 : the neck and spine of a forequarter of
veal, pork, or esp. mutton 2 : the rib section of a forequarter

vrack ri [alter, of wrack} : destruction <~ and ruin)

irack>et also rac.quet \'rak-at\ n [MF roquelte, fr. Ar rdhah palm
of the hand] 1 a ; a light bat that consists of a netting (as of nylon)
stretched in an oval open frame and that is used for striking the ball

in tennis and similar games b : a small round paddle with a short
handle used in table tennis 2 : usu racquets pi but sing in constr

X a game for two or four played with ball and racket on a four*
walled court

rack 6 with plnlo
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aiacbet n [prob. Imlt.] l : confused clattering noise : clamor
2 a : social whirl or excitement b : the strain ofexciting or trying
experiences 3 a : a fraudulent scheme, enterprise, or activity
to ; a usu. illegitimate enterprise made workable by bribery or in-
timidation c : an easy and lucrative means of livelihood d slang
; OCCUPATION, BUSINESS

aracket vl 1 : to engage In active social life 2 : to move with or
make a racket
IracK.e.teer \,rak-9-'tl(9)r\ n : one who extorts money or advan-
tages by threats of violence, by blackmail, or by unlawful inter-
ference with business or employment

aracKeteer vi ; to_carry on a racket '^ vt : to practice extortion on
racK.ety\'rak-at-e\ ad; 1 ; NOISY 2 ; flashy, rowdy 3: rickety
rack-le \'rak-3l\ adj [ME rakef] chiejly Scot : impetuous, head-
strong
rack railway n ; a railway having between its rails a rack that meshes
with a gear wheel or pinion of the locomotive for traction on steep
grades

rack rent n [VacA] : an excessive or unreasonably high rent; esp
: one equal or nearly equal to the full annual value of the property

rack-rent \'rak-'rent\ vr ; to subject to rack rent
rack-rent-er \-'rent-3r\ n : one that pays or exacts rack rent
rack up vr_: score ^racked 30 points up in the first half)
ra*con \'ra-,kan\ n [radar beacon] : radar beacon
ra.con.teuT \.rak-,an-'tar. -3n-\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. raconter to tell,
fr. OF, fr. re- + aconter, acompter to tell, count— more at account J
; one who excels in telling anecdotes

ra*coon var oj raccoon
Uacy \'ra-se\ adj i^race'^ 1 : having the distinctive quality of some-
thing in its original or most characteristic form 2 a : full of zest or
vigor b ; piquant, pungent c ; risqu^, suggestive syn see
PUNGENT

aracy adj ; having a buUd fitted for racing : long-bodied and lean
ra*dar \'ra-,dar\ n [radio detecting and ranging] ; a radio
device or system for locating an object by means of ultrahigh-fre-
quency radio waves reflected from the object and received, ob-
served, and analyzed by the receiving part of the device in such a
way that characteristics (as distance and direction) of the object
may be determined — ra-dar-man \-m9n, -,man\ n
radar toeacon n ; a radar transmitter that upon receiving a radar
signal emits a signal which reinforces the normal reflected signal or
which Introduces a code into the reflected signal esp. for identifica-
tion purposes

ra>dar>SCOpe \'ra-,dar-,skop\ n [radar + oscilloscope] ; the oscil-
loscope or screen serving as the visual indicator In a radar receiver
lrad>dle \'rad-^l\ n [prob. alter, of ruddle} : red ocher
araddle vt rad-dling \'rad-Uo, -'l-io\ : to mark or paint with raddle
Sraddle vt [E dial, raddle (supple stick interwoven with others as in
making a fence)] : to twist together ; interweave

lad'dled \ 'rad- 'ld\ adj [ origin unknown ] 1 : confused, be-
fuddled 2 : broken down : worn
1ra*di-al \'rad-e-3l\ adj [ML radlalis, fr. L radius ray] 1 ; arranged
or having parts arranged like rays 2 a : relating to, placed
like, or moving along a radius to : characterized by divergence
from a center 3 : of, relating to, or adjacent to a bodily radius
4 I developing uniformly around a central axis — ra>di>al>ly
\-e-a-le\ adv

aradial n 1 a ; radial part b : ray 2 : a body part lying near or
following the course of the radius

ra.di-a.le \,rad-e-'al-(.)e, -'al-. -'al-X n. pi ra-dl-a-lia \-e-3\ [NL,
fr. ML, neut. of radians'] : a bone or cartilage of the carpus that
articulates with the radius; specij I the navicular In man

radial engine n : a usu. internal-combustion engine with cylinders
arranged radially like the spokes of a wheel

ra*di>an \'rad-e-3n\ n ; a unit of plane angular measurement equal
to the angle at the center of a circle subtended by an arc equal In
length to the radius
ra>di-ance \'rad-€-9n(t)s\ also ra>di>an*cy \-an-se\ n 1 : the
quality or state of being radiant ; splendor 2 : a deep pink
lra>di>ant \'rad-e-3nt\ adj 1 a : radiating rays or reflecting beams
of light b : vividly bright and shining : glowing 2 ; marked by or
expressive of love, confidence, or happiness 3a: emitted or
transmitted by radiation b : emitting or relating to radiant heat
4 : of, relating to, or exhibiting biological radiation syn see bright— ra*di-ant*ly adv

aradiant n : something that radiates: as a : a point in the heavens
at which the visible parallel paths of meteors appear to meet when
traced backward b ; a point or object from which light emanates
C : the part of a gas or electric heater that becomes incandescent

radiant energy n : energy traveling as a wave motion; specij : the
energy of electromagnetic waves

radiant flux n : the rate of emission or transmission of radiant energy
radiant heating n : panel heating
ira-di-ate \r'ad-e-,at\ vb [L radiatus, pp. of radiare, fr. radius ray]
W 1 : to send out rays : shine brightly 2 : to Issue in rays 3 : to
proceed in a direct line from or toward a center '^ vt 1 : to send
out in rays 2 : irradiate, illuminate 3 : to spread abroad or
around as if from a center

3ra-dl*ate \-e-3t, -e-,at\ adj ; having rays or radial parts: as a : hav-
ing ray flowers b : characterized by radial symmetry — l:a*di*ate-

ly adv
ra>dl>a*Uon \,rSd-e-'a-shan\ « 1 a : the action or process of radiat-

ing b (1) ; the process of emitting radiant energy In the form of
waves or particles (2) : the combined processes of emission,

transmission, and absorption of radiant energy 2a; something
that is radiated b ; energy radiated in the form of waves or par-

ticles 3 : radial arrangement 4 ; radiator — ra-dl*a*tion-al
. \-shnsl, -shan-'l\ adj — ra*dl*a*tive \'rad-e-,at-lv\ adj

ra-di-a*tor \'rad-e-,5t-3r\ n : one that radiates: as a ; any of
various devices (as a nest of pipes or tubes) for heating external

objects or cooling Internal substances b ; a transmitting antenna
lrad*l>Gal \'rad-i-ksl\ adj [ME, fr. LL radicalis, fr. L radic-, radix
root — more at root] 1 : of, relating to, or proceeding from a root

2 : of or relating to the origin : fundamental 3 a ; marked by a
considerable departure from the usual or traditional ; extreme
to : tending or disposed to make extreme changes In existing views,

habits, conditions, or institutions c : of. relating to, or constituting

radio frequency
a political group associated with views, practices, and policies of
extreme change — rad-i-cal-ness n

aradical n 1 a ; a root part b : basic principle : foundation
2 a : root 6 bra sound or letter belonging to a radical 3 : onewho is radical 4 a : a single replaceable atom or the reactive atomic
form of an element b : a group of atoms that Is replaceable by a
single atom, that is capable of remaining unchanged during a
seriK of reactions, or that may show a definite transitory existence
In the course of a reaction 6a ; radical expression b ; radical
SIGN

radical expression n ; a mathematical expression Involving radical
signs

rad.i.cal.ism \'rad-i-k3-.Uz-3m\ n 1 : the quality or state of behig
radical 2 : the doctrines or principles of radicals

rad.i-cal.ly \-k(s-)le\ adv 1 : hi origin or essence 2: In a radical
or extreme manner

radical sign n : the sign V placed before an expression to denote
that the square root is to be extracted or that some other root Is to
be extracted when a corresponding index is placed over the sign

rad-i.cand \,rad-a-'kand\ n [L radicandum, neut. of radicandus,
gerundive of radicari} ; the quantity under a radical sign

rad.i.cale \'rad-3-,kat\ vt [me radicaten, fr. L radicatus, pp. of
radicari to take root, fr. radic-. radix root] ; to cause to take root
radices pi oj radix
rad.i-Cle \'rad-i-k3l\ n [L radicula, dim. of radio-, radix] 1 : the
lower part of the axis of a plant embryo or seedling: a : the root
portion b : hypocotyl c : the hypocotyl and the root together
2 ; the rootlike beginning of a body, vessel, or part 3 : radical —
ia>dic>u>lar \ra-'dik-y9-l9r\ adj

radii pi oj radius
iia>dlO \'rad-e-,6\ n [short for radlotelegraphy] 1 a : the wireless
transmission and reception of electric Impulses or signals by means
of electric waves b : the use of these waves for the wireless trans-
mission of electric Impulses Into which sound Is converted 2 ; a
radio message 3 : a radio receiving set 4 a : a radio transmitting
station b : a radio broadcasting organization c : the radio broad-
casting industry d : communication by radio
aradlo adj l ; of, relating to, or operated by radiant energy 2 : of
or relating to electric currents or phenomena of frequencies between
about 15,000 and (10)" per second 3 a : of, relating to, or used in
radio or a radio set b ; specializing In radio or associated with the
radio industry c (1) : transmitted by radio (2) : making or par-
ticipating in radio broadcasts d : controlled or directed by radio
3radlO vt 1 ; to send or communicate by radio 2 : to send a radio
message to «- vi ; to send or communicate something by radio

radio- comb jorm [F, fr. L radius ray] 1 a ; radial : radially {radio-
symmetrlcal) b : radial and (/adioblclpltal) 2 a : radiant energy
: radiation (radioactive) <rad/odermatitis) b : radioactive (radio-
element) c : radium ; X rays (radiotherapy) d ; radioactive iso-
topes esp. as produced artificially (radiocarbon) e : radio (radio-
telegraphy)

ra.dio.ac-tive \,rad-e-o-'ak-tlv\ adj [ISV] : of, caused by, or ex-
hibiting radioactivity — ra*dio<ac>tlve<ly adv

ra>dio>ac>tlv<i-ty \-,ak-'tlv-3t-e\ n [ISV] : the property possessed
by some elements (as uranium) of spontaneously einltting alpha or
beta rays and sometimes also gamma rays by the disintegration of
the nuclei of atoms

radio astronomy n ; a branch of astronomy dealing with electro-
magnetic radiations of radio frequency received from outside the
earth's atmosphere

ra>dio*au>to*gTaph \,rad-e-o-'6t-a-,graf\ n : autoradiograph —
ra-dio*au>to>graph>iG \-,6t-a-'graf-lk\ adj — ra>dio<au-tog-ra-
phy \-(.)6-'tag-r3-fe\ n

radio toeacon n : a radio transmitting station that transmits special
radio signals for use (as on a landing field) in determining the direc-
tion or position of those receiving them

ra>dio>bio.log>i>cal \.rad-e-6-,bT-3-'raj-l-k3l\ or ra-dio.bio.log-
ic \-'laj-ik\ adj : relating to, produced by, or employing radio-
biology

ra.dio.bi.ol.o.gy \-(,)bT-'al-a-ie\ n : a branch of biology dealing
with the Interaction of biological systems and radiant energy or
radioactive materials

ra>dio*broad'Cast \-'br6d-,kast\ vt ; broadcast 3 — ra-dio-
broad>cast>er n

radio car n ; an automobile equipped with radio communication
ra*diO*car<bon \,rad-e-o-'kar-ban\ n [ISV] ; radioactive carbon;
esp : carbon 14

ra>dio>cast \'rad-e-o-,kast\ vt Vadio- -H broadcast] : broadcast 3— ra-dio>cast>er n
ra-dio>cbem>i*cal \,rad-e-o-'kem-l-kal\ adj : of, relating to, or
using the methods of radlochemlstry

ra-dicchem-is-lry \-'kem-s-stre\ n : a branch of chemistry dealing
with radioactive phenomena

radio compass n : a direction finder used in navigation
ra>dio>eI>e-ment \,rad-e-6-'el-3-mant\ n [ISV] : a radioactive
element

radio Irequency n : an electromagnetic wave frequency Intermediate
between audio frequencies and Infrared frequencies used esp. In
radio and television transmission

RADIO FREQUENCIES
CLASS ABBREVIATION RANGE

very low frequency vlf 10 to 30 kilo-

i

low frequency

medium frequency

high frequency

very high frequency

ultrahigh frequency

superhigh frequency

extremely high frequency

If 30 to 300 kUo-
cycles
300 to 3000 kilo-
cycles
3 to 30 mega-

30 to 300 mega-
cycles
300 to 3000
megacycles
3000 to 30,000
megacycles
30,000 to 300,-
000 megacycles
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ra*dio*gen>ic \,r"ad-e-o-'jen-ik\ ad} : produced by radioactivity

ia*diO'gram \'rad-e-o-,gram\ n 1 : radiograph 2 : a message
transmitted by radiotelegraphy
ira.dio-graph \-,graf\ n : a picture produced on a sensitive surface
by a form of radiation other than light; speci} : an X ray or gamma
ray photograph — ra-dlo-graph-ic \,rad-e-o-'graf-ik\ adj — ra-
dio-graph.i-cal-ly \-i-k{3-)le\ adv

^radiograph vt : to make a radiograph of
3radiograph vt [radio- + telegraph'] : to send a radiogram to
ra-di.og-ra.phy \,rad-e-'ag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : the art, act, or process
of making radiographs

ia>dio*iso<tope \,rad-e-o-'I-s3-,top, -'I-za-\ n [ISV] : a radioactive
Isotope

ia*dl*o*Iar<i*an \,rad-e-o-'lar-e-3n. -'ler-\ n [derlv. of LL radiolus
small sunbeam, fr. dim. of L radius ray — more at ray] : any of a
large order (Radiolaria) of marine protozoans having a siliceous
skeleton of spicules and radiating threadlike pseudopodia

ra<diO'lo<ca<tlon \,rad-e-{,)o-lo-'ka-sh3n\ n : the detection or the
determination of the position and course of distant objects by radar

Ta<diO'log'i>cal \,rad-e-3-'laj-i-k3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to
radiology 2 : of or relating to nuclear radiation — ra-diO'log-i-
cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv_

ra<di*ol*0'gist \,rad-e-'al-3-jast\ n :

energy
ra-di.ol.o.gy \-je\ n : the science
high-energy radiations; specif ; the \

ra-dio-lu-cen-cy \,rad-e-o-'Ius-=n- . _

being permeable to radiation — ra'dio-lu-cent \-'nt\ adj
ra'dio<man \'rad-e-(,)o-,man\ n : a radio operator or technician
ra-dlo-me-te. or. 0.graph \,rad-e-(,)o-,met-e-'6r-3-.graf, -'ar-\ n

a specialist in the use of radiant

of radioactive substances and
se of radiant energy in medicine

the qualiiy

ra>di'Oin*e-ter \,rad-e-'am-9t-3r\ n : an instrument
for measuring the intensity of radiant energy by the
torsional twist of suspended vanes that are blackened
on one side and exposed to a source of radiant
energy; also : an instrument for measuring electro-
magneUc or acoustic radiation — ra'dio^met-ri^c
\,rad-e-o-'me-trik\ adj — ra>di'Om>e>try \,rad-e-
'am-9-tre\ n

ra>dio*mi<met<ic X.rad-e-o-ma-'met-ik, -(,)mi-\ adj
[ISV] : producing effects similar to those of radia-
tion

ra*di*on'ics \,rad-e-'an-iks\ n pi but sing in constr
iradio- + electron/cj] : electronics

ra»dio.phone \'rad-e-3-,fon\ n 1 : an apparatus for
the production of sound by radiant energy 2 : ra-

ra>diO-phO<tO \,rad-e-o-'fot-(,)o\ n 1 also ra*dio-
phO'tO'graph \-'fot-a-,graf\ : a picture transmitted

adio 2 ; the process of transmitting a picture by
radif

viga-
radiometer

radio range n : a radio facility aiding in the
tion of airplanes

ra'dio«scop-iC \,rad-e-3-'skap-ik\ adj : of or relating to radioscopy
ra.di.os-co-py \-'as-k3-pe\ n [ISV] : direct observation of objects
opaque to light by means of some other form of radiant energy

ra.dlcsen.si.tlve \,rad-e-o-'sen(t)-s3t-iv, -'sen(f)-stiv\ adj : sensi-
tive to the effects of radiant energy <-- cancer cells)

ra.diQ.sonde \'rad-e-o-,sand\ n [ISV] : a miniature radio trans-
mitter that is carried {as by an unmanned balloon) aloft with instru-
ments for broadcasting (as by means of precise tone signals) the
humidity, temperature, and pressure

radio spectrum n ; the region of the electromagnetic spectrum usu.
including frequencies below 30,000 megacycles in which radio or
radar transmission and detection techniques may be used

ra.diO.Stron.tium \,rad-e-o-'stran-ch(e-)3m, -'strant-e-3m\ n [NL]
: radioactive strontium; esp : strontium 90

ra-dio.sym-met.ri.cal \,rad-e-(,)o-s9-'me-tri-k3l\ adj ; radially
symmetrical; specij : actinomorphic

ra.dio.tel.e.graph \-"tel-3-,graf\ n [ISV] : wireless telegraphy—
ra-dio.tel.e-graph-ic \-,tet-3-'graf-ik\ adj — ra*dlo>te>leg*ra-
phy \-t3-'Ieg-r3-fe\ n

ra.dio.tei-e.phone \-'tel-3-,fon\ n [ISV] : an apparatus for carry-
ing on wireless telephony by radio waves — ra>dio>te>Ie<pho*ny
\-t3-'lef-3-ne, -*lel-3-,fo-ne\ n

radio telescope n : a radio receiver-antenna combination used for
observation in radio astronomy
ra.dicther.a-py \,rad-e-o-'ther-3-pe\ n [ISV] : the treatment of
disease by means of X rays or radioactive substances

radio-ulna n : a bone of some lower vertebrates (as the toad)
equivalent to the combined radius and ulna of higher forms

radio wave n : an electromagnetic wave with radio frequency
rad.ish \'rad-ish, 'red-\ n [ME, alter, of OE rxdic, fr. L radic-,
radix root, radish — more at root] : the pungent fleshy root of a
plant (Raphanus sativus) of the mustard family usu. eaten raw; also
: the plant that produces radishes

ra*di'Uni \'rad-e-am\ n, ojten attrib [NL, fr. L radius ray] : an
intensely radioactive shining white metallic element that resembles
barium chemically, occurs in combination in minute quantities in
minerals (as pitchblende or camotite), emits alpha particles and
gamma rays to form radon, and is used chiefly jn luminous materials
and in the treatment of cancer — see element table
radium therapyn : radiotherapy
ira.di.us \'rad-e-3s\ n, pi ra.dii \-e-,T\ also ra-di^us-es [L, ray,
radius] 1 a : the anterior and thicker and shorter bone of the
human forearm or of the corresponding part of the forelimb of
vertebrates above fishes b : the third and usu. largest vein of an
insect's wing 2 : a line segment extending from the center of a
circle or sphere to the curve or surface 3 a : the distance of a radius
b : the circular area defined by a stated radius c : a bounded or
circumscribed area 4 : a radial part 5 : the distance from a center
line or point to an axis of rotation 6 : an imaginary radial plane
dividing the body of a radially symmetrical animal into similar

^radius vt : to cut (as a fillet) on an arc of a circle
radius vector n l : a line segment or its length from a fixed point to
a variable point; also : the linear polar coordinate of the variable
point 2 : a straight line joining the center of an attracting body (as
the sun) with that of a body (as a planet) in orbit around it

ra.dix \'rad-iks\ n, pi ra*dl*ces \'rad-3-,sez, 'rad-\ or ra.dix*es
\'rad-ik-s32\ [L, root] 1 ; base 5d 2 : the primary source
3 : the root of a plant 4 : radicle; esp ; a root of a cranial or
spinal nerve
ra.dome \'ra-,d6m\ n [radar dome] ; a plastic housing sheltering
the antenna assembly of a radar set esp. on an airplane
ra-don \'ra-,dan\ n [ISV, fr. radium] ; a heavy radioactive gaseous
element of the group of inert gases formed by distintegration of
radium — see element table

rad-u-la \'raj-3-l3\ n, pi rad.u-lae \-,le, -,1I\ also radulas [NL,
fr. L, scraper, fr. radere to scrape — more at rat] : a homy band or
ribbon in mollusks other than bivalves that bears minute teeth on its

dorsal surface and tears up food and draws it into the mouth —
rad.U'lar \-l3r\ adj
ran \'raf\ n [ME raj rubbish] : riffraff
ral-Iia \'raf-e-3\ n [Malagasy rajia] : the fiber of the raffia palm
used for tying plants and making baskets and hats

rallia palm n : a pinnate-leaved palm {Raphia rujjia) of Madagascar
valued for the fiber from its leafstalks

raMi-nose \'raf-3-.nos, -.noz\ n [F, fr. rajjiner to refine, fr. re- +
ajjiner to make fine, fr. a- ad- (fr. L ad-) + fin fine] : a crystalline
slightly sweet sugar Ci sHbzOis obtained commercially from cotton-
seed meal but found in many plant products

ralf.ish \'raf-ish\ adj 1 : marked by or suggestive of flashy vul-
garity or crudeness 2 ; marked by a careless unconventionality
: RAKISH — rafl-ish-ly adv — raff-ish-uess n

traf.fle \'raf-3l\ n [ME rajle, a dice game, fr. MF] : a lottery in
which the prize is won by one of numerous persons buying chances

naffle vb raMling \'raf-(3-)lio\ vj : to engage in a raffle ~ vr ; to
dispose of by means of a raffle ("^ off a turkey)

3ralfle n [prob. fr. F rajle act of snatching, sweeping, fr. MF rafle,
rajje, fr. MHG rajjen to snatch; akin to OE hreppan to touch,
hearpe harp — more at harp] : rubbish; specij ; a jumble or tangle
of nautical material

ral.fle.sia \r3-'fle-zh{e-)s, ra-\ n [NL, fr. Sir Thomas Rajjles tl826
E colonial administrator] : any of a genus {Rajjlesia of the family
Rafflesiaceae) of Malaysian dicotyledonous plants that are parasitic
in other plants and have fleshy usu. foul-smelling apetalous flowers
emerging from the host, imbricated scales in place of leaves, and no
stems

iralt \'raft\ n [ME rajte rafter, raft. fr. ON raptr rafter] 1 a : a
collection of logs or timber fastened together for conveyance by
water b : a flat structure for support or transportation on water
2 : a floating cohesive mass

2ralt yt 1 : to transport in the form of or by means of a raft 2 : to
make into a raft — vi : to travel by raft

3raft n [alter, (influenced by ^rajt) of rajj (jumble)] : a large collec-
tion
iraf.ter \'raf-tar\ n [ME, fr. OE
riejter akin to ON raptr rafter] ; any
of the parallel beams that support a roof

2raJt.er \'raf-t3r\ n i^rajt] : one who
maneuvers logs into position and binds
them into rafts

raits.man \'raf(t)-sm3n\ n :aman en-
gaged in rafting
Uag \'rag\ n [ME ragge, fr. (assumed)
OE ragg, fr. ON rbgg tuft, shagginess— more at rug] 1 a ; a waste piece of
cloth b pi : clothes usu. in poor or
ragged condition 2 : something
sembling a rag 3 : newspaper 4
fibrous membrane of a citrus fruit

2rag n [origin unknown] 1 : any of various hard rocks 2 : a large
roofing slate rough on one side

3rag vt ragged; rag-ging [origin unknown] 1 : to rail at ; scold
2 : torment, te.«e

*rag n 1 chiejly Brit : an outbreak of boisterous merrymaking
2 chiejly Bril : prank

5rag n [short for ragtime] : a composition in ragtime
rag.a.mul.fin \'rag-3-,msf-3n\ n [Ragamojjyn, a demon In Piers
Plowman (1393), attributed to William Langland] : a ragged often
disreputable person; esp : a poorly clothed often dirty child

rag.bag \'rag-,bag\ n 1 ; a bag for scraps 2 : a miscellaneous
collection

rag doll n 1 : a stuffed usu. painted cloth doll 2 ; a rolled strip of
moist cloth for testing the germination of seed
irage \'raj\ n [M£, fr. MF, fr. LL rabia, fr. L rabies rage, madness,
fr. rabere to be mad; akin to Skt rabhas violence] 1 a : violent and
uncontrolled anger : fury b : a fit of violent wrath c archaic
; iNSANrrv 2 : violent action (as of wind or sea) 3 : an intense
feeling : passion 4 : craze, vogue <was all the ~) syn see anger,
FASHION

2rage vi l : to be in a rage 2 : to be in tumult 3 : to prevail un-
controllably

rag.ged \'rag-3d\ adj 1 : roughly unkempt 2 : having an irregular
edge or outline 3a: torn or worn to tatters b ; worn out from
stress and strain <run -^y 4 : wearing tattered clothes 5 a ; strag-
gly b : executed in an irregular or uneven manner c oj a sound
: HARSH, DISSONANT — rag-ged.ly adv — rag.ged-ness n

ragged robin n : a perennial herb (Lychnis jloscuculi) cultivated for
its pink flowers with narrow-lobed petals
rag.gedy \'rag-3d-e\ adj : somewhat ragged
rag.gee or ragi \'rag-e\ n [Hindi ragl] : an East Indian cereal
grass [Eleusine coracana) yielding a staple food crop in the Orient

rag.gle \'rag-3l\ n [raggle (to cut a raggle in)] ; a groove cut in
masonry

rag.gle-tag.gle \'rag-3l-,tag-3l\ adj [irreg. fr. ragtag (motley
crowd)] : motley

rag.ing adj l : causing great pain or distress 2 : violent, wild
3 : extraordinary, tremendous

rag.lan \'rag-l3n\ n [F.J.H. Somerset, Baron Raglan tl855 Brit
field marshal] : a loose overcoat having sleeves that extend to the
neckline with slanted seams from the underarm to the neck
rag.man \'rag-,man\ n ; a man who collects or deals in rags and
refuse
Rag.na.rok \'rag-na-,rak. -,r3(r)k\ n [ON ragna rok, lit., doom of
the gods] : the final destruction of the world in the conflict be-
tween the Aesir and the powers of Hel led by Loki — called also
Twilight oj the Gods

a rafters, b ridgepole

the stringy axis and white
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ra>gont \ra-'gU\ n [F ragoDt, fr. ragoQter to revive the taste, fr.
re~ + a- ad- (fr. L ad-) + goUt taste, fr. L gustus: akin to L gustare
to taste — mote at choose] : well-seasoned meat and vegetables
cooked in a thick sauce

rag>pick<er \'rag-,pik-ar\ n : one who collects rags and refuse for a
livelihood

rag.tag and bobtail \,rag-,tag-\ n : rabble
rag.time \'rag-.tTm\ n [prob, fr. ragged -I- rime] 1 : rhythm char-
acterized by strong syncopation in the melody with a regularly
accented accompaniment 2 : music having ragtime rhythm

rag*weed \*rag-.wed\ n 1 : any of various chiefly No. American
weedy composite herbs (genus Ambrosia) that produce highly aller-
genic pollen 2 : FRANSERIA

rag-worl \'rag-,w3rt, -.w6(3)rt\ n : any of several composite herbs
(genus Senecio)\ esp : tansy ragwort

rah \'ra, 'r6\ interj : hurrah — used esp. to cheer on a team irah,
rah, team)

rah~rah \'ra-(,)ra, 'r6-(,)r6\ adj [redupl. of rah {hurrah)'] : marked
by the enthusiastic expression of college spirit

iraid \*rad\ n [Sc dial., fr. OE rad ride, raid — more at road]
1 a : a hostile or predatory incursion b : a surprise attack by a
small force 2 a ; a brief foray outside one's usual sphere b : a
sudden invasion by officers of the law c : a daring operation
against a competitor 3 ; the act of mulcting public money 4 : an
attempt by professional operators to depress stock prices by con-
certed selling

2iaid vt : to make a raid on ^ vi : to conduct or take part in a raid
raid.er \*rad-3r\ n : one that raids; as a : a fast lightly armed ship
operating against merchant shipping b ; a soldier specially trained
for close-range fighting

irail \'ra(9)l\ n [ME raile, fr. MF reille ruler, bar, fr. L regula ruler,
fr. regere to keep straight, direct, rule — more at right] 1 a : a bar
extending from one post or support to another and serving as a
guard or barrier b : a structural member or support 2 a : railing
b : a light structure serving as a guard at the outer edge of a ship's
deck c ; a fence bounding a racetrack 3 a : a bar of rolled steel

forming a track for wheeled vehicles b : track c : railroad
2rail vt : to provide with a railing : fence
3rail n, pi rail or rails [ME raile, fr. MF raale] : any of numerous
precocial wading birds (family Rallidae) that are structurally re-
lated to the cranes but of small or medium size and have short
rounded wings, a short tail, and usu. very long toes which enable
them to run on the soft mud of swamps

*rail vr [ME railen, fr. MF railler to mock, fr. OProv ralhar to bab-
ble, joke, fr. (assumed) VL ragulare to bray, fr. LL ragere to neigh]
: to revile or scold in harsh, insolent, or abusive language syn see
SCOLD — rail.ern

rail fence n :_a fence of posts and split rails

rail'head \'ra(a)l-,hed\ n 1 : a point on a railroad in a theater of
operations at which military supplies are unloaded for distribution
2 : the end of a railroad line

rail-ing \'ra-lirj\ n 1 : a barrier consisting of a rail and supports
2 : RAILS

rail-lery \'ra-l3-re\ n [F raillerie, fr. MF, fr. railler to mock]
1 : good-natured ridicule ; banter 2 ; jest
iraiI*road \'ra(3)l-,rod\ « : a permanent road having a line of rails

fixed to ties and laid on a roadbed and providing a track for rolling

stock drawn by locomotives or propelled by self-contained motors;
also : such a road and its assets constituting a single property

^railroad 17 1 ; to transport by railroad 2 a : to push through
hastily or without due consideration b : to convict with undue
haste and by means of false charges or insufficient evidence ^ vi

; to work for a railroad company — rail*road»er n
railroad flat n : an apartment having a series of narrow rooms
arranged in line

rail-road*ing n ; construction or operation of a railroad
railroad worm n : apple maggot
rail-split. ter \'ra(9)l-,split-3r\ n : one that makes logs Into fence
rails

rall'Way \'ra(3)l-,wa\ n 1 : railroad; esp : a railroad operating
with light equipment or within a small area 2 ; a line of track pro-
viding a runway for wheels <a cash or parcel '^ in a department
store)

rai>ment \'ra-mant\ n [ME rayment, short for arrayment, fr.

arrayen to array] : clothing, garments
irain \*ran\ n, ojien attrib [ME reyn, fr. OE regn, ren; akin to OHG
regan rain] 1 a : water falling in drops condensed from vapor in

the atmosphere b ; the descent of such water 2 a : a fall of rain

: rainstorm b pi : the rainy season 3 : rainy weather 4 : a
heavy fall of particles or bodies
2rain vi 1 : to fall as water in drops from the clouds 2 : to send
down rain 3 ; to fall like rain '^ vt 1 ; to pour down 2 : to

bestow abundantly
rain*biid \'ran-,bard\ n : any of numerous birds (esp. of the family
Cuculidae) whose^ cries are popularly believed to augur rain

rain-bow \'ran-,bo\ n 1 : an arc or circle that exhibits in concentric
bands the colors of the spectrum and that is formed opposite the
sun by the refraction and reflection of the sun's rays in raindrops,
spray, or mist 2 a : a multicolored array b ; a wide assortment
or range 3 : illusion
rainbow fish n : any of numerous brilliantly colored fishes (as a
wrasse, parrot fish, or guppy)
rainbow perch n : a small brilliantly striped, red, orange, and blue
surf fish (Hypsurus caryi) of the Pacific coast of No. America

rainbow runner n : a large brilliantly marked blue and yellow food
and sport fish (Elagads bipinnulatus) common in warm seas

rain check n 1 : a ticket stub good for a later performance when
the scheduled one is rained out 2 : an assurance of a deferred ex-

tension of an offer
rain>coat \'ran-,kot\ n : a coat of waterproof or water-resistant

material
rain.drop \-.drap\ n : a drop of rain

rain*fall \-,f61\ n 1 : rain 2a 2 : the amount of precipitation

measured by the depth in inches

rain forest n : a tropical woodland with an annual rainfall of at

least 100 inches and marked by lofty broad-leaved evergreen trees

forming a continuous canopy — called also tropical rainjorest

rain gange n ; an instrument for measuring the quantity of precipi-
tation
rain.mak.ing \'ran-,ma-kio\ n : the act or process of attempting to
produce rain by artificial means

rain out vr : to interrupt or prevent by rain
rain.proof \'ran-'prUf\ adj : impervious to rain
rain-spout \-,spaut\ n : a pipe, duct, or orifice draining a roof
gutter

rain-squall \-,skw61\ n : a squall accompanied by rain
rain.storm \-,st6(3)rm\ n : a storm of or with rain
rain.wash \-.w6sh. -,wash\ n : the washing away of material by
rain; also : the material so washed away

rain.wa.ter \-,w6t-3r, -.wat-\ n : water fallen as rain that has not
collected soluble matter from the soil and is therefore soft
raln.wear \-,wa(3)r, -.we(9)r\ n : waterproof or water-resistant
clothing

rainy \'ra-ne\ adj : marked by, abounding with, or bringing rain
rainy dayn : a period of want or need
iraise \'raz\ vb [ME raisen, fr. ON reisa— more at rear] vt 1 : to
cause or help to rise to a standing position 2 a : awaken, arouse
b ; to stir up : iNcrrn <-- a rebellion) c : to flush (game) from cover
d : to recall from or as if from death e : to establish radio com-
munication with 3 a : to set upright by lifting or building b ; to
lift higher c : to place higher in rank or dignity : elevate d : height-
en, INVIGORATE <--- the Spirits) e : to end or suspend the operation
or validity of <'^ a siege) 4 : to get together for a purpose : col-
lect <~ funds) 5 a : to breed and bring (an animal) to maturity
b : GROW, CULTIVATE <~ cotton) c : to bring up (a child) ; rear
6 a : to give rise to : provoke b : to give voice to <-^ a cheer)
7 : to bring up for consideration or debate (~ an issue) 8 a : to
increase the strength, intensity, or pitch of b : to increase the degree
of c : to cause to rise in level or amount <~ the rent) d (1") : to
increase the amount of (a poker bet) (2) : to bet more than (a
previous bettor) e (1) : to make a higher bridge bid in (a partner's
suit) (2) : to increase the bid of (one's partner) 9 : to make light
and porous <^ dough) 10 : to cause to ascend 11 : to bring in
sight on the horizon by approaching <~ land) 12 a : to bring up
the nap of (cloth) b : to cause (as a blister) to form on the skin
13 : to increase the nominal value of fraudulently <--- a check)
14 : to articulate (a sound) with the tongue in a higher position^ I'l 1 dial : RISE 2 : to increase a bet or bid syn see lift —
rais.er n

zraise n l : an act of raising or lifting 2 : an upward grade : rise
3 : an increase in amount; esp : an increase of a bet or bid

raised adj l a : done in relief b : napped 2 : leavened with yeast
rather than with baking powder or soda

rai'Sin \'raz-'n\ n [ME, fr. MF. grape, fr. L racemus cluster of
grapes or berries] : a grape usu. of a special type dried in the sun or
by artificial heat

rai.son d'etre \,ra-,z6"-'detr='\ n [F] : reason or justification for
existence

raj \'r'aj\ n [Hindi raj. fr. Skt rajya; akin to Skt rajan king] : reign
ra.ja or ra-jah \'raj-3\ n [Hindi raja, fr. Skt rajan king — more at
royal] 1 : an Indian or Malay prince or chief 2 ; the bearer of a
title of nobility among the Hindus

Ra.jab \r3-'jab\ n [Ar] : the 7th month of the Muhammadan year
Raj.put or Raj'pOOt \'raj-,put\ n [Hindi rdjpUt, fr. Skt rdjaputra
king's son, fr. rajan king 4- putra son — more at few] : a member
of an Indo-Aryan caste of northern India
irake \'rak\ n [ME. fr. OE racu; akin to OHG rehho rake] 1 a : an
implement equipped with projecting prongs to gather material (as

grass) or for loosening or smoothing the surface of the ground
b : a machine for gathering hay 2 : an implement resembling a
rake

2rake 17 1 : to gather, loosen, or smooth with or as if with a rake
2 : to gain rapidly or in abundance <— in a fortune) 3 a : to

touch in passing over lightly b : scratch 4 : to censure severely

5 : to search through : ransack 6 : to sweep the length of esp.
with gunfire : enfilade 7 : to glance over rapidly — rak.er n

3ralie vi [origin unknown] ; to incline from the perpendicular
*rake n 1 : inclination from the perpendicular; esp : the overhang
of a ship's bow or stern 2 : inclination from the horizontal ; slope
3 : the angle between the top cutting surface of a tool and a plane
perpendicular to the surface of the work 4 : the angle between a
wing-tip edge that is sensibly straight in planform and the plane of
symmetry of an airplane
srake n [short for rakehell} : a dissolute person : libertine
rake.hell \'rak-,hel\ n : rake — rakehell or rake.belly \-.hel-e\

adj
rake-off \'ra-.k6f\ n l^rake + ofj: fr. the use of a rake by a
croupier to collect the operator's profits in a gambling casino] : a
percentage or cut taken (as by an operator)

rake up vt : to dig out : uncover (rake up a scandal)
irak-ish \'ra-kish\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of a rake

: dissolute — rak.ish.ly adv — rak-ish-ness n

^rakish adj [prob. fr. ^rake: fr. the raking masts of pirate ships]

1 : having a smart stylish appearance suggestive of speed <a ~
ship) 2 : neglicent of convention or formaUty ; jaunty <~ clothes)
— rak-lsh-ly adv — rak.ish-ness n

rale \'ral, 'ral\ n [F rSle'] : an abnormal sound heard accompanying
the normal respiratory sounds

ral'leu-tan.do \.ra!-9n-'tan-(,)d6\ adv (or adj) [It, lit., slowing
down, verbal of rallentare to slow down again, fr. re- + allentare to

slow down] : with a gradual decrease in tempo — used as a direc-

tion in music
ral.li.form \'ral-3-.f6rm\ adj [ML rallus rail (fr. MF raale) + E
-ijormi : resembling or related to the rails

'raMy \'ral-e\ vb [F railler, fr. OF ralier, fr. re- + alier to unite
— more at ally] vt 1 a : to muster for a common purpose b : to

recall to order 2 a : to arouse for action b : to rouse from de-

pression or weakness ^ vi 1 : to come together again to renew an
effort 2 : to join in a common cause 3 : recover, rebound
4 : to engage in a rally

arally « 1 a : a mustering of scattered forces to renew an effort

b : a summoning up of strength or courage after weakness or dejec-

tion c ; a recovery of- price after a decline 2 : a mass meeting
intended to arouse group enthusiasm 3 : a series of strokes inter-

{
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changed between players (as in tennis) before a point Is won 4 : a
competitive automobile run esp. over public roads
3raUy vt [F raUier to mock, rally — more at rail] : to attack with
raillery ; banter syn see ridicule
iram \'ram\ n [ME, fr. OE ramm; akin to OHG rami 1 : a male
sheep 2 a : battering ram b : a warship with a heavy beak at the
prow for piercing an enemy ship 3 : any of various guided pieces
for exerting pressure or for driving or forcing something by impact:
as a : the plunger of a hydrostatic press or force pump b : the
weight that strikes the blow in a pile driver
3ram vb rammed; ram*ming [ME rammen] vi 1 ; to strike with
violence : crash 2 ; to move with extreme rapidity -^ v/ 1 : to
force in by driving 2 a : to make compact (as by pounding)
b : cram, crowd 3 : to force passage or acceptance of <'^ home
an idea) 4 : to strike against violently — ram>mer n
Ram.a>dan \'ram-3-.dan, -,dan\ n [Ar Ramadan'} : the 9th month
of the Muhammadan year observed as sacred with fasting practiced
daily from dawn to sunset
Ra-ma-ism \'ram-a-,iz-am\ n IRama, 7th avatar of Vishnu, fr. Skt
Rama} : the worship of the Hindu epic hero Rama as an incarna-
tion oi the god Vishnu

ra*mate \'ra-,mat\ adj [L ramus branch] ; having branches
iram-ble \'rara-b3l\ vb ram-bling \-b(s-)liQ\ [perh. fr. ME
romblen, freq. of romen to roam] vi la; to move aimlessly from
place to place b ; to explore idly 2 : to talk or write in a
desultory fashion 3 : to grow or extend irregularly '^ vf : to
wander over ; roam
2ramble n : a leisurely excursion for pleasure; esp : an aimless walk
raill*hlei \'ram-bl3r\ n 1 : one that rambles 2 : any of various
climbing roses with rather small often double flowers in large
clusters

ram*bling X'ram-blioX adj ; discursive— ram-l)ling>ly \-blio-le\
adv

ram.'bouil.let \,ram-ba-*la, -(,)bU-'ya\ n, ojten cap [Rambouillet,
France] : a large sturdy plain-bodied sheep developed in France
for mutton and wool
ram.bunc-tious \ram-'b3riCk)-sh3s\ adj [prob. irreg. fr. robust"}

: marked by uncontrollable exuberance ; unruly — iam*bunc-
tiouS'ly adv — ram>bunc*tious>ness n

ram.bu-tan Xram-'biit-'nV n [Malay] : a bright red spiny Malayan
fruit closely related to the Utchi nut; also : a tree {Nephelium lappa-
ceum) of the soapberry family that bears this fruit

ram.e.kin or ram.e.quin \'ram-i-kan\ n [F rameguin, fr, LG
ramken, dim. of ram cream] 1 ; a preparation of cheese with bread
crumbs, puff paste, or eggs baked in a mold or shell 2 : an indi-
vidual baking dish
ra.men.tum \r3-'ment-sm\ n, pi ra-men.ta \-3\ [NL, fr. L, a
shaving, fr. radere to scratch, scrape— more at eiat] ; a thin brown-
ish scale on a leaf or young shoot of a fern
ra>met \'ra-.met\ n [L ramus branch] ; an independent member of a
clone
ra>mie \'ram-e, 'ra-me\ n [Malay rami'] : an Asian perennial plant
{Boehmeria nivea) of the nettle family; also l the strong lustrous
bast fiber of this plant

ram.i.fi.ca.Uou X.ram-s-fa-Tta-shanV n 1 a : the act or process of
brahching b : arra-ngement of branches (as on a plant)
2 a : branch, offshoot b : a branched structure 3 : outgrowth,
CONSEQUENCE <the ~j of a problem)
ra-mi.lorm \'ram-3-,f6rm, 'ra-m3-\ adj [L ramus + E -ijorml : re-
sembhng or constituting branches ; branched
ram-i.ly Vram-3-,fT\ vb [MF ramijier, fr. ML ramijicare, fr. L
ramus branch; akin to L radix root — more at root] vt 1 : to cause
to branch 2 : to separate into divisions '* vi 1 : to split up into
branches or constituent parts 2 : to send forth branches or ex-
tensions
Ra-mism \'ra-,mJz-9m\ n : the doctrines of the French reformer
Ramus (tl572) based on opposition to scholasticism and advocacy
of Calvinism and on a new logic blended with rhetoric — Ra-mist
\-msst\ n or adj

iam>}et engine \,ram-,jet-\ n : a jet engine having in its forward
end a continuous inlet of air so that there is a compressing effect
produced on the air taken in while the engine is in motion
la.mose \'ra-,m6s\ adj [L ramosus, fr. ramus branch] ; consisting
of or having branches — ra-mosC'ly adv
ra-mous \'ra-m3s\ adj [L ramosus} 1 : ramose 2 : resembling
branches
iramp \'ramp\ vi [ME rampen, fr. OF romper to crawl, rear, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG rimpjan to wrinkle — more at rumple]
1 a : to be rampant b (1) ; to stand or advance menacingly with
forelegs or with arms raised (2) : to move or act furiously : storm
2 ; to creep up — used esp. of plants
3ramp n : the act or an instance of ramping
3ianip n [F rampe, fr. romper} 1 ; a short bend, slope, or curve usu.
in the vertical plane where a handrail or coping changes its direction
2 : a sloping way: as a : a sloping floor, walk, or roadway leading
from one level to another b ; a stairway for entering or leaving the
main door of an airplane
tram.page \*ram-.paj, ('}ram-'\ vi" [Sc] : to rush wildly about
2ram-page \'ram-,paj\ n : a course of violent, riotous, or reckless
action or behavior — ram*pa<geou5 \ram-'pa-j3s\ adj — ram-
pa>geous-Iy adv — ram'pa>geouS'ness n
lam.pan.cy \'ram-p9n-se\ n : the quality or state of being rampant
ram.pant X'ram-pant, -,pant\ adj [ME, fr. MF, prp. of romper'}
1 a : rearing upon the hind legs with forelegs extended ti oj a
heraldic beast : standing on one hind foot with one foreleg raised
above the other and the head in profile 2 a : marked by a menac-
ing wildness, extravagance, or absence of restraint b ; widespread
3 ; having one impost or abuuneni higher than the other <a «- arch)— ram-pant-ly adv

ram.part \'ram-jpart, -part\ n [MF] 1 : a broad embankment
raised as a fortilication and usu. surmounted by a parapet 2 : a
protective barrier : bulwark 3 : a ridge like a wall of rock frag-
ments, earth, or other debris

ram.pike \-,pTk\ n [origin unknown] ; an erect broken or dead
tree

ram.pi.on \'ram-pe-an\ n [prob. modif. of MF raiponce, fr. Olt
roponzo} : a European beUilower (Campanula rapunculus) with a
tuberous root used with the leaves in salad
lram*rod \'ram-,rad\ n 1 ; a rod for ramming home the charge in
a muzzle-loading firearm 2 : a cleaning rod for small arms

^ramrod adj t marked by rigidity, severity, or stiffness

ram.shack>le \'ram-,shak-3l\ adj [alter, of earlier ransackled, fr.

pp. of obs. ransackle, freq. of ransack} 1 ; appearing ready to col-
lapse : RICKETY 2 : carelessly or loosely constnictwl

lam's horn n : shofar
rams-hom \'ramz-.h6(a)m\ n ; a snail (genus Planorbis) often
used as an aquarium scavenger

ram.til \"ram-,til\ n [Hindi rSmtil, fr. Skt Rama Rama, Hindu epic
hero + tila sesame] ; a tropical composite herb {Guizotia abys-
sinica) cultivated in India for its oil seeds
ram-u.lose \'ram-y3-.16s\ or ram.u-lOUS \-Ias\ adj [L ramulosus,
fr. ramulus small branch, dim. of ramus} ; having many small
branches
ra-mns \'ra-m3s\ n, pi ra-ml \-,mT\ [NL, fr. L, branch — more at
ramify] : a projecting part or elongated process ; branch
ran past oj run
irancll \'ranch\ n [MexSp rancho small ranch, fr. Sp, camp, hut
6 Sp dial., small farm, fr. OSp ranchear {se) to take up quarters, fr.

MF {se) ranger to take up a position, fr. ranger to set in a row —
more at range] 1 : a large farm for raising horses, cattle, or sheep
2 : a farm or area devoted to a particular specialty

branch vi : to hve or work on a ranch — v/ 1 ; to work as a rancher
on 2 : to raise on a ranch

ranch* er \'ran-ch3r\ « : one who owns, operates, or works on a
ranch

ran-che.ro \ran-'che(3)r-(,)6, ran-\ n, pi rancheros [MexSp, fr.

rancho} : rancher
rauch house n : a one-story house typically with a low-pitched roof
and an open plan
iauch>mau \'ranch-man\ n ; rancher
ran.cho \'ran-(,)cho, 'ran-X n, pi ranclios [MexSp. small ranch]

: ranch 1

ran.cid \*ran(t)-s3d\ adj [L rancidus, fr. rancere to be rancid]
1 ; having a rank smell or taste 2 : offensive — ran>cid-i-ty
\ran-'sid-3t-e\ n— Tan*cid*ne5S \'ran(t)-s3d-nss\ n

ran.cor \'rao-ksr, -,k6(3)r\ n [ME rancour, fr. MF ranceur, fr. LL
rancor rancidity, rancor, fr. L rancere} ; bitter deep-seated ill will
syn see enmity

ran-cor*oiis \'ra]3-k(3-)ras\ adj ; marked by rancor — ran-cor-

rand \'rand, 'rand\ n [the Rand, So. Africa] — see money table
iran>dOin \'ran-d3m\ n [ME, unpetuosity, fr. MF randon, fr. OF,
fr. randir to run, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG rinnan to run — more
at run] : a haphazard course — at random : without definite aim,
direction, rule, or method
^random adj 1 : lacking a definite plan, purpose, or pattern
2 : being a member of, consisting of, or relating to a set of elements
that have a definite probability of occurring with a specific fre-

quency (•^ variable); specij ; being or relating to a member of a
set whose members have an equal probability of occurring <table of
'— numbers) — rau'dom-ly adv — ran>dom.ness n
syn RANDOM, haphazard, casual, desultory mean determined

by accident rather than design, random stresses lack of definite

aim, fixed goal, or regular procedure; haphazard applies to what
is done without regard for regularity or fitness or ultimate conse-
quence; casual suggests working or acting without dehberation,
intention, or purpose; desultory implies a jumping or skipping
from one thing to another ungovemed by method or system
3random adv : in a random manner
ran>dom>iza*tlon \,ran-d3-m3-'za-sh9n\ n ; arrangement of tests,

samples, and other factors so as to simulate a chance distribution,
reduce interference by irrelevant variables, and yield unbiased
statistical data
Tan*dom>ize \'ran-d3-,mTz\ vf : to use randomization on
iiandy \'ran-de\ adj [prob. fr. obs. rand (to rant)] 1 chiejiy Scot

: having a coarse manner 2 : lecherous, sexy
2randy n, chiejiy Scot : a scolding or dissolute woman
rang past oj ring
irange \'ranj\ n, often attrib [ME, row of persons, fr. OF renge, fr.

rengier to range] 1 a (1) ; a series of things in a line : row (2) : a
series of mountains (3) : one of the north-south rows of a town-
ship in a US. public-land survey that are numbered east and west
from the principal meridian of the survey b : an aggregate of indi-

viduals m one order c : a direction line 2 : a cooking stove that
has a flat top with plates or racks to hold utensils over flames or
coils and an oven 3 a : a place that may be ranged over b ; an
open region over which livestock may roam and feed C : the region
throughout which a kind of organism or ecological community
naturally lives or occurs 4 : the act of ranging about 5 a (1) : the
horizontal distance to which a projectile can be propelled (2) : the
maximum distance a vehicle can travel without refueUng b : a
place where shooting is practiced 6 a ; the space or extent in-

cluded, covered, or used : scope b : the extent of pitch covered by
a melody or lying within the capacity oi a voice or instrument
7 a : a sequence, series, or scale between hmits b : the limits of a
series c : the difference between the least and greatest values of
the attribute or variable of a frequency distribution 8 a ; the set of
values a function may take on b : the class of admissible values of
a variable
2range vb [ME rangen, fr. MF ranger to set in a row, place, fr. OF
rengier, fr. renc, reng line, place, row — more at rank] vt 1 a : to
set in a row or in the proper order b : to place among others in a
position or situation c : to assign to a category : classify 2 a : to
rove over or tnrough b : to sail or pass along 3 ; to arrange (an
anchor cable) on deck 4 : to graze (Uvestock) on a range 5 : to
determine or give the elevation necessary for (a gun) to propel a
projectile to a given distance ^ vi 1 a : to roam at large or freely

b : to move over an area so as to explore it 2 : to take a position
3 a ; to correspond in direction or line : align b : to extend in a
particular direction 4 ; to have range 5 ; to change or differ

within limits 6 oj an organism \ to live or occur In or be native to

a region syn see line
range Under n l : an instrument used in gunnery to determine the
distance of a target 2 : tachymeter 3 : a camera attachment
for measuring the distance between the camera and an object

range paralysis n : an avian leukosis involving flaccid paralysis esp.

of the legs and wings of maturing chickens
rangier \*ran-j3r\ n 1 a : the keeper of a British royal park or
forest b : an officer charged with patrolling and protecting a forest

2 ; one that ranges 3 a : one of a body of organized armed men
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who range over a region b : a soldier specially trained in close*
range fighting and raiding tactics

rang-i.ness yran-je-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being rangy
rangy yran-je\ adj 1 : able to range for considerable distances
2 a : long-hmbed and long-bodied <~ cattle) b : being tall and
slender 3 : having room for ranging 4 : having great scope

ra.ni or ra-nee \ra-'ne\ n [Hindi ram, fr. Skt rajhi, fem. of rajan
king — more at royal] : a Hindu queen : a rajah's wife

ra.nid Vran-ad, 'ra-n3d\ n [deriv. of L rana frog] : any of a large
family (Ranidae) of frogs distinguished by slightly dilated trans-
verse sacral processes and comprising the t>'pical frogs

ra.nine \'ra-.nTn\ adj [L rana frog] 1 : of or relating to frogs
2 ; of or relating to the region beneath the tip of the tongue

'^c^-z)"'"?'^'''^
^^^ ^^'^' ^^- ^^ ''^"^ overbearing, strong; akm toOE nhi nght — more at right] 1 : luxuriantly or excessively vigor-

ous in growth 2 : offensively gross or coarse : foul 3 obs : grown
too large 4 a : downright b : complete, utter 5 archaic
: lustful, ruttish 6 : rancid 7 : putrid, festering 8 ; high m
amount : excessive syn see flagrant, malodorous — raiik*Iv
adv — rank'Uess n
arank n [MF renc, reng, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG hrirjg ring —
more at ring] 1 a : row. series b : a row of people c (I) : a line
of soldiers ranged side by side in close order (2i p/ : armed forces
(3) pi : the body of enlisted men d : a row of squares extending
horizontally across a chessboard e Brit : stand 6 2 : an orderly
arrangement : formation 3 : a social class 4 a ; relative standing

rarefy
rape.seed \'rap-,sed\ n : the seed of rape
^:Pf?,-«; \'raf-e-al. 'ra-fe-\ n [LL. fr. Gk Rhaphael, fr. HebKepha e/]_: one of the archangels
ra.phe \'ra-(.)fe\ n [NL, fr. Gk rhaphe sGBm, fr. rhaptein to sew— more at rhapsody] 1 : the seamlike union of the two lateral
naives ot a part or organ (as the tongue) having externally a ridge
or turrow 2 a : the part of the stalk of an anatropous ovary that is
united m growth to the outside covering and forms a ndge along thebody of the ovule b :_the median Une of a diatom's valve

'^•P/^*^ \'ra-fe-3. 'raf-e-\ n [NL, genus of pahns, fr. Malagasy rajia
raffia] : raffia

o j w
ra.phide X'ra^fsd -raf-adX n. pi ra.phides X'ra-fadz, -f*-.dez;

u^^' ^d^^\ [NL raphides, pi., modif. of Gk rhaphides, pi. of
rhaphid-, rhaphis needle, fr. rhaptein-] : one of the needle-shaped
crystals, usu. of calcium oxalate that develop as metabolic bya
products in plant cells — ra.phi.dif.er-ous \.ra-fa-'dif-(3-)r3s
,raf-a-\ adj

irap.id \'rap-3d\ adj [L rapidus seizing, sweeping, rapid, fr. rapereto QP,v^ c.^^^.. o,„..,. .!,)„ .„ ^c ,gy^^ jQ blame] : marked by a
" r occurrence ; swift syn

grade of

position b ; a degree
cellence : distinction c
official standing
3rank vt 1 : to arrange in lines or in a regular formation 2 : to
determine the relative position of : rate 3 : to take precedence of
"^ VI 1 : to form or move in ranks 2 : to take or have a position in
relation to others
rank and file n l : the enlisted men of an armed force 2 ; the indi-
viduals who constitute the body of an organization, society, or
nation as distinguished from the leaders
rank-er X'rao-karX n : one who serves or has served in the ranks;
esp : a commissioned officer promoted from the ranks
Ran-kine \'rao-k3n\ adj [William J. M. Rankine tl872 Sc engineer
& physicist] : being, according to, or relating to an absolute-
temperature scale on which the unit of measurement equals a
Fahrenheit degree and on which the freezing point of water is
491.69" and the boiling point 671.69°

rank-iiig adj : having a high position: as a : foremost <'^ poet)
b ; being next to the chairman in seniority <~ committee member)

ran.kle \'ra0"k3l\ vb ran-kling \-k(3-)Iir)\ [ME ranclen to fester,
fr. MF rancler, fr. OF draoncler, raoncler, fr. draoncle, raoncle
festering sore, fr. (assumed) VL dracunculus. fr. L, dim. of draco
serpent — more at dragon] vi 1 : to cause anger, irritation, or
deep bitterness 2 ; to chafe with anger '— v/ : to cause irritation or
bitterness in

ran>sack \'ran-.sak, Oran-'N vt [ME ransaken, fr. ON rannsaka,
fr. rann house + -saka (akin to OE secan to seek) ] 1 a : to search
thoroughly b ; to examine closely and carefully 2 : to search
through to commit robbery : pluni>er — ran<sack>er n
iran.som \'ran(t)-S3m\ n [ME ransoun, fr. OF rangon, fr. L
redemption-, redempiio — more at redemption] 1 : a consideration
paid or demanded for the redemption of a captured person 2 : the
act of ransoming
sransom vt 1 : to deliver esp. from sin or its penalty 2 : to free
from captivity or punishment by paying a price syn see rescue— rau-som-er n
irant \'rant\ vi [obs. D ranten, randen] 1 : to talk in a noisy, ex-
cited, or declamatory manner 2 : to scold vehemently -^ vr : to
speak in a bombastic declamatory fashion — rant*er n — raut-
ing'ly \-io-le\ adv

2raut « 1 a : a bombastic extravagant speech b : bombastic ex-
travagant language 2 dial Brit : a rousing good time syn see
BOMBAST

ran>u-la X'ran-ys-lsX n [NL, fr. L, swelling on the tongue of cattle,
fr. dim. of rana frog] : a cyst formed under the tongue by obstruc-
tion of a gland duct

ra-nun.cu-lus \r3-'n3o-ky3-l3s\ n, pi ra<>nun<ca<lus*es or ra«nun-
CU'li \-,lT, -,le\ [NL, genus name, fr. L, tadpole, crowfoot, dim. of
rana frog] : any of a large widely distributed genus (Ranunculus)
of dicotyledonous herbs (as a buttercup)
Irap \'rap\ n [ME rappe} 1 : a sharp blow or knock 2 : a sharp
rebuke or criticism 3 slang a ; the responsibility for or adverse
consequences of an action b ; a criminal charge c ; a prison
sentence

2rap vb rapped; rap«ping vt 1 : to strike with a sharp blow 2 ; to
utter suddenly and forcibly 3 : to cause to be or come by raps <-^
the meeting to order) 4 : to criticize sharply 6 slang : to arrest,
hold, or sentence on a criminal charge ~ vi 1 ; to strike a quick
sharp blow 2 : to make a short sharp sound
3rap vt rapped also rapt; rap-ping [back-formation fr. rapt} X : to
snatch away or upward 2 : to transport out of oneself ; enrapture

4rap n [perh. fr. 'rap] : something of little value

ra-pa-CiOUS \r3-'pa-sh3s\ adj [L rapac-, rapax, fr. rapere to seize]
1 : excessively grasping or covetous 2 : living on prey 3 : raven-
ous, voracious — ra*pa*cious<ly adv — ra-pa>cious<ness n

ra*pac>i-ty \ra-'pas-3t-e\ n ; the quahty of being rapacious
Irape \'rap\ n [ME, fr. L rapa, rapum turnip, rape; akin to OHG
raba turnip, rape] : a European herb {Brassica napus) of the
mustard family grown as a forage crop for sheep and hogs and for
its seeds which yield rape oil and are a bird food

Srape vt [ME rapen, fr. L rapere} 1 archaic : to seize and take away
by force 2 : to commit rape on — rap-er n — rap'ist \'ra-p9st\ n
Srape n 1 : an act or instance of robbing or despoiling or carrying
away a person by force 2 a : the unlawful carnal knowledge of a
woman by a man without her consent and chiefly by force or de-
ception —compare statutory rape b : unlawful carnal knowledge
other than of a woman by a man 3 ; an outrageous violation

4iape n [F rape grape stalk] : grape pomace
rape oil n : a nondrying or semidrying oil obtained from rapeseed
and turnip seed and used chiefly as a lubricant, illumlnant, and food— called also rapeseed oil

;, sweep away; akin to OE j

fast rate of motion, activity,
see FAST — rap*ld-ly adv — rap-id-ness n

2rapid n : a part of a river where the current is fast and the surface is
USU. broken by obstructions — usu. used in pi. but sing, or d1 in
C9nstr.

t^ f ^
rap.id-lire \,mp-3d-'fr(s)r\ adj l : firing or adapted for firing

2 ; marked by rapidity, liveliness, orshots :

sharpness
ra.pid.i-ty Xrs-'pid-at-e, ra-\ n : the quaUty or state of being rapid
rapid transit n : fast passenger transportation (as by subway) in
urban areas

ra.pi.er \'ra-pe-3r\ n [MF
(espee) rapiere} '. a straight
2-edged sword with a nar-
row pointed blade

rap.me\'rap-3n\ n [MErap-
yne, fr. L rapina. fr. rapere —*""

to seize, rob] : pillage, plunder
rap.pa-ree \^ap-a-'re\ n [IrGael rapaire} 1 : an Irish irregular
soldier or freebooter 2 : plunderer, vagabond

rap.pee \ra-'pa\ n [F itabac) rape, lit., grated tobacco] : a pungent
snuff mad? from dark rank tobacco leaves

rap-pel \ra-'pel. r3-\ n [F. lit., recall, fr. OF rapel, fr. rapeler to re-
call, fr. re- + apeler to appeal, call — more at appeal] : descent of a
cliff by means of a double rope passed under one thigh, across the
body, and over the opposite shoulder — rappel vi rap-pelled; rap-
pel-ling

rap.pen \'rap-3n\ n, pi rappen [G, lit., raven; akin to OHG hraban
raven — more at raven] — see jranc at money table

rap-per Vrap-srN, n_: one that raps; specij : a door knocker
rap>pi-ni \ra-'pe-ne\ n pi [It rapini^ pi. of rapino, dim. of rapo
turnip, fr. L rapum — more at rape] : immature turnip plants for
use as greens

rap.port \ra-'po(a)r. -'pd(3)r\ n [F, fr. rapporter to bring back,
refer, fr. OF raponer to bring back, fr. re- + aporter to bring, fr. L
apportare, fr. ad- + portare to carry — more at fare] : relation;
esp : relation marked by harmony, conformity, accord, or affinity
rap-proche.ment \,rap-,rosh-'ma"\ n [F, fr. rapprocher to bring
together, fr. MF, fr. re- + approcher to approach, fr. OF aprochier}
: establishment or state of cordial relations

rap.seal.lion Xrap-'skal-ysnX n [alter, of earlier rascallion, fr.

^rascal] : rascal, ne'er-do-well
rapt \'rapt\ adj [ME, fr. L raptus, pp. of rapere to seize — more at
rapid] 1 : hfted up and carried away 2 : transported with emo-
tion ; enraptured 3 ; wholly absorbed : engrossed — rapt.ly
\'rap-(t)le\ adv — rapt-ness \'rap(t)-n3s\ n

rap.ta.to-ri-al \,rap-t3-'tor-e-3l, -'tbr-\ adj [alter, of raptorial}
; predacious

rap. tor X'rap-tar, -.t6(3)r\ n [deriv. of L raptor plunderer, fr.

raptus} ; a bird ofprey
rap'to.rl.al \rap-'t6r-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj 1 : predacious 2 : adapted
to seize prey 3 % of, relating to, or being a bird of prey
irap.tnre \'rap-ch3r\n iL raptus} 1 : a state or experience of being
carried away by overwhelming emotion 2 : an expression or mani-
festation of ecstasy or passion — rap-tur-ous X'rap-ch^-rss, 'rap-
shras\ adj — rap-lur-ous-ly adv — rap.tur.ous-ness n
srapture vt : enrapture
ra-ra avis \,rar-3-'a-vas, ,rer-; ,r'ar-»-'a-w3s\ n, pi ra.ra avis.es
\-'a-v3-s?z\ or ra-tae aves \,r'ar-,T-'a-,was\ [L, rare bird] : a rare
person or thing : RARrrv
Irare \'ra(a)r, 're(3)r\ adj [alter, of earlier rere, fr. ME, fr. OE hr^re
boiled hghtly; akin to OE hreran to stir, OHG hruoren} ; cooked a
short time : underdone

2rare adj [ME, fr. L rarus} 1 : marked by wide separation of com-
ponent particles : thin (•^ air) 2a: marked by unusual quality,
merit, or appeal : distinctive b : superlative or extreme of its kind
3 : seldom occurring or found ; uncommon syn see infrequent,
choice — rare.ness n

rare-bit \'ra(3)r-bat, 're(3)r-\ n UWelsh) rarebit} : welsh rabbit
rare earth n 1 : any of a group of similar oxides of metals or a mix-
ture of such oxides occurring together in widely distributed but
relatively scarce minerals 2 ; any of the series of chiefly trivalent
metallic elements whose oxides are the rare earths and which in-
clude the elements with atomic numbers 58 through 71, usu.
lanthanum, and sometimes yttrium and scandium — called also
rare-earth element, rare-earth metal; compare element table

rar.ee-shOW \'rar-e-,sh6, 'rerA n [alter, of rare show} 1 : peep
SHOW 2 : show, spectacle; specij : a cheap street show

rar.elaction X.rar-a-'fak-shsn, ,rer-\ n [F or ML; F rarejaction, fr.

ML rarejaction-, rarejactio, fr. L rarejactus, pp. of rarejacere to
rarefy] 1 : the act or process of rarefying 2 : the quaUiy or state
of being rarefied — rar.elac*tion*al \-shnsI, -sh3n-n\ adj— rar-
e.laC'tive \-'fak-tiv\ adj

rar.efied \'rar-3-,fTd, "rer-V adj 1 : of, relating to, or interesting to
a select group ; esoteric 2 : very high

rar-ely also rar.i.ly \-3-.fT\ vb [ME rarefien, rarifien, fr. MF
rarejier, modif. of L rarejacere, fr. rarus rare + jacere to make —
more at do] v^ 1 ; to make rare, thin, porous, or less dense 2 ; to
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rarely 710 ratline

make more spiritual, refined, tenuous, or abstrustt '^ W : to become
less dense

raie<Iy adv l : not often : seldom 2 : with rare skill ; excellently
3 : EXTREMELY

rareripe \'ra(3)r-,rTp, 'reC9)r-\ adj [E dial, rare (early) + E ripe"]

: early ripe — rareripe n
rar-ing \Va(3)r-io. •re(9)r-\ adj tfr. prp. of E dial, rare to rear, alter.
of E rearl : full of enthusiasm or eagerness

rar-i>ty \'rar-at-e. 'rerA n 1 : the quality, state, or fact of being
rare 2 : someone or something rare

ras-bo*ra \raz-'b6r-3, -'b6r-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. native name
In the East Indies] : any of a genus {Rasbora) of tiny brilliantly
colored cyprinid freshwater fishes often kept In the tropic^
aquarium
Uas-cal \'ras-k3l\ n [ME rascaile rabble, one of the rabble] 1 : a
mean, unprincipled, or dishonest person 2 : a mischievous person
3rascal adj : of, forming, or befitting the rabble ; low
ias>cal<i<ty \ra-'skal-3t-e\ n 1 ; rabble 2 a : the character or
actions of a rascal : knavery b ; a rascally act

ras-cal'ly \'ras-ka-le\ adj ; of or characteristic of a rascal — ras-
cally adv

rase \'raz\ vt VtAE rasen, fr. MF raser, fr. (assumed) VL rasare, fr.

L rasus, pp. of radere to scrape, shave — more at rat] 1 : erase
2 : RAZE 1

irash \'rash\ adj [ME (northern dial.) rasch quick; akin to OHG
rase fast] 1 : marked by or proceeding from undue haste or lack of
deliberation or caution : PRECiprrATE 2 obs : quickly effective
syn see adventurous — rashUy adv — rasli*ness n

2rash adv, archaic : rashly
srash n [obs. F rache scurf, fr. (assumed) VL rasica, fr. raslcare to
scratch, fr. L rasus, pp. or radere] 1 ; an eruption on the body
2 : a large number of instances in a short period

rash-er \'rash-sr\ n [perh. fr. obs. rash to cut, fr. ME rashen] ; a
thin slice of bacon or ham broiled or fried; also : a portion consist-
ing of several such slices

ra.SO-ri.al Xra-'zor-e-si, -'sor-, -'zAr-, -'sorA adj [deriv. of LL rasor
scraper, fr. L rasusi 1 ; habitually scratching die ground In search
of food <'^ birds) 2 : gallinaceous

lra.sp \'rasp\ vb [ME raspen, fr. (assumed) MF rasper, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG raspon to scrape together] vt 1 : to rub with
something rough; specij l to abrade with a rasp 2 : to grate upon

adv
2rasp n 1 : a coarse file with cutting points instead of lines 2 : some-
thing used for rasping 3 a : an act of rasping b : a rasping sound,
sensation, or effect

rasp.her.ry \'raz-.ber-e, -b(a-)re\ n [E dial, rasp (raspberry) + E
berry] 1 a : any of various usu. black or red edible berries that are
aggregate fruits consisting of numerous small drupes on a fleshy
receptacle and that are usu. rounder and smaller than the closely
related blackberries b : a plant (genus Rubus) that bears rasp-
berries 2 : a sound of contempt made by trilling the tongue be-
tween protruded lips

raspy \*ras-pe\ adj 1 : grating, harsh 2 : irritable
ras>ter \'ras-t3r\ n [G, fr. L raster, rastrum rake. fr. radere to
scrape] ; the area on which the image is reproduced in a kinescope

ra-sme^'ra-shar, -zh3r\ n [MF, fr. l^rasura, fr. rasus, pp. of radere]
: erasure, oblfteration

irat \'rat\ n [ME, fr. OE rxt; akin to OHG ratta rat, L rodere to
gnaw, radere to scrape, shave] 1 a : any of numerous rodents
{Ratlus and related genera) differing from the related mice by con-
siderably larger size and by features of the teeth and other struc-
tures b : any of various similar rodents 2 : a contemptible person:
as a : betrayer b ; scab 3b c : informer 2 3 ; a pad over
which a woman's hair is arranged

arat vi rat»ted; rat-ting 1 : to desert or inform on one's associates
2 : to catch or hunt rats 3 : to work as a scab 4 : to reverse one's
position ; recant

rat-able or rate-able \'rat-a-b3l\ adj : capable of being rated,
estimated, or apportioned — rat<ably \-ble\ adv

rat.a.fia \,rat-3-'fe-s\ n [F] 1 ; a Uqueur flavored with fruit
kernels and bitter almonds 2 : a sweet biscuit made of almond paste
rat.a.plan \'rat-a-,plan\ n [F, of imit. origin] : the iterative sound
of beating

rat-a-tat \'rat-3-.tat\ or rat-a-tat-tat \,rat-a-,ta(t)-'tat\ n
[imit.] ; a sound of sharp repeated knocking or tapping

rat-bite fever n : either of two febrile bacterial diseases of man usu.
transmitted by the bite of a rat

ratch \*rach\ n [G ratsche, fr. ratschen to rattle, fr. MHG ratzen:
akin to MHG razzeln to rattle — more at rattle] X : ratchet 2
2 : a notched bar with which a pawl or detent works tojrevent
reversal of motion

rat cheese n i cheddar
ratch>et \'rach-3t\ n [alter, of earlier rochet, fr. F, alter of MF
rocquet lance head, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG rocko distaff —
more at rock ] 1 : a mechanism that consists of a bar or wheel hav-
ing inclined teeth into which a pawl drops so that motion can be
Imparted to the wheel or bar, governed, or prevented and that is
used in a hand tool (as a brace or screwdriver) to allow effective
motion in one direction only 2 : a pawl or detent for holding or
propelling a ratchet wheel

ratchet wheel n ; a toothed wheel held In position or turned by an
engaging pawl
Irate \'rat\ vb [ME raten] vt 1 : to rebuke
angrily or violently 2 obs : to drive away
by scolding ^ vi i io voice angry repri-
mands

arate n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML rata, fr. L
{pro) rata {parte) according to a fixed
proportion] 1 a : reckoned value : valu-
ation b obs : estimation 2 obs : a fixed

S,":!^^l'^^», ? ^ • ^
^'^^^^ ^^^° between two ratchet wheel: / wheel,mmgs D : a charge, payment, or pnce ? recinrocatinc lever

dard awn'"^» % ^ ""°'
"^If- ?' ^'^E' ^ pawl'for^mJSiS:dard. as (1) : a charge per unit of a pub- timt motion 4 nawl for

lic-seryice commodity {2) I a charge per SJ?viSunR bKa?dunit of freight or passenger service (3) : a
Preventing oacKwara

unit charge or ratio used by a government
"i^uou

* '

ilocaltax 4 a : a quantity.for assessing property tajces (4) Brit :

amount, or degree of something measured per unit of something
else b ; an amount of payment or charge based on another amount;
specij : the amount of premium per unit of insurance 5 ; relative
condition or quality : class — at any rate : in any case : at least

3rate vt l obs ; allot 2 : consider, regard 3a: appraise,
estimate b ; to determine or assign the relative rank or class of
; GRADE c : to estimate the normal capacity or power of 4 : to
fix the amount of premium to be charged per unit of insurance on
5 : to have a right to : deserve <~ special privileges) '^ vi : to
be of consequence syn see estimate

rated load n ; the load a machine is designed to carry
ra*tel \'rat-'l, *rat-\ n [Airik, lit., ratUe, fr. MD — more at rattle]

: an African or Asiatic nocturnal carnivorous mammal (genus
Mellivora) resembling the badger

rate>pay>er \'rat-,pa-3r\ n, Brit : taxpayer
rat<er \*rat-ar\ n 1 : one that rates; specij : a person who estimates
or determines a rating 2 : one having a specified rating or class
<first-yarer>

rat.fish \'rat-,fish\ n : chimaera
rathe \'rath, -rathX adj [ME, quick, fr. OE hrsth, alter, of hrsed;
akin to OHG hrad quick] archaic : early — rathe-ness n

rath>er \'ra£h-3r, 'railj-, 'rath-; interjectionally Ora-'thsr, 'ra-',

.ra-', (')ra-'\ adv [ME, fr. OE hrathor, compar. of hrathe quickly;
akin to OHG rado quickly, OE /ir^d quick] 1 : with better reason
or more propriety 2 : more readily or willingly ; preferably —
often used interjectionally to express affirmation 3 : more prop-
erly or truly 4 : to the contrary : instead 5 : in some degree
: somewhat
raths.keMer \'rat-,skel-3r, 'ratCh)-\ n [obs. G (now ratskeller),
city-hall basement restaurant, fr. rat council + keller cellar] : a
restaurant patterned after the cellar of a German city hall where
beer is sold
rat>!Cide \'rat-3-,sTd\ n : a substance for killing rats

rat-i>fi>ca>tion \,rat-©-f3-'ka-shan\ n : the act or process of ratify-

ing
rat-My \'rat-3-,fT\ vt [ME ratijien, fr. MF ratijier, fr. ML ratijicare,
fr. L ratus determined, fr. pp. of reri to calculate — more at reason]
; to approve and sanction formally : confirm

ra.ti-ne \,rat-'n-'a\ or ra.tine \,rat-'n-'a, ra-'ten\ n [F ratini]
1 : a nubby ply yam of various fibers made by twisting under ten-
sion a thick and a thin yam 2 : a rough bulky fabric usu. woven
loosely in plain weave from rating yams

rat<ing n l : a classification according to grade; specij : a military
or naval specialist classification 2 chiejly Brit : a naval enlisted
man 3 a : relative estimate or evaluation : standing b : an
estimate of an individual's or business's credit and responsibility
4 : a stated operating limit of a machine expressible In power units
or in characteristics

ra<tiO \'ra-(,)sh6, -she-,o\ n [L, computation, reason — more at
reason] la: the indicated quotient of two mathematical expres-
sions b : the relationship in quantity, amount, or size between two
or more things : proportion 2 ; the expression of the relative
values of gold and silver as determined by a country's currency
laws

ra*ti<0*ci*nate \.rat-e-'os-'*n-,at, ,rash-e-, -'as-\ vi [L ratioclndtus,

pp. of ratiocinari to reckon, fr. ratio] % reason — ra>ti*o>ci*na*tor
\-.at-3r\ n

ra>ti>o>ci<>na<tion \-,os-'n-'a-sh9n, -,'as-\ n 1 ; the process of
exact thinking : reasoning 2 : a reasoned train of thought— ra-ti-o<ci>na°tive \-'os-'^a-,at-iv, -•as-\ adj
ira*tion \ 'rash- an, 'ra-sh3n\ n [F, fr. L ration-, ratio computation,
reason] 1 a : a food allowance tor one day b pi : food, provi-
sions 2 : a share esp. as determined by_supply
^ration vt ra*tion>ing \'rash-(3-)nii3, 'rashA 1 : to supply with
or put on rations 2 a : to distribute as rations b i to distribute
equitably c : to use sparingly
ira>tio<nal X'rash-nsl, -3n-'l\ adj [ME racional, fr. L rationalis, fr.

ration-, ratio] 1 a : having reason or understanding b : relating
to, based on, or agreeable to reason 2 : relating to or resulting from
the application of the arithmetic operations to integers or to poly-
nomials (division is a --^ operation)— ra-tio-nal^ly \-e\ adv— ra-
tio-naI>nessn

^rational n : something rational; specij : a rational number or
fraction

ra-tio>nale \,rash-3-'nal also -'na-le\ n [L, neut. of rationalis]
1 : an explanation of controlling principles of opinion, belief,
practice, or phenomena 2 : an underlying reason : basis
ra.tio-naMsm X'rash-na-.liz-sm, -an-'I-,lz-\ n 1 : reliance on rea-
son as the basis for establishment of religious- truth 2 a : a theory
that reason is in itself a source of knowledge superior to and inde-
pendent of sense perceptions b ; a view that reason and experience
rather than the nonrational are the fundamental criteria in ttie

solution of problems 3 : functionalism — ra*tio-nal-ist \-na-
last, -3n-'i-3st\ n — rationalist or ra.tio-nal.is-tic \,rash-n&-
'lis-tlk, -sn-'l-'is-\ adj— ra-tio-nal-iS'tl-cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

ra-tio.nal-i-ty \,rash-a-'nal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
rational 2 : acceptability to reason : reasonableness 3 : a
rational opinion, belief, or practice — usu. used in pi.

ra*tio>nal<iza<tlon X.rash-ns-ls-'za-shan, -an-^l-a-'za-X n : an act.
process, or result of rationalizing
ra>tio>naMz6 \'rash-ns-.lTz, -3n-='l-,Tz\ vt

1 : to free (a mathematical equation) from
Irrational expressions 2 a : to make conform-
able with rational principles b : to substitute
a natural for a supematural explanation of
3 ; to attribute (one's actions) to rational and
creditable motives without analysis of true
esp. unconscious motives -^ vi \ xo provide
plausible but untrue reasons for conduct

rational number n : an integer or the quotient
of two Integers

irat-ite \'ra-,tit\ adj [deriv. of L ra/ifiu mark-
ed with the figure of a raft. fr. ratis raft] : hav-
ing a flat breastbone

2ratite n : a bird with a flat breastbone
rat-Uke \'rat-.lTk\ adj : of, relating to. or
resembling a rat ratlines and shrouds

rat>line \'rat-l3n\ n [origin unknown] : one of
the small transverse ropes attached to the shrouds of a ship so as
to form the steps of a rope ladder



rat mite 711 razorbill

rat mite n : a widely distributed mite {Bdellonyssus bacoti) that
may cause dermatitis in man and is a vector of typhus
ira<tOOn \ra-'tun\ n [Sp retoho, fr. retonar to sprout fr. re- (fr.

L) + Qtohar to grow in autumn, fr. otoiio autumn, fr. L autumnus\
1 : a shoot of a perennial plant (as cotton) 2 : a crop (as of
bananas) produced on ratoons
2ratoon vi : to sprout or spring up from the root ^ vr : to grow
or produce (acrop) from or on ratoons

ra.to unit \'rat-(,)o-\ n [rocket-assisted rakeoff] : jato imrr
rat race n ; violent, senseless, and usu. competitive activity or rush
ratS'bane \'rats-,ban\ n l : arsenic trioxide 2 : any of various
plants held to be poisonous to rats

rat snake « ; any of numerous rat-eating colubrid snakes
rat.tail \'rat-,tal\ n 1 : a horse's tail with little or no hair 2 : any
of several plants with elongated terete spikes

rattail cactus n : a commonly cultivated tropical American cactus
(Aporocactus Jlagellijormis) with creeping stems and showy crimson
flowers

rat-tan \ra-*tan, ra-X n [Malay rotan'j 1 a : a cHmbing palm
(esp. of the genera Calamus and Daemonorops) with very long tough
stems b : a part of one of these stems used esp. for walking sticks
and wickerwork 2 : a rattan cane or switch

rat-teeu \ra-'ten\ n [F ratine} archaic ; a coarse woolen fabric
rat'ter \'rat-3r\ n : one that catches rats; specij : a rat-catching dog
or cat

Irat.tle \'rat-'I\ vb rat.tling \'rat-lio. -°I-io\ [ME ratelen; akin to
MD ratel rattle, OE hratian to rush — more at cardinal] vi 1 : to
make a rapid succession of short sharp noises 2 : to chatter in-
cessantly and aimlessly 3 a : to move with a clatter or rattle
b : to have room to move about aimlessly ^ vr 1 : to say, perform,
or affect in a brisk lively fashion 2 I to cause to make a rattling
sound 3 ; rouse; specij : to beat {a cover) for game 4 : to disturb
the composure of syn see embarrass

srattle /i l a : a rapid succession of sharp clattering sounds
b : NOiSF, racket 2 a : a device that produces a rattle; specij : a
case containing pellets used as a baby's toy b : the sound-produc-
ing organ on a rattlesnake's tail 3 ; a throat noise caused by air
passing through mucus and heard esp. at the approach of death

3rattle vt (irreg. fr. ratline} : to furnish with ratlines

rat-tle>brain \'rat-=l-,bran\ n_ : a flighty or thoughtless person— rat'tle-brained \,rat-'l-'brand\ adj
rat-tler \'rat-lar, -'l-ar\ n 1 : one that rattles 2 : a freight train

3 : RATTLESNAKE
rat*tle<snake \'rat-'l-.snak\ n ; any of various thick-bodied Ameri-
can venomous snakes (family Crotalidae, genera Sistrurus and
Crotalus) with horny interlocking joints at the end of the tail that
make a sharp rattling sound when shaken

rattlesnake plantain n : an orchid (genus Coodyera) with checked
or mottled leaves

rattlesnake root n l : a composite plant (genus Prenanthes, esp. P.
altissima) formerly held to be a remedy for snake bites 2 : senega
ROOT
rattlesnake weed n 1 : a hawkweed {Hieracium venosum) with
purple-veined leaves 2 ; a weedy herb {Daucus pusillus) of the
western U.S. related to the carrot 3 : button snakeroot

rat-tle<trap \'rat-'l-,trap\ n : something rattly or rickety; esp t an
old car — rattletrap adj

rat-tllng adj l : lively, brisk 2 : extraordinarily good : splen-
did — rat'tling.ly X'rat-liQ-le, -^Mq-X adv

rat>tly \'rat-le, -"l-eX adj ; likely to rattle : making a rattle

rat>ton \'rat-'n\ n [ME ratoun, fr. MF raion, dim. of rat, prob. of

Gmc origin; akin to OE rst rat] chiejly dial ; rat
rat-trap \'rat-.trap\ n 1 : a trap for rats 2 : a dirty dilapidated

structure 3 : a hopeless situation

rat-ty \'rat-e\ adj 1 a : infested with rats b ; of, relating to,

or suggestive of a rat c : shabby, unkempt 2 a : despicable,
treacherous b : IRRrrABLE
rat unit n : a bioassay unit consisting of the amount of a material

that under standardized conditions is just sufficient to produce
a response in experimental rats

rau-COUS \'r6-kas\ adj [L raucus hoarse; akin to OE rcon to lament
— more at rumor] 1 : disagreeably harsh or strident : hoarse
2 : boisterously disorderly — rau-cous*ly adv — rau-cous-ness n

raun-chy \'r6n-che, 'ran-\ adj [origin unknown] 1 : falling below
standard; esp : slovenly 2 : smutty
rau-WOl-fia \rau-'wul-fe-3, r6-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Leonhard
Rauwolf tl596 G botanist] 1 : any of a large pantropic genui
{Rauwoljia) of the dogbane family of somewhat poisonous trees

and shrubs yielding emetic and purgative substances 2 ; a

medicinal extract from the root of an Indian rauwolfia (Rauwoljia

serpentina) used in the treatment of hypertension and mental dis-

orders
irav^age \'rav-ij\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. ravir to ravish — more at

RAVISH] 1 : an act or practice of ravaging 2 : damage resulting

from ravaging
^ravage vt : to lay waste : plunder
actions — rav-ag-er n

syn RAVAGE, devastate, waste, sack, pillage, despoil mean to lay

waste by plundering or destroying, ravage implies violent often

cumulative depredation and destruction; devastate implies

causing ruin and desolation over a wide area; waste may imply
producing the same result by a slow process rather than sudden

and violent action; sack implies carrying off all valuable posses-

sions from a helpless city; pillage implies ruthless plundering at

will but without the completeness suggested by sack; despoil

applies to looting or robbing of a particular place or person with-

out suggesting accompanying destruction

irave \'rav\ vb [ME raven} vi la: to talk irrationally in or as if

in delirium b : to declaim wildly c : to talk with extreme en-

thusiasm 2 ; to move or advance violently : storm -^ vr : to utter m
madness or frenzy — rav»er n

2rave «, ojten attrib 1 : an act or instance or raving 2 : an ex-

travagantly favorable criticism

irav-el \'rav-»l\ vb rav-eled or rav.elled; rav-el-ing

ling \"rav-(3-)lio\ [D rajelen, fr "'-' ' **- -*•
"

rsejter rafter] vr 1 a : to separate

; to commit destructive

, _„ __ __ rav-el-
ijel loose thread; akin to OE

b : to undo the intricacies of

a abut: 9 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out;

J joke; sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; lb tbis; ti loot; ii foot;

confuse '«- v/ 1 obs : to become entangled <

become unwoven, untwisted, or unwound ;

or rav-el-ler \-(3-)br\ n
travel n : an act or result of raveling: as a ; something tangled
b : something raveled out; specij ; a loose thread
ray<6l.ment \'rav-al-m3nt\ n : ravel, tangle
ira.ven \'ra-v3n\ n [ME, fr. OE hrxjn; akin to OHG hraban
raven, L corvus, Gk korax, L crepare to rattle, crack] ; a glossy
black corvine bird {Corvus corax) of northern Europe, Asia, and
America — compare crow

Graven adj ; of the color or glossy sheen of the raven
3rav.en \'rav-3n\ vb rav-en-ing \-(^)nio\ [MF raviner to rush,
take by force, fr. ravine rapine] vr ; to devour greedily ^ vi

1 : to feed greedily 2 : to prowl for food ; prey 3 : plunder —
rav*en>er \-»-n3r\ n

rav>en'ing adj : greedily devouring : rapacious
rav>en<0US \'rav-a-n3s\ adj 1 ; rapacious, voracious 2 : very
eager for food, satisfaction, or gratification — rav>en-ous>ly adv— ray<en<ons>ness n

rav.in \'rav-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF ravine} 1 : rapine, rapactty
2 a ; an act or habit of preying b : something seized as prey

ra*Vine \ra-'ven\ n [F, fr. MF. rapine, rush, fr. L rapina rapine]
; a small narrow steep-sided valley larger than a gully, smaller
than a canyon, and usu. worn by running water

raV'ined \'rav-and\ adj, obs I ravenous
rav-i-O-li \,rav-e-'6-Ie\ n [It, fr. It dial., pi. of raviolo, lit., little

turnip, dim. of rava turnip, fr. L rapa — more at rape] ; little

cases of dough containing a savory filling

raV'iSh \'rav-ish\ vt [ME ravisshen, fr. MF raviss-, stem of ravir,

fr. (assumed) VL rapire, alter, of L rapere to seize, rob — more at
rapid] 1 a : to seize and take away by violence b : to transport
with emotion c : rape, violate 2 : plunder, rob — ray>ish>er n

rav>ish-ing \'rav-i-shio\ adj : unusually attractive, pleasing, or
striking — ray*ish<ing>ly \-shio-lc\ adv
rav-ish.ment \'rav-ish-m3nt\ n 1 : an act, means, or effect of
ravishing 2 : the state of being ravished; specij : a transport of
delight
iraw \'r6\ adj raw-er \'r6(-3)r\ raw-est \'r6-3st\ [ME, fr. OE
hreaw: akin to OHG hro raw, L crudus raw, cruor blood, Gk kreas
flesh] 1 : not cooked 2 a (1) : being in or nearly in the natural
state <^ fibers) (2) : not diluted or blended {-^ spirits) b : un-
prepared or imperfectly prepared for use 3 a (1) : having the
underlying tissues exposed (2) : very irritated b : lacking cover-
ing ; NAKED 4 a : lacking experience or understanding ; green
b (1) : marked by absence of refinements (2) : vulgar, coarse
<a ~ story) 6 : disagreeably damp or cold syn see rude —
rawly adv — rawness n
3raw n : a raw place or state; specif : nudity
raw-boned \'r6-'bond\ adj : having little flesh : gaunt syn see

raw deal n : an instance of unfair treatment
iraw-hide \'r6-,hTd\ n 1 ; untanned cattle skin 2 : a whip of
untanned hide
^rawhide vt : to whip or drive with or as if with a rawhide
ra>win<sonde \'ra-w3n-,sand\ n [radar + wind + radiosonde}

; a radiosonde tracked by a radio direction-finding device to
determine the velocity of winds aloft

raw material n : material available or suitable for manufacture,
use, or finishing

rax \'raks\ vb [ME (northern dial.) raxen, fr. OE raxan; akin to
OE reccan to stretch — more at rack] chiejly Scot ; stretch
'ray \'ra\ n [ME raye, fr. MF raie, fr. L rata} : any of numerous
elasmobranch fishes (order Hypotremata) having the body flat-

tened dorsoventrally, the eyes on the upper surface, and a much<*
reduced caudal region
aray n [ME, fr- MF rai, fr. L radius rod, ray] 1 a : one of the lines

of light that appear to radiate from a bright object b ; a beam of
light or other radiant energy of small cross section c (1) : a
stream of material particles traveling in the same line (as in radio-
active phenomena) (2) : a single particle of such a stream
2 a : light cast by rays : radw,nce b : a moral or intellectual

light 3 : a thin line suggesting a ray: as a : any of a group of

lines diverging from a common center b : half line 4 a : one
of the bony rods that extend and support the membrane in the

fin of a fish b : one of the radiating divisions of the body of a
radiate animal c : a longitudinal vein of an insect's wing
5 a : a branch or flower stalk of an umbel b (1) ; medullary
ray (2) : vascular ray 6 : particle, trace
3ray vi la: to shine in or as if in rays b : to issue as rays 2 : to

extend like the radii of a circle : radiate -^ vt 1 : to emit In rays

2 ; to furnish or mark with rays

rayed \'rad\ adj ; having ray flowers

ray flower n ; one of the marginal flowers of the head in a com-
posite plant (as the aster) that also has disk flowers; also l the

entire head in a plant (as chicory) that lacks disk flowers — called

also ray jloret

ray*less \'ra-las\ adj 1 : having, admitting, or emitting no rays;

esp : dark 2 : lacking ray flowers — ray-less-ness n

rayless goldenxod n : any of several composite plants {Haplopap-

pus or related genera) some of which produce trembles in cattle

ray<on \'ra-,an\ n [irreg. fr. ^ray} 1 : any of a group of smooth
textile fibers made in filament and staple form from regenerated

cellulose or other cellulosic material by extrusion through minute
holes 2 : a rayon yarn, thread, or fabric

raze \'raz\ vt [alter, of rase} 1 : to destroy to the ground : demol-
ish 2 a ; to scrape, cut, or shave off b archaic : erase— raz>er n

ira-zee \ra-'ze\ n [F {vaisseau) rase, lit., cut-off ship] : a wooden
ship with the upper deck cut away
arazee vr ra*zeed; ra*zee>ing : to convert to a razee

ra<ZOr \'ra-z3r\ n [ME rasour, fr. OF raseor. fr. raser to raze,

shave — more at rase] : a keen-edged instrument for shaving or
cutting hair

ra>Zor>back \'ra-z3r-,bak\ n : a thin-bodied long-legged half-wild

mongrel hog chiefly of the southeastern U.S.
ra.zor-backed X.ra-zar-'baktX or ra-zor.back \'ra-Z3r-,bak\ adj

: having a sharp narrow back <a --- horse)
ra-zor-bUl Vra-z9r-,bil\ n : a No. Atlantic auk (AIca torda) with

{

ch chin; g gift; i trip; I life
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the plumage black above and white below and^ a compressed
sharp-edged bill — called also razor-billed auk \,ra-zar-,bild-\

razor clam n : any of numerous marine bivalve mollusks (family
Solenidae) having a long narrow curved thin shell

irazz \'raz\ n [short for razzberry (sound of contempt), alter, of
raspberry'^ I raspberry 2
2razz vr : ridicule, tease
raz>zle-daz>zle \,raz-3l-'daz-al\ n [Irreg. redupl. of dazzle^ 1 ; a
state of confusion or hilarity 2 : a confusing or colorful often
gaudy action or display
razz.ma-tazz \,raz-m3-'taz\ n [prob. alter, of razzle-dazzle}

1 : RAZZLE-DAZZLE 2 2 I DOUBLE-TALK 2 3 : VIM, ZINQ
r color n : an acoustic effect of a simultaneously articulated \r\
imparted to a vowel by retroflexion or contraction of the tongue —
r-col._ored Var-jkal-ardV adj

ire \'ra\ n [ML, fr. the syllable sung to this note in a medieval
hymn to St. John the Baptist] ; the second tone of the diatonic
scale in solmization

are \(')ra, (')re\ prep [L, abl. of res thing — more at real] ; with
regard to : in re

re- \('ire bejore 'stressed syll, Ore before .stressed syll, ,re before
unstressed syll\ prefix [ME, fr. OF, fr. L re-, red- back, again,
against] 1 : again ; anew <retell> 2 : back : backward (recall)

're \(3)r\ vb :_ARE (what'rc you doing)
re<ab<sorb \,re-sb-'s6(a)rb, -'z6(3)rb\ vt : to absorb again; specif

: RESORB 2 — re-al}>5orp*tiou \-'s6rp-shan, -'z6rp-\ n
ireach \'rech\ vb [ME rechen, fr. OE rwcan: akin to OHG reichen
to reach, Lith raiiylis to stretch oneself repeatedly] vt 1 a : to
stretch out : extend b : thrust 2 a obs : to get by seizing

b : to touch or grasp by extending a part of the body (as a hand) or
an object <-^cd a cup from the shelf) c (1) : to extend to <the
shadow ^ed the wall) (2) : to arrive at <his letter '^ed me)
(3) : to go as far as : attain (try to ~ happiness) d (1) : en-
compass (2) : to make an impression on (3) ; to communicate
with 3 : to hand over : pass — vi 1 a : to make a stretch with or
as if with one's hand b : to strain after something 2 a : projecf,
EXTEND h : to arrive at or come to something (as far as the eye
could ~) 3 : to sail on a reach — reach>able \'re-ch3-b3l\ adj —
reach* er n
syn gain, compass, achieve, attain: reach may be used In

reference to anything arrived at by any degree of effort; gain
implies some degree of struggle to reach; compass impUes efforts

to get around difficulties or transcend Umitations; achieve may
imply skill, courage, or endurance as well as effort; attain suggests
a reaching to the extreme, the difficult, or the unusual

areach n l a (l) : the action or an act of reaching (2) : an in-

dividual part of a progression or journey b : the distance or extent
of reaching or of abiUty to reach c : comprehension, range
2 : a continuous unbroken stretch or expanse; esp ; a straight por-
tion of a stream or river 3 : a bearing shaft or coupling pole; esp
: the rod joining the hind axle to the forward bolster of a wagon
4 ; the tack sailed by a ship with the wind coming just forward of
the beam or with the wind^ directly abeam or abaft the beam
reach-me-down \'rech-me-,daun\ adj or n, chiefly Brit : hand*
me-down

re-act \re-'akt\ vb [NL reactus, pp. of reagere, fr. L re- + agere
to act — more at agent] vi 1 : to exert a reciprocal or counteract-
ing force or influence — often tised with on or upon 2 ; to respond
to a stimulus 3 : to act in opposition to a force or influence —
usu. used with against 4 ; to move or tend in a reverse direction
5 : to undergo chemical reaction <-*' vr : to cause to react

reactance \re-'ak-t9n(t)s\ n : the part of the impedance of an
alternating-current circuit due to capacitance or inductance or both
and expressed in ohms

re*ac-tant \-t3nt\ n l : a chemically reacting substance 2 : an
initial factor in a chemical reaction

re»ac«tion \re-'ak-sh3n\ n 1 a ; the act or process or an instance of
reacting b : tendency toward a former esp. outmoded pohtical or
social order or policy 2 I bodily response to or activity aroused by
a stimulus: a ; an action induced by vital resistance to another
action; esp : the result characteristically evoked in tissues by a
foreign substance and used to determine specific sensitivities or
presence of infection b ; depression or exhaustion due to excessive
exertion or stimulation c : heightened activity and overaction
succeeding depression or shock d ; a mental or emotional disorder
forming an individual's respjonse to his life situation 3 : the force
that a body subjected to the action of a force from another body
exerts in the opposite direction 4 a (1) ; chemical transformation
or change (2) ; the state resulting from such a reaction b : a
process involving change in atomic nuclei — ie>ac>tion>al \-shn3l,
-shan-'l\ adj — re>ac*tion-al>ly \-e\ adv
ire.ac.tion-ary \re-'ak-sh3-,ner-e\ adj : relating to, marked by, or
favoring esp. political reaction

areactionary n : a reactionary person
reaction engine n : an engine (as a jet engine) that develops thrust
by expelling a jet of fluid or a stream of particles

re-ac-ti'Vate \(')re-'ak-t3-,vat\ vt : to activate again ^ vi i to be-
come active again — re>ac-tl>va*tion \(,ire-.ak-t3-'va-sh3n\ n

re-active \re-'ak-tiv\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or marked by reaction
or reactance 2 I tending to or resulting from reaction — re*ac-
tiveUy adv — re>ac*tive-ness n — re-ac'tiv>i>ty \(,)re-,ak-'tiv-
3t-e\ n

re<ac*tor \re-*ak-tar\ n X Z one that reacts; specif : a subject react-
ing positively to a foreign substance 2 ; a device (as a coil, wind-
ing, or conductor of small resistance) used to introduce reactance
into an alternating-current circuit 3 a ; a vat for an industrial
chemical reaction b : an apparatus in which a chain reaction of
fissionable material is initiated and controlled
>read \*red\ vb read \'red\ read-ing \'red-io\ [ME reden to
advise, interpret, read, fr. OE nedan; akin to OHG ratan to advise,
Gk arariskein to fit — more at arm] vr 1 a (1) : to receive or take in
the sense of (as letters or symbols) by scanning (2) : to study the
movements or (as Ups) with mental formulation of die communica-
tion expressed (3) : to utter aloud the words represented by
writing or print (4) : to understand the meaning of (written or
printed matter) b : to learn from what one has seen or found in
writing or printing c ; to deliver aloud by or as if by reading;

specif ; to utter interpretively d (i) : to become acquainted with or
look over the contents of (as a book) ; peruse (2) ; to make a study
of {'^ law) e (1) : COPYREAD (2) ; proofread f : to receive and
understand (a voice message) by radio 2 a : to interpret the mean-
ing or significance of <~ palms) b : foretell, predict 3 : to
discover by interpreting outward expression or signs 4 a : to
attribute a meaning or interpretation to (something read) b : to
attribute (a meaning) to something read or considered 5 ; to use
as a substitute for or in preference to another word or phrase in a
particular passage, text, or version (-^ hurry for harry} 6 ; in-
dicate (thermometer '-^s zero) 7 : to interpret (a musical work) in

rrfonnance ^ vi 1 a : to perform the act of reading words
(1) : to learn something by reading (2) ; to pursue a course of

study 2 a : to yield a particular meaning or impression when read
b ; to have qualities that affect comprehension or enjoyment
3 : to consist of specific words, phrases, or other similar elements
(a passage '^s differently in older versions) — read-abil-i-ty
\,red-3-'bil-3t-e\ n— read.able \'red-3-b3l\ ady — read- able-ness
n — read-ably \-ble\ adv — read between the lines : to under-
stand more than is directly stated — read the riot act 1 ; to order
a mob to disperse 2 a : to order or warn to cease something b : to
protest vehemently c ; to reprimand severely
aread \'red\ n, chiefly Brit ; a period of reading
3read \'red\ adj ; instructed by or informed through reading
read-er \'red-ar\ n 1 a : one that reads b : one appointed to read
to others: as (1) : lector (2) : one chosen to read aloud selected

material in a Christian Science church or society c U) : proof-
reader (2) : one that evaluates manuscripts (3) : one that reads
periodical literature to discover items of special interest or value
d : an employee that reads and records the indications of meters
e : a teacher's assistant who reads and marks student papers
2 Brit : one who reads lectures or expounds subjects to students
3 a : a device for projecting a readable image of a transparency
b : a unit that scans material recorded (as on punched cards) for
storage or computation 4 a : a book for instruction and practice

esD. in reading b : A>rrHOLOGY
read-er-ship \-,ship\ n l a : the quality or state of being a reader
b : the office or position of a reader 2 : the mass or a particular
group of readers

read-i'ly \'red-n-e\ adv : In a ready manner: as a : willingly
b : speedily c : easily

read-i-ness \'red-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being ready
read'ing \'red-io\ n 1 a : material read or for reading b : extent
of material read 2 a : a particular version b : data indicated by
an instrument 3 : a particular interpretation or performance

reading desk n : a desk to support a book in a convenient position
for a standing reader

read out vt : to expel from an organization
read-out \'re-,daut\ n : a device that displays in digits data com-
puted or registered

iready \'red-e\ adj [ME redy: akin to OHG reiti ready, Goth
garaiths arrayed, Gk arariskein to fit — more at arm] 1 : prepared
mentally or physically for some experience or action 2 a (l) : will-

ingly disposed : inclined (2) : likely to do something mdicated
b : spontaneously prompt 3 : notably dexterous, adroit, or skilled

4 : immediately available syn see quick
aready vr : to make ready
3ready n : the state of being ready; esp ; preparation of a gun for
immediate aiming and firing

ready box n i a box placed near a gun (as on a ship) to hold ammu-
nition kept ready for immediate use
ready-made \,red-e-'mad\ adj 1 : made beforehand esp. for
general sale (~ suit) 2 : lacking individuality : commonplace —
ready-made n

ready room n ; a room in which pilots are briefed and await takeoff
orders
ready-to-wear \,red-et-3-'wa(3)r, -'we(a)r\ adj : ready-made
ready-wit- ted \,red-e-'wit-3d\ adj : quick-wttted
re*agent \re-'a-j3nt\ n [NL reagent-, reagens, prp. of reagere to
react — more at react] : a substance that takes part in one or more
chemical reactions or biological processes and is used to detect

other substances and for other purposes

re*agin \re-*a-j3n\ n [ISV, fr. reagent^ 1 ; a substance in the blood
of persons with syphilis responsible for positive serological reac-

tions for syphilis 2 ; an antibody in the blood of individuals with
some forms of allergy possessing the power of pajsively sensitizing

the skin of normal individuals — re-agin-ic \,re-3-'jin-ik\ adj —
re-agin-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
Ue-al \'re(-3)l, 'ri(-3)l\ adj [ME, real, relating to things (in law), fr.

MF, fr. ML & LL; ML realis relating to things (in law), fr. LL, real,

fr. L res thing, fact; akin to Skt rai property] 1 : of or relating to

fixed, permanent, or immovable things (as lands or tenements) ('^

estate) 2 a : not artificial, fraudulent, illusory, or apparent ; genu-
ine b : occurring in fact c (1) : necessarily existent (2) ; funda-
mental, ESSENTIAL d ! having no imaginary part ("- number)
e : measured by purchasing power (^ income) 3 : exact as regards
repetition of musical intervals in transposition — re-al-ness n
syn REAL, ACTUAL, TRUE mean corresponding to known facts, real

implies agreement between what a thing seems to be and what it is;

actual stresses occurrence or manifest existence; true implies
conformity to what is real or actual esp. as a model or standard

area] n : a real thing; esp ; a mathematical real quantity

3real adv, chiefly dial : VERY
4re-al \ra-'al\ n, pi re-als or resales \-'al-(,)as\ [Sp] : the chief
former monetary unit of Spain

re-al.gar \re-'al-,gar. -g3r\ n [ME. fr. ML, fr. Catal, fr. Ar rafjf

al-ghar powder of the mine] : an orange-red mineral consisting of
arsenic sulfide and having a resinous luster

re*aiia \re-'al-e-3, -'a-le-\ n pi [LL, neut. pi. of reaiis real] : ob-
jects or activities used to relate classroom teaching to the real life

esp. of peoples studied
re*al-lsm \'re-a-,Liz-am, 're-.liz-X n 1 : preoccupation with fact or
reality and rejection of Uie impractical and visionary 2 a : a
doctrine that universals exist outside the mind; specif : the con-
ception that an abstract term names an independent and unitary
reahty b ; the conception that objects of sense perception or cogni-

See re- and 2d element! reactuate
reaccommodate readapt
reacquire I readdress
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tion exist independently of the mind 3 : fidelity in art and litera-
ture to nature or to real life and to accurate representation^ without
idealization — re<al*ist \-bst\ adj or n — re-al>is<Uc \,re-C3-)'lis-
tik\ adj — re-al-is-U'CaMy \-ti-k{3-)le\ adv

re-al>i<t7 \re-'al-3l-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being real
2 a (.1) 1 a leal event, entity, or state of affairs (2) : the totality of
real things and events b : something that is neither derivative nor
dependent but exists necessarily

re.al.iz-able \'re-a-,lT-z3-b3l, 're-,lT-\ adj : capable of being realized
re*al-iza>tion \,re-(3-)l3-'za-shan\ « 1 ; the action of realizing

: the Slate of being reaUzed 2 ; something realized
re-al.ize \'re-3-,IIz, "re-.lIzX vt [F realUer, fr. MF reaHser, fr. real
real] 1 : to make real or apparently real ; accomplish 2 a : to
convert into actual money {realized assets) b : to bring or get by
sale, investment, or effort : gain 3 : to understand clearly
syn see think — re-al*iz>er n

re-al4y \'re-(3-)le, 'ri(-3)l-e-\ adv 1 a : in reality : actually
b : UNQUESTIONABLY, TRULY 2 I INDEED
realm \'relm\ n [ME realme,AT. OF, modif. of L regimen rule —
more at regimen] 1 ; kingdom 2 : sphere, domain 3 : a primary
marine or terrestrial biogeographic division of the earth's surface

re-al-pO.li.tik \ra-'al-,po-U-.lek\ n (G, fr. real practical + politik
politics] : politics based on practical and material rather than
theoretical or eitucal factors

real presence n, ojten cap R&P : the doctrine that Christ is actually
present in the Eucharist

re.al.tor \'re(-3)l-tar, -,t6C3)r also re-'al-\ n : a real estate agent who
is a member of the National Association of Real Estate Boards

re>al*ty \'re(-3)l-te\ n ireal Y -ty (as in properly)'^ : real estate

lreain\'rem\ n [ME reme, fr. MF raime, fr. Ar rizmah, lit., bundle]
1 : a quantity of paper being 20 quires and variously 4S0, 500, or
516 sheets 2 : a great amount — usu. used in pi.

Sream vt [perh. fr. (assumed) ME dial, remen to open up, fr. OE
dial, reman; akin to OE ryman to open up. rum roomy — more at
room] 1 a : to widen the opening of (a hole) : countersink
b (1) : to enlarge or dress out (a hole) with a reamer (2) : to en-
large the bore of (as a gun) in this way c ; to remove by reaming
2 a : to press out with a reamer b ; to press out the juice of
with a reamer

ream-er \'re-m3r\ n : one that reams:
as a : a rotating finishing tool with
cutting edges used to enlarge or shape
a hole b : a fruit squeezer

reap \'rep\ vb [ME repen, fr. OE reamers
reopan; akin to OE raw row — more at
ROW] vr 1 a (1) : to cut with a sickle, scythe, or reaping machine
(2) : to clear or a crop by so cutting b ; to gather by so cutting

! HARVEST 2 : obtain, WIN '*' vi ; to reap something
reap-er \'re-p3r\ n : one that reaps; esp : any of various machines
for reaping gram
reaping hook « : a hand implement with a hook-shaped blade used
in reaping — called also reap hook

re.ap'prais-al \,re-a-'pra-z3l\ n : a fresh appraisal
irear \'ri(3)r\ vb [ME reren fr. OE rseran; akin to ON rcisa to

raise, OE rlsan to rise] vt 1 : to erect by building : construct
2 : to raise upnght 3 a (1) : to breed and raise (an animal)

(2) : to bring up (a person) b : to cause (as plants) to grow
4 : to cause (a horse) to rise up on the hind legs ~ vi 1 ; to rise

high 2o} a horse : to rise up on the hind legs syn see lift

srear n [prob. fr. rear (in such terms as rear guard)'} 1 : the back
part of something: as a : the unit (as of an army) or area farthest

from the enemy b : the part of something located opposite its front

C : BUTTOCKS 2 : the space or position at the back
srear adj : being at the back — rear adv
rear admiral n : a commissioned officer in the navy ranking below a
vice admiral and above a captain

rear echelon n : an element of a military headquarters or unit lo-

cated at a considerable distance from the front and concerned esp.

with adminiscrative and supply duties

rear guard n [me reregarde, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. rere backward,
behind (fr. L retro) + garde guard — more at retro-] : a mihtary

detachment detailed to bring up and protect the rear of a main
body or force

rear.guaid action \.ri(a)r-,gard-\ n 1 : a defensive or delaying

fight engaged in by forces covering the rear 2 : a preventive or

delaying effort in defense of the existing order
rear.horse \'ri(3)r-,h6(a)rs\ n [fr. the way it rears up when dis-

turbed] ; mantis
re-arm \ (')re-'arm\ vb ; to arm again with new or better weapons —
re<ar-ma>ment \-'ar-m3-mant\ n

rear-most \'ri(3)r-,mosi\ adj : farthest in the rear : last

rear-mouse var of reremouse
Irear-ward \'rio)r-,w6rd\ n [ME rerewarde, fr. AF; akin to OF
reregarde rear guard] ; rear; esp ; the rear division of an army or

fleet

2rear-ward \-ward\ adj l : located at, near, or toward the rear

2 : directed toward the rear : backward — rear-ward-Iy adv

3rear-ward \ wardV also rear-wards \-w3rdz\ adv : at, near, or

toward the rear : backward
irea-SOn \'rez-=n\ n [ME resoun, fr. OF raisort, fr. L ration-, ratio

reason computation; akin to Goth garathjan to count, L reri to

calculate, think, Gk arariskein to fit — more at arm] 1 a : a state-

ment offered in explanation or justification b : a raUonal ground

or motive c : a sufficient groimd of explanation or of logical de-

fense d : the thing that makes some fact intelligible : cause

2 a (It : the power of comprehending, inferring, or thinking esp- in

orderly rational ways : intelugence (2) ; proper exercise of the

mind (3) : SANTTY b : the sum of the intellectual powers 3 archaic
a : treatment that affords satisfaction b : a formal accounting
syn see cause — in reason ; with reason : justifl^bly, rightly

ireasou vb rea-son-ing \'rez-nio, -'n-io\ vi 1 : to use the faculty
of reason : think 2 a obs : to take part in conversation, discus-
sion, or argument b ; to talk with another so as to influence his
actions or opinions — vr 1 archaic ' to justify or support with
reasons 2 ; to persuade or influence by use of reason 3 ; to dis-
cover, formulate, or conclude by use of reason syn see think —
rea-son-er X-nar, -=n-3r\ n

rea-son.abil.i.ty N.rez-na-'bU-st-e, -"n-s-'bil-X n : the quaUty or
state of being reasonable

rea-son.able \'rez-n3-bal, -=n-3-bal\ adj la: agreeable to reason
b : not extreme or excessive c : moderate, fair d : inexpensive
2 a ; having the faculty of reason : rational b : possessing soimd
judgment — rea* sou-able- ness n — rea-son-ably \-ble\ adt>

rea-son-ing n l : the use of reason; esp ; the drawing of inferences
or conclusions through the use of reason 2 : an instance of the use
of reason : argument

rea-son-less \'rez-''n-l3s\ adj 1 ; not having the faculty of reason
2 : not reasoned ; senseless 3 ; not based on or supported by
reasons — rea-son_-less-ly ady

re-as-so-ci-ate \,re-a-'s6-s(h)e-,at\ vb ; to associate again — re-
as-so-ci-a*tion \-,so-se-'a-shsn, -she-\ n

re-as-sur-ance \.re-3-'shur-3n(t)s\ n 1 : the action of reassuring
: the stale of being reassured 2 : reinsurance

re-as-sure \,re-3-'shu(a)r\ vt 1 : to assure anew 2 ; reinsure
re-ata \re-'at-3. -"at-X n [AmerSp] ; lariat
Re-au-mur \,ra-o-'myu(3)r\ adj [Rene Antoine Ferchault de
Reaumur tl757 F physicist] ; relating or conforming to a thermo-
metric scale on which the boiling point of water is at 80° above
the zero o( the scale and the freezing point is at zero
ireave \'rev\ vb reaved or reft \'reft\ reav-ing [ME reven. fr.

OE reajian: akin to OHG roubon to rob, L rumpere to break,
ruere to rush, dig up — more at rug] vi, archaic : plunder, rob
'— vr 1 archaic : rob, despoil 2 archaic a : to deprive of b ; seize
3 archaic ; to carry or tear away — reav-er n

2reave vb reaved or relt \'reft\ reav-ing [ME reven"} archaic
: BURST

reb \'reb\ n [short for rebel] : johnny reb
re-bar-ba-tive \ri-'bar-b3t-iv\ adj [F rebarbatij, fr. MF, fr.

rebarber to be repellent, fr. re- + barbe beard, fr. L barba — more
at beard] : crabbed, repellent
ire-bate \'re-,bat, ri-'\ vb [ME rebaten, fr. MF rabattre to beat
down again, fr. OF, fr. re- + abattre to beat down, fr. a- (fr. L
ad-) -H battre to beat, fr. L battuere — more at battle] vt 1 : to
reduce the force or activity of : diminish 2 : to reduce the sharp-
ness of ; BLUNT 3 a : to make a rebate of b ; to give a rebate to
'^ vi : to give rebates — re-bat-er n

sre-bate \'re-,faat\ n ; a return of a portion of a payment : abatement
3re-bate \'re-.bat, 'rab-atX var oj rabbet
re-ba-to \ri-'bat-(,)o\ var o/ rabato
re-bec or re-beck \'re-.bek\ n [MF rebec, alter, of OF rebebe, fr.

OProv rcbeb, fr. Ar rebabl : an old bowed usu. 3-stringed musical
instrument with a pear-shaped body and slender neck

Re-belt-ah \ri-'bek-a\ n [Heb Ribhqah} : the wife of Isaac
»reb.el \'reb-3l\ adj [ME, fr. OF rebelle, fr. L rebellis, fr. re- +
bellum war, fr. OL duellum — more at duel] la: opposing or
taking arms against the government or ruler b : of or relating to
rebels 2 : disobedient, rebellious

2rebel n : one who rebels or participates in a rebellion
are-bel \ri-'bel\ vi re-belled; re-bel-ling 1 a : to oppose or
disobey one in authority or control b ; to renounce and resist by
force the authority of one's government 2 a : to act in or show
disobedience b ; to feel or exhibit anger or revulsion

re-bel-lion \ri-'bel-y3n\ n 1 : opposition to one in authority or
dominance 2a: open defiance of or resistance to an established
government b ; an instance of such defiance or resistance

syn revolution, uprising, revolt, insurrection, mutiny:
REBELLION implies open, organized, and often armed i

authority; REVOLLrriON applies to a successful rebellit

in a change usu. in government; uprising implies no n
an effort at rebellion; revolt and insurrection imply ;

uprising that quickly fails or succeeds; mutiny applie

insubordination or insurrection esp. against maritime

authority
re-bel-lious \-y3s\ adj la: given to or engaged in rebellion

b : of, relating to, or characteristic of a rebel or rebellion c : re-

sistant to authority or tradition 2 : resisting treatment or manage-
ment : refractory syn see insubordinate — re-bel-Uous-ly
adv — re-bel-lious*ness n

re-bind \(')re-'bTnd\ vt : to bind anew or again

re-birUl XOre-'barth, 're-,\ n 1 a : a new or second birth

: metempsychosis b ; spiritual regeneration 2 : renaissance,
REVIVAL

reb-0-ant \'reb-3-w3nt\ adj [L reboant-, reboans, prp. of reboare to

resound, fr. re- -H boare to cry aloud, roar, fr. Gk boan, of imit.

origin] : reverberating
re-born \(')re-'b6(3)rn\ adj : bom again : regenerated
tre-bound \'re-'baund, ri-\ vft [ME rebounden, fr. MF rebondir,

fr. OF, fr. re- + bondir to botmd — more at boltn.d] vi la: to

spring back on or as if on collision or impact with another body
b : to recover from setback or frustration 2 : refcho -^ vr : to

ca'usc to rebound
2re-bound \'rc-,baund, ri-'\ n 1 a ; the action of rebounding

: RECOIL b : an upward leap or movement : recovery 2 a : a
basketball or hockey puck that rebounds b : the act of taking

resulting
nore than

to group
naval

<

See re- and 2d element
reallocate
reallocation
reanalysis
reanalyze
reanimate
reanimation
reannex
reannexation

reappear
reappearance
reapplication
reapply
reappoint
reappointment
reapportion
reapportionment
reappraise

gement
rearrest

reasceod
reassail
reassemble
reassembly

reassignment
reassert
reassortment

reattach
reattachment
reattack
reattain
reattainment
reattempt

reauthorize
reawake
reawaken
rebaptism
rebaptize
rebid
rebiddable
reboil
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I an immediate spontaneous reaction toa basketball rebound
setback, frustration, or crisis

re-bo.zo \ri-'bo-(,)s5\ n [Sp, shawl, fr. rebozar to muffle, fr. re-
(fr. L) 4- bozo mouth, fr. (assumed) VL bucceum, fr. L bucca
cheek : a long scarf worn chiefly by Mexican women

re-broad-cast \(')re-'br6d-,kast\ vt 1 : to broadcast again (a
radio or television program being simultaneously received from
another source) 2 : to repeat (a broadcast) at a later time —
rebroadcast n
rebuff \ri-'b3f\ vt [MF rebujjer, fr. Olt ribujjare to reprimand]

: REPULSE, SNUB — TCbuff «
re.build \(')re-'bild\ vt 1 a ; to make extensive repairs to : re-
construct b : to restore to a previous state 2 : to make ex-
tensive changes in : remodel syn see mend
ire.bUke \ri-'byuk\ vt [ME rebuken, fr. ONF rebuker'^ 1 a : to
criticize sharply ; reprimand b : to serve as a rebuke to 2 ; to
turn back or keep down : check syn see reprove — re-buK-er n
arebuke n : reprimand, reproof
ie*bus \'re-b3s\ n [L, by things, abl. pi. of res thing — more at
real] : a representation of words or syllables by pictures of ob-
jects whose names resemble the intended words or syllables in
sound; also ; a riddle made up of such pictures or symbols
rebut \ri-'b3t\ vb re-but-ted; re-but.ting [ME rebuten, fr. OF
reboter, fr. re- + boter to butt — more at Burr] vt 1 : to drive or
beat back : repel 2 a : to contradict or oppose by formal legal
argument, plea, or countervailing proof b ; to expose the falsity
of ; REFUTE ~ v( : to make or furnish an answer or counter proof
syn see disprove — re*but<ta*ble \-'b3t-3-bsl\ adj

re<>but-tal \ri-'b3t-'l\ n ; the act of rebutting esp. in a legal suit
ire-but-ter \-'b3t-3r\ n [AF rebuter, fr. OF reboter to rebut] ; the
answer of a defendant in matter of fact to a plaintiff's surrejoinder

arebutter n : something that rebuts
re.cal.ci.trance \ri-'kal-s3-tr9n(t)s\ or re-cal-ci-tran-cy \-tran-
se\ n : the state of being recalcitrant

re>cal*Ci>trant \-tr3nt\ adj [LL recalcitrant-, recalcitrans, prp. of
recalcitrare to be stubbornly disobedient, fr. L, to kick back, fr.

re- + calcitrare to kick, fr. calc-, calx heel — more at calk]
1 : obstinately defiant of authority or restraint 2 : not responsive
to handling or treatment syn see unruly — recalcitrant n

re-cal.cu-late \C')re-'kaI-ky3-,lat\ vt : to calculate again esp. to
discover the source of an error — re-cal>ca-la>tion \(,)re-,kal-
kys-'ia-shanX n
re-ca-les-cence \,re-k3-'les-'n(t)s\ n [L recalescere to grow warm
again, fr. re- + calescere to grow warm, incho. of calere to be
warm — more at lee] : an increase in temperature that occurs while
cooling metal through a range of temperatures in which change in
structure occurs

ire-call \ri-'k61\ vt 1 a : to call back b ; to bring back to mind
2 : annul 3 : restore, revive syn see remember — re>call-able
\-'k6-l3-b3l\ adj _

are.call \ri-'k6I, 're-,\ n 1 :a summons to return 2 : the right or
procedure by which an official may be removed by vote of the
people on petition 3 : remembrance of what has been learned
or experienced 4 : the act of revoking

re-cant \ri-'kant\ vb [L recantare, fr. re- + cantare to sing — more
at chant] vt 1 : to withdraw or repudiate (a statement or belief)
formally and publicly : renoi^nice 2 : revoke ~ vi ; to make an
open confession of error syn see abjure — re'Can>ta*tion
\,re-,kan-'ta-sh3n\ n

Ire.cap \(')re-'kap\ vt : to cement, mold, and vulcanize a strip
of camelback upon the buffed and roughened surface of the tread
of (a wornpneumatic tire) ~ re*cap*pa*ble \-'kap-3-b3l\ adj

are.cap \'re-,kap\ n ; a recapped tire

3re-cap \ri-'kap\ vt re-capped; re<cap*ping [by shortening]
: RECAPITULATE

4re.cap \ri-'kap\ n ; RECApmjiATiON
re.cap.i.taUiza.tion \(,)re-.kap-3t-=l-9-'za-sh3n, -.kap-tn-\ n : a
revision of the capital structure of a corporation

re-cap.i.tal.ize \(')re-'kap-3t-n-,Tz, -'kap-t'l-X vt : to change the
capital structure of

re.ca.plt.U'late \,re-k3-'pich-3-,lat\ vb [LL recapitulatus, pp. of
recapitulare to restate by heads, sum up, fr. L re- •¥ capitulum
division of a book] : to repeat briefly : summarize

re*ca>pit.u.la.tion \-,pich-3-'la-sh3n\ « 1 : a concise summary
2 : the supposed repetition in an individual of the phylogenetic
history of its group 3 ; the third section of a sonata form —
re.ca>pit.u>la*to*ry \-'pich-(3-)l3-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj

re.cap.ture \C)re-'kap-ch3r\ n 1 : the act of retaking : the fact
of being retaken : recovery 2 : the retaking of a prize or goods
under international law 3 : a governmental seizure under law
of earnings or profits beyond a fixed amount — recapture vt

re.cast \(')re-'kast\ vt : to cast again (-^ a gun) <^ a play) —
recast \{')re-', 're-,\ n
lre>cede \ri-'sed\ vi [L recedere to go back, fr. re- -h cedere to
go — more at cede] 1 a : to move back or away ; withdraw
b : to slant backward 2 : to grow less ; contract
syn recede, retreat, retrograde, retract, back mean to
move backward, recede implies a withdrawing from a forward or
high fixed point in time or space; retreat impUes withdrawal
from a point or position reached; retrograde implies movement
contrary to a normally progressive direction; retract impUes
drawing back from an extended position; back is used, wiUi
up, down, out,_oJJ, interchangeably with any of the others
are-cede \(')re-'sed\ vt [re- + cede] : to cede back
ire.ceipt \ri-'set\ n [ME receite, fr. ONF, fr. ML recepta, prob.
fr. L, neut. pi. of recepfus. pp. of recipere] 1 ; recipe 2 a obs : re-
ceptacle b archaic ; a revenue office 3 : the act or process of
receiving 4 : something received — usu. used in pi. 5 ; a writing
acknowledging the receiving of goods or money

areceipt vt 1 : to give a receipt for or acknowledge the receipt of
2 : to mark as paid

re.ceiv.able \ri-'se-v3-b3l\ adj i : capable of being received
2 : subject to call for payment <accounts ~>

re-ceiv-ables \-b3lz\ n pi : amounts of money due from others
re-ceive \ri-'sev\ vb [ME receiven, fr. ONF receivre, fr. L recipere,
fr. re- + capere to take — more at heave] vt 1 ; to take or come
into possession of : get 2 a (1) ; to take in (2) : contain

5 : to be subject to : bear '^ vi 1 : to be a recipient 2 : to be
at home to visitors <'^s on Tuesdays) 3 : to convert incoming
radio waves into perceptible signals
syn accept, AOMrr, take: receive ordinarily implies passiveness

in the one receiving; accept implies some element of consent
or approval but a minimum of definite activity; admit may often
suggest a relaxation of refusal or denial or an overcoming of
reluctance to receive or accept; take applies to a receiving by
letting into one's hands, mind, or possession and impUes a positive
act

re.ceiv.er \ri-'se-v3r\ n ; one that receives: as a : treasurer
b U) : a person appointed to hold in trust and administer property
under litigation (2) : a person appointed to wind up the affairs
of a business involving a public interest or to manage a corporation
during reorganization c : one that receives stolen goods : fence
d : a vessel to receive and contain gases e (I) : receiving set
(2) ; the portion of a telegraphic or telephonic apparatus that
converts the electric currents or waves into visible or audible
signals

re.ceiv-er.ship \-v3r-.shlp\ n 1 : the office or function of a
receiver 2 : the state of being in the hands of a receiver

receiving set n : an apparatus for receiving radio or television
signals

re.cen-cy \'res-'n-se\ n : the quality or state of being recent
re-cen-Sion \ri-'sen-ch3n\ n [L recension-, recensio enumeration,
fr. recensere to review, fr. re- + censere to assess, tax] 1 : a critical
revision of a text 2 : a text established by critical revision
recent X'res-'ntX adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L recent-, recens; akin to
Gk kainos new] 1 a : of or relating to a time not long past
b : having lately come into existence ; new, fresh 2 cap : of,

relating to, or being the present or posl-PIeistocene geologic
epoch — re.cent-ly adv — re*cent>ne5S n

re.cep.ta.cle \ri-'sep-ti-k3l\ n [L receptaculum, fr. receptare to
receive, fr. receptus, pp. of recipere to receive] 1 : one that receives
and contains something ; container 2 iiil. receptaculum, fr. L]
a : an intercellular cavity containing secretion products b : the
end of the flower stalk upon which the floral organs are borne
c : a modified branch bearing sporangia in a cryptogamous plant
3 : a mounted female electrical fitting that contains the live parts of
the circuit

re.cep*tac*u.liun X.re-.sep-'tak-ya-lam, rl-\ n, pi re*cep*tac>a*la
\-l3\ [NL, fr. L] : RECEPTACLE 2

re.cep.tion \ri-'sep-sh3n\ n [ME recepcion, fr. MF or L; MF
reception, fr. L reception-, receptio, fr. receptus, pp. of recipere]
: the act or action of receiving: as a ; receipt b : admission
c (1) : welcome, response (2) : a social gathering d : the re-
ceiving of a radio or television broadcast

re.cep'tlon.ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n : one employed to greet callers

re-cep.tive \ri-'sep-tiv\ adj 1 ; able or inclined to receive Ideas
2 a 0/ a sensory end organ ; fit to receive and transmit stimuli
b : sensory — re-cep.tive.ly adv — re.cep.tive*ness n — re.cep-
tiv.i-ty \,re-,sep-'tiv-3t-e, ri-\ n

re-cep'tor \ri-'sep-t3r\ n : receiver: as a : a cell or group of
cells that receives stimuli : sense organ b : a chemical group
having a specific affinity for a particular antibody or a virus
ire.cess \'re-,ses, ri-'\ n [L recessus, fr. rcces^iis, pp. of recedere to
recede] 1 : recession 2 : a hidden, secret, or secluded place
3 a : indentation, cleft b : alcove 4 : a suspension of business
or procedure
2recess vt 1 ; to put into a recess <r^ed lighting) 2 : to make a
recess in 3 : to interrupt for a recess -^^ vi : to take a recess
ire.ces.slon \ri-'sesh-an\ n 1 : the act or action of receding
: withdrawal 2 : a return procession 3 : a period of reduced
economic activity — re.ces>sion.ar; \-3-,ner-e\ adj

2re.ces.Si0n \(')re-'sesh-3n\ n [re- + cession] : the act of ceding
back
ire.ces.sion.al Xri-'sesh-nal, -3n-'l\ adj : of or relating to a with-
drawal

^recessional n : a hymn or musical piece at the conclusion of a
service or program
ire.ces-Sive \ri-'ses-iv\ adj 1 a : tending to go back ; receding
b : retiring, withdrawn 2 oj an allele : subordinate to a con-
trasting allele in manifestation — re-ces.sive.ly adv — re.ces-
sive.ness n

^recessive n : a recessive character or factor or an organism posses-
sing one or more such characters

r6.Chauf.J6 \,ra-(,)sho-'fa\ n [F] 1 : a warmed-over dish of food
2 : REHASH

re-cheat \ri-'chet\ n [ME rechate, fr. rechaten to blow the recheat,
fr. MF rachater to assemble, rally, fr. re- + achater to acquire, fr.

(assumed) VL accaptare, fr. L ac- + capture to seek to obtain,
intens. of capere to take, receive — more at heave] : a hunting call

sounded on a horn to assemble the hounds
re-Cher.ch6 \r3-,sher-'sha, -'she(3)r-,\ adj [F] 1 a : exquistte,
CHOICE b ; exotic, rare 2 : excessively refined : precious
3 : overblown, pretentious

re.Cid-l-vlsm \ri-*sid-3-,viz-3m\ n ; a tendency to relapse into a
previous condition or mode of behavior

re.cid<i>vist \-v3st\ n [F recidiviste, fr. recidiver to relapse, fr.

ML recidivare, fr. L recidivus recurring, fr. recidere to faU back,
fr. re- -f cadere to fall — more at chance] : one who relapses;
specij : an habitual criminal — recidivist adj

rec.i.pe \'res-3-(,)pe\ n [L, take, imper. of recipere to take,
receive — more at receive] 1 : prescription 4 2 : a set of in-

structions for making something (as a food dish) from various
ingredients 3 : method of procedure

re.cip.l.ent \ri-'sip-e-3nt\ n [L recipient-, recipiens, prp. of recipere]
: one that receives : receiver — recipient adj
ire'Cip.rO'Cal \ri-'sip-r3-k3l\ adj [L reciprocus returning the same
way, alternating, irreg. fr. re- + pro-] 1 a ; Inversely related
: OPPOSFTE b : of, constituting, or resulting from paired crosses
in which the kind that supplies the male parent of the first cross
supplies the female parent of the second cross and vice versa
2 ; shared, felt, or shown by both sides 3 : serving to reciprocate
4 a : mutually corresponding b : marked by or based upon
reciprocity — re*cip.ro-cal*ly \-k(a-)le\ adv

Irecheck jrechristen
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syn RECIPROCAL. MUTUAL, COMMON mean shared or experienced
by each, reciprocal implies an equal return or counteraction by
each of two sides toward or against or in relation to the other;
mutual applies to feelings or effects shared by two jointly; com-
mon does not suggest reciprocity but merely a sharing with others
areciprocal n l : something in a reciprocal relationship to another
2 : one of a pair of numbers (as %, H) whose product is one

reciprocal pronoun n : a pronoun (as each other) used to denote
mutual action or cross relationship between the members com-
prised in a plural subject

re.Cip.ro-cate \ri-'sip-r3-,kat\ vt 1 : to give and take mutually
2 : REPAY ~ VI 1 : to make a return for something 2 : to move
forward and backward alternately — re>cip-ro>ca>tor \-,kat-3r\ n

reciprocating engine n ; an engine in which the piston moves to
and fro

re-cip.rcca.tion \ri-,sip-r3-'ka-sh9n\ n 1 a : a mutual exchange
D : a return in kind or of like value 2 : an alternating motion —
re-cip-ro.ca.tive Xri-'sip-ra-.kat-iv, -k3t-\ adj

reC'i'proC'i.ty \,res-3-'pras-3t-e, -'pras-teX n 1 : the quality or
state of being reciprocal 2 : a mutual exchange of privileges;
specif : a recognition by one of two countries or institutions of the
vahdity of licenses or privileges granted by the other

re.ci.Sion \ri-'sizh-3n\ n [MF, alter, of rescision, fr. LL rescission-,
rescissio rescission] ; cancellation

ie>Cit>al \ri-'sTt-''l\ n 1 a : the act, process, or an instance of
reciting b : enumeration c : discourse, narration 2 : a
public reading or recitation of a piece of writing 3 a : a public

given by a musician or dancer or by a dance troupe
r dance pupils — re-cit-

gerforman
: an exhibition concert given by

al'isl \ -fl-astX n
rec>i*ta>tion \,res-3-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 ; enumeration 2 : the act
or an instance of reading or repeating aloud esp. publicly
3 a ; a student's oral reply to questions bra class period

reci.ta.tive \,res-(3-)ta-'tev\ n [It recitative, fr. recitare to
recite, fr. L] ; a rhythmically free declamatory vocal style for
delivering a narrative text; also : a passage to be dehvered in this
style — recitative adj

reci.ta.ti.vo \,res-(3-)t3-'te-(,)vo\ n, pi rec-i-ta-li-vi \-(.)ve\
or recitativos tit] : recitative

re.Cite \ri-'sit\ vb [me reclten to state formally, fr. MF or L;
MF reciter to recite, fr. L recitare, fr. re- + citare to summon —
more at crrE] vt 1 : to repeat from memory or read aloud publicly
2 a ; to give a detailed narration of b : enumerate 3 : to repeat
or answer questions about (a lesson) — vi 1 : to repeat or read
aloud something memorized or prepared 2 ; to reply to a teacher's
question on a lesson — re-cit.er n
reck \'rek\ vb [ME recken, fr. OE reccarx; akin to OHG ruohhen
to take heed] vi 1 ; worry, care 2 : Matter '^ vt 1 : to care
for : regard 2 : to matter to : concern

recK>less \'rek-l3s\ adj 1 a : marked by lack of caution ; rash
b : irresponsible, wild 2 ; careless, negugent syn see ad-
venturous — reck'less-ly adv — reck>less>nessn

reck.on \'rek-3n\ vb reck>on-ing \-(3-)niQ\ [ME rekenen, fr. OE
-recenian (as in geiecenian to narrate); akin to OE reccan'] vt

la: count b : estimate, compute c : to determine by reference
to a fixed basis 2 : to regard : consider 3 chiejiy dial : think
«* vi 1 : to settle accounts 2 ; to make a calculation 3 a : judge
b chiejiy dial ; suppose 4 ; depend syn see calculate rely

reck>on-ing n l : the act or an instance of reckoning: as a : ac-
count, bill b : computation c : calculation of a ship's position
2 : a settling of accounts <day cf '^> 3 : appraisal

re*Claim \ri-'klam\ vt [ME reclamen, fr. OF reclamer to call back,
fr. L reciamare to cry out against, fr. re- + clamare to cry out —
more at claim] 1 a : to recall from wrong or improper conduct
; REFORM b : TAME 2 : to rescue from an undesirable or unculdvated
state 3 : to obtain from a waste product or by-product : recover
syn see rescue — re-claim*able \-'kla-m3-b9l\ adj

re-claim \(')re-'klam\ vt ; to demand or obtain the return of
reC'la*ma'tion \,rek-l3-'ma-sh3n\ n [MF, fr. L reclamation-,
reclamatio, fr. reclamaius, pp. of reclamare'\ : the act or process of
reclaiming: as a : reformation b : restoration to use : recovery

r6>Clame \ra-'klam\ n [F, advertising, fr. reclamer to appeal, fr.

OF reclamer'] 1 : public acclaim : vogue 2 : showmanship
rec-li>nate \'rek-l3-,nat\ adj : bent downward so that the apex Is

below the base
recline \ri-'kiTn\ vb [ME reclinen, fr. MF or L; MF recliner, fr. L
reclinare, fr re- + clinare to bend] vt : to cause or permit to incline
backwards -^ v/ 1 : to lean or incline backwards 2 : repose, lie

ire>ClUSe \'rek-,liis. ri-'klLis, 'rek-.luz\ adj [ME, fr. OF reclus, lit.,

shut up, fr LL reclusus, pp. of recludere to shut up fr. L re- + dau-
nt at close] : marked by v/ithdrawal from so-
re-clu>sive \ri-'klu-siv, -ziv\ adj

in who leads a secluded or solitary life : hermit
re-ClU<Sion \ri-'klu-zh3n\ n : the state of being recluse

rec>og>ni*tion \,rek-ig-'nish-an, -3g-\ n 1 ; the action of recogniz-
ing : the Slate of being recognized: as a : acknowledgment
b ; knowledge or feeling that an object present has been met before
2 : special notice or attention

recog-niz-abil.i.ty \-,nT-z3-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or state of
being recognizable

rec*og>niz*able X'rek-ig-.nT-za-bal, jag-\ adj ; capable of being
recognized — rec-og-niz-ably \-ble\ adv

re*COg>ni*zance \ri-'kag-n3-z3n(t)s, -'kan-3-\ n [alter, of ME
reconissaunce , fr. MF reconoissance recognition, fr. reconoistre to

recognize] 1 a : an obligation of record entered into before a court

or magistrate requiring the performance of an act (as appearance in

court) usu. on penally of a money forfeiture b : the sum liable to

forfeiture upon such an obligation 2 archaic I token, pledge
rec<Og<nize \'rek-ig-,niz, -ag-\ vt [modif. of MF reconoiss-,sitmoi

, fr. L recognoscere, fr. re- + cognoscere i

dere to (

ciety :

srecluse n :

> know — more

See re- and 2d element
reclean
recoal
recoat
recodification
recodify

recolonizatioD
recolonize
recolor
recomb
recombine

recommencement
recommission
recompile
recomplete
recompletion
recompound

reconsign
at COGNTTION] 1 a : to perceive to be something previously known
(.recognized the word) b ; to perceive clearly : realize 2 a : to
acknowledge with a show of appreciation {recognizing services)
D : to acknowledge acquaintance with <'^ an old crony) c : to
admit the fact of 3 ; to acknowledge formally: as a : to admit as
being lord or sovereign b : to admit as being of a particular status
c ; to admit as being one entitled to be heard d : to acknowledge
the de facto existence or the independence of

ire-coil \ri-'k6i(3)l\ VI [ME reculen fr. OF reculer, fr. re- + cut
backside — more at culet] 1 a : to tall back under pressure b : to
shrink back 2 : to spring back to or as if to a starting point
3 obs : degenerate
syn recoil, shrink, flinch, wince, blench, quail mean to draw

back through fear or distaste, recoil implies a start or movement
away through shock, fear, or disgust; shrink suggests an instinctive
recoil through sensitiveness, scrupulousness, or cowardice;
FLINCH implies a failure to endure pain or face something dangerous
or frightening with resolution; wince suggests an involuntary
movement of recoil; blench implies fainthearted flinching; quail
suggests shrinking and cowering in fright or consternation

ire-coil \ri-'k6i(3)t, 're-,k61I\ n : the action of recoiling : reac-
tion; esp ; the kickback of a gun upon firing
re.coil.less \-'koi(3)l-l3s, -,k6il-Ias\ adj : having a minimum of
recoil <a -^ gun)

re-coin \C')re-'k6in\ vt : to coin again or anew — re*coin*age
\-'k6i-nij\ n
re-coMect vt \.re-k3-'lekt\ [partly fr. L recollectus, pp. of recol-
ligere, fr. re- + colligere to collect; partly fr. re- 4- collect^ : to
collect again; esp : rally, recover

rec>Ol-lect \,rek-3-'lekt\ vb [ML recollectus, pp. of recoUigere, fr.

L. to gather again] vt 1 : to recall to mind : remember 2 : to re-
mind (oneself) of something temporarily forgotten -^ vi ; to call
something to mind syn see remember

re*col-Iect*ed \,re-k3-'lelv-t3d\ adj ; composed, calm
recol.lection \,rek-3-'lek-shan\ /j 1 a : tranquillity of mind
b ; religious contemplation 2a: the action or power of recalling
to mind b : something recalled to the mind syn see memory

re-com-bi-nant \(')re-'kara-b3-nant\ n : an individual exhibiting
genetic recombination

re-com-bi-na-tion \.re-,kam-b3-'na-shan\ n 1 : the formation of
new combinations of genes in fertilization 2 : the formation of
new combinations of linked genes (as by crossing-over) resulting
in new heritable characters or new combinations of such characters— re-com-bi-na.tion'al \-shnal, -sh3n-'l\ adj
recom-mend \,rek-3-'mend\ v; [ME recommenden to praise, fr.

ML recommendare, fr. L re- + commendare to commend] 1 a : to
present as worthy of acceptance or trial b : to urge the fitness of
2 : ENTRUST 3 : to attract favor to 4 : advise — rec-om-mend-
able \-'men-d3-b3l\ adj — rec-om-men-da>to*ry \-ds-,tor-e,
-,t6r-\ adj — rec*om-mend>er n
recom.men.da-lion X.rek-a-man-'da-shan, -,men-\ n 1 : the
action of recommending 2 : something that recommends or
expresses commendation
re.com.mit \,re-k3-'mit\ vt 1 : to refer (as a bill) again to a com-
mittee 2 : to consign again — re<coin>mit>ment \-mant\ n —
re.cora-mit-tal \-'mit-M\ n
irecom.pense \'rek-3m-,pen(t)s\ vt [ME recompensen, fr. MF
recompenser, fr. LL recompensare. It. L re- + compensare to
compensate] 1 a : to give compensation to : repay b ; to pay
for 2 : to return in kind : REQurrE syn see pay
^recompense n : an equivalent or a return for something done,
suffered, or given : compensation
re>com*pose \,re-k3m-'poz\ vr X ; to compose again : rear-
range 2 : to restore to composure — re>com>po<si-tion \(,)re-
,kam-p3-'zish-3n\ n

rec-oU'Cil-abil-i-ty \.rek-3n-,sT-l3-'biI-3t-e\ n : the quality or
state of being reconcilable

rec*on>cil*able X.rek-an-'sT-Ia-bal, 'rek-3n-,\ adj : capable of
being reconciled — rec<on>cil*abIe>ness n

recon-Cile \'rek-3n-,sTl\ vt [ME reconcilen, fr. MF or L; MF
reconcilier, fr. L reconciliare, fr. re- + conciliare to conciliate]

1 a : to restore to friendship, harmony, or communion (^reconciled
the factions) b : adjust, settle <~ differences) 2 : to make
congruous <~ an ideal with reality) 3 ; to cause to submit to or
accept §yn see adapt — rec>on>clle>ment \-m3nt\ n — rec>on-
cil>i>a>tion _\,rek-3n-,sil-e-'a-sh3n\ n — rec-on-cil<ia<to>ry
\-'sil-y3-,tor-e, -'sii-e-s-, -,t6r-\ adj

re*con>dite \'rek-sn-,dTt, ri-'kan-\ adj [L reconditus, pp. of
recondere to conceal, fr. re- + condere to store up, fr. com- +
-dere to put — more at do] 1 archaic : hidden from sight : con-
cealed (produced some ~ flasks of wine —T.L.Peacock) 2 ; in-

comprehensible to one of ordinary understanding or knowledge
: DEEP <a ~ subject) 3 ; of, relating to, or dealing with something
little known or obscure <~ fact about the origin of the holiday —
Floyd Dell) — re^con^dite^ly adv — re*con*dlte*ness n

re*con.di.tion \,re-kan-'dish-3n\ vt 1 : to restore to good condi-
tion (as by repairing or replacing parts) 2 : reform

re-con-firm \,re-k3n-*f3rm\ vt : to confirm again; also X to es-

tablish more strongly — re-con-fir*ma-tion \(,)re-,kan-far-'ma-
shan\ n

re-con-naiS'Sance \ri-'kan-a-z3n(t)s also -san(t)s\ n [F, lit., rec-
ognition, fr. MF reconoissance] ; a preliminary survey to gain infor-

mation; esp : an exploratory military survey of enemy territory

re-con.noi-ter \.re-k9-'n6it-3r also ,rek-3-\ vb re*con'nol*ter>ing
\-'n6it-3-rir), -'n6i-trio\ [obs. F reconnoitre, lit., to recognize,
fr. MF reconoistre — more at recognize] vt : to make a recon-
naissance of '— VI : to engage in reconnaissance

re>C0n-sid-er \,re-k3n-'sid-3r\ vt : to consider again with a view
to changing or reversing; specij : to take up again in a meeting
'v vt : to engage in reconsideration — re>con>sid>er>a*tion
\-,sid-3-'ra-shan\ n

{

recompress
recompression
recomputation
recompute
reconceive
recoocentrate

recondensation
recondense
reconduct
reconfine

reconnect
reconquer
reconquest
reconsecrate
reconsecration
reconsign
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re*con*struc>tioil \,re-kan-'strok-shan\ n 1 a : the action of
reconstructing : the state of being reconstructed ^) often cap : the
reorganization and reestablishment of the seceded states in the
Union after the American Civil War 2 : something reconstructed

ie>con<struc-tlon>ism \-sha-,niz-3m\ n, ojten cap 1 : advocacy of
post-Civil War reconstruction 2 ; a movement in 20th century
American Judaism that advocates a creative adjustment to con-
temporary conditions through the cultivation of traditions and
folkways shared by all Jews — re«con»stnic*tion-ist \-sh(3-)n9st\
n, ojten cap

ie*con*ver>sion X.re-kan-'vsr-zhsn, -shanV n : conversion back to
a previous state

re.con.vert \,re-k3n-'v3rt\ vb : to convert back
re-COn-vey \,re-k3n-'va\ vt : to convey back to a previous position

or owner — re.con.vey.ance \-'va-3n(t)s\ n
ire-cord \ri-'k6(3)rd\ vb EME recorden, Ut., to recall, fr. OF
recorder, fr. L recordari, fr. re- + cord-, cor heart — more at heart]
v/ 1 a (1) : to set down in writing (2) : to deposit an authentic
official copy of to (1) : to register permanently (2) ; indicate,
READ 2 : to cause (as sound) to be registered (as on a phonograph
disc) in reproducible form ~ vi : to engage in recording
necord \'rek-ard also -,6(3)rd\ n 1 : the state or fact of being
recorded 2 : something that records: as a : something that

recalls or relates past events b : an official writing that records
the acts of a public body or officer c : an authentic official copy
of a document deposited with a legally designated officer d : the
official copy of the papers used in a law case 3 a : the known or
recorded facts regarding something or someone b ; an attested

too performance 4 ; something on which sound or visual images
have been recorded; specij ; a disc with a spiral groove carrying
recorded sound for phonograph reproduction
arecord \like ^\ adj : surpassing others of its kind
re-coi'da-tion \,rek-,6r-'da-sh3n; re-,k6r-\ n ; the action or
process of recording

record changer n ; a phonograph attachment that automatically
positions and plays successively each of a stack of records

re-cord-er \ri-'k6rd-3r\ n 1 : a person or device that records
2 a : the chief judicial magistrate of some British _
cities and boroughs b : a municipal judge with crimi-

nal jurisdiction of first instance and sometimes hmited
civil jurisdiction 3 : a fipple flute with eight finger
holes

re.cord.ing \ri-'k6r-diQ\ n : record 4
le.cord.ist \ri-'k6rd-3st\ n : one who records sound
esp. I filn

record player n : an electronic instnmient for playing
phonograph records through a usu. incorporated
loudspeaker
ire-coimt \ri-'kaunt\ vt [ME recounten, fr. MF
reconter, fr. re- + conter to count, relate — more at

COUNT] 1 : to relate in detail ; narrate 2 ; enumer-

-'kaunt\ vt [re

-'kaiint, 're-,\

+ coimtl : to count

: a second or fresh

ATE
ne-count \(')r
again

3re.count \(')r
count

re.coup \ri-'kiip\ vb [F recouper to cut back, fr. OF,
fr. re- -f- couper to cut — more at cope] vt 1 ; to
withhold rightfully part of (a sum legally claimed)
instead of filing a counterclaim 2 a : to get an equiva-
lent for (as losses) b : reimburse 3 : to get back ^*"''

: regain ~ VI : to make up for something lost — re- recorder 3
coup.able X-'kii-pa-balX adj — re>coup.inent \-*kiip-

mantX n
re.COUrse \'re-,ko(3)rs, -,k6Ca)rs, ri-'\ n [ME recours, fr. MF, fr.

LL recursus, fr. L, act of running back, fr. recursus, pp. of recurrere
to run back — more at recur] 1 a : a turning to someone or
something for help or protection b : a source of help or strength
: RESORT 2 : the right to demand payment from the maker or
endorser of a negotiable instrument

re.cov-er \ri-'k3v-3r\ vb re.cov.er*ing \-(s-)rio\ [ME
fr. MF recoverer, fr. L recuperare; akin to L recipere to— more at receive] vt 1 : to get back : regain 2 a : to bring
back to normal position or condition b archaic : rescue 3 a : to
make up for b : to gain by legal process 4 archaic : reach
5 ; reclaim ~ vi 1 : to regain a normal position or condition
(as of health) i^ing from a bout of pneumonia) 2 : to obtain
a final legal judgment in one's favor — re-cov-er-able \-'k3v-
(3-)r3-b3l\ adj

re-cov-er \(')re-'kav-ar\ vt : to cover again or anew
re.cov.ery \ri-'k3v-(3-)re\ n : the act. process, or an instance of
recovering

recovery room n : a hospital room equipped for meeting postopera-
tive emergencies
irec.re.ant \'rek-re-3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. prp. of recroire to
renounce one's cause in a trial by battle, fr. re- + croire to believe,
fr. L credere — more at creed] 1 : crying for mercy : cowardly
2 : unfaithful to duty or allegiance

^recreant n i : coward 2 : deserter, apostate
rec«re.ate \'rek-re-,at\ vt [L recreatus, pp.] : to give new life or
freshness to ~ rec.re*ative \-,at-iv\ adj

re-cre.ate \,re-kre-'at\ vt : to create anew esp. in the imagination— re-cre-ation \-'a-shan\ n — re-crcative \-'at-iv\ adj
rec.re.ation \,rek-re-'a-sh3n\ n [ME recreacion, fr. MF recreation,
fr. L recreation-, recreatio restoration to health, fr. recreatus. pp.
of recreare to create anew, restore, refresh, fr. re- + creare to create]
: refreshment of strength and spirits after toil : diversion; also ; a
means of refreshment or diversion — rec*re*atiou.al \-shnal,
-sh3n-'l\ adj

re.crim.j.nate \ri-*krim-s-,nat\ vi [ML recriminatus. pp. of
recriminare. fr. L re- + criminari to accuse — more at criminate]
X : to make a retaliatory charge against an accuser 2 : to retort
bitterly — re.crim.i-na.tion \ri-,krim-3-'na-sh3n, .re-\ n — re-
cnm-i.na-to.ry \ri-'krim-(&-)na-.t6r-e, -.tdr-\ adj

re-cru.desce \,re-kru-'des\ vi [L recrudescere to become raw
agam, fr. re- + crudescere to become raw, fr. crudus raw — more

rectangles

at raw] ; to break out or become active again syn see return
re-crU'des-cence \-'des-'n(t)s\ n : a new outbreak after a period
of abatement or inactivity — re*cru.des.cent \-'nt\ adj
ire.cruil \ri-'krut\ n [F recrute, recrue fresh growth, new levy of
soldiers, fr. MF, fr. recroistre to grow up again, fr. L recrescere, fr.

re- + crescere to grow — more at crescent] 1 : a fresh or addi-
tional supply 2 : a newcomer to a field or activity; specij : a
newly enlisted or drafted member of the armed forces 3 ; an
enlisted man of the lowest rank in the array

arecruit vt la: to fill up the number of (as an army) with new
members : reinforce b : enlist, raise c ; to secure the services
of : ENGAGE 2 ; REPLENISH 3 : to restore or increase the health,
vigor, or intensity of -^ vi" ; to enlist new members— re.cruit.ment
\-mant\ n

re.crys-tal.lize \(')re-'kris-ta-,llz\ vb : to crystallize again or
repeatedly

rect- or recto- comb Jorm [NL rectum"] : rectum ^recml)
rec-tal \'rek-t'l\ adj ; relating to, affecting, or near the rectum —
rectal-ly \-e\ adv

rec-tan.gle \'rek-,taD-gal\ n [ML rec-
tangulus having a right angle, fr. L rectus
right + angulus angle — more at right,
angle] ; a parallelogram all of whose
angles are right angles

rec-tan-gU'lar Xrek-'taiD-gys-larX adj
1 : having a flat surface shaped Uke a
rectangle 2 a ; crossing, lying, or meeting
at a right angle b : having lines or surfaces
that meet at right angles — rec-tan-gu-
lar-i'ty \(,>rek-,tao-gy3-'lar-3t-e\ a —
rec.tan.gU'larUy \rek-'tao-gy3-lar-le\adv

rectangular coordinate n : either of two
Cartesian coordinates of two or three dimensions In which the
axes are mutually at right angles

rec.ti-fi.able \'rek-t3-,fT-9-b3l\ adj : capable of being rectified
rec.ti>fi.ca>tion X.rek-ts-fa-'ka-shanX n : the act or process of
rectifying

rec.li.fi.er \'rek-t3-.fT(-a)r\ n : one that rectifies; specij : a device
for converting alternating current into direct current

rec-ti-ly \'rek-ta-,fT\ vr [ME rectijien, fr. MF rectifier, fr. ML
rectijicare, fr. L rectus right] 1 : to set right : remedy 2 ; to
purify (as alcohol) esp. by repeated or fractional distillation

3 : to correct by removing errors : adjust <~ the calendar) 4*: to
make (an alternating current) unidirectional syn see correct

rec-ti-lin-ear \,rek-t3-'lin-e-3r\ adj [LL rectilineus, fr. L rectus -h

linea line] 1 : moving in or forming a straight line 2 : character-
ized by straight lines 3 : perpendicular 3 4 : corrected for
distortion so that straight lines are imaged accurately <~ lens)— rec-ti'lin.ear.ly adv

recti-tude \'rek-t3-,t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. LL rectitudo, fr.

L rectus straight, right] 1 : straightness 2 ; moral integrity
: righteousness 3 ; correctness of judgment or procedure

rec-to \'rek-(,)to\ n [NL recto [jolio) the page being straight]
: a right-hand page — compare verso

rec.tor \'rek-t3r\ n [L, ft. rectus, pp. of regere to direct — more
at right] 1 : one that directs : leader 2 a : a clergyman (as of
the Protestant Episcopal Church) in chaige of a parish; specij
: an incumbent of an Anghcan benefice in full possession of its

rights b : a Roman Catholic priest directing a church with no
pastor or one whose pastor has other duties 3 : the head of
a university or school — rec-tor.ate \-t(a-)r3t\ n — rec*to<ri.al
\rek-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj

rec-to-ry \'rek-t(3-)re\ n 1 ; a benefice held by a rector 2 : a
rector's residence

rectrlx \'rek-triks\ n, pi rec-tri-ces V'rek-trs-.sez, rek-'trT-(.)sez\
[NL, fr. L, fern, of rector one that directs] ; any of the quill

feathers of a bird's tail important in controlling flight direction —
usu. used in pi.

rec-tum \'rek-t3m\ n, pi rectums or recta \-t3\ [NL, fr. rectum
intestinum, lit., straight intestine] : the terminal part of the in-
testine from the sigmoid flexure to_ the anus

recttlS \'rek-t3s\ n, pi recti \-,ti, -,te\ [NL, fr. rectus muscuhts
straight muscle] : any of several straight muscles (as of the ab-
domen)

re.cum-ben.cy \ri-'k3m-b3n-se\ n : recumbent position : repose
re*CUUl>bent \-b9nt\ adj [L recumbent-, recumbens, prp. of re-

cumbere to lie down, fr. re- + -cumbere to lie down (akin to L
cubare to lie, recline) — more at hip] 1 a : suggestive of repose
: resting b : lying down 2 oj an anatomical structure ; tending
to rest upon the surface from which it extends syn see prone —
re-cum.bent.ly adv

re.CU.per*ate \ri-'k(y)u-p3-,rat\ vb [L recuperatus, pp. of recu-
perare — more at recover] vt : to get back : regain ^ vi : to
recover health or strength — re.cu.per.a>tion \-.k(y)ii-p3-'ra-

shanX n — re-cn-per.a-tive \-'k(ylii-p5-.rat4v, -pt3-)rat-\ adj
re.cur \ri-'k3r\ vi re.curred; re-cur-ring [ME recurren to return,

fr. L recurrere, lit., to run back, fr. re- + currere to run — more
at current] 1 : to have recourse : resort 2 : to go back in
thought or discourse 3 a : to come up again for consideration
b : to come again to mind 4 : to occur again after an interval

syn see return — re.cur.rence \-'k9r-3n(t)s. -'k9-i-3n(t)s\ n
re.cur-rent X-'ksr-ant, -'ks-rantX adj [L recurrent-, recurrens, prp.
of recurrere} 1 : running or turning back in a direction opposite
to a former course (^ laryngeal nerve) 2 : returning from time
to time <"-' problem) syn see intermittent — re-cur-rent-ly adv

recurring decimal n : repeating decimal
re.cur.vate \ri-'k3r-,vat, 're-, -v3t\ adj : recurved
re.curve \(')re-'k9rv\ vb [L recurvare, fr. re- + curvare to curv^
fr. curvus curved — more at crown] : to curve backward or inward
re.cu-san.cy \'rek-y»-z3n-se. ri-'kyUz-=n-\ n irecusant, n., fr. L
recusant-, recusans, prp. of recusare to refuse, fr. re- + causari to
give a reason, fr. causa cause, reason] : refusal to accept or obey
established authority; specij : the refusal of Roman Catholics to
attend services of the Church of England constituting a statutory
offense from about 1570 till 1791 — re-cu-sant X'rek-ys-zant,
ri-'kyuz-'nt\ n or adj

See re- and 2d element
I reconstruct

reconsignment reconstructible
reconstitute reconstructive
reconstitution

{ reconsult

reconsultation recrystallization
recontact recouple recurved
recontaminate recook recross recut
recontamioation
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. Rhodophyta) having predominantly

ired \'red\ adj red-der: red-dest [ME, fr. OE read; akin to OHG
rot red, L ruber & rujus, Gk erythros'\ 1 a ; of the color red
b ; having red as a distinguishing color 2 a (1) : flushed
(2) : RUDDY, FLORID (3) : of a coppery hue b : bloodshot
C : in the color range between a moderate orange and russet or bay
d : tinged with red : reddish 3 ; heated to redness : glowing
4a; inciting or endorsing radical social or political change esp. by
force b : communist c : of or relating to the U.S.S.R. or its allies— red'ly adv — red-ness n
2red n 1 : a color whose hue resembles that of blood or of the ruby
or is that of the long-wave extreme of the visible spectrum 2 : one
that is of a red or reddish color; esp ; an animal with a reddish
coat 3 a : a pigment or dye that colors red b ; a shade or tint
of red 4 a ; one who advocates or is thought to advocate or
endorse the violent overthrow of an existing social or political
order b cap : communist 5 [fr. the bookkeeping practice of
entering debit items in red ink] : the condition of showing a loss
<in the '^>

re-dact \ri-'dakt\ vt [back-formation fr. redaction"] 1 : to put in
writing : frame 2 : edit— re<dac*tor X-'dak-tar, -,t6f3)r\ n

re-dac>tion \ri-'dak-sh3n\ n [F redaction, fr. LL redaction-, redactio
act of reducing, compressing, fr. L redactus, pp. of redigere to
bring back, reduce, fr. re~, red- re- + agere to lead — more at
AGENT] 1 : an act or instance of redacting 2 ; edition — re-
dac*tion>al X-shnal, -shan-'lX adj

red alert n ; the final stage of alert in which enemy attack appears
imminent

red alga n : an alga (divisi^

red pigmentation
re-dan \ri-'dan\ n [F, alter, of redent fr. re- + dent tooth, fr. L
dent; dens — more at tooth] ; a fortification having two parapets
forming a salient angle

red ant n : any of various reddish ants (as the pharaoh ant)
red.ar.gue \ri-'dar-(,)gyu, re-, -gy3-w\ vt [ME redarguen, fr. L
redarguere, fr. red- + arguere assert, make clear— more at argent]
archaic : confute, disprove

red.bel-ly dace \,red-,bel-e-'das\ or red-bel-lied dace \-eCd)-
'das\ n ; either of two small brightly-marked No. American cyp-
rinid fishes {Chrosomus eos and C. erythrogaster)
red birch n 1 : the heartwood lumber of the yellow birch {Betula
luted) and of the sweet birch {Betula lenta) 2 ; a valuable New
Zealand timber tree (Noihojagus jusca); also : its hard wood

red«bird \'ied-,b3rd\ n : any of several birds (as a cardinal, several
tanagers. or the bullfinch) with predominantly red plumage

red blood cell n : one of the cells responsible for the red color of
vertebrate blood — called also red blood corpuscle

red-blood-ed \'red-'bl3d-ad\ adj : vigorous, lusty
red'bone \'red-,bon\ n : a moderate-sized speedy dark red or red
and tan American hound

red-breast \*red-,brest\ n 1 : a bird (as a robin) with a reddish
breast 2 or red-breast.ed bream \,red-,bres-t3d-\ : a reddish^
bellied sunfish (Lepomis auritus) of the eastern U.S.
red'bud \'red-,b3d\ n ; an American tree (genus Cercis) with usu.
pale rosy pink flowers

red«*ap Vred-,kap\ n : a baggage porter (as at a railroad station)
red-car-pet \'red-'kar-p3t\ adj [fr. the traditional laying down of
a red carpet for important guests to walk on] : marked by cere-
monial courtesy <'^ treatment)

red clover n : a Eurasian clover {Trijolium pratense) with globose
heads of reddish purple flowers widely cultivated as a hay, forage,
and cover crop

red'Coat \'red-,kot\ n ; a British soldier esp. during the Revolu-
tionary War

red coral n : a gorgonian (Corallium nobile) of the Mediterranean
and adjacent parts of the Atlantic having a hard stony skeleton
of a delicate red or pink color used for ornaments and jewelry
Red Gross n : a red Greek cross on a white ground used as the
emblem of the International Red Cross
Uedd \'red\ vb redd-ed or redd; redd-ing [ME redden to clear,

prob. alter, of ridden — more at rid] vt, chiejly dial : to set in
order -^ vi, chiejly dial : to make things tidy

2redd n [origin unknown] ; the spawning ground or nest of various
fishes

red deer n 1 : the common deer of temperate Europe and Asia
(Cervus elaphus) which is related to but smaller than the elk

2 : the whitetail in its summer coat
red'den X'red-^nX vb red'den.ing \'red-nir), -''n-io\ vt : to make
red or reddish ~ vi ; to become red; esp ; blush

red'dish \'red-ish\ adj : tinged with red — red'dish.ness n

red'dle \'red-n\, red-die.man \-m3n\ var oj ruddle, ruddleman
irede \'red\ vi [ME reden — more at read] 1 dial ; to give counsel
to : advise 2 dial : interpret, explain

2rede n l chiejly dial : counsel, advice 2 archaic ; account,
STORV

red>ear \'red-,i(3)r\ n : a common sunfish (Lepomis microlophus)
of the southern and eastern U.S. resembling the bluegill but having
the back part of the gill cover bright orange-red

re.dec.Q.rate \(')re-'dek-3-.rat\ vt : to freshen or change in ap-
pearance : refurbish ^ vi : to freshen or change a decorative
scheme — re.dec.Q.ra.tion \(,)re-,dek-3-'ri

re-ded.i.ca.tion \(,)re-,ded-i-'ka-sh3n\ « :

dedication
re-deem \ri-'dem\ vt [ME redemen, modif. of MF redimer, fr. L
redimere, fr. re-, red- re- ->r emere to take, buy; akin to Lith imti to

take] 1 a : to buy back : repurchase b ; to get or win back
2 a : to liberate by payment : ransom b : to free by force : lib-

erate c : to release from blame or debt : clear d : to free from
the bondage of sin 3 : to change for the better ; reform 4 a : re-
pair, RESTORE b archaic ; reclaim 5 a : to free from a lien by
payment of an amount secured thereby b (.1) ' to remove the
obligation of by payment (2) : to convert (as certificates) into cash
c : to make good : fulfill 6 a ; to atone for : expiate b (1) ; to

See re- and 2d element
rededicate
redefine
redefinition

3 abut; ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

j joke; rj sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th tbin; ft tbis;

redelivery
redemand
redemandable
redeposit

redevelop
redeveloper
rediffereutiation

redigest

: RETRIEVE synoffset the bad effect of (2) : to make worthwhile :

.\^_^"? — re.deem.able \-'de-m3-b3l\ adj — re.deem.efi
ar\ vt : to deliver back or again
(p)-sh3n\ n [ME redempcioun, fr. MF re-

redemptio, fr. redemptus, pp. of redi-
or an instance of redeeming —
shan^lV adj — re*demp.tive

re.de.liv-er \,red-=l-'
re-demp'tion \ri-'de__ _
demption, fr. L redemph
mere to redeem] : the act, process!
re.demp.tion-al \-'dem(p)-shn3l,
\-'dem(p)-tiv\ adj

re.demp.tion-er \-'dem(p)-sh(3-)n3r\ n : an immigrant to America
in the 18th and I9th centuries obtaining passage by becoming an
mdentured servant

Re.demp.tor.ist \ri-'dem(p)-t(3-)r3St\ n [F redemptoriste, fr. LL
redemptor redeemer, fr. L, contractor, fr. redemptus] : a member
of the Roman Catholic Congregation of the Most Holy Redeemer

re.demp.to.ry \ri-'dem(p)-t(3-)re\ adj : serving to redeem
re.de.ploy \.red-i-'pl6i\ vt : to transfer from one area to another
'*' VI ; to relocate men or equipment — re-de.ploy.ment \-m3nt\ n
redesign X.red-i-'zmX vt : to revise in appearance, function, or

a-sh3n\ M ; an act or in-

content — redesign n
re.de.ter.mi.na.tion \,red-i-,t3r-i
stance of determining again

re.de.ter.mine \-'tsr-m3n\ vi : to determine again : confirm
re.de.vel-op.ment \,red-i-'vel-3p-m3nt\ n : the act or process of
redeveloping; esp : renovation of a blighted area

red-eye \'red-.T\ n : cheap whiskey
red leed n : small red marine planktonic copepods that are a leading
food of some commercial fishes

red.Iin \'red-,fin\ n : a fish (as any of several American shiners or
suckers) with more or less red fins

red lire n : a pyrotechnic composition usu. containing a strontium or
Uthium salt that burns with a red light

red.fisb \'red-,fish\ n : any of various reddish fishes
red fox n : a fox {Vulpes vulpes) with bright orange-red to dusky
reddish brown fur

red gum n l : any of several Australian trees of the genus Euca-
'- - - (esp. E. camaldulensis, E. amygdalina, and E. calophylla)

t of committing
2 : eucalyptus gum

red-hand.ed \'red-'han-d3d\ adv {or adj) : in the a

a crime or misdeed
red.head \'red-.hed\ n 1 : a person having red hair 2 : an Amer-
ican duck (Aythya americana) related to the canvasback but having
in the male a brighter rufous head and shorter bill

red heat n : the state of being red-hot; also ; the temperature at
which a substance is red-hot

red herring « l : a herring cured by salting and slow smoking to a
dark brown color 2 [fr. the practice of drawing a red herring
across a trail to confuse hunting dogs] ; a diversion intended to
distract attention from the real issue

red-hot \'red-'hat\ adj 1 : glowing with heat 2 : exhibiting or
marked by intense emotion, enthusiasm, or violence {red-hot line
drive) 3_: fresh, new

re.dla \'red-e-3\ n. pi re.di.ae \-e-,e\ also re-di-as [NL, fr.

Francesco Redi tl698? It naturalist] ; a larva produced within the
sporocyst of many tiematodes that produces another generation
of rediae or develops into a cercaria — re.di.al \-e-sl\ adj
Red Indian n : American indian — called also Red Man
red.in.gote \"red-io-.got\ n [F, modif. of E riding coat] : a fitted
outer garment: as a : a woman's lightweight coat open at the
front b : a dress with a front gore of contrasting material

red. in-te. grate \ri-'dint-3-,grat, re-\ vt [ME redintegraten, fr. L
redintegratus, pp. of redintegrare, fr. re-, red- re--l- integrare to make
complete — more at integrate] archaic : to restore to a former or
sound state— red.in.te.gra.tion Xri-jdint-a-.gra-shsn, ,re-, (.)re-\
n — red-in-te.gra.tive \ri-'dint-3-,grat-iv, re-\ adj

re.di.rect \.red-3-'rekt. ,re-(,)dT-\ vt : to change the direction of —
re.di-rec.tion \-'rek-sh3n\ n
ire.diS'COUnt \(')re-'dis-,kaunt, ,re-dis-'\ vr : to discount again (as
commercial paper) — re-dis.count-able \-3-b3l\ adj
2rediscount \ (')re-'dis-,\ n : the act or process of rediscounting or
negotiable paper rediscounted

re.dis.trib.ute \,red-3-'strib-y3t\ vt : to alter the distribution of
: reallocate — rcdis-tri-bu-tion \(,)re-,dis-tra-'byii-sh3n\ n —
re.dis.trib.u.tive \,red-3-'strib-y3t-iv\ adj

re-diS-trict \(')re-'dis-(,)trikt\ vt : to divide anew into districts;

specif : to revise the legislative districts of
red.i.vi.vus \.red-9-'vT-v9s, -'ve-\ adj [LL, fr. L, renovated]

; brought back to life : reborn
red jasmine n l ; a widely cultivated frangipani (Plumeria rubra)
with large terminal cymes of pink, red. or purple fragrant flowers
2 : cypress vine

red lead n : an orange-red to brick-red lead oxide Pb304 used in
storage-battery plates, in glass and ceramics, and as a paint pig-
ment — called also minium

red leal n : any of several plant diseases characterized by reddening
of the foliage

red.leg \'red-,leg, -,lag\ n : any of several birds (as a redshank) with
red legs

red-let.ter \'red-'let-3r\ adj : of special significance : memorable
red light n l : a warning signal; esp I a red traffic signal 2 : a
cautionary sign : deterrent

red-light district n : a district in which brothels are frequent
red mass n, often cap R & M : a votive mass of the Holy Ghost
celebrated in red vestments esp. at the opening of courts and
congresses

red mulberry n : a No. American forest tree (Morus rubra) with soft
weak but durable wood; also : its edible purple fruit

red-neck \'red-,nek\ n : a member of the Southern rural laboring
class

re.do \(')re-'du\ v/ 1 : to do over or again 2 : redecorate
red oak n : any of numerous American oaks (as Quercus borealis and
Quercus falcata); also ; the wood of red oak

(
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red ocber n : a red earthy hematite used as a pigment
red-O-lence \'red-'l-9n(t)s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
redolent 2 : sceht, aroma syn sec fragrance

red-O'Ient \-9nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L redolent-, redolens, prp. of
redolere to emit a scent, fr. re- + olere to smell — more at odor]
1 : exuding fragrance : aromatic 2 a ; full of a specified fragrance
; SCENTED h : evocative, reminiscent — red>o-lent*ly adv

re*dOU>ble \(')re-'dab-al\ vt 1 ; to make twice as great in size or
amount ; intensify 2 a obs ; to echo back b archaic : repeat
'— v/ 1 : to become redoubled 2 archaic : resound 3 : to double
again 4 : to double an opponent's double in bridge — redouble n

TG-doubt \rl-'daut\ n [F redoute, fr. It rldotto, fr. ML reductua
secret place, fr. L, withdrawn, fr. pp. of reducere to lead back —
more at reduce] 1 a : a small usu. temporary enclosed defensive
work b : a defended posidon or protective barrier 2 : a secure
retreat : stronghold

re.doubt.able \ri-'daut-3-bal\ adj [ME redoutable, fr. MF, fr. re-

douter to dread, fr. re- + douter to doubt] 1 : causing fear or
alarm : formidablb 2 S Insplringor worthy of awe or reverence
; DOUGHTY — re-donbt*ably \-ble\ adv

re>dOUnd \ri-'daund\ v/ [ME redounden, fr. MF redonder, fr. L
redundare, fr. re-, red- re- + unda wave — more at water]
1 archaic : to become swollen: overflow 2 ; to have an effect

: conduce 3 : to become transferred or added : accrue 4 : re-
bound, reflect syn see conduce

red-out \'red-,aut\ n : a condition in which centripetal acceleration
drives blood to the head and causes reddening of the visual field

and headache
re<dox \'re-,daks\ n : oxidation-reduction
red-pen-cU \'red-'pen(t)-ssl\ vt 1 i censor 2 : correct, revise
red pepper n ; cayenne pepper
red<poU \'red-,pol\ n ; any of several small finches (genus Carduelis
or Acanthis) which resemble siskins and in which the males usu.
have a red or rosy crown

red poll n, ojten cap R&P [alter, of red polledl ; any of a British

breed of large hornless dual-purpose cattle that are red with a little

white on switch and belly
ire>dress \ri-'dres\ vt [ME redressen, fr. MF redresser, fr. OF
redrecler, fr. re- + drecier to make straight — more at dress]
I a (1) : to set right : remedy (2) ; to make up for ; compensate
b : to remove the cause of (a grievance or complaint) c : to exact
reparation for : avenge 2 archaic a : to requite (a person) for a
wrong or loss b : heal syn see correct — re«dress-er n

are.dress \ri-'dres, 're-,\ n 1 a : relief from distress b : means or
possibility of seeking a remedy 2 : compensation for wrong or
loss : reparation 3 a : an act or instance of redressing b : cor-
rection, retribution

red ribbon n : a red ribbon usu. with appropriate words or markings
awarded the second-place winner in a competition

red>root X'red-.riit, -,rut\ n 1 : a perennial herb (Lachnanthes
tinctoria) of the bloodwort family of the eastern U.S. whose red root
is the source of a dye 2 : bloodroot
red rust n : the uredlcdal stage of a rust; also I the diseased condition
produced by such fungi

red salmon n ; sockeyb
red'Shank \'red-.shaok\ n : a common Old World UmicoUne bird
(Tringa totanus) with pale red legs and feet

red sind'hi \-'sin-de\ n Vred + sindhi (one belonging to Sind,
Pakistan)] ; any of an Indian breed of rather small red humped
dairy cattle extensively used for crossbreeding with European stock
in tropical areas,

red siskin n ; a finch {Carduells cucullata) of northern So. America
that is scarlet with black head, wings, and tall and often kept as a
cage bird
red'Skin \'red-,skin\ n : a No. American Indian
red snapper n ; any of various reddish fishes (as of the genera
Lutjanus and Sebastodes) including several esteemed food fishes

red snow n : snow colored by various airborne dusts or by a growth
of algae (as of the genus Chlamydomonas) that contain red pigment
and Ave in the upper layer of snow; also : an alga causing red snow

red spider n : any small web-spiunlng mite (family Tetranychldae)
that attacks forage and crop plants

red squill n : a European squill {Urginea raaritima) having a reddish
brown bulb used chiefly In rat poison

red.start \'red-,start\ n [red + obs. start (handle, tail)] : a small
European singing bird {Phoerdcurus phoenicurus) related to the red-
breast

red tape n [fr. the red tape formerly used to bind legal documents in
England] ; bureaucratic procedure esp. as marked by delay or
Inaction

red tide n ; seawater discolored by the presence of large numbers
of dlnoflagellates (esp. of the genera Peridinium and Gymnodinium)

led-top \'red-,tap\ n : any of various grasses (genus Agrostis)
with usu. reddish panicles; esp : an important forage and lawn
grass {A. alba) of eastern No. America

re>duce \ri-'d(y)Us\ vb [ME reducen to lead back, fr. L reducere^ tz.

re- + ducere to lead — more at tow ] v/ 1 a : to draw together or
cause to converge • cohsolidatb b ; to diminish in size, amount,
extent, or number c : to narrow down ; restrict d ; to make
shorter : ABRmoB 2 archaic \ to restore to righteousness : save
3 : to bring to a specified state or condition 4 a : to force to capit-
ulate b : force, compel 6 a : to bring to a systematic form or
character b : to endow with (a definite shape) 6 ; to correct (as
a fractiu-e) by bringing displaced or broken parts back into their
normal positions 7 a t to lower in grade or rank ; demote b ; to
lower In condition or status : downgrade 8 a : to diminish In
strength or density b : to diminish in value 9 a (1) : to change the
denominations or form of without changing the value (2) : to
construct a geometrical figure similar to but smaller than (a given
figure) b : to transpose from one form into another c ; to change
Jin expression) to an equivalent but more fundamental expression

: to break down (as by crushing or grinding) ; pulverize
II a : to bring to the metallic state by removal of nonmetallic ele-
ments b : DEOxroizB c : to combine with or subject to the action
of hydrogen d (1) ; to change (an element or ion) from a higher to
a lower oxldaUon state (2) : to add one or more electrons to (an
atom or Ion or molecule) 12 : to change (a stressed vowel) to on
unstressed vowel -^ vt 1 a : to become diminished or lessened; esp

: to lose weight by dieting b ; to become concentrated or consoll-
dated c : to undergo melosis 2 : to become converted or equated
syn see conquer, decrease — re-duc-er n — re<duc*ibil>i>t7
\-,d(y)u-sa-'bIl-at;e\ n — re-duc-ible \-'d(y)u-sa-bal\ adj —
re-duc-ibly \-ble\ adv

re.duc-tant \rl-*dak-tant\ n : a reducing agent
re>duc<tase \-,tas, -,taz\ n : an enzyme that catalyzes reduction
re>duc>tio ad ab>5ur*dum Vrl-'dak-te-.o-.ad-sb-'sard-am, -s(h)e-,o-,
-'z3rd-\ n [LL] : disproof of a proposition by showing an absurdity
to which it leads when carried to its logical conclusion

re-dUG<tion \rl-'dak-shan\ n [ME reduccion restoration, fr. MF
reduction, fr. LL & L; LL reduction-, reductio reduction (in a
syllogism), fr. L, restoration, fr. reductus, past part, of reducere"]
1 : the act or process of reducing : the state of being reduced 2
; something made by reducing 3 : meiosis; specif : production of the
gametic chromosome number in the first meiotic division — re-
duc-tion-al X-shnsl, -shsn-'lX adj — re>duc>tlve \-'dak-tiv\ adj

re*duc>tion>isni \-'dak-sh3-,nlz-am\ n ; a procedure or theory that
reduces complex data or phenomena to simple terms — re«dac-
tjon-ist \-sh(3-)nast\ n — re>duc-tlon>is>tic \-,d3k-sha-'nis-tik\
adj
re-dun-dan-cy \rl-'dsn-dan-se\ n l ; the quality or state of being
redundant : superfluity 2 : profusion, abundance 3 a ; super-
fluous repetition ; prouxtty b ; an act or instance of needless
repetition 4 ; the part of a message that can be eliminated without
loss of essential information

re>dun>dant \ri-'d3n-d3nt\ adj [L redundant-, redundans, prp. of
redundare to overflow — more at redound ] 1 a : exceeding what is

necessary or normal : superfluous b : characterized by or con-
taining an excess; specif : using more words than necessary
2 : profuse, lavish syn see wordy — re-dun-dant-ly adv

re-du.pli.cate \ri-'d(y)ii-pll-,kat. 'reA vt [LL reduplicatus, pp. of
reduplicare, fr. L re- + duplicare to double — more at dupucate]
1 : to make or perform again : copy 2 ; to form (a word) by re-
duplication — re-du*pli-cate \-k3t\ adj

re-du.pli.ca.tion \ri-,d(y)u-pli-'ka-sh9n, ,re-\ n 1 : an act or
instance of doubling or reiterating 2a: repetition of a radical ele-

ment or a part of it occurring usu, at the beginning of a word and
often accompanied by change of the radical vowel b (1) ; a word
or form produced by reduplication (2) : the repeated element in
such a word or form 3 ; anadiplosis — re-du-pli-ca-tive
\ri-'d(ylu-pll-,kat-lv, 'reA adj— re-du*pli>ca-tive-ly adv

re>du«yi*id \ri-'d(y)u-ve-3d\ adj [derlv. of L reduvia hangnail] : of
or relating to a large and widely distributed family of blood-sucking
hemipterous insects comprising the assassin bugs

red water n : a disease of cattle marked by hematuria
red.wing \'red-,wio\ n ; a European thrush (Turdus muslcus) hav-
ing the under wing coverts red
red-wing blackbird or red-winged blackbird \,red-,wio(d)-\ n

: a No. American blackbird {Agelaius phoeniceus) of which the
adult male is black with a patch of bright scarlet bordered behind
with while or buff on the wing coverts

red*W00d \'red-,wud\ n 1 ; a wood yielding a red dye 2 : a tree
that yields a red dyewood or produces red or reddish wood 3 a ; a
commercially Important coniferous timber tree {Sequoia semper-
virens) of California that often reaches a height of 300 feet b ; the
brownish red light wood of the California redwood

red worm n : bloodworm; esp : a small reddish aquatic ollgochaete
worm (genus r«*j/e;e)

re*echo \(')re-'ek-(,)o\ v/ : to repeat or return an echo again or
repeatedly ; reverberate -^ v/ : to send (an echo) back
reecby \'re-che\ adj [ME rechy, fr. rek, rech reek] archaic : filthy,
rancid

reed \'red\ n [ME rede. fr. OE hreod; akin to OHG
hriot reed, Lith krutitl to stir] 1 a : any of various
tall grasses with slender often prominently Jointed
stems that grow esp. in wet areas b ; a stem of such a
grass c : one too weak to rely on 2 ; a growth or 3^
mass of reeds; specif ; reeds for thatching 3 : arrow
4 : a musical instrument made of the hollow joint of
a plant 6 ; an ancient Hebrew imit of length equal to
6 cubits 6 a : a thin elastic tongue of cane, wood,
or metal fastened at one end to the mouthpiece of a
musical instrument (as a clarinet or organ pipe) or to
a reed block or other fixture over an air opening (as in
an accordion) and set in vibration by the breath or
other air current b : a reed instrument <the '^s of an
orchestra) 7 : a device on a loom resembling a comb
and used to space warp yams evenly 8 : reeding 1 |

reed'bird \'red-,b3rd\ n, chiefly South : bobolink
reed-buck \'red-.b3k\ n, pi reedbuck also reedbucks ^

dlrinet
: any of a genus (Redunca) of fawn-colored African
antelopes with hornless females
re.ed-My \(')re-'ed-3-,fI\ vt [ME reedlflen, fr. MF reedifier, fr. LL
reaedificare, fr. L re- -¥ aedificare to build] : REBUn^

reed-i-ness \'red-e-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being reedy
reed-ing \'red-io\ n 1 : a small convex molding 2 : decoration by
series of parallel reeds

reed organ n : a keyboard wind Instrument in which the wind acts
on a set of metal reeds

reed pipe n : a pipe-organ pipe producing its tone by vibration of a
beating reed In a current of air

reed stop n : a set of reed pipes in an organ controlled by a single
stop knob

re.ed.u.cate \C)re-'eJ-o-,kat\vr : to train again; esp : to rehabilitate
through education — re»ed-u^ca'tion \(,)re-,ej-s-'ka-shan\ n —
re-ed*u>ca-tive \(')re-'ej-3-,kat-iv\ adj
reedy \'red-e\ adj 1 ; abounding in or covered with reeds 2 : made
of or resembling reeds; esp : slender, frail 3 : having the tone
quality of a reed Instrument
ireel \'ref\ n [ME riff. fr. ON rif\ 1 : a part of a saU taken in or
let out in regmating size 2 t reduction in sail area by reefing

»reel vt 1 : to reduce the area of (a sail) by rolling or folding a por-
tion 2 : to lower or bring inboard (a spar) wholly or partially
-^ v/ ; to reduce a sail by taking In a reef

•reel n [D rif, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON rlf reef of a salll

1 a : a chain of rocks or ridge of sand at or near the surface of
water b ; a hazardous obstruction 2 : vesh, lode

See re- and 2d element Iredomesticate
I redraft I redrawer I reedification
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ireef.er \'re-f3r\ n 1 : one that reefs 2 ; a close-fitting usu.
double-breasted jacket of thick cloth

2reeler n l^reef} : a marihuana cigarette
3ree.ler \"re-f3r\n [by shortening & alter.] 1 ; refrigerator 2:a
refrigerator car, truck, trailer, or ship

reel knotn : a square knot used in reefing a sail
ireek yrek\ n [ME rek. fr. OE rec; akin to OHG rouh smoke]
1 chiejly dial : smoke 2 : vapor, fog 3 : a strong or disagreeable
fume or odor

3reek vi l : to emit smoke or vapor 2 a : to give off or become
permeated with a strong or offensive odor b : to give a strong im-
fression of some constituent quality or feature 3 : emanate '^ vt

: to subject to the action of smoke or vapor 2 : to give off as or as
if a reek : exude — reek>er n — reeky \'re-ke\ adj
Ueel \'re(3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE hreol; akin to ON fine II weaver's reed,Gk krekein to weave] 1 : a revolvable device on which something
flexible IS wound: as a : a small windlass at the butt of a fishing
rod for the tine b chiejly Brit : a spool or bobbin for sewing thread
c : a flanged spool for photographic film 2 ; a quantity of some-
thing wound on a reel 3 : a frame for drying clothes usu. having
radial arms on a vertical pole

areel vt l ; to wind upon or as if upon a reel 2 : to draw by reeling
a line ^ vi : to wind on a reel — reel-able \'re-l3-b3l\ adj —
reel-er n

^

3reel vb [me relen, prob. fr. reel, n.] vi 1 a : to turn or move round
and round : whirl b : to be giddv 2 : to behave in a violent
disorderly manner 3 : to waver or fall back from a blow : recoil
4 : to walk or move unsteadily : swav ~ vr : to cause to reel

*reel n : a reeling motion
sieel n [prob. fr. Vee/] : a lively Scottish-Highland dance or its

re-elect \,re-3-'lekt\ vt : to elect for another term in office — re-
elec-tion \-'lek-sh3n\ n

re.em-ploy \,re-am-*pl6i\ vt ; to hire back — ro-em.ploy.ment

re>en<act \.re-3-'nakt\ vt 1 : to enact again 2 : to perform again— re-eu-act*ment \-'nak(t)-m3nt\ n
re.en.lorce \.re-3n-'f6Ca)rs, -'f6(a)rs\ var oj reinforce
re.en.trance \(')re-'en-tr3n(t)s\ n : reentry
ire<en<trant \-tront\ adj : directed inward
^reentrant n ; one that reenters or is reentrant
re*en-try \(')re-'en-tre\ n l : a retaking possession; esp I entry by a
lessor on leased premises on the tenant's failure to perform the con-
ditions of the lease 2 ; a second or new entry 3 ; a playing card
that will enable a player to retake the lead 4 : the action of reen-
tering the earth's atmosphere after travel in space

reest \'rest\ vi [prob. short for Sc arreest to arrest, fr. ME fSc)
arreisten, fr. MF arester — more at arrest] chiejly Scot : balk
ireeve \'rev\ ti [ME reve, fr. OE gereja, fr. ge- (associative prefix)
+ -reja (akin to OE -roj number, OHG ruova) — more at co-] 1 : a
local administrative agent of an Anglo-Saxon king 2 : a medieval
English manor officer responsible chiefly for overseeing the dis-
charge of feudal obligations 3a; the council president in some
Canadian municipalities b : a local official charged with enforce-
ment of specific regulations <deer '^>

2reeve vb rove \'rov\ or reeved; reev>ing [origin unknown] vt

1 : to pass i.as a rope) through a hole or opening 2 : to fasten by
passing through a hole or around something 3 : to pass a rope
through -*' vi, oj a rope ; to pass through a block or similar device

sreeve n [prob. alter, ofru//] : the female of the ruff
re>e3E>am<i<na>tion \,re-ig-,zam-a-'na-sh3n\ n ; a second or new

re-ex>am.ine \-'zam-an\ vt ; to subject to reexamination
re-fash-ion \(')re-'fash-an\ vt ; to make over : alter
re-fect \ri-'fekt\ vt IL rejectus, pp.] archaic : to refresh with food
or drink
refection \ri-'fek-shan\ n [ME rejeccloun, fr. MF rejection, fr. L
rejection-, rejectio. It. rejectus, pp. of reficere to restore, fr. re- +
jacere to make — more at do] 1 : refreshment of mind, spirit, or
body; esp : nourishment 2 a : the taking of refreshment b : food
and drink together : repast

re.lec-tcry \ri-'fek-t(3-)re\ n [LL rejectorium, fr. L rejectus}
: a dining hall esp. in a monastery

relectory table n : a long narrow table with heavy legs

re-fel \ri-'fel\ vt re>felled; re>feMing [L rejeilere to prove false,
refute, fr. re- + jallere to deceive] obs \ reject, repulse

re-ler \ri-'tsr\ vb re-ferred; re-ler.ring [ME referren, fr. L
referre to bring back, report, refer, fr. re- + jerre to carry — more
at bear] vr 1 a (1) : to think of, regard, or classify within a general
category or group (2) : to explain in terms of a general cause b : to
allot to a particular place, stage, or period c : to regard as coming
from or located in a specific area 2 a : to send or direct for treat-
ment, aid, information, or decision b ; to direct for testimony or
guaranty as to character or abihty ^^ vi 1 a : to have relation or
connection : relate b : to direct attention ; make reference
2 : to have recourse — re-Ier-able \'ref-(a-)r3-b3l, ri-*f»r-3-b3l\
adj — re-Ier-rer \ri-'f3r-ar\ n
syu refer, allude mean to call or direct attention to something.

REFER usu. implies intentional introduction and distinct mention as
by direct naming; allude suggests indirect mention (as by a hint,

roundabout expression, or figure of speech) syn see in addition
ASCRIBE

ref>er*ee \,ref-a-'re\ « 1 : a person to whom a legal matter Is

referred for investigation and report or for settlement 2 ; a sports
official usu. having final authority in administering a game — ref-
eree vb ref*er*eed; ref-er-ee-ing
lref.er.ence \'ref-3rn(t)s, 'ref-(a-)r3n(t)s\ n 1 : the act of referring
or consulting 2 ; a bearing on a matter : relation 3 : something
that refers: as a ; allusion, mention b : a sign or indication
referring a reader to another passage or book c ; consultation of

sources of information 4 ! one referred to: as a : a person to
whom inquiries as to character or ability can be made b : a state-
ment of the qualifications of a person seeking employment or
appomtment given by someone familiar with them c : a book or
passage to which a reader is referred d ; denotation, meaning
^reference vt : to supply with references
ref>er.en*duni \,ref-3-'ren-d3m\ n, pi ref>er<en>da \-d3\ or
referendums [NL, fr. L, neut. of referendus, gerundive oirejerre to
refer] 1 a : the principle or practice of submitting to popular vote
a measure passed upon or proposed by a legislative body or by
popular initiative b ; a vote on a measure so submitted 2 : a
diplomatic agent's note asking his government for instructions

re.fer-ent \ri-'f3r-ant, 'ref-(3-)r3nt\ n [L rejerent-, rejerens, prp. of
rejerre] : something that refers or is referred to — referent adj

ref>er<en.tial \,ref-3-'ren-chsl\ adj : containing or constituting a
reference — ref-er.en.UaMy \-'rench-(3-)le\ adv

re-fer-ral \ri-'f3r-3l\ n 1 ; the act or an instance of referring
2 : one that is referred

ire-fill \(')re-'fil\ VI : to fill again : replenish -^ vi : to become
filled again — re-filLable \-'fil-3-b3l\ adj

2re.fill \'re-,fil\ /lira product or a container and a product used
to refill the exhausted supply of a device 2 : something provided
again; esp : a second filling of a medical prescription

re.fi.nance \,re-f9-'nan(t)s, Ore-'fl-., ,rc-(,)fI-'\ vt : to renew or
reorganize the financing of

re.fine \ri-'frn\ vt 1 : to reduce to a pure state <--' sugar) 2 : to
free from moral imperfection : elevate 3 : to improve or perfect
by pruning or pohshing 4 ; to free from what is coarse, vulgar, or
uncouth ~ v/ 1 : to become pure or perfected 2 ; to make im-
provement by introducing subtleties or distinctions — re.fin-er n

re-fined \ri-'fTnd\ adj l : free from impurities 2 ; fastidious,
cultivated 3 : precise, exact

re.fine.ment \ri-'fTn-m3nt\ n l : the action or process of refining
2 : the quality or state of being refined ; cultivation 3 a : a re-
fined feature or method b : subtlety c : a contrivance or device
intended to improve or perfect

re-fin. ery \ri-'fTn-(3-)re\ n : a building and equipment for refining
or purifying metals, oil, or sugar

re.fin.ish \(')re-'fin-ish\ vt : to give (as furniture) a new surface— re-fin-ish-er n
re-fit \(')re-'fit\ vt ; to fit out or supply again '*' vi : to obtain
repairs or fresh supplies or equipment — refit \'re-, , (')re-*\ n

reflect \ri-'flekt\ vb [ME rejlecten, fr. L rejlectere to bend back,
fr, re- + Jlectere to bend] vt 1 archaic i to turn into or away from a
course : deflect 2 a : to turn, throw, or bend off or backward at
an angle (mirror '^s light) b : to cast back 3 : to bend or fold
back 4 : to give back or exhibit as an image, likeness, or outline
: MIRROR 5 : to bring or cast as a result 6 : to make manifest or
apparent : show 7 : realize, consider <«- vi 1 obs : to become
turned or thrown back 2 : to throw back light or sound 3 : to
think quietly and calmly 4 a : to tend to bring reproach b ; to
have a bearing or influence syn see think

reflectance \ri-'flek-t3n(t)s\ n : the fraction of the total luminous
flux incident upon a surface that is reflected and that varies accord-
ing to the wavelength distribution of the incident light

reflecting telescope n : reflector 2
re.flection or chiejly Brit le-flex-ion \ri-'flek-sh3n\ 71 [ME, alter,
of rejlexion, fr. MF, fr. LL rejlexion-, rejlexio act of bending back,
fr. L rejlexus, pp. of rejlectere] 1 : an instance of reflecdng; esp : the
return of light or sound waves from a surface 2 : the production
of an image by or as if by a mirror 3a; the action of bending or
folding back b : a reflected part : fold 4 : something produced
by reflecting; esp i an image given back by a reflecting surface
6 : reproach, censure 6 : a thought, idea, or opinion formed or
a remark made as a result of meditation 7 : consideration of some
subject matter, idea, or purpose 8 obs t turning back : return
syn see animadversion — re-flec-tion-al \-shn3l, -sh3n-''l\ adj

re-flec-tive \ri-'f]ek-tiv\ adj 1 ; capable of reflecting light, images,
sound waves 2 : marked by reflection 3 : of, relating to. or caused
by reflection 4 : reflexive — re-fleC'tive-ly adv — re.flec-tive-
ness n — re-llec-tiv-i-ty \,re-,flek-'tiv-st-e, n-\ n

re-flectom.e.ter \,re-.flek-'tam-3t-ar, ri-\ n : a device for measur-
ing the reflectance of hght

re-flec-tor \ri-'flek-t9r\ /i 1 : a polished surface for reflecting light

or other radiation 2 : a telescope in which the principal focusing
element is a mirror

re-flec-tor-ize \-t3-,rTz\ vr 1 ; to make reflecting 2 ; to provide

pp. of rejlectere to reflect]
lirrored image _c : a copy

with reflectors

ire.flex \'re-,fleks\ n [L rejlexu
1 a : reflected heat, light, or color . __ „_ ,. __^,
exact in essential or peculiar features 2 a : an act performed in-

voluntarily in consequence of a nervous impulse transmitted inward
from a receptor to a nerve center and outward to an effector (as a
muscle or gland) b : the process comprising reception, transmis-
sion, and reaction culminating in a reflex act c pi z the power of
acting or responding wiih adequate speed d : an habitual and
predictable way of thinking or behaving

sreflex adj [L rejlexus} 1 : bent, turned, or directed back : re-
flected 2 : iNTROSPEcnvE 3 : produced in reaction, resistance,
or return 4 oJ an angle : being between 180° and 360'^ 6 : of,

relating to, or produced by reflex action without intervention or
consciousness — re-flex-ly adv

reflex arc n : the complete nervous path involved In a reflex

reflex camera n : a camera in which the image formed by the lens
is reflected onto a screen for focusing and composition

ire.flex.ive \ri-'flek-siv\ adj [ML rejlexivus, fr. L rejlexus} 1 : di-

rected or turned back upon itself 2 : of, relating to, or constituting
an action (as in "he perjured himself") directed back upon the
agent or the grammatical subject — re>flex.ive.ly adv — re*flex-
Ive.ness n — re.flex>iy.i>ty \,re-,flek-'siv-st-e, n-\ n
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reflexive 720 regard

^reflexive n : a reflexive pronoun or verb
reflexive pronoun n ; a pronoun referring to the subject of the
sentence, clause, or verbal phrase in which it stands; specij : a
personal pronoun compounded with -selj

re.flex.ol-o.gy \,re-,flek-'sal-3-je. ri-\ n[ISV] : the study and Inter-
pretation of behavior in terms of simple and complex reflexes

re-Ilcres-cence \.re-fl3-'res-'n(t)s, -fl6-\ n [L rejlorescere to
blossom again, fr. re- + Jlorescere to bloom — more at flores-
cence] : a renewed blossoming

re.flow \(')re-;^flo\ VI 1 : to flow back : ebb 2 : to flow in again— reflow \'re-,\ n
ref.lu-ence \'ref-.lu-9nCt)s, -l3-w3n(t)s\ n [L refluere to flow back,
fr. re- + Jluere to flow — more at fluid] : reflux — ref-la*ent
\-,lii-3nt, -l3-w3nt\ adj

re.flnx \'re-,fl3ks\ n [ME, fr. ML refluxus, fr. L re- + Jluxus flow— more at flux] ; a flowing back : ebb
re>foc-il<Iate \(')re-*fas-3-,Iat\ vt [LL rejocillatus, pp. of rejocil-

lare, rejocilare to warm into life again, fr. L re- + focilare to revive
by warmth, fr. foculum chafing dish, brazier, fr. jovere to warm]
: refresh, revive

re.for.est \(')re-'f6r-«st, -'far-X yt : to renew forest coveron by
seeding or planting — re*for*es>ta*tiOU \(,)re-,f6r-a-'sta-sh5n,
-,far-\ n

re.lorge \(')re-'f6(a)rj, -•f6Ca)rj\ vt [ME reforgen, fr. MF rejorgier,

fr. re- + Jorgier to lorge] : to forge again : make over
ire.lorm \ri-'f6Cs)rm\ vb [ME rejormen. It. MF reformer, fr. L
rejormare, fr. re- + formare to form] vt 1 a : to amend or improve
by change of form or removal of faults or abuses b : to put or
change into an improved form or condition 2 ; to put an end to
(an evil) by enforcing or introducing a better method or course of
action 3 : to induce or cause to abandon evil ways <--' a drunkard)
4 a ; to subject (oil or gas) to cracking b : to produce (as gasoline
or gas) by cracking ^ vi : to become changed for the better syn
see CORRECT — re*£orm>abIe \-'f6r-m3-b3l\ adj
^reform n l ; amendment of what is defective, vicious, corrupt,
or depraved 2 : a removal or correction of an abuse, a wrong, or
errors

ref-or>ma>tlon \,ref-3r-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of reforming ; the
state of being reformed 2 cap : a 16th century reUgious movement
marked ultimately by rejection or modification of much of Roman
Catholic doctrine and practice and establishment of the Protestant
churches — ref-or-ma-tion-al X-shnal, -sh3n-'l\ adj
re>for*ma>Uve \ri-'f6r-m3t-iv\ adj : tending or disposed to reform
ire>Ior*ma-to>ry \ri-'f6r-ma-,tor-e, -,tor-\ adj : reformative (-^

arelormatory n ; a penal institution to which young or first offend-
ers or women are committed for training and reformation
re<iormed adj 1 ; restored to purity or excellence : corrected
2 cap a : PROTESTANT b : of or relating to the chiefly Calvinist
Protestant churches formed in various continental European coun-
tries

lelormed spelling n : any of several methods of spelling English
words that use letters with more phonetic consistency than con-
ventional spelling and usu. discard some silent letters (as in thoro
for thorough)

re»Ionn.er \ri-'f6r-m9r\ n l : one that works for or urges reform
2 cap : a leader of the Protestant Reformation

re*form*isni \ri-'f6r-,miz-3m\ n : a doctrine, policy, or movement
of reform — re>fonn-ist \-ra9st\ n
Relorm Judaism n : a 19th and 20th century development of
Judaism marked by rationalization of belief, simplification of many
observances, and affirmation of the religious rather than national
character of Judaism

relorm school n ; a reformatory for boys or girls

re*for*mu*late \(')re-'f6r-mya-,lat\ vr : to formulate again esp. In
a different way — re>tor>mu>la-tion \(,)re-,f6r-my3-*ia-sh3n\ n

re>fract \ri-'frakt\ vt [L rejractus, pp. of rejringere to break open,
break up, refract, fr. re- + frangere to break — more at break]
1 : to subject to refraction 2 : to determine the refracting power of

re.fractile \-'frak-t'l, -,tTl\ adj : refractive
refracting telescope n : refractor
re.lrac-tion \ri-'frak-sh3n\ n 1 : deflection from a straight path
undergone by a Ught ray or energy wave in passing obliquely from
one medium (as air) into another (as glass) in which its velocity is

different 2 : the change in the apparent position of a celestial body
due to bending of the light rays emanating from It as they pass
through the atmosphere; also : the correction to be applied to the
apparent position of a body because of this bending

re-lrac-tive \ri-'Erak-tiv\ adj 1 ; having power to refract 2 : re-
lating or due to refraction — re-frac-tive-Iy adv — re>frac-tive-
ness n — re-fractiv-i-ty \,re-,frak-'tiv-3t-e, ri-\ n

retractive index n : index of refraction
re.lractom.e-ter X.re-.frak-'tam-at-ar, ri-\ n [ISVl : an Instrument
for measuring indices of refraction — re'frac>to>met''ric \ri-.frak-
t3-'me-trik\ adj— re>frac>tom>e>try \,re-,frak-'tam-a-tre, ri-\ n

re-Irac-tor \ri-'frak-tsr\ n ; a telescope whose principal focusing
element is usu. an achromatic lens

re-frac<to-n<ly \ri-'frak-t(3-)r3-le\ adv : in a refractory manner
re.fracto.ri.ness \ri-'frak-t(3-)re-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of
being refractory
ire.lrac.to.ry \ri-'frak-t(3-)re\ adj [alter, of refractary, fr. L
refractarius, Irreg. fr. rejragari to oppose, fr. re- + -jragari (as In
sujfragari to support with one's vote) — more at suffrage]
1 : resisting control or authority : stubborn 2 a : resistant to
treatment or cure b : unresponsive to stimulus c : immune, in-
susceptible 3 : difficult to fuse, corrode, or draw out; esp : capa-
ble of enduring high temperature syn see unruly

arelractory n : a refractory person or thing; esp : a heat-resisting
nonmetallic ceramic material
ire>frain \ri-'fran\ vb [ME rejreynen, fr. MF rejraindre to restrain,
fr. L rejringere to break up, destroy, check — more at refract]
vr, archaic : CURB, restrain ^ vi : to keep oneself from doing,
feeling, or Indulging in something : abstain — re>train>meut
\-ra3nt\ n
syn refrain, abstain, forbear mean to keep oneself from doing

or indulging In something, refrain commonly suggests the check-

See re- and 2d element I reflorescent
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ing of a passing impulse; abstain implies deliberate renunciation or
self-demal; forbear suggests self-restraint motivated by com-
passion, charity, or stoicism

areirain n [ME rejreyn, fr. MF refrain, fr. rejraindre to resound, fr.

L rejringere to break up, refract] ; a regularly recurring phrase or
verse esp. at the end of each stanza or division of a poem or song
; chorus; also : the musical setting of a refrain

re-lran.gi.bil.i.ty \ri-,fran-j3-'bil-st-e, .re-\ n : the quality or state

of being refrangible
re>fran*gi>ble \ri-'fran-j3-b3l\ adj [irreg. fr. L rejringere to refract]

: capable of being refracted — re-fran>gi-ble>ness n
re^fresh \ri-'fresh\ vb [ME rejresshen, fr. MF rejreschir, fr. OF, fr.

re- -h jreis fresh — more at fresh] vr 1 : to restore strength and
animation to : revive 2 : to freshen up : renovate 3 a : to re-

store or maintain by renewing supply : replenish b : arouse,
stimulate 4 ; to restore water to -^ vj 1 : to become refreshed
2 : to take refreshment 3 : to lay In fresh provisions syn see
renew

re.fresh.en \rl-'fresh-3n\ vt ire- + freshen} : refresh
re>fresh«er \ri-'fresh-3r\ n 1 ; something that refreshes 2 : re-
minder 3 ; review or Instruction designed esp. to keep one abreast
of professional developments

re-tresh-raent \ri-'fresh-msnt\ n 1 : the act of refreshing : the state

of being refreshed 2 a : something that refreshes h pi l a light

meal : lunch
ire. frig. er.ant \ri-'frij-C»-)r3nt\ adj 1 ; cooling 2 : allaying heat
or fever

^refrigerant n ; a refrigerant agent or agency: as a : a medication
for reducing body heat b : a substance used in refrigeration

re>frig<er*ate \ri-'frij-a-,rat\ vr [L rejrigeratus, pp. of rejrigerare,

fr. re- + jrigerare to cool, fr. jrigor-, jrigus cold — more at frigid]
: to make or keep cold or cool; specij : to freeze or chill (food) for
preservation — re-lrig-er.a.tion \ri-,frij-3-'ra-sh3n\ n

re>frig>er>a<>tor \ri-'frij-3-,rat-ar\ n : something that refrigerates or
keeps cool: a : a cabinet or room for keeping food or other items
cool b : an apparatus for rapidly cooling heated Uquids or vapors
In a distilling process

re>frin>gent \ri-'frin-iant\ adj [L rejringent-, rejrlngens, prp. of
rejringere to refract] : refractive, refracting

relt past oj reave
re<Iu>el \(')re-'fyii(-a)l, -'fyu(-5)l\ vt : to provide with additional
fuel -^ vi ; to take on additional fuel

iref-Uge \'ref-(,)yUj\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. L rejugium, fr. refugere to
escape, fr. re- + jugere to flee — more at FUGrrwE] 1 : shelter or
protection from danger or distress 2 : a place that provides
shelter or protection 3 : a means of resort for help in difficulty

: RESOURCE
2reluge vt : to give refuge to «- v/ : to seek or take refuge
ref.U.gee \.ref-yu-'je\ n [F rejugie, pp. of (se) rejugier to take
refuge, fr. L rejugium] : one that flees for safety; esp I one who
flees to a foreign country or power to escape danger or persecution

re>flll>gence \ri-'ful-j3n(t)s, -'fglA n [L rejulgentia, fr. refulgent-,

rejulgens, prp. of rejulgere to shine brightly, fr. re- + fulgere to
shine — more at fulgent] : a radiant or resplendent quality or
state : brilliance — re-fuLgent \-j3nt\ adj

ire.fund \ri-'f3nd, 're-,fand\ vr [ME refunden, fr. MF & L; MF
refonder, fr. L refundere, Ut., to pour back, fr. re- + fundere to pour— more at found] 1 : to give or put back 2 : to return (money)
in restitution, repayment, or balancing of accounts —re.fund.able
\-3-b3l\ adj

2re*fund \'re-,f9nd\ n 1 ; the act of refunding 2 : a sum refunded
3re.fund \(')re-'f3nd\ vr [re- -I- jund] : to fund (a debt) again or
anew

re.Iur.blsh \(')re-'far-blsh\ vr : to brighten or freshen up : reno-
vate — re*fnr*bish>ment \-m3nt\ n

re.fus.al \ri-'fyii-z3l\ n 1 ; the act of refusing or denying 2 : the
opportunity or right of refusing or taking before others
ire.fuse \ri-'fyuz\ vb [ME rejusen fr. MF rejuser, fr. (assumed)
VL rejusare, fr. L rejusus, pp. of refundere to pour back] vt 1 : to
decline to accept ; reject 2 a ; to show or express unwillingness
to do or comply with b ; deny <was refused entrance) 3 obs
: to give up ; renounce i of a horse ; to decline to jump or
leap over '« vr ; to withhold acceptance, compliance, or permission
syn see decline — re*lus<er n

arel.use \'ref-,yus, -,yUz\ n [ME, fr. MF rejus rejection, fr. OF, fr.

refuser] 1 ; the worthless or useless part of something : leavings
2 : trash, garbage

3ref.use \'ref-,yus, -,yiiz\ adj : thrown aside or left as worthless
; USELESS

re.fut-able \ri-'fyUt-a-b3l, 'ref-y3t-\ adj [LL refutabilis, fr. L
rejutare] i capable of being refuted — re>fut*ably \-ble\ adv

ref.U'ta.tion \,ref-yu-'ta-shsn\ n : the act or process of refuting
: disproof

re.fute \ri-'fyUt\ vr [L rejutare, fr. re- + -futare to beat — more at
beat] 1 : to overthrow by argument, evidence, or proof 2 ; to
prove to be false or erroneous syn see disprove — re.fut-er n

re.gain \(')re-'gan\ vr : to gain or reach anew : recover
re.gal \'re-gsl\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L regalis — more at
roval] 1 : of, relating to, or suitable for a king 2 ; of notable
excellence or magnificence : splendid — re.gal.i*ty \ri-'gal-3t-e\
n — re.gal'ly \'re-ga-le\ adv
ire.gale \ri-'ga(a)l\ vb [F rSgaler, fr. MF, fr. regale, n.3 vt 1 : to
entertain sumptuously or agreeably 2 t to give pleasure or
amusement to -^ v/ : to feast oneself ; feed — re.gale»ment
\-m3nt\ n

sregale n [F rSgal, fr. MF regale, fr. re- + galer to have a good time— more at gallant] 1 : a choice or sumptuous feast 2 ; a choice
piece esp. of food

re.ga.lla \ri-'gal-y3\ n pi [ML, fr. L, neut. pi. of regalis] 1 : royal
rights or prerogatives 2 ; the emblems, symbols, or paraphernalia
Indicative of royalty or of office or membership 3 : special cos-
tume : finery
ire.gard \ri-'gard\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. regarder] 1 archaic
: ASPECT 2 a : consideration, heed b : look, gaze 3 a : the
worth or estimation in which something is held b (1) ; a feeling of
respect and affection : esteem (2) ; friendly greetings implying
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such feeling <glve him my '^s') c : a protective interest : carb
4 : a ground of action or opinion ; motive B : an aspect to be
taken into consideration : respect 6 obs : intention

2regard vb [ME regarden, fr. MF regarder to look back at, regard,
fr. OF, fr. re- + garder to guard, look at] vt 1 : to pay attention to
2 a : to show respect or consideration for b : to hold in high esteem
3 : to look at 4 : to take into consideration or account 5 : to
relate to 6 : to think of as ^ vi "L x to look attentively : gaze
2 ; to pay attention : heed
syn REGARD, RESPECT, ESTEEM, ADMIRE mean to recognlze the

worth of a person or thing, regard is a formal term and may stress
the fact of caring or feeling; respect usu. adds the impUcation that
the feeling is justly due; esteem implies somewhat greater warmth of
feeling accompanying high evaluacion; admire connotes en-
thusiastic often uncritical appreciation

re.gar-dant \ri-'gard-'nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, prp. of regarder^
; looking backward over the shoulder — used of a heraldic animal

re'gard-iul \ri-'gard-f3l\ adj \ : heedful, observant 2 : full or
expressive of regard or respect ; respectful — ie>gaid*lul-ly
\-f3-Ie\ adv — re-gardoful'iiess n

re>gard-iug prep : with respect to : concerning
iie-gard-less \ri-'gard-l3s\ adj ; heedless, careless — re^gard-
less'ly adv — re-gard-less-ness n

^regardless adv ; without prudent regard to impediments
regardless ol prep : in spite of {regardless oj our mistakes)
re<gat-ta \ri-'gat-3, -'gat-\ n [Jt] : a rowing, speedboat, or sailing
race or a series of such races

re>ge>la>tion \,re-ja-'la-sh3n\ n ; the freezing again of water
derived from ice melting under pressure when the pressure is re-
lieved
ire-gen-cy \'re-j3n-se\ n 1 a : the office. Jurisdiction, or govern-
ment of a regent or of a body of regents b archaic : governmental
authority : rule 2 : a body of regents 3 : the period of rule of a
regent or body of regents
^regency adj [it. the regency of George, Prince of Wales (afterwards
George IV) during the period 1811-20] : of, relating to, or re-
sembling furniture or dress of the regency of George, Prince of
Wales

re-gen-er-a-cy \ri-'jen-(3-)r3-se\ n : the state of being regenerated
ire-gen-er^ate \ri-'jen-(3-)r3t\ adj [ME regenerat, fr. L regeneratus,
pp. of regenerare to regenerate, fr. re- + generare to beget — more
at generate] 1 ; formed or created again 2 ; spiritually reborn or
converted 3 : restored to a better, higher, or more worthy state —
regenerate n — re»gen>er^at6'ly adv — re^gen-er-ate-ness n

2re.gen.er.ate \ri-'jen-3-,rat\ vi 1 : to become formed again
2 : to become regenerate : reform 3 : to undergo regeneration
•^ vt 1 a : to subject to spiritual regeneration b : to change
radically for the better 2 a : to generate or produce anew; esp
; to replace (a body part) by a new growth of tissue b ; to produce
again chemically sometimes in a physically changed form 3 : to
reestablish on a new and usu. better basis 4 : to restore to
original strength or properties 5 : to increase the amplification of
(an electron current) by causing part of the power in the output
circuit to act upon the input circuit

regenerated cellulose n : cellulose obtained in a changed form
by chemical treatment (as of a cellulose solution or derivative)

ie*gen<er-a<tlon Xri-Jen-s-'ra-shan, ,re-\ n 1 : an act or the process
of regenerating : the state of being regenerated 2 : spiritual re-

newal or revival 3 : renewal or restoration of a body or bodily
part after injury or as a normal process 4 : utilization by special
devices of heat or other products that would ordinarily be lost

re.gen.er.a-tive \ri-'jen-a-.rat-iv, -'jen-(3-)r3t-\ adj 1 ; of, re-

lating to, or marked by regeneration 2 : tending to regenerate —
re-gen-er-a-tive-ly adv

re*gen-er>a>tor \ri-'jen-3-,rat-3r\ n 1 : one that regenerates
2 : a device used esp. with hot-air engines or gas furnaces in which
incoming air or gas is heated by contact with masses (as of brick)
previously heated by outgoing hot air or gas
regent \'re-i9nt\ n [ME, fr. MF or ML; MF, fr. ML regent-,

regens, fr. L, prp. of regere to rule — more at right] 1 a archaic
: a ruling authority or principle b : one who rules or reigns

: GOVERNOR 2 : one who governs a kingdom in the minority,

absence, or disability of the sovereign 3 : a member of a governing
board (as of a state university) — regent adj

reg*i-ci>dal \,rej-o-'sTd-=l\ adj ; relating to, constituting, or disposed
to regicide

reg*i>Cide \'rej-3-,sid\ n l [prob. fr. (assumed) NL regidda, fr. L
reg-, rex king + -cida -cide — more at royal] ; one who kills a king
or assists in his death 2 [prob. fr. (assumed) NL regicidium, fr. L
reg-, rex + -cidium -cide] : the killing of a king
re-gime also r6.gime \ra-'zhem, ri-\ n [F regime, fr. L regimin-,

regimen"] 1 a ; regimen 1 b : a regular pattern of occurrence or
action 2 a : mode of rule or management b : a form of govern-
ment or administration; specij : a governmental or social system
reg-i-men X'rej-s-man, -,men\ n [ME, fr. L regimin-, regimen rule,

fr. regere] 1 : a systematic course of therapy 2 : government,
RULE 3 : the characteristic behavior or orderly procedure of a
natural phenomenon or process
Ireg-i.ment \'rej-(3-jm9nt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. lA. regimentum, fr. L
regere] 1 ; governmental rule 2 : a military unit consisting of a
variable number of battalions or other units_— reg-i-men-tal
\,rej-a-*ment-'l\ adj — reg-i-raen-taMy \-'l-e\ adv

areg.i-ment \'rej-3-.ment\ vt 1 : to form into or assign to a regi-

ment 2 a ; to organize rigidly esp. for the sake of regulation or
control b : to subject to order or uniformity— reg-i>nien-ta*tion
\,rej-3-man-'ta-sh3n, -,men-\ n

reg-i.men-tals Xirej-a-'ment-^izX n pi 1 ; a regimental imiform
2 : military dress

re-gion \*re-j3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L region-, regie, tt. regere to

rule] 1 : an administrative area, division, or district 2 a : a major
indefinite division of inanimate creation b ; a sphere of activity or
interest : field 3 a : an indefinite area b ; a broad homogeneous
geographical area c (1) ; a major world area that supports a char-

acteristic fauna (2) : an area characterized by prevalence of one or
more vegetational climax types 4 : one of the major subdivisions

. director responsible

wall register Sb

into which the body or one of its parts Is divisible 6 : one of the
zones into which the atmosphere is divided according to height or
the sea according to depth

re<>glon*al \'rej-nal, -sn-'lX adj 1 ; of, relating to, or characteristic
of a region <a ^ turn of speech>_ 2 : affecting a particular region
: localized ~ rejgion-al<ly \-e\ adv

re.gion.al.ism X'rej-nsl-.iz-sm, -3n-'I-\ n 1 a ; consciousness of
and loyalty to a distinct region with a homogeneous population
b : development of a political or social system based on one or
more such areas 2 : emphasis on regional locale and character-
istics in art or literature 3 : a peculiarity characteristic of a geo-
graphic area — re^gion-al^ist \-3st\ n or adj — re-glon>al*is*tic
\,rej-n3l-*is-tik, -3n-*l-\ adj

re.gls-seur \,ra-zhi-'s3r\ n [F regisseur] :

for staging a theatrical work (as a ballet)
ireg.iS'ter \'rej-a-star\ n [ME registre, fr.

MF, fr. ML registrum, alter, of LL regesta,
pl., register, fr. L, neut. pi. of regestus, pp.
of regerere to bring back, fr. re- + gerere
to bear — more at cast] 1 : a written
record containing regular entries of items
or details 2 a : a book or system of public
records bra roster of qualified or avail-
able individuals 3 : an entry in a register
4 a : a set of organ pipes of hke quality : stop D (1) : the range of
a human voice or a musical instrument (2) : a portion of such a
range similarly produced or of the same quality 5a ; a device
regulating admission of air to fuel b : a grille often with shutters
for admitting heated air or for ventilation 6 : registration,
registry 7 a : an automatic device registering a number or a
quantity b : a number or quantity so registered 8 : a condition
of correct alignment or proper relative position

2register vb reg-is-tei'lng \-st(3-)rio\ vt l a : to make or secure
official entry of in a register b : to enroll formally esp. as a voter
or student c ; to record automatically ; indicate 2 : to make or
adjust so as to correspond exactly 3 : to secure special protection
for (a piece of mail) by prepayment of a fee 4 : to convey by ex-
pression and bodily movements alone -^ vi 1 a : to enroll one's
name in a register b : to enroll one's name officially as a pre-
requisite for voting c : to enroll formally as a student 2 a : to
correspond exactly b : to be in correct alignment or register 3 : to
make or convey an impression

3register n [prob. alter, of ME registrer] : registrar
reg»is»tered adj la: having the owner's name entered in a register

<'--' security) b : recorded as the owner of a security 2 : recorded
on the basis of pedigree or breed characteristics in the studbook of
a breed association 3 : qualified formally or officially

registered mail n : mail recorded in the post office of mailing and at
each successive point of transmission and guaranteed special care
in delivery

registered nurse n ; a graduate trained nurse who has been licensed
by a state authority after passing examinations for registration

reg'iS'tra'ble \'rej-3-st(3-)r3-b3l\ adj : capable of being registered
reg'is-trant \-strant\ n : one that registers or is registered

reg-iS'trar \'rej-9-,strar\ n [alter, of ME registrer, fr. MF registreur,

fr. registrer to register, fr. ML registrare, fr. registrum] ; an official

recorder or keeper of records
reg>ls*tra>tion \,rej-3-'stra-sh3n\ n 1 : an act or the fact of regis-

tering 2 : an entry in a register 3 : the number of individuals
registered : enrollment 4a: the art or act of selecting and ad-
justing pipe organ stops b : the combination of stops selected for
performing a particular organ work 6 : a document certifying an
act of registering

reg-is-try \'rej-3-stre\ n 1 : enrollment, registration 2 : the
nationality of a ship as evidenced by its being entered in a register

: FLAG 3 ; a place of registration 4 : an official record book or an
entry in one

re>gius professor \,re-j(e-)3s-\ n [NL, royal professor] : a holder
of a professorship founded by royal bounty at a British university

reg'let \'reg-l3t\ n [F reglet, fr. MF reglet straightedge, fr. regie, fr.

L regula — more at rule] 1 : a flat narrow architectural molding
2 a : a low strip of wood used like leads between lines of type
b : reglets or materia! for them

reg'Hal \'reg-n'l\ adj [ML regnalis, fr. L regnum reign — more at

reign] : of or relating to a king or his reign; specij : calculated from
a monarch's accession to the throne <--' year)

reg-nant \'reg-n3nt\ adj [L regnant-, regnans, prp. of regnare to

reign, fr. regnum] 1 : exercising rule : reigning 2 a : having the
chief power : dominant b : of common or widespread occurrence
: PREVALENT
regoHum \'reg-n3m\ n, pl reg.na \-n3\ [L] ; kingdom
rego-lith \'reg-3-,lith\ n [Gk rhegos blanket + E -lith; akin to Skt
raga color] : mantlerock

re.gorge \(')re-'gb(3)rj\ vt [F regorger, fr. MF, fr. re- -h gorger to

gorge] : disgorge
rego>sol \'reg-3-,saI, -.s61\ « irego- (as in regolith) + L solum soil
— more at sole] ; an azonal soil consisting chiefly of imperfectly
consolidated material and having no clear-cut and specific mor-
phology

re.grant \(')re-'grant\ vt : to grant back or again — regrant
\C)re-', 're-A n _

re-greet \(')re-'gret\ vt, archaic : to greet in return

regreets n pl, obs ; greetings
Te.gress \'re-,gres\ n [ME, fr. L regressus, fr. regressus, pp. of
regredi to go back, fr. re- + gradi to go — more at grade] 1 a : an
act or the privilege of going or coming back ; withdrawal b : re-
entry 1 2 : retrogression, retrogradation 3 : the act of

reasoning backward
are.gress \ri-'gres\ v/ 1 : to make or undergo regress : retrograde
2 : to tend to approach or revert to a mean '*' vr : to induce a state

of psychological regression in— re«gres-sor \-*gres-ar\ n

re.gres-sion \ri-'gresh-9n\ n 1 : an act or the fact of regressing

: retrogression 2 : a trend or shift toward a lower or less perfect

state: as a : progressive decline of a manifestation of disease

b : gradual loss of differentiation and function by a body part or

{
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of memories and acquired skills esp. as a physiological change
accompanying aging c : reversion to an earlier mental or be-
havioral level d : the amount by which the conditional expectation
of one of two correlated variables is closer to the mean of its set

than are given values of the second to the mean of its set 3 : re-

trograde motion esp. of an astronomical orbital characteristic

re.gres-Sive \ri-*gres-iv\ adj 1 : tending to regress or produce
regression 2 : being, characterized by, or developing in the course
of an evoluiionary process involving increasing simplification of
bodily structure 3 : decreasing in rate as the base increases i-^
tax) — re.greS'Sive«ly adv — re<gres>sive*nes5 n
ire.gret \ri-'grei\ vb re*gret>ted; re-gret-ting [ME regreiien, fr.

MF regreier, fr. OF, fr. re- + -greter (of Scand origin; akin to ON
grata to weep) — more at greet] vt 1 a : to mourn the loss or death
of b ; to miss poignantly 2 : to be keenly sorry for ^ vi : to
experience regret — re-gret-ta-ble \-'gret-3-bal\ adj — re>gret-
ta>bly \-ble\ adv — re-gret-ter n

^regret « 1 : sorrow aroused by circumstances beyond one*3
power to remedy 2 a ; an expression of sorrow, disappointment,
or other distressing emotion b p/ : a note politeiy declining an in-

vitation syn see sorrow — re-gret*Iul \-*grei-f3l\ adj— ie>gret-
luMy \-f3-le\ adv — re<gret>Iul>ness n

re.gret*less \ri-'gret-l3s\ adj : feeling no regret

te«group \(')re-'griip\ vb : to form into a new grouping — re-
group*ment \-m9nt\ n

re-grow \(')re-'gr6\ vt : to grow (as a missing part) anew '^ vf ; to
continue growth after interruption or injury
ireg-U-lar X'reg-ys-larX adj [ME reguler, fr. MF, fr. LL regularis
regular, fr. L, of a bar, fr. regula rule — more at rule] 1 : belong-
ing to a religious order 2 a : formed, built, arranged, or ordered
according to some established rule, law, principle, or type b (1)

; both equilateral and efiuiangular <a ^ polygon) (2) : having
faces that are congruent regular polygons and all the polyhedral
angles congruent <a ~ polyhedron) C oj a jlower : having the
members of each whorl symmetrical with respect to form d : hav-
ing or constituting an isometric system <r^ crystals) 3a: orderly,
METHODICAL fa ! recurring or functioning at fixed or uniform
inierviUs 4 a : constituted, conducted, or done in conformity with
established or prescribed usages, rules, or discipline b : normal,
correct: as (1) : undeviating in conformance to a set standard
(2) : complete, unmitigated <a ^ scoundrel) c (1) : conforming
to the normal or usual manner of inflection (2) : weak 7 5 a ; of,

relating to. or constituting the regular army of a state b ; constitut-
ing or made up of individuals properly recognized_ as legitimate
combatants in war — reg*u-lar*i*ty \,reg-y3-'lar-3i-e\ r. — reg-u-
lar-ly \'rcg-ya-lar-Ie\ adv
syu NORMAL, typical, NATURAL: REGULAR Stresses conformity to a

rule, standard, or pattern; normal implies lack of deviation from
what has been discovered or established as the most usual or ex-
pected; TYPICAL implies showing all important traits of a type, class,

or group and may suggest lack of strong individuality; natural
applies to what conforms to a thing's essential nature, function, or
mode of being

^regular n l : one who is regular: as a : one of the regular clergy
b : a soldier in a regular army c : a player on an athletic team who
usu. starts every game 2 : a clothing size designed to fit the person
of average height

regular army n : a permanently organized body constituting the
army of a state and being often identical with the standing army
maintained by a federal government

reg>u>lar>lze Vreg-ys-ls-.rrzX vt : to make regular by conformance
to law, rules, or custom — reg<u<lar>iz-er n

regular solid n : any of the five regular polyhedrons
regular year n : a common year of 354 days or a leap year of 384
days in the Jewish calendar

reg>U>late \'reg-y9-.lat\ vt [LL regulatus, pp. of regulare, fr. L
regula] 1 a : to govern or direct according to rule b ; to bring
under the control of law or constituted authority 2 : to reduce to
order, method, or uniformity 3 : to fix or adjust the time, amount,
degree, or rate of — reg>u-la>tlve \-.lat-iv\ adj — reg-u-la-tor
\-,!at-3r\ n — reg-u-la-lo-ry \-l3-,tor-e, -,i6rA adj

reg>u*la-tion \,reg-y3-'la-$h3n\ n 1 : the act of regulating : state

of being regulated 2 a ; an authoritative rule dealing with details
of procedure b : a rule or order having the force of law issued by an
executive authority of a government 3 a : redistribution of ma-
terial (as in an embryo) to restore a damaged or lost part indepen-
dent of new tissue growth b : the mechanism by which an early
embryo maintains normal development syn see law

reg.U'lUS \'reg-y3-l3S\ n [NL, fr. L, petty king, fr. reg-, rex king— more at royal] 1 cap : a first-magnitude star in the constellation
Leo 2 [ML, metallic antimony, fr. L] : the more or less impure
mass of metal formed beneath the slag in smelting and reducing ores

re.gUT-gi'tate \(')re-'gar-j3-,tat\ vb [ML regurgitaius, pp. of
regurgitare, fr. L re- + LL gurgitare to engulf, fr. L gurgit-, gurges
whirlpool — more at voracious] vi : to become thrown or poured
back -^ v/ : to throw or pour back or out

re>gur<gi*ta<Uon \(,)re-,gar-j9-'ta-sh3n\ n : a regurgitating: as
a : the casting up of incompletely digested food (as by some birds
in feeding their young) b : the backward flow of blood through a
defective heart valve

re>ha*bil*i>tant \,re-(h)3-'bil-3-t3nt\ n ; a disabled person under-
going rehabilitation

re.ha.bil.i-tate \,re-(h)3-'bU-3-,tat\ vt [ML rehabilitatus, pp. of
rehabiliiare, fr, L re- + LL habilitare to habilitate] 1 a : to restore
to a former capacity : reinstate b : to restore to good repute by
vindicating 2 a : to restore to a state of efficiency, good manage-
ment, or solvency b : to restore to a condition of health or useful
and constructive activity — re-ha>bil*i>ta<tion \-,bil-3-'ta-sh3n\
n — re.ha.bil.i-ta-tive \-"bil-a-,tat-iv\ adj

re>hastl \('ire-'hash\ vt : to present or use again in another form
without substantial change or improvement — rehash Vre-,\ n

re-hear-ing \r)rc-'hi(a)r-ia\ n : a second or new hearing by the
same tribunal

re>liears-al \ri-'h3r-sal\ n 1 : something recounted or told again
: recital 2 a : a private performance or practice session pre-
paratory to a public appearance b : a practice exercise ; trial

re.hearse \ri-"hars\ vb [ME rehersen, fr. MF rehercier, lit., to
harrow again, fr. re- + herder to harrow, fr. fierce harrow — more
at hearse] vt 1 a : to say again : repeat b : to recite aloud in a
formal manner 2 archaic ; to present an account of : relate
3 ; to recount in order ; enumerate 4 a : to give a rehearsal of
b ; to train or make proficient by rehearsal 5 : to perform or
practice as if in a rehearsal '»- vi ; lo engage In a rehearsal — re-
liears>er n

re.house \(')re "hauzV vt ; to establish in a new or different
housing unit of a better quaHty
re.hy.drate \(')re-'hT-,drat\ vt : to restore fluid lost in dehydration
to — re>hy>dra>_tion \(,)re-,hl-'dra-sh3n\ n

leichS'inarK \'rTk-,smark\ n, pi reicbsmarks also reiohsmarlc
[G, fr. reich empire + mark'\ ; the German mark from 1925 to
1948

re>ifi>ca.tion N.ra-s-fa-'ka-shan, ,re-\ n ; the process < result of

more at real] ; to regard
reifying

re.lly \'ra-3-.fT. 're-\ vt [L res thing -

(something abstract) as a material thing
Ueign \'ian\ n [ME regne, fr. OF. fr. L regnum, fr. reg-, rex king —
more at royal] 1 a : royal authority : sovereignty b : the do-
minion, sway, or influence of one resembling a monarch 2 : the
period of reign of a sovereign
sreigu vi la: to possess or exercise sovereign power ; rule b ; to
hold office as chief of state although exercising minimal powers of
making and executing governmental policy 2 : to exercise authority
or hold sway in the manner of a monarch 3 ; to be predominant or
prevalent

reign Ol terror [Reign oj Terror, a period of the French Revolution
that was conspicuous for mass executions of political suspects]
: a state or a period of time marked by conditions of violence that
produce terror among the people involved

re-im>burs*able \,re-am-'bar-s3-bal\ adj : repayable
re.im.burse \,re-3m-'b3rs\ vt ire- + obs. E imburse (to pocket
money, pay)] 1 : to pay back to someone : repay 2 ; to make
restoration or pavment of an equivalent to syn see pay — re-ini-
burse-ment \-'bar-sm3nt\ n

re.im-pres.sion \.re-3m-'presh-sn\ n : reprint 1

irein_\'ran\ n [ME reine, fr. MF rene. fr. (assumed) VL retina, fr. L
retinere to restrain — more at retain] 1 : a line fastened to a bit on
each side by which a rider or driver controls an animal — usu. used
in pi. 2 a : a restraining influence ; check b : controlling or
guiding power 3 : complete freedom ; scope — usu. used in the
phrase give rein to

2rein vt 1 : to check or stop by or as if by a puU at the reins 2 : to

or as if by pulling the i

re.in.car.na.tion \(.)re-,in-,kar-'na-sh3n\ n 1 a : the action of
reincarnating : the state of being reincarnated b ; rebirth in new
bodies or forms of life; esp : a rebirth of a soul in a new human body
2 : a fresh embodiment — re-in<car-na-tion<ist \-sh(3-)n35t\ n

rein-deer \'ran-,di(3)r\ n, pi reindeer also reindeers [ME reindere,
fr. ON hreinn reindeer + ME deer] % any of several deer (genus
Rangijer) inhabiting northern Europe, Asia, and America and hav-
ing antlers in both sexes

reindeer moss n : a gray, erect, tufted, and much-branched lichen
{Cladonia rangijerind) that forms extensive patches in arctic and
north-temperate regions, constitutes a large part of the food of
reindeer, and is sometimes eaten by man

re>ln>fec<tlon \,re-3n-'fek-sh3n\ w : infection following recovery
from or superimposed on infection of the same type

re.in.lorce \,re-3n-'fo(3)rs, -f6(3)rs\ vb [re- + inforce, alter, of
enjorce] vt 1 : to strengthen by additional assistance, material, or
support 2 a : to strengthen with additional forces b : to strengthen
or increase by fresh additions -^ vi : to seek or get reinforcements— re-in.forc-er n
reinlorced concrete n : concrete in which metal (as steel) is era-
bedded so that the two materials act together in resisting forces

re*in<force.ment X.re-sn-'for-smsnt, -'forA n 1 ; the action of
reinforcing or the state of being reinforced 2 : something that
reinforces

reiu^less \'ran-l3s\ adj : having no reins : unchecked
reins \'ranz\ n pi [ME, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L renes} 1 a : kidneys
b : the region of the kidneys : loins 2 : the seat of the feelings or
passions
reins-man \'ranz-m3n\ n : a harness driver : jockey
re.in. state \,re-3n-'stat\ vt 1 : to place again 2 : to restore to a
previous effective state — re<in<state-ment \-m3nt\ n

re.in-sur.ance \.re-an-'shur-3n(t)s. esp South (*)re-*in-,\ n ; ia-

re-in>sure \,re-3n-'shu(3)r\ vt 1 : to insure again by transferring
to another insurance company all or a part of a liability assumed
2 ; to insure again by assuming all or a part of the UabUity of an
insurance company already covering a risk '— vi : to provide in-
creased insurance — re-in-sui-er n

re<in<te>grate \{')re-'int-3-,grat\ vt [ML reintegratus, pp. of re-

integrare to renew, reinstate, fr. L re- + iiitegrarc to integrate]
: to integrate again into an entity or restore to unity after disintegra-
tion — re'in-te-gra.tion\(,)re-,int-3-'gra-sh3n\ n— re>in>te>gra-
tive \(')re-*int-3-,grat-iv\ adj

re.in-ter.pret X.re-an-'tar-prst, rapid -p3t\ vt : to interpret again;
specif : to give a new oj different interpretation to — re-iu-ter-
pre>ta-tion X-.tar-pra-'ta-shsn, /-ap/rf -p3-\ n

re-in.vest \,re-3n-'vest\ vr 1 : to invest again or anew 2 a : to
invest (as income from investments) in additional securities b : to
invest in a business rather than distribute as dividends or profits —
re-in-vest-ment \-'ves(t)-m3nt\ n

re>ln>vig>o>rate \,re-3n-'vig-3-,ral\ vt : to give renewed or fresh
vigor to — re*m>vig<o>ra-tion \-,vig-3-'ra-sh3n\ n

re*is>sue \(')re-'ish-(,)ii, -u\ vi ; to come forth again — v/ : to
issue again; esp : to cause to become available again — reissue n

re.it.er.ate \re-'it-3-,rat\ vt [L reiteratus, pp. of reiterare to repeat,
fr. re- + iterare to iterate] : to say or do over again or repeatedly
sometimes with wearying effect syn see repeat — re'it»er«a<Uon

See re- and 2d element
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\C,)re-,it-s-'ra-sh3n\ n — re-lt>er*a*tive \re-'it-3-,rat-Iv, -rat-iv;
-'i-trat-iv\ adj — re-it*er>a-tive>ly adv — re>it*er-a-tlve-iiess n

reive \'rev\ vb [ME (Sc) reijen, fr. OE reajian to rob — more at
REAVE] Scot : RAID — reiv-ci n, Scot
ire-ject \ri-'jekt\ vt [ME rejecten, fr. L rejectus, pp. of reicere, fr.

re- + jacere to throw — more at jet] 1 ; to refuse to acknowledge,
acquiesce in, or submit to 2 obs : to cast off 3 : to refuse to have,
use, or take for some purpose 4 a : to refuse to hear, receive, or
admit ; rebuff b ; to refuse as lover or spouse 5 : to refuse to
grant, consider, or accede to 6 : to throw back : repulse 7 : to
spew out syn see decline — re>iect-ee \ri-,jek-'te, ,re-\ n —
re-ject'er or re<)ec>tor \ri-'jek-tar\ n — reoec-tive \-tiV\ adj

2re»ject \'re-,jekt\ n : a rejected person or thing
reoec*Uou \ri-*jek-sh3n\ n 1 ; the action of rejecting ; the state of
being rejected 2 ; something rejected

re<ioice \ri-'j6is\ vb [me rejoicen, fr. MF rejolss-, stem of rejoir, fr.

re- + joir to rejoice, fr. L gaudere — more at joy] vt l to give joy to
: GLADDEN ~ VI I to feel joy or great delight— re-joic-er \-'j6i-s3r\
n — re-joiC'ing-ly \-sio-le\ adv — rejoice in : have, possess

re>joic>ing n l ; the action of one that rejoices 2 : an instance,
occasion, or expression of joy : FESTivrrv

ie<join \ri-*j6in, vt I is (')re-\ vb [ME rejoinen to answer to a legal
charge, fr. MF rejoin-, stem of rejoindre, fr. re- + joindre to join —
more at lotj^l vi : to answer the replication of the plaintiff -^ vt

1 : to join again 2 : to state in reply esp. to a reply syn see
ANSWER
re-jom-der \ri-'j6in-d9r\ n [ME rejoiner, fr. MF rejoindre to rejoin]
1 : the defendant's answer to the plaintiff's replication 2 : reply;
specij ; an answer to a reply

re.jU-ve.nale \ri-'ju-v3-.nat\ vb ire- + hjuvenis young — more at
young] vt 1 a : to make young or youthful again : reinvigorate
b : to restore to an original or new siate 2 a : to stimulate (as by
uplift) to renewed erosive activity — used of streams b : to develop
youthful features of topography in ~ vi : to cause or undergo
rejuvenation syn see renew — re>ja*ve*na-tiou \ri-,jU-v3-'na-
shsn, ,re-\ n — re-ju«ve.na.tor \ri-'ju-v3-,nai-3r\ n — re-ju-ve-
nes-cence \ri-,jU-va-'nes-*n(t)s, ,re-\ n — reou>ve>nes>cent
\-=nt\ adj

rc.liin.dle \(')re-'kin-d=i\ vb ; to kindle again
re.Knit \C')re-*Tiit\ vt_: to knit up or together again
1ie>lapse \ri-'laps, 're-,\ n [L relapsus, pp. of relabi to slide back-
fr. re- + labi to slide — more at sleep] 1 ; the act or fact of back,
sliding, worsening, or subsiding 2 : a recurrence of symptoms of a
disease after a prolonged abatement

2re>lapse \ri-'laps\ vi 1 : to slip or fall back into a former worse
state 2 : sink, subside 3 : backslide — re>laps-er n

relapsing fever n : a variable acute epidemic disease marked by
recurring high fever lasting five to seven days and caused by a
spirochete transmitted by the bites of lice and ticks

re-lat>able \ri-'Iat-a-b3l\ adj : capable of being related

reflate \ri-'lat\ vb [L relatus (pp. of rejerre to carry back), fr. re- +
latus, pp. of jerre to carry — more at tolerate, bear] vt 1 : to
to give an account of : tell 2 ; to show or establish logical or
causal connection between ^ vi 1 : to apply or take effect retro-
actively 2 : to have reference 3 ; to have meaningful social re-

lationships syn see join — re.lat'er n
re-lat-ed adj l ; connected by relation 2 ; allied by kindred;
esp : connected by consanguinity 3 : having close harmonic con-
nection — re»lat'ed.ly adv — re-lat-ed-ness n

.re<la>tion \ri-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of telling or recounting : ac-
count 2 : an aspect or quality (as resemblance) that can be predi-
cated only of two or more things or parts taken together : connec-
tion 3 : the referring by a legal fiction of an act to a prior date as

the time of its taking effect 4 a (1) : a person connected by con-
sanguinity or affinity ; relative (2) : a person legally entitled to

a share of the property of an intestate D ; relationship by con-
sanguinity or affinity : kinship 5 : reference, respect <in ^^ to>

6 a : the state of being mutually or reciprocally interested (as in

social or commercial matters) b pi (1) : dealings, affairs (2)

: intercourse (3) : sexual intercourse
re>la<tion<al \-shn3l, -sh3n-=l\ adj 1 : of or relating to kinship
2 : characterized or constituted by relations 3 ; having the func-
tion chiefly of indicating a relation of syntax

re*la<tion*ship \-sh3n-,ship\ n 1 : the state or character of being
related or interrelated 2 : kinship; also ; a specific instance or
type of this

irel-a.Uve \'rel-at-lv\ n 1 : a word referring grammatically to an
antecedent 2 : a thing having a relation to or coimection with or
necessary dependence upon another thing 3 a : a person connected
with another by blood or affinity b : an animal or plant related to

another by common descent 4 : a relative terra

srelatlve adj l : introducing a subordinate clause qualifying an
expressed or implied antecedent <'^ pronoun); also : introduced
by such a connective i^ clause) 2 : relevant, pertinent

3 ; not absolute or independent : comparative 4 : having the

same key signature — used of major and minor keys and scales

6 ; expressed as the ratio of the specified quantity to the total

magnitude or to the mean of all the quantities involved — rel-a-

tive-Iy adv — rel'a.tive-ness n
relative humidity n : the ratio of the amount of water vapor actu-

ally present in the air to the greatest amount possible at the same
temperature

rel>a*tiv-ism \'rel-3t-iv-,iz-am\ n 1 a : a theory that knowledge
is relative to the limited nature of the mind and the conditions of

knowing b ; a view that ethical truths depend upon the individuals

and groups holding them 2 : relativfty — rel-a-tiv-ist \-3st\
„_ rel.a.tivis.tic \,rel-3t-iv-'is-tik\ adj— rel-a-tivis-ti-caMy
\-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

rel.a.tiv-i-ty \,reI-3-*tiv-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being

relative 2 : the state of bemg dependent for existence on or de-

termined in nature, value, or quality by relation to something else

3 a : a theory formulated by Albert Einstein and leading to the

assertion of the equivalence of mass and energy and of the increase

observation and measurement of phenomena in the other to learn
more about the motion than the fact that it is relative motion and
that measurements of the velocity of light in either system regard-
less of the position of the spurce of light always give the same nu-
merical value — called also special theory oj relativity b : an ex-
tension of the theory to include a discussion of gravitation and
related phenomena — called also general theory oj relativity

4 : relativism lb
rel-a.tiv.ize \'rel-3t-iv-Jz\ vr : to treat or describe as relative
re-la-tor \ri-'lat-3r\ n : one who relates : narrator
re>lax \ri-*laks\ vb [ME relaxen to make less compact, fr. L relaxare,
fr. re- + laxare to loosen, fr. laxus loose — more at slack] vt

1 ; to make less tense or rigid ; slacken 2 : to make less severe
or stringent 3 : to make soft or enervated 4 : to relieve from
nervous tension -^ vi 1 : to become lax, weak, or loose : rest
2 : to abate in intensity 3 oj a muscle or muscle jiber : to become
inactive and lengthen 4 ; to cast off social restraint, nervous
tension, or attitude of anxiety or suspicion 5 : to seek rest or
recreation 6 : to relieve constipation — re*lax>er n
lre>lax<ant \-'Iak-s3nt\ adj i of, relating to, or producing relaxa-
tion

^relaxant n ; a drug that relaxes; specij : one that relieves muscular
tension

re-lax.ation X.re-.Iak-'sa-shsn, ri-\ n 1 : the act or fact of relaxing
or of being relaxed 2 : a relaxing or recreative state, activity, or
pastihie : diversion 3 : the lengthening that characterizes in-
active muscle fibers or muscles

re-laxed \ri-'lakst\ adj 1 : lacking in precision or strictness 2 : set

at rest or a^ ease 3 :_easy of manner : informal — re<laxed*ly
\-'lak-s3d-le, -'laks-tle\ adv — re*laxed*ness \-'lak-s3d-n3s,
-*laks(t)-n3s\ n

re<lax<lil \ri-'lak-s3n\ n : a sex hormone of the corpus luteum that
facilitates childbirth by causing relaxation of the pelvic ligaments
ire-lay \'re-,la\ n 1 a : a supply (as of horses) arranged beforehand
for successive relief b ; a number of men who relieve others in
some work 2 a : a race between teams in which each team member
covers a specified portion of the course b : one of the divisions of
a relay 3 : an electromagnetic device for remote or automatic
control actuated by variation in conditions of an electric circuit
and operating in turn other devices (as switches) in the same or a
different circuit 4 : servomotor 5 : the act of passing along by
stages; also I one of such stages

2ie-lay \'re-,la. ri-'la\ vt [ME relayen, fr. MF relaier, fr. OF, fr.

re- + laier to leave — more at delay] 1 a : to place or dispose in
relays b : to provide with relays 2 : to pass along by relays 3
; to control or operate by a relay

are.lay \(')re-'la\ vt : to lay again
re*leas>abil<i>ty \ri-,le-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
releasable

re<leas<able \rl-'le-s3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being released — re-
leas-ably \-ble\ adv
ire*lease \ri-'les\ vt [ME relesen, fr. OF relessier, fr. L relaxare
to relax] 1 ; to set free from restraint, confinement, or servitude
2 : to relieve from something that confines, burdens, or oppresses
3 : to give up in favor of another ; relinquish <— a claim to prop-
erty) 4 : to give permission for publication, performance, exhibi-
tion, or sale of on but not before a specified date syn see free

^release n l : relief or deliverance from sorrow, suffering, or
trouble 2 a : discharge from obUgation or responsibility b (1)

; relinquishment of a right or claim (2) : an act by which a legal

right is discharged; specij : a conveyance of a right in lands or
tenements to another having an estate in possession 3a: the
act or an instance of liberating or freeing b : the act or manner of
concluding a musical tone or phrase or ending a sound 4 ; an in-

strument effecting a legal release 5 a : the permitting of a working
fluid (as steam) to escape from the cylinder at the end of the working
stroke b : the point in a cycle at which this act occurs 6 : the
state of being freed 7 : a device adapted to hold or release a
mechanism as required 8 a : the act of permitting performance or
publication b : the matter released; esp ; a statement prepared
for the press

re-lease \(')re-'les\ vt : to lease again

released time n : a scheduled time when children are dismissed from
public school to receive religious instruction

re-leas-er \ri-'le-s3r\ n : one that releases; specij X a stimulus that

serves as the initiator of complex reflex behavior
rel>e*gate \'rel-3-,gat\ vt [L relegatus, pp. of relegare, fr. re- -H

legare to send with a commission — more at legate] 1 a ; to send
into exile : banish b : to consign to insignificance or oblivion

2 ; to consign by classifying or appraising 3 : to submit or refer

for decision, judgment, or execution syn see commit — rel«e«ga-

tion \,rel-a-'ga-sh9n\ n
re>lent \ri-'lent\ vb [ME relenten"] vi 1 : to become less severe,

harsh, or strict 2 : to let up : slacken — vt, obs ; soften, mollify
syn see yield

re<lent*less \-l3s\ adj : mercilessly hard or harsh — re-Ient'less-

ly adv — re>lent>less-ness n
ieloe>vance \'rel-3-van(t)s, substand •rev-^-l3n(t)s\ also lel.e-

van-cy \-v3n-se\ n ; relation to the matter at hand ; pertinence

rel-e-vant X'rel-s-vsnt, substand 'rev-3-lant\ adj [ML relevant-,

relevans, fr. L, prp. of relevare to raise up — more at relieve]

1 a : bearing upon the matter at hand : pertinent b : affording

evidence tending to prove or disprove the matters at issue or under
discussion <~ testimony) 2 ; proportional, relative — rel>e-

vant.ly adv
syn RELEVANT, GERMANE, MATERIAL, PERTINENT, APPOSITE, AP-

PLICABLE, APROPOS mean related to or bearing upon the matter in

hand, relevant implies a traceable, significant, logical connection;
GERMANE may additionally imply a fitness for or appropriateness to

the situation or occasion; material implies so close a relationship

that it cannot be dispensed with without serious alteration of the

case; pertinent stresses a clear and decisive relevance; apposite

suggests a felicitous relevance; applicable suggests the fitness of

bringing a general rule or principle to bear upon a particular in

hand; apropos suggests being both relevant and opportune

of the mass of a body with increased velocity and based on the two
postulates that if two systems are in relative motion with uniform
linear velocity it is impossible for observers in either system by
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something or someone

,
fr. ML reliquia, fr. LL

re.li.abU.i.ty \ri-,lI-5-,bil-ot-e\ n : the quality or state of being
reliable

re*li-able \ri-'lT-3-b3l\ adj : suitable or fit to be relied on — re»li-
able-ness n — re^li-ably \-ble\ adv

re-li-ance \ri-'ll-3n(t)s\ n l : the act of relying 2 : the condition
or attitude of one who reUes ; dependence 3 : something or some-
one relied on

re>li>aut \-ant\ ad) : having reliance o
; TRUSTING — re-li-ant'ly ady

lel.ic \'rel-ik\ n [ME relik, fr. OF reliqu
reliquiae, pL, remains of a martyr, fr. L, remains, fr, relinquere to
leave behind — more at relinquish] 1 a : an object esteemed and
venerated because of association with a saint or martyr b ; souve-
nir, memento 2 pi : remains, corpse 3 : something left behind
after decay, disintegration, or disappearance 4 : a trace of some
past or outmoded practice, custom, or belief : vestige

rei.ict \'rel-ikt\ n [in sense 1, fr. LL relicta, fr. L, fern, of relictus.

pp. of relinquere; in senses 2 & 3, fr. relict (residual), adj., fr. L
relictus'} 1 : widow 2 : a persistent remnant of an otherwise
extinct flora or fauna or kind of organism 3 a : a relief feature or
rock remaining after other parts have disappeared b : something
left unchanged in a process of change

re-liC'tion \ri-'lik-shan\ n [L reliction-, relictio act of leaving be-
hind, fr. relictus] 1 ; the gradual recession of water leaving per-
manently uncovered land 2 : land uncovered by reliction

re-lief \ri-'lef\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. relever"] 1 ; a payment
made by a feudal tenant to his lord upon succeeding to an in-

herited estate 2 a ; removal or lightening of something oppressive,
painful, or distressing b : aid in the form of money or necessities
for the indigent, aged, or handicapped c : military assistance in or
rescue from a position of extreme difficulty or encirclement
d : means of breaking or avoiding monotony or boredom ; diver-
sion 3 : release from a post or from the performance of duty
4 : one that relieves another from duty by taking his place 6 : legal
remedy or redress 6 [F] a : a mode of sculpture in which forms
and figures are distinguished from a surrounding plane surface
b : sculpture or a sculptural form executed in this mode c ; pro-
jecting detail, ornament, or figures 7 a ; the suggestion in pictorial
art of spatial dimensions and relations b : sharpness of outline due
to contrast 8 : the elevations or inequalities of a land surface

relief map n : a map representing topographic reUef
relief pitcher n : a baseball pitcher who takes over for another
during a game; esp ; one who is regularly held in readiness for relief

re.li.er \ri-'lT(-a)r\ n : one that relies

re'liev>able \ri-'le-v3-b3l\ adj : capable of being relieved

re«lieve \ri-'lev\ vb [me releven, fr, MF relever to raise, relieve,
fr. L relevare, fr. re- + levare to raise — more at lever] vt 1 : to
free from a burden, evil, or distress : succor 2 : to bring about
the removal or alleviation of : MrriGATE 3 a : to release from a post,
station, or duty b ; to take the plac& of 4 ; to set free from an
obhgation, condition, or restriction 5 : to ease of a burden,
wrong, or oppression by judicial or legislative interposition 6 : to
remove or lessen the monotony 7 a : to set off by contrast b : to
raise in relief ~ vi 1 : to bring or give relief 2 : to stand out in
relief — re-liev-er n
syn relieve, alleviate, lighten, assuage, mitigate, allay mean

to make something less grievous, relieve impHes a lifting of enough
of a burden to make it tolerable; alleviate implies temporary or
partial lessening of pain or distress; lighten implies reducing a
burdensome or depressing weight; assuage implies softening or
sweetening what is harsh or disagreeable; mitigate suggests a
moderating or countering the effect of something violent or painful;
allay implies an effective calming or soothing of fears or alarms

re-lie.VO \ri-'le-(,)vo, rel-*ya-\ n, /?/ relievos [It rilievo, fr. rilevare
to raise, fr. L relevare'] : relief 6

re.li.gion \ri-'lij-3n\ n [ME religioun, fr. L religion-, religio
reverence, religion, prob. fr. religare to tie back — more at rely]
1 a (1) : the service and worship of God or the supernatural
(2) : commitment or devotion to religious faith or observance
b : the state of a religious 2 : a personal set or institutionalized
system of religious altitudes, beliefs, and practices 3 archaic
: scrupulous conformity : conscientiousness 4 : a cause, princi-
ple, or system of behefs held to with ardor and faith

re*li>gion*ist \-'lij-(3-)^n3st\ n ; a person adhering to a religion
re<li*gi-ose \ri-'lij-e-,os\ adj : excessively, obtrusively, or senti-
mentally religious — re-li-gi-0S'i*ty \-,lij-e-'as-at-e\ n
ire.li.gious \ri-'lij-3s\ adj [ME, fr. OF religieus, fr. L religiosus, fr.

religio] 1 : relating or devoted to the divine or that which is held
to be of ultimate importance 2 : of or relating to religious beliefs
or observances 3 a : scrupulously and conscientiously faithful
b : fervent, zealous syn see devout — re*li'gious*ly adv— re<li'glou5*ness n

areligious n, pi religious [ME, fr. OF religieus, fr. religieus, adj.]
: one (as a m.onk) bound fay vows, se^questered from secular con-
cerns, and devoted to a life of piety
syn religious, monk, friar, nun mean a member of a religious

order bound by vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, religious
is the general term applicable to a man or woman; monk applies to
a male religious Uving in a cloister and devoted to contemplation,
prayer, and some chosen work; friar applies to a male religious of
an order of originally mendicant preachers of the gospel; nltn
applies to any female religious but suggests esp. one of the severer
orders

re.line \(')re-'lTn\ vt : to put new lines on or a new lining in
re-lin.quish \ri-'Ur)-kwish, -'Un-\ vt [ME relinquisshen, fr. MF
relinquiss-, stem of relinquir, fr. L relinquere to leave behind, fr. re-
+ linquere to leave — more at loan] 1 : to withdraw or retreat
from : abandon 2 a : to desist from b : to assent to withdrawal,
dropping, or cessation of : renounce 3 a : to let go of : release
b : to give over possession or control of : yield — re<lln-
quish-ment \-m3nt\ n
syn relinquish, yield, resign, surrender, abandon, waive
mean to give up completely, relinquish usu. does not imply strong
feehng but may suggest some regret, reluctance or weakness;
yield implies concession or compUance or submission to force;
RESIGN emphasizes voluntary relinquishment or sacrifice without
struggle; surrender implies a giving up after a struggle to retain or
resist; abandon stresses finality and completeness in giving up;

waive implies conceding or forgoing with little or no compulsion
rel-i.quary \'rel-a-,kwer-e\ n [F reliquaire, fr. ML reliquiarium, fr.
reliquia relic — more at relic] ; a container for religious relics

re>lique \ri-'lek, 'rel-ik\ archaic var oj RELIC
re.liq.iii.ae \ri-'lik-we-,T, -we-.e\ n p/ [L — more at reuc] : re-
mains of the dead : reucs

irel.ish \'rel-ish\ n [alter, of ME reles taste, fr. OF, something left
behind, release — more at release] 1 ; characteristic flavor; esp
: pleasing or zestful flavor 2 : a quantity just sufficient to flavor
or characterize : trace 3 a : enjoyment of or delight in something
that satisfies one's tastes, inclinations, or desires b ; appehte ,

inclination 4 a : something adding a zestful flavor : condiment
b : appetizer, hors d'oeuvre syn see taste

2rellsh vt 1 ; to add relish to 2 : to be pleased or gratified by
: enjoy 3 ; to eat or drink with pleasure 4 : to appreciate with
taste and discernment '-^ vi : to have a characteristic or pleasing
taste — rel-ish'able \-3-b3l\ adj

re.live \(')re-'liv\ vt ; to Uve over again '— vi : to live again
re«lU>cent \ri-'liis-'nt\ adj [L relucent-, relucens, pp. of relucere to
shine back, fr. re- + lucere to shine — more at light] : reflecting
light ; shining

re-luct \ri-*l3kt\ vj [L reluctari} : to feel or show repugnance or
opposition : revolt
re-luctance \ri-'l3k-t3n(t)s\ n l : the quaUty or state of being
reluctant 2 : the opposition offered by a magnetic substance to
magnetic flux; specij ; the ratio of the magnetic potential difference
to the corresponding flux

re>luc*ian<cy \-t3n-se\ n : reluctance
re>lUC*tant \ri-'l3k-t3nt\ adj [L reluctant-, reluctans, prp. of
reluctari to struggle against, fr. re- + luctari to struggle — more at
lock] 1 : struggling against : opposing 2 : holding back : averse,
unwilling <-- to condemn him) syn see disinclined — rs-luc-
tant-ly adv

re-luc-tate \-,tat\ vi : to show reluctance — re-lnc-ta>tion \rl-
,l3k-*ta-sh3n, ,re-\ n

re.luctiv.i-ty Xri-.Iak-'Uv-st-e, ,reA n [re/wcrance + -ivity (as in
conductivity) ] : the reciprocal of magnetic permeability

re*lume \(')re-'lUm\ vt [irreg. fr. LL reluminare] : to light or light
up again ; rekindle

re>lu*mine \-'lu-m3n\ v; [LL reluminare, fr. L re- + luminare to
hght up — more at illuminate] : relume

re-ly \ri-'lT\ vi [ME relien to rally, fr. MF relier to connect, rally,

fr. L religare to tie back, fr. re- + ligare to tie — more at ugature]
1 : to have confidence : trust 2 : to be dependent ; count
syn rely, trust, depend, count, reckon mean to place full

confidence, rely {on or upon) implies a judgment based on ex-
perience or association; trust (m or to) implies assurance based on
faith that another will not fail one; depend {on or upon) suggests a
resting confidently for support or assistance; count {on) and
reckon (on) imply a taking into one's calculations as certain or
assured
ire.main \ri-'man\ viJME remainen, fr. MF remaindre, fr. L
remanere, fr. re- + manere to remain — more at mansion] 1 a ; to
be a part not destroyed, taken, or used up b : to be something yet
to be shown, done, or treated 2 ; to stay in the same place or with
the same person or group; specif : to stay behind 3 ; to continue
unchanged : stand syn see stay
^remain n 1 obs : stay 2 : a remaining part or trace — usu. used
in pi. 3 pi i writings left unpublished at a writer's death 4 p/ ; a
dead body
ire-main.der \ri-'man-d9r\ n [ME, fr. AF, fr. MF remaindre'\
1 : an estate in expectancy that becomes an estate in possession
upon the determination of a particular prior estate created at the
same time by the same instrument — compare reversion 2 a : a
remaining group, pari, or trace b (1) : the number left after a
subtraction (2) ; the final undivided part after division that is less

or of lower degree than the divisor 3 : a book sold at a reduced
price by the publisher after sales have slowed
^remainder adj : leftover, remaining
3remainder vt re-main-der-ing \-d(3-)riq\ : to dispose of as
remainders

re-make \(')re-'mak\ vt : to make anew or in a different form— remake \'re-,\ n
re-man \(')re-'man\ v/ l : to man again or anew 2 ; to imbue with
courage again
re-mand \ri-'mand\ vr [ME remaunden, fr. MF remander, fr. LL
remandare to send back word, fr. L re- + mandare to order — more
at mandate] ; to order back: as a : to send back (a case) to
another court or agency for further action b : to return to custody

for further detention — remand n
rem-3 -n3n(t)s, ri-'ma-\ n : the magnetic induction
magnetized substance when the magnetizing force

pending trial

re-ma-nence \
remaining in a
has become zei

re.ma.nent \-r ', prp. oft\ adj [ME, fr. L remanent-, .

] : remaining, residual
ire>mark \ri-*mark\ vb [F remarquer, fr. MF, fr. re- + marquer
to mark, fr. Olt marcare — more at marcato] vt 1 obs : to mark
distinctively 2 ; to take nouce of ; observe 3 : to express as an
observation or comment : say ^^ vj : to make an observation or
comment
^remark n l : the act of remarking : notice 2 : mention of that
which deserves attention or notice 3 : an expression of opinion
or judgment

re.mark.able \ri-'mar-k9-b3l\ adj 1 : worthy of being or likely

to be noticed 2 : uncommon, extraordinary syn see noticeable— re>mark<able*nes5 n — re*mark-ably \-ble\ adv
re<marque \ri-'mark\ n [F remarque remark, note, fr. MF, fr. re-

marquer] 1 : a drawn, etched, or incised scribble or sketch done
on the margin of a plate or stone and removed before the regular
printing 2 : a proof taken before remarques have been removed

re*mar*riage \ (')re-'mar-ij\ n 1 ; an act or instance of remarrying
2 : the state of being remarried

re*match \(')re-'mach, 're-,\ n ; a second match between the same
contestants or teams
re>me>di>a-ble \ri-'med-e-a-bal\ adj t capable of being remedied— re*me>di>a-ble'ness n — re>me>di<a<bly \-ble\ adv

I
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re*me*(U>al \ri-'med-e-3l\ adj 1 ; affording a remedy 2 : con-
cerned with the correction of faulty study habits <~ reading) —
re-me-di-aMy \-a-le\ adv

re-me>dl>ate \-e-3t\ adj, obs ; remedial
rem<e'di<less \'rem-3d-e-l9s\ adj 1 : not admitting remedy : ir-
remediable, IRREPARABLE 2 : having no legal remedy — rem-e-
di'lesS"ly adv
irem.e.dy \'rem-3d-e\ n [ME remedie, fr. AF, fr. L remedium, fr.

re- + mederi to heal — more at medical] 1 : a medicine or applica-
tion that relieves or cures a disease 2 : something that corrects
or counteracts an evil : corrective 3 : the legal means to recover
a right or to prevent or obtain redress for a wrong
^remedy vr : to provide or serve as a remedy for ; relieve syn see
CORRECT, CURE
rcmem-toer \ri-'mem-b3r\ vb re-mem-her-ing \-b(3-)rio\ [ME
remembren, ti, MF remembrer, fr. LL rememorari, fr. L re- +
LL memorari to be mindful of, fr, L memor mindful — more at
MEMORY] vt 1 : to bring to mind or think of again 2 archaic
a : bethink b : remind 3 a : to keep in mind for attention or
consideration b : reward 4 : to retain in the memory 5 : to
convey greetings from 6 : record, commemorate -^ vi 1 : to
exercise or have the power of memory 2 : to have a recollection
or remembrance — re-mem* ber- able \-b(3-)r3-b3l\ adj — re-
mem<ber>er \-b3r-sr\ n
syn RECOLLECT, recall, remind, reminisce: remember implies

a keeping in memory that may be effortless or unwilled; recollect
implies a bringing back to mind what is lost or scattered; recall
suggests an effort to bring back to mind and often to re-create in
speech; remind suggests a jogging of one's memory by an associa-
tion or similarity; reminisce implies a casual often nostalgic recall-

ing of experiences long past and gone
re.mem.brance \ri-'mem-branCt)s, -b3-r3n(t)s\ n 1 ; the state
of bearing in mind 2 a : the ability to remember : memory b : the
period over which one's memory extends 3 ; an act of recalling to
mind 4 ; a memory of a person, thing, or event 5 a : something that
serves to keep in or bring to mind : reminder b : commemoration,
memorial c : a greeting or gift recalling or expressing friendship
or affection syn see memory
Remembrance Day n, Brit ; veterans day
ie>mem*branc-er \-br3n-s3r\ n : one that reminds; esp : one of
several English officials originally appointed to remind a govern-
mental authority
re-mex \'ra-,meks, 're-\ n, ;?/ re-mi»ges \'ra-m3-,gas, 'rem-3-,jez\
[NL remig-, remex, fr. L, oarsman, fr. remus oar + agere to drive— more at row, agent] : a primary or secondary quill feather of
the wing of a bird — re>mi-gial \ri-'mij-(e-)sl\ adj

re*mil4*ta-rize \ C')rc-'mil-3-t3-,rTz\ vt ; to equip again with
mihtary forces and installations

re>mind \ri-'mTnd\ vt : to put in mind of something or someone
syn see remember — re-mind-er n

re^mind.fiil \-'mTn(d)-f3l\ adj 1 : mindful 2 : tending to remind
rem>i-nisce \,rem-3-'nis\ vr [back-formation fr. reminiscence} ; to
indulge in reminiscence syn see remember
rem>l>nls>cence \-'nis-'n(t)s\ n 1 : apprehension of a Platonic
idea as if it had been known in a previous existence 2 a : recall

to mind of a long-forgotten experience or fact b : the process or
practice of thinking or telling about past experiences 3 a : a
remembered experience b ; an account of a memorable experience— often used in pi. 4 ; something so like another as to be regarded
as an unconscious repetition, imitation, or survival syn see

memory
rem>l<nis.cent \-'nt\ adj [L reminiscent-, reminiscens, prp. of
reminisci to remember, fr. re- + -minisci (akin to L ment-, mens
mind) — more at mind] 1 ; of the character of or relating to

reminiscence 2 : marked by or given to reminiscence 3 : serving
to remind : suggestive — rem»i.nis.cent'ly adv

rem.i»nis.cen.tial \,rem-3-(,)nis-'en-ch9l\ adj : reminiscent
re*mlse \ri-'mT2\ vt [ME remisen, fr. MF remis, pp. of remettre
to put back, fr. L remittere to send back] : to give, grant, or re-

lease a claim to : deed
re*mlSS \ri-'mis\ adj [ME, fr. L remissus, fr. pp. of remittere to

send back, relax] 1 : negligent in the performance of work or
duty : careless 2 : showing neglect or inattention : lax syn
see NEGUGENT — re-miss-ly adv — reonuss*ness n

re.mis.Si-ble \ri-'mis^-b3l\ adj : that may be forgiven <~ sins)
— re>mls>si*bly \-ble\ adv
re>mis>Sion \ri-'mish-3n\ n : the act or process of remitting

re>mit \ri-'mit\ vb re.mit-ted; re-mit.ting [ME remitten, fr. L
remittere to send back, fr. re- + mittere to send — more at smtte]
vt 1 a : to release from the guilt or penalty of i^ sins) b : to

refrain from exacting c : to cancel or refrain from infUcting

d : to give reli^ from (suffering) 2 a : to lay aside (a mood or

disposition) partly or wholly b : to desist from c : to let slacken

: relax 3 : to submit or refer for consideration, judgment,
decision, or action; specij : remand 4 : to restore or consign to

a former status or condition 5 : postpone, defer 6 : to send
(money) to a person or place esp. in payment of a demand, account,

or draft ^ vi 1 a : to abate in force or intensity ; moderate
b of a disease or abnormality : to abate symptoms for a period

2 ; to send money (as in payment) — re>nut \ri-'mit, 're-,\ n —
re-mit>ment \ri-'mit-m3nt\ n — re-mit-ta-ble \-'mit-3-bal\ adj
— re-mit-ter n
re.mit.tal \ri-'mit-n\ n : remission

re>mlt-tance \ri-'rait-'n(t)s\ n 1 a : a sum of money remitted

b : an instrument by which money Is remitted 2 : transmittal

of money
remittance man n : a person living abroad on remittances from
home

ie-mit>tent \ri-'mit-'nt\ adj [L remittent-, remittens, prp. of

remitterej oj a disease t marked by alternating periods of abate-

ment and increase of symptoms — re-mit-tent-ly adv

lrem>nant \'rem-n3nt\ n [ME, conJ:r. of remenant, fr. MF, fr. prp.

of remenoir to remain, fr. L remanere — more at remain] 1 a ; a

usu. small part, member, or trace remaining b ; remainder

rencounter

- often used in pi. 2 : an unsold orc ; a small surviving group -

unused end of piece goods
^remnant adj ; left, remaining
re<mod-el \ (')re-'mad-^l\ vt : to alter the structure of : reconstruct
syn see mend

re*mon<e-tlze \(')re-'man-3-,tIz, -'man-X vt : to restore to use as
legal tender <--' silver)

re.mon.strance \ri-'man(t)-str3n(t)s\ n 1 archaic : representa-
tion, demonstration; specij : a document formally stating points
of opposition or grievance 2 : an act or instance of remonstrating
: expostulation

re<mon-strant \-strsnt\ adj : vigorously objecting or opposing— remonstrant n — re-mon-strant-ly adv
re>mon*strate \ri-'man-,strat\ vb [ML remonstratus, pp. of
remonstrare to demonstrate, fr. L re- + monstrare to show — more
at MUSTER] vt : to say or plead in protest, reproof, or opposition
"^ vi : to present and urge reasons in opposition : expostulate
syn see object — re>mon<stra>tion \ri-,man-'stra-sh3n, ,rem-
3n-\ n — re-mon>stra>tive \ri-'man(t)-str3t-iv\ adj — re>mon-
stra>Uve-ly adv — re-mon'Stra-tor \ri-'man-,strat-ar\ n
rem.O.ra \'rem-3-r^\ n [L, lit., delay, fr. remorari to delay, fr.

re- + morari to delay — more at moratory] 1 : any of several
specialized fishes (of Echeneis and related genera) having the
anterior dorsal fin converted into a suctorial disk on the head by
means of which they cling to other fishes and to ships 2 ; hin-
drance, drag — rera-o>rid \-r3d\ adj
re-morse \ri-'m6(3)rs\ n [ME, fr. MF remors, fr. ML remorsus, fr.

LL, act of biting again, fr. L remorsus, pp. of remordere to bite
again, fr. re- -f- mordere to bite — more at smart] 1 : a gnawing
distress arising from a sense of guilt for past wrongs ; self-reproach
2 obs : compassion syn see PENriENCE

re-morse-lul \-'m6rs-fsl\ adj : springing from or marked by
remorse — re-morse* ful>ly \-f3-le\ adv — re-morse>ful-ness n

re•morse-less \-'m6r-slss\ adj : being without remorse ; merciless— re-morse-less-ly adv — re-morse-less-ness n
re*mote \ri-'mot\ adj [L remotus, fr. pp. of removere to remove]
1 : separated by great intervals 2 a : far removed in space, time,
or relation <the ~ past) b : divergent (comments -^ from the
truth) 3 : located out of the way ; secluded 4 a : acting on or
controUing indirectly or from a distance b : not arising from a
primary or proximate action 5 : small in degree : slight 6 : dis-
tant in manner : aloof syn see distant — re-mote-ly adv — re-
mote- ness n

re-mo-tlon \ri-'mo-sh3n\ n 1 : the act of removing : removal
2 obs : departure

tre.mount \(')re-'maunt\ vh [ME remounten, partiy fr. re- +
mounten to mount, partly fr. MF remonter, fr. re- + monter to
mount] vt 1 ; to mount again 2 : to furnish remounts to -^ vi

1 ; to become_remounted 2 : revert
2re-mount \'re-,maunt, (')re-'\ n : a fresh horse to replace one no
longer available

(-'bil-at-e\ n ; the quality or state ofre-mov-abil-i-ty \i

being removable
re-mov-able \ri-'m
re-mov-able-ness

le-mov-al \ri-'mii-i

removed
ire-move \ri-

i-v3-b3l\ adj : capable of being removed —
1 — re-mov-ably \-ble\ adv
3l\ n : the act of removing ; the fact of being

\ vb [ME fr. OF i

1 a : to change the location,
position, station, or residence of b : to transfer (a legal proceed-
ing) from one court to another 2 : to move by tifting, pushing
aside, or taking away or off 3 : to dismiss from office 4 : elimi-
nate ^ vi 1 : to change location, station, or residence 2 : to
go away 3 : to be capable of being removed— re-mov-er n
sremove n 1 : removal; specij ; move 2c 2 a : a distance or
interval separating one person or thing from another b ; a degree
or stage of separation
re-moved adj I a : distant in degree of relationship b : of a
younger or older generation <a second cousin's child is a second
cousin once ^y 2 : separate or remote in space, time, or character
syn see distant

le-mu-da \ri-*mUd-3\ n [AmerSp, relay of horses, fr. Sp, exchange]
: the herd of horses from which are chosen those to be used for
the day

re<>mu-ner-ate \ri-'myii-n3-,rat\ vt [L remuneratus, pp. of re-

munerare to recompense, fr. re- + munerare to give, fr. muner-,
munus gift] 1 : to pay an equivalent for 2 : to pay an equivalent
to for a service, loss, or expense : recompense syn see pay —
re-mu-ner^a-tor \-,rat-3r\ n — re*mu*ner*a-to-ry \ri-'myiin-
(3-)r3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj

re-mu-ner.a-tion \ri-,myii-na-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 ; an act or fact of
remunerating 2 : something that remunerates : recompense

re-mu-ner-a-tive Xri-'myii-ns-.rat-iv, -'myiin-(3-)r3t-\ adj 1 ; serv-

ing to remunerate 2 : affording remuneration : profitable —
re-mu-ner-a-tive-ly adv — re-mu-ner-a-tive-ness n

Re-mns \'re-m3s\ n [L] : the twin brother of Romulus
re-nais-sance \,ren-3-*san(t)s, -'zan(t)s, -'sa"s, -'iji^s, chiejly Brit

ri-'nas-'n(t)s\ n, often attrib [F, fr. MF, rebirth, fr. renaistre to
be bom again, fr. L renasci, fr. re- + nasci to be bom ~ more at

nation] 1 cap a : the transitional movement in Europe between
medieval and modem times beginning in the 14th century in

Italy, lasting into the 1 7th century, and marked by a humanistic
revival of classical influence expressed in a flowering of the arts

and Uterature and by the beginnings of modem science b : the

period of the Renaissance c : the neoclassic style of architecture
prevailing during the Renaissance 2 cap ; a movement or period
of vigorous artistic and intellectual activity 3 : rebirth, revival

re-nal \'ren-'l\ adj [F or LL; F renal, fr. LL renalis. It. L renes

kidneys] ; relating to, jnvolving, or located in the region of the
kidneys : nephritic

re-na-scence \ri-'nas-'n(t)s, -'nas-\ n, ojten cap : renaissance
re-na-scent \-'nt\ adj [L renascent-, renascens, prp. of renasci}

; rising again into being or vigor
ren*con-tre Xra^-ko^tr', ren-'kant-3r\ or ren-coun-ter \ren-

I
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kailiit-3r\ n {rencounter fr. MF rencontre, fr. rencontrer; rencontre
fr. F ] 1 ; a hostile meeting or a contest between forces or individuals
: COMBAT 2 : a casual meeting

rencounter vt [MF rencontrer to meet by chance or In hostility,

fr. re- + encontrer to encounter] ; to meet casually
rend \'rend\ vb rent \'rent\ also rend>ed; rend*ing [ME renden,
fr. OE rendan; akin to OFrls renda to tear, Skt randhra hole] vt

1 ; to remove from place by violence ; wrest 2 : to split or tear
apart or in pieces by violence 3 : to tear (the hair or clothlag)
as a sign of anger, grief, or despair 4 a : to lacerate with painful
feelings b : to pierce v^lth sound c : to divide (as a nation) into

Eartles ~ vj 1 ; to perform an act of tearing or spllttiog 2 : to
ecome torn or split syn see tear.

iren.der \'ren-d3r\ vb ren-der.ing \-d(3-)rlD\ [ME rendren, fr.

MF rendre to give back, yield, fr. (assumed) VL rendere, alter, of
L reddere, partly fr. re- + dare to give & partly fr. re- + -dere to
put — more at date, do] vt 1 a : to melt down ; try b : to treat
so as to convert into industrial fats and oils or fertilizer 2 a : to
transmit to another : deliver b : to give up ; yield c : to furnish
for consideration, approval, or Information: as (1) ; to hand down
(a legal Judgment) (2) : to agree upon and report (a verdict)
3 a : to give in return or retribution b (1) : to give back : restore
(2) ; REFLECT, echo c ; to give In acknowledgment of dependence
or obUgatlon : pay d ; to do (a service) for another 4 a (1) ; to
cause to be or become : make (2) ; impart b (1) ; to reproduce or
represent by artistic or verbal means ; depict (2) ; to give a per-
formance of (3) : to produce a copy or version of (4) : to execute
the motions of <'^ a salute) c ; translate 5 ; to direct the
execution of : administer {^ justice) 6 ; to apply a coat of plaster
or cement directly to ^ vi \ to give recompense — ren-der«able
Vd(3-)r3-b3l\ ad} — ren>der-er \-d3r-ar\ n

srender n : a return esp. in kind or services due from a feudal tenant
to his lord
iren-deZ'VOUS \'ran-di-,vij, -da-\ n, pi ren>dez-vous \-,viiz\ [MF,
fr. rendcz vous present yourselves] 1 a : a place appointed for
assembling or meeting b ; a place of popular resort : haunt
2 : an appointed meeting
2rendezvous vb ren-dez-voused \-,vUd\ ren>dez>voas>lng
\-,vu-ir)\ ren-dez-vouses \-,viiz\ v/ ; to come together at a
rendezvous -^ v/ : to bring together at a rendezvous

leU'di'tion \ren-'dish-3n\ n [obs. F, fr. MF, alter, of reddition.
fr. LL reddition-, redditio, fr. L redditus, pp. of reddere'i z the act or
result of rendering: as a : surrender b : translation c : per-
formance, interpretation

ien<dzi*na \ren-'je-n3\ n [Pol, rich limy soil] : a dark grayish
brown Intrazonal soil developed in grassy regions of high to mod-
erate humidity from soft calcareous marl or chalk
iren-e*gade \'ren-l-,gad\ n [Sp renegado, fr. ML renegatus, fr.

pp. of renegare to deny, fr, L re~ + negare to deny — more at
neoate] : a deserter from one faith, cause, or allegiance to another
arenegade vi ; to becom
^renegade adj : traitorous,
ren-e.ga=do \,ren-l-'gad-(,)o, -'gad-\ n [Sp]
re.nege \rl-'nig, -'neg, -'neg, -'nag\ vb [ML renegare^ vt I dbny,
renounce ~ v/ 1 obs : to make a denial 2 : to fall to follow suit
when able In a card game in violation of the rules of the game
3 : to go back on a promise or commitment — re-neg-er n

ie<ne<go<tia>ble \,re-iii-'go-sh(e-)3-bal\ adj ; subject to renegotia-
tion

re>ne-go<ti-ate \,re-nl-'go-she-,at\ vt ; to negotiate again; esp : to
readjust by negotiation to eliminate or recover excessive profits— re-ne-go-ti.a-tion \.re-nl-,go-s(h)e-'a-sh3n\ n

re.new \ri-'n(y)u\ vt 1 ; to make new again; also : to gain
again as new 2 : to make new spiritually : regenerate 3 : to
restore to existence ; revive 4 ; to do again ; repeat 5 : to
begin again : resume 6 : replace 7 : to grant or obtain an
extension of or on —' vf 1 : to become new or as new 2 ; to
begin again ; resume 3 ; to make a renewal — re.neW'abil.i-ty
\ri-.n(y>u-9-'bll-3tje\ n — re-new-able \rl-'n(y)u-3-baI\ ad} —
re-new-ably \-ble\ adv — re.new-er n
syn RENEW, restore, refresh, renovate, rejuvenate mean to
make like new. renew implies esp. a replacing damaged or decayed
parts; restore implies a return to an original stale after depletion
or loss; refresh suggests a supplying of what restores lost anima-
tion or zesi; renovate implies a renewing or restoring of a material
thing; rejuvenate suggests the restoring of youthful vigor, powers,
and appearance

re*new-al \ri-n(y)U-3l\ n 1 : the act or process of renewing
: REPh^rvnoN 2 : the quality or state of being renewed 3 : some-
thing renewed 4 : something used for renewing; sped} t an
expenditure that betters existing fixed assets

reni- or reno- comb Jorm [L renes kidneys] : kidney <ren/form>
re.ni.lorra \'ren-3-.fdrm, 're-ns-N adj [NL renijormis, fr. reni-
+ -jormis -form] : suggesting a kidney in outline

re.nig \ri-'nlg\ vi re<nigged; re*nig>ging : renege
renin X're-nan, "ren-anX n [ISV, fr. L re/ies] : a proteolytic enzyme
found in kidney
re.ni-ten-cy X'ren-a-tan
re<ni<tent yre

to strive -

constraint
ren.net \"

coagulate.

rl-'nIt-**n-\ n : resistance, opposmoN
-o-tant, rl-'nTt-'nt\ adj [F or L; F rinitent, fr. L

, prp. of reniti to struggle against, fr. re- + niti

)re at nisus] 1 ; resisting pressure 2 : resisting
ampulslon ; recalcitrant
i\ n [ME, fr. (assumed) ME rennen to cause to
OE gerennan, fr. ge- together + (assumed) OE

rennan to cause to run; akin to OHG rennen to cause to run, OE
rinnan to run — more at co-. run] 1 a : the contents of the
stomach of an unweaned animal (as a calf) b ; the lining mem-
brane of a stomach (as the fourth of a ruminant) used for curdling
milk; also : a preparation of the stomach of animals used for this
purpose 2 a ; rennin b : a substitute for rennin
Ten<nin \'ren-^n\ n : an enzyme that coagulates milk, is obtained
from the mucous membrane of the stomach of calves, and is used
in making cheese and junkets

re.nom-i.nate \C)re-'nam-3-.nat\ vt : to nominate again esp. for
re.nom.i.na.tion \(,)re-,nam-3-'na-sh3n\ n
(t)s\ vb [ME renouncen fr. MF renoncer, fr.

+ nuniiare to report, fr. nuntius messenger]

vt 1 : to give up, refuse, or resign usu. by formal declaration
<^ his errors) 2 : to refuse further to follow, obey, or recognize
: repudiate 3 : to faU to follow with a card from (the suit led)
-^ v/ ; to make a renounce or renunciation syn see abdicate,
abjure — re>nounce<ment \-'naun(t)-sm3nt\ n — re*nounc>er n
are.nounce \ri-'naun(t)s, 're-A n : faUure to follow suit in a card
game

ren.Q.vate \'ren-9-,vat\ vt [L renovatus, pp. of renovare, fr. re- +
novare to make new. fr. novus new — more at new] 1 : to restore
to life, vigor, or activity : revive 2 ; to restore to a former state
syn see renew — ren>o>va>tion \,ren-3-'va-sh3n\ n — ren>o>ya-
tor \'ren-3-,vat-3r\ n
Ue.nown \ri-'naun\ n [ME, fr. MF renon, fr. OF, fr. renomerXo
celebrate, fr. re- + nomer to name, fr. L nominare, fr. nomin-^
nomen name — more at name] 1 ; a state of being widely acclaimed
and highly honored : fame 2 obs ; report, rumor
2renown vt ; to give renown to

re-nowned adj ; having renown ! celebrated syn see famous
rens.se.laer-ite \,ren(t)-sa-'U(3)r-.Tt, ren(t)-'sli(3)r-; ren(t)-s(&-)l3-
,rit\ n [Stephen Van Rensselaer tl839 Am army officer] : a soft
compact talc often worked In a lathe into articles (as inkstands)
irent \'rent\ n [ME rente, fr. OF, income from a property, fr.

(assumed) VL rendita, fr. fem. of renditus, pp. of rendere to yield— more at render] 1 : property (as a house) rented or for rent
2 a : a usu. fixed periodical return made by a tenant or occupant
of property to the owner for the possession and use thereof; esp
: an agreed sum paid at fixed Intervals by a tenant to his landlord
for the use of land or its appendages b ; the amount paid by a
hirer of personal property to the owner for the use thereof
3a: the portion of the Income of an economy (as of a nation)
attributable to land as a factor of production in addition to capital
and labor b : economic REr^
2rent vt 1 : to take and hold under an agreement to pay rent
2 : to grant the possession and enjoyment of for rent : let — vi
1 : to be for rent 2 a : to obtain the possession and use of a place
or article for rent b : to allow the possession and use of property
for rent syn see hire — rent>able \-3-bal\ adj
3rent past oj rend
4rent n [E dial, rent (to rend) ] 1 ; an opening made by or as if

by rending 2 : a split in a party or organized group : schism
3 : an act or instance of rending
irent-al \'rent-^l\ n 1 : an amount paid or collected as rent
2 : a property rented 3 : an act of renting 4 : a business that
rents something

^rental adj l ; of, relating to, or available for rent 2 : dealing
In rental property

rental library n : a commercially operated library (as in a store)
that lends books at a fixed charge per book per day

rente \ra"t\ n [F] 1 ; annual income under French law resemblltig
an annuity 2 a ; Interest payable by the French and other Euro-
pean governments on the consolidated debt b : a government
security yielding rente

rent.er \'rent-ar\ n : one that rents; sped} : the lessee or tenant
of property

ren.tier \ra"-tya\ n [F, fr. OF, fr. rente"} 1 : one who owns rentes
2 : a person who receives a fixed income from investments

re-num.ber \(')re-'n3m-b3r\ vt : to number again or differently

re-nun-Ci-a-tion \ri-.n3n(t)-se-'a-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. L renuntiation-,
renuntiaiio, fr. renuntiaius, pp. of renuntiare'\ : the act or practice
of renouncing : repudiation; sped} : ascetic self-denial — re»nun-
ci'a.tive \ri-'n9n(t)-se-,at-iv\ adj — re>nun>ci-a*to>ry \-se-3-
,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj

re.open \(')re-'o-p3n, -'6p-'m\ vt 1 ; to open again 2 a : to
take up again J resume b : to resume discussion or consideration of
3 ; to begin again '^ vi : to open again
ire.or-der \('ire-'6rd-ar\ vt 1 : reorganize 2 : to give a reorder
for ^ vi X to place a reorder
2reorder n ; an order like a previous order from the same supplier
re.or.ga-ni.za.tion \(,)re-.6rg-(3-)n3-'za-shan\ n : the act of
reorgar\lzing : the state of being reorganized; sped} : the financial
reconstruction of a business concern

rep \'rep\ n [F reps, modif. of E ribs, pi. of rib} I a plain-weave
fabric with prominent rounded crosswise ribs

re-pacK<age \'re-'pak-ij\ vt : to package again or anew; sped} ; to
put into a more efficient or attractive form
ire.pair \ri-'pa(a)r, -'pe(3'ir\ vi [ME repairen, fr. MF repairier to
go back to one's country, fr. LL repatriare, fr. L re- + patria
native country — more at expatriate] 1 a ; to betake oneself
: GO b ; rally 2 obs : return

^repair n l ; the act of repairing : resort 2 : a place of resort

^repair vb [ME repairen, fr. MF reparer, fr. L reparare, fr. re- +
parare to prepare — more ai pare] vt 1 a : to restore by replacing
a part or putting together what Is torn or broken ; fix b : to
restore to a sound or healthy state : renew 2 : to make good
: remedy 3 : to make up for : compensate for '— v/ : to make
repairs syn see mend — re>pair*ab!e \-'par-3-b3l, -'per-\ adj— re.pair.er \-3r\ n — re>pair>inan \-'pa(a)r-man, -'pe(3)r-,

^repair n l a : the act or process of repairing b ; an instance or
result of repairing c : the replacement of destroyed cells or tissues
by new formations 2 a : relative condition with respect to sound-
ness or need of repairing b ; the state of being in good or sound
condition

re>pand \ri-'pand\ adj [L repandus bent backward, fr. re- +
pandus bent; akin to ON jattr bent backward] ; having a slightly
undulating margin <a -^ leaf)

rep>a>ra>ble \'rep-(3-)r3-bal\ ad} ; capable of being repaired
rep*a>ra>tion \,rep-a-'ra-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL reparation-^
reparatio, fr. L reparatus, pp. of reparare} 1 a ; a repairing or
keeping in repair b pi I repairs 2 a : the act of making amends,
offering expiation, or giving satisfaction for a wrong or Injury
b ; something done or given as amends or satisfaction 3 : the
payment of damages : iNDEMNincATiON; sped} : compensation in
money or materials payable by a defeated nation for damages to or
expenditures sustained by another nation as a result of hostilities

with the defeated nation — usu. used in pi.
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of, relating to, or effectingre.par.a.Uve \ri-'par-9t-lv\ adj i i

repair 2 : serving to make amends
rep.ar-tee X.rep-ar-'te, -,'ar-, -'ta\ n [F repartle, fr. repartir to
retort, fr. MF, fr. re- + partir to divide — more at part] 1 a ; a
quick and witty reply b : a succession of clever retorts 2 : adroit-
ness and cleverness in reply syn see wrr

re-par>tl*tlon n [prob. fr. Sp reparticidn, fr. repartir to distribute.
fr. re- + partir to divide, fr. L partire — more at part] 1 \,rep-
,ar-'tish-an, ,re-,par-\ ; distribution 2 \,re-,par-\ ; a second or
additional partition

re.pass \(')re-'pas\ vb [ME repassen, fr. MF repasser, U. OF, fr.

re- + passer to pass] vi : to pass again esp. in the opposite direction
: RETURN « vr 1 : to pass through, over, or by again 2 ; to
cause to pass again 3 : to adopt again — re<pas<sage \-'pas-ij\ n
ire-past \rl-'past, 're-A n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. repaistre to
feed, fr. re- + paistre to feed, fr. L pascere — more at food]
1 : something taken as food : meal 2 : the act or time of taking
food

2re<past \ri-"past\ vt, obs : to supply food to : feed -^ v/ : to take
food : feast

re>pa>tri.ate \(')re-'pa-tre-,at, -'paA n [LL repatriatus, pp.
of repairiare to go back to one's country — more at repair] ; to
restore or return to the country of origin, allegiance, or citizenship— re.pa»tii-ate \-tre-at, -tre-,at\ n — re-pa.tri-a.tion \(,)re-.pa-
tre-'a-shsn, -,pa-\ n

re.pay \(')re-'pa\ vt la: to pay back : refund b : to give or
iiulict in return or requital 2 : to make a return payment to
; compensate, requiie 3 : to make requital for : recompense
'^ vi I to make return payment or requital syn see pay — re«pay-
able \-3-b3l\ adj — re<pay>nient \-m3nt\ n

re.peal \rl-'pe(3)l\ vt [ME repelen, fr. MF repeler, fr. OF, fr. re-
+ apeler to appeal, call] 1 ; to rescind or annul by authoritative
act; esp : to revoke or abrogate by legislative enactment 2 : aban-
don, RENOUNCE 3 obs I to summon to return : recall — repeal n— re-peal-able \-'pe-l3-b3l\ adj — re<peal>er n
lre>peat \ri-'pet\ vb [ME repeten, fr, MF repeter, fr. L r-^petere,

fr. re- + petere to go to or toward — more at feather] vt 1 a : to
say or state again ; reiterate b : to say over from memory
: recite c ; to say after another 2 a : to make, do, or perform
again b : to make appear again c ; to go through or experience
again 3 ; to express or present (oneself) again in the same words,
terms, or form '^ vi : to say, do, or accomplish something again— re*peat-able \-3-b3l\ adj
syn REPEAT, iterate, RErrERATE mean to say or do again, repeat

Is the general term and may imply once or many times by the same
agent or different agents; iterate and refterate stress exact
repetition of something said; refterate may be stronger In implying
manifold repetition

2re<peat \ri-'pet, 're-,\ n 1 : the act of repeating 2 a : something
repeated b (1) : a musical passage to be repeated in performance
(2) : a sign consisting typically of two vertical dots placed before
and after a passage to be repeated c ; a rebroadcast of a radio or
television program

ie>peat<ed \ri-'pet-3d\ adj 1 : renewed or recurring again and
again ; constant 2 : said, done, or presented again — re>peat-
ed'ly adv

re<peat-er \rl-'pet-3r\ n : one that repeats: as a ; one who relates

or recites b ; a watch or clock with a striking mechanism that
upon pressure of a spring will indicate the time c : a firearm hav-
ing a magazine that holds a number of cartridges loaded into the
firing chamber automatically by the action of the piece d : an
habitual violator of the laws e : a student enrolled in a class or
course for a second or subsequent time

repeating decimal n ; a decimal in which after a certain point a
particular digit or sequence of digits repeats itself indefinitely

repeating tirearm n : a firearm having a magazine or a revolving
cylinder holding several rounds and an action that makes possible
rapid firing of successive shots

re>pel \ri-*pel\ vb re-pelled; re*pel>ling [ME repellen, fr. L
repellere, fr. re- + pellere to drive — more at felt] vt 1 a ; to

drive back : repulse b : to fight against : resist 2 : to turn
away ; reject (jepelled the Insinuation) 3 a : to drive away
: discourage b : to be incapable of adhering to, mixing with,

taking up, or holding c : to force away or apart or tend to do so

by mutual action at a distance 4 : to cause aversion in ; disgust
'^ vi ; to cause aversion — re«pel>ler n

re.pel-len.cy \ri-'pel-3n-se\ n : the quality or capacity of repelling

1re>pel<lent \-3nt\ adj [L repellent-, repellens, prp. of repellere'l

1 : serving or tending to drive away or ward off 2 : arousing
aversion or disgust : repulsive syn see repugnant — re-pel-
lent'ly adv

2repellent n ; something that repels; esp : a substance employed
to prevent Insect attacks
lre>pent \ri-'pent\ vb [ME repenten, fr. OF repentir, fr. re- +
pentir to be sorry, fr. L paenitere — more at pentfence] vi 1 ; to

turn from sin and dedicate oneself to the amendment of one's

life 2 a : to feel regret or contrition b : to change one's mind
^ vt 1 : to cause to feel regret or contrition 2 : to feel sorrow,

regret, or contrition for — re-pent-er n

are-pent \'re-p3nt\ adj [L repent-, repens, prp. of repere to creep
— more at reptile] : creeping, prostrate

re-pen*tance \ri-'pent-'n(t)s\ n : the act or process of repenting

syn see penftence
le-pen-tant \-'nt\ adj 1 ; experiencing repentance : PENfTENT

2 : expressing or showing repentance (-^ tears) — re-pen- tant»ly
adv

re-peo-ple \(')re-'pe-p3l\ vt [MF repeupler, fr. OF repuepler, fr.

re- + puepler to people] 1 ; to people anew 2 : restock

re*per-cus-sion \,re-p3r-'k9sh-an, ,rep-ar-\ n [L repercussion-,

repercussio, fr. repercussus, pp. of repercutere to drive back, fr.

re- + percutere to beat — more at percussion] 1 : reflection,

REVERBERATION 2 a c a reciprocal action or effect b : a wide-

spread, indirect, or unforeseen effect of an act, action, or event —
re-per-cas-sive \-'kas-iv\ adj

lep-er-tOire \'rep-3Cr)-.twar\ n [F repertoire, fr. LL repertorium^

1 a ; a list or supply of dramas, operas, pieces, or parts that a

company or person Is prepared to perform b : a supply of skills,
devices, or expedients possessed by a person 2a: the complete
list or supply of dramas, operas, or musical works available for
performance b : the complete list or supply of skills, devices, or
Ingredients used in a particular field, occupation, or practice

rep-er-to-ry \'rep-3(r)-.tor-e, -.t6r-\ n [LL repertorium list, fr.

L repertus, pp. of reperire to find, fr. re- + parere to produce —
more at pare] 1 ; a place where something may be found ; re-
pository 2 a : repertoire b : the practice of presenting several
plays in succession or alternately In the same season

rep-e-tend \'rep-a-,tend\ n [L repetendus to be repeated, gerundive
of repetere to repeat] : a repeated sound, word, or phrase; specij
; refrain

rep-e-ti-tion \,rep-3-'tish-3n\ n [L repetition-, repetitio, fr. repetitus,
pp. of repetere to repeat] la: the act or an Instance of repeating
b : mention, recital 2 : the fact of being repeated

rep.e.ti-tious \-'tish-3s\ adj : marked by repetition; esp : tedi-
ously repeating — rep-e-ti-tious-ly adv — rep-e-ti*tious-ness n

re-pet-i-tive \ri-'pet-3t-iv\ adj : REPETinous— re-pet-i-tive-ly adv— re-pet-i-Uve-ness n
re-pine \ri-'pTn\ vi l : to feel or express dejection or discontent
: complain 2 : to wish discontentedly — re-pin-er n

re-place \ri-'plas\ vt 1 : to restore to a former place or position
2 : to take the place of ; supplant 3 : to fill the place of — re-
place-able \-'pla-s3-b3l\ adj — re-plac-er n
syn displace, supplant supersede: replace implies a filling of

a place once occupied by something lost, destroyed, or no longer
usable or adequate; displace Implies an ousting or dislodging
preceding a replacing; supplant applies to taking the place of
one forced out by craft or fraud; applied to things It Implies the
new and usu. more efficient displacing the old; supersede implies
replacing a person or thing that has become superannuated, obso-
lete, or otherwise inferior

re-place-ment \ri-'pla-sm3nt\ n 1 ; the act of replacing ; the
state of being replaced : substttution 2 : something that replaces;
esp ; an individual assigned to a military unit to replace a loss or
complete a quota

re-plant \(')re-'plant\ vt 1 ; to plant again or anew 2 t to provide
with new plants

re-plead-er \ Ore-'pled-arX n [replead (to plead again) -f -er (as
in misnomer)'} 1 ; a second legal pleading 2 ; the right of pleading
again granted usu. when the Issue raised Is Immaterial or Insuf-
ficient

re-plen.ish \rl-'plen-ish\ vb [ME replenisshen, fr. MF repleniss-,
stem of replenir to fill, fr. OF, fr. re- + plein full, fr. L plenus —
more at full] vt 1 a ; to fill with persons or animals : stock
b archaic : to supply fully ; perfect c : to fill with a source of
Inspiration or power : nourish 2 a : to fill or build up again
b : to make good : replace ^ vi \ io become full ; fill up again— re-plen-ish-er n — re-plen-ish-ment \-ish-ra3nt\ n

re-plete \ri-'plet\ adj [ME, fr. MF & L; MF replet, fr. L repletus,

pp. of replere to fill up, fr. re- + piere to fill — more at full]
1 ; fully or abundantly provided 2 a : filled b : abundantly fed
: GORGED c : FAT, STOUT 3 : COMPLETE syn see FULL — re-
plete- ness n

re-ple-tion \ri-'ple-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of eating to excess ; the
state of being fed to excess : surfett 2 : the condition of being
filled up or overcrowded 3 : fulfillment of a need or desire

; SATISFACTION
re-plevi*able \ri-'plev-e-3-b3i\ or re'plev-i-sa.t)le \-'piev-3-s3-
b3l\ adj : capable of being replevied
ire-plev-in \ri-'plev-an\ n [ME, fr. AF replevine, fr. replevir to
give security, fr. OF, fr. re- + plevir to pledge, fr. (assumed) LL
pleberel 1 : the recovery by a person of goods or chattels claimed
to be wrongfully taken or detained upon the person's giving
security to try the matter in court and return the goods if defeated
in the action 2 : the writ or the common-law action whereby
goods and chattels are replevied

^replevin vt ; replevy
ire-plevy \ri-'plev-e\ n [ME, fr. AF replevir, v.] : replevin
^replevy vt re-pley-ied; re-plevy-ing : to take or get back by a
writ for replevin

rep-Ii-ca \'rep-ii-k3\ n [It, repetition, fr. replicare to repeat, fr, LL,
fr. L, to fold back — more at reply] 1 : a close reproduction or
facsimile esp. by the maker of the original 2 : copy : duplicate
syn see reproduction

lrep-Ii-cate \'rep-la-,kat\ vt [LL replicatus, pp. of replicarel

1 ; duplicate, repeat 2 [L replicatus'] : to fold or bend back
(.replicated leaf)

2rep-li-cate \-li-kat\ n ; one of several Identical experiments,
procedures, or samples
areplicate \-li-k3t\ adj l : folded over or backward ; folded back
upon itself 2 : manifold, repeated

rep-li-ca-tion \,rep-la-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 a : answer, reply b (1)

: an answer to a reply ; rejoinder (2) ; a plaintiffs reply to a
defendant's plea, answer, or counterclaim 2 : echo, reverbera-
tion 3 a : copy, reproduction b : the act or process of repro-
ducing 4 ; repetition of an experiment or procedure at the same
time and place; esp : systematic or random repetition of agricul-

tural test rows or plats to reduce error

re-pli-er \ri-'plT(-a)r\ n : one that replies

ire-ply \ri-'pir\ vb re-plied; re-ply-ing [ME replien, fr. MF
replier to fold again, fr. L replicare to fold back, fr. re- + plicare

to fold — more at ply] vi la: to respond in words or writing

b ; echo, resound c : to make a legal replication 2 : to do
something in response; specij X to return an attack -^ w : to
give as an answer syn see answer

2reply n 1 ; somettilng said, written, or done in reply 2 ; repuca-
TION lb (2)

ire-port \ri-'po(3)rt, -'p6(9)rt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. reporter

to report, fr. L reportare, fr. re- -H portare to carry — more at

fare] 1 a : common talk or an account spread by common talk

: RUMOR b : fame, reputation 2 a : a usu. detailed account or
statement b : an account or statement of a judicial opinion or
decision c : a usu. formal record of the proceedings of a meeting
or session 3 : an explosive noise

{
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srepoit vt 1 a : to give an account of ; relate b : to describe as
being in a specified state 2 a : to serve as carrier of (a message)
b : to relate the words or sense of (something said) c : to make
a written record or summary of d (1) : to watch for and write
about the newsworthy aspects or developments of ; cover (2)

; to prepare or present an account of for broadcast 3 a (1) : to
give a formal or official account or statement of (2) : to return
or present {a matter referred for consideration) with conclusions
or recommendations b : to announce or relate as the result of
investigation c : to announce the presence, arrival, or sighting
of d ; to make known to the authorities e ; to make a charge of
misconduct against ^ vi 1 a : to give an account : relate
b : to present oneself 2 : to make, issue, or submit a report
3 : to act in the capacity of a reporter — re*port*able \-'p6rt-9-
bsl, -'port-X adj

ie<port*age \ri-'port-ii, -"port-, espjor 2 ,rep-sr-'tazh, ,rep-,6r-'\ n
1 : the act or process of reporting news 2 : writing intended to
give an account of observed or documented events

report card n : a report on a student that is periodically submitted
by a school to the student's parents or guardian

re-port'ed.ly \ri-'pori-ad-le, -'p6rt-\ adv : according to report
re.port»er \ri-'port-3r, -'p6rt-\ n : one that reports: as a ; one
that makes authorized statements of law decisions or legislative
proceedings b : one that makes a shorthand record of a speech
or proceeding c (1) : one employed by a newspaper or magazine
to gather and write news_ (2) ; ojie that broadcasts news — re-
por-to-ri-ai \,rep-3i'r)-'tor-e-3l,_,rep-, -'tor-; -,or-'tor-, -,6r-'t6r-\
adj — re-por-tcri-aMy \-e-a-le\ ady

report out vt : to return after consideration and often with revisions
to a legislative body for action <the committee after much debate
reported the bill out)

report stage n ; the stage In the British legislative process preceding
the third reading and concerned esp. with amendments and
details

re*pos.al \ri-*po-23l\ n, obs : the act of reposing
lre«pose \ri-'poz\ vt [me reposen to replace, fr. L reponere (perf.

indie, reposui) ] 1 archaic ; to put away or set down ; depostt
2 ; to place unquestioningly (as trust) : set 3 : to place for con-
trol, management, or use
arepose vb [ME reposen, fr. MF reposer, fr. OF, fr. LL repausare,
fr. L re- + LL pausare to stop — more at pause] vt : to lay at
rest -^ VI 1 a ; to lie at rest b : to lie dead ^reposing in state)
c ; to remain still or concealed 2 : to take rest 3 archaic : rely
4 : to rest for support : lie
arepose n l : a state of resting after exertion or strain; esp : rest
in sleep 2 a : a place of rest b ; calm, peace c ; a harmony in
the disposition of parts and colors restful to the eye 3 : cessation
or absence of activity, movement, or animation 4 : composure
of manner : poiSE_

re>pose«liil \ri-'poz-f9l\ adj ; full of repose ; quiet syn see
comfortable — re»pose*fuMy \-fa-le\ adv — re'pose>tnl*ness n

rea)OS.it vt re*pos»it*ing \-'paz-9t-iri, -'paz-tigV [L repositus, pp.
oireponere to replace, f r. re- + ponere to place — more at position]
1 \ri-*paz-3t\ : DEPOsrr, STOBte 2 \t')re\ ; to put back in place
; replace

lre>pO>si<tion X.re-ps-'zish-sn, ,rep-3-\ n : the act of repositing
: the state of being reposited

2re.po.si'tion \,re-p3-*zish-9n\ vt : to change the position of
ire.pos.i'to«ry \ri-'paz-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ n l : a place, room, or
container where something is deposited or stored : depository
2 : a side altar in a Roman Catholic church where the consecrated
Host is reserved from Holy Thursday until Good Friday 3 : one
that contains or stores something normiaterial 4 : a place or
region richly supplied with a natural resource 6 : a person to
whom something is confided or entrusted

^repository adj, oj a drug : designed to act over a prolonged
period

re*pos*sess \,re-p9-*zes also -'ses\ vt 1 a ; to regain possession of
b ; to resume possession of in default of the payment of install-
ments due 2 : to restore to possession — ie-pos*ses*sion
\-'zesh-3n also -'sesh-\ n

re.pous-s^ \r9-,pLi-'sa\ adj [F] 1 ; shaped or ornamented with
patterns in relief made by hammering or pressing on the reverse
side — used of metal 2 : formed in relief

repp var oj rep
rep>re-hend \,rep-ri-'hend\ vt [ME reprehenden, fr. L reprehendere,
lit., to hold back, fr. re- + prehendere to grasp — more at pre-
hensile] : to voice disapproval of : censure syn see criticize

rep.re.benvsi.ble \,rep-ri-'hen(t)-s3-b3l\ adj : worthy of or
deserving reprehension ; culpable — rep*re*ben>si-ble-ness n— rep'ie-hen.si'bly \-ble\ adv

lep.re.hen.sion \ 'hen-chan\ n [ME reprehensioun fr. MF or L;
MF reprehension, fr. L reprehension-, reprehensio, rr. reprehensus,

Ep,
of reprehendere^ : the act of reprehending ; reproof — rep-re-

en-sive \-'hen(t^-siv\ adj
rep.re.sent \,reD-ri-'zent\ vb [ME representen, fr. MF representer,
fr. L repraeseniare, fr. re- + praesentare to present] vt 1 ; to
bring clearly before the mind ; present 2 : to serve as a sign or
symbol of 3 : to portray or exhibit in art : depict 4 ; to serve
as the counterpart or image of : typify 5 a : to produce on the
stage b ; to act the part or role of 6 a (1) : to take the place
of in some respect (2) : to act in the place of or for usu. by legal
right b : to sen.'e esp. in a legislative body by delegated authority
usu. resulting from election 7 : to describe as having a specified
character or quality 8 a : to state to affect action or judgment
: advocate b : to point out in protest or remonstrance 9 : to
serve as a specimen, example, or instance of 10 a : to form an
Image or represenratjon of in the mind b fl) : to apprehend
(an object) by means of an idea (2) : to recall in memory H ; to
correspond to in kind '— vi : to make representations against
something ; protect — rep-re-seut-able \-3-twl\ adj — rep-re-
sent>er n

rep.re.sen.ta.tion X.rep-ri-.zen-'ta-shsn, -z3n-\ n 1 : one that
represents: as a : an artistic likeness or image b (1) : a statement
or account esp. of an opinion and made to influence opinion or
action (2) : an incidental or collateral statement of fact on the
laith of which a contract is entered into c : a dramatic production
or performance d (11 : a usu. formal statement made against
something or to effect a change (2) : a usu. formal protest

2 ; the act or action of representing or state of being represented:
as a (1) : the action or fact of one person standing for another
so as to have rights and obligations of the person represented
(2) ; the substitution of an individual or class in place of a person
(as a child for a deceased parent) b : the action of representing
or the fact of being represented esp. in a legislative body 3 : the
body of persons representing a constituency — rep-re-sen-ta-tion-
al \-shn3l, -shan-'l\ adj

rep.re-sen.ta.tion.al.isra \-,iz-3m\ n 1 : the doctrine that the
immediate object of knowledge is an idea in the mind distinct from
the external object which is the occasion of perception 2 : the
theory or practice of realistic representation in art — rep-re>sen-
ta>tion>al<ist \-3st\ n

irep.re.sen-ta.tive \,rep-ri-'zent-at-iv\ adj 1 : serving to rep-
resent 2 : standing or acting for another esp. through delegated
authority 3 : of, based upon, or constituting a government in
which the many are represented by persons chosen from among
them usu. by election 4 : of or relating to representation or
representationalisra — rep-re>sent-a-tive-ly adv — r^p-re-sent-
a>tive-nes3 n

2representative n 1 ; a tjipical example of a group, class, or
quality : specimen 2 : one that represents another or others:
as a (1) : one that represents a constituency as a member of a
legislative body (2) ; a member of the house of representatives of
the U.S. Congress or a state legislature b : one that represents
another as agent, deputy, substitute, or delegate usu. being invested
with the authority of the principal c : one that represents a busi-
ness organization d : one that represents another as successor
or heir

rim-
- ' to

check by or as if by pressure : curb 2 : to hold in by self-control
3 : to put down by force : subdue 4 : to prevent the natural or
normal expression, activity, or development of 6 : to exclude
from consciousness ~ vi : to take repressive action — re»pres»siV9
\-'pres-iv\ adj — re>pres-slve>ly adv — re^pres-sive-noss n —
re-preS'Sor \-'pres-3r\ n

re-pressed adj 1 : subjected to or marked by repression 2 : char-
acterized by restraint

re<pres>sion \ri-'presh-an\ n 1 a : the act of repressing ; the
state of being repressed b ; an instance of repressing 2 a : a
process by which unacceptable desires or impulses are excluded
from consciousness and left to operate in the unconscious b : an
item so excluded

re.priev-al \ri-'pre-v3l\ n, archaic : reprieve
ire-prieve \ri-'prev\ vt [perh. fr. MF repris. pp. of reprendre
to take back] 1 ; to delay the punishment oi (as a condemned
prisoner) : respffe 2 : to give relief or deliverance to for a time

Sreprieve n l a : the act of reprieving : the state of being reprieved
b : a formal temporary suspension of the execution of a sentence
esp. of death 2 ; an order or warrant for a reprieve 3 ; a
temporary respite
rep*ri'niand \'rep-r»-,mand\ n [F reprimande, fr. L reprimenda,
fem. of reprimendus, gerundive of reprimere to check] ; a severe
or formal reproof
2reprimand vt i to censure formally syn see reprove
^re.print \(')re-'print\ vt : to print again — re-print-er n
2re*print \'re-,print\ n 1 : a subsequent printing of a book already
published having the identical text of the previous printing 2 : off-
print

re.pri.sal \ri-'prT-Z3l\ n [ME reprisail fr. MF reprisaille, fr.

Olt ripresaglia, fr. rip^eso, pp. of rtprendere to take back, fr. rf-

re- (fr. L re-) + prendere to take, fr. L prehendere — more at
prehensile] 1 a : the act or practice in international law of
resorting to force short of war to procure redress of grievances
b : an instance of such action 2 obs : prize 3 : the regaining of
something (as by recapture) 4 : compensation — usu. used in
pi. 5 : a retaliatory act
ire-prise \ri-*prez, l is also -'prTz\ n [ME, fr. MF, lit., action of
taking back, fr. OF, fr. reprendre to take back, fr. re- + prendre
to take, h. L prehendere} 1 ; a deduction or charge made yearly
out of a manor or estate — usu. used in pi. 2 : a recurrence,
renewal, or resumption of an action 3 a (1) : the repetition oi
the exposition preceding the development (2) : becapftulation
b : a repeated instance : repetition

2Te.prise \ri-'priz, J is -'prez\ vt [MF reprise action of taking back]
1 archaic : to take back; esp : to recover by force 2 archaic : com-
pensate 3 : to repeat the performance of <'- a song)

re.pris-tl-nate \(')re-'pris-t3-,nat\ vt ire- 4- pristine + -ateZ ; to
restore to an original state or condition — re>pris*ti*ua-tiozi
\(i)re-,pris-t9-'na-sh3n\ n

re-pro Vre-(,>pro\ n [short for reproduction'] : a clear sharp proof
made esp. from a letterpress printing surface to serve as photo-
graphic copy for a printing plate

1re*proacb \ri-'proch\ n [ME reproche, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr., repro-
chier to reproach, fr. (assumed) VL repropiare, fr. L re- + prope
near — more at approach] lata cause or occasion of blame,
discredit, or disgrace b : the quality or state so incurred 2 : the
act or action of reproaching : rebuke 3 obs : one subjected to

censure or scorn — re-proacb-ful \-f3l\ adj ~ re-proach-lul-ly
\-fs-le\ adv — re-proacb-lul-ness n

areproach vt 1 ; to cast up to someone as deserving reproach
2 : to utter a reproach to ; rebuke 3 : to bring into discredit

4 : to cast reproach on syn see reprove — re-proach-able
\-'pr5-cha-b3l\ adj — re-proach-er n — re.proacb-ing.ly
\-'pro-chio-le\ adv

rep-ro-bance \'rep-ra-b3n(t)s\ n, archaic : reprobation
irep.ro-bate \'rep-r^-.bai\ vt [ME reprobaten, fr. LL reprobatus,

pp. of reprobare — more at reprove] 1 : to condemn as imworthy
or evil 2 : to foreordain to damnation 3 : to refuse to accept
: reject syn see cRrricizE — rep-ro-ba»tlon X.rep-ra-'ba-shsnX n
— rep-ro-ba-tive \'rep-rs-,bat-iv\ adj — rep-ro-ba-to-ry Vbs-
,t6r-c, -,t6r-\ adj

areprobale adj l archaic ; rejected as not enduring proof or trial

; CONDEMNED 2 a : foreordained to damnation b i morally
abandoned ; depraved 3 : expressing or involving reprobation
4 : of. relating to, or characteristic of a reprobate : corrupt
^reprobate n : a reprobate person
re*pro-duce \,re-pr9-'d(y)Us\ vt ; to produce again: as a : to

See re- and 2d element [reprice
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produce again by generation b ; to cause to exist again or anew
C : to cause to be or seem to be repeated ; repeat d ; to present
again e : to make a representation of 1 : to revive mentally
g : to translate (a recording) into sound *— vi 1 ; to undergo
reproduction 2 : to produce offspring — re*pro>duc*er n —
re-pro-duciftil-i-ty \-.d(y)u-sa-'bU-3t-e\ « — re-pro-duc-iWe
\-'dCy)u-s3-b3l\ adj

re>pio>duc>tion \,re-pra-'d3k-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or process of
reproducing; specij : the process by which plants and animals
give rise to offspring and which fundamentally consists of the
segregation of a portion of the parental body by a sexual or an
asexual process and its subsequent growth and differentiation
into a new individual 2 : something reproduced ; copy 3 ; young
seedling trees in a forest
Syn DUPLICATE, COPY, FACSIMILE, REPLICA: REPRODUCTION Implies

an exact or close imitation of an existing thing; duplicate implies
a double or counterpart exactly corresponding to another thing;
COPY applies to one of a number of things reproduced mechanically
as from the same type format, die, or mold; facsimile suggests
a close reproduction in the same materials that may differ in
scale; replica applies strictly to an exact reproduction of a work
of art made by the same artist and not clearly distinguishable from
the original
ire.pro-ductive \.re-pr&-'d3k-tiv\ adj ; relating to, capable of,
or concerned with reproduction — re-pro*duc«tive»ly adv —
re-pro-ductive-ness n — rcpro-duc-tivi-ty X.re-pra-.dsk-'Uv-

i actual or potential parent; specij : a sexually

MF reprove, fr. OF, fr.

functional social insect
re.prool \ri-'pruf\ n [ME reprof,
reproverl : censure for a fault : rebuke

re.prove \ri-'pruv\ vt [ME reproven, fr. MF reprover, fr. LL re-
probare to disapprove, condemn, fr. L re- + probare to test, ap-
prove — more at prove] 1 ; to administer a rebuke to 2 : to
express disapproval of ; censure, condemn 3 obs ; disprove,
refute 4 obs ; convince, convict — re-prov-er n — re-prov-
ing"ly \-'prii-vio-le\ adv
syn REPROVE, REBUKE, REPRIMAND, ADMONISH, REPROACH, CHIDE
mean to criticize adversely, reprove implies an often kindly intent
to correct a fault; rebuke suggests a sharp or stern reproof;
REPRIMAND implies a severe, formal, often public or official rebuke;
ADMONISH suggests camcst or friendly warning and counsel;
REPROACH and CHIDE Suggest displeasure or disappointment ex-
pressed in mild reproof or scolding

repliant \'rep-t3nt\ adj [L replant-, reptans, prp. of reptare to
creep, fr. reptusl l creeping, repent
irep.tile V'rep-t'l, -.tTl\ n [ME reptil, fr. MF or LL; MF reptile
(fern.), fr. LL reptile (neut.), fr. neut. of reptiiis replant, fr. L
reptus, pp. of repere to creep; akin to OHG reba tendril] 1 ; an
animal that crawls or moves (as a snake) on its belly or (as a
lizard) on small short legs 2 a : any of a class (Reptilia) of air*
breathing vertebrates including the alligators and crocodiles,
lizards, snakes, turtles, and extinct related forms with a completely
ossified skeleton including a single occipital condyle, a distinct
quadrate bone usu. immovably articulated with the skull, ribs
attached to the sternum, and a body usu. covered with scales or
bony plates b : amphibian 3 : a groveling or despicable person

sreptile adj : characteristic of a reptile : reptilian
lrep>til*ian \rep-'til-e-3n, -'til-yan\ adj 1 ; resembling or having
the characteristics of the reptiles 2 : of or relating to the reptiles

areptilian n : reptile 2a
re.pub.lic \ri-'p3b-lik\ n [F rSpublique, fr. MF republique, fr. L
respublica, fr. res thing, wealth + publico, fem. of publicus public— more at real, public] 1 a (1) ; a government having a chief
of state who is not a monarch and who in modem times is usu.
a president (2) ; a nation or other political unit having such a
form of government b (1) : a government in which supreme
power resides in a body of citizens entitled to vote and is exercised
by elected officers and representatives responsible to them and
governing according to law (2) : a nation or other political unit
having such a form of government c : a usu. specified republican
government of a political unit <the French Fourth Republic^ 2 : a
body of persons freely engaged in a specified activity 3 : a consti-
tuent political and territorial unit of the U.S.S.R. or Yugoslavia
lre>pub4i>can \ri-'psb-li-k3n\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or having
the characteristics of a republic b : favoring, supporting, or
advocating a republic c ; belonging or appropriate to one living

in or supporting a republic <'-« simplicity) 2 cap a : of, relating
to, or constituting the Democratic-Republican party b ; of,

relating to, or constituting one of the two major political parties
in the U.S. evolving in the mid-19th century and tjsu. associated
with business, financial, and some agricultural interests and with
favoring a restricted governmental role in social and economic life

arepublican n l ; one that favors or supports a republican form
of government 2 cap a : a member of a political party advocating
republicanism b : a member of the Democratic-Republican party
or of the Republican party of the U.S.

re*pub>li*can*ism X-ka-.niz-amX n 1 : adherence to or sympathy
for a republican form of government 2 : the principles or theory
of republican government 3 cap a : the principles, policy, or
practices of the Republican party of the U.S. b : the Republican
party or its members

re<pub*li-can>ize \-ka-,nTz\ vt : to make republican in character,
form, or principle
re-publi-ca*tlon XOre-.psb-ls-lca-shsnX n 1 : the act or action
of^ republishing ; the state of being republished 2 : something
republished

M.pub-liSll \(')re-'pab-lish\ vt 1 : to publish again or anew
2 : to execute (a will) anew — re-pub-Iish-er n

re-pu-di*ate \ri-'pyud-e-,at\ vt [L repudiatus, pp. of repudiare,

fr. repudium divorce] 1 ; to divorce or separate formally from (a

woman) 2 : to refuse to have anything to do with : disown
3 a : to refuse to accept; esp : to reject as unauthorized or as

having no binding force b : to reject as untrue or unjust <'^ a
charge) -4 : to refuse to acknowledge or pay syn see decline —
re*pu*di*a*tor \-,at-3r\ n

re-pu-dl-a-tion \ri-,pyiid-e-'a-sh3n\ n : the action of repudiating
: the state of being repudiated; esp : the refusal of public authorities
to acknowledge or pay a debt— re-pu-di*a-tion-ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n

re.pugn \ri-"pyUn\ vb [ME repugnen, fr. MF & L; MF repugner,
fr. L repugnare} vi, archaic : to offer opposition, objection, or
resistance ~ vr : to contend against ; oppose

re-pug.nance \ri-'p3g-n3n(t)s\ also re-pug-nan-cy \-n3n-se\ n

fiatible, fr. MF, fr. L repugnant-, repugnans, prp. of repugnare to
ight against, fr. re- + pugnare to fight — more at pungent]
1 : marked by repugnance 2 archaic : hosttle 3 ; exciting dis-
taste or aversion — re-pug-naut-ly adv
syn repellent, abhorrent, distasteful, obnoxious, invidious:
repugnant implies being alien to one's ideas, principles, or tastes
and arousing resistance or loathing; repellent suggests a generally
forbidding or unlovely quality that causes one to back away;
abhorrent implies a repugnance causing active antagonism;
DISTASTEFUL implies a contrariness to one's tastes or inclinations
that causes shrinking or reluctance to accept or agree; obnoxious
suggests an objectionableness too great to tolerate; invidious
applies to what cannot be used or performed without creating
ill will, odium, or envy
ire*pulse \ri-'p3is\ vt [L repulsus, pp. of repellere to repel] 1 : to
drive or beat back : repel 2 : to repel by discourtesy, coldness, or
denial : rebuff 3 : to cause repulsion in ; disgust

2repulse n 1 : rebuff, rejection 2 ; the action of repelling an
attacker : the fact of being repelled

re-pul-sion \ri-'p3l-shan\ n 1 : the action of repulsing : the
state of being repulsed 2 : the action of repelling : the force with
which bodies, particles, or like forces repel one another 3 : a
feeling of aversion ; repugnance

re-pul-sive \ri-'p3l-siv\ adj 1 : tending to repel or reject : for-
bidding 2 : serving to repulse 3 : arousing aversion or disgust— re-pul-sive-ly adv — re-pul-sive-ness n

rep-u-ta-bil-i-ty \,rep-y3t-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being reputable

rep-U'ta-ble \'rep-y3t-3-b3l\ adj 1 : enjoying good repute : es-
timable 2 : employed widely or sanctioned by good writers— rep-u-ta-hly \-ble\ adv

rep-u-ta-tion \,rep-ys-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : the fact of being highly
esteemed 2 : the character commonly imputed to one as distinct
from real character 3 : the honor or credit belonging to one
4 ; a particular character in popular estimation syn see fame
Ue-pUte \ri-'pyut\ vt [ME reputen, fr. MF reputer, fr. L reputare
to reckon up, think over, fr. re- + putare to reckon — more at
PAVE] : to hold in thought : account
srepute n 1 : the character or status commonly ascribed to one
: reputation 2 : the state of being favorably known, spoken of,
or esteemed

re-put-ed adj 1 : having a good repute : reputable 2 : according
to reputation or popular belief : supposed — re-put-ed-ly adv
ire-Quest \ri-'kwest\ n [ME requeste, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL
requaesta, fr. fem. of requaestus, pp. of requaerere to require]
1 : the act or an instance of asking for something 2 : a thing
asked for 3 : the condition or fact of being requested 4 : the
state of being sought after : demand
^request vt 1 : to make a request to or of 2 : to ask as a favor or
privilege 3 obs : to ask to come or go to something or someplace
4 : to ask for syn see ask — re-quest-er n

re-qui-em \'rek-we-3m also 'rak-, 'rek-\ n [ME, fr. L (first word
of the introit of the requiem mass), accus. of requies rest, fr. re-

+ quies quiet, rest — more at while] 1 : a mass for the repose of
one or more departed souls commonly sung at funerals and on
All Souls' Day 2 : a dirge or other solemn chant for the repose
of the dead 3 cap a : a musical setting of the mass for the dead
bra musical composition in honor of the dead

re-qui-es-cat \,rek-we-'es-,kat, -,kat; ,ra-kwe-'es-,kat\ n [L,
may he (or she) rest, fr. requiescere to rest, fr. re- + quiescere to
be quiet, fr. quies'i ; a prayer for the repose of a dead person

re-quin \r3-'kan\ n [F] : a voracious shark (family Carcharhinidae)
re-quire \ri-'kwr(3)r\ vb [ME requeren, fr. MF requerre, fr.

(assumed) VL requaerere to seek for. need, require, alter, of L
requirere, fr. re- + quaerere to seek, ask] vt 1 a : to claim by right
and authority : demand b archaic : request 2 a : to call for as
suitable or appropriate b : to demand as necessary or essential

; NEED, want 3 I to impose a compulsion or command on ; com-
pel 4 ; to feel or be constrained — used with a following infin-

itive '— vi, archaic : ask syn see demand, lack
re-quire-ment \-m3nt\ n : something required; a : something
wanted or needed : necessity b ; an essential requisite : condi-
tion
leq-ui-site \'rek-w3-z3t\ adj [ME, fr. hrequisltus, pp. of requirerel

: essential, necessary — requisite n — req-ui-site-ness n
req-Ui-Si-tion \,rek-w9-'zish-sn\ n [MF or ML; MF, fr. ML
requisition-, requisitio, fr. L, act of searching, fr. requisitus']

1 a archaic ; the act of requiring b archaic I request, demand
2a: the act of formally requiring or calling upon someone to
perform an action b : a format demand made by one nation
upon another for the surrender or extradition of a fugitive from
justice 3 a : the act of requiring something to be furnished
bra demand or application made usu. with authority: as (1) : a
demand made by military authorities upon civilians for supplies
or other needs (2) : a written request for something authorized
but not made available automatically 4 : the state of being in
demand or use — requisition vt req.ui-si-Uon-ing \-'nsh-
(3-)niD\

re-quit-al \ri-'kwTt-'I\ n 1 : the act or action of requiting : the
state of being requited 2 : something given in requital

le-quite \ri-'kwTt\ vt [re- + obs. quite (to quit, pay), fr. ME
quiten — more at quit] 1 a : to make return for : repay b : to
make retaliation for r avenge 2 : to make return to for a benefit
or service or for an injury syn see pay — re*quit*er n

re-ra-di-a-tion \(.)re-.rad-e-'a-sh3n\ n ; radiation emitted by a

{

See re- and 2d element
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body or system as a result of Its absorbing radiation incident on It

rere.dOS \'rer-s-,das also 'rir-s-.das, •ri(a)r-,das\ n [ME, fr. AF
areredos, fr. MF arrere behind + dos back, fr. L dorsum — more
at arrear] 1 ; a usu. ornamental wood or stone screen or partition
wall behind an altar 2 : the back of a fireplace or open hearth
rere.mouse _\'ri(3)r-,maiis\ n_ [ME reremous, fr. OE hreremus,
prob. fr. hreran to stir + mus mouse — more at rare, mouse]
chiejly dial : bat
ire-run \(')re-'ran\ vtx to run again or anew
2re»rim X're-.ran, (')re-'\ n : the act or action or an instance of
rerunning; esp : presentation of a motion picture or television
film after its first run

res \'ras, 'rezX n, pi res [L — more at real] ; a particular thing
; MATTER — used esp. in legal phrases

res ad.ju.di.ca.ta \,ra-sa-.jud-i-'kat-3\ n [LL] : RES judicata
re.sail \(')re-'sa(3}l\ vi : to sail back or again
re-sal.able \(')re-'sa-l5-b3l\ adj : fit for resale
re-sale X're^.sal, ()re-'sa(3)l\ n 1 : the act of selling again usu.
to a new party 2: a second sale

re*scale \C')re-'ska(3)I\ vr ; to plan, establish, or formulate on a
new and usu. smaller scale

re>scind \ri-'sind\ vt [L rescindere to annul, fr. re- + scindere
to cut — more at shed] 1 ; to take away ; remove 2a: annul,
CANCEL b : to abrogate (a contract) by restoration of preexisting
conditions 3 : to make void (as an act) by action of the enacting
or a superior authority : repeal — re*scind*er n

re'SClS'Sion \ri-'sizh-3n\ n [LL rescission-, rescissio, fr. L rescissus,
pp. of rescindere} : anact of rescinding

le-scis-scry \-'siz-3-re, -'sis-\ adj : relating or tending to or
having the effect of rescission

re>script \'re-,skripl\ n [L rescrlptum, fr. neut. of rescriptus, pp.
of rescribere to write in reply, fr. re- + scribere to write — more at
SCRIBE] 1 : a written answer of a Roman emperor or of a pope
to a legal inquiry or petition 2 ; an official or authoritative order,
decree, edict, or announcement 3 ; an act or instance of rewriting
res.Cue \'res-(,)kyu\ vr [ME rescuen, fr. MF rescourre, fr. OF, fr.

re- + escourre to shake out, fr. L excutere, fr. ex- + quatere to
shake — more at quash] 1 a : to free from confinement, danger,
or evil : save, deliver b ; to take (as a prisoner) forcibly from
legal custody 2 a : to recover (as a prize) by force b : to deliver
(as a place besieged) by force of arms — rescue n — reS'CU-er n
syn DELIVER, redeem, ransom, reclaim, save: rescue implies

freeing from imminent danger by prompt or %'t7,orous action;
DELIVER implies release usu. of a person from confinement, tempta-
tion, slavery, suffering; redeem implies releasing from bondage or
penalties by giving what is demanded or necessary; ransom
specifically applies to buying out of captivity; reclaim suggests
a bringing back to a former state or condition someone or some-
thing abandoned or debased; save may replace any of the fore-
going terms; it may further imply a preserving or maintaining for
usefulness or continued existence

rescue mission n : a city religious mission seeking to convert and
rehabilitate human derelicts

rC'Search \ri-'s3rch, 're-,\ n [MF recerche, fr. recerchier to in-
vestigate thoroughly, fr. OF, fr. re- + cerchier to search — more
at search] 1 : careful or diligent search 2 ; studious inquiry
or examination; esp : investigation or experimentation aimed at
the discovery and interpretation of facts, revision of accepted
" ' r laws in the light of new facts, or practical application of

r laws — lesearcb vb — re-search-
er T

r revised theories (

-'sar-chast, -,s3r-\ n

pi re<seaax \-'z5z\ [F

engaged in researchre>search-ist
: researcher

re-seau \ra-'z6, ra-X
resel, dim. of rais net, fr. L retis, rete — more at retina]
system of lines forming small squares of standard size photographed
by a separate exposure on the same plate with star images to
facilitate measurements 2 : a net ground or foundation in lace
3 : a screen with minute elements of three colors in a regular
geometric pattern used for taking color photographs

re*sect \ri-'sekt\ vt [L resectus, pp. of resecare to cut off, fr. re-
+ secare to cut — more at saw] : to perform resection on — re-
sect*abiM.ty \ri-,sek-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n — re<sect>able \rl-'sek-t3-
b9l\ adj

re.section \ri-'sek-sh3n\ n : the surgical removal of part of an
organ or structure

re<se>da n [NL, genus name, fr. L, a plant used to reduce
tumors] 1 \ri-'sed-3\ : any of a genus (Reseda) of Old World
herbs of the mignonitte family having racemose flowers with
cleft petals and numerous stamens 2 \'ra-z3-,da\ ; a variable
color averaging a grayish green

re.seed \(')re-'sed\ vi l : to sow seed on again or anew 2 ; to
maintain (itself) by self-sown seed -^ vi : to maintain Itself by
self-sown seed

re.sem.blance \rl-'zem-blan(t)s\ n 1 : the quality or state of
resembling : similarity; also : a point of likeness 2 : representa-
tion, image 3 archaic : characteristic appearance : semblance
4 obs : probability syn see likeness

re>sem>blant \-bl3nt\ adj : marked by or showing resemblance
re.sem.ble \ri-'zem-b3l\ vt re.sem-bling \-b(3-)lio\ [ME
resemblen, fr. MF resembler. fr. OF, fr. re- + sembler lo be like,
seem, fr. L similare to copy, fr. similts like — more at same] 1 ; to
be like or similar to 2 archaic ; to represent as like : compare
re.send \(')re-'send\ vt : to send again or back
re-sent \ri-'zent\ vt [F resseniir to be emotionally sensible of,
fr. OF, fr. re- -(- sentir to feel, fr. L sentire — more at SENSE] : to
feel, express, or exhibit indignant displeasure at

re.sent.ful \-f3l\ adj l : full of resentment : IncUned to resent
2 : caused or marked by resentment — re.sent-Jul-ly \-f3-le\
adv — re.sent<ful>ness n
re.sent.ment \ri-'zent-m3nt\ n : a feeling of indignant displeasure
at something regarded as a wrong, insult, or injury : umbrage

xw ^^. ^,™, -toi-, -,pen; Tes-ar-,pen, 'rez-\ n [G
reserpin prob. Irreg. fr. NL Rauwoljia serpentina, a species of
rauwolfia] ; a drug extracted esp. from the root of rauwolfias

and used In the treatment of hypertension, mental diseases, and
tension states
res-er.va.tion \.rez-sr-'va-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of reserving some-
thing: as a (1) : the act or fact of a grantor's reserving some newly
created thing out of the thing granted (2) : the right or interest so
reserved b : the setting of limiting conditions or withholding from
complete exposition c : an engaging in advance of an accommoda-
tion or service; also : a promise, guarantee, or record of such en-
gagement 2 : something reserved: as a : a limiting condition
b (1) ; a tract of public land set aside (as for the use of Indians)
(2) : an area in which hunting is not permitted; esp ; one set aside as
a secure breeding place
lie.serve \ri-*zarv\ vt [ME reserven, fr. MF reserver, fr. L reservare,
lit., to keep back, fr. re- -H servare to keep — more at conserve]
1 a : to keep in store for future or special use b (1) : to retain pow-
er of absolution of to oneself— used of a religious superior (2) : to
set aside (part of the consecrated elements) at the Eucharist for
future use c : to retain or hold over to a future time or place
: DEFER d : to make legal reservation of 2 : to set or have set
aside or apart syn see keep

areserve n, often attrib 1 : something stored for future use : stock
2 : something reserved or set aside for a particular purpose, use,
or reason: as a (1) : a military force withheld from action for later
decisive use — usu. used in pi. (2) : forces not in the field but
available (3) : the military forces of a country not part of the reg-
ular services; also : reservist b : a tract set apart : reservation
3 : an act of reserving : exception 4 a : restraint, closeness, or
caution in one's words and bearing b : forbearance from makirig
a full explanation, complete disclosure, or free expression of one's
mind 5 : secret 6 a : money or its equivalent kept in hand or set
apart usu. to meet liabilities b : the liquid resources of a nation for
meeting international payments 7 : the capacity of blood or bac-
teriological media to react with acid or alkali within predetermined
usu. physiological limits of hydrogen-ion concentration 8 ; sub-
stitute

reserve bank n : a central bank holding reserves of other banks
re.served \ri-'z3rvd\ adj l ; restrained in words and actions
2 ; kept or set apart or aside for future or special use syn see
SILENT — re«serv-ed.ly \-'zor-vad-le\ adv — re>served>ness
\-'z3r-V3d-n&s, -'z3rv(d)-n3s\ n

reserved power n : a pohtical power reserved by a constitution to
the exclusive jurisdiction of a specified political authority

re.serv.ist \ri-'z3r-v3st\ n ; a member of a military reserve
res.er.VOir \'rez-3(r)v-,war, -3(r)v-,(w)6r, -9r-.v6i\ n [F reservoir,
fr. MF, fr. reserver^ 1 ; a place where something is kept in store: as
a : an artificial lake where water is collected and kept in quantity
for use b : a part of an apparatus in which a liquid is held 2 : an
extra supply : reserve 3 : an organism in which a parasite that is
pathogenic for some other species lives and multiplies without
damaging its host; also : a noneconomic organism within which a
pathogen of economic or medical importance flourishes

res ges.tae \'ras-'ges-,tT\ n pi [L] : things done; esp ; the facts that
form the environment of a litigated issue and are admissible in
evidence

resh \'rash\ n [Heb resh} : the 20th letter of the Hebrew alphabet— symbol T
re.shape \(')re-'shap\ vt : to give a new form or orientation to
re. ship \(')re-'ship\ vt : to ship again; specif ; to put on board a
second time ^ vi : to embark on a ship again or anew — re*sliip-
ment \-raant\ n — re.sbip.per n

re.shul.fle \(*)re-'shsf-ai\ vt 1 : to shuffle again 2 : to reor-
ganize usu. by redistribution of existing elements — reshaffle n

re.Side \ri-'zTd\ vi [ME residen, fr. MF or L;_ MF resider. fr. L
residere to sit back, remain, abide, fr. re- + sedere to sit — more at
SIT] 1 a : to be in residence as the incumbent of a benefice or office
b : to dwell permanently or continuously 2 a : to be present as an
element or quality b : to be vested as a right — re.sid.er n

res.i.dence \'re2-3d-Qn(t)s, rez-d3n(t)s, 'rez-3-.den(t)s\ n 1 a : the
act or fact of dwelling in a place for some time b : the act or fact
of living or regularly staying at or in some place for the discharge of
a duty or the enjoyment of a benefit 2 a (1) : the place where one
actually lives as distinguished from his domicile or a place of tempo-
rary sojourn (2) : domicile 2a b : the place where a corporation
is actually or officially established c : the status of a legal resident
3a; DWELLING b : housing or a unit of housing provided for
students 4 a : the period or duration of abode in a place b : a
period of active study, research, or teaching at a college or university
res.i'den.cy V'rez-ad-an-se. 'rez-dan-, 'rez-3-,den(t)-\ n 1 : a usu.
official place of residence 2 : a territorial unit in which a political
resident exercises authority 3 : a period of advanced training in a
medical specialty

Ues.i.dent N'rez-sd-ant, "rez-dsnt. 'rez-a-.dentX adj [ME, fr. L
resident-, residens, pp. of residere} la; residing b ; being In
residence 2 : present, inherent 3 ; not migratory

^resident n l : one who resides in a place 2 : a diplomatic agent
residing at a foreign court or seat of government; esp ; one exercis-
ing authority in a protected state as representative of the protecting
power 3 : a physician serving a residency
resident commissioner n 1 ; a nonvoting representative of a de-
pendency in the U.S. House of Representatives 2 : a resident
administrator in a British colony or possession

res.l'den.tial \,rez(-9)-'den-ch3l\ adj 1 a : used as a residence or
by residents b ; providing living accommodations for students <a~ college) 2 : restricted to or occupied by residences 3 : of or
relating to residence or residences — res'l'den.tial.ly \-dench-
(Q-)le\adv

ire.sid.u.al \ri-'zlj-(a-)wal. -'zij-alV adj [L residuum residue] 1 : of,
relating to, or constituting a residue 2 : leaving a residue remain-
ing effective for some time — re.sid'U.al.ly \-e\ adv

sresidual n : remainder, residuu'm: as a : the deference between
results obtained by observation and by computation from a formula
or between the mean of several observations and any one of them
b : a residual product or substance c ; an internal aftereffect of
experience or activity that influences later behavior; esp : a dis-
ability remaining from a disease or operation

residual power n : power held to remain at the disposal of a govem-

See re- and 2d element I resay
reroll rescale
reroller rescore

rescreen resecrete
reseal resegregation reset
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mental authority after an enumeration or delegation of specified
powers to other authorities

re-Sid>u<ary \ri-'zij-a-.wer-e, -'zij-a-re\ adj : of, relating to, con-
sisting or disposing of, or constituting a residue (-^ clause)

res.i.due \'rez-9-.d(y)u\ n [ME. fr^ MF residu, fr. L residuum, fr.

neut. of residuus left over, fr. residere to remain] : something that
remains after a part is taken, separated, or designated : remnant,
REMAINDER: as 3 : the part of a testator's estate remaining after
the satisfaction of all debts, charges, allowances, and previous
devises and bequests b : the remainder after subtracting a multiple
of a modulus from an integer or a power of the integer : the second
of two terms in a congruence <2 and 7 are ~j of 12 modulo 5> <9 is

a quadratic '^ of 7 modulo 5 since 7z—8x5=9)
re-Sid.u<um \ri-'zij-3-w3m\ n, pi re.sid>ua \-w3\ [L] : something
residual: as a : residue a b ; a residual product (as from the dis-
tillation of crude petroleum)

re>sigll \ri-'zTn\ vb [ME resignen, fr. MF resigner, fr. L resignare,
lit., to unseal, cancel, fr. re- + signare to sign, seal — more at sign]
vr 1 ; to give up deliberately; specif : to renounce by a formal act
2 : RELEGATE, CONSIGN; esp I to give (oneself) over without re-
sistance ~ VI 1 : to give up one's office or position : Qurr 2 : to
accept something as inevitable : submit syn see abdicate, relin-
quish — re-sign-ed-ly \-'zT-n3d-le\ adv — re-signed<ness
X-'zT-nad-nas, -'zTn(d)-n3s\ n — re-sign>er \-'zT-n3r\ n

res*ig<na>tion \,rez-ig-'na-sh9n\ n 1 a : an act or instance of re-
signing something : surrender b : a formal notification of re-
linquishment 2 : the quality or state of being resigned ; sub-
mission

re.sile \ri-'zT(3)]\ vi [LL & L; LL resilire to withdraw, fr. L, to
recoil] : recoil, retract; esp : to return to a prior position

re.sU.ience \ri-'zil-y3n(t)s\ n 1 : the capability of a strained body
to recover its size and shape after deformation caused esp. by
compressive stress 2 : an ability to recover from or adjust easily
to misfortune or change

re>si]>ien>cy \-y3n-se\ n : resilience
re«Sil<ient \-y3nt\ adj [L resilient-, resiliens, prp. of resilire to
jump back, recoil, fr. re- + salire to leap — more at sally] ; marked
by resilience; specij : capable of withstanding shock without
permanent deformation or rupture syn see elastic — rC'Sil-
lent'ly adv
ires-in \'rez-'n\ n [ME, fr. MF resine, fr. L resina, fr. Gk rhetine
pine resin] 1 a : any of various solid or semisolid amorphous
fusible flammable natural organic substances that are usu. trans-
parent or translucent and yellowish to brown, are formed esp. in
plant secretions, are soluble in ether and other organic solvents
but not in water, are electrical nonconductors, and are used chiefly
in varnishes, printing inks, plastics, and sizes, and in medicine
b : rosin 2 a : any of a large class of synthetic products that have
some of the physical properties of natural resins but are different
chemically and are used chiefly as plastics b : any of various
products made from a natural resin or a natural polymer — res-
ln>ous \'rez-'n-as, 'rez-n9s\ adj

^resin vt res*in>ing \'rez-'n-io, 'rez-nio\ : to treat with resin

res>in>ate \'rez-'n-,at\ vt : to impregnate or flavor with resin

lesin canal /I : a tubular intercellular space in gyranosperms and
some angiosperms that is Uned with epithelial cells which secrete
resin — called also resin duct

re-sin.i.ly \re-'zin-3-,fT\ vt ; to convert into or treat with resin
^ vi 1 : to change into resin 2 : to form a gummy material
ireS'in-oid \'rez-^n-,6id\ adj : somewhat resinous
sresinold n 1 : a resinoid substance; esp : a thermosetting synthetic
resin 2 : gum resin
ire-Sist \ri-'zist\ vb [ME resisten, fr. MF or L; MF resister, fr. L
resistere, fr. re- + sistere to take a stand; akin to L stare to stand —
more at stand] vr 1 : to withstand the force or effect of 2 : to
exert oneself to counteract or defeat -^ vi : to exert force in oppo-
sition syn see oppose — re.sist*er n

^resist n ; something that resists or prevents a particular action
re-Sis-tance \ri-'zis-t3n(t)s\ n l a : an act or instance of resisting

; OPPOsmoN b ; a means of resisting 2 : the abiUty to resist

3 : an opposing or retarding force 4 a : the opposition offered by
a body or substance to the passage through it of a steady electric

current ta : a source of resistance 5 often cap ; an underground
organization of a conquered country engaging in sabotage and
secret operations against occupation forces and collaborators
ire-sis-tant \-t3nt\ adj : giving or capable of resistance

iresistant n ; one who resists : resister
re-sist'ibil.i-ty \ri-,zis-t3-'bil-at-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of
being resistible 2 ; the abihty to resist

re.slst.ible \ri-'zis-t3-bal\ adj : capable of being resisted

re-sis-tive \ri-'zis-tiv\ adj : marked by resistance — re-sis-tiye-
ness n

re-sis-tiy.i-ty \ri-,zis-'tiv-3t-e, ,re-\ n 1 ; capacity for resisting

: resistance 2 : the longitudinal electrical resistance of a uniform
rod of unit length and unit cross-sectional area ; the reciprocal of
conductivity

re-sist-Iess \ri-'zisCt)-las\ adj 1 : irresishble 2 : offering no
resistance — re-sist-less-ly adv — re-sist-less-ness n

re-sis-tor \ri-'zis-tar\ n : a device that has electrical resistance and
is used in an electric circuit for protection, operation, or current
control

res ju-dl-ca-ta \,ras-,yud-i-'kat-a, .ra-.shiid-; ,ras-,jud-\ n [L] : a
matter finally decided on its merits by a court having competent
jurisdiction and not subject to litigation again between the same
parties

reso-jet engine \,rez-6-jet-\ n [resonance + jet + engine^ : a jet

engine that consists of a continuously open air inlet, a diffaser, a
combustion chamber, and an exhaust nozzle, has fuel admitted con-
tinuously, and has resonance established within the engine so that
there is a pulsating thrust produced by the intermittent flow of hot
gases

re-sol-u.ble \ri-'zal-y3-b3l\ adj [LL resolubilis, fr. L resolvere to

resolve] : soluble
lres-0-lute \'rez-3-,lut, -l3t\ adj [L resolutus, pp. of resolverel

1 : marked by firm determination : resolved 2 : bold, steady

Sec re- and 2d element IresUver Iresittiog

syn see fatfhful — res-o-Iate-ly \-,Iiit-le, -lat-; ,rez-3-'liit-\ adv— res-o-lute-ness X-.liit-nss, -lat-, -'lut-\ n
^resolute n : one who is resolute
reS'O-lu-tlon \,rez-3-'lu-shan\ n 1 ; the act or process of reducing
to simpler form: as a : the act of analyzing a complex notion into
simpler ones b : the act of answering : solving c : the act of
determining 2 : the passing of a voice part from a dissonant to a
consonant tone or the progression of a chord from dissonance to
consonance 3a: the division of a prosodic element into its
component parts b : the substitution in Greek or Latin prosody
of two short syllables for a long syllable 4 : the process or capa-
bility of making distinguishable the individual parts of an object,
closely adjacent optical images, or sources of hght 5 : the sub-
sidence of inflammation esp. in a lung G a : something that is
resolved b ; firmness of resolve 7 : a formal expression of
opinion, will, or intent voted by an official body or assembled
group 8 : the point in a play or other work of literature at which
the chief dramatic comphcation is worked out syn see courage

re-solv-able Xri-'zal-va-bal, -'z6l-\ adj : capable of being resolved
ire-solve \ri-*zalv, -'z6lv\ vb [L resolvere to unloose, dissolve, fr.

re- + solvere to loosen, release — more at solve] vt 1 obs ; dis-
solve, melt 2 a : to break up : separate; also : to change by
disintegration b : to reduce by analysis c : to distinguish between
or make independently visible adjacent parts of d : to separate
(a racemic compound or mixture) into the two components 3 : to

<— doubts) b : to find an answer to c : to find a mathematical
solution of 5 : to reach a decision about 6 a : to declare or decide
by a formal resolution and vote b : to change by resolution or
formal vote 7 : to make (as voice parts) progress from dissonance
to consonance 8 : to work out the resolution of (as a play)
-^ vj 1 ; to become separated into component parts; also I to
become reduced by dissolving or analysis 2 : to form a resolution
; determine 3 : consult, deliberate 4 : to progress from dis-
sonance to consonance syn see analyze, decide — re-solv-er n

aresolve n 1 : something resolved : determination, resolution
2 : fixity of purpose
ire*sol-vent \ri-'zal-v3nt, -'z61-\ adj [L resolvent-, resolvens, prp.
of resolvere'\ ; having power to resolve <a ^ drug)
^resolvent « l ; an agent capable of dispersing or absorbing
inflammatory or effused products 2 ; solvent 3 : a means of
solving something

resolving power n l : the ability of an optical system to form dis-

tinguishable images of objects separated by small angular distances
2 : the ability of a photographic film or plate to reproduce the fine

detail of an optical image
res-o<nance \'rez-'n-3n(t)s, 'rez-n3n(t)s\ n 1 a : the quality or
state of being resonant b (1) ; a vibration of large amplitude in a
mechanical or electrical system caused by a relatively small periodic
stimulus of the same or nearly the same period as the natural vibra-

tion period of the system (2) : the state of adjustment that pro-
duces resonance in a mechanical or electrical system 2 a ; the in-

tensification and enriching of a musical tone by supplementary vi-

bration b : a quality imparted to voiced sounds by the resonances
chamber action of mouth and pharynx configurations and in some
cases also of the nostrils 3 : the sound elicited on percussion of the
chest 4 : a phenomenon that is shown by a molecule, ion, or radical

to which two or more structures differing only in the distribution of
electrons can be assigned and that gives rise to stabihzation of the
structure

res-0-nant \'rez-'n-3nt, 'rez-nsntX adj 1 : continuing to soimd
: echoing 2 a : inducing resonance b : relating to or exhibiting

resonance 3 a : intensified and enriched by resonance b : marked
by grandiloquence — resonant n -~ res-o-nant-Iy adv

res>0*nate \'rez-^n-,at\ vb [L resonatus, pp. of resonare to resound
— more at resound] vi 1 : to produce or exhibit resonance
2 : reecho, resound ~ v/ ; to subject to resonating

res.o-na-tor \-,at-3r\ n : something that resounds or resonates:

as a : a hollow metallic container for producing microwaves or a
piezoelectric crystal put into oscillation by the oscillations of an
outside source b : a device for increasing the resonance of a
musical instrument

re-sorb \C')re-'s6(3lrb, -'z6(3)rb\ vb [L resorbere, fr. re- + sorbere

to suck up — more at absorb] vt 1 : to swallow or suck in again

2 : to lyse and assimilate something previously differentiated
'^ vi : to undergo resorption

res-or-cin \r3-'z6rs-'n\ n [L resina resin + ISV orcin} ; resorcinol

res-or.cin-ol \-,61, -,oI\ n : a crystalline phenol C6H4(OH)2 ob-

tained from various resins or artificially and used in making dyes,

pharmaceuticals, and resins

re-sorp-tion \C')re-*s6rp-shsn, -'z6rp-\ n [L resorptus, pp. of

resorbere'} : the act or process of resorbing — re-sorp-tive \-tiv\

odj
ire-sort \ri-'z6(3)rt\ n [ME, fr. MF, resource, recourse, fr. resortir

rebound, resort, fr. OF, fr. re- + sortir to escape, sally] 1 a : one
who is looked to for help : refuge, resource b : recourse
2 a : frequent, habitual, or general visiting b : persons who fre-

quent a place : throng c (1) : a frequently visited place : haunt
(2) : a place providing recreation and entertainment esp. to vaca-

tioners syn see resource
sresort vi 1 : to go esp. frequently or habitually : repair 2 : to

have recourse
re-sort-er \ri-'z6rt-3r\ n : a frequenter of resorts

re-sound \ri-'zaund also -'saiind\ vb [ME resounen, fr. MF resoner,

fr L resonare, fr. re- + sonare to sound; akin to L sonus sound —
more at sound] vi 1 : to become filled with sound : reverberate
2 a : to sound loudly b : to produce a sonorous or echoing sound
3 : to become renowned ^ vr 1 : to extol loudly or widely : cele-

brate 2 : echo, reverberate 3 : to sound or utter in full resonant

tones
re-sound-ing adj 1 : resonating, resonant 2 a : impressively

sonorous <~ name) b : emphatic, unequivocal <a ~ success)
— re-sound-ing-ly \-'zaun-dio-le also -'saun-\ adv
re-SOUrce \*re-,so(3)rs, -,s6(a)rs, -,zo(3)rs, -,z6(9)rs, ri-'\ n [F
ressource, fr. OF ressourse relief, resource, fr. resourdre to relieve,

lit., to rise again, fr. L resurgere — more at resurrection] 1 a : a

I
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new or a reserve source of supply or support h pi (1) ; available
means (2) : computable wealth (3) ; immediate and possible
sources of revenue 2 : something to which one has recourse in
difficulty : expedient 3 : a possibility of relief or recovery 4 : a
means of spending one's leisure time 5 ; an ability to meet and
handle a situation — re*source-Iul \-f3l\ adj — re>source<IuMy
\-f3-le\ adv — re<source>ful*ness n
Syn RESOURCE. RESORT, EXPEDIENT, SHIFF, MAKESHIFT, STOPGAP
mean something one turns to in the absence of the usual means or
source of supply, resource and resort apply to anything one falls

back upon; expedient may apply to any device or contrivance used
when the usual one is not at hand or not possible; shift implies a
tentative or temporary imperfect expedient; makeshift implies an
inferior expedient adopted because of urgent need or countenanced
through indifference; stopgap applies to something used tem-
porarily as an emergency measure
ire-spect \ri-'spekt\ n [ME, fr. L respectus, Ut., act of looking
back. fr. respectus, pp. of respicere to look back, regard, fr. re- +
specere to look — more at spy] 1 : a relation to or concern with
something usu. specified : reference 2 : an act of giving particu-
lar attention : consideration 3 a : high or special regard : esteem
b : the quality or state of being esteemed : honor zpl '. expressions
of respect or deference 4 : particular, detail — re-spect-lul
\-'spek(t)-f9l\ adj — re-spect-IuMy \-f3-le\ adv— re-spect-Iul-
ness n

arespect vt 1 a : to consider worthy of high regard ; esteem
b : to refrain from interfering with ('-^ one's privacy) 2 : to have
reference to : concern syn see regard — re-spect-er n

re-spect.abil.i.ty \ri-,spek-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state
of being respectable 2a: respectable persons b ; a respectable
convention

ie<spect<able \ri-'spek-t3-b9l\ adj 1 : worthy of respect ; estima-
ble 2 : decent or correct in character or behavior ; proper
3 a : fair in size or quantity {--^ amount) b : moderately good
: tolerable 4 : fit to be seen : presentable <~ clothes) — re-
spect-able-ness n — re-spect»ably \-ble\ adv

re.spect.ing prep l : in view of 2 : with regard to
re*spec-tive \ri-'spek-tiv\ adj 1 : partial, discriminative 2 ; par-
ticular, SEVERAL (their ~ homes) syn see special — re-spec-
tive-ness n

le.spective-ly adv 1 ; in a respective manner 2 : each In the
order given

re>spell \(')re-'spel\ vt : to spell again or in another way; esp ; to
spell out according to a phonetic system

re.spi.ra-ble \'res-pfa-)r9-b3l, ri-'spT-ra-X adj 1 : fit for breathing
2 : capable of breathing

reS'Pi<ra*tlon \,res-p3-'ra-shan\ n 1 a : the placing of air or
dissolved gases in intimate contact with the circulating medium of
a multicellular organism (as by breathing) b ; a single complete
act of breathing 2 : the physical and chemical processes by which
an organism supplies its cells and tissues with the oxygen needed
for metabolism and relieves them of the carbon dioxide formed in
energy-producing reactions 3 : any of various energy-yielding
oxidative reactions in living matter — ies*pi>ra*tion-al V-shnal.
-shan-^lX adj — re>spi<ra>to-Ty \'res-p(3-)rs-,tor-e, ri-'spT-ra-,
'res-p3-,t6r-, -,t6r-\ adj

res>pi-ra>tor Vres-ps-.rat-arX n 1 ; a device worn over the mouth
or nose for protecting the respiratory tract 2 : a device for main-
taining artificial respiration

respiratory pigment n : any of various permanently or intermit-
tently colored conjugated proteins that function in the transfer of
oxygen in cellular respiration

respiratory quotient n : a ratio indicating the relation of the vol-
ume of carbon dioxide given off in respiration to that of the oxygen
consumed

respiratory system n : a system of organs subserving the function
of respiration and in air-breathing vertebrates consisting typically
of the lungs and their nervous and circulatory supply and the
channels by which these are continuous with the outer air

re.spire \ri-'spT(3)r\ vb [me respiren, fr. L respirare. fr. re- +
spirare to blow, breathe — more at spiRrr] vi 1 : breathe; specij
; to inhale and exhale air successively 2 oj a cell or tissue : to take
up oxygen and produce carbon dioxide through oxidation ^ vt

: breathe
ire.spite \'res-pat also ri-'spTt, 'res-,pTt\ n [ME respit, fr. OF, fr.

ML respectus, fr. L, act of looking back — more at respect] 1 ; a
temporary delay : postponement; specij : reprieve lb 2 : an
interval of rest or relief

2respite vt 1 : to grant a respite to 2 : to put off ; delay
re.splen-dence \ri-'splen-d3n(tls\ n : the quality or state of being
resplendent : splendor — re>splen>den>cy \-d3n-se\ n

re*splen._dent \-d3nt\ adj [L resplendent^, resplendens, prp. of
respleridere to shine back, fr. re- + splendere to shine ~ more at
splendid] : shining brilliantly ; lustrous syn see splendid— re»splen.dent'ly adv
ire-spond \ri-'spand\ vb [MF respondre, fr. L respondere to
promise in return, answer, fr. re- + spondere to promise — more at
spouse] vi 1 : to say something in return : make an answer
2 a : to react in response b : to show favorable reaction ('^ to
surgery) 3 : to be answerable i^ in damages) ~ vt : reply syn
see answer
^respond n : an engaged pillar supporting an arch or closing a
colonnade or arcade
ire.spon-dent \ri-'span-d3nt\ n [L respondent-, respondens, prp. of
respondere} I one who responds: as a : one who maintains a thesis
in reply b (1) : one who answers in various legal proceedings (as
in equity cases) (2) "; the prevailing party in the lower court —
compare appellant
^respondent adj \ obs : serving to correspond 2 : responsive;
esp : being a respondent at law

re.spond^er \ri-'span-d3r\ n : one that responds; specij : the part
of a transponder that transmits a radio signal

re-Sponse \ri-'spana>s\ n [ME& L; ME respounse, fr. MF respons,
fr. L responsum reply, fr. neut. of responsus, pp. of respondere]
1 : an act of responding 2 : something constituting a reply or a
reaction: as a : the activity or inhibition of previous activity of an
organism or any of its parts resulting from stimulation b ; the
output of a transducer or detecting device resulting from a given
input

re.spon-si.bil.i.ty \rl-.spaiiCt)-S3-'bIl-3t-e\ n l : the quality or
state of being responsible: as a : moral, legal, or mental accovmta-
bility b : reliability, trustworthiness 2 : something for which
one is responsible : burden

re.spon-si.ble \-'span(t)-s3-bsl\ adj 1 a : liable to be called upon
to answer as the primary cause, motive, or agent b : liable to legal
review or in case of fault to penalties 2 a ; able to answer for
one's conduct and obligations : trustworthy b ; being a free
moral agent 3 : involving responsibility or accountability 4 ; po-
htically answerable; esp : required to submit to the electorate if

defeated by the legislature — re>spon>si>ble*uess n — re-spon-
si-bly \-ble\ adv
syn responsible, answerable, accountable, amenable, liable
mean subject to an authority that may punish default, responsible
implies holding a formal organizational role, duty, or trust;
answerable suggests a relation between one having a moral or
legal obligation and a court or other authority charged with over-
sight of its observance; accountable suggests imminence of retri-
bution for unfulfilled trust or violated obligation; amenable and
LIABLE stress the fact of subjection to review, censure, or control
by a designated authority imder certain conditions

re>spon>sious \ri-'span-chsn2\ n pi ; the first examination for the
B.A. degree at Oxford University

re.spon-sive \ri-'span(t)-siv\ adj 1 : giving response : answering
<'~ glance) 2 : quick to respond or react sympathetically : sen-
smvE 3 : using responses <'-' worship) — ie>spon>sive*ly adv —
re.spon.sive>ness n

re.spon.so-ry \-'span(t)s-(3-)re\ n : a set of versicles and responses
sung or said after or during a lection

res pu>bli>ca \(')ra-'spu-bli-,ka\ n [L — more at repubuc] : com-
monweal, commonwealth, state, repubuc
irest \'rest\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG rasta rest, ruowa calm,

m —-r^-

rests 5a (2)

Gk eroe respite] 1 : repose, sleep; specij t a bodily state charac-
terized by minimal functional and metabolic activities 2a: free-
dom from activity b : a state of motionlessness or inactivity

C : the repose of death 3 : a place for resting or lodging 4 : peace
of mind or spirit 5 a (1) : a rhythmic silence in music (2) : a
character representing such a silence b : a brief pause in reading
6 ; something used for support 7 ; renewed vigor

2rest VI la: to get rest by lying down; esp : sleep b : to lie

dead 2 : to cease from action or motion 3 ; to be free from
anxiety or disturbance 4 : to sit or lie fixed or supported 5 a : to
remain confident : trust b : to remain based or founded 6 : to
remain for action or accomplishment <the answer '^s with him)
7 oj jarmland : to remain idle or uncropped 8 : to bring to an
end voluntarily the introduction of evidence in a law case -^ vt

1 : to give rest to 2 : to set at rest 3 : to place on or against a
support : LEAN 4 a : to cause to be firmly fixed : ground b ; to
stop voluntarily from presenting evidence pertinent to (a case at
law) — rest.er n
3rest n [ME reste, lit., stoppage, short for areste, fr. MF, fr. OF,
fr. arester to arrest] : a projection or attachment on the side of the
breastplate of medieval armor for supporting the butt of a lance

4rest n [ME, fr. MF reste, fr. rester to remain, fr. L restare, lit., to
stand back, fr. re- + stare to stand — more at stand] : something
that remains over ; remaindier

re<start \(')re-'start\ vt 1 ; to start anew 2 : resume -^ v/ ; to
resume operation

re.state \(')re-'siat\ vt : to state again or in another way — re-
state.ment \-m3nt\ n

res-tau-rant \'res-t(3-)r3nt. -t»-,rant. -.trant, -t3rnt\ n [F, fr. prp.
of restaurer to restore, fr. L restaurare] : a public eating place

res.tau>ra*teur X.res-ts-ra-'tsrX also res-tau-ran-teur \-,ran-\ n
[F restaurateur, fr. LL reslaurator restorer, fr. L restauratus, pp. of
restaurare} : the operator or proprietor of a restaurant

rest'ful \'rest-f3l\ adj 1 : marked by, giving, or suggesting rest

2 : being at rest : quiet syn see comfortable — rest'Iul-ly
\-f3-Ie\ adv — rest'lul-ness n

rest home n : sanatorium
rest house n : a building used for shelter by travelers

rest-ing adj l : dormant, quiescent <a ~ spore) 2 : not under-
going or marked by division : vegetative <a "- nucleus)

res-ti-tute \'res-t3-,t(y)ijt\ vb [L restitutus, pp.] vt 1 : to restore
to a former state or position 2 : refund '^ vi : to tmdergo restitu-

tion

res.ti'tu.tion \,res-t3-*t(y)ii-sh3n\ n [ME. fr. OF, fr. L restitution-,

restitutio, fr. restitutus, pp. of restituere to restore, fr. re- + siatuere
to set up — more at statute] 1 : an act of restoring or a condition
of being restored, as a : a restoration of something to its rightful
owner b : a making good of or giving an equivalent for some injury
2 : a legal action serving to cause restoration of a previous state

res.tive \'res-tiv\ adj [ME. fr. MF. fr. rester to stop behind, re-

main] 1 : stubbornly resisting control : balky 2 : fidgeting about
: uneasy — syn see contrary — res-tive.ly adv— res.tive.ness n

rest.less \'rest-l3s\ ad^ 1 : lacking or giving no rest ; uneasy
2 : continuously movmg : unquiet 3 : desultory, discon-
tented ~ rest'less'ly adv — rest'less.ness n
rest mass n : the mass of a body exclusive of additional mass
acquired by the body when in motion according to the theory of
relativity

re.stor.able \ri-'st5r-3-b9l, -'st6r-\ adj : fit for restoring or re-

claiming
res.to.ra.tionA.res-t3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of restoring or the
condition of being restored: as a : a bringing back to a former
position or condition : reinstatement b : restfiution c : a re-

storing to an unimpaired or improved condition d : the replacing
of missing teeth or crowns 2 : something that is restored; specij : a
representation or reconstruction of the original form (,as of a fossil

or a building) 3 cap a : the reestablishment of the monarchy in
England in 1660 imder Charles II b ; tlte period in English

See re- and 2d element Iresow
I
restaff I restimulate Irestock
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history usu. held to coincide with the reign of Charles II but some-
times to extend through the reign of James II
ire.stor.ative \ri-"st6r-3t-iv. -'st6r-\ adj : of or relating to restora-
tion; esp ; having power to restore — re>stor>ative>ly adv — re-

health
re-store \ri-
L restaurare
at STORE] 1
existence or

riginal state : renew; esp

i to restore to consciousness or

to(3)r, -'st6(a)r\ vt [ME restoren, fr. OF
3 renew, rebuild, alter, of instaurare to renew — iriore
to give back : return 2 : to put or bring back into

3 : to bring back to or put back into a former
ECONSTRUCT 4 I to put agai

:thing (-^ the king to the throne) syn see renew

[ME restraynen, fr. MF restralndre, fr. L
sstrict, fr. re- + stringere to bind tight —
(1) : to prevent from doing something

anger) b ; to limit, restrict, or keep under
limit the force, effect, development, or

deprive of Uberty; esp : to place
-*- • - -

bal\ adj —

possession of— re-stor-er
re.strain \ri-'stran\
resiringere to rest

more at strain]
(2) : CURB, REPRE
control 2 : to moderate
full exercise of <'^ trade) 3 :

under arrest or restraint — re> strain- able \-'stra
re>strain*ed>ly \-n3d-le\ adv — re.strain-er \-'sira-n3r\ n
syn CHECK, CURB. BRIDLE: RESTRAIN Suggests holding back by

force or persuasion from acting or from going to extremes; check
implies restraining or impeding a progress, activity, or impetus;
CURB suggests a quick and drastic checking; bridle implies keeping
under control by subduing or holding in
restraint \ri-'strant\ n [ME, fr. MF restrainte, fr. resrraindrel
1 a : an act of restraining : the state of being restrained b : a means,
force, or agency that restrains : inhibition 2 : a control over the
expression of one's emotions or thoughts : reserve

re>Strict \ri-'strikt\ vt [L restrictus, pp. of restringere'\ X : to
confine within bounds ; restrain 2 : to place under restrictions
as to use syn see limit — re*strict*ed adj — re>strict*ed<ly adv

re-StriC*tion \ri-'strik-shan\ n 1 : something that restricts; specif
limitation on the use or enjoyment of property or a facility

the condi of being restricted

: a policy or philosophy ad-
re<stric>tion>ist \-shCa-)n3st\

I act of restricting

re*stric*tion*ism \-$h3-,
vocating restriction (as of trade)
adj or n

restrictive \ri-'strik-tiv\ adj 1 ! serving or tending to restrict
2 : limiting the reference of a modified word or phrase <~ clause)
3 : prohibiting further negotiation — restrictive n — re-stric-
tive-ly adv — re-striC'tive-ness n

Test room « : a room or suite of rooms providing personal facilities
(as toilets)

tre.SUlt \ri-'z3lt\ vi [ME resulten, fr. ML resuUare, fr. L, to re-
bound, fr. re- + saltare to leap — more at saltation] 1 : to pro-
ceed or arise as a consequence, effect, or conclusion : terminate,
END 2 : revert 2

^result n 1 : something that results as a consequence, issue, or
conclusion; also : beneficial or tangible effect : frutt 2 : some-
thing obtained by calculation or investigation syn see effect —
re>sult>tul \-f3l\ adj — re-sult'less \-!3s\ adj
ire*sul>tant \ri-'z3lt-^nt\ adj ; derived from or resulting from
something else — re*sul'tant»ly adv

^resultant n : something that results : OLrrcoME; specij ; the single
vector that is the sum of a given set of vectors
ire.sume \ri-'zum\ vb [ME resumen, fr. MF or L; MF resumer, fr.

L resumere, fr. re- + sumere to take up, take — more at consume]
vt 1 : to assume or take again ; reoccupy 2 : to return to or
begin again after interruption 3 : to take back to oneself 4 : to
pick up again 5 ; reiterate, summarize -^ vi : recommence
2r6'SU.m6 or re-SU-me \'rez-9-.ma. ,rez-a-'\ n [F resume, fr. pp.
of resumer to resume, summarize] : a summing up : summary;
specij : a short account of one's career and qualifications prepared
typically by an applicant for a position

re.SUmp.tion \ri-*Z9m(p)-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF or LL; MF re-
somption, fr. LL resumption-, resumpiio, fr. L resumptus, pp. of
resumere} 1 ; an act or instance of resuming ; recommencement
2 ; a return to payment in specie

re>SU>pi-nate Xri-'sU-pa-nst. -,nat\ adj [L resupinafus, pp. of
resupinare to bend back to a supine position, fr. re- + supinus
supine] : inverted in position; also : appearing by a twist of the
axis to be upside down

re*SU>pi>na<tion Xri-.sil-ps-'na-shanX n ; a twisting to an inverted
or apparently inverted position

res*n<pin8 \,res-3-'pin\ adj [L resupinus, back-formation fr.

resupinare} ; supine 1

re>sur<gence \ri-'s3r-j3nCt)s\ n ; a rising again into life or promi-
nence : renascence

re>SUr-geut \-J3nt\ adj [L resurgent-, resurgens, prp. of resurgere}
; undergoing or tending to produce resurgence

res-ur*l8Ct \,rez-3-'rekt\ vt [back-formation fr. resurrection}
1 ; to raise from the dead 2 : to bring to view, attention, or use
again

res.ur.rec.tion \.rez-^*rek-shan\ n [ME, fr. LL resurrection-,

resurrectio act of rising from the dead, fr. resurrectus, pp. of resur-
gere to rise from the dead, fr. L, to rise again, fr. re- + surgere
to rise — more at surge] 1 a cap : the rising of Christ from the
dead b ojten cap : the rising again to life of all the human dead
before the final judgment c ; the state of one risen from the
dead 2 : resurgence, revival 3 Christian Science ; a spiri-

tualization of thought : material belief that yields to spiritual un-
derstanding — res.ur-reC'tion.al X-shnsl, -shan-'lX adj
res-ur>rec>tion>ist \-sh(3-)n3st\ n 1 : body snatcher 2 : one
who resurrects

re<SUS>ci>tate \ri-'s3S-3-,tat\ vb [L resuscitatus, pp. of
lit., to stir up again, fr. re- + suscitare to stir up, fr. sub-,

citare to put in motion, stir — more at sub-, cite] vt : to revive from
apparent death or from unconsciousness; also ; REvrrALiZE '^ vi

: to come to ; revive — re»sus»ci-ta*tion Xri-.sss-s-'ta-shsn, ,re-\

n — re*sus<ci'ta>t2ve \ri-'s3s-3-.tat-iv\ adj

-up +

re.sus.Ci-ta.tor \ri-'sas-a-,tat-3r\ n : one that resuscitates; specij
: an apparatus used to relieve asphyxiation

ret \'ret\ vb ret-ted; renting [ME reten, fr. MD] vt : to soak (as
flax) to loosen the fiber from the woody tissue '^ v/ ; to become
retted

re.ta.ble \'re-,ta-b5l\ n [F, fr. Sp retablo, deriv. of L retro- +
tabula board, tablet] : a raised shelf above an altar for the altar
cross, the altar lights, and flowers
ire.tail \'re-.tal. esp jor 2 also ri-'taf-3)l\ vb [ME retallen, fr. MF
retaillier to cut back, divide into pieces, fr. OF, fr. re- + taillier
to cut — more at tailor] vt 1 a : to sell in small quantities b : to
sell directly to the ultimate consumer 2 : tell, retell *« vi : to
sell at retail — re-tail-er n

ire.tail \'re-,tal\ n : the sale of commodities or goods in small
quantities to ultimate consumers — at retail 1 ; at a retailer's price
2 ; 'retail

3retail \'re-,\ adj : of, relating to, or engaged in the sale of commod-
ities at retail <"-' trade)

^retail \'re-,\ adv 1 ; in small quantities 2 ; from a retailer
retain \ri-'tan\ vt [ME reteinen, relainen, fr. MF retenir, fr. L
retinere to hold back, keep, restrain, fr. re- + tenere to hold — more
at THIN ] 1 a ; to keep in possession or use b : to keep in pay or in
one's service; specij ; to employ by paying a retainer 2 ; to hold
secure or intact (lead '^5 heat) syn sec keep

retained object « : an object in a passive construction {me in a book
was given me and book in / was given a book are retained objects}

ire.tain.er \ri-'ta-n3r\ n [ME reteiner act of withholding, fr.

reteinen + AF -er (as in weyver waiver)] 1 ; the act of a client by
which he engages the services of a lawyer, counselor, or adviser
2 : a fee paid to a lawyer or professional adviser for advice or
services or for a claim upon his services in case of need

^retainer n {retain} 1 : one that retains 2 a : a person attached or
owing service to a household; esp ; servant b : employee 3 : any
of various devices used for holding something

ire*take \(')re-'tak\ vt 1 ; to take or receive again 2 : recapture
3 : to photograph again

2re>take \'re-,tak\ « : a second photographing or photograph
re.tal.i.ate \ri-'tal-e-.at\ vb [LL retaliatus, pp. of retaliare, fr. re-

+ talio legal retaliation] vt : to repay (as an injury) in kind -^ vi

: to return like forlike; esp : to get revenge — re*tal*i>a<tion
\ri-,tal-e-'a-5h3n, ,re-\ n — re>tal>i*a*_tive \ri-'tal-e-,at-iv\ adj— re'tal>ia'to*ry \-'tal-y3-.t6r-e, -'tal-e-a-, -.t6r-\ adj

ire-tard \ri-'tard\ vb [L retardare, fr. re- -f tardus slow] vt 1 : to
make slow or slower ; impede 2 : to delay academic progress by
failure to promote '— vi ; to undergo retardation syn see delay— re«tard.er n

aretard n : a holding back or slowing down : retardation
re.tar-dant \ri-'tard-*nt\ adj ; serving or tending to retard — re-
tardant n

re. tar-date \-'tar-,dat, -'tard-at\ n ; one who is mentally retarded
re.tar.da4ion X.re-.tar-'da-shan, ri-\ n 1 : an act or instance of
retarding 2 : the extent to which anything is retarded 3 a : an
abnormal slowness of thought or action b : slowness in develop-
ment or progress

re>tard<e(l \ri-'tard-3d\ adj : slow or limited in intellectual or emo-
tional developmentor academic progress

retch \Yech, Brit 'rech\ vb [(assumed) ME rechen to spit, retch, fr.

OE hrsEcan to spit, hawk" akin to L crepare to rattle — more at
RAVEN] VI ; to make an efiort to vomit '^ vt : vOMrr — retch n

re.te \*ret-e, 'rat-\ n, pi re-tia \'ret-e-3, 'rat-\ [NL, fr. L, net —
more at retina] 1 : a network esp. of blood vessels or nerves
: PLEXUS 2 : an anatomical part resembUng or including a net-
work

ie*tell \(')re-'tel\ vt 1 : to count again 2 : to tell again or in an-
other form

re<tem \r3-*tem\ n [Ar ratam} : a desert shrub (Retama raetam) of
western Asia that is the juniper of the Old Testament and has tiny
white flowers

re<tene \'re-,ten, 'ret-,en\ n [Gk rhetine resin] : a crystalline hydro-
carbon CibHis isolated esp. from pine tar and fossil resins but usu.
prepared artificially

re*ten<tion \ri-'ten-chan\ n [ME retencioun, fr. L retention-, re-
tentio, fr. retentus, pp. of retinere to retain — more at retain]
1 a : the act of retaining : the state of being retained b : abnormal
retaining of a fluid or secretion in a body cavity 2 a : power of
retaining : retentiveness b : an ability to retain things in mind
: memory 3 ; something retained

re-ten-tive \-'tent-iv\ adj : having the power, property, or capacity
of retaining; specij : retaining knowledge easily — re»ten'tive«ly
adv — re'ten-tive-ness n

re-ten. tiv-i-ty \,re-,ten-'tiv-at-e, ri-\ n : the power of retaining;
specij ; the capacity for retaining magnetism after the action of the
magnetizing force has ceased

re>ten>tor \ri-'tent-ar\ n ; a muscle that retains a part in place esp.
when retracted

re-test \'re-,test, (')re-'\ n : a repeated test

re.ti-a.ri-us \,rat-e-'ar-e-3s, -e-,us\ n, pi re-ti-a-rli \-e-,e\ [L. fr.

rete net] : a Roman gladiator armed with a net and a trident

ret.J.cence \'ret-3-s3n(t)s\ n 1 : reserve, restraint 2 : an In-
stance of being reticent

ret-i-cen-cy \-s3n-se\ n : reticence
ret-i.cent \-sant\ adj [L reticent-, reticens, prp. of reticcre to keep
silent, fr. re- + tacere to be silent — more at TAcrr] 1 : inclined to
be silent or secretive : uncommunicative 2 : restrained in ex-
pression, presentation, or appearance syn see silent — ret*i'Cent-

ret'i'Cle \'ret-i-k3l\ n [L reticulum network] ; a system of lines,

dots, cross hairs, or wires in the focus of the eyepiece of an optical
instrument

re-tiC-U'lar \ri-'tik-y3-Iar\ adj 1 : reticulate; specij : of, relating
to, or being a reticulum 2 : intricate

ire.tiCU.late \-lat, -.lat\ adj [L reticulatus, fr. reticulum} 1 : re-

{

See re- and 2d element
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sembling a net; specif i having veins, fibers, or lines crossing <a '^

leaf) 2 : of, relating to, or constituting evolutionary change
dependent on complex new combinations of genes from varied
strains of a diversified interbreeding population — re>tic-u>late*Iy
adv — re.tiC'U'lose \-,16s\ adj

are•ticu-late \-,lat\ vb [back-formation fr. reticulated, adj. (re-

ticulate)] vr 1 : to divide, mark, or construct so as to form network
2 ; to distribute by a network '--' vi : to become reticulated

re-Uc-U.la.tion \ri-,tik-y3-'la-sh3n\ n : reticulated formation
; NETWORK; also ; something reticulated

ret'i.cille \'ret-i-,kyij(a)l\ n [F reticule, fr. L reticulum network,
network bag, fr. dim. of rete net] 1 ; rfocle 2 : a woman's
drawstring bag used esp. as a carryall

re-tic-u.lo.cyte \ri-'tik-y3-lo-,sTt\ n [NL reticulum + ISV -cytel i a
young red blood cell with a fine basophilic reticulum appesuing esp.

in conditions in which many red cells are lost — re-tic*U*lo>cyt*ic
\-,tik-ya-lo-'sit-ik\ adj

re.tiCU-lo.en.do-the.li.al Xri-'tik-ya -15-,en-da-'the-le-3l\ adj [NL
reticulum + endothelium'] I of, relating to, or being the reticulo-
endothelial system

reticuleendotlielial system n : a diffuse system of cells arising
from mesenchyme and comprising all the phagocytic cells of the
body except the circulating leukocytes

re-tic-u-lum \ri-'tik-y3-l3m\ n, pi re-Uc-u-la \-l3\ [NL, fr. L,
network] 1 : the second stomach of a ruminant in which folds of
tiie mucous membrane form hexagonal cells 2 : network; esp
; interstitial tissue composed of reticulum cells

leticuluza cell n : one of the branched anastomosing reticuloendo-
thelial cells that form an intricate interstitial network ramifying
through other tissues and organs

re>ti*lorm \'ret-a-.f6rra, 'ret-\ adj [NL retijormis, fr. L rete +
-ijormis -iform] ; composed of crossing lines and interstices ; re-
ticular
retin- or retino- comb jorm [retina] : retina (re/initis) <re/moscopy>
ret<i<na \'ret-'n-3, 'ret-nsX n, pi retinas or ret-i-nae \-'n-,e, -,T\

[ME rethina, fr. ML retina, prob. fr. L rete net; akin to Gk eremos
lonely, solitary, Lith rdtis sieve] : the sensory membrane of the eye
that receives the image formed by the lens, is the immediate instru-

ment of vision, and is connected with the brain by the optic nerve—
ret>i<>nal \'ret-'n-al, 'ret-n3l\ adj

ret*i<nac>u<lar \,ret-'n-'ak-y3-l3r\ adj ; relating to or resembling
a retinaculum
ret-i.nacuolum \-l3m\ n, pi ret<i<XLac<a>Ia \-b\ [NL, fr. L,
halter, cable, fr. retinere to hold back — more at retain] ; a con-
necting or retaining band or body

ret.i-nene \'ret-='n-,en\ n [retina] ; a yellow crystalline compound
C19H27CHO formed from rhodopsin or iodopsin by the action of
light

ret.i.nis.pQ.ra \,ret-'n-'is-pa-r3\ or ret.i.nos»po.ra \-'as-\ n
[NL, fr. Gk rhetine resin + NL spora spore] 1 : any of various
Japanese ornamental dwarf shrubs (genus Chamaecyparis) that
resemble cypresses 2 : any of several shrubs (genus Thuja) that
retain the needlehke juvenile foliage permanently

ret'i>lii-tis \,ret-'n-'Tt-3s\ n [NL] : inflammation of the retina

ret"i'n0S-C0.py \,ret-^n-'as-k3-pe\ n : observation of the retina of
the eye esp. to determine the state of refraction

ret.i.nue \'ret-=n-,(y)U\ n [ME retenue, fr, MP, fr. fem. of retenu,

pp. of retenir to retain] : the body of retainers who follow a dis-

tinguished person : suite

re<tin*u>la \re-'tin-ya-l3\ n, pi re-tin>a<lae \-,le, -,1T\ [NL, dim.
of ML retina] : the neural receptor of a single facet of an arthropo-
dan compound eye — re>tin*a>lar \-lar\ adj

retire \ri-'iT(3)r\ vb [MF reiirer, fr. re- + tirer to draw — more at
TIRADE] vi 1 : to withdraw from action or danger : retreat 2 : to
withdraw esp. for privacy 3 : to fall back ; recede 4 : to with-
draw from one's position or occupation 5 : to go to bed '^ vt

1 a : WITHDRAW b : to march (a mihtary force) away from the
enemy 2 a : to withdraw from circulation or from the market
; RECALL h : to withdraw from usual use or service 3 : to cause to
retire from one's position or occupation 4 : to put out (a batter
or side) in baseball syn see go

re. tired \ri-'tT(a)rd\ adj 1 : quiet (•^ village) 2 ; withdrawn from
one's position or occupation 3 : jeceived by or due to one in
retirement — re*tired-ly X-'ti-rad-Ie, -tT(3)rd-\ adv — re-tired-
ness \-'ti(3)rd-n3s\ n

re.tire.ment \ri-*tT(3)r-m9nt\ n 1 : a

being retired; esp : withdrawal from
2 ; a place of seclusion or privacy

re._tir«ing \ri-'tT(3)r-ir)\ adj : reserved, shy
-le\ adv — re-tir*ing.ness n

re. tool \(')re-'tijl\ vt 1 : to reequip with tools 2 : reorganize
{^ the nation's economy)

're-tort \ri-'t6(3)rt\ vb [L retorlus, pp. of retorquere, lit,, to twist
back, hurl back, fr. re- + torquere to twist — more at torture]
vt 1 : to pay back ; return <~ an insult) 2 a : to make a reply to
b : to say in reply 3 : to answer by a counter argument -^ vi 1 : to
answer back usu. sharply 2 : to return an argument or charge
3 : retaliate syn see answer

^retort n : a quick, witty, or cutting reply; esp
first speaker's words against him

3re.tort \ri-'t6(9)rt, 're-,\ n [MF re-

torte, fr. ML retorta, fr. L, fem. of re-
tortus, pp.; fr. its shape] ; a vessel in
which substances are distilled or decom-
posed by heat

re.tor.tion \ri-'t6r-sh3n\ n ; an act of
retorting

re.tOUCll \(')re-'t3ch\ vb [F retoucher,
fr. MF, fr. re- -!- toucher to touch] vr

1 : to touch up 2 ; to alter (as a photo-
graphic negative) to produce a more
desirable appearance '^ vi : to make or
give retouches — re>toncli \'re-,t3ch,
"'"" " " re-touch-er \C')re-'t3ch-

-re.tir-ing-ly VIq-

that turns the

retorts

3r\n
retrace \(')re-'tras\ vl [F retracer, fr. MF retracler, fr. re- + trader
to trace] : to trace again or back
retract \ri-'trakt\ vb [ME retracten, fr. L retractus, pp. of re-

trahere} vt 1 a : to draw back or in <cats '^ their claws) b : to
move (the tongue) further back 2 a : to take back (as a promise)
: RECANT b ; DISAVOW ^ vi 1 ; to draw back 2 : to recant or
disavow something syn see abjure, recede — re-tract*able
\-'trak-ta-b9l\ adj

re-trac.tile \ri-'trak-t1, -^tnx adj : capable of being drawn back or
in — re-traC'til-i.ty \,re-,trak-'til-3t-e, ri-\ n

re.traC'tion \ri-'trak-sh3n\ n 1 : recantation; specif : a statement
made by one retracting 2 ; an act of retracting ; the state of being
retracted 3 : the abihty to retract

le-trac-tor \ri-'trak-t3r\ n : one that retracts; as a : a surgical
instrument for holding open the edges of a wound b : a muscle
that draws in an organ or part

re>tral X're-tral, 're-\ adj [L retro — more at retro-] 1 : situated at
or toward the back ; posterior 2 : backward, retrograde— re-tral.ly \-tr3-le\ adv

re-tread \(')re-'tred\ vt : to tread again
ire-tread \(')re-'tred\ vt ; to cement, mold, and vulcanize a new
tread of camelback upon the bare cord fabric of (a worn pneumatic
tire)

2re-tread \'re-,tred\ n 1 ; a new tread on a tire 2 : a retreaded
tire 3 : one pressed into service again; also : remake
ire-treat \ri-*tret\ n [ME retret, fr. MF retrait, fr. pp. of retraire to
withdraw, fr. L retrahere, lit., to draw back, fr. re- + trahere to
draw — more at draw] 1 a ; an act or process of withdrawing
esp. from what is difficult, dangerous, or disagreeable b U) * the
usu. forced withdrawal of troops from an enemy or from an ad-
vanced position (2) : a signal for retreating c (1) : a signal given
by bugle at the beginning of a mihtary flag-lowering ceremony
(2) : a military flag-lowering ceremony 2 : a place of privacy or
safety : refuge 3 : a period of group withdrawal for prayer,
meditation, study, and instruction under a director

^retreat vi : to make a retreat : withdraw -^ vr : to draw or lead
back : remove; specij : to move (a piece) back in chess syn see
RECEDE

re-trench \ri-'trench\ vb [obs. F retrencher (now retrancher), fr.

MF retrenchier, fr. re- + Trenchier to cut] vt 1 a : to cut down
; REDUCE b : to cut out : excise 2 : to pare away : remove -^ vi

; to make retrenchments; specij : economize syn see shorten
re.trencli-ment \-ra3nt\ n : reduchon, curtailment; specij ; a
cutting of expenses

re-tri-al \(')re-'trT(-3)l\ n ; a second trial, experiment, or test

ret-ri-bu-tion \,re-tr3-'byU-shsn\ n [ME retribucioun, fr. MF
retribution, fr. LL retribution-, retribulio, fr. L retributus, pp. of
retribuere to pay back, fr. re- -h tribuere to pay — more at tribute]
1 : recompense, reward 2 : the dispensing or receiving of reward
or punishment esp. in the hereafter 3 : something given or exacted
in recompense; esp ; punishment

re-trib-u-tive \ri-'trib-yst-iv\ adj : of, relating to, or marked by
retribution — re-trib-u-tive-ly adv

re-trib-u-to-ry \-ya-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj : betributtve
re-triev-able \ri-'tre-v3-b3l\ adj : capable of being retrieved

re-triev-al \-'tre-v3l\ n 1 : an act or process of retrieving 2 : pos-
sibility of being retrieved or of recovering
Ue-trieve \ri-'trev\ vb [ME retreven, modif. of MF retrouver to
find again, fr. re- + trouver to find, prob. fr. (assumed) VL tropare
to compose — more at troubadour] vt 1 : to discover and bring
in (killed or wounded game) 2 : to call to mind again 3 : regain,
repossess 4 a : rescue, salvage b : to return (as a ball that is

difficult to reach) successfully 5 : restore, re\tve 6 : to remedy
the evil consequences of : correct '•^ vi : to bring in game; also

; to bring back an object thrown by a person
aretrieve n 1 ; retrieval 2 : the successful return of a ball that
is difficult to reach or control (as in tennis)

re.triev.er \ri-'tre-v3r\ n : one that retrieves; specij I a vigorous
active medium-sized dog with heavy water resistant coat developed
by crossbreeding and used esp. for retrieving game

TtXtO-prejlx [ME, fr. L, fr. retro, fr. re- -¥ -tro (as in intro within) —
more at intro-] 1 : backward : back <rerro-rocket) 2 : situated
behind (rerrochoir)

re.tro-action X.re-tro-'ak-shsn also ,re-\ n 1 [retroactive -I- -ionl

: retroactive or retrospective operation 2 [retro- -\- action] ; a re-

ciprocal action ; reaction
re-trO-aC'tive \-'ak-tiv\ adj [F retroactij. It. L retroactus, pp. of
relroagere to drive back, reverse, fr. retro- + agere to drive — more
at agent] : extending in scope or effect to a prior time; esp : made
effective as of a date prior to enactment, promulgation, or imposi-
tion <~ tax) — re-tro-ac-tive-ly adv — re-tro-activ-i-ty \-,ak-
'tiv-3t-e\ n

re-tro-cede \,re-tr6-'sed also ,re-\ vi [L reirocedere, fr. retro- +
cedere to go. cede — more at cede] : to go back : recede '^ vt [F
retroceder, fr. ML retrocedere, fr. L retro- -\- cedere to cede] : to
cede back (as a territory or jurisdiction) — re-tro-ces-sion
\-'sesh-an\ n

ret-ro.flex \"re-tr3-.fleks\ or ret-rcflexed \-,flekst\ adj [ISV, fr.

NL retrojlexus, fr. L retro- -J- jlexus, pp. of Jledere to bend]
1 : turned or bent abruptly backward : reflexed 2 : articulated
with or involving the participation of the tongue tip turned up or
curled back just under the hard palate <— vowel)

ret-ro.fleX"lon or ret-rcflection \,re-tr9-'flek-sh3n\ n 1 : the
act or process of bending back 2 : the state of being bent back:
specij : the bending back of an organ (as a uterus) upon itself

3 : retroflex articulation

ret-rcgra-da-tion \,re-tr5-gra-'da-sh3n, -gr3-\ n : the act or proc-
ess of retrograding
iret-rcgrade \'re-tr3-,grad\ adj [ME, fr. L retrogradus, fr. retro-

-H gradi to go] 1 a of a celestial body : having a direction contrary
to that of the general motion of similar bodies b ; moving or di-

rected backward (a ~ step) c : contrary to the normal order
: inverse; specij : written from right to left <'— alphabet) 2 : tend-
ing toward or resulting in a worse state 3 archaic ; opposed, con-
tradictory 4 : characterized by retrogression

2retrograde adv : backward, reversely
3retrograde v6 [L retrogradi, fr. retro- + gradi to go — more at

grade] vt, archaic ; to turn back : reverse -^ vi 1 a : to go back
: retreat <a glacier ^s} b : recapttulate 2 : to decline to a
worse condition syn see recede

See re- and 2d element
I
retrack [retransmit

I
retraverse
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-\ adj : having

re.tro.gress \.re-tro-'gres\ vi [L retrogressus, pp. of retrogradi"]
: to move backward : revert

re.tro.gres-sion \-'gresh-3n\ n 1 : regression 3 2 : a reversal in
development or condition; esp : a passing from a higher to a lower
or from a more to a less specialized state or type in the course of
development

re-tro-gres-sive \-'gres-iv\ adj : characterized by or tending to
retrogression: as a : going or directed backward b : declining
from a better to a worse state c : passing from a higher to a lower
organization — re'tro-greS'Sive-ly adv

ret-ro-len-tal \,re-tro-'lent-'l also ,re-\ adj [retro- + L lent-, lens
lens] ; situated or occurring behind a lens (as of the eye)

re>tro*liii>gual \-'UQ-g\v3l\ adj : situated behind or near the base
of the tongue <--^ salivary glands)

re-tro*per*i>to>ne*al \-,per-3t-'n-'e-3l\ adj : situated behind the
peritoneum — re*tro-per*i*to>ue'al*ly \-a-le\ adv

ret.ro-rock-et \'re-tro-,rak-3t\ n : an auxiliary rocket on an air-
plane, missile, or space vehicle that produces thrust in a direction
opposite to or at an oblique angle to the motion of the object for
deceleration

re-tiorse \'re-,tr6C3)rs\ adj [L retrorsi
more at retroversion] : bent backward
ly adv

re.tro.ser.rale \,re-tr6-'seC3)r-,at, -'ser-at also
retrorse teeth or barbs <a ^ leaf)

iie«tlO'Spect \'re-tra-,spekt also 're-\ n [retro- -!- -sped (as in
prospect)'^ 1 archaic ; reference to or regard of a precedent or
authority 2 : a review of or meditation upon past events

aretrospect adj : retrospective
3retrOSpect vb [L retrospectus, pp. of retrospicere to look back at,

fr. retro- + specere to look — more at spy] vi 1 : to practice retro-
spection 2 : to refer back ; reflect -^ v/ : to go back over in
thought

re-tro-spec•lion X.re-tra-'spek-shsn also ,reA n 1 archaic : refer-
ence to a past event 2 : an act or instance or the process of sui"vey-

ing the past
ire.trO'SpeC'tive \-'spek-tiv\ adj 1 : of, relating to, characteristic
of, or given to retrospection 2 : affecting things past : retroactive— re«tro»speC'tive-ly adv

aretrospective n i a generally comprehensive exhibition showing the
work of an artist over a span of years

re-tlOUS-se \ra-,trij-'sa, ,re-tru-\ adj [F, fr. pp. of retrousser to tuck
up, fr. MF, fr. re- + trousser to truss, tuck up] : turned up {^ nose)

rctro-ver-sion X.re-tro-'var-zhsn also ,re-, -sh3n\ ;i [L refroversus
turned backward, fr. retro- + versus, pp. of vertere to turn — more
at worth] 1 : the act or process of turning back or regressing

2 : the bending backward of the uterus and cervix

re-tiy \(*)re-'trT\ vt : to try again
ire.turn \ri-'t3rn\ vb [ME retoumen, fr. MF retoumer, fr. re- +
toumer to turn — more at turn] vi la: to go back or come back
again <-^ home) b : to go back in thought or practice : revert
2 : to pass back to an earlier possessor 3 : reply, retort "- vt

1 a : to give (as an official account) to a superior b : to elect (a

candidate) as attested by official report or returns c : to bring back
(as a writ or verdict) to an office or tribunal 2 a : to bring, send,
or put back to a former or proper place <'^ the gun to its holster)

b : to restore to a former or to a normal state 3 a : to send back
upon ; VISIT b obs : to retort (as an accusation) upon 4 : to
bring in {as profit) : yield 5 a : to give or perform in return
: repay i^ a compliment) b : to give back to the owner c : re-
flect <~ an echo) 6 : to cause (as a wall) to continue in a dif-

ferent direction (as at a right angle) 7 : to lead ('a specified suit or
specified card of a suit) in response to a partner's earlier lead
8 a ; to play back (as a ball) to an opponent b : to throw back (as

a fielded baseball) — re-turn-er n
syn RETURN, revert, recur, recrudesce mean to go or come

back. RETURN may imply a going back to a starting place or to a
condition or place where it belongs; revert implies going back to

a former state, an original owner, or a previous decision; recur
implies a return of something that has happened or been experi-

enced before; recrudesce applies to a return to activity of some-
thing that has been suppressed, controlled, or lying dormant

areturn n l a : the act of coming back to or from a place or condi-

tion b : a regular or frequent returning ; recurrence 2 a (1)

: the dehvery of a legal order (as a writ) to the proper officer or
court (2) : the endorsed certificate of an official stating his action

in the execution of such an order (3) : the sending back of a com-
mission with the certificate of the commissioners b ; an account or

formal report c (1) : a report of the results of balloting — usu.

used in pi. (election '^s) (2) : an official declaration of the elec-

tion of a candidate (3) chiejly Brit : election d (1) : a formal
statement on a required legal form showing taxable income, allow-

able deductions and exemptions, and the comnulation of the tax

due (2) : a list of taxable property 3 a : the cdniinuation usu. at a

right angle of the face or of a member of a building or of a molding
or group of moldings b : a turn, bend, or winding back c : a

means for conveying something (as water) back to its starting point

4 a : a quantity of goods, consignment, or cargo coming back in

exchange for goods sent out as a mercantile venture b : the value

of or profit from such venture (1) : the profit from labor, in-

vestment, or business : yield (2) ;?/: results d : the rate of profit

in a process of production per unit of cost 5a: the act of re-

turning something to a former place, condition, or ownership : res-

titution b : something returned; esp, pi : unsold publications re-

turned to the publisher for cash or credit 6 a : something given m
repavment or reciprocation b : answer, retort c : a lead in a

suit previously led by one's partner jn a card game d : an answering

or retaliatory play: as (1) : the act of returning a ball to an oppo-
nent (2) : the run of a football after a kick by the other team
aretum adj 1 a : having or formed by a change of direction <~
facade) b : doubled on itself (•^ flue) 2 : played, deUvered, or

given in return 3 : used or taken on returning 4 : returning or
permitting return (-^ valve) 5 : recurring

re.ttirn^able Xri-'tor-na-balX adj 1 : legally required to be returned,

delivered, or argued at a specified time or place <a writ ~ on the

date indicated) 2 a : capable of returning or of being returned

b ; permitted to be returned (merchandise not '--)

re>turn<ee \ri-,t3r-'ne\ n : one who returns; esp : one returning to

the U.S. after military service abroad
re.tuse \ri-'t(y)iis\ adj [L retusus blunted, fr. pp. of retundere to
pound back, blunt, fr. re- + lundere to beat, pound — more at
STINT] : having the apex rounded or obtuse with a slight notch (a -^

1 of Jacob and ancestor
leaf)

Reu-ben \'ru-b3n\ n [Heb RrHbhSnl : a
of one of the tribes of Israel

re.uui*fi*ca*tlon \,re-,yii-n3-f3-'ka-sh9n\ n : the act or process of
reunifying

re.uni.fy \(')re-'yii-n3-,fT\ vt : to restore unity to
re>union \(')re-'yii-nyan\ n 1 : an act of reuniting : the state of
being reunited 2 ; a reuniting of persons after separation

le.imion.ist X-nys-nsstX n : an advocate of reurJon (as of sects) —
re'Union-is-tic \(,)re-.yii-ny3-'nis-tik\ adj

le.unite \,re-yu-'nTt\ vb [ML reunitus, pp. of reunire, fr. L re- -H LL
unire to unite — more at unite] v; : to bring together again ~ v/ : to
come together again : rejoin
re-up \(')re-'3p\ VI, slang : reenlist
re<us>able \(')re-'yij-r3-b3l\ adj : capable of being used again or
repeatedly

le-use \(')re-'yuz\ vt : to use again — recuse \-'yus\ n
irev \'rev\ n [short for revolution'^ : a revolution of a motor
2rev vb revved; reviving vt : to step up the number of revolutions per
minute of {'^ up the engine) -^ vi : to operate at an increased speed
of revolution — usu. used with up

re-val.u-ate \(')re-'val-y9-,wat\ vt [back-formation fr. revaluation^
: revalue — re'Val-u-a^tion \(,)re-,val-y3-'wa-sh3n\ n

re.val.ue \(')re-'val-(,)yii, -y3-w\ vt 1 : to value (as currency)
anew 2 : to make a new valuation of : reappraise

re*vamp \(')re-'vamp\ vt 1 : renovate, reconstruct 2 : to work
over : revise
revanche \r9-'va"sh\ n [F, fr. MF, alter, of revenche — more at
revenge] : revenge; esp : a usu. political policy designed to re-
cover lost territory or status — re-vanch-ist \-'va"-sh3st\ adj or n
ire.veal \ri-'ve(3)I\ v/ [ME revelen, fr. MF reveler, fr. L revelare to
uncover, reveal, fr. re- -\- velare to cover, veil, fr. velum veil]

1 : to make known through divine inspiration 2 I to make
publicly known ; divulge ('^ a secret) 3 : to show plainly ; dis-
play — re- veal. able \-'ve-i3-b3l\ adj — re-veal-er n
syn reveal, discover, disclose, divulge, tell, betray mean to
make known what has been or should be concealed, reveal may
imply an unveiling of what is not clear to human vision or it may
suggest public or dramatic disclosure; discover implies an un-
covering of matters kept secret and not previously known; disclose
may also imply a discovering but more often an imparting of in-

formation previously kept secret; divulge implies a disclosure in-

volving some impropriety or breach of confidence; tell imphes an
imparting of necessary or useful information but often suggests
indiscretion; betray implies a divulging that represents a breach of
faith or an involuntary or unconscious disclosure

2reveal n [alter, of earlier revale, fr. ME revalen to lower, fr. MF
revaler, fr. re- -\- val valley — more at vale] : the side of an opening
(as for a window) between a frame and the outer surface of a wall;
also : JAMB

re-veal-ment \ri-'ve(3)I-m3nt\ n : an act of revealing : revelation
re-ve.hent X'rev-a-hsnt, ri-'ve-3nt\ adj [L revehent-, revehens, prp.
of revehere to carry back, fr, re- -i- vehere to carry — more at way]
: carrying back (— veins)

rev.eil-le \'rev-a-le\ n [modif. of F riveillez, imper. pi. of reveiller

to awaken, fr. re- -\- eveiller to awaken, fr. (assumed) VL exvigilare,

fr. L ex- + vigilare to keep watch, stay awake — more at vigilant]
1 : a bugle call at about sunrise signaling the first military forma-
tion of the day; also ; the formation so signaled 2 : a signal to get

up mornings
irev-el \'rev-3l\ vi rev.eled or rev.elled; rev.eMng or rev-el.ling
\'rev-(a-)lio\ [ME revelen, fr. MF reveler, lit., to rebel, fr. L rebel-

lare'i 1 ; to take part in a revel : roister 2 : to take intense satis-

faction i^ing in success) — rev-el-er or rev-el-ler \-(3-)l3r\ n
2revel n : a usu. wild party or celebration — rev.el.ous Vrev-3-Iss\

rev-e.la-lion \,rev-3-'la-shan\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL revelation-,

revelatio, fr. L revelatus, pp. of revelare to reveal] 1 : an act of
reveaUng or communicating divine truth 2 a ; an act of revealing

to view b : something that is revealed; esp : an enhghtening or
astonishing disclosure

rev-e-la-tor \'rev-a-,Iat-3r\ n : revealer; esp : one that reveals the

will of God
re.ve.la4o-ry \ri"'vel-a-,tor-e, 'rev-(3-)l3-, -,t6r-\ adj : of, relating

to, or characteristic of revelation

lev-el-ry \'rev-al-rc\ n ; an act or instance of reveling

lev-e-nant \'rev-9-,na", -nantx n [F, fr. prp. of revenir to return]

; oije that returns after death or a long absence — revenant adj

ire.venge \ri-'venj\ vt [ME revengen, fr. MF revengier, fr. OF, fr.

re- -\- vengier to avenge — more at vengeance] 1 : to inflict injury

in return for (-^ an insult) 2 : to avenge for a wrong done (~
oneself) syn see avenge — re-veng-er n

2revenge n [MF revenge, revenche, fr. revengier, revenchier to

revenge] 1 : an act or instance of revenging 2 : a desire for re-

venge 3 : an opportunity for getting satisfaction or retrieving

oneself
re.venge.Jul \-f3l\ adj_: full of or prone to revenge : vindictive —
re-venge.ful-ly \-fa-le\ adv — re.venge-ful.ness n

rev-e.nue \'rev-a-,n(y)u\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. MF, fr. revenir to

return, fr. L revenire, fr. re- -I- venire to come — more at come]
1 : the income that comes back from an investment 2 : the yield of

taxes and other sources of income that a political unit (as a nation
or state) collects and receives into the treasury for public use
3 : the total income produced by a given source

rev.e-nu.er \'rev-3-,n(y)U-3r\ n : a revenue officer or boat
reventie stamp n : a stam.p for use as evidence of payment of a tax

(as on a cigarette pack)
re-ver-ber.ant \ri-'v3r-b(3-)r3nt\ adj 1 : tending to reverberate

2 : marked by reverberation ; resonant — re-ver-bei-ant-ly adv

iie-ver-ber-ate \-b3-,rat\ vb [L reverberatus, pp. of reverberare,

fr. re- -\- verberare to lash, fr. verber rod — more at vervain] vf

1 : to force back: as a : repel b : echo (~ sound) c : reflect
<'~ light or heat) 2 : to subject to the action of a reverberatory

1 life
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furnace ^^ vl 1 a : to become driven back b : to become reflected
2 ; to continue in or as if in a series of echoes : resound

are-ver-ber-ate \-b(a-)r3t\ adj : reverberated, reverberant <'^
sound)

re.vei.ber.a.tion \ri-,vBr-ba-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 a : an act of reverberat-
ing b : the state of being reverberated 2 : something that is re-
verberated

re.ver.ber.a-tive \ri-'v3r-b3-,rat-iv, -b(a-)r3t-\ adj 1 : constituting
reverberation 2 : tending to reverberate : reflective
ire.ver-ber.a-to.ry \ri-'v3r-b{9-)r3-,tor-e, -ba-.tor-, -,t6r-\ adj
; acting by reverberation; esp I forced back or diverted onto material
under treatment

areverberatory n : a furnace or kiln in which heat is radiated from
the roof onto the material treated
ire-vere \ri-'vi(3)r\ vt [L revereri, fr. re- + vereri to fear, respect —
more at wary] : to show devotion and honor to
syn revere, reverence, venerate, worship, adore mean to re-

gard with profound respect and honor, revere further implies
deference and tenderness of feeling; reverence suggests a selfa

denying acknowledging of what has an intrinsic and inviolate
claim to respect; venerate implies a regarding as holy or sacro-
sanct esp. because of age; worship imphes homage by word or
ceremony esp. to a divine being; adore adds to worship a more
personal emotion or may apply to any great and unquestioning love
2revere n [by alter.] : revers
irev.er.ence \'rev-(3-)r3n(t)s, 'rev-3m(t)s\ n 1 : honor or respect
felt or shown : deference; esp ; profound adoring awed respect
2 : a gesture of respect (as a bow) 3 ; the state of being revered or
honored 4 : one held in reverence — used as a title for a clergyman
syn see honor

areverence vt ; to regard or treat with reverence syn see revere
irey.er.end \'rev-(3-)r3nd, 'rev-smdX adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L rev-
erendus, gerundive of reverend \ ; worthy of reverence ; revered
2 a : of or relating to the clergy b : being a member of the clergy— used as a title usu. preceded by the and followed by a title or a fuU
name <the Reverend Mr. Doe) <the Reverend John Doe) <the Rever-
end Mother Superior)
^reverend n ; a member of the clergy <the ~ spoke)
rev.er-ent \'rev-C3-)r3nt, "rev-amtX adj [ME, fr. L reverent-,
reverens, prp. of revereri'\ X expressing or characterized by reverence
: worshipful — rev^er-ent-ly adv

rev.er.en.tial \,rev-3-'ren-chal\ adj 1 : proceeding from or ex-
pressing reverence {^ awe) 2 : inspiring reverence — rev-er»en-
tial'ly \-'rench-(3-)le\ adv

rev.er-ie or rev*ery \'rev-(3-)re\ n [F reverie, fr. MF. delirium, fr.

resver, rever to wander, be delirious] 1 ; daydream 2 ; the condi-
tion of being lost in thought
revers \ri-'vi(3)r, -ve(3)r\ n, pi re-vers \-'vi(3)rz, -'ve(a)rz\ [F,
lit., reverse, fr. MF, fr. revers, adj.] ; a lapel esp. on a woman's
garment

re>ver>sal \ri-'var-s3l\ n 1 : an act or the process of reversing: as
a : a change or overthrowing of a legal proceeding or judgment
b : a causing to move or face in an opposite direction or to appear
in an inverted position 2 : a conversion of a photographic positive
into a negative or vice versa
ire-verse \ri-'vars\ adj [ME revers, fr. MF, fr. L reversus, pp. of
revertere to turn back — more at revert] 1 a : opposite or con-
trary to a previous or normal condition <-« order) b : having the
back presented to the observer or opponent 2 : acting or operating
in a manner contrary to the usual 3 : effecting reverse movement
<'-^ gear) 4 : so made that the part normally black is white and
vice versa <'^ photoengraving) — re«verse«ly adv

areverse vt 1 a ; to turn completely about in position or direction
b ; to turn upside down : invert 2 : annul: as a ; to overthrow,
set aside, or make void (a legal decision) by a contrary decision
b ; to cause to take an opposite point of view c : to change to the
contrary ('^ a policy) 3 ; to cause to go in the opposite direction;
esp : to cause (as an engine) to perform its action in the opposite
direction ^ vi 1 : to turn or move in the opposite direction 2 ; to
put a mechanism (as an engine) in reverse — re-verS'Cr n
syn reverse, transpose, invert mean to change to the opposite

position, reverse is the most general terra and may imply change in
order, side, direction, meaning; transpose imphes a change in order
or relative position of units often through exchange of position;
invert applies chiefly to turning upside down or inside out or less
often end for end
3reverse n 1 : something directly contrary to something else : op-
posite 2 : an act or instance of reversing; specij : a change for the
worse 3 : the back part of something; esp : verso 2 4 a (1) ; a
gear that reverses something; also : the whole mechanism brought
into play when such a gear is used (2) ; movement in reverse
b : an offensive play in football in which a back moving in one
direction gives the ball to a player moving in the opposite direction

re.vers-ibil.i.ty \ri-.v3r-S3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
reversible

ire-vers.ible \ri-'v3r-s3-bal\ adj : capable of being reversed or of
reversing: as a : capable of going through a series of actions (as
changes) either backward or forward <'>^ chemical reaction)
b (1) ; having two finished usable sides <~ fabric) (2) ; wearable
with either side out i-^ coat) — re-vers«ibly \-ble\ adv

areversible n : a reversible cloth or garment
re.ver.sion \ri-'var-zh3n, -shan\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L reversion-,
reversio act of returning, fr. reversus, pp] la: the part of a simple
estate remaining in its owner after he has granted therefrom a lesser

Earticular estate b ; a future interest in property left in a grantor or
is successor 2 : the right of succession or future possession or

enjoyment 3 : an act or the process of returning (as to a former
condition); esp : a return toward some ancestral type or condition
4 : an act or instance of turning the opposite way ; the state of
being so turned 5 : a product of reversion; specij : an organism

; character
Te-ver>sion.al X-'vsrzh-nal, -'varsh-, -an-'i\ adj : reversionary
re»yer;Sion.ary \-'v3r-zha-,ner-e,^ -sh9-\ adj ; of, relating to, con-

; that has or is

stituting, or involving esp. a legal
re.ver.sion. er X-'varzh-nsr, -'varsh-, -a-c
entitled to a reversion

re.vert \ri-'vart\ vi [me reverten, fr. MF revertir, fr. L revertere. v.t.
to turn back & reverti v.i. to return, come back, fr. re- + vertere.

verti to turn — more at worth] 1 : to come or go back <many
r^ed to savagery) 2 : to return to the proprietor or his heirs at the
end of a reversion 3 ; to return to an ancestral type syn see return— re-vert-er n — revert.ible \-'v3rt-3-b3l\ adj

re.vert-ed \ri-'vart-3d\ adj : turned or curled back or the wrong
way i^ leaf); also ; affected with reversion <'^ bacteria culture)
<j^ black currants)

re.vest \(')re-'vest\ vt : reinsfate, reinvest <lands ~edln a for-
mer owner)

re.vet \ri-*vet\ vt re-vet.ted; re.vet.ting [F revetir, lit., to clothe
again, dress up, fr. L revestire, fr. re- + vestire to clothe — more at
vest] ; to face (as an embankment) with a revetment

re.vet.ment \-mant\ n 1 ; a facing (as of stone or concrete) to
sustain an embankment 2 : embankment; esp : a barricade to
provide shelter (as against bomb splinters or strafing)

re.vict-ual \(*)re-'vit-n\ vb : to victual again
ire-view \ri-'vyu\ n [MF revue. It. revoir to look over, fr. re- +
voir to see — more at view] 1 : revision 1 2 a : a formal military
inspection b : a military ceremony honoring a person or an events
3 : a general survey 4 : an act of inspecting or examining
B : judicial reexamination (as of the proceedings of a lower tribunal
by a higher) 6 a ; a critical evaluation (as of a book or play)
b ; a magazine devoted chiefly to reviews and essays 7 a ; a
retrospective view or survey b (1) ; renewed study of material
previously studied (2) : an exercise facilitating such study 8 : re-
vue

are.view \ri-'vyU, l is also 're-\ vb [in senses 1 & 2, fr. re- + view; In
other senses, fr. ^review] vt 1 archaic ; to view or see again 2 : to
examine again; esp : to reexamine judicially 3 ; to take a retro-
spective view of 4 a : to go over or examine critically or deliberately
b : to write a critical examination of ('^ a novel) 5 : to hold a
review of <'^ troops) ^ vi 1 : to study material again : to make a
review <'^ for a test) 2 : to write reviews

re.view.er \ri-'vyU-3r\ n ; one that reviews; esp : a writer of
critical reviews

re.vile \ri-'vT(s)l\ vb [ME revilen, fr. MF reviler to despise, fr. re-
+ vil vile] v^ ; to subject to verbal abuse : vituperate -^ vi : to use
abusive language : rail syn see scold — rcviie.ment \-m3nt\ n— re.vil-er n

re.vis.able \ri-'vi-z3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being revised
re-vls-al \-z9l\ n ; an act of revising ; revision
ire. vise \ri-'viz\ vt_ [F reviser, fr. L revisere to look at again, fr.

revisus, pp. of revidere to see again, fr. re- + videre to see— more at
wit] 1 : to look over again in order to correct or improve ('^ a
manuscript) 2 a : to make a new, amended, improved, or up-to«
date version of (-^ a dictionary) b ; to provide with a new taxo-
nomic arrangement {revising the alpine ferns) syn see correct—
re.vis-er or_ re.vi-sor \-'vi-z3r\ n

are.vise \'re-,vTz, ri-'\ n 1 ; an act of revising : revision 2 : a
printing proof taken from matter that incorporates changes marked
in a previous proof
Revised Standard Version n : a revision of the American Standard
Version of the Bible published in 1946 and 1952
Revised Version n : a British revision of the Authorized Version of
the Bible published in 1881 and 1885

re.vl*sion \ri-'vizh-3n\ n 1 : an act of revising (as a manuscript)
2 ; a revised version — re.vi'Sion.ary \-3-,ner-e\ adj

re.vi.Sion.ism \ri-'vizh-s-,niz-am\ n 1 : advocacy of revision (as
of a doctrine or treaty) 2 : a movement in revolutionary Marxian
socialism favoring an evolutionary spirit — re-vi'Sion-ist \-'vizh-
(3-)n3St\ adj or n

Ire-Vis. it \(')re-'viz-at\ vr : to visit again : return to
2revisit n ; a second or subsequent visit

re-vi.so.ry \ri-'vTz-(3-)re\ adj ; having the power or purpose to
revise <'--' body) <a -^ function)

re.vi.tal'iza.tion \(,)re-,vTt-'l-s-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : an act or instance
of revitalizing 2 : something revitalized

re.vi.tal'ize \(')re-'vit-'l-,iz\ vt ; to give new life or vigor to
re-viv-al \ri-'vT-vaI\ n l : an act or instance of reviving ; the state
of being revived: as a : renewed attention to or interest in some-
thing b ; a new presentation or publication c (1) : a period of
renewed religious interest (2) : an often highly emotional evan-
gelistic meeting or series of meetings d : revitalization 1 2 : res-
toration of force, validity, or effect (as to a contract)

re.viv.al'ism \-'vi-v3-,liz-3m\ n : the spirit or methods character-
istic of religious revivals

re.viv.al.ist \-'vTv-(3-)l3st\ n l : one who promotes religious re-
vivals; specij : evangelist 2 : a reviver or restorer of something
disused — re.viv.al.is-tic \-,vT-v3-'Iis-tik\ adj

re.vive \ri-'vrv\ vb [ME reviven, fr. MF revivre, fr. L revivere to live
again, fr. re- + vivere to live — more at quick] vi : to return to
consciousness or life : to become active or flourishing again -^ vt

1 : to restore to consciousness or life : reanimate 2 : to restore
from a depressed, inactive, or unused state 3 : to renew mentally
; RECALL — re.viv.er n_

re.vlV'i.ti.ca.tion \(,)re-,viv-»-f&-'ka-sh3n\ n : an act or instance
of revivifying

re-viv.i.ly \re-'viv-9-,fr\ vf [F rivivijier, fr. LL revivijicare, fr. L
re- + LL vivijicare to vivify] : to give new life to : revive

re.vi-viS-cence \ri-,vT-'vis-'n(t)s. ,rev-s-\ n [L reviviscere to come
to life again, fr. re- + viviscere to come to life, fr. vivus alive, living— more at quick] : an act of reviving ; the state of being revived—
re.vi. vis. cent \-'nt\ adj

re.vo-ca.ble V'rev-a-ks-bal also rl-'voA adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. L
revocabilis, fr. revocare} : capable of being revoked

re.VQ.ca.tlon \,rev-3-'ka-shan; ri-,v6-, ,re-\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
revocation-, revocatio, it. revocatus, pp. of revocare'} : an act or
instance of revoking
re-vok.able \ri-'vo-k9-bal\ adj : revocable
tre.voke \ri-'v6k\ vb [ME revoken, fr. MF revoquer, fr. L revocare,
fr. re- + vocare to call — more at voice] vt 1 ; to bring or call back
2 : to annul by recalling or taking back : rescind <'^ a will) /** yi
: to fail to follow suit when able in a card game in violation of the
rules — re.vok.er n
srevoKe n : an act or instance of revoking In a card game
ire.volt \ri-'v51t also -'v61t\ vb [MF revolter, fr. Olt rivoltare to
overthrow, fr. (assumed) VL revolvitare, freq. of L revolvers to
revolve, roll back } vi 1 ; to renounce allegiance or subjection (as

See re- and 2d element | reverification
I
reverify



revolt 737 rheumatic fever

to a government) ; rebel 2 a : to experience disgust or shock <hls
nature '^s against such treatment) 6 ; to turn away with disgust
'^ v/ : to cause to turn away or shrink with disgust or abhorrence
: NAUSEATE — re-volt-er n

2revolt n 1 : an act or instance of revolting 2 : a renunciation of
allegiance to a government or other legitimate authority; esp i in-
surrection syn see rebellion

rev-0-lUte \'rev-a-,lut\ adj [L revolutus, pp.] : rolled backward or
downward <~ margins)
iev.O-lu»Uon \,rev-3-'lu-sh3n\ n [ME revolucioun, fr. MF revolu-
tion, fr, LL revolution-, revolutio, fr. L revolutus, pp. of revolvere'^

1 a (1 1 : the action by a celestial body of going round in an orbit or
elliptic course; also : apparent movement of such a body round the
earth (2) ; the time taken by a celestial body to make a complete
round in its orbit (3) ; the rotation of a celestial body on its axis
b : completion oE a course (as of years); oho '. the period made by
the regular succession of a measure of time or by a succession of
similar events c (1) : a progressive motion of a body round a center
or axis so that any line of the body remains parallel to and returns
to an initial position (2) : motion of any figure about a center or
axis (3) : ROTATION lb 2 a : a sudden, radical, or complete
change b : a fundamental change in political organization; esp
; the overthrow or renunciation of one government or ruler and the
substitution of another by the governed syn see rebellion
ireV'O-lu-tion.ary \-sh3-,ner-e\ adj la: of. relating to. or con-
stituting a revolution <^— war) b (1) ; tending to or promoting
revolution (2) ; radical, extremist 2 cap : of or relating to the
American Revolution or the period of its occurrence

^revolutionary n : revolutionist
Revolutionary calendar n : the calendar of the first French republic
adopted in 1793, dated from September 22, 1792, and divided into
1 2 months of 30 days with five extra days in a regular year

rev-o-lU-tion.lst \,rev-3-'lu-sh(a-)n3st\ n 1 : one engaged in a
revolution 2 : an adherent or advocate of revolutionary doctrines
— revolutionist adj

rev-0-lu.tion«ize \-sh3-,nTz\ vt 1 : to overthrow the established
government of 2 : to imbue with revolutionary doctrines 3 : to
change fundamentally or completely ~ VJ : to undergo revolution— rev-o-lu-tion-iz-er n

re.VOlV-abie \ri-'val-va-bal, -'v6l-\ adj : capable of being revolved

re.VOlve \ri-'valv, -'v6lv\ vb [ME revolven, fr. L revolvere to roll

back, cause to return, fr. re- -I- volvere to roll — more at voluble]
vt 1 : to turn over at length in the mind : ponder <'^ a scheme)
2 a : to cause to go round in an orbit b ; to cause to turn round on
or as if on an axis : rotate '- vi 1 : recur 2 a : to meditate on
something b t to remain under consideration <ideas revolved in
his mind) 3 a : to move in a curved path round a center or axis

b : to turn or roll round on an axis 4 : to move in response to or
dependence on a specified agent (whole household '^s about the
babv) syn see consider

re.VOlV.er \-'val-v3r, -'v6I-\ n 1 : a handgun with a cylinder of
several chambers brought successively into line with the barrel and
discharged wiih the same hammer 2 : one that revolves

re»volv.ing adj : tending to revolve or recur; esp : recurrently
available <- credit)

revolving lund n : a fund set up for specified purposes to yield
repayments restoring the fund for use again

re.viie \ri-'vyU\ n [F, fr. MF. review — more at review] : a
theatrical production consisting typically of brief often satirical

sketches and songs
re.vul-sion \ri-'val-sh3n\ n [L revulsion-, revulsio act of tearing
away. fr. revulsus. pp. of revellere to pluck away, fr. re- + vellere to

pluck — more at vulnerable] 1 : a strong pulling or drawing
away : withdrawal 2 a : a sudden or strong reaction or change
b : a sense of utter repugnance ; repulsion — re-vul*sive \-'val-

siv\ adj
re>wake \(')re-'wak\ OT-ie.waK.en \-'wa-k3n\ vb : to waken again

ire-ward \ri-'w6(9)rd\ vt [ME rewarden, fr. ONF rewarder to

regard, reward, fr. re- + warder to watch, guard, of Gmc origin;

akin to OHG warten to watch — more at ward] 1 : to give a
reward to or for 2 : recompense— re-ward-able \-'w6rd-a-b3l\
adj — re*ward-er n
^reward n : something that is given in return for good or evil done or
received and esp. that is offered or given for some service or attain-

ment
Ire.Wind \(')re-'wTnd\ vt : to wind again; esp ; to reverse the wind-
ing of (as film)

are-wind \'re-,wTnd, (')re-'\ n 1 : something that rewinds or is re-

wound 2 : an act of rewinding
re.Wire \(Mre-'wi01r\ vt : to wire (as a house) anew
re.word \i''re-'w?rd\ vt 1 : to repeal in the same words 2 ; to

alter the wording of; also : to restate in other words
re.work \(')re-'wark\ vt : to work again or anew: as a : revise
b : to reprocess (as used material) for further u.se

ire-write \(')ie-'rTt\ v; l : to write in reply 2 : to make a revision

of (as a story): as a : to put (contributed material) into form for

publication b : to alter (previously published material) for use in

another publication -^ vi : to revise something previously written
— re-writ. er n
2re-write \'ie-,rTt\ n ; a piece of writing constructed by rewriting

rex \'reks\ n, pi rex-es or rex [F castorrex, costorex, a variety of

rabbit, fr. L castor beaver + rex king — more at castor, royal]
: an animal showing a genetic recessive variation in which the

guard hairs are shorter than the undercoat or entirely lacking

rey-nard \'ran-3rd, 'ren-. -,ar(d); ra-'n"ar(d). re-\ n, ojten cap [ME
Renard, name of the fox who is hero of the F beast epic Roman de

Renart, fr. MF Renart, Renard} : fox
re.zone \('>re-'zon\ vt : to alter the zoning of

rhab.dO'COele \'rab-d3-,sel\ n [deriv. of Gk rhabdos rod -I- koilos

hollow — more at cave] : a turbellarian worm (order Rhabdocoela)
with an unbranched intestine

rhab-do.man.cy \-.man(t)-se\ n [LGk rhabdomanteia, fr. Gk
rhabdos rod + -manieia -mancy — more at vervain] ; divination

by rods or wands ,

rHad.a.man.thine \,rad-a -'man (t) -than, -'man-.thlnX adj, often cap
[Rhadamanthus, mythical judge in the lower world] : rigorously
strict or just

Rhae.to-Ro.man.ic \,ret-o-ro-'man-ik\ n [L Rhaetus of Rhaetia,
ancient Roman province + Romanic'] ; a Romance language of
eastern Switzerland, northeastern Italy, and adjacent parts of

rham.na'Ceous \ram-'na-sh9s\ adj [deriv. of Gk rhamnos} : of,
relating to. or being the buckthorn family (Rhamnaceae)
rham.nose \'ram-.n6s, -,n5z\ n [ISV fr. NL Rftamnus, genus of the
buckthorn; fr. its being produced from a plant of this genus] ; a
crystalline sugar CeHizOs that occurs combined in many plants and
is obtained in the common dextrorotatory l form
rham.nus \-nas\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk rhamnos buckthorn;
akin to Gk rhabdos rod] ; any of a genus (Rhamnus) of trees and
shrubs of the buckthorn family with pinnalely veined leaves, small
perfect or polygamous flowers with the ovary free from the disk,
and a fruit that is a drupe
rhaphe var oj raphe
rhap'Sod.ic \rap-'sad-ik\ adj 1 : resembling or characteristic of a
rhapsody 2 : extravagantly emotional : rapturous — rbap.sod-
i'Cal \-i-k3i\ adj — rhap.sod<i.caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

rhap.sO'dist \'rap-s9d-ast\ n 1 : a professional reciter of epic
poems 2 : one who writes or speaks rhapsodically

Thap.so.dize \-s3-,dTz\ vi : to speak or write rhapsodically (-^
about a new book)

rliap-SO-dy \'rap-s3d-e\ n [L rhapsodia, fr. Gk rhapsoidia recita-
tion of selections from epic poetry, rhapsody, fr. rhaptein to sew,
stitch together + aidein to sing; akin to OHG worj scythe handle,
Gk rhepein to bend, incline — more at ode] 1 : a portion of an epic
poem adapted for recitation 2 archaic : a miscellaneous collection
3 a (1) : a highly emotional utterance or literary work (2) : ex-
travagant rapturous discourse b ; rapture, ecstasy 4 : a musical
composition of irregular form having an improvisatory character
syn see bombast

rhat-a-ny \'rat-^n-e\ n [Sp ratania &. Pg ratanhia, fr. Quechua
ratdnya] 1 ; the dried root of either of two American shrubs
(Krameria triandra and K. argentea) used as an astringent 2 ! a
plant yielding rhatany
rhea \'re-3\ n [NL, genus of birds, prob. fr. L Rhea, mother of Zeus,
fr. Gk] : any of several large tall flightless So. American birds (order
Rheiformes) that resemble but are smaller than the African ostrich,

have three toes, a fully feathered head and neck, an undeveloped
tail, and pale gray to brownish feathers that droop over the rump
and back

rhe-bOk \'re-,bak\ n [Afrik reebok, fr. MD, male roe deer. fr. ree

roe + hoc buck] ; a large gray southern African antelope {Pelea
capreolus)
Rhelms Version \'remz-\ n [Rheims (Reims), France, where it was
made] ; the New Testament portion of the Douay Version of the
Bible

rhe.ni.um \'re-ne-3m\ n [NL, fr. L Rhenus Rhine river] : a rare
heavy metallic element that resembles manganese, is obtained either

as a powder or as a silver-white hard metal, and is used in catalysts

and thermocouples — see element table

rheo- comb jarm [Gk rhein to flow — more at stream] : flow ; cur-
rent (rAc-ostat)

rheo.log.i.cal \,re-3-'laj-i-kaI\ adj ; of or relating to rheology
rhe.ol-o.gy \re-'al 3-ie\ n [ISV] : a science deaUng with the de-
formation and flow of matter

rlie.om.e-ter \re-'am-3t-9r\ n [ISV] ; an instrument for measuring
the flow of viscous substances

rheO'Piiile \'re-3-.fTl\ also rheo-phil \-,fil\ adj [ISV] ; preferring

or living in flowing water <~ fauna)
rheO'Stat \*re-9-,stat\ n : a resistor for regulating a current by
means of variable resistances — rbeo.stat.ic \,re-3-'stat-ik\ adj

rhe.SUS monkey \,re-s3S-\ n [NL Rhesus, genus of monkeys, fr. L,

a mythical king of Thrace, fr. Gk Rhisos] : a pale brown Indian
monkey {Macaco mulala) often kept in zoos and used in medical
research

rhe.tor \'re-,t6(3)r, 're-; 'ret-ar, 'ret-\ n [ME rethor, fr. L rhetor, fr.

Gk rhetor} : rhetorician 1

rhet-O-riC \'ret-o-rik\ n [ME rethorik, fr. MF rethorique^ fr. L
rhetorica. It. Gk rhetorike, lit., art of oratory, fr. fern, of rhetorikos

of an orator, fr. rhetor orator, rhetorician, fr. eirein to say, speak —
more at word] 1 : the art of speaking or writing effectively; specij

: the study of principles and rules of composition formulated by
ancient critics 2 a : skill in the effective use of speech b : insin-

cere or grandiloquent language 3 ; verbal communication : dis-

course
rhe.tor.i.cal \ri-'t6r-i-kal. -'tar-X o/iorhe.tor-ic \ri-'t6r-ik, -'tar-\

adj 1 a : of, relating lo, or concerned with rhetoric b : employed
for rhetorical effect 2 a : given to rhetoric : grandiloouent
b : verbal — rhe.tor.i'Cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv — rlie-tor.i.cal-

ness \-k3l-n3s\ «
rhetorical question n : a question asked merely for effect with no
answer expected

rhet'O.ri'Ciau \,ret-3-'rish-an\ n 1 a : a master or teacher of

rhetoric b ; orator 2 : an eloquent or grandiloquent writer or
speaker
rhetun \'rijm\ n [ME reume, fr. MF, fr. L rheuma, fr. Gk, lit., flow,

flux. fr. rhein to flow — more at stream] 1 : a watery discharge

from the mucous membranes esp. of the eyes or nose 2 archaic

; TEARS — rheumy \'rij-me\ adj

irheu.mat.ic \ru-'mat-ik\ adj [ME rewmatik subject to rheum, fr.

L rheumaticus, fr. Gk rheumatikos, fr. rheumat-, rheuma"] : of. relat-

ing to characteristic of, or affected with rheumatism — rheu*mat-
i.cal-ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

^rheumatic n : one affected with rheumatism
rheumatic disease n : any of several diseases (as rheumatic fever or
fibrositis) characterized by inflammation and pain in muscles or

rheiunatic lever n : an acute disease occurring chiefly in children
and young adults and characterized by fever, inflammation and
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rheumatism 738 rhumbs
pain in and around the joints, and inflammatory involvement of the
pericardium and heart valves

rlieu<ma*tism \'rU-m3-,tiz-am, 'rum-3-\ n [L rheumatismus flux,

rheum, fr. Gk rheumatismos, fr. rheumatizesthai to suffer from a
flux, fr. rheumat', rheuma flux] 1 : any of various conditions
characterized by inflammation or pain in muscles, joints, or fibrous
tissue (muscular ~> 2 : rheumatoid arthritis

rlieu-ma-tiz \-,tiz\ n, chiejly dial : rheumatism
rlieu*nia*toid \-,t6id\ adj [ISV. fr. rheumatism^ ; characteristic of
or affected with rheumatoid arthritis

rheumatoid artliritis n ; a constitutional disease of unknown
cause and progressive course characterized by inflammation and
swelling of joint structures

Bih factor \a-'rach-\ n [rhesus monkey (in which it was first detect-
ed)] ; any of one or more substances present in the red blood cells

of most persons and of higher animals, inherited according to
Mendelian principles, and capable of inducing intense antigenic
reactions

rlliu- or lUino- comb Jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. rhin-, rhis'\ : nose
<r/i/nitis> : nose and (rAmolaryngology)

rtai'tial \'rTn-=l\ adj ; of or relating to the nose : nasal
-rhine — see -rrhine
rliln.en>ce>phal*ic \,rT-,nen(t)-sa-'fal-ik\ adj ; of or relating to the
rhinencephalon

rhin.en.ceph.a.lon \.rT-(,)nen-'sef-3-.Ian, -l3n\ n [NL] : the
chiefly olfactory part of the forebrain

rlline<Stone \'rTn-,ston\ n [Rhine river, western Europe] : a color-
less imitation stone of high luster made of glass, paste, or gera
quartz
Rhine wine \'rrn-\ n 1 ; a typicaUy Ught-bodied dry white wine
produced in the Rhine valley 2 : a wine similar to Rhine wine
produced elsewhere

rhi>ni>tis \rI-'nTt-9s\ n [NL] ; inflammation of the mucous mem-
brane of the nose
Ulii-no \'rT-(.)no\ n [origin unknown] : money, cash
srhino n, pi rhino or rhinos : rhinoceros
rhi<noc-er>os \ri-'nas-(3-)r3s\ n, pi rhi*noc*er>os*es or rhinoc-
eros or rhi<noc*en \-'nas-3-,rT\ IMBrinoceroSy fr, L rhinocerot-,
rhinoceros, fr. Gk rhinokerot-, rhinokeros, fr. rhin- + keras horn —
more at horn] : any of various large powerful herbivorous thick*
skinned perissodactyl mammals (family Rhinocerotidae) that have
one or two heavy upright horns on the snout — rlil-noc-er>ot*ic
\(.)rT-.nas-3-'nit-ik\ad;

rhinoceros beetle n ; any of various large chiefly tropical beetles
(of Dynastes and closely related genera) having projecting horns on
thorax and head

rhi.nclar-yn.gol.o.gy \,rT-(,)no-,lar-3n-'gal-3-je\ n ; a branch of
medical science dealing with the nose and larynx

rhi>no>phar<7n>gi>tis \-.far-sn-'jTt-9s\ n [NL] ; inflammation of
the mucous membrane of the nose and pharynx

rhi.nos-cO'py \rT-'nas-k9-pe\ n [ISV] : examination of the nasal
passages

rhi<no>spo-rid>i<um \,rT-no-sp3-'rid-e-3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr.

rhin- + sporidiitm small spore] ; any of a genus (Rhinosporidium) of
microparasites of uncertain relationship associated with some nasal
polyps in man and in horses

rhiz- or rhizo- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. rhiza — more at root]
: root <r/»'zanthous> <r/iizocarpous>

-rhi.za_ or -r.rhi.za \'rT-z3\ n comb jorm, pi -rhi'Zae or -r-rhi-zae
\-(,)ze\ also -rhi>zas or -r*rhi«zas \-z3z\ [NL, fr. Gk rhiza}
: root ; part resembling or connected with a root <coleor/ijza>
<mycor/-/7iza>

rhiz-an.thoiis \rT-'zan(t)-th3s\ adj [ISV rhiz- + Gk anthos flower— more at anthology] : producing flowers apparently directly
from the root

rhi-zo-bi-um \rT-'zo-be-3m\ n, pi rhi-zo-bia \-be-a\ [NL, genus
name, fr. rhiz- + Gk bios life — more at quick] : any of a genus
(Rhizobium) of small heterotrophic soil bacteria capable of forming
symbiotic nodules on the roots of leguminous plants and of there
becoming bacteroids that fix atmospheric nitrogen

rhi.zo.car.pons \,rT-za-'kar-p3s\ or rhi-zo-car-pic \-pik\ adj
[ISV] : having perennial underground parts but annual stems and
foliage ('^ herbs)

rhi>zo>ceph*a<lan \,rT-zo-'sef-3-l9n\ or rhi.zcceph.a.lid \-l3d\
n [deriv. of Gk rhiza root + kephale head — more at root,
cephalic] : a crustacean of an order (Rhizocephala) comprising
degenerate forms living as parasites on crabs and hermit crabs

rhi-zoC'to-Uia \,rT-,zak-'t6-ne-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. rhiz- +
Gk -ktonos killing, fr. kteinein to kill; akin to Skt k^aijoti he
wounds] : a fungus belonging to a form genus {Rhizoaonia) and
including major plant pathogens

rhizoctonla disease n ; a plant disease caused by a rhizoctonia;
esp ; one of potatoes characterized esp. by black scurfy spots on
the tubers

rhi.ZQ.gen.ic \,rT-za-'jen-ik\ or rhi.ZQ.ge.net.ic \-zo-j3-'net-ik\
adj : producing roots (.-^ tissue)

rhi>zoid \'rT-,z6id\ n : a rootlike structure — rhi>zoi<daI \rT-
'zoid-'^lX adj

rhi.zo.ma.tous \rT-'zom-3t-9s, -'zamA adj [ISV, fr. NL rhizomat-,
rhizoma"] ; having or resembling a rhizome
rhi*zome \'rT-,zom\ n [NL rhizomat-, rhizoma, fr. Gk rhizomat-,
rhizoma mass of roots, fr. rhizoun to cause to take root, fr. rhiza
root — more at root] : a somewhat elongate usu. horizontal
subterraneous plant stem that is often thickened by deposits of
reserve food material, produces shoots above and roots below,
and is distinguished from a true root in possessing buds, nodes,
and usu. scalelike leaves — rhi>zo>niic \rT-'z6-mik, -'zam-ik\ adj
rhi-zo.mor.phous \,rT-z3-'m6r-f3s\ adj [ISV] : shaped Uke a root
rhi*zo<plane \'rT-z3-,pIan\ n : the external surface of roots together
with closely adhering soil particles and debris

rhi.ZQ.pDd \'rT-za-,pad\ n [deriv. of Gk rhiza + pod-, pous foot— more at foot] : any of a subclass (Rhizopoda) of usu. creeping
protozoans having lobate or rootlike pseudopods and including
the typical amoebas, foraminifers, and related forms — rhi>zop-
o-dal \ri-'zap-ad-'l\ adj— rhi*zop>o*dous \-ad-3s\ adj

rhi-zo.pus X'n-za-pas, -,pus\ n [NL, genus name. fr. rhiz- +
Gk pous foot] : any of a genus {Rhizopus) of mold fungi including
economic pests causing decay

rhi.zo.sphere \'rT-z3-,sao)r\ n asv] : soU that surrounds and
is influenced by the roots of a plant

rhi.zot-O.my \rT-'zat-9-me\ n [ISV] ; the operation of cutting the
anterior or posteriorspinal nerve roots for therapeutic purposes

Rh-neg-a-tive \,ar-,ach-'neg-3t-iv\ adj ; lacking Rh factor in the
blood

rho \*r6\ n [Gk rho, of Sem origin; akin to Heb resh resh] : the
17th letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol P or p

rhod- or rhodO- comb jorm [NL, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. rhodon rose]
: rose : red {rhodium) Irhodolite)
rhcda-mine \'rod-3-,men\ n, ojten cap [ISV] 1 : any of a group
of yellowish red to blue fluorescent dyes 2 ; a brilliant bluish
red dye made by fusing an amino derivative of phenol with phthalic
anhydride and used in coloring paper and as a biological stain— called also rhodamine B
Rhode Is.land bent \ro-.dT-bn(d)-\ n [Rhode Island, state of U.S.]

: a lawn grass (Agrostis tenuis) of eastern No. America — called
also colonial bent
Rhode Island Red n : any of an American breed of general-purpose
domestic fowls having a long heavy body, smooth yellow or reddish
legs, and rich brownish red plumage
Rhode Island White n : any of an American breed of domestic
fowls resembling Rhode Island Reds but havingpure white plumage
Rhodes grass \'rodz-\ n [Cecil J. Rhodes tl902 E statesman and
financier] : an African perennial grass (Chloris gayana) widely
cultivated as a forage grass esp. in dry regions
Rho.de.sian man \ro-.de-zh(e-)3n-\ n [Northern Rhodesia,
Africa] ; an extinct African man {Homo rhodesiensis or Ajrican-
thropus rhodesiensis) having long bones of modern type, a skull
with prominent brow ridges and large face but human palate and
dentition, and a simple but relatively large brain
Rhodesian Ridge-back \-'rij-,bak\ n : any of an African breed of
powerful long-bodied hunting dogs having a dense harsh short tan
coat with a characteristic crest of reversed hair along the spine
Rhodes scholar \'rod(z)-\ n : a holder of one of numerous scholar-
ships founded under the will of Cecil J. Rhodes that are tenable
at Oxford University for two or three years and are open to candi-
dates from the British Commonwealth and the U.S.
rh0-di>uni \'rod-e-am\ n [NL, fr. Gk rhodon rose] ; a white hard
ductile metallic element that is chiefly trivalent and resistant to
attack by acids, occurs in platinum ores, and is used in alloys with
platinum — see element table

rho.do.chro.site \,r6d-3-'kro-,sTt, ,rad-\ n [G rhodocrosit, fr. Gk
rhodochros rose-colored, fr. rhod- + chros color; akin to Gk
chroma color — more at chromatic] : a rose red mineral MnCOa
consisting essentially of manganese carbonate
rho*dO-den>dron \,r6d-3-'den-dr3n\ n [NL. genus name. fr. L,
rosebay, fr. Gk, fr. rhod- + dendron tree — more at dendr-] : any
of a genus {Rhododendron) of the heath family of widely cultivated
shrubs and trees with alternate leaves and showy flowers; esp
; one with leathery evergreen leaves as distinguished from a
deciduous azalea

rho<dO*lite \'rod-=I-,it\ n : a pink or purple garnet used as a gem
rhodomontade var oj rodomontai>e
rho-don.ite \'rod-=n-,Tt\ n [G rhodonit, fr. Gk rhodon rose] : a
pale red triclinic mineral MnSiOa that consists essentially of
manganese silicate and is used as an ornamental stone

rho.do.plast \'rod-3-,plast\ n nSV] ; one of the reddish chro-
matophores occurring in the red algae

rho*dop>sin \ro-'dap-s3n\ n [ISV rhod- + Gk opsis sight, vision
+ ISV -in — more at optic] ; a red photosensitive pigment in the
retinal rods of marine fishes and most higher vertebrates that is

important in vision in dim light — called also visual purple
rho<d0-ra \ro-'d6r-3. -'d6r-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, a plant]

: any of a genus (Rhodora) of the heath family of shrubs that
are found in Canada and New England and have delicate pink
flowers produced before or with the leaves in the spring
rhomb \'ram(b)\ n, pi rhombs \'ramz\ [MF rhombe, fr. L
rhombus} : rhombus
rhomb- or rhombo- comb Jorm [MF, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. rhombos'\

; rhomb (r/iombencephalon) <r/iom6ohedron>
rhomb.en.ceph.a-lon \,ram-(.)ben-'sef-9-,lan, -l3n\ n [NL] : the
parts of the vertebrate brain that develop from the embryonic
hindbrain; also : hindbrain la
rhom*bic \'ram-bik\ adj 1 ; having the form of a rhombus
2 : ORTHORHOMBIC

rhom.bO'he.dral \,ram-b6-'he-dr3l\ adj : relating to or having
the form of a rhombohedron
rhom.bo.he.dron \-dr9n\ n, pi rhomhohedrons or rhom-bo-he-
dra \-dr3\ [NL] : a parallelepiped whose faces are rhombuses

rhom>boid \'ram-,b6id\ n [MF rhombo'ide, fr. L rhomboides, fr.

Gk rhomboeides resembling a rhombus, fr.

rhombos} : a parallelogram in which the angles • >»

are oblique and adjacent sides are unequal — y^ /
rhomboid adj — rhom<boi<dal \ram-'b6id-n\ ^ ^
adj rhomboid

rhom.boi.de-us \ram-'b6id-e-3s\ n, p/rhomboi-
dei \-e,i\ [N L, fr. L rhomboides rhomboid] : either of two muscles
that lie beneath the trapezius muscle and connect the spinous pro-
cesses of various vertebrae with the medial border of the scapula
rhom>bus \'ram-b3s\ n, p\ rhom-bus>es or rhom>bi \-,bT, -,be\
[L, fr. Gk rhombos] : an equilateral parallelogram usu. having
obUque angles

rhon-Chus X'rao-kssN n, pi rhon<chi \'ran-,kT, 'rao-, -.ke\ [LGk,
fr. rhenchein to snore, wheeze; akin to Olr srennim I snore] : a
whistling or snoring sound heard on auscultation of the chest
when the air channels are partly obstructed

Rh-pos-i-tive \,'ar-,ach-'paz-st-iv, -'paz-tiv\ adj : containing Rh
factor in the red blood cells

rhu-barb \'ru-,barb\ n [ME rubarbe, fr. MF reubarbe, fr. ML
reubarbarum, alter, of rha barbarum, lit., barbarian rhubarb]
1 : any of several plants (genus Rheum) of the buckwheat family
having large leaves with thick succulent petioles often used as food
2 : the dried rhizome and roots of any of several rhubarbs grown
in China and Tibet and used as a purgative and stomachic bitter

3 : a heated dispute or controversy
rhumb X'rsmtbA n, pi rhumbs X'rsmzX [Sp rumbo rhumb, rhumb
line] : any of the points of the mariner's compass
rhimiba var oj rumba
rhumb line n [Sp rumbo} : a line on the surface of the earth that
makes equal obUque angles with all meridians and is the path of a
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ship sailing always oblique to the meridian in the direction of one
and the same point of the compass
rhus dermatitis \,ras-, ,rUs-\ n [NL Rhus, genus name, fr. L,
sumac, fr. Gk rhousi : dermatitis caused by contact with poison
ivy or related plants (genus Rhus)
Uhyme \'rTm\ n [alter, of ME rime, fr. OF] 1 a : correspondence
in terminal sounds of two or more words, lines of verse, or other
units of composition or utterance h : one of two or more words
thus corresponding In sound c : correspondence of other than
terminal word sounds: as (1) : alliteration (2) : internal
RHYME 2 a (1) ; rhyming verse (2) : poetry b : a composition
in verse that rhymes 3 : rhythm, measure
srhyme vi l ; to make rhymes; also : to compose rhyming verse
2 a o/ a word or verse : to end in syllables that rhyme b : to be a
rhyme icover '^s with lover) 3 : to be in accord : harmonize
^ vt 1 ; to relate or praise in rhyming verse 2 a : to put Into
rhyme b : to compose (verse) in rhyme c ; to cause to rhyme
; use as rhyme

Ibyin-ei \'rT-m3r\ n : one that makes rhymes; specif ; rhymester
rhyme royal \-'r6i(-3)l\ n : a stanza of seven lines In iambic
pentameter with a rhyme scheme of ababbcc
rhyme scheme n : the arrangement of rhymes in a stanza or a
poem
rhyme-ster \'rim (p) -star\ n : an Inferior poet ; a maker of poor
verse
irhyn-cho.oe.pha.Ilan \,rio-C,)ko-sa-'faI-yan\ adj [deriv. of Gk
rhynchos beak, snout + kephale head — more at cephalic] : of
or relating to an order (Rhynchocephalia) of reptiles resembling
lizards

2rhynchocephalian n : a rhynchocephalian reptile ; tuatara
rhyn.choph-o.ran Xrin-'kaf-s-rsn, rioA or rhyn.chcphore \'rio-
ka-,fo(3)r, -,f6(3)r\ n [deriv. of Gk rhynchos + pherein to bear]
; any of a group (Rhynchophora) of beetles with the head usu.
prolonged as a snout : snout beetle, weevil

rhyil>Choph<0-rous \rin-'kaf-3-r3s, rioA adj [Gk rhynchos beak
+ pherein to bear — more at bear] : having a beak

rhy>0-lite \*rT-3-,irt\ n [G rhyoUth, fr. Gk rhyax stream, stream of
lava (fr. rhein) + G -Uth -lite] : a very acid volcanic rock that Is the
lava form of granite — rhy-o-lit-ic \,rT-3-'iit-ik\ adj

rhythm \'rilli-3m\ n [MF & L; MF rhyihme, fr. L rhythmus, fr.

Gk rhythmos, fr. rhein to flow — more at stream] 1 a : an ordered
recurrent alternation of strong and weak elements in the flow of
sound and silence in speech b : a particular example or form of
rhythm <lambic '^> 2 a : the aspect of music comprising all the
elements (as accent, meter) that relate to forward movement
b : a characteristic rhythmic pattern (rumba '~>; also : imeter 2

C : the group of instruments in a band supplying the rhythm
3a; movement or fluctuation marked by the regular recurrence
or natural flow of related elements b ; the repetition In a literary

work of phrase, incident, character type, or symbol 4 I a regularly
recurrent quantitative change in a variable biological process
6 : the effect created by the elements in a play, movie, or novel
that relate to the temporal development of the action — rhyth-mic
\'ritli-mlk\ or rhyth.mi-cal \-inl-k3l\ adj — rhyth.mt.cal-ly
\-mi-k(3-Me\ adv
rhythm band n : a band usu. composed of school children who
play simple percussion instruments (as rhythm sticks, sleigh bells,

cymbals, or tambourines) to learn fundamentals of coordination
and music

rhyth-micl-ty \ritli-'mis-3t-e\ n ; the state of being rhythmic or
of responding rhythmically

rhyth-mics \'ritii-Diiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : the science or
theory of rhythms

rhyth-mist \'ritli-(3-)mast\ n : one who studies or has a feeling for

rhythm
rhyth*mi-za->tion \,ritii-(&-)m3-'za-sh3n\ n : the organization of

a series of events or processes Into a rhythmic whole
rhytll>mize \'ri;l3-(3-),mTz\ vt : to order or compose rhythmically

rhythm method n : a method of birth control involving continence
during the period in which ovulation is most likely to occur
rhythm stick n : one of a pair of plain or notched wood sticks that

are struck or rubbed together to produce various percussive sounds
and are used esp. by young children In rhythm bands

rhyt-i-dome \'rit-3-,d6m\ n [prob. fr. (assumed) NL rhytidoma,
fr. Gk rhytidoma wrinkle, fr. rhytidoun to wrinkle, fr. rhytid-,

rhytis wrinkle] : the bark external to the last formed periderm
iri-al \re-'6l, -'al\ n [Per, fr. Ar riydl riyal] 1 — see money table

2 — see pound at money table

arial var oj rival
rl-al-to \re-'al-(,)to\ n IRialto Island and district In Venice]
1 : an exchange or marketplace 2 : a theater district

ri-ant X'rT-ant, 're-; re-'a°\ adj [MF, prp. of rire to laugh, fr. L
ridere — more at ridiculous] : mirthful, gay — rl-ant-ly \'rT-

8nt-le, 're-\ adv
rl-a>ta \re-'at-a, -'St-X n [modif. of AmerSp reata'\ : lariat
irib \'rib\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG rippi rib. Gk erephein to

roof over] la: one of the paired curved bony or partly cartilag-

inous rods that stiffen the walls of the body of most vertebrates

and protect the viscera b : a cut of meat including a rib [fr.

the account of Eve's creation from Adam's rib. Gen 2:21-22]
: WIFE 2 : something resembling a rib in shape or function: as

a (1) : a traverse member of the frame of a ship that runs from
keel to deck (2) : a hght fore-and-aft member In an airplane's

wing b : one of the stiff strips supporting an imibrella's fabric

C : one of the arches in Romanesque and Gothic vaulting meeting
and crossing one another and dividing the whole vaulted space

into triangles 3 : an elongated ridge: as a (1) : a vein of an
insect's wing (2) : one of the primary veins of a leaf b : one of

the ridges in a knitted or woven fabric

arib vt ribbed; rib-blng 1 : to furnish or enclose with ribs 2 ; to

form (vertical ridges) in knitting — rib-ber n
srib vt ribbed; rib-bing [prob. fr. 'rto, fr. the tickUng of the ribs

to cause laughter] : lo poke fun at : kid — rib-ber n

4rib n 1 : joke 2 : parody
irib.ald \*rib-3ld also 'rib-.6ld, 'rl-.bbldN n [ME, fr. OF ribaut,

ribauld wanton, rascal, fr. riber to be wanton, of Gmc origin; ak.in

to OHG riban to be wanton, lit., to twist; akin to Gk rhtptela to
throw] : a ribald person

sribald adj l : crude, offensive <'>- language) 2 ; characterized
by or using broad indecent humor syn see coarse

rib-ald-ry \'rib-3l-dre\ n l : ribald quality or element 2 ! ribald
language or humor

rib.and \'rlb-3nd\ n [ME, alter, of riban"] ; a ribbon used esp. as a
decoration

rib.band \ 'rib-. (b) and, •rib-sn(d)\ n Vrib + band] : a long narrow
strip or bar used in shipbuilding; esp t one bent and bolted longi-
tudinally to the frames to hold them in position during construction

rib'bing \'rib-iD\ n : an arrangement of ribs (as in timberwork or
leaves)
irib.bon \'rib-3n\ n [ME riban, fr. MF riban, ruban] 1 a : a fiat
or tubular narrow closely woven fabric (as of silk or rayon) used
for trimmings or knitting b : a narrow fabric used for tying
packages c : a piece of usu. multicolored ribbon worn as a
military decoration or in place of a medal d : a strip of colored
satin given for winning a place in a competition 2 : a long narrow
strip resembling a ribbon: as a : a board framed into the studs
to support the ceiling or floor Joists b : a strip of inked fabric
(as in a typewriter) 3 pi '. reins 4 : tatter, shred — usu. used in
pi. 6 ; ribband — nb<bon-Iike \-.irk\ adj
sribbon vr 1 a : to adorn with ribbons b : to divide into ribbons
2 : to rip to shreds

ribbon candy n : a thin brittle usu. colored sugar candy folded back
and forth upon itself and bought esp. at Christmastime

ribbon tfevelopment n : a system of buildings built side by side
along a road

rib<bon-fish \'rib-3n-.fish, 'rlb-'ta-\ n ; any of various elongate
greatly compressed marine fishes (as a dealfish or oarfish)

rib.by \'rib-e\ adj : showing or marked by ribs

rib cage n : the bony enclosing wall of the chest consisting chiefly
of the ribs and their connectives

ri'bes \'rT-(,)be2\ n, pi ribes [NL, genus name, fr. ML, currant,
fr. Ar ribas rhubarb] : any of a genus (Ribes) of shrubs of the saxi-
frage family including the currants and usu. the gooseberries

rib.grass \'rib-,gras\ n : 'plantain; specif : an Old World plantain
(Planiago lanceolata) with long narrow ribbed leaves

rib-let \'rib-l3t\ n ; one of the rib ends in the strip of breast of
lamb or veal

ri-bo-fla-vin \,rT-b3-'na-van\ n [ISV ribose. + L flavus yellow —
more at bluf] : a yellow co'Stalline compound CitHzoN^Oc that
Is a growth-promoting member of the vitamin B complex occurring
both free (as in milk) and combined (as in liver) — called also
lactoflavin, vitamin Bz, vitamin G

ri-bo-nu-cle-ic acid \,rT-b6-n(y)u-,kle-ik-, -,kla-\ n iribose +
nucleic} t any of various nucleic acids that yield ribose as one
product of hydrolysis and are obtained esp. from yeasts — called
also yeast nucleic acid

ri.bose VrT-.bos, -,b6z\ n[TSV. fr. rtbontc acid (HOCHziCHOH)^-
COOH)] : a pentose CsHioOs found esp. in the D-form (as

adenosine) and obtained from nucleic acids

rib roast n : a cut of meat containing the large piece that lies along
the outer side of the rib

rib-wort \'rib-,wart, -,w6(3)rt\ n ; ribgrass
rice \'rTs\ n, p! rice [ME rys, fr. OF ris, fr. Olt riso, fr. Gk oryza,
oryzon] ; an annual cereal grass {Oryza sativa) widely cultivated

In warm cUmaies for its seed that is used for food and for its by^
products

rice>bii(i \'rTs-,bard\ n : any of several small birds common In rice

fields; esp : bobolink
rice Christian n : a convert to Christianity for material benefits

rice paper n [fr. its resemblance to paper made from rice straw]
: a thin papery material made by cutting the rice-paper tree pith

into a sheet and pressing it flat

rice-paper tiee n : a small Asiadc tree or shrub {Tetrapanax
papyriftrum) of the ginseng family

rice polisliings n pi : the inner bran layer of rice rubbed off in

milling

ricer X'rl-ssrX n : a kitchen utensil in which soft foods are pressed
through a perforated container to produce strings about the
diameter of a rice grain

ri'Cer-car \,re-,cher-*kar\ n [It, fr. ricercare to seek again, fr. ri-

re- (fr. L re-) + cercare to seek, fr. LL circare to go about; fr. the

disguising of the subjects by various alterations — mote at search]
; any of various contrapuntal Instrumental forms chiefly of the

16th and 17th centuries

rich \'rich\ adj [ME rxche, fr. OE rice: akin to OHG rihhl rich, OE
rice kingdom, OHG rihhl; allfr. prehistoric Gmc words borrowed
fr. Celt words akin to Olr ri (gen. rig) king — more at royal]
1 : possessing or controlling great wealth : wealthy 2 a : having
high value or quaUiy b : well supplied 3 ; magnificently im-

pressive : sumptuous 4a; vivid and deep in color <~ red)

b : full and mellow in tone and quality <'-' voice) c : pungent
<~ odors) 5 : highly productive (--^ mine) 6 a ; having abundant
plant nutrients <'-- soil) b : highly seasoned, fatty, oily, or sweet
{^ foods) c : high in the combusrible component <'^ fuel mixture)

7 a : amusing, also : laughable b : meaningful, significant

^~ allusions) c ; liish {^ meadows) 8 : pure or nearly pure
<-— Ume> — rich-ness n
syn rich, wealthy, affluent, opulent mean having goods,

property, and money in abundance, rich implies having more than
enough to gratify normal needs or desires; wealthy stresses the

possession of property and intrinsically valuable things; affluent
suggests prosperity and an Increasing wealth; OPULEidT suggests

lavish expenditure and display of great wealth

Rich<ajd Roe \.rich-3r-'dro\ n : a party to legal proceedings whose
true name Is unknown ^ compare JOHN doe

rich<en \'rich-an\ vr rich-en>ing \-(s-)nIo\ : to make rich or

richer

rich-es \'rich-3z\ n pi [ME, sing, or pi., fr. richesse, lit., richness,

fr. OF, tr. riche rich, of Gmc origin; akin to OE rice rioh] : things

that make one rich : wealth
riCh.Iy \'rich-le\ adv 1 : In a rich maimer 2 : In full measure

: amply (praise '^ deserved)

i
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rl.cln X'rTs-'n, 'ris-\ n IL rlcinus castor-oil plant] : a poisonous
protein in the castor bean

ri'Cln.ole.ic acid \,rIs-'n-o-.le-ik-, ,ris-, -,la-\ n [L rfcinus + E
o/ei'c] : an oiiy unsaturated hydroxy fatty acid CigHsiOs found
in castor oil in the form of a glyceride

lic>i>nus \'ris-=n-as\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, castor-oil plant]
; any of a genus (Ricinus) of plants (as the castor-oil plant) of the
spurge family with large palmate leaves
irick \'rik\ n [ME reek, fr. OE ftreac; akin to ON hraukr rick]
1 : a stack (as of hay) in the open air 2 : a pile of material (as
cordwood) split from short logs

arick vi ; to pile (as hay) in ricks
3riClJ vt [perh. fr. ME wrikken to move unsteadily] chiefly Brit

; WRENCH, SPRAIN
rick°ets \'rik-3ts\ n pi but sing in constr [origin unknown] : a
childhood disease characterized esp. by faulty ossification of bone
from defective deposition and utilization of calcium and phos-
phorus due to inadequate sunlight or vitamin D

ric.ket-tsia \rik-*et-se-3\ n. pi ric-Het-tsi-as or rlc-Het-tsi-ae
\-se-,e, -,T\ [NL, genus of microorganisms, fr. Howard T. Ricketts
tl910 Am pathologist] ; any of a family (Rickeitsiaceae) of pleo-
morphic rod-shaped nonfilterable microorganisms that cause vari-
ous diseases (as typhus) — nc*ket>tsi>al \-se-al\ adj

rick.ety \'rik-3t-e\ adj \ ; affected with rickets 2 a : feeble in
the joints <a ~ old man) b ; shaky, unsound <~ stairs)

rick^ey \'rik-e\ n [prob. fr. the name Rickey'\ ! a drink containing
liquor, lime juice, sugar, and soda water; also : a similar drink
without liquor

rick.rack or ricrac \'rik-,rak\ n [redupl. of <Mcfc] ; a flat braid
woven to form zigzags and used esp. as trimming on clothing

rick.sha or rick-sliaw \'rik-.sh6\ n : jinrikisha
irico-chet \'rik-3-.sha, .rik-a-', Brit also -.shet, -'shetV n [F]
; a glancing rebound (as of a projectile off a flat surface); also t an
object that ricochets

sricocliet vi ric<o>cheted or ric>o>cliet>ted; rlc-o*cliet'lng or
ric>o*chet-ting : to skip with or as if with glancing rebounds

rictal \'rik-t=l\ adj : of or relating to the rictus

nc>tus \'rik-t3s\ n [NL, fr. L, open mouth, fr. rictus, pp. of ringi
to open the mouth; akin to OSlav r^nQti'\ 1 ; the gape of a bird's
mouth 2a: the mouth orifice b : a gaping grin or grimace

rid \'rid\ vt rid also rid>ded; rid>ding [ME ridden to clear, fr. ON
rythja; akin to L ruere to dig up — more at rug] 1 archaic : save,
RESCUE 2 a ; to make free ; relieve, disencumber </^ himself of
his troubles) <be ^ of worries) <get ~ of that junk)

rid-able or ride.able \'rTd-3-b3l\ adj : fit for riding
rid<dance \'rid-'n(t)s\ n 1 : an act of ridding 2 : deuverahce,
RELIEF — often used in the phrase good riddance

irid>dle \'rid-''l\ n [ME redels^ ridel, fr. OE rsdelse opinion, con-
jecture, riddle; akin to OE rsedan to interpret — more at read]
1 : a mystifying, misleading, or puzzling question posed as a
problem to be solved or guessed : conundrum, enigma 2 : some-
thing or someone difficult to understand syn see mystery

2riddle vb rid.dling \*rid-lir), -'l-io\ vt 1 : to find the solution of
: EXPLAIN, interpret 2 : to set a riddle for : mystify, puzzle~ vi ; to speak in or propound riddles — rid-dler X-isr, -"l-arX n

ariddle n [ME riddil, fr. OE hriddel; akin to L cribrum sieve, cernere
to sift — more at certain] : a coarse sieve

4riddle vt rid<dling \'rid-lio, -'l-ioN 1 : to separate (as grain from
the chaff) with a riddle : pass through a riddle ; screen 2 a : to
fill (something or someone) as full of holes as a sieve : puncture
often and thoroughly (riddled the ship with a broadside) b : to
corrupt throughout : permeate (slums riddled with disease)

iride \'rTd\ vb rode \'r6d\ or rid \'rid\ rid-den \'rid-'n\ or
rid or rode; rid-ing \'rid-io\ [ME riden, fr. OE rldan; akin to
OHG ritan to ride] vt 1 a : to sit and travel on the back of an
animal that one directs b : to travel in or on a conveyance 2 : to
become sustained (rode on a wave of popularity) 3 a ; to lie

moored or anchored <ship r^s at anchor) b : sail c ; to move
like a floating object (moon rode in the sky) 4 ; to become sup-
ported on a point or surface 6 : to travel over a surface (car '^s
well) 6 ; to continue without interference (let it -^^ 7 : to be
contingent : depend (plans '--' on his nomination) 8 : to climb
up on the body (shorts that ^ up) 9 : to become bet (his money
Is riding on the favorite) ^ vt 1 a : to mount and travel on while
controlling ('--- a bike) b : to move with ('^ the waves) 2 a : to
traverse by conveyance (rode 500 miles) b : to ride a horse in
(^ a race) 3 ; survive, outlast — usu. used with out (rode out
the gale) 4 : to traverse on horseback to inspect or maintain
('^ fence) 5 : to mount in copulation 6a: obsess, oppress
(ridden by anxiety) b : to harass persistently : nag c : tease, rib
7 : CARRY, convey 8 : to project over : overlap 9 : to give with
(a punch) to soften the impact 10 : to keep in partial engagement by
resting a foot continuously on the pedal (^ the clutch)
syn drive: ride stresses a being borne along on the back of an

animal or in a conveyance and implies control only when the
rider is mounted astride (ride a bicycle) (ride in a train) drive
primarily refers to the action of controlling the movements of an
animal or a powered vehicle whether or not the agent is borne
along (drive a team) (drive a bus) — ride circuit : to hold court
in the various towns of a judicial circuit — ride lor a Jail : to
court disaster — ride herd on ; to keep a check on — ride rough-
shod over : to treat with disdain or abuse

2ride n 1 : an act of riding esp. on horseback; also : a trip by vehicle
2 : a way (as a road or path) suitable for riding 3 : any of various
mechanical devices (as at an amusement park) to ride on 4 a : a
trip on which gangsters take a victim to murder him b ; hood-
winking, swindling (take the taxpayers for a '-^> 5 : the qualities
of travel comfort in a vehicle

rid-er \'rid-3r\ n 1 : one that rides 2 a : an addition to a docu-
ment often attached on a separate piece of paper b : a clause
appended to a legislative bill to secure a usu. distinct object
3 : something used to overlie another or to move along on another
piece — rid.er-less \-l3s\ adj
iridge \'rij\ n [ME rigge. fr. OE hrycg: akin to OHG hrukkl ridge,
back, L cruc-, crux cross, curvus curved — more at crown] 1 ; an
elevated body part (as along the backbone) 2 a ; a range of hills
or mountains h : an elongate elevation on an ocean bottom
3 : an elongate crest or a linear series of crests 4 : a raised strip
(as of plowed ground) 5 : the line of intersection at the top be-
tween the opposite slopes or sides of a roof

3rldge vt : to form into a ridge '** W : to extend In ridges
ridge.ling or ridg.ling \'rij-Uo\ n [perh. fr. bridge, fr. the sup-
position that the undescended testis remains near the anlmaTs
back] 1 : a male animal having one or both testes retained in the
Intestinal canal 2 : an Imperfectly castrated male animal

ridge-pole \'rij-,p61\ n l : the highest horizontal timber in a roof
and the receiver of the upper ends of the rafters 2 ; the horizontal
pole at the top of a tent

ridgy \'rij-e\ adj : having or rising In ridges
irid.i.cule \'rid-3-,kyu(3)l\ n [F or L; F, fr. L ridiculum jest]
: the act of exposing to laughter ; derision, mockery

^ridicule vt : to make fun of ; deride — rid-i-cul-er n
syn ridicule, deride, mock, taunt. Twrr, rally mean to make

an object of laughter, ridicule implies an often malicious be-
littling; deride suggests contemptuous and often bitter ridicule;
mock implies scorn often ironically expressed; taunt suggests
jeeringly provoking insult or challenge; twit is now usu. milder
and more good-humored than taunt; rally implies a light teasing
or mocking without malice

ri>diC*u-10US \r9-'dik-y3-l3s\ adj [L ridiculosus (fr. ridiculum Jest,
fr. neut. of ridiculus) or ridiculus, lit., laughable, fr. ridere to laugh;
akin to Skt vridate he is ashamed] : arousing or deserving ridicule
: ABSURD, preposterous syn see laughable — ri<dic>ii>loa5>ly
adv — ri*dic-u-lou5<ness n
Ui.ding \'rTd-io\ n [ME, alter, of (assumed) OE thriding, fr. ON
thrithjungr third part, fr. thriihi third; akin to OE thridda third —
more at third] 1 : one of the three administrative jurisdictions into
which Yorkshire, England, is divided 2 : an administrative juris-
diction or electoral district in a British dominion (as Canada)

3rid'ing \'rTd-ii3\ n : the act or state of one that rides
3rid>ing adj 1 : used for or when riding ('>- horse) 2 : operated by
a rider (~ plow)

rid'ley \'rid-le\ n [prob. fr. the name Ridleyl : a marine turtle
(Caretta kempii or Lepidochelys kempii) found off the Atlantic
coast of the U.S.

ri<dot-to \ri-'dat-(,)o\ n [It, retreat, place of entertainment, re-
doubt — more at redoubt] : a public entertainment consisting of
music and dancing often In masquerade popular in 18th century
England

ri-el \re-'el\ n [origin unknown] — see money table
Rie.mann-ian geometry \re-,man-e-sn-\ n [G. F. B. Riemann
tl866 G mathematician] : a non-eucildean geometry In which
straight lines are geodesies and meet every other straight line (great
circles are straight lines in the Riemannian geometry of the sphere)

Ries.ling \'rez-lir), 're-slioX n [G] : a dry white table wine resem-
bling Rhine wine

rile \'rTf\ adj [ME ryje, fr. OE ryje; akin to ON rijr abundant]
1 : widespread, prevalent 2 : abundant, ple3mtiful 3 : abound-
ing — usu. used with with (^ with rumors) syn see prevailino— rife adv— rile-ly adv
Inn \'rif\ vb [short for r////e] : riffle, skim (-^ pages)
2riH n [prob. by shortening & alter, fr. refrain^ : an ostlnato phrase
In jazz typically supporting a solo Improvisation

3rilf vi : to perform a jazz riff

Rill \'rif\ n, pi Rills or Rilli \"rif-e\ or Rill [Er Rin : a Berber
of the Rif in northern Morocco — called also RiJJ'ian Vrif-e-au\
iriMle \'rif-al\ n [perh. alter, of ru///e] 1 a : a shaUow extending
across a stream bed and causing broken water b : a stretch of
water flowing over a riffle 2 : a small wave or succession of small
waves ; ripple 3 i^rijfle] a : the act or process of shuffling (as
cards) b : the sound made while doing this

arillle vb ril-lling \'rif-(3-)lio\ vi 1 : to form, flow over, or move
In riffles 2 I to flip cursorily : thumb ('^ through files) ^ vt 1 : to
ruffle slightly : ripple 2 a : to leaf through hastily; specij : to
leaf (as a stack of paper) by sliding a thumb along the edge of the
sheaf b : to shuffle (playing cards) by separating the deck into
two parts and riffling them with the thumbs so the cards Intermix
3 : to manipulate (small objects) Idly between the fingers

Sriflle n [prob. fr. ^rijjlel 1 a : any of various contrivances (as
blocks or rails) laid on the bottom of a sluice or launder to make
a series of grooves or interstices to catch and retain a mineral (as
gold) b : a groove or interstice so formed 2 : a cleat or bar fas-
tened to an inclined surface in a gold-washing apparatus to catch
and hold mineral grains

•rillle vt ril.lling \'rif-(a-)liD\ : to nm through a riffle or over a
series of riffles ('^ ground ore)

rifl.rall \'rif-.raf\ n [ME rijje rajje, tr. rif and raj every single one,
fr. MP rij et raj completely, fr. rijler to plunder + rojje act of
sweeping — more at rifle, raffle] 1 a : disreputable persons
b : RABBLE c : one of the riffraff 2 : refuse, rubbish — rillralf
adj

iri.lle \'ri-f3l\ vb ri-lUng \-f(s-)llo\ [ME rijfen, fr. MP rijler to
scratch, file, plunder, of Gmc origin; akin to obs. D rijfjelen to
scrape] vt 1 : to ransack esp. with the Intent to steal (-- the mail)
2 : to steal and carry away -^ v/ : to engage in rifling — ri<ner
\-f(3-)lar\ n

2rifle vt ri.ning \-f(3-)liD\ [P rijler to scratch, file] : to cut spiral
grooves into the bore of (rijled arms) (rijled pipe)

3rifle n 1 a ; a shoulder weapon with a rifled bore b : a rifled
artillery piece 2 p/ ; a
body of soldiers armed
with rifles — ri. lie-
man X-fsl-msnX n

4riiie vt ri.IIing
\-fO-)lio\ i^rijle-[ : to
hit or throw (a ball)
with great force

ri-lle-blrd \'rT-fal-
.bardX n : any of sev-
eral birds of paradise

ri-lle.ry \'rr-f3l-re\ n
; the practice of shoot-
ing at targets with a *\
rifle

ri-fle-scope X'ri-fsl-
,sk6p\ n : a telescopic
sight for a rifle rifles: 1 Garand semiautomatic, 2 Sprlng-

ri>fling \'rT-f(3-)lio\ n field, 3 Enfield, 4 Browning automatic
1 : the act or process of
making spiral grooves 2 : a system of spiral grooves in the surface
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of the bore of a gun causing a projectile when fired to rotate about
Its longer axis

irift \'rlft\ n [ME. of Scand origin; akin to Dan & Norw rijt fissure,

ON nja to rive — more at rive] 1 a ; fissure, crevasse b ; a
normal geological fault 2 ; a clear space or interval 3 : estrange-
ment, BREACH

arift vt 1 ; cleave, divide 2 : penetrate ~ v/ : to burst open
: sPLrr <clouds '^ed>

3rilt n [prob. alter, of E dial. riJJ (reef) ] : a shallow or rocky place
in a stream

irig \'rig\ vt rigged; rig-ging [ME riggen'\ 1 : to fit out (as a
ship) with rigging 2 : clothe, dress — usu. used with out 3 ; to
furnish with special gear : equip 4 a ; adjust, arrange b : con-
struct <,'^ up a temporary shelter)

Wig n 1 : the distinctive shape, number, and arrangement of sails

and masts of a ship 2 : equipage; esp : a carriage with Its horse
3 : dress, clothing 4 : tackle, equipment, or machinery fitted

for a specified purpose (oil-drilling '^>

3rig vt rigged; rig-ging irig (swindle)] 1 ; to manipulate or con-
trol usu. by deceptive or dishonest means (-^ an election) 2 : to
fix In advance for a desired result <--' a quiz) <~ prices)

rig-a*dOOn \,rig-3-'dun\ orli-gau-don \re-g6-do°\ n [F rigaudonl
: a lively dance of the 17th and 18th centuries; also ; the music for
this

rig-a-ma-role var o/_rigmarolb
rig-a>tO*m \,rig-3-'to-ne\ n [It. pl., fr, rigato furrowed, fluted, fr.

pp. of rigare to furrow, flute fr. riga line, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG rlga line — more at row] : macaroni made in short curved
fluted pieces

Ri.gel \'ri-j3l, -galV n [Ar Rijl, lit., foot] : a first-magnitude star in
the left foot of the constellation Orion

rig«ger \'rig-3r\ n 1 : one that rigs 2 : a long slender and pointed
sable brush used in painting pictures 3 ; a ship of a specified rig

_<square-Wgger>
rig-ging \'rig io, -snX n 1 a : the lines (as ropes and chains) used
aboard a ship esp. in working sail and supporting masts and spars
b : a similar network (as in theater scenery) used for support and
manipulation 2 : clothing
night \'rTt\ adj [ME, fr. OE riht; akin to OHG reht light, L rectus
straight, right, regere to lead straight, direct, rule, rogare to ask,
Gk oregein to stretch out] 1 : righteous, upright 2 : being in
accordance with what is just, good, or proper (-^ conduct)
3 a : agreeable to a standard b : conforming to facts or truth

: correct i^ answer) 4 : suitable, appropriate <'^ man for the

Job) <'^ tool) 5 : straight <'^ line) 6 : genuine, real 7 a : of,

relating to, or being the stronger hand in most persons b : located
nearer to the right hand than to the left (^ pocket); esp : located on
the right hand when facing in the same direction as an observer
<'-- wing of an army) 8 : having its axis perpendicular to the base
<'--' cone) 9 ; of, relating to, or constituting the principal or more
prominent side of an object <~ side out) 10 : acting or Judging in

accordance with truth or fact (time proved him -^) 11 a : being in

good physical or mental health or order <~ mind) b : being in a
correct or proper state <put things "-> 12 : most favorable or
desired : preferable 13 often cap ; of, adhering to, or constituted
by the Right esp. in politics syn see correct — right- ness n

aright n [ME, fr. OE riht, fr. riht, adj.] 1 : adherence to duty, obedi-
ence to lawful authority, or other qualliles that together constitute
the ideal of moral propriety or merit moral approval 2 : something
to which one has a just claim: as a ; the power or privilege to

which one Is Justly entitled b (1) : the Interest that one has in a
piece of property — often used in pl. (mineral '^s} (2) pl : the
property interest possessed under law or custom and agreement in

an intangible thing esp. of a literary and artistic nature (film ^s of

the novel) 3 : something that one may properly claim as due
4 : the cause of truth or justice 6 a : the right hand b : the loca-

tion or direction of the right side (woods on his ~) c : the part
on the right side 6 a : the true account or correct interpretation

b : the quality or state of being factually correct 7 ojien cap a : the
part of a legislative chamber located to the right of the presiding
officer b : the members of a continental European legislative body
occupying the right as a result of holding more conservative political

views than other members 8 a (1) cap : Individuals sometimes
f)rofessing opposition to change in the established order and favor-

ng traditional attitudes and practices and sometimes advocating the
forced establishment of an authoritarian political order (2) : a
group or party in another organization that favors conservative,

traditional, or sometimes authoritarian attitudes and policies

b ojten cap : a conservative position 9 a : a privilege given stock-

holders to subscribe pro rata to a new Issue of securities generally

below market price b : the negotiable certificate evidencing such
privilege— usu. used in pl. — right-ward \-w3rd\ adj— by rights

; with reason or Justice : properly ~ to rights : into proper order

3right adv 1 : according to right (live ~) 2 : exactly, precisely
<~ at his fingertips) 3 : in a suitable, proper, or desired manner
(hold your pen '^) 4 ; in a direct line or course (go ~ home)
5 ; according to fact or truth : truly (guess ~) (heard ~)
6 a : all the way (windows '-^ to the floor) b : completely
7 : immediately (~ after lunch) 8 : extremely, very (-^ pleasant

day) 9 : on or to the right (looked '— and left)

4right vt 1 a : to relieve from wrong b : justify, vindicate
2 a : to adjust or restore to the proper state or condition b ; to

bring or restore to an upright position ^ vi l to become upright
— right- er n
right angle « : the angle bounded by two radii intercepting a quar-
ter of a circle or by two lines perpendicular to each other — right-
an-gled \'rTt-'ao-g3ld\ or right-an-gle \-g3i\ adj

right ascension n ; the arc of the celestial equator between the

vernal equinox and the point where the hour circle through the
given body intersects the equator reckoned eastward commonly in

terms of the corresponding interval of sidereal time In hours,
minutes, and seconds

righ-teous \'rr-chss\ adj [alter, of earlier rightuous, alter, of ME
rightwise, rightwos, fr. OE rihtwJs, fr. riht, n., right + wis wise]

1 : acting rightly ; upright 2 a ; according to what is right (~
actions) b : arising from an outraged sense of Justice or morality
<'^ indignation) syn see moral — righ-teous-Iy adv — righ-

teous-ness n

right field n 1 ! the part of the baseball outfield to the right facing
from the plate 2 : the position of the player defending right field— right fielder n

right-ful \'rTt-f3l\ adj 1 : just, equitable 2 : having a Just or
legally established claim : legitimate (~ owner) 3 : FmiNQ,
proper 4 : held by right or just claim : legal (~ authority)— right-lul-ly \-f3-le\ adv — right-ful-ness n

right hand n l a : the hand on a person's right side b : a reliable
or indispensable person 2 a : the right side b ; a place of honor
right-hand \'rTt-,hand\ adj 1 ; situated on the right 2 : right*
HANDED 3 : chiefly relied on (-^ man)

right-hand-ed \-'han-d5d\ adj 1 : using the right hand habitually
or more easily than the left 2 : relating to, designed for, or done
with the right hand 3 : having the same direction or course as
the movement of the hands of a watch viewed from in front
: clockwise — used of a twist, rotary motion, or spiral curve as
viewed from a given direction with respect to the axis of rotation
4 : RIGHT-HAND — right-handed adv — right-hand-ed.ly adv— right-hand-ed. ness n — right-hand-er \-'han-d3r\ n

right'ism \'rtt-,iz-3m\ n, ojten cap 1 : the principles and views of
the Right 2 : advocacy of or adherence to the doctrines of the
Right — right'ist \'rlt-sst\ n or adj, ojten cap

right-Iy \'rit-le\ adv I : fairly, justly 2 : properly, ftfly

right of asylum : the right of receiving protection at a place recog-
nized by custom or treaty

right of search ; the right to stop a merchant vessel on the high
seas and make a reasonable search to determine its liability to
capture by violation of international or revenue law
right-ol-way \,rTt-3(v)-'wa\ n 1 : a legal right of passage over an-
other person's ground 2 a : the area over which a right-of-way
exists b : the strip of land over which is built a public road
c : the land occupied by a railroad esp. for its main line d ; the
land used by a public utility (as for transmission line) 3 a : a
precedence in passing accorded to one vehicle over another by
custom, decision, or statute b : the right of traffic to take prece-
dence
Right Reverend — used as a title for high ecclesiastical officials (as
Episcopal bishops and some monsignors)

right triangle n ; a triangle having a right angle
right whale n : a large whalebone whale (family Balaenidae) having
no dorsal fin, very long baleen, a large head, an unwrinkled throat,
and small eyes near the angles of the mouth

right wing n l : the rightist division of a group 2 ! right 8— right-wing. er \-'wlo-3r\ n
Tig-id \'rij-3d\ adj [MF or L; MP rlgide, fr. L rlgldus, fr. rigere to
be stiff] 1 : lacking flexibility : stiff, hard 2 a ; inflexibly set

; unyielding b : strictly observed : scrupulous 3 : rigorous,
severe (— treatment) 4 : precise and accurate in procedure
5 a : having the gas containers enclosed within compartments of a
fixed fabric-covered framework (~ airship) b : having the outer
shape maintained by a fixed framework — ri-gid-i-ty \r3-'jid-3t-

e\ n — rig-id-ly \'rij-ad-le\ adv — rlg.id-ness n
syn RIGID, rigorous, strict, stringent mean extremely severe or

stem. RIGID Implies uncompromising inflexibility; rigorous implies
the imposition of hardship and difficulty; strict emphasizes undevi-
aling conformity to rules, standards, or requirements; stringent
suggests restrictions or liinitations that curb or coerce syn see in
addition stiff

ri'gid'i-fi-ca-tion Xra-Jid-a-fs-'ka-shanN n ; the action of rigidify-

ing ; the state of being rigidified

ri.gid>i-fy \r3-'jid-3-,fi\ vt ; to make rigid '<- v/ ; to become rigid

rig-ma.role \'rig-3-ma-,r6l, *rlg-m3-\ n [alter, of obs. ragman roll

Oong list, catalog)] 1 : confused or meaningless talk 2 : a com-
plex and ritualistic procedure

rig-OT \'rig-ar, 2 & 5 are also 'rT-.g6(3)r\ or chiejly Brit rig-OUT
\'rig-3r\ n [ME rigour, fr. MF rigueur, fr. L rigor, lit., stiffness, fr.

rigere to be stiff] 1 a (1) : harsh inflexibility in opinion, temper, or

Judgment : severity (2) : the quality of being unyielding or in-

flexible : strictness (3) : austertfy b : an act or instance of

strictness, severity, or cruelty 2 : a tremor caused by a chill 3 : a
condition that makes life difficult, challenging, or uncomfortable;
esp : extremity of cold 4 : strict precision : exactness (logical '->>

5 a obs : rigidtty, stiffness b : rigldness or torpor of organs or
tissue that prevents response to stimuli syn see difficulty

rig-OT-isni \'rig-a-,riz-3m\ n : rigidity in principle or practice
— rig-or-ist \-a-r3st\ n or adj — rig-or-is-tic \,rig-3-'ris-tik\ adj

rig-or moT-tis \,rig-3r-'m6rt-3S also chiejly Brit ,ri-,g6(9)r-\ n
[NL, stiffness of death] : temporary rigidity of muscles occurring
after death

Tig-OT-OUS \'rig-(3-)r3s\ adj 1 : manifesting, exercising, or favoring
rigor : very strict 2 : marked by extremes of temperature or climate

; HARSH, severe 3 : scrupulously accurate : precise syn see rigid
— rig-or-ous'ly adv — rig-or-ous-ness n

rile \'rT(9)l\ vt [by alter.] 1 : roil 1 2 : to make angry syn see

IRRriATE
ril-ey \'rT-le\ adj 1 : turbid 2 ; angry
irill \'ril\ n [ D ril or LG rille: akin to OE rJth rivulet] : a very small

brook
2rill vi : to flow Uke a rill

3rill \'ril\ or rille \*ril, 'ril-3\ n [G rille, lit., channel made by a

small stream, fr. LG, rill] ; any of several long narrow valleys on
the moon's surface

rill-et \'ril-3t\ n : a Uttle rill

rill-stone \'ril-,ston\ n ; ventifact
irim \'rim\ n [ME. fr. OE rima; akin to ON rimi strip of land, Gk
erema gently, Lith remti to support] 1 a : the outer often curved
or circular edge or border of something b : brink 2 a : the outer

part of a wheel Joined to the hub usu. by spokes b : a removable
outer metal band on an automobile wheel to which the tire Is

attached 3 ; frame 3a syn see border — rim-less \-l3s\ adj

2rim vb rimmed; rim-ming vt 1 : to furnish with a rim : serve as a
rim for ; border 2 : to run around the rim of (putts that ~ the

cup) '^ vi : to form or show a rim
irime \'rrm\ n [ME rim, fr. OE hrim; akin to ON hrim frost. Lat-
vian kreims cream] 1 : frost Ic 2 : an accumulation of granu-
lar ice tufts on the windward sides of exposed objects that is formed

i
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from supercooled fog or cloud and buUt out directly against the
wind 3 : CRUST, incrustation

2rinie vr : to cover with or as if with rime
3rime, rimer, rimester var oj rhyme, rhymer, rhymester
lim*land \'rim-,land\ n : a region on the periphery of the heartland
ri.mose \'rT-,m6s\ or ri>m0US \-mas\ adj [L rimosus, fr. rima slit,

crack — more at row] : having numerous clefts, cracks, or fissures
('^ tree bark)

rim-rocli \'rim-,rak\ n 1 : overlying rock of a plateau outcrop
forming a vertical face 2 ; the edge or face of a rimrock outcrop
rimy \'rT-me\ adj : covered with rime : frosty
rind X'rlnd, esp dial 'rind\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG rinda bark,
OE rendan to rend] : the bark of a tree; also : a usu. hard or lotigh
outer layer : peel, crust — rind-ed \-ad\ adj

rin.der>pest \'rin-dar-,pest\ n [G, fr. rinder, pi., cattle + pest
pestilence] ; an acute infectious febrile disease of esp. cattle caused
by a filterable vinjs and marked by diphtheritic inflammation of
mucous membranes
Uing \'rio\ n [ME, fr. OE hring; akin to OHG hring ring, L curvus
curved — more at crown] 1 : a circular band for holding, con-
necting, hanging, or pulling <curtain '^> <key '^> <towel '^> or for
packing or sealing 2 : a circlet usu. of precious metal worn on the
finger 3 a ; a circular line, figure, or object b : an encircling
arrangement c ; a circular or spiral course 4 a (1) : an often cir-

ciJar space esp. for exhibitions or competitions; esp : such a space at
a circus (2) : a structure containing such a ring b (1) : a square
enclosure in which boxers or wrestlers contest (2) : prizerghting
5 : one of three concentric bands usu. believed to be composed of
meteoric fragments revolving around the planet Saturn 6 : annual
RING 7 : an exclusive combination of persons for a selfish and
often corrupt purpose (as to control the market) 8 : the field of a
political contest ; race 9 ; food in the shape of a circle 10 : an
arrangement of atoms represented in formulas or models as a ring— called also cycle 11 : a set of elements subject to two operations
which is a commutative group under the first operation and in
which the second operation is associative and distributive relative
to the first — ring<liKe \'rio-,lik\ adj

2ring vt 1 : to place or form a ring around : encircle 2 : to
provide with a ring 3 : girdle 3 4 : to throw a ring over (the
mark) in a game where curved objects (as horseshoes) are tossed
at a mark — vj 1 a : to move in a ring b : to rise in the air spirally

2 : to form or take the shape of a ring
aring vb rang X'raoN rang VrsrjX ring-ing \'rio-iD\ [ME ringen,
fr. OE hringan; akin to MD ringen to ring, Lith krankii to croak]
VI 1 : to sound resonantly <the doorbell rang) or sonorously
(cheers rang out) 2 a ; to be filled with a reverberating sound
: resound b : to have the sensation of being filled with a humming
sound (his ears rang^ 3 : to cause something to ring 4 a : to be
filled with talk or report b : to have great renown 5 : to have a
sound or character expressive of some quality <a story that ^5 true)
-^ VI 1 : to cause to sound esp. by striking 2 : to make (a sound)
by or as If by ringing a bell 3 : to aimounce by or as if by ringing
(---^ an alarm) 4 : to repeat often, loudly, or earnestly 5 : to sum-
mon esp. by bell — ring a bell ; to arouse a response — ring the
changes or ring changes : to run through the range of possible

<ring n 1 ; a set of bells 2 : a clear resonant sound made by or
resembling that made by vibrating metal 3 : resonant tone
: sonority 4 : a loud sound continued, repeated, or reverberated
5 : a sound or character expressive of some particular quality
6 a : the act or an instance of ringing b : a telephone call

ring-barb \'riD-,bark\ v/ ; girdle 3
ring.holt \-,b6It\ n ; an eyebolt with a ring through its eye
ring-bone \-,bon\ n : an exostosis on the pastern bones of the horse
usu. producing lameness — rlng<boned \-,b6nd\ adj

ring-dove \-,d3v\ n 1 : a common European pigeon (Columba
palumbus) with a whitish patch on each side of the neck and wings
edged with white 2 : a small dove {Streptopelia risoria) of south-
eastern Europe and Asia

rin-gent \'rin-jant\ adj [L ringent-, ringens, prp. of ringi to open the
mouth — more at rictus] : gaping; esp : having lips separated
like an open mouth <a -^ corolla) <a clamshell with '-« valves)
iring-er \'ria-ar\ n 1 ; one that sounds esp. by ringing 2 a : one
that enters a competition under false representations b : one that
strongly resembles another
aringer n : one that encircles or puts a ring around (as a quoit or
horseshoe that lodges so as to surround the peg)

ring linger n : the third finger of the left hand
ring.lead-er \'rio-,led-3r\ n : a leader of a body of men or animals
engaged esp. in an improper enterprise

ring.let \'rio-Iat\ n 1 archaic ; a small ring or circle 2 : curl; esp
: a long curl of hair

ring.mas-ler \'rio-.mas-tar\ n 1 one in charge of performances in a
ring (as of a circus)

ring.neck \-,nek\ n : a ring-necked bird or animal (as a ring-
necked pheasant)

ring-necked \-,nek(t)\ or ring-neck adj : having a ring of color
about the neck

ring-necked pheasant n : any of various pheasants with white neck
rings widely introduced in temperate regions as game birds that are
varieties of or hybrids between varieties of the common Old World
pheasant {Phasianus colchicus)
Ring of the Ni-be-lung X-'ne-ba-.liioN : a rhig made by the dwarf
Alberich whose story Is the theme of a tetralogy of music dramas
by Richard Wagner
Uing.side \'rio-.sid\ n 1 ; the area just outside a ring esp. In which
a content occurs 2 : a place from which one may have a close view

^ringside adv {or adj) : at the ringside
ring spot n : a lesion of plant tissue consisting of yellowish, purplish,
or necrotic, often concentric rings; also: : a plant disease of which
ring spots are the characteristic lesion

ring-stiaked \'ria-,strakt\ adj, archaic ; marked with circular
stripes

ring. tail \-,tal\ n 1 : cAcoMiyrLE 2 : raccoon 3 : capuchin 3
ring-taUed \-'ta(a)ld\ adj l : having a tail marked with rings of
differing colors 2 : having a tail carried in the form of a circle
<a -^ dog)

ring-taw \'riD-.t6\ n : a game of marbles in which marbles are
placed in a circle on the ground and shot at from a distance with
the object of knocking them out of the circle

ring'toss \-,t6s, -,tas\ n : a game the object of which is to toss a
ring so that it will fall over an upright stick

ring-worm \'riri-,w3rm\ n ; any of several contagious diseases of
the skin, hair, or nails of man and domestic animals caused by
fungi and characterized on the skin by ring-shaped discolored
patches covered with vesicles and scales

link \'rii3k\ n [ME (Sc) rinc area in which a contest takes place,
fr. MF renc place, row — more at rank] 1 a : a smooth extent of
ice marked off for curling or ice hockey b : a usu. artificial sheet
of ice for ice-skating; also : a building containing such a rink c : an
enclosure for roller-skating 2 : a division of a bowling green large
enough for a match 3 : a team in bowls or curling
irinse \'rin{t)s, esp dial 'rench\ vf [ME rincen, fr. MF rincer, fr.

(assumed) VL receniiare, fr. L recent-, recens fresh, recent] 1 : to
cleanse by Introduction of water or other liquid 2 a : to cleanse
(as from soap used in washing) by clear water h ; to treat (hair)
with a rinse 3 : to remove (dirt or impurities) by washing lightly
or in water only — rlns-er n

2rinse n 1 ; the act or process of rinsing 2 a : liquid used for rins-
ing b : a solution that temporarily tints hair

rins-ing n 1 : water that has been used for rinsing — usu. used in
pi. 2 : dregs, residue — usu. used in pi.

iri.Qt \'rT-3t\ n [ME, fr. OF, dispute] 1 archaic a ; profligate
behavior : debauchery b ; unresti-ained revelry c : noise, uproar,
or disturbance made by revelers 2a; public violence, tumult, or
disorder b : a violent pubhc disorder; specif : a tumultuous dis-
turbance of the public peace by three or more persons assembles!
together and acting with a common intent 3 : a random or dis-
orderly profusion 4 : something or someone wildly amusing

2riot VI 1 ; to indulge in revelry or wantonness 2 ; to create or
engage in a riot — vt : to waste or spend recklesslv — ri-ot-er n

riot act n [the Riot Act, English law of 1715 providing for the dis-
persal of riots upon command of legal authority] ; a vigorous
reproof, reprimand, or warning — used in the phrase read the riot

riot gun n ; a small arm used to disperse rioters rather than to
inflict serious injury or death; esp : a short-barreled shotgun

ri-ot-ous \'rT-at-3s\ adj 1 : abundant, exuberant 2 a : of the
nature of a riot ; tur bulent b : participating in riot— ri-ot-ons-ly
adv — ri>ot-ous-ness n

trip \'rip\ vb ripped; rip.ping [prob. fr. Flem rippen to strip off
roughly] vt 1 a : to tear or spUt apart or open b : to saw or split

(wood) with the grain 2 : to slash or slit with or as if with a
sharp blade ^ v/ 1 ; to become ripped ; rend 2 : to rush head-
long syn see tear — rip.per n

2rip n ; a rent made by ripping : tear
3rip n [perh. fr. Vi'p] 1 : a body of water made rough by the meeting
of opposing tides or currents 2 : a current of water roughened by
passing over an irregular bottom

*rip n [perh. by shortening & alter, fr. reprobaiel 1 : a worn-out
worthless horse 2 ; a dissolute person ; libertine

ri*par*i*an Vra-'per-e-sn, rT-\ adj [L riparius — more at river]
: relating to or living or located on the bank of a natural water-
course (as a stream or river) or sometimes of a lake or a tidewater

riparian right n t a right (as access to or use of the shore, bed, and
water) of one owning riparian land

rip cord n 1 : a cord by which the gasbag of a balloon may be
ripped open for a limited distance to release the gas quickly and so
cause immediate descent 2 ; a cord or wire pulled in making a
descent to release the pilot parachute which lifts the main parachute
out of its container

rip current n : a strong surface current flowing outward from a shore
ripe \'rTp\ adj [ME, fr. OE ripe; akin to OE rlpan to reap — more at
reap] 1 : fully grown and developed : mature 2 : having mature
knowledge, understanding, or judgment 3 a : of advanced years
; late b ; fully arrived ; sltitable <thc time seemed --) 4 : fully
prepared : ready 5 : brought by aging to full flavor or the best
state : mellow (-^ cheese) 6 : ruddy, plump, or full like rip-
ened fruit — ripe-ly adv — ripe>ness n

rip-en X'rT-psn, 'rrp-'m\ vb ri-pen-ing \'rTp-f3-lnio\ vi : to grow
or become ripe '^ vt 1 : to make ripe 2 a : to bring to complete-
ness or perfection b : to age or cure (cheese) to develop charac-
teristic flavor, odor, body, texture, and color c : to improve flavor
and tenderness of (beef or game) through a period of refrigeration— rip-en-er \'rrp-(3-)n3r\ n

ri-pie.no \ri-'pya-(,)n6, -'pyen-(,)6\ n [It, lit., filled up] : Tum
ri-poste \ri-'post\ n [F, modif. of It risposta, lit., answer, fr.

rispondere to answer, fr. L respondere — more at respond] 1 I a
fencer's quick return thrust following a parry 2 : a retaliatory
verbal sally : retort 3 : a retaliatory maneuver or measure— riposte VI

rip-ping \'rip-io\ adj [prob. fr. pp. of 'rip] : excellent, swell
irip.ple \'rip-3l\ vb rip-pling \-(3-)lio\ [perh. freq. of 'rip] vi
1 a : to become lightly niffled or covered with small waves b : to
flow in small waves c : to fall in soft undulating folds 2 : to flow
with a Ught rise and fall of sound or inflection 3 : to move with an
undulating motion or so as to cause ripples -^ vt 1 : to stir up
small waves on 2 : to impart a wavy motion or appearance to
3 : to utter or play with a slight rise and fall of soimd — rip-pier
\-0-)l3r\ n

sripple n 1 a : a shallow stretch of rough water in a stream b (1)
: the ruffling of the surface of water (2) : a small wave 2 ; a
sound Hke that of rippling water

ripple mark n : a striation across the grain of wood esp. on the
tangential surface — rip>ple-marked \'rip-3l-,markt\ adj
irip-rap \'rip-,rap\ n [obs. riprap (sound of rapping)] 1 : a founda-
tion or sustaining wall of stones thrown together without order (as
in deep water or on an embankment slope to prevent erosion)
2 ; stone used for riprap

^riprap vr 1 ; to form a riprap in or upon 2 : to strengthen or sup-
port with a riprap

rip-roar-ing \'rip-'r6r-io, -*r6r-\ adj ; noisily excited or exciting
: hilarious

rip-saw \'rip-,s6\ n : a coarse-toothed saw for cutting wood in the
direction of the grain

rip-snort-er \'rip-'sn6rt-ar\ n : something extraordinary* ; hum-
dinger — rip-snort'ing \-ia\ adj

rip.tide \'rip-,trd\ n ; rip current
Rjp.u.ar.i.an \,rip-y3-'wer-c-3n\ adj [ML Ripuarius'l : of, relating
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from
;
to respond

!?' or constituting a group of Franks settling In the 4th century on
the Rhine near Cologne
Rip van Win.kle \.rip-C.)van-'wia-k3l, -v3n-\ n : a ne'er-do-weU In
a story in Washington Irving's Sketch Book who sleeps for 20 years

risen, tr. OE nsan.- akin to OHG rlsan to rise L oriri to rise rivus
stream, Gk ornynai to rouse] 1 a : to assume an upright posiUon
esp. frora^ lying, kneeling, or sitting b : to get up from sleep or

2 : to return from death 3 : to take up arms
armly — usu. used with to 5 : to end a session

_ . to appear above the horizon <sun '^s at six)
7 a : to move upward : ascend b : to increase la height size or
volume 8 : to extend above other objects 9 a ; to become
heartened or elated <his spirits rose} b : to Increase in fervor or
intensity 10 a : to attain a higher level or rank h : to Increase in
quantity or number 11 a : to take place : happen b : to come into
being : originate 12 ; to follow as a consequence : result
13 : to exert oneself to meet a challenge {^ to the occasion) svn
see SPRJNO

arise \'rTz also 'rtsV n 1 : an act of rising or a state of being risen:
as a : a movement upward : ascent b : emergence (as of the sun)
above the horizon c : the upward movement of a fish to seize food
or bait 2 : beginning, origin 3 : the distance or elevation of one
point above another 4 a : an increase la amount, number or
volume b : an increase in price, value, rate, or sum 6 a : an'up-
ward slope b : a spot higher than surrounding ground 6 : an
angry reaction

riS.er \'ri-Z3r\ n 1 : one that rises (as from sleep) 2 : the upright
member between two stair treads

riS.i.bU.i.ty \.riz-3-'bU-3t-e\ n 1 : the ability or incUnaUon to
laugh — often used In pi. 3 ; laughter, merriment

rlS.l.ble \'riz-3-b3l\ adj [LL risibilis, fr. L risus, pp. of ridere to
laugh — more at ridiculous] 1 a : capable of laughing b : dis-
posed to laugh 2 ; arousing or provoking laughter : funny
3 : associated with, relating to, or used in laughter (-^ muscles)

ris.ing \'rT-zio\ adj loj an animaVs age X slightly less than a specl-
iled number of years 2 ; approaching a staled age
IriSk \'risk\ n [f risque, fr. It risco^ 1 : possibility of loss or injury
; PERIL 2 : a dangerous element or factor 3 a (1) : the chance of
loss or the perils to the subject matter of an insurance contract
(2) : the degree of probability of such loss b : a person or thing
that is a specified hazard to an insurer <a poor -^ for insurance)
C : an insurance hazard from a specified cause or source <war --'>

ansk vt risked X'riskt, nonstand 'ristX risk-ing 1 : to expose to
hazard or danger 2 : to Incur the risk or danger of — risk>er n

risk capital n \ venture capital
rlsk.i.ness \_'ris-ke-nas\ n : the quality or state of being risky
nsky \'ris-ke\ adj ; attended with risk or danger ; hazardous
syn see dangerous

ri.sor.gi-men-to \ri-.zdr-jl-'men-(,)to, -,s6r-\ n, pi risorgimentos
[It] : revival; specij l the 19th century movement for Italian
political unity

ri.SOt.tO \ri-'s(!>t-C,)o, -'zdt-X n, pi risottos [It] : rice cooked In
meat stock and seasoned (as with cheese)

ris.QU^ \ri-'ska\ adj [F, fr. pp. of risquer to risk, fr, risque'i % verging
on impropriety or indecency ; off-color
iri-tar-dan-do \ri-,tar-'dan-C,)do, ,re-\ ady {or adj) [It, fr. L
retardandum, gerund of retardare to retard] : with a gradual slack-
ening in tempo — used as a direction in music

aritardando n, pi ritardandos : a ritardando passage
rite \*rrt\ n [ME, fr. L ritus; akin to OE rim number, Gk arithmos
number — more at arithmetic] 1 a : a prescribed form or manner
governing the words or actions for a ceremony b : the liturgy of a
church or group of churches 2 : a ceremonial act or aciion 3 : a
division of the Christian church using a distinctive Uturgy

ri-tor-neMo \,rit ar-'nel-Oo. .ri-.t6r-\ n, pi ri-tor-neMi \-'neI-
(.)e\ or rltornellos [It] 1 a : a short recurrent instrumental pas-
sage in a vocal composition b : an Instrumental interlude In early
opera 2 : a tuLti passage In a concerto or rondo refrain

irit.u-al \'rich-(a-)wal, "rtch-slX adj 1 : of or relating to rites
2 : forming a ritual — rit>u*al-ly \-e\ adv

aritual n 1 : the established form for a ceremony; sped] ; the order
of words prescribed for a religious ceremony 2 a : ritual observ-
ance; specij : a system of rites b : a ceremonial act or action
C : any formal and customarily repeated act or series of acts

rit*U>al>ism \-,iz-sm\ n l : the use of ritual 2 : excessive devo-
tion to ritual — rit>u*al>ist \-?st\ n — rit<u>a!*is>tic \,rich-
(3-)wai-'is-tlk, ,rich-al-\ adj — rit-u-al-is-ti-cal-ly \-ti-k(a-)Ie\
adv

rit.U.al-iza.tion \.rich-(3-)wsl-3-'za-sh3n^ ,rich-al-\ n : the act of
ritualizing ; the condition of being ritualized

rlt.U.al-ize \'rich-(3-)wa-,lTz, 'rich-s-X vt ! to practice rituaUsm
*« v/ 1 : to make a ritual of 2 : to impose a ritual on

ritzy \'rit-se\ adj {Ritz hotels, noted for their opulence] 1 : osten-
tatiously smart ; fashionable 2 : snobbish

lri>val \'ri-v3l\ n [MF or L; MF, fr. L rivalls one using the same
stream as anoUier, rival In love, fr. rivalis of a stream, fr. rIvus
stream — more at rise] la: one of two or more striving to reach
or obtain that which only one can possess b : one who tries to
excel 2 obs ; associate, companigh 3 : one that equals another in
desired quaUties : peer

arival adj ; having the same pretensions or claims : competino
3rival vb ri.valed or ri-valled; ri-val-ing or ri«vaMing \'rTv-
C3-)lIo\ vi : to act as a rival ; compete '^ vt 1 : to be in competi-
tion with 2 : to strive to equal or excel ; emulate 3 ! to possess
qualities or aptitudes that equal (those of another)

ri'Val-ry \'rT-val-re\ n : the act of rivaling : the state of being a
rival : competition

rive \'rTv\ vb rived \'rTvd\ riv»en \'riv-sn\ also rived; riv.Ing
\'rT-vio\ [ME riven, fr. ON rija; akin to L ripa shore, Gk ereipein
to tear down, OE raw row] vt 1 a : to tear apart : rend b ; sput,
cleave 2 a : to divide Into pieces ; shatter b : fracture '*' vi

: to become split ; crack syn see tear
riV-er \'riv-ar\ n [ME rivere, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL rlparla, fr. L,
fem. of riparlus riparian, fr. ripa"] 1 a : a natural stream of water of
considerable volume b : watercourse 2 a : something resembling
a river h pi : large or overwhelming quantities

I : the channel occupied or formerly occupied

I river

riv.er-bed \-.bed\ i

by a river

riv.er.boat \-.bot\ n : a boat for i

river horse n : hippopotamus
riv-er.ilie \'riv-3-.rin, -,ren\ adj 1 : relating to, formed by, or
resembling a river 2 : Uving or situated on the banks of a river

nv.er.Side \'riv-3r-.sTd\ n : the side or bank of a river
liy-er.ward \-w3rd\ or riv-er-wards \-wardz\ adv (or adj)
['river + -ward,

riv-er.weed \-,v . , , „ ^

Podosteraaceac) of'frondose aquatic dlcotylcdcno^

wards'] : toward a river
;d_\/i ; any of a genus {Podostemon of the family

herbs some-
what resembling seaweeds

Triv.et \'riv-3t\ n [ME rivette, fr. MF river /\ /^^ r—r j—\
to be attached] : a headed pin or bolt of >-^ S—H W Vi*
metal used for uniting two or more pieces by
passing the shank through a hole in each
piece and then beating or pressing down the
plain end so as to make a second head

arivet vt 1 : to fasten with or as if with rivets
2 ; to upset the end or point of (as a metallic
pin, rod, or bolt) by beating or pressing so as
to form a head 3 ; to fasten firmly 4 : to
attract and hold (as the attention) completely

rivet heads: I stee-

ple-head, 2 button-
head, 3 countersunk,

4 conehead

riv-et-er .

_
riv.i.era \,riv-e-'er-a\ n, ojten cap [fr. the Riviera, region in south-
eastern France and northwestern Italy] : a coastal region fre-
quented as a resort area and usu. marked by a mild climate

riv.i.ere \,riv-e-'e(a)r\ n [F, lit., river, fr. OF rivere} : a necklace of
precious stones (as diamonds)

riy.U-let \'riv-(y)3-l3t, 'riv-latV n [It rivoletto, dim. of rivolo, fr. L
rivulus, dim. of rivus stream — more at rise] : a small stream
: DROOK

riv-u-lose \'riv-y3-.16s\ adj [L rivulus} : marked with irregular,
narrow, sinuous, or crooked lines <a '^ thallus)

ri.yal \re-'(y)61, -'(y)ai\ n [Ar riyal, fr. Sp real real] 1 — see dinar
at money table 2 — see money table
iroach \'roch\ n, pi roach also roach-es [ME roche, fr. MF]
1 : a silver-white European freshwater cyprinid fish {Rutilus rutilus)
with a greenish back; also : any of various related fishes (as some
shiners) 2 ; any of several American freshwater sunfishes (family
Centrarchidae)

aroach vt [origin unknown] 1 : to cause to arch; specij : to brush
(the hair) in a roach — often used with up 2 : to cut (as a horse's
mane) so the part left stands upright

aroach n 1 : a curved cut in the edge of a sail to prevent chafing or
secure a better fit 2 : a roll of hair brushed straight back from the
forehead or side of the head
4roach n : cockroach
roach back n ; an arched back
road \'rod\ n [ME rode, fr. OE rdd ride, journey; akin to OE rldan
to ride] 1 : a place less enclosed than a harbor where ships may
ride at anchor — often used in pi.; called also roadstead 2 a : an
open way for vehicles, persons, and animals; esp ; one lying outside
of an urban district ; highway b ; roadbed 2b 3 : route, path
4 : railway — road>side \-.sTd\ adj or n

road<abil>i*ty \,rod-3-*bil-3t-e\ n : the qualities (as steadiness and
balance) desirable In an automobile on the road

road<able \'r6d-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being driven along roads
like an automobile

road agent n : a highwayman esp. on stage routes in unsettled
districts

road-bed \'rod-,bed\ n 1 a : the bed on which the ties, rails, and
ballast of a railroad rest b ; the ballast or the upper surface of the
ballast on which the ties rest 2 a : the earth foundation of a road
prepared for surfacing b : the part of the suiface of a road
traveled by vehicles

road>block \-,blak\ n 1 a : a barricade often with traps or mines
for holding up an enemy at a point on a road covered by fire

b : a road barricade set up esp. by law enforcement officers 2 : an
obstruction in a road
road hog n : a driver of an automotive vehicle who obstructs others
esp. by occupying part of another's traffic lane

road'house \-,haus\ n : an inn usu. outside city limits providing
liquor and usu. meals, dancing, and often gambling
road metal n : broken stone or cinders used in making and repairing
roads or ballasdng railroads

road roller n : one that rolls roadways; specij ; a machine equipped
with heavy wide smooth rollers for compacting roads and pave-

road>run>ner \'ro-,dran-or\ n : a largely terrestrial bird {Geococcyx
californianus) of the cuckoo family that is a speedy runner and
ranges from California to Mexico and eastward to Texas — called
also chaparral cock; also : a closely related Mexican bird (G.
velox)

road<stead \'rod-,sted\ n : road 2
road>5ter \'r6d-st3r\ n 1 a : a horse for riding or driving on roads
b ; a utility saddle horse of the hackney type 2 a : a light carriage
; buggy b : an automobile with an open body and one cross seat
with a luggage compartment or rumble seat in the rear

road test n : a test of a vehicle under practical operating conditions
on the road

road>way \'ro-,dwa\ n 1 a : the strip of land over which a road
passes b : road; specij : roadbed 2b 2 : a railroad right of way
with tracks, structures, and appurtenances 3 : the part of a bridge
used by vehicles

road-work \*r6-,dw3rk\ n : conditioning for an athletic contest (as
a boxing match) consisting mainly of long nms
roam \'r5m\ vb [ME romen} vi 1 : to go from place to place with-
out purpose or direction : wander 2 ; to travel purposefully un-
hindered through a wide area '^ v/ : to range or wander over— roam n — roam-er n
iroan \'ron also *r6-3n\ adj [MF. fr. OSp roanol : having the base
color (as black, red, gray, or brown) muted and lightened by ad-
mixture of white hairs <'^ horse) <~ calf)

aroan n 1 : an animal (as a horse) with a roan coat — usu. used of a
red roan when unqualified 2 : the color of a roan horse — used

i

a abnt; • kitten; at further; a back; a bake; !1 cot, cart;

I joke; I) sing; 5 now; 6 flaw; il cola; tb tbln; Ql tub;
S easy;

yU few;
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esp. when the base color Is red 3 : a sheepskin tanned with sumac
and colored and finished to imitate morocco
iroar \'ro(3)r, 'r6(3)r\ vb [ME roren, fr. OE rarian; akin to OHG
reren to bleat, Skt rayati he barks] vi la: to utter or emit a full

loud prolonged sound b : to sing or shout with full force 2 a : to
make or emit a loud confused sound b : to laugh loudly 3 ; to be
boisterous or disorderly 4 : to make a loud noise in breathing (as

horses afflicted with roaring) — v/ 1 ; to utter or proclaim with a
roar 2 ; to cause to roar

sroar n 1 : the deep cry of a wild beast 2 : a loud deep cry (as of
pain or anger) 3 : a loud continuous confused sound 4 : a
boisterous outcry

roai<er X'ror-sr, 'r6r-\ n 1 ; one that roars 2 : a horse subject to
roaring
iroar»ing X'ror-io, 'r6r-\ n ; noisy respiration in a horse caused by
nerve paralysis and muscular atrophy and constituting an unsound-
ness in the horse
2roanng adj : thriving, booming
iroast \'rost\ vb [ME rosten, fr. OF rostir, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG rosten to roast] vf 1 a : to cook by exposing to dry heat (as in
an oven or before a fire) or by surrounding with hot embers, sand, or
stones i~ a potato in ashes) b ; to dry and parch by exposure to
heat <'^ coffee) <'--' chestnuts) 2 : to heat (inorganic material)
with access of air and without fusing to effect change (as expulsion
of volatile matter, oxidation, or removal of sulfur from sulfide ores)

3 : to heat to excess 4 ; to criticize severely ^ vi 1 ; to cook
food by heat 2 ; to undergo being roasted
3ioast n 1 ; a piece of meat suitable for roasting 2 : a gathering at

which food is roasted before an open fire or in hot ashes or sand
3 : an act or process of roasting; specij i severe banter or criticism

3roast adj : roasted (-^ beef)

roast>er Vro-starX n 1 : one that roasts 2 : a device for roasting
3 ; something adapted to roasting: as a : a sucking pig b ; a
young domestic fowl

rob \'rab\ vb robbed; rob-bing [ME robben, fr. OF rober, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG rouhon to rob — more at reave] vr 1 a (1)

: to take something away from by force : steal from (2) : to take
personal property from by violence or threat b (1) : to remove
valuables without right from (a place) (2) : to take the contents of
(a receptacle) c : to take away as loot : steal 2 a : to deprive of
something due, expected, or desired b : to withhold unjustly or
injuriously -^ vi ; to commit robbery — rob-ber n

ro>ba*Io \'ro-ba-,lo, r6-'bal-(,)6\ n, pi lobalos or robalo [Sp] ; a
snook (Ceniropomus undecimalis)

rO'band \'r6-,band\ n [prob. fr. MD rabant} : a piece of spun yam
or marline used to fasten the head of a sail to a spar

robber fly n : any of numerous predaccous flies (family Asilidae)
that sometimes closely resemble the bumblebees

rofc.bery \'rab-(3-)re\ n : the act or practice of robbing; specif
t larceny from the person or presence of another by violence or
threat
irobe \'rob\ n [ME, fr. OF, robe, booty of Gmc originj akin to
OHG roubon to rob — more at reave] 1 a : a long flowmg outer
garment; esp : one used for ceremonial occasions or as a symbol of
office or profession b : a loose garment for informal wear esp. at
home (as a bathrobe) 2 : covering, niantle 3 : a covering of
pelts or fabric for the lower body used while driving or at outdoor
events

2robe vt : to clothe or invest with or cover as if with a robe '^ vi

1 : to put on a robe 2 : dress
robe de cham.bre \,r6b-d3-'sha"br'\ n, pi robes de chaxnbre
\.rob(z)-\ [F] : DRESSING GOWN

rob>in \'rab-3n\ n [short for roftiT redbreast} 1 a : a small European
thrush {Erithacus ruhecola) resembling a warbler and having a
brownish olive back and yellowish red throat and breast b : any of
various Old World songbirds that are related to or resemble the
European robin 2 : a large No. American thrush {Tardus migra-
torius) with olivaceous gray upper parts, blackish head and tail,

black and whitish streaked throat, and chiefly dull reddish breast
and underparts
Rob.in Good-lel-low \.rab-3n-'gud-.fel-(,)6, -s(-w)\ n I a mischie-
vous sprite in English folklore

Robin Hood \-'hud\ n : a legendary English outlaw noted for his
courage, courtesy, and skill in archery and for his habit of robbing
the rich to aid the poor

robin red-breast \-'red-,brest\ n [ME, fr. Robin, nickname for
Roberll : ROBIN

Rob-in.son Cru-soe \,rab-3(n)-san-*kru-(,)s6\ n : a shipwrecked
sailor in Defoe's Robinson Crusoe who lives for many years on an
uninhabited island

ro.ble \'ro-(.)bla\ n [AmerSp, fr. Sp, oak, fr. L robur'} I any of
several oaks of California and Mexico
rcbot \'ro-,bat, -b9t\ n [Czech, fr. robota work; akin to OHG
arabeit trouble, L orbus orphaned — more at orphan] 1 ; a ma-
chine in the form of a human being that performs the mechanical
functions of a human being but lacks sensitivity 2 : an automatic
apparatus or device that performs functions ordinarily ascribed to
human beings or operates with what appears to be almost human
intelligence 3 : a mechanism guided by automatic controls —
ro*bot>ism \-,iz-3m\ n

robot bomb n l ; guided missile 2 : a powered missile not subject
to control after launching

ro-bot.iza.tion X.ro-.bat-a-'za-shan, -b3t-\ n 1 : the process of
turning a human being into a robot 2 : automation

ro*bot-ize \'ro-,bat-,Tz, -b3t-\ vt : to make automatic <a robotized
chemical plant)

ro*bust \r6-'b3st, 'ro-(,)b3st\ adj [L robustus oaken, strong, fr.

robor-, robur oak, strength] 1 a : having or exhibiting strength or
vigorous health : vigorous b : firm in purpose or outlook
2 : rough, rude 3 : requiring strength or vigor 4 : full-bodied
<'^ coffee) syn see healthy — ro-bust-ly adv — ro-bust-ness
\-'b3s(t)-n3s. -(Jbas(t)-\ n

rO'bus<tious \ro-'b3s-chas\ adj 1 : robust 2 : rudely vigorous
: boisterous — TO'bus-tiouS'ly adv — ro>bus*tious<ness n

roc \'rak\ n [ Ar rukhkh'\ : a legendary bird of great size and strength
bebeved to mhabit the Indian ocean area
rocam.bole \'rak-3m-,b61\ n [F, fr. G rockenboUe. fr. rocken, rog-
gen rye + bolle bulb] : a European leek (Allium scorodoprasum)
used for flavoring

RO'Chelle powders \r6-,sheI-\ npl CLa Rochelle, France] : SEiDLrrz
powders
Rochelle salt n : a crystalline salt KNaC4H40fi.4H20 that is a mild
purgative

roche mou.ton.n6e \'r6sh-,mUt-'n-*a. 'rosh-\ n, pi rocbes mou-
ton>nees \same or -'az\ [F, lit., fleecy rock] : an elongate rounded
ice-sculptured hillock of bedrock

roch.et \'rach-st\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) OF roc
coat, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG roc coat] : a white linen vest-
ment resembling a surplice with close-fitting sleeves worn by bishops
and privileged prelates in some ceremonies
irocK \'rak\ vb [ME rokken, fr. OE roccian; akin to OHG rucken
to cause to move] vt 1 a : to move back and forth in or as if in a
cradle b ; to wash (placer gravel) in a cradle 2 a ; to cause to
sway back and forth b (.U ! daze, stun (2) : disturb, upset '— vi

1 : to become moved backward and forward under impact 2 : to
move oneself or itself rhythmically back and forth syn see shake

2rock n I a rocking movement
3rock n [ME roc, fr. MD rocke; akin to OHG rocko distaff, roc coat]

: DISTAFF
4rock n, ojten atfrib [ME rokke. fr. ONF roque, fr. (assumed) VL
roccal 1 ; a large mass of stone forming a cliff, promontory, or
peak 2 : a concreted mass of stony material; also : broken pieces
of such masses 3 : consolidated or unconsolidated soUd mineral
matter; also t a particular mass of it 4a: something like a rock in
firmness: (1) : foundation, support (2) : refuge b : something
that threatens or causes disaster — often used in pi. 5 ; a stick
candy with color running through 6 slang : diamond — on the
rocKs 1 : in or into a state of destruction or wreckage 2 : on ice
cubes <bourbon on the rocks')

rock and roll var oj. rock 'n' roll
rock and rye n : rye whiskey flavored with orange, lemon, and occas.
pineapple and cherry
rock.a.way \'rak-a-,wa\ n IRockaway, New Jersey] : a light low
four-wheeled carriage with a fixed top and open sides
rock bass n 1 : a sunfish {Ambloplites rupestris) found esp. in the
upper Mississippi valley and Great Lakes region 2 a : a striped
bass {Roccus saxaiilis) b : any of several sea basses (genus
Paralabrax) of the California and adjoining Mexican coast

rock bottom n : the absolute bottom or foundation
rocK.bound \'rak-'baund\ adj I fringed, surrounded, or covered
with rocks : rocky

rock brake n ; any of several ferns that grow chiefly on or among
rocks

rock candy n : boiled sugar crystallized in large masses on string

Rock Cornish n : a crossbred domestic fowl produced by inter-

breeding Cornish and white Plymouth Rock fowls and used esp, for
small roasters

rock crystal n : transparent quartz
rockier \'rak-ar\ n 1 a : either of two curving pieces of wood or
metal on which an object (as a cradle) rocks b : any of various
objects that rock upon rockers (as an infant's toy having a seat
placed between side pieces) c : any of various objects in the form
of a rocker or with parts resembling a rocker 2 : any of various
devices that work with a rocking motion

rocker arm n : a center-pivoted lever to push an automotive engine
valve down
irock.et \'rak-3t, ra-'ket\ n [MF roquette, fr. Olt rochetta, dim. of
ruca garden rocket, fr. L eruca'\ 1 : a yellowish flowered European
herb (Eruca sativa) of the mustard family sometimes grown for
salad 2 : dame's violet; also : any of several plants resembling
dame's violet

2r0Ck.et \'rak-3t\ n, ojten attrib [It rocchetta, lit., small distaff, fr.

dim. of rocca distaff, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG rocko distaff]

1 ; a firework consisting of a case partly filled with a combustible
composition fastened to a guiding stick and projected through the
air by the reaction resulting from the rearward discharge of the
gases liberated by combustion; also ; such a device used as an in-

cendiary weapon or as a propelling unit (as for a lifesaving line or a
whaling harpoon) 2 : a jet engine that operates on the same
principle as the firework rocket, consists essentially of a combustion
chamber and an exhaust nozzle, carries either liquid or solid propel-
lants which provide the fuel and oxygen needed for combustion and
thus make the engine independent of the oxygen of the air, and is

used esp. for the propulsion of a missile (as a bomb or shell) or a
vehicle (as an Eiirplane) 3 : a rocket-propelled bomb, missile, or
projectile

3rock.et \'rak-3t\ vt : to convey by means of a rocket **- vf 1 ; to
rise up swiftly, spectacularly, and with force 2 : to travel rapidly
in or as if in a rocket

rocket bomb « l : an aerial bomb designed for release at low
altitude and equipped with a rocket apparatus for giving it added
momentum 2 : a rocket-propelled bomb launched from the ground

rock>e*teer \,rak-3-'ti(3)r\ n 1 : one who fires, pilots, or rides in a
rocket 2 : a scientist who specializes in rocketry

rocket plane n : zn airplane propelled by rockets or armed with
rocket launchers

rocket propulsion n ; propulsion by means of a rocket engine
rock-et.ry \'rak-3-tre\ n : the study of, experimentation with, or
use of rockets

rocket ship n : a rocket-propelled craft capable of navigation beyond
the earth's atmosphere

rock'fish \'rak-,fish\ n : any of various valuable market fishes that
live among rocks or on rocky bottoms: as a : any of several fishes
(family Scorpaenidae) b ; a striped bass {Roccus saxatilis)

c : any of several groupers d : greenling la
rock garden n : a garden laid out among rocks or decorated with
rocks and adapted for the growth of particular kinds of plants (as
alpines)

rock hind n : any of various spotted groupers commonly found about
rocky coasts or reefs

rocking chair n : a chair mounted on rockers
rocking horse n ; a toy horse mounted on rockers — called also
hobbyhorse

rock'ling \'rak-lio\ " : any of several small rather elongate marine
cods (family Gadidae)
rock lobster n l : spiny lobster 2 ; the flesh of the Cape crawfish
esp. when canned or frozen for use as food
rock maple n : a sugar maple {Acer saccharum)
rock 'n' roll \,rak-3n-'r51\ n 1 : jazz characterized by a strong
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beat and much repetition often with both blues and folk song ele-
ments 2 : improvisatory popular dancing associated with rock 'n'
roll music

rock oil n : petroleum
roC'koon \ra-'kun\ n [Vocfcet + balloon] : a small rocket carried
to a high altitude by a balloon and then fired
rock pigeon n : a bluish gray wild pigeon {Columba livid) of Europe
and Asia

rock rabbit n i : hyrax 2 : pika
rock-ribbed \'rak-'ribd\ adj 1 : rocky 2 : firm and inflexible in
doctrine or integrity

rock-rose \'rak-'r62\ n : a shrub or woody herb (family Cistaceae,

L mineral; also

the rockrose family)
rock salt n % common salt occurring in solid form

: salt artificially prepared in large crystals or masses
rock.shaft \'rak-,shaft\ n ; a shaft that oscillates on its journals
instead of revolving

rock-skip°per \-,skip-ar\ n : any of several blennies
rock tripe n : an edible lichen (of Umbilicaria or the related genus
Gyrophora) that is common on rocks in arctic and subarctic regions

rock wallaby n : any of various medium-sized kangaroos (genus
Petrogale)

rock-weed \'rak-,wcd\ n : a coarse brown seaweed (family Fuca-
ceae) growing attached to rocks
rock wool n : mineral wool made by blowing a jet of steam through
molten rock (as limestone or siliceous rock) or through slag and
used chiefly for heat and sound insulation

1 rocky \'rak-e\ adj 1 : abounding in or consisting of rocks
2 : difficult to impress or affect : insensitive <his -^ heart) 3 ; firm-
ly held : STEADFAST
2rocky adj 1 : unstable, wobbly 2 : physically upset (as from
drinking excessively) 3 : marked by obstacles : difficult
Rocky Mountain sheep n [Rocky mountains. No. America]

: BIGHORN
Rocky Mountain spotted fever n : an acute rickettsial disease
characterized by chills, fever, prostration, pains in muscles and
joints, and a red to purple eruption and transmitted by the bite of
a wood tick {Dermacentor andersoni)
irO'CO-CO \ra-'k5-(,)k6, ,ro-k9-'ko\ adj [F. irreg. fr. rocaille rocks
work, fr. roc rock, alter, of MF roche, fr. (assumed) VL rocca'\
1 a ; of or relating to an artistic style esp, of the 18th century char-
acterized by fanciful curved spatial forms and ornament of pierced
shellwork b : of or relating to an I Sth century musical style marked
by light gay ornamentation and departure from thorough bass and
polyphony 2 ; excessively ornate or intricate

2rococo n : rococo work or style

rod \'rad\ n [ME, fr. OE rodd; akin to ON rudda club] 1 a (1) : a
straight slender stick growing on or cut from a tree or bush (2)

; OSIER (3) ; a stick or bundle of twigs used to punish; also
; PUNISHMENT (4) I a shepherd's cudgel (5) : a pole with a line
and usu. a reel attached for fishing b (1) : a slender bar (as of
wood or metal) (2) : a bar or staff for measuring (3) : scepter;
also : a wand or staff carried as a badge of office (as of marshal)
2 a : a unit of length — see measure table b : a square rod
3 ; any of the long rod-shaped sensory bodies in the retina respon-
sive to faint light 4 : a bacterium shaped like a rod 5 slang
: PISTOL — rod'less \-l3s\ adj — rod<like \-,irk\ adj

rode past oj RIDE
iro-dent \'rod-='nt\ adj 1 : gnawing, bfting 2 : of or relating to
rodents

^rodent n [deriv. of L rodent-, rodens, prp. of rodere to gnaw —
more at rat] : any of an order (Rodentia) of relatively small
gnawing mammals having a single pair of upper incisors with a
chisel-shaped edge; also ; a lagomorph (as a rabbit) or other small
mammal (as a shrew)

ro<den>ti<>cide \r6-'dent-a-^Td\ n : an agent that kills, repels, or
controls rodents

rO'deo \'rod-e-,o, r3-'da-(,)o\ n [Sp, fr. rodear to surround, fr.

rueda wheel, fr. L rota — more at roll] 1 : roundup 2 a : a public
performance featuring bronco riding, calf roping, steer wrestling,
and Brahma bull riding b : a contest likened to a rodeo

rod-man \'rad-man, -,man\ n : a surveyor's assistant who holds the
leveling rod

ro>do<mon<tade V.rad-a-man-'tad, .rod-, -.man-; -man-'tadX n [MF,
fr. Rodomonte, character in Orlando Innamorato by Matteo M.
Boiardo] 1 : a bragging speech 2 : vain boasting or bluster
: RANT — rodomontade adj

iroe \'r6\ n, pi roe or roes [ME ro, fr. OE rS; akin to OHG reh roe,

Olr riabach dappled] : doe
2roe n [ME rooj: akin to OHG rogo roe, Lith kurkulai frog's eggs]
1 a : the eggs of a fish esp. when still enclosed in the ovarian mem-
brane b : the eggs or ovaries of an invertebrate (as the coral of a
lobster) 2 : a dark mottled or flecked figure appearing esp. in

quartersawed lumber
roe-buck \'ro-,b3k\ n, pi roehuck or roebucks : roe deer; esp

: the male roe deer
roe deer n : a small European and Asiatic deer {Capreolus capreolus)
that has erect cylindrical antlers forked at the summit, is reddish
brown in summer and grayish in winter, has a white rump patch,

and is noted for its nimbleness and grace
iroent^gen X'rent-gan, 'rant-, -jsn; 'ren-chan, 'rsn-X adj [ISV, fr.

Wilhelm Rontgen tl923 G physicist] : of or relating to X rays <~
examinations)
2roentgen n : the international unit of X-radiation or gamma radia-

tion equal to the amount of radiation that produces in one cubic
centimeter of dry air under standard conditions of temperature and
pressure ionization of either sign equal to one electrostatic unit of
charge

roent.gen.ize \-,Tz\ vt 1 ; to make (air or other gas) conducting
by the passage of X rays 2 : to subject to the action of X rays

roent-gen.o-gram \-3-,gram\ n [ISV] : a photograph made with X
rays

roent.gen.0.graph \-.graf\ n ; roentgenogram
roent*gen>o>graph-ic X.rent-gan-a-'graf-ik, .rant-, -jsn-; .ren-chsn-,

.rsn-X adj : of or relating to roentgenography — roent-gen'O-
graph>i<caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

roent"gen.og«ra.pby \-'ag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : photography by means
of X rays

roentgen.o.logac \-a-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to roentgenology— roent=gen=Ooiog.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj— roent-gen-o-log-i-caMy
\-i-k{3-)le\ adv

roent-gen.ol-o.gist \-'al-3-i3st\ n : a specialist in roentgenology
roent^gen.ol.o.gy \-je\ n [ISV] : a branch of radiology that deals
with the use of X rays for diagnosis or treatment of disease

roent-gen-O-SCOpe Vrent-gan-a-.skop, 'rant-, -jan-; 'ren-chan-,
•ran-X n : fluoroscope ~ roent^gen'O'Scop-ic \,rent-gan-3-
'skap-ik, .rant-, -jan-; .ren-chan-, ,ran-\ adj — roent-gen>os-
CQ.py \-'as-ka-pe\ n

roent-gen.o-ther-a.py V.rent-gan-a-'ther-a-pe, .rant-, -jan-; ,ren-
chan-, ,ran-\ n [ISV] : radiotherapy by means of X rays

roentgen ray_w, ojien cap 1st R : x ray
ro*ga*tion \ro-'ga-shan\ n [ME rogacion, fr. LL rogation-, rogatio,
fr. L, questioning, fr. rogatus, pp. of rogare to ask — more at right]
1 ; litany, supplication 2 pi : the ceremonies of the Rogation
Days

Rogation Day n : one of the days of prayer esp. for the harvest
observed on the three days before Ascension Day and by Roman
Cathohcs also on April 25

rog.er \'raj-ar\ interj [fr. Roger} — used esp. in radio and signaling
to indicate that a message has been received and understood

Rog-er \'raj-3r\ [fr. the name Roger} — a communications code
word for the letter r

irogue \'rog\ n [origin unknown] 1 : vagrant, tramp 2 : a
dishonest or worthless person : scoundrel 3 ; a mischievous
person : scamp 4 : a horse inclined to shirk or misbehave 5 : an
individual exhibiting a chance and usu. inferior biological variation— rogU'ish \'ro-gish\ adj — rogu=ish.ly adv — rogu*ish>ness n
2rogue VI rogued; rogu»ing or rogue^ing : to weed out inferior,
diseased, or nontypical individuals from a crop plant or a field

3rogue adj, oj an animal : being vicious and destructive <-- otter)
rogue elephant n : a vicious elephant that separates from the herd
and roams alone

rogu.ery \'ro-g(a-)re\ n 1 ; an act characteristic of a rogue
2 : mischievous play

rogues' gallery n : a collection of portraits of persons arrested as
criminals

roil \'r6i(a)I, vt 2 is aho 'rT(a)l\ vb [origin unknown] vt 1 a : to
make turbid by stirring up the sediment or dregs of b : to stir up
; disturb, disorder 2 : rile 2 ~ vi ; to move turbulently syn
see IRRITATE

roily \'r6i-le\ adj 1 : full of sediment or dregs : muddy 2 : turbu-
lent syn see TURBID

rois.ter \'r6i-star\ vi rois-ter^ing \-st(a-)rio\ [earlier roister
(roisterer)] : to engage in noisy revelry : carouse — rois>ter>er
\-star-ar\ n

ROoland Vr"o-land\ n [F] : a stalwart defender of the Christians
against the Saracens in French romance killed at Roncesvalles in
778

role also r61e \'rol\ n [F role, lit., roll. fr. OF rolle} 1 a : a charac-
ter assigned or assumed h ; a part played by an actor or singer
2 : FUNCTION
iroU \'roI\ n [ME rolle, fr. OF, fr. L rotula, dim. of rota wheel;
akin to OHG rad wheel, Skt ratha wagon] 1 a (1) : a written
document that may be rolled up ; scroll; specij : a document
containing an official or formal record i^s of parUament) (2) ; a
manuscript book h : a list of names or related items : catalog
c : an official hst: as (1) : muster roll (2) : a list of members of a
school or class or of members of a legislative body 2 : something
that is rolled up into a cylinder or ball: as a : a quantity fas of
fabric or paper) rolled up to form a single package b : a hairdo
in which some or all of the hair is roiled or curled up or under
<pageboy ^> c : any of various food preparations rolled up for
cooking or serving; specij : a small piece of baked yeast dough
d : a cylindrical twist of tobacco e : a flexible case (as of leather)

in which articles may be rolled and fastened by straps or clasps
f (1) : paper money folded or rolled into a wad (2) slang : bank-
roll 3 ; something that performs a rolling action or movement
; ROLLER: as a : a wheel for making decorative lines on book
covers; also : a design impressed by such a tool b : a typewriter
platen

2roll vt 1 a : to impel forward by causing to turn over and over on a
surface b : to cause to revolve by turning over and over on or as if

on an axis C : to cause to move in a circular manner d ; to form
into a mass by turning over and over e ; to impel forward with an
easy continuous motion 2 a : to put a wrapping around : en-
fold. ENVELOP b ; to wrap round on itself ; shape into a ball or
roll 3 a : to press, spread, or level with a roller : make smooth,
even, or compact b : to spread out : extend i-^ out the red
carpet) 4 a : to move on rollers or wheels b ; to cause to begin
operating or moving ('^ the cameras) 5 a : to sound with a full

reverberating tone (j-^ed out the words) to : to make a continuous
beating sound upon : sound a roll upon (s^ed their drums) c : to

utter with a trill {'^ed his r's) d : to play (a chord) in arpeggio
style 6 ; to rob (a drunk, sleeping, or unconscious person) usu. by
going through the pockets ~ vi 1 a : to move along a surface
by rotation without sliding b (1) ; to turn over and over (the
children -^ed in the grass) (2) : to luxuriate in an abundant supply
: WALLOW (fairly ^ing in money) 2 a : to move onward or around
as if by completing a revolution (the months ^ on) ; elapse, pass
h : to shift the gaze continually (eyes -^ing in terror) c : to re-

volve on an axis 3 : to move about ; roam, wander 4 a ; to

flow with a rising and falling motion (the clouds ~ past) b : to
flow in a continuous stream : POUR (money was -^mg in) c : to

have an undulating contour i^ing prairie) d ; to lie extended
: stretch 5 a : to travel in a vehicle h ; to become carried on a
stream c : to move on wheels 6 a : to make a deep reverberating
sound (the thunder ^^s} b ; trill 7 a : to swing from side to side

(the ship heaved and ^^ed) b : to walk with a swinging gait ; sway
c : to move so as to cushion the impact of a blow — used with with

i-^ed with the punch) 8 a : to take the form of a cylinder or ball

b : to respond to rolhng in a specified way or to be in a specified
condition after being rolled 9 a : to get under way : begin to
move or operate b : to move forward ; develop and maintain
impetus 10 a : bowl b : to execute a roll in tumbling — roll

i
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business — roll tHeone's hoop star.g : to attend to one's

bones : to shoot craps
3rolI n 1 a : a sound produced by rapid strokes on a drum bra
sonorous and often rhythmical flow of speech c : a heavy rever-
beratory sound <the -^ of cannon) A ; a chord in arpeggio style

e : a trill of some birds (as a canary) 2 ; a roUing movement or an
action or process involving such movement <a — of the dice);
as a ; a swaying movement of the body b : a side to side move-
ment (as of a ship or train) c : a flight maneuver in which a
complete revolution about the longitudinal axis of an airplane is

made with the horizontal direction of flight being approximately
maintained d (1) : any of several acrobatic and modem dance
exercises in which the body is rotated on the floor (chest '~^)

(2) : a pivot of ballroom dance partners away from or toward
each other or toward a new partner e : somersault i ; the move-
ment of a curling stone after impact with another stone

roll back vt l : to reduce (a commodity price) to or toward a
previous level on a national scale by government control devices
2 : to cause to retreat or withdraw : push back

roIl<baclE \'rol-,bak\ n : the act or an insiance of rolling back
roll call n ; the act or an instance of calling off a list of names (as

for checking attendance); also : a time for a roll call

lroll-er \'ro-l3r\ n l a : a revolving cylinder over or on which
something is moved or which is used to press, shape, or smooth
something b : a rod on which something (as a shade) is rolled up
2 a ; a long heavy wave on a coast b ; a tumbler pigeon

irol'ler \'r6-l3r\ n [G, fr. rollen to roll, reverberate, fr. MF roller,

fr. (assumed) VL rolulare, fr. L rotula"] 1 : any of numerous mostly
brightly colored nonpasserine Old World birds (family Coraciidae)
related to the motmots and todies 2 ; a canary having a song in
which the notes are soft and run together

roller bearing n ; a bearing in which the journal rotates In periph-
eral contact with a number of rollers usu. contained in a cage

roU.er coast.er X'ro-lar-.ko-star, 'r5-le-,k6A n : an elevated
railway (as in an amusement park) constructed with curves and
inclines on which cars roll

roller skate n : a skate with wheels instead of a runner for skating
on a surface other than ice — rolI*er-skate \,ro-l3r-'skat\ vi— roller skater n

roller towel n ; an endless towel hung from a roller

roll film n : a strip of film for still camera use wound on a spool
rol*Iick \*ra!-ik\ vi [origin unknown] ; to move or behave in a
carefree joyous manner : frolic — rollick n — rol'lick*ing adj

rolling hitch n : a hitch for fastening a Une to a spar or to the
standing part of another line that will not slip when the pull is

parallel to the spar or line

rolling mill n ; an establishment where metal is rolled into plates
and bars

rolling pin n i a long cylinder for rolling out dough
rolling stock n : the wheeled vehicles owned and used by a rail-

road or motor carrier

rolUman V'rol-msn, -.man\ n : one who operates a rolling machine
roll out VI : to get out of bed
roll>top desk \,rol-,tap-\ n ; a writing desk with a sliding cover
of parallel slats fastened to a flexible backing

roll up vt ; to increase by successive accumulations : accumulate
(rolled up a large majority) ^ vi 1 ; to become larger by suc-
cessive accumulations 2 : to arrive in a vehicle
iro.ly-po.Iy \,ro-le-'po-le\ n [redupl. of roly, fr. 'roU} 1 : a
sweet dough spread with a filling, rolled, and baked or steamed
2 : a roly-poly person or thing

2roly-poly adj : being short and pudgy : rotund
RO.ma.iC \r6-'ma-ik\ n [NGk Rhomaiikos, fr. Gk Rhdmaikos
Roman, fr. Rhome Rome] ; the modern Greek vernacular —
Romaic adj
ro.maine \ro-'man\ n [F, fr. fern, of romain Roman, fr. L Romanus}

; cos LETTUCE
ro>man \r6-'ma°\ n [MP. fr. OF romans romance] : a metrical
romance
tRo-man \'ro-m3n\ n [partly fr. ME, fr. OE, fr. L Romanus, adj.
& n., fr. Roma Rome; partly fr. ME Romain, fr. OF. fr. L Romamisl
1 : a native cr resident of Rome 2 : roman catholic — often
taken to be offensive 3 not cap % roman letters or type
2Ronian ad] l ; of or relating to Rome or the people of Rome;
specij ; characteristic of the ancient Romans <~ fortitude) 2 : latin
3 not cap : UPRIGHT — used of numbers and letters whose capital
forms are modeled on ancient Roman inscriptions 4 : of or
relating to the see of Rome or the Roman CathoHc Church 5 : hav-
ing a semicircular intrados <'-- arch) 6 ; having a prominent
shghtly aquiline bridge <--' nose)
ro.man k del \r6-,ma(")n-(,)a-'kla\ n, pi ro^mans & clef \same
or -,ma"z-(,)a-\ [F, Ht., novel with a key] : a novel in which real
persons or actual events figure under disguise
Roman architecture n : the classical architectural style of the
Roman empire marked by the use of the orders, pediment, arch,
dome, and vault

Roman calendar n ; a calendar of ancient Rome preceding the
Julian calendar and having 12 months with the days of the month
reckoned backward from fixed points — compare calends
Roman candle n : a straight cylindrical firework that discharges
at intervals balls or stars of fire

Roman Catholic adj : of or relating to the body of Christians In
communion with the pope having a hierarchy of priests and bishops
under the pope, a hturgy centered in the Mass, and a body of
dogma formulated by the church as the infaUible interpreter of
revealed truth; esp ; of or relating to the Western rite of this church
marked by a Latin Uturgy — Roman Catholic n — Roman Ca-
tholicism n
iro.mance \ro-'man(t)s, rg-; 'ro-A n [ME romauns, fr. OF romans
French, something written in French, fr. L romanice in the Roman
manner, fr. romanicus Roman, fr. Romanas'\ 1 a (1) : a medieval
tale in verse or prose based on legend, chivalric love and adventure,
or the supernatural (2) : a prose narrative treating imaginary
characters involved in events remote in time or place and usu.
heroic, adventurous, or mvsterious (3) : a love story b : a class
of such hterature 2 : something that lacks basis in fact 3 : an
emotional attraction or aura belonging to an esp. heroic era,
adventure, or calling 4 : a passionate love affair 6 cap ; the
Romance languages
aromance vi l : to exaggerate or invent detail or incident 2 ; to

entertain romantic thoughts or ideas '^ vt I to carry on a love
affair with
Sromance n : a short instrumental piece in ballad style
RO>mance \ro-'man(t)s, ra-; 'ro-,\ adj ; of, relating to, or con-
stituting the languages developed from Latin
ro-manc>er \-3r\ n 1 : a writer of romance 2 : one that romances
Roman collar n : clerical collar
Ro>man-es(lue \,ro-m3-'nesk\ adj ; of or relating to a style of
architecture developed in Italy and western Europe between the
Roman and the Gothic styles and characterized in its development
after 1000 by the use of the round arch and vault, substitution
of piers for columns, decorative use of arcades, and profuse
ornament — Romanesque n
ro.man-lleuve \ro-.ma"-'fioEv, -'fl3(r)v\ n, pi ro-mans-fleuves
\-,ma"-'flcev. -'fla(r)v(z)\ [F, lit., river novel] : a distinctively
French novel in the form of a long usu. easygoing chronicle of a
family, community, or other social group
Ro.ma.nian \ru-'ma-ne-an, ro-, -nysnN n 1 : a native or in-
habitant of Romania 2 : the Romance language of the Romanians— Romanian adj
Ro*man.ic \ro-'man-ik\ adj ; romance — Romanic n
Ro.man.ism \'ro-ma-,niz-3m\ n : roman cathoucism — oii&a.
taken to be offensive
Ro.maH'ist \-nast\ n 1 ; roman cathouc — often taken to be
offensive 2 : a specialist in the language, culture, or law of ancient
Rome — Romanist or_Ro>man-is.tic \,ro-m3-'nis-tik\ adj

ro>man>ize \'r6-m3-,nTz\ vt l ojten cap : to make Roman
: LATINIZE 2 : to write or print (as a language) in roman char-
acters
roman numeral n, often cap R : a numeral in a system of notation
based on the ancient Roman system — see number table
Ro=ma.no \ra-'man-(,io, ro-\ n [It, Roman, fr. L Romanusi : a
sharp hard cheese with blackish green rind
Ro-mansh or Ro.manscll \ro-'manch, -'manch\ n [Romansh
romonsch} : the Rhaeto-Romanic dialects spoken in the Grisons,
Switzerland and adjacent parts of Italy
iro.man.tic \ro-'mant-ik, r3-\ adj [F romantique, fr. obs. romaiit
romance, fr, OF romans'\ 1 : consisting of or resembling a romance
2 : having no basis in fact : imaginary 3 : impractical In concep-
tion or plan ; visionary 4 a : marked by the imaginative or
emotional appeal of the heroic, adventurous, remote, mysterious, or
idealized b ojten cap ; of, relating to, or having the characteristics
of romanticism 5a: having an inclination for romance b : ar-
dent, fervent; esp ; marked by or constituting passionate love
6 ; of, relating to, or constitutmg the part of the hero in a comedy— ro-man.ti'Cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
2romantiC n 1 : a romantic person, trait, or component 2 cap
: romanticist

ro>man>ti>cism \ro-'mant-3-,siz-3m, r3-\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being romantic 2 ojten cap a (1) : a Uterary, artistic, and
philosophical movement originating in the 18th century, char-
acterized chiefly by a reaction against neoclassicism and an em-
phasis on the imagination and emotions, and marked esp. in
English literature by sensibiUty and the use of autobiographical
material, an exaltation of the primitive and the common man, an
appreciation of external nature, an interest in the remote, a
predilection for melancholy, and the use in poetry of older verse
forms (2) : an aspect of romanticism b : adherence to or practice
of romantic doctrine or assumptions — ro>man>ti>cist \-s3st\ n,

ojten cap
ro.man.ti-ci.za.tion \-,mant-3-s3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process
of romanticizing

ro.man>ti-cize \-'mant-3-,sTz\ vt ; to make romantic ^« vi 1 : to
hold romantic ideas 2 ! to present details, incidents, or people
in a romantic v/ay
Ro.ma.ny \'ram-3-ne, 'ro-ma-X n [Romany romani, adj., gypsy,
fr. rom gypsy man, fr. Skt dgmba man of a low caste of musicians]
1 : GYPSY 12; the Indic language of the Gypsies — Romany adj
ro-maunt \ro-'m6nt, -'mant\ n [ME, fr, MF romant} archaic

: romance la(l)

rom.el-dale \'ram-al-,dal\ n, ojten cap [blend of Romney, Ram-
bouillet, and Corriedale'] ; any of an American breed of utility

sheep yielding a heavy fleece of fine wool and producing a quickly
maturing high-grade market lamb
iRo.meo \'ro-me-,o, in Shak also 'rom-(.)yo\ n 1 ; a son of Mon-
tague in love with JuUet in Shakespeare s Romeo and Juliet 2 t a
male lover
2Romeo — a communications code word for the letter r

Rom-ish \'r6-mish\ adj : Roman Cathohc — usu. used disparag-
ingly — Rom-ish^ly adv — Rom.ish-ness n
Rom-ney \'ram-ne\ n [Romney Marsh, pasture tract in England]

; any of a British breed of hardy long-wooled mutton-type sheep
esp. adapted to damp or marshy regions — called also Romney
marsh, ojten cap M
iromp \'ramp, 'r6mp\ n [partly alter, of ^ramp; partly alter, of
ramp (bold woman)] 1 : one that romps; esp l a romping girl or
woman 2 : boisterous play : frouc 3 : an easy winning pace
2romp vi [alter, of ^ramp} 1 ; to play in a boisterous manner

; frolic 2 a : to proceed in a gay or animated maimer b ; to

run so as to win easily

romp.er N'ram-par, 'r6m-\ n 1 : one that romps 2 ; a child's

one-piece garment with the lower part shaped like bloomers — usu.

used in pi.

Rom.u-lus \'ram-ya-l3s\ n [L] : the legendary founder and first

king of Rome
ron.deau \'ran-(,)do, ran-'do\ n, pi ron-deaux \-(,)doz, -'doz\
[MF rondel, rondeau\ 1 a ; a fixed form of verse running on two
rhymes and consisting usu. of 15 lines of eight or ten syllables

divided into three stanzas in which the opening words of the first

Une of the first stanza serve as the refrain of the second and third

stanzas — called also rondel b ; a poem in this form 2 : a
monophonic trouvere song with a 2-part refrain

rondeau re.dou.bl6 \-r3-,dii-'bla\ n, pi rondeaux re-dou.bl6s
\same or -(,)doz-r3-,du-'bla, -'doz- or -(.)d6-r9-,du-'blaz, -'d6-\

[F, lit., double rondeau] 1 ; a fixed form of verse running on two
alternating rhymes that usu. consists of five quatrains in which the
lines of the 1st quatrain are used consecutively to end each of the

remaining four quatrains which are in turn sometimes followed
by an envoi of four lines that terminates with the opening words
of the poem 2 : a poem in the rondeau redoubl6 form
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ron.del \'i^n-dn, ran-Mel\ or ron-delle \ran-Mel\ n [ME, fr.

OF, lit., small circle — more at roundel] 1 usu rondelle ; a
circular object 2 a usu rondel t a fixed form of verse running on
two rhymes and consisting usu. of 14 lines of eight or ten syllables
divided into three stanzas in which the 1st two lines of the 1st
stanza serve as the refrain of the 2nd and 3d stanzas b ; a poem
in this form c : rondeau 1

roil>de>let \,ran-d^l-'et\ n : a modified rondeau running on two
rhymes and consisting usu. of seven lines in which the 1st line

of four syllables is repeated as the 3d line and as the final Une or
refrain and the remaining lines are made up of eight syllables
each
ron>dO \'ran-(,)do, ran-'do\ n [It rondd, fr. MF rondeau} 1 : an
instrumental composition typically with a refrain recurring four
times in the tonic and with three couplets in contrasting keys
2 : the musical form of a rondo

ron.dure \'ran-jsr, -(,)dyu';a)r\ n [F rondeur roundness, fr. MF,
fr. rond round, fr. OF roont — more at rouhd] 1 : rouhd la
2 : gracefully rounded curvature

rbntgen var of roentgen
ron.yon \'r9n-y3n\ n [perh. modif. of F rogue scab] oba : a mangy
or scabby creature

rood \'rud\ n [ME, fr. OE rod rod, rood; akin to OHG ruota rod,

OSIav ratiSte shaft of a lance] 1 : a cross or crucifix symbolizing
the cross on which Jesus Christ died; specij : a large crucifix on a
beam or screen at the entrance of the chancel of a medieval church
2a: any of various units of land area; esp ; a British unit equal to

]4. acre 6 : any of various units of length; esp ; a British unit eQual
to seven or eight yards or sometimes a rod
irool V'riif, 'ruf\ n,

pi rods V'riifs,

riifs also riivz,

ruvz\ [ME, fr. OE
hroj: akin to ON
firoj roof of a
boathouse, OSIav
strop ii roof] 1 a
: the cover of a
building b : DWELL-
1 N O , HOME
c : roofing <slag
or gravel '^> <coal

S>' ^2^a'(ff^* the 'Oofs 1: J lean-to, 2 saddle. 5 hip,

highest point: SUM- 5 mansard, 6 ogee

Mir (2) : CEILING 5 b : something resembling a roof in form or
function 3 a : the vaulted upper boundary of the mouth b : a
covering structure of any of various parts of the body — roofed
X'riift, 'riiftX adj — roof-less X'rii-flss, 'ruf-l9s\ adj — rool-like
Vru-.flTk, 'ruf-.llk\ adj

STOOl vi 1 a : to cover with or as if with a roof b : to provide (a

roof) with a protective exterior 2 : to constitute a roof over —
roof-er n

rool garden n : a restaurant at the top of a building usu. with
faciUties for music and dancing

roof>ing n : material for a roof

roof'top X'nif-.tap, 'ruf-\ n : a roof esp. of a house
roof.tree \-,tre\ n ; ridgepole
irook \'ruk\ n [ME, fr. OE hroc; akin to OE hrsefn raven — more
at RAVEN] : a common Old World gregarious bird (Corvus JrugUegus)
about the size and color of the related American crow
3rook vt : to defraud by cheating or swindling
8rook n [ME rok, fr. MF roc, fr. Ar rukh, fr. Per] : a chess piece that

moves parallel to the sides of the board across any number of un-
occupied squares — called also castle

rook-ery \'ruk-a-re\ n 1 a : the nests or breeding place of a
colony of rooks; also : a colony of rooks b ; a breeding ground or
haunt of gregarious birds or mammals; also ; a colony of such birds

or mammals 2 : a crowded dilapidated tenement or group of dwell-

ings : WARREN 3 ; a place teeming with like Individuals

rook'ie \'ruk-e\ n [perh. alter, of recruit] : recruit; also : novice
rooky \*ruk-e\ adj : full of or containing rooks
iroom Vriim, 'rum\ n [ME, fr. OE rum: akin to OHG rum room,
L rur-. rus open land] X a : unoccupied area : space b : sufficient

unocoipied space <---' to swing a cat) 2 : a delimited space : com-
pass 3 a obs : a place or station assigned or in a hierarchy : post
b : a place or station formerly occupied by another 4 a : a
partitioned part of the Inside of a building : chamber; esp : such
a part used as a lodging b : the people in a room 6 : ofportunfty,
capacity
sroom vi : to occupy a room *« vf ; to accommodate with lodgings

room*er Vrii-msr, 'rum-3r\ n : lodger
room.ette \rii-'met, rum-'et\ n ; a small private single room on a

railroad sleeping car
room>lul \'rum-,ful, "rtim-X n, p/ roomluls \-,fulz\ or rooms>2ul
\'riimz-,ful, 'rumz-\ : as much or as many as a room will hold;

also : the persons or objects in a room
rooin*i>nes3 X'rii-me-nas, 'rum-€-\ n : the quality or state of

being roomy
rooming house n : lodoing house
rooxn>niate \'rum-,mat, 'rum-\ a i one of two or more persons
occupying the same room
roomy \"ru-me, 'rum-e\ adj 1 : having ample room : spacious
2 oj a female mammal : having a large or well-proportioned body
suited for breeding

roor>back \'ru(9)r-.bak\ n [fr. an attack on James K. Polk In

1844 purporting to quote from an invented book by a Baron yon
Roorback] ; a defamatory falsehood published for political effect

roose \'rUz\ vt [ME rusen, fr. ON hrosa} chiefly dial : praise

iroost \'rust\ n [ME, fr. OE hrost; akin to MD roest roost, OSIav
krada pile of wood] 1 a : a support on which birds rest b : a place

where birds customarily roost 2 ; a group of birds (as fowl) roost-

ing together ^ , « . **•
sroost vi 1 : to settle down for rest or sleep : perch 2 : to settle

oneself as if on a roost '^ vf : to supply a roost for or put to roost

roost>er X'rus-tar also 'rtis-V nla: I adult male domestic fowl

: cock b ; an adult male of various other birds 2 S a cocky or
vain person

Ioost>ers \-t3rz\ n pi but sing in constr ; a common No. American
blue violet {Viola palmata)
iroot \'rut, rut\
n, often altrib [ME,
fr. OE rot, fr. ON;
akin to OE wyrt
root, L radix, Gk
rftiza] 1 a : the
part of a seed
plant body that
originates usu. from
the hypocotyl, func-
tions as an organ
of absorption, aera-
tion, and food stor-
age or as a means
of anchorage and
support, and differs
from a stem esp.
in lacking nodes,
buds, and leaves
b : any subter-
ranean plant part
(as a true root or a
bulb, tuber, root-
stock, or other
modified stem) esp.
when fleshy and
edible 2 a : the
part of a tooth
within the socket
b : the enlarged
basal part of a
hair within the
skin
proximal end of

the

! the part
of an organ or
physical structure
by which It is

attached to the
body (-^ of the
tongue) 3 a : an
original cause or
quality ; source b

3 la: 1 conical, 2 naplform, 3 fusiform,
irons, 5 moniliform, 6 nodulose, 7 tuber-
8 adventitious root, 9 prop root, 10

aerial root

progenitors of a group of de-
1 d : the essentia!
environment ; tie

used in pi. 4 a : a number that when multiplied by itself

an indicated number of times gives a specified number <2 Is a
4th '^ of 16) b : a solution of a polynomial equation in one
unknown 6 a : the lower part : base b : the part by which an
object Is attached to something else 6 : the simple element in-
ferred as the basis from which a word is derived by phonetic change
or by extension (as composition or the addition of an affix or in-
flectional ending) 7a; the tone from whose overtones a chord
is composed b ; the lowest tone of a chord in normal position
syn see origin — root-like \-.lTk\ adj

2ioot vt 1 a : to furnish with or enable to develop roots b : to fIx

or implant by or as if by roots 2 : to remove altogether often by
force {^ out dissenters) '^ v/ 1 ; to grow toots or take root
2 : to have an origin

aroot vb [ME wroten, fr. OE wrotan; akin to OHG ruozzan to root]
vi 1 ; to turn up or dig in the eaith with the snout ; grub 2 : to
poke or dig about '^ vt ^ to root out
«loot \'rut also 'rut\ vi [pferh. alter, of ^rout] 1 : to noisily applaud
or encourage a contestant or team ; cheer 2 ; to wish the success
of or lend support to someone or something — root>er n
root-age \'rut-ij, 'rut-\ n 1 ; a developed system of roots 2 : root
3a

root beer n : a sweetened effervescent or carbonated beverage
flavored with extractions of roots and herbs

root borer n : an insect or insect larva that bores Into the roots of
plants

root cap n ; a protective cap of parenchyma cells that covers the
terminal merlstem In most root tips

root cellar n : a pit used for the storage of root crops or other
vegetables

root climber n : a plant that climbs by adventitious roots
root crop n ; a crop (as turnips or sweet potatoes) grown for its

enlarged roots
root graft n 1 ; a plant graft in which the stock is a root or piece
of a root 2 : a natural anastomosis between roots of compatible
plants
root hair n ; a filamentous outgrowth near the tip of a rootlet that
functions in absorption of water and minerals

root*llold \'riit-,hold, 'rut-V n 1 ; the anchorage of a plant to soil

through the growing and spreading of roots 2 ; a place where
plants may obtain a roothold

root-less Vnit-las, 'rut-\ adj : having no roots <~ nomads)
root-let \-l3t\ n : a small root
root out vt ; to turn over or dig up : discover
root rot n : a plant disease characterized by a decay of the roots

root-stalk \'riit-,st6k, 'rut-\ n : rhizome
root-stock \-,stak\ n 1 ; a rhizomatous underground part of a
plant 2 : a stock for grafting consisting of a root or a piece of
root; broadly : stock

rooty \'rut-e, 'rut-\ adj ; full or consisting of roots <'^ soil)

Jrope \'rop\ n [ME, fr. OE rap; akin to OHG reif hoop] 1 a : a
large stout cord of strands of fibers or wire twisted or braided
together b : a long slender strip of material used as rope (rawhide
'>^> c ; a hangman's noose 2 ; a row or string consisting of
things imlted by or as if by braiding, twining, or threading
srope vi 1 a : to bind, fasten, or tie with a rope or cord b : to
partition, separate, or divide by a rope <~ off the street) _ c ; lasso
2 ; to draw as If with a rope ; lure '^ '

twist in the manner of rope — rop-er i

i

' v/ : to take the form of c

3 abut; 8 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; 3 cot, cart;
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rope.dancer \'rop-,dan(t)-s3r\ n s one that dances, walks, or
performs acrobatic feats on a rope high in the air — rope-danc-ing
\-sio\ n

rop«ery \'ro-pf9-")re\ n, archaic : roguish tricks or banter
rope*walk \'r6p-,wdk\ n i a long covered walk, building, or room
where ropes are manufactured

rope>walk>er \-,w6-kar\ n ; an acrobat that walks on a rope high
in the air

rope-way \-,wa\ n l : a fixed cable or a pair of fixed cables
between supporting towers serving as a track for suspended
passenger or freight carriers 2 : an endless aerial cable moved by
a stationary engine and used to transport logs, ore, and other
freight

rope yarn n l : the yam or thread composing the strands of a rope
2 : a yam of fibers loosely twisted up right-handedly

rop-i-ness \'r6-pe-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being ropy
ropy \'ro-pe\ adj 1 a ; capable of being drawn into a thread

: VISCOUS h : having a gelatinous or slimy quality from bacterial
or fungal contamination (-^ milk) <'^ flour) 2 a ; resembling
rope : STRINGY b : muscular, sinewy
Toque \'rok\ n [alter, of croquet^ ; croquet played on a hard-sur-
faced court with a raised border

ro-que.laure \,f6-k3-'lo{3)r. .rak-s-, -'l6C3)r\ n [F, fr. the Due de
Roquelaure tl73S F marshal] ; a knee-length cloak worn esp. in
the 18th and 19th centuries

ror.qual \'r60)r-kw3l, -,kw61\ n [F, fr. Norw rdrhval, fr. ON
reytharhvaJr, fr. reythr rorqual + hvalr whale] : a large whalebone
whale (genus Balaenoptera) having the skin of the throat marked
with deep longitudinal furrows _
Ror>schach \'r6{3^r-,shak, 'ro(3)r-\ n [Hermann Rorschach
tl922 Swiss psychiatrist] : a personality and intelligence test in
which a subject interprets inkblot designs in terms that reveal
intellectual and emotional factors

ro<sa*ceous \ro-'za-sh3s\ adj [deriv. of L rosa] 1 : of or relating
to the rose family 2 : of, relating to, or resembling a rose esp.
in having a 5-petaled regular corolla

ros.an.i.line \r6-'zan-'l-3n\ n [L rosa rose + ISV aniline} 1 : a
white crystalline base CaoHziNsO that is the parent of many dyes
2 : FUCHSINE

rO'Sar*i*an \ro-'zar-e-9n, -'zer-\ n ; a cultivator of roses

ro.sa.iy \'ro2-(3-)re\ n [ML rosarium, fr. L, rose garden, fr.

neut. of rosarius of roses, fr. rosa rose] 1 : a string of beads used
in counting prayers esp. of the Roman Catholic rosary 2 ojren

cap : a Roman Catholic devoiion consisting of meditation on usu.
five sacred mysteries during recitation of five decades of Ave
Marias of which each begins with a paternoster and ends with a
Gloria

ros.coe \'ras-(,)ko\ n [prob. fr. the name Roscoe'] slang : pistol
irose past oj RISE

2rose \'r6z\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. L rosa'[ 1 a : any of a genus {Rosa
of the family Rosaceae, the rose family^ of usu. prickly shrubs with
pinnate leaves and showy flowers having five petals in the wild
state but being often double or semidouble under cultivation
b : the flower of a rose 2 : something resembling a rose in form: as
a (1) : COMPASS card (2) : a circular card with radiating lines used
in other instruments b : a rosette esp. on a shoe c (1> : a form in
which diamonds and other gems are cut that usu. has a flat circular
base and facets in two ranges rising to a point (2) : a gem with a
rose cut 3 : avariable color averaging a moderate purplish red— rose«like \-.Iik\ adj— under the rose : in secret or private
3rose adj 1 a : of or relating to a rose b : containing or used for
roses c : flavored, scented, or colored with or like roses 2 : of the
color rose

4ro-s6 \r6-'za\ n [F] : a light pink table wine made from red
grapes by removing the skins after fermentation has begun
rcse.ate \'ro-ze-3t, -ze-,at\ adj [L roseus rosy, fr. rosa} 1 : resem-
bling a rose esp. in color 2 : overly optimistic : viewed favorably— ro.se.ate.ly adv
rose.bay \'r5z-,ba\ n 1 : oleander 2 : rhododendron; esp

X one (Rhododendron maxima) of eastern No. America with rosy
bell-shaped flowers — called also big laurel 3 : a fireweed (Epilab-
ium angustijolium) of the evening-primrose family with racemes of
usu. pink flowers

rose Chaler n : a common No. American beetle (Macrodactylus
subspinosus) whose larva feeds on plant roots and adult on leaves
and flowers (as of rose or grapevines) — called also rose bug

rose-col-ored \'roz-,k3l-3rd\ adj 1 : having a rose color 2 : seeing
or seen in a promising light : optimistic

rose comb n : a flat broad comb of a domestic fowl having the upper
surface studded with small tubercles and terminating posteriorly
in a fleshly spike

rose daphne n : a low evergreen shrub {Daphne cneorum) with
trailing pubescent branches and fragrant rose-pink flowers

rose lever n : hay fever occurring in the spring or early summer— called also rose cold
rose.lish \'roz-,fish\ n : a marine food fish (Sebastes marinus) of
northern coasts of Europe and America that when mature is usu.
bright rose red

rose geranium n : any of several pelargoniums grown for their
fragrant 3- to 5-lobed leaves and small pink flowers

rose mallow n l : any of several plants (genus Hibiscus) with large
rose-colored flowers; esp : a showy plant (//. moscheutos) of the
salt marshes of the eastern U. S. 2 : hollyhock
rose.mary \'roz-,mer-e\ n [ME rosmarine. fr. _L rosmarinus, fr.

ror-, ros dew + marinus of the sea; akin to ON ras race — more at
RACE, marine] 1 : a fragrant shrubby mint {Rosmarinus ojjicinalis)
of southern Europe and Asia Minor used in cookery and in
perfumery 2 : COstmary

rose Ol Jer.i.ChO \-'ier-i-,k6\ [ME, fr. Jericho, ancient city in
Palestine] : an Asiatic plant [Anastatica hierochuntica) that rolls up
when dry and expands when moistened — called also resurrection

rose of Shar.on \-'shar-3n, -'sher-\ [Plain of Sharon, Palestine]
1 : a Eurasian St.-John's-wort {Hypericum calycinum) often culti-
vated for its large yellow flowers 2 : a commonly cultivated
Asiatic small shrubby tree (Hibiscus syriacus) having showy bell=
shaped rose, purple, or white flowers

ro.se.O.la \ro-'ze-3-l3, ,ro-ze-'o-\ n [NL, fr. L roseus rosy, fr.
rosa rose] : a rose-colored eruption In spots; specij ; German
measles — ro-se-O'lar \-l3r\ adj

rose window

rose pink n_: a variable color averaging a moderate pink
ros.ery \'roz-(s-)re\ n ; a place where roses are grown
rose slug n : either of two slimy green larval sawflies {Claudius
isomerus and Endelomyia aethiops) that feed on the parenchyma of
and skeletonize the leaves of roses

ros.et \*raz-3t\ n [alter, of ME rosin} chiefly Scot \ resin
Ro.set.ta stone \ro-,zet-3-\ n IRosetia, Egypt] : a black basalt
stone found in 1799 that bears an inscription in hieroglyphics,
demotic characters, and Greek and is celebrated for having given
the first clue to the decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphics

ro.sette \r5-'2et\ n [F. ht.. small rose, fr. OF, fr. rose, fr. L rosa}
1 ; an ornament resembling a rose usu. gathered or pleated and
worn as a badge of office, as evidence of having won a decoration
(as the medal of honor), or as trimming 2 : a disk of foliage or a
floral design usu. in relief used as a decorative motif 3 : a structure
or color marking on an animal suggestive of a rosette; esp : one
of the groups of spots on a leopard 4 : a cluster of leaves in
crowded circles or spirals arising basally from a crown (as in the
dandelion) or apically from an axis with greatly shortened inter-
nodes (as in many tropical palms)

rose water n : a watery solution of the odoriferous constituents of the
rose used as a perfume

rose.wa-ter \'r6z-,w6t-3r, -,wat-\ adj 1 ; having the odor of rose
water 2 : affectedly nice or delicate

rose window n : a circular window filled
with tracery
rose.wood \'roz-,wud\ n 1 ; any of
various tropical trees yielding valuable
cabinet woods of a dark red or purplish
color streaked and variegated with
black 2 : the wood of a rosewood
Rosh Ha.sha-nah \,rqsh-(h)a-'sh5-n3\
n [LHeb rosh hashshanah, lit., beginning
of the year] : the Jewish New Year
observed on the 1st and by Orthodox
and Conservative Jews also on the 2d
of Tishri

Ro.si.cru-cian V.ro-zs-'krii-shsn, ,raz-
3-\ n [Christian Rosenkreutz (NL Rosae Crucis) reputed 1 5th cent,
founder of the movement] 1 : an adherent of a 17th and 18th
century movement devoted to esoteric wisdom 2 : a member of
one of several organizations held to be descended from the Rosi-
crucians — Rosicrucian adj — Ro*si*cru.cian.ism \-sh3-,nii-^
3m\ n

ros-i.ly \*ro-z3-le\ adv 1 ; with a rosy color or tinge 2 : cheer-
fully, pleasantly

iroS'in \'raz-=n, 'roz-, dial 'r6-Z9m\ n [ME, modif. of MF resine
resin] : a translucent amber-colored to almost black brittle friable
resin that is obtained by chemical means from the oleoresin or dead
wood of pine trees or from tall oil and used in making varnish, paper
size, soap, and soldering flux and on violin bows
arosin vi ros.in.ing \'raz-nio, 'roz-, -'n-io\ : to mb with rosin (as
the bow of a vioUn)

ros.i-ness \'ro-ze-nss\ n ; the quality or state of being rosy
ros.in.ous \'raz-'n-ss, 'raz-nas, 'r6z-\ adj : containing or resem-
bling rosin

ros. in.weed \'raz-'n-,wed, 'r6z-\ n : any of various American
plants having resinous foliage or a resinous odor; esp t a coarse
yellow-flowered composite herb (Silphium laciniaium)

ross \'rds\ n [origin unknown] ; the rough often scaly exterior of
bark

ros.tel'lar \ra-'stel-sr\ adj : of, relating to, or having the form of a
rostellum

ros.tel-late \'ras-t3-,lat, ra-'stel-at\ adj ; having a rostellum
ros.tel.lum \ra-'stel-3m\ n [NL, fr. L, dim. of ro.r/rum beak ] :a
small process resembling a beak : a diminutive rostrum: as a : the
apex of the gynoecium of an orchid flower b ; the sucking beak of
an insect (as a louse or aphiid) c : an anterior prolongation of the
head of a tapeworm bearing hooks

roS'ter \'ras-t3r\ n [D rooster, Ht., gridiron; fr. the parallel lines]
1 ; a roll or list of personnel; ej-p : one that gives the order in which
a duty is to be performed 2 : an itemized list

ros-tral \'ras-tr3l\ adj : of or relating to a rostrum — ros.tral-ly
\-tr3-le\ adv

ros.trate \'ras-,trat, -trst\ adj : having a rostrum
ros-trum Vras-tramX n, pi rostrums or ros.tra \-tr3\ [L, beak,
ship's beak, fr. rodere to gnaw — more at rat] 1 [L Rostra, pi., a
platform for speakers in the Roman Fomm decorated with the
beaks of captured ships, fr. pi. of rostrum} a : an ancient Roman
platform for puiilic orators b ; a stage for public speaking c ; a
raised platform on a stage 2 : the curved end of a ship's prow; esp
: the beak of a war galley 3 : a bodily part or process (as a snout
or median projection) suggesting a bird's bill

ro-SU-late \'raz(h)-3-,lat, 'roz(h}-\ adj [LL rosula, dim. of L rosa
rose] : arranged in the form of a rosette or in rosettes

rosy \'r6-ze\ adj 1 a : of the color rose b : having a rosy complex-
ion : blooming c ; blushing 2 : characterized by or tending to
promote optimism
irot \'rat\ vb rot-ted; rot-ting [ME roten, fr. OE rotian; akin to
OHG rozzen to rot, L rudus rubble — more at rude] vi 1 a : to un-
dergo decomposition from the action of bacteria or fungi b : to

become unsound or weak (as from use or chemical action) 2 a : to

go to ruin : deteriorate b ; to become morally corrupt ; de-
generate -^ vr : to cause to decompose or deteriorate with rot

syn see decay
2rot n 1 a : the process of rotting : the state of being rotten : decay
b : something r»tten or rotting 2 a ; archaic : a wasting putrescent
disease b : any of several parasitic diseases esp. of sheep marked
by necrosis and wasting c : plant disease marked by breakdown of
tissues and caused esp. by fungi or bacteria 3 : nonsense — often
used interjectionally

rO'ta \'r6t-a\ n [L, wheel — more at roll] 1 chiejly Brit : roster
2 cap [ML, fr. L] : a tribunal of the papal curia exercising juris-

diction esp- in matrimonial cases appealed from diocesan courts

ro-ta.me.ter N'rot-a-.met-ar. ro-'tam-3t-\ n [L rota + E -meter} : a
gauge that consists of a graduated glass tube containing a free float

for measuring the flow of a fluid

Ro>tar>i>an \ro-'ter-e-3n\ n [Rotary (club)} ; a member of one of
the major service clubs
iro.ta.ry \'r6t-a-re\ adj [ML rotarius, fr. L rota wheel] 1 a : turn-
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rotary 2

Ing on an axis like a wheel b : taking place about an axis i'^
motion) 2 : having an important part that turns on an axis (--^ cut-
ter) 3 : characterized by rotation 4 : of, relating to. or being a
press in which paper is printed by rotation in contact with a curved
printing surface attached to a cylinder
^rotary n l ; a rotary machine 2 ; a road Junction formed around
a central circle about which traffic
moves in one direction only — called
also circle, trajjic circle

rotary cultivator n : an implement hav-
ing blades or claws that revolve rapidly
and till or stir the soU

rotary engine n 1 : any of various
engines (as a turbine) in which power
is applied to vanes or similar parts con-
strained to move in a circular path
2 ; a radial engine in which the cylinders
revolve about a stationary crankshaft

rotary plow n l : a plow having a rotat-
ing propeller-shaped element for throw-
ing snow aside 2 : rotary cultivator
rotary-wing aircraft n ; an aircraft
supported in flight partially or wholly
by rotating airfoils

ro.tat"al)le_\'ro-.tat-3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being rotated
iro>tate \'ro-,tat\ adj [L rota} : having the parts flat and spreading
or radiating like the spokes of a wheel <"- blue flowers)

2rotate vb [L rotatus, pp. of rotare, fr. rota wheel — more at roll]
vi 1 : to turn about an axis or a center : revolve; specif : to move
in such a way that all particles follow circles with a common
angular velocity about a common axis 2 ; to perform an act, func-
tion, or operation in turn ^^ vt 1 : to cause to turn about an axis
or a center ; revolve 2 : to cause to grow in rotation 3 : to cause
to pass or act In a series : alternate 4 : to exchange (individuals
or units) with other personnel

ro-ta>tion \ro-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act of rotating on or as if on an
axis b : one complete turn : the angular displacement required to
return a rotating body or figure to its original orientation 2 : re-
turn or succession in a series (as of different crops in succession on
one field) 3 : the turning of a body part about its long axis as if on
a pivot — ro>ta<tion>al \-shosl, -sh3n-''l\ adj

ro*ta*tive \'ro-,tat-iv\ adj 1 : turning like a wheel : rotary
2 : relating to, occurring in, or characterized by rotation — ro-
ta«tive-ly adv

Io*ta>tor \'ro-,tat-3r\ n : one that rotates or causes rotation; specij
: a muscle thatpartially rotates a part on its axis

ro-ta4o«ry \'rot-a-,tor-e, -,tdr-\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or produc-
ing rotation 2 : occurring in rotation
ijote \'rot\ n [ME, fr. OF, of Gmc origin; akin to OHO hruozza
crowd] ; acROWD 1

2rote n [ME] 1 : the use of memory usu. with little intelligence
<leam by '^> 2 : routine or repetition carried out without under-
standing or mechanically

3rote n [perh. of Scand origin; akin to ON rauta to roar — more at
ROUT] : the noise of surf on the shore

ro.te.none \'rot-'n-,ou\ n [ISV, fr. Jap roten derris plant] : a
crystalline insecticide C23H220s that is of low toxicity for warme.
blooded animals and Is used esp. in home gardens

ro.ti-fer \'r6t-3-f3r\ n [deriv. of L rota + -/er] ; any of a class
(Rotifera) of minute usu. microscopic but many-celled aquatic
invertebrate animals having the anterior end modified into a retrac-

tile disk bearing circles of strong ciUa that often give the appearance
of rapidly revolving wheels — rO'tif-er»al \ro-'tif-(3-)ral\ adj— ro>tif>er>an \-(3-)r3n\ n or adj

ro-ti.form \'r5t-3-,f6rm\ adj [NL rotijormis, fr. L rota wheel +
-ijormis -iform] : rotate

rO*tis.ser>le \ro-'tis-(3-)re\ n [F rdtisserie, fr. MF rostisserle, it.

rostir to roast — more at roast] 1 : a restaurant specializing in

broiled and barbecued meats 2 : an appliance fitted with a spit

on which food is rotated before or over a source of heat

roU \'rat-=l\ n [Ar rati} : any of various units of weight of Mediter-
ranean and Near Eastern countries ranging from slightly less than
one pound to more than six pounds

rO'to \'rot-(,)o\ n : rotogravure
ro4o.gra.vure \,rot-s-grs-'vyu(3)r\ n [L rota -I- E -o- + gravure}
1 a : a photogravure process in which the impression is produced
by a rotary press b : a print made by rotogravure 2 : a section of

a newspaper devoted to rotogravure pictures

rO'to.me.ter \'rot-3-,met-9r, ro-'tam-3t-\ n ; rotameter
ro-tor \'rot-ar\ n [contr. of rotator} 1 : a part that revolves in a
stationary part; esp : the rotating member of an electrical machine
2 : a revolving vertical cylinder of a rotor ship 3 : a complete
system of more or less horizontal blades that supplies all or a major
part of the force supporting an aircraft in flight

ro.tor.cratt \-,kraft\ n : rotary-wmo aircraft
rotor plane n : rotary-wing aircraft
rotor ship n : a ship propelled by the pressure and suction of the

wind acting on one or more revolving vertical cylinders

ro*to*till \'rot-3-,tiI\ vt [back-formation fr. Rototiller} : to stir with
a rotary cultivator

Ro.tO.till.er \-,til-9r\ trademark — used for a rotary cultivator

rot'ten \'rat-=n\ adj [ME roten, fr. ON rotinn; akin to OE rotlan to

rot] 1 ; having rotted : putrid 2 : morally corrupt 3 : extremely
unpleasant or inferior 4 : marked by weakness or unsoundness
— rot.ten-ly adv — rot.ten.ness \-'n-(n)as\ n

rotten borough n : an election district that has many fewer in-

habitants than other election districts with the same voting power
rot'ten.stone \'rat-''n-,ston\ n : a decomposed siliceous limestone

used for polishing

rot-ter \'rat-3r\ n : a thoroughly obiectionable person

rott.wei.ler \'rat-.wT-lar, 'r6t-,vT-\ n, ojten cap [G, fr. Rottweil,

Germany] : any of a German breed of tall vigorous black short-

haired cattie dogs

rO'tund \r6-'t9nd, 'ro-,\ adj [L rotundus — more at round]
1 ; marked by roundness : rouhded 2 : full, sonorous 3 : plump,

CHUBBY — ro<>tim.(U*ty \ro-*t3n-d3t-e\ n — ro-tand'ly \-*t9n-dIe,
ro-A adv — ro.tund-ness \ro-'t3n(d)-n9s, 'ro-A n

ro.tun.da \r6-'tan-d3\ or ro.ton.da \-'tan-\ n [It rotonda, fr. L
rotunda, fem. of rotundas} 1 ; a round building; esp ; one covered
by a dome 2 a : a large round room b S a large central area (as in
a hotel)

ro.tu^ri«er \ro-'t(y)ur-e-.a\ n [MF] : a person not of noble birth
rou«ble var oj ruble
rou6 \ru-'a\ n [F, lit., broken on the wheel, fr. pp. of rouer to break
on the wheel, fr. ML rotare, fr. L, to rotate; fr. the feeling that
such a person deserves this punishment] : debauchee, rake

rou°en \ru-'a°, -'an\ n iRouen, France] ojten cap t any of a breed
of domestic ducks resembling wild mallards in coloring
irouge X'riizh, esp South 'rUJX n [F, fr. MF, fr. rouge red, fr. L
rubeus reddish — more at ruby] 1 : any of various cosmetics to
color the cheeks or lips red 2 S a red powder consisting essentially
of ferric oxide used in polishing glass, metal, or gems and as a pig-
ment 3 : the red compartments in roulette
2roug8 vt % to apply rouge to '^ vi i to use rouge
rouge et noir \.ru-(,)zhan-'war\ n [F, lit., red and black] : a game
in which two rows of cards are dealt and players may bet on which
row will have a count nearer 31 or on the color of the cards
irougll \'raf\ adj [ME, fr. OE ruh; akin to L ruga wrinkle, Gk
oryssein to dig, ON r'dgg tuft — more at rug] la: marked by in-
equalities, ridges, or projections on the surface ; coarse b ; cov-
ered with or made up of coarse and often shaggy hair c (1) : hav-
ing a broken, uneven, or bumpy surface (2) : difficult to travel
over or penetrate ; wild 2a: turbulent, tempestuous b
(1) : characterized by harshness, violence, or force (2) : difficult,
trying 3 ; coarse or rugged in character or appearance: as
a : harsh to the ear b ; crude in style or expression c : indelicate
d ; marked by a lack of refinement or grace : uncouth 4 a : crude,
UNFINISHED b % executed hastily, tentatively, or imperfectly <a r^

draft) <^^ estimate) 5 : pronounced with aspiration <a ^ vowel)— rough.ly adv — rough°ness n
syn ROUGH, HARSH, UNEVEN, RUGGED, SCABROUS mean not smooth

or even, rough implies points, bristles, ridges, or projections on the
surface; harsh impUes a surface or texture distinctly unpleasant to
the touch; uneven implies a lack of uniformity in height, breadth,
or quality; rugged implies irregularity or roughness of land surface
and connotes difficulty of travel; scabrous implies scaliness or
prickliness of surface and may connote diseased or decayed ap-
pearance syn see in addition rude
trough n 1 : uneven ground covered with high grass, brush, and
stones; specij % such ground bordering a golf fairway 2 : the dis-

agreeable side or aspect 3 a : something in a crude, unfinished, or
preliminary state b : broad outline : general terms c : a hasty
preliminary drawing or layout 4 : rowdy, tough

arougli vt 1 : roughen 2 a : manhandle, beat — usu. used with
up b ; to subject to unnecessary and Intentional violence in a sport
3 ; to calk or otherwise roughen (a horse's shoes) to prevent slip-

ping 4 a : to shape, make, or dress in a rough or preliminary way
b : to indicate the chief lines of {-^ out the structure of a building)— rough-er n — rougb it ; to live under primitive conditions
rough-age \'r9f-ij\ n i coarse bulky food (as bran) that Is relatively

high in fiber and low in digestible nutrients and that by its bulk
stimulates peristalsis

rough-and-ready \,r3f-an-'red-e\ adj : crude in nature, method, or
manner but effective in action or use
rough-and-tum-ble \-'t3m-b3l\ n % a rough disorderly unrestrained
struggle — rough-and-tumble adj
rough bluegiass n : a European forage grass {.Poa trivlalis) natural-
ized in eastern No. America
rough breathing n 1 : a mark ' used in Greek over some initial

vowels or over p to show that they are aspirated (as in wr pro-
nounced \'h6s\ or ^TjT-wp pronounced \'hra-,tor\> 2 : the sound
indicated by a mark ' over a Greek vowel or p
irough-cast \'r3f-,kast\ n 1 : a rough model 2 ; a plastic of lime
mixed with shells or pebbles used for covering buildings 3 : a
rough surface finish (as of a plaster wall)

aroughcast vt l : to plaster (as a wall) with roughcast 2 : to shape
or form roughly
rough.dry \-'drT\ vt : to dry (laundry) without smoothing or Iron-

ing — roughdry adj
rough.en \'rsf-3n\ vb rougta<en.lng \-(3-)niQ\ v/ : to make rough
-^ vi : to become rough
rough fish n : a fish that is neither a sport fish nor an important food
for sport fishes

rough-foot. ed \'rsf-'fiit-9d\ adj : having feathered feet <the rough'
jooted eagles)
rough-hew \'r3f-'hyii\ vt 1 : to hew (as timber) coarsely without
smoothing or finishing 2 : to form crudely : roughcast— rough-
hewn \-'hyUn\ adj

rough-house \'r3f-,haiis\ n ; violence or rough boisterous play esp.

among occupants of a room — rough>house \-.haus, -,hauz\ vb
— rough-house \-,haus\ adj
rough-ish \'r3f-Ish\ adj : somewhat rough
rough-legged hawK \,r9f-,leg(-a)d-, -,lag(-9)d-\ or rough-Ieg
X'rsf-.Ieg, -.lag\ n : any of several large heavily built hawks (genus
Buteo) that have the tarsus feathered to the base of the toes, feed
chiefly on rodents (as mice), and are beneficial to the farmer

rough.neck \'r3f-,nek\ n : a rough or uncouth person; esp

; rowdy, tough
rough-rid. er \'raf-'rTd-3r\ n 1 : one who breaks horses to the
saddle or Is accustomed to riding little-trained horses 2 a ; ir-

regular cavalryman b cap l a member of the 1st U.S. Volunteer
Cavalry regiment in the Spanish-American War commanded by
Theodore Roosevelt

rough.Shod \-'shad\ adj : shod with calked shoes
irou.lade \rii-'lad\ n [F, lit., act of rolling] : a florid vocal embel-
lishment sung to one syllable

aroulade n [F] ; a slice of meat rolled with or without a stuffing

rou.leau \rU-'lo\ n,i7Zrou.leaux \-'l6z\ [F] 1 : a littie roll; esp

: a roll of coins put up in paper 2 : a bundle of fascines used in

groups in siege operations
rou-lette \rU-'let\ n [F, lit., small wheel, fr. OF roelete, dim. of
roele small wheel, fr, LL rotella, dim. of L rota wheel — more at

{
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ROLL] 1 ! a gambling game in which players bet on which compart-
ment of a revolving wheel a small ball will come to rest in 2a: any
of various toothed wheels or disks (as for producing rows of dots
on engraved plates or for making short consecutive incisions in paper
to facilitate subsequent division) b : tiny slits in a sheet of stamps
made by a roulette — roulette vt

Rou>ma>niau \ru-'raa-ne-3n, -ny3n\ var oj Romanian
iround \'raund\ vt [ME rounen, fr. OE runian; akin to OE run
mystery — more at rune] 1 : whisper 2 ; to speak to in a whisper
sround adj [ME, fr. OF room, fr. L rotundas; akin to L rota wheel— more at roll] la; having every part of the surface or circum-
ference equidistant from the center b : cylindrical 2 : plump,
SHAPELY 3 a : COMPLETE, FULL <a ~ dozen) (a ~ ton) b : ap-
proximately correct; esp : exact only to a specific decimal c : am-
ple, LARGE 4 ; BLUNT, OUTSPOKEN 5 % moving in or forming a
circle 6a: brought to completion or perfection : finished
b : presented with lifelike fullness or vividness 7 a : having full or
unimpeded resonance or tone ; sonorous b ; pronounced with
rounded lips ; labialized 8 : of or relating to handwriting pre-
dominantly curved rather than angular — round>ly \'raun-(d)le\
adv — round-ness \'raun(d)-n3s\ n
around adv i around
round \C')raund\ prep 1 : around 2 : all dxiring ! THROUOHOirr
<— the year)
around VraiindX n 1 a : something (as a circle, globe, ring) round
b ; a knot of people : a circle of things 2 : round dance 1 3 : a
polyphonic vocal composition in which three or four voices follow
each other around in a canon at the unison or octave 4 a ; a rung
of a ladder or a chair b : a rounded molding 5 a ; a circling or
circuitous path or course b : motion in a circle or a curving path
6 a : a route or circuit habitually covered (as by a watchman or
policeman) b : a series of professional calls on hospital patients
made by a doctor or nurse c : a series of similar or customary calls

or stops 7 : a drink of liquor served at one time to each person in a
group 8 : a sequence of recurring routine or repetitive actions or
events 9 : a period of time that recurs in a fixed pattern 10 a : one
shot fired by a weapon or by each man in a mihtary unit b : a unit
of arajnunition consisting of the parts necessary to fire one shot
11 ; a unit of play in a contest or game which occupies a stated
period, covers a prescribed distance, includes a specified number of
?lays, or gives each player one turn 12 : an outburst of applause
3 : a cut of beef esp. between the rump and the lower leg 14 : a

rounded or curved part — in the round 1 : in full sculptured form
unattached to a background : freestanding — compare relief
2 : with an inclusive or comprehensive view or representation
3 : with a center stage surrounded by an audience on all sides
<theater in the round)
Ground \'raund\ vt 1 a : to make round b (1) : to make (the lips)

round and protruded {as in the pronunciation of \U\) (2) : to
pronounce (a sound) with rounding of the lips : labialize 2 a : to
go around b : to pass part way around 3 : encircle, encompass
4 a : to bring to completion ; finish b : to bring to perfection of
style ; polish 5 : to express as a round number <11.3572 '^ed to
three decimals becomes U.357) -^ vi 1 a : to become round,
plump, or shapely b : to become complete 2 : to follpw a winding
course : bend — round on : to turn against ; assail
1round>about \'raun-d3-.baut\ n 1 ; a circuitous route ; DETOtJR
2 Brit : MERRY-GO-ROUND 3 : a short close-fitting jacket worn by
men and boys esp. in the 19th century
atoundabout \,raun-d3-'\ adj : ciRCurrous, indirect — round-
about- nesa n
round angle n : the 360 degree angle described by a half line turning
positively in a plane about its extremity as a center until it returns to
its original position
round clam n ; quahog
round dance n l : a folk dance in which participants form a ring
and move in a prescribed direction 2 : a ballroom dance in which
couples progress around the room

round.ed adj 1 a : made round : spherical; also : polished,
FINISHED b : FULL, COMPLETE 2 ; pfoduccd With rounded Ups
: LABIALIZED

roun-del \'raun-dn\ n [ME, fr. OF rondel, fr. roont round — more
at round] 1 : a round figure or object; esp ; a circular panel,
wmdow, or niche 2a: rondel 2a b : an English modified ron-
deau

roun-de.lay \'raun-d3-,la\ n [modif. of MF rondelet, dim. of
rondel] 1 : a simple song with refrain 2 : a poem with a refrain
recurring frequently or at fixed intervals as in a rondel
lound-er \'raun-d3r\ n 1 : a dissolute person : wastrel 2 pi but
sing in constr : an English game played with ball and bat somewhat
resembling baseball 3a; one that rounds by hand or by machine
b : a tool for making an edge or a surface round 4 : a boxing
match lasting a specified number of rounds
round'head \'raiind-,hed\ n 1 cap ; a Puritan or member of the
parliamentary party in England at the time of Charles I and Oliver
Cromwell 2 : a brachycephalic person

round.head.ed \-'hed-3d\ adj : having a round head; specif
: brachycephalic — round>head>ed-ness n

round'house \'raund-,haus\ n 1 archaic : lockup 2 : a circular
building for housing and repairing locomotives 3 : a cabin or
apartment on the stem of a quarterdeck 4 ; a hook In boxing
delivered with a wide swing
round'ish \'raun-dish\ adj : somewhat round
round-lel \'raun-(d)l3t\ n [ME roundelet, fr. MF rondelef — more
at roundelay] : a small circle or round object : disk
round robin n l a : a written petition, memorial, or protest to
which the signatures are affixed in a circle so as not to Indicate
who signed first b : a statement signed by several persons c : a
letter sent in turn to the members of a group each of whom signs and
forwards it sometimes after adding comment 2 : round table
3 : a tournament in which every contestant meets every other
contestant in turn 4 : series, round
round scale n : any of various armored scales (genus Aspidlotus)
that have a nearly circular covering
round-shoul.dered \'raunCd)-'shol-d3rd\ adj : having the shoul-
ders stooping or rounded
rounds-man \'raun(d)z-m3n\ n 1 : one that makes rounds
2 : a supervisory police officer of the grade of sergeant or just
below
round steak n : a steak cut from the whole round
round table n 1 a cap r & T i a large circular table for King

Arthur and his knigbts b : the knights of King Arthur 2 : a
conference for discussion or deliberation by several participants;
also ; the participants in such a conference or the discussion carried

round trip n : a trip to a place and back usu. over the same route
round up vt 1 ; to collect (cattle) by means of a roundup 2 : to
gather in or bring together

round-up \*raun-,d3p\ n 1 a (1) : the act or process of collecting
cattle by riding around them and driving them in (2) ; the men
and horses so engaged b : a gathering in of scattered persons or
things 2 : summary, resume
round-worm \'raun-,dw3rm\ n : a nematode worm or sometimes a
related round-bodied unsegmented worm (as an acanthocephalan
worm) as distinguished from a flatworm

roup X'nip, 'raup\ n [origin unknown] ; a virus disease of poultry
marked by cheesy lesions of the mouth, throat, and eyes
irouse \'rauz\ vb [ME rousen] vi 1 : to become aroused ; awaken
2 : to become stirred -^ vt 1 archaic : to cause to break from cover
2 a : to stir up ; excite b ; to arouse from sleep or repose
: awaken— rous-er n

2rouse n : an act or instance of rousing; esp : an excited stir

3louse n [alter, (resulting fr. incorrect division of to drink carouse)
of carouse] 1 obs I drink, toast 2 archaic : carousal

rous>ing \'rau-2ir)\ adj 1 a : ExcrriNO, stirring b : brisk,
lively 2 : EXCEPTIONAL, SUPERLATIVE

roust \'raust\ vt [alter, of ^rouse] ; to rout esp. from bed : rouse
roust-about \'rau-3t3-,baut\ n 1 : deckhand, longshoreman
2 : an unskilled or semiskilled laborer esp. in an oil field or refinery
3 : a circus worker who erects and dismantles tents, cares for the
grounds, and handles animals and equipment

roust-er \'rau-st3r\ n ; roustabout
irout \'raut\ n [ME route, fr. MF, troop, defeat, fr. (assumed) VL
rupta, fr. L, fem. of ruptus, pp. of rumpere to break — more at
reave] 1 : MOB, throng; specij : rabble 2 a : disturbance
b archaic ; Fuss 3 : a fashionable gathering : reception syn see
CROWD
2rout vi [ME rowien, fr. ON rauta; akin to OE reotan to weep, L
rudere to roar] dial chiefly Brit l to low loudly : bellow — used
of cattle

arout vb [alter, of ^root] vi 1 ; to poke around with the snout
: root 2 : to search haphazardly : rummage — vr 1 a archaic
: to dig up with the snout b : to gouge out or make a furrow in
(as wood or metal); specif : to cut away (as blank parts) from a
printing surface (as an engraving or electrotype) with a router
2 a : to expel by force ; eject — usu. used with out h : to cause
to emerge esp, from bed : rouse 3 : to come up with : discover,
uncover

•rout n [MF route troop, defeat] 1 ; a state of wild confusion or
disorderly retreat 2 a : a disastrous defeat : debacle b : a
precipitate flight c : an act or instance of routing
srout vt 1 a : to disorganize completely : demoralize; esp ; to
put to precipitate flight b : to defeat decisively : overwhelm
2 : to drive out : dispel syn see conquer
iroute X'riit, 'raut\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL rupta (via),

lit., broken way, fr. L rupta, fem. of ruptus, pp.] 1 a ; a traveled
way ; highway b : a means of access : channel 2 : a line of
travel : course 3 a : an established or selected course of travel
b ; an assigned territory to be systematically covered

3route vt 1 a : to send by a selected route : direct b : to divert
in a specified direction 2 : to prearrange and direct the order and
execution of (a series of operations)
route-man \-m3n, -,man\ n : one who Is responsible for making
sales or deliveries on an assigned route

route march n : a practice march in which troops maintain pre-
scribed interval and distance but are not required to keep step or
maintain silence
irout-er \'raut-ar\ n : one that routs: as a : a routing plane
b : a machine with a revolving vertical spindle and cutter for
milling out the surface of wood or metal
arout-er X'riit-sr, 'raut-\ n : one that routes
3rout.er yriit-sr, 'raut-\ n ; a horse trained for distance races
routh X'riith, 'rauth\ n [origin unknown] chiefly Scot : plenty.

irou-tine \rii-'ten\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. route traveled way] 1 a ; a
regular course of procedure b : habitual or mechanical per-
formance of an established procedure 2 : a reiterated speech or
formula 3 : a sequence of coded instructions for an electronic
computer 4 : a fixed piece of entertainment often repeated
; act; specif : a theatrical number

2rou-tin6 \,rii-'ten, ,rii-,\ adj 1 : commonplace, uninspired
2 : of, relatmg to, or in accordance with established procedure —
rou*tine>ly adv

lOU-tin-ize \rU-'te-,niz\ vt : to discipline in or reduce to a routine
roux \'rii\ n, pi ronx \'riiz\ [F, fr. beurre roux browned butter]

; a cooked mixture of flour and fat

irove \'r6v\ vb [ME roven to shoot at rovers] vi : to move aim-
lessly : ROAM -^ vr : to wander through or over
arove n : an act or Instance of wandering
3rove past oj reeve
*rove vt [origin unknown] : to Join (textile fibers) with a slight
twist and draw out into roving
srove n : roving
rove beetle n [perh. fr. ^rove] : any of numerous often predatory
active beetles (family Staphylinidae) having a long body and very
short wing covers beneath which the wings are folded transversely
iro-ver \'r6-V3r\ n [ME, fr. MD. fr. roven to rob; akin to OE
reajian to reave — more at reave] : pirate
arov-er \'r6-var\ n [ME, fr. roven to shoot at random, wander]
1 : a random or long-distance mark in archery — usu. used in pi.

2 : wanderer, roamer
rov-ing \'ro-viQ\ n : a slightly twisted roll or strand of textile

fibers
irow \'ro\ vb [ME rowen, fr. OE rowan; akin to MHG riiejen to
row, L remus oar] vi 1 : to propel a boat by means of oars 2 : to
move by or as if by the propulsion of oars ^ vt 1 a : to propel
with or as if with oars b : to be equipped with (a specified number
of oars) C (1) : to participate in (a rowing match) (2) : to
compete against in rowing (3) : to pull (an oar) in a crew 2 ; to
transport in a boat propelled by oars— row*er \'r6(-a)r\ n
3row n : an act or instance of rowing
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arow n [ME rav/e: akin to OE rSw row, OHG riga line. L rima slit]

1 : a number of objects in an orderly series or sequence 2a; way,
STREET b : a street or area dominated by a specific kind of enter-
prise or occupancy 3 ; a continuous strip usu. running horizontally
or parallel to a base line
<row vt : to form into rows
5row \'rau\ n [origin unknown] : a noisy disturbance or quarrel

: BRAWL
6row \'rau\ VI : to engage in a row
row-an \'rau-3n, *ro-\ n [of Scand origin; akin to ON reyniT
rowan; akin to OE read red — more at red] 1 a ; a Eurasian
tree (Sorbus aucuparia) of tiie rose family with flat corymbs of
white flowers followed by small red pomes b : an American
mountain ash (Sorbus americana) 2 or row>an>ber>ry \-,ber-e\
: the fruit ofa rowan

row>boat \'ro-,bot\_/j : a boat designed to be rowed
row-di-ly \'raud-^l-e\ adv : in a rowdy manner
row-di-ness X'raiid-e-nasV n : the quality or slate of being rowdy
'roW'dy \'raud-e\ adj [perh. irreg. fr. ^row} : coarse or boisterous
in behavior : rough — row*iiy>isli \-e-ish\ adj — row*dy*ism
\-,iz-3m\ n
srowdy n ; a rowdy person : tough
Irow.el \'rau(-3)l\ n [ME rowelle, fr. MF rouelJe small wheel, fr.

OF roele — more at roulette] : a revolving disk at the end of a
spur with sharp marginal points
arowel vt row-eled or row-elled; row-el-ing or row>el*ling
: to goad with or as if with a rowel : spur

row.en \'rau-3n\ n [ME rowein, fr. (assumed) ONE rewain; akin
to OF regain aftermath, fr. re- + gaaignier to till— more at gain]
1 : a stubble field left unplowed for late grazing 2 : aftermath 1— often used m pi.

row house \'ro-\ n : one of a series of houses connected by com-
mon side walls and forming a continuous group
row-looU \'ral-3k, 'ral-; 'ro-.lakN n [prob. by alter.] chiejly Brit

; oarlock
iroy«al \'r6i(-3)I\ adj [ME roial, fr. MF, fr L regalis, fr. reg-,

rex king; akin to Olr r^ (gen. rig) king, Skt rajan, L regere to rule— more at right] 1 a ; of kingly ancestry b ; of, relating to, or
subject to the crown c : being in the crown's service <-^ prosecu-
tor) {Royal Air Force) 2 a : suitable for royalty ; magnificent
b ; requiring no exertion : easy 3 a : of superior size, magnitude,
or quality b : established or chartered by the crown 4 : of,

relating to, or being a part (as a mast, sail, or yard) next above
the topgallant — roy-al-ly \'r6i-3-le\ adv

2royal n 1 ; a stag of eight years or more having antlers with at
least twelve points 2 : a small sail on the royal mast immediately
above the topgallant sail 3 : a size of paper usu. 20 x 25 or 19
X 24 inches

royal antler n — see antler illustration

royal blue n ; a variable color averaging a vivid purplish blue
roy>al-ism \'r6i-3-,hz-3m\ n : monarchism
roy-al-ist \-a-last\ n 1 ojten cap : an adherent of a king or of
monarchical government: as a : cavalier 2 — compare round-
head b ; TORY 4 2 : a reactionary business tycoon — royalist
adj

royal jelly n : a highly nutritious secretion of the pharyngeal
glands of the honeybee that is fed to the very young larvae in a
colony and to all queen larvae

royal palm n : any of several palms (genus Roystonea); esp ; a
tall graceful pinnate-leaved palm (R. regia) of southern Florida
and Cuba that is widely planted for ornament

royal poinclana n : a showy tropical tree (Delonix regia syn.
Poinciana regia) widely planted for its immense racemes of scarlet

and orange flowers — called also jlamboyant, peacock jlower
royal purple n ; a dark reddish purple
roy-al.ty \'r6i(-a)l-te\ n [ME roialie, fr. MF roialte, fr. OF, fr.

roial'[ 1 a ; royal status or power : sovereignty b : a right or
perquisite of a sovereign (as a percentage paid to the crown of
gold or silver taken from mines) 2 : regal character or bearing
: nobility 3 a : persons of royal lineage b : a person of royal
rank c : a privileged class 4 : a right of jurisdiction granted to
an individual or corporation by a sovereign Sara share of the
product or profit reserved by the grantor esp. of an oil or mining
lease b : a payment made to an author or composer for each copy
of his work sold or to an inventor for each article sold under a
patent
royster var oj roister
-r-rlia*gla \'ra-jfe-)3\ n comb jarm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. rhegnynai to

break, burst; akin to OSlav rezati to cut] ; abnormal or excessive

discharge or flow <nieTrorr/iagia>

-r.rhea also -r-rhoea \'re-3\ n comb form [ME -ria, fr. LL
-rrhoea. fr. Gk -rrhoia, fr. rhoia, fr. rhein to flow — more at stream]
; flow : discharge (logorrftca) <Ieukorr/iea>

-l-rhine or -rhine \,rTn\ adj comb form [ISV, fr. Gk -rrhin-,

-rrhis, fr. rhin-, rhis nose] : having (such) a nose <platyrrAine>

-rrhiza — see -rhiza
irub \'r3b\ vb rubbed; rub.bing [ME rubben; akin to Icel rubba
to scrape] vi la: to move along the surface of a body with pres-

sure : grate b (1) : to fret or chafe with friction (2) ; to cause
discontent, irritation, or anger 2 : to admit of being rubbed (as

for erasure or obliteration) ~ vr 1 a : to subject to the action of

something moving esp. back and forth with pressure and friction

b (1) ; to cause (a body) to move with pressure and friction along
a surface (2) : to treat in any of various ways by rubbing c : to

bring into reciprocal back and forth or rotary contact 2 : annoy,
IRRPTATE

2rulJ n 1 a : an unevenness of surface (as of the ground in lawn
bowling) b : obstruction, difficulty c : something grating to

the feeUngs (as a gibe, sarcasm, or harsh criticism) d : something
that mars or upsets serenity 2 : the application of friction with
pressure : rubbing
rub-a-dub X'rsb-a-.dabX n [imit.] : the sound of drumbeats

Ru>bai*yat stanza \'rii-be-.at-\ n [Rubdiyat, collection of qua-
trains by Omar Khayyam] : an iambic pentameter quatrain with a
rhyme scheme aaba — called also Omar stanza \'o-,mar-, -mar-\

Ru.barlh's disease \'ru-.barts-\ n [C. Sven Rubarth dl905 Sw
veterinarian] : a highly fatal febrile virus hepatitis of dogs

3 abut; 3 kitten; 9r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; J) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;

ru-basse \ru-'bas\ n [F rubace, irreg. fr. rubis ruby — more at
RUBY] : a quartz stained a ruby red

ru.ba.to \ru-'bat-(,)6\ 71 [It, lit., robbed] : fluctuation of speed
within a musical phrase typically against a rhythmically steady
accompaniment
iruh-ber \'r3b-sr\ n, ojten attrib 1 a : one that rubs b ; an instru-
ment or object (as a rubber eraser) used in rubbing, polishing,
scraping, or cleaning c ; something that prevents rubbing or
chafing 2 [fr. its use in erasers] a : an elastic substance obtained
by coagulating the milky juice of any of various tropical plants
(as of the genera Hevea and Ficus) and prepared as sheets and then
dried — called also caoutchouc, india rubber b : any of various
synthetic rubberlike substances c ; natural or synthetic rubber
modified by chemical treatment to increase its useful properties
(as toughness and resistance to wear) and used in tires, electrical
insulation, and waterproof materials 3 : something made of or
resembling rubber: as a ; a rubber overshoe b : the pitcher's
plate in baseball or softball — rub-bery \'rab-(3-)re\ adj
2rubber n [origin unknown] 1 : a contest consisting of an odd
number of games won by the side that takes a majority (as two out
of three) 2 : an odd game played to determine the winner of a tie

rubber-base paint n % a paint having a rubber derivative or a
synthetic resin as its binder or vehicle

rubber cement n : an adhesive consisting typically of a dispersion
of vulcanized rubber in an organic solvent

rub-ber-ize \'rab-5-,rTz\ vt : to coat or impregnate with rubber or a
rubber solution

rub-ber-llKe \'rab-9r-.irk\ adj : resembhng rubber esp. in physical
properties (as elasticity and toughness)

rub*ber>neck \-,nek\ n 1 : an inquisitive person 2 : TOURIST;
esp I one on a guided tour — rubberneck vi

rubber plant n : a plant that yields rubber; esp : a tall tropical
Asian tree (Ficus etastica) that is frequently dwarfed in pots as
an ornamental

rubber stamp n 1 a ; a person who echoes or imitates others
b : a body or person that approves or endorses a program or
policy with little or no dissent or discussion 2 a : a stereotyped
copy or expression b ; a routine endorsement or approval
rub'-ber-stamp \,r3b-3r-'stamp\ vt i to approve, endorse, or

. without of judgmentdispose of as a matter of i

or at the command of another
rub°blng \'r3b-io\ n : an image of a raised, indented, or textured
surface obtained by placing paper over it and rubbing the paper

rub'bish \'r3b-ish\ n [ME robys} t useless waste or rejected matter
: TRASH — rub'bishy \'r3b-i-she\ adj

rub-ble \'r3b-3l\ n [ME robyH 1 : rough stone as it comes from
the quarry 2 ; waterworn or rough broken stones or bricks
used in coarse masonry or in filling courses of walls; also ; rubble-
work 3 : a mass made up of rough irregular pieces — rub*bly
\'r3b-(3-)Ie\ adj

rub'ble-work \'r3b-3l-.w3rk\ n : masonry of unsquared or rudely
squared stones that are irregular in size and shape
rub*down \'r3b-,daun\ n i a brisk rubbing of the body (as after
a bathj
rube \'riib\ n IRube, nickname for Reuben'] ; an awkward un-
sophisticated person : rustic
iru.be.fa.cienl \,rii-b3-'fa-sh3nt\ adj [L rubefacient-, rubefaciens,
prp. of rubefacere to make red, fr. rubeus reddish -I- facere to make— more at ruby, do] : causing redness (as of the skin)

^rubefacient n : a substance for external application that produces
redness of the skin — ru°be<fac>tion \-'fak-shsn\ n

ru>bel*la \rii-'bel-3\ n [NL, fr. L, fem. of rubellus reddish, fr.

ruber red — more at red] ; German measles
ru-beMite \rU-'bel-,Tt, 'ru-b3-,llt\ n [L rubellus] ; a red tourmaline
used as a gem

ru-be.O-la \rU-'be-3-l3, ,riJ-be-'o-\ n [NL. fr. neut. pi. of (assumed)
NL rubeolus reddish, fr. L rubeus — more at ruby] : measles —
ru-be'O'lar \-l3r\ adj
Ru-bi.con \'rii-bi-,kan\ n [L Rubicon-, Rubico, river of northern
Italy forming part of the boundary between Cisalpine Gaul and
Italy whose crossing by Julius Caesar in 49 B.C. was regarded by
the Senate as an act of war] ; a bounding or Umiting line; esp
; one that when crossed commits a person irrevocably

ru-bi>cund \'ru-bi-(,)k3nd\ adj [L rubicundus, fr. rubere to be red;
akin to L rubeus] : red, ruddy — ru-bi-cun-di'ty X.rii-bi-'kan-

d3t-e\ n
ru>bid.i*um \ru-'bid-e-3m\ n [NL, fr. L rubidus red, fr. rubere]

: a soft silvery metallic element that decomposes water with violence
and inflames spontaneously in air — see element table

rU'big'i-nous \rii-'bij-3-n3s\ adj [L robiginosus, rubiginosus
rusty, fr. robigin-, robigo rust; akin to L rubere] ; of a rusty red
color

ru>bi-ous \'ru-be-3s\ adj ; red, ruby
rU'ble \'rU-b3l\ n [Russ rubP] — see money table

rU'bric \'rU-brik, -,brik\ n [ME rubrike red ocher, heading In
red letters of part of a book, fr. MF rubrique, fr. L rubrica, fr.

rubr-, ruber red] 1 : a heading of a part of a book or manuscript
done or underlined in a color (as red) different from the rest

2a: NAME, title; specif i the title of a statute b : an authoritative
rule; esp ; a rule for conduct of a liturgical service c : an explana-
tory or introductory commentary : gloss 3 : an established rule

or custom; specij : an editorial interpolation — rubric or ru<bri-cal
\-bri-k3l\ adj — ru-bri-caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

ru-bri<cate \'rii-bri-,kat\ vt 1 ; to write or print as a_ rubric
2 : to provide with a rubric — ru>bri>ca>tion \,rU-bri-'ka-sh3n\
n — rU'bri'Ca-tor \'rii-bri-.kat-3r\ n

ru-bus \'rU-b3s\ n, pi rubus [NL, genus name, fr. L, blackberry]
; a plant (as a blackberry or raspberry) of a genus (Rubus) of the
rose family having 3- to 7-foliolate or simple lobed leaves, white
or pink flowers, and a mass of carpels ripening into an aggregate
fruit composed of many drupelets
irU'by \'ru-be\ n [ME, fr. MF rubis, rubi, irreg. fr. L rubeus
reddish; akin to L ruber red — more at red] 1 a : a precious stone
that is a red corundum b ; something made of ruby; esp : a
watch bearing or other part of ruby or a substitute material
2 a ; the dark red color of the ruby b : something resembling a

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life
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hummingbird (genus Clytolaema)
)r breast

ruby in color 3 ; a Brazllia
whose male has a ruby throat
aruby ad) : of the color ruby
ruby glass n : glass of a deep red color containing selenium, an
oxide of copper, or gold chloride

ruby spinel n ; a spinel used as a gem
ru.by-throat.ed hummingbird \,ru-be-,thr5t-ad-\ n : a hum-
mingbird {Archilochus colubris) of eastern No. America having a
bright bronzy green back, whitish underparts, and in the adult
male a red throat with metallic reflections

ruche \'rush\ or ruch.ing X'ru-shioV n [F ruchel : a pleated,
fluted, or gathered strip of fabric used for trimming
iruck \'r3k\ n [ME ruke pile of combustible material, of Scand
origin; akin to ON hraukr rick — more at rick] 1 a : an indis-
tinguishable gathering : jumble b : the usual run of persons or
things ; GENERALFTY 2 ; the persons or things following the van-
guard

2ruck vb Iruck, n. (wrinkle)] : pucker, wrinkle
ruck.sack X'rak-.sak, 'riik-V n [G] : knapsack
ruck-US \'r3k-9s. 'rU-k3s\ n [prob. blend of ruction and rumpus']

; ROW, DISTURBANCE
IUC>tion \'r3k-sh3n\ n [perh. by shortening & alter, fr. insurrection']

1 ; a noisy fight 2 : disfurbance. uproar
rud.beck.ia \,rad-'bek-e-a, rud-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Olof
Rudbeck tl'02 Sw scientist] : any of a genus {Rudbeckia) of No.
American perennial composite herbs having showy flower heads
with mostly yellow ray flowers and a conical chaffy receptacle

rudd \'r3d, 'rud\ n [prob. fr. rud redness, red ocher. fr. ME rude,
fr, OE rudu — more at ruddy] ; a freshwater European cyprinid
fish {Scardinius erythrophihalmw;) resembling the roach

rud.der \'r3d-3r\ n [ME rother, fr. OE rother paddle; akin to OE
rowan to row] 1 a : a flat piece or structure
of wood or metal attached upright to a ship's
stern so that it can be turned causing the
ship's head to turn in the same direction
b ; a movable auxiliary airfoil usu. attached
at the rear end that serves to control direction
of flight of an airplane in the horizontal
plane 2 : guide, governor

rud-der>post \-,post\ n i : rudderstock
2 ; an additional stempost in a single-screw
ship to which the nidder is attached

the shaft of a,stak\ rudder la

: with a ruddy hue or tinge

n ; the quality or state of being ruddy
. of rud red ocher] : red ocher
ad-lig, -*l-io\ : to color with or as if with

rud<der<stock
rudder

rud-di.ly \'r3d-"'I-e\ adv
rud.dimness \'rad-e-n3s\
irud-dle \'r3d-"l\ n [dim
aruddle vi rud-dling \'

red ocher ; redden
nid'dle.man V'rad-n-msnV n : a dealer in red ocher
rud-dock \'r3d-3k, 'rud-\ n [ME ruddok, fr. OE rudduc; akin to OE
rudu'] : robin la

rud.dy \'r3d-e\ adj [ME rudi, fr. OE rudig. fr. rudu redness; akin
to OE read red — more at red] 1 ; having a healthy reddish
color 2 : RED, reddish
rude \'riid\ adj [ME, fr. MP, fr. L rudis: akin to L rudus rubble,
ruere to fall — more at rug] la: being in a rough or unfinished
state : crude b : natural, raw c : pri^niitive. undeveloped
d ; simple, elemental 2 : lacking refinement or delicacy: a : ig-
norant, unlearned b : INELEGANT, UNCOUTH c t offensive in
manner or action : discourteous d : uncivilized, savage
e : coarse, vulgar 3 : marked by lack of training or skill : in-
experienced 4 : robust, sturdy 5 ; forceful, abrupt— rude-ly
adv — nide-ness n
syn RUDE, ROUGH, crude, raw, callow, green mean lacking

in social refinement, rude implies ignorance of or indifference to
good form; it may suggest intentional discourtesy; crude may
apply to thought or behavior hmited to the gross, the obvious, or
the primitive and ignorant of civiUzed amenities; raw suggests
being untested, inexperienced, or unfinished; callow suggests
the immaturity of adolescence or early manhood; green implies
nothing worse than simple unfamiUarity with a new environment
or pursuit

iru-der-al \'rud-9-r3l\ adj [NL ruderalis, fr. L ruder-, rudus
rubble] oj a plant : growing in rubbish or in a waste or in a place
where the vegetation has been disturbed by man (as in old fields or
along roadsides)
2ruderal n : a weedy and commonly introduced plant growing
where the vegetational cover has been interrupted

rudeS'by \'rudz-be\ n [rude + -sby (as in the name Crosby)]
archaic : a rude person
ru>di<ment \'rUd-3-m3nt\ n [L rudimentum beginning, fr. rudis
raw, rude] 1 : a basic principle or element or a fundamental skill— usu. used in pi. 2a: something unformed or undeveloped
; beginning — usu. used in pi. b : a body part or organ so
deficient in size or structure as to entirely prevent its performing
its normal function — m«di»men>_tal \,rud-9-'ment-'l\ adj —
rU'di'men.tar.i.Iy \-(,)men-'ter-a-le._-m3n-\ adv — ru-di'men-
ta>ri>ne5s X-'ment-s-re-nos, -'men-tre-\ n — rU'di'men«ta>ry
\-'ment-3-re, -'men-tre\ adj
irue \'rii\ v6 [ME ruen, fr. OE hreowan; akin tQ OHG hriuwan to
regret] vr : to fee! penitence, remorse, or regret for — vi : to feel

sorrow, regret, or remorse
arue n : regret, sorrow
3rue n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L ruta, fr. Gk rhyte] ; a strong-scented
perennial woody herb (Ruta graveolens of the family Rutaceae,
the rue family) that has bitter leaves used in medicine and is

related to the citrus

rue anemone n : a delicate vernal herb (Anemonella thalictroides)
of the crowfoot family with white flowers resembling those of the
wood anemone

rue-ful \'rii-f3l\ adj 1 : exciting pity or sympathy : prriASLE
2 : MOURNFUL, REGRETFUL — rue-luMy \-f3-le\ adv — lue'Iul-
uess n

ru-les.cent \ru-'fes->nt\ adj [L rujescent-, rujescens, pp. of rujes-
cere to become reddi,sh, fr. rujus red — more at red] : reddish

irull \'raf\ n [ME ruj] 1 also mile \'r3f\ : a small freshwater
European perch {Aceriiui cernua) 2 ; a pumpkinseed {Lepomis
gibbosus)

iruft n [prob. back-formation fr. rufjle] 1 : a wheel-shaped stiff

collar worn by men and women of the
late 16th and early 17th centuries 2 : a
fringe or frill of long hairs or feathers
growing around or on the neck 3 : a
common Eurasian sandpiper {Philomachus
pugnax) whose male during the breeding

ruff 1

large ruff of erectile feathers
on the neck ~ railed \'rsft\ adj

3ru{f n [MF rojjle] : the act of trumping
^rull vb : TRUMP
rufled grouse n : a No. American grouse
{Bonasa umhellus) valued as a game bird in
the eastern U.S. and Canada

ruf.li.an X'rsf-e 3n\ n [MF rufian] : a brutal cruel fellow — rul-
lian adj — rul'li>an«ism \-e-3-,niz-3m\ n — niMi-an-ly adv
IruMle \'r3f-3l\ vb ruMling \-(3-)lio\ [ME rujjelen; akin to LG
rujjelen to crumple] vr 1 a : roughen, abrade b : trouble, vex
2 : to erect (as feathers) in or Uke a ruff 3 a : to flip through (as
pages) b : shuffle 4 ; to make into a ruffle ~ vi : to become ruf-
fled

2rullle n 1 : a state or cause of irritation 2 : commotion, erawl
3 ; an unevenness or disturbance of surface : ripple 4 a ; a strip
of fabric gathered or pleated on one edge b ; ^ruff 2 — rul-fly
\'raf-(3-Me\ adj

3rulfle n [ruJJ (a drumbeat) ] : a low vibrating drumbeat less loud
than a roll

ru-lOUS \'rii-f3s\ adj [L ruJus red — more at red] : reddish
rug \'rag\ n [(assumed) ME, rag, tuft, of Scand origin; akin to ON
rbgg tuft; akin to L ruere to rush, fall, dig up, Skt ravate he breaks
up] 1 ; a piece of thick heavy fabric usu. with a nap or pile used as
a floor covering 2 : a floor mat of an animal pelt (bearskin ~>
3 ; a lap robe

ru-ga \'rii-g9\ n, pi ru>gae \-,gT, -,ge, -.je\ [NL, fr. L, wrinkle —
more at rough] : a visceral fold or wrinkle — used chiefly in pi. —
rU'gal \'rU-g3l\ adj — ru^gate \'ru-,gat\ adj
Rug.by \'r3g-be\ n [Rugby ScYiooX, Rugby, Warwickshire. England]

: a football game in which play is continuous, kicking, dribbling,
lateral passing, tackling, and the scrum are featured, and inter-
ference and substitution are not permitted
rug'ged \'r3g-3d\ adj [ME, fr. (assumed) ME rug] 1 obs : shaggy,
HAIRY 2 : having a rough uneven surface ; jagged (-^ mountains)
3 : turbulent, stormy 4 a : seamed with wrinkles and furrows
: WEATHERED b : suowing signs of strength : sturdy 5 a : austere,
STERN b : coarse, rude 6 a : strongly built or constituted : ro-
bust b : presenting a severe test of ability, stamina, or resolution
syn see rough — rug'ged-lyadv — rug-ged-ness n

rug>ged>iza>tion V.rag-sd-s-'za-shanX n : the act of ruggedizing
: the state of being ruggedized

rug«ged-ize \'r9g-s-,dTz\ vt : to strengthen (as a machine) for better
resistance to wear, stress, and abuse <a ruggedized camera)

rug'ger X'rsg-srX n [by alter.] Brit : rugby
ru*go>sa rose \rii-,g6-s3-, -za-\ n [NL rugosa, specific epithet of
Rosa rugosa rugose rose] : any of various garden roses descended
from a Japanese rose {Rosa rugosa)

ru-gose \'ru-,gos\ adj [L rugosus, fr. ruga] 1 : full of wrinkles i-^
cheeks) 2 : having the veinlets sunken and the spaces between
elevated <'^ leaves of the sage) — ru-gose'ly adv — ni»gos-i-tv

-'gas-; e\/j
rU'gU'lOSe \'ru-gya-,los\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL rugulosus, fr.

NL rugula, dim. of L ruga] : having small rugae : finely wrinkled
Ruhm-korif coil \,riim-,k6rf-\ n [Heinrich RuhmkorJJ tl877 G
physicist] : induction coil
tru.in \'rii-3n, 'rii-. -,in\ n [ME ruine, fr. MF. fr. L ruina: akin to L
ruere to fall — more at RUG] 1 a archaic : a falling down ; col-
lapse b : physical, moral, economic, or social collapse 2 & archaic
; the state of being ruined b : the remains of something destroyed— usu. used in pi. 3 : a cause of destruction 4 a : the action of
destroying, laying waste, or wrecking b ; damage, injury 5 : a
ruined building, person, or object
2ruin vt 1 : to reduce to ruins : devastate 2 a : to damage Ir-

reparably b : bankrupt, impoverish 3 : to subject to frustration
or failure -^ vi : to become ruined — ru-ln-er V'rU-a-nar, *rii-\ n
iru-i.nate \'rij-3-,nat. 'ru-\ adj : ruined
^ruinate vr : ruin — ru>i>na>tion X.rii-a-'na-shnn. ,ru-\ n
ru-in>0U5 X'rli-s-nas. 'ru-\ adj 1 : ruined, Diua^PiDATED 2 : caus-
ing or tendine to cause ruin : destructive — ru*in>ous-ly adv —
ru*in>ouS'ness n
irule \'rUl\ n [ME reule, fr. OF, fr. L regula straightedge, rule, fr.

regere to lead straight — more at right] 1 a : a prescribed guide
for conduct or action b : the laws or regulations prescribed by the
founder of a religious order for observance by its members c : an
accepted procedure, custom, or habit d (1) : a usu. written order
or direction made by a court regulating court practice or the action
of parties (2) : a legal precept or doctrine e : a regulation or by-
taw governing procedure or controlling conduct 2 a (1) : a usu.
valid generalization (2) : a generally prevaiUng quality, state, or
mode b : a standard of judgment : criterion c : a regulating prin-
ciple 3 a : the exercise of authority or control : dominion b : a
period during which a specified ruler or government exercises con-
trol 4 a : a strip of material marked off in units used for measuring
or ruling off lengths b : a metal strip with a tipe-high face that
prints a linear design syn see law

anile vr la: control, direct b : guide, manage 2 a : to exercise
authority or power over : c-overn b : to be preeminent in : domi-
nate 3 ; to declare authoritatively; specif : to command or de-
termine judicially 4 a (1) : to mark with lines drawn along or as if

along the straight edge of a ruler (2) ; to mark (a line^ on a paper
with a ruler b : to arrange in a line ^ vi 1 a : to exercise supreme
authority b : predominate, prevail 2 ; to exist in a specified
state or condition 3 : to lay down a legal rule syn see decide,
GOVERN

ruled surface n : a surface generated by a moving straight line

rule-less \'rul-las\ adj : not restrained or regulated by law
rule ol tliiunb l : a rough measurement or calculation 2 : a
judgment based on practical experience rather than on scientific

knowledge
rule out vr l : exclude, eliminate 2 : to make impossible : pre-
vent

rul*er \'rii-lar\ n 1 : one that rules; specij : sovereign 2 : a
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worker or a machine that rules paper 3 : a smooth-edged strip (as
of wood or metal) used for guiding a pen or pencil In drawing lines
or for measuring — rul^er-ship \-,ship\ n
irul.ing \'rU-lir)\ n ; an official or authoritative decision, decree,
statement, or interpretation

sruling adj 1 a ; exerting power or authority b : chief, predom-
MATiNO 2 : generally prevailing ; current
»rum \'ram\ adj [earlier rome, perh. fr. Romany rom gypsy man —
more at Romany] 1 chiejly Brit : queer, oud 2 chiejly Brit : dif-
ficult, DANGEROUS
sriim n [prob. short for obs. rumbullion (ruml ] 1 : an alcoholic
liquor distilled from a fermented cane product (as molasses) 2 : al-
coholic Uquor
Ru>ma>nian \ril-'ma-ne-3n, -nysnX var of Romanian
riun-ba X'rsm-bs, 'rum-. 'rum-\ n [AmerSp] ; a Cuban Negro
dance marked by violent movements or an American ballroom
dance imitative of it

iriun.hle \'r3m-b3l\ vb rum-bling \-bfs-)Uo\ [ME rumblen: akin
to MHG rummeln to rumble] v^ 1 : to make a low heavy rolling
sound 2 : to travel as or with a low reverberating sound 3 : to
speak in a low rolling tone ~ v/ 1 : to utter or eoolt in a low rolling
voice 2 ; to polish or otherwise treat (metal parts) in a tumbling
barrel — rum'bler \-b(a-)l3r\ n

2riinible n 1 ; a low heavy continuous reverberating often muffled
sound 2 : a seat for servants behind the body of a carriage
3 : tumbling barrel 4 a : widespread expression of dissatisfac-
tion or unrest b slang ; a street fight esp. among teenage gangs
rumble seat n : a folding seat in the back of an automobile (as a
coupe or roadster) not covered by the top

runi'bly \*ram-b(a-)le\ adj ; tending to rumble or rattle

ru-meu \'ru-m9n\ n, pi ru-mi-na N-ms-nsX or rumens [NL, fr. L,
gullet] : the large first compartment of the stomach of a ruminant
in which cellulose is broken down by the action of symbionts —
ru-mi>nal \-man-n\ adj
lni>ini*nant X'rii-ms-nantX n ; a ruminant mammal
aruminant adj 1 a (l) : chewing the cud (2) : characterized by
chewing again what has been swallowed b : of or relating to a
suborder (Ruminantia) of even-toed hoofed mammals (as sheep,
giraffes, deer, and camels) that chew the cud and have a complex 3-

or 4-chambered stomach 2 : given to or engaged in contemplation
; meditative — ru>mi*nant-ly adv

ru-mi.nate \*ru-m3-,nat\ vb [L ruminatus, pp. of ruminart to chew
the cud, muse upon, fr. rumin-, rumen gullet; akin to Skt romaniha
ruminant] vt 1 : to muse upon : contemplate 2 : to chew re-

peatedly for an extended period -^ vi 1 : to chew again what has
been chewed slightly and swallowed ; chew a cud 2 I to engage in
contemplation : reflect syn see ponder — ni'ini-na-tiou
\.rij-m9-'na-sh3n\ n — ni-mi*na.tive \'ru-m3-,nat-iv\ adj —
ru-rai-na-tive'ly adv — ru-mi'iia-tor \-,nat-3r\ n
Irxun-mage \'r3m-ij\ n [obs. E rummage act of packing cargo,
modif. of MF arrimage} X : a thorough search esp. among a con-
fusion of objects or into every section 2 a ; a confused miscella-
neous collection b : items for sale at a rummage sale

arummage vt 1 ; to make a thorough search through ; ransack
2 1 to discover by searching 3 : to examine minutely and com-
pletely -^ vi 1 ; to make a thorough search or investigation

2 : to engage in a haphazard search — rum»inag>er n
rummage sale n ; a sale of donated articles usu. by a church or
charitable organization
rum.mer X'ram-arV n [G or D; G romer, fr. D roemer] i a large tall

glass drinking cup
irum«my \'rara-e\ adj ; queer, odd
arummy n : drunkard
arimimy n [perh. fr. ^rummy} z a card game in which each player
tries to assemble groups of three or more cards of the same rank or
suit and to be the first to. meld all his cards
iru-mor X'rii-marX n [ME rumour, fr. MF, fr. L rumor; akin to OE
reon to lament, Gk oryesthai to howl] 1 : talk or opinion widely
disseminated with no discernible source : hearsay 2 : a statement
or report current without known authority for its truth 3 : a soft

low indistinct sound ; murmur
arumor vt ru-mor-ing \'riim-(3-)riQ\ ; to tell or spread by rumor
ru-mor-moU'gei V'rU-msr-.mao-gsr, -,mao-\ n : one who spreads
rumors
rump \'ramp\ n [ME, of Scand origin; akin to Icel rumpr rump;
akin to MHG rumph torso] 1 a : the upper rounded part of the

hindquarters of a quadruped mammal b ; buttocks C : the

sacral or dorsal part of the posterior end of a bird 2 : a cut of beef

between the loin and round 3 ; a small fragment remaining after

the separation of the larger part of a group or an area

irum.ple \'ram-p3l\ n : fold, wrinkle
arumple vb rum-pling \-p(a-)lir)\ tD rompelen; akin to OHO
rimpjan to wrinkle, L curvus curved — more at CROWN] vt 1 ; wrin-
kle, crumple 2 ; to make unkempt : tousle '«- v/ ; to become
rumpled
rum.ply \'ram-p(a-)le\ adj : rumpled
nmi>pus Vr3m-p3s\ n [origin unknown] : disturbahcb, fracas
rumpus room n ; a room usu. in the basement of a home set apart

for games, parties, and recreation

rum>ruu>ner \'rsm-,ran-3r\ n : a person or ship engaged in bringing
prohibited alcoholic liquor ashore or across a border — rum-run-
ning \-.r9n-io\ adj
irun X'rsnX vb ran \'ran\ run; run-ning [ME ronnen, alter, or

rinnen, v.i. (fr. OE iernan, rlnnan & ON rinna) & of rennan, v.t., fr.

ON renna; akin to OHG rinnan, v.i., to run, OE r'xsan to rise] vi

1 a ; to go faster than a walk; specij : to go steadily by springing

steps so that both feet leave the ground for an instant in each step

\i oj a horse \ to move at a fast gallop c : flee, retreat, escape
<dropped his gun and ran) 2 a : to go without restraint : move
freely about at will <let his chickens -^ loose) b : to keep company
; consort — used with with chiefly of male animals <a ram running

with ewes) c : to sail before the wind in distinction from reaching

or sailing close-hauled d : roam, rove {running about with no
overcoat) 3 a : to go rapidly or hurriedly : hasten <~ and fetch

the doctor) b : to go in urgency or distress : resort i-^s to his

mother at every little difficulty) c : to make a quick, easy, or

casual trip or visit (jan over to borrow some sugar) 4 a ; to con-

tend in a race b : to enter Into an election contest 6 a : to move
on or as if on wheels : glidb <file drawers running on ball bearings)
b : to roll forward rapidly or freely c : to pass or slide freely (rope
•^s through the pulley) d : to ravel lengthwise (stockings guaran-
teed not to ~> 6 : to sing or play a musical passage quickly <'^ up
the scale) 7 a : to go back and forth : ply b oj jish : to migrate
or move in schools; esp ; to ascend a river to spawn 8a: turn,
rotate <a swiftly running grindstone) b : function, operate
<englne ~5 on gasoline) 9 a ; to continue in force or operation
<the contract has two more years to ^y b : to accompany as a
valid obligation or right c ; to continue to accrue or become pay-
able (interest on the loan '^s from last July 1st) 10 : to pass from
one state to another <~ into debt) 11 a : to flow rapidly or under
pressure b ; melt, fuse c : spread, dissolve (colors guaranteed
not to ---) d : to discharge pus or serum <a running sore) 12 a : to
develop rapidly in some specific direction; esp : to throw out an
elongated shoot of growth b ; to tend lo produce or develop a
specified quaUty or feature (they --' to big noses in that family)
13 a : to lie in or take a certain direcdon (the boundary line ^s
east) b ; to he or extend in relation to something c : to go back
: reach d ; to be in a certain form or expression (letter --^s as
follows) or order of succession (house numbers — in odd numbers
from 3 to 57) 14 a : to occur persistentlv : recur (musical talent
seems to —' in his family) b : to continue to be of a specified size or
character or quality (profits were running high) c : to exist or occur
in a continuous range of variation d J to play on a stage a number
of successive days or nights (the piece ran for six months) 15 a : to
spread or pass quickly from point to point (chills ran up his spine)
b : to be current : circulate (speculadon ran rife on who the can-
didate would be) -^ vr 1 a : to cause (an animal) to go at speed
; ride or drive fast b : to bring to a specified condition by or as if

by running {ran himself to death) c : to go in pursuit of : hunt,
CHASE d : to follow the trail of backward : trace {ran the rumor
to its source) e : to enter, register, or enroll as a contestant in a race
t : to put forward as a candidate for office 2 a : to drive (live-
stock) esp. to a grazing place b : to provide pasturage for (live-
stock) c : to keep or maintain (livestock) on or as if on pasturage
3 a : to pass over or traverse with speed b : to accomplish or
perform by running {running errands for a bank) c : to flee from
d : to slip through or past (~ a blockade) 4 a : to cause to pene-
trate or enter : thrust {ran a splinter into his toe) b : STrrCH
c : to cause to pass ; lead (~ a wire in from the antenna) d : to
cause to collide {ran his head into a post) e : smuggle 6 : to
cause to pass lightly or quickly over, along, or into something {ran
his eye down the list) 6 a : to cause or allow (as a vehicle, a
vessel) to go in a specified manner or direction {ran his car off the
road) b : OPERATE ('^ a taxi) c : to carrv on : manage, conduct
(~ a factory) 7 a ; to be full of or drenched with (streets ran
blood) b : contain, assay 8 : to cause to move or flow in a
specified way or into a specified position {^ cards into a file)

9 a : to melt and cast in a mold {-^ bullets) b : treat, process,
REFINE (~ oil in a still) 10 ; to make oneself liable to : incur
{ran the risk of discovery) 11 : to mark out (—' a contour hne on
a map) : draw (^ a line through the word to be deleted) 12 : to
permit (as charges, accounts, bills) to accumulate before settling
{-^ an account at the grocery) 13 a : to run off (a book to be~ on lightweight paper) (a job to be ~ 4-up) b : to print or
carry In a printed medium 14 a : to make (a series of counts)
without a miss {'^ 19 in an inning in billiards) b : to lead winning
cards of (a suit) successively 15 : to make (a golf ball) roll forward
after alighting — run across : to meet with or discover by chance— run after 1 : pursue, chase; esp : to seek the company of
2 ; to take up with : follow {run ajter new theories) — run against
1 : to meet suddenly or unexpectedly 2 ; to work or take effect
unfavorably to : disfavor, oppose — run a temperature : to have
a fever — run false : to save distance by running directly for the
game Instead of followlrig the scent or track — run foul of : to
collide with {ran joul oj a hidden reef) : run into confUct with or
hostility to {run joul oj the law) — run into 1 a ; to change or
transform into : become b ; to merge with c ; to mount up to (a
boat like that one runs into money) 2 a : to collide with b : en-
counter, meet {ran into an old classmate the other day) — run riot
1 ; to act wildly or without restraint 2 : to occur in profusion —
run short : to become insufficient — run short of ; to use up —
run to seed 1 : to exhaust vitality In producing seed 2 : to cease
growing — run upon ; to run across : meet with

arun n 1 a ; an act or the action of running : continued rapid move-
ment b ; a quickened gallop c (1) : the act of migrating or ascend-
ing a river to spawn (2) : an assemblage of fish so migrating
d : a running race (a mile '^) e (1) : a score made in cricket each
time the batsmen safely change ends (2) : a score made in baseball
by a rurmer reaching home plate safely f ; strength or ability to run
(two laps took most of the --^ out of him) 2 a chiejly Midland
: creek 2 b ; something that flows In the course of a certain opera-
tion or during a certain time (the first '--' of sap in sugar maples)
3 a : the stern of the underwater body of a ship from where It

begins to curve or slope upward and inward b : the direction in
which a vein of ore lies c ; a direction of secondary or minor
cleavage : grain ("^ of a mass of granite) d (1) ; the horizontal
distance covered by a flight of steps (2) : the horizontal distance
from the wall plate to the center line of a building e : general
tendency or direction 4 : a continuous series esp. of things of
identical or similar sort: as a : a rapid scale passage b : a number
of rapid, small dance steps executed in even tempo c : the act of
making successively a number of successful shots or strokes; also
; the score thus made (a '>^ of 20 in biUiards) d : an unbroken
course of performances or showings e : a set of consecutive mea-
surements, readings, or observations f : persistent and heavy de-
mands from depositors, creditors, or customers (a — on a bank)
g : sequence 2b 6 : the quantity of work turned out In a continu-
ous operation 6 : the usual or normal kind, character, type, or
group (average -—

- of college graduates) 7 a : the distance covered
in a period of continuous traveling or sailing b : a course or route
mapped out and traveled with regularity ; trip c : a news reporter's
regular territory ; beat d ; the distance a golf ball travels after
touching the ground e : freedom of movement In or access to a
place or area (has the '^ of his friend's house) 8 : the period during
which a machine or plant is in continuous operation 9 a : a way,
track, or path frequented by animals b : an enclosure for livestock
where they may feed or exercise c Austral : a large area of land

{
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used for grazing <sheep '^> : ranch, station <r«n-holder> d ; an
Inclined passagev/ay 10 a ; an Inclined course (as for skiing or
bobsleddlng) b : a support (as a track, pipe, or trough) on which
something runs 11 a : a ravel in a knitted fabric (as in hosiery)
caused by the breaking of stitches b : a paint defect caused by ex-
cessive flow — in the long run ; in the course of sufficiently pro-
longed time, trial, or experience — on tlie run 1 : in haste : with-
out pausing 2 : in retreat : running away
3run adj 1 a ; melted (-^ butter) b : made from molten material
: cast in a mold <^ metal) <~ joint) 2 oj fish : having made a
migration or spawning run 3 : exhausted or winded from running
run>about \'r?Q-a-,baut\ n 1 : one who wanders about : stray
2 : a light open wagon, roadster, or motorboat

run«a«gate \'r3n-3-,gat\ n [alter, of renegate, ft. ML renegaius —
more at renegade] 1 : fugitive, runaway 2 ; vagabond
run along vi ; to go away : be on one's way ; depart
run<around \'rsn-3-,raund\ n 1 : matter typeset In shortened
measure to run around something (as a cut) 2 : deceptive or de-
laying action esp. in response to a request
run away vi l ; flee, desert 2 : to leave home; esp : elope
3 : to run out of control : stampede, bolt — run away with
1 : to take away in haste or secretly; esp ; steal 2 ; to outshine
the others in (a theatrical performance) 3 : to carry or drive beyond
prudent or reasonable limits (his imagination ran away wiih him)
irun.away \'ran-a-,wa\ « 1 ; fugitive 2 : the act of running
away out of control; also ; a horse that Is running out of control
arunaway adj l : running away : fugitive 2 : accomplished by
elopement or during flight 3 : won by or having a long lead
4 : subject to uncontrolled changes <'^ Inflation)

n3n>ci.ble spoon \,r3n(t)-s3-b3l-\ n [coined with an obscure mean-
ing by Edward Lear] : a sharp-edged fork with three broad curved
prongs

run<Ci>nate \'r3n(t)-S3-,nat\ adj [L runcinatus, pp. of runcinare to
plane off, fr. runcina plane] : pinnately cut with the lobes pointing
downward

run-dle \'r3n-d^l\ n [ME roundel circle— more at roundel] 1 ; a
step of a ladder : rung 2 : the drum of a windlass or capstan

rund.letorrun«let\'r3n-(d)l3t\n [ME rountfe/er — more at round-
let] 1 ; a small barrel ; keg 2 ; an old unit of liquid capacity equal
to IS U.S. gallons
run down vt 1 a : to collide with and knock down b : to run against
and sink 2 a : to chase until exhausted or captured b : to find by
search ; trace the source of c : to tag out (a base runner) between
bases 3 : disparage ~ v/ 1 ; to cease to operate because of the
exhaustion of motive power <that clock ran down hours ago)
2 ; to decline in physical condition
run-down \'r3n-'daun\ adj 1 : being in poor repair : dilapidated
2 : worn out ; exhausted 3 : completely unwound

run-down \-.daun\ n : an Item-by-item report : summary
rune \'run\ n [ON & OE run mystery, runic character, writing; akin
to OHG runa secret discussion] 1 ; one of the characters of an
alphabet prob. derived from Latin and Greek and used by the
Germanic peoples from about the 3d to the 13th centuries 2 : mys-
tery, MAGIC 3 [Finn runo, of Gmc origin; akin to ON run^
a : a Finnish or Old Norse poem b ; poem, song — ru*nic
\'ru-nik\ adj
'rung past oj RING
arung X'rsoV n [ME, fr. OE Jirung; akin to OE hring ring — more at
RING] 1 archaic Scot : a heavy staff or cudgel 2 : a spoke of a
wheel 3 a : one of the rounds of a chair b : one of the crosspieces
of a ladder 4 : a stage In an ascent : degree
run in vr 1 a : to make (typeset matter) continuous without a
paragraph or other break b : to insert as additional matter 2 : to
arrest for a minor offense -^ v/ : to pay a casual visit

run-in \'r3n-,in\ /i 1 : something inserted as a substantial addition
in copy or typeset matter 2 ; altercation, quarrel

run>less \'ran-las\ adj : scoring no runs
run-let X'rsn-btX n ; runnel
run.nel \'ran-'l\ n [alter, of ME rlnel, fr. OE rynel; akin to OE
rinnan to run — more at bun] : rivulet, streamlet
run-ner X'ran-srX n 1 a : one that runs : racer b : base runner
c ; a football player in possession of a live ball 2 a : messenger
b one that smuggles or distributes illicit or contraband goods (as
drugs, liquor, or guns) 3a; any of various large active carangid
fishes b : blacksnake 4 a : either of the longitudinal pieces on
which a sled or sleigh slides b : the part of a skate that slides on
the ice : blade c : the support of a drawer or a sliding door
5 a ; a growth produced by a plant In running; esp ; stolon 1

b ; a plant that forms or spreads by means of runners C ; a twining
vine (as a scarlet runner) 6 a ; a long narrow carpet for a hall or
staircase b ; a narrow decorative cloth cover for a table or dresser
top
runner bean n, chiejly Brit : scarlet runner
run«ner-up X'ran-s-.rap, ,r3n-3-'\ n : the competitor In a contest
that finishes next to the winner
irun-ning adj l : fluid, runny 2 ; incessant, continuous <a -^

battle) 3 : measured in a straight line (cost of lumber per --- foot)
4 : FLOWING, CURSIVE 5 : Initiated or performed while running or
with a running start 6 ; fitted or trained for running rather than
walking, trotting, or Jumping (—' horse)
arunning adv : in succession : consecutively
running board n : a footboard esp. at the side of an automobile
running gear n l : the parts of an automobile chassis not used in
developing, transmitting, and controlling power 2 ; the working
and carrying parts of a machine (as a locomotive)
running hand n ; handwriting In which the letters are usu. slanted
and the words formed without lifting the pen
running head n : a headline repeated on consecutive pages (as of a
book) — called also running headline
running knot n : a knot that slips along the rope or line round which
It is tied; esp : an overhand slipknot
running light n ; one of the lights carried by a ship under way at
night or on the wing and fuselage of an airplane
running mate n l : a horse entered In a race to set the pace for a
horse of the same owner or stable 2 : a candidate running for a
subordinate place on a ticket; esp : the candidate for vice-president
3 : a person frequently seen in close association with another

running stitch n ; a small even sUtch run in and out In cloth
running title n ; the title or short title of a volume printed at the
top of left-hand text pages or sometimes of all text pages

run>ny \'ran-e\ adj ; having a tendency to run (watery eyes and "^
nose)
run off vt 1 a ; to recite or compose rapidly or glibly b : to produce
by a printing press c : to cause to be run or played to a finish
d ; to decide (as a race) by a runoff e ; to carry out (a test)

2 : to draw off : drain off 3a: to drive off (as trespassers)
b : to steal (as cattle) by driving away -^ vi : to run away — run
off with : to carry off : steal

run-olf \'r3n-,6f\ n 1 : the portion of the precipitation on the land
that ultimately reaches streams; esp : the water from rain or melted
snow that flows over the surface 2 : a final race, contest, or elec-
tion to decide an earlier one that has not resulted In a decision In
favor of any one competitor
run-of-the-mill \,r3n-a(v)-tli3-'mil\ adj : not outstanding in qual-
ity or rarity : average
run-ol-the-mine \-'mTn\ adj 1 ; ungraded (-^ coal) 2 : Rusa
of-the-mill
run on vi l : to keep going : continue 2 : to talk or narrate at
length -^ vt 1 : to carry on (matter in type) without a break or a
new paragraph ; run in 2 ; to place or add (as an entry in a dic-
tionary) at the end of a paragraphed item
irun-on X'rsn-'dn, -'an\ adj ; continuing without rhetorical pause
from one line of verse Into another
2run-on \-,6n, -,an\ n : something (as a dictionary entry) that is

run-on sentence n : a sentence formed with a comma fault

run out vi la; to come to an end ; expire b : to become exhausted
or used up : fail 2 : to jut out '^ vt 1 ; to finish out (as a course,
series, a contest) : complete 2 a : to fill out (a line) wiih quads,
leaders, or ornaments b : to set (as the first line of a paragraph)
with a hanging indention 3 : to exhaust (oneself) In running
4 ; to cause to leave by force or coercion : exj-el— run out of ; to
use up the available supply of
run over vi 1 : overflow 2 : to exceed a limit « vr 1 : to go over,
examine, repeat, or rehearse quickly 2 : to run down {ran over a
dog In the road>_
run-over \'r9n-'o-v3r\ adj ; extending beyond the allotted space
run-over \-,6-V3r\ n ; matter for publication that exceeds the space
allotted

runt \'r3nt\ n [origin unknown] 1 chiejly Scot I a hardened stalk
or stem of a plant 2 ; an animal unusually small of its kind; esp
I the smallest of a litter of pigs 3 : a person of small stature or
stunted growth — runt-i-ness \'r3nt-e-nss\ n — runty \'r3nt-e\

run through vr 1 ; pierce 2 : to spend or consume wastefully and
rapidly 3 : to read or rehearse without pausing
run-through \'ran-,thru\ /i ; a cursory reading, summary, or re-
hearsal
run up vi ; to grow rapidly : shoot up '^ vt 1 : to Increase by bidding

; bid up 2 : to stitch quickly 3 : to erect hastily 4 : to run (an
airplane engine) at high speed for testing, checking, or warming
run-way \'r3n-,wa\ n 1 : the channel of a stream 2 a : a beaten
path made by animals b : a passageway for animals 3 : an
artificially surfaced strip of ground on a landing field for the land-
ing and takeoff of airplanes 4 : a narrow platform from a stage
into an auditorium

ru-pee \ru-'pe, 'ru-(,)pe\ n [Hindi rupaiya, fr. Skt rupya coined
silver] — see money table

ru-pi-ah \ru-'pe-3\ n, pi rupiah or rupiahs [Hindi rupalya'j— see money table
rU'Pic-o-lous \rU-'pik-a-las\ or ru-pic-o-line \-,lTn\ adj [L rupes
rock + -cola Inhabitant; akin to L rumpere — more at wheel]
; living among. Inhabiting, or growing on rocks
Uup-ture \'rap-ch3r\ n [ME ruptur, fr. MF or L; MF rupture, fr. L
ruptura fracture, fr. ruptus, pp. of rumpere to break — more at
reave] 1 : breach of peace or concord; specij : open hostility or
war between nations 2a: the tearing apart of a tissue (----' of the
heart muscle) (— of an intervertebral disk) b ; hernia 3 : a
breaking apart or the state of being broken apart syn see fracture
arupture vb rup-tur-ing \-ch3-riQ, -shrioX vt 1 a : to part by vio-
lence : break b : to create or induce a breach of 2 ; to produce a
rupture in *« vi ; to have a rupture

rup-tured adj 1 ; torn apart : broken 2 : having a rupture (a "-'

appendix)
ru-ral \'ru(a)r-al\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L ruralls, fr. rur-, rus open
land — more at room] ; of or relating to the country, country
people or life, or agriculture— ru-ral-ism \-3-,liz-3m\ n — ru-ral-
ist \-l3st\ n — ru-ral-i-ty \ru(a)r-'al-3t-€\ n — ru-ral-iza-tion
\,rur-3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n — ru-ral>ize \'rur-a-,lT2\ vb — ru-ral-ly
\-3-le\ adv
syn RURAL, RUSTIC, pastoral, bucolic mean characteristic of the

country, rural suggests open country and farming; rustic sug-
gests more clearly a contrast with city life and connotes rudeness
and lack of polish; pastoral implies an Idealized simpUcity and
peacefulness and apartness from the world; bucolic Is stronger
than rustic in suggesting loutlshness

rural dean n : dean lb
rural free delivery n : free delivery of mall to a rural area — called
also rural delivery

rural route n ; a mail-delivery route in a rural free delivery area
rur-ban X'rar-bsn, 'ru(a)r-\ adj [blend of rural and urban"] ; of,

relating to, or constituting an area which Is chiefly residential but
where some farming Is carried on

ruse X'riis, 'ruz\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. ruser to dodge, deceive] : strata-
gem, SUBTERFUGE Syn SCC TRICK
Irush \'r3sh\ n [ME, fr. OE rise; akin to MHG rusch rush, L restis

rope] ; any of various monocotyledonous often tufted marsh plants
(as of the genera Juncus and Scirpus of the family Juncaceae. the
rush family) with cylindrical often hollow stemswhich are used in
bottoming chairs and plaiting mats — rushy \-e\ adj
arush vb [ME russhen, fr. MF ruser to put to flight, repel, deceive,
fr. L recusare to refuse — more at recusancy] vi 1 : to move for-
ward, progress, or act with haste or eagerness or without prepara-
tion 2 : to act as carrier of a football In a running play '^ vt

1 : to push or Impel on or forward with speed, impetuosity, or
violence 2 ; to perform In a short time or at high speed 3 : to urge
to an unnatural speed 4 ; to run towards or against In attack
: CHARGE 5 : to carry (a ball) forward in a running play 6 ; to
lavish attention on : court — rush*er n
3rush n 1 a : a violent forward motion b : onset, attack c ; a
surging of emotion 2 a : a burst of activity, productivity, or speed
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ll : a sudden insistent demand 3 : a thronging of people usu. to a
new place in search of wealth (gold '^) 4 : the act of carrying a
football during a game ; running play 5 : a round of attention usu.
involving extensive social activity 6 ; a print of a motion-picture
scene processed directly after the shooting for review by the director
or producer
rush adj : requiring or marked by special speed or urgency <'^
orders) <~ season)
rush candle n :_ rushlight
rusti-ee \,r9sh-*e\ n : a college or university student who is being
rushed by a fraternity or sorority

rush=light \'rash-.lTt\ n % a candle made of the pith of various
rushes and dipped in grease
rusk \'r3sk\ n [modif. of Sp & Pg rosea coil, twisted roll] 1 % hard
crisp bread ortg. used as ship's stores 2 : a sweet or plain bread
baked, sliced, and baked again until dry and crisp
RUSS X'rgs, 'riis, 'riis\ n, j7/Russ or Russ-es [Russ Rus^y X RUSSIAN— Russ ad}
Rus.sell'S viper \,r3s-3lz-\ n [Patrick Russell^lZOS Brit physician]

; a strikingly marked highly venomous snake {Vipera russellii)

of southeastern Asia
irus.set \'r3s-3t\ n [ME, fr. OF rousset, fr. rousset, adj.. russet, fr.

rous russet, fr. L russus red; akin to L ruber red — more at red]
1 : coarse homespun usu. reddish brown cloth 2 : a variable
color averaging a strong brown 3 : any of various winter apples
having russet rough skins
2russet adj I of the color russet

rus*set>ing also rus-set.ting \'r3s-3t-io\ n : a brownish roughened
area on the skin of fruit (as apples, pears, and citrus fruit) caused
by injurv

Rus.sia leather \,r9sh-3-\ n IRussia, country in Europe] : leather
made by tanning various skins with willow, birch, or oak and then
rubbing the flesh side with birch oil — called also Russia calj

Rus-siau \'r3sh-an\ n 1 a ; one of the people of Russia; esp l a
member of the dominant Slavic-speaking Great Russian ethnic
group of Russia h ; one that is of Russian descent 2 a ; a
Slavic language of the Russian people that is the official language

-^ of the U.S.S.R. b : the three Slavic languages of the Russian
people including Belorussian and Ukrainian — Russian adj
Russian blue n, ojten cap B l a slender long-bodied large-eared
domestic cat with short silky bluish gray fur

Russian dressing n : mayonnaise with added chili sauce, chopped
pickles, or pimientos

rus°sian>ize X'rash-s-.nTzV v/, ojten cap : to make Russian
Russian olive n \ a chiefly silvery Eurasian large shrub or small
tree {Elaeagnus angustijoUd) cultivated in arid windy regions esp.

as a shelterbelt plant
Russian thistle n : a prickly European herb {Salsola kali tenuijolia)

that is a serious pest in No. Amenca — called also Russian tumble-

Russian wolfhound n : borzoi
rus>5i*li<ca*tion V.rss-s-fs-'ka-shsnX n, ojten cap ; the act or
process of being russianized

rus-Si-fy \'r9s-9-,fI\ vt, ojten cap X russianize
Rus.SO- combjorm {Russia & Russian'^ 1 \,rss-a, 'rss-, -6\ : Russia

: Russians (iJuj^ophobia) 2 \*r3s(h)-(.)5, ,ras(h)-\ X Russian
and <i?ws^o-Japanese)
irust \'r3st\ n [ME, fr. OE rust; akin to OE read red — more at

RED] 1 a : the reddish brittle coating formed on iron esp. when
chemically attacked by moist air and composed essentially of

hydrated ferric oxide b : the similar coating produced on any of

various other metals by corrosion c ; something resembling rust

: ACCRETION 2 : corrosive or injurious influence or effect 3 : any
of numerous destructive diseases of plants produced by fungi

(order Uredinales) and characterized by reddish brown pustular

lesions; also X a fungm causing this 4 : a strong brown
siust v( 1 : to form rust : become oxidized (iron ~s) 2 : to de-

generate esp. from inaction, lack of use, or passage of time <most
men would . . . have allowed their faculties to ~ —T.B.Macaulay)
3 : to become reddish brown as if with rust (the leaves slowly -^edy

4 : to be affected with a rust fungus ^ vt 1 : to cause (a metal) to

form rust (keep up your bright swords, for the dew will ~ them
—Shak.) 2 : to impair or corrode by or as if by time, inactivity, or

deleterious use 3 : to cause to become reddish brown : turn the

color of rust
truS.tiC \'ras-tik\ adj [ME rustik, fr. MP rustique, fr. L ru^iicus, fr.

rus open land — more at room] 1 : of relating to, or suitable for

the country : rural 2 a : made of the rough Umbs of trees

if^ furniture) b : rusticated <a. ^ joint in masonry) 3 a : char-

acteristic of or resembling country people b : awkward, boorish

4 : PLAB^, STURDY syn see rural — rus>ti.cal \-ti-k3l_\ adj —
rus.ti.caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv — rus-tic-i-ty \,r3s-'tis-3t-e\ n

SrustiC n 1 : an inhabitant of a rural area 2 a : an awkward
coarse person b ; an unsophisticated rural person

rus-ti*cate \'r3s-ti-,kat\ v/ : to go into or reside in the country

; follow a rustic life '^ v( 1 ; to suspend from school or college
(had been first rusticated ixom Oxford and then expelled —Anthony
TroUope) 2 : to bevel or rebate (as the edges oi stone blocks) to
make the joints conspicuous (a rusticated stone wall) 3 a : to com-
pel to reside in the country b : to cause to become rustic : implant
rustic mannerisms in — rus*tl-ca*tion \,r3s-ti-'ka-sh3n\ n
— ruS'ti'Ca-tor \'r9s-ti-,kat-ar\ n

rust'i=ly \'r3s-t3-le\ adv ; in a rusty manner
rust-i^ness \-te-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being rusty
irus.tle \'r9s-3l\ vb rus-tling \'r3s-(3-)lia\ [ME rusfelenl vi

1 Mo make or cause a rustle 2 a : to act or move with energy
or speed b : to forage food 3 ; to steal cattle ~ vr 1 : to cause
to rustle 2 : to procure by rustling; esp : forage 3 : to take (as
cattle) feloniously : steal ~ rus-tler \-(3-)l3r\ n
2rustle n ; a quick succession or confusion of small sounds
rust mite n ; any of various small gall mites that burrow in the
surface of leaves or fruits usu. producing brown or reddish patches

rust°proof \'r3st-'priif\ adj : incapable of rusting
irusty \'r3S-te\ adj 1 : affected by or as if by rust; esp : stiff with
or as if with rust 2 : inept and slow through lack of practice or
old age 3 a : of the color rust b ; dulled in color or appearance
by age and use <a --^ old suit of clothes) 4 : oljtmoded 5 : grat-
ing, hoarse
srus-ty \'r3s-te\ adj [alter, of restive'] chiejly dial x ill-tempered

t surly
irut \'r3t\ n [ME rutte, fr. MF rut roar, fr. LL rugltus, ft. L rugitus,

pp. of rugire to roar; akin to OE reoc wild, Mir rucht roar] 1 ; an
annually recurrent state of sexual excitement in the male deer;
broadly X sexual excitement in a mammal esp. when periodic
: estrus, heat 2 : the period during which rut normally occurs— often used with the

2rut VI rut'ted; rutting : to be in or enter Into a state of rut
3rut n [perh. modif. of MF route way, route] 1 a : a track worn by
a wheel or by habitual passage b : a groove in which something
runs c : CHANNEL, furrow 2 : a usual or fixed practice : a
regular course; esp X a monotonous routine (fall easily into a con-
versational '^)

4rut vt rut-ted; rut«ting : to make a rut in : furrow
ru.ta-ba-ga \,rUt-s-'ba-g3, ,rut-\ n [Sw dial, rotabagge, fr. rot
root + bagge bag] : a turnip {Brassica napobrassica) commonly
with a very large yellowish root

ruth \'ruth\ n [ME ruthe, fr. ruen to rue] 1 ; compassion for the
misery of another 2 : sorrow for one's own faults : remorse syn
see PITY

rU'the-nic \rU-'then-ik. -'the-nik\ adj : of, relating to, or derived
from ruthenium esp. with a relatively high valence

rU'the-ni-ous \rii-'the-ne-as\ adj x of, relating to, or derived
from ruthenium esp. with a relatively low valence
rU'the-ni.um \-ne-3m\ n [NL, fr. ML Ruihenia Russia] : a hard
brittle grayish polyvalent rare metallic element occurring in
platinum ores and used in hardening platinum alloys— see element
table

Ruth. er. ford atom \,rath-3fr)-f3rd-\ n [Baron Ernest Rutherjord
tl937 E physicist] : the atom held to consist of a small dense
positively charged nucleus surrounded by planetary electrons

ruth'ful \'ruth-f3l\ adj 1 : full of ruth : pitiful 2 : full of sorrow
: WOEFUL 3 : causing sorrow — ruth.fuMy \-f3-le\ adv ~ ruth-
lul>ness n

ruth-less \'ruth-bs also 'ruth-\ adj X having no ruth : merciless,
CRUEL (act of savage, '^ ferocity —J.A.Froude) — ruth.lesS'ly
adv — rutholess-ness n

ru>ti*lant \'rut-=l-ant\ adj [ME rutilaunt, fr. L rutilant-, rutilans,

pp. of rutilare to be reddish, fr. rutilus red; akin to L ruber red— more at red] : having a reddish glow
rU'tile \'rii-,tel\ n [G rutH, fr. L rutilus reddish; akin to L ruber
red — more at red] : a mineral TiOz that consists of titanium
dioxide usu. with a little iron, is of a reddish brown color but
when deep red or black is sometimes cut into a gem, and has a
brilliant metallic or adamantine luster

rut.tlsh \'r3t-ish\ adj : inclined to rut : lustful— rut'tish-ly adv
— rut'tish.ness n

rut-ty \'rat-e\ adj : full of ruts

-ry \re\ n sujjix [ME -rie, fr. OF, short for -erie -ery] ! -ery
(wizardry) (citizenry) (ancientry)

irye \'rT\ n [ME, fr. OE ryge; akin to OHG rocko rye, Lith rugys"]

1 : a hardy armual grass (Secale cereale) that is widely cultivated

as a cereal grass and cover crop 2 ; the seeds of rye

2rye n [Romany rai, fr. Skt rdjan king — more at royal] : a gypsy
gentleman
ryg bread n : bread made wholly or In part of rye flour; esp ; a light

bread often with caraway seeds

rye-grass \'rT-,gras\ n X any of several grasses (genus Lolium);
esp X perennial ryegrass {L. perenne)

rye Whiskey /i : a whiskey distilled from rye or from rye and malt

{
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2-S

S \'es\ n. ojten cap, often attrib 1 a : the 19th
letter of the English alphabet b : a graphic
representation of this letter c ; a speech
counterpart of orthographic s 2 ; a graphic
device for reproducing the letter ^ 3 : one
designated s esp. as the ISih or when j is used
for the 1 0th the 1 9th in order or class 4 a : a
grade rating a student's work as satisfactory

h : one graded or rated with an S B ; some-
thing shaped like the letter S

i-S \5 ajter a voiceless consonant sound, zaU^r
a voiced consonant sound or a vowel sound\ n

plsujjix [ME -es, -s, fr. OE -as, nom. & ace. pi. ending of some masc.
nouns; akin to OS -os'\ 1 — used to form the plural of most nouns
that do not end in 5, z, sh, ch, or postconsonantal y <headj> <books>
<boy5> <beUef5>, to form the plural of proper nouns that end in
postconsonantal y <Mary5>, and with or without a preceding apos-
trophe to form the plural of abbreviations, numbers, letters, and
symbols used as nouns <MC5> {As} Hfs") <B's> — compare '-ES 1

2 [ME -es, -s, pi. ending of houns, fr. -es, gen. sing, ending of
nouns {functioning adverballyl, fr. OE -es'\ — used to form adverbs
denoting usual or repeated action or state <always at home Sun-
day.s> (mornings he stops by the newsstand)

[ME (Northern & North Midland dial.) -es, fr. OE
(Northumbrian dial.) -es, -as, prob. fr. OE -es, -as, 2d sing. pres.
indie, ending — more at -est] — used to form the third person
singular present of most verbs that do not end in s, z, sh, ch, or
postconsonantal y <falLs> (take^) <playj> — compare ^-ES

- S \$ ajter voiceless consonant sounds other than s, sh, ch; z after
vowel sounds and voiced consonant sounds other than 2.. zh, j; 32 after
s, sh, ch, z. zh, j\ n suffix or pron suffix [ME -es, -s, gen. sing, end-
ing, fr. OE -es; akin to OHG -es, gen. sing, ending. Gk -oio, -ou,
Skt -asya'i — used to form the possessive of singular nouns <boy's>,
of plural nouns not ending in s (children's), of some pronouns
(anyone's), and of word groups functioning as nouns (the man in
the comer's hat) or pronouns (someone else's)

I's \like -'s\ vb [contr. of is, his. does] 1 : is (she's here) 2 : has
(he's seen them) 3 : does (what's he want?)

2's \s\ pron [by contr] : us — used with let (let's)

Saa*nen \'san-3n, 'zan-\ n ISaanen, locality in southwest Switzer-
land ] : any of a Swiss breed of usu, white and hornless short-haired
dairy goats
sab.a.diMa \,sab-3-'dil-3. -'de-Cy)3\ n [Sp cebadilla'} : a Mexican
plant {Schoenocaulon officinalis) of the lily family; also ; its seeds
used as a source of veratrine and in insecticides

sab.bat \'sab-at, s3-'ba\ n. often cap [¥, lit., sahhaihJr. 'Lsabbatum'\
: a midnight assembly of witches and sorcerers held in medieval and
Renaissance times (as on Walpurgis Night, Halloween) to renew
allegiance to the devil and to celebrate rites and orgies
Sab>ba*ta7>i<an \,sab-3-'ter-e-an\ n [L sabbatarius, fr. sabbatum
sabbath] 1 : one whokeeps the seventn day of the week as holy in
conformity with the letter of the fourth commandment 2 : one
who favors strict observance of the Sabbath — Sabbatarian adf— Sab<ha>taT'i'an>ism \-e-3-,niz-3m\ n
Sab.baUl \'sab-3th\ n [ME sabat, fr. OF & OE, fr. L sabbatum,
fr. Gk sabbaion, fr. Heb shahbath, lit., rest] 1 ofien cap a : the
seventh day of the week observed from Friday evening to Saturday
evening as a day of rest and worship by Jews and some Christians
b : Sunday observed among Christians as a day of rest and wor-
ship 2 ; a time of rest

sab.bat.i.cal \s3-'bat-i-k3l\ or sab-bat-ic \-ik\ adf [LL sabbati-
cus. It- Gk sabbatikos, fr. sabbaioni 1 : of or relating to the sabbath
2 : being a recurring period of rest or renewal

sabbatical year n 1 often cap S \ ?i year of rest for the land ob-
served every seventh year in ancient Judea 2 : a leave granted usu.
every seventh year (as to a college professor) for rest, travel, or
research — called also sabbatical leave

Sa-beMi-an \sa-'bel-e-an\ n [L Sabellus Sabine] 1 : a member of
one of a group of early Italian peoples including Sabines and
Samnites 2 : one or all of several Uttle known languages or dialects
of ancient Italy presumably closely related to Oscan and Umbrian— Sabellian adj
isa.ber or sa.bre \'sa-b3r\ n [F sabre, modif. of G dial, sabel, fr.

MHG, of Slav origin; akin to Russ sablya saber] 1 : a cavalry
sword wiih a curved blade, thick back, and guard 2 : a light fenc-
ing or dueling sword
2saber or sabre vi sa^bered or sa-bred; sa>ber*ing or sa-bziiig
\-bo-)rio\ : to strike, cut, or kill with a saber

saber rattling n : ostentatious display of mihtary power
sa*ber-tootlied \,sa-b9r-'tijtht\ adj : having long sharp canine
teeth

saber-toothed tiger \-.tuth(t)-\ n : any of numerous extinct cats
(esp, genus Smilodon) widely distributed from the Oligocene through
the Pleistocene and characterized by extreme development of the
upper canines into curved swordlike piercing or slashing weapons— called also sa-ber-tooth \'sa-b3r-,tiith\

sa.bin \'sa-b3n\ n [Wallace C. W. Sabine tl919 Am physicist] : a
unit of acoustic absorption equivalent to the absorption by one
square foot of a perfect absorber
Sa.bine \'sa-,bTn. esp Brit 'sab-.TuX n [ME Sabin, fr. L Sabinusi
1 : a member of an ancient people of the Apennines northeast of
Latium conquered by Rome in 290 B.C. 2 : the Italic language of
the Sabine people — Sabine adj
isa.ble \'sa-b3l\ n. pi sables [ME, sable or its fur, the heraldic
color black, black, fr. MF, sable or its fur, the heraldic color black,
fr. MLG safte/ sable or its fur, fr. MHG zobel, of Slav origin; akin to
Russ soboV sable or its fur] la: the color black b : black clothing
worn in mourning — usu. used in pi. 2 a or pi sable (1) : a car-
nivorous mammal {Martes zibellina) of northern Europe and parts
of northern Asia related to the martens and valued for its fur
(2) : any of various related animals b ; the fur or pelt of a sable
3 : the color of the fur of the sable : a grayish yellowish brown

2sable adj 1 : of the color black 2 : dark.
sa.ble.lish \'sa-b3l-,fish\ n : a large spiny-finned gray to blackish
fish (Anoplopoma fimbria) of the Pacific coast
mat is a leading market fish with a liver rich
In vitamins — called also black cod

^?1^.0t \sa-'bo, 'sab-(,)o. jor lb also 'sab-stX n
wooden shoe worn in various

b (1) : a band across

the Instep in a shoe esp. of the sandal type (2) : a shoe having a
sabot strap 2 : a thrust-transmitting carrier that positions a
projectile in a tube
isab>o>tage \'sab-3-,tazh\ n [F. fr. saboter to clatter with sabots,
botch, sabotage, fr. sabot"] 1 ; destruction of an employer's prop-
erty (as tools or materials) or the hindering of manufacturing by
discontented workmen 2 : destructive or obstructive action carried
on by a civilian or enemy agent designed to hinder a nation's
defense effort 3 : an act or process tending to hamper or hurt
2sabotage vt : to practice sabotage on ; wreck, destroy
sab-o.teur X.sab-s-'tsr, -'t(y)uC3)r\ n [F, tr.'saboter:\ : one that
commits sabotage

sa>bra \*s*ab-r3\ n [NHeb sdbrdhi : a native-bom Israeli
sab-u<lous \'sab-ya-l3s\ adj [L sabulosus, fr. sabulum sand — more
at sand] : sandy, gritty

sac \'sak\ n [F, lit., bag, fr. L saccus — more at sack] : a pouch
within an animal or plant often containing a fluid (a synovial ~>— sacUhe \'sak-,lTk\ adj

sa>ca*liuis>te \,sak-3-'wis-t3, ,sak-, -te\ n [AmerSp zacahuiscle, of
Amerind origin; akin to Nahuatl raca// coarse grass] : a bear grass
{Nolina texana) with long linear leaves used in some areas for
forage

sac«a«ton \'sak-3-,ton\ n [AmerSp zacardn, fr, zacafe coarse grass,
fr. Nahuatl zacatf] ; a coarse perennial grass (Sporobolus wrightii)
of the southwestern U.S. useful for hay in alkaline regions

sac-cate \'sak-,at\ adj [NL saccatus, fr. L saccus] : having the form
of a sac or pouch
sacchar- or sacchaii- or saccharo- comb form [L saccharum. fr.

Gk sakcharon, fr. Pali sakkhara, fr. Skt sarkara gravel, sugar]
: sugar (saccharic} isaccharifyy isaccharomeier}

sac.cha.rase \'sak-3-,ras, -,raz\ n [ISV] : invertase
sac*clia*rate Vsak-s-.rat, -rstV n 1 : a salt or ester of saccharic
acid 2 : a compound of a sugar usu. with a bivalent metal; esp
: SUCRATE

saCoChar>ic \s3-'kar-ik, sa-\ adj : of, relating to, or obtained from
saccharine substances

saccharic acid n : a dicarboxylic acid CeHioOa obtained by oxida-
tion of glucose by nitric acid

sac>cha>ride \'sak-3-,rTd\ n : a simple sugar, combination of sugars,
or polymerized sugar : carbohydrate

sac*char*i*fi>ca<tion Xsa-.kar-a-fs-'ka-shsn, sa-\ n ; an act or
process of saccharifying

sac«char>i«Iy \-'kar-5-,fT\ vt t to break (as a complex carbohy-
drate) into simple sugars
saccha.rim.e.ter \.5ak-a-'rim-3t-sr\ n [ISV] : a device for meas-
uring the amount of sugar in a solution; esp ; a polarimeter so used

sac>Cba>rin \'sak-(3-)r3n\ n [ISV] : a crystalhne compound
C7HSNO3S that is several hundred times sweeter than cane sugar
and is used as a calorie-free sweetener

fermentation) b ; yielding or containing sugar (~ vegetables)
2 : overly sweet (-^ flavor) 3 : ingratiatingly agreeable or friendly— sac'Cha*rin.i.ty \,sak-3-'rin-3t-e\ n

sac-cha«roi»dal \,sak-a-'r6id-'l\ adj ; having a granular texture
like that of loaf sugar
sac.cha.rom.e-ter \-'ram-3t-3r\ n : saccharimeter; esp ; a
hydrometer with a special scale

saccha.ro.my.cete \.sak-3-r6-'mT-,set, -(,)mT-'set\ n [ISV] : a
yeast fungus — sac-cha'ro.my.ce.tic \-(,)mT-'set-ik, -'set-\ adj

saC'Cha^rose \'sak-3-,r6s, -,roz\ n : sucrose; broadly : disac-
CHARIDE

sac-cu.lar \'sak-y3-l3r\ adj : resembling a sac
sac-cu-lat-ed \-,lat-3d\ adj : having or formedof a series of
saccular expansions — saC'Cn>la*tion \,sak-y3-'la-shan\ n

sac>cule \'sak-(Jyu(3)l\ n [NL sacculus, fr. L. dim. of saccus bag— more at sack ] : a little sac; specif ; the smaller chamber of the
membranous labyrinth of the ear

sac<er.dO-tal \,sas-3r-'d6t-'l, ,sak-\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L sacerdo-
talis, fr. sacerdot-, sacerdos priest, fr. sacer sacred + -dot-, -dos
(akin to facere to make) — more at sacred, do] 1 ; of or relating to
priests or a priesthood : priestly 2 : of. relating to, or suggesting
sacerdotalism — sac»er«do.tal«ly \-'I-e\ adv

sac-er-dO'tal-isra \-'l-,iz-3m\ n : religious belief emphasizing the
powers of priests as essential mediators between God and man— sac>er*do<tal>i5t \-n-3st\ n
sa-chem \'sa-ch3m\ n [Narraganset & Pequot sachima'i 1 : a No.
American Indian chief; specif ; the chief of a confederation of
Algonquian tribes of the north Atlantic coast 2 : a Tammany
leader — sa*chem>ic \sa-'chem-ik. 'sa-ch3-mik\ adj

sa.chet \sa-'sha\ n [F, fr. OF, dim. of sac bag — more at sac] : a
small bag containing a perfumed powder used to scent clothes

isack \'sak\ n [ME sak bag, sackcloth, fr. OE sacc: akin to OHG
sac bag; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc word borrowed fr. L saccus bag
& LL saccus sackcloth, both fr. Gk sakkos bag, sackcloth, of Sem
origin; akin to Heb saq bag, sackcloth] lata large bag of coarse
strong material b : a small container of paper or similar material
2 : the amount contained in a sack; esp : a fixed amount of a certain
commodity sometimes used as a unit of measure 3 a : a woman's
loose-fitting dress b : a short usu. loose-fitting coat for women
and children c : sacque 2 4 : dismissal — usu. used with get or
give 5 : BUNK, BED 6 : a base in baseball
2Sack vt 1 : to put or place in a sack 2 : to dismiss esp. summarily
Ssack n [modif. of MF sec dry, fr. L siccus: akin to OHG slhan to
filler, Gk hikmas moisture] : a usu. dry white wine imported to
England from the south of Europe during tne 16th and 17th cen-

sack n [MF sac. fr. Olt sacco, lit., bag, fr. L saccusl : the plimder-
ing of a captured town
ssack vr 1 ; to plunder (as a town) after capture 2 : to strip of
valuables : loot syn see ravage — sack>er n
sack'but \'sak-(,>b3t\ n [MF sagueboute. lit., hooked lance, fr. OF,
fr. saquer to pull + bouter to push — more at butt] 1 ; the medieval
trombone 2 : trigon

sack'Cloth \'sak-,(kll6th\ n 1 : a coarse cloth of goat or camel's
hair or of flax. hemp, or cotton 2 : a garment of sackcloth worn
as a sign of mourning or penitence
sack coat n : a man's single-breasted or double-breasted jacket with
a straight unfitted back
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sack-lul \'sak-,ful\ n, pi sactluls \-,fiilz\ or sacks-fol \'saks-
,ful\ ; the quantity that fills a sack

sack'ing \'sak:-io\ n ; material for sacks; esp i a coarse fabric (as
buriap or gunny)
sack race n : a race run by persons each with his legs In a sack
sacque \'sak\ n [alter, of ^sack} 1 : sack 3a, 3b 2 ; a jacket for
a baby
isacr- or sacro- comb form [ME sacr-, fr. MF & L; MF, fr. L sacr-,
sacer — more at sacred] : sacred (sacraiy

asacr- or sacro- comb Jorm [NL, fr. sacrum, fr. L, neut. of sacr-,
sacer sacred] 1 : sacrum <,sacra\y 2 ; sacral and (sacroiliac)
Sa>crad \'sak-,rad, 'sa-,krad\ adv ; toward the sacrum
1sa*cral \'sak-r3l, 'sa-kr3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or lying near the
sacrum

ssa-cral \'sa-kr3l\ adj ; holy, sacred
Sac^ra-ment \'sak-r3-m3nt\ n [ME sacrement, sacrament, fr. OF &
LL; OF, fr. LL sacramentum, fr, L, oath of allegiance, obligation,
fr. sacrare to consecrate] 1 : a formal religious act that is sacred as
a sign or symbol of a spiritual reality; esp : one instituted by Jesus
Christ as a means of grace 2 a cap ; blessed sacrament b ; the
elements or action of a sacrament
isac-ra.men.tal \,sak-r3-'ment-=I\ adj l : of, relating to, or having
the character of a sacrament 2 : suggesting a sacrament (as in
sacrednessl — sac<ra<men<tal*ly \-*l-e\ adv
^sacramental n ; an action or object (as the rosary) of ecclesiastical
origin serving as an indirect means of grace by producing devotion
sacra.men.tal.ism \-n-,iz-3m\ n : belief in or use of sacramental
rites, acts, or objects; specij : belief that the sacraments are in-
herently efficacious and necessary for salvation — sac*ra*inen-
tal.ist \-n-3st\ n
Sacra.men-lar.i.an \,sak-ra-,men-'ter-e-3n. -msn-V n 1 ; one
who interprets sacraments as merely visible svmbols 2 : sacra-
MENTALisT — Sacramentarian adj — Sac-ra-men'tar^i-au-isni

- .\-e-a-,niz-3m\ n
Sa.cred \'sa-kr5d\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of sacren to consecrate, fr. OF
sacrer, fr. L sacrare, fr sacr-. sacer holy, cursed; akin to L sancire
to make sacred, Hitt saklais rite] 1 a : set apart for the service or
worship of deity b : devoted exclusively to one service or use (as

of a person or purpose) 2a: worthy of religious veneration
: HOLY b : entitled to reverence 3 : of or relating to religion

; RELIGIOUS 4 obs : ACCURSED — sa-cicd-ly adv— sa-cred-ness n
sacred cow n : a person or thing immune from criticism

sacred mushroom n : mescal button
isacrMice X'sak-rs-.fTs, -fss also -,fT2\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L
sacrijicium, fr. sacr-, sacer} 1 : an act of offering something pre-
cious to deity; specij : the offering of an immolated victim 2 : some-
thing offered in sacrifice 3 a : destruction or surrender of some-
thing for the sake of something else b ; sometning given up or lost

(the '^s made by parents) 4 : loss, deprivation
asac*ri'fice \-,fTs, -,fTz also -f3s\ vi l : to offer as a sacrifice

: IMMOLATE 2 : to Suffer loss of, give up, renounce, injure, or
destroy for an ideal, belief, or end 3 : to sell at a loss ~ vi 1 : to
offer up or perform rites of a sacrifice 2 : to make a sacrifice hit

in baseball — sac-ri-ficer n

sacrifice lly n : an outfield fly in baseball caught by a fielder after

which a runner scores

sacTilice hit ^ : a bunt in baseball that allows a runner to advance
one base while the batter is put out

sac-ri>fi*cial \,sak-r3-'fish-3l\ adj t of, relating to, of the nature
of, or involving sacrifice— sacri.Ii.cial-ly \-9-le\ adv

saC'ri-lege \'sak-r3-lij\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L sacrilegium, fr. sacrile-

gus one who steals sacred things, fr. sacr-. sacer + legere to gather,

steal — more at legend] 1 : theft or violation of something con-
secrated to God 2 : gross irreverence toward a nallowed person,
place, or thing syn see profanation — sac-ri-le.gious \,sak-r9-

lij-as, -'le-jas\ adj — sac«ri-le.gious.ly adv — sac-ri'le-gious-
ness n

Sac-ris-tan \'sak-r3-st3n\ n : an officer of a church in charge of

the sacristy and ceremonial equipment; also : sexton
Sac-riS>ty V-rs-steX n [ML sacrisiia, fr. sacrista sacristan, fr. L sacr-,

sacer "i I a room in a church where sacred utensils and vestments
are kept : vestry
isa.cro.il.i.ac \,5ak-r5-'il-e-,ak, ,sa-kro-\ adj [ISV] : of, relating

to, or being the region of juncture of the sacrum and ilium

^sacroiliac n : the sacroiliac region; also : its firm fibrous cartilage

sac.ro-sanct \'sak-ro-,sao(k)t\ adj [L sacrosanctus, prob. fr. sacro

sanctus hallowed by a sacred rite] : sacred, inviolable — sac-ro-

sauc»ti*ty \,sak-ro-'sao(k)-t3t-e\ n

sa>crum V'sak-ram, 'sa-krsmX n, pi sa>cra \'sak-r3, 'sa-kraV [NL,
fr. LL OS sacrum last bone of the spine, lit., holy bone] : the part

of the vertebral column that is directly connected with or forms a
part of the pelvis and in man consists of five united vertebrae

sad \'sad\ adj sad-der; sad-dest [ME, fr. OE s^d sated; akin to

OHG sat sated, L satis enough] 1 a : affected with or expressive

of grief or unhappiness : downcast b (1) : causing or associated

with grief or unhappiness : depressing (~ news) (2) : dismaying,

deplorable c : inferior 2 : of a dull somber color : drab
— sad>ly adv
sad-den \'sad-=n\ vb sad-den.ing \'sad-mo, -'n-io\ vt ! to make
sad -^ vi : to become sad
isad.dle \'sad-n\ n, often attrib [ME sadel, fr. OE sadol; akin to

OHG satul saddle] la (1) : a girthed usu. padded and leather^,

covered seat for a rider on horseback (2) : a comparable part of a

driving harness used to keep the breeching in place b : a similar

seat on a bicycle or similar vehicle 2 : an often shaped mounted
support for an object 3 a : a ridge connectmg two higher eleva-

tions b : col 2 4a: both sides of the unsplit back of a carcass

including both loins b : a colored marking on the back of an
animal c : the rear part of a male fowl's back extending to the tail

5 : the central part of the backbone of the binding of a book
6 ; a piece of leather across the instep of a shoe

2saddle vb sad-dling \'sad-lio. -'l-io\ vr 1 : to put a saddle upon
2 a ; to place under a burden or encumbrance D : to place (an

onerous responsibility) on a person or group — vi : to mount a

saddled horse
sad.dle.ljag \'sad-n-.bag\ n : a large pouch carried hanging from

one side of a saddle or over the rear wheel of a bicycle or motor-
cycle and usu. one of apair
sad>dle*bOW \'sad-'l-,bo\ n ; the arch in or the pieces forming the
front of a saddle

sad-dle. cloth \-,kl6th\ n ; a cloth placed under or over a saddle
saddle horse n : a horse suited for or trained for riding
saddle leather n : leather made of the hide of cattle that is vegetable
tanned and used for saddlery; also % smooth polished leather simu-
lating tliis

sad-dler \'sad-l3r\ n : one that makes, repairs, or sells saddles and
other furnishings for horses

saddle roof n : a roof (as of a tower) having two gables and one
ridge

sad-dlery \'sad-la-re, 'sad-'l-re\ n ; the trade, articles of trade, or
shop of a saddler

saddle shoe n : an oxford-style shoe having a saddle of contrasting
color or leather
saddle soap n ; a mild soap made with added unsaponified oil and
used for cleansing and conditioning leather

saddle sore n 1 : a gall or open sore developing on the back of a
horse at points of pressure from an ill-fitting or improperly adjusted
saddle 2 : an irritation or sore on parts of the rider chafed by the
saddle

sad.dle.tree \'sad-n-.tre\ n : the frame of a saddle
Sad-dU'Ce-an \,saj-3-'se-3n, ,sad-y3-\ adj ; of or relating to the
Sadducees
Sad.dU.cee \'saj-a-,se, 'sad-ya-\ n [ME saducee.Jr. OE sadduce,
fr. LL sadducaeus, fr. Gk saddoukaios. fr. LHeb saddUqi'i : a mem-
ber of a Jewish party of the intertestamental period consisting
largely of the priestly aristocracy and rejecting doctrines not in the
Law (as resurrection, retribution in a future life, and the existence
of angels) — Sad-du-cee-ism \-,iz-3m\ n

sa-dhe \Vtlsad-a, -e\ n [Heb ^adhe'i : the 18th letter of the He-
brew alphabet — symbol }' or ^
sa>dhu or sad.dhu \'sad-(,)U\ n [Skt sadliu"] ; a Hindu mendicant

sad-iron \'sad-,T(-3)m\ n Isad (compact, heav^O + iron} i a flat-

iron pointed at both ends and having a removable handle
sa.dism \'sa-,diz-am, 'sad-.iz-\ n [ISV, fr. Marquis de Sode tl814
F author] 1 : the infliction of pain (as upon a love object) as a
means of obtaining sexual release — compare masochism 2 a : de-
light in cruelty b : excessive cruelty — sa-flist \'sad-3st, 'sad-\
adj or n — sa-dis<tlc \s3-'dis-tik also sa-, sa-\ adj — sa*dis*ti-
caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

sad<ncss \'sad-n3s\ n : quality, state, or fact of being sad
syn depression, melancholy, melancholia, dejection, gloom:

SADNESS is a general term that carries no suggestion of the cause,
extent, or exact nature of low spirits; depression suggests a condi-
tion in which one feels let down, disheartened, or enervated;
melancholy suggests a mood of sad and serious but not wholly
unpleasant pensiveness; melancholia applies to a settled deep
depression verging on insanity; dejection imphes a usu. passing
mood of being downcast or dispirited from a natural or logical
cause; gij30M applies to the atmosphere or the effect on others
created by one afflicted with any of these moods or conditions
sa-do-mas-och.ism \,sad-(,)6-'mas-3-,kiz-3m, .sad-, -'maz-\ n
[ISV jflrfism + -o- -f- masochism} I the derivation of pleasure from
the infliction of physical or mental pain either on others or on
oneself — sa'do-mas-och-ist \-k3st\ n — sa>do<mas>och*is-tic
V.mas-3-'kis-tik, -,maz-\ adj

sad sack n : an inept person and esp. a serviceman
Sa>far \sa-'far\ n [Ar sajar} : the second month of the Muhamma-
dan year

sa.fa'ri \S3-'fdr-e, -'far-X n [Ar sajar'iy of a trip] : a hunting or
other expedition esp. in East Africa or Its caravan and equipment
— safari vi

isale \'saf\ adj [ME sauj, fr. OF, fr. L salvus safe, healthy; akin to

L salus health, safety, salubris healthful, solidus solid, Gk holos

whole, safe] 1 : freed from harm or risk : unhurt Z a : secure
from threat of danger, harm, or loss b : successful in reaching base
in baseball 3 : affording safety from danger 4 obs, oj mental or
moral jacuUies ; healthy, sound B : not threatening danger
: harmless S a ; cautious b : trustworthy — safe>ly adv
— saie-ness n
syn SAFE, secure mean free from danger, safe may or may not

imply danger successfully avoided or risk run without harm but
always suggests present or immediate freedom from threatening

harm; secure impUes freedom from anxiety or apprehension of
danger or risk

23ale n : a place or receptacle to keep articles (as provisions or
valuables) safe

safe-con-duct \'saf-'kan-(,)dakt\ n [ME sauj conduit, fr. OF, safe

conduct] 1 : protection given a person passing through a military

zone or occupied area 2 ; a document authorizing safe-conduct

sate-crack-er \'saf-,krak-3r\ n : one that breaks open safes to steal

saJe-de-pos-it \,saf-di-'paz-3t, ,saf-ti-\ adj ; of, providing, or con-
stituting a box or vault for the safe storage of valuables

isale-guard \'saf-,gard\ n [ME saujgarde, fr. MF saujegarde, fr.

OF, fr. sauve safe + garde guard] 1 a : convoy, escort b ; pass,

SAFE-CONDUCT 2 a ; a precautionary measure or stipulation b : a
technical contrivance to prevent accident

2saleguard vt l : to provide a safeguard for 2 ; to make safe : pro-
tect syn see defend
sale.keep.ing \'saf-'ke-pia\ « 1 : the act or process of preserving

in safety 2 : the state of being preserved in safety

sale-light \'sa-,flTt\ n : a darkroom lamp with a filter to screen out

rays that are harmful to sensitive film or paper
isafe-ty \'saf-te\ n, often attrib [ME saufte, fr. MF sauvete, fr. OF,
fr. sauve, fern, of sauf safe] 1 ; the condition of being safe from
undergoing or causing hurt, injury, or loss 2 a : a device on a
military apparatus (as a mine or missile) that prevents it from being
fired accidentally b ; a device on a piece of equipment to reduce
hazard 3 a : a football play in which the ball is downed by the

offensive team behind its own goal line counting two points for the

defensive team — compare toochback b : a member of a defensive
backfield in football in the deepest position
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asalety vt i to protect against failure, breakage, or accident <~ a
rifle)

safety belt n ; a belt fastening a person to an object to prevent
falling or injury

safety glass n : laminated glass

safety island 77 : an area within a roadway from whicli vehicular
traffic is excluded

safety lamp n : a miner's lamp constructed to avoid explosion in

an atmosphere containing flammable gas usu. by enclosing the flame

safety match n t a match capable of being struck and ignited only
on a specially prepared friction surface

safety pin n s a pin in the form of a clasp with a guard covering the
point to prevent pricking

safety razor n t a razor provided with a guard for the blade to
prevent deep cuts in the skin

safety valve « 1 : an automatic escape or relief valve (as for a
steam boiler or hydraulic system) 2 : an outlet for an excess (as of
energy or emotion)

safety zone n : a safety island for pedestrians or for street car or
bus passengers
Saf^low.er \'saf-.lauC-3)r\ n [MF saffleur, fr. Olt sajjiore, fr. Ar
asiar a yellow plant] : a widely grown Old World composite
herb (Carthamus tinctorius) with large orange or red flower heads
and seeds rich in oil; also % a red dyestuff prepared from the flower
heads

saf4ro_n \'saf-ran\ n [ME, fr. OF sajran, fr. ML safranum, fr. Ar
zd'iaran} 1 % a purple-flowered crocus {Crocus soiivus) 2 : the
deep orange aromatic pungent dried stigmas of saffron used to color
and flavor foods and formerly as a dyestuff and in medicine 3 ; a
moderate orange to orange yellow

saf°ra<>nine or saf°ra<niu Vsaf-rs-.nen, -nsnX n [ISV, fr. F or G
sajran saffron] 1 : any of various usu. red synthetic dyes that are
amino derivatives of bases 2 ; any of various mixtures of safranine
salts used in dyeing and as a microscopic stain

saf=roIe \'saf-.rol\ n [ISV, fr. F or G sajran^ l a poisonous oily
cyclic ether CioHipOa that is the principal component of sassafras
oil and is used chiefly for perfuming and flavoring
isag \'sag\ vb sagged; sag-ging [ME saggen, prob. of Scand
origin; akin to Sw sacka to sag] vi 1 ; to droop, sink, or settle from
or as if from pressure or loss of tautness 2 a : to lose firmness,
resiliency, or vigor <spirits sagging from overwork) b : to fall

from a thriving state 3 t drift -^ vr : to cause to sag
2sag n 1 ; a tendency to drift (as of a ship to leeward) 2 ; a
drop or depression below the surrounding area 3 : a temporary
economic decline

sa.ga ysag-3 also 'sag-\ n [ON — more at saw] 1 : a prose
narrative recorded in Iceland in the 12th and 13th centuries of
historic or legendary figures and events of Norway and Iceland
2 : a modern heroic narrative resembling the Icelandic saga

sa<ga°ciOUS \s3-'ga-shas, sig-'a-\ adj [L sagac-, sagax sagacious;
akin to L sagire to perceive keenly — more at seek] 1 obs l keen
in sense perception 2 a : of keen and farsighted penetration and
judgment ; discerning <'-^ judge of character) b ; caused by or
indicating acute discernment ('^ purchase of stock) syn see
SHREWD — sa^ga'CiouS'ly adv — sa-gaocious^ness n

sa-gaC'loty \s9-'gas-3t-e, sig-'as-\ n ; the quality of being sagacious
sag.a.more \'sag-a-,mo(3)r, -,m6(p)r\ n [Abnaki sagimau, lit.,

he prevails over] 1 : a subordinate chief of the Algonquian In-
dians of the north Atlantic coast 2 : sachem 1

saga novel n % roman-fleuve
isage \'saj\ adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL sapius, fr. L sapere
to taste, have good taste, be wise; akin to OE seja mind, Oscan
sipus knowing] la; wise through reflection and experience
b arcliaic I GR.AVE, SOLEMN 2 I proceeding from or characterized
by wisdom, prudence, and good judgment <"-' counsel) syn see
WISE — sage-ly adv — sage-ness n
2sage n 1 : one (as a profound philosopher) distinguished for
wisdom 2 : a mature or venerable man sound in judgment
3sage n [ME, fr. MF sauge, fr. L salvia, fr. salvus healthy; fr. its

use as a medicinal herb — more at safe] 1 ; a mint {Salvia offici-
nalis) with grayish green aromatic leaves used esp. in flavoring
meats; broadly t a plant of this genus several of which (as the
scarlei-flowered S. splendeixs) are grown as ornamentals 2 : sage-
brush

sage>brusll \'saj-,br3sh\ n ; any of several No. American hoary
composite undershrubs (genus Artemisia); esp % a common plant
{A. tridentata) having a bitter juice and an odor resembling sage
and often covering vast tracts of alkaline plains in the western U.S.

sag"ger or sag-gai \'sag-3r\ n [prob. alter, of safeguard'^ ; a box
made of fireclay in which delicate ceramic pieces are fired either
for biscuit or for glaze; also : the clay of which saggers are made

sa.git.tal \'saj-3t-^l. sa-'jit-\ adj [L sogitta arrow] 1 ; of or
relating to the suture between the parietal bones of the skull 2 : of,
relating to, or situated in the median plane of the body or any
plane parallel thereto — sa>git*tal*ly \-^l-e\ adv

Sag.it.tai.i.US \.saj-3-'ter-e-3s, .sag-, -'tar-X n [L (gen. Sagittarii),
Ut.. archer, fr. sagitta'] 1 : a southern constellation pictured as a
centaur shooting an arrow 2 : the 9th sign of the zodiac

sag-it'tate \'saj-3-,tat\ adj [L sagitta'\ ; shaped like an arrowhead;
specif ; elongated, triangular, and having the two basal lobes
prolonged downward <'-^ leaf)

sa-go \'sa-(,)go\ n [Malay sagu sago palm] : a dry granulated or
powdered starch prepared from the pith of a sago palm and used
in foods and as textile stiffening

sago palm n : a plant that yields sago; esp ; any of various lofty
pinnate-leaved Indian and Malaysian palms (genus Metroxylon)
sa.gua-ro \s3-'(8)war-(.)6\ n [MexSp] : an arborescent cactus
{Carnegiea gigantea) of desert regions of the southwestern U.S.
and Mexico that has a tall columnar simple or sparsely branched
trunk of up to 60 feet and bears white flowers and edible fruit

sa*hib \'sa-,(h)ib\ n [Hindi sahib, fr. Ar] : sir, master — used
esp. among Hindus and Muslims in colonial India when addressing
or speaking of a European of some social or official status

said \'se_d\ adj [pp. of say'^ % aforementioned
isail \'sa(3)l, as last element in compounds often S3l\ n [ME, fr. OE
segl: akin to OHG segal sail, L secare to cut — more at saw]
1 a (1) : an extent of fabric (as canvas) by means of which wind
Is used to propel a ship through water (2) : the sails of a ship

an extent of fabric

schooner's sails: 1 flying jib, 2 jib, 3 forestavsail, 4 foresail,

5 fore gaff-topsail, 6 main-topmast staysail, 7 mainsail, 8 main
gaff-topsail

used in propelling a wind-driven vehicle (as an iceboat) 3 : some-
thing that resembles a sail 4 l a. passage by a sailing ship : cruise

2sail vi las to travel on water in a ship propelled by wind or by
any means b s yacht 2 a : to travel on water by the action of
wind upon sails or by other means b ; to move without visible
effort or in a stately manner (as through waier) 3 ; to begin a
water voyage <~ with the tide) 4 : to attack something with gusto
~ vr 1 a ; to travel upon (water) by means of motive power (as
sail) b ; to glide through 2 : to direct or manage the motion
of (as a ship)
saiLboat \'sa(3)l-,b6t\ n ; a boat usu. propelled by sail

sail*clotli \-,kl6th\ n 1 ; a heavy canvas for sails, tents, or up-
holstery 2 t a piece of sailcloth

sail^er \'sa-l3r\ n ; a ship or boat esp. having specified sailing
qualities

sailofish \'saC3)l-,fish\ n ; any of a genus {Istiophorus) of large
pelagic fishes related to the swordfish but having teeth, scales,
and a very large dorsal fin

sail4ng \'sa-lio\ n 1 a : the technical skill of managing a ship
; NAVIGATION b ; the method of determining the course to be
followed to reach a given point 2 a ; the sport of navigating or
riding in a^ sailboat b : a departure from a port

sail<or \'sa-lar\ n [alter, of sailer"^ 1 a ; one that sails; esp % mar-
iner b (1) ; a member of a ship's crew (2) : seaman 2 2 ; a
traveler by water 3 ; a stiff straw hat with low flat crown and
straight circular brim

sailoor's-clioice \,sa-l3rz-'ch6is\ n : any of several small grunts
of the western Atlantic: as a : pinfish b : a pigfish {Orthopristis
chrysopterus)

sail.plane \'sa(a)l-,plan\ n i a glider of such design that it is able
to rise in an upward air current

sain \'san\ vt [ME sainen, fr. OE segnian, fr. LL signare — more at
sign] 1 dial Brit I to make the sign of the cross on (oneself)
2 dial Brit : bless

sain.foin \'san-,f6in, 'san-\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. sain healthy (fr. L
sanus) + foin hay, fr. L/enum] : a Eurasian pink-flowered peren-
nial leguminous forage herb {Onobrychis viciaefolia); also : any
of several New World legumes
isaint \'sant, before a name (.)sant or ssnt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL
sanctus, fr. L, sacred, fr. pp. of sancire to make sacred — more at
sacred] 1 ; one officially recognized as preeminent for holiness
esp. through canonization 2a: one of the spirits of the departed
in heaven b t angel 3 a : one of God's chosen people b ; one
belonging to the entire company of baptized Christians c cap ; a
member of any of various reUgious bodies; specif : latter-day
SAINT 4 I a holy or godly person 5 ; an illustrious predecessor

2saint \'sant\ vt t to recognize or designate as a saint; specif
: CANONIZE

Saint Agones'S Eve \-,ag-n3-s3-'zev\ n {St. Agnes fA.D. 304?
Roman virgin-martyr] ; the night of January 20 when a wom;
traditionally held to have a revelation of her future husband

Saint An-drew's cross \-,an-,druz-\ n [St. Andrew tab a.d. 60,
one of the twelve apostles] — see cross illustration

Saint An-tho.ny's cross \-,an(tvth3-nez-, chief 'y Brit -,an-t3-\ n
[St. Anthony ^ab A.D. 350 Egyptian abbot] : tau cross

Saint Anthony's lire n : any of several inflammations or gan-
grenous conditions (as erysipelas or ergotism) of the skin

Saint Ber>nard \,sant-b3(r>-'nard\ n [the hospice of Grand St.

Bernard, where such dogs were first bred] : any of a Swiss alpine
breed of tall powerful dogs used esp. formerly in aiding lost

travelers

saint-dom \'sant-dam\ n ; the quality or state of being a saint

saint»ed\'sant-ad\ arf/ 1 : befitting or relatuig to a saint 2: saintly,
pious 3 : entered into heaven : dead
Saint EI»mo'S fire \-,el-(.)m6z-\ n [St. Elmo {Erasmus) t303 It

bishop & patron saint of sailors] : a flaming phenomenon some-
times seen in stormy weather at prominent points on an airplane
or ship and on land that is of the nature of a brush discharge of
electricity — called also St. Elmo's light

saint'hood \'sant-,hud\ n 1 : the quality or state of being a saint

2 : SAINTS
Salnt-John's-wort \-'janz-,w3rt, -,w6(3)rt\ n [St. John the
Baptist] : any of a genus {Hypericum of the family Guttiferae, the
Saint-John's-wort family) of herbs and shrubs with showy pen-
tamerous yellow flowers

satnt'less \'sant-l9s\ adj : having no patron saint

saint-li<ness \'sant-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being saintly

: sANcrrrv
Saint Lou-is encephalitis \sant-,lU-3s-, sant-X n iSt. Louis, Mo.]

: a No. American viral encephalitis

saint>ly \'sant-le\ adj : relating to, resembling, or befitting a saint

: HOLY
Saint Mar.tin's summer \-,mart-»n(z)-'ssm-3r\ n [Saint Martin's
Day, November 11]: Indian summer when occurring in November

Saint Pat.rick's Day \-'pa-triks-\ n iSt. Patrick tfl*461 Brit
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prelate who converted Ireland to Christianity] : March 17 cele-
brated in honor of St. Patrick and observed as a legal holiday in
Ireland in commemoration of his death

Saillt*5lup \'sant-,ship\ n : sainthood 1

Saint Val-en.tine's Day \-'val-9n-,tTnz-\ n ISt. Valentine ta6270
It priest] : Feb. 14 observed in honor of St. Valentine and as a
time for sending valentines
Saint Vl"tus's dance \-,vTt-3s(-5z)-\ n [St. Virus, 3d cent. Chris-
tian child martyr] ; chorea

saith \(')seth, 'sa-3th\ archaic pres 3d sing of sa.y

saithe Vsath, 'satlj\ n, pi saithe [of Scand orighi; akin to ON
seilhr coalfish] : pollack
Sai.va \'s(h)i-v3\ n [Skt ^aiva, fr. ^iva Siva] : a worshiper of Siva— Sai*vism \-,viz-3m\ n
isake \"sak\ n [ME, dispute, guilt, purpose, fr. OE sacu guilt,
action at law; akin to OHG sahha action at law, cause, OE secan
to seek — more at seek ] 1 : end, purpose <for the '^ of argument)
2 a : good, advantage b : personal or social welfare, safety, or
benefit <died for the --^ of his country)

2sa.be or sa.ki \'sak-e\ n [Jap sake] : a Japanese alcoholic
beverage of fermented rice usu. served hot

Sa.her \'sa-k3r\ n [ME sagre, fr. MF sacre, fr. Ar ?aqr1 I an Old
World falcon {Falco cherrug) used in falconry

Sakti \'s(h)ak-te\. Saktism yar oj shakti, shaktism
sal \'sal\ n [L — more at salt] : salt
sa>laam \s3-Tam\ n [Ar salam, lit., peace] 1 : a salutation or
ceremonial greeting in the East 2 : an obeisance performed by
bowing very low and placing the right palm on the forehead— salaam vb

sal>ahil>i>ty \,sa-l3-'bil-9t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
salable

sal.able or saleable \'sa-l3-b3l\ adj : capable of being or fit to
be sold : marketable

.^''1sa*la«cious \s3-'la-sh3s\ adj [L salac-, salax fond of leaping,
lustful, fr. salire to leap — more at sally] 1 : arousing sexual
desire or imagination : lascivious 2 : lecherous, lustful —
sa>la<ciouS'ly adv — sa-la'Cious-ness n

sal>ad \'sal-3d\ n [ME salade, fr. MF, fr. OProv salada, fr. salar
to salt, fr. sal salt, fr. L — more at salt] 1 a : green vegetables (as
lettuce, endive, romaine) often with tomato, cucumber, or radish
served with dressing b : a cold dish of meat, fish, or shellfish
served with fruits or vegetables and a dressing usu. on lettuce and
sometimes with hard-boiled eggs or gelatin 2 : a green vegetable
or herb grown for salad; esp ; lettuce
salad days n pi ; time of youthful inexperience or indiscretion
<my salad days when I was green in judgment —Shak.)

salad dressing n : a savory sauce (as mayonnaise) for a salad
Sal*a*nian>dei X'sal-s-.man-dar also ,sal-3-'\ n [ME salamandre,
fr. MF, fr. L salamandra, fr. Gk] 1 ; a mythical animal having the
power to endure fire without harm 2 : an elemental being in the
theory of Paracelsus inhabiting fire 3 : any of numerous am-
phibians (order Caudata) superficially resembling lizards but
scaleless and covered with a soft moist skin and breathing by gills

in the larval stage 4 : an article (as a culinary utensil for browning
pastry or a portable stove or incinerator) used in connection with
fire— sal>a«man'drine \,sal-3-'man-dr3n\ adj

Sa>la>nii \ss-'iam-e\ n [It, pi. of salame salami, fr. salare to salt,

fr. sale salt, fr. L sal — more at salt] : highly seasoned sausage of
pork and beef either dried and of good keeping qualities or fresh
and requiring refrigeration

sal ani>niO<ni<ac \,sal-a-'mo-ne-,ak\ n [ME sal armoniak, fr. L
sal ammoniacus, lit., salt of Ammon] ; ammonium chloride

sal-a-ried \'sal-(3-)jed\ adj : receiving or yielding a salary

sal>a-ry \'sal-(a-)re\ n [ME salarie, fr. L salarium salt money,
pension, salary, fr. neut. of salarius of salt, fr. sal salt — more at
salt] ; fixed compensation paid regularly for services : stipend
syn see wage

sale \'sa(3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE sala, fr. ON — more at sell] 1 : the
act of selling; specij : the transfer of ownership of and title to
property from one person to another for a price 2 : availability

for purchase— usu. used in the phrases /or sale and on sale 3 a : op-
portunity of selling or being sold : demand b ; distribution by
selling 4 : public disposal to the highest bidder : auction 5 : a
selling of goods at bargain prices 6 pi a : operations and ac-
tivities involved in promoting and selling goods or services b ; gross
receipts

Sa>lep \'sal-3p, S3-'lep\ n [F or Sp. fr. Ar dial, sahlab, alter, of Ar
{khusy ath-) tha'lab, lit., testicles of the fox ] : the starchy or mucilag-
inous dried tubers of various Old World orchids (esp. genus
Orchis) used for foodor in medicine

sal>era>tU5 \,sal-?^'rat-3s\ n [NL sal aeratus aerated salt] : a
leavening agent consisting of potassium or sodium bicarbonate
: BAKING soda

sales \'saf9)Iz\ adj ; of, relating to, or used In selling

sales check n ; a strip or piece of paper used by retail stores as a
memorandum, record, or receipt of a purchase or sale

saleS'Clerk \-,kl3rk\ n : asalesman or saleswoman in a store

Sa>le>sian \s3-'le-zhan, sa-\ n : a member of the Society of St.

Francis de Sales founded as a Roman Catholic religious con-
gregation in the 19th century by St. John Bosco in Turm and
devoted chiefly to education
sales-man \'sa(a)lz-m3n\ n : one that sells either in a given ter-

ritory or in a store — sales-man-shlp \-,ship\. n — sales-wom-an
\-. n\n

sales promotion n : activities and devices designed to create good-
will and sell a product; esp ; selhng activities that supplement ad-

vertising and personal selling, coordinate them, and make them
effective

sales register n : cash register
sales resistance n l ; the power, capacity, or disposition to resist

buying goods or services offered for sale 2 : disinchnation to ac-

cept or approve new ideas or proposals
sales-room \'sa(a)lz-,rUm, -,rum\ n : a place where goods are

displayed for sale; esp : an auction room
sales talk n : argument often accompanied by demonstration used
to persuade others to buy a product or service or to accept an idea

or proposal

sales tax n : a tax levied on the sale of goods and services that is
usu. calculated as a percentage of the purchase price and collected
by the seller

sail- comb form [L, fr. sal— more at salt] : salt <5a/iferous>
Sa.lic \'sa-Iik, 'sal-ikX adj [MF or ML; MF salique, fr. ML Salicus,
fr. LL Salii Salic Franks] : of, relating to, or being a Prankish
people settling early in the 4th century on the IJssel river

Sal>i<Cin \'sal-3-S3n\ n [F salicine, fr. L salic-, salix willow — more
at sallow] ; a bitter white crystalline glucoside CiiHieO? found
in the bark and leaves of several willows and poplars and used in
medicine like salicylic acid

Salic law n 1 : the legal code of the SaUc Franks 2 : a rule held
to derive from the SaUc code excluding females from the line of
succession to a throne

sa.li.cy.late Xsa-'hs-s-.lat, -lat; ,sal-3-'sU-3t\ n : a salt or ester of
saUcylic acid; also : salicylic acid

sal.i.cyl.ic acid \,sal-a-.sil-ik-\ n [ISV. fr. salicyl (the radical
HOCsHdCO)] : a crystalline phenolic acid C7H563 used esp. in
the form of salts as an analgesic and antipyretic and in the treat-
ment of rheumatism

sa.lience \'sa-ly3n(t)s, -le-3n(t)s\ or sa-lien-cy X-lysn-se, -le-anA
n 1 : the quality or state of being salient 2 ; a striking point or
feature ; highlight
isa<lient X'sa-lyant, -le-3nt\ adj [L salient-, saliens, prp. of salire
to leap — more at sally] 1 : moving by leaps or springs : jumping;
specij : SALIENTIAN <a ~ amphibian) 2 : jetting upward i^ foun-
tain) 3 a : projecting beyond a line, suriface, or level ; protuber-
ant b : standing out conspicuously ; prominent, striking (r^
traits) syn see noticeable — sa-lient-ly adv

2salient n : something that projects outward or upward from its

surroundings; specij : an outwardly projecting part of a fortifica-
tion, trench system,_or line of defense

sa*li*en-tian \.sa-le-'en-chan\ n [deriv. of L salient-, saliensi
: any of an order (Salientia) of amphibians comprising the frogs,
toads, and tree toads all of which lack a tail in the adult stage and
have long strong hind limbs suited to leaping and swimming— salientian adj

sal.i.Jy \'sal-3-,fT\ vt [F salijier, fr. L sal salt] 1 : to combine or
impregnate with a salt 2 ; to form a salt with or convert into a
salt <'^ a base by treatment with an acid)

sa-Ilm-e>ter Xss-'lim-at-ar, sa-\ n : a hydrometer for indicating
the percentage of a salt in a solution

Sa*li*na Xsa-'ll-na, -'le-\ n [Sp, fr. L salinae saltworks, fr. fern. pi.

of salinus] 1 : a salt-encrusted playa or flat 2 ; a salt marsh,
pond, or lake
isa*line \'sa-,len, -,lTn\ adj [ME. fr. L salinus, fr. sal salt — more at
salt] 1 : consisting of or containing salt <a ^ solution) 2 : of,

relating to, or resembling salt : salty <a '^ taste) i^ compounds)
3 : consisting of or relating to the salts of the alkali jnetals or of
magnesium <a ^ cathartic) — sa*Iin-i-ty \sa-'lin-?t-e, s9-\ n

2sa-llne \^ usu sa-'len. 2 & 3 usu 'sa-,len or 'sa-.lTn\ n 1 a : a.

natural deposit of common salt or other soluble salt b : salina 2
2 : a metallic salt; esp % a salt of potassium, sodium, or magnesium
with a cathartic action 3 : a saline solution; esp : one isotonic
with body fluids

sa>lin'Om*e<ter N.sal-a-'nam-at-ar, ,sa-,le-, ,sa-,lT-\ n [ISV saline
+ 'O- + -meter'] : an instrument (as a hydrometer) for measuring
the amount of salt in a solution
Sa<lique \'sa-lik, 'sal-ik; sa-'lek, sa-\ var oj salic
SaliS-bury steak \,s61z-.ber-e-, ,salz-, -b(9-)re-\ n [J. H. Salisbury,
19th cent. E physician] : ground beef mixed with egg, milk, bread
crumbs, and seasonings and formed into patties

Sa>lish \'sa-lish\ n 1 : a language stock of the Mosan phylum
2 : the peoples speaking Salish dialects — Sa«lish*an \-3n\ adj

sa>li-va \s3-'1T-v3\ « [L — more at sallow] : a slighdy alkaline
secretion of water, mucin, protein, salts, and often a starch-splitting
enzyme secreted into the mouth by salivary glands

sal. i.vary \'saI-9-,ver-e\ adj : of or relating to sahva or the glands
that secrete it; esp i producing or carrying saliva

sal'i.vate \-,vat\ vt : to produce an abnormal flow of saliva in

(as by the use of mercury) — vi ; to have a flow of saUva esp. in

excess : drool — saM*va-Uon \,sal-3-'va-sh3n\ n
Salk vaccine \(,)s6(l)k-\ n [Jonas Salk 61914 Am physician]

; a vaccine consisting of poUomyelitis virus inactivated with
formaldehyde

sal'let \'sal-3t\ n [ME, fr. MF sallade] : a light 15th century helmet
with a projection over the neck
isal.low \'sal-(.)o, -s(-w)\ n [ME, fr. OE sealh; akin to OHG
salha sallow, L salix willow] ; any of various Old World broads
leaved willows (as Salix caprea) including important sources of
charcoal and tanbark
asallOW adj [ME salowe, fr. OE salu; akin to OHG salo murky, L
saliva spittle] : of a grayish greenish yellow color <--' complexion)
— saMow-ish \'sal-a-wish\ adj — sal>low>ness X'sal-o-nss,

sal-3-\ n
isal-ly \'sal-e\ n [MF saillie, fr. OF, fr. saillir to rush forward, fr. L
salire to leap; akin to Gk hallesthai to leap] 1 : an action of

rushing or bursting forth; specij : a sortie of besieged troops upon
the attackers 2 a : a brief outbreak : outburst b ; a witty or
imaginative saying ; QUip 3 : an excursion usu. off the beaten
track : JAUNT

zsally VI 1 : to leap out or burst forth suddenly 2 : to set out
: depart — usu. used with jorth

SaMy Lunu \,sal-e-'l3n\ n iSally Lunn, 18th cent. E baker]
: a shghtly sweetened tea cake

sally port n : a gate or passage in a fortified place for use of troops
making a sortie

sal>ma*gun<di \,sal-ma-'g3n-de\ n [F salmigondis"] 1 : a salad
plate of chopped meats, anchovies, eggs, vegetables arranged in
rows for contrast and dressed with a salad dressing 2 : a hetero-
geneous mixture : potpourri

sal>mi \'sal-me\ n [F salmis, short for salmigondisi : a ragout of

half roasted game stewed in a rich sauce
salm*on \'sam-3n\ n, pi salmon also salmons ojten attrib [ME
somon, fr. MF, fr. L salmon-, salmo] 1 a : a large soft-finned

anadromous gam.e fish iSalmo salar) of the northern Atlantic
noted as a table fish b ; any of various other anadromous fishes
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(family SalmonJdae); esp ; a fish (genus Oncorhynchas) that breeds
in rivers tributary to the northern Pacific c : a fish (as a bar-
ramunda) resembling a salmon 2 : the variable color oi salmon's
flesh averaging a strong_yellowish pink

Salni*onober-r7 \-,ber-e\ n : a showy red-flowered raspberry
{Rubus speclabilis) of the Pacific coast; also t its edible salmono
colored fruit

sal-mo>nel>la \,sal-m3-'nel-3\ «, pi salmonellas or salmonella
also sal*mo*neMae \-'nel-C,)e, -J\ [NL, genus name, fr Daniel E.
Salmon tl914 Am veterinarian] ; any of a genus {Salmonella)
of aerobic rod-shaped usu. motile bacteria that are pathogenic
for man and other warm-blooded animals and cause food poison-
ing, gastrointestinal inflammation, or diseases of the genital tract— sal*mo>neMo-5is \-,nel-'6-s3s\ n
5alm<on<oid \'sam-3-,n6id\ adj ; resembling or related to the
typical salmons — salmonoid n
salmon pinK n : a strong yellowish pink
Sa.lcme \s3-'lo-me\ n [LL. fr. Gk Salomel : a niece of Herod
Antipas given the head of John the Baptist as a reward for her
dancing

Sa.lon \sa-'15", -Tan; 'sal-.S"^; J~3 also, 4 usu sa-'lan. 'sal-,an\ n
IF] 1 ; an elegant apartment or living room (as in a fashionable
French home) 2 : a fashionable assemblage of notables (as
literary figures, artists, or statesmen) held by CListom at the home
of a prominent person 3 a : a hall for exhibition of art b cap : an
annual exhibition of such works 4 ; a stylish business establish-
ment or shop

Sa.loon \sa-'lUn\ n [F salon, fr. It salone, aug. of sola hall, of
Gmc origin; akin to OHG sal hall; akin to Lith sala village]
1 : SA.LON 1 2 ; SALON 2 3 a : an elaborately decorated public
apartment or hall (as a large cabin for social use of a ship's passen-
gers) b : SALON 4 c ; a room or establishment in which alcoholic
beverages are sold and consumed ; barroom, taproom 4 Brit
a : PARLOR CAR b : sedan 2a

sa-loop \s9-'lup\ n [modif. of F or Sp saJep"] 1 : salep 2 ; a
hot drink made from an infusion of salep or sassafras

salp \'salp\ n [NL Salpa] : salpa
sal.pa \'_sal-p3\ n [NL, genus name. fr. L, a kind of stockfish, fr.

Gk salpel : a transparent barrel-shaped or fusiform free-swimming
oceanic tunicate (family Salpidae and esp. genus Salpa) that is

abundant in warm seas
sal.pi.glos.sis \,sal-p3-*glas-3s\ n [NL, genus name, irreg. fr. Gk
salpinx trumpet + glossa tongue — more at gloss] : any of a small
genus (Salpiglossis) of Chilean herbs of the nightshade family with
large funnel-shaped varicolored flowers often strikingly marked

salping- or salpingo- combjorm [NL, fr. salping-, salpinx] ; salpinx
^salpingitis'}

sal*pin-gian \sal-'pin-j(e-)3n\ adj ; of or relating to a salpinx
5al<pin>gi*tis \,sal-p3n-'jlt-3s\ n : inflammation of a fallopian
or eustachian tube

sal.pinx \'sal-(,)pio(k)s\ n, pi sal.pinoges \sal-'pln-(,)jez\ [NL
salping-, salpinx, fr. Gk, trumpet] 1 ; eustachian tube 2 : fal-
lopian TUBE

sal.si.fy \'sal-s3-fe, -,fT\ n [F salsijis, modif. of It sassejrica, fr. L
saxijrica, any of various herbs, fr. saxum rock -\- jricare to rub— more at saxifrage, friction] : a European biennial composite
herb (Tragnpogon porrijolius) with a long fusiform edible root— called also oyster plant, vegetable oyster

sal soda \'sal-'s6d-a\ n ; a transparent crystaUine hydrated sodium
carbonate NaaCOj.lOHzO
isalt \'s6lt\ n [ME. fr. OE sealt; akin to OHG salz salt, L sal, Gk
hals salt, sea] 1 a ; a crystaUine compound NaCl that is the
chloride of sodium, abundant in nature, and used esp. for seasoning
or preserving food or in industry — called also common salt

b : a substance (as sal soda) resembling common salt in some
property a pi (1) : a mineral or saline mixture (as Epsom salts)
used as an aperient or cathartic (2) : smelling salts d ; any
of numerous compounds formed by replacement of part or all of
the acid hydrogen of an acid by a metal or radical acting like a
metal 2 a : an element that gives savor, piquancy, or zest : flavor
b : sharpness of wit : pungency c : earthiness d : reserve,
skepticism — often used in the phrase with a grain oj salt e : a
scattered elite — usu. used in the phrase salt oj the earth 3 : sailor

2salt vt 1 a : to sprinkle, rub, impregnate, or season with salt
b : to preserve (food) with salt or in brine 2 : to give flavor or
piquancy to 3 : to enrich (as a mine) artificially by secretly
placing valuable mineral in some of the working places 4 ; to
supply (as an animal) with salt 6 : to sprinkle as if with salt
{-^ing clouds with silver iodide)

3salt adj 1 a : saline, salty b : being or inducing one of the four
basic taste sensations 2 : cured or seasoned with salt : salted
3 : overflowed with salt water 4 : sharp, pungent — salt-ness n

4salt adj [by shortening & alter, fr. assaut, fr. ME a sawt, fr. MF
a saut. lit., on the jump] ; lustful, lascivious

sal-ta^rel.lo \.sal-ta-'rel-(,)o, ,sal-\ n [It] ; an Italian dance with
a lively hop step beginning each measure

saI*ta-tion \sal-'ta-sh3n, s61-\ n [L saltation-, saltatio, fr. saltatus,
pp. of saliare to leap, dance, fr. saltus, pp. of salire to leap — more
at sally] 1 a : the action of leaping or jumping b : dancing
2 a : an abmpt change b : the reputed direct transformation of
one form into another in the course of evolution; broadly : dis-

sal.ta.to.ri.al \,sal-t3-'tor-e-aI, ,s61-, -'tor-X adj : relating to,
marked by, or adapted for leaping

sal.ta-to.ry \'sal-ta-.tor-e, 'sol-, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : of or relating to
dancing (the ~ art) 2 ! proceeding by leaps rather than by
gradual transitions : DISCONTINUOUS — compare saltation 2b

salt away vt : to lay away safely : save
salt'box \'s61t-.baks\ n : a frame dwelling with two stories In
front and one behind and a roof with a long rear slope

sall-bush \-,bush\ n : any of various shrubby plants of the goose-
foot family that thrive in dry alkaline soil; esp : one of the oraches
that are important browse plants in dry regions

salt-cel-lar \-,sel-3r\ n : a small vessel for holding salt at table
Salt.ed \"s6I-t3d\ adj, oj an animal : immune against a contagious
disease because of prior infection and recovery

salt<er \'s61-t3r\ n l : one that manufactures or deals in salt
2 : one that salts something (as meat, fish, or hides)

sal'teiu \'s6l-t3rn\ n £0E sealtern, fr. sealt salt -t- sern house; akin

I house] : a place where salt is made by boiling or evap-tO ON TQ
oration

salt grass n : a grass native to an alkaline habitat (as a salt meadow)
sal-li-grade \'sal-ta-,grad, 's61-\ adj [L saltus leap (fr. saltus, pp.
of salire to leap) -I- -i- -i- gradi to step — more at sally, orad£]
: having feet or legs adapted to leaping

sal-tine \s61-'ten\_n : a thin crisp cracker sprinkled with salt
salt.i-ness \'sol-te-nss\ n : the quality or state of being salty
saMire \'s6I-.ti(3)r, 'sal-\ n [ME sautire, ii. MF saultoir X-shaped
animal barricade that can be jumped over by people, saltire, fr.
saulter to jump, fr. L salrare — more at saltation] : a heraldic
ordinary consisting of a cross formed by a bend dexter and a bend
sinister crossing in the center

salt'isli \'s6l-tish\ adj ; somewhat salty
salt lick n : lick 3
salt marsh n : flat land subject to overflow by salt water
salt out vt : to precipitate, coagulate, or separate (a dissolved sub-
stance or lyophilic sol) from a solution by the addition of salt^ VI ; to become salted out

salt.pe.ler \'s61t-'pet-3r\ n [alter, of earijer salpeter, fr. ME, fr.
MF salpetre, fr. ML sal petrae, lit., salt of the rock] 1 : potassium
NITRATE 2 : SODIUM NITBATE

salt*shak-er \-,sha-ksr\ n : a container with a perforated top for
sprinkling salt

salt-wa-ter X.solt-.wdt-ar, -,wat-\ adj : relathig to, living In, or
consisting of salt water
salt-works \'s61t-,w3rks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr X a plant where
salt is made on a commercial scale

salt-wort \-,w3rt, -,w6(3irt\ n 1 : any of a genus {Salsola) of
plants of the goosefooi family used in making soda ash 2 : glass-
wort 1

salty \'s61-te\ adj 1 : of, seasoned vdth, or containing salt ; saline
2 : smacking of the sea or nautical Ufe 3 a : piquant b ; earthy,
racy
sa.lU.bri.OUS \s3-'m-bre-3s\ adj [L salubris — more at safe] : fa-
vorable to or promoting health or well-being : beneficial, health-
ful — sa-lU'bri'OUS-ly adv — sa>lu<bri>ous-ness n — &a*la-
bri.ty \-brat-e\ n

Sa>lU-ki \s3-'lli-ke\ n [At saluqiy of SaluQ, fr, Salug Saluq, ancient
city in Arabia] ; any of an old northern African and Asiatic breed
of tall slender swift-footed keen-eyed hunting dogs having long
narrow skulls, long silky ears, and a smooth silky coat ranging
from white or cream to black or black and tan

sal-u-tar-i-ly \,saI-y3-'ter-3-le\ adv : in a salutary manner
sal*u4ar-i<ne5S \'sal-y3-,ter-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
salutary

Sal.u-tary \'sal-y3-,ter-e\ adj [MF salutalre, fr. L salutaris. fr.
salut-, salus health] 1 ; promoting health : curative 2 : produc-
ing a beneficial effect : remedial

sal'U>ta-tion \,sal-y3-'ta-shan\ n 1 : an act or action of expressing
greeting, goodwill, or courtesy by word, gesture, or ceremony
2 : the word or phrase of greeting (as Gentlemen or Dear Sir) that
conventionally comes immediately before the body of a letter —
sal>u>ta>tion-aI X-shnal, -sh3n-'l\ adj

sa.lu.ta.to.ri.an Xsa-.lUt-a-'tor-e-sn, -'tor-X n ; the graduating
student usu. second highest in rank who pronounces the salutatory
oration

isa-lu-ta.to-ry \s3-'lUt-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : expressing salutations
or welcome

^salutatory n : a salutatory oration delivered at the commencement
exercises of an educational institution
isa-lUte \s3-'lut\ vb [ME saluten, fr. L salutare, fr. salut-, salus
health, safety, greeting — more at safe] vt 1 a : to address with
expressions of kind wishes, courtesy, or honor or with a sign of
respect, courtesy, or goodwill : greet b : to become apparent to
2 a : to honor by a conventional military or naval ceremony b : to
show respect and recognition to (a military superior) by assuming
a prescribed position c : to express commendation of : praise
•^ VI : to make a salute — sa.lnt*er n

2salute n 1 : greeting, salutation 2 a : a sign, token, or cere-
mony (as a kiss or a bow) expressing goodwill, compliment, or
respect b : the position of the hand or weapon or the entire
attitude of a person saluting a superior 3 : firecracker

sal-u.tit-er.ous \,sal-y3-'tif-(a-)r3s\ adj [L salutijer, fr. salut-,
salus + -I- -I- -jer -ferous] : salutary
salv-able \'sal-v3-b3l\ adj [LL salvare to save — more at save]

: capable of being saved or salvaged
tsal.vage \'sal-vij\ n [F, fr. MF. fr. salver to save — more at save]
1 a : compensation paid for saving a ship or its cargo from the
perils of the sea or for the lives and property rescued in a wreck
b ; the act of saving or rescuing a ship or its cargo c : the act of
saving or rescuing property In danger (as from fire) 2 : property
saved from destruction in a calamity (as a wreck or fire)

^salvage \t : to rescue or save (as from wreckage or ruin) — sal-
vage-able \-3-b3l\ adj — sal*vag-er n
Sal-var-san \'sal-var-,san\ trademark — used for arsphenamine
sal.ya-tion \sal-'va-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL salvation-, salvatio,
fr. salvaius, pp. of salvare to save — more at save] 1 : the saving
of man from the power and effects of sin 2 : Uberation from
clinging to the phenomenal world of appearance and final union
with ultimate reality 3 Christian Science : the realization of the
supremacy of infinite Mind over all bringing with it the destruction
of the illusion of sin, sickness, and death 4 a ; preservation from
destruction or failure b : deliverance from danger or difficulty
5 : the agent or means or the course of spiritual experiences de-
termining the soul's redemption 6 : something that saves from
danger or difficulty : a source, cause, or means of preservation

sal*va*tion-aI X-shnal, -shan-'l\ adj : of, relating to, or conducive
to salvation
Salvation Army n ; a religious and charitable organization on mili-
tary lines founded in 1865 by William Booth for evangelizing and
social betterment of the poor and degraded

sal>va>tion>ism \sal-'va-sha-,nl2-3m\ n ; religious teaching em-
phasizing the saving of the soul
Sal.va-tion-ist \-sh(s-)n3st\ n 1 : a soldier or officer of the Sal-
vation Army 2 ojten not cap ; evangelist — Salvationist adj,
ojten cap
isalve V'sav, 's4v\ n [ME, fr. OE sealj; akin to OHG salba salve,
Gk olpe oil flask] 1 : a healing ointment 2 : a remedial or soothing
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2 elm,

Influence or agency 3 ' something laid on like a salve
ssalve v/ : quiet, assuage
ssalve \'salv\ vr [back-formation fr. salvage"] : salvage — sal*vor
\'sal-v3r, -,vd(3)r\ n

S£U*ver \'sal-v3r\ n [modif. of F salve, fr. Sp salva sampling of food
to detect poison, tray, fr. salvar to save, sample food to detect
poison, fr. LL salvare to save — more at save] ; a tray esp. for
serving food or beverages

Sal.ver.lorm \'sal-v3r-,f6rm\ or sal-ver-shaped \-,shapt\ adj
: tubular wltha spreading limb — used of a gamopetalous corolla

Sal>Vla \'sal-ve-5\ n [NL. genus name. fr. L, sage — more at sage]
: any of a large and widely distributed genus (Salvia) of herbs or
shrubs of the mint family having a 2-lipped open calyx and two
anthers; esp : the scarlet-flowered sage

isal-VO \'sal-(,)vo\ n. pi salvos or salvoes [it salva, fr. F salve,
fr. L, hail!, imper. of solvere to be healthy, fr. salvus healthy —
more at safe] 1 a : a simultaneous discharge of two or more guns
In action or as a salute b : the release ail at one time of a rack of
bombs or rockets (as from an airplane) c : the bombs or projec-
tiles released in a salvo 2 : salute, tribute 3 : a sudden burst
(as of cheers)

asalvo n [ML salvo jure with the right reserved] 1 ; a mental reser-
vation ; PROVISO 2 : a means of safeguarding one's honor or
allaying one's conscience ; salve

sal vo-la.ti-le \,sal-va-'lat-'I-e\ n [NL, lit., volatile salt] : an
aromatic solution of ammonium carbonate in alcohol or ammonia
water or both
Sa>ma>ia V'sam-a-ra; sa-'mar-a, -'mSr-V n
[NL, fr. L, seed of the elm] : a dry inde-
hlscent usu. one-seeded winged fruit (as of
an ash or elm tree) — called also key
Sa.mar.i-tan Xs^-'mar-st-'n, -'mer-\ n [ME,
fr. LL samariianus. n. & adj., fr. Gk sama-
rites inhabitant of Samaria, fr. Samaria,
district of ancient Palestine] 1 ; a nadve or
Inhabitant of Sanaria 2 ojten not cap [fr.

the parable of the good Samaritan, Lk 10;
30-37] ; one ready and generous in helping
those in distress — Samaritan adj, ojten cap
sa.mar.i.um Xsa-'mer-e-am, -'mar-\ n [NL,
fr, F samarskile] ; a pale gray lustrous metallic element — see

ELEMENT table
sa.mar.skite \s3-'mar-,skTt, 'sam-sr-X n [F, fr. Col. von SamarskI,
19th cent. Russ mine official] : a velvet-black orthorhombic min-
eral consisting of an oxide of rare earths, uranium, iron, lead,

thorium, columbium, tantalum, titanium, and tin

sam<ba \'sam-ha, 'sam-\ n [Pg] : a Brazilian dance of African
origin characterized by a dip and spring upward with a bending of

the knee at each beat of the music — samba vi

sam-bar or sam-bur \'sara-bar, 'sam-\ n [Hindi sSbar, fr. Skt
^ambara"] I a large Asiatic deer (Cervus unicolor) having long coarse
hair on the throat and the antlers strong and three-pointed

Sam Browne belt \,sam-,braun-\ « [Sir 5amuel James Brow/ietl901
Brit army officer] : a leather belt for a dress uniform supported by
a light strap passing over the right shoulder
isame \'sam\ adj [ME, fr. ON samr; akin to OHG sama same, L
simulis like, simul together, at the same time, sem- one, Gk homos
same, hama together, hen-, heis one] 1 a ; resembling in every

relevant respect b : conforming in every respect — used with as

2 a ; being one without addition, change or discontinuance : iden-
tical b : being the one under discussion or already referred to

3 : corresponding so closely as to be indistinguishable : compara-
ble <the '^ day last year)
syn same, selfsame, very, identical, equivalent, equal mean

not different or not differing from one another, same may imply
and selfsame always Implies that the things under consideration
are one thing and not t^o or more things, or same may imply
numerical difference without difference in kind, appearance, or
other essential aspect; VERY implies no difference In number and
may additionally stress agreement with a desire or intent; identical
may imply selfsameness or suggest absolute agreement in all de-

tails; equivalent implies amounting to the same thing in worth or
significance; equal implies being identical In value, magnitude, or

some specified quality
ssame pron l : something Identical with or similar to another

2 : something previously defined or described
Ssame adv : in the same manner
same here adv : simiiariy with me
sa.mekh \'sam-.ek\ n [Heb samekh] ! the 15th letter of the

Hebrew alphabet — symbol D
same-ness \'sam-n3s\ n l ; the quality or state of being the same
; roENTTTY 2 : monotony, UNIFORMrrY

Eam>iel \s3m-'yel\ n [Turk samyeli} : simoom
sam.i.sen \'sam-a-.sen\ n [Jap] : a 3-strlnged Japanese musical In-

strument resembling a
banjo
sa-mite \'sara-jt, "sa-

,mTt\ n [ME samit, fr.

MF, from ME examitum,
samitum, fr. MGk hexa-
miton, fr. Gk, neut. of
hexamitos of six threads, samisen
fr. hexa- + mitos thread
of the warp] : a rich medieval silk fabric interwoven with gold or
silver

Bam-let \'sam-lat\ n [Irreg. fr. salmon + -let] : parr
Sa>mo>an \s3-'mo-sn\ n l ; a native or inhabitant of Samoa
2 : the Polynesian language of the Samoans — Samoan adj

sam>0>var Vsam-a-.var, ,sam-3-'\ n [Russ, fr. samo- self + varit' to

boll] 1 ; an urn with a spigot at its base used esp. In Russia to boil

water for tea 2 ; an urn similar to a Russian samovar with a device

for heating the contents
Sam>o>yed also Sam.o.yede \'sam-a-,yed, 'sam-.ai-.edN n [Russ
samoed] 1 : a member of a people of the Nenets district of the
Arkhangelsk region of the U.S.S.R, 2 : any of a group of Uralic
languages spoken by the Samoyed people 3 : any of a Siberian
breed of medium-sized deep-chested white or cream-colored arctic

dogs — Samoyea adj — Sam*o-yed-lc \,sam-3-'yed-lk. -.6I-*ed-\
adj
samp \'samp\ n [Narraganset nasaump com mush] : coarse hominy
or a boiled cereal made from it

sam>pan \'sam-,pan\ n [Chin (Pek) san"^ parti, fr. san'^ three -f pan'^
board, plank] : a flat-bottomed Chinese skiff usu. propelled by
two short oars
sam.phire \'sam-.fT(a)r\ n [alter, of earlier sampiere, fr. MF {herbe
de) Saint Pierre, ht., St. Peter's herb] 1 ; a fleshy European sea-
coast plant iCrithmum maritimum) of the carrot family sometimes
pickled 2 ; a common glasswort (Salicornia europaed) that is
sometimes pickled
isam.ple \'sam-p3l\ n [ME, fr. MF essample, fr. L cxemplum —
more at example] 1 : a representative part or a single item from a
larger whole or group presented for Inspection or shown as evidence
of quality : specimen 2 : a part of a statistical population whose
properties are studied to gain Information about the whole syn see
instance
^sample vt sam.pling \-p(a-)lIo\ 1 : to take a sample of; esp : to
judge the quahty of by a sample ; te^t 2 : to present a sample of
isam*pler \'sam-pl3r\ n : a decorative piece of needlework typically
having letters or verses embroidered on it in various stitches as an
example of skill

isam.pler \-pl3r, bejore "oj" also -p9-br\ n 1 : one that coUects
or examines samples 2 : something containing representative
specimens or selections
sample room n : a room In which samples are displayed; esp ; a
hotel room in which salesmen display merchandise for the inspec-
tion of buyers for retail stores
Sam<pling n l X-pHoX : a small part selected as a sample for Inspec-
tion or analysis 2 \-p{a-)lio\ : the act, process, or technique of
selecting a suitable sample
sam.shu \'sam-(,)shu, -'shu\ n [perh. fr. Chin (Pek) shao^ chiu\
lit., spirits that wUl burn] : an alcoholic liquor distilled In China
usu. from rice or large millet

Sam.son \'sam(p)-s3n\ n [LL, fr. Gk Sampson, fr. Heb Shimshonl
: an Israelite judge of great physical strength

Sam>so<ni>an \sara(p)-'s6-ne-an\ adj [Samson, Judge of Israel]
; of heroic strength or proportions : mighty

Sam.u.el \'sam-y3(-wa)l\ n [LL. fr. Gk Samouel, fr. Heb ShSrruVel]
: an early Hebrew judge and prophet

sam.u>rai \'sam-(y)3-,rT\ n, pi samurai [Jap] 1 : a military re-
tainer of a Japanese dalmyo practicing the chlvalrlc code of Bushldo
2 : the warrior aristocracy of Japan

san>a.tar>i.imi \tSan-3-'ter-c-am\ n. pi san-a*tar-l-Rms \-mz\ or
san>a<tar*ia \-e-3\ [by alter.] : sanatorium

san.a.tive \'san-3t-lv\ adj [ME sanatij, fr. MF, fr. LL sanatlvus,
fr. L sanatus, pp. of sanare to cure, fr. sanus healthy] ; curative,
restorative

san.a>tO'ri>um \,san-3-'tor-e-3m, -'t<ir-\ n, pi sanatorinms or
san-a-to<ria \-e-a\ [NL, fr. LL. neut. of sanatorius curative, fr.

sanatus ] 1 : an establishment that provides physical therapy
and other treatment 2 a : an institution for rest and recuperation
(as of convalescents) b ; an establishment for the treatment of the
chronically ill

san*be<ni.tO \,san-b9-'net-(,)o, ,sam-\ n [Sp sambenito, fr. San
Benito St. Benedict of Nursla ^ab 543] 1 ; a sackcloth coat worn
by penitents on being reconciled to the church 2 : a Spanish
Inquisition garment resembling a scapular, yellow with red crosses
for the penitent, and black with painted devils and flames for the
Impenitent condemned to an auto-da-f6

San.chO Pan.za \,san-cho-'pan-z3\ n ; the squire of Don Quixote
In Cervantes' Don Quixote

sanc.ti.fi'Ca.tion \,saoCk)-ti-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of sancti-

fying 2 ; the state of being sanctified

sanc-tl-fi-er \*saoCk)-ti-,fT(-3)r\ n : one that sanctifies; speclj^

cap : HOLY spirit

sancti.fy \-,fT\ vt [ME sanctljlen, fr. MF sanctijier, fr. LL sancH-
jicare, fr. L sanctus sacred — more at saint] 1 : to set apart to a
sacred purpose or to religious use : consecrate 2 : to free from
sin : purify 3 ; to give moral or social sanction to 4 ; to make
efficient as the means of holiness

sanC'ti^mcnious \,sao(k)-ta-'m6-ne-3s, -ny3s\ adj 1 ; affecting
piousness : hypocritically devout 2 obs : possessing sanctity

: HOLY Syn see devout — sanc-tl>mo>nious>ly adv — sanc*ti-
mo*nious-ness n

sancti-mo.ny \'sao(k)-t3-,mo-ne\ n [MF sanctlmonie, fr. L sanc-
timonia, fr. sanctus] 1 obs t houness 2 : assumed or hypocritical
holiness
isanC'tlon \'sao(k)-sh3n\ n [MF or L; MF, fr. L sanction-, sancth,
fr. sanctus, pp. of sancire to make holy — more at sacred] 1 : a
formal decree; esp : an ecclesiastical decree 2 a obs : a solemn
agreement : oath b : something that makes an oath binding

3 ; the detriment, loss of reward, or other coercive intervention
annexed to a violation of a law as a means of enforcing the law
4 a : a consideration, principle, or influence (as of conscience) that

impels to moral action or determines moral judgment b ; a mech-
anism of social control for enforcing a society's standards 5 : an
economic or military coercive measure adopted usu. by several

nations in concert for forcing a nation violating International law
to desist or yield to adjudication

^sanction vt sanc-tion-ing \-sh(3-)nlo\ 1 ; ratify, validate
2 : to give effective approval or consent to syn see approve

Sanc-ti>ty \'sao(k)-t3t-e\ n [ME saunctite, fr. MF sainctete, fr. L
sanctitat-, sanctitas, fr. sanctus sacred] 1 : holiness of life and
character : godliness 2 a : inyiolabiltty, sacredness b^j/ ; sacred
objects, obligations, or rights

Banc»tU-aiy \'sai3(k)-ch3-,wer-e\ n [ME sanctuarle, fr. MF sainc-

tuarie, fr. LL sanciuarium, fr. L sanctus] 1 ; a consecrated place:

as a : the ancient Hebrew temple at Jerusalem or its holy of holies

b ; the most sacred part of a religious building (as the part of a
Christian church in which the altar is placed) 2 a : a place of refuge
and protection b : the immunity from law attached to a sanctuary

sanc<tum \'saa(k)-t3m\ n, pi sanctums also sanc>ta \-ta\ [LL,
fr. L, neut. of sanctus sacred] 1 : a sacred place 2 : a study,
office, or place where one Is free from Intrusion <an editor's '-^>
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sanctum sanc-to-rum \.saD(k)-t3m-,sao(k)-'tor-am, -'t6r-\ n
[LL] : HOLY OF HOLIES

Sancotus \'sao(k)-t3s; saonc)-t3s, -.tus\ n [ME, fr. LL Sanctus,
sancius, sanctus Holy, holy, holy, opening of a hymn sung by the
angels in Isa 6:3] : an ancient Christian hymn closing the preface
of most Christian liturgies and commencing with the words Sanctus,
sanctus, sanctus or Holy, holy, holy
Sanctus bell n ; a bell rung by the server at the Sanctus of the mass
isana \'sand\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG sant sand, L sabulum,
Gk psommos & ammos sand, psen to rub] 1 a : a loose granular
material resulting from the disintegration of rocks that is used in
mortar, glass, abrasives, and foundry molds b : soil containing
85 percent or more of sand and a maximum of 1 percent of clay
2 a : a tract of sand : beach b : a sandbank or sandbar 3 : the
sand in an hourglass; also : the moments of a lifetime 4 : an oil-
producing formation of sandstone or unconsolidated sand 5 : firm
resolution ; courage, boldness 6 ; a variable color averaging a
yellowish gray syn see FORTtruDE
2sand vr l : to sprinkle or powder with sand 2 : to cover or fill

with sand 3 : to smooth by grinding or rubbing with an abrasive
(as sandpaper)

san.dal Vsan-d'l\ n [ME sandalie, fr. L sandalium, fr. Gk sandalion,
dim, of sandalon sandal] 1 : a shoe consisting of a sole strapped to
the fool 2 : a low-cut shoe that fastens by an ankle strap 3 : a
strap to hold on a slipper or low shoe 4 : a rubber overshoe cut
very low
san-dal.wood \-,wud\ n [sandal (sandalwood) (fr. ME, fr. MF, fr.

ML sandalum, fr. LGk santalon, deriv. of Skt candana, of Dravidian
origin; akin to Tamil caniu sandalwood treel + wood'\ 1 : the
compact close-grained fragrant yellowish heartwood of an Indo=
Malayan parasitic tree {Sanialum album of the family Santalaceae,
the sandalwood family) much used in ornamental carving and cab-
inetwork; also '. the tree that yields this wood 2 : any of various
other trees or their fragrant wood some of which yield dyewoods

san-da-rac \'san-da-.rak\ n [L sandaraca red coloring, fr. Gk
sandarake realgar, red pigment from realgar] 1 : realgar 2 : a
brittle faintly aromatic translucent resin obtained esp. from the
African sandarac tree and used chiefly in making varnish and as
incense

sandarac tree n ; a large northern African tree (Callitris ariiculata)
of the pine family with a hard durable fragrant wood much used
in building; also : any of several related Australian trees
isand'bag \'san(d)-,bag\ n : a bag filled with sand and used as in
fortifications, as ballast, or as a weapon
2sandbag vt 1 : to bank, stop up. or weight with sandbags 2 a : to
hit or stun with a sandbag b : to coerce by crude means — sand-
bagoger n
sand.bank \-,bar)k\ n : a large deposit of sand in a mound, hill-
side, bar, or shoal
sand-bar \-,bar\ n ; a ridge of sand built up by currents in a river
or in coastal waters
isand'blast \-.blast\ n : a stream of sand projected by air or steam
for engraving, cutting, or cleaning glass or stone, for cleaning and
sharpening files, or for removing scale from metals
^sandblast vt ; to engrave, cut. or clean with a high-velocity stream
of sand — sand.blast*er n

sand-blind \'san(d)-,blTnd\ adj [ME, prob. fr. (assumed) ME
samblind, fr. OE sam- half + blind: akin to OHG sami- half —
more at semi-] : having poor eyesight ; purblind
sand bluestem n : a tall rhizomatous American grass (Andropogon
hallin used for forage and as a soil binder

sand'box \'san(d)-.baks\ n : a box or other receptacle containing
loose sand: as a : a shaker for sprinkling sand upon wet ink
b : a box that contains sand for children to play in
sand-boy \-.b6i\ n i any of various hopping insects (as a sand flea)
found on sandy beaches

sand-bur \'san(d>-,bar\ n : any of several weeds of waste places
with burry fruit: as a : a No. American nightshade (Solanum
rostratum) with prickly foliage and racemose yellow flowers b : an
annual bristly herb {Franseria acanthicarpa) of western No. Amer-
ica related to the cocklebur
sand-cast \-.kast\ vt : to make (a casting) by pouring metal In a
sand mold {as in ordinary founding)
sand casting n : a casting made in a mold of sand
sand column n : dust devil
sand cracK n : a fissure in the wall of a horse's hoof often causing
lameness
sand dollar n : any of numerous flat circular sea urchins (order
Exocycloida) that live on sandy bottoms

sand-ei \'san-d3r\ n : one that sands: as a : a device on a loco-
motive for sanding the rails b : sanding machine c : one that
sands surfaces (as of wood, metal, plastic) to smooth, clean, or
roughen them in preparation for finishing

sand-er-ling V'san-dar-UoX « [perh. irreg. fr. sand -f- -/mg] : a small
sandpiper {Crocethia alba) with largely gray-and-white plumage
sand tlea n l : a flea (as a chigoe) found in sandy places 2 : beach
FLEA
sand fly n ; any of various small biting two-winged flies (families
Psychodidae, Simuliidae, and Ceralopogonidae)

sand-glass \'san{d)-,glas\ n : an instrument like an hourglass for
measuring time by the running of sand
sand grouse n : any of numerous birds (family Pteroclidae) of arid
parts of southern Europe, Asia, and Africa closely related to the
pigeons but having precocial downy young
san-dni \'san-de 'san-, 's3n-\ n [Skt samdhi, lit., placing together]

: modification of the sound of a morpheme (as a word or affix)
conditioned by the context in which it is uttered (pronunciation of
-ed as \d\ in glazed and as \t\ in paced, and occurrence of a in a
cow and of an in an old cow, are examples of ~>
sand-hog \'sand-,hog, -.hag\ n : a laborer who works in a caissonm dnvmg underwater tunnels
sand-i-ness y_san-de-nas\ n : the quality or state of being sandy
sanding macnme n : a machine for smoothing, polishing, or scour-mg with an abrasive disk or belt
sand jack n : a device for lowering a heavy weight (as a bridge sec-
tion imto place by allowing sand on which it is supported to run out
sand launce n : any of several small elongate marine teleost fishes
(genus Ammodyies) that associate in large schools and remainbuned in sandy beaches at ebb tide — called also sand eel

sand my n : a western No. American spring herb (Leucocrinum

montanum) of the lily family with narrow linear leaves and fragrant
salver-shaped flowers

sand-llng \'san-(d)lio\ n : a small flounder
sandi-lot \'san-.(d)lat\ n : a vacant lot esp. when used for the un-
organized sports of boys from city streets — sandlot adj — sand-
lot-ter \-3r\ n
sand-man \'san(d)-.man\ n ; the genie of folklore who makes
children sleepy supposedly by sprinkling sand in their eyes
sand myrtle n : a variable low-branching evergreen upland shrub
(Leiophyllum buxijolium) of the heath family found in the south-
eastern U.S.
sand painting n : a Navaho and Pueblo Indian ceremonial design
made of various materials (as colored sands) upon a flat surface
of sand or buckskin

isand-pa-per \'san(d)-,pa-p3r\ n : paper covered on one side with
sand or other abrasive material glued fast and used for smoothing
and polishing
^sandpaper vt : to rub with sandpaper
sand-pile \-,pTl\ n : apileof sand; esp : sand for children toplayin
sand-pip-er \-,pi-p3r\ n : any of numerous small shore birds
distinguished from the related plovers chiefly by the longer and
soft-tipped bill

sand rat n : any of various rodents (as of Africa) native to sandy or
deseri areas
sand smelt n : silversides 1

sand-soap \'san(d)-,sop\ n : a gritty soap for all-purpose cleaning
sand-stone \'san(d)-.st6n\ n : a sedimentary rock consisting of
usu. quartz sand united by some cement (as silica, iron oxide, or
calcium carbonate)

sand-storm \-,stO(a)rm\ n ; a desert windstorm driving clouds of
sand before it

sand table n l a : a table holding sand for children to mold b ; a
table bearing a relief model of a terrain buitt to scale for study or
demonstration 2 ; an inclined tablefor concentrating ores by shak-
ing

sand trap n : an artificial hazard on a golf course consisting of a
depression containing sand
sand verbena n : any of several western American herbs (genus
Abronio'\ of the four-o'clock family having flowers like the ver-
bena; esp : either of two plants {A. laiijoiia and A, umbellaia) of
the Pacific coast
isand-wich \'san-(.)(d)wich\ n [John Montagu, 4th Earl of
Sandwich tl 792 E diplomat] 1 : two or more slices of bread with a
layer (as of meat, cheese, or savory mixture) spread between them
2 : something resembling a sandwich
2sandwich vt : to make into a sandwich; also : to insert between
two things of different quality or character
sandwich board n ; two usu. hinged boards designed for hanging
from the shoulders with one board before and one behind and used
esp. for advertising
sandwich man n : one who advertises or pickets a place of business
by wearing a sandwich board
sand-worm \'san-,(d)warm\ n : any of various sand-dwelling poly-
chaete worms: as a : any of several large burrowing worms (esp.
genus Nereis) often used as bait b ; lugworm

sand-wort \'san-,(d)w3rt, -,(d)w6(3)rt\ n : any of a genus (Are-
narid) of low tufted herbs of the pink family growing usu. in dry
sandy regions
sandy \'san-de\ adj 1 : consisting of. containing, or sprinkled with
sand 2 : of the color sand <~ hair)
sandy loam n : a loam low in clay and high in sand
sane \'san\ arf; [LxanHj healthy, sane] 1 : free from hurt or disease

: HEALTHY 2 : mentally sound; esp : able to anticipate and judge
of the effect of one's actions 3 : proceeding from a sound mind
: rational syn see wise— sane-lyat^v — sane-cess \'san-n3s\ n

sang past of sing
san-ga-ree \,sari-g3-'re\ n [Sp sangria'\ : a cooling drink of wine or
sometimes of ale, beer, or liquor sweetened, iced, and garnished
with nutmeg

sang-froid \'sa"-'f(r)wa, ,sa"-fr3-'wa\ n [F sang-froid, lit., cold
blood] : self-possession or imperturbability esp. under strain
syn see equanimity
San-greal \'san-'gra(a)l\ n [ME Sangrayll. fr. MF Saint Graal
Holy Grail] : grail

san-gui-nar-ia \,sao-gwa-'ner-e-3, -'nar-X n [NL, fr. L, an herb
that stanches blood, fr. fem. of sanguinarius sanguinary] 1 : blood-
root 2 : the rhizome and roots of a bloodroot used as an expec-
torant and emetic

san-gui-nar-i-ly \-'ner-s-le\ adv : in a sanguinary manner
san-gui-nary \'saD-gwa-.ner-e\ adj [L sanguinarius, fr. sartguin-,
sanguis blood] 1 : bloodthirstv, murderous 2 : attended by
bloodshed : bloody 3 : consisting of blood <a ~ stream)
»san-guine \'sar|-gw3n\ adj [ME sanguin, fr. MF, fr. L sanguineus,
fr. sanguin-, sanguis'] 1 : bloodred 2 a : consisting of or relating
to blood b : sanguinary 1 c of the complexion ; ruddy 3 a : hav-
ing blood as the predominating bodily humor b : having the bodily
conformation and temperament held characteristic of such pre-
dominance and marked by sturdiness, high color, and cheerfulness
4 : coNFroENT. 0PTI^^sTIc ~ san-guine>ly adv — san-gnine-ness
\-gw3n-n3s\ n

^sanguine n : a moderate to strong red
san-guin*e-ous \san-*gwin-e-9s, saoA adj 1 ; bloodred 2 : of,
relating to, or involving bloodshed ; bloodthirsty 3 : of, relating
to. or containing blood

san-guin-i-ty \-'gwin-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being sanguine
san-gUin-O-lent V-'gwin-^I-antX adj [L sanguinolentus, fr. sanguin-,
sanguis^ : of, containing, or tinged with blood <-" sputum)

san-gui-no-pu-ru-lent \.sao-gw3-no-'p(y)ur-(y)3-l3nt\ adj ih san-
guin-, sanguis blood -1- E -o- -H purulent} : containing blood and
pus <"-' discharge)
San-he-drin Xsan-'hed-ran; san-'hed-, san-\ n [LHeb sanhedhr'in
gSdholah great council] : the supreme council and tribunal of the
Jews in New Testament times having religious, civil, and criminal
jurisdiction

san.i-cle \'san-i-k3l\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. MF saniculal : any of
several plants reputed to have healing powers; esp ; a plant (genus
Sanicula) of the carrot family with a root used in folk medicine as
an anodyne or astringent

sa-nies \'san-(e-,)ez, 'san-\ n, pi sanies £L] : a thin blood-tinged
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seropurulent discharge from ulcers or Infected wounds — sa*Iil>oizs
\-e-as\ adj

Ban.i.lar-i.an \,san-3-'ter-e-on\ n : a specialist In sanitary science
and public health <mllk «-'>

Ean-i>tai*i>ly \-'ter-3-le\ adv : In a sanitary manner : with regard to

-'ter-e-3m\ n [NL, L sanitat-, sanltas

sanitation
san>i>tar>i>iim \,san-£
health] ; sanatorium

san.i.tary \'san-3-,ter-e\ adj [F sanitaire, fr. L sanitas-^ 1 : of or
relating to health : hygienic <-^ measures) 2 : of, relating to, or
used in the disposal esp. of domestic waterbome waste <'-- sewage)
3 : characterized by or readily kept in cleanliness <'^ packages)

sanitary napkin n : a disposable absorbent pad (as of cellulose)
In a gauze covering used to absorb the uterine flow during men-
struation or postpartum

san.i-tate \*san-3-.tat\ vt [back-formation fr. sanitationl ; to pro-
vide with sanitary appliances or facilities

sau.i.ta.tion \,san-a-'ta-sh3n\ n X : the act or process of making
of hygiene and prevention of disease

to make sanitary (as by

3-,za-\ n ISan Jose, Calif.] ; a prob. Asiatic
; perniciosus) naturalized in the UJS. and a
t fruit trees

sanitary 2 ; the promotii _^^
by maintenance of sanitary conditions

san-i.tize \'san-a-,tr2\ vt [L sanitas'i
cleaning or sterilizing)

san.i-ty \'san-3t-e\ n [ME sanite, fr. L sanitat-, sanitas health,
sanity, fr. sanus healthy, sane] : the quality or state of being sane;
esp I soundness or healih of mind
San Ja.cin-to Day \,saD-j3-'sini-a-\ n : April 21 observed as a
legal hoUday in Texas in commemoration of the battle of San
Jacinto in 1836
San Jo.se scale \,san
scale insect (Aspidioti
most damaging pest t

sank past oj SINK
San-khya \"sari-ky3\ n [Skt samkyha, lit., based on calculation]
: an orthodox Hindu philosophy teaching salvation through
knowledge of the distinction tietween matter and souls
san<nup \'san-ap\ n [Abnaki senanbe'\ i a married male American
Indian — compare squaw

sann.ya.si \{,)s3n-'yas-^\ or sann-ya-sin \-*yas-='n\ n [Hindi
sannyasl'] I a Hindu mendicant ascetic
sans \(,)san2\ prep [ME saun, sans, fr. MF
sine without — more at sunder] : deprived <

OUT
sans.cu-lotte \,san-skyu-"rat\ n [F sans-culotte, lit., wiUiout
breeches] 1 : an extreme radical republican in France at the time
of the Revolution 2 : a person of the lower class: as a : one lack-
ing culture and refinement b ; a radical or violent extremist In
politics — sans>cu<lott>iG \-'Iat-ik\ adj ~- sans<cu>Iott<i5li
\-ish\ adj — sans*cu-lott>ism \-,iz-3m, 'san-sk>'u-,lat-\ n

Ean>sei \(')san-'sa, "san-A n, pi sansei also sanseis ojten cap
[Jap san third + sei generation] : a son or daughter of nisei
parents who is born and educated in America and esp. in the

san'.se.vie.ria \.san(t)-sa-*vir-e-a\ n [NL, genus name. fr. Ral-
mondo di Sangro, prince of San Severo fl 774 It scholar] : any of a
genus {Sansevieria) of tropical herbs of the lily family with showy
mottled sword-shaoed leaves usu. yielding a strong fiber

San-skrit \".san-,skrit, •saD(t)-skr3t\ n [Skt sarhskrta, Ut.. perfected,
fr. sam together + karoti he makes] 1 ; an ancient Indie language
that is the classical language of India and of Hinduism as described
by the Indian grammarians 2 : classical Sanskrit together with the
older Vedic and various later modifications of classical Sanskrit— Sanskrit adj — San>skrit*ist \-sst\ n
San.skrit.ic \san-'skrii-ik\ n l : indic 2 : a group of Indlc
languages developed directly from Sanskrit — Sanskritic adj
sans ser.il or san-ser-if \san-'ser-3f\ n [prob. fr. sans + modlf.
of D schreej stroke — more at serif] : a letter or typeface with no
serifs

San-ta Glaus \'sant-e-.kI6z, 'sant-3-\ n [modlf. of D Sinterklaus,
alter, of Sant Nikolaas Saint Nicholas// 4th cent., bishop of Myra,
Asia Minor and patron saint of children] ; the religious and holiday
spirit of Christmas personified

San-ta Ger-tru.dis \,sant-s-(,')g9r-'trud-as\ n [.Santa Certrudis
section of the King Ranch, KlngsvUle, Texas] : any of a breed of
cherry-red beef cattle developed from a Brahman-Shorthorn cross
and valued for their hardiness in hot climes and thrifty growth on
grass

san.ton.l-ca \san-'tan-i-k3\ n [NL, fr. L Qierba) sanionlca an
herb, prob. wormwood, fem. of santonicus of the Santoni, fr.

Santoni, a people of Aqultania] 1 : a European wormwood (Arte-
misia paucijlora) 2 t the unexpanded dried flower heads of san-
tonica or a related plant used as an anthelmintic

Ban.tO-nin \'sant-=n-9n, san-'tan-3n\ n [ISV, fr. NL santonica}
: a poisonous slightly bitter crystalline compound C15H1SO3
found esp. in santonica and used as an anthelmintic
San*tOS \'sant-3s\ n [Santos, Brazil] ; a Brazilian coffee of moder-
ate body and somewhat acid flavor produced chiefly In Sao Paulo
isap \'sap\ n [ME, fr. OE ssp; akin to OHG saj sap] 1 a : the
flijJd part of a plant; specif : a watery solution that circulates
through a plant's vascular system h (1) ; a body fluid (as blood)
essential to life, health, or vigor (2) : bodily health and vigor
: vnAUTY 2 : a foolish gullible person 3 ; blackjack, BLUDGEOti

2sap vt sapped; sap>ping 1 : to drain or deprive of sap 2 : to
knock out with a sap
3sap n [MF & Olt; MF sappe hoe, fr. Olt zappa"] ; the extension of a
trench from within the trench itself to a point beneath an enemy's
fortifications

flsap vb sapped; sap»plng vi ; to proceed by or execute a sap '- vt

1 : to subvert by digging or eroding the substratum or foundation
: UNDERMINE 2 ! to weaken or exhaust the energy or vitaUty of
3 : to operate against or pierce by a sap syn see weakem
sap green n : a strong yellow green
sap-head \'sap-,hed\ n : a weak-minded stupid person ; sap— sap<head>ed \-,hed-3d\ adj
Sa.phe.nous \sa-'fe-nas\ adj [saphena (saphenous vein), fr. ME.
fr. ML, fr. Ar sajin'i ; of or relating to the two chief superficial
veins of the leg

sap-id \'sap-3d\ adj [L sapldus tasty, fr. sapere to taste — more at

3 abut; 8 kitten; or further; a back; a bake; 3 cot, cart; aft out; ch clUn; e less; 3 easy; g gift; 1 trip; S life

1 joke; ]} sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; tli UHln; tb Uils; tt loot; ft foot; y yet; yll few; yft furious; zb vision

; affecting the organs of taste : possessing flavor
I strong agreeable flavor 2 : agreeable to the mind

i-'pid-9t-e, sa-\ tt ; the quality or state of being

SAOE] 1 a
b : having £

sa.pid-i.ty \s!

sapid : SAVOR syn see taste'
sa.pi.ence \'sa-pe-9n(t)s, 'sap-e-\ n : wisdom, sageness
sa.pi.ens X'sap-e-anz, 'sa-pe-, -.enz\ adj [NL (specific epithet ofHomo sapiens), fr. L, pp. of sapere"] ; of, relating to, or being recent
man (Homo sapjens) as distinguished from various fossil men

sa.pi.ent \'sa-pe-3nt, "sap-eX adj [ME, fr. MF,fT.L sapient; sapiens,
fr. prp. of sapere to taste, be wise] : sage, discernino syn see wise— sa.pi-ent'ly adv

sap.less \'sap-bs\ adj 1 : destitute of sap : dry 2 ; lacking vitality
or \igor ; feeble — sap-less-ness n

sap.ling \'sap-liD, -bnX n 1 : a young tree; specif : one not over
four inches in diameter at breast height 2 : youth 2a

sap.o-dil.Ia \,sap-3-'dil-a, -de-(y)3\ n [Sp zapotillo, dim. of
zapote sapodilla — more at sapota] : a tropical evergreen tree
{Achras zapota of the family Sapotaceae, the sapodjlla family)
with hard reddish wood, a latex that yields chicle, and a rough*
skinned brownish edible fruit; also ; its fruit
sa.po.na.ceous \,sap-3-'na-shss, s3-,p6-\ adj [NL saponaceus, fr.
L sapon-, sapo soap, of Gmc origin; akin to OE sape soap] 1 : re-
sembling or having the qualities of soap ; soapy <a ^ root)
2 : ELUSIVE, SLIPPERY — sa>po<na>ceous>ness n

sa.po-nat.ed \'sap-3-,nat-3d, s3-'po-\ adj : treated or combhied
with a soap (^ cresol solution)

sa-pon.i.fi-ahle \S3-'pan-a-,fI-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being saponi-
fied <~ oils)

sa-pon.i.fi-ca.tion \so-,pan-9-f3-'k5-sh3n\ n 1 : the act, process,
or result of conversion into soap 2 : the hydrolysis of an ester
into the corresponding alcohol and acid; broadly : hydrolysis

sa.pon.i-Ji.er \s3-'pan-3-,fi(-a)r\ n ; a reagent or apparatus used
In saponification

sa<pon>l<fy \-,fi\ vb [F saponijier, fr. L sapon-, sapo"] vt ; to con-
vert (as fat) into soap; broadly ; to subject to saponification '«- vt
: to undergo saponification

Sa>p0<nin X'sap-a-nan, S3-'po-\ n [F saponins, fr. L sapon-, sapol
; any of various glucosides found In plants (as soapwort or soap-
bark), and marked by the property of producing a soapy lather;
esp ; a hygroscopic amorphous saponin mixture used esp. as a
foaming and emulsifying agent and detergent

sap.o-nite \'sap-3-,nTt, s3-'po-\ n [Sw saponit, fr. L sapon-, sapo
soap] : a hydrous magnesium aluminum siticate occurring in soft
soapy amorphous masses and filling veins and cavities (as in ser-
pentine or diabase)
sa-por \'sa-p3r, -,p6(3)r\ n [ME, fr. L — more at savor] : a prop-
erty (£is bitterness) affecting the sense of taste : savor, flavor— sa-po.rif-ic X.sa-pa-'rif-ik, ,sap-a-\ adj — sa<po>rous Vsa-
p'3-r3s, 'sap-3-\ adj
sa-po.ta \s3-'p6t-3\ n [modlf. of Sp zapote, fr. Nahuatl tzapotll

: sapodilla
sap«pan>wood \sa-'pan-,wud; 'sap-,an-, -5n-\ n [Malay sapang
heartwood of sappanwood + E wood] : a red soluble brazilwood
obtained from an East Indian leguminous tree (Caesalpinia sappan);
also : this tree

sap-per \'sap-3r\ n 1 : a military engineer who does field fortifica-
tion work (as sapping) 2 ; an engineer who lays, detects, and dis-
arms mines
isap.phic \'saf-!k\ adj 1 cop : of or relathig to the Greek lyric poet
Sappho 2 : of, relating to, or consisting of a 4-line strophe made
up of chiefly trochaic and dactylic feet 3 : lesbian 2

2sappliic n 1 ; a sapphlc strophe 2 ; a verse having the metrical
pattern of one of the first three lines of a sapphlc strophe
Sap.phi*ra \s3-'fT-ra\ n [Gk Sappheire] ; the wife of Ananias
sap.phire \'saf-,T(3)r\ n [ME safir fr. OF, fr. L sapphirus. It. Gk
sappheiros, fr. Heb sappir, fr. Skt sanipriya, lit., dear to the planet
Saturn, fr. ^ani Saturn + priya dear] 1 a ; a precious stone of
transparent rich blue corundum b : a pure variety of corundum In
transparent or translucent crystals used as a gem; also : such a gem
2 : a variable color averaging a deep purplish blue— sapphire adj

isap.phl.rine \*saf-3-,rTn, 'saf-,T(3)r-,en, sa-'fT-r3n\ adj 1 ; made
of sapphire 2 : resembling sapphire esp. in color
2sap-phi.rine \'saf-,T(3)r-,en\ n ; a mineral (MgFe)i5fAl,Fe)34-
SiyOso consisting of a green or pale blue magnesium aluminum iioo.

sUicate and oxide and occurring usu. in granular form
sap.phism \'saf-,iz-3m\ n [Sappho fl ab 600 B.C. Greek poetess of
Lesbos; fr. the belief that Sappho was homosexual] ; lesbianism

sap*pi>ness \'sap-e-n3s\ n 1 : the state of being full of or smelling
of sap 2 : the quality or state of being sappy ; foolishness
sap'py \'sap-e\ adj 1 ; abounding with sap 2 : resembling or
consisting largely of sapwood 3a; foolishly or immaturely sen-
timental : mawkish b : lacking In good sense : silly

sapr- or sapro- comb jorm [Gk, fr. sapros] 1 : rotten : putrid
<japremla) 2 : dead or decaying organic matter (ja^rophyte)

Ea-pre.mia \sa-'pre-me-3\ n [NL] ; a toxic state in which toxic
products of putrefactive bacteria are present in the blood — sa-
pre-mic \-mLk\ adj

5ap*robe Vsap-,r6b\ or sap-rO'hi«ont \,sap-ro-'bT-,ant\ n [jsap-

robe ISV sjipr- + Gk bios life; saprobiont irreg, fr. sapr- + Gk
biount-, bion, prp. of bioun to live, fr. bios — more at quick] ; a
saprobic organism

sa-pro>hic \sa-'pr5-bik\ adj ; saprophytic; also ; living In or
being an environment rich in organic matter and relatively free from
oxygen — sa-pro-bi>cal<ly \-bi-k(3-)le\ adv

sap-ro.gen.ic \.sar-r3-'jen-ik\ adj : of. causing, or resulting from
putrefaction — sap-ro-ge-nic-i'ty \-ro-j3-'nls-3t-e\ n

sap'ro-lite \'sap-r9-,lit\ n : disintegrated rock that lies in its orig-
inal place

sap'ro-pe-lic \,sap-r3-'pel-lk, -'pe-likV adj [ISV sapr- -f- Gk pelos
clay, mud ] : livhig in mud or ooze rich in decaying organic matter

sa-proph-a-gous \sa-'pr'af-3-g3s\ adj [NL saprophagus^ fr. sapr- +
-phagus -phagous] : feeding on decaying matter

sap*ro-phyte \'sap-r3-,fit\ n [ISV] 1 : a plant living on dead or
decaying organic matter 2 : an organism engaging In saprophytic
nutrition

sap>ro<pIiyt*lC \,sap-ra-'flt-lk\ adj ; obtaining food by absorbing
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dissolved organic material; esp : obtaining nourishment osmotically
from the products of organic breakdown and decay— sap»ro»pliyt-
i.cal-ly \-i-k(a-)Ie\ adv
sap<ro°zo4c \.sap-r3-'zo-ik\ adj : saprophytic — used of animals
(as protozoans) — sap-ro-zo-on V'z6-,an\ n

sap>sa>go \sap-'sa-(,)go, 'sap-s9-,go\ n [modif. of G schabziger'\
: a hard green skim-milk cheese containing dried leaf of an aromatic
legume (Trigonella coerulea)

sap»suck«er \'sap-,s5k-9r\ n : any of various small American
woodpeckers (esp. genus Sphyrapicus) reputed to feed on sap
sap'Wood \-,wud\ n : the younger softer living or physiologically
active outer portion of wood that lies between the cambium and the
heartwood and is more permeable, less durable, and usu. lighter in
color than the heartwood
sar.a-hand or sar-a-hande \'sar-3-.band\ n [F sarabande, fr. Sp
zarabanda'[ 1 : a stately court dance of the 17th and 18th centuries
2 : the music for the saraband in slow triple time with accent on the
second beat
Sar.a.cen \'sar-a-S3n\ n [ME, fr. LL Saracenus.. fr. LGk Sa^akenos^

: a member of a nomadic people of the deserts between Syria and
Arabia; broadly ; arab — Saracen adj — Sar<a<cen<ic \.sar-3-
sen-ik\ adj
Sa-rah \'ser-3, 'sar-a, "sa-raX n [Heb Sdrdh^ i the wife of Abraham
and mother of Isaac
sa-ran \s9-'ran\ n [fr. Saran, a trademark] : a tough flexible
thermoplastic that can be formed into waterproof and chemically
resistant products (as filaments, tubing, and coating)

sa»ra.pe \s3-'rap-e\ n [MexSp] ; a woolen blanket worn by
Spanish-American men as a cloak or poncho
Sar.a.to.ga trunk \,sar-9-,t6-g3-\ n [.Saratoga Springs, N.Y.] : a
large traveling trunk usu. with a rounded top

sarc- or sarco- comb Jorm [Gk sark-, sarko-, fr. sark-, sarx'\
: flesh (sarcQus^

sar.casm \'sar-,kaz-3m\ n [F sarcasme, fr. LL sarcasmos, fr. Gk
sarkasmos, fr. sarkazein to tear flesh, bite the lips in rage, sneer, fr.

sark; sarx fiesh; akin to Av thwar9S to cut] 1 : a cutting, hostile, or
contemptuous remark : gibe 2 ; the use of caustic or ironic lan-
guage syn see wrr — sar*cas>Uc \sar-'kas-tik\ adj — sar-cas-
ti"Cal.ly \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

sarceoUet or sarsenet \'sar-snat\ n [ME sarcenet, fr. AF sarzinetf]
; a soft thin silk in plain or twill weaves used for dresses, veilings, or
trimmings — sarcenet adj

sar-cOxcarp \'sar-k3-,karp\ n [F sarcocarpe, fr. sarc- + -carpe
-carp] 1 ; a usu. thickened and fleshy mesocarp 2 : a fleshy fruit

saroCOid \'sar-,k6id\ adj [Gk sarkoeides, fr. sark-, sarx flesh] : of
or resembling flesh ; fleshy
sar<CO<ma \sar-'k6-m3\ n [NL, fr. Gk sarkomat-, sarkoma fleshy
growth, fr. sarkoun to grow flesh, fr. sark-, sarx'i : a malignant neo-
plasm arising in tissue of mesodermal origin (as connective tissue,
bone, cartilage, or striated muscle) — sar-co^ma^tO'Sis \(,)sar-
,ko-m3-'to-s3s\ n — sar<>co-ma*tous \sar-'kam-3t-3s, -'kom-\ adj

sar«coph.a.gous \sar-'kaf-a-gas\ or sar-co.phag.ic \,sar-ka-
'faj-ik\ adj [L sarcophagus flesh-eating, fr Gk sarkophagos"]
: CARNIVOROUS — sar-coph.a.gy \s'ar-*kaf-3-je\ n

sar.coph.a-gus \s"ar-'kaf-3-g3s\ n, pi sar-coph^a-gi \-.gr, -JT,
-,ge\ also sar^coph-a-gus-es ih sarcophagus (lapis) limestone used
for coffins, fr. Gk (lithos) satkophagos, lit., flesh-eating stone, fr.

sark- sarc- + phagein to eat — more at baksheesh] 1 obs X a lime-
stone used among the Greeks for coffins and held to disintegrate
the flesh of bodies deposited in it 2 : a stone coffin

sar.cop.tic mange \,sar-.kap-tik-\ n [NL Sarcoptes, genus of
mites, fr. sarc- -I- Gk koptein to cut — more at capon] ; mange
caused by mites (genus Sarcoptes) burrowing in the skin esp. of the
head and face

sar>cous \'sar-k9s\ adj ; of, relating to, or consisting of muscle
tissue : fleshy

sard \'sard\ n [F sarde, fr. L sarda"] : a deep orange-red variety of
chalcedony classed by some as a variety of camelian
sardax var oj sirdar
isar.dine \'sar-.drn\ n [ME, fr. LL (lapis) sardinus, fr. Gk sardinos
(lithos), lit., stone of Sardis, ancient city in Asia Minor] : sard

2sar.dine \sar-'den\ n, pi sardines also sardine [ME sardeine, fr.

MF sardine, fr. L sardina'] 1 : any of several small or immature
clupeid fishes; esp : the young of the European pilchard (Sardinia
pilchardus) when of a size suitable for preserving for food 2 : any
of various small fishes (as an anchovy) resembling the true sardines
or similarly preservedfor food
Sar*din.ian \sar-'din-e-3n, -'din-yanX n 1 : a native or inhabitant
of Sardinia 2 : the Romance language of central and southern
Sardinia — Sardinian adj
sar.di.us \'sard-e-as\ n [LL, fr. (lapis) sardius, fr. Gk sardios
(lithos), lit., stone of Sardis] : sard

sar.don.ic \sar-'dan-ik\ adj [F sardonique, fr. Gk sardonios']
: BITTER, MOCKING — sar<don>i-cal<ly \-i-k{3-)!e\ adv

sard.onyx \sar-'dan-iks also 'sard-^n-V n [ME sardonix, fr. L
sardonyx, fr. Gk] : an onyx having parallel layers of sard

sar.gas.so \sar-'gas-(,)o\ n [Pg sargacol 1 : gulfweed, sar-
GAssuM 2 : a mass of floating vegetation and esp. sargassums
sar.gas.sum \-'gas-3m\ n [NL, fr. ISV sargasso] : any of a genus
(Sargassum) of brown algae having a branching thallus with lateral
outgrowtlis differentiated as leafy segments, air bladders, or sporea
bearing structures : gulfweed
sarge \'sarj\ n [by shortening & alter] ; sergeant
sa.ri or sa.ree Vsar-e\ n [Hindi sdrJ, fr. Skt sdiU I a garment of

sark \'sark\ n [ME (Sc) serk, fr. OE sere; akin to ON serkr shirt]
dial chiefly Brit : shirt
sar-men.tbse \sar-'men-.tos. 'sar-msn-X adj [L sarmentosus, fr.
sannentum twig, fr. sarpere to prune] ; producing slender prostrate
branches or runners

sa.rong \sa-'r6o, -'rao\ n [Malay koin sarong cloth sheath] 1 : a
loose skirt made of a long strip of cloth wrapped around the body
and worn by men and women of the Malay archipelago and the
Pacific islands 2 : cloth for sarongs
Sar.pe.don \sar-'ped-'n\ n [L, fr. Gk Sarpedon] : a son of Zeus
and Europa and king of Lycia killed in the Trojan War

sar.ra.ce-nia \,sar-a-'se-ne-a, -'sen-e-X n [NL, genus name, fr.
Michel Sarrazin tl734 F physician & naturalist] ; any of a genus

(Sarracenia of the family Sarraceniaceae, the pitcher-plant family)
comprising insectivorous bog herbs of eastern No. America with
pitcher-shaped or tubular leaves having an arched or hooded flap
at the apex

sar-sa.pa.ril.la \.sas-(3-)p3-'ril-3, ,sar-s(3-)p9-. -'rel-\ n [Sp zar-
zaparilla] la: any of various tropical American smilaxes 6 : the
dried roots of a sarsaparilla plant used esp. as a flavoring 2 : a
sweetened carbonated beverage similar to root beer with the pre-
dominant flavor from birch oil and sassafras

sar>tO*ri*al \sar-'tor-e-3l, sa(r)-, -'t6r-\ adj [L sartor] I of or relat-

ing to a tailor or tailored clothes — sar*to>n>al<ly \-e-3-le\ adv
sar.to-ri-us \sar-'tor-e-3s, -'t6r-\ n [NL, fr. L sartor tailor, fr.

sartus, pp. of sarcire to mend — more at exorcise] : a muscle that
crosses the front of the thigh obliquely, assists in rotating the leg to
the position assumed in sitting like a tailor, and in man is the
longest muscle
Sar-um \'sar-3m, 'ser-\ adj [Sarum. old borough near Salisbury,
England] ; of or relating to the Roman rite as modified in Salisbury
and used in England, Wales, and Ireland before the Reformation
tsash \'sash\ n [Ar shash muslin] : any of various bands worn about
the waist or over one shoulder as a dress accessory or the emblem of
an order
2sash n, pi sash also sash-es [prob. modif. of F chassis chassis
(taken as pi.)] : the framework in which panes of glass are set in a
window or door
isa-shay \sa-'sha, sr-\ vi [alter, of chasse] 1 : chasse 2 a : walk,
glide, GO b : to strut or move about in an ostentatious or conspic-
uous manner c : to proceed or move in a diagonal or sideways
manner

2sasliay « [by alter.] 1 ; chasse 2 ; trip, excursion
sas<>ka°tOon \,sas-k3-'tun\ n [Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada]

: juneberry; esp : a shrubby western Juneberry (Amelanchier
alnijolia) with sweet usu. purple fruit

isass \'sas\ n [back-formation fr. S(25.r.v] : back talk
2sass 17 : to talk impudently or disrespectfully to
sas.sa.fras \'sas-(3-),fras\ n [Sp sasajras] 1 ; a tall eastern No.
American tree (Sassajras albidum) of the laurel family with mucilag-
inous twigs and leaves 2 ; the dried root bark of the sassafras used
esp. as a diaphoretic or flavoring agent
iSas-sa-ni.an or Saosa-ni-an \s3-'sa-ne-3n, sa-'sa-\ adj : of,

relating to, or having the characteristics of the Sassanld dynasty of
ancient Persia or its art or architecture
asassanian or Sasanian n ; sassanid
Sas°sa<>md \s3-'san-3d, -'san-; 'sas-'n-\ n [NL Sassanidae Sassa-
nids, fr. Sassan, founder of the dynasty] ; a member of a dynasty of
Persian kings of the 3d to 7th centuries — Sassanld adj
sas>se-nach \'sas-^n-,ak, -sk, -.ak\ n, ojten cap [Ir sasanach, of
Gmc origin: akin to OE Seaxan Saxons] : a typical Englishman
: something considered typical of England — often used disparag-
ingly

sass-wood \'sas-,wud\ n [earlier sassywood, fr. sassy sasswood +
wood] : a western African leguminous tree (Erythrophloeum
guineense) with a poisonous bark and a hard strong insect-resistant
wood
sassy \'sas-e\ adj [by alter.] : saucy
sas-sy bark Vsas-e-\ n [sassy sasswood, prob. of African origin;
akin to Ewe se^se^wu^ African oak] : sasswood bark formerly used
locally as an ordeal poison

sat past oj SIT

Sa.tan \'sat-^n\ n [ME. fr. OE, fr. LL, fr. Gk, fr. Heb satan]
: devil 1 — Sa>tan-ic \s3-'tan-ik, sa-\ adj — Sa>tan>i<caMy
^-i-k(3-)le\ adv
sa>tang \s3-'tao\ n [Thai satan] — see baht at money table
sa>tan>ism \'sat-^n-,iz-3m\ n, ojten cap 1 ; innate wickedness

: diabolism 2 : obsession with or affinity for evil; specij i a re-

puted Parisian cult of Satan in the 1890s marked by the travesty of
Christian rites — sa-tan<ist \-'n-ast\ n, ojten cap

satch.el \'sach-3l\ n [ME sachel, fr. MF, fr. L sacellus, dim. of
saccus bag — more at sack] : a small bag often with a shoulder
strap
isate \'sat, 'sat\ archaic past oj SIT
2sate \'sat\ vt [prob. by shortening & alter, fr. satiate] 1 ; to cloy
with overabundance : glut 2 : to appease (as a thirst or violent
emotion) by indulging to the full syn see satiate
sa-teen \sa-'tcn, S3-\ n [alter, of satin] : a smooth durable lustrous
fabric usu- made of cotton in satin weave

sat»el.lite \'sat-'l-,Tt\ n [MF, fr. L satellit-, satelles attendant]
1 : a hired agent or obsequious follower ; minion, sycophant
2 a ; a celestial body orbiting another of larger size b : a man-made
object or vehicle intended to orbit the earih, the moon, or another
celestial body 3 : someone or something attendant, subordinate,
or dependent syn see follower — satellite adj
sa.tem \'sat-3m\ adj [Av satdm hundred; fr. the fact that its initial

sound (derived fr. an alveolar fricative) is the representative of an
IE palatal stop — more at hundred] : of, relating to, or constitut-
ing that part of the Indo-European language family in which the
palatal stops became in prehistoric times palatal or alveolar frica-
tives — compare centum

sa.ti \(,) s9-'te. 's3-.te\ var oj SUTTEE
sa>tia>ble \'sa-sh3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being appeased or satisfied

isa<tiate \'sa-sh(e-)3t\ adj : satiated
2sa>ti*ate \'sa-she-,at\ vt [L satiatus, pp. of saiiare, fr. satis enough— more at^ sad] 1 : to satisfy fully 2 : glut, sate— sa<ti>a>tlon
\,sa-she-'a-sh3n\ n
syn satiate, sate, surfeit, cloy, pall. glut, gorge mean to fill

to repletion, satiate and sate may sometimes imply only complete
satisfaction but more often suggest repletion that has destroyed
interest or desire: surfeit implies a nauseating repletion; cloy
stresses the resulting disgust or boredom of such surfeiting; pall
emphasizes the loss of power to stimulate interest or appetite;
GLUT implies excess in feeding or supplying; gorge suggests glut-
ting to the point of bursting or choking

sa*ti*ety \s3-'tT-3t-e also 'sa-sh(e-)3t-\ n [MF satiete. fr. L satietat-^

saiietas, fr. satis] 1 : fullness, surfeff 2 : the revulsion or dis-

gust of overindulgence or excess

sat'in \'sat-'n\ n [ME, fr. MF] ; a fabric in satin weave with
lustrous face and dull back woven of fiber (as of silk) — satin adj

sat<in>et \,sat-'n-'et\ n 1 : a thin silk satin or imitation satia

2 : a variation of satin weave used in making satinet
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satin stitch n : an embroidery stitch nearly alike on both sides and
worked so closely as to resemble satin

ave in which warp threads interlace with filling
a smooth-faced fabric
i-,wud\ n 1 : an East Indian tree {Chloroxylon
ahogany family; also : its lustrous yellowish
\ tree (as several yellowwoods) with wood re-
/ood; also : its wood
-'n-e\ adj : having the soft lustrous smoothness

satin weave n
threads to produc
sat-in.wood \'sat
swietenia] of the
brown wood 2 :

sembling true sati

sat>iny \'sat-ne, 's

of satin
sat-ire \'sa-,ti{3)r\ n [MF, fr. L satura, s~

plate, medley, fr. fem. of satur sated; akin to JL sati

at sad] 1 ; a literary work holding up human
to ridicule or scorn 2 : trenchant wit, irony, or
expose and discredit vice or folly syn see wrr

fr. {lanx) satura full

;atis enough - more
and follies

used to
sa'tir>ic \s

tir-ik\ or sa-tir-i-cal \-i-kal\ adj— sa-tir-i-caMy \-i-k(a-)le\
adv

sat>i>ri5t \'s

sat>i>rize \-,

ridicule by means ot satire

sat-iS-laction \,sal-3s-'fak-shan\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL satisfac-
tion-, sa[isjactio, fr. L, reparation, amends, fr. saiisjacius, pp. of
satisjacere to satisfy] la: the payment through penance of the
temporal punishment incurred by a sin b : reparation for sin that
meets the demands of divine justice 2 a : fulfillment of a need or
want b : the quality or state of being satisfied : contentment
C : a cause or means of enjoyment : gratification 3a: com-
pensation for a loss or injury : atonement, RESTrrunoN b : the
discharge of a legal obligation or claim c ; vindication 4 ; con-
vinced assurance or certainty

sat-is>Iac>tO'ri*Iy \-'fak-t{3-)r3-le\ adv ; in a satisfactory manner
sat.is.Jac.to.ri.ness \-t(3-)re-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
satisfactory

sat.is.fac.to.ry \,sat-3s-'fak-tC9-)re\ adj : giving satisfaction : ade-
quate

sat*iS*U.able \'sat-3s-,fT-3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being satisfied

Sat-iS-ly \'sat-3S-,fT\ vb [ME satisjien, fr. MF saiisjier, modif. of L
satisjacere, fr. satis enough + jacere to do, make — more at sad,
DO] w la: to carry out the terms of (as a contract) : discharge
b : to meet a financial obligation to 2 : to make reparation to (an
injured party) ; indemnify 3 a : to make happy ; please b : to
gratify to the full : appease 4 a : convince b ; to put an end to
(doubt or uncertainty) : dispel 5 a : fulfill, meet b : to make
true by fulfilling a condition (values that '^ an equation) (-^ a
hypothesis) "- vi : to be adequate : suffice; also : gratify
syn SATISFY, content mean to appease one's desires or longings.

satisfy implies full appeasement esp. of a need or requirement;
content implies gratification to the point where one is not disturbed
or disquieted even though every wish is not fully realized syn see
in addition pay

sa.tO'li \s3-'t6r-e, -'t6r-\ n [Jap] ; a state of intuitive illumination
sought in Zen Buddhism

Sa.trap \'sa-,trap, 'sa-\ n [ME, fr. L satrapes, fr. Gk satrapes, fr.

OPer xshathrapavan, lit., protector of the dominion] 1 ; the gover-
nor of a province in ancient Persia 2 a : ruler b ; a subordinate
official : henchman

sa.tra.py X'sa-trs-pe, 'sa-, -,trap-e\ n : the territory or jurisdiction

of a satrap
sat.U.ra.ble \'sach-(3-)r3-bal\ adj : capable of being saturated

sat*U>rant \'sach-(3-)r3nt\ n : something that saturates

Isat.U.rate \'sach-3-,rat\ vt [L saturatus, pp. of saiurare, fr. satur

sated — more at satire] 1 : to cloy with overabundance : suRFErr
2 : to treat, furnish, or charge with something to the point where
no more can be absorbed, dissolved, or retained <water saturated
with salt) 3 a : to infuse thoroughly or cause to be pervaded
: steep b : to fill completely : imbue c : to load to capacity

4 : to cause to combine till there is no further tendency to combine
: neutralize syn see soak — sat.u.ra.tor \-,rat-3r\ n

2sat.u.rate \'sach-o-)rat\ adj : saturated
sat'U.rat.ed \'sach-3-,rat-3d\ adj 1 : steeped in moisture : soaked
2 a : being the most concentrated solution that can remain in the

presence of an excess of the dissolved substance b : being a com-
pound that does not tend to unite directly with another compound
— used esp. of organic compounds containing no double or triple

bonds
sat'U.ia.tion \,sach-3-'ra-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of saturating : the

state of being saturated 2 : satiety, surfeit 3 : magnetization
to the point beyond which a further increase in the intensity of

the magneti2ung force will produce no futher magnetization
4 a : chromatic purity : freedom from dilution with white : in-

tenstty b (1) : degree of difference from the gray having the same
lightness — used of an object color (2) : degree of difference from
the achromatic light-source color of the same brightness — used of

a light-source color 5 : the supplying of a market with all the

goods it will absorb 6 : an overwhelming concentration of mihtary
forces or firepower
Sat'UT.day \'sat-ord-e\ n [ME saterday, fr. OE sseterndseg; akin
to OFris saterdei: both fr. a prehistoric WGrac compound whose
first component was borrowed fr. L Saturnus Saturn and whose
second component is represented by OE dseg day] : the seventh day
of the week — Sat-ur-days \-ez\ adv
Sat'Uin \'sat-3rn\ n [L Saturnus^ 1 ; an ancient Roman god of

agriculture held to have reigned during a golden age 2 : the planet

6th in order from the sun — see planet table

sat-ur.na.lia X.sat-ar-'nal-ys, -'na-le-3\ n pi but sing or pi in constr

[L, fr. neut. pi. of saturnalis of Saturn, fr. Saturnus^ 1 cap : the

festival of Saturn in ancient Rome beginning on Dec. 1 7 2 sing, pi

saturnalias also saturnalia a : an unrestrained often licentious

celebration : orgy b : excess, extravagance — sat-ur'na-lian

X-'nal-ysn, -'na-le-an\ adj
Sa.tur-ni.an Xsa-'tsr-ne-an, S3-\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or influ-

enced by the planet Saturn 2 archaic : of or relating to the god
Saturn or the golden age of his reign

sa.tur.ni.id \-ne-ad\ n [deriv. of NL Saturnia, genus of moths, fr.

L. daughter of the god Saturn] : any of a large family (Saturnudae)

of stout strong-winged moths with hairy bodi " *..—"^ -^f-

sat.ur.nine \'sat-3r-,nTn\ adj l^a archaic

saturniid adj

w»..-H^-A^^»» X j-v = ^ ., - bom under or influ-

enced astrologically by the planet Saturn : slow, sluggish U : hav-

9 abut- 3 kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; an out;

J joke; ij sing; flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; th thin; tliis; li loot;

ing a sardonic aspect : wry 2 : of, relating to, or produced by the
absorption of lead into the system ir-- poisoning) syn see sullen— sat-ur-nine-Iy adv

sat-urn.ism \'sat-3r-,niz-ara\ n [saturn Oead)] ; lead poisoning
sa.tya-gra.ha \(,)s3-'tya-gra-ha, 'sa-tya-gra-X n [Skt satydgraha,
Ut., insistence on truth] : pressure for social and political reform
through friendly passive resistance practiced by M. K. Gandhi and
his follov/ers in India

sa.tyr \'sat-9r. 'sat-\ n [ME, fr. L satyrus, fr. Gk satyrosi 1 ojten
cap ; a sylvan deity of Greek mythology often represented with the
tail and ears of a horse and fond of Dionysian revelry 2 [backa
formation fr. satyriasis'^ ; a lecherous man : one having satyriasis
3 : any of many usu. brown and gray butterflies (family Satyridae)
often with ocelli on the wings — sa.tyr.ic \sa-'tir-ik, sa-, sa-\ adj

sa.ty.ri.a.sis \,sat-a-'rT-a-sas, .sat-\ n [LL, fr. Gk, fr. satyros^ : ex-
cessive or abnormal sexual craving in the male
satyr play n : a comic play of ancient Greece burlesquing a mytho-
logical subject and having a chorus representing satyrs
isauce \'s6s, usu 'sas jor 3 & 5\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L salsa, fem. of
salsus salted, fr. pp. of sallere to salt, fr. sal salt — more at salt]
1 : a condiment or relish for food; esp : a fluid dressing or topping
2 : something that adds zest or piquancy 3 : vegetables eaten with
meat or as a relisri 4 : stewed or canned fruit eaten with other
food or as a dessert 5 : pert or impudent language or actions
2sauce \'s6s, usu 'sas /or 3\vt 1 : to dress with relish or seasoning
2 a archaic : to modify the harsh or unpleasant characteristics of
b : to give zest or piquancy to 3 : to be rude or impudent to

sauce.box \'sas-,baks also 's6s-\ n ; a saucy impudent person
sauce-pan Vs6-,span, esp Brit -span\ n : a cooking utensQ with a
handle for stewing or boiling
saU'Cer \'s6-sar\ n [ME, plate containing sauce, fr. MF saussier,
fr. sausse, sauce"] 1 : a small shallow dish in which a cup is set at
table 2 : something like a saucer esp. in shape

sauC'i.ly \'sas-a-le also 's6s-\^adv : in a saucy maimer
sauci-ness \-e-nas\ n_: the quality or state of being saucy
saucy \'sas-e also 's6s-e\ adj 1 : bold, impudent 2 : irrepressi-
ble, pert 3 : smart, trim <a '^ ship)

Sau.er.bra.ten \'sau{-a)r-,brat-'n, 'zau(-a)r-\ n [G. fr. sauer sour
-I- braien roast meat] : oven-roasted or pot-roasted beef marinated
before cooking in vinegar with peppercorns, garlic, onions, and bay
leaves
sau.er.kraut \'sau(-a)r-.kraut\ n [G, fr. sauer sour + kraut
cabbage] : cabbage cut fine and fermented in a brine made of its
own juice with salt

Sau.ger \'s6-gar\ n [origin unknown] : a pike perch {Stizostedion
canadense) similar to the walleye but smaller; also : walleye
saugh or sauch \'sauk. 's6k\ n [ME (Sc) sauch, fr. OE salh, alter,
of sealh] chiejly Scot i sallow
Saul \'s61\ n [LL Saulus, fr. Gk Saulos, fr. Heb Shd^ul} 1 : the first

king of Israel 2 : the apostle Paul — called also Saul oj Tarsus
sau.na X'sau-naX n [Finn] : a Finnish steam bath; also : the bath-
house with steam provided by water thrown on hot stones
saun.ter \'s6nt-ar, 'sant-\ vi" [prob. fr. ME santren to muse] : to
walk about in an idle or leisurely manner : stroll — saunter n— saun-ter.er \-ar-ar\ n

sau.rel \s6-'rel\ n [F, fr. LL saurus horse mackerel, fr. Gk sauros'i
: any of a genus {Trachurus) of carangid fishes (esp. T. trachurus
and T. symmetricus) of Europe and America
sau-ri.an \'s6r-e-an\ n [deriv. of Gk sauros horse mackerel, lizard-
akin to Gk psauein to touch, graze] : any of a group (Sauria) or
reptiles including the lizards and in older classifications the croco-
diles and various extinct forms (as the dinosaurs and ichthyosaurs)
suggesting lizards — saurian adj
sau.rO'POd \'s6r-a-,pad\ n [N L Sauropoda, suborder of dinosaurs,
fr. Gk sauros lizard -I- NL -poda] : any of a suborder (Sauropoda)
of dinosaurs comprising herbivorous forms with long neck and
tail, small head, and more or less plantigrade 5-toed limbs— sauro-
pod adj — sau-rop.o.dous \s6-'rap-ad-as\ adj

sau.ry \'s6r-e\ ^ [N L saurus lizard, fr. Gk saurosl : a slender long*
beaked fish (Scombresox saurus) related to the needlefishes and
found in temperate parts of the Atlantic
sau-sage \'s6-sij\ n [ME sausige, fr. ONF saussiche, fr. LL
salsicia, fr. L salsus salted — more at sauce] 1 : a highly seasoned
minced meat (as pork) usu. stuffed in casings of prepared animal
intestine and used either fresh or cured 2 : a captive observation
or barrage balloon
isaU't^ \s6-'ta, so-\n [F, pp. of Murerto jump, fr. "Lsaltare— more
at saltation] : a sauteed dish — saute adj
2saut6 \t sau.teed or sau.ted; sau.t6.ing : to fry quickly In shal-
low fat

saU'terne \so-'tam, so-, -'te(a)m\ n, ojten cap [F sauternes, fr.

Sauternes, commune in France] ; a usu. semisweet golden-colored
table wine
isav-age \'sav-ij\ adj [ME sauvage, fr. MF, fr. ML salvaticus, alter,

of L silvaticus of the woods, wild, fr. silva wood, forest] 1 a : not
domesticated or under human control : untamed {'^ beasts)

b : cruel, ferocious 2 : uncultivated, wild 3 : boorish, rude
4 a : uncivilized b : PRiMmvE syn see barbarian, fierce— say.age.ly adv — sav.age.ness n
2savage n : a person belonging to a primitive society 2 : a brutal
person 3 : a rude or unmannerly person
asavage vt 1 : to attack or treat violently or brutally 2 : to attack
furiously (as by biting or trampling)

sav-age-ry \'sav-ij-(a-)re\ n 1 a : the quality of being savage
b ; an act of cruelty or violence 2 : a rude or uncivilized state

sav.ag'ism \'sav-ij-,iz-am\ n : savagery
sa.yan.na or sa-van.nah \sa-'van-a\ n [Sp zavana, fr. Taino
zabana] 1 : a treeless plain esp. in Florida 2 ; a tropical or sub-
tropical grassland containing scattered trees and drought-resistant
undergrowih

sa.vant \sa-'vant, sa-, -'va"; sa-'vant, 'sav-antX n [F, fr. prp. of
savoir to know, fr. L sapere to be wise — more at sage] : a man of
learning; esp : a person with detailed knowledge in some specialized
field (as of science or literature) : scholar
isave \'sav\ vb [ME saven, fr. OF salver, fr. LL salvare. fr. L salvus
safe — more at safe] vt 1 a ; to deliver from sin b ; to rescue or
deUver from danger or harm c ; to preserve or guard from injury.

ch chin; e less; S easy;
u foot; y yet; yli few;
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destruction, or loss 2 : to put by as a store or reserve : accumu-
late 3 a : to make unnecessary : avoid <it -^s an hour's waiting)
b (1) : to keep from being lost to an opponent (2) ; to prevent an
opponent from scoring or winning 4 : maintain, preserve <~
appearances) -^ vf 1 ; to rescue or deliver someone 2 a : to put
by money <would rather '^ than spend) h ; to avoid unnecessary
waste or expense : economize 3 : to make a save syn see rescue— sav»able or save>able \'sa-v3-b3l\ adj — sav-er n
2save n ; a play that prevents an opponent from scoring or winning
3save \C)sav\ prep [ME sauj, fr. OF, fr. sauj, adj.. safe — more at
safe] 1 ; with the exception of : barring (nothing in common —
their fears> 2 : other than : but, except <no hope ~ one)

4save \ (,lsav\ conj 1 ; were it not : only— used with thai 2 ; but,
EXCEfT — used before a word often taken to be the subject of a
clause <no one knows about it '^ she) 3 ; unless {~^ they could
be plucked asunder, all my quest were but in vain —Alfred Tenny-

save-all \'sa-,v6I\ n ; something that prevents waste, loss, or
damage: as a : a device to hold a candle end in a candlestick and
permit It to burn to the very end b (11 : a small sail sometimes
set under the foot of another sail or between two sails (2) ; a net
hung between ship and pier to catch articles lost over the side
C : a receptacle for catching waste products for further utilization

sav.e.loy \'sav-s-,!6i\ n [modif. of F cervelasi Brit ; a ready=»
cooked dry sausage
sav-in or sav.ine \'sav-3n\ n [ME, fr. OE safene, fr. L sabina'\ : a
Eurasian juniper (Juniperus sahina) with da'k foliage and small
yellowisn green berries; also : either of two No. American junipers
{J. trgmu

2 : without dlsre-isav.ing \.s;

spect to

2saving conj : except, save
savings and loan association n : a cooperative association that
solicits savings in the form of share capital and invests its funds in
mortgages

savings bank n : a bank organized to receive savings accounts only
savings bond n : a nontransferable registered U.S. bond issued In

fr. LL salvator, fr. salvatus, pp. of salvare to
saves from danger or destruction 2 cap : jesus

sa.voir laire \,sav-,war-'fa(3lr, -'feO)r\ n [F savoir-faire, lit.,

knowing how to do] : social adroitness syn see tact
isa-vor \'sa-V3r\ n [ME. fr. OF. fr. L sapor; akin to L sapere to
tasie ~ more at sage] 1 : the taste or smell of something 2 : a
particular flavor or smell 3 : a distinctive quality ; smack syn
see taste — sa.vor-ous_\'sav-(9-)ra3\ adj
2savor vh sa-vor>ing \'sav-(s-)rio\ vi : to have a specified smell or
quality : smack ~ vr 1 : to give flavor to : season 2 a : to have
experience of ; taste b ; to taste or smell with pleasure : relish
c : to delight in : enjoy — sa-vor-er \'sa-vsr-3r\ n

sa.vor.i.ly \'sav-{a-)r3-Ie\ adv : In a savory manner
sa-vor.t.ness \-(3-)re-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being savory
isa*voiy \'sav-(3-lre\ adj 1 a : agreeable, pleasant b ; morally
attractive : wholesome 2 : agreeable to the taste ; appetizing;
also : fragrant
^savory n, Brit : a cooked or uncooked dish of stimulating flavor
served usu. at the end of dinner but sometimes as an appetizer
before the meal
3sa«V0»rv \'sav-C3-)re\ n [ME saverey'\ : an aromatic mint (genus
Satureid); esp t a European herb (5. hortensis) used in cookery— called also summer savory
Sa.voy.ard \s3-'v6i-,ard, ,sav-,6i-'ard, ,sav-,wa-'yar(d)\ n [Savoy
tlieater, London, built for the presentation of Gilbert and Sullivan
operas] : a devotee, performer, or producer of the comic operas of
W.S Gilbert and A. S. Sullivan

sa.voy cabbage \s3-,v6i-. ,sav-.6i-\ n [trans, of F chou de Savoie
cabbage of Savoy] ; a cabbage with compact heads of wrinkled and
curled leaves
isav-vy \'sav-c\ vb [modif. of Sp sabe he knows, fr. saber to know.
fr. L sapere to be wise — more at sage] slang ; comprehend,
understand
asavvy «, slang ; practical grasp ; shrewdness (political '^>— savvy adj, slang
isaw past of see
2saw \'s6\ n [ME sawe, fr. OE
sagu: akin to OHG sega
L secare to cut, secula sickle]
1 : a hand or power tool used
to cut hard material (as wood,
metal, or bone) and made of a
toothed blade or disk 2 : a
machine mounting a saw fas a
band saw or circular saw)
3saw vb sawed \'sdd\ sawed
or sawn \'s6n\ saw^lng
\'s6(-)ir)\ vt 1 : to cut with a
saw 2 : to produce or form
by cutting with a saw 3 : to
slash as though
^ vi 1 a : to use a saw b ; to
cut with or as if with a saw
2 ; to admit of being cut with
asaw<thetiraber'^.! smoothly)
3 : to make motions

;

using a saw {'^ed at the reins) 5'butcher's saw— saW'Cr \'s6{-s)r\ n
«saw n [ME sawe, fr. OE sagu discourse; akin to OHG & ON saga
tale, OE sccgan to say — more at say] : maxim, proverb
saw.buck \'s6-,bak\ n 1 : SAWHORSE 2 [prob. fr. the resemblance
of the Roman numeral X to the ends of a sawhorse] slang : a 10s"

dollar bill

saw.dust \'s6d-(,)3st\ n : dust or fine particles (as of wood or
stone) made by a saw in cutting
saw-edged \'s6-'ejd\ adj : having a toothed or badly nicked edge
sawed-olf \'s6-'d6f\ adf 1 : having an end sawed off <a '^ shot-
gun) 2 : of less than average height

saw-lish \'s6-.flsh\ n : any of several large elongate viviparous
rays (family Pristidae) having a long flattened snout with a row of
stout serrate structures along each edge and living principally in
tropical America and Africa

saw-fly \-,flT\ n : any of numerous hymenopterous Insects (super-
family Tenthredlnoldea) having the female usu. with a pair of
serrated blades in her ovipositor and larvae hke caterpillars that
feed on plants
saw glass n : a sedge (as of the genus Cladium) having the edges of
the leaves set with minute sharp teeth
saw-horse \'s6-,h6(a)rs\ n : a rack on which wood Is laid for saw-
ing by hand; esp : one with X-shaped ends
saw-log \-,16g. -,rag\ 77 : a log of suitable size for sawing into lumber
saw.mill \-,rail\ n : a mill or machine for sawing logs
saw-ney \'s6-ne\ n [prob. alter, of zany} chiefly Brit : fool,
simpleton — sawney adj
saw palmetto n : any of several shrubby palms with spiny-toothed
leafstalks esp. of the southern U.S. and West Indies
saw set n : an instrument used to set sawteeth
saw-tim-ber \'s6-,tim-b3r\ n : timber suitable for sawing Into
lumber
saw-tooth \'s6-,tuth\ adj : saw-toothed
saw-toothed \-'tUtht\ adj : havhig teeth like those of a saw; also

: serrate
saw-Whel \'s6-.(hlwet\ n [Imit.] : a very small harsh-voiced No.
American owl {Cryptoglaux acadtca) largely dark brown above and
white beneath
saw-yer X'so-yar, "sbi-arX n 1 : one that saws 2 : any of several
large longicorn beetles whose larvae bore large holes in timber or
dead wood 3 ; a tree fast in the bed of a stream with its branches
projecting to the surface
sax \'saks\ n ; saxophone
sax-a-tile \'sak-sa-.tTl. -sst-=l\ adj [L saxatills, fr. saxum rock]

; SAXICOLOUS
sax.horu \'saks-,hd(3lm\ n [A. J. Sax tlR<>4 -I- E horn-} : one of a
complete family of valved conical-bore brass-wind musical instru-
ments of full even tone and large compass
sax-ico-lous \sak-'sik-3-l3s\ or sax-ico-line \-'sik-a-.lTn\ adj
[L saxum rock + -cola inhabitant; akin to L colere to Inhabit— more at wheel] : inhabiting or growing among rocks

sax-i-Irage \'sak-ss-frij, -,fraj\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL saxifraga,
fr. L, fern, of saxijragus breaking rocks, fr. saxum rock -!- frangere
to break; akin to OE sxx knife, sagu saw — more at saw. break]
; any of a genus (Saxifraga of the family Saxifragaceae, the saxi-
frage family) of mostly perennial herbs with showy pentamerous
flowers and often with basal tufted leaves
Sax-on \*sak-s3n\ n [ME, fr. LL Saxones Saxons, of Gmc origin;
akin to OE Seaxan Saxons] 1 a (1) : a member of a Germanic
people entering and conquering England with the Angles and Jutes
in the 5th century a.d. and merging with them to form the Angio:*
Saxon people (2) : an Englishman or lowlander as distinguished
from a Welshman, Irishman, or Highlander b : a native or In-
habitant of Saxony 2 a : the Germanic language or dialect of any
of the Saxon peoples b : the Germanic element !n the English
language esp. as distinguished from the French and Latin — Saxon

sax-0*ny \'sak-sf3-)ne\ n, often cap [Saxony, former state In Ger-
many] 1 a : a fine soft woolen fabric b : a fine closely twisted
knitting yarn 2 : a Wilton jacquard carpet
sax.o-phone \'.sak-s3-,fon\ n [F, fr. Antoine J.

(known as Adoiphe) Sax 11894 Belgian maker
of musical Instruments -I- F -phonel : a wind
instrument with reed mouthpiece, curved conical
metal tube, and finger keys — sax-o-phon*ic
\,sak-s3-'f6n-ik, -'fan-\ adj — sax-o-phon-ist
\'sak-s3-,fo-n3st\ n

sax-tu-ba \'sak-'st(y)U-b3\ n [Antoine Sax -\- E
tuba\ ; a bass saxhorn
isay \'sa. South also 'se\ vb said \'sed, esp vhen
subject follows S3d\ say-ing; says \'sez\ [ME
sayen, fr. OE secgan; akin to OHG sagcn to say,
Gk ennepein to speak, tell] vt 1 a : to express
in words : state b : to state as opinion or belief

: DECLARE 2 a : LrrrER, pronounce b : recfte,
repeat {said his prayers) 3a: indicate, show
<the clock ^s five minutes after twelve) b : to
give expression to : communicate <a glance that
said all that was necessary) -^ v/ : to express
oneself : speak — say-er n
2say n. pi says \'saz. South also 'sez\ 1 archaic :

said ; statement 2 : an expression of opinion (had his ~; a : a
voice that decides or helps decide: a : command b ; vote
3say adv [fr. imper. of ^say} 1 : about, approximately (the
property is worth, '^, four million dollars) 2 : for example : as
(if we compress any gas, <--' oxygen)

say-able \'sa-a-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of being said 2 : capable of
being spoken effectively or easily

say-ing \'sa-ia, 'se-\ n : something said; esp : adage
say-so \'sa-(,)so. South also 'se-\ n 1 a : one's bare word or
assurance b : an authoritative pronouncement : dictum 2 : a
right of final decision : authority

say*yid \'sT-(y)3d, 'sa-(y)3d\ n [At] 1 : an Islamic chief or leader
2 : lord, sir — used as a courtesy tide for a Muslim of rank or
lineage
Saz-e-rac \'saz-3-,rak\ n [origin unknown] : a cocktail of bourbon,
absinthe flavoring, bitters, and sugar with lemon peel
iscab \'skab\ n [ME, of Scand origin; akin to OSw skabbr scab;
akin to OE sceabb scab, L scabies mange, scabere to scratch — more
at shave] 1 ; scabies of domestic animals 2 : a crust of hardened
blood and serum over a wound 3 a : a contemptible person
b (1) : one who refuses to join a labor union (2) : a union member
who refuses to strike or returns to work before a strike has ended
(3") : a worker who accepts employment or replaces a union worker
during a strike (4) ; one who works for less than union wages or
on nonunion terms 4 : any of various bacterial or fungous dis-

eases of plants characterized by crustaceous spots; also ; one of the

2scab vi scabbed; scab-bing 1 : to become covered with a scab
2 ; to act as a scab
iscab-bard \"skab-3rd\ n [ME scaubert, fr. AF escaubersi i a
sheath for a sword, dagger, or bayonet
^scabbard vt : to put in a scabbard
scab.ble \'skab-3l\ vt scab-bling \-(3-)Ho\ [ME scaplen, fr. MF
escapler to dress timber] : to dress (as stone) roughly

alto saxophone

: something that Is
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SCaft.fty \'skab-e\ ad] la: covered with or full of scabs <~ skln>
b : diseased with scab <a '>- animal) <^^ potatoes) 2 : mean
co^^TEMPTlBLE <a ~ trick)

SCa.bies \'ska-bez\ n, pi scabies [L] : itch or mange esp. with
exudative crusts — sca*bi<et<ic \,ska-be-'et-ik\ adj

SCa.bi.o.sa \,ska-be-'o-s3. .skab-e-, -Z3\ n [NL. genus name. fr.
ML. scabious, nj : any of a genus {Scabiosd) of herbs of the teasel
family with terminal flower heads subtended by a leafy involucre
iSCa.bi.OUS \ 'ska-be-as, 'skab-e-X n [ME scabiose, fr. ML scabiosa
fr. L, fern, of scabiosus, adj.] 1 ; scabiosa 2 ; any of several flea-
banes (genus Erigeron)

^scabious adj [L scabiosus, fr. scabies'] 1 : scabby 2 : of, relating
to, or like scabies (-^ eruptions)
sca-brous X'skab-ras also 'skab-\ adj [L scabr-, scaber rough,
scurfy; akin to L scabies mange — more at scab] 1 : difficult,
KNOTTY Ca ~ problem) 2 : rough to the touch : scaly, scurfy
<a «-' leaf) 3 : dealing with suggestive, indecent, or scandalous
themes : salacious; also ; squalid syn see rough — sca-brous-ly

scaffold la

cloth
scale-down \'ska(3)l-,daun\ n : . reduction according to a fixed

adv — sca-brous*hess n
'scad \*skad\ n, pi scad also scads [origin unknown] : any of
several carangid fishes

ascad n [prob. alter, of E dial, scald a multitude, fr. ^scald] 1 : a
large number or quantity 2 pi : a great abundance <~s of money)
SCaMold \'skaf-3ld also -.old\ n [ME, fr. ONF escajaut, modif. of
(assumed) VL cutajalicum, irreg. fr. Gk
kata- cata- + L Jala tower] 1 a : a
temporary or movable platform for work-
men (as bricklayers, painters, or miners)
to stand or sit on when working at a
height above floor or ground b ; a plat-
form on which a criminal is executed (as
by hanging or beheading) c : any plat-
form at a height above ground or floor
level 2 : a supporting framework
SCaMold-ing \-io\ n ; a system of scaf-
folds; also : materials for scaffolds

SCa-gliO.la \skal-'yo-l3, -'y6-\ n [It, lit.,

little chip] : an imitation of ornamental
marble consisting of finely ground gyp-
sum mixed with glue

scal.able \'ska-l3-b3l\ adj ; capable of being scaled
sca-lade Xsks-'lad. -'lad\ or sca-la.do \-'lad-(,)o. -'lad-\ n [obs.
It scalada, fr. scalare to scale, fr. scala ladder, staircase, fr. LL —
more at sc*le] archaic : escalade

scal>age \'ska-li]\ rz 1 ; an allowance or percentage by which some-
thing (as listed weights, bulks, or prices of goods) is scaled down to
compensate for loss (as by shrinkage) 2 : the act of scaling in
weight, quantity, or dimensions 3 : the amount that logs or timber
scale
isca-lar \'ska-l3r\ adj [L scalaris, fr. scalae stairs, ladder — more at
scale] 1 : arranged like a ladder : graduated <~ chain of au-
thority) <~ cells) 2 a : that can be represented by a point on a
scale <~ quantity) b ; of or relating to a scalar or scalar product
('^ multiplication)

Sscalar /j l : a real number rather than a vector 2 : a quantity (as
mass or time) that has a magnitude describable by a real number
and no direction

sca.la.re \sk3-'la(3)r-e, -'le(9)r-, -'Iar-\ n [NL specific epithet), fr.

L, neut. of scalaris; fr. the barred pattern on its body] : a black and
silver laterally compressed So. American cichlid fish {Pterophyllum
scalare) popular in aquariums
SCa*lar-i>fonn \sk3-'lar-3-,f6rm\ n l^L scalariformis, fr. h scalaris
+ -ijormis -iform] : resembling a ladder esp. in having transverse
bars or markings like the rounds of a ladder <~ cells in plants)

scalar product n ; a real number that is the product of the lengths of
two vectors and the cosine of the angle between them — called also
dot product, inner product

SCal>ation \ska-'la-sh3n\ n l^scale} : lepidosis
Scal*a>wag \'skal-i-,wag\ n [origin unknown] 1 : an animal of
little value esp. because of poor feeding, smallness, or age
2 : SCAMP, reprobate 3 : a white Southerner acting as a Repub-
lican in the time of reconstruction after the Civil War
iscald \'sk61d\ vb [ME scalden, fr. ONF escalder, fr. LL excaldare
to wash in warm water, fr. L ex- + calida, calda warm water, fr.

fern, of calidus warm — more at caldron] vt 1 : to burn with hot
liquid or steam 2 a : to subject to the action of boiling water or
steam b : to bring to a temperature just below the boiling point
3 ; scorch "-VI 1 : to scald something 2 : to become scalded

2scald n 1 : an injury to the body caused by scalding 2 : an act or
process of scalding 3 a : a plant disease marked esp. by discolora-
tion suggesting injury by heat b : a burning and browning of plant
tissues resulting from high temperatures or high temperature and
intense light

ascald adj [scall -f -erf] 1 archaic \ scabby, scurfy 2 archaic
: SHABBY, contemptible <~ tOgUCS)

4SCaId yar oj skald
SSCdld \'sk6Id\ adj : scalded
scald>ing adj l : causing the sensation of scalding or burning
2 ; BOILING 3 : SCORCHING, ARDENT <the '— SUn> 4 I BITING,
scathing <a series of -^ editorials)

iscale \'ska(9)l\ n [ME, bowl, scale of a balance fr. ON skdl; akin
to ON skel shell — more at shell] la: either pan or tray of a
balance b : a beam that is supported freely in the center and has
two pans of equal weight suspended from its ends — usu. used in pi.

2 : an instrument or machine for weighing
2scale vt ; to weigh in scales -«- vi ; to have a specified weight on
scales

35cale n [ME, fr. MF escale, of Gmc origin; akin to OE scealu shell,

husk — more at shell] 1 a : a small, flattened, rigid, and definitely
circumscribed plate forming part of the external body covering esp.
of a fish b ; a small thin plate suggesting a fish scale <~s of mica)
<the '^s on a moth's wing) c : the scaly covering of a scaled
animal 2 : a small thin dry lamina shed (as in many skin diseases)
from the skin 3 : a thin coating, layer, or incrustation: a ; a
black scaly coating of oxide (as magnetic oxide) forming on the
surface of iron when healed for processing b : a similar coating
forming on other metals 4 a : a modified leaf protecting a seed plant
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bud before expansion b : a thin, membranous, chaffy, or woody
bract 5 a : one of the small overlapping usu. metal pieces forming
the outer surface of scale armor b ; scale armor 6 a : scale
INSECT b : infestation with or disease caused by scale insects— scaled \'ska(3)ld\ adj — scale«less \'ska(3)l-l3s\ adj

4Scale yr l : to remove the scale or scales from (as by scraping)
(-^ a fish) 2 : to take off in thin layers or scales 3 : to form scale
on 4 : to throw (as a thin flat stone) so that the edge cuts the air
or so that it skips on water : skim ~ vi 1 : to separate and come off
in scales : flake 2 ; to shed scales {scaling skin) 3 : to become
encrusted with scale

sscale n [ME, fr. LL scala ladder, staircase, fr. L scalae, pi., stairs,
rungs, ladder; akm to L scandere to climb — more at scan]
1 a 005 : ladder b o6j : a flight of stairs c archaic : a means of
ascent 2 ; a graduated series of musical tones ascending or descend-
ing in order of pitch according to a specified scheme of their in-
tervals 3 : something graduated esp. when used as a measure or
rule: as a : a series of spaces marked by lines and used to measure
distances or to register something (as the height of the mercury in a
therniometer) b : a divided line on a map or chart indicating the
length used to represent a larger unit of measure (as an inch to a
mile) c ; an instrument consisting of a strip (as of wood, plastic, or
metal) with one or more sets of spaces graduated and numbered on
Its surface for measuring or laying off distances or dimensions
4 : a graduated series or scheme of rank or order 5 ; a proportion
between two sets of dimensions (as between those of a drawing and
its original) 6 : a graded series of tests or of performances used in
rating individual intelligence or achievement — scale adj

6scale vr 1 a : to attack with or take by means of scaling ladders <'^
a castle wall) b : to climb up or reach by means of a ladder c : to
reach the highest point of : surmount 2 a : to arrange in a gradu-
ated series (^ a test) b (1) ; to measure by or as if by a scale
(2) : to measure or estimate the sound content of (as logs) c : to
pattern, make, regulate, set, or estimate according to some rate or
standard -^ vi 1 : to climb by or as if by a ladder <firemen given
the command to '^) 2 : to rise in a graduated series (windows
scaling beside a stairway) 3 : measure syn see ascend

7scale n 1 obs X escalade 2 : an estimate of the amount of sound
lumber in logs or standing timber

scale armor n : armor made of small metallic scales on leather or

ratio <a -^ of debts)
scale insect n : any of numerous small but very prolific homopter-
ous insects fesp. family Coccidae) including various economic
pests and having winged males, degenerated scale-covered females
attached to the host plant, and young that suck the juices of plants— compare cochineal, lac

scale leaf n : a modified usu. small and scaly leaf (as a bud scale or
bract or the leaf of cypress)

scale.like \'ska(a)l-,ITk\ adj : resembling a scale <~ design); specij
: reduced to a minute appressed element resembling a scale <*>-

leaves)
scale moss n_: afoUose hepatic or liverwort
SCa.lene \'ska-,Ien, ska-'\ adj [LL scalenus, fr. Gk skalenos, lit.,

uneven; akin to Gk skolios crooked — more at cylinder] oJ a
triangle t having the sides unequal

scale-pan \'ska(3)l-,pan\ n : a pan of a scale for weighing
scal'Cr \'ska-lar\ n l : one that scales 2 ; an electronic device that
operates a recorder after a specified number of impulses appearing
too rapidly forindividual recording

scale-tail \'ska(3)l-,tal\ n : a rodent (genus Anomalurus) with
horny scales under the base of the tail

scale-Tip \'ska-,l3p\ n ; an increase according to a fixed ratio <a «-
of wages)

scal-i-ness \'ska-Ie-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being scaly
scall \'sk61\ n [ME. fr. ON skalli bald head] : a scurf or scabby
disorder (as of the scalp)

SCal'lion \'skal-y3n\ n [ME scaloun, fr. AF scalun, fr. (assumed)
VL escalonia, fr. L ascalonia (caepa) onion of Ascalon, fr. fem. of
ascalonius of Ascalon. fr. Ascalon-, Ascalo Ascalon, seaport in
southern Palestine] 1 : shallot 2 : leek 3 : an onion forming a
thick basal portion without a bulb; also ; green onion
iSCal-lop \'skal-ap, 'skal-\ n [ME scalop, fr. MF escalope shell, of
Gmc origin; akin to MD schelpe shell] 1 a : any of many marine
bivalve mollusks (family pectinidae) with the shell radially ribbed
and the edge undulated that swim by opening and closing the
valves b : the adductor muscle of a scallop as an article of food
2 : a scallop-shell valve or a similarly shaped dish used for baking
3 : one of a continuous series of circle segments or angular pro-
jections forming a border 4 : CYMLING 5 [F escalope, perh. fr, E
^scallop: fr. its being served curled like a scallop-shell valve] : a
thin slice of boneless meat

2scallop vt 1 iescallop fr. earlier escallop scallop shell, alter. (In-

fluenced by MF escalope shell) of ^scallop] : to bake in a sauce usu.
covered with seasoned bread or cracker crumbs (-^ potatoes^
2 a : to shape, cut, or finish in scallops b : to form scallops in '^ vi

: to gather or dredge scallops — scal<lop<er n
Scal<lo<pi-ni \,skal-3-'pe-ne\ n [modif. of It scaloppine] ; thin
slices of meat (as veal) sauteed or coated with flour and fried
SCaMy-wag \'skal-i-,wag\ var oj scalawag
sca*l0*gram \'ska-l3-,gram\ n l^scale + -o- + -graml t an arrange-
ment of items (as of a psychological or sociological test) in ascend-
ing order of difficulty (analysis by '^)

iscalp \'skalp\ n [ME, of Scand origin; akin to ON skdipr sheath;
akin to MD schelpe shell] la: the part of the integument of the
human head usu. covered with hair b : the corresponding part of a
lower animal (as a wolf or fox) 2 a : a part of the human scalp
with attached hair cut or torn from an enemy as a token of victory
by Indian warriors of No, America b : a trophy of victory
3 chiejly Scot : a projecting mass of bare ground or rock

sscalp vt 1 a : to deprive of the scalp b ; to remove an upper or
better part from 2 : to screen or sift in order to remove foreign
materials or to separate out coarser grades 3 a : to buy and sell so
as to make small quick profits <~ stocks) ir^ grain) b : to obtain
and resell at greatly increased prices ~ vi 1 ; to take scalps
2 a : to profit by shght market fluctuations b : to scalp tickets —
scalp*er n
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SCalopel \'skal-p3l also skal-'pel\ n [L scatpellus, scalpellum, dim. of
scalper, scalprum chisel, knife, fr. scalpe>-e to carve— more at shelf]
: a small straight thin-bladed knife used esp. in surgery

scalp lock n : a long tuft of hair on the crown of the otherwise shaved
head of a warrior of some American Indian tribes

scaly \'ska-Ie\ adj la: covered with, composed of, or rich in
scale or scales b : flaky 2 : of or relating to scaly animals
3 : DESPICABLE, POOR 4 t infested with scale insects <-^ fruit)

scaly anteater n ; pangolin; esp : a southern African pangolin
scaly-Iinned \,ska-Ie-'find\ adj : having scales on the fins

Scam>mOony \'skam-a-ne\ n [ME scamonie, fr. L scammonia, fr.

Gk skammdma'\ ; a twining convolvulus {Convolvulus scammonia)
of Asia Minor with a large thick root; also : this root or a cathartic
resin obtained from it

iscamp \'skamp\ n [obs. scamp (to roam about idly)] 1 ; rascal,
ROGUE 2 ; an impish or playful young person
sscamp 17 [perh. of Scand origin; akin to ON skammr short — more
at scant] ; to perform in a hasty, neglectful, or imperfect manner
: SCANT
iscam-per \'skam-p3r\ vi scam>per>ing \-p(3-)rio\ [prob. fr. obs.
D schampen to flee, fr. MF escamper, fr. It scampare, fr. (assumed)
VL excampare to decamp, fr, L ex- + campus field — more at camp]
: to run nimbly and playfully about

^scamper n : a playful scurry
scan \'siean\ vb scanned; scan-ning [ME icannen. fr. lA. scandere,
fr. L, to climb; akin to Gk skandalon trap, stumbling block, offense,
Skt skandati he leaps] vt 1 : to read or mark so as to show metrical
structure 2 a (1) ; to examine intensively (2) : to check (as a
magnetic tape or a punched card) for recorded data by means of an
electronic or other device b : to make a wide sweeping search of
c : to look through or over hastily 3 a : to bring under a moving
electron beam for conversion of light and dark picture or image
values into corresponding electrical values to be transmitted by
facsimile or television b : to direct a succession of radar beams
over in searching for a target -^ vi 1 ; to scan verse 2 : to con-
form to a metrical pattern syn see scrutinize — scan n
iscanodal \'skan-d^l\ n [LL scandalum stumbling block, offense,
fr. Gk skandalon'] 1 a : discredit brought upon religion by unseemly
conduct in a religious person b : conduct that causes or encourages
a lapse of faith or of religious obedience in another 2 : loss of or
damage to reputation caused by actual or apparent violation of
morality or propriety ; disgrace 3 a : a circumstance or action
that offends propriety or established moral conceptions or disgraces
those associated with it b ; a person whose conduct offends pro-
priety or morality 4 : malicious or defamatory gossip 5 : indigna-
tion, chagrin, or bewilderment brought about by a flagrant violation
of morality, propriety, or religious opinion syn see offense
^scandal vt l obs : to "bring reproach upon : disgrace 2 chiejly
dial : DEFAME, slander
scan<dal°iza>tion \,skan-d3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act of scandalizing
or the state of being scandalized
scan°dal-ize \'skan-d3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to speak falsely or maliciously
of ! malign 2 archaic : to bring into reproach : dishonor, dis-
grace 3 : to offend the moral sense of : shock — scan>dal>iz>er n
scan>dal>mon>ger X'skan-d'l-.mao-gsr, -,mao-\ n ; a person who
circulates scandal

scan<>daI>ou5 \'skan-d3-l3s\ adj l ; defamatory, libelous
2 : offensive to propriety or morality : shocking — 5can*dal<>0US-
ly adv — scan-dal'Dus-ness n
scandal sheet n : a newspaper or periodical dealing to a large
extent in scandal and gossip

scan=dent \'skan-dant\ adj [L scandent-, scandens, prp. oi scandere
to climb] ; climbing <--' stems)
Scan-di<an \'skan-de-9n\ adj [L Scandia} 1 : Scandinavian
2 ; of or relating to the languages of Scandinavia — Scandian n

Scan>di°na<vian \,skan-da-'na-ve-3n, -vyanV n 1 a : a native or
inhabitant of Scandinavia b : a person of Scandinavian descent
2 : the No. Germanic languages — Scandinavian adj

SCan<di*um \'skan-de-3m\ n [NL, fr. L Scandia, ancient name of
southern Scandinavian peninsula] : a white trivalent metallic ele-

ment found in association with the rare-earth metals — see element
table
scan-ner \'skan-3r\ n ; one that scans: as a : a device that auto-
matically checks a process or condition and may initiate a desired
corrective action b : a device for sensing recorded data <a punched*
card ~>
SCan°Sion \'skan-ch3n\ n [LL scansion-, scansio, fr. L, act of climb-
ing, fr. (assumed) L scansus, pp. of L scandere'\ ; the analysis of
verse to show its meter

SCan>SO>ri<al \skan-'sor-e-3l, -'s6r-\ adj [Lscansorius, fr. (assumed)
L scansus] : relating to, capable of, or adapted for climbing
iSCant \'skant\ adj [ME, fr. ON skamt, neut. of skammr short;
akin to Gk koptein to cut — more at capon] 1 dial a ; excessively
frugal : parsimonious b : not prodigal : chary 2 a : barely or
scarcely sufficient; specij : not quite coming up to a stated measure
b : lacking in amplitude or quantity : meager 3 : having a small or
insufficient supply syn see meager — scantily adv
2scant adv, dial : scarcely, hardly
3scant vt 1 : to provide with a meager or inadequate portion or
allowance : stint 2 : to make small, narrow, or meager : skimp
3 : to provide an incomplete supply of ; wfthhold 4 ; to give
scant attention to_: slight
SCant^ies \'skant-e2\ n pi [btend of ^scant and panties] I abbrevi-
ated panties for women

scant*l*ly \'skant-'l-e\ adv : in a scanty manner
scant-i.ness \'skant-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being scanty
SCanMing \'skant-Uo, -lanX n [alter, of ME scantilon, lit., mason's
or carpenter's gauge, fr. ONF escantillon] 1 a : the breadth and
thickness of timber and stone used in building b : the dimensions
of a frame or strake used in shipbuilding 2 : a small quantity,
amount, or proportion : modicum 3 : a small piece of lumber (as
an upright piece in house framing)
scant-ness \-nas\ n ; the quaUty or state of being scant ; insuf-
nCIENCY
scanty \'skant-e\ adj [E dial, scant scanty supply, fr. ME, fr. ON
skant, fr. neut. of skammr short] 1 : barely sufficient 2 : some-
what less than is needed : insufficient syn see meager
iscape \'skap\ vb [ME scapen, short for escapen] : escape
2scape n [L scapus shaft, stalk — more at shaft] 1 : a peduncle
arising at or beneath the surface of the ground in an acaulescent

plant (as the tulip) ; broadly : a flower stalk 2 a i the shaft of a
column b : the small concave curve at the top or bottom of the
shaft of a column where it joins the capital of the base 3 : the
shaft^of an animal part (as an antenna or feather) — soa°pi>form
\'ska-p3-,f6rm\ adj

-scape \,skap\ n comb form [landscape] ; view or picture of a
(specified) type of scene {moonscapey

Scape<_goat Vskap-,got\ n [i scape,-intended as trans, of Heb
'azazcl (prob. name of a demon), as if 'ez 'oze/ goat that departs. Lev
16:8 (AV) ] 1 : a goat upon whose head are symbolically placed the
sins of the people after which he is sent into the wilderness in the
biblical ceremony for Yom Kippur 2 : a person or thing bearing
the blame for others

SCape>grace \-,gras\ n Vscape] : an incorrigible rascal
lSCaph>oid \'skaf-,6id\ adj [NL scaphoides, fr. Gk skaphoeides, fr,

skaphos boat] : shaped like a boat ; navicular
2SCaplloid n : the navicular of the carpus or tarsus
scap*0>lite yskap-3-,17t\ n [F, fr. L scapus shaft + ¥ -o- + -lite: fr.

the prismatic shape of its crystals] : any of a group of minerals con-
sisting essentially of silicates of aluminum, calcium, and sodium;
specij : a species containing 46 to 54 percent of silica — called also

sca-pose \'ska-,pos\ adj : bearing, resembling, or consisting of a

scap'U'la \'skap-y3-l3\ n, pi scap«u-lae \-ya-,le. -.IT\ or scapulas
[NL, fr. L, shoulder blade, shoulder] : either of a pair of large
triangular bones lying one in each dorsal lateral part of the thorax,
forming the principal bone of the corresponding half of the shoulder
girdle, and articulating with the corresponding clavicle or coracoid— called also shoulder blade
Tscap.U-lar \-l3r\ n [ME scapulare, fr. LL, fr. L scapula shoulder]
1 a : a long wide band of cloth with an opening for the head worn
front and back over the shoulders as part of a monastic habit
b : a pair of small cloth squares joined by shoulder tapes and worn
under the clothing on the breast and back as a sacramental and
often also as a badge of a third order or confraternity 2a: scap-
ula b : a scapular feather
2scapular adj [NL scapularis, fr. scapula] : of or relating to the
shoulder, the scapula, or scapulars

scapular medal n : a medal worn in place of a sacramental scapular
iscar \'skar\ n [ME skere, fr.ON i/cer skerry; akin to ON skera to
cut — more at shear] 1 : an isolated or proiruding rock 2 : a
steep rocky eminence or a bare place on the side of a mountain
2SCar n [ME escare, scar, fr, MF escare scab, fr. LL eschara, fr. Gk,
hearth, scab] 1 ; a mark left (as in the skin) by the healing of in-
jured tissue 2 a ; a mark left on astem or branch by a fallen leaf

; cicatrix 2 1 lasting moral or emotionalharvested fruit

injury
ascar vb scarred; scar*ring vt 1 : to mark with a scar 2 : to do
lasting injury to ~ vi 1 : to form a scar 2 : to become scarred

SCar-ab \'skar-3b\ n [MF scarabee, fr. L scarabaeus] 1 : scar-
ABAEUS 1; broadly : a scarabaeid beetle 2 ; scarabaeus 2
scar*a>bae-id \,skar-3-'be-3d\ n [deriv. of l^ scarabaeus] : any of a
family (Scarabaeidae) of stout-bodied beetles with lamellate anten-
nae including the dung beetles— scarabaeid adj— scar>a-bae>oid
\-'be-,oid\ adj

scar-a.bae.us \,ska.r-3-'be-3s\ n [L] 1 pi scar-a-bae-uS'Cs or
scar>a>baei \-'be-,i\ : a large black or nearly black dung beetle
(Scarabaeus sacer) 2 ; a stone or faience beetle used in ancient
Egypt as a talisman, ornament, and a symbol of the resurrection
scar-a-mouch or scar.a.mouche V'skar-s-.mlish. -.much, -.maijch\
n [F Scaramouche, fr. It Scaramuccia] 1 cap i a stock character in
the Italian commedia dell' arte drawn to burlesque the Spanish don
and characterized by boastfulness and poltroonery 2 a : a cow-
ardly buffoon b : rascal, scamp
iscarce \'ske(a)rs, 'ska(3)rs\ adj [ME scars, fr. ONF escars, fr.

(assumed) VL excarpsuif. lit., plucked out. pp. of L excerpere to
pluck out — more at excerpt] 1 : deficient in quantity or number
compared with the demand ; not plentiful or abundant 2 : not
provided in sufficient abundance to be free syn see infrequent—
scarce. ly adv — scarceness n
^scarce adv : scarcely, hardly
scarce-ment \-mant\ n [obs. scarce (to diminish) ] : an offset in the
thickness of a wall or bank of earth

scar-ci-ty \'sker-s3t-e, "sker-ste, 'skar-\ n : the quality or condition
of being scarce; esp : want of provisions for the support of life

Iscare \'ske(a)r. 'ska(3)r\ vb [ME skerren, fr. ON skirra, fr. skjarr
shy. timid] vt^io frighten suddenly : alarm -^ vi : to become scared
2scare /j 1 : a sudden fright 2 : a widespread state of alarm : panic— scare adj
Scare>crow \-,kr6\ n l a : an object typically suggesting a human
figure set up to frighten crows or other birds away from crops
b : something frightening but innocuous 2 : a skinny or ragged
person
ScareJiead \-,hed\ ra : a big, sensational, or alarming newspaper
headline
scare.mon.ger X-.mao-gar, -,mao-\ n : alarmist
scar.er \'sker-3r. 'skar-\ n ; one that scares

scare up vt : to bring to light or get together with considerable labor
or difficulty

iscarf \'skarf\ n, pi scarves \'skarvz\ or scarls \'skarfs\ [ONF
escarpe sash, sling ] 1 : a broad band of cloth worn about the shoul-
ders, around the neck^ or over the head 2 a : a military or official

sash usu. indicative of rank b : tippet 3 3 : runner 6b
2scarl vr 1 ; to wrap, cover, or adorn
with or as if with a scarf 2 : to ^
wrap or throw on (a scarf or mantle) F Tg TpiT^ )•

loosely ^ UL--
"
-^—J. '

3scarf n [ME skarf, prob. of Scand
origin; akin to ON skarjr scarf; akin
to Gk skorpios scorpion] 1 ; either

of the chamfered or cutaway ends
that fit together to form a scarf joint

2 ; a joint made by chamfering,
halving, or notching two pieces to

_^
correspond and lapping and bolting ^ ? ?
them i

Ji^ ^L-

4scar! or scarph \'skarf\ vr 1 : to

unite by a scarf joint 2 ! to form a
scarf on

scarfs 2



scarfpin 769 scheelite
scarf-pin \'skarf-,pin\ n : tiepin
scarf-skin \'skarf-,skin\ n Vscarf\ : epidermis; esp : that form-
ing the cuticle of a nail

scar.i.fi.ca.tion X.skar-a-fs-'ka-shsn, ,sker-\ n 1 : the act or pro-
cess of scarifying 2 : a mark or marks made by scarifying

scar.iofi.er \'skar-3-,fT(-3)r, 'sker-\ n : one that scarifies
SCar-l.fy y.flV vt [MF scantier, fr. LL scarijicare, alter, of L
scarijare, fr. Gk skariphasthai to scratch an outline, sketch — more
at SCRIBE] 1 : to make scratches or small cuts in (as the skin)
<~ an area for vaccination) 2 : to lacerate the feelings of : flay
3 : to break up and loosen the surface of (as a field or road) 4 : to
cut or soften the_ wall of (a hard seed) to hasten germination

Scar.ioOUS \'sker-e-as, 'skar-X adj [NL scariosus'i : dry and mem-
branous in texture <a '^ bract)

scar.la.ti-na \,skar-l9-'te-n3\ n [NL. fr. ML scarlata scarlet]
: SCARLET FEVER — scar.la«ti=nal \-'ten-=I\ adj

Scar<Iess \'skar-l3s\ adj : having or leaving no scar
isoar.let \'sk"ar-l3t\ n [ME scarlat, scarlet, fr. OF or ML; OF
escarlate, fr. ML scarlata, fr. Per saqalai, a kind of rich cloth]
1 : scarlet cloth or clothes 2 : any of various bright reds

2Scarlet adj \ : of the color scarlet 2 [fr. the use of the word in
Isa 1:18 & Rev 17:1-6 (AV)] : whorish; also '. flagrant

scarlet fever n : an acute contagious febrile disease caused by a
hemolytic streptococcus and characterized by inflammation of the
nose, throat, and mouth, generalized toxemia, and a red rash

scarlet letter n [fr. the novel The Scarlet Letter (1850) by Nathaniel
Hawthome] : a scarlet A worn as a punitive mark of adultery

scarlet runner « ; a tropical American high-cUmbing bean (Phaseo-
lus .coccineus) with large bright red flowers and red-and-black
seeds grown widely as an ornamental and in Great Britain as a
preferred food bean

scarlet sage n : any of several red-flowered salvias
iscarp \'skarp\ n [It scarpal 1 : the inner side of a ditch below
the parapet of a fortification 2 a : a line of cliffs produced by
faulting or erosion b : a low steep slope along a beach caused by
wave erosion

2scarp vt % to cut down vertically or to a steep slope
SCar.per \'skar-p3r\ vi [perh. fr. It scappare, fr. (assumed) VL
excappare — more at escape] Brit : to run away

iscar.ry \'skar-e\ adj l^scar] : characterized by bare and rugged
projections of rock

^scarry adj i^scar'\ : bearing marks of wounds : scarred
iscart \'skart\ vb [ME skarten, alter, of scratten-\ chiefly Scot
: SCRATCH, SCRAPE

2scart n, chiefly Scot ; scratch, mark; esp : one made in writing
scar tissue n : the connective tissue forming a scar and composed
chiefly of fibroblasts in recent scars and largely of dense collagenous
fibers in old scars
scary also scar-ey \'ske(3)r-e, 'ska(3)r-\ adj scarier; scariest
1 ; causing fright ; alarming 2 ; easily scared : timid 3 : scared,
FRIGHTENED <~ feeling)
'scat \'skat\ VI scat. ted; scat-ting {.scat, interj. used to drive
away a cat] 1 : to go away quickly — often used interjectionally to
drive away an animal (as a cat) 2 : to move fast ; scoot

2scat n [perh. imit.] : jazz singing with nonsense syllables
3scat VI scat-ted; scat-ting : to improvise nonsense syllables
to an instrumental accompaniment ; sing scat

scat- or SCatO- comb form [Gk skato; fr. skat-, skor; akin to OE
scearn dung, L muscerda mouse dropping] ; ordure <sca/ology>
scat.back \'skat-.bak\ n Vscat + 6ac^] : abackfield player in foot-
ball who is an esp. fast and elusive runner
iscathe \'skath, dial also 'skath, 'skath\_ n_[ME skathe, fr. ON
skathi; akin to OE sceatha injury. Gk askethes unharmed] ; harm,
INJURY — scathe'less \-l3s\ adj
2scathe vt 1 : to do harm to : injure; specif : scorch, sear 2 : to
assail with withering denunciation

scath-ing \'ska-thio\ adj : bitterly severe <--' rebuke) — scatb-
ing-ly \-thiri-le\ adv

Scat-o-log>i>caI Vskat-^l-'aj-i-kalV adj ; of or relating to excrement
or scatology

Sca-tol=o.gy \sk3-'tal-s-je. skaA n 1 ; the study of excrement
2 ; interest in or treatment of obscene matters esp. in literature

scaotoph.a.gous \ska-'taf-3-g3s\ adj [Gk skatophogos, fr. skat-,
skor -f -phagos -phagous] : habitually feeding on dung <a <--'

beetle) : coprophagous
scatt Vskat\ n [ON skattr: akin to OE sceat property, money, a
small coin] archaic ; tax, tribute
iSCat'ter \'skat-9r\ vb [ME scateren] vt 1 archaic I to fling away
heedlessly : squander 2 a : to cause to separate widely b : to
cause to vanish 3 : to distribute irregularly 4 : to sow broadcast
: strew 5 a : to reflect irregularly and diffusely b : to diffuse
or disperse (a beam of radiation^ 6 : to divide into ineffectual
small portions '^ vi 1 : to separate and go in various directions
: disperse 2 : to occur or fall irregularly or at random — scat-ter-
er \-3r-3r\ « — scat-ter-ing-ly \'skat-3-rir)-le\ adv
syn scatter, disperse, dissipate, dispel mean to cause to separate

or break up. scatter implies a force that drives parts or units
irregularly in many directions; disperse implies a wider separation
and a complete breaking up of a mass or group; dissipate stresses
complete disintegration or dissolution and final disappearance;
dispel stresses a driving away or getting rid of as if by scattering

^scatter n l : the act of scattering 2 : a small supply or number
irregularly distributed or strewn about 3 : the state or extent
of being scattered; specif : dispersion

scat- ter.brain \-,bran\ n : a giddy heedless person : flibberti-
gibbet — scat'ter-brained \-,brand\ adj

scat-ter-good \-.gLid\ n : a wasteful person : spendthrift
iscat-ter»ing /i l : an act or process in which something scatters or
is scattered 2 ; something scattered; esp : a small number or
quantity interspersed here and there <a '^ of visitors)

ascattering adj 1 : going in various directions 2 : found or placed
far apart and in no order 3 : divided among many or several <'^
votes) — scat-ter-ing-ly \-3-rir)-le\ adv

scatter pin n : a small pin used as jewelry and worn usu. in groups
of two or more on a woman's dress

scatter rug ;i : a rug of such a size that several can be used (as to
till vacant places) in a room
®^?"? ,V?^u°.P\ "'. P' scaup or scaups [perh. alter, of scalp (bed
of shellfish); fr. its fondness for shellfish] : any of several divine
ducks (genus Aythya) *

Scav-enge \'skav-anj\ vb [back-formation fr. scavenger'^ vt
1 a (1) : to remove (as dirt or refuse) from an area (2) ; to cleanaway dirt or refuse from : cleanse <~ a street) b : to feed on
(carrion or refuse) 2 a : to remove (burned gases) from the cylinder
1^ internal combustion engine after a working stroke b : to clean

and purify (molten metal) by taking up foreign elements in chemical
union 3 : to salvage from discarded or refuse material; also : to
salvage usable material from ~ vi i to work or act as a scavenger

Scav=en.ger \-3n-J3r\ n [alter, of eariier scavager, fr. ME skawager
collector of a toll on goods sold by nonresident merchants fr
skawage toll on goods sold by nonresident merchants fr ONF
escauwage inspection] 1 chiefly Brit : a person employed to remove
dirt and refuse from streets 2 : one that scavenges- as a : a
garbage collector b : junkman c : a chemically active substance
acting to make innocuous or remove an undesirable substance
3 : an organism that feeds habitually on refuse or carrion

sce.nar-io \s3-'nar-e-,6, -'ner-, -'nar-\ n [It, fr. L scaenarium, fr.
scaena stage] 1 a : an outline or synopsis of a play; esp : a plot
outline used by actors of the commedia deirarle b : the book of
an opera 2 a : screenplay b : shooting script

sce-nar-ist \-"nar-3st. -'ner-, -'nar-\ n : a writer of scenarios
Tscend \'send\ VI [alter, of send] i to rise or heave upward under
the influence of a natural force (as on a wave)

2scend n l : the upward movement of a pitching ship 2 ': the lift
01 a wave : send
scene \'sen\ n [MF. stage, fr. L sc
porary shelter, tent, building for

:aena, fr. Gk skene tem-
-. -. ,,

-- = the background for a
dramatic performance, stage; akin to Gk skia shadow — more at
shine] 1 : one of the subdivisions of a play: as a : a division of
an act presenting continuous action in one place b : a single
situation or unit of dialogue in a play c : a motion picture or
television episode or sequence 2 a : a stage setting b : a real
or imaginary prospect suggesting a stage setting <a sylvan '^) (the
passing "-) 3 : the place of an occurrence or action : locale <'-

I exhibition of anger or indecorous behaviorof the I

(make a z^)

sce-nery \'sen-(3-)re\ n 1 : the painted scenes or hangings and
accessones used on a theater stage 2 : a picturesque view or
landscape

scene-shift-er \'sen-,shif-tar\ n : a worker who moves the scenes
in a theater

scene-steal. er \-,ste-l3r\ n : an actor who skillfully or ostenta-
tiously diverts attention to himself when he is not intended to be
the center of attention

sce-nic \'sen-lk also 'sen-\ adj 1 : of or relating to the stage, a
stage setting, or stage representation 2 : of or relating to natural
scenery 3 : representing graphically an action, event, or episode
(a r^ bas-relief)

sce-ni.cal \-i-kal\ adj : scenic — sce-ni-caMy \-k(a-)le\ adv
scenic railway n : a miniature railway (as in an amusement park)
with artificial scenery along the way

Sce-no-grapU.ic \,se-n3-'graf-ik\ adj i of or relating to scenog-
raphy — sce-no-grapli-i-cal*Iy \-i-k(9-)le\ adv

Sce.nog-ra-pliy_ \se-'nag-r3-fe\ n [Gk skenographia painting of
scenery, fr. skene + -graphia -graphy] : the art of perspective
representation applied to the painting of stage scenery (as by the
Greeks)
iscent \'sent\ vb [ME senten, fr. MF sentir to feel, smell, fr. L
sentire to perceive, feel — more at sense] vt 1 a : to perceive by
the olfactory organs : smell b : to get or have an inkling of <~
trouble) 2 : to imbue or fill with odor ~ vi 1 : to yield an odor
of some specified kind (this --^s of sulfur); also : to bear indication
or suggestions (the very air --^s of treachery) 2 : to use the nose
in seeking or tracking prey
2scent n 1 : effluvia from a substance that affect the sense of
smell: as a : an odor left by an animal on a surface passed over;
also : a course of pursuit or discovery (throw one off the ^
b : a characteristic or particular odor; esp : one that is agreeable
2 a : power of smelling : sense of smell (a keen '^> b : power of
detection (a r^ for heresy) : nose 3 : inkling, intimation (a^ of trouble) 4 : perfume 2 5 : bits of paper dropped in the
game of hare and hounds 6 : a mixture prepared for use as a
lure for an animal or fish syn see fragrance, smell
scent-ed adj ; having scent: as a : having the sense of smell
b : perfumed c : having or exhaling an odor

scent-less \'sent-las\ adj 1 : lacking the sense of smell 2 ! emit-
ting no odor 3 a : holding ' '- - -'

less-ness n
iscep-ter \'sep-tar\ n [ME sceptre, fr. OF ceptre, fr. L sceptrum,
fr. Gk skeptron staff, scepter — more at shaft] 1 ; a staff or
baton borne by a sovereign as an emblem of authority 2 : royal
or imperial authority : sovereignty
2scepter vt scep.ter.ing \-t(3-)rir)\ : to endow with the scepter
in token of royal authority

scep-tered \-t3rd\ adj l : invested with a scepter or sovereign
authority 2 : of or relating to a sovereign or to royalty

sceptic var of skeptic
sched-ul-ar \'skej-a-l3r — see next\ adj : of or relating to a
schedule
isched-ule \'skej-(,)U(a)l, 'skej-sl, Canad also 'shej-, Brit usu
'shed-(,)yU(3)l\ n [ME cedule, fr. MF, slip of paper, note, fr. LL
schedula slip of paper, dim. of L scheda, scida sheet of papyrus,
fr. (assumed) Gk schide; akin to Gk schizein to split — more at
shed] 1 a obs ; a written document b : a statement of supple-
mentary details appended to a legal or legislative document
2 : a written or printed list, catalog, or inventory; also : timetable
3 : program, proposal 4 : agenda

aschedule vt 1 a : to place in a schedule b : to make a schedule
of 2 : to appoint, assign, or designate for a fixed future time

schee.lite \'sha(3)l-.Tt\ n [G scheelit, fr. Kari W. Scheele tl786
Sw chemist] : a mineral CaW04 consisting of calcium tungstate
that is a source of tungsten and its compounds

3 scent b : yielding no scent— scent-
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Sche.her.a-zade \sh3-,her-3-'zad(-9)\ n [G Scheherezade, fr.

Per Shirazad'\ ; the wife of the sultan of India and narrator of the
tales in the Arabian Nights' Entertainments
SChe-ma \'ske-m3\ n, pi sche>ma*ta \-m3t-a\ [Gk schemai-,
schemal : a diagrammaiic presentation : outline, plan; specij

; FIGURE 6
SChejinat-iC \skl-'mat-ik\ adj tNL schematicus, fr. Gk schemat-,
schema} ; of or relating to a scheme or schema ; dl\grammatic— schematic n — sche.mat.i.cal-ly \-i-k{3-)le\ adv

sclie>ina>tisiii \'ske-ma-,tiz-3m\ n : the disposition of constituents
in a pattern or according to a scheme : design; also : a particular
systematic disposition of parts — sche*raa>tist \-m3t-3st\ n

SChe>tna>ti>za>tion \,ske-m3t-3-'za-sh3n\ n i an act or product of
schematizing

SChe*ina>tize \'ske-m3-,tTz\ vt IGk schematizein. fr. schemat-,
schema} 1 : to form or to form into a scheme or systematic ar-
rangement 2 t to express or depict schematically
iSClieme \'skem\ n [L schemat-, schema arrangement, figure, fr.

Gk schemat; schema, fr. echem to have, hold, be in (such) a
condition; akin to OE sige victory, Skt sahate he prevails] 1 a ar-
chaic : a mathematical or astronomical diagram h : an astrological
figure c : a graphic sketch or outline 2 ; a concise statement
or table : epitome 3 : a plan or program of action; esp ; a crafty
or secret one 4 : a systematic or organized framework : design
syn see plan
^scheme vt ; to form a scheme for "^ viito form plans; also ; plot,
INTRIGUE — schem-er n
5cbeni«ing adj ; given to forming schemes; esp ; shrewdly devious
and intriguing
ISCher-zan-dO \skert-'san-(,)do\ adv (or adj) [It, fr. verbal of
scherzare to joke, of Gmc origin; akin to MHG scherzen to leap
for joy, joke; akin to Gk skairein to gambol — more at cardinal]
: in sportive manner : playfully — used as a direction in music
indicating style and tempo (allegretto '^>

^scherzaxicto n ; a passage or movement in scherzando style

scher>zo \'ske(9)rt-(.)s6\ n, pi scherzos or 5cher>zi \-(,)se\
[It, lit., joke, fr. scherzare} : a sprightly humorous instrumental
musical composition or movement commonly in quick triple time
Schick lest \'shik-\ n [Bela Schick M877 Am pediatrician] : a
test by cutaneous injection of a diluted diphtheria toxin that
causes an area of reddening and induration in a subject susceptible
to diphtheria

SChil'ler \'shil-3r\ n [G] : a bronzy iridescent luster (as of a
mineral)
SChiMing \'shil-ir)\ n [G. fr. OHG skilling, a gold coin — more at
SHILLING] — see MONEY table

schip.per.ke \"skip-3r-ke, -ar-ka. -ark\ n [Flem, dim. of schipper
skipper- fr. its use as a watchdog on boats — more at skipper]
: any of a Belgian breed of small stocky black dogs with foxy head
and erect triangular ears
schism \'siz-3m {by theologians usu so) 'skiz-\ n [ME scisme. It.

MF cisme, fr. LL schismat-, schisma, fr. Gk, cleft, division, fr.

schizein to split — more at shed] 1 : division, separation; also
: DISCORD, disharmony 2 a : formal division in or separation
from a church or religious body b ; the offense of promoting
schism
iSChis*mat*lG \s(k)iz-'mat-ik\ n ; one who creates or takes part in
schism
^schismatic adi : of, relating to, or guilty of schism — schi5*mat-
i'cal \-i-k?l\ adj— schis*mat>i*cal-Iy \-k(3-11e\ adv
schis.ma.tist \'s(k)iz-m3t-3st\ n [prob. fr. schismatize} : schis-
matic

SChl5>ma*tize \-m3-,trz\ vi ; to take part in schism; esp : to make a
breach of union (as in the church) -^ vt i to induce into schism

schist \'shist\ n [F schiste, fr. L schistos (lapis), lit., fissile stone,
fr. Gk schistos that may be split, fr. schizein} : a metamorphic
crystalline rock having a closely foliated structure and admitting
of division along approximately parallel planes

schis.tose \'shis-,tos\ or schis-tous \-t3s\ adj : of or relating to
schist

SChiS.to-some \'shis-t3-,som. 'skis-\ n [NL Schistosoma, genus
name, fr. Gk schistos + soma body ~ more at somat-] ; any of a
genus (Schistosoma) of elongated trematode worms with the sexes
separate that parasitize the blood vessels of birds and mammals and
in man cause destructive schistosomiases; broadly ; a worm of
the family (Schistosomatldae) that includes this genus — schis-
tosome adj

schis.to-so.mi.a.sis X.shis-ts-so-'mT-a-sss, ,skis-\ n [NL, fr.

Schistosoma} : infestation with or disease caused by schistosomes;
specij : a severe endemic disease of man in much of Asia, Africa,
and So. America marked esp. by blood loss and tissue damage

SChiz- or SChizo- comb jorm [NL. fr. Gk schizo-, fr. schizein to
split] 1 : split ; cleft <5cftizocarp> 2 ; characterized by or in-
volving cleavage <5C/irzogenesis> 3 : schizophrenia <5cAi20thymia>
SChizo \'skit-(,)so\ n ; a schizophrenic individual
SChiZO'Carp \'skiz-3-,k'arp. 'skit-s3-\ n [ISV] : a dry compound
fruit that splits at maturity into several indehiscent one-seeded
carpels— schizO'Car'pic\,skiz-3-'kar-pik, ,skit-s3-\*2dj— schizo-
car-pous \-p5s\ adj

schiZQ.gen.e.sis \.skiz-o-'jen-3-s3s, ,sklt-so-\ n [NL] : reproduc-
tion bv fission

SChi.zog.Q.ny \skiz-'ag-3-ne. sklt-'sag-\ n [NL schizogonia, fr.

schiz- + L -gonia -gony] : asexual reproduction by multiple
segmentation characteristic of sporozoans (as the malaria para-
site)

SChiz.Qid \'skit-,s6ld\ adj [ISV] : characterized by, resulting from,
or suggestive of a split personality — schizoid n
SChiZQ.my.cete \,skiz-3-'mT-,set, ,skit-s3-, -(,)mr-'\ n [derlv. of
Gk schizo- schiz- + myket-, mykes fungus — more at myc-]
: BACTERIUM — schizo>my>ce>tous \-(,)mi-'set-3s\ adj

schiz-ont \'skiz-.ant, 'skit-,sant\ n [ISV] : a multinucleate sporo-
zoan that reproduces by schizogony

schizQ.phrene \'skit-s3-,fren\ n [TSV, prob. back-formation fr.NL schizophrenia} : schizophrenic
schizo.phre.nia \.skit-sa-'fre-ne-3 also -'fren-e-\ n [NL] : a
psychotic disorder characterized by loss of contact with environ-
ment and by disintegration of personaUty — schizo>phre*nic
\-'fren-ik also -'fre-nik\ adj or n

SChizcphyte \'skiz-3-.fTt, 'skit-sa-X n [derlv. of Gk schizo- +
phyton plant — more at plant] : any of a division (Schizophyta)

of plants comprising the blue-green algae and bacteria and char-
acterized by unicellular or loosely colonial and often filamentous
organization, by lack of an obvious nucleus, and by chiefly asexual
reproduction — schizo>phyt>ic \,skiz-3-'fit-ik, ,skit-s3-\ adj

SChizo-pod \'skiz-3-,pad, 'skit-saA n [deriv. of Gk schizo- -\-

pod-, pous foot — more at foot] : any of various crustaceans
(orders Mysidacea and Euphausiacea) with a soft carapace —
schizopod adj — schi>Zop>o-dous \skiz-'ap-3d-3s, skit-'sap-\ adj
schizo.thy.mia \.skit-s3-'thT-me-a\ n [NL] : a schizoid tendency
or temperament remaining within the bounds of normality —
schizo*tby>mic \-*thi-niik\ adj

SChle.miel \shl3-'me(3)l\ n [Yiddish shitmiiel} slang : an unlucky
bungler : chump

SChlie*ien \'shlir-3n, 'shle-ran\ n pl[G} 1 : small masses or streaks
in an igneous rock that differ in composition from the main body
2 : regions of varying refraction in a transparent medium often
caused by pressure or temperature differences and detectable esp.
by photographing the passage of a beam of Ught — schlle*nc
\'shU(a)r-ik, "shle-rikV adj

schmaltz or SChmalZ \'shm61ts, 'shmalts\ n [Yiddish shmalts,
lit., rendered fat fr. MHG smalz: akin to OHG smelzan to melt— more at smelt] ; sentimental or florid music or art — schmaltzy
\-e\ adj
Schmidt system \'sCh)mit-\ n [B. Schmidt tl93S G optical
scientist] : an optical system (as for a telescope or camera) that
utilizes an objective composed of a concave spherical mirror
having in front of it a transparent plate to offset spherical aberra-
tion
BChmo or schmoe \'shmo\ n, pi schmoes [prob. modif. of Yiddish
shmok fool, fr. Slovenian Smok} slang ; jerk 4
schnapps \'shnaps\ n, pi schnapps [G schnaps, lit., dram of
liquor, fr. LG, fr. snappen to snap] ; any of various distilled liquors;
esp ; strong Holland gin

SChnaU'Zei \'shnaut-s3r, 'sCh)nau-z3r\ n [G, fr. schnauze snout— more at snout] ; any of an old German breed of terriers with
a long head, small ears, heavy eyebrows, moustache, beard, and
wiry coat

SChnit.zel \'srh)mt-s3l\ n [G, lit., shaving, chip, fr. MHG, dim.
of sniz slice; akin to OHG smdan to cut, OE snithan, Czech snit
bough] ; a veal cutlet variously seasoned and garnished
SChnook \'shnuk\ n [origin unknown] slang : a stupid or unim-
portant person ; dolt

schnor*keI \'s(h)n6r-k3l\ var of snorkel
Schnor>rer \'shn6r-sr, 'sbnor-\ n [Yiddish shnorer} slang ; a
Jewish beggar

SChnoz-zle \'shna-zal\ n [prob. modif. of Yiddish shnoitsl, dim. of
shnoits snout, fr. G schnauze snout, muzzle — more at snout] slang

scho-la can.to.rum X.sko-Ia-.kan-'tor-am, -,kan-\ n, pi scho-lae
cantorum \-,le-, -,1a-, -,li-\ [ML, school of singers] 1 : a singing
school; specij : the choir or choir school of a monastery or of a
cathedral 2 : the part of an ecclesiastical edifice reserved to the
choir
SChol>ar \'skal-3r\ n [ME scaler, fr. OE scolere & OF escoler,
fr. ML scholaris, fr. LL. of a school, fr. L schola school] 1 : one
who attends a school or studies under a teacher : pupil 2 a : one
who has done advanced study in a special field h ; a learned
person 3 : a holder of a scholarship
syn scholar, pupil, ^udent, disciple mean one who studies

under a teacher, scholar stresses enrollment and instruction in
a school; pupil stresses having a teacher's personal care and over-
sight; STLfDENT commonly applies specifically to one attending a
higher institution of learning; disciple suggests devoted adherence
to the teachings and precepts of a master without directly implying
either attendance at school or academic discipline

SChol>ar<ism \-3-^riz-3m\ n ; scholastic often pedantic learning
SChol.ai.Iy \-?r-Ie\ adj ; characteristic of or suitable to learned
persons : learned, academic

SChol-ar-ship \-3r-,ship\ n 1 : a grant-in-aid to a student (as

by a college or foundation) 2 : the character, quaUties, or attain-
ments of a scholar ; learning 3 : the fund of knowledge and
learning
iSCho*la3*tlC \sk3-'las-tik\ adj [ML & L; ML scholasticus of the
schoolmen, fr. L, of a school, fr. Gk scholastikos, fr. scholazein
to keep a school, fr. schole school] 1 a ojten cap ; of or relating to
Scholasticism <"- theology) <'^ philosophy) b : excessively
subtle : pedantic 2 : of or relating to schools or scholars —
scho-las>ti<caMy \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

^scholastic n l a cap : a Scholastic philosopher b : pedai^t, for-
malist 2 [NL scholasticus, fr. L scholasticus, adj.] : a student in
a scholasticate 3 : one who adopts scholastic or traditional
methods in art

Scho<la5<ti*cate \sk3-Mas-t3-,kat, -ti-kat\ n [NL scholasticatus, fr.

scholasticus student in a scholasticate] ; a school of general study
for those preparing for membership in a Roman Catholic religious
order

SChO'las.ti-cism \ska-*tas-ta-,slz-3m\ n 1 cap a : a philosophical
movement dominant in western Christian civilization from the
9th until the 1 7th century and combining a fixed religious dogma
with the mystical and intuitional tradition of patristic philosophy
esp. of St. Augustine and later with Aristotelianism b : neo*
scholasticism 2 ; close adherence to the traditional teachings or
methods of a school or sect

SChO>Il>ast \'sk6-Ie-,ast, -le-3st\ n [MGk scholiastei, fr. scholiazein
to write scholia on, fr. Gk scholion} : a makerof scholia : com-
mentator, ANNOTATOR — scho*li>as<tic \.sk6-le-'as-tik\ adj
5cho<li>um \*sko-le-3m\ n, pi scho-Iia \-le-3\ or scbo>li<ams
[NL, fr. Gk scholion comment, scholium, fr. dim. of schole lecture]

1 : a marginal annotation or comment (as on the text of a classic

by an early grammarian) 2 : a remark or observation subjoined
but not essendal to a demonstration or a train of reasoning
ischool yskul\ n [ME scole, fr. OE- scol, fr. L schola, fr. Gk
schole leisure, discussion, lecture, school; akin to Gk echein to
hold — more at scheme] 1 a (1) ; a group of scholars and teachers
pursuing knowledge (as in a particular field) and constituting a
college of a medieval university (2) pi ; the academic or learned
world ; UNIVERSITIES b ; the students attending a school; also

: its teachers and students c (1) : persons who hold a common
doctrine or follow the same teacher (as in philosophy, theology,
or medicine) (2) ; a group of artists under a common influence
2 a : an institution for the teaching of children b : an institution
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for specialized higher education usu. wItWn a university c : a
school building 3 a : the process of teaching or learning b • at-
tendance at a school c : a session of a school 4 : the regulations
governing military drill of individuals or units; also : the exercises
carried out <the ^ of the soldier)
aschool vt 1 : to educate in an institution of learning 2 a : to
teach or drill in a specific knowledge or skill (well —erf in languages)
b : to discipline or habituate to something i-^ oneself in patience)
syn see teach
3sch00l n [ME scale, fr. MD schole: akin to OE scolu multitude
scylian to separate — more at skill] : a large number of fish or
aquatic animals of one kind swimming together
^school vi : to swim or feed in a school <bluefish are '^ingy
school age n : the period of life during which a child is considered
mentally and physically fit to attend school and is commonly re-
quired to do so by law
SChool.bag \'skiil-,bag\ n : a usu. cloth bag in which a pupiJ may
carry school books and school supphes needed at school or for
homework

school board n : a board in charge of local public schools
SChOol'boy \'skiil-,b6i\ n : a boy attending school
school bus n ; a vehicle that is either publicly owned or privately
owned and operated for compensation and that is used for trans-
porting children to or from school or on activities connected with
school

SChOOl.Child \-,chTld\ n : a child attending school
school edition n : an edition of a book issued esp. for use in schools
and usu. simplified, condensed, or emended esp. with glossarial or
explanatory matter

school.fel-low \'skul-,fel-C.)o. -s(-w)\ n : schoolmate
school.girl \-,gar(-a)I\ n : a girl attending school
SChooMlouse \-,haus\ n : a building used as a school and esp. as
an elementary school <little red "-')

SchooMng n 1 a : instruction in school b : discipline derived
from experience 2 archaic : chastisement for correction : reproof
3 : the cost of instruction and maintenance at school 4 ; the
training of a horse to service; esp ; the teaching and exercising
of horse and rider in the formal techniques of equitation
School*man V'skiil-man, -,man\ n 1 a : one skilled in academic
disputation b cap : scholastic la 2 ; a schoolteacher or school
administrator
school-marm \-,ma(r)m\ or school-ma'am \-,mam. -,mam\ n
ischool + marm, alter, of ma'am] 1 : a woman schoolteacher esp.
in an old-type rural or small-town school 2 : a person who ex-
hibits characteristics fas pedantry and priggishness) popularly
attributed to schoolteachers

school-mas-ter \-.mas-t3r\ n l : a male schoolteacher 2 : one
that disciplines or directs 3 ; a reddish brown edible snapper
(Lutjanus apodus) oi the tropical Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico

school-mate \-,mat\ n : a school companion
school-mis-tress \-,mis-tr3s\ n : a woman schoolteacher
school-room X-.rlim, -,rum\ n : classroom
school-teach-er \-,te-char\ n ; a person who teaches in a school
school-time \-.tTm\ n l : the time for beginning a session of
school or during which school is held 2 ; the period of life spent
in school or in study — usu. used in pi.

school-work \-,w3rk\ n : lessons done In classes at school or
assigned to be done at home
schoo-ner \'skij-n3r\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a fore-and-aft
rigged ship having two masts with a smaller sail on the foremast
and with the mainmast stepped nearly amidships; broadly : any
of various larger fore-and-aft rigged ships with three to seven masts
2 ; a large tall drinking glass (as for beer or ale) 3 : prairie
schooner
schooner rig n : fore-and-aft rig — schoo-ner-rigged \,skii-
n3(r)-'rigd\ adj
schorl \'sh6r(3)l, •sh3r(-3)l\ n [G schorl} : tourmaline; esp : tour-
maline of the black variety— schorl-aceous \sh6r-'la-sh3s, ,sh3r-\
adj

SChot-tiSChe \'shat-ish, sha-'tesh\ n [G, fr. schottisch Scottish, fr.

Schotte Scotchman; akin to OE Scotias Scotchmen] 1 ; a round
dance in duple measure similar to the polka but slower 2 : music
for the schottische
ischuss X'shiis, 'shus\ n [G, Ut., shot, fr. OHG scuz — more at
shot] 1 : a straight high-speed run on skis 2 : a straightaway
downhill skiing course

2schliss vt ; to make a schuss over (s^ a slope) -*- vM to ski directly
down a slope
Schuyt \'skTt\ n [D schmf[ : a bluff-bowed Dutch ship used chiefly
on canals and for coasting
schwa X'shwa also 'shFa\ n [G, fr, Heb sMwd} 1 : an unstressed
mid-central vowel that is the usual sound of the first and last

vowels of the English word America 2 I the symbol a commonly
used for a schwa and sometimes also for a similarly articulated
stressed vowel (as in cut)

SChwar-rae-rei \,shfer-m3-'rT\ n [G schwarmerei, fr. schwarmen
to be enthusiastic, lit., to swarm] : excessive or unwholesome
sentiment

SCi-ae-nid \sT-'e-n3d\ n [deriv. of Gk skiaina, a fish] : any of a
family (Sciaenidae) of carnivorous mostly marine percoid fishes
comprising the croakers and including numerous food fishes— sciaenid adj — sci-ae-noid \-,n6id\ adj or n

SCi-at-iC \si-'at-ik\ adj [MF sciatique, fr. LL sciaticus, alter, of L
ischiadicus of sciatica, fr. Gk ischiadikos, fr. ischiad-, ischias

sciatica, fr. ischion ischium] 1 : of, relating to, or situated near
the hip 2 : of, relating to, or caused by sciatica

SCi-at>i>ca \sT-*at-i-ks\ n [ME, fr. ML, fr. LL, fem, of sciaticus']

; pain along the course of a sciatic nerve esp. in the back of the
thigh; broadly ; pain in the lower back, buttocks, hips, or adjacent
parts

SCi>ence \'si-3nrt)s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L scientia, fr. sclent-,

sciens having knowledge, fr. prp. of scire to know; akin to L scindere
to cut — more at shed] 1 a : possession of knowledge as distin-

guished from ignorance or misunderstanding b ; knowledge at-

tained through study or practice 2 a : a department of systema-
tized knowledge as an object of study (the ~ of theology) b : some-
thing (as a sport or technique) that may be studied or learned like

a abut; ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart; au out;

j joke; I) sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; \^ this; ti loot;

systematized knowledge c : one of the natural sciences 3 : knowl-
edge covering general truths or the operation of general laws esp as
obtained and tejted through scientific method: sped] : natural
science 4 : a system or method based or purporting to be based
upon scientific principles 5 cap ; christian science
science fiction n : fiction dealing principally with the impact of^.t..oi „. ™.„;„„^ .„: ._... ._ individuals; broadly

1 essential orient-

:
devoted to scientific method

white race-

actual or imagined science upon society" ^.
: literary fantasy including a scientific factor £

ing component
SCi.ent \'sT-3nt\ adj [ME, fr. L scient-, sciens, prp.] : knowing,

sci-en-tial \sT-'en-chsl\ adj 1 : relating to or producing knowledge
or science 2 : having efficient knowledge : capable

SCl-en-tif.ic \.sr-an-'tif-ik\ adj [ML sciemijicus producing knowl-
edge, fr. L scient; sciens + -i- + -Jicus -fie] : of, relating to, or
exhibiting the methods or principles of science — sci-en*tif-i-caMv
\-i-kr3-)le\ adv

scientific method n : principles and procedures for the systematic
pursuit of knowledge involving the recogninon and formulation of
a problem, the collection of data through observation and experi-
ment, and the formulation and testing of hypotheses
SCi-en.tism \'si-an-,tiz-3m\ n 1 : methods or doctrines characteris-
tic of scientists 2 ; the proposition that the methods of the natural
sciences should be used in all areas of investigation

SCi-en.tist \'si-3nt-3st\ n [L scientia] l : one learned in science
and esp. natural science : a scieniific investigator 2 cap ; christian
scientist

sci-en.tis-tic \,sr-3n-'tis-tik\ adj
:

2 : relating to or characterized by
SCi.li-cet \'ske-Ii-.ket, 'sT-l3-.set\ adv [ME, fr. L, surely, to wit, fr.
scire to know + licet it is permitted, fr licere to be permitted —
more at license] : to wit ; namely, videlicet

ScU-la \'s(kUl-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, squiU — more at
SQUILL] : any of a genus (Scilla) of Old World bulbous herbs of the
lily family with narrow basal leaves and pink, blue,
mose flowers

SCim.i-tar \'sim-3t-ar, -a-.tar\ n [It sHmitarral
: a saber made of a curved blade with the edge on
the convex side and used chiefly by Arabs and
Turks

scin-coid \'s(k)io-,k6id\ adj [L scincus skink— more at skink] : resembling or relating to the
skinks — scincoid n

SCin-til.la \sin-'til-s\ n [L] : spark, trace
scin-til-lant \'sint-^l-9nt\ adj : scintillating,
sparkling — scin-til-Iant-ly adv

scin-til-late \'sint-=l-,at\ vb [L srintillatus, pp. of
scintillare to sparkle, fr. scintilla spark] vi 1 : to scimitar
emit sparks ; spark 2 : to emit quick flashes as if

throwing off sparks; also \ sparkle, twinkle —' vr : to throw off as
a spark or as sparkling flashes <'^ witticisms) — scin>til-la-tor
\-.at-3r\ n

SCin-til-la-tion \,sint-''l-'a-sh3n\ n 1 : an act or instance of scintU-
lating; esp : rapid changes in the brightness of a celestial body
2 a (1) : a spark or flash emitted in scinEillating (2) : a flash of
light produced in a phosphor by an ionizing event b ; a scintil-
lating or brilliant outburst (as of wit) c : a flash of the eye
3 : SCINTILLA

scintillation counter n X a device for detecting and registering
individual scintillations (as in radioacuve emission)

scin-til-lom-e-ter \,sint-'l-'am-3t-3r\ n [L scintilla + ISV -o- +
-meter] ; SCINTILLATION COUNTER

SCi-o-lism \'sT-3-,liz-3m\ n [LL sciolus smatterer, fr. dim. of L
scius knowing, fr. scire to know — more at science] : a superficial
show of learning — sci>o-list \-l3st\ n — sci-0*li5*tlc \,si-a-'Us-
tik\ adj
scio-man-cy \'sT-9-,man(t)-se, 'ske-3-\ n [LL sciomantia, fr. L Gk
skiomanteia, fr, Gk skia shadow, shade + -manteia -mancy — more
at SHINE] : divination by consulting the shades of the dead — scio-
man-tic \,si-3-'mant-ik, ,ske-3-\ adj

SCi-on ysT-9n\ n [ME, fr. MF don, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
chinan to- sprout, split open, OE cinan to gape] 1 : a detached living
portion of a plant joined to a stock in grafting and usu. supplying
solely aerial parts to a graft 2 : descendant, child (a '--' of a royal
stock)

SCi-re fa-Cias \,sT-re-'fa-sh(e-)3S, ,ske-,ra-'Fak-e-,as\ n [ME, fr.

ML, you should cause to know] 1 : a judicial writ founded upon
some matter of record and requiring the party proceeded against to
show cause why the record should not be enforced, annulled, or
vacated 2 : a legal proceeding instituted by a scire facias

sci-roc-co \shi-\ var oj siROCCO
SCir-rhOid \'s(k)i(a)r-,6id\ adj : resembling a scirrhus

SCir-rhOUS \'s(k)ir-3s\ adj l : of. relating to. or being a scirrhus
2 : hard or indurated with or as if with fibrous tissue

scir-rhus \'s(k)ir-3s\ n, pi scir-rhi \'s(k)i(3)r-.T. 'ski(3)r-,e\ [NL,
fr. Gk skiros, skirrhos, fr. skiros hard] : a hard slow-growing
malignant tumor having a preponderance of fibrous tissue

scis-sile \'sis-3l, -,T1\ adj [F, fr. L scissilis, fr.

to split— more at shed] : capable of
being cut smoothly or split easily

scis-sion \'sizh-3n\ n [F, fr. LL
scission-, scissio, fr. L scissus, pp.]
1 : a division or split in a group or
union : schism 2 ; an act of cutting,

dividing, or splitting : the state
being cut, divided, or split

iscis-sor \'siz-9r\ n [ME sisoure, fr.

MF cisoire, fr. LL cisorium cutting
instrument, irreg. fr. L caesus, pp. of
caedere to cut — more at concise]
: scissors

2scissor vt scis-sor-ing \-(3-)rio\
; to cut, cut up, or cut off with
scissors or shears

scis-sors \'siz-3rz\ n pi but sing

pp. of scindere

scissors ; 1 buttonhole,
cutting instrument embroidery,

having two blades whose cutting

ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ti foot; y yet; yii few; yii furious; zh vision
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edges slide past each other 2 : any of several gymnastic or wrest-
ling feats in which the leg movements suggest the opening and
closing of scissors

scissors kick n : a swimming kick used in trudgen strokes and
sidestrokes in which the legs move like scissors

scis*Sor-taiI \'si2-ar-,tal\ n : a flycatcher {Muscivora jorjicata) of
the southern U.S. and Mexico with a deeply forked tail

ECi.uroid\'sT-(y)s-,r6id,sT-'(y)u(3)r- ,6id\ adj [L sciurus squirrel —
more at squirrel] 1 : resembling or related to the squirrels

2 ; resembling the tail of a squirrel (barley has a '^ spike)
isclall \*sklaf\ n [prob. imit.] 1 Scot : a slight blow : slap 2 : a
golf stroke in which the club head strikes the ground behind the ball
before touching the ball

2sclaff VI 1 Scot : to scuff or shuffle along 2 : to make a sclaff in
golf '^ vt 1 Scot : to strike with something flat ; slap 2 a ; to
cause (a golf club) to make a sclaff b ; to strike (the ground) in
making a sclaff — sclaff .er n

SCler- or SClero- comb Jorm [NL, fr. Gk skier-, sklero-, fr. skleros
hard — more at skeleton] la: hard <5c/erite> <sc/eroderma>
b : hardness <.?c/erometer> 2 : sclera <5c/mtis>

SCle-ra \'sk!ir-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk skleros hard] : the dense fibrous
opaque white outer coat enclosing the eyeball except the part
covered by the cornea
scle.ren.Chy.ma Xskls-'reo-ks-ma. -*ren-\ n ENL] : a protective or
supporting tissue in higher plants composed of cells with walls
thickened and lignlfied and often mineralized — scle-ren.cliym'a-
tous \,sklir-3n-'kim-3t-3s, ,skler-\ adj

SCle.rite \'sk!i(a)r-,Tt, 'skIe(3)r-\ n [ISV] : a hard chitinous or
calcareous plate, piece, or spicule (as of the arthropod integument)

scle-ro.der.ma X.sklir-o-'dar-ma, ,skler-\ n [NL] : a disease of the
skin characterized by thickening and hardening of the subcutaneous
tissues

scle.ro.der-ma.tous X-'dsr-mst-ssX ad] : having a hard external
covering (as of bony plates or homy scales)

scle.roid \'skli(3)r-,61d, 'skleCsjrA adj [ISV] ; hard, indurated
i^ tissue cells)

scle.rom.e.ter \skllr-'am-3t-9r, skler-\ n [ISV] : an instrument for
determining the relative hardnesses of materials

scle.ro.prctein \,sklir-6-'pro-,ten, .skler-, -'pr6t-e-an\ n [ISV]
; any of various fibrous proteins esp. from connective and skeletal
tissues

scle-rose \skl3-'r6s. -'roz\ vb [back-formation fr. sclerosis'^ vt ; to
cause sclerosis in : indurate ^ vi : to undergo sclerosis ; become
sclerotic

SCle-ro-sis \skl3-'r_o-sss\ n [ME scUrosis, fr. ML, fr. Gk sklerosis
hardening, fr. skleroun to harden, fr. skleros) 1 ; pathological
hardening of tissue esp. from overgrowth of fibrous tissue or in-
crease in interstitial tissue; also ; a disease characterized by sclerosis
2 : hardening of plant cell walls usu. by lignification

iscle-rot-ic \-'rat-ik\ adj 1 ; being or relating to the sclera 2 : of,

relating to, or affected with sclerosis
^sclerotic n [ML sclerotica, fr. Gk skleroun to harden] : sclera
scle.ro.tlimi \skb-'ro-sh(e-)am\ n. pi scle-rctia \-sh(e-)9\ [NL,
fr. Gk skleroun to harden] : a compact mass of hardened mycelium
stored with reserve food material that in some higher fungi func-
tions as a resistant form
sclerous \'sklir-3s, 'skler-\ adj [Gk sklerosl : hard, indurated
iscon X'skaf. 'skbfX n [ME scoj, prob. of Scand origin; akin to obs.
Dan skoj jest; akin to OFris skof mockery] 1 : an expression of
scorn, derision, or contempt ; gibe 2 : an object of scorn, mockery,
or derision

3SC0lf vi ; to show contempt by derisive acts or language ; mock^ vr : to treat or address with derision : mock at — scoll*er n
syn SCOFF, jeer, gibe, fleer, sneer, flout mean to show one's

contempt in derision or mockery, scoff stresses insolence, dis-
respect, or incredulity as motivating the derision; jeer suggests a
coarser more undiscriminating derision; gibe implies taunting either
good-naturedly or in sarcastic derision; fleer suggests grinning or
grimacing derisively; sneer stresses insulting by contemptuous
facial expression, phrasing, or tone of voice; flout stresses contempt
shown by refusal to heed

SCOfl*law \-,16\ n : a contemptuous law violator
iscold Vskold\ n [ME scald, jcold, prob. of Scand origin; akin to
ON skald poet, skald, Icel skalda to make scurrilous verse] 1 : one
addicted to abusive ribald speech 2 ; one who scolds habitually or
persistently 3 : scolding <a writing that is a '^>

ascold VI 1 obs ; to quarrel noisily : brawl 2 ; to find fault
noisily ^ vt 1 : to censure severely or angrily 2 : rebuke —
scold>er n
syn SCOLD, upbraid, berate, rail, revile, vttuperate mean to

reproach angrily and abusively, scold implies rebuking in irritation
or ill temper justly or unjustly; upbraid implies censuring on defi-
nite and usu. justifiable grounds; berate suggests prolonged and
often abusive scolding; rail (at or against) stresses an unrestrained
berating; revile implies a scurrilous, abusive attack prompted by
anger or hatred; vituperate suggests a violent reviling

SCOld'ing n 1 : the action of one who scolds 2 : a harsh or severe
reproof

SCCle-cite \'skal-3-,sTt, 'sko-ls-X n [G skolezit, fr. Gk skolek-,
skolex worm; fr. the motion of some forms when heated] : a
zeolite mineral CaAUSi30io.3H20 that is a hydrous calcium
aluminum silicate and occurs In radiating groups of crystals, In
fibrous masses, and In nodules

SCO.lex \'skq-,leks\ n, pi sco«li-ces \-l3-,sez\ [NL scollc-, scolex,
fr. Gk skolek-, skolex worm; akin to Gk skelos leg — more at
cylinder] ; the head of a tapeworm either in the larva or adult
stage

SCO.li.O'Sis \,sko-le-'o-s3s, ,skal-e-\ n [NL, fr. Gk skoliosls crook-
edness of a bodily part, fr. skolios crooked — more at cylinder]
: a lateral curvature of the spine — sco>li*ot>ic \-'at-Ik\ adj

SGOl'lop \'skal-3p\ var of scallop
SCOl-O'pen-dra Vskal-a-'pen-draX n [NL. genus of centipedes, fr.

L, a kind of millipede, fr. Gk skolopendra} i centipede — scol-
o.pen.drid \-dr3d\ adj or n — scol-o-pen-dri-Iorm \-dr3-.f6rm\
adj— scol.o.pen.drine \-,drin, -dranX adj
soom.broid \'skam-,br6id\ n [deriv. of Gk skombros mackerel]

; any of a suborder (Scombroidea) of marine spiny-finned fishes (as
mackerels, tunas, albacores, bonitos, and swordfishes) of great
economic importance as food fishes — scombroid adj
lEConce \'skan(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF esconse screened lantern, fr.

OF, fr. fem. of escons, pp. of escondre to hide, fr. L absconders
~- more at abscond] : a bracket candlestick or group of candle-
sticks

ssconce n [D schans, fr. G schanze'} 1 ; a detached defensive work
2 obs : a protecting cover or screen ; shelter

ssconce vt [origin unknown] : fine
scone X'skon, 'skan\ n [perh. fr. D schoonbrood fine white bread,
fr. schoon pure, clean -I- 6rood bread] ; a quick bread of oatmeal or
barley flour rolled round, cut Into quarters, and baked on a griddle
iscoop \*skiip\ n [ME scope, fr. MD schope: akin to OHG skepjen
to shape — more at shape] 1 a ; a large ladle b : a deep shovel or
similar implement for digging, dipping, or shoveling c : a hemi-
spherical utensil for dipping soft food d : a small spoon-shaped
utensil or instrument for cutting or gouging 2 : the action of
scooping 3 : a hollow place : cavity 4a; information esp. of
immediate Interest b : beat 6b — scoop*ful \-,ful\ n
2SC00P vt 1 : to take out or up with or as if with a scoop : dip
2 : to empty by lading 3 : to make hollow : dig out 4 : beat
5a(2) — scoop. er n

scoot \'skijt\ VI [prob. of Scand orighi; akin to ON skjdta to shoot— more at shoot] : to go suddenly and swiftly ; dart — scoot n
SC00t>er \'skijt-3r\ n l : a child's foot-operated vehicle consisting
of a narrow board mounted between two wheels tandem with an
upright steering handle attached to the front wheel 2 : motor
scooter
scop X'skap, 'skop, 'shop\ n [OE; akin to OHG schoj poet] : an
Old English^ bard or poet
iscope \'skop\ n [It scopo purpose, goal, fr. Gk skopos, fr. skep'
testhai to watch, look at — more at spy] 1 ; space or opportunity
for unhampered motion, activity, or thought 2 ; intention,
OBJECT 3 : extent of treatment, activity, or influence 4 : range of
operation
ascope n i-scope'\ 1 : any of various instruments for viewing: as
a : MICROSCOPE b ; telescope c ; oscilloscope d : radar-
scope 2 : horoscope
-scope \,skop\ n comb jorm [NL -scopium, fr. Gk -skopion, fr.

skepiesthai'] ; means (as an instrument) for viewing or observing
(.vaicroscope)

SC0'P0l*amine \sko-'pal-s-,men\ n [G scopolamin, fr. 'NL Scopolia,
genus of plants + G amin amine] : a poisonous alkaloid CnHzi-
NO4 found in the roots of various plants (esp. genus Scopolia) of
the nightshade family and used as a truth serum or esp. with
morphine as a sedative in surgery and obstetrics

SCop'U'la \'skap-ys-l3\ n [NL, fr. LL, dim. of L scopa broom— more at scullion] : a bushy tuft of hairs— scop.u«late \-,lat\
adj

-S-co-py \s-ka-pe\ n comb jorm [Gk -skopia, fr. skep esthai} ; view-
ing : observation <radioscopy')

scor.bu-tic \sk6r-'byUt-ik\ adj [NL scorbuticus. fr. scorbutus
scurvy, prob. of Gmc origin; akin to OE scurj'] : of, relating to, or
resembling scurvy; also t diseased with scurvy — scor>bu>ti>cal<Iy
\-i-k(^)le\ adv
Iscorch \'sk6(3)rch\ vb [ME scorcnen, scorchen, prob. of Scand
origin; akin to ON skorpna to shrivel up — more at shrimp] vt

1 ; to bum a surface so as to change its color and texture 2 a : to
parch with or as if with intense heat b ; to afflict painfully with
or as if with censure or sarcasm 3 : to devastate completely esp.
before abandoning to the enemy — used in the phrase scorched earth
esp. of property of possible use to an enemy -^ vi 1 : to become
scorched 2 : to travel at great usu. excessive speed

2scorch n 1 : a result of scorching 2 : a browning of plant tissues

usu. from disease or heat
3scorch vt [alter, of ^score'i dial chiejly Eng ; cur, slash
scorcbed adj ; parched or discolored by scorching
scorch. er \'sk6r-char\ n : one that scorches; esp ; a very hot day
scorch.ing \-chlo\ adj l ; burning <-^ heat) 2 : scathino,
stinging <a -^ denunciation) — scorch-ing-ly adv
iscore \'sko(3lr, 'sk6(a)r\ n. pi scores or score [ME scor, fr. ON
skor notch, tally, twenty; akin to OE scieran to cut — more at
shear] 1 a : twenty b : a group of 20 things — often used In
combination with a cardinal number (fivescore) c /?/ : a group of
an indefinite large number 2 a : a line made with or as If with a
sharp instrument : incision b (1) : a mark used as a starting point
or goal by traffic (2) ; one used for keeping account 3 a : an
account or reckoning kept by making marks on a tally b : account
c : amount due : indebtedness 4 : an obligation or injury kept in
mind for requital : grudge 5 a : reason, ground b ; subject,
topic 6a: the copy of a musical composition in written or printed
notation b : a musical composition; specij : the music for a movie
or theatrical production c ; a complete description of a dance
composition In choreographic notation 7 a : a number that
expresses accomplishment (as in a game or test) or excellence (as In
quality) either absolutely in points gained or by comparison to a
standard b : the making of a score ; hit 8 ; the stark inescapable
facts of a situation
ascore vf 1 a : to keep a record or account of by or as if by notches
on a tally : record b : to enter In a record c ! to mark with
significant lines or notches (as in keeping account) 2 : to mark
with lines, grooves, scratches, or notches 3 : berate, scold
4 a (1) : to gain for addition to the score <•--' a run) (2) : to enable
(a base runner) to make a score b : to have as a value in a game
or contest : count (touchdown ~s six points) c : achieve, win
5 : to determine the merit of : grade 6 a : to write or artange
(music) for a specific performance medium b : to make an orches-
tration of c : to compose a score for (a movie) ~ v/ 1 : to keep
score in a game or contest 2 : to make a count as a score in or as
if in a game ; tally 3 a ; to gain or have the advantage b ; to be
successful c : 3RATE — scor-cr n

score.board \-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a large board for displaying
the score of a game or match and sometimes other information

score.card \-,kard\ n : a card for recording the score of a game
score-keep.er \-,ke-p3r\ n : an official who records the score dur-
ing the progress of a game or contest

score-less \-l3s\ adj : having no score; specij : Involving no points
(a ~ tie)

sco.ria \'skor-e-a, 'sk6r-\ n, pJ sccrLae \-e-,e, -e-,T\ [ME, fr. L,
fr. Gk skoria, fr. skor excrement — more at scat-] 1 : the refuse

from melting of metals or reduction of ores _: slag 2 ; rough
vesicular clndery lava — sco*ri*a*Geous \,skor-e-'a-sh3s, ,sk6r-\
adj
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, native or in-

SCO*rl-fl>ca>tion X.skor-a-fs-'ka-shan, ,sk6r-\ n : the act, process,
or result of scorifying
SCO-ri'Iy \'skor-s-,fT, 'sk6r-\ vt ; to reduce to scoria
iscorn \'sk6(3)rn\ n [ME. fr. OF escarn, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG scern jest; akin to Gk skairein to gambol — more at cardi-
nal] 1 : an emotion Involving both anger and disgust : vigorous
contempt : disdain 2 : an expression of extreme contempt
: taunt 3 I an object of extreme disdain, contempt, or derision

3scorn vt 1 : to reject with vigorous or angry contempt : contemn
<j^ed all warnings of disaster) 2 ; to refuse because of scorn
; DISDAIN <^^ed to reply to the charge) '^ vi ; to show disdain or
derision : scoff syn see despise — scorn-er n

scorn*ful \*sk6m-f3l\ adj : full of scorn : contemptuous— scom-
luLly \-f3-le\ adv — scorn<Iul*ness n

SCor-pae>nid \sk6r-'pe-n3d\ n [deriv. of Gk skorpaina, a kind of
fish] : any of a family (Scorpaenidae) of marine spiny-finned fishes
comprising the scorpion fishes— scorpaenid adj— scor>pae<>noid
\-,n6id\ adj or n_
Scor-plo \'sk6r-pe-.o\ n [L Scorpius (gen. ScorpiO Sc Scorpio fgen.
Scorpionis) , fr. Gk Skorvios, lit., scorpion ] 1 : a southern constella-
tion partly in the Milky Way and next to Libra 2 : the Sth sign of
the zodiac

SCOr.pi.oid \-pe-,6id\ adj [Gk skorpioeides, fr. skorpiosi 1 a : re-

sembling a scorpion b : of or relating to the order (Scorpionida)
of arachnids comprising the scorpions 2 : curved at the end like a
scorpion's tail t circinate <a '-- inflorescence)

SCor-pi-on \'sk6r-pe-3n\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L
scorpion-, scorpio, fr. Gk. skorpios; akin to OE
scieran to cut — more at shear] 1 : any of an
order (Scorpionida) of arachnids having an
elongated body and a narrow segmented tail

bearing a venomous sting at the tip 2 : a
scourge prob. studded with metal 3 : some-
thing that incites to action like the sting of an
insect
scorpion lish n 1 : a scorpaenid fish; esp
with a venomous spine on the dorsal fin 2 ; the
common toadfish {Opsanus tau)

scot \'skat\ n [ME, fr. ON skot shot, contribu-
tion — more at shot] ; money assessed or paid
Scot \'skat\ n [ME Scoires Scotchmen, fr. OE
Scottas Irishmen, Scotchmen, fr. LL Scotus
Irishman] 1 ; one of a Gaelic people of northern
Ireland settling in Scotland about a.d.500 2 a
habitant of Scotland b ; a person of Scotch descent

scot and lot « 1 ; a parish assessment formerly laid on subjects In
Great Britain according to their ability to pay 2 : obligations of all

kinds taken as a whole
iscotch \'skach\ vt [ME scocchen to gash] 1 ; to Injure so as to
make temporarily harmless 2 a : to stamp out ; crush b : to end
decisively by demonstrating the falsity of
2scotch n : a slight cut : score
^scotch n [origin unknown] : a chock to prevent rolling or slipping

4scotch vt 1 : to block with a chock to prevent rolling or slipping

2 : hinder, thwart
» Scotch \'skach\ adj [contr. of Scottish'] 1 : of, relating to. or
characteristic of Scotland, the Scotch, or Scots 2 : frugal

2 Scotch n 1 : scots 2 pi in constr : the people of Scotland
SScotch trademark — used for any of numerous adhesive tapes that
can be made to adhere under slight pressure without heating or
moistening
Scotch broth n ; a soup made from beef or mutton and vegetables
and thickened with barley
Scotch-Irish adj l ; of, relating to, or characteristic of the popu-
lation of northern Ireland that is descended from Scotch settlers

2 : of, relating to, or characteristic of the people of Scotch descent
emigrating from northern Ireland to the U.S. before 1846 or their

descendants
Scotch-man \'skach-man\ n ; a man of Scotch descent : a male Scot
— Scotch-worn.an \-,wum-3n\ n

Scotch terrier n : Scottish terrier
Scotch verdict n l ; a verdict of not proven that is allowed by
Scottish criminal law in some cases instead of a verdict of not guilty

2 : an inconclusive decision or pronouncement
Scotch whisky n : whiskey distilled In Scotland esp. from malted
barley
Scotch woodcock n ; toast spread with anchovy paste and scrambled

sco-ter \'skot-3r\ n, pi scoters or scoter [origin unknown] : any
of several sea ducks (genera Oidemia and Melanitta) of northern
coasts of Europe and No. America and some larger inland waters

ECot-Iree \'skat-'fre\ adj iscot + jree] : completely free from
obligation, harm, or penalty

SCO-tia \'sko-sh(e-)3, 'sk6t-e-3\ n [L, fr. Gk skotia, fr. fem. of sko-

tios dark, shadowy, fr. skotos darkness — more at shade] : a con-
cave molding used esp. in classical architecture in the bases of

columns
Scot-ic \'skat-ik\ adj ; of or relating to the ancient Scots

SCO-tism \'skot-,iz-3m\ n : the doctrines of Duns Scotus (as

voluntarism, logical realism, and the plurality of substantial forms)
— Sco-tist \*sk6t-3st\ n
Scotland Yard \.skat-l3n(d)-'yard\ n [Scotland Yard, street in

London formerly the headquarters of the Metropolitan Police]

: the detective department of the Metropolitan Police force of

London
sco-to-ma \ska-'to-m3\ n. pi scotomas or sco-to-ma-ta \-m3t-3\

INl^scotomat-, scotoma, fr. ML, dimness of vision, fr. Gk skotomat-,

skotoma, fr. skotoun to darken, fr. skotos] : a blind or dark spot in

the visual field — sco-tom-a-tous \-'tam-9t-3S, -*t6m-\ adj

SCO-tcpia \ska-'to-pe-3\ n [NL, fr. Gk skotos darkness + NL
-opia] : vision in dim light with dark-adapted eyes believed to be
mediated by the rods of the retina— sco-to-pic \-'to-pik, -'tap-ikX

adj
iScots \'skats\ adj [ME scottis, alter, of Scottish] : scotch 1

2Scots n : the English language of Scotland

Scots-man \'skat-sm3n\ n : Scotchman
Scot-ti-cism \'skat-3-,siz-9m\ n [LL scotticus of the ancient Scots,

fr. Scotus Scot] : a characteristic feature of Scottish English esp. as
contrasted with standard English

scot-tie \'skat-e\ n 1 cap ; Scotchman 2 : Scottish terrier
iScot-tish \'skat-ish\ adj : scotch I

2SC0ttish n I SCOTS
Scottish Gaelic n : the Gaelic language of Scotland
Scottish rite « l : a ceremonial observed by one of the Masonic
systems 2 : a system or organization that observes the Scottish rite
and confers H degrees
Scottish terrier n : any of an old Scottish breed of terrier that has
short legs, a' large head with small prick ears and a powerful muz-
zle, a broad deep chest, and a very hard coat of wiry hair

scoun-drel \'skaun-dr3l\ n [origin unknown] : a mean worthless
fellow : villain — scoundrel adj — scoun-drei.Iy \-dr3-le\ adj
iscour \'skau(a)r\ vb [ME scuren, prob. of Scand origin; akin to
Sw skura to rush] vi : to move about quickly esp. in search ~ vt

1 : to move through or range over usu. rapidly 2 : to examine
minutely and rapidly — scour»er n
2scour vb [ME scouren] vt 1 a : to rub hard for the purpose of
cleansing b : to remove by rubbing hard and washing 2 archaic
; to make (a region) free (as from undesired occupants) 3 ; to
clean by purging : purge 4 : to clear (as a pipe or ditch) by re-
moving dirt and debris 5 : to free from foreign matter or impurities
by or as if by washing {•--' wool) 6 : to clear, dig, or remove by a
powerful current of water — vi 1 : to perform a process of scour-
ing 2 : to suffer from diarrhea or dysentery : purge 3 ; to be-
come clean and bright by rubbing — scour-er n
3scour n 1 : a place scoured by running water 2 : scouring action
3 : diarrhea, dysentery — usu. used in pi. but sing, or pi. in

iscourge \'sk3rj also 'sko(3)rJ. •sk6(a)rj\ n [ME, fr. AF escorge, fr.

(assumed) OF escorgier to whip, fr. OF es- ex- -H L corrigia whip]
1 : whip; esp '. one used to inflict pain or punishment 2 a ; an in-
strument of punishment or criticism b ; a cause of widespread or
great affliction

2scourge vt 1 ; to whip severely : flog 2 a : to punish severely
b : to subject to affliction : devastate c : to force as if by blows of a
whip d : to subject to severe criticism or satire — sc6tirg»er n
scour-ing n l : material removed by scouring or cleaning : refuse
2 : the lowest rank of society : scum — usu. used in pi,

scouring rush n : horsetail; esp : one {Equisetum hyemale) with
strongly siliceous stems formerly used for scouring
scouse \'skaus\ n : lobscouse
iSCOUt \'skaut\ vb [ME scouren, fr. MF escoufer to listen, fr. L
auscuUare — more at auscultation] vi 1 : to explore an area to
obtain information (as about an enemy) 2 a : to make a search
b : to act as an athletic scout — v/ 1 ; to observe in order to obtain
information or evaluate 2 : to explore in order to obtain informa-
tion : reconnoiter 3 : to find by making a search
2scout n 1 a : the act of scouting b : a scouting expedition : re-
connaissance 2 a : one sent to obtain information; esp : a soldier,
ship, or plane sent out in war to reconnoiter b : watchman,
LOOKOLTT c ; a person who searches for talented newcomers (as

to acting or a sport) 3 a : boy scout b : girl scout 4 : fellow,
GUY
3scout vb [of Scand origin; akin to ON skuti taunt: akin to OE
sceotan to shoot — more at shoot] vt 1 : to make fun of : mock
2 : to reject scornfully as absurd <'^ a theory) '^ vi : scoff <'^ at
popular remedies) syn see despise
scout car n : a fast armored military reconnaissance vehicle with
four-wheel drive and open top

scout-craft \-,kraft\ n : the craft, skill, or practice of a scout
scout-er \'skaut-3r\ n 1 : one that scouts 2 : a member of the
Bov Scouts of America over 18 years of age

scouth \'skiith\ n [origin unknown] Scot '. plenty
SCOUt-ing \'skaut-iri\ n I : the action of one that scouts 2 ; the
activities of the various boy scout and girl scout movements

scont-mas-ter \'skaut-,mas-tar\ n ; the leader of a band of scouts;

specij ; the adult leader of a troop of boy scouts

scow \'skau\ n [D schouw: akin to OHG scalta punt pole] : a
large flat-bottomed boat with broad square ends used chiefly for

transporting sand, gravel, or refuse
iSCOWl \'skau(3)l\ vb [ME skoulen, prob. of Scand origin; akin to

Dan skule to scowl] vi 1 : to draw down the forehead and make a
face in expression of displeasure 2 : to exhibit a threatening aspect
~ v? : to express with a scowl syn see frown — scowl-er n
2SC0W1 n : a facial expression of displeasure : frown
scow-man X'skaii-msn, -,man\ n : one who works on a scow
iscrab-ble \'skrab-3l\ vb scrah-bling \-(3->liri\ [D schrabbelen to

scratch] vi 1 : scrawl, scribble 2 : to scratch or claw about
clumsily or frantically 3 a : scramble, clamber b : to struggle by
or as if by scraping or scratching -^ v/ 1 ; scramble 2 ; scribble— scrab-hler \-(3-)lsr\ n

2scrabble n l ; scribble 2 ; a repeated scratching or clawing

3 : scramble
scrab-bly \'skrab-(a-)le\ adj 1 : scratchy, raspy 2 : sparse,

SCRUBBY
iscrag \'skrag\ n [perh. alter, of ^crag] 1 : a rawboned or scrawny
person or animal 2 : the lean end of a neck of mutton or veal;

broadly : neck
2scrag vt scragged; scrag-ging 1 a : to execute by hanging or
garroting b : to wring the neck of 2 : choke

scrag. gly \'skrag-(3-)le\ adj ; irregular; also : ragged, unkempt
scrag.gy \'skrag-e\ adj 1 ; rough, jagged 2 : being lean and
long : scrawny
scram \'skram\ vl scrammed; scram-ming [short for ^scrambte'\

: to go away at once <'^, you're not wanted)
scram-ble \'skram-b3l\ vb scram-bling \-b(3-)Hr)\ [perh. alter, of

^scrabble] vi la: to move or climb hastily on all fours b : to move
with urgency or panic 2 a : to struggle eagerly or unceremon-
iously for possession of something (•^ for front seats) b : to get

or gather something with difficulty or in irregular ways 3 a : sprawl,
straggle Xi oj a plant : to climb over a support 4 : to take off

quickly in response to an alert ^ vt 1 : to collect by scrambling
2 a : to toss or mix together : jumble b : to prepare (eggs) by
stirring during frying 3 : to cause or order (a fighter-Interceptor

group) to scramble — scramble n — scram>bler \-b(9-)lar\ n

a abut; ® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

j joke; fj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; tfl this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; X life

ti loot; iL foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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scran.nel \'skran-'l\ adj [origin xjnknown] : harsh, uni^lodious
iscrap \'skrap\ n [ME, fr. ON skrap scraps; akin to ON skrapa to
scrape] 1 pi ; fragments of discarded or leftover food 2 a ; a small
detached piece : bit <--' of paper) b : a fragment of something
written or printed c : the least piece <not a --' of evidence)

3 pi ; CRACKLINGS 4 a : fragments of stock removed in manu-
facturing ft : manufactured articles or parts rejected or discarded
and useful only as material for reprocessing

ascrap vt scrapped; scrap.ping 1 ; to make into scrap <~ a battle-

ship) 2 : to abandon or get rid of as no longer of enough worth or
effectiveness to retain i~ outworn methods) syn see discard
3scrap n [origin unknown] : fight
4scrap vi scrapped; scrap.ping : quarrel, hght
scrap-book \'skrap-,buk\ n : a blank book in which printed items
or pictures cut from papers or magazines may be pasted or inserted
iscrape \'skrap\ v6 [ME scrapen, fr. ON skrapa; akin to OE scrap-
ion to scrape, L scrobis ditch, Gk keirein to cut — more at shear] vt

1 a : to remove (excrescent matter) from a surface by usu. repeated
strokes of an edged instrument b : to make (a surface) smooth or
clean with strokes of an edged instrument or an abrasive 2 a : to
grate harshly over or against b : to damage or injure the surface of
by contact with a rough surface c : to draw roughly or noisily over
a surface 3 : to collect by or as if by scraping : scramble ^ vi

1 ; to move in sUding contact with a rough surface 2 ; to accumu-
late money by small economies 3 ; to draw back the foot along the
ground in making a bow 4 : to make one's way with difficulty or
succeed by a narrow margin — scrap. er n — scrape a leg : to
make a low bow

2Scrape n 1 a ; the act or process of scraping b ; a sound made by
scraping 2 : a bow made by drawing back the foot 3 a : a dis-

agreeable predicament b : quarrel, hght
scrap heap n l : a pile of discarded metal 2 : the place to which
useless things are relegated ; discard

scrap.per \'skrap-3r\ n : quarreler, fighter
scrap'pi-ness \'skrap-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being scrap-

py; esp : disconnectedness
scrap-pie \'skrap-3l\ n [dim.. of ^scrap'\ : a seasoned mush of meat
scraps and cornmeal set in a mold and served sliced and fried
iscrap-py \'skrap-e\ adj : consisting of scraps : fragmentary
2scrappy adj 1 : quarrelsome 2 : aggressive and determined in
spirit

iscratch \'skrach\ vb [blend of E dial, scrat (to scratch) and obs.
E cratch (to scratch)] vt 1 : to scrape or dig with the claws or nails

2 : to rub and tear or mark the surface of with something sharp or
jagged 3 : to scrape or rub Ughtly (as to reheve itching) 4 : to
scrape together 5 : to write or draw on a surface 6 a : to cancel
or erase by or as if by drawing a line through b : to withdraw (an
entry) from competition 7 : scribble, scrawl 8 : to scrape along
a rough surface ('-- a match) ^ vi 1 : to use the claws or nails in
digging, tearing, or wounding 2 : to scrape or rub oneself lightly

(as to relieve itching) 3 : to gather money or get a living by hard
work and saving 4 ; to make a thin grating sound (this pen '^es')— scratch. er n
^scratch n l : a mark or injury produced by scratching; also : a
sUght wound 2 ; scrawl, scribble 3 : the sound made by
scratching 4 a : the starting line in a race b : nothing 5 a : a
test of courage b ; satisfactory condition or performance (up to
'^) 6 : a contestant whose name is withdrawn 7 a ; a shot in
billiards or pool that involves a penalty b : a shot that scores by
chance ; fluke
3scratch adj l : made as or used for a tentative effort (-« paper)
2 : made or done by chance and not as intended (— shot) 3 : ar-
ranged or put together with little selection : haphazard <~ team)
4 : without handicap or allowance (^ golfer)

scratch hit n : a batted ball not sohdiy hit or cleanly placed yet
credited to the batter as a base hit

scratch.!.ness \'skrach-e-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being
scratchy

scratch line n l : a starting line for a race 2 : a line that marks
the extreme limit of the takeoff for a broad jump 3 : a line from
which the javeUn is thrown and which must not be overstepped by
the thrower
scratch paper n ; paper that may be used for jottings, memoranda,
or other casual writing

scratch sheet n : a racing publication listing horses scratched from
races and giving the handicapper's grading of the horses in order
of winning chances

scratch test n : a test for allergic susceptibility made by rubbing an
extract of an allergy-producing substance into small breaks or
scratches in the skin

scratchy \'skrach-e\ adj 1 : likely to scratch : prickly i^ under-
growth) 2 : making a scratching noise 3 : marked or made with
scratches <,~ drawing) ("- handwriting) 4 ; uneven in quahty
: ragged 5 : causing tinghng or itching ; irritating ('^ wool)

scrawl \'skr61\ vb [origin unknown] vt \ to write or draw awk-
wardly, hastUy, or carelessly : scribble ~ vi : to write awkwardly
or carelessly — scrawl^n — scrawl. er n — scrawly \'skr6-le\ adj
Scrawl.i-ness \'skr6-le-n9s\ n : the quality of being scrawly
scraw.ni.ness \'skr6n-e-n3s, 'skran-\ n : the quaUty or state of
being scrawny
scraw.ny \-e\ adj [origin unknown] : ill-nourished : skinny <'—
cattle) syn see lean

screak \'skrek\ vi [of Scand origin; akin to ON skrsekja to screak;
akin to ME scremen to scream] ; to make a harsh shrill noise
: screech — screak n — screaky \-e\ adj
iscream \'skrem\ vb [ME scremen; akin to OHG scrian to scream]
vi 1 a (1) : to voice a sudden sharp loud cry (2) : to produce harsh
high tones b ; to make or move with a noise resembling a scream
2 : to speak or write with intense hysterical expressions 3 : to
produce a vivid startling effect -^ vt : to utter with or as if with a

2scream n l : a loud sharp penetrating cry or noise 2 : one that
provokes mirth
Scream-er \'skre-m3r\ n 1 : one that screams 2 : any of several
So. American birds (family Anhimidae) 3 : a sensationally startling
headline
scream.ing.Iy \-mir)-le\ adv : to an extreme degree
scree \'skrc\ n [of Scand origin; akin to ON skritha landslide, fr.
skntha to creep; akin to OHG scritan to go, Lith skrytis felly, n.]

~!
; a heap of stones or rocky debris : talus1 : PEBBLE, I

iscreech \'skr«;h\ vb [alter, of earlier scrltch, fr. ME scrichen; akin
to ON skrsekja to screak] vi 1 : to utter a high shrill piercing cry
; make an outcry usu. in terror or pain 2 : to make a sound re-

sembling a screech '- vt : to utter with or as if with a screech —
screech. er n

sscreech n 1 : a high shrill piercing cry usu. expressing pain or terror
2 : a sound_ resembling a screech

screed \'skred\ n [ME screde fragment, fr. OE screade — more at
shred] 1 Scot ; RENT, tear 2 a : a lengthy discourse b : an in-
formal piece of writing 3 : a strip (as of plaster of the thickness
planned for the coat) laid on as a guide
tscreen \'skren\ n [ME serene, fr. MF escren, fr. MD scherm; akin
to OHG skirm screen, L cerium skin — more at cuirass] 1 a : a
device used as a protection from heat or drafts or as an ornament
b : a nonbearing partition often ornamental carried up to a height
necessary for separation and protection 2 a : something that
shelters, protects, or conceals; specij ; a body of troops, ships, or
planes thrown to protect a command, an area, or larger force
b : a shield for secret usu. evil practices 3 a : a perforated plate or
cylinder or a meshed wire or cloth fabric usu. mounted and used to
separate coarser from finer parts b ; a system for examining and
separating info different groups c : a piece of apparatus designed
to prevent agencies in one part from affecting other parts (optical
~) (electric ~) (magnetic ^y d : a frame holding a usu. metalhc
netting used esp. in a v/indow or door to exclude insects 4 a (1) ; a
flat surface upon which a picture or series of pictures is projected
(2) : the motion-picture industry b ; something that receives or
retains a mental image or impression c ; the surface upon which
the image appears in a television or radar receiver 5 : a glass
plate ruled with crossing opaque lines through which an image is

photographed in making a halftone
^screen vt 1 : to guard from injury or danger 2 a : to give shelter
or protection to with or as if with a screen b : to separate with or
as if with a screen 3 a : to pass (as coal, gravel, ashes) through a
screen to separate the fine part from the coarse; also : to remove by
a screen b (1) ; to examine usu. methodically in order to make a
separation into different groups (2) : to select or eliminate by a
screening process 4 : to provide with a screen to keep out insects

5 a : to project (as a motion-picture film) on a screen b ; to pre-
sent in a motion picture ~ vi \ to appear on a motion-picture screen
syn see hide — screen.able \'skre-na-bal\ adj — screen.er n

screen.ing \'skre-nir)\ n \ pi but sing or pi in cofistr : material (as

waste or fine coal) separated out by passage through or retention on
a screen 2 : a metal or plastic mesh
screen.land \'skren-,land\ n ; filmdom
screen memory n : an imagined or real recollection of early child-
hood that masks another memory of deep emotional significance

screen pass n ; a forward pass in football in which the receiver is

protected by a screen of blockers
screen.play \'skren-,pla\ n : the written form of a story prepared
for motion-picture production including description of characters,
details of scenes and settings, dialogue, and stage directions
screen test n ; a short film sequence testing the ability of a prospec-
tive motion-picture actor — screen-test \'skren-,test\ vt

screen-writ-er \'skren-,rlt-3r\ n : a writer of screenplays
female , nut, fr. ML

^y

screws la: 1 cap, 2 setscrew,
3 lag, 4 flathead,

5 drivescrew, 6 dowel

iscrew \'skrii\ n [ME, fr. MF
scroja, fr. L, sow] 1 a : a mechani-
cal device consisting in its simplest
form of a continuous heUcal rib
with the cylindrical or conical
shank from wliich it projects —
called also external screw, male
screw b : the corresponding part
into which an external screw ad-
vances and fits when turned —
called also internal screw, jemale
screw 2 a : a screwhke form
; SPIRAL b : a turn of a screw;
also ; a twist like the turn of a
screw c ; a screwlike device (a

corkscrew) 3 : a worn-out horse
4 chiejly Brit ; a small packet (as

of tobacco or pepper) 5 : a sharp
bargainer : skinflint G : a prison guard : turnkey 7 : screw
PROPELLER 8 : thumbscrew 2 — screw.Ukc \-,lTk\ adj
2screw vr 1 a (l) : to attach, fasten, or close by means of a screw
(2) : to unite or separate by means of a screw or a twisting motion
<~ the two pieces together) (3) : to press tightly in a device (as a
vise) operated by a screw (4) : to operate, tighten, or adjust by
means of a screw (5) : to torture by means of a thumbscrew
b : to cause to rotate spirally about an axis 2 a (1) : to twist into

strained configurations : contort (2) : sqliint (3) : crumple
b : to furnish with a spiral groove or ridge ; thread 3 : to increase

the intensity, quantity, or capabiUty of 4 a : to practice extortion
upon : OPPRESS b ; to extract by pressure or threat ^ vi 1 ; to
rotate like or as a screw 2 : to turn or move with a t\\'istlng or
writhing motion — screW'Cr n
iscrew-ball \'skrii-,b61\ n 1 : a baseball pitch having reverse spin

and a break in opposite direction to a curve 2 : a whimsical, ec-

centric, or crazy person : zany
2screwball adj ; crazily eccentric or whimsical ; zany
screw bean n ; the twisted sweet pod of a leguminous shrub or small

tree (Prosopis pubescens) of the southwestern U.S.; also : this plant

screw.driv.er \'skrii-,drT-v3r\ n 1 : a tool for turning screws
2 : vodka and orange juice served with ice

screw eye n : a wood screw with a head in the form of a closed eya
screw-fly \'skrii-,flT\ n : the adult of a screwwonn
screw jack n : jackscrew
screw pine n : any of a genus (Pandanus of the family Pandanaceae,
the screw-pine family) of tropical monocotyledonous plants with
slender palmlike stems, often huge prop roots, and terminal crowns
of swordlike leaves
screw propeller n : a device that consists of a central hub with
radiating blades placed and twisted so that each forms part of a
hehcal surface and that is used to propel a vehicle (as a ship or
airplane)
screw thread n 1 ; the projecting helical rib of a screw 2 : one
complete turn of a screw thread
screw-worm \'skrii-,warm\ n : the grub of a two-winged fly

{Cochliomyia hominivorax) of the warmer parts of America that
develops in sores or wounds or in the nostrils of mammals including
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man with serious or sometimes fatal results; broadly : any of sev-
eral fly larvae that parasitize the flesh of mammals
screwy \'skru-e\ adj 1 ; crazily absurd, eccentric, or unusual
2 : CRAZY, INSANE

scrib*al \*skrT-b9l\ adj ; of, relating to, or due to a scribe <~ error)
scrib-lJle \'skrib-3l\ vb scrih-bling \-(3-)ho\ [ME scriblen, fr. ML
scribillare, fr. L scribere to write] vr 1 : to write hastily or care-
lessly without regard to legibility or thought 2 : to cover with
careless or worthless writings '^ vi : to write or draw hastily and
carelessly — scribble n

scrib'bler \'skrib-l3r, bejore "oj" also -3-lar\ n 1 ; one that scrib-
bles 2 : a minor or worthless author

iscribe \'skrrb\ n [ME, fr. L scriba official writer, fr. scribere to
write; akin to Gk skariphasthai to scratch an outline, keirein to cut— more at shear] 1 ; one of a learned class in ancient Judaea
studying the Scriptures and serving as copyists, editors, teachers,
and jurists 2 a ; an official or public secretary or clerk b ; a
copier of manuscripts 3 : author; specij ; jourj^alist

^scribe vi ; to work as a scribe : write
ascribe v^ [prob. short for describe'] : to mark a line on by cutting or
scratching with a pointed instrument; also : to make by cutting or
scratching

^scribe n t scriber
SCrib^-er \'skrT-b3r\ n : a sharp-pointed tool for marking off ma-
terial (as wood or metal) to be cut — called also scratch awl

Scrieve \'skrev\ vi [of Scand origin; akin to ON skreja to stride]
Scot : to move along swiftly and smoothly
scrim \'skrim\ n [origin unknown] : a durable plain-woven usu.
cotton fabric for use in clothing, curtains, building, and industry
iscrim-mage \'skrim-ij\ n [alter, of ^skirmishl 1 a : a minor battle

: SKIRMISH b : a confused fight : scuffle 2 a : scrummage
b : the interplay between two football teams that begins with the
snap of the ball and continues until the ball is dead c : practice
play between a team's squads (as in football) d ; the first Une of
scrimmage formed after kickoff in football
^scrimmage vi : to take part in a scrimmage — scrim-mag-er n
scrimp \'skrimp\ vb [perh. of Scand origin; akin to Sw skrympa to
shrink, ON skorpna to shrivel up — more at shrimp] vt 1 : to be
niggardly in providing for 2 : to make too small, short, or scanty
: SKIMP -^ vi ; to be frugal or niggardly — scrimpy \'skrim-pe\
adj
scrim>shaw \'skrim-(,)sh6\ n [origin unknown] 1 : any of various
carved or engraved articles made esp. by American whalers usu.

from whalebone or whale ivory 2 : scrimshawed work 3 : the
art, practice, or technique of producing scrimshaw — scrimshaw
vb

iscrip \'skrip\ n [ME scrippe, fr. ML scrippum pilgrim's knapsack]
archaic t a small bag or wallet

2scrip n [short for scripf] 1 : a short writing (as a certificate, sched-

ule, or list) 2 : a small piece 3 a : any of various documents used
as evidence that the holder or bearer is entitled to receive something
(as a fractional share of stock or an allotment of land) b : paper
currency or a token issued for temporary use in an emergency

script \'skript\ n [L scriptum thing written, fr. neut. of scriptus, pp.
of scribere to write — more at scribe] 1 a : something written

: TEXT b : an original or principal instrument or document
(1) : manuscript l (2) : the written text of a stage play, screen-

play, or broadcast; specij : the one used in production or perform-
ance 2 a : printed lettering resembling handwritten lettering

b : written characters ; handwriting c : alphabet
scrip. to.ri-um \skrip-'tor-e-3m, -'t6r-\ n, pi scrip. to-ria \-e-3\

[ML, fr. L scriptus] : a copying room in a medieval monastery set

apart for the scribes
scrip'tur.al \'skrip-cha-r3l, 'skrip-shralX adj : of, relating to, con-
tained in, or according to a sacred writing; specij : biblical —
scrip'tur-aMy \-e\ adv

Scrip.tlire \'skrip-ch3r\ n [ME, fr. LL scriptura, fr. L, act or prod-
uct of writing, fr. scriptus] 1 a (1) cap : the books of the Old and
New Testament or of either of them : bible — often used in pi.

(2) ojten cap : a passage from the Bible b : the sacred wntmgs of a

religion c : a body of writings considered as authoritauve

2 : something written
script-writ.er \'skrip-,trTt-3r\ n ; one that writes screenplays or

radio or television programs
SCriV.en.er \'skriv-(3-)nsr\ n [ME scriveiner, alter, of scrivein, fr.

MF escrivein, fr. (assumed) VL scriban-, scriba, alter, of L scnba

scribe] 1 : a professional or public copyist or writer ; scribe

2 : notary
SCro-bicu.late \skro-'bik-y3-l3t\ adj [L scrobiculus, dim. of scrobis

ditch — more at scrape] ; having shallow grooves or pits

SCrod \*skr"ad\ n [perh. fr. obs. D schrood shred; akin to OB
screade shred — more at shred] : a young fish (as a cod or had-

dock); esp : one split and boned for cooking
SCrof.u.la \'skr6f-y3-l3, 'skraf-\ n [ML, fr. LL scrojulae, pi.,

swellings of the lymph glands of the neck, f r. pi. of scrojula. dim. ot

L scroja breeding sow] : tuberculosis of lymph glands esp. in the

neck
SCroI.U-lous \-l9s\ n 1 ; of, relating to. or affected with scrofula

2 a : resembling scrofula b : morally contaminated

scroll \'skr61\ n [ME scrowle, alter, of scrowe, fr.

MF escroue scrap, scroll, of Gmc origin; akin to OE
screade shred] 1 a : a roll (as of papyrus, leather,

or parchment) for writing a document b archaic

; a written message c : roster, list d : a riband

with rolled ends often inscribed with a motto
2 a : something resembling a scroll in shape; esp

: a spiral or convoluted form in cfrnamental design

derived from the curves of a loosely or partly rolled

parchment scroll b : the curved head of a bowed
stringed musical instrument

scroll saw n l : a thin handsaw for cutting curves

or irregular designs 2 : fretsaw 3 : jigsaw
ScroU-wort \'skr6I-.w3rk\ n : ornamentation characterized by
scrolls; esp : fancy designs in wood often made with a scroll saw

Scrooge \'skriij\ n, ojten cap [Ebenezer Scrooge, character in A
Christmas Carol, story by Charies Dickens] ; a miserly person

SCrO'tal \'skr6t-'l\ adj : of, relating to, or having a scrotum

scroll la

scro-tum \'skrot-am\ n, pi scro-ta \-9\ or scrotums [L; akin to
L scrupus sharp stone —. more at shred] : the external pouch that
in most mammals contains the testes
scrouge X'skraiij, 'skriij\ vb [alter, of E dial, scruze (to squeeze)]
chiejly dial % CROWD, PRESS
scrounge X'skraunjX vb [alter, of E dial, scrunge (to wander about
idly) ] vr 1 : to collect by or as if by foraging 2 : cadge, wheedle
-^ vi 1 : FORAGE, HUNT 2 : WHEEDLE — scroung-ei n
scroung.ing n : the acquisition of goods or services other than by
direct purchase
iscrub \'skr3b\ n, ojten atirib [ME, alter, of schrobbe shrub— more
at shrub] 1 a : a stunted tree or shrub b : vegetation consisting
chiefly of such scrubs c : a tract covered with such vegetation
2 : a domestic animal of mixed or unknown parentage and usu.
inferior conformation : mongrel 3 : a person of insignificant
size or standing 4 : a player not belonging to the first string
2scrub vb scrubbed; scrub^bing [of LG or Scand origin; akin to
MLG & MD schrubben to scrub, Sw skrubba] vt 1 a (1) : to clean
with hard rubbing : scour (2) ; to remove by scrubbing b : to
subject to friction ; rub 2 : wash 6c{2) 3 : cancel, eliminate
~ vi : to use hard rubbing in cleaning
3scrub tt 1 ; an act or instance of scrubbing 2 : one that scrubs
scrub.bed \'skr3b-3d\ adj Vscrub] archaic : scrubby
scrub-ber \'skr3b-3r\ n I one that scrubs; specij ; an apparatus
for removing impurities esp. from gases
scrub brush n : a brush with hard bristles for heavy cleaning— called also scrubbing brush
scrub-by \'skr3b-e\ adj 1 : inferior in size or quality : stunted
<'^ cattle) 2 : covered with or consisting of scrub 3 : lacking
distijnction : paltry
scrub typhus n ; tsutsugamushi disease
scrub'Wom.an \'skr3b-,wum-3n\ n : a woman who hires herself
out for cleaning : charwoman

scruff X'skrafX n [alter, of earlier scujj, of unknown origin] : the
back of the neck : nape
scruffy \'skr?)f-e\ adj [E dial. scruJS (something worthless)]

: shabby, contemptible
scrum X'skramX or scrum.mage \'skr3m-ij\ n [scrum short for
scrummage, alter, of scrimmage] : a Rugby play in which the for-

wards of each side crouch side by side typically in .^-2-3 formation
and with locked arms with the two front lines meeting shoulder to
shoulder — scrummage vi

scrump-tious \'skr3m(p)-sh9s\ adj [prob. alter, of sumptuous"]
: delightful, elegant — scrump.tious-ly adv
tscrunch X'skrsnch, 'skrunch\ vb [alter, of ^crunch] vt 1 : CRUNCH,
CRUSH 2 a : contract, hunch b : crumple, rumple — vi 1 : to
make or move with a crunching sound 2 : crouch, squeeze
^scrunch n t a crunching sound
iscru.ple \'skrii-pal\ n [ME scriple, fr. L scrupulus a unit of weight,
fr. scrupulus small sharp stone] 1 — see measure table 2 : a
minute part or quantity ; iota
2scruple n [MF scrupule, fr. L scrupulus small sharp stone, cause
of mental discomfort, scruple, dim. of scrupus sharp stone — more
at shred] 1 : an ethical consideration or principle that inhibits

action 2 : scrupulousness syn see qualm
ascruple vi scru-pling \-p(3-ilir)\ 1 : to have scruples 2 : to
be reluctant on grounds of conscience ; hesitate

scru.pu.los-i'ty \.skrLi-py3-'las-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of
being scrupulous 2 : scruple

scru.pU'lOUS \'skrij-pya-las\ adj [L scrupulus] : full of or having
scruples ; inclined to scruple : strict, exact, punctilious syn
see CAREFUL, upright — scru.pu-lous'ly adv — scru-pU'lous-
ness n

ScrU'ta.ble \'skrut-3-b3l\ adj [LL scrutabilis searchable, fr. L
scrutari to search, investigate, examine — more at scrutiny]
: capable of being deciphered : comprehensible

SCrU'ta.tor X'skrU-.tat-sr, skrii-'X n [L, fr. scruiaius, pp. of scrutari

to search] ; observer, examiner
scru.ti-neer \,skrut-'n-'i(9)r\ n 1 : examiner 2 Brit : a can-
vasser of votes

scru.ti-nize \'skrut-=n-,Tz\ vt : to examine closely ; inspect '^ vi

: to make a scrutiny — scru«ti.ni2.er n
syn SCRLTINIZE, SCAN, INSPECT, EXAMINE mean to look at critically

or searchingly. scrutinize stresses close attention to minute
detail; scan implies a surveying from point to point often sug-

gesting a cursory overall observation; inspect implies scrutinizing

for errors or defects; examine suggests a scrutiny in order to

determine the nature, condition, or quality of a thing

SCru-ti-ny \'skrijt-'n-e, 'skriit-neX n [L scrutinium, fr. scrutari to

search, examine, fr. scruta trash] 1 : a searcning study, inquiry, or
inspection : examination 2 : a searching look 3 : close watch
: surveillance

SCU-ba \'sk(y)ii-b3\ n tself-contahied underwater breathing

(ipparatus] : an apparatus used for breathing while swimming
under water
iscud \'sk3d\ vi scud.ded; scud.ding [prob. of Scand origin;

akin to Norw skudda to push; akin to L quatere to shake — more
at quash] 1 : to move or run swiftly esp. as if driven forward
2 : to run before a gale

2scud n 1 : the act of scudding : rush 2 a : loose vapory clouds

driven swiftly by the wind b (1) : a slight sudden shower (2) ; a
gust of wind (3) : mist, rain, snow, or spray driven by the wind
SCU.dO \'skud-(.)6\ n, pi scu-di \-(.)e\ [It, lit., shield] 1 : a gold

coin first issued in the 15th century or a silver coin first issued in

the 16th century and used in Italy to the I9th century approxi-
mately equivalent to a dollar 2 : a unit of value equivalent to a
scudo
iscuff \'sk3f\ vb [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw skuffa to

push] vi la: to walk without lifting the feet : shuffle b : to

poke or shuffle a foot in exploration or embarrassment 2 : to

become scratched, chipped, or roughened by wear '^ vt 1 l cuff
2 a : to scrape (the feet) along a surface while walking or back
and forth while standing b : to poke at with the toe 3 : to
scratch, gouge, or wear away the surface of

2scufl n 1 a : a noise of or as if of scuffing b : the act or an instance

of scuffing c : a mark or injury caused by scuffing 2 : a flat-soled

house slipper without quarter or counter
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scuf-fle \*sk9f-3l\ v/ scaf-fllng \-C»-)llo\ tprob. of Scand origin;
akin to Sw skujja to push] 1 : to struggle at close quarters with
disorder and confusion 2 a : to move with a quick shuffling gait

: SCURRY b : shuffle — scuffle n
scuffle hoe n ; a garden hoe with both edges sharpened
iscull \"sk3l\ n [ME sculled 1 a : an oar used at the stem of a
boat to propel it forward with a thwartwise motion b : one of a
pair of oars usu. less than 10 feet in length and operated by one
person 2 : a boat usu. for racing propelled by one or two persons
using sculls

sscull vt : to propel (a boat) by sculls or by a large oar worked
thwartwise -^ vi ; to scull a boat — scull>er n

SCUl.lery \'sk3l-(3-)re\ n [ME, department of household in charge
of dishes, fr. MJt- escuelerie, fr, escuelle bowl, fr. L scutella drinking
bow! — more at sclhtle] : a room for cleaning and storing dishes

and culinary utensils, washing vegetables, and similar coarse work
SCUl-lion \*sksl-y3n\ n [ME sculion, fr. MF escouillon dishcloth,
alter, of escouvillon, fr. escouve broom, fr. L scopa, ht., twig; akin
to L scapus stalk — more at shaft] ; a kitchen helper whose chief

task is washing
SCUl>pin \'sk3l-p3n\ n, pi sculpins also sculpin [origin unknown]

; any of numerous spiny large-headed broad-mouthed usu. scaleless

scorpaenoid fishes {esp. family Cottidae); esp : a scorpion fish

(Scorpaena guttata) of the southern Cahfomia coast esteemed for
food and sport

sculpt \'skalpt\ vh [F sculpter, alter, of obs. sculper, fr. L sculperel

; CARVE, SCULPTURE
SCUlP'tor \'sk3lp-l3r\ n [L, fr. sculptus, pp. of sculpere'\ : one that
sculptures : an artist who produces works of sculpture — sculp-
tress \-tr3s\ n

SCUlp-tUT.al \'sk3lp-ch3-r3l, 'skslp-shrolX adj 1 : of or relating to
sculpture 2 : resembling sculpture ; sculpturesque — sculp-
tur.al-ly \-e\ adv
iSCUlp.ture \'skPlp-ch9r\ n [ME, fr. L sculptura, fr. sculptus, pp.
of sculpere to cai"ve, alter, of scalpere — more at shelf] 1 a ; the

act, process, or art of carving, cutting, or otherwise processing
plastic or hard materials into works of art b (1) : work produced
by sculpture (2) : a three-dimensional work of art (as a statue)

2 : impressed or raised markings or a pattern of such on a plant

or animal part
2SCUlptUie vb sculp.tur-ing V'skalp-chs-rio, 'sk3lp-shriri\ vt

1 a : to form an image or representation of from solid material

(as wood or stone) b : to carve or otherwise form into a three*
dimensional work of art 2 : to change (the form of the earth's

surface) by erosion — vi ; to work as a sculptor

sculp.tur.esque \,sk3lp-cha-'resk\ adj : done in the manner of or
resembling sculpture — sculp.tur^esque-ly adv
iSCUm \'skam\ n [ME, fr. MD schum; akin to OHG scum foam]
la: exiraneous matter or impurities risen to or formed on the

surface of a liquid often with a foul filmy covering b : the scoria

of metals in a molten state : dross 2 a : refuse b : the lowest
class ; rabble — scum.my \'sk3m-e\ adj
ascum vi scummed; scum.ming : to become covered w^th or as
if with scum
iscum.ble \'sk3m-b3l\ vt scum.bling X-bfaOliaX [freq. of ^scum^
1 a : to make (color or a painting) less brilhant by covering with
a thin coat of opaque or semiopaque color b : to apply (a color)
in this manner 2 : to soften the lines or colors of (a drawing)
by rubbing lightly

^scumble n l : the act or effect of scumbling 2 ; a material used
for scumbling
ISCUn.ner \'skan-ar\ v/ [ME (Sc dial.) skurmiren'\ chiefly Scot
: to be in a state of disgusted irritation

2scunner n ; an unreasonable or extreme dishke or prejudice
Scup \'skap\ n, pi scup also scups [Narraganset mishcup'[ ; either
of two porgies (genus Stenostomus) of the Atlantic coast of the U .S.

:

a ; a fish (5. chrysops) occurring from So. Carolina to Maine and
esteemed as a panfish b : a related fish (5. aculeatus) of more
southerly distribution

scup.per \'sk3p-3r\ n [ME skopperl ; an opening cut through
the waterway and bulwarks of a ship so that water falling on
deck may flow overboard
Scup.per-nong \-,n<Sn. -,nao\ n [Scuppemong, river and lake in

No. Carolina] 1 : muscadine; esp ; a cultivated muscadine with
yellowish green plum-flavored fruits 2 : a white aromatic table
wine made from scuppernongs

scurf \'skarf\ n [ME, of Scand origin; akin to Icel skurfa scurf;
akin to OHG scorj scurf. L carpere to pluck — more at harvest]
1 ; thin dry scales detached from the epidermis esp. in an abnormal
skin condition 2 a : something like flakes or scales adhering to a
surface b : the foul remains of something adherent 3 a : a
scaly deposit or covering on some plant parts; also ; a localized
or general darkening and roughening of a plant surface usu.
more pronounced than russeting b : a plant disease characterized
by scurf — scurty \'sk3r-fe\ adj

SCUr-rile or SCUr-ril X'skar-al, 'sks-rsIX adj [MF scurrile, fr. L
scurrilis, fr. scurra buffoon] : SCURRILOUS

SCUr-ril-i'ty \sk3-'ril-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
scurrilous 2 a : scurrilous or abusive language b : an offensively
rude or abusive remark syn see abuse

scur.rl.lous \'sk3r-9-l3s, 'ska-ra-\ adj 1 a ; using or given to the
language of low buffoonery b : being vulgar and evil ; low
2 : containing low obscenities or coarse abuse — scur*ri.l0US'ly
adv — scur-ri-lous.ness n

SCUT.ry \'sk3r-e, 'sk3-re\ vi [short for hurry-scurry, redupl. of
hurry\ 1 ; to move in or as if in a brisk rapidly alternating step
; SCAMPER 2 : to circulate in an agitated, confused, or fluttering

manner — scurry n
SCUr.vi-ly \*sk3r-v3-le\ adv : in a scurvy manner
SCUr-Vi-ness \-ve-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being scurvy
iscur.vy \'sk3r-vc\ adj [scurj^ 1 : scurfy 2 : mean, despicable
<~ tricks) syn see contemptible

2scurvy n : a disease marked by spongy gums, loosening of the
teeth, and a bleeding into the skin and mucous membranes and
caused by a lack of ascorbic acid
scurvy grass n ; a cress fas Cochlearia ojjicinalis) believed useful
in preventing or treating scurvy
iSCUt \'sk3t\ n [origin unknown] : a short erect tail (as of a hare or
rabbit)

ascut n [prob. alter, of obs. E scout, fr. ME] ; a contemptible fellow

SCU.tage \'skCy)ut-ij\ n [VCE, fr. ML scutagiurrt, fr. L scutum
shield — more at esquire] : a tax levied upon a tenant of a knight's
fee in commutation for miUtary service

SCU'tate \'sk(y)ij-,tat\ or scu.tat.ed \-,tat-3d\ adj [NL scutatus,
fr, L, armed with a shield, fr. scutum"] 1 ; peltate 2 : covered
by bony or homy plates or large scales
iSCUtCh \'sk3ch\ vt [(assumed) F escoucher to beat, fr. (assumed)
VL excuticare to beat out, fr. L executere, fr. ex- + quatere to
shake, strike — more at quash] : to separate the woody fiber
from (flax or hemp) by beating
2scutch n 1 : scutcher 2 : a bricklayer's hammer for cutting,
trimming, and dressing bricks

SCUtcIl*eon \'skach-3n\ n [ME scochon, fr. MF escuchoni : es-
cutcheon

scutcll.er \'sk3ch-3r\ n : an implement or machine for scutching
flax, cotton, or cloth

scute \'sk(y)ut\ n [NL scutum, fr. L, shield — more at esquire]
: an external bony or homy plate or large scale

scu.tel.late \sk(y)u-'tel-3t, sk(y)ut-n-,at\ adj 1 : of or resembling
a scutellum 2 or scu.tel.lat'Cd \*sk(y)iit-'l-,at-sd\ ; having or
covered with scutella

SCU'tel-la-tlon \.sk(y)ut-='l-'a-sh3n\ n ; lepidosis
scu.tel-lum \skCy>u-'tel-3m\ n, pi scu.teMa \-3\ [NL. dim. of L
scutum shield] 1 : any of several small shield-shaped plant struc-
tures 2 : a hard plate or scale (as on the thorax of an insect or
the tarsus of a bird)

SCU.ti.form \'sk(y)iit-a-,f6rm\ adj [NL scutijormis, fr. L scutum
+ -ijormis -iform] ; peltate

SCUt-ter \'sk3t-3r\ VI [alter, of ^scuttle"] ; scltrry, scuttle
iscut.tle \'sk3t-=*l\ n [ME scuteU fr. L scutella drinking bowl, tray,
dim. of scutra platter] 1 : a shallow open basket for can"ying some-
thing (as grain or garden produce) 2 ; a metal pail for carrying
coal

2scuttle n [ME skotteW] 1 : a small opening in a wall or roof
furnished with a lid: as a : a small opening or hatchway in the
deck of a ship large enough to admit a man and with a lid for
covering it b : a small hole in the side or bottom of a ship fur-
nished with a lid or glazed 2 : a lid that closes a scuttle

3scutlle \t scut-tling \'sk3t-lir), -'l-io\ : to cut a hole through
the bottom, deck, or sides of (a shipi; specij : to sink or attempt
to sink by making holes through the bottom of

<scuttle vi scut-tling \'skst-lio, -'l-io\ tprob. blend of scud
and shuttle] ; scurry
sscuttle n 1 ; a quick shuffling pace : scurry 2 : a short swift

scut-tle.butt \'sk3t-M-,b3t\ n 1 a : a cask on shipboard to con-
tain fresh water for a day's use b ; a drinking fountain on a ship
or at a naval or marine installation 2 : rumor, gossip
scu.tum \'sk(y)ijt-3m\ n. pi scn.ta \-a\ [NL. fr. L, shield — more
at esquire] : a bony, horny, or chitinous plate : scute
Scyl-la \'sil-3\ n [L, fr. Gk Skylla} : a rock on the Italian coast
personified by the ancients as a female monster — between
Scylla and Cha.ryb-dis \-ks-'rib-das\ ; between two equally
hazardous alternatives

scy.phis.to-ma \sT-'fis-t3-m3\ n, pi scy*pIiis.to.mae \~(,)me\
also scyphistomas [NL, fr. L scyphus cup + Gk stoma mouth]
; a sexually produced scyphozoan larva that ultimately repeatedly
constricts transversely to form free-swimming medusae
scy.phczo.an \,sT-fa-'z6-3n\ n [NL Scyphozoa, class name, fr.

L scyphus + NL -zoa] : any of a class (Scyphozoa) of coelen-
terates comprising jellyfishes lacking a true polyp and usu. a
velum — scyphozoan adj

scy.plius \'sT-f3s\ n. pi scy.pni \-,fT\ [L. fr. Gk skyphos] 1 : a
deep drinking vessel with two horizontal handles used esp. in
ancient Greece 2 : a cup-shaped plant part
iSCythe \'sTtti\ n [ME sithe, fr. OE slthe;

akin to OE sagu saw — more at saw] : an
implement used for mowing (as grass) and
composed of a long curving blade fastened
at an angle to a long handle

2scythe vi : to cut with or as if with a scythe
: mow

Scyth.i.an \'sith-e-3n, 'sitlj-X n [L Scytha,
fr. Gk Skyihes] 1 : one of an ancient
nomadic people inhabiting Scvthia 2 ; the
Iranian language of the Scythians — ScytH-
ian adj

sea \'se\ n [ME see, fr. OE sS; akin to

OS & OHG se sea] 1 a : a great body of
salty water that covers much of the earth;

broadly '. the waters of the earth as distin-

guished from the land and air b : a body scytne

of salt water of second rank more or less

landlocked (the Mediterranean '^> c : ocean d : an inland body
of water esp. if large or if salt or brackish <the Caspian ~> e : a

small freshwater lake <the Sea of Galilee) 2 a : surface motion
on a large body of water or its direction; also : rough water : a
heavy swell or wave b : the disturbance of the ocean or other
body of water due to the wind 3 : something vast or overwhelming
likened to the sea 4 : the seafaring life 5 : ^mare — sea adj —
at sea 1 : on the sea; specij : on a sea voyage 2 : lost, bewildered
— to sea : to or upon the open waters of the sea

sea anchor n : a drag typically of canvas thrown overboard to

retard the drifting of a ship or seaplane and to keep its head to the
wind

sea anemone n : any of numerous usu. solitary polyps (order
Actiniaria) that in form, bright and varied colors, and cluster of
tentacles superficially resemble a flower

sea.bag \'se-,bag\ n : a cylindrical canvas bag used esp. by a sailor

for clothes and other gear
sea bass n 1 : any of numerous marine fishes (family Serranldae)

including usu. the smaller more active members of the family as

distinguished from the groupers; esp : a food and sport fish

(Centropristes striatus) of the Atlantic coast of tne U.S. 2 : any
of numerous croakers or drums including noted sport and food
fishes

sea.beach \-,bcch\ n : a beach lying along the sea

sea.bed \-.bed\ n : the floor of a sea or ocean
Sea*bee Vse-(,)be\ n [alter, of cee + bee; fr. the initials of con-

battalion] : a member of one of the volunteer construction
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battalions for building naval aviation facilities and defending them

sea-bird \'se-,b3rd\ n : a bird (as a gull or albatross) frequenting

: loaf bread prepared for use on ship-

: SEACOAST; also : the country

the open ocean
sea biscuit n : hard biscuit
board ; hardtack
sea.board \'se-,b6(3)rd, -,b6f3)rd\
bordering a seacoast — seaboard ad}

sea>l)00t \-,but\ n ; a very high waterproof boot used esp, by sailors
and fishermen

sea>borne \-,bo(3)rn, -.bd(3)rn\ adj 1 ; borne over or upon the
sea <a ~ invasion) 2 : engaged in or carried on by oversea ship-
ping (-^ trade)

sea bread n : hardtack
sea bream n : any of numerous marine percoid fishes (as of the
families Sparidae or Bramidae)
sea breeze n : a cooling breeze blowing generally in the daytime
inland from the sea

sea cabin n : an emergency cabin near a ship's bridge for the use of
captain and officers

sea captain n : the master of a merchant vessel
sea card n : the card of a mariner's compass
sea change n 1 : a change made by the sea 2 : transformation
sea chest n x z. sailor's storage chest for personal property
sea>coast \'se-,k6st\ n : the shore or border of the land adjacent
to the sea
sea cow n 1 : manatee, dugong 2 : walrus 3 : hippopotamus
sea-craft \'se-,kraft\ n 1 : seagoing ships 2 : skill in navigation
sea crawlish n : spiny lobster — called also sea crayjish
sea cucumber n : holothurian; esp : one whose contracted body
suggests a cucumber in form

sea devil n 1 : devilfish 1 2 : stonefish
sea dog n 1 : any of several seals 2 : dogfish 3 : a veteran
sailor
sea*dog \'se-,d6g\ n : fogbow
sea>drome \-,drom\ n : a floating airdrome serving as an inter-
mediate or emergency landing place
sea dUCK n : a diving duck (as a scoter, merganser, or eider) that
frequents the sea

sea duty n : duty in the U.S. Navy performed outside the continental
U.S. or specified dependencies thereof

sea eagle nl i any of various fish-eating eagles 2 : osprey
sea-eai \'se-,i(a)r\ n : abalone
sea Ian n : a gorgonian with a fan-shaped skeleton; esp : one
{Gorgonia Jlabellum) of Florida and the West Indies

sea>lar>er \'se-,far-3r, -,fer-\ n : mariner
sea>far>ing \-,far-io, -,fer-\ n : a mariner's calling — seafaring adj
sea feather n : a gorgonian with a plumose skeleton; esp : sea pen
sea light n : an engagement between ships at sea
sea fire n : marine bioluminescence
sea>folk \'se-,fok\ n : seafaring people : mariners
sea-food \'se-,fud\ n : edible marine fish and shellfish

sea-fowl \-,faul\ n : seabird
sea-front \-,fr3nt\ n ; the waterfront of a seaside place
sea gate n : a gate, beach, or channel that gives access to the sea
sea-girt \'se-,g3rt\ adj : surrounded by the sea
sea-go-er \-,go(-s)r\ « : one that travels by sea : seafarer
sea-go-ing \-,g6-io, -,g6(-)iD\ adj ; oceangoing
sea green n i i a moderate green or bluish green 2 : a moderate
yellow green
sea gull n : a gull frequenting the sea; broadly ; gull
sea hare n ; any of various large naked moUusks (genus Tethys)
with arched backs and anterior tentacles that project like ears

sea holly n : a European coastal herb (Eryngium maritimum) of
the carrot family with spiny leaves and pale blue flowers

sea horse /i l ; walrus 2 : a fabulous creature half horse and half
fish 3 : any of numerous small fishes (family Syng-
nathidae) related to the pipefishes but stockier with the
head and forepart of the body sharply flexed Uke the
head and neck of a horse 4 ; a large whitecap on a

sea is-land cotton \,se-,T-l3n (d)-\ «, ojten cap S& I [Sea
islands, chain of islands in the Atlantic] ; a cotton
(Gossypium barbadense) with esp. long silky fiber

sea kale n ; a European fleshy plant (Crambe mart'
tima) of the mustard family used as a potherb

sea king n : a Norse pirate chief
iseal \'se(3)l\ n, pi seals also seal [ME sele, fr. OE
seolh; akin to OHG selah seal] 1 : any of numerous gg^ horse
marine aquatic carnivorous mammals (famiUes Pho-
cidae and Otariidae) chiefly of cold regions with Umbs modified
into webbed flippers adapted primarily to swimming; esp ; one
(family Otariidae) valued for its soft dense underfur — called also

Jur seal 2 a : the pell of a fur seal b ; leather made from the skin

of a seal 3 ; a dark grayish yellowish brown
2seal VI ; to hunt seals

3seal n [ME seel, fr. OF, fr. L sigillum seal, fr. dim. of signum sign,

seal] 1 a : something that confirms, ratifies, or makes secure

: guarantee, assurance h (1) : a device with a cut or raised em-
blem, symbol, dr word used to certify a signature or authenticate a
document (2) : a medallion or ring face bearing such a device in-

cised so that it can be impressed on wax or moist clay; also : a
piece of wax or a wafer bearing such an impression c : an impres-
sion, device, or mark given the effect of a common-law seal by
statute law or by American local custom recognized by judicial

decision d : an adhesive stamp given in fund-raising campaigns
2 a : something that secures (as a wax seal on a document) b : a

closure that must be broken to be opened and that thus reveals

tampering c (1) ; a tight and perfect closure (as against the

passage of gas or water) (2) : a device to prevent the passage or

return of gas or air into a pipe or container 3 chiejly Brit : a seal

that is a symbol or mark of office — under seal : with an authenti-

cating seal affixed
4seal vt 1 a : to confirm or make secure by or as if by a seal b : to

solemnize for eternity (as a marriage or an adopdon of a child) by a

Mormon rite 2 a : to set or affix an authenticating seal to; also

: authenticate, ratify b ; to mark with a stamp usu. as an evi-

dence of standard exactness, legal size, weight, or capacity, or
merchantable quality 3 a : to fasten with or as if with a seal to
prevent tampering 6 : to secure with a closure against access or
leakage c : to make fast with cement or plaster 4 : to determine
irrevocably or indisputably (this answer -^ed our fate)
sea lace n : a seaweed {Chorda jilum) with blackish fronds resem-
bhng cords — usu. used in pi.

sea ladder n l : a rope ladder or set of steps to be lowered over a
ship's side for use in coming aboard (as at sea) 2 : sea steps

sea lamprey n : a large anadromous lamprey (Petromvzon marinus)
that is sometimes used as food and is a pest destructive of nadve
fish fauna in the Great Lakes

sea-lane \'se-,lan\ n : an established sea route
seal-ant \'se-Isnt\ n i a sealing agent <radiator ~)
sea lavender n : any of a genus {Limonium) of mostly coastal plants
of the plumbago family
sea lawyer n : an argumentative captious sailor
sea legs npl l : abihty to walk steadily on a ship at sea 2 : freedom
from seasickness
iseal-er \*se-i3r\ n 1 : an official who attests or certifies con-
formity to a standard of correctness <~ of weights and measures)
2 : a coat (as of size) applied to prevent subsequent coats of paint
or varnish from sinking in

2sealer n : a mariner or a ship engaged in hunting seals
seal-ery \'.se-l3-re\ n : a seal fishery
sea lettuce n ; any of a genus {Ulva, of the family Ulvaceae) of

I posi-

seaweeds with green fronds sometimes eaten as salad
sea level n : the level of the surface of the sea esp. at it

tion midway between mean high and low water
sea lily n ; crinoid; esp : a stalked crinoid
sealing wax n : a resinous composition that is plastic when warm
and is used for seaUng (as letters, dry cells, or cans)

sea lion n ; any of several large Pacific eared seals (genus Zalophus
and Otaria) related to the fur seals but lacking their valuable coat

seal off VI : to close tightly (sealed the airport ojj with a cordon of
policed

seal ring n : a finger ring engraved with a seal : signet ring
seal-skin \"se(a)i-,skin\ n 1 : the fur or pelt of a fur seal 2 : a
garment (as a jacket, coat, or cape) of sealskin — sealskin adj
Sea.ly-ham terrier \,se-le-,ham-. esp Brit -Ie-am-\ n [Sealyham,
Pembrokeshire, Wales] : a short-legged long-headed strong-jawed
heavy-boned chiefly white terrier of a breed developed in Wales
iseam \'sem\ n [ME seem, fr. OE seam: akin to OE s'lwian to sew— more at sew] 1 a : the joining of two pieces (as of cloth or leath-
er) by sewing usu. near the edge b : the stitching used in such a
joining 2 : the space between adjacent planks or strakes of a ship
3 a : a line, groove, or ridge formed by the abutment of edges
b : a thin layer or stratum (as of rock) between distinctive layers;
also ; a bed of coal or other valuable mineral of any thickness
c : a line left by a cut or wound; also : wrinkle — seam-like
\-.lTk\ adj
2seam vt 1 a : to join by sewing b : to join as if by sewing (as by
welding, riveting, or heat-sealing) 2 : to mark with lines suggesting
seams : furrow ~ vi : to become fissured or ridgy — seam-er n
sea-maid \'se-,mad\ or sea-maid-en \-,mad-^n\ n : mermaid;
also : a goddess or nymph of the sea
sea-man \'se-m3n\ n l : sailor l, mariner 2 ; an enlisted man
in the navy ranking above a seaman apprentice and below a petty
officer first class

seaman apprentice n : an enlisted man in the navy ranking above a
seaman recruit and below a seaman

sea-man-like \'se-m3n-,ITk\ adj : characteristic of or befitting a
competent seaman
sea-man-ly \-le\ adj ; seamanlike
seaman recruit n : an enlisted man of the lowest rank in the navy
sea-man-ship \'se-m3n-,ship\ n : the art or skill of handling,
working, and navigating a ship
sea-mark \-,mark\ n l : a hne on a coast marking the tidal Umit
2 : an elevated object serving as a beacon to mariners

sea mew n : sea gull; esp ; a European gull {Lams canus)
sea mile n : nautical mile
seam-i-ness yse-me-n3s\ n : seamy condition
seam-less \'sem-l3s\ adj : having no seam — seam-less-ly adv— seam-less-ness n
sea-most \'se-,most\ adj ; situated nearest the sea
sea-mount \-,maunt\ n ; a submarine mountain rising above the
deep sea floor

sea mouse n : a large broad marine polychaete worm {Aphrodite or a
related genus)^ covered with hairlike setae

seam-Ster \'sem(p)-st3r also 'sem(p)-\ n [ME semester, semster, fr,

OE seamestre seamstress, tailor, fr. seam seam] : a person employed
at sewing; esp : tailor

seam-stress \'sem(p)-str3s also •sem(p)-\ n : a woman whose
occupation is sewing
seamy \'se-me\ adj 1 archaic : having the rough side of the seam
showing 2 a : unpleasant b : degraded, sordid

S^-ance \'sa-,'an(t)s, -.a"s, sa-'\ n [F, fr. seoir to sit, fr. L sedere— more at srr] 1 : session, sfiting 2 : a spirituaUst meeting to
receive spirit communications
sea nettle n : a stinging jellyfish

sea onion n 1 ; a squill {Urginea maritima) 2 I a delicate blue*
flowered European scilla {Scilla verna)

sea otter n : a rare large marine otter (Enbydra lutris) of the north-
Pacific coasts whose pelt furnishes an extremely valuable fur

sea-otter's-cabbage
the northern Pacific

sea pen n ; any of

I gigantic kelp {Nereocystis lutkeana) of

1 anthozoans (as of the genus Pennatula)
whose colonies have a feathery form

sea-piece \'se-,pes\ n : a representation of the sea (as in a painting)

; seascape
sea-plane \'se-,plan\ ;

alight on the water
sea-port \-,po(3)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ n ; a port, harbor, or town accessible
to seagoing ships

sea power n l ; a nation having formidable naval strength 2 : na-
val strength

airplane designed to take off from and

3 abut; 3 kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart; au out;

J joke; rj sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; & this; li loot;
e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

y yet; yli few; yu furious; zb vision
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sea purse n : the horny egg case of skates and of some sharks
sea puss \-,pus\ n [by folk etymology fr. a word of Algonquian
origin; akin to Delaware sepus small brook] ; a swirling or along*
shore undertow
sea>quake \'se-,kwak\ n [sea + -quake (as In earthquake)"} ; a
submarine earthquake
isear var oj sere
asear \'siO)r\ vo [ME seren, fr. OE searian, fr. sear sere] vi 1 obs

: to wither away : become sere 2 : to cause withering or drying
<harsh winds that --' and burn) ~ v/ 1 ; to make withered and dry
; PARCH, SHRIVEL 2 : to burn, scorch, or injure with or as if with
sudden application of intense heat
3sear n ; a mark or scar left by searing
4sear n [prob. fr. MF serre grasp, fr. serrer to press, grasp, fr. LL
serare to bolt, latch, fr. L sera bar for fastening a door] : the catch
that holds the hammer of a gunlock at cock or half cock
sea raven n ; a large sculpin {Hemilripterus americanus) of the
northern Atlantic coast of America
Isearch \'s3rch\ vb [ME cerchen, fr. MF cerchier to go about,
survey, search, fr. LL circare to go about, fr. L circum round about]
vt 1 ; to look into or over carefully or thoroughly in an effort to
find or discover something: as a : to examine in seeking something
i'^ed the north field) to : to look through or explore by inspecting
possible places of concealment or investigating suspicious circum-
stances c : to read thoroughly : check; esp : to examine a public
record or register for information about i-^ing titles) d : to
examine for articles concealed on the person e : to look at as if to
discover or penetrate intention or nature 2 : to uncover, find, or
come to know by inquiry or scrutiny -^ vi 1 ; to look or inquire
carefully — usu. used with /or (-^ed for the papers) 2 : to make
painstaking investigation or examination — search^atole \'s3r-ch3-
b3l\ adj — 5earch>er n — search>iiig>ly \-chio-le\ adv
2search n 1 a : an act of searching b : an act of boarding and
inspecting a ship on the high seas in exercise of right of search
2 : a person or party that searches 3 : power or range of searching
and esp. of penetrating; also : a penetrating effect

search'less \-l3s\ adji inscrutable, impenetrable
search'Iight \'sarch-,ht\ n 1 : an apparatus for projecting a beam
of light; also : a beam of light projected by it 2 : flashlight 3
search warrant n : a warrant authorizing a search (as of a house)
for stolen goods or unlawful possessions (as gambling implements)

sea robin n : any of several gurnards; esp : an American gurnard
(genus Prionotus) with red or brown on the body and fins

sea room n : room for maneuver at sea
sea rover n_; one that roves the sea; specij : pirate
sea-run \,s,e,-,T^n\_adj : anadromous <a -^ salmon)
sea-scape \'se-,skap\ n 1 ; a view of the sea 2 : a picture repre-
senting a scene at sea

sea scorpion n : sculpin
sea scout n : a boy enrolled in the boy-scout program that provides
training for older boys in seamanship and water activities

sea serpent n : a large marine animal resembling a serpent often
reported to have been seen but never proved to exist

sea-Shell \'se-,shel\ n ; the shell of a marine animal and esp. a
mollusk
sea-shine \-,shrn\ n ; the shine of the sea; esp ; light reflected off
the sea

sea-shore \-.sho(a)r, -,sh6(a)r\ n 1 : land adjacent to the sea
; seacoast 2 : all the ground between the ordinary high-water and
low-water marks : foreshore
sea-sick \-,sik\ adj : affected with or suggestive of seasickness
sea-sick*ness \-n3s\ n : motion sickness experienced on the water
sea-side \'se-,sTd\ n : the district or land bordering the sea : coun-
try adjacent to the sea : seashore

sea-sid-er \-,sTd-ar\ n : a resident or frequenter of the seaside
Sea Sled trademark — used for a gliding shallow-draft high*
powered motorboat

sea slug n 1 : holothurian 2 : a naked marine gastropod;
specij ; nudibranch

sea snake n l : any of numerous venomous aquatic viviparous
snakes (family Hydrophidae) of warm seas 2 : sea serpent
isea-son \'scz-'n\ n [ME, fr. OF saison, fr. L satior\-, satio action of
sowing, fr. satus, pp. of serere to sow — more at sow] 1 ; a suitable
or natural time or occasion 2 a : a period of the year associated
with some phase or activity of agriculture (as growth or harvesting)
b : the period normally characterized by a particular kind of weath-
er <a long rainy '^) c : a period of the year marked by special
activity in some field (as social, cultural, or business) (theatrical '--'>

(social '^) d : the time of a major holiday 3 [ME sesoun, fr.

sesounen] obs : something that gives relish : seasoning
aseason vb sea-son-ing \'sez-nio. -'n-io\ [ME sesounen, fr. MF
assaisoner to ripen, season, fr. OF, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + saison season]
vt 1 a : to make palatable by adding salt or condiment b archaic ; to
qualify by admixture : temper 2 a : to treat (as lumber) so as to
prepare for use b : to make fit by experience ~ vi ; to become
seasoned — sea-son-er X'sez-nar, -'n-arX n

sea*son-able X'sez-ns-bal, -'n-a-balX adj 1 : occurring in good or
proper time : opportune <a ^ time for discussion) 2 : suitable to
the season or circumstances : timely <a ^ frost) — sea-son-able-
ness n — sea-son-ably \-ble\ adv
syn TIMELY, opportune, pat: seasonable implies being appropri-

ate to the season, occasion, or situation; timely applies to what
occurs or appears at the time or moment when it is most useful or
valuable; opportune implies coming at a time when circumstances
happen to be favorable; pat may apply to what is notably apt,
ready, or well-timed, often so as to raise suspicion of being con-
trived to mislead or conceal

sea-son-al X'scz-nal, -'n-3l\ adj : of or relating to the_ season or
seasons (^ storms) <j^ industries) — sea-son-al-ly \-e\ adv
sea-son-er \*sez-n9r, -'n-ar\ n : one that seasons: as a : a user of
seasonings <a heavy '^) b : seasoning

sea-son-ing \*sez-nii3, -'n-io\ n : something that serves to season;
esp : an ingredient (as a condiment, spice, or herb) added to food
primarily for the savor that it imparts

season ticket n : a ticket (as to all of a club's games or for specified
daily transportation) valid during a specified time

sea spider n : any of various small long-legged marine arthropods

sea steps n pi : projecting metal plates or bars attached to the side
of a ship by which it may be boarded

sea stores n pi : suppUes (as of foodstuffs) laid in before starting
on a sea voyage

sea-strand \'se-,strand\ n : seashore
iseat \'set\ n [ME sete, fr. ON sseti; akin to OE sittan to sit]
1 a : a special chair of one in eminence; also : the status represented
by it bra chair, stool, or bench intended to be sat in or on c : the
particular part of something on which one rests in sitting <—' of a
chair) (trous^r '^); also : the part of the body that bears the weight
in sitting : buttocks 2 a : a seating accommodation <a -^ for the
game) b ; a right of sitting c : membership on an exchange
3 a : a place occupied by something b : a place from which
authority is exercised c : a bodily part in which some function or
condition is centered 4 : posture in or way of sitting on horseback
5 a ; a part at or forming the base of something b : a part or sur-
face on which another part or surface rests

2seat vt 1 a : to install in a seat of dignity or office b (1) ; to cause
to sit or assist in finding a seat (2) : to provide seats for <a
theater ^ing 1000 persons) c ; to put in a sitting position <~e(i
himself at table) 2 : to repair the seat of or provide a new seat for
3 : to fit to or with a seat (-^ a valve) ~ vi 1 archaic : to take one's
seat or place 2 : to fit correctly on a seat — seat-er n

sea tangle n : any of various kelp (esp. genus Laminaria)
seat belt n : straps designed to hold a person steady in a seat (as
during the takeoff of an airplane)

seat-ing n 1 : the act of providing with seats 2 a ; material for
covering or upholstering seats b ; a seat in which something rests
<a valve •^y

seat-mate \'set-,mat\ n : one with whom one shares a seat (as in
a vehicle equipped with double or paired seats)

sea train n 1 : a seagoing ship equipped for carrying a train of
railroad cars 2 : several army or navy transports forming a convoy
at sea

sea trout n l ; any of various trouts or chars that as adults in-
habit the sea but ascend rivers to spawn 2 ; any of various marine
fishes (as a weakfish or greenling) felt to resemble trouts

sea tirchin n : any of a class (Echinoidea) of echinoderms usu. of
somewhat flattened globular form with a
thin brittle shell covered with movable
spines

sea-wall \*se-,w6l\ n : a wall or embank- .^^^^^^^".^
ment to protect the shore from erosion or '^^^^**^^'

to act as a breakwater
isea-ward \-w3rd\ also sea-wards
\-w3rdz\ adv (or adj) : toward the sea
2seaward n : the direction or side away sea urchin
from land and toward the open sea

sea.ware \'se-,wa(a)r, -,we(3)r\ n : sea wrack for use as manure
sea-wa-ter \-,w6t-ar, -,wat-\ n : water in or from the sea
sea-way \-,wa\ n l : a moderate or rough sea (caught in a '>-'>

2 : a ship's headway 3 : the sea as a route for travel; also ; an
ocean traffic lane 4 : a deep inland waterway that admits ocean
shipping
sea-weed \-,wed\ n 1 : a mass or growth of marine plants 2 : a
plant growing in the sea; esp : a marine alga
sea-worn \'se-,wo(3)m, -,w6(»)rn\ adj 1 : impaired or eaten away
by the sea <~ shores) 2 : worn out by sea voyaging

sea-wor-thi-ness \-,w3r-the-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being
seaworthy
sea-wor-thy \-.w3r-the\ adj : fit or safe for a sea voyage <a ~ ship)

sea wrack n : seaweed; esp : that cast ashore in masses
se-ba-ceous \si-'ba-sh3s\ adj [L sebaceus made of tallow, fr.

sebum tallow — more at soap] ; of, relating to, or being fatty

material : fatty (a -^ exudate); also : secreting sebum <--' glands)
se-ba.cic acid \si-,bas-ik-, -,ba-sik-\ n [ISV, fr. L sebaceus} : a
crystalline dicarboxyUc acid CioHisO^used esp. in the manufacture
of synthetic resins

se-bor-rhea \,seb-a-'re-3, .seb-\ n [NL, fr. L sebum + NL -rrhea}
; abnormally increased secretion and discharge of sebum — se-
bor-rhe-ic \-'re-ik\ adj
se-bum \'seb-3m, -'m\ n [L, tallow, grease] ; fatty lubricant matter
secreted by sebaceous glands of the skin

sec \'<;ek\ adj [F. lit., dry — more at sack] oj champagne : contain-
ing three to five percent sugar by volume : dry
se-cant \'se-,kant, -kant\ n [NL secant-, secans, fr. L, prp. of
secure to cut — more at saw] 1 : a straight line cutting a curve at

two or more points 2 a : a right line drawn from the center of a
circle through one end of a circular arc to a tangent drawn from
the other end of the arc b : the trigonometric function that for an
acute angle in a right triangle is the ratio of the hypotenuse to the
side adjacent to the angle

sec-a-teuT \'sek-a-,t3r\ n [F secateur, fr. L secare to cut] chiejly

Brit ; pruning shears — usu. used in pi.

secco \'sek (,)6\ n [It, fr, secco dry, fr. L siccus — more at sack]
: the art of painting on dry plaster

se-cede \si-'sed\ vj [L secedere, fr. sed-, se- apart (jr. sed, se without)
-I- cedere to go — more at idiot, cede] : to withdraw from an
organization or communion (as a church or political party) —
se-ced-er n

se-cern \si-'sarn\ vb [L secernere to separate — more at secret ij

vt ; separate; esp : to discriminate in thought :

; separate — se-cern-ment \-m3nt\ n
se-ces-Sion \si-'sesh-3n\ n [L secession-, secessio, fr.

of secedere} 1 : withdrawal into privacy or solitude ; retirement
2 ; formal withdrawal from an organization (as a religious com-
munion or political party or federation)

se-ces-5ion*ism \-'sesh-3-,niz-3m\ n ; the doctrine or policy of

se-ces-sion-ist \-'sesh-(3-)n3st\ n : one who joins in a secession
or maintains that secession is a right

se-clude \si-'kliid\ vt [ME secluden to keep away, fr. L secludere
to separate, seclude, fr. se- apart -I- claudere to close — more ai

SECEDE, close] 1 a I to confine in a retired or inaccessible place
b : to remove or separate from intercourse or outside influence
: ISOLATE 2 obs : to exclude or expel from a privilege, rank, or
dignity : debar 3 : to shut off ; screen

se-clud-ed adj l : screened or hidden from view ; sequestered
<a ~ valley) 2 : living in seclusion ; soutary <j^ monks) — se-
clud-ed-ly adv — se-clud-ed-ness n
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seoClnoSlon X-TclU-zhanX n [ML seclusion-, seclusio, fr. L seclusus,
pp. of secludere} 1 ; the act of secluding ; the condition of being
secluded 2 ? a secluded or isolated place syn see solitude — se-
clU"Sive X-'klu-slv, -ziv\ adj — se-clu-'Sive-ly arfv — se-clu-sive-
ness n
isec^ond \'sek-3nd, -ant, esp. bejore a consonant -an, -'o\ adj [ME,
fr. OF, fr. L secundus second, following, favorable, fr. sequi to
follow — more at sue] 1 a (1) — see number table (2) : being a
type of grammatical declension or conjugation conventionally
placed second in a sequential arrangement b ; next to the first in
place or time <'-^ in line) c (1) ; next to the first in value, excellence
or degree <the -^ man in the department) (2) ; inferior, subordi-
nate d : ranking next below the top of a grade or degree in
authority or precedence — used in titles <'^ mate) e : alternate,
OTHER <elects a mayor every ~ year) 1 : resembling or suggesting
a prototype : another <a ^^ Cato) g ; ingrained by discipline
training, or effort : acquired <~ nature) 2 : of or relating to a
part in concerted or ensemble music typically lower in pitch than
the first or to the player or singer performing this part <~ violin)
<-- bass) — second or sec-ond^ly adv

2second 71 1 a — see number table b : one that is next after the first
in rank, position, or other serial order (the ~ in line) 2 : one who
assists or supports another; esp : the supporter of a duelist or
pugilist 3a: the musical interval embracing two diatonic degrees
b ; a tone at this interval; specif : the second note or tone of a scale
: supERTONic : the harmonic combination of two tones a second
apart 4 : an inferior article of merchandise 5 a : a second-ina
command b ; one having authority or precedence next below the
first in a grade or degree 6 : the act or declaration by which a
parliamentary motion is seconded 7 t a place next below the first

(as in an examination, competition, or contest) 8 : the second
gear or speed In an automotive vehicle 9 p/ ; a second helping of
food
3second n [ME secunde, fr. ML secunda, fr. L, fem. of secundus
second; fr. its being the second sexagesimal division of a unit, as a
minute is the first] 1 : the 60th part of a minute of time or of a
minute of angular measure 2 : an instant of time : moment

^second vt 1 a : to give support or encouragement to : assist
b obs : to serve as follower or retainer of : attend, accompany
C : to support in combat as reinforcement or second 2 a ; to
support or assist in contention or debate b ; to endorse (a motion
or a nomination) so that it may be debated or voted on — sec-
ond<er n

Sec*onodar4*l7 \,sek-an-'der-a-le\ adv : in a secondary manner or
degree

secon-dar.i-ness \'sek-3n,der-e-nas\ n % the Quality or state of
being secondary
iseC"On=dary \'sek-3n-,der-e\ adj 1 a ; of second rank, importance,
or value b : of, relating to, or constituting the second strongest
of the three or four degrees of stress recognized by most linguists
<the fourth syllable of basketball team carries ^ stress) coj a tense
; expressive of past time 2a: immediately derived from some-
thing original, primary, or basic b : of or relating to the Induced
current or its circuit in an induction coll or transformer <a "-• coil)
<~ voltage) c ; characterized by or resuldng from the substitution
of two atoms or groups in a molecule <a -^ salt); esp i being or
characterized by a carbon atom united by two valences to chain or
ring members 3 a : of or relating to the second order or stage in a
series b : of, relating to, or being the second segment of the wing
of a bird or the quills of this segment c : intermediate between
elementary and collegiate (-^ school)
Ssecondary n 1 ; one occupying a subordinate or auxiliary position
rather than that of a principal 2 : a defensive football backfield
3 ; a secondary electrical circuit or coll 4 : any of the quill feath-
ers of the forearm of a bird
secondary cell n : storage cell
secondary color n : a color formed by mixing primary colors in

equal or equivalent quantities

secondary emission n i the emission of electrons from a surface
that is bombarded by electrons or other charged particles from a
primary source
secondary radiation n : rays (as X rays or beta rays) emitted by
molecules or atoms as the result of the incidence of a primary
radiation
secondary road n 1 : a road not of primary Importance 2 : a
feeder road
secondary sex characteristic n ; a morphological or psychological
peculiarity differentiated at puberty or in seasonal breeders at the
breeding season in members of one sex and not directly concerned
with reproduction

second base n l : the base that must be touched second by a base
runner in baseball 2 : the player position for defending the area
of the baseball infield on the first-base side of second base

seC'Ond-best \,sek-3n-'best, -'o-\ adj : next to the best <give

unto my wife my ^ bed —Shak.)
isecond best n i one that is below or after the best

^second best adv ; in second place

second blessing n ; sanctificatlon as a second gift of the Holy
Spirit subsequent to justification

second childhood n : dotage
second class n 1 ; the second and usu. next to highest group in a
classification 2 : cabin class 3 : a class of U.S. or Canadian
mail comprising newspapers and periodicals sent to regular sub-

scribers
second-class \,sek-'o-'klas, -3n-\ adj l : of or relating to a
second class 2 : inferior, mediocre; also : socially or econom-
ically deprived
Second Coming n : the coming of Christ as Judge on the last day
second-degree burn n : a bum marked by pain, blistering, and
superficial destruction of dermis with edema and hyperemia of the

tissues beneath the bum
se.conde \s3-'kand, -'gand\ n [F, fr. fem. of second^ : the second
of the eight defensive positions in fencing

Second Empire \.sek-3n-'dem-,pT(3)r\ adj : of, relating to, or

characteristic of a style (as of furniture) developed in France under
Napoleon III and marked by heavy ornate modification of Empire
styles

second fiddle n ; one who fills a subordinate or secondary role or
function ~ usu. used in the phrase to play second jiddle
second growth n i forest trees that come up naturally after removal
of the first growth.by cutting or by fire
secoond-guess X.sek-'o-'ges, -3n-\ vt 1 : to think out altemative
strategies or explanations for after the event 2a: OUTGUESS
b : PREDICT — sec-ond-guess-er n
isecond hand \,sek-3n-'hand\ n % an intermediate person or means
: intermediary — usu. used In the phrase at second hand

2second hand \'sek-3n-,\ n i the hand marking seconds on a dme-
piece
isecond.hand \.sek-3n-'\ adj 1 : received from or through an
intermediary : borrowed 2 a ; acquired after being used by
another : not new <"-' books) b i dealing in secondhand merchan-
dise <a ^ bookstore)
^secondhand \,sek-3:
second lieutenant n :

or marine corps of the lowest commissioned rank
second mortgage n % a mortgage the lien of which is subordinate to
that of a first mortgage

se.con-do \si-'k6n-(.)d6, -'kan-\ n, pi se-con-di \-(.)de\ [It, fr.
secondo, adj., second, fr. L secundus} i the second part in a con-
certed piece; esp ; the lower part (as in a piano duet)
second person n 1 a : a set of linguistic forms (as verb forms,
pronouns, and inflectional affixes) referring to the person or thing
addressed in the utterance in which they occur b : a linguistic form
belonging to such a set 2 : reference of a linguistic form to the
person or thing addressed In the utterance in which it occurs
second-rate \,sek-an-'(d)rat\ adj : of second or inferior quality
or value : mediocre — sec<ond-rate*ness n — sec-ond-rat-er
\-=(d)rat-9r\«
Second Reader « : a member of a Christian Science church or
society chosen for a term of office to assist the First Reader in con-
ducting services by reading aloud selections from the Bible
second reading n 1 : the stage in the British legislative process
following the first reading and usu. providing for debate on the
principal features of a bill before its submission to a committee for
consideration of details 2 t the stage in the U.S. legislative process
that occurs when a bill has been reported back from committee and
that provides an opportunity for full debate and amendment before
a vote is taken on the question of a third reading
second sight n : the capacity to see remote or future objects or
events ; clairvoyance, precognition
second-story man n ; a burglar who enters a house by an upstairs
window

se.cre.cy \'se-kr3-se\ n [alter, of earlier secretie, fr. ME secretee,
fr. secre secret, fr. MF secre, fr. L secretusi 1 : the habit or practice
of keeping secrets or maintaining privacy or concealment ; secre-
tiveness 2 ; the condiiion of being hidden or concealed
ise.cret \'se-kr3t\ adj [ME. fr. MF, fr. L secretus, fr. pp. of secer-
nere to separate, distinguish, fr. se- apart -f cernere to sift — more
at secede, certain] 1 a : kept from knowledge or view ; hidden
b : marked by the habit of discretion ; closemouthed c ; working
with hidden aims or methods : undercover <a ~ agent) d : un-
acknowledged, UNAvowed <a "-- bride) 2 : remote from human
frequentation or notice : secluded 3 : revealed only to the ini-

tiated : esoteric 4 ; constructed so as to elude observation or
detection <a '^ panel) — se-cret-ly adv
syn secret, covert, stealthy, furtive, clandestine, surrep-

tttious, underhand mean done without attracting observation.
SECRET implies concealment on any grounds for any motive; covert
stresses the fact of not being open or declared; stealthy suggests
taking pains to avoid being seen or heard esp. In some misdoing;
FURTIVE implies a sly or timid stealthiness; clandestine implies
secrecy usu, for an evil or illicit purpose; surreptitious applies to
action or behavior done secretly often with skilful avoidance of de-
tection and in violation of usage, law, or authority; underhand
stresses dishonest deception

^secret n l a : something kept hidden or unexplained : mystery
b % something kept from the knowledge of others or shared only
confidentially with a few c : a method, formula, or process used
In an art or a manufacturing operation and divulged only to those
of one's own company or craft d pi X the practices or knowledge
making up the shared discipline or culture of an esoteric society

2 : a prayer said inaudibly by the celebrant just before the preface
of the mass 3 % something taken to be a specific or key to a desired
end <the ^ of longevity)
se-cre.ta-gogue \si-'kret-3-,gag\ n [secretion + -agogue'] ; a sub-
stance stimulating secretion

sec«re"tar'i.al \,sek-r3-'ter-e-3l\ adj ; of or relating to a secretary
or a secretary's work

sec-re.tar-i.at \-'ter-e-9t\ n [F secretariat, fr. ML secretarlatus. It.

secretariusi 1 I the office of secretary 2 ; a secretarial corps;
specij : the clerical staff of an organization 3 ; the administrative
department of a governmental organization <the United Nations
-)

sec-re.tary \'sek-r9-,ter-e\ n [ME secretarie, fr.

ML secretarius, fr. L secretum secret, fr. neut. of
secretus, pp.] 1 obs : one entrusted with the
secrets or confidences of a superior : confidant
2 % one employed to handle correspondence and
manage routine and detail work for a superior
3 a : an officer of a business concern who may
keep records of directors' and stockholders'
meetings and of stock ownership and transfer

and help supervise the company's legal interests

b : an officer of an organization or society re-

sponsible for Its records and correspondence
4 : an officer of state who superintends a gov-
ernment administrative department 6 a ; wrtt-
ing desk, escrftoire b ; a writing desk with a
top section for books — sec>re'tary-sliip
\-.shlp\ n

secretary bird n : a large long-legged African bird of prey (Sagit-

tarius serpentarius) that feeds largely upon reptiles

secretary-general n, pi secretaries-general : a principal admin-
istrative officer

secret ballot n ; Australian ballot

secretary Sb
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ise.Crete \sl-'kret\ vt [back-formation fr. secretlon'i : to form and
give off (a secretion)^

2se.Crete \si-'kret, 'se-kr3t\ vt [alter, of obs. secret^ 1 : to deposit
or conceal in a hiding place 2 : to appropriate secretly ; absteiact
syn see Hn:iE

se-cre-tin \sl-'kret-'n\ n [secretion + -fn] : an intestinal hormone
capable of stimulating the pancreas and liver to secrete

se«cre.tion \si-'kre-sh3n\ n [¥ secretion, it. L secretion-, secretio

separation, fr. secretus, pp. of secernere to separate — more at

secret] la: the process of segregating, elaborating, and releas-

ing some material either functionally specialized (as saliva) or
isolated for excretion (as urine) b ; a product of such secretion
formed by an animal or plant; esp i one performing a specific

useful function in the organism 2 i^secrete'] : the act of hiding
something ; concealment — se-cre-tion-ary \-sha-,ner-e\ adj

se-cre.tive \'se-kr3t-iv, si-'kret-\ adj [back-formaiion fr. secreiive-

ness. trans, of F secretivite^ : disposed to secrecy, concealment, or
privacy syn see silent — se-cre-tive'ly adv — se-cre-tive-ness

se.cre.tO-ry \sl-'kret-3-re\ ad] : of, relating to, or promoting
secretion; also X produced by secretion

secret police n : a oolice organization operating for the most part in

secrecy and esp. for the political purposes of its government often
with terroristic methods

secret service n 1 : a governmental service of a secret nature 2 cap
both Ss \^ division of the U.S. Treasury Department charged chief-

ly with the suppression of counterfeiting and the protection of the
president

secret society n : any of various oath-bound societies often de-
voted to brotherhood, moral discipline, and mutual assistance

sect \'sekt\ n [ME secie, fr. MF & LL & L; MF, group, sect, fr. LL
secta organized ecclesiastical body, fr. L, way of life, class of per-
sons, fr. sequi to follow] 1 a ; a dissenting or schismatic religious

body; esp : one regarded as extreme or heretical b : a religious
denomination 2 a obs : a class, order, or kind of persons b archaic
: SEX <so is all her -^ —Shak.> 3 a : a group adhering to a dis-
tinctive doctrine or to a leader b : party c ; faction

i-sect \,sekt\ adj comh jorm [L sectus, pp, of secare to cut — more
at saw] : cut ; divided <plnnati5ec/>

2-sect \.sekt, 'sekt\ vb comb Jorm [L sectus^ : cut : divide (bisect}

isec-tar-i-an \sek-'ter-e-3n\ adj l : of, relating to, or character-
istic of a sect or sectarian 2 :_limited in character or scope ; paro-
chial — sec*tar»i>an*ism \-e-a-,niz-3m\ n
asectarian n 1 : an adherent of a sect 2 : a narrow or bigoted
person

sec»tar«i-aii.ize \-e-3-,nTz\ vl : to act as sectarians <— v/ : to make

sec-ta-ry \'sek-t3-re\ n : a member of a sect

sec-tile X'sek-fl, -,tTl\ adj [L sectilis, fr. sectus"] 1 : capable of
being severed by a knife with a smooth cut 2 : cut into small di-

visions <a ^ leaf) — sec-til-i-ty \sek-'til-st-e\ n
isec-tion \'sek-sh3n\ n [L section-, sectio, fr. sectus] 1 a : the
action or an instance of cutting or separating by cutting b : a part
set off by or as if by cutting 2 : a distinct part or portion of a writ-

ing: as a ; a subdivision of a chapter b : a division of a law c : a
distinct component part of a newspaper 3 a : the profile of some-
tiling as it would appear if cut through by an Intersecting plane
b : the plane figure resulting from the cutting of a solid by a plane
4 : a natural subdivision of a taxonomic group 5 : a character §
commonly used in printing as a mark for the beginning of a section
and as the fourth in series of the reference marks 6 : a piece of
land one square mile in area forming one of the 36 subdivisions of
a township 7 : a distinct part of a territorial or political area,
community, or group of people 8 a : portion, slice b : one seg-
ment of a fruit ; carpel 9 : a basic military unit usu. having a
special function 10 : a very thin slice (as of tissue) suitable for
microscopic examination 11 a : a division of a railroad sleeping
car with an upper and a lower berth b ! a part of a permanent
railroad way under the care of a particular set of men c ; one of
two or more vehicles which run on the same schedule 12 : one of
several component parts that may be assembled or reassembled
13 : a division of an orchestra composed of one class of instru-
ments 14 : signature 3b syn see part
2section vb sec-tion-ing \-sh(3-)nir]\ vr 1 : to cut or separate into
sections 2 : to represent In sections ^^ vi I to t>ecome cut or sepa-
rated into parts
isection-al \'sek-shnoI, -sh3n-"l\ adj la: of or relating to a sec-
tion b : local or regional rather than general in character {-^
interests) 2 : consisting of or divided into sections <"-' furniture)— section-al-ly \-e\ adv

2sectional n ; a piece of furniture made up of modular units capable
of use separately or in various combinations

sec>tion>al.lsm X-shna-.liz-am. -shan-^l-.izA n : an exaggerated
devotion to the interests of a region

Section Eight n [.Section VII!, Army Regulation 615-360, in effect
from December 1922 to July 1944] 1 : a discharge from the U.S.
Army for military inaptitude or undesirable habits or traits of
character 2 : a soldier discharged for military inaptitude or unde-
sirable habits or traits of character

section gang n : a gang or crew of track workers employed to
maintain a railroad section

section hand n : a laborer belonging to a section gang
isector \'sek-t3r, -,tA(3)r\ n [LL. fr. L, cutter, fr. sectus, pp. of
secare to cut — more at saw] 1 a : a geometrical figure bounded by
two radii and the included arc of a circle b (1) : a subdivision of a
defensive military position (2) : a portion of a military front 2 : a
mathematical instrument consisting of two rulers connected at one
end by a joint and marked with several scales 3 : a distinctive part
(as of an economy) <the industrial '^)

asector \-t3r\ \t sector-ing \-t(a-)rio\ : to divide Into or furnish
with sectors

secto.ri.al \sek-'tor-e-3l, -'tdr-X ad] 1 : of. relating to, or having
the shape of a sector of a circle 2 o] a chimera : having a sector of
variant growth interposed in an otherwise normal body of tissue
isecu.lar \'sek-y3-l3r\ adj [ME. fr. OF seculer, fr. LL saecularis,
ir. L. coming once in an age. fr. saeculum breed, generation; akin to
L serere to sow — more at sow] 1 a : of or relating to the worldly
or temporal <-- concerns) b : not overtly or specif, religious <'—
music) c : not ecclesiastical or clerical <-^ courts) (~ landowners)
2 : not bound by monastic vows or rules; specij : of, relating to, or
lormlng clergy not belonging to a religious order or congregation <a

~ priest) 3 a : occurring once In an age or a century b ! existing
or continuing through ages or centuries; also : cyclical — sec-
U'lar.ly adv

2secular n 1 ; a secular ecclesiastic (as a parish priest) 2 : uvyman
sec*U*lar*ism \'sek-y3-!9-,riz-3m\ n : indifference to or rejection or
exclusion of religion and religious considerations — sec<u-lar-ist
\-r3st\ n — secularist or sec*u*lar<is*tic \,sek-y3-la-'ris-tik\ adj

sec.u.lar»i«ty \,sek-y9-'lar-at-e\ n 1 : something secular 2 : the
quality or state of being secular

sec-u-lar-iza*tlon \,sek-ys-l3-r3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process
of secularizing 2 ; the condition of being secularized

sec^U<lar<ize \'sek-y3-l3-,rTz\ vr 1 : to make secular 2 : to trans-
fer from ecclesiastical to civil or lay use, possession, or control
3 : to convert to or imbue with secularism — sec-ii-lar«iz«er n
se»cund \si-'k3nd, 'se-,\ adj [L secundus following — more at sec-
ond] : having some part or element arranged on one side only
: UNILATERAL <— laCCmCS)

se-cun.dines Vsek-sn-.dTnz, si-Tcan-danzX n pi [pi. of obs. E
secundine afterbirth, fr. ME, fr. LL secundinae, pi., fr. L secundus]
: AFTERBIRTH

se-cnr-ance \si-'kyur-an(t)s\ n ; the act of making secure : as-
surance

ise.cure \si-'kyu(3lr\ ad] [L secures safe, secure, fr. se without -f-

cura care — more at idiot, cure] 1 a archaic : unwisely free from
fear or distrust : overconfident b : easy in mind : confident
c ; assured in opinion or expectation : having no doubt 2a; free
from danger b : free fiora risk of loss c : affording safety ; in-
violable <'^ hideaway) d : TRUSTWORTHY, dependable <'^
foundation) 3 : AsstiREO. certain <--^ victory) syn see safe —
se-cure-ly adv — se-cure-ness n

2secxire vt l a : to relieve from exposure to danger : make safe

; guard, shield <"-- a supply line from enemy raids) b : to put
beyond hazard of losing or of not receiving : guarantee <~ the
blessings of liberty — U.S. Constitution') c : to give pledge of pay-
ment to (a creditor) or of (an obligation) {secured by mortgage)
<— a note by a pledge of collateral security) 2 a : to take (a per-
son) into custody : hold fast : pinion b : to make fast : seal <^ a
door) 3 a : to get secure possession of ; procure <-" employ-
ment) b : to bring about : effect 4 ; to release (naval personnel)
from work or duty : excuse -^ vi 1 oj naval personnel : to stop
work : go off duty 2 oJ a ship : to tie up : berth syn see ensure,
get — se'Cur«er n
se-cure-ment \si-'kyu(a1r-mant\ n : the act or process of making
secure: as a : assurance, certainty b ; procurement

se.CU-ri-ty \si-'kyur-9t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being secure:
as a : freedom from danger : safety b : freedom from fear or
anxiety 2a: something given, deposited, or pledged to make cer-

tain the fulfillment of an obligation b : surety 3 : an evidence
of debt or of property (as a stock certificate or bond) 4 a : some-
thing that secures : protection b : measures taken esp. to guard
against espionage or sabotage
Security Council n : a permanent council of the United Nations
having primary responsibility for the maintenance of peace aud
security

se*dan \si-'dan\ n [origin unknown]
1 : a portable often covered chair designed
to carry one person that is borne on poles
by two men 2 a : an enclosed automobile
seating four to seven persons including the
driver and having a single compartment
and a permanent top b : a motorboat
having one passenger compartment

Ise.date \si-'dat\ adj [L sedatus, fr. pp. of
sedare to calm; akin to sedere to sit —
more at sit] ; keeping a quiet steady
attitude or pace : unruffled syn see serious — se-date-ly adv —
se.date-ness n

2sedate vt [back-formation fr. sedative] : to dose with sedatives

se.da.tion \si-'da-sh3n\ n 1 : the inducing of a relaxed easy state

esp. by the use of sedatives 2 : a state resulting from or like that
resulting from sedation

ised.a.tive \'sed-5t-iv\ adj ; tending to calm, moderate, or tran-
quilize nervousness or excitement
^sedative n : a sedative agent or drug
sed.en.tary \'sed-^n-,ter-e\ adj [MF sedentaire, fr. L sedentartus,

fr. sedent-, sedens, prp. of sedere to sit] 1 : not migratory : settled
<~ birds) 2 : doing or requiring much sitting 3 : permanently
attached <'--' barnacles)

se.der Vsad-ar\ n, pi se.da.rim \s!-'dar-sm\ or seders ojten cap
[Heb sedher order] : a Jewish home or community service and
ceremonial dinner held on the first evening of the Passover and
repeated on the second by Orthodox Jews except in Israel in com-
memoration of the exodus from Egypt
sederunt Xsa-'dlr-snt, -'da-rant\ n [L, there sat (fr. sedere to sit),

word used to introduce list of those attending a session — more
at srr] : a prolonged sitting (as for discussion)

sedge \'sej, dial "sajX n [ME segge, fr. OE sees; akin to MHG segge
sedge. OE sagu saw — more at saw] : any of a family (Cyperaceae,
the sedge family) of usu. tufted marsh plants differing from the re-

lated grasses in having achenes and solid stems; esp ^any of a cos-
mopolitan genus (Carex) — sedgy \'sej-e, dial 'sa-je\ adj

se.di'lia \s3-'de-le-3\ n pi [L, pi. of sedile seat, fr. sedere] : seats on
the south side of the chancel for the celebrant, deacon, and sub-
deacon

sed.l.ment \'sed-a-m3nt\ n [MF, fr. L sedimentum settling, fr.

sedere to sit, sink down] 1 : the matter that settles to the bottom of
a liquid : DREGS 2 : material deposited by water, wind, or glaciers
— sed.l.ment \-,ment\ vb
sed.i.men.ta.ry \,sed-a-'ment-3-re, -'men-tre\ ad] 1 : of. relating

to, or containing sediment (^ deposits) 2 : formed by or from
deposits of sediment: as a : formed of fragments of other rock
transported from its source and deposited In water (sandstone and
shaleare ^ rocks) b : formed by precipitation from solution <rock
salt and gypsum are ^ rocks) c : formed from secretions of or-
ganisms (limestone Is "^ rock)
sed.i.men.ta.tion X.sed-a-msn-'ta-shsn, -,men-\ n : the action or
process of depositing sediment : settlino

se.di-tion \si-"dish-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L sedition-, sedltlo, lit.,

separation, fr. se- apart + itlon-, Itlo act of going, fr. itus, pp. of ire

to go — more at secede, issue] : incitement of resistance to or in-

surrection against lawful authority
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syn SEDITION, TREASON mean a serious breach of allegiance, sedi-

tion implies conduct leading to or inciting commotion or re-
sistance to authority but without overt acts of violence or betrayal;
TREASON implies an overt act aiming at overthrow of government
or betrayal to the enemy

se>cli>tion*ary \si-'dish-9-,ner-e\ n : an inciter or promoter of
sedition

se>di<tiOUS \si-*dish-os\ adj 1 : disposed to arouse or take part in
or guilty of sedition 2 : of, relating to, or inciting to sedition— se-di*tious-ly adv — se>di>tious*uess n

se-duce \si-'d(y)us\ vt [L seducere to lead away, fr. se- apart +
ducere to lead — more at tow] 1 : to persuade to disobedience or
disloyalty 2 : to lead astray 3 ; to entice into unchastity 4 : at-
tract syn see lure -- se>duc>er «
se'duce>ment \-'d(y)u-sra9nt\ n 1 : seduction 2 ! something
that serves to seduce
seduction \si-'d3k-sh3n\ n [MF, fr. LL seduction-, seductio, fr.

L, act of leading aside, fr. seductus, pp. of seducere} 1 : the act of
seducing to wrong; specif ; the enticement of a female to unlawful
sexual intercourse without use of force 2 : something that seduces
: TEMPTATION 3 I Something that attracts or charms ; allurement

se«duc-live \-'d3k-tiv\ adji alluring, tempting— se«duc-tive»ly
adv— sC'duc-tive-ness n
se-ductress \-'d3k-tr3s\ n [obs. seductor male seducer, fr. LL, fr.

seductus, pp. of seducere to seduee, fr. L, to lead away] ; a female
seducer

se.du-Ii.ty \si-'dCy)u-l3t-e\ n : sedulous activity : diligence
sed<U>lous \'sej-a-bs\ adj [L sedulus, fr, sedulo sincerely, diligently,
fr. se without + dolus guile — more at idiot, tale] : diligent in
application or pursuit : assiduous syn see busy — sed*u*lous>ly
adv— sed-u-lous>ues5 n

se>dinn \'sed-3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, houseleek] ; any of a
genus {Sedum) of fleshy widely distributed herbs of the orpine
family ; stonccrop
isee yse\ vb saw \'s6\ seen \'sen\ seeing \'se-Jr]\ [ME seen, fr.

OE seon; akin to OHG sehan to see, OE secgan to say — more at
say] vt 1 : to perceive by the eye 2 a : to have experience of ; un-
dergo <^ army service) b : to come to know : discover 3 a : to
form a mental picture of : visualize b : to perceive the meaning or
importance of ; understand c : to be aware of : recognize
d ; to imagine as a possibility ; suppose <couldn't ~ him as a
crook) 4a; e.xamine, watch (want to '~^ how he handles the
problem) b (1) : re\d (2) : to read of c : to attend as a spec-
tator <'--' a play) 6 a : to take care of ; provide for <~ him through)
b ; to make sure (^^ that order is kept) 6 a : to regard as : judge
b : to prefer lo have ^ril ~ him hanged first) (I'll -^ you dead be-
fore I accept your terms) c : to find acceptable or attractive <still

can't ~ the design) 7 a ; to call on : visrr b (1) : to keep company
with esp. in courtship or dating <had been -^ing each other for a
year) (2) : to grant an interview to : receive <the president will •--'

you) 8 : ACCOMPANY. ESCORT <~ the girls home) 9 : to meet (a

bet) in poker or to equal the bet of (a player) : call ~ vi 1 a : to
give or pay attention b : to look about 2 a : to have the power of
sight b : to apprehend objects by sight 3 ; to grasp something
mentally ; understand 4 ; to make investigation or inquiry
syn SEE, LOOK, w^TCH mean to perceive something by use of the

eyes, see stresses the reception of visual impressions; look stresses

the directing of the eyes in order to see; watch implies a persistent
observing or following with the eyes
2see n [ME se, fr. OF, fr. L sedes seat; akin to L sedere to sit— more
at sit] 1 a archaic : cathedra b ; a cathedral town 2 : the charge
or territory of a bishop 3 : a person or official body vested with
episcopal authority (acts of the apostolic '^)

See>able \'se-a-bal\ adj ; capable of being seen
iseed \'sed\ n. pi seed or seeds [ME. fr. OE s^d; akin to OHG sat
seed, OE sawan to sow — more at sow] 1 a (11 : the grains or
ripened ovules of plants used for sowing (2) : the fertilized ripened
ovule of a flowering plant containing an embryo and capable
normally of germination to produce a new plant; broadly i a
propagative plant structure (as a spore or small dry fruit) b : a
propagative animal structure: (1) ; milt, semen (2) ; a small egg
(as of an insect) (3) ; a developmental form of a lower animal
suitable for transplanting; specij : spat c : the condition or stage

of bearing seed (in '^) 2 : progeny 3 : a source of development
or growth : germ (sowed the '^s of discord) 4 : something that
resembles a seed in shape or size (as a small bubble in glass) — seed
ad/— seed-bed \-,bed\ n — seed>ed \-9d\ adj— seed*less \-l3S\
adj

2seed vi 1 : to sow seed : plant 2 : to bear or shed seed -^ vt

1 a : to plant seeds in : sow (~ land to grass) b ; to furnish with
something that causes or stimulates growth or development c : in-

oculate d : nucleate 2\esp', to treat (a cloud) with solid particles

to convert water droplets into ice crystals in an attempt to produce
precipitation 2 : plant la 3 : to extract the seeds from (as

raisins) 4 ; to schedule (tournament players or teams) so that

superior ones will not meet in early rounds
seed-cake \'sed-,kak\ n 1 : a cake or cookie containing aromatic
seeds (as sesame or caraway) 2 : oil cake
seed-case \-,kas\ n : zpoo 1

seed coat n : an outer protective covering of a seed
seed-eat-er Vsed-,et-or\ n : a bird (as a finch) whose diet consists

basically of seeds — called also hard-bill

Seed-ei \'sed-3r\ n 1 : an implement for planting or sowing seeds

2 : a device for seeding fruit 3 : one that seeds clouds
seed tern n : any of an order (CycadofiUcales) of ancient plants with
fronds like ferns and naked seeds

Seed<fu! \'se_d-f3l\ adj : full of seed : generative
seed>i*iy \*sed-'l-e\ adv : in a seedy manner
seed-i-ness \'sed-e-n3s\ n % the quality or state of being seedy

seed leal n : cotyledon 2

seed>like \'sed-,lTk\ adj ; resembling a seed

seed-ling VlioX n 1 ; a plant grown from seed 2 : a young plant:

as a ; a tree smaller than a sapling b : a nursery plant not yet

transplanted — seedling adj
seed oyster n : a young oyster esp. of a size for transplantation

seed pearl n 1 : a very small and often irregular pearl 2 : minute
pearls imbedded in some binding material

seed plant n : a plant that bears seeds; specij : spermatophytb

seed-pod \'sed-,pad\ n : zpoo 1

seeds-man \'sedz-man\ n 1 : sower 2 : a dealer in seeds
seed stock n ; a supply (as of seed) for planting; broadly ; a source
of new individuals (leaving a '^ of trout in the streams)

seed-time \'sed-,tTm\ n : the season of sowing
seed vessel n : pericarp
seedy \'sed-e\ adj la; containing or full of seeds <a -^ fruit)
b : containing many small similar inclusions (glass — with air
bubbles) 2 : inferior in condition or quality: as a : shabby, run^
down {-^ clothes) (a ^^ settlement) b ; somewhat disreputable
: squalid (a -^ district) (-« entertainment) c ; slighUy unwell
; DFBiLrrATED (felt -^ and went home early)

see-iug \'se-ir)\ conj : inasmuch as
Seeing Eye trademark — used for a guide dog trained to lead the
blind
seek \'sek\ vb sought \'s6t\ seek-ing [ME seken, fr. OE secan;
akin to OHG suohhen to seek, L sagire to perceive keenly, Gk
hegeisthai to lead] vt 1 : to resort to : go to 2 a : to go in search
of : look for b : to try to discover 3 X to ask for : request ('^j
advice) 4 ; to try to acquire or gain ; aim at 5 I to make an
attempt : try — used with an infinitive "— vj ; to make a search or
Inquiry — seek-er n

seel \'se(3ll\ vt [alter, of ME silen, fr. MF siller, fr. ML ciliare, fr. L
cilium eyelid — more at ciLi.\] 1 : to close the eyes of (as a hawk)
by drawing threads through the eyelids 2 archaic : to close up
(one's eyes)^ ; blind

see-ly \'se-le\ adj [ME sely — more at silly] archaic : pitiable esp.
because of weak physical or mental condition : frail
seem \'sem\ vi [ME semen, of Scand origin; akin to ON soma to
beseem, samr same— more at same] la (1 ) : to give the impression
of being : appear (2) : to pretend to be : feign b : to appear to
the observation or understanding c ; to appear to one s own
mind or opinion ('^ to feel no pain) 2 : to give evidence of existing
or being present (there -^ed to be nothing amiss)
iseem-ing n : external appearance as distinguished from true
character ; look
^seeming adj : apparent on superficial view : ostensible syn see
apparent — seem-ing-ly \*se-mir)-le\ adv

seem-li-ness \'sem-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being seemly
seem-Iy \-le\ adj [ME semely, fr. ON samiligr, fr. s(Emr becoming;
akin to ON soma to beseem] la; good-looking : handsome

— seemly adv
iseep \'sep\ vi [alter, of earlier sipe, fr. ME sipen, fr. OE sipian;
akin to MLG sipen to seep] ; to flow or pass slowly through
fine pores or small openings ; oozb (water had '^ed in through
a crack in the ceiling)

2seep rt 1 a : a spot v.'here a fluid (as water, oil, or gas) contained in
the ground oozes slowly to the surface and often forms a pool b : a
small spring_ 2 ; seepage — seepy \'se-pe\ adj

seep.age \'se-pij\ n l ; the process of seeping ; oozino 2 : a
quantity of fluid that has seeped through porous material
iseer VsKslr, esp jor 1 also 'se-sr\ n 1 : one that sees 2 a ; one
that predicts events or developments : prophet b ; a person cred-
ited with extraordinary moral and spiritual insight 3 : one that
practices divination; specij ; crystal gazer
2seer \"si(3)r\ n, pi seers or seer [Hindi ser} 1 : any of various
Indian units of weight; esp : a unit equal to 2.057 pounds 2 : an
Afghan unit of weight equal to 15.6 pounds

seer-ess \'si(a)r-5s\ n ; a female seer : prophetess
seer-suck-er \'si(3>r-,sak-ar\ n [Hindi iirkaker, fr. Per shlr-o-

shakar, lit., milk and sugar] ; a light fabric of linen, cotton, or
rayon usu. striped and slightly puckered
isee-saw \'se-(,)s6\ n [prob. fr. redupl.
of 3saw} 1 : an alternating up-and*
down or backward-and-forward motion
or movement; also : a contest or struggle

in which now one side now the other has
the lead 2 a : a game in which two
children or groups of children ride on - -p=„w« ok
opposite ends of a plank balanced in the seesaws zo

middle so that one end goes up as the other goes down b : the

plank or apparatus so used — seesaw adj
2seesaw vi la; to move backward and forward or up and down
b : to play at seesaw 2 : alternate : to move in

' fashic

iseethe \'setli\ vb [ME sethen, fr. OE seothan; akin to OHG
siodan to seethe, Lith siausti to rage] vt 1 : boil, stew 2 ; to soak
or saturate in a liquid ^ vi 1 archaic : boil 2 a : to be in a state

of rapid agitated movement b ; to churn <
' foam as if boiling

' Inferno) 2 : con-

suffer violent Internal excitement
2seethe n ; a state of seething : ebullftion
seeth-ing adj l ; intensely hot : boiling <a '

stantly moving or active ; agitated
iseg-ment \'seg-m3nt\ n, often attrib [L segmentum, fr. secare to

cut— more at saw] 1 a ; a piece or separate fragment of something
; PORTION b (1) : a portion cut off from a geometrical figure by a

line or plane; esp : the part of a circular area bounded by a chord
and an arc of that circle or so much of the area as is cut off by the

chord (2) : the part of a sphere cut off by a plane or included be-

tween two parallel planes (3) ; the finite part of a line between two
points in the line 2 : one of the constituent parts into which a
body, entity, or quantity naturally divides : division syn see part
— seg-men-tary \'seg-m3n-,ter-e\ adj

2seg-nient \'seg-,ment\ vt z to separate into segments : give off

as segments -^ vi : to be made up of or give off hnear segments

seg-men-tal Xseg-'ment-'lV adj 1 : of, relating to, or having the

form of the segment or sector of a circle (~ fanlight) (~ pediment)
2 : METAMERic 3 : of, relating to, or resulting from segmentation
; subsidiary (-^ data) — seg*men-tal-ly \-'l-e\ adv

seg-men-ta-lion X.seg-msn-'ta-shsn, -,men-\ n ; the process of

dividing into segments; esp : the formation of many cells from a
single cell (as in a developing egg)
segmentation cavity n ; blastocoel
se-gno \'san-f,)yo\ n [It, sign, fr. L slgnuml : a notational sign;

specij : the sign that marks the begiiming or end of a musical re-

peat
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se-gO \'se-C,)Eo\ n [Paiute] : the edible bulb of the sego Illy

sego lily n : a western No. American perennial herb {Calochortus
nuttallii^ of the lily family with bell-shaped flowers white within
and largely green without
iseg^reogate \'seg-ri-,gat\ vb [L segregatus, pp. of segregare, fr. se-
apart + greg-, grex herd — more at secede, gregarious] vt 1 ; to
separate or set apart from others or from the general mass : isolate
2 : to cause or force the separation of (as from the rest of society)
-^ VI 1 ; SEPARATE, WITHDRAW 2 ; to practice or enforce a poUcy
of segregation 3 : to separate during meiosis — used esp. of allelic

genes— segore.ga-tiveX'seg-ri-.gat-ivX adj
2seg.re->gate \'seg-ri-g3t, -,gat\ n : a segregated individual or class
of individuals
seg.re.gat^ed adj 1 a : set apart or separated from others of the
same kind or group <a '^ account in a bank) b ; divided in facilities

or administered separately for members of different groups or races
<'^ education) c ; restricted to members of one group or one race
by a policy of segregation <--- schools) 2 : practicing or main-
taining segregation esp. of races {^^ states)

seg-re^ga-tion \.seg-ri-,ga-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act or process of segre-
gating t the state of being segregated 2 a : the separation or iso-
lation of a race, class, or ethnic group by enforced or voluntary
residence in a restricted area, by barriers to social intercourse, by
separate educational facilities, or by other discriminatory means
b ; the separation for special treatment or observation of individuals
or items from a larger group {--^ of gifted children into accelerated
classes) {^ of incorrigibles at a prison)

seg.re=g;a«tion4st \,seg-ri-'ga-sh(3-ln3st\ n : a person who be-
lieves in or practices segregation esp. of races
se«gue \'sag~(.)wa, 'seg-\ vi segued; segueing [It, there follows,
fr. seguire to follow, fr. L sequi ~ more at sue] ; to make a smooth
transition — segue n

se»gui.dioUa \,seg-a-'de-(y)3, -'del-y3\ n [Sp] 1 : a Spanish stanza
of four or seven short verses partly assonant 2 a : a Spanish dance
wiih many regional variations b ; the music for such a dance

sei.cen.to \sa-'chen-(,)to\ n [It, lit., six-hundred, fr. sei six (fr. L
sex) + cento hundred — more at six, cinouecento] ; the I7th
century; specif : the 1 7th century period in Italian literature and art

seiche \'sash\ n [F] s an oscillation of the surface of a lake or land-
locked sea that varies in period from a few minutes to several hours

sei-del \'sTd-=l, 'zTd-X n [G. fr. L situla bucket] : a large glass for
beer
Seid.litZ powders \'sed-l9ts-\ n pi [Sedlitz, Bohemia, Czechoslo-
vakia; fr. the similarity of their effect to the water of the village]
; effervescing salts consisting of one powder of sodium bicarbonate
and Rochelle salt and another of tartaric acid that are mixed in
water and drunk as a mild cathartic

sei"gneur \san-'yar\ n, ojien cap [MF, fr. ML senior, fr. L, adj.,
elder — more at senior] ; lord, seignior; esp : a feudal lord

sei.gneur-ial \-'yur-e-3l, -'ysr-X adj i of, relating to, or befitting a
seigneur

sei-gneuiy \'san-y3-re\ « 1 a ; the territory' under the government
of a feudal lord 6 : a landed estate held in Canada by feudal tenure
until 1854 2 ; the manor house of a Canadian seigneur

sei.gnior \san-'y6(3)r, 'san-A n [ME seignour, fr. MF seigneur'\ ; a
man of rank or authority; esp : the feudal lord of a manor

sei»gnior.age or sei=gnor-age ysan-ys-rijX n [ME seigneurage, fr.

MF, right of the lord (esp. to coin money), fr. seigneur} : a govern-
ment revenue from the manufacture of coins calculated as the differ-

ence between the monetary and the bullion value of the silver con-
tained in silver coins

sei.gniory or sei=gnory \'san-y3-re\ n l t lordship, dominion;
specij I the power or authority of a feudal lord 2 : the territory
over which a lord holds jurisdiction : domain

sei.gno-ri.al \san-'yor-e-aI, -'yor-X adj : of, relating to, or befitting
a seignior : manorial
iseine X'sanX n [ME, fr. OE segne; akin to OHG segina seine: both
fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L sagena seine, fr. Gk
sagene'\ : a large net with sinkers on one edge and floats on the
other used vertically to enclose fish when its ends are brought
together or drawn ashore

2seine vi ; to fish with or catch fish with a seine -^ vr ; to fish for or
in with a seine — sein-er n

sei.sin or sei-zin X'sez-»nX n [ME seisine, fr. OF saisine, fr.

saisir to seize — more at seize] 1 : the possession of land or
chattels 2 : the possession of a freehold estate in land by one
having title thereto
seism X'si-z?mX « [Gk seismos] : earthquake
seiSomlc X'sTz-mik, 'sTs-X adj [Gk seismos shock, earthquake, fr.

seiein to shake; akin to Skt tvesati he is violently moved] : of,

subject to, or caused by an earthquake or an artificial earth vibra-
tion — seiS'ini'CaMy X-mi-k(3-)leX adv

seis-mic.i'ty XsTz-'mis-at-e, sIs-X n ; the quality or state of being

Seis-mism X'siz-.mlz-smX " ! earthquake phenomena
Seismo- comb form [Gk, fr. seismos} : earthquake ; vibration
(seismometer)

sels-rao-gram \'sTz-ms-,gram, 'sTs-X rt [ISV] ; the record of an
earth tremor by a seismograph
seis.mo.graph X-.grafX n [ISV] : an apparatus to measure and
record vibrations within the_earth and of^ the ground — seis>mog-
ra^pher Xsiz-'mag-ra-far, sis-\ n — seiS'mo.graph-ic X,sTz-ma-
'graf-ik, ,sTs-\ adj — seis>mog>ra<phy XsTz-'mag-rs-fe, sis-X n

seis-mo.log.i.cal X.sTz-ma-'laj-i-kal, ,sTs-X adj : of or relating to
seismology — seis>mO'log*i°caMy X-k(3-)IeX adv

seis>moI<o*gist XsTz-'mal-s-jast. sTs-X n : a geophyslcist who spe-
cializes in seismology : seismographer

seis.mol.o-gy \-je\ n [ISV] : a science that deals with earthquakes
and with artificially produced vibrations of the earth
seis.mom.e.ter X-'mam-at-srX n : a seismograph measuring the
actual movements of the ground — seis*mo*met>ric XiSiz-ms-
'me-trik, .sis-X adj — seis*rao-met*n»cal X-tri-kal\ adj

seis.mom.e.try \sTz-'m"am-3-tre, sis-X n [ISV] ; the scientific
study of earthquakes
seis-mo.soope X'slz-ms-.skop. 'sTs-\ n [ISV] : an instrument for
recording only the time or fact of occurrence of earthquakes —
seis.mo-scop.ic X.siz-ma-'skap-ik. .sTs-X adj

seize \'sez\ vb [ME saisen, fr. OF saisir to put in possession of,
fr. ML sacire, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG sezzen to set — more
at set] vt 1 ausu seise X'sezX ; to vest ownership of a freehold

estate in b often seise : to put In possession of something (the
biograjiher will be seized of all pertinent papers) 2 a ; to take
possession of ; confiscate b : to take possession of by legal
process 3 a ; to possess or take by force : capture b : to take
prisoner : arrest 4 a : to take hold of : clutch b : to possess
oneself of ; grasp c : to understand fully and distinctly : ap-
prehend 5 a ; to attack or overwhelm physically : afflict
b : to possess (one's mind) completely or overwhelmingly 6 : to
bind or fasten together with a lashing of small stuff (as yam,
marline, or fine wire) ^ vi 1 ; to take or lay hold suddei^y or
forcibly 2 ; to cohere to a relatively moving part through exces-
sive pressure, temperature, or friction syn see take — seiz»er n

seiZolng n l ; the operation of fastening together or lashing with
tarred small stuff 2a: the cord or lashing used in seizing b : the
fastening so made

sei-zor Vse-,z6(a)rX n : one that seizes or takes possession esp. of a
freehold estate

sei'Zure X'se-zharX n 1 a : the act or process of seizing ; the state
of being seized b : the taking possession of person or property
by legal process 2 : a sudden attack (as of disease) t fit

se<iant XJse-jantX adj [raodif. of MF seam, prp. of seoir to sit,

fr. L sedere — more at sir] heraldry ; sitting <a lion '^>
sel X'selX chiefly Scot var of self
seola-chioan Xs9-'la-ke-sn\ n [deriv. of Gk selachos cartilaginous
phosphorescent fish; akin to Gk selas brightness — more at
selenium] ; any of a variable group (Selachii) of elasmobranch
fishes comprising all the elasmobranchs, all except the chimaeras,
the existing sharks and rays, or in its most restricted use the existing
sharks as distinguished from the rays — selachian adj

se*Iag°i<>nel>la Xsa-,laj-a-'nel-aX n [NL, genus name, fr. L selagin-,
selagOy a plant resembling the savin] : any of a genus {Selaginella)
of mossy lower tracheoplytes constituting a family (Selaginel-
laceae)

se.lah X'se-l3, -,laX interj [Heb selah} — a biblical term found in
the Psalms and in Habakkuk and believed to have been an excla-
mation or musical direction

sel.coutll X'sel-.kuthX adj [ME, fr. OE seldcutk, fr. seldan seldom
+ cuth know — more at uncouth] archaic % unusual, strange

isel.dom X'sel-damA adv [ME, fr. OE seldan; akin to OHG seltan
seldom, L sed, se without — more at idiot] : in few instances
; rarely, infrequently

^seldom adj : rare, infrequent
sel-dom*ness n : infrequency, rareness
ise.lect Xs3-'lektX adj [L selectus, pp. of seligere to select, fr. se-
apart (fr. sed, se) without) + legere to gather, select — more at
legend] 1 ; chosen from a number or group by fitness or prefer-
ence 2 a ; of special value or excellence : superior, choice
b : exclusively or fastidiously chosen often with regard to social,
economic, or cultural characteristics 3 ; judicious or restrictive
in choice : discriminating
2select n ; one that is select — often used in pi.

aselect vt : to take by preference from a number or group ; pick out
; choose ^ vi : to make a choice

se-lect.ed adj : select; specif : of a higher grade or quality than
the ordinary

se-lect-ee \s3-,lek-'teX n : one inducted into military service
under selective service

se>iec*tiou \S3-'lek-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of selecting ; the
state of being selected 2 : one that is selected ; choice; also ; a
collection of selected things 3 ; a natural or artificial process
that prevents or tends to prevent some individuals or groups of
organisms from surviving and propagating and allows others to
do so syn see choice

se-lective \s3-'lek-tiv\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or characterized
by selection : selecting or tending to select 2 : of, relating to,

or constituting the ability of a radio circuit or apparatus to respond
to a specific frequency without interference — se'lec»tive»ly adv— se"lec.tive«ness n — se-lec-tiv-i-ty \si-,Iek-'tiv-3t-e, ,se-\ n

selective service n : the service of a person in the armed forces
consequent to induction under a governmental act or decree

se.lect-man \si-'lek (t)-,man, -,lek (t)-'man, -*lek (t)-m3n; 'se-

,lek(t)-,man\ n : one of a board of officials elected in towns of all

New England states except Rhode Island to serve as the chief
administrative authority of the town

se-lect.ness \s3-'lek(t)-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
select

se.lector \-'lek-t3r\ n ; one that selects

iselen- or seleno- comb form [L selen-, fr. Gk selert-, fr. selenej
t moon (^ei^nium) (^e/enography)

2selen- or seleni- or seleno- comb form [Sw, fr. NL selenium}
: selenium (seleniferous} <se/enious)

sel-e.nate Vsel-a-,nat\ n [Sw selenat, fr. selen selenic] : a salt
ester of selenic acid
Scle-ne \s3-'le-ne\ n [Gk Selene} : the goddess of the moon In
Greek mythology
se.le.nic \s3-'len-ik, -'len-\ adf [Sw selen, fr. NL selenium} ; of,

relating to, or containing selenium esp. with a relatively high
valence

selenic acid n ; a strong acid H2Se04 whose aqueous solution
attacks gold and platinum

sel.e.nil-er.ous \,sel-3-'nlf-(3-)r3s\ adj [ISV] ; containing or
yielding selenium ('^ vegetation)

se<le*ni>ous \s3-'le-ne-ss\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or contain-
ing selenium esp. with a relatively low valence

sel*e*nite \'sel-9-,nTt\ n [L jelenites, fr. Gk selenites (lithos),

lit., stone of the moon, fr. selene: fr. the beUef that it waxed and
waned with the moon] : a variety of gypsum occurring in trans-
parent crystals or crystalline masses
se4e<nl*um \s3-'le-ne-3ra\ n [NL, fr. Gk selene moon; akin to Gk
selas brightness, L sol sun — more at solar] : a nonmetallic
element that resembles sulfur and tellurium chemically, is obtained
chiefly as a by-product in copper refining, and occurs in allotropic
forms of which a gray stable form varies in electrical conductivity
with the intensity of its illumination and is used in electronic
devices — see element table

selenium cell n : an insulated strip of selenium mounted with
electrodes and used as a photoconductive element

sel>e.nog>ra*pliei \,sel-9-'nag-r9-fdr\ n : a specialist in selenog-
raphy
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,le-n3-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to

3-'nag-r3-fe\ n 1 : the science of the physi-
n 2 : the physical geography of the moon
»-J3st\ n ; a specialist in selenology
a branch of astonomy that deals with the

se-le.no.graph-ic \s3-
selenography

sel-e.nog-ra.phy \,sel-
cal features of the moo

sel.e.nol.Q.gist \-'nai-
sel.e.nol.Q.gy \-je\ n
moon

sel.e-no-SiS \,sel-3-'n6-s3s\ n [NL] : poisoning of livestock by
selenium due to ingestion of plants grown in seleniferous soils

iself \*self. South also 'sef\ pron [ME (intensive pron.). fr. OE;
akin to OHG selb, intensive pron., L sui (reflexive pron.) of oneself— more at suicide] : myself, himself, herself <check payable to
-— > (accommodations for -^ and wife)

asell adj 1 obs : belonging to oneself : own 2 obs : identical,
SAME 3 a : having a single character or quality throughout;
specij : having one color only <a -^ flower) b : of the same kind
(as in color, material, or pattern) as something with which it is
used <a -^ belt) <~ trimming)

3self n, pi selves \'selvz, South also 'sevz\ 1 a ; the entire person
of an individual b : the realization or embodiment of an abstrac-
tion 2 a ; an individual's typical or temporary character or
behavior <;his true "- was revealed) (his better '^> b ; a person
in his normal or best condition (looked like his old '^) 3 : the
union of elements (as body, emotions, thoughts, sensations) that
constitute the individuality and identity of a person 4 : personal
interest or advantage
*seU vr 1 : inbreed 2 : to pollinate with pollen from the same
flower or plant -^ vi : to undergo self-pollination

sell- comb jorm [ME. fr. OE. fr. se//] 1 a : oneself or itself {self^
supporting) b : of oneself or itself <ie//-abasement) c : by
oneself or itself <5e//-propelled) <se//-acting) 2 a : to, with, for,
or toward oneself or itself (je/^-consistent) <se/y-addressed) {selj«
love) <5e//-satisfaction) b ; of or in oneself or itself inherently
<je/y-evident) c : from or by means of oneself or itself <5e//-fertile)

sell-aban-doned \,sel-f3-'ban-d9nd\ adj ; abandoned by oneself;
esp : given up to one's impulses
seli-aban-don-ment X-dsn-msntX n 1 ; a surrender of one's
selfish interests or desires 2 : a lack of self-restraint

sell-abase^ment \,sel-f3-'ba-smant\ n ; humiliation of oneself
based on feelings of inferiority, guilt, or shame

sell-ab^ne.gat-ing \'seI-'fab-m-,gat-io\ adj : self-denying
selJ-ab-ne-ga-Uon \,sel-.fab-ni-'ga-sh3n\ n : self-denial
self-ab-sorbed \.sel-f3b-'s6(9)rbd. -'z6(a)rbd\ adj : absorbed in
one's own thoughts, activities, or interests

selI-ab*sorp-tlon \-'s6rp-shan, -'z6rp-\
oneself

self-abuse \,sel-f3-'byijs\ n 1 obs : self-deception 2 : reproach
of oneself 3 : masturbation
self-ac-cU'Sa-tion \,sel-,fak-y3-'2a-sh3n\ n : the act or an instance

preoccupation with

of eself

by<

sell-ac-cu-sa.to.ry X.sel-fs-'kyii-zs-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; self^
accusing

sell-ac.cuS'ing \-'kyu-zio\ adj : acting or serving to accuse oneself

sell-acquired \,sel-f3-'kwT(3)rd\ adj ; acquired by oneself or for
one's own use and benefit

sell-act-ing \'sel-'fak-tio\ adj ; acting or capable of acting of or by
itself : automatic

selI-ac>tlon \-'fak-sh3n\ n : action not dependent on an external
agency or force : independent action

sell-ac.tive \-'fak-tiv'C adj : acting of itself without dependence on
an external agency or force

sell-acUv.i-ty \,sel-,fak-'tiv-3t-e\ n : self-achon
sell-ad>dressed \,sel-fs-'drest, 'sel-'fad-.rest\ adj : addressed for
return to the sender {^ envelope)

sell-ad.just«ing \,sel-f3-'j9s-tio\ adj : adjusting by itself <a -^

wrench)
sell-ad-just-ment \-'j3sCt)-m3nt\ n : adjustment to oneself or
one's environment

sell-ad.min*is*tered \,sel-f3d-'min-3-st3rd\ adj : administered,
managed, or dispensed by oneself

sell-ad-mi-ra-tion \,sel-,fad-m3-'ra-sh3n\ n : self-conceff
sell-ad-vance-ment \,sel fad-'van(t)-sm3nt\ n : the act of ad-
vancing oneself

sell-al-Iect-ed \,sel-f3-'fek-tad\ adj ; self-loving, conceffed
sell-ag.graii.dize«ment X.sel-fs-'gran-dsz-msnt, -,dTz-; ,sel-,fag-

rsn-'dlz-X n : the act or process of making oneself greater (as in
power or influence)

sell-ag.gran.diz-ing \,sel-f3-'gran-.dr-zio, 'sel-'fag-ran-X adj : act-

ing or seeking to make oneself greater

sell-anal- y.sis \,sel fa-'nal-a-sas\ n ; a systematic attempt by an
individual to understand his own personality without the aid of

another person
sell-an>a*lyt<i>cal \,sel-,fan-'I-'it-i-k3l\ adj : using self-analysis

sell-an>nl<hi*la>tion \,sel-f3-,nT-3-'la-sh3n\ n : annihilation of the

self (as in mystical contemplation of God)
sell-ap.plaud.ing \,sel-fs-'pl6d-iQ\ adj : applauding oneself

sell-ap>plause \-'pl6z\ n ; an expression or feeling of approval of

oneself
seU-ap -point.ed \,sel-f3-'p6int-ad\ adj ; appointed by oneself

usu. without warrant or qualifications

sell-ap.pro.ba.tion \,sel-,fap-ra-'ba-sh3n\ n : satisfaction with
one's actions and achievements

sell-as Sert. ing X.sel-fa-'sart-ioX adj 1 : asserting oneself or one's
own rights or claims 2 ; putting oneself forward in a confident or

arrogant manner — self-as-sert'ing'ly \-io-le\ adv

sell-as. ser.tion X.sel-fa-'sar-shanX n 1 : the act of asserting one-
self or one's own rights or claims 2 : the act of asserting one's

superiority over others

sell-as.sert.ive \-'sart-iv\ adj : given to or characterized by
self-assertion syn see aggressive — sell-as-sert.ive.ly adv —
sell-as-sert-ive-ness n

sell-as.sump.tion \,sel-f3-'ssm(p)-shan\ n : sELF-coNCErr

self-as.sur.ance \,sel-f3-'shur-an(t)s\ n : self-confidence

sell-as.sured \-'shu(3ird\ adj : self-confident— sell-as-sured-

ness \-'shur-3d-n3s, -'shu(9)rd-\ n

a abut; ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out;

j joke; g sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; to thin; t& tnis; ti loot;

sell-awaie.ness \,sel-f3-'waC9)r-n3s, -'we(3)r-\ n ; an awareness
of one's own personahty or individuality

sell-be-tray.al \,self-bi-'tra(-9)l\ n : self-revelation
sell-bind. er \'self-*bin-d3r\ n. : a harvesting machine that cuts
grain and binds it into bundles

seli-blind.ed \-'blTn-d3d\ adj ; blinded or misled by oneself— sell-blind-ed-ness n
sell-born \-'b6(3)rn\ adj 1 : arising within the self <'^ sorrows)
2 : springing froma prior self (phoenix rising ^ from the fire)

sell-bur-ied \-'ber-ed\ adj : buried by natural forces rather than
by an intentional act of man (ancient '-- implements)

sell-care \-'keO)r, -'ka(3)r\ n : care for oneself
sell-cas.ti.ga.tion \,self-.kas-t3-'ga-sh3n\ n : self-punishment
seli-cen-tered \'self-'sent-3rd\ adj 1 : independent of outside
force or influence : self-sufficient 2 ; concerned solely with
one's own desires, needs, or interests : selfish — sell-cen>tered>ly
adv — self'Cen.tered-ness n

self-charg.ing \-'char-jir]\ adj : charging by itself

self-clos.ing \-'klo-zio\ adj : closing or shutting automatically
after being opened

sell-cock. ing \-'kak-ir!\ adj : cocked by the operation of some
part of the action (~ on closing the bolt)

sell-col-lect.ed \,self-k3-'Iek-t3d\ adj : self-possessed
sell-col.ored \-'k3l-3rd\ adj : of a single color (a ^ flower)
self-com.mand \.self-k3-'mand\ n : control of one's own be-
havior and emotions : self-control
sell-com.pat.i-ble \-k3m-'pat-3-b3l\ adj : capable of effective
self-pollination that results in the production of seeds and fruits
sell-com.pla.cen.cy \,self-k3m-'plas-=n-se\ n : self-satisfaction
sell-com.pla.cent \-'nt\ adj : self-satisfied — sell-com.pla-
cent'ly adv
sell-com-posed \-k3m-'pozd\ adj ; havingcontrol over one's emo-
tions : calm — sell-com.posed.ly \'po-z3d-Ie. -'poz-dle\ adv— self-corn.posed-ness X-'po-zad-nss, -'poz(d)-n3s\ n

sell-con-ceit \,self-k3n-'set\ n : an exaggerated opinion of one's
own qualities or abilities : VANrrv — sell-coU'Ceit'ed \-9d\ adj
sell-con-cern \-'s9rn\ n : a selfish or morbid concern for oneself— self-con- cerned \-'s3md\ adj
sell-con-dem-na-tion \-,kan-,dem-'na-sh3n, -dsra-\ n : condem-
nation of one's own character or actions

sell-con.demned \-k3n-'demd\ adj ; condemned by oneself
sell-con-Iessed \-k3n-'fest\ adj : openly acknowledged ; avowed
self-con. fes-sion \-'fesh-3n\ n : avowal
sell-con-li.dence \'self-'kan-f3d-3n(t)s, -f3-.den(t)s\ n : con-
fidence in oneself and in one's powers and abilities — sell-con-
li.dent X-fsd-snt, -f3-,dent\ adj — sell-con-Ii.dent-ly adv
sell-con.grat.u-la.tion \.self-k3n-.grach-3-'la-sh3n\ n : congratu-
lation of oneself; esp : a complacent acknowledgment of one's own
superiority or good fortune

sell-con.grat.u.la-to.ry \-'grach-(3-)l3-,t5r-e, -,t6r-\ adj : in-
dulging in self-congratulation
sell-con-scious \'self-'kan-ch3s\ adj 1 : conscious of one's own
acts or states as belonging to or originating in oneself : aware of
oneself as an individual 2 : uncomfortably conscious of oneself
as an object of the observation of others : ill at ease — sell-con-
cious-ly adv — sell-con-scious.ness n

self-con.se.cra.tion \,self-,kan(t}-s3-'kra-sh3n\ n : the act or an
instance of consecrating oneself
seil-con-se.qiience \'self-'kan(t)-s3-.kwen(t)s, -sl-kw3n(t)s\ n

; self-importance
sell-con-sis.ten.cy \,self-k3n-'sis-t3n-se\ n : the quality or sUte of
being self-consistent

self-con. sis-tent \,self-k3n-'sis-t3nt\ adj : having each part
logically consistent with the rest

sell-con-sti.tut.ed \'self-'kan(t)-st3-,t(y)ut-3d\ adj : constituted
elf

sell-con. tained \,self-k3n-'tand\ adj 1 : sufficient in itself

2a: showing self-command b : formal and reserved in manner
3 :_ complete in itself (a ^ machine) — sell-con- tained.ly
\-^ta-n3d-le, -'tan-dle\ adv — self-con-tained.ness \-'ta-n3d-n3s,
-'tan(d)-n3s\ n — sell-con.tain-ment \-'tan-m3nt\ n

sell-con. tani. i.na. tiou \-,tam-3-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : contamination by
oneself 2 I contamination from within

sell-con-tem-pla-tion \,self-,kant-3m-'pla-sh3n, -,kan-,tem-\ n
: the act or an instance of contemplating oneself

self-con-tempt \,self-k3n-'tem(p)t\ n : contempt for oneself
self-con. tent \-k3n-'tent\ n : self-satisfaction
self-con-tent-ed \-3d\ adj : self-satisfied— sell-con.tent.ed.Iy
adv — sell-con-tent-ed-ness n

self-con.tent.ment \-'tent-m3nt\ n : self-satisfaction
self-con.tra-diction \,self-,kan-tr3-'dik-sh3n\ n 1 : contradic-
tion of oneself 2 : a self-contradictory statement or proposition

self-con.tra-dicto-ry \-'dik-t(3-)re\ adj : consisting of two
contradictory members or parts

sell-con-trol \,self-k3n-'tr6I\ n : restraint exercised over one's
own impulses, emotions, or desires — sell-con.trolled \-'trold\
adj

self-cor.rect.ing \,self-k3-*rek-tio\ adj : acting automatically to
correct or compensate for errors or weaknesses

sell-cre.at-ed \,self-kre-'at-3d, 'self-'kre-,at-\ adj ; created or
appointed by oneself

self-crit-i-cal \'self-'krit-i-k3l\ adj : critical of oneself

self-crit-i-cism \-'krit-3-,siz-3m\ n : the act or capacity of criti-

cizing one's own faults or shortcomings
self-cul-ti.va.tion \,self-,k3l-t3-'va-sh3n\ n : the act of cultivating
oneself

sell-cul-ture \'self-'k3l-ch3r\ n ; the development of one's mind
or capacities through one's own efforts

self-de.ceit \,self-di-'set\ n ; self-deception
self-de-ceived \-'sevd\ adj ; deceived or misled esp. respecting
oneself by one's own mistake

self-de-ceiv.er \-'se-v3r\ n : one who practices self-deception

self-de.ceiv.ing \-viri\ adj 1 : given to self-deception (a --^ hypo-
crite) 2 : serving to deceive oneself ('-« excuses)

self-de-cep.tion \-*sep-sh3n\ n : the act of deceiving oneself ; the

ft; i trip; i life
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state of being deceived by oneself — self-de«cep«tive \-'sep-tiv\
adj

seU-ded'i-ca-tion \,self-,ded-l-'ka-sh3n\ n ; dedication of oneself
to a cause or ideal

self-de>feat*ing \,self-di-'fet-iD\ adj : acting to defeat its own
purpose

sell-de.fense \-di-'fen(t)s\ n 1 : the act of defending oneself or
something that belongs or relates to oneself 2 ; a plea of justifica-

tion for the use of force and esp. homicide
self-de.fen-sive \-'fen(t)-siv\ adj : given to or involving self*

defense (a "- person) <a "- attitude)

self-de.lud.ed \-di-'iud-ad\ adj : sELF-DEcEi\nED
self-de-lu-sion \-di-'lu-zh3n\ n ; self-deception
seli-de*ni>al \-di-'nr(-9)l\ n : a restraint or limitation of one's
own desires or interests — sell-de-ny-ing \-'ni-io\ adj — sell-
de.ny.ing-ly \-io-le\ adv

self-de-pen>deiice \-'pen-d3n(t)s\ n : dependence on one's own
resources or exertions : self-reuance — self-de<pen-dent
\-d3nt\ adj

sell-dep.re.cat.ing \'self-'dep-ri-,kat-io\ adj : given to self-depre-

sel!-de.pre-ci-a»tion \,self-di-,pre-she-'a-sh3n\ n ; disparagement
or undervaluation of oneself

self-de.spair \-di-'spa(3)r, -'spe(9)r\ n : despair of oneself : hope-
lessness

sell-de-slroy.er \-di-'str6i(-a)r\ n : one who destroys himself
self-de*stroy.ing \-'strdi-io\ adj ; self-destructtve
self-cle-struc«tion X-di-'strak-shanX n ; destruction of oneself; esp

: SUICIDE — sell-de.structive \-'str3k-tiv\ adj
sell-de.ter.mi.na.tion \-di-,tar-m3-'na-shan\ n 1 : free choice
of one's own acts or states without external compulsion 2 t de-
termination by the people of a territorial unit of their own future
political status — sell-de-ter.minting \-di-'t3rm-(3-)nio\ odj
seU-de*ter>mined X-di-'tar-msndX adj : determined by oneself
sell-de.ter.min.ism X-di-'tsr-ma-.niz-amX n ; a doctrine that the
actions of a self are determined by itself

self-de.vel-op.ment X-di-'vel-sp-mantX n : development of the
capabilities or possibilities of oneself
self-de.vot.ed X-di-'vot-sdX adj : characterized by self-devotion
— sell-cte.vot-ed-ly adv — sell-de-vot-ed-ness n
sell-de-vot.ing X-'vot-io\ adj : self-devoted
self-de«vo«tioii X-'vo-shanX « : devotion of oneself esp. in service
or sacrifice

self-de.vour*ing X.self-di-'vaufa^r-ioX odj ; devouring itself

self-di.ges^tion X,self-(,)dT-'jesfh)-ch9n, -ds-X n : decomposition
of plant or animal tissue by internal process : autolysis

self-di.rect*ed X.self-da-'rek-isd, -(,)dT-X adj : directed by oneself;
specij : not guided or impelled by an outside force or agency <a '^

personality)
sell-di-iect-ing X-tio\ adj ; directing oneself
self-di.rec.tiou X-'rek-shanX n : guidance by oneself
self-dis.Charg.ing X.self-dis(h)-'char-jio, 'self-'dis(h)-.X adj ; dis-
charging by itself

self-dis.ci.pline X'self-'dis-a-plan, -(,)plinX n : correction or
regulation of oneself for the sake of improvement

sell-dis.ci.plined X-pland, -OpIindX adj : capable of or subject to
self-discipline
selJ-dis.cov-ery X,self-dis-'ksv-(a-)reX n : the act or process of
achieving self-knowledge

self-dis.trih.ut.ing X-dis-'trib-yat-ioX ad/' : distributing itself auto-
matically

sell-dis-trust X-dis-'trastX n : a lack of confidence in oneself
: diffidence — self-dis*trust-Iul X-fslX adj

self-di.yi-sion X-ds-'vizh-anX n : division of itself by its own action
or process of growth

sell'dom X'self-dam, 'self-tsmX n : the essence of one's self ; indi-
viduality

self-doubt X'self-'dautX n ; a lack of faith in oneself — sell-doubt-
ing X-ioX adj
selI-dra>ma<ti-za*tion X.self-.dram-st-a-'za-shan, -,dram-\ n : the
act or an instance of dramatizing oneself

self-dra-ma.tiz.ing X'self-'dram-s-.tT-zio, -'dram-\ adj : seeing
and presenting oneself as an actor in a drama

self-driv.en X-'driv-anX adj : driven by itself : AirroMOTivE
sell-ed.U-cat-ed X'sel-'fej-s-.kat-adX adj : educated by one's own
efforts without formal instruction — seU-ed>a*ca>tioii X.sel-
,fej-a-'ka-sh3nX n
sell-eMace-ment X.sel-fs-'fa-smantX n : the placing or keeping
of oneself in the background
self-eMac-ing X-'fa-sioX adj : retirino — sell-el•fac-ing-ly
X-sio-leX adv

self-elect-ed X,sel-f3-'lek-t3d\ adj : self-appointed
selt-em.ployed X,sel-fim-'pl6idX adj : earning income directly
from one's own business, trade, or profession rather than as a
specified salary or wages from an employer

sell-em.ploy.ment X-'pl6i-mantX n : the state of being self^
employed

sell-en. er-giz«ing X'seI-'fen-3r-,jT-zir]\ adj % containing means for
augmentation of power within itself (— brake)

sell-en.lorcing X.sel-fin-'for-sio. -*fdr-X adj : containing in itself

the authority or means that provide for its enforcement <a '^

treatv)
sell-en.rich.ment X-fin-'rich-msntX n ; the act or process of in-
creasing one's intellectual or spiritual resources
self-eS'teem X.sel-fa-'stemX n 1 : self-respect 2 : self-conceit
sell-ev.i'dence X'sel-'fev-ad-ants, -3-,den(t)s\ n : the quality or
state of being self-evident

self-ev-i-dent X-ad-snt, -a-,dentX adj ; evident without proof or
reasoning — sell-eV'i'dent-ly adv

self-ex.al.ta.lion X.sel-.feg-.zol-'ta-shsn, -,fek-.s61-X n : exaltation
of < elf

self-ex -alt-ing X.sel-fig-'z61-tio\ adj : vainglorious — sell-
ex*alt.ing'Iy \-tip-leX adv

sell-ex.ani.i.na-lion X.sel-fig-.zam-o-'na-shsnX n : introspechon
self-eX'Cit.ed X.sel-fik-'sTt-adX adj : excited by a current produced
by the dynamo itself <'-^ generator)

sell-ex.e.cut.ing X'sel-'fek-ss-.kyiit-ioX adj ; taking effect im-
mediately without implementing legislation <~ treaty)

seIf-ex*Ued X'sel-'feg-.2ild, -'fek-,slld\ adj : exiled by one's own
wish or decision

self-ex-is-tence X,sel-fig-'zis-tan(t)s\ n : the quaUty or state of
being self-etistent

self-ex.is-tent X.sel-fig-'zis-tantX adj : existing of or by itself

sell-ex'plain-ing X,sel-fik-'spla-nioX adj : self-explanatory
sell-ex-plan-a-tO-ry X,sel-fik-'splan-^,tor-e, -,tdr-X adj : explain-
ing itself : capable of being understood without explanation

sell—ex*pres>Sion X,sel-fik-'spresh-anX n : the expression of one's
own personality : assertion of one's individual traits — sell-ex-
preS'Sive X-'spres-ivX adj

sell-leed X'self-'fedX vt : to provide rations to (animals) in bulk
so as to permit selecting food in kind and quantity as wanted— compare hand-feed

self-feed. er X-arX n ' one that feeds itself automatically; specij ; a
device for feeding livestock that is equipped with a feed hopper
that automatically supplies a trough below

self-feel-ing X^elf-'fe-UoX ri : self-centered emotion
self-fer.tile X-'fart-'lX adj : fertile by means of its own pollen or
sperm — sell-ler'til'i'ty X,self-(,)f3r-'til-3t-eX n

sel£-Ier-til*iza.Uon X.self-.fsrt-M-a-'za-shanX n : fertilization ef-
fected by pollen or sperm from the same individual — sell-ler-
til-ized X'self-'fsrt-'l-.TzdX adj

self-flat.ter.ing X'self-'flat-a-rioX adj : given to self-flattery

self-flat.tery X-s-reX n : the glossing over of one's own weaknesses
or mistakes and the exaggeration of one's own qualities and
achievements

seU-for.get-lul X.self-fsr-'get-fslX adj ; having or showing no
thought of self or selfish interests — sell-lor-get-lul-ly X-fa-leX
adv — sell-Ior-get'Iul'ness n

self-for.get.ting X-'get-ioX adj : self-forgetful — sell-lor*get-
ting'ly X-io-'eX adv
seU-lonned X'self-'f6(3)rmdX adj ; formed or developed by one's
own efforts

sell-lruit.liil X-'friit-fslX adj ; capable of setting a crop of self-
pollinated fruit — sell-fruit'lul'ness n

sell-iul*fill'ing \.self-ful-'fil-ioX adj : marked by or achieving
self-fulfillment

sell-ful.fill.ment X-'fil-mant\ n : fulfillment of oneself
self-giy.en X'self-'giv-anX adj 1 : derived from itself <a «- entity)
2 : given by oneself <~ authority)

self-giy.ing X'self-'giv-ioX adj : self-sacrificing, unselfish
self-glo.ri.fi.ca.tion X.self-.^or-s-fa-'ka-shsn, -,gl6r-x n : a feeling
or expression of one's superiority to others

self-glor-i-fy-ing X'self-'gl6_r-a-.fl-io, -'glor-X adj : boastftjl
sell-glo.ry \-'glor-e, -*gl6r-eX n : personal vanity : pride
seU-gov-erned X-'gav-smdX adj l : not influenced or controlled
by others 2 : exercising self-control

sell-gOV.ern«ing X-'gsv-ar-nioX adj : having control or rule over
oneself : not subject to outside authority; specij ; having self*
government : AUTONOMOUS
selJ-gov-ern.ment X-'gav-9r(n>-m3nt, -'gav-'m-antX ri 1 : self*
command, self-control 2 : government under the control and
direction of the inhabitants of a political unit rather than by an
outside authority

sell-grat.i.fi.ca.tion X.self-.grat-a-fa-'ka-shanX n ; the act of
pleasing oneself or of satisfying one's desires

self-grat.u.la.tion X-.grach-s-'ia-shsnX n : self-congratulation
self-grat-u^la-to-ry X'self-'grach-C3-)la-,t6r-e, -,t6r-X adj : self-
congratulatory
selJ-haid. ending X-'hard-nio. -'n-igX adj : hardening by itself or
without quenching after heating (— steel)

self-hate X-'hatX n : hatred redirected toward one's self rather than
toward others

self-hat-ing x-'hat-io\ adj : given to self-hate

self-ha'tred X-'ha_-tradX n : self-hate
self-heal X'self-.helX n : any of several plants held to possess heal-
ing properties; esp ; a blue-flowered Eurasian mint {Prunella
vulgaris) naturalized throughout No. America

self-help X'self-'helpX i : the act or an instance of providing for
or helping oneself without dependence on others

self.hood X-.hudX n 1 a : individualfty b : personality 2: self-
ishness
self-hum-bling X-'h3m-b(3-)lio, -'am-, -blioX adJ ' acting or serving
to humble oneself

self-hu<mil<i>a.tion X.self-hyii-.mil-e-'a-shan. ,self-yii-X n : the act
or an instance of humbhng oneself

self-hyp.no.sis X.self-hip-'no-sasX n : hypnosis of oneself
seH-iden.ti.cal X.sel-.fT-'dent-i-ksl, -fs-X adj : having self-identity

seU-iden.ti'fi.ca.tion \-,dent-s-fa-'ka-shanX n : identification
with someone or something outside oneself

self-iden-ti'ty X-'dcnftVst-eX n ; sameness of a thing with itself

self-ig.nite X.sel-fig-'mtX vi : to become ignited without flame or
spark {as under high compression)

self-ig.ni-tion X-'nish-snX i : ignition without flame or spark
self-im.age X'sel-'fim-ijX n : one's conception of oneself or of one's
role

sell-im.mo.Ia.tion X.sel-.fim-s-'la-shsnX n : a deliberate and
wiUing sacrifice of oneself

sell-iin.por.tance X,self-'m-'p6rt-'nCt)s, -anmsX n 1 : an exag-
gerated estimate of one's own importance ; self-conceit 2 : ar-
rogant or pompous bearing or behavior — sell-im.por*tant
X-'nt. -sntX adj — sell-im-por.tant.ly adv

self-im.posed X,self-'m-'pdzdX adj : imposed on one by oneself
; voluntarily assumed

self-im.prove-ment X,self-'m-'priiv-mantX n : improvement of
oneself by one's own action

sell-in. ClU'Sive X.sel-fin-'klii-siv, -zivX adj : enclosing itself : com-
plete in itself

self-in-cnm.i.nal-ing \,sel-fin-'krim-3-,nat-iaX adj : sei-ving or
tending to incriminate oneself

self-in.crim.i.na.tion X-,krim-3-'na-3hanX n : incrimination of
oneself; specij : the giving of evidence or answering of questions
the tendency of which would be to subject one to criminal prosecu-
tion

self-in-duced X,sel-fin-'d(yiiistX adj : induced by oneself; specij

: produced by self-induction <a ~ voltage)

sell-in.ductance X-'d3k-t3n(t)sX n : inductance that induces an
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electromotive force In the same circuit as the one hi which the
current varies

seli-in-diic-tion \-'d3k-shan\ n : induction of an electromotive
force in a circuit by a varying current in the same circuit
sell-in.dul.gence \-'dal-jsn(t)s\ n : indulgence of one's own ap-
petites, desires, or whims — sell-m<dul>geut \-j3nt\ adj —
self-in-dul.gent-ly adv

seU-in.Ilict.ed \,sel-fin-'flik-tad\ adj : hifUcted by oneself or by
one's own hand (a -- wound)

sell-ini.ti.at-ed \,sel-fin-'ish-e-,at-3d\ adj : initiated by oneself
sell-in.struct.ed \-'sir3k-t3d\ adj : self-taught
sell-in.sur-ance \.sel-fin-'shur-an(t)s, 'sel-'fin-,\ n ; insurance of
oneself or of one's own interests by the setting aside of money at
regular intervals to provide a fund to cover possible losses (as in
the event of fire)

sell-in.sured \,sel-fin-'shu(3)rd\ adj t insured by oneself
self-in>sur<er \,sel-fin-'shur-3r\ n : one who practices self-in-
surance

sell-in.ter-esl \'sel-*fin-tr3st; -'fint-s-rsst, -a-.rest, -arst; -'fin-
,trest\ n 1 ; one's own interest or advantage 2 : a concern for
one's own advantage and well-being — sell-in»ter.est-ed \-3d\
adj— self-in.ter*est>ed.ness "
self-in-volved \,se!-fin-'valvd, -'v61vd\ adj ; self-absorbed
selMsh \'sel-fish\ adj 1 : concerned excessively or exclusively with
oneself ; seeking or concentrating on one's own advantage,
pleasure, or well-being without regard for others 2 : arising from
concern with one's own welfare or advantage in disregard of others
<a ^ act) — selMsh>ly adv — self.ish-ness n

self-)US.ti.fi.ca.tion \,self-,j3s-ta-fs-'ka-shsn\ n : the act or an
instance of making excuses for oneself

self-jus.ti.ty-ing \'self-'J3s-t3-,fT-io\ adj 1 : seeking to excuse
oneself 2 : automatically justifying itself <a -^ typewriter)

self-know-ing \'self-'no-io\ adj : having self-knowledge
sell-knowl-edge \'self-'nal-ij\ n : knowledge or understanding
of one's own capabilities, character, feelings, or motivations

sell.less \'sel-fl3s\ odj : having no concern for self : unselfish— self .less'ly adv — seU-less-ness n
sell-lim.i.ta'tion \,sel-,flim-3-'ta-sh3n\ n : the quality or state
of being self-hmiting

sell-lim.it.ed \'sel-'flim-3t-3d\ adj : limited by one's or its own
nature; specif : running a definite and limited course <a -^ disease)

sell-lim.it-ihg \-3t-iD\ adj : limiting oneself or itself

sell-liq-Ui-dat-ing \'sel-'flik-w3-.dat-io\ adj 1 : of or relating
to a commercial transaction in which goods are converted into
cash in a short time 2 : generating funds from its own operations
to repay the investment made to create it <a ~ housing project)

self-load*er \'sel-'fI6d-3r\ n ; a semiautomatic firearm
sell-load'ing \'sel-'floti-io\ adj, oj a jUea-m \ semiautomatic
Self-lock*ing \'sel-'flak-ir)\ adj : locking by its own action
sell-love \'sel-'fl3v\ n : love of self: a ; amour propre, vanity

to ; regard for one's own happiness or advantage — self-lov«ing
\-'flsv-ir)\ adj

self-lu-bri.cat.ing \'sel-'flii-br3-,kat-io\ adj ; lubricating itself

self-lu-mi-noixs V'sel-'flu-ma-nasX adj ; having in itself the prop-
erty of emitting light

self-made \'self-'mad\ adj 1 ; made by oneself or itself 2 : raised
from poverty or obscurity by one's own efforts (-^ man)
self-mail*er \-'ma-l3r\ n : a folder or broadside that can be sent
by mail without enclosure in an envelope by use of a gummed
sticker or a precanceled stamp to hold the leaves together

sell-mail-ing \-lir)\ odj : capable of being mailed without being
enclosed in an envelope
sell-mas. tery \'self-'mas-t(a-)re\ n : self-command, self-control
sell-moved \-'muvd\ adj ; moved by inherent power
Self-mov-er \-'mii-v3r\ n ; one that moves itself

seU-mov-ing \-vIri\ adj : capable of moving by itself

self-miir.der \-'m_3rd-ar\ n : self-destruction, suicide
sell-naught-ing X'self-'not-ig, -'nat-\ n ; self-effacement
sell*ness \'self-nas\ n 1 ; egoism, selfishness 2 : personality,
selfhood
sell-ob.ser.va.tion \,sel-.rab-s9r-'va-shan, -z3r-\ « 1 : observa-
tion of one's own appearance 2 : introspection

Eelf-op.er.at'iug \'sel-'fap-(3-),rat-irj\ or self-op.er.a-tive
\-'fap-(3-)r3[ iv, -'fap-a-,rat-\ adj : self-acting

sell-opin.ion \,sel-f3-'pin-y9n\ n : high or exaggerated opinion
of oneself : self-conceit

self-opin.ion.at.ed \-y3-,nat-ad\ adj 1 ; conceited 2 : stub-
bornly holding to one's own opinion : opinionated — self-opin-
ion.at.ed-ness n
self-opin.ioned \-'pin-yand\ adj : self-opinionated
sell-or.ga.ni.za-tion \,sel-,f6rg-(a-)na-'za-sh3n\ n : organization
of oneself; specij : the act or process of forming or joining a labor

sell-orig-i-nat.ed \,sel-f3-'rij-3-,nat-3d\ adj : originated by oneself

sell-orig.i.nat.ing \-,nat-ir]\ adj : originating by or from oneself

sell-par. tial-i'ly \.self-,par-she-'al-3t-e, -,par-'shal-\ n 1 : an
excessive estimate of oneself as compared with others 2 ; a preju-

dice in favor of one's own claims or interests

sell-per.pet-u.at.ing \,self-par-*pech-3-,wat-io\ adj : capable of
continuing or renewing oneself indefinitely (-^ board of trustees)

sell-per.pet.U.a.tion \-,pech-3-'wa-sh3n\ n ; perpetuation of
oneself

self-pity \'self-'pit-e\ n : pity for oneself; esp : a self-indulgent
lingering on one's own sorrows or misfortunes — self-pity.ing
\-e-ir}\ adj — self-pity-ing.ly \-io-le\ adv

self-pleased \-'ple2d\ adj : self-satisfied

sell-pleaS'ing \-*ple-zii3\ adj : pleasing to oneself

sell-poise \-'p6iz\ n : the quality or state of being self-poised

sell-poised \-'p6izd\ adj 1 : balanced without support 2 : hav-
ing poise through self-command

self-pol'li.nate \'self-'pal-3-,nat\ vi ; to undergo self-pollination
^ V( : SELF 2

sell-pol.li.na.tion \,self-.pal-3-'na-sh3n\ n : the transfer of pollen
from the anther of a flower to the stigma of the same flower or

sometimes to that of another flower of the same plant or of another
plant of the same clone

self-por. trait \'self-*por-tr3t, -'por-, -.trat\ n : a portrait of one-
self done by oneself

sell-pO'S'Sessed \,self-p3-'zest, also -'sest\ adj ; having or showing
self-possession : composed in mind or manner ; calm — sell-pos-
sessed.ly \-'zes-3d-le, -'ses-; -'zest-le, -'sest-\ adv

sell-poS'SeS'Sion \,self-p3-*zesh-3n, aho -'sesh-\ n : control of
one's emotions or reactions ; presence of mind, composure syn
see confidence

self-praise \'self-'praz\ n : praise of oneself
sell-pres-er.va.tion \,self-,prez-3r-'va-sh9n\ n 1 : preservation
of oneself from destruction or harm 2 ; a natural or instmctive
tendency to act so as to preserve one's own existence

self-pre.serv-ing \,self-pri-'zar-vio\ adj : acting or tending to
preserve oneself

self-pride \'self-*prTd\ n ; pride in oneself or that which relates to
oneself

self-pro.claimed \,self-pro-'klarad, -pra-\ adj : based on one's
own say-so <a '^ genius)

sell-pro-duced \,self-pr3-'d(y)Ust, -pr6-\ adj : produced by oneself
sell-pro.pelled \,self-pr3-'peld\ adj 1 ; containing within itself

the means for its own propulsion 2 : mounted on or fired from a
moving vehicle <a ~ gun)

sell-pro.pel-ling \-'pel-io\ adj : self-propelled
sell-pro.pul'Sion \-pr3-'p3l-sh3n\ n ; propulsion by one's or its

own power
self-pro. tec. lion \-pr3-'tek-sh3n\ n : protection of oneself : self-
defense

self-pro.tec. live \-'tek-tiv\ adj : serving or tending to protect

self-pun.ish-ment \'self-'p3n-ish-m3nt\ n : punishment of oneself
sell-pu.ri.li.ca.tion \,self-,pyur-3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n : purification of
oneself (moral '^)

sell-ques.tion \'self-'kwes(h)-ch3n\ n : a question put to a person
by himself
self-ques-tion.ing \'self-'kwes(h)-ch3-nio\ n : examination of
one's own actions and motives

self-raised \'sel-'frazd\ adj : raised by one's own power or effort

sell-rat.ing \'sel-'frat-io\ n : determination of one s own rating
with reference to a standard educational scale or other rating device

self-re-act.ing \,sel-fre-*ak-tia\ adj : automatically compensating
or adjusting to changed conditions

self-re.al.iza.tion \,sel-,fre-(3-)l3-'za-sh3n\ n : fulfillment by
oneself of the possibilities of one's character or personality

sell-re. al.iza-tion.ism \-sho-,mz-3m\ n : the ethical theory that
the highest good for man consists in realizing or fulfilling himself
usu. on the assumption that he has certain inborn abilities consti-
tuting his real or ideal self

sell-re-al.iza-tion.ist \-sh(3-}n3st\ n : an advocate of self-real-

izationism
self-re.cord'ing \,sel-fri-'k6rd-io\ adj : making an automatic
record : AirrOGRAPHic <-^ instruments)

sell-rec.ti.fy.iig \'sel-'frek-t3-,fi-iQ\ adj : capable of accomplish-
ing rectification by itself

sell-re.flection \.seI-fri-'fIek-sh3Q\ n : introspection
self-re-llec-tive \-'flek-tiv\ adj : introspective
sell-re- Ilex.ive \-'flek-siv\ adj ; reflecting itself — self-re-Ilex-
ive-ness n

self-rel.or.Kia.tion \,sel-,fref-3r-'ma-sh3n\ n : the act or an in-

stance of reforming oneself

sell-re.gard \,sel-fri-'gard\ n 1 : regard for or consideration of
oneself or one's own interests 2 : self-respect — self-regard-
ing \-io\ adj

self-reg.is.ter.ing \*sel-'frej-3-st(3-)rio\ adj : registenng auto-
matically (a '— barometer)

self-reg.U'lat.ing \'sel-'freg-y3-,lat-io\ adj : regulating oneself;

specij X automatic <a ~ mechanism) — self-reg.U'la.tion
\,sel-,freg-y3-'la-sh3n\ n

self-re.li.ance \,sel-fri-'lT-3nts\ n : reliance upon one's own ef-

forts and abilities — self-re.li.ant \-3nt\ adj

sell-re.nonncing \,sel-fri-'naun(t)-sio\ adj : marked by self*

renunciation
sell-re.nun.ci. a. tion \,sel-fri-,n3n(t)-se-'a-sh3n\ n : renunciation

of one's own desires or ambitions
sell-re-pres.sion \,sel-fri-'presh-3n\ n : the keeping to oneself of

one's thoughts, wishes, or feelings

sell-re.proach \,sel-fri-'proch\ n : the act of blaming or accusing
oneself — seU-re-proach.ful \-f3t\ adj

sell-te.proach.ing \-'pr6-chio\ adj : reproaching oneself — sell-
re.proach.ing'ly \-chiQ-le\ adv -^ sell-re.proach.ing*ness n

self-re.proof \,sel-fri-'pruf\ n : the act of reproving oneself

self-re-prov.ing \-'prii-vio'\ adj : feeling or expressing self-reproof
— self-re-prov-ing-ly \-vio-le\ adv

self-re-spect \,sel-fri-'spekt\ n 1 : a proper respect for oneself

as a human being 2 : regard for one's own standing or position
— self-re. spect.ing \-|spek-tia\ adj

selt-re. strain. ing \-*stra-nii3\ adj : marked by self-restraint

sell-re. straint \,sel-fri-'strant\ n : restraint imposed on oneself

; self-control
sell-re.veal. ing \,sel-fri-'ve-lir]\ adj ; marked by self-revelation

sell-rev.e-la.tion \,sel-,frev-3-'la-sh3n\ n : revelation of one's

own thoughts, feelings, and attitudes esp. without deliberate intent

self-re.ward.ing \,sel-fri-'w6rd-io\ adj ; containing or producing
its own reward <a -^ virtue)

sell-righ'teous \'sel-'frT-ch3s\ adj : convinced of one's own
righteousness esp. in contrast with the actions and beliefs of others
— self-righ.teous.ly adv — sell-righ.teous.ness n

self-right.ing \'sel-'frit-io\ adj : capable of righting itself when
capsized <a -- boat)

self-ris.ing \'sel-'frT-ziQ\ adj : rising or able to rise by itself <'^

flour)

sell-rule \'sel-'frul\ n : self-government
sell-rul'ing \-'fru-lia\ adj : self-governing
sell-sac*ri.fice \*self-'sak-r3-,fls, -fss also -,fTz\ n ; sacrifice of

9 abut; ^ kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; t& this;

au out; ch chin; 6 less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life
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oneself or one's interest for others or for a cause or ideal — self-
sac- ri-ficung X-.fls-io, -,fTz- a/jo-f3s-\ arfy— self-sac-ri'fiC'ing-
ly \-io-le\ udv

sell-sac -ri. lie. er X-.fls-sr, -,fTz- also -f3s-\ n ; one that practices
self-sacrifice

sell*same \'5elf-,sani\ adj : precisely the same ; identical syn
see SAME — selt-same-ness \-,s;im-n3s, -'s<im-\ n

self-sat>is*tac*tlon \,self-,sat-3s-'fak-sh3n\ n ; a usu. smug
satisfaction with oneself or one's position or achievements ; self*
Complacency

sell-sal.is.lied \'self-'sat-3s-,fTd\ adj ; feeling or showing by
self-saiisfaction

self-sat-is-Iy-ing \-,fT-iQ\ adj ; giving satisfaction to oneself
self-scru=ti.ny \SelN'skrut-''n-e, -'skrlit-neX n : introspection
sell-seal. ing \Sclf-'se-Iio\ adj : capable of sealing itself (as after

sell-search'ing \-'s3r-chiri\ adj : self-questioning
self-seek*er \-'sc-kar\ n : one that seeks only or mainly his own
advantage or pleasure — self-seek-ing \-kio\ n or adj

sell-se.lection \,self-s3-'lek-shan\ n : selection of goods by retail

customers from display racks or counters in a store having clerks
available to help

sell-ser-vice X'self-'sar-vasX n ; the serving of oneself (as in a
cafeteria or supermarket) with things to be paid for at a cashier's
desk usu. upon leaving — self-service adj

self-serV'ing \-'s3r-vio\ adj : sei'ving one's own interests often in
disregard of the truth or the reasonable interests of others

self-slaugh.ter \'self-'sl6t-3r\ n : suicide
self-slaught.ered \-3rd\ adj ; killed by oneself
self-slay.er \'self-.sla-sr\ n : one who kills himself
self-sow \'self-'s6\ vj : to sow itself by dropping seeds or by
natural action (as of wind or water)

self-start. er \-'starl-3r\ n : a more or less automatic attachment
for starung an internal-combustion engine other than a crank or
auxiliary engine

sell-Start- ing \-'start-iQ\ adj : capable of startine by oneself
self-Ster-ile \-'ster-3l\ adj : sterile to its own pollen or sperm
seU-ste-ril-i'ty \,self-st3-'ril-at-e\ n : the quality or state of being
self-sterile

self-study \'sclf-'st9d-e\ n ; study of oneself; also : a record of
observations from such study

self-styled \-'stTOMd\ adj : called by oneself (-^ experts)
sell-suto-siS'tence \,self-s3b-'sis-t3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of
being self-subsistent

self-sub- sis. tent \-'sis-tant\ adj ; subsisting independently of any-
thing external to itself

self-sub.sist.ing \-'sis-tir)\ adj : self-subsistent
sell-suf-li.cien-cy \,self-s3-'fish-3n-se\ n ; the quality or state
of being self-sufficient

seif-suf-fi-cient \-9nt\ adj 1 ; able to maintain oneself without
outside aid ; capable of providing for one's own needs 2 : having
an extreme confidence in one's own ability or worth : haughty,
OVERBEARING

sell-sul-fiC'ing \-'fT-sir] also -zioX adj : self-sufficient — self-
stzf.fic-ing.ly \-sir]-le\ adv — self-suf.ficing.ness n
sell-sug.ges.tion \,sclf-s3(g)-'jes(h"i-ch3n\ n ; autosuggestion
self-sup-port \,self-S3-'pof3)rt, -'p6f3irt\ n : independent support
of oneself or itself — self-sup-port^ed \-3d\ adj — sell-sup-
port-ing \-io\ adj
self-sur.ren-der \-s3-'ren-dar\ n : surrender of the self : a yielding
up (as to some influence or to another person) of oneself or one's
will

self-sus-tained \-s3-'stand\ adj : sustained by oneself
sell-sus- tain.ing \-s3-*sta-nir)\ adj : maintaining or able to
maintain oneself by independent effort : self-supporting —
self-sus-tain-ing-ly \-nir)-le\ adv

self-taught \'self-'t6t\ adj 1 : having knowledge or skills acquired
by one's own efforts without formal instruction 2 : learned by
oneself <-^ knowledge)
self-tight.en.ing \'self-'tTt-nir], -'n-io\ adj : tightening by itself

sell-tor-ment \'self-'t6r-,ment\ n : the act of tormenting oneself— self-tor-ment-ing \,self-i6r-'ment-iri, 'self-'i6r-,\ adj — self-
tor. men-lor \,self-t6r-'ment-9r, 'setf-'t6r-,\ n

sell-treat.ment \'self-"tret-m3nt\ n : medication of oneself or
treatment of one's own disease without medical supervision or
prescription

sell-trust \'self-'tr3st\ n : self-confidence
self-un.der.stand-ing \,sel-,f5n-d3r-'stan-dir)\ n ; self-knowl-
edge

self-un.fruit.im \,sel-,f3n-'frut-fal\ adj x setting few or no fruits
in the absence of cross-poUination -- self-un- fruit. lul-ness n
self-un.load-ing \,sel-,f3n-'lod-io\ adj : unloading itself <~
freighter)

sell-Will \'self-'wil\ n : stubborn or willful adherence to one's own
desires or ideas : obstinacy

sell-willed \-'wild\ adj : governed by one's own will : not yielding
to the wishes of others : obstinate — sell-willed-ly \-'wil-(d)Ie\
adv — sell-willed. ness \-'wil(d)-nss\ n
self-wind-ing \'self-'wTn-dio\ adj : not needing to be wound by
hand <a -^ watch)

sell-wor.ship \'self-'w3r-shap\ n
wor-ship-er n
Sel.juk \'sel-,juk, seI-'\ or Sel.ju.ki.an \sel-'jLi-ke-3n\ adj [Turk
SelQuk, eponymous ancestor of the dynasties] 1 : of or relating
to any of several Turkish dynasties ruling over a great part of
western Asia in the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries 2 : of, reladng
to, or characteristic of a Turkish people ruled over by a Seljuk
dynasty — Seljuk or Seljukian n

Tsell \'sel\ vb sold \'s61d\ selLing [ME sellen, fr. OE seUan;
akin to OHG sellen to sell, ON sola sale, Gk helein to take] vr

1 : to deliver or give up in violation of duty, trust, or loyalty
: BETRAY 2 a (U : to give up (property) to another for money
or other valuable consideration for a price (2) : to offer for sale
b : to give up in return for something else esp. foolishly or dis-
honorably {sold his birthright for a mess of pottage) c : to exact
a price for 3 a : to deliver into slavery for money b : to give
Into the power of another c : to deliver the personal services of
for money 4 : to dispose of or manage for profit instead of in
accordance with conscience, justice, or duty {sold his vote) 6 a : to

worship of oneself — self-

develop a belief in the truth, value, or desirability of b : to per-
suade or influence to a course of action or to the acceptance of
something <•--- children on reading) 6 : to impose upon : cheat
<realized that he had been soldy 7 a : to cause or promote the
sale of b : to make or attempt to make sales to c : to influence
or induce to make a purchase ~ vi 1 : to dispose of something
by sale 2 : to achieve a sale 3 : to have a specified price —
sell-able \-3-b3l\ adj — sell short 1 : to make a short sale
(made a fortune by selling shorty 2 : to fail to value properly
: UNDERESTIMATE <made the mistake of selling his rival short}

2sell rt 1 : a deliberate deception : huax 2 : the act or an instance
of selling : SALESMANSHIP

3sell or selle \'sel\ n [ME selle, fr. MF, fr. L sella — more at
SETTLE] archaic : saddle

4sell \'sel\ chic'jly Scot var oj self
sell-er \'sel-3r\ n 1 ; one that offers for sale 2 : a product offered
for sale and selling well or to a specified exient

sell-ing-plat-er \'sel-ir)-,plat-3r\ n : a horse that runs in seUing
races

selling race n : a claiming race in which the winning horse is put

sell off VI : to dispose of by selling esp. completely ^ vi ; to suffer
a drop in prices

sell-off \'sel-,6f\ /I ; a decline in prices of stocks or bonds
sell out vt 1 ; to dispose of entirely by sale 2 ; to sell the goods of
(a debtor) in order to satisfy creditors 3 a ; to sell (as stocks or
commodities) in open market to satisfy an uncovered margin or
other unpaid obUgation b : to sell the stocks or commodities of
in such manner -^ vi 1 : to dispose of one's goods by sale 2 : to
betray one's cause or associates

sell-out \'sel-,aut\ n 1 : the act or an instance of selling out
2 : a show, exhibition, or contest for which all seats are sold

sel.syn \'sel-,sin\ n Iself-synchronizing} ; a system comprising
a generator and a motor so connected by wire that angular rotation
or position in the generator is reproduced simultaneously in the
motor — called also synchro

selt-zer \'selt-s3r\ n [modif. of G Selterser {wasser) water of
Sellers, fr. Nieder Sellers, Germany] ; an artificially prepared
mineral water containing carbon dioxide
sel.vage or sel-vedge \'sel-vij"\ n [ME selvage, prob. fr. MFlem
selvegge, selvage, fr. selv self + egge edge; akin to OE selj and to
OE ecg edge — more at edge] 1 a : the edge on either side of a
woven or flat-knitted fabric so finished as to prevent raveling;
specij : a narrow border often of different or heavier threads than
the fabric and sometimes in a different weave b : an edge (as of
fabric or paper) meant to be cut off and discarded 2 : border,
EDCiE 3 : the edge plate of a lock through which the bolt is pro-
jected — sel'Vaged or sel-vedged \-vijd\ adj
selves pi nj SELF
seaman-tic \si-'mant-ik\ adj [Gk scmantikos significant, fr.

semainein to signify, mean, fr. scma sign, token; akin to Skt dfiyati

he thinks] 1 : of or relating to meaning in language — compare
FORMAL lb(2) 2 : of or relating to semantics — se>inan>ti>cal
\-i-k3l\ adj ~ se*man>ti>cal-ly \-k(3-)]e\ adv

se-man.ti.cist \-'mani-3-s3st\ n : a specialist in semantics
se-man>tiCS \si-'manl-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : the
study of meanings: a ; the historical and psychological study and
the classification of changes in the signification of words or forms
viewed as factors in linguistic development b (1) : semiotic
(2) : a branch of semiotic deaUng with the relations between signs
and what they refer to and including theories of denotation,
extension, naming, and truth 2 : general semantics 3 a : the
meaning or relationship of meanings of a sign or set of signs;
esp I connotative meaning b : the exploit
and ambiguity (as in propaganda)
isema-phore \'sem-3-,fo(3)r, -,fd(3)r\ i

ISV -phorel 1 : an
apparatus for visual sig-

naling (as by the posi-
tion of one or more
movable arms) 2 : a
system of visual signal-
ing by two flags held
one in each hand
2semaphore vb : to sig-

nal by or as if by
semaphore

se.ma.si.o-log-i.cal
\si-,ma-se-a- laj-i-ksl, n// o/f" o ji ^^Vo/I

*

-2e-\ adj : semantic — ET^y/ B^ / B^ r^rr~{\ y
^aV..rx--.^,i:|;.\'».i;; iiL 1 (iL lilHiL
se. ma. SI. 01. 0. gist . ^— —

^

SEMANTICS semaphore 2: alphabet; 3 positio
la, lb lowing Z: error, front or break, numerals

se.mat-ic \si-'mat-ik\ follow; numerals ;, 2, J. 4, 5, 6, 7, S,

adj [Gk semat-, scma 9, same as A through J
sign] : warning of dan-
ger — used of conspicuous colors of a poisonous or noxious animal
isem-bla.ble \'sem-bl3-bsl\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF. fr. sembler
to be like, seem] 1 ; similar 2 : suftable 3 : apparent, seeming— sem.bla-bly \-bl3-ble\ adv

^semblable n 1 archaic : something similar : uke 2 : one that is

like oneself : one's fellow
sem-blance \'sem-bl3n(t>s\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF sembler to be
Uke, seem — more at resemble] 1 ; the outward appearance
: form 2 : COUNTENANCE, ASPECT 3a: phantasmal form ; ap-
pARrriON b : image, likeness 4 : actual or apparent resemblance
5 : specious appearance 6 : slightest appearance

Se.m6 \s3-'ma. 'sem-(,1a\ adj [MF, pp. of semer to sow, fr. L
seminare, fr. semen'] : having an ornamental pattern consisting of
usu. regularly disposed separate objects or groups of small figures
(as flowers or stars) ; sown, dotted — seme n

se>men \'se-m3n\ n, pi sem>i'na \'sem-3-n3\ or semens [NL,
fr. L, seed; akin to OHG samo seed, L serere to sow — more at
sow] ; a viscid whitish fluid of the male reproductive tract con-
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slstlDg of spermatozoa suspended In secretions of accessory glands

Be-mes-ter \sa-'mes-tsr\ n [G, fr. L semestris half-yearly, fr. sex
six + mensis month — more at six, moon] 1 : a period of six
months 2 : either of the two usu. 18-week: periods of instruction
into which an academic year is usu. divided — serines- tral \-tr3l\
or se-mes'tri<al \-tre-9l\ adj
semi- \,sem-i, 'sem-, -,T\ prefix [ME. fr. L; akin to OHG sSml-
hali, Gk hemi-} 1 a : precisely half of: (1) : forming a bisection of
<je/n/eUipse> {semioyal} (2) : being a usu. vertically bisected
form of (a specified architectural feature) {semiavchy <jem/dome>
b ; half in quantity or value : half of or occurring halfway through
a specified period of time (semiannual) <sem/centenary) — compare
Bi- 2 ; to some extent : partly : Incompletely <5em(civilized>
<jem/-independent) isemidry} — compare DEMI-, henq- 3 a : par-
tial : incomplete <.jem/consciousness) <^em/darkness) b : having
some of the characteristics of (jemiporcelain) c : quasi isemi-
governmental) (semimonastic)

semi-ab-stract \,sem-e-f.)ab-'strakt, ,sem-,T-, -'ab-A adj : having
the character of a semiabstraction
Eemi.ab.sUaction \-(,)ab-'strak-sh3n\ n : a composition or crea-
tion (as in painting or sculpture) In which the subject matter is
easily recognizable though the form Is stylized according to an
abstract system or device

Eemi>aii>nu*al \,sem-e-'an-y3(-w9ll, ,sem-J-\ adj : occurring every
six months or twice a year — semi-an<nu*aMy \-e\ adv

semi-aquat*ic \-3-'kwat-ik, -'kwat-\ adj : growing indifferently
adjacent to water; also ; frequenting but not living wholly

-b6r-\ adj t often inhabiting
in water
semi.ar-bo-re.al \-(,)ar-'bor-
and frequenting trees

semi>aT*id \-'ar-9d\ adj : characterized by light rainfall; specij
: haWng from about 10 to 20 inches of annual precipitation

semi.au.to.mat-ic \-,6t-a-'mat-ik\ adj : not fully automatic: as
a : operated partly automatically and partly by hand b oj ajirearm
: employing gas pressure or force of recoU and mechanical spring
action to eject the empty cartridge case after the first shot and
load the next cartridge from the magazine but requiring release
and another pressure of the trigger for each successive shot —
semiautomatic n — semi-an>to>mat-i*caMy \-l-k(3-)le\ adv
semi-au-ton.o.mous \-(,)6-'tan-3-mps\ adj : chiefly self-governing
within a larger political or organizational entity
Bemi«base-ment \'sem-l-,ba-smant. 'sem-,T-\ n : a basement that is

below ground level for only part of Its depth
semi.breve \'sem-i-,brev, 'sem-,T-, -,brev\ n : whole note
semi.cen.le.na.ry \.sem-i-(,)sen-'ten-a-re, .sem-.T-, -'sent-'n-.er-eX
adj or n : semicentennial
semi.cen.ten.ni.al \-(,)sen-'ten-e-3l\ n : a SOth anniversary or its

celebration — semicentennial adj
Semi.Cil.Cl8 \'sem-i-,sar-kal\ n [L semidrculus, fr. semi- + circulus
circle] 1 : a half of a circle 2 : an object or arrangement of
objects in the form of a half circle — senil*cir.cu.lar \,sem-i-
'sar-kya-l3r\ adj

semicircular canal n : any one of the loop-shaped tubular parts
of the labyrinth of the ear that together constitute a sensory organ
associated with the maintenance of bodily equilibrium

semi. civ. i.lized \.sem-i-'siv-3-,ITzd, ,sera-j-\ adj : partly civilized

semi.clas.sic \-'klas-ik\ n : a semiclassical work (as of music)
semi-clas.si.cal \-i-kal\ adj l : having some of the characteristics
of the classical; as a : of, relating to. or being a musical composi-
tion that acts as a bridge between classical and popular music
b ; of, relating to, or being a classical composition that has devel-
oped popular appeal 2 ; inferior to the classical in importance or
quality <a ~ theory in physics)

semi.co.lon \'sem-i-,k6-l3n\ n ; a punctuation mark ; used chiefly
in a coordinating function between major sentence elements
semi'Co.lo.nlal V.sem-I-ka-'lo-nyal, -ne-3l\ adj 1 : nominally Inde-
pendent but actually under foreign domination 2 : dependent on
foreign nations for supplying manufactured goods and for pur-
chasing raw materials — seml>co>lo>iiial.ism N-nya-.liz-sm, -ne-
o-,liz-\ n
semi'Com'mer.cial \-k3-'m3r-sh3l\ adj : of, relating to, or adapted
to limited marketing of an experimental product

semi.con.duct.ing X-kan-'dok-tiqX adj : of, relating to, or having
the characteristics of a semiconductor
Eemi.con.duclor \,sem-i-k9n-'dak-tar, .sem-,T-\ n : one of a class

of solids (as germanium or silicon) whose electrical conductivity
Is between that of a conductor and that of an Insulator in being
nearly metallic at high temperatures and nearly absent at low
temperatures
semi.con.scious \-'kan-chas\ adj : half conscious — semi-con-
scious.I7 adv — semi. con. scious* ness n

semi.crus.ta.ceous \-,kr3s-'ta-sh33\ adj ; tending to form a some-
what crisp or brittle layer

semi.cryS'tal.line \-'kris-t9-l3n\ adj ; partly crystalline

semi'dark.ness \-'dark-n3s\ n : partial darkness
semi'des.ert \-'dez-srt\ n : an area having some of the character-
istics of a desert and often lying between a desert and grassland
or woodland
semi-detached \-dl-'tacht\ adj : forming
dences joined into one building by a commc

semi.di-am.e.ter \,sem-i-(,)dl-'am-3t-3r\ n
apparent radius of a generally spherical heavenly body

semi.di'UT.nal \,sem-l-(,)dT-'am-'l\ adj 1 : relating to or ac-
complished in half a day 2 : occurring twice a day 3 : occurring
approximately every half day <the '^ tides)

semi'di'Vine \,sem-l-da-'vrn, ,sem-,T-\ adj : more than mortal but
not fully divine
semi.docu.men-ta.ry \,sem-i-,dak-y3-'ment-9-re, ,sem-,T-, -'men-
tre\ n : a motion picture that sets a fictional story in a factual

background or tells a story true to the type of an actual story or
true in outline but not literally true — semidocumentary adj

semi.dome \'sem-i-,d6m, 'sem-,T-\ n ; a roof or ceiling covering a
semicircular or nearly semicircular room or recess — seml>domed
\-.domd\ adj

seml.do.mes.tl.cat.ed \,sem-i-d3-'mes-ti-,kat-9d, ,sem-.T-\ adj : of,

relating to, or living in semldomestlcation
Semi>d0.mes*U>ca>tion \-,mes-tI-'ka-sh3n\ n : a captive state (as

ne of a pair of resi-

i side wall
radius; specij ; the

In a zoo) of a wild animal In which its living conditions and often
its breeding are controlled by man
semi.dou.ble \-'d3b-3l\ adj : having more than the normal number
of petals or ray florets though retaining some pollen-bearing
stamens or some perfect disk florets <-« flowers)
semi.dry \,sem-i-"drT\ adj : moderately dry
semi.dry-ing \,sem-i-'drT-io\ adj : that dries imperfecUy or slowly— used of some oils (as cottonseed oil)

Semi.ear-ly X.sem-e-'sr-le. ,sera-,T-\ adj, oJ a plant i intermediate In
bloom or maturity between an early and a later variety

semi.el.lipse \-9-'llps\ n : the part of an ellipse from one end of
usu. the transverse diameter to the other — semi. el.lip. tic \-a-'lip-
tlk\ or semi.eMip.ti-cal \-ti-k3l\ adj

semi.erect X.sem-e-a-'rekt. ,sem-,T-a-\ adj : imperfectly erect
(^ primates)

semi.ev-er.green \-'ev-3r-,gren\ adj ; half-evercreen
isemi.fi-nal \,sem-i-'fTn-n\ adj l : being next to the last In an
elimination tournament <~ pairings) 2 ; of or participating in a
semifinal

2semi.li.nal \'sem-I-.\ n 1 ; a semifinal match 2 : a semifinal
round — semi-Ii-nal-ist \,sem-I-'fTn-''l-sst\ n

semi.lin.ished \,sem-l-'fin-isht, .sem-.T-\ adj, oJ steel : rolled from
raw ingots Into shapes (as bars, billets, or plates) ready for further
processes

semi.fit.ted \-'fit-3d\ adj : partly fitted
semi.llex.i.bie \-'flek-s3-b3l\ adj l : somewhat flexible 20/0
book cover ; consisting of a heavy flexible board under the covering
material

semi.flu-id \-'flu-3d\ adj : having the qualities of both a fluid and
a solid : viscous (fluid and ~ greases) — semifluid n
semi.for.mal \-'fdr-m3l\ adj : being or suitable for an occasion of
moderate formality <a -^ dinner) <-- gowns)

semi.fos.sil \-'fas-3l\ adj : incompletely fossilized
semi.glob.u.lar X-'glab-ya-brX adj : having fhe form of half a
sphere

semi.glOSS \'sem-i-.glas. 'sem-.T-, -.gl6s\ adj : having a low luster
semi.gov.ern.men.tal \,sem-l-.g3v-3r(n)-'raent-"I, ,sem-.T-, -.gsv-
'm-'ent-\ adj ; having some governmental functions and powers

semi.hard \''hard\ adj ; moderately hard; specij ; that can be cut
with little difficulty

semi.hol.i.day \,sem-l-'hal-3-,da, .sem-,r-\ n : a weekday during
a religious festival (as the Passover) on which ceremonial ob-
servances continue but activities prohibited on full festival days are
permitted though discouraged
semi-in.de.pen.dent X.sem-e-.in-da-'pen-dsnt. .sem-,T-\ adj : par-
tially Independent; specij : semiautonomous

semi-in.di.rect \-.in-d3-'rekt, -(,)dT-\ adj, oj lighting ; using a
translucent reflector that transmits some primary light while re-
flecting most of it

semi.late \-'lat\ adj, oJ a plant : Intermediate In season between
middle-of-the-season and late forms

semi.leg.en.dary \-'lej-3n-,der-e\ adj ; elaborated in legend but
having a dubious historical existence

semi.liQ'Uid \-'Uk-w3d\ adj : having the qualities of both a liquid
and a solid : semifluid (--^ peat) — semiliquid n

seml.lit.er.ate \-'lit-3-rat, -'li-trstx adj 1 ; able to read and write
on an elementary level 2 : able to read but unable to write

semi.log.a.rith-mic \-,16g-3-'riih-mik, -,lag-\ also semi.log \'sem-
i-.l(^g. 'sem-,T-, -,lag\ adj : having one scale logarithmic and the
other arithmetic — used of graph paper or of a graph on such paper

semi.lu.nar X.sem-i-'lu-nar, ,sem-,T-\ adj [NL semilunaris, iz. L
semi- + lunaris lunar] ; shaped like a crescent
semilunar valve n : any of the crescentic cusps that occur as a
set of three between the heart and the aorta and another of three
between the heart and the pulmonary artery, are forced apart by
pressure in the ventricles during systole and pushed together by
pressure in the arteries during diastole, and prevent regurgitation
of blood into the ventricles; also : either set of three cusps

semi'luS'trous \-'l3s-tr3s\ adj : slightly lustrous

semi.man.u.lactures \-,man-(y)3-'fak-ch3rz\ n pi : products (as
steel, rubber, newsprint) made from raw materials and used to
manufacture finished goods

semi.mat or semi.matt or semLmatte \,sem-I-'mat, .sem-,T-\ adj
Iseml- + *mi2r] : having a slight luster

semi.met.al \-'met-^l\ n : an element (as arsenic) possessing metal-
lic properties in an Inferior degree and not malleable — semi-
me.tal.lic \-m3-'tal-lk\ adj

semi.moist V'tn61st\ adj : slightly moist
semi.mo.nas.tlc \-m3-'nas-tik\ adj : having some features char-
acteristic of a monastic order
isemi.montb'ly \,sem-I-'m3n(t)th-le, ,sem-,T-\ adj : occurring
twice a month
ssemimonthly « : a semimonthly publication

3semimonthly adv : twice a month
semi.myS'ti.cal \,sem-i-'mis-ti-k3l, ,sem-,T-\ adj ; having some of
the qualities of mysticism

sem.l.nal \'sem-3n-n\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L seminalis, fr. semin-.
semen seed — more at semen] 1 ; of, relating to, or consisting of
seed or semen 2 : having the character of an originative power,
principle, or source : containing or contributing the seeds of later

development : germinative, original — sem.i'Ual.ly X-^l-eV adv
sem.l.nar \*sem-3-,nar\ n [G, fr. L seminarium seminary] 1 ; a
group of advanced students studying under a professor with each
doing origmal research and all exchanging results through reports
and discussions 2 a : a course of study pursued by a seminar
b : a scheduled meeting of a seminar or a room for such meetings
3 : a meeting for giving and discussing information : conference
<a three-day sales '^)

sem.i.nar.i.an \,sem-a-'ner-e-3n\ n ; a student In a seminary esp.

of the Roman Catholic Church
sem.i.nary \'sem-3-,ner-e\ n [ME, seedbed, nursery, seminary, fr.

L seminarium, fr. semin-, semen seed] 1 ; an environment in which
something originates and from which it Is propagated (a -^ of vice
and crime) 2 a : an institution of secondary or higher education;
specij ; an academy for girls b ; an institution for the training of
candidates for the priesthood, ministry, or rabbinate
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sem4>nif*er<>on5 \,sem-9-'nif-(a-)ras\ adj [L semin-, semen seed
+ E -iferous'] I producing or bearing seed or semen

sem.i.niv^o.rous \-'niv-a-r3s\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed! NL sem-
inivorus. fr. L semin-, semen + -vorus -vorous] : feeding on seeds
Semoi>nole \'sem-9-,n6l\ n, pi Seminole or Seminoles [Creek
simal6-ni, simano-li, lit., wild, fr. AmerSp cimarronl 1 : a Musko-
gean people of Florida 2 : a member of the Seminole people
semi-no.mad \,sem-i-'no-.mad, ,sem-,T-\ n : a member of a people
living usu. in portable or temporary dwellings and practicing sea-
sonal migration but having a basecamp at which some crops are
cultivated — semi'no^mad'ic \-no-'mad-ik\ adj

semi-of°fioCial \,sem-e-3-'fish-3l, ,sem-,T-\ adj : having some offi-

cial authority or standing <a -^ statement) — senil>of>£l<>cial>ly
\-'fish-(3-ne\ adv

semi-opaque \-6-'pak\ adj : nearly opaque
semi=o=sis \,sem-e-'6-^s, ,sem-,T-\ n [NL, fr. Gk semeiosis obser-
vation of signs, fr. semeioun} ; a process in which something
functions as a sign to an organism

semi'Octic \,sem-e-'at-ik, ,sem-,T_-, -'ot-\ n, pi semi-o.tics \-iks\
but sing or pi in constr [Gk semeiotikos observant of signs, fr.

semeiousthai to interpret signs, fr. semeion sign; akin to Gk sema
sign — more at semantic] : a general philosophical theory of signs
and symbols that deals esp. with their function in both artificially

constructed and natural languages and comprises syntactics,
semantics, and pragmatics — BemiotlC also seiUi-0<-ti>cal \-i-kal\
adj — se°mi''0<ti°cian \s3-.mi-a-'tish-3n\ n
semi =pal-mate \,sem-i-*pal-,mat, ,sem-,r-, -'paa)m-,at\ or semi-
pal=mat-ed \-3d\ adj : having the anterior toes joined only part
way down with a web — semi>pal<ma^tioii \-,pal-'ma-shan,
'i.-^paa)-\n

semi-par-a-site \-'par-3-,sTt\ n : HEMiPARAsrrE — semi>par>a>sit-
ic \-,par-3-'sit-ik\ adj
semi<>per=ma=iient \-'p9rm-C3-)n3nt\ adj 1 : permanent in some
respects 2 : lasting for anindefinite time

semi.per-me.able \-'p3r-me-3-b3l\ adj : partially but not freely or
wholly permeable; specij : permeable to some usu. small molecules
but not to other usu. larger particles

semi'PO'Iit'iocal \-pa-*lit-i-k3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or Involving
some political features or activity

semi.por.ce.lain \-'p6r-s(3-)l3n, -'p6r-\ n : a well-fired china not
sufficiently translucenfor nonporous to qualify as porcelam

semi-post-al \,sem-i-'post-'l, ,sem-,T-\ n : a postage stamp sold (as

for various humanitarian purposes) at a premium over its postal

semi»pre«cious \-'presh-3s\ adj, oj a gem stone i of less commercial
value than precious
semi'pri-vate \-'prT-v3t\ adj : of. receiving, or associated with
hospital sen'ice giving a patient more privileges than a ward patient
but fewer than a private patient

semi.pro \'sem-i-,pro, 'sem-,T-\ adj : semiprofessional
semi-prcfes-'Sion.al X.sem-i-pra-'fesh-nsl, -an-'l, .sem-.TA adj
1 : engaging in an activity for pay or gain but not as a full-time
occupation 2 : engaged in by semiprofessional players <~ base-
ball) — semiprolessional n — semi-pro-les.sion»al»ly \-e\ adv

semi'Piib-lic \-'p3b-Iik\ adj 1 : having some features of a public
institution; specij ; maintained as a public service by a private non-
profit organization 2 : open to some persons outside the regular

semi*qua-ver \'sem-I-,kwa-v3r, 'sem-,T-\ n : sixteenth note
semi.re41=gious \,sem-i-ri-'lij-3S, ,sem-J-\ adj ; somewhat religious
in character

semi.rig'id \,sem-i-'rij-3d, ,sem-,T-\ adj 1 : rigid to some degree
or in some paris 2 oj an airship : having a flexible cylindrical gas
container with an attached stiffening keel that carries the load
semi.sa.cred \-'sa-kr9d\ adj ; semireligious
semi*sed°en*taiy X-'sed-^n-.ter-eX adj i sedentary during part of
the year and nomadic otherwise <'^ tribes)
semi-shrub \'sem-i-,shr3b, 'sem-,T-, esp South -,sr3b\ n ; subshrub,
UNDFRSHRUB — semi'Shrub-Dy \-e\ adj

semi. skilled \,sem-i-'skild. ,sem-,T-\ adj ; having or requiring less
training than skilled labor and more than unskilled labor

Semi-soft \-'s6ft\ adj : moderately soft; specij ; firm but easily
cut <'- cheese)

semi=sol'id \,sem-i-'sal-3d, ,sem-J-\ adj : having the qualities of
both a solid and a liquid : highly viscous — semisolid n
semi-sweet \-'swet\ adj ; slightly sweetened <— chocolate)
semi.syn=thet.ic \-sin-'thet-ik\ adj : relating to or produced by
synthesis from natural starting materials (as cellulose)

Sem.ite \'sem-Jt\ n [F semile, fr. Sem Shem, fr. LL, fr. Gk Sem,
fr. Heb. Shem"] 1 : a member of any of the peoples descended from
Shem 2 : a member of any of a group of peoples of southwestern
Asia chiefly represented now by the Jews and Arabs but in ancient
times also by the Babylonians, Assyrians, Aramaeans, Canaanites,
and Phoenicians

semi.ter.res.tri-al \,sem-i-t3-'res-t(r)e-9l, -'res(hl-ch3l, ,sem-,T-\
adj 1 : growing on boggy ground 2 : frequenting but not living
wholly on land
iSe«mit«ic \s3-'mit-ik\ adj 1 : of. relating to. or characteristic of
the Semites; specij : Jewish 2 : of, relating to, or constituting a
branch of the Afro-Asiatic language family that Includes Hebrew,
Aramaic, Arabic, and Ethiopic

2 Semitic n : any or all of the Semitic languages
Se-mit'ics \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : the study of the language,
literature, and history of Semitic peoples; specij : Semitic philology
Sem.i.tism \'sem-3-,tiz-9m\ n 1 a ; Semitic character or qualities
b : a Semitic idiom or expression 2 : policy favorable to Jews
: predisposition in favor or Jews

Sem.i.tist \-9t-3st\ also Se-mit-i-cist \s3-'mit-3-s3st\ n l : a
scholar of the Semitic languages, cultures, or histories 2 ojien not
cap : favoring or disposed to favor the Jews
seml.ton>al \,sem-i-'t6n-'I. ,sem-.T-\ adj : chromatic 3a, semttonic— semi'ton-aMy \-'l-e\ adv
semi-tone \'sem-i-.t6n. 'sem-J-\ n : the tone at a half step; also

: HALF STEP — semi.ton.ic \,sem-i-'tan-ik, ,sem-,TA adj— semi-
ton-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

semi.Uail.er \'sem-i-.tra-br. 'sem-.T-\ n 1 : a freight trailer that
when attached is supported at its forward end by the fifth wheel
device of the truck tractor 2 : a trucking rig made up of a tractor
and a semitrailer

semi-tranS'Ia-cent X.sem-I-.tranWs-'liis-'nt, -,tranz-\ adj : partly
translucent

semi*traiis-paT>ent \-,tran(t)s-'par-3nt, -'per-V adj : imperfectly
transparent

semi<trop<ic \-'trap-ik\ adj : subtropical — senii<trop-i>cal
\-i-k3l\ adj

semi.trop-ics \-iks\ n pi : subtropics
semi.vow.el \'sem-i-,vau(-3)l\ n 1 : any speech sound not a stop,
aspirate, or vowel and not at any stage of the language having a
stop as a component 2 : one of the glides \y\, \w\, \r\ 3 : a

T-\ adj ; occurring twice a
letter representing a semivowel
tsemi.week-ly \,sem-i-'we-kle, ,,

week — semiweekly adv
asemiweekly « ; a semiweekly publication
semi'WOOdy \-'wud-e\ adj : somewhat woody
semi=workS \'sem-i-,w3rks, 'sem-J-\ n pi : a. manufacturing plant
operating on a limited commercial scale to provide final tests of a
new product or process
semi.year>ly \.sem-i-'yi(3)r-le, ,sem-J-\ adj : occurring twice a
year
Sem<0>li<na \,sem-3-'le-n9\ n [It semolino, dim. of semola bran. fr.

L simila finest wheat flour] : the purified middlings of durum or
other hard wheat used for macaroni, spaghetti, or vermicelli
sem.per=vi.vum \,sem-p3r-'vT-v3m\ n [NL. fr. L, neuter of sem-
pervivus ever-living, fr. semper ever + vivus living— more at quick]
: any of a large genus {Sempervivum) of Old World fleshy herbs of
the orpine family often grown as ornamentals
sem.pi.ter.nal \.sem-pi-'t3m-=l\ adj [ME, fr. LL sempiternalis, fr.

L sempiternus, fr. semper ever, always, fr. sem- one. same (akin to
ON samr same) + per through — more at same, for] : of never*
ending duration : everlasting, eternal — sem°pi*ter>nal>ly
\-'l-e\ adv — sem'Pi-ter-ni-ty \-'tar-n3t-e\ n

sem.ple \'sem-p3l\ adj [alter, of simple^ Scot i of humble birth
: simple

sem-pli-ce \'sem-pli-,cha\ adj (or adv) [It, fr. L simplic-. simplex— more at simple] ; simple, unaffected — used as a direction in

sem-pre \'sem-(,1pra\ adv [It, fr. L semper} i always — used to
qualify an adverb or adjective used as a direction in music
semp«stress var seamstress
'sen \'sen\ n, pi sen [Jap] — see yen at money table
2sen n, pi sen [native name in Indonesia] — see rupiah at money
table
3sen n, pi sen [native name in Cambodia] — see riel at money table

se.nar.i.us \s3-'nar-e-3s, -'ner-\ n, pi se.nar»ii \-e-,T, -e-,e\ [L,
fr. senarius consisting of six each, fr. seni six each, fr. sex six— more
at six] ; a verse consisting of six feet esp. in Latin prosody

se-na-ry \'sen-3-re, 'sen-\ adj [L senarius, fr. seni six each, fr. sex
six — more at six] ; of, based upon, or characterized by six : com-
pounded of six things or six parts <--' scale) <— division)
sen.ate \'sen-3t\ n [ME senai, fr. OF, fr. L senatus, lit., council of
elders, fr. sen-, senex old, old man — more at senior] 1 ; an
assembly or council usu. possessing high deliberative and legislative
functions: as a : the supreme council of the ancient Roman republic
and empire b : the second chamber in the bicameral legislature of a
major political unit (as a nation, state, or province) 2 : the hall or
chamber in which a senate meets 3 : a governing body of some
universities charged with maintaining academic standards and
regulations and usu. composed of the principal or representative
members of the faculty

sen*a>tor \'sen-3t-3r\ n [ME senatour, fr. OF senaieur, fr. L senator^
fr. senatus] : a member of a senate

sen.a.to.ri*al \.sen-3-'t6r-e-3l. -'t6r-\ adj ; of, relating to, or be-
fitting a senator or a senate (-^ office) <'^ rank)

senatorial courtesy n : a custom of the U.S. Senate of refusing to
confirm a presidential appointment of an official in or from a state
when the appointment is opposed by the senators or senior senator
of the president's party from that state

senatorial district n ; a territorial division from which a senator is

elected — compare congressional district
sen>a>to*ri-an \,sen-3-'tor-e-3n, -*t6r-\ adj : senatorial; specij ; of
or relating to the ancient Roman senate

sen.a.tor. ship \*sen-3t-3r-,ship\ n ; the office or position of senator
se>na>tus con-suLtum Xss-.nat-a-skan-'ssl-tsm, -.na-.tii-skan-,

-'sul-\ n, pi senatus con'SUl-ta \-t3\ [L, decree of the senate] : a
decree of the ancient Roman senate
isend \'send\ vb sent \'sent\ sent; send.ing [ME senden, fr. OE
sendan; akin to OHG sendan to send, OE siih road, journey, Olr
set} vt 1 ; to cause to go: as a : to propel or throw in a particular
direction b : deliver {sent a blow to his chin) c : drive (.sent the
ball between the goalposts) 2 : to cause to happen ^whatever fate
may '^) 3 : to dispatch by a means of communication 4 a : to
direct, order, or request to go b ; to permit or enable to attend a
term or session c ; to direct by advice or reference d : to cause or
order to depart : disnoss 5 a : to force to go : drive b ; to cause
to assume a specified state (sent him mad) 6 : to cause to issue :

as a : to pour out : discharge (clouds '^ing forth rain) b ; utter
<'-^ forth a cry) c : emft (sent out waves of perfume) 7 : to cause
to be carried to a destination; esp : to consign to death or a f)lace

of punishment 8 : to convey or cause to be conveyed or transmitted
by an agent 9 : to strike or thrust so as to impel violently (sent
him sprawling) -^ vf 1 : to dispatch someone to convey a message
or do an errand ('^ out for coffee) 2 : scend 3 ; transmit— send-er n — send for : to request bv message to come : summon— send packing : to send off roughly or in disgrace : dismiss

2send n 1 : the lift of a wave 2 : an impetus or accelerating impulse
sen<dal \'sen-d'l\ n [ME, fr. OF cendal. fr. ML sendallum, cen-
dalum} : a thin medieval silk of oriental origin used for fine clothing
and church vestments
send away v/ 1 : dispatch (sent his application away in the evening
mail) 2 : to banish from a place (sent him away for misconduct)
send down v/, Brit : to suspend or expel (a student) from a university

send in vt 1 ; to cause to be delivered (send in a letter of complaint)
2 ; to give (one's name or card) to a servant when making a call

3 : to send (a player) into an athletic contest <coach sent several
substitutes in)

send-off \'sen-,d6f\ n : a demonstration of goodwill and enthusi-
asm for the beginning of a new venture (as a trip or a new business)

send out vt 1 : issue <had sent the wedding invitations out} 2 : to
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dispatch (as an order or shipment) from a store or similar establish-
ment
send round vt 1 : aRCULATE <a notice Is being sent round to all

employees) 2 ; to dispatch (as a message or a messenger) for some
object or puipose
send up vi ; to sentence to Imprisonment : send to jail

Sen<e>ca \'sen-l-k3\ n, pi Seneca or Senecas [D Sennecaas, pi.,

the Seneca, Oneida, Onondaga, and Cayuga people collectively, fr.

Mahican A'sinnika Oneida] 1 : a member of an Iroquoian people
of western New York 2 : the language of the Seneca people

Sen>e>can \-ksn\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of Seneca,
his philosophy, or his writings
Seneca oil n [fr, its discovery In the territory of the Senecas] ; a
crude petroleum formerly In medicinal use

se.necti.tude \sl-'nek-t3-.t(y)ud\ n [ML senectitudo, alter, of L
senectus old age, fr, sen-, senic-, senex old, old man — more at
SENIOR] : the final stage of the normal life span
sen>e*ga \*sen-i-g3\ or sen-e-ca \-ka\ n : the dried root of senega
root or a related plant containing an irritating saponin

senega root n [alter, of Seneca root; fr. its use by the Seneca as a
remedy for snakebite] : a No. American milkwort {Polygala senega)
with leafy stems and small white flowers

Se*nesce \si-'nes\ vj [L senescere, fr. sen-, senex} ; to grow old— se-neS'Cence \-'nes-'n(t)s\ n ~ se*nes-cent \-'nt\ adj
se-nUor \srnyo{3)r, -'ny6(3)r\ n, p/senhors or se-nhcres X'nyor-
es(h), -'nyor-, -ez(h)\ [Pg, fr. ML senior superior, lord, fr. L, adj.,

elder] : a Portuguese or Brazilian gentleman — used as a title

equivalent to Mister
8e>nll0*ra \-'ny6r-a, -'ny6r-\ n [Pg, fern, of senhorl I a married
Portuguese or Brazilian woman — used as a title equivalent to Mrs.

Se>nh0-n>ta \,se-ny3-'ret-3\ n [Pg, fr. dim. of senhora'\ : an un-
married Portuguese or Brazilian woman — used as a title equivalent
to Miss

Se-nile \'sen-,n also 'sen-\ adj [L senilis, fr. sen-, senex old, old
man] 1 ; of, relating to, exhibiting, or characteristic of old age <'--

weakness); esp : exhibiting a loss of mental faculties associated with
old age 2 : approaching the end of a geological cycle of erosion— se<nile*ly \-,Tl-le\ adv

se-nil>i*ty \si-'nil-9t-e, se-\ n : the quality or state of being senile;

specij ; the physical and mental infirmity of old age
lSe*nior \'se-ny3r\ n [ME, ft. L. fr. senior, adj.] 1 : a person older

than another 2 a : a person with higher standing or rank b : a
senior fellow of a college at an English university c : a student In

the year preceding graduation from a school of secondary or higher
level

2Seni0T adj [ME, fr. L, older, elder, compar. of sen-, senex old; akin
to Goth sineigs old, Gk henos} 1 a : of prior birth, establishment,
or enrollment — often used to distinguish a father with the same
given name as his son b : having reached the age of retirement
<'-' citizens) 2 : superior (the ~ officers) 3 : of or relating to
seniors (the ^ class) 4 : having a claim on corporate assets and
income prior to other securities

senior chief petty oflicer n ; a noncommissioned officer In the

navy ranking above a chief petty officer and below a master chief

petty officer

senior high school n : a school usu. including the last three years of

high school
se<niOT*i*ty \sen-'y6r-3t-e, -*yar-\ n, often attrlb 1 : the quality or
state of being senior : PRiORrrv 2 : a privileged status attained

by length of continuous service (as in a company)
senior master sergeant n : a noncommissioned officer In the air

force ranking above a master sergeant and below a chief master
sergeant
Sen>na \*sen-a\ n [NL, fr. Ar sana'l 1 : any of a genus {Cassia) of

leguminous herbs, shrubs, and trees native to warm regions; esp

X one used medicinally 2 l the dried leaflets of various sennas (esp.

Cassia acutijolia, C. angustijolia) used as a purgative

sen-net \'sen-at\ n [prob. alter, of obs. signet (signal)] : a signal

call on a trumpet or cornet for entrance or exit on the stage

sen-night aha se'n.night \'sen-.Tt\ n [ ME, f r. OE seojon nihta seven
nights] archaic : the space of seven nights and days : week

sen«nit \'sen-3t\ n [perh. fr. F coussinet, dim. of coussin cushion;

fr. its use to protect cables from fraying] 1 : a braided cord or

fabric of plaited rope yams or other small stuff 2 : a straw or grass

braid for hats

se.nor or se.fior \san-'yd(3)r\ n, pi senors or se-fio.res \-'yo(a)i

(,)as, -'y6o>r-\ [Sp sefior, fr. ML senior superi<

elder] : a Spanish or Spanish-speaking man
lent to Mister
se.no-ra or se-fio-ra \san-'yor-3, -'ydr-X n [Sp sehora, fem. of

senor'\ : a married Spanish or Spanish-speaking woman — used as a
title equivalent to Mrs.

se*no>ri>ta or se»flO-ri-ta \,san-y3-'ret-3\ n [Sp sehorita, fr. dim. of

sehora] t an unmarried Spanish or Spanish-speaking girl or woman
— used as a title equivalent to Miss

sen.sate \'sen-,sat\ adj [ML. fr. LL. endowed with sense, fr. L
sensus sense] : apprehended through the senses or preoccupied with

things that can be experienced through a sense modality — sen-
sate>ly adv
sen-sa-tion \sen-'sa-sh3n, S3n-\ n [ML sensation-, sensatlo, fr. LL
sensatus endowed with sense] 1 a : a mental process (as seeing,

hearing, or smelling) due to Immediate bodily stimulation often as

distinguished from awareness of the process — compare perception

b ; awareness (as of heat or pain) due to stimulation of a sense

organ c : a state of consciousness usu. due to physical objects or

internal bodily changes (binding ^ In his chest) d : an indefinite

bodily feeling Ca ~ of buoyancy) 2 : something (as a physical

object, sense-datum, pain, or afterimage) that causes or is the object

of sensation 3 a : a state of excited interest or feeling D : a cause

of such excitement
sen.sa.tion.al \-shn3l, -shan-'l\ ad) 1 ; of or relating to sensation

or the senses 2 : arousing or tending to arouse (as by lurid de-

tails) a quick. Intense, and usu. superficial interest, curiosity, or

emotional reaction 3 : exceedingly or unexpectedly excellent or

great — sen-sa-tion-aMy \-e\ adv

sen.sa.tion.al-ism \-,iz-3m\ n 1 : the
subject matter or treatment
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as a source of knowledge to sensation or sense percepdons — sen-
sa>tion>aMst \-ast\ n — sen>sa*tion-al*is*tic \-,sa-shnal-'ls-
tik, -shan-^l-\ adj
isense \'sen(t)s\ n [MF or L; MF sens sensation, feeling, mechan-
ism of percept-ion, meaning, fr. L sensus, fr. sensus, pp. of sentire to
perceive, feel; akin to OHG sin mind, sense. OE sith journey —
more at send] 1 : a meaning conveyed or intended : import,
signification; specij : one of a set of meanings a word or phrase
may bear esp. as segregated in a dictionary entry 2 a : the faculty
of perceiving by means of sense organs b : a specialized animal
function or mechanism (as sight, hearing, smell, taste, or touch)
basically Involving a stimulus and a sense organ c : the sensory
mechanisms constituting a unit distinct from other functions (as
movement or thought) 3 : consciousness, sanity — usu. used in
pi. 4 a : a particular sensation or kind or quality of sensation
('^ of balance) b ; a definite but often vague awareness or im-
pression (•^ of Insecurity) <~ of danger) c : a motivating aware-
ness ('--' of shame) d : a discerning awareness and appreciation
(•^ of humor) {^ of value) 5 : consensus (the -^ of the meeting)
6 a : sentience, intelligence b ; sound mental capacity and
understanding; also : agreement with or satisfaction of such power
(this decision makes '^> 7 : one of two opposite directions
describable by the motion of a point, line, or surface
syn SENSE, common sense, gumption, judgment, wisdom mean

ability to reach intelligent conclusions, sense implies a reliable
ability to judge and decide with soundness, prudence, and intelli-

gence; common sense suggests an average degree of such ability
without sophistication or special knowledge; gumption suggests a
readiness to use or apply common sense; judgment implies sense
tempered and refined by experience, training, and maturity; wis-
dom implies sense and judgment far above average syn see in
addition meaning
2sense vt l a ; to perceive by the senses b : to be or become con-
scious of ('^ danger) 2 : grasp, comprehend 3 : to detect (as a
symbol or radiation) automatically
sense-datum n, pi sen.se-data : an immediate unanalyzable private
object of sensation directly due to the stimulation of a sense organ

sense. ful \'sen(tis-f3l\ adj : full of sense or reason : judicious
sense-less \'sen(t)-sl3s\ adj : destitute of, deficient in, or contrary
to sense: as a : unconscious (knocked ~> h : foolish, stupid
c : purposeless, meaningless (a '^ act) — sense-less*Iy adv —
sense-less*ness n

sense organ n ; a bodily structure affected by a stimulus (as heat or
sound waves) in such a manner as to initiate a wave of excitation In
associated sensory nerve fibers that conveys specific impulses to the
central nervous system where they are interpreted as corresponding
sensations : receptor

sen*si<bil>i>ty \,sen(t)-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : sENsmvENEss (tactile '-->

2 : peculiar susceptibility to a pleasurable or painful impression (as

a slight or unkindness) — often used In pi. 3 : awareness of and
responsiveness toward something (as emotion in another) 4 t re-

fined sensitiveness in emotion and taste with especial responsiveness
to the pathetic

isen<si'ble \'sen(t)-s9-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L sensibilis, fr.

sensus, pp.] 1 a : capable of being perceived by the senses or by
reason or understanding b : of a significant size, amount, or degree
(a — error) (1) : readily perceptible by the senses (2) archaic

I tending to produce an acute emotional response either positive or
negative (3) : material (•^ marks of his approval) 2 a : capable
of receiving sense impressions (-^ to pain) b : having nice per-

ception or acute feeling : easily affected 3 a : cognizant, aware;
also : persuaded, convinced b : emotionally aware 4 : having
or containing good sense or reason : reasonable syn see aware,
material, perceptible, wise — sen>£l<ble>ness « — sen-si-bly
\-bIe\ adv

2sensihle n : something that can be sensed
sen-si-tive \'sen(t)-s3t-iv, 'sen(t)-stiv\ adj [ME, fr. MF sensitij, fr.

ML sensitivus, irreg. fr. L sensus^ 1 : SENSORY 2 2a: receptive to

sense impressions b ; subject to excitation by external agents (as

Ught, gravity, or contact) ; exhibiting Irritability (sense c) 3 : high-

ly responsive or susceptible: as a : easily hurt b : excessively or

abnormally susceptible : hypersensitive (-^ to egg protein)

C : readily fluctuating In price or demand (-- commodities) d ; cap-

able of indicating minute differences : delicate (~ scales) e : read-

ily affected or changed by various agents (as light or mechanical
shock) I : high In radio sensitivity 4 : concerned with highly

classified government information or Involving discretionary au-

thority over important policy matters syn see liable — sen-si-

tive.ly adv — sen.si'live.ness n

sensitive plant n : any of several mimosas (esp. Mimosa pudica)

with leaves sensitive to tactile stimulation; broadly : a plant respond-

ing to touch with movement (as folding of leaves or drooping)

sen-si-tiv.i-ty \,sen(t)-s3-'tiv-at-e\ n : the quality or state of being
sensitive: as a : the capacity of an organism or sense organ to

respond to stimulation b ; HYPERSENsmviTY c : the degree to

which a radio receiving set responds to Incoming waves
sen.si'ti-za.tion \.sen(t)-s3t-3-'za-shan, ,sen(t)-st3-'za-\ n 1 : the

quality or state of being sensitized (as to an antigen) 2 ; the act or

process of sensitizing

sen-Si.tize \'sen(t)-sa-,tT2\ vb IsensitiwQ -\- -ize} vt : to make sen-

sitive or hypersensitive ~ v/ : to become sensitive— sen-si.tiz.er n

sen.si.tom.e-ter \,sen(t)-sa-'tam-3t-3r\ n [ISV sensitive -I- -o- +
-meter] : an instrument for measuring sensitivity of photographic
material — sen.si-to-met.ric \,sen(t)-S3t-3-'me-trlk\ adj — sen-
si.tom-e.try \-sa-'tam-s-tre\ n

seU'SOr \'sen-,s6(3)r, 'sen(t)-sar\ n [L sensus, pp. of sentire to

perceive — more at sense] : a device that responds to a physical

stimulus (as heat, light, or a particular motion) and transmits a
resulting impulse (as for operating a control)

sen.so.ri.al \sen-'s6r-e-al, -'s6r-\ adj ; sensory — sen«so»ri-al«ly

\-3-le\ adv
sen.so.ri-mo.tor \.sen(t)s-(3-)re-'mot-3r\ adj t of, relating to. or
functioning In both sensory and motor aspects of bodily activity

sen.so-ri.um \sen-'sor-e-3m, -'sorA n, pi sensoriums or sen-so-
ria \-e-3\ [LL, sense organ, fr. L sensus sense] : the parts of the

brain concerned with the reception and interpretation of sensory
stimuli; broadly : the entire sensory apparatus
sen-scry \'sen(t)s-(9-)re\ adj 1 : of or relating to sensation or to

g gift; 1 trip; I life

yu furious; zh vision
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the senses 2 ; conveying nerve Impulses from the sense organs to
the nerve centers : afferent

sen«SU-al \'sench-(3-)w3l\ ad} [ME, fr. LL sensualis, fr. L sensus
sense + -alis -al] 1 : sensory 2 : relating to or consisting in the
gratification of the senses or the indulgence of appetite : fleshly
3 a : devoted to or preoccupied with the senses or appetites b : vo-
LUPTunus C : deficient in moral, spiriiual, or intellectual inter-
ests : WORLDLY; esp : IRRELIGIOUS syii see carnal, sensuous —
sen.su-al.i'ty \,sen-ch3-'wal-3t-e\ n — sen-su>al>ly \'sench-
(9-iw3-le\ artv

sen-su.al-ism X'sench-fsOwa-.Hz-smX n : sensuality — sen*su-
al-ist \-l9st\ n — sen-su>al*is*tic \,sench-(a-)wa-'lls-tik\ adj

sen>su<al.iza>tlon \,sench-(3-lw3-!3-'za-sh3Q\ n : the act of sen-
sualizing : the state of being sensualized

sen.su-al-ize \'sench-(3-)wa-,lTz\ vt ; to make sensual
sen-su-ous \'sench-(3-)wss\ adj [L sensus sense + E -ous} 1 : of
or relating to the senses or sensible objects : addressing the senses
<-- pleasure) 2 : characterized by sense impressions or imagery
addressing the senses 3 ; highly susceptible to influence through
the senses — sen>su-ous>l7 adv — &en>sa>ous>xies5 n
syn sensuous, sensual, luxurious, voluptuous, epicurean mean

relating to or providing pleasure through gratification of the senses.
SENSUOUS implies delight in beauty of color, sound, texture, or
artistic form; sensual stresses indulgence of appetite esp. for sexual
pleasure; luxurious suggests the providing of or indulgence of
sensuous pleasure inducing bodily ease and languor; voluptuous
implies more strongly an abandonment to sensuous or sensual
pleasure for its own sake; epicurean suggests the satisfaction of
refined or fastidious taste in physical pleasures

sent p/jsr oj send
isen.tence \'sent-»n(t)s, -'nz\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OF, fr. L
senientia, Ut. feeling, opinion, fr. (assumed) sentem-, sentens, irreg.
prp. of senrire to feel — more at sense] 1 obs : opinion; esp : a
conclusion given on request or reached after deliberation 2a: judg-
ment 2a; specif : one formally pronounced by a court or judge in
a ciiminal proceeding and specifying the punishment to be inflicted
upon the convict h : the punishment so imposed 3 : axiom,
maxim 4 : a grammatically self-contained speech unit consisting of
a word or a syntactically related group of words that expresses an
assertion, a question, a command, a wish, or an exclamation, that
in writing usu. begins with a capital letter and concludes with ap-
propriate end punctuation, and that in speaking is phonetically
distinguished by various patterns of stress, pitch, and pauses
5 : period lb 6 : a meaningful logical formula : proposition 2a —
sen-ten-tial \sen-'ten-ch3l\ adj — sen*ten>tial*ly \-cha-le\ adv

2sentence vi 1 : to pronounce sentence on 2 ; to condemn to a
specified punishment 3 ; to cause to suffer something
seulence Iragmeut n : a word, phrase, or clause that usu. has in
speech the intonation of a sentence but lacks the grammatically
self-contained structure usu. found in the sentences of formal and
esp. written composition

sentence stress n : the manner in which stresses are distributed on
the syllables of words assembled into sentences — called also
sentence accent
sentential Junction n : an expression that contains one or more
variables and becomes a declarative sentence when constants are
substituted for the variables

sen*ten<tious \sen-'ten-ch3s\ adj [ME, fr. L sententiosus, fr.

sententia sentence, maxim] 1 ; terse, aphoristic, or moralistic in
expression ; pfthy, epigrammatic 2a: given to or abounding in
aphoristic expression b : given to or abounding In excessive moral-
izing — sen>ten-tious>Iy adv — sen>ten<tious>ness n

sen.tience \'sen-ch(e-)3n(t)s\ n 1 : a sentient quality or state
2 : a state of elementary or undifferentiated consciousness

sen-tient \-ch(e-)3nt\ adj [L sentient-, sentiens, prp. of senttre to
perceive, feel] 1 : responsive to or conscious of sense Impressions
2 : aware 3 : finely sensitive in perception or feeling — sen-
tlent-ly adv

sen.ti-ment \'sent-3-m3nt\ n [F or ML; F. fr. ML sentimentum, fr. L
sentire'\ 1 a : an attitude, thought, or judgment prompted by feeling
: predilfction b : a specific view or notion : opinion 2 a : emotion
b : refined feeling : delicate sensibility esp. as expressed in a work of
art c : emotional Idealism d : a romantic or nostalgic feeling verg-
ing on sentimentality 3 a : an idea colored by emotion b : the
emotional significance of a passage or expression as distinguished
from its verbal context syn see feeling, opinion
sen<ti-men-tal \,sent-a-'ment-=l\ adj 1 a : marked or governed by
feeling, sensibility, or emotional idealism b : resulting from feeling
rather than reason or thought 2 : having an excess or affectation
of sentiment or sensibility — sen.ti-men.tal-ly \-'l-e\ adv
sen.ti.men.tal.ism \,sent-3-'ment-'l-.iz-3m\ n 1 : the disposition
to favor or indulge in sentiment 2 : an excessively sentimental
conception or statement — sen>ti>men-tal-ist \-°l-3st\ n

sen.ti.meu.tal-i.ty V.sent-s-.men-'tal-at-e, -msD-N n 1 : the quality
or stale of being sentimental esp. to excess or in affectation 2 : a
sentimental Idea or its expression

sen.ti-men.tal-iza.tion \-,ment-»l-3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process
of sentimentalizing : the state of being sentimentalized

sen-ti.men.tal.ize N-'ment-'l-.IzX vi : to indulge in sentiment ^ v/

: to look upon or imbue with sentiment
isen.ti-nel \'sent-nal, -'n-3l\ n [MF sentinelle, fr. Olt sentincUa, fr.

sentina vigilance, fr. sentire to perceive, fr. L] : one that watches or
guards : SENTRY

asentinel vt sen-tl-neled or sen-ti-nelled; sen-ti-neMng or
sen-ti-neMing 1 : to watch over as a sentinel 2 : to furnish with
a sentinel 3 : Jo post as sentinel

sen-try \'sen-tre\ n [perh. fr. obs. sentry (sanctuary, watch towerl]
: GU^RD. watch; esp : a soldier standing guard at a passing point

sentry box n : a shelter for a sentry on his post
se.pal \'sep-al. 'sep-\ n [NL sepalum, fr. sepa- (fr. Gk skepe cover-
ing) -f -lum (as in petalum petal); akin to Lith kepuri head cover-
inj? ] : one of the modified leaves comprising a calyx — se*paled or
se.palled \-3ld\ adj

se.pal-oid \-3-,l61d\ adj : resembling or functioning as a sepal
-sep-al-OUS \'scp-a-las\ adj comb form isepaU '. having (such or so
many) sepals {gd^mosepalous')

Bep.a.ra.hil.i-ty \.sep-(3-)r3-*bU-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being separable

sep.a.ra.ble \'sep-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of being separated
or dissociated 2 obs : causing separation — sep>a*ia-ble-ness n— sep<a>ia<bly \-ble\ adv

lsep>a>rate ysep-Cs-l.ratX v6 [ME separaten, fr. L separatus, pp.
of separare, ir. se- apart -*- parare to prepare, procure — more at
SECEDE, PARE] Vt 1 a : to set or keep apart ; disconnect, sever
b : to make a distinction between : discriminate, distinguish
<-" religion from magic) c : sort <^ mail) d : to disperse in space
or time : scatter (widely .sepdrared homesteads) 2 archaic : to Set
aside for a special purpose : choose, dedicate 3 : to part by a
legal separation: a : to sever conjugal lies with b : to sever con-
tractual relations with : discharge iseparatpd from the array)
4 : to block off : segregate 5 : to isolate from a mixture : ex-
tract <--- cream from milk) '- v/ 1 : to become divided or de-
tached 2 a ; to sever an association : withdraw b : to cease to
live together as man and wife 3 : to go in diiferent directions
4 : to become isolated from a mixture
syn separate, part, divide, sever, sunder, divorce mean to

break into parts or to keep apart, separate may imply any of sev-
eral causes such as dispersion, removal of one from others, or
presence of an intervening thing; part implies the separating of
things or persons in close union or association; divide implies
separating Into pieces or sections by cutting or breaking; sever
Implies violence esp. in the removal of a part or member; sunder
suggests violent rending or wrenching apart; divorce implies sep-
arating two things that commonly interact and belong together

2sep.a.Tate \'sep-(9-»r3t\ adj 1 a archaic : solitary, secluded
b : disembodied, immaterial c : set or kept apart : detached
2a: not shared wlih another : individual <— rooms) b often
cap : estranged from a parent body {Separate churches) 3a: ex-
isting by itself : autonomous b : dissimilar in nature or identity
syn see distinct, single — sep-a-rate-Iy \-(a-)r3t-le, 'sep-3rt-le\
adv — sep-a-rate-ness \-(9-irat-n3s\ n
3sep.a.rate \'sep-f3-)r3t\n l : offprint 2 : an article of dress de-
signed to be worn Interchangeably with others to form various
costume cnmbinalions — usu. used in pi.

sep-a-ra-tion \,sep-3-'ra-shan\ n 1 : the act or process of sepa-
rating : the state of being separated 2 a : a point, line, or means
of division b : an intervening space : gap 3 a : cessation of co-
habitation between husband and wife by mutual agreement or
judicial decree b : termination of a contractual relationship (as
employment or military service)

sep>a<rat<isni \'sep-(a-''rst-,iz-9m\ n : a belief in. movement for,
or state of separation (as schism, secession, or segregation)

sep»a«rat-ist \'sep-(3-)r3t-3st, 'sep-a-,rat-\ n, ofien cap : one that
favors separatism: as a cap : one of a group of 16th and 17th
century English Protestants preferring to separate from rather than
to reform the Church of England b : an advocate of independence
or autonomy for a part of a nation or other political unit — sepa-
ratist adj, often cap —_ sep-a-ra«tis-tic \,sep-(3-ir3-*tis-tik\ adj

sep.a-ra.tive \'sep-3-,rat-iv. 'sep-(3-)rat-\ adj : tending toward,
causing, or expressing separation

sep*a<ra-tor \'sep-(s-i,rat-3r\ n, often attrib : one that separates;
specif : a device for separating liquids of different specific gravities
(as cream from milk) or liquids from solids

Se.phar.di \s3-'fard-e\ n, pi Se-phar-dim X-Tard-smX [LHeb
sepharadhi, fr. Sepharadh Spain, fr. Heb, region where Jews were
once exiled (Obad 1: 20)] : a member of the occidental branch of
European Jews settling in Spain and Portugal or one of their de-
scendants — Se>phar-dic \-'rard-ik\ adj
ise*pja \"se-pe-3\ n [NL, genus comprising cuttlefish, fr. L, cuttle-
fish, fr. Gk sepia: akin to Gk sepein to make putnd. sapros rotten]
1 a : the inky secretion of a cuttlefish b : a brown melanin-con-
taining pigment from the ink of cuttlefishes 2 : a print or photo-
graph of a brown color resembling sepia 3 ; a brownish gray to
dark olive brown
Ssepia adj 1 : of the color sepia 2 : made of or done in sepia
<^ print)

se-pi-oUite \'se-pe-3-,lTt\ n [G sepiolith, fr. Gk sepion cuttlebone
(fr. sepia) + G -liih -lite] : meerschaum 1

se.poy \'se-.p6i\ n [Pg sipai, fr. Hindi sipahi, fr. Per. cavalryman]
; a native of India employed as a soldier by a European power (as
Great Britain)

sep-pu-ku \se-'pa-(,)kij, 'sep-a-.kU\ n [Jap] : hara-kiri
Sep. sis \'sep-S3s\ n. pi sep.ses \'sep-,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk sepsts
decay, fr. sepein to make putrid] : a toxic condition resulting from
the spread of bacteria or their products from a focus of infection;
esp : septicemia

sept \'sept\ n [prob. alter, of secti : a branch of a family; esp : CLAH
sep'tal ysep-t'l\ adj : of or relating to a septum
sep.tar.i.um \scp-'ter-e-3ra, -'tar-\ n. pi sep-tar-ia \-e-3\ [NL,
fr. L saeptum partition — more at septltm] : a concretionary nodule
usu. of limestone or clay ironstone intersected within by cracks
filled with minerals (as calclie or barite)

Sep*tat6 \'sep-,tat\ adj : divided by or having a septum
Sep.tern.ber Xsep-'tem-bar, S3p-\ n [ME Septembre, fr. OF, fr. L
September (seventh month), fr. septem seven — more at seven]
: the 9th month of the Gregorian calendar

sep'te-nar-i.us X.sep-ts-'nar-e-ss, -'ner-X n. p! sep*te>nar.il X-e-,T,
-e-,eX [L, fr. septenarius of seven, fr. septeni seven each, fr, septem
seven] : a verse consisting of seven feet esp. in Latin prosody

sep>ten*de>cil>lion X,sep-,ten-di-'sil-y3nX n, often attrib [L septen-
decivQ seventeen (fr. septem seven -I- decern ten) + E -illion (as in
million) — more at ten] — see number table

Sep*ten<ni*al Xsep-'ten-e-alX adj [LL septennlum period of seven
years, f r. L septem + -ennium (as In biennium^ ] 1 : consisting of
or lasting for seven years 2 ; occurring or being done every seven
years — sep-ten-ni-al-ly X-s-leX adv

sep<ten>tri>on Xsep-'ten-tre-.an, -tre-snX n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L
septentrio, sing, of septentriones the seven stars of Ursa Major or
Ursa Minor, lit. the seven plow oxen. fr. septem seven + trio
plow ox] obs : the northern regions ; north

sep>ten>tri>o>nal X-tre-an-'lX adj : northern
sep.tet also sep.tette Xsep-'tetX n [G septet, fr. L septemi 1 : a
musical composition for seven instruments or voices 2 : a group
or set of seven; esp ; the musicians that perform a septet

sep-tic X'sep-tlkX adj [L septicus, fr. Gk septikos. fr. sepein to make
putrid — more at sepia] 1 : putrefactive 2 : of or characteristic
of septicemia

sep.ti.ce.mia X.sep-ta-'se-me-aX n [NL. fr. L septicus + NL -emiaZ
; invasion of the bloodstream by virulent microorganisms from a
focus of infection accompanied esp. by chills, fever, and prostration— called also blood poisoning — sep>ti-ce<mic X-'se-inikX adj
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sep.U-Cl.dalX.sep-ts-'sTd-IV adj WL septum + L-c/dere to cut, fr.

caedere— more at concise] ; dehiscent longitudinally at or along a
septum <a ^ fruit) — sep*ti<ci>dal>ly \-'l-e\ adv

septic sore tliroat n : an inflammatory sore throat caused by hemo-
lytic streptococci and marked by fever, prostration, and toxemia

septic tanU n : a tank in which the solid matter of continuously
flowing sewage is disintegrated by bacteria

Sep>til*ra-gal \sep-'tif-ri-g3l\ adj [NL septum + L Jrangere to
break — more at break] ; dehiscing by breaking away from the
dissepiments <a -« pod) — sep>Uf-ra<gaI>Iy \-g3-le\ adv

Sep.til-lion \sep-'til-yan\ n, ojien atirib [F, fr. L septem + F -ilUon
(as in million) -^more at seven] — see number table

Sep-time \'sep-,tem, sep-'\ n [L septima, fem. of sepiimus seventh,
fr. septem'l : the seventh of the eight defensive positions in fencing

sep.tu-a'ge.nar-i.an \sep-,t(y)ij-3-]Vner-e-3n, ,sep-ta-wa-j3-\ n
[LL septuagenarius 70 years old, fr. L, of or containing 70, fr.

septuageni 70 each, fr. septuagintal ; a person who is in hXs seven-
ties — septaagenarian adj
Sep.tu.a.ge.si-ma X.sep-tD-ws-'jes-a-ma. -'ja-z3-\ n [ME, fr. LL,
fr. L, fem. of septuagesimus seventieth, U.septuaginta 70] :the third
Sunday before Lent
Sep*tU<a*glnt \sep-'t(y)ij-3-J3nt. 'sep-t3-w&-,jint\ n [LL Septua-
ginla, fr. L, seventy, irreg. fr. septem seven + -ginta (akin to L
viginti twenty); fr. the approximate number of its translators —
more at seven, vigesimal] : a pre-Christian Greek version of the
Old Testament used by Greek -speaking Christians
sep-tum \'sep-t3m\ n. p/sep.ta \-t3\ [NL. fr. h saeptum enclosuTe,
fence, wall, fr. saepire to fence in, fr. saepes fence, hedge; akin to
Gk haimasia stone wall] : a dividing wall or membrane — compare
DISSEPIMENT
ISep.Ul-Cher or sep.Ul-Chre \'sep-5l-k3r\ n [ME sepulcre, fr. OF,
fr. L sepulcrum, sepulchrum, fr. sepelire to bury; akin to Gk hepein
to care for, Skt sapali he serves] 1 ; a place of burial ; tomb 2 : a
receptacle for religious relics esp. in an altar

asepulclier or sepulchre vt sep-ul-chei'lng or sep>ul«cliring
\-k(3-)rir]\ : to place or receive in a sepulcher : bury, entomb

se-pul>chra1 \s3-'pal-kral\ adj 1 : mortuary 2 : suited to or
suggestive of a sepulcher : funereal — se-pul-ciiral'ly \-kr3-le\
adv

Sep-Ul-ttJre \'sep-3l-,chuCa)r\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L sepultura, fr.

sepultus, pp. of sepeiire'i 1 : blirial 2 : sepulcher
se*qua>OiOUS \si-'kwa-shas\ adj [L sequac-, sequax inclined to
follow, fr. sequi'\ 1 archaic \ subservient, tractable 2 : intel-

lectually servile — se*qua-clous*ly adv — se-quaca-ty \-'kwas-
ot-e\ n
se>quel \'se-kw3l\ n [ME, fr. MF sequelle, fr. L sequela, fr. sequi
to follow — more at sue] 1 ; consequence, result 2 a : subse-
quent development b : the next installment (as of a speech or
narrative) esp ; a literary work continuing the course of a narrative
begun in a preceding one

se^que.la \si-'kwel-s, -'kwe-l3\ n, pi se>qne>lae \-'kwel-(.)e, -j;
-'kwe-(,)ic\ [NL, fr. L, sequel] 1 : an aftereffect of disease or
injury 2 : a secondary result : consequence

Ise-quence \'se-kwanft)s, -,kwen(t)s\ n [ME, fr. ML sequentia, fr.

LL, sequel, lit., act of following, fr. L sequent-, sequens, prp. of

sequi^ 1 : a hymn in irregular meter between the gradual and
Gospel in some masses 2 : a continuous or connected series: as

a ; an extended series of poems united by a single theme (sonnet '^>

b : three or more playing cards usu. of the same suit in consecutive
order of rank c : a succession of repetitions of a melodic phrase
or harmonic pattern each in a new position d : a set of elements
ordered as are the natural numbers e (1) : a succession of related

shots or scenes developing a single subject or phase of a film story

(2) : EPISODE 3 a : order of succession b ; an arrangement of the
tenses of successive verbs in a sentence designed to express a co-
herent relationship esp. between main and subordinate parts

4a: consequence, result b : a subsequent development 5 : con-
tinuity of progression
2sequence vt : to arrange in a sequence
se-quencer \-kw3n-sar, -,kwen(t)-ssr\ n ; a device that determines
a sequence
se-quen>cy \'se-kw3n-se\ n [LL sequential ; sequence
se*queilt \'se-kw3nt\ adj [L sequent-, sequens, prp.] 1 : succeed-
ing, coNSFCUTr/E 2 : consequent, resultant — sequent n

Se>quen>tial \si-'kwen-ch3l\ adj 1 : that is sequent 2 : based on
a method of determining at each of a series of samples whether to
accept or reject a hypothesis or to continue the sampling (_^^ anal-

ysis) — se*quen-tial-ly \-ch3-le\ adv
ise.ques.ter \si-'kwes-t3r\ vt se-ques-ter-ing \-tf3-)rir3\ [ME
sequestren, fr. MF sequestrer, fr. LL sequestrare to surrender for

safekeeping, set apart, fr. L sequester agent, depositary, bailee;

akin to L sequi to follow] 1 a : to set apart ; segregate b : se-

clude, WITHDRAW 2 a : to seize esp. by a writ of sequestration

b : to place (property) in custody esp. in sequestration

^sequester n, obs : separation, isolation
Se*QUe.strate \si-'kwes-,trat; 'sek-was-, 'sek-\ vt [LL sequestratus,

pp. of sequestrare] : sequester
Be.que.slra.tion V.sek-wss-'tra-shan, ,sek-; sI-,kwes-\ n 1 : the
act of sequestering : the state of being sequestered 2 a : a legal

writ authorizing a sheriff or commissioner to take into custody the

property of a defendant who is in contempt until he complies with

the orders of a court b : a deposit whereby a neutral depositary

agrees to hold property in litigation and to restore it to the party to

whom it is adjudged to belong 3 : the formation of a sequestrum

se*ques<trum \si-'kwes-tr3m\ n, pi sequestrums also se.ques-tra
\-tr3\ [NL, fr. L, legal sequestration; akin to L sequester bailee]

; a fragment of dead bone detached from adjoining sound bone

Se>quin \'se-kw3n\ /i [F, fr. It zecchino, fr. zecca mint, fr. Ar
sikkah die, coin ] 1 : an old gold coin of Italy and Turkey 2 : spangle

6e*qulned or se.quinned \-kw3nd\ adj ; ornamented with or as

if with sequins
se*quoia \si-'kw6i-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Sequoya (George
Guess) tl843 Am Indian scholar] : either of two huge coniferous

California trees of the pine family that reach a height of over 300
feet: a : big tree b : redwood 3a
sera pi oj serum
Se>rac \s3-*rak, sa-\ n [F sirac, lit., a kind of white cheese, fr. ML

seractum whey. fr. L serum whey — more at serum] : a pinnacle,
sharp ridge, or block of ice among the crevasses of a glacier

se>ra*gUo \s9-'ral-(,)yo, -'raI-\ n [It serraglio enclosure, seraglio,
partly fr. ML serraculum bar of a door, bolt, fr. LL serare to bolt;
partly fr. Turk saray palace — more at sear] 1 : harem la 2 : a
palace of a sultan

se>rai \sa-'rT\ n [Turk & Per; Turk saray mansion, palace, fr. Per
sarai mansion, irm] 1 : caravansary 2 : seraguo 2

se.rail \sa-'ra-ya, -'ri, -'rT(3)l\ n [MF, fr. Olt serraglio'\ : seraguo
ser-al \'sir-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting an ecological sere
serape var oj sarape
ser-apU \'ser-af\ also ser-a.phim \-D-,fira\ n, pi seraphim or
seraphs [LL seraphim, pi., seraphs, fr. Heb seraphim} 1 : one of
the 6-winged angels of the highest rank believed in ancient Judaism
to guard God's throne with sacred ardor 2 ; one resembling or
befitting an angel — seraph adj — se-raph>ic \s3-'raf-ik\ adj —
se»raph.i-cal-ly \-i-kO-)le\ adv
Se>ra<pi5 \s3-'ra-p3s\ n [L. fr. Gk Sarapis'i ; an Egyptian god
combining attributes of Osiris and Apis and having a widespread
cult throughout Greece and Rome
Serb \'s3rb\ n [Serb Srb'\ 1 : one of the south Slavic nationality
and dominant ethnic group of Serbia and of adjacent states of
Yugoslavia 2 : Serbian 2 — Serb adj
Ser>bi-an \'sar-be-3n\ n 1 : serb 1 2 a : the Serbo-Croatian lan-
guage as spoken in Serbia b : a literary' form of Serbo-Croatian
using the Cyrillic alphabet — Serbian adj
Ser.bO-Cro.atian\.s9r-(,)bo-kr6-'a-sh9n\rt 1 : the Slavic language
of the Serbs and Croats consisting of Serbian written in the Cyrillic
alphabet and Croatian written in the Roman alphabet 2 : one
whose native language is Serbo-Croatian — Serbo-Croatian adj
isere \'si(3)r\ adj [ME, fr. OE sear dry; akin to OHG soren to
wither, Gk hauos dry] 1 : wtthered 2 archaic : threadbare

3sere n [L series series] : a series of ecological communities succeed-
ing one another in the biotic development of an area or formation
iser-e-nade \,ser-9-'nad\ n [F serenade, fr. It serenaia, fr. sereno
clear, calm (of weather), fr. L serenus\ 1 a : a complimentary
vocal or instrumental performance; esp ; one given outdoors at
night for a woman b : a work so performed 2 ; a work for cham-
ber orchestra resembling a suite

2serenade vt : to perform a serenade in honor of — vi ; to play a
serenade — ser-e-nad-er n

ser*e-na.ta \,ser-3-'nat-3\ n [It, serenade] ; an 18th century secular
cantata

ser.en.dip-i.tous \,ser-3n-'dip-st-3s\ adj : obtained or character-
ized by serendipity <^^ discoveries)

ser-en-dip.i-ty \-'dip-3t-e\ n [fr. its possession by the heroes of
the Per fairy tale The Three Princes oj Serendip'] : the gift of
finding valuable or agreeable things not sought for

ise.rene \s3-'ren\ adj [L serenus; akin to OHG serawen to become
dry, Gk xeros dry] 1 a : clear and free of storms or unpleasant
change <~ skies) b : shining bright and steady 2 : marked by
utter calm : tranquil 3 : august — used as part of a title <His
Serene Highness) syn see calm— se»rene»Iy adv— se.rene-ness
\-'ren-n3s\ n

2serene n l : a serene condition or expanse (as of sky, sea, or light)

2 : serenity, tranquillfty
se.ren*i*ty \s3-'ren-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being serene

serl \'s3rf\ n [F, fr. L servus slave, servant, serf — more at serve]
: a member of a servile feudal class bound to the soil and more or
less subject to the will of his lord — serl-ag© \'s3r-fij\ n — serf-

dom \'ssi-f-d3m\ 77 — serf•hood \'s3rf-,hud\ n — serf>ish \'s3r-

fish\ adj— serf.ism \-,fiz-ara\ n
serge \'s3rj\ n [ME sarge, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL sarica, fr. L
serica, fem. of sericus silken — more at sericeous] : a durable
twilled fabric having a smooth clear face and a pronounced diag-

onal rib on the front and the back
ser.gean«cy \'sar-j3n-se\ n ; the function, office, or rank of a
sergeant
ser»geant \'sar-j3nt\ n [ME, servant, attendant, sergeant, fr. OF
sergent, serjant, fr. L servient-, serviens, prp. of servire to serve]

1 : sergeant at arms 2 obs ; an officer who enforces the judg-

ments of a court or the commands of one in authority 3 : an
officer in a police force ranking in the U. S. just below captain or
sometimes lieutenant and in England just below inspector 4 : a
noncommissioned officer in the army or marine corps ranking
above a corporal and below a staff sergeant; broadly : any of the
noncommissioned officers ranking above a corporal in the army
and marine corps and above an airman first class in the air force

sergeant at arras : an officer of an organization (as a legislative

body or court of law) who preserves order and executes commands
sergeant first class n : a noncommissioned officer in the army
ranking above a staff sergeant and below a master sergeant

sergeant fish n 1 : cobia 2 : a snook (Centropomus undecimalis)

sergeant major n, pi sergeants major or sergeant majors 1 ; a
noncommissioned officer in the army, air force, or marine corps
serving as chief administrative assistant in a headquarters 2 : a

noncommissioned officer of the highest enlisted rank in the army or
marine corps
ser-geanty \'sar-j3nt-e\ n [ME sergeantie, fr. MF sergenile. fr.

sergent sergeant] : any of numerous feudal services by which an
estate is held of the king or other lord distinct from mihtary tenure

and from socage tenure
ise«ri.al \'sir-e-3l\ adj 1 : of, consisting of, or arranged in a series,

rank, or row <-- order) 2 : belonging to a series maturing peri-

odically rather than on a single date <-^ bonds) 3 ; twelve-tone
<~ technique) — se>ri«al.ly \-a-le\ adv

^serial n 1 : a work appearing (as in a magazine or on television)

In parts at intervals 2 : one part of a serial work ; installment
— se>rl>al*lst \-3-l3st\ n

se*ri<al-iza>tion \,sir-e-3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of

serializing

se>ri-al*ize \'sir-e-3-,lT2\ vt : to arrange or publish in serial form
Ee-ri>ate \'sir-e-,at. -e-9t\ adj [(assumed) NL seriatus. fr. L series']

; arranged in a series or succession — se-ri-ate \-e-,&t\ vb — se-

ri»ate'ly adv
ise-ri-a-tim \,sir-e-'at-am, -'at-N adv [ML. fr. L serlesj ; In a
series : serl^iLLY
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aseriatim adj i following seriatim
se-rioceous \S3-'rish-as\ adj [LL sericeus, fr. L sericum _silk

garment, silk, fr. neut. of sericus silken, fr. Gk serikos, fr. Seres,
an ea.stern Asiatic people producing silk in ancient times] 1 ; of,

relating to, or consisting of silk : silky 2 ; finely pubescent {~^ leaf)

Ser-i-Cin \'ser-3-S3n\ n [ISV, fr. L sericum silk] : a gelatinous pro-
tein that cements the two fibroin filaments in a silk fiber

seri=cul»tu-ral \.ser-3-'k3lch-(a-)r9i\ adj : of or relating to seri-
culture

seri.culoture \'ser-3-,k3l-ch3r\ n [L sericum silk + E culture^
; the production of raw silk by raising silkworms — seri-cul-tlir-
ist \,ser-a-'kalch-(3-")r3st\ n

se.ries \'si(a)r-(,)ez\ n, pi series ojten attrib [L, fr. serere to join,
link together; akin to Gk eirein to string together, hormos chain,
necklace] 1 a : a number of things or events of the same class
coming one after another b ; a group with an order of arrange-
ment exhibiting progression 2 : the indicated sum of a usu.
Infinite sequence of numbers 3 : a succession of volumes or issues
published with related subjects or authors, similar format and price,
or continuous numbering 4 : a division of rock formations
smaller than a system comprising rocks deposited during an epoch
5 : an arrangement of the parts of or elements in an electric
circuit whereby the whole current passes through each part or
element without branching 6 : a set of vowels connected by ablaut
(as i, a, u in ring, rang, rung) 7 : a group of successive coordinate
sentence elements joined together <an, a, b, and c '--'> 8 : three
consecutive games in bowling — in series : in a serial arrangement

series winding n ; a winding In which the armature coil and the
field-magnet coil are in series with the external circuit — se-ries-
wound \,sir-ez-'waund\ adj

seioil \'ser-af\ n [prob. fr. D schreef stroke, line, fr, MD, fr. schri-
ven to write, fr. L scribere — more at scribe] ; any of the short
lines stemming from and at an angle to the upper and lower ends of
the strokes of a letter

seri-graph \'ser-3-,graf\ n [L sericum sUk + Gk graphein to write,
draw — more at carve] : an original color print made by pressing
pigments through a silk screen with a stencil design — se-rig>ra-
pher \s3-'rig-r3-f5r\ n — se>rig<ra>phy \-fe\ n

se.rin \s3-'ra"\ n [F] : a smaU European finch (Serinus canarius)
related lo the canary

ser.ine \'se(3)r-,en\ n [ISV sericin + -ine] t a crystaUine amino
acid C3H7NO3 obtained by hydrolysis of many proteins or cepha-

se^riO^coni'ic \,sir-e-o-'kam-lk\ adj [serious + -o- + comic]
: having a mixture of the serious and the comic — se^rio-com-i-
cal-ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

se.ri-OUS \'sir-e-3s\ adj [ME seryows, fr. MF or LL; MF serieux,
fr. LL seriosus, alter, of L serius'\ 1 ; thoughtful or subdued In
appearance or manner ; sober 2 a : requiring much thought or
work <-- study) h : of or relating to a matter of importance <a ~
play) 3 a : not joking or trifling : e.-^rnest b archaic ; pious
c ; deeply interested : devoted (^ fishermen) 4 a : not easily
answered or solved <'--^ objections) b : having Important or dan-
gerous possible consequences <a -^ injury)
syn GRAVE, solemn, sedate, staid, sober, earnest: serious

Implies a concern for what really matters; grave implies both
seriousness and dignity in expression or attitude; solemn suggests
an impressive gravity utterly free from levity; sedate implies a
composed and decorous seriousness; staid suggests a settled,
accustomed sedateness and prim self-restraint- sober stresses
seriousness of purpose and absence of levity or frivolity; earnest
suggests sincerity or often zealousness of purpose

se-ri-ous-ly adv : in a serious manner or vein : to a serious extent
: EARNESTLY, SEVERELY

se.ri.ous-mind-ed \,sir-e-3-'smTn-d3d\ adj : having a serious dis-
position or trend of thought — se>ri*ous-niind<>ed>ly adv — se-
ri-ous-mind'ed-ness n

se.ri-ous.ness n : the quality or state of being serious
ser«]eant, ser-jeanty var oj sergeant, sergeanty
ser°]eant-at-Iaw \,sar-iant-3t-'i6\ n, pi serojeants-at-law
\-J3n(t}-sat-\ : a barrister of the highest rank
ser.mon \'s3r-man\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. ML sermon-, sermo, fr. L,
speech, conversation, fr. serere to link together — more at series]
1 : a religious discourse delivered in public usu. by a clergyman
as a part of a worship service 2 a : a lecture on conduct or duty
b ; an annoying harangue — ser>mon>ic \,s3r-'man-ik\ adj

ser<>mon>lze \'s3r-ma-,nTz\ vi 1 : to compose or deliver a sermon
2 : to discourse didactically or dogmatically ^ vt i Xo preach
at length — ser>mon>iz>er n
Sermon on tlie Mount : a discourse delivered by Jesus and re-
corded in Matthew 5-7 and Luke 6: 20-49

sero- comb form [L serum] ; serum <sf/-ology>

se*ro*Iog-iC \,sir-a-'laj-ik, .ser-\ adj : of, relating to, or emploving
the methods of serology — se-ro-log>i>cal \-i-k9l\ ad>'— se'-ro-
log.i.cal-ly \-k(a-)le\ adv

se.rol'O'gist \sa-*ral-a-iast\ n : a specialist in serology
se-rol.o.gy \-je\ n [ISV] : a science dealing with serums and esp.
their reactions and properties

se.ro.pu.ru.lent \.sir-o-'p(y)ur-(y)s-l3nt, ser-\ adj : consisting of
a mixture of serum and pus <a '^ exudate)

se.ro.sa \s3-'r6-S9. -Z3\ n [NL, fr. fern, of serosus serous, fr. L
. enclosing serous membrane — se>ro<sal \-'r6-S3l,

i-3l\ adj : of or relating to the latter and
-Z3l\ adj

se-rot-i-nal \s3-'rat-nal,
usu. drier part of summ

se-rot-i.nous \s3-'rat-n3s, -»n-3s\ adj [L serotinus coming late, fr.
sero late — more at soiree] ; late esp. in developing or flowering
se.ro-to.nin \.sir-3-'t6-n3n. ,ser-. -'tan-3n\ n isero- + tonic + -in]

: a powerful vasoconstrictor compound CioHuNzO derived from
Indole and found esp. in the blood serum and gastric mucosa of
mammals
serous \'sir-3s, 'ser-\ adj \M^ sereux, fr. serum, fr. L] : of, relating
to. or resembling serum; esp : of thin watery constitution <a -^
exudate)
serous membrane n : a thin membrane (as the peritoneum) with
cells that secrete a serous fluid; esp : serosa
se-row \s3-'r6\ n [Lepcha sd-ro long-haired Tibetan goat] ; any
of several goat antelopes (genus Capricornis) of eastern Asia usu.
rather dark and heavily built including some with distinct manes

serpent 4

ser^pent \'s3r-p3nt\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. MF, fr. L serpent-,
serpens, fr. prp. of serpere to creep; akin to Gk
herpein to creep, Skt sarpati he creeps] 1 a ar-
chaic : a noxious creature that creeps, hisses, or
stings b : snake; esp ; a large snake 2 I devil 1

3 : a subtle treacherous malicious person 4 : an
obsolete bass wind instrument made of wood

iser^pen-tine X'sar-pan-.ten, -.tTn\ adj [ME, fr.

MF serpentin, fr. LL serpeniinus, fr. L serpent-,
serpens] 1 : of or resembling a serpent (as in form
or movement) 2 : subtly wily or tempting
; diabolic 3 : winding or turning one way and
another : sinuous

2serpentine n ; something that winds sinuously
-serpentine n [ME, fr. ML serpentina, serpentinum,
fr. LL, fern. & neut. of serpentinus resembling a
serpent] : a mineral or rock consisting essentially
of a hydrous magnesium silicate H4Mg3Si20 usu.
having a dull green color and often a mottled
appearance

ser»pen.tine»ly \-le\ adv : in a serpentine marmer
ser>pig>i>nous \(,)s3r-'pij-3-nss\ adj [ML serpigin-, serpigo creep-
ing skin disease, fr. L serpere to creep] : creeping, spreading; esp
; healing over in one portion while continuing to advance in another
<~ ulcer) — ser<pig-i>nou5*ly adv

ser>ra°nid \s3-'ra-n3d, -*ran-3d\ n [deriv. of L serra saw] : any of a
large family (Serranidae) of carnivorous marine percold fishes hav-
ing an oblong compressed body covered with ctenoid scales and
including many important food and sport fishes (as the sea basses)
esp. of warm seas — serranid adj — ser>ra*noid \-'ra-,n6id,
-ran-,6id\ adj or n
iser-rate \s3-'rat, •se(3)r-,at\ vt [LL serratus. pp. of serrare to saw,
fr. L serra] X to mark with serrations : notch

2ser.rate \'se(3:)r-.at, 'ser-3t\ adj [L serratus, fr. serra saw]
1 : notched or toothed on the edge 2 : having marginal teeth
pointing forwarder toward the apex (-^ leaf)

ser>ra>tion \s3-'ra-shsn, se-\ n 1 ; the condition of being serrate

2 ; a formation resembling the toothed edge of a saw 3 ; one of
the teeth in aserrate margin

ser-ried \'ser-ed\ adj 1 : crowded or pressed together : compact
2 [by alter.] ; serrate — ser-ried-ly adv — ser-ried>ness n

ser»ru.late \'ser-(y)3-l3t, -,lat\ also ser-ruOat-ed \-,lat-3d\ adj
[NL serrulalus, fr. L serrula, dim. of serra] ; finely serrate

ser.ru-la.tion \,ser-(y)3-'ia-sh3n\ n 1 : the state of being serrulate
2 : a serrulate formation

sei-ry \'ser-e\ vb [MF serre, pp. of serrer to press, crowd — more at
sear] vi, archaic I to press together esp. in ranks -^ vr : to crowd
together

ser>tu<lar>ioan X.ssr-cha-'ler-e-sn ,s9rt-n-'er-\ n [NL Sertularia,
genus name, fr. L sertula, dim. of serta melilot, fr. fem. of sertus,

pp. of serere to link together, entwine — more at series] : any of a
genus {Sertularia) of delicate branching hydroids — sertulaiian
adj
se°rum \'sir-3m, 'ser-X n, pi serums or se-ra \-^\_ojten attrib [L,
whey, serum; akin to Gk oros whey, serum, horme onset, assault,
Skt sarati it flows] 1 ; the watery portion of an animal fluid
remaining after coagulation: a : blood serum; esp : immune
blood serum that contains specific immune bodies (as antitoxins or
agglutinins) (antitoxin '^) b ; whey c : a normal or pathological
serous fluid (as in a blister) 2 ; the watery part of a plant fluid

senun albumin n ; a crystallizable albumin or mixture of albumins
that normally constitutes more than half of the protein in blood
serum and serves to maintain the osmotic pressure of the blood
serum globulin n ; a globulin or mixture of globulins occurring in
blood serum and containing most of the antibodies of the blood

ser-val \'s3r-V3l. (,)s3r-'val\ n [F, fr. Pg lobo cerval lynx, fr. ML
lupus cervalis, Ut., cervine wolf] ; a long-legged African wildcat
(feiis capensis) having large untufted ears and a tawny blacks
spotted coat — ser<ya>line Vs3r-v3-,lTn\ adj

ser.vant \'s3r-v3nt\ n [ME. fr. OF, fr. prp. of servir] : one that
serves others; specij : one that performs duties about the person or
home of a master or personal employer
iserve \'s3rv\ vb [me serven, fr. OF servir, fr. L servire to be a
slave, serve, fr. servus slave, servant, perh. of Etruscan origin] vi

1 a ; to be a servant b ; to do military or naval service 2 ; to
assist a celebrant as server at mass 3 a ; to be of use b : to be
favorable, opportune, or convenient c : to stand by : assist
d ; to hold an office : discharge a duty or function i-^ on a jury)
4 a : to prove adequate or satisfactory b : to hold good 5 : to
help persons to food: as a ; to wait at table b ; to set out
portions of food or drink 6 : to wait on customers 7 : to put
the ball in play (as in tennis) •«- v/ 1 a ; to be a servant to : attend
b ; to give the service and respect due to (a superior) c : to comply
with the commands or demands of ; gratify d : to give military or
naval service to e : to perform the duties of (an office or post)
2 : to act as server at (mass) 3 archaic : to pay a lover's or suitor's

court to (a lady) 4 a : to work through or perform a term of
service (^served his time as a mate) b ; to put in (a term of imprison-
ment) 5 a ; to wait on at table b ; to bring (food) to a diner
6 a : to furnish or supply with something needed or desired
b : to wait on (a customer) in a store c : to furnish professional
service to 7 a : to answer the needs of : avail b : to be enough
for : SLTFFICE c : to contribute or conduce to : promote 8 : to
treat or act toward in a specified way : requfte <he served me ill)

9 a : to bring to notice, deliver, or execute as required by law
b : to make legal service upon (a person named in a writ) 10 oJ an
animal : to copulate with 11 : to wind yarn or wire tightly around
(a rope or stay) for protection 12 : to provide services that
benefit or help 13 : to put (the ball) in play (as in tennis)

2serve n : the act of putting the ball in play in any of various net or
court games (as tennis)

serv.er \'s3r-v3r\ n 1 : one that serves food or drink 2 : the player
who puts a ball in play 3 : the celebrant's assistant at low mass
4 ; something used in serving food or drink

iser»Vlce \'s3r-v3s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L servitium condition of a
slave, body of slaves, fr. servus slave] 1 : the occupation or func-
tion of serving <in active '^); specij ; employment as a servant
(entered his '^y 2a: the work or action performed by one that
serves (gives good and quick ~) b : help. use. benefft <be of '^

to them) c : contribution to the welfare of others d : disposal for
use (at your '—) 3 a : a form followed in worship or in a religious
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ceremony <the burial '^> b ; a meeting for worship <held an eve-
ning '^> 4 : the act of serving: as a : a helpful act : good turn (did
him a ~> b : useful labor that does not produce a tangible com-
modity — usu. used in pi. (charge for professional ^s) c : serve
5 : a set of articles for a particular use <a silver '^ for 12) 6 ; an
administrative division (as of a government or business) (the
consular '^> : one of a nation's mihtary forces (called into the ~>
7 : a facili^ supplying some public demand (bus ~>; sped] : one
providing maintenance and repair <television '>-'> 8 : the materials
used for serving (as a rope)

^service adj l a : of or relating to the armed services b : of, relat-
ing to, or constituting a branch of an army that exists to provide
service and supplies 2 : used in serving or supplying 3 ; intended
for everyday use : durable 4 a : providing services or producer
goods b : offering repair, maintenance, or incidental services

^service vt ; to perform services fori as a : to repair or provide
maintenance for b ; to meet interest and sinking fund payments on
debt (as government debt) c : to perform any of the business func-
tions auxiliary to production or distribution

<ser.Vice \'sar-v3s, 's3r-\ n [ME serves, pi. of serve serviceberry,
service tree, fr. OE svrje, (v. (assumed) VL sorbea, fr. L sorbus
service tree] : an Old World tree {Sorbus domestica) resembUng the
related mountain ashes but having larger flowers and larger edible
fruit; also X a related Old World tree (5. torminalis) with bitter
fruits

ser-vice-abil-i-ty \,s3r-va-s3-'bil-3t-e\ n : serviceableness
ser*vice-able \'sar-v3-sa-bsl\ adj 1 : helpful, useful 2 : wearing
well in use — ser- vice* able -ness n — ser-vice-ably \-ble\ adv

Ser-Vice.ber-iy \'sar-v3s-,ber-e, 's3r-\ n 1 : the fruit of a service
tree 2 ; juneberry

service book n : a book setting forth forms of worship used in
religious services

service box n : the area in which a player stands while serving in
various wall and net games

service ceiling n ; the altitude at which under standard air condi-
tions a particular airplane can no longer rise at a rate greater than
a small designated rate (as 100 feet per minute)

service charge n ; a fee charged for a particular service often in
addition to a standard or basic fee

service club n l : a club of business or professional men or women
organized for their common benefit and active in community
service 2 : a recreation center for enlisted men provided by one of
the armed services
ser<vice-man \'s3r-va-,sman, -smsnX n 1 : a male member of the
armed forces 2 : a man employed to repair or maintain equipment
service mark n ; a mark or device used to identify a service (as
transportation or insurance) offered to customers

service medal n ; a medal awarded to an individual who does
military service in a specified war or campaign — compare dec-
oration

service station n 1 : filling station 2 : a depot or place at which
some service is offered

service stripe n : a stripe worn on an enlisted man's left sleeve to
indicate three years of service in the army or air force or four years
in the navy

ser-vice tree \'sar-v3s-, 'sar-V n i*service'\ 1 a ; «service b : moltn-
TAiN ASH 2 ; juneberry
ser.vi-ette \,ssr-ve-'et\ n [F, fr. MF. fr. servir to serve] chiefly
Brit : a table napkin

Ser.Vile \'sar-val, -,vTl\ adj [ME, fr. L servilis, fr. servus slave— more at serve] 1 ; of or befitting a slave or an enslaved or
menial class 2 : lacking spirit or independence syn see sub-
servient — ser>vile.ly \-v3(i)-ie, -.vTl-le\ adv — ser>vile>ness
\-V3l-n3S, -,vn-\ n — ser-vil'i-ty \(,)s3r-'vil-3t-e\ n

serv»ing Vssr-vioN n : a helping of food or drink
Ser-Vite \'s3r-,vTt\ n [ML ServUae, pi. Servites, fr. L servus'] : a
member of the mendicant Order of Servants of Mary founded at
Florence in 1233 — Servlte adj

ser.vi-tor \'ssr-vst-ar, -v3-,t6(3)r\ n [ME servitour, fr. MF. fr. LL
servitor, fr. L servitus, pp. of servire to serve] : a male servant
ser-Vi.lUde \'s3r-vs-,t(y)ud\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L servitudo slavery,
fr. servus slave] 1 ; the state of subjection to another that consti-
tutes or resembles slavery or serfdom 2 : a right by which some-
thing (as a piece of land) owned by one person is subject to a
specified use or enjoyment by another
syn servitude, slavery, bondage mean the state of being subject

to a master, servitude is chiefly rhetorical and imprecise in use;

it implies in general lack of liberty to do as one pleases, specifically

lack of freedom to determine one's course of action and conditions
of living; slavery implies subjection to a master who owns one's
person and may treat one as property; bondage implies a stale of

being bound in law or by physical restraint to a state of complete
subjection to the will of another

ser-VO \'s3r-(,)v6\ rt, often attrib 1 : servomotor 2 : servo-
mechanism
ser-vo.mech.a-nism \*s9r-(.)vo-,mek-3-,niz-3m\ n Iservo- (as in

servomotor) + mechanism] : an automatic device for controlling
large amounts of power by means of very small amounts of power
and automatically correcting performance of a mechanism
Ser.VO-mo.tor \'s3r-v6-.m6t-3r\ n [F servo-moteur, fr. L servus

slave, servant + F -o- + moteur motor, fr. L motor one that moves
— more at motor] : a power-driven mechanism that supplements a

primary control operated by a comparatively feeble force (as in a
servomechanism)
ses>a-me \'ses-3-me\ n [alter, of earlier sesam, sesama, fr. L
sesamum, sesama, fr. Gk sesamon, sesame, of Sem origin; akin to

Assyr SamasSamu sesame, Ar simsim] 1 : an East Indian annual
erect herb {Sesamum indicum of the family Pedaliaceae) ; also : its

small flattish seeds used as a source of oil and a flavoring agent

2 : OPEN sesame
Ees*a*moid \-,m6id\ adj [Gk sesamoeides, lit., resembling sesame
seed, fr. sesamon] ; of, relating to, or being a nodular mass of bone
or cartilage in a tendon esp. at a joint or bony prominence— sesa-
moid n

sesqui- combjorm [L, one and a half, half again, lit., and a half, fr.

semis half (fr. semi-) + -que (enclitic) and; akin to Gk te and, Skt

cfl, Goth -h, -uh] 1 ; one and a half times (.se^^w/centennial)

2 a : containing three atoms or equivalents of a specified element
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or radical esp. combined with two of another <jes4u/oxide>
b : Intermediate : combination (j«^wicarbonate>
ses.qui.car.bon-ate X.ses-kwi-'kar-ba-.nat, -n3t\ n : a salt that Is
neither a simple normal carbonate nor a simple bicarbonate but
often a combination of the two

ses.qui.cen.ten.ni.al \,ses-kwi-(,)sen-'ten-e-al\ n : a 150th an-
niversary or its celebration — sesquicentennial adj

ses.qui.pe.da.lian X.ses-kws-ps-'dal-ysnX adj [L sesquipedalis,
lit., a foot and a half long, fr. sesqui- + ped-, pes foot — more at
FOOT] 1 : having many syllables ; long 2 : given to or charac-
terized by the use of long words

ses.sile \'$es-al, -,T1\ adj [L sessilis of or fit for sitting, low, dwarf
(of plants), fr. sessus, pp.] 1 : attached directly by the base and
not raised upon a stalk or peduncle (a ~ leaf) 2 : permanently
attached ; not free to move about : sedentary <^ polyps) — ses-
siM-ty \se-'sil-3t-e\ n

ses.sion \'sesh-3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L session-, sessio, lit., act of
sitting, fr. sessus, pp. of sedere to sit — more at srr] 1 : a meeting
or series of meetings of a body (as a court or legislature) for the
transaction of business (morning — ) 2 /?/ a(l ) : a sitting of English
justices of peace in execution of the powers conferred by their com-
missions (2) : an English court holding such sessions b : any of
various courts answering more or less to the English sessions
3 ; the period between the first meeting of a legislative or judicial
body and the prorogation or final adjournment 4 : the ruling body
of a Presbyterian congregation consisting of the elders in active
service 5 : the period during the year or day in which a school
conducts classes 6 : a meeting or period devoted to a particular
activity (recording '^) — ses-sion>al \*sesh-nal, -an-'I\ adj

seS'terce \'ses-,tars\ n [L sestertius, fr, sestertius two and a half
times as great (fr. its being equal originally to two and a half asses),
fr. semis half (fr. semi-) + tertius third — more at third] : an

Roman coin equal to ^ denarius

Rome equal to one thousandsesterces)] ; a unit of value i

sesterces

seS'tet \se-'stet\ n [It sestetto, fr. sesto sixth, fr. L sextus— more at
sext] : a stanza or a poem of six lines; specij ; the last six lines of an
Italian sonnet

ses-ti.na \se-'ste-n3\ n [It, fr. sesto sixth] : a lyrical fixed form
consisting of six six-line usu. unrhymed stanzas in which the end
words of the first stanza recur as end words of the following five
stanzas in a successively rotating order and as the middle and end
words of the three verses of the concluding tercet

iset \'set\ vb set; set-ting [ME setten, fr. OE settan, akin to
OHG sezzen to set, OE sittan to sit] vt 1 a : to cause to sit b : to
place in or on a seat (~ a king on a throne) 2 a : to put (a fowl)
on eggs to hatch them b : to put (eggs) for hatching under a fowl
or into an incubator 3 : to place (oneself) in a position to start

running in a race 4 a : to place with care or deliberate purpose
('^ a ladder against the wall) b : transplant 1 (— seedlings)
c (1) : to make (as a trap) ready to catch prey (2) : to fix (a hook)
firmly into the jaw of a fish d : to put aside for fermenting 5 : to
direct with fixed attention (had -^ his heart on going with us)
6 ; to put in writing ('^ down all the items in one column) 7 : to
cause to assume a specified condition, relation, or occupation
(slaves were ~ free) 8 : to appoint or assign to an office or duty
: POST, station 9 ; to cause to assume a specified posture or posi-
tion {^ the door ajar) 10 a : to fix as a distinguishing imprint,
sign, or appearance (the years have ^ their mark on him) b : af-
fix c : apply {'^ a match to kindling) 11 a : to fix or decide upon
as a time, limit, or regulation : prescribe (•—

- a wedding day)
b : to establish by authority : decree 12 a : to establish as the
highest level or best performance (--' a record for the half mile)

b : to furnish as a pattern or model (--^ an example of generosity)
c : to allot as a task 13 a : to put into a desired position, adjust-
ment, or condition {^ a thermostat at 70) b ; to restore to normal
position or connection when dislocated or fractured (~ a broken
bone) c : to spread to the wind (--^ the sails) 14 a : to put in

order for immediate use (-^ a place for a guest) b : to provide (as

words, verses) with melody and instrumental accompaniment c : to

make scenically ready for a performance (--' the stage) d ; to
compose (type) for printing : put into type 15 a : to put a fine

edge on by grinding or honing ('^ a razor) b : to bend slightly the
tooth points of (a saw) alternately in opposite directions c ; to

adjust (a measuring instrument) to a desired position d : to sink

(a nailhead) below the surface 16 ; to fix in a desired position (as

by heating or stretching) 17 a : to adorn with something affixed

or infixed : stud, dot (clear sky '— with stars) b : to fix (as a
precious stone) in a border of metal : place in a setting 18 a ; to

hold something in regard or esteem at the rate of (-^s a great deal

by daily exercise) b : to place in a relative rank or category ('^

duty before pleasure) c : to fix at a certain amount {^ bail at

$500) d : VALUE, rate (his promises were ~ at naught) e : to

place as an estimate of worth ('^ a high value on life) 19 : to

place in relation for comparison or balance (theory — against
practice) 20 a : to direct to action b ; to incite to attack or
antagonism (war '^5 brother against brother) 21 a ; to place by
transporting (-^ ashore on the island) b : to put in motion
c : to put and fix in a direction (~ our faces toward home once
more) A oj a dog : to point out the position of (game) by holding
a fixed attitude 22 : to adjust (as a clock) in conformity with
some standard 23 : to defeat (an opponent or his contract) in

bridge 24 a : to fix firmly : make immobile : give rigid form or
condition to (~ his jaw in determination) b ; to make unyielding
or obstinate 25 : to cause to become firm or solid (-^ milk for

cheese) 26 : to cause (as fruit) to develop -^ vi 1 chiejly dial

: srr 2 ; to be becoming : be suitable : fft (his behavior does not
'--' well with his years) 3 ; to cover and warm eggs to hatch them
4 : to become lodged or fixed (the pudding -^ heavily on his

stomachS S oj a plant part ; to undergo development usu. as a
result of pollination 6 a : to pass below the horizon : go down
(the sun -^j) b : to sink out of sight : pass away 7 t to apply
oneself to some activity ('-- to work) 8 : to have a specified direc-

tion in motion : flow, tend 9oj a dog : to indicate the position of

game by crouching or pointing 10 ; to dance face to face with
another in a square dance ('^ to your partner and turn) 11 a : to
become solid or thickened by chemical or physical alteration (the

abut; ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

1 joke; ^ sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t& tnis;

au out; ch chin; e less; S easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yU few; yu furious; zh vision
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cement ^s rapidly) ti oj a dye or color ; to become permanent
Goj a bone : to become whole by knitting d oj metal ; to acquire a
permanent twist or bend from strain — set about : to begin to do— set aside 1 : discard 2 : reserve, save 3 : dismiss 4 : an-
nul, OVERRULE — set at : attack, assail — set lorth 1 : publish
2 ; to give an account or statement of 3 : to start out on a journey
; set out — set lorward 1 ; further 2 : to set out on a journey
: start — set upon : to attack with violence : assault

2sel adj [ME seit, fr. pp. of setten to set] 1 : intent, determined
<— upon going) 2 : pitched <—

• battle) 3 : prescribed, speci-
fied <— hours of study) 4 : intentional, premeditated (did it of
'-' purpose) 5 ; reluctant to change : obstinate <an old man very
~ in his ways) 6 a : immovable, rigid <~ frown) b : built-in
7 : settled, persistent (-^ defiance) 8 a : securely balanced for
delivering a blow b : poised to start running or to dive in at the
instant the signal is given <ready, ^, go)

3set n 1 a : the act or action of setting b : the condition of being
set 2 ; inclination to an action 3 : a number of things of the same
kind that belong or are used together 4 : direction of flow
5 : form or carriage of the body or of its parts 6 : the manner of
fitting or of being placed or suspended 7 : amount of deflection
from a straight line 8 : permanent change of form (as of metal)
due to repeated or excessive stress 9 a : a young plant or rooted
cutting ready for transplanting b : a small bulb, corm, or tuber or a
piece of tuber used for propagation <an onion '— ) 10 : the width
of the body of a piece of^type 11 ; an artificial setting for a scene of
a play or motion picture 12 : a group of tennis games in which one
side wms six to opponent's four or less or in case of a deuced score
wins two consecutive games 13 : a cohection of books or periodi-
cals forming a unit 14 : a clutch of eggs 15 : the basic formation
in a country-dance or square dance 16 : a group of persons asso-
ciated by common interests 17 : a coUeciion of mathematical
elements (as numbers or poinisl that are actually listed or are
identified by a common characteristic or by a rule of formation
18 : an apparatus of electronic components assembled so as to
function as a unit (radio ^)

se.ta \'set-3\ n, pi se-tae \'se-,te\ [NL, fr. L saeta. seta bristle— more at sinew] : a slender usu. rigid or bristly and springy organ
or part of an animal or plant — se-tal \'set-'l\ adj

se>ta>ceous \si-'ta-sh3S\ adj [L saeia, setal 1 : set with or consist-
ing of bristles 2 : resembling a bristle in form or texture — se«ta-
ceouS'ly adv

set'back \'set-.bak\ n 1 : a checking of progress 2 : defeat,
REVERSE 3 : auction pitch 4 ; a withdrawal of the face of a
building to a line some distance to the rear of the building line or
of the wall below

set chisel n : a chisel or punch with a broad flat end
set down vt 1 : to cause to sit down : seat 2 : to place at rest on a
surface or on the ground 3 : to suspend (a jockey) from racmg
4 ; to cause or allow to get off a vehicle : deliver 5 ; to land (an
airplane) on the ground or water 6 a : ordain, establish b : to
put in writing 7 a : regard, consider {sei him down as a liar)

b : ATTRIBUTE 8 : to defeat (an opponent) in a game or contest
Seth \'seth\ n [Heb 5/ietA] : a son of Adam
set in v/ 1 : insert; esp : to stitch (a small part) within a large
article 2 : to direct (a ship) towards shore — vi 1 : to enter upon a
particular state 2 : set to work : begin to function 3 : to blow or
flow toward shore (the wind was beginmng to set in)

iset-in \,set-,in\ adj 1 : placed, located, or built as a part of some
other construction (^ bookcase) (-^ wash basin) 2 : cut sepa-
rately and stitched in <^ sleeves)

2set-in \*set-,in\ n l : an instance or time of something setting in
(early ^ of frosty nights) 2 : insert

set-line \'seT-,lTn\ « : a long heavy fishing line to which several
hooks are attached in series

set Off vt 1 a : to put in relief : show up by contrast b : adorn,
embellish c : to set apart ; make distinct or outstanding 2 a : off-
set, compensate
; cause to begir _ .

surface : lay off -^

iset ojj for home) 2
set. oil \'set-,6f\

make a setoff of 3 a : to set

cause to explode 4 : to measure off on a
1 : to start out on a course or a journey
OFFSET
something that is set off against another

thing: a : decoration, ornament b : compensation; counter-
balance 2 : the discharge of a debt by setting against it a distinct

claim in favor of the debtor; also : the claim itself 3 : offset 7a
set on vr 1 : attack 2 a obs : promote b : to urge (as a dog) to
attack or pursue c : to incite to action : instigate d : to set to
work '— vj : to go on : advance

se-tose \'se-,tos\ adj [L saetosus, fr. saeta'\ : eristlv\ setaceous
set out vr 1 a : issue, promulgate b : to recite, describe, or state at

large 2 a : to arrange and present graphically or systematically
b : to mark out (as a design) : lay out the plan of 3 : to begin with
the purpose of achieving : intend, undertake ^ vi : to start out
on a course, a journey, or a career

set.out \'set-,aut\ n 1 a (1) : array, display (2) : arrange-
ment, layout b : buffet, spread c :.turnout 5 2 : party,
entertainment 3 : beginning, outset

set.over \'set-,o-v3r\ n : distance or amount set over
set piece n l : a realistic piece of stage scenery standing by itself

2 : a composition (as in literature) executed in a fixed or ideal form
often with studied artistry and brilliant effect

set point n : a point that decides a tennis set if won by the side
having an advantage in the score

set.screw \'set-,skrij\ n 1 : a screw screwed through one part
tightly upon or into another part to prevent relative movement
2 : a screw for regulating a valve opening or a spring tension

set.tee \se-'ie\ n [alter of settle'^ 1 : a long seat with a back 2 : a
medium-sized sofa with arms and a back

set.ter \'set-3r\ n 1 : one that sets
(brick 5err<?r) 2 : a large bird dog of a
type formerly trained to crouch on finding
game but now to point

set theory n : a branch of mathematics or
of symbolic logic that deals with the nature
and relations of sets

set-ting \"set-iri\ n 1 : the manner, posi-
tion, or direction in which something is

set 2 : the frame or bed in which a gem is

set; also : style of mounting 3 a : background, environment
b : the time and place within which a scene of a play or motion
picture is enacted 4 : the music composed for a poem or other

settee

text 6 : the articles of tableware required for setting a place at
table 6 ; a batch of eggs for incubation

iset.tle \'set-n\ n [ME, place for sitting, seat, chair, fr. OE sell;
akin to OHG sezzal seat, L sella seat, chair, saddle, OE sitian to sit]

: a wooden bench with arms, a high solid back and an enclosed foun-
dation which can be a chest

2set>tle \'set-M\ vb set-tling \'set-lir), -'l-io\ [ME setilen to seat,
bring to rest, come to rest, fr. OE setlan, fr. setl seat] vr 1 : to
place so as to stay 2 a : to establish in residence b : to furnish with
inhabitants 3 a ; to cause to pack down b : to clarify by causing
dregs or impurities to sink 4 : to make quiet or orderly 5 a : to
fix or resolve conclusively (-^ the question) b : to establish or
secure permanently 6 : to arrange in a desired position 7 : to
make or arrange for final disposition of ^ oj an animal : impreg-
nate -- VI 1 : to come to rest 2 a : to sink gradually or to the
bottom b : to become clear by the deposit of sediment or scum
C : to become compact by sinking 3 a : to become fixed, resolved,
or established b : to establish a residence or colony 4 a ; to
become quiet or orderly b ; to take up an ordered or stable Ufe
(marry and '— down) 5 : to adjust differences or accounts
6 oj an animal : conceive syn see decide

set-tle.menl \'set-n-m3nt\ n 1 : the act or process of settling
2 : the sum, estate, or income secured to one by a settlement
3 a ; a place or region newly settled b : a small village 4 : an
institution providing various community services to people in a
crowded part of a city 5 ; an agreement composing differences

set-tier \'set-lar, -']-3r\ n ; one that settles (as a new region)
set.tling \'set-ho, -"l-ioX n : sediment, dregs — usu. used in pi.

set-tlor \'set-l9r, -n-3r\ n : one that makes a settlement or creates a
trust of property

set to vi 1 ; to begin actively and earnestly 2 : to begin fighting
set-lo \'set-(,)tu\ n ; a usu. brief and vigorous contest
set up vr 1 a ; to raise to and place in a high position b : to place
in view : post c : to put forward for acceptance 2 a : to make (a
loud noise) with the voice b : to cause (a condition) to come into
effect (the wind sets up a humming in the wires) 3 a : to make taut
(a slay, hawser) b ; to raise the pitch of (a siring) by tightening
c : to tighten firmly 4 ; to place in power or in office 5 a : to
raise from depression : elate, gratify b : to make proud or vain
6 a : to put foi-ward or extol as a model b : to claim (oneself) to be
{sets himself up as an authority) 7 a : to place upnght : erect
b : to assemble the parts of and erect in position {set up a printing
press) c : to put (a machine) in readiness or adjustment for a tool-
ing operation 8 : to erect (a perpendicular or a figure) on a base in
a drawing 9 a : found, inaugurate b : to put in operation as a
way of living iset up housekeeping) or a means of hvelihood {set up
shop in a new neighborhood) 10 a : to provide with means of
making a Uving b : to bring or restore to normal health and
strength c ; to cause (one) to take on a soldierly or athletic ap-
pearance esp. through drill iset up recruits) 11 : to make carefully
worked out plans for {set up a bank robbery) 12 a : to treat to
(drinks) b : to treat (someone) to something '^ vi 1 ; to come into
active operation or use 2 : to begin business 3 : to make preten-
sions {setting up for a wit)

set-up \'set-,3p\ n 1 a ; carriage of the body; esp : erect and sol-
dierly bearing b : constitution, makeup 2 a : the assembly and
arrangement of the tools and apparatus required for the per-
formance of an operation b : the preparation and adjustment of
machines for an assigned task 3 a : a table setting b : glass, ice,

and mixer served to patrons who supply their own liquor 4 ; a
camera position from which a scene is filmed; also : the footage
taken from one camera position 5 a ; a position of the balls in
bilUards or pool from which it is easy to score b ; a task or contest
purposely made easy c ; something easy to get or accomplish d : a
boxer who engages in a match which he has no chance to win
6a: the mamier in which the elements or components of a ma-
chine, apparatus, or mechanical, electrical, or hydraulic system are
arranged, designed, or assembled b : the patterns within which
political, social, or administrative forces operate : customary or
established practice 7 : project, plan
sev.eu \'sev-3n\ n [ME, fr. seven, adj., fr. OE seojon; akin to OHG
sibun seven, L septum, Gk hepta'[ 1 — see number table 2 ; the
seventh in a set or series (the ^ of hearts) 3 : something having
seven units or members 4 : a score in a dice game made by throw-
ing any combination of numbers that totals seven — seven adj or
pron
Seven against Thebes \-'thebz\ : an expedition undertaken by
seven heroes of Greek legend to help Polynices recover a share in
the kingship of Thebes
seven seas n pi : all the waters or oceans of the world
sev-en-teen_\,sev-3n-'ten\ n {seventeen, adj.. fr. ME sevenlene, fr

OE seojontene; akin to OE tien ten] — see number table — seven-
teen adj or pron ~ sev-en-teenth \-'ten(t)th\ adj — seventeenth
n, pi sev-en-teenths \-'ien(t)s, -'ten(t)ths\
seventeen-year locust n : a cicada (Cicada septendecim) of the
U. S that has in the north a life of seventeen years and in the
south of thirteen years mostly spent underground in the nymphal
condition from which it emerges as an adult and survives oiUy a
few weeks
sev.enth \'sev-3na)th\ n, pi sev-enths \'sev-3n(t)s. -an(tUhs\
1 — see number table 2 a : a musical interval embracing seven
diatomc degrees b : leading tone c : the harmonic combination
of two tones a seventh apart — seventh adj or adv

seventh chord n : a chord comprising a fundamental tone with its

third, fifth, and seventh
sev-enth-day \,sev-3n(tUh-,da\ adj : advocating or practicing
obsei'vance of Saturday as the Sabbath
seventh heaven n l : the highest of the abodes of bliss of the Mus-
lim and cabalist systems 2 : a stateof extreme joy

sev-en.ti-eth \*sev-an-te-3th, -3n-de-\ n — see number table
— seventieth adj

sev-en-ty X'sev-an-te. -de\ n Iseveniv, adj., fr. ME, fr. OE seojontig
short for hundseojomig. fr hundseojoniig, n., group of 70, fr. hund
hundred -f seojon seven + -tig group of ten — more at hundred,
eighty] 1 — see number table 2 pi I the numbers 70 to 7'>; specif
; the years 70 to 79 in a lifetime or century 3 cap : a Mormon
elder ordained for missionary work under the apostles — seventy
adj or pron
sev-en-ty-eight X.sev-an-te-'at. -an-de-X n 1 — see number table

2 : a phonograph record designed to be played at 78 revolutions
per minute — usu. written 78 — seventy-eight adj or pron
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sev.en-ty-five \-'frv\ n l — see number table 2 : a 75 millimeter
gun; esp : the fieldpiece of this caliber used in the armies of France
and of the U.S. in World War I — often written 75
sev-en-up \,sev-3-'n3p\ n : an American variety of all fours in
which a total of seven points is game

sev-er ysev-3r\ vb sev-er-ing \-{3-)rio\ [ME severen, fr. MF
severer, fr. L separare — more at separate] vr : to put or keep apart
; divide; specij ; to part by violence (as by cutting) — vi ; to be-
come separated — syn see separate

sev.er.atoil-i.ty \,sev-(3-)r3-'bU-3t-e\ n ; the quaUty or state of
being severable

sev<er-able \'sev-(3-)r3-b3l\ adj : capable of being severed; esp
: capable of being divided into legally mdependent rights or obUga-
tions <a -^ contract)
lsev.er.al \'sev-(3-)r3l\ adj [ME, fr. AF, fr. ML separalis, fr. L
separ separate, back-formation fr separare to separate] la: sepa-
rate or distinct from others : different (federal union of the -^
states) h (1) : individually owned or controlled : exclusive <a '^
fishery) — compare common (2) : of or relating separately to each
individual involved : severable <a '^ judgment) c : particular,
RESPECTIVE (specialists in their -- fields) 2 a : more than one <—'
pleas) b : more than two but fewer than many (moved ~ inches)
c chiejly dial ; being a great many syn see distinct — sev.er.al>ly
\-e\ adv

^several pron, pi in constr : an indefinite number more than two and
fewer than many ('^ of the guests)

Bev.er*al.ioId \,sev-(3-)r3l-'f6ld\ adj 1 : having several parts or
aspects 2 : being several times as large, as great, or as many as
some understood size, degree, or amount (a '-^ increase) — sev-
erallold adv

sev.er.al-ty \*sev-(a-)r3l-te\ n [ME severalte, fr. AF severalie. fr.

several^ 1 : the quality or state of being several ; distinctness,
separateness 2 a : a sole, separate, and exclusive possession,
dominion, or ownership : one's own right without a joint interest in
any other person (tenants in '--') b : the quality or slate of being
individual or particular 3 a ; land owned in severalty b ; the
quality or state of being held in severalty

sev>er>ance \'sev-(3-)r3n(t)s\ n : the act or process of severing
; the state of being severed

se-vere \sa-'vi(a)r\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L severus] 1 a : strict in
judgment, discipline, or government b ; of a strict or stern bearing
or manner : austere 2 : rigorous in restraint, punishment, or
requirement : stringent, restrictive 3 : strongly critical or con-
demnatory : CENSORIOUS (•^ critic) 4 a : maintaining a scrupu-
lously exacting standard of behavior or self-discipline b : establish-
ing exacting standards of accuracy and integrity in intellectual
processes <~ logician) 6 : sober or restrained in decoration or
manner : plain 6 a : inflicting physical discomfort or hardship
: HARSH (~ winter) b : inflicting pain or distress : grievous (^
wound) 7 ; requiring great effort : arduous (~ test) 8 : of a
great degree : marked, serious (~ economic depression) —
se.vere-ly adv — se.vere.ness n
syn severe, stern, austere, ascetic mean showing or requiring

discipline or restraint, severe implies standards enforced without
indulgence or laxity and may suggest harshness; stern stresses in-

flexibility and inexorability of temper or character; austere stresses
absence of warmth, color, or feeling and may apply to rigorous
restraint, simplicity, or self-denial; ascetic implies abstention from
pleasure and comfort or self-indulgence as spiritual discipline and
may even suggest the courting of what is hard or painful or dis-

agreeable
se.vei-i.ty \s3-'ver-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being severe
Se.vres N'sevr'N n [Sevres, France] ; a fine often elaborately deco-
rated French porcelain
sew \'s6\ vb sewed; sewn \'son\ or sewed; sew-ing [ME sewen,
fr. OE slwian; akin to OHG siuwen to sew, L suere'] vi 1 : to unite
or fasten by stitches made with a flexible thread or filament i'^s
on the button) 2 : to close or enclose by sewing (--' the money in
a bag) — VI : to practice or engage in sewing

sew.age \'sU-ij\ n l^sewer} ; refuse Uquids or waste matter carried
off by sewers
isew.er X'su-sr, 'su(-3)r\ n [ME, fr. AF asseour. lit., seater, fr. OF
asseoir to seat — more at assize] ; a medieval household officer

often of high rank in charge of serving the dishes at table and some-
times of seating and tasting

asew-er \'s5{-a')r\ n : one that sews
Ssew.er \'sU-3r, 'su(-3)r\ n [ME, fr. MF esseweur, seweur. fr.

essewer to drain, fr. (assumed! VL exaquare, fr. L ex- + aqua water
— more at island] : an artificial usu. subterranean conduit to carry
off water and waste matter
sew. er.age \'sii-3-rij, •su(-a)r-ii\ n 1 : sewage 2 : the removal
and disposal of sewage and surface water by sewers 3 : a system
of sewers
seW'ing \'so-Io\ n 1 : the act, method, or occupation of one that
sews 2 : material that has been or is to be sewed
sew up v/ 1 : to restrict completly : confine 2 : to get exclusive use
or control of 3 : to make certain of : assure
isex \'seks\ n [ME, fr. L sexus} 1 : either of two divisions of or-

ganisms distinguished respectively as male or female 2 : the sum of

the structural, functional, and behavioral peculiarities of living

beings that subserve reproduction by two interacting parents and
distinguish males and females 3 a : sexually motivated phenomena
or behavior b : sexual intercourse

2sex vr 1 : to identify the sex of (~ chicks) 2 a : to increase the
sexual appeal of b : to arouse the sexual desires of

sex- or sexi- comb Jorm [L sex — more at six] : six (scxjvalent)

(5c:cpartite)

Sex.a.ges-i.ma \,sek-s»-*jes-3-m3, -*ja-z3-\ n [LL, fr. L, fem. of

sexagesimus sixtieth] : the second Sunday before Lent
Isex.a.ges.i.mal \-'jes-3-m3l\ adj [L sexagesimus sixtieth, irreg. fr.

sex six + -ginia (akin to viginti twenty) — more at vigesimal]
; of, relating to, or based on the number 60 ir^ measurement of

angles) ('^ system of numeration)
^sexagesimal n : a sexagesimal fraction

sex appeal n : personal appeal or physical attractiveness for mem-
bers of the opposite sex

sex chromosome n : a chromosome inherited differently In the two
sexes that is or is held to be concerned directly with the inheritance

of sex and is the seat of factors governing the inheritance of various
sex-linked and sex-limited characters

sex.de.cil.lion \,seks-di-*sil-yan\ n, often atirib [L sedecim,
sexdecim sixteen (fr. sex six + decern ten) -t- E -illion (as In million)~ more at ten] — see number table
sexed \'sekst\ adj 1 : having sex or sexual instincts 2 : having
sex appeal

sex hozmone n : a hormone (as from the gonads or adrenal cortex)
having an effect on the growth or function of the reproductive
organs or on the development of secondary sex characteristics
sex hygiene n : a division of hygiene that deals with sex and sexual
conduct as bearing on the health of the individual and the com-
munity

sex.i.ness \'sek-se-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being sexy
sex-less \'sek-sl3s\ adj : lacking sex : neuter — sex>less>ly adv—
sex'less.ness n

sex-link-age \*sek-,slio-kii\ n : the quality or state of being sex-
linked

sex-linked \*sek-,sUo(k)t\ adj 1 : located in a sex chromosome
and heterozygous in one sex but homozygous in the other <a ~
gene) 2 : mediated by a sex-linked gene (a ~ character)
sex.oLo-gy \sek-'sal-3-je\ n : the study of sex or of the interaction
of the sexes esp. among human beings
sext \'sekst\ n, ojten cap [ME sexie. fr. LL sexta, fr. L, sixth hour
of the day, fr. fem. of sextus sixth, fr. sex six] ; the fourth of the
canonical hours
Sex-tans \'sek-,stanz\ n [NL (gen. Sextantis), lit., sextant] ; a
constellation on the equator south of Leo
sex-tant \'sek-st3nt\ n [NL sextant-, sextans sixth part of a circle,
fr. L, sixth part, fr. sextus sixth] : an instrument for measuring
altitudes of celestial bodies from a moving ship or airplane

sex.tet also sex-tette \sek-'siet\ n [alter of sestei'l 1 : a musical
composition for six instruments or voices 2 I a group or set of six:
as a : the musicians that perform a sextet b : a hockey team

seX'tile \'sek-,stTl, -stalX n [L sextilis sixth, fr. sextus'i ; the aspect
of two heavenly bodies when 60 degrees distant from each other

sex-til.lion \sek-'stil-y3n\ n. ojten attrib [F, irreg. fr. sex- (fr. L
sex) + -illion (asin million)'] — see number table

sex. to \'sek-(,)st6\ n [L sexto, abl of sextus sixth] : siXMO
sex-to-deci-mo \,sek-sta-'des-9-.m6\ n [L, abl. of sextus decimus
sixteenth, fr. sextus sixth + decimus tenth — more at dime] ; six-
teenmo
sex.ton \'sek-stan\ n [ME secresteyn, sexreyn, fr. MF secrestain, fr.

ML sacristanus — more at sacristan ] : a church officer or employee
who takes care of the church property and sometimes rings the bell
for services and digs graves
isex-tu.ple \sek-'st(y)up-3l, -'stap-; 'sek-stapA adj [prob. fr. ML
sextuplus, fr. L sextus sixth + -plus multiplied by — more at double]
1 : having six units or members 2 : being six times as great or as
many 3 : marked by six beats per measure <— meter) — sextuple n
^sextuple vb sex.tu.pling \-(3-ilio\ vi : to make six times as much
or as many — vi : to become six times as much or as numerous

seX'tu.plet \sek-'st3p-l3t, -'st{y)up-; 'sek-sttyigp-X n 1 : a combina-
tion of six of a kind 2 : one of six offspring bom at one birth
3 : a group of six equal musical notes performed in the time
ordinarily given to four of the same value
isex.tu.pli-cate \sek-'st(y)u-pli-kat\ adj [blend of sextuple and
•plicate (as in duplicate) ] 1 : repeated six times 2 : SIXTH (file the
'^ copy) — sextuplicate n

asex-tu-pli-cate \-pl3-,kat\ vt 1 ; sextltple 2 : to provide In
sextupiicate

seX'U.al \'seksh-(a-lwal, 'sek-shal\ adj [LL sexualis, fr. L sexus
sex] 1 : of, relating to, or associated with sex or the sexes (-«
differentiation) (--' conflict) 2 : having or involving sex ('-^ re-
production) (~ spores) — sex-u-al-ly \'seksh-(3-)ws-le, 'seksh-
(3-)le\ adv

sexual generation n : the generation of an organism with alterna-
tion of generations that reproduces sexually

sexual intercourse n : sexual cormection esp, between humans
sex-u.al.i-ty \,sek-sh3-'wal-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
sexual: a ; the condition of having sex b : sexual activity or
interest esp. when excessive

sexual relations n pi : corrus
sexy \'sek-se\ adj ; sexually suggestive or stimulating : erotic
Ster.ics \'sfi(3)r-iks, 'sfer-\ n pi [by shortening & alteration]
1 : atmospherics 2 sing in constr i an electronic detector of storms
islor-zan.do \sf6rt-'san-(,)do\ adj [it, verbal of sjorzare to force]
; accented — used as a direction in music

2sforzando n : an accented tone or chord
sgral-Ii-to \zgra-'fe-(,)to, skra-\ n, pi sgraf.fl-tl \-(.)te\ [It, fr.

pp. of sgrajjire to scratch, produce sgraffito] 1 ; decoration pro-
duced by scratching through a surface layer (as of plaster or glazing)
to reveal a different colored ground 2 : pottery or ware decorated
with sgraffito

Sh \sh ojten prolonged\ interj — used often in prolonged or re-

duplicated form to enjoin silence

Sha'.ban \sh3-'ban\ n [ Ar sha'bdn} : the 8th month of the Muham-
madan year
Shab-bat Xsha-'bat, 'shab-3s\ n, pi Shab.ba-tim \sh3-'bat-9m,
-'b6-s3m\ [Heb shabbath} ; the Jewish Sabbath

Shab-bi.ly \'shab-3-le\ adv : in a shabby manner
shab.bi.ness \'shab-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being shabby
Shab'by \'shab-e\ adj [obs. E shab (a low feUowl] 1 a : threadbare
and faded from wear b : ill kept : dilapidated 2 : clothed with
worn or seedy garments 3 a ; mean, despicable b : ungenerous,
unfair c : inferior in quaUty : slovenly
Sha.bu.Oth \sh3-'vii-,6t(h), -,os, -ss\ n [Heb shabhu'oth'\ : a
Jewish hohday observed on the 6th and 7th of Sivan in commemora-
tion of the revelation of the Law at Mt. Sinai and of a wheat festival

held in biblical times
ishacb \'shak\ n [prob. back-formation fr. E dial, shackly (rickety)]

1 : HUT, shanty 2 : a room or similar enclosed structure for a
particular person or use
2shack vi : live, stay — often used with up
ishack.le \'shak-3l\ n [ME schakel, fr OE sceacul; akin to ON
skbkull pole of a cart] 1 a : something (as a manacle or fetter) that

au out; cb chin; e less; S easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

11 loot; U foot; r yet; yli few; yu furious; Zh vision
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confines the legs or arms b ; a hobble for a horse 2 : something
that checks or prevents free action as if by fetters — usu. used in pi.

3 : any of various devices for making something fast (as a clevis)

4 : a length of cable or anchor chain usu, 15 feet

ashackle vt shack-ling \-0-)lii3\ 1 a : to bind with shackles
: FETTER b ; to make fast with a shackle 2 : to deprive of freedom
esp. of action by means of restrictions or handicaps ; impede syn
see HAMPER — shackOer \-(9-)lar\ n
shack-le'bone \'shak-3l-,b6n\ n, Scot : wrist
shad \'shad\ n, pi shad [(assumed) ME, fr. OE sceadd; akin to L
scatere to bubble] : any of several clupeid fishes (genus Alosa) that
differ from the typical herrings in having a relatively deep body and
in being anadromous and that are extremely important food fishes
of Europe and No. America

Shad'ber^iy \-,ber7e\ n 1 : the fruit of the Juneberry 2 ; june-
BERRY

shad.blow \'shad-,blo\ n : juneberry
shad'bush \-,bush\ n : juneberry
Shad'dock \'shad-3k\ n [Captain Shaddock, 17th cent. E ship com-
mander] : a very large thick-rinded usu. pear-shaped citrus fruit

differing from the closely related grapefruit esp. in its loose rind and
often coarse dry pulp; also I the tree {Citrus grandis) that bears it

ishade \'shad\ n [ME, fr. OE sceadu; akin to OHG scaio shadow,
Gk skotos darkness] 1 a ; comparative darkness or obscurity owing
to interception of the rays of light b : relative obscurity or retire-

ment 2a: shelter (as by foliage) from the heal and glare of sun-
Ught b : a place sheltered from the sun c ; a secluded retreat

3 : an evanescent or unreal appearance 4 p/ a : the shadows that
gather as darkness comes on b : netherworld, hades 5 : a
disembodied spirit : ghost 6 : something that intercepts or shelters
from light, sun, or heat; as a : a device partially covering a lamp so
as to reduce glare b : a flexible screen for regulating the light or the
view through a window 7 a : the reproduction of the effect of
shade in painting or drawing b ; a subdued or somber feature
8 a ; a color produced by a pigment or dye mixture having some
black in it b : a color slightly different from the one under con-
sideration 9 a : a minute difference or variation ; nuance b : a
minute degree or quantity 10 : a facial expression of sadness or
displeasure syn see color — shade-less \-las\ adj
2shade vt l a : to shelter or screen by intercepting radiated light or
heat b ; to cover with a shade 2 : to hide partly by or as if by a
shadow 3 : to darken with or as if with a shadow 4 : to cast into
the shade : ob-scure 5 a : to represent the effect of shade or
shadow on b : to add shading to c : to color so that the shades
pass gradually from one to another 6 : to change by gradual
transition or qualification 7 l to reduce sUghtly (as a price) '^ vi

1 : to pass by slight changes or imperceptible degrees into something
else 2 : to undergo or exhibit minute difference oi variation —
shad*er n _ _

5liad*i*ly \'shad-^l-e\ adv : In a shady manner
shad'i'iiess yshad-e-nasX n : the quality or state of being shady
5had*ing \'shad-io\ n : the filling up within outlines that represents
the effect of more or less darkness in a picture or drawing
iShad.OW \'shad-(,)6, -3(-w)\ n [ME shadwe, fr. OE sceaduw-,
sceadu shade, shadow] 1 : shade within defined bounds 2 : a
reflected image 3 3 shelter from danger or observation 4 a : an
Imperfect and faint representation b : an imitation of something
; COPY 5 ; the image made by an obscured space on a surface that
cuts across it usu. representing in silhouette the form of the inter-
posed body 6 : phantom 7 p/: darkness 8 : a shaded or darker
portion of a picture 9 ; an attenuated form or a vestigial remnant
10 a : an inseparable companion or follower b : one that shadows
as a spy or detective 11 : a small degree or portion : trace
12 ; influence casting a spell, gloom, or unhappiness 13 a : an
area within or held to be within the shadow cast by an object
; vicinity b ; pervasive and dominant influence — shad*ow*less
\'shad-6-l3s, -slasX adj — shad>ow-llke \-,lTk\ adj
^shadow vt 1 archaic : shelter, protect 2 : to cast a shadow upon
3 obs : to shelter from the sun 4 obs : conceal 5 : to represent or
indicate obscurely or faintly — often used with jorth or out 6 : to
follow esp. secretly : trail 7 archaic : shade 5 ~ vt 1 : to shade
off 2 : to become overcast with or as if with shadows — shad-
owier \-3-w3r\ n
^shadow adj 1 ; having form without substance <~ government)
2 a : having an indistinct pattern {^ plaid) b : having darker
sections of design <--' lace)
shadow box n : a shallow enclosing case usu. with a glass front in
which something is set for protection and display
shad<ow>box \'shad' 5-,baks, -3-,baks\ vi : to box with an imaginary
opponent esp. as a form of training — shad-ow>boX'ing \-,bak-
sio\ "
shadow cabinet n : a group of leaders of a parliamentary opposition
who constitute the probable membership of the cabinet when their
party is returned to power
Shadow dance n : a dance shown by throwing the shadows of in-
visible dancers on a screen
shad'OW.graph \'shad-6-,graf, -3-,graf\ n 1 : shadow play 2 ; a
photographic image resembling a shadow
shadow play n : a. drama exhibited by throwing shadows of puppets
or actors on a screen
Shad.owy \'shad-3-we\ adj 1 a : of the nature of or resembling a
shadow : unsubstantial b : indistinct, vague 2 ; being in or
obscured by shadow 3 : shady 1

Shady \'shad-e\ adj 1 : producing or affording shade 2 : sheltered
from the suns rays 3 a : of questionable merit b : disreputable
iShalt \'shaft\ n [ME, fr. OE sceajt; akin to OHG scajt shaft, L
scapus shaft, stalk, Gk skeplron staff, L capo capon — more at
capon] 1 a (1) : the long handle of a spear or similar weapon
(2) : spear, lance b or pi shaves \'shavz\ : pole; specij : either of
two long pieces of wood between which a horse is hitched to a ve-
hicle c (1) : an arrow esp. for a longbow (2) ; the body or stem of
an arrow extending from the nock to the head 2 : a sharply de-
lineated beam shining through an opening 3 : something suggestive
of the shaft of a spear or arrow esp. in long slender cylindrical form:
as a : the trunk of a tree b : the cylindrical pillar between the
capital and the base c : the handle or helve of any of various tools
or instruments d : a commonly cylindrical bar used to support
rotating pieces or to transmit power or motion by rotation e : the
stem or midrib of a feather f : the upright member of a cross esp.
below the arms g : a small architectural column h : a colunm,
obelisk, or other spire-shaped or columnar monument 1 ; a vertical

or incUned opening of uniform and limited cross section made for
finding or mining ore, raising water, or ventilating underground
workings (as in a cave) j : a vertical opening or passage through
the floors of a building 4 a : a projectile thrown like a spear or
shot like an arrow b : a scornful, satirical, or pithily cridcal remark
2shalt vt : to fit with a shaft
shalt-ing X'shaf-doX n : shafts or material for shafts
'Shag \'shag\ n [(assumed) ME shagge, fr. OE sceacga; akin to ON
skegg beard, OSlav skoku leap] 1 a : a shaggy tangled mass or
covering b : long coarse or matted fiber or nap 2 : a strong coarse
tobacco cut into fine shreds 3 : cormorant
2shag adj : shaggy
3shag vb shagged; shag»ging vi : to fall or hang in shaggy masses
-^ vr ; to make rough or shaggy
4shag vt shagged; shag-ging [origin unknown] 1 ; to chase after
(as a ball) 2 : to chase away

sshag vi [perh. alter, of shack (to lumber along)] 1 ; to move or
lope along 2 : to dance the shag
6shag n : a dance step consisting of a lively hopping on each foot in
turn
Shag-bark \'shag-,bark\ n : a hickory {Carya ovata) with a gray
shaggy outer bark that peels off in long strips and sweet edible nuts;
also : its wood

Shag-gi.ly \'shag-9-le\ adv : in a shaggy manner
shag.gi-ness \'shag-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being shaggy
shag.gy \'shag-e\ adj 1 a ; covered with or consisting of long,
coarse, or matted hair b : covered with or consisung of thick,
tangled, or unkempt vegetation c ; having a rough nap, texture, or
surface d : having hairlike processes 2a: unkempt b : rude,
unpolished c : confused
shag.gy-dog story \,shag-e-'d6g-\ n 1 a : a long-drawn-out
circumstantial story concerning an inconsequential happening that
impresses the teUer as humorous but the hearer as tiresome and
pointless b : a similar humorous story whose humor hes in the
pointlessness or irrelevance of the punch line 2 : a humorous
anecdote involving a talking animal (as a horse or dog)
Shag.gy.mane \'shag-e-,man\ n : a common edible mushroom
(Coprinus comatus) having an elongated shaggy white pileus and
black spores — called also shaggy cap
sha.green \sha-'gren, sh3-\ n [by folk etymology fr. F chagrin, fr.

Turk sagri} 1 : an untanned leather covered with small roimd
granulations and usu. dyed green 2 : the rough skin of various
sharks and rays when covered with small close-set tubercles —
shagreen adj
shah \'sha, 'sh6\ n, ojten cap [Per shah king — more at check]

: the sovereign of Iran — sbah'dom \'shad-3m, 'sh6d-3m\ n
Sha-hap'ti-an \sh3-'hap-te-3n\ n, pi Shahaptian or Shahaptians
1 : a member of an Indian people of a large territory along the
Columbia river and its tributaries 2 : the language of the Sha-
haptian people including Nez Perce and Ya.kima

Shai>tan \sha-'tan, shT-\ n [Ar shaytdn} t an evil spirit; specij ; cue
of the rebellious jinn that lead men astray

shak-able or shake-able \*sha-k3-b3l\ adj : capable of being shaken
ishake \'shak\ vb shook \'shuk\ shak^en \'sha-k3n\ shak-ing
[ME shaken, fr, OE sceacan: akin to ON skaka to shake, Skt
khajati he agitates] vi 1 : to move irregularly to and fro : quiver
2 : to vibrate esp. as the result of a blow or shock 3 : to tremble as
a result of physical or emotional disturbance 4 : to experience a
state of instability : totter 5 : to clasp hands 6 : trill — v^

1 ; to brandish, wave, or flourish often in a threatening manner
2 ; to cause to move in a quick jerky manner 3 ; to cause to quake,
quiver, or tremble 4 : to free oneself from <'--' a habit) ('^ off a
cold) 5 : to cause to waver ; weaken <~ one's faith) 6 : to bring
to a specified condition by repeated quick jerky movements 7 : to
dislodge or eject by quick jerky movements of the support or con-
tainer 8 : to clasp (hands) in greeting or farewell or as a sign of
goodwill or agreement 9 ; to stir the feelings of : upset {shook her
up) 10 : trill
syn SHAKE, agitate, rock, convulse mean to move up and down

or to and fro with some violence, shake often carries a further im-
plication of a particular purpose; agitate suggests a violent and
somewhat prolonged tossing or sdrring; rock suggests a swinging
or swaying motion resulting from violent impact or upheaval;
CONVULSE suggests a violent pulling or wrenching as of a body in a
paroxysm— shake a leg 1 : dance 2 : to hurry up
2shake « l : an act of shaking: as a : an act of shaking hands
b : an act of shaking oneself 2 a : a blow or shock that upsets the

equilibrium or disturbs the balance of something b : earthquake
3 pi a t a condition of trembling (as from chill) b : mal\rja 2a
4 : something produced by shaking: as a ; a fissure separating
annual rings of growth in timber b : a fissure in strata c : milk
SHAKE 5 : a wavering, quivering, or alternating motion caused by a
blow or shock 6 : trill 7 : a very brief period of time 8 pi : one
of importance or ability (no great --5) 9 ; a shingle spht from a

piece of log usu. three or four feet long 10 : ^deal 2 <a fair ~)
shake down vi la: to take up temporary quarters b : to occupy
an improvised or makeshift bed 2 a : to become accustomed esp. to

new surroundings or duties b : to settle down '— vr 1 : to obtain
money from in a dishonest or illegal manner 2 : to make a thorough
search of 3 : to bring about a reduction of 4 : to test on a shake-
down cruise

ishake-down \'shak-,daun\ n 1 : an improvised bed (as made up
on the floor) 2 : a boisterous dance 3 : an act or
instance of shaking someone down; esp : extortion
4 : a thorough search 5 : a process or period of ad-
justment
^shakedown adj : designed to test a new ship or air-

plane under operating conditions and to familiarize the

crew with it (-^ cruise)

shake-out \'sha-.kaut\ n : a moderate stock market
or business recession usu. corrective of an inflationary
condition

Shak*er \'sha-kar\ n 1 : one that shakes; esp : any of

various utensils or machines used in shaking (pepper '--')

(cocktail '^) 2 cap : a member of a millenarian sect

originating In England in 1747 and practicing celibacy

and an ascetic communal life — Shaker adj — Shak-
er-ism \-k3-,riz-3m\ n
iSliake>speaT<ean or Shake>spear>lan also SUak-
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sper.ean or Shak-sper-ian \shak-'spir-e-3n\ ad] : of. relating to
or having the characteristics of Shakespeare or his writings

^Shakespearean or Shakespearian also Shaksperean or Shak-
sperian n : an authority on or devotee of Shakespeare
Shake.spear-eana or Shake.spear-iana \.shak-.spir-e-'an-3,
-'an-3, -'a-n3\ /I/)/ : collected items by, about, or relating to Shake-
speare
Shakespearean sonnet n : engush sonnet
shake up vr 1 obs : chide, scold 2 : to jar by or as if by a physical
shock (collision shook up both drivers) 3 : to effect an extensive
and often drastic reorganization of
shake-up \'sha-.k3p\ n : an act or instance of shaking up- specif
1 an extensiveand often drastic reorganization

Shak'i'ly \'sha-ka-le\ adv : in a shaky manner
Shak.i.ness \-ke-n3s\ n : the quahty or state of being shaky
shaking palsy n : paralysis agitans
sha.ko \'shak-C.)6, 'shak-, 'shak-X n, pi shakos or shakoes [F, fr.
Hung csakol ; a stiff miUtary cap with a high crown and plume

Shak.ta \'s(h)ak-t3\ n or adj [Skt sdkta, fr. ^akli'\ ; shaktist
Shak-ti \-te\ n [Skt Sakti'i : the dynamic energy of a Hindu god
personified as his female consort
Shak^tism \-,tiz-3m\ n : a Hindu sect worshiping Shakti under var-
ious names (as Kah, Durga) in a mother cult of devotion and a
tantric cultwith magical orgiastic rites — Shak-tist \-tast\ n or adj
Shaky \'sha-ke\ adj 1 ; characterized by shakes <~ timber)
2 a : lacking stabihty b : lacking in firmness c : lacking in au-
thority or reliability : questionable 3 a : somewhat unsound In
health b : characterized by shaking ; trembling 4 : easily shaken
: RICKETY

Shale \'shaC3)l\ n [ME, shell, scale, fr. OE scealu — more at shell]
; a fissile rock that is formed by the consolidation of clay, mud, or
silt, has a finely stratified or laminated structure, and is composed of
minerals essentially unaltered since deposition

Shall \sh3l, (')shal\ vb, past should \sh3d, (')shud\ pres sing & pi
Shall [ME shal (1st & 3d sing. pres. indie), fr. OE sceal; akin toOHG seal (1st & 3d sing. pres. indie.) ought to, must, Lith skola
debt] verbal auxiliary 1 archaic a : will have to : must b : will be
able to : can 2 a — used to express a command or exhortation
<you -^ go) b — used in laws, regulations, or directives to express
what is mandatory (it ~ be unlawful to carry firearms) 3 a —
used to express what is inevitable or likely to happen in the future
<we ~ have to be ready) (we ~ see) b — used to express simple fu-
turity (when '^ we expect you) 4 — used to express determination
(they -- not pass) -^ vi ; will go (he to England ^ along with
you —Shak.)
ShaMoon \sh9-'lun, sha-\ n [C/ia/o/w-sur-Mame, France] : a
lightweight twilled fabric of wool or worsted used chiefly for linings
of coats and uniforms
Shal.lop \'sha]-ap\ n [MF chaloupel 1 : a usu. two-masted ship
with lugsails 2 : a small open boat propelled by oars or sails and
used chiefly in shallow waters

Shal.lot \sh3-'lat\ n [modif. of F echalote, deriv. of (assumed) VL
escalonia — more at scallion] 1 : a bulbous perennial herb
(Allium ascalonicum) that resembles an onion and produces small
clustered bulbs used in seasoning 2 : green onion
iShal-lOW \'shal-(.)o, -a(-w)\ adj [ME schalowe-\ 1 : having little

depth 2 i_ lackingintellectual depth syn see superhcial — shal-
low.ly \-o-le, -3-le\ adv— shaMowness n
^shallow vt X to make shallow ~ vi ; to become shallow
sshallow n : a shallow place or area in a body of water — usu. used
in pi. but sing, or pi. in constr.
Sha<lom \sha-'lom\ inter] [Heb shalom peace] — used as a greeting
and farewell
Sha^lom alei-chem \,sh6-b-m3-'la-k3m\ inter] [Heb shdlom
'alekhem peace unto you] — used as a traditional greeting

Shalt \sh3lt, (')shalt\ archaic pres 2d sing oj shall
isham \'sham\ n [perh. fr. E dial, sham shame, alter, of E shame"]
1 : a trick that deludes : hoax 2 : cheap falseness : hypocrisy
3 : a decorative piece of cloth made to simulate an article of per-
sonal or household linen and used in place of or over it 4 : an
imitation or counterfeit purporting to be genuine 5 ; a person
who shams syn see imposture
2sham vb shammed; sham>ming vt l archaic : trick, deceive
2 : to go through the external motions necessary to counterfeit -^
vj : to act intentionally so as to give a false impression ; feign
syn see assume
3sham adj : false: as a : feigned, pretended (^ battle) b : that
shams or is made or used as a sham ('-« jewelry)
Sha^man \'sham-3n, 'sha-manX n [Russ or Tungus; Russ, fr. Tungus
Saman] : a priest who uses magic to cure the sick, to divine the
hidden, and to control events
Sha<man<lsm \-,iz-sm\ n : a religion of the Ural-Altaic peoples of
northern Asia and Europe characterized by belief in an unseen
world of gods, demons, and ancestral spirits responsive only to the
shamans; also : any similar religion — sha*man*ist \-3st\ n —
Sha>man>is>tiC \,sham-3n-'is-tik, ,sha-m3n-\ adj
sham.ble \'sham-b5l\ vi sham«bling \-b(3-)lio\ [shamble
(bowed, malformed)] : to walk awkwardly with dragging feet

: shuffle — shamble n
Sham-bles \'sham-bolz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [shamble (meat
market) & obs. E shamble (table for exhibition of meat for sale)]
1 archaic '. a meat market 2 : slaughterhouse 2 3 a : a place of
mass slaughter or bloodshed b : a scene or a state of great destruc-
tion or great disorder

Sham>bling adj : characterized by slow awkward movement
iShame \'sham\ n [ME, fr, OE scamu: akin to OHG scama shame]
1 a ; a painful emotion caused by consciousness of guilt, short-
coming, or impropriety b : the susceptibility to such emotion
2 : DISHONOR, disgrace 3 a : something that brings strong regret,

censure, or reproach b : a cause of feeling shame syn see disgrace
2sliame vt 1 ; to bring shame to : disgrace 2 : to put to shame
by outdoing 3 : to cause to feel shame 4 : to force by causing to

feel guilty {shamed into confessing)
Shame-Iaced \'sham-'fast\ adj [alter, of shamejasf] 1 : showing
modesty : bashful 2 : showing shame : ashamed — shame-faced-
ly \-'fa-s9d-le, -'fast-le\ adv — shame-faced-ness X-'fa-sad-nas.

-'fas(t)-nas\ n i

shame.fast \'sham-.fast\ ad] [ME, fr. OE scamjsst, fr. scamu +
fxst fixed, fast^archaic t shamefaced
shame.ful \'sham-f3l\ adj la: bringing shame : disgraceful
b : arousing the feeling of shame : indecent 2 archaic : full of
the teelmg of shame : ashamed — shame-fuMv \-f3-le\ adv —
shame-ful-ness n
shameless \'sham-Ias\ adj 1 , ,

2 ; showing lack of shame : disgraceful -
shame-less-ness n
Sham.mer \'sham-3r\ n : one that shams
shwn.mes \'sham-3s\ n, pi sham-mo-sim or sham-ma-shim
\sha- mo-s3m\ [Yiddish shames, fr. MHeb shammdshi 1 : the
sexton of a synagogue 2 : the candle or taper used to light the
other candles in a Hanukkah menorah
sham.my \'sham-e\ var oj chamois
isham.poo \sham-'pU\ vt [Hindi capo, Imper. of cSpna to press,
shampoo] 1 archaic : massage 2 a : to wash (as the hair) with
soap and water or with a special preparation b ; to wash the hair
of — sbam>poo-er n
^shampoo n 1 : an act or instance of shampooing 2 : a prepara-
tion used in shampooing
Sham.rock \'sham-,rak\ n [IrGael seamrogl : a
trifoholate leguminous plant used as a floral
emblem by the Irish: as a : a yellow-flowered
clover {Trijolium dubium) often regarded as the
true shamrock b ; a wood sorrel (Oxalis aceto-
sella) c : WHITE dutch clover d : a yellows
flowered medic (Medicago lupulina) with black
pods
Sha<mus \'sham-3s, 'sha-m3s\ n [prob. fr. Yid-
dish shames sexton of a synagogue; prob. fr. a snararocks: l

jocular comparison of the duties of a sexton and wood sorrel, 2
those of a store detective] 1 slang ; policeman white Dutch
2 slang : a private detective clover, 3 black
Shan X'shan. 'shan\ n, pi Shan or Shans 1 a : a medic
group of Mongoloid peoples of southeastern Asia b : a member of
any of these peoples 2_: the Thai language of the Shan
Shan.dry.dan \'shan-dre-,dan\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a chaise
with a hood 2 : a rickety vehicle

shan-dy.gaff \'shan-de-,gaf\ or Shandy n [origin unknown] : a
drink consisting of beer and ginger beer or ginger ale
shang»hai \shai3-'hT\ vt shang-haied; shang-hai.ing [Shanghai,
China; fr. the formerly widespread use of this method to secure
saUors for voyages to the Orient] 1 : to drug, intoxicate, or make
insensible and put aboard a ship esp. as a sailor 2 ; to bring by
deceit or coercion — shang>hai>er \-'hi(-3)r\ n
Shan.gri-la \,shao-gri-'la\ n [Shangri-La, imagmary land
depicted in the novel Lost Horizon by James Hilton] 1 : a remote
beautiful imaginary place where life approaches perfection : in"OPiA
2 : a remote usu. idyllic hideaway
Shank \*shaQk\ n [ME shanke, fr. OE scanca; akin to ON skakkr
crooked, Gk skazein to limp] 1 a : the part of the leg between
the knee and the ankle in man or the corresponding part in various
other vertebrates b : leg c : a cut of beef, veal, mutton, or lamb
from the upper or the lower part of the leg : shin 2 : a straight
narrow usu. essential part of an object: as a : the straight part of
a nail or pin b : a straight part of a plant : stem, stalk C : the
part of an anchor between the ring and the crown d : the part
of a fishhook between the eye and the bend e : the part of a key
between the handle and the bit I : the stem of a tobacco pipe or the
part between the stem and the bowl g : tang 1 h (1) : the nar-
row part of the sole of a shoe beneath the instep (2) : shankpiece
3 : a part of an object by which it can be attached: as a (1) : a
projection on the back of a solid button (2) : a short bar of
thread that holds a sewn button away from the cloth b : the
projecting part of a knob handle that contains the spindle socket
C : the end (as of a drill) that is gripped in a chuck 4 : body 7
5 a : the latter part of a period of time b : the early or main part
of a period of time

Shank'Piece \-.pes\ n : a support for the arch of the foot inserted
in the shank of a shoe

Shan't \C)shant, (')shant\ ; shall not
shantey or shanty var o] chantey
shan.tung \shan-*t3o\ n [Shantung, China] : a fabric In plain
weave having a slightly irregular surface
Shan<ty \'shant-e\ n [CanF chamier, fr. F, gantry, fr. L cantherius
trellis] ; a small crudely built dwelling or shelter usu. of wood
Shan>ty<man \-msn, -,mau\ n : one (as a logger) who Uves in a
shanty
Shan*ty»town \-,taiin\ n : a town or section of a town consisting
mostly of shanties

shap.able or shape-able \'sha-p3-b3l\ ad] l : capable of being
shaped 2 : shapely

1 Shape \'shap\ vb [ME shapen, alter, of OE scieppan; akin to OHG
skepjen to shape] vt 1 i form, create; esp ; to give a particular
form or shape to 2 obs ; ordain, decree 3 : to cut out and
fashion (as a garment) by a pattern 4 a : devise, plan b : to
embody in definite form {shaping a folktale into an epic) 5 a ; to
make fit for ; adapt b ; to determine or direct the course of (as
life) ~ vi 1 : HAPPEN, befall 2 : to take on or approach a
mature form — often used with up syn see make — shap-er n
2shape n 1 a : the visible makeup characteristic of a particular
item or kind of item b (1) : spatial form (2) : a standard or
universally recognized spatial form 2 : the appearance of the
body as distinguished from that of the face : figure 3 a : phan-
tom, APPARITION b : as.sumed appearance : guise 4 : form of
embodiment 5 : a mode of existence or form of being having
identifying features 6 : something having a particular form
7 : the condition in which someone or something exists at a
particular time (in excellent r^ for his age) syn see form — shaped
\,shapt\ ad]

shape-less \'sha-pl3s\ adj 1 : having no definite shape 2a; de-
prived of usual or normal shape : misshapen b : not shapely —
shape>Iess>ly adv — shape-less-ness n

shape>li>ness \'sha-ple-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being
shapely

Shape>ly \*sha-ple\ adj ; having a regular or pleasing shape
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Shap-en \'sha-p3n\ adj : fashioned in or provided with a definite
shape — usu. used in combination <an iM-shapen body)
Shape note n : one of a system of seven notes showing the musical
scale degree bythe shape of the note head
shape-up \'sha-,p3p\ n : a system of hiring longshoremen by
the day or shift by having applicants gather usu. in a semicircle for
selection by a union-appointed hiring boss
shard \'shard\ also sherd \'sh3rd\ n [ME, fr. OE sceard; akin
to OE scieran to cut — more at shear] 1 a : a piece or fragment
of a brittle substance; broadly ; a small piece h : shell, scale;
esp : ELYTRON 2 USU sherd ; fragments of pottery vessels found on
sites and in refuse deposits where pottery-making peoples have
lived
ishare \'she(9)r, 'sha(3>r\ n [ME, fr. OE scearu cutting, tonsure;
akin to OE scieran to cut — more at shear] 1 a : a portion belong-
ing to, due to, or contributed by an individual b : one's full or
fair portion 2 a : the part allotted or belonging to one of a
number owning together property or interest b : any of the equal
portions into which property or invested capital is divided; specif
: any of the equal interests or rights into which the entire capital
stock of a corporation is divided and ownership of which is

regularly evidenced by one or more certificates c pi, chiejly Brit
: STOCK 6b (1)

2share vt 1 : to divide and distribute in shares : apportion — usu.
used with out or with 2 I to partake of, use, experience, or enjoy
with others 3 : to grant or give a share in -^ vi 1 : to have a
share — used with in 2 : to apportion and take shares of some-
thing
syn share, participate, partake mean to have, get, use in com-
mon with another or others, share implies that one as the original
holder grants to another the partial use, enjoyment, or possession
of a thing though it may merely imply a mutual use or possession;
participate implies a having or taking part in an undertaking,
activity, or discussion; partake implies accepting or acquiring a
share esp. of food or drink
3share n [ME schare, fr. OE scear; akin to OHG scaro plowshare,
OE scieran to cut] : plowshare

Share>crop \-,krap\ vb [back-formation fr. sharecropper] vi : to
farm as a sharecropper ~ vr : to farm (land) or produce (a crop)
as a sharecropper

sliare-crop-per \-,krap-ar\ n : a tenant farmer esp. in the southern
U.S. who is provided with credit for seed, tools, living quarters,
and food, works the land, and receives an agreed share of the
value of the crop minus charges

Share-hold-er \-,hol-d3r\ n : one that holds or owns a share in a
joint fund or property; esp : stockholder
sharker \'sher~3r, 'shar-\ n ; one that shares
sha-rif \sh3-'ref\ n [Ar sharlj, lit., illustrious] ; a descendant of
the prophet Muhammad through his daughter Fatima; broadly
: one of noble ancestry or religious preeminence in Islam — sha-
ril-ian \-'re-fe-9n\ adj
ishark \'shark\ n [origin unknown] : any of numerous mostly
marine elasmobranch fishes of medium to large size that have a
fusiform body, lateral gill clefts, and a tough usu. dull gray skin
roughened by minute tubercles, are typically active, voracious, and
rapacious predators, and are of economic importance esp. for
their large livers which are a source of oil and for their iiides from
which leather is made
2Shark n [prob. modif. of G schurke scoundrel] 1 : a rapacious
crafty person who preys upon others through usury, extortion, or
trickery 2 : one who excels greatly esp. in a particular field

sshark vt. archaic : to get by playing the shark ~ vi 1 ; to play
the shark 2 : to live by shifts and stratagems
Shark'Skin \-,skin\ n 1 : the hide of a shark or leather made from
it 2 a : a smooth durable woolen or worsted suiting in twill or
basket weave with small woven designs bra smooth crisp fabric
with a dull finish made usu. of rayon in basket weave
'sharp \'sharp\ adj [ME, fr. OE scearp: akin to OE scieran to cut— more ai shear] 1 : adapted to cutting or piercing: as a : hav-
ing a thin keen edge or fine point b : briskly or sharply cold
: NIPPING c : composed of hard angular particles ; GRirrY
2 a : keen in intellect : otncK-wnrED b ; keen in perception
: ACUTE c : keen in attention : vigilant d : keen in attention to
one's own interest sometimes to the point of being unethical <a
-^ trader) 3 : keen in spirit or action: as a : eager, brisk
b : capable of acting or reacting strongly; esp : caustic 4: severe,
harsh: as a : inclined to or marked by irritability or anger
b : causing intense mental or physical distress c : cutting in
language or import 5 I affecting the senses or sense organs
intensely: as a (U : having a strong odor or flavor <~ cheese)
(2) : acrid b : having a strong piercing sound c : having the
effect of or involving a sudden brilliant display of light 6a: ter-
minating in a point or edge <'^ features) b : involving an abrupt
change in direction <a '^ turn) c : clear in outline or detail
: distinct d : set forth with clarity and distinctness <~ contrast)
7 a o/ a lone : raised a half step in pitch b : higher than the
proper pitch c : major, augmented — used of an interval in
music a : having a sharp in the signature <key of F •^> 8 : stylish,
dressy — sharp-ly adv — sharp.ness n
syn KEEN, ACUTE: SHARP applies to things with an edge or point

making cutting or piercing easy; applied to persons it implies quick
perception or analysis, clever resourcefulness, or questionable
trickiness; keen applies esp. to a very sharp edge or may suggest
a poignant, a zestful, or a bracing quality; acute stresses a power
to penetrate and may apply to the senses or to mental faculties
such as logical discrimination

2sharp vr : to raise (as a musical tone) in pitch; esp : to raise in
pitch by a half step — vi : to sing or play above the proper pitch
3sharp adv 1 : in a sharp manner ; sharply 2 : precisely,
exactly <4 o'clock '^)

*sharp n : one that is sharp: as a : a sharp edge or point b (I) ; a
musical note or tone one half step higher than a note or tone
named (2) : a character i* on a line or space of the musical staff
indicatmg a pitch a half step higher than the degree would in-
dicate without it c ; a long sewing needle with sharp point d : a
real or self-styled expert; also : sharper
shaip.en \"shar-p3n\ vb sharp.en.ing \'sharp-(3-)niQ\ vt : to
make sharp or sharper '^ vi ; to grow or become sharp or sharper— sharp.en.er \'sharp-(3>— * -

sharp.er \'shar-par\ n ; ci
ster

jr\n
t, swindler; esp : a cheating game-

; a long narrow shal-

sharpie

; a good

; mentally

Sharp-eyed \'shar-'pTd\ adj : having keen sight; also : keen In
observing or penetrating
sharp-fanged \"sharp-'far|d\ adj ; having sharp teeth; also

: SARCASTIC
sharp-freeze \-'frez\ vt : qihck-freeze
sharp.ie or sharpy \"shar-pe\ n Vsharp'\
low-draft boat with flat or slightly
V-shaped bottom and one or two
mas's that bear a triangular sail

2 a : sharper b : an exceptionally
keen or alert person
Sharp-nosed \'sharp-'nozd\ adj
1 : having a pointed nose or snout
2 : keen of scent

sharp practice n : dealing in which
advantage is taken or sought un-
scrupulously
sharp-set \'sharp-'set\ adj 1 : set
at a sharp angle or so as to present
a sharp edge 2 : eager in appetite
or desire — sharp-set-ness n

sharp.shoot.er \-,shut-3r\ n : one skilled hi shooting
marksman — sharp.shoot'ing X-ioX i
sharp-sight.ed \-'sIt-ad\ adj l : having acute sight
keen or alert

sharp-tongued \-'t9od\ a^j : having a sharp tongue : bitter of
speech

Sharp-wit.ted \-'wit-3d\ adj : having or showing an acute mind
shash.lik also Shash.lick or shas.lik \shash-"lik\ n [Russ shash-
lyk. of Turkic origin; akin to Kazan Tatar syslyk kabob] ; kabob

ishat'ter \"shat-ar\ vb [ME schateren] vt 1 ; disperse, scatter
2 a ; to break at onca into pieces b : to damage badly : ruin
-^ VI 1 : clatter, rattle 2 a : to break apart : disintegrate
b : to drop off parts
^shatter n l : fragment, shred <in -^^) 2 : an act of shattering

; the state of being shattered 3 : a result of shattering : shower
Shat-ter*proof \,shat-3r-'prijf\ adj ; proof against shattering <r^
glass)
ishave \'shav\ vb shaved; shaved or shav-en \'sha-v3n\
shay.ing [ME shaven, fr. OE scajan: akin to L scabere to shave,
capo capon] vr 1 a : to remove a thin layer from b : to cut off
in thin layers or shreds : slice c : to cut off closely 2 : to sever
the hair from close to the skin with a razor 3 a ; to discount (a
note) at an exorbitant rate b : deduct, reduce 4 : to come close
to or touch lightly in passing '— vi 1 : to cut off hair or beard
close to the skin 2 : to proceed with difficulty : scrape
2shave n l : shaver 3 2 : a thin slice : shaving 3 : an act or
process of shaving 4 ; an act of passing very near to so as almost
to graze

shave.ling \'shav-no\ n 1 : a tonsured clergyman ; priest — usu.
used disparagingly 2 : stripling

Shav-er \'sha-v3r\ /i l ; a person who shaves 2 archaic : swtndler
3 : a tool or machine for shaving; specij : an electric-powered
razor 4 ; boy, youngster

shaves pi oj shaft
shave-tail \'shav-,tal\ n [fr. the practice of shaving the tails of
newly broken mules to distinguish them from untrained ones]
1 ; a pack mule esp. when newly broken in 2 ; second lieutenant— usu. used disoaragingly
Sha.vi.an \'sha-ve-3n\ n iShavius, latinized form of George
Bernard Shaw] : an admirer or devotee of G. B. Shaw, his writings,
or his social and political theories — Shavian adj

Sha-vie \'sha-ve\ n [perh. fr. shave (swindle)] Scot : practical
joke, prank

_
shav-ing \'sha-viri\ n \ \ the act of one that shaves 2 ; something
shaved off (wood ^5>
'Shaw \'sh6\ n [ME, fr. OE sceaga; akin to ON skegg beard —
more at shag] dial : coppice, thicket
2shaw n [prob. alter, of show] chiejly Brit : the tops and stalks of
a cultivated crop (as potatoes or turnips)
ishawl \'sh61\ n [Per shdl] % a square or oblong fabric garment or
wrapper used esp. as a covering for the head or shoulders
2shawl vr ; to wrap in or as if in a shawl
shawm \'sh6m\ n [ME schalme, fr. MF chalemie, modif. of LL
calamellus, dim. of calamus reed, fr. Gk kalamos —more at haulm]
: an early double-reed woodwind instrument
Shaw.nee \sh6-'ne, sha-\ n, pi Shawnee or Shawnees [back*
formation fr. obs E Shawnese, fr. Shawnee Shaawanwaaki] 1 : an
Aigonquian people ranging through most of the states east of the
Mississippi and south of the Great Lakes 2 ; a member of the
Shawnee people
Shaw.wal \sh3-'wal\ n [Ar shawwal] : the 10th month of the
Muhammadan year
Shay \'sha\ n [back-formation fr. chaise, taken as pi.] chiejly

dial : chaise 1

ishe \(')she\ pron [ME. prob. alter, of hye, alter, of OE heo she— more at he] : that female one <^ is my wife) : that one regarded
as feminine (as by personification) <'^ was a fine ship) — compare
HE. HER.JIERS, it, THEY

2she \'she\ n : a_female person or animal ishe-cat} <5/ie-cousin)

shea butter \'she-, 'sha \ n ; a pale solid fat from the seeds of the
shea tree used in food, soap, and candles

sheaf \'shef\ n, pi sheaves \'shevz\ [ME sheej, fr. OE sceaj:
akin to OHG scoub sheaf, Russ chub forelock] 1 : a quantity of
the stalks and ears of a cereal grass or sometimes other plant ma-
terial bound together 2 : something resembling a sheaf of grain
— sheaf-like \'she-,flTk\ adj
ishear \'shio)r\ vb sheared; sheared or shorn \'sh6(3)m,
'sh60)rn\ shear-ing [ME sheren, fr. OE scieran. akin to ON
skera to cut, L curtus shortened, Gk keirein to cut. shear] vt

1 a : to cut off the hair from (with crown shorn) b : to cut or clip

(as hair or wool) from someone or something; also : to cut some-
thing from {shorn sheep) chiejly Scot : to reap with a sickle

d : to cut with shears or a similar instrument 2 ; to cut with
something sharp 3 : to deprive of something as if by cutting
— vi 1 : to cut through something with or as if with a sharp instru-

ment 2 chiejly Scot : to reap crops with a sickle 3 : to become
divided under the action of a shear (bolt may '^ off) — shear»er n
2shear n, ojten attrib 1 a (1) ; a cutting implement similar or
identical to a pair of scissors but typically larger — usu. used in pi.
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any of various cutting(2) ; one blade of a pair of shears _ .

tools or machines operating by the ac-
tion of opposed cutting edges of metal— usu. used in pi. c (1) : something
resembling a shear or a pair of shears
(2) : a hoisting apparatus consisting of
two or sometimes more spars fastened
together at their upper ends and having
tackle for masting or dismasting ships or
lifting guns or other heavy loads — usu.
used in pi. but sing, or pi. in constr.
2 chiejly BrU ; shearing — used to in-
dicate the age of sheep 3 a : internal
force tangential to the section on which a form of shears lcC2)
It acts ; shearmg force b : an action or
stress resulting from applied forces that causes two contiguous
parts of a body to slide relatively to each other in a direction
parallel to their plane of contact
Sheared adj ; formed or finished by shearing; esp ; cut to uniform
length <--' beaver coat)

Shear<wa*ter \'shi{3)r-,w6t-3r, -,wat-\ n : any of numerous oceanic
birds (esp. genus Pujjinus) related to the petrels and albatrosses
that in flight usu. skim close to the waves

Sheat-fish \'shet-.fish\ n [alter, of sheathjish, fr. sheath + jish\ ; a
large catfish (Silurus glanis) of central and eastern Europe

Sheath_\'sheth\ n, pi sheaths \'shethz, 'sheths\ [ME shethe, fr.

OE sceath: akin to OHG sceida sheath, L scindere to cut— more at
SHED] 1 : a case for a blade (as of a knife) 2 : an investing cover
or case of a plant or animal body or body part; as a : the tubular
fold of skin into which the penis of many mammals is retracted
b (1) ; the lower part of a leaf (as of a grass) when surrounding
the stem (2) : an ensheathing spathe (3) : ocrea 3 : any of
various covering or supporting structures that are applied like
or resemble the sheath of a blade: as a : sheathing 2 b ; a
woman's close-fitting dress having narrow straight unbroken lines
and usu. worn without a belt

Sheath-hill \'sheth-,bil\ n : any of several white shore birds
(family Chionididae) of colder parts of the southern hemisphere
that have a horny sheath over the base of the upper mandible
and suggest the pigeons in general appearance
Sheathe X'shcttjX also sheath \'sheth\ vt 1 : to put into or furnish
with a sheath 2 a ; to plunge or bury in flesh h ; to withdraw
(a claw) into a sheath 3 ; to case or cover with something (as
thin boards or sheets of metal) that protects — sheaUi*er \'she-
thar, -thsrV n
Sheath.ing \'she-thio, -thioX n 1 : the action of one that sheathes
something 2 ; material used to sheathe something; esp : the first

covering of boards or of waterproof material on the outside wall
of a frame house or on a timber roof
Sheath knife n : a knife having a fixed blade and designed to be
carried in a sheath

Shea tree \'she-, 'sha-\ n [Bambara si'\ : a tropical African tree
{Butyrospermum parkii) of the sapodilla family with fatty nuts
yielding shea butter
isheave \'shiv, 'shev\ n [ME sheve: akin to OE sceath sheath]
1 : the grooved wheel or pulley of a pulley block 2 : any grooved
wheel or pulley
2Sheave \'shev\ vt [sheaj'\ : to gather and bind into a sheaf
asheave \'shev\ vi [perh. fr. ME scheven to shove, fr. OE sceojan,
alter, of scujan — more at shove] ; to reverse the action of the oars
in rowing a boat
She<bang \shi-'bao\ n [perh. alter, of shebeen'\ : contrivance,
AFFAIR, concern <the whole '^>

She<bat \sh3-'bat, -'vat\ n [Heb shehhat'i : the 5th month of the
civil year or the 11th month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish
calendar
She*heen \sh3-'ben\ n [IrGael slbin bad ale] chiejly Irish X an
unlicensed or illegally operated drinking establishment
ished \'shed\ vb shed; shed«ding [ME sheden to divide, separate,

fr. OE sceadan; akin to OHG skeidan to separate, L scindere to
cut, split, Gk schizein to split] vt 1 chiejly dial : to set apart
; SEGREGATE 2 I to cause to be dispersed without penetrating
<duck's plumage r^s water) 3 a : to cause (blood) to flow by
cutting or wounding b : to pour forth in drops <'^ tears) c : to

give off in a stream d : to give off or out 4 a : to cast off (as a
body covering) : molt b : to let fall (as leaves) c : to eject (as

seed or spores) from a natural receptacle ^ vi 1 : to pour out
: SPILL 2 : to become dispersed : scatter 3 : to cast off some
natural covering syn see discard — shed blood : to cause death
by violence

ashed n 1 obs : distinction, difference 2 : something that is

discarded in shedding 3 ; a divide of land
ashed n [alter, of earlier shadde, prob. fr. ME shade] 1 : a slight

structure built for shelter or storage; esp : a single-storied building
with one or more sides unenclosed 2 archaic ; hut

4shed vt shed-ded; shed-ding : to put or house in a shed

she'd \(,)shed\ : she had : she would
Shed-der \'shed-3r\ n ; one that sheds something: as a (1) : a
crab or lobster about to molt (2) : a newly molted crab b ; a
female salmon after spawning
shed dormer n t a dormer with a roof sloping in the same direction

as the roof from which the dormer projects

isheen \'shen\ adJ [ME shene, fr. OE sclene; akin to OE ,

to look — more at show] : beautiful, resplendent
2sheen vi ; to be bright : show a sheen
3sheen n 1 a : brightness b : a subdued gHtter_ approaching but
short of optical reflection c : a lustrous

textiles through finishing processes

; bright or showy clothing
sheeny \'she-ne\ adj
Sheep \'shep\ n, pi sheep ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE sceap: akin to

OHG scaj sheep] 1 : any of numerous ruminant mammals (genus

Ovis) related to the goats but stockier and lacking a beard in the

male- specij : one (O. aries) long domesticated for its flesh, wool,

and other products 2 a : a timid defenseless creature b : a silly

bashful fellow 3 : leather prepared from the skins of sheep

: sheepskin
Sheep-ber.ry \'shep-,ber-e\ n : an often shrubby No. Amencan

urface imparted to
_ _ _ of shiny yams 2 a

1 textile exhibiting notable sheen —

viburnum {Viburnum lentago) with white flowers In flat cymes;
also ; its black edible berry
Sheep-cote \-,k6t, -,kat\ n, chiejly Brit : sheepfolo
Sheep-dip \-,dip\ n : a liquid preparation of toxic chemicals into
which sheep are plunged esp. to destroy parasitic arthropods
sheep dog n \ a dog used to tend, drive, or guard sheep
sheep fescue n : a hardy fine-foliaged European perennial grass
(Festuca ovina) widely used as a lawn grass

Sheep-fold \'shep-.fold\ n : a pen or shelter for sheep
Sheep-herd-er \'shep-,h3rd-3r\ n : a worker in charge of sheep
esp. on open range — sheep-herd-ing \-io\ "
Sheep-ish \'she-pish\ adj 1 : resembling a sheep in meekness,
stupidity, or timidity <the -^ wisdom of the conventional —G.B.
Shaw) 2 : embarrassed by consciousness of a fault <a -^ look) —
sheep-ish-ly adv — sheep-ish-ness n

sheep ked n : a wingless bloodsucking dipterous fly (Melophagus
ovinus) that feeds chiefly on sheep and is a vector of sheep trypano-
somiasis — called also sheep tick

sheep's eye n ; a shy longing and usu. amorous glance — usu. used
in pi.

Sheep-shank X'shep-.shaokX n 1 ; a knot for shortening a line
2 Scot : something of no worth or importance

sheeps.head \'sheps-,hed\ n 1 archaic : a silly or stupid person
2 a : a sparid food fish (Archosargus probalocephalus) of the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the U.S. with broad incisor teeth
b : a large croaker (Aplodinotus grunniens) of the Great Lakes and
Mississippi valley c : a common largely red or rose Cahfomia
wrasse (Fimclometopon pulcher)
sheep.shear-er \'shep-.shir-9r\ n : one that shears sheep
Sheep-sheax-ing \'shep-.shi(a)r-ip\ « 1 ; the act of shearing sheep
2 : the time or season for shearing sheep; also : a festival held at
this time

sheep.skin \-.skin\ n 1 a : the skin of a sheep; also : leather
prepared from it b : parchment c : a garment made of or lined
with sheepskin 2 ; diploma

sheep sorrel n : a small acid dock {Rumex acetoselld)

sheep-walk \'shep-,w6k\ n, chiejly Brit ; a pasture or range for
sheep
Isheer \'shi(3)r\ adj [ME schere freed from guilt, prob. alter, of
skere, fr, ON skasrr pure; akin to OE sc'inan to shine] 1 obs
: BRIGHT, shining 2 ! of very thin or transparent texture : di-
aphanous 3 a : unqualified, utter <'^ folly) b : pure, un-
mixed c : viewed or acting in dissociation from all else (won
through by ~ determination) 4 ; precipitous, perpendicular
syn see steep — sheer-ly adv — sheer-ness n
2sheer adv 1 ; altogether, completely 2 : perpendicuiarly
3sheer vb [perh. alter, of ^shear'\ vi I to deviate from a course
: swerve -^ vr : to cause to sheer

4sheer n 1 ; a turn, deviation, or change in a course 2 : the posi-
tion of a ship riding to a single anchor and heading toward it

sslieer n [perh. alter, of ^shear'\ : the fore-and-aft curvature from
bow to stern of a ship's deck as shown in side elevation

sheer-legs \'shi(a)r-,legz, -,lagz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr

: SHEAR lc(2)
iSheet \'shet\ n [ME shete, fr. OE scyte; akin to OE sceotan to
shoot — more at shoot] 1 a : a broad piece of cloth; esp \ an
oblong of usu. linen or cotton cloth used as an article of bedding
next to the person b : sail 1 2 a : a usu. rectangular piece of
paper; specij : one of full manufactured size b ; a printed sig-

nature for a book esp. before it has been folded, cut, or bound —
usu. used in pi. c : a newspaper, periodical, or occasional pub-
lication d : the unseparated postage stamps printed by one
impression of a plate on a single piece of paper; also : a pane of
stamps 3 : a broad stretch or surface of something <--« of ice)

4 : a suspended or moving expanse (as of fire or rain) 5 a : a
portion of something that is thin in comparison to its length and
breadth b : a flat baking utensil of tinned metal usu. with a lip

on the front edge for handling — sheet-like \-,lik\ adj
asheet vt 1 : to cover with a sheet : shroud 2 : to furnish with
sheets 3 : to form into sheets -^ vi ; to fall, spread, or flow in a
sheet
3Sheet adj 1 : rolled or spread out in a sheet 2 : of, relating to,

or concerned with the making of sheet metal
4sheet n [ME shete, fr. OE sceata lower corner of a sail; akin to
OE scyte sheet] 1 : a rope or chain that regulates the angle at
which a sail is set in relation to the wind 2 pi : the spaces at

either end of an open boat not occupied by thwarts : foresheets

and stern sheets together
sheet anchor « 1 ; a large strong anchor carried in the waist of a
ship 2 ; something that constitutes a main support or dependence
in danger

sheet bend n ; a bend or hitch used for temporarily fastening a rope
to the bight of another rope or to an eye

sheet glass n : glass made in large sheets directly from the furnace
or by making a cylinder and then flattening it

sheet home vt 1 : to extend (a sail) and set as flat as possible by
hauling upon the sheets 2 : to fix the responsibility for : bring
home to one

Sheet-ing \'shet-io\ n : material In the form of sheets or suitable

for forming into sheets

sheet lightning n : lightning in diffused or sheet form due to
reflection and diffusion by the clouds and sky

sheet metal n ; metal in the form of a sheet

Sheet music n : music printed on large unbound sheets of paper
Sheet-rock \'shet-,rak\ trademark — used for plasterboard

sheikh or sheik \*shek, also 'shak & 'shTk jor 1\ n [Ar shaykh"]

1 : an Arab chief 2 usu sheik : a man supposed to be endowed
with an irresistible fascination in the eyes of romantic young
women
sheikh-dom or Sheik-dom \-d3m\ n ; a region under the rule of a
sheikh

Shek-el \'shek-9l\ n [Heb shegel} 1 a ; any of various ancient units

of weight; esp : a Hebrew imit equal to about 252 grains troy
b : a unit of value based on a shekel weight of gold or silver 2 : a
coin weighing one shekel
Shel-drake \'shel-,drak\ n [ME. fr. sheld- (akin to MD schillede

3 abut; ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

] Joke; g sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; t& this;
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parti-colored) + drake} 1 : any of various Old World ducks (genus
Tadorna); esp I a common mostly black-and-white European duck
(T. tadorna) slightly larger than the mallard 2 : merganser

Shell \'shelf\ n, pi shelves \'shelvz\ [ME, prob. fr. OE scylje; akin
to L scalpere, sculpere to carve, OE sciell shell] 1 a : a thin flat usu.
long and narrow piece of wood or other material fastened hori-
zontally (as on a wall) at a distance from the floor to hold objects
b : one of several similar pieces in a closet, bookcase, or similar
structure c : the contents of a shelf 2 : something resembUng a
shelf in form or position: as a : a sandbank or ledge of rocks usu.
partially submerged b : a stratum with a shelflike surface c : a
flat projecting layer of rock — slieIf>llKe \*shel-,fhk\ adj — on the
shell ; in a staie of inactivity or uselessness

Shelf ice n : an extensive ice sheet originating on land but con-
tinuing out to sea beyond the depths at which it rests on the sea
bottom
iShell \'shel\ n [ME. fr. OE sciell; akin to OE scealu shell, ON skeU
L silex pebble, flint, Gk skallein to hoe] 1 a : a hard rigid usu.
largely calcareous covering of an animal b : the hard or tough
outer covering of an egg esp. of a bird 2 : the covering or outside
part of a fruit or seed esp. when hard or fibrous 3 : shell material
(as of mollusks or turtles) or their substance 4 : something that
resembles a shell: as a : a framework or exterior structure; esp : a
building with an unfinished interior b : an external case or outside
covering c : an edible case for holding a filling d : a reinforced
concrete arched or domed roof that is used primarily over large
unpartitioned areas e ; a small beer glass 5 : a thin hard layer of
rock 6 : a shell-bearing mollusk 7 : an impersonal attitude or
manner that conceals the presence or absence of feeling 8 : a
narrow light racing boat propelled by one or more oarsmen 9 : any
of the spaces occupied by the orbits of a group of electrons of
approximately equal energy surrounding the nucleus of an atom
10 a : a hollow projectile for cannon containing an explosive burst-
ing charge b : a metal or paper case which holds the charge of
powder and shot or bullet used with breech-loading small arms —
shell adj — shelled \*sheld\ adj — shell-work \'shel-,w3rk\ n —
Shelly \'shel-e\ adj

sshell vt 1 a ; to take out of a natural enclosing cover (as a shell,

husk, pod, capsule) : strip, break off, or remove the shell of b ; to
separate the kernels of (as an ear of Indian corn, wheat, or oats)
from the cob, ear, or husk 2 : to throw shells at, upon, or into
: BOMBARD — VI 1 : to fall or scale off in thin pieces 2 : to cast the
shell or exterior covering : fall out of the pod or husk 3 : to gather
shells (as from a beach) ; collect shells

She*ll \(,)she(3)l, shil\ : she will ; she shall

ishel-lac \sh3-'lak\ n 1 ; purified lac resin usu. prepared in thin
orange or yellow flakes by heating and filtering and often bleached
white 2 : a preparation of lac dissolved usu. in alcohol and used
chiefly as a wood filler and finish 3 I a composition containing
shellac used for making phonograph records

2sliellac vt shel'lacked; shel-lack-ing 1 ; to coat or otherwise
treat with shellac or a shellac varnish 2 ; to defeat decisively or
ignominiously
sheMack.ing n : a sound drubbing
shell.back \'shel-.bak\ n : an old or veteran sailor : old salt

Shell bean « 1 : a bean grown primarily for its edible seeds 2 : the

characteristic of
edible seed of a bean
SheMey>an \'shel-e-3n\ adj : of, relating to,

Shelley or his writings
Shel.ley.esque \.shel-e-'esk\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic
of Shelley or his writings
shelMire \'shel-,fr(3)r\ n ; firing or shooting of shells

Shell.lish \-.fish\ n : an aquatic invertebrate animal with a shell;

esp ; an edible mollusk or crustacean
shell game n : a gambling and swindling game resembling thimblerig
but played with three walnut shells

shell jacket n l : a short tight military jacket worn buttoned up the
front 2 : MESS Jacket

shell out v6 : pay
shell pink n : a variable color averaging a light yellowish pink
Shell<prool \'shel-'prtif\ adj : capable of resisting shells or bombs
shell shock n : any of numerous psychoneurotic conditions ap-
pearing in soldiers exposed to modern warfare — shell-shock
\'shel-,shak\ vt

lshel«ter \'shel-t3r\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; something that covers
or affords protection : means or place of protection (fallout '^>

2 : the state of being covered and protected — shel-ter-less \-l3s\
adj

2shelter vb shel*ter*ing \-t(3-)rir]\ vt 1 : to constitute or provide
a shelter for : protect 2 : to place under shelter or protection
<— vi : to take shelter — shel-ter-er \-t3r-ar\ n

Shel<ter*belt \'shel-t3r-,belt\ n : a barrier of trees and shrubs tha't

protects (as soil and crops) from wind and storm and lessens erosion
shelter half n : one of the interchangeable halves of a two-man
shelter tent

shelter tent /i : a small tent usu. consisting of two interchangeable
pieces of waterproof cotton duck fixed for buttoning or tying

Shel.ty or shel-tie \'shel-te\ n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
Hjalti Shetlander] 1 : Shetland pony 2 : Shetland sheepdog

Shelve \'shelv\ vb Ishelj} vt 1 : to furnish with shelves 2 : to
place on a shelf 3 a : to put on the shelf : dismiss h : to put off or
aside ^ vi : to slope in a formation Uke a shelf ; incline— shelv*er/i
JShelv.ing \'sheI-vio\ n 1 : the state or degree of sloping 2 : a
sloping surface or place

^shelving n 1 : material for shelves 2 : shelves
Shelvy \'shel-ve\ adj : sloping or inclining in the manner of a geo-
logic shelf
Shem \'shem\ n [Heb Shem} : the eldest son of Noah
She<ma \sh3-'ma\ n [Heb shema* hear, first word of Deut 6:4]

; the central creed of Judaism comprising Deut 6:4-9 and 11.13-21
and Num 15:37-41
Shem-ite \'shem-.Tt\ n iShem] : semite — She-mit*ic \sh3-'mit-
ik\ or Shem*it*ish \'shem-Jt-ish\ adj

She*nan>i>gan \sh3-'nan-i-g0n\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a devious
trick used esp. for an underhand purpose 2 a : tricky or question-
able practices or conduct b : high-spirited or mischievous activity

Shend \'shend\ vt shent \'shent\ shend-ing [ME shenden, fr. OE
scendan; akin to OE scamu shame — more at shame] 1 archaic ; to
put to shame or confusion 2 archaic ; reprove, revile 3 chiejly
dial a ; injure, mar b : ruin, destroy

She.Ol \she-'ol, 'she-A n [Heb Sh?*dn 1 : an underworid where
according to ancient Hebrew belief the dead have a shadowy
existence 2 : hell
iShep.herd \'shep-3rd\ n [ME sheepherde, fr. OE sceaphyrde, fr.

sceap sheep + hierde herdsman; akin to OE heord herd] 1 : a man
who tends and guards sheep esp. in a flock that is grazing 2 : pas-
tor 2
^shepherd vt 1 : to tend as a shepherd 2 : to guide or guard in the
manner of a shepherd
shepherd dog n : sheep dog
shep.herd*ess \'shep-ard-3s\ n 1 ; a woman or girl who tends
sheep 2 : a rural lass

Shepherd's check n : a pattern of small even black and white checks;
also ; a fabric woven in this pattern — called also shepherd's plaid

shepherd's pie n : a meat pie with a mashed potato crust
Shepherd's purse n : a white-flowered weedy annual herb (Capsella
bursa-pasioris) of the mustard family with triangular notched pods
Sher.a-ton \'sher-9t-=n\ adj [Thomas Sheraton tl806 E furniture
maker] : of or relating to a style of furniture marked by straight
hnes and graceful proportions
sher.bet \'sh3r-b9t\ also sher-bert \-b3rt\ n [Turk & Per; Turk
serbet, fr. Per sharbat, fr. Ar sharbah drink] 1 ; a cooling drink of
sweetened and diluted fruit juice 2 : a water ice with milk, egg
white, or gelatin added

Sherd var oj shard
She.ril \sh3-'ref\ var oj sharif
Sher-iff \'sher-3f\ n [ME shirreve, fr. OE scirgereja, fr. scir shire -f

gereja reeve — more at reeve] : an important official of a shire or
county charged primarily with judicial duties (as executing the
processes and orders of courts and judges) — sher.iff.dom \-3f-
dsm, -3f-t3m\ n
sher-lock \'shar-,lak, 'she(3)r-\ n. ojten cap [Sherlock Holmes,
detective in stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle] : detfctive
Sher-pa \'she(a)r-p3, 'shar-X n 1 : a Tibetan people living on the
high southern slopes of the Himalayas and skilled in mountain
climbing 2 : a member of the Sherpa people

Sher.riS \'sher-is\ archaic var oj sherry
Sher-ry \'sher-e\ n [alter, of earlier sherris (taken as pi \ fr. Xeres
(now Jerez), Spain] ; a fortified wine of Spanish oiigin with a
distinctive nutty flavor; also : a similar wine produced elsewhere

She's \(,)shez\ : she is : she has
Shetland \'shet-l3nd\ n 1 a : Shetland pony b : Shetland
sheepdog 2 ojfen not cap a : a lightweight loosely twisted yam of
Shetland wool used for knitting and weaving b : a fabric made
from Shetland wool
Shet-land pony \,shet-lan(d)-\ n ; any of a breed of small stocky
shaggy hardy ponies that originated in the Shetland islands
Shetland sheepdog n : any of a breed of small dogs resembling
miniature collies with a short dense undercoat and a profuse outer
coat of long hair developed in the Shetland islands
Shetland wool n : the fine undercoat of sheep raised in the Shetland
islands; also : yam spun from this

Sheilgh \'shuk\ n [ME sough, fr. swoughen to sough — more at
SOUGH] chiejly Scot ; ditch, trench
Shew \'sho\ archaic var oj show
Shew>bread \'sh6-,bred\ n [trans, of G schaubroll I consecrated
unleavened bread ritually placed by the Jewish priests on a table in
the sanctuary of the Tabernacle on the Sabbath
Shia \'she-(,)a\ n, pi Shia or Shi-as [Ar shl'ah sect] 1 pi : the
Muslims of the branch of Islam comprising sects believing in Ah and
the Imams as the only rightful successors of Muhammad and in the
concealment and messianic return of the last recognized Imam
2 : sHiisM — Shia adj

Shib.bO.leth \'shib-3-l3th, -,leth\ n [Heb shibboleth ear of giain; fr.

the use of this word as a test todistinguish Gileadites from Ephra-
imites, who pronounced it sibboleihl la; catchword, slogan
b ; a use of language regarded as distinctive of a particular group
2 : a custom or usage regarded as a criterion for distinguishing
members of one group

Shiel \'she(3)l\ n [ME (northern dial.) schetel chiejly Scot : shiel-
ing
iShield \*she{a)ld\ n [ME sheld, fr. OE scield: akin to OE sciell

shell] 1 ; a broad piece of defensive armor carried on the arm
2 : one that protects or defends : defense 3 : an adjunct of dress
worn inside a part of the clothing liable to be soiled by perspiration
4 : a fixture designed to protect persons from injury from moving
parts of machinery or parts can-ying electricity 5 : escutcheon
6 : an armored screen protecting an otherwise exposed gun 7 : an
iron or steel framework moved forward in excavating to support the
ground ahead of the lining 8 : a protective structure uis a cara-
pace) of some animals 9 : something shaped like or resembling a
shield: as a : apothecuim b ; a policeman's badge c : a decora-
tive or identifying emblem
2shield vt 1 a : to protect with a shield b : to cut off from observa-
tion : hide 2 obs : forbid syn see defend — shield>er n

shiel.ing \'she-l3n, -liriX n 1 dial Brit : a mountain hut used as a
shelter by shepherds 2 dial Brit : a summer pasture in the moun-
tains

Shier comparative oJ shy
Shiest superlative oJ shy
ishift \'shift\ vb [ME shijten, fr. OE scijtan to divide, arrange; akin
to OE sceadan to divide — more at shed] vt 1 : to exchange for or
replace by another ; change 2 a : to change the place, position, or
direction of ; move b : to make a change in (place) 3 : to change
phonetically '— v( 1 a : to change place or position b : to change
direction c : to change the gear rotating the transmission shaft of
an automobile 2 a : to manage by or for oneself b : to resort to

expedients 3 a ; to go through a change b : to change one's
cloihes c : to become changed phonetically — shifliable \'shif-

ta-b3l\ adj — shift*er n
2sliilt n 1 a : a means or device for effecting an end b (I) : a

deceitful or underhand scheme : DODGE (2) ; an expedient tried in

difficult circumstances : EXTREMtrY 2 a chiejly dial : a change of

clothes b (1) chiejly dial : shirt (2) : a woman's slip or chemise
3 ; a change in direction 4 a : a group of people who work or
occupy themselves in tum with other groups b (1) ; a change of

one group of people (as workers) for another in regular alternation

(2) : a scheduled period of work or duty 5 : a change in place or
position: as a : a change in the position of the hand on a finger-

board (as of a violin) b (1) ; fault (2) : the relative displacement



shiftily 801 ship's papers
of rock masses on opposite sides of a fault or fault zone c : a
change in frequency resulting in a change in position of a spectral
line or band 6 : a removal from one person or thing to another
; TRANSFER 7 : CONSONANT SHIFT Syn See RESOURCE

Shilt'i-ly \'shif-ta-le\ adv ; in a shifty manner
Shilt>i>ness \-te-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being shifty
Shifting pedal n : soft pedal I

Shilt'less \'shif(t)-l3s\ adj [shijt (resourcefulness)] 1 : lacking in
resourcefulness : inefhcient 2 : lacking in ambition or incentive
: lazy — shift*less>ly adv — shift-less- ness n

Shifty \'shif-te\ adj 1 ; full of or ready with expedients : resource-
; given to deception, evasion, or fraud : tricky b : capa-

movement : elusive 3 : indicative of a tricky nature
FUL 2 a
ble of

.

{— eyes)
Shi.ism \'she-,iz-9m\ n : Shia Islam
Shi-ite \*she.,jt\ n ; a Shia Muslim
lshl*kar \shik-'ar\ n [Hindi shikar, fr. Per] India : huntino
ssliiKar vb sbi>karred; shi-kar-ring India : hunt
&hi<ka<ri \shik-'ar-e\ n [Hindi shikari, fr. Per. fr. shikar'] India I a
big game hunter; esp : a professional hunter or guide

Shill \'shil\ n [prob. short for shillaber, of unknown origin) : one
who acts as a decoy (as for a pitchman or gambler) — shill vi

shil.le.lagh also shil-la-lah \sha-'la-Ie\ n iShillelagh, Ireland]
: CUDGEL

ShiMing \*shil-io\ n [ME, fr. OE scilling; akin to OHG skilling, a
gold coin; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc compound represented by OE
scield shield and by OE -ling'] 1 a : a British monetary unit equal to
12 pence or '^o pound — see pound at money table b : a coin
representing this unit 2 ; a unit of value equal to Vio pound and a
corresponding coin in any of several countries in or formerly in the
British Commonwealth 3 : any of several early American coins
4 — see money table

Shil.luk \shil-'uk, 'shil-A n. pi Shillub or Shilluks 1 a : a Nilotic
Negro people of the Sudan dwelling mainly on the west bank of the
White Nile b : a member of sucb people 2 : a Nilotic language
of the ShiUuk people
ishilly-shally \'shil-e-,shal-e\ adv [irreg. redupl. of shall /] : in an
irresolute, undecided, or hesitating manner
ashiUy-shaUy adj : irresollte, vacillating
sshiUy-shally n ; indecision, irresolution
4shilly-shally vi l : to show hesitation or lack of decisiveness or
resolution ; vacillate 2 ; to waste time ; dawdle

Shil>pit \'shil-p3t\ adj [origin unknown) 1 Scot : pinched and
starved in appearance : puny 2 Scot l weak, insipid — used of
drink
iShim \'shim\ n [origin unknown] : a thin often tapered slip of
wood, metal, or stone used to fill in (as in leveling a stone in a
building)
2shim VI shimmed; staim<ming : to fill out or level up by the use
of a shim
ishim>mer \'shim-3r\ vb stiim<mer*ing \-Cs-)rio\ {ME schimeren,
fr. OE scimerian; akin to OE scinan to shine — more at shine]
vi 1 : to shine with a tremulous or fitful light : glimmer 2 : to
reflect a wavering sometimes distorted visual image '« v/ ; to
cause to shimmer syn see flash
sshimmer n l ; a fitful tremulous light : subdued sparkle or sheen

: glimmer 2 : a wavering sometimes distorted visual image usu.
produced by a reflection from heat waves — shim-mery \'shim-
C3-)re\ adj
ishim-my \*shim-e\ /I 1 [by alter] : chemise 2 [short lov shimmy^
shake] : a jazz dance characterized by a shaking of the body from
the shoulders down 3 : an abnormal vibration esp. in the front
wheels of a motor vehicle

2Shimmy vi 1 : to shake, quiver, or tremble in or as if in dancing
a shimmy 2 ; to vibrate abnormally — used esp. of automobiles
iShin \'shin\ n [ME shine, ix. OE scinu; akin to OHG scina shin,

OE sceadan to divide — more at shed] : the front part of the verte-

brate leg below the knee
2Shin vb shinned; sbin*ning vi 1 : to climb by moving oneself

along alternately wiih the arms or hands and legs 2 : to move
forward rapidly on foot «- v/ 1 : to kick or strike on the shins

2 : to climb by shinning
3shin \'shen, 'shin\ n [Heb shin] ; the 22d letter of the Hebrew
alphabet — symbol ^
Shin \'shin, "shenX n [Jap. lit., belief, faith] : a major Japanese
Buddhist sect that emphasizes salvation by faith alone, has a

married clergy, and holds to the exclusive worship of Amida Buddha
shin<bone \'shin-'b6n, -,bon\ n : tibia la

Shin-dig \'shin-,dig\ n [prob. alter, of shindy] 1 a : a social

gathering with dancing b :a usu. largeor lavish party 2 ; shindy 2

Shin-dy \'shin-de\ n, pi shindys or shindies [prob. alter, of

shinny] 1 : shindig 1 2 : fracas, uproar
ishine \'shTn\ vb shone \'shon, esp Brit 'shanV or shined;
Shin-ing [ME shinen, fr. OE scinan: akin to OHG skinan to

Shine, Gk skia shadow] vi 1 : to emit rays of light 2 : to be
bright by reflection of light 3 : to be eminent, conspicuous, or
distinguished 4 : to have a bright glowing appearance 5 : to be
conspicuously evident or clear '- v/ 1 a : to cause to emit light

t) : to throw or flash the light of 2 : to make bright by polishing

sshine « 1 : brightness caused by the emission of light 2 : bright-

ness caused by the reflection of light : luster 3 : brilliance,

splendor 4 : fair weather : sunshine 5 : trick, caper — usu.

used in pi. 6 : liking, fancy <took a ~ to him) 7 a : a polish

or gloss given to shoes b : a single polishing of a pair of shoes

Shin>er \'shT-n3r\ n 1 : one that shines 2 : a silvery fish; esp

; any of numerous small freshwater American cyprinid fishes (esp.

genus Notropis) 3 : a black eye

iShin-gle \'shia-gsl\ « [ME schingel] 1 : a small thin piece of

building material often with one end thicker than the other for

laying in overlapping rows as a covering for the roof or sides of a

building 2 : a small signboard 3 : a woman's haircut with the

hair trimmed short from the back of the head to the nape

ashingle vr shin-gling X-gOOlioX 1 J to cover with or as if with

shingles 2 : to bob and shape (the hau") in a shmgle 3 : to lay

or dispose so as to overlap
sshingle n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Norw slngel coarse

gravel] 1 : coarse rounded detritus — -"-^'•' ™-,»™^i -o„ ««alluvial material esp. on

the seashore that differs from ordinary gravel only in the larger
size of the stones 2 ; a place strewn with shingle
shingle vr shin-gling \-g(3-)lio\ [F dial, chingler, lit., to whip,
fr. MF dial., fr. chingle strap, fr. L cingula, fr. cingere to gird —
more at cincture] : to subject (as iron) to the process of expelling
cinder and impurities by hammering and squeezing
shin.gler \-g(a-)l3r\ n : one that shingles
Shln*gles \'shio-g3lz\ n pi but sing in constr [ME schingles, by folk
etymology fr. ML cingulus, fr. L cingulum girdle — more at cin-
gulum] : herpes zoster

Shin.gly \-g(a-)le\ adj : composed of or abounding in shingle <a^ beach)
Shin>gon \'shin-,gan. 'shen-\ n [Jap. lit., true word] : an esoteric
Japanese Buddhist sect using mystical symbols

Shin*i>ness \'shl-ne-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being shiny
Shin-ing adj l : emitting or reflecting light 2 : bright and often
splendid in appearance : resplendent 3 : possessing a distin-
guished quality : illustrious 4 ; full of sunshine

shin.leaf \'shin-,lef\ n, pi shinleafs : either of two wintergreens
(genus Pyrola) with lustrous evergreen basal leaves and racemose
white or pinkish flowers
Shin>nery \'shin-a-re\ n [modif. of LaF cheniire, fr. F chine
oak] : a dense growth of small tree* or an area of such growth;
esp ; oneof scrub oak in the West and Southwest
ishin-ny also shin.ney \'shin-e\ n (perh. fr. ^shin] ; the game of
hockey as informally played with a curved slick and a ball or
block of wood by schoolboys; also : the stick used
2shinny vi [alter, of ^shin] : shin 1

shin>plas>ter \'shin-,plas-t3r\ n l ; a piece of privately-Issued
paper currency; esp : one poorly secured and depreciated in value
2 : a piece of fractional currency

Shin.to \'shin-(,)to\ n [Jap shinto] ; the indigenous religious cult
of Japan consisting chiefly in the reverence of the spirits of natural
forces, emperors, and heroes — Shinto adj — Shin>to>ism
\-(.)t6-,iz-am\ n — Shin.to-ist \-.to-ast\ n or adj — Shin-to-
iS'tic \,shin-(,)t6-'is-tik\ adj
shiny \'shT-ne\ adj 1 a : sunshiny b : filled with light 2 : bright
in appearance : GLmERiNG, polished 3 : rubbed or worn smooth
4 : scrubbed clean; esp ; lacking face powder
'ship \'ship\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE scip; akin to OHG skij
ship, OE sceadan to divide — more at shed] 1 a : a large seagoing
boat b : a sailing boat having a bowsprit and usu. three masts
each composed of a lower mast, a topmast, and a topgallant mast
2 : boat; esp : one propelled by power or sail 3 ; a ship's crew
4 : fort"ne (when his ~ comes in) 6 : airship, airplane —
ship>build<ing \-,bil-dio\ n

3ship vb shipped; ship-ping vt 1 a : to place or receive on board
a ship for transportation by water b ; to cause to be transported
2 obs ; to provide with a ship 3 ; to put in place for use <'^ the
tiller) 4 : to take into a ship or boat <— the gangplank) 5 : to
engage for service on a ship 6 : to take (as water) over the side
— vj 1 : to embark on a ship 2 : to go or travel by ship 3 : to
engage to serve on shipboard

-ship \.ship\ n sitjjix [ME. fr. OE -scipe; akin to OHG -scaft

-ship, OE scieppan to shape — more at shape] 1 : state : condition
: quality <friends/iip) 2 : office : dignity : profession (clerk^ftip)

lloTiiship') <author.y/ji>> 3 : art : skill <horsemanj/n» 4 : some-
thing showing, exhibiting, or embodying a quality or state <town-
ship} 5 : one entitled to a (specified) rank, title, or appellation
(his Lords/lip)

ship biscuit n : hardtack — called also ship bread
ship.board \'ship-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(9)rd\ n 1 ; the side of a ship
2 : SHIP <met on '~)

ship canal n : a canal large enough for seagoing ships

Ship chandler n : a dealer In supplies and equipment for ships

Ship fever n : typhus fever

Ship*fit>ter \-,fit-sr\ n 1 ; one that fits together the structural

members of ships and puts them into position for riveting or weld-
ing 2 : a naval enlisted man who works in sheet metal and per-
forms the work of a plumber aboard ship

ShiP'lap \*ship-,Iap\ n : wooden sheathing in which the boards
are rabbeted so that the edges of each board lap over the edges of
adjacent boards to make a flush joint

Ship-man \'ship-m3n\ n 1 ; seaman, sailor 2 : shipmaster
Ship»mas-ter \-,mas-tar\ n : the master or commander of a ship

other than a warship
ship.mate \-,mat\ n : a fellow sailor

ship.ment \'ship-m3nt\ n 1 ; the act or process of shipping

2 : the goods shipped
ship money n : an impost levied at various times in England to
provide ships for the national defense

ship of the line : a ship of war large enough to have a place In the
line of battle

ship.pa>ble \'shlp-s-b9l\ adj : suitable for shipping
ship-per \'ship-3r\ n : one that sends goods by any form of con-
veyance
5hip>ping \'ship-ir)\ n 1 a : passage on a ship b ; ships c ; the
body of ships in one place or belonging to one port or country
2 : the act or business of one that ships

Shipping articles n pi : the articles of agreement between the cap-
tain of a ship and the seamen in respect to wages, length of time
for which they are shipped, and related matters

shipping clerk n : one who is employed in a shipping room to

assemble, pack, and send out or receive goods
Ship railway n : an Inclined railway running into the water with a
car on which a vessel may be drawn out on land for repairs or
storage

Ship-rigged \'ship-'rigd\ adj : square-rigged
ShiP'Shape \'ship-'shap\ adj [short for earlier shlpshapen^ fr.

ship + shapen, archaic pp. of shape] : trim, tidy
Ship'Side \-,sTd\ n : the area adjacent to shipping that is used for
storage and loading of freight and passengers : dock

Ship's papers n ;?/ : the papers with which a ship is legally required
to be provided for due inspection to show the character of the
ship and cargo
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ship's service n : a ship or navy post exchange — called also navy
exchange
Ship<way \'ship-,wa\ n 1 : the ways on which a ship is built
2 : a ship canal
Ship-wonn \-,w3rm\ n : any of various elongated marine clams
(esp. family Teredinidae) that resemble worms, burrow in sub-
merged wood, and damage wharf piles and wooden ships
1ship>wreck \-.rek\ n [alter, of earlier shipwrack, fr. ME schipwrak,
fr. OE scipwrxc, fr. scip ship + wrxc something driven by the
sea — more at wrack] 1 : a wrecked ship or its parts ; wreckage
2 : the destruction or loss of a ship 3 : an irretrievable loss or
failure : ruin
^shipwreck v/ l a : to cause to experience shipwreck b : ruin
2 : to destroy (a ship) by grounding or foundering

Ship-wright \-,rTt\ n : a carpenter skilled in ship construction and
repair

Ship-yard \-,yard\ /i : a yard, place, or enclosure where ships are
buili or repaired

Shiie \'shT(3)r, in place-name compounds ,shi(3)r, sh3r\ n [ME,
fr. OE sc'ir office, shire; akin to OHG sc'ira care] 1 ; an administra-
tive subdivision; esp : a county in England 2 : any of a British
breed of large heavy draft horses with heavily feathered legs

Shire town n 1 : a town that is the seat of the government of a
county : county seat 2 : a town where a court of superior juris-

diction (as a circuit court or a court with a jury) sits (there are
three shire towns in our county)

Shirk \'shark\ vb [origin unknown] vi 1 : to go stealthily : sneak
2 : to evade the performance of an obligation ^ vt \ avoid,
EVADE — shirk-er n
Shir.ley poppy \.sh3r-Ie-\ n [i'/iiWej- vicarage, Croydon, Eng.] : a
variable annual garden poppy with bright solitary single or double
flowers

Shirr \'sh3r\ v/ [origin unknown] 1 : to draw (as cloth) together
in a shirring 2 : to bake i^shelled eggs) uniil set

shirr*ing \'sh9r-io\ n : a decorative gathering of material made
by drawing up the material along two or more parallel lines of
stitching

Shirt \*sh3rt\ n [ME shirte, fr. OE scyrte; akin to ON skyrta
shirt, OE scort short] : a garment for the upper part of the body;
as a ; a loose cloth garment usu. having a collar, sleeves, a
front opening, and a tail long enough to be tucked inside trousers
or a skirt b : undershirt

Shirt'ing \'shart-io\ n : fabric suitable for shirts

Shirt-mak-er \'shart-,ma-kar\ n 1 ; one that makes shirts 2 ; a
woman's tailored garment (as a dress or blouse) with details copied
from a man's shirt

Shirt-tail \-,tal\ n : the part of a shirt that reaches below the waist
esp. in the back

Shirt-waist \'sh3rt-.wast\ n ; a woman's tailored blouse with
details copied from men's shirts

Shish ke-bah \'shish-k9-.bab\ n [Arm shish kabab} : kabob
cooked on skewers

Shit-tah \'shit-3\ n, pi shittahs or shit-tim \'shit-3m\ [Heb
shittah'] ; a tree of uncertain identity but prob. an acacia (as
Acacia seyal) from the wood of which the ark and fittings of the
Hebrew tabernacle were made

Shit-tim.wood \'shit-3m-.wud\ also shittim n [Heb shittlm (pi.

of shittah) + E wood} 1 : the wood of the shittah tree 2 : any
of several buckthorns; also : their hard heavy dense wood used
for turning and for inlay

shiv \'shiv\ n [prob. fr. Romany chiv blade] slang : knife
Shi-va \'she-v3\ var oj siVA
Shiv-a-ree \,shiv-3-'re. *shiv-3-.\ n [F charivari} : a noisy mock
serenade to a newly married couple — shivaree vt

iShiv-er \'shiv-3r\ n [ME; akin to OE sceadan to divide — more at
shed] : one of the small pieces into which a brittle thing is broken
by sudden violence
ashiver vb shiv-er-ing \-(3-)rio\ : to break into many small pieces

: shatter
ashiver vb shiv-er'ing \-Ca-)riD\ [ME shiveren, alter, of chiveren}
vi : to undergo trembling : quiver; sped] ; to tremble in the wind
as it strikes first one and then the other side (of a sail) ^ vt z Xo
cause (a sail) to shiver by steering close to the wind

4shiver n : an instance of shivering ; tremble
ishiv-ery \'shiv-(3-)re\ adj : inclined to break into flakes : brittle,
FLAKY

ashivery adj l : characterized by shivers : tremulous 2 : causing
shivers
ishoal \'shol\ adj [alter, of ME shold, fr. OE sceald — more at
SKELETON] : SHALLOW
2shoal n 1 : shallow 2 : a sandbank or sandbar that makes the
water shoal; specij : an elevation which is not rocky and on which
there is a depth of water of six fathoms or less

3shoal VI : to become shallow -^ vt 1 ; to come to a shallow or
less deep part of 2 : to cause to become shallow or less deep
«Shoal n [(assumed) ME shole, fr. OE scolu multitude — more at
school] : a large group (as of fish) : crowd
sshoal vi : throng, school
Shoat \'shol\ n [ME shole; akin to Flem schote shoat] : a young
hog usu. less than one vear old
IShock \'shak\ n [ME; akin to MHG schoc heap, OE heah high— more at high] : a pile of sheaves of grain or stalks of Indian
corn set up in a field with the butt ends down
ashock vt : to collect into shocks
3shock n, ojfen aftrib [MF choc, fr. choquer to strike against, fr.

OF choquier, prob. of Gmc origin; akin to MD schockcn to jolt]
1 : the impact or encounter of individuals or groups in combat
2 a : a violent shake or jar : concussion b : an effect of such
violence 3 a (1) : a disturbance in the equilibrium or permanence
of something (2) : a sudden or violent disturbance in the mental
or emotional faculties b : something that causes such disturbance
4 : a state of profound depression of the vital processes associated
with reduced blood volume and pressure and caused usu. by
severe esp. crushing injuries, hemorrhage, or bums 5 : sudden
stimulation of the nerves and convulsive contraction of the muscles
caused by the discharge of electricity through the animal body
6 a : apoplexy b : coronary thrombosis

4Shock vt 1 a : to strike with surprise, terror, horror, or disgust
b ; to cause to undergo a physical or nervous shock c : to subject
to the action of an electncal discharge 2 ; to drive into or out

of by or as if by a shock — v/ : to meet with a shock ; collide
sshock n [perh. fr. '^shock} : a thick bushy mass (as of hair)
65hock adj : bushy, shaggy
Shock absorber n : any of several devices for absorbing the energy
of sudden impulses or shocks in machinery or structures (as
springs of automobiles)
shock-er \'shak-3r\ n : one that shocks : something horrifying or
offensive; specij : a sensational work of fiction or drama
shock-jng adj : extremely startling and offensive — shock-ing-ly
\-iO-le\ adv

Shock therapy /

induction of coi

Shock troops ,

; the treatment of mental disorder by the artificial

la or convulsions through use of drugs or electricity

pi : troops esp. suited and chosen for offensive

whenever the speed of a body relative to a medium exceeds that
at which the medium can transmit sound
Shod \'shad\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of shoen to shoe, fr. OE scogan, fr.

scoh shoe — more at shoe] 1 a : wearing shoes b : equipped with
tires 2 : furnished or equipped with a shoe
shod-di-ly \'sh'ad-'l-e\ adv : in a shoddy manner
Shod'di-ness \'shad-e-n3S\ n : the quality or state of being shoddy
ishod-dy \'shad-e\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : wool of better
quality and longer staple than mungo reclaimed from materials that
are not felted b : a fabric often of inferior quality manufactured
wholly or partly from reclaimed wool 2 a : inferior, imitation,
or pretentious articles or matter b : pretentious vulgarity
ashoddy adj 1 : made wholly or partly of shoddy 2 a : cheaply
imitative : vulgarly pretentious b ; hastily or poorly done : in-
ferior : shabby
iShoe \'shU\ n [ME shoo, fr. OE
scoh; akin to OHG scuoh shoe,
OE hyd hide] 1 a ; an outer
covering for the human foot usu.
made of leather with a thick or
stiff sole and an attached heel
b : a metal plate or rim for the
hoof of an animal 2 : something
resembling a shoe : as a : a
metal band on the runner of a
sled b : the casing of a pneumatic
tire; broadly : tire 3 pi ; status,
position; also : plight 4
device that retards, stops,
controls the motion of an object shoe la: 1 tip, 2 throat, 3
5 : any of various devices that vamp, 4 collar, 5 arch, 6
are inserted in or run along a foxing, 7 quarter, S heel seat, P
track or groove to guide a move- heel, 10 top lift, 11 breasting,
ment, provide a contact or friction 12 shank, 13 sole, 14 platform,
grip, or protect against wear, 15 mudguard
damage, or slipping
2shoe vt shod \'shad\ also shoed \'shud\ shoe-ing 1 : to
furnish with a shoe 2 : to cover for protection, strength, or
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Shoe-biU \'shu-.bi]\ n ; a large broad-billed wading bird (Balaeni-
ceps rex) of the valley of the White Nile that is related to the storks
and herons
shoe-black \-,blak\ n ; bootblack
ishoe-horn \-,h6(3)rn\ n ; a curved piece (as of horn, wood, or
metal) to aid in slipping on a shoe
2shoehorn vt : to force into a small, narrow, or insufficient space
Shoe. lace \-.las\ n : a lace orMring for fastening a shoe
Shoe-mak.er \-,ma-k3r\ /; : a shopkeeper whose business is selling
or repairing shoes
shoe.pac or Shoe-pack \'shu-.pak\ n [by folk etymology fr. Del
shipak} : a waterproof laced boot worn esp. over heavy socks in
cold weather

sho-er \'shU-9r\ n : horseshoer
shoe-string \'shu-,strio\ n l : shoelace 2 [fr. shoestrings being
a typical item sold by itinerant venders] : a small sum of money
: capital inadequate or barely adequate to the needs of a transaction
(start a business on a '^)

shoe tree n : a foot-shaped device for inserting in a shoe to preserve
its shape

Sho-Jar \'sho-.far. -f3r\ /i, pi sho-froth \sho-'frot(h)\ [Heb
shophar} : a ram's-horn trumpet blown by the ancient Hebrews in
battle and high religious observances and used in synagogues before
and during Rosh Hashanah and at the conclusion of Yom Kippur
ishog \'shag\ vi shogged; shog-ging [ME shoggen} chiejly dial

: to move along
2shog n, chiejly dial : shake, jolt
sho-gun \'sho-g3n, -,giin\ n [Jap shdgun general] : one of a line
of military governorsruling Japan until the revolution of 1867-68— sho-gun-ate \'sho-g3-n3t, -.gU-; -g3-,nat\ n

ShO-ji \'sho-ie\ n, pi shoji also shojis [Jap shoji^ : a paper screen
serving as a wall, partition, or sliding door
sho-lom \sha-'lom\ var oj shalom
Shone past oj shine
shoo \'shij\ v; [ME schowe, interj. used to drive away an animal]

: to scare, drive, or send away by or as if by crying shoo
ShOO-lly \'shu-.flT\ n [shoo, interj. (fr. ME schowe) + Jly} 1 : a
child's rocker having the seat built on or usu. between supports rep-
resenting an animal figure 2 : any of several plants held to repel
flies

Shoo-in \'shU-,in\ n ; one that is a certain and easy winner (as
among candidaies for an office or contestants In a race)
iShook past or chiejly dial past part oj shake
2shook \'shuk\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a set of staves and head-
ings for one hogshead, cask, or barrel b : a bundle of parts (as of
boxes) ready to be put together 2 : 'shock
Shoon \'shlin\ chiejly dial pi oj shoe
ishoot \'shut\ vb shot \'shat\ shoot-ing [ME sheten, shuten. fr.

OE sceotan: akin to ON skjota to shoot, Lith skudrus quick] vt

1 a (1) : to let fly or cause to be driven forward with force (as an
arrow or bullet) (2) ; to cause a missile to be driven forth from
(as a bow or gun) : discharge (the sound of rifles being shot off)
b : to send forth with suddenness or intensity : dart ishot at him
a look of amazement) c : to propel (as a ball or puck) toward a
goal; also : to score by so doing (^ a basket) (^ the winning goal)
d : play <-- a round of golf) 2 a : to strike with a missile esp.
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from a bow or gun; esp ; to wound or kill with a missile discharged
from a firearm b (1) ; to remove or destroy by use of firearms
<had his hand shot off) ishot out the light) (2) ; wreck, explode
C (1) ; to practice the killing of (as game) with firearms esp. as a
sport (2) : to hunt over i^ a tract of woodland) 3 a : to push
or slide (as the bolt of a door or a lock) into or out of a fastening
b ; to pass (a shuttle) through the warp threads in weaving 4 a : to
throw or cast suddenly or with force : fling {shot his rider over
his head) b : to discharge, dump, or empty esp. by overturning,
upending, or directing into a slide c : to spend extravagantly
: use up ; EXHAUST d ; to throw out (dice) : cast; also ; to place
or offer (a bet) on the result of such casting <~ five dollars)
5 a : to push or thrust forward : stick out : protrude <lizards
'^ing out their tongues) b : to put forth in growing 6 a : to
utter (as words or sounds) rapidly or suddenly or with force
b : to emit (as light, flame, or fumes) suddenly or rapidly 7 a : to
place, send, or bring into position abruptly b : to cause (as a boat)
to move suddenly or swiftly forward c : to send or carry in haste
or swiftly : dispatch 8 : to variegate as if by sprinkling color in
streaks, flecks, or patches 9 ; to pass swiftly along (.-^ing rapids)
or by or past 10 : to plane (as the edge of a board) straight or true
11 a : to set off : detonate, ignite b : to effect by blasting
12 a : to take the altitude of b : to take a picture of : photo-
graph, FILM 13 : to give an injection to ^ vi la: to go or pass
rapidly and precipitately <sparks '^ing up) (his feet ^ out from
under him) b ; to move ahead by force of momentum c ; to
stream out suddenly ; spurt d : to dart in or as if in rays from a
source of light e ; to dart with a piercing sensation 2 a : to
cause an engine or weapon to discharge a missile b : to use a
firearm or bow esp. for sport (as in hunting) 3 : to carry when
discharged <guns that ^ many miles) 4 : protrude, project
5 a : to grow or sprout by or as if by putting forth shoots b : DE-
VELOP, mature G a : to play by propelling a ball or other object
in a particular way b : to drive the ball at goal or toward a green
7 : to cast dice 8 : to slide into or out of a fastening <a bolt that
'^s in either direction) 9 ; to photograph a scene esp. of a moving
picture; also ; to operate a camera or set cameras in operation
; take a photograph — sboot*er n — shoot at or shoot lor : to
aim at ; strive for— sboot one's bolt : to exhaust one's capabilities
and resources — sboot the works 1 : to venture all one's capital
on one play 2 ; to put forth all one's efforts

2shoot n 1 I a sending out of new growth or the growth sent out:
as a : a stem or branch with its leaves and appendages esp. when
not yet mature b ; offshoot c ; a similar formation or crystal

2 a : an act of shooting (as with a bow or a firearm): (1) : shot
(2) : the firing of a missile esp. by artillery b (1) : a hunting trip

or party (2) ; the right to shoot game in a particular area or land
over which it is held c (1) : a shooting match (skeet '^) (2) : a
round of shots in a shooting match d (1) : the action of shooting
witli a camera (2) ; a launching of a rocket device or a guided
missile esp. experimentally 3 a : a motion or movement of rapid
thrusting: as (1) ; a sudden or rapid advance (2) [perh. by folk
etymology fr. F chute — more at chute] : a rush of water down a
steep or rapid (3) : a momentary darting sensation : twinge
(4) : THRUST 2b (5) ; a falling of a detached mass of earth or ice

(6) : the pace between strokes in rowing b ; a bar of rays : beam
<a '^ of sunlight) 4 [prob. by folk etymology fr. F chute— more at

SHOOT] a ; a place where a stream runs or descends swiftly

b ; any of various inclined channels or troughs through which
something (as water, logs, or grain) is moved
syn BRANCH, BOUGH, LIMB: SHOOT applies to an outgrowth from

any plant and stresses the actual growing of a young, undeveloped
member; branch stresses division and applies to any well-developed
member whether growing from the trunk or a subdivision; bough
carries a weak implication of division and a strong suggestion of
bearing foliage; limb applies to one of the divisions made by
forking of the trunk esp. of a large tree

Shooting gallery n ; a range usu. covered and equipped with
targets for practice with firearms

Shooting iron n : firearm
shooting script n 1 ; the final completely detailed version of a
motion-picture script in which scenes are grouped in the order most
convenient for shooting and without regard to plot sequence
2 : the final version of a television script used in the production
of a program
shooting star n 1 : a visual meteor appearing as a temporary streak

of light in the night sky 2 : a No. American perennial herb
{Dodecatheon meadia) of the primrose family with entire oblong
leaves and showy flowers — called also American cowslip

shooting stick n : a spiked stick with a top that opens into a seat

ShOOt-the-Chutes \.shiit-th3-'shUts\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : an
amusement ride consisting of a steep incline down which toboggans
or boats with flat bottoms slide usu. to continue across a body of

water at the bottom
iShop \'shap\ n, ojten attrib [ME shoppe, fr. OE sceoppa booth;
akin to OHG scopj shed] 1 : a handicraft estabhshment : atelier

2 a : a building or room stocked with merchandise for sale ; store

b or shoppe \'shap\ : a small retail establishment or a department

in a large one offering a specified Une of goods or services 3 : fac-

tory MILL 4 a : a school laboratory equipped for instruction in

manual arts b : the art or science of working with tools and
machinery 5 a : a business establishment; esp : office b ; shop-
talk — shop-beep-er \-,ke-p3r\ n

2Shop v( shopped; shop-ping 1 a : to examine goods or services

with intent to buy b : to probe a market in search of the best buy
2 : to make a search : hunt

Shop-lill.er \'shap-,Uf-t9r\ n : a thief who steals merchandise on
display in stores

ShOp<lift>ing \-tio\ n ; the stealing of goods on display in a store

Shop.per \'shap-sr\ n 1 : one that shops 2 : one whose occupa-

tion is shopping as an agent for customers or for an employer

Shop steward n : a union member elected as the union representative

of a shop or department in dealings with the management
Shop-talk \'shap-.t6k\ n : the jargon or subject matter peculiar to

an occupation or a special area of interest

Shop-worn \-,w6(3)m. -,w6(a)rn\ adj 1 : faded, soiled, or other-

wise impaired by remaining too long in a store 2 : bedraggled,
JADED

, , ,
ShO-ran \'sho(a)r-.an, •sh6(o)r-\ n [j/iort-range navigation] : a

system of short-range navigation in which two radar signals
transmitted by an airplane and intercepted and rebroadcast to
the airplane by two ground stations of known position are used to
determine the position of the airplane
ishore \'sho(3)r, 'sh6(3)r\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. (assumed) OE
scar: akin to OE scieran to cut— more at shear] ; the land border-
ing a usu. large body of water; specij ; coast— shore-line \-,lTn\ n
ashore vt [me shoren; akin to ON skortha to prop] 1 : to support
by a shore ; prop 2 : to give support to : brace
3shore n : a prop for preventing sinking or sagging
shore-bird \-,b3rd\ n ; any of a suborder
(Charadrii) of birds that frequent the
seashore
shore dinner n : a usu. full course dinner
consisting mainly of various seafoods

Shore leave n : a leave of absence to go on
shore granted to a sailor or naval officer

shore patrol n ; the military police of a
navy
Shor-ing \'sh6r-lo, "shor-X n 1 : the act of
supporting with or as if with a prop 2 : a
system or group of shores
shorn past part oj shear
1 short \'sh6(a)rt\ adj [ME, fr. OE scorf]
la: having little length b ; low 2a: not extended in time
: brief <a ^ memory) b : EXPEDrrious, quick c : seeming to pass
quickly 3 a o/ a speech sound : having a relatively short duration
b : being the member of a pair of similarly spelled vowel or voweU
containing sounds that is descended from a vowel that is short in
duration but that is not short in duration or does not have duration
as its chief distinguishing feature <'^ i in sin} c oj a syllable in
prosody (1) : of relatively brief duration (2) : unstressed 4 : lim-
ited in distance 5 a : not coming up to a measure or requirement
: INSUFFICIENT b : not reaching far enough c ; enduring privation
d : inherently or basically weak <— on brains) 6 a : abrupt, curt
b : quickly provoked 7 : ^choppy 18a archaic ; near at hand
b ; payable at an early date 9a; containing or cooked with
shortening : crisp, friable b oj metal : brittle under certain con-
ditions 10 a : not lengthy or drawn out b : abbreviated
11 a : not having goods or property that one has sold in antici-
pation of a fall in prices b : consisting of or relating to a sale of
securities or commodities that the seller does not possess or has not
contracted for at the time of the sale <"- sale) syn see brief— short-ish \'sh6rt-ish\ adj

2short adv 1 : in a curt manner 2 ; briefly 3 : at a disadvantage
: unawares <caught -^y 4 : so as to interrupt (took him up --«)

6 : abruptly, suddenly 6 : at some point before a goal or
limit aimed at 7 : clean across <the axle was snapped '^> 8 : by
or as if by a short sale
3Short n 1 : the sum and substance : upshot 2 a ; a short syllable

b : a short sound or signal 3 pi a : a by-product of wheat milling
that includes the germ, fine bran, and some flour b : refuse,
clippings, or trimmings discarded in various manufacturing pro-
cesses 4 p/ a ; knee-length or less than knee-length trousers
b : shori drawers 5 a : one who operates on the short side of the
market b pi : short-term bonds 6 pi : deficiencies 7 : short-
stop 1 — in Short : by way of summary ; briefly

*short vt 1 : shortchange, cheat 2 : short-circutt
short account n l : the account of a short seller 2 : the total
of open short sales in a given subject of trade or in the market as a
whole

short-age \'sh6rt-ij\ n ; deficit
short ballot n : a ballot limiting the number of elective offices to
the most important legislative and executive posts and leaving
minor positions to be filled by appointment

short-bread \'sh6rt-,bred\ n : a thick cookie made of flour, sugar,
and much shortening

short-cake \-.kak\ n 1 : a crisp and often unsweetened biscuit or
cookie 2 : a dessert made of usu. very short baking-powder-biscuit
dough spread with sweetened fruit

Short-change \-,chanj\ vt 1 : to give less than the correct amount
of change to 2 : to deprive of something due ; cheat — short-
chang-er \-,chan-j3r\ n

Short circuit n : a connection of comparatively low resistance
accidentally or intentionally made between points on a circuit

between which the resistance is normally much greater

short-cir-cuit \'sh6rt-'s3r-kat\ vt 1 : to apply a short circuit to or
establish a short circuit in 2 : bypass 3 : frustrate, impede
short-com-ing \-'k3m-io\ « : deficiency, defect
short covering n : buying In securities or other property to close

out a short sale

short-cut \-.k3t\ n 1 : a route more direct than the one ordinarily

taken 2 : a method of doing something more directly and quickly
than by ordinary procedure
Short-day \'sh6rt-,da\ adj ; responding to a short photoperiod
— used of a plant

short division n ; mathematical division In which the successive

steps are performed without writing out the remainders
Short-en \'sh6rt-'n\ vb short-en-ing \'sh6rt-nio, -'n-io\ vt

1 : to make short or shorter 2 a : to reduce in power or efficiency

b obs : to deprive of effect 3 : to make crumbly {r^ pastry)
'*' vi : to become short or shorter — short-en-er \-n3r, -'n-3r\ n
syn shorten, curtail, abbreviate, abridge, retrench mean to

reduce in extent, shorten implies reduction in length or duration;

CURTAIL adds an implication of cutting that in some way deprives of
completeness or adequacy; abbreviate implies the shortening of a
word or phrase by contraction or by omission of parts; abridge
implies a reduction in compass or scope with retention of essential

elements and a relative completeness in the result- retrench sug-
gests a reduction in extent or costs of something felt to be excessive

short-en-ing \'sh6rt-nio, -'n-io\ n 1 : the action or process of
making or becoming short; specij ; the dropping of the latter part
of a word so as to produce a new and shorter word of the same
meaning 2 : an edible fat used for cooking

Short-hand \'sh6rt-,hand\ n 1 : a method of writing rapidly by
substituting characters, abbreviations, or symbols for letters,

words, or phrases : stenography 2 : a system or instance of rapid

9 abut; » kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

J Joke; g sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thm; m this;
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or abbreviated communication — shorthand adj
Short.hand-ed \-'han-d3d\ adj : short of the regular or necessary
number of people
Short*horn X'short-.hoCalrnX n : any of a breed of red, roan, or
white beef cattle originating in the north of England and including
good milk-producing strains from which the Milking Shorthorn
breed has been evolved — called also Durham
Short-horned grasshopper \,sh6rt-,h6rn(d)-\ n : any of a family
(Acrididae) of grasshoppers with short antennae

Short line n : a transportation system (as a railroad) operating over
a relatively short distance

Short-lived \'sh6rt-*ITvd, -'Uvd\ adj : not living or lasting long— short-lived.ness \-'lTv(dVn3s, -liv(d)-\ n
short«ly \'sh6rt-le\ adv 1 a : In a few words : briefly b : In an
abrupt manner ; curtly 2 a : in a short time : soon b : at a
short interval

short-ness \-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being short
short order n : an order for food that can be quickly cooked
short ribs n pi : a cut of beef consisting of rib ends between the
rib roast and the plate

short shrin n 1 ; a brief respite from death 2 ; summary treat-

short sight n : MYOPIA
short-sight-ed \'sh6rt-'sTt-3d\ adj 1 : nearsigkted, myopic
2 : characterized by lack of foresight — short'5ight>ed>ly adv— short-sight.ed-ness n

short snort. er \-'sn6rt-3r\ n {short snort (quick drinkl] 1 ; a
member of an informal club for which a pilot, crew member, or
passenger who has made a transoceanic flight is eligible 2 : a piece
of paper money (as a dollar bill) endorsed by short snorters as a
membership certificate for a new member
short-spo-ben \-'spo-k3n\ adj : curt
Shorl-stop \'sh6rt-,stap\ n 1 : the player position in baseball for
defending the infield area to the third-base side of second base
2 : the player stationed in the shortstop position

Short-stop \-,stap\ n : an acid bath used to check photographic
development of a negative or print

short story n : a brief invented prose narrative usu. dealing with
a few characters and aiming at unity of effect and often con-
centrating on the creation of mood rather than plot
short-tem.pered \'sh6rt-'tem-p3rd\ adj : having a quick temper
Short-term \-'t3rm\ adj l : occurring over or involving a rela-
tively short period of time 2 : of or relating to a financial trans-
action based on a term usu. of less than a year
Short-wave \'sh6rt-'wav\ n, ojten attrib 1 : a radio wave of 60=-
meter wavelength or less 2 : a radio transmitter using shortwaves

Short-wind.ed \-'win-dad\ adj 1 : affected with or characterized
by shortness of breath 2 : brief, disconnected
ShO-ShO-ne-an \sh3-'sho-ne-3n\ n : a language family of the
Uto-Aztecan phylum comprising the languages of most of the
Uto-Azlecan peoples in the U. S.

Sho.sho.ni also Sho-shcne \sh3-'sho-ne\ n, pi Shoshoni or
Shoshonis also Shoshone or Shoshones 1 : a group of Shosho-
nean peoples in California, Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, and
Wyoming 2 : a member of the Shoshoni group of peoples
ishot Vshat\ n [ME, fr. OE scot; akin to ON skot shot. OHG scuz,
OE sceoian to shoot — more at shoot] 1 a : an action of shooting
b : a directed propelling of a missile; specij : a directed discharge of
a firearm c : a stroke or throw in a game d : blast e : injection
2 a pi shot : something propelled by shooting; esp : small lead or
steel pellets esp. forming a charge for a shotgun b : a metal
sphere of iron or brass that is put for distance 3 a : the distance
that a missile is or can be thrown h : range, reach 4 : a charge
to be paid : scot 5 : one that shoots : marksman 6 a : attempt,
try b : GUESS, conjecture c : chance 7 : a remark so directed
as to have telling effect 8 a : a single photographic exposure; esp
: SNAPSHOT b : a single sequence of a motion picture or a television
program shot by one camera without interruption 9 : a charge of
explosives 10 a ; a single drink of liquor b : a small amount ap-
plied at one time : dose

ashot adj 1 aoj ajabric : having contrasting and changeable color
effects that react varyingly to dyes : iridescent b : suffused or
streaked with a color (hair ~ with gray) c ; permeated <---

through with wit) 2 : having the form of pellets resembling shot
3 : reduced to a state of ruin, prostration, or uselessness
ishot-gun \'shat-,g3n\ n : an often double-barreled smoothbore
shoulder weapon for firing shot at short ranges

^shotgun adj 1 : of. relating to. or using a shotgun 2 : involving
coercion 3 : covering a wide field with hit-or-miss effectiveness <~
remedies)
shotgun marriage n : a marriage forced or required because of
Eregnancy — called also shotgun wedding
ot hole n 1 : a drilled hole in which a charge of dynamite Is

exploded 2 : a hole made usu. by a boring insect
shot put n : a field event consisting in putting the shot for distance— shot-put.ter \'shat-,pui-3r\ n — shot-put-ting \-io\ «
Shott var of CHOTT
Shot-ten X'shat-'nX adj [ME shotyn, fr. pp. of shuten to shoot]
1 : having ejected the spawn and so of inferior food value i^
herring) 2 : worthless
should \sh3d, (')shud\ [ME sholde, fr. OE sceolde owed, was
obliged to; akin to OHG scolia owed, was obliged to] past oj
SHALL 1 — used in auxiliary function to express condition <if he^ leave his father, his father would die —Gen 44:22 (RSV))
2 — used in auxiliary function to express obligation, propriety, or
expediency <'tis commanded I ~ do so —Shak.) <this is as it '- be
—H.L.Savage) <you — brush your teeth after each meal) 3— used
in auxiliary function to express futurity from a point of view in the
past (realized that she ~ have to do most of her farm work before
sunrise —Ellen Glasgow) 4 — used in auxiliary function to ex-
press what IS probable or expected <with an eariy start, they -^ be
here by noon) 5 — used in auxiliary function to tone down a
direct Statement or request <I -^ suggest that a guide to available
materials is the first essential —L.D.Reddick)
ishoul.d^ \'shol-dar\ n. often attrib [ME sholder, fr. OE sculdor:akm to OHG sculira shoulder, OE sciell shell — more at shell]
1 a : the laterally projecting part of the human body formed of the
bones and joints by which the arm is connected with the trunk and

muscles covering them b : the corresponding but usu. less
r vertebrate 2 a : the two

shoulders and the upper part of the back -

: capacity for bearing a task or blame 3 : ^
the upper joint of the foreleg and adjacent parts 4 ; the part of i

garment at the wearer's shoulder 5 : something resembling a
human shoulder: as a (1) : the part of a hill or mountain near the
top (2) : a lateral protrusion or extension of a hill or mountain
b ; the flat top of the body of a piece of printing type from which
the bevel rises to join the face c ; either edge of a roadway; specij
; the part of a roadway outside of the traveled way

^shoulder vb shoul-der.ing \-d(3-)riQ\ v/ 1 : to push or thrust
With the shoulder : jostle 2 a : to place or bear on the shoulder
b : to assume the burden or responsibility of '^ vi : to push with
the shoulders aggressively
Shoulder blade n : scapula — called also shoulder bone
Shoulder board n : one of a pair of broad pieces of stiffened cloth
worn on the shoulders of a military uniform and carrying insignia
of rank

shoulder girdle n : pectoral girdle
shoulder knot n 1 : an ornamental knot of ribbon or lace worn on
the shoulder in the 1 7th and 1 Sth centuries 2 : a detachable orna-
ment of braided wire cord worn on the shoulders of a uniform of
ceremony by a commissioned officer

shoulder mark n : one of a pair of rectangular pieces of cloth worn
parallel to the shoulder of some uniforms of U.S. Navy officers
bearing insignia of rank and line or corps devices
shoulder patch n : a cloth patch bearing an identifying mark and
worn on one sleeve of a uniform below the shoulder
ShOUld.est \'shud-ast\ archaic past 2d sing of shall
Shouldn't \"shud-'nt\ : should not
shouldst \sh3dst, (')shudst, shatst, (')shiitst\ archaic past 2d sing
of SHALL
ishout \'shaut\ vb [ME shouten"] vi : to utter a sudden loud cry— vi : to utter in a loud voice — shout>er n
2shout n : a loud burst of voice
shouting distance n : easy reach — usu. used with within
shout song n : a rhythmic religious song characterized by responsive
singing between leader and congregation
ishove \*sh3v\ vb [ME shoven, fr. OE scufan to thrust away; akin to
OHG scioban to push, OSlav skubaii to tear] vr 1 : to push along
2 : to push or put in a rough, careless, or hasty manner : thrust
3 : to force by other than physical means : compel ~ v/ 1 ; to
move by forcing a way (^ off) 2 a : to move something by exert-
ing force b ; leave syn see push — shov-er n
2shove n : an act or instance of shoving
iShOV.el \*shav-3l\ n_[ME. fr. OE scofl; akin to OHG
scufla shovel, OE scufan to thrust away] 1 a : a hand
implement consisting of a broad scoop or a more or
less hollowed out blade with a handle used to lift and
throw material b : something that resembles a shovel

shovels la

projecting region of the body of a low

2shovel vb shov-eled or shov-elled; shov.el-ing or
shov-el-ling \-(3-)liQ\ vt 1 : to take up and throw
with a shovel 2 : to dig or clean out v/ith a shovel
3 : to throw or convey roughly or in the mass as if with
a shovel '-' vi : to use a shovel

shov.el-bill \'sh3v-3l-,bil\ n : shoveler 2
shov-el-er or shov.eLler \'shav-(3-)l3r\ n l : one
that shovels 2 : any of several river ducks (genus
Anas) having a large and very broad bill

shov.el.lul \'shav-s!-,ful\ n, pi shovelfuls \-.ful2\ .

Shov.els-Jul \-9l2-,fuI\ : the amount held by a shovel
shovel hat n : a shallow-crowned hat with a wide brim curved up
at the sides that is worn by some clergymen

shov-el'head \'sh3v-3l-,hed\ n : any of several fishes with heads
resembling a shovel; esp : a shark (Sphyrna tiburo) smaller than
the related hammerhead and with narrower head
shov-el-man \-,man, -man\ n : one who works with a shovel
shov-el-nose \-,noz\ n : a_ shovel-nosed animal and esp. fish

shov-el-nosed \.sh3v-3l-'nozd\ adj : having a broad flat head, nose,
or beak
ishow \'sho\ vb showed \'sh6d\ shown \'shon\ or showed;
Show-ing [ME shewen, showen. fr. OE sceawian io look, look at,
see; akin to OHG scouwon to look, look at, L cavere to be on one's
guard] vt 1 : to cause or permit to be seen : exhibit 2 ; to set out
for sale : offer 3 : to present as a public spectacle : perform
4 ; to display for the notice of others 5 : to reveal by one's con-
dition, nature, or behavior 6 : to give indication of by record
7 a : to point out to someone b : conduct, usher 8 : accord,
bestow 9 a : to set forth : declare b : allege, plead — used
esp. in law 10 a : demonstrate, prove h ; inform, instruct
'^ vi 1 ; to be or come in view : be present or noticeable 2 a : to
appear in a particular way : have a particular quality h : seem,
APPEAR 3 : to give a theatrical performance 4 : to finish third
or at least third in a horse race
syn SHOW, manifest, evidence, evince. demonstr.\te mean to

reveal something not plain, show is the general term but may imply
inference from acts, books, or words; manifest implies a plainer,
more immediate revelation; evidence suggests serving as proof of
the actuality or existence of something; evince implies a showing by
outward marks or tokens; demonstrate implies showing by action
or by display of feeling
syn show, exhibft. display, expose, parade, flmjnt mean to

present so as to invite notice or attention, show implies enabling
another to see or examine; EXHiBrr applies to putting forward
prominently or openly; display stresses putting in position where
one may see to advantage; expose suggests bringing from conceal-
ment and displaying; par.^de implies an ostentatious or arrogant
displaying; fl.\unt suggests a shameless, boastful, often offensive
parading
2show n. often attrib 1 : a demonstrative display 2 a archaic : out-
ward appearance b : a false semblance : pretense c : a more or
less true appearance of something : sign d ; an impressive display
e : ostentation 3 : chance 4 : something exhibited esp. for
wonder or ridicule : spectacle 5 : a large display or exhibition
arranged to arouse interest or stimulate sales 6 a : a theatrical
presentation b : a radio or television program c : entertainment
3 7 : ENTERPRISE. AFFAIR 8 I an indication of metal in a mine or of
gas or oil in a well 9 : third place at the finish of a horse race
show bill n : an advertising poster
Show.boat \'sho-.bot\ n : a river steamship containing a theater
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and carrying a troupe of actors to give plays at river communities
Showbread var oj shewbread
show-case \'sho-.kas\ n l : a glazed case, box, or cabinet to dis-
play and protect wares in a store or articles in a museum 2 : a set-
ting or framework for exhibiting something esp. at its best
Show.down \-,daun\ n 1 : the placing of poker hands faceup on
the table to deiermme the winner of a pot 2 : the final settlement of
a contested issue or the test of strength by which it is settled
ishow-er \'shau(-3)r\ n [ME shour, fr. OE scur\ akintoOHG scur
shower, L caurus northwest wind] 1 a : a fall of rain of short dura-
tion b : a hke fall of sleet, hail, or snow 2 : something resem-
bling a rain shower 3 : a party given by friends who bring gifts
often of a particular kind ~ show-ery \-e\ adj
ashower vj l ; to rain or fall in or as if in a shower 2 : to bathe in a

_ shower bath ~ vf 1 : to wet copiously (as with water) in a spray,
^ine stream, or drops 2 : to give in abundance
3show-er \'sh6(-3)r\ n : one that shows : exhibitor
shower bath n : a bath in which water is showered on the person;
also ; the apparatus that provides a shower bath

Show-i-ly \'sn6-3-le\ adv : in a showy manner
Show-i-ness \'sho-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being showy
Show-ing n 1 : an act of putting something on view : display
2 : PERFORMANCE, RECORD 3 3 I a Statement or presentation of a
case b : appearance, evidence
Sh0W>mau \'sho-m3n\ n 1 : the producer of a play or other theatri-
cal show 2 : a person having a sense or knack for dramatization or
visual effectiveness — show>man<shlp \-,ship\ n
Show—me \'sho-me\ adj ; insistent on proof or evidence ; skep-
tical, incredulous
show oil vt ; to display proudly -«- vi ; to seek to attract attention
by conspicuous behavior
show-oil \'sho-,6f\ n 1 : the act of showing off 2 ; one that shows

' outstanding example used for

off

Show.piece \-,pes\ n : a prlr
exhibition
show-place \-,plas\ n : a place (as an estate or building) that is

frequently exhibited or is regarded as an example of beauty or
excellence
show-room \-,rum, -,rum\ n : a room where merchandise is exposed
for sale or where samples are displayed
show up vt

J
to reveal the true nature of : expose ~ vi : arrive

showy \'sho-e\ adj 1 : making an attractive show ; strikino
2 : marked by ostentation : gaudy
syu SHOWY, PRg-rENTious, OSTENTATIOUS, POMPOUS mean given to

excessive outward display, showy implies an imposing or striking
appearance but usu. suggests cheapness or poor taste; pretentious
implies an appearance of importance not justified by the thing's
value or the persons standing; ostentatious stresses vainglorious
display or parade; pompous suggests an ostentatiousness prompted
by love of ceremony or exaggerated sense of self-importance
shrap-nel \'shrap-n'I, esp South *srap-\ n, pi shrapnel [Henry
Shrapnel tl842 E arUUery officer]

1 : a projectile that consists of a case
provided with a powder charge and
a large number of usu. lead balls and
is exploded in flight 2 : bomb,
mine, or shell fragments
ishred \'shred esp South 'sred\ n "* s 6

[ME shrede, ij. OE screade; akin shrapnel: i combination fuze,
to OHG scrot piece cut off, L time and percussion, 2 steel
scrupus sharp stone, OE scieran to case. 3 shrapnel balls, 4
cut — more at shear] : a long central tube. 5 guncotton, 6
narrow strip cut or torn off ; par- loose powder
ticle, scrap
2shred vb shred-ded; shred-ding vt 1 archaic ; to cut off 2 : to
cut or tear into shreds ~ v/ : to break up into shreds — shred-der n
iShrew X'shj-U, esp South 'sru\ n [ME shrewe evil or scolding person,
fr, OE screawa shrewmouse] 1 : any of numerous small chiefly
nocturnal mammals (family Soricidae) related to the moles and dis-

tinguished by a long pointed snout, very small eyes, and velvety fur

2 ; a vexatious, scolding, or brawling woman : scold
2shrew vt, obs : curse
shrewd X'shrUd, esp South 'srud\ adj [ME shrewe + -ed} 1 archaic

; mischievous 2 obs : shrewish, abusive 3 obs : ominous,
dangerous 4 a ; severe, hard <'^ knock) b ; biting, piercing
<~ wind) 5 a : marked by cleverness, discernment, or sagacity
: astute b : wily, tricky — shrewd-ly adv — shrewd-ness n
syn sagacious, perspicacious, astute: shrewd implies practical,

hardheaded cleverness and judgment and acute perception;
sagacious suggests wisdom, penetration, and farsightedness;
perspicacious implies unusual power to see through and under-
stand what is dark or hidden; astute suggests shrewdness, per-
spicacity, and diplomatic skill

Shrew-iSh \'shru-ish, esp South 'srU-\ adj : ill-tempered ; in-
tractable — sbrew-ish'ly adv — shrew-ish-ness n
Shrew-mouse \-,maus\ n : shrew 1

Shri \'s(h)re\ var oj SRi
ishriek \'shrek, esp South 'srekX vb [prob. irreg. fr. ME shriken to
shriek; akin to ME scremen to scream] vi 1 : to utter a sharp shrill

sound 2 : to cry out in a high-pitched voice ; screech ^ vt ; to

utter with a shriek or sharply and shrilly

ashrlek n l : a shrill usu. wild or involuntary cry 2 : a sound
resembling a shriek

Sluiev-al \'shrc-v3l, esp South 'sre-\ adj [obs. shrieve sheriff, fr.

ME shirreve— more at sheriff] : of or relating to a sheriff— shriev-
al-ty \-te\ n

shrieve \'shrev, esp South 'srev\ archaic var oj shrive

Shrilt X'shrift, esp South 'sriftX n [ME, fr. OE scrijt, fr. scrljan to

shrive — more at shrive] 1 archaic a : the act of shriving : con-
fession b : a remission of sins pronounced by a priest in the

sacrament of penance 2 obs : confessional
shrike \'shrTk, esp South *srTk\ n [perh. fr. (assumed) ME shrik, fr.

OE scric thrush; akin to ME shriken to shriek] : any of numerous
usu. largely gray or brownish oscine birds (family Laniidae) that

have a strong notched bill hooked at the tip, feed chiefly

and often impale their prey on thorns

ishrill X'shril, esp South 'srU\ vb [ME shriUen'} vi : to utter

insects,

r emit

shrimp

an acute, piercing sound ^ vt : scream
2shrill adj 1 a : having or emitting a sharp high-pitched tone or
sound : piercing b : accompanied by sharp high-pitched sounds or
cnes 2 : having a sharp or vivid effect on the senses (-^ light)
3 : intemperate, extravagant <~ anger) — shrill adv — shrill-
ness n — shril-ly \'s(h)ra-le\ adv

3shrill n : a shriU sound
'shrimp \'shrimp, esp South 'srimp\ n, pi
shrimps also shrimp [ME shrimpe; akin to ON
skorpna to shrivel up, L curvus curved — more at
CROWN] 1 : any of numerous mostly small and
marine decapod crustaceans (suborder Nataniia)
having a slender elongated body, compressed
abdomen, long legs, and a long, spiny rostrum;
also : a small crustacean (as an amphipod or a
branchiopod) resembling the true shrimps 2 : a
very small or puny person or thing
2shrimp vi : to fish for or catch shrimps
Shrimp pink n : a variable color averaging a deep
pink
ishrine \'shrTn, esp South 'srin\ n [ME, fr. OE
serin, fr. L scrinium case, chest] 1 a : the reU-
quary or tomb of a saint b : a place in which
devotion is paid to a saint or deity : sanctuary
c : a niche containing a religious image 2 : a
place or object hallowed by its associations
3 : something that enshrines

2shrine vt : enshrine
ishrink \'shriok, esp South 'sririkX vb shrank \'s(h)rar)k\ also
shrunk \'s(h)r3rik\ shrunk or shrunk-en \'s(h)raa-k3n\
[ME shrinken, fr. OE scrincan; akin to MD schrinken to draw back,
L curvus curved — more at crown] vi 1 : to contract or curl up the
body or part of it : huddle, cower 2 a : to contract to a less
extent or compass b : to become smaller or more compacted c : to
lose substance or weight d : to lessen in value : dwindle 3 : to
draw back —' vr : to cause to contract or shrink; specij : to compact
(cloth) by causing to contract when subjected to washing, boiling,
steaming, or other processes syn see contract, recoil — shrink-
able \'s(h)rir)-k3-b9l\ adj — shrink-er n
^shrink n l : the act of shrinking 2 : shrinkage
Shrink-age \'shrir)-kij, esp South 'srioA n 1 : the act or process of
shrinking 2 : the loss in weight of livestock during shipment and
in the process of preparing the meat for consumption 3 : the
amount lost by shrinkage
shrinking violet n : a bashful or retiring person; esp : one who
shrinks from public recognition of his merit

Shrive \'shrTv, esp South 'sriv\ vb shrived or shrove \'s(h)rov\
shriv-en \'s(h)riv-3n\ or shrived [ME shriven, fr. OE scrljan to
shrive, prescribe; akin OHG scrlban to write; both fr. a prehistoric
WGmc word borrowed fr. L scribere to write — more at scribe] vt

1 ; to minister the sacrament of penance to 2 : pardon, purge
~ Vi : to confess one's sins esp, to a priest

shriv-el \'shriv-al, esp South 'sriv-\ vb shriveled or shriv-elled;
shriv-el-ing or shriv-el-ling \-(3-)lia\ [origin unknown] vi

1 ; to draw into wrinkles esp. with a loss of moisture 2 : to
become reduced to inanition, helplessness, or inefficiency -^ v/ ; to
cause to shrivel : wither
ishrofl X'shraf, 'shrof, esp South 'sraf, 'sr6t\ n [Hindi ?arraj, fr. Ar]

; a banker or money changer in the Far East; esp : one who tests

and evaluates coin
ishrolf vt : to sort (coins) into good and bad pieces

Shrop. Shire \'shrap-,shi(3)r, -shar, esp US -,shT(3)r, esp South
'srap-\ n [Shropshire county, England] : any of an English breed
of dark -faced hornless mutton-type sheep that yield a heavy fleece

ishroud X'shraiid, esp South 'sraud\ n [ME. fr. OE scrud: akin to
OE screade shred — more at shred] 1 : burial garment : winding*
sheet, cerement 2 obs : shelter, protection 3 ; something that
covers, screens, or guards 4 a : one of the ropes leading usu. in
pairs from a ship's mastheads to give lateral support to the masts
b : one of the cords that suspend the harness of a parachute from
the canopy
2shroud v/ 1 a archaic : to cover for protection b obs : conceal
2 a : to cut off from view : screen b : to veil under another ap-
pearance 3 : to dress for burial -^ vi, archaic : to take or seek
shelter

shroud-laid \-Jad\ adj, oj a rope : composed of four strands and
laid right-handed with a heart or core
Shrove-tide \'shr6v-,tTd, esp South 'sr6v-\ n [ME schrojtide, fr.

schroj- (fr. shriven to shrive) + tide'] : the period usu. of three days
immediately preceding Ash Wednesday
Shrove Tuesday n [ME schrojlewesday, fr. schroj- (as in schrojtide)

4- tewesday Tuesday] : the Tuesday before Ash Wednesday
iShrub X'shrsb. esp South 'sr3b\ n [ME schrobbe, fr. OE scrybb
brushwood; akin to Norw skrubbebxi dwarf cornel] : a low usu.
several-stemmed woody plant

2shrub n [Ar sharab beverage] 1 : a beverage that consists of an
alcoholic Uquor, fruit juice, fruit rind, and sugar 2 ; a beverage
made by adding acidulated fruit juice to iced water
shrub-bery \'shrab-(3-)re, esp South 'srab-\ n : a planting or
growth of shrubs_

shrub-by X'shrsb-e, esp South 'sr3b-\ adj 1 : consisting of or cov-
ered with shrubs 2 : resembling a shrub
ishrug V'shrag, esp South 'srsgX vb shrugged; shrug-ging [Mfe
schruggeni vi : to raise or draw in the shoulders esp. to express
indifference or aversion ~ vr : to lift or contract (the shoulders)
esp. to express lack of interest or disUke
2slmig n 1 ; an act of shrugging 2 : a woman's small waist-length
or shorter jacket

Shrug oil vt 1 : to brush aside : mininuze 2 : to shake off 3 : to
remove (a garment) by wriggling out of it

ishuck \'sh3k\ n [origin unknown] 1 : shell, husk: as a ; the
outer covering of a nut or of Indian com b : the shell of an
oyster or clam 2 : something of little value <not worth -^j)

2Shuck vt 1 : to strip of shucks 2 : to peel off — shuck-er n
ishud-der \'sh9d-9r\ vi shud-der-ing \-(a-)rir)\ [ME shoddren;
akin to OHG skutten to shake, lAthkuteti to shake up] 1 : to
tremble convulsively ; shiver 2 : QtnvER

3 abut; ® kitten; 9r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t& this;
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2shudder n : an act of shuddering ; tremor — shud-dery \-(3-)re\

ishuf.fle \'sh3f-3l\ vb snnf'fling \-Ca-)liD\ [perh. irreg. fr.

^shovel vt 1 : to mix in a mass confusedly : jumble 2 ; to put or
thrust aside or under cover 3 a : to manipulate (as a pack of cards)
with the real or ostensible purpose of causing a later appearance in
random b : to move about, back and forth, or from one place to
another : shift 4 a : to move (as the feet) by sUding along or
back and forth without lifting b ; to perform (as a dance) with a
dragging, sliding step **- vj 1 : to work into or out of trickily
; WORM 2 : to act or speak in a shifty or evasive manner 3 a : to
move or walk in a sliding, dragging manner without lifting the
feet b : to dance in a lazy nonchalant manner with sUding and
tapping motions of the feet c : to execute in a perfunctory or
clumsy manner 4 ; to mix playing cards or counters by shuffling— shuJ.fler \-(3-)l3r\ n

2Shuffle n 1 : an evasion of the issue : equivocation 2 a : an act
of shuffUng b ; a right or turn to shuffle c : jumble 3 a ! a
dragging sUding movement; specif ; a sliding or scraping step in
dancing b : a dance characterized by such a step

Shul'fle.boaid \'sh3f-3l-,b6(a)rd, -,b6C3)rd\ n [alter, of obs. E

shuffleboard 2

shove-board"} 1 : a game in which players use long-handled cues to
shove wooden disks into scoring beds of a diagram marked on a
smooth surface 2 ; the diagram on which shuffleboard is played

Shul \'shul\ n [Yiddish, fr. MHG schuol, Ut., school] : syna-
gogue
Shim \'sh3n\ vt shunned; sliim>mng [ME shunnen, fr. OE scunian']

; to avoid deliberately and esp. habitually syn see escape— sbuu-
ner /I

shim-pike \'shan-,plk\ n : a side road used to avoid toll on a
turnpike
ishunt \'sh3nt\ vb [ME shunten to flinch] vr 1 : to turn off to one
side ; shift; specij : to switch (as a train) from one track to another
2 ; to provide with or divert by means of an electrical shunt --' vi

1 : to move to the side 2 ; to travel back and forth — shunt-er n
^shunt n : a means or mechanism for turning or thrusting aside: as
a chiefly Brit ; a railroad switch b : a conductor joinmg two points
in an electrical circuit so as to form a parallel or alternative path
through which a portion of the current may pass (as for regu-
lating the amount passing in the main circuit)

Shunt winding n i a winding so arranged as to divide the armature
current and lead a portion of it around the field-magnet coils —
shunt-wound \'sh3nt-'waund\ adj
shush \'sh3sh\ n [imit.] ; a sibilant sound uttered to demand si-

lence — shush vt

ishut \'sh3t\ vb shut; shut-ting [ME shutten, fr. OE scuttan; akin
to OE sceotan to shoot— more at shoot] vt 1 a : to move into posi-
tion to close an opening <~ the door) b : to prevent passage to or
from by closing doors or openings : close c : to forbid entrance
into : BAR 2 : to confine by or as if by enclosure <•-- him in the
closet) 3 : to fasten with a lock or bolt 4 : to close by bringing
enclosing or covering parts together {^ the eyes) 5 : to cause to
cease or suspend operation '^ vi : to close itself or become closed

3shut n 1 ; the act or time of shutting 2 : the line of union at a
welded joint

shut-down \'sh3t-,daun\ n ; the cessation or suspension of an ac-
tivity (as work in a mine or factory)

Shuts var oj CHUTE
Shut-eye \'sh3t-,T\ n, slang : sleep
Shut-in \,sh3t-,in\ adj 1 : confined to one's home or an Institution
by illness or incapacity 2 a : broodino, secretive b ; with-
drawn — shut-in \'sh3t-,in\ n

Shut-off \'sh3t-,6f\ n 1 ; something that shuts off 2 : interrup-
tion, stoppage
Shut out vr 1 ; to keep out : exclude 2 : to prevent (an opponent)
from scoring in a game or contest 3 ; to forestall the bidding of
(bridge opponents) by making a high or preemptive bid

shut-out Vsh3t-,aut\ n 1 : a game or contest in which one side fails
to score 2 : a preemptive bid in bridge
ishut-ter \'sh9t-3r\ n, often atlrib 1 : one that shuts 2 : a mova-
ble cover or screen for a window or door 3 : a mechanical device
of various forms attached to a camera to expose the film or plate by
opening and closing an aperture 4 : the movable louvers in a pipe
organ by which the swell box is opened

2shuttei vt 1 : to close with or by shutters 2 : to furnish with
shutters

Shut-ter-bug \'sh3t-9r-,b3g\ n : a photography enthusiast
ishut.tle \'shat-=l\ n, often attrib [ME shittle, prob. fr. OE scytel
bar, bolt; akin to ON skutill bolt, OE sceotan to shoot — more at
shoot] 1 a ; a device used in weaving for passing or shooting the
thread of the woof between the threads of the warp b ; a spindles
shaped device holding the thread in tatting, knotting, or netting
C : any of various sUding thread holders for the lower thread of a
sewing machine that carry the lower thread through a loop of the
upper thread to make a stitch 2 a : a going back and forth
regularly over a specified and often short route by a vehicle b : an
established route used in a shuttle; also ; a vehicle used in a shuttle

ashuttle vb shut-Uing \'shat-UD, -'l-ioX 1 : to move
or travel back and forth frequently 2 ; to move by
or as if by a shuttle
ishut-tle.cock \'sh3t-''l-.kak\ n : a feathered cork
that is struck with rackets and played back and
forth (as in badminton)

ashuttlecock vr : to send or toss to and fro : bandy
shut up vt : to cause (a person) to stop talking '«- vi

; to cease writing or speaking
ishy \'shT\ adj shi-er or shy-er \'shl(-3)r\ shi-est
or shy. est \'shT-ast\ [ME schey, fr. OE sceoh: akin
to OHG sciuhen to frighten off, OSIav S£uti to chase] shuttlecock
1 : easily frightened : timid 2 ; disposed to avoid a
person or thing : disitrustful 3 : hesitant in committing oneself

7 ; DISREPUTABLE <'-« Saloou)
syn BASHFUL, DIFFIDENT, MODEST, COY: SHY implies a timid reserve

and a shrinking from familiarity or contact with others; bashful
impUes a frightened or hesitant shyness characteristic of childhood
and adolescence; diffident stresses a distrust of one's own abiUty
or opinion that causes hesitation in acting or speaking; modest
suggests absence of undue confidence or conceit; coy impUes an
assumed or affected shyness
2shy VI shied; shy-ing 1 : to develop or show a sudden dislike or
distaste : recoil {shied from publicity) 2 : to start suddenly aside
through fright or alarm
3shy n, pi shies : a sudden start aside (as of a horse)
4shy vb shied; shy-ing [perh. fr. uft^-] ; to throw with a jerk ; fling
5shy n, pi shies X ; the act of shying : toss, throw 2 : a verbal
fling 3 : cockshy
Shy-loch \'shi-,lak\ n 1 ; a revengeful Jewish moneylender in
Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice 2 : an extortionate creditor
Shy-ly VshT-le\ adv : in a shy maimer
Shy-ness \-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being shy
Shy-ster \'shi-st3r\ n [prob. after Scheuster f11340 Am attorney
frequently rebuked in a New York court for pettifoggery ] : one who
is professionally unscrupulous esp. in the practice of law or poUtics
; pettifogger

si \'se\ n [It] : the 7th tone of the diatonic scale in solmization : Ti
Si-al-a-gog-ic \(,)si-,al-9-'gai-ik\ adj l^L sialagogus, fr. Gk siaion
saliva + -agogos promoting the expulsion of; akin to L spuere to
spit — more at spew, -agogue] : promoting the flow of saUva —
si-al-a>gogue \si-'al-3-,g_ag\ n

Si-a-mang \'se-3-,mao. se-'am-3o\ n [Malay] ; a black gibbon
(Symphalangus syndactylus) of Sumatra that is the largest of the
gibbons
iSi-a-mese \,sT-3-'mez, -'mes\ adj iSiam (Thailand); in senses 2 &
3, fr. Siamese rwin] 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of Thailand,
the Thais, or their language 2 : exhibiting great resemblance : very
like 3 not cap : connecting two or more pipes or hose so as to
permit discharge in a single stream
^Siamese n, pi Siamese l : thai 1 2 : thai 2
Siamese cat n : a slender blue-eyed short-haired domestic cat of a
breed of oriental origin with pale fawn or gray body and darker
ears, paws, tail, and face
Siamese twin n [fr. Chang tl874 and Eng tl874 congenltaUy
united twins bom in Siam] 1 : one of a pair of congenitally united
twins in man or lower animals 2 : a double monster
isib \'sib\ adj [ME, fr. OE sibb, fr. sibb kinship; akin to OHG sippa
kinship, family, L suus one's own — more at suicide] : related by
blood : akin

2sib n 1 a ; kindred, relatives b : a blood relation : kinsman
2 : a brother or sister considered irrespective of sex; broadly ; any
plant or animal of a group sharing a corresponding degree of rela-
tion 3 : a group of persons imilaterally descended from a real or
supposed ancesxor

Si-be-ri-an hushy \C,)sT-,bir-e-3n-\ n : any of a breed of mediums
sized compact dogs developed as sled dogs in northeastern Siberia
that in general resemble the larger Alaskan malemuies
Tsib-i-Iant \'sib-a-l3nt\ adj [L sibilant-, sibilans, prp. of sibilare to
hiss, whistle, of imit. origin] ; having, containing, or producing the
sound of or a sound resembling that of the s or the sh in sash <a ^
affricate) <a ^ snake) — sib-i-lant-ly adv

asibilant n : a sibilant speech sound (as English \s\, \z\, \sh\,
\zh\, \ch(=tsh)\, or \j(=dzhj\)

Slb-i-late \-,lat\ vb [L sibilatus, pp. of sibilarel vi 1 : Hiss 2 : to
utter an initial sibilant : prefix an \s\-sound -^ vr 1 : hiss 2 : to
pronounce v/ith an initial sibilant ; prefix an \s\-sound to — sib-
i-la-tion \,sib-3-'la-sh3a\ n ^

sib-ling \'sib-lio\ n : sib 2; also i one of two or more persons hav-
ing one common parent

Sib-yl \'sib-3l\ n, often cap [ME sibile, sybylle, fr. MF & L; MF
sibile^ fr. L sibylla, fr. Gk] 1 : any of several prophetesses usu.
accepted as 1 in number and credited to widely separate parts of
the ancient world (as Babylonia, Egypt, Greece, and Italy) 2 a : a
female prophet b ; fortuneteller — si^byl-ic or si-byl-lic
\s3-'bil-ik\ adj— sib-yl.line \'sib-3-,lTn, -,len\ adj

isic \(')sik\ chiefly Scot var of such
2sic or sich \'sik\ vr sicced or sicked \'sikt\ sic-cing or sick-ing
[alter, of seeWi 1 : chase, attack— usu. used as an imperative esp.
to a dog <"-' 'em) 2 : to incite or urge to an attack, pursuit, or
harassment : set

3siC \'sik, 'sek\ adv [L, so, thus — more at so] : Intentionally so
written — used after a printed word or passage to indicate that it is

intended exactly as printed or to indicate that it exactly reproduces
an original (said he seed {'^] it aU)

SiC>oa-tive \'sik-3t-iv\ n [LL siccativus making dry, fr. L siccatus,

pp. of siccare to dry, fr. siccus dry — more at sack] ; drier 2
Sick \'sik\ adj [ME sek, sik, fr. OE seoc; akin to OHG sioh sick,

Mir socht depression] 1 a (1) ; affected with disease or ill health
; ailing (2) ; of, relating to, or intended for use in sickness ('^
pay) <a ^ ward) b : nauseated, queasy <~ at one's stomach)
<was '^ in the car) c : menstruating 2 ; spiritually or moraUy
unsound or corrupt 3a: sickened by strong emotion (as shame or
fear) <~ with fear) (worried •-^) b : satiated, suRFErrED (~ of
flattery) c : disgusted, chagrined (gossip that makes one ~>
d : depressed and longing for something <~ for one's home)
4 : mentaUy or emotionally unsound or disordered : morbid ('^
thoughts) 5 : lacking vigor : sickly: as a : badly outclassed
(looked '--' in the contest) b ; declining or inactive after a period of
speculative activity (grain futures were '^) C : incapable of yield-
ing a profitable crop esp. because of buildup of disease organisms
(clover-sicfc soils)
syn sick, ill mean not being hi good health, sick is the common

term in American use but not in British use where ill is preferred
and sick usu. restricted to mean violently nauseated

sick bay n ; a compartment in a ship used as a dispensary and hos-
pital; broadly : a place for the care of the sick or injured

Sick-hed \'sik-,bed\ n ; the bed upon which one Ues sick

Sick call n 1 ; a usu. daily formation at which individuals report
as sick to the medical officer 2 : the period during which sick call

is held
Sick-en \'slk-9n\ vb slck<en*lng \-(3-)nlQ\ vt 1 : to make sick
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2 : to cause revulsion in as a result of weariness or satiety -^ v/ 1 ' to
become sick 2 : to become weary or satiated <~ of the rat race)
Sick-en.er \'sik-(9-)n3r\ n : something that sickens
sick.en-mg adj ; causing sickness : nauseating — sick-en.ing-Iy
\-C3-)mo-le\ adv

^^

SiCk.er \'sik-3r\ adj [ME siker, fr. OE sicor; akin to OHG sichor
secure- both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L securus
secure] chiejly Scot : secure, safe; also : dependable— sicKei adv

sick.er-ly \-ie\ adv, chiejly Scot : sicker
Sick headache n : migraine
Sick-ish \'sik-ish\ adj 1 archaic : somewhat ill : sickly 2 : some-
what nauseated : queasy 3 : somewhat sickening <a ^ odor)— sick-ish-ly adv — sich-ish-ness n

Sick.le \'sik-3l\ n [ME sikel, fr. OE sicol: akin to OHG sichila
sickle; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L secula
sickle— more at saw] 1 a : an agricultural implement consisting of
a curved metal blade with a short handle fitted on a tang h : the
cutting mechanism (as of a reaper, combine, or mower) consisting
of a bar with a series of cutting elements 2 cap : a group of six
stars in the constellation Leo — sickle adj

sick leave /i l ; an absence from work permitted because of illness
2 : the number of days per year for which an employer agrees to
pay employees who are sick

Sick.le-bill \'sik-3l-,bil\ n : any of various birds (as a curlew or
thrasner) with a strongly curved bill

sickle cell n : an abnormal red blood cell of crescent shape
Sickle leather n : one of the long curved tail feathers of a cock
Sick-li.Iy \'sik-la-le\ adv : in a sickly manner
Sick-li.ness \'sik-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being sickly
islck'ly \'sik-Ie\ adj 1 : somewhat unwell; also : habitually ailmg
2 : produced by or associated with sickness <a -^ complexion) <a -^
appetite) 3 : producing or tending to disease : unwholesome <a
r^ climate) 4 : appearing as if sick: a : languid, pale <a ~ flame)
b ; wretched, uneasy <a '^ smile) c : lacking in vigor : weak <a~ plant) <~ beer) 5 a : tending to produce nausea <a --^ odor)
b : MAWKISH — sickly adv

2Sickly vt : to make sick or sickly
Sick>ness \'sik-n3s\ n 1 ; ill health ; illness 2 ; a specific disease

: MALADY 3 ; NAUSEA, QUEASINESS
SiCk>room \'sik-,rijm, -,rum\ n ; a room in which a person is con-
fined by sickness

Sic paS'Sim \'sik-'pas-am, 'sek-'pas-.imX adv [L] : so throughout— used of a word or idea to be found throughout a book or a
writer's work

sid.dur \'sid-.u(3)r, 'sid-srX n, p/sid-du.rim \s3-'dur-9m\ [MHeb
siddur, lit., order, arrangement] : a Jewish prayer book containing
both Hebrew and Aramaic prayers used in the daily liturgy
iSlde \'sTd\ n_[ME, fr. OE side; akin to OHG sita side, OE sid
ample, wide, sawan to sow — more at sow] 1 ; the right or left part
of the trunk of the body 2 : a place, space, or direction with respect
to a center or to a line of division (as of an aisle, river, or street)

3 ; a surface forming a border or face of an object 4 : an outer
portion of a thins considered as facing in a particular direction <the
upper -^ of a sphere) 5 : a slope or declivity of a hill or ridge
6 a : a bounding line of a geometrical figure <~ of a square)
b : one of the surfaces that delimit a solid; esp : one of the longer
surfaces : either surface of a thin object (one -^ of a record)
(right ~ of the cloth) 7 : the space beside one 8 : the attitude or
activity of one person or group with respect to another : part
9 : a body of partisans or contestants (victory for neither '^>
10 : a line of descent traced through one's parent (grandfather on
his mother's •^> 11 a : an outer portion of something held to face in
a particular direction b : an aspect or part of something held to be
contrasted with some other aspect or part (the better ^ of his
nature) 12 : a position viewed as opposite to or contrasted with
another (two ^s to every question) 13 : one of the halves of the
animal body on either side of the mesial plane 14 : one longitudi-
nal half of a hide 1 5 Brit : sideways spin imparted to a billiard
ball 16 : a sheet containing the lines and cues for a single theatrical
role syn see phase — on the side 1 : in addition to the main
portion 2 : in addition to a principal occupation

2side adj 1 a : of or relating to the side b ; situated on the side (-^

window) 2 a : directed toward or from the side (^ thrust) ('-^

wind) to : incidental, indirect (^ issue) (--- remark) c : made
on the side (--- payment) d : additional to the main portion <'^
order of french fries)

3side vt 1 : to agree with : support 2 : to be side by side with
3 : to set or put aside : clear away ("-^ dishes) 4 : to furnish with
sides or siding ('^ a house) '-*' vi : to take sides ; join or form sides
{sided with the rebels)

*Side n [obs. E side (proud, boastful) ] : swaggering or arrogant
manner : pretentiousness

Side arm n : a weapon worn at the side or in the belt (as a sword,
revolver, or bayonet)
Side<ann \,sT-,darm\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting a baseball
pitching style in which the arm is not raised above the shoulder and
the ball is delivered with a sideways sweep of the arm between
shoulder and hip {-^ delivery) — sidearm \'sT-\ adv

Side band n ; the band of radio frequencies on either side of the
carrier frequency produced by modulation

side.board \'sld-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a piece of dining-room
furniture having compartments and shelves for holding articles of
table service

Side.burns \ -.bsrnzN npl [anagram o( burnsides"} 1 1 side-whiskers;
esp : short side-whiskers worn with a smooth chin 2 ; continua-
tions of the hairline in front of the ears

Side*car \-,kar\ n 1 ; a car attached to a motorcycle for a passenger
seated abreast of the cyclist 2 : a cocktail consisting of a liqueur
with lemon juice and brandy

5id>ed \'sTd-9d\ adj : having sides often of a specified number or
kind ionC'Sidedy (glass-^iderf)

Side dish n : one of the foods subordinate to the main course
side effect n ; a secondary and usu. adverse effect (as of a drug)
(toxic side ejjects} — called also side reaction

side-glance \'sTd-,glanCt)s\ /i 1 : a glance directed to the side

2 : a passing allusion : an indirect or slight reference

iside-hill \'sTd-.hil\ n : hillside (horses grazing up the ~ —HX.
Davis)

asidehill \.sTd-\ adj : used or located on or designed for a sidehill
side issue n : an issue apart from the main point
side-kick \'sid-,kik\ n : a person closely associated with another as
subordinate or partner

side-light \-.lTt\ n 1 a : light from the side b : incidental light or
information 2 : the red hght on the port bow or the green light on
the starboard bow carried by ships under way at night

side-line \-,lTn\ n 1 : a line at right angles to a goal line or end
line and marking a side of a field of play for athletic games 2 a : a
line of goods sold in addition to one's principal line b ; a business
or activity pursued in addition to one's regular occupation 3 a : the
space immediately outside the lines along either side, of an athletic
field b : the standpoint of persons not immediately participating
(as in an athletic

side.lin.er \-.lT-n3r\ n : one that remains .

an activity ; one that does not participate
iside.ling or sid-ling X'sTd-lioX adv [ME sidling, fr. ^side + -ling}

L the sidelines during

I side : OBUQUE
sidelong direction ; sideways

^sideling or sidling adj l ; directed toward oi

2 ; having an inclination : sloping ('^ ground)
iside.long \'sTd-,ldo\ adv [alter, of ^sidelingl 1 ; obliquely, side-
ways 2 ; on the side

^sidelong \.sTd-\ adj 1 : lying or inclining to one side : slantinq
2 a : directed to one side <~ looks) b : indirect rather than
straightforward
Side-man \'sTd-,man\ n : a member of a
esp. a jazz or swing band or orchestra

side.piece \'sTd-.pes\ n ; a piece forming

and or orchestra and

: contained in the side
of something

Sider- or Sidero- comb jorm [MF. fr. L, fr. Gk sider-, sidero-, fr.
sideros] : iron {sideroUte) (siderosis)

Si*de>re'al \sT-'dir-e-3l\ adj [L sidereus, fr. sider-, sidus star, con-
stellation; akin to Lith svidus shining] 1 : of or relating to stars or
constellations ; astral 2 ; e.xpressed in relation to the heavens

sidereal day n : the Interval between two successive transits of the
March equinox over the upper meridian of a place : 23 hours, 56
minutes, 4.09 seconds of mean solar time

sidereal hour n : the 24th part of a sidereal day
Sidereal minute n : the 60th part of a sidereal hour
sidereal month n : the mean time of the moon's revolution in Its
orbit from a star back to the same star ; 27 days, 7 hours, 43 min-
utes, 11.5 seconds of mean solar time

Sidereal second n : the 60th part of a sidereal minute
sidereal lime n l : time based on the sidereal day 2 : the hour
angle of the March equinox at a place

Sidereal year n : the time in which the earth completes one revolu-
tion in its orbit around the sun measured with respect to the fixed
stars : 365 days. 6 hours, 9 minutes, and 9.54 seconds of solar time

iSid-er»ite \'sid-3-,rit\ n [G siderit, fr. Gk sideros iron] ; a native
ferrous carbonate FeCOa that is a valuable iron ore

2siderite n [Gk sideros'} : a nickel-iron meteorite
sid.er-it-ic \,sid-3-'rit-ik\ adj : of, relating to. or containing siderite
si*de<rO'Iite V'sid-s-ra-.llt, sT-'dir-a-\ n : a stony iron meteorite
side-sad.dle \'sTd-.sad-=l\ n : a saddle for women in which the
rider sits with both legs on the same side of the horse— sidesaddle

side-show \-,sh6\ n 1 ; a minor show offered in addition to a main
exhibition (as of a circus) 2 : an incidental diversion

side-slip \-,slip\ vi l : to skid sideways — used esp. of an auto-
mobile 2 ; to slide sideways through the air in a downward direc-
tion in an airplane along an inclined lateral axis — sideslip n

side>spin \-,spin\ n Vside + spin} : a rotary motion that causes a
ball to revolve horizontally

side. split-ting \-,spht-ir)\ adj : affecting the sides convulsively (as
with laughter) (a '^ yarn)

side step n l ; a step aside (as in boxing to avoid a blow) 2 : a
step taken sideways (as when cUmbing on skis)

Side-Step \'sTd~.step\ vi 1 : to take a side step 2 : to avoid an
issue or decision (men who know how to dodge, trim, and ---' —C.
M.Fassett) '-- vr 1 ; to move out of the way of : avoxd 2 : by-
pass, EVADE syn see dodge

side. stroke \-,str6k\ n : a swimming stroke in which the arms are
worked forward and backward and the legs do a scissors kick
side-swipe \-,swTp\ vt : to strike with a glancing blow along the side
isideswrped a parked car) — sideswipe n

iside-track \-,trak\ n 1 : siding 2 : a position or condition of
secondary importance to which one may be diverted

2sidetrack vt 1 : to transfer to a railroad siding 2 a : to turn aside
from a purpose : deflect
also : stultify

side-walk \'si-,dw6k\ n :

street

Sidewalk superintendent r

job

to divert to a subordinate position;

I walk for pedestrians at the side of a

! a spectator at a building or demoUtion

Side-wall \'sT-,dw61\ n 1 : a wall forming the side of something
2 ; the side or an automotive tire between the tread shoulder and
the rim bead

side-ward \'sT-dw3rd\ or side-wards \-dw3rdz\ adv {or adj)
: toward a side

Side-way \'sr-,dwa\ adv (or adj) : sideways
side-ways \-.dwaz\ adv \or adj) 1 : from one side 2 : with one
side forward 3 : obliquely or downward to one side; also
: askance

side-wheel \,sTd-,hwel, ,sT-,dwel\ adj : of or constituting a steamer
having a paddle wheel on each side

side-wheel-er \-3r\ n ; a side-wheel steamer
side-whis-kers X'sld-.hwis-karz, 'sr-.dwis-\ n p^ : whiskers on the
side of the face usu. worn long

Side.wind-er \'sT-,dwTn-d3r\ n 1 : a heavy swinging blow from the
side 2 : a small pale-colored desert rattlesnake (Crotalus cerastes)
of the southwestern U.S. that moves by throwing the body forward
in a series of loops
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side-wise \'sT-,dwIz\ adv (or adS) : sideways
Sld>ing \'sid-io\ " 1 archaic I the taking of sides : partisanship
2 : a short railroad track connected with the main track — called

also sidetrack 3 : material (as boards or metal pieces) forming the
exposed surface of outside walls of frame buildings

Si-dle \'sTd-=I\ vb si*dUng \'sTd-liri, -"l-ioX [prob. back-formation
fr. ^sideling'] vi ; to go or move with one side foremost esp. in a
furtive advance -^ v; : to cause to move or turn sideways — sidle n
isiege \*sej\ n [ME sege, fr. OF. seat, blockade, fr. (assumed) VL
sedicum, fr. sedicare, to settle, fr. L sedere to sit — more at sir]

1 obs : a seat of distinction : throne 2 a : a military blockade of a
city or fortified place to compel it to surrender bra persistent

attack (as of illness)

2siege vt : besiege
Siege Perilous n ; a seat at King Arthur's Round Table reserved
for the knight destined to achieve the quest of the Holy Grail and
fatal to any other occupying it

Sieg-lried \'sig-,fred, 'seg-\ n [G] : a hero in Germanic legend
noted esp. for winning the hoard of the Nibelungs and for slaying

a dragon
Sieglrled line n [Siegjried, Germanic hero] : a line of German
defensive fortificadons facing the Maginot Line

si-en>ua \se-'en-3\ n [It terra di Siena, lit., Siena earth, fr. Siena,

Italy] : an earthy substance containing oxides of iron and usu. of

manganese that is brownish yellow when raw and orange red or
reddish brown when burnt and is used as a pigment

Si-ero*zem \se-,er-a-'zh6m\ n [Russ serozem, fr. seryl gray +
zemlya earth] : any of a zonal group of soils brownish gray at the

surface and lighter below, based in a carbonate or hardpan layer,

and characteristic of temperate to cool arid regions

si<er>ra \se-'er-3\ n [Sp, lit., saw, fr. L serral 1 a : a range of
mountains esp. with a serrated or irregular outUne b : the country
about a sierra 2 ; any of various large fishes (genus Scomberomo-
rus) that resemble mackerel (as a cero or Spanish mackerel)

Sierra — a communications code word for the letter s

Si.er-ran \se-'er-3n\ adj 1 : of or relating to a sierra <'— foothills)

2 cap : of or relating to the Sierra Nevada mountains of the western
U.S.

Sierran n : a native or Inhabitant of the region around the Sierra
Nevada mountains

Si-eS'ta \se-'es-t9\ n [Sp, fr. L sexta (hora) noon, lit., sixth hour
— more at sext] : an afternoon nap or rest

sie-va bean \'se-v3-, 'siv-e-\ n [origin unknown] ; any of several
small-seeded beans closely related to and sometimes classed as lima
beans; also : the seed of a sieva bean

isieve \'siv\ n [ME sive, fr. OE sije; akin to OHG sib sieve, Serb
sipiri to drizzle] : a device with meshes or perforations through
which finer particles of a mixture (as of ashes, flour, or sand) of
various sizes are passed to separate them from coarser ones,
through which the liquid is drained from liquid-containing material,

or through which soft materials are forced for reduction to fine
particles

asieve vb : sift

sieve tube n ; a tube consisting of an end to end series of thin*
walled living cells characteristic of the phloem and held to function
chiefly in translocation of organic solutes

Silt \'sift\ vh [ME sijten, fr. OE sijtan; akin to OE siJe sieve] vt

1 a : to put through a sieve <~ flour) b : to separate or separate
out by putting through a sieve 2 a : to screen out the valuable or
good : select b : to study or investigate thorouglily ; probe
^ vi 1 : to use a sieve 2 : screen, select — silt*er n

Silt'ing n 1 : theact or process of sifting 2p/ ; sifted material <bran
mixed with '^s}

Sigh \'sT\ vb [ME sihen, alter, of sichen, fr. OE slcan; akin to MD
v&Tsiken to sigh] vi 1 : to take a deep audible breath (as in weari-
ness or grief) 2 : to make a sound like sighing (wind '^ing in the
branches) 3 : grieve, yearn <"-mg for the days of his youth)
•^ vr 1 : to express by sighs 2 archaic ; to utter sighi over
; MOURN — sigh n — sigh*er \'sT(-9)r\ n

»Sight \'sTt\ n [ME, fr. OE gesiht faculty or act of sight, thing seen;
akin to OHG gisiht sight, OE seon to
see] 1 : something that is seen : spec-
tacle 2 a : a thing regarded as
worth seeing b : something ludicrous
or disorderly in appearance 3 chiejly
dial : a great number or quantity
4a; the process, power, or function
of seeing; specij ; the animal sense of , , ,

which the end organ is the eye and by sight 8b :
aiming patterns for

which the position, shape, and color peep sight and open sight

of objects are perceived b : mental or
spiritual perception c : mental view; specij : jxjdgment 6a: the
act of looking at or beholding b : inspection, perusal <this letter
is for your '-^ only) c ; view, gumpse d : an observation to
determine direction or position (as by a navigator) 6 a : a percep-
tion of an object by the eye b : the range of vision 7 : presenta-
tion of a note or draft to the maker or draftee : demand 8 a : a de-
vice for guiding the eye (as in aiming a firearm or bomb) b ; a
device with a small aperture through which objects are to be seen
and by which their direction is ascertained

2Sight ad} 1 : based on recognition or comprehension without pre-
vious study 2 : payable on presentation

asight vt 1 : to get or catch sight of 2 : to look at through or as if

through a sight; esp : to test for straightness 3 : to aim by means
of sights 4 a ; to equip with sights b : to adjust the sights of~ VI 1 : to take aim 2 ; to look carefully in a particular direction

Sight draft n : a draft payable on presentation
Sight'ed \'sTt-3d\ adj ; having sight (clear-xi^/ircd)
Sight.less \-lss\ adj 1 ; lacking sight ; blind 2 : invisiblb— sight.less-ness n
sight-li.ness \'sTt-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being sightly
Sight-Iy \-le\ adj 1 : pleasing to the sight : comely 2 : affording
a fine view — Sightly adv

Sight-read \-,red\ vb [back-formation fr. sight reader^ vt : to read
(as a foreign language) or perform (music) without previous prepa-
ration or study ~ vi : to read at sight; esp ; to play or sing music
at sight — sight reader n
isight-see*ing \*sit-.se-io\ adj ; ensaged in, devoted to, or used
for seeing sights

asighl-seelng n : the act or pastime of seeing sights — sigbt*se*er
\'sTt-.se-3r, -.si(-3)r\ n

sight unseen adv : without inspection or appraisal
Sig<il \'sij-3l, 'sig-,U\ n [L sigillum — more at seal] 1 ; seal,
SIGNET 2 : a sign, word, or device of supposed occult power in
astrology or magic

sig.ma \'sig-ma\ n [Gk] : the 18th letter of the Greek alphabet —
symbol 2 or a or s

Sig>mate \'sig-,mai\ adj ; having the shape or form of the Greek
Sigma or the letter S

Sig*moid \-,m6id\ adj [Gk sigmoeides, fr. sigma; fr. a common form
of Sigma shaped like the Roman letter C] 1 a : curved like the letter

C b : curved in two directions like the letter S 2 : of. relating to,

or being the sigmoid flexure of the intestine — sig>moi>dal-ly
\sig-'m6id-^l-e\ adv

Sigmoid flexure n l : an S-shaped curve 2 : the contracted and
crooked part of the colon immediately above the rectum — called
also sigmoid colon

'Sign \'srn\ n [ME signe, fr. OF, fr. L signum mark, token, sign,
image, seal; prob. akin to L secare to cut — more at saw] 1 a : a
motion or gesture by which a thought is expressed or a command
or wish made known b : signal 2a c : a fundamental linguistic

unit that designates an object or relation or has a purely syntactic
function d : one of a set of gestures used to represent language
2 ; a mark having a conventional meaning and used in place of
words or to represent a complex notion 3 : one of the 12 divisions
of the zodiac 4 a : a character (as a flat or sharp) used in musical
notation; specij ; segno b : a character (as ^, v^, or S ) indicat-
ing a mathematical operation; also I one of two characters + and —
that form part of the symbol of a number and characterize it as
positive or negative 5 a : a lettered board or other display used
to identify or advertise a place of business b : a posted command,
warning, or direction c : signboard 6 a : something material or
external that stands for or signifies something spiritual b ; some-
thing that serves to indicate the presence or existence of something
: TOKEN c : presage, portent d : an objective evidence of plant
or animal disease 7 : a remarkable event supposed to indicate
the will of a deity : prodigy
syn SIGN, MARK, token, note, symptom mean a sensible Indication

of what is not itself direcUy perceptible, sign applies to any indica-
tion to be perceived by the senses or the reason; mark suggests
something impressed on or inherently characteristic of a thing often
in contrast to general outward appearance; token applies to some-
thing that serves as a proof of something intangible; note suggests a
distinguishing mark or characteristic; symptom suggests an outward
indication of an inward change or condition as in the human body,
a social group, or a mechanism

ssigil vb [ME signen, fr. MF signer, fr. L signare to mark, sign, seal,

fr. signum} vt 1 a : to place a sign upon b : cross 2 c : to repre-
sent or indicate fay a sign 2 a : to affix a signature to : subscribe
b ; to write down (one's name) 3 : to communicate by making a
sign 4 : to engage or hire by securing the signature of on a con-
tract of employment '— vi 1 : to write one's name in token of
assent, responsibility, or obligation 2 : to make a sign or signal— sign-er n
iSig.nal \'sig-nn\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML signale, fr. LL, neut. of
signalis of a sign, fr. L signum] 1 archaic : token, indication
2 a ; an act, event, or watchword that has been agreed upon as the
occasion of concerted action b ; something that incites to action
3 a : a sound or gesture made to give warning or command b : an
object placed to convey notice or warning 4 : an object (as a flag
on a pole) centered over a point so as to be observed from other
positions in surveying 5 a : an object used to transmit or convey
information beyond the range of human voice b : the sound or
image conveyed in telegraphy, telephony, radio, radar, or television
C : a detectable physical quantity or impulse i,as a voltage, current,
or magnetic field strength) by which messages or information can
be transmitted

2signal vb sig<naled or sig>naUed; sig-nal>ing or sig-nal*ling
vt 1 : to notify by a signal 2 a : to communicate by signals b ; to
constitute a characteristic feature of (a meaningful linguistic form)
-^ vi : to make or send a signal — sig-nal-er or sig>nal*ler n

^signal adj [modif. of F signale, pp. of signaler to distinguish, fr.

Olt segnalare to signal, distinguish, fr. segnale signal, fr. ML
signale'] 1 ; distinguished from the ordinary ; OLrrsxANDiNG <"-
achievement) 2 : used in signaling <-« beacon) syn see notice-
able

sig<naI*iza>tion \.sig-n^-a-'za-sh3n\ n : the act of signalizing

Slg-nal-ize \'sig-n'l-,rz\ vt l^signall 1 : to make conspicuous
; distinguish 2 : to point out carefully or distinctiy 3 : to make
signals to : signal; also ; indicate 4 : to place traffic signals at
or on <'^ an intersection)

sig<nal<ly X-n^l-eV adv : in a signal manner ; notably
sig-nal-man X'sig-n^l-man, -,man\ n ; one who signals or works
with signals

Sig*nal-ment \-m3nt\ n [F signalement, fr. signaler} ; description
by peculiar, appropriate, or characteristic marks; specij : the sys-
tematic description of a person for purposes of identification

Sig«na»to.ry \'sig-n3-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ n [L signaiorius of sealing, fr.

signaius, pp.] : a signer with another or others; specij ; a govern-
ment bound with others by a signed convention — signatory adj

Sig.na.ture \'sig-n3-.chuO)r, -char, -,t(y)u(a)r\ n [MF or ML:
MF, fr. ML signatura, fr. JL signatus. pp. of signare to sign, seal!
la: the name of a person written with his own hand b ; the act ot
signing one's name 2 : a feature in the appearance or qualities of
a natural object formerly held to indicate its utility in medicine
3 a ; a letter or figure placed usu. at the bottom of the first page on
each sheet of printed pages (as of a book) as a direction to the
binder in arranging and gathering the sheets b ; the sheet itself

which when folded becomes one unit of the book 4a: key signa-
ture b : time signature 5 : the part of a medical prescription
which contains the directions to the patient 6 ; a tune, musical
number, or sound effect or in television a characteristic title or
picture used to identify a program, entertainer, or orchestra

Sign^board \'sTn-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(a)rd\ n : a board bearing a notice
or sign

lSig.net \'sig-nst\ n [ME, fr. MF, dim. of signe sign, seal] 1 : a
seal used officially to give personal authority to a document in lieu
of signature 2 : the impression made by or as if by a signet 3 • a
small intaglio seal (as in a finger ring)

2slgnet vt : to stamp or authenticate with a signet
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Signet ring n : a finger ring engraved with a signet, seal, or mono-
gram : SEAL RING

Sig.ni-li.able \'sig-n3-,fT-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being represented
by a sign or symbol

Sig.nil.l.cance \sig-'nif-i-k3n(t)s\ n 1 a : something signified
D : SUGGESTIVENESS 2 : CONSEQUENCE Syn See IMPORTANCE,

ts, prp. of signiji-

sig-nif'i<can<cy \-k3n-se\ n : significance
Sig.nil.i.cant \-konI\ adj [L signijicant-. signiji , ^.^ ^...^.-
care to signify] 1 : having meaning; esp : suggestive, expressive
2 : suggesting or containing a disguised or special meaning
3 a : IMPORTANT, WEIGHTY b : probably caused by something other
than mere chance (statistically -^ correlation between vitamin
deficiency and disease) c : essential to the determination of some
larger element of a language : distinctive (the difference between
the initial sounds of keel and cool is not '--' in English) — sig-nif-
i'Cant.ly adv

signilicant ligures n pi : figures of a number that end with the last
figure to the right that is not zero or is a zero that is considered
to be correct

Sig.ni.li.ca.Uon \,sig-n3-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 a : the act or process of
signifying by signs or other symbolic means b ; a formal notifica-
tion (— of a judicial decree) 2 : import 3 chiejly dial : im-
portance, consequence syn see meaning

sig.nil.i.ca.tive \sig-'nif-a-,kat-iv\ adj 1 : indicative 2 : sig-
nificant, SUGGESTIVE — sig*nil-i.ca-uve*ly adv — slg-nil-i-ca-

pl but sing or pi [signijy'i

' si-gno>ri \sen-
superior, lord —

gentility — used as

• si'gno*] - yor-

i-nya-re\ n [ME signo. MF sei-

tive-ness n
sig.niMcs \sig-'nif-iks\

: sEMioTic, semantics
Sig.ni.fi.er \'sig-na-,fT(-a)r\ n ; one that signifies : sign
Sig.ni.ly \'sig-n3-.fr\ vb [ME signijien, fr. OF signijier, fr. L
signijicare lo indicate, signify, fr. signum sign] vi 1 a :. mean,
denote b : IMPLY 2 : to show esp. by a conventional token (as
word, signal, or gesture) -^ vz ; to have significance : matter

Si'gnior n [it signor] I SIGNOR
sign language n : a system of hand gestures used for communica-
tion by the deaf or by people speaking different languages

Sign manual n, pi signs manual i^sign + manual, adj.] : signa-
ture: specij : the king's signature on a royal grant or charter placed
at the top of the document
Sign ol aggregation : any of various conventional devices (as
braces, brackets, parentheses, or vinculums) used in mathematics
to indicate that two or more terms are to be treated as one quantity

Sign oil VI : to announce the end of a message, program, or broad-
cast and discontinue transmitting

sign Of the cross ; a gesture of the hand forming a cross esp. on
forehead, shoulders, and breast to profess Christian faith or invoke
divine protection or blessing

Si-gnor \sen-*y6{3)r, -'yo(3)r\ n, pi signors
*yor-(,)e, -'y6r-\ [It signore, signor, fr. ML sen
more at senor] : a usu. Itahan man of rank c

a title equivalent to Mister
si*gno-ra \sen-'yor-3, -'y6r-\ n, pi slgnoras
(,)a, -*y6r-\ [It, fem. of signore, signorl : an Italian married
usu. of rank or gentihly — used as a title equivalent to Mrs.

Si'gno.re \sen-'y6r-(,)a, -'y6r-\ n, pi si*gno>ri \-'yor-(,)e, -'y6r-\
[It] : SIGNOR

Si-gno<_ri.na \,se-ny3-'re-n3\ n, pi signorlnas or si-gno<ri<ne
\-(,)na\ [It, fr. dim. of signora] : an urmiarried Italian woman —
used as a title equivalent to Miss

si.gno.ri.no \-(,)n6\ n, pi sl.gno-ri.ni \-(,)ne\ [It, fr. dim. of
signore] : a young Italian esp. of rank — used as a title equivalent
to Master

si.gnory or si-gniory \'

gneuriel : SEiGNiORY
Sign.post \'srn-,p6st\ n : a post bearing a sign or signs; specij : a
post (as at the fork of a road) with signs on it to direct travelers

Sig.urd \'sig-.uf3)rd, 'sig-3rd\ n [ON Sigurlhr} : a hero in Norse
mythology who slays the dragon Fafnir

Sike \'sTk\ n [ME, fr. OE sic; akin to ON sik sike, OE sicerian to
trickle] dial chiejly Brit : a small stream; esp t one that dries up in
summer : brook; also : ditch
Sikh \'sek\ n [Hindi, lit., disciple] : an adherent of a monotheistic
religion of India founded about 1500 by a Hindu under Islamic
influence and marked by rejection of idolatry and caste — Sikh adj— Sikh-ism \'se-,kiz-3m\ n

Si-lage \'sT-lij\ n [short for ensilagel : fodder converted into succu-
lent feed for livestock through processes of anaerobic acid fermen-
tation (as in a silo)

Sild \'sil(d)\ n. pi Slid or silds [Norw] : a young herring other
than a brisling that is canned as a sardine in Norway
iSi.lence \'si-bnft)s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr, L silentium, fr. silent-,

silens] 1 : forbearance from speech or noise : muteness — often
used interjectionally 2 : absence of sound or noise : stillness
3 : absence of mention: a : oblivion, obscurity b : secrecy

2silence vt 1 : to compel or reduce to silence : still 2 : to restrain

from expression : suppress 3 : to cause to cease hostile firing by
return fire or bombing

Si*lenc>er \-l3n-s3r\ n ; one that silences: as a : chiejly Brit I the
muffler of an internal-combustion engine b : a silencing device for
small arms

Si'lent \'sT-l3nt\ adj [L silent-, silens, fr. prp. of silere to be silent;

akin to Goth anasilan to subside, L sinere to let go, lay — more at

site] 1 : making no utterance: a : mute, speechless b : indisposed
to speak : taciturn 2 : free from sound or noise : still 3 : per-

formed or borne without utterance : unspoken 4 a : making no
mention (history is '^ about this man) b : not mentioned
ing no active part in the conduct of a business (-^ partner)

pronounced ('^ b in doubt} 6 : lacking spoke
drama) — sLlent-ly adv
syn TAcrruRN, reticent, reserved, secretive: silent imphes a

habit of saying no more than is absolutely necessary; taciturn
suggests a temperamental disinclination to talk; reticent implies a
reluctance to speak out or at length esp. about one's personal af-

fairs- reserved suggests the restraining influence of caution or
formality checking easy famihar talk; secretive iipplies an undue
caution or reticence about ordinary matters

dialogu

silkoline

receptacle with hinged lid for collecting tableSilent butler
crumbs and the contents of ash trays

si'lents \'si-j3n(t)s\ n pi : motion pictures without spoken dialogue
Si.le.nus \sT-'le-n3s\ n pi sLle-ni \-.nT\ [L, fr. Gk silenos, fr.
iilenos foster father of Dionysus] : a minor woodland deity and
companion of Dionysus in ancient Greek mythology with a horse's
ears and tail

Si.le.sia \sT-'le-zhfe-)3. sa-, -sh(e-)9\ n iSilesia, former Prussian
provmce] 1 archaic : a linen cloth of Silesian origin 2 ; a soft
sturdy lightweight cotton twill

Si.lex \'sT-.leks\ n [L silic-, silex flint, quartz — more at shell]
: -iihra nr a d.-^^^us powder (as tripoli) esp. for use as a filler in

as a dental material
used for a vacuum coffee maker

t\ n [F, fr. Etienne de Silhouette +1767 F

L silic<

, broad short

I (as in carbon) ]

paints or wood
Silex trademark
isil.hou.ette \,
controller general of finance's; fr. his petty
mies] : a representation of the outlines of an object
filled in with black or some other uniform color
syn see outline

ssilhouette vi : to represent by a silhouette; also : to
project upon a background like a silhouette

Silic- or Silico- combjorm isilicon] : silicon (j//icone>
Sil.i.ca \'sil-i-k3\ n [NL. fr. L silic-, silex flint,
quartz] : silicon dioxide SiOj occurring in crystalline,
amorphous, and impure forms (as in quartz, opal,
and sand respectively)

Silica gel n : colloidal silica resembling coarse white
sand in appearance but possessing many fine pores
and therefore extremely adsorbent silhouette

Sil.i'Cate \'sil-3-,kat. 'sil-i-k3t\ n [silicic (acid)1 ; a
salt or ester derived from a silicic acid

Si.li.ceous or Si.li.cious \s3-'lish-3s\ adj [L siliceus of flint, fr
silic-, silex flint, quartz] : of, relating to, or containing silica or a
silicate <•--' limestone)

Silici- combjorm [NL silica'] ; silica {siliciferous}
Si.licic \s3-'lis-ik\ adj [NL silica & 'NLsilicium silicon (fr. silica)}

: of, relating to, or derived from silica or silicon
Silicic acid n : any of various weakly acid substances obtained as
gelatinous masses by treating silicates with acids

Sil.i.Cico.Ious \.sil-3-'sik-3-l3s\ adj : growing or thriving in
siliceous soil ('^ plants)

Sil.i-Cide \'sil-a-.sld\ n [ISV] : a binary compound of silicon usu.
with a more electropositive element or radical

Sil.i.cit.er.ous \,sil-3-'sif-(9-)r3s\ adj ; producing, containing, or
united with silica

si-lici-li.ca.tion Xss-.lis-s-fa-'ka-shsnN n ; the act or process of
silicifying : the state of being silicified

Silicilied wood n : chalcedony in the form of petrified wood
Si'liC-i'ly \s3-'lis-3-,fT\ vr : to convert into or impregnate with silica
-*• vi : to become silicified

Sil'i.cle \'sil-i-k3l\ n [L silicula, dim. of siliqual :

silique

Sil-i.con \'sil-I-k9n, 'sil-s-.kanV « [NL ji/i'ca + E -o;

; a tetravalent nonmetallic element that occurs combined as the
most abundant element next to oxygen In the earth's crust and is
used esp. in alloys — see element table

Sil.i'Cone \'siI-a-,kon\ n [silic- + -one] : any of various polymeric
organic silicon compounds obtained as oils, greases, or plastics
and used esp. for water-resistant and heat-resistant lubricants,
varnishes, binders, and electric insulators

silicone rubber n : rubber made from silicone elastomers and noted
for its retention of flexibility, resilience, and tensile strength over a
wide temperature range

Sil.J.co.sis \,sil-3-*ko-S3s\ n [NL] : a condition of massive fibrosis
of the lungs marked by shortness of breath and caused by prolonged
inhalation of silica dusts — sil.i.cot>ic \-'k'at-ik\ adj or n

Si-licu-lose \s3-'lik-y3-,16s\ adj [NL siliculosus, fr. silicula}

1 : bearing silicles 2 ; of the form or appearance of a silicle

si.lique \s3-'lek\ n [F, fr. NL siliqua, fr. L, pod, husk; akin to L
silic-, silex flint — more at shell] : a narrow elongated two-valved
usu. many-seeded capsule characteristic of the mustard family that
opens by sutures at either margin and has two parietal placentas— sil.i-quose \'sil-3-,kwos\ or siLi.quous \-kwas\ adj

isilk \'silk\ n, ojten aitrib [ME, fr. OE seolc: prob. of Baltic or
Slav origin; akin to OPruss silkas silk, OSlav shelkuy 1 : a fine
continuous protein fiber produced by various insect larvae usu. for
cocoons; esp : a lustrous tough elastic fiber produced by silkworms
and used for textiles 2 : thread, yarn, or fabric made from silk
filaments 3 a ; a garment of silk b (1) : a distinctive silk gown
worn by a King's or Queen's Counsel (2) : a King's or Queen's
Counsel c pi : the colored cap and blouse of a jockey or harness
horse driver made in the registered racing color of his stable
4 a : a filament resembling silk (as that produced by a spider)
b ; silky material (milkweed '-^); esp : the styles of an ear of Indian
corn 5 ; parachute

2silk vi, oj corn : to develop the silk

silk*aline or silk-oline \,sil-k3-'len\ n Vsilk -\- -oline (as in crino-
line) ] : a soft light cotton fabric with a smooth lustrous finish like
that of silk

silk cotton n : the silky or cottony covering of seeds of various silk*
cotton trees; esp : kapok
silk-cotton tree n : any of various tropical trees (family Bomba-
caceae, the silk -cotton family) with palmate leaves and large fruits
with the seeds enveloped by silk cotton; esp : ceiba

silk.en \'sil-k3n\ adj 1 : made or consisting of siik 2 : resembling
silk: as a : soft, lustrous b (1) : agreeably smooth : harmonious
(2) : ingratiating 3 a : dressed in silk <r^ ankles) b : luxurious

Silk floss n : kapok
silk grass n : any of several strong lustrous commercial fibers from
bromeliads

silk hat /I : a hat with a tall cylindrical crown and a sllk-plush finish
ibyi I dre > hat

Silk.i'ly \'sil-k3-le\ adv ; in a silky manner
Silk.i.ness \-ke-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being silky

SilK oak n : any of various Australian timber trees (family Protaceae
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and esp. genus GreviUea) with mottled wood used in cablnetmaklng
and veneering — called also silky oak

silk-screen process n ; a stencil process in which coloring matter
is forced onto the material to be printed through the meshes of a
silk or organdy screen so prepared as to have pervious printing
areas and impervious nonprinting areas

Silk-stock>ing \'silk-'stak-ir)\ adj 1 : fashionably dressed ; lux-
urious <a silk-slocking audience) 2 : aristocratic, wealthy
3 : of or relating to the American Federalist party

Silk stocking n 1 ; a fashionably dressed person 2 : an aristo-

cratic or wealthy person 3 : federalist 2

Silk-weed \'sil-,kwed\ n 1 : milkweed 2 : any of several smooth
filamentous algae

Silk-worm \'sU-,kw3rm\ n : a moth larva that spins a large amount
of strong silk in constructing its cocoon; esp : the rough wrinkled
hairless yellowish caterpillar of an Asiatic moth {Bombyx mori)

Silky \'sil-ke\ adj la: resembling or consisting of silk h ; in-
gratiating 2 : having or covered with fine soft hairs, plumes, or

Sill \'sil\ n [ME sille, fr. OE sylU akin to OHG swelli beam, thresh-
old, Gk sells crossbeam] 1 : a horizontal piece (as a timber) that
forms the lowest member or one of the lowest members of a frame-
work or supporting structure: as a : the horizontal member at the
base of a window b ; the timber or stone at the foot of a door
; THRESHOLD 2 C a tabular body of igneous rock injected while
molten between other rocks

sillabub var Oj SYLLABUB
slMer \'sil-3r\ chiefly dial var of silver
sil-li-ly \'sil-s-le\ adv ; in a sUly manner
Sil>li<man-ite \'sil-3-m3-,nTt\ n [Benjamin SilUman tl864 Am
geologist] : a brown, grayish, or pale green mineral AUSiOs that
consists of an aluminum silicate in orthorhombic crystals often oc-
curring in fibrous or columnar forms

sil-li-ness \'sil-e-n3s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being silly 2 : a
silly practice

Sil-ly \'sii-e\ adj [ME sely, silly happy, innocent, pitiable, feeble,

fr. (assumed) OE sxlig, fr. OE sxl happiness; akin to OHG salig

happy, L solari to console, Gk hilaros cheerful] 1 archaic : help-
less, WEAK 2 a : RUSTIC, PLAIN b obs I lowIy in station : humble
3 a : weak in intellect : foolish b : contrary to reason : absurd
c : trifling, frivolous syn see simple — silly n or adv

silly season n : a period (as late summer) when newspapers must
resort to minor or fantastic matters for lack of major news stories

Si'lo \'sT-(,)lo\ « [Sp] 1 : a trench, pit, or esp. a tall cylinder (as

of wood or concrete) usu. sealed to exclude air and used for makmg
and storing silage 2 : a deep bin for storing material or for housing
a missile underground
Si'lo.am \sT-'16-3m, sa-. 'sT-.lomV n [Gk SiWam, fr. Heb Shildah'\

: a pool of water near Jerusalem
Si>lox>ane \s3-*lak-,san\ n {silicon + oxygen + methane] : any of
various compounds containing alternate silicon and oxygen atoms
in either a linear or cyclic arrangement usu. with one or two or-
ganic groups attached to each silicon atom

isilt \'silt\ n [ME cylte, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Dan sylt salt

marsh; akin to OHG sulza salt marsh. OE sealt salt] 1 ; loose
sedimentary material with rock particles usu. Vio millimeter or less

in diameter; also ; soil containing 80 percent or more of such silt

and less than 12 percent of clay 2 : a deposit of sediment fas by
a river) — silty \'sit-te\ adv

2Silt VI ; to become choked or obstructed with silt '*' vr : to choke,
cover, or obstruct with silt or mud — silt-ation \sil-'ta-shsn\ n
Sil»u-res \'sil-ya-,rez\ n [L] : a people of ancient Britain described
by Tacitus as occupying chiefly southern Wales
Si>lU<ri<an Xst-'liir-e-an, s3-\ adj [L Silures'] 1 : of or relating to
the Silures or their place of habitation 2 : of, relating to, or being
a period of the Paleozoic era between the Ordovician and Devonian
or the corresponding system of rocks marked by the beginning of
coral-reef building and the appearance of some great crustaceans— Silurian n

sil>u>roid \'sU-y5-,r6id\ n [deriv. of Gk silouros, a large river fish]
: any of a suborder (Siluroidea) of fishes ; catfish — siluroid adj

Sil'Va \'sil-v3\ n [NL, fr. L, wood, forest] 1 : the forest trees of a
region or country 2 : a description of or treatise on the trees of a
region — sil*van \-van\ adj

Silvan var oj SYLVAN
iSU-ver \'sil-v3r\ n [ME, fr. OE seoljor; akin to OHG silbar silver]

1 ; a white metallic element that is sonorous, ductile, very mallea-
ble, capable of a high degree of polish, and chiefly univalent in
compounds, and that has the highest thermal and electric con-
ductivity of any substance — see element table 2 : silver as a com-
modity (the value of '^ has risen) 3 : coin made of silver 4a; flat-

ware used at table and made of sterling or plated silver b ; hollow
ware made of silver for table use 5 : a nearly neutral slightly
brownish medium gray
asUver adj 1 : made of silver 2 : resembling silver: as a ; having
a white lustrous sheen b : giving a soft resonant sound : elo-
quently persuasive <~ tongue) 3 : consisting of or yielding silver

4 : of, relating to, or characteristic of silver <'— legislation)
6 : advocating the use of silver as a standard of currency

^silver vr sll>ver>ing \'silv-(3-)rio\ 1 a : to cover with silver (as
by electroplating) b : to coat with a substance (as a metal) resem-
bling silver <'^ a glass with an amalgam) 2 a : to give a silvery
luster to b ; to make white like silver (time had -^ed her hair)~ sil'Ver-er \'sil-var-ar\ n

Silver age n : an historical period of achievement secondary to that
of a golden age

silver bell n : a medium-sized tree (Halesia Carolina) of the storax
family of the southeastern U.S. cultivated for its bell-shaped white
flowers

Sil*ver<ber>ry \'sil-var-,ber-e\ n ; a silvery No. American shrub
{Elaeagnus argentea) related to the buffalo berry

silver bromide n : a compound AgBr that is extremely sensitive to
light and is much used in the preparation of sensitive emulsion
coatings for photographic materials

Silver cerlilicate n : a certificate issued against the deposit of silver
coin that is legal tender for all public and private debts and for
public charges, taxes, duties, and dues in the U.S. and its posses-

Silver cord n IThe Silver Cord (1926), play by Sidney Howard]
; the emotional tie between mother and child

Si}*ver<ll5h \'sil-v3r-,fish\ n 1 : any of various silvery fishes (as
a tarpon or silversides) 2 : any of various small wingless insects
(order Thysanura); esp : one {Lepisma saccharina) found in houses
and sometimes injurious to sized papers or starched clothes

Silver lox n : a color phase of the common red fox in which the pelt
is black tipped with white and which is a genetic variant that can
breed true

Sil-ver.i.ness \'silv-(3-)re-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
silvery

Silver iodide n : a compound Agl that darkens on exposure to
light and is used in photography, rainmaking, and medicine

silver-lace vine n ; a twining Asiatic perennial {Polygonum aubertO)
of the buckwheat family widely grown for its racemes of fragrant
greenish flowers

silver lining n 1 : a white edge on a cloud 2 : a consoling or
hopeful prospect

Sil'Ver»ly \'sil-var-le\ adv : with silvery appearance or sound
Sil>vern \'sil-v3rn\ adj 1 ; made of silver 2 : resembling or char-
acteristic of silver ; silvery

silver nitrate n : an irritant compound AgNOa that In contact with
organic matter turns black and is used as a chemical reagent, in
photography, and in medicine esp. as an antiseptic

Silver paper n ; a metallic paper with a coating or lamination re-
sembling silver — called also tinfoil

silver perch n ; any of various somewhat silvery fishes that re-
semble perch: as a : wnrrE perch 1 b : white crappie

silver plate n 1 : a plating of silver 2 : domestic flatware and
hollow ware of silver or of a silver-plated base metal

Silver protein n : any of several colloidal light-sensitive prepara-
tions of silver and protein used in aqueous solution on mucous
membranes as antiseptics

Silver screen n 1 : a inotion-picture screen 2 : motion pictures
Sil*ver-5ides \'sil-var-,sidz\ n pi but sing or pi in consir 1 : any of
various small fishes (family Atherinidae) with a silvery stripe along
each side of the body 2 : any of various freshwater minnows (as

of the genus Notropis)
sil>ver>smith \-,sniith\ n ; an artisan who makes articles of silver-

silver spoon n X wealth; esp : inherited wealth <bom with a silver
spoon in his mouth)

Silver standard n ; a monetary standard under which the currency
unit is defined by a stated quantity of silver

Silver Star Medal n : a U.S. military decoration awarded for
gallantry in action

sil'Ver-tongued \,sil-v3r-'t3od\ adj ; eloquent
sil'Ver.ware \'sil-var-,wa(3)r, -,we(3)r\ n : silver plate, flatware
Sil'Ver-weed \-,wed\ n ; any of various somewhat silvery plants;

esp : a cinquefoil (as the European Potentilla anserina) with leaves
silvery or white-tomentose beneath
Sil-very \'silv-(3-)re\ adj 1 : having the soft clear musical tone of
silver 2 : having the luster of silver 3 : containing or consisting
of silver

sil>vi<cal \'sU-vi-k3l\ adj : of or relating to silvics

Sil>Vlc>0<l0US \sil-'vik-3-l3s\ adj [L silvicola inhabitant of a wood,
fr. silva wood + colere to inhabit — more at wheel] : living In
woodlands

Sil*ViCS \'sil-viks\ n pi but sing in constr [NL silva'\ % the study of
the life history, characteristics, and ecology of forest trees esp. in
stands

Sil-vi.cul.lur«al \,sil-v3-'k3lch-(a-)r3l\ adj ; of or relating to sil-

viculture — sil'Vi»cul-tur>al.ly \-e\ adv
Sil'Vi'CUl-ture \'sil-va-,k3l-ch3r\ n [F, fr. L silva, sylva forest +
cultura culture] : a phase of forestry dealing with the development
and care of forests — 5il<vi-cul>tur>ist \,sil-v3-'k3lch-(3-)r3st\ n
Si>mar \si-'mar\ n [F simarre'\ : a loose robe for women
Sim-chas To«rah \,sim-ka-'stor-3, -'st6r-\ n [Heb simhath torah
rejoicing of the Torah] ; a Jewish holiday observed on the 23d of
Tishri in celebration of the completion of the annual reading of
the Torah
Sim. e.on \'sim-e-3n\ n [LL. fr. Gk Symeon, fr. Heb Shlm'on'i

1 : a son of Jacob and ancestor of one of the tribes of Israel 2 : a
devout man of Jerusalem held to have uttered the Nunc Dimittis on
seeing the infant Jesus in the temple
isim>i*an \'sim-e-3n\ adj [L simia ape, fr. simus snub-nosed, fr. Gk
simos'i : of, relating to, or resembling monkeys or apes
2simian n : monkey, ape
Sim>i>lar \'sim-(3-)lar\ adj [F similaire, fr. L similis like, similar
— more at same] 1 : marked by correspondence or resemblance
2 : alike in substance or structure : identical 3 ; not differing in
shape but only in size or position i^ triangles) <--- polygons)— sim>i>lar*ly adv
syn similar, alike, akin, analogous, parallel, homogeneous,
uniform mean closely resembling each other, similar implies the
possibility of being mistaken for each other; alike implies having
close resemblance even though obviously distinct; akin suggests
essential rather than superficial likeness; analogous applies to
things susceptible of comparison even though belonging to dif-

ferent categories; parallel suggests a marked likeness in the course
or development of two things; homogeneous impUes likeness of a
number of things in kind, sort, or class; uniform implies lack of
variance or variation in any instances of a number or group of
things

Sim>i>lar>l<ty \,sim-3-'lar-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
similar : resemblance 2 : a comparable aspect : correspondencb
syn see likeness

Sim*i>le \'sim-3-(,)le\ n [L, comparison, fr. neut. of simUis'\ ; a
figure of speech comparing two unlike things that is often intro-
duced by like or as (as in cheeks like roses)

Si.miM-tude \sa-'miI-3-,t(i')ud\ n [ME, fr. MP, resemblance,
likeness, fr. L similitudo, fr. similis'] 1 a : counterpart, e>oublb
b : a visible likeness : image 2 : an imaginative comparison
: allegory 3 a ; resemblance, correspondence b : a point of
comparison syn see likeness
Sim.mer \'sim-3r\ vb sim-mer»ing \-(a-)rio\ [alter, of E dial.

simper, fr. ME simperen, of imit. origin] vi 1 : to stew gently
below or just at the boiling point 2 a : to be in a state of incipient
development : ferment b ; to be in inward turmoil : sekthb
« vr ; to cook slowly in a liquid just below the boiling point
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SUn-nel \'sim-n'l\ n [ME simenel, fr. OF, fr. L simila fine wheat
flour] 1 : a bun or bread of fine wheat flour 2 Brit ; a rich
fruit cake sometimes coated with almond paste and baked for
mid-Lent. Easier, and Christmas
5l<mo<le'On \s3-'m6-le-an\ n [origin unknown] slang : dollar
Si-mon \'si-m3n\ n [Gk Simon, fr. Heb Shim'onl 1 ; peter —
called also Simon Peter 2 : one of the twelve disciples of Jesus— called also Simon the Zealot 3 : a kinsman of Jesus 4 : a
Samaritan sorcerer converted by the apostle Philip — called also
Simon Ma^gus \,sT-m9n-'ma-g3s\

Si-mo-ni-ac \sT-*mo-ne-,ak, S3-\ n [ME, fr. MF or ML; MP
simoniaque, fr. ML simoniacus, fr. LL simonia simony] : one who
practices simony — simoniac or si<ino<ni*a>cal X.sT-ma-'nl-a-ksl,
,sim-3-\ adj— si-ino_.ni.a*cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

Si.mo.nize \'sT-m9-.niz\ vt [fr. Simoniz, a trademark] : to polish
with or as if with wax
Si-mon Lcgree \.sT-m3n-Io-'gre\ n : a cruel slave dealer in Harriet
B. Stowe's novel Uncle Tom's Cabin
Si-mon-pure \,sT-m3n-'pyu(3)r\ adj [fr. the real Simon Pure,
alluding to a character impersonated by another in the play A Bold
Stroke jor a H'ije (1718) by Susanna Centlivre] : of untainted
purity or integrity; also : pretentiously or hypocritically pure
Si.mo-ny V'si-ma-ne, 'sim-3-\ n [LL simonia, fr. Simon Magus
1st cent. A.D. Sam.aritan sorcerer (Acts 8:9-24)] : the buying or
selling of a church office
Si.moom \sa-'mum, sT-\ or Si-moon \-*mUn\ n [Ar samum'\
: a hot dry violent wind laden with dust from Asian and African
deserts
Sim>pa>U-CO \sim-'pat-i-,ko, -'pat-\ adj [It simpatico & Sp sim-
pdtico, deriv. of L sympaihia sympathy] : congenial, likable
isim-per \'sim-p3r\ vi sim.per-ing \-p(3-)rio\ [perh. of Scand
origin; akin to Dan dial, simper affected, coy] : to smile in a silly
manner — sim-per-er \-p3r-3r\ n
asimper n : a silly smile
isim.ple \'sim-p3l\ adj sim-pler \-pCo-)l9r\ sini.plest \-p(3.)l3st\
[ME, fr. OF, plain, uncomplicated, artless, fr. L simplus, simplex,
lit., single; L simplus fr. sem-, sim- one + -plus multiplied by; L
simplic-, simplex fr. sem-, sim- + -plic-, -plex -fold; akin to Gk
diplak-, 6iplax double — more at same, double] 1 : free from
guile : INNOCENT 2 a ; free from vanity : modest b : plain,
unadorned 3 : of humble origin : common <'^ farmer) 4 a : un-
educated b (1) : mentally retarded : HALF-wnrED (2) : credu-
lous c ; naIve, unsophisticated 5 a : unmixed, sheer <,^
honesty) b : free of secondary complications <a ^-^ fracture)
c : not compound or complex ('^ sentence) ('^ word) d : con-
stituting a. basic element : fundamental e : not compound <'^
eye) 6 : free from elaboration or figuration <'^ harmony)
7 a (1) : not subdivided into branches <'^ stem) (2) : mono-
CARPELLARY (3) I developing from a single ovary (-^ fruit) b : con-
trolled by a single gene (-^ inherited characters) 8 : having no
limitation or restrictions : absolute, unconditional i-^ obliga-
tion) 9 : causing little difficulty : easy, straightforward <^
statement) — sim-ple-ness \-p3l-n3s\ n
syn foolish, silly, fatuous, asinine: simple implies a degree of

intelligence inadequate to cope with anything complex or involving
mental effort; foolish implies the character of being or seeming
unable to use judgment, discretion, or good sense; silly suggests
failure to act as a rational being esp. by ridiculous behavior;
fatuous implies foolishness, inanity, and disregard of reality;

asinine suggests utter and contemptible failure to use normal
rationality or perception syn see in addition easy
^simple n 1 a : a person of humble birth : commoner b (1) : a
rude or credulous person : ignoramus (2) : a mentally retarded
person 2 a : a medicinal plant b : a vegetable drug having only
one ingredient 3 : one component of a complex; specij : an
unanalyzabie constituent

Simple equation n : a lineair equation
simple fraction n : a fraction having whole numbers for the numer-
ator and denominator — compare complex fraction
simple honors n pi : three trump honors or three aces at a no-trump
contract in bridge held by the same side
simple interest n ; interest paid or computed on the original
principal only of a loan or on the amount of an account often
on the assumption that each day is Mso of a year
simple machine n : any of various elementary mechanisms having
the elements of which all machines are composed and including
the lever, the wheel and axle, the pulley, the inclined plane, the
wedge, and the screw
sim*ple>mind'ed X.sim-pal-'mln-dadV adj ; devoid of subtlety;

also : foolish — sim»ple.mind.ed»ly adv — sim-ple.mind-ed-
ness n
simple motion n : a motion In a straight line, circle or circular arc,

or helix
Sim<ple>ton \'sim-pal-tan\ n Vsimple + -ton (as in surnames such
as Washington) ] : a person lacking in common sense syn see fool
Simple vow n : a public vow taken by a religious in the Roman
Catholic Church under which retention of property by the in-

dividual is permitted and marriage though regarded as a sin is

valid under canon law
lslm<plex \'sim-.pleks\ adj [L simplic-, simplex — more at simple]
1 : simple, single 2 : allowing telecommunication in only one
direction at a time <--- system)
^Simplex n, pi sim-plex-es 1 or pi sim.pli.ces \-pla-,sez\ or
sim>pli>cia \sim-'plish-(e-)a\ : a simple word 2 : a spatial con-
figuration determined by a number of points one more than the
number of dimensions of the space

Sim<pli>cial \sim-'plish-9l\ adj : of or relating to simplexes <---

mapping)
sim.plici.den-tate \sim-,pIis-3-'den-,tat\ adj [deriv. of h simplic-,

simplex + dentaius toothed, fr. dent-, dens tooth] : rodent 2

Sim*plic<i*ty \sim-'plis-3t-e, -'plis-te\ n [ME simplicite, fr. MF sim-

plicite, fr. L simpliciiai-, simplicitas, fr. simplic-, simplex^ 1 ; the

state of being simple or uncompounded 2 a : lack of subtlety

or penetration : innocence b : folly, silliness 3 : freedom from
pretense or guile : candor 4 a : directness of expression : clarity
b ; restraint in ornamentation : plainness

Sim>pli-fi>ca>tion \,sim-pl3-fa-'ka-sh3n\ n : an act, process, or
result of simplifying

smi.pli.fi-er \'slm-pl9-,fT(-3)r\ n : one that simplifies
smi.pli.ly \-,fl\ vt [F simplijier, fr. ML simplijicare, fr. L simplus
sim.ple] : to make simple or simpler; as a : to reduce to basic
essentials b : to diminish in scope or complexity : streamline
c : to make more intelligible : clarify

Sim>plism \'sim-,pli2-3m\ n : ovERSiMPLincATiON; esp : the re-
duction of a problem to a false simplicity by ignoring complicating
factors — sim.plis.tic \sim-'plis-tik\ adj — sim-plis-ti-cal-ly
\-ti-k(3-)Ie\ adv

Sim*ply Vsim-ple. for J also -pa-le\ adv 1 a : without ambiguity
: clearly b : without embellishment : plainly c ; directly,
CANDIDLY 2 a : merely, solely ta : LrrERALLv, really
simply ordered adj : having any two elements equal or asymetrically
related and any three elements transitively related {simply ordered

sim.u.la-cre X'sim-ya-.lak-sr, -.lakA n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L sim-
ulacruml archaic : SIMULACRUM
sim.U'la.crum V.sim-ya-'lak-ram, -'lak-\ n, pi sim-n-la-cra \-r3\
also simulacrums [L, fr. simulare} 1 : image, representation
2 : an insubstantial form or semblance of something : shadow;
also : trace
isim-u-lar \'sim-y?-l3r, -,lar\ n [irreg. fr. L simulare to simulate]
archaic : simulator

^simular adj, archaic : counterfeit, pretended
sim*u-late \'sim-y3-.lat\ vt [L simulatus, pp. of simulare to copy,
represent, feign, fr. similis hke — more at same] ; to give the ap-
pearance or effect of : feign syn see assume — sini*u>la>tive
\-,lat-iv\ adj
simulated rank n : a civilian status equivalent to a military rank
Sim-u-la.tion \,sim-y5-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of sim-
ulating : feigning 2 : a sham object : couNTERFErr

Sim-u-la-tor \'sim-ya-,lat-3r\ n : one that simulates; specif : a
laboratory device that enables the operator to reproduce under
test conditions phenomena likely to occur in actual performance
si>mul<cast X'sT-mal-.kast also 'sim-3l-\ vb [simu/taneous broad-
casf] : to broadcast simultaneously by AM and FM radio or by
radio and television — simulcast n
Si-muMa.ne.ity V.sl-msl-ta-'ne-at-e also ,sim-3l-\ n : the quality
br state of being simultaneous

Si«mul.ta.neouS \-'ta-ne-as, -nyss\ adj [(assumed) ML simul-
taneus, fr. L simul at the same time — more at same] 1 : existing
or occurring at the same time : coincident 2 : satisfied by the
same values of the variables <'^ equations) syn see contemporary— si*mul<ta*neous-ly adv — si>mul*ta'neouS'ness n
isin \'sin\ n [ME sinne, fr. OE synn; akin to OHG sunta sin]
1 a : an offense against God b : misdeed, fault 2 a : trans-
gression of the law of God b : a vitiated state of human nature
in which the self is estranged from God syn see offense
2Sin vi sinned; sin<ning 1 : to commit a sin 2 : to commit an
offense or fault

3sin X'sen, 'sinX n [Heb ii/i] : the 21st letter of the Hebrew alpha-
bet — symbol tl*

Sin.an-thro.pus \sT-'nan(t)-thr3-p3s, sa-; ,sTn-,an-'thr6-, ,sin-\ n
[NL, fr. LL Siruie, pi., Chinese -H Gk anthropos man — more at
sinologue] ; peking man

Sin>a<pism \'sin-3-,piz-3m\ n [LL sinapismus, deriv. of Gk sinapi
mustard] : mustard plaster
isince \(')sin(t)s\ adv [ME sins, contr. of sithens, fr. sithen, fr. OE
siththan, fr. sith tham since that, fr. sith since -f tham, dat. of
thxt that; akin to OHG s'ld since, L serus late, OE sawan to sow]
1 : from a definite past time until now (has stayed there ever ^'>
2 : before the present time ; AGO <long -^ dead) 3 : after a time
in the past ; subsequently <has ~ become rich)

2since prep 1 : in the period after a specified time in the past
(improvements made '^ 1928) 2 ; continuously from a specuied
time in the past (happy -^ then)
3since conj l : at a time or times In the past after or later than (has
tteld two jobs ~ he graduated) 2 ubs : when 3 : from the time in
the past when (ever ^ he was a child) 4 : in view of the fact
that : because ('^ it was raining he wore a hat)

Sin.cere \'sin-'si(3)r, S5n-\ adj [MF, fr. Lsincerus] 1 a : free of dis-
simulation : not hypocritical : honest (a --^ friend) (-^ interest)

b : free from adulteration : pure (-^ doctrine) (-^ wine) 2 : marked
by genuineness : real, true (a -^ work of art) — sin>cere*ly adv
— sin-cere«ness n
syn sincere, wholehearted, heartfelt, hearty, unfeigned
mean genuine in feeling, sincere stresses absence of hypocrisy,
feigning, or any falsifying embellishment or exaggeration; whole-
hearted suggests sincerity and earnest devotion without reserva-
tion or misgiving; heartfelt suggests depth of genuine feeling
outwardly expressed; hearty suggests honesty, warmth, and
exuberance in displaying feeling; unfeigned stresses spontaneity
and absence of pretense

Sin.cer-i.ty \-'ser-3t-e, -'sir-\ n : the quality or state of being
sincere : honesty of mind : freedom from hypocrisy

sin-cip.i.tal Xsin-'sip-at-^lX adj : of or relating to the sinciput
sin.ci>put \'sin(t)-s3-(,)p3i\ n, pi sinciputs or sin<cip>i>ta \sin-
'sip-9t-3\ [L sincipit-, sinciput, fr. semi- + caput head — more at
head] 1 : forehead 2 : the upper half of the skull

Sind'bad the Sailor \'sin-,bad-\ n : a citizen of Baghdad whose
adventures are narrated in the Arabian Nights" Entertainments

Sin-dhi \'sin-de\ n, pi Sindhi or Sindhis [Ar Sindi'] 1 a : a
mostly Muslim people of Sind b ; a member of this people 2 : the
Indie language of Sind

Sine \'sTn\ n [ML sinus, fr. L, curve] : the trigonometric function
that for an acute angle in a right triangle is the ratio of the side
opposite the angle to the hypotenuse

si.ne.Qure \'sT-ni-,kyu(3)r, 'sin-i-\ n [ML sine cura without cure
of souls] 1 : an ecclesiastical benefice without cure of souls
2 : an office or position that requires Uttle or no work

sine curve n ; the graph in rectangular coordinates of the equation
y=a sin bx where a and b are constants
Si-ne die \.sT-ne-'dI-,e, ,sin-e-'de-,a\ adv [L, without day] ; in-
definitely

si.ne qua non \,sin-e-,kwa-*non, ,sT-ne-,kwa-'nan\ n [LL, without
which not] : an absolutely indispensable or essential thing
isin-ew \'sin-(,)yii, -ys-w also 'sin-(,)ii, -3-w\ n [ME sinewe, fr. OE

a abut; ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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3 a : solid resilient strength : power b : the chief supporting force
; MAINSTAY — usu. uscd in pi.

3sinew vt : to strengthen as if with sinews
sine wave n : a wave form that represents periodic oscillations in

which the amplitude of displacement at each point is proportional
to the sine of the phase angle of the displacement and that is visual-
ized as a sine curve
sin.ewy X'sin-ys-we also 'sin-a-\ adj 1 : having sinews: a : ten-
dinous b ; marked by strong or prominent sinews 2 : strong and
firm ; tough

Sln«fo>nia \,sin-f3-'ne-3, ,sim(p)-f3-\ n, pi sin>fo*iiie \-'ne-,a\
[It, fr. L symphonia symphony] 1 ; an orchestral musical com-
position found in 18th century opera 2 : symphony 2a, 2c

Sin-fo.niet.ta \.sin-fan-'yet-3, -(,)fon-\ n [It, dim. of sinjonial

1 ; a symphony of less than standard length or for fewer instruments
2 ; a small symphony orchestra; esp : an orchestra of strings only

Sin-ful \'sin-fal\ adj : tainted with, marked by, or full of sin

: WICKED — sm>fnl>ly \-fa-le\ adv — sin-ful-ness n
ising \'sio\ vb saug \'sao\ or sung \'s3o\ sung; sing-ing
\'sir)-ir)\_[ME singen, fr. OE singan; akin to OHG singan to sing,

Gk omplie voice] vi 1 a : to produce musical tones by means of
the voice b : to utter words in musical tones and with musical
inflections and modulations c : to deliver songs as a trained or
professional singer 2 : to make a shrill whining or whistling

sound 3 a : to relate or celebrate something in verse b : to
compose poetry 4 ; to produce musical or harmonious sounds
5 : BUZZ, RING 6 : to make a cry : call 7 : to give information
or evidence ^ vt 1 : to utter with musical inflections; esp : to
interpret in musical tones produced by the voice 2 : to relate or
celebrate in verse 3 : chant, intone 4 : to bring or accompany
to a place or state by singing i^s the child to sleep) — sing-able
\'sir)-a-b3l\ adj

2sing n : a singing esp. in company
isinge \'sinj\ vt singed; singe-ing \'sin-jio\ [ME sengen, fr. OE
sengan: akin to OHG hisengan to singe, OSlav isQciti to dry] ; to
burn (something) superficially or lightly : scorch; speclj : to re-

move the hair, down, or fuzz from esp. by passing rapidly over a
flame

2singe n : a slight bum : scorch
ising.er \'sir|-3r\ n : one that sings

Jsing.er \'sin-j9(r)\ n : one that singes
singing bird n 1 : songbird 1 2 : a passerine bird
isin-gle \'sio-gal\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L singulus one only; akin
to L sem- one — more at same] 1 a : unmarried b : of or relating

to celibacy 2 : lone, sOLrrARY 3 a (1) ; consisting of or having
only one part, feature, or portion <'^ consonants) (2) : consisting
of one as opposed to or in contrast with many : uniform i'^
standard) (3) : consisting of only one in number <holds to a ~
ideal) b : having but one whorl of petals or ray flowers <a --^

- rose)
4 a : consisting of a separate unique whole : individual <each
r^ citizen) b : of, relating to, or involving only one person
6a: FRANK, honest <a ^^ devotion) b : exclusively attentive
<an eye •--- to the truth) 6 : unbroken, undivided 7 : man to
man 8 : having no equal or like : singular 9 ; designed for the

use of one person or family only <a '-- room)
syn SOLE, unique, separate, soLrrARY, particular: single im-

plies being unaccompanied by or unsupported by any other;

sole applies to the only one that exists, acts, or receives action;
unique applies to the only one of its kind or character in existence;

separate stresses discreteness and disconnection from every other
one; SOLrrARY implies being both single and isolated; particu-
lar implies numerical distinctness from other instances, examples,
or members of a class

2single ;? 1 : a separate individual person or thing 2 : one-base
HIT 3 pi a : a tennis match or similar game with one player on
each side b : a golf match between two players
3Single vb sin-gling \'sio-g(3-)lio\ »'/ 1 : to select or distinguish

(a person or thing) from a number or group 2 a : to advance (a

base runner in baseball) by a one-base hit b : to bring about the
scoring of (a run in baseball) by a one-base hit ^ vi : to make a
one-base hit in baseball

sin.gle-breast-ed \,siri-g3l-'bres-tod\ adj : having a center closing
with one row of buttons and no lap (-^ coat)

Single combat n : combat between two persons
single entry n : a method of bookkeeping that recognizes only one
side of a business transaction and usu. consists only of a record
of cash and personal accounts with debtors and creditors

single file n : a line (as of persons) moving one behind another —
single ille \,sir)-gal-'frfa)l\ adv
isln-gle-foot \'sio-gol-.fut\ n, pi single-foots : 'rack b
2single-foot vi, of a horse : to go at a rack — sin-gle-foot-er n
isin.gle-hand-ed \,sio-g3l-'han-dad\ odj 1 : managed or done by
one person or with one on a side 2 : working alone or unassisted
by others — sin-gle-hand-ed'ly odv — sln-gle-band-ed-ness n

2single-handed adv : single-handedly
Sin-gle-heart-ed \-'hart-3d\ adj : characterized by sincerity and
unitv of purpose or dedication — sin«gle-heart»ed*ly adv —
sin-gle-heart.ed-ness n

single knot n ; overhand knot
sln.gle-mind.ed \,sio-g3l-'mTn-d3d\ adj 1 : guileless, sincere
2 : having one unifying purpose — sin-gle-niind*ed»ly adv —
sln.gle-mlnd-ed-ness n
single-name paper n : a promissory note with no endorsement
other than the signature of the maker

Sin-gle.ness \'sir)-g3l-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being single

Sin.gle-phase V.sio-gal-'fazX adj : of or relating to a circuit
energized by a single alternating electromotive force
sin-gle-space \-'spas\ vt : to type or print with no blank lines
between lines of copy

sin*gle*stick \'sio-gal-,stik\ n : fighting or fencing with a one*
handed wooden stick or sword; also ; the weapon used

sin.gle.stlck-er \,sio-gal-'siik-ar\ n : a single-masted vessel
: SLOOP, cutter

Sln.glet \'sio-gl3t\ n, chiefly Brit : an athletic jersey : undershirt
Single tax n : a tax to be levied on a single object as the sole source
of public revenue

sin.gle.ton \'sio-g3l-t3n\ n [F. fr. E single! 1 : a card that is the
only one of its suit orig. held In a hand 2 ; an individual member

or thing distinct from others grouped with it; specif ; an offspring
born singly
Sin.gle-track \.sio-gal-,trak\ adj : lacking intellectual range, re-
ceptiveness, or flexibility ^one-track

sin-gle-tree \'sio-g3l-(.)tre\ n : whiffletree
sin.gly \'sio-g(3-)le\ adv 1 ; by or with oneself : nsfoivrouALLy
2 : single-handedly
ising-song X'sia-.sooX n l : verse with marked and regular rhythm
and rhyme : a jingling song 2 ; a voice delivery characterized by a
narrow range or monotonous pattern of pitch

2singS0ng adj : having a monotonous cadence or rhythm
sing.spiel X'sio-.spel, 'zia-,shpel\ n [G, fr. singen to sing + spiel

play ] : a usu. comic dramatic musical work popular in Germany esp.

in the latter part of the 18th century characterized by spoken dia-
logue interspersed with popular or folk songs

isin.gu-lar \'sio-gya-l3r\ adj [ME singular, fr. MF, fr. ^^ singularis,

fr. singulus only one — more at single] 1 a : of or relating to a
separate person or thing : individual b : of, relating to, or being
a word form denoting one person, thing, or instance c ; of or
relating to a single instance or to something considered by itself

2 : distinguished by superiority : exceptional 3 ; of unusual
quality ; unique 4 : being at variance with others : differing
syn see strange — sin.gu.lar-ly adv

^singular n 1 : the singular number, the inflectional form de-
noting it, or a word in that form_ 2 : a singular term or proposition

Sin.gu.lar-i.ty \,sio-gy3-'lar-3t-e\ n 1 : something that is singular;

esp : a distinctive or eccentric quality ; peculiarity 2 : the
quality or state of being singular

Sin.gu-lar.ize X'sio-gya-ls-.rTzX vt ; to make singular

Singular point n : a point of the curve f (x, y) = where both partial

derivatives are zero
singular proposition n ; a proposition having as its subject a
proper noun or a descriptive phrase which applies only to one
individual
Sln.ha-lese or Sln-gha-lese \,sio-g3-'lez, .sin-Chls-, -'les\ n, pi

Sinhalese or Singhalese [Skt Simhala Ceylon] 1 a : a people
inhabiting the island of Ceylon and forming a major part of its

population b : a member of this people 2 : the Indie language of
the Sinhalese people — Sinhalese or Singhalese adj
Si'Ui'Cism X'sl-ns-.siz-sm, 'sin-3-\ n [ML sinicus Chinese, fr. LL
Sitiae, pi., Chinese — more at sinologue] ; something (as a
manner or custom) peculiar to the Chinese

Si-ni-cize \-,sTz\ vt, often cap : to modify by Chinese influence

Si>ni.iy \'sI-na-.fT, *sin-3-\ vr, ojten cap [LL Sinae, pi., Chinese]
: sinicize

Sin-i5*ter X'sin-ss-t^r, archaic S3-'nis-\ adj [ME sinistre, fr. L
sinistr-, sinister on the left side, unlucky, inauspicious] 1 archaic

; unfavorable, unlucky 2 obs : conveying misleading or
detrimental opinion or advice 3 archaic : dishonesdy under-
handed : fraudulent 4 ; singularly evil or productive of evil

: bad, corruptive 5 a : of, relating to, or situated lo the left or
on the left side of something (bearing a bar ~> b : of ill omen by
reason of being on the left 6 : presaging ill fortune or trouble
: ominous 7 ; accompanied by or leading to disaster or un-
favorable developments — sin-is-ter-ly adv — sln-lS'ter-ness n
syn sinister, baleful, malign mean seriously threatening evil or

disaster, sinister applies to what threatens by appearance or
reputation to be formidably troublesome or dangerous in some
undisclosed wav; baleful imputes perniciousness or destructive-

ness to something whether working openly or covertly; malign
applies to what is inherently evil or harmful

si>nis>tral \'sin-as-tr3l, s3-'nis-\ adj ; of, relating to, or inclined

to the left: as a ; left-handed b oj a flatfish : having the left

side turned uppermost c : having whorls turning from the right

toward the left as viewed with the apex toward the observer —
si-niS'traMy \-tra-le\ adv

sin*is<trorse \'sin-3-,str6(3)rs\ also sin.is.tTor.sal \,sin-3-'strdr-

S9l\ adj [NL sinistrorsus, fr. L. toward the left side, fr. sinistr-,

sinister + versus, pp. of vertere to turn — more at worth] 1 of a
plant : twining spirally upward around an axis from right to left

— compare dextrorse 2 : sinistral c — sln«is»trorse»ly also

sin-iS'tror.saMy \-'str6r-s9-le\ adv
Si*nis>trous X'sin-as-trss, S3-'nis-\ adj : sinister

Si>nit-iC \sT-"nit-ik, s3-\ adj [LL Sinae, pi., Chinese — more at

sinologue] : of or relating to the Chinese, their language, or their

culture
isink \*sii3k\ vb sank \'sarik\ or sunk \'s3ok\ sunk or sunk*en
\'S30-k3n\ Sink'lng [ME sinken. fr. OE sincan; akin to OHG
sinkan to sink. Arm ankanim I fall] vi la: to become submerged
; go to the bottom : submerge b : to become partly buried (as in

mud) c : to become engulfed 2 a (1 ) : to fall or drop to a lower
place or level (2) : to flow at a lower depth or level (3) : to bum
with lower intensity (4) t to fall to a lower pitch or volume <his

voice '^.5 to a whisper) b ; to subside gradually : settle : to

disappear from view d : to slope gradually : dip 3 a : to soak
or become absorbed : penetrate b : to become impressively
known or felt <the lesson had sunk in) 4 : to become deeply
absorbed {sank into reverie) 5 a : to go downward in quality,

state, or condition : degenerate, retrogress b : to grow less in

amount or worth ; decline 6 a : to fall or drop slowly for lack of
strencth : collapse b : to become depressed c : to fail in health

or strength •~-' vt 1 a : to cause to sink b : to force down esp.

below the earth's surface c : to cause (something) to penetrate
2 a : to cause (as a ship) to plunge to the bottom b : to place or
force beneath the water : submerge c ; to engage deeply the

attention of : immerse 3 a : to dig or bore (a well or shaft) in the

earth : excavate b : to form by cutting or excising <^ words in

stone) 4 : to cast down or bring to a low condition or state

: overwhelm, defeat 5 a : to lower in standing or reputation

: abase b archaic : degrade 6 a archaic ; to cause to become
dejected b ; to weaken physically ; de-
bilitate 7 a archaic ; to lessen in value
or amount <a great surplus '^s the
prices) b : to lower or soften (the voice)

m speaking 8 ; to set aside : restrain,
SUPPRESS 9 : to pay off (as a debt)

; liquidate 10 : invest — sink>able
Vsio-k3-b3l\ adj

2sinK rt 1 a : a pool or pit for the
deposit of waste or sewage ; cesspool
b : a ditch or tunnel for carrying off
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sewage ; sewer c : a stationary basin connected with a drain and
usu. a water supply for washing and drainage 2 : a place where
vice, corruption, or evil collect 3 : sump 4 a : a depression
in the land surface; esp ; one having a saline lake with no
outlet b : a hollow in a limestone region communicating with a
cavern or passage

Sink.age \'sio-kij\ n l : the act, process, or degree of sinking
2 : SINKING, DEPRESSION 3 : the distance from the top line of a
full page to the first line of sunk matter

Sinlt-er \'sio-k3r\ n 1 : one that sinks; specij : a weight for sinking
a fishing line, seine^ or sounding line 2 : doughnut

Sink.hole \'siok-,hol\ n : a hollow place or depression In which
drainage collects

sinking Iiind n : a fund set up and accumulated by usu. regular
deposits for paying off the principal of a debt when it falls due

Sin>less \'sin-l3s\ adj ; free from sin ; impeccable, holy — sin-
less-ly adv — siu^less-ness n

siD<ner \'sin-3r\ n 1 : one that sins 2 : reprobate, scamp
Sino- comb jorm [F, fr. LL Sinae'\ 1 ; Chinese (iinophlle)
2 : Chinese and <SrVio-Tibetan>

Si.no-log.i.cal X.sTn-n-'aj-l-kal, ,sin-\ adj : of, relating to, or
characteristic of the Chinese culture, language, or literature

si>nol<o-gl5t \sT-'nal-3-jast, s3-\ n : sinologue
Si.no.logue \'sin-M-.6g, 'shi-, -,"ag\ n [F, fr. LL Sinae, pi. Chinese

(fr. Gk Sinai, fr. Ar Sin China) + F -logue'\ : a specialist in si-
nology

Si.nol-O.gy \sT-'nal-3-je, S3-\ n [prob. fr. F sinologie, fr. sino- +
-logie -logy] : the study of the Chinese and esp. their language,
literature, history, and culture
Si.no-Ti.het.an \.sT-(,)no-t3-'bet-'n, .sin-(,)o-\ n : a language
group comprising Tibeto-Burman and Chinese

Sin.syne \"sin-.sTn\ adv [ME (Sc) sensyne, fr. sen since (contr. of
ME siihen) + syne since— more at since, syne] chiejly Scot : since
that time : ago

isin.ter \'sint-3r\ n [G, fr. OHG simar slag — more at cinder]
; a deposit formed by the evaporation of spring or lake water

asinter vt sin-ter.ing \'sin-t(3-)rio\ : to cause to become a
coherent nonporous mass by heating without meliing

Sin-U-ate X'sin-ys-wat, -,wat\ adj [L sinuatus, pp of sinuare to
bend. fr. sinus curve] : having the margin wavy with strong In-
dentations <'--' leaves) — sin<a>ate \-,

'

' "

\-w9t-Ie, -,wat-\ adv
sin.u.os.i.ty \,s!n-ya-'was-3t-e\ n 1 :

being sinuous 2 : something that is sini

Sin.u-OUS \'sin-y3-w3s\ adj [L
serpentine or wavy form : winding
movements 2 : intricate, complex
adv ~ sin-u>oriS<ness n

&i>nus \'sr-n3s\ n [NL, fr. L, curve, fold, hollow] : cavity, hol-
low: as a : a narrow elongated tract extending from a focus of
suppuration and serving for the discharge of pus b (1) : a cavity in
the substance of a bone of the skull that usu. communicates with
the nostrils and contains air (2) : a channel for venous blood
(3) ; a dilatation in a bodily canal or vessel c : a cleft or Indenta-
tion between adjoining lobes

Si>nus*itiS \,sT-n3-'sTt-3s\ n : inflammation of a sinus
si-nus.oid \'sT-n3-.s6id\ n [ML sinus sine] : sine curve — sl*nus-
oi-dal \.si-n3-'s6id-'l\ adj

Sinusoidal projection n : an equal-area map projection capable
of showing the entire surface of the earih with all parallels as
straight lines evenly spaced, the central meridian as one half the
length of the equator, and ail other meridians as curved lines

Si'On \'sr-3n\ var oj ziON
Siou*an VsU-anX n 1 : a language stock of central and eastern
No. America 2 a : a group of peoples speaking Siouan languages
b ; a member of these peoples
Sioux \'sij\ n, pi Sioux \'sU(z)\ [F, short for Nadowessioux, fr.

Chippewa Nadoweisiw'\ 1 : dakota 2 : siouan
isip \'sip\ vb sipped; sip«ping [ME sippen; akin to LG sippen to
sip] VI ; to take a sip of something esp. repeatedly '*• v/ 1 : to
drink In small quantities 2 ; to take sips from : taste — sip-per n

2sip n 1 : the act of sipping 2 : a small draft taken with the lips

at\ vi — sin«u*ate'Iy

the quality or state of

fr. sinusl 1 a : of a
marked by strong lithe

SINUATE — sin-u-ous<ly

iSi.phon \'sT-f3n\ n [F siphon, fr. L siphon-, siph

1 a : a tube bent to form two legs of unequal
length by which a liquid can be transferred to a
lower level over an intermediate elevation by the
pressure of the atmosphere in forcing the liquid up
the shorter branch of the tube immersed in it while
the excess of weight of the hquid in the longer
branch when once filled causes a continuous flow
b usu syphon : a bottle for holding aerated water
that is driven out through a bent tube in its neck
by the pressure of the gas when a valve in the tube
is opened 2 : any of various tubular organs in

animals and esp. moUusks or arthropods used for
drawing in or ejecting fluids

^siphon vb 5i>phon*ing \'srf-(3-)nio\ vt : to con-
vey, draw off, or empty by or as if by a siphon -^

VI : to pass by or as if by a siphon
Si>pIlo*nO'phore \sT-'fan-3-,f6(a)r, 'sT-fs-ns-,

-,f6{3)r\ n [deriv. of Gk siphon + pherein to carry
— more at bear] : any of an order (Siphonophora)
of compound free-swimming or floating pelagic

fr. Gk siphi

siphon la

hydrozoans mostly delicate, transparent, and colored and with
specialized zooids
Si'phO'no 'Stele \sT-'fan-3-,stel, .sT-fa-na-'ste-leX n ; a stele consist-

ing of vascular tissue surrounding a central core of pith parenchyma
— si-pho«no._ste-lic \,sT-f3-na-'ste-lik, (,)si-,fan-3-\ adj— si-pho-
nO'Ste-ly \'si-fa-n3-,ste-le, sT-'fan-a-\ n

Sip>pet \'sip-3t\ n [alter, of sop^ X a small bit of toast or fried bread
esp. for garnishing

Sir \(')S3r\ n [ME, fr. sire'\ 1 a : a man of rank or position h : a
man entitled to be addressed as sir — used as a title before the given
name of a knight or baronet and formerly sometimes before the

given name of a priest 2 a — used as a usu. respectful form of

address b cap — used as a conventional form of^address in the
salutation of a letter

Sir.dar \'s3r-,dar\ n [Hindi sardar, fr. Per] 1 ; a person of high
rank (as an hereditary' noble, a chieftain, or a high military officer)
esp. in India 2 : one holding a position of some responsibility In
India: as a : foreman b : tenant farmer

isiie \'sl(3)r\ n [ME. fr. OF, fr. L senior older — more at senior]
1 a : father b archaic : male ancestor : forefather c : origi-
nator, AUTHOR 2 a archaic : a man of rank or authority; esp
: LORD — used formerly as a form of address and as a title b obs
: an elderly man : senior 3 ; the male parent of an animal and esp.
of a domestic animal

2siie vt 1 : BEGET, procreate — used esp. of domestic animals
2 ; to bring into being : originate

iSi.ren \'sT-ran, Jor 3 also sT-'ren\ n [ME, fr. MF & L; MF sereine,
fr. LL sirena, fr. L siren, fr. Gk seiren'i 1 ojten cap X one of a group
of creatures in Greek mythology having the heads and sometimes
the breasts and arms of women but otherwise the forms of birds that
lured mariners to destruction by their singing 2 a : a woman who
sings with bewitching sweetness b : a temptingly beautiful woman;
esp : one who is insidiously seductive : temptress 3 a : an appa-
ratus producing musical tones esp. in acoustical studies by the rapid
interruption of a current of air, steam, or fluid by a perforated
rotating disk b ; a device often electrically operated for producing
a penetrating warning sound <ambulance -^> <air-raid ~> 4 a [N L,
genus name, fr. L] : any of a genus (Siren) of eel-shaped amphibians
with small forelimbs but neither hind legs nor pelvis and with
permanent external gills as well as lungs b : sea cow 1

2si.ren \'sT-r3n\ also si.re.nic \sT-'ren-ik, -'ren-\ adj x of or relat-
ing to a siren : enticing, bewftching <a ~ song)

Si-re.ni.an \sT-*re-ne-3n\ n [NL Sirenia, order name, fr. Siren"]
; any of an order (Sirenia) of aquatic herbivorous mammals includ-
ing the manatee and dugong

Siren song n : an alluring utterance or appeal; esp ; one that is
seductive or deceptive

Sir.i.US \=sir-e-3s\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk Seirios, Ut., glowing] : a
star of the constellation Canis Major constituting the brightest star
In the heavens — called also Dog Star

sir-loin \'s3r-,I6in\ n [alter, of earlier surloin, modif. of MF sur-
longe, fr. sur over (fr. L super) + loigne, longe loin — more at over]
: a cut of meat and esp. of beef from the part of the hlndquarter
just in front of the round
Si-rocco \s3-'rak-(,)6\ n [It, fr. Ar sharq east] 1 a : a hot dust=»
laden wind from the Libyan deserts that blows on the northern
Mediterranean coast chiefly in Italy, Malta, and Sicily b : a warm
moist oppressive southeast wind in the same regions 2 : a hot or
warm wind of cyclonic origin from an arid or heated region

Sil.ralj also Sir-ra \'sir-a\ n [alter, of sirl obs ~- used as a form of
address implying inferiority and often used in anger or contempt

sir.ree also sir-ee \(,)sar-'e\ n [by alter.] : sir — used as an em-
phatic form usu. after yes or no

sir-reV'Cr.ence \s3-'rev-(a-)r3n(t)s, -'rev-3m(t)s\ n [prob. alter, of
save-reverence, trans, of ML salva reverent ia saving (your) rev-
erence] obs — used as an expression of apology before a statement
that might be taken as offensive

Sir Rog.er de Cov-er-ley \s3(r)-.r"aj-3rd-l-'k3v-3r-le\ n [alter, (in-
fluenced by Sir Roger de Coverley, fictitious country gentleman
appearing in many of the Spectator papers by Joseph Addison and
Sir Richard Steele, fr. roger oj coverley) of roger oj coverley, prob.
fr. Roger the name + o/ + Coverley, a fictitious place name] : an
English country -dance performed in two straight lines by an indef-
inite number

sirup, sirupy var of syrup, syrupy
sir»vente \sii'a)r-'vant, -'vent\ or sir.ven.tes \-'vent-as\ n, pi
Sir-ventes \-'vant, -'vanftjs, -'vents, -'vent-3S\ [F. fr. Prov sir-

venies, lit., servant's song, fr. sirvent servant, fr. L servient-, serviens,

prp. of servire to serve] : a usu. moral or reUgious song of the
Provengal troubadours satirizing social vices

-Sis \s3s\ n sujjix, pi -ses \,sez\ [L, fr. Gk, fem. suffix of action]
: process : action <peristal5:i)

si-sal \'sT-S3l, -23l\ n [MexSp, fr. Sisal, Yucatan, Mexico] 1 a : a
strong durable white fiber used for hard fiber cordage and for
binder twine b : a widely cultivated West Indian agave (Agave
sisalana) whose leaves yield sisal 2 ; any of several fibers sim-
ilar to true sisal

Sis-kin \'sis-k9n\ n [G dial, sisschen, dim. of MHG zlse siskin, of
Slav origin; akm to Czech dizek siskin] ; a small sharp-billed
chiefly greenish and yellowish finch (Spinus spinas) of temperate
Europe and Asia related to the goldfinch — compare red siskm

sis.si-fied \_'sis-i-,fTd\ adj : sissy

Sis-sy \'sis-e\ n Isis, short for sister} ; an effeminate man or boy;
also : a timid or cowardly person — sissy adj

SiS-ter \*sis-t3r\ n, ojten attrib [ME suster, sister, partly fr. OE
sweostor and partly of Scand origin; akin to ON systir sister; akin
to L soror sister] 1 a (1) : a female human being related to another
person having the same parents (2) : half sister (3) : sister*
IN-LAW b : a female of a lower animal in relation to another having
a common parent 2 ojten cap a : a member of a religious sister-

hood; specij : one of a Roman Catholic congregation under simple
vows b : a female member of a Christian church 3 a : a woman
related to another by a common tie or interest b : one having
similar characteristics to another <'^ ships) 4 chiejly Brit : NURSE
5a: girl, woman b : person — usu. used in the phrase weak sister

Sis*ter>hood \-,hud\ n 1 a : the state of being a sister b : sisterly

relationship 2 : a community or society of sisters; specij ; a society
of women religious

sis.ter-in-law \'sis-t(3-)r3n-,l6, -t3rn-.!6\ n, pi sis-ters-in-law
\-t3r-z3n-\ 1 : the sister of one's spouse 2 a : the wife of one's
brother b : the wife of one's spouse's brother

sis-ter-ly \'sis-t3r-le\ adj : of, relating to, or having the character-
istics of a sister — sisterly adv

Sis-tine \'sis-,ten, sis-'\ adj [It sisiino, fr. NL- sixtinus, fr. Sixtus,
name of some popes] 1 : of or relating to any of the popes named
Sixtus 2 [fr. Pope Sixtus IV tl484] : of or relating to the Sistlne
chapel In the Vatican
sis-trum \'sls-tr3m\ n, pi sistrums or sis-tra \-tr3\ [ME, fr. L,
fr. Gk seistron, fr. seiein to shake — more at seismic] : an ancient
Egyptian percussion instrument consisting of a thin metal frame
with numerous metal rods or loops that Jingle when shaken
Sis-y-phe.an \,sis-i-'fe-3n\ or Si-syph-i-an \sis-*if-e-3n\ adj : of.

a abut; ® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; 'A cot, cart;
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relating to, or suggestive of the labors of Sisyphus
Sis.y.plius \'sis-i-f3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Sisyphos} I a legendary king of
Corinth condemned to roll a heavy stone up a steep hill in Hades
only to have it roll down again as it nears the top

isxt \'sit\ vb sat \'sat\ sit'ting [ME sitten, fr. OE sittan; akin to
OHG sizzen to sit, L sedere, Gk hezesthai to sit, hedra seal] vi

1 a : to rest upon the buttocks or haunches <'--' in a chair) b : perch,
ROOST 2 ; to occupy a place as a member of an official body <'^ in
Congress) 3 : to hold a session : be in session for official business
4 ; to cover eggs for hatching : brood 5 a ; to take a position for
having one's portrait painted or for being photographed b : to
serve as a model 6 archaic : to have one's dwelling place : dwell
7 a : to lie or hang relative to a wearer (the collar ~^ awkwardly)
b ; to be apt or suitable c : to affect one with a certain weight
8 ; to Ue or rest in any condition 9 a : to have a location <house
'^s well back from the road) b of wind : to blow from a certain
direction 10 : to remain inactive or quiescent <the car -^s in the
garage) 11 ; to take an examination 12 : babv-sit ^ vt 1 : to
cause (oneself) to be seated {sat him down to write a letter) 2 : to
cause to be seated ; place on or in a seat 3 : to sit upon (eggs)
4 : to keep one's seat upon <--- a horse) 5 : to provide seats or
seating room for (car will ~ six people) ~ sit on 1 ; to hold deUb-
erations concerning 2 : repress, squelch 3 : to delay action or
decision concerning : suppress — sit on one's hands 1 : to with-
hold applause 2 : to fail to take action — sit pretty : to be in a
highly favorable situation — sit tight 1 : to maintain one's position
without change 2 : to remain quiet in or as if in hiding — sit un-
der : to attend religious service under the instruction or ministra-
tioni, of; also ; to attend the classes or lectures of (a teacher)

2sit rt 1 : an act or period of sitting 2 : the manner in which a gar-
ment fits

Si.tar \s3-'tar, siA n [Hindi sitar'l : a Hindu guitar with a long
neck and a varying number of strings
sit-down \'sit-,daun, 'sid-,aun\ n ; a cessation of work by employ-
ees while maintaining continuous occupation of place of employ-
ment as a protest and means toward forcing compUance with de-
mands

iSite \'sTt\ n [ME, place, position, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L situs, fr.

situs, pp. of sinere to leave, place, lay; akin to L serere to sow —
more at sow ] 1 a : the local position of building, town, monument,
or similar work b : a space of ground occupied or to be occupied
by a building 2 : the place or scene of something

2site vt : to place on a site or in position ; locate
sith \(')sith\ or silh.ence \'siih-sn(t)s\ or sith.ens \-9nz\
archaic var of SINCE

Sit-in \'sit-,in\ n 1 : STT-DOWN 2 ; an act of occupying seats in a
racially segregated estabUshment in organized protest against
discrimination

Si.tol.o.gy \sT-'taI-3-]e, saA n [Gk sitos grain -I- ISV -logyl : the
science of nutrition and dietetics

Si40S.ter.0l \sT-'tas-ta-,r61, -,r61\ n [Gk sitos grain + E sierol}

: any of several sterols widespread esp. in plant products (as wheat
germ or soy bean oil) used as a starting material for the synthesis of
steroid hormones

Sit.ter \'sit-sr\ n : one that sits; specij : baby-sitter
sit-ter-in \,sit-3-'rin, 'sit-a-A n, pi sltters-in chiejly Brit ; baby-
sitter

isit'ting \'sit-io\ n l ; an act of one that sits; esp : a single occasion
of continuous sitting 2 a : a brooding over eggs for hatching
b : SETTING 6 3 ; session (~ of the legislature)

^sitting adj 1 : that is setting {^^ hen) 2 : occupying a judicial or
legislative seat : being in office 3 : easily hit or played (r^ target)
<-^ game in spades) 4 a : used in or for sitting <a -« position)
b : performed while sitting (a --^ shot)

Sitting duclE n : an easy or defenseless target for attack or criticism
or sharp practice

Sitting room n : living room l

isit«u»ate \'sich-(9-)wat, -9-,wat\ adj [ML situatus, pp. of situare to
place, fr. L situs'] ; having its site ; located

2sit-U-ate \'sich-3-,wat\ vt : to place in a site, situation, or category
: locate

sit*ii<at>ed adj 1 ; located 2 ; circumstanced (not rich but
comfortably '^)

Slt>u>a<tlon \,sich-3-'wa-sh9n\ n 1 a : the way in which something
is placed in relation to its surroundings b : snE c archaic ; lo-
calitv 2 archaic : state of health 3a: position or place of em-
ployment : post, job b ; position in life : status 4 a ; position
with respect to conditions and circumstances (military --> b : the
sum total of internal and external stimuli that act upon an organism
within a given time interval 5a: relative position or combination
of circumstances at a certain moment (the ~ seemed to call for a
general retreat) b : a critical, trying, or unusual state of affairs

: problem c : a particular or striking complex of affairs at a stage
in the action of a narrative or drama syn see posmoN, state— sit-u-a-tion-al \-shn9l, -shan-n\ adj — 5it-u-a>tion»aMy
\-e\ adv

si.tus \'sTt-3s\ n, p: si»tus \'sTt-3s, 'sT-,tus\ [L — more at site]
: the place where something exists or originates

Sitz bath \'sits-\ n [part trans, of G sitzbad, fr.

sitz act of sitting + bad balh] : a tub in which
one bathes in a sitting posture; also : a bath so
taken esp. therapeutically

Sitz.krieg \'sit-,skreg, 'zit-\ n [G. fr. sitz + krieg
war] : static or nonaggressive warfare

sitz.mark \'sit-.smark, 'nt-\ n [part trans, of G
sitzmarke, fr. sitz + marke mark] : a depression . .

left in the snow by a skier falUng backward sitz bath
Si.va \'s(h)e-v3\ n [Skt Siva] : a Hindu god who represents the
principle of destruction in the Trimurti and is worshiped as the
gracious creator and sustainer of the world in a major cult — Si<ya-
ism \-,iz-9m\ n

Si.va.ite \.,rt\ or Sl.vlte \'s(h)e-.vTt\ n : saiva
Si-van \'siv-3n\ n [Heb Siwan, fr. Akkadian Simamu] : the 9th
month of the civil year or the 3d month of the ecclesiastical yearm the Jewish calendar
Si.wash \'sT-,w6sh. -.wash\ n [Siwash, fictional college In stories
by George Fitch] : a small usu. inland college that is notably pro-
vincial in outiook (cheer for dear old Siwash^

six \'siks\ n [ME, fr. six, adj., fr. OE siex; akin to OHG sehs six, L
sex, Gk hex} 1 — see number table 2 : the sixth in a set or series

<the -^ of hearts) 3 : something having six units or members: as
a ; an ice hockey team b ; a six-cylinder engine or automobile— six adj or pron — at sixes and sevens : in disorder : confused
Six-by-six \,siks-b3-'siks\ n : a six-wheeled motor vehicle with six
driving wheels
Six-gun \'siks-,g3n\ n ; a 6-chambered revolver — called also six-
shoot-er \'sik(s)-'shut-3r\

six-mo \'sik-(,)smo\ n : the size of a piece of paper cut six from a
sheet; also ; a book, a page, or paper of this size — called also sexto

six-0-six or 606 \.sik-,so-'siks\ n [fr. its having been the 606th
compound tested and introduced by Paul Ehrlich] : arsphenaminb
Six-pack \'sik-,spak\ n : an open paperboard carton containing six
bottles or cans (as of a beverage) and usu. having a handle for
carrying

Six.pence \*sik-sp3n(t)s, US also -,spen(t)s\ n : the sum of six
pence; also : a coin representing six pence or half a shilling

SiX'pen-ny \-sp3-ne, US also -,spen-e\ adj 1 : of the value of or
costing sixpence 2 ; of trifling worth ; cheap, trashy
Sixpenny bit n : sixpence
Sixte X'sikst, *sekst\ n [F lit., sixth, fr. L sextus — more at sext]

: the sixth of the ejght defensive positions in fencing
SiX*teen \{')sik-'sten\ n [ME sixiene, fr. OE sixtyne, fr. sixtyne, adj.;
akin to OE tien ten] — see number table — sixteen adj or pron—
siX'teenth \-'sten(t)th\ adj — sixteenth n, pi six-teentHs
\-'sten(i)s, -'sten(t)ths\

5ix-teen*mo \sik-'sten-(. md\ n : the size of a piece of paper cut 16
from a sheet: also l a book, a page, or paper of this size — called
also sextodecimo

sixteenth note n : a musical note with the time value of one six-

teenth of a whole note
Sixth \'siks(t)th, 'sikst\ n, pi sixths \'siks(ts), 'siks(t)ths\ 1 — see
NUMBER table 2 a : a musical interval embracing six diatonic
degrees b : submediant c : the harmonic combination of two
tones a sixth apart — sixth adj or adv — sixth>ly adv

sixth chord n : a musical chord consisting of a tone with its third
and its sixth above and usu. being the first inversion of a triad

sixth sense n : a power of perception like but not one of the five
senses : a keen intuitive power

Six.ti.eth \'sik-ste-3th\ « — see number table — sixtieth adj
Six-tine \'bik-^,stTn, -,sten\ var oj sistine
SiX'ty \'sik-ste\ n [ME, fr. sixty, adj., fr. OE siextig, n., group of
sixty, fr. siex six + -tig group of ten — more at eighty] 1 — see
number table 2 pi : the numbers 60 to 69 inclusive; specij ; the
years 60 to 69 in a lifetime or century — Sixty adj or pron — liKe
sixty ; with great speed, ease, or force (run like sixty}

Six.ty-foiirtli note X.sik-ste-'forth-. -'f6rth-\ n : a musical note
with half the time value of a thirty-second note

siX'ty-nine \-'nTn\ n l — see number table 2 : soixante-neuf— sixty-mne adj or pron
sizeable or size-able \'sT-z3-b3l\ adj : fairly large : considerable— siz-able.ness n — siz-ably \-ble\ adv
Si2-ar also Siz-er \'sT-Z9r\ n isizar alter, of sizer, fr. ^size] : a student
(as in the universities of Cambridge and Dublin) who receives orig,
in return for acting as a servant to other students an allowance
toward his college expenses

isize \'sTz\ n [ME sise assize, fr. MF, fr. OF, short for oj^/^e— more
at ASSIZE] 1 dial Brit : assize 5a — usu. used in pi. 2 archaic : a
fixed portion of food or drink 3 a : physical magnitude, extent, or
bulk : relative or proportionate dmiensions b : bigness 4 : one of
a series of graduated measures esp. of manufactured articles (as of
clothing) conventionally identified by numbers or letters (a '^ 7
hat) (a shoe of '^ 4A> 5 : character, quality, or status of a person
or thing esp. with reference to importance, relative merit, or cor-
respondence to needs 8 : actual state of affairs : true condition
(that's about the — of it)

2size vt 1 : to make a particular size : bring to proper or suitable
size 2 : to arrange, grade, or classify according to size or bulk
3 : to form a judgment of — usu. used with up -^ vi ; to equal in
size or other particular characteristic ; compare — usu. used with
up and often with to or with

3Size n [ME sise] : any of various glutinous materials (as prepara-
tions of glue, flour, varnish, or resins) used for filling the pores in
surfaces (as of paper, textiles, leather, or plaster) or in bookbinding
for applying color or leaf to book edges or covers

4size vt : to cover, stiffen, or glaze with or as if with size
ssize adj : sized — usu. used in combination
Sized \'sTzd\ adj 1 : having a specified size or bulk — usu. used in
combination (a smaM-sized house) 2 : arranged or adjusted ac-
cording to size

siZ'ing \'sT-ziri\ n : 3size
isiZ'Zle \'siz-al\ vb siz-zUng \-C3-)liri\ [perh. freq. of siss (to
hiss)] vt ; to bum up or sear with a hissing sound — vi 1 : to make
a hissing sound in or as if in burning or frying 2 t to seethe with
deep anger or resentment

^sizzle n : a hissing sound (as of something frying over a fire)

Siz-Zler \'siz-(3-)l3r\ n : one that sizzles; esp : scorcher
Skald X'skold, 'skald\ n [ON skald— more at scold] : an ancient
Scandinavian poet or hisioriographer; broadly ; bard — skald>iC
\-ik\ adj

skat Vskat, 'skat\ n [G, modif. of It scarto discard, fr. scartare to
discard, fr. s- (fr. I. ex-) + carta card] 1 : a three-handed card
game 2 : a widow of two cards in skat that may be used by the
winner of the bid
iskate \'skat\ n, pi skates also skate [ME scate, fr. ON skatal
; any of numerous rays (as of the genus Raja) with the pectoral fins
greatiy developed giving the animal a rhomboidal shape

2skate n [modif. of D schaats stilt, skate, fr. (assumed) ONF
escache stilt; akin to OF eschace stilt] 1 a : a metallic runner that
has a frame usu. shaped to fit the sole of a shoe to which it is

attached and that is used for gliding on ice — called also ice skate
b ; roller skate 2 : a period of skating

3skate vi 1 : to glide along on skates propelled by the alternate
action of the legs 2 : to slip or glide as if on skates : pass lightly

4Skate n [prob. alter, of E dial, skite (an offensive person)] 1 : a
thin awkward-looking or decrepit horse ; nag 2 ; fellow

Skat>er \'skat-3r\ n 1 : one that skates 2 ; water strider
Skat-ole \'skat-,ol\ n [ISV, fr. Gk skat-, skor excrement — more at
scat-] : a foul-smelling compound C9H9N found in the intestines
and feces, in civet, and in several plants or made synthetically and
used in perfumes as a fixative
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skean or Skene \'ske(-a)n\ n [IrGael scion & ScGad ssian'S

: DAGGER, DIRK
Ske-dad.dle \ski-'dad-n\ vi ske-dad-dling \-'dad-lin, -»I-in\ [ori-
gin unknown] : to run away; specij : to flee in a panic
Skee-Ball \'ske-,b61\ trademark — used for an indoor target game
in which several hard rubber balls are rolled up an incline into one
of several concentric circular scoring troughs

Skeet \'sket\ n [modif. of ON skjdia to shoot — more at shoot]
: trapshooting in which clay targets are thrown in such a way as to
simulate the angles of flight found in wing shooting
iskee.ter \'sket-3r\ n [by shortening & alter.] 1 : mosquito 2 : a
small iceboat equipped with a single sail

askeet.er \'sket-3r\ n : a skeet shooter
Skeg \'skeg\ also skag \'skag\ n [D scheg: akin to OSlav skokS
leap — more at shag] : the stern of the keel of a ship near the stem-
post; esp : the part connecting the keel with the bottom of the
rudderpostin a single-screw ship

Skeigh \'skelc\ ad} [perh. of Scand origin; akin to Sw skygg shy;
akin to OE sceoh shy — more at shy] chiejly Scot : proudly spirited
: SKTTriSH
iSkein \'skan\ n [ME skeyne, fr. MF escaigne'^ X or Skean or
Skeane \*skan\ ; a loosely coiled length of yam or thread wound
on a reel 2 : something suggesting the twists or coils of a skein
: TANGLE

sskein vt : to wind into skeins <'^ yarn)
Skel.e.tal \'skel-3t-'l\ adj : of, relaUng to, forming, or resembling a
skeleton — skel*e*taMy \-'l-e\ adv
iskel.e-ton \'skel-at-'n\ n [NL, fr. Gk, neut. of skeletos dried up;
akin to Gk skellein to dry up, skleros hard, OE sceuld shallow]
1 : a usu. rigid supportive or protective structure or framework of
an organism; esp : the bony or more or less cartilaginous framework
supporting the soft tissues and protecting the internal organs of a
vertebrate (as a fish or man) 2 : something reduced to its minimum
form or essential parts 3 : an emaciated person or animal 4 : some-
thing forming a stmctural framework 6 : something shameful and
kept secret (as in a family)

^skeleton adj : of, consisting of, or resembling a skeleton <a -^
hand) <a -^ crew) <--- essays)

Skel-e.ton.ize \-,Tz\ vt : to produce in or reduce to skeleton form
<'^ a leaf) <~ a news story) <'^ a regiment)

Skel*e*ton.iz.er \-,i-zar\ n : one that skeletonizes; specij : any of
various lepidopterous larvae that eat the parenchyma of leaves
leaving the skeleton of veins

Skeleton key n : a key with a large part of the bit filed away to
enable it to open low quaUty locks as a master key
SkeMum \'skel-sm\ n [D schelm, fr. LG; akin to OHG skelmo
person deserving death] chiejly Scot : scoundrel, rascal
iskelp \'skelp\ vb skelped \'skelpt\ also skel>pit \'skel-p3t\
skelp-ing [ME skelpen} vt, dial Brit : strike, slap, beat -^ vi ; to
step lively : hustle
25kelp n, dial Brit : a smart blow : slap
Skel-ter \'skel-t3r\ vi skel.ter.ing \-t(3-)rio\ [fr. -skelter (in
helter-skelter)] ; scurry
Skel<ton<ic \sket-'tan-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
the English poet John Skelton or his writings — Skel>ton*i>cal
\-i-k3l\ adj

Skel.ton.ics \-iks\ npl {John Skelton] : short verses of an Irregular
meter with two or three stresses sometimes in falling and sometimes
in rising rhythm and usu. with rhymed couplets
Skep \'skep\ n [ME skeppe basket, basketful, fr. OE sceppe, fr.

ON skeppa bushel; akin to OE scieppan to form, create — more at
shape] : beehive; esp ; a domed hive made of twisted straw
Skep.siS \"skep-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk skepsis examination, doubt,
skeptical philosophy, fr. skeptesthai] : philosophic doubt as to the
objective reality of phenomena; broadly ; a skeptical outlook or
attitude

Skep.tic \'skep-tik\ n [L or Gk; L scepticus. fr. Gk skeptikos, fr.

skeptikos thoughtful, fr. skeptesthai to look, consider — more -at

SPY] 1 : an adherent or advocate of skepticism 2 : a person dis-
posed to skepticism esp. regarding religion or religious principles

Skep-ti-cal \-ti-kaI\ adj : relating to, characteristic of, or marked
by skepticism <'-- arguments) <a '^ listener) — skep* tl> calmly
\-k(3-)le\ adv

Skep'ti'Cism \'skep-t3-.siz-3m\ n 1 a : the doctrine that true
knowledge or knowledge in a particular area is uncertain b : the
method of suspended judgment, systematic doubt, or criticism char-
acteristic of skeptics 2 : an attitude of disposition towards doubt
3 : doubt concerning basic religious principles (as immortality,
providence, revelation) syn see uncertainty

Sker-iy \'sker-e, 'skar-\ n [of Scand origin; akin to ON sker skerry
and to ON ey island; akin to L aqua water — more at scar, island]
: a rocky isle : reef

iSketCll Vskech\ n [D schets, fr. It schizzo, fr. schizzare to splash]
1 a : a rough drawing representing the chief features of an object
or scene and often made as a preUminary study b : a tentative draft
(as for a hterary work) 2 ; a brief description (as of a person) or
outUne 3 a : a short literary composition somewhat resembling
the short story and the essay but intentionally slight in treatment,
discursive in style, and familiar in tone b : a short instrumental
composition usu. for piano c ; a slight theatrical piece having a
single scene; esp ; a comic variety or vaudeville act syn see com-
pendium

^sketch vt : to make a sketch, rough draft, or outline of — v/ ; to
draw or paint a sketch — sketchier n
Sketch'book \'skech-,buk\ n ; a book of or for sketches
Sketch>i*ly \'skech-a-le\ adv : in a sketchy manner
&ketch*i>ness \'skech-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being sketchy

Sketchy \'skech-e\ adj 1 : of the nature of a sketch : roughly out-
lined 2 : wanting in completeness, clearness, or substance ; sught,
superficial
iSkew \'skyii\ vb [ME skewen to escape, skew, fr, ONF escuer to

shun, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG sciuhen to frighten off — more at

shy] vi 1 ; to take an obhque course : swerve 2 : to look askance
: SQUINT ^ vt 1 : to make, set, or cut on the skew 2 : to distort

from a tme value or symmetrical form <'—ed statistical data)

askew adj 1 : deviating from a straight line or course 2 : asym-
metrical

ski and binding

3skew n : a deviation from a straight line : sla>jt
Skew arch n : an arch whose jambs are not at right angles with the

Skew.back \'skyu-.bak\ n : a course of masonry, a stone, or an
iron plate having an inclined face against which the voussoirs of a
segmental arch abut
Skew-bald \-,b61d\ adj {skewed (skewbald) + bald] oj an animal

: marked with spots and patches of while and some other color
Skew distribution n ; an unsymmetrical frequency distribution
having the mode at a different value from the mean
iskew.er \'skyu-ar, 'skyu(-3)r\ n [prob. alter, of skiver] 1 : a pin
of wood or metal for fastening meat to keep it in form while roast-
ing or to hold small pieces of meat and vegetables for broiling
2 : any of various things shaped or used like a meat skewer

2skewer vt : to fasten or pierce with or as if with a skewer
Skew.ness \'skyu-n3s\ n : lack of straightness or svmmetry : dis-
tortion; esp : lack of symmetry in a frequency distribution
Skew polygon n : a figure analagous to a polygon whose sides do
not all lie in one and the same plane

iski \'ske, Brit also 'she\ n, pi skis or ski also skiis \'skez. 'shez\
[Norw, fr.' ON sklth stick
of wood, ski; akin to OHG
skU stick of wood, OE
sceadan to divide — more at
shed] : one of a pair of
narrow strips of wood,
metal, or plastic curving up-
ward in front that are used
esp. for gliding over snow

2ski v( skied \*sked, 'shed\
ski'ing : to glide on skis in
travel or as a sport

Skia- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk skia — more at scene] : shadow
(skiagraphy

Skia.gram \*skT-a-,gram\ n [ISV] 1 : a figure formed by shading
in the outline of a shadow 2 ; radiograph

Skia.graph \-,graf\ n : radiograph
Ski.ag.ra.phy \skT-*ag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] : the making of skiagrams
Skia>scope \'skT-3-,skop\ n : a device for determining the refractive
state of the eye from the movements of retinal lights and shadows— skl<as>co-py \ski-'as-ka-pe\ n

Ski boot n : a heavy usu. reinforced leather shoe for use with skis
that extends just above the ankle and is provided usu. with a thick
stiff sole and a heel grooved to accommodate bindings and is often
padded around the ankles
iskid \'skid\ n [perh. of Scand origin; akin to ON sklih stick of
wood] 1 : one of a group of objects (as planks or logs) used to
support or elevate a structure or object 2 : a wooden fender
hung over a ship's side to protect it in handling cargo 3 ; a usu.
iron shoe or clog attached to a chain and placed under a wheel
to prevent its turning when descending a steep hill : drag 4 : a
timber, bar, rail, pole, or log used in pairs or sets to form a slideway
(as for an inchne from a truck to the sidewalk) 5 ; the act of
skidding : slip, sideslip 6 : a runner used as a member of the
landing gear of an airplane or helicopter 7 p/ : a route to defeat
or downfall 8 : a low platform mounted (as on wheels) on which
material is set for handling and moving
3skid vb skiddded; skid-ding vt 1 ; to apply a brake or skid to
: slow or halt by a skid 2 : to haul along, slide, hoist, or store
on skids ^ vi 1 ; to slide without rotating (as a wheel held from
turning while a vehicle moves onward) 2 a : to fail to grip the
roadway; specij : to slip sideways on the road b oj an airplane
; to slide sidewise away from the center of curvature when turning
c : slide, slip 3 ; to fall rapidly, steeply, or far

Skid'der Vskid-3r\ n ; one that skids or uses a skid
Ekid-doo or ski-doo \skid-'ii\ vi [prob. alter, of skedaddle] : to
go away : depart

Skid fin n ; a fore-and-aft vertical surface usu. placed above the
upper wing of a biplane to provide lateral stability

skid road n l : a road along which logs are skidded 2 a H'est ; the
part of a town frequented by loggers b ; skid row

Skid row n [alter, of skid road] : a district of cheap saloons, flop-
houses, and employment agencies frequented by migrant workers,
vagrants, and alcoholics

ski-er \'ske-3r, Brit also 'she-\ n ; one that skis

ski.ey var of skyey
skill \'skif\ n [MF or Olt; MF esquij, fr. Olt schijo, of Gmc origin;
akin to OE scip ship] 1 : a small light sailing ship 2 : a light

rowboat 3 : a boat with centerboard and spritsail light enough
to be rowed — called also St. Lawrence skijj 4 : a small fast
powerboat

ski'ing n : the art or sport of sliding and jumping on skis

ski'ior*ing \'ske-,i6r-io, -.]6r-\ or ski-br-ing \-.(y)3r-\ n
[modif. of Norw skikjpiing, fr. ski -f kj^ring driving] : a winter
sport in which a person wearing skis is drawn over snow or ice by
a horse or vehicle

ski jump n : a jump made by a person wearing skis; also ; a course
or track esp. prepared for such jumping — ski jump vi

Ski lilt n ; a power-driven conveyor for transporting skiers or
sightseers up a long slope or mountainside
iSkill \'skil\ n [ME skil, fr. ON, distinction, knowledge; akin to
OE scylian to separate, sciell shell — more at shell] 1 obs : cause,
reason 2 : the ability to use one's knowledge effectively and
readily in execution or performance : technical expertness : pro-
ficiency, DEXTERrrY 3 : a learned power of doing a thing compe-
tently ; a developed aptitude or ability syn see art

2skiU VI, archaic ; to make a difference : matter, avail
Skilled \'skild\ adj 1 : having skill : expert, skillful 2 ; of,

relating to, or requiring workers or labor with skill and training
in a particular occupation, craft, or trade (^ labor) syn see
proficient
skiMet \'skil-3t\ n [ME skelet] 1 chiejly Brit % a small kettle or
pot usu. having three or four often long feet and used for cooking
on the hearth 2 : a frying pan

Skill.ful or Skil-JiU \'skil-fal\ adj 1 : possessed of or displaying
skill : EXPERT <'>- debater) 2 : accomplished with skill syn see
proficient — skilMuMy \-f3-le\ adv — skill-lul<ness n

a abut; ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

] joke; T) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; Ul this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; X life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yll few; yu furious; zh vision
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Skil-Iing \'skiI-iQ, 'shilA n [Sw, Norw, & Dan, fr. ON skillingr,

a gold coin; akin to OE scilling shilling] 1 : any of various old
Scandinavian unils of value 2 : any of the small coins representing
one skilling

shill-less or skil.less \'skil-l3s\ adj : having no skill — skill-less-
ness n
iskim \ 'skim\ vb skimmed; skim* ming [ME skimmen ] vt

1 a : to clear (a liquid) of scum or floating substance (— boiling
syrup) h : to remove (as film or scum) from the surface of a
Uquid c : to remove cream from by skimming d : to remove the
best or most easily obtainable contents from 2 : to read, study,
or examine superficially and rapidly; specij : to glance through
(as a book) for the chief ideas or the plot 3 : to throw in a gliding
path; specif : to throw so as to ricochet along the surface of water
4 : to cover with or as if with a film, scum, or coat 5 ; to pass
swiftly or lightly over ~ vi 1 a : to pass lightly or hastily : glide
or skip along, above, or near a surface b : to give a cursory
glance or consideration 2 ; to become coated with a thin layer
of film or scum 3 : to put on a finishing coat of plaster
3skun n 1 : a thin layer, coating, or film 2 : the act of skimming
3 : something skimmed; specij ; skim milk
3skim adj 1 ; skimmed 2 : made of skim milk <— cheese)
skim-ble-skam-ble \,skim-b3l-'skam-bal\ adj UedupL o( scamble}

: RAMBLING, SENSELESS
Skim*mer \'skim-3r\ n 1 : one that skims; specij : a flat perforated
scoop or spoon used for skimming 2 a : any of several longs
winged marine birds (genus Rhynchops) related to the terns
b : WATER STRiDER 3 ! 3 usu. straw flat-crowued hat with a wide
straight brim
Skim milk also skimmed milk n : milk from which the cream has
been taken
Skim-ming n : that which is skimmed from a liquid
iskimp \'skimp\ adj [perh. alter, of scrimp] : scanty, meager
2skimp vr : to give insufficient or barely sufficient attention or
effort to or funds for : scamp -^ vi ; to save by or as if by skimping

Skimp<i<ly \'skim-p3-Ie\ adv : in a skimpy marmer
Sklmp-i*ness \-pe-nss\ n : the quality or state of being skimpy
Skimpy \'skim-pe\ adj : deficient in supply or execution esp.
through skimping : scanty
iSkin \'skin\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE scinn. fr. ON skinn; akin
to MHG schini fruit peel, W ysgythru to cut] la: the integument
of an animal and esp. a small animal or fur-bearer separated from
the body whether green or dressed for use — compare hide b : a
sheet of parchment or vellum made from a hide c : bottle lb
2 a : the external limiting layer of an animal body esp. when
forming a tough but flexible cover relatively impermeable from
without while intact b : any of various outer or surface layers
(as a rind, husk, or pellicle) <a sausage '^> 3 : the life or physical
well-being of a person <made sure to save his ---') 4 : a sheathing
or casing forming the outside surface of a structure (as a ship or
airplane) ~ Skinned \'skind\ adj
2skin vh skinned; skin-ning vt 1 a : to cover with or as if with
skin b : to heal over with skin 2 a : to strip, scrape, or rub off
an outer covering (as the skin or rind) of b : to strip or peel off
3 a : to strip of money or property : fleece b : defeat c : cen-
sure, castigate 4 : to urge on and direct the course of (as a draft
animal) ~ vi" 1 : to become covered with or as if with skm
2 a : to climb or descend <---' up and down a rope) b ; to pass or
get by with scant room to spare
skin-deep \'skin-'dep\ adj 1 : as deep as the skin 2 : not thorough
or lasting in impression : superficial

skin dive vi : to swim deep below the surface of water with a face
mask, flippers, and a portable breathing device — skin diver n
skin effect n : an effect characteristic of current distribution in a
conductor at high frequencies by virtue of which the current is
greater near the surface of the conductor than in its interior

Skin>nint \'skin-,flint\ n : a person who would save, gain, or
extort money by any means ; miser, niggard

skin*ful \-,ful\ n 1 : the contents of a skin bottle 2 : a large or
satisfying quantity esp. of liquor

Skin game n i a. swindling game or trick

skin graft /z ; a piece of skin transferred from a donor area to a
place denuded (as by a bum) to grow new skin — skin graiting n
iskink \'skiak\ vr [ME skinken, fr. MD schenken; akin to OE
scencan to pour out drink, scanca shank] chiejly dial : to draw,
pour out, or serve (drink)
2skink n [L scincus, fr. Gk skinkos] : any of a family (Scincidae)
of pleurodont lizards mostly small and with small scales
skink.er \'skio-k3r\ n : TApyrER
skin.less \'skin-l3s\ adj : having no skin <— frankfurts)
Skin.ner \'skin-3r\ n l a : one that deals in skins, pelts, or hides
b : one that removes, cures, or dresses skins 2 : sharper 3 : a
driver of draft animals : teamster
Skin-ni>ness \^skin-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being skinny
Skin.ny \'skin-e\ adj 1 : resembling skiji : membranous 2 a : lack-
ing sufficient flesh ; very thin : emaciated b : lacking usual or
desirable bulk, quantity, quaUties, or significance syn see lean

skin test n : a test (as a scratch test) performed on the skin and
used in detecting allergic hypersensitivity

skin.tight \'skin-'tTt\ adj : closely fitted to the figure
iskip \'skip\ vb skipped; skip-ping [ME skippen, perh. of Scan

d

origin; akin to Sw dial, skopa to hop] vi 1 a : to move or proceed
with leaps and bounds : caper b : to bound off one point after
another : ricochet 2 : to leave hurriedly or secretly 3 a : to
pass over or omit an interval, item, or step b : to omit a grade
in school in advancing to the next c : nhsfire 1 -^ vr 1 a : to
pass over without notice or mention : omit b ; to pass by or
leave out (a step in a progression or series) 2 a : to cause to skip
(a grade in school) b : to cause to bound or skim over a surface
(r- a stone across a pond) 3 : to leap over lightly and mmbly
4 a : to depart from quickly and secretly b : to fail to attend
(-^ the staff meeting)

2skip n 1 a : a light bounding step b : a gait composed of alter-
natmg hops and steps 2 : an act of omission or the thing omitted

3Skip n [short for zskipper] 1 ; the captain of a side in a game
(as curling or lawn bowling) who advises his men as to the play
and controls the action 2 : skipper

4Skip vt skipped; skip.ping ; to act as skipper of

ski pants n pi ; pants for skiing that are ribbed or close-fitted at the
ankle

Skip bomb vr : to attack by releasing delayed-action bombs from
a low flying airplane so as to skip along a land or water surface
and strike a target

skip.jack \'skip-.jak\ n, pi skipjacks or skipjack : any of various
fishes that jump above or play at the surface of the water (as
bonito. tenpounder, or bluefish)

ski pole n : a metal-pointed pole or stick of steel or cane fitted with
a strap for the hand at the top and an encircling disk set a little

above the point and used as an aid in skiing — called also ski stick
iskip.per \'skip-3r\ n 1 : any of various erratically active insects
2 : one that skips 3 : the Atlantic saury iScorjibresox saurus)
or a related fish that jumps freely above the water 4 : any of
numerous small stout-bodied lepidopterous insects (superfamily
Hesperioidea) that differ from the typical butterflies in wing
venation and the form of the antennae
^skipper n [me, fr. MD schipper, fr. schip ship; akin to OE scip
ship — more at ship] 1 : the master of a ship; esp : the master of a
fishing, small trading, or pleasure boat 2 ; the captain or first

pilot of an airplane
iskirl \'sk3r(-3)I, 'skir(3)l\ vb [ME (Sc) skrillen, skirlen, of
Scand origin; akin to OSw skrsella to rattle; akin to OE scrallettan
to sound loudly] vi", oj a bagpipe : to emit the high shrill tone of the
chanter; also : to give forth music '^ vt % Xo play (music) on the
bagpipe

2skirl n : a high shrill sound produced by the chanter of a bagpipe
isklr-mish \'sk3r-mish\ n [ME skyrmissh, alter, of skarmish, fr.

MF escarmouche, fr. Olt scaramuccia, of Gmc origin; akin to
OHG skirmen to defend] 1 : a minor fight in war usu. incidental
to larger movements 2 ; a brisk preUminary verbal conflict syn
see ENCOtJNTER
^skirmish vi la; to engage in a skirmish b : to engage in a
minor or prehminary argument 2 : to search about (as for sup-
plies) : scout around — skir-misb.er n
iskirr \'sk3r\ vb [perh. alter, of ^scour] vi 1 : to leave hastily

; FLEE (birds '^ed off from the bushes —D.H.Lawrence) 2 : to
run, fly, sail, or otherwise move rapidly ^ vt 1 ; to search about
in <~ the country round —Shak.) 2 a : to pass rapidly over
: SKiM b dial : to cause to skim <'>^ a stone)

2skirr n [prob. imit.] : whir, roar
iskirt \'sk3rt\ n [ME, fr. ON skyrta shirt, kirtle — more at SHmr]
1 a (1) : a free hanging part of an outer garment or undergarment
extending from the waist down (2) : a separate free hanging
outer garment or undergarment for women and girls covering the
body from the waist down b : either of two usu. leather flaps on a
saddle covering the bars on which the stirnjps are hung 2 a : the
rim, periphery, or environs of an area b pi : the outlying parts
of a town or city ; outskirts 3 ; a part or attachment serving as
a rim, border, or edging 4 slang : girl, woman

2skirt vt 1 : to form or run along the border or edge of : border
2 a : to provide a skirt for <a i\x\\-^ed coat) b : to furnish a
border or shield for 3a: to go or pass around or about; specif
: to go around or keep away from in order to avoid danger or
discovery b : to avoid because of difficulty or fear of controversy
c : to evade or miss by a narrow margin ^ vi : to be, lie, or move
along an edge, border, or margin

Skirt.er \-3r\ n : one that skirts

Skirt-ing \-iri\ ri l : something that skirts: as a : border, edging
b Brit : BASEBOARD 2 : fabric (as wool) suitable for skirts

ski run n : a slope or trail suitable for skiing
Ski suit n : a warm outfit for winter sports made in one-piece or
two-piece style with a jacket top and pants usu. having ribbed cuffs

skit \'skit\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a jeering or satirical remark
: TAUNT 2 a : a satirical or humorous story or sketch b (1) : a
brief burlesque or comic sketch included in a dramatic performance
(as a review) (2) : a short serious dramatic piece included in a
review or given separately

Ski tow n 1 : a power-driven conveyor for pulling skiers to the top
of a slope that consists usu. of an endless motor-driven moving rope
which the skier grasps 2 : ski lift

Skit'ter \'skit-9r\ vb [prob. freq. of E dial, skite to move quickly]
VI 1 : to glide or skip lightly or quickly along a surface 2 : to
twitch the hook of a fishing line through or along the surface of
water '— vr : to cause to skitter

Skit.tish \'skit-ish\ adj [ME] 1 a : lively or frisky in action
; CAPRICIOUS b : fluctuating, variable 2 : easily frightened
: RESTIVE — used chiefly of a horse 3 : cov, bashful — skit-tisli-
ly adv — skit'tish.ness n

Skit'tle \'skit-'l\ n [perh. of Scand origin; akin to ON skutill
bolt — more at shuttle] 1 pi but sing in constr : English ninepins
played with a wooden disk or wooden ball to knock down pins
2 : one of the pins used in skittles

skive \'skTv\ vt [of Scand origin; akin to ON skifa to slice; akin
to OE sceadan to divide — more at shed] I to cut off (as leather
or rubber) in thin layers or pieces : pare

Skiv-er \'skr-v3r\ n l : a thin soft leather made of the grain side
of a split sheepskin, usu. tanned in sumac and dyed 2 : one that
skives something (as leather)
iskiv-vy \'skiv-e\ n [origin unknown] Brit : a female domestic

2skiwy n [origin unknown] : underwear consisting of shorts and a
collarless short-sleeved pullover of knitted cotton — usu. used in pi.

sklent \'sklent\ vb [ME sclenten to strike obliquely, alter, of
slenten — more at slant] vi 1 chiejly Scot : to look askance
2 chiejly Scot I to cast aspersions -^ vr, Scor : to direct sideways
; slant
skoal \'sk6I\ n [Dan skaal, lit., cup; akin to ON skdl bowl —
more at scale] : toast, health — often used interjectionally

Skua \'skyiJ-3\ n [NL, fr. Faeroese skugvur: akin to ON skUJr
tassel, skua, OE sceaj sheaf — more at sheaf] : jaeger 2; esp
: a large No. Atlantic jaeger {Catharacia skua) — called also
great skua

skul.dug.gery or skull.dug.gery \.sk3l-'d3g-(3-)re\ n [origin
unknown] : a devious device or trick; also : the habit or practice
of deviousness
iskulk \'sk9lk\ vb [ME skulken, of Scand origin; akin to Dan
skulke to shirk, play truant] vi 1 : to move in a stealthy or furtive
manner : sneak 2 a : to hide or conceal oneself often from coward-
Ice or fear or sometimes with sinister intent
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or fear or with sinister intent i-^ing in thickets) b chiefly Brit
: MALTNGER syn see lurk — skullc>er n

2skulk n 1 ; SKULKER 2 : a group of foxes
Skull \'sk3l\ rt [ME skulle, of Scand origin; akin to Sw skulle
skull] 1 : the skeleton of the head of a vertebrate forming a bony
or cartilaginous case that encloses and protects the brain and
chief sense organs and supports the jaws 2 : the seat of under-
standing or intelligence : mind
skuU and cross.bones \'kr6s-.bonz\ n,p/ skulls and crosshones

; a representation of a human skull over crossbones usu. used as
a warning of danger to life

Skull-cap \*sk3l-,kap\ /i 1 : a close-fitting cap; esp : a light

cap without brim for indoor wear 2 : any of various mints
(genus Scutellaria) having a calyx that when inverted resembles
a helmet

Skull practice n : a strategy class for an athletic team
iskunk \'sk3r)k\ n, pi skunks also skunk [of Algonquian origin;
akin to Abnaki segakw skunk] 1 a ; any of various common
omnivorous black-and-white New World mammals (esp. genus
Mephitis) related to the weasels and fitted with a pair of perineal
glands from which an intensely malodorous secretion is ejected
when the animal is startled b : any of various offensive-smelling
Old World animals 2 : an obnoxious person

2skunk vr 1 a : defeat; esp : to defeat by more than double the
opponent's score (as in cribbage) I) : to shut out in a game 2 ; to
fail to pay; also ; cheat
skunk cabhage n : an eastern No. American perennial herb
{Symplocarpus joeiidus) of the arum family that sends up in early
spring a cowl-shaped brownish purple spalhe having an unpleasant
odor; also : a related plant {Lysichiton camstschalcense) of the

Pacific coast region
'sky \'skT\ n, pi skies [ME, cloud, sky, fr. ON sky cloud; akin to

OE sceo cloud. L cutis skin — more at hide] 1 ; the upper atmo-
sphere that constitutes an apparent great vault or arch over the
earth : firmament 2 : heaven 2 3a: weather in the upper
atmosphere b : climate
2sky vt skied or skyed; sky*ing 1 chiefly Brit : to throw or toss

up : FLIP 2 : to hang (as a painting) above the line of vision

Sky blue n : a variable color averaging a pale to light blue
Sky*borne \'skT-.bo(3)rn. -,b6(a)rn\ adj : airborne <— troops)
Sky-cap \'skT-,kap\ n Vsky + -cap (as in redcap)'^ x one employed
to carry hand luggage at an airport

Sky.coacll \-,koch\ n ; a commercial airplane that provides lows
cost transportation without sleeping accommodations or other
special services

Skye terrier \*skT-\ n ISkye, island of the Inner Hebrides, Scot-

land] : any of a Scottish breed of terriers with a long head, a
long low body, and short straight legs

Sky.ey \'skr-e\ adj ; of or resembling the sky : ethereal
Sky-higb \*skT-'hI\ adv (or adj) 1 a : high into the air

high level or degree 2 : in an enthusiastic manner 3
: apart 4 : exorbitantly
isky-lark \'skT-,Iark\ n 1 : a common largely brown Old World
lark {Alauda arvensis) noted for its song esp. as uttered in vertical

flight 2 : any of various birds resembling the skylark

askylark v/ l ; to run up and down the rigging of a ship in sport

2 : FROLIC. SPORT — sky-laik-er n

Sky-light \'skI-,lTt\ n 1 : the diffused

and reflected light of the sky 2 : a
glazed opening in a house roof or ship's

deck to admit light

sky>line \-,!Tn\ n 1 : the apparent
juncture of earth and sky : horizon
2 : an outline (as of buildings or a
mountain range) against the back-
ground of the sky

Sky-phos \'skT-.fas, 'ske-.f6s\ var of scyphus
sky pilot n : clergyman; specif : chaplain
isky-rock.et \'skT-,rak-9t\ n : zrqcket 1

askyrocket vi : to shoot up abruptly —
increase abruptly and rapidly
him to affluence)

Sky>sail \ 'ski-, sal, -S3l\ n : the sail above the royal

Sky.scrap.er \-,skra-p3r\ n ; a very tall building

Sky.ward \-ward\ adv (or adj) 1 : toward the sky <gaze ^y
2 : upward

sky wave n ; a radio wave that is propagated by means of the

ionosphere
Sky.way \'skT-,wa\ n 1 ; a route used by airplanes : air lane
2 : an elevated highway

Sky-write \-,rrt\ vb [back-formation from skywritingl vi ; to do
skywriting ^ vt : to letter by skywriting — sky-writ-er n

Sky-WTlt'ing \-,rTt-io\ n ; writing formed in the sky by means of

a visible substance (as smoke) emitted from an airplane

islab \'slab\ n [ME slabbe] ; a thick plate or slice (as of stone,

wood, or bread) : as a : the outside piece cut from a log in squarmg
it b ; concrete pavement (as of a road); specif • - -*-"

pavement laid as a single unjointed piece

2slab vt slabbed; slab-bing 1 a

: to bits

skylight 2

i strip of concrete

form into slabs

I thickly {slabbed butter

divide

outer siab from (as a log)

roadbed or roof) with slabs 3 : to put
on the bread)

3Slab adj [prob. of Scand origin; akin to obs. Dan slab shppey]

dial chiefly Eng : thick, viscous
islab-ber \'slab-3r\ vb slab-ber-ing \-(3-)riD\ [prob. fr. D
slabberen, freq. of slabben to slaver — more at silver] : slobber.

DROOL
^Slabber n ; slobber, slaver ^ , ^ , . ^

Slab-sid-ed \'slab-'sTd-3d\ adj : having flat sides; also : being

tall or long and lank
. ^„^ , ^

iSlack \'slak\ adj [ME slak, fr. OE sleac; akin to OHG.s/aft

slack, L laxus slack, loose, languere to languish, Gk legem to

stop] 1 : not using due diligence, care, or dispatch : negligent

2 a : characterized by slowness, sluggishness, or lack of energy

<~ pace) b : moderate in some quality; esp : moderately warm
<'^ oven) G : blowing or flowing at low speed (-^ tide)_ 3.a : not

tight : not tense or taut : relaxed <^ rope) b : lacking :

: weak, soft <'^ control) 4 : wanting in activity : dull <'^ season)
5 : lacking in completeness, finish, or perfection 6 ; not watertight
<'-' cooperage) syn see negligent — slack-ly adv — slack-ness n

2slack vt la: to be slack or negligent in performing or doing
to : lessen, moderate 2 : to release tension on : loosen 3 a : to
cause to abate b : slake 4 ~ vj 1 : to be or become slack 2 : to
shirk or evade work or duty
3slack n 1 : cessation in movement or flow 2 : a part of something

rope) 3 pi
m or period : lull
I pass between hills

1 firmness

that hangs loose without strain (take up the
; trousers esp. for casual wear 4 : a dull seasi

4Slack n [ME slak, fr. ON slakkil dial Eng : i

: glen
sslack n [ME sleck^ : the finest screenings of coal produced at a
mine unusable as fuel unless cleaned
Slack-baked \-'bakt\ adj 1 : underdone 2 : physically or
mentally inferior : half-baked

slack*en \'slak-3n\ vb slack*en-ing \-(3-)mo\ vt 1 ; to make
less active : slow up : moderate, retard <---' speed at a crossing)
2 : to make slack (as by lessening tension or firmness) ; loosen
(-^ sail) -^ vi 1 : to become slack or slow or negligent : slow down
2 : to become less active : slack syn see delay

Slack-er \'slak-ar\ n : a person who shirks work or obligation;
esp : one who evades military service in time of war

Slack suit n : a man's or woman's suit for casual wear or lounging
consisting of a pair of slacks and jacket top or sport shirt often
of the same material and color

Slack water n : the period at the turn of the tide when there is

little or no horizontal motion of tidal water — called also slack tide

slag \'slag\ n [MLG slagge} 1 : the dross or scoria of a metal
: cinder 2 : the scoriaceous lava from a volcano

slain past part of slay
Slake \'slak, v; 3 & vt 4 are also 'slak\ vb [ME slaken, fr. OE
slacian, fr. sleac slack] vi 1 obs : to slacken one's efforts ; flag
2 archaic : to become less violent, intense, or severe : abate
3 : to become slaked : crumble <lime may — spontaneously in
moist air) ~ v/ 1 obs : slack 2 2 a obs : to make less : diminish
b archaic ; ease, MrriGATE c ; to lessen the force of : moderate
3 ; satisfy, quench 4 a : to cause (as lime) to heat and crumble
by treatment with water : hydrate b ; to alter (as lime) by
exposure to air with conversion at least in part to a carbonate
Sla-lom \*sral-sm\ n [Norw, ht., sloping track] : skiing in a
zigzag or wavy course between upright obstacles (as flags); also
: a race against time over such a course
islam \'slam\ n [origin unknown] : the winning of all the tricks
or points of a deal in a game of cards
25lam n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to IccI slsema to slam] 1 ; a
heavy blow or impact 2 a : a noisy violent closing b : a banging
noise; esp : one made by the slam of a door 3 ; a cutting or vio-
lent criticism

3slam vb slammed; slam-ming vt 1 ; to strike or beat hard
: knock 2 : to shut forcibly and noisily : bang 3 : to set or
slap down violently or noisily 4 : to criticize harshly «- vi 1 : to

make a banging noise 2 ; to work or act noisily 3 : to utter

verbal abuse
Slam-bang X'slam-'bagX adv (or adj) 1 : with noisy violence

2 : headlong, recklessly
islan.der \'slan-d3r\ n [ME sclaundre, slaundre, fr. OF esclandre,

fr. LL scandalum stumbling block, offense — more at scandal]
1 : the utterance of false charges or misrepresentations which
defame and damage another's reputation 2 : a false and defama-
tory oral statement about a person — compare libel — slan*der-
ous \-d(3-)r3s\ adj— slan-der-ous-ly adv — slan>der-ous-ness«
aslander vr slan-der-ing \-d(3-)rio\ : to utter slander against

; defame syn see malign — slan-der-er \-d9r-3r\ n

iSlang \'slari\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; language peculiar to a
particular group: as a : argot b : jargon 2 2 : an informal
nonstandard vocabulary composed typically of coinages, arbitrarily

changed words, and extravagant, forced, or facetious figures of

speech syn see dialect —^ slang adj — slang'i'ly_\'slari-3-le\

adv — slang>i>ness \'slao-e-n3s\ n — slangy \'slao-e\ adj
2slang vt 1 slang Brit : cheat, swindle 2 chiefly Brit : to abuse
with harsh or coarse language ~ vi : to use slang or vulgar abuse
iSlant \'slant\ vb [ME slenien to fall obliquely, of Scand origin;

akin to Sw slinia to slide; akin to OE slldan to slide] vi : to turn

or incline from a right line or a level : slope ~ v/ 1 : to give an
oblique or sloping direction to 2 : to interpret or present in line

with a special interest or bias : angle
2Slant n 1 : a slanting direction, line, or plane : slope 2a: some-
thing that slants b : diagonal 3 3 a : a peculiar or personal
point of view, attitude, or opinion b : a slanting view ; glance— slant adj — slant-ways \-,waz\ adv — slant-wise \-,wiz\ adv
(or adj)

islap \'slap\ n [ME slop, fr. MD; akin to MD slippen to slip]

1 dial Brit ; a pass or notch between hills 2 dial Brit : opening,
breach

2slap n [LG slapp, of imit. origin] 1 a : a blow with the open hand
b : a quick sharp blow 2 : a noise like that of a slap; specif : a
noise resulting from play or slackness between parts of a machine
3 : rebuff, insult

3slap rt slapped; slap-ping 1 : to strike with or as if with the

open hand 2 : to put, place, or throw with careless haste or
force 3 : to assail verbally : insult syn see strike

ASlap adv [prob. fr. LG slapp, fr. slapp, n.] : DIRECTLY, SMACK
Slap'dash \'slap-'dash, -,dash\ adv (or adj) : in a slipshod manner

: haphazard; also : hastily

slap down vt 1 ; to prohibit or restrain usu. abruptly and with
censure from acting in a specified way : squelch 2 : to put an
abrupt stop to : suppress

slap-hap.py \-,hap-e\ adj, slang : punch-drunk; also : reckless
slap-jack '(-,jak\ n i3slap + -jack (as in Jlapjack)'} 1 : griddle
CAKE 2 : a card game

slap.stick \'slap-,stik\ n 1 ; a device made of two flat pieces of

wood fastened at one end so as to make a loud noise when used
by an actor to strike a person 2 : comedy stressing farce and
horseplay — Slapstick adj
islasb \'slash\ vb [ME slaschenl vt 1 : to cut with rough sweeping
strokes 2 : cane, lash 3 : to cut slits in (as a garment) so as

9 abut- e kitten- er further; aback; a bake; S cot, cart; au put; ch chin; e less; e easy; ggift; 1 trip; I life
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to reveal a color beneath 4 ; to criticize cuttingly 6 ; to reduce
sharply ; cur ^ vi : to cut recklessly or savagely with or as if with
an edged blade — slash. er n
2slash n 1 : the act of slashing; also : a long cut or stroke made by
slashing 2 : an ornamental slit in a garment 3 ; an open tract
in a forest strewn with debris (as from logging); also ; the debris
in such a tract

sslash n [prob. alter, of plash (marshy pool)] ; a low swampy area
often overgrown with brush
islash'ing n 1 : the act or process of slashing 2 ; an insert or
underlayer of contrasting color revealed by a slash (as in a garment)
3 : SLASH 3

2Slashing adj 1 : incisively satiric i'^ wit) 2 : dashing, spirited
<a ~ feliowS 3 : huge, immense 4 : pelting, driving <'^ rain)
5 ; VIVID. BRILLIANT — slash*iug'ly adv

slash pocket n : a pocket suspended on the wrong side of a garment
from a finished slit on the right side that serves as its opening

iSlat \'slat\ n [ME, slate, fr. MF esclat splinter, fr. OF, fr. esclater
to burst, splinter] 1 : a thin narrow flat strip esp. of wood or
metal: as a : lath b : louver c ; stave d : one of the thin
flat members in the back of a ladder-back chair 2 pi, slang a : but-
tocks b : BIBS — slat adj

2slat vt slat'ted; slat'ting ; to make or equip with slats

3slat vt slat. ted; slat'ting [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
sletta to slap, throw] 1 dial Eng ; to hurt or throw smartly 2 dial

Eng : STRIKE, pummel
islate \'slai\ n [ME, fr. MF esclat splinter] 1 : a piece of con-
struction material (as laminated rock) prepared as a shingle for
roofing and siding 2 : a dense fine-grained rock produced by the
compression of clays, shales, and various other rocks so as to
develop a characteristic cleavage 3 : a tablet of material (as

slate} used for writing on 4 a : a record of deeds or events <a
clean '^> b : a list of candidates for nomination or election
5 a : a dark purplish gray b : any of various grays similar in
color to common roofing slates — slate adj — slate.Uke \-,lTk\
adj

2slate vt 1 : to cover with slate or a slatelike substance <~ a house)
2 : to register, schedule, or designate for action or appointment

3slate vt [prob. alter, of ^slatl 1 ; to thrash or pummel severely
2 chiefly Brii I to criticize or censure severely : berate

slate black n : a nearly neutral slightly purplish black
slate blue n ; a variable color averaging a grayish blue
Slat.er \'slai-3r\ n 1 ; one that slates 2 a : wood louse 1 b : any
of various marine isopods — called also sea slater

Slath.er \'slaUi-3r\ vt slath-er-iug \-(a-)rio\ [slather, n. (a great
quantity)] 1 a ; to spread thickly or lavishly b ; to spread thickly
or lavishly on 2 : to use or spend in a wasteful or lavish manner
: SQUANncR — slather n

Slat'ted \'slat-3d\ adj ; having or made of slats

islat.tern ysIat-srnX n [prob. fr. G schlotiern to hang loosely,
slouch; akin to D slodderen to hang loosely, slodder slut] : an
untidy slovenly woman; also : SLUT, prostitute — slattern adj— slat.tern.ly \-le\ adj or adv

2slattern vt : FRnrcR, waste — usu. used with away
Slat'tern.li.ness \-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being slatternly

slaty \'slat-e\ adj : of, containing, or characteristic of slate; also
: gray like slate

Islaugh.ter \'sl6t-3r\ n [ME, of Scand origin; akin to ON slatra
to slaughter; akin to OE sleahi slaughter, slean to slay — more at
slay] 1 : the act of killing; specif : the butchering of livestock
for market 2 : destruction of human lives in battle : carnage

2slaughter vt l : to kill (animals) for food : butcher 2 a : to kill

in a bloody or violent manner : slay b ; to kill in large numbers
: MASSACRE — slaugh.ter.er \-3r-3r\ n

Slaugh.ter.house \*s[ot-ar-.haus\ n : an establishment where
animals are butchered

Slaugh.ter-ous \'sl6t-3-ras\ adj : of or relating to slaughter
: MURDEROUS — slaugh'ter-ous.ly adv
Slav N^slav, 'slav\ n [ME Sclav, fr. ML Sclavus, fr. LGk Sklabas, fr.

Sklabenoi Slavs, of Slav origin; akin to OSlav Slovene, a Slavic
people in the area of Salonika] : a person speaking a Slavic lan-
guage as his native tongue
ISlave \'slav\ n [ME sclave, fr. OF or ML; OF esclave, fr. ML
sclavus, fr. Sclavus Slav; fr. the reduction to slavery of many
Slavic peoples of central Europe] 1 : a person held in servitude as
the chattel of another ; bondman 2 : a person who has lost control
of himself and is dominated by something or someone <a '^ to
drink) 3 : a mechanical device that is directly responsive to an-
other 4 : DRUDGE, TOILER — slave adj

2slave vt, archaic : ENSLAVE '^ vi 1 ; to work like a slave : drudge
2 : to traffic in slaves

slave ant n i a.n ant enslaved by a slave-making ant
Slave driver n 1 : a supervisor of slaves at work 2 : a harsh task-

Slave. hold. er \'slav-,hol-d3r\ n i an owner of slaves — slave-
hold'ing \-dio\ adj or n
slave-mak.ing ant \'slav-,ma-kia-\ n : an ant that attacks the
colonies of ants of other species and carries off the larvae and pu-
pae to be reared in its own nest as slaves
isla.ver V'slav-ar, 'slav-, 'slav-\ vb sla-ver.ing \-(3-'iriD\ [ME
slaveren, of Scand origin; akin to ON slafra to slaver; akin to MD
slabben to slaver, L labi to slip — more at sleep] vi ; drool,
SLOBBER ^ Vt, archaic : to smear with or as if with sahva — slaver n

aslav-er \'sla-v9r\ n 1 a : a person engaged in the slave trade b ; a
ship used inthe slave trade 2 : white slaver

slav.ery \'slav-(3-lre\ n 1 : drudgery, toil 2 ; submission to a
dominating influence : subservience 3 a ; tlie state of being a
slave : SERVITUDE b : the practice of slaveholding syn see servi-
tude
Slave state n l ; a state of the U.S. in which Negro slavery was
legal before the Civil War 2 : a nation subjected to totalitarian
rule

Slave trade n : traffic in slaves: esp : the buying and selling of
Negroes for profit prior to the American Civil War

slav.ey \'sla-ve\ n ; drudge; esp : a maid of all work
iSlay.iC \*slav-ik, 'slav-\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
the Slavs or their languages

2SlaviG n ; a branch of the Indo-European language family contain-
ing Belorussian, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish, Serbo-Croatian, Slovene,
Russian, and Ukrainian — see inoo-european languages table

Slav-l-cist \'slav-3-s5st, "slav-X or Slav.lst \'slav-3st, 'slav-\ n : a
specialist in the Slavic languages or literatures

slav.ish \'sla-vish\ adj 1 a : of or characteristic of a slave : servile
b archaic : despicable, low 2 archaic : oppressfve, tyrannical
3 : copying obsequiously or without originality : imitative syn see
subservient — slav-ish'ly adv ~- slav.ish-ness n
Slav.OC.ra.cy \sla-'vak-r3-se\ n : a powerful faction of slave-
holders and advocates of slavery in the South before the Civil War
iSla.vo.ni.an \sl3-'v6-ne-3n\ n iSlavonia, region of southeast
Europe, fr. ML Sclavonia, Slavonia land of the Slavs, fr. Sclavus
Slav] : SLOVENE lb
2Slavonlan adj l ; slovene 2 archaic ; slavic
iSla.von.iC \sl3-'van-ik\ adj [NL slavonicus, fr. ML Sclavonia,
Slavonia land of the Slavs] : Slavic

2Slavonic n 1 ; slavic 2 : old church Slavonic
Slav-o.phile \'slav-3-,fTl, 'slav-X or Slav-o-phil \-.fil\ n : an
admirer of the Slavs : an advocate of Slavophilism
SlaV'Oph-i.lism Nsla-'vaf-a-.liz-sra, 'slav-a-.fT-.hz-X n : advocacy
of Slavic and specif. Russian culture over that of the West esp. as
practiced among some members of the Russian intelligentsia in
the middle 19th century
slaw \'sl6\ n : coleslaw
slay \'sla\ vb slew \'slu\ slain \*slan\ slay.ing [ME slen, fr. OE
slean to strike, slay; akin to OHG slahan to strike, Mir slacain I

beat] vt 1 : to put to death violently : kill 2 slang : to affect

overpoweringly : overwhelm i'^s the girls) « vi ; kill, mljrder
syn see kill — slay.er n
isleave \'slev\ vb [(assumed) ME sleven, fr. OE -slxfan to cut
— more at sliver] vt, obs : to separate (silk thread) into filaments
'^ vi : to separate into filaments

ssleave n X obs : floss l 2 ; thread (sleep that knits up the
raveled -^ of care —Shak.)

sleave silk n, obs ; floss silk that is easily separated into filaments
for embroidery

Slea.zi'ly \'sle-z3-le also 'sla-\ adv : in a sleazy maimer
Slea.zi.ness \-ze-n3s\ n ; the state or quality of being sleazy

Slea.zy \'sle-ze also 'sla-\ adj [origin unknown] 1 a : lacking
firmness of texture : flimsy b : carelessly made of inferior materials
shoddy 2 : marked by cheapness of character or quality syn see
limp

isled \'sled\ n [ME sledde, fr. MD; akin to OE sHdan to slide]

1 : a vehicle on runners for conveying loads esp. over snow or ice

: sledge 2 ; a sled used by children for coasting down snow-
covered hills

2sled vb sled-ded; sled<ding vi : sledge «' vi ; to ride on a sled or
sleigh — sled'der n

sled.ding n l a : the use of a sled b ; the conditions under which
one may use a sled 2 ; going 4

Sled dog n : a dog trained to draw a sledge esp. in the Arctic regions
— called also sledge dog

1 sledge \'slej\ n [ME slegge, fr. OE slecg: akin to ON sleggja
sledgehammer, OE slean to strike — more at slay] : sledgeham-
mer
2sledge vb : sledgehammer
ssledge n [D dial, sleedse; akin to MD sledde sled] 1 Brit : sleigh
2 : a vehicle with low rumiers that is used for transporting loads
esp. over snow or ice

<sledge VI 1 Brit : to ride in a sleigh 2 : to travel with a sledge
~ v/ : to transport on a sledge
isledge.ham.mer \-.ham-ar\ n Vsledgel : a large heavy hammer
that is wielded with both hands — sledgehammer adj
2sledgehammer vb : to strike with or as if with a sledgehammer
isleek \'slek\ vb [ME sleken, alter, of sliken} vt 1 ; slick 2 : to
cover up : gloss over — vi ; slick

2sleek \'slek\ adj [alter, of ^s/irk] 1 a : smooth and glossy as if

polished <-- dark hair') b : having a smooth well-groomed look
<•-- cattle grazing) c : healthy-looking 2 : slick 3 3a: having
a prosperous air : thriving b ; elegant, snxiSH — sleek-ly adv
— sleek.ness n
sleek.en \'sle-k3n\ vt sleek.en.ing \'slek-(3-)niD\ ; to make
sleek

sleek-er \'sle-kar\ n ; slicker
sleek-it \'sle-k3t\ adj [Sc, fr. pp. of ^sleekl 1 chiefly Scot : sleek,
smooth 2 chiefly Scot ; crafty, deceitful
iSieep \'slep\ n [ME slepe, fr. OE slxp; akin to OHG slaf sleep, L
labi to slip, slide and perh. to Gk lobos pod, lobe] 1 : ihe natural
periodic suspension of consciousness during which ihe powers of
the body are restored 2 : a state resembling sleep: as a : a state of
torpid inactivity b : death; also : trance, co.ma c : the closing of
leaves or petals esp. at night 3 a : night b : a day's journey
— sleep.like \'sle-,plik\ adj

2sleep vb slept \*siept\ sleep.ing vi l : to rest in a state of sleep

2 : to be in a state (as of quiescence or death) resembling sleep

3 : to have sexual relations ~ v/ 1 : to be slumbering in (slept

the sleep of the dead) 2 : to get rid of or spend in or by sleep

3 : to provide sleeping accommodations for <the boat ~5 six)

Sleep. er \'sle-par\ n 1 : one that sleeps 2 : a piece of timber,
stone, or steel on or near the ground to support a sup>erstructure,

keep railroad rails in place, or receive floor joists : stringpiece
3 : sleeping car 4 : something unpromising or unnoticed that
suddenly attains prominence or value: as a : a racehorse that
wins unexpectedly after performing poorly b ; an article of
merchandise having a value that goes unrecognized for a time
5 : a calf earmarked but not branded

Sleep.j.ly \'sle-pa-le\ adv : in a sleepy manner
Sleep in VI 1 : to sleep where one is employed (two maids who
sleep in} 2 a ; oversleep b : to sleep late intentionally

Sleep-i-ness \-pe-ni3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being sleepy

Sleeping bag n : a bag usu. waterproof and warmly lined or padded
to sleep in outdoors

Sleeping car n : a railroad passenger car having berths for sleeping

Sleeping partner n : a silent partner whose connection with the
business is not publicly known

Sleeping porch n ; a porch or room having open sides or many
windows arranged to permit sleeping in the open air

Sleeping sickness n 1 : a serious disease found prevalent in much
of tropical Africa, marked by fever, protracted lethargy, tremors,
and loss of weight, caused by either of two trypanosomes (Trypano-
soma gambiense and T. rhodesiense), and transmitted by tsetse flies
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2 : any of various viral encephalltldes or encephalomyelitides of
which lethargy or somnolence are prominent features

Sleep.less \'sle-pl3s\ adj 1 : not able to sleep ; insomniac 2 : af-
fording no sleep 3 : unceasingly active — sleep>les5*lv adv— sleep-less-ness n

Sleep out VI 1 ; to sleep outdoors 2 : to go home at night from
one s place of employment <a cook who sleeps out) 3 : to sleep
away from home

Sleep.walK \'slep-,w6k\ vl [back-formation fr. sleepwalker^ : to
walk in one's sleep

Sleep.walk.er \-.w6-kar\ n : one that walks in his sleep : som-
NAMBULisT_— sleep»walk*ing \-kio\ n

sleepy \'sle-pe\ adj 1 a : ready to fall asleep : drowsy b : of
relating to, or characterisUc of sleep 2 : sluggish as if from sleep
; LETHARGIC; also : INACTIVE 3 X sleep-lnduciiig : soporific

sleepy-head \-,hed\ n : a sleepy person
isleet \'slet\ n [ME slete; akin to MHG sloz hailstone, ME sloor
mud — more at slur] 1 : frozen or partly frozen rain 2 : glaze
1 — sleety \-e\ adj

ssleet VI : to shower sleet

Sleeve \'slev\ n [ME sieve, fr. OE sUeje: akin to OE slejan to slip
(clothes) on, slupan to slip. OHG sliajan, L lubricus slippery]
1 a ; a part of a garment covering an arm b : sleevelet 2 : a
tubular machine part designed tofit over another part (as a hollow
axle or a bushing) — sleeved \'slevd\ adj — sleeve-less \'slev-l3s\
adj

Sleeve.let \'slev-l3t\ n : a covering for the forearm to protect
clothing from wear or dirt

Sleeve target n : a tubular cloth target
towed by an airplane for use in air and
ground antiaircraft gunnery practice
iSleigh \'sla\ n [D slee, alter of slede:
aktn to MD sledde sled] : a vehicle on
runners used for transporting persons
or goods on snow or ice

2sleigb vi : to dnve or travel in a sleigh

Sleign bed n : a bed common esp. in the sleigh
first half of the 19th century having a
headboard and footboard that are solid and roll outward at the
top

Sleigh bell n : any of various bells commonly attached to a sleigh or
to the harness of a horse drawing a sleigh: as a : cascabel 2
b ; a hemispherical bell with an attached clapper often attached
in series to a leather or metal strap fastened to a harness or sleigh

sleight \*slTt\ n [ME, fr ON sicegth. fr slcegr sly — more at slyJ
1 : deceitful craftiness ; cunning; also : stratagem 2 ; DEXTERrrv,
SKILL

Sleight of hand I a : skill and dexterity In juggling or conjuring
tricks b : adroitness in deception 2 : a conjuring or juggling
trick reQuiring sleight of hand

SleU'der \'slen-dar\ adj [ME sclendre, slendrel 1 a : spare in

frame or flesh; esp ; gracefully slight b : small or narrow in cir-

cumference or width in proportion to length or height 2 : limited

or inadequate in amount ; meager syn see thin — slen>der'ly
adv — slen<der>ness n

slen>der<ize \-d3-,rTz\ vt : to make slender

'sleuth \*slLJth\ n [short for sleuthhoundi I detective
2sleuth vi : to act as a detective
Sleuth'hound \-,haund\ n [ME, fr, sleuth track of an animal or
person (fr. ON sloih) + hound} 1 ; a hound that tracks by scent;
specij : BLOODHOUND 2 : detective
islew past oj SLAY
2SleW \'slu\ var oj SLOUGH
3Slew var oj slue
4slew \'slu\ n [IrGael sluagh} : a large number
ISlice Vslis\ n [ME, fr. MF esclice splinter, fr. OF, fr. esclicier to
splinter, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG sl'izan to tear apart — more
at slit] 1 ; a thin flat piece cut from something 2 : a spatula for
spreading paint or ink 3 : a serving knife with wedge-shaped
blade (fish ^ > 4 : a sliced golf stroke

2slice vt 1 : to cut with or as if with a knife 2 : to stir or spread
with a slice 3 : to hit (a ball) so that a slice results »«- vi ; to slice

something — slic*er n
slice bar n : a steel bar with a broad flat blade for chipping or
scraping (as breaking up clinkers)

iSlick \'slik\ vf [ME silken: akin to OHG slihhan to glide, Gk leios

smooth — more at lime] : to make sleek or smooth
2slick adj 1 a : having a smooth surface : slippery b : having
surface plausibility : glib c : based on stereotype : trite 2 : ar-

chaic : SLEEK 1 3a; charactenzed by subtlety or nimble wit

; CLEVER; esp : WTLY b I DEFT, SKILLFUL 4 I extremely good
: FIRST-RATE — sUck'ly adv — sUck-ness n

3slick adv ; in a slick manner
4slick n 1 a : something that is smooth or slippery; esp : a smooth
patch of water covered with a film of oil b : a film of oil 2 : an
implement for producing a slick surface: as a : a flat paddle usu.

of steel for smoothing a sample of flour b : a foundry tool for

smoothing the surface of a sand mold or unbaked core 3 : a pop-
ular magazine printed on coated stock

slick-ear yslik-,i;3)r\ n : a range animal lacking an earmark
SliCk<en>Side \'slik-3n-,sTd\ n [E dial, slicken smooth (alter, of E
^slick) + E side} ; a smooth striated polished surface produced on
rock by friction — usu. used in pi.

stickler \'slik-3r\ n 1 [^slickl : oilskin; broadly ; raincoat
2 [slick (to defraud cleverlyl ] a : a clever crook : swindler b : a
city dweller esp. of natty appearance or sophisticated mannerisms
islide \"slTd\ vb slid \'slid\ slid'ing \'slTd-io\ [ME sliden, fr, OE
slldan; akin to MHG sllten to slide, Gk leios smooth — more at

lime] vi la: to move smoothly along a surface : slip b : to coast

over snow or ice 2 a : to slip or fall by loss of footing b : to

change position or become dislocated : shift 3 a : to slither along
the ground : crawl b : to stream along : flow 4 : to take a

natural course : drift 5 a : to pass imobtrusiyely : steal b : to

pass by gradations **- vr 1 a ; to

traverse in a sbding manner 2 : to

\'slTd-ar\ n
2slide n 1 a : an act or instance of sliding b (1) ; a musical grace

of two or more small notes (2) : portamento 2 : a sliding part or
mechanism: as a : a U-shaped section of tube in the trombone that
is pushed out and in to produce the tones between the fundamental
and its harmonics b (1) : a moving piece (as the ram of a punch
press) that is guided by a part along wliich it slides (2) : a guiding
surface (as a feeding mechanism) along which something slides
c : sliding seat 3 a : the descent of a mass of earth, rock, or
snow down a hill or mountainside b : a dislocation in which one
rock mass in a mining lode has sUd on another : fault 4 a (1) : a
slippery surface for coasting (2) : a playground chute b : a
channel or track on which something is slid c : a sloping trough
down which objects are carried by gravitv <log '^> 5 a : a flat
piece of glass on which an object is mounted for microscopic
examination b : a photographic transparency on a small plate or
film arranged for projection

slide lasteoer n : zipper
slide rule n : an instrument consisting In Its simple form of a ruler
and a medial slide that are graduated with similar logarithmic scales
labeled with the corresponding aniilogarithms and used for rapid
calculation

Slide valve n : a valve that opens and closes a passageway by
sliding over a port; specij : such a valve often used in steam engines
for admilting steam to the piston and releasing it

slide'Way \'sir-,dwa\ n : a way along which something slides
Sliding board n : a playground slide
Sliding scale n l : a wage scale geared to the selling price of the
product or to the cost-of-living index but usu. guaranteeing a mini-
mum below which the wage will nut fall 2 a : a system for raising
or lowering tariffs in accord with price changes b : a flexible scale
(as of fees or subsidies) adjusted to the needs or income of individ-
uals <the sliding scale of medical fees)

sliding seat n : a rower's seat (as in a racing shell) that slides fore
and aft — called also slide

islight \'sirt\ adj [ME, smooth, slight, prob. fr. MD slicht: akin to
OHG slihhan to glide — more at slick] la: having a slim or
delicate build ; not stout or massive in body b : lacking in strength
or substance : flimsy, frail c : deficient in weight, solidity, or
importance : trivial 2 : small of its kind or in amount ; scanty,
meager syn see thin — sUght-Iy adv — slight-ness n

2slight vf 1 : to treat as slight or unimportant : make hght of
2 : to treat with disdain or indifference : ignore discourteously
3 : to perform or attend to carelessly and inadequately 4 : 'slur 3
syn see neglect

3Slight n 1 ; an act or an instance of slighting 2 : an instance of
bemg slighted : a humiliating discourtesy

sligllt-ing adj ; characterized bv disregard or disrespect : dis-
paraging <a '-- remark) — sUght-iug-ly \-iD-le\ adv

Sli-ly var oj SLYLY
isllm \'slim\ adj slim-mer; slim*mest [D, bad, inferior, fr. MD
slimp crooked, bad; akin to MHG slimp awry] 1 : of small diameter
or thickness in proportion to the height or length : slender
2 a : mean, worthless b : adkoit. crafty 3 a : inferior in
quality or amount : slight b : scanty, small syn see thin— slim-ly adv — slim-ness n

2slim vb slimmed; slim>ming vi : to make slender '^ v/ : to be-
come slender
islime \'slTm\ n [ME, fr. OE sHm. akin to OHG sHmen to smooth,
L lima file — more at lime] 1 : soft moist earth or clay; esp
: viscous mud 2 ; a viscous or glutinous substance: as a : a
mucous or mucoid secretion of various animals (as slugs and cat-
fishes) b : a product of wet crushing consisting of ore ground so
fine as to pass a 200-mesh screen
2slime VI 1 : to smear or cover with slime 2 : to remove slime
from (as fish for canning) 3 : to crush or grind (ore) to a slime
«* VI : to become slimy

slime mold n : any of a group (Myxomycetes or Mycetozoa) of
organisms usu. held to be lower fungi but sometimes considered
protozoan that exist vegetatively as mobile Plasmodia and repro-
duce by spores

Sllm>i*ly \'sir-m3-le\ adv ; in a slimy manner
Slim-i-ness \-me-n3s\ n : the quaiuy or state of being slimy

Slim-jim \'slim-'jim\ n Vslim + Jim, nickname for James} t one
that is notably slender
Slim>mlng adj : giving an effect of slenderuess <a dress with '-^

design)
Slim<sy or slimp«sy \'slim-ze, 'slim(p)-se\ adj [blend of slim and
flimsy} : FLIMSY, frail
slimy VslT-me\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or resembling slime : viscous;
also : covered with or yielding slime 2 : vile, offensive
isllng \'sho\ v; slung \'sl3o\ sling-ing \'slio-io\ [ME sUngen,
prob. fr. ON slyngva to hurl; akin to UE & OHG slingan to worm,
twist, Lith slinkti} 1 : to cast forcibly away from one : fling
2 : to throw with a sling syn see throw — sling.er \'sliQ-ar\ n

2sling n : a slinging or hurling of or as if of a missile

ssling n 1 a : an instrument for throwing stones that usu. consists of
a short strap with strings fastened to its ends and is whirled round
to discharge its missile by centrifugal force b ; slingshot 2 a : a
usu. looped line (as of strap, chain, or rope) used to hoist, lower, or
carry something; esp ; a hanging bandage suspended from the neck
to support an arm or hand b ; a chain or rope attached to a lower
yard at the middle and passing around a mast near the masthead to
support a yard c : a chain hooked at the bow and siern of a boat
for lowering or hoisting d : a device (as a rope net) for enclosing
material to be hoisted by a tackle or crane

«sling vt slung \'sI3q\ sling>ing \'sito-io\ : to place in a sling for
hoisting or lowering
9sling n [origin unknown] ; an alcoholic drink usu. made of whis-
key, brandy, or esp. gin with plain or carbonated water, sugar, and
sometimes bitters and often garnished with lemon or lime peel if

cold or dusted with nutmeg if hot <gin '^> <rum '--•)

slinger ring n ; a tubular ring fitted round the propeller hub of an
airplane through which a spray of antifreeze solution is spread by
centrifugal force over the propeller blades to prevent formation of
ice

Sling.shot \*sIio-,shat\ n : a forked stick with an elastic band at-

tached for shooting small stones
islink \'sliok\ vb slunk \'sl3ok\ slink-ing [ME slinken, fr. OE

9 abut; * kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;
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slink 820 sloper

slincan to creep; akin to OE slingan to worm, twist] v/ : to go or
move stealthily or furtively (as in fear or shame) : steal '^ vr : to
give premature birth to — used esp. of a domestic animal <a cow
that ^s her calf) syn see lurk

aslink n 1 a : the young of an animal (as a calf) brought forth pre-
maturely b : the flesh or skin of such a calf 2 chiejly dial : weak-
ling

3sllnk adj 1 : born prematurely or abortively <a ^ calf) 2 chiejly
dial : starved looking : thin, scrawny

slinky \'slir]-ke\ adj 1 ; characterized by slinking : stealthily

quiet <'^ movements) 2 : sleek and sinuous in outline; esp : fol-

lowing the lines of the figure in a gracefully flowing manner <a
'^ evening gown)

tslip \'slip\ vb slipped; slip<ping [ME sUppen, fr. MD or MLG;
akin to Gk olibros sUppery, leios smooth — more at lime] vi la: to
move witn a smooth sliding motion b : to move quietly and cau-
tiously : STEAL c : ELAPSE, PASS 2 a (1) : to escape from memory
or consciousness (2) : to became uttered through inadvertence
b : to pass quickly or easily away : become lost <lel an opportu-
nity ~) 3 : to fall into error or fault : lapse 4 a ; to slide out
of place or away from a support or one's grasp b : lo slide on or
down a slippery surface ('-^ on the stairs) c : to flow smoothly
5 ; to get speedily into or out of clothing {slipped into his coat)
6 ; to fall off from a standard or accustomed level by degrees : de-
cline 7 : SIDESLIP '-' vt 1 : to cause to move easily and smoothly
; SLIDE 2 a : to get away from : elude, evade (slipped his pursu-
ers) b : to free oneself from <,dog slipped his collar) c : to es-

cape from (one s memory or notice) 3 : cast, shed (snake slipped
its skin) 4 : to put on (a garment) huniediy 5 a : to let loose
from a restraining leash or grasp b : to cause to slip open : re-
lease, UNDO (-^ a lock) c : to let go of d : to disengage from
(an anchor) instead of hauling 6 a : to insert, place, or pass
quietly or secretly b : to give or pay on the sly 7 : slink,
ABORT 8 : DISLOCATE (slipped liis shoulder) 9 : to transfer (a

stitch) from one needle to another without working a stitch

10 : to avoid (a punch) by moving the body or head quickly to
one side — slip something over : to foist something on another
: get the better of another by trickery

2slip n 1 a : a sloping ramp extending out into the water to serve as
a place for landing or repairing ships b : a ship's berth between
two piers 2 : the act or an instance of departing secretly or hur-
riedly 3 a ; a mistake in judgment, policy, or procedure : blunder
b : a slight offense : misstep 4 : a leash so made that it can be
quickly slipped 5a: the act or an instance of slipping down or out
of place <a ^ on the ice) : a sudden mishap <many a -^ between the
cup and the lip) b : a movement dislocating the parts of a rock
mass or the result of such movement c : a fall from some level or
standard : decline <~ in stock prices) 6 a : an undergarment
made in dress length with shoulder straps b ; pillowcase 7 a ; one
of several cricket fielders positioned on the off side of the wicket-
keeper and behind poini b pi but sing in constr : the part of the
field in which the slips are placed 8a: the motion of the center of
resistance of the float of a paddle wheel or the blade of an oar
through the water horizontally; also : the difference between a
ship's actual speed and the speed which it would have if the propel-
ler worked in a solid b : retrograde movement of a belt on a pulley
c : the amount of leakage past ihe piston of a pump or the impellers
of a blower 9 : a disposition or tendency to slip easily 10 : side-
slip syn see error

3slip adj la: operating by slipping <---- bar) b ; detachable (^
compartment) 2 : having a slipknot <'^ cord) 3 ; capable of
being released quickly (^ bolt)

4Slip n [ME slippe, prob. fr. MD or MLG, split, slit, flap] 1 a : a
small shoot or twig cut for planting or grafting : scion b : de-
scendant, OFFSPRING 2 a : a long narrow strip of material b : a
piece of paper used for a memorandum or record (sales '--) 3 : a
young and slender person <'--' of a girl) 4 : a long seat or narrow
pew

Sslip VI slipped; slip*ping ; to take cuttings from (a plant) : divide
into slips <~ a geiariium)

fislip n [ME slyp slime, fr. OE slypa slime paste; akin to OE slupan to
slip — more at sleeve] 1 : a mixture of fine clay and water used in
ceramic casting, for decoration, or as a cement for handles : SLURRY
2 ; enamel or glaze powdered and suspended in water

slip«case \'slip-,kas\ n : a protective container with one open end
for books

Slip-COV.er \'slip-,k3v3r\ n 1 : a cover that may be slipped off and
on; specij : a removable proteciive covering for an article of furni-
ture 2 : a protective cover readily slipped on or off a book
: JACKET_

Slipe \'slip\ vt [ME slypen'] 1 dial Brit : to remove an outer cover-
ing from : PEEL 2 dial Brit : to cut off ; slice
slip-knot \'slip-,nat\ n : a knot that slips along the rope or line
around which it is made; esp ; one made by tying an overhand knot
around the standing part of a rope

Slip noose n : a noose with a slipknot
slip-on \'slip-,6n, -,an\ n : an article of clothing that is easily
slipped on or off as a : a glove or shoe without fastenings b : a
garment (as a girdle) that one steps into and pulls up c : pull-
over

slip-over \-,o-v3r\ n : a garment or cover that slips on and off
easily; specij : a pullover sweater

slip-page \'slip-ij\ n 1 : an act. Instance, or process of slipping
2 : a loss in transmission of power; also : the difference between
theoretical and actual output (as of power)
slipped disk n : a protrusion of one of the cartilage disks between
vertebrae with pressure on spinal nerves resulting in low back pain
or sciatic pain
islip-per \'slip-3r\ adj [ME] chiejly dial : slippery
aslipper n [ME, fr. slippen to slip] : a light low-cut shoe that is

easily slipped on the foot and is worn for undress
Slip-per.i.ness \'slip-(a-)re-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
slippery

Slip.pery \'sUp-(3-)re\ adj [alter, of ME slipper, fr. OE slipor;
akin to MLG slipper slippery, slippen to slip] 1 a ; causing one to
slide or fall b : tending to slip from the grasp 2 ; not firmly fixed
: UNSTABLE 3 I not to be trusted : tricky

Slip-py \'slip-e\ adj : SLIPPERY
Slip ring n i^sUp'l t one of twp or more continuous conducting

slip Sheet n psHp] : a sheet of paper placed between newly printed
sheets to prevent offsetting

slip-Sheet \'slip-,shet\ vt : to interleave (as printed sheets) with
slip sheets

slip-shod \'slip-'sh'ad\ adj VsUpl 1 : wearing shoes or slippers
that are loose : down at the heel : shabby <— shoes) 2 : careless,
SLOVENLY

slip-slop \'slip-,slap\ n [redupl. of zj/op] 1 archaic : a watery
food : slops 2 : shallow talk or writing : twaddle 3 [imit.]

: a loose flapping sound — slip-slop adj
slip-sole \-,sol\ n 1 z a thin insole 2 : a half sole inserted between
the insole or welt and the outsole of a shoe to give additional
height — called also slip lap

slip-stick \-,stik\ n : slide rule
slip stitch n 1 : a concealed stitch for sewing folded edges (as

hems) made by alternately running the needle inside the fold and
picking up a thread or two from the body of the article 2 : an
unworked stitch; esp ; a knitting stitch that is shifted from one
needle to another without knitting in it

Slip-stream \-,strem\ n ; the stream of air driven aft by the pro-
peller of an aircraft

Slip up vi ; to make a mistake ; bliwder (slipped up in his calcula-
tions)

slip-up \'slip-,9p\ n 1 : mistake 2 : mischance
islit \'slit\ vt slit; slit-ting [ME slirten; akin to MHG slitzen to
slit. OHO sllzan to tear apari. OE sciell shell — more at shell]
1 a : to make a slit in : slash b : to cut off or away : sever c : to
form into a slit (slilled his eyes) 2 : to cut into long naiTow strips— slit-ter n

2slit n : a long narrow cut or opening — slit adj
slith-er \'sliil2-3r\ vb slith-er-ing \-(3-)rio\ [ME slideren, fr. OE
slidrian, freq. of sUdan to shde] vi 1 ; to slide on or as if on a
loose gravelly surface 2 ; to sUp or slide like a snake -^ vt : to
cause to slide

Slith-ery \'slith-(3-)re\ adj : having a slippery surface, texture, or
quality

slit trench n : a narrow trench for shelter in battle from bomb
and shell fragments
iSli-ver \'sliv-3r, 2 is usu 'slTv-\ n [ME slivere, fr. sliven to slice

off, fr. OE -sl'ijan; akin to OE -slxjan to cut] 1 : a long slender
piece cut or torn off : splinter 2 ; an untwisted strand or rope
of textile fiber produced by a carding or combing machine and
ready for drawing, roving, or spinning

2sliv-er \'sliv-3r\ vfrsliv-er-ing \-(3-)rio\ vt ; to cut into slivers

: spllnter ^ vi : to become split into slivers

SliV-0-VitZ \'sliv-3-,vits\ n [Serbo-Croatian sljivovica. fr sljiva,

sliva plum; akin to Russ sliva plum — more at livid] : a dry usu.
colorless plum brandy made esp, in Hungary and the Balkan
countries

slob \'slab\ n [Ir slab^ 1 : a heavy sludge of sea ice 2 : a slovenly
or boorish person
islob-ber \'slab-3r\ vb slob-ber-ing \-(3-)rIo\ [ME sloberen:
akin to LG slubberen to sip. Lith lupa lip] vi 1 ; to let saliva dribble
from the mouth : drool 2 : to gush effusively ~ vr : to smear
with or as if with dribbling sahva or food — slob-ber-er \-3r-ar\ n

^slobber n l : spittle drooled from the mouth 2 : driveling, sloppy,
or incoherent utterance — slob-bery \'slab-(s->re\ adj

Sloe \'sl5\ n [ME slo, fr. OE sldh — more at livid] : the small
dark globose astringent fruit of the blackthorn; also : blackthorn 1

sloe-eyed \'sl5-'Td\ adj 1 : having soft dark bluish or purplish
black eyes 2 : having slanted eyes

sloe gin n : a sweet reddish liqueur consisting of grain spirits

flavored chiefly with sloes

islog \'slag\ vb slogged; slog-ging [origin unknown] vt ; to hit
hard : beaf ~ vi 1 : to plod heavily ; tramp 2 : to work hard
and steadily ; plug — slog-ger n
aslog n 1 : hard persistent work 2 : a hard dogged march or
tramp

slo-gan \'sl6-g3n\ n [alter, of earlier s/ogor/i, fr. Gael 5iMa^/i-g/irti>77i

army cry] 1 a : a war cry or gathering word esp, of a Scottish
clan b : a word or phrase used to express a characteristic position
or stand or a goal of endeavor 2 : a brief striking phrase used
in advertising or promotion

slo-gan-eer \,slo-ga-'ni(3)r\ n ; a coiner or user of slogans —
sloganeer vi

slo-gan-ize \'slo-g3-,nTz\ vt : to express as a slogan
sloop \'slup\ n [D sloep) : a fore-and-aft rigged boat with one
mast and a single headsail jib

sloop Dl war 1 : a warship rigged as a ship, brig, or schooner
mounting from 10 to 32 guns 2 ; a warship larger than a gunboat
with guns on one deck only
'slop \'slap\ n [ME sloppe, prob. fr. MD slop: akin to OE oiexslop
slop] 1 : a loose smock or overall 2 /?/ : short fiill breeches worn
by men in the 16th centin-y Z pi l articles (as clothing) sold to
sailors

2slop n [ME sloppel 1 : soft mud : slush 2 : thin tasteless drink
or liquid food — usu. used in pi. 3 : liquid spilled or splashed
4 a : food waste fed to animals ; garbage b ; excreted body
waste — usu. used in pi.

3slop vb slopped; slop-ping vt 1 a : to spill from a container
b : to splash or spill Uquid on c : to cause (a Uquid) to splash
2 : to dish out messily 3 : to eat or drink greedily or noisily

4 : to feed with slops ~ vi 1 : to tramp in mud or slush 2 ; to
become spilled or splashed 3 ; to be effusive : gush 4 : to
exceed a boundary or limit

slop basin n, Brit : a bowl for receiving the leavings of tea or
coffee cups at table

slop chest n ; a store of clothing and personal requisites (as tobacco)
carried on merchant ships for issue to the crew usu. as a charge
against their wages

Slop chute n : a chute toward the rear of a ship for dumping garbage
islope \'sl6p\ adj [ME slope, adv., obliquely] : slanting, sloping
2slope vi 1 : to take an oblique course 2 ; to he or fall in a slant
: incline 3 : go, travel -^ vr ; to cause to incline or slant —
slop-er n

sslope n 1 : ground that forms a natural or artificial incline 2 : up-
ward or downward slant or incUnation or degree of slant 3 : the
pari of a continent draining to a particular ocean 4 a : the tangent
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of the angle made by a straight line with the x-axis b : the slope
of the line tangent to a plane curve at a point

slop jar n : a large pail used as a chamber pot or to receive waste
water from a washbowl or the contents of chamber pots

slop pail n : a pail for toilet or household slops
slop.pi-ly \'slap-3-le\ adv : in a sloppy manner
Slop-pi<ness \'slap-e-n3S\ n : the quality or state of being sloppy
Slop.py \'slap-e\ adj 1 a : wet so as to spatter easily : slushy
b : wet with or as if with something slopped over 2 : slovenly,
CARELESS 3 : disagreeably effusive
Slop-work \'slap-,wark\ n 1 ; the manufacture of cheap ready*
made clothing 2 : hasty slovenly work — slop>work>er \-,w3r-
kar\ n
islosh X'slash, 'sl6sh\ n [prob. blend of slop and slush} 1 : slush
2 : the slap or splash of liquid

sslosh VI 1 : to flounder or splash through water, mud, or slush
2 : to move with a splashing motion ~ v/ 1 : to splash about in
liquid 2 ; to splash (a liquid) about or on something 3 : to
splash with liquid
iSlot X'sl'atX n [ME, the hollow running down the middle of the
breast, fr. MF esclot'] 1 a : a long narrow opening or groove
: SLIT, NOTCH b ; a narrow passage or enclosure c : a passage
through an airplane wing located usu. near the leading edge and
formed between a main and an auxiliary airfoil for improving flow
conditions over the wing so as to increase lift and delay stalling of
the wing 2 : a place or position in an organization or sequence
: NICHE

2slot vt slot-ted; slot.ting : to cut a slot in
3Sl0t n, pi slot [MF esclot track] : the track of an animal (as a deer)

; TRACK, TRAIL
Slotil V'sloth, 'sloth, 'slathX n, pi sloths X'sloths, 'sloths, "slaths, or
with th\ [ME slouthe, fr. slowl 1 : disinclination to action or
labor ; indolence 2 : any of several slow-moving arboreal edentate
mammals that inhabit tropical forests of So. and Central America,
hang from the branches back downward, and feed on leaves,
shoots, and fruits

Slolh-Iul \'sl6th-fal, 'sloth-, "slath-X adj ; Inclined to sloth : in-
dolent syn see lazy — slotU-luMy \-f3-le\ adv — slotli<ful-
ness n

slot machine n : a machine whose operation is begun by dropping
a coin into a slot
islouch \'slauch\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : an awkward fellow
; lout b : a lazy or incompetent person 2 : a gait or posture
characterized by ungainly stooping of head and shoulders or
undue relaxation of body muscles

sglouch VI 1 : to walk with or assume a slouch 2 : i>R00P -^ vt

; to cause to droop — slouch-er n
slouch hat n : a soft usu. felt hat with a wide flexible brim
SlOUCh>i>ly \'slau-ch9-le\ adv : in a slouchy manner <~ dressed)
Slouch>i>ness \-che-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being slouchy
Slouchy \'slau-che\ adj : slouching esp. in gait or posture
iSlOUgh n [ME slogh, it. OE sloh: akin to MHG slouche ditch]
1 N'slii, chiejly Brit or by Americans vaguely jamiliar with this

sense 'slau\ a : a place of deep mud or mire b (1) : swamp (2)
: an inlet from a river; also ; backwater (3) : a creek in a marsh
or tide flat 2 X'slau also *slu\ ; a state of moral degradation or
spiritual dejection
2slough vt : to engulf in a slough '— v^ ; to plod through mud

aslough or Slufl \'sl3f\ n [ME slughe: akin to MHG sluch snake
skin, Lith Hiauzti to crawl] 1 : the cast-off skin of a snake 2
: a mass of dead tissue separating from an ulcer 3 : something
that may be shed or cast off
4slough or sluff \'sl3f\ vi la: to become shed or cast off b : to
cast off one's skin c : to separate in the form of dead tissue from
living tissue 2 : to crumble slowly and fall away '^ vt 1 ; to
cast off 2 : to get rid of or discard as irksome, objectionable, or
disadvantageous; esp ; to get rid of (a losing card) in bridge syn
see discard
Slough of de.spond \,slau-9v-di-'spand, ,slu-\ [fr. The Slough oj
Despond, deep bog into which Christian falls on the way from the
City of Destruction and from which Help saves him in the allegory
Pilgrim's Progress (1678) by John Bunyan] : a state of extreme

slough over X.slsfA vt : to treat as slight or unimportant (sloughed
over certain aspects of the plan)
Sloughy \'slii-e, 'slaii see 'slough 1\ adj : full of sloughs : miry
<a '^ creek)
SlO-vab \'slo-,valc, -,vak\ n [Slovak Slovak'] 1 a : one of a Slavic
people of eastern Czechoslovakia b : a member of this people
2 : the Slavic languageof the Slovak people — SlovaK adj —
SIo*va>ki>an \sl5-'vak-e-3n, -'vak-\ adj or n

iSlOV-en \'sl3v-3n\ n [ME sloveyn rascal, perh. fr. Flem sloovin

woman of low character] ; one habitually negligent of neatness or
cleanliness esp. in dress or person
2sloveu adj 1 : slovenly 2 : uncultivated, undeveloped
Slo>vene \'slo-,ven\ n [G, fr. Slovene Sloven"] 1 a : a member of a
southern Slavic group of people usu. classed with the Serbs and
Croats and living in Yugoslavia b : a native or inhabitant of
Slovenia 2 : the language of the Slovenes — Slovene adj — Slo-
ve<nian \slo-'ve-ne-3n, -ny9n\ adj or n

SlOV*en>li-ness \'sl3v-sn-Ie-nas\ n : the quality or state of being
slovenly

Slov-eU'ly \-le\ adj l a ; untidy esp. in dress or person b : lazily

slipshod 2 ; characteristic of a sloven — slovenly adv
islow \'slo\ adj [ME, fr. OE slaw; akin to OHG sleo duU, Skt
srevayati he causes to fail] 1 a : mentally dull : stupid b : natu-
rally inert or sluggish 2 a : lacking in readiness, promptness, or
willingness b : not hasty or precipitate 3 a : moving, flowing,

or proceeding without speed or at less than usual speed b ; ex-

hibiting or marked by retarded speed c : not acute d : low,
QENTLE <~ fire) 4 : requiring a long time : gradual 5 : having
qualities that hinder or stop rapid progress or action 6 a ; register-

ing behind or below what Is correct b ; less than the time in-

dicated by another method of reckoning c : that is behind the
time at a specified time or place 7 : lacking in life, animation, or
gaiety : boring — slowly adv — slowness n

2SlOW adv : SLOWLY
3slow vt : to make slow or slower : retard '^vlito go slower syn
see delay
Slow<down \'slo-,daun\ n : a slowing down
slow-foot*ed \'slo-'fut-3d\ adj ; moving at a very slow pace : plod-
ding — slow-footed*ness n

Slow>ish \'sl6-ish\ adj : somewhat slow <a ~ reader)
slow match n : a match or fuse made so as to burn slowly and
evenly and used for firing (as of blasting charges)
slow motion n ; the action in a projected motion picture apparently
taking place at a speed much slower than that of the photographed
action

slow.poke \'slo-.p6k\ n : a very slow person
Slow-wit.ted \-'wit-3d\ adj : mentally slow ; dull
SlOW.Worm \'slo-.w3rm\ n [ME sloworm, fr. OE slawyrm. fr.
sla- (akin to Sw sld earthworm) + wyrm worm] : blindworm
Sloyd \'sl6id\ n [Sw slojd skill; akin to ON slcegih cunning — more
at SLEIGHT] : an orig. Swedish system of manual training using wood
carving as a means of training in the use of tools
islub \'slab\ vt slubbed; slub'bing Cback -formation fr. slubbingl
: to draw out and twist (as slivers of wool) slightly

2slub /I ; slubbing
slub.ber \'sl3b-3r\ vt slub-ber-ing \-(3-)rir]\ [prob. fr. obs. D
slubberen] 1 dial chiejly Eng i stain, sully 2 ; to perform in a
slipshod fashion

slub-bing \'sl3b-io\ n [origin unknown] : slightly twisted roving
sludge \'sl3j\ n [prob. alter, of slush] 1 : mud, mire; esp : a
muddy deposit (as on a riverbed) ; ooze 2 : a muddy or slushy
mass, deposit, or sediment: as a : precipitated solid matter
produced by water and sewage treatment processes b : muddy
sediment in a steam boiler c : a precipitate or settling (as a mixture
of impurities and acid) from a mineral oil 3 : new sea ice forming
in thin detached crystals
Sludgy \'sl3j-e\ adj : full of sludge
islue \'slU\ var oj slough
2slue X'sliiV vb [origin unknown] vt 1 : to turn (as a ship's spar)
about a fixed point that is usu. the axis 2 ; twist, veer ^ vi 1 ; to
turn, twist, or swing about : pivot 2 : skid

3slue n ; position or inclination after sluing
4slue var oj slew
islug \'sl3g\ n [ME slugge, of Scand origin; akin to Norw dial.
slugga to walk sluggishly; akin to ME sloor mud — more at slur]
1 : sluggard 2 : any of numerous chiefly terrestrial pulmonale
gastropods (family Limacidae) found in most parts of the world
where there is a reasonable supply of moisture and closely related
to the land snails with a rudimentary shell often buried in the
mantle or entirely absent 3 : a smooth soft larva of a sawfly or
moth that creeps like a moUusk
2slug n [prob. fr. 'j/ug] 1 ; a lump, disk, or cylinder of metal: as
a (1) ; a musket ball (2) : bullet b : a piece of metal roughly
shaped for subsequent processing c : a metal disk for insertion in
a slot machine; esp ; one used illegally instead of a coin 2 a : a
strip of metal thicker than a printer's lead b ; a line of type cast
as one piece c : a usu. temporary type line serving to instruct or
identify 3 : a single drink of liquor : shot 4 : the gravitational
unit of mass in the fps system to which a pound force can impart
an acceleration of one foot per second per second
3slug vt slugged; slug>ging : to add a printer's slug to
4Slug n [perh. fr. slug (to load with slugs) ] : a heavy blow esp. with
the fist

sslug vt slugged; slug-glng : to strike heavily with or as if with the
fist ( I bat

Slug.abed \'sl9g-3-.bed\ n ; one who stays in bed after his usual
or obligated time of getting up

slug'fest \*sl3g-.fest\ n : a fight marked by exchange of heavy
blows

Slug-gard \'sl3g-3rd\ n [ME sluggart] i an habitually lazy person—
sluggard adj

Slug.gard.ly \-le\ adj : lazily inactive
Slug'gard.ness \-nas\ n : the quality or state of being sluggardly

: INDOLENCE
Slug.ger \'sl9g-3r\ 77 ; one that strikes hard or with heavy blows:
as a ; a prizefighter who punches hard but has usu. little defensive
skill b : a hard-hitting batter in baseball

Slug.ging \'sl3g-io\ n : illegal use of the fist or forearm on an op-
ponent in football

Slug-glsh \'slag-ish\ adj 1 : averse to activity or exertion : in-
dolent; also ; TORPID 2 : slow to respond to stimulation or treat-

ment 3 a : markedly slow in movement, flow, or growth b : eco-
nomically inactive or slow — slug.gish.ly adv — slug-gish.ness n
isluice \'slus\ n [alter, of ME scluse, fr. MF escluse, fr. LL exclusa,

fr. L, fem. of exclusus, pp. of excludere to exclude] 1 a : an arti-

ficial passage for water (as in a millstream) fitted with a valve or
gate for stopping or regulating flow b : a body of water pent up
behind a floodgate 2 : a dock gate : floodgate 3 a : a stream
flowing through a floodgate b : a channel to drain or carry off

surplus water 4 : a long inclined trough usu. on the ground (as

for floating logs); specij ; such a contrivance paved usu. with
riffles to hold quicksilver for catching gold

2Slulce vt 1 : to draw off by or through a sluice 2 a ; to wash
with or in water running through or from a sluice b : drench,
flush 3 : to transport (as logs) in a sluice '^ vi : to pour as it

from a sluice

sluice-way \'slu-,swa\ n : an artificial channel into which water is

let by a sluice

Sluicy \'slii-se\ adj ; falling copiously or in streams : streaming
{'^ sheets of rain)
TSlum \'sl3m\ n [origin unknown] : a highly congested area marked
by deteriorated unsanitary buildings, poverty, and social dis-

organization
2slum vi Slummed; slum>ming : to visit slums esp. out of curiosity

or for pleasure — slnm*mer n
islum.ber X'sbm-bsrX vi slum-ber-lng \-b(3-)rir)\ [ME slum-
beren, freq. of slumen to doze, prob. fr. slume slumber, fr. OE
sluma: akin to Lith slugti to diimnish — more at slur] 1 a : to
sleep lightly ; doze b ; sleep 2 a ; to be in a torpid or slothful
state b ; to Ue dormant or latent — slum-ber<er \-b3r-ar\ n

abut; ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; S. cot, cart;

j joke; 13 sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; ^ this;

ait out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yli few; yu furious; zh vision
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b : light sleep : r>ozE LETHARGY,

SLEEPY,

2slumber n 1 a
TORPOR
slum.ber-ous or slum-brous \*sl3m-bfo-1r3s\ adj
SOMNOLENT 2 '. inviting slumber : soporific
Slumber party w : an overnight gathering of teen-age girls usu. at
one of their homes at which they dress in nightclothes but pass
the night more in talking than sleeping

slum-bery \'sl9m-b(3-)re\ adj : slumberous
Slum-gul-lion \'si9m-.g9l-yan, ,sl3m-'\ n [perh. fr. slum (slime)

-I- E dial, gullion (mud, cesspool)] : a meat stew
isltimp \'sl3mp\ vi [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Norw slumpa
to fall; akin to L labi to slide — more at sleep] 1 a : to fall or
sink suddenly b : to drop or slide down suddenly : collapse
2 : to assume a drooping posture or carriage ; slouch 3 ; to fall
off : decline

ssluinp n : a marked or sustained decline esp. in economic activity
or prices
Slung past oj SLING
slung.shot \'sl3o-,shat\ n : a striking weapon consisting of a
small mass of metai or stone fixed on a flexible handle or strap
: BLACKJACK

slunk past oJ SLINK
islur \'sl3r\ vb slurred; slur.ring [prob. fr. LG shirrn to shuffle;
akin to ME sloor mud] vt 1 a : to slide or slip over without due
mention, consideration, or emphasis b : to perform hurriedly
: skimp 2 ; to perform (successive tones of different pitch) in a
smooth or connected manner 3 a : to reduce, make a substitution
for, or omit (sounds that would normally occur in an utterance)
b : to utter with such reduction, substitution, or omission of
sounds -^ vi 1 dial chiejly Eng ; slip, slide <~ on ice) 2 ; drag,
SHUFFLE

2slur n 1 a : a curved line """"^—--^ or ^^—~v connecting notes to
be sung to the same syllable or performed without a break b : the
combination of two or more slurred tones 2 : a slurring manner of
speech

3slur vb slurred; slur-ring [obs. E dial, slur thin mud, fr. ME sloor;
akin to MHG slier mud, Lith slugri to diminish] vf 1 : to cast
aspersions upon : disparage 2 ; to make indistinct ; obscure
-^ vi : to slip so as to cause a slur

4slur n 1 a : aspersion, calumny b : reproach, stigma 2 : a
blurred spot in printed matter : smudge

slurp \'si3rp\ vb [D slurpen; akin to MLG slorpen to slurp] ; to
e;it or drink noisily or with a sucking sound — slurp n

Slur.ry \'sl3r-e, 'sl3-re\ n [ME slory'i : a watery mixture of in-
soluble maiter (as mud, lime, or plaster of pans)
'Slush \'sbsh\ n [perh. of Scand origin; akin to Norw slush
slush] 1 a : partly melted or watery snow b ; loose ice crystals
formed during the early stages of freezing of salt water 2 a ; soft
mud : mire b : grout made of portland cement, sand, and water
3 : refuse grease and fat from cooking esp. on shipboard 4 : a
soft mixture of grease or oil and other materials for protecting the
surface of metal parts against corrosion; esp ; a mixture of white
lead and lime for painting the bright parts of machines to preserve
them from oxidation 5 : paper pulp in water suspension 6 : rub-
bish, DRIVEL

2slush vt 1 : to wet. splash, or paint with slush 2 : to fill in (as
joints) with slush or giout ~ vi 1 : to make one's way through
slush 2 : to make a splashing sound

slush fund n 1 : a fund raised from the sale of refuse to obtain
small luxuries or pleasures for a warship's crew 2 : a fund for
bribing public officiajs or carrying on corruptive propaganda

slush>i>ness Vslssh-e-nasX « : the quality or state of being slushy
slushy \'siDsh-e\ adj : full of or marked by slush
slut Vsl9t\ n [ME slutted 1 : a slovenly woman : slattern
2 a : a lewd woman; esp : prostitute b ; a saucy girl : minx
3 : BITCH 1 — slut-tish \'slat-ish\ adj — slut-tish-ly adv —
slut'tish'iiess n

sly ysli\ adj slider also sly.er X'shf-sVX sli-est also sly-est
\'sli-ast\ [ME sli, fr. ON slagr; akin to Ob slean to strike — more
at SLAY] 1 chiejly dial a : canny, shrewd b : displaying clever-
ness : INGENIOUS 2 a : artfully cunning : crafty b : secretive,
furtive 3 : lightly mischievous ; roguish ~ sly-ly adv — sly-
ness n
syn SLY, cunning, crafty, tricky, foxy, wily, artful mean

attaining one's ends by devious means, sly implies lack of candor,
furtiveness, and skill in concealing one's intentions and methods;
cunning suggests the effective use of sometimes limited intelligence
in evading or circumventing; CRafty implies clever cunning and
subtlety of method; tricky may stress unscrupulous cunning;
FOXY suggests shrewd and wary craftiness; wily stresses astuteness
in tricking or It^ying traps; artful suggests insinuating or in-
gratiating craftiness— on the sly : furtively
sly-boots \-,buts\ n pi but sing in constr : a sly tricky person; esp

: one who is cunning or mischievous in an engaging, diverting
way

slype \'slip\ n [prob. fr. Flem slijpe place for slipping in and out]
; a narrow passage; specij : one between the transept and chapter
house or deanery in an English cathedral
ismack \'smak\ n [ME, fr. OE smxc: akin to OHG smac taste,
Lith smaguriauli to nibble] 1 : characteristic taste or flavor; also
; a perceptible taste or tincture 2 : a small quantity syn see
taste
ismack vi 1 : to have a taste or flavor 2 : to have a trace, vestige,
or suggestion <a proposal that '^s of treason)
asmack vb [akin to M D smacken to strike] vt 1 : to close and open
(lips) noisily and in rapid succession esp. in eating 2 a ; to kiss
with or as if with a smack b : to strike so as to produce a smack
'^ VI : to make or give a smack
4smack n l : a quick sharp noise made by rapidly compressing
and opening the lips 2 : a loud kiss : buss 3 : a sharp slap or blow
ssmack adv : squarely and sharply : directly
6smack n [D smak or LG smack^ : a sailing ship (as a sloop or
cutterl used chiefly in coasting and fishing
smack-dab \'smak-'dab\ adv, dial : squarely, exactly
smack*er \'smnk-or\ n 1 : one that smacks 2 slang : dollar
smack*ing \-ia\ adj : brisk, lively <a ~ breeze)
Ismail \'sm61\ adj [ME smal, fr. OE smsel; akin to OHG smal
small, L malus bad] 1 a : having comparatively little size b ; low-
ercase 2 a : minor in influence, power, or rank b : operating

on a limited scale 3 : lacking in strength 4 a : measurably little
(as in quantity, amount, value) b : made up of few or little units
5 a : of little consequence : trivial, insignificant b : humble,
MODEST 6 : limited in degree ; trifling 7 a ; mean, petty
b : humiliated — small-ness n
syn SMALL, little, diminutive, minute, pettte, ttny, miniature,

WEE mean noticeably below average in size, small and ltttle are
often interchangeable, but small applies more to relative size
determined by capacity, value, number; ltttle is more absolute
in implication often carrying the idea of petiteness, pettiness,
insignificance, immaturity; diminutive implies abnormal smallness;
MINUTE implies extreme smallness; pettte applies chiefly to girls
and women and implies marked but not abnormal smallness and
trimness of figure; tiny is an informal equivalent to minute; minia-
ture applies to an exactly proportioned reproduction on a very
small scale; wee is homely or dialect for diminutive

2small adv 1 : in or into small pieces 2 : without force or loudness
3 : in a small manner

3small /I 1 : a part smaller and esp. narrower than the remainder
(the --' of the back) 2 Si pi i small-sized products b pi, Brit
: smallclothes 1

smaMage \'sm6-lij\ n [alter, of ME smalache, fr. smal + ache
wild celery, fr. OF, fr. L apium] : a strongly scented herb (Apium
graveolens) that is the wild form of celery
small ale « : a weak ale brewed with little malt and little or no
hops as a mild and cheap drink
small arm n : a firearm fired while held in the hands
small beer n l : weak or inferior beer 2 : something of small
importance : trivia
small capital n : a letter having the form of but smaller than a
capital letter (as in these words)
small change n l : change 4c 2 : something trifling or petty
small-clothes \'sm61-.klo(ih)z\ np/ 1 : close-fitting knee breeches
worn in the 18th century 2 : small articles of clothing (as under-
clothing)

small-Iry \-,frT\ adj l ; minor, unimportant 2 : of or relating
to children : childish

small game n : game birds and mammals not classed as big game
small hours n pi : the early morning hours
small intestine n : the anterior portion of the intestine that secretes
digestive enzymes and through the wall of which digested nutrients
pass into the blood and lymph

small'ish \'sm6-lish\ adj : somewhat small
small-mind*ed \'sm6l-'mTn-d9d\ adj 1 : having narrow interests,
sympathies, or ovitlook 2 : tvpical of a small-minded person —
small-mind-ed.ly adv — small-mind.ed.ness n

small potato n i someone or something of trivial importance or
worth — usu. used in pi. but sing, or pi. in constr.
small'pox \'sm61-,paks\ n : an acute contagious febrile virus
disease characterized by skin eruption with pustules, sloughing,
and scar formation

small-scale \-'ska(3)l\ adj 1 : small in scope; esp : small in
output or operation 2 oj a map : having a scale (as one inch to
25 miles) that permits plotting of comparatively little detail

small stores n pi : articles of clothing sold by a naval supply
officer to naval personnel
small stufi n : small rope (as spun yarn or marline) usu. identified
by the number of threads or yarns which it contains

small.sword \'sm61-,sof3)rd, -,s6(a)rd\ n : a light tapering sword
for thrusting used chiefly in dueling and fencing
small talk n : light or casual conversation ; chitchat
small-tune_\'sm6l-'tTm\ adj ; minor, insignificant — small-
tim.er \-'ti-m3r\ n

smalt \'sm61t\ n [MF. fr. Olt smalto, of Gmc origin; akm to OHG
smelzan to melt — more at smelt] : a deep blue pigment used esp.
as a ceramic color and prepared by fusing together silica, potash,
and oxide of cobalt and grinding to powder the resultant glass

smalt-ite \'sm6l-,tTt\ n [alter, of smaltine, fr. F, fr. smalt) ; a
tin-white or gray isometric mineral of metallic luster that is es-
sentially a compound of cobalt and nickel with arsenic

smal-to \'smal-(,)to, 'sm61-\ n [It, smalt, smalto] : colored glass or
enamel or a piece of either used in mosaic work
sma.ragd Xsma-'ragd, 'smar-igd\ /? [ME smaragde, fr. L sinaragdus']

: emerald — sma.rag-dine Xsma-'rag-danX adj
sma.rag.dite \sma-'rag-,dTt\ n [ F, fr. L smaragdus emerald — more
at emerald] : a green foliated amphibole
ismart \"smart\ vi iUE smenen, fr. OE smeortan: akin to OHG
smerzan to pain, L mordcre to bite, Gk marainein to waste away]
1 : to cause or be the cause or seat of a sharp poignant pain; also
: to feel or have such a pain 2 : to feel acutely remorseful 3 : to
endure sharp pain; esp ; to pay a heavy or stinging penalty
2smart adj l archaic : causing or marked by smarting : stinging
2 : marked by often sharp forceful activity or vigorous strength
3 : brisk, spiRrrED 4 a ; mentally alert : bright b : sharp in
scheming : shrewd 5 a : wftty, clever b : pert, saucy
6a: NEAT, trim b ; stylish or elegant in dress or appearance
c (1 1 : sophisticated (2) : characteristic of or patronized by fash-
ionable society — smart-ly adv — smart>ness n
3smart adv : smartly
ismart « l ; a smarting pain; esp : a stinging local pain 2 : poi-
gnant grief or remorse 3 ; an affectedly witty or fashionable per-
son
smart al.eck \-.al-ik, -,el-\ n [Aleck, nickname for Alexander'] : an
offensively conceited and bumptious person — smart-al*ecky
\-,al-a-ke. -,eI-\ or smart-aleck \-ik\ adj

smart.en \'smart-'n\ vt smart-en-ing \'smart-nlD. -'n-io\ : to
make smart or smarter; esp : spruce — usu. used with up ^ vi ; to
smarten oneself — used with up
Ismart money \-,man-e\ n : punitive damages awarded for gross
misconduct
2smart money X-'man-e, -.msn-N n : money ventured by one having
inside information or much experience
smart set n : ultrafashionable society
smart-weed \ 'smart-,wed \ n : any of various knotgrasses (genus
Polygonum) with strong acrid juice; also : a plant (as a nettle) that
causes a burning sensation in contact with the skin
smarty or smart.ie \'smart-e\ n : smart aleck
smarty-pants \-,pan(t)s\ n pi but sing in constr l smarty
ismash \'smash\ v6 [perh. blend of smack and mash} vt 1 : to
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break in pieces by violence : shatter 2 a : to drive or throw vio-
lently esp. with a shattering or battering effect; also : to effect in
this way b : to hit (as a tennis ball) with a hard overhand stroke
3 .: to destroy utterly : wreck ^ vi 1 : to move or become propelled
with violence or crashing effect 2 : to become wrecked 3 : to go
to pieces suddenly under collision or pressure 4 ; to execute a
smash (as in tennis) — smash- er n
asmash « 1 a : a smashing blow or attack b : a hard overhand

1 tennis or badminton 2 : the condition of being smashed
sound of smashing; esp ; a wreck due to
utter collapse : ruin; esp : bankruptcy

stroke i

3a: the action
coIUsion : CRASH , . ^_ . ._,„, _^ . „„„^„

;
a fruit beverage made with crushed or squeezed fruit

striking success .

ssmash adv ; with a resounding crash
4smasll adj : being a smash : outstandino <~ hit)
smash.ing adj l : crushing, crashing 2 : extraordinarily im-
pressive or effective — smash*ing<ly \-io-le\ adv
smash.up \'smash-,9p\ n 1 : a complete collapse 2 : a collision of
motor vehicles
ismat.ter \'smat-ar\ vb [ME smateren'i vt 1 : to speak with spotty
or superficial knowledge (-^ French) 2 ; to dabble in ~ v/
: BABBLE, chatter — smat*ter>er \-3r-3r\ n

^smatter n : smattering
smat-ter-ing \'smat-3-rio\ n 1 : superficial piecemeal knowledge
2 : a small scattered number
smaze \'smaz\ n [imoke + haze] ; a combination of haze and
smoke similar to smog in appearance but less damp in consistency
ismear \'smi(3)r\ n [me smere, fr. OE smeoru; akin to OHG
smero grease, Gk smyris emery, myron unguent] 1 a ; a viscous or
sticky substance b : a spot made by or as if by an unctuous or
adhesive substance 2 : material smeared on a surface (as of a
microscopic slide); also : a preparation made by smearing material
on a surface <vaginal ~> 3 : a usu. unsubstantiated charge or
accusation against a person or organization
2smear vt l a : to overspread with something unctuous, viscous, or
adhesive : daub b : to spread over a surface 2 a : to stain, smudge,
or dirty by or as if by smearing b ; sully, besmirch; specij : to
vilify by applying an odious epithet or by secretly and maliciously
spreading gross charges and imputations 3 : to obliterate, ob-
scure, blur, blend, or wipe out by or as if by smearing — smear*er n
Smear.case or smier-case \'smi(a)r-,kas\ n [modif. of G schmier-
kdse, fr. schmieren to smear + kiise cheese] chiejly Midland ; cot-
tage CHEESE
smear word n : an epithet Intended to smear a person or group
smeary \'smi(3)r-e\ adj 1 ; smeared 2 ; Uable to cause smears
Smeek \'smek\ n [ME smek'i chiejly Scot : smoke
ismell \'smel\ vb smelled \'smeld\ or smelt \'smelt\ smelMng
[ME smellen; akin to MD smolen to scorch, Russ smalit'] vt 1 : to
get the odor or scent of through stimuli affecting the olfactory
nerves 2 : to detect or become aware of as if by the sense of smell
3 : to emit the odor of '^ vi 1 ; to exercise the sense of smell
2 a (1) : to have an odor or scent (2) : to have a characteristic
aura or atmosphere ; suggest b (1) ; to have an offensive odor
: STINK (2) ; to appear evil, dishonest, or ugly — smeU-er n —
smell a rat ; to have a suspicion of something wrong

2smell n 1 a : the process, function, or power of smelling b : the
special sense concerned with the perception of odor 2 ; the prop-
erty of a thing that affects the olfactory organs : odor 3 ; a
pervading quality ; aura 4 : an act or instance of smelling
syn SMELL, scent, odor, aroma mean the quality that makes a

thing perceptible to the olfactory sense, smell impUes solely the
sensation without suggestion of quaUty or character- scent applies
to the often delicate effluvium esp. from an animal source; odor
impUes a stronger or more readily distinguished scent or any sraell;
aroma suggests a somewhat penetrating usu. pleasant odor
smelling salts n pi but sing or pi in constr ; a usu. scented aromatic
preparation of ammonium carbonate and ammonia water used as a
stimulant and restorative
smelly \'smel-e\ adj : having a smell; esp ; malodorous
ismelt \"smelt\ n, pi smelts or smelt [ME. fr. OE; akin to Norw
smelte whiting] ; any of various small salmonoid fishes (family
Osmeridae and esp. genus Osmerus) that closely resemble the trouts
in general structure, live along coasts and ascend rivers to spawn or
are landlocked, and have deUcate oily flesh with a distinctive odor
and taste

asmelt vt [D or LG smelten: akin to OHG smelzan to melt, OE
meltan'] 1 : to melt or fuse (as ore) with an accompanying chemical
change usu. to separate the metal 2 : refine, reduce

smelt-er \'smel-tar\ n 1 a : one that smelts; specij : a worker who
smelts ore b : an owner of a smeltery 2 or smelt-ery \-t(3-)re\
: an establishment for smelting
smew \'smyu\ n [akin to MHG smiehe smew] : a merganser (Mergus
albellus) of northern Europe and Asia with the male white-crested
smid*gen or smid<geon or smid.giU \'smij-an\ n [prob. alter, of E
dial smitch (soiling mark) ] : a small amount ; bit

smi*lax \'smT-,laks\ n [L, bindweed, yew, fr. Gk] 1 : Greenbrier
2 : a delicate greenhouse twining plant {Asparagus asparagoides)
with ovate bright green cladophylls
ismile \'smT(3)l\ vb [ME smilen; akin to OE smerian to laugh, L
mirari to wonder, Skt smayate he smiles] vi 1 : to have, produce, or
exhibit a smile 2 a : to look or regard with amusement or ridicule

b : to be propitious c ; to appear pleasant or agreeable -^ vt 1 : to
affect with or by smiling 2 : to express by a smile — smil>er n —
smil>lng>ly \'smi-lio-le\ adv

2smile n 1 : a change of facial expression involving a brightening of
the eyes and an upward curving of the corners of the mouth that
may express amusement, pleasure, affection, irony, or derision
2 : a pleasant or encouragmg appearance
smUe>less \'sraT(3)l-las\ adj ; exhibiting no smile : solemn —
smile*less>ly adv
smirch X'smarchX vt [ME smorchenZ 1 a : to make dirty, stained,

or discolored : sully b : to smear with something that stains or
dirties 2 : to bring discredit or disgrace on — smircb n
smirk X'smsrkX vi [ME smirken, fr. OE smearcian to smile; akin to

OE smerian to laugh] ; to smile in an affected maimer : simper —
smirk n
smirky \'sm9r-ke\ adj ; SMmKiNO

smock 2

smite \'smrt\ vb smote \'smot\ smit-ten \'smlt-»n\ or smote;
smit.ing \'smTt-io\ [ME smiten, fr. OE smttan; akin to OHG
bismizan to defile and perh. to L mittere to let go, send] vr 1 ; to
strike sharply or heavily esp. with the hand 2 a : to kill or severely
injure by smiting b : to attack or afflict suddenly and injuriously
{smitten by disease) 3 i to cause to strike 4 : to impress suddenly
'^ VI : to deliver or deal a blow with or as if with the hand or some-
thing held syn see strike — smit*er \'smTt-ar\ n

smith \'smith\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG smid smith, Gk smile
wood-carving knife] 1 : a worker in metals : blacksmith 2 ; mak-
er (gunsmiihy <tunesmir/i>

smith.er.eens \.smitii-a-'renz\ n pi [irGael smidirin'] : fragments,
bits
smith.eiy \'smith-(3-)rc\ n 1 : the work, art, or trade of a smith
2 : SMITHY 1

smith-son.ite \'smith-s3-.nTt\ n [James Smithson tl829 Brit
chemist] 1 : a usu. white or nearly white native zinc carbonate
ZnCOa 2 : a mineral Zn4Si2070H.H20 consisting of a zinc siU-
cate and constituting an ore of zinc
smithy \'smith-e also 'smitl3-\ « 1 ; the workshop of a smith
2 : BLACKSMrrH
ismock \'smak\ n [ME smok, fr. OE smoc;
akin to OHG smocco adornment] 1 archaic
; a woman's undergarment; esp : chemise
2 ; a light loose garment worn esp. for pro-
tection of clothing while working
2smock vt ; to embroider or shirr with
smocking
smock Irock n : a loose outer garment worn
by workmen esp. in Europe
smock-ing \*smak-io\ n : a decorative em-
broidery or shirring made by gathering cloth
in regularly spaced round tucks
smog \'smag also 'sm6g\ n [blend of smoke
and jog} : a fog made heavier and darker by
smoke and chemical fumes
smog.gy \-e\ adj ; characterized by or
abounding in smog
smok.able or smoke-aWe \'smo-k3-b3l\
adj : fit for smoking
ismoke \'smok\ n [ME, fr. OE smoca: akin to MHG smouch
smoke, Gk smychein to smolder] 1 a ; the gaseous products of
burning carbonaceous materials made visible by the presence of
small particles of carbon bra suspension of solid particles in a gas
2 a : a mass or column of smoke b : smudge 3 : fume or vapor
often resulting from the action of heat on moisture 4 : visible or
tangible evidence 5 : something of little substance, permanence, or
value 6 ; something that obscures 7 a : something to smoke (as a
cigarette) : tobacco b : an act or spell of smoking tobacco
8 a ; a pale blue b ; any of the colors of smoke — smoke*like
\'smo-.klTk\ adj
2smoke vi l a : to emit or exhale smoke b : to emit excessive smoke
2 archaic : to undergo punishment : suffer 3 : to spread or rise
like smoke 4 : to inhale and exhale the fumes of tobacco or some-
thing like tobacco ^ vt la: fumigate b : to drive away by smoke
C ; to blacken or discolor with smoke d ; to cure by exposure to
smoke e : to stupefy (as bees) by smoke 2 archaic : suspect
3 : to inhale and exhale the smoke of 4 archaic ; ridicule
smoke<Chas>er \-,cha-s3r\ n : a forest fire fighter; esp : one with
light equipment that enables him to get to fires quickly
smoke-filled room \.smok-.fil-'drum\ n : a room (as in a hotel) In
which a small group of politicians carry on negotiations
smoke-house \'sm6k-,haus\ n : a building where meat or fish Is

cured by means of dense smoke
smoke>iack \-,jak\ n : a contrivance for turning a spit by a fly or
wheel moved by rising gases in a chimney
smoke jumper n : a forest fire fighter who parachutes to locations
otherwise difficult to reach
smoke-less \'smo-kl3s\ adj : producing or having little or no smoke
smokeless powder n : any of a class of propellants in various forms
producing comparatively little smoke on explosion and consisting
typically of gelatinized cellulose nitrates either alone or mixed
smoke out vt 1 : to drive out by or as if by smoke 2 ; to bring to
public view or knowledge
smoke-prool \'smok-'prUf\ adj : Impermeable to smoke; specij

: designed to restrict the spread of smoke through a building <'>*'

partitions)
smok>er \'smo-ksr\ n 1 : one that smokes 2 : a railroad car or
compartment in which smoking is allowed 3 ; an informal social
gathering for men
smoke screen n : a screen of smoke to hinder enemy observation of
a military force, area, or activity

smoke-stack \'smok-,stak\ n : a chimney or funnel through which
smoke and gases are discharged
smoke tree n : either of two small shrubby trees (genus Cotinus) of
the sumac family often grown for their large panicles of minute
flowers suggesting a cloud of smoke
smok>i>ly \'sm6-ka-Ie\ adv : in a smoky manner
smok-i-ness \-ke-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being smoky
smoking jacket n ; a man's soft jacket for wear at home
smokiug lamp n : a lamp on a ship kept lighted during the hours
when smoking is allowed
smoking room n : a room (as in a hotel or club) set apart for
smokers
smoking-room adj : marked by indecency or obscenity ; smutty (/^
stories)

smoky \'smo-ke\ adj 1 ; emitting smoke esp. in large quantities
2 : of the nature of or resembling smoke 3 a : filled with smoke
b ; made dark or black by smoke
smoky quartz n : cairngorm
ismol-der or smoul-der \'sm61-dar\ n [ME smolder: akin to ME
smellen to smell] 1 : smoke, smudge 2 : a smoldering fire

asmolder or smoulder vi smol-der-ing \-d(9-)rio\ 1 a ; to bum
and smoke without flame b ; to waste away by slow combustion
<fire was '^ing in the grate) — often used with out 2 ; to exist in a
state of suppressed activity 3 : to show suppressed anger, hate, or
jealousy
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smolt \'smolt\ n [ME (Sc)] : a salmon or sea trout when It Is about
two years old and silvery and first descends to the sea
ismooch X'smiichX vt [prob. alter, of smutch, vb.] : smudge,
SMEAR
2smooch n : smudge, smear — smoocliy \'smu-che\ adj
ssmooch vi [alter, of smouch (to kiss loudly)] : kiss, pet
'smoocb n : kiss
ismooth \'smutli\ adj [ME smothe, fr. OE smoth; akin to OS
smolhi smooth] 1 a : having a continuous even surface b : being
without hair c : glabrous d ; causing no resistance to sliding

2 : free from obstructions or impediments (broad ~ highways)
3 : even and uninterrupted in flow or flight 4 : plausibly flattering

: INGRATIATING 5 a : serene, equable b : AMIABLE, COURTEOUS
6 : sounded without the aspirate — used of a Greek vowel (-^

breathing) 7 : not sharp or acid ; bland syn see easy, level,
suave — smootli adv — smooth'ly adv — smooth<ness n

^smooth vt 1 : to make smooth 2 a : to free from what is harsh or
disagreeable : POLISH b: soothe 3 : to minimize (as a fault) in order
to allay anger or ill will : palliate 4 ;,to free from obstruction or
difficulty 5 a : to press flat b : to remove expression from (one's
face) : COMPOSE 6 : to cause to lie evenly and in order ; preen
f^ vi : to become smooth — sniooth>er n
3smooth n 1 : a smooth part 2 : the act of smoothing 3 : a
smoothing implement
smooth'bore \-'bo(3)r, -'b6(3)r\ adj, oj ayirearm : having a smooth-
surfaced bore — smoothbore \'smiitIi-,\ n
smooth breathing n 1 : a mark * placed over some initial vowels in
Greekto show that they are not aspirated (as in dTeif pronounced
\'a-,gan\) 2 : the sound indicated by a mark ' over a Greek vowel
smooth>en \'smij-th3n\ vb smooth>en>iiig \'smuili-(3-jmo\ : to
make smooth or become smooth
smooth hound n : a dogfish (as Mustelus mustelus of southern Euro-
pean waters! lacking a spine in front of the dorsal fin

smooth-tongued \'smuth-'t3od\ adj : ingratiating in speech
smoothy or smooth-ie \'smu-tiie\ n 1 a ; a person with polished
manners b : one who behaves or performs with deftness, assur-
ance, and easy competence; esp : a man with an ingratiating manner
toward women 2 : a smooth-tonguedperson

smor<ga5-bord \'sm6r-g3s-,b6(atrd. -,b5(a)rd\ n [Sw smorgasbord,
fr. smbrgds open sandwich + bord table] ; a luncheon or supper
buffet offering a variety of foods and dishes (as hors d'oeuvres, hot
and cold meats, smoked and pickled fish, cheeses, salads, and
relishes)

smote past oj SMITE
ismoth*er \'sm3tli-3r\ n [ME, alter, of smorther, fr. smoren to
smother, fr. OE smorian to suffocate; akin to MD smoren to suffo-
cate] la: thick stifling smoke or smudge b ; a state of being
stifled or suppressed 2 : a dense cloud of fog. foam, spray, snow,
or dust 3 : a confused multitude of things : welter — smoth>ery
\-0-)re\ adj
asmother vb smoth-er*ing \-(3-)rio\ vt 1 : to overcome or kill

with smoke or fumes 2 a : to destroy the life of by depriving of air
b : to overcome or discomfit through or as if through lack of air
c ; to suppress (a fire) by excluding oxygen 3 a : to cause to smol-
der b : to suppress expression or knowledge of c : to stop or pre-
vent the growth or activity of d : to cover thickly : blanket
e ; OVERCOME, vanquish 4 : to cook in a covered pan or pot with
little liquid over low heat '^ v; ; to become smothered
ismudge \'sm3j\ vb [ME smogen'\ vt 1 a : to make a smudge on
b ; to soil as if by smudging 2 a : to rub, daub, or wipe in a smeary
manner b : to make indistinct : blur 3 : to smoke or protect by
means of a smudge '^ vi 1 : to make a smudge 2 : to become
smudged
ssmudge n l a : a blurry spot or streak b : an immaterial stain
c : an indistinct mass : blur 2 : a smoldering mass placed on the
windward side (as to repel insects or protect from frost) — smudg-
i'ly \'sm3j-3-lc\ adv — smudg-i.ness X'smaj-e-nssX n — smudgy
\-e\ adj
smug \'sm3g\ adj smug.ger; smug'gest [prob. modif. of LG
smuck neat, fr. MLG. fr. smucken to dress; akin to OE smoc
smock] 1 : trim or smart in dress : spruce 2 : scrupulously clean,
neat, or correct ; tidy 3 : highly self-satisfied : complacent— smug'ly adv — smug-ness n
smug.gle \'smpg-3l\ v6 smug.gling \-(3->liQ\ [LG smuggein & D
smokkelen; akm to OE smoc smock] vi 1 : to import or export
secretly contrary to the law and esp. without paying duties imposed
by law 2 : to convey or introduce surreptitiously ~ vi : to import
or export anything in violation of the customs laws— smug*gler
X'smsg-iar. before "oj" also -3-|->r\ n
ismut X'smalN vb smnt<ted; smut>ting [prob. alter, of earlier smot
to stain, fr. ME smoiten; akin to MHG smuizen to slain] vt 1 : to
stain or taint with smut 2 : to affect (a crop or plant) with smut^ vi : to become affected by smut
3smut n 1 : matter that soils or blackens; specij : a particle of soot
2 : any of various destrucdve diseases esp. of cereal grasses caused
by parasitic fungi (order Ustilaginales) and marked by transforma-
tion of plant organs into dark masses of spores; also : a fungus
causing a smut 3 : material treated obscenely or felt to be morally
fouling
smutch \'sm3ch\ n [prob. irreg. fr. smudge'i : a dark stain : smudge— smutch vt — smutchy \-e\ adj
smut.ti.ly \'sm3t-M-e\ adv : in a smutty manner
smut.ti.ness \'sm3t-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being smutty
smut*ty \'smat-e\ adj 1 ; soiled or tainted with smut; esp : affected
with smut fungus 2 : obscene, indecent 3 : resembling smut in
appearance : sooty
tsnack \'snak\ vi [ME snaken to bite] : to eat a snack : lunch
asnack n : a light meai : lunch
snack bar n : a public eating place where snacks are served usu. at a
counter
snack table n : a small portable table designed to hold food or
drink for one person

snat.Ile \'snaf-3l\ n [origin unknown] ; a simple jointed bit for a
bndle — snaffle vr snaf<fling \-(3-)Ud\

Sna*fu \sna-'fu\ adj [iituadon normal oH/ouled up] slang ; snarled
or stalled in confusion : awry — snafu n — snafu vt

isnag \'snag\ n [of Scand origin; akin to ON snagi clothes peg]
1 a : a stub or stump remaining after a branch has been lopped or
torn off b : a tree or branch embedded in a lake or stream bed and
constituting a hazard to navigation 2 : a rough sharp or jagged

projecting part : protuberance: as a : a projecting tooth; also
; a stump of a tooth b : one of the secondary branches of an antler
3 ; a concealed or unexpected difficulty or obstacle 4 ; a jagged
tear made by or as if by catching on a snag — snag.gy \'sLiag-e\
adj
asnag vt snagged; snag-ging 1 ; to hew, trim, or cut roughly or
jaggedly 2 a : to catch and usu. damage on or as if on a snag b : to
halt or impede as if by catching on a snag 3 : to clear (as water) of
snags 4 : to catch or obtain by quick action

snag.gle.tooth \"snag-3l-.tuth\ n [E dial, snaggle (irregularly
shaped tooth) + E tooth] : an irregular, broken, or projecting tooth— snag.gle.toothed \,snag-3l-'tutht\ adj

snail \'sna(3)l\ n [ME, fr OE snsegl: akin to OHG snecko snail,
snahhan to creep. Lith snake snail] 1 : a gastropod moUusk esp.
when having an external enclosing spiral shell_ 2 : a slow-moving
or sluggish person or thing — snail*llke \*snat3;l-,ITk\ adj

snail-paced \-'pasi\ adj ; moving very slowly
isnake \"snak\ n [ME. fr. OE snaca: akin to OE snsgl snail]

1 ; any of numerous limbless scaled reptiles (suborder Serpentes or
Ophidia) with a long tapering body and often salivai-y glands
modified to produce venom which is injected through grooved or
tubular fangs 2 : a worthless or treacherous fellow
asnake vt 1 : to wind (as one's way) in the manner of a snake
2 : to move fas logs) by dragging : skid ^ vi : to crawl or move
silently, secretly, or sinuously
snake*bird \-,b3rd\ n : any of several fish-eating birds (genus
Anhinga) related to the cormorants but distinguished by a long
slender neck and sharp-pointed bill

snake*bite \-,bIt\ n ; the bite of a snake and esp. a venomous
snake
snake charmer n : an entertainer who exhibits his professed power
to charm or fascinate venomous snakes
snake dance n l ; a ceremonial dance in which snakes or their
images are handled, invoked, or symbolically imitated by individual
sinuous actions 2 : a group progression in a single-file serpentine
path (as in celebration of an athletic victory)
snake doctor n 1 ; hellgrammite 2 ; dragonfly
snake fence u * worm fence
snake in the grass 1 : a lurking or unsuspected danger 2 : a
secretly faithless friend

snake>liHe \'sna-,kiTk\ adj : resembling a snake esp. in elongate
tapering form

snake.mouth \'snak-,maiith\ n : a bog orchid (Pogonia ophioglos-
soides) of eastern No. America and Japan with showy pink flowers
snake oil n : any of various substances or mixtures sold (as by a
traveling medicine showj as medicine usu. without regard to their
medical worth or properties
snake pit n : a place of chaotic disorder and distress; esp : a hospital
for mental diseases
snake>root \'sna-,krUt\ n : any of numerous plants mostly with
roots reputed tocure snakebites; also ; the root of such a plant
snake-skin \'snak-,skin\ n : leather prepared from the skin of a
snake
snake-weed \'sna-,kwed\ n : any of several plants associated with
snakes (as in appearance, habitat, or use in treatment ot snakebite)
snak-1-ly \'sna-ka-le\ adv : in a snaky manner
snaky \'sna-ke\ adj 1 : of, formed of. or entwined with snakes
2 : snakelike, serpentine 3 : likened to a snake (as in slyness,
treachery, venom, or spiiefulness) 4 : abounding in snakes
isnap \'snap\ vb snapped; snap-ping [D or LG snappen: akin to
MHG snappen to snap] vi la: to make a sudden closing of the jaws
: seize something sharply with the mouth <fish snapping at the bait)
b : to grasp at something eagerly : make a pounce or snatch <-" at
any chance) 2 : to utter sharp biting words : bark out irritable or
peevish retorts 3 a ; to break suddenly with a sharp sound (the
twig snapped) b : to give way suddenly under strain 4 : to make a
sharp or crackling sound 5 : to close or fit in place with an abrupt
movement 6 : to emit sparks or flashes : sparkle <eyes snapping
with fury) '^ vt 1 ; to seize with or as if with a snap of the jaws
2 : to capture or take possession of suddenly 3 a : to retort to or
interrupt curtly and irritably b : to utter curtly or abruptly 4 : to
break suddenly : break short or in two 5 a : to cause to make a
snapping sound (-^ his fingers) <^ a whip) b : to put into or re-
move from a particular position by a sudden movement or with a
snapping sound <'^ the lock shut) 6 a : to project with a snap
: fillip b : to make or do without preparation or delay; esp ; to
fire (a projectile) without careful aim c : to put (a football) in
play with a quick motion d : to take a snapshot of — snap one's
fingers at : to treat with contempt or indifference
2snap /I 1 : an abrupt closing (as of the mouth in biting or of scis-

sors in cutdng); esp : a biting or snatching with the teeth or jaws
2 a obs : a share of profits or booty b : a chance to make money
easily or quickly; specij : an easy remunerative post or position
c : something that is easy and presents no problems : cinch
3 : a small amount : orr. morsel 4 a : an act or instance of seizing
abruptly ; a sudden snatching at someUiing b : a quick short
movement c : a sudden sharp breaking 5 a : a sound made by
snapping something (as together, apart, into place, off) <shut the
book with a '^) b ; a brief sharp and usu. irritable speech or
retort 6 : a sudden interval of harsh weather <cold ^} 7 ; a
catch or fastening that closes or locks with a click <-« of a bracelet)
8 : a thin brittie cooky 9 ; snapshot 10 a : the condition of being
vigorous in body, mind, or spirit : alertness, energy b : a pleas-
ing invigorating quality : smartness, snappiness 11 : an act or
instance of snapping a football
3snap adv ; with a snap : briskly
^snap adj 1 : done or carried through suddenly or without delibera-
tion <a ~ judgment) 2 : called or taken without prior warning
(calling '^ votes) 3 : shutting or fastening with a click or by
means of a device that snaps ("^ lock) 4 : unusually easy or simple
<"« course)
snap back vi : to make a quick or vigorous recovery
snap-back \'snap-.bak\ « 1 : a football snap 2 : a sudden re-
bound or recovery
snap bean n ; a bean grown primarily for its yoimg pods usu. used
broken in pieces as a cooked vegetable
snap-brim \'snap-,brim\ n ; a hat usu. of felt with brim turned up
in back and down in front and a dented crown
snap-drag-on \'snap-,drag-3n\ n : any of several garden plants
(genus Antirrhinum and esp. A. majus) of the figwort family having
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showy white, crimson, or yellow bilabiate flowers likened to the
face of a dragon
snap fastener n : a metal fastener consisting essentially of a ball
and a socket attached to opposed parts of an article and used to
hold meeting edges together
snap*per \'snap-3r\ n, pi snappers 1 a : something that snaps
b CD : SNAPPING TURTLE (2) I CLICK BEETLE 2 pi alsO SUappCr
a : any of numerous active carnivorous fishes (family Lutjanidae)
of warm seas important as food and often as sport fishes b : any of
several immature fishes (as the young of the bluefish) that resemble
a snapper
snap*per-back \-,bak\ n ; a football center
snap*pi>ly \'snap-3-le\ adv ; in a snappy manner
snap>pi>ness \'snap-e-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being snappy
snapping beetle n : click beeti.e
snapping turtle n ; any of several large edible American aquadc
turtles (family Chelydridae) with powerful jaws and a strong musky
odor

snap>pisll \'snap-ish\ adj la: given to snapping irritable speech
: IRASCIBLE b : arising from a harsh irascible nature 2 ; inclined
to bite — snap*pish-ly adv — snap-pish*ness n

snap*py \'snap-e\ adj 1 : SNAPPISH 2 a : brisk, lively b ; briskly
cold c : stylish, smart 3 : emitting a series of sharp quick re-
ports : crackling
snap roll n : a maneuver in which an airplane is made by quick
movement of the controls to complete a full revolution about its

longitudinal axis while maintaining an approximately level line of
flight

snap>sll00t \'snap-,shut\ vt [back-formadon fr, snapshot'] ; to take
a snapshot of — snap>sboot*er n
snap shot n : a quick shot made without deliberately taking aim
snap.shot \*snap-,shat\ n : a casual photograph made by rapid
exposure usu. with a small hand-held camera
isnare \'sna(a)r, 'sne(a)r\ n [ME, fr. OE sneare, fr. ON snara; akin
to Gk narke numbness, OHG snuor cord — more at narrow]
1 a (1) ; a contrivance often consisdng of a noose for entangling
birds or mammals (2) :trap, gin b (1) : something by which one
is entangled, involved in difficulties, or impeded (2) : something
deceptively attractive ; lure 2 [prob. fr. D snaor, lit., cord; akin
to OHG snuorl : one of the catgut strings or metal spirals of a snare
drum 3 : a surgical instrument consisting usu. of a wire loop con-
stricted by a mechanism in the handle and used for removing tissue
masses (as tonsilsj

2snare vt 1 a : to capture by or as if by use of a snare b : to win or
attain by artful or skillful maneuvers 2 : to entangle as if in a snare
syn see catch — snar-er n

snare drum n : a small double-headed dnjm with one or more snares
stretched across its lower head
isnarl \'snar(3)l\ n [ME snarle, prob. dim. of snare] ; a tangle esp.
of hairs or thread : knot; also : a tangled situation ; complication

2snarl vt 1 : to cause to become knotted and intertwined : tangle
2 : to make excessively complicated ^ vi ; to become snarled —
snarl* er n

asnarl vb [freq. of obs. E snar (to growl)] vl 1 : to growl with a
snapping or gnashing of teeth 2 : to give vent to anger in surly
language '«- v/ ; to utter or express with a snarl or by snarling— snarl- er n
4snarl n ; a surly angry growl
isnarly \'snar-le\ adj Vsnarl] ; full of tangles and snarls : tangled
(-^ yarn)

2snarly adj Vsnarl] : marked by ill nature : surly
snash \'snash\ n [origin unknown] chiefly Scot : insolence,

isnatch \'snach\ vb [ME snacchen to give a sudden snap, seize;
akin to MD snacken to snap at] vi ; to attempt to seize something
suddenly -^ vt 1 ; to grasp abruptly or hastily 2 ; to seize or grab
suddenly without permission, ceremony, or right syn see take— snatch-er n
^snatch n l a ; a snatching at or of something b slang : kidnap-
ping 2 : a brief opportune period 3 : something brief, frag-
mentary, or hurried

snatch blOCK n : a block that can be opened on one side to receive
the bight of a rope

snatchy \'snach-e\ adj : done in or by snatches; broadly ; marked
by breaks in continuity <a ~ conversation)

snath Vsnath, 'sneth\ or snathe \'snath, 'snath\ n [ME snede, fr.

OE snsed; akin to OHG sriidan to cut, Czech snSl branch] ; the
handle of a scythe
Snaz*zy \'snaz-e\ adj [origin unknown] : conspicuously or flashily
attractive
isneak \'snek\ vb [akin to OE snican to sneak along, OHG snahhan
to creep — more at snail] vi 1 : to go stealthily or furtively ; slink
2 : to behave in a furtive or servile manner -^ vr : to put, bring, or
take in a furtive or artful manner <'-^ a smoke) syn see lurk
2sneak n l ; a person who acts in a stealthy, furtive, or shifty
manner 2 a ; a stealthy or furtive move b : an unobserved de-
parture or escape 3 ; sneaker 2 — usu. used in pi.

Ssneak adj 1 : carried on secretly : clandestine 2 : occurring
without warning : surprise <a -^ attack)
sneak-er \'sne-k3r\ n 1 : one that sneaks 2 : a usu. canvas
sports shoe with a pliable rubber sole — used usu. in pi.

sneak>i>ly \-k3-le\ adv : in a sneaky manner
sneak<i>ness \-ke-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being sneaky
sneak-ing \-kir]\ adj l ; furtive, underhand 2 : mean, con-
temptible 3 a ; not openly expressed as if something to be
ashamed of <a '^ sympathy) b ; that is a persistent conjecture <a
~ suspicion) — sneak<ing*ly N-kiij-leX adv
sneak preview n : a special advanced showing of a motion picture
usu. announced but not named
sneak thief n ; a thief who steals whatever he can reach without
using violence or forcibly breaking into buildings
sneaky \'sne-ke\ adj : marked by stealth, furtiveness, or shiftiness

isneap \*snep\ vt [ME snaipen, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Icel

sneypa to scold — more at snub] 1 dial Eng : chide 2 archaic : to
blast or blight with cold : nip
2sneap n, archaic ; rebuke, snub

sneck \'snek\ n [ME snekke] chiejly dial : latch
isneer \'sm(3)r\ vb [prob. akin to MHG snerren to chatter, gossip— more at snore] vi 1 ; to smile or laugh with facial contortions
that express scorn or contempt 2 : to speak or write in a scornfully
jeering manner ^ vt xio utter with a sneer syn see scoff — sneer-
er n

2sneer n ; the act of sneering : a sneering expression, remark, or
saying
sneesh \'snesh\ n [short for E dial, sneeshing, alter, of obs. E
sneezing, fr. E. gerund of sneeze] dial Brit : snuff
isneeze \'sne_z\ vi [ME snesen. alter, of Jnesen, fr. OE Jneosan; akin
to MHG pfnusen to snort, sneeze, Gk pnein to breathe] : to make a
sudden violent spasmodic audible expiration of breath — sneez*er
n — sneeze at : to treat lightly : despise
asneeze n : an act or fact of sneezing
sneeze-weed \'snez-,wed\ n l ; any of several composite plants;
esp : a No. American yeilow-flowered perennial herb {Helenium
autumnale) the odor of which is said to cause sneezing 2 : sneeze-
wort

sneeze-wort \-,w3rt, -,w6(3)rt\ n : a strong-scented Eurasian
composite perennial herb {Achillea ptarmica) resembling yarrow
sneezy \'sne-ze\ adj : given to or causing sneezing
isnell \'snel\ adj [ME. fr. OE; akin to OHG snel bold, agile]
1 chiejly dial ; quick, acute 2 : keen, piercing <a ^ wind)

2snell n [origin unknown] : a short line (as of gut) by which a fish-

hook is attached to a longer line

isnick \'snik\ vt [prob. fr. obs, snick or snee to engage in cut-and-
thrust fighting — more at snickersnee] ; to cut slightly : nick

3snlck n : a small cut : nick
3snick vb [imit.] : click
4snick n : a cutting or clicking noise
isnick*er \'snik-3r\ or snig-ger \'snlg-3r\ vi snick*er-ing or
snig-ger-ing \-(3-)rir]\ [imit ] : to laugh in a slight, covert, or
partly suppressed manner : titter

2snicker or snigger n : an act or sound of snickering
snick-er*snee or snick-a-snee or snick-or-snee \'snik-3(r)-
,sne\ n [obs. snick or snee to engage in cut-and-thrust fighting,
alter, of earlier sieake or snye, fr. D sieken oj snijden to thrust or
cut] 1 archaic ; the act or practice of engaging in cut-and-thrust
fighting with knives 2 : a large knife or sword

snide \'snTd\ adj [origin unknown] la: counterfeft, spurious
b : dishonest, crooked <a '^ merchant) 2 : mean, low, cheap
<a '^ trick) 3 : slyly disparaging : insinuaung <^ remarks)

snill \'snif\ vb [ME snijjen] vi 1 : to draw air audibly up the nose
2 : to show or express disdain or scorn -^ v/ 1 : to smell or take
by inhalation through the nose : inhale 2 : to recognize or detect
by or as if by smelling (-^ out trouble) ~ snill n — sniff-er n

snifl-i-Iy \-3-le\ adv : in a sniffy manner : disdainfully
sniff<i*ness \-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being sniffy

snilf-ish \'snif-tsh\ adj : disdainful, supercilious — snilMsh'ly
adv — snilf-ish-ness n

isnif.fle \'snif-3l\ vi snif.fling \-(3-)lir]\ [freq. of sniJJ] 1 : to
sniff repeatedly : snuffle 2 ; to speak with or as if with snifflinf— snif-ner \-(a-)lar\ n
2sninie n 1 : an act or sound of sniffling 2 pi I a head cola
marked by nasal discharge

sniffy \'snif-e\ adj ; inclined to sniff haughtily : superciuous
snif-ter \'snif-t3r\ n [E dial., sniff, snort, fr, ME snijteren to sniff,

snort] : a small drink of distilled liquor 2 : a large short-stemmed
goblet with a bowl narrowing toward the top

snig-gle \'snig-3l\ vb snig-gling \-(a-Uio\ [E dial, snig small eel,

fr. ME snygge] vi : to fish for eels by thrusting a baited hook or
needle into their hiding places — vr : to catch (an eel) by sniggling

isnip \*snip\ n [fr. or akin to D&LG snip] 1 a : a small piece that

is snipped off; also : fragment, bit b : a cut or notch made by
snipping c : an act or sound of snipping 2 : a presumptuous or
impertinent person : minx

25nip vb snipped; snip-ping vr : to cut or cut off with or as if with
shears or scissors; specif : to clip suddenly or by bits -^^ v( : to

make a short quick cut with or as if with shears or scissors — snip-
per n
isnipe \'snTp\ n, pi snipes [ME, of Scand origin; akin to ON
smpa snipe; akin to OHG snepfa snipe] 1 or pi snipe a : any of

several game birds (genus Capella) esp. of marshy areas that re-

semble the related woodcocks b : any of various usu. slender=

billed related birds <suborder Charadrii) 2 : a contemptible per-

son
2snipe vt 1 : to shoot or hunt snipe 2 a : to shoot at exposed
individuals of an enemy's forces esp. when not in action from a usu.

concealed point of vantage b : to aim a carping or snide attack —
snip-er n

snip.er-scope \'snT-p3r-,sk6p\ n ; a snooperscope for use on a
rifle or carbine

snip -per-snap -per \*snlp-3r-,snap-3r\ n [origin unknown] : whip-
persnapper

snip.pet \'snip-3t\ n Vsnip] ; a small part, piece, or thing; specij

: a brief quotable passage
snlp-pety \-at-e\ adj 1 : made up of snippets 2 ; snippy

snip-pl-ness \'snip-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being snippy

snip.py \'snip-e\ adj [^snip] 1 : short-tempered, snappish 2 ; un-
duly brief or curt 3 ; putting on airs : sniffy

snips \'snips\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; hand shears used esp.

for cutting sheet metal
snip-snap \'snip-,snap\ n : clever quick repartee

snit \'snit\ n [origin unknown] : a state of agitation

snitch \'snich\ vi [origin unknown] : inform, tattle '-' vt [prob
alter, of snatch] : to take by stealth; specij : pilfer — snitch*er n

isniv-el \'sniv-al\ vi sniv-eled or sniy-elled; sniv-el-ing or
sniy-el-ling \-(3-)hD\ [ME snivelen, fr. (assumed) OE snyflan;

akin to D snujjelen to snuffle, snujjen to sniff, Gk nan to flow —
more at nourish] 1 : to run at the nose 2 ; to snuff mucus up the

nose audibly : snuffle 3 ; to cry or whine with snuffling 4 : to

speak or act in a whining, sniffling, tearful, or weakly emotional
manner — sniv-el-er \-(3-)lar\ n

2snivel n 1 pi, dial : head cold 2 : an act or Instance of sniveling

snob \'snab\ n [obs. snob member of the lower classes, fr. E dial.,

a abut; ^ kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot. cart;

I joke; 1} sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; th thin; ^ this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yti few; yu furious; zh vision
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snood lb

shoemaker] 1 : one who blatantly Imitates, fawnlngly admires, or
vulgarly seeks association with those he regards as his superiors
2 a : one who tends to rebuff the advances of those he regards as

inferior b : one who has an offensive air of superiority in matters
of knowledge or taste

snob appeal n : qualities in a product (as high price, rarity, or
foreign origin) that appeal to the snobbery in a purchaser

snob'bery \'snab-(3-)re\ n : snobbish conduct : snobbishness
Snob-biSh \'snab-ish\ adj : characteristic of or befitting a snob —
snob-bish*ly adv — snob-bish-ness n
snob'bism \*snab-.iz-3m\ n : snobbery
snob'by \'snab-e\ adj : snobbish
Sno-Cat \'sno-,kat\ trademark — used for a tracklaylng vehicle
designed for travel on snow

snol-ly'gOS-ter \'snal-e-,gas-t3r\ n [prob. alter, of snallygaster (a

mythical creature that preys on poultry and children)] : an un-
principled but shrewd person
isnood \'sniid\ « [(assumed) ME, fr. OE snod;
akin to Olr snath thread, OE n.£dle needle]
1 a Scot : a fillet or band for a woman's hair
b ; a net or fabric bag for confining a woman's
hair pinned or tied on at the back of the head
2 : snell

2snood vt : to secure with a snood
isnook \'snuk. "sniikX n, pi snook or snooks
[D snoek pike, snook) : a large vigorous percoid
sport and food fish (Centropomus undecimalis) of
warm seas resembling a pike; also ; any of various
similar marine fishes
3snook n [origin unknown] : a gesture of derision
consisting of a thumbing of the nose

snook*er \'snuk-ar\ n [origin unknown] ; pool played with 15 red
balls and 6 variously colored balls

isnoop \'snUp\ vi [D snoepen to buy or eat on the sly; akin to D
snappen to snap] ; to look or pry in a sneaking or meddlesome

2snoop or snoop-er \*snij-p3r\ n ; one that snoops
snoop.er-SCOpe \'snu-p3r-,sk6p\ n : a device utilizing infrared

for enabling a person to see an object obscured (as by

^ , , . , idj ; given to snoopin
tion about others

snoot \'snLit\ n [ME snute'[ 1 a : SNOUT b : NOSE 2 : a grimace
expressive of contempt 3 : a snooty person

snoot'i.ly \'snUt-'l-e\ adv : in a snooty manner
snoot'i>ness \'snut-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being snooty
snooty \'snut-e\ adj : haughtily contemptuous : snobbish
isnooze \'snijz\ vi [origin unknown] : to take a nap : ix)2e— snooz-
er n

ssnooze n : a short sleep : nap
snoO'Zle \'snu-z3l\ vb snoo*zling \'snuz-(a-)llo\ [perh. blend of
snooze and nuzzle'^ chiefly dial : NUZZLE
isnore \'sno(3)r, 'snbO)r\ vb [ME snoren: akin to MLG snorren to
drone, MHG snerren to chatter] vi : to breathe during sleep with a
rough hoarse noise due to vibration of the soft palate -^ v/ : to
spend in snoring {snored away the time) — snor<er n

Ssnore n : an act or noise of snoring
isnor-kel \'sn6r-kai\ n [G schnorchel} 1 : a tube housing air in-
take and exhaust pipes protrusible above the surface of the water
for operating submerged submarines 2 : any of various devices
resembling a snorkel in function (as for an underwater swimmer)

2snorkel vi snor-kel-ing \-k(3-)llo\ : to operate or swim sub-
merged with only a snorkel above water
isnort \'sn6(3)rt\ vb [ME snorien} vi 1 a : to force air violently
through the nose with a rough harsh sound b : to express scorn,
anger, indignation, or surprise by a snort 2 : to emit explosive
sounds like or in the manner of a snort ~ vr 1 : to utter with or
express by a snort 2 : to expel or emit with or as if with snorts
3snort n 1 : an act or sound of snorting 2 : a drink of usu. straight
liquor taken In one draft

snort.er \"sn6rt-ar\ n 1 : one that snorts 2 : something that is

extraordinary or prominent ; humdinger 3 : snort 2
snout \'snaut\ n [ME snuie. akin to G schnauze snout] 1 a : a long
projecting nose (as of a swine); also : an anterior prolongation of
the head of various animals (as a weevil) : rostrum b : the human
nose esp. when large or grotesque 2 : something resembling an
animal's snout in position, function, or shape: as a : prow
b : nozzle — snout-ed \-3d\ adj — suout*ish \-ish\ adj —
snouty \-e\ adj

snout beetle n : any of a group (Rhynchophora) of beetles compris-
ing the true weevils and usu. having the head produced into a
snout or beak
isnow \'sn6\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE sndw: akin to OHG sneo
snow, L niv-, nix, Gk nipfia (ace.)] 1 a : small tabular and colum-
nar white crystals of frozen water formed directly from the water
vaporof the air at a temperature of less than 32 °F b (1) : a descent
or shower of snow crystals (2) : a mass of fallen snow crystals
2 ; something resembling snow: as a : a dessert made of sdffly
beaten whites of eggs, sugar, and fruit pulp b : any of various
congealed or crystallized substances resembling snow in appearance
c slang : cocaine d : small transient light or dark spots on a tele-
vision or radar screen
asnow vi : to fall In or as snow ~ v/ 1 : to cause to fall Uke or as
snow 2 a : to cover, shut in. or imprison with or as if with snow
b slang : to deceive, persuade, or charm glibly 3 : to whiten Uke
snow <hair -^erf by age)
isnoW'ball \-,b6I\ n 1 ; a round mass of snow pressed or rolled
together 2 : any of several cultivated shrubs (genus Viburnum)
with clusters of white sterile flowers
ssnowball vt 1 : to throw snowballs at 2 : to cause to Increase or
multiply at a rapidly accelerating rate ~ vj 1 : to engage in throw-
ing snowballs 2 : to increase, accumulate, expand, or muldply at
a rapidly acceleradng rate

Snow.bell \-,bel\ n : a shrubby storax (Styrax grandijoUa) of the
southeastern U.S. with showy clusters of fragrant white flowers
Snow-ber-ry \-,ber-e\ n : any of several white-berried shrubs (esp.
genus Symphoricarpos of the honeysuckle family) .espia. low-grow-
ing No. American shrub (5. albus) with pink flowers in small
axillary clusters

snow*bird \-,b3rd\ n l : any of several small birds (as a junco or
fieldfare) seen chiefly In winter 2 slang : a cocaine addict
snow-blind \-,blTnd\ or snow-blind<ed \-'blTn-dad\ adj : af-

fected with snow blindness
snow blindness n ; inflammation and photophobia caused by
exposure of the eyes to ultraviolet rays reflected from snow or ice

snow-blink \'sno-,bliok\ n : a white glare in the sky over a snow-
field

snow boot n : a boot reaching to the ankle or above for wear in

snow-bound \'sno-'baund\ adj : shut in or blockaded by snow
snow-broth \-,br6th\ n 1 : mixed snow and water 2 : newly
melted snow
snoW'bush \-,bush\ n : any of several white-flowered shrubs; esp
; a spreading western No. American shrub (Ceanothus velufina) of
the buckthorn family with scented leaves and panicles of small
flowers
snoW'Cap \-,kap\ n : a covering cap of snow (as on a mountain
peak) — snow-capped \-'kapt\ adj
snow devil n : a column of fine snow blown upward from a surface
by the wind

snoW'drift \'sno-.drift\ n : a bank of drifted snow
snow*drop "V-.drapX n 1 : a bulbous European herb {Galanthus
nivalis) of the amaryllis family bearing nodding white flowers that
often appear while the snow is on the ground 2 ; a common wood
anemone (Anemone quinquejolia)

snow-fall \'sno-,f61\ n : a fall of snow; specij : the amount of snow
that falls in a single storm or in a given period

snow-field \-,fcld\ n : a broad level expanse of snow; esp : a mass
of perennial snow as at the head of a glacier

snow-flake \-,flak\ n 1 : a flake or crystal of snow 2 : any of a
genus (Leucojum) of bulbous plants of the amaryllis family; esp
; one (L. vernum) resembling the snowdrop

snow-i-Iy \'sno-a-le_\ adv : in a snowy manner
snow-i-ness \'sn6-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being snowy
snow job n, slang : a long involved effort at persuasion or deception
with a vast amount of information or fictitious exploits
snow leopard n : a showily marked large cat {Felis uncia) of upland
central Asia with a long heavy pelt grayish white Irregularly
blotched with brownish black in summer and almost pure white In
winter
snow lily n : a Rocky Mountain dogtooth violet {Erythronium
grandijiorum) with showy yellow or white flowers
snow line n : the lower margin of a perennial snowfield
snow-man \'sno-,man, -'man\ n : snow shaped to resemble a per-

snow-mo-bile \'sno-mo-,bel\ n Vsnow + axitomobile} ; any of
various automotive vehicles for travel on snow
snow-on-the-mountain n : a spurge (Euphorbia marginata) of
the western U.S. with showy white-bracted flower clusters grown
as an ornamental
snow-pack \'sno-,pak\ n : packed snow that ordinarily melts
slowly and yields water for Irrigation or power during summer
months
snow plant n : a fleshy bright-red saprophytic California herb
{Sarcodes sanguinea) of the wintcrgreen family growing in conif-
erous woods at high alutudes and often appearing before the snow
melts
snow-plow \'sno-,plau\ n 1 : any of various devices used for
clearing away snow 2 : a stemming with both skis used for coming
to a stop, slowing down, or descending slowly — snowplow vi

snow pudding n : a pudding made very fluffy and light by the
addition of whipped egg whites and gelatin

snow-shed \'sno-,shed\ n 1 : a shelter against snowslldes 2 ; a
watershed supplied largely by snowfalls
isnow.shoe \-.shii\ n : a light oval
wooden frame strengthened by two
crosspieces, strung with thongs, and
attached to the foot that is used to
enable a person to walk on soft
snow without sinking
ssnowshoe vi : to travel on snow-
shoes

snow-slide \-,slTd\ n ; an avalanche
of snow
snow-suit \-,sUt\ n : a one-piece or
two-piece lined garment worn by
children
snow tire n : an automotive tire with

tread designed to give added trac-
tion r ice

snow train n : a special train to a place suitable for winter sports
snow under vt 1 : to overwhelm esp. in excess of capacity to absorb
or deal with something 2 : to defeat by a large margin

snow-white_\'sno-"hwTt, -'wu\ adj : white as snow
snowy \'sno-e\ adj 1 a : composed of snow or melted snow
b : marked by or covered with snow 2 : whitened by snow
: snow-white
isnub \'sn5b\ VI snubbed; snub-bing [ME snubben, of Scand
origin; akin to ON snubba to scold; akin to Icel sneypa to scold]
1 : to check or stop with a cutting retort : rebuke 2 a : to check
(as a line) suddenly while running out esp. by turning around a fixed
object (as a post); also : to check the motion of by snubbing a line

b : SUPPRESS, RESTRAIN (^ a vibration) 3 : to treat with contempt
or neglect; also : to affect in a specified way by such treatment
4 : to extinguish by stubbing <-^ out a cigarette)
2snub n : an act or an instance of snubbing; esp : rebuff, slight
3Snub adj 1 : used In snubbing <'^ line) 2 or snubbed \'snabd\
: BLUNT, STUBBY — suub-uess n
snub-ber \'sn3b-3r\ n 1 : one that snubs 2 : shock absorber
snub'bi-ness \'sn3b-c-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being snubby
snub-by \'sn3b-c\ adj_ 1 : snub 2 ; snub-nosed
snub-nosed \'sn3b-'nozd\ adj ; having a stubby and usu. slightly

'snull \'sn3f\ n [ME snofje'\ 1 : the charred part of a candlewick
2 a obs : UMBRAGE, offense b chiefly Scot : huff

2snuil vt 1 : to crop the snuff of (a candle) by pinching or by the
use of snuffers so as to brighten the light 2 ; to extinguish by or as
If by the use of snuffers
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ssnufl vb [akin to D snufjen to sniff, snuff — more at snivel] vt

1 ; to draw forcibly through or into the nostrils 2 : scent, smell
3 : to sniff at in brder to examine — used of an animal ^' vi 1 ; to
inhale through the nose noisily and forcibly; also : to sniff or smell
inquiringly 2 obs : to sniff loudly in or as if in disgust
4snuil n : the act of snuffing ; sniff
Ssnuff n [D snuf, short for snuftabak, fr. snufjen to snuff + tabak
tobacco] 1 ; a preparation of pulverized tobacco to be inhaled
through the nostrils 2 : the amount of snuff taken at one time
; PINCH — up to snuff : in good shape

snuff-box \'snaf-,baks\ n : a small box for holding snuff usu.
carried about the person
isnuff*er \'snaf-ar\ n 1 : a device somewhat like a pair of scissors
for cropping and holding the snuff of a candle — usu. used in pi.

but sing, or pi. in constr. 2 : a device for extinguishing candles
asnufier n ; one that snuffs or sniffs

isnuf.fle \'sn3f-3l\ vb snuf.fling \-C3-)lio\ [akin to D snujjelen
to snuffle — more at snivel] vi 1 ; to snuff or sniff usu. audibly
and repeatedly 2 ; to breathe through an obstructed nose with a
sniffing sound 3 : to speak through or as if through the nose
: whine ^ vt IX.O seek or test by or as if by repeated sniffs — snuf-
fler \-(3-)l3r\ n

2snuffle « 1 a : the act or fact of snuffling b : the sound made in
snuffhng 2 ^ a nasal twang 3 pi : sniffles

snufly \'sn3f-e\ adj 1 : resembling snuff 2 a : addicted to the use
of snuff b ; DISAGREEABLE 3 : soiled with snuff
isnug \'sn3g\ adj suug>ger; snug<gest [perh. of Scand origin;
akin to Sw snygg tidy; akin to ON snoggr shorn, bald, L novacula
razor] 1 a oj a ship : manifesting seaworthiness : taut b : trim,
NEAT c : fitting closely and comfortably <a -^ coat) 2 a : enjoying
or affording warm secure shelter or cover and opportunity for ease
and contentment b : marked by cordiality and secure privacy
3 ; affording a degree of comfort and ease 4 : secreted, concealed— snug adv — snug'ly adv — snug<ness n

2snug vb snugged; snug>ging vi : snuggle ^ v/ 1 : to cause to
fit closely 2 : to make snug 3 : hide 4 : to prepare (a ship) for
a gale esp. by reducing sail, lowering topmasts, or lashing down
movables
3snug n, Brit : a small private room in a pub
snug'gery \'sn3g-(3-)re\ n, chiejly Brit : a snug cozy place; esp ; a
small room : den

snug'gle \'sn3g-3l\ vb snug>gling \-(3-)Ud\ [freq. of ^snug'\ vi : to
curl up comfortably or cozily : cuddle -^ vt 1 : to draw close
esp. for comfort or in affection 2 : to make snug — snuggle n
ISO \{')so, esp bejore adj or adv & ''that" S3\ arfv_[ME, fr. OE swa;
akin to OHG so so, L sic so, thus, si if, Gk hos so, thus, L suus
one's own — more at suicide] 1 a : in a manner or way that is

indicated or suggested <said he'd attend and did '--> <it '--' hap-
pened that all were wrong) b : in the same manner or way : also
<worked hard and -^ did she) c : in the following manner : thus
<for '^ the Lord said — Isa 18:4(AV)) d : subsequently, then
<and '^ home and to bed) 2 a : to an indicated or suggested
extent or degree (had never been ~ happy) b ; to a great extent
or degree : very, extremely <left her because he loved her ^y
c : to a definite but unspecified extent or degree <can only do -^

much in a day) d : most certainly : indeed <you did ^ do it)

3 : for a reason that has just been stated ; therefore (the witness
is biased and '^ unreliable)
2S0 \(')so\ conj 1 a : with the result that (her diction is good, '^
every word is clear) b : in order that <be quiet ^ he can sleep)
2 ; provided that 3 a : for that reason : therefore (don't want
to go, -^ I won't) 1) (1) — used as an introductory particle (-^
here we are) often to belittle a point under discussion i^ what?)
(2) — used interjectionally to indicate awareness of a discovery
('-«, that's who did it) or surprised dissent

3so \*s6\ adj 1 ; conforming with actual facts : true (said things
that were not '^> 2 : marked by a definite order (his books are
always just '-^)

4S0 \,so, 's6\ pron 1 ; such as has been specified or suggested
; the same (became chairman and remained '-«) 2 : something
that approximates what has just been indicated (I've known him
20 years or '^>

5S0 \'so\ var oj SOL
isoall \'sok\ vb [ME soken, fr. OE socian; akin to OE sucan to
suck] vi 1 ; to remain steeping in water or other liquid 2 a : to
enter or pass through something by or as if by pores or interstices

: permeate b : to penetrate or affect the mind or feelings 3 : to
drink alcoholic beverages intemperately -^ vt 1 ; to permeate so
as to wet, soften, or fill thoroughly ; saturate 2 a ; to place in a
liquid or other surrounding element to wet or as if to wet thor-
oughly : SUBMERGE b : to imbue fully : immerse 3 a : to extract
by or as if by steeping {^ the dirt out) b : to levy an exorbitant
charge against i-^ed the taxpayers) 4 a : to draw in by or as if by
suction or absorption i^ed up the sunshine) b : to intoxicate
(oneself) by drinking alcoholic beverages 5 : to beat or punish
severely — soak-er n
Syn SOAK, SATURATE, DRENCH, STEEP, IMPREGNATE mean tO SUbjeCt

to a liquid until thorough permeation is attained, soak implies
usu. prolonged immersion as for softening or cleansing; saturate
implies a resulting effect of complete infusion until no more liquid
can be absorbed; drench implies a thorough wetting by something
poured; steep suggests either the extraction of an essence (as of
tea leaves) by the liquid or the imparting of a quality (as a color)
to the thing immersed; impregnate implies a thorough inter-
penetration of one thing by another
2S0ak n 1 a : the act or process of soaking : the state of being
soaked b : the liquid in which something is soaked : steep
2 : drunkard 3 slang : 'pawn 2

Soak*age \'so-kij\ n 1 : liquid gained by absorption or lost by
seepage 2 : the act or process of soaking : the state of being
soaked
so-and-so \'so-3n-,so\ n l ; an unnamed or unspecified person
or thing 2 : bastard 3
isoap \'s6p\ n [ME sope, fr. OE sape; akin to OHG seija soap, L
sebum tallow] 1 : a cleansing and emulsifying agent made usu.
by action of alkali on fat or fatty- acids and consisting essentially

of sodium or potassium salts of such acids 2 : a salt of a fatty

acid — soap*mak>ing \-,ma-kiD\ n

2soap vt 1 ; to rub soap over or Into 2 : to address in smooth or
complimentary speech ; flatter
soap'bark \-,bark\ n 1 : a Chilean tree (Quillaja saponaria) of
the rose family with shining leaves and terminal while flowers;
also : its saponin-rich bark used in cleaning and in emulsifying oils
2 : any of several tropical American trees or leguminous shrubs
(genus Pithecolobium) with saponaceous bark

SOap.ber«ry \-,ber-e\ n ; any of a genus {Sapindus of the family
Sapindaceae, the soapberry family) of chiefly tropical woody
plants; also : the fruit of a soapberry and esp. of a tree (5. saponaria)
that is saponin-rich and used as a soap substitute
soap'box \-.baks\ n 1 a : a small receptacle for a bar of soap
b ; a packing box used for shipping soap 2 : an improvised plat-
form used by a self-appointed, spontaneous, or informal orator— soapbox adj
soap box derby n [fr. Soap Box Derby, a service mark] : a downhill
race for children's homemade racing cars without pedals or motors

soap bubble n : a hollow iridescent globe formed by blowing a film
of soapsuds from a pipe

Soap*i-Iy \'s5-p3-le\ adv ; in a smooth or slippery manner
Soap>i-ness \-pe-n3S\ n ; the quality or state of being soapy
soap'less \'so-pl3s\ adj l ; lacking soap 2 : unwashed, dirty
soap opera n [fr. its frequently being sponsored by soap manu-
facturers] : a radio or television serial drama performed usu. on a
daytime commercial program and chiefly characterized by stock
Domestic situations and often melodramatic or sentimental treat-
ment
soap plant n ; a plant having a part (as root or fruit) that may be
used in place of soap

soap-stone \'s5p-,ston\ n : a soft stone having a soapy feel and
composed essentially of talc, chlorite, and often some magnetite

soap.suds \-,s3dz\ n pi : suds 1

soap-wort X-.wart, -,w6(3)rt\ n ; a European perennial herb
(Saponaria ojjicinalis) of the pink family widely naturalized in
the U.S. that has pink or white flowers and leaves detergent when
bruised
soapy \'so-pe\ adj 1 ; smeared with soap : lathered 2 : con-
taining or combined with soap or saponin 3 : resembling or
having the quaUties of soap : unctuous, suave
isoar \'so(3)r. •s6(3)r\ vi [ME soren, fr. MF essorer to air, soar, fr.

(assumed) VL exaurare to air, fr. L ex- + aura air — more at
aura] 1 a : to fly aloft or about b (1) : to sail or hover in the
air often at a great height : glide (2) oj a glider : to fly without
engine power and without loss of altitude 2 : to go or move
upward in position or status : rise 3 : to ascend to a higher or
more exalted level 4 : to rise to majestic stature ; tower —
soar-er n

2soar n 1 : the range, distance, or height attained in soaring 2 : the
act of soaring : upward flight

isob \'sab\ vb sobbed; sob-bing [ME sobbeni vi la: to catch
the breath audibly in a spasmodic contraction of the throat
b : to cry or weep with such convulsive catching of the breath
2 : to make a sound like that of a sob or sobbing ^ vt 1 : to bring
(as oneself) to a specified state by sobbing {sobbed himself to

sleep) 2 : to utter with sobs {sobbed out her grief)

2S0b n 1 : an act of sobbing 2 : a sound like that of a sob
iso.ber \'so-b3r\ adj so-ber-er \-b3r-9r\ so*ber>est \-b(3-)r3st\
[ME sobre, fr. MF, fr. L sobrius; akin to L ebrius drunk] 1 a : spar-

ing in the use of food and drink : abstemious b : not addicted to
intoxicating drink : abstinent c : not drunk 2 : marked by
sedate or gravely or earnestly thoughtful character or demeanor
: serious, solemn 3 archaic : unhurried, calm 4 : marked by
temperance, moderation, or seriousness 5 : subdued in tone or
color 6 : showing no excessive or extreme qualities of fancy,

emotion, or prejudice: as a : realistic b ; well balanced : re-

strained c : rational syn see serious — so-ber.ly \-b3r-le\
adv — so*ber-ness n

2sober vt so>ber-ing \-b(3-)rio\ ! to make sober ^ vi : to become
sober

SQ.ber.ize \'so-b3-,rTz\ vt : to make sober
SO"ber«sid'ed \,so-b3r-'sTd-9d\ adj : of a grave or serious nature

: EARNEST, solemn
SO'ber-sides \'s6-b3r-,sTdz\ npl but sing or pi in constr ; one who
is sobersided

SO-bri-ety \sa-'brT-3t-e, so-\ n [ME sobrietie, fr. MF sobriete, fr. L
sobrietat-, sobrietas, fr. sobriusi : the quaUty or state of being sober

SO'bri'QUet \'so-bri-,ka, -,ket, ,so-bri-'\ n [F] : a fanciful name
or epithet : nickname
sob sister n 1 i a journalist who specializes in writing or editing

sob stories or other material of a sentimental type 2 : a sentimental

and often impractical person usu. engaged in good works
sob Story n ; a sentimental story or account designed chiefly to

evoke sympathy or sadness
so-cage \'sak-ij, 'sokA or soccage \'sak-\ n [ME, fr. soc soke]

; a tenure of land by agricultural service fixed in amount and kind
or by payment of money rent only and not burdened with any
military service — so-cag-er \-ij-3r\ n

so-called \'so-'k61d\ adj 1 : commonly named : popularly so
termed (the -^ pocket veto) 2 : falsely or improperly so named
(deceived by his '^ friend)

SOC>Ger \'sak-3r\ n, ojten attrib [by shortening & alter, fr. associa-

tion Jootbain : a football game with 1 1 players on a side in which a
round ball is advanced by kicking or by propelling it with any part
of the body except the hands and arras — called also association

football
so-cia-bil-i-ty \,so-sh3-'bil-ot-e\ n : the quality or state of being
sociable : affability; also I the act or an instance of being sociable

iSO-Cia>ble \'so-sh3-bsl\ adj [MF or L; MF, fr. L sociabilis, fr.

sociare to join, associate, fr. socius} 1 : inclined by nature to
companionship with others of the same species : social 2 a : in-

clined to seek or enjoy companionship : affable, friendly
b : conducive to friendliness or pleasant social relations syn see

gracious — so<cia-ble-ness n — so-cla-bly \-ble\ adv
ssociable n : an informal gathering for sociability and frequently a
special activity or interest

iS0>clal \'so-sh3l\ adj [L socialis, fr, socius companion, ally,

associate; akin to L sequi to follow — more at sue] 1 : involving

a abut; ^ kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb Uiin; thf tHis;
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allies or confederates (the Social War) 2 a : marked by or passed
In pleasant companionship with one's friends or associates (leads

a very full ~ life) : engaged in for sociability {^ drinking) b : so-

ciable c : of. relating to, or designed for sociability <a '^ club)

3 a : tending to form cooperative and interdependent relationships

with one's fellows : gregarious (man is a -^ being) b : living

and breeding in more or less organized communities c oj a plant

; tending to grow in groups or masses so as to form a pure stand

4 : of or relating to human society, the interaction of the individual

and the group, or the welfare of human beings as members of

society ('^ institutions) ('^ behavior) (-^ legislation) 5 a : of,

relating to, or based on rank or status in a particular society <a

member of his '-- set) b : of, belonging to, or characteristic of the

upper classes c : formal
^social n : sociable
social climber n : one who attempts to gain a higher social position

or acceptance in fashionable society

social contract n : an agreement among individuals forming an
organized society or between the community and the ruler that

defines and limits the rights and duties of each
social democracy n : a political movement advocating a gradual
and peaceful transition from capitalism to socialism by democratic
means — social democrat n — social democratic cidj

social disease /( 1 : venereal disease 2 : a disease (as tuber-

culosis) whose incidence is directly related to social and economic
factors

social gospel n 1 : the application of biblical teachings esp". of

Jesus to social problems 2 cap Si&G : a movement in American
Protestant Christianity esp. in the first part of the 20th century to

bring the social order into conformity with the teachings of Jesus

social insurance n : insurance under government operation or
sponsorship against economic hazards and esp. unemployment
that affect the public welfare

S0-Cial*ism \*so-sh3-,liz-3m\ n 1 ; any of various economic and
political theories advocating collective or governmental ownership
and administration of the means of production and distribution of
goods 2 a : a system of society or group living in which there is no
private property b ; a system or condition of society in which the

means of production are owned and controlled by the state 3 : a
stage of society in Marxist theory transitional between capitalism
and communism and distinguished by unequal distribution of
goods and payaccording to work done

iso*cial-ist \'sosh-(a-)l9st\ n 1 ; one who advocates or practices
socialism 2 cap ; a member of a socialist party or political group

^socialist adj l : of, relating to, or promoting socialism <~ theory)
(a ~ state) (•-- tendencies) 2 cap : of, belonging to, or constituting
a political party advocating socialism

SO>cial<iS>tic \,s6-sh3-'lis-tik\ adj : of, relating to, or tending
toward socialism ~ so>cial*i5>ti>cal*ly \-ti-k(9-)le\ adv

so-cial-ite \'so-sha-,lTt\ n ; a socially prominent person
so<ci>al>i*ty \,so-she-'al-3t-e\ n 1 a : sociability b : an instance
of social intercourse or sociability 2 : the tendency to associate
with one's fellows or to form social groups

SO>Cial<iza>tion \.s5-sha-l3-'za-shan\ n : the act or process of
socializing ; the state of being socialized

S0>cial>ize \'s6-sh3-,lTz\ vt 1 ; to make social; esp ; to fit or train
for a social environment 2 a ; to constitute on a sociaUstic basis

(^ industry) b : to adapt to social needs or uses (-^ science)
3 ; to organize group participation in {^ a recitation) z— vi ; to
participate actively in a social group

socialized medicine n : administration by an organized group,
a state, or a nation of medical and hospital services to suit the
needs of all members of a class or all members of the popula-
tion by funds derived esp. from assessments, philanthropy, or
taxation

so>cial.iz>er yso-sh3-,lT-zar\ n : one that sociaUzes
SO-ciaI<ly \'sosh-(a-)le\ adv 1 : in a social manner (--^ popular)
2 : with respect to society <--^ inferior) 3 : by society <"- pre-
scribed values)
SO>cial-mind>ed \,so-sh3l-'mTn-d3d\ adj : having an interest in
society; specij : actively interested in social welfare or the well-being
of society as a whole

social science « 1 : a branch of science that deals with the in-
stitutions and functioning of human society and with the inter-
personal relationships of individuals as members of society 2 : a
science (as economics or political science) dealing with a particular
phase or aspect of human society

social scientist n : a specialist in the social sciences
social secretary n : a personal secretary employed to handle
social correspondence and appointments

social security n 1 ; the principle or practice of public provision
(as through social insurance or assistance) for the economic
security and social welfare of the individual and his family 2 ojten
cap : a U.S. government program established in 1935 to include
old-age and survivors insurance, contributions to state unem-
ployment insurance, and old-age assistance

social service n : an activity designed to promote social welfare;
specif : organized philanthropic assistance of the sick, destitute,
or unfortunate : welfare work

social studies n pi i a part of a school or college curriculum
concerned with the study of social relationships and the functioning
of society and usu. made up of courses in history, government,
economics, civics, sociology, geography, and anthropology

social wellare n : organized public or private social services for
the assistance of disadvantaged classes or groups; specij : socl\l
WORK

social work n : any of various professional services, activities,
or methods concretely concerned with the investigation, treat-
ment, and material aid of the economically underprivileged and
socially maladjusted — social worker n

SO>ci>etal \sa-'sT-3t-=I\ adj ; of or relating to society ; social
i'^ forces) — so>ci*etal>ly \-'l-e\ adv
iso.ci-ety \sa-'sT-3t-e\ n [MF societe, fr. L societat-, societas, fr.
socius companion — more at social] 1 : companionship or as-
sociation with one's fellows ; friendly or intimate intercourse
: company 2 : a voluntary association of individuals for common
ends; esp : an organized group working together or periodically
meeting because of common interests, beliefs, or profession
3 a ; an enduring and cooperating social group whose members
have developed organized patterns of relationships through inter-

action with one another b : a community, nation, or broad
grouping of people having common traditions, institutions, and
collective activities and interests 4 a : a part of a community
that is a unit distinguishable by particular aims or standards of
Living or conduct ; a social circle or a group of social circles having
a clearly marked identity (move in polite ~) (hterary "-) b : a
part of the community that sets itself apart as a leisure class and
that regards itself as the arbiter of fashion and manners 5 a (1) : a
unit assemblage of plants usu. of a single species or habit within
an association (2) : association 6 b ; the progeny of a pair of
insects when constituting a social unit (as a hive of bees); broadly
: an interdependent system of organisms or biological units

2society adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of fashionable society
society verse n : vers de societe
So-cin.i.an Xss-'sin-e-an, so-\ n [NL socinianus, fr. Faustus
Socinus (Fausto Sozzini) tl604 It theologian] : an adherent of
a 1 6th and 1 7th century theological movement denying the divinity
of Christ and holding rationalistic views of sin and salvation —
Socinian adj ~ So-cin-i>an-ism \-e-3-,niz-3m\ n

socio- comb Jorm [F, fr. L socius companion] 1 : society <,socI-

ography) : social (sociogram) 2 ; social and (sociopolitical)
3 : sociological and (soc/opsychiatric)

so-cio.eco.nom-ic \.so-se-,o-,ek-3-'nam-ik, ,s5-she-, -.e-ks-X adj
; of, relating to, or involving a combination of social and economic
factors

so.ciO'lOg.iC \,so-se-3-'Iaj-ik, ,so-sh(e-)3-\ adj 1 : of or relating

to sociology or to the methodological approach of sociology
2 : oriented or directed toward social needs and problems (-^
jurisprudence) (~ novels) (~ criticism) — S0-Ci0*l0g-i>cal \-i-k3l\
adj ~ so.ciO'log-i-cal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

SO'Ci'Ol.o.gist \,so-se-'al-3-J3St, -she-\ n : a specialist in sociology
SO.ci.ol.o.gy \-je\ n [F sociologie, fr. socio- + -logie -logy]
1 ; the science of society, social institutions, and social relation-
ships; specij : the systematic study of the development, structure,
and function of human groups conceived as processes of interaction
or as organized patterns of collective behavior 2 ; the scientific

analysis of a social institution as a functioning whole and as It

relates to the rest of society 3 : synecology
SQ.Ci.om.e.try \-'am-3-tre\ n [ISV] : the study and measurement
of interpersonal relationships in a group of people

SO.CiO.pO.Ut.i-cal \,so-se-,6-p3-'lit-i-k3l, ,so-she-\ adj : of, relating
to, or involving a combination of social and polidcal factors
isock \'sak\ n, pi socks [ME socke, fr. OE socc, fr. L soccusi
1 archaic z a low shoe or slipper 2 or pi SOX \'saks\ ; a knitted or
woven covering for the foot usu. extending above the ankle and
sometimes to the knee 3 a : a shoe worn by actors in Greek and
Roman comedy b : comic drama 4 : a receptacle for savings

2sock vb [prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON sokkva to cause to sink;
akin to OE sincan to sink] vt : to hit, strike, or apply forcefully
^ vi : to deliver a blow ; hit

3sock n ; a vigorous or violent blow : punch
sock away vi, slang : to put away (money) as savings or investment
sock.dol.a-ger or sock*dOl.o.ger \sak-'dal-i-j3r\ n [perh. alter, of
doxology} 1 ; something that settles a matter : a decisive blow or
answer : finisher 2 ; something outstanding or exceptional
isock.et \'sak-3t\ n [ME soket, fr. AF, dim. of OF soc plowshare,
of Celt origin; akin to Mir soc plowshare, lit., snout of a hog; akin
to OE sugu sow — more at sow] : an opening or hollow that forms
a holder for something (an electric bulb '^) (the eye '^)

^socket vt : to provide with or support In or by a socket
sock-eye \'sak-,T\ n [by folk etymology fr. Salish dial, suk-kegh]

: a small but commercially important Pacific salmon {Oncorhynchus
nerka) ascending rivers chiefly from the Columbia northward to
spawn in spring — called also red salmon

S0*cle \'sak-3l, s6kl'\ n [F, fr. It zoccolo sock, wooden shoe. fr. L
socculus, dim. of soccus sock] ; a projecting usu. molded member
at the foot of a wall or pier or beneath the base of a column,
pedestal, or superstructure
iSo<crat*ic \s3-'krat-ik, so-\ adj ; of or relating to Socrates, his
followers, or his philosophical method of systematic doubt and
questioning of another to elicit a clear expression of something
supposed to be impUcitly known by all rational beings — So»crat-
i.caMy \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv
2Socratic n : a follower of Socrates
tsod \'sad\ n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. MD or MLG sode; akin to OFris
satha sod] la: turf 1 b : the grass and forb covered surface
of the ground (sodbreaking equipment) 2 : one's native land
2sod vt sod.ded; sod>ding : to cover with sod or turfs

3sod n [short for sodomite'] : bugger
SO*da \'s6d-3\ II [It. barilla plant, soda, fr. (assumed) ML, barilla

plant] 1 a : SODIUM CARBONATE b : sodium bicarbonate c ; so-
dium hydroxide d : sodium oxide NazO e : sodium — used
in combination (~ alum) 2 a : soda water 2 b : a sweet drink
consisting of soda water, flavoring, and often ice cream 3 : the
faro card that shows face up in the dealing box before play begins

soda ash n : commercial anhydrous sodium carbonate
soda biscuit n 1 ; a biscuit leavened with baking soda and sour
milk or buttermilk 2 : soda cracker
soda cracker n ; a cracker leavened with bicarbonate of soda and

soda iountaiii n 1 : an apparatus with delivery tube and faucets
for drawing soda water 2 : the equipment and counter for the
preparation and serving of sodas, sundaes, and ice cream
soda jerk ysod-3-,i3rk\ n ; a coimterman who dispenses car-
bonated drinks and ice cream at a soda fountain — called also
soda jerk'Cr \-,J3r-k3r\
soda lime n : a mixture of sodium hydroxide and slaked lime used
esp. to absorb moisture and gases

SO>da>list \'s6d-=l-3st, so-'dal-\ n : a member of a sodality

S0*da>lite \'sod-=l-Jt\ n [soda} : a transparent to translucent
mineral Na4Al3Si30i2Cl consisting of a sodium aluminum siUcate
with some chlorine that has a vitreous or greasy luster and is found
in various igneous rocks

S0-dal>i>ty \so-'dal-3t-e\ n [L sodalitat-, sodalltas comradeship,
club, fr. sodalis comrade — more at ethical] 1 : brotherhood,
COMMUNFTY 2 : an organized society or fellowship; specij ; a
devotional or charitable association of Roman Catholic laity

soda pop n : soda water 2b
soda water « 1 ; a weak solution of sodium bicarbonate with some
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acid added to cause effervescence 2 a : a beverage consisting of
water highly charged with carbonic acid gas b : a bottled soft
drink consisting of such charged water with added flavoring and a
sweet syrup
iSOd'den \'sad-='n\ adj [ME soden, fr. pp. of seihen to seethe]
1 archaic : cooked by stewing : boiled 2 a ; dull or expressionless
esp. from or as if from continued indulgence in alcoholic beverages
<his '^features) b : torpid, unimaginative ('--'minds) 3a: heavy
with moistuie or water : soaked, saturated <the ^ ground)
b : heavy or doughy because of imperfect cooking <--- biscuits)— sod>den*ly adv — sod<deu>ness \-'n-Cn)3s\ n

^sodden vb sod*den*ing \'sad-nio, -'n-ioN vt : to make sodden
^ VI ; to become soaked or saturated

SOd.dy \'sad-e\ or Sod house n Vsodl : a house built of turfs laid
in horizontal layers

SO.di'Um \'s6d-e-am\ n [NL, fr. E soda'] : a silver white soft waxy
ductile element of the alkali metal group that occurs abundantly in
nature in combined form and Is very active chemically — see
element table

sodium benzoate n : a crystalline or granular salt CeHsCOONa
used chiefly as a food preservative
sodium bicarbonate n : a white crystalline weakly alkaline salt

NaHCOs used esp. in baking powders, fire extinguishers, and
medicine — called also baking soda, saleratus

sodium carbonate n : a sodium salt of carbonic acid used esp. In
making soaps and chemicals, in water softening, in cleaning and
bleaching, and in photography: as a ; a hygroscopic crystalline
anhydrous strongly alkaline salt NazCOs b : sal soda
sodium chlorate n : a colorless crystalline salt NaClOa used as an
oxidizing agent and weed killer

sodium chloride n : salt la
sodium cyanide n : a white deliquescent poisonous salt NaCN
used esp. in electroplating, fumigating, and treaiing steel

sodium dichromate n : a red crystalline salt NajCraO?
sodium hydroxide n : a white brittle solid NaOH that Is a strong
caustic base used esp. in making soap, rayon, and paper and In
bleaching
sodium hyposulfite n 1 : sodium thiosulfate 2 : a crystalline
water-soluble salt Na2S204 used esp. in dyeing and bleaching
sodium nitrate n : a deliquescent crystalline salt NaNOj found
in crude form in Chile and used as a fertilizer and an oxidizing
agent and in curing meat
sodium thiosulfate n : a hygroscopic crystalline salt NaaSzOj
used esp. as a photographic fixing agent and a reducing or bleach-
ing agent — called also hypo, sodium hyposuljite
sodium-vapor lamp n ; an electric lamp that contains sodium vapor
and electrodes between which a luminous discharge takes place
and that is used esp. for lighting highways
Sod'Om \'sad-om\ n [Sodom, city of ancient Palestine destroyed
by God for its wickedness (Gen 18:20, 21; 19:24-28)] : a place
notorious for vice or corruption
SOd*om>ite \'sad-a-,mTt\ n : one who practices sodomy
SOd'Omy \'sad-3-me\ n [ME. fr. OF sodomie, fr. LL Sodoma
Sodom; fr. the homosexual proclivities of the men of the city

(Gen 19:1-11)] : carnal copulation with a member of the same sex
or with an animal or unnatural carnal copulation with a member
of the opposite sex

SO*ev-er \s6-'ev-ar\ adv [-soever (as In howsoever)] 1 : to any
possible or known extent— used after an adjective preceded by how
or a superlative preceded by the (how fair ^ she may be) (the
most selfish ~ in this world) 2 ; of any or every kind that may be
specified — used after a noun modified as by any, no, or what
<he gives no information •-^)

SO'la \'s5-fo\ n [Ar ?ujjah long bench] : a long upholstered seat

usu. with arms and a back and often convertible into a bed
sola bed n : an upholstered sofa that can be made to serve as a
double bed by lowering its hinged upholstered back to horizontal
position
SO*lar \'so-,far\ n [i'ound/ixing and ranging] : a system for locating
an underwater explosion at sea by triangulatjon based on the
reception of the sound by three widely separated shore stations

SOMit \'saf-3l\ 71 [F sojjire, fr. It sojjitto, fr. (assumed) VL suj-

fictus, pp. of L sujjigere to fasten underneath — more at suffix]
; the underside of a part or member of a building (as of an over-
hang or staircase); esp : the intrados of an arch
iSOlt \'s6ft\ adj [ME, fr. OE softe, alter, of sejie; akin to OHG
semjti soft] 1 a : pleasing or agreeable to the senses: bringing ease,

comfort, or quiet (the '^ influences of home) b (!) : having a
bland or mellow rather than a sharp or acid taste or flavor (2) : con-
taining no alcohol ~ used of beverages c (1) : not bright or
glaring : subdued (2) : having or producing little contrast or a
relatively short range of tones <---' photographic print) i^ lighting)

d (1) : quiet in pitch or volume (2) ; melodious e oj the eyes

; having a liquid or gentle appearance i ; smooth or delicate in

texture, grain, or fiber g (I) : balmy, mild, or clement in weather
or temperature (2) : moving or falling with slight force or impact
: not violent <~ breezes) 2 : demanding little work or effort

: EASY, IDLE <a r^ job) 3 a : sounding as in ace and gem respec-
tively — used of c and g or their sound h oj a consonant : voiced
C : constituting a vowel before which there is a \y\ sound or a \y\s
like modification of a consonant or constituting a consonant in
whose articulation there is a \y\-like modification or which is

followed by a \y\ sound (as in Russian) 4 archaic : moving
in a leisurely manner 6 : rising gradually <a -^ slope) 6 : hav-
ing curved or rounded outline : not harsh or jagged (-^ hills

against the horizon) 7 a : marked by gentleness, kindness, or
tenderness b : impressionable, suggestible c : unduly suscep-
tible to influence : compliant d ; lacking firmness or strength of
character : feeble, unmanly e : amorously attracted 8 a : lack-
ing robust strength, stamina, or endurance esp. because of living in

ease or luxury b : weak or deficient mentally 9a; yielding to
physical pressure h : permitting someone or something to sink

'

c : compressible, malleable d ; lacking relatively or compara-
tively in hardness ('^ iron) 10 : deficient in or free from sub-
stances (as calcium and magnesium salts) that prevent lathering of
soap <~ water) 11 : having relatively low penetrating power
i-^X rays)— soft>ly adv— soft-ness \'s6f(t)-n3s\ n
syn SOFT, bland, mild, gentle, lenient mean devoid of harsh-

ness, roughness, or Intensity, soft implies a subduing of all that Is

vivid, intense or forceful until it is agreeably soothing; bland im-
plies the absence of anything that might disturb, stimulate, or ir-

ritate; MILD and gentle stress moderation or restraint of force or
intensity; lenient implies a relaxing or assuasive quality

2soIt n : a soft object, material, or part (the ~ of the thumb)
3SoIt adv : in a soft or gentle manner : softly
solt<ball \'s6f(t)-,b61\ n : a team game of seven innings closely
resembling baseball but played on a smaller diamond with a ball
that is larger and softer than a baseball and that is pitched under-
hand; also : the ball used in this game

SOlt-bill \-,bil\ n : a bird with a weak bill adapted to feeding esp.
on insects — compare hard-bill

SOlt-boiled \-'b6i(3)ld\ adj 1 oj an egg : boiled to a soft con-
sistency 2 : sentimental

solt coal n : bituminous coal
soft.en \'s6-fan\ vb soft>en*ing \'s6f-C3-)niD\ vt 1 : to make
soft or softer 2 : to weaken the military resistance or the morale
of esp. by preliminary bombardment or other harassment — often
used with up ~ vi : to become soft or softer — soft<en>er \'s6f-
0-)n3r\ n

soft-finned \'s6fft)-'find\ adj : having fins in which the membrane
is supported entirely or mostly by soft or articulated rays — used
of higher teleost fishes; compare spiny-finned

SOtt>head \'s6ft-,hed\ n : a silly or feebleminded person :simpleton
S0ft*head*ed \-'hed-3d\ adj : having a weak, unrealistic, or un-
critical mind : lacking judgment : impractical— soft*bead-ed*ly
adv — soft*head*ed*ne5S n

SOft<heart*ed \-'hart-3d\ adj : emotionally responsive : sympa-
thetic. TENDER — solt.heart-ed'ly adv — soft*heart-ed-ness n
soft palate n : the fold at the back of the hard palate that partially
separates the mouth and pharynx

soft pedal n l : a foot pedal on a piano that reduces the volume
of sound 2 : something that muffles, deadens, or reduces effect
; damper

soft-ped-al \'s6f(t)-'ped-'l\ vt 1 : to use the soft pedal In playing
2 : to play down : obscure, muffle

solt-rayed \'s6f-'trad\ adj 1 oj ajin : having soft articulated rays
2 : SOFT-FINNED

soft rot n : a mushy, watery, or slimy decay of plants or their parts
caused by bacteria or fungi

soft scale n : a scale insect more or less active in all stages
soft sell n : the use of suggestion or persuasion in selling rather than
aggressive pressure

solt-shell \'s6f(t)-,shel\ or soft-shelled \-'sheld\ ad; : having a
soft or fragile shell esp. as a result of recent shedding
soft-Shelled turtle \,s6f(t)-,sheI(d)-\ n : any of numerous fiercely

voracious aquatic turtles (family Trionychidae) with a flat shell

covered with soft leathery skin instead of with horny plates
solt-shoe \'s6f (t)-'shu\ adj : of or relating to tap dancing done In
soft-soled shoes without metal taps

soft soap n 1 : a semifluid soap 2 : flattery
soft-soap \'s6f(tVsop\ vb : tosoothe or persuade with flattery

or blarney — soft-soap-er \-'so-p3r\ n
soft-spo.ken \-'spo-kan\ adj : speaking softly : having a mild
or gentle voice : suave

soft wheat n : a wheat with soft starchy kernels high in starch but
usu. low in gluten
isoft-WOOd \'s6f-,twud\ n 1 : the wood of a coniferous tree

including both soft and hard woods 2 : a tree that yields softwood
^softwood adj 1 : having or made of softwood 2 : consisting of
immature still pliable tissue (~ cuttings for propagating plants)

solt-wood-ed Vs6f-'tw(id-3d\ adj 1 : having soft wood that is

easy to work or finish _ 2 : softwood 1

softy or soft*ie \'s6f-te\ n Vsoji] 1 : an excessively sentimental
or susceptible person 2 : a weak, effeminate, or foolish person
Sog*di*an \'sag-de-9n\ n [L Sogdiani, pi., fr. pi. of sogdianus adj.,

Sogdian, fr. OPers Sughuda Sogdiana] 1 : a native or inhabitant
of Sogdiana 2 : an Iranian language of the Sogdians — Sogdian
adj

sog.gi-ly \'sag-3-le, 's6g-\ adv : in a soggy manner
sog'gi-ness \-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being soggy
SOg'gy \'sag-e, 'sogA adj [E dial, sog (to soak)] 1 : saturated or
heavy with water or moisture: as a : waterlogged, soaked (a ^
lawn) b : SODDEN (-" bread) 2 : heavily dull ; ponderous (-^

prose)
SOi-di'Sant \,swad-e-'za"\ adj [F, lit., saying oneself] : self^
styled, so-called — usu. used disparagingly (a soi-disant artist)

soi'gne or soi*gnee \swan-'ya\ adj [F, fr. pp. of soigner to take
care of. fr. ML soniare] 1 : elegantly maintained : modish (a
r^ restaurant) 2 : well-GROOMed, sleek
iSOil \'s6i(9)l\ vb [ME soilen, fr. OF soiller to wallow, soil, fr.

soil pigsty, prob. fr. L suite, fr. sus pig — more at sow] vt 1 ; to

stain or defile morally : corrupt, pollute 2 : to make unclean
esp. superficially : dirty 3 : to blacken or besmirch (as a person's
reputation) : sully, disgrace -^ vi : to become soiled or dirty

JSOil rt 1 a : soilage l, stain b : moral defilement : corruption
2 ; something that soils or pollutes: as a ; foreign matter : refuse
b ; sewage c : dung, excrement

3S0il n [ME, fr. AF, fr. L solium seat; prob. akin to L sedere to sit

— more at sit] 1 : firm land ; earth 2 : the upper layer of earth
that may be dug or plowed; specij : the loose surface material of
the earth in which plants grow 3 : country, land 4 : the
agricultural life or calling 5 : a medium in which something takes
hold and develops

4soil vt [origin unknown] : to feed (livestock) in the barn or an
enclosure with fresh grass or green food; also ; to purge (livestock)

by feeding on green food
SOil<age \'s6i-lij\ n 1 Vsoil] : the act of soiling : the condition of
being soiled 2 [*soil] : green crops cut for feeding confined animals

soil conservation n : management of soil so as to obtain optimum
yields while improving and protecting the soil

SOil'less \'s6i(3)l-l3S\ adj : carried on without soil (-^ agriculture)

soil pipe n : a pipe for carrying off liquid wastes from toilets

50il>ure \'s6il-y3r\ n 1 : the act of soiling : the condition of being
soiled 2 : stain, smudge
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SOi*ree or soi«r6e \swa-'ra\ n CF soirie evening period, evening
party, fr. MF. fr. soir evening, fr. L sero at a late hour, fr. serus

late — more at since] ; an evening party or reception

soixante-neul \swa-sa"t-ncef\ n [F, lit., sixty-nine] : simultaneous
cunnilingus and fellatio ; double fellatio ; double cunnilingus
iSO'iourn \'so-,]9rn, so-'\ n [ME sojorn, fr. OF, fr. sojorner^ I a
temporary stay

2S0j0Urn vi [ME sojomen, fr. OF sojorner, fr. (assumed) VL sub-
diurnare, fr. L sub under, during + LL diurnum day — more at suB-,

journey] : to stay as a temporary resident ; stop Ir-ed for a month
at a resort) — sooourn>er n
soke \'sok\ n [ME soc, soke, fr. ML soca, fr. OE socn inquiry, juris-

diction; akin to OE secan to seek] 1 : the right in Anglo-Saxon
and early English law to hold court and do justice with the fran-

chise to receive certain fees or fines arising from it ; jurisdiction

over a territory or over people 2 : the district included in a soke
jurisdiction or franchise
soke>inan \'s6k-m3n\ n : a man who Is under the soke of another

; a tenant by socage
iSOl \'sol\ n [ML sol, fr. the syllable sung to this note in a medieval
hymn to St. John the Baptist] : the fifth tone of the diatonic scale in
solmization

2S0l \'sal, 's61\ n [ME, fr. MF — more at sou] : an old French coin
equal to 12 deniers; also : a corresponding unit of value

3soI \'sal, 's61\ n, pi so-les \'so-(,)las\ [AmerSp, fr. Sp, sim, fr. L]
— see MONEY table

4sol \'sal, 's61\ n i-sol (as In hydrosot), fr. solution'^ : a fluid colloidal

system
Sol \'sal\ n [ME, fr. L] 1 : SUN 2 not cap ; GOLD— used In alchemy
3 : the sun-god of the ancient Romans

sola pi oj SOLUM
isO'lace \'sal-9s also 'sol-X n [ME solas, fr. OF, fr. L solacium, fr.

solari to console — more at silly] 1 : alleviation of grief or anxiety
2 ; a source of relief or consolation

ssolace vt 1 : to give solace to : console 2 a : to make cheerful

h ; AMUSE 3 : allay, soothe syn see comfort — so-lace-meut
\-a-sm3nt\ n — so>lac<er n

SO>lan goose \,s6-Ian-\ n [ME soland, fr. ON sula pillar, garmet -I-

dndduck; akin to OE syl pillar and to OHG anut duck, L anas'] I a
very large white gannet (Sula bassana or Moris bassana) with black
wing lips

SO>la*nine or SCla-nin \'so-la-,nen, -nanX n [F solanine, fr. L
solatium nightshade] ; a bitter poisonous crystalline alkaloid
CasHysNOis from several plants (as some potatoes or tomatoes)
of the nightshade family

SO<la>niun \s3-'lan-am, -'Ian-. -Man-\ n tNL, genus name, fr. L,
nightshade] : any of a genus (Solanum) of herbs, shrubs, or trees of
the nightshade family

scalar \'s6-l3r\ adj [ME, fr. L Solaris, fr. sol sun; akin to OE & ON
sol sun, Gk heliosl 1 : of, derived from, or relating to the sun esp.
as affecting the earth 2 ; measured by the earth's course in rela-

tion to the sun <~ time) <'^ year); also : relating to or reckoned by
solar time 3 : produced or operated by the action of the sun's
light or heat; also : utilizing the sun's rays

solar battery n : a device of one or more units for converting the
energy of sunlight into electrical energy

solar constant n ; the quantity of radiant solar heat received
normally at the outer layer of the earth's atmosphere and having an
average value of about 1.94 gram calories per square centimeter per

solar Ilare n : a sudden temporary outburst of energy from a small
area of the sun's surface

solar house n ; a house equipped with glass areas and so planned
as to utilize the sun's rays extensively in heating

so.lar.i.iun \so-'lar-e-3m, ss-, -'ler-\ n, pi so-lar-ia \-e-3\ also
so-lar>l>unis [L, fr. sol] : an apartment exposed to the sun (as
for treatment of illness by administration of sunbaths)

50<lar>iza>tlon V.so-b-ra-'za-shsnX n 1 : an act or process of so-
larizing 2 : a reversal of gradation in a photographic image ob-
tained by intense or continued exposure

so<lar>ize \'s6-l3-,rTz\ vt la: to expose to sunhght b : to affect
by the action of the sun's rays 2 : to subject (photographic ma-
terials) to solarization

solar plexus n 1 : a nerve plexus In the abdomen behind the
stomach and in front of the aorta and the crura of the diaphragm
that contains several ganglia distributing nerve fibers to the viscera— called also coeliac plexus 2 : the pit of the stomach

solar system n ; the sun with the group of celestial bodies that are
held by its attraction and revolve around it

solvate \'sal-.at, 'sol-X vi [<jo/] ; to change to a sol
SO'la.ti'Um \so-'Ia-she-3m\ n, pi so*la*tla \-she-s\ [LL solacium,
solatium, fr. L, solace] : a compensation given as solace for suffer-
ing, loss, or injured feelings

sold past oj sell
SOl.dan \'sal-don. 'sol-X n [ME, fr. MF, fr. Ar sultan^ archaic

: sultan; esp : the sultan of Egypt
isol'der X'sad-ar, 's6d-\ n [ME soudure, fr. MF, fr. souder to solder,
fr. L solidare to make solid, fr. solidus soUd] 1 : a metal or metallic
alloy used when melted to join metallic surfaces; esp : an alloy of
lead and tin so used 2 ; something that unites or cements

2soIder vb sol*der>ing \-(3-)rii3\ vt 1 : to unite or make whole by
solder 2 : to bring into or restore to firm union ~ vi 1 ; to use
solder 2 : to become united or repaired by or as if by solder —
sol'der-er \_-ar-or\ n
isol-dier \'sol-jar\ n [ME soudier, fr. OF, fr. soulde pay, fr. LL
solidus solidus] 1 a : one engaged in military service b : an en-
listed man or woman c : a skilled warrior 2 : a militant leader,
follower, or worker 3 a : one of a caste of wingless sterile termites
usu. differing from workers in larger size and head and long jaws
p : one of a type of worker ants distinguished by exceptionally large
head and jaws c : any of several show^ fishes or shellfishes
4 : SHIRKER, loafer— soLdler-ly \-le\ adj or adv— sol-dier-ship
\-,ship\ n

asoldier vi sol-dier-ing \'solj-(3-)rin\ 1 a : to serve as a soldier
b : to behave in a soldierly maimer 2 : to make a pretense of work-
ing while really loafing : malinger

SOl>dier<ing n : the life, service, or practice of one who soldiers
soldier ol lortune : one who follows a military career wherever there
is promise of profit, adventure, or pleasure

soldiers' borne n ; an institution maintained (as by the federal or a

state government) for the care and relief of military veterans
soldier's medal n : a U.S. military decoration awarded for heroism
not involving combat

sol>diery \'solj-(3-)re\ n 1 a : a body of soldiers b : soldiers,
MiLrrARY 2 : the profession or technique of soldiering

sol-do \'s61-(.)do\ n, pi sol-di \-(,)de\ [It, fr. LL solidus} i an
ItaUan 5-centesimi piece

iSOle \'sol\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L solea sandal; akin to L solum base,
ground, soil] 1 a ; the undersurface of a foot b ; the part of a
shoe or other footwear on which the sole rests 2 : the bottom or
lower part of something or the base on which something rests —
soled \'sold\ adj

2sole vt 1 : to furnish with a sole 2 : to place the sole of (a golf
club) on the ground

3S0le n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L solea sandal, a flatfish] : a flatfish (family
Soleidae) having a small mouth, small or rudimentary fins, and smaU
eyes placed close together and including superior food fishes (as
Solea solea of Europe); also I any of various mostiy market flat-

fishes of other families

4S0le adj [ME, alone, fr. MF seul, fr. L solus] 1 : unmarried - used
chiefly of women 2 : having no companion : solttary 3a: hav-
ing no sharer b ; being the only one 4 : functioning independenUy
and without assistance or interference <the -^ judge) 5 : belonging
exclusively or otherwise limited to one usu. specified individual,
unit, or group (given ^^ authority) syn see single

SO>le>Cism X'sal-a-.siz-am, 'so-l3-\ n [L soloecismus, fr, Gk soloikis-
mos, fr. soloikos speaking incorrectly, lit., inhabitant of Soloi, fr.

Soloi, city in ancient CiUcia where a corrupt form of Attic was
spoken] 1 ; an ungrammatical combination of words in a sentence;
also : a minor blimder in speech 2 : something deviating from the
proper, normal, or accepted order 3 : a breach of etiquette or deco-
rum — so>le<cis>tic \,sal-3-'sis-tik, ,s6-la-\ adj

sole.ly \'so(l)-le\ adv 1 ; without another : singly, alone 2 : ex-
clusively, entirely (done '-^ for money)
SOl>emn \'sal-3m\ adj [ME solemne, fr. MF, fr. L sollemnis regu-
larly appointed, solemn] 1 : marked by the invocation of a rehgious
sanction 2 : marked by the observance of estabUshed form or
ceremony; specij ; celebrated with full Uturgical ceremony
3 a : awe-inspiring ; subume b : highly serious : grave, sober
c : SOMBER, gloomy syn see serious — sol-emn<ly adv — sol-
emn-ness n
S04em>ni>fy \s3-'lem-n3-,fT\ vt : to make solemn
so>lem'ni>ty \s3-'lem-n9t-e\ n 1 ; formal or ceremonious observ-
ance of an occasion or event 2 : a solemn event or occasion 3 : a
solemn condition or quality (as of mien)

sol>em>nl*za*tlon \,sal-3m-n3-'za-shan\ n : an act of solemnizing
: the state of being solemnized

Sol<em*nize \'sal-3ra-,nTz\ vt 1 : to observe or honor with solem-
nity 2 : to perform with pomp or ceremony; esp : to celebrate (a
marriage) with rehgious rites 3 : to make solemn : dignify
solemn mass n, ojten cap S&M : a mass celebrated with full cere-
mony including the use of incense and music by an officiating priest
assisted by a deacon and subdeacon
solemn vow n : an absolute and irrevocable public vow taken by a
reUgious in the Roman Catholic Church under which ownership of
property by the individual is prohibited and marriage is invalid
under canon law

SOle-ness \'sol-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being sole
SO-le-no•glyph \s3-'le-na-,glif\ n [NL, deriv. of Gk solen pipe
channel + glyphein to carve — more at cleave] : a venomous
snake with tubular erectile fangs

50>le<noid \'so-l3-,n6id\ n [F soleno'ide, fr, Gk solenoeides pipe*
shaped; fr. Gk solen pipe — more at syeunge] : a coil of wire com-
monly m the form of a long cylinder that when carrying a current
resembles a bar magnet so that a movable core is drawn into the
coil when a current flows — so>le-noi-dal \,s6-l3-'n6id-1\ adj

SOle>plate \'sol-,plat\ n ; the undersurface of a flatiron

Sole>print \'sol-,print\ n ; a print of the sole of the foot; esp : one
made in the maimer of a fingerprint and used for the identification
of an infant

soles pi oj SOL
isol-la \(')sol-'fa\ n 1 : sol-fa syllables 2 : solmization; also

: an exercise thus sung 3 : tonic sol-fa — sol-fa<ist \-'fa(-3)st,
-Fa-,ist\ n

2sol-la vi : to sing the sol-fa syllables — v( : to sing (as a melody) to
sol-fa syllables

sol-la syllables n /?/ ; the syUables do, re, mi, Ja. sol, la, ti used to
singing the tones of the scale

sol.fa.ta.ra \.sol-f3-'tar-3\ n [it, sulfur mine, fr. soljo sulfur, fr. L
suljur] : a volcanic area or vent that yields only hot vapors and
gases in part sulfurous

S0l-f6ge \sal-'fezh, -'fazhX n [F, fr. It soljeggio] 1 : the application
of the sol-fa syllables to a musical scale or to a melody 2 : a
singing exercise esp. using sol-fa syllables; also : practice in si^t-
singing using the sol-fa syllables

soMeg.gio \sal-'fej-(,)o, -'fej-e-.oX n [It] : solf£ge
sol-gel \'sal-,jel, 's61-\ adj : Involving alternation between sol and
gel states

soli pi oj solo
so-licit \s3-'lis-9t\ vb [ME soliciten to disturb, take charge of, fr.

MF solliciter, fr. L sollicitare to disturb, fr. sollicitus anxious, fr.

sollus whole (fr. Oscan; akin to Gk holos whole) + cilus, pp. of
ciere to move — more at safe, hioht] vt 1 a : to make petition to
: entreat b : to approach with a request or plea 2 : to strongly
urge (as one's cause) 3 a : to entice or lure esp. into evil b obs : to
attempt to seduce c : to accost (a man) for immoral purposes
4 ; to try to obtain by asking '^ v/ : to make solicitation ; im-
portune syn see ask, invfte

SO.lici.taBt \s3-'lis-3t-3nt\ n : one who solicits

SO*liC>i*ta*tion \s3-,Iis-3-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 ; the practice or act or an
instance of soUciting; esp ; entreaty, importunity 2 : incite-
ment, allurement

SO>liC>i*tor Xs^'Us-st-ar. -'Ils-t3r\ n 1 ; one that solicits; esp : an
agent that solicits (as contributions to charity) 2 Brit ; a person
admitted to practice law and conduct litigation but accorded the
right of audience only in inferior courts 3 : the chief law officer of a
municipality, county, or government department— syn see lawyer

solicitor general n. pi solicitors general : a law officer appointed
primarily to assist an attorney general
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SO.lici.tor.Ship \s3-'lis-at-ar-,ship, -'lis-tsrA n : the position or
status of a solicitor

SO-lici.tous \s3-'lis-3t-3s, -'lis-t3s\ adj 1 : full of concern or fears
; APPREHENSIVE 2 : full of desire : eager 3 : meticulously careful
4 : manifesting or expressing solicitude — SO*liC-i*tOUS*ly adv —
50*lic>i>tous>ness n

SO'lici-tude \s3-"lis-3-,t{y)ud\ n 1 : the state of being solicitous
: anxiety; also ; excessive care or attention 2 : causes of care or
concern — usu. used in pi. syn see care

iSOl.id \'sal-ad\ adj [ME solide, fr. MF, fr. L solidus: akin to Gk
holos whole — more at safe] la: having an interior filled with
matter b (l) : printed with minimum space between lines (2)
; joined without a hyphen <a '^ compound) c ; not interrupted
2 : having, involving, or dealing with three dimensions or with solids
<'^ configuration) 3 a ; not disintegrated : not loose or spongy
: COMPACT b : neither gaseous nor liquid 4 : of good substantial
quality or kind (-^ comfort) : as a : sound <-- reasons) b ; stur d

y

c ; musically excellent 5 : unanimous 6 a : prudent; also : well^
established financially b : serious in purpose or character 7 : of
one substance or character: as a : entirely of one metal or con-
taining the minimum of alloy neccessary to impart hardness <

—

gold) b : of a single color or tone syn see firm — sol>id>ly adv—
sol'id'iiess n

2solid adv : SOLIDLY; also : unanimously
3S0lid « 1 ; a geometrical figure or element (as a cube or sphere)
having three dimensions 2 : a substance that does not flow
perceptibly under moderate stress 3 : a solid substance or body

SOl.i.da.gO \,sal-3-'da-(,)g6, -'d"ag-(,)o\ n [NL. genus name. fr. ML
soldago, an herb reputed to heal wounds, fr. soldare to make
whole, fr. L solidare, fr. solidus solid] : any of a genus (Solidago)
of chiefly No. American composite herbs related to the asters that
comprises the typical goldenrods

solid angle n : the three-dimensional angular spread at the vertex of
a cone measured by the area intercepted by the cone on a unit
sphere whose center is the vertex of the cone
SOl.i.da.rism \'sal-3d-3-.riz-3m\ n Isolidarity + -ism'\ 1 : sol-
idarity 2 : a sociological theory maintaining that the mutual in-
terdependence of members of society offers a basis for a social
organization based upon solidarity of interests — sol>i>da>rist
\-r3st\ n — sol-i'da'nS'tic_\,sal-3d-3-'ris-tik\ adj

SOl-i'dar-i-ty \,sal-9-'dar-3t-e\ n [F solidarite, fr. solidaire charac-
terized by solidarity, fr. L solidum whole sum, fr. neut. of solidus
solid] : community of interests, objectives, or standards in a group
syn see UNrrv

solid geometry n : a branch of geometry that deals with figures of
three-dimensional space

SO-lid.i.fi.ca.tion \s3-,lid-3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n : an act or Instance of
solidifying : the condition of being solidified

SO-lid*i-fy \s9-'lid-a-,fT\ vt : to make solid, compact, or hard '- v:

: to become solid, compact, or hard
SO-lid-i-ty \s3-'lid-at-ey ri 1 : the quality or state of being solid
2 : moral, mental, or financial soundness 3 ; something solid

S0l«id-l00k'ing \;Sal-3d-'luk-io\ adj : giving an impression of
solid worth or substance {^ well-fed citizens)

SOl.i.dus \'sal-ad-3s\ n, p/soM'di \-3-,di, -,de\ [ME, fr. LL, fr. L,
solid] 1 : an ancient Roman gold coin introduced by Constantine
and used to the fall of the Byzantine Empire 2 [ML, shilling, fr.

LL; fr. its use as a symbol for shillings] : diagonal 3
SClil.o.quist \s3-'liI-3-kw3st\ n ; one who soliloquizes
Sclil.o.quize \s3-'lil-3-,kwTz\ vi : to utter a soliloquy : talk to one-
self — sO'lil-o.quiz-er n_

SO>lil-o*quy \s3-'liI-3-kwe\.n [LL soliloquium, fr. L solus alone +
loqui to speak] 1 : the act of talking to oneself 2 : a dramatic
monologue that gives the illusion of being a series of unspoken re-
flections

^S0>lip*Sism \'s6-bp-.siz-3m, 'sal-3p-\ n [L solus alone -I- ipse self]

; a theory that the self can know nothing but its own modifications
and states that the self is the only existent thing — so-lip*sist
\'so-l3p-s3St, 'sal-ap-, s3-'lip-\ n — so«lip-sis*tic \,so-l3p-'sis-tik,
,sal-3p-\ adj

SOl-l.talre \'sal-3-.ta(5)r, -.teC3)r\ n [F, fr. solitaire, adj., solitary,
fr. I. soUtarius] 1 : solitary 1 2 : a single gem (us a diamond) set
alone 3 : a card game played by one person alone

SOl*i>tar*i-ly \,sal-a-'ter-a-Ie\ adv ; in a solitary manner
SOl<i<tar<i<ness \'sal-3-,ter-e-n3S\ n : the quality or state of being
solitary
iSOl-i-tary \'sal-3-,ter-e\ adj [ME, fr. L solitorius, fr. solitas alone-
ness, fr. solus alone] 1 a : being, living, or going alone or without
companions b ; lonely 2 : unfrequented, desolate 3 : taken,
passed, or performed without companions <a '^ ramble) 4 : single,
SOLE <a ^ example) 5a: occurring singly and not as part of a
group or cluster (flowers terminal and -^^ b : not gregarious,
colonial, social, or compound ('^ corals) ('^ bees) syn see alone.

ssolitary n : one who lives or seeks to live a solitary life ; recluse
SOl.i.tude \"saI-3-.t(y)Ud\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L soliiudin-, solitudo,
fr. solus} 1 : the quality or state of being alone or remote from
society : seclusion 2 : a lonely place (as a desert)
syn solitude, isolation, seclusion mean the state of one who Is

alone, solitude may imply a condition of being apart from all

human beings or of being cut off by wish or compulsion from friends
and neighbors; isolation stresses detachment from others often
because of circumstances not under one's control; seclusion sug-
gests a shutting away or keeping apart from others often connoting
deliberate withdrawal from the world or retirement to a quiet life

50l.i-tu.di*nar*i>an \,sal-3-,t(y)ud-='n-'er-e-3n\ n [L solitudin-,

solitudo -h E -arian'\ : recluse
SOl<ler>et \,sal-3-*ret\ n [F] ; a flexible steel shoe forming part of a
medieval suit of armor

50l>mi-za-tion \,sal-m3-'za-shan\ n [F solmisadon, fr. solmiser to
sol-fa, fr. sol (fr. ML) -I- mi (fr. ML) + -iser -ize] : the act, practice,
or system of using a set of syllables to denote the tones of a musical
scale
iSO.lo \'so-(,)15\ n, pi solos [It, lit., alone, fr. L solusi 1 or pi
SO'li \'so-(,)Ie\ a : a musical composition for a single voice or
instrument with or without accompaniment b : the featured part
of a concerto or similar work 2 : a performance done without a
partner or associate 3 : any of several card games in which each

player plays without a partner against the others
2solo adv : without a companion : alone
3Solo vi so>loed; so>lo*ing \-(,)Io-io, -l3-wio\ : to perform by
oneself; esp : to fly solo in an airplane

so.lo-ist \"so-l3-w3st, -(,)lo-3st\ /I ; one who performs a solo
Sol.o-mon \'sal-3-m3n\ n [LL, fr. Heb Shelomdh\ : a son of David
and 10th-century B.C. king of Israel noted for his wisdom
Solomon's seal n l : an emblem consisting of two triangles forming
a 6-pointed star and formerly used as an amulet
esp. against fever 2 ; any of a genus (Polygon-
arum) of perennial herbs of the lily family with
gnarled rhizomes
so-lon \'s6-l3n, -,ran\ n ISolon fab559B.C.
Athenian lawgiver] 1 : a wise and skillful law-
giver 2 : a member of a legislative body
sol-on.chak \,sal-3n-'chak\ n [Russ. salt marsh]

: any of an intrazonal group of strongly saline
usu. pale soils found esp. in poorly drained arid
or semiarid areas

SOl*o-netz \,sal-3-'nets\ n [Russ solonets salt not Solomon's seal
extracted by decoction] : any of an intrazonal
group of dark hard alkaline soils evolved by leaching and alkalizing
from soloiichak — sol*o*netz-ic \-'net-sik\ adj
so long \so-'16o\ interj — used to express farewell
so long as conj 1 : during and up to the end of the time that : while
2 : provided that

SOl'Stice \'sal-st3S, 'sol-, 's61-\ n [ME, fr. OF. fr. L solstitium, fr.

sol sun ¥ status, pp, of sistere to come to a stop, cause to stand;
akin to L stare to stand — more at solar, stand] 1 : one of the
two points on the ecliptic at which its distance from the celestial
equator is greatest and which is reached by the sun each year about
June 22d and December 22d 2 : the time of the sun's passing a
solstice which occurs on June 22d to begin summer in the northern
hemisphere and on December 22d to begin winter in the northern
hemisphere

SOl-Stl*tial \sal-'stish-3l. sol-. s6I-\ adj [L solstitialis, fr. solstitium'^
1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of a solstice and esp. the summer
solstice 2 : happening or appearing at or associated with a solstice

SOl*ll'bil<l'ty \,sal-y3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
soluble 2 ; the amount of a substance that will dissolve in a given
amount of another substance

sol-u-bi-lize \'sal-y3-b3-,lTz\ vt : to make soluble or increase the
solubility of

sol.u.ble \'sal-y3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, capable of being loosened
or dissolved, fr. LL solubilis, fr. L solvere to loosen, dissolve — more
at SOLVE] 1 a : susceptible of being dissolved in or as if in a fluid
b : EMULSiFiABLE, DiSPERsiBLE <a ~ oil) 2 : Subject to being solved
or explained : solvable — soLu-ble-ness n — sol*U'bly \-ble\

soluble glass n : water glass 4
so.lum \'so-l3m\ n, pi so-la \-l3\ or solums [NL, fr. L, ground,
soil] : the altered layer of soil above the parent material that in-
cludes the A- and B-horizons
SOlU*nar Xss-'lU-nar, sa-\ adj [alter, of sol-lunar^ : resulting from
the combined action of sun and moon; esp : of or relating to the
effect of such action on biological systems
so.lus \'so-l3s\ adv {or adj) [L] : alone — often used In stage di-
rections

SO<Iute X'sal-.yiit, 'so-,lut\ n [L solutus, pp.] : a dissolved substance
SO'lU'tion \s3-'lij-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L solution-, solutio, fr.

solutus, pp. of solvere to loosen, solve] 1 a : an action or process of
solving a problem b : an answer to a problem : explanation;
specij : a set of values of the variables that satisfies an equation
2 a : an act or the process by which a solid, liquid, or gaseous sub-
stance is homogeneously mixed with a liquid or sometimes a gas or
solid b : a typically liquid homogeneous mixture formed by this
process c : the condition of being dissolved d : a liquid contain-
ing a dissolved substance 3 : a bringing or coming to an end or
into a state of discontinuity
SoUU'tre.an or So-lu-tri-an \s3-'lu -tre-^nX adj [Solutre, village in
France] : of or relating to an upper Paleolithic culture characterized
by leaf-shaped finely flaked stone implements
SOlv-abiM'ty \,sal-v9-'bil-3t-e, ,s61-\ n : the quality or state of be-
ing solvable

S0lv«able X'sal-vg-bsl. 's6\-\adj ; susceptible of solution or of being
solved, resolved, or explained
isol'Vate \'sal-,vat, 'sdl-\ n isolvem^ : a substance (as a hydrate)
formed by chemical or physical combination of a solute and solvent
isolvate vt : to convert into a solvate '— vi : to become or behave as
a solvate — sol«va«tion_\sal-'va-sh3n, s61-\ n
SoI'Vay process \'sal-,va-\ n [Ernest Solvay tl922 Beig chemist]

: a process for making soda from common salt by passing carbon
dioxide into ammoniacal brine resulting in precipitation of sodium
bicarbonate which is then calcined to carbonate
solve X'salv, 's61v\ vt [ME solven to loosen, fr. L solvere to loosen,
solve, dissolve, fr. sed-, se- apart -I- luere to release — more at
SECEDE, LOSE] 1 ; to find a solution for 2 : to pay (as a debt) in
full — solv-er n

Sol»ven-cy X'sal-van-se, 's6l-\n : the quality or state of being solvent

^sol-vent \-v3nt\ adj [L solvent-, solvens, prp. of solvere to dis-
solve, pay] 1 : able to pay all legal debts 2 : that dissolves or can
dissolve (-^ fluids) <~ action of water) — sol-vent-Iy adv

^solvent n 1 : a usu. liquid substance capable of dissolving or dis-

persing one or more other substances 2 : something that provides
a solution

SOl-VOl'V-sis \sal-'val-3-S3S, s61-\ n [NL, fr. E solvent + -o- + NL
-lysis'^ : a chemical reaction (as hydrolysis) of a solvent and solute
with the formation of new compounds — sol'VO«lyt»ic \,sal-v3-
'lit-ik, ,s61-\ adj
iSO<ma \'so-m3\ n [Skt; akin to Av haoma haoma, Gk hyein to
rain — more at suck] : an East Indian leafless vine (Sarcostemma
acidum) of the milkweed family with a milky acid juice

2Soma n [NL somat-, soma, fr. Gk somat-, soma body] : all of an
organism except the germ cells

So>ma>li \so-'inal-e\ n, pi Somali or Somalis 1 a : a tall dark
Cushitic-spcaking people of Somaliland apparently of mixed
Mediterranean and negroid stock and almost universally Muslim
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t) ; a member of this people 2 : the Cushitic language of the Soniall

people
SO.ma.lO \S3-'mal-(,)6\ n, pi so-ma-li \-(.)e\ nt, fr. Somalia,
country in Africa] — see money table

so many adj l : constituting an unspecified number 2 : con-
stituting a group or pack <behaved like so many^ animals)

Somat- or Somato- comb Jorm [N_L, fr. Gk somai-. sdmato-, fr.

somat-, soma body; akin to L lumere to swell — more at thumb]
1 : body <.roma/ology> 2 ; soma isomaroplasm)

EO>inat>iC \s6-'mat-ik, S3-\ adj [Gk somatikos, fr. somat-, somai
1 ; of, relating to, or affecting the body esp. as distinguished from
the germ plasm or the psyche <~ cells) 2 : of or relating to the wall
of the body : parietal 3 : mesomorphic syn see bodily —
so»mat*i.cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
somatic cell n : one of the cells of the body that compose the tissues,

organs, and parts of that individual other than the germ cells

SO>ma>tO'gen-ic \,so-m3t-3-'jen-ik\ adj : originating in, affecting,

or acting through somatic cells — compare psychogenic
so-ma*to*log>i-cal \,s5-m3t-^I-'a]-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to
somatology

SO>ma-toI*0*gy \,5o-m3-'tal-3-]e\ n [NL somatologia, fr. somat- +
-logia -logy] : a branch of anthropology primarily concerned with
the comparative study of human evolution, variation, and classifi-

cation esp. through measurement and observation
SO>ma-to>plasm X'so-mat-s-.plaz-sm, s6-'mat-\ n 1 : protoplasm
of somatic cells 2 : somatic cells as distinguished from germ cells— so.ma«to-plas-tic \,s6-m3t-a-'plas-tik, so-,mat-\ adj

SO>ma>to>pleure \'so-m3t-3-,plu(3)r, so-'mat-\ n [NL somato-
pleura, fr somat- + Gk pleura side] ; a complex layer in the embryo
of a craniate vertebrate consisting of the outer of the two layers into
which the lateral plate of the mesoderm splits together with the
ectoderm that sheathes it externally and giving rise to the body wall— so-ma*to*pleu<ric \,so-m3t-3-'plur-ik, so-,mat-\ adj
SO-ma<to-type \'so-mst-3-,tTp, so-'mat-\_n ; body type ; physique— so-ma-to-typ-ic Vso-mat-a-'tip-ik, so-,mat-\ adj— so>ma-to-
typ'i'Cal-ly \-i-k(3-)]e\ adv
SOm-her or S0m«bre X'sam-bsr also 's6m-\ adj [F sombre} 1 : so
shaded as to be dark and gloomy 2 : grave, melj\ncholy 3 : of
a dull or heavy cast or shade : dark colored — som>ber>ly or
som-bre-ly adv — som*ber>ness or som.bre'iiess n

SOm.bre.ro \s3m-'breO'tr-(,}6. sam-\ n [Sp] : a high-crowned hat
of felt or straw with a very wide brim worn esp. in the Southwest
and Mexico
SOm.brous \'sam-bras, 's6m-\ adj [F sombre} : somber
isome \'s3m\ adj [ME som, adj. & pron., fr. OE sum: akin to OHO
sum some, Gk home somehow, homos same — more at same]
1 : being one unknown, undetermined, or unspecified unit or thing
<'-^ person knocked) 2 : being one, a part, or an unspecified num-
ber of something (as a class or group) named or implied <-^ gems
are hard) 3 : i.mportant. striking <thal was -^ party) 4 : being
at least one and sometimes all of
2some \'s3m\ pron, sing or pi in constr 1 : some one person or thing
among a number 2 : one indeterminate quantity, portion, or
number as distinguished from the rest 3 ; an indefinite additional
amount <ran a mile and then •^>
3some \(,^s3m, 'S3m\ indejiniie article : being of an unspecified but
appreciable quantity, amount, extent, or degree
4some X'sam. ,sara\ adv 1 ; about <"-^ eighty houses) 2 : somewhat
<felt -- better)
l-some \sam; (tVsam ajier stressed-syllable n\ adj suffix [ME -^om.
fr. OE -sum; akin to OHG -sam -some, OE sum some] : charac-
terized by a (specified) thing, quality, state, or action (awesome)
(hurdensomey <cuddlesome) (lonesome)

2-some n sujjix [ME (northern dial) -sum, fr, ME sum, pron., one,
some] : group of (so many) members and esp. persons (foursome)
3-SOme \.som\ n comb jorm [NL -somat-. -soma, fr. Gk somat-,
soma — more at somat-] 1 : body (chromosome) 2 : chromosome

isome-body \'s3m-,bad-e, -bad-\ pron : one or some person of no
certain or known identity <-^ will come in)
isomebody n : a person of position or importance
someday \*s3m-,da_\ adv : at some future time
some.deal \'sam-,del\ adv. archaic : somewhat
some.how \'s9m-,hau\ adv : in one way or another not known or
designated : by some means
some.one \-(.>w3n\ pron : some person ; somebody
some.place \-,plas\ adv : somewhere
Som.er.saiUt \'S3m-9r-.s61t\ n [MF sombresaut leap, deriv. of L
super over + salius leap, fr. salius. pp. of salire to jump — more at
over, sally ] : a leap or jump in which a person turns his heels over
his head — somersault vi

som.er-set \-,set\ n or vb [by alter.] : somersault
isome.thmg \'s3m(p)-thio, esp rapid or jor 3 'samp-'mX pron
1 a ; some undetermined or unspecified thing b : some thing not
remembered or immatenal (the twelve '^ train) 2 : some definite
but not specified thing (-^ to Uve for) 3 : a person or thing of
consequence
2something adv l : in some degree : somewhat 2 : extremely
(swears '^ awful)
'sometime \'sam-,tTm\ adv 1 archaic : formerly 2 archaic
: occasionally, sometimes 3 : at some time in the future (I'll
do it ~) 4 : at some not specified or definitely known point of
time
asometime adj : former, late
isome.times N'ssm-.tlmz also (,)s3m-*\ adv : at times : now and
then : 0(.<. asionally
^sometimes adj, archaic : FORMER
Bome.way \*sam-.wa\ abo some-ways \-.wa2\ adv : in some way

: SOMEHOW
isome.what \-.(h)wat, -.Chlwat, (Js3m-'\ pron l : something (as
an amount or degree) indefinite or unspecified 2 : some unspeci-
fied or indeterminate thing : something 3 : one having a charac-
ter, quahty. or nature to some extent (^ of a connoisseur) 4 ; an
important or noteworthy person or thing
^somewhat adv : in some degree or measure : sughtly
some.when \'s9m-.(h)wen\ adv : sometime
tsorae.where\-,(h)we0)r. -.(h)wa(3)r, -(,)(h)w3r\ arfv l;in at or
to a place unknown or unspecified 2 ; approximately (^^ about
nine o'clock)

^somewhere n : an undetermined or unnamed place
some-wheres \-,(h)we(3)rz, -,Chjwa(3jrz, -{,)ih)wsrz\ adv, chiejly
dial : SOMEWHERE
some.whith.er \-,(h)with-3r\ adv ; to some place : somewhere
-SO-miC \'so-mik\ adj comb Jorm [ISV ^some + -ic] : having or
being a body of chromosomes of which one or more but not all

members exhibit (such) a degree of reduplication of chromosomes
or genomes (monosomic)

SO.mite \'so-.mTt\ n [ISV, fr. Gk soma body — more at somat-1
: one of the longitudinal series of segments into wliich the body of
many animals (as articulate animals and vertebrates) is divided
: metamere — so>mit>ic \so-'mit-ik\ adj

som.me.lier \,s3m-al-'ya\ n, pi somraeliers \-'ya(z)\ [F, fr. MF,
court official charged with transportation of supplies, pack
animal driver, fr. OProv saumalier pack animal diiver, fr. sauma
pack animal, load of a pack animal, fr. LL sagmn packsaddle —
more at sumpter ] : a waiter in a restaurant whohas charge of wines
and their service : a wine steward

SOninambul- comb form [ N L, f r. somnamhulus somnambulist, fr.

L somnus sleep + -ambulus (as in junambulus fimambulist) — more
at SOMNOLENT] : somnambulism : somnambulist <somnambula/ir)
SOm.nam.bU'lant \sam-'nam-by3-lant\ adj ; walking or addicted
to walking while asleep
Som*nam.bu*lar \-lsr\ adj : of, relating to, or characterized by
somnambulism

som.nam.bu.Iate \-.lat\ vi ; to walk when asleep — som-nam-
bU'la>tion \(.)sam-,nam-by3-'Ia-sh3n\ n — som-nam.bu>la>tor
\sam-'nam-by3-,lat-3r\ n
SOm.nam.bU'lism \sam-*nam-by3-,!iz-3m\ n : a sleep or somnolent
state in which motor acts (as walking) are performed; also l actions
characteristic of this state — som.nam.bu>llst \-l3si\ n — som-
nam-bu*lis*tic \(,lsam-,nam-by3-'lis-tik\ adj — som>nam.bu-
lis.ti'CaMy \-ti-ki,a-)le\ adv

som.ni-fa.cient \,sam-n3-"fa-sh3nt\ adj [L somnus sleep -l- E
-Jacieni} : hypnotic 1 — somnifacient n

SOm.nif.er'OUS \sam-'nif-(3-)ras\ adj [L somnijer somniferous,
fr. somnus + -Jer -ferous] : soporific — som*nif.er-ous>ly adv
SOm.nif.iC \-'nif-ik\ adj [L somnijicus, fr. somnus + -Jicus -fie]

: SOMNIFEROUS
som.no.lence \'sam-n3-l3n(t)s\ also som-no.len.cy \-l3n-se\ n

: DROWSINESS, SLEEPINESS
SOm.nO'lent \-l3nt\ adj [ME sompnolent, fr. MF, fr. L somnolentus,
fr. somnus sleep; akin to OE swejn sleep, Gk hypnos} 1 : sopORinc 1

2 : inclined to or heavy with sleep ; drowsy <a ^-^ village) — som-
nO'lent.ly adv
ISO much adv : by the amount indicated or suggested (if they lose
their way, .so much the better for iis>

2S0 much adj 1 : of an equal amount — often used as an intensive
(the house burned like so much paper) 2 : of an unspecified
amount — often used as an intensive (soimded Uke so much
nonsense)
3S0 mucll pron 1 : something (as an amount or price) unspecified or
undetermined (charge so much a mile) 2 : that is all that can be
or is to be said or done now (so much for the history of the case)

son \'s3n\ n [ME sone, fr. OE sunu: akin to OHG sun son, Gk
hyios} 1 a : a male offspring of human beings b : a male adopted
child c : a male descendant — usu. used in pi. 2 cop : the second
person of the Trinity 3 : a person closely associated with or
deriving from a formative agent (as a nation, school, or race)

SO.nance \'so-n3n(t)s\ n : sound
iSO.nant \-n3nt\ adj [L sonant-, sonans, prp. of sonare to sound —
more at sound] \ o] a speech sound ; voiced 2 oJ a consonant
; syllabic

^sonant n l : a voiced sound 2 : a syllabic consonant
SO.nar \'so-,nar\ n [.jound navigation ranging] ; an apparatus
that detects the presence and location of a submerged object (as a
submarine) by means of sonic and supersonic waves reflected back
to it from the object
SO.nar.man \-man, -,man\ n : an enlisted man in the navy who
operates sonar equipment

SO-na.ta \sa-'nat-3\ n [It, fr. sonare to sound, fr. L] : an instru-
mental musical composition typically of three or four movements
in contrasting forms and keys
sonata form n : a musical form consisting basically of an exposition,
a development, and a recapitulation used esp. for the first move-
ment of a sonata

son.a.ti-na \,san-3-'te-n3\ also son-a-tine \-'ten\ n isonatina
fr. It, dim. of sonata; sonatine fr. F, fr. It sonatina} ; a short usu,
simplified sonata
sonde \'sand\ n [F, lit., sounding line — more at sound] ; any of
various devices for testing physical and meteorological conditions
at high altitudes above the earth's surface
sone \'s6n\ n [ISV. fr. L sonus sound — more at sound] : a sub-
jective unit of loudness for a given listener equal to the loudness of
a lOOO-cycle sound that has an intensity 40 decibels above the
listener's own threshold
song X'soqX n [ME, fr. OE sang: akin to OE singan to sing] 1 : the
act or art of singing 2 : poetical composition 3 a : a short
musical composition of words and music b ; a collection of such
compositions 4 a : a melody for a lyric poem or ballad b : a poem
easily set to music 5 : a habitual or characteristic manner or
noisy reaction <.put up quite a ~) 6 : a small amount (sold for a «->— song'book V,buk\ n
song and dance n : a statement or explanation interesting in itself

but not necessarily true or pertinent
song'bird \'s6a-,b3rd\ n l a ; a bird that utters a succession of
musical tones b : singing bird 2 2 : a female singer

song.lest \-,fest\ n : an informal session of group singing oi
popular or folk songs

song.ful \-f3l\ adj : given to singing : melodious — song-fnl-ly
\-f9-le\ adv — song'lul.ness n

song.less \'s6a-l3s\ adj : lacking in, incapable of, or not given to
song — song.less'ly adv
SOng.smith \-.smith\ n ; a composer of songs
SOng*ster \'s6o(k)-st3r\ n 1 : one skilled in song 2 : songbook— song'Stress \-str3s\ n
SOng.writ.er \'s6o-.rTi-3r\ n ; a person who composes words or
music or both esp, for popular songs

son.ic \'san-ik\ adj [L sonus sound — more at sound] 1 ; having a
frequency within the audibility range of the human ear — used of
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waves and vibrations 2 : utilizing, produced by. or relating to
sound waves i^ altimeter) 3 : of, relating to, or being the speed
of sound in air that is about 738 miles per hour ai jea level 4 : ca-
pable of uttering sounds — son>i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)ie\ adv

sonic barrier n : a sudden large increase in aerodynamic drag that
occurs as the speed of an aircraft approaches the speed of sound

sonic boom n : a sound resembling an explosion produced when a
shock wave formed at the nose of an aircraft traveling at supersonic
speed reaches the ground

sonic depth linder n : an instrument for determining the depth of
a body of water or of an object below the surface by means of sound
waves

son-in-law \'s3n-an-.ld\ n. pi sons-in-law \'s3n-z5n-\ ; the
husband of one's daughter

Son*less \'s3n-l3s\ adj : not possessing or never having had a son
son*ly \-le\ adj ; filial
son-net \'san-3t\ n [It sonetto, fr. OProv sonet little song. fr. son
sound, song. fr. 1, sonus sound] : a fixed verse form of Italian origin
consisting of fourteen lines that are typically five-foot iambics
rhyming according to a prescribed scheme; also : a poem in this
pattern
son-ne<teer \,san-a-*ti(3)r\ n l ; a composer of sonnets 2 : a
minor or insignificant poet

son-net-ize \'san-3t-jz\ vi : to compose a sonnet '— v/ ; to com-
pose a sonnet on or to

sonnet sequence n : a series of sonnets often having a unifying
theme

SOn>ny \'san-e\ n : a young boy — used chiefly as a term of address
SO.nO.lauoy XSo-na-.bU-e. 'san-s-, -,b6i\ n [L sonus sound + E -o-

+ buoy — more at sound] : a buoy equipped for detecting under-
water sounds and yansmitting them by radio
SO<no-rant Xss-'nor-ant, -'nor-; 'san-3-rant\ n [sonorous + -ant

SO-noi>i-ty \s3-'n6r-3i-e, -'nar-\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
sonoious : RESONANCE 2 \ a sonorous tone or speech

SO.no.rous \s3-'nor-3s, -'nor-; *san-3-rss\ adj [L sonorus: akin to L
sonus sound] 1 ; producing sound (as when struck) 2 : full or
loud in sound : resonant 3 : imposing or impressive in effect or
style 4 : having a high or an indicated degree of sonority <--'

sounds like \a\ and \6\> — so*no>rous>ly adv — so>no-rous-
ness n
SO>no>vox \'so-n3-,vaks, 'san-3-\ n [L sonus + vojc voice — more
at voice] : an electronic sound effects device held against the throat
to give the effect of speech to recorded nonhuman sounds (as of a
waterfall or train whisde) that are transmitted through the larynx
and formed into words by the mouth
son-ship \'s3n-,ship\ n ; the relationship of son to father
sonsy or sons-ie \'san(t)-se\ adj [Sc sons health] 1 chiejly dial

: BUXOM, COMELY 2 chiejly dial : genial
soon \'sun, esp NewEng 'sun\ adv [ME soone, fr. OE sona; akin to
OHG san immediately] 1 a : at once : immediately b : before
long : without undue time lapse <~ after sunrise) 2 : promptly,
speedily ^as '^ as possible) 3 : before the usual time 4 : readily.

SOon>er X'sU-nsrX n [sooner, compar. of soon} 1 : a person settling

on land in the early West before its official opening to settlement in

order to gain the prior claim allowed by law to the first settler after
official opening 2 cap ; a native or resident of Oklahoma — used
as a nickname
iSOOt \'sut, 'sat, 'siJt\ n [ME, fr. OE sol: akin to Olr suide soot, OE
sitian to sit) ; a black substance formed by combustion or separated
from fuel during combustion, -rising in fine particles, and adhering
to the sides of the chimney or pipe conveying the smoke; esp ; the
fine powder consisting chiefly of carbon that colors smoke
2soot 1'/ : to coat or cover with soot
iSOOth \'suth\ adj [ME, fr. OE sdth: akin to OHG sand true, Ok
eteos, L esse to be] 1 archaic : true 2 archaic : soft, sweet

2sootll n 1 archaic : truth, realfty 2 obs : cajolery, blandish-
ment
soothe \'sUth\ vb [ME sothen to assert the truth, soothe, fr. OE
sothian to assert the truth, fr. soih} vt 1 obs : to humor by com-
plying 2 a : to please by or as if by attention or concern : placate
b : RELIEVE, alleviate 3 I to bring comfort, solace, or reassurance
to «- vi : to bring peace, composure, or quietude — sooth-er n

sooth-fast \'suth-,fast\ adj 1 archaic : true 2 archaic : truthful
SOOth-ing X'sii-thiriN adj : calming^ a/so : having a sedative effect

K-^ syrup) — sooth-ing-ly \-thia-le\ adv ~ sooth-ing.ness n
SOOth'ly \'suth-le\ adv, archaic \ in truth : truly
sooth*say \-,sa\ vi : to practice soothsaying — sooth-say-er n
S00th>say-ing \-,sa-iQ\ n l : the act of foretelling events 2 ; pre-
diction, prophecy
soot.i.ly X'sut-^^'l-e, *sat-, 'siit-X adv : in a sooty manner
soot-i-ness \-e-n3s\ n : the quaHty or state of being sooty
sooty \'sut-e. 'sat-, 'siJt-\ adj 1 a : of, relating to, or producing
soot b : soiled with soot 2 ; of the color of soot
sooty mold n : a dark growth of fungus mycelium growing in insect
honeydew on plants; also : a fungus producing such growth
isop \'sap\ n [ME soppe, fr. OE sopp: akin to OE supan to swallow— more at sup] 1 chiefly dial : a piece of food dipped or steeped
in a liquid 2 ; a conciliatory or propitiatory bribe, gift, or advance
2sop vt sopped; sop-ping 1 a : to steep or dip in or as if in liquid

b ; to wet thoroughly : soak 2 ; to mop up (as water) 3 : to
give a bribe or conciliatory gift to

soph-ism \'s'af-,iz-am\ n 1 : an argument correct in form or ap-
pearance but actually invalid; esp ; one used to deceive 2 : sophis-
try
Soph-ist \'saf-3St\ n [L sophista, fr. Gk sophisies, lit., expert, wise
man, fr. sophizesthai to become wise, deceive, fr. sophos clever,

wise] 1 : one of a class of ancient Greek teachers of rhetoric,

philosophy, and the art of successful living prominent about the
middle of the 5ih century B.C. for their adroit subtle often specious
reasoning 2 : thinker, philosopher 3 : a captious or fallacious
reasoner — Sophist adj

SO-phis-tic \sa-'fis-tik, S3-\ adj 1 : of or relating to sophists,

sophistry, or the ancient Sophists <'^ rhetoric) <~ subtleties)

2 : plausible but fallacious <~ reasoning) — so-phis-ti-cal
\-ti-kal\ adj — so-phis-ti-cal-ly \-k(9-)le\ adv

iso-phis-ti-cate \s3-'fis-t3-,kat\ vt [ME sophisticaten. fr. ML
sophisticalus, pp. of sophisticare, fr. L sophisticus sophistic, fr. Gk
sophisfikos, fr. sophistes sophist] 1 : to alter deceptively; esp
; adulterate 2 : to deprive of genuineness, naturalness, or sim-
plicity; esp : to deprive of naivete and make worldly-wise : dis-
illusion 3 : to make complicated or complex : refine — so-pbis-
ti-ca-tion \-,fis-t3-'ka-sh3n\ n

3so-phis-ti-cate \-'fis-ti-kat, -t3-,kat\ n : a sophisticated person
so-phis-ti-cat-ed \-i9-.kat-3d\ adj [ML sophisticatus'\ 1 : not in a
natural, pure, or original state : adulterated <a ~ oil) 2 : de-
prived of native or original simplicity: as a : highly complicated
; complex i'^ instruments) b : v/orldly-wise, knowing <a '^
adolescent) 3 : devoid of grossness : subtle: as a : finely ex-
perienced and aware <a ^ columnist) b ; intellectually appealing
<a ~ novel) — so-phis*ti>cat-ed*ly adv

SOph-ist-ry \'saf-9-stre\ n 1 : deceptively subtle reasoning or
argumentation 2 : sophism 1

Soph-o-cle-an \,saf-3-*kle-an\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic
of Sophocles or his tragedies
soph-o-more \'saf-'m-.oC3)r, ^,6(3ir; saf-.mo(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ n
[prob. fr. Gk sophos wise -f moras foolish — more at moron] : a
student in his second year at a college or secondary school

soph-0-mor-ic \,saf-3-'mor-ik, -'mor-, -*mar-\ adj 1 ; of. relating to,
or characteristic of a sophomore 2 : conceited and overconfident
of knowledge but poorly informed and immature
SO-phy \'so-fe\ n [Per Saji} archaic : a sovereign of Persia
-SO.phy \s3-fe\ n comb jorm [ME -sophie. fr. OF. fr. L -sophia,
fr. Gk, fr. sophia wisdom, fr. sophos} I knowledge ; wisdom
; science <anlhropo50/7/i>')

so-pite \so-'pTt\ vr [L sopitus, pp. of sopire to put to sleep, fr.

sopor} 1 ; to put to sleep : lull 2 ; to put an end to (as a claim)
: SETTLE

so-por \'s6-p3r, -,p6(a)r\ n [L] : profound or lethargic sleep
; STUPOR

SO-po-rif-er-OUS \,sap-3-'rif-(a-)r3S, ,s6-p3-\ adj [L soporifer so-
poriferous, fr. sopor + -jer -ferous] ; soporific — so-po*rif-er-
ous-ly adv — so-po-rif-er-ous-ness n

iSO-po-rif-iC \-'rif-ik\ adj [prob. fr. F soporijique, fr. L sopor deep
sleep; akin to L somnus sleep — more at somnolent] 1 a : causing
or tending to cause sleep b : tending to dull awareness or alertness
2 : of. relating to. or characterized by sleepiness or lethargy

^soporific « : a soporific agent; specij : hypnotic 1

sop-ping \'sa_p-iri\ adj ; wet through : soaking
sop.py \'sap-e\ adj 1 : soaked through : saturated 2 : very wet
tso-pra-no \s3-'pran-(,)6, -'pran-\ n [It, adj. & n., fr. sopra above,
fr. L supra: akin to L super above — more at over] 1 ; the highest
voice part in four-part mixed harmony 2 : the highest singing voice
3 : a singer with a soprano voice

asoprano adj 1 : relating to the soprano voice or part 2 : having
a high range (-^ sax)

SO-ra \'sor-3, 's6r-\ n [origin unknown] ; a small short-billed No.
American rail (Porzana Carolina) common in marshes
isorb \'s6(3)rb\ n [F sorbe fruit of the service tree. fr. L sorbum}
1 : any of several Old World trees related to the apples and pears
(as a service or rowan tree) 2 : the fruit of a sorb

3sorb vt [back-formation fr. absorb & adsorb} i to take up and hold
either by adsorption or absorption
Sorb \'s6(a)rb\ n [G Sorbe, fr. Sorbian Serb} 1 : a member of a
Slavic people whose present representatives are the Wends living

in Saxony and Brandenburg 2 : wendish — Sor-bi-an \'s6r-
be-9n\ adj or n
sor'bate \'s6(3lr-,bat. 's6r-b3t\ n : a sorbed substance
Sor-bent Vs6r-bant\ n [L sorbent-, sorbens, prp. of sorbere to suck
up — more at absorb] : a substance that sorbs

Sor-bic acid \,s6r-bik-\ n Vsorb} : a crystalline acid CeHsOz ob-
tained from the unripe fruits of the mountain ash or synthesized
and used as a fungicide and food preservative

Sor-bon*ist \s6r-'ban-3st\ n [F sorboniste, fr. Sorbonne} I a doctor
of or student at the Sorbonne

sor-bose \'s6(3)r-,bos, -,boz\ n [ISV sorbitol (an alcohol)] : a
sweet crystalline unfermentable ketohexose sugar CeHuOe used
esp. in making ascorbic acid

sor-cer-er \'s6rs-(3-)r3r\ n : a person who practices sorcery
: WIZARD — sor-cer-ess \-(a-)r3s\ n

sor-cer-ous \'s6rs-(3-)ras\ adj : of or relating to sorcery : magical
sor-cery \'s6rs-C3-)re\ n [ME sorcerie, fr. OF, fr. sorcier sorcerer,

fr. (assumed) VL soriiarius, fr. L sort-, sors chance, lot] : the use of
power gained from the assistance or control of evil spirits esp. for
divining : necromancy

sor-did \'s6rd-3d\ adj [L sordidus, fr. sordes dirt — more at swart]
1 a : DIRTY, filthy b : wretched, squalid 2 : marked by base-
ness or grossness ; vile {^ motives) 3 : meanly avaricious
: covetous 4 : of a dull or muddy color syn see mean — sor-
did-ly adv — sor-did-ness n

sor-di-no \s6r-'de-(.)no\ /i, pi sor-di-ni \-(,)ne\ [It, fr. sordo si-

lent, fr. L surdus — more at surd] ; ^mute 3

isore \'soO)r, 's6(3)r\ adj [ME sor, fr. OE sar: akin to OHG ser

sore, L saevus fierce] 1 a t causing pain or distress b : painfully
sensitive : tender <"-- muscles) c : hurt or inflamed so as to be or
seem painful <"-^ runny eyes) <a dog limping on a ~ leg) 2 : at-

tended by difficulties, hardship, or exertion 3 : angered, vexed
— sore-ly adv — sore-ness n

2S0re n 1 ; a localized sore spot on the body; esp : one (as an ulcer)

with the tissues ruptured or abraded and usu. with infection 2 : a
source of pain or vexation : affliction
3sore adv : sorely
sore-head \-,hed\ n : a person easily angered or disgruntled
— sorehead or sore-head-ed \-'hed-3d\ adj
sore throat n : painful throat due to inflammation of the fauces and
pharynx
sor-ghum \*s6r-g3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. It sorgo} 1 ; any of
an economically important genus (Sorghum) of Old World tropical

grasses similar to Indian corn in habit but with the spikelets in pairs
on a hairy rachis; esp : a cultivated plant (as a grain sorghum or
sorgo) derived from a common species (5. vulgare) 2 : the juice of

abut^ ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

1 joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; U) this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yil few; yu furious; zh vision
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a sorgo that resembles cane syrup but contains much Invert sugar
3 : something cloyingly sentimental

Sor<gO \'s6(a)r-(,)g6\ n [It] : a sorghum cultivated primarily for

its sweet juice and also widely used for fodder and silage — called

also sweet sorghum
SOr>i>cine \'s6r-3-,sTn, 'sar-, 'sor-X adj IL soricinus, fr. soric-, sorex
shrew; akin to L susurrus hum — more at swarm] ; resembling a
shrew <~ bats)

SO-ri.tes \sa-'rTt-(,)ez\ n, pi sorites [L. fr. Gk sorites, fr. soros

heap — more at SORUS] : an abridged series of syllogisms in a series

of propositions so arranged that the predicate of any one forms
the subject of the next and the conclusion unites the subject of the
first proposition with the predicate of the last

SO*rop<ti>iniSt \s3-'rap-ta-m9st\ n [blend of sorority and optimist^

: a member of a club composed of professional women and women
business executives associated primarily for service

SO*ro>ral \sa-'r6r-a], -'r6r-\ adj [L soror sister — more at sister]
; of, relating to, or characteristic of a sister : sisterly

SO*ro-rate \s3-'ror-3t, -'r6r-\ n [L soror sister] : the marriage of
one man with two or more sisters usu. successively and after the
first wife has been found to be barren or after her death
SO-ror-i-ty \S3-'r6r-3t-e, -'rar-X n [ML sororitas, fr. L soror sister— more at sister] : a club of girls or women esp. at a college

so-rose \'so{3)r-,6s. 's6(3)r-\ adj % bearing sori

sorp-tion \'s6rp-sh3n\ n [back-formation fr. absorption & adsorp-
tion's : the process of sorbing : the state of being sorbed

isor-rel \'s6r-al, 'sar-\ n [ME sorelle, fr. MF sorel, n. & adj.. fr.

sor reddish brown] 1 : an animal (as a horse) of a sorrel color
2 : a brownish orange to light brown

asorrel n [ME sorel, fr. MF surele, fr. OF, fr. sur sour, of Gmc ori-

gin; akin to OHG sur sour — more at sour] : any of various plants
with sour juice: as a : 'dock 1 b ; wood sorrel

sorrel tree n : sourwood
S0r»ri»ly \'sar-3-le, 's6r-\ adv ; in a sorry manner
sor-ri-ness \'sar-e-n3S, 'sor-N n : the quality or state of being sorry
lSor*row \'sar-(.)o, 'sor-, -3(-w)\ n [ME sorow, fr. OE sorg: akin to
OHG sorga sorrow, OSlav sraga sickness] 1 a : sadness or anguish
due to loss (as of something loved) b : a cause of grief or sadness
2 : contrition, repentance 3 : a display of grief or sadness
syn sorrow, grief, anguish, woe, regret mean distress of mind.
sorrow implies a sense of loss or a sense of guilt and remorse;
grief implies poignant sorrow for an immediate cause; anguish
suggests torturing grief or dread; woe is deep or inconsolable grief
or misery; regret implies pain caused by deep disappointment,
fruitless longing, or unavailing remorse

^sorrow vi : to feel or express sorrow ; grieve — sor»row»er
\-3-w5r\ n

sor.row.iul X-o-fsl, -3-f3l\ adj 1 : full of or marked by sorrow
2 : expressive of or inducing sorrow — sor-row*fuI*ly \-f3-le\ adv— sor<row*ful>ness n

SOr.ry \'sar-e, 's6r-\ adj [ME sory, fr. OE sarig, fr. sar sore]
1 : feeling sorrow, regret, or penitence 2 ; mournful, sad
3 ; inspiring sorrow, pity, scorn, or ridicule : wretched syn see
contemptible
isort \'s6(3)rt\ n [ME, fr. MF sorte, prob. fr. ML sort-, sors, fr. L.
chance, lot] 1 : a group set up on the basis of any characteristic in
common : class, kind 2 : a number of things used together : set,
suit 3a: method or manner of acting : way, manner b : char-
acter, nature (people of an evil '^> 4 a : a letter or character
that is one element of a font b : a character or piece of type that
is not part of a regular font syn see type — after a sort : in a
rough or haphazard way — of sorts or of a sort ; of an inconse-
quential or mediocre quality <a poet oj sorts') — out of sorts : out
of temper ; vexed, disturbed

2Sort VI 1 obs ; to select as of a certain sort : choose 2 obs : allot
3 ; to put in a certain place or rank according to kind, class, or
nature <'^' mail) : arrange according, to characteristics : classify
<~ out colors) 4 chiejly Scot a : to put to rights ; put in order
b ; to put to rights morally by punishing or scolding '^ vi 1 : to
join or associate with others esp. of the same kind <~ with thieves)
2 archaic : suit, harmonize, agree — sort>able V'sort-a-bslV adj~ sort-er n

_
S0r*tie \'s6rt-e. s6r-'te\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. sortir to escape] 1 : a sud-
den issuing of troops from a defensive position against the enemy
; sally 2 ; one mission or attack by a single plane — sortie vi"

SOr.ti.lege \'s6rt-=l-ij. -.ej\ n [ME, fr. ML sortilegium, fr. L sortile-
gus foretelling, fr. sort-, sors lot + -i- + legere to gather — more at
legend] 1 : divination by lots 2 : sorcery, enchantment

SOr*ti<tion \s6r-'tish-3n\ n [L sortition-, sortitio, fr. sortltus, pp of
sortiri to cast or draw lots, fr. sort-, sors lot] : the act or an in-
stance of casting lots

sort of \,sort-a{v), -ar\ adv : to a moderate degree : rather
Sp.rus \'_sor-3S. 's6r-\ n, pi so-ri \'s5(3)r-J, s6(3)r-. -(.)e\ [NL,
fr Gk soros heap; akm to L tumere to swell — more at thumb] ; a
cluster of plant reproductive bodies {as sporangia on a fern frond,
spores on the host plant of a fungus, or gemmae on a lichen thallus)
SOS \.es-(.)6-'es, .es-s-'wes\ n 1 : an internationally recognized
signal of distress in radio code ... ... used esp. by ships call-
ing for help 2 : a call or request for help or rescue
ISO-SO \'S0-'S0\ adv : TOLERABLY, PASSABLY
2S0-S0 adj : neither very good nor very bad : middling
ISO.Ste.nu.to \.s6-sto-*nut-(,)5, ,s6-\ adv (or adj) [It, fr. pp. of

savior, fr. sozein to ;

sustain, fr. L sustinerel : sustained, prolonged
used as a direction m music

asoslenuto n : a movement or passage whose notes are markedly
prolonged '

sot \'sat\ n [ME, fool. fr. OE sotf\ : a habitual drunkard
so.te.ri.o.log.i.cal \so-.ar-e-3-'Iaj-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to
soteriology °

^?;?l:l^".°^:?'f7
\s5:.ti_r-e-'al-3-je\ n [Gk soterion salvation (fr.

e) + E -logy; akin to Gk soma body

by Jesus Christ
SOMAT-] : theology dealing with salvation esp. as effected

Sp-J^ic Vsp-thik, 'sath-ik\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or named from

to the Sothic c^cle^
ancient Egyptian year of 365Ji days or

iS^^'^J^f?*- 1* \'=^'=^f^f
^^^° ^°^^**' y^^" i" ^e EgypUan calendar

So.tllis Vso-thas\ n [Gk 5orto] : smius
SO.tOl \so-'t61\ n [AmerSp, fr. NahuaU tzotollil ; a plant (genus

Dasylirion) of the Illy family of the southwestern U,S. and Mexico
resembling a yucca

sot<tecl \'sat-3d\ adj [ME, short for assotted, pp. of assotten to be a
fool, fr. OF assoter to treat as a fool, fr. a- (fr. L ad-) + sot fool]
: besotted

SOt-tiSh \'sat-ish\ adj ; resembling a sot : stupid; also \ drunkeij— sot'tish'ly adv — sot-tish>ness n
SOt'tO VO-ce \,sat-6-'vo-che\ adv {or adj) [It sottovoce^ lit., under
the voice] 1 ; under the breath ; in an undertone; also X privately
2 : very softly <play the finale sotto voce)

SOU \'su\ n, pi SOUS \'su2\ [F, fr. OF sol, fr. LL solidus soUdus]
1 : ^sOL 2 : a 5-centime piece

SOU>a>ri nut \su-'ar-e-\ n [F saouari tree producing souari nuts,
fr. Galibi savi/arra] : the large edible oil-yielding seed of a So. Amer-
ican tree (genus Caryocar of the family Caryocaraceae, esp. C.
nucijerum)

SOU.bise \su-'bez\ n [F, fr. Charies de Rohan, Prince de Soublse
tl787 F nobleman] : a white or brown sauce containing onions or
onion puree

sou-brette \sU-'bret\ n [F, fr. Prov soubreto, fern, of soubret coy.
fr. soubra to surmount, exceed, fr. L supcrare — more at superable]
1 a : a coquettish maid or frivolous young woman in comedies
b : an actress who plays such a part 2 : a soprano who sings sup-
porting roles in comic opera

sou.bri.quet \'so-, ,soA var oj sobriquet
SOU.chong \'su-.ch6o, -,sh6Q\ n [Chin (Pek) hsiao^ chung^ Ilt^
small sort] : a large-leafed black tea esp. from China
iS0Uf.fl6 \su-'fia\ n [F, fr. soujjle, pp. of soujjler to blow, puff up,
fr. L sujjlare, fr. sub- + jlare to blow ~ more at blow] : an entr&
or dessert made with a white sauce, egg yolks and stiffly whipped
egg whites, seasonings, and added ingredients

2S0Uffl6 or soul.fieed \-'flad\ adj : puffed by or in cooking
{^ omelette)

sough X'saii, 'saf\ vi [ME swoughen, fr. OE swogan; akin to Goth
gaswogjan to groan, Lith svageti to sound] : to make a moaning or
sighing sound ~ sough n
sought past oj seek
soul \'sol\ n [ME soule, fr. OE sawol; akin to OHG seula soul]
1 : the immaterial essence, animating principle, or actuating cause
of an individual life 2 a ; the spiritual principle embodied in
human beings, all rational and spiritual beings, or the universe
b cap. Christian Science I ^gqd b 3 : a person's total self 4 a : an
active or essential part b ; moving spirit : leader 5 a : man's
moral and emotional nature b ; the quality that arouses emodon
and sentiment c : spiritual or moral force : fervor 6 : person
7 : exemplification, personification
syn SOUL, spirtt mean an immaterial entity distinguishable from
and superior to the body, soul is preferred when the emphasis is on
the entity having functions, responsibilities, aspects, or a destiny,
or when its connection with the body is in view; spirtt may stress an
opposition or antagonism to the material or corporeal; It is pre-
ferred when the stress is on the quaUly, movement, or activity of
that entity

souled \'s61d\ adj : having a soul : possessing soul and feeling —
usu. used in combination {whole-souled repentance) (brave*
souled pioneers)

soul-ful \-f3l\ adj : full of or expressing feeling or emotion — sonl-
fuMy \-fa-le\ adv — souMul>ness n

soul-less \'s61-l9s\ adj ; having no soul or no greatness or noble-
ness of mind or feeling — souMessOy adv

soul mate n ; one of two persons esp. of opposite sex tempera-
mentally suited to each other : affinfty; ojten : a partner in an
illicit relationship : lover, mistress
SOUl-searchang \'sol-,s3r-chiri\ n ; examination of one's con-
science esp. with regard to motives and values
sou mar-kee \,su-(,)mar-'ke\ n [F sou marque, lit., marked sou]
1 ; a small 18th century French coin issued for the colonies and
formerly circulating in the West Indies and on the No. American
mainland 2 : something of little or no value : continental <not
worth a sou markee}
iSOUnd \'saund\ adj [ME, fr. OE gesund; akin to OHG gisunt
healthy] la: free from injury or disease : robust b : free from
flaw, defect, or decay <'-' timber) 2 : solid, firm; also : stable
3a: free from error, fallacy, or misapprehension <'>-' reasoning)
b : accurate, precise <'^ scholarship) c ; legal, valid d ; agree-
ing with accepted views ; orthodox 4 a : thorough b : deep
and undisturbed <a --^ sleep) c ; hard, severe 5 : showing good
judgment or sense syn see healthy, valid — sound-ly \'saun-
(d)le\ adv — sound*ness \'saun(d)-n3s\ n
ssound adv : soundly <~ asleep)
3S0und n [ME soun, fr. OF son, fr. L sonus: akin to OE swinn
melody, L sonare to sound, Skt svanati it sounds] 1 a : the sensa-
tion perceived by the sense of hearing b ; a particular auditory
impression : noise, tone c : mechanical radiant energy that is

transmitted by longitudinal pressure waves in air or other material
medium and is the objective cause of hearing 2 a : a speech
sound <a peculiar r-sound) b : value in terms of speech sounds
i-cher of teacher and -tare of creature have the same '^) 3 archaic
: RUMOR, FAME 4 a : meaningless noise b obs : meaning c : im-
pression conveyed : import 5 : hearing distance : earshot
6 ; recorded auditory material

*SOund VI 1 a : to make a sound b : resound c ; to give a sum-
mons by sound 2 : to make or convey an impression ; seem
i^s incredible) ^ vr 1 ; to cause to sound 2 : to put into words
: voice 3 a ; to make known ; proclaim b : to order, signal, or
indicate by a sound 4 : to examine by causing to emit sounds <'>^

the lungs) — sound>able \'saun-d3-b3l\ adj
ssound n [ME, fr. OE sund swimming, sea & ON sund swimming,
strait; akin to OE snimman to swim] 1 a : a long broad inlet of the
ocean generally parallel to the coast b : a long passage of water
connecting two larger bodies (as a sea with the ocean) or passing
between a mainland and an island 2 : the air bladder of a fish
6S0Und vb [ME soundetjj fr. MF sonder, fr. sonde sounding line,
prob. of Gmc origin; akm to OE sundllne sounding line, sund sea]
vt 1 : to measure the depth of : fathom 2 : to try to find out the
views or intentions of : probe 3 : to explore or examine (a body
cavity) with a sound -^ vi 1 a ; to ascertain the depth of water esp.
with a sounding Une b : to look into or investigate the possibility
2 : to dive down suddenly — used of a fish or whale

'sound rt [F sonde, fr. MF, lit., sounding line] ; an elongated
instrument for exploring surgically body cavities
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oundlng b ; the
a body of water
: measurement of
a probe, test, or

HIGH-SOUNDING

sonnd tarrier n : sonic barrier
SOund'Doaxd \'saun(d)-,boO)rd, -,b6(3lrd\ n 1 : a thin resonant
board (as the belly of a violin) so placed in an instrument as to
reinforce its cones by sympathetic vibration 2 : sounding board
la

sound bow n ; the thick part of a bell against which the clapper
strikes

sound box n 1 : a device in a phonograph using vibrating needle
and thin diaphragm to convert phonograph record groove undula-
tions into sound 2 : a hollow chamber in a musical instrument for
increasing its sonority
sound camera n : a motion-picture camera equipped to record
sound simultaneously with the picture on a single film

sound effects n pi : effects that are imitative of sounds called for in
the script of a play, radio or television program, or motion picture
and are produced by various means (as phonograph records,
musical instruments, or mechanical devices) '

sound.er \'saun-d3r\ n ; one that sounds; specif : a device for
making soundings
isound.ing \'saun-dio\ n 1 a : measurement by :

depth so ascertained c p/ : a place or part of
where a hand sounding line will reach bottom 2
atmospheric conditions at various heights 3 :

sampling of opinion or intention

ssoundingr adj 1 ; resonant, sonorous 2 :— sound'ing-ly \-dio-le\ adv
sounding board n 1 a : a structure behind or over a pulpit or
rostrum to give distinctness and sonority to sound uttered from it

b ; a device or agency that helps propagate opinions or utterances
2 : soundboard 1

sounding line n : a line, wire, or
cord weighted at one end for
sounding
sounding rocket n : a rocket used
to obtain information concerning
atmospheric conditions at various
altitudes
isound>less \'saun-(d)las\ adj
l^sound] ; incapable of being

J«^,«Hloc=L'''i'V,"'"^^f^ V- sounding line : 1. 4, 6. 8. 9, H.
^soundless adj [isound] : making j;j 14 j^ ig 19 21 22 23
no sound : silent — sound-less- 24, deeps;'2. 3. 5, 7, 10, 13. is!
>y

'^i^ .- - » 17. 20, 25, marks
sound motion picture n ; a
motion picture accompanied by synchronized recorded sound
sound off VI 1 : to play three chords before and after marching up
and down a Une of troops during a ceremonial parade or formal
guard mount 2 : to count cadence while marching 3 a ; to
speak up in a loud voice b : to voice one's opinions freely and
vigorously
iSOUnd'proof \'saun(d)-'prijf\ adj ; impervious to sound ('^ room)
3soundproof vt ; to insulate so as to obstruct the passage of sound
sound track n ; the area on a motion-picture film that carries the
sound record
sound truck n : a truck equipped with a loudspeaker
sound wave n 1 : ^sound lb 2 pi : longitudinal pressure waves in
any material medium regardless of whether thev constitute audible
sound (earthquake waves and ultrasonic waves are sometimes
called sound waves)
isoup \'sup\ 71 [F soupe sop, soup, of Gmc origin; akin to ON
soppa soup, OE sopp sop] 1 : a liquid food with a meat, fish, or
vegetable stock as a base and often containing pieces of solid food
2 : something having or suggesting the consistency of soup (as a
heavy fog or nitroglycerine) 3 : an unfortunate predicament <in
the -->

2soup VI [obs- slang soup (dope injected into a racehorse to change
its speed ) ] : to increase the power or efficiency of <~ up an engine)— souped-up \'sup-'i3p\ adj
SOUp>gon \sijp-*so", 'sup-,san\ n [F, lit., suspicion, fr. (assumed)
VL suspeciiun-. suspectio, fr. L suspectus, pp. of suspicere to sus-
pect — more at suspect ] : a little bit : trace
soup kitchen n : an establishment dispensing soup, bread, and
other minimum dietary essentials to the needy
soupy \'su-pe\ adj 1 : having the consistency of soup 2 : densely
foggy or cloudy
isour \'sau(^3jr\ flrfy[ME, fr. OE sur: akin to OHG sur sour, Lith
suras S2i\iy'\ 1 : causing or characterized by the basic taste sensa-
tion produced chiefly by acids 2 a (1) : having the acid taste or
smell of or as if of fermentation : turned <-- milk) (2) ; of or
relating to fermentation b : smelling or tasting of decay : rancid,
ROTTEN <'^ breath) c (1) ; bad, wrong <a project gone ~) (2) : dis-
enchanted, hostile (went -^ on Marxism) 3 a : unpleasant,
distasteful b : cross, sullen 4 : acid in reaction — used of soil

6a: containing malodorous sulfur compounds — used esp. of
petroleum proaucts b ; jarring, poor <,piay a -^ note) — sour*isli
\'sau(a)r-ish\ adj — sour-ly adv — sour*ness n
syn acid, actuulous, tart: sour usu. appUes to that which has

lost its natural sweetness or freshness through fermentation or
decay; acid applies to what has a biting taste naturally or normally;
ACIDULOUS implies a slight acidity; tart suggests a sharp but usu.
agreeable acidity

2sour n 1 a : something sour b : the primary taste sensation pro-
duced by acid stimuli 2 : a cockcail made with spirituous liquor,
lemon or lime juice, sugar, and sometimes soda water
3sour VI ; to become sour ~ v/ : to make sour
sour ball n : a spherical niece of hard candy having a tart flavor
source \*s6(3)rs, 's60)rs\ n [ME sours, fr. MF sors, sourse, fr. OF,
fr. pp. of sourdre to rise, spring forth, fr. L surgere — more at
surge] 1 a : the point of origin of a stream of waier : fountain-
head b archaic : spring, fount 2 a : a generative force ; cause
b (1) : a point of origin (2) : one that initiates ; aih'hor; also
: prototype, model (3) : one that supplies information 3 ; a
firsthand document or primary reference work syn see origin
source book n ; a fundamental document or record (as of history,
literature, art, or religion) upon^ which subsequent writings, com-
positions, opinions, beliefs, or practices are based; also : a collec-
tion of such documents

sour cherry n : a round-headed Eurasian tree (Prunus
widely grown for its bright red to almost black soft-fleshed acid
fruits; also : its fruit

sour.dine \su(-3)r-'den\ n [F, fr. It sordino, fr. sordo silent, dull-
sounding, deaf, fr L surdus — more at surd] : any of several
obsolete musical instruments distinguished by their low or soft tone

sour-dough \'sau'9)r-,d5\ n 1 : a leaven of dough in which
fermentation is active 2 [fr. the use of sourdough for making
bread in prospectors' camps] : a veteran inhabitant and esp. an
old-time prospector of Alaska or northwestern Canada

sour grapes n pi [fr. the fable ascribed to Aesop of the fox who
after finding himself unable to reach some grapes he had desired
disparaged them as sour] : disparagement of something that has
proven unattainable

sour gum w : any of several American trees (genus Nyssa) of the
dogwood family; esp : a timber tree (A', sylvatica) of the eastern
U.S. with blue-black fruits and close-grained grayish wood— called also black gum

sour mash n : grain mash for brewing or distilling whose initial
acidity has been adjusted to optimum condition for yeast fermenta-
tion by mash from a previous run

sour orange n : a tree (Citrus aurantium) much used as an under-
stock in grafting citrus; also : its bitter fruit

sour salt n : citric acid
S0lir*S0p \'sauf3)r-,sap\ n : a small tropical American tree (Annona
muricata) of the custard-apple family; a/50 ; its large edible fruit
with fleshy spines and a slightly acid fibrous pulp

S0lir<W00d \-,wud\ n : a small tree {Oxydendrum arboreum) of the
heath family with white flowers and sour-tasting leaves
sou-sa.phone \'sii-z3-,f6n, "su-ss-X n [John P. Sousa tl932 Am
bandmaster and composer] : a large circular tuba with a flaring
adjustable bell

iSOUSe \'saus\ vb [ME sousen, fr. MF souz, sauce pickling solution,
of Gmc origin; akin to OHG sulza brine, OE seali salt] vt 1 : pickle
2 a : to plunge in liquid : immerse b : drench, saturate 3 : to
make drunk : inebriate —' vi : to become immersed or drenched
2souse n \ ; something pickled; esp : seasoned and chopped pork
trimmings, fish, or shellfish 2 : an act of sousing : wetting 3 a : an
habitual drunkard b : a drinking spree ; binge

3souse M [ME souce, alter, of sours, fr. MF sourse, fr, sourdre to rise]

obs : the start of a bird's flight or the stoop of a hawk intercepting it

^SOilse VI, archaic I to swoop down : plunge '— vt, archaic I to
knock down by swooping upon

SOU'tache \sLi-'tash\ n [F, fr. Hung sujtdsl ; a narrow braid with
herringbone pattern used as trimming
SOU-tane \sii-'tan, -'tan\ n [F. fr. It sottana, lit., undergarment,
fr. fern, of sottono being underneath, fr. ML subtanus, fr. L subius
underneath; akin to L sub under — more at up] : a cassock with
buttons down the front worn esp. by Roman Catholic secular
clergy

SOU-ter \'sUt-3r\ n [ME, fr. OE sUlere, fr. L sutor, fr. sutus, pp. of
suere to sew — more at sew] chiejly Scot : shoemaker
isouth \'saiith\ adv [ME, fr. OE suih; akin to OHG sund- south,
OE sunne sun] : to, toward, or in the south : southward

2S0Uth adj 1 ; situated toward or at the south (the -^ entrance)
2 : coming from the south ('^ wind)

3soutll n 1 a : the direction of the south terrestrial pole ; the
direction to the right of one facing east b : the cardinal point
directly opoosite to north 2 cap : regions or countries lying to the
south of a specified or implied point of orientation 3 : the left side
of a church looking toward the altar from the nave
South African n : a native or inhabitant of the Republic of South
Africa; exp : AFRIKANER — South African adj

SOUth-bound \'sauth-,baund\ adj : traveling or headed south
south by east : a compass point that is one point east of due south

: Sn°15'E
south by west : a compass point that is one point west of due
south : SunS'W
South-down \'sauth-,daun\ n {South Downs, range of hills in
England] : any of an English breed of small medium-wooled horn-
less mutton-type sheep
isouth-east \sau-'thest, naut (')sau-'est\ adv : to, toward, or in the
southeast
Jsoutheast n 1 a : the general direction between south and east

b : the point midway between the cardinal points south and east

2 cap : regions or countries lying to the southeast of a specified or
implied point of orientation
3southeast adj 1 : coming from the southeast (~ wind) 2 : situ-

ated toward or at the southeast ('-- corner)

southeast by east : a compass point that is one point east of due
southeast : S56°15'E
southeast by south : a compass point that is one point south of due
southeast ; S33'^45'E

south. east-er Xsau-'the-star, sau-'e-\ n ; a storm, strong wind, or
gale coming from the southeast

south.east^er.ly \-st3r-le\ adv {or adj) l^southeast + -erly (as in

easterly)^ 1 : from the southeast 2 : toward the southeast

south' east-em \-st3rn\ adj V-southeast + -ern (as in eastern)^

1 ojten cap : of, relating to, or characteristic of a region conven-
tionally designated southeast 2 : lying toward or coming from the
southeast — south-east-ern-most \-,most\ adj
South-easl-ern-er \-sta(r)-n3r\ n : a native or inhabitant of the
Southeast, esp ; a native or resident of the southeastern part of the

U.S.
isouth-east-ward \sau-'thes-tward, saii-'es-\ adv {or adj) : toward
the southeast
2southeaslward n : southeast
south.east-wards \-twardz\ adv : southeastward
south-er \'sau-th3r\ n : a southerly wind
south.er-ly \'s3tl3-3r-le\ adv {or adj) [^south + -erly (as in easterly)^

1 : from the south 2 : toward the south
SOUtll-ern \'sotli-3rn\ adj [ME southern, southren, fr. OE sutherne;

akin to 0HC3 sundroni southern, OE suth south] 1 ojten cap : of,

relating to, or characteristic of a region conventionally designated
South 2 a : lying toward the south b : coming from the south
— south* ern*most \-,mosi\ adj
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Southern 836 spackling

Southern n : the dialect of English spoken In most of the Chesa-
peake Bay area, the coastal plain and the greater part of the upland
plateau in Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia,
and the Gulf states at least as far west as the valley of the Brazos in

Texas
Southern Cross n : four bright stars in the southern hemisphere,
situated as if at the extremities of a Latin cross; also ; the constella-

tion of which the four stars above are the brightest

Southern Crown n : corona australis
Southern English n 1 : the English spoken esp. by cultivated
people native to or educated in the South of England 2 : south-

South-em-er \'s3th-o(r)-nar\ n : a native or inhabitant of the
South; esp : a native or resident of the southern part of the U.S.

south-ern-ism \'sath-3r-,niz-3m\ n 1 : a locution or pronuncia-
tion characteristic of the southern U.S. 2 : an atdtude or trait

characteristic of the South or Southerners esp. in the U.S.
southern lights n pi : aurora australis
soutii»ern.ly \'s3th-arn-le\ adj 1 ; coming from the south
2 : headed south

south-ern-wood \-,wud\ n : a shrubby fragrant European worm-
wood (Artemisia abrotanum) with bitter foliage

south-ing V'saii-thiri, -thioX n 1 : difference in latitude to the south
from the last preceding point of reckoning 2 ; southerly progress
south.land \'sauth-,land, -J3nd\ n, often cap : land in the south

; the south of a country
south-paw \-(,"ip6\ n : left-hander; specij : a left-handed baseball
pitcher — southpaw adj
south pole n 1 a oiten cap S & P X Vne southernmost point of the
earth b : the zenith of the heavens as viewed from the south
tencstrial pole 2 oj a magnet : the pole that points toward the
south
iSoutll.ron \'s3th-ran\ adj [ME (Sc), fr. ME southren'] chiefly Scot
: southern; specif : English

zSouthron n ; southerner: as a chiefly Scot : englishman
to chiefly South : a native or inhabitant of the southern states of the
U. S.

south-southeast n : a compass point two points east of due south
: S22*30'E

south-southwest n : a compass point two points west of due south
: S22°3U'W
'south-ward \'sauth-ward\ adv (or adf) : toward the south
^southward n : southward direction or part (sail to the '-^>

south-wards \-\v3rdz\ adv : southward
isouth-west \sauth-'west, naut (')sau-'west\ adv ; to, toward, or
in the southwest
^southwest « 1 a : the general direction between south and west
b : the point of the compass midway between the cardinal points
south and west 2 cap ; regions or countries lying to the southwest
of a specified or implied point of orientation 3 : the southwest
wind
^southwest adj 1 ; coming from the southwest <a '^ wind) 2 : situ-

ated toward or at the southwest
southwest hy south : a compass point that is one point south of
due southwest : S33° 45'W
southwest by west : a compass point that is one point west of due
southwest : S56° 15'W

south. west-er \sau(th)-'wes-t3r\ n : a storm or gale from the
southwest

south.west-er.ly \-t3r-le\ adv (or adf) izsouthwest + -erly (as in
westerly)'] 1 : from the southwest 2 : toward the southwest

south.west.ern \-t3m\ adj [^southwest + -em (as in western)']
1 often cap : of, relating to. or characteristic of a region conven-
tionally designated Southwest 2 : lying toward or coming from the
southwest — south. west-ern.most \-,most\ adj

South.west.ern.er \-t3(r)-n3r\ n : a native or inhabitant of the
Southwest; esp : a native or resident of the southwestern part of the
U.S.
isouth.west.ward \sau(th)-'wes-tw3rd\ adv {or adj) : toward the
southwest
2southwestward n : sotrrnwEsr
south-west-wards \-tw3rdz\ adv : southwestward
sou-ve-nir \'sii-v9-,ni(3)r, ,siJ-va-'\ n [F, ht. act of remembering, fr.

MF. fr. (se) souvenir to remember, fr. L subvenire to come up, come
to mind] ; something that serves as a reminder : memento

souvenir sheet n : a block or set of postage stamps or a single
stamp printed on a single sheet of paper without gum or perfora-
tions and with margins containing lettering or design that identifies
some notable event being commemorated

sou'.west-er \sau-'wes-tar\ n 1 : southwester 2 a ; a long
oilskin coat worn esp. at sea during stormy weather h : a water-
proof hat with wide slanting brim longer in back than in front
isov.er-eign also sov-ran \'sav-(9-)r3n, 'sav-9m\ n [ME soverain,
fr. OF, fr. soverain, adj.] la; one possessing or held to possess
sovereignty b : one that exercises supreme authority within a
limited sphere c : an acknowledged leader : arbiter 2 : a gold
coin of Great Britain worth 1 pound sterling

asovereign also sovran adj [ME soverain, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr.
(assumed) VL superanus, fr. L super over, above — more at over]
1 a : possessed of supreme power <~ ruler) b : unlimited in extent
; absolute c : enjoying autonomy : independent <a --^ state)
2 a : supreme, chief i-^ virtue) b : superlative in quaUty : excel-
lent c : having generalized curative powers : potent <"- remedy)
d : unqualified. UNMrriOATED e : having undisputed ascendancy
: PARAMOUNT 3 X relating to, characteristic of, or befitting a
sovereign syn see dominant, free — sov-er.eign.ly adv

sov-er.eign.ty also soy-ran.ty \-te\ n [ME soverainte, fr. MP
soveratneie fr. OF, fr. soverain] 1 obs : supreme excellence or an
example of it <of all complexions the culPd '-- do meet ... in her
fair cheek —Shak.) 2 a : supreme power esp. over a body
poliUc : DOMINION b : freedom from external control : alton-
omy 3 ; one that Is sovereign; esp : an autonomous state
SO.vi-et \'sov-e-.et, 'sav-, -«-at\ n [Russ sovet] 1 : an elected
governmental council m a Communist country 2 pi. cap a : bol-
sheviks b : the people and esp. the political and military leaders of
the U-S.S.R. — soviet adj, often cap -— so-vi'et.isni \-,iz-3m\ n.

so.yi-et.iza.tion \,so-ve-.et-3-*za
; conversion to the Soviet system

-shan, ,sav-, -3t-\ n, often cap

scvi.et.ize \-,Tz\ vt, often cap 1 ; to bring under Soviet control
2 ; to force into conformity with Soviet cultural patterns or
governmental policies

soy.khoz \saf-'k6z, -'kosN n, pi sov.kho.zy X-Tco-zeX or sov-
khoz-es [Russ, short for sovetskoe khozyaistvo soviet farm] : a
state-owned farm of the U.S.S.R. paying wages to the workers —
compare kolkhoz
ISOW \'sau\ n [ME sowe, fr. OE sugu; akin to OE & OHO su sow,
L sus pig, swine, hog. Gk hys] 1 : an adult female swine 2 a : a
channel that conducts molten metal to molds in a pig bed b ; a
mass of metal solidified in such a mold : ingot
2S0W \'s6\ vb sowed; sown \'son\ or sowed; sow.ing [ME
sowen, fr. OE siiwan; akin to OHG sawen to sow, L serere] vi

1 : to plant seed for growth esp. by scattering 2 : to set something
in motion ^ vt 1 a ; to scatter (as seed) upon the earth for growth;
broadly : plant la b ; to strew with or as if with seed c : to
introduce into a selected environment : implant 2 : to set in
motion : foment (-^ suspicion) 3 : to spread abroad ; disperse.

S0W.l)el.Iy \'sau-.bel-e\ n : fat salt pork or bacon
SOW bug n : WOOD louse l

SOW-ens X'sii-anz, 'so-\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ScGael sughanj
; porridge from oat husks and siftings

sow.er \'s6(-a)r\ n : one that sows
sow tliistle \'sau-\ n : any of a genus (Sonchus) of spiny weedy
European composite herbs widely naturalized

SOX pi of SOCK
soy \'s6i\ n [Jap shoyu, fr. Chin (Pek) chiang* yu^, lit., soybean oil]
1 : an oriental brown liquid sauce made by subjecting beans (as
soybeans) to long fermentation and to digestion in brine 2 : soy-
bean

soya \'s6i-3\ n [D sofa, fr. Jap shoyu soy] : soybean
soy-bean \'s6i-'ben, -,ben\ n : a hairy annual Asiatic legxmie
(Glycine max) widely grown for its oil-rich proteinaceous seeds and
for forage and soil improvement; also ; its seed
Spa \'spa, 'sp6\ n iSpa, watering place in Belgium] 1 a : a mineral
spring b : a resort with mineral springs 2 : a fashionable resort or
hotel
ispace \'spas\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OF espace, fr. L spatium area,
room, interval of space or time — more at speed] 1 ; a period of
time; also : its duration 2 a ; a limited extent in one, two, or three
dimensions ; distance, area, volume b : an extent set apart or
available (parking '^) (floor ^^) 3 : one of the degrees between or
above or below the lines of a musical staff 4 a ; a boundless
three-dimensional extent in which objects and events occur and
have relative position and direction b : physical space independent
of what occupies it — called also absolute space 5 : the region
beyond the earth's atmosphere or beyond the solar system 6 a : a
blank area separating words or lines b : material used to produce
such blank area; specif ; a piece of type less than one en in width
7 : a set of mathematical elements and esp. of abstractions of all

the points on a line, in a plane, or in physical space 8 : an interval
in operation during which a telegraph key is not in contact 9 a : lin-
age 1 b : broadcast time available esp. to advertisers 10 : ac-
commodations on a public vehicle

2space vt : to place at intervals or arrange with space between —
often used with out
space charge n ; an electric charge (as the electrons in the region
near the filament of a vacuimi tube) distributed throughout a
three-dimensional region

space-craft \'spa-,skraft\ n : spaceship
space flight n : flight beyond the earth's atmosphere
space heater n : a self-contained unit that warms a room by convert-
ing to heat in that space the fuel supplied to it

space heating n : heating of spaces esp. for human comfort by any
means (as fuel, electricity, or solar radiation) with the heater either
within the space or external to it

space lattice n : the geometrical arrangement of the atoms in a
crystal

space-less \'spa-sl3s\ adf l ; having no limits ; boundless
2 : occupying no space

space-man \'spa-,sman, -smanX n 1 : one who travels outside the
earth's atmosphere 2 : a visitor to earth from outer space
space mark n : the symbol #
space medicine n : a branch of medicine that deals with the
physiologic and biologic effects on the human body of rocket or jet

flight beyond the eajth's atmosphere
space.port \'spa-,spo(3)rt, -,sp6(3)rt\ n : an installation for testing
and launching rockets, missiles, and satellites

space-ship X'spasfhl-.shipX n : a man-carrying vehicle designed to
operate in free space outside the earth's atmosphere

Space station n : a manned artificial satellite designed for a fixed
orbit about the earth and to serve as a base (as for scientific ob-
servation) — called also space platform

Space suit n 1 : a suit with air supply and other provisions to
make life in free space possible for its wearer 2 : G suit

space-time \'spa-'stTm, 'spa-,\ n 1 ; a system of one temporal and
three spatial coordinates by which any physical object or event can
be lociHted — called also space-time continuum 2 : the whole or a
portion of physical reality determinable by a four-dimensional
coordinate system; also : the properties characteristic of such an
order
space.ward \'spa-sw9rd\ adv ; toward space
space writer n : a writer paid according to the space his matter fUIs
in print

spa.cial var of spatial
spacing n 1 : an arrangement in space 2 a : space b : the dis-

tance between any two objects in a usu. regularly arranged series

Spa-ciouS \'spa-sh3s\ adj [ME, fr. MF spacieux, fr. L spatiosus, fr.

spatium space, room] 1 : vast or ample in extent : roomy <a "-

residence) 2 : large or magnificent in scale : expansive <a more -^

and stimulating existence than the farm could offer—H.L.Mencken)
— spa-ciouS'ly adv — spa.cioas.ness n
spac.iS.tor \'spa-,sis-t3r\ n Vspace M- -istor (as in transistor)'^ : a
high frequency semiconductor amplifying device

spack.le \'spak-3l\ vt spacK.ling \-(3-)liD\ iSpackle] : to apply
Spackle paste to

Spackle trademark — used for a powder mixed with water to form
a paste and used as a fiUer for cracks in a surface before painting



spade 837 spark arrester
ispade \'spad\ n [ME, fr. OE spadu; akin to Gk spathe blade of
a sword or oar, OHGspanchip of wood— more at spoon]
1 : a digging implement adapted for being pushed into —
the ground with the foot 2 : a spade-shaped instalment— spade-ful \-,ful\ n — call a spade a spade 1 : to
call a thing by its right name however coarse 2 ; to
speak frankly
3spade vt : to dig or pare off with a spade '^ v/ : to use a
spade — spad-er n
3spade n [It spada or Sp espada broad sword; both fr. L
spaiha, fr. Gk spathe blade] : a black figure ^ on each
playing card of one of the four suits; also X a card or the
suit of cards marked with this figure

spade. lish \'spad-,fish\ /i 1 : a deep-bodied spiny-finned
food fish iChaeiodipterus jaber) found on the warmer
western Atlantic 2 : paddlefish
spade>work \'spa-,dw3rk\ n '1 : work done with the
spade 2 : the hard plain preliminary drudgery in any un-
dertaking

spa>dix \'spad-iks\ n, pi spa>di>ces \'spad'
_.-(,)sez\ [NL spadic-, spadix, fr. L, frond torn from „
palm tree, fr. Gk spadik-, spadix, fr. span to draw, pull spade
— more at span] : a floral spike with a fleshy or succu-
lent axis usu. enclosed in a spathe

spae \'spa\ vt [M£ span, fr. ON spa: akin to OHG spehon to
watch, spy — more at spy] chiefly Scot : foretell, prophesy

Spa.gliet.ti \sp3-'get-e\ n [It, fr. pi. of sphagheito, dim. of spago
cord, string] 1 : a dough made in solid strings of small diameter
but larger than vermicelli 2 : electrically insulating tubing typi-
cally of varnished cloth or of plastic for covering bare wire or
holding insulated wires together

spa-gyr.ic \sp3-*jir-ik\ adj [NL spagincus'\ : alchemic
spa.hi \'spa-,he\ n [MF, fr. Turk sipahi, fr. Per sipahi cavalryman]
1 : one of a corps of irregular Turkish cavalry 2 : one of a corps
of Algerian native cavalry in the French Army
spake \'spak\ archaic past of speak
'spall \'sp61\ n [ME spalle] : a small fragment or chip esp. of stone
2spall vt : to break up or reduce by chipping with a hammer '— vi

1 : to break off chips, scales, or slabs : exfoliate 2 : to undergo
spallation

spall-atlon \sp6-'la-sh3n\ n iispaW] : a nuclear reaction in which
light particles are ejected as the result of bombardment (as by high-
energy protons)

spal.peen \spal-'pen, sp61-\ n [IrGael spailpin migratory laborer,
rascal] chiefly Irish : rascal
ispan \'span\ archaic past of spin
2span n [ME, fr. OE spann; akin to OHG spanna span, MD spannen
to stretch, hitch up, L pendere to weigh, Gk span to draw, pull]
1 : the distance from the end of the thumb to the end of the
little finger of a spread hand; also : an English unit of length equal
to 9 inches 2 : an extent, stretch, reach, or spread between two
limits: as a : a limited space of time b ; spread or extent between
abutments or supports; also ; the portion thus extended 3 : the
amount grasped in a single mental performance 4 : the maximum
distance laterally from tip to tip of an airplane
3span vt spanned; span.ning 1 a : to measure by or as if by
the hand with fingers and thumb extended b : measure 2 a : to
reach or extend across b ; to place or construct a span over

flspan n [D, fr. MD, fr. spannen to hitch up] : a pair of animals (as

mules) usu. matched in looks and action and driven together
Span-drel or span-dril \'span-dr3l\ n [ME spandrell, fr. AF
spaundre, fr. OF espandre to spread
out — more at spawn] 1 : the some-
times ornamented space between the
right or left exterior curve of an arch
and an enclosing right angle 2 : the
triangular space beneath the string of
a stair

Spang \'spar)\ adv [Sc spang to leap,
cast, bang] 1 : completely 2 ; ex-
actly, squarely
ispan.gle \'spaQ-g3l\ n [ME spangel, spandrels
dim. of spang shiny ornament, prob.
of Scand origin; akin to ON spong spangle; akin to OE spang
buckle, MD spannen to stretch] 1 : a small plate of shining metal
or plastic used for ornamentation esp. on dresses 2 ; a small
glittering object

aspangle vb span.gling \'spa]3-g(a-)U]3\ vt : to set or sprinkle
with or as if with spangles : adorn with small brilliant objects
^' vi : to glitter as if covered with spangles : sparkle
Span'iard \'span-y3rd\ n [ME Spaignard, fr. MF Espaignart, fr.

Espaigne Spain, fr. L Hispania'\ ; a native or inhabitant of Spain
Span.iel X'span-ysl also "span-^lX n [ME spaniell, fr. MF espaignol,
lit., Spaniard, fr. (assumed) VL Hispaniolus, fr. L Hispania Spain]
1 : any of numerous small or medium-sized mostly short-legged
dogs usu. having long wavy hair, feathered legs and tail, and large
drooping ears 2 : a servile person
Span.iSh \'span-ish\ n [Spanish, adj.. fr. ME Spainish, fr. Spaini
1 : the Romance language of the largest part of Spain and of the
countries colonized by Spaniards 2 pi in constr : the people of
Spain — Spanish adj
Spanish American n l : a native or inhabitant of one of the
countries of America in which Spanish is the national language
2 : a resident of the U.S. whose native language is Spanish and
whose culture is of Spanish origin
Spanish bayonet n : any of several yuccas; esp : one {Yucca aloifolia)
with a short trunk and rigid spine-tipped leaves
Spanish tly n 1 : a green bhster beetle (Lytta vesicatoria) of
southern Europe 2 ; cantharis 2

Spanish heel n : a high leather-covered wooden heel having a
straight fore part
Spanish influenza n : pandemic influenza
Spanish mackerel n : any of various usu. large fishes (esp. genera
Scomberomorus or Trachurus) chiefly of warm seas that resemble
or are related to the common mackerel
Spanish moss n ; an epiphytic plant {Tillandsia usneoides) of the
pineapple family forming pendent tufts of grayish green filaments
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on trees in the southern U.S. and the West Indies
Spanish needles \'span-ish-,

, ,span-ish-'\ n pi but sing or pi in
constr : a bur marigold (esp. Bidens bipinnata) of the eastern U.S.
Spanish omelet n : an omelet served with a sauce containing
chopped green pepper, onion, and tomato
Spanish paprika n l : pimiento l 2 : a paprika produced from
pimientos usu. in Spain
Spanish rice n : rice cooked with onions, green pepper, and
tomatoes
ispank \'spar]k\ vt [imlt.] ; to strike esp. on the buttocks with
the open hand — spank n
2spank VI [back-formation fr. spanking"] : to move quickly, dash-
ingly, or spiritedly
spank.er \'spar)-k3r\ n [origin unknown] 1 : the fore-and-aft
sail on the mast nearest the stern of a square-rigged ship 2 : the
sail on the sternmost mast in a schooner of four or more masts
spank-ing \'spao-kir]\ adj [origin unknown] 1 : remarkable of
its kind 2 : being fresh and strong : brisk
Span.ner \'span-3r\ n [G, instrument for winding springs, fr.
spannen to stretch; akin to MD spannen to stretch — more at
SPAN] 1 chiefly Brit : WRENCH 2 : a wrench that has a jaw or
socket to fit a nut or head of a bolt, a pipe, or hose coupling; esp
: one having a pin in its jaw to fit a hole or slot in an object
span-new yspAn-'n(y)u\_ adj [ME, part trans, of ON spdnnyr, fr.
spann chip of wood -I- nyr new] : brand-new

span.worm \'span-,w3rm\ n [^span] : looper 1

ispar \'spar\ n [ME sparre; akin to OE spere spear] 1 : a stout
pole 2 a : a stout rounded wood or metal piece (as a mast, boom,
gaff, or yard) used to support rigging b (1) : one of the main
longitudinal members of the wing of an airplane that carry the
ribs (2) : LONGERON

2spar vr sparred; spar. ring [prob. alter, of ^spur] 1 : to strike or
fight with the feet or spurs like a gamecock 2 a : box; esp : to
gesture without landing a blow to draw one's opponent or create
an opening b : to engage in a practice or exhibition bout of
boxing 3 : skirmish, wrangle
3spar n 1 : a movement of offense or defense in boxing 2 : a
sparring match or session

4spar n [LG; akin to OE spmrstdn gypsum, sp^eren of plaster]
: any of various nonmetallic usu. cleavable and lustrous minerals

Spar \'spar\ n [^'emper Para.\\is, motto of the U.S. Coast Guard,
fr. NL, always ready] : a member of the women's reserve of ttie

U.S. Coast Guard
spar. a.tie \'spar-3-b9l\ n [alter, of earlier sparrowbill] : a small
headless nail used by shoemakers to protect shoe soles against wear
ispare \'spa(3)r, 'spe(3)r\ vb [ME sparen, fr. OE sparian; akin to
OHG sparon to spare, OE spsr, adj., spare] vt 1 : to forbear to
destroy, punish, or harm 2 : to refrain from attacking or repri-
manding with necessary or salutary severity 3 : to relieve of
the necessity of doing or undergoing something : exempt 4 : to
refrain from : avoid 5 : to use frugally 6 a : to give up as not
strictly needed b : to have left over or as margin (time to '^)
~ vi 1 : to be frugal 2 : to refrain from doing harm : be lenient— spar-er n

2spare adj [ME, fr. OE sp^r; akin to OSlav sporU abundant, OE
sped prosperity — more at speed] 1 : not being used; esp : held
for emergency use 2 ; being over and above what is needed
: SUPERFLUOUS 3 ! not hberal or profuse : sparing 4 : somewhat
thin 5 : not abundant or plentiful : scanty syn see lean,
MEAGER — spare.ly adv — spare-ness n
sspare /i 1 a : a spare tire b : one duplicate kept in reserve 2 : the
knocking down of all 10 pins with the first 2 bowls of a frame
in bowling
spare.able X'spar-a-bal, 'sper-\ adj : that can be spared
spare.ribs \'spa(3)r-,(r)ibz, 'spe(a)r-, -3b2\ npl [by folk etymology
fr. LG ribbesper pickled pork ribs roasted on a spit. fr. MLG, fr.

ribbe rib + sper spear, spit] ; a cut of pork ribs separated from the
bacon strip

sparge \'sparj\ vt [prob. fr. MF espargier, fr. L spargere to scatter]

1 : SPRINKLE, besp.^tter; csp I SPRAY 2 : to agitate (a liquid) by
means of compressed air or gas entering through a sparger —
sparge n — sparg.er n

spar.id \'spar-gd, 'sper-\ adj [deriv. of Gk sparos gilthead — more
at SPEAR] ; of or relating to a family (Sparidae) of deep-bodied
spiny-finned marine fishes including the porgies, scup, and sheeps-
head — sparid n

Spar.ing \'spa(3)r-ir), 'spe(3)r-\ adj 1 : tending to save; esp : fru-
gal 2 : meager, bare — spar-ing-Iy \-iQ-le\ adv
syn SPARING, frugal, thrifty, economical mean careful in the

use of one's money or resources, sparing stresses abstention and
restraint; frugal impHes simplicity in food, dress, ways of living;

THRIFTY stresses good management and industry; economical
stresses prudent management, lack of wastefulness, and use of
things to their best advantage
tspark \'spark\ n [ME sparke, fr. OE spearca; akin to MD sparke
spark, L spargere to scatter, Gk spargan to swell] 1 a : a small
particle of a burning substance thrown out by a body in combus-
tion or remaining when combustion is nearly completed b : a hot
glowing particle struck from a larger mass; esp ; one heated by
friction (produce a -^-^ by striking flint with steel) 2 a : a luminous
disruptive electrical discharge of very short duration between two
conductors separated by air or other gas b : the discharge in a
spark plug c : the mechanism controlling the discharge in a spark
plug 3 : SPARKLE, FLASH 4 : something that sets off a sudden
force 5 : a latent particle capable of growth or developing ; germ
6 pi but sing in constr : a radio operator on a ship

2spark vb [ME spaken, fr. sparke} vi la: to throw out sparks
b ; to flash or fall like sparks 2 t to produce sparks; specif : to
have the electric ignition working 3 : to respond with enthusiasm
r^ vt 1 : to set off in a burst of activity ; activate 2 : to stir

to activity ; incfte — spark-er n
3spark n [perh. of Scand origin; akin to ON sparkr sprightly]
1 : a foppish young man : gallant 2 : lover, beau — spark-ish
\'spar-kish\ adj

4spark vb : woo, court — spark*er n
spark arrester n t a. device for preventing the escape of sparks
(as from a smokestack)
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spark coil n : an induction coil for producing the spark for an
internal-combustion engine
SpaiK gap n : a space between two high-potential terminals (as of
an induction coil) through which pass discharges of electricity;

also : a device having a spark gap
sparking plug n, Brit ; spark plug
ispax.kle \'sp"ar-kal\ vi spar<kling \-k(3-)Ila\ [ME spcwklen,
freq. of sparken to spark] 1 a : to throw out sparks h : to shine
as if throwing out sparks : glisten c : to perform brilliantly

2 : EFFERVESCE 3 : to become lively or animated syn see flash
ssparkle n [me, dim. of sparkel 1 : a litUe spark : scrNTlLLATlON
2 : the quality of sparkling 3 a : animation, liveliness b : ef-
fervescence

Spar-kler \-k(s-)l3r\ n : one that sparkles: as a : diamond
b : a firework that throws off brilliant sparks on burning
spark plug n l : a part that fits into the cylinder head of an in-

ternal-combustion engine and carries two electrodes separated by
an air gap across which the current from the ignition system dis-

charges to form the spark for combustion 2 : one that initiates

or gives impetus to an undertaking— spark-plug \ 'spark-,pl3g\ vt

spark transmitter n : a radio transmitter that utilizes the dis-

charge of a condenser through a spark gap as a source of its

alternating-current power
sparkling X'spar-lan, -lio\ n, pi sparling or sparlings [ME sperling,

Jr. MF esperling, fr. MD spierlinc, fr. spier shoot, blade of grass]
: a European smelt {Osmerus eperlanus)

spar-oid \'spa(ajr-,6id, 'spe(3)r-\ adj or n [deriv. of Gk sparos
gilthead — more at spear] : sparid

sparring partner n ; a pugilist's companion for practice In sparring
during training

Spar.row \'spar-(,)o, -9C-w)\ n [ME sparow, fr. OE spcarwa; akin
to OHG sparo sparrow. Ok psar starling] 1 : anyxjf several small
dull singing birds (genus Passer of the family Ploceidae) related
to the finches 2 : any of various finches (as of the genera Spezilla
or Melospiza) resembling the true sparrows

Spar'row -grass \'spar-3-,gras, -grssX n [by folk etymology fr.

asparagus'i chiejly dial ; asparagus
Sparrow hawk n : any of various small hawks or falcons (as the
Old World Accipiier nisus or the No. American Falco sparverius)

sparse \'spars\ adj [L sparsus spread out, fr pp. of spargere to
scatter — more at spark] ; of few and scattered elements; esp
: not thickly grown or settled syn see meager — sparse*ly adv— sparse-riess n — spar*si>ty \'spar-s9t-e. -sie\ n

Spar-ta.CiSt \'spart-5-S3St\ n [G Spartakist. fr Spartakusbund, lit.,

league of Spartakus, a revolutionary organization, fr Spariakus,
pen name of Karl Liebknecht, its cofounder] : a member of a
revolutionary political group organized in Germany in 1918 and
advocating extreme socialistic doctrines
lSpar<tan \'spart-'n\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of ancient
Sparta 2 : a person of great courage and fortitude— Spar-tan-ism

^Spartan adj l : of or relating to Sparta in ancient Greece 2 a
: marked by strict self-discipline and avoidance of comfort and
luxury b : LACONIC c : undaunted by pain or danger

spar.te-ine X'spart-e-sn, 'spar-,ten\ n [L spartum esparto, broom -I-

ISV -eine - more at esparto] : a liquid alkaloid CisHzsNz ex-
tracted from the common broom

Spar varnish n Vspar'i : an exterior waterproof varnish
spasm \'spaz-3m\ n [ME spasme, fr. MF, fr. L spasmus, fr. Gk
spasmos, fr span to draw, pull — more at span] 1 : an involuntary
and abnormal muscular contraction 2 : a sudden violent and
temporary effort or emotion
spas-mod. ic \spa2-*mad-ik\ adj [NL spasmodicus, fr. Gk spas-
modes, fr spasmos] 1 a : relating to or affected or characterized
by spasm b ; resembling a spasm esp. in sudden violence <a ~
jerk) 2 : acting or proceeding fitfully ; intermittent 3 : subject
to outbursts of emotional excitement ; excitable syn see fftful— spas-mod.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj — spas-mod-i-cal-ly \-k(3-)le\
adv
ispas-tiC \'spas-tik\ adj [L spasticus, fr. Gk spastikos drawing In,
fr. span ] 1 ; of, relating to, or characterized by spasm <"- colon)
2 ; suffering from spastic paralysis <~ child) — spas-ti*cal*ly
\-ti-k(3-)le\ adv — spas-tic-i-ty \spa-'stis-3t-e\ n

aspastic n : one suffering from spastic paralysis
spastic paralysis n : paralysis with tonic spasm of the muscles
affected and increased tendon reflexes — compare cerebral palsy
'spat past oj SPTT
2spat \'spat\ /). pi spat or spats [origin unknown] ; a young
oyster or other bivalve — usu. used collectively
aspat n [short for spatterdash (legging) ] : a cloth or leather gaiter
covering the instep and ankle — usu. used in pi.
*spat n [prob. imit ] 1 : a brief petty quarrel 2 chiejly dial ; slap
3 : a sound like that of rain falling in large drops O^ of bullets)
syn see quarrel

sspat vb spat. ted; spat-ting vt, chiejly dial : slap -^ vI 1 : to
quarrel pettily or briefly 2 : to strike with a sound like that of
rain falling in large drops

spate \'spai\ ^ [ME] 1 : freshet, flood 2 a : a large number or
amount b : a sudden or strong outburst ; rush

spa.tha.ceous Xspa-'tlja-shasX adj : having or resembling a spathe
Spathe \'spat£i\ n [NL spaiha, fr. L, broad sword — more at
SPADE] : a sheathing bract or pair of bracts enclosing an inflores-
cence and esp a spadLx on the same axis (as in the calla) — spathed
\'spaUid\ adj — spa-those \'spa-.tli6s\ adj

Spath-ic \'spath-ik\ adj [G spatK spat spar; akin to OHG span
chip — more at spoon] : resembling spar ; foliated

Spalh-u.late \'spath-ya-bt\ adj [LL spathula, spatula spatula]
; spatulate_<— petals of a flower)

roa-lial \'spa-sh3l\ adj [L spaiium space — more at speed] : re-
lating to, occupying, or of the nature of space — spa-ti-al-i-tv
\,spa-she- a]-3t-e\ n— spa-tiaMy \'3pash-(3-)le\ adv

spa.Uo-tem.po.ral \.spa-she-(,)6-'tem-po-lr3l\ adj [L spatium +
tempor-. tempus time — more at temporal] 1 : having both
spatial and temporal qualities 2 : of or relating to space-time —
spa-tio.tera.po.rai.ly \-e\ adv

Ispat-ter \'spat-ar\ vb [akin to Flem spetteren to spatter] vt
1 : to splash with or as if with a liquid; also ; to soil in this way
2 : to scatter by splashing 3 : to injure by aspersion ; defame
-*• VI ; to spurt forth in scattered drops

aspatter n l a : the act or process of spattering : the state of being

spattered b ; the noise of spattering 2 a : a drop or splash
spattered on something or a spot or stain due to spattering 1) ; a
small number ; sprinkle

&pat*ter-dock \-,dak\ n : a common yellow No. American water
Uly (Nuphar advenum) or other plant of the same genus

spat-u-la \'spach-(a-)la\ n [LL, spoon, spatula — more at epaulet]
; a flat thin usu. metal imple-
ment used esp. for spreading or
mixing soft substances, scoop-
ing, or lifting

spat-u.late \*spach-a-lat\ adj
: shaped like a spatula

spav-in \'spav-3n\ n [ME spav'
ayne, fr. MF espavain] ; swell-
ing; esp : a bony enlargement
of the hock of a horse asso-
ciated with strain — spav-ined
\-and\ adj
ispawn \'spdn, 'span\ vb [ME spawnen, fr. AF espaundre, fr.

OF espandre to spread out, expand — more at expand] vt

1 a : to produce or deposit (eggs) — used of an aquatic animal
b : to induce (fish) to spawn c ; to plant with mushroom spawn
2 : to bring forth ; generate ^ vi 1 : to deposit spawn 2 : to
produce young esp. in large numbers — spawn-er n
2spawn n 1 ; the eggs of aquatic animals (as fishes or oysters)
that lay many small eggs 2 : product, offspring; also : numerous
issue 3 : the seed, germ, or source of something 4 : mycelium
esp. prepared (as in bricks) for propagating mushrooms
spay \'spa, substand 'spad\ vt spayed \'spad. substand 'spad-wl\
spay-ing \'spa-io, substand *spad-io\ [ME spayen, fr. MF espeer
to cut with a sword, fr. OF, fr. espee sword, fr L spatha sword —
more at spade] : to remove the ovaries of (a female ammal)
speak \'spek\ vb spoke \*sp6k\ spo-ken \'sp6-k9n\ speak-ing
[ME speken, fr. OE sprecan, specan. akin to OHG sprehhan to
speak, Gk spharageisthai to crackle] vi" la: to utter words or
articulate sounds with the ordinary voice ; talk b (1) : to express
opinions (2) : to extend a greeting c (1) : to express oneself
before a group (2) : to address one's remarks {^ to the issue)
2 a ; to make a written statement b ; to express oneself c ; to
serve as spokesman 3 a : to express feelings by other than verbal
means b : signal c : to be interesting or attractive : appeal
4 ; to make a request ; ask 5 : to make a characteristic or natural
soimd 6a: testify b : to be indicative or suggestive '^ vt

1 a (1) : to utter by speaking voice (2) ; to give a recitation of
: declaim b : to express orally : declare c : address, accost;
esp : hail 2 : to make known in writing ; state 3 : to use or
be able to use in speaking (-^5 Spanish) 4 : to indicate by other
than verbal means :_reveal, suggest 6 archaic % describe, depict— speak-ahle \'spe-k3-bal\ adj
syn TALK, converse: speak may apply to any utterance ranging

from the least to the most coherent; talk implies a listener or
interlocutor and less formality; converse implies an interchange
of opinions and ideas in talk

speak<easy \'spe-,ke-ze\ n ; a place where alcoholic drinks are
illegally sold

speak-er \'spe-k3r\ n l a : one that speaks b ; one who makes a
public speech c : one who acts as a spokesman 2 : the presiding
officer of a deliberative assembly {.Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives) 3 : loudspeaker — speak-er-ship \-,ship\ n
speak-ing \'spe-kio\ adj 1 : highly significant or expressive

: eloquent 2 : striking, fafthful
speaking tube n : a pipe through which conversation may be
conducted (as between different parts of a building)

spean \'spen\ vt [MD spenen} chiejly Scot : wean
ispear \'spi(a)r\ n [ME spere, fr. OE; akin to OHG sper spear, L
sparus, Gk sparos gilthead] 1 : a thrusting or throwing weapon
with long shaft and sharp head or blade 2 : a sharp-pointed
instrument with barbs used in spearing fish 3 : spearman —
spear. er n

2spear adj ['spear] : paternal, male <the ~ side of the family) —
compare distaff
3spear vr 1 : to pierce or strike with or as If with a spear 2 ; to
catch (as a baseball) with a sudden thrust of the arm -^ v/ ; to
thrust with or as if with a spear
spear n [alter, of i^piVe] ; a usu. young blade, shoot, or sprout (as
of grass)

*spear vi, oj a plant ; to thrust upward a spear
ispear-fish \*spi(3)r-jfish\ n ; any of several large powerful
pelagic fishes (genus Tetrapturus) related to the marlms and sail-

fishes

aspearfish vi : to fish with a spear
ispear>head \-,hed\ n 1 : the sharp-pointed head of a spear
2 : a leading element, force, or influence

^spearhead vt : to serve as leader or leading element of <'^ the
attack)
spear*man \'spi(a)r-m3n\ n : one armed with a spear
spear-mint Viimut, -msntX n : a common mint {Mentha spicata)
grown for flavoring and esp. for its aromatic oil

spear-wort \-,w3rt, -,w6(3)rt\ n ; any of several crowfoots with
spear-shaped leaves (esp. Ranunculus jlammula)

Spe-Cial \'spesh-3l\ adj [ME. fr. OF or L; OF especial fr. L
specialis individual, particular, fr, species species] 1 : distinguished
by some unusual quality 2a; peculiar, unique b : of, relating
to, or constituting a species : sPECinc 3 : ADomoNAL, extra
4 : designed for a particular purpose or occasion — special n —
spe*cial-ly \-(3-)le\ adv
syn SPECIAL, ESPECIAL, SPECIFIC, PARTICULAR, TNDFVIDUAL, RESPEC-

TIVE, CONCRETE mean of or belonging to one only, special stresses
having a quality, character, identity, or use of its own; especial
may add implications of preeminence or preference; specific
imphes a quality or character distinguishing a kind or a species;
PARTICULAR impUcs a distinguishing mark of an individual;
INDIVIDUAL Imphes unequivocal reference to one of a class or
group; RESPECTIVE imphes reference to each one of several in the
order named; concrete suggests individuality and actuality of
existence or experience

special act n : a legislative act applying only to particular persons
or to a particular area

Special assessment n : a specific tax levied on private property to
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meet the cost of public improvements that enhance the value of the
property

special delivery n ; expedited messenger delivery of mail matter for
an extra fee

special handling n : the handling of parcel-post or fourth-class
mail as first-class but not as special-delivery matter for an extra
postal fee

special interest n : a person or group having an interest in a par-
ticular part of the economy and receiving or seeking special
advantages therein often to the detriment of the general public

spe>cial>istn \'spesh-a-,liz-am\ nil specialization in an occupa-
tion or branch of learning 2 : a field of specialization ; specialty

spe<clal>ist \'spesh-(a-)l3st\ n 1 : one who devotes himself to a
special occupation or branch of learning 2 ; any of six enlisted
ranks in the army corresponding to the ranks of corporal through
sergeant major — specialist or spe<cial>is>tic \,spesh-3-'lis-tik\
adj

Spe>ci>al>i>ty \,spesh-e-'al-3t-e\ n 1 : a special mark or quality
2 ; a special object or class of objects 3 a ; a special aptitude or
skill b ; a particular occupation or branch of learning

Spe>cial-iza*tion \,spesh-(3-ll3-'za-sh3n\ n 1 ; a making or be-
coming specialized 2a: structural adaptation of a body part to
a particular function or of an organism for life in a particular
environment b : a body part or an organism adapted by special-
ization

spe>cial>ize \*spesh-a-,lTz\ vt 1 : to make particular mention of
; PARTICULARIZE 2 : to apply or direct to a specific end or use
-^ vi 1 : to concentrate one's efforts in a special activity or field

2 : to undergo specialization; esp : to change adaptively
special jury n : a jury chosen by the court upon request from a
list of better educated or presumably more intelligent prospective
jurors for a case involving complicated issues of fact or serious
felonies — called also blue-ribbon jury

Special pleading n 1 : the allegation of special or new matter to
avoid the effect of matter pleaded by the opposite side and admit-
ted, as distinguished from a direct denial of the matter pleaded
2 : misleading argument that presents one point or phase as if it

covered the eniire question at issue

special privilege n : a privilege granted esp. by a law or constitu-
tion to an individual or group to the exclusion of others and in
derogation of common right

special session n : an extraordinary session of a legislative body or
a court

spe>CiaI<ty \'spesh-3l-te\ n [ME specialie, fr. MF especialte, (v.

LL specialiiat-, specialUas, fr. L specialis special] 1 : a distinctive
mark or quality 2 a : a special object or class of objects: as (1)

; a legal agreement embodied in a sealed instrument (2) : a
product of a special kind or of special excellence b : the state of
being special, distinctive, or peculiar 3 : something in which one
specializes

Spe*ci<ate \*spe-sfh)e-,at\ vi fback-formation fr. speciation, fr.

species^ :_to differentiate into new biological species — spe»ci-a-
tion \,spe-s(hje-'a-sh3n\ n — spe-ci<a>tion*al \-shn3l, -sh3n-=l\
adj

Spe>cie \'spe-she, -se\ n [fr. in specie, fr. L, in kind] ; money in
coin — in specie : in the same or like form or kind; also ; in coin
ispe>cies \'spe-(,)sliez. -(,)sez\ n, pi species [L, appearance, kind,
species — more at spy] 1 a : a class of individuals having com-
mon attributes and designated by a common name; specij : a
logical division of a genus or more comprehensive class Ij : kind,
SORT c (1) : a category of biological classification ranking im-
mediately below the genus or subgenus, comprising related orga-
nisms or populations potentially capable of interbreeding, and
being designated by a binomial that consists of the name of its

genus followed by a Latin or latinized uncapitalized noun or
adjective agreeing grammatically with the genus name (2) : an
individual or kind belonging to such a species d ; a particular
kind of atomic nucleus or atom 2 : the consecrated eucharistic
elements; specij ; the accidents of the eucharistic bread and wine
as distinguished in Roman Catholicism from their substance
3 a : a mental image; also : a sensible object b ; an object of
thought correlative with a natural object

^species adj ; belonging to a biological species as distinguished
from a horticultural variety <a -^ rose)

spec*i>fi>able \'spes-3-,fi-s-b3l\ adj : capable of being specified

lspe>cil<ic \spi-'sif-ik\ adj [LL specijicus, fr. L species} 1 : con-
stituting or failing into a named category 2 : characteristic of or
peculiar to something: as a : exerting a distinctive influence on a
body part or on a particular disease <a '^ antibody) b oj a disease
; caused by a particular pathogen 3 : accurate, precise 4 : of,

relating to. or constituting a species and esp. a biologic species
5 : being any of various arbitrary physical constants and esp. one
relating a quantitative attribute to unit mass, volume, or area syn
see EXPLicrr, special — spe>cil'i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj — _spe.cil-i-
cal*ly \-k(a-)le\ adv — spec-i-fic-i-ty \,spes-a-'fis-3t-e\ n

sspecific n 1 a : something peculiarly adapted to a purpose or
use b ; a drug or remedy having a specific mitigating effect on a
disease 2 a : a characteristic quality or trait b ; details, par-
ticulars c pi : specification 2 syn see remedy
spec>i>fi*ca-tion \,spes-(3-)f3-'ka-shan\ n 1 : the act or process
of specifying 2 ; a detailed precise presentation of something or
of a plan or proposal for something: as a : a statement of legal

particulars (as of charges or of contract terms); also ; a single item
of such statement b : a written description of an invention for
which a patent is sought

specific character n ; a character distinguishing one species from
another or from every other species of the same genus

specific epithet n : the Latin or latinized noun or adjective that
follows tne genus name in a taxonomic binomial

specific gravity n : the ratio of the density of a substance to the
density of a substance (as pure water or hydrogen) taken as a
standard when both densities are obtained by weighing in air

specific heal h 1 ; the ratio of the quantity of heat required to
raise the temperature of a body one degree to that required to
raise the temperature of an equal mass of water one degree 2 : the
heat in calories required to raise the temperature of one gram of a
substance one degree centigrade
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specific performance n 1 ; the performance of a legal contract
strictly or substantially according to its terms 2 : an equitable
remedy enjoining specific performance

speci.Ii.er \'spes-3-,fI(-3)r\ n : one that specifies
spec-i.Jy \'spes-3-,f7\ vt [ME specijien, fr. OF specifier, fr. LL
specijicare, fr. specijicus] 1 ; to name or state explicitly or in
detail 2 : to include as an item in a specification
spec>i>men \'spes-(3-)m3n\ n [L, h.specere lo look at, look] 1 ; an
item or part typical of a group or whole : sample 2 : lot, sort
<a tough '^> syn^ee instance

spe-ci-oS'i.ty \.spe-she-'as-3t-e\ n : speciousness
spe*cious \'spe-sh3s\ adj [ME. fr. L speciosus beautiful, plausible,
fr. species] 1 obs : showy 2 : having deceptive attraction or
allure 3 : having a false look of truth or genuineness : sophistical
syn see plausible — spe*cious>ly adv — spe<cious*ness n
ispeck \'spek\ n [ME specke, fr. OE specca] 1 : a small discolora-
tion or spot esp. from stain or decay 2 : bit, particle 3 : some-
thing marked or marred with specks
2specK VI : to produce specks on or in
ispecK.le \'spek-3l\ n [ME; akin to OE specca] : a little speck
2speckle vt speck-ling \-(a-)lio\ 1 : to mark with speckles 2 : to
be distributed in or on like speckles
specs \'speks\ n pi X [contr. of spectacles] : glass 2bC2) 2 [by
contr ] : specifications
specta.cle \'spek-ti-k3l; ojtenest jar 2, 3 -,tik-3l\ n [ME, fr. MF,
fr. L speciaculum, fr. spectare to watch, fr. spectus, pp. of specere to
look, look at ^ more at spy) 1 a ; something exhibited to view as
unusual, notable, or entertaining; esp : an eye-catching or dramatic
public display b : an object of curiosity or contempt 2 pi : glass
2b(2) 3 : any of various things felt to resemble a pair of glasses

spec*ta>cled \-ti-ksld, -,tik-3ld\ adj 1 : having or wearing spec-
tacles 2 : having markings suggesting a pair of spectacles

'speC'tac-u-lar Vspek-'tak-ya-Iar, sp3k-\ adj [L spectaculum] : of,

relating to, or constituting a spectacle — spec«tac»u«lar«ly adv
^spectacular n ; something spectacular (as an elaborate television
show)

spec-tate \'spek-,tat\ vi [back formation fr. spectator] : to be
present as a spectator (as at a sports event)

Spec*ta>tor \'spek-,tat-ar, spek-'\ n [L, fr. spectatus, pp. o( spectare
to watch] : one who looks on or watches : onlooker — spectator
adj — speC'ta-tress \spek-*ta-tr3s\ n
spec*ter or spec-tre \'spek-t3r\ n [F spectre, fr. L spectrum ap-
pearance, specter, fr. specere to look, look at — more at spy] 1 ; a
visible disem.bodied spirit ; ghost 2 ; something that haunts or
perturbs the mind : phantasm

spec>tral \'spek-tr3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or suggesting a specter
: GHOSTLY 2 : of, relating to, or made by a spectrum — spec-tral-
i»ty \spek-'tral-3t-e\ n — spec-traMy \'spek-tr3-le\ adv —
spec-tral-ness \'spek-tr9l-nas\ n

spectral line n : one of a series of linear Images of the narrow slit of
a spectrograph or similar instrument corresponding to a component
of the spectrum of the radiation emitted by a particular source

Spectro- comb jorm 1 [NL spectrum] : spectrum <.jpec/roscope)

2 [spectroscope] : combined with a spectroscope <jpec/ropolar-
imeter)

spec-tro-gram \'spek-t(r)s-,8ram\ n [ISV] : a photograph or
diagram of a spectrum
spec-tro-graph \-,graf\ n [ISV] : an apparatus for dispersing radi-

ation into a spectrum and photographing or mapping the spectrum
— spec-tro-graph-ic \,spek-t(r)3-'graf-ik\ adj — spec>tro-
graph.i.cal-ly \-i-k[3-)le\ adv

spectro-he-liO'gram \,spek-(,Uro-'he-le-3-,gram\ n : a photo-
graph of the sun that is made by monochromatic Ught and shows
the sun's faculae and prominences

spectro-he-lio-grapll \-,graf\ n [ISV] : an apparatus for making
spectroheliograms

spectro-he-lio.scope \-,sk6p\ n [ISV] 1 : spectroheliograph
2 : an instrument similar lo a spectroheliograph used for visual as
distinguished from photographic observations
spec.trom«e«ter \spek-'tram-3t-3r\ n [ISV] 1 ; an instrument used
in determming the index of refraction 2 : a spectroscope fitted for

measurements of the spectra observed with it — spec-tro«met.ric
Vspek-ir3-'me-irik\ adj— spec.tiom-e»try \spek-'tram-3-tre\ n

spectro.phO'tom.e-ter \,spek-(,)tro-f3-'tam-3t-3r\ n [ISV] : a
photometer for measuring the relative intensities of the light in

different parts of a spectrum — spec-tro-pho-to-met-rlc X.spek-
tr3-,fot-3-'me-trik\ adj — spec»tro.pho-tom.e*try \,spek-(,)tro-

fa-' l\n
Spec-trO'SCope \*spek-tr3-,skop\ n [ISV] : any of various instru-

ments for forming and examining optical spectra — spec-tro-scop-
ic \,spek-tra-'skap-ik\ adj— speC'tro-scop-i'Cal.ly \-i-k(a-)le\

adv — speC'troS'CO'Pist \spek-'tras-k3-past\ n — spec-tros-
CQ.py \-pe\ n
spectrum \'spek-trsm\ n, pi spectra \-tr3\ or spectrums [NL,
fr. L, appearance — more at specter] 1 : an array of the com-
ponents of an emission or wave separated and arranged in the order
of some varying characteristic: as a : a series of images formed
when a beam of radiant energy is subjected to dispersion and
brought to focus so that the component waves are arranged in the

order of their wavelengths b : electromagnetic spectrum
c : radio spectrum 2 : a continuous sequence or range
spectrum analysis n ; the investigation of substances or bodies by
means of their spectra

spec.U'lar \'spek-y9-l3r\ adj [L specularis of a mirror, fr. specu-

lum] : of, relating to, or having the quahties of a mirror; esp : con-
ducted with the aid of a medical speculum — spec>u<lar>Iy adv
spec<U>late \'spek-y3-,lat\ vi [L speculatus, pp. of speculari to spy
out, examine, fr. specula watchtower, fr. specere to look, look at]

1 a : to meditate on or ponder a subject : reflect b : to review
something idly or casually and often inconclusively 2 ; to assume a

business risk in hope of gam; esp : to buy or sell in expectation of

firofiting from market fluctuations syn see think — spec-u»la-
ion \,spek-y3-'la-sh3n\ n — spec>u>la>tive \'spek-y3-.lat-iv,

-l3t-\ adj — spec-u-la.tor \-,lat-ar\ n
spec>u>lum \*spek-y3-bm\ n, pi spec>u>la \-l3\ also speculums
[L, mirror, fr. specere] 1 ; a tubular instrument inserted into a
body passage for inspection or medication 2 a ; an ancient mirror
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usu of bronze or silver b : a reflector In an optical Instrument

3 : a medieval compendium of all knowledge 4 : a drawing or

table showing the relative positions of all the planets 5 : a patch of

color on the secondaries of most ducks and some other birds

Speech Vspech\ n [ME speche, fr. OE sprsc, spsec; akin to OE sprec-

an to speak — more at speak] 1 a ; the communication or expres-

sion of thoughts in spoken words b : exchange of spoken words
: CONVERSATION 2 3 I Something that is spoken ; utterance
b : a public discourse : address 3 a : language, dialect b : an
individual manner or style of speaking 4 : the power of expressing

or communicating thoughts by speaking

speech community n : a group of people sharing characteristic

patterns of vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation

speech'ily \'spe-cha-.fT\ vi : to make a speech ; harangue
speech-less \'spech-l3s\ adj 1 : unable to speak : DtrMB 2 : not

speaking : silent 3 : unexpressed in words ; unspoken — speecn-
less-ly adv — speech-less-ness n

ispeed \'sped\ n [ME spede, fr. OE sped; akin to OHG spuot
prosperity, speed, L spes hope, spatium space] 1 archaic ; pros-
perity in an undertaking ; success 2 a : the act or state of moving
swiftly : SWIFTNESS b : rate of motion : veloctty c : momentum
3 : swiftness or rate of performance or action : quickness 4 a : the
sensitivity of a photographic film, plate, or paper expressed
numerically according to one of several systems b : the light

gathering power of a lens or optical system expressed as relative

aperture c : the time during which a camera shutter is open 5 : a
transmission gear in automotive vehicles <shift to low '^> syn see

haste
2speed vb sped \'sped\ or speed-ed; speed-lng vf 1 a : to prosper
in an undertaking b : to get along : pare 2 a : to make haste

b : to go or drive at excessive or illegal speed 3 : to move, work, or
take place faster : accelerate (the heart ~.s up) « vf 1 a archaic

; to cause or help to prosper ; aid b : to further the success of
2 a ; to cause to move quickly ; hasten b : to wish Godspeed to

c ; to increase the speed of : accelerate i-^ed up the engine)
3 : to send out : discharge ir^ an arrow) — speed*ern— speed-
ster \-st3r\ n
3speed ad] : of or relating to speed
speed-boat \'sped-,b6t\ n ; a fast launch or motorboat
speed*boat>ing \-iQ\ n : the act, art, or sport of managing a speed-
boat

speed-i-ly \*sped-'l-e\ adv ; in a speedy manner
speed*i»ness \'sped-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being speedy
speed-light \-,nt\ n : strobotron
speed limit n : the maximum speed permitted by law In a given area
under specified circumstances

Speed-om-e-ter \spi-'dam-at-3r\ n 1 : an Instrument for indicating

speed : tachometer 2 : an instrument for indicating distance
traversed as well as speed of travel; also : odometer

Speed trap n : a stretch of road policed by concealed officers or
devices against speeding

speed-up \'spe-,dap\ n : an employer's demand for accelerated out-
put without increased pay
speed-way \'spe-,dwa\ n 1 : a public road on which fast driving is

allowed; specij ; expressway 2 : a racecourse for automobiles or
motorcycles
speed-well \*spe-,dwel\ n : any of a genus {Veronica) of herbs of
the figwort family: exp ; a perennial European herb (K. ojjicinalis)

with small bluish flowers
speedy \'sped-e\ adj : rapid in motion : quick, swift
speel \'spe(3)l\ vb [origin unknown] : climb
Speer or speir \'spi(a)r\ vb [ME (Sc) speren, fr. OE spyrian to seek
after; akin to OE spar spoor] chiejly Scot t ask, inqihre

speiss \'spTs\ n [G speise, lit., food, fr. (assumed) VL spesa, fr. LL
expensa expense] ; a mixture of impure metaUic arsenides produced
as a regulus in smelting certain ores

spe-le-0-log-i-oal \,spe-le-3-'laj-i-k3l, ,spel-e-\ adj ; of or relating
to speleology

Spe-le-ol-o-glst \-''al-a-j3st\ n ; a specialist in speleology
spe-le-ol-O-gy \-]e\ n [L speleum cave (fr. Gk spelaion) + ISV -o- +
-logy'\ : the scientific study or exploration of caves

ispell \'spel\ n [ME, talk, tale, fr. OE; akin to OHG spel talk, tale,

Gk apeile boast] 1 a : a spoken word or form of words beUeved to
have magic power ; incantation b : a state of enchantment 2 : a
strong compelling influence or attraction

2spell vt : to put under a spell : bewftch
aspell vb spelled Vspeld. 'spelt\ spell-ing [ME spellen, fr. OF
espeller. of Gmc origin; akin to OE spell talk] vr 1 : to read slowly
and with difficulty' 2 a : to find out by study : discover b : com-
prehend, understand 3 a : to name the letters of in order; also
; to write or print the letters of in order b : to make up (a word)
: FORM 4 : MEAN, SIGNIFY '^ vi z to form words with letters

•spell vb spelled \'speld\ spell-ing [ME spelen, fr. OE spelian;
akin to OE spala substitute] vt 1 : to take the place of for a time
: relieve 2 : to allow an interval of rest to : rect ^^ vi 1 : to
work in turns 2 : to rest from work or activity for a time

Sspell n 1 a archaic % a shift of workers b : one's turn at work
2 a : a period spent in a job or occupation b chiejly Austral : a
period of rest from work, activity, or use 3 a : an indeterminate
period of time b : a stretch of a specified type of weather 4 : a
time colored by some state of body or mind : fit

spell-bind \'spel-,bTnd\ vt [back-formation fr. spellbound"] ; to bind
or hold by a spell or charm ; fascinate

spell-bind-er \-,bTn-dsr\ n ; a speaker of compelling eloquence
spell-bound \-'baund\ adj : entranced, fascinated
spell down vt : to defeat in a spelling match
spell-er \'spel-3r\ n 1 : one who spells words 2 : a book with
exercises for teaching spelling

spell-ing n : the forming of words from letters according to accepted
usage : orthography; also ; the letters composing a word

spell out vf : to make plain
ispelt X'spcltX n [ME. fr. OE. fr. LL spelta, of Gmc origin; akin toMHG spelte split piece of wood, OHG spaltan to spUt — more at
SPILL] : a wheat {Trificum spelta) with lax spikes and spikelets con-
taining two light red kernels — called also speltz

2spelt \'spelt\ chiejly Brit past oj spell
Spel-ter \'spel-t3r\ n [prob. alter, of MD speauter"] : zmc; esp : zinc
cast in slabs for commercial use
spe-lunk.er Xspi-'lao-ksr, 'spe-,\ n [obs. E spelunk cave, fr. ME. fr.

MF or L; MF spelimque, fr. L spelunca, fr, Gk spelynx; akin to Gk
spelaion cave] : one who makes a hobby of exploring and studying
caves
spe-lunk-ing \-kio\ n : the hobby or practice of exploring caves
spence \'spen(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF despense, fr. ML dispensa, fr. L,
lem. of dispensus, pp. of dispendere to weigh out — more at dis-

pense] dial Brit : pantry
ispen-cer \'spen(t)-s3r\ n [George John, 2d earl Spencer tl834 E
pohUcian] ; a short waist-length jacket

sspencer n [prob. fr. the name Spencer} : a trysail abaft the foremast
or mainmast
iSpen-ce-rl-an \spen-'sir-e-an\ adj ; of or relating to Herbert
Spencer or Spencerianism
aSpencerian adj [Platt R. Spencer tl864 Am calligrapher] : of
or relating to a form of slanting handwriting
Spen-ce-ri-au-ism \-e-a-,niz-3ra\ n : the synthetic philosophy of
Herbert Spencer that has as its central idea the mechanistic evo-
lution of the cosmos from relative simplicity to relative complexity
spend \'spend\ vb spent \'spent\ speud-ing [ME spenden, fr. OE
& OF; OE spendan, fr. L expendere to expend; OF despendre, fr. L
dispendere to weigh out — more at dispense] vt 1 : to use up or
pay out ; expend 2 a : to wear out : exhaust b : to consume
wastefully : squander 3 J to cause or permit to elapse ; pass
4 : to give up : sacrihce -^ vi 1 : to expend or waste wealth or
strength 2 ; to become expended or consumed — spend-er n

spend-able \'spen-d3-bal\ adj : available for spending
spending money n : pocket money
spend-thrift \'spen(d)-,thrift\ n : one who spends improvldently or
wastefully — spendthrift adj
Spen-gle-ri-an \s(h)peo-*(g)lir-e-3n\ adj : of or relating to the
theory of world history developed by Oswald Spengler that all

major cultures undergo similar cyclical developments from birth to
maturity to decay — Spenglerian n
Spen-se-ri-an \spen-'sir-e-3n\ adj : of or relating to the poet
Spenser or his works
Spenserian sonnet n [Edmund Spenser tl599 E poet] : a sonnet
consisting of three interlocked quatrains and a couplet with a
rhyme scheme abab, bcbc, cdcd, ee
Spenserian stanza n : a staiiza consisting of eight verses of iambic
pentameter and an alexandrine with a rhyme scheme ababbcbcc

spent \'spent\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of spenden to spend] 1 ; used up
: consumed 2 : drained of energy or effectiveness : exhausted
3 : exhausted of spawn or sperm
sperm \'sp3rm\ n, pi sperm or sperms [ME, fr. MF esperme, fr. LL
spermat-, sperma, fr. Gk; akin to Gk speirein to sow — more at

sprout] 1 a : the male fecundating fluid : semen b : a male
gamete 2 ; a product of the sperm whale

sperm^ or spermo- or sperma- or spermi- comb form [Gk sperm-,
spermo; fr. sperma'] : seed : germ : sperm {spermophile} (sperma-
theca) {spermaryy ispermicidaiy

Sper«ma.ce.ti V.spar-ms-'set-e, -'set-\ n [ME sperma cete, fr. ML
sperma ceti whale sperm] ; a waxy solid obtained from the oil of
cetaceans and esp. sperm whale and used in ointments, cosmetics,
and candles

sper-ma-go-ni-Tun \,sp3r-m9-'go-ne-3m\ n, pi sper-ma*go-nia
\-ne-3\ [NL] : a flask-shaped or depressed receptacle in which
spermatia are produced in some fungi and lichens

Sper-ma.ry \'sp3rm-(3-)re\ n [NL spermarium, fr. Gk sperma] : an
organ in which male gametes are developed
spermat- or spermato- comb jorm [MF, fr. LL, fr. Gk, fr. spermat-t
sperma sperm] : seed ; spermatozoon {spermati6y {spermatocyte}
sper-ma-the-ca \,sp3r-m3-'the-ka\ n[NL] : a sac for sperm storage

in the female reproductive tract of many lower animals — sper-
ma-the*cal \-k3l\ adj

sper-ma-tial \(,)spar-'ma-shal\ adj : of, relating to, or being a sper-

matium
sper-mat-ic \(,)sp3r-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : relating to sperm or a
spermary 2 : resembUng, carrying, or full of sperm
spermatic cord n : a cord that suspends the testis within the scrotum
and contains the vas deferens and vessels and nerves of the testis

Sper-ma-tid \*spar-m3t-3d\ n ; one of the cells formed by division

of the secondary spermatocytesthat differentiate into spermatozoa
sper-ma*ti-um \(,)sp3r-'ma-she-3m\ n, pi sper-ma-tia \-she-3\
[NL, fr. Gk spermation, dim. of spermat-, sperma] : a nonmotile
cell functioning or held to function as a male gamete in some lower
plants

sper>ma-to-ci-dal \(,)spar-.mat-3-'sTd-n, .spsr-mst-x or sper-mi-
Ci-dal \,sp3r-ma-'s]d-=l\ adj ; able or used to kill sperm — sper-
ma-to-cide \(,)sp3r-'mat-3-,sTd, 'spar-mat-X n

sper-ma-to-cyte \(,)spar-'mat-3-,sTt, 'spsr-mst-X n : a cell giving

rise to sperm cells; esp : a cell of the last generation or next to the
last generation preceding the spermatozoon

sper-ma-to-gen-e-sis X.spar-mst-a-'jen-a-sas, (.)sp3r-,mat-\ n
[NL] : the process of male gamete formation including meiosis and
transformation of the four resulting spermatids into spermatozoa—
sper-ma-to-ge-net-ic \(,)sp3r-,mat-3-j3-'net-ik, .spsr-mst-o-V adj

sper-ma-to-go-ni*al \,spar-m3t-3-'g6-ne-al, (,)sp3r-,mat-\ adj : of,

relating to, or producing spermatogonia
sper-ma-to-go-ni-um \-ne-sm\ n, pi sper.ma.to-gcnia \-ne-3\
[NL] : a primitive male germ cell

sper-ma-to*pliore \{.)spar-'mat-3-,fo(3)r, 'spar-mat-, -.f6(a)r\ n
[ISV] ; a capsule, packet, or mass enclosing spermatozoa extruded
by the male and conveyed to the female in the insemination of var-

ious lower animals
sper-ma-to-phyte \-,fTt\ n [deriv. of NL spermat- -f Gk phyton
plant— more at phyt-] : any of a group (Spermatophyta) of higher
plants comprising those that produce seeds and including the
gymnosperms and angiosperras — sper«ma-to«phyt-iC \(,)sp3r-
,mat-a-'fit-ik, ,sp3r-mat-\ adj

sper-ma-tO-ZO-al X.spar-mat-a-'zo-al, (,)spar-,mat-\ adj : of or
relating to spermatozoa

Sper-ma-tO'ZQ-id \-'zo-ad\ n [ISV, fr. NL spermatozoa] : a male
gamete of a plant motile by anterior cilia and usu. produced in an
antheridium
Sper*ma*to-zo-on \-'zo-,"an, -'zo-3n\ n, pi sper-ma-to-zoa
\-'zo-3\ [NL] 1 : a motile male gamete of an animal usu. with
rounded or elongate head and a long posterior flagellum 2 : sper-
matozoid
speim-ine \'spar-,men\ n : a crystallioe aliphatic base C10H26N4
found esp. In semen and In yeast
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Sper-mio<gen-e-si5 \,sp3r-me-o-'jen-3-sas\ n [NL, fr. spermium
spermatozoon + -o- + Lgenesis'l 1 : transformation of a spermatid
into a spermatozoon 2 : spermatogenesis
sperm oil n : a pale yellow oil from the sperm whale
sper.mo.phile \'sp3r-m3-.fTl\ n [deriv. of Gk sperma sperm -1-

philos lovmg] : any of various burrowing rodents (as of the genus
Citellus) that are related to the squirrels and live in colonies esp. in
open areas, often damage crops, and include vectors of plague
sperm whale \'sp3rm-\ n [short for spermaceti whale'^ : a large
toothed whale {Physeier caiodon) with a large closed cavity in the
head containing a fluid mixture of spermaceti and oil

-Sper^my \,sp3r-me\ n comb jorm (Gk sperma seed, sperm] ; state
of exhibiting or resulting from (such) a fertilization <agamo5/?e/-ffij'>

Sper.ry.lite \'sper-i-,lit\ n [Francis L. Sperry, 19th cent. Can
chemist + E -lite'\ : a mineral PtAsz consisting of a platinum arse-
nide occurring near Sudbury, Ontario, in grains and minute iso-
metric crystals of a tin-white color

spes.sar.tile \'spes-3r-.tTt\ also spes-sar-line \-.ten\ n [F, fr.

Spessart mountain range, Germany] : a manganese aluminum
garnet usu. containing iron, magnesium, or other elements in minor
amounts
ispew \'spyii\ vb [ME spewen. fr. OE splwan; akin to OHO
spiwan to spit, L spuere. Gk pfyeinl vi 1 : vomft 2 : to come in a
flood or gush 3 : to ooze forth : exude ^ vi : vomft— spew»er n
2spew n 1 : matter that is vomited : vomft 2 : material that exudes
or is extruded

sphag<nic<o>lous \sfag-'nik-9-l3s\ adj ; inhabiting or growing in
sphagnum <'^ rotifers)

sphag'nous \'sfag-nas\ adj : of, relating to. or abounding in
sphagnum
sphag.num \'sfag-n3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L sphagnos, a
moss, fr. Gk] 1 : any of a large genus {Sphagnum, coextensive with
the order Sphagnales) of atypical mosses that grow only in wet acid
areas where their remains become compacted with other plant debris
to form peat 2 : a mass of sphagnum plants

Sphal-er.ite \'sfal-a-,rTt\ n [G sphalerit, fr. Gk sphaleros deceitful,
fr. sphallein to cause to fall — more at spill] : a widely distributed
ore of zinc composed essentially of zinc sulphide ZnS
Sphene \'sfen\ n [F sphene, fr. Gk sphen wedge — more at spoon]

; a mineral CaTiSiOs that is a silicate of calcium and titanium and
often contains other elements
spben-Odon _\'sfe-n3-.dan, 'sfen-a-X n [NL, deriv. of Gk sphen
wedge + odon tooth — more at tooth] : tuatara — sphen>odont
\-.dant\ adj
isphe-noid \'sfe-,n6id\_or sphe<noi*dal \sfi-'n6id-n\ adj [NL
sphenoides, fr. Gk sphenoeides wedge-shaped, fr. sphen wedge]
1 : of, relating to, or being a winged compound bone of the base
of the cranium 2 usu sphenoidal : relating to or resembling a
sphenoid : wedge-shaped
^sphenoid n : a sphenoid bone
splier*al \'sfir-3l\ adj 1 ; spherical 2 : symmetrical, har-
monious
'sphere \'sfi(3)r\ n [ME spere globe, celestial sphere, fr. MF
espere, fr. Lsphaera, fr. Gk sphaira, lit., ball] 1 a (I) ; the apparent
surface of the heavens of which half forms the dome of the visible
sky (2) : one of the concentric and eccentric revolving spherical
transparent shells in which according to ancient astronomy stars,

sun, planets, and moon are set bra globe depicting such a sphere;
broadly ; globe a 2 a : a globular body ; ball b : planet, star
C : a surface all points of which are equally distant from a center— see volume table 3 : natural, normal, or proper place; esp
; social order or rank 4 a obs : orbit b : a field or range of
influence or significance : province — spher<ic \'sfi(s)r-ik, 'sfer-\
adj — sphe-ric-i.ty \sfir-'is-at-e\ n

^sphere vt 1 : to place in a sphere or among the spheres : ensphere
2 : to form into a sphere

Sphere of influence ; a territorial area within which the polidcal
influence or the interests of one nation are held to be more or less
paramount

spher>i>cal \'sfir-i-k3l, 'sfer-\ adj 1 : having the form of a sphere
or of one of its segments 2 : relating to or dealing with a sphere
or its properties — spher<i<cal-ly \-k(a-)le\ adv

Spherical aberration n : aberration caused by the spherical form
of a lens or mirror that gives different foci for central and marginal
rays

spherical angle n : the angle between two intersecting arcs of great
circles of a sphere measured by the plane angle formed by the
tangents to the arcs at the point of intersection

spherical coordinate n : one of the two coordinates of a plane
polar coordinate system or the angle between the plane and a fixed
plane containing a reference Une

spherical excess n : the amount by which the sum of the three
angles of a spherical triangle exceeds two right angles

spherical geometry n : the geometry of figures on a sphere
spherical polygon n : a figure analogous to a plane polygon that is

formed on a sphere by arcs of great circles

spherical triangle n : a spherical polygon of three sides

spherical trigonometry n ; trigonometry applied to spherical
triangles and polygons

isplier-ics \'sfi(a)r-iks, 'sfer-\ n pi but sing in constr 1 : spherical
geometry 2 : SPHERICAL trigonometry
2spherics var oj sferics
spher>Oid \'sfi(3")r-,6id, 'sfe(a)r-\ n : a figure resembling a sphere;
esp ; an ellipsoid of revolution
sphe-roi-dal \sfir-'6id-=l\ also spher-oid \'sfi(3)r-,6id. 'sfe(9)r-\
adj : having the form of a spheroid — sphe>roi*dal-ly \sfir-
-'6id-'l-e\ adv

sphe.rom.e-ter \sfir-'am-3t-3r\ n [ISV] : an instrument for measur-
ing the curvature of a surface
spher-ule \'sfi(a)r-(,)(y)ii(a)l, •sfe(a)r-\ n : a little sphere or spheri-
cal body

spher>u>lite \'sfir-(y)a-,lTt, 'sfer-\ n : a usu. spherical crystalline
body of radiating crystal fibers found in vitreous volcanic rocks— spher<u<lit>ic \,sfir-(y)3-'lit-ik, ,sfer-\ adj
sphery \*sfi(3)r-e\ adj 1 ; spherical, starlike 2 : of or relating
to the spheres
sphincter \*sfio(k)-tar\ n [LL, fr. Gk sphinkter, lit., band; akin to

L spatium space— more at speed] : an annular muscle surrounding
and able to contract or close a bodily opening — sphinc>ter*a]
\-tO-)ral\ adj

sphin.gid \'sfin-j9d\ n [deriv. of Gk sphing-, sphinx sphinx
: HAWKMOTH

sphinx \'sfio(k)s\ n, pi sphinx>es or sphin>ge5 \'sfin-,]ez\ [L, fr.

Gk; akin to Gk sphinkter sphincter] 1 a : an enigmatic monster in
ancient Greek mythology having typically a lion's body, wings, and
the head and bust of a woman b : a person enigmatic like the
sphinx of ancient Greece 2 : an ancient Egyptian image in the
form of a recumbent lion having a man's head, a ram's head, or a
hawk's head 3 : hawkmoth

Sphra.giS-tiC \sfr3-'jis-tik\ adj [LGk sphragistikos, fr. Gk sphragi-
zein to close with a seal, fr. sphragis seal] ; of or relating to a seal
or signet

sphra.gis-tics \-tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; the science of
seals and signets

sphyg.mo.graph \*sfig-m3-,graf\ n [Gk sphygmos pulse + ISV
-graph] ; an instrument that records graphically the movements or
character of the pulse — sphyg.mo.graph. ic \.sfig-m3-'graf-ik\
adj— sphyg.mog.ra-phy \sfig-'mag-r3-fe\ n
sphyg.mo.ma.nom.e-ter \.sfig-(,)m6-m3-'n'am-3t-3r\ n [Gk
sphygmos pulse + ISV manometer; akin to Gk asphyxia stopping of
the pulse — more at asphyxia] : an instrument for measuring blood
pressure and esp. arterial blood pressure — sphyg.mo-mano-
raet.ric \-jnan-a-'me-irik\ adj — sphyg.mo-mano-met'ri'cai.ly
\-tri-k(a-)le\ adv— sphyg-mo-ma.nom-e-try \-ma-'nam-3-tre\ n

Sphyg.mom.e.ter \sfig-'mam-at-3r\ n [Gk sphygmos + ISV -meter^
; SPHYGMOGRAPH

spi'Ca \'spT-k3\ n, pi spi'Cae \-,ke\ or spicas [L, spike of grain~ more at spike] : a spiral reverse plain or plaster bandage used
to immobilize a Umb esp. at a joint

Spi'Ca \'spT-k3\ n [L, lit., spike of grain] : a star of the first
magnitude in the constellation Virgo

spi.cate \'spT-,kat\ adj [L spicatus, pp. of spicare to arrange in the
shape of heads of grain, fr. spica] : pointed, spiked; specij : ar-
ranged in the form of a spike <a ~ inflorescence)
ispic.ca.to \spi-'kat-(,)o\ adj [It, pp. of spiccare to detach] : per-
formed with springing bow — used as a direction in music for
stringed instruments

2spiccat0 n : a spiccato technique, performance, or passage
ispice \'spTs\ n [ME, fr. OF espice. fr. LL species spices, fr. L,
species] 1 : any of various aromatic vegetable products (as
pepper or nutmeg) used to season or flavor foods 2 a archaic : a
small portion, quantity, or admixture ; dash b : something that
gives zest or relish 3 : a pungent or fragrant odor : perfume

2spice vt : to season with spices

spice. ber-ry \'spTs-,ber-e\ n ; any of several spicy plants; esp
: WINTERGREEN 2

Spice box n : a box holding or designed to hold spices; esp : a box
fitted with smaller boxes for holding spices

spice.hUSh \-,bush\ n 1 : an aromatic shrub (Lindera benzoin)
of the laurel family 2 : a lall upright strawberry shrub {Calycanthus
occidenialis) with slightly fragrant brown flowers

spic.ery \'spTs-(3-)re\ n 1 : spices 2 archaic : a repository of
spices 3 : a spicy quality

spi'Ci.form \'spT-ka-,f6rm, -s3-\ adj [prob. fr, (assumed) NL
spicijormis, fr. L spica head of grain + -jormis -form — more at
SPIKE] : shaped like a spike <~ panicle)

spic.i-ly \'spT-sa-le\ odv : in a spicy manner : pungently
spiC'i.ness \-se-nas\ n : the quality of being spicy

spick-and-span or spic-and-span \,spik-3n-'span\ adj [short
for spick-and-span-new, fr. obs E spick (spike) + E and + span-new
(brand-new)] 1 : fresh, brand-new 2 : spotlessly clean : spruce

spic-u.la \'spik-y3-l3\ n, pi spic-u*lae X-ya-.le, -,ir\ [NL, fr. ML,
arrowhead, alter, of L spiculum, dim. of spica} : spicule, prickle— spic.U'lar \-l3r\ adj

spic.U'late V'spik-ya-lat, -,lat\_adj : covered with or having spicules— spiC'U-la.tion \,spik-y3-'la-sh3n\ n.

spicule \'spik-(,)yu(3)l\ n [NL spicula & L spiculum} : a minute
slender pointed usu. hard body; esp : one of the minute calcareous
or siliceous bodies that support the tissues of various invertebrates— spic.U'lil-er-ous \,spik-yu-'lif-(a-)r3s\ adj

spiC.U'limi \'spik-y3-bm\ n, pi spiC>U*la \-l3\ [L, small sharp
organ, arrowhead] : an organ having the form of a spicule; broadly
: SPICULE

spicy \'spT-se\ adj 1 : having the quality, flavor, or fragrance
of spice 2 : producing or abounding in spices 3 : spirited,
zestful 4 ; piquant, racy; esp : somewhat scandalous or sala-

Spi'der \'spTd-ar\ n [ME, alter, of spithre; akin to OE spinnan to
spin] 1 : any of an order (Araneida) of arachnids having a body
with two main divisions, four pairs of walking '.egs, and two or
more pairs of abdominal spinnerets for spinning threads of silk

used in making cocoons for their eggs, nests for themselves, or
webs for entangling their prey 2 : a cast-iron frying pan orig.

made with short feet to stand among coals on the hearth 3 : any
of various devices consisting of a frame or skeleton with radiating
aim or members

spider crab n : any of numerous crabs (esp. family Majidae) with
extremely long legs and nearly triangular bodies which they often
cover with kelp

spider mite n ; red spider
spider monkey n : any of a genus (Afeles) of New World monkeys
with long slender limbs, the thumb absent or rudimentary, and
a very long prehensile tail

spider phaeton n : a very high light carriage with a covered seat
in front and a footman's seat behind
spi.der-wort X'spTd-ar-.wart, -,w6(3)rt\ n : any of a genus {Trades-
cantia of the family Commelinaceae) of monocotyledonous plants
with ephemeral usu. blue or violet flowers

spi.dery \'sprd-9-re\ adj l a : resembling a spider b ; resembling a
spider web 2 : infested with spiders

spie.gel.ei.sen \'spe-g3-,lT2-'n\ also spie.gel \'spe-g3l\ n [G
spiegeleisen, fr. spiegel mirror -I- eisen iron] : a variety of pig iron
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containing IS to 30 percent manganese and 4.5 to 6.S percent

carbon
tspiel \'spe('3)I\ vb [G spielen to play. fr. OHG spilon; akin to OE
spilian to revel] vi 1 : to play music 2 : to talk volubly or extrava-

gantly '^ v/ : to utter, express, or describe volubly or extravagantly
— spiel>er n

sspiel n ; a voluble line of often extravagant talk : pitch
ispi-er \'spT(-3)r\ n : spy
2spier X'spifaUX chiefly Scot var oj speer
spifly \'spif-e\ adj [E dial, spijj dandified] : fine looking : smart
spig-ot \'spig-3t, 'spik-3t\ n [ME] 1 : a pin or peg used to stop
the vent in a cask 2 : the plug of a faucet or cock 3 : faucet,
COCK
Ispike \'spTk\ n [ME, prob. fr. MD; akin to L spina thorn ~ more
at SPINE] 1 : a very large nail 2 a : one of a row of pointed
irons placed (as on the top of a wall) to prevent passage h (1) : one
of several metal projections set in the sole and heel of a shoe to

improve traction (2) : a shoe having spikes attached to the sole

or heel 3 : something resembling a spike; as a : a young mackerel
not over six inches long b : an unbranched antler of a young
deer 4 : a spike-heeled shoe 5a: the pointed element in a graph
or tracing b : an unusually high and sharply defined maximum
(as of amplitude in a wave train)

ssplke VI 1 : to fasten or furnish with spikes 2 a : to disable (a

muzzle-loading cannon) temporarily by driving a spike into the
vent b : to suppress or block completely : quash 3 : to pierce
or impale with or on a spike 4 : to add alcohol or liquor to
(a drink)

3Spike n [ME splk head of grain, fr. L spica; akin to L spina thorn]
1 : an ear of grain 2 ; an elongated inflorescence similar to a
raceme but having the flowers sessile on the main axis

spiRed X'spTkt, 'spT k3d\ adj 1 a : bearing cars b : having a spiky
inflorescence <-- flowers) 2 ; spiky

spiKe heel n : a very high tapering heel used on women's shoes
spike lavender \'spTk-\ n [alter, of E dial, spick (lavender)]

; a European mini {Lavandula laiijolia) related to true lavender
spike>Iet \'spT-kl3t\ n : a small or secondary spike; specij : one
of the small few-flowered bracted spikes that make up the compound
inflorescence of a grass or sedge

spike>like \'spT-,klik\ adj : resembling a spike
Spikenard \'.spTk-,nard\ n [ME, fr. MP or ML; MF spicanarde, fr.

ML spica nardi, lit., spike of nard] 1 a : a fragrant ointment of
the ancients b : an East Indian aromatic plant {Nardostachys
jatamunsi) of the valerian family from which the above is believed
to have been derived 2 ; an American herb (Aralia raceinosa)
of the ginseng family with aromatic root and panicled umbels

spike-tooth harrow \,spTk-,tiith-\ n : a harrow with straight
steel teeth set in horizontal bars

spiky \'spT-ke\ adj : having a sharp projecting point
ispile \'spT(3)l\ n [prob. fr. D spijl stake: akin to L spina thorn —
more at spine] \ : a large stake driven into the ground to support
a superstructure : pile 2 : a small plug used to stop the vent of a
cask : BUNG 3 : a spout inserted in a tree to draw off sap

aspile vt 1 a : to plug with a spile b : to draw off through a spile
2 : to supply with a spile

spll-ing \'spT-lio\ n : a set of piles : piling
ispill \'spil\ vh spilled \'spild, 'spilt\ also spilt \'spilt\ spill-ing
[ME spillen. fr. OE spilian; akin to OHG spalran to split, L spolia
spoils. Gk sphallein to cause to fall] v/ 1 a archaic : kill, destroy
b : to cause (blood) to flow 2 : to cause or allow accidentally
or unmtentionally to fall, flow, or run out so as to be lost or wasted
3 ; to relieve (a sail) from the pressure of the wind so as to reef
or furl it; also : to relieve the pressure of (wind) on a sail by coming
about or by adjusting it with lines 4 : to throw off or out <a
horse ^ed him) 5 : to let out : divulge —

- vz 1 a : to flow, run,
or fall out, over, or off and become wasted or lost b ; to cause or
allow something to spill 2 : to fall from one's place — spill<able
\'spil-3-b3i\ adj

2spill n 1 : an act or instance of spilling; specij : a fall from a horse
or vehicle or an erect position 2 : something spilled 3 : spillway

3spill n [ME spille} 1 : a wooden splinter 2 : a slender piece:
as a : a metallic rod or pin b (1) : a small roll or twist of paper
or slip of wood for lighting a fire (2) : a roll or cone of paper
serving as a container c : a peg or pin for plugging a hole : spile

spill.age \'spil-ij\ « 1 : the act or process of spilling 2 : the
quantity that spills

spil-lLkin \'spil-i-k3n\ n [prob. alter, of obs. D spelleken small
peg] : JACKSTRAW
spillway \'spil-.wa\ n : a passage for surplus water to run over
or around a dam or similar obstruction

spi.lo-Site \'spT-la-,sit\ n [G spilosii, fr. Gk spiles spot] : a spotted
schistose rock produced by contact metamorphism of clay slate
usu. by diabase

spilth Vspilth\ n 1 : an act or Instance of spilling 2 a : something
spilled b : refuse, rubbish
ispin \'spin\ vb spun \'sp3n\ spin-ning [ME spinnen, fr. OE
spinnan; akin to OHG spinnan to spin, L sponte voluntarily, Gk
span to draw — more at span] vi 1 : to draw out and twist fiber
Into yarn or thread 2 : to form a thread by extruding a viscous
rapidly hardening fluid — used of a spider or insect 3 a : to
revolve rapidly : gyrate b : to be in a whirl : reel 4 : to move
swiftly on wheels or in a vehicle 5 : to fish with spinning bait
; troll Q Aoj an airplane ; to fall in a spin b : to spiral rapidly
downward '^ vt 1 a : to draw out and twist into yarns or threads
b : to produce by drawing out and twisting a fibrous material
2 : to form (as a web or cocoon) by spinning 3 a : to draw out
slowly : protract b : to evolve, express, or fabricate by processes
of mind or imagination <'- a yarn) 4 ; to cause to whirl : twirl
6 : to throw off by or as if by centrifugal force

2spjn n 1 a : the act of spinning or twirling something b : the
whirling motion imparted by spinning c ; an excursion in a
vehicle esp. on wheels 2 a : an aerial maneuver or flight condition
consisting of a combination of roll and yaw with the longitudinal
axis of the airplane inclined steeply downward b : a plunging
descent or downward spiral c : a mental whirl or state of con-
fusion

Spin.ach \'spin-lch\ or spin-age \-ij\ n [MF espinache, espinage.
fr OSp espinaca, fr. Ar isjanakh, fr. Per] 1 : a potherb (Spinacia
oleracea) of the goosefoot family cultivated for its edible leaves

2 a : something unwanted, insubstantial, or spurious b : an
untidy overgrowth
ispi<nal \'spTn-'l\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or situated near the
backbone 2 : of, relating to, or affecting the spinal cord 3 : of,
relating to, or resembling a spine

aspinal n : a spinal anesthetic

spinal canal n : a canal that lodges the spinal cord and is formed
by the arches on the dorsal side of the vertebrae

spinal column n : the axial skeleton of the trunk and tail of a
vertebrate consisting of an articulated series of vertebrae and
protecting the spinal cord — called also backbone
spinal cord n : the longitudinal cord of nervous tissue extending
from the brain along the back in the spinal canal

spi*nal-ly \'spTn-^l-e\ adv : with respect to or along the spine
ispin.dle \"spin-dn\ n [ME spindel, fr. OE spinel; akin to OE
spinnan to spin] 1 a : a round stick with tapered ends used to
form and twist the yarn in hand spinning b : the long slender pin
by which the thread is twisted in a spinning wheel c : any of the
various rods or pins holding a bobbin in a spinning frame or other
textile machine d ; the pin in a loom shuttle 2 : something shaped
like a spindle (as a spindle-shaped achromatic figure along which
the chromosomes are distributed during mitosis) 3a: the bar
or shaft usu. of square section that carries the knobs and actuates
the latch or boit of a lock b (1) : a turned often decorative piece
(2) : newel c (1) ; a revolving piece esp. if less in size than a
shaft (2) ; a horizontal or vertical axle revolving on pin or pivot
ends (3) : a rod attached to a valve to move or guide it d ; the
part of an axle on which a vehicle wheel turns

aspindle vb spin-dling \-(d)lio, -Cd)l3n, -dn-io. -dn-an\ vi 1 : to
shoot or grow into a long slender stalk 2 ; to grow to stalk or
stem rather than to flower or fruit — vf ; to impale, thrust, or
perforate on the spike of a spindle file

spin.dle-legged \,spin-dn-'(l)eg(-a)d, -'(l)ag(-a)d\ adj : having
long slender legs

spin-dle-shanked \-'shaoCk)t\ adj i spindle-legged
spindle tree n : any of a genus (Euonymus) of the staff-tree family
of often cultivated shrubs or trees with hard wood
spin-dlmg \'spin-(d)lio, -(d)l3n, -d'l-io, -d'l-3n\ adj ; long, thin;
also : frail, weak

spin.dly \'spin-(d)le, -d=I-e\ adj ; tall, thin, and frail-looking
: SPINDLING

spin*drift \'spin-,drift\ n [alter, of Sc speendrijr. fr. speen to
drive before a strong wind + E drijt} : sea spray : spoondrift

spine \'spTn\ n [ME, thorn, spinal column, fr. L spina; akin to
Latvian spina twig ] 1 a : spinal column b : something resembling
a spinal column or constituting a central axis or chief support
c : the backbone of a book 2 : a stiff pointed plant process; esp
: one that is a modified leaf or leaf part 3 : a sharp rigid process on
an animal: as a : spicule b : a stiff unsegmented fin ray of a
fish c : a pointed prominence on a bone

spi-nel or spi«neUe \sp9-'nel\ n [It spinella, dim. of spina thorn,
fr. L] 1 ; a hard crystalline mineral MgAl204 consisting of an
oxide of magnesium and aluminum that varies from colorless
to ruby-red to black and is used as a gem 2 : any of a group of
minerals that are essentially oxides of magnesium, ferrous iron,

zinc, or manganese
spine.less \'spTn-l3S\ adj l : free from spines, thorns, or prickles

2 a ; having no spinal column : invertebrate b : lacking strength
of character : weak — spine>less*ly adv — spine.less-ness n

spi-neS'Cent \spT-'nes-'nt\ adj [NL spinesccnt-, spinescens, fr. LL,
prp. of spinescere to become thorny, fr. L spina} : spiny; also

: tending toward spininess

Spin*et \'spin-3t\ n [It spinetta} 1 : a small harpsichord similar
to the virginal 2 a : a compactly built small upright piano b : a
small electronic organ

spi.ni.Iex \'spT-n3-,feks\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L spina -t- facere
to make — more at do] : any of several Australian grasses (genera
Spinijex or Triodia) with spiny seeds or stiff sharp leaves

spin.i.ness \'spT-ne-nas\ n : the quality or state of being spiny
spin-na-ker \'spin-i-kar\ n [prob. irreg. fr. Sphinx, yacht that
carried such a sail] : a large triangular sail set on a long light

pole and used when running before the wind
spin.ner \'spin-3r\ n l ; one that spins 2 : a fisherman's lure
consisting of a spoon, blade, or set of wings that revolves when
drawn through the water 3 t a bowled cricket ball to which
spin has been imparted 4 : a conical sheet metal fairing which is

attached to an airplane propeller boss and revolves with it 5 ; a
movable arrow that is spun on its dial to indicate the number or
kind of moves a player may make in a board game

Spin.ner.et \,spin-s-'ret\ n 1 : an organ (as of a spider or cater-
pillar) for producing threads of silk from the secretion of silk glands
2 or spin.ner. ette : a small metal plate, thimble, or cap with
fine holes through which a cellulose or chemical solution is forced
in the spinning of rayon, nylon, and other man-made filaments

Spinner play n : a football play in which the ballcarrier spins around
in an attempt to deceive opposing players
spin.ney \'spin-e\ n [MF espinaye thorny thicket, fr. espine thorn,
fr. L spina] Brit \ a small wood with undergrowth : copse
Spinning Irame n : a machine that draws, twists, and winds yarn
spinning jen-ny \-,jen-e\ n [Jenny,
nickname for Jane] : an early multiple
spindle machine for spinning wool or
cotton
spinning wheel n : a small domestic
hand-driven or foot-driven machine for
spinning yarn or thread in which a
wheel drives a single spindle

spin.or \'spin-3r, -,6(a)r\ n ps/Ji/i] : a
vector whose components are complex
numbers in a two-dimensional or four-
dimensional space and which is used esp.
in the mathematics of the theory of
relativity

spi.nose \'spT-.nos\ adj : spiny 1 —
spi.nose-ly adv

spi.nos.i.ty \spT-'nas-3t-e\ n 1 : the
quality or state of being spinose
2 : something that is nettlcsome or spinning wheel
difficult
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spi-nous \'spT-n5s\ adj 1 : difficult or unpleasant to handle
or meet : thorny <a ~ humor) 2 : spiny 1. 3

spinous process n : spine 3; esp : the median spiny dorsal pro-
cess of the neural arch of a vertebra
Spi-no<zism \spin-'6-,ziz-3m\ n : the philosophy of Spinoza who
taught that reality is one substance with an infinite number of
attributes of which only thought and extension are capable of
being apprehended by the human mind — Spi>no*zist \-23st\ n

spin<SteT \'spin(t)-si3r\ w 1 : a woman whose occupation is to
spin 2 a archaic : an unmarried woman of gentle family b : an
unmarried woman 3 : a woman past the common age for marrying
or one who seems unlikelv to marry — spin•ster>hood \-,hud\ n~ spin<ster-ish \-sto-)rish\ adj

Spin>than-SCope \spin-'thar-a-,skop\ n [Gk spintharis spark +
E -scope] : an instrument consisting of a fluorescent screen and a
magnifying lens system for visual detection of alpha rays

spin the bottle n 1 ; the game spin the plate when played with a
bottle 2 : a method of choosing a performer (as a partner in a
kissing game) according to whom the mouth of a botUe points to
when it stops spinning

Spin the plate n : a game in which something round (as a plate) is

spun on edge and the name of a player is called upon which the
named player must catch the spinning object before it falls or pay
a forfeit — called also spin the platter

spi-nule \'spT-(,)nyu(a)l\ n [L spinula, dim. of spina thorn — more
at SPINE] : aminute spine — spi*nu>lose \'spi-nys-,los\ adj

spiny \*spT-ne\ adj 1 : covered or armed with spines; broadly
: bearing spines, prickles, or thorns 2 : abounding with difficulties,
obstacles, or annoyances ; thorny 3 : slender and pointed like a
spine
spiny anteatei n : echidna
spiny-Iinned \,spT-ne-'find\ adj ; having fins with one or more
stiff unbranched rays without transverse segmentation — used
of acanthopterygian fishes: compare soft-rnned

spiny lobster n ; an edible crustacean (family Palinuridae) dis-
tinguished from the true lobster by the simple unenlarged first
pair of legs and spiny carapace
Spiny-rayed \,spT-ne-'rad\ adj 1 oj a Jin ; having stiff unarticu-
lated rays 2 ispiny-finned

Spi<ra<cle \'spT-ri-k3l, *spir-i-\ n [L spiraculum, fr. spirare to
breathe — more at spmrr] 1 : a breathing hole : vent 2 : a
breathing orifice: as a : blowhole 2 b : an external tracheal
aperture of a terrestrial arthropod that in an insect is usu. one of a
series of small apertures located along each side of the thorax and
abdomen — spi>rac>u>lar \spT-'rak-ya-l3r, sp3-\ adj

ispi-ral \'spT-r3l\ adj [ML spiralis, fr. L spira coil] la: winding
around a center or pole and gradually receding from or approaching
it <-^ curve) b : helical 2 : advancing to higher levels through
a series of cyclical movements — spi*ral-Iy \-ra-le\ adv

sspiial n 1 a : the path of a point in a plane moving around an
axis while continuously receding from or approaching it b : a
three-dimensional curve (as a helix) with one or more turns about
an axis 2 : a single turn or coil in a spiral object 3 a : something
having a spira! form b (1) : a spiral flight (2) ; a kick or pass
in which a football rotates on its long axis while moving through the
air 4 : a continuously spreading and accelerating increase or
decrease <wage '-^)

3spiral vb spi*raled or spi>ralled; spi>ral*ing or spi-raMing vi

: to move in a spiral course ~ vr 1 : to form into a spiral 2 : to
cause to spiral

spiral galaxy n : a galaxy exhibiting a central nucleus or barred
structure from which extend concentrations of matter forming
curved arms — called also spiral nebula

Spiral spring n : a spring consisting of a wire coiled usu. in a flat
spiral or in a helix

spi>rant \'spT-r3nt\ n [ISV. fr. L spirant-, spirans, prp. of spirare}
: a consonant (as \f\, \s\, \sh\) uttered with decided friction of
the breath against some JDart of the oral passage : fricative —
spirant adj

ispire \'spT(3)r\ n [ME, fr OE spJr; akin to MD spier blade of
grass, L spina thorn — more at spine] 1 : a slender tapering blade
or stalk (as of grass) 2 : the upper tapering part of something
(as a tree or antler) : pinnac le 3 a : a tapering roof or analogous
pyramidal construction surmounting a tower b : steeple

3spire vi : to shoot up like a spire

3spire n [L spira coil, fr. Gk speira; akin to Gk spartan rope,
esparto. Lith springti to choke in swallowing] la; spiral b ; COIL
2 ; the upper part of a spiral mollusk shell

*spire VI : to rise upward in a spiral

spi>rea or spi-raea \spT-'re-a\ n [NL Spiraea, genus name. fr. L.
a plant, fr. Gk speiraia} 1 : any of a genus (Spiraea) of shrubs of
the rose family with small perfect white or pink flowers in dense
racemes, corymbs, cymes, or panicles 2 : any of several garden
plants resembling spireas; esp : a shrub (Astilbe japonica) of the
saxifrage family
ispired \'spT(3)rd\ adj 1 : having a spire <a ^ church) 2 : taper-
ing usu. to a sharp point

^spired \'spr(a)rd\ adj : having a spire : spiral <~ shell)

Spi»renie \'spT(3)r-,em\ n [G spirem, fr. Gk speirama, speirema
convolution, fr. speirasthai to be coiled, fr. speira'\ : a continuous
thread observed in fixed preparations of the prophase of mitosis
that appears to be a strand of chromatin but is generally held to be
an artifact

spi'rlt>er.ons \spi-'rif-f3-)r3s\ adj [prob. fr. NL spirijer, fr. L
spira + -(- + -jer -ferous] 1 : having a spiral part or organ 2 ; spired

spi*ril-lum \spT-'ril-3m\ n, p; spi*iil*la \-'riI-3\ [NL, genus name,
fr. dim. of L spira coil] : any of a genus (Spirillum) of long curved
flagellate bacteria; broadly ; a spiral filamentous bacterium (as a
spirochete)

ispir-it \'spir-at\ n [ME, fr. OF or L; OF, fr. L spiritus, lit.,

breath; akin to L spirare to blow, breathe, ON Jlsa to break wind]
1 : an animating or vital principle held to give life to physical
organisms 2 a : a supernatural being (as an apparition or sprite)

b : a supernatural incorporeal rational being or personality held
to be able to become visible at will; esp ; one held to be hostile to
mankind c ; a supernatural being held to be able to enter into
and possess a person d : an incorporeal or immaterial being

|
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j joke; r) slug; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; {& this;

e : GHOST 3 cap : holy spirit 4 : soul 3 6a: temper or dis-
position of mind <in good ~s> b : mental vigor or animation
: vivacity 6 : the immaterial intelligent or sentient part of a
person 7a: the activating or essential principle influencing a
person b : an inclination, impulse, or tendency of a specified kind
8 a : a special attitude or frame of mind b : the feeUng, quality, or
disposition characterizing something (undertaken in a -^ of fun)
9 : a lively or brisk quality in a person or his actions 10 : a person
having a character or disposition of a specified nature 11 : a
mental disposition characterized by firmness or assertiveness
: ARDOR, mettle 12 & I DISTILLATE 1 as (1) : the liquid containing
ethyl alcohol and water that is distilled from an alcoholic liquid or
mash — often used in pi. (Z) : any of various volatile Uquids ob-
tained by distillation or cracking (as of petroleum, shale, or wood)— often used in pi. (3) : ALCOHf)L 1 b : a usu. volatile organic
solvent (as an alcohol, ester, or hydrocarbon) 13 a : prevailing
tone or tendency <~ of the age) b : general intent or real meaning
<-^ of the law) 14 : an alcoholic solution of a volatile substance
<'^ of camphor) 15 cap. Christian Science l ^god b syn see
COITRAGE, SOUL

^spirit VI 1 : to infuse with spirit; esp : animate, encourage
2 a : to carry off usu. secretly or mysteriously b : to convey in a
secret or mysterious way

spir-it-ed \'spir-3t-3d\ adj : full of energy, animation, or courage— spir*it»ed-ly adv — spir-lt>ed>ness n
spirit gum n ; a solution (as of gum arable in ether) used esp. for
attaching false hair to the skin

spir>it>ism \'spir-3t-,iz-am\ n : SPIRITUALISM 2a — spir>it*ist
\-3t-ast\ n — spir>it'i5*tic \.spir-3i-'is-tik\ adj

spirit lamp n : a lamp in which a volatile liquid fuel (as alcohol)
is burned

spir*it-les5 \'spir-at-l3s\ adj : lacking animation, cheerfulness, or
courage — spir>it>less*ly adv — spir-it>less>ness «

spirit level n : level 1

spirit oi hartshorn or spirits ol hartshorn : ammonia water
spir.i.to-SO \,spir-a-'to-(.)so, -(,)zo\ adj [It, fr spirito spirit, fr. L
spiritus} : animated — used as a direction in music

spir«it-ous \'spir-st-as\ adj, archaic : pure, rerned
spirit rapping n : an alleged form of communication with the spirits
of the dead by raps

spirits ol turpentine or spirit ol turpentine : turpentine 2a
spirits of wine or spirit oi wine : rectified spirit : alcohol 1

ispir.i.tu.al \'spir-ich-(3-)w3l, -ich-al\ adj [ME, fr. MF & LL; MF
spiriluel, fr, LL spiritualis, fr. L. ol breathing, of wind, fr. spiritus}

1 : of, reladng to, or consisting of spirit : incorporeal 2 a : of
or relating to sacred matters <"- songs) b : ecclesiastical rather
than lay or temporal <lords '^) 3 : spiritually akin or related
<~ home) i^ heir) 4 a : of or relating to ghosts or similar_super-
natural beings b : spiritualistic — spir*i'tu-al«ly \-e\ adv— 5pir>i-tu>al>ness n

^spiritual nip/: things of a spiritual, ecclesiastical, or religious
nature 2 : a Negro religious song esp. of the southern U.S. usu.
of a deeply emotional character

spiritual bouquet n : an offering by a Roman Catholic of a number
of devotional acts undertaken on behalf of a person on special
occasions (as name days or anniversaries) or of someone recently
deceased esp. as an expression of sympathy

spir.i.tu.al-ism \'spir-jch(a-)w3-,liz-3m. -ich-a-,Uz-\ n 1 : the
view that spirit is a prime element of reality 2 a : a belief that
departed spirits hold intercourse with the living usu. through a
medium (as by rapping or trances^ b cap : a movement comprising
religious organizations emphasizing spiritualism — spir>i>tu-al*ist
\-l3st\ n, ojten cap — spir-i*tu>al>is>tic \,spir-ich-(a-)w3-'hs-tik,
-ich-a-'lis-\ adj

spir-i'tu-al.i.ty \,spir-ich-3-'wal-3t-e\ n 1 : something that in
ecclesiastical law belongs to the church or to a cleric as such
2 : clergy 3 : sensitivity or attachment to reUgious values
4 : the quality or state of being spiritual

spir-i-tu-al.iza.tion \,spir-ich-(a-)w3-la-'za-sh3n, -ich-9-l3-\ n : the
action of spiritualizing : the state of being spiritualized

spir*i>tu<al'ize \'spir-ich-r3-)w3-,lu, -ich-3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to make
spiritual; esp : to purify from the corrupting influences of the world
2 : to give a spiritual meaning to or understand in a spiritual sense

Spir>i>tU<al<ty \'spir-ich-(s-)w3l-te, -ich-3l-\ n [ME spiritualte. fr.

MF spiritualte, fr. ML spiritualitat-, spiritualiias, fr, LL spiritualis

spiritual] : spiRrruALfTY 1, 2

spi-ri*tU'el or spi»ri.tu.elle \,spir-i-cha'wel. spe-re-tw(y)el\ adj
[spirituel fr. F, lit., spiritual; spiriiuelle fr. F, fem. of spiriluel}

: having or marked by a refined and esp. sprightly or witty nature
spir-i-tU-OS.i-ty \,spir-ich-3-'was-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being spirituous <'^ of wines and liquors)

Spir.i-tU-OUS \'spir-ich-(3-)w3s, -ich-as, 'spir-3t-ss\ adj iproh. fr. F
spiriiueiix, fr. L spiritus spirit] : containing or impregnated with
alcohol obtained by distillation <--' liquors)

Spirit writing n : automatic writing held to be produced under the
influence of spirits

spiro- comb Jorm [ISV, fr. L spirare to breathe — more at spirit]
: respiration (spirograph)

spi.ro-chae.ta \,spT-r3-'ket-3\ n, pi 5pi>ro>chae-tae \-'ket-(,)e\
[NL] : spirochete

spi>ro-chet>al \,spT-ra-'ket-='l\ adj ; caused by spirochetes (-^
jaundice)
spi>ro>chete or spi>ro>Chaete \*spT-r3-,ket\ n [NL Spirochaetc,
genus of bacteria, fr. L spira coil + Gk chaite long hair — more at
spire, chaeta] : any of an order (Spirochaetales) of slender spirally
undulating bacteria including those causing syphiUs and relapsing
fever

Spi<ro-chet>osi5 \,spT-r3-,ket-*o-s3s\ n : infection with or a
disease caused by spirochetes

spi-ro-graph \'spT-r3-,graf\ n [ISV] : an instrument recording
respiratory movements — spi-ro-graph-ic \,spi-r9-'graf-ik\ adj

5pi>ro*gy>ra \,spT-r3-'jT-rs\ n [NL. genus name, fr. Gk speira
coil + gyros ring, circle — more at spire, cower] : any of a genus
(Spirogyra) of freshwater green algae with spiral chlorophyll bands

spi.rom.e.ter \spT-'ram-3t-3r\ n [ISV] : an instrument for measur-
ing the air entering and leaving the lungs — spi-ro-met-ric
\.spT-r3-'me-trik\ adj — spi-rom-e-try \spi-'ram-3-tre\ n
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spirt var of SPURT
spi*ru*la \'spir-(y)a-l3, 'spTr-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. dim. of L
spira coil] : any of a genus (Spirula) of small dibranchiate cephalo-
pods having a many-chambered shell in a flat spiral

splry \'spTo)r-e\ adj i resembling a spire; esp ; being tall, slender,
and tapering
ispit \'spit\ n [ME, fr. OE spiiu: akin to L spina thorn, spine]
1 : a slender pointed rod for holding meat over a fire 2 : a small
point of land commonly running into a body of water

2spit vr spjt'ted; spit*ting : to fix on or as if on a spit : impale
3spit vb spit or spat \'spat\ spit-ting [ME spiiten, fr. OE spitlan,

of imit. origin] vr 1 a : to eject (as saliva) from the mouth : ex-
pectorate b (1) : to express by or as if by spitting (2) : to utter
with a spitting sound or scornful expression C : to emit as if by
spitting; specif : to emit (precipitation) in driving particles or in
flurries <— rain) 2 : to set to burning <-- a fuse) ~ vi 1 a (n : to
eject saliva as in aversion or contempt (2) ; to exhibit contempt
b : to eject saliva from the mouth : expectorate 2 : to rain or
snow slightly or in flurries 3 : to make a noise suggesting expec-
toration : SPUTTER — spit-ter n

4spit n 1 a (1) : SPTTLE, saliva (2) : the act or an instance of spit-

ting b (1) : a frothy secretion exuded by spittlebugs (2) : SPrrrLE-
BUG 2 : pejfect likeness : counterpart, image 3 : a sprinkle of
rain or flurry of snow

spit-al or spit.tle \'splt-'l\ n [ME spitel modif. of ML hospitale— more at HOSPtTAL] : lazaretto, hospital
spit and polish n [fr. the practice of polishing objects such as
shoes by spitting on them and then rubbing them wilh a cloth]
: extreme atiention to cleanliness, orderliness, smartness of appear-
ance, and ceremonial esp. at the expense of operational efficiency

spit-ball \'spit ,b61\ 71 1 : paper chewed and rolled into a ball to be
thrown as a missile 2 : a baseball pitch delivered after the ball
has been moistened with saliva or sweat

spit curl n [prob fr. iis being sometimes plastered down with saliva]
: a spiral curl that is usu. plastered on the forehead, temple, or cheek

ispite \'spTt\ n [ME, short for despite^ 1 : petty ill will or hatred
with the disposition to irritate, annoy, or thwart 2 ; an instance
of spite : GRUDGE syn see malice — in spite ol : in defiance or
contempt of : notwtthstanding

aspite vt 1 : to treat maliciously (as by shaming or thwarting)
2 a : to fiU with spite b : annoy

spite-ful \-f3l\ adj_ : filled with or showing spite : MALICIOUS —
Spite-luMy \-f3-le\ adv — spite-ful-ness n

spit>Iire \'spit-,fT{a)r\ n : a quick-tempered or highly emodonal
person

Spit.tle X'spit-'IX n [ME spetil, fr. OE spmtl: akin to OE spittan'i
1 : SALIVA 2 : SPIT lb(l)

spit.tle.bug V-.b^gV n : any of numerous leaping homopterous
insects (family Cercopidae) whose larvae secrete froth

spittle insect n : sprnrLEBuG
Spit'toon \spi-'tiin, sd3-\ n I* spit -I- -oon (as In balloon)'^ : a re-
ceptacle for spit — called also cuspidor

spitz \'spits\ n [G, fr. spitz pointed; akin to OE spitu spit; fr. the
shape of its ears and muzzle] ; any of several stocky heavy-coated
dogs of northern origin with erect ears and a heavily furred tail
tightly recurved over the back; esp : a medium-sized white dog
descended from Pomeranian ancestors and often held to form a
separate breed

spiv \'spiv\ n [alter, of E dial, spijj flashy dresser, fr. spij} dandi-
fied] 1 Brit : one who Uves by his wits without working 2 Brit
: SLACKER

splanch.nic \'splaok-nik\ adj [NL splanchnicus, fr. Gk splanch-
nikos, fr splanchna. pL, viscera; akin to Gk splen spleen] : of or
relating to the viscera : visceral
isplash \'splash\ vb [alter, of plash'] vi 1 a : to strike and dash
about a liquid or semiliquid substance b : to move in or into a
hquid or semiHquid substance and cause it to spatter 2 a (1) : to
become spattered about (2) : to spread or scatter in the manner of
splashed hquid b : to fall, strike, or move with a splashing sound^ vr 1 a (1) ; to dash a liquid or thinly viscous substance upon or
against (2) : to soil or stain with splashed liquid b : to mark or
overlay with patches of contrasting color or texture c : to display
prominently 2 a : to cause (a liquid or thinly viscous substance)
to spatter about esp. wiih force b : to scatter in the manner of a
splashed hquid — splash-er n

asplash n 1 a (n : splashed hquid or semiUquid substance; also
: impounded waier released suddenly (2) : a spot or daub from or
as if from splashed liquid b : a colored patch : blotch 2 a : the
action of splashing b : a short plunge 3 : a sound produced by

as if by a hquid falling, moving, being hurled, or oscillating
' vid impression created esp. by ostentatious activity or

display — splashy \'splash-e\ adj

4 a
appearance b : ostent .._ _ _^___ _^ ^

splash-board \'splash-,bo(a)rd. -',hd\3)r<l\ n 1 a 'dashboard 1
*• - 1 panel to protect against splashes 2 : a plank used to close a

wheel to prevent

sluice or spillway of a dam
splash guard n : a flap suspended behind „ _ ^,
tire splash from muddying windshields of following vehicles

splash-i-ly \'splash-a-le\ adv : in a splashy manner
Splash.i.ness \'splash-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being splashy
splat \'splat\ 71 [obs. splat (to spread flat)] : a single flat thin often
ornamental member of a chairback

splat.ter \'splat-3r\ vb [prob. blend of splash and spatter} i spat-
ter — splatter n
isplay \'spla\ vb [ME splayen, short for disptayen — more at
display] vr 1 : to spread out : expand 2 : to make oblique (as
the side of a door) ^ vi 1 : to become splayed 2 : SLOPE, slant

2splay n 1 : a slope or bevel esp. of the sides of a door or window
2 : SPREAD, expansion

3SpIay adj 1 : turned outward 2 : awkward, ungainly
Splay-foot \'spla-,fut. -'fiitX n : a foot abnormally flattened andspread o\^x- specij : flatfoot — splayfoot or spiay-toot-ed
\- iut-ad\ adj

spleen \'splen\ n [ME splen. fr. MF or L; MF esplen. fr. L splen.
fr. Gk jp/cn. akin to I. hen spleen] 1 : a highly vascular ductless

S.^?h7"!?y
"^ stomach or intestine of most vertebrates concerned

vjith final destruction of blood cells, storage of blood, and produc-Uon of lymphocytes 2 obs : the seat of emotions or passions
3 archaic : melancholy 4 : anger, malice 6 obs : a suddenImpulse or whim : caprice syn see malice

spleen.fnl \-faI\ adj : full of or affected with spleen : sPLENFnc
spleen.wort \-,w3rt, -,w6(3)rt\ n : any of a genus iAsplenium) of

having linear or oblong sorl borne obliquely on the upperfer

spleeny \'sple-ne\ adj l : full of or displaying spleen 2 NewEng
: peevish and irritable with hypochondriac inclinations

splen- or spleno- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk splen-, spleno-, fr. splen']
: spleen <5/j/^«ectomy) (splenomegaly}

splen.dent \'splen-d3nt\ adj [ME, fr. LL splendent-, splendens, fr.

L. prp. of splendere} 1 ; shining, Glossy 2 : illustrious,
brilliant

splen. did \'splen-d3d\ adj [L splendidus, fr. splendere to shine;
akin to Gk spledos ashes. Skt sphulihga spark] 1 : possessing or
displaying splendor: as a : shining, brilliant b : showy,
MAGNIFICENT 2 ! ILLUSTRIOUS, GRAND, GLORIOUS 3 ; EXCELLENT— splen-did.ly adv — splen-did.ness n
syn SPLENDID, RESPLENDENT, GORGEOUS, GLORIOUS, SUBLIME,

SUPERB mean extraordinarily or transcendently impressive, splen-
did impUes outshining the usual or customary; resplendent
suggests glowing a blazing splendor; gorgeous imphes a rich
splendor esp. in display of color; Glorious suggests radiance that
heightens beauty or distinction; sublime implies an exaltauon or
elevation almost beyond human comprehension; superb suggests
a magnificence or excellence reaching the highest conceivable degree

splen-dil-er-OUS \splen-'dif-(3-)ras\ adj {splendor + -i- + -Jerous}
1 : SPLENDID 2 : deceptively splendid — splen-dit-er.ous.ly
adv — splen.dif.er.ous.ness n

splen-dor or chiefly Brit splen.dour \'splen-dar\ n [ME splendure,
fr. AF splendur. fr. L splendor, fr. splendere] 1 a : great brightness
or luster : brilliancy b ; magnificence, pomp 2 : something
splendid or contributing to splendor— splen-dor-ous also splen-
drous \-d(3-)r3s\ adj

sple-nec-to-my \sph-'nek-t3-me\ n [ISV] : surgical removal of the
spleen

sple.net.ic \sph-'net-ik, archaic •splen-3-(,)tik\ adj [LL spleneticus,
fr. L splen spleen] 1 : splenic 2 archaic : given to melancholy
3 : marked by bad temper, malevolence, or spite syn see irascible— splenetic^ — sple.net.i-cal.ly \spli-'net-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv

Sple-niC \'sp!e-nik, 'splen-ik\ adj [L splenicus, fr. Gk splenikos, fr.

splen spleen] : of, relating to, or located in the spleen
sple.ni.us \'sple-ne-3s\ n, pi sple-nil \-ne-J\ [NL. fr. L splenium
plaster, compress, fr. Gk splenion, fr. splen] : a flat oblique muscle
of each side of the back of the neck

sple-no-meg-a-Iy \,sple-no-'meg-3-le\ n [ISV splen- + Gk megal-,
megas large — more at much] : enlargement of the spleen
spleu.chan X'splUk-sn, 'spltek-\ n [ScGael spUucan & IrGael
spUuchan] Scot & Irish ; a pouch esp. for tobacco or money
isplice \'splTs\ vt [obs. D splissen: akin to MD splitten to split]
1 a : to unite (as two ropes) by interweaving the strands b ; to
unite (as spars, timbers, rails) by lapping two ends together or by
applying a piece that laps upon two ends and making fast 2 : to
unite in marriage : marry — spllc.er n

2splice n 1 : a joining or joint made by splicing 2 : marrl^gb,
WEDDING

spline \'splTn\ n [origin unknown]
1 : a thin wood or metal strip used
in building construction 2 : a
key that is fixed to one of two
connected mechanical parts and
fits into a keyway in the other;
also : a keyway for such a key

isplint \*splint\ or splent \'splent\ n, often attrib [ME. fr. MLG
splinte, splente: akin to OHG spaltan to split — more at spill]
1 : a small plate or strip of metal 2 a : a thin strip of wood inter-
woven with others in caning b : splinter c : material or a device
used to protect and immobilize a body part (as a broken arm)
3 ; a bony enlargement on the upper part of the cannon bone of a
horse usu. on the inside of the leg

2splint vr 1 : to support and immobilize (as a broken bone) with a
splint 2 : to brace with or as if with splints

splint bone n : one of the slender rudimentary metacarpal or meta-
tarsal bones on either side of the cannon bone in the limbs of the
horse and related animals
isplin.ter \'splint-3r\ n [ME, fr. MD; akin to MLG splinte splint]
1 : a thin piece split or rent off lengthwise : sliver 2 : a group or
faction broken away from a parent body — splin-tery \'spUnt-
a-re, 'splin-tre\ adj

^splinter vb splin-ter-ing \'splint-3-rir]. 'splin-triri\ vr 1 : to split
or rend into long thin pieces : shiver 2 : to split into fragments,
paris, or factions -^ vi ; to become splintered
isplil \'spUt\ vb split; split.ting [D splitten, fr. MD; akin to OHG
spaltan to Split — more at spill] vr la: to divide lengthwise
usu. along a grain or seam or by layers b ; to affect as if by
cleaving or forcing apart 2 a (1) ; to tear or rend apart : burst
(2^ : to subject (an atom or atomic nucleus) to artificial disintegra-
tion esp. by fission b ; to affect as if by breaking up or tearing
apart : shatter 3 ; to divide into parts or portions: as a : to
divide between persons ; share b : to divide into factions, parties,
or groups c : to mark (a ballot) or cast or register (a vote) so as
to vote for candidates of different parties d (1) : to divide or
break down (a chemical compound) into constituents <'^ a fat
into glycerol and fatty acids) (2) : to remove by such separation
<~ off carbon dioxide) e : to divide (stock) by issuing a larger
number of shares to existing shareholders usu. without increase in
total par value 4 : to separate (the parts of a whole) by interposing
something <'^ an infinitive) — vi 1 a : to become split lengthwise
or into layers b ; to break apart : burst 2 a : to become divided
up or separated off <-^ into factions) b : to sever relations or
connections ; separate 3 : to apportion shares syn see tear— split. ter n — split hairs : to make oversubde or trivial dis-
tinctions

2spllt 71 1 a : a narrow break made by or as if by splitting b : a
position of bowling pins left standing with space for pins between
them 2 : a piece split off or made thin by splitting 3 a : a division
into or between divergent or antagonistic elements or forces
b : a faction formed in this way 4 a : the act or process of splitting
b : a lowering oneself to the floor or leaping Into the air with legs
extended at right angles to the trunk 5 : a product of division by
or as if by splitting 6 : a bottle of half the size of the usual small
botde for a drink 7 : a sweet composed of sliced fruit (as banana),
Ice cream, nuts, and syrups

splice
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3split adj 1 ; divided, fractured 2 : prepared for use by splitting
<^ bamboo) <--« hides) 3 : heterozygous

split decision n : a decision in a boxing match reflecting a division
of opinion among the referee and judges

split infinitive n : an infinitive with to having a modifier between
the to and the verbal (as in "to really start")

split-lev.el \'spUt-'lev-3l\ adj : divided vertically so that the floor
level of rooms in one part is approximately midway between the
levels of two successive stories in an adjoining part {split-level
house) — split-level \-,lev-3l\ n

Split pea n X a dried hulled pea in which the cotyledons usu. split
apart

split personality n ; a personaUty structure composed of two or
more internally consistent groups of behavior tendencies and atti-
tudes each acting independently of and apparently dissociated from
the other

split rail n ; a fence rail split from a log
split second n : a fractional part of a second : flash (happened in
a split second'^

split Shift n : a shift of working hours divided into two or more
working periods at times (as morning and evening) separated by
more than normal periods of time off (as for lunch or rest)

Split T lormation n : a variation of the football T formation in
which the quarterback either moves along the line of scrimmage
with the ball or keeps or pitches the ball out

split ticket n : a ballot cast by a voter who votes for candidates of
more than one party

Splore \'splo(9)r. 'spi6(3)r\ n [origin unknown] 1 Scot : frolic.
CAROUSAL 2 Scot : COMMOTION

splotcli \'splach\ n [perh. blend of spot and blotchy i blotch,
SPOT — splotch vt — splotchy \'splach-e\ adj
isplurge \'spl3rj\ n [perh. blend of splash and surge"] : an osten-
tatious demonstration or effort

2splUTge VI 1 : to make a splurge 2 : to indulge oneself extrav-
agantly ^ vt z to spend extravagantly or ostentatiously
»splut.ter \'spl3t-3r\ n [prob. alter, of sputterl 1 : a confused
noise (as of hasty speaking) 2 ; a splashing or sputtering sound

2splUtter VI 1 ; to make a noise as if spitting 2 : to speak hastily
and confusedly — v/ ; to utter hastily or confusedly ; stammer— splut'ter'Cr \'splpt-9r-3r\ n

Splut-teiy \'spl3t-3-re\ adj : marked by spluttering
Spode \'sp5d\ n [Josiah Spode tl827 E potter] : a fine pottery
or porcelain made at the works of Josiah Spode at Stoke m Staf-
fordshire, England
spod-U<mene \'spaj-3-,men\ n [prob. fr. F spodum^ne, fr. G
spodumen, fr. Gk spodoumenos, prp. of spodousthai to be burnt to
ashes, fr. spades ashes] : a white to yellowish, purplish, or emeralds
green monoclinic mineral LiAlSiaOe that is a lithium aluminum
silicate and occurs in prismatic crystals often of great size
ispoil \'sp6i(3)l\ n [ME spoile, fr. MF espoille, fr. L spolia, pi. of
spolium — more at spill] 1 a ; plunder taken from an enemy in
war or a victim in robbery : loot b : public offices made the prop-
erty of a successful party — usu. used in pi. C : something gained
by special effort — usu. used in pi. 2a: plundering, spoliation
b : the act of damaging : harm, impairment 3 : an object of plun-
dering ; PREY 4 : earth and rock excavated or dredged 5 ; an
object damaged or flawed in the making
syn SPOIL, PILLAGE, PLUNDER, BOOTY, PRIZE, LOOT mean something

taken from another by force or craft, spoil, more commonly
SPOILS, applies to what belongs by right or custom to the victor in
war or political contest; pillage stresses more open violence or
lawlessness; plunder applies to what is taken not only In war but
in robbery, banditry, grafting, or swindling; booty implies plunder
to be shared among confederates; prize applies to spoils captured
on the high seas or territorial waters of the enemy; loot is a con-
temptuous term for plunder and appUes esp. to what is taken from
victims of a catastrophe

2spoil vb spoiled \'sp6i(-3)ld, =sp6i(3)lt\ or spoilt \'sp6i(3)lt\
spoil>ing [ME spoilen, fr. MF espoillier, fr. L spoliare, fr. spolium]
vr 1 a : despoil, strip h : pillage, rob 2 archaic : to seize by
force 3 a : to damage seriously : ruin <a crop -^ed by floods)
b ; impair the quality or effect of <a quarrel -^ed the celebration)
4 a : to impair the disposition or character of by overindulgence or
excessive praise b : to pamper excessively : coddle ^ vi 1 : to
practice plunder and robbery 2 : to become corrupted or tainted
3 : to have an eager desire i'^ing for a fight) syn see decay,
indulge

Spoil-able \'sp6i-b-b3l\ adj : capableof spoiling or of being spoiled
spoilage \'sp6i-lij\ n 1 : the act or process of spoiling 2 : some-
thing spoiled or wasted 3 : loss by spoilage

spoil>er \-l3r\ n X : one that spoils 2 ; a long narrow plate along
the upper surface of an airplane wing that may be raised for reduc-
ing lift and increasing drag
SpOils>man \'sp6i(a)lz-msn\ n : one who serves a party for a share
of the spoils; also ; one who sanctions such practice

Spoil-sport \'sp6i(3)I-,spo(3)rt, -,sp6(3)rt\ n ; one who spoils the
sport or pleasure of others

Spoils system n : a practice of regarding public offices and their
emoluments as plunder to be distributed to members of the vic-
torious party
iSpOke past & archaic past pari oj SPEAK
2spoke \'spok\ n [ME, fr. OE spdca; akin to MD spike spike]
la; one of the small radiating bars inserted in the hub of a wheel
to support the rim b : something resembling the spoke of a wheel
2 : a rung of a ladder 3 : one of the projecting handles of a steering
wheel of a boat
3spoke VI : to furnish with or as if

with spokes
spo>ken \'spo-k3n\ adj 1 a:de-
livered by word of mouth : oral
b ; used in speaking : uttered
<the r^ word) 2 : characterized
by speaking in (such) a manner— used in combination <soft-
spoken) (.plainspokeny
spoke-shave \'spok-,shE

handles for planing convex or concave surfaces
spokes-man \'sp6k-smsn\ n [prob. irreg. fr. spoke, obs. pp. of
speak'] : one who speaks as the representative of another or oth-
ers— spokeS'Wom.an\-,swum-3n\ n

spo*li*ate \'spo-le-,at\_[L spoliaius, pp.] vt : despoil
spo.li.a.tion \,sp6-Ie-'a-sh3n\ n [ME, fr. L spoliation-, spoliatio,
fr. spoliatus, pp. of spoliare to plunder — more at spoil] 1 : the
act of plundering; specij ; the state of having been plundered esp.
in war 2_: the act of injuring esp. beyond reclaim — spo-li-a-tor
\'sp6-le-.at-ar\ n

Spon-da.iC \span-'da-ik\ adj [F or LL; F sponddique, fr. LL
spondiacus, spondaicus, fr. Gk spondeiakos, fr, spondeiosj ; of,
relating to, or consistmg of spondees — spondaic n
spon-dee \'span-,de\ n [ME sponde, fr.MF or L; MF spondee, fr. L
spondeum , fr. Gk spondeios, fr. spondeios of a libation, fr. sponde
libation; fr. its use in music accompanying libations — more at
spouse] : a metrical foot consisting of two long or stressed syllables

Spon.dy.li-lis \,sp"an-d3-'ITt-3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk sphondylos, spon-
dylos vertebra, lit., whorl; akin to Gk sphadazein to jerk, sphendone
sling] : inflammation of the vertebrae
isponge \'sp3nj\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. L spongia, fr. Gk] 1 a (I) : an
elastic porous mass of interlacing horny fibers that forms the
internal skeleton of various marine animals (phylum Porifera) and
is able when wetted to absorb water (2) : a piece of this material
(as for scrubbing and cleaning) (3) ; a porous rubber or cellulose
product similarly used b : any of a phylum (Porifera) of lowly
aquatic animals that are essentially double-walled cell colonies and
permanently attached as adults 2 a archaic : something that
effaces or blots out existing impressions, memories, or emotions
b obs : a process or method of cancelling or wiping off indebtedness
without making payment 3 : a pad (as of folded gauze) used in
surgery and medicine (as to remove discharges or apply medication)
4 : one who lives upon others : sponger 5 a : raised dough
b : a whipped dessert usu. containing whites of eggs or gelatin
c : a metal (as platinum) obtained in porous form usu. by reduction
without fusion <titanium ^y d : the egg mass of a crab
2sponge vt 1 : to cleanse, wipe, or moisten with or as if with a
sponge 2 : to erase or destroy with or as if with a sponge 3 ; to
get by sponging on another 4 : to absorb with or as if with or in
the manner of a sponge — vi 1 : to absorb, soak up, or imbibe
like a sponge 2 : to get something from or live on another by
imposing on hospitality or good nature 3 : to dive or dredge for
sponges — spong-er n
sponge cake n : a cake made without shortening
sponge cloth n : any of various soft porous fabrics esp. in a loose
honeycomb weave
Sponge rubber n ; cellular rubber resembling a natural sponge in
structure used for cushions,vibration dampeners, weather stripping,
and gaskets
spon<gin \'sp3n-jan\ n [G, fr. L spongia sponge] : a scleroprotein
that is the chief constituent of flexible fibers in sponge skeletons
spong-i-ness \'sp3n-je-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being spongy
spongy \'sp3n-je\ adj 1 : resembling a sponge: a ; soft and full

of cavities <'-' ice) b : elastic, porous, and absorbent 2 : not
firm or solid 3 : moist and soft like a sponge full of water <"-'

moor)
spon>son \'span(t)-san\ n [prob. by shortening & alter, fr. expan-
sion] 1 a : a projection (as a gun platform) from the side of a ship
or a tank b : an air chamber along a canoe to increase stability
and buoyancy 2 : a light air-filled structure protruding from the
hull of a seaplane to steady it on water
ispon-SOr \'span(t)-S3r\ n [LL, fr. L, guarantor, surety, fr. sponsus,
pp. of spondere to promise — more at spouse] 1 : one who presents
a candidate for baptism or confirmation and undertakes respon-
sibility for his religious education or spiritual welfare 2 : one who
assumes responsibility for some other person or thing 3 : a busi-
ness firm who pays a broadcaster and the performer for a radio
or television program that allots som^ time to advertising its

products — spon>so>ri>al \span-'sor-e-al, -'s6r-\ adj — spon-
sor-ship \'span(t)-s3r-,ship\ n
2sponsor vr spon-sor-ing \'span(t)s-(3-)rIo\ ; to be or stand
sponsor for
spon-ta-ne-ity X.spant-sn-'e-st-e, ,spant-'n-, -'a-at-X n 1 : the
quality or state of being spontaneous 2 : voluntary or undeter-
mined action or movement; a/^o : its source
Spon>ta-ne-OUS \span-'ta-ne-3S\ adj [LL spontaneus, fr. L sponte
of one's free will, voluntarily — more at spin] 1 : arising without
external constraint or stimulus : voluntary 2 ; arising from a
momentary impulse 3 : controlled and directed internally : selfs
acting <•---' movement characteristic of living things) 4 : produced
without being planted or without human labor ; indigenous
5 : developing without apparent external influence, force, cause, or
treatment <---' recovery) 6 : not apparently contrived or manipu-
lated : natural — spon*ta-ne*ous>ly adv — spon-ta-ne-ous-
ness n
syn spontaneous, impulsive, instinctive, automatic, mechani-
cal mean acting or activated without deliberation, spontaneous
further implies lack of prompting and connotes naturalness;
impulsive implies acting under stress of emotion or spirit of the
moment; instinctive stresses spontaneous action involving neither
judgment nor will; automatic and mechanical apply to action
seeming to engage neither the mind nor the emotions and connotes
uniformity and predictability of response
spontaneous combustion n : self-ignition of combustible material
through chemical action (as oxidation) of its constituents
spontaneous generation n ; abiogenesis
Spon-toon \span-'tun\ n [F sponton, fr. It spuntone, fr. punta sharp
point, fr. (assumed) VL puncta — more at point] : a short pike
formerly borne by subordinate officers of infantry
ispoof VspUf\ vt iSpoof, a hoaxing game invented by Arthur
Roberts tl933 E comedian] 1 : deceive, hoax 2 : to make good^
natured fun of

2spoof n 1 : HOAX, deception 2 : a light humorous parody
ispook \'spUk\ n [D; akin to MLG spok ghost] : ghost, specter— spOOk-ish \*spU-kish\ adj
2spook vt 1 ; HACTNT 3 2 : to make frightened or frantic : scare;
esp ; to startle into violent activity (as stampeding) <'^ a horse)
'— vi : to become spooked (cattle -^ing at shadows)
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Sp00k*I»neS3 X'spU-ke-nasX n : the quality or state of being spooky
Spooky \'spu-ke\ adj 1 ; relating to, resembling, or suggesting

spooks <--- houses) 2 : nervous, skittish <a ^^ horse)

spool \'spul\ n [ME spole, fr. MF or MD; MF e<;pole, fr. MD
spoele; akin to OHG spuola spool] 1 a : a cylindrical device which
has a rim or ridge at each end and an axial hole for a pin or spindle

and on which thread, wire, or tape is wound h : something like a
spool 2 : material or the amount of material wound on a spool —
spool vb
ispoou \'spUn\ n [ME, fr. OE span splinter, chip; akin to OHG
span splinter, chip. Ok sphen wedge] 1 : an eating or cooking
implement consisting of a small shallow bowl with a handle
2 : something that resembles a spoon in shape (as a usu. metal or
shell fishing lure) 3 : a wooden golf club with more loft than a
brassie — called also number three wood
sspoon vr 1 : to take up and usu. transfer in a spoon 2 : to propel
(a ball) by a weak lifting stroke ~ vi 1 [prob.fr. the Welsh custom
of an engaged man's presenting his fiancee with a spoon] ; to make
love by caressing, kissing, and talking amorously ; neck 2 : to
spoon a ball

spoon*bil] \'spun-,bil\ n 1 : any of several wading birds (family
Plataleidae) related to the ibises that have the bill greatly expanded
and flattened at the tip 2 : any of several broad-billed ducks (as

the shoveler)
spoonbill cat n : paddlefish
spoon-hilled \'spun-'bild\ adj i having the bill or snout expanded
and spatulate at the end
spoon bread n, chiefly South & Midland : soft bread made of corn-
meal with or without rice and hominy mixed with milk, eggs,

shortening, and leavening to a consistency that it must be served
with a spoon

spoon-drift \'spiin-,drift\ n [alter, of Sc speendrijt — more at
SPINDRIFT] : spray blown from waves during a gale at sea ; spin-
drift
spoo-ner-ism \'spu-n3-,rlz-3m\ n [William A. Spooner tl930 E
clergyman and educator] : a transposition of usu. initial sounds of
two or more words {.as in tons oj soil for sons oj toil)

Spoon-leed \'spun-,fed\ vi l : to feed by means of a spoon
2 a : to present (information) so completely as to preclude in-

dependent thought b : to present information to in this manner
spoon. lul \'spiin-,ful\ n, pi spoonfuls \-,fulz\ or spoons*lul
\'spijnz-,ful\ : the amount a spoon contains; specij : teaspoonful

spoony or spoon.ey \'spLi-ne\ adj spoon>l*er; spoon>i*est [E
slang spoon (simpletoni ] 1 : silly, foolish; esp : unduly senti-
mental 2 : sentimenrally in love
ispoor \'spuO)r, 'spoisir, sp6(a)r\ n [Afrik. fr. MD; akin to OE
spor footprint, spoor, spurnan to kick — more at SPURN] : a track or
trail esp. of a wild animal

^spoor VI : to track by a spoor — vi : to track something by Its spoor
spor- or spori- or sporo- comb form [NL spora} : seed : spore
isporocyst} (.sporangium) (sporicidal)

spo*rad_>iC \sps-'rad-ik\ adj [ML sporadicus, fr. Gk sporadikos, fr.

sporaden here and there, fr. sporad-, sporas scattered; akin to Gk
speirein to sow] : occurring occasionally, singly, or in scattered
instances ; separate, isolated ('^ case of disease) syn see in-
frequent — spo-rad.i.caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

sporadic E layer n : a layer of ionization occurring Irregularly
within the E region of the ionosphere

Spo*ran*glal \spa-'ran-j(e-)3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or made up of
sporangia

spo-ran-gio-phore \sp3-'ran-je-9-,fo(s)r, -.f6(3)r\ n : a stalk or
receptacle bearing sporangia

spo.ran.gi.iun \sp9-"ran-je-3m\ n, pi spo-ran-gia \-ie-3\ [NL, fr.

spor- + Gk angeion vessel — more at angi-] : a case within which
usu. asexual spores are produced whether a cell (as in bacteria or
algae) producing spores eudogenously or a complex structure (as in
a fern)
ispore \'spo(3)r, 'sp6(3)r\ n [NL spora seed, spo^e. fr. Gk, act of
sowing, seed, h speirein to sow — more at sprout] : a primitive usu.
unicellular resistant or reproductive body produced by plants and
some invertebraies and capable of development into a new in-
dividual in some cases unlike the parent either directly or after fusion
with another spore — spored \*spoo)rd, *sp6(3jrd\ adj

sspore vi : to produce or reproduce by spores
spore case n ; a case containing spores : sporangium
spore fruit n : a specialized structure (as an ascocarp) that pro-
duces spores ; fruiting body

spo<ri>ci<dal \.sp6r-3-'sTd-M, ,sp6r-\ adj ; tending to kill spores— spo-ri*cide \'spor-3-,sTd, 'sp6r-\ n
spo.ril-er-ous \sp3-'rif-(3-)r3s; spor-'if-, spdr-\ adj : bearing or
producing spores
spo.ro.carp \"sp6r-3-,karp, 'sp6r-\ n [ISV spor- + Gk karpos fruit— more at harvest] : a structure (as in red algae, fungi, or mosses)
in or on which spores are produced

spo-ro.cyst \-.sist\ nflSV] 1 : a unicellular resting cell (as in slime
molds and algae) that may give rise to asexual spores 2 a : a case
or cyst secreted by some sporozoans preliminary to sporogony;
also : a sporozoan encvsted in such a case b : a saccular body that
is the first asexual reproductive form of a digenetic trematode and
buds off cells from its inner surface which develop into rediae— spo-ro-cys»tic \,spor-3-'sis-tik, ,sp6r-\ adj

Spo.ro. gen.e-SiS \,sp6r-a-'jen-3-S3S, .sp6r-\ n [NL] 1 : repro-
duction by spores 2 : spore formation — spo*ro>gen-ic \-'jen-ik\
adj — spo.rog.e.nous \sp3-'raj-3-n3s\ adj

spo.rog.e-ny \sp3-'raj_-a-ne\_n : sporogenesis
spo.ro.go.ni.um \,spor-3-'go-ne-am. ,sp6r-\ n. pi spo.ro.go.nia
\-ne-3\ [NL, fr. spor- 4- -gonium (as in archegonium)^ : the
sporophyte of a moss or Uverwort consisting typically of a stalk
bearmg a capsule in which spores are produced and remaining
permanently attached to the gameiophyte
spo.rog.o.ny \sp3-'rag-a-ne\ n [ISV] : reproducdon by spores;
specij : spore formation in a sporozoan by encystment and subse-
quent division of a zygote

spo.ro.phore \'sp5r-3-.f6(a)r, sp6r-3-.f6f3)r\ n [ISV] : the part
(as a spore fruit of a fungus or the placenta of a seed plant) of a
sporophyte that develops spores — spo.ro-phor.ic \.sp5r-3-'E6r-
ik. .spor-. -'far-\ adj

Epo.ro.phyll \'sp6r-3-.fil. 'sp6r-\ n [ISV] : a leaf often modified In
formand structure that develops sporangia — spo*ro>pIiyl.la*ry

spo.ro.phyte \'spor-3-,frt, "spdr-X n [ISV] : the individual or gen-
eration of a plant exhibiting alternation of generations that bears
asexual spores — spo-ro-phyt-ic \,spor-3-'fit-ik, ,sp6r-\ adj

-spo.rous \'spor-3s, 'spor-; s-p3-r3s\ adj comb form [NL spora
spore] : having (such or so many) spores ('aomosporous}

spo.ro. ZO.an \,spor-3-'zo-3n, ,sp6r-\ n [NL Sporozoa, class name,
fr. spor- + -zoa] : any of a large class (Sporozoa) of strictly para-
sitic protozoans that have a compUcated Ufe cycle usu. involving
both asexual and sexual generations often in different hosts and
include important pathogens (as malaria parasites, coccidia, and
piroplasms) — spo>ro.zo.al \-'z6-3l\ adj — sporozoan adj

Spo.ro.ZO'ite \-'zo-,Tt\ n [NL Sporozoa + ISV -»e] : a usu. motile
infective form of some sporozoans that is a product of sporogony
and initiates an asexual cycle in the new host

spor.ran \'sp6r-an, 'sp'ar-\ n [ScGael sporan'] :a pouch of skin with
the hair or fur on that is worn in front of the kilt by Highlanders
in full dress^

'sport \'spoC3)rt, 'sp6(3)rt\ vb [ME sporten to divert, disport,
short for disporien'] vt 1 : to make usu. ostentatious display of
: show off ('^ a new hat) 2 i^sport'i : to put forth as a sport or
bud variation -^ vi 1 a : to amuse oneself ; frolic b : to engage
in a sport 2 a : to mock or ridicule something b : to speak or act
jestingly : trifle 3 i^sportj : to deviate or vary abruptly from type
(as by bud variation) : mutate

2sport n 1 a : a source of diversion : recreation b : sexual play
C (1) : physical activity engaged in for pleasure (2) ; a particular
activity (as hunting or an athieuc game) so engaged in 2a: pleas-
antry, JEST b : mockery, derision 3 a : something tossed or
driven about in or as if in play b : laughingstock 4 a : sports-
man: b : a person living up to the ideals of sportsmanship c : a
companionable person 6 : an individual exhibiting a sudden de-
viation from type beyond the normal limits of individual variation
usu. as a result of mutation esp. of somadc tissue syn see fun
3sport or sports adj ; of, relating to, or suitable for sports <— coats)
sport fish n : a fish important for the sport it affords anglers
sport'ful \'sp6rt-f3l, 'sportA adj X a : entertaining, divertinO
b : playful, frolicsome 2 : done in sport— sport.Iiil'ly \-f3-le\
adv — sport'ful. ness n

sport-i.ly \'sport-'I-e, 'sp6rt-\ adv ; in a sporty manner
sport-i-ness \-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being sportj'

sport-ing \'sport-io, 'spdrt-\ adj la: used or suitable for sport
b : marked by or calling for sportsmanship o : involving such risk

as a sports contender may expect to take or encounter <a ^ chance)
2 : of or relating to dissipation and esp. gambling 3 : tending to
mutate freely

sport.ive \-iv\ adj la: frolicsome, playful b : ardent,
WANTON 2 : relating to sports and esp. field sports — sport-ive-ly
adv — sport-ive.ness n

sports car also sport car n : a low fast usu. two-seat open auto-
mobile

sports. cast \'spo(3)rt-,skast, 'spd(3'irt-\ n {sport + broadca^r] : a
radio or television broadcast of a sports event or of information
about sports — Sports. cast-er \-,skas-t3r\ n
sport shirt n : a soft shirt for casual wear with open neck
sports.man \'spo(3)rt-sm3n, 'sp6(3)rt-\ n 1 : one who engages In

the sports and esp. in field sports 2 : a person who is fair and
generous and a good loser and a graceful winner — sports.man-
like \-,l7k\ adj — sports.man<ly \-le\ adj — sports.wom>an

sports.man.ship \-,ship\ n : conduct becoming to a sportsman (as

fairness, courteous relations, and graceful acceptance of results)

sports.wear \'spo(3)rt-,swa(3)r, 'spd(3)rt-, -,swe(a)r\ n : clothing
suitable for recreation

sports.writ.er \'sp5(3)rts-.rTt-3r. 'sp6(3)rts-\ n ; one who writes

about sports esp. for a newspaper
Sporty \'sport-e, 'sp6rt-\ adj 1 ; characteristic of a sport or sports-

man : sportsmanlike 2 a : notably gay or dissipated : fast
b : flashy, showy 3 : capable of giving good sport <a ^ boat)

spor.U'late \'sp6r-y3-,lat, 'sp6r-\ vi [back-formation fr. sporula-
lion'] : to undergo sporulation

Spor-U-la-tion \,spor-y3-'la-sh3n, ,sp6r-\ n [ISV, fr. NL sporula,
dim. of spora spore] : the formation of spores; esp : division into
many small spores (as after encystment) — spor>u>la>tive \'spor-
y3-,lat-iv, 'sp6r-\ adj

-SpO.ry \,spor-e, ,sp6r-; s-p3-re\ n comb Jorm [-^porous + ->]

: quality or state of having (such) spores <,homospory}
ispot \'spai\ n [ME; akin to MD spotte stain, speck, ON spotd
small piece] 1 : a taint on character or reputation : fault 2 a : a
small area visibly different (as in color, finish, or material) from the
surrounding area b ; such a spot constituting a disfigurement or
blemish (as from soiling or disease) c : a conventionalized design
used on playing cards to distinguish suits and indicate values
3 : an object having a specified number of spots or a specified
numeral on its surface 4 : a small quantity or amount 5 a : a
particular place or area b : a small extent of space 6 : a small
croaker (Leiosiomus xanthurus) of the Atlantic coast with a black
spot behind the shoulders 7 a : a particular position (as in an
organization or a hierarchy) b : a place on an entertainment pro-
gram 8 : a position usu. of difficulty or embarrassment 9 : a
brief announcement or advertisement broadcast between scheduled
radio or television programs — on the spot or upon the spot
1 : at once : immediately 2 : at the place of action 3 a : in a
responsible or accountable position b : in difficulty or danger

2spot vb spot.ted; spot.tlng vr 1 : to stain the character or reputa-
tion of : disgrace 2 : to mark in or with a spot : stain 3: to locate
or identify by a spot 4 a : to single out ; identify; specij : to note as
a known criminal or a suspicious person b : detect, notice c (1)
: to locate accurately <^ an enemy position) (2) : to cause to
strike accurately (-^ the battery's fire) 6 a : to lie at intervals in
or over : stud b : to place at intervals or in a desired spot c ; to
fix in or as if in the beam of a spothght d : to schedule in a parucu-
lar spot or at a particular time 6 : to remove a spot from 7 : to
allow as a handicap '^ vi 1 : to become stained or discolored in

spots 2 : to cause a spot 3 : to act as a spotter; esp : to locate
targets — spot.ta.ble \'spat-3-b3l\ adj

3spot adj 1 a : being, originating, or done on the spot or In a few
spots <~ coverage ofthe news) b : available for immediate delivery
after sale (-^ commodities) c (1) : paid out upon delivery <~ cash)
(2) : involving immediate cash payment <"- transaction) d (1)

; broadcast between scheduled programs <'^ announcements/
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check); also : selected at random or as a sample
spot-check \'sp'at-'chek\ vt : to sample or investigate quickly or
at random ^ vi : to make a spot check
Spot>less \'spat-l3s\ adj : having no spot: a : free from impurity

: IMMACULATE <~ kitchcns) b : PURE, UMBLEMISHED <'-^ rcputatiou)— spoMesS'ly adv — spot>less*ness n
ispot.light \'spat-,lTt\ n 1 a ; a projected spot of light used to
illuminate brilliantly a person, object, or group on a stage b : con-
spicuous public notice 2 a : a light designed to direct a narrow
intense beam of light on a small area b : something that illuminates
brilliantly

2spotlight vt ; to illuminate with or as if with a spotlight
spot pass n : a pass (as in football) made to a predetermined spot
usu. well down the field or court rather than directly to a player

spot-ted \'spat-3d\ adj 1 : marked with spots 2 : sullied,
TARNISHED 3 : characterized by the appearance of spots
spotted adder n 1 ; milk snake 2 : hognose snake
spotted fever n : any of various eruptive fevers: as a : typhus
b : ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOTTED FEVER

spot-ter \'spat-3r\ n 1 : one that makes or applies a spot (as for
identification) 2 : one tnat looks or keeps watch: as a : one that
locates enemy targets b : a civilian who watches for approaching
airplanes 3 : one that removes spots 4 ; one that places something
on or in a desired spot
spot test n 1 : a test conducted on the spot to yield immediate
results 2 : a test limited to a few key or sample points or a rela-
tively small percentage of random spots

spot>ti<ly X'spat-'l-eX adv : in a spotty manner
Spot>ti>ne5S \'spat-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being spotty
spot.ty \'spat-e\ adj 1 ; marked with spots ; spotted 2 : lacking
uniformity esp. in quality : uneven (-^ attendance)

spou-sal \'spau-Z3l, -S3l\ n [ME spousaiUe, fr. MF espousaiUes
espousal] : nuptials — usu. used in pi. — spousal adj
ispouse V'spaiis also 'spaiizX n [ME. fr. OF espous (masc.) &
espouse (fern.), fr. L sponsus betrothed man, groom & sponsa be-
trothed woman, bride, fr. sponsus, pp. of spondere to promise,
betroth; akin to Gk spendein to make a libation, promise, sponde
hbation (pi., treaty)] : married person ; husband, wife
^spouse X'spauz, 'spaiisX vt, archaic : espouse, wed
ispout \'spaut\ vb [ME spouten; akin to MD spoiten to spout, OE
sphvan to spew] vt 1 : to eject (as liquid) in a stream 2 a : to
speak or utter readily, volubly, and at length b : declaim ~ vi

1 : to issue with force or in a jet : spurt 2 : to eject material (as
liquid) in a jet 3 : declaim — spout-er n
2spout n 1 : a pipe or conductor through which a liquid is dis-
charged or conveyed in a stream; as a ; a pipe for carrying rain-
water from a roof b : a projecting tube or lip from which water
issues 2 : a discharge or jet of hquid from or as if from a pipe; esp
: waterspout 3 archaic ; pawnshop

Sprach>ge>iuhl \'shprak-k3-,fi£l\ n [G, fr. sprache language +
gejiihl feeling] 1 ; sensibility to conformance with or divergence
from the established usage of a language 2 : a feeling for what is

linguistically effective or appropriate
Sprag \'sprag\ n [perh. of Scand origin; akin to Sw dial, spragge
branch] : a pointed stake or steel bar let down from a halted
vehicle (as a wagon) to prevent it from roiling
isprain \'spran\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a sudden or violent twist
or wrench of a joint with stretching or tearing of hgaments 2 ; a
sprained condition

2sprain vt : to subject to sprain
Sprat \'sprat\ n [alter, of ME sprot, fr. OE sprott'\ 1 : a small
European herring (Clupea spraitus) closely related to the common
herring; also ; a small or young herring or similar fish (as an
anchovy) 2 : a young, small, or insignificant person
Sprawl Vspr61\ vb [ME sprawlen, fr. OE spreawlian} vi 1 a archaic

; to lie thrashing or tossing about b : to creep or clamber awk-
wardly 2 ; to lie or sit with arms and legs spread out 3 ; to spread
irregularly : straggle ~^ vr : to cause to spread out carelessly or
awkwardly — sprawl n
ispray \'spra\ n [ME] 1 a : a usu. flowering branch or shoot
b : a decorative arrangement of flowers and foliage (as on a dress
or coffin) 2 : something resembling a spray
2spray n [obs. E spray (to sprinkle), fr. MD sprayen; akin to Gk
speirein to scatter— more at spROur] 1 : water flying in small drops
or particles blown from waves or thrown up by a waterfall 2 a : a
jet of vapor or finely divided liquid dispersed (as by an atomizer or
sprayer) usu. for its medical, insecticidal, or deodorant property
b : a device (as an atomizer or sprayer) by which a spray is dis-
persed or applied <paint -^i) c : an application of a spray or by
spraying
3spray vi l : to disperse or apply as a spray 2 : to project spray on
or into '^ vi 1 : to break up into spray 2 : to disperse or apply a
spray — spray-er «
spray gun n : an apparatus resembling a gun for applying a sub-
stance (as paint or insecticide) in the form of a spray

1 spread \'spred\ vb spread; spread>ing [ME spreden, fr. OE
sprsdan: akin to OHG spreiten to spread, OE -sprutan to sprout— more at sprout] vt la: to open or expand over a larger area
<— out the map) b : to stretch out : extend 2a: scatter, strew
b : to distribute over a period or among a group C : to apply on a
surface i'^ butter on bread) d (1) : to cover or overlay with
(2) archaic ; to cover completely e (1) : to prepare or furnish for
dining : set <'^ the table) (2) : serve 3 a : to make widely known
<— the news) b : to extend the range or incidence of <"- a disease)
c : diffuse, EMrr 4 : to push apart by weight or force ^ vi 1 a : to
become dispersed, distributed, or scattered b : to become known
or disseminated <panic ~ rapidly) 2 : to grow in length or breadth
: EXPAND 3 ; to move apart (as from pressure or weight) : separate

^spread n l a : the act or process of spreading b : extent of spread-
ing 2 : something spread out: as a : a surface area : expanse
b West : RANCH c (1) : a prominent display in a periodical (2)

: two facing pages (as of a newspaper) usu. with matter running
across the fold; also : the matter occupying these pages 3 : some-
thing spread on or over a surface: as a : a food to be spread on
bread or crackers b : a sumptuous meal : feast c : a cloth cover

for a table or bed 4 : distance between two points ; gap
spread eagle n l : a representation of an eagle with wings raised
and legs extended 2 : something resembling or suggestive of a
spread eagle; specif : a skating figure executed with the skates
heel to heel in a straight line
ispread-ea.gle \'spred-,e-g5l\ vb spread-ea«gling \-,e-g(3-)lia\ vi
1 : to execute a spread eagle (as in skating) 2 ; to stand or move
with arms and legs stretched out : sprawl —' v/ 1 ; to stretch out
into the position of a spread eagle 2 : to spread over : straddle
2spread-eagle adj : marked by bombast and boastful exaggeration
esp. of the greatness of the U.S.
spread.er \'spred-ar\ n : one that spreads: as a : an implement for
scattering material b : a small knife for spreading butter c : wet-
ting AGENT d : a device (as a bar) holding two linear elements
(as lines, guys, rails) apart and usu. taut

spread formation n : a double or triple wing offensive formation
in football in which the ends are spread three to five yards outside
the tackles, the tailback plays seven to eight yards behind the line,
and the other three backs are in flanking position close to the line
spreading lactor n : hyaluronidase
spree \'spre\ n [perh. alter, of Sc spreath cattle raid, foray, fr.

ScGael spreidh cattle, fr. h praeda booty — more at prey] : an un-
restrained indulgence in or outburst of activity <buying '^); esp
: BINGE, carousal

sprent \'sprent\ adj [fr. pp. of obs. sprenge (to sprinkle)] archaic
: sprinkled

isprig \'sprig\ n [ME spriggeZ 1 : a small shoot ; twig 2 a : heir
b : YOUTH 3 : an ornament resembling a sprig, stemmed flower, or
leaf 4 : a small headless nail : brad
2sprig vt sprigged; sprig.ging 1 : to drive sprigs or brads into
2 : to mark or adorn with the representation of plant sprigs

spriglit-lul \'sprTt-f3l\ adj [obs. spright] : full of life or spirit
: SPRIGHTLY — sprigbt-ful.Iy \-f3-le\ adv — spright-fuLness n

spright>li<ness \'sprit-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
sprightly

sprlght'ly \-Ie\ adj [obs. spright (sprite), alter, of sprite} : marked
by a gay lightness and vivacity : spirited syn see lively

sprig'tail \'sprig-,tal\ n : any of several birds with pointed taUs;
esp : pintail a
ispring \'sprio\ vb sprang \'sprap\ or sprung \'sprao\ sprung;
spring'ing \'sprir]-io\ [ME springen, fr. OE sprtngan: akin to
OHG springan to jump, Gk sperchesihai to hasten] v/ 1 a (1) : dart.
SHOOT (2) : to be resilient or elastic; also ; to move by elastic force
(the lid sprang shut) b : to become warped 2 : to issue with speed
and force or as a stream 3 a : to grow as a plant b : to issue by
birth or descent c : to come into being : arise d archaic : dawn
e : to begin to blow — used with up 4 a : to make a leap or series of
leaps b : to leap or jump up suddenly 5 : to stretch out in height
: RISE '^ vt 1 : to cause to spring 2 a : to undergo or bring about
the splitting or cracking of (wind sprang the mast) b : to undergo
the opening of (a leak) 3 a : to cause to operate suddenly i^ a
trap) b : to apply or insert by bending c : to bend by force
4 : to leap over 5 : to produce or disclose suddenly or unex-
pectedly 6 : to make lame : strain 7 slang : to release or cause
to be released from confinement or custody
syn spring, arise, rise, originate, derive, flow, issue, emanate,

proceed, stem mean to come up or out of something into existence.
spring implies rapid or sudden emerging; arise and rise may both
convey the fact of coming into existence or notice but rise often
stresses gradual growth or ascent; originate implies a definite
source or starting point; derive implies a prior existence in another
form; flow adds to spring a suggestion of abundance or ease of
inception; issue suggests emerging from confinement through an
outlet; emanate applies to the coming of something immaterial (as
a principle or thought) from a source; proceed stresses place of
origin, derivation, parentage, or logical cause; stem implies originat-
ing by dividing or branching off from something as an outgrowth or
subordinate development
2spring n 1 a : a source of supply; esp

: a source of water issuing from the
ground ta : an ultimate source esp. of
action or motion 2 : a time or season
of growth or development; specij : the
season between winter and summer
comprising usu. the months of March,
April, and May or as reckoned astro-
nomically extending from the March
equinox to the June solstice 3 : an
elastic body or device that recovers its springs 3: 1, 3, spiral
origmal shape when released after springs, 2 coil spring, 4
being distorted 4 a : the act or an in- elliptic leaf spring
stance of leapmg up or forward : bound
b (1) : capacity for springing : resilience (2) : bounce, energy
5 : the point or plane at which an arch or vault curve springs from
its impost syn see motive
3spring vt sprung X'spraoX sprung; spring*ing X'sprio-ioX : to
fit with springs
spring-aid \'sprio-3ld\ or spring.al \-3l\ n [prob. fr. ME, a kind
of catapult, fr. MF espringale'] : a young man : stripling

spring beauty n : any of a genus {Clayionia) of plants of the purs-
lane family; esp : one (C. virginica) that sends up in early spring a
2-leaved stem bearing delicate pink flowers

spring-board \'sprio-.bo(a)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n 1 : a flexible board
usu. secured at one end and used tor gymnastic stunts or diving
2 : a point of departure

spring-bok \'sprir]-,bak\ n, pi springbok or springboks [ Afrik, fr.

spring to jump + bole male goat] : a swift and graceful southern
African gazelle (Antidorcas euchore) noted for its habit of springing
lightly and suddenly into the air

spring-clean-ing \'sprio-'kle-nio\ n V^spring} : the act or process
of doing a thorough cleaning of a place

springe \'sprinj\ n [ME sprenge, springe: akin to OE springan to
spring] 1 : a noose fastened to an elastic body to catch small game
2 ; SNARE, TRAP

springier Vspriq-3r\ n 1 : a stone or other solid laid at the impost
of an arch 2 : one that springs 3 : a cow nearly ready to calve

springer spaniel n i a. medium-sized largely white sporting dog of

a abut; ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; 1] sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; tg tbis;

au out; cb cbin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zb vision
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either an English or a Welsh breed used chiefly for finding and flush-

ing small game
spring fever n : a lazy or restless feeling often associated with the
onset of spring

Spring. field \'sprio-,feld\ n iSpringJield, Mass.] : a .30 caliber
bolt-ooeratcd rifle adopted by the U.S. army in 1903

spring-halt \'sprir)-,h61t\ n [by alter.] ; stringhalt
spring-head \-,hed\ n : fountainhead
spring.house \-.haus\ n : a small building over a spring used for

cool storage (as of dairy products or meat)
Spring.i-ly \'sprio-3-le\ adv ; in a springy manner
spring-i-ness Vsprii3-e-nss\ n : the quality or state of being springy
spring.ing \'sFrio-io\ n ; the usu. horizontal line from which an
arch springs

spring-let \'sprio-lat\ n • a little spring : streamlet
spring peeper ;; : a small brown tree toad {Hyla crucifer) of the
eastern US. and Canada with a shrill piping call

spring-tail yspriQ-,tal\ n : any of an order (CoUembola) of small
primitive wingless arihropods related to or classed among the

spring-tide \-,tTd\ n : springtime
spring tide n : a tide of greater-than-average range around the times
of new and full moon

spring-time \'sprir]-,tTm\ n 1 : the season of spring 2 : yoitth
3 : an early or flourishing stage of development

spring wagon n : a light wagon equipped with springs
spring.wood \'sprir]-,wud\ n : the softer more porous portion of
an annual ring of wood that develops early in the growing season
— compare summerwood

springy \'sprio-e\ adj 1 : abounding with springs : spongy
2 : having an elastic quality : resilient syn see elastic
isprln.kle \'sprio-k3l\ vb sprin-kling \-k001iD\ [ME sprenklen
sprinclen: akin to MHG sprecke!, sprenkel spot, OE spearca spark]
vt 1 : to scatter in drops or particles 2 a ; to scatter over b : to
scatter at iniervals in or among ; dot C : to wet Ughtly — vi 1 ; to
scatter a liquid in fine drops 2 : to rain Ughtly in scattered drops —
sprin-kler \-k(3-)l3r\ n

2sprinKle n l : the act or an instance of sprinkling; specij : a light

rain 2 : sprinkling
sprinkler system n : a system for protection against fire in which
pipes are distributed for conveying water or other extinguishing
fluid to outlets

sprin-kling X'sprirj klioX n l : a limited quantity or amount
; MODICUM 2 : a small quantity falling in scattered drops 3 : a
small number distributed at random : S'ATTERIng
isprint \'sprint\ VI [of Scand origin; akin to Sw dial, sprlnta to
jump, hop; akin to OHG sprinzan to jump up, Gk spyrlhizein'[ % to
run at lop speed esp. for a short distance — sprint-er n

2sprint n 1 : the act or an instance of sprinting 2 a ; dash 6b
b : a burst of speed

sprit \'sprit\ n [ME spret, sprit, fr. OE spreot pole, spear; akin to
OE -sprutan to sprout] : a spar thai crosses a fore-and-aft sail

diagonally
sprite \*sprTl\ n [ME sprit, fr. OE esprit, fr. L spiritus spirit]

1 a archaic x soul b : a disembodied spirit : ghost 2a: elf,
FAIRY b : an elfiih person

sprit-sail \'sprit-,sal, -S3l\ n ; a sail extended by a sprit

Sprock-et \'sprak-3t\ n [origin unknown] ; a tooth or projection
(as on a wheel) shaped so as to engage with a chain

sprocket wheel n : a wheel with cogs or sprockets to engage with
the links of a chain
Isprout \*spraut\ vb [ME sprouten, fr. OE -sprUtan; akin to OHG
spriozan to sprout, Gk speirein to scatter, sow] vi 1 : to send out
new growth 2 ; to grow rapidly or greatly ; burgeon ^ vt % Xo
cause to grow ; bf^r
2sprout ff 1 a : shoot la; esp ; a young shoot (as from a seed or
root) b pi : edible shoots esp. of a crucifer or a plant (as brussels
sprouts) producing them 2 : something resembling a sprout;
esp ; a youne person : scion
ispruce \'spriis\ n [obs. Spruce Prussia, fr. ME, alter, of Pruce, fr.

OF] : any of a genus {Picea) of evergreen trees of the pine family
with a conical head of dense foliage and soft light wood; also ; any
of several coniferous trees (as Douglas fir) of similar habit

2spruce adj [perh. fr. obs. E Spruce leather leather imported from
Prussia] : neat or smart in appearance : trim — spruce*ly adv— spruce-ness n

sspruce vt ; to make spruce — often used with up '^ vi t to make
oneself spruce (^ up a bit)

spruce beer n : a beverage flavored with spruce; esp : one made
from spruce twigs and leaves boiled with molasses or sugar and
fermented with yeast

spruce pine n : a tree (as some pines and spruces or the common
eastern hemlock) of the pine family with light, soft, or weak wood
sprucy \'spru-se\ adj : spruce
isprue \'spru\ n [D spruw: akin to MLG spruwe, a kind of tumor]
; a chronic disease marked esp. by fatty diarrhea and deficiency
symptoms

2sprue n [origin unknown] 1 ; the hole through which metal or
plastic is poured into the gate and thence into a mold 2 : the
waste piece cast in a sprue
sprung pair oj spring
sprung rhytlun n : a poetic rhythm designed to approximate the
natural rhythm of speech and characterized by the frequent
juxtaposition of single accented syllables and the occurrence of
mixed types of feet

spry \'sprT\ adj sprl-er or spry-er \'sprT(-a)r\ spri-est or
spry-est \'spn-ast\ [perh. of Scand origin; akin to Sw dial sprygg
spry] ; vigorously active : brisk syn see agile — spry-ly adv —
spry-ness n
ispud \'spad\ n [ME spudde dagger] 1 : a tool or device (as for
digging, lifting, or cutting) combining the characteristics of spade
and chisel 2 : potato
aspud vt spud-ded; spud-ding : to dig with a spud
ispume \'spyum\ n [ME, fr. MP, fr. L spuma — more at foam]
; frothy matter on liquids : foam, scum — Spu-mous \'spyu-m3s\
adj — sjiumy \-mc\ adj
ispume VI : froth, foam
spu.mo.ni or spu-mo-ne \spu-'mo-ne\ n tit spumone, aug. of
spuma foam, fr. L] : ice cream in layers of different colors, flavors,

and textures often with candied fruits and nuts
spun past oj SPIN
spun glass n l : hber glass 2 : blown glass that has slender
threads of glass incorporated in it

^spunk \'sp3ok\ n [ScGael spong sponge, tinder, fr. L spongia
sponge] 1 a : a woody tinder ; punk b : any of various fungi used
as tinder 2 : mettle, spirit
3spunk VI, dial : kindle
spunk.ie \'sp3o-ke\ n 1 Scot : ignis fatuus 2 Scot ; uquor,
SPIRTTS
spunk-i-ly \'sp3Dj-k3-Ie\ adv ; In a spunky manner
spunk-i-ness \-ke-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being spunky
spunky \'sp3o-ke\ adj : full of spunk : spirited
spun rayon n : a rayon-staple yarn or fabric
spun sugar n : sugar boiled to long threads and gathered up and
shaped or heaped on a stick as a candy
Spun yarn k 1 : a textile yam spun from staple-length fiber 2 : a
small rope or stuff formed of two or more rope yarns loosely
twisted and used for seizings esp. on board ship
iSpur \'sp3r\ n [ME spure, fr. OE spura; akin to OE spurnan to
kick — more at spurn] 1 a : a pointed de\'ice secured to a rider's
heel and used to urge the horse b [ME spores knighthood] pl
; recognition and reward for achievement 2 : a goad to action
: STIMULUS 3 : something projecting like or suggesting a spur;
as a ; a projecting root or branch of a tree b (1) : a stiff sharp
spine (as on the wings or legs of a bird or insectt; esp : one on a
cock's leg (2) : a gaff for a gamecock c : a hollow projecting
appendage of a corolla or calyx (as in larkspur or columbine)
d ; climbing iron 4 : a ridge or lesser elevation that extends
laterally from a mountain or mountain range 5 : a short wooden
brace of a post 6 : a reinforcing buttress of masonry in a fortifi-
cation syn see motive — on the spur of the moment : on hasty
impulse
2spur vb spurred; spur.ring vt 1 : to urge (a horse) on with spurs
2 : to incite to action or accelerated growth or development
: STIMULATE 3 ; to put spurs on '^ vi ; to spur one's horse on

Spurge \'sp3rj\ n [ME, fr. MP, purge, spurge, fr. espurgier to
purge, fr. I. e.xpurgare — more at expurgate] ; any of various
mostly shrubby plants (family Euphorbiaceae, the spurge family,
and esp. genus Euphorbia) with a bitter milky juice
spur gear n : a gear wheel with radial teeth parallel to its axis— called also spur wheel
Spurge laurel n : a low Eurasian shrub {Daphne laureola) with ob-
long evergreen leaves and axillary racemes of yellowish flowers

SpU-ri-ouS \'spvur-e-3s\ adj [LL & L; LL spurius false, fr L,
of illegitimate birth, fr. spurius, n.. bastard] 1 : of illegitimate birth
: BASTARD 2 a : false, couNTERFEfT b : superficially like but
morphologically unlike <a '^ fruit) 3 : forged, fraudulent— spu-ri-ous.ly adv — spu-ri-ous.ness n
ispurn X'sparnX vb [ME spurnen, fr. OE spurnan: akin to OHG
spurnan to kick. L spernere to spurn, Gk spairein to quiver] vi

1 obs a : stumble b ; kick 2 ; to reject something disdainfully— usu. used with at (-^ at danger) ^ vt 1 : to tread sharply or
heavily upon : trample 2 : to reject with disdain or contempt
: SCORN syn see decline — spurn. er n

2spurn n 1 a : kick b obs : stumble 2 a ; disdainful rejection
b : contemptuous treatment
spur-of-the-moment adj : occurring or developing without pre-
meditation : hastily extemporized

spurred X'spardX adj 1 ; wearing spurs 2 : having one or more
spurs <a '^ violet)

spur-ri-er X'spar-e-sr, 'sp3-re-\ n ;_one who makes spurs
spur.ry or spur-rey X'spar-e, 'sp3-re\ n [D spunie. fr. ML spergula]

: a small white-flowered European weed (Spergula arvensis) of
the pink family with whorled fihform leaves; also ; any of several
related and similar herbs
^spurt \'spart\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a short period of time

: MOMENT 2 a : a sudden brief burst of effort or activity b ; a
sharp or sudden increase in business activity
ispurt vi : to make a spurt
3spurt vb [perh. akin to MHG spiirzen to spit, OE -sprutan to
sprout — more at sprout] vi ; to gush forth : spout ~ v; : to expel
in a stream or jet : squirt

4Spurt n : a sudden gush : lET
spur. tie \'sp3rt-'^l\ n [origin unknown] chiefly Scot i a wooden
stick for stirring porridge

spur track n : a track that diverges from a main line

spur-winged \'sp3r-'wiod\ adj : having one or more homy spurs
on the bend of the wings

sput-nik \'sput-nik. 'spat-, 'split-, -,nik\ n [Russ, lit., traveling
companion, fr. s, so with + put^ path; akin to Gk hama together
and to Skt patha way ~ more at same, find] : satellite 2b
isput-ter \'sp3t-ar\ vb [akin to D sputteren to sputter, OE -sprutan
to sprout] vt 1 : to spit or squirt from the mouth with explosive
sounds : splutter 2 : to utter hastily or explosively in confusion
or excitement ^ vi 1 : to spit or squirt particles of food or saliva
noisily from the mouth 2 ; to speak, reply, or ejaculate explosively
or confusedly in anger or excitement 3 a : to make explosive
popping sounds b ; to come to a sputtering stop — sput«ter«er

2sputter n 1 ; confused and excited speech or discussion 2 : the
act or sound of sputtering
spu-tum Vsp(y)ut-am\ n, pi spn-ta \-3\ [L, fr. neut, of sputus, pp.
of spuere to spit — more at spew] : expectorated matter made up of
saliva and often discharged from the respiratory passages
ispy \'spT\ vb spied; spy-ing [ME spien, fr. OF espier, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG spehon to spy; akin to L specere to look,
look at, species appearance, species, Gk skeptesthai & skopein to
watch, look at, consider] vt 1 ; to watch secretly usu. for hostile
purposes ; scout 2 : to catch sight of : see 3 : to search or look
for intensively -^ vi 1 : to observe or search for something : look
2 ; to watch secretly as a spy

2spy n, pi spies 1 : one that spies: a : one who keeps secret watch
on a person or thing to obtain information b : one who acts in a
clandestine manner or on false pretenses to obtain information
in the zone of operations of a belligerent with the intention of
communicating it to the hostile party 2 : an act of spying
spy.glass \-,gIas\ n : a small telescope
squab \'skwab\ n, pi squabs [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw
dial, skvabb anything soft and thick] 1 or pi squab : a fledgling
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bird; specif : a fledgling pigeon about four weeks old 2 : a short
fat person 3a: couch b : a cushion for a chair or couch —
squab adj
isquab-ble \'skwab-ol\ n [prob. of Scand origin; akhi to Sw dial.
skvahhel dispute] ; a noisy altercation or quarrel usu. over trifles

: wnANGLE syn see quarrel
^squabble vb squah-bling \-(s-)lio\ vi : to quarrel noisily and to
no purpose ; wrangle '^ vr : to disarrange (set type) so that the
letters or lines need readjustment — compare spi — squab-bler

isquad \'skw"ad\ n [MF esquade, fr. OSp & Olt; OSp escuadra &
OH squadra derivs. of (assumed) VL exquadrare to make square— more at square] 1 : a small organized group of military person-
nel; esp : a tactical unit that can be easily directed in the field

2 : a small group engaged in a common effort or occupation <a
football ~> <a police ~>
isquad vt squad<ded; squad-ding ; to arrange in squads
squad car n : a police automobile connected by shortwave radio-
phone with headquarters — called also cruiser, prowl car
squad*ron \'sk\vad-r3n\ n [It squadrone, aug. of squadra squad]

: a unit of military organization: a ; a cavalry unit higher than
a troop and lower than a regiment b : a naval unit consisting of
two or more divisions and sometimes additional vessels c (1) : a
unit of the U.S. Air Force higher than a flight and lower than a
group i2^ : a military flight formation
squad room n 1 : a room in a barracks used to billet soldiers 2 ; a
room in a police station where members of the force assemble (as
for roll call or the assignment of duties)

squa-lene \'skwa-,Ien\ n [ISV, fr, Lsqualus, a sea fish] : an acyclic
hydrocarbon C30H50 that is found esp. in shark -liver oils and is a
precursor of cholesterol
squal<ld \'skwal-3d\ adj [L squalidus — more at squalor]
1 : marked by filthiness and degradation from neglect or poverty
2 : morally debased : sordid syn see dirty — squal>id*ly adv— squal-id-ness n

isquall \'skw61\ vb [of Scand origin; akin to ON skval useless
chatter] : to cry out raucously : scream — squall n — squall*er n
2squall n : a raucous cry
^squall n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw skval rushing water]
1 : a sudden violent wind often with rain or snow 2 ; a short-lived
commotion
^squall VI : to blow a squall
squally \'skw6-ie\ adj 1 : marked by squalls 2 : gusty
squa*loid \'skwa-,16id\ adj [NL Squalus, genus of sharks, fr. L
squalus, a sea fish] ; being or resembling a typical shark
squa*Ior \'skwal-3r also *skwal-\ n [L; akin to L squalidus squalid,
squama scale] ; the quality or state of being squalid
squam- or squamo- combjorm [NL, fr, L squama} ; scale : squama
isquartiationy
squa>ma V'skwa-ms, 'skwa-\ n, pi squa<mae \*skwa-,me, 'skwa-
,mi\ [L] : SCALE : a structure resembling a scale

sqiia'inate \-.mat\ adj : scaly
squa-ma>tion \skw3-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 ; the state of being scaly
2 : the arrangement of scales on an animal
isqua-mo-sal \skwa-'m6-s3l, -Z3l\ adj 1 : squamous 2 : of,

relating to, or being a membrane bone of the skull of many verte-
brates corresponding to the squamous portion of the temporal bone
of man
ssquamosal n : a squamosal bone
squa>mose \'skwa-,mos, 'skwa-\ adj : squamous — sqna>mose>ly
adv — squa-mose-ness n
squa<mous \-m3S\ adj [L squamosus, fr. squama scale] 1 : covered
with or consisting of scales : scaly 2 ; of, relating to, or being
the anterior upper portion of the temporal bone of man and various
mammals ~ squa>mous>ly adv

squa-niu-lose \-my3-,16s\ adj [L squamula, dim. of squama'^
: minutely squamous
isquaU'der \'skwan-d3r\ vb squan-der-ing \-dfa-)rio\ [origin
unknown] vt 1 : SCATTER 2 ; to spend extravagantly or foolishly

: DISSIPATE -^ vi 1 : to spend wastefully 2 : scatter — squan-
der-er \-dar-3r, -dr3r\ n
^squander n : an act of squandering
•square \'skwafa)r, 'skwela'jrX n [ME, fr. MF esquarre, fr. (as-

sumed! VL exquadra, fr. exquadrare to square, fr. L ex- + quadrare
to square — more at quadrate] 1 : an instrument having at
least one right angle and two straight edges used to lay out or test

right angles 2 ; a rectangle with ail four sides equal 3 : any of
the quadrilateral spaces marked out on a board for playing games
4 : the product of a number multiplied by itself 5 a : an open
place or area formed at the meeting of two or more streets b : block
6c 6 : a solid object or piece approximating a cube or having a
square as its largest face 7 : the three bracts that subtend the
flower of the cotton plant 8 : a person rejected for conventionality
or respectability — on the square 1 ; at right angles 2 : in a
fair open manner : honestly — out of square ; not at an exact
right angle
^square odj 1 a : having four equal sides and four right angles
b : forming a right angle <'--' comer) 2 : raised to the second power
3 a : being approximately square <-^ cabinet) b : of a shape
suggesting strength and solidity (-^ jaw) <'^ shoulders) c ; rec-

tangular and equilateral in section <-^ tower) 4 a 0/ a unit o,(

length : multiplied by itself so as to form a square areal unit (^
foot) — see MEASURE table, metric system table b ; being of a
specified length in each of two equal dimensions <10 feet ^)
5 a : exactly adjusted : well made b : just, fair c : leaving no
balance : settled d oJ a score ; even, alike e : substantial,
satisfying <'-^ meal) 1 slang ; having unsophisticated or con-
servative tastes 6 : set at right angles with the mast and keel— used of the yards of a square-rigged ship — square-ly adv— square-ness n
^square vt la: to make square or rectangular (-^ a building
stone) b : to test for deviation from a right angle, straight line.

or plane surface 2 ; to bring to a right angle (squared his shoulders)
3 a : to multiply (a number) by itself ; raise to the second power
b : to find a square equal in area to (-^ a circle) 4 : to compare
with a standard : test 5 a r balance, settle <'-' an account)
b : to even the score of 6 : to mark off into squares 7 a : to set

right : bring into agreement b ; bribe, fix «- v/ 1 : agree, match
2 : to settle matters; esp : to pay the bill 3 : to take a fighting
stance syn see agree
^square adv 1 : straightforwardly, honestly 2 : so as to face
or be face to face; also : at right angles 3 : with nothing inter-
vening : directly 4 : firmly, solidly 5 : in a square shape
<cut a diamond '^>

square away vi 1 : to square the yards so as to sail before the
wind 2 : to put everything in order or in readiness 3 : to take up
a fighting stance ^ vr : to put in order or readiness
square dance n : a dance for four couples who form a hollow
square — square dancing n
squared circle n : a boxing ring
square deal n : an honest and fair transaction or trade
square knot n : a knot made of two reverse half-knots and typically
used to join the ends of two cords
square measure n : a unit or system of units for measuring area— see MEASURE table, metric system table
square of opposition : a square figure on which may be demon-
strHied the four logical oppositions by contrariety, subcontrariety,
subiilternation, and contradiction
squar-er \'skwar-3r, 'skwer-X n ; a workman who squares timber

square rig n : a sailing-ship rig in which the sails are bent to the
yards carried athwart the mast and trimmed with braces — square-
rigged \'skwa(a)r-'rigd, *skwe(s)r-\ adj — square-rig<ger \-*rig-

square root n ; either of the quantities that when squared gives the
initial quantity <the square root of 9 is ±3)
square sail \-.sai, -S3l\ n : a 4-sided sail extended on a yard
suspended at the middle from a mast
square shooter n : a just or honest person
square-shoul.dered X'skwavair-'shol-dard, *skwe(3)r-\ adj : hav-
ing the shouldershigh and well braced back
square-toed \-'tod\ adj 1 : having the toe square ('^ boots)
2 : old-fashioned, conservative — square-toed^ness n

squar.ish \'skwaO)r-ish, 'skweO)r-\ adj ; somewhat square in
form or appearance — squar-ish-ly adv

squar.rose \'skwar-,os, 'skwa(3)r-\ adj [L squarrosus scurfy; akin
to OSlav skvruna filth] : rough with divergent scales or processes;
esp : having stiff spreading bracts <a -^ involucre) — squar-
rose-ly adv
isquash \'skwash, 'skw6sh\ vb [MF esquasser, fr. (assumed) VL
exquassare, fr. L ex- + quassare to shake — more at quash] vt
1 : to press or beat into a pulp or a flat mass : crush 2 : to put
down : suppress <'^ a revolt) '— vi 1 : to flatten out under
pressure or impact 2 ; to proceed with a splashing or squelching
sound 3 : squeeze, press (four of us ~ed into the seat) — squash-
er n
^squash n 1 obs : something soft and easily crushed 2 : the
sudden fall of a heavy soft body or the sound of such a fall 3 : a
squelching sound made by walking on oozy ground or in waters
soaked boots 4 : a crushed mass 5 Brit : a drink of the sweetened
juice of a citrus fruit usu. with added soda water 6 ; squash
RACQUETS
3squash adv : with a squash or a squashing sound
^squash n, pi squash<es or squash [by shortening & alter, fr.

earlier isquoutersquash, fr. Natick & Narraganset askutasquash]
: any of various fruits of plants (genus Cucurbita) of the gourd
family widely cultivated as vegetables and for Uvestock feed;
also : a vine or other plant that bears squashes
squash bug n : a large black American bug (Anasa tristis of the
family Coreidae) injurious to squash vines

squash>i>ly \'skwash-3-le, 'skwbsh-\ adv : in a squashy manner
squash*i-ness \-e-n3s\ n ; the quality of being squashy
squash racquets n pi but sing in constr : a game played in a 4-wall
court with a racket and a rubber ball

squash tennis n : a racket game resembling squash racquets
played with an inflated ball the size of a tennis ball

squashy \'skwash-e, 'skw6sh-\ adj 1 : easily squashed 2 : softly
wet : BOGGY 3 : soft because overripe <^ melons)
isquat \*skwat\ vb squat-ted or squat; squat-ting [ME squatten,
fr. MF esquatir, fr. e^- ex- (fr. L ex-) + quatir to press, fr. (as-

sumed) VL coactire to press together, fr. L coactus, pp. of cogere
to drive together — more at cogent] vt 1 : to cause (oneself) to
crouch or sit on the ground 2 : to occupy as a squatter '— vi

1 : crouch, cower {squatting hare) 2 : to sit on one's haunches
or heels 3 : to become a squatter

2squat n 1 a : the act of squatting b : the posture of one that
squats 2 : a place where one squats; esp ; the lair of a small
animal <~ of a hare)
3Squat adj 1 : sitting with the haunches close above the heels

2 : low to the ground; also : short and thick — squat*Iy adv —
squat-ness n

isquat*ter \'skwat-3r\ VI [prob. of Scand origin: akin to Ttaa skvatte
to sprinkle] : to go along through or as if through water

2squatter n : one that squats as a : one that settles on land
without right or title or payment of rent b : one that settles on
public land under government regulation with the purpose of
acquiring title

squatter sovereignty n : popular sovereignty
squat-ty \'skwat-e\ adj : low to the ground; also : dumpy, thickset
squaw \'skw6\ n [of Algonquian origin; akin to Natick squaas
woman] 1 : an American Indian woman 2 : woman, wife —
usu. used disparagingly
squaw.Iish \-,fish\ n 1 : any of several large cyprinid fishes

(genus Ptychocheilus) of western No. America 2 : a common
surf fish (Taeniotoca lateralis) of the Pacific coast of No. America
isquawk \'skw6k\ vi [prob, blend of squall and squeak] 1 ; to
utter a harsh abrupt scream 2 : to complain or protest loudly or
vehemently ~ squawk>er n
2squawk n 1 : a harsh abrupt scream 2 : a noisy complaint
Squawk box n : an intercom speaker
squaw man n : a white man married to an Indian woman and usu.
living as one of her tribe

Squaw>ioot \'skw6-,rUt, -,rvit\ n : a No. American scaly herb
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(Conopholis amerlcana) of the broomrape family parasitic on oak
and hemlock roots
isqueak \'skwek\ vb [ME squeken'] vi 1 : to utter or make a short
shrill cry or noise 2 : squeal 2a 3 : to pass, succeed, or win
by a narrow margin <just ^ed by> '^ v/ : to utter in a shrill piping
tone
^squeak n 1 ; a sharp shrill cry orsound 2 : ESCAPE <a close '^>
— sQueak-er n — squeaky \'skwe-ke\ adj
isqueal \'skwe(a)l\ vb [ME squeleni vi X : to make a shrill cry
or noise 2 a : to turn informer b : complain, protest ^ vt

: to utter or express with or as if with a squeal — squeal*er n
2sqiteal n : a shrill sharp cry or noise

squea-raish \'skwe-mish\ adj [ME squaymisch, modif. of AF
escoymoiis\ 1 a : easily nauseated : queasy b : affected with
nausea : nauseated 2 a : easily shocked ; prudish b : ex-

cessively fastidious or scrupulous in conduct or belief c :, easily

offended or disgusted syn see nice — squea-mish-ly adv —
squea<mish<ness n
isquee.gee \'skwe-,ie\ n [prob. imit.] : a blade of leather or
rubber set on a handle and used for spreading, pushing, or wiping
liquid material on, across, or off a surface (as a window); also

1 a smaller similar device or a small rubber roller with handle
used by a photographer or lithographer
2squeegee vt squee-geed; squee-gee-ing : to smooth, wipe, or
treat with a squeegee
isqueeze \'skwez\ vb [alter, of obs. E quease, h. ME queysen,
fr. OE cwysan; akin to Icel kveisa stomach cramps] vt 1 a : to

exert pressure esp. on opposite sides of ; compress b : to extract
or emit under pressure c : to force or thrust by compression
2 a (1) : to get by extortion (2) : to deprive by extortion b ; to
cause economic hardship to c : to reduce the amount of i-^s
profits) 3 : to crowd into a limited area 4 : to gain or win by a
narrow margin 5 : to constrain (another player) to discard in

bridge so as to unguard a suit 6 : to score by means of a squeeze
play '^ vi 1 : to give way before pressure 2 : to exert pressure;
also : to practice extortion or oppression 3 ; to force one's way
<'--' through a door) 4 : to pass, win, or get by narrowly —
squeez*er n — squeeze the shorts : to force short sellers to
cover at higher prices
asqueeze n 1 a : an act or instance of squeezing : compression
b : HANDCLASP; olso I EMBRACE 2 a I a quantity squeezed out
from something <a ~ of lemon) b : a group crowded together
: CROWD 3 a : the commission taken by an oriental servant
b : a profit taken by an oriental official or middleman on goods or
transactions : graft 4 : any of various financial pressures
caused by narrowing margins or by shortages 6 : a forced discard
in bridge
squeeze bottle n : a bottle of flexible plastic that dispenses its con-
tents by being pressed

squeeze play « 1 : a baseball play in which a batter attempts to
score a runner from third base by bunting 2 ; the exertion of
pressure in order to extort a concession or gain a goal : squeeze
squeg \'skvveg\ VI squegged; squeg-ging [back-formation fr.

squegger (lube in which the valve oscillates)] : to oscillate in a
highly irregular fashion — used of an electronic system
isquelch \'skwelch\ n [imit.] 1 : a sound of or as if of semiliquid
matter under suction (the '-- of mud) 2 : the act of suppressing;
esp : a retort that silences an opponent

isquelch vt 1 a : to fall or stamp on so as to crush b (1) : to
completely suppress : quell (2) : silence 2 : to emit or move
with a sucking sound ~ vz 1 ; to emit a sucking sound like that
of an object being withdrawn from mire 2 : to splash through
water, slush, or mire — squelcli-er n
sque«teague \skwi-'teg\ n, pi squeteague [Narraganset pesuk-
wireaug, pi.] : gray trout; also ; any of various other weakfishes
isquib Vskwib\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a small firecracker
b : a broken firecracker the powder in which burns with a fizz

2 a : a short humorous or satiric writing or speech b : a short
carelessly written piece : scribble

2squib vb squibbed; squib.bing vi 1 ; to speak, write, or publish
squibs 2 : to fire a squib ^ vt 1 a : to utter in an offhand manner
b : to make squibs against : lampoon 2 : to shoot off : fire
isquid \*skwid\ n, pi squid or squids [origin unknown] : any of
numerous 10-armed cephalopods (esp. of the genera
Loligo and Ommastrephes) having a long tapered
body, a caudal fin on each side, and usu. a slender
internal chitinous support
2squid VI squid.ded; squid-ding : to fish with or for
squid
squined \'skwift\ or squlf-fy \'skwif-e\ adj [origin
unknown] : intoxicated, drunk
isquig.gle \'skwig-3l\ vb squig-gling \-f3-)Uo\ [blend
of squirm and wriggle'^ vi 1 ; squirm, wriggle
2 : to write or paint hastily : scribble "- v/ 1 : scrib-
ble 2 : to form or cause to form in squiggles

2squiggle n : a short wavy twist or line : curlicue;
esp : an illegible scrawl

squll*gee \'skwe-Je, 'skwil-,je\ var oj squeegee
squill \'skwil\ n [ME. fr. L squilla sea onion, fr. Gk
skillal 1 a : a Mediterranean bulbous herb (Urginea
mariiima) of the lily family b (1) usu pi : its dried squid
sliced bulb scales used as an expectorant, cardiac
stimulant, and diuretic (2) : the bulb of a red-bulbed form of
squill used in rat poison 2 : scilla 3 [NL Squilla'\ : squilla

squil.la \'skwil-a\ n, pi squillas or squiLlae \'skwil-,e, -,T\ [NL
genus name. fr. L. squill, prawn] : any of various stomatopod
crustaceans (esp. genus Squilla) that burrow in mud or beneath
stones in shallow water along the seashore
isquinch \'skwinch\ n [alter, of earlier scunch (back part of the
side of an opening^] : a support (as an arch, lintel, or corbeling)
carried across the corner of a room under a superimposed mass
2squinch vb [prob. blend of squint and pinch'\ vt 1 ; to screw up
(the eyes or face) : squint 2 : to cause to crouch down or draw
together ~ vi 1 : flinch 2 : to crouch down or draw together

e\ vb [prob. fr. obs. E squin asquint, fr. ME
3 : squint
isquin.ny \'skwi
skuiri'] : squint

^squinny n : squint — squinny adj
isquint \'skwint\ adj [short for asquint'] 1 of an eye : looking <

tending to look obliquely or askance (as with envy, disdain, i

distrust) 2 of the eyes : not having the visual axes parallel : crossed
2squint vi 1 a : to have an indirect bearing, reference, or aim
b ; to deviate from a true line 2 a : to look in a squint-eyed
manner b : to be cross-eyed c : to look or peer with eyes partly
closed '^ vt : to cause (an eye) to squint — squint*er n — squint-
ing.Iy \-in-le\ adv
asquint n 1 : strabismus 2_: an instance of squinting 3 : hagio-
scope — squinty Vskwint-e\ adj
squint-eyed \'skwint-'Td\ adj 1 ; having eyes that squint; specif

: cross-eyed 2 : looking askance (as in envy or malice)
squinting construction n ; an ambiguous grammatical construc-
tion that contains a word or phrase (as often in "getting dressed
often is a nuisance") interpretable as modifying either what pre-
cedes or what follows
isquire \ 'skwT(a) r\ n [ME squier, fr. OF esquier -~ more at esquire ]

1 : a shield bearer or armor-bearer of a knight 2 a : a male
attendant on a great personage b : a man devotedly attending a
lady ; gallant 3 a : a member of the British gentry ranking below
a knight and above a gentleman b : an owner of a country estate;
esp : the principal landowner in a village or district c (1) ; justice
of the peace (2) ; lawyer (3) : judge
2squire vt : to attend as a squire : escort
squire.ar.chy or squir-ar-chy \'skwT(3)r-,ar-ke\ n 1 : the
gentry or landed-proprietor class 2 : government by a landed
gentry

squir>ish \'skwT(3)r-ish\ adj : of, relating to, or having the char-
acteristics of a squire
squirm \'skw3rm\ vi [perh. imit.] : to twist about like an eel or a
worm syn see writhe — squirm /i — squirmy \'skw3r-me\ adj

squlr.rel \'skw3r(-3)l, 'skwa-rsl. chiefly Brit 'skwir-slX n, pi
squirrels also squirrel [ME squirel, fr. MP esquireul, fr. (assumed)

more at shine] 1 : any of various small or medium-sized rodents
(family Sciuridae): as a : any of numerous New or Old World
arboreal forms having a long bushy tail and strong hind legs
b : any of numerous burrowing forms including the chipmunks and
spermophiles — called also ground squirrel 2 : the fur of a squirrel

squirrel cage n 1 : a cage for a small animal (as a squirrel) that
contains a rotatable cylinder for exercising 2 : something resem-
bling a squirrel cage in construction or in senseless repetitiveness

squirrel corn n : a No. American herb (Dicentra canadensis) of the
fumitory family with much-divided leaves and a scapose raceme of
cream-colored flowers
squir-reMy \'skw3r(-a)-le, 'skwa-ra-X adj : extremely odd : crazy
squirrel rille n [fr. its being suitable only for small game] : a small*
bore rifle — called also squirrel gun
isquirt \'skw3rt\ vb [ME squirten: akin to LG swirtjen to squirt]
vi ; to eject hquid in a thin spurt -*' vr : to cause to squirt — squirt-
er n

2squirt n 1 a : an instrument (as a syringe) for squirting a hquid
b ; a small quick stream ; jet c : the action of squirting 2 : an
impudent youngster

squirting CUClunber n : a Mediterranean plant {EchalUum elaterium)
of the gourd family with oblong fruit that bursts from the peduncle
when ripe and forcibly ejects the seeds

squish \'skwish\ vb [alter, of squash} vt 1 : squash 2 : squelch,
SUCK ^ vi ; squelch, suck — squish n

squishy \-e\ adj : being soft, yielding, and damp
sri \'s(h)re\ n [Skt srl, lit., majesty, holiness akin to Gk kreion
ruler, master] — used as a conventional title of respect when ad-
dressing or speaking of a distinguished Indian

-St — see -est

istab \'stab\ n [ME stahbel 1 : a wound produced by a pointed
weapon 2 : a thrust of a pointed weapon 3 : effort, try
2stab vb stabbed; stab.bing vt 1 : to wound or pierce by the thrust
of a pointed weapon 2 : thrust, drive -^ vj : to thrust or give
a wound with or as if with a pointed weapon — stab»ber n

ista.blle \'sta-,bTl, -,bil\ adj [Lstabilis — more at stable] 1 : not
moving : stationary, stable 2 : not fluctuating 3 : resistant to
chemical change

2sta.bile \-,bel\ n : a stable abstract sculpture or construction typ-
ically made of sheet metal, wire, and wood — compare mobile

Sta-bil*i*ty \st3-'bil-at-e\ n 1 : the quality, state, or degree of being
stable: as a : the strength to stand or endure : firmness b ; the
property of a body that causes it when disturbed from a condition
of equilibrium or steady motion to develop forces or moments that
restore the original condition o : resistance to chemical change or
to physical disintegration 2 : a vow binding a monk for life to one
monastery

Sta*bl*li<za<tion \,sta-b(3-)l3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act or process of sta-

bilizing or the state of being stabilized

Sta-bi-lize \'sta-b3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to make stable, steadfast, or firm
2 : to hold steady: as a : to maintain the stability of (as an air-

plane) by means of a stabilizer b : to limit fluctuations of (as

prices) c : to establish a minimum price for ~ vi : to become sta-

ble, firm, or steadfast

sta>bi*llz*er \-,lT-z9r\ n : one that stabilizes something: as a ; a
substance added to another substance (as an explosive or plastic)

or to a system (as an emulsion) to prevent or retard an unwanted
alteration of physical state b ; a gyroscope device to keep ships
steady in a heavy sea c : an airfoil providing stability for an air-

plane; specif : the fixed horizontal member of the tail assembly
iSta.ble \'sta-b3l\ n [ME, fr. OF estable, fr. L stabulum, fr. stare
to stand — more at stand] 1 : a building in which domestic ani-
mals are sheltered and fed; esp ; such a building having stalls or
compartments <horse '^} 2a; the racehorses of one owner b : a
group of athletes (as boxers) under one management — sta*ble-
man \-man. -,man\ n

2stable vb sta>bllng \-b(3-)lio\ vt : to put or keep in a stable ~ vi

: to dwell in or as if in a stable

astable adj sta.bler \-b(»l3r\ sta.blest \-b(3-M3st\ [ME. fr. OF
estable, fr. L siahilis, fr. stare to stand] 1 a : firmly established
: fixed, steadfast b : not changing or fluctuating : unvarying
c : endi'ring, permanent 2 : steady in purpose ; constant
3 a (1) ; placed so as to resist forces tending to cause motion or
change of motion (2) ; designed so as to develop forces that restore
the original condition when disturbed from a condition of equi-
librium or steady motion b (1) : not readily altering in chemical
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makeup or physical state <~ emulsions) (2) : not spontaneously
radioactive syn see lasting — sta>Dly \-b(9-)le\ adv

sta-ble>ness \-b3l-n3s\ n : stability
sta.bler \-b(30l3r\ n : one that keeps a stable
Sta-bllng n : accommodation for animals in a building; also : the
building for this

stah-lish \'stab-lish\ vb [by shortening] archaic t estabush— Stah>li5li<ment \-m3nt\ n, archaic
Stac-ca.to \st3-'kat-(Jo\ adj [It, fr. pp. of staccare to detach, deriv.
of OF destachier — more at detach] 1 a : cut short or apart in
performing : disconnected <'^ notes) b : marked by short clear?
cut playing or singing of tones or chords <a ~ style) 2 : abrupt,
DISJOINTED — staccato adv — staccato n

staccato mark n : a pointed vertical stroke or a dot placed over
or under a musical note to be produced staccato
istack \'stak\ n [ME stak, fr. ON stakkr: akin to OE staca stake]
1 ; a large usu. conical pile (as of hay) left standing in the field for
storage 2 a : an orderly pile or heap b : a large quantity or num-
ber 3 : an English unit of measure esp. for firewood that is equal
to 108 cubic feet 4 a : a number of flues embodied in one structure
rising above a roof bra vertical pipe (as to carry off smoke)
c : the exhaust pipe of an internal-combustion engine 5 : a
pyramid of three rifles interlocked 6 : a structure of bookshelves
for compact storage of books — usu. used in pi, 7 ; a pile of chips
sold to or won by a poker player

2stack vt 1 : to arrange in a stack : pile 2 : to arrange secretly
for cheating (the cards were '^ed against him) 3 : to assign (an
airplane) by radio to a particular altitude and position within a
group circling before landing ~ vi : to form a stack — stack-er n

Stack up v; 1 : to add up : total 2 : to measure up : compare— usu. used with against
StaC'te \'stak-te\ n [L, fr. Gk stakte. fr. fem. of staktos oozing out
in drops, fr. stazein to drip — more at stagnate] : a sweet spice
used by the ancient Jews in preparing incense

Stad-dle \'stad-n\ n [ME 5/ar/ie/base, support, fr. OE stathol; akin
to OE stede place — more at stead] 1 : a base (as of piling) for a
stack of hay or straw 2 ; any supporting framework
Stade \'stad\ n [MP estade, fr. L stadium^ : stadium la
Sta>dia \'stad-e-3\ n [It, prob. fr. L, pi. of stadium^ ; a surveying
method for determination of distances and differences of elevation
by means of a telescopic instrument having two horizontal Unas
through which the marks on a graduated rod are observed; also
: the instrument or rod

Sta-di-xim \'stad-e-am\ n. /j/sta-dia \-e-3\ or sta-di-ums [ME, fr.

L, fr. Gk stadion, alter, of spadion, fr. span to pull — more at span]
la; any of various ancient Greek units of length ranging in value
from 607 to 738 English feet b : an ancient Roman unit of length
equal to 606.95 English feet 2 a : a course for footraces in
ancient Greece orig. one stadium in length b : a tiered structure
with seats for spectators surrounding an ancient Greek running
track c pi usu stadiums ; a large usu. unroofed building with tiers

of seats for spectators at sports events 3 [NL, fr. L] : a stage in a
life history; esp : one between successive molts
Stadt.hOld.er \'stat-,h61-d3r\ n [part trans, of D stadhouder, fr.

stad place + houder holder] 1 a ; a viceroy in a province of the
Netherlands b : a chief executive officer of the United Provinces
of the Netherlands 2 : a viceroy or lieutenant governor of a region
outside the Netherlands — stadt-hold'er'ate \-d3-r3t\ n —
stadt-hold>er>5hip \-d9r-,ship\ n

istall \'staf\ «, pi staffs or staves \'stavz, 'stavz\ [ME stai, fr. OE
stsef; akin to OHG stab staff, stamp/on to stamp — more at stamp]
1 a ; a long stick carried in the hand for support in walking bra
supporting rod: as (1) archaic : shaft la(l) (2) : a crosspiece in
a ladder or chair r rung (3) : flagstaff (4) ; a pivoted arbor
c : CLUB, CUDGEL 2 a : crosier b : a rod carried as a symbol of
office or authority 3 : the horizontal lines with their spaces on
which music is written — called also stave 4 : any of various gradu-
ated sticks or rules used for measuring : rod 5 pi slajjs a : the
officers chiefly responsible for the internal operations of an institu-
tion or business b : a group of officers appointed to assist a civil

executive or commanding officer c ; military or naval officers not
eligible for operational command d r the personnel who assist a
director in carrying out an assigned task — staff adj

2stafl vt : to supply with a staff or with workers
3staff n [prob. fr. G stajjieren to trim] : a building material having
a plaster of Paris base and used in exterior wall coverings of tem-
porary buildings

staff-er \'staf-3r\ n ; a member of a staff; specij ; a newspaper
reporter or editor

staff officer « r a commissioned officer assigned to a military
commander's staff

staff of life : a staple of diet; esp r bread
Staf.ford.sliire terrier \,staf-3rd-,shi(3)r-, -sh3r-\ n IStajjord-
shire, England] : bullterrier

Staff sergeant n r a noncommissioned officer ranking in the army
above a sergeant and below a sergeant first class, in the air force
above an airman first class and below a technical sergeant, and in
the marine corps above a sergeant and below a gunnery sergeant

staff tree n ; any of a genus {Celastrus of the family Celastraceae,
the staff-tree family) of mostly twining shrubby plants including
the common bittersweet
istag \'stag\ n, pi stags [ME stagge, fr. OE stagga: akin to ON
andars/eggi drake, OE siingan to sling] 1 or pi stag r an adult
male red deer; broadly : the male of various deer (esp. genus Cervus)
2 chiejly Scot : a young horse; esp ; a young unbroken stallion
3 r a male animal castrated after maturity 4 : a young adult male
domestic fowl Sara social gathering of men only bra man who
attends a dance or party unaccompanied by a woman
2stag vb stagged; stag-ging [stag (informer)] vt, Brit : to spy on^ VI 1 Brit r to turn informer 2 ; to attend a dance or party
without a woman companion

3Stag adj 1 a : restricted to men <a '^ party) b ; intended or suit-
able for a gathering of men only i'^ movies) 2 : unaccompanied
by someone of the opposite sex <'^ women) — stag adv

Stag beetle n r any of numerous mostly large lamellicorn beetles
(family Lucanidae) having males with long and often branched
mandibles suggesting the antlers of a stag

istage \'staj\ n [ME, fr. OF estage, fr. (assumed) VL staticum, fr. L
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stage 2a(2): proscenium. A: wings, B,B: proscenium arch, C;
flies, D; back flat. E; flats, F,F: asbestos curtain, G; grand drape,
H; act drop, /; teaser, J: borders, K,K: returns, MM; tormen-
tors, N,N; fly gallery, 0,0: bridge, P,P; 1 up right center; 2 up
center; 3 up left center; 4 right center; 5 center; 6 left center;
7 down right center; 8 down center; 9 down left center; a right
first entrance; b left first entrance; c center entrance; d right
center entrance; e left center entrance;/,/,^, right side entrances;
g,g,g, left side entrances

stare to stand — more at stand] 1 a r one of a series of positions
or stations one above the other : step b : the height of the surface
of a river above an arbitrary zero point 2 a (1) r a raised platform
(2) : the part of a theater between the proscenium and the rear wall
including the acting area, wings, and storage space b : a center of
attention or scene of action 3 a r a scaffold for workmen b : the
small platform of a microscope on which an object is placed for
examination 4 a : a place of rest formerly provided for those
traveling by stagecoach : station b r the distance between two
stopping places on a road c : stagecoach 5 a : a period or step
in a process, activity, or development b : one passing through a
(specified) stage 6 : an element or part in a complex electronic
contrivance; specif r a single tube with its associated components
in an amplifier 7 : a propulsion unit of a rocket with its own fuel
and container — on the stage r in or into the acting profession

2stage vt 1 r to produce on the stage 2 : to produce for public
view <'-- a track meet)

stage«coacll \-,k6ch\ n \ a horse-drawn passenger and mail coach
running on a regular schedule between established stops

Stage. craft \-,kraft\ n r the effective management of theatrical
devices or techniques
Stage direction n : a description or direction (as to describe a
character or setting or to indicate a piece of stage business) written
or printed in a play

stage director n i : director c 2 : stage manager
stage fright n rnervousness felt at appearing before an audience
stage-hand \'staj-,hand\ n : a stage worker who handles scenery,
properties, or lights

stage-man-age \-,man-ij\ vt [back-formation fr. stage manager']
1 a : to arrange or exhibit with an eye to effect b ; to arrange or
direct from behind the scenes 2 : to act as stage manager for

stage manager n r one who supervises the physical aspects of a
stage production, assists the director during rehearsals, and is in
complete charge of the stage during a performance
Stag-er \'sta-j3r\ n : an experienced person ; veteran <old '^>

Stage set n : an arrangement of scenery and properties for a par-
ticular scene in a play

Stage-struck \'staj-,str3k\ adj : fascinated by the stage; esp : seized
by a passionate desire to become an actor

Stage whisper n l : a loud whisper by an actor that Is audible
to the spectators but is supposed for dramatic effect not to be
heard by one or more of the actors 2 : an audible whisper
istag.ger \'stag-3r\ vb stag-ger.ing \-(9-)rio\ [alter, of eariier
stacker, fr. ME stakeren, fr, ON stakra, freq. of staka to push;
akin to OE staca stake] vi 1 a r to reel from side to side : totter
b r to move on unsteadily 2 : to rock violently : shake <the ship
^^ed} 3 : to waver in purpose or action : hesitate -^ vt 1 r to
cause to doubt or hesitate : perplex 2 : to cause to reel or totter
3 : to arrange in any of various zigzags, alternations, or overlap-
pings of position or time <'^ work shifts) <^^ teeth on a cutter)
4 : to adjust (as the wings of a biplane) so that the leading edge
of one wing projects beyond the leading edge of another wing— stag.ger.er \-3r-3r\ n
2stagger n 1 pi but sing or pi in constr : an abnormal condition of
domestic mammals and birds associated with damage to the central
nervous system and marked by incoordination and a reeling un-
steady gait 2 r a reeling or unsteady gait or stance 3 r the amount
by which the leading edge of an upper wing of a biplane is advanced
over that of a lower expressed as percentage of gap

3stagger adj : marked by an alternating or overlapping arrangement
stag.ger-bush \'stag-3r-,bush\ n : a shrubby heath (Lyonia marl-
ana) of the eastern U.S. that is poisonous to livestock

stag-ger.ing adj : serving to stagger : astonishing, overwhelming— stag.ger-ing.ly \*stag-(3-)rio-le\ adv
stag-gery \'stag-(a-)re\ adj r unsteady
Stag-gy Vstag-e\ adj r having the appearance of a mature male —
used of a female or castrated male

stag.hound \'stag-,haund\ n : a hound formerly used in hunting
the stag and other large animals; specij : a large heavy hound
resembling the English foxhound

3 abut; ® kitten; 9r further; a back; a bake; A cot, cart;

j joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tli thin; t& this;

aii out; ch chin; e less; e easy; ^ gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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Stag.i.Iy \'sta-i3-le\ adv : in a stagy manner ; theatrically
Stag'i-ness \-je-n3S\ n : the quality or state of being stagy : the-
atricality

Stag.ing \'sta-jii3\ n 1 : scaffolding 2 a : the business of run-
ning stagecoaches b : the act of journeying in stagecoaches
3 : the putting of a play on the stage 4 : the moving of troops or
materiel forward in several stages or the assembling of troops or
materiel in transit in a particular place

staging area n : an area in which troops are assembled and readied
prior to a new operation or mission

Stag-i.rite \'staj-9-,rTt\ n : a native or resident of Stagira (Aris-
totle, known as the Siagiriie)

Stag.nan.cy \'slag-n3n-se\ n : the quality or state of being stagnant
stag-nant \-n3nt\ adj 1 : not flowing in a current or stream

: motionless; also ; stale 2 : dull, inactive <'^ business)
— stag-nant.ly adv
Stag>nate \'stag-,nat\ vi [L stagnatus, pp. of stagnare. fr, stagnum
body of standing water; akin to Gk slazein to drip] ; to be or be-
come stagnajit — stag-na-tion \stag-'na-sh3n\ n
stagy \'sta-je\ adj : of or resembling the stage; esp : theatrical or
artificial in manner
istaid \'stad\ adj [fr. pp. of ^stay'\ 1 : settled, fixed 2 : grave,
SEDATE syn see serious — staid*ly adv — staid«ness n

2 staid pastoj stay
istaln \'stan\ vb [ME steynen, partly fr. MF desteindre to discolor &
partly of Scand origin; akin to ON sieina to paint — more at dis-
tain] v; 1 : DISCOLOR, soil 2 : to suffuse with color 3 a ; to
taint with guilt, vice, or corruption b : to bring reproach on
4 : to color (as wood, glass, or cloth"! by processes affecting chemi-
cally or otherwise_ the material itself ^ vi ; to receive a stain— stain*able \'sta-n3-b3l\ adj
astain n 1 a ; a soiled or discolored spot b : a natural spot of
color contrasting with the ground 2 : a taint of guilt : stigma
3 a : a preoaration (as of dye or pigment) used in staining; esp
: one capable of penetrating the pores of wood b : a dye or mixture
of dyes used in microscopy to make visible minute and transparent
structures, to differentiate tissue elements, or to produce specific
chemical reactions — stain-less \'stan-Ias\ adj — stain>less-ly
adv

Stained adj 1 : discolored with stains <a -^ and tattered jacket)
2 : colored with stain <a bookcase '^ and waxed)

stained glass n : glass colored or stained for use in windows:
a ; glass colored throughout by metallic oxides fused into it

b : white glass cased with colored glass c ; white glass into whose
surface the pjgments have been burned

Stain-er X'sta-nsrX n : one that stains: as a : a worker who
applies a coloring or finishing stain to wood or leather b : a
pigment used merely to give color to a paint as distinguished
from the base c : an insect that stains the material on which it

feeds
stainless steel n : a chromium alloy steel practically immune to
rusting and ordinary corrosion

Stair \'sta(alr, 'ste(3)r\ n [ME steir, fr. OE stsger: akin to OE &
OHG sngan to rise, Gk sieichein to walk] 1 : a series of steps
or flights of steps for passing from one level to another 2 : any
one step of a stairway 3 pi but sing in constr ; a flight of steps
; stairway

Stair-case \-,kas\ n l : the structure containing a stairway 2 : a
flight of stairs with the supporting framework, casing, and balusters

Stail'Way \-,wa\ n : one or more fUghts of stairs usu. with landings
to pass from one level to another

Stair. well \-,wel\ n : a vertical shaft around which stairs are
located

staithe X'stath, 'stath\ n [ME stathe, of Scand origin; akin to ON
stoih staithe] dial Eng : a wharf for transshipment esp. of coal
(as from railroad cars into ships)

tstake \'stak\ n [ME. fr. OE siaca: akin to MLG stake stake. L
lignum beam] 1 : a pointed piece of wood or other material driven
or to be driven into the ground as a marker or support 2 a : a
post to which a person is bound for execution by burning b : ex-
ecution by burning at a stake 3 a : something that is staked for
gain or loss b : the prize in a contest c : an interest or share in
a commercial venture 4 : a Mormon territorial jurisdiction com-
prising a group of wards 5 : an upright stick at the side or end
of a vehicle to retain the load 6 : grubstake — at stake : at
issue : in jeopardy

2stake vr 1 : to mark the limits of by stakes 2 : to tether to a
stake 3 : bet, hazard 4 : to fasten up or support (as plants)
with stakes 5 : to back financially 6 : grubstake

Stake body n : an open motor-truck body consisting of a platform
with stakes inserted along the outside edges to retain a load

Stake driver n : the common American bittern
Stake-hold. er \-,ho!-d3r\ n : a person entrusted with the stakes
of two or more bettors

stake race n : a horse race in which the money stake or prize offered
is the total contributed by the nominators
stake truck n : a truck having a stake body
Sta-kha.nov-ite \st3-'kan-3-.vTt\ n [.A.Iexei G. Stakhanov M90S
Russ miner] ; a Soviet industrial worker awarded recognition and
special privileges for output beyond production norms

Sta.lactite \st3-'lak-,trt\ n [NL stalactites, fr. Gk stalaktos
dripping, fr. stalassein to let drip — more at stale] 1 : a deposit
of calcium carbonate (as calcite) resembling an icicle hanging
from the roof or sides of a cavern 2 : a similar formation of some
other material — sta.lac-tit>ic \,stal-.ak-'tit-ik, st3-,lak-\ adj

Sta-lag \'stal-,ag\ n [G, short for stammlager base camp, fr. stamm
base + lager camp] : a German prison camp for noncommissioned
officers or enlisted men

Sta-lag.mite \si3-'lag-.mTt\ n [NL stalagmites, fr. Gk stalagma
drop or stalagmos dripping; akin to Gk stalassein to let drip]
1 : a deposit of calcium carbonate like an inverted stalactite
formed on the floor of a cave by the drip of calcareous water
2 : a similar formation of some other material — sta.lag-mit.ic
\,stal-,ag-^mit-ik, st3-,lag-\ adj

tstale \'stafall\ adj [ME, aged (of ale); akin to MD stel stale]
1 : tasteless or unpalatable from age 2 : tedious from familiarity
3 : impaired in legal force or effect by reason of laches or being
allowed to rest without use, action, or demand <a — affidavit)
<a ~ debt) 4 : impaired in vigor or effectiveness — stale-Iy
\'sta(3)l-Ie\ adv — stale-ness n

2stale vt 1 : to make stale 2 archaic : to make common : cheapen^ vi ; to become stal^

3Stale n [ME; akin to MLG stal horse urine, Gk stalassein to let
drip] : urine of a domestic animal (as a horse)

4stale VI : lirinate — used chiefly of camels and horses
istale.mate \'sta(3)l-,mat\ n [obs. E stale (stalemate) + E mate"]
1 : a drawing position in chess in which only the king can move and
although not in check can move only into check 2 ; a drawn
contest : DEADLOCK

2stalemate vt : to bring into a stalemate
Sta.lin-ism \'stal-s-,niz-3m, 'stal-\ n : the political, economic, and
social principles and policies associated with Stalin; esp : the theory
and practice of communism developed by Stalin from Marxism^
Leninism and characterized esp. by rigid authoritarianism, wide-
spread use of terror, and often by emphasis on Russian nationalism— Sta.lin.ist \-n3sr\ n or adj — Stalinize vt — Stalinoid n or adj

Istalk \'st6k\ vh [ME stalken, fr. OE h^tealcian; akin to OE stealc
lofty, stelan to steal — more at steal] vi 1 obs X to walk cautiously
or furtively : steal 2 : to pursue quarry or prey stealthily
3 : to walk stiffly or haughtily -^ vt 1 : to pursue by stalking
2 : to go through (an area) in search of prey or quarry <<-- the
woods for deer) — stalk-er n

2stalk n 1 : the act of stalking 2 : a stalking gait
astalk n [ME stalke; akin to OE stealc lofty] 1 a : the main stem
of an herbaceous plant often with its dependent parts b : a part
of a plant (as a petiole, stipe, or peduncle) that supports another
2 ; a slender upright object or supporting or connecting part;
esp : peduncle '^the ---^ of a crinoid) — stalked \'st6kt\ adj —
stalk-less \'si6-klas\ adj — stalky \'st6-ke\ adj

Stalk-eyed Vst6-'kid\ adj : having the eyes raised on stalks —
used chiefly of crustaceans

stalk.ing-iiorse \'st6-kiri-,h6(s)rs\ n 1 : a horse or a figure like
a horse behind which a hunter stalks game 2 : something used to
mask a purpose 3 : a candidate put forward to divide the opposi-
tion or to conceal someone's real candidacy
istall \'st61\ n [ME, fr. OE steall: akin to OHG stal place, stall, L
locus (OL stlocus) place, Gk stellein to set up, place, send] 1 a : a
compartment for a domestic animal in a stable or barn b ; a
space marked off for parking a motor vehicle 2 a ; a seat in the
chancel of a church with back and sides wholly or partly enclosed
bra church pew c Brit : a front orchestra seat in a theater
3 : a booth, stand, or counter at which articles are displayed for
sale 4 : a protective sheath for a finger or toe : cor 6 ; a smaU
compartment <a shower ^>

^stall vt la: to put into or keep in a stall b archaic : to fatten by
stall-feeding 2 obs : to install in office 3 a : to bring to a stand-
still : BLOCK; esp ; MTRE b : to cause (an engine) to stop usu.
inadvertently c ; to cause (an airplane or airfoil) to go into a stall
-^ VI 1 : to come to a standstill (as from mired wheels or engine
failure) 2 : to experience a stall in flying

3stall n : the condition of an airfoil or airplane operating so that
there is a flow breakdown and loss of lift with a tendency to drop

^Stall n [alter, of stale dure")] : a ruse to deceive or delay
sstall VI : to play for time : delay -^ vr ; to hold off, divert, or
delay by evasion or deception

stall-feed \-,fed\ vr ; to feed in a stall esp. so as to fatten <~ an ox>
stal'lion \'stal-yan\ n [ME station, fr. MF estalon, of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG stal stall] : a male horse not castrated; also : a male
kept primarily as a stud
Tstal-wart \'stdl-w3rt\ adj [ME, alter, of stalworth, fr. OE stSl-
wierihe serviceable] 1 : srOLT, sturdy 2 : valiant, resolute
syn see strong ~ stal»wart-ly adv — stal.wart>ness n

^stalwart n l : a stalwart person 2 ; an unwavering partisan
(as in politics)

stal-worth \'st6I-w9rth\ archaic var oj stalwart
sta-men \'sta-m9n\ n, pi stamens also sta*inl*na X'sta-ma-na,
'stam-3-\ [L, warp, thread; akin to Gk stemon thread, histanai
to cause to stand — more at stand] : a microsporophyll of a seed
plant; specij : the organ of a flower that produces the male gamete,
consists of an anther and a filament, and is morphologically a
spore-bearing leaf

stamin- or stamini- comb jorm IX, stamin-, stameni ; stamen
(staminodyy {staminiferous)

Stam-i.na \'stam-a-n3\ n [L, pi. of j/amen warp, thread of life spun
by the Fates] : staying power, endurance

Stam-i-nal adj _1 \'stam-an-'l\ : of, relating to, or constituting
stamina 2 X'sta-raan-'l, 'stam-3n-\ : of, relating to, or consisting
of a stamen

sta-mi-nate X'sta-nre-nst, 'stam-a-, -,nat\ adj 1 : having or pro-
ducing stamens 2 oj a diclinous jlower ; having stamens but no
pistils

sta-mi-no-dl-um X.sta-ms-'nod-e-sm, ,stam-3-\ n, p/sta-rai-no-dia
\-e-3\ [NL, fr. stamin- + -odium thing resembling, fr. Gk -odes
like] : an abortive or sterile stamen
Sta-mi-no-dy \'sta-m3-,nod-e, *stam-3-\ n [.stamin- + Gk -odes
like] : the metamorphosis of other floral organs into stamens
Stam.mel \'stam-3l\ n [prob. fr. stamin] 1 obs I a coarse woolen
clothing fabric usu. dved red and used sometimes for undershirts
of penitents 2 or stani-niel.col.or \-,k3l-3r\ ; the bright red
color of stammel
istam.mer \'stam-3r\ vb stam-mer-ing \-(3-)rio\ [ME stameren,
fr. OE stamerian; akin to OHG stamalon to stammer, Lith stumti
to push] VI : to make involuntary stops and repetitions in speaking
: HALT — compare stltter — vr : to utter with involuntary stops
or repetitions — stam-mer-er \-3r-ar\ n
syn STAMMER, stutter mean to speak stumblingly. stammer more

often implies a temporary inhibition through fear, embarrassment,
or shock; stutter suggests a habitual defect of speech organs or
nerves but may imply a merely temporary effect of haste or excite-
ment
3stanimer n ; an act or instance of stammering
iStamp X'stamp; vtZa & vi2 are also 'stamp or 'st6mp\ vb [MB
stampen; akin to OHG stampjon to stamp, L temnere to despise,
Gk stembein to shake up] vt 1 : to pound or crush with a pestle
or a heavy instrument 2 a CO : to strike or beat forcibly with the
bottom of the foot (2) : to bring down (the foot) forcibly
I) : to extinguish or destroy by or as if by stamping with the foot
3 a : impress, imprint <^ "paid" on the bill) b : to attach a stamp
to ("-^ a letter) 4 : to cut out, bend, or form with a stamp or die
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5 : CHARACTERIZE ^ vt li POUND 2 : to Strike or thrust the foot
forcibly or noisily downward
2stamp n 1 : a device or instrument for stamping 2 : the impres-
sion or mark made by stamping or imprinting 3 a ; a distinctive
character, indication, or mark I) : a lasting imprint 4 : the act
of stamping 5 : a stamped or printed paper affixed in evidence
that a tax has been paid; also : postage stamp
tstam-pede \stam-'ped\ n [AmerSp estampida, fr. Sp, crash, fr.

eslampar to stamp, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG stampjon to stamp]
1 : a wild headlong rush or flight of frightened animals 2 : a
mass movement of people at a common impulse

2stampede vt l ; to cause to run away in headlong panic 2 : to
cause (a group of people) to act on mass impulse '^ vi 1 : to
flee headlong in panic 2 : to act on mass impulse
Stamp*er \'stam-p3r, 'stam-, 'storn-; compare 'stamp\ n : one that
stamps: as a : a worker who performs an industrial stamping
operation b : an implement for pounding or stamping c ; any
of various stamping machines
stamping ground \ 'stamp-, 'stamp-, 'st6mp-\ n : a favorite or
habitual resort

Stamp mill \'stamp-\ or stamping mill \'stam-pioA n ; a mill
in which ore is crushed with stamps; also : a machine for stamping
ore — called also quartz battery
Stamp tax n : a tax collected by means of a stamp purchased and
affixed (as to a deck of playing cards); specij ; such a tax on a
document (as a deed, stock certificate, or promissory note) — called
also stamp duty

Stance \'stan(t)s\ n [MF estance position, posture, stay, fr. (as-

sumed) VL stamia, fr. L stant-, sians, prp. of stare to stand]
1 chiejly Scot a : station b : site 2 a : a mode of standing or
being placed : posture b : intellectual or emotional attitude
3a: the position of the feet of a golfer or batter preparatory to
making a swing b ; the position of both body and feet from which
an athlete starts or operates
Istancll X'stonch, 'stanch\ vt [ME staunchen, fr. MF estancher,
fr. (assumed) VL slandcare, fr. L stant-, slans, prp.] 1 : to check
or stop the flowing of; also : to stop the flow of blood from (a
wound) 2 archaic ; allay, extinguish 3 a : to stop or check
in its course b : to make watertight — stanch. er n
astanch var oj staunch
lStan>chion Vstan-chan, 2 is often -ch3l\ n [ME stanchon, fr. MF
estanchon, fr. OF, aug. of estance stay, prop] 1 : an upright bar,
post, or support 2 : a device that fits loosely around a cow's
neck and limits forward and backward motion (as in a stall)

sstancluon v^ stan-chion^ing \'stanch-(a-)nii3, -(3-)Uj3\ 1 a : to
provide with stanchions b : to support or brace with or as if with
a stanchion 2 : to secure (as a cow) by a stanchion
island \'stand\ vb stood \'stud\_stand.ing [ME standen, fr. OE
standan; akin to OHG stantan, stan to stand, L stare, Gk histanai

to cause to stand, set, histasthai to stand, be standing] vi la: to
support oneself on the feet in an erect position b : to be a (speci-

fied) height when fully erect c : to rise to an erect position
2 a ; to take up or maintain a specified position or posture <'^

aside) b : to maintain one's position 3 a : to be firm and stead-
fast in support or opposition b : to be in a particular state or
situation i'^s accused) 4 ; to hold a course at sea 5 obs : hesi-
tate 6 : to have or maintain a relative position in or as if in a
graded scale i'^s first in his class) 7 chiejly Brit : to be a candi-
date : RUN 8 a : to rest or remain upright on a base or lower end
b : to occupy a place or location 9 a : to remain stationary or
inactive <the car stood in the garage for a week) (rainwater -^ing

in stagnant pools) b : to gather slowly and remain (tears --^ing

in her eyes; 10 : agree, accord — used chiefly in the expression
it stands to reason 11 a : to exist in a definite written or printed
form (copy a passage exactly as it ^-x) b : to remain valid or ef-

ficacious (the order given last week still -^5) 12 oj a male animal
: to be available as a sire — used esp. of horses '^ vt 1 a : to
endure or undergo successfully b : tolerate, bear 2 : to remain
firm in the face of 3 : to submit to (-^ trial) 4 a : to perform the
duty of (--^ guard) b : to participate in (a military formation)
6 : to pay for <~ drinks) 6 : to set upright syn see bear
— stand* er n — stand a chance ; to have a chance — stand by
: to remain loyal or faithful to : defend — stand for 1 : to be a
symbol for : represent 2 : to put up with : permit — stand on
1 : to depend upon 2 I to insist on — Stand one's ground ; to

maintain one's position — stand pat 1 : to play one's hand as

dealt in draw poker without resorting to the draw 2 : to oppose
change of any kind

sstand n 1 : an act of stopping or staying in one place 2 a : a
halt for defense or resistance b : a defensive effort of some dura-
tion or degree of success (goal-line ~) c (I) : a stop made to
give a performance (2) : a town where such a stop is made
3 a ; a place or post where one stands b ; a position esp. with
respect to an issue 4 a : the place taken by a witness for testifying
in court b : a section of the tiered seats for spectators of an out-
door sport or spectacle; also : the occupants of such seats — usu.
used in pi. c : a raised platform serving as a point of vantage (as
for a speaker) 5 a : a small often open-air structure for a small
retail business b : a site fit for business opportunity 6 : a place
where a pa.ssenger vehicle stops or parks 7 : ' hive 2 8 : a frame
on or in which something may be placed for support 9 : a group
of plants growing in a continuous area 10 : a standing posture
istan.dard \'stan-d3rd\ n [ME, fr. MF estandard rallying point,
standard, of Gmc origin; akin to OE standan to stand and to OE
ord point — more at odd] 1 : a conspicuous object (as a banner)
formerly used at the top of a pole to mark a rallying point esp. in
battle or to serve as an emblem 2 a : a long narrow tapering flag
that is personal to an individual or corporation and bears heraldic
devices b : the personal flag of the head of a state or of a member
of a royal family c : an organization flag carried by a mounted
or motorized military unit d : banner 3 : something established
by authority, custom, or general consent as a mode! or example
: CRriERiON 4 : something set up and established by authority
as a rule for the measure of quantity, weight, extent, value, or
quality 5 a : the fineness and legally fixed weight of the metal
used in coins b : the basis of value in a monetary system 6 : a
structure built for or serving as a base or support 7 : a plant grown
with an erect main stem so that it forms or resembles a tree; alto
: a fruit tree grafted on a stock that does not induce dwarfing
8 a : the large upper posterior petal of some flowers b : one of
the three inner usu. erect and incurved petals of an iris

syn standard, criterion, gauge, yardstick, touchstone
denote a means of determining what a thing should be, standard
applies to any definite rule, principle, or measure established by
authority; CRrrERiON may apply to anything used as a test of
quality whether formulated as a rule or principle or not; gauge
applies to a means of testing a particular dimension (as thickness,
depth, diameter) or figuratively a particular quality or aspect;
YARDSTICK is an informal substitute for criterion that suggests
quantity more often than quality; touchstone suggests a simple
test for determining the authenticity or value of something in-
tangible

^standard adj 1 : constituting or affording a standard for com-
parison or judgment 2 a : having qualities or attributes required
by law or established by custom (window of '-- width) b : sound
and usable but of inferior quality {^ beef) 3 : regularly and widely
used 4 : having recognized and permanent value ("^ reference
work) 5 : substantially uniform and well-established by usage
in the speech and writing of the educated and widely recognized
as acceptable and authoritative (-^ English)
stan-dard-bear-er \-,bar-3r,-,ber-\ n 1 : one that bears a standard
or banner 2 : the leader of an organization or movement

stan.dard-bred \-,bred\ n : any of an American breed of light
trotting and pacing horses bred for speed and noted for endurance
standard candle n : candle 3
standard deviation n : the square root of the arithmetic mean of
the squares of the deviation from the arithmetic mean of a frequency
distribution

standard error n : the standard deviation of a sample of a normal
frequency distribution that equals the standard deviation of the
distribution divided by the square root of the size of the sample
Standard gauge n : a railroad gauge of 4 feet 8vi inches
stan-dard.iza.tion X.stan-dsrd-s-'za-shanX n : the act, process,
or result of standardizing

stan.dard-ize \'stan-d9r-,dTz\ vt 1 : to compare with a standard
2 : to bring into conformity with a standard

Standard of living or standard of lite : a minimum of necessities,

comforts, or luxuries that is essential to maintaining a person or
group in customary or proper status or circumstances

standard position n : the position of an angle with its vertex at the
origin of a rectangular coordinate system and its initial side coin-
ciding with the positive x-axis

Standard time n : the time of a region or country that is established
by law or general usage as civil time; specij : the mean solar time
of a meridian that is a multiple of 15 arbitrarily applied to a local

STANDARD TIME IN 50 PLACES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD WHEN IT IS
12:00 NOON AT NEW YORK

city time city
1 Amsterdam, Netherlands
Anchorage, Alaska
Bangkok, Thailand
Berhn, Germany
Bombay, India
' Brussels, Belgium
zfiuenos Aires, Argentina
Calcutta, India
Cape Town, So. Africa
Chicago, Illinois

Delhi, India
Denver, Colo.
Djakarta, Indonesia
Hahfax, N.S.
Hong Kong
Honolulu, Hawaii
Istanbul, Turkey
Juneau, Alaska
Karachi, Pakistan
London, England
Los Angeles, Calif.
I Madrid, Spain
Manila, Philippines
Mexico City. Mexico
^Montevideo, Uruguay
'Time in France, Spain, Netherlands, Belgium, and the U.S.S.R. Is one hour in advance of the standard meridians.

zTirae in Argentina and Uruguay is one hour in advance of the standard meridian.

a abut; 3 kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

j joke; rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tli thin; tfe tUis; ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yii furious; zH vision

6:00 P.M. Montreal, Que.
1 Moscow, U.S.S.R.7:00 A.M.

12:00 MIDNIGHT Ottawa. Ont.
6:00 P.M. 'Paris, France
10:30 P.M. Peking, China
6:00 P.M. Perth, Australia
2:00 P.M. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

10:30 P.M. Rome, Italy

7:00 P.M. Saint John's, Ntld.
11:00 A.M. Salt Lake City, Utah
10:30 P.M. San Francisco. Calif.

10:00 A.M. San Juan, Puerto Rico
12:30 A.M. ne« day Santiago, Chile
1:00 P.M. Shanghai, China
1:00 A.M. next day Singapore
7:00 A.M. Stockholm, Sweden
7:00 P.M. Sydney, Australia
9:00 A.M. Tehran, Iran
10:00 P.M. Tokyo, Japan
5:00 P.M. Toronto. Ont.
9:00 A.M. Vancouver, B.C.
6:00 P.M. 'Vladivostok, U.S.S.R.
1:00 A.M. next day Washington, D.C.
11:00 A.M. Wellington, New Zealand
2:00 P.M. Winnipeg, Man.

TIME
12:00 NOON
8:00 PM.

12:00 NOON
6:00 PM.
1:00 A.M. next day
1 :00 A.M. next day
2:00 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
1:30 P.M.

10:00 A.M.
9:00 A.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 P.M.
1:00 A.M. next day

12:30 A.M. next day
6:00 P.M.
3:00 A.M. next day
8:30 P.M.
2:00 A.M. next day

12:00 NOON
9:00 A.M.
3:00 A.M. next day
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area or to one of the 24 time zones and designated as a number of
liours earlier or later than C5reenwich time
stand-away \,stan-d3-,wa\ adj ; standing out from the body (-^

skirt)

Stand by vi 1 : to be present; also : to remain apart or aloof 2 : to
be or to get ready to act

Stand>by \'stan(d)-,bT\ n 1 a : one to be relied upon asp. in
emergencies b : a favorite or reliable choice or resource 2 : one
that is held in reserve ready for use : substxtute

Stand down vi ; to leave the witness stand
Stand>ee \stan-'de\ n : one who occupies standing room
Stand in vi : to act as a stand-in — stand in with : to be in a
specially favored position with
Stand-in \'stan-,din\ n 1 ; someone employed to stand In an
actor's place until lights and camera are ready 2 : sUBsrmjTE-
istand.ing adj 1 ; upright on the feet or base : erect 2 a : not
being used or operated b : not flowing : stagnant 3 a : re-

maining at the same level, degree, or amount for an indeterminate
period <'^ offer) b ; continuing in existence or use indefinitely
(-^ problem) 4 : established by law or custom 5 : not movable
6 : done from a standing position <-^ jump)

2standing n 1 a : a place to stand in : location b : a position
from which one may assert or enforce legal rights and duties
2a: length of service or experience esp. as determining rank, pay,
or privilege b : position or condition in society or in a profession;
esp : good reputation c : position relative to a standard of achieve-
ment or to achievements of competitors 3 ; maintenance of
position or condition : duration
Standing army n : a permanent army of paid soldiers
Standing committee n : a permanent committee esp. of a legislative
body

Standing order n : an instruction or prescnbed procedure in force
permanently or until specifically changed or canceled; esp ; any
of the rules for the guidance and government of parliamentary
procedure which endure through successive sessions until vacated
or repealed

standing room n : space for standing; esp : accommodation avail-
able for spectators or passengers after all seats are filled

standing wave n : a single-frequency mode of vibration of a body
or physical system in which the amplitude varies from place to
place, is constantly zero at fixed points, and has maxima at other
points

stan-dish \'stan-dish\ n [origin unknown] : a stand for writing
materials : inkstand
stand off vi 1 : to stay at a distance in social intercourse 2 ; to
sail away from the shore '»- v/ 1 : to keep from advancing ; repel
2 : to put off : STALL
istand-off \'stan-,d6f\ adj 1 ; standoffish 2 ; used for holding
something at a distance from a surface <— insulator)
2standOli n 1 ; the act of standing off 2 a ; a counterbalancing
effect b : tie, draw, deadlock
stand-off.Ish \stan-'d6-fish\ adj : lacking cordiality
Stand oil n : a thickened drying oil; esp ; linseed oil heated to about
600° F

stand out vi la: to appear as if in relief : project b ; to be promi-
nent or conspicuous 2 ; to steer away from shore 3 : to be
stubborn in resolution or resistance
Stand'OUt \'stan-,daut\ n ; one that is prominent or conspicuous
esp, because of excellence

Stand'pat \'stan(d)-,pat\ adj {stand pat"] : stubbornly conservative
stand*pat>ter \-,pat-3r, -'pat-\ n : one that resists or opposes
change

stand-pipe \-,pTp\ n : a high vertical pipe or reservoir for water
used to secure a uniform pressure

stand-point \-,p6int\ n : a position from which objects or prin-
ciples are viewed and according to which they are compared and
judged

Stand-Still \-,stil\ n : a state characterized by absence of motion
or of progress : STOP

Stand up vi : to remain sound and intact -^ vr : to fail to keep an
appointment with — stand up for : to defend against attack or
criticism — Stand up to 1 : to meet fairly and fully 2 : to defend
oneself against
Stand-up \'stan-,d3p\ adj 1 a : erect, upright h oJ a collar

: stiffened to stay upright without folding over 2 : performed in
or requiring a standing position

stane \'stan\ Scot var oj stone
Stan-ford-Bi.net test \,stan-fard-bi-'na-\ or Stanford revision n
[Stanjord University, Calif.] : an intelligence test prepared at
Stanford University as a revision of the Binet-Simon scale and
commonly employed with children
istang \'stao\ vt [ME stangen, fr. ON stanga to prick; akin to ON
stinga to sting] chiejly Scot ; sriNG

astang n. chiejly Scot X Pang
Stan-hope \'stan-3p\ n [Fitzroy Stanhope tl864 Brit clergyman]

: a gig. buggy, or Ught phaeton typically having a high seat and
closed back

1 stank past oj stink
2Stank \'staok\ n [ME. fr. OF €Stanc^ 1 dial Brit a : pond, POOL
b : a ditch containing water 2 Brit : a small dam : weir

Stan.na.ry Vstan-a-re\ n [ML stannaria Un mine, fr. LL stannum
tin] : one of the regions in England containing tinworks — usu.

Stan.niC \'stan-ik\ adj [prob. fr. F stannique, fr. LL stannum tin,
alloy of silver and lead, prob. of Celt origin; akin to

r containing tin esp. with a valencei] : of, relating tCorn si

of four
Stan.nite \'stan-.Tt\ n [LL stannum tin] : a mineral CujFeSnS
consisting of a steel-gray or iron-black sulfide of copper, iron, and
tin. of a metallic luster occurring in granular masses
Stan.nous \-stan-3s\ adj [ISV. fr. LL stannum} : of, relating to.
or containing tin esp. when bivalent

Stan-za ystan-z3\ n [it, stay, abode, room, stanza, fr. (assumed)VLstantia stay — more at stance] : a division of a poem consistingof a scries of lines arranged together in a usu. recurring patternnf m^ier and rhyme : strophe - stan-za-ic \stan-'za ik\ nd/
. .Ul-al \St3-'ned-f>-3l\ nHi • nf rol^tirm »-.. i

the stapes

rR\

Sta*pe.lia \sta-'pel-y3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. J. B. van Stapel
ti636 D botanist] : any of a genus (Stapelia) of African plants
of the milkweed family with succulent leafless toothed stems like
cactus joints arid showy but putrid-smelling flowers
Sta-pes \'sta-,pez\ n, pi Stapes or sta-pe-des \'sta-p3-,dez\ [NL
staped; stapes, fr. ML, stirrup, alter, of LL stapia} : the innermost
ossicle of the ear of mammals
Staph \'staf\ n : staphylococcus
staph-y-Io-coc-cal \,staf-3-lo-'kak-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or
being a staphylococcus

Stapll-y.lo-COC-CiC \-'kak-(s)ik\ adj : caused by a staphylococcus
staph-y-lo-coccus \-'kak-3s\ n, pi staph-y-lo-coc-ci \-'kak-
i(s)T, -(,)(s)e\ [NL, genus name, fr. Gk staphyle bunch of grapes
-\- NL -coccus; akin to OE st^j staff] : any of various nonmotile
gram-positive spherical bacteria (esp. genus Staphylococcus) that
occur singly, in pairs or tetrads, or in irregular clusters and include
parasites of skin and mucous membranes
ista-ple \'sta-p3l\ n [ME stapel post. Staple, fr. OE stapolpost; akin
to MD stapel step, heap, emporium, OE steppan to
step] 1 : a U-shaped metal loop both ends of
which are driven into a surface to hold the hook,
hasp, or bolt of a lock, secure a rope, or fix a wire
in place 2 : a small U-shaped wire both ends of
which are driven through layers of thin and easily
penetrable material (as paper) and usu. clinched i

to hold the layers together *

2Staple vt sta-pling \-pC3-)lio\ ; to provide with staples

or secure by staples
sstaple n [ME, fr. MD stapel emporium] 1 : a town used as a
center for the sale or exportation of commodities in bulk 2 ; a
place of supply : source 3 : a chief commodity or production of
a place 4 a : a commodity for which the demand is constant
b : something having widespread and constant use or appeal
c : the sustaining or principal element ; substance 5 : raw material
6 a : textile fiber (as wool or rayon) of relatively short length
that when spun and twisted forms a yarn rather than a filament
b : the length of a piece of such textile fiber

4staple adj 1 : used, needed, or enjoyed constantly usu. by many
individuals 2 : produced regularly or in large quantities 3 : prin-
cipal, chief (•^ crop)
ista-pler \'sta-p(a-)l9r\ n : one that deals in staple goods or in
staple fiber

2stapler n : one that inserts staples; esp z a small usu. hand-operated
device for inserting the wire staples that bind papers together
IStar \'st'ar\ n [ME sterre, fr. OE steorra; akin to OHG sterno star,

L Stella, Gk aster, astron'i 1 a : any natural luminous body visible
in the sky esp. at night b ; a self-luminous gaseous celestial body
of great mass whose shape is usu. spheroidal and whose size may
be as small as the earth or larger than the earth's orbit 2 a (1) : a
planet or a configuration of the planets that in astrology influence
one's destiny or fortune — usu. used in pi. (2) : a waxing or wan-
ing fortune or fame b obs : destiny 3 a : a convendonal figure
with five or more points that represents a star; esp : asterisk
b : an often star-shaped ornament or medal worn as a badge of
honor, authority, or rank, or as the insignia of an order 4 : some-
thing resembling a star 5a: the principal member of a theatrical
or operatic company who usu. plays the chiel roles b : a highly
publicized theatrical or motion-picture performer c ; an out-
standingly talented performer — star-less \-las\ adj — star-like
\-,lTk\ adj

2star vb starred; star-ring vt 1 : to sprinkle or adorn with stars
2 a : to mark with a star as being preeminent b : to mark with an
asterisk 3 : to present in the role of a star ^ vi 1 : to play the
most prominent or important role 2 : to perform outstandingly

3Star adj 1 : of, relating to, or being a star 2 : being of outstanding
excellence : preeminent

star apple n : a tropical American tree (Chrysophyllum cainito) of
the sapodilla family grown in warm regions for ornament or fruit;

also : its apple-shaped edible fruit

iStar.board \'star-bard\ n [ME sterbord, fr. OE stcorbord, fr.

sleor- steering oar + bord ship's side — more at steer, board] : the
right side of a ship or airplane looking forward — compare port

2starboard vt : to turn or put (a helm or rudder) to the right

^starboard adj : of, relating to, or situated to starboard
Istarch \'starch\ vt [ME sterchen, prob. fr. (assumed) OE stercan
to stiffen; akin to OE stearc stiff — more at stark] ; to stiffen with
or as if with starch

^starch n l : a white odorless tasteless granular or powdery com-
plex carbohydrate (CsHioOs)! that is the chief storage form of
carbohydrate in plants, is an important foodstuff, and is used also
in adhesives and sizes, in laundering, and in pharmacy and medicine
2 : a stiff formal manner x formality 3 ; resolute vigor

Star-cham-ber \'star-'cham-b3r\ adj [Star Chamber, a court
existing in England from the 15th century until 1641] : character-
ized by secrecy and often irresponsibly arbitrary and oppressive
Starch-i.uess \'star-che-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being
starchy

Starchy \'star-che\ adj 1 : containing, consisting of. or resembling
starch 2 : consisting of or marked by formality or stiffness

Star-crossed \'star-,kr6st\ adj : not favored by the stars : ills
fated
star-dom \'stard-3m\ n 1 : the status or posidon of a star 2 : a
body of stars

Star-dust \'star-,d3st\ n ; a feeling or impression of romance,
magic, or ethereality

istare \'sta.(3)r, •ste(a)r\ vb [ME staren, fr. OE starian.- akin to
OHG staren to stare, L strenuus strenuous. Gk stereos solid, Lith
starinti to stiffen] vi 1 : to look fixedly often with wide open eyes
2 : to show oneself conspicuously 3 oj hair : to stand on end
: BRL<nrLE; also : to appear rough and lusterless ^ vt 1 : to have
an effect upon by staring <-- her down) 2 : to look at with a
searching or earnest gaze syn see gaze — star-er n

2staie n : the act or an instance of staring
sla-re de-ci-sis \.star-e-di-'sT-S3s, .sler-\ n [L, to stand by decided
matters] : a doctrine or policy of following rules or principles laid
down in previous judicial decisions unless they contravene the
ordinary principles of justice

Stare down vt : to cause to waver or submit by or as if by staring
sta-rets \'star-(y)3ts\ n, pi star-tsy \'start-se\ [Russ, lit., old
man, fr. siaryj old — more at srouR] ; a spiritual director or re-
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starfish

liglous teacher and counselor in the Eastern Orthodox Church : a
spiritual advisor who is not necessarily a priest, who is recognized
for his piety, and who is turned to by monks or members of the
laity for spiritual guidance

Star lacet n : one of the eight small triangular facets which abut on
the table in the bezel of a brilliant

star-lish \'star-,fish\ n : any of a
class (Asteroidea) of echinoderms
having a body of usu. five radially
disposed arms about a central disk
and feeding largely on moUusks (as
oysters)

Star-llow.er \-,flauC-a)r\ n : any of
several plants having star-shaped
pentamerous flowers: as a : star*
OF-BETHLEHEM h : any of a genus
{Trietualis, esp. 7". americana) of
plants of the primrose family

Star-gaze \-,gaz\ vi [back-forma-
tion fr. stargazer'] ; to gaze at or
as if at stars

Star.gaz.er \-,ga-z3r\ n l : one
that gazes at the stars: as a : astrologer to : astronomer
2 : any of several marine percoid fishes (family Uranoscopidae)
with the eyes on top of the head

Star-gaz*ing n 1 : the act or practice of a stargazer 2 : absent-
mindedness, DAYDREAMING

star grass n ; any of various grassy plants with stellate flowers or
arrangement of leaves; esp : any of a genus {Bypoxis) of herbs of
the amaryllis family
IStark \'stark\ adj [ME, stiff, strong, fr. OE stearc; akin to OHG
stare strong, Lith starinri to stiffen — more at stare] 1 : strong,
robust 2 a : rigid in or as if in death b : unbending, strict
3 : sheer, utter 4 a : barren, desolate b (1) : having few or no
ornaments : bare (2) : harsh 5 : sharply deUneatcd syn see
stiff — stark'ly adv — stark'ness n

sstark adv 1 : starkly 2 : wholly, absolutely
Stai-let \'star-l3t\ n 1 : a little star 2 : a young movie actress
being coached and publicized for starring roles

Star-light \-,ITt\ n : the light given by the stars
iStar-ling \'star-lio\ n [ME, fr. OE stxrtinc, fr stsr starling -I-

-ling, -line -ling; akin to OHG stora starling, L slurnusl : any of a
family (Sturnidae, esp. genus Stumus) of usu. dark gregarious
passerine birds; esp : a dark brown or in summer glossy greenish
black European bird {S. vulgaris) naturaUzed and often a pest in the
U.S., Australia, and New Zealand

2starling n [prob. alter, of ME stadeUng, fr. ME stathel foundation,
support — more at staddle] : a protecting structure of piles driven
close together around a pier of a bridge

Star -lit \*star-,lit\ adj : lighted by the stars

Star ol Beth.le.hem \-'beth-U-.hem, -le-(h)9m\ : a star held to
have guided the Magi to the infant Jesus in Bethlehem

Star-Of-Bethlehem n : any of a genus {Orni(hogalum) of plants of
the lily family; esp ; one <0. u/nhellatum) with greenish flowers that
is naturalized in the eastern U.S.
Star of Da.vid \-'da-v3d\ ; magen david
star route n [so called fr. the asterisk used to designate such routes
in postal publications] : a maii-delivery route in a rural or thinly
populated area served by a private carrier under contract who takes
mail from one post office to another or from a railroad station to a
post office and usu. also delivers mail to private mailboxes along the
route

Star-ry \'star-e\ adj 1 a : adorned or studded with stars b : of
relating to, or consisting of the stars : stellar c : shining like
stars : sparkling d : having parts arranged like the rays of a star
: stellate 2 : as high as or seemingly as high as the stars

star-ry—eyed \,star-e-'rd\ adj : regarding an object or a prospect in
an overly favorable light; specij : visionary

Stars and Bars n pi but sing in eonstr : the first flag of the Con-
federate States of America having three bars of red, white, and
red respectively and a blue union with white stars in a circle
representing the seceded states

Stars and Stripes n pi but sing in eonstr : the flag of the United
States having 13 alternately red and white horizontal stripes and a
blue union with white stars representing the states

star sapphire n : a sapphire that when cut with a convex surface and
polished exhibits asterism

star shell n 1 : a shell that on bursting releases a shower of brilliant

stars and is used for signaling 2 : a shell with an illuminating
projectile

star-span -gled \'star-.spar)-g3ld\ adj ; studded with stars

Star-Spangled Banner n : stars and stripes
iStart \'st"art\ vb [ME sterten; akin to MHG
stiffly, move quickly, Lith siarinti to stiffen — i

1 a : to move suddenly and violently : jump b
sudden brief involuntary movement 2 a ; to i

force b ; to come into being, activity, or operatic
protrude or seem to protrude 4 : to become loosened or forced
out of place 5 a : to begin a course or journey b : to range from
a specified initial point 6 : to be a participant in a game or contest
'— vr 1 : to cause to leave a place of concealment : flush 2 archaic
; startle, alarm 3 : to bring up for consideration or discussion
4 : to bring into being 5 : to cause to become loosened or dis-

placed 6 : to begin the use or employment of 7 a : to cause to
move, act, or operate <--' the motor) b : to cause to enter a game
or contest c : to care for during early stages 8 ; to perform the
first stages or actions of syn see begin

2start n 1 a : a sudden involuntary bodily movement or reaction
b : a brief and sudden action or movement c : a sudden capricious
impluse or outburst 2 : a beginning of movement, activity, or
development 3 : a lead or handicap at the beginning of a race or
competition 4 : a place of beginning 5 : the act or an instance of
being a competitor in a race or a member of a starting lineup in a
game

Start-er \'start-3r\ n 1 : one who initiates or sets going: as a : an
official who gives the signal to begin a race b : one who dispatches
vehicles 2 a : one that enters a competition b : one that begins

to stand up
ire at stare] vi

to react with a
je with sudden
: begin

to engage in an activity or process 3 : one that causes something
to begin operating: as a : self-starter b : material containing
microorganisms used to induce a desired fermentation 4 : some-
thing that is the beginning of a process, activity, or series

Star thistle n : any of several knapweeds; esp : a widely naturalized
spiny European weed {Centaurea calcitrapa) with purple flowers
istar.tle \'start-n\ vb star*tling \'start-lio, -=l-iD\ [ME stertlen,
freq. of sterten to start] vi : to move or jump suddenly as in surprise
or alarm '— v/ 1 : to frighten suddenly and usu. not seriously
2 : to cause to start

2startle n : a sudden mild shock as of surprise or alarm : start
Star*tling adj : causing a momentary fright, surprise, or astonish-
ment — star-tling'ly \'start-lio-le, -"l-io-X adv

Star turn n, chiefly Brir : the featured skit or number in a theatrical
production; broadly : the most widely publicized person or item in a
group

Star>va*tion \star-'va-shan\ n : the act or an instance of starving,
or the state of being starved

Starvation wages n ; wages Insufficient to provide the ordinary
of life

Starve \'starv\ vb [ME sterven, fr. OE sfeorjan; akin to OHG
sterban to die, Lith starinti to stiffen — more at stare] vi 1 a : to
perish from lack of food b : to suffer extreme hunger 2 archaic
a : to die of cold b : to suffer greatly from cold 3 : to suffer or
perish from deprivation ~ v/ 1 a : to kill with hunger b : to
deprive of nouiishment c : to cause to capitulate by or as if by
depriving of nourishment 2 : to destroy by or cause to suffer from
deprivation 3 archaic ; to kill with cold

Starve-ling \-lii3\ n : one that is thin from or as if from lack of
nutriment
iStash \'stash\ vt [origin unknown] 1 chiefly Brit : stop, QUIT
2 : to store in a usu. secret place for future use

2stash n 1 : hiding place : cache 2 : something stored or hidden

Sta-sis \'sta-s3s, 'stas-as\ n, pi sta^ses \'sta-,sez. 'stas-,ez\ [NL,
fr. Gk, act or condition of standing, stopping, fr. histasthai to stand— more at stand] 1 : a slowing or stoppage of the normal flow
of body fluids: as a : slowing of the current of circulating blood
b : reduced motility of the intestines with retention of feces 2 : a
state of static balance or equilibrium among opposing tendencies or
forces : stagnation

-sta.sis \'sta-sas, 'stas-ss, s-t3-s3s\ n comb form, pi -sta>ses
\'sta-,sez, 'stas-,ez. s-ta-,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk stasis standing, stop-
ping] 1 : stoppage : slowing ihemostasis) {hactcTiostasis) 2 : sta-
ble state, (homeostasisy

-Stat \.stat\ n comb form [NL -stata, fr. Gk -states one that stops
or steadies, fr. histanai to cause to stand — more at stand] 1 : sta-
bilizing agent or device igyrostat^ <thermo5'^o/> 2 : instrument for
reflecting (something specified! constantly in one direction <helio-
staty 3 : agent causing inhibition of growth without destruction
<bacteriojra/>

stat-able or state*abl8 \'stat-3-b9l\ adj : capable of being stated
iState \'stat\ n, often attrib [ME stat, fr. OF & L; OF estat, fr. L
status, fr. status, pp. of stare to stand — more at stand] 1 a : mode
or condition of being (water in the gaseous '^> (-^ of readiness)
b (1) : condition of mind or temperament <in a highly nervous '^>
(2) : a condition of abnormal tension or excitement 2a: social
position; esp : high rank b {\^ : elaborate or luxurious style of
hving (2) : formal dignity : pomp — usu. used with in 3 a : a
body of persons constituting a special class in a society : e^ate 3
b pi : the members or representatives of the governing (ffla'sses

assembled in a legislative body c obs : a person of high rank\as a
noble) 4 a ; a politically organized body of people usu. occupying
a definite territory; esp : one that is sovereign b : the political
organization of such a body of people 5 : tlic operations or con-
cerns of the government of a country 6 : one of the constituent
units of a nation having a federal government (the United States of
America) 7 : the territory of a state

syn condition, situation, status: state may imply a mode of
existence but usu. implies the sum of the qualities involved in a
thing's existence at a particular time and place; condition more
distinctly implies the influence of immediate or temporary circum-
stances; situation applies to a juncture of circumstances in which a
thing is placed rather than to its own state or character; status
imphes one s state as determined for legal administration or social
consideration

2state vt 1 : to set by regulation or authority 2 : to express the
particulars of esp. in words : report; broadly : to express in words

State aid n : public monies appropriated by a state government for
the partial support or improvement of a public local institution (as

a library, hospital, or educational institution)

State attorney or State's attorney n ; a legal officer appointed to
represent a state in the courts : prosecuting attorney
State bank n : a bank chartered by and operating under the laws of
a state of the U.S.

State capitalism n : an economic system in which private capitalism
is modified by a varying degree of government ownership and con-
trol

State church n, often cap S&C : established church
state college n : a college that is financially supported by a state
government, often specializes in a branch of technical or pro-
fessional education, and often forms part of the state university

state*craft \'stat-,kraft\ n ; the art of conducting state affairs

: statesmanship
stat-ed \'stat-3d\ adj 1 : established, regular 2 : set down ex-
pliciUy : declared — stat-ed-ly adv

stated clerk n : an executive officer of a Presbyterian general assem-
bly, synod, or presbytery ranking below the moderator
State flower n : a flowering plant selected as the floral emblem of a
state of the U.S.

state guard n : a military force organized for use within a state in
time of war or when the National Guard has been called into federal
service

5tate<hood \'stat-,hud\ n : the condition of being a state; esp : the
condition or status of one of the states of the U.S.

state.house \-,haus\ n : the building in which a state legislature sits

9 abut; ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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stateless \'stat-las\ ad} 1 : having no state 2 : lacking the statijs

of a national — state-Iess-ness n

state.li.ness \-Ie-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being stately

state.ly \'stat-le\ arf; larHAuGHTV. unapproachable b: marked
by lofty or imposing dignity 2 : impressive in size or propor-
tions syn see grand — stately adv

state medicine n : administration and control by the national

government of medical and hospital services provided to the whole
population and paid for out of funds raised by taxation

State.meut \'siat-m3nt\ n 1 : tlie act or process of stating or pre-

senting orally or on paper 2 : something stated as a : a report of

facts or opinions b : a single declaration or remark : assertion

3 : pROPOsmoN 2a 4 : the enunciation of a theme in a musical
composition 5 : a summary of a financial account showing the

balance due
State of war 1 a : a state of actual armed hostilities regardless of a
formal declaration of war b : a legal state created and ended by
official declaration regardless of actual armed hostilities and usu.

characterized by operation of the rules of war 2 : the period of

time during which a state of war is in effect

state prison n ; a prison maintained by a state of the U.S. for the

imprisonment of persons convicted of the more serious crimes

Sta.ter X'siat-ar. sta-'tef3)r\ n [ME, fr. LL. fr Gk stater, lit., a unit

of weight, fr. histanai to cause to stand, weigh — more at stand]
: an ancient gold or silver coin of the Greek city-states of any of

numerous standards
State-room \'stat-,rUm, -,rum\ n 1 : cabin la 2 : a private room
on a railroad car with one or more berths and a toilet

state's evidence «, ojten cap S 1 : one who gives evidence for the
prosecution in U.S. state or federal criminal proceedings 2 ; evi-

dence for the prosecution in a criminal proceeding
States General n pi 1 i the assembly of the three orders of clergy,

nobilitv. and third estate in France before the Revolution 2 : the

legislature of the Netherlands from the 15th century to 1796
iState.Side \'stat-,sTd\ adj [(United) Stales + side'\ : being in, going
to, coming from, or characteristic of the U. S. as regarded from
outside its continental limits

2Stateside adv : in or to the continental U.S.
states<nian \'stat-sm9n\ n 1 ; one versed in the principles or art of
government; esp : one actively engaged in conducting the business
of a government or in shaping its policies 2 : one who exercises
political leadership wisely and without narrow partisanship in the
general interest — states-man-like \-,lik\ adj — states-man-ly
\-le\ adj — states>man>ship \-,ship\ n

state socialism n : an economic system in which limited socialist

objectives have been achieved by gradual political action
States' right-er \'stats-'rTt-3r\ n : one who advocates strict inter-
pretation of the U. S. constitutional guarantee of states' rights and
is opposed to the exercise of federal authori ty in matters (as educa-
tion or racial relations) that he regards as the exclusive concern of
the several states

State university n ; a university maintained and administered by
one of the states of the U.S. as part of the state pubUc educational
system

istat.ic \'stat-ik\ arf; [NL staticus, fr. Gk statikos causing to stand,
skilled in weighing, fr. histanai to cause to stand, weigh — more at
STAND ] 1 : exerting force by reason of weight alone without motion
2 : of or relating to bodies at rest or forces in equilibrium 3 : show-
ing little change 4a: characterized by a lack of movement, ani-
mation, or progression b : producing an effect of repose or quies-
cence 5 a : STATIONARY b oj water : stored in a tank but not under
pressure 6 : of, relating to, or producing stationary charges of
electricity : electrostatic 7 : of, relating to. or caused by radio
static — stat-i<cal \-i-k3l\ adj — stat-i-caMy \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv

astatic n [static electricityl : disturbing effects produced in a radio
or television receiver by atmospheric or various other electrical
disturbances; also : the electrical disturbances producing these
effects

Stat*i*ce \'stat-3-f,)se\ n [NL. genus of herbs, fr. L. an astringent
plant, fr Gk .Tm//Ae. fr. fem. of j/ar/fco^ causing losiand, astringent]
: SEA LAVENDER, THRIFT

Static line n : a cord attached to a parachute pack and to an air-
plane to open the parachute after a jumper clears the plane

Stat-ics \'stat-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in cnnstr : a branch of me-
chanics dealing with the relations of forces that produce equilibrium
among material bodies

static tube n : a tube used for Indicating static as distinct from im-
pact pressure in a stream of fluid
ISta-tion \"sta-sh3n\ n, ojten attrib [ME stacioun, fr. MF station,
fr. L station-, static, fr. status, pp. of stare to stand — more at
STAND] 1 : the place or position in which something or someone
stands or is assigned to stand or remain 2 : the act or manner of
standing : posture 3 ; a stopping place: as a (1) : a regular
stopping place in a transportadon route (2) : the building con-
nected with such a stopping place : depot 3 b : one of the stations
of the cross 4 : a post or sphere of duty or occupation; specij,
Austral : ranch 5 : social standing <a woman of high '--> 6 : a
place for specialized observation and study of scientific phenomena
7 : a place established to provide a public service: as a : fire
station b : a branch post office 8 a : a complete assemblage of
radio or television equipment for transmitting or receiving b ; the
place in which such a station is located

astatiou vt sta-tion.ing \'sta-sh(3-)niD\ : to assign to or set in a
station or position ; post

Sta-tion.al X'sta-shnal, -shsn-^IX adj : of or relating to an ecclesi-
astical station
Bta.tion.ary \'sta-sh3-,ner-e\ adj 1 : fixed in a station, course, or
mode : immobile 2 : unchanging in condition

Stationary engine n : a steam engine permanenUy placed
Stationary engineer n : one who operates stationary engines and
related equipment

Stationary Iront n : the boundary between two air masses neither of
which IS replacing the other

Stationary wave n : standino wave — called also stationary vibra-

Station break n : a pause in a radio or television broadcast for an-

nouncement of the Identity of the network or station; also s an
aimouncement during this pause

Sta>tio>ner \'sta-sh(3-)n3r\ n tME staciouner, fr. Mhstationarius,
fr. station-, statio shop, fr. L. station] 1 archaic a : bookseller
b : PUBLISHER 2 : one that sells stationery

Sta>tlo>nery \'sta-sh3-,ner-e\ n [siaiionerZ 1 ; materials (as paper,
pens, and ink) for writing or typing 2 : letter paper accompanied
usu. with matching envelopes

Station house n : a house at a post or station; specij : a police sta-
tion

sta>tion<mas*ter \'sta-shan-,mas-t3r\ n : an official In charge of
the operation of a railroad station

Stations ot Hie cross ojten cap S&C 1 :a series of usu. 14 images or
pictures esp. in a church that represent the stages of Christ's passion
2 : a devotion involving commemorative meditation before the
stations of the cross

Station wagon n : an automobile that has an interior longer than
a sedan's, has one or more rear seats readily Ufted out or folded to
facilitate light trucking, has no separate luggage compartment, and
often has a tail gate

stat>ism \'stat-,iz-3m\ n : concentration of economic controls and
planning in the hands of a highly centralized government

stat'ist \'stat-3st\ n : an advocate of statism — statist adj
Sta.tiS.tiO \sta-'tis-tik\ n [back-formation fr. statistics^ 1 : a
single term or datum in a collection of statistics 2 : estimate 3b

sta<tis<ti-cal \-ti-k3l\ adj : of, relating to, or dealing with statistics— sta-tis-ti<cal*ly \-kf3-)ie\ adv
stat*is<ti-cian \,stat-a-'stish-an\ n : one versed In or engaged in
compiling statistics

Sta>tiS-tiCS \st3-'tis-tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [G statistik

study of political facts and figures, fr. NL staristicus of poUtics. fr.

L status state] 1 : a branch of mathematics dealing with the col-
lection, analysis, interpretation, and presentation of masses of
numerical data 2 : a collection of quantitative data

StatO- comb jorm [ISV. fr. Gk staios stationary, fr. histasthai to
stand — more at stand] 1 ; resting <j'/aroblast> 2 : equilibrium
{statocysty

StatO'blast \'stat-a-.blast\ n [ISV] 1 : a bud in a freshwater
bryozoan that overwinters in a chitinous envelope and develops
into a new individual in spring 2 ; gemmule

Stato<cyst \-,sist\ n [ISV] : an organ of equilibrium occurring esp.
among invertebrate animals and consisting usu. of a fluid-filled
vesicle in which are suspended calcareous particles

stat<ol<a*try \stat-'al-a-tre\ n : advocacy of a highly centralized
and all-powerful national government

Stato.lith \'stat-^l-,ith\ n [ISV] : the calcareous body In a statocyst— statO'lith'ic \,stat-'l-'ith-ik\ adj
Sta.tor \"stat-3r\ n [NL. fr L, one that stands, fr. status, pp. of
stare to stand — more at stand] : a stationary part in a machine in
or about which a rotor revolves

statO*SCOpe \'stat-3-,skop\ n [ISV] 1 : a sensitive aneroid barom-
eter for recording small changes in atmospheric pressure 2 ; an
instrument for indicating small changes in the altitude of an airplane
istat.u.ary \'stach-3-,wer-e\ n 1 a : a branch of sculpture treating
of figures in the round b : a collection of statues 2 : sculptor

2statuary adj : of, relating to, or suitable for statues
Stat.ue \'stach-f.lU, 'stach-3-w\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. L statua, fr.

statuere to set up — more at statute] : a likeness (as of a person or
animal) sculptured or modeled in a solid substance
Statue of Liberty : a large copper statue of a woman holding a
torch aloft in her right hand located on Liberty Island in New York
harbor

Stat.U«esque \,stach-9-'wesk\ adj ; resembling a statue esp. in
massive dignity — stat>u-esque<ly adv — stat<u>esque-ness n

Stat-U*ette \,stach-3-'wet\ n : a small statue

stat'Ure \'stach-3r\ n [ME, fr OF. fr. L statura. fr. status, pp. of
stare to stand — more at stand] 1 : natural height (as of a person)
in an upright position 2 : quality or status gained by growth,
development, or achievement syn see height
sta*tus \'stat-3s, 'stat-\ /?. ojten attrib [L — more at state] 1 : the
condition of a person or thing in the eyes of the law; broadly
: condition 2 a : position or rank in relation to others <the '^ of a
father) b : relative rank in a hierarchy of prestige; esp : high
prestige 3 : state of affairs ; situation syn see state

sta>tus quo \,stat-3-'skw6, ,stat-\/i [L, state in which] : the existing
state of affairs

Stat'Ut-able \'stach-3t-3-b3l\ adj ; made, regulated, or imposed by
or In conformity to statute : statutory

Stat.Ute \'stach-f,lut, -9t\ n. ojten attrib [ME, fr. OF statut, fr. LL
statutum law. regulation, fr L. neut. of statutus. pp. of statuere to
set up, station, fr. status position, condition, state] 1 : a law en-
acted by the legislative branch of a government 2 : an act of a
corporation or of its founder intended as a permanent rule 3 ; an
international instrument setting up an agency and regulating its

scope or authority
Statute book n : the whole body of legislation of a given jurisdiction
whether or not published as a whole — usu. used in pi.

statute mile n : mile a
statute ol limitations : a statute assigning a certain time after which
rights cannot be enforced by legal action

Stat'U'to-ry \'stach-a-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : of or relating to statutes

2 : enacted, created, or regulated by statute

statutory oltense n ; a crime created by statute; esp : STATirroRY
RAPE

statutory rape n : sexual intercourse wiUi a female below the statu-
tory age of consent
istaunch var oj stanch
2staunch \'st6nch, 'stanch\ adj [ME, fr. MF estanche, fern, of
estanc, fr. OF. fr. esiancher to stanch — more at stanch] 1 a : wa-
tertight, sound b : strongly built : substantial 2 : steadfast in
loyalty or principle syn see FArrHFUL — stanncli>ly adv —
staunch'Uess n

Stau*ro<lite \'st6r-3-,lTt\ n [F. fr. Gk staturos cross + F -lite —
more at steer] : a mineral {Fe,M9)2Al9Si4023fOH) consisting of
basic iron aluminum silicate in prismatic orthorhombic crystals
often twinned so as to resemble a cross — stau«ro.lit>ic \,st6r-3-
'lit-ik\ adj_
istave \'stav\ n [back-formation fr. staves'i 1 : a wooden stick

: 'STAFF 1, 2 2 : any of the narrow strips of wood or narrow iron
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plates placed edge to edge to form the sides, covering, or lining of a
vessel (as a barrel) or structure 3 : zruno 3b 4 : stanza
6 'STAFF 3

2stave vb staved or stove \*stov\ stav-ing vt 1 : to break in the
staves of (a cask) 2 : to smash a hole in <'-^ in a boat); also : to
crush or break inward (slaved in several ribs) 3 : to drive or
thrust away — vi 1 : to become stove in — used of a boat or ship
2 ; to walk or move rapidly

Stave oil vt : to ward or fend off
staves pi oj STAFF
Staves.acre \'stav-,2a-k3r\ n tME staphisagre, fr. ML staphis
agria, fr. Gk. lit., wild raisin] : a Eurasian larkspur (Delphinium
staphisagria); also : its violently emetic and cathartic seeds
iStay \'sta\n [ME, fr. OE jra?g; akin to ON ^/flg stav. OE^re/e steel]
1 : a large strong rope usu. of wire used to support a mast 2 ; a
guy rope — in stays : in process of going about from one tack to
another
sstay VI 1 : to fasten (as a smokestack) with or as if with stays
2 ; to incline (a mast) forward, aft, or to one side by the stays^ VI : to go about : TACK

Sstay vb stayed \'stad\ or staid \'stad\ stay-lng [ME stayen, fr.

MP ester to stand, stay. fr. L stare — more at stand] vi 1 : to stop
going forward : pause 2 : to stop doing something : cease
3 a : to continue in a place or condition : remain b : to have pow-
ers of endurance 4 ; to stand firm 5 : to take up residence
: LODGE 6 : to keep even in a contest or rivalry <-- with the
leaders) 7 : to call a poker bet without raising 8 obs : to be in
waiting or attendance ^ vt 1 : to wait for : await 2 : to last out
(as a race) 3 : to remain during <-^erf the whole time) 4 : to hold
from proceeding ; check {^ an execution) 5 ; to check the course
of (a disease or an evil influence) : halt 6 a ; allay, pacify
b : to quiet the hunger of temporarily
syn stay, remain, wait, abide, tarry, linger mean to continue

In a place, stay often implies the status of a guest or visitor;

REMAIN suggests a continuing after others have left or departed;
WAFF implies a staying in e.^pectation or readiness; abide may a,pply
either to continuing in a residence or waiting patiently for an out-
come; TARRY suggests failing to proceed when it is time to do so;
LINGER implies a tarrying because of disincUnation to depart syn
see in addition defer

*Stay n 1 a : the action of halting : the state of being stopped
b : a stopping or suspension of procedure or execution by judicial
or executive order 2 obs : moderation, self-control 3 : a resi-

dence or sojourn in a place 4 : capacity for endurance
Sstay n [MP estate, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG stan to stand —
more at stand] 1 : something that serves as a prop : support
2 ; a corset stiffened with bones — usu, used in pi.

ftstay vt 1 : to provide physical or moral support for ; sustain
2 : to fix on as a foundation
stay-at-home \,sta-9t-,hom\ ad} : remaining habitually in one's
residence, locality, or country — stay-at-home \'sta-\ n

Stay<ei \'sta-ar\ n : one that stays; esp : one that upholds or sup-
ports

Staying power n : capacity for endurance ; stamina
stay-in strike \'sta-,in-\ n ; a slowdown or stoppage of work
intended to bring pressure on an employer and concerted by
workers who remain in their work place — compare sit-down

Stay.sail \'sta-,sal. -S3l\ n : a fore-and-aft sail hoisted on a stay
iStead \'sted\ n [ME stede, fr. 0£; akin to OHG stat place, stan to
stand] 1 obs : locality, place 2 : advantage, service— used
chiefly in the phrase to stand one in good stead 3 : the office,

place, or function ordinarily occupied or carried out by someone or
something else

3stead vt ; to be of avail to : help
Stead>last ysted-.fast also -f3st\ adj la; firmly fixed In place
b : not subject to change 2 : firm in belief, determination, or ad-
herence : loyal syn see faithful — stead*Iast>ly adv — stead-
fast>ness \-.fas(t)-n3s, -f3s(t)-\ n

Stead*l-er \'sted-e-3r\ n : one that steadies
Stead'i.ly X'sted-'l-eX adv : in a steady manner
Etead-i.ness \'sted-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being steady
steadying \'sted-=n, 'sted-, -io\ n [ME steding, fr. stede place,
farm] 1 ; a small farm 2 chiejly Scot : the service buildings or
area of a farm
isteady \*sted-e\ adj Vsteadl 1 a t firm In position : hxed b : di-

rect or sure in movement ; unfaltering c : keeping nearly upright
in a seaway {-^ ship) 2 a (1) : regular, uniform (2) ; not
changed, replaced, or interrupted b : not fluctuating or varying
widely 3 a : not easily moved or upset : resolute b (1) : constant
in feeling, principle, purpose, or attachment (2) ; consistent In
behavior ; dependable c : not given to dissipation : sober
syn steady, even, equable mean not varying throughout Its

course or extent, steady implies lack of fluctuation or interruption
of movement; even suggests a lack of variation in quality or char-
acter; equable implies lack of extremes or of sudden sharp changes

asteady vt : to make or keep steady ~ vi : to become steady
asteady adv l : in a steady manner : steadily 2 : on the course set

.
— used as a direction to the helmsman of a ship
steady n : one that is steady; specij : a boyfriend or girl friend with
whom one goes steady
Steak \'stak\ n [ME steke, fr. ON steik; akin to ON steikja to
roast on a stake, stik stick, stake — more at stick] 1 a : a slice of
meat cut from a fleshy part of a beef carcass and usu. cooked or to
be cooked by broiling b : a similar slice of a specified meat other
than beef c : a cross section slice of a large fish 2 : ground beef
prepared for cooking or for serving
Steak knile n : a table knife having a steel blade often with a ser-

rated edge
isteal \'ste(3)l\ vb stole \'stoI\ sto-len \'sto-l3n\ steal-ing [ME
stelen, fr. OE stelan; akin to OHG sielan to steal] vi 1 : to take the
property of another 2 : to come or go secretly, unobtrusively,
gradually, or unexpectedly 3 : to steal a base -^ vt 1 a : to take
or appropriate without right or leave and with intent to keep or
make use of wrongfully b : to take away by force or unjust
means : to take secretly or without permission d : to appro-
priate entirely to oneself or beyond one's proper share (-^ the
show) 2 a : to move, convey," or introduce secretly : smuggle
b : to accomplish in a concealed or unobserved manner 3 a : to

seize, gain, or win by trickery, skill, or daring <a basketball player
adept at r^ing the ball from his opponents) h oj a base runner : to
gain (a base) by running without the aid of a hit or an error— steal>er n
syn steal, pilfer, filch, purloin mean to take from another

without right or without detection, steal may apply to any sur-
reptitious taking of anything tangible or intangible; pilfer implies
stealing repeatedly in small amounts; filch adds a suggestion of
snatching quickly and surreptitiously; purloin stresses removing
or carrying off for one's own use or purposes

asteal n 1 : the act or an instance of stealing 2 : a fraudulent or
questionable political deal 3 : bargain
isteal-ing n : the act of one who steals
^stealing adj : thieving
stealth \"stelth\ n [ME stelthe; akin to OE stelan to steal] 1 a ar-
chaic : THEFT b obs : something stolen 2 : the act or action of
going or proceeding furtively, secretly, or imperceptibly 3 ; fur-
tiveness, slyness
Stealth.i.ly \'stel-tha-le\ adv ; In a stealthy manner
Stealtli.i.ness \-the-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being stealthy
Stealthy \'stel-the\ adj 1 : slow, deliberate, and secret in action or
character 2 ; intended to escape observation : furtive syn see
secret
iSteam \'stem\ n, ojten attrib [ME stem, fr. OE steam: akin to D
stoom steam] 1 : a vapor arising from some heated substance
2 a : the invisible vapor Into which water is converted when
heated to the boiling point b ; the mist formed by the condensation
on cooling of water vapor 3 a : water vapor kept under pressure
so as to supply energy for heating, cooking, or mechanical work;
also : the power so generated b : driving force : power c : emo-
tional tension 4 a : steamer 2a b ; travel by or a trip in a
steamer
2steam v/ l : to rise or pass off as vapor 2 : to give off steam or
vapor 3 : to move or travel by or as if by the agency of steam
4 : to be angry : boil '^ vt 1 : to give out as fumes : exhale
2 : to expose to the action of steam (as for softening or cooking)

Steani'boat \-,bot\ n : a boat propelled by steam power
Steamboat Gothic n [fr. its use In homes of retired steamboat
captains in imitation of the style of river steamboats] : an elabo-
rately ornamental architectural style used in homes built in the
middle 19th century in the Ohio and Mississippi river valley
Steam boiler n : a boiler for producing steam
Steam chest n : the chamber from which steam Is distributed to a
cylinder of a steam engine
Steam engine n : an engine driven or worked by steam; specij : a
reciprocating engine having a piston driven in a closed cylinder by
steam
steam*er \*ste-m3r\ n 1 : a vessel in which articles are subjected to
steam 2 a : a ship propelled by steam b : an engine, machine, or
vehicle operated or propelled by steam 3 : one that steams
steamer rug n : a warm covering for the lap and feet esp. of a person
sitting on a ship's deck
steamer trunk n : a trunk suitable for use in a stateroom of a
steamer; esp : a shallow trunk that may be stowed beneath a berth
steam litter n : one that installs or repairs steam pipes or other
equipment for heating, ventilating, or refrigerating systems— steam lilting n
steam heating n : a system of heating (as for a building) In which
steam generated in a boiler is piped to radiators

Steam*i'ly \'ste-rna-le\ adv ; in a steamy manner
Steam*i<ness \-me-nas\ n : the quaUty or state of being steamy
steam iron n ; a pressing iron with a compartment holding water
that is converted to steam by the iron's heat and emitted through
the soleplate onto the fabric being pressed
TSteam>rolLer \'stem-'ro-l3r\ n 1 ; a steam-driven road roller

2 ; a crushing force esp. when ruthlessly applied to overcome oppo-
sition

2steamroUer also steam-roll \-'r6l\ vr 1 : to crush with a steam
roller 2 a : to overwhelm or coerce by greatly superior force
b : to exert crushing force or pressure with respect to '^ vi : to
move or proceed with irresistible force
steam-shlp \'stem-,ship\ n : steamer 2a
steam shovel n : a power shovel operated by steam
Steam table n : a table having openings to hold containers of cooked
food over steam or hot water circulating beneath them
steam turbine n : a turbine that is driven by the pressure of steam
discharged at high velocity against the turbine vanes
steam up vr ; to make angry or excited : arouse
steamy \'ste-me\ adj : consisting of, characterized by, or full of
steam

Ste*ap*sin \ste-'ap-s3n\ n [Gk steal fat -t- E -psin (as In pepsin)"}

: the lipase in pancreatic juice

stea*rate \'ste-3-,rat, 'sti(-s)r-,at\ n ; a salt or ester of stearic acid

Stea*riC \ste-'ar-ik, 'sti(3)r-ik\ adj [F stearique, fr. Gk stear} : of,

relating to, obtained from, or resembling stearin or tallow

stearic acid n ; a white crystalline fatty acid CieHjgO; obtained by
saponifying tallow or other hard fats containing stearin; also : a
commercial mixture of stearic and palmitic acids

Stea>rin \'ste-3-ran, 'sti(-3)r-3n\ n [F stearins, fr. Gk stear'\ 1 :_an

ester of glycerol and stearic acid 2 also stea-rine \same or 'ste-a-

,ren, 'sti(-3)r-,en\ : the solid portion of a fat 3 usu stearine ; com-
mercial stearic acid

Steat- or steatO- comb jorm [Gk, fr. steal-, stear — more at stone]
: fat (steatoXysis)

Ste<atite \'ste-3-,tTt\ n [L steatitis, a precious stone, fr. Gk, fr.

steal-} 1 : a massive talc having a grayish green or brown color
: soapstone 2 : an electrically insulating porcelain composed
largely of steatite — ste<atit-ic \,ste-3-'tit-ik\ adj

Ste<atOl>y>sls \.ste-3-'tal-3-s3s\ n [NL] : breakdown of neutral
fats into glycerol and free fatty acids

Ste.atQ.py.gia \,ste-3t-6-'pij-e-3, -'pT-je-\ n [NL, fr. steat- -Y Gk
pyge rump, buttocks; akin to Latvian pauga cushion, Gk physan to
blow — more at fog] : an excessive development of fat on the but-
tocks esp. of females that is common among the Hottentots and
some Negro peoples ~ ste-ato<pyg-ic \-'pij-ik\ or ste»ato»py-
gOUS \-'pi-gas\ adj
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3 of fat In the stools

steelyard

ste*ator*rliea \,ste-3t-3-'re-a\ n [NL] : an
stedlast var oj yrEADFAST
steed \'sted\ n [ME stede. fr. OE steda stallion; akin to OE stod
stud — more at stud] ; horse; esp : a spirited horse for state or war

Steek \'stek\ vb [ME sleken to pierce, fix, enclose; akin to OE
stician to pierce — more at stick] chiejly Scot ; shut, close

iSteel \'ste{3)l\ n [ME stele, fr. OE style, stele; akin to OHG
stahal steel. Skt stakati he resists] 1 ; commercial iron that contains
carbon in any amount up to about 1.7 percent as an essential alloy-

ing constituent, is malleable when under suitable conditions, and
is distinguished from cast iron by its malleabiUty and lower carbon
content 2 : an instrument or implement of or characteristically of
steel: as a : a thrusting or cutting weapon b : an instrument (as a
fluted round rod with a handle) for sharpening knives c : a piece
of steel for striking sparks from flint d : a strip of steel used for
stiffening 3 : a quality characteristic of steel 4 a : the steel
manufacturing industry h pi ; shares of stock in steel companies

2Steel vt 1 : to overlay, point, or edge with steel 2 a : to cause to
resemble steel b : to fill with resolution or determination

Ssteel adj 1 ; made of steel 2 : of or relating to the production of
steel 3 : resembling steel

steel band n : a band orig. developed in Trinidad and composed of
tuned percussion instruments cut out of oil barrels

steel blue n 1 ; a variable color averaging a grayish blue 2 : any
of the blue colors assumed by steel at various temperatures in tem-
pering

Steel engraving n l ; the art or process of engraving on steel

2 : an impression taken from an engraved steel plate
Steel guitar n % hawahan guitar
Steel'head \'sie(3)l-,hed\ n ; a large-sized western No. American
silvery anadromous trout usu. held to be a race of the rainbow
trout (Salmo gairdnerii)

steel. i'Uess \'ste-le-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being steely

steel wool n ; an abrasive material composed of long fine steel
shavings and used esp. for scouring and burnishing

Steel,work \'ste(3ll-,w3rk\ n 1 : work in steel 2 pi but sing or pi in
constr : an establishment where steel is made

Steel.work.er \-,war-kar\ n : one that works in steel and esp. in the
manufacturing of it

Steely \'ste-le\ adj 1 ; made of steel 2 : resembling steel

Eteel.yard \'ste{a)l-.yard, 'stil-yardN n [prob. fr. ^steel + yard (rod)]
; a balance in which the object is

suspended from the shorter arm
of a lever and the weight of the O
object found by moving a counter-
poise along the longer arm to pro-
duce equihbrium
Steen-bok \'sten-,bak, 'stan-\ or
stein.bok \'stTn-\ nJAfrik steen-
bok: akin to OE stanbucca ibex;
both fr. a prehistoric WGmc com-
pound whose elements are repre-
sented respectively by OE stan stone
and OE bucca buck] : any of a
genus (Raphicerus) of small plains antelopes of southern and eastern
Africa
iSteep \'step\ adj [ME stepe, fr. OE steap high, steep, deep; akin to
MHG stiej steep. ON staup lump, knoll, cup] 1 : lofty, high —
used chiefly of a sea 2 : making a large angle with the plane if the
horizon : PREClprrous 3 a : mounting or falling precipitously
b ; being or characterized by a very rapid decline or increase
4 : difficult to accept, meet, or perform ; excessive — steep'ly adv— sleepiness n
syn ABRUPT, PRECIPITOUS. SHEER: siEEP implies such sharpness of

pitch that ascent or descent is very difficult; abrupt implies a
sharper pitch and a sudden break in the level; PRECiprrous applies
to an incline approaching the vertical; sheer suggests an unbroken
perpendicular expanse

2steep n : a precipitous place
Ssteep vb [ME stepen: akin to Sw stopa to steep, and prob. to ON
staup cup] vt 1 : to soak in a liquid at a temperature under the
boiling point (as for softening, bleaching, or extracting a flavor)
2 : bathe, wet 3 ; to saturate with or subject thoroughly to (some
strong or pervading influence) ~ vi ; to undergo the process of
soaking in a liquid syn see soak — Steepler n

«Steep n 1 : the state or process of being steeped 2 ; a bath or
solution in which something is steeped 3 : a tank In which a ma-
terial is steeped
Steep«en \'ste-pan, 'step-'mX vb steep.en-lng \'step-(3-)nio\ vt
; to make steeper '^ vi ; to become steeper

Stee.ple \'ste-p3l\ n [ME stepel, fr. OE stepel tower; akin to OE
steap steep] ; a tall structure usu. having a small spire at the top and
surmounting a church tower; broadly : the whole of a church tower

stee.ple.bush \-,bush\ n : hardhack
stee.ple.chase \-.chas\ « [fr. the use of church steeples as land-
marks to guide the riders] : a race across country by horsemen;
also : a race over a course obstructed by obstacles (as hedges, walls,
or hurdles) — stee>ple>chas>er \-,cha-sar\ n

Stee.ple.jack \-,jak\ n ; one whose work is building smokestacks,
towers, or steeples or climbing up the outside of such structures to
paint and make repairs
isteer \'sUO)r\ n [me, fr. OE steor young ox; akin to OHG stior
young ox, Skt sthavira, sthura stout, thick, broad] 1 : a male
bovine animal castrated before sexual maturity 2 : a usu. young ox

asteer vb [ME steren, fr. OE stieran; akin to OE steor- steering oar,
Gk stauros stake, cross, stylos pillar, Skt sthavira sthura stout,
thick. L stare to stand — more at stand] vt 1 ; to direct the course
of; sped] : to guide by mechanical means (as a rudder) 2 : to set
and hold to (a course) '^ vi 1 ; to direct the course (as of a ship
or automobile) 2 : to pursue a course of action 3 ; to be subject
to guidance or direction <an automobile that ~s well) syn see
GUIDE — steer.able \'stir-3-b3l\ adj — steer-er n — steer clear
: to keep entirely away — often used with oJ

3Steer n ; a hint as to procedure ; tip
•steer dial Brit var of STIR
Steer.age \'sUf3)r-ij\ n 1 : the act or practice of steering; broadly

: direction 2 [fr. its orig. being located near the rudder] : a
section in a passenger ship for passengers paying the lowest fares
and given inferior accommodations

steer«age.way \-,wa\ n ; a rate of motion sufficient to make a
ship or boat answer the helm

Steering committee n ; a managing or directing committee; specij
: a committee that determines the order in which business diall be
taken up in a U.S. legislative body

steering gear n : a mechanism by which something is steered
steering wheel n : a hand wheel by means of which one steers
steers.man \'sti(3)rz-m3n\ n : one who steers : helmsman
iSteeve \'stev\ vt [ME steven, prob. fr. Sp estibar or Pg estivar to
pack tightly, fr. L stiparc to press together — more at stiff] : to
stow esp. in a ship's hold
ssteeve vb [origin unknown] vi, oj a bowsprit ; to incline upward
at an angle with the horizon or the line of the keel ^^ vt % to set
(a bowsprit) at an upward inclination

3steeve n : the angle that a bowsprit makes with the horizon or with
the keel

StegO'Sau-rus \,steg-3-'s6r-3s\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk stegos
roof + sauros hzard — more at thatch, sauria] : any of a genus
(Stegosaurus) of large armored dinosaurs of the Upper Jurassic
rocks of Colorado and Wyoming

stein \'stTn\ n [prob. fr. G steingut stoneware, fr. stein stone -I- gut
goods] : an earthenware mug esp. for beer commonly holding about
a pint; also : the quantity of beer that a stein holds

ste.la \'ste-l3\ or stele \'ste-le\ n, pi ste-lae \-(.)Ie\ [L & Gk-
L stela, fr. Gk stele; akin to Gk stellein to set up — more at stall]
: a usu. carved or inscribed stone slab or pillar used for com-
memorative purposes

Ste-Iar \'ste-l3r\ adj ; of, relating to. or constituting a stele

stele \'ste(3)l, 'ste-leV n [NL, fr. Gk stele stela, piUar] ; the usu.
cylindrical central vascular portion of the axis of a vascular plant

Stel'lar \'stel-ar\ adj [LL stellaris, fr. L stella star — more at star]
1 a : of or relating to the stars : astral b : composed of stars

2 ; of or relating to a theatrical or film star 3 a : leading,
PRINCIPAL b ; OUTSTANDING

stel'late \'stel-,at\ adj ; resembling a star (as in shape) : radiated
<a ~ leaf) — steMate-ly adv

Stel.li.lorm \'stel-3-,f6rm\ adj [NL stelUjormis, fr. L Stella +
-ijormis -iform] : shaped hke a star

Stel.U.Iy \-.fT\ vt [ME stellijien, fr. MF stellijier, fr. ML stellijicare,

fr. L Stella star] ; to turn into a star : place among the stars

SteMu.lar \*stel-ya-l3r\ adj [LL stellula, dim. of L stella'\ 1 : hav-
ing the shape of a small star 2 : radiating like a star

tStem \'stem\ n [ME, fr. OE stejn, stemn stem of a plant or ship;
OE stejn akin to OE stsej staff; OE stemn akin to OE standan to
stand] 1 a ; the main trunk of a tree or other plant; specij ; a
primary plant axis that develops buds and shoots instead of roots
b : a plant part (as a branch, petiole, or stipe) that supports another
(as a leaf or fruit) c : a bunch of bananas d : the bow or prow of a
ship 2 : a line of ancestry : stock; esp : a fundamental line from
which others have arisen 3 ; the part of an inflected word that
remains unchanged except by phonetic changes or variations
throughout an inflection 4 : something felt to resemble a plant
stem: as a : a main or heavy stroke of a letter; also : body 7
b ; the short perpendicular line extending from the head of a musi-
cal note c : the part of a tobacco pipe from the bowl outward
d : the cylindrical support of a piece of stemware (as a goblet)
e : a shaft of a watch — from stem to stern : throughout,
THOROUGHLY
2stem vt stemmed; stem«ming 1 ; to make headway against (as
an adverse tide, current, or wind) 2 : to check or progress against
(something adverse) istemming the angry crowd) — stem-mer n

3Stem vb stemmed; stem-ming vi : to have or trace an origin or
development : derive '^ vt 1 ; to remove the stem from 2 : to
make stems for syn see spring — stem-mer n

4stera vb stemmed; stem-ming [ME stemmen to dam up, fr. ON
stemma; akin to OE stamerian to stammer] vt 1 : to stop, check,
or restrain by or as if by damming 2 : to turn (skis) in stemming
r^ vi 1 ; to restrain or check oneself; also : to become checked or
stanched 2 I to retard oneself by forcing the heel of one ski or of
both skis outward from the line of progress
sstem n 1 : check, dam 2 : an act or instance of stemming on skis

Stem.less \-las\ adj : having no stem : acaulescent
stem-ma \'siem-A n, pi stem.ma.ta \-3t-3\ [L. wreath, pedigree

(fr. the wreaths placed on ancestral images), fr. Gk. wTeath, fr.

stephein to crown, enwreath ] 1 ; a scroll (as among the ancient
Romans) containing a Ust of family names with indication of
genealogical relations 2 : a tree showing the relationships of the
manuscripts of a literary work
istemmed \'stemd\ adj : having a stem
^stemmed adj : having the stem removed <'^ benles)
Stem.my \'stem-e\ adj : abounding in stems <'-^ hay)
Stem.son \'stem(p)-s3n\ n [stem + -son (as in keelson)'\ i a piece
of curved limber bolted to Uie stem, keelson, and apron in a ^p's
frame near the bow
stem turn n : a skiing turn executed by stemming an outside ski

stem-ware \'stem-,wa(3)r, -,weC3)r\ n ; glass hollow ware mounted
on a stem
Stem-Wind»er \-'wTn-dar\ n l ! a stem-winding watch 2 : one
that is first-rate of its kind

stem-Wind.ing \-dio\ adj ; wound by an inside mechanism turned
by the knurled knob at the outside end of the stem
Sten \'sten\ n [Major 5Tieppard. 20th cent. E army officer + Mr.
Turpin, 20th cent. E civil servant -I- England] : a light simple
9-millimeter British machine carbine

Sten- or steno- comb Jorm [Gk, fr. stenos'] : close : narrow : little

istenobathic}
Stench \'stench\ n [ME. fr. OE stenc; akin to OE stincan to emit a
smell — more at stink] : stink

Stench.lul \-fal\ adj : full of disagreeable smells
Stenchy\'sten-che\arf/ : having a stench
isten-cU \'sten(t)-s3l\ n [ME stan-
selen to ornament with sparkling
colors, fr. MF estanceler, fr. estan-
cele spark, fr. (assumed) VL stin-

cilia, fr. L scintilla'] 1 ; an im- stencil 1
pervious material (as a sheet of
paper, thin wax, or woven fabric) perforated with lettering
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design, or print produced by means of a stencil 3 : a printing
process that uses a stencil

sstencil vt sten>ciled or sten-cilled; sten>cil>ing or sten>cil>ling
\-s(3-)lio\ 1 : to produce by stencil 2 : to mark or paint witli a
stencil — sten-cil-er or sten-cil-ler \-s(3-)l3r\ n

sten>cil<ize \-s3-,lTz\ vt 1 : stencil 2 2 : to cut into a stencil
stencil paper n : strong tissue paper impregnated or coated (as with
paraffin) for stencils

steno \'sten-(,)o\ n : stenographer
StenO'batH'ic \,sten-a-'bath-ik\ adj [sten- + Gk bathos depth —
more at bath-] oJ a pelagic organism ; living within narrow limits
of depth

Steno<grapll \'sten-3-,graf\ vt [back-formation fr. stenographer'}
: to write or report in stenographic characters

Ste.nog.ra.pher \st3-'nag-r3-f9r\ n l : a writer of shorthand
2 : one employed chiefly to take and transcribe dictation

steno-graph-ic \,sten-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or using
stenography — steno-graph._i.cal.ly \-i-kf3-)le\ adv

Ste.nog.ra.phy \si9-'nag-r3-fe\ n 1 ; the art or process of writing
in shorthand 2 : shorthand esp. written from dictation or oral
discourse 3 : the making of shorthand notes and subsequent
transcription of them

steno-ha.line \,sten-6-'ha-.lTn, -'hal-Jn\ adj [ISV sten- + Gk
halinos of salt, fr, hals salt — more at salt] oJ an aquatic organism
: unable to withstand wide variation in salinity of the surrounding
water
Ste.noph.a.gous \ste-'n"af-3-g3s\ adj [ISV] : eating few kinds of
foods <'--' insects)

Ste.nosed \st3-'n6st, -'no2d\ adj [fr. pp. of stenose (to affect with
stenosis) ] : affected with stenosis

Ste-ncsiS \st3-'n6-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk stenosis act of narrowing,
fr. stenoun to narrow, fr. stenos narrow] : a narrowing or constric-
tion of the diameter of bodily passage or orifice — ste-not'lc
\-'nat-ik\ adj

Steno.therm \'sten-3-,tharm\ n [back-formation fr. stenothermal}
; an organism only slightly resistant to change in temperature —
steno.ther.mal \,sten-3-'th3r-m9l\ adj — steno-tlier.niy \'sten-
3-,th3r-me\ n
Steno.top.ic \,sten-9-'tap-ik\ adj [prob. fr. G stenotop stenotopic,
fr. sten- + Gk topos place— more at topic ] : having a narrow range
of adaptability to chanRes in environmental conditions

steno.type \'sten-3-,tip\ n Isteno- (as in stenography) + type}
: a small machine somewhat like a typewriter used to record speech
by means of phonograms — stenotype vt — stenO'typ.ist \-,tT-
p3St\ n

Sten-tor \'sten-.t6(3)r, 'stent-3r\ n [L. fr. Gk Stentdr} 1 cap t a
Greek herald in the Trojan War noted for his loud voice 2 ; a
person having a loud voice

Sten.tO.rl-an \sten-'tor-e-3n, -'t6r-\ adj : extremely loud
Sten.tO.ro.phon.iC \,stent-3-r3-'fan-ik\ adj [l^L sientorophonicus,
fr. Gk Stentor Stentor -\- -o- -t- phone voice — more at ban]
: speaking or sounding very loud : stentorian

tStep Vstep\ n [ME, fr. OE st^pe: akin to OHG stapjo step,
stampjon to stamp] 1 ; a rest for the foot in ascending or descend-
ing: as a : stair h : a ladder rung 2 a (1) : an advance or
movement made by raising the foot and bringing it down elsewhere
(2) : a combination of foot or foot and body movements constitut-
ing a unit or a repeated pattern (3) : manner of walking : stride
b ; footprint c : the sound of a footstep 3 a : the space passed
over in one step b : a short distance c : the height of one stair

4 pi : COURSE. WAY 5 a : a degree, grade, or rank in a scale b : a
stage in a process 6 : a frame on a ship designed to receive an
upright shaft; esp : a block supporting the heel of a mast 7 : an
action, proceeding, or measure often occurring as one in a series

8 : pace with another 9 : a steplike offset or part usu. occurring
in a series 10 : a musical scale degree — step.like \-,lTk\ adj— Stepped \'stept\ adj
astep vb stepped; step-ping vi la: to move by raising the foot
and bringing it down elsewhere or by moving each foot in suc-
cession b : dance 2 a : to go on foot : walk b obs : advance,
PROCEED c : DEPART d ! to move briskly 3 : to press down with
the foot 4 : to come as if at a single step -^ vr 1 : to take by mov-
ing the feet in succession <— three paces) 2 a : to move ithe foot)
in any direction : set b : to traverse on foot 3 : to go through the
steps of : PERFORM 4 : to erect by fixing the lower end in a step
5 : to measure by steps <'^ off 50 yards) 6 a : to provide with
steps b ; to make steps in ('^ a key) 7 : to construct or arrange in
or as if in steps

Step- comb form [ME, fr. OE steop-: akin to OHG stioj- step-]
: related by virtue of a remarriage (as of a parent) and not by blood
<^re;jparent) (..^repsister)

step-broth. er \'step-,br3tii-3r\ n : a son of one's stepparent by a
former marriage
Step-by-step \,step-b3-'step\ adj : marked by successive degrees
usu. of limited extent ; gradual

Step. child \'step-,chTld\ /i ; a child of one's wife or husband by a
former marriage
Step-cline \'step-,klTn\ n : an Irregular or interrupted dine
Step-daugh-ter \'step-,d6t-9r\ n : a daughter of one's wife or
husband by a former marriage
Step down vt : to lower the voltage of (a current) by means of a
transformer
Step-down \'step-.daun\ n : a decrease or re-

duction in size or amount <a ^ in dosage)
step.la.ther \'step-,fath-9r\ n : the husband of
one's mother by a subsequent marriage

Step in vi 1 : to make a brief informal visit

2 : to enter into an affair or dispute often with-
out invitation, permission, or welcome
istep-in \'step-,in\ adj ; put on by being stepped
into <'^ clothing)
2Step-in n : an article of step-in clothing; esp, pi
X a woman's brief panties

Step.lad.der \'step-.lad-9r\ n : a portable set of
steps with a hinged frame for steadying
Step*moth>er \-,m9th-9r\ n ; th"^e wife of one's stepladder
father by a subsequent marriage

step out v/ 1 : to go away from a place usu. for a short distance and
for a short time 2 : to go or march at a vigorous or increased
pace 3 : die 4 % to lead an active social life 5 ; to be un-
faithful — usu. used with on

Step.par-ent \'step-, par-ant, -,per-\ n : the husband or wife of
one's mother or father by a subsequent marriage

steppe \'step\ n [Russ step'} 1 : one of the vast usu. level and
treeless tracts in southeastern Europe or Asia 2 ; arid land
with xerophilous vegetation found usu. in regions of extreme
temperature range and loess soil

stepped-up \'step-'t3p\ adj : accelerated, intensihed
Step.per \"step-9r\ n : one that steps (as a fast horse or a dancer)
step.ping-off place \,step-io-'6f-\ n 1 ; the outbound end of a
transportation line 2 ; a place from which one departs for un-
known territory

step.plng-stone \'step-ir)-,st6n\ n 1 : a stone on which to step
(as in crossing a stream) 2 : a means of progress or advancement

step rocket n : a multistage rocket whose sections are fired suc-
cessively

Step-sis-ter \'step-,sis-t9r\ n : a daughter of one's stepparent by a
former marriage

step-son \-,s9n\ n : a son of one's husband or wife by a former
marriage

step stool n : a stool with one or two steps that often fold away
beneath the seat

step turn n : a skiing turn executed in a downhill traverse by lifting

the upper ski from the ground, placing it in the desired direction,
weighting it, and bringing the other ski parallel

step up v/ 1 : to increase the voltage of (a current) by means of a
transformer 2 : to increase, augment, or advance by one or more
steps ^ vi 1 : to come forward 2 : to undergo an increase 3 ; to
receive a promotion ~ step-up \'step-,9p\ adj
step-up \'step-,9p\ n : an increase or advance in size or amount
-ster \st3r\ n comb jorm [ME, fr. OE -estre female agent; akin to
MD -ster} 1 : one that does or handles or operates <spin.j/er)
<tap5rer> <team5rer) 2 : one that makes or uses <s.on%ster) <pun-
ster) 3 : one that is associated with or participates in <game^/er)
(gangsr^r) 4 : one that is <young5/er)

step-wise \-,wTz\ adj 1 : marked by steps ; gradual 2 : moving
by step to adjacent musical tones

Ster-CO-ra-ceous \.st9r-k9-'ra-sh9s\ adj [L stercor-, stercus ex-
crement; akin to MHG dree filth] : relating to, being, or containing
dung

ster.co-ric-o.lous \-'rik-9-l9s\ adj [L stercor-, stercus excrement +
E -1- -I- -colous] : living in dung

ster.cov-o.rous \,st9r-'kav-9-r3s\ adj [L stercus excrement -{- E
-n- + -vnrous} : S( atophagous {-^ insects)

stere \'stif3)r, 'ste(3)r\ n [F stere, fr. Gk stereos} — see metric
system table

stere- or stereo- comb Jorm [ NL, fr. Gk, fr. stereos solid — more at
STARE] 1 : solid : solid body (stereotaxis} 2 a : stereoscopic
(.stereopsis^ b : having or dealing with three dimensions of space
istereochemislry)_
iste-reo \'srer-e-,o. 'stir-\ n 1 : stereotype 2 [short for stere-
oscopy} a : a stereoscopic method, system, or effect b : a stereo-
scopic photograph 3 [short for stereophonic} a : stereophonic
reproduction b : a stereophonic sound system

2stereo adj 1 a : stereoscopic b : stereotyped 2 : stereophonic
Ste.reo-bate \'ster-e-9-,bat, 'stir-\ n [For L; F stereobate, fr. L
stereobata foundation, fr. Gk stereobates, fr. stere- + bainein to
go — more at come] ; a substructure of masonry visible above the
ground level

ste-reo.chem-is-try \,ster-e-o-'kem-9-stre, ,stir-\ n [ISV] : a
branch of chemistry that deals with the spatial arrangement of
atoms and groups in molecules
ste-reo-gram \'ster-e-9-,gram, 'stir-\ n [ISV] 1 : a diagram or
picture representing objects with an impression of sohdity or relief

2 : stereograph
ste. reo.graph \-,graf\ n [ISV] : a pair of stereoscopic pictures or a
picture composed of two superposed stereoscopic images that gives

a three-dimensional effect when viewed with a stereoscope or special
spectacles — stereograph vb
ste.reo-graph-ic \,ster-e-9-'graf-ik, ,stir-\ adj ; made or done
according to stereography — ste-reo.graph.i.caMy \-i-k(3-)lc\

Ste-re-og-ra-phv X.ster-e-'ag-ra-fe, ,stir-\ n 1 : the art, process, or
technique of delineating the forms of solid bodies on a plane
2 : stereoscopic photography

ste.reo-iso-mer \,ster-e-o-'T-s9-m9r, ,stir-\ n [ISV] : any isomer In

an example of stereoisomerism
ste-reo-iso-mer-ic \-,T-s3-'mer-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, orexhibit-

ste-reo-isom-er-ism N-f.^T-'sam-g-.riz-gmV n : isomerism in which
atoms are linked in the same order but differ in their spatial ar-

rangement
Ste-reo.met.rlc \,ster-e-o-'me-trik. ,stir-\ adj [NL stereometricus,

fr. Gk stereometrikos, fr. stereometria measurement of solids, fr.

stere- + -mefria -metry] : having or representing a simple readily
measurable solid form

Ste.reo.mi'Cro.scope \-'mT-kr9-,sk5p\ n : a microscope having a
set of optics for each eye to make an object appear in three dimen-
sions

Ste-reo.pho-nic \-e-9-'fan-ik also -'fo-nik\ adj [ISV] : giving,

relating to, or consdtuting a three-dimensional effect of auditory
perspective — ste.reo.pho-ny \.ster-e-'af-9-ne, ,stir-; 'ster-e-s-

,fo-ne, 'stir-\ n
ste.reo-pho-tog-ra-phy X.ster-e-o-fa-'tag-ra-fe, ,stir-\ n tlSV]

: stereoscopic photography
ste. re.op-sis \,ster-e-'ap-s3s. ,stir-\ n [NL] : stereoscopic vision

ste.re.op-ti.con \-'ap-ti-k9n\ n [NL, fr. stere- + Gk optikon, neut.

of optikos optic] ; a projector for transparent slides often made
double so as to produce dissolving views

Ste-reo-scope \'ster-e-9-,sk6p, 'stir-\ n : an optical instrument with
two eyeglasses for helping the observer to combine the images of
two pictures taken from points of view a little way apart and thus to
get the effect of solidity or depth
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Ste.reo.scop.iC \,ster-e-3-'skap-ik, ,stir-\ ad] 1 : of or relating to
stereoscopy or the stereoscope 2 : characterized by stereoscopy
<— vision) — ste-reo.scop.i.cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\ ady

Ste.re«os.CO-.py \,ster-e-'as-k3-pe, ,stir-; 'ster-e-s-.sko-pe, 'stir-\ n
[ISV] 1 : a science that deals with stereoscopic effects and methods
2 : the seeing of objects in three dimensions

Ste-reo-tax.iS X.ster-e-a-'tak-sas, ,stir-\ n [NL] : a taxis in which
contact esp. with a solid body is the directive factor

Ste-re'Ot'O'iny \-c-'at-3-me\ n [F stereotomie, fr, stere- stere- +
-tomie -tomy] : the art or technique of cutting solids; esp ; the art of
stoneciitting

Ste're.ot*ro*pi5in X.ster-e-'a-trs-.piz-am, ,stir-\ n [ISV] ; a tropism
in which contact esp. with a soUd or a rigid surface is the orienting
factor
iStcreO'type \'ster-e-a-,tTp, 'stir-\ n [F stereotype, fr. stere- stere-

+ type'i 1 : a plate made by molding a matrix of a printing surface
and making from this a cast in type metal 2 ; something conform-
ing to a fixed or general pattern; esp : a standardized mental picture
held in common by members of a group and representing an over-
simplified opinion, affective attitude, or uncritical judgment (as of a
person, a race, an issue, or an event)
astereotype v: 1 : to make a stereotype from 2 a : to repeat with-
out variation b ; to develop a mental stereotype about — ste-
reo*typ-er n

Ste-reO'typed adj ; lacking originaUty or Individuality <j^ thinking)
syn see TRITE

Ste.reo.ty»py \-e-3-,tT-pe\ n 1 : the art or process of making or
of printing from stereotype plates 2 : frequent almost mechanical
repetition of the same posture, movement, or form of speech (as in
schizophrenia)

Ste.ric \'ster-ik 'stiC3)r-\ adj [ISV stere- + -ic^ ; relating to the
arrangement of atoms in space ; spatial — &te*ri*cal>ly \'ster-
i-k(a-)Ie, 'stir-\ adv

Ster<ile Vster-sl, chiejly Brit -,n\ adj [L sterilis; akin to Goth
stairo sterile, Gk steira'\ 1 a : failing to produce or incapable of
producing offspring <a '^ hybrid) b : failing to bear or incapable
of producing fruit or spores c : incapable of germinating ('^
spores) d oj a flower : neither perfect nor pistillate 2 a : unpro-
ductive of vegetation <a •^ arid region) b : deficient in ideas or
originality c : free from Uving organisms and esp. microorganisms— stcriM.ty \st3-'ril-at-e\ n
syn STERILE, BARREN, IMPOTENT, UNFRUITFUL, INFERTILE mean

lacking the power to produce offspring or bear fruit, sterile implies
inability as through an organic defect; barren stresses lack of
issue or return for effort expended; impotent imphes lack of ability
to perform the act of procreation; unfruttfltl is less forceful than
BARREN and apphes more often to land or to efforts that bring forth
nothing worthwhile; infertile stresses the fact of sterility without
suggesting the cause

Ster.il-iza.tion \,ster-3-la-'za-sh3n\ n ; the actorprocessofsterilizing
ster.il.ize \'ster-3-,lTz\ vt : to make sterile: as a : to cause (land)
to become unfruitful h (1) : to deprive of the power of reproducing
(2) : to make incapable of germination c : to make powerless or
useless d ; to free from Uving microorganisms — ster»il«iz«er n

Ster.let \'star-bt\ n [Russ sterlyad'Z : a small sturgeon {Acipenser
ruthenus) found in the Caspian sea and its rivers and esteemed for
"s flavor and '

:er.ling \'st

r articles of
asterling adj 1 a : of, relating to, or calculated in terms of British
sterling b : payable in sterling 2 A of silver ; having a fixed
standard of purity usu. defined legally as represented by an alloy
of 925 parts of silver with 75 parts of copper b : made of sterling
silver 3 : conforming to the highest standard — ster>Iing>ly
\-lig-le\ adv — ster-ling-ness n

sterling area n : a group of countries whose currencies are tied to
the British pound sterling — called also sterling bloc
istern \'st3m\ adj [ME sterne. fr. OE styrne; akin to OE starian to
stare] 1 a : having a definite hardness or severity of nature or
manner : austere b : expressive of severe displeasure : harsh
2 : forbidding or gloomy in appearance 3 : inexorable (-^ neces-
sity) 4 : STURDY, stout <a -- resolve) syn see severe — stern-ly
adv — stern.ness \'starn-nas\ n
2stern n [me, rudder, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON stjdrn
act of steering: akin to OE stieran to steer — more at steer] 1 : the
rear end of a boat 2 : a hinder or rear part

Ster«nal \'st3m-^I\ adj : of or relating to the sternum
Stern chase n : a chase in which a pursuing ship follows in the path
of another
Stem chaser n ; a gun so placed as to be able to fire astern at a
ship in chase

stern.Iore.most \'st3m-'fo{3)r-,m6st, -'f6(9)r-\ adv : with the
stern in advance : backward

Stern.most \'st3m-,most\ adj : farthest astern
Ster.no.COS.tal \,st3r-(,)n6-'kast-n\ adj [NL sternnm — E -o- -I-

costal'i : of, relating to, or situated between the sternum and ribs
stern-post \'st3rn-,post\ n : the principal member at the stem of a
ship extending from keel to deck

Stern.son \'st3m(t)-s9n\ n [stem + keelson] : the end of a keelson
to which the sternpost is bolted
ster-num V'stsr-namX n, pi sternums or ster.na \-n3\ [NL, fr.Gk sternon chest, breastbone; akin to OHG siima forehead, L
sternere to spread out — more at strew] : a compound ventral
bone or cartilage connecting the ribs or the shoulder girdle or
both — called also breastbone

Ster.nu-ta.tion \,st3r-ny3-'ta-sh3n\ n [L sternutation-, sternutatio,
fr. sternutatus, pp. of sternufare to sneeze, fr. siernutus, pp of
sternuere to sneeze; akin to Gk ptarnyslhai to sneeze] : the act, fact,
or noise of sneezing — ster.nU'ta.tQ.ry \,st3r-'n(y)Ut-a-,t6r-e
-,tor-\ or ster.nu.ta.tive_\,star-'n(y)ut-9t-iv, 'st3r-nya-,tat-\ adj

Ster.nu.ta-tor \'st3r-nya-,tat-3r\ n : an agent that induces sneezing
and often lacnmation and vomiting
stern.ward \'stam-w5rd\ or stern.wards \-w9rdz\ adv (or adi)

: aft. astern '

stem.way \'st3m-.wa\ n : movement of a ship backward or with
stem foremost

sterii-wheel.er \-'hwe-br. -'we-X n : a paddle-wheel steamer having
a stern wheel instead of side wheels

Ste.roid \'sti(a)r-,6id, •steCa)r-\ n : any of numerous compounds
containing the carbon rmg system of the sterols and including

the sterols and various hormones and glycosides — steroid or
ste-roi'dal \st3-'r6id-'l\ adj

Ste.rol \'sti(a)r-,6I, 'ste(3)r-, -,ol\ n [ISV, fr. -sterol (as in choles-
terol)} : any of various solid cyclic alcohols (as cholesterol) widely
distributed in animal and plant hpides

Ster.tor \'st3rt-3r\ n [NL, fr. L stertere to snore; akin to sternuere
to sneeze] : the act or fact of producing a snoring sound : snoring

Ster.tO-rous \-9-r9s\ adj : characterized by a harsh snoring or
gasping sound — ster.to-rous'ly adv — ster-to.rous.ness n

Stet \'stet\ vt stet.ted; stet.tlng [L, let it stand, fr. stare to stand— more at stand] : to annotate with the word siet or otherwise
mark to nulUfy a previous order to delete or omit (a word or pas-
sage) from a manuscript or printer's proof
Stetho.scope \'steth-3-,skop, 'steth-\ n [F stethoscope, fr. Gk
stethos chest + F -scope'[ : an instrument used to detect and study
sounds produced in the body — stetho. scop'ic \,steth-3-'skap-ik,
,steth-\ or stetho>scop.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj — stethO'Scop-i-cal-ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv — ste-thO'SCO-py \ste-*thas-k3-pe, 'steth-3-,sko-pe\

Ste.ve.dore \'ste-v3-,do(3)r, -,d6f3)r\ n [Sp estibador, fr. estibar
to pack, fr. L stipare to press together — more at shfe] : one who
works at or is responsible for unloading a ship in port — stevedore
vb

Stevedore knot or stevedore's knot n : a stopper knot similar to
a figure eight knot but with one or more extra turns
istew \'st(y)U\ n [ME stu, fr. MF estuve, fr. (assumed) VL extufa,
fr. extufare to stew] 1 obs ; a utensil used for boiling 2 : a hot
bath 3 a ; brothel b ; a district of brothels — usu. used in pi.

4a: food prepared by stewing; esp : fish or meat usu. with vegeta-
bles prepared in this way b (1) : a heterogeneous mixture (2) : a
state of heat and congestion 5 : a state of excitement, worry, or
confusion
2stew vt ; to boil slowly or with simmering heat ^ vi 1 ; to become
cooked by stewing 2 : to swelter esp. from confinement in a hot
or stuffy atmosphere 3 t to become agitated or worried : fret
istew.ard \'st(y)u-3rd, •st(y)u(-3)rd\ n [ME, fr. OE stiweard, fr.

sti hall, sty + weard ward] 1 : one employed in a large household
or estate to manage domestic concerns including supervision of
servants, collection of rents, and keeping of accounts 2 : shop
steward 3 ; a finance officer 4 a : an employee on a ship, air-

plane, bus, or train who manages the provisioning of food and
otherwise attends passengers b : one appointed to supervise the
provision and distribution of food and drink in an institution

6 : one who actively directs affairs ; manager — stew.ard.ess
\-3s\ n — stew.ard'Sliip \-,ship\ n
2steward vr : to act as a steward for : manage «- vj : to perform the
duties of a steward

Stew-pan \'st(y)ii-,pan\ n ; a saucepan used for ste^^^ng

Sthen-lc \'sthen-ik\ adj [NL sthenicus, fr. Gk sthenos strength]
1 : notably or excessively vigorous or energetic <-^ fever) <-~^ emo-
tions) 2 ; pyknic

Stib.ine \'stib-,en\ n [ISV, fr. L stibium'] : a colorless poisonous
flammable gas SbHa of antimony and hydrogen with a disagreeable
odor

Stib.nite \'stib-,nTt\ n [alter, of obs. E stihine stibnite. fr. F, fr. L
stibium antimony, fr. Gk stibi, fr. Egypt sim} : a mineral SbzSs con-
sisting of antimony trisulfide occurring in orthorhombic lead-gray
crystals of metallic luster and also massive
StiCho.myth.ia \,stik-3-'mith-e-a\ n [Gk, fr. siichomythein to
speak dialogue in alternate lines, fr. stichos row, verse + mythos
tale, myth; akin to Gk steichein to walk, go — more at stair]
: dialogue esp. of altercation or dispute deUvered in alternating
hnes (as in classical Greek drama) — sticbo.myth'ic \-'mith-ik\

istick \'stik\ n [ME stik, fr. OE sticca; akin to ON stik stick, OE
stician to stick] 1 : a woody piece or part of a tree or shrub: as
a : a usu. dry or dead severed shoot, twig, or slender branch
b : a cut or broken branch or piece of wood gathered for fuel or
construction material 2 ; a long slender piece of wood: as a (1)

: a club or staff used as a weapon (2) ; something suitable for
use in compelling b : walking sncK C : any implement used
for striking or propelling an object in a game d : a baton sym-
bolizing an office or dignity; also : a person entitled to bear such a
baton 3 : a piece of the materials composing something (as a build-
ing) 4 : any of various implements resembling a stick in shape,
origin, or use: as a (1) : composing stick (2) ; stickful b : an
airplane lever operating the elevators and ailerons : the gear-
shift lever of an automobile 5 a : person, chap b ; a dull,

inert, stiff, or spiritless person 6 pi : wooded or rural districts

<a hick from the ~^) 7 : an herbaceous stalk resembling a woody
stick <celery '^5) 8 : mast; also : yard 9 ; a piece of furniture
10 : a number of bombs arranged for release from a bombing plane
in a series across a target

3Stick vr 1 : to arrange Oumber) in stacks 2 : to provide a stick
as a support for 3 : to set (type) in a composing stick : compose

3Stick vb Stuck \'st3k\ stuck; stick-ing [ME stikken, fr. OE
stician: akin to OHG sticken to prick, L instigare to urge on, goad,
Gk stizein to tattoo] vr 1 a : to pierce with something pointed
: stab b : to kill by piercing 2 : to push or thrust so as or as if to
pierce 3 a : to fasten by thmsting in b ; impale c ; push, thrust
4 : to put or set in a specified place or position 5 : to fumish with
things fastened on by or as if by piercing 6 : to attach by or as if by
causing to adhere to a surface 7 a : to compel to pay esp. by
trickery b : overcharge 8 a : to halt the movement or action
of b : baffle, stump 9 a : cheat, defraud b : to saddle with
something disadvantageous or disagreeable — vi 1 : to hold to
something firmly by or as if by adhesion: a : to become fixed in
place by means of a pointed end b : to become fast by or as if by
miring or by gluing or plastering {stuck in the mud) 2 a : to
remain in a place, situation, or environment b ; to hold fast or
adhere resolutely : cling c : to remain effective d ; to keep close
to in a chase or competition 3 : to become blocked, wedged, or
jammed 4 a : balk, scruple b : to find oneself baffled c : to
be unable to proceed 5 : project, protrude
syn STICK, adhere, cohere, cling, cleave mean to become closely

attached, stick implies attachment by affixing or by being glued
together; adhere implies a growing together or figuratively a
deUberate accepting; cohere suggests a sticking together of parts
so that they form a unified mass; cling implies attachment by
hanging on with arms or tendrils; cleave stresses strength of
attachment
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4StiCl£ n 1 : a thrust with a pointed Instrument : stab 2a: delay,
STOP b : IMPEDIMENT 3 : adhesive quahty or substance

Stick.al)il-i«ty \,sak-3-'bU-3t-e\ n [^stick + ability'^ : ability to
endure or persevere

Stick around vi : to stay or wait about : linger
Stick-er \'stik-ar\ n l : one that pierces with a point 2 a ; one
that adheres or causes adhesion b : a slip of paper with gummed
back that when moistened adheres to a surface

StiCk'fUl \'stik-.fui\ n : as much set type as fills a composing stick
Stick.i-Iy \'stik-s-le_\ adv : in a sticky manner
Stick<i-ness \'stik-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being sticky
sticking plaster n ; an adhesive plaster esp. for closing superficial
wounds

stick insect n : any of various usu. wingless insects (esp. family
Phasmatidae) with a long round body resembling a stick
Stick-in-the-mud X'stik-sn-ths-.msdX n : one who is slow, old-
fashioned, or unprogressive; esp ; an old fogy

Stick-it \'stik-3t\ adj [Sc, fr. pp. of E ^stick'\ \ Scot : unfinished
2 chiefly Scot : having failed esp. in an intended profession <a '--'

minister)
Stick-Ie \'stik-3l\ v( stick.ling \-(3-)Iia\ [ME stightlen, freq. of
stighten to arrange, fr. OE stihlan; akin to OE stxger stair — more
at stair] 1 ; to contend esp. stubbornly and usu. on insufficient
grounds 2 : to feel scruples : scruple

StiCk'le.back \'slik-3l-,bak\ n [ME stykylbak, fr. OE sticel goad
+ ME bak back; akin to OE slician to stick] ; any of numerous
small scaleless fishes (family Gasterosteidae) having two or more
free spines in front of the dorsal fin

Stick-ler \'stik-(s-)l3r\ n 1 : one who insists on exactness or com-
pleteness in the observance of something {^ for obedience)
2 : POSER, sticker

Stick>man \'stik-,man, -man\ n : one who handles a stick: as
a : one who supervises the play at a dice table, calls the decisions,
and retrieves the dice b : a player in any of various games (as
lacrosse) played with a stick

stick out vi la: to jut out : project b : to be prominent or con-
spicuous 2 a : to be persistent (as in a demand or an opinion)
b ; STRIKE -^ v/ : to endure to the end — often used with it

StiCk*pin \'stik-,pin\ n : an ornamental pin worn in a necktie
Stick>seed \-,sed\ n : any of a genus {Lappula) of weedy herbs of
the borage family with bristly adhesive fruit

stick'tight \-,tTt\ n 1 : bur marigold 2 : stickseed
Stick-to-it-ive.ness \stik-'tu-3t-iv-n3s\ n [fr. the phrase stick to

it'\ : dogged perseverance : tenacity
stick up vr : to rob at gun point — stick-up \'stik-,3p\ n
stick-weed \'stik-,wed\ n : any of several plants with adhesive
seeds: as a ; an annual ragweed {Ambrosia artemisiijolia) with
finely divided foliage b : agrimony c : a beggar's-lice {Lappula
virginica)

Stick-work \-,w3rk\ n 1 : the use (as In lacrosse) of one's stick In
offensive and defensive techniques 2 : batting ability in baseball

Sticky \'stik-e\ adj 1 a : adhesive b (l) : gluey, viscous
(2) : coated with a sticky substance 2 : humiDj muggy; also
: clammy 3 : tending to stick <'--' valve)

istill \'stif\ adj [ME stij. fr. OE stlf: akin to MD slijj stiff, L
stipare to press together, Gk steibein to tread on] la: not easily
bent : rigid b : lacking in suppleness <'^ muscles) c : impeded
in movement — used of a mechanism d : drunk 2 a : firm, reso-
lute b: stubborn, unyielding c : proud d (l) : marked by
reserve or decorum : formal (2) ; lacking in ease or grace : stilted
3 : hard fought : pugnacious, sharp 4 a (1) ; exerting great force
; strong <~ wind) (2) : forceful, vigorous b : potent <a -^

dose) 5 : of a dense or glutinous consistency : thick 6a: harsh,
severe <a ^ penalty) b : arduous, rugged (^ terrain) 7 : not
easily heeled over by an external force (as the wind) <a ^ ship)
8 : expensive, steep <paid a -^ duty) — stifl-ly adv — stiH-uess n
syn STIFF, rigid, inflexible, tense, stark mean impossible to

bend, stiff may apply to any degree of this condition; rigid ap-
plies to something so stiff that it cannot be bent without breakmg;
inflexible stresses lack of suppleness or pliability; tense suggests
a straining or stretching to a point where elasticity is lost; stark
implies a stiffness associated with loss of life or warmth

sstiff adv 1 : STIFFLY 2 : to an extreme degree ; intensely (bored

istilf n 1 : corpse 2 a : bum, tramp b : laborer, hand
istifl-arm \'stif-,arm\ vb : straight-arm
2still-arm n : straight-arm
stifl-en \'stif 5n\ vb still-en-ing \-C3-)nio\ ; to make or become
stiff or stiffer — stin^en-er \-(a-)n3r\ n

StilJ-iSh \-ish\ adj : moderately stiff

Stifl-necked \'stif-'nekt\ adj 1 : haughty, stubborn 2 : stilted
iSti-fle \'stT-f3l\ n [ME] : the joint next above the hock in the
hind leg of a quadruped (as a horse) corresponding to the knee in
man

astille vb sti-Jling \-f(a-)lio\ [alter, of ME stujlen-\ vt 1 a : to
kill by depriving of oxygen : suffocate b (1) : smother (2) : muf-
fle 2 a : to cut off (as the voice or breath) b ; to withhold from
circulation or expression : repress i^ his anger) c : deter, dis-
courage ~ VI : to become suffocated by or as if by lack of oxygen
: smother — sti-ller \-f(a-)l3r\ n — sti-IIing adj — sti-fling-ly
\-f(s-)lia-le\ adv
Stig-ma \'stig-ma\ n, pi stig-ma-ta \stIg-'mat-9, 'stlg-mat-sV or
stigmas [L stigmat-, stigma mark, brand, fr. Gk, fr. sfizein to
tattoo — more at stick] 1 a archaic : a scar left by a hot iron
: BRAND b ; a mark of shame or discredit : stain c : an identifying
mark or characteristic; specij ; a specific diagnostic sign of a dis-
ease 2 3. pi t bodily marks or pains resembling the wounds of the
crucified Christ and sometimes accompanying religious ecstasy
b : petechia 3 a : a small spot, scar, or opening on a plant or
animal b : the part of the pistil of a flower which receives the
pollen grains and on which they germinate— stig-mal \'stig-mal\

Stig-mas-ter-ol \stlg-'mas-ta-,r61, -,rol\ n [NL Vhysostigma (genus
including the Calabar bean) + ISV sterol] : a crystalline sterol

C29H47OH obtained esp. from the oils of Calabar beans and soy-
beans
istig-mat-ic \stig-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : having or conveying a social
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stigma 2 : of or relating to supernatural stigmata 3 : ANAsno-
MATic — used esp. of a bundle of light rays intersecting at a single
point — stig-mat-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)ie\ adv
astigmatic n ; one marked with stigmata
Stig-ma-tism \'stig-m9-,ti2-3m\ n [L stigmat-, stigma'} : the condi-
tion of an optical system (as a lens) in which rays of light from a
single point converge in a single focal point — compare astigmatism

Stig-ma-tist X'stig-mst-ast, stig-'mat-\ n : stigmatic
Stig-ma-ti-za-tion X.stig-mst-a-'za-shsnX n : an act or instance of
stigmatizing

stig>ma-tize \ 'stig-ma-,tiz\ vt 1 a archaic : brand b : to describe
or identify in opprobrious terms 2 : to mark with stigmata

Stil-bene \'stil-,ben\ n [ISV, fr. Gk stilbein to glitter] : an aromatic
hydrocarbon Ci4Hi2 used as a phosphor and in making dyes

Stil-bes-trol \stil-'bes-.tr61, -,trol\ n [stilbene + estrus] 1 : a
crystalline synthetic derivative CmHizOz of stilbene with little
estrogenic activity 2 : diethvlstilbestrol

StU.bite \'stiI-.bTt\ n [F, fr. Gk stilbein] : a mineral NaCazAls-
Sii 3036-14HzO consisting of a hydrous silicate of aluminum, cal-
cium, and sodium often occurring in sheaflikc aggregations of
crystals

istile \'stT(a)l\ n [ME. fr. OE stigel; akin to OE stxger stair — more
at stair] : a step or set of steps for passing over a fence or wall;
also ; turnstile

2Stile n [prob. fr. D stijl post] : one of the vertical members in a
frame or panel into which the secondary members are fitted

sti-let-to \sta-'let-(,)6\ n, pi stilettos or stilettoes [It, dim. of
stilo stylus, dagger, fr. L stilus stylus — more at style] 1 : a
slender dagger with a blade thick in proportion to its breadth
2 ; a pointed instrument for piercing holes for eyelets or embroidery

istill \'stil\ adj [ME stille, fr. OE; akin to OHO stilli still, OE
j/ea// stall] 1 a ; motionless b arcAa/c : sedentary c : not car-
bonated <~ wine) d : of, relating to, or being a static photograph
as contrasted with a motion picture 2 a : uttering no sound
: quiet b : subdued, muted 3 a : calm, tranquil b : free from
noise or turbulence : peaceful — still-ness n

astill vr 1 a : allay, calm b ; settle 2 : to arrest the motion of
: assuage 3 : silence '— vi : to become motionless or sUent
: quiet

3still adv 1 : without motion <slt '^> 2 archaic a t always,
continually b : progressively, increasingly 3 — used as a
function word to indicate the continuance of an action or condition
<'-- hved there) (drink it while it's ^ hot) <will -^ be rich) 4 : in
spite of that : nevertheless <those who take the greatest care •--

make mistakes) <the book is not perfect; '^, it is very good)
5 a : even 2c <a ~ more difficult problem) b : yet la

4still n 1 : quiet, silence 2 : a static photograph; sped} : a
photograph of actors or scenes of a motion picture for publicity or
documentary purposes

sstill vb [ME stillen, short for distillen to distill] : distill
6still n 1 : distillery 2 : apparatus used In distillation comprising
either the chamber in which the va-
porization is carried out or the entire
equipment

Still alarm n : a fire alarm transmitted
(as by telephone call) without sound-
ing the signal apparatus

Still-birth V'stil-.bsrth, -'barth\ n : the
birth of a dead fetus

Still-born \-'b6(3)rn\ adj 1 : dead at
birth 2 : failing from the start
: abortive — stillborn \-,b6{a)m\ n

still hunt n : a quiet pursuing or am-
bushmg of game — still-hunt \'stil-,hant\ vb

still life n, pi still lifes 1 : a picture consisting predominantly of
inanimate objects 2 : the category of graphic arts concerned with
inanimate subject matter

still water n : a part of a stream where the gradient Is so gentle that
no current is visible

istll-ly \'stil-le\ adv : calmly, quietly
2stilly \'stil~e\ adj : still
still-man \'stil-m3n\ n 1 : one who owns or operates a still : dis-
tiller 2 : one who tends distillation equipment (as in an oil

refinery)

istilt \'stilt\ n [ME stilte: akin to OHG stelza stilt, OE steall posi-
tion, stall — more at stall] 1 a : one of two poles each with a rest

or strap for the foot used to elevate the wearer above the ground
in walking b : a pile or post serving as one of the supports of a
structure above ground or water level 2 pi also stilt ; any of
various notably long-legged three-toed limicoline birds (genera
Himantopus and Cladorhynchus) related to the avocets that fre-

quent inland ponds and marshes and nest In small colonies
2stilt vt : to raise on or as if on stilts

still-ed \'stil-t3d\ adj l : having the springing higher than the
apparent level of the impost ('^ arch) 2 a : pompous, lofty
b : formal, stiff (^ diction) — stilt-ed-ly adv — stilt-ed-ness n

Stil-ton \'stilt-'n\ n [Stilton, Huntingdonshire, England] : a blue*
veined cheese with wrinkled rind made of whole cows* milk en-
riched with cream
Stime \'stTm\ n [ME (northern dial.)] chiejly Scot & Irish : glim-
mer; also : glimpse
Stim-U-lant \'stim-ya-l3nt\ n 1 : an agent (as a drug) that produces
a temporary increase of the functional activity of an organism or
any of its parts 2 : stimulus 3 : an alcoholic beverage — stimu-
lant adj

Stim-U-late \-,lat\ vb [L stimulatus, pp. of stimulare, fr. stimulus
goad; akin to L stilus stake, stylus — more at style] vt 1 : to
excite to activity or growth or to greater activity ; animate,
arouse 2 a ; to function as a physiological stimulus to b : to
arouse or affect by a stimulant (as a drug) ~ vi : to act as a stimu-
lant or stimulus syn see provoke — stim-u-la-tion X.stim-ya-
la-shan\ n — stim-U-Ia-tive \*stim-y3-,lat-iv\ adj — Stim-u-la-
tor \-,lat-3r\ n — stim-u-la-to-ry \-l3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

stim-u-lus \'stim-y3-l3s\ n, pi stim-u-li \-,lT. -.le\ [L] : something
that rouses or incites to activity: as a : stimulant 1 b : an agent
(as an environmental change) that directly influences the activity
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of living protoplasm (as by exciting a sensory organ or evoking
muscular contraction or glandular secretion)

isting \'stio\ vb stung \'st3o\ sting-ing \*stio-io\ CME st'mgen,

fr OE siingan: akin to ON stinga to sting, Gk stachys spike of

grain, sinchos target, aim] vt 1 : to prick painfully as a : to pierce

or wound with a poisonous or irritating process b : to affect with
sharp quick pain or smart <hail siung their faces) 2 : to cause to

suffer acutely <siung with remorse; 3 : overcharge, cheat '«- vi

1 : to use a sting 2 : to feel a keen burning pain or smart
ssting ;j 1 a : the act of stinging; specif : the thrust of a stinger

into the flesh b : a wound or pain caused by or as if by sting-

ing 2 : STINGER 2 3 : a stinging element, force, or quality
sting<a*ree X'stio-s-re also 'siio-re\ n [by alter] : stingray
Sling.er \'stiri-3r\ n 1 ; one that stinys; specij : a sharp blow or
remark 2 : a sharp organ of offense and defense (as of a bee,

scorpion, or stingray) usu. connected with a poison gland or other-

wise adapted to wound by piercing and inoculating a poisonous
secretion 3 : a cocktail of equal parts of white crime de menthe
and brandy

Stin-gi'ly \'stin-j3-le\ adv : in a stingy manner
stin-gi.ness \-je-n9S\ n : the quality or state of being stingy

Sting-ing hair \,stir)-io-\ i : a glandular hair (as of a nettle) whose
base secretes a stinging fluid

Sting-less \'st_ir)-las\ adj : having no sting or stinger

sting-ray \-,ra also -re\ n : any of numerous rays (as of the family
Dasvatidae) with one or more large sharp barbed dorsal spines
near the base of the whiplike tail capable of inflicting severe wounds
istin-gy \'stin-je\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) E dial, siitige, n., sting;

akin to OE siingan to sting] 1 ; not generous or Uberal : sparing
or scant in giving or spending 2 : meanly scanty or small : meager
<~ portion)
syn CLOSE, niggardly, parsimonious, penurious, miserly:

STINGY implies a marked lack of generosity; close suggests keeping
a tight grip on one's money and possessions; niggardly implies
giving or spending the very smallest amount possible: parsimonious
suggests a frugality so extreme as to lead to stinginess; penurious
implies niggardliness that gives an appearance of actual poverty;
miserly suggests a sordid avariciousness and a morbid pleasure in
hoarding
sstingy \'stiri-e\ adj : able to sting

istink \'stiGk\ vi stank \*star)k\ or stunk \'st3ok\ stunk;
stink'ing [ME stinken, fr. OF siincan; akin to OHO stinkan to
emit a smell] 1 ; to emit a strong offensive odor 2 : to be offensive;
also : to be in bad repute 3 : to possess something to an offensive
degree 4 : to be extremely bad in quality — stinky \'stiG-ke\ adj

2stink n 1 : a strong offensive odor ; stench 2 : a public outcry
against something offensive

stink-ard \'stio-k3rd\ n : a mean or contemptible person
stink-bug \'stiok-,b3g\ n : any of various true bugs (order Hemlp-
terai that emit a disagreeable odor

Stink-er \'stio-ksr\ n 1 a : one that stinks b : an offensive or
contemptible person c : something of very poor quality 2 : any
of several large petrels of an offensive odor 3 slang : something
extremely difficult (the examination was a real ~>

Stink-horn \'stir)k-,h6(3)rn\ n : an ill-smelling fungus (order
Phalkiles. esp. Phallus impudicus)

Stink-ing adj l : offensive to the smell : rank 2 slang : offensively
drunk syn see malodorous — stink-ing-ly \'stio-kio-le\ adv

Stink-ing rog-er X.stio-kio-'raj-or, -kanA n [fr the name Rogerl
: anv of various fetid plants (as a figwort or henbane)

Stinking smut n : zbunt
stink-pot \'stiok-,pat\ n : an earthen jar charged with materials of
an offensive and suffocating smell formerly sometimes thrown upon
an enemy's deck

stink-stone \'stiok-,ston\ n : a stone that emits a fetid smell on
being struck or rubbed owing to decomposition of organic matter
stink-weed \'stio-,kwed\ n : any of various strong-scented or
fetid plants (as a jimsonweed)
stink-wood \-,kwud\ n l : any of several trees with a wood of un-
pleiisant odor; esp : a southern African tree (Ocntia bullata) of the
laurel family yielding a valued cabinet wood 2 : the wood of a
stinkwood

IStint \'stint\ vb [ME stinten, fr. OE styntan to blunt, dull; akin to
ON stutir scant, L tundere to beat, OE store stock ^ vi 1 archaic : to
put an end to : stop 2 a : to restrain within certain limits : con-
fine b : to restrict with respect to a share or allowance 3 : to
assign a task to (a person) -- vi 1 archaic : stop, desist 2 : to be
sparing or frugal — stint>er n

2stint n 1 : restraint, limftation 2 : a definite quantity of work
assigned syn see task

sstint n. pi stints also stint [ME siynie} : any of several small

stipe \'stTp\ n [NL stipes, fr. L, tree trunk; akin to L stipare to
press together — more at stiff] : a usu. short plant stiilk as a : the
stem supporting the cap of a fungus b : the like part connecting
the holdfast and blade of a frondose alga c : the petiole of a fern
frond d : a prolongation of the receptacle beneath the ovary of a
seed plant — stiped \'stTpt\ adj

Sti.pel \'stT-p9l. stT-'pel\ n [NL stipella. dim. of stipula stipule]
: the stipule of a leaflet — sti-pel-Iate \stt-'pel-at, 'stT-p3-,!at\ adj

Sti-pend \'stT-,pend. -p3nd\ n [alter, of ME stipendy, fr. L stipend-
ium. fr slip-, slips gift + pendere to weigh, pay — more at pendant]
; a fixed sum of money paid periodically for services or to defray
expenses syn see wage
isti-pen-di-ary \stT-'pen-de-,er-e\ adj 1 : receiving or compen-
sated by wages or salary <a '^ curate) 2 : of or relating to a stipend

astipendlary n : one who receives a stipend
sti-pes \'stT-,pez\ n. pi stip-i-tes N'stip-a-.tezA [NL siiplt-, stipes,
fr. L, tree trunk; akin to L siipare to press together — more at
STIFF] : peduncle; esp : the second basal segment of a maxilla of an
insect or crustacean — stip*i*tate \'stip-a-,lat\ adj
istip-ple \'stip-al\ vi stip>pling \-(3-Uio\ [D stippelen to spot,
dot; akin to L siipare to press together] 1 : to engrave by means
of dots and flicks — compare line engraving 2 a : to make (as
in paint or ink) by small short touches that together produce an
even or softly graded shadow b : to apply fas paint) by repeated
small touches 3 : speckle, fleck — stip-pler \-(a-)lar\ n

astipple n : production of gradation of light and shade in graphic
art by stippling small points, larger dots, or longer strokes; also ; an
effect produced by or as if by stippling

stochastic

of, resembling, or provided withslip-u-lar \'stip-ys-l3r\ adj
stipules <--' glands)
iStip>U-late \'stip-y3-,lat\ vb [L stipulatus, pp. of stipulari to de-
mand some term in an agreement] vi 1 : to make an agreement or
covenant to do or forbear something ; contract 2 : to demand
an express term in an agreement - used with/o/- ^ vt 1 : to specify
as a condition or requirement of an agreement or offer 2 : to give
a guarantee of : promise — stip-u-la-tor \-,lat-ar\ n

2Slip-u-late \-!3t\ adj : having stipules
Stip*u-Ia>tion \,stip-ya-'la-shan\ n 1 : an act of stipulating
2 ; something stipulated; esp : a condition, requirement, or item
specified in an instrument — stip>u-la>to-ry \'siip-ya-la-,t6r-e,
-.torA adj

Stip.Ule \'stip-(,)yii(3)l\ n [NL stipula, fr L, stalk, akin to I. stipes
tree trunk ] : either of a pair of appendages borne at the base of the
leaf in many plants — stip-Uled \-,yiiO>ld\ adj

istir \'st3r\ vb stirred; stir-ring [ME siiren, fr OE siyrian: akin
to MHO slum to incite] vt 1 a : to cause an esp. slight movement or
change of position of b : to disturb the quiet of ; agitate 2 a : to
disturb the relative position of the particles or parts of esp. by a
continued circular movement b : to mix by or as if by stirring

3 : BESTIR, exert 4 I to bring into notice or debate : raise
5 a ; INCITE b : quicken c : to call forth (as a memoryt : evoke
d : provoke -^ VI 1 a : to make a slight movement b : to begin to
move {as in rousing) 2 : to begin to be active 3 : to be active or
busy 4 : to pass an implement through a substance with a circular
movement 5 : to be able to be stirred — stir-rer n

2Stir n 1 a : a state of disturbance, agitation, or activity b : wide-
spread notice and discussion : impression 2 ; a slight movement
3 : a stirring movement
syn stir, bustle, flurry, pother, fuss, ado mean excitement or

agitation accompanying an action or event, stir suggests brisk and
restless movement of a crowd; bustle implies a noisy, obtrusive,
often self-important activity; flurry suggests nervous agitation
and undue haste; pother and fuss imply fidgety, needless activity;
ADO suggests fussy activity and waste of energy

3Stir n [origin unknown] slang ; prison
stir-about \'st3r-3-,baut\ n : a porridge of oatmeal or commeal
boiled in water or milk and stirred

Stirk \'st3rk\ n [ME, fr. OE stirc: akin to L slerilis sterile] Brit t a
young bull or cow esp. between one and two years old

stirp \'starp\ n [L siirp-, stirps — more at torpid] ; a line descend-
ing from a common ancestor : stock, lineage

Stiips \'stif3)rps, 'starpsX n, pi stir-pes \'sli(3lr-,pas, •st3r-(,lpez\
[L, lit., stem, stock — more at torpid] 1 : a branch of a family or
the person from whom it is descended 2 a : a group of animals
equivalent to a superfamily bra race or fixed variety of plants

Stir-ring adj l ; active, bustling 2 : rousing, inspiring
stir-rup \'st3r-3p also *sta-r3p. 'stir-3p\ n [ME stirop. fr. OE
stigrap: akin to OHO siegareif stirrup: both fr. a prehistoric
NGmc-WGmc compound whose first element is akin to OHG
silgan to go up and whose second element is represented by OE
rap rope — more at stair ] 1 ; a ring made horizontal in one part
for receiving the foot of a rider, attached by a strap to a saddle, and
used to aid in mounting and as a support while riding 2 ; a piece
resembling a stirrup (as a support or cl-^mp in carpentry and ma-
chinery) 3 : a rope secured to a yard and attached to a thimble in
its lower end for supporting a footrope

stirrup cup n l : a cup of drink (as wine) taken by a rider about
to depart 2 : a farewell cup

stirrup leather n : the strap suspending a stirrup

stirrup pump n ; a portable hand pump held in position by a foot
bracket and used for throwing a jet or spray of liquid

istitch \'stich\ n [ME stiche, fr. OE slice, akin to OE stician to
stick] 1 ; a local sharp and
sudden pain esp. in the side
2 a : one in-and-out move-
ment of a threaded needle
in sewing, embroidering, or
suturing b : a portion of
thread left in the material
after one stitch 3 : a least

part esp. of clothing 4 : a
single loop of thread or
yarn around an implement
(as a knitting needle or
crochet hookj 5 : a series
of stitches 6 : a method of
stitching — in stitches : in

a state of uncontrollable
laughter

sstitch vt 1 a ; to fasten,
join, or close with or as if

with stitches b : to make,
mend, or decorate with or
as if with stitches 2 : to
unite by means of staples
'^ vi : to do needlework
: SEW — stitch-er n

Stitcli. wort \ -J wart,
-,w6(3^rt\ n : any of several .^ . ,,.,,. u -> ui i .
chickweeds(genus5re//aria) stitches: 7 backstitch 2 blanket

Stithy X'stitH-e. 'stith-X n sutch. 3 chain stitch. 4 cross-sutch

[ME. fr ONstethi; akin to ^ knot stitch. (S overcas stitch 7

OE stede stead] 1 : anvil running stitch * buttonhole stitch P
9 • (jMiTHv darning stitch, JO featherstitch, 11

silver VstT-v,r\ n [D fishbone stitch, ;^ loop sutch

siuivcr ] 1 a : a unit of
value of the Netherlands equal to Vio gulden b : a coin representing
one stiver 2 : something of little value

Stoa \'sto-3\ n [Gk; akin to Gk stylos pillar — more at steer] : an
ancient Greek portico usu. walled at the back with a front colon-
nade to afford a sheltered promenade

stoat \'stot\ n, pi stoats also stoat [ME stote'] ; ermine la; broadly
: any weasel with a black-iipped tail — used esp. of the animal when
in the brown summer coat
Stob \'stab\ n [ME, stump; akin to ME stubb stub] chiejly dial

: stake, post
StOC-ca-dO \st3-'kad-(,)o\ n [Olt stoccata'\ archaic I a thrust with a
rapier

Sto-chas>tic \st6-'kas-tik\ adj [Gk stochastikos skillful in aiming,
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chozesihai to aim at, guess at, fr. stochos target, aim, guess
re at sting] : random <~ variable); sped] ; involving a
; at each moment of time <--' process)

iStOCk \'stak\ n [ME stok, fr, OE stocc; akin to OHG stoc stick,
Mir tuag bow] la; stump b archaic : a log or block of wood
c (1) : something without life or consciousness (2) : a dull, stupid,
or lifeless person 2 t a supporting framework or structure: as
a pi ; the frame or timbers holding a ship during construction
b p/ : a timber frame with holes to contain the feet or feet and hands
of an offender undergoing public punishment — compare pillory
C (1) : the wooden part by which a rifle or shotgun is held during
firing (2) : the butt of an implement (as a whip or fishing rod)
(3) ; BiTSTOCK. BRACE d (1) : a long beam on a field gun forming
the third support point in firing (2) I the beam of a plow to which
handles, share, colter, and moldboard are secured 3 a : the main
stem of a plant : trunk b (1 ) : a plant or plant part united with a
scion in grafting and supplying mostly underground parts to a graft
(2) ; a plant from which slips or cuttings are taken 4 : the cross-
piece of an anchor 5a: the original (as a man, race, or language)
from which others derive : SOURCE b (1 ) : the descendants of one
individual : family, lineage (2) : a compound organism — com-
pare CLONE c : an infraspecific group usu. having unity of descent
d (1) : a related group of languages (2) : a language family
6 a (1 1 ; the equipment, materials, or supplies of an establishment
(2) : LivESTOt K bra store or supply accumulated; esp : the in-
ventory of goods of a merchant or manufacturer 7 ; the capital
that a firm employs in the conduct of business: as a (1) : the debt
due from a government or private company or corporation to
individuals for money loaned at interest and not divided into shares
(2) : a security representing such a debt or fund — usu. used in pi.

b (1) : the proprietorship element in a corporation divided into
shares giving to the owners an interest in the assets, earnings, and
voting power of the business (2 ) : a share of such stock (3) ; a
security representing such a share 8 : any of a genus (Marihiola)
of herbs or subshrubs of the mustard family with racemes of usu.
sweet-scented flowers 9 : a wide band or scaii' worn about the
neck esp. by some clergymen 10 a : liquid in which meat, fish, or
vegetables are simmered used as a basis for soup, stew, gravy, or
sauce b : raw material from which something is manufactured
c : the portion of a pack of cards not distributed to the players at the
beginning of a game 11 a (1 ) : the act of estimating or evaluating
(2 ( : the estimation in which someone or something is held b : con-
fidence or faith placed in someone or something 12 t the pro-
duction and presentation of plays by a stock company

2StOCk vt 1 : to make (a domestic animaH pregnant 2 : to fit to or
with a stock 3 : to provide with stock or a stock ; supply 4 : to
procure or keep a stock of 5 : to graze (livestock) on land -^ vi

1 : to send out new shoots 2 : to put in stock or supplies ('^ up on
supplies)

3stOCK adv : COMPLETELY — used in combination (stood stock'Stiuy
4StOCk adj 1 a : kept regularly in stock (comes in ^ sizes) <a '^
model) b : commonly used or brought forward : standard (the
'^ answer^ 2 a : kept for breeding purposes : brood (a ^ mare)
b : devoted to the breeding and rearing of livestock <~ farm)
C ; used or intended for livestock <~ train) 3 : of or relating to a
stock company
iStOCk>ad6 \sta-'kad\ n [Sp estacada, fr. estoca stake, pale, of
Gmc origin; akin to OE staca stake] 1 : a line of stout posts
set firmly to form a defense 2 a : an enclosure or pen made
with posts and stakes b ; an enclosure in which piisoners are kept
^stockade vt : to fortify or surround with a stockade
StOCk'brO'ker \'stak-,br6-k3r\ n : one that deals in orexecutes
orders to buy and sell securities — stock'brok>ing \-,bro-kio\ or
stock'bro-ker-age \-k(a-1rij\ n

stock car n l : an automotive vehicle of a model and type kept in
stock for regular sales 2 : a racing car having the basic chassis of
a commercially produced assembly-line mode!

Stock certificate n ; an instrument evidencing ownership of one or
more shares of the capital stock of a corporation
stock clerk n : one that receives and handles merchandise and
supplies in a stock room

Stock company n 1 : a corporation or joint-stock company of
which the capital is represented by stock 2 : a theatrical company
attached to a repertory theater; esp ; one without outstanding stars

Stock dividend n 1 : the payment by a corporation of a dividend in
the form of additional shares of its own stock 2 : the stock dis-
tributed in a stock dividend

Stock exchange n 1 : a place where security trading is conducted
on an organized system 2 : an association of people organized
to provide an auction market among themselves for the purchase
and sale of securities

StOCk*fish \'stak-,fish\ n [ME siokHsK fr. MD stocvisch, fr. stoc
stick -f visch fish] : fish (as cod, haddock, or hake) dried hard in the
open air without salt

Stock<hGld>er \-,hol-d3r\ n : an owner of stocks : shareholder
Stock.i-ly \'stak-3-le\ adv : in a stocky manner (a -^ built man)
Stock.i.nette or Stock.i.net \,stak-3-'net\ n [alter, of earlier
stocking net"] : a soft elastic usu. cotton fabric used esp. for ban-
dages and infants' wear

Stock-ing \'siak-ir)\ n 1 a : a usu. knit close-fitting covering for
the foot and leg b ; sock 2 : something resembling a stocking;
esp : a ring of distinctive color on the lower part of the leg of an
animal

Stocking cap n : a long knitted cone-shaped cap with a tassel or
pompon worn esp. for winter sports or play

Stock-in-trade \,stak-an-'trad\ n 1 : the equipment necessary
to or used in a trade or business 2 : something held to resemble
the standard equipment of a tradesman or business

StOCk'iSh \'stak-ish\ adj : like a stock : stupid
StOCk-job'ber \'stak-,jab-ar\ n ; stockbroker; esp : one held to be
unscrupulous or to deal in stocks of doubtful worth — stockjob-
bing \-,jab-io\ n
Stock*man X-man, -,man\ n t one occupied as an owner or worker
in the raising of livestock (as cattle or sheep)

stock market n 1 : stock exchange l 2 a : a market for particular
stocks b : the market for stocks throughout a country

Stock'Pile \'stak-,pTl\ n : a storage pile; specij : a reserve supply of
something essential (as processed food or a raw material) accumu-

lated within a country for use during a shortage — stockpile vb
StOCk.pot \-.pat\ n 1 : a pot in which soup stock is prepared
2 : a receptacle containing a mixture of materials

stock'prool \-'priif\ adj : proof against livestock
stock room n l ; a storage place for supplies or goods used in a
business 2 : a room (as in a hotel) where commercial travelers may
exhibit their goods

Stock split n : a division of corporate stock by the issuance to
existing shareholders of two or more new shares for each outstand-
ing share

Stocky \'stak-e\ adj : compact, sturdy, and relatively thick in build
stock.yard \'slak-,yard\ n ; a yard for stock; specij : one in which
cattle, sheep, swine, or horses are kept temporarily for slaughter,
market, or shipping

stodge \'staj\ vt [origin unknown] : to stuff full esp. with food
: SURFEIT

Stodg.i.ly \'staj-3-le\ adv : in a stodgy manner
stodg-i.ness \'staj-e-n3s\ n : the qualitv or state of being stodgy
stodgy \'staj-e\ adj [siodge (thick filling food), fr. stodge, v.]
1 : having a thick gluey consistency : heavy (^ bread) 2 ; moving
in a slow plodding way esp, as a result of physical bulkiness
3 : lacking lightness or wit : dull, pedantic <a ~ book) 4 : hav-
ing no excitement or interest : prosaic 5 : extremely old-fashioned
: hidebound 6 a : drab b : dowdy

Sto.gie or Sto-gy \'st6-ge\ n [Comstoga, Pa] 1 ; a stout coarse
shoe : BROGAN 2 ; an inexpensive slender cylindrical cigar

isto.ic \'st6-ik\ n [ME. fr. L sfoicus, fr. Gk sidikos, lit., of the
portico, fr. Sioa (Poikile) the Painted Portico, portico at Athens
where Zeno taught] 1 cap : a member of a school of philosophy
founded by Zeno of Citium about 300 B.C. holding that the wise
man should be free from passion, unmoved by joy or grief, and
submissive to natural law 2 : one apparently or professedly in-
different to pleasure or pain

2stoiC adj 1 cap : of. relating to, or resembling the Stoics or their
doctrines (.Stoic logic) 2 : not affected by passion or feeling; esp
: manifesting indifference to pain syn see impassive — sto<ical
\-i-kal\ adj ~ sto>ical>ly \-k(3-)le\ adv — Sto-icism \'sto-3-,siz-

StOi-Chio.met.riC \,st6i-ke-o-'me-trik\ adj : of, relating to, used
in. or marked by stoichiometry — stoi>chio>met>ri»cal>ly \-tri-

kf3-)le\ adv
Stoi.Cili.om.e-try \,st6i-ke-'am-a-tre\ n [Gk stoicheion element +
E -metry: akin to Gk stichos row, steichein to walk, go — more at
STAIR] 1 : a branch of science that deals with the application of
the laws of definite proportions and of the conservation of matter
and energy to chemical activity 2 ; quantitative chemical proper-
ties and composition

stoke \'stok\ vh [D stoken; akin to MD stuken to push] vt 1 : to
stir up or tend (as a firei : supply with fuel 2 : to feed abundantly
~ vj : to stir up a fire ; tend the fires of furnaces ; supply a furnace
with fuel

Stoke.hold \-,hold\ n 1 : one of the spaces in front of the boilers
of a ship from which the furnaces are fed 2 I a room containing
a ship's boilers — called also jireioom

Stoke-hole \-,hol\ n 1 : the mouth to the grate of a furnace
2 : stokehold

Stok-er \'sto-k3r\ n 1 ; one employed to tend a furnace and supply
it with fuel; specij ; one that tends a marine steam boiler 2 ; a
machine for feeding a fire

Stoke'Sia \sto-'ke-zhfe-)3, 'stok-se-s\ n [NL, genus name, fr.

Jonathan Stokes tlS31 E botanist] ; a perennial composite herb
(Stokesia laevis) of the southern U.S. often grown for its large
showy heads of blue flowers — called also Stokes^ aster
\,stoks-C3z-)\

I stole past oj steal
astole \'stol\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. L stola, fr. Gk stole equipment,
robe, fr. stellein to set up, make ready — more at stall] 1 ; a long
loose garment : robe 2 : an ecclesiastical vestment consisting of a
long narrow band worn around the neck by bishops and priests

and over the left shoulder by deacons 3 : a long wide scarf or
similar covering worn by women usu. across the shoulders

Stoled \'stold\ adj : having or wearing a stole

stolen past part oj STEAL
StOl'id \'stal-sd\ adj [L stoUdus dull, stupid; akin to OHG stal

place — more at stall] : having or expressing little or no sensibility

; not easily aroused or excited ; unemotional syn see impassive
— stO'lid.i-ty \.st'a-'lid-3t-e, st3-\ n — stoLid-ly \'stal-od-le\ adv

Stol.len \'s(hito-l3n, 's(h)t6-; 'st3l-a(n)\ n, pi stoUen or stollens
[G] : a sweet yeast bread containing fruit and nuts

StO'Ion \'sto-l3n, -,lan\ n [NL stolon-, stnlo, fr. L, branch, sucker;
akin to Arm stein branch, OHG stal place ~ more at stall] 1 : a
horizontal branch from the base of a plant that produces new
plants from buds at its tip or nodes (as in the strawberry) — called

also runner 2 : an extension of the body wall (as of a hydrozoan)
that develops buds giving rise to new zooids which usu. remain
united by the stolon — sto-lon-ate \-la-.nat\ adj

Sto.lon.if.er.ous \,st6-l3-'nif-(3-lr3s\ adj : bearing or developing
stolons — stO'lon.if.er.ouS'ly adv
Stom- or stomo- comb Jorm [Gk & NL sloma'^ : mouth : stoma
{stomodaeum)

sto.ma \'sto-ma\ n, pi sto.ma.ta \-mat-3\ also stomas [NL
stomal-, stoma, fr. Gk] : any small opening (as in a lower animal
or in the epidermis of a plant) like a mouth in form or function

iStom.ach \'stam-3k, -ik\ n, often attrib [ME stomok, fr. MF
estomac, fr. L stomachus gullet, esophagus, stomach, fr. Gk
stomachos, fr. stoma mouth; akin to MBret stajjit mouth, Av
staman-^ 1 a : a dilatation of the alimentary canal of a vertebrate
communicating anteriorly with the esophagus and posteriorly with
the duodenum b : an analogous cavity in an invertebrate animal
c : the part of the body that contains the stomach ; belly, abdomen
2 a : desire for food caused by hunger : APPETrre b : inclination,
desire 3 obs a : spirit, valor b : pride c : spleen, resentment
astomach vt 1 archaic : to take offense at 2 : to bear without
overt reaction or resentment : put up with : brook
Stom-ach-ache \-,ak\ n : pain in or in the region of the stomach
Stom.ach.er X'stsm-i-kar, -i-ch3r\ n : the center front section of a
waist or underwaist or a usu. heavily embroidered or jeweled
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separate piece for the center front of a bodice worn by men or
women in the 15th and 16th centuries and by women later

sto°mach*ic \sta-'mak-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to the stomach
(-^ vessels) 2 : strengthening or stimulating to the stomach —
stomachic n — sto>macti>i*caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
Stom<achy X'stam-ak-e. -ik-\ adj 1 dial Brit ; irascible, irritable
2 : having a large stomach

StO'mal \'stO-m3l\ adj X STOMATAL
Stomal- or stomato- comb Jorm [NL. fr. Gk, fr. stomat-, stoma"]

: mouth : stoma <^/oma:itis> <^/oma/ology>
5to*ma.tal \'st6m-at-'l, 'staraA adj : of, relating to, or constituting
a stoma {~ openings)
Sto>mat>ic \st6-'mat-ik\ adj : relating to or constituting a stoma
sto.ma.ti-tis \,sto-m3-'tTt-as\ n [NL] : any of numerous inflam-
matory diseases of the mouth

sto.ma.tol.o-gy \,sto-m3-'tal-3-je\ n [ISV] : a branch of medical
science dealing with the mouth and its disorders

stO>mato*pod \sto-'mat-a-,pad\ n [NL Stomatopoda, order name,
fr. stoma!- + -poda} ; any of an order (Stomatopoda) of marine
crustaceans including the squillas and having gills on the abdominal
appendages — stomatopod adj
Sto-ma-tous \'stom-3t-3s, 'stam-\ adj : having stomata or a stoma
sto*mo<dae.aI or sto.mo.de-al Vst6-raa-'de-al\ adj : of, relating
to, or derived from a stomodaeum
5to*mO'dae*um or sto.mo.de*um \-'de-3m\ n, pi sto>m:o*daea
\-'de-3\ also sto-mo-dae-ums or sto>mo>dea \-'de-3\ also sto-
mo-dC'Ums [NL, fr. stom- + Gk hodaios being on the way, fr.

hodos way — more at cede] : the anterior ectodermal part of the
alimentary canal or tract

istomp \ 'stamp. *st6mp\ vb ; stamp
2stomp n 1 : stamp 4 2 : a jazz dance characterized by heavy
stamping

-S»to-my \s-t3-me\ n comb jorm [ISV, fr. Gk stoma mouth, opening]
: surgical operation establishing a usu. permanent opening into
(such) a part <enterojroniv>

istone \'ston\ n [ME, fr. OE stan; akin to OHG stein stone, Gk
stear hard fat] 1 : a concretion of earthy or mineral matter:
a (1) ; such a concretion of indeterminate size or shape (2) : rock
b : a piece of rock for a specified function: as (1) ; a building block
(2) : a paving block (3) ; a precious stone : gem (4) : gravestone
(5) : GRINDSTONE (6) I WHETSTONE (7) I a Stand or table with a
smooth flat top on which to impose or set type (S) : a surface
upon which a drawing, text, or design to be lithographed is drawn
or transferred c : calculus 12: something resembling a small
stone: as a archaic : testis b (1) : the hard central portion of a
drupaceous fruit (as a peach) (2) : a hard stony seed (as of a date)
3 : pi usu stone : any of various units of weight; esp : an official
British unit equal to 14 pounds

2stone VI 1 ; to hurl stones at; esp : to pelt to death with stones
2 obs : to make hard or insensitive to feeling 3 : to face, pave, or
fortify with stones 4 : to remove the stones or seeds of (a fruit)
5 a : to rub, scour, or polish (as leather, dies, or machined metal)
with a stone b : to sharpen with a whetstone — ston*er n

3Stone adj : of, relating to, or made of stone
Stone Age n : the first known period of prehistoric human culture
characterized by the use of stone tools

Stone-blind \'st6n-'bllnd\ adj : totaUy blind — stone-blind-ness
\-'blTn{d)-n3s\ n

Stone-broke \-'br6k\ adj : completely broke : lacking funds
stone-chat \-,chat\ n : a common European singing bird {Saxicola
torquaia); also z any of various related birds (genus Saxicola)

Stone>crop \-,krap\ n 1 : sedum; esp : a mossy evergreen creeping
sedum {Sedum acre) with pungent fleshy leaves 2 : any of various
plants of the orpine family related to the sedums

stone.cut.ter \-.k3t-3r\ n l : one that cuts, carves, or dresses
stone 2 : a machine for dressing stone — stone*cut>ting \-,k3t-
ir]\ "

stone-deal \-'def\ adj : totally deaf — stone-deaf-ness n
stone. lish \'ston-,fish\ n : any of several small spiny venomous
scorpion fishes (esp. genus Synanceja) common about coral reefs
of the tropical Indo-Pacific

stone fly n : an insect (order Plecoptera) with aquatic gilled
carnivorous nymphs and adults used by anglers for bait
Stone fruit n : a fruit with a stony endocarp : drupe
Stone-ground \'st6n-*graund\ adj : ground in a buhrstone mill <'^

stone lily n : a fossil crinoid
stone.ma.son \'ston-,mas-'n\ n ; a mason who builds with stone— stone.ma.son-ry \-re\ n
stone parsley n : a slender herb (Sison amomum) of the carrot fam-
ily with aromatic seeds used as a condiment

stone roller n 1 : an American sucker {Hypentelium nigricans)
2 : a common American cyprinid fish {Campostoma anomalum)

stone wall n 1 chiejly North : a fence made of stones; esp ; one
built of rough stones without mortar to enclose a field 2 ; an im-
movable block or obstruction (as in public affairs)

stone. wall \'ston-'w61\ vi, chiejly Brit i to engage in obstructive
parliamentary debate or delaying tactics : filibuster — stone-
wall- er n

stone-ware \-.wa(3)r, -,we(3)r\ n : an opaque pottery that is high*
fired, well vitrified, and nonporous, that may be glazed, unglazed,
or salt-glazed, and that is commonly made from a single clay

stone.work \-,w3rk\ n 1 : a structure or part built of stone
: MASONRY 2 : the shaping, preparation, or setting of stone

stone.wort \-,w3rt. -.w6(3)rt\ n : any of a family (Characeae) of
freshwater green algae resembling the horsetails and often
crusted with calcareous deposits

ston.i.ly \'st6n-=l-e\ adv : in a stony manner
Ston.i-ness \'sto-ne-n3_s\ n : the quahty or state of being stony
stony a/5o ston.ey \'stQ-ne\ adj ston-i.er; ston-i.est 1 : abound-
ing m or havme the nature of stone : rocky 2 a : insensitive to
pity or human feehng : hardhearted, obdurate b : manifesting
no movement or reaction ; dumb, expressionless c : petripiing
3 archaic : consisting of or made of stones 4 : stone-broke

^l?ii^. ^f '^^^ \.sto-ne-'hart-3d\ adj : unfeeling, cruel — stony-
neart-ed»ness n '

stood past OJ STAND
istooge \'stuj\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; an actor who carries on
repartee that allows a principal comedian to make humorous sallies

MAN 2 a : one who plays a subordinate or compliant
role to a principal b ; puppet 4a 3 : stool pigeon

2stooge VI ; to act as a stooge
istool \'stul\ n [ME, fr. OE stol: akin to OHG stuol chair, OSlav
stolu seat, throne, OE standan to stand] 1 a : a seat without back or
arms supported by three or four legs or by a central pedestal b : a
low bench or portable support for the feet or knees : footstool
2 : a seat used as a symbol of office or authority; also : chieftaincy
3 a : a seat used while defecating or urinating b : a discharge of
fecal matter 4 a : a stump or group of stumps of a tree esp. when
producing suckers b : a plant crown from which shoots grow out
c : a shoot or growth from a stool

2Stool VI : to throw out shoots in the maimer of a stool
stool. le \'stu-le\ n : stool pigeon
stool pigeon n [prob. fr. the early practice of fastening the decoy
bird to a stool] 1 : a pigeon used as a decoy to draw others within a
net 2 : a person acting as a decoy or informer; esp : a spy sent into
a group to report (as to the police) on its activities

istoop \'stup\ vb [ME stoupen, fr. OE stupian; akin to OE steap
steep, deep — more at steep] vi la: to bend the body forward and
downward sometin s simultaneously bending the knees b : to
stand or walk with a temporary or habitual forward inclination of
the head, body, or shoulders 2 : yield, submtt 3 a : to descend
from a superior rank, dignity, or status b : to lower oneself morally
4 a archaic : to move down from a height : alight b : to fly or dive
down swiftly usu. to attack prey ~ vr 1 ; DEE.-iiSE. degrade 2 ; to
bend (a part of the body) forward and downward
syn stoop, condescend, deign mean to descend from one's level

to do something. STOOP may imply a descent in dignity or from a
relatively high moral plane to a much lower one; condescend
implies a stooping by one of high rank or position to accommodate
himself to intercourse with his social inferiors; deign suggests a
reluctant condescension of one in a haughty mood; condescend
and deign are applied chiefly in irony or mild derision

2stoop n 1 a : an act of bending the body forward b : a temporary
or habitual forward bend of the back and shoulders 2 : the
descent of a bird esp. on its prey 3 : a lowering of oneself ; con-
descension, concession

3StOop n [D stoep: akin to OE stzpe step — more at step] : a
porch, platform, entrance stairway, or small veranda at a house
door
istop \'stap\ vb stopped; stop-ping [ME stoppen, fr. OE -stoppian;
akin to OHG stopjon to stop, stuff; both fr. a preliistoric WGmc
word borrowed fr. (assumed) VL stuppare to stop with tow. fr. L
stuppa tow, fr. Gk styppe] vt la: to close by filling or obstructing
b : to hinder or prevent the passage of 2 a : to close up or block
off (an opening) : plug b : to make impassable : choke, obstruct

: to cover over or fill in (a hole or crevice) 3 a : to cause to give
up or change a course of action b : to hold back : restrain,
PREVENT 4 a : to cause to cease : check, suppress b : discon-
tinue 5 a : to deduct or withhold (a sum due) b : to instruct
one's bank not to honor or pay 6 a : to arrest the progress or
motion of : cause to halt : intercept b : parry c : to check by
means of a weapon : bring down : kill d : to beat in a prizefight
by a knockout; broadly : defeat e ; baffle, nonplus 7 : to
regulate the pitch of (as a violin string) by pressing with the finger
or (as a wind instrument) by closing one or more finger holes or by
thrusting the hand or a mute into the bell 8 : to hold an honor
card and enough protecting cards to be able to block (a bridge suit)
before an opponent can run off many tricks -^ vi 1 a : to cease
activity or operation b : to come to an end esp. suddenly : close,
FINISH 2 a : to cease to move on : halt b : pause, hesitate
3 a : to break one's journey ; stay b chiejly Brit : remain c : to
make a brief call ; drop in 4 ; to become choked : clog
syn CEASE, quit, discontinue, desist: stop applies primarily to a

suspending or interfering with what is moving, operating, or pro-
gressing; cease applies to what is thought of as having existence
and may add an implication of gradualness; quit may suggest either
finality or abruptness in stopping or ceasing; discontinue applies
to the stopping of an accustomed activity or practice; desist implies
forbearance or restraint as the motive for stopping
2stOp n 1 a : cessation, end b : a pause or breaking off in speech
2 a (1) : a graduated set of organ pipes of like kind and tone
quality (2) ; a corresponding set of vibrators or reeds of a reed
organ (3) : stop knob b : a means of regulating the pitch of a
musical instrument 3 a : something that impedes, obstructs, or
brings to a halt : impediment, obstacle b : the aperture of a
camera lens; also : a marking of a series (as of f-numbers) on a
camera for indicating settings of the diaphragm c : a drain plug
: STOPPER 4 : a device for arresting or limiting motion 5 : the act
of stopping : the state of being stopped : check 6 a : a halt in a
journey : stay b : a stopping place 7 a chiejly Brit : any of
several punctuation marks b — used in telegrams and cables to
indicate a period c : a pause or break in a verse that marks the end
of a grammatical unit 8 a : an order stopping payment (as of a
check or note) by a bank b : stop order 9 : a consonant in the
articulation of which there is a stage (as in the p of apt or the g of
tiger) when the breath passage is completely closed 10 : a depres-
sion in the face of an animal at the junction of forehead and fore-
face

3stop adj : serving to stop ; designed to stop {r^ line) <'^ signal)
<-- valve)

stop bath n ; short-stop
stop.cock \-,k"ak\ n : a cock for stopping
or regulating flow (as through a pipe)

Stop down VI : to reduce the effective
aperture of (a lens) by means of a dia-
phragm
istope \'stop\ n [prob. fr. LG stope, lit.,

step; akin to OE stxpe step — more at
step] : a usu. stepUke excavation imder- stopcocks

vf ; to extract (ore)
ground for the removal of

2stope VI : to mine by means of a stope
from a stope

Stop-gap \'siap-,gap\ n : something that serves as a temporary
expedient : makeshift
stop knob n X one of the handles by which an organist draws or
shuts off a particular stop

Stop.lighl \'stap..lTt\ /I 1 : a light on the rear of a motor vehicle
that is illuminated when the driver presses the brake pedal 2 : traf-
fic signal
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stop order or stop-loss order \'stap-,16s-\ n ; an order to a
broker to buy or sell ai the market when the price of a security
advances or declines to a designated level

Stop.over \'stap-.6-v3r\ n 1 : a stop at an intermediate point in
one's journey 2 : a stopping place on a journey

stop-page \'stap-ij\ n : the act of stopping : the state of being
stopped : halt, obstruction

stop payment n : a depositor's order to a bank to refuse to honor a
specified check drawn by him
istop-per \'stap-3r\ n 1 : one that brings to a halt or causes to stop
operating or functioning ; check 2 : one that closes, shuts, or
fills up; specif : something (as a bung or cork) used to plug an
opening
2stopper vt stop>per>ing \-(3-)riD\ : to close or secure with or as if

with a stopper
Stopper knot w : a knot used to prevent a rope from passing through
a hole or opening
istop-ple \'stap-3l\ n [ME sioppell, fr. stoppen to stop] ; something
that closes an aperture : stopper, plug

2stopple vt stop-pling \-(a-)Iio\ : to close the mouth of with or as
if with a stopple ; stopper
stop street n : a street on which a vehicle must stop just before en-
tering a through street

Stop'Watch \'stap-,wach\ n : a watch having a hand that can be
started or stopped at will for exact timing (as of a race)

Stor>able X'stor-a-bsl, 'st6r-\ adj : that may be stored (-^ com-
modities) — storable n

stor>age \'st6r-ij, 'st6r-\ n, ojten attrib 1 a : space or a place for
storing b : an amount stored 2 a : the act of storing : the state of
being stored; specij : the safekeeping of goods in a warehouse or
other depository b : the price charged for keeping goods in a
storehouse 3 : the production by means of electric energy of
chemical reactions that when allowed to reverse themselves
generate electricity again without serious loss

storage cell n : a eel! or connected group of cells that converts
chemical energy into electrical energy by reversible chemical reac-
tions and that may be recharged by passing a current through it in
the direction opposite to that of its discharge — called also storage
battery

Sto-rax \'sto(s)r-,aks, 'si6(3)r-\ n [ME, fr. LL, alter, of I. slyrax,
fr. Gk] 1 : a resin from trees (genus Styrax, esp. S. ojjicinalis)
formerly used for incense 2 : a fragrant balsam from trees (genus
Liquidambar, esp. the Asiatic L. orientalis) of the witch-hazel
family 3 : any of a genus (Styrax of the family Styracaceae, the
storax family) of trees or shrubs with usu. hairy leaves and flowers
in drooping racemes — compare benzoin
istore \'stoO)r. 'st60)r\ vt [ME storen, fr. OF esiorer to construct,
restore, store, fr. L instaurare to renew, restore, fr. in- + -staurare
(akin to Gk stauros stake) — more at steer] 1 ; furnish, supply;
esp : to stock against a future lime <— a ship with provisions)
2 : to lay away ; accumulate {^ vegetables for winter use)
3 : to leave or deposit in a place (as a warehouse) for preservation
or disposal 4 ; to provide storage room for : hold

2store « 1 a ; something that is stored or kept for future use
b p/ : articles (as of food) accumulated for some specific object and
drawn upon as needed : stock, supplies c : something that is

accumulated : a source from which things may be drawn as needed
; a reserve fund 2 : storage 3 : something that is highly valued
or greatly relied upon : treasure <set great '--' by tradition)
4 : a large quantity, supply, or number : abundance 5 : store-
house, WAREHOUSE 6 : 3 business establishment where usu.
diversified goods are kept for retail sale (grocery -^y (furniture '^>
— compare shop — in store : in a state of accumulation : in readi-
ness for use

3Store adj 1 or stores : of, relating to, kept in, or used for a store
<~ barge) 2 : purchased from a store as opposed to natural or
homemade : manufactured, ready-made <'^ clothes) <'^ bread)
('^ teeth)

Store>liouse \'sto(3)r-,haus, 'st6(3:)r-\ n 1 : a building for storing
goods (as provisions) : magazine, warehouse 2 : an abundant
supply or source : repository

Store.keep'Cr \-,ke-p3r\ n l : one that has charge of supplies (as

military stores) 2 : one that operates a retail store
Store*room \-,rUm, -,rum\ « 1 : a room or space for the storing of
goods or supplies 2 : storehouse 2

Store>wide \-'wTd\ adj : including all or most merchandise in a
store <a ~ sale)
isto-ried \'st6r-ed, 'stor-\ adj 1 : decorated with designs represent-
ing scenes from story or history <a '^ frieze) <a --^ tapestry)
2 : having an interesting history ; celebrated in story or history
(a -^ castle)

3storied or sto-reyed adj : having stories <a two-storied house)
stork \'st6(a)rk\ n [ME. fr. OE store; akin to OHG storah stork,

OE stearc stiff — more at stark] : any of various large mostly
Old World wading birds (family Ciconiidae) with long stout bills

that are related to the ibises and herons
Stork's-blll \'st6C3)rks-,bil\ n : any of several plants of the ge-

ranium family with elongate beaked fruits; esp : pelargonium
iStomi \'st6(3>rm\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG
Sturm storm, OE styrian to stir] 1 a : a disturbance of the atmos-
phere attended by wind and usu. by rain, snow, hail, sleet, or thun-
der and lightning b : a heavy fall of rain, snow, or hail c : wind
having a speed of 64 to 72 miles per hour d ; a serious disturbance
of any element of nature 2 : a disturbed or agitated state : a sud-
den or violent commotion 3 a : paroxysm, crisis b ; a sudden
heavy influx or onset 4 : a heavy discharge of objects (as missiles)

or actions (as blows) 5 : a tumultuous outburst 6 : a violent

assault on a defended position
sstorm vj la: to blow with violence b : to rain, hail, snow, or
sleet 2 : to attack by storm i-^ed ashore at zero hour) 3 : to

be in or to exhibit a violent passion ; rage i'^ing at the unusual
delay) 4 : to rush about or move impetuously, violently, or angrily
(the mob '^ed through the streets) -^ vr : to attack, take, or win
over by storm (^ a fort) syn see attack
storm and stress n, ojten cap both Ss : sturm und drang
storm boat n : a light fast craft used to transport attacking troops
across streams
Storm-bound \'st6(9)rm-,baund\ adj : cut off from outside com-

munication by a storm or its effects : stopped or delayed by storms
(~ ports) (— travelers)

storm door n : an additional door placed outside an ordinary out-
side door for protection against severe weather

Storm-i-ly \'st6r-m3-le\ adv : in a stormy manner
Stonn>i>ness \-mc-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being stormy
storm petrel n ; any of various small petrels; esp : a small sooty
black white-marked petrel {Hydrobaies pelagicus) frequenting the
north Atlantic and Mediterranean — called also stormy petrel
storm trooper n l : a member of a private Nazi army notorious
for aggressiveness, violence, and brutality 2 : one held to resemble
a Nazi storm trooper
storm window n : a sash placed outside an ordinary window as a
protection against severe weather — chilled also storm sash
stormy \'st6r-me\ adj 1 : relating to, characterized by, or indica-
tive of a storm : tempestuous (a ^ day) (a ~ autumn) 2 : marked
by turmoil or fury : passionate, turbulent <a ~ life) <a '--' con-
ference)
stormy petrel n 1 : storm petrel 2 : one fond of strife i a har-
binger of trouble
isto-ry \'st6r-e, 'st6r-\ n [ME storie, fr. OF estorie, fr. L historia']

X archaic : history 1,3 2 a : an account of incidents or events
b : a statement regarding the facts pertinent to a situation in ques-
tion C : ANECDOTE; esp Z an amusing one 3 a : a fictional narrative
shorter than a novel; specij ; short story b : the intrigue or plot
of a narrative or dramatic work 4 : a widely circulated rumor
5 : LIE. falsehood 6 : legend^ romance 7 : a news article or
broadcast — sto-ry-writ-er \-,rit-3r\ n

istory vt 1 archaic : to narrate or describe in story 2 : to adorn
with a story or a scene from history
3story or StO.rey n [ME storie, fr. ML historia picture, story of a
building, fr. L, history, tale; prob. fr. pictures adorning the
windows of medieval buildings] 1 : a set of rooms on one floor
level of a building 2 ; a horizontal division of a building's exterior
not necessarily corresponding exactly with the stories within

sto-ry.book \-,buk\ n : a book of stories (~5 for children)
sto.ry.tell.er \-,tel-3r\ n : a teller of stories — sto<ry-tell*ing
\-,tel-iQ\ adj or n

Stoss X'stas, 's(h)tos\ adj [G stoss-, fr. stossen to push; akin to L
tundere to beat — more at stint] : facing toward the direction from
which an overriding glacier impinges (the -- slope of a hill)

sto*tin*ka \sto-'tio-k3\ n, pi sto<>tin-Ki \-ke\ [Bulg] — see lev at
money table

Stound X'staiind. 'stUnd\ n [ME. fr OE stund: akin to OHG stunta
time, hour, OE standan to stand] archaic ; time, while
stoup X'stiJpV n [ME stowp, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
staup cup — more at steep] 1 : a container for beverages: as
a : a large glass b ; tankard c : flagon 2 : a basin at the
entrance of a Roman Catholic church for holy water
istour \'stu(3)r\ adj [ME star. fr. OE star; akin to OHG stuori

large, Russ staryi old, OE standan to stand] 1 chiejly Scot : strong,
hardy 2 chiejly Scot : stern, harsh

2st0Ur n [ME, fr. OF estour, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG sturm
storm, battle] 1 a archaic : battle, conflict b dial Brit

: tumult, uproar 2 chiejly Scot : dust, powder
iStOUt \'staut\ adj [ME, fr. OF estout, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG
siolz proud] 1 : strong of character: as a : brave, bold b : firm,
determined; also : obstinate, uncompromising 2 : physically or
materially strong: a ; sturdy, vigorous b : staunch, enduring
c : SOLID, suBSTAT-rriAL 3 : forceful (a '-^ attack); also X violent
(a ~ wind) 4 : bulky in body : thickset syn see strong— stout-
ly adv — stout-ness n
Zstout n 1 : a heavy-bodied brew that Is darker and sweeter than
porter and is made with roasted malt and a relatively high per-
centage of hops 2 a : a fat person b : a clothing size designed for

the large figure
Stout.en \'staut-'n\ vb stout*en*ing X'staut-nlo, -'n-io\ vt : to
make stout ('^ a resolve) -^ vt : to become stout (she's mediately)

Stout-heart.ed \'staut-'hart-3d\ adj : having a stout heart or spirit:

a : COURAGEOUS b : stubborn — stout.heart-ed-ly adv— stout-
heart-ed.ness n
stout'ish \'staut-ish\ adj : somewhat stout

istove \'st6v\ n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. MD or MLG, heated room,
steam room; akin to OHG stuba heated room, steam room; both
fr. a prehistoric WGmc-NGmc word borrowed fr. (assumed) VL
extuja, deriv. of L ex- + Gk typhein to smoke — more at deaf]
1 a : a portable or fixed apparatus that burns fuel or uses elec-

tricity to provide heat (as for cooking or headng) b : a device
that generates heat for special purposes (as for heating tools or
heating air for a hot blast) c : kiln 2 chiejly Brit : a hothouse
esp. for the cultivation of tropical exotics; broadly ; greenhouse
2Sl0Ve past Oj STAVE
stovepipe \'stov-,pip\ 71 1 : pipe of large diameter usu. of sheet

steel used as a stove chimney or to connect a stove with a flue

2 : a very tall silit hat
Sto.ver \'sto-v3r\ n [ME, modif. of AF estovers necessary supplies,

fr. OF estoveir to be necessary, fr. L est opus there is need] 1 chiejly

dial Eng : fodder 2 : mature cured stalks of grain from which the
ears have been removed used as feed for livestock

Stow \'sto\ vt [ME stowen to place, fr. stov/e place, fr. OE stow;

akin to OFris sto place, Gk stylos pillar — more at steer] 1 : house,
LODGE 2 a : to put away : store b obs : to lock up for safekeeping

: CONFINE 3 a : to dispose in an orderly fashion ; arrange, pack
b ; LOAD 4 slang : to put aside : stop 5 a archaic : CROWD
b \ to cram in (food)

stow.age \-ij\ n 1 a : an act or process of stowing b : goods in

storage or to be stowed 2 a : storage capacity b : a place or
receptacle for storage 3 : storage
Stow away vi : to secrete oneself aboard a vehicle as a means of

obtaining transportation

stow-away \'st6-3-,wa\ n : an unregistered passenger : one who
stows away

stia.bis.mlc \str3-'biz-niik\ adj : of, relating to, or affected with
strabismus

Stra.bis.mus \-m3s\ n [NL. fr. Gk strabismos condition of squint-

ing, fr. strabizein to squint, fr. strabos squint-eyed; akin to Gk
strephein to twist— more at strophe] : inability of one eye to attain

d abut; ^ kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

J joke; r| sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tH thin; tfe this;
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binocular vision with the other because ot imbalance of the muscles
of the eveball — called also squint

istrad-die \'strad-'l\ vb strad-dling \'strad-lir], -'I-io\ [irreg. fr.

siride} vi 1 : to part the legs wide : stand, sit, or walk whh the

legs wide apart; esp : to sit astride 2 : to spread out irregularly

; SPRAWL 3 : to be noncommittal ; favor or seem to favor two
apparently opposite sides 4 : to buy in one market and sell short
in another ^ vr 1 : to stand, sit, or be astride of 2 : to be non-
committal in regard to <^ an issue) — strad-dler \-lar, -n-3r\ n
astraddle n 1 ; the act or position of one who straddles 2 : a
noncommittal or equivocal position 3 a : an option giving the
holder the double privilege of a put and a call b : the state of being

long in one market and short in another
Strale X'straf, esp Brit 'straf\ vt [G Gott straje England God punish
England, slogan of the Germans in World War I] : to rake (as

ground troops) with fire at close range and esp. with machine-gun
fire from low-flying aircraft — strafe n — straf-er n

istrag.gle \'strag-3l\ viStrag-gliHg\-(3-)lio\[MEs/rag/en] 1 : to

wander from the direct course or way : rove, stray 2 : to trail

off from others of its kind : spread out irregularly or scatteringly
— strag.gler \-(3-)br\ n
2straggle n : a straggling body or arrangement (as of persons or
objects)

strag.gly \-{3-)le\ adj : spread out or scattered irregularly ; strag-
gling
^straight \'strat\ adj [ME stre^ht, straight, fr. pp. of strecchen to

stretch] 1 a : free from curves, bends, angles, or irregularities

<'^ hair) ^-^ timber) <--' stream) b : generated by a point moving
continuously in the same direction and expressed by a linear

equation <--' hne) <— segment of a curve) 2 : direct, uninter-
rupted: as a : lying along or holding to a direct or proper course
or method <the ^er path there) <'-^ thinker) b : candid, frank
<'-^ speech) <a -^ answer) C : coming directly from a trustworthy
source (a ^ tip on the horses) d : having the elements in an order
<the ^ sequence of events) e : having the cylinders arranged in a
single straight hne <a ~ eight-cyUnder engine) i : upright,
vertical 3 a : just, virtuous <^ dealing) b : properly ordered
or arranged (set the kitchen '^) c : free from extraneous matter
: UNMIXED (writes ^ humor) d : marked by no exceptions or
deviations in one's support of a principle or party (a ^ Republican)
(a ^ ballot) e : having a fixed price for each regardless of the
number sold (cigars lU cents '^) f : not deviating from the general
norm or prescribed pattern <a ^ part) — straight'ly adv —
straight-ness n

^straight adv : in a straight manner
3straight v/, chiejly Scot : straighten
^straight n 1 : something that is straight: as a : a straight Hne or
arrangement b : straightaway; esp : homestretch c : a true or
honest report or course 2 a : a sequence (as of shots, strokes,
or moves) resulting in a perfect score in a game or contest b : fiist

place at the finish of a horse race : win — compare place, show
3 : a combination of five cards in sequence in a poker hand

straight angle n : an angle whose sides lie in opposite directions
from the vertex in the same straight line and that equals two right
angles
Straight-arm \'strat-,arm\ vt : to ward off (an opponent) with the
arm held straight — straight-arm n
iStralght.away \'sir<u-3-,wa\ adj 1 : proceeding in a straight Une
: continuous in direction : straightforward 2 : immediate
2straightaway n : a straight course: as a : the straight part of a
closed racecourse : stretch b ; a straight and unimpeded stretch
of road or way

3Straight.away \.strat-a-'wa\ adv ; without hesitation or delay
: immediately

straight chain n : an open chain of atoms having no side chains
straight-edge \'strat-,ej\ n : a bar or piece of wood, metal, or
plastic with a straight edge for testing straight lines and surfaces
or drawing straight Unes

Straight-en \'strat-'n\ v6 straight-en.ing \'strat-nio, -'n-ir)\ : to
make or become straight — straight-en-er X-nsr, -'n-ar\ n

straight lace n : a face giving no evidence of emotion and esp. of
merriment — straight-faced \'strat-'fast\ adj
istraight.for.ward \(')sirat-'f6r-w3rd\ also straight.Jor^wards
\-w3rdz\ adv • in a straightforward manner

2Straightforward adj 1 : proceeding in a straight course or manner
: direct, UNDEVIATING 2 3 : outspoken, candid b : CLEAR-CUT,
precise — straigM-tor>ward<ly adv — straight-lor-ward'ness n

straight. Isli \'strat_-ish\ adj : somewhat straight
Straight-line \,sirat-,lTn\ adj l : being a mechanical linkage or
equivalent device designed to produce or copy motion in a straight
line 2 : having the principal parts arranged in a straight line <a
'^ compressor having the steam and air cylinders in a straight Une)
3 : marked by a uniform spread and esp. in equal segments over a
given term (~ amortization) (--^ depreciation)

straight man n ; an entertainer who feeds lines to a comedian
straight ofl adv : immediately
straight-out \'strai-,aut\ adj 1 : forthright, blunt 2 : out-
right, thoroughgoing

Straight razor n : a razor with a rigid steel cutting blade hinged to a
case that forms a handle when the razor is open for use
straight ticket n : a ballot cast for all the candidates of one party
istraight.way \'strat-'wa, -,wa\ adv 1 : in a direct course : di-
rectly 2 : immediately, forthwith
2straight-way \-.wa\ adj : having or affording a straight way
istrain \'stran\ n [ME streen progeny, lineage, fr. OE strcon gain,
acquisition; akin to OHG gisiriuni gain. L struere to heap up ~
more at structure] 1 a : lineage, ancestry b ; a group of
presumed common ancestry with clear-cut physiological but usu.
not morphological distinctions <a high-yielding -^ of winter
wheat); broadly : a specified infraspecific group (as a stock. Une,
or ecotype) c : kind, sort 2 a : inherited or inherent character,
quality, or disposition (a ~ of madness in the family) b : trace,
STREAK <a ~ of fanaticism) 3 a : tune, air b : a passace of
verbal or musical expression c : a stream or outburst of forceful
or impassioned speech 4 a : the tenor, pervading note, burden,
or tone of an utterance (as a song or speech) or of a course of ac-
tion or conduct b : mood, temper

^strain vh [ME strainen, fr. MF estraindre, fr. L stringere to bind or
draw tight, press together- akin to Gk Strang-, stranx drop squeezed
out, strangalc halter] vt la: to draw tight : cause to clasp firmly

b : to stretch to maximum extension and tautness 2 a : to exert
(as oneself) to the utmost b : to injure by overuse, misuse, or
excessive pressure i'^ed his heart by overwork) c : to cause a
change of form or size in (a body) by application of external force
3 : to squeeze or clasp tightly: as a ; hug b ; constrict 4 a : fil-

ter b ; to remove by straining <~ lumps out of the gravy) 5 : to
stretch beyond a proper limit 6 obs ; to squeeze out ; extort -^ vi

1 a : to make violent efforts : strive b ; to sustain a strain, wrench,
or distortion 2 : to pass through or as if through a strainer (the
hquid ~5 readily) 3 ; to make great difficulty or resistance : balk

3strain /i l : an act of straining or the condition of being strained;
as a : excessive physical or mental tension b : excessive or diffi-

cult exertion or labor c ; bodily injury from excessive tension,
effort, or use (heart ~>; esp : one resulting from a wrench or twist
and involving undue stretching of muscles or Ugaments (back —

)

d : deformation of a material body under the action of applied
forces 2 : an unusual reach, degree, or intensity : ptfch 3 archaic
; a strained interpretation of something said or written

strain.er \'stra-n3r\ n : one that strains: as a ; a device (as a
sceen, sieve, or filter) to retain solid
pieces while a liquid passes through
b : any of various devices for stretching
or tightening something

strain.om.6. ter \stra-'nam-at-ar\ n
; extensometer

istrait \'strat\ adj [ME, fr. OF estreit,

fr. L stricius strait, strict — more at strict] 1 archaic a : narrow
b : restricted c : closely fitting : constricted, tight 2 archaic
: strict, rigorous 3a: distressful, difficult b : limited,
STRArrENED — strait'ly adv — strait>ness n

2stTait adv, obs : closely, tightly
3strait 7j 1 a archaic : a narrow space or passage b : a compara-
tively narrow passageway connecting two large bodies of water— often used in pi. but sing, in constr. c : isthmus 2 : a situation
of perplexity or distress ; difficulty, need — often used in pi.

syn see juncture
strait<en X'strat-^nX vt strait>en*ing \'strat-nio, -'n-io\ 1 a : to
make strait or narrow b : to hem in : squeeze together : confine
2 archaic : to restrict in freedom or scope ; hamper 3 ; to subject
to distress, privation, or deficiency (found himself in '^ed circum-

istralt*iacK«et or straight>jacK*et \'strat-,jak-3t\ n 1 : a cover
or overgarment of strong material (as canvas) used to bind the
body and esp. the arms closely in restraining a violent prisoner or
patient 2 : something that restricts or confines Uke a straitjacket

istrait] acket or straight] acKet v/ : to confine in or as if in a
straitjacket

strait'laced or straight-laced \'strat-'last\ adj 1 : wearing or hav-
ing a bodice or stays Ughtly laced 2 : excessivelystrict in manners,
morals, or opinion — strait-laced'ly \-'last-le, -'la-sSd-leX adv— stralt'laced-ness \-'las(t)-n3s, -Ma-sad-nasX n

Straits dollar \'strats-\ n iStraits Settlements, former British
crown colony] : a dollar formerly issued by British Malaya and used
in much of southern and eastern Asia and the East Indies

strake \'strak\ n [ME; akin to OE streccan to stretch — more at
STRETCH] 1 : a continuous band of hull planking or plates on a
ship; also % the width of such a band 2 : streak, stripe

Stram-asli \'stram-ish\ n [prob. imit.] chiejly Scot 1 : disturb-
ance, racket 2 ; crash, smashup

stra-mo-ni-iim \str3-'mo-ne-om\ n [NL] 1 ; thorn apple 2

2 : the dried leaves of the thorn apple used in medicine similarly to
belladonna esp. in asthma
istrand \'strand\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to ON strond strand, L
sternere to spread out — more at strew] : the land bordering a
body of water : shore, beach

2strand vt 1 : to run. drive, or cause to drift onto a strand : run
aground : beach 2 : to leave in a strange or an unfavorable place
esp. without funds or means to depart ^ vi : to become stranded
astrand n [ME sironde, strande'] Scot >& dial Eng 1 : stream 2 : SEA
"strand n [ME strond'\ 1 a : fibers or filaments twisted, plaited, or
laid parallel to form a unit for further twisting or plaiting into yarn,
thread, rope, or cordage b : one of the wires twisted together or
laid parallel to form a wire rope or cable 2 ; an element (as a yarn
or thread) of a woven or plaited material 3 : an elongated or twist-

ed and plaited body resembling a rope (a ~ of pearls) 4 : one of
the elements interwoven in a complex whole (the '^s of a legal

argument)
sstrand vt l : to break a strand of (a rope) accidentally 2 a : to
form (as a rope) from strands b ; to play out, twist, or arrange in
a strand

strand.er \'stran-d3r\ n : a machine that makes strands into cable
or rope

strand'line X'stran-.fdilTnV n ; shoreline; esp : a shoreline above
the present water level

Strange \'stran)\ adj [ME, fr. OF estrange, fr. L extraneus. lit.,

external, fr. extra outside — more at extra-] 1 a archaic : of,

relating to, or characteristic of another country : foreign, alien
b : not native to or naturally belonging in a place : of external
origin, kind, or character 2 a : not before known, heard, or seen
; new, unfamiliar b : exciting wonder or awe : strikingly uncom-
mon or unnatural : extraordinary, queer 3 : discouraging fa-

miliarities : reserved, distant 4 ; unaccustomed, unversed
— strange-ly adv — strange»ness n
syn siNGuij^R, unique, peculiar, eccentric, erratic, odd,

QUEER, QUAINT. oiTTLANDisH: STRANGE siresses unfamiUarity and
may apply to the foreign, the unnatural, the unaccountable;
singular suggests individuality or puzzling strangeness; unique
implies singularity and the fact of being without a known parallel;

peculiar implies a marked distinctiveness; eccentric suggests a
wide divergence from the usual or normal esp. in behavior; erratic
stresses a capricious and unpredictable wandering or deviating;
ODD appUes to a departure from the regular or expected; queer
suggests a dubious sometimes sinister oddness; quaint suggests an
old-fashioned but pleasant oddness; outlandish apphes to what is

uncouth, bizarre, or barbaric
istrang.er \'stran-jar\ n [ME, fr. MF estrangier foreign, foreigner,

fr. estrange] 1 : one who is strange: as a (1) : foreigner (2) : a
resident alien b : one in the house of another as a guest, visitor, or
intruder c : a person or thing thai is unknown or with whom one
is unacquainted d ; one who does not belong to or is kept from the
activities of a group e : one not privy or party to an act, contract.
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or title ; a mere intruder or intermeddler 2 : one ignorant of or
unacquainted with someone or something

^Stranger adj : of, relating to, or being a stranger : foreign, alien
astranger vr, obs ; estrange, alienate
strange woman n [fr. the use of the expression in Prov 5:3 (AV)]
: pROsrrruTE

stran.gle \'strao-g3l\ vb stran-gling \-g(a-)Iio\ [ME strangten,
fr. MF eslrangler, fr. L strangulare. fr Gk strangalan, fr. strangale
halter— more at strain ] v/ 1 a : to choke to death by compressing
the throat with or as if wiih a hand or rope : throttle b : to
obstruct seriously or fatally the normal breathing of : smother
c : stifle 2 : to suppress or hinder the rise, expression, or growth
of : choke off -^ vi l ; to become strangled 2 : to die from or as
if from interference with breathing — stran<gler \-g(9-)lar\ n

Stran.gle.hold \'strao-g3l-.hold\ n l : an illegal wresUing hold by
which one's opponent is choked 2 : a force or influence that
chokes or suppresses freedom of movement or expression
Stran<gles \'strao-g3lz\ n pi hut sing or pi in conslr [pi. of obs.
strangle (act of strangling)] : an infectious febrile disease of horses
caused by a bacterium (Sireprncncrus equi^ and marked by inflam-
mation and congestion of mucous membranes

Stran*gU*late \'strao-gy3-,lat\ vh ft strangulatus, pp. of sirangu-
larel vt : strangle, coNSTRirr ~ vi : to become constricted so as
to stop circulation <the hernia will -" and become necrotic)

Stxan-gu-la-tion \,strao-gy3-'la shanX n 1 : the action or process
of strangling : the state of beiny; strangled 2 : inordinate compres-
sion or constriction of a bodily tube or part that causes a suspen-
sion of breathing, circulation, or the passage of contents

Stran.gU.ry \'strari-gy3-re\ n [ME, fr. L stranguria, fr. Gk siran-
gouria, fr. strong-, siranx drop squeezed out + ourein to urinate, fr.

ouron urine — more at strain, urine] ; a slow and painful discharge
of urine drop by drop
istrap \'sirap\ n, ojten altrib [alter, of strop, fr. ME, band or loop
of leather or rope, fr. OE. thong for securing an oar; akin to MHG
strupje strap; all fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L
struppus, fr. Gk strophes twisted band; akin to Gk sirephein to
twist — more at strophe] 1 : a band, plate, or loop of metal for
binding objects together or for clamping an object in position
2 a : a narrow usu. flat strip or thong of a flexible material and esp.
leather used variously (as for securing, holding together, or wrap-
ping) b : something made of a strap forming a loop (boot ^> c : a
strip of leather used for flogging d : strop 3 : a shoe fastened
with a usu. buckled strap 4 Jrish : trollop — strapless \-l3s\
adj

2strap vt strapped: strap-ping 1 a (1) : to secure with or attach
by means of a strap (2) : to support (as a sprained joint) with
overlapping strips of adhesive plaster b ; bind, constrict 2 : to
beat or punish with a strap 3 : strop

Slrap'hang-er \-,hag-3r\ n : a passenger in a subway, streetcar,

bus, or train who clings for support while standing to one of the
short straps or similar devices running along the aisle

Stiap4ess \-las\ adj : havjnu no strap; specij : made or worn with-
out shoulder straps <-- evening ^own>

Strap-pa*do \stra-'pad-(,)6, -'pad-\ n [modif. of It strappata, lit.,

sharp pull] ; a former punishment or torture consisting of hoisting
the subject by a rope and letting him fall to the length of the rope;
also : a machine used in the infliction of this torture

Strap.per \'strap-3r\ n : one that is unusually large or robust
Stiap'ping \*strap-io\ adj : having a vigorously sturdy constitution

: robust
Strass \'stras\ n [F stras, strass] ; paste 3
Strat*a<gem \'strat-3-J3m, -,jem\ n [It stratagemma, fr. L strate-
gema^ fr Gk sirategema, fr. straregein to be a genera!, maneuver, fr.

straiegos general, fr stratos army (akin to L stratus, pp. of stemere
to spread oufi -t- agein to lead — more at stratum, agent] 1 a : an
artifice or trick m war for deceiving and outwitting the enemy
b : a cleverly contrived trick or scheme for gaining an end 2 : skill

in ruses or trickery synsee trick
slra.te-gic \str3-'te-jik\ adj 1 ! of. relating to, or marked by strate-

gy <— value of the position* <a -- retreat) 2a: necessary to or
important in the initiation, conduct, or completion of a strategic
plan b : required for the conduct of war <~ materials) c : of
great importance within an integrated whole or to a planned effect

(emphasized -^ points) 3 : designed or trained to strike an enemy
at the sources of his military, economic, or political power
(~ bomber) — stra>te'gl*cal \-Ji-k3l\ adj — stra'te^gi-cal'ly
\-kra-)le\ adv

strat-e-gist \'strat-3-.i3st\ n : one skilled in strategy

Strat^C'gy \-je\ n [Gk sirategia generalship, fr slrategos'] 1 a (1)

: the science and art of employing the political, economic, psy-
chological, and military forces of a nation or group of nations to
afford the maximum support to adopted policies in peace or war
(2'i : the science and art of military command exercised to meet the
enemy in combat under advantageous conditions — compare
tactics b ; a variety of or instance of the use of strategy 2 a : a
careful plan or method : a clever stratagem b : the art of devising
or employing plans or stratagems toward a goal

stratH \'strath\ n [ScGael srath] : a flat wide river valley or the
low-lying grassland along it

Strath.spey \strath-'spa\ n iStrath Spey district of Scotland] ; a
Scottish dance that is similar to but slower than the reel; also : the
music for this dance

strati- comb jorm [N L stratum ] : stratum (^/rariform) istra-

?jgraphy>
Stra.ticu.late Xstra-'tik-ys-lat, sira-\ adj [(assumed) NL straticu-

lum, dim. of stratum] : characterized by thin parallel strata

Strat4*fi*ca<tion \,strat-3-f9-*kn-shan\ n : the act or process of
stratifying or state of being stratified : a stratified formation

Strat'i'form \'strat-a-,f6rm\ adj : having a stratified formation
Strat.i-fy \'strat-9-,fT\ vb [NL stratificare, fr. stratum + L -ijicare

-ify] vt 1 a : to form, deposit, or arrange in strata b (1 ) : to divide
or arrange into classes, castes, or social strata (2) : to divide into a
series of graded statuses 2 : to store (seeds) in layers alternating
with moisture-holding material (as earth or peat) -^ vi ; to become
arranged in strata

stia-tig.ra.pher Vstra-'tig-ra-fsr, st9-\ n : ageologist who specializes
in stratigraphy

Strati•graph'ic \,strat-3-'graf-Ik\ adj : of, relating to, or determined
by stratigraphy

Stra.tig.ra.phy \stra-'tig-r3-fe. st3-\ n [fSV] 1 : the arrangement
of strata 2 : geology that deals with the origin, composition, dis-
tribution, and succession of strata

StratO- comb form [NL stratus] : stratus and <jrra/ocumulus>
stra.tocra.cy \str9-'tak-r3-se\ n (Gk stratos army — more at
stratagem] : a military government : government based on an army

stra-to.cu.mu.lus \,strat(,)o-'kyu-my3-l3s. ,strat-\ n [NL]
: stratified cumulus consisting of large balls or rolls of dark cloud
which often cover the whole sky esp. in winter

StratO.sphere \*strat-3-.sfi(3)r\ « [F stratosphere, fr. NL stratum +
-0- + F sphere sphere, fr L sphaera] : an upper portion of the at-
mosphere above seven miles more or less depending on latitude,
season, and weather in which temperature change.<! but little with
altitude and clouds of water are rare — strato<spher>ic \,strat-
3-'sfi(a)r-ik, -'sfer-\ adj
Stra.tum \'strat-3m, 'strat-\ n. pi stra-ta \'strat-3. 'strat-\ [NL. fr.

L, spread, bed. fr. neut. of stratus, pp of stemere to spread out —
more at strew] 1 ; a bed or layer artificially made 2 a : a sheet-
like mass of sedimentary rock or earth of one kind lying between
beds of other kinds b : a region of the sea or atmosphere that is

analogous to a stratum of the earth c : a layer of tissue (deep -^

of the skin) d : a layer in which archaeological material (as arti-

facts, skeletons, and dwelling remains' is found on excavation
3 a : a part of a historical or sociological series representing a
period or a stage of development b : a socioeconomic level of
society comprised of persons of the same or similar status esp. with
regard to education or culture 4 : one of the sets considered as an
integrated whole that make up an ordered, layered, or superimposed
group of sets (a statistical sampling of various population strata}

Stra-tns \'strat-as, 'strat-\ n. pi stra-ti \'strat-.T, 'strat-\ [NL, fr.

L, pp. of sternere] : a cloud form of greater horizontal extension
and comparatively lower altitude (2000 to 7000 feet) than the
cumulostratus or cirrostratus
stra-vage or stra-vaig \stra-'vag\ v; [prob. by shortening and
alter, fr. extravagate] chiejly Sent : roam
istraw \'str6\ n [ME. fr. OE streaw: akin to OHG stro straw. OE
strewian to strew] 1 a : stalks of grain after threshing; broadly
: dry stalky plant residue used like grain straw fas for bedding or
packing) b : a natural or artificial heaw fiber used for weaving,
plaiting, or braiding 2 : a dry coarse stem esp. of a cereal grass
3 a (1) : something of small worth or significance (2) : something
too insubstantial to provide support oi" help in a desperate situation
(3) : a slight fact that is an indication of a coming event b : chaff 2
4 a : something made of straw b : a prepared tube originally cut
from a wheat straw for sucking up a beverage — strawy \'str6(-)i\

2Straw adj 1 : made of straw < -^ rug> 2 : of, relating to, or used
for straw (•^ barn) 3 : of the color of straw 4 : of little or no
value : worthless 5 : of, relating to, resembling, or being a man
of straw 6 : of, relating to. or concerned with the discovery of
preferences by means of a straw vote
Straw.ber-ry \'str6-.ber-e, -bf3->rc\ n. often attrib [fr. the appear-
ance of the achenes on the surface] : the juicy edible usu red fruit

of a plant (genus Fragaria) of the rose family that is technically'an
enlarged pulpy receptacle bearing numerous achenes; also ; a plant
whose fruits are strawberries
Strawberry bush n : a No. American euonymus (Euonymus ameri-
canus) with crimson pods and seeds with a scarlet aril; also : ^WAHOOa
strawberry mark n : a usu. red and elevated birthmark that is a
small vascular tumor

strawberry roan n : a roan horse with a decidedly red ground color
Strawberry shrub n ; any of a genus iCalycanthus of the family
Calycanthaceae, the strawberry-shrub family) of shrubs with fra-

grant brownish red flowers
strawberry tomato n : ground-cherry 2; esp : a stout hairy
annual herb [Physalis pruinosu) of eastern No. America with sweet
globular yellow fruits

strawberry tree « l : a Europei^n evergreen tree (.Arbutus unedo) of
the heath family with racemose white flowers and fruits like

strawberries 2 : strawberry bush
straw-board \'strd-,b6(3)rd. -,boo)rd\ n : board made of straw
pulp and used esp. for packing
straw boss n 1 : an assistant to a foreman in charge of supervising
and expediting the work of a small gang of workmen 2 : a member
of a group of workers who supervises the work of the others in
addition to doing his own job
straw.How.er \'sir6-,flau(-3)r\ n : any of several everlasting
flowers

straw.hat theater \,str6-,hat-\ n [fr. the former fashion of wearing
straw hats in summer] : a summer th&iter

straw man n 1 : a weak or imaginary opposition (as an argument
or adversary) set up only to be easily confuted 2 : a person set up
to serve as a cover for a usu. questionable transaction

straw vote n : an unofficial vote (as taken at a chance gathering) to

indicate the relative strength of opposing candidates or issues

straw wine n : a sweet dessert wine produced from grapes partially

dried in the sun often on straw before fermentation
straw.worm \'str6-,w3rm\ n 1 : caddisworm 2 : any of several
larval chalcid flies that injure the straw of wheat and other grains

straw yellow n : a pale yellow
islray \*stra\ vi [ME straien. fr. MF estraier, fr. (assumed) VL
extragare, fr. L extra- outside + vagari to wander — more at
EXTRA-, vagary] 1 : to wander from company, restraint, or
proper limits : roam 2 a : to wander from a direct course or at

random : deviate, meander b : err, sin — stray.er n
astray n [ME, fr. OF estraie. pp. of estraier] 1 a : a domestic animal
wandering at large or lost b : a person or thing that strays : a
detached individual ; straggler, waif 2 [ME, fr. straien to stray]
archaic : the act of going astray 3 : a disturbing electrical effect in

radio reception not produced by a transmitting station 4 t an un-
expected formation encountered in drilling an oil or gas well

3stiay adj 1 : having strayed : wandering (a ~ cow) (~ survivors)
2 : occurring at random or as detached individuals : scaitered,
occasional (a few — hairs) (-^ remarks)
istieak \'strek\ n [ME streke, fr. OE strica; akin to OHG strich

a abut; 3 kitten; er further; a back; a bake; si cot, cart;

i joke; I) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t^ this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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line, L striga row — more at strike] 1 ; a line or mark of a dif-

ferent color or texture from the ground ; stripe 2 a : the color of
the fine powder of a mineral obtained by scratching or rubbing
against a hard white surface and constituting an important distin-

guishing character b : inoculum implanted in a line on a solid

medium 3 a : a narrow band of light b : a lightning bolt 4 a : a
slight admixture : trace b : a brief run (as of luck) c : a consecu-
tive series (winning ~> 5 ; a narrow layer (as of ore)

^streak vt ; to make streaks on or in ; striate -^ vi ; to move swiftly

: RUSH
streaked \'strekt, 'stre-k3d\ adj 1 : marked with stripes or linear

discolorations 2 : physically or mentally disturbed ; upset
Stieak-i>ness \'stre-ke-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being
streaky

Streaky \'stre-ke\ adj 1 : marked with streaks 2 : apprehensive
3 : variable, unreliable
istream \'strem\ n [ME streme, fr. OE stream: akin to OHG
stroum stream, Gk rhein to flow, Skt sarati it flows — more at

serum] 1 : a body of running water (as a river or brook) flowing
on the earth; also ; any body of flowing fluid (as water or gas)

2 a : a steady succession b : a constantly renewed supply c ; a
continuous moving procession 3 ; an unbroken flow (as of gas or
particles of matter) 4 : a ray or beam of light 5 ; a dominant
attitude, group, or line of development — on stream, ; in or into
production
^stream vi la: to flow in or as if in a stream b : to leave a bright
trail 2 a ; to exude a bodily fluid profusely b : to become satu-
rated 3 : to trail out at full length 4 : to pour in large numbers
'^ vt 1 : to cause to flow ; exude 2 : to display fully extended

Stream<er \'stre-m3r\ n 1 a : a flag that streams in the wind; esp
; pennant b : any long narrow wavy strip like or suggesting a
banner floating in the wind c : banner 2 2 a : a long gauzy ex-
tension of the solar corona visible only during a total solar ecUpse
b pi : aurora borealis

stream.ing n : an act or instance of flowing; specij : cyclosis
Stream.let \'strem-l3t\ n : a small stream
istream.line \'strem-,lTn. -'ITn\ n 1 : the path of a fluid particle
relative to a solid body past which the fluid is moving in smooth
flow without curbulence 2 a : a contour designed to minimize re-

sistance to m.otion through a fluid (as air) b : a fluid or smooth
line designed as if for decreasing air resistance
aslreamliue vt l ; to design or construct with a streamline 2 : to
bring up to date : modernize 3a; organize b ; to make simpler
or more efficient

stream-lined \-,lTnd, -'irnd\ adj la; contoured to reduce re-
sistance to motion through a fluid (as air) b ; stripped of non-
essentials : SIMPLIFIED, compact c ; effectively integrated : or-
ganized 2 : having fluid lines 3 : modernized 4 ; of or relating
to streamline flow

Streamline How n : an uninterrupted flow (as of ah:) past a solid
body in which the direction at every point remains unchanged with
the passage of time

Stream.lin-er \'strem-'IT-nar\ n : one that is streamlined; esp ; a
streamlined train

Stream ot consciousness : individual conscious experience con-
sidered as a series of processes or experiences continuously moving
forward in time
Streek \'strek\ vt [ME (northern dial.) streken; akin to OE streccan
to stretch] 1 chiefly Scot : stretch, extend 2 chiejly Scot : to lay
out (a dead body)

istreet \'stret\ n [ME strete, fr. OE str^t; akin to OHG strdza
street; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. LL strata
paved road, fr. L, fem. of stratus, pp. of siernere to spread out —
more at strew] 1 a ; a thoroughfare esp. in a city, town, or village
usu. including sidewalks and being wider than an alley or lane
b : the part of a street reserved for vehicles c : a thoroughfare with
abutting properly 2 : the people occupying property on a street
3 : a promising line of development 4 cap ; a district (as Wall
Street or Fleet Street) identified with a particular profession

2street adj l a : suitable for wear on the street b : not touching
the ground — used of a woman's dress 2 : caused by a street virus
{^ distemper)

Street arab \-'ar-3b, -'a-,rab\ n. often cap A ; a homeless vagabond
and esp. an outcast boy or girl in the streets of a city : gamin

Street-car \'stret-,kar\ n : a vehicle on rails used primarily for
transporting passengers and typically operating on city streets

street railway n : a line operating streetcars or buses
street virus n : virulent or natural virus (as of rabies) as distin-
guished from virus attenuated in the laboratory
street-walk. er \'stret-,w6-kar\ n : prostitute — street-walk-ing
\-kir)\ n

strength \'streo(k)th\ n, pi strengths \'streofk)s, 'streo(k)ths\
[ME sirengihe, it. OE strengthu; akin to OHG strengi strong— more
at STRONG] 1 : the quality or state of being strong : capacity for
exertion or endurance 2 : power to resist force : solidfty, tough-
ness 3 ; power of resisting attack ; iMPREGNABiLnr 4 I legal,
logical, or moral force 5 a : degree of potency of effect or of con-
centration b : intensity of light, color, sound, or odor c ; vigor of
expression 6 : force as m.easured in numbers : effective numbers of
any body or organization (army at full '^> 7 : one regarded as
embodying or affording force or firmness : support 8 : main-
tenance of or a rising tendency In a price level ; firmness of prices
syn see power

Strength.en \'strer)(kl-th3n\ yb strength.en-ing \'streD(k)th-
(3-)niri\ vt : to make stronger ^ vi ; to become stronger —
strength. en-er \'strer]fkith-(3-)n3r\ n

Strength-Iess \*streD(k)th-las\ adj [ME strentheles. fr. strenthe
strength + -les -less] : having no strength — strength-less.ness n

Stren.u-os.i.ty \,stren-y3-'was-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
strenuous

Stren-u.ous \'stren-y3-w3s\ adj [L
1 a : vigorously active : energetic _ . ,

2 ; marked by or calling for energy or stamina : arduous syn l_
VIGOROUS — stren-u-ous'ly adv — stren-u.ous.ness n

strep \'strep\ adj : STREPTOCOCCAL
strep throat n : septic sore throat
StreptO- comb form [NL. fr. Gk, fr. streptos twisted, fr. strephein to
twist — more at strophe] 1 : twisted : twisted chain {streptococ-
cus} 2 : streptococcus (streptok.inasey

Strep.to.ba-cil.lus \.strep-(.lto-b3-'sil-3s\ n [NL] : any of various
bacilli in which the Individual cells are joined in a chain

strep>to*coo*cal N.strep-ts-Tcak-slX or strep-to-coc-cic X-Tsak-
(s)ik\ adj : of, relating to, or caused by streptococci <a -^ sore
throat) ('^ organisms)

strep.to-coc-cus \-'kak-3s\ n, pi strep>to>coc>ci \-'kak-,fs)T,
-'kak-(,)(s)e\ [NL, genus name] : any of a genus {Streptococ-
cus) of nonmotile chiefly parasitic gram-positive bacteria that
divide only in one plane, occur in pairs or chains but not in packets,
and include important pathogens of man and domestic animals;
broadly ; any coccus occurring in chains

Strep.to-ki-nase \-'krn-,as, -'kin-, -,az\ n : a proteolytic enzyme
from hemolytic streptococci active in promoting dissolution of
blood clots

strep. to -ly- sin \strep-'tal-s-san, ,strep-t3-'Iis-'n\ n ; an antigenic
hemolysin produced by streptococci
strep'to-my.ces \,strep-t3-JmT-,sez\ n, pi streptomyces or
strep'to-my-cetes \-'mi-.sets, -(,)mi-'; -(,)mT-'set-(,)ez\ [NL, fr.

StreptO- + Gk mykes fungus; akin to L mucus mucus] ; any of a
genus (Streptomyces) of mostly soil actinomycetes including some
that form antibiotics as by-products of their metabolism

strep.to-my-cin \,strep-ts-'mTs-=n\ n ; an antibiotic organic base
Cz 1 H 3 9H 70 1 2 produced by a soil actinomycete (Streptomyces
griseus), active against many bacteria, and used esp. in the treat-
ment of infections (as tuberculosis or tularemia) by gram-negative
bacteria

Strep.tCthrLcin \-'thrTs-=n, -'thris-\ n [NL Streptothric-, Strep-
tothrix, genus of bacteria, fr. strepto- -I- Gk trich-, thrix hair— more
at TRICH-] ; a basic antibiotic produced by a soil actinomycete
(Streptomyces lavendulae) and active against bacteria and to some
degree against fungi

1 stress \'stres\ n [ME stresse stress, distress, fr, destresse — more at
DISTRESS] 1 :,constraining force or influence: as a : mutual force
or action between contiguous surf&ces of bodies caused by external
force (as tension or shear); specif : the intensity of this mutual force
commonly expressed in pounds per square inch b : a physical,
chemical, or emotional factor that causes bodily or mental tension
and may be a factor in disease causation c : a state resulting from a
stress; esp ; one of bodily or mental tension resulting from factors
that tend to alter an existent equihbrium 2 ; emphasis, weight
<lay — on a point) 3 archaic : intense effort or exertion 4 : in-

tensity of utterance given to a speech sound, syllable, or word pro-
ducing relative loudness 5a; relauve force or prominence of
sound in verse b : a syllable having relative force or prominence
6 ; accent 6a, 6b (2) ^

^stress vt 1 : to subject to phonetic stress : accent 2 : to subject
to physical stress 3 : to lay stress on ; emphasize

Stress-^ful \-f9l\ adj : full of or subject to stress — stress^ful'ly
\-fa-le\ adv

stress-less \-l3s\ adj ; having no stress ; unaccented — stress-

stress-verse \'stres-,v3rs\ n ; verse whose rhythm is produced by
recurrence of stresses without regard to number of syllables or any
fixed distribution of unstressed elements
istretch \'strech\ vb [ME strecchen, fr. OE streccan; akin to OHG
strecchan to stretch, OE starian to stare] vt 1 : to extend (as one's
hmbs or body) in a reclining position 2 : to reach out : extend
<—ed forth his arm) 3 : to extend in length 4 : to fell with or as if

with a blow 5 ; to cause the Umbs of (a person) to be pulled esp.
in torture 6 : to draw up (one's body) from a cramped, stooping,
or relaxed position 7 : to pull taut 8 a : to enlarge or distend esp.

by force b : strain 9 ; to cause to reach or continue (^ a wire
between two posts; 10 : to extend often unduly the scope or mean-
ing of '•^ vi la: to become extended in length or breadth or both
: SPREAD b : to extend over a continuous period 2 ; to become
extended without breaking 3 a : to extend one's body or limbs
b ; to lie down at full length — stretch-abiLi-ty \,strech-3-'bil-3t-

e\ n — stretch. able \'strech-3-b9l\ adj
2stretch n 1 a : an exercise of something (as the understanding)
beyond ordinary or normal limits b ; an extension of the scope or
application of something 2 : the extent to which something may be
stretched 3 : the act of stretching or the state of being stretched

4 a ; an extent in length or area b : a continuous period of time
5 ; a walk to relieve fatigue 6 : a term of imprisonment 7a; either

of the straight sides of a racecourse b : a final stage 8 ; the capac-
ity for being stretched : elasticity
3stretch adj ; easily stretched : elastic <"- hosiery)

Stretch. er \'strech-5r\ n 1 : one that stretches; esp ; a device or
machine for stretching or expanding something 2 a : a brick or
stone laid with its length parallel to the face of the wall b ; a timber
or rod used esp. when horizontal as a tie in framed work 3 ; a
hiter usu. made of canvas stretched on a frame for carrying disabled
or dead persons

stretch.er-bear.er \-,bar-3r, -,ber-\ n : one who carries one end of
a stretcher

stretch-out \'strech-,aut\ n : a system of Industrial operation in
which workers are required to do extra work and esp. to operate
more machines than formerly either with slight or with no additional
pay

stretto'\ i a : the overlapping of answer with subject in a musical
fugue b : the part of a fugue characterized by this overlapping
2 ; a concluding passage performed in a quicker tempo

strew \'strii\ vt strewed; strewed or strewn \'striin\ strew.ing
[ME strewen, strowen, fr. OE strewian, streowian; akin to OHG
strewen to strew, L stemere to spread out, Gk siornynail 1 : to
spread by scattering 2 ; to cover by or as if by scattering some-
thing over or on 3 : to become dispersed over 4 ; to spread
abroad ; disseminate

strew.ment \'strU-mant\ n, archaic : something (as flowers)
strewed or designed for strewing

Stria \'strT-3\ n, pi stri.ae \'strT-.e\ [L, furrow, channel — more at

strike] 1 : a minute groove or channel 2 : a narrow Une or band
(as of color) esp. when one of a series of parallel grooves or lines'

istri.ate \'strr-at, -,at\ adj ; yiRiATEO
2stri.ate \-,at\ vt ; to mark with striae

stri.at.ed \'strT-,at-ad\ adj : marked with striae

stri-a-tion \strT-'a-sh3n\ n 1 a : the fact or state of being striated

b : arrangement of striae 2 : stria
Strick \'strik\ n [ME stric, strik, prob. of LG or D origin; akin to
MLG strik rope, MD stric] ; a bunch of hackled flax, jute, or hemp
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wounded by or as if by a missile 3 a ; afflicted with disease, mis-
fortune, or sorrow b : incapacitated
istrick-le \'strik-3l\ n [ME slrikell; akin to OE strican to stroke —
more at strike] 1 : an instrument for leveling off measures of
grain 2 : an instrument for whetting scythes 3 : a foundry tool for
smoothing the surface of a core or mold

2strickle vt stricb-ling \-C3-)li)3\ : to smooth or form with a strickle

strict \'strikt\ adj [L striclus, fr. pp. of stringere to bind tight —
more at strain] 1 : permitting no evasion or escape (under -^

orders) 2 a : inflexibly maintained or adhered to ; complete
<'^ secrecy) b (1) : rigorously conforming to principle or a norm
<a -^ Catholic) (2) : severe in discipUne 3 archaic : narrow, tight;
also : intimate 4 ; exact, precise 6 : of narrow erect habit of
growth <a ^ inflorescence) syn see rigid — strict'ly \'strik-(t)le\
adv — strict-ness \'strik(t}-n3s\ n

Stric-tuie \'strik-ch3r\ n [ME, fr. LL stricture, fr. L strictus, pp. of
stringere to bind tight] 1 : an abnormal narrowing of a bodily
passage; also : the narrowed part 2 ; something that closely re-

strains or limits ; restriction 3 ; an adverse criticism : censure
syn see animadversion

'stride \'strTd\ vb strode \'strod\ strid<den \'strid-'n\ strid^ing
\*strTd-ir)\ [ME striden, fr. OE sindan; akin to MLG siriden to
Straddle, OE starian to stare] vi 1 ; to stand astride 2 ; to move
with or as if with long steps 3 : to take a very long step -^ vt

1 ; BESTRIDE, straddle 2 : to step over 3 : to move over or along
with or as if with long measured steps — strid>er \'strTd-ar\ n

astride n 1 ; a long step 2 : an act of striding 3 ; a stage of
progress : advance 4 a : a cycle of locomotor movements (as of a
horse) completed when ihe feet regain the initial relative positions;
also : the distance traversed in a stride b : the most effective
natural pace 5 : a manner of striding

Stri.den«cy \'strTd-'n-se\ n '. the quality or state of being strident

Stri-dent X'strld-'ntX adj [L strident-, stridens, prp. of stridere.

stridere to make a harsh noise; akin to Gk &. L strix owl] : harsh
sounding : grating; also : shrill syn see vociferous — stri-
dent-ly adv

Stli>dor \'strTd-3r. 'strT-,d6(3lr\ n [L, fr. stridere, stridere^ 1 : a
harsh, shrill, or creaking noise 2 : a harsh vibrating sound heard
during expiration in obstruction of the air passages

Strid>U>late \'strij-3-,lal\ vi [back-formation fr. stridulationl : to
make a shrill creaking noise by rubbing together special bodily
structures — used esp. of male insects (as crickets or grasshoppers)— strid-u-la-tion \,strij-3-'la-sh3n\ n — strid>u-la-to>ry \*strij-

-3-la-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj
Strid'U-lOUS \'strij-3-l3S\ adj [L stridulus, fr. stridere, stridere']

; making a shrill creaking sound — strid-u-lous-ly adv
Strife \'strTf\ n [ME strij, fr. OF estriJ^ 1 a : bitter sometimes vio-

lent conflict or dissension (political ^} b : an act of contention
: fight, struggle 2 ; exertion or contention for superiority
3 archaic ; earnest endeavor syn see discord

strlfe.less \'strl-fl3s\ adj : free from strife

Strig-il \'strii-9l\ n [L strigilis: akin to L stringere to touch lightly
— more at strike] : an instrument used by ancient Greeks and Ro-
mans for scraping the skin esp. after the bath
StrigaMose \'strij-3-,Ios\ adj [NL strigilla, dim. of striga bristle]

: finely strigose
Stri-gose \'strT-,gos\ adj [NL strigosus, fr. striga bristle, fr. L,

furrow ] 1 : having appressed bristles or scales (a '^ leaf)

2 : marked with fine closely set grooves
TstriKe \'strTk\ vb struclt \'str3k\ struck also strick-en \'strik-

an\ strik-ing \'stri-kio\ [ME striken, fr. OE strican to stroke, go;
akin to OHG strihhan to stroke, L stringere to touch lightly, striga,

stria furrow] vi 1 ; to lake a course : go 2 : to deliver or aim a
blow or thrust ; Hrr 3 : contact, collide 4 : delete, cancel
5 : to lower a flag usu. in surrender 6 a ; to become indicated by
a clock, bell, or chime b : to moke known the time by sounding
7 : pierce, penftrate 8 a : to engage in battle b : to make a
mihtary attack 9 : to become ignited 10 : to discover something
11 a : to pull on a fishing rod in order to set the hook h oj a Jish

: to seize the bait 12 : dart, shoot 13 a oj a plant cutting : to

take root h oj a seed : germinate 14 : to make an impression

15 : to stop work in order to force an employer to comply with
demands 16 : to make a beginning 17 : to thrust oneself forward
18 : to work diligently : strive ~ vr 1 a : to strike at ; hit b : to

drive or remove by or as if by a blow c : to attack or seize with a
sharp blow (as of fangs or claws) (^struck by a snake) d : inflict

e : to produce by or as if by a blow or stroke t : to separate by a
sharp blow (~ off flints) 2 a : to haul down : lower b : to

dismantle and take away c : to strike the tents of (a camp) 3 : to

afflict suddenly 4 a : to engage in (a battle) : fight b : to make a
military attack on 5 : delete, cancel 6 a : to penetrate painfully

: pierce b : to cause to penetrate c : to send down or out 7 a ; to

level (as a measure of grain) by scraping off what is above the rim
b : strickle 8 : to indicate by sounding 9 a (i) : to bring into

forceful contact (2) : to shake (hands) in confirming an agreement
(3) : to thrust suddenly b : to come into contact or coUision with
oj light : to fall on d of a sound : to become audible to 10 a : to

affect with a mental or emotional state or a strong emotion b : to

affect a person with (a strong emotion) c : to cause to become by
or as if by a sudden blow {struck him dead) 11 a : to produce by
stamping b (1) : to produce (as fire) by or as if by striking (2) : to

cause to ignite by friction 12 : to make and ratify the terms
of (-— a bargain) 13 a ; to play by stroking keys or strings b : to

produce by or as if by playing an instrument 14 a : to hook (a

fish) by a sharp pull on the line b oj a jish : to snatch at (a bait)

15 a O) ; to occur to (2) : to appear to b : to appear remarkable
to : impress 16 : bewttch 17 : to arrive at by computation {~ a
balance) 18 a : to come to : attain b : to come upon : discover
19 : to engage in a strike against (an employer) 20 : to take on
: assume ('-- a pose) 21 a : to place (a plant cutting) in a medium
for growth and rooting b : to so propagate (a plant) 22 : to make
one's way along 23 : to cause (an arc) to form (as between elec-

trodes of an arc lamp) 24 oj an insect : to oviposit on or in

syn Hrr, smtte. slap, swat, punch: strike implies aiming and
dealing a blow usu. with moderate to heavy force with the hand or

with a weapon or tool; hit more often stresses the impact of the

blow or the reaching of the target aimed at; smtte suggests greater

force or emphasis than hit; slap implies striking with the open
hand; swat impUes a slapping or striking hard with a fairly Ught
implement; punch impUes hitting with the closed fist

2strike n 1 ; strickle 2 : an act or instance of striking 3 a : a work
stoppage by a body of workers to enforce compliance with demands
made on an employer b : a temporary stoppage of activities in
protest against an act or condition (hunger '^> 4 : the direction of
the line of intersection of a horizontal plane with an uptilted geo-
logical stratum 5 a : a pull on a fishing rod to strike a fish b : a
pull on a hne by a fish in striking 6 : a stroke of good luck; esp % a
discovery of a valuable mineral deposit 7 a : a pitched ball (as in
baseball) recorded against a batter b : disadvantage, handicap
8 : an act or instance of knocking down all the bowling pins with
the first bowl 9 : establishment of roots and plant growth 10: cuta-
neous myiasis (as of sheep) (body ~> 11 a : a military attack; esp
: an air attack on a single objective b : a group of airplanes taking
part in such an attack

strike-bound \'strTk-,baiind\ adj ; subjected to a strike
Strike<break>er \'strrk-,bra-k3r\ n ; one hired to replace a striking
worker

Strike>break*ing \-kir)\ n : action designed to break up a strike
Strike»less \'stri-kl9s\ adj : marked by the absence of strikes
Strike oil vt 1 : to produce in an effortless manner 2 : to depict
clearly and exactly
Strike out vt : to retire (a baseball batter) by a strikeout ^ vi 1 : to
enter upon a course of action 2 : to set out vigorously 3 ; to
make an out in baseball by a strikeout
Strike-out \'strT-,kaut\ n : an out in baseball resulting from a
batter's being charged with three strikes

Strike.over \'strT-,k6-v9r\ n ; an act or instance of striking a type-
writer character on a spot already occupied by another character

Strik<er \'strT-k3r\ n 1 : one that strikes: as a : a player in any
of several games who strikes b : the hammer of the striking mecha-
nism of a clock or watch c : blacksmith d : a worker on strike
2 : an enlisted man working for a petty officer's rate

Strike up vi : to begin to sing or play or to be sung or played (a
march struck up and the parade began) '^ vt 1 : to cause to begin
singing or playing (^strike up the band) 2 ; to cause to begin
{strike up a conversation)

strike zone n : the area (as between the shoulders and knees
of a batter in his natural stance) over home plate through which a
pitched baseball must pass to be called a strike

Striking \'strT-kio\ adj : remarkable, surprising syn see no-
ticeable — strik-ing.ly \-kio-Ie\ adv
'string \'strio\ n [ME, fr. OE streng; akin to L stringere to bind
tight — more at strain] 1 : a small cord (as used to bind, fasten, or
tie) 2 a archaic ; a cord (as a tendon or ligament) of an animal
body b : a plant fiber (as a leaf vein) 3 a : the gut or wire cord of
a musical instrument h pi (1) ; the stringed instruments of an
orchestra (2) ; the players of such instruments 4 a : a group of
objects threaded on a string b : a series of things arranged in or
as if in a line c : the animals and esp. horses belonging to or used
by one individual 5 a : a means of recourse : expedient b ; a
group of players ranked according to skill or proficiency 6 : suc-
cession, sequence 7a: one of the incUned sides of a stair sup-
porting the treads and risers b : stringcourse 8 a : baleline
b : the action of lagging for break in billiards 9 : line 13 10 p/
a : conditions or obhgations contingent on something b : con-
trol, domination
2string vb strung \'str3o\ string-ing \'strii3-io\ v/ 1 a : to equip
with strings b : to tune the strings of 2 ; to make tense 3 a : to
thread on or as if on a string b : to thread with objects c : to tie,

hang, or fasten with string 4 : to hang by the neck 5 : to remove
the strings of <s^ beans) 6 a : to extend or stretch like a string
('^ wires from tree to tree) b : to set out in a line or series

7 : fool, hoax -^ vi 1 : to move, progress, or lie in a string 2 : to
form into strings 3 : lag 3

String along vi : to go along : agree -^ vt 1 : to keep dangling or
waitinc 2 : deceive, fool

string bass n : double bass
string bean n 1 : snap bean 2 : a very tall thin person
string.board \'strio-.bo(3)rd, -,b6(9)rd\ n : a board or built-up
facing used in stair building to cover the ends of the steps and hide
the true string

String-course \-,ko(3)rs, -,k6(3)rs\ n : a horizontal band (as of

bricks) in a building forming a part of the design
stringed ystriod\ adj 1 : having strings 2 : produced by strings

stringed instrument n : a musical instrument (as a violin, harp, or
piano) sounded by plucking or striking or by drawing a bow across
tense strings

Strln-gen.cy \'strin-jan-se\ n : the quality or state of being stringent

Strin-gen-dO \strin-'jen-(,)do\ adv [It, verbal of stringere to press,

fr. L, to bind tight] : with quickening of tempo (as to a climax) —
used as a direction in music

Strin-gent \'strin-j9nt\ adj [L stringent-, stringens, prp. of stringere

to bind tight] 1 : tight, constricted 2 : marked by rigor, strict-

ness, or severity esp. with regard to rule or standard 3 : marked
by money scarcity and credit strictness syn see rigid — strin-
gent'Iy adv

string. er \'strio-3r\ n 1 : one thaf strings 2 a : a long horizontal
timber to connect uprights in a frame or to support a floor

b : string 7a c : a tie in a truss 3 a : a longitudinal member ex-

tending from bent to bent of a railroad bridge and carrying the
track b : a longitudinal member (as in an airplane fuselage or
wing) to reinforce the skin 4 : one estimated to be of specified

excellence or quality or efficiency — usu. used in combination
iiirsi-stringer'} {second-stringer}

string.halt \'striQ-,h6U\ n : a lameness in the hind legs of a horse
caused by muscular spasms — string.halt-ed \-,h6l-t3d\ adj

String.i-ness Vstria-e-nasN n : the quality or state of being stringy

String-ing \'strio-io\ « : the gut, silk, or nylon with which a
racket is strung

String.less X'strirj-lasX adj : having no strings

String line n : balkline 1

String.piece Vstrio-.pesX n ; the heavy squared timber lying along
the top of the piles forming a dock front or timber pier

String quartet n 1 : a quartet of performers on stringed instru-
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ments usu. Including a first and second violin, a viola, and a cello

2 : a composition for string quartet
string tie n '. a narrow necktie

Stringy \'strio-e\ adj 1 a ; containing, consisting of, or resembling
fibrous matter or a string b : lean and sinewy in build : wiry
2 : capable of being drawn out to form a string : ropy <a '^ pre-

cipitate)

stri-o-late \'strT-3-,!at\ or stri-o-lal-ed \-,lat-3d\ adj [NL 5/r/o/a,

dim. of siria} : minutely striate

istrip \'strip\ vb stripped \'stript\ also stript; strip.ping [ME
strippen, fr, OE -stripan: akin to OHG siroujen to strip] vi la: lo

remove clothing, covering, or surface matter from b : to remove
(as clothing) from a person 2 : to divest of honors, privileges, or
functions 3 a : to remove extraneous or superficial matter from
<a prose style stripped to the bones) b : to remove furniture,

equipment, or accessories from <'-- a ship for action) 4 : plunder,
SPOIL 5 : to make bare or clear (as by cutting or grazing) 6 : dis-

mantle, DISASSEMBLE 7 .* to finish a milking of by pressing the last

available milk from the teals <~ a cow) 8 : to remove cured
leaves from the stalks of (tobacco) or the midrib from (tobacco
leaves) 9 : to tear or damage the screw thread of (a bolt or nut)

10 : to separate (components) from a mixture or solution '— vi

1 : to take off clothes : undress 2 : peel vj 1; specij : to perform a
striptease

2strip n [perh. fr. MLG strippe strap] 1 ; a long narrow piece or
area 2 : airstrip
strip-crop ystrip-,krap\ vt : to practice strip-cropping on *— vi ; to
practice strip-cropping
strip-crop-ping n : the growing of a cultivated crop (as corn) in

strips alternating with strips of a sod-forming crop (as hay) ar-

ranged to follow an approximate contour of the land and minimize

istripe \'strTp\ n [ME; akin to MD stripe} : a stroke or blow with
a rod or lash

2stripe n [prob. fr. MD; akin to OE sfrica streak — more at streak]
1 a : a line or long narrow section differing in color or texture from
parts adjoining b (1) : a textile design consisting of lines or bands
against a plain background (2) : a fabric with a striped design
2 a : a piece of braid (as on the sleeve) to indicate mihtary rank or
length of service b : chevron 3 : a distinct variety or sort : type

3strlpe vt : to make stripes on or variegate with stripes

Striped \'strTpt, 'strT-p3d\ adj : having stripes or streaks

Striped bass n : any of several percoid fishes (family Serranidae);
esp : a large anadromous sea bass (Roccus saxaiilis) of the Adantlc
coast of the U. S. highly esteemed for sport and food

Stripe-less \'strT-plas\ adj : having no stripes

Strip.er \*stri-p3r\ n : one that wears stripes (as on a sleeve) to
indicate rank or length of service

Strip. film \'strip-,film\ n ; filmstrip
strip'ing n 1 : the act or process of marking with stripes 2 a : the
stripes marked or painted on something b : a design of stripes

Stripping \'strip-lir)\ n [ME] : an adolescent boy
strip'per \'strip-3r\_n 1 : one that strips 2 : stripteaser
strip-tease \'strip-,tez\ n : a burlesque act in which a female per-
former removes her clothing piece by piece in view of the audience— strip*teaS'_er \-,te-zar\ n

stripy \'stri-pe\ adj : marked by stripes or streaks
strive \'strTv\ vi strove \'strov\ also strived \'strTvd\ striv*en
\'striv-3n\ or strived; striv-ing \'strr-vio\ [ME striven, fr. OF
estriver, of Gmc origin; akin to MHG streben to endeavor, OE
strldan to stride] 1 ; to struggle in opposition : contend 2 : to
devote serious effort or energy ; endeavor syn see attempt —
striver \'strT-var\ n

strobe \'str6b\ n [by shortening & alter.] 1 : stroboscope
2 : STROBOTRON <~ photograph)

stro_.bi.la \stro-'bT-l3\ n, pi stro-bi-lae \-(.)Ie\ [NL, fr. Ok stro-
bile plug of lint shaped like a pinecone, fr. strobilos pinecone] : a
linear series of similar animal structures (as the segmented body of a
tapeworm) produced by budding — strO'bi-lar \-l3r\ adj — stro-
bi-la.tionX.strOj.bT-'la-shan, -ba-; ,strab-a-\ or stro.bi.li.za.tion
\f,lstro-,bi-la-'za-sh3n\ n

Stro.bile \'sirab-,Tl. 'strob-, -3l\ also Strcbil \-3l\ n [NL strobilus}
1 : STROBiLUS 2 : the spiky pistillate inflorescence of the hop com-
posed of persistent membranous imbricated bracts

stro.bi.lus \str6-'bT-bs\ n, pi stro.bi-li \-.lT\ [NL, fr. LL, pine-
cone. fr Gk strobilos twisted object, top, pinecone, fr. strobos action
of whirUng — more at strophe] 1 a : an aggregation of
sporophylls resembling a cone (as in the club mosses and horsetails)
b : the cone of a gymnosperm 2 : strobile 2 3 : strobila
strcbcscope \'stro-b3-,skop\ n [Gk strobos '+ ISV -scope} : an
instrument for determining speeds of rotation or frequencies of
vibration made in the form of a revolving disk with holes around
the edge through which an object is viewed or a rapidly flashing
light that illuminates an object intermittently or a cardboard disk
with marks to be viewed under intermittent light

stio.bo-scop.ic \,str6-b3-'skap-ik\ adj : of. utilizing, or relating jo
a stroboscope or a strobotron— stro<bo>scop<i>cal>ly \-i-k(3-)Ie\

stro.bo.tron \'stro-b9-,tran\ n [^/roftoscope + -tron} : a gass
filled eleci.ron tube with a cold cathode used esp. as a source of
bright flashes of light for a stroboscope
strode past oj stride
Strega. nofl \'str6-g3-,n6f, -,n6v\ adj [Count Paul Stroganojj
I9th cent. Russ diplomat] ; sliced thin and cooked in a sauce of
consomme, sour cream, mustard, onion, and condiments — used
postpositively <beef ---')

istroke \'strok\ vt [ME stroken, fr. OE strdcian: akin to OHG
str'ihhan to stroke — more at strike] : to rub gently in one direction;
also : CARESS — stroR.er n
^stroke n 1 ; the act of striking; esp : a blow with a weapon or im-
plement 2 : a single unbroken movement; esp : one of a series of
repeated or to-and-fro movements 3 : a striking of the ball in a
game (as tennis); specij : a striking or attempt to strike the ball
that constitutes the scoring unit in golf 4 : a sudden action or
process producing an impact <-- of lightning) or unexpected result
<~ of luck) 5 : apoplexy 6 a : one of a series of propelling beats
or movements against a resisting medium b : an oarsman who sets
the tempo for a crew 7 a : a vigorous or energetic effort b : a
delicate or clever touch in a narrative, description, or construction
8 : HEARTBEAT 9 : the movement or the distance of the movement

in either direction of a mechanical part (as a piston rod) having a
reciprocating motion 10 : the sound of a bell being struck
11 {'^stroke} : an act of stroking or caressing 12 a : a mark or
dash made by a single movement of an implement b : one of the
lines of a letter of the alphabet
3Stroke vt la: to mark with a short line i^ the r's) b : to cancel
by drawing a line through (^stroked out his name) 2 ; to set the
stroke for (a rowing crew); a/50 : to set the stroke for the crew of (a
rowing boat) 3 : hit; esp ; to propel (a ball) with a controlled
swinging blow

Stroll \'strol\ vb [prob. fr. G dial, strollen] vi 1 : to walk in a
leisurely or idle manner : ramble 2 : to go from place to place in
search of occupation or profit «- v/ ; to walk at leisure along or
about — Stroll n

stroU.er \'stro-l3r\ n 1 ; one that strolls 2 a : vagrant, tramp
b : an itinerant acior 3 : a carriage designed as a chair in which
a baby may be pushed
stro*ma \'str6-m3\ n, pi stro.ma.ta \-mat-9\ [NL stromat-,
stroma, fr. L, bed covering, fr. Gk stromat-, stroma, fr stornynai to
spread out — more at strew] 1 a : the supporting framework of an
animal organ typically consisting of connective tissue b : the
spongy protoplasmic framework of some cells (as a red blood cell)

2 : a compact mass of fungous hyphae producing perithecia or
pycnidia — stro»mal \-mal\ adj — stro.ma*tal \-m3l-''l\ adj— stro-mat-ic \stro-'mat-ik\ adj
Strcmey.er.ite Vstro-:mT-(a-),rTt\ n [G stromeyerit, fr. Friedrich
Strohmeyer tl835 G chemist] : a steel-gray mineral CuAgS con-
sisting of silver copper sulfide of metallic luster

strong \'str6D\ adj stron.ger \'str6o-g3r"\ stron-gest X'stroo-
g3St\ [ME, fr. OE Strang; akin to OHG strengi strong. L stringere
to bind tight — more at strain] 1 : having or marked by great
physical power ; robust 2 : having moral or intellectual power
3 : having great resources (as of wealth) 4 : of a specified number
ifan army ten thousand '^) 5 : effective or efficient esp. in a
specified direction 6 : forceful, cogent 7 : not mild or weak
: intense: as a : rich in some active agent (as a flavor or extract)
<----• beer) b oj a color : high in chroma c : ionizing freely in solu-
tion <'^ acids and bases) d : magnifying by refracting greatly <—
lens) 8 obs : flagrant 9 : moving with rapidity or force <-«

wind) 10 : ardent, zealous 11 a : not easily injured : solid
b : not easily subdued or taken <a ^ fort) 12 : well-established
: FIRM 13 : having an offensive or intense odor or flavor : rank
14 : tending to steady or higher prices <a ~ market) 15 : of,

relating to, or constituting a verb or verb conjugation that forms
the past tense by a change in the root vowel and the past participle

usu. by the addition of -en with or without change of the root
vowel (as strive, strove, striven or drink, drank, drunk) — Strong
adv — strong-Iy \'str6o-le\ ^v
syn STRONG, stout, sturdy, stalwart, tough, tenacious mean

showing power to resist or to endure, strong may imply power
derived from muscular vigor, large size, structural soundness,
intellectual or spiritual resources; STOirr suggests an ability to
endure stress, pain, or hard use without giving way; sturdy implies
strength derived from vigorous growth, determination of spirit,

solidity of construction; stalwart suggests an unshakable de-
pendability and connotes great physical strength: tough implies
great firmness and resiliency; tenacious suggests strength in
seizing, retaining, clinging to, or holding together

istrong-arm \'str6ri-'arm\ adj : having or using undue force
: VIOLENT i'^ methods)

2strong-ann v; 1 : to use force upon ; assault 2 : to rob by
violence
strong-box \-,baks\ n ; a strongly made chest or case for money or
valuables

strong breeze n : wind having a speed of 25 to 31 miles per hour
strong drink n : intoxicating liquor

strong gale n ; wind having a speed of 47 to 54 miles per hour
strong.hold \'str6r)-.hold\ n 1 : a fortified place : fortress
2 : a place dominated by a particular group

strong.ish \'str6o-ish\ adj : somewhat strong <~ wind)
Strong-mind-ed, \-'mTn-d3d\ adj : having a vigorous mind; esp

; marked by independence of thought and Judgment — strong-
mind»ed'ly adv — strong-mind.ed.ness n

strong room n : a room for money or valuables specially constructed
to be fireproof and burglar-proof

strong suit n 1 : a long suit containing high cards 2 ; something
in which one excels : forte
Stron-gyle \'stran-,jTl, -J3l\ n [deriv. of Gk strongylos round, com-
pact; akin to L stringere to bind tight — more at strain] : any of

various roundworms (family Strongylidae) related to the hook-
worms and mostly parasitic in the alimentary tract and tissues of the

horse
Stron.gy.lo-sis \,stran-J3-*lo-s3s\ n [NL] : infestation with or
disease caused by strongyles

Stion.tla \'stran-ch(e-l3, 'strant-e-3\ n [NL. fr. obs. E strontian,

fr. Strontian, village in Scotland] 1 : a white solid monoxide SrO
of strontium resembling lime and baryta 2 : strontium hydroxide
Sr(OH)z
Stron.tian \'stran-ch(e-)3n, 'strant-e-3n\ n iStrontian, village In

Scotland] : strontium
Stron.tian-ite \-,Tt\ n : a mineral SrCOa consisting of strontium
carbonate and occurring in various forms and colors

Slron.tiC \'strant-ik\ adj : of or relating to strontium

stron-tiiun \'stran-ch(e-)3m, 'strant-e-3m\ n [NL, fr. strontia} : a
soft malleable ductile bivalent metallic element of the alkaUne=>

earth group occurring only in combination and used esp. in crimson
fireworks — see element table

Strontium 90 n : a heavy radioactive isotope of strontium having
the mass number 90 that is present in the fallout from nuclear explo-
sions and is hazardous because assimilable by the animal body
— called also radiostrontium

'Strop \'strap\ n [ME — more at strap] : strap: a : a short rope
with its ends spliced to form a circle I) : a usu. leather band for
sharpening a razor

2strop vt Stropped; strop.ping : to sharpen (a razorl on a strop

Stro-phan-thin \str6-'fan(t)-than\ n [ISV. fr. NL Strophanthus
(genus of tropical trees or vines)] ; any of several glycosides or
mixtures of glycosides from African plants (genera Strophanthus
and Acocanthera) of the dogbane family; esp l a bitter toxic
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glycoside C36H54O14 from a woody vine {Strophanthus kombe)
used similarly to digitalis

Stro.phe \'str6-fe, -,fe\ n [Gk strophe, lit., act of turning, fr.

strephein to turn, twist; akin to Gk strobos action of whirling]
1 ; the movement of the classical Greek chorus while turning from
one side to the other of the orchestra 2 a ; a rhythmic system
composed of two or more lines repeated as a unit; esp : such a unit
recurring in a series of strophic units b : stanza c : the part of a
Greek choral ode sung during the strophe of the dance — stro*phic
\'straf-ik, 'str6-fik\ adj

Stroud \'straud\ n [prob. fr. Strcud, England] 1 also stroud>ing
\-iir)\ : a coarse woolen cloth formerly used in trade with No.
American Indians 2 : a blanket or garment of stroud

strove past & chiefly dial past part oj strive
strow \'stro\ vt strewed; strewn \'stron\ or strowed; strow>ing
[ME strowen — more at strew] archaic : scatter

Stroy \'str6i\ vb [ME stroyen, short for destroyen'] obs : destroy
struck \'str3k\ adj : closed or affected by a labor strike <a '^

factory) <a '^ employer)
Struc.tuT-al \'strsk-ch3-ral, 'strsk-shralX adj 1 a : of, relating to, or
affecting structure <~ stability) b : used in building structures <"--

clay) c ; involved in or caused bj structure esp. of the economy <---'

unemployment) 2 : of or relating to the physical makeup of a
plant or animal body 3 : of, relating to, or resulting from the
effects of folding or faulting of the earth's crust : tectonic 4 : con-
cerned with or relating to structure rather than history or com-
parison <~ linguistics) — StruC'tur-aMy \-e\ adv
Structural formula n : an expanded molecular formula showing the
arrangement within the molecule of atoms and of bonds

Structural iron n : iron worked or cast in structural shapes
StructUT'al.iza.tiOU X.strsk-cha-rs-ls-'za-shan, ,str3k-shrs-l3-\ n

: the process of structuralizing or becoming structuralized

Slructur-aMze \'str9k-ch3-r3-.llz, 'strak-shra-.lIzV vt : to embody
in or incorporate into a structure

Structural steel n 1 ; rolled steel In structural shapes 2 : steel

suitable for structural shapes
iSlruC'ture X'strak-charX n [ME, fr. L structura, fr. structus, pp. of
struere to heap up, build; akin to L sternere to spread out — more
at STREW] 1 : the action of building ; construction 2 a : some-
thing constructed b ; something made up of interdependent parts

in a definite pattern of organization 3 : manner of construction
; MAKEUP 4 a : the arrangement of particles or parts in a substance
or body <soil -") (the ---' of a plant) (molecular "-') b : interrelation

of parts as dominated by the general character of the whole (eco-
nomic '--'> 5a: the elements of an entity or the position of such
elements in their relationships to each other b (1) ; the composi-
tion of conscious experience with its elements and their combina-
tions (2) : GESTALT

aslructure vt struc-tur*ing X'strsk-cha-rio, "strak-shrioV 1 : to
form into a structure : organize 2 : build, construct

Struc-ture.less X'strak-chsr-lssX adj : lacking structure; esp

: devoid of cells <a --' membrane) — struc>ture>less-iiess n
Stru>del \'s(h)trUd-='I\ n [G, lit., whirlpool] : a sheet of paper-thin
dough rolled up with filling and baked
istrug-gle \'str3g-9l\ vi strug.gling \-{3-)lio\ [ME struglen}

1 : to make violent strenuous efforts against opposition : strive
2 : to proceed with difficulty or with great effort — strug-gler
\-{3-)!ar\ n

2struggle n 1 ; a violent effort or exertion 2 : contest, strife
Strum \'str3m\ vb Strummed; strumomlng [imit.] vt : to brush
the fingers lightly over the strings of (a stringed instrument) in play-

ing (~ a guitar); also : thrum ^ vi : to strum a stringed instrument— strum n — strum-mer n
stru-ma X'strli-maX n, p! stru-mae \-C,)me, -,mT\ or strumas
1 [L— more at strut] a. archaic z scrofula b : gofter 2 [NL,
fr. L] : a swelling at the base of the capsule in many mosses — stru-
mose \-,m6s\ adj— stru>mous \-m3s\ adj
strum-pet \'str3ra-p3t\ n [ME] ; prostitute, harlot
strung past of string
istrunt \'str3nt\ vi [by alter.] Scot : strut
astrunt n [origin unknown] Scot : liquor
istrut \*str3t\ vb strut-ted; strut-ting [ME strouten, fr. OE
struiian to exert oneself; akin to L struma goiter, OE starian to
stare] vi 1 : to become turgid : swell 2 : to walk with a lofty
proud gait; esp \ swagger >*- v/ : to parade (as clothes) with a
show of pride — strut-ter n

2slrut n 1 : a structural piece designed to resist pressure in the
direction of its length <a ^ supporting a rafter) (an airplane land-
ing-gear '-^) 2 : a pompous step or walk

astriit vt strutted; strut-ting : to provide, stiffen, support, or
hold apart with or as if with a strut

Stru-thi-OUS \'strij-the-5s, -tJie-\ adj [LL struthio ostrich, irreg. fr.

Gk strouthos'\ ; of or relating to the ostriches and related birds

: RATTTE
Strych-ma \'strik-ne-3\ n [NL, I'r. Strychnosi l strychnine
— strych-nic \-nik\ adj
Strych-nine \'strik-,nm. -nan, -,nen\ n [F, fr. NL Strychnos. genus
name, fr. L, nightshade, fr. Gk] : a bitter poisonous alkaloid

CziHzzNaOz obtained from nux vomica and related plants (genus
Strychnos) and used as an economic poison (as for rodents) and
medicinally as a tonic and stimulant for the central nervous system

Strych-nin-ism \-,iz-3m\ n : chronic strychnine poisoning
Stu-art \'st(y)u-3rt, 'st(y)u(-3)rt\ n ; a member or supporter of
the British house of Stuart — Stuart adj
iStub \'st3b\ n [ME stubb, fr. OE stybb: akin to Gk stypos stem,
typtein to beat — more at type] 1 a : stump 2 b : a short piece
remaining on a stem or trunk where a branch has been lost 2 : some-
thing made or worn to a short or blunt shape; esp ; a pen with a
short blunt nib 3 ; a short blunt part left after a larger part has
been broken off or used up (pencil -— ) 4 : something cut short

or stunted 5 a : a small part of a leaf (as of a checkbook) attached
to the backbone for memoranda of the contents of the part torn
away b : the part of a ticket returned to the user

astub vt Stubbed; stub-bing 1 a : to grub up by the roots b : to
clear (land) by grubbing out rooted growth c : to hew or cut
down (a tree) close to the ground- 2 : to extinguish (as a cigarette)

by crushing 3 : to strike (one's foot or toe) against an object

Stub-ble \*st3b-3l\ n, ojten attrib [ME stuble, fr. OF estuble, fr. L
stupula stalk straw, alter, of stipula — more at stipule] 1 ; the
basal part of herbaceous plants and esp. cereal grasses remaining
attached to the soil after harvest 2 : a rough surface or growth
resembling stubble; esp : a short growth of beard

Stubble mulch n : a lightly tilled mulch of plant residue used to
prevent erosion, conserve moisture, and add organic matter to the
soil

Stub-bly \'st3b-(3-)le\ adj 1 : covered with stubble (^ fields)
2 : resembling stubble (a ~ beard)

Stub-born \'St3b-3rn\ adj [MEs/U^Orn] 1 : RESOLUTE, UNYIELDING
2 : OBSTINATE 3 : performed or carried on in an unyielding,
obstinate, or persistent manner (~ strife) 4 : difficult to handle,
manage, or treat : refractory syn see obstinate— stub-born-Iy
adv— stub-born-ness \-3rn-n3s\ n
Stub-by \'sl3b-e\ adj 1 a ; resembling a stub : being short and
thick (^ fingers) b : being short and thickset : squat c : being
short, broad, or blunt (as from use or wear) 2 : abounding with
stubs : BRISTLY
istuc-co \*st3k-(,)o\ n, pi stuccos or stuccoes [It, of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG stucki piece, crust, OE stocc stock] 1 a : a material
usu. made of portland cement, sand, and a small percentage of
lime and applied in a plastic state to form a hard covering for
exterior walls b : a fine plaster used in decoration and ornamen-
tation of interior walls 2 : stuccowork

astucco vt stuc-coed; stuc-co-ing : to coat or decorate with stucco
stuc-co-work \'st3k-6-,w3rk\ n ; work done in stucco
stuck past oj stick
stuck-up \'st3k-'3p\ adj : being self-important and supercilious

: conceited
istud \'st3d\ n, ojten attrib [ME stod, fr. OE stod; akin to OE
standan to stand] 1 a : a group of animals and esp. horses kept
primarily for breeding b : a place (as a farm) where such a stud
is kept 2 : studhorse; broadly : a male animal kept for breeding— at stud : for breeding as a stud (retired racers standing at study
astud n [ME stode, fr. OE studu; akin to OE stow place — more at
stow] la: one of the smaller uprights in the framing of the
walls of a building to which sheathing, paneling, or laths are
fastened : scantling b : the height of a room 2 a : a boss, rivet,

or nail with a large head used (as on a shield or belt) for ornament
or protection b ; a solid button with a shank or eye on the back
Inserted through an eyelet in a garment as a fastener or ornament
3 : any of various infixed pieces (as a rod or pin) projecting from
a machine and serving chiefly as a support or axis
3stud vt stud-ded; stud-ding 1 : to furnish (a building or wall)
with studs 2 ; to adorn, cover, or protect with studs 3 : to set

(a place or thing) with a number of prominent objects (water
studded with islands)
stud-book \'sl3d-,buk\ n \ an official record (as in a book) of the
pedigree of purebred animals (as horses or dogs)
Stud-ding \'st3d-io\ n 1 : material for studs 2 : studs
Stud'ding sail \'st3d-iq-,sal, 'st3n{t)-s3]\ n [origin unknown]

: a light sail set at the side of a principal square sail of a ship in
free winds

StU-dent \'st(y)ud-''nt, ojtenest in South -3nt\ n [ME, fr. L student-
studens, fr. prp. of studere to study — more at study] 1 : learner,
scholar; esp : one who attends a school 2 : one who studies
: an attentive and systematic observer (a -^ of life) syn see
scholar
student government n : the organization and management of
student life, activities, or discipline by various student organizations
in a school or college

Student lamp n : a desk reading lamp with a tubular shaft, one
or two arms for a shaded light, and originally an oil reservoir

Stu-dent-ship \'st(y)iid-='nt-,ship, -3nt-\ n 1 : the state of being a
student 2 Brit : a grant for university study

student teacher n : a student who is engaged in practice teaching
stud-horse \'st3d-,h6(3)rs\ n : a stallion kept esp. for breeding
stud-ied \'st3d-ed\ adj 1 : knowledgeable, learned 2 : carefully
considered or prepared : thoughtful 3 : produced or marked by
conscious design or premeditation <s^ indifference) — stud-ied-ly
adv — stud-ied-ness n

Stu-dio \'stfy)ud-e-,o\ n [It, lit., study, fr. L studium} 1 a : the
working place of a painter, sculptor, or photographer b ; a place
for the study of an art (as dancing, singing, or acting) 2 : a place
where motion pictures are made 3 : a place maintained and equip-
ped for the transmission of radio or television programs
Studio couch n : an upholstered usu. backless couch that can be
made to serve as a double bed by sliding from underneath it the
frame of a single cot

StU-di-OUS \'st(y)ijd-e-3s\ adj 1 : given to study 2 a : of, relating

to, or concerned with study b : favorable to study 3 a : diligent

or earnest in intent b : marked by purposefulness or diligence

c ; deliberately planned ; studied — stu-di-ous-ly adv — stu-
di-ous-ness n

stud poker n l^stud] : poker in which each player is dealt his first

card facedown and his other four cards faceup with a round of
betting taking place after each of the last four rounds
stud-work \'st3d-,w3rk\ n : work supported, strengthened, held
together, or ornamented by studs
istudy \'st3d-e\ n [ME studie, fr. OF estudie, fr. L stadium; akin
to L studere to study] 1 : a stale of contemplation : reverie
2a: application of the mental faculties to the acquisition of
knowledge b : such application in a particular field or to a specific

subject c : a careful examination or analysis of a phenomenon,
development, or question; also : a paper in which such a study is

published 3 : a building or room devoted to study or literary

pursuits 4 : PURPOSE, intent 5 a ; a branch or department of
learning : subiect b : the activity or work of a student c : an
object of study d : something attracting close attention or examina-
tion 6 : a literary or artistic production intended as a preliminary
outline or an experimental interpretation of specific features or
characteristics 7 : a musical composition devoted entirely to a
problem of technique
astudy vi la: to engage in study b : to undertake formal study
of a subject 2 dial : meditate, reflect 3 : endeavor, try
^ vt 1 ; to read in detail esp, with the intention of learning 2 : to

abut; ® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

1 joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; di coin; th thin; tb this;

au out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

U loot; U foot; y yet; yti few; yu furious; zh vision
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engage in the study of <~ biology) <— medicine) 3 : plot, design
4 : to consider attentively or in detail syn see consider
Study hall n 1 : a room in a school set aside for study 2 : a period
in a student's day set aside for study and homework
IStuIf \'staf\ n [ME, fr. MF estojje, fr. OF, fr. estojjer to equip,

stock] 1 ; materials, supplies, or equipment used in various
activities: as a obs : military baggage to : bullets or shells fired

from a gun ; projectiles c : personal property, possessions

2 : material to be manufactured, wrought, or used in construction

3 : a finished textile suitable for clothing; esp : wool or worsted
material 4 a : literary or artistic production b : writing, dis-

course, or ideas of little value : rubbish 5 a ; an aggregate of
matter (volcanic rock is curious '^) b : matter of a particular

kind often unspecified <soId tons of the '^>; esp : something (as

a drug or food) consumed by man 6a; fundamental material

: substance <~ of greatness) <~ of manhood) b : subject matter
7 a : actions or talk in specific circumstances b : special knowledge
or capability 8 a : spin imparted to a thrown or hit ball to make it

curve or change course b ; speed and esp. variety of pitches or
curves of a baseball pitcher

astuff vt 1 a : to fill by packing things in ; cram b : to fill (as

one's stomach) to fullness : surfeit c : to prepare (meat or
vegetables) by filling or lining with a seasoned mixture d ; to
fill (as a cushion) with a soft material or padding e : to fill out
the skin of (an animal) for mounting I : to fill (a hole) by packing
in material ; stop up : pluo 2 : to fill with ideas or information
3 : to choke up or block (the nasal passages) 4 a : to insert

snugly or lightly : tuck b : to cause to enter or fill ; thrust,
press 5 : to impregnate (leather) for softening and preserving
6 : to fill (a ballot boxi with fraudulent votes '— W ; to eat glut-
tonously : gorge — stuff-er n

Stulfed shirt n : a smug conceited inflexibly conservative usu.
pompous person

Stufl.i.ly Vst3f-3-le\ adv : in a stuffy manner
Stufl'i.ness \'st3f-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being stuffy

Stuff-ing \'st3f-io\ 1 : material used to stuff; esp : a seasoning
mixture used to stuff meat, vegetables, eggs, or poultry

Stulling box n : a device to prevent leakage along a moving part
(as a piston rod) passing through a hole in a vessel (as a cylinder)
containing steam, water, or oil consisting of a box or chamber
made by enlarging the hole and a gland to compress the contained
packing

StUlf*less \'staf-las\ adj ; lacking stuff or substance
StuIIy \*st3f-e\ adj 1 : SULLEN, ill-humored 2 a : oppressive to
the breathing : close b : stuffed or choked up 3 : dull, stodgy
4 : narrowly inflexible in standards of conduct : self-righteous

Stull \'stal\ n [perh. modif. of G stollen post, support] 1 : a round
timber used to support the sides or back of a mine 2 : one of a
series of props wedged between the walls of a stope to hold up a
platform

Stul4i.li.ca.tion \,st3l-t3-fa-'ka-shan\ n : the act or process of
stultifying : the state of being stultified

StUl.ti.ly \'st3l-t3-,fT\ vt [LL siultijicare to make foolish, fr. L
stultus foolish; akin to L stoUdus stolid] 1 : to allege or prove
to be of unsound mind and not responsible 2 a : to cause to appear
or be stupid, foolish, or absurdly illogical b : to impair, invalidate,
or reduce to futility esp. through debasing or repressive influences
iStum \'st3m\ vt stummed; stum.ming [D stommen, fr. stom,
n.] archaic : to renew (wine) by mixing with must and reviving
fermentation

2stuiil n [D siom'\ : unfermented or partly fermented grape juice;
esp : must in which fermentation has been artificially arrested
Stum.ble \'st9m-b3l\ vb stum.bling \-b(a-)lio\ [ME stumblen,
prob. of Scand origin; akin to Norw dial, siumle to stumble; akin
to OE stamerian to stammer] vi la: to fall into sin or wayward-
ness b : to make an error ; blunder c ; to come to a block to
belief 2 ; to trip in walking or running 3 a : to walk unsteadily
or clumsily b : to speak or act in a hesitant or faltering manner
4 a : to come unexpectedly ; meet <^ onto the truth) b : to fall

or move carelessly — v/ 1 : to cause to stumble : trip 2 ; con-
found, perplex ~ stumble n ~ stum. bier \-b(3-)l5r\ n — stum-
bling.ly \-bIiQ-Ie\ adv
Stum.ble.bum \'st3m-b3l-,bsm\ n : a punch-drunk, clumsy, or
inept boxer
Stumbling block X'stam-bliQ-V n 1 : an impediment to belief or
understanding : PERPLExrry 2 : an obstacle to progress
IStump \'st3mp\ n [ME siumpe; akin to OHG stumpj stump. ME
siampen to stamp] la; the basal portion of a bodily part re-
maining after the rest is removed b ; a rudimentary or vestigial
bodily part 2 ; the part of a plant (as a tree) after its stem or
tnmk is cut off 3 : a remainmg part ; stub 4 ; a place or oc-
casion for political public speaking
2Stump vt 1 : to reduce to a stump : trim, lop 2 a : challenge,
DARE b : PERPLEX, CONFOUND 3 : to dear (land) of stumps
4 : to travel over (a region) making political speeches or supporting
a cause 5 a : to walk over heavily or clumsilv b ; stub ?> -^ vi

1 : to walk heavily or noisily 2 : to go about making political
speeches or supporting a cause — stump. er n
Sstump n [F or Flem; F esfompe, fr. Flem stomp, lit., stub. fr.

MD; akin to OHG srumpj stump] ; a short thick roll of leather or
paper cut to a point and used for shading a crayon or pencil
drawing by rubbing
«stump vt : to tone or treat (a crayon drawing) with a stump
Stump.age \'st3m-pij\ n : the value of standing timber; also ; uncut
timber itself or the right to cut it

Stiunp speaking n z speaking addressed to the general public esp.
during a political campaign
Stumpy \'stPm-pe\ adj 1 : full of stumps 2 : being short and
thick : stubby
Stun \'st9n\ VI stunned; stun.ning [ME stunen, modif. of F
estoner — more at astonish] 1 ; to make senseless or dizzy by or
as if by a blow 2 : to bewilder with noise : daze 3 : to overcome
esp. with astonishment or disbelief ; stupefy — stun n
stung past oj sting
stunk past of stink
Stun.ner \'st3n-3r\ n : one that stuns; esp : an unusually at-
tractive person

stun.ning \"st3n-io\ adj ; strikingly beautiful or attractive —
Stun.ning'ly \-io-le\ adv

Stun.sail or stun-s'l \'st3n(t)-s3l\ n [by contr.] : studding sail

istunt \'stant\ vt [E dial, stunt stubborn, stunted, abrupt, prob.
of Scand origin; akin to ON stuttr scant — more at stint] ; to
hinder the normal growth of : dwarf, check
2Stunt n 1 : a stunting or stunted thing 2 : a plant disease in which
dwarfing occurs
3stunt n [prob. alter, of stump (challenge) ] ; an unusual or difficult

feat performed or undertaken chiefly to gain attention or publicity
4Stunt VI : to perform stunts
Stunt-ed-ness V'stant-ad-nssX n ; the quality or state of being
stunted

StU'pa \'stLi-pa\ n [Skt stupa'l I a hemispherical or cylindrical
mound or tower serving as a Buddhist shrine

Stupe \'st(y)up\ n [ME, fr. L stiippa coarse part of flax, tow, fr.

Gk siyppe'] ; a hot wet often medicated cloth applied externally
(as to stimulate circulation)

StU'pe.fa.Cient \,st(y)ii-pa-'fa-sh3nt\ adj [L stupejacient-. stu-
pejaciens, prp. of stupejacere to stupefy ] : bringing about a
stupor : .STUPEFYING, narcotic — stupefacient n

StU-pe.faction \-'fak-sh3n\ n [NL stupejaction-, stupejactio, fr. L
stupejactus, pp. of slupejacere} ; the act of stupefying ; the state

of being stupefied
Stu.pe.Ii-er \'st(y)iJ-p3-,fT(-a)r\ n : one that stupefies
StU.pe-ly \-.fT\ vt [MF stupefier, modif. of L stupejacere, fr.

stupere to be astonished + jacere to make, do — more at DO]
1 : to make stupid, dull, or insensible : benumb 2 : astonish

Stu>pen*d0U5 \st(y)ii-'pen-das\ adj [L stupendus, gerundive of
stupere} 1 : causing astonishment or wonder : awesome, marvel-
ous 2 : of amazing size or greatness : prodigious syn see
monstrous — stU'pen.dous-ly adv — stu.peu-dous.ness n
iStU'Pid \'st(y)ii-p3d\ adj [MF slupide, fr. L siupidus, fr. stupere
to be benumbed, be astonished; akin to Gk typtein to beat — more
at type] 1 a : slow of mind : obtuse b : unthinking, irrational
c : lacking intelligence or reason : brutish 2 a : dulled in feeling
or sensation : torpid b : incapable of feeling or sensation ; in-
animate 3 : marked by or resulting from dullness : senseless
4 : DREARY, BORING — stu-pid-ly adv — stu-pid-ness n
syn STUPID, dull, dense, crass, dumb mean lacking in power to

absorb ideas or impressions, stupid implies a slow-witted or dazed
state of mind that may be either congenital or temporary; dull
suggests a slow or sluggish mind such as results from disease,
depression, or shock; dense implies a thickheaded imperviousness
to ideas; crass suggests a grossness of mind precluding discrimina-
tion or delicacy; dumb applies to an exasperating obtuseness or
lack of comprehension

2stupid n : a stupid person
stu.pid.i.ty \stfy)ij-'pid-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
stupid 2 : a stupid idea or act

StU-por \'st(y"iu-p3r\ n [ME, fr. L. fr. stupere"} 1 : a condition
characterized by great diminution or suspension of sense or feeling
(drunken --) 2 : a state of extreme apathy or torpor resulting
often from stress or shock syn see lethargy — stu*por.ous
\-p(3-irM\ adj

stur-di.ly \'st3rd-^I-e_\ adv : in a sturdy manner
stur-dl-ness \'st3rd-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being sturdy
Stur.dy \'st3rd-e\ adj [ME, brave, stubborn, fr. OF estourdi
stunned, fr. pp. of esiourdir to stun, fr. (assumed) VL exturdire to
be dizzy as a thrush that is drunk from eating grapes, fr. L ex- -f

turdus thrush — more at thrush] la: firmly built or constituted
; stout b : hardy c : sound in design or execution : substantial
2 a : marked by or reflecting physical strength or vigor ; robust
b : FIRM, RESOLUTE syn see strong

StUT.geon \'st9r-j3n\ n [ME, fr. OF estourjon, of Cmc origin; akin
to OE siyria sturgeon] : any of various usu. large elongate ganoid
fishes (as of the genus Acipenser) widely distributed in the north
temperate zone and valued for their flesh and esp. for their roe
which is made into caviar
Sturm und Drang \,shtur-munt-'drao. -mant-X n [G, fr. Sturm
und Drang (Storm and St^ess^, drama by Friedrich von Klinger]
: a late 18th century German literary movement marked by a revolt
against the French Enlightenment and German imitation of it

Sturt \'st3rt\ n [ME, contention, alter, of strut: akin to OE strutian
to exeit oneself — more at strut] chiejly Scot : disturbance
— sturt vb

Stut.ter \'stat-3r\ vb [freq. of E dial, stut to stutter, fr. ME stutters:

akin to D stoiteren to stutter, L lundere to beat — more at stint]
vi : to speak with spasmodic repetition as a result of excitement or
impediment — vr : to say. speak, or sound with or as if with a stut-

ter syn see stammer — stutter n — stut-ter.er \-3r-ar\ n
isty \*stT\ n, pi Sties also styes [ME, fr. OE stig: akin to ON -sii

sty] 1 : a pen or enclosed housing for swine 2 : a filthy, low, or

2Sty vb stied; sty.ing vt : to lodge or keep in or as if in a sty « vl

: to hve in a sty

3Sty or stye \'stT\ «. pi sties or styes [short for obs. E styan, fr.

(assumed) ME. alter, of OE stigend, fr. stlgan to go up. rise — more
at STAIR] : an inflamed swelling of a sebaceous gland at the margin
of an eyelid

sty.gian \'stij-(e-')9n\ adj, ojten cap 1 ; of or relating to the river

Styx 2 a : infernal, gloomy b ; inviolable
istyl- or stylo- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk, fr. stylos — more at steer]
: pillar (s/v/olite)

2styl- or styli- or stylo- comb jorm [L stilus stake, stalk — more at
style] ; style ; styloid process <5/>'/ate) <.jr>'/iferous) <5rr?ographic)

Sty.Iar \'sti-l3r\ adj ; of, relating to, or resembling a style : styli-
FORM

-Sty.lar \'stT-l3r\ adj comb jorm [Gk stylos pillar — more at steer]
: having (such or so many) pillars : having (such) columniation
<amphi.sr>'/ar)

Sty.late \'stT(3)l-,at\ adj : bearing or resembling a style or stylet

<— insects)

iStyle \*stT(3ll\ n [ME stile, style, fr. L stilus stake, stylus, style of
writing; akin to OE stician to stick] 1 a ; an instrument used by
the ancients in writing on waxed tablets b (1) : the shadows
producing pin of a sundial (2) ; pen (3) ; stylet (4) : graver
(5) : a phonograph needle C : a filiform prolongation of a plant
ovary bearing a stigma at its apex d ; a slender bristle or other
elongated process on an animal 2a: mode of expressing thought
In language; esp I a manner of expression characteristic of an in-

dividual, period, school, or nation <classic '^> b ; manner or tone
assumed in discourse c ; the custom or plan followed in spelling,
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capitalization, punctuation, and typographic arrangement and
display 3 : mode of address ; title 4 a (1) : manner or method
of acting or performing esp. as sanctioned by some standard
(2) : a distinctive or characteristic manner b : a fashionable luxuri-
ous mode of life (lived in -^> c ; overall excellence, skill, or grace
in performance, manner, or appearance syn see fashion

astyle vr 1 : to designate by an identifying term : name <~s himself
scientist) 2 a : to cause to conform to a customary style b ; to
desiyn and make in accord with the prevailing mode — styl>er n
Style.book \'stl(3)l-,buk\ n : a book explaining, describing, or
illustrating the accepted style

Style.less \'stTO)l-l3s\ arf; : lacking in style
Sty-let \'stT-l3t\ n [F, fr. MF stilei stiletto, fr. Olt stiletto^ 1 : a
slender surgical probe 2 a : style 5b b : style Id 3 : stiletto

Sty.lif.er.OUS \stT-'lif-(3-)rns\ adj ; bearing one or more styles
Sty-Ii-Ionn \'stT-Ia-,f6rm\ adj [NL siilijormis, fr. L stilus + -Jormis
-form] ; resembling a style : bristle-shaped

StyUish \'stT-lish\ adj : having stvle; esp ; conforming to current
fashion — styl-ish-ly adv — styl^ish-ness n

stylist \'stT-l3st\ n 1 : a master or model of style; esp : a writer
or speaker eminent in matters of style 2 : one who develops,
designs, or advises on styles — sty.liS'tic \stT-'Iis-tik\ also
sty-lis-ti-cal \-ti-k3l\ adj -^ sty.lis-ti.caMy \-ti-k{3-)!e\ adv

Sty.US-tiCS \sti-'lis-liks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : an aspect
of literary, study that emphasizes the analysis of various elements of
style (as metaphor and diction) 2 : the study of the devices in a
language that produce expressive value (as rhetorical figures and
syntactical patterns)

Sty-lite \'stTO)I-,Tt\ n [LGk slyliies, fr. Gk stylos pillar — more at
steer] : a Christian ascetic living atop a pillar — sty-lit-ic \stT-
'lit-ik\ adj — sty>Ut>ism \'stTO)l-Jt-,iz-3m\ n

StyMza.tion \,sti-l3-'za-shan\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
stylized 2 : an act or instance of stylizing

styl*ize \'stT(3)l-.Tz\ vr : to conform to a style : conventionalize;
specij : to represent or de^gn according to a style or stylistic pat-
tern rather than according to nature — styl*iz>er n

Sty-lo.bate \'stT-l3-.bat\ n [L stylohates, fr. Gk stylobates, fr.

stylos pillar + bainein to walk, go — more at come] : a continuous
flat coping or pavement on which a row of architectural columns
is supported

sty.lo.graph \-,graf\ n : a stylographic pen
sty-lo.graph.ic \.stT-l9-'graf-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating to stylogra-
phy 2 ; of. relating to, or being a fountain pen that has a fine
point fitted with a needle which by pressure of the point on a sur-
face is pushed back to release the flow of mk — sty>lo-grapIi>i>cal
\-i-k3l\ adj— sty.lcgraph.i.caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

Sty-log.ra.phy \stT-'iag-r3-fe\ n : a mode of writing or tracing
lines by means of a style or similar instrument

Sty-loid \'stT(3)l-,6id\ adj : resembling a style : styliform — used
esp. of slender pointed skeletal processes (as on the temporal
bone or ulna)

Sty.lO-lite \'stT-l3-.ITt\ n [ISVl : a small longitudinally grooved
column of the same materialasthe rock in which it occurs
sty<lo>po*di>uin \,stT-l3-'pod-e-3m\ n, pi sty>lo*po*dia \-e-3\
[NL, fr. ^styl- + Gk podion small foot, base — more at pew] : a
disk-shaped or conical expansion at the base of the style in plants
of the carrot family
-Sly-lous \'stT-l3s\ adj comb jorm Vstyle'\ ; having (such or so
manv) floral styles iroonostylous^

sty.lus \'sti-las\ n. pi sty-li \'stT(3)l-.T\ also sty-lus-es X'stT-Ia-
-S3z\ [in sense I. fr. NL, alter, of L stilus stake, stylus; in other
senses, modif. of L stilus — more at style] 1 a : style Ic b : style
Id 2 : an instrument for writing or marking: as a : a hard-pointed
pen-shaped instrument for marking on stencils used in a reproduc-
ing machine b (1) ; needle 3c (2") ; a cutting tool used to produce
an original record groove during disc recording
^sty-mie \'sti-me\ n [perh. fr. Sc stymie person with poor eyesight]
1 : a condition existing on a golf putting green when the ball nearer
the hole lies in the line of play of another ball 2 : a thoroughly
distressing and thwarting situation

astymie vt sty-mied; sty<mie>ing : block, check
Styp.tiC \'stip-tik\ adj [ME sliptik, fr. L stypticus, fr. Gk styprikos,
fr. styphein to contract] : tending to contract or bind : astringent;
esp : tending to check bleeding (--^ effect of cold) — styptic n— styp-tiC'i-ty \siip-'tis-3t-e\ n
sty-rax \'stT(3)r-,aks\ n [L styrax"^ : storax
Sty.rene \'stT[3)r-,en\ n [ISV. fr. L styrax'i : a fragrant liquid un-
saturated hydrocarbon C6HsCH=CH2 used chiefly in making
synthetic rubber, resins, and plastics and in improving drying oils

Styx \'stiks\ n [Styg; Styx, fr. Gk] : the chief river of the lower
world in Greek mythology

su*abil*i>ty \,su-a-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being suable
su-able \*su-3-bol\ adj : liable to be sued in court— su-ably \-bIe\

sua-sion \'swa-zh3n\ n [ME. fr. L
of suadere to urge, persuade; akin to L ,

ing or persuading — sua*sive \'swa-si
adv — sua-sive-uess n
suave \'swav\ adj [MF, pleasant, sweet, fr. L suavis — more at
SWEET] : polished, urbane; also ; smooth — suave>ly adv —
suave>ness n — sua-vi-ty \'swav-3t-e\ n
syn SUAVE, urbane, diplomatic, bland, smooth, politic mean

ingratiatingly tactful and well-mannered, suave suggests a specific
ability to encourage easy and frictionless dealings with others;
URBANE implies high cultivation and poise coming from wide social
experience; diplomatic stresses an ability to deal with ticklish
situations tactfully; bland emphasizes mildness of manner and
absence of irritating qualities; smooth suggests often a deliberately
assumed suavity; politic implies shrewd as well as tactful and suave
handling of people
isub \'s3b\ adj ; subordinate, secondary <a '--' theme in a musical
composition)
2sub n : substitute
3SUb vb subbed; sub-bing vi : to act as a substitute '»- v/ : to apply
a substratum to (as a photographic film)

*SUb n : SUBMARINE
SSUb n [short for substratum^ ; a photographic substratum

sub- prefix [ME, fr. L, under, below, secretly, from below, up, near,
fr. sub under, close to — more at up] 1 : under : beneath : below
isubsoiiy (i'uftaqueous) 2 a : subordinate : secondary : next lower
than or inferior to <5u6station) isuhtopic) <su6species) b ; sub-
ordinate portion of : subdivision of <j«6committee); also : with
repetition (as of a process) so as to form, stress, or deal with sub-
ordinate parts or relations <5uftlet) (subcontract) 3a: less than
completely, perfectly, or normally : somewhat <5H5dominant>
<su6ovale) (subclinical) b (1) : containing less than the usual or
normal amount of (such) an element or radical <.vu6oxide>
(2) ; basic — in names of salts <su6acetaie) 4a: almost : nearly
(subercct) b : falling nearly in the category of and often adjoining
; bordering upon (swftarctic)

sub>ac*e-tate \.s3b-'as-3-,tat, 's3b-\ n : a basic acetate
SUb*ac*id \-'as-3d\ adj [L suhacidus, fr. suh- + acidus acid]
1 : moderately acid (^ fruit juices) 2 : rather tart <'^ prose)— sub*ac*id<ly adv — sub>ac<id-ness n

SUb>acute X.sab-s-'kylitX adj : moderately acute <a '^ angle) <a '^
flower petal) (large ~ spines on some sea urchins) <~ inflamma-
tion) — sub-acute>ly adv
Sub*aduU \,s3b-3-'d3!t; ,s3b-'ad-,3lt. *sab-\ n : an individual that
has passed through the juvenile period but not yet attained typical
adult characteristics

sub-aer-i-al \,sab-"ar-e-al, 'ssb-, -"er-; .S3b-(,)a-'ir-e-3l\ adj : situ-
ated or occurring on or immediately adjacent to thesurface of the
earth <''^ erosion) i~ roots) — sub*aer-i-al-ly \-e-3-le\ adv
sub<agen*cy \,sab-'a-j3n-se. *sab-,\ n : a subordinate agency
SUb>agent \'s3b-,a-jant\ n : a subordinate agent; specij : a persoi
employed by an agent to assist him in transacting the affairs of his
principal
su.bah-dar or su.ba-dar \,su-ba-'dar\ n [per suhadar'l 1 ; a
governor of a province 2 : the chief native officer of a native
company in the former British Indian army

sub>al<plne \,s3b-'al-,pTn, 's3b-\ adj 1 : of or relating to the region
about the foot and lower slopes of the Alps 2 cap : of, relating to,
or growing on high upland slopes
iSUb<al>tern \sa-'b6l-tarn, esp Brit 'sab-al-t3rn\ adj [LL subal-
ternus, fr. L sub- -I- altermts alternate, fr alter other (of two) —
more at alter] 1 : ranked below ; subordinate 2 : particular
with reference to a related universal proposition
^subaltern n l ; a person holding a subordinate position 2 : sub-
alternate
isub.al.ter.nate adj l \sa-'bdl-t3r-n3t\ : inferior in quality or
status 2 \,s3b-'61-t3r-n3t, "sab-. -'al-\ [sub- + alternate'^ '. nearly
alternate but with a tendency to become opposite — used of plant
parts — sub-al'ter-nate*ly udv

2sub>al>ter*nate Xsa-'bol-tar-natX n : a particular proposition that
follows immediately from a universal

SUb>al-ter>na<tion Vss-.bol-tar-'na-shanX n 1 : the quality or state
TiON 2 : the relation of a sub-of being subalternate : subordin

alternate to a universal
sub>api>cal X.ssb-'ap-i-kal. -'a-pl-. "sab-X adj : situated below or
near an apex — sub>api>caMy \-ko-)le\ adv

sub-aquat.ic \.sab-3-'kwat-ik, -'kwatT\ adj [ISV] : somewhat
aquatic (a marginal ^ flora)

sub-aque.ous \,sab-'a-kwe-3s, 'sab-. -'ak-we-\ adj 1 : being under
the surface of water 2 : formed or taking place in or under water

sub<arc>tic \-'ark-tik, -'art-ik\ adj [ISV] : of. relating to. or being
regions immediately outside of the arctic circle or regions similar to
these in climate or conditions of life

sub>ar>ea \'sab-,ar-e-9, -,er-\ n ; a subdivision of an area
sub*as>sem<bleT \,s3b-3-'sem-bO-U3r\ n : a worker that puts
together subassemblies in the process of manufacture
Sub-a5-sem>bly \,s3b-9-'sem-ble\ n : an assembled unit designed to
be incorporated with other units in a finished product
sub-at-mcspher-ic X.sab-.at-ms-'sfifajr-ik. 'sab-. -'sfer-\ adj : less

or lower than that of the atmosphere ("- temperatures)
SUbfatom<lc \,s3b-3-'tam-ik\ adj : of or relating to the inside of
the atom or particles smaller than atoms

SUb>aU<di-tion \,sab-(,)6-*dish-an\ n [LL subaudition-, subauditio,
fr. subaudifus. pp. of subaudire to understand, fr. L sub- + audire
to hear — more at audible] : the act of understanding or supplying
something not expressed; also ; the ideas supplied
sub.av-er-age \,s9b-'av-(3-)rij, 'sab-\ adj : of a lower level <m"

quality than some norm ('^ minds) (^ education)
sub*base \'sab-,bas\ n : the lowermost part of a base; specij : the
lowest member horizontally of an architectural base or of a base-
board or pedestal

sub*base<ment \'sab-,ba-sm3nt\ n ; a basement located below
the true basementof a building
sub-bass \'sab-'bas, -,bas\ n : a pipe-organ stop used usu. in a
pedal organ
sub*bing \'sab-io\ n [fr. gerund of ^sub'] 1 : the act of working as a
substitute 2 l^subl : substratum e

SUb-cal*i>ber \,s3b-'kal-3-bar, 's3b-\ adj 1 : smaller than the
caliber of a gun (a -^ projectile) 2 : of or relating to the firing of
a subcaliber projectile

sub* car>ti*lag<i*nous \,sab-,kart-=l-"aj-a-n3s\ adj [MF subcartilag-
ineux, fr. sub- (fr. L) -I- cartilagineux cartilaginous] 1 : partially
cartilaginous 2 ; situated under a cartilage

sub>ce*les*tial \,s3b-sa-'les(h)-ch3l\ adj : situated beneath the
heavens; specij : mundane

sub*cen>tral \,sab-'sen-tr3l, 'sab-\ odj 1 : located under a center
2 : not quite central — sub<cen-tral<ly \-tra-le\ adv

sub-clias-er \'s3b-,cha-s3r\ n : submarine chaser
sub.chlo-ride \,S3b-'klo(a)r-.Td, 'sab-, -'kl6(a)r-\ n [ISV] 1 : a
binary chloride containing a relatively small proportion of chlorine
2 ; a basic chloride

SUb'Class \'s3b-,klas\ n ; a primary division of a class: as a : a
biological taxonomic category below a class and above an order
b ; SUBSET
iSUb-Cla<Vi<an \,s3b-'kla-ve-3n\ adj [NL subclavius, fr. sub- +
clavicula clavicle] 1 : located under the clavicle 2 : of or relating
to a subclavian part (as an artery, vein, or nerve)

isubclavian n : a subclavian part
subclavian artery n : the proximal part of the main artery of the
arm or forelimb
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subclavian vein n : tbe proximal part of the main vein of the arm
or forelimb

Sub-cli-max \,s3b-'kIT-,maks, 'sab-\ n : a stage or community in
an ecological succession immediately preceding a climax; esp : one
held in relative stability through edaphic or biotic influences or by
fire

SUb<clLn-i<cal \-'kUn-i-k3l\ adj ; only slightly abnormal and not
detectable by the usual clinical tests <a --^ infection) — sub>clin>i-
caMy \-k(3-ile\ adv

sub>col*le'glate \,s3b-k3-'Ie-j(e-)3t\ or sub'CoMege \,s3b-'kal-ij.

's3b-\ adj : offered to or adapted to the needs of students not
intending or inadequately prepared to attend college (studies of -^

grade)
SUb.coni»mit»tee \'s3b-k3-,mit-e, ,s3b-k3-'\ n : a subdivision of a
committee usu. organized for a specific purpose
isub-con-scious X.ssb-'kan-chss, 's3b-\ adj 1 : existing in the mind
but not immediately available to consciousness 2 ; imperfectly
conscious <a -^ state) — sub>con*scious>ly adv — sub-con-
scious»ness n

ssubconscious n : the mental activities just below the threshold of
consciousness

SUb'Con-tl.nent \'sab-'kant-'n-ant, -'kant-nsnt. -.kantA n 1 : a
landmass (as Greenland) of great size but smaller than any of the
usu. recognized continents 2 : a vast subdivision of a continent— sab>con-ti-nen<tal \,s3b-,kant-=n-'ent-=l\ adj

1sub •con* tract \,s3b-'kan-,trakt, 'sab-; ,s3b-k3n-'\ vt 1 ; to engage
a third party to perform under a subcontract all or part of (work
included in an original contract) 2 : to undertake (work) under a
subcontract — vi : to let out or undertake work under a subcontract

2sub. con. tract \'s3b-'kan-,trakt, -,kan-\ n : a contract between
a party to an original contract and a third party; esp : one to provide
all or a specified part of the work or materials required in the
original contract

SUb>con.trac*tor \.sab-'kan-,trak-tar, 'sab-; .sab-kan-'X n : an
individual or business firm contracting to perform part or all of
another's contract

SUb.con.tra*OC>tave \.sab-.kan-tra-'ak-tiv. 'sab-, -tav, -,tav\ n ; the
musical octave that begins on the fourth C below middle C

sub.con.lra.ri.ety \,sab-,kan-tra-'rT-at-e\ n : the relation existing
between subcontrary propositiori^s in logic
ISUb.COn-trary \,sab-'k"an-,trer-e, 's3b-\ adj [LL subcontrarius,
ft. L sub- + conirarius contrary — more at contrary] ; being one
of two subcontraries
asubcontrary n : a proposition so related to another that both may
be true but both cannot be false
sub. cool \-"kul\ vt : supercool
SUb-cor.date \-'k6(a)r-.dat\ adj : Incompletely cordate <a ^ leaf)
SUb-cor-tex \.s3b-'k6r-.teks, 'sabA n [NL] : the parts of the brain
immediately beneath the cerebral cortex — sub>cor>ti>cal \-'k6rt-
i-kal\ adj

SUb.crit-i.cal \-'krit-i-kal\ adj 1 : less or lower than critical
2 a : of insufficient size to sustain a chain reaction (^ mass of
fissionable material) b : constituting or designed for use with fis-

sionable material of subcritical mass <a '^ reactor)
SUb.cul-ture \'sab-,kal-char\ n 1 : a culture (as of bacteria) de-
rived from another culture; also : an act or instance of producing
a subculture 2 : an ethnic, regional, economic, or social group
exhibiting characteristic patterns of behavior sufficient to distin-
guish it from others within an embracing culture or society <a
criminal ^y

SUb.cu-ta.ne.OUS \.sab-kyu-'ta-ne-as\ adj [LL subcutaneus, it. L
sub- + cutis skin — more at hide] : being, Uving, used, or made
under the skin <a '^ needle) <--- parasite) — sub*cu*ta*ne*0U5>ly
adv
SUb.cu.tis \,sab-'kyut-as, 'sab-\ n [NL, fr. LL, beneath the skin,
fr. L sub- -r cuiis'\ : the deeper part of the dermis
SUb-dea.con \-'de-k3n\ n [ME subdecon, fr. LL subdiaconus, fr. L
sub- + LL diaconus deacon] : a cleric ranking below a deacon: as
a : a candidate for the Roman Catholic priesthood admitted to the
lowest of the major orders and acting as an officer at high mass
b : a deacon or priest performing the Hturgical duties of a subdea-
con — sub.di.ac-0-ual \,sab-(,)dT-'ak-aa-''i\ arf/ — sub«di.ac-o-
nate \-'ak-a-nat\ n

sub.deb \'sab-,deb\ n : subdebutante
SUb.deb-u.lante \,sab-'deb-yu-,tant, 'sabA n : a young girl who is
about to become a society debutante; broadly : a girl in her middle
teens <~ styles)

sub.den.tat'e \.sab-'den-,tat. 'sab-\ adj ; partially or imperfectly
dentate (leaves with margins ~)

SUb-de.pot \-'dep-f,)6 also -'de-(,lp6\ n ; a military depot that
operates under the jurisdiction of another depot and usu. performs
only specified depot functions

sub.di-vid.able \,sab-da-'vTd-a-bal. 'sab-da-A adj : capable of being
further divided : suitable for subdividing
SUb.di.vide \,sab-da-'vTd. 'sab-da-A v6 [ME subdividen, fr. LL
subdividere, fr. L sub- + dividcre to divide] vt 1 : to divide the parts
of into more parts 2 : to divide into several parts; esp : to divide
(a tract of land) into building lots --' vi : to separate or become
separated into subdivisions — sub.di.vid-er n — 5Ub*di*vi*sion
\,sab-da-'vi2h-an, "sab-da-A n — sub-di-vi-siou.al \,sab-da-
vi2h-nal, -an-''l\ adj

SUb.dom.i.nant \.sab-'dam-(a-)nant, 'sab-\ n : something domi-
nant to an inferior or partial degree: as a : the fourth musical
degree of the major or minor scale (as F in the scale of CI b : an
ecologically important life-form subordinate in influence to the
dominants of a community — subdominant adj
SUb.duct \sab-"d3kt\ vb{L subductus, pp. oi subducere to withdraw,
fr. sub- + ducere to draw — more at tow] : subtract, deduct— sub.duc-tion \-'dak-shan\ n
SUb.due \sab-'d(y)U\ vt [ME sodewen, subduen (influenced in form
and meaning by L suhdere to subject^ fr. MF soduire to seduce
(influenced m meaning by L seducere to seducel, fr. L subducere to
withdraw] 1 : to conquer and bring into subjection : vanquish

rol esp. by an exertion of the will : curb
reduce the intensity or degree

to bring under
3 : to bring under c

of syn see conquer — sub.du-er n
sub.en.try \"sab-,en-tre\ n : an entry made under i

entry
SU.ber \'su-bar\ n [L. corktree, cork] : corky plant tissue : phellem"'

' '" "'
'

- su.ber-ic \-'ber-ik\ adj

: general

— su-be<re<ous \sii-'bir

SUb.erect \.sab-i-'rekt\ adj : standing or growing In a nearly erect
position <a ^ shrub)
suberic acid n [F suberique, fr. L suber'^ : a dicarboxyllc acid
Ce H,404 from cork or various fatty oils or acids

SU-ber-in \'su-ba-ran\ n [F suberine, fr. L suber^ : a complex
fatty substance thai is the basis of cork
su-ber*iza*tion \,sU-b3-r3-'za-shan\ n : conversion of the cell walls
into corky tissue by infiltration with suberin

su.ber-ize X'sU-ba-.rlzX vt : to cause suberization of
su.ber.Qse \'su-ba-,r6s\ also su-ber.ous \-r3s\ adj : having a
corky texture : suberized

Sub-eS'Sen-tial \,s3b-a-'sen-chal\ adj : important but not absolutely
essential

sub.fam.i.ly \'s3b-,fam-(a-)le\ n [ISV] ; a taxonomic category next
below a family

SUb.llx \'s3b-,fiks\ n [sub- + -jix (as in prejix)"^ : a subscript sign,
letter, or character
Sub.Ios.sU \'s3b-.fas-al\ adj [ISV] : of less than typical fossil age
but partially fossilized — subfossil n

sub.lreez-ing X'sab-'fre-zio \ adj : lower than is required to produce
ling

sub-lusc \,sab-'fask, 'sab-A adj [L subfuscus brownish, dusky, fr.

sub- + juscus dark brown — more at dusk] ; having little of bright-
ness or appeal : drab, dusky
sub.ge-nus \'sab-,je-n3s\ n [NL] : a category in biological tax-
onomy below a genus and above a species

sub*gla<cial V.sab-'gla-shal. 'sabA adj : of or reladng to the bottom
of a glacier or thearea immediately underlying a glacier — sub-
gla-cial-ly \-sha-le\ adv

sub-grade \'sab-,grad\ n : a surface of earth or rock leveled off to
receive a foundation (as of a road)
sub-group \-,griip\ n 1 :a subordinate group usu. of individuals
sharing some common differential quality 2 : a subset of a mathe-
matical group
sub>liead \-,hed\ n 1 : any of the heads under which each of the

of a subject may be subdivided 2 : a subordinate
apuo Utle

, -'yiJ-\ adj : less than human
n 1 : a mathematical subscript

z : an maex to a aivision ot a mam classification
sub.in.feu.date \,sab-in-'fyu-.dat\ also sub.in.feud \-'fyud\ vt

[back-formation fr. subinjeudaiion] ; to make subinfeudation of
SUb.in.feu.da.tion \,sab-.in-fyu-'da-sh3n\ n {sub- + injeudation
(enfeoffment!] : the granting of feudal lands by a vassal lord to
another to bold as vassal of himself rather than of his own su-
perior; also : the relation or tenure of a vassal so holding land— sub.in.feu.da.to-ry \,sab-in-'fyiid-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

SUb-in-ter.val \,s3b-'int-ar-v3l, 's3b-\ n : an interval that is a
subdivision of a larger or major interval (as in music or mathe-
matics)

sub-ir.ri-gate \,sab-'ir-a-,gat, 's3b-\ vt : to water from beneath
(as by the periodic rise of a water table); also ; to irrigate below
the surface (as by a system of underground porous pipes) — SUb-
ir-ri.ga.tion \,S3b-,ir-3-'ga-sh3n\ n

su.bi.to \'SLi-bi-,to\ adv [It, fr. L, suddenly, fr. subitus sudden —
more at sudden] ; immediately, suddenly — used as a direcdon

sub.ja-cen.cy \,sab-'jas-'n-se\ n : the quality or state of being
subjacent

SUb-ja-cent \-^nt\ adj [L subjacent-, suhjacens, prp. of subjacere
to lie under, fr. sub- + jaccre to lie — more at adjacent ] : lying
under or below; also : lower than though not direcUy below (hills

and -^ valleys) — sub-ja.cent.ly adv
isub.ject \'s3b-jikt\ n [ME. fr. MF. fr. L subjectus one under
authority & subjectum subject of a proposition, fr. masc. & neut.
respectively of subjectus, pp. of subicere to subject, lit., to throw
under, fr. sub- + jacere to throw — more at jet] 1 ; one that is

placed under authority or control: as a : vassal b (U : one
subject to a monarch and governed by his law (2) : one who
lives in the territory of, enjoys the protection of, and owes alle-

giance to a sovereign power or state 2 a : that of which a quality,
attribute, or relation may be affirmed or in which it may inhere
b : substratum- esp : material or essential substance c : the mind,
ego, or agent of whatever sort that sustains or assumes the form of
thought or consciousness 3 a : a department of knowledge or
learning b : motive, cause c (I ) : one that is acted upon (2) : an
individual whose reactions or responses are studied (3) : a dead
body for anatomical study and dissection d (1) ; something con-
cerning which something is said or done (2) : something repre-
sented or indicated in a work of art e (1) : the term of a logical
proposition that denotes the entity of which something is affirmed
or denied; also : the entity denoted (2) : a word or word group
denoting that of which something is predicated 1 : the principal
melodic phrase on which a musical composition or movement is

based syn see cftizen
asubject adj 1 : owing obedience or allegiance to the power or
dominion of another 2 a : exposed, liable b : prone, disposed
3 : conditioned, contingent syn see liable

asub.ject \sab-'jekt\ vt la: to bring under control or dominion
: SUBJUGATE b : to make (as oneself) amenable to the discipUne
and control of a superior 2 a : to make hable : predispose
b : to make accountable : submtt 3 : to cause to undergo or sub-
mit to : EXPOSE — sub.jec.tion \-'jek-shan\ n
isub.jective \(,)sab-'jek-tiv\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or constituting
a subject: as a obs : of, relating to, or characteristic of one that is

subject esp- in lack of freedom of action or in submissiveness b ; be-
ing, resembling, or relating to a grammatical subject; esp : nomina-
tive 2 a : of or relating to the essential being supporting at-

tributes or relations : substantial b (1 ) : relating to or determined
by the mind as the subject of experience (2) ; characteristic of or
belonging to reality as perceived rather than as independent of
mind : phenomenal c : relating to or being experience or knowl-
edge as conditioned by personal mental characteristics or states

3a: peculiar to a particular individual : personal (a -^ impression)
i^ judgments) b : arising from conditions within the brain or
sense organs and not directly caused by external stimuli ('^ sensa-
tions) c : arising out of or identified by means of one's awareness
of his own states and processes (a — symptom of disease) d : lack-
ing in reality or substance : illusory — sub.iec.tive.ly adv —
sub-jec'tive-: sub.jec.tiv.i.ty \-jek-'tiv-3l-€\ n
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asubjective n : something that Is subjective; also : nominative
subjective complement n ; a grammatical complement relating to
the subject of an intransitive verb (in "he had fallen sick" sick is

a subjective complemenO
SUb-jectiv-ism \-'jek-tiv..iz-3m\ n 1 a ; a theory that limits
knowledge to conscious states and elements b ; a theory that
stresses the subjective elements in experience 2 a ; a doctrine that
the supreme good is a subjective experience or feeling (as pleasure)
b : a doctrine that individual feeling or apprehension is the ulti-
mate criterion of the good and the right — sub*jec*tiv-i5t \-ast\
n — sub.jectiv.iS'tic \-,jek-tiv-'is-tik\ adj

subject matter n ; matter presented for consideration in discussion,
thought, or study
SUbooin \(,)sab-'j6in\ vt [MF subjoindre, fr. L subjungere, to join
beneath, add, fr. sub- + jungere to join — more at yoke] : annex,
APPEND
sub ju.dioce \C)sub-*yud-i-,ka. 's3b-'jud-3-C.)se\ adv [L] : before
a judge or court : not yet decided

SUb*jU-gate \*sab-ji-.gat\ vt [ME subjugaten, fr. L subjugatus, pp.
of subjugQre, lit., to bring under the yoke, fr. sub- + jugum yoke —
more at yoke] 1 : to force to submit to control and governance
: MASTER 2 : to bring into servitude : enslave — sub>iu>ga*tlon
\,sab-ji-'ga-shan\ n — sub*ju*ga*tor \'sab-ji-,gat-3r\ n

SUb-junc.tion \(,)sab-'j30(kl-sh3n\ « 1 ; an act of subjoining or
the state of being subjoined 2 : something subjoined

SUb>junc<tive \s3b-'j30(k)-tiv\ adj [LL subjunctivus, fr. L sub-
Juncrus, pp. of subjungere to join beneath, subordinate] ; of, relating
to, or constituting a verb form or set of verb forms that represents
a denoted act or state not as fact but as contingent or possible
or viewed emotionally (as with doubt or desire) (the '^ mood)— subjunctive n
SUb-klng-dom X'sab-.kio-damX n : a primary division of a taxo-
nomic kingdom

sub-late \,s3b-'lat\ vt [L sublatus (pp. of tollere to take away, lift

up), fr. sub- up + latus, pp. oLjerre to carry — more at sub-,
TOLERATE, BEAR] 1 a ; NEGATE, DENY b : CANCEL, ELIMINATE
2 : to cancel but also preserve and elevate (an element in a dialectic
process) as a partial element in a synthesis — sub>la>tion \-'la-
sh3n\ n
sub-lease \'s9b-'les\ n : a lease by a tenant or lessee of part or all

of leased premises to another person for a shorter term than his
own and under which he retains some right or interest under the
original lease — sub-lease vb — sub-les-see \,s3b-(,)le-'se\ n —
sub-les-sor \-'s6(a)r\ n

sub-let \'s3b-'let\ vt 1 a : to lease or rent all or part of (a leased
or rented property) to another person b : to lease or rent all or
part of (a leased or rented property) from the original lessee or
tenant 2 : subcontract 1 — sublet n
l5Ub-ll-mate \'s3b-l3-,mat\ vt [ML sublimatus, pp. of sublimare']
la: SUBLIME 1 b archaic : to improve or refine as if by subliming
2 : to direct the energy of (an impulse) from its primitive aim
to one that is ethically or culturally higher — sub>li-ma*tion
\,S3b-l3-'ma-sh3n\ n

2sub-li*mate \'S3b-l3-,mat, -matX n ; a chemical product obtained
by sublimation
iSUb.lime \s3-'blTm\ vb [ME sublimen, fr. MF sublimer, fr. ML
sublimare to refine, sublime, fr. L, to elevate, fr. sublimis'] vt 1 ; to
cause to pass from the solid to the vapor state by heating and
again condense to solid form 2 [F sublimer, fr. L sublimare}
a (1) : to elevate or exalt esp. in dignity or honor (2) : to render
finer (as in purity or excellence) b : to convert (something in-
ferior) into something of higher worth <— vi : to pass directly from
the solid to the vapor state — sub-lim-er n
^sublime adjiL sublimis, lit., to or in a high position, fr. sub under,
up to + limen threshold, lintel — more at up. limb] 1 a : lofty,

grand, or exalted in thought, expression, or manner b : of out-
standing spiritual, intellectual, or moral worth c ; inspiring awe
: SOLEMN 2 a archaic : high in place b obs : lofty of mien : haughty
c cap : SUPREME — used in a style of address (as to former Turkish
sovereigns) syn see splendid — sub-lime*ly adv — sub-Ume-
ness n

Sub*li-mi-nal \(,)sab-'lim-3n-='l, 'sab-, -'IT-man-N adj [sub- + L
limin-, limen threshold] 1 ; inadequate to produce a sensation
or a perception 2 : existing or functioning outside the area of
conscious awareness (the -^ mind) (-^ techniques in advertising)— sub-li-mi-nal-ly \-e\ adv
sub-lim-i-ty \s3-'blim-at-e\ n 1 : something sublime or exalted
2 ; the quality or state of being subUme

SUb.lin-gual X.sab-'lio-gwsl, 'sab-\ adj [NL sublingualis fr. L
sub- + lingua tongue — more at tongue] : situated or occurring
under the tongue

sub-lu-nar X-'Iu-nsrX adj : sublunary
SUb-lU-na-ry X-ns-re; 'sab-lii-.ner-eX adj [modif. of LL sublunaris.

It. L sub- + luna moon — more at lunar] ; situated beneath the
moon : terrestrial

sub-ma-chine gun X.sab-ms-'shen-.ganX n ; a lightweight auto-
matic or semiautomatic portable firearm fired from the shoulder or
hip

sub.mar-gin-al X.ssb-'marj-nsl, 'sab-, -an-'lX adj 1 : adjacent to a
margin or a marginal part or structure _2 : falling below a neces-
sary minimum — sub-mar*gin-al-ly \-eX adv
isub-ma-rine X'ssb-ma-.ren. .sab-ma-'X adj : being, acting, or grow-
ing under water esp. in the sea ('^ plants)

2submarine n ; something (as an explosive mine) that functions or
operates underwater; specif t a warship designed for undersea
operations
3SUbmarine vt : to make an attack upon or to sink by means of a
submarine
submarine chaser n : a boat fitted to operate offensively against
submarines
SUb-ma*n>ner X'sab-ma-.re-nar, .sab-ma-' also ,sab-'mar-3-\ n : a
crewman of a submarine
SUb.max.il-la X.sab-.mak-'sil-aX «. pl sub-raax-il-Iae \-'sil-(,)e,

-,TX also submaxillas [NL] ; the lower jaw or inferior maxillary
bone; specij ; the human mandible
lsub-max-il-lary X.ssb-'mak-sa-.ler-e, 'sab-, chiefly Brit ,sab-

(,)mak-'sil-a-re\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or situated below the

lower jaw 2 : of, relating to, or associated with the submaxillary
salivary gland of either side
^submaxillary n : a submaxillary part (as an artery or bone)
sub.me-di-ant X-'med-e-antX n : the sixth tone above or the third
below the tonic

sub.merge Xsab-'marjX v6 [L submergere, fr. sub- + mergere to
plunge — more at merge] vt 1 : to put under water 2 ; to cover
or overflow with water ; inundate (^submerged the town) 3 : to
lose sight of : obscure ^ vi : to go under water — sub-mer-gence
X-'mar-jan(t)sX n — sub-merg-ible X-ja-balX adj

sub.merged adj 1 : submersed b 2 : sunk in poverty and misery
3 : HIDDEN, cryptic (a ~ gene effect)

sub-merse Xsab-'marsX vt [L submersus, pp. of submergerel
: submerge — sub-mer-sion X-'mar-zhan, -shanX «

sub-mersed adj : submerged: as a : covered with water b : grow-
ing or adapted to grow under water
isub-mers-ible Xsab-'mar-sa-balX adj : submergible
2submersible « : a boat capable of submerging : submarine
sub-mi.cro-scop.ic X.sab-.ml-kra-'skap-ikX adj [ISV] ; too small
to be seen in an ordinary light microscope

SUb.min-ia-ture X.S3b-'min-e-a-,chu(a)r, -'min-I-,chu(a)r, -'min-ya-,
-char, -,t(y)u(a1rX adj [ISV] : very small — used esp. of a very
compact assembly of electronic equipment
sub .miss Xsab-' mis X adj [ L submissus, fr, pp. of submittere ]
1 archaic : suBNflSSivE, humble 2 archaic ; low in tone : subdued

sub.mis.sion Xsab-'mish-anX n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L submission-,
submissio act of lowering, fr. submissus, pp. of submittere] 1 a : a
legal agreement to submit to the decision of arbitrators b : an
act of submitting something (as for consideration, inspection, or
comment) 2 ; the condition of being submissive, humble, or
compliant 3 ; an act of submitting to the authority or control
of another
sub-mis.sive X-'mis-ivX adj ; submitting to others ; yielding —
sub-mis-sive-ly adv — sub-mis- sive -ness n

sub-mit Xsab-'mitX vb sub-mit-ted; sub-mit-ting [ME submitten,
fr. L submittere to lower, submit, fr. sub- + mittere to send —
more at smite] vt 1 a : to yield to governance or authority b : to
subject to a regime, condition, or practice (the metal was sub-
mitted to analysis) 2 a : to commit to the discretion or judgment
of another b : to make available : offer c : to put forward as
an opinion : affirm (we '^ that the charge is not proved) --^ vi

1 a ; to yield oneself to the authority or will of another b ; to
yield oneself as subject (as to surgery) 2 ; to defer to the opinion
or authority of another syn see yield
SUb.mon-tane X.sab-'man-.tan, "sab-; ,sab-(,)man-'tanX adj [LL
submontanus lying under a mountain, fr. L sub- + mont-, mans
mountain — more mount] : situated at the foot or near the base
of a mountain or mountains — sub.mon-tane.Iy adv

SUb-mul-ti.ple X,sab-'mal-ta-pal, 'sab-X n : an exact divisor of a
number (8 is a -^ of 72)
isub-nor.mal X-'nor-malX adj [ISV] : less than normal — sub-
nor.mal.i.ty X,sab-(,)n6r-'maI-at-eX n — sub-nor-mal-ly X.sab-
'nor-ma-le. 'sab-X adv
^subnormal n : one who is below normal; esp t a person of sub-
normal intelligence

Sub-oce.an-ic X,sab-,o-she-'an-ikX adj : situated, taking place, or
formed beneath the ocean or the bottom of the ocean (-^ light)
('^ oil resources)

SUb-OC.U.lar X.sab-'ak-ya-lar, 'sab-X adj [LL subocularis, fr. L sub-
+ oculus eye — more at eye] : situated below the eye

SUb-op-po-site X,sab-'ap-a-zat, 'sab-, -'ap-satX adj ; nearly op-
posite (leaves '^)

sub-or-bic-u.lar X.sab-(.)6r-'bik-ya-larX fld>[ISV] : approximately
circular

sub-or.bit-al X.sab-'or-bat-'l, 'sab-X adj 1 : situated beneath the
orbit of the eye; also : subocular 2 : not being in orbit

SUb.or-der X'sab-,6rd-arX n ; a subdivision of an order (a soil '-^);'

esp : a taxonomic category ranking between an order and a family
isub.or-di.nate Xsa-'bord-'n-at, -'bord-natX adj [HE subordinat, fr.

ML subordinatus, pp. of subordinare to subordinate, fr. L sub- +
ordinare to order — more at ordain] 1 : placed in a lower class

or rank ; inferior 2 : submissive to or controlled by authority
3 a : of, relating to, or constituting a clause that functions as a
noun, adjective, or adverb b : grammatically subordinating —
snb.or.di-nate.ly adv — sub.or.di-nate-ness n

2subordinate n : one that is subordinate
3SUb-or.di.nate Xsa-'bord-'n-.atX vt 1 ; to place in a lower order
or class 2 : to make subject or subservient : subdue — sub-or-
di-na-tion X-,b6rd-'n-'a-shanX n — sub-or-di-na-tive X-'bord-
»n-.at-ivX adj
SUb-orn Xsa-'b6(a)mX vt [MF suborner, fr. L subornare, fr. sub-
secretly + ornare to furnish, equip — more at ornate] 1 ; to
induce secretly to do an unlawful thing : instigate 2 ; to induce
to commit perjury; also : to obtain (perjured testimony) from a
witness — sub.orn-er n

SUb-or.na-tion X,sab-(,)6r-'na-shanX n : the procuring (as by
bribes or persuasion) of an improper or unlawful act; esp : the
crime of procuring perjury
sub.ovate X.sab-'o-.vat, *sab-X adj : approximately ovate
sub-ox-ide \-'ak-,sTdX n [ISV] : an oxide containing a relatively

small proportion of oxygen
'

sub-phy.lum X'sab-.fl-IamX n [NL] : a primary division of a
phylum

SUb'Plot X'sab-.pIatX n : a subordinate plot in fiction or drama
isub-poe.na Xsa-'pe-na, substand -neX n [ME suppena, fr. L sub
poena under penalty] : a writ commanding a person designated in it

to attend court under a penalty for failure

^subpoena vt : to serve or summon with a writ of subpoena
subpoena ad tes-ti-Ii-can-dum X-.ad-,tes-ta-fa-'kan-damX n
[NL, under penalty to give testimony] : a writ commanding a
person to appear in court for testifying as a witness
subpoena du-ces te-cum X-.dU-.ka-'sta-.kumX « [NL, under
penalty you shall bring with you] ; a writ commanding a person
to produce in court certain designated documents or other evi-

dence
5Ub.prin>ci*pal X,sab-'prin(t)-s(a-)pal, 'sab-, -sa-bal\ n 1 : an
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assistant principal (as of a school) 2 ; a secondary or bracing
rafter 3 : an open diapason subbass in a pipe organ

sub.re.gion \'s3b-,re-j3n\ n [ISV] : a subdivision of a region;
esp ; one of the primary divisions of a biogeographic region —
suh*re.gion.al \-,rej-nal, -9n-=l\ adj

SUb.rep.tion \(,)S3b-'rep-sh9n\ n [LL subreption-, subreptio, fr. L,

act of stealing, fr. subreptus, pp. of subripere, surripere to take
away secretly — more at suRREPrmous] : a deliberate misrep-
resentation; also : an inference drawn from it — SUl}*rep>ti-tJOUS
\,S3b-,rep-'tish-as\ adj ~ suh'rep*ti'tious.ly adv

SUb>ro>gate \'s3b-ro-,gat\ vt [L subrogatus, pp. of subrogare,
surrogare — more at surrogate] : to put in the place of another
: SUBSTITUTE

SUb<ro-ga>tion \,sab-ro-'ga-sh9n\ n : the substitution of one for
another as a creditor so that the new creditor succeeds to the
former's rights

sub ro.sa \,s3b-'ro-z3\ adv [NL, Ut., under the rose; fr. the ancient
custom of hanging a rose over the council table to indicate that
all present were sworn tosecrecy] : in confidence : secretly

SUb-rou.tine \,S5b-(.)ru-'ten\ n [ISV] : a subordinate routine; esp
; a usu. coded specific instruction by which a digital computer is

guided to perform a precisely defined mathematical or logical oper-
ation

sub>sa*line \,s3b-'sa-,len, 'sab-, -,lTn\ adj : somewhat salty

sub'Sat-u-rat-ed \,s3b-"sach-3-,rat-ad, 'ssbA adj : nearly but not
fully saturated — suh*sat>U'ra>tion \,s3b-,sach-3-'ra-sh3n\ n
Sub>scap*u*Iar V.ssb-'skap-ys-Isr, 'sab-\ adj [NL subscapularis,
fr. L sub- + scapula'^ ; situated under the scapula; also : of or
relating to the ventral or in man the anterior surface of the scapula

SUb'Scribe \s3b-'skrrb\ vb [iME subscriber!, fr. L subscribere, lit.,

to write beneath, fr. sub- + scribere to write — more at scribe]
vt 1 : to write (one's name) underneath : sign 2 a : to sign with
one's own hand in token of consent or obligation by writing one's
name beneath b ; to attest by signing c : to pledge (a gift or
contribution) by writing one's name with the amount 3 ; to
assent to : support '^ vi 1 : to sign one's name to a letter or other
document 2 a : to give consent to something written by signing
b : to set one's name to a paper in token of promise to give some-
thing; also : to give something in accordance with such a promise
C : to place an order by signing <-^ to a magazine) <'^ for stock)
3 : to feel favorably disposed : .approve <anyone woiild '^ to your
sentiments) syn see assent — sub>scrib>er n

sub. script \'s3b-.skript\ « [L subscriptus, pp. of subscribers'}
: a distinguishing symbol or letter written immediately below or
below and to the right or left of another character — subscript adj
SUb'SCriP'tion \sab-'skrip-sh3n\ n [ME subscripcioun signature,
fr, L subscription-, subscripiio, fr. subscriptus, pp. of subscribere]
la: the acceptance (as of ecclesiastical articles of faith) attested
by the signing of one's name b : the act of signing one's name
2 : something that is subscribed; as a : an autograph signature;
also ; a paper to which a signature is attached b ; a sum sub-
scribed c : a purchase by signed order

Sub.se.quence \'s3b-s3-,kwentt)s, -si-kw3n(t)s\ n ; the quality
or state of being subsequent; also : a subsequent event

SUb.se.quent \-kw3nt, -,kwent\ adj [ME, fr. L subsequent-,
subsequens, prp. of subsequi to follow close, fr. sub- near + sequi
to follow — more at sub-, sue] : following in time, order, or place
: SUCCEEDING — Subsequent n — sub.se-quent'ly \-,kwent-le,
-kwant-\ adv — sub*se>quent>ness \-,kwent-, -kw3nt-\ n

SUb'Sere \'s3b-,si(a)r\ n : a secondary succession arising after an
ecological climax community has been interrupted (as by fire or
human agency)

sub.serve \s3b-'sarv\ vt [L subservire to serve, be subservient, fr.

sub- + servire to serve] 1 : to serve as an instrument or means of
2 : to promote the welfare or purposes of

sub.ser.vi.ence \s3b-'s3r-ve-3n(t>s\ also sub.ser-vi.en.cy N-an-
se\ n 1 : a subservient or subordinate place or function 2 ; ob-
sequious servility

SUb.ser.Vi-ent \-3nr\ adj [L subservient-, subserviens, prp. of
subservire ] 1 : useful in an inferior capacity : subordinate
2 : serving to promote some end 3 : obsequiously servile ; truck-
UNG — sub.ser.vi-ent-ly adv
syn SERVILE, slavish, menial, obsequious: subservient applies

to the cringing manner of one very conscious of a subordinate
position; servile suggests the mean or fawning behavior of a
slave; slavish suggests abject or debased servihty; mf.nial stresses
the degradation associated with working solely at the bidding of
and for the benefit of others; obsequious implies fawning or
sycophantic compUance and exaggerated deference of manner

SUb'Set \'S3b-,set\ n : a mathematical set each of whose elements is
an element of an inclusive set

sub.shrub \-,shrab. esp South -.srsbX n 1 : a perennial plant hav-
ing woody stems except for the terminal part of the new growth
which is killed back annually 2 ; undershrub 2 — sub.shrub>by
\-e\ adj

sub. side \S3b-'sid\ vi [L subsidere. fr. sub- + sidere to sit down,
sink; akin to L sedere to sit — more at srr] 1 : to sink or fall to the
bottom : SETTLE 2 : to tend downward : descend; esp : to flatten
out so as to form a depression 3 : to let oneself settle down
: SINK (subsided into a chair) 4 : to become tranquil <the sea -s}
syn see abate — sub.si.dence \sab-'sTd-'n(t)s, 'sab-sad-3n(t)s\ n

sub.sid.i.ar.i.ly \(,)s3b-.sid-e-'er-3-le\ adv : in a subsidiary
manner
isub.sid.iary \s3b-'sid-e-,er-e, -'sid-3-re\ adi [L subsidiarius. fr.
subsidium reserve troops] 1 a : furnishing aid or support : auxil-
iary b : of secondary importance ; tributary 2 : oi, relating to,
or constituting a subsidy

^subsidiary n : one that is subsidiary; esp ! a company wholly
controlled by another

EUb.si.di.za.tioa X.sab-sad-a-'za-shsn, -zad-X n : the act of
subsidizing

SUb.si.dize \'s3b-s3-,dTz. -z3-\ vt : to furnish with a subsidy: as
a : to purchase the assistance of bv payment of a subsidy b : to
aid or promote (as a private enterprise) with public money <'^ a
steamship line) — sub.si-diz.er n

SUb-Si.dy \'s3b-S3d-e -zad-\ n [ME, fr. L subsidium reserve troops,
support, assistance, fr. sub- near + sedere to sit — more at sub-]
: a grant or gift of money as a : a sum of money formerly granted
by the Br'Ush Parliament to the crown and raised by special
taxaUon b : money granted by one state to another c ; a grant

by a government to a private person or company to assist an
enterprise deemed advantageous to the public
sub.sist \s3b-'sist\ vb [LL subsistere to exist, fr. L, to come to a
halt, remain, fr. sub- + sistere to come to a stand; akin to L stare
to stand — more at stand] vi 1 : to have existence : be; ojten
; persist, continue 2 ; to receive maintenance (as food and
clothing) : live 3 a : to hold true b ; to be logically conceivable
as the subject of true statements '^ vt i to support with provisions
: maintain

sub.sis.tence \ssb-'sis-t3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. LL subsistentia, fr.

subsistent-, subsistens, prp. of subsistere"] 1 a (1) : real being
: existence (2) : continuation, persistence (3) : inherency <'-^

of a quality in a body) b : something by which an individual is

what it is c : the character possessed by whatever is logically
conceivable 2 : means of subsisting: as a ; the minimum (as of
food and shelter) necessary to support life b : a source or means
of obtaining the necessities of life — sub>5is>tent \-tant\ adj
isub'SOil \'s3b-,s6il\ n ; the stratum of weathered material that
underlies the surface soil

^subsoil vt : to turn, break, or stir the subsoil of — snb.soiI>er n
sub'SO'lar Vsab-'so-lar, 's3b-\ adj : having the sun In the zenith;
specif : situated between the tropics

sub.son.ic \-'san-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : of, relating to, or being a speed
less than that of sound in air 2 : moving, capable of moving, or
utilizing air currents^moving at a subsonic speed 3 ; infrasonic 1

SUb'Space \'s3b-,spas\ n i a space each of whose points is con-
tained in a given space but which does not itself contain all the
points of the given space
sub spe.cie ae-ter-ni-ta-tis \sub-'spek-e-,a-J-,ter-n3-'tat-3s\ adv
[ NL, lit., under the aspect of eternity] ; in its essential or universal
form or nature

SUb.spe.Cies \'S3b-,spe-shez, -sez\ n [NL] ; a subdivision of a spe-
cies: as a : a taxonomic category that ranks immediately below a
species and designates a morphologically distinguishable and
geographically isolated group whose members interbreed success-
fully with those of other subspecies of the same species where their
ranges overlap b : a named subdivision (as a race or variety) of a
taxonomic soecies — sub.spe-cif-ic \,s3b-spi-'sif-ik\ adj

sub.stance Vs3b-st3n(t)s\ n [ME, fr. OF. fr. L substantia, fr.

substant-, substans, prp. of substare to stand under, fr. sub- + stare
to stand — more at stand] 1 a : essential nature ; es.sence b : a
fundamental or characteristic part or quality c Christian Science
: SPIRFT 15 2a: ultimate reality that underhes all outward mani-
festations and change b : the real subject of predication c : form
d ; an individual compounded of matter and form 3a; physical
material from which something is made or which has discrete
existence b : matter of particular or definite chemical constitution
4 ; material possessions : property

sub.Stan.dard \,s3b-'stan-dard, *s3b-\ adj ; deviating from or
falhng short of a standard or norm: as a : of a quahty lower than
that prescribed by law <~ canned goods) b : conforming to a
pattern of Unguistic usage existing within a speech community
but not that of the prestige group in that community — compare
nonstandard c ; constituting a greater than normal risk to an
insurer
sub.Stan.tial \s3b-'stan-ch3l\ adj 1 a : consisting of or relating
to substance b : real, true c ; important, essential 2 : ample
to satisfy and nourish : full 3 : possessed of means : well-to-do
4 : firmly constructed : sturdy 6 ; being that specified to a large
degree or in the main_<a ^ victory) — substantial n — sub-stan-
ti.al-i'ty \-,stan-che-'al-3t-e\ n — snb.stan.tial.ly \-'stanch-
(3-)le\ adv — sub'Stan.tial.ness \-'stan-ch3l-nas\ n

sub'Stan.ti.ate \s3b-'stan-che-,at\ vt 1 : to impart substance to
2 : to put into concrete form : embody 3 : to establish by proof
or competent evidence : verify <~ a charge) syn see confirm— sub'Stan.ti.a^tion \-,stan-che-'a-shan\ n — sub*stan>ti*a-
tlve \-'sian-che-,at-iv\ adj

SUb.stan.ti'Val \,s3b-st3n-'tT-v3l\ arf/: of, relating to, or serving as
a substantive — sub.stan.ti.vaLly \-v3-le\ adv
iSUb-Stan.tive \'s3b-st3n-tiv\ n [ME substantij, fr. MF, fr. sub-
stantif, adj., having or expressing substance, fr. LL substantivus'}
: noun; broadly : a word or word group functioning syntactically
as a noun — sub.stan.tiv.ize \-st3nt-iv-,Tz\ vt

2sub.stan.tive X's^b-stan-tiv; except 2c & 3 also S3b-'stant-iv\ adj
[ME, fr. LL substantivus having substance, fr, L substantia]
1 : being a totally independent entity 2a: real rather than ap-
parent : firm; also : enduring, permanent b : of the nature of
substance : essentul c : betokening or expressing existence <the^ verb is the verb to be} 3a: ha\'ing the nature or function of a
grammatical substantive <a ~ phrase) b : relating to or having the
character of a noun or pronominal term in logic 4 : considerable
in amount or numbers : substantlvl 5 : creating and defining
rights and duties <'^ law) — sub>stan<tive*ly adv — sub.stan-
tive.ness n

substantive right n : a right (as of life, liberty, property, or repu-
tation) held to exist for its own sake and to constitute part of the
normal legal order of society

sub.sta.tion \'s3b-,sta-sh3n\ n 1 : a subsidiary station in which
electric current is transformed 2 : a branch post office

SUb.Stit.U-ent \s3b-'stich-(3-)w3nt\ n [L substituent-, substituens,
prp. of substituere} : an atom or group substituted for another or
entering a molecule in place of some other part — substituent adj

sub.sti-tut.able \'s3b-sta-,t(y)ut-a-b3l\ adj : capable of being
substituted
isub-sti.tute \'s3b-sts-,t(y)ut\ n [ME, fr. L substitutus, pp. of
subsiituere to put in place of. fr. sub- + statuere to set up, place— more at statute] 1 : a person or thing that takes the place of
another 2 ; a word that replaces another word, phrase, or clause
in a context — substitute adj
^substitute vt 1 : to put in the place of another : exchange
2 : replace '^ vi I to serve as a substitute — snb>sti>tu>tion
\,s3b-sl3-'t(y)ij-shan\ n — sub.sti'tu.tion.al \-shnal, -shsn-'l\
adj — sub.stl>tu>tion*al.ly \-e\ adv — sub.sti.ta.tion.aiy
\-sha-,ner-e\ adj

sub.sti.tu.tive \'s3b-st3-,t(y)Ut-iv\ adj : serving or suitable as a
substitute — sub. sti.tu. live.ly adv

sub.strate \'sab-,strat\ n [ML substratum} 1 : substratum
2 : the base on which an organism lives <the soil is the ^ of most
seed plants) 3 : a substance acted upon (as by an enzyme)

sub.strato.sphere \.s3b-'strat-3-,sfi(3)r, 'sab-X n [ISV] : the region
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of the atmosDhere just below the stratosphere— sub-strato-spher-
ic \-,strat-3-'sfif3)r-ik, -'sfer-\ adj

sub. stra. turn X'ssb-.sirat-am, -.strat-, 's3b-'\ n, pi sub-stra-ta
\-3\ [ML, fr. L. neut. of substratus, pp. of substernere to spread
under, fr. sub- + sternere to spread — more at strew] ; an under-
lying support : FOUNDATION: as a : substance that is a permanent
subject of QuaUties or phenomena b : the material of which some-
thing is made and from which it derives its special qualities C ; a
layer beneath the surface soil; specij : subsoil d : substrate 1, 3
e : a thin coating (as of hardened gelatin) on the support of a
photographic film or plate to faciUtate the adhesion of the sensitive
emulsion

SUb>Struc*tiOIi X'ssb-.strsk-shanV n [L substruction-, substructio,
fr. substrucius, pp. of suhstruere to build beneath, fr. sub- + struere
to build — more at structure] : the underlying or supporting part
of a fabrication (as a building or dam) : substructure — sub-
struc>tion>al X-'strgk-shnal, -sh3n-''l\ adj

Sub'StruC'ture \'.s3b-,str9k-char\ n [sub- + structure"] ; under-
CARRIAfiE. GROUNDWORK
sub.sume \s3b-'sum\ vt [NL subsumere, fr. L sub- + sumere to
take up — more at CONSUME] : to classify within a larger category or
under a general principle <"- an individual under a species)

SUb>Sump>tlon \s3b-'sam(p)-sh3n\ n [NL suhsumption-, subsump-
tio, fr. suhsumptus, pp. of subsumerel 1 : minor premise 2 : some-
thing that is subsumed 3 : the act or process of subsuming 4 : the
condition of something that is subsumed
sub.sur.face X'sab-.ssr-fasX n : earth material Cas rock) near but
not exposed at the surface of the ground — subsurface adj

sub. teen \'s3b-'ten\ n : one of less than teen age; esp : a girl under
13 years of age for whom clothing in sizes 8-14 is designed

sub. tern.per. ate \.s3b-'iem-p('3-)r3t, 'ssbA adj : less than typically
temperate <a '^ climate); also : of or relating to the colder parts of
the temperate zones

sub'ten.an.cy \-'ten-an-se\ n : the state of being a subtenant
sub. ten.ant \-'ten-ant\ n : one who rents from a tenant ; sub-
lessee

sub.tend \s3b-'tend\ vr [L subtendere to stretch beneath, fr sub- +
tendere to stretch — more at thin] 1 a : to be opposite to <a
hypotenuse ^5 a right angle) b : to extend under and mark off or
enclose <a chord ^--j- an arc) 2 : to underlie so as to include
SUb-ter.fUge \'S3b-tar-,fyUj\ n [LL subterfugium, fr. L subterjugere
to escape, evade, fr. subter- secretly (fr. subter underneath) +
jugere to flee; akin to L sub under — more at up, fugitive] : decep-
tion by artifice or stratagem in order to conceal, escape, or evade
syn see deception

sub.ter.ra'Uean X.sab-ta-'ra-ne-an, -nysnX or sub.ter.ra.neous
\-ne-as, -nyssX adj (L subterraneus, fr. sub under + terra earth— more at up, terrace] 1 : being, lying, or operating under the
surface of the earth 2 : existing or working in secret : hidden— sub.ter.ra.nean.ly adv

sub-te-tan-ic \,s3b-te-'tan-ik\ adj : approaching tetany or tetanus
esp. in form or degree of contraction

sub. thresh.old \,s3b-'thresh-,(h)old\ adj : Inadequate to produce
a response i^ dosage)

sub-tile \'sDt-'l, 's3b-t'l\ at//sub.til.er X'sat-lsr, -'l-sr; 'sab-t3-br\
sub>til-est \'s3t-bst, -'l-ast; 'sab-t3-l3st\ [ME, fr. L subtilis]

1 : subtle, elusive <a '^ aroma) 2 : cunning, crafty — sub-
tile-ly \'s3t-le, -'l-(I)e; 's3b-t3-le\ adv — sub. tile.ness \'s3t-'l-

nas. 'ssb-tnA n
SUb.til.iza.tion V.sat-'l-s-'za-shan, ,sab-t3-l3-\ n : an act of sub-
tilizing; also : something subtilized

sub.til.ize \'s3i-'l-,Tz, 'S3b-t9-,irz\ vt : to make subtile ~ vi : to
act or think subtly

sub.til.ty \'sat-=l-te, 'ssb-t'l-N n : subtlety
tsub.ti.tle \'sab-,tit-=l\ n 1 : a secondary or explanatory title

2 : a printed statement or fragment of dialogue appearing on the
screen between the scenes of a silent motion picture or appearing as a
translation at the bottom of the screen during the scenes

^subtitle VI : to give a subtitle to

sub.tie \'sat-'l\ adj sub. tier X'sst-br, -=l-3r\ sub.tlest \'sat-last,

-'\-^st\ IME sutil, sotil, fr. OF soutil, fr. h subtilis, lit., finely woven,
fr. sub- + re/a web;akin to L/e;cere to weave— more at technical]
1 : delicate, refined 2 : mentally acute : keen 3 a : highly
skillful : expert b ; cunningly made or contrived : ingenious
4 : artful, crafty <a '^ rogue) 6 : operating insidiously <~
poisons) — sub>Ue>ness \'s3t-'l-nas\ n — sub.tly \*s9t-le,

-'l-(ne\ adv
SUb-tle.ty \'sat-'l-te\ n [ME sutilre, fr. OF sutilte, fr. L subtilitat-,

subtililas, fr. sublilis\ X % the quality or state of being subtle; as

a itenuousness b : acuteness of mind 2 : something subtle; esp
; a fine distinction

sub. ton.ic \,s3b-'ian-ik, 's3b-\ n : the seventh degree of the musical
scale ; leading tone
sub.tract \s3b-'trakt\ vb [L subtractus, pp. of subirahere to draw
from beneath, withdraw, fr. sub- + trahere to draw — more at
draw] vt : to take away by deducting i'^ 5 from 9) « vi ; to per-
form a subtraction — sub.tract.er n

sub.traction \s3b-'trak-shan\ n 1 : an act or instance of sub-
tracting 2 : the withdrawing or withholding from one of a right

to which he is entitled 3 : the operation of deducting one number
from another

sub.tractive \-'trak-tiv\ adj 1 : tending to subtract 2 : con-
stituting or involving subtraction <a '^ error in spelling) <a ^^

correction)
SUb.tra.hend \'s3b-tr3-,hend\ n [L subtrahendus, gerundive of
subtrahere] : a number that is to be subtracted from a minuend

sub.trop'i.cal \,s3b-'trap-i-kal, 'sabA also sub-tTOp-iC \-ik\ adj
[ISV ] ; of, relating to, or being the regions bordering on the tropical
zone

5Ub.trop.ics \-iks\ n pi : subtropical regions

SU.bU'Iate \'sU-bva-l3t\ adj [NL suhulatus, fr. L subula awl; akin
to OHG siula awl', L suere to sew — more at sew] : linear and taper-

ing to a fine point <a ^ leaf)

SUb'Uni'brel'la \,s3b-(,)3m-'brel-3\ n : the concave undersurface
of a jellyfish

SUb.urb Vs3b-,3rb\ n [ME, fr. L suburbium. fr. sub- near + urbs

city — more at sub-] 1 a : an outlying part of a city or town

b ; a smaller community adjacent to a city 2 pi : the near vicinity
: environs — sub.ur.ban \s3-'b3r-ban\ adj or n

sub-ur-ban.ite Xsa-'bar-bs-.mtX n : a dweller in the suburbs
sub'Ur.bla \-be-a\ n [NL, fr. E suburb + L -ia -y] : the suburbs
of a city; also : suburbanites as a class

sub'Ven.tion \S3b-'ven-chan\ n [LL subvention-, subventio assist-
ance, fr. L subventus, pp. of suhvenire to come up, come to the
rescue, fr. sub- up + venire to come — more at sub-, come] : the
provision of assi.stance or financial support: as a : endowment
b : a subsidy from a government or foundation — sub>ven-tion-
ary \-ch3-,ner-e\ adj

SUb-ver-Sion Xsab-'var-zhan, -shanV n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL subver-
sion-, suhversio, fr. L subversus, pp. of subvertere} 1 : the act of
subverting : the state of being subverted ; overthrow 2 obs : a
cause of overthrow or destruction — sub.ver.sion-ary \-zha-,ner-
e, -sh3-\ adj — sub-ver-sive X-'vgr-siv, -ziv\ adj or n — sub-ver-
sive.ly adv — sub.ver.sive.ness n

SUb'Vert \sab-'v3rt\ vt [ME subverten, fr. MF subvertir, fr. L
subveriere, lit., to turn from beneath, fr. sub- + veriere to turn —
more at worth] 1 : to overturn or overthrow from the foundation
: RiHN 2 : to pervert or corrupt by an undermining of morals,
allegiance, or faim — sub.vert.er n
sub-way \'s3b-,wa\ n : an underground way: as a : a passage under
a street (as for pedestrians, power cables, or water or gas mains)
b : a usu. electric underground railway c : underpass
suC'Ce'da-ne^ous \,s9k-sa-'da-ne-as\ adj : serving as a succeda-
neum : substituted
succe.da.ne.um \-ne-3m\ n, pi suc-ce-da-nea \-ne-3\ [NL, fr.

L, neut. of succedaneus substituted, fr. succedere to follow after]
; substitute

sue. ce.dent \s3k-'sed-'nt\ adj [L succedent-, succedens, prp. of
succedere] : succeeding, subsequent
SUC'Ceed \s3k-'sed\ vb [ME succeden, fr. L succedere to go up,
follow after, succeed, fr. sub- near + cedere to go — more at sub-,
CEDE] VI la: to come next after another in or in possession of an
estate; specij : to inherit sovereignty b : to follow after another in
order 2 a : to turn out well b : to attain a desired object or end
: be successful 3 obs : to devolve upon a person by inheiitance
'^ vt 1 : to follow in sequence and esp. immediately 2 : to come
after as heir or successor syn see follow — suc.ceed.er n
succes d'es.time \sak-,sa-,des-'tem, (,)suk-\ n [F, lit., success of
esteem] : the reception accorded a work of art that wins critical

respect but not popular success
sue. cess \s3k-'ses\ n [L successus, fr. successus, pp. of succedere]
1 obs : OLTCOME, result 2 a : degree or measure of succeeding
b : a favorable termination of a venture; specij : the attainment of
wealth, favor, or eminence 3 : one that succeeds

SUC-cess-ful \-f3l\ adj 1 : resulting or terminating in success
2 ; gaining or having gained success — suC'Cess.lul-ly \-f3-le\
adv — suC'Cess.ful.uess n
succes.sion \sak-'sesh-3n\ n [ME. fr. MF or L; MF. fr. L succes-
sion-, successin, fr. successus, pp. ] 1 a : the order in which or the
conditions under which one person after another succeeds to a
property, dignity, title, or throne b : the right of a person or line
to succeed c : the line having such a right 2a: the act or process
of following in order : sequence b (1) : the act or process of one
person's taking the place of another in the enjoyment of or liability

for his rights or duties or both (2) : the act or process of a person's
becoming beneficially entitled to a properly or property interest of a
deceased person 3 a : a number of persons or things that follow
each other in sequence b ; a group, type, or series that succeeds or
displaces another — suC'CeS'Sion-al \-'sesh-n3l, -an-^'A adj— suC'CeS'Sion.al'ly \-e\ adv
succession duty n, chiejly Brit % an inheritance tax

SUC'CeS'Sive \s3k-'ses-iv\ adj 1 : following in succession or serial

order : following each other without interruption 2 : characterized
by or produced in succession syn see consecutive — suc-ces-
slve-ly adv — suc.ces*sive.ness n

SUC'CeS'SOr \?ak-'ses-ar\ n [ME successour, fr. OF, fr. L successor^
s, pp.] ; one that follows; esp : one who succeeds to a

throne, title, estate, or office

SUO.ci.nate \'s3k-s3-,nat\ n : a salt or ester of succinic acid

succinct \(.)s3k-'sio(k)t, s3-'sio(k)t\ adj [ME, fr. L succinctus,

pp. of succingere to gird from below, tuck up, fr. sub- 4- cingere to
gird — more at cincture] 1 archaic a : girded b : close-fitting

2 : compressed into a narrow compass : terse, curt syn see
concise — suc.cinct'ly \-'sio(k)-tle, -'sio-kle\ adv — suc.cinct-
ness \-'siot-n5s. -'siok-n3s\ n

SUC>cin.ic acid \(,)s9k-,sin-ik-\ n [F succinique, fr. L succinum
amber] : a crystalline dicarboxylic acid C4H6O4 found widely in
nature and active in biological energy-yielding reactions

'sue. cor \'s3k-3r\ n [ME succur, taken as sing., fr. earlier sucurs,

fr. OF sucors. fr. ML succursus, fr. L succursus, pp. of succurrere to
run up, run to help, fr. sub- up + currere to run— more at current]
1 : relief; also : aid, help 2 : something that furnishes relief

2SUCCor vt suC'Cor-ing \'s3k-(3-)rir)\ : to go to the aid of (one in
want or distress) : relieve — suc.cor.er \'s3k-3r-3r\ n
succo-ry \'s9k-f3-)re\ n [alter, of ME cicoree] : chicory
SUCCO'tash \'sak-3-,tash\ n [of Algonquian origin; akin to Narra-
ganset msakwatas succotash] ; lima or shell beans and green corn
cooked together
succu.ba \'s9k-y9-ba\ n, pi suc.cu-bae \-,be, -,bT\ [LL, prosti-
tute] : succuBus
SUCCU'bus \-b3s\ n, pi succu-bi \-,bT, -.be\ [ME, fr. ML, alter,

of LL succuba prostitute, fr. L succubare to lie under, fr. sub- +
cubare to lie, recline — more at hip] : a demon assuming female
form to have sexual intercourse with men in their sleep — compare
INCUBUS
suc.cU'lence \'s3k-y3-l3n(t)s\ n 1 : the state of being succulent
2 : succulent feed

iSUCCU-lent \-l3nt\ adj [L suculentus, fr. sucus juice, sap; akin to
L sugere to suck — more at suck] 1 a : full of juice : juicy b 0/ a
plant : having fleshy tissues designed to conserve moisture 2 ; full

of vitality, freshness, or richness — sue. cu.lent.ly adv
^succulent n : a succulent plant (as a cactus)

SUC.CUmb \s3-'k3m\ vi [F & L; F succomber, fr. L succumbere, fr.

si^- + -cumbere to lie down; akin to L cubare to lie — more at hip]
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1 ; to yield to superior strength or force or overpowering appeal or
desire 2 : to cease to exist : die _syn see yieuj

SUC-'CUS»sa»to.ry \s3-'kss-a-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj ; characterized by
up-and-down vibrations of short amplitude — used of an earth-
quake

SUC<>cus*Sion \sa-'k3sh-3n\ n [L succussion-, succussio, fr, succussus,
pp. of succutere to fling up, fr. sub- up + quatere to shake — more
at SUB-, QUASH] ; the action or process of shaking or the state of
being shaken esp. with violence
isuch \(')S3ch, (,)sich\ adj [ME, fr. OE swilc; akin to OHG suJih
such; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc compound whose constituents are
respectively represented by OE swa so and by OE ge/Ic hke — more
at so, LIKE] 1 a : of a kind or character to be indicated or suggested
<bag '^ as a doctor carries) b : having a quality to a degree to be
indicated <his excitement was '^ that he shouted) 2 a ; having a
quality already or just specified (deeply moved by -^ acts of kind-
ness) b ; of the character, quality, or extent previously indicated
or implied 3 : of so extreme a degree or quality (never heard -^ a
hubbub) 4 : mediocre 5 ; of the same class, type, or sort
: SIMILAR (established twenty -^ clinics throughout the state)
6 : not specified

2SUCh pron 1 : such a person or thing or such persons or things
2 : someone or something stated, implied, or exempUfied ('^ was
the result) 3 : one of the same kind (tin and glass and '^) — as
such : intrinsically considered : in itself {as such the gift was worth
little)

3SUCh adv 1 a : to such a degree : so ('^ tall buildings) {r^ a fine
person) b ; especially, very (hasn't been in --^ good spirits lately)

2 : in such a way
isuch-like \'s3ch-,lTk\ adj ; of like kind ; similar
^suchlike pron : someone or something of the same sort ; a similar
person or thing
isucK \'s9k\ vb [ME souken, fr. OE sucan; akin to OHG sugan to
suck, L sugere, Gk hyein to rain] vr 1 a (1) ; to draw (liquid and
esp. mother's milk) into the mouth (2) : to draw or remove by
application of the tongue, lips, or mouth (3) : to draw by or as if by
suction, absorption, inhalation ; to gather or exhaust a supply of
2 a : to draw liquid from by motion of the mouth (--^ an orange);
specif : to suck milk from (a breast or udder) b : to consume by
or as if by licking or sucking (^ a lollipop) '^ vi 1 ; to draw milk
from a breast or udder 2 ; to draw something in by or as if by a
vacuum 3 ; to become sucked so as to make a sound or motion
(his pipe '^ed hollowly —Walter Machen) (flanks -^ed in and out,
the long nose resting on his paws —Virginia Woolf) 4 : to act in
an obsequious manner (when they want votes . . . the candidates
come ^ing around —W.G.Hardy)
2suck n 1 : the act of sucking 2 ; a sucking movement or force
isuck'er \'ssk-3r\ n 1 a ; one that sucks esp. a breast or udder

: SUCKLING b : a device for creating or regulating suction (as a
piston or valve in a pump) c : a pipe or tube through which some-
thing is drawn by suction d (1) : an organ in various animals for
adhering or holding (2) : a mouth (as of a leech) adapted for suck-
ing or adhering 2 : a shoot from the roots or lower part of the
stem of a plant 3 : any of numerous freshwater fishes (family
Catostomidae) closely related to the carps 4 : lollipop 5 a : a
person easily cheated or deceived b : a person irresistibly attracted
by a specific type of object

2suckerv6 suck-er-ing \'s3k-(3-)rio\ vt : to remove suckers from
'« VI : to send out suckers

suck-fish \'s3k-,fish\ n : remora
SUCk'ing adj : not yet weaned; broadly ; very young
sucking louse n : any of an order (Anoplura) of wingless Insects
comprising the true Uce with mouthparts adapted to sucking body
fluids

suck.le \'s3k-3l\ vt suck-ling \-(3-)Ilo\ [prob. back-formation fr.

suckling) 1 : to give suck to 2 ; to nurse at or from ; suck
suck-ling \'s3k-lio\ n : a young unweaned mammal
SU*crase \'sU-,kras, -,kraz\ n [ISV, fr. F sucre sugar — more at
SUGAR] ; INVERTASE

SU-crate \'sU-,krat\ n ; a metallic derivative of sucrose
SU«cre \'sii-(,)kra\ n [Sp, fr. Antonio 3os& de Sucre tl830 So.
American liberator] — see money table

SU-crose \'su-,kros, -.kroz\ n [ISV, fr. F sucre sugar] ; a sweet
crystalline dextrorotatory nonreducing disaccharide sugar CizHzz-
On that occurs naturally in most land plants and is the sugar
obtained from sugarcane or sugar beets

SUC-tion \'s3k-sh3n\ n [LL suction-, suctio, fr. L suctus, pp. of
sugere to suck — more at suck] 1 ; the act or process of sucking
2a: the act or process of exerting a force upon a soUd, liquid, or
gaseous body by reason of reduced air pressure over part of its

surface b : force so exerted 3 : a device (as a pipe or fitting) used
in a machine that operates by suction

suction pump n : a common pump in which the hquid to be raised
is pushed by atmospheric pressure into the partial vacuum under
a retreating valved piston on the upstroke and reflux is prevented
by a check valve in the pipe

suction stop n : a voice stop hi the formation of which air behind
the articulation is rarefied with consequent inrush of air when
articulation is broken

SUC-to.ri.al \,s9k-'tor-e-3l, -'t6r-\ adj [NL suctorius, fr. L suctus,
pp.] 1 : adapted for sucking; esp ; serving to draw up fluid or to
adhere by suction (— mouths) 2 a : provided with suctorial organs
(a -^ fish) b : living by sucking the blood or juices of animals or
plants
Su-dan grass \su-'dan-, -'dan-\ n [the Sudan, region in Africa] : a
vigorous tall-growing annual grass {Sorghum vulgare sudanensis)
widely grown for hay and fodder
Su-dan-ic \su-'dan-ik\ n [the Sudan'] ; the languages neither Bantu
nor Hamitic spoken in a belt extending from Senegal to southern
Sudan — Sudanic adj
su-da-to-ri-um \.sud-a-'tor-e-sra, -'t6r-\ n. pi su-da-to.ria \-e-5\
[L, fr. sudatus, pp. of sudare to sweat — more at sweat] ; a sweat
room in a bath

su-da-to-ry \'sud-3-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ n : sudatorium
sudd \'S3d\ n [Ar, lit., obstruction] : floating vegetable matter that
forms obstructive masses in the upper White Nile
iSUd-den \'s3d-=n\ adj [ME sodain, fr. MF, fr. L subitaneus, fr.
subitus sudden, fr. pp. of subire to come up, fr. sub- up + ire to go— more at sub-, issue] 1 a : happening or coming unexpectedly
<~ shower) D ; changing angle or character all at once : precipi-

tous ABRUPT 2 : marked by or manifesting hastiness ; rash
3 : made or brought about in a short time : prompt ('^ cure) syu
see precipitate — sud-den-ly adv — sud-den-ness \'S3d-*n-
(n)9S\ n

2sudden n, obs : an unexpected occurrence : emergency — all Ol a
sudden or on a sudden : sooner than was expected : at once
: SUDDENLY

sudden death n l : unexpected death that Is instantaneous or
occurs within minutes from any cause other than violence {sudden
death following coronary occlusion) 2 a : a single full game played
to break a tie b : a period of play to break a tie that terminates
the moment one side scores

SU-dO-rif.er-ous \.sud-3-'rif-(&-)r9s\ adj [LL sudorijer, !t.L sudor
sweat + -ijer -iferous — more at sweat] ; producing or conveying
sweat (~ glands) (a ~ duct)

SU-dO<rif>iC \-'rif-ik\ adj [NL sudorijicus, fr. L sudor"] ; causing or
inducing sweat ; diaphoretic (~ herbs) — sudorilic n
Su-dra \'s(h)u-dra\ n [Skt ^udra] : a Hindu of a lower caste
traditionally assigned to menial occupations — Sudra adj
isudS \'sad2\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [prob. fr. MD sudse marsh;
akin to OE seothan to seethe — more at seethe] 1 : soapy water
esp. when frothy; also : the lather or froth on soapy water 2 slang
: BEER

2sudS vt : to wash in suds '^ vilto form suds
sudsy \*sad-2e\ adj : full of suds ; frothy, foamy
sue \'su\ vb [ME suen, fr. OF suivre, fr. (assumed) VL sequere, fr. L
sequi to follow, come or go after; akin to Gk hepesthai to follow]
vt 1 obs : to make petition to or for : solicit 2 : to pay court or
suit to : woo 3 a : to seek justice or right from (a person) by legal
process; specij : to bring an action against b : to proceed with
and follow up (a legal action) to proper termination '^ vi 1 ; to
make a request or application : plead — usu. used with jor or to
2 : to pay court : woo 3 : to take legal proceedings in court— su-er n

suede or SU6de \'swad\ n ff gants de SuMe Swedish gloves]
1 : leather with a napped surface 2 : a fabric finished with a nap
to simulate suede

SU-et \'su-9t\ n [ME sewet, fr. (assumed) AF, dim. of AF sue, fr. L
sebum tallow, suet— more at soap ] : the hard fat about the kidneys
and loins in beef and mutton that yields tallow
SUMer \'s3f-3r\ vb suf-ler-ing \-(a-)riQ\ [ME sujjren, fr. OF
soufjrir, fr. (assumed) VL sujjerire, fr. L sujjerre, fr. sub- up +
ferre to bear — more at sub-, bear] vt 1 a ; to submit to or be
forced to endure ('-- martyrdom) b : to feel keenly : labor under
('^ thirst) 2 ; undergo, experience 3 : to bear up under ; en-
dure — used chiefly in negative statements (not able to -^ pain)
4 : allow, tolerate '— vi 1 : to endure death, pain, or distress
2 : to sustain loss or damage 3 : to be subject to disability or
handicap syn see bear — snf-fer-able ysaf-(a-)r3-b3l\ adj —
suf-Ier-able-ness n — sul-fer-ably \-ble\ adv — suf-ler-er
\'s3f-ar-ar, 'ssf-rarX n

Suf.fer-ance \'s3f-(3-)r3n(t)s\ n 1 : patient endurance : long-
suffering 2 : pain, misery 3 : consent or sanction implied by a
lack of interference or failure to enforce a prohibition 4 ! power
or ability to withstand : endurance (it is beyond -^)

SUl-fer-ing n l : the state or experience of one that suffers 2 : pain
syn see distress — suf-fer-lng-ly \-(a-)ria-le\ adv

SUl-fice \s3-'fTs also -'fTz\ vb [ME sufjicen, fr. MF suffis-, stem of
sujjire, fr. L sujjicere, Ut.. to put under, fr. sub- + jacere to make,
do — more at do] vi 1 : to meet or satisfy a need : be sufficient

2 : to be competent or capable -^ v/ : to be enough for — suf-fic-

er n
SUf-fi-Cien-cy \s3-'fish-3n-se\ n 1 : sufficient means to meet one's
needs ; competency; also ; a modest but adequate scale of Uving
2 : the quaUty or state of being sufficient : adequacy

SUf.fi-cient \s3-'fish-ant\ adj [ME, fr. L sujjicient-, sujjiciens, fr.

prp. of sufjicerel 1 : enough to meet the needs of a situation or a
proposed end 2 archaic : qualihed, coMPE^E^^ -— sul-fi-cient-ly
adv
syn ENOUGH, ADEQUATE, COMPETENT: SUFFICIENT SUggCStS a cloSe

meeting of a need; enough is less exact in suggestion than suffi-
cient; ADEQUATE may imply barely meeting a requirement; compe-
tent suggests measuring up to all requirements without question or
being adequately adapted to an end

sufficient condition n : a proposition whose validity is sufficient
evidence that a second is valid

isuf-fix \'s3f-,iks\ n [NL sufjixum, fr. L, neut. of sujjixus, pp. of
sujjigere to fasten underneath, fr. sub- + jigere to fasten — more at
DIKE] 1 : an affix occurring at the end of a word, base, or phrase
2 : suBiNDEX 1 — suf-fix-al \'saf-,ik-s3l, (,)s3-'fik-s3l\ adj

asut-fis \'s3f-,iks, (.)s3-'fiks\ vt : to attach as a suffix — sul-flx-
ation \,s3f-,ik-'sa-sh3n\ n

SUf-fo-cate Vs3f-3-,kat\ vb [L sufjocatus, pp. of sufjocare to choke,
stifle, fr. sub- + jauces throat] vt 1 a : to stop the respiration of
(as by strangling or asphyxiation) b : to deprive of oxygen
2 a ; to make uncomfortable by want of cool fresh air b ; to im-
pede or stop the development of »*- vi ; to become suffocated:
a ; to die from being unable to breathe b : to be uncomfortable
through lack of air c : to_become checked in development —
snf-fo-cat-ing-ly \-,kat-ia-le\ adv — sul-lo-ca-tion \,s3f-a-'ka-
shan\ n — sul-fo-ca-tive \'s3f-3-,kat-iv\ adj

Sul-fOlk \'saf-3k, -,6k\ n [.Suffolk, England] 1 : any of a breed of
black-faced hornless English sheep producing excellent mutton
2 : any of an English breed of chestnut-colored draft horses
iSUl-fra-gan \'ssf-ri-gan, substand -j9n\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML
suffraganeus, fr. suffragium support, prayer] 1 ; a diocesan bishop
subordinate (as in the Roman Cathohc Church and the Church of
England) to a metropolitan 2 : an Anglican or Episcopal bishop
assisting a diocesan bishop and not having the right of succession

2suftiagan adj 1 : of or being a suffragan 2 : subordinate to a
metropolitan or archiepiscopal see
suf-frage \'saf-rij, substand -a-rij\ n [in sense 1, fr. ME, fr. MF, fr.

ML suffragium, fr. L, vote, political support; in other senses, fr. L
suffragium] 1 : an intercessory prayer : supplication 2 ; a vote
given in deciding a controverted question or in the choice of a per-
son for an office or trust 3 : the right of voting in political matters
or the exercise of such right ; franchise

SUf-frag-ette \,saf-ri-'jet\ n : a woman who advocates suffrage for
her ;
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sugarcane

to 5-lobed

SUl.fru.tes.cent \,S3f-(.)ru-'tes-»nt\ adj [NL sujjrutescent- sufjru-
tescens, fr. L sub- + N L Jruiescent-, Jrulescens frutescent } oj a plant
or stem : having a somewhat woody base that does not die down each
year

Suf.fru.ti'Cose \,s9f-'rut-i-,kos\ adj [NL sufjruticosus, fr. L sub- +
jruticosus fruticose] ; woody and perennial at the base but remain-
ing herbaceous above <a low -^ perennial)
Su!<luse \s3-'fyu2\ vr [L sujjusus, pp. of sujfundere, lit., to pour
beneath, t'r. sub- + Jundere to pour — more at found] : to spread
over or through in the manner of fluid or light : flush, fill syn
see INFUSE — sul'IU'Sion \-'fyii-zh3n\ n — sul>fu*sive \-'fyu-siv,
-2iv\ adj
Su-fi \'su-(,)fe\ n [Ar sujly, lit., (man) of wool] : a Muslim mystic— Suli adj — Su.fic \-fik\ adj — Su-Iism \-,fiz-9m\ n
iSUg-ar \'shug-ar\ n [ME Sucre, fr. MF, fr. ML zuccarum, fr. Olt
zucchero, fr. Ar sukkar, fr. Per shakar, fr. Skt sarkara: akin to Skt
sarkara pebble] 1 a : a sweet crystallizable material that consists
wholly or essentially of sucrose, is colorless or white when pure
tending to brown when less refined, is obtained commercially from
sugarcane or sugar beet and less extensively from sorghum, maples,
and palms, and is nutritionally important as a source of dietary
carbohydrate and as a sweetener and presei"vaiive of other foods
1) ; any of various water-soluble compounds that vary widely in
sweetness and comprise the oligosaccharides including sucrose
2 : a unit (as a spoonful, cube, or lump) of sugar <how many '^s
in your tea) 3 : a sugar bowl
2sugar vb sug*ar»ing \'shug-(9-)rio\ vr 1 : to make palatable or
attractive : sweeten 2 : to sprinkle or mix with sugar ^ vi 1 : to
form sugar 2 : to become granular : granulate
sugar apple n : the fruit of the sweetsop
sugar beet n : a white-rooted beet grown for the sugar in Its roots
sug-ar-her-ry \'shug-3r-,ber-e\ n l : a hackberry with sweet edible
fruits 2 : JUNEBERRY
sugar bush n : a woods in which sugar maples predominate
sug«ar.cane \'shug-3r-,kan\ n : a stout tall perennial
grass {Saccharum ojjicinarum) with a large terminal
panicle widely grown in warm regions as a source of
sugar

sug<ar<coat \,shug-3r-'k6t\ \t 1 : to coat with
sugar 2 ; to make superficially attractive or palat-
able
SUg.ar.hOUSe \'shug-3r-,haus\ n : a building where
sugar is made or refined; sped} i a shed where maple
sap is boiled and maple syrup and maple sugar are
made
sugaring ofl n l : the act or process of
maple syrup into sugar 2 ; a party held
of sugaring off

SUg-ar-loal \'shug-ar-,lof\ n 1 : refined sugar
molded into a cone 2 : a hill or mountain shaped
like a sugarloaf — sugar-loaf adj
sugar maple n : a maple with a sweet sa\i\specij : one
(Acer saccharum) of eastern No. America with ;

leaves, hard close-grained wood much used for cabinetwork, and
sap that is the chief source of maple sugar
sugar of lead : lead acetate
sugar orchard n. chiejly NewEng : sugar bush
sug-ar-plum \'shug-3r-,pl3m\ n 1 : a small candy in a ball or disk

: sweetmeat 2 : juneberry
sug>ary \'shug-f3-)re\ adj 1 ; containing, resembling, or tasting
of sugar 2 a : ostentatiously sweet : honeyed b : cloyingly sweet
: sentimental

SUg-gest \s3(g)-*iest\ vt [L suggestus, pp. of suggerere to put under,
furnish, suggest, fr. sub- + gerere to carry — more at cast] 1 a obs
: to seek to influence : seduce b : to call forth : evoke c : to
imply as a possibility ; intimate d : to propose as desirable or
fitting <'^ a stroll) e : to offer for consideration or as a hypothesis
2 a : to call to mind by thought or association b : to serve as a
motive or inspiration for — sug»gest«er n
sjrn suggest, imply, hint, intimate, insinuate mean to convey
an idea indirectly, suggest stresses putting into the mind by associa-
tion of ideas; imply is close to suggest but may indicate that the
unexpressed idea is more definitely or logically related to the ex-
pressed; HINT implies the use of slight or remote suggestion with a
minimum of overt statement; intimate stresses delicacy of sugges-
tion without connoting any lack of candor: insinuate applies to
the conveying of a usu. unpleasant or depreciatory idea in a sly,

underhanded manner
SUg.gest.ibil.i-ty \s9(g)-,jes-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state

of being suggestible

sug.gest'ible \s3(g)-'jes-t3-b3l\ adj : easily Influenced by sugges-

sug.ges.tion \sa(g)-'jes(h)-ch3n\ n 1 a : the act or process of
suggesting b : something suggested 2a: the process by which
one thought leads to another esp. through association of ideas
b : a means or process of influencing attitudes and behavior
hypnotically 3 : a slight indication ; trace
sug.ges-tive \s3(g)-*jes-tiv\ adj 1 a : giving a suggestion : in-
dicative b ; full of suggestions : provocative <~ commentary)
c : stirring mental associations ; evocative 2 : suggesting or
tending to suggest something improper or indecent ; risque — sug-
ges'tive*ly adv — sug-ges-tive-ness n

sui-ci*dal \,su-3-'sTd-'l\ adj 1 : relating to or of the nature of
suicide 2 : marked by an impulse to commit suicide 3 : dangerous
esp. to life — sui>ci*dal*ly \-'''l-e\ adv
iSUi-cide \'su-3-.sTd\ n [L sui (gen.) of oneself + E -cide: akin to
OE & OHG sin his, L suus one's own. Skt sva oneself, one's own]
la: the act or an instance of taking one's own life voluntarily
and intentionally esp. by a person of years of discretion and of
sound mind b : ruin of one's own interests 2 : one that commits
or attempts suicide

^suicide vi : to commit suicide '*- vr : to put (as oneself) to death
: kill

sui ge.ner-is \.sii-,T-'jen-s-r3s; .sU-e-'jen-, -'gen-\ adj [L, of its

own kind] : constituting a ciass alone : unique, peculiar
sui ju-ris \,su-J-'jur-3s, ,SLi-e-'yur-\ adj [L, of one's own right]

: having full legal rights or capacity

SU.int \'sU-3nt, 'swint\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. suer to sweat, fr. L sudare— more at sweat] : dried perspiration of sheep deposited in the
wool and found rich in potassium salts

^SUit \'siit\ n [ME siute act of following, retinue, sequence, set,

• • •• •• ••
• • • • •
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fr. OF, act of following, retinue, fr. suir to follow, fr. (assumed)
VL sequitus, pp. of sequere to follow — more at sue] 1 archaic
: suite 1 2a: recourse or appeal to a feudal superior for justice
or redress b : an ac trail or process in a court for the recovery of a
right or claim 3 : an act or instance of suing or seeking by entreaty
: APPEAL; specij : courtship 4 : sufte 2 — used chiefly of armor,
sails, and counters in games 5 : a set of garments: as a : an outer
costume of two or more pieces b : a costume to be worn for a
special purpose or under particular conditions <gym ---'> (space '^)
6 a : all the cards in a pack bearing the same pip b : all the domi-
noes bearing the same number

2suit VI 1 : ACCORD, agree (position ^^s with his abilities) 2 : to
be appropriate or sadsfaclory -— vf 1 : to outfit with clothes
: dress 2 : accommodate, adapt ('^ the action to the word)
3 a : to be proper for : beffi b : to be becoming to 4 : to meet
the needs or desires of : please {'^s me fine)

SUit-abil.i.ty \.sut-3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being suit-
able

suit>able \'siJt-3-bal\ adj 1 obs : matching, similar 2 a : adapted
to a use or purpose : fit b : satisfying propriety : proper c ^able,
qualified syn see fit — suit.able-ness n — suit-ably \-ble\ adv

suit.case \'siat-,kas\ n : traveling bag; esp : a rigid flat rec-
tangular one

suite X'swet, 2c is also 'sUt\ n [F, alter, of OF siute — more at si;it]

1 : retinue; esp : the personal staff accompanying a ruler, diplo-
mat, or dignitary on official business 2 : a group of things forming
a unit or constituting a collection : set: as a : a group of rooms
occupied as a unit : apartment b (1) : a 17th and 18th century
instrumental musical form consisting of a series of dances in the
same or related keys (2) : a modem instrumental composition
free in its character and number of movements (3) : a long orches-
tral concert arrangement in suite form of material drawn from a
longer work (as a ballet) c : a set of matched furniture for a room
suit-ing \"sut-ir)\ n : fabric for suits

SUit-or \'sijt-ar\ n [ME, follower, pleader, fr. AF, fr. L secutor
follower, fr. secutus, pp. of sequi to follow — more at sue] 1 ; one
that petitions or entreats ; pleader 2 : a party to a suit at law
3 : one who courts a woman or seeks to marry her

su.ki.ya-ki \ske-'(y)ak-e; ,suk-e-', ,siJk-\ n [Jap] : meat, soybean
curd, onions, and other vegetables cooked in soy sauce, sake, and
sugar
SuK-koth \'suk-,6t(h), -,os. -3s\ n [Heb sukkoih, pi. of sitkkdh
thicket] : a Jewish harvest festival beginning on the 15th of Tishri
and commemorating the temporary shelter of the Jews during their
wandering in the wilderness

SUl'Cate \'s3l-,kat\ also SUl-cat.ed \-,kat-3d\ adj [L sulcatus, pp.
of sulcare to furrow, fr. sulcus'^ : scored with usu. longitudinal fur-
rows : grooved

SUl-cus \'s3l-k3s\ n, pi suLci \-,kT, -.ke\ [L; akin to OE sulh plow,
Ok holkos furrow, helkein to pull] : furrow, groove; esp : a
shallow furrow on the surface of the brain separating adjacent
convolutions

SUlf- or SUlfO- or SUlph- or SUlphO- comb form [F sulj-, sulfa-, fr.

L suljur] : sulfur : containing sulfur <5u/}ochloride) (5u//onium>

SUl-Ia \'s3l-f3\ adj [short for sulfanilamide'^ 1 : related chemically
to sulfanilamide 2 : of, relating to, or containing sulfa drugs
(---' therapy)

sulfa drug n : any of various synthetic organic bacteria-inhibiting
drugs that are sulfonamides closely related chemically to sulfanil-

amide
SUl>fa<nil*amide V.sal-fa-'nil-a-.mld, -madX n [suljanihc + amidel

: a crystalline sulfonamide CgHaNzOaS that is the amide of sulfanilic

acid and the parent compound of most of the sulfa drugs
SUl-fa-nil-iC acid \,s3l-f3-.nil-ik-\ n [ISV sulj- + aniline + -ic] : a
crystalline acid C6H7NO3S obtained from aniline and used esp. in
making dyes

sull^ar-se-nide \,s3l-'fars-''n-,Td\ n : a compound that is both a
sulfide and an arsenide
isul.fate \'s3l-,fat\n[F. fr. L 5u//ur] : a salt or ester of sulfuric acid

2sulfate vt 1 : to treat or combine with sulfuric acid, a sulfate, or a
related agent; also ; to convert into a sulfate 2 : to form a deposit
of a whitish scale of lead sulfate on (the plates of a storage battery)
^ vi ; to become sulfated

SUMide or sul-phide \'s3l-,fTd\ n : a compound of sulfur analogous
to an oxide or ether with sulfur in place of oxygen : a salt or ester

of hydrogen sulfide

SUl.fi.nyl \'s3l-f9-,nn\ n Isuljinic acid (RSO2H) -I- -yH : the bi-

valent group or radical >S0
SUl.fite or sul.phite \'s3l-,fTt\ n [F suljite, alter, of suljate"] z a salt

or ester of sulfurous acid — sul*flt*ic \,s3l-'fit-ik\ adj

SUlion- comb form [ISV suljonic^ 1 : sulfonic isuljonamide}
2 ; sulfonyl (suljonmcthanQ}

sul.fon.amide \,sal-'fan-3-.mTd, -'fon-, -m3d\ n : the amide (as
sulfanilamide) of a sulfonic acid; also : sulfa drug
isul.fo.nate Vsal-fa-,nat\ n : a salt or ester of a sulfonic acid

^sulfonate vr : to introduce the sulfonic group into : convert into a
sulfonic acid

sul-fone \'s3l-,fon\ n : any of various compounds containing the
sulfonyl group doubly united by its sulfur usu. with carbon

sul.fon.ic \,s3l-'fan-ik, -'fon-\ adj : of, relating to, being, or derived
from the univalent acid group —SO3H
sulfonic acid n : any of numerous acids that contain the sulfonic
group and may be derived from sulfuric acid by replacement of a

9 abut; ^ kitten; sr further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

J joke;j- rj sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; th thin; th this;
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hydroxy! group by either an Inorganic anion or a univalent organic
radical

SUl*fo*ni>um \,s3l-'fo-ne-3m\ n [NL, fr. sulj- + ammonium'] ; a
univalent radical or cation SH3 analogous to oxonium
sul'lon-meth.ane \,s3l-,f6n-'ineth-,an\ n : a crystalline hypnotic
sulfone C5H,o04S2

Slll-lo-nyl \'s9l-f9-,nil\ n : the bivalent group or radical >SOz
ISUMUT or SUl.phUT \'s3l-f3r\ n [ME sulphur brimstone, fr. L
sulpur, sulphur, suljur} 1 : a nonmetallic element that occurs either
free or combined esp. in sulfides and sulfates, is a constituent of
proteins, exists in several allotropic forms including yellow ortho-
rhombic crystals, resembles oxygen chemically but is less active and
more acidic, and is used esp. in the chemical and paper industries, in
rubber vulcanization, and in medicine for treating skin diseases —
see ELEMENT table 2 : something that suggests sulfur

asulfur vt sul>fui>ing \-f 0-)riD\ ; to treat with sulfur or a sulfur
compound

sulfur dioxide n ; a heavy pungent gas SO2 easily condensed to a
colorless liquid and used esp. in making sulfuric acid, in bleaching,
and as a preservative and refrigerant

sul>lu>re*ous \,s3l-'fyur-e-3s\ adj : sulfurous — siU>fa-re*oiis-l7
adv — sul-lU're-ous-ness n
tsul.fu-ret \'S3l-f(y)a-,ret\ n [NL suljuretum, fr. L sulfur] : SULPIDE
2sulliuet vi sul>fu*ret-ed or sul-fu-rel'ted; sul-fu-ret-ing or
sul»fu>ret-ting : to combine or impregnate with sulfur

SUl-lu.riC or sul.phu-ric \,s3l-*fyu(a)r-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or
containing sulfur esp. in a higher valence (-^ esters)

SUliuiic acid n : a heavy corrosive oily dibasic strong acid H2SO4
that is colorless when pure and is a vigorous oxidizing and de-
hydrating agent — called also oil oj vitriol

sul-Iu.rlze \'s3l-f(y)3-,rTz\ v; ; sulfur
SiU.Iu-rous or sul-phu-rous \'s3l-f(y)3-r3s. also esp for 1 .ssl-

'fyur-ss\ adj la: resembling or emanating from sulfur and esp.
burning sulfur b : of, relating to, or containing sulfur esp. in a
lower valence <~ esters) 2 a : of, relating to, or dealing with the
fire of hell ; infernal b : scathing, virulent c : profane,
BLASPHEMOUS — sul-lu-rous-Iy adv — sul.fu-rous»ness n
SUHUTOUS acid n ; a weak unstable dibasic acid HzSOb known in
solution and through its salts and used as a reducing and bleaching
agent

'~'

sul-fu.ryl \'s3l-f(y")3- ,ril\ n tISV] : sulfonyl — used esp. in names
of inorganic compounds
iSUlk \'salk\ vi [back-formation fr. sulky] : to be moodily silent

ssulk n 1 ; the state of one sulking — often used in pi. 2 : a sulky
mood or spell — ojten used in pi.

SUlk-i-ly \'s3l-k3-le\ adv : in a sulky manner
SUUt-i*ness \-ke-n3s\ n : the state of being sulky
iSUlky \'s3l-ke\ adj [prob. alter, of obs sulke (sluggish")] 1 : sulking
or given to spells of sulking 2 : having wheels and usu. a seat for
the driver <-- plow) syn see sullen

asulKy n [prob. fr. "^sulky] ; a light 2-wheeled vehicle having a seat
for the driver only and usu. no body

StU-lage \'s3l-ij\ ri [prob. fr. MF soiller, souiller to soil — more at
soil] 1 ; refuse, sewage 2 : mud deposited by water : silt

3 : scoria on molten metal in the ladle

SUl>len \'s3l-3n\ adj [ME solain sullen, solitary, prob. fr. (assumed)
MF, fr. L solus alone] 1 a : gloomily or resentfully silent or re-

pressed b : suggesting a sullen state : lowering 2 : dull or
somber in sound or color 3 : dismal, gloomy 4 : moving slug-
gishly — sul'len'ly adv — suMen-ness X'sal-an-nasX n
syn glum, morose, surly, sulky, crabbed, satl'rnine, gloomy:

SULLEN implies a silent ill humor and a refusal to be sociable; glum
suggests a silent dispiritedness; morose adds to glum an element of
bitterness or misanthropy; surly implies gruffness and sullenness
of speech or manner; sulky suggests childish resentment expressed
in peevish sullenness; crabbed applies to a forbidding morose
harshness of manner; saturnine describes a heavy forbidding
aspect or suggests a bitter disposition; gloomy implies a depression
in mood making for seeming sullenness or glumness
isul'ly \'s3l-e\ vt [prob. fr. MF soiller to soil] : to make soiled or
tarnished : defile

2sully n, archaic X SOIL, stain
sulph- or sulpho see sulf-
sulphur butterfly n : any of numerous butterflies (family Pieridae)
having the wings usu. yellow or orange with a black border
SiUphui yellow n : a variable color averaging a brilliant greenish
yellow
SUMan \'s3lt-'n also siil-'tan, ,sal-'tan\ n [MF, fr. Ar sultan] : a
king or sovereign esp. of a Muslim state

SUl'ta^na \,s3l-'ian-3, sul-'tan-\ n [It. fern, of sultana sultan, fr. Ar
sultan"} 1 : a female member of a sultan's family; esp ; a sultan's
wife 2 a : a pale yellow seedless grape grown for raisins and
wine b : the raisin of this grape

sul.tan.ate \'s3lt-=n-.at; siil-'tan-st, ,s3l-'tan-\ n 1 : the office,
dignity, or power of a sultan 2 : a state or country governed by a
sultan

SUl-tan.ess \'s3lt-'n-3s\ n, archaic : sultana
sul-tii-ly \'s3l-tr3-le\ adv : in a sultry manner
SUl-tri-ness \-tre-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being sultry
SUl-try \'s3l-ire\ adj [obs E suiter to swelter, alter, of E swelter]
1 a : very hot and humid : sweltering b : burning hot ; torrid
2 a : hot with passion or anger b : exciting or capable of exciting
strong sexual desire : voluptuous (-^ glances)
isum \'s3m\ n [ME summe, fr. OF, fr. L summa, fr. fern, of summus
highest: akm to L super over — more at over] 1 : an indefinite or
specified amount of money 2 : the whole amount : aggregate
3 : the utmost degree : height 4 a : epitome, summary b : oisr
5 a (1) : the result of adding numbers (^^ of 5 and 7 is 12) (2) : the
limit of the sum of the first n terms of an infinite series as n increases

' indefinitely b : numbers to be added; broadly : a problem in arith-
metic c (1) : DISJUNCTION 2 (2) : the set of all elements belonging
to one or both of two sets
syn AMOUNT, aggregate, total, whole, number. OUANTrrY: SUM

Indicates the result of simple addition of numbers or of particulars;
AMOUNT implies the result of cumulative or combinative processes;
AGGREGATE Stresses the notion of distinct individuals being grouped
together; total and whole stress the completeness or inclusiveness
of a putting together; number applies to an aggregate of countable
units; quantity applies to things measurable in bulk
ssum vt summed; sum.ming 1 : to calculate the sum of : count

2 : SUMMARIZE — USU. used with up •** v/ ; to reach a sum : amount
SU.mac or su-mach \'s(hlu-.mak\ n [ME sumac, fr MF. fr. Ar
summaq] 1 : any of a genus {Rhus of the family Anacardiaceae, the
sumac familyl of trees, shrubs, and woody vines with dioecious
flowers and drupaceous fruits and in some cases foliage poisonous
to the touch — used esp. of innocuous members of the genus; com-
pare POISON IVY, POISON OAK 2 I a material used in tanning and
dyeing that consists of dried powdered leaves and flowers of various
sumacs
Su*me-ri>an Xsii-'mer-e-an, -'mlr-X n 1 : a native of Sumer 2 : the
language of the Sumerians surviving as a Uterary language after the
rise of Akkadian — Sumerian adj
sum>ma Vsum-s, 'slim-, 's3m-\ n, pi snm<mae \'siim-,T, 'siim-,

-,a; 'sam-,e. -,T\ [ML, fr. L. sum] ; a comprehensive treatise; esp
; one by a scholastic philosopher
sum<ma cum lau-de \,sum-3-(,)kum-'laud-3, ,siim-. -'laiid-e; .sam-
3-,ksm-'16d-e\ adv [L, with highest praise] : with highest distinc-
tion — used as a mark of meritorious achievement in the academic
requirements for graduation from school or college; compare COM
LAUDE, MAGNA CUM LAODE
sum-ma.ri.ly \(,)s3-'mer-3-le, 'S3m-(a-)r3-le\ adv : In a summar.,
manner or form

simi'ma>ri>za<tion \,s3m-(s-)ra-'za-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of sum-
marizing 2 : SUMMARY
SUm>ma.rize \'s3m-a-,rTz\ vt : to tell in or reduce to a summary
— VI : to make a summary — sam>ma-nz-er n
iStun>ma<ry \'sam-3-re also 'S3m-re\ adj [ME, fr. ML summarius,
fr. L summa sum] 1 : comprehensive; esp : summarizing concisely
2 a : done without delay or formality i-^ vengeance) b : of or
relating to a proceeding without usual legal formahties used for
the speedy disposition of minor matters syn see concise
35ummary n : an abstract, abridgment, or compendium esp. of a
preceding discourse : recapitulation

siun>ma'tion \(,)sa-'ma-sh3n\ n 1 : the act or process of forming
a sum : ADDmoN 2 ; sum, total 3 : cumulative action or effect

esp. of individually subliminal stimuli 4 : a final part of an argu-
ment reviewing points made and expressing conclusions — siim-
ma>tlon<al \-shn9l, -shsn-^lV adj
isum.mer \'sam-3r\ n IME sumer, fr. OE sumor: akin to OHG &
ON sumer summer, Skt sama year, season] 1 : the season between
spring and autumn comprising usu. the months of June, July, and
August or as reckoned astronomically extending from the June
solstice to the September equinox 2 : the warmer half of the year
2summer vb sum-mer.ing \'s3m-f3-)rio\ vi : to pass the summer
'^ vt : to keep or carry through the summer; esp ; to provide with
pasture during the summer
3summer n [ME. packhorse. beam. fr. MF somier, fr. (assumed) VL
sagmarius. fr, LL sagma packsaddle. fr. Gk] : a large horizontal
beam or stone used esp. in building: as a : the lintel of a door or
window b ; a stone forming the cap of a pier (as to support a lintel

or arch)
summer cypress n : a densely branched Eurasian herb (KocMa
scoparia) of the goosefoot family grown for its foliage which turns
red in autumn

Stun>mer*house \'S9m-ar-,haas\ n : a rustic covered structure in a
garden or park to provide a cool shady retreat in summer
summer bitchen n : a small building or shed adjacent to a house
and used as a kitchen in warm weather
sum>mer*sault var of somersault
Siunmer school n : a school or school session conducted in summer
enabling students to accelerate progress toward a degree, to make
up credits lost through absence or failure, or to round out pro-
fessional education
summer squash n : any of various garden squashes derived from a
variety {Cucurbita pepo melopepo) and used as a vegetable while
immature and before hardening of the seeds and rind
sum-mer-time \'s3m-3r-,tlm\ n : the summer season or a period
like summer
Siunmer time n, chiefly Brit : daylight saving time
sum-mer-wood \-,wud\ n ; the harder less porous portion of an
annual ring of wood that develops late in the growing Reason —
compare springwood
sum.mery \'s3m-(3-1re\ adj : of, resembling, or fit for summer
SUm.mit \'s3m-3t\ n [ME somete, fr. MF. fr. OF. dim. of sum top,
fr. L summum, neut. of summus highest — more at sum] 1 : top,
APEX; esp ; the highest point : peak 2 : the highest degree : pin-
nacle 3 : the highest level of officials; esp : uie level of heads of
government
syn suMMrr, peak, pinnacle, cumax, apex, acme, culmination,

meridian, ZENFfH mean the highest point attained or attainable.

summit implies the topmost level attainable; peak suggests the high-
est among other high points; pinnacle suggests a dizzying and often
insecure height; cumax implies the highest point in an ascending
series; apex implies the point where all ascending lines converge;
ACME impUes a level of quality representing the perfection of a thing;

culmination suggests the outcome of a growth or development
representing an attained objective; meridian implies the stage at

which a living and growing thing reaches its fullest development
and vigor; zenith adds to meridian implications of luster and
distinction
sum*mon \'s3m-3n\ vt snm>mon<ing \-(3->nio\ [ME j

OF somondre, fr. (assumed) VL summonere, alicr. of L j

to remind secretly, fr. sub- secretly + monere to warn — more at

SUB-, mind] 1 : to issue a call to convene : convoke 2 : to com-
mand by service of a summons to appear in court 3 : to call upon
for specified action (-^ one to be in readiness- 4 : to bid to come
: send for <,'-- a physician) 6 : to call forth : evoke — sum<mon>er
Vl^3-)nar\ n
syn summon, call, crrE, convoke, convene, muster mean to

demand the presence of. summon specif, implies the exercise of
authority: call may be used less formally for summon; cite implies
a summoning to court usu. to answer a charge; convoke impUes a
summons to assemble for deliberative or legislative purposes;
convene is somewhat less formal than convoke, muster suggests a
calling up or calling out of troops or a ship's company as for acdon,
inspection, or parade and may connote a gathering of strength or
courage
isimi'mons \*s3m-anz\ n, pi sam-mon*ses [ME somouns, fr. OF

fr. pp. of somondre] 1 : the act of summoning; esp i a
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notiflcatioa to be served on a person warning him to appear in
court at a day specified to answer to the plaintiff h ; a subpoena to
appear as a witness 3 : a call, signal, or knock that summons
asummoiis vr : summon 2
sum-miun bO'nuni V.sum-sm-'bo-nam, .sum-.iim-, -,siim-; ,s3m-
(j3m-\ « [L ] : the supreme good from which all others are derived
summum ge-nus \-'gen-3s, -'ga-nas; -'je-nas\ n, pi suni>ma
ge.nera\,sum-a-'gen-3-r3, ,sUm-. -'gan-; ,s9m-3-*jen-3-ra\ [NL, lit..

highest genus] : a logical genus that cannot be classed as a species
of a higher genus

SU>nio \'su-(,lm6\ n [Jap sumo} z a Japanese form of wrestling
in which a contestant loses the match if he is forced out of the ring
or if any part of his body except his feel touches the ground
sump \'s3mp\ n [ME sompe swamp — more at swamp] 1 : a pit or
reservoir serving as a drain or receptacle for liquids: as a I CESS-
POOL b : a pit at the lowest point in a circulating or drainage
system (as the oil-circulating system of an internal-combustion
engine) c chiefly Brit : oil pan 2 Brit : crankcase 3 [G sumpj,
lit., marsh, fr, MHG — more at swamp] a : the lowest part of a mine
Shaft into which water drains b : an excavation ahead of regular
work in driving a mine tunnel or sinking a mine shaft
sump pump n ; a pump to remove accumulations of liquid from a
sump pit

SUmp*ter \'s5m(pvt3r\ n [short for sumpter horse, fr. ME sumpter
driver of a packhorse, fr. MF sometier, fr. (assumed) VL sagma-
tarius, fr, LL sagmat-, sagma packsaddle, fr. Gk] : a pack animal

SUmp.tU.ary \'s3m(p)-ch3-,wer-e\ adj [L sumpluarius, fr. sumptus
expense, fr sumptus, pp. of sumere to take, spend — more at
CONSUME] 1 : designed to regulate personal expenditures and esp.
to prevent extravagance and luxury <~ laws) 2 : designed to
regulate habits on moral or religious grounds <'^ laws) ('^ tax)
SUmp-tu-OUS \'samfp)-ch(3-w)3s, 'S3m(p)sh-W3s\ adj ; involving
large outlay or expense : lavish <~ banquet) syn see luxurious— sump-tu-cus.ly udv — sump*tu-ous*ness n
sum total n 1 : a toul arrived at through the counting of sums
2 : TOTALH

Y

Isun \'s3n\ n [ME sunne. fr. OE; akin to OHG sunna sun, L sol —
more at soi.^r ] 1 a : the luminous celestial body around which the
earth and other planets revolve, from which they receive heat and
light, and which has a mean distance from earth of 93,000,000
miles, a linear diameter of 864,000 miles, a mass 332.000 times
greater than earth, and a mean density about one fourth that of
earth b : a celestial body like the sun 2 : the heat or light radiated
from the sun 3 ; one resembling the sun usu. in brilliance 4 : the
rising or ^icning of the sun (from ~ to '^) 5 : GLORY, splendor —
in the stin : in the public eye

suii'iiing vt ; to expose to or as if to the rays of the
an oneself
i-,bakt\ adj 1 : baked by exposure to sunshine
; heated, parched, or compacted esp. by excessive

2sun vb sunned;

sun dog n 1 : parhelion 2 : a small nearly round halo on the
parheiic circle most frequently just outside the halo of 22 degrees
sun.down \'san-,daun\ n : sunsft 2
sun.down.er X-.daii-narX n. Austral i hobo, tramp
SUn.dries Vs^n-drezX n pi Vsundry'] : miscellaneous articles, details*
or items of inconsiderable size or amount individually
SUn.drops \'s9n-,draps\ n pi but sing or pi in constr '. any of several
day-flowering herbs (genus Oenothera) — compare evening
PRIMROSE
isun.dry \'s3n-dre\ adj[UE, different for each, fr. OE syndrig: akin
to OHG suritarlg sundry, L sine without — more at sunder]
: MISCELLANEOUS, SEVERAL, VARIOUS

^sundry pron, pi in constr : an indeterminate number
SUn.fast \'s3n-,fast\ adj : resistant to fading by sunHght <'-^ dyes)
SUn-tiSh \-,fish\ n 1 : a large marine plectognath fish (Mola mola)
having high dorsal and anal fins and a body nearly oval in outline
due to a sharply truncated posterior extremity and attaining a
length of 10 feet and a weight in excess of 2 tons 2 : any of
numerous American percoid freshwater fishes (family Centrarchi-
dae) usu. with a deep compressed body and metallic luster
SUn.flow.er \-,flau(-3)r\ n : any of a genus (Helianthus) of com-
posite plants with large yellow-rayed flower heads bearing seeds
that serve as stock food and yield an edible oil

sung past oj SING
Sung \*suo\ n [Chin (Pek) Sung*} : a Chinese dynasty dated
A.D. 960-1280 and marked by cultural refinement and achieve-
ments in philosophy, literature, and art

sun-glass.es \'s3n-,glas-52\ n pi : glasses to protect the eyes from
the sun

sun.glow \-,gIo\ n ; a brownish yellow or rosy flush often seen in
the sky before sunrise or after sunset due to solar rays scattered or
diffracted from particles in the lower and upper air

sung mass n : a modification of high mass sung without a deacon or
subdeacon by the celebrant and choir or congregation
sun-god Vs3n-,gad\ n : a god that represents or is the personifi-
cation of the sun in various religions
sun-grebe \'s3n-,greb\ n : any of several tropical American and
African birds (family HeUornithidae) related to the cranes and
herons — called also sun bittern
sunk past of SINK
sunk-en \'sai3-k3n\ adj [fr. pp. of sink} 1 : submerged; esp : at the
bottom of a body of water 2 a : hollow, recessed b : lying in a
depression <~ garden) c : settled below the normal level d : con-
structed below the normal floor level (.-^ living room)
sunk lence n : a ditch with a retaining wall used to divide lands
without defacing a landscape — called also ha-ha
sun.lamp \'s3n-.lamp\ n : an electric lamp designed to emit radia-
tion of wavelengths from ultraviolet to infrared and used esp. for
therapeutic purposes

sun. less \'s3n-l3s\ adj : lacking sunshine : cheerless, dark
sun. light \-,iTt\ n : the light of the sun : sunshine
sun.lit \-,lit\ adj : lighted by or as if by the sun
sunn \'san\ n [Hindi san, fr. Skt sana} : an East Indian leguminous
plant iCrotalaria juncea) with slender branches, simple leaves, and
yellow flowers; also : its valuable fiber resembling hemp and
lighter and stronger than jute
sun.na \'sun-3. 'san-\ n, ojlen cap [Ar sunnah} : the body of Islamic
custom and practice based on Muhammad's words and deeds
Sun-ni \-e\ n [Ar sunnly] 1 : the Muslims of the branch of Islam
that adheres to the orthodox tradition and acknowledges the first

four caliphs as rightful successors of Muhammad — compare
SHiA 2 : suNNiTE — Sunnl adj
SUn.ni.ly \'s3n-=l-e\ adv : in a sunny manner
sun.nl.ness \'s3n-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being sunny
Sun.nism \'sun-,i7-3m, 'san-\ n : the religious system or distinctive
tenets of the Sunni
Sun.nite \-,Ti\ n : a Sunni Muslim
sun.ny \'san-e\ adj 1 ; marked by brilliant sunlight 2 : merry,
OPTIMISTIC 3 : exposed to, brightened, or warmed by the sun
sun.ny-side up \,S9n-e-,sTd-'3p\ adj, oj an egg : fried on one side
only
sun parlor n : a glass enclosed porch or living room with a sunny
exposure — called also sun porch, sun-room

sun-rise \'s3n-,rTz\ n l ; the apparent rising of the sun above the
horizon; also : the accompanying atmospheric effects 2 : the time
when the upper limb of the sun appears above the sensible horizon
as a result of the diurnal rotation of the earth

sun. set \-,set\ n 1 : the apparent descent of the sun below the
horizon; also : the accompanying atmospheric effects 2 : the time
when the upper limb of the sun disappears below the sensible hori-
zon as a result of the diurnal rotation of the earth 3 : a period of
decline; esp : old age
sun.shade X.shadX n : something used as a protection from the
sun's rays: as a : parasol b ; awning

sun.shine \-,shTn\ n l a : the sun's light or direct rays b : the
warmth and light given by the sun's rays eta spot or surface on
which the sun's light shines 2 : something that radiates warmth,
cheer, or happiness — sun.shiny \-,shi-ne\ adj
sun. spot \-,spat\ n ; one of the dark spots that appear from time to
time on the sun's surface consisting commonly of a blue-black
umbra with a surrounding penumbra of lighter shade and usu.
visible only with the telescope
sun.stroke \-.strok\ n : heatstroke caused by direct exposure to the

sun.struck y.strskX adj z affected or touched by the sun
sun-suit \-,sLit\ n : an abbreviated playsuit worn usu. for sunbath-
ing and play
sun.tan \-,tan\ n, often aitrib : a browning of the skin from ex-
posure to the rays of the sun
sun-up \-,ap\ n z sunrise
isun-ward \-w3rd\ or sun.wards \-w3rdz\ adv ; toward the sun
2sunward adj : facing the sun
sun.wise \-,wTz\ adv : clockwise
isup \'s3p\ vb supped; sup-ping [ME suppen, fr. OE sUpan, suppan:
akin to OHG sujan to drink, sip, OE stican to suck — more at suck]
vt : to take or drink in swallows or gulps -^ vi, chiefly dial : to take
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sun-baked \'

<'-- bricks)
sunlight

sun.bath X'ssn-^bath, -,bath\ n ; exposure to sunlight or a sunlamp
sun-bathe \-.bath\ vi [back-formation fr. sunbaiher} : to take a
sunbath -- sun-bath. er \-,ba-thar\ n
sun.beam \ ,bem\ n : a ray of sunlight
sun-bird y^bardX n 1 : any of numerous small brilliantly colored
singing birds (family Nectariniidae) of the tropical Old World

'.sembhng hummingbirds 2 : sun-grebe

the
I for protection

sunbonnet

sun-bon-net \-,ban-ai\ n : a woman's bonnet
from the sun usu. with a free extension
back resembling a small cape
sun.bow \-.b6\ n : an arch resembling a rain-
bow made by the sun shining through vapor or
mist
isun-burn \ .barnX vb [back-formation fr. sun-
burned, fr. sun + burned} vt : to burn or dis-
color by the sun — vj ; to become sunburned
2sunburn n : inflammation of the skin caused by
overexposuie to sunlight

Sun.burst \-,b3rst\ n 1 : a flash of sunlight
esp. through a break in clouds 2 : a jeweled
brooch representing a sun surrounded by rays
Sun.dae \*san-de\ n [prob. alter, of Sunday]

; ice cream served with topping (as crushed
fruit, syrups, nuts)
sun dance n : a solo or group solstice rite of American Indians
iSun-day \'s3n-de\ n [ME. fr. OE sunnandseg: akin to OHG
sunnuntag Sunday; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc-NGmc compound
whose components are represented by OE sunne sun and by OE
d^g day] : the first day of the week : the Christian analogue of the
Jewish Sabbath — Sun-days \-dez\ adv
2Sunday adj l : of, relating to, or associated with Sunday 2 : best
(Sunday suit) 3 : amateur, dilettante {Sunday painters)
3Sunday vi : to spend Sunday (was Sundaying in the country)
Sun.day-go-to-meet.ing \-,got-3-'met-io\ adj : appropriate for
Sunday churchgoing
Sunday punch n z a blow in boxing intended to knock out an
opponent
Sunday school n : a school held on Sunday for reUgious education;
also : the teachers and pupils of such a school
sun deck n l ; the usu. upper deck of a ship exposed to the most sun
2 ; a roof or terrace used for sunning

sun.der \'san-dar\ vt sun.der.ing \-d(3-)rio\ [ME sunderen, fr.

OE %esundrian, syndrian; akin to OHG suntaron to sunder, L sine
without] ; to break apart or in two : sever with violence syn see
separate
sun.dew \'s9n-C,)d(y)U\ n z any of a genus (Drosera of the family
Droseraceae, the sundew family) of bog-inhabiting insectivorous
herbs having viscid glands on the leaves
sun.di-al \-,dT(-a)l\ n : an instrument to show the time of day by
the shadow of a gnomon on a usu. horizontal plate or on a cylin-
drical surface
sun disk n z an ancient Near
Eastern symbol consitJting of a
disk with conventionalized wings
emblematic of the sun-god (as Ra
in Egypt)
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food and esp. liquid food Into the mouth a little at a time either by
drinking or with a spoon
2SUP n : a mouthful esp. of liquor or broth ; sip; also l a small quan-
tity of liquid <a ~ of tea)

3sup VI supped; snp>ping [ME soupen, suppen, fr. OF souper, fr.

soupe sop, soup — more at soup] 1 : to eat the evening meal
2 : to make one's supper — used with on or oJJ <~ on roast beef)
isU'per X'sii-parX n 1 [by shortening] a : supernumerary; esp : a
supernumerary actor to : superintendent, supervisor 2 [short

for obs. superhive} : a removable upper story of a beehive 3 {^su-

per} ; a superfine grade or extra large size 4 [origin unknown] ; a
thin loosely woven open-meshed starched cotton fabric used esp.
for reinforcing books

2super vt sU'per»ing \-p(a-)rio\ : to reinforce (as a book back-
bone) with super
ssuper adj [short for superfine'\ 1 : sltperfine 2 : very large or
powerful : GREAT 3 : EXCESSIVE, EXTREME 4 : INCLUSIVE, COMPRE-
HENSIVE — super adv

super- prejix [L, over, above, in addition, fr. super over, above, on
top of — more at over ] 1 a (1 ) ; over and above ; higher in quan-
tity, quality, or degree than : more than (^wperhuman) (2) : in
addition : extra <5upertax) b (1) ; exceeding or so as to exceed a
norm (superheat) (2) : in excessive degree or intensity (.super-

subtle) c : surpassing all or most others of its kind (superhighway)
2 a : situated or placed above, on, or at the top of <swperlunary);
specij I situated on the dorsal side of to ; next above or higher
isupertonic} 3 : having the (specified) ingredient present in a large
or unusually large proportion <swperphosphate) 4 : constituting
a more inclusive category than that specified <5upe/-family) 5 : su-
perior in status, title, or position {supersiatcy

SU'per-a»ble \'su-pt3-)r3-b3l\ adj [L superabilis, fr. superare to
surmount — more at insuperable] : capable of being overcome or
conquered : surmountable — su>per<a>hle>ness n — su-per-
a.bly \-ble\ adv
SU'per.ahound \,su-p3-r3-'baund\ vi [ME superabounden, fr. LL
superabundare, fr. L super- + abundare to abound] ; to abound
or prevail in greater measure or to excess

SU'per.abun.dance \-'b3n-d3n(t)s\ n ; the quality or state of being
superabundant
SU.per.abun.dant \-d3nt\ adj [ME, fr. LL superabundant-, super-
abundans, fr. prp. of superabundare'] t more than ample ; excessive
— sU'per.abun»dant-ly adv
SU>per«add X.sii-pa-'radV vl [ME superadden, fr. L superaddere, fr.

super- + addere to add] : to add over and above something or in

extra or superfluous amount — su-per-ad*di>tion \-p3-r3-'dish-
an\ n

su.per.al.tern \,sij-p3-'r61-t3rn\ n isuper- + -ahem (as in sub-
al!ern)'\ % a universal proposition in traditional logic that is a
ground for the immediate inference of a corresponding suballer-

nate
su<per>an*nu>ate X.sii-ps-'ran-ya-.watX vb [back-formation fr.

superannuated] vt 1 : to make, declare, or prove obsolete or out-
of-date 2 : to retire and pension because of age or infirmity '^ vi

: to become retired or antiquated — su-per'an-nu-a'tion \-,ran-
ya'wa-shanX n

SU'per.an-nU-at.ed adj [ML superannuatus, pp. of superannuari to

be too old, fr. L super- + annus year — more at annual] : rated

no longer fully or passably efficient in one's job because of age
; incapacitated or disqualified for active duty by advanced age

SU'perb \su-'p3rb\ adj [L superbus excellent, proud, fr. super above
+ -bus (akin to OE beon to be) ~ more at over, be] 1 : majestic,
noble 2 : RICH, sumptuous 3 : of supreme excellence or beauty
syn see splendid — su>perb-ly adv — su'peib-ness n
isU'Per.cal.en.der \'su-p3r-,kal-3n-d3r\ n : a calender stack of
highly polished rolls used to give an extra finish to paper
2supercalender vt : to process (jsaper) in a supercalender
SU'Per.car.gO \,sii-p3r-'kar-(,)go. 'sii-psr-A n [Sp sobrecargo, fr.

sobre- over (fr. L super-) + cargo} : an officer in a merchant ship
in charge of the commercial concerns of the voyage

EU.per.charge \'sij-par-.charj\ vi 1 : to supply a charge to the in-

take of (as an engine) at a pressure higher than that of the surround-
ing atmosphere 2 : pressurize 1

su.per-charg.er \-.char-j3r\
pressor) for pressurizing
the cabin of an airplane or
for increasing the volume
air charge of an internals
combustion engine over
that which would normally
be drawn in through the
pumping action of the pis-
tons

su-per>cil.i.ary V.sU-psr-
'sil-e-,er-e\ adj [NL super-
ciliaris. fr. L supercilium]
: of. relating to. or adjoin-
ing the eyebrow : supra

device (as a blower

...^ ^ . luperchargi

orbital — superciliary n of internal

su-per-cil.ious \-'sil-e-3s

-'sil-y3s\ adj [L supercili

implified combination
trifugal and external

exhaust-driven types) 1 exhaust valve,

^_ _„^, 2 cylinder, 3 crankshaft, 4 internal

"supercilium eyk- supercharger, 5 intake pipe. 6 carbure-

brow, haughtiness, fr. su- tor, 7 air intake, 8 turbosupercharger
per- + -cUium (akin to
celare to hide) — more at hell] : haughtily contemptuous syn
see proud — sU'per»cil*ious»ly adv — su*per>cil*ious*uess n

supper. class X'sU-par-.klasV n : a category in taxonomy ranking
between a phylum or division and a class

su-per.con.ductive \,su-p3r-kan-'d3k-tiv\ adj : exhibiting super-
conductivity

su*per.con.duc.tiv.i*ty \-.kan-.dak-'tiv-at-e, -ksn-X n : an almost
complete disappearance of electrical resistance in various metals at
temperatures near absolute zero — sU'Per>con.duc>tor X-ksn-'dsk-
t3r\ n

su>per>cooI \,sU-par-'kiJl\ vt ; to cool below the freezing point
without solidification or crystallization
su-per<dom.i.nant \-'dam-(a-)n3nt\ n : submediant
SU.per-ego \,su-p3-'re-(,)go also -'reg-(,')o\ n : a major sector of
the psyche that is only partly conscious and that aids in character
formation by reflecting parental conscience and the rules of society

SU'per.el.e.vate \,su-p3-'rel-a-,vat\ vt : bank Ic
SU-per-el.e.va.Uon \-,rel-3-'va-shan\ n : the vertical distance

between the heights of Inner and outer edges of highway pavement
or railroad rails

su<>per>em<i*nence \-'rem-a-n3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of
being supereminent

SU<per>em*i-nent \-n3nt\ adj [LL supereminent-, supereminens, fr.

L, prp. of supereminere to stand out above, fr. super- + eminere to
stand out — more at eminent] : extremely high, distinguished, or
conspicuous — su>per*ein>i*nent*ly adv

su.per.em.pir.j.cal X.sU-pa-rim-'pir-i-ksl, -(,)rem-\ adj ; experi-
enced or experiencing by more than empirical means ; transcen-
dent, transcendental

SU>per>er*0*ga>tion \,sU-pa-,rer-a-'ga-sh3n\ n \M\. supererogation-,
supererogation fr. supererogatus, pp. of supererogare to perform
beyond the call of duty, fr. LL, to expend in addition, fr. L super- +
erogare to expend public funds after asking the consent of the peo-
ple, fr. e- -I- rogare to ask — more at right] : the act of performing
more than is required by duty, obligation, or need

su.per.erog.a.to.ry \,sU-p3-ri-'rag-3-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj 1 ; ob-
served or performed to an extent not enjoined or required 2 : su-
perfluous, nonessential
syn supererogatory, gratuitous, uncalled-for, wanton mean

done without need or compulsion or warrant, supererogatory
implies a giving above what is required by rule and may suggest
adding something not needed or not wanted; gratuitous usu. ap-
plies to something offensive or unpleasant given or done without
provocation; uncalled-for adds to GRATurrous implication of
impertinence or logical absurdity; wanton implies not only a lack
of provocation but a malicious or sportive motive
su>per>fam>i*ly \'su-p3r-,fam-(a-)le\ n : a category of taxonomlc
classification ranking next above a family

su.per.fe.ciin.da«tion X.sii-psr-.fek-^n-'da-shan. -,fe-k3n-\ n
1 : successive fertilization of two or more ova from the same ovula-
tion esp. by different sires 2 : fertilization at one time of a number
of ova excessive for the species

SU<per>fe<ta>tion \-fe-'ta-sh3n\ n [ML superjetation-, superjetatio,
fr. L superjetatus, pp. of superjetare to conceive while already preg-
nant, fr. super- + jetus act of bearing young, offspring — more at
fetus] 1 : successive fertilization of two or more ova of different
ovulations resulting in the presence of embryos of unlike ages in
the same uterus 2 : fertilization of an ovule by two or more kinds
of pollen 3 : a progressive accumulation or accretion reaching an
extreme or excessive degree

SU-per>fi>cial X.sU-par-'fish-slX adj [ME, fr. LL superjicialis, fr. L
superjicies] 1 a (1) ; of or relating to a surface (2) : lying on, not
penetrating below, or affecting only the surface b oj a unit oj mea-
sure : square <~ foot) 2 a : concerned only with the obvious or
apparent : shallow to : lying on the surface : external C : pre-
senting only an appearance without substance or significance— sU'per-Ii-cial-ly \-'fish-(s-)le\ adv — su>per>Ii*cial<ne5S
\-'fish-3l-n9s\ n
syn superficial, shallow, cursory mean lacking in depth or

solidity, superficial implies a concern only with surface aspects;
shallow is more generally derogatory in implying lack of depth in
knowledge, reasoning, emotions, or character; cursory suggests a
lack of thoroughness or a neglect of details

su.per.fi-ci.ai.i-ty \-,fish-e-'al-3t-e\ n : the quality or stale of
being superficial; also : something superficial

su.per.fi'Cies \-'fish-(.)ez, -e-,ez\ n, pi superficies [L, surface,
fr. super- + jacies face, aspect — more at face] 1 : a surface of a
body or a region of space 2 : the external aspects or appearance of
a thing

su.per. line \,sii-p3r-'fTn\ adj 1 : overly refined or nice 2 ; ex-
tremely fine 3 : of high quality or grade

SU.per. fix \'su-p3r-,fiks\ n [super- + -jix (as in prefix)} ; a recur-
rent predictable pattern of stress that characterizes small stretches of
speech whose constituents are parallel in relationship

SU-per-flu-id \,sij-par-'flu-3d\ n ; matter in a unique state charac-
terized by extraordinarily large thermal conductivity and capillarity
— su-per.flu.id.i-ty \-(,)flu-Md-3t-e\ n

SU.per.llU'ity \,sU-p3r-'fIU-at-e\ n [ME superjluiiee, fr. MF super-
Jluite, fr. LL superjluitat-, superjluitas. fr L superjluus} 1 a : ex-
cess, OVERSUPPLY to : something unnecessary or more than enough
2 : immoderate or luxurious hving, habits, or desires ; extrava-
gance syn see excess

SU-per.flU'OUS \su-'p3r-fl3-was\ adj [ME, fr. L superjluus, lit.,

running over. fr. superjluere to overflow, fr. super- + jluere to flow
— more at fluid] 1 : exceeding what is sufficient or necessary
: EXTRA 2 obs : wastefuu extravagant — su>per>Ilu*ons.ly
adv — su.per.flu.ous.ness n

SU-per.gal-axy \'su-p3r-,gal-ak-se\ n : a large cluster of galaxies

isu-per.heat X.sii-psr-'hetX vt 1 a : to heat (a liquid) above the
boiling point without converting into vapor to : to heat (a vapor
not in contact with its own liquid) so as to cause to remain free

from suspended liquid droplets <,'^ed steam) 2 : overheat — su-
per-heat«er n

2su.per.heal \'sii-p9r-,het, ,sii-p3r-'\ n : the extra heat imparted to

a vapor in superheating it from a dry and saturated condition;
also : the corresponding rise of temperature
isU'Per-het.ero-dyne X.sU-psr-'het-a-rs-.dln. -'he-tr3-\ adj [super-

sonic + heterodyne] : of or relating to a form of beat reception in

which beats are produced of a frequency above audibility but below
that of the received signals and the current of the beat frequency is

then rectified, amplified, and finally rectified again so as to repro-
duce the sound
^superheterodyne n : a radio set for superheterodyne reception

su-per-high frequency \,sii-p3r-.hT-\ n : a radio frequency in the
next to the highest range of the radio spectnjm — see radio
frequency table

su.per.high-way \.su-p3r-'hT-,wa\ n : a broad arterial highway (as

an expressway or turnpike) designed for high-speed traffic

su.per.hu-man X.sii-par-'hyU-msn, -'yu-\ adj 1 : being above the
human ; divine <'--- beings) <~ agency) 2 : exceeding normal
human power, size, or capability : herculean (-^ effort) — su.per-
hu.man.i.ty \-hyu-*man-3t-e, -yu-\ n — su.per-hu.man.ly adv
— su.per.hu.man.ness N-man-nasV n
su.per.im.pes.able \,sU-p3-rim-'p6-za-b3l\ adj : capable of being
superimposed

su-per-im-pose \,sU-p9-rim-'poz\ vt : to place or lay over or above
something — su.per.im.pO'Si.tion \-,rim-p3-'zish-5n\ n

su.per. in*cum.bent X-rin-'ksm-bsntX adj [L superincumbent-.
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superinr.umbens, prp. of superincumbere to lie on top of, fr. super- +
incumbere to lie down on — more at incumbent] : lying or resting

on something else — su-per-in-cum-bent-ly adv
SU>per<in>di>vid>u>al X.sii-pa-.rin-da-'vij-o-iwsl, -'vii-slX adj : of,

relating to. or being an organism, entity, or complex of more than
individual complexity or nature

SU>per>iU>duce \,su-pa-rin-'dCy)iis\ vt [L supeHnducere, fr. super-
+ inducere to lead in — more at induce] 1 ; to introduce as an
addition over or above something already existing 2 : to bring
on : INDUCE — su-per-in-duction X-'dsk-shanX n

SU.per.in.tendX,su-p(a-)rin-'tend. .sii-pprn-X v/ [LL superintendere,

fr. L super- + iniendere to attend, direct attention to — more at

intend] ; to have or exercise the charge and oversight of : direct
SU'Per.in.ten'dence X-'ten-d3n(tisXn : the act or function of super-
intending or directing : supervision

SU.per-in.ten»den.cy X-dan-seX n : the office, post, or jurisdiction
of a superintendent; also ; superintendence

su*per*in*ten*dent X-dantX « [ML superintendent-, superintendens,
fr. LL. prp. of superintendere} : one who has executive oversight
and charge — superintendent adj
iSU-pe-ri.or Xsii-'pir-e-arX adj [ME, fr. MF superieur, fr. L superior,

compar. of supprus upper, fr super over, above — more at over]
1 ; situated higher up ; upper 2 : of higher rank, quality, or
importance 3 : courageously or serenely indifferent (as to some-
thing painful, disheartening, or demoralizing) 4 a ; greater in
quantity or numbers h : excellent of its kind : better 5 : super-
script 6 a of an animal structure : situated above or anterior or
dorsal to another and esp. a corresponding part <a --' artery)
b of a plant structure : situated above or near the top of another
part: as (1) of a calyx : attached to and apparently arising from
the ovary (2) oj an ovary ; free from the calyx or other floral
envelope 7 : more comprehensive <a genus is -^ to a species)
8 : affecting or assuming an air of superiority : supercilious
^superior n l : one who is above another in rank, station, or office;

esp : the head of a religious house or order 2 : one that surpasses
another in quality or merit

superior conjunction n : a conjunction in which a lesser or sec-
ondary celestial body passes farther from the observer than the
primary body around which it revolves {superior conjunction of
Venus to the sun)
superior court n 1 z a. court of general jurisdiction intermediate
between the inferior courts (as a justice of the peace court) and the
higher appellate courts 2 : a court with juries having original
jurisdiction
superior general n, pi superiors general : the superior of a re-
ligious order or congregation

SU.pe.ri-or-i.ty Xsu-.pir-e-'or-at-e. ,sU-, -'ar-X n : the quality or
state of being superior; also : a superior characteristic

superiority complex n 1 : an exaggerated opinion of oneself
2 : an excessive striving for or pretense of superiority to compen-
sate for supposed inferiority

SU'Pe»Ti»or»ly Xsu-'pir-e-sr-leX adv : in a higher or better manner or
degree; also : superciliously
superior planet n : a planet whose orbit lies outside that of the
earth

SU-per*ia>cent X.sii-psr-'jas-'ntX adj [L superjacent-, superjacens,
prp. of superjacere to lie over or upon, fr. super- + jacere to lie;

akin to L jacere to throw — more at jet] ; lying above or upon
: overlying <~ rocks)

iSU-per-la-tive Xsu-'par-bt-ivX adj [ME superlaiif, fr. MF, fr. LL
superlativus, fr. L superlatus (pp. of superjerre to carry over, raise
high), fr. super- + latus, pp. ot jerre to carry — more at tolerate,
bear] 1 : of, relating to, or constituting the degree of grammatical
comparison that denotes an extreme or unsurpassed level or extent
2 : surpassing all others : supreme 3 : exaggerated, excessive— sU'per-la*tive«ly adv— su>per>la*tiy8>ne5S n

ssuperlatlve n 1 a : the superlative degree of comparison in a lan-
guage b : a superlative form of an adjective or adverb 2 : the
superlative or utmost degree of something : acme 3 : a superlative
person or thing

SU<per>lin>er X'sii-psr-.lI-narX « : a fast luxurious passenger liner
of great size

su.per.lu.na-ry X.su-psr-'Iu-na-reX also su-per-lu-nar X-nsrX adj
[L super- + luna moon — more at lunar] : being above the moon
: celestial

SU>per<man X'sii-par-,man\ n 1 : a superior man that according to
Nietzsche has learned to forgo fleeting pleasures and attain happi-
ness and dominance through the exercise of creative power 2 : a
person of extraordinary or superhuman power or achievements
su.per.mar.ket X-.mar-katX n : a self-service retail market selling
foods and household merchandise

SU-per-nal Xsii-'pam-'lX adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L supernus, fr. super
over, above — more at over] 1 : being or coming from on high
: heavenly 2 : located in or belonging to the sky— su-per-naMy
X-^l-eX adv

SU>per>na>tant X.sU-par-'nat-'ntX adj [L supernatant-, supernatans,
prp. of supernaiare to float, fr. super- + natare to swim — more at
natant] : floating on the surface — supernatant n
SU-per>nat<U*ral X,su-p3r-'nach-(3-)r3lX adj {ML supematuralis, fr.

L super- + na'ura nature] 1 : of or relating to an order of existence
beyond the visible observable universe; esp : of or relating to God
or a god, demigod, spirit, or infernal being 2 : attributed to a
ghost or spirit : eerie — supernatural n — su>per>nat>u-ral>ly
\-'nach-C3-)ra-le, -'nach-ar-leX adv — su-per*nat*u-ral>ness
\-'nach-(s-)r3l-n3sX n

SU.per.nat.u.ral.ism X-'nach-Ca-^ra-.liz-amX n 1 : the quality or
state of being supernatural 2 ; belief in a supernatural power and
order of existence — su-per>nat*u-ral>ist X-IastX n or adj — su-
per>nat>u>ral-is>tic X-.nach-(s-)r3-'lis-tikX adj
SU>per<nor-mal X.sii-psr-'nor-msIX adj 1 : exceeding the normal
or average 2 : being beyond natural human powers : paranormal— su-per-nor-mal-i.ty \-(,)n6r-'mal-3t-eX n — su-per.nor-
mal-ly X-'nor-ma-leX adv

SU>per<no-ya X.sU-par-'no-vsX n [NL] : one of the rarely observed
nova outbursts in which the maximum intrinsic luminosity may
reach 100 million times that of t^e sun
iSU'per-nu.mer.ary X.su-p3r-'n(y)u-m3-,rer-e, -nCy)um-(3-)reX adj
[LL supernumerarius, fr. L super- + numerus number — more at

nimble] 1 : exceeding the stated or prescribed number 2 : super-
fluous 3 : more numerous
^supernumerary n 1 : a supernumerary person or thing 2 ; an
actor employed to play a walk-on (as in a mob scene or spectacle)

su.per.or«der X'sii-par-.ord-srX n ; a taxonomic category between
an order and a class or a subclass

sU'per-or.di.nate X.sii-ps-'rbrd-nat, -^n-st, -'n-.atX adj [super- -H
-ordinate (as in subordinate) ] : superior in rank, class, or status

su.per.phos.phate X.su-par-'fas-.fatX n 1 : an acid phosphate
2 : a soluble mixture of phosphates used as fertilizer and made from
insoluble mineral phosphates by treatment with sulfuric acid

su-per.phys.i.cal X-'fiz-i-kalX adj : being above or beyond the
physical world or explanation on physical principles

su*per<pos-able X.sii-par-'po-za-bslX adj : capable of being com-
pletely superposed

SU-per<pose X-'pozX vr [prob. fr. F superposer, back-formation fr.

superposition, fr. LL superposition-, superposiiio, fr. L ^uperposiius,
pp. of superpnnere to superpose, fr. super- + ponere to place —
more at position] 1 : to place or lay over or above whether in or
not in contact : superimpose 2 : to lay (a geometric figure) upon
another so as to make all like parts coincide — su-per<po>si>tion
X-p3-'zish-anX n

SU-per-posed X-'pozdX adj : growing or situated vertically over
another pari or organ
su.per.pow.er X'su-p3r-.pau(-3)rX n 1 : excessive or superior
power 2 a : an extremely powerful nation; specij : one of a very
few dominant states in an era when the world is divided politically
into these states and their satellites b ; an international govern-
ing body able to enforce its will upon the most powerful states— sU'per.powered X-.pau(-3)rdX adj
su.per.sat-u-rate X.sU-par-'sach-^.ratX vt : to add to beyond
saturation — su*per>sat-u-ra*tion X-.sach-a-'ra-shsnX n

SU.per«SCribe X'sU-psr-.skrlb, .sii-par-'X vt [L superscribere, fr.

super- -4- scribere to write — more at scRiBE] 1 : to write or engrave
on the top or outside 2 : to write (as a name or address) on the
outside or cover of : address
lSU«per»Script X'siJ-par-,skriptX adj [L superscriptus, pp. of super-
scribere] : of, relating to, or being a usu. smaller character printed
or written directly above or above and to the right or left of another
character

2su-per>script n : a superscript character
su-per.scrip.tion X.su-psr-'skrip-shanX n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL
superscription-, superscriptio, fr. L superscripfusi 1 ; the act of
superscribing 2 : something written or engraved on the surface,
outside, or above something else : inscription; also : address

SU*per<sede X.sU-par-'sedX vt [MF superseder to refrain from, fr. L
supersedere to be superior to, refrain from, fr. super- + sedere to sit— more at srr] 1 a : to cause to be set aside b : to force out of
use as inferior 2 : to take the place, room, or position of : replace
3 : to displace in favor of another ; supplant syn see replace— su*per«sed.er n

SU'per.se.de.as X-'sed-e-^sX n, pi supersedeas [ME, fr. L, you
shall refrain, fr. supersedere] 1 ; a common-law writ commanding
a stay of legal proceedings issued under various conditions and esp.
to stay an officer from proceeding under another writ 2 : an order
staying proceedings of an inferior court

su-per.se.dure X-'se-jarX n : the act or process of superseding;
specij ; the replacement of an old or Inferior queen bee by a young
or superior queen

su-per.sen.si.ble X,su-p3r-'sen(t)-s3-b3lX adj : being above or
beyond that which is apparent to the senses : spiritual
SU'per-sen.si-tive X-'sen(tl-s3t-iv, -'sen(t)-stivX adj 1 : hyper-
sensitive 2 : supersensitized <a ^^ photographic emulsion)— su.per-sen-si'tive-ness n
su.per-sen.so-ry X-'sen(t)s-(3-)reX adj : supersensible
su.per-ser«vlce.at)le X-'sar-va-ss-balX adj : offering unwanted ser-

SU'per-seS'Sion X.sii-par-'sesh-snX " iML supersession-, supersessio,
fr. L supersessus, pp. of supersedere} ; the act of superseding : the
state of being superseded ; supersedure — su-per*seS'Sive
X-'ses-ivX adj
isu.per.son-ic X-'san-ikX adj [L super- + sonus sound — more at
sound] 1 ; having a frequency above the human ear's audibility
limit of about 20.000 cycles per second — used of waves and vibra-
tions; compare sonic 2 : utilizing, produced by, or relating to
supersonic waves or vibrations 3 ; of, being, or relating to speeds
from one to five times the speed of sound in air — compare sonic
4 : moving, capable of moving, or utilizing air currents moving
at supersonic speed — su<per>son-i>caI>Iy X-i-k(3-)leX adv
^supersonic n ; a supersonic wave or frequency
su<per*son-ics X-'san-IksX n pi but sing in constr ; the science of
supersonic phenomena

SU*per>sU>tion X.su-par-'stish-anX n [ME supersticion, fr. MF, fr.

L superstition-, superstitio, fr. superstit-, superstes standing over
(as witness or survivor), fr. super- -¥ stare to stand — more at
stand] 1 : a belief or practice resulting from ignorance, fear of
the unknown, or trust in magic or chance 2 t an irrational abject
attitude of mind toward the supernatural, nature, or God resulting
from superstitious beliefs or fears

SU-per.sti.tious X-'stish-asX adj : of, relating to, or manifesting
superstition— su-per-sti-tious-ly arfv— su*per>sti>tious>ness/i

SU'per.stra-tum X'sii-par-.strat-am, -.strat-X n {super- + -stratum
(as in substratum^ ] : an overlying stratum or layer

SU.per-structure X-.strsk-chsrX n [L superstructus. pp. of super'
struere to build on or over, fr. super- -)- struere to build — more at
structure] 1 : a structure built as a vertical extension of something
else: as a : all of a building above the basement h : the structural
part of a ship above the main deck c : the ties, rails, and fastenings
of a railroad track in distinction from the roadbed 2 : an entity,
concept, or complex based on a more fundamental one; specij
: legal, financial, political, and other institutions that are in Marxist
theory erected upon the economic base
su.per-sub-stan.tial X.sii-par-sab-'stan-chalX adj [LL supersub-
slantialis, fr. L super- -(- substantia substance] ; being above ma-
terial substance ; of a transcending substance

SU'per»sub.tle X.sU-par-'sat-'lX adj : extremely or excessively subtle
— su-per-sub'tle-ty X-teX n
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sn<pei>tank*er \-,taQ-k3r\ n : an exceptionally large and fast
tanker

su>per>tax \-,taks\ n l : surtax 2 : a graduated income tax
imposed in the United Kingdom in addition to the normal income
tax

sU'per-ton-iC \,sU-p3r-'tan-ik\ n ; the second tone of the musical
scale

su.per-vene V.sii-par-'venX vz [L supervenire, fr. super- + venire to
come— more at come] : to take place as an additional, adventitious,
or unlooked-for development syn see follow — su-pei'ven-tioji
\-'ven-ch9n\ n

su-per-ve.nience \-'ve-ny3n(t)s\ n : the condition of being super-
venient

SU'Per-ve^nient \-ny3nt\ adj IL supervenient-, superveniens, prp. of
supervenire'S : coming or occurring as something additional, ex-
traneous, or unexpected

SU«per»Vise \'su-p3r-,vTz\ vr [ML supervisus, pp. of supervidere,
fr. L super- + videre to see — more at wrr] : SUPERINTEND, OVERSEE— su.per-vi'Sion \,su-p3r-'vi2h-an\ n

SU'Per.vi-sor \'sU-p3r-,vT-z3r\ n : an administrative officer in
charge of any of various business, government, or school units or
operations — su-per_.vi'SO.ry \,su-par-'viz-(3-)re\ adj

SU'pi-nate \'su-p3-,nat\ vb [L supinaius, pp. of supinare to lay
backward or on the back, fr. supinus"] vt ; to cause to assume a
position of supination -*- vi ; to assume a position of supination
SU-pi-ua<tlou \,su-p3-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : rotation of the forearm and
hand or sometimes of other joints {as the shoulder, hip, or knee)
backward and away from the midline of the body 2 : the position
resulting from supination with the palm of the hand directed for-
ward and the thumb away from the body

5U*pi*na-tor \'su-p3-,nat-3r\ n [NL, fr. L supinatus, pp.] : a
muscle that produces the motion of supination
iSU-pine \su-'pTn\ adj [L supimis; akin to L sub under, up to —
more at up] la; lying on the back or with the face upward
b : marked by supination 2 ; manifesting mental or moral slack-
ness : ABJECT 3 archaic : leaning or sloping backward syn see
INACTIVE, PR0NE_— su>pine>ly adv — su<pine>ness \-'prn-n3s\ n
zsu>pine \'sli-,pm\ n [ME supyn, fr. LL supinum, fr. L, neut. of
supinus, adj.] 1 : a Latin verbal noun having an accusative of
pui-pose in -um and an ablative of specification in -u 2 : an English
infinitive with to

sup.per \'s3p-3r\ n [ME. fr. OF souper, fr. souper to sup — more
at SUP] : the evening meal when dinner is taken at midday

sup.plant \s3-*plant\ vt [ME supplanten, fr. MF supplanter, fr. L
supplamare to overthrow by tripping up. fr. sub- + planta sole of
the foot — more at place] 1 : to supersede (another) esp. by force
or treachery 2 a (1) obs X uproot (2) : to eradicate and supply a
substitute for (efforts to ^ the vernacular) b : to take the place
of and serve as a substitute for esp. by reason of superior excellence
or power syn see replace— sup. plan.ta>tiou \s3-,plan-'ta-sh3n\
n — sup. plant. er n
isup.ple \'sap-9l also 'slipA adj sup.pier \-(9-)l3r\ sup.plest
\-{3-)last\ [ME souple, fr. OF, fr. L supplic-, supplex submissive,
suppliant, lit., bending under, fr. sub- -I- plic- (akin to plicare to
fold) — more at ply] 1 a : compliant often to the point of ob-
sequiousness b : readily adaptable or responsive to new situations
2 a : capable of being bent or folded without creases, cracks, or
breaks : pliant <'^ leather) b : able to perform bending or twist-
ing movements with ease and grace : limber i^' legs of a dancer)
syn see elastic — sup.plcly \-3a)-le\ or sup.ply \-(3-)le\ adv— sup-pie.ness \-3l-n3s\ n

2supple vr sup.pling \-(3-11io\ 1 : to make pacific or complaisant
2 : to alleviate with a salve 3 : to make flexible or pliant -^ vi ; to
become soft and pliant
sup.ple.iack \-3l-,jak\ n : any of various woody climbers having
tough pliant stems; esp i a sonthGm U.S. vine (Berchemiascandens)
of the buckthorn family
isup.ple.raent \'s3p-l3-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. L supplementum, fr.
supplere to fill up, complete — more at supply] 1 : something that
completes or makes an addition 2 : a continuauon of a book or
periodical containing corrections or additions 3 : the amount
by which an arc or an angle falls short of 180 degrees — sup.ple-
meu'tal \,s3p-l3-'ment-^l\ adj

2sup.ple.ment \'s3p-l3-,ment\ vt : to add to : complete — sup-

i-tre\ adj ; added as i

ple.men.ta.tion \,sap-l3-,men-'ta-sh3n,
sup.ple.men.ta.ry \,s3p-l3-'ment-3-re, -'

supplement ; additional
supplementary angles n pi : two angles whose sum is ISO degrees
SUp.ple.tion \s3-'ple-sh3n\ n [ML suppleiion-, suppletio act of
supplementing, fr. L suppletus, pp. of supplere] : the occurrence
of phonemically unrelated allomorphs of the same morpheme (as
go, past tense went or plural ending -es in boxes, -en in oxen)— sup.ple.tive \s3-*_plet-iv, s3p-l3t-\ adj

SUp.ple-tO.ry \s3-'plet-3-re; 'ssp-b-.tor-e. -,t6r-\ adj [L suppletus,
pp.] : supplying deficiencies : supplementary
sup.pli-ance \'s3p-le-3n(t)s\ n : supplication, entreaty
isup.pli.ant \-3nt\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. prp. of supplier to supplicate,
fr. L supplicare} : one who supplicates

2suppliant adj [MF, prp.] ; beseeching, imploring — sup.pli-
ant -ly adv
isup.pli.cant \'s3p-li-k3nt\ adj : asking submissively : entreating— sup.pli.cant-ly adv
2suppllcant n : suppliant
sup.pli.cate \'s3p-l3-.kat\ vb [ME suppticaten, fr. L suppUcatus,
pp. of suppUcare, fr. supplic-, supplex suppliant — more at supple]
VI : to make a humble entreaty; esp : to pray to God ^ vr 1 ; to
ask humbly and earnestly of 2 : to ask for earnestly and humbly
syn see beg — sup.pli.ca.tion V.ssp-ls-'ka-shanX n

sup.pli.ca.to-ry X'ssp-li-ka-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : expressing supplica-
tion : beseeching

SUp.pli.er \s3-'plT(-3)r\ n : one that suppUes
isup.ply \s3-'pli\ vb [ME supplien, fr. MF soupleier, fr. L supplere
to fill up, supplement, supply, fr. sub- up -I- plere to fill — more at
SUB-, FULL] vr 1 : to add as a supplement 2 a : to provide for
: SATISFY to ; to provide or fumisti with : afford c : to satisfy
the needs or wishes of 3 a : to substitute for another in; specif ; to
serve as a supply in (a church or pulpit) b : to serve instead of
: replace ~ VI ; to serve as a supply

asupply n 1 obs : assistance, succor 2 a obs : reinforcements— otten used in pi. b : a clergyman filling a vacant pulpit temporar-

ily c : provisions, stores 3 ; the act or process of filling a want
or need : provision 4 : the quantities of goods or services offered
for sale at a particular time or at one price 5 : something that
maintains or constitutes a supply
'sup.port \S3-'po(3)rt, -'p6(3)rt\ vl [ME supporten, fr. MF sup-
porter, fr. LL supportare, fr. L, to carry, fr. sub- + portare to carry— more at fare ] 1 : to endure bravely or quietly : bear 2 a (1 ) ; to
promote the interests or cause of (2) ; to uphold or defend as vahd
or right : advocate (3) ; to argue or vote for h (1) : assist, help
(2) : to act with (a star actor) (3) : to bid in bridge so as to show
support for c : substantiate, verify 3 : to pay the costs of
; maintain 4 a : to hold up or serve as a foundation or prop for
b ; to maintain (a price) at a high level by purchases or loans;
also ; to maintain the price of by purchases or loans 5 ; to keep
from fainting, yielding, or losing courage ; comfort 6 ; to keep
(something) going
syn support, uphold, advocate, back, champion means to

favor actively one that meets opposition, support is least explicit
about the nature of the assistance given; uphold implies extended
support given to something attached or challenged; advocate
stresses urging or pleading; back suggests supporting by lending
assistance to one failing or falling; champion suggests pubUcly
defending one unjustly attacked or too weak to advocate his own
cause
2support /7 1 : the act or process of supporting : the condition of
being supported 2 : one that supports

sup.port.able \sa-'port-a-b3l, -'p6rt-\ adj i capable of being sup-
ported — sup'port.able.ness n — sup. port.ably \-bIe\ adv

sup.portosr n : one that supports or acts as a support: as a ; ad-
herent, partisan b ; garter 1 c : one of two figures (as of men or
animals) placed one on each side of an escutcheon and exterior to it

supporting distance n : the distance beyond which one military
unit cannot come to the aid of another before it is defeated

sup.port.ive \s3-'port-iv, -'p6rt-\ adj ; furnishing or intended to
furnish support
support mission n : an air attack in close support of ground forces
against enemy ground forces

sup.pos.able \s3-'po-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of being supposed
: conceivable — sup. pos.ably \-ble\ adv

sup.pos.al \-'po-z3l\ n 1 ; the act or process of supposing 2 : hy-
pothesis, supposmoN
sup.pose \s3-'poz. ojtenest after "I" 'spoz\ vb [ME supposen, fr.

MF supposer, fr. ML supponere (perf. indie, supposui), fr. L. to put
under, substitute, fr. sub- + ponere to put — more at POsmoN] vt
1 a : to lay down tentatively as a hypothesis or assumption b (1)
: to hold as an opinion : believe (2) : to think probable or in keep-
ing with the facts 2 a : conceive, imagine b : to have a suspicion
of 3 : PRESUPPOSE ~ VI : conjecture, opine
sup.pcsed \s3-'pozd\ adj : beueved; also : mistakenly believed

; IMAGINED — sup.pos.ed.ly \-'p6-z3d-le\ adv
sup.pos.ing \s3-'po-zii3\ conj : if by way of hypothesis : on the
assumption that

sup.po.si-tion \,s3p-3-'zish-3n\ n [ME, fr. LL supposition-, sup-
positio, fr. L, act of placing beneath, fr. suppositus, pp. of sup-
ponere^ 1 : something that is supposed : hypothesis 2 : the act
of supposing — sup.po.si.tion.al \-'zish-n3l, -3n-=l\ adj — sup-
po*si*tion.al>!y \-e\ adv

sup.po-si.tious \-'zish-3s\ adj [by contr.] : supposrrrnous
sup.pos.i.ti.tious \s3-.paz-3-'tish-3s\ adj [L supposiiicius, fr.

suppositus, pp. of supponere to substitute] 1 a : fraudulently
substituted : spurious h oJ a child (1) ; falsely presented as a
genuine heir (2) ; illegftimate 2 [influenced in meaning by
supposition'} : of the nature of a supposition : hypothetical— sup.pos.i'ti.tious'ly adv — sup.pos.l.ti.tlous.ness n

SUp.pos.i.tive \s3-'paz-3t-iv, -'paz-tivV adj : characterized by, in-
volving, or implying supposition : supposed — sup-pos-i.tive.Iy
adv

SUp.poS'i.tO.ry \S3-'paz-3-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ n [ML suppositorium, fr.

LL, neut. of suppositorius placed beneath, fr. L suppositus, pp. of
supponere to put under] ; an easily fusible u<5u. medicated and cones
shaped or cylindrical preparation for insertion into a tubular
bodily cavity (as the rectum)

SUp.press \s3-'pres\ vr [ME suppressen, fr. L suppressus, pp. of
supprimere, fr. sub- + premere to press — more at press] 1 : to put
down by authority or force ; subdue 2 : to keep from public
knowledge: as a : to keep secret b ; to stop or prohibit the
publication or revelation of 3 a : to exclude from consciousness
b : to keep from giving vent to : check 4 obs : to press down
5 a ; to restrain from a usual course or action : arrest <'^ a cough)
i'^ a hemorrhage) b ; to inhibit the growth or development of
; STUNT syn see crush — sup. press.ible \-3-bal\ adj— sup.pres-
sor \-'pres-3r\ n

sup.pres.sion \S3-*presh-3n\ n 1 ; an act or instance of suppress-
ing ; the state of being suppressed 2 : the conscious intentional
exclusion from consciousness of a thought or leeltng
sup.pres.sive \-'pres-iv\ adj : tending or serving to suppress
SUp.pu.rate \'s3p-y3-,rat\ vi [L suppuraius, pp. of suppurare,
fr. sub- + pur-, pus pus — more at foul] ; to form or discharge pus

sup.pu.ra.tion \,s3p-y3-'ra-sh3n\ n : the act or process of sup-
purating — sup.pu.ra.tive \'s3p-y3-,rat-iv\ adj

SU.pra \'sii-pr3, -,pra\ adv [L] : above ; earlier in this writing
supra- prejix [L, fr. supra above, beyond, earlier; akin to L super
over — more at over] 1 : super- 2a {supraorhiiaV) 2 ; tran-
scending (s'H/jramolecular)

su.pra.li.mi.nal X.sU-pra-'Um-sn-'I, -.pra-, -'Xl-m^n-X adj isupra- +
L liinin-, limen threshold — more at limb] 1 : existing above the
threshold of consciousness : conscious 2 oj a stimulus : adequate
to evoke or be distinguishable as a sensation — su.pra*li.mi.nal-
ly \-*l-e\ adv
su-pra.mo.lecu.lar \-m3-'lek-y3-br\ adj ; more complex than
a molecule; also : composed of many molecules
su.pra.na.tlon.al X-'nash-nsl, -3n-M\ adj ; transcending national
boundaries or authority

SU'Pra.or'bit.al \-'6r-b3t-'l\ adj [NL supraorbitalis, fr. L supra-
+ ML orbita orbit] : situated or occurring above the orbit of the
eye
su.pra.or.ga.nism \-'6r-g3-,niz-3ra\ n : an organized society (as
of a social insect) that functions as an organic whole

su.pra.pro.test \-'pro-,test\ n [modif. of It sopra protesto upon
protest] : an acceptance or payment of a bill by a third person for
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the honor of the drawer after protest for nonacceptance or non-
payment by the drawee
lSU-pra*re>nal \-'ren-'l\ adj [NL suprarenalis, fr. L supra- +
renes kidneys] ; situated above or anterior to the kidneys; specif

: ADRENAL
zsuprarenal n : a suprarenal part; esp : adrenal gland
suprarenal gland n : adrenal gland
su>prem<a>clst \su-'prem-s-sast\ n : an advocate or adherent of
group supremacy <a white ^>
SU>preni>a>cy \sii-'prem-3-se\ n [supreme + -acy (as in primacy)'^

: the quaUty or state of being supreme; also ; supreme authority or
power
syn SUPREMACY, ascendancy mean first in rank, power, or

influence, supremacy impHes superiority over all others; as-
cendancy may imply supremacy but involves necessarily only the
idea of domination over one other
SU<preme \sii-'prem\ adj [L supremus, superl. of superus upper— more at superior] 1 ; highest in rank or authority 2 : highest
in degree or quality 3 : ultimate, final i^ sacrifice) — su-
preme-ly adv — su>preme*ness n
Supreme Being n : ^god
supreme court n 1 : the highest judicial tribunal in a political unit
(as a nation or state) 2 : a court of original jurisdiction In New
York state that is subordinate to a final court of appeals

SUr- prejix [ME, fr. OF, fr. L super-} 1 ; over : super- isurprint}
{surtax} 2 : above : up <swrbase>

SU>ra \'sur-9, 'sii-ra\ n [ Ar surah, lit., row] ; one of the sections of
the Koran

SU>xa]] \'sur~3\ n [prob. alter, of sural (a cotton produced In
Surat, India)] ; a soft twilled fabric of silk or rayon
SUr^base \'s9r-,bas\ n : a molding just above the base of a wall,
pedestal, or podium
Sur.based \-,bast\ adj [F surbaisse} 1 : having the curve center
below the springing line of imposts (^ arch) (^ vault) 2 ; having
a surbase
iSUr-cease \(,)s3r-'ses, 'ssr-A vb [ME sursesen, surcesen, fr.

MF sursis, pp. of surseoir, fr. L supersedere — more at supersede]
v( : to desist from action; also ; to come to an end ; cease '^ vt i to
put an end to : discontinue
2sur>cease V'sar-.ses, (,)sar-'\ n ; cessation; esp ; a temporary
respite or end
isur.charge \'s3r-.cbari\ vr [ME surchargen, fr. MF surchargier, fr.

sur- 4- chargier to charge] 1 a : overcharge b : to charge an
extra fee c : to show an omission in (an account) for which credit
ought to have been given 2 Brit : overstock 3 : overburden,
overload 4 a : to mark a new denomination figure or a surcharge
on (a stamp) b ; overprint <~ a stamp) <~ a banknote)
^surcharge n 1 a : an additional tax, cost, or impost b : an extra
fare <a sleeping car •^> c : an instance or surcharging an account
2 : an excessive load or burden 3 : the action of surcharging : the
state of being surcharged 4 a (1) : an overprint on a stamp; specif
: one that alters the denomination (2) ; a stamp bearing such an
overprint b : an overprint on a currency note

Sur.Cin.gle X'sar-.sio-galX n [ME sursengle, fr. MF surcengle, fr.

sur- + ceitgle girdle, fr. L cingulum — more at cingulum] 1 : a
belt, band, or girth passing around the body of a horse to bind a
saddle or pack fast to the horse's back 2 : the girdle or cincture of
a cassock

sur.coat \'S3r-,kot\ n [ME surcote, fr. MF, fr. sur- + cote coat]
: an outer coat or cloak; specif : a tunic worn over armor

SUr.CU-lOSe \'s3r-ky3-,I5s\ adj [L surculosus, fr. surculus sucker,
dim. of surus branch, stake; akin to OE sweor pillar] : producing
basal shoois
isurd \'s3rd\ adj [L surdus deaf, silent, stupid; akin to L susurrus
hum — more at swarm] 1 : irrational 2 : voiceless — used of
speech sounds

2surd n 1 a : an irrational root (as vX) b : irrational 2 2 : a
surd speech sound
iSUre \'shu(3)r. esp South 'shof3)r\ adj [ME. fr. MF sur, fr. L
securus secure] 1 obs : safe from danger or harm 2 ; firmly
estabUshed : steadfast 3 : reliable, trustworthy 4 : assured,
CONFIDENT 5 : admitting of no doubt : certain 6 a : bound to
happen : inevitable <~ disaster) b : destined, bound <he is -^ to
win) — sure.ness n
syn sure, certain, positive, cocksure mean having no doubt of

one's opinion or conclusion, sure usu. stresses the subjective or
intuitive feeling of assurance; certain may apply to a basing of a
conclusion or conviction on definite grounds or indubitable evi-
dence; positive intensifies sureness or certainty and may imply
opiniated conviction or forceful expression of it; cocksure imphes
presumptuous or careless positiveness
2sure adv : surely
sure-fire \-'fT(3)r\ adj ; certain to get results : dependable
sure.foot.ed \-'fut-3d\ adj : not hable to stumble or faU — sure-
foot-ed*ne5s n

sure-ly \'shu(3)r-le, esp South 'sho(a)r-\ adv : in a sure manner: as
a ; SAFELY, securely b : certainly, undoubtedly c : inevit-
ably, INFALLIBLY
SUre.ty \'shur-at-e, •shu(3lrt-e\ n [ME surte, fr. MF surte, fr. L
securitat-, securitas security, fr. securus] 1 : the state of being sure:
as a : sure knowledge : certainty b : confident manner or
behavior : assurance 2 a : a pledge or other formal engagement
given for the fulfillment of an undertaking : guarantee b ; ground
or confidence of security 3 a : a sponsor at baptism b : one who
has become legally liable for the debt, default, or failure in duty
(as appearance in court) of another — sure-ty'Sbip \-.ship\ n

surety bond n ; a bond guaranteeing performance of a contract or
obligation

surf \'s3rf\ n [origin unknown] 1 : the swell of the sea that breaks
upon the shore 2 : the foam, splash, and sound of breaking waves
iSUr>face \'sar-f3s\ n [F, fr. sur- + face} 1 : the exterior or upper
boundary of an object or body 2 : a plane or curved two-dimen-
sional locus of points (as the boundary of a three-dimensional
region) <plane ^'> <'^ of a sphere) 3 : the external or superficial
aspect of something 4 : a complete airfoil used for sustentation or
control or to increase stability — surface adj

2surface vt 1 : to give a surface to: as a : to plane or make smooth

b : to apply the surface layer to 2 : to bring to the surface «- vi
1 : to work on or at the surface 2 : to come to the surface — SUT-
fac*er n
Sur.face-aC'tive \'s3r-fa-,sak-tiv\ adj : altering the properties and
esp. lowering the tension at the surface of contact between phases
(soaps, wetting agents, and other -^ substances)

surface color n 1 ; the color ascribed to an opaque substance or
object 2 : a color extending no farther than the surface

surface of revolution : a surface formed by the revolution of a
plane curve about a Hne in its plane

surface plate n : a precision-dressed steel or iron surface used as a
standard of flatness

surface tension n : a condition that exists at the free surface of a
body (as a liquid) by reason of intermolecular forces about the
individual surface molecules and is manifested by properdes re-
sembhng those of an elastic skin under tension
sur-fac.ing n : material forming or used to form a surface
surf'blrd X'sarf-.bardX n : a shorebird {Aphriza virgara) of the
Pacific coasts of America that is related to the turnstones and has
the tail blackish at the tip and white at the base

surf'board \-,bo(a)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a long narrow buoyant board
used in the sport of riding the surf — surfboard vi — surf-board-
er n

surf.boat \-,bot\ n : a boat for use in heavy surf
SUlI caster n : one that engages in surf casting
surf casting n : the technique or act of casting artificial or natural
bait into the open ocean or in a bay where waves break on a beach

surf clam n : any of various typically rather large surf-dwelling
edible clams (family Mactridae)

isur.feit \'sar-fat\ n [ME surfait, fr. MF, fr. surfaire to overdo, fr.

sur- + faire to do, fr. Ljacere — more at do] 1 : an overabundant
supply : EXCESS 2 ; an intemperate or immoderate indulgence in
something (as food or drink) 3 : disgust caused by excess : satiety
2surfeit vt ; to feed, supply, or give to surfeit : cloy ^ vi, archaic
; to indulge to satiety in any gratification (as of the appetite or
senses) syn see satiate — sur-feit-er n

surf fish n : any of a family (Embiotocidae) of small or medium^*
sized viviparous fishes of shallow water along the Pacific coast of
No. America; also : any of several croakers of the same region

SUr-fi-Cial \,s3r-'fish-3l\ adj isurfacs -H -icial (as in superficial)]
: of or relating to a surface

surf-rid-ing \'s3r-.frid-io\ n : the sport of riding the surf on a
surfboard
isurge X'sarjX vb [MF sourge-, stem of sourdre to rise, surge, fr. L
surgere to go straight up, rise, fr. sub- up + regere to lead straight— more at sub-, right] vi 1 ; to rise and fall actively : toss 2 : to
rise and move in waves or billows : swell 3 : to slip around a
windlass, capstan, or bitts — used esp. of a rope 4 : to rise sud-
denly to an excessive or abnormal value — used esp. of current or
voltage '^ vt : to let go or slacken gradually (as a rope) <'^ a
hawser to prevent its parting)
asurge « 1 : a swelling, rolling, or sweeping forward like that of a
wave or series of waves 2 a : a large wave or billow : swell
b ; a series of such swells or billows 3 : the tapered part of a wind-
lass barrel or a capstan 4 a : a movement (as a slipping or slacken-
ing! of a rope or cable b : a sudden jerk or strain caused by such a
movement 5 : a transient sudden rise of current in an electrical

sur.geon \'s3r-j3n\ n [ME surgien, fr. AF, fr. OF cirurgien, fr.

cirurgie surgery] : a medical specialist who practices surgery

sur.geon.cy \-se\ n, Brit : the office or position of a surgeon <a

surgeon general n, pi surgeons general : the chief medical officer

of a branch of the armed services or of a federal or state pubUc
health service

siugeon's knot n : any of several knots used in tying ligatures or
stitches

SUr.gery \'S3rj-(3-)re\ n [ME surgerie, fr. OF cirurgerie, surgerie,

fr. L chirurgia. fr. Gk cheirourgia, fr. cheirourgos surgeon, fr.

cheirourgos working with the hand, fr. cheir hand -i- ergon work— more at chir-, work] 1 : a branch of medicine concerned with
diseases and conditions requiring or amenable to operative or
manual procedures 2 : a room where surgery is performed 3 a ; the
work done by a surgeon b : operation

SUr-gi.cal \'s3r-ji-k3l\ adj [.surgeon -f- -ical\ 1 a : of or relating to
surgeons or surgery <'-^ skills) (a '^ operation) b : used in or in

connection with surgery <--- implements) <a '^ stocking) 2 : fol-

lowing or resuUihg from surgery <~ fevers) — sur>gi*cal>ly
\-k(a-)le\ adv

su-ri-cate \'sur-3-,kat\ n [F surikate] : a burrowing grayish black*
handed social mammal (Suricala tetradactyla) of southern Africa
related to the mongooses but with only four toes

sur-li'Iy \'s9r-l3-le\ adv : in a surly manner
sur-li.ness \*s3r-Ie-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being surly

SUr-Iy \'sar-le\ adj [alter, of ME sirly lordly, imperious, fr. sir]

1 obs : arrogant, imperious 2 : harsh, rude 3 : menacing,
threatening syn see sullen — surly adv
isiu'.mise \s3r-'mTz\ vr [ME surmisen to accuse, fr. MF surmis,

pp. of surmetre, fr. L supermittere to throw on, fr. super- + mitiere

9 abut » kitten;

] joke; jg sing;

to send — more at smht] : to imagi;ie or infer on slight grounds
: GUESS syn see conjecture

2sur.mise \s3r-'mTz, 's3r-,\ n : a thought or Idea based on scanty
evidence : conjecture
SUr-mount \S3r-'maunt\ vt [ME surmounten, fr, MF surmonter,
fr. sur- + monter to mount] 1 obs ; to surpass in quality or attain-

ment : excel 2 : to rise superior to : overcome <^ an obstacle)

3 ; to get to the top of : climb 4 : to stand or lie at the top of
: crown — sur*mount- able \-3-b3l\ adj
sur.muMet X.ssr-'mal-st, 's3r-,\ n, pi surmullets also surmullet
[F surmulet] : MULLET 2
isur-name \'s3r-,nam\ n 1 : an added name derived from occupa-
tion or other circumstance : nickname 2 : the name borne in
common by members of a family
^surname vr ; to give a surname to

sur-pass \s3r-'pas\ vt [MF surpasser, fr. sur- + passer to pass]
1 : to become better, greater, or stronger than ; exceed 2 ; to go

8r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; cb chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

5 flow; 6 flaw; ox coin; tb thin; t^ this; ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; ya furious; zh vision
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beyond 3 : to transcend the reach, capacity, or powers of syn see
EXCEED — sur>pass*able \-a-b3l\ adj

SUT'pasS'ing adj : of a very high degree — sur>pass-ing>Iy Vio-
le\ adv

SUr.plice \'s3r-pl3s\ n [ME surplis, fr. OF surpliz, fr. ML super-
pellicium. tr super- + pellicium coat of skins, fr. L, neut. of pel-

licius made of skins, fr. pellis skin — more at fell] : a loose white
outer vesiment of knee length with large open sleeves that is worn
at service by some clergymen

SUT.plUS \'sar-f,^plas\ n [ME, fr. MP. fr. ML superplus, fr. L
super- + plus more — more at plus] 1 a : the amount that remains
when u.se or need is satisfied b : an excess of receipts over dis-

bursements 2 : the excess of a corporations net worth over the par
or stated value of its capital stock — surplus adj

sur.plus-age \'s3r-(,)plas-ij\ n 1 : surplus la 2a: excessive or
nonesssential matter h ; matter introduced in legal pleading which
is not necessary or relevant to the case syn see excess
surplus value n : the difference in Marxist theory between the value
of work done or of commodities produced by labor and the usu.
subsistence wages paid by the employer
isur-print \'sar-,print\ vt : overprint
2surprint n : overprint
sur-pris-al \s3(r)-'pri-zal\ n : the action of surprising : the state of
being surprised
isur-prise \s3(r)-'prTz\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr. surprendre to take over,
surprise, fr sur- + prendre to take — more at prize] 1 a ; an attack
made without warning b : a taking unawares 2 : something that
surprises 3 : the state of being surprised : astonishment

^surprise also sur-prize vt 1 ; to attack unexpectedly; also : to
capture by an unexpected attack 2 a : to take unawares b : to
detect or elicit by taking unawares 3 : to strike with wonder or
amazement because unexpected — sur-pris^er n
syn SURPRISE, astonish, astound, amaze, flabbergast mean to

impress forcibly through unexpectedness, surprise differs from the
other words in applying specifically to events causing an effect by
taking unawares rather than by being essentially starthng in
quality; astonish implies surprising so greatly as to seem in-

credible, ASTOUND stresses the shock of astonishment; amaze sug-
gests an effect of bewilderment; flabbergast stresses an astounding
and dumbfounding

suT'priS'ing adj : astonishing, amazing — £tu:>pris>ing-Iy
\-'prT-zio-le\ adv

SUT-ra \'sur-a\ n [Marothi sura wheezing sound] ; a severe Old
World febrile and hemorrhagic disease of domestic animals that is

caused by a protozoan (Trypanosoma evansi)

sur.re. al.ism \s3-'re(-3)-,liz-am\ n [F surrealisme, fr. sur- +
realisme realism] : a modern French movement in art and literature

that purports to express subconscious mental activities through
fantastic or incongruous imagery or unnatural juxtapositions and
combinations — sur.re.aList \-last\ n or adj — suLie-al-is-tic
\-,rei-3 "li-s-tikX adj — sur-re-aMS'ti-cal-ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv
sur-re-buMer \,s3r-(r)i-'b3t-3r\ or sur-re-but-tal \-'lKit-'l\ n

: the reply in common law pleading of a plaintiff to a defendant's
rebutter

sur-re.ioin.der \-fr)i-'j6in-d9r\ n ; the answer in common law
pleading of a plaintiff to a defendant's rejoinder
isur-ren.der \sa-'ren-d9r\ vb sur.reU'der.ing \-df3-)ria\
[ME surrenderen. fr. MF surrendre fr. sur- + rendre to give back,
yield — more at render] vt 1 a : to yield to the power, control, or
possession of another upon compulsion or demand {-^ed the fort)

b : to give up completely or agree to forgo esp, in favor of another
2 a : to give (oneself^ up into the power of another esp. as a
prisoner b : to give (oneself) over to something fas an influence or
course of action) «- vj : to give oneself up into the power of
another : yield syn see reunquish

2suirender n l a ; the action of yielding one's person or giving up
the possession of something into the power of another b ; the
relinquishment by a patentee of his rights or claims under a patent
c : the delivery of a principal into lawful custody by his bail or of a
fugitive from justice by one government to another — called also
surrender by bail d : the voluntary cancellation of the legal liabil-

ity of an insurance company by the insured and beneficiary for a
consideration 2 : an instance of surrendering

siir.rep.ti.tious x.sar-ap-'tish-ss. ,s9-rap-. s3-,rep-\ adj [ME. fr. L
surrepikius. fr surreplus, pp. of surripere to snatch secretly, fr.

sub- + rapere to seize — more at rapid ] 1 : done, made, or acquired
by stealth : clandestine 2 : acting or doing something clandes-
tinely : stealthy syn see secret — sur.rep.ti.tious-ly adv— sur.rep.ti'tious'ness n
sur-rey \'s9r-e. 's9-re\ n iSurrey,
county of England] : a foura
wheel two-seated horse-drawn
pleasure carnage
isur-ro-gate \'s9r-9-,gat. 's9-r9-\
VI IL surrogatus, pp. of surrogare
to choose in place of another,
substitute, fr sub- -\- rogare to
ask — more at right] : to put
in the place of another: a ; to
appoint a-; successor, deputy, or
subsmuie for oneself b : sub-
stitute surrey
2SUT.ro-gate \-.gat, -g3t\ n
1 a : a person appointed to act in place of another : DEPtJTY b ; a
local judicial officer in New York and some other states who has
jurisdiction over the probate of wills, the settlement of estates, and
the appointment and supervision of guardians 2 : something that
serves as a substitute
ISUI.round \s9-'raund\ vr [ME surrounden to overflow, fr. MF
suronder, fr. LL superundare, fr. L super- + unda wave — more at
water] 1 : to enclose on all sides : encompass 2 : to ring about
: ENCIRCLE 3 : to enclose so as to cut off communicadon or
retreat; also : invest
^surround n : something (as a border or edging) that surrounds
sur.iouud.ings \s9-'raun-dioz\ n pi : the circumstances, condi-
tions, or objects by which one is surrounded ; environment

Sur.roy.al \'s3r-,r6i(-9)I\ n [ME surryal, fr. sur- + royal royal
antler] — see antler illustration
sui.sum cor.da \.su(9)r-s9m-'k6rd-3, -'k6(9)r-.da\ n [LL. Gift) up
(your) hearts] 1 ojten cap S&C : a versicle exhorting to thanks-
giving to God 2 : something inspiriting

charge 2 : a gradtiated
tax imposed on the
exceeds a specified

snr-tax \'s3r-,taks\ n 1 : an extra tax <

income tax in addition to the normal f

amount by which an individual's net
sum

SUr.tOUt \(,)s9r-'tii\ n [F. fr. sur over (fr. L super) + tout all, fr. L
totus whole — more at over] : a man's long close-fitting overcoat

SUr-veU.lance \s9r-*va-l3n(t)s, -'val-y3nft)s\ n [F fr surveiller to
watch over, f r sur- + veiller to watch, fr. L vigiiare fr vigil watch-
ful — more at vigil] : close watch kept over a person or group (as

by a detective^; also l supervision
sur-veil.lant \-l9nt, -ygntN n : one that exercises surveillance
iSUr-vey \s9r-'va, 's9r-,\ vb [ME surveyen. fr. MF surveeir to look
over, fr sur- + veeir to see — more at view] vi 1 a : to examine
as to condition, situation, or value : appraise b : to make a
survey of 2 ; to determine and delineate the form, extent, and
position of (as a tract of land) by taking hnear and angular meas-
urements and by applying the principles of geometry and trigo-
nometry 3 : to view comprehensively 4 : inspect, scrutinize
^ vi : to make a survey
asur.vey X'ssr-.va. s9r-'\ n : the act or an instance of surveying;
also : something that is surveyed syn see compendium

sur.vey«ing \s9r-'va-io\ n : a branch of apphed mathematics that
teaches the art of making surveys

Eur-vey.or \s9r-'va-9r\ n : one that surveys; esp : one that practices
the art of surveying land

surveyor's level n : a level consisting of a telescope and a spirit

level mounted on a tripod and revolving on a vertical axis

surveyor's measure n : a system of measurement having the
surveyor's chain as a imit and used in land surveymg

SUr-Viv-al \s9r-'vT-v9l\ n 1 ; a living or continuing longer than
another person or thing 2 : one that survives
survival of tlie fittest : natural selection
survival value n : utility in the struggle for e

sur-viv.ance \s9r-'vT-v9n(t)s\ n : survival
SUI.Vive \S3r-"vTv\ vb [ME surviven, fr. MF j

L supervivere, fr. super- + vivere to hv
ahv . liv

to outlive, fr.

quick] vi ; to
longer than

live after (as a
V9r\ n

<his son survived him) 2 : to i

time or event) syn see OLrrLivE — sur-vi.vor \-'

Sur-ViV-er \-'vT-v3r\ n, archaic : survivor
Sur.yi'VOr.ship \-'vT-v9r-,ship\ n 1 : the legal right of the sur-
vivor of persons having joint interests in property (as an estate)

to take the interest of the dying person 2 : the state of being
a survivor

SUS.cep.ti.bil-i.ty \s9-,sep-t9-'bil-9t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state

of being susceptible; esp : lack of ability to resist some extraneous
agent (as a pathogen or drug) ; SENsmvrrY 2 a : a susceptible
temperament or constitution b pi : feelings, SENsiBiLfriES 3 a : the
ratio of the magnetization in a substance to the corresponding
magnetizing force b : the ratio of the electric polarization to the
electric intensity in a polarized dielectric

SUS-cep.ti.ble \S9-'sep-t9-b9l\ adjlLL susceptibilis. fr. L susceptus,

pp. of suscipere to take up, admit, fr. sub-, sus- up + capere to
take — more at sub-, heave] 1 : capable of submitting to an
action, process, or operation <a theory -^ to proof) 2 : open,
subject, or unreslstant to some stimulus, influence, or agency
3 : impressionable, responsive syn see liable — sus-cep«ti-
ble.ness 1 — sus.cep-ti-bly \-ble\ adv

sus.cep.tive \-tiv\ adj 1 : receptive 2 : susceptible — sus«cep-
tive.ness n — sus.cep-tiv-i.ty \S9-,sep-'tiv-9t-e\ n

SU.Slik \'sii-slik\ n [Russ] 1 ; any of several rather large short*
tailed ground squirrels (genus Citellus) of eastern Europe or
northern Asia 2 : the mottled grayish black fur of a suslik

iSUS-pect \'s9S-,pekt, S3-'spekt\ adj [ME, fr MF. fr L suspectus,

fr. pp. of suspicere'\ ; regarded with suspicion : suspected
2sus.pect \'s9S-,pekt\ n ; one who is suspected
3sus.pecl \59-'spekt\ vb [ME suspecten, fr L suspectare, fr-

suspectus, pp. of suspicere to look up at, regard with awe, suspectt

fr. sub-, sus- up. secretly + specere to look at — more at sub-,

spy] vi 1 : to have doubts of : distrust 2 : to imagine (one) to
be guilty or culpable on slight evidence or widioui proof 3 : to
imagine to be or be true, likely, or probable : surmise '— vi : to
imagine something true or hkely
SUS.pend \s9-'spend\ vb [ME suspenden, fr. OF suspendre to hang
up, interrupt, fr. L suspendere, fr. sub-, sus- up + pcndere to cause
to hang, weigh — more at pendant] vf 1 : to debar temporarily
from anv privilege, office, or function <'^ a student from school)
2 a : to cause to stop temporarily (-^ bus service) b ; to set aside

or make temporarily inoperative <~ the rules during the hoUday)
3 ; to defer till later on specified conditions <^ sentence on a
convicted man) 4 : to hold in an undetermined or undecided
state awaiting fuller information <~ judgment) 5 a : HANG-
esp : to hang so as to be free on all sides except at the point of

support <^-- a ball by a thread) b : to maintain from falling or
sinking by some invisible support (as buoyancy 1 (dust '^ed in the
air) 6 a : to keep fixed or lost (as in wonder or contemplation)
b ; to keep waiting in suspense or indecision 7 ; to hold (a

musical note) over into the following chord ~ v/ 1 : to cease
temporarily from operation 2 : to stop payment or fail to meet
obligations 3 : hang syn see defer, exclude
suspended aiumatlon n : temporary suspension of the vital

functions
sus.pend.er \s9-'spen-d3r\ n 1 : one that
suspends 2 : a device by which something
may be suspended ; as a : one of two supporting
bands worn across the shoulders to support
trousers, skirt, or belt — usu. used in pi. and
often with pair <a pair of '^j) b Brit : garter
SUS.pense \s9-'spen(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF. fr.

suspendre"] 1 : the state of being suspended
: suspension 2 : mental uncertainty ; anxiety
3 ; the state or character of being undecided
or doubtful : indecisiveness — sus.pense.ful
\-f9l\ adj

suspense account n : an account for the tem-
porary entry of charges or credits or esp, of
doubtful accounts receivable pending determina-
tion of their ultimate disposition

SUS-pen.sion \s3-'spen-ch9n\ n [LL suspension-_
suspensus, pp. of suspendere^ 1 ; the act of stispending : the state

suspensio, fr. L
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or period of being suspended: as a : temporary removal from
office or privileges b : temporary withholding (as of belief or
decision) c : temporary abrogation of a law or rule d (1) : the
holding over of one or more musica' ones of a chord mto the

following chord and producing a momeiitar^' discord and suspend-
ing the concord which the ear expects; specij : such a dissonance
which resolves downward (2) : the tone thus held over e : stop-
page of payment of business obligations : failure 1 : a rhetorical
device whereby the principal idea is deferred to the end of a sen-

tence or longer unit 2 a : the act of hanging : the state of being hung
b (1) I the state of a substance when its particles are mixed with
but undissolved in a fluid or solid (2) : a substance in this state

(3) ; a system consisting of a solid dispersed in a sohd, hquid. or
gas usu. in particles of larger than colloidal size — compare
EMULSION 3 ; something suspended 4 a : a device by which some-
thing (as a magnetic needle) is suspended b : the system of

devices (as springs) supporting the upper part of a vehicle on the
axles c : the act, process, or manner in which the pendulum or
torsion balance of a timepiece is suspended
suspension bridge n : a bridge that has its roadway suspended
from two or more cables usu. passing over towers and securely
anchored at the ends
suspension points n pi : usu. three spaced periods used to mark an
omission of a word or word group from a written context

SUS.pen-sive \s3-'spenft)-siv\ adj 1 : stopping temporarily : sus-
pending 2 : characterized by suspense, suspended judgment, or
indecisiveness 3 : characterized by suspension — sus<pen-
sive-ly adv

SUS>pen>soid \s3-'spen(t)-,s6id\ n [ISV suspension + colloicf]

1 : a colloidal system in which the dispersed particles are solid

2 : a lyophobic sol (as a gold sol)

SUS-pen>S0r \s3-'spenii)-s3r\ n ; a suspending part or structure;
esp ; a cellular support of a plant embryo or zygospore
isus.pen.so-ry \s3-'spenCt)s-(s-)re\arfy 1 : suspended; o/so : fitted

or serving to suspend 2 : temporarily leaving undetermined ; sus-
pensive 1

asuspensorv n : something that suspends or holds up; esp : a
fabric supporter for the scrotum
suspensory ligament n 1 : an annular fibrous membrane holding
the lens of the eye in place 2 : the falciform ligament of the liver

1SUS-pi*Clon \s3-'spish-3n\ n [ME, fr. L suspicion-, suspicio, fr.

suspicere to suspect — more at suspect] 1 : the act or an instance
of suspecting something wrong without proof or on slight evidence
: mistrust 2 : a slight touch or trace : suggestion <jusi a '^ of
garlic) syu see uncertainty

^suspicion vt sus-pi.cion-ing \-(3-)nio\ chiefly subsiand : suspect
SUS'Pi-cious \s3-'spish-3s\ adj 1 ; tending to arouse suspicion

; questionable 2 : disposed to suspect ; distrustful 3 ; in-

dicative of suspicion <a "^ glance) — sus-pi>cious>ly adv — sus-
pi*ciouS'ness n

SUS'Pi.ra.Uon N.sss-pa-'ra-shan, -(,)pir-'a-\ n : a long deep breath
: SIGH

SUS.pire \s3-'spT(?)r\ vi [ME suspiren, fr. L suspirare, fr. sub- +
spirare to breathe — more at sriRrr] : sigh
Sus.sex spaniel \,s3s-ik(s)-\ n [Sussex, county of England] : any
of a British breed of short -legged short-necked long-bodied
spaniels with a flat or slightly wavy golden liver-colored coat

SUS.tain \sa-'stan\ vr [ME sustenen, fr. OF susienir, fr. L susfinere
to hold up. sustain, fr. sub-, sus- up + renere to hold — more at sub-,
thin] 1 : to give support or relief to 2 : to supply with sustenance
; nourish 3 : to keep up ; prolong 4 : to support the weight
of ; PROP; also : to carry or withstand (a weight or pressure)
5 : to buoy up 6 : to bear up under : endure 7 a : to support
as true, legal, or just b : to allow or admit as valid <the court '^ed
the motion) 8 : to support by adequate proof ; confirm — sus-
tain-ahle N-'sta-na-bsIX adj— sus<tain>er n

sustaining program n : a radio or television program that is paid
for by a station or network and has no commercial sponsor

SUS.te.nance \'S3S-t3-n?n(t^s\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. susrenir'i 1 a
: means of support, maintenance, or subsistence : living b : food,
provisions; also : nourishment 2 a : the act of sustaining or the
state of being sustained b : a supplying or being supplied with
the necessaries of life 3 : something that gives support, endurance,
or strength
SUS>ten>taC'U*lar X.sas-tan-'tak-ys-lar, -.ten-\ adj [NL sustentacu-
lum supporting part, fr. L, prop, fr. sustentarel : serving to support
or sustain
SUS-ten*taction \-'ta-shon\ n [ME, fr. MP, fr. L sustentation-,
sustentatio act of holding up, fr. sustentatus, pp. of sustentare to
hold up, fr- sustentus, pp. of sustinire] 1 ; the act of sustaining
; the state of being sustained: as a : maintenance, upkeep
b : preservation, conservation c : maintenance of life, growth,
or morale d : provision with sustenance 2 : something that sus-
tains : support — sus>ten*ta-tive \'s9s-tan-,tat-iv, sa-'stent-3t-\
adj
SUS>ten-tlon \s3-*sten-ch3n\ n isustain} : sustentation
Su-su \'su-f,)sU\ n, pi Susu or Susus 1 a : a West African people
of the Sudan and Guinea republics and the area along the northern
border of Sierra l.eone b ; a member of this people 2 : the lan-
guage of the Susu people
su-sur.rant Xsii-'sar-ant, -'sa-rsntX adj : whispering. MuRMtmiNO
SU-sur*ra>tion \,su-s3-'ra-shan\ n : whispering, murmur
SU-sur>rous Xsii-'sar-ss, 'sa-r3s\ adj : full of whispering sounds

: RUSTLING
SU-Sur-rus Xsii-'s^r-as, -'sa-.3s\ n [L. hum, whisper — more at
swarm] ; a whispering or rustling sound

SUt>ler \'sat-!3r\ n [obs. D sneteler, fr. LG suteler sloppy worker,
camp cook; akin to OE \i^utian to dirty, Gk hyein to rain — more
at suck] : a provisioncr to an army post often estabUshed in a shop
on the post

SU>tra \'sii-tr3\ n [Skt sTttra thread, string ot precepts, sutra; akin
to L suere to sew — more at sew] 1 ; a precept summarizing Vedic
teaching 2 : a discourse of the Buddha 3 : a collection of suiras

SUt-tee \f,)S3-'te, 's3-.te\ n [Skt sati wife who performs suttee,

lit., good woman, fr. fem. of sat true, good; akin to OE soth true— more at sooth] ; the act or custom of a Hindu widow willingly
cremating herself or being cremated on the funeral pile of her

abut; ® kitten; ar further; a back; 5 bake; a cot, cart;

1 joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; tg this;

husband as an Indlcadoa of her devotion to him; also
cremated in this way

su<tur<al \'such-(3-)ral\ adj : of, relating to, or situated in a suture— SU-tur.aMy \-e\ adv
iSU-ture \'su-ch3r\ n [MF & L; MF, fr. L sutura seam, suture, fr.

sutus, pp. of suere to sew — more at sew] 1 a : a strand or fiber
used to sew pans of the living body b : a stitch made with a suture
c : the act or process of sewing with sutures 2 a : a uniting of
parts b : the seam or seamlike line along which two things or parts
are sewed or united 3 a : the line of union in an immovable articu-
lation fas between the bones of the skull); also : such an articula-
tion b : a furrow at the junction of adjacent bodily parts; esp : a
line of dehiscence (as on a fruit)

3suture VI su.tur.ing \'such-(9-)rio\ ; to unite, close, or secure
with sutures <~ a wound)

su.zer.ala \'suz-(a-)r3n, -a-,ran\ n[F, fr. (assumed) MF suserain,
fr. MF sus up (fr. L sursum. fr. sub- up + versum -ward, fr. neut. of
versus, pp. of vertere to turn) + -erain (as in soverain sovereign)— more at worth] 1 : a superior feudal lord to whom fealty is

due : overlord 2 ; a dominant state controlling the foreign rela-
tions of a vassal state but allowing it sovereign authority in its

internal affairs

SU-zer.ain-ty \-ie\ r? IF suzerainete, fr. MF susrreneie, fr, (assumed)
MF suseiain} : the dominion of a suzerain ; overlordship

svelte \'sfeU\ adj [F, fr. It svelto, fr. pp. of 5i'e//erd' to pluck out.
modif. of L evellere. fr. e- + vellere to pluck— more at vulnerable]
1 a : slender, lffhe b ; having clean Unes ; sleek 2 : urbane,
suave — svelte. ly adv — svelte-ness n
Sven-ga.li \sfen-'gal-e\ n ISvengali, maleficent hypnotist in the
novel Trilby (1894) by George du Maurier] : one who attempts
usu. with evil intentions to persuade or force another to do his
bidding
iswab \'swab\ n [prob. fr. obs. D swabbe; akin to LG swabber
mop] 1 a : mop: esp ; a yarn mop b (1) I a wad of absorbent ma-
terial usu. wound around one end of a small slick and used for
applying medicaiion or for removing material from an area
(2) : a specimen taken with a swab C : a sponge attached to a long
handle, for cleaning the bore of a firearm 2 a : a useless or con-
temptible person b ; sailor, gob
2swab vt swabbed; swab*bing [back-formation fr. swabberl
: to u<:e a swab on : mop

swab-ber \'s\vab-3r\ n [akin to LG swabber mop, ME swabben to
swav] 1 : one that swabs 2 : swab 2a
swab>bie also swab.by \-e\ n, slang : swab 2b
swad.dle \'swad-M\ vt swad*dled; swad-dling \'swad-lir), -"l-ioX
[ME swadelen, swathelen, prob. alter, of swedelen, swethelen, fr.

swethel swaddling band. fr. OE; akin to OE swathian to swathe]
1 a : to wrap (an infant) with swaddling clothes b : swathe,
ENVFt,op 2 : restrain, restrict
swaddling clothes n pi \ \ narrow strips of cloth wrapped around
an infant to restrict movement 2 : limitations or restrictions im-
posed upon the immature or inexperienced
iswag \'swae\ vi swagged; swag*ging [prob. of Scand origin;

akm to ON sveggja to cause to sway; akin to OHG swingan to
swing] 1 : SWAY, LURCH 2 : sag
2swag n 1 ; sway 2 a ; something hanging in a curve between
two points : FESTOON b : a suspended cluster (as of evergreen
branches) 3a: goods acquired by unlawful means : loot b
: SPOILS, PROFITS 4 : a depression in the earth 6 chiejly Austral
: a pack of personal belongings
iswage \'swaj, 'swej\ n [ME, orna-
mental border, fr. MF souagel : a
tool used by workers in metals for
shaping their work by holding it

on the work, or the work on it and
hammer or sledge
shape by means of a

strikini

2swage
swage
swage block n perforated cast-iron

steel block with grooved sides that
is used in heading bolts and swaging
bars of various sizes by hand
iswag.ger \'swag-3r\ vb swag-ger-ing \-(3-)rir)\ [prob. fr. swag
+ -er (as in chatter)] vi 1 ; to conduct oneself in an arrogant or
superciliously pompous manner; esp ; to walk with an air of over-

bearing self-confidence 2 : bo.ast, brag ^ vt : to force by argu-
ment or threat : bully — swag-ger-er \-3r-3r\ n — swag-ger-
ing'Iy \-(a-)rir)-le\ adv
2swagger n 1 a : an act or instance of swaggering b : arrogant or
conceitedly self-assured behavior c : ostentatious display or
bravado 2 : a self-confident outlook : cockiness
^swagger adj : marked by elegance or showiness ; posh
swagger stick n : a short light stick usu. covered with leather and
tipped with metal at each end
swag*man \'swag-m3n\ n, chiejly Austral : vagrant; esp ; one who
carries a swag when traveling

Swa-hi.li \swa-'he-le\ n, pi Swahili or Swahilis [Ar sawahil,

pi. of sahil coast] 1 a : a Bantu-speaking people of Zanzibar and
the adjacent coast b : a member of this people 2 : a Bantu lan-

guage That is a trade and governmental language over much of
East Africa and in the Congo
swain \'swan\ n [ME swein boy, servant, fr. ON sveinn; akin to

OE swan swain, L suus one's own — more at suicide] 1 : rustic,
PEASANT; specij : SHEPHERD 2 ' 3 male admirer or suitor — swain-
ish \'swa-nish\ adj — swain.ish-ness "

swale \'swa(3ll\ n [ME. shade, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
svalr cool; akin to OE swelan to bum — more at swelter] : a
low-lying stretch of land (as a small meadow, swamp, or marshy
heavily vegetated depression)
iSWal-lOW \'swal-(,16, -3f-w)\ n [ME swalowe, fr. OE sweahve;
akin to OHG swalawa swallow, Russ solovei nightingale] 1 : any
of numerous small long-winged passerine birds (family Hirun-
dinidae) that are noted for their graceful flight and regular migra-
tions, have a short bill with a wide gape, small weak feet, and often
a deeply forked tail, occur in all oarts of the world except New
Zealand and polar regions, and feed on insects caught on the wing
2 : any of several swifts that superficially resemble swallows

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life
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aswallCW vb [ME swalowen, fr. OE swelgan; akin to OHG swelgan
to swallow] vr 1 : to take through the mouth and esophagijs into
the stomach 2 : to envelop or take in as if by swallowing ; absorb
3 : to accept without question, protest, or resentment 4 ! to take
back : RETRACT 5 : to keep from expressing or showing : repress
6 : to utter (as words) indistinctly — vi 1 : to receive something
into the body through the mouth and esophagus 2 : to perform
the action characteristic of swallowing something esp. under emo-
tional stress — swaMow>er \'swal-3-w3r\ n
3Swallow /J 1 : the passage connecting tne mouth to the stomach
2 : a capacity for swallowing 3 a : an act of swallowing 1) ; an
amount that can be swallowed at one time 4 : an aperture in a
block on a stiip between the sheave and frame through which the
rope reeves
SwaMow.tail \'sw"al-6-,tal, -3-\ n 1 : a deeply forked and tapering
tail (as of a swallow) 2 : tailcoat 3 : any of various large butter-
flies (esp. genus Papilio) with the border of ihe hind wing produced
into a process resembling a tail — swal-low-tailed \-,tald\ adj
swaMow.wort \'swal-o-,wsrt, -a-, -,w6(3irt\ n 1 ; celandine 1

2 : any of several plants of the milkweed family: as a ; soma
1) : a European twining vine {Cynanchum nigrum) whose root has
been used as an emetic, cathartic, and diuretic
swam past oj SWIM
S\va>ml \'swam-e\ n [Hindi svarrii, fr. Skt svamin owner, lord, fr.

sva one's own — more at suicide] 1 ; a Hindu ascetic or religious
teacher; specij ; a senior member of a religious order — used as a
title 2 : PUNDIT
iswamp \'sw'amp, 'sw6mp\ n, ojten attrib [alter, of ME sompe,
fr. MD somp morass; akin to MHG sumpf marsh, Gk somphos
spongy] 1 : wet spongy land saturated and sometimes partially
or intermittently covered with water 2 : a tract of swamp —
swampy \'swara-pe. 'sw6m-\ adj
aswamp vt 1 : to submerge with or as if with water ; inundate
2 : to open by removing underbrush and debris ~ v/ : to become
submerged
swamp buggy n : a vehicle used to negotiate swampy terrain: as
a : an amphibious tractor b : a flat-bottomed boat driven by an
airplane propeller
SWamp-er X'swam-psr, 'sw6m-\ n 1 : an Inhabitant of swampy
terrain 2 : a general assistant : helper
swamp'i-ness X'swam-pe-nas, 'sw6m-\ n : the quality or state of
being swampy
swamp.land \-,pland\ n : swamp
iswan \'swan\ h, pi swans ojien attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to MHG
swan, L sonus sound — more at sound] 1 pi also swan : any of
various heavy-bodied long-necked mostly pure white aquatic birds
(family Anatidae) related to but larger than the geese that walk
awkwardly, fly strongly when once started, and are graceful
swimmers 2 : a person or thing suggesting a swan because of its

grace, whiteness, or fabled power of melody when dying 3 cap
; the constellation Cygnus
2swan vi swauned; swan>ning : wander idly : dally
3swan vi swanned; swan.ning [perh. euphemism for swear"} dial

: DECLARE, swear
swan boat « ; a small boat usu. for children or sightseers pedaled
by an operator who sits aft in a large model of a swan
swan dive n : a front dive executed with the head back, back arched,
and arms spread sideways, and then brought together above the
head to form a straight line with the body as the diver enters the

swan-herd X'swan-.hardX n : one that tends swans
iSwanK X'swaokX adj [MLG or MD swanc supple; akin to OHG
swingan to swing] Scot : full of life or energy ; active
aswank vi [perh. fr. MHG swanken to sway; akin to MD swanc
supple] : to show off : swaggep.

sswanlc n l : pretentiousness, swagger 2 : elegance
4swank or swanky \'swai3-ke\ adj l : characterized by showy dis-
play : ostentatious 2 : fashionably ejegant : smart — swank-
i-ly \-ka-le\ adv — swanU-i-ness \-ke-nas\ n
swan»nery \'swan-(3-)re\ n : a place where swans are bred or kept
swans.down \'swanz-,daun\ n 1 ; the soft downy feathers of the
swan often used as trimming on articles of dress 2 : a heavy cotton
flannel with a thick nap on the face made with sateen weave
swan-skin \'swan-,skin\ n 1 : the skin of a swan with the down or
feathers on it 2 ; any of various fabrics resembling flannel and
having a soft nap or surface
swan song n l : a song formerly thought to be uttered by a dying
swan 2 : a farewell appearance or final act or pronouncement
iswap \'sw'ap\ vb swapped; swap*ping [ME swappen to strike;
fr. the practice of striking hands in closing a business deal] vr ; to
give in exchange : barter '«- vi : to make an exchange
aswap n : exchange, trade
SWa^rai \sws»-'raj\ n [Skt svaraj self-ruling, fr. sva one's self -1-

rajya rule — more at suicide, raj] ; Indian national or local self-

government — 5wa>rai*ist \-sst\ n
sward \*sw6(3)rd\ n [ME, fr. OE sweard, swearth skin, rind; akin
to MHG swan skin, hide, L operire to cover — more at weir]
; the grassy surface of land ; turf

swarf \'swd(3')rf\ n [of Scand origin; akin to ON svarj file dust;
akin to OE sweorjan to file away — more at swerve] ; fine metallic
particles removed by a cutting or grinding tool
iswarm \'sw6(3}rm\ n [ME, fr. OE swearm: akin to OHG swaram
swarm and prob. to L susurrus hum] 1 ; a great number of honey-
bees emigrating together from a hive in company with a queen to
start a new colony elsewhere; also ; a colony of honeybees settled
in a hive 2 a : a dense moving crowd b : an aggregation of free-
floating or free-swimming unicellular organisms — usu. used of
zoospores
aswarm vj la: to form and depart from a hive hi a swarm b : to
escape in a swarm (as from a sporangium) 2 a : to move or as-
semble in a crowd ; throng b : to hover about in the manner of a
bee in a swarm 3 : to contain a swarm : teem -^ vr ; to fill with a
swarm — swarm-er n
3swarm vb [origin unknown] : to climb with the hands and feet;
specij : SHIN <~ up a pole)
swarm spore n : any of various minute motile sexual or asexual
spores; esp : zoospore

swart \'sw6(3)rt\ adj [ME, fr. OE sweart: akin to OHG swarz
black, L sordes dirt] 1 a : swarthy b archaic : producing a
swarthy complexion 2 ; baneful, malignant — swart*ness n

W

iswarth \'swd(a)rth\ n [ME, fr. OB swearth skin] : sward
aswarth n : swath lb
aswarth adj [alter, of swart} z swarthy
swarth'i-ness \'sw6r-Uie-n3S, -the-\ n : the quality or state of being
swarthy
swarthy \'sw6r-ihe. -the\ adj [alter, of obs. swarty, fr. swart} : being
of a dark color, complexion, or cast syn see dusky
Swart'kranz ape-man \'sfart-,kranCt}s-\ n [Swankranz, region in
So. Africa] : an australopithecine {Paranihropus crassidens) with
a distinctly human jaw and teeth

iswash V'swash, 'sw6sh\ n [prob. imlt.] lata body of splashing
water b : a narrow charmel of water lying within a sandbank or
between a sandbank and the shore 2 : a dashing of water against
or upon something 3 : a bar over which the sea washes 4 : swagger
aswash vi 1 : bluster, swagger 2 : to make violent noisy move-
ments 3 : to move with a splashing sound -^ v/ : to cause to splash
aswash adj [obs. E swash slanting] : having one or more strokes
ending in an extended flourish <the ^ letters ^i(^7<i >

swash-buck'le \-,bak-al\ vi [back-formation fr. swashbuckler} : to
play the swashbuckler
swash>buck>ler \-,b3k-l3r\ n \}swash + buckler} 1 : a boasting
soldier or blustering daredevil : bravo 2 : a novel or drama
dealing with a swashbuckler
swash>buck>llng \-,b3k-(3-)lii3\ adj [swashbuckler} 1 : acting In
the manner of a swashbuckler 2 : characteristic of, marked by, or
done by swashbucklers
swash. er \'swash-ar, 'sw6sh-\ n :_swashbuckler
SwaS'tl'ka \'swas-ti-k3 also swa-'ste-\ n [Skt svastika,
fr. svasti welfare, fr. su- well + asti he is] ; a symbol or
ornament in the form of a Greek cross with the ends of
the arms extended at right angles all in the same rotary
direction swastika
iswat \'sw'at\ vb swat'ted; swat>ting [E dial., to squat,
alter, of E squat} I to hit with a quick hard blow syn see strike— swat'ter n
aswat n 1 : a powerful or crushing blow 2 : a long hit in baseball;
esp : home run
swatch \'swach\ n [origin urU^nown] 1 a ; a sample piece (as of
fabric) or a collection of samples b ; a characteristic specimen
2 : patch 3 : a small collection

swath \'swath, 'sw6th\ or swathe \'swath. 'swoth. 'swatliX n
[ME, fr. OE swsth footstep, trace; akin to MHG swade swath]
1 a : the sweep of a scythe or a machine in mowing or ilie path cut
in one course b : a row of cut grain or grass left by a scythe or
mowing maching 2 ; a long broad strip or belt 3 : a stroke of or
as if of a scythe 4 : a space devastated as if by a scythe
Iswathe \'swath. 'swoth, 'swath\ vr [ME swaihen. fr. OE swathian;
akin to ON svatha to swathe, Lith svaigii to become dizzy] 1 : to
bind, wrap, or swaddle with or as if with a bandage 2 : envelop— swath. er n
aswathe \'swath, 'swoth, 'swathX or swath \'swath. 'swath,
'swoth, 'sw6th\ rt 1 : a band used in swathing 2 ; an enveloping
medium
swathing clothes n pi [ME] obs : swaddling clothes
swats \'swats\ n pi [prob. fr. OE swatan, pi., beer] Scot ; drink;
esp : new ale

tsway \'swa\ vb [alter, of earlier swey to fall, swoon, fr. ME sweyen,
prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON sveigja to sway; akin to OE
svjathian to swathe] vi 1 a : to swing slowly and rhythmically back
and forth from a base or pivot b : to move gently from an upright
to a leaning position 2 : to hold sway : act as ruler or governor
3 ; to fluctuate or veer between one point, position, or opinion and
another '— vr 1 a ; to cause to sway ; set to swinging, rocking, or
oscillating b ; to cause to bend downward to one side c : to cause
to turn aside : deflect, divert 2 archaic a : wield b : govern,
KULE 3 a : to cause to vacillate b : to exert a guiduig or control-
ling influence upon 4 : to hoist in place <~ up a mast) syn see
AFFECT, swing — sway.er n
asway n l : the action or an instance of swaying or of being swayed

: an oscillating, fluctuating, or sweeping motion 2 : an incUnation
or deflection caused by or as if by swaying 3 a : a preponderating
force or pressure : a controlling influence b : sovereign power
; DOMINION c : the ability to exercise influence or authority
; DOMINANCE syn see power

sway.back \'swa-'bak\ n 1 ; an abnormally hollow condition or
sagging of the back found esp. In horses 2 : a sagging back— sway.backed \-'bakt\ adj
Swa>zi \'swaz-e\ n, pi Swazi or Swazis 1 a : a Bantu people of
Swaziland b ; a member of this people 2 : a Bantu language of
the Swazi people
swear \'swa(3ir, 'swe(3)r\ vb swore \'sw6(3)r, 'sw6(3)r\ sworn
\'sw6(3)m. 'sw6(s)m\ swear-ing [ME sweren, fr. OE swerian;
akin to OHG swerien to swear, Russ svara altercation] vt 1 : to
utter or take solemnly (an oath) 2 a : to assert as true or promise
under oath b : to assert or promise emphatically or earnestly

3 a ; to put to an oath : administer an oath to b : to bind by an
oath 4 obs ; to invoke the name of (a sacred being) in an oath
5 : to bring into a specified state by swearing {swore his life away)
'^ vi 1 ; to take an oath 2 : to use profane or obscene language
; CURSE — swear. er n — swear by 1 : to take an oath by {swear
by Apollo) 2 : to be sure of the existence of : be barely positive

of — used in the phrase enough to swear by 3 : to place great
confidence in — swear for : to answer for : guarantee — swear
off : to vow to abstain from : renounce

swear in vt ; to induct into office by administration of an oath
swear out vr : to procure (a warrant for arrest) by making a sworn
accusation
swear-word \'swa(9)r-,wsrd, 'swe(a)r-\ n : a profane or obscene
oath or word
isweat \'swet\ vb sweat or sweat-ed; sweat.ing [ME sweten,

fr. OE swwtan, fr. swat sweat; akin to OHG sweiz sweat, L sudor
sweat, sudare to sweat] vj la: to excrete moisture in visible

quantities through the openings of the sweat glands : perspire
b : to labor so as to cause perspiration : work hard 2 a : to emit
or exude moisture (cheese '^s in ripening) b : to gather surface
moisture in beads as a result of condensation <stones ^ at night)
c (1) : ferment (2) : putrefy 3 : to undergo an.\iety or mental or
emotional distress 4 ; to become exuded through pores or a
porous surface ; ooze -^ v/ 1 : to emit or seem to emit from pores
; exude 2 : to manipiilate or produce by hard work or drudgery
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3 : to get rid of or lose (weight) by or as If by sweating or being
sweated 4 : to make wet with perspiration 6 a : to cause to
excrete moisture from the skin b : to drive hard ; overwork c : to
exact work from at low wages and under unfair or unhealthful con-
ditions d slang : to give the third degree to 6 : to cause to exude
or lose moisture; esp : to subject to fermentation (as tobacco leaves)
7 a : to extract something valuable from by unfair or dishonest
means ; fleece b ; to remove particles of metal from (a coin) by
abrasion 8 a ; to heat (as solder) so as to melt and cause to run
esp. between surfaces to unite them; also : to unite by such means
<~ a pipe joint) t> : to heat so as to extract an easily fusible constit-
uent <'^ bismuth ore) c : to apply heat to ; steam — sweat blood
: to work or worry intensely

3sweat n 1 : hard work : drudgery 2 : the fluid excreted from
the sweat glands of the skin ; perspiration 3 ; moisture issuing
from or gathering in drops on a surface 4 a : the condition of one
sweating or sweated b : a spell of sweating 5 : a state of anxiety
or impatience — sweaty \'swet-e\ adj
sweat-band \'swet-,band\ n 1 : a usu. leather band lining the inner
edge of a hat or cap to prevent sweat damage 2 : a band of material
tied around the head to absorb sweat

sweat-box \-,baks\ n 1 : a device for sweating something (as hides
in tanning or dried figs) 2 : a place in which one is made to sweat;
esp : a narrow box in which a prisoner is placed for punishment
BWeat>ed adj ; of, subjected to, or produced under a sweating system
<'^ labor) <~ goods)

sweat>er \'swet-3r\ n l ; one that sweats or causes sweating
2 ; a knitted or crocheted jacket or pullover
sweater girl n : a girl with a shapely bust
sweat gland n ; a simple tubular gland of the skin that secretes
perspiration, in man is widely distributed in nearly all parts of the
skin, and consists typically of an epithelial tube extending spirally

from a minute pore on the surface of the skin into the dermis or
subcutaneous tissues where it ends in a convoluted tuft

Sweat*i>ly \'swet-^l-e\ adv : in a sweaty manner
sweat<i<ness \'swet-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being sweaty
sweating sickness n : an epidemic febrile disease characterized by
profuse sweating and early high mortality
sweat out vt l : to endure or wait through the course of 2 : to
work one's way painfully through or to

sweat pants n pi i pants having a drawstring waist and elastic cuffs
at the ankle that are worn esp. by athletes in warming up
sweat shirt n : a loose collarless long-sleeved pullover of heavy
cotton jersey

sweat-shop \'swet-,shap\ n : a usu. small manufacturing establish-
ment employing workers under unfair and unsanitary conditions
swede \'swed\ n [LG or obs. D] 1 cap a : a native or inhabitant
of Sweden b : a person of Swedish descent 2 : rutabaga
Swe-den-bor-gian \,swed-'n-'b6r-j(e-)3n, -'b6r-ge-an\ adj : of, re-

lating to, or characteristic of Emanuel Swedenborg or the Church
of the New Jerusalem based on his teachings — Swedenborgian
n — Swe>den>bor>gian<ism \-,iz-3m\ n
Swed-ish \'swed-ish\ n 1 ; the North Germanic language
spoken in Sweden and a part of Finland 2 pi in constr : the people
of Sweden — Swedish adj
Swedish massage n : massage with Swedish movements
Swedish movements n pi t b. system of active and passive exercise
of muscles and joints
Swedish turnip n : rutabaga
swee-ny \'swe-ne, 'swin-e\ n [by folk etymology fr. PaG schwirme'}

: a muscular atrophy of a horse esp. in the shoulder
isweep \'swep\ vb swept \'swept\ sweep>ing [ME swepen; akin
to OE swapan to sweep — more at swoop I vr 1 a : to remove from
a surface with or as if with a broom or brush b : to remove or take
with a single continuous forceful action c : to drive or carry along
with irresistible force 2 a : to clean with or as if with a broom or
brush b ; to clear by repeated and forcible action c : to move
across or along swiftly^ violently, or overwhelmingly d I to win an
overwhelming victory m or on <'-^ the elections) 3 : to touch in
passing with a swift continuous movement 4 : to trace the outline
of (a curve) 5 : to cover the entire range of ^ vi 1 a ; to clean a
surface with or as if with a broom b : to move swiftly, forcefully, or
devastatingly 2 : to go with stately or sweeping movements 3 : to
move or extend in a wide curve or range — sweep-er n
2sweep n 1 ; something that sweeps or works with a sweeping
motion: as a : a long pole or timber
pivoted on a tall post and used to
raise and lower a bucket in a well
b : a triangular cultivator blade that
cuts off weeds under the soil surface
c : a windmill sail 2 a : an instance
of sweeping; specij ; a clearing out or
away with or as if with a broom
b : the removal from the table in one
play in casino of ail the cards by
pairing or combining c : an over-
whelming victory d : a winning of
all the contests or prizes in a com-
petition 3 a : a movement of great
range and force b : a curving or circular course or line c : the
compass of a sweeping movement ; scope d ; a broad extent
4 ; CHIMNEY SWEEP 5 : sweepstakes
sweep-back \'swep-,bak\ n : the backward slant of an airplane
wing in which the outer portion of the wing is downstream from the
iimer portion
sweep hand n ; sweep-second
isweep-ing n 1 : the act or action of one that sweeps <gave the
room a good '^> 2 pi t things collected by sweeping ; refuse

^sweeping adj l a : moving or extending in a wide curve or over a
wide area b : having a curving line or form 2a: extensive
<'^ reforms) b : wholesale <~ generahzations) syn see indis-
criminate — sweep-mg-ly \*swe-pio-le\ adv — sweep<ing*ness n
SWeep-sec-ond \'swep-,sek-ajid, -5nt\ n : a hand marking seconds
on a timepiece mounted concentrically with the other hands and
read on the minute dial
sweep>5takes \-,staks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr, also sweep-
Stake \-,stak\ [ME swepestake one who wins all the stakes in a
game, fr. swepen to sweep + staked 1 a : a race or contest in which

sweep la

the entire prize may be awarded to the winner; specij : a horse race
In which the stakes are made up at least in part of the entry fees or
other money contributed by the owners of Uie horses b ; contest,
competition 2 : any of various lotteries
sweepy \'swe-pe\ adj : sweeping in motion, line, or force
isweet \'swet\ adj [ME swere, fr. OE swete; akin to OHG suozt
sweet, L suavis. Ok hedys'] 1 a (1) : pleasing to the taste C2) : being
or inducing the one of the four basic taste sensations that is typi-
cally induced by disaccharides and is mediated esp. by receptors in
taste buds at the front of the tongue b (1) o/ a beverage : containing
a sweetening ingredient : not dry (2) oj wine : retaining a portion
of natural sugar 2 a : pleasing to the mind or feelings : agreeable— often used as a generalized term of approval b ; marked by
gentle good humor or kindliness c : fragrant d (1) : delicately
pleasing to the ear or eye (2) : played in a straightforward melodic
style <~ jazz) e : cloying, saccharine 3 : much loved : dear
4 a : not sour, rancid, decaying, or stale ; wholesome <~ milk)
b : not salt or salted : fresh <-- water) c oj land : free from
excessive acidity d ; free from noxious gases and odors e : free
from excess of acid, sulfur, or corrosive salts 5 ; fine, great— used as an intensive — sweet-Iy adv — sweet-ness n — sweet
on ; in love with

2sweet adv : sweetly
3sweet n 1 : something that is sweet to the taste: as a : a food (as a
candy or preserve) having a high sugar content <fill up on '^s)
b Brit ; DESSERT c Brit ; hard candy 2 : a sweet taste sensation
3 ; a pleasant or gratifying experience, possession, or state 4 : dar-
ling 6 a archaic : fragrance b pi, archaic ; things having a
sweet smell
sweet alyssimi n : a perennial European herb (Lobularia maritima)
of the mustard family having clusters of small fragrant usu. white
flowers
sweet-and-sour \,swet-'n-'sau(3)r\ adj : seasoned with sugar and
vinegar or lemon juice

sweet bay n l : laurel I 2 : an American magnolia (Magnolia
virginiana) abundant along the Atlantic coast and in the southern
states that has glaucous leaves and rather small globose fragrant
white flowers
sweet-bread \'swet-,bred\ n : the thymus of a young animal (as a
calf) used for food
sweet-brl-er \-,brTC-a^r\ n ; an Old World rose (esp. Rosa eglan-
teria) with stout recurved prickles and white to deep rosy pink
single flowers — called also eglantine
sweet cherry n : a white-flowered Eurasian cherry (Prunus avium)
widely grown for its large sweet-flavored fruits; also i its fruit

sweet chocolate n : chocolate that contains added sugar
sweet clover n : any of a genus (Melilotus) of erect legtunes widely
grown for soil improvement or hay

sweet corn n : an Indian com (esp. Zea mays saccharata) with ker-
nels containing a high percentage of sugar and adapted for table
use when in the milk stage
sweet-en \'swet-'n\ vb sweet-en-ing N'swet-nlrj, -'n-ioX vt 1 : to
make sweet 2 : to soften the mood or attitude of 3 : to make less
painful or trying 4 : to free from a harmful or undesirable quality
or substance 5 : to make more valuable or attractive: as a : to
add poker chips to (a pot not won on the previous deal) prior to
another deal b : to place additional securities as collatetal for (a

loan) ^ vi ; to become sweet — sweet-en-er X'swet-nsr, -^n-3r\ n
sweel-en-ing n 1 : the act or process of making sweet 2 : some-
thing that sweetens

sweet lern n 1 : any of several ferns (genus Dryopteris) 2 : a small
No. American shrub {Comptonia peregrina) of the wax-myrUe fam-
ily with sweet-scented or aromatic leaves
sweet flag n : a perennial marsh herb {Acorus calamus) of the arum
family with long leaves and a pungent rootstock

sweet-heart \'swet-,hart\ n 1 : darling 2 : one who Is loved
: lover

sweetheart neckline n : a neckline for women's clothing that
is high in back and low in front where it is scalloped to resemble
the top of a heart

sweet-ie yswet-e\ n 1 pi, Brit : sweet la 2 : sweetheart
sweetie pie n : sweetheart
sweet-ing \'swet-ir)\ n 1 archaic ; sweetheart 2 : a sweet apple
sweet-lsh \-ish\ adj 1 ; somewhat sweet 2 : unpleasanUy sweet— sweet-ish-ly adv
sweet marjoram n : an aromatic European herb (Majorana hor'
tensis) with dense spikeUke flower clusters

sweet-meat \'swet-,met\ n : a food rich in sugar; as a : a candled
or crystalUzed fruit b : candy, confection

sweet oil « : a mild edible oil (as olive oil)

sweet pea n : a garden plant {Lathyrus odoratus) having slender
cUmbing stems and large fragrant flowers
sweet pepper n : a large mild thick-walled capsicum fruit; also I a
pepper plant bearing this fruit

sweet potato n 1 : a tropical vine (Ipomoea batatas) related to the
morning glory with variously shaped leaves and purplish flowers;
also : its large thick sweet and mealy tuberous root that is cooked
and eaten as a vegetable 2 : ocaeuna
sweet-shop \'swet-,shap\ n, chiejly Brit l a candy store
sweet-sop \-,sap\ n : a tropical American tree (Annona squamosa)
of the custard-apple family; also : its edible sweet pulpy fruit with
thick green scaly rind and shining black seeds
sweet sorghum n ; sorgo
sweet-talk \'swet-.t6k\ vt : blandish, coax ~ v/ : to use flattery

sweet tooth n ; a craving or fondness for sweet food
sweet wil-liam \swet-'wil-yam\ n, ojten cap W [fr. the name WiU
liam'\ : a widely cultivated Eurasian pink (Dianthus barbatus) with
small white to deep red or purple flowers often showily spotted,
banded, or mottled and borne in flat bracteate heads on erect stalks

tswell \'swel\ vb swelled; swelled or swol-len \'swo-l3n, esp
before vowels or in poetry 'sw61n\ swell-ing [ME swellen, fr. OE
swellan; akin to OHG swellan to swell] -vi 1 a : to expand abnor-
mally; specij ; to puff up by internal pressure or growth b : to in-
crease in size, number? or intensity c : to form a bulge or rounded
elevation 2 a : to become filled with pride and arrogance b ; to
behave or speak in a pompous, blustering, or self-important manner
C : to play the swell 3 : to become distended with emotion '^ vt

d abut; a kitten; or further; a back; a bake; k cot. cart;
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1 ; to affect with a powerful or expansive emotion 2 : to increase
the size, number, or intensity of syn see expand

sswell n 1 a : the condition of being protuberant h ; a rounded
elevation 2 : a long often massive crestless wave or succession of
waves continuing beyond or after iis cause (as a gale) 3 a : the act
or process of swelling b (I) : a gradual increase and decrease of
the loudness of a musical sound; also : a sign < > indicating a swell

(2) ; a device used in an organ for governing loudness 4 a archaic
; an impressive, pompous, or fashionable air or display h : a per-
son dressed in the height of fashion c ; a person of high social
position or outstanding competence
sswell adj 1 a : stylish b : socially prominent 2 : excellent— used as a generalized term of enthusiasm
swell box n : a chamber in an organ containing a set of pipes and
having shutters that open or shut to regulate the volume of tone
swell-but*ted \-'b9t-ad\ adj, oj a tree : greatly enlarged at the base
swelled head n : an exaggerated opinion of oneself : self-conceit— sweUed-liead*ed \'sweld-'hed-sd\ adj — swelled-head-ed-
ness n
swelMish \'swel-.fish\ n : globefish
swell*liead \-,he<l\ n : one who has a swelled head : a conceited
person — swell-head-ed \-*hed-ad\ adj — swell-head'ed-ness n

swell'ing \'swel-io\ n 1 : something that is swollen; specif ran
abnormal bodily protuberance or localized enlargement 2 : the
condition of being swollen
iswel-ter \'swel-t3r\ vb swel-ter-ing \-tfa-)riri\ [ME sweltren,

freq. of swelten to die, be overcome by heat, fr. OE sweltan to die-

akin to OHG swelzan to bum up and prob. to Ob swelan to bum]
VI : to suffer, sweat, or be faint from heat -« vr 1 : to oppress with
heat 2 archaic ; exude <~erf venom —Shak.)
aswelter n 1 : a state of oppressive heat 2 : welter 3 : an excited
or overwrought state of mind : sweat <in a '^>

swel.ter.iug adj : oppressively hot — swel-ter-ing-ly \-tC3-)rio-
le\ adv
swept \'3wept\ adj iswept, pp. of sweep'\ : slanted backward <'^

airplane wing)
swept-bacb \'swep(t)-'bak\ adj ; possessing sweepback
»swerve \'sw3rv\ vb [ME swerven, fr. OE sweorjan to wipe, file

away; akin to OHG swerban to wipe off, Gk syrein to drag] vi : to

turn aside abruptly from a straight Une or course : deviate -^ vt

: to cause to turn aside or deviate
syn SWERVE, veer, deviate, depart, digress, diverge mean to

turn aside from a straight course, swerve may suggest a physical,
mental, or moral turning away from a given course, often with
abruptness; veer implies a large change in direction; deviate im-
plies a turning from a customary or prescribed course; depart sug-
gests a deviation from a traditional or conventional course or type;
digress applies to a departing from the subject of one's discourse;
diverge may equal depart but usu. suggests a branching of a main
path into two or more leading in different directions
aswerve n : an act or instance of swerving
SWev-en \'swev-3n\ n [ME, fr. OE swejn sleep, dream, vision —
more at somnolent] archaic : dream, vision
iSWilt \'swift\ adj [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE swijan to revolve— more at swivel] 1 ; moving or capable of moving with great
speed 2 : occurring suddenly or within a very short time 3 : quick
to respond : ready syn see fast — swilt«ly adv — swift<nes3
\'swif(t)-n3s\ n

2swilt adv : SWIFTLY <iH'i/r-flowing>
3swift n 1 : any of several lizards (esp. of the genus Sceloporus) that

run swiftly 2 a : a reel for winding yarn or thread b ; one of the
large cylinders that carry forward the material in a carding ma-
chine; also ; a similar cylinder in other machines 3 : any of numer-
ous small plainly colored birds (family Apodidaei that are related
to the hummingbirds and goatsuckers but superficially much re-

semble swallows
iSWig \'swig\ n [origin unknown] : a quantity drunk at one time

2swig vb swigged; swig*glng vt : to drink in long drafts '«- vj : to
take a swig : drink — swig*ger n
ISWill \'swil\ vb [ME swilen, fr. OE swillar:} vl 1 : WASH, DRENCH
2 : to drink great drafts of : guzzle 3 : to feed tas a pig) with
swill '*' vi 1 : to consume (as hquor) freely, greedily, or to excess
2 : SWASH — swill*er n

3swill ff 1 a : a semiliquid food for animals (as swine) composed of
edible refuse mixed with water or skimmed or sour milk b : gar-
bage 2 : something suggestive of slop or garbage ; refuse 3 : a
draft of liquor
iSWim \'swim\ vb swam \'swam also 'swam\ swum \'swam\ swim-
ming [ME swimmen, fr. OE swimman: akin to OHG swimman to
swim] VI 1 : to propel oneself in water by natural means (as move-
ments of the hmbs, tins, or tail) 2 : to move with a morion like that
of swimming : glide 3 a ; to float on a liquid ; not sink b : to
surmount difficulties : not go under 4 : to become immersed or
flooded with or as if with a liquid (the meat '^s in gravy) 5 : to
have a floating or reeling appearance or sensation '^ vi 1 a : to
cross by propelling oneself through water <'^ a stream) b ; to
execute in swimming 2 : to cause to swim or float — swim*mer n
3swim n 1 : a smooth gliding motion 2 : an act or period of swim-
ming 3 : a temporary dizziness or unconsciousness 4 a : an area
frequented by fish b : the main current of activity <be in the '^>

swim bladder n : the air bladder of a fish

swim lin n : flipper lb
swim. ma. hie \'swim-3-b3l\ adj : that can be swum
swim.mer-et also swim>mer>ette \,swim-a-'ret\ n :one of a series
of small unspecialized appendages under the abdomen of many
crustaceans that are best developed in some decapods and are used
in some cases for swimming but usu. for carrying eggs
swimmer's itch n : a severe urticarial reaction to the presence in
the skin of schistosomes not normally parasitic in man
SWim.mi.ly \'swim-3-le\ adv : in a swimmy manner
SWlm*mi<neS3 \'swim-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being
swimmy
SWim*ming adj 1 : that swims 2 : adapted to or used in or for
swimming
swim>ming»ly \-lo-le\ adv ; very well : splendidly
SWim*my \'swim-e\ adj 1 ; verging on. causing, or affected by
dizziness or giddiness 2 oj vision ; blurred, unsteady

SWilU'SUit \'swim-,siit\ n : a suit for swimming or bathing

iSWin.dle \'swin-d»l\ vb swin-dling \-(d)Ua, -d'l-io\ [back-
formation fr. swindler, fr. G schwindler giddy person, fr. schwindeln
to be dizzy, fr. OHG swintHon, freq. of swinian to diminish, vanish;
akin to OE swindan to vanish, Olr a-sennad finally] vj" : to obtain
money or property by fraud or deceit -^ vl 1 : to take money or
property from by fraud or deceit 2 : to get by fraud or deceit
syn see cheat — swiu>dler \-(d)l3r, -d'l-3r\ n

^swindle n : an act or instance of swindhng : fraud
swine \'swTn\ n, pi swine [ME, fr. OE swin: akin to OHG swin
swine, L sus— more at sow ] 1 : any of various stout-bodied short*
legged omnivorous mammals (family Suidae) with a thick bristly
skin and a long mobile snout; esp i a domesticated member of the
species <^Sus scroja) that includes the European wild boar — usu.
used collectively 2 ; a contemptible person

SWiue*herd \-,h3rd\ n : one who tends swine
iswing \'swio\ vb swung X'swariV swing-ing \'swio-io\ C^^E
swingen to beat, fling, hurl, msh, fr. OE swingan to beat, fling
oneself, rush; akin to OHG swingan to fUng, rush] vt 1 a : to
wield with a sweep or flourish (--^ an axe) b : to cause to sway to
and fro c (1 ) : to cause to turn on an axis (2) : to cause to face or
move in another direction 2 : to suspend so as to permit swaying
or turning 3 : to convey by suspension 4 a (1) : to influence de-
cisively (•^ a lot of votes) (2) : to bring around by influence
b : to handle successfully : manage 5 : to play or sing (as a
melody) in the style of swing music -^ vi 1 : to move freely to and
fro esp. in suspension from an overhead support 2 a : to die by
hanging b : to hang freely from a support 3 : to move in or
describe a circle or arc: a : to turn on a hinge or pivot b ; to turn
in place c : to convey oneself by grasping a fixed support <"-

aboard the train) 4 a : to have a steady pulsing rhythm b ; to
play or sing with a hvely compelling rhythm; specif : to play swing
music 5 : to shift or fluctuate from one condition, form, position,
or object of attention or favor to another 6 a : to move along
rhythmically b : to start up in a smooth vigorous manner 7 : to
hit or aim at something with a sweeping arm movement — swing-
able \'swiG-a-b3l\ adj— swing^ahly \-ble\ adv
syn SWING, WAVE, flourish, brandish, thrash mean to wield or

cause to move to and fro or up and down, swing implies regularity
or periodicity of movement; wave usu. impUes smooth or continu-
ous modon; flourish suggests vigorous, ostentatious, graceful
movement; brandish implies threatening or menacing motion;
THRASH suggests vigorous, abrupt, violent movement
syn SWING, SWAY. OSCILLATE, VIBRATE, FLUCTUATE. WAVER, UNDU-

LATE mean to move from one direction to its opposite, swing implies
a movement of something attached at one end or one side; sway
impUes a slow swinging or teetering movement; oscillate stresses

a usu. rapid alternation of direction; vibrate suggests the rapid
oscilladon of an elastic body under stress or impact; fluctuate
suggests constant irregular changes of level, intensity, or value;
waver stresses irregular motion suggestive of reeling or tottering;
undulate suggests a gentle rise and fall as of a fairly calm sea
aswing n 1 : an act or instance of swinging : swinging movement: as
a (1) : a stroke or blow delivered with a sweeping arm movement
(2) : a sweeping or rhythmic movement of the body or a bodily part
(3) : a dance figure in which two dancers revolve with joined arms
or hands (4) : jazz dancing in moderate tempo with a lilting synco-
pation b (1) ; the regular movement of a freely suspended object
(as a pendulum) along an arc and back (2) : back and forth sweep
(the •^ of the tides) c <^) : steady pulsing rhythm (as in poetry or
music) (2) : a steady vigorous movement characterizing an activity

or creative work d (1 ) : a trend toward a high or low point in a
fluctuating cycle (as of business activity) (2) : an often periodic
shift from one condition, form, position, or object of attendon or
favor to another 2 a : liberty of action : free scope b (1) ; the
driving power of something swung or hurled (2) ; steady vigorous
advance ; driving speed <a train approaching at full '^> 3 : the
progression of an activity, process, or phase of existence (the work
is in full ~) 4 : the arc or range through which something swings
5 : something that swings freely from or on a support; esp : a seat
suspended by a rope or chains for swinging to and fro on for pleas-
ure 6 a : a curving course or outline b : a course from and back
to a point : a circular tour 7 : music (as for a dance bandi charac-
terized by a lively insistent rhythm, a basic melody often submerged
in improvisation, and a collecdve use of syncopated rhythms— swing adj
iswinge \'swinj\ vt swinged; swinge>ing [ME swengen to shake,
fr. OE swengan; akin to OE swingan} chiefly dial : beat, scourgb
2swinge vt swinged; swinge*ing [alter, of singe} dial : singe,
scorch
tswinge-ing or &wing>ing N'swin-jioX adj [fr. prp. of ^swinge"]

chiefly Brit : superlative in size, amount, or character : whop-
ping
^swingeing or swinging adv, chiefly Brit : superlatively, very
'swing-er \'swiri-3r\ n : one that swings
2swing.er \'swin-jar\ n Vswinge} ; whopper
iswing.ing.ly X'swin-jin-leX adv, chiefly Brit : swingeing
2swing.ing.ly Vswio-io-le\ adv ; in a swinging manner ; with a
swinging movement

swin.gle-tree \'swi]3-gal-(,)tre\ n Uwingle (cudgel) -I- tree"}

swing shift n : the work shift between the day and night shifts (as

from 4 P.M. to midnight)
swingy \'swii3-e\ adj ; marked by swing
swin>ish \'swi-nish\ adj : of, suggesting, or befitting swine : beast-
ly — swiU'ish'ly adv — swin*ish*ness n
ISWink \'swir]k\ vi [ME swinken, fr. OE swincan: akin to OHG
swingan to rush — more at swing) archaic : TOIL, slave
2swlnk n. archaic : labor, drudgery
iswipe \'swTp\ n [prob. alter of sweepi 1 ; a strong sweeping blow
2 : one who takes care of horses : groom

2swipe vi : to strike with a sweeping motion '— v/ 1 : to strike or
wipe with a sweeping motion 2 : snatch, pilfer
swipes \'swTps\ n pi [ongin unknown] Brit : poor, thin, or spoiled
beer; aito I beer
'swirl \'sw3r(-3ll\ n [ME (Sc)] 1 a : a whirling mass or motion
: eddy b : whirling confusion 2 : a twisting shape or mark

2swirl vi la; to move with an eddying or whirling motion b : to
pass in whirling confusion 2 : to have a twist or convolution
'— vr : to cause to swirl — swirl>ing>ly \'sw3r-lio-le\ adv
swirly \'swar-le\ adj 1 Scot I KNOTTED, twisted 2 : swirling
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iswlsh \'swish\ yb pmit.] : to movCj^cut, or strike with a swish— swish-er n — swish-ing-Iy \-io-le\ adv
iSWish n 1 a : a prolonged hissing sound (as of a whip cutting the
air) b : a light sweeping or brushing sound (as of a full silk skirt in
motion) 2 ; a swishing movement
Sswish adj [origin unknown] : smart, fashionable
SWishy \'swish-e\ adj : producing a swishing sound
tSwiss \'swis\ n [MF Suisse, fr. MHG Swizer, fr. ^wiz Switzerland]
1 pi Swiss a : a native or inhabitant of Switzerland b : one that
is of Swiss descent 2 ojten not cap : any of various fine sheer
fabrics of cotton made in Switzerland; esp : dotted swiss 3 : a
hard cheese characterized by elastic texture, mild nutlike flavor, and
large holes that form during ripening
3SwiS5 adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of Switzerland or the
Swiss
Swiss steak n : a slice of round steak pounded with flour, browned
in fat, and smothered in vegetables and seasonings
iSWitCh \'swich\ n [perh. fr. MD swijch twig] 1 : a slender flexible

whip, rod, or twig 2 : an act of switching; as a : a blow with a
switch b ; a shift from one to another 3 : a tuft of long hairs at
the end of the tail of an animal (as a cow) 4 a : a device made usu.
of two movable rails and necessary connections and designed to
turn a locomotive or train from one track to another b : a railroad
siding 5 ; a device for making, breaking, or changing the con-
nections in an electrical circuit 6 ; a heavy strand of hair used in
addition to a person's own hair for some coiffures

sswltcll vi 1 : to strike or beat with or as if with a switch 2 ; whisk,
LASH 3 a (1) ; to turn from one railroad track to another : shunt
(2) : to move (cars) to different positions on the same track within
terminal areas b : to make a shift in or exchange of 4 a : to shift

to another electrical circuit by means of a switch b : to operate an
electrical switch so as to turn off or on « vi 1 : to lash from side
to side 2 : to make a shift or exchange — switcU-er n

SWitch>back \'swich-,bak\ n : a zigzag road in a mountainous
region; specif : an arrangement of zigzag railroad tracks for
surmounting the grade of a steep hill

SWitCh.blade knile \,swich-,blad-\ n : a pocketknife having the
blade spring-operated so that pressure on a release catch causes it

to fly open
SWitch>board \'swich-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n ; an apparatus con-
sisting of a panel or a frame on which are moimted insulated
switching, measuring, controlling, and protective devices with con-
nections so arranged that a number of circuits may be connected,
combined, controlled, measured, and protected
switch cane n ; an important forage grass {Arundinaria tecta) of
moist locations esp. in the southern U. S.

SWitCtl>er>oo \,swich-s-'rii\ n [alter, of switch'i slang ; a surprising
variation : reversal

SWitch-hit>ter \'swich-'hit-5r\ n : a baseball player who can bat
either left-handed or right-handed
switch knife n : switchblade knife
switcli>man \'swich-man\ n ; one who attends a switch (as In a
railroad yard)
switch>yard \-,yard\ n ; a place where railroad cars are switched
from one track to another and trains are made up
SWith \'swith\ adv [ME, strongly, quickly, fr. OE swlthe strongly,
fr. swith strong; akin to OE gesundso\m<X — more at sound] chiefly
dial : instantly, quickly
lswith>er \'swiih-5r\ vi [origin unknown] dial chiefly Brit : doubt,
waver, hesitate
2swither n, dial chiefly Brit : doubt, agitation
Swit-zer \'swit-s3r\ « [MHG Swizer] : swiss
iSWiv-el \'swiv-al\ n [ME; akin to OE sw'ifan to revolve, ON sveigja
to sway — more at sway] : a device join-
ing two parts so that one or both can
pivot freely (as on a bolt or pin)
aswivel vb swiv-eled or swiv>elled;
swiv-el-ing or swiv-el-ling \-(»-)lio\
: to turn on or as if on a swivel swivel. In a chain

swivel chair n ; a chair that swivels on its

base
swiv«et \*swiv-5t\ n [origin unknown] : a state of extreme agitation

: tizzy <in a '->

iSWiz-zle \*swiz-al\ n [origin unknown] : a cocktail consisting of a
spirituous liquor, lime or lemon juice, bitters, and sugar churned in
ice in a pitcher until the surface is frothed

2swizzle vb swiz>zling \-(3-)liD\ vi : to drink esp. to excess
: guzzle ^ v/ : to mix or stir with or as if with a swizzle stick— swiz.zler \-(a-)lar\ n

swizzle stick n : a stick used to stir mixed drinks
swob var of SWAB
swollen past part of swell
iswoon VswiinX vi [ME swounen'\ 1 a : faint b : to become en-
raptured 2 : FLOAT, FADE— swoon>er n — swoon*ing-ly \'swii-
nio-le\ adv
2swoon n 1 a ; a partial or total loss of consciousness b : daze,
RAPTURE 2 : a languorous drift

iswoop \'swup\ vb [alter, of ME swopen to sweep, fr. OE swapan;
akin to ON svatha to swathe — more at swathe] vi : to move with
a sweep; specif : to make a sudden attack '^ vt i to carry off
abruptly : sweep — swoop>er n
2swoop n : an act or instance of swooping
swoop-stake \-,stak\ adv [fr. alter, of sweepstake} obs : indis-
criminately
iswoosh X'swUsh, 'swiishX vb [irait.] vi 1 ; to make or move with a
rushing sound 2 : gush, swirl '^ vr : to discharge or transport
with a rushing sound
sswoosb n : an act or instance of swooshing
swop var of swap
sword \*so(3)rd, 's6C3)rd\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE sweord; akin
to OHG swert sword, Av xvar.a wound] 1 : a weapon (as a cutlass,
rapier) with a long blade for cutting or thrusting often used as a
symbol of honor or authority 2 a : an agency or instrument of
destruction or combat b : the use of force (as in war) 3 : coer-
cive power 4 : something that resembles a sword — sword-like
\-,lTk\ adj — at swords' points : mutually antagonistic

sword cane n ; a cane concealing a sword or dagger blade
sword dance n l : a dance executed by men holding swords In a
ring 2 : a dance performed over or around swords — sword
dancer n
sword lern n ; any of several ferns with long narrow more or less
sword-shaped fronds

sword-lish \'so(3)rd-,fish, •s6(9)rd-\ n : a very large oceanic food
fish {Xiphias gladius) having a long swordlike beak formed by the
bones of the upper jaw
sword grass n : any of various grasses or sedges having leaves with
a sharp or toothed edge
sword knot n : an ornamental cord or tassel tied to the hilt of a
sword
sword-play \-,pla\ n l : the art or skill of wielding a sword esp.
in fencing 2 : an exhibition of swordplay — sword-play-er n
swords-man \ 'so (3) rdz-man, 's6(a)rdz-\n 1 : one skilled in sword-
play; esp : a saber fencer 2 archaic : a soldier armed with a sword
swords-man-ship \-.ship\ n : swordplay
sword-tail \*s6(a)rd-.tal, s6(»)rd-\ n : a small brightly marked
Central American topminnow {Xiphophorus helleri) often kept in
the tropical aquarium and bred in many colors
swore past of SWEAR
sworn past part of swear
iswot \'swat\ n [alter, of sweat'\ Brit : grind 2b
2swot vi swot-ted; swot-ting Brit ; grind 4
iswound V'swaimd, 'swijnd\ n [ME, alter, of SYfOiat ^woon, fr.
swounen to swoon] archaic : swooN la
sswound vi, archaic : swoon
swum past part of swim
swung past of swing
swung dash n : a character -^ used in printing to conserve space
by representing part or all of a previously spelled out word
Syb-a-rite \'sib-3-,rTt\ n 1 : a native or resident of the ancient dty
of Sybaris 2 [fr. the notorious luxury of the Sybarites] often not
cap : voluptuary, sensualist — Syb-a*rit-ic \,sib-3-'rit-ik\ adj— syb-a-rit-i-cal-Iy \-i-k(a-)Ie\ adv — Syb-a»rit-ism \'sib-3-
,rTt-.iz-am\ n

Syc-a-mine \'sik-s-,mTn, -monX n VL sycaminus, fr. Gk sykaminos,
of Sem origin; akm to Heb shiqmah mulberry tree, sycamore]
: MULBERRY 1

syca-more \'sik-3-.m6Ca)r, -,m6C3)r\ n [ME sicamour, fr. MF
sicamor, fr. L sycomorus,_ft. Gk sykomoros, prob. modif. of a Sem
word akin to Heb shiqmah sycamore] 1 ; a tree (Ficus sycomorus)
of Egypt and Asia Minor that is the sycamore of Scripture, is useful
as a shade tree, and has sweet and edible fruit similar but inferior
to the common fig 2 : a Eurasian maple {Acer pseudo-platanus)
with long racemes of showy yellow flowers that is widely planted
as a shade tree 3 : ^plane; esp ; a very large spreading tree
{Platanus occidentalis) of eastern and central No. America with
3- to 5-lobed broadly ovate leaves

syce \'sTs\ n [Hindi sSHs, fr. Ar] : an attendant esp. in India
sy.cee \'sT-,se\ n [Chin (Cant) sdi sz, Ut., fine silk] : silver money
formerly used in China and made in the form of ingots measured
by weight and usu. stamped
sy-co.ni-um \sr-'ko-ne-3m\ n, pi sy-co-nia \-ne-a\ [NL, fr. Gk
sykon fig + NL -mm] : a collective fleshy fruit in which the ovaries
are borne within an enlarged succulent concave or hollow receptacle
syc-o>phan*cy \'sik-3-fan-se\ n : obsequious flattery : toadying;
also ; the character or behavior of a sycophant
syc-0-phant \-f3nt\ n [L sycophanta informer, swindler, sycophant,
fr. Gk sykophantes informer] ; a servile self-seeking flatterer
: PARAsrrE — sycophant adj — syc-o-phan-tic \,sik-a-'fant-ik\
adj — syc-0-phan-ti-caMy \-i-kCa-)le\ adv

syc«0.phant.ish \,sik-3-'fant-ish; "sik-a-.fant-ish, -fant-X adj : syc-
oPHANiic — syc-o-phant-ish-ly adv
syc-o-phant-ism X'sik-g-fant-.iz-omN n : sycophancy
syc-o-phant-ly \'sik-3-f3nt-Ie\ adv : sycophantically
Sy-CO-SiS \sT-'ko-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk sykosis, fr. sykon fig] : a
chronic inflammatory disorder of the hair follicles marked by
papules, pustules, and tubercles with crusting

sy*enite \'sT-3-,nTt\ n [L Syenites (lapis) stone of Syene, fr.

Syene, ancient city in Egypt] ; an igneous rock composed chiefly
of feldspar — sy-enit-ic \,si-3-'mt-ik\ adj

syl-la-bar-i-imi \,sU-»-'ber-e-sm\ n, pi syl-la-bar-ia \-e-3\ [NL]
: syllabary

syl-la-bary \'sU-3-,ber-e\ n [NL syllabarium, fr. L syllaba syllable]
; a table or Usting of syllables; specif ; a series or set of written
characters each one of which is used to represent a syllable

isyMab-ic \s3-'lab-ik\ adj [LL syllabicus^ fr. Gk syllabikos, fr.

syllabe syllable] 1 ; of, relating to, or denotmg syllables <--« accent)
2 : constituting a syllable or the nucleus of a syllable: A of a
consonant ; not accompanied in the same syllable by a vowel
<\n\ is ~ in \bafne\ botany, nonsyllabic in \batne\> h of a
vowel : having vowel quality more prominent than that of another
vowel in the syllable <the first vowel of a falling diphthong, as
\6\ in \6i\, is '--> 3 : characterized by distinct enunciation or
separation of syllables 4 : of, relating to, or constituting a type
of verse distinguished primarily by count of syllables rather than
by rhythmical arrangement of accents or quantities — syl«lab*i-
cal-ly \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

^syllabic n ; a syllabic character or sound
syl-lab-i-ca>tion \s3-,lab-3-'ka-shan\ n : the act, process, or
method of forming or dividing words into syllables

syl-la>biC'i'ty \,sil-3-'bis-5t-e\ n : the state of being or the power
of forming a syllable

syl-lab-i-fi-ca-tion Xsa-'lab-a-fa-lta-shanX n : syllabication
syl-lab-i-ty \sa-'lab-a-,fl\ vt [L syllaba syllable] : to form or
divide into syllables

isyl-la^ble \'sU-s-b9l\ n [ME, fr. MF sillabe, fr. L syllaba, fr. Gk
syllabe, fr. syllambanein to gather together, fr. syn- + lambanein to
take — more at latch] 1 : a unit of spoken language that is next
bigger than a speech sound and consists of one or more vowel
sounds alone or of a syllabic consonant alone or of either with
one or more consonant sounds preceding or following 2 ; one
or more letters (as syl, la, and ble) in a word (as syl-la-ble) usu.
set off from the rest of the word by a centered dot or a hyphen and

® kitten; er further; a back; a bake; & cot, cart; au out;

Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; ^ this; ti loot;

ch Chin; e less; e easy; g gift; I trip; I life

u foot; y yet; yti few; yu furious; zh vision
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roughly corresponding to the syllables of spoken language and
treated as helps to pronunciation or as guides to hyphenation
at the end of a line 3 : the smallest conceivable expression or
unit of something 4 : sol-fa syllables

ssyllahle vr &yl-la<tiUng \-b(3-)lio\ 1 : to give a number or
arrangement of syllables to (a word or verse) 2 : to express or
utter in or as if in syllables

S7l*la<t)a1) \'sil-a-,b3b\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a drink or dessert
made by curdling milk or cream with wine or other acid 2 : a
dessert of sweetened milk or cream beaten to a froth and flavored
with wine or hquor
syMa.bus \-bas\ n, pi syMa-bi \-,bi, -,be\ or syMa»bu3-es [LL,
alter, of L sillybus label for a book, fr. Gk sillybos'i 1 : a summary
outline of a discourse, treatise, or couise of study or of examination
requirements 2 : headnote syn see compendium

syi>lep>sis \ss-'lep-s3s\ n, pi syl*lep>ses \-'lep-,se2\ [L, fr. Gk
syllepsis, fr. syllambanein'\ : the use of a word to moduy or govern
syntactically two or sometimes more words with only one of which
it formally agrees in gender, number, or case — syl-lep-tic \-'lep-
tik\ adj
syMo.gism \'sil-a-,iiz-3m\ n [ME sllogisme, fr. MF, fr. L syl-

logismus, fr. Gk syllogismos, fr. syllogizesthai to syllogize, fr, syn-
+ logizesthai to calculate, fr. logos reckoning, word — more at

LEGEND] 1 ; a deductive scheme of a formal argument consisting
of a major and a minor premise and a conclusion (as in "every
virtue is laudable; kindness is a virtue; therefore kindness is

laudable") 2 ; deductive reasoning 3 : a subtle, specious, or
crafty argument — ByI*lo*gis<tlc \,sil-s-'jis-tik\ adj — syMo-gis-
tl'cal \-ti-k3l\ adj— syMo-gis-tl-caMy \-ti-k(a-)le\ adv

syl*lo-gist \'sil-»-]3St\ n : one who applies or is skilled in syllogistic

reasoning
syMO>gize \'sil-3-jTz\ vb [ME sylogysen, fr. LL syllogizare, fr. Gk
syllogizesthai'i vi : to reason by means of syllogisms «- vr : to
deduce by syllogism

sylph \'silf\ n [NL sylphus'l 1 : an elemental being in the theory
of Paracelsus inhabiting air 2 : a slender gracefijl woman or girl

— sylph-like \'sil-,fITk\ adj
sylph-id \'sil-f3d\ n ; a young or diminutive sylph
sylva, sylviculture var oj ; silva, silviculture
isyl-van \'sil-v3n\ adj [ML silvanus, sylvanus, fr. L silva, sylva
wood ] 1 a : living or located in the woods or forest h ; of, relating

to, or characteristic of the woods or forest 2a: made, shaped,
or formed of woods or trees b ; abounding in woods, groves, or
trees : wooded

Ssylvan n : one that frequents groves or woods
syl-va-nite \'sil-v3-,nTt\ n [F sylvariite, fr. NL sylvanium tellurium,
fr. Transylvania, region in Romania] : a mineral (Au,Ag)Te2
consisting of a gold silver telluride and often occurring in crystals
resembling written characters

syl-vat-ic \sil-'vat-ik\ adj [L silvaticus of the woods, wild — more
at savage] : occurring in or affecting wild animals

Syl-Vite \'sil-,vit\ also syl-vine \-,ven\ n [F sylvine, fr. NL sal
digestivus Sylvii digestive salt of Sylvius] : a mineral KCl consisting
of potassium chloride and occurring in colorless cubes or crystalline

masses
sym— see syn-
Sym-hi-on \'sim-,bT-,an, -be-\ n [NL, fr. Gk symbion (prp. of
symbioun) or fr. Gk symbion, neut. of symbios\ : symbiont —
sym*bi-on-ic \,sim-,bT-'an-ik^ -be-\ adj

syin*bi*ont \'sim-,bT-,ant, -be-\ n [prob. fr. G, modif. of Gk
symbiount-, symbion, prp. of symbiouni : an organism living in

symbiosis; esp : the smaller member of a symbiotic pair — called
also symbiote — sym-hi-on-tic \,sim-,bT-'ant-ik, -be-\ adj

syin<bi>0*SiS \,sim-.bi-*6-s3s. -be-\ n [NL, fr. G symbiose, fr. Gk
symbiosis state ot living together, fr. symbioun to lave together, fr.

symbios Uving together, fr. sym- + bios life — more at quick]
1 : the living together in more or less intimate association or close
union of two dissimilar organisms 2 I the intimate living together
of two dissimilar organisms in a mutually beneficial relationstup;

esp : MUTUALISM — sym>bi>ot>ic \-'at-ik\ adj — sym*hi>ot>i-
caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
isym-hol \'sim-bol\ n [in sense 1, fr. LL symbolum, fr. LGk sym-
bolon, fr. Gk, token, sign- in other senses fr. L symbolus, symbolum
token, sign, symbol, fr. Gk, ht., token of identity verified by com-
paring its other half, fr. syrnballein to throw together, compare, fr.

syn- + ballein to throw — more at devil] 1 ; a creedal form
2 : something that stands for or suggests something else by reason
of relationship, association, convention, or accidental resemblance;
esp : a visible sign of something invisible 3 : an arbitrary or
conventional sign used in writing or printing relating to a particular
field to represent operations, quantities, elements, relations, or
qualities 4 : an object or act that represents a repressed complex
through unconscious association 6 : an act, sound, or object
having cultural significance and the capacity to excite or objectify

a response
asymhol vb sym-boled or sym.hoUed; sym-bol-ing or sym-bol-
Ifng : SYMBOLIZE

sym-bol>ic \sim-'bal-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or constituting a
symbol 2 a ; using, employing, or exhibiting a symbol b : con-
sisting of or proceeding by means of symbols 3 ; characterized
by or terminating in symbols i^ thinking) 4 : characterized by
symbolism (-^ dance) — sy2n*bol*l-cal \-i-k3l\ adj — sym-bol-
i-caMy \-k(a-)le\ adv

SjrmboliC logic n : a science of developing and representing logical
principles by means of symbols so as to provide an exact canon of
deduction based on primitives, postulates, and rules for combining
and transforming the primitives

sym-bol-isni X'sim-ba-.Uz-amV « 1 : the art or practice of using
symbols esp. by investing things with a symbolic meaning or by
expressing the invisible or intangible by means of visible or sensuous
representations: as a : the use of conventional or traditional sigiis

in the representation of divine beings and spirits b : artistic
imitation or invention that is a method of revealing or suggesting
immaterial, ideal, or otherwise intangible truth or states 2 : a
system of symbols or representations

sym-bol-ist \-l3st\ n 1 : one who employs symbols or symbolism
2 ; one skilled In the interpretation or explication of symbols
3 : one of a group of writers and artists in France after 1880
reacting against realism, concerning themselves with general truths
Instead of actualities, exalting the metaphysical and the mysterious.

and aiming to tmify and blend the arts and the functions of the
senses — symbolist or sym>bol>is>tic \,sim-b3-'lis-tik\ adj

sym-bol-iza-tion \,sim-ba-l3-*za-sh3n\ n 1 ; an act or instance of
symbolizing 2 : man's capacity to develop a system of meaningful
symbols

&)an-boI*ize \'sim-b3-,lTz\ vi ; to use symbols or symbolism -^ vr

1 : to serve as a symbol of 2 ; to represent, express, or identify
by a symbol — sym-bol-iz-ei n
sym-bol-O-gy \sim-'bal-a-je\ n {symbol + -logy'\ 1 : the art of
expression by symbols 2 : the study or interpretation of symbols
sym.met-al'lism \(')sim-'(ni)et-n-,iz-3m\ n isyn- -I- -metallism (as
in bimetallism)'] : a system of coinage in which the unit of currency
consists of a particular weight of an amalgam of .two or more
metals (as gold and silver)

sym.met.ri.cal\s3-'me-tri-ksl\ or sym.met-ric\-trik\ad>' 1 : hav-
ing, involving, or exhibiting symmetry 2 : having corresponding
points whose connecting lines are bisected by a given pjoint or
rrpendicularly bisected by a given line or plane <'^ curves)

: being such that the terms may be interchanged without altering
the value, character, or truth <'^ equations) 4 a t capable of
division by a longitudinal plane into similar halves <^— plant parts)
b ; having the same number of members in each whorl of floral

leaves ('^ flowers) 6 : affecting corresponding parts simul-
taneously and similarly <'-« rash) 6 : exhibiting symmetry in a
structural formula; esp : being a derivative with groups substituted
symmetrically in the molecule — sym-met-ri-cal-Iy \-tri-k(3-)le\
adv — syin>met*n>cal*ne&s \-k3l-n5s\ n

sym-me.trl'Za.tion \,sim-3-tr3-'za-sh9n\ n : the action of making
symmetrical
sym-me-trize \'sim-a-jtrTz\ vt : to make symmetrical
Sym-me-try \'sim-3-tre\ n [L symmetria, fr, Gk, fr. symmetros
symmetrical, fr. syn- ¥ metron measure — more at measure]
1 : balanced proportions; also : beauty of form arising from
balanced proportions 2 : the property of being symmetrical;
esp : correspondence in size, shape, and relative position of parts
on opposite sides of a dividing line or median plane or about a
center or axis
sym.pa.theclo.my \,slm-p5-'thek-t3-me\ n [ISV sympath- (fr.

^sympathetic) + -ectomy'] I surgical interruption of sympathetic
nerve pathways
isym.pa.thet-ic \,sim-p3-'thet-ik\ adj [NL sympatheticus, fr. L
sympathia sympathy] 1 ; existing or operating through an af-

finity, interdependence, or mutual associaUon 2a; not discordant
or antagonistic b : appropriate to one's mood, inclinations, or
disposition c ; marked by kindly or pleased appreciation 3 : given
to, marked by, or arising from sympathy, compassion, friendliness,

and sensitivity to others' emotions 4 : favorably inclined ; ap-
proving 5 ; showing empathy 6 a : of or relating to the sym-
pathetic nervous system b : mediated by or acting on the sym-
pathetic nerves 7 : relating to musical tones produced by means
of sympathetic vibration or so tuned as to sound by sympathetic
vibration syn see consonant — sym*pa-thet>i'Cal-ly \-i-ko-)le\
adv

2sympathetic n : a sympathetic structure

sympathetic nervous system n 1 archaic : autonomic neb,vous
SYSTEM 2 : the part of the autonomic nervous system that contains
chiefly adrenergic fibers and tends to depress secretion, decrease
the tone and contractility of smooth muscle, and cause the con-
traction of blood vessels
sympathetic striKe n : sympathy sfrike
sympathetic vibration n : a vibration produced in one body by
the vibrations of exacUy the same period in a neighboring body
sym-pa-thin \'sim-pa-th3n\ n [ISV, fr. ^sympathetic} : a substance
that is secreted by sympathetic nerve endings and acts as a chemical
mediator
sym-pa-thize \'sim-p9-,thTz\ v/ l ; to react or respond in sym-
pathy 2 ; to be in keeping, accord, or harmony 3 a : to share in
suffering or grief : commiserate b : to express such sympathy
4 : to be in sympathy intellectually — sym-pa-thiz-er n

sym>pa-tho-lyt»ic \,sim-p3-tho-'lit-ik\ adj [ISV sympaih^Mc + -o-

+ -lytic] : tending to oppose the physiological results of sym-
pathetic nervous activity or of sympathomimetic drugs
sym.pa.tho-mi.met-ic \,sim-p3-tho-m3-'met-ik, -tho-(,)mT-\ adj
[ISV sympathetic + -o- + mimetic] ; simulating sympathetic
nervous action in physiological effect

sym-pa-thy \'sim-p3-the\ n [L sympathia, fr. Gk sympatheia, fr.

sympathes having common feelings, sympathetic, fr. syn- + pathos
feelings emotion, experience — more at pathos] 1 a : an affinity,

association, or relationship between persons or things wherein
whatever affects one similarly affects the other b : mutual or
parallel susceptibility or a condition brought about by it c : unity

or harmony in action or effect 2 a : incUnation to titink or feel

alike : emotional or intellectual accord b : feeling of loyalty

: tendency to favor or support <republican sympathies^ 3 a ; the
act or capacity of entering into or sharing the leelings or interests

of another b : the feeling or mental state brought about by such
sensitivity (have '— for the poor) (seek '^ from a friend) 4 : the

correlation existing between bodies capable of communicating their

vibrational energy to one another through some medium syn see

attraction, pity
sympathy strike n : a strike In which the strikers have no direct

grievance against their own employer but attempt to support or aid

usu. another group of workers on strike

sym-pat-ric \sim-'pa-trik\ adj [syn- + Gk patra fatherland, fr.

pater father — more at father] : occurring in the same area;

specij ; occupying the same range without loss of identity from
interbreeding (~ species) — sym-pat-ri-cal-ly \-tri-k(9-)le\ adv
— sym.pat-ry \'sim-,pa-tre\ n

sym>pet*al>ous \(')sim-'pet-1-as\ adj ; gamopetalous — sym-
pet.aly \-=l-e, "sim-A n
sym-phon-ic \sim-'fan-ik\ adj 1 : harmonious, symphonious
2 : relating to or characteristic of a symphony or symphony
orchestra 3 : suggestive of a symphony — sym-phon>l-caI>ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv
symphonic poem n : an extended programmatic composition for

symphony orchestra usu. freer in form than a symphony
sym-pho<ni*ous \sim-'fo-ne-3s\ adj ; agreeing esp. In sound

: ACCORDANT — sym-phcni-ous-ly adv
S3rm>pho>nist \'sim(p)-f3-D3st\ n ; a composer of symphonies
sym*phO*ny \-ne\ n [ME symphonic, fr. OF, fr. L symphonia, fr.
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Gk symphdnia, fr. symphonos concordant In sound, fr. syn- +
phone voice, sound — more at ban] 1 ; consonance of sounds
2 a : RTTORNELLO 1 b I siNFONiA 1 c (1) : a usu. long and complex
sonata for symphony orchestra (2) : something resembling such a
symphony in complexity or variety 3 : a symphony orchestra
concert
symphony orchestra n : a large orchestra of winds, strings, and
percussion that plays symphonic works
syin>phy.se*al \,sim(p)-fa-'se-3l\ also si^i-phys-i-al \sim-'fiz-

e-sl\ adj [Gk symphyse-, symphysis symphysis] : of, relating to,

or constituting a symphysis
sym.phy.sis \'sim(ij)-f3-s3s\ n, pi sym-phy-ses \-f3-,sez\ [nl,
fr. Gk, state of growing together, fr. symphyesthai to grow together,

fr. syn- + phyein to make grow, bring forth — more at be] 1 : an
immovable or more or less movable articulation of various bones
in the median plane of the body 2 : an articulation in which the
bony surfaces are cormected by pads of fibrous cartilage without a
synovial membrane

Sjan.po-di-al \sim-'pod-e-3l\ ad} [NL sympodium apparent main
axis formed from secondary axes, fr. Gk syn- + podion base —
more at -podium] : having or involving the formation of an ap-
parent main axis from successive secondary axes — syin>po-di-
al'ly \-a-Ie\ adv
sym-pO>Si-arch \sim-'po-ze-ark\ n [Gk symposiarchos, fr. sym-
posion symposium + arches -arch] : one who presides over a
symposium

sym-po-sl>ast \sim-'po-ze-,ast, -9st\ n [Gk symposiazeln to take
part in a symposium, fr. symposion'] 1 : banqueter 2 : one who
contributes to a symposium
Syin>po>Slum \sim-'po-ze-3m also -zh(e-)3ni\ n, pi sym>po<sia
\-2e-3, -zh(e-)3\ or symposiums [L, fr. Gk symposion, fr. sym-
pinein to drink together, fr. syn- + pinein to drink — more at

POTABLE] 1 a : a drinking party esp. following a banquet h ; a
social gathering at which there is free interchange of ideas 2 a : a
meeting at which several speakers deliver short addresses on a topic
or on related topics h ; a collection of opinions on a subject;
esp : one published by a periodical c : discussion
Symp'tom \'sim(p)-t9m\ n [LL symplomat-, symptoma, fr. Gk
symptomat-, symptoma happening, attribute, symptom, fr. sym-
piptein to happen, fr syn- + piptein to fall — more at feather]
1 : subjective evidence of disease or physical disturbance 2 a : some-
thing that indicates the existence of something else b : a sUght
indication : trace syn see sign
symp>tom>at>iC \,sim(p)-ta-'mat-ik\ adj 1 a : being a symptom of
a disease b : having the characteristics of a particular disease but
arising from another cause 2 : concerned with or affecting symp-
toms 3 : CHARACiERisnc, indicative — symp*tom*at*i-cal>ly
\-i-kC3-)le\ adv

symp-tom-atol.o.gy \,simCp)-t9-m3-'tal-3-je\ n 1 : a branch of
medical science concerned with symptoms of diseases 2 : the
symptom complex of a disease
Symp>tom>less \'simfp)-t3m-las\ adj : exhibiting no symptoms
syn- or sym- prejix [ME, fr. OF, fr. L, fr. Gk, fr. syn with, together
with] 1 : with : along with : together <5j'nclinal> (s'^mpetalous)
2 : at the same time (xj-nesthesia)

syn>ae-re-sis var oj svneresis
syn.aes-the-sia, syn>aes>thet>ic var oj synesthesia, synesthetic
syn-aes-the.siS \,sin-9s-'the-s3S\ n [Gk synaisthesis joint percep-
tion, fr. synaisthanesthai to perceive simultaneously, fr. syn- +
aislhanesthai to perceive — more at audible] ; harmony of different
or opposing impulses produced by a work of art

syn>a>gog'al \,sin-i-'gag-3i\ adj : of, relating to, or performed in a
synagogue

syn.a.gogue or syn-a.gog \'sin-i-.gag\ n [me synagoge, fr. OF,
fr. LL synagoga, fr. Gk synagoge assembly, synagogue, fr. synagein
to bring together, fr. syn- + agein to lead — more at agent]
1 ; a Jewish congregation 2 : the house of worship and communal
center of a Jewish congregation
syn-a-loe.pha or syn-a.le.pha \,sin-'l-'e-f3\ n [nl, fr. Gk
synaloiphe, it. synaleiphein to clog up, coalesce, unite two syllables
into one, fr. syn- + aleiphein to anoint, besmear] : the reduction to
one syllable of two vowels of adjacent syllables (as in th" army,
for the army)
isyn.apse ysin-.aps, S3-'naps\ n [NL synapsis, fr. Gk, juncture,
fr. synaptein to fasten together, fr, syn- + haptein to fasten] : the
point at which a nervous impulse passes from one neuron to
another

^synapse vi : to form a synapse or come together in synapsis
syn>ap>SiS \sa-'nap-sas\ n [NL, fr. Gk, juncture] 1 : the process
of association of homologous chromosomes with chiasma forma-
tion characteristic of the first meiotic prophase and the mechanism
for crossing-over 2 ; synapse — syn>ap*tlc \-'nap-tik\ adj

Syn*ai*thlO>di>al \,sin-(,)ar-'throd-e-3i\ adj [NL synarthrodia
synarthrosis] ; of, relating to, or being a synarthrosis — syn«ar-
thro<di-al-ly \-e-a-le\ adv

syn-ar»thro«SiS \-'thr6-sas\ n [Gk synarthrosis, fr. syn- -H arthrosis
arthrosis] : an immovable- articulation in which the bones are
united by intervening fibrous connective tissues

isync \'siok\ n ; synchronization, synchronism — sync adj
3sync vb synced \'sio(k)t\ sync*ing \'sio-kio\ : synchronize
S3ni>car-pous \(')sin-'kar-pas\ adj ; having the carpels of the
gynoecium united in a compound ovary — syn-car*py \'sin-
,kar-pe\ «
isyn>chio \'sii3-C,)kro, 'sin-\ n [synchronousl ; selsyn
^synchro adj isynchro-'} : adapted to synchronization; specij

: synchromesh
synchro- comb jorm {.synchronized & synchronous} t synchronized

; synchronous Isynchroflash) {synchromeshy
syn.chro-cy.clo-tron \,sio-(,)kr6-'sT-kl3-,tran, ,sin-\ n : a modi-
fied cyclotron that achieves greater energies for the charged
particles by compensating for the variation in mass that the particles
experience with increasing velocity

syn>chro<flash \'sio-kro-,flash, 'sin-\ adj : employing or produced
with a mechanism that fires a flash lamp the instant the camera
shutter opens
syn*chro<mesh \-,mesh\ adj : designed for effecting synchronized
shifting of gears — synchromesh n

syn-chro-nal V'sio-kran-l, "sin-V adj ; synchronous
syn-chron>lc \sin-'kran-ik, sig-X adj 1 : synchronous 2 a : de-
scriptive 4 <'^ linguistics) b : concerned with the complex of
events existing in a Umited time period and ignoring historical
antecedents — syn-chron*i-cal \-i-kal\ aty— syn-chion«i«cal«ly
\-k{301e\ adv

syn>cliro-nism X'sio-krs-.niz-sm, *sin-\ n 1 ; the quality or state

of being synchronous : simultaneousness 2 ; chronological ar-
rangement of historical events and personages so as to indicate
coincidence or coexistence; also ; a table showing such concur-
rences — syn-chro-niS'tic \,siD-kr3-'nis-tik, ,sin-\ adj

syn.chro.ni>za*tion X.sio-kra-na-'za-shan, .sin-\ n : the act or
result of synchronizing

syn>chro>nize \*sio-kra-,nTz, 'sin-\ vi ; to happen at the same time
— vf 1 : to represent or arrange (events) to indicate coincidence
or coexistence 2 : to make synchronous in operation 3 : to
make (motion picture sound) exactly simultaneous with the action— syn.chro-niz*er n
syn-chro-nous X'sio-kra-nss 'sin-\ adj [LL synchronos, fr. Gk,
fr. syn- + chronos time] 1 ; happening, existing, or arising at
the same time 2 : recurring or operating at exactly the same
periods 3 : involving or indicating synchronism 4 : having the
same period; also ; having the same period and phase syn
see contemporary — syn-chro-noas>ly adv — syn-chro-nous-
ness n
synchronous motor n : an electric motor having a speed strictly

proportional to the frequency of the operating current
syn>Cbro>ny \*sia-kr3-ne, 'sin-\ n : synchronistic occurrence,
arrangement, or treatment
syn-Chro*scope \-,sk6p\ n : any of several devices for showing
whether two associated machines or moving parts are operating in
synchronism with each other

syn-ChlO-tron \*sio-k(r)a-,tran, 'sin-\ n ; an apparatus for im-
parting very high speeds to charged particles by means of a com-
bination of a high-frequency electric field and a low-frequency
magnetic field

syn>cli>nal \sin-'klTn-'l\ adj [Gk syn- -(- klinein to lean — more at

lean] X : inclined down from opposite directions so as to meet
2 ; having or relating to a folded rock structure in which the sides

dip toward a common line or plane
syn-cline \'sin-,klTn\ n [back-formation fr. syncHnal"] : a trough of
stratified rock in which the beds dip toward each other from either

side — compare anticline
syn*co*pal X'sio-ks-psl, 'sin-\ adj z of, relating to, or characterized
by syncope

syn-co>pate \'sio-ka-,pat, 'sin-\ vt 1 a : to shorten or produce by
syncope (-^ suppose to s'pose} b : to omit (a soimd or letter) in

the interior of a word c ; to cut short : clip, abbreviate 2 t to
modify or affect (musical rhythm) by syncopation — &yn*co-
pa>tor \-,pat-ar\ n

syn.co.pal.edfid) 1 :mark- ^ J J^
ed by or exhibiting synco- ""^

pation (-^ rhythm) 2 : cut
short ; abbreviated
syn.co.pa-tion x.sio-ka-
•pa-shan, ,sin-\ « 1 : a
temporary displacement of
the regular metrical accent
in music caused typically
by stressing the weak beat
2 : a syncopated rhythm, passage, or dance step — syn-co-pa-
tive \'sio-k3-.pat-iv, 'sin-\ adj

Syn-co.pe \'sio-k3-(,)pe, 'sin-\ n [LL, fr. Gk synkope, lit., cutting
short, fr. synkoptein to cut short, fr. syn- -t- koptein to cut — more
at capon] 1 ; a partial or complete temporary suspension of
respiration and circulation due to cerebral ischemia : faint 2 : the
loss of one or more sounds or letters in the interior of a word (as in
jo'c'sle for jorecastle)

syn.cret.ic \sin-'kret-ik, sio-\ adj : characterized or brought
about by syncretism : syncretistic
syn.cre'tism X'sio-krs-.tiz-sm, 'sin-X n [NL syncretismus^ fr. Gk
synkretismos federation of Cretan cities, fr. syn- + Kret-, Kres
Cretan] 1 : the combination of different forms of beUef or practice

2 : the fusion of two or more orig. different inflectional forms —
syn>cre>tist \-tast\ ri or adj — syu>cre-tis*Uc X.sio-kra-'tis-tik,

.sin-\ adj
syn-cy-tial \sin-'sish-3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or constituting
syncytium <~ tissue)

syn.cy.tiiun \sin-'sish-(eOam\ n, pi syn.cy»tla \-(e-)a\ [NL, fr.

syn- + cyt-'i 1 : a multinucleate mass of protoplasm resulting

from fusion of cells 2 : coenocvte 1

isyn.dactyl or syn-dactyle Xsin-'dak-fix adj [F syndactyly fr.

Gk syn- -\- daktylos finger] : having two or more digits wholly or
partly united — syn*dac>ty-Usm \-'dak-t3-,Uz-am\ n

2Syndactyl or syndactyle n : a syndactyl bird or mammal
syn>de*sis \'sin-d3-sss\ n [NL, fr. Gk, action of binding together,
fr. syndein to bind together — more at asyndeton] : synapsis

syn>de5*mo>SiS \,sin-,dez-'mo-s3s, -,des-\ n [NL, fr. Gk syndesmos
fastening, Ugament. fr. syndein} : an articulation in which the
contiguous surfaces of the bones are rough and are bound together
by a ligament — syn*des>mot*ic \-'mat-ik\ adj

syn-det.ic \sin-'det-ik\ adj [Gk syndeiikos, fr syndein} ; connect-
ing, connective <'^ pronoun); also : marked by a conjunctive
<~ relative clause) — syn-det-i-cal-ly \-i-k(a-;ie\ adv

syn>dic \'sin-dik\ n [F, fr. LL syndicus representative of a corpora-
tion, fr. Gk syndikos assistant at law, advocate, representative of a
state, fr. syn- + dike judgment, case at law — more at diction]
1 : a municipal magistrate in some countries 2 : an agent of a
university or other corporation

Syn>di*cal \-di-k3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to a syndic or to a com-
mittee that assumes the powers of a syndic 2 : of or relating to
syndicalism

syn.di-cal.ism \'sin-di-k3-.liz-3m\ n [F syndicalisme, fr. chambre
syndicate trade union] 1 : a revolutionary doctrine by which
workers seize control of the economy and the government by the
general strike and other direct means 2 ; a system of economic
organization in which industries are owned and managed by the

syncopation
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workers 3 : a theory of government based on functional rather
than territorial representation — syil>di<cal*ist \-l3st\ adj or n
isyn-di-cate \'sin-di-kat\ n [F syndicat, it. syndic} 1 a : the
office or jurisdiction of a syndic b : a council or body of syndics

2 : an association of persons officially authorized to undertake
some duty or negotiate some business 3 a : a group of persons
or concerns who combine to carry out a particular transaction

b : CARTEL 2 c : a loose association of racketeers in control of

organized crime 4 : a business concern that sells materials for

publication in a number of newspapers or periodicals simul-
taneously 5 ; a group of newspapers under one management
syn see monopoly

2syn*di*cate \'sin-d3-,kat\ vt 1 : to subject to or manage as a
syndicate 2 : to sell (as a cartoon) to a syndicate or for publica-

tion in many newspapers or periodicals at once -*- vi : to unite to

form a syndicate — syn>di-ca*tiou \,sin-d9-'ka-shsn\ n — syn-
di>ca>tor \'sin-d3-,kat-3r\ n
syU'drome \'sin-,drom also -drsm\ n [NL, fr. Gk syndrome
combination, syndrome, fr. syn- + dramein to run — more at

DROMEDARY] : a group of signs and symptoms that occur together

and characterize a particular abnormaUty — syil-dro*inic \sin-

'dro-mik, -'dram-ik\ adj
isyne \(')sTn\ adv [ME (northern), prob. fr. ON sithan; akin to OE
siththan since — more at since] chiejly Scot ; since then ; ago
2syne conj, Scot : since
3syne prep, Scot : SINCE
syn<ec-do-che \s3-'nek-d3-(.)ke\ n [L, fr. Gk synekdoche, fr. syn-

+ ekdoche sense, interpretation, fr. ekdechesthai to receive, under-
stand, fr. ex from + dechesthai to receive; akin to Gk dokein to

seem good — more at ex-, decent] : a figure of speech by which a

part is put for the whole (as Ujty sail for ji^y ships}, the whole
for a part (as the smiling year for spring), the species for the genus
(as cutthroat for assassin), the genus for the species (as a creature

for a man), or the name of the material for the thing made (as

willow for bat) — svn-ec*doch.ic \,sin-,ek-'dak-ik\ adj — syn-
eC'doch'i'Cal \-'dak-i-kal\ adj — syn-ec-doch.j-caMy \-i-

k(a-)le\ adv
syn.ecclog.ic \.sin-,ek-3-'laj-ik, -,e-k3-\ adj : of, relating to,

or involving synecology — syn-eco-log'i'Cal \-'laj-i-k3l\ adj —
syn»eco*log*i'Cal'ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

syn*ecol>o*gy \,sin-i-'kaI-3-je\ n [G synokologie, fr. syn + okologie

ecology] : a branch of ecology that deals with the structure,

development, and distribution of ecological communities
syn.eph.line \s3-'nef-,ren, -r3n\ n Isyn- + epinephrinel : a
crystalline sympathoiiiimetic amine CgHisNOz
syn.ere-SiS \s9-'ner-3-s9S, -'nir-, esp for 2 ,sin-9-'re-\ n [LL syn-

aeresis, fr. Gk svnairesis, fr. synairein to contract, fr. syn- +
hairein to take] 1 a : the union into one syllable of two vowels
ordinarily separated in pronunciation (as \'sest\ for \'se-3St\

seest) b : SYNiZESis 1 2 : the separation of liquid from a gel

caused by contraction
syn«er-get*ic \,sin-3r-'jet-ik\ adj [Gk synergetikos, fr. synergein to

work with, cooperate, fr. synergos working together, fr. syn- +
ergon work — more at work] ; synergic

syn.er-gic \s3-'n3r-jik\ adj ; working together : cooperating— syn-er^gi-caMy \-ii-k(a-)le\ adv
Syn-er-gid Vsa-'nar-jad, 'sin-ar-\ n [NL synergida, fr. Gk synergos
working together] : one of two small cells lying near the micropyle
of the embryo sac of a seed plant

syn-er.gism \'sin-3r-,jiz-am\ n [NL synergismus, fr. Gk synergos"]

; cooperative action of discrete agencies sucb that the total effect

is greater than the sum of the two effects taken independently
— syn-er-gist \-j3st\ n

syii>er-gi5'tiG \,sin-3r-'jis-tik\ adj 1 : of or relating to the doctrine
of synergism 2 a ; having the capacity to act in synergism <~
di-ug) b : of, relating to, or resembhng synergism <a ~ reaction)
— syn.er-giS'ti'CaMy \-ti-ko-)le\ adv

syn-er-gy \'sin-3r-je\ n (NL synergia, fr. Gk synergos working
together] : combined action or operation (as of muscles); specij

: synergism
syn.e.sis \'sin-3-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk, understanding, sense, fr.

synienai to bring together, understand, fr. syn- + hienai to send —
more at jet] : a grammatical construction in which agreement or
reference is according to sense rather than strict syntax (as anyone
and them in "if anyone calls, tell them I am out")

syn.es. the. sia \,sin-3s-'the-zh(e-)3\ n [NL, fr. syn- + -esthesia (as

in anesthesia)] : a concomitant sensation; esp : a subjective sensa-
tion or image of a sense (as of color) other than the one (as of
sound) being stimulated — syn>eS'thet.ic \-'thet-ik\ adj
syU'gam.ic \sin-'gam-ik, sio-\ adj : of or relating to sexual
reproduction
syn.ga.my \'sio-g3-me\ n [ISV] ; sexual reproduction by union of
gametes

syn. gen. e.sis \sin-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] 1 : sexual reproduction;
specif I derivation of the zygote from both paternal and maternal
substance 2 : community of origin; also : blood relationship
— syn.ge.net-ic \,sin-j3-*net-ik\ adj
syn.gna-thous X'sio-na-thas, siu-'na-\ adj : having the jaws
drawn out into a tubular snout

syn.i.ze.SiS \,sin-3-'ze-s3s\ n [LL, fr. Gk synizesis, fr. synizein to
sit down together, collapse, blend, fr. syn- + hizein to sit down;
akin to L sidere to sit down — more at subside] 1 : contraction of
two syllables into one by uniting in pronunciation two adjacent
vowels 2 a : the massing of the chromatin of the nucleus preceding
the maturauon division b : synapsis
syn-kaiy-on \sin-'kar-e-,an, -e-an\ n [NL. fr. Gk syn- + karyon
nut — more at careen] ; a cell nucleus formed by the fusion of two
preexisting nuclei — syn.kary.on.ic \,sin-,kar-e-'an-ik\ adj
syn.Od \*sin-3d\ n [LL synodus, fr. LGk synodos, fr. Gk, meeting,
assembly, fr. syn- + kudos way, journey — more at cede] : council:
as a : the governing assembly of an Episcopal province b ; a
Presbyterian governing body ranking between the presbytery and
the general assembly c ; a regional or national organization of
Lutheran congregations — syn.Qd.al \-ad-n\ adj

syn.od-i.cal \s3-'nad-i k3l\ or svn.od-ic \-ik\ adj 1 : synodal
2 [Gk synodiKos. fr synodos meeung, conjunction] : relating to
conjunction; esp : rcidtmg to the period between two successive
conjunctions of ihe same celestial bodies

syn.oe.Clous \s3-*ne-sh3S\ adj Uyn- + -oecious (as in dioecious)]
1 : exhibumg monoecism 2 : exhibiting or relating to synoecy— syn.oe.cious'ly adv — syn.oe.clous.ness n

syn*oe>cy \s3-'ne-se, 'sin-.e-X n [Gk synoikia community, fr,

synoikos dwelling together, fr. syn- + oikos house — more at vicin-
fty] 1 : commensahsm in which the guests are indifferently toler-

ated by their hosts 2 : association between two species benefiting
the one without harm to the other

syn.oi.cous \s3-'n6i-k3s\ adj [Gk synoikos dwelling together]
: having archegonia and antheridia in the same involucre
syn.onym \'sin-3-,nim\ n [ME sinonyme, fr. L synonymum, fr. Gk
synonymon, fr. neut. of synonymos synonymous, fr. syn- + onyma
name — more at name] 1 ; one of two or more words or expres-
sions of the same language that have the same or nearly the same
essential meaning in some or all senses 2 : a symbolic or figurative
name : metonym 3 : a taxonomic name rejected as being incor-
rectly applied or incorrect in form — syn.onym.ic \,sin-3-'nim-ik\
or syn.onym-i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj — syn«onym.i.ty \-'nim-3t-e\ n

syn. on. y.mist \s3-'nan-3-msst\ n ; one who lists, studies, or
discriminates synonyms

syn.on.y.inize \s3-'nan-3-,mTz\ vt 1 a : to give or analyze the
synonyms of (a word) h : to provide (as a dictionary) with
synonymies 2 : to demonstrate (a taxonomic name) to be a syn-
onym

syn.on.y.mous \-m3s\ adj : having the character of a synonym; also

: alike in meaning or significance — syn-on.y-mous-ly adv
syn-on.y.my \-me\ n 1 a : the study or discrimination of synonyms
b : a list or collection of synonyms often defined and discriminated
from each other 2 : the scientific names that have been used in
different publications to designate a taxonomic group (as a species);

also : a hst of these 3 : the quality or state of being synonymous
syn. op-sis \s3-'nap-s3s\ n, pi syn-op.ses \-,sez\ [LL. fr. Gk,
lit., comprehensive view, fr. synopsesthai to be going to see to-

gether, fr. syn- + opsesthai to be going to see — more at optic]
1 : a condensed statement or outUne (as of a narrative or treatise)

: abstract 2 : the abbreviated conjugadon of a verb in one person
only syn see abridgment

syn.op. size \-,sTz\ vt 1 : to make a synopsis of 2 : EPrrOMizs

syn.op. tic \s3-'nap-tik\ adj [Gk synoptikos, fr. synopsesthai]

1 : affording a general view of a whole 2 : manifesting or charac-
terized by comprehensiveness or breadth of view 3 : presenting or
taking the same or common view; specij, often cap : of or relating

to the first three Gospels of the New Testament 4 : relating to or
displaying atmospheric and weather conditions as they exist

simultaneously over a broad area — syn*op>ti.cal \-ti-k3l\ adj
— syn-op.ti'Cal.ly \-kO-)le\ adv

syn.QS.to.siS \,sin-(,)as-'t6-s3s\ n [NL] : union of two or more
separate bones to form a single bone — syn.QS.tot-ic \-'tat-ik\ adj

syn.Q.yia \s3-'no-ve-3\ n [NL] : a transparent viscid lubricating

fluid secreted by a membrane of an articulation, bursa, or tendon
sheath — syn.Q.Tl.al \-ve-3l\ adj

syn.Q.VJ.tlS \,sin-3-'vTt-3s\ n : inflammation of a synovial membrane
syn.sep.al.QUS \(')sin-'sep-3-!3s\ adj ; gamosepalous
SyU'tac.tiC \sin-'tak-tik\ adj [NL syntacticus, fr. Gk syntaktikos

arranging together, fr. syntassein] : of, relating to. or according to

the rules of syntax or syntactics — syn.tac.ti.cal \-ti-k3l\ adj —
syn-tacti-caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

syn-taC'tiCS \-tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; a branch of semi-

otic that deals with the formal relations between signs or expres-

sions in abstraction from their signification and their interpreters

syn-tax \'sin-.taks\ n [F or LL; F syntaxe, fr. LL syntaxis, fr. Gk,
fr. syntassein to arrange together, fr. syn- + tassein to arrange —
more at tactics] 1 : connected or orderly system or arrangement
2 a : the way in which words are put together to form phrases,

clauses, or sentences b : the part of grammar dealing with this

3 : syntactics esp. as dealing with the formal properties of languages
or calculi

syn.the-sis \'sin(t)-th3-s3s\ n, pi syn-the-ses \-th3-,sez\ [Gk,
fr. syntiihenai to put together, fr. syn- + tithenai to put, place —
more at do] la; the composition or combination of parts or ele-

ments so as to form a whole b : the production of a substance by
the union of elements or simpler chemical compounds or by the

degradation of a complex compound c ; the combining of often

diverse conceptions into a coherent whole; also ; the complex so

formed 2 a : deductive reasoning b : the dialectic combination of

thesis and antithesis into a higher stage of truth — syn-the-sist
\-s3st\ n

syn. Uie.size \-,sTz\ vt 1 ; to combine or produce by synthesis

2 : to make a synthesis of '^ vi : to make a synthesis — syn-the-
siz-er n
isyn-thet.ic \sin-'thet-ik\ adj [Gk synthetikos of composition,
component, fr. syniithenai to put together] 1 : relating to or in-

volving synthesis 2 a : attributing to a subject a predicate that is

not part of the meaning of that subject b : empirical c : not re-

sulting in a contradiction upon being negated Z of a language

; characterized by frequent and systematic use of inflected gram-
matical forms 4 a : produced artificially : man-made (^ dyes) <'—

drugs) <~ silk) b : devised, arranged, or fabricated for special

situations to imitate or replace usual realities : factitious,

bogus syn see artificial — syn-thet.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj — syn-
thet.i.cal-ly \-ki.3-)le\ adv

asynthetic n : a product of chemical synthesis

synthetic resin n : resin 2

synthetic rubber n : rubber 2b
syn-the-tize \'sin(t)-th3-.tTz\ vt Vsynthetic + -ize] : synthesize

syn-ton-ic \sin-'tan-ik\ adj [Gk syntonos being in harmony, fr.

syn- -t- tones tone] : normally responsive and adaptive to the social

or interpersonal environment — syn.ton.i.caMy \-i-k(3-)Ie\ adv

syphU- or syphilo- comb form [NL. fr. syphilis] : syphihs {syphitol-

ogy) isvphiloma}
syph.i.lis \'sif-(3-M3s\ n [NL, fr. Syphilus, hero of the poem
Syphilis sive Morbus Gallicus {Syphilis or the French disease) (1530)
by Girolamo Fracastoro] : a chronic contagious usu. venereal and
often congenital disease caused by a spirochete (Treponema palli-

dum) and characterized by a clinical course in three stages continued
over many years — syph.i-lit.ic \,sif-3-'lit-ik\ adj or n

syph.i-lol.o.gist \,sif-3-'ral-3-j3sl\ n : a physician who specializes

in the diagnosis and treatment of syphilis

syph-i-loLo-gy \-je\ n : a branch of medicine that deals with
svphilis

syph.i.lo.ma \,sif-3-'lo-ma\ n [NL] : a syphilitic tumor : gumma— sypii.i>10'ma-tous \-*lam-at-as, -'lom-\ adj

sy.phon var oj siphon
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sy>ren cMeJly Brit var oj sires
Sy»rette \s3-'ret\ trademark — used for a small collapsible tube
fitted with a hypodermic needle for injecting a single dose of a
medicinal agent

SyT>i-ac \*sir-e--ak\ n [L syriacus Syrian, fr, Gk syriakos, fr. Syria,
ancient country in Asia] 1 : a literary language based on an eastern
Aramaic dialect and used as the literary and liturgical language by
several eastern Christian churches 2 : Aramaic spoken by Chris-
tian communities — Syriac adj

sy-rin>ga \s3-*rio-g3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk syring-, syrinx
panpipe] : philadelphus
isy-ringe \S3-'rinj also 'sir-(,)inj\ n [ME syring, fr. ML
syringa, fr. LL, injection, fr. Gk syring-, j,vr;>i:c panpipe,
tube; akin to Gk solen pipe, Skt tUnava flute] ; a device
used to inject fluids into or withdraw them from the body
or its cavities; esp : a gravity device consisting of a
reservoir fitted with a long rubber tube ending with an
exchangeable nozzle that is used for irrigation of the
vagina or bowel
^syringe vt i to irrigate or spray with or as if with a
syringe _

sy>rin>ge>al Xss-'rio-ge-sl, -'rin-je-\ adj i of or relating syringe
to the syrinx <'^ muscles)

sy.rin.go.my.elia \s3-,rio-go-C.)mT-'e-le-s\ n [NL, fr. Gk syring-,
syrinx tube, fistula + NL -myelial : a chronic progressive disease
of the spinal cord associated with sensory disturbances, muscle
atrophy, and spasticity — sy<rin*go>my-el-ic \-'el-ik\ adj

syT'inx \'sir-ir](k)s\ n, pi sy-rin-ges \s3-'riQ-,gez, -'rin-,jez\ or
syr-inx-es 1 [LL, fr. Gk] : panpipe 2 [NL, fr. Gk, panpipe]
: the vocal organ of birds that is a special modification of the lower
part of the trachea or of the bronchi or of both
syr.phus fly V'sar-fss-. 'sir-\ n [NL Syrphus, genus of flies, fr. Gk
syrphos gnat] : any of numerous dipterous flies (family Syrphidae)
that frequent flowers and sometimes have larvae that prey on plant
lice

Syr.up \'sar-9p. 'sir-ap, 'sa-rapV n [ME sirup, fr. MF sirop, fr. ML
syrupus, fr. Ar sharab) 1 a : a thick sticky solution of sugar and
water often flavored or medicated b : the concentrated juice of a
fruit or plant 2 ; cloying sweetness or sentimentality — syr»upy
\-e\ adj

sys-sar.CO.SiS \.sls-(,)ar-'ko-s9s\ n [NL, fr. Gk syssarkosis con-
dition of being overgrown with flesh, fr. syssarkousthai to be over-
grown with flesh, fr. syn- + sark-, sarx flesh — more at sarcasm]
; the junction of two or more bones by means of attached muscles

Sys.tal.tic \sis-'t61-tik, -'tal-X adj [Gk systalios, (assumed) verbal
of systellein to contract — more at systole] ; marked by regular
contracdon and dilatation : pulsing
&ys<tem \'sis-t3m\ n [LL systemat-, systema, fr. Gk systemat-,
systema, ir. synistanai to cotnbine, fr. syn- + histanai to cause to
stand — more at stand] 1 : a regularly interacting or interde-
pendent group of items forming a unified whole (number --'>: as
a (1) : a group of interacting bodies under the influence of related
forces <gravitational ~> (2) ; an assemblage of substances that
is in or tends to equilibrium (thermodynamic '^> b (1) : a group
of body organs that together perform one or more vital functions
(digestive ^) (2) ; the body considered as a functional unit
c : a group of related natural objects or forces (river '-^> d : a group

of devices or artificial objects or an organization forming a network
esp. for distributing something or serving a common purpose (tele-
phone ~> (heating ~> (park ^y (highway z^) e : a major division
of rocks usu. larger than a series and including all formed during a
period or era f : a form of social, economic, or political organiza-
tion or practice <^capitalist ~> 2 : an organized set of doctrines,
ideas, or principles usu. intended to explain the arrangement or
working of a systematic whole (Newtonian "- of mechanics)
3 a : an organized or established procedure ; method (touch ^ of
typing) b : a manner of classifying, symbolizing, or schematizing
(taxonomic '^) ^decimal ~) (~ of musical notation) 4 ; harmoni-
ous arrangement or pattern : order (bring r^ out of confusion
—Ellen Glasgow) syn see method
sys.tem.at^iC \,sis-t3-'mat-ik\ adj [LL systematicus, fr. Gk sys-
temalikos, fr. systemat-, systema} 1 : relating to or consisting of a
system {-^ error) (•^ thought) 2 : presented or formulated as a
system : systematized 3 : methodical in procedure or plan (^
investigation) (•--' scholar) 4 : of. relating to, or concerned with
classification; specij : taxonomic — sys>tein*at-i<cal \-i-k3l\ adj— syS'tem.at-i-caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv — sys-tem-aMc-ness
\-ik-n3s\ n

sys>tem*at*ics \-'mat-iks\ npl but sing in constr 1 : the science of
classification 2 : a system of classification; also ; the classification
and study of organisms with regard to their natural relaiionships
; TAXONOMY

systematic theology n : a branch of theology that attempts to
reduce all religious truth to statements forming a self-consistent
and organized whole
sys.tem.atlsm X'sis-ta-ma-.tiz-sm, sis-'tem-a-\ n : the practice of
forming intellectual systems

sys.tem.alist X'sis-ta-mat-ast, sIs-'tem-3t-\ n 1 : a maker or fol-
lower of a system 2 : taxonomist

sys.tem.ati.za.tion X.sis-ta-mat-a-'za-shan, -.mat-; sls-.tem-at-a-\
n : the act or practice of systematizing

sys>tem>atize \'sis-ia-ma-,tTz\ vt : to make Into a system : arrange
methodically syn see order — sys>tem>atlz>er n

Sy5*teni*ic \sis-'tem-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or common to a system;
specij : affecting the body generally — sys-tem-i>caMy \-i-
k(a-)le\ adv
systemic insecticide n : a substance harmless to a plant oi* higher
animal into whose blood or sap stream it is absorbed but destructive
to sucking arthropods

syS'tem<iza>tion \,sis-t3-m3-'za-sh3n\ n : systematization
sys>tem<ize \'sis-t3-,mTz\ vt : systematize
sys-tem'lesSr^\-t3m-l3s\ adj ; devoid of system, order, or structure
&ys>to>le \'sis-ta-(,)le\ n [Gk systole, fr. systellein to contract, fr.

syn- + stellein to send — more at stall] : a rhythmically recurrent
contraction; esp ; the contraction of the heart by which the blood
is forced onward and the circulation kept up — sys*tol>ic \sis-
'tal-ik\ adj

sy-zy.gial \s3-'zij(-e)-3l\ adj : of or relating to a syzygy
S3ra-y»gy \'siz-3-je\ n [LL syzygia conjunction, fr. Gk, fr. syzygos
yoked together, fr. syn- + zygon yoke — more at yoke] : the
nearly straight-line configuration of three celestial bodies (as the
sun, moon, and earth during a solar or lunar eclipse) in a gravita-
tional system
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t \'te\ n often cap. often attrib 1 a : the 20th
letter ot the English alphabet b : a graphic
representation of this letter c ; a speech
counterpart of orthographic r 2 : a graphic
device for reproducing the letter t 3 : one
designated i esp. as the 19th or when j is

used for the 1 0th the 20tti in order or class

4 : something shaped like the letter T — to a
T [short for to a tittle} : to perfection (suits

me to a T)
't \t\ pron : IT Crwill do>
ta \'ta\ n tbaby talk] dial Brit i thanks

Taal \'tal\ n [Afnk. fr. D, language; akin to OE ra/u talk — more at
tale] : AFRIKAANS —* usu. used With the
itab \'tab\ n. ojien attrib [origin unknown] 1 a ; a short projecting
device (.as a flap or loop) as (1) : a small hand grip (2) : a pro-
jection from a card used as an aid in filing b : a small insert, addi-
tion, or remnant (license plate ~> c : appendage, extension;
esp ; one of u series of small pendants forming a decorative border
or edge of a garment d : a small auxiliary airfoil hinged to a con-
trol surface (as a trailing edge) to help stabilize an airplane in flight

2 [partly short for ^rahle: paitly fr sense 1 ] a : close surveillance
: WATCH (keep ~5 on him) h : a creditor's statement ; bill, check.
3 [by shortening] a : tabloid b : tabulator c : tablet

stab vt tabbed; tab-bing 1 : to furnish or ornament with tabs
2 : to smgle out : designate 3 : tabulate

ta-ba>nid \t3-'ba-n3d. -'ban^sdX n [deriv. of L tabanus horsefly]
: any of various large biting flies (family Tabanidae) comprising
the horseflies — tabanid adj

tab.ard \"tab-ard\ n [ME, fr, OF taban} 1 : a tunic worn by a
knight over his armor and emblazoned with his arms 2 : a herald's
official cape or coat emblazoned witb his lord's arms
Ta>bas>co \t3-'bas-f,iko\ trademark — used for a pungent condi-
ment sauce made from capsicum berries
Uab-by \'tab-e\ n [F tabis, fr. ML attabi, fr. Ar 'attab'i, fr. A\-'Atta-
biya, quarter in Baghdad] 1 a archaic : a plain silk taffeta esp.
with moire finish b : a plain weave fabric 2 i^tabby} a : a
domestic cat with a gray or tawny coat striped and mottled with
black b ; a domestic cat; esp : a female cat 3 a : a prying woman
b chiefly Brit : spinster 3

3tabby adj 1 : relating to or made of tabby 2 : striped and motded
with darker color ; brindled (^ cat)

1tab>er*na>Cle \'tab-3r-,nak-al\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL tabernaculum,
fr. L, tent, dim. of taberna hut — more at tavern] 1 a often cap ; a
tent sanctuary used by the Israelites during the Exodus b (U : a
dwelling place (2) archaic : the body as the temporary abode of
the soul c archaic : a temporary shelter : tent 2 : a receptacle
for the consecrated elements of the Eucharist; esp : an ornamental
locked box fixed to the middle of the altar and used for reserving
the host 3 : a house of worship; specif : a building or shelter used
for evangelistic services — tab>er*nac>u*lai \,tab-3r-'nak-y3-l3r\
adj
stabernacle vi tab-er<na-cling \-,nak-(3-llio\ ; to take up tem-
porary residence; esp: to inhabit a physical body
ta-bes \'ta-,bez\ n, pi tabes [L — more at thaw] : wasting accom-
panying a chronic disease — ta>bet<ic \ta-'bet-ik\ adf or n
ta-bes dor.sa.lis \-d6r-'saI-ss, -'sal-, -'sal-\ n [NL, dorsal tabes]

: a syphilitic disorder of the nervous system marked by wasting,
pain, incoordination of voluntary movements and reflexes, and
disorders of sensation, nutrition, and vision

tab.la-tlire Vtab-la-.chOoir, -char, -,t(yiu(3)r\ n [MF, fr. ML
labulatus tablet, fr. L tabula} : an instrumental notation indicating
the string, frei. key. or finger to be used instead of the tone to be
sounded
ita-ble \'ia-b3l\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE tahule &. OF table:
both fr L tabula board, tablet, list] 1 ; tablet la 2 a p/ : back-
gammon b : one of the two leaves of a backgammon board or
either half of a leaf 3 a : a piece of furniture consisting of a smooth
flat slab fixed on legs b (1) ; a supply or source of food ; board
(2) : an act or instance of assembling to eat : meal c (1) ; a group
of people assembled at or as if at a table (2) ; a legislative or ne-
gotiating session 4 : stringcourse 5 a ; a systematic arrange-
ment of data usu. in rows or columns for ready reference b : a
condensed enumeration : list 6 a ; the upper flat surface of a
precious stone b (1) : tableland (2) : a horizontal stratum

stable VI ta-bling \-b(3-)lip\ 1 : tabulate 2 a Brit : to place on
the agenda b ; to remove (a parliamentary motiouj from considera-
tion indefinitely c : to put on a table

tab.leau \*tab-,lo, ta-'blo\ n. pi tab.leaux \-,loz. -'bloz\ also
tableaus [F, fr MF lablel, dim. of table} \ : a graphic description
or representation : picture 2 : a striking or artistic grouping
3 : a static depiction of a scene usu. presented on a stage by cos-
tumed pariicipajits

tableau curtain n : a stage curtain that opens in the center and has
its sections drawn upwaid as well as to the side in order to produce
a draped effect

ta<ble>cloUl \'ta-b3l-,kl6th\ n ; a covering spread over a dining
table before the places are set

ta.ble d'liete \,tab-3l-'d5t. ,tab-\ n [F, lit., host's table] 1 : a meal
served to all guests at a stated hour and fixed price 2 : a complete
meal of several courses offered at a fixed price — compare a la
carte

ta.ble-hop \'ta-b3l-,hap\ v/ : to move from table to table (as in a
restaurants visiting with friends

ta*ble*land \-b3il.»-.land\ n : a broad level elevated area : plateau
table linen n ; linen (as tablecloths and napkins) for the table
table salt n : salt for use at the table and in cooking; esp : salt la
ta.ble. spoon \'ia-b3l-,spun\ n 1 : a spoon of a size convenient
for serving rather than eating food 2 : tablespoonful
ta.ble.spoon.ful \,ta-b3l-'spun-,ful, "ta-bsl-A n, pi tablespoonluls
\-.fulz\ or ta-ble.spoons>iul X-'spiinz-.ful. -,spunz-\ 1 ; enough
to fill a tablespoon 2 ; a unit of measure used esp. in cookery
equal to 4 fluidiams

tab-let \'tab-l3t\ n [ME tablett. fr MF tablete. dim. of table}
1 a : a flat slab or plaque suited for or bearing an inscription
b : a thin slab or one of a set of portable sheets used for writing
C : a collection of sheets of paper glued together at one edge
2 a : a compressed or molded block of a solid material : cake
b : a small mass of medicated material usu. in the shape of a disk
or flat square

table talK n : Infonnal conversation at or as if at a dining table

table tennis n ; a table game resembling lawn tennis played with
wooden paddles and a small hollow plastic ball

ta.ble.top \'ta-bal-,tap\ n 1 : the top of a table 2 : a photograph
of small objects or a miniature scene arranged on a table — table-
top adj

ta.ble.ware \'ta-bal-,waO)r, -,we(a)r\ n : utensUs (as of chhia,
glass, or silver) for table use

table wine n : a still wine of not more than 14 percent alcohol by
volume usu. served with food
Uab.loid \*tab-,l6id\ adj [fr. Tabloid, a trademark] : compressed
or condensed into small scope ('^ criticism)

^tabloid n 1 : a newspaper about half the page size of an ordinary
newspaper containing news in condensed form and much photo-
graphic matter 2 : digest, summary
ila.boo or ta>bu \t3-'bij, ta-\ adj [Tongan tabu} 1 : set apart as
charged with a dangerous supernatural power and forbidden to
profane use or contact 2 : banned on grounds of morality or
taste or as constituting a risk

2taboo or tabu n 1 ; a prohibition instituted for the protecton of
a cultural group against supernatural reprisal 2 : a prohibition
imposed by social usage or as a protective measure 3 : belief in
or observance of taboos

3taboo or tabu vt 1 : to exclude from profane use or contact as
sacrosanct esp. by marking with a ritualistic symbol 2 : to avoid
or ban as taboo
Ua-bor also ta-bour \'ta-b3r\ n [ME, fr. OF] : a small drum with
one head of soft calfskin used to accompany a pipe or fife played by
the same person

2tabor also tabour vi, dial : to beat on or as if on a drum
ta-bor-er also ta-bour.er \-bar-ar\ n : one that plays on the tabor
tab'O-ret or tab.OU-ret \.tab-3-'ret. -'ra\ n [F tabouret, lit., small
drum, fr MF, dim. of tabor, tabour drum] 1 : a cylindrical seat
or stool without arms or back 2 : a small portable stand

tab-O-rin \'tab-3-r3n\ a/so tab.0.rine\,tab-a-'ren\ n [MF tabourin,
fr OF tabor} : tabret

ta.bret \'tab-r3t. 'ta-brst\ n [ME taberet, fr. tabor} : a small tabor
tab'U-lar \'tab-ys-l3r\ adj [L tabularis of boards, fr. tabula board,
tablet] 1 : having a flat surface : laminar 2 a : of, relating to,

or arranged in a table; specif ; set up in rows and colutnns b : com-
puted by means of a table — tab'U'lar.ly adv
ta.bU'la ra.sa X.iab-ys-ia-'raz-a, -'ras-\ n, pi ta*bU'lae ra<sae
\-,Ii-'raz-.T, -'ras-\ [L] : the mind in its hypothetical primary
blank or empty state befoie receiving outside impressions

tab'U'late \*tab-ya-,Iat\ vt [L tabula tablet] : to put into tabular
form — tab'U'la.tion X.tab-ya-'la-shanX n

tab'U.la.tor \'tab-y3-,lat-3r\ n : one that tabulates: as a : a
business machine that sorts and selects information from marked
or perforated cards b : a device on a typewriter or biller for ar-

ranging data in columns
tac-a>ma*hac \'tak-3-m3-,hak\ n [Sp tacamahaca, fr Nahuatl
tecamaca} 1 : any of several aromatic oleoresins used in oint-
ments and plasters and for incense 2 : a tree yielding tacamahac;
esp : a No. American poplar {Populus balsainifera) with resins

coated buds_^ called also balsam poplar
tace \'tas. 'tas\ var o/ tasse
ta.cet \'tak-,et, 'tach-,et\ v imper [L, lit., (it) is silent, fr. tacere to
be silent ~ more at tacit] : be silent — used as a direction in music

tache or tach \'tach\ n [ME. fr. MF tache nail, of Gmc origin;
akin to MD lac sharp point — more at tack] ; buckle, clasp

tacll-i-na fly \.tak-a-n3-\ n [NL Tachina, genus of flies, fr. Gk
tachinos fleet, fr. tachos speed; akin to Gk tachys swift] : any of
numerous bristly usu. gra\ish or black flies comprising a family
(Tachinidae) and having parasitic larvae important in the biologi-
cal control of pest insects

ta.chis.to-scope \t3-"kis-t9-,skop\ n [Gk tachistos (superl. of
tachys swift I + ISV -scope} : an apparatus for the brief exposure of
visual stimuli

ta.chom.e.ter \ta-'kam-3t-3r. t3-\ n [Gk tachos speed + E -meter}
: a oevice for indicating speed of rotation

tachy- comb form [Gk. fr. tachys} : rapid : accelerated (roc/i^cardla)

tachy.car.dia \,tak-i-'kard-e-3\ n [NL] : relatively rapid heart
action

tachy.graph-ic \-*graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to tachygraphy
— tachy.graph.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj
ta.chyg.ra.phy Xta-'kig-ra-fe, ta-\ n [Gk tachygraphos stenog-
rapher, fr. lachy- -(- graphein to write — more at carve] 1 : the
ari or practice of rapid writing : stenography; esp : the short-

hand of the ancient Greeks and Romans 2 a : cursive writing

b : the abbreviated form of Greek and Latin used in the Middle
Ages

tachy-lyte also tachy-Ute \'tak-a-.lit\ n [G tachylyt. fr Gk tachy-

+ lyein to dissolve — more at lose] ; black glassy basalt

la-ciiyni.e.ter \ta-'kim-at-ar, ta-\ n [ISV] : a surveying instrument
(as a transit) for determining quickly the disunces, bearings, and
elevations of distant objects

tacit \'tas-at\ adj [F or L; F tacite, fr. L tacitus silent, fr pp. of

tacere to be silent; akin to OHG dagen to be silent] 1 : expressed
or carried on without words or speech 2 a : impUed or indicated
but not actually expressed (~ consent) b (1) ; arising without
express contract or agreement (2) : arising by operation of law
(--' morigage) — tac.it-ly adv — tac*it*ness n

taC'i'turn \'tas-3-,tarn\ adj [F or L; F taciturne, fr. L taciturnus,

fr. tacitus} : temperamentally disinclined to talk syn see sii-Ent
— tac-i.tur-ni.ty \,tas-3-'t3r-nst-€\ n
Itack \'tak\ n, often attrib [ME tak something that attaches; akin
to MD tac sharp point] 1 : a small short sharp-pointed nail usu.

having a broad flat head 2 a : a rope to hold in place the forward
lower comer of a course on a sailing ship b : a rope for hauling
the outer lower comer of a studding sail to the end of the boom
c : the lower forward comer of a fore-and-aft sail d : the corner of

a sail to which a tack is fastened 3 a : the direction of a ship with

respect to the trim of her sails (starboard — ) b : the run of a sail-

ing ship on one tack c : a change when close-hauled from the

starboard to the port tack or vice versa d : a zigzag movement on
land e : a course or method of action; esp : one sharply divergent

from that previously followed 4 : any ot various usu. temporary
stitches 5 : adhesiveness, stickiness 6 ; stable gear

stack VI 1 : attach; esp : to fasten or affix witti lacks 2 : to join

in a slight or hasty manner 3 a : to add as a supplement b : to

add (a rider) to a parliamentary bill 4 : to change the direction of
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(a sailing ship) when sailing close-hauled by putting the helm alee
and shifting the sails '^ vi 1 a : to tack a sailing ship bloj a sailing

ship : to move in a different direction by a tack 2 a : to follow a
zigzag course b : to modify one's policy or an attitude abruptly— tack-er n
stack n [origin unknown] : stuff; esp t foodstuff
tacK board n : a usu. cork board for tacking up notices and display
materials

tack-i>ness \'tak-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being tacky
itack.le \'tak-3l, naut ojten 'tak-X n, ojten attrib [ME takel; akin
to MD takel ship's rigging] 1 ; a set of the equipment used in a

Sarticular activity : gear <fishing -^> 2 a : a ship's rigging
: an assemblage of ropes and pulleys arranged to gain mechanical

advantage for hoisting and pulling 3a: the act or an instance of
tackling b : one of two players on each side of the center and be-
tween guard and end in a football line

2tackle vb tack'ling \-(a-)hD\ vr 1 : to attach or secure with or as
if with tackle 2 a : to seize, take hold of, or grapple with esp. with
the intention of stopping or subduing b : to seize and throw down
or stop (an opposing player with the ball) in football 3 : to set
about dealing with -^ vj ; to tackle an opposing player in football— tack-ler \-(3-)l3r\ n
tackling \*tak-lio, naut ojten 'tak-\ n : gear, tackle
itacky \'tak-e\ adj [z/acA;] ; barely sticky to the touch : adhesive
(-^ varnish)

2tacky adj itacky (a low-class person) ] 1 a : characteristic of or
suitable for a low-class person b : shabby, seedy 2 a : marked by
lack of style or good taste : dowdy b : marked by cheap showiness
: GAUDY

tacky party n : a party at which the guests wear tacky clothes and
prizes are awarded for the tackiest costume
ta-co \'tak-(.)o\ /I, pi tacos \-(,)6z, -(.)os\ [MexSp] : a sandwich
made of a tortilla rolled up with or folded over a filling

tac-O-nite \'tak-3-,nTt\ n [Taconic mountain range, U.S.] : a
flintlike rock high enough in iron content to become commercially
valuable as an ore

tact \'takt\ n [F, sense of touch, fr. L tactus, fr. tactus, pp. of
tangere to touch — more at tangent] 1 : sensitive mental or aes-
thetic perception 2 : a keen sense of what to do or say in order to
maintain good relations with others or avoid offense
syn address, poise, savoirfaireitact implies delicate and sympa-

thetic perception of what is fit or considerate in dealing with others;
ADDRESS implies dexterity and grace in coping with new or difficult

social situations or with strangers; poise stresses self-possession in
meeting embarrassing or upsetting situations; savoir faire implies
knowledge of the proper thing to say or do imder all circumstances

tact>fiU \'takt-f3l\ adj : having or showing tact — tact*fuMy
\-f3-le\ adv — tact>ful>iies5 n

itac-tiC \'tak-tik\ adj [NL tacticus, fr. Gk taktikos} 1 ; of or
relating to arrangement or order 2 [Gk taktikos^ ; of, relating to,

or showing biological taxis

atactic n [NL tactica, fr. Gk taktike. fr. fern, of taktikos'] 1 ; a
method of employing forces in combat 2 ; a device for accom-
plishing an end

-tactic \'tak-tik\ adj comb jorm [Gk taktikos"] 1 : of, relating to,

or having (such) an arrangement or pattern <pararacric> 2 ; show-
ing orientation or movement directed by a (specified) force or
agent <georfla(c>

taC'tl'Cal \'tak-ti-k9l\ adj 1 : of or relating to combat tactics: as
a : involving actions or means of less magnitude or at a shorter
distance from a base of operations than those of strategy b oj an
airjorce : of, relating to, or designed for air attack in close support
of friendly ground forces 2 a : of or relating to tactics: as (1) : of
or relating to small-scale actions serving a larger purpose (2) : made
or carried out with only a limited or immediate end in view b : adroit
in planning or^ maneuvering to accomplish a purpose — tac-ti-
caMy \-k(3-)le\ adv

tac<ti*cian \tak-'tish-3n\ n : one versed in tactics

tac>tlCS \'tak-tiks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [NL tacticOy pi.,

fr. Gk taktika, fr. neut. pi. of taktikos of order, of tactics, fit for
arranging, fr. tassein to arrange, place in battle formation; akin to
Lith pawgu^ comfortable] la; the science and art of disposing
and maneuvering forces in combat b ; the art or skill of employing
available means to accomplish an end 2 : a system or mode of
procedure 3 : the study of the grammatical relations within a
language including morphology and syntax
tactile \'tak-tn, -,tTl\ adj [F or L; F, fr. L tactilis, fr. tactus, pp.
of tangere to touch — more at tangent] 1 : perceptible by the
touch : TANGIBLE 2 : of Or relating to the sense of touch — tac-
til-i-ty \tak-'til-3t-e\ n

tactile corpuscle n ; an end organ of touch
tac>tion \'tak-sh3n\ n [L taction-, tactio, fr. tactus^ pp.] : TOUCH,
CONTACT

tact<less \'tak-tl3s\ adj : marked by lack of tact — tact-less-ly
adv — tact>less>ness n

tac>tu>al \'tak-ch3-w3l\ adj [L tactussense of touch — more at
TACT] : TACTILE — tac<tu-al-Iy \-wa-le\ adv
tad \'tad\ n [prob. fr. E dial., toad, fr. ME tode — more at toad]

: BOY
tad-pole \'tad-,pol\ n [ME taddepol, fr. tode toad + polle head —
more at poll] : a larval amphibian; specij : a frog or toad larva
that has a rounded body with a long fin-bordered tail and external
gills soon replaced by internal gills and undergoes a metamorphosis
in which adult structures are attained

tae>di>um vi>tae \,tTd-e-9m-'we-,tT, -e-,um-; .ted-e-3m-'vTt-e\ n [L]
; weariness or loathing of life

lael \'ta(a)l\ n [Pg, fr. Malay tahil'\ 1 ; any of various units of
weight of eastern Asia; esp ; liano 2 : any of various Chinese
units of value based on the value of a tael weight of silver

taenia \'te-ne-3\ n, pi tae-ni-ae \-ne-,e\ or taenias [L, fr. Gk
tainia; akin to Gk teinein to stretch — more at thin ] 1 : an ancient
Greek fillet 2 : a band on a Doric order separating the frieze
from the architrave 3 [NL, fr. L, fillet, band] ; a band of nervous
tissue or muscle 4 ; tapeworm

tae-nia-cide also te-nia<cide \'te-ne-3-,sid\ n : an agent that
destroys tapeworms

tae-ni-a-sis \te-'ni-a-s3s\ n [NL, fr. L taenia tapeworm] : infesta-
tion with or disease caused by tapeworms

tal-le.ta \'taf-3t-a\ n [ME, fr. MF tajjetas, fr. Olt tajjettd, fr.

Turk mfta, fr. Per tajtah woven] : a crisp plain-woven lustrous
fabric of various fibers used esp. for women's clothing

taffeta weave n : plain weave
taf-fe-tized \'taf-3-,tTzd\ adj, oj cloth : having a crisp finish
tali<rail V'taf-rsI, -,ral\ n [modif. of D tajereel, fr. MD, picture,
fr. OF tablel — more at tableau] 1 : the upper part of the stem
of a wooden ship 2 : a rail around the stem of a ship

tal-fy \'taf-e\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; a candy usu. of molasses
or brown sugar boiled and pulled until porous and light-colored
2 : insincere flattery

taffy pull n ; a social gathering at which taffy is made
tal-ia \'taf-e-3\ n [F, fr. West Indian Creole, alter, of ratajial : a
rum made esp. from distilled sugarcane juice in the West Indies
Uag \'tag\ n [ME tagge, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw tagg
barb] 1 ; a loose hanging piece of cloth : tatter 2 : a metal or
plastic binding on an end of a shoelace 3 ; a piece of hanging or
attached material; specij ; a loop, knot, or tassel on a garment
4 a (1) : a brief quotation used for rhetorical emphasis or senten-
tious effect (2) : a hackneyed saying : cliche b : a recurrent or
characteristic verbal expression 5 a : a cardboard, plastic, or
metal marker used for identification or classification b : a descrip-
tive or identifying epithet 6 : a small piece of tinsel or other bright
material around the shank of the hook at the end of the body of an
artificial fly 7 : a detached fragmentary piece : vestige

2tag vb tagged; tag<ging vt 1 : to provide or mark with or as if

with a tag: as a : to supply with an identifying marker b ; to
provide with a name or epithet : identify c ; to put a ticket on for
a traffic violation 2 : to attach as an addition : append 3 : to
follow closely and persistently 4 : to hold responsible for some-
thing; esp : to charge with violating the law 6 ; label 2 ~ v/ ; to
keep close
3tag n [origin unknown] 1 ; a game in which one player chases
others and tries to make one of them it by touching him 2 : an
act or instance of tagging a runner in baseball
tag vt tagged; tag-ging 1 a : to touch in or as if in a game of tag
b : to put out (a runner in baseball) by a touch with the ball or
the gloved hand containing the bail 2 : to hit solidly ; strike
3 : select
Ta.ga-Iog \ta-'gal-3g, -,6g\ n, pi Tagalog or Tagalogs [Tag]
1 a : a people of central Luzon b : a member of this people 2 : an
Austronesian language of the Tagalog people that is the official

national language of the RepubUc of the Philippines

tag<along \'tag-3-,l6o\ n : one that persistently and often annoy-
ingly follows the lead of another

tag.board \'tag-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : strong cardboard used
esp. for making shipping tags

tag day n ; a day on which contributions are solicited (as for a char-
ity) and small tags are given in return
tag end n 1 : the last part 2 : a miscellaneous or random fragment
tag line n l ; a final line (as in a play or joke); esp ; one that serves
to clarify a point or create a dramatic effect 2 ; a reiterated phrase
identified with an individual, group, or product : slogan

tag, rag, and bobtail or tagrag and bobtail n : rabble
tag up VJ : to touch a base in baseball before running after a fly

ball is caught
Ta>hi>tian Xta-'he-shsn also -*het-e-3n\ n 1 : a native or Inhabitant
of Tahiti 2 : the Polynesian language of the Tahitians— Tahitian
adj

tall>sil>dar \t3-'sel-,dar\ n [Hindi tah^ildar\ ; a revenue officer in
India
Tai \'tT\ n, pi Tai : a widespread group of peoples in south China
and southeast Asia associated ethnically with valley paddy-rice
culture

tai*ga \tT-*ga\ n [Russ taiga] ; swampy coniferous forest of Siberia
beginning where the tundra ends; also : similar northern forest of
Europe and No. America

itail \'ia(3)l\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE tsegel: akin to OHG zagal
tail, OIt dual lock of hair] 1 ; the rear end or a process or prolonga-
tion of the rear end of the body of an animal 2 : something re-

sembling an animal's tail (as the luminous train of a comet) in
shape or position 3 : retinue 4 p/ a : tailcoat b : full evening
dress for men 5 : the back, last, lower, or inferior part of some-
thing; esp : the reverse of a coin 6 : a spy (as a detective) who
follows someone 7 ; a group of lines of verse added to a recog-
nized prosodic form 8 : the blank space at the bottom of a page
9 ; the rear part of an airplane consisting of horizontal and vertical

stabilizing surfaces with attached control surfaces 10_ : the trail

of a fugitive in flight (posse on his ~> — tailed \'ta(a)ld\ ad
— taiMess \'ta(3)I-l9s\ adj — tail-Uke \-.lTk\ adj

2tail vt 1 a : to fasten by or at thetail, stem, or rear b ; to connect
end to end 2 : ^dock 1 3 a ; to make or furnish with a tail

b : to follow or be drawn behind like a tail 4 ; to fasten an end of
(a tile, brick, or timber) into a wall or other support 5 : to follow
for purposes of surveillance -^ vi 1 ; to form or move in a strag-

gling line 2 : to grow progressively smaller, fainter, or more
scattered : subside 3 : to hold by the end — used of a timber,

tile, or brick built into a support 4 : to swing or lie with the stem
in a named direction — used of a ship at anchor 5 : ^tag 3

atail adj [ME taille, fr. AF tayle, fr. OF taillie, pp. of taillier to cut.

limit — more at tailor] : limited as to tenure : entailed
<tail n : entail la
tail'back \'ta(3)l-,bak\ n \ the offensive football back farthest from
the line of scrimmage

tail'board \-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(a)rd\ n : the tail gate esp. of a wagon
tail'bone \-'bon, -,bon\ « 1 : a caudal vertebra 2 ; coccyx
tail>coat \-'k6t\ n ; a coat with tails; esp : a man's full-dress coat
with two long tapering skirts at the back

tail covert n : one of the coverts of the tail quills

tailed sonnet n : a sonnet augmented by additional systematically
arranged lines

tail end n 1 : rump, buttocks 2 : the hindmost end <the tall end
of the line) 3 ; the concluding period

tail.er \'ta-l3r\ n : one that tails; specij ; shadow 10b
tail tin n 1 : the terminal fin of a fish 2 : Fm 2b(3)

e abut; ^ kitten; er farther; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;
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tail gate n 1 : a board or gate at the rear of a vehicle that can be
removed or let down for loading 2 [fr. the custom of sealing trom-
bonists at the rear of trucks carrying jazz bands in parades ] : a jazz
trombone style marked by much use of slides to and from long sus-
tained tones_

tail'gate \'ta(3)I-,gat\ vi : to drive dangerously close to another
vehicle

tail-ing \'ta-lio\ nip/; refuse material separated as residue in the
preparation of various products (as grain or ores) 2 ; the part of
a projecting stone or brick inserted in a wall

tail lamp n : taillight
taille \'ta-y3, •ta(a)I\ n [F, fr. OF, fr. taillier to cut, tax] : a tax
formerly levied by a French king or seigneur on his subjects or on
lands held of him

tail'light \'ta(3)l-,lit\ n : a usu. red warning light mounted at the
rear of a vehicle
Uai.lor \'ta-br\ n [ME taillour, fr. OF tailleur, fr. taillier to cut, fr.

LL taliare, fr. L talea twig, cutting; akin to Gk telis fenugreek]
: one whose occupation is making or altering men's or women's
outer garments — tai-Ior*e5S \-l3-r3s\ n

2tailor vr : to do the work of a tailor '*- v/ 1 a : to make or
fashion as the work of a tailor b ; to make or adapt to suit a special
need or purpose 2 : to fit with clothes 3 ; to style (as women's
garments) with trim straight lines and finished handwork hke that
of a tailor's work on men's garments

tai.Ior*bird \'ta-lar-,b3rd\ n : any of numerous Asiatic, East In-
dian, and African warblers (family Sylviidae) that stitch leaves to-
gether to support and hide their nests

tai*Iored \'ta-lard\ adj 1 ; made by a tailor 2 : fashioned or fitted

to resemble a tailor's work 3 : custom-made 4a: having the
look of one fitted by a custom tailor b : appearing well cared for

tail*or<ing n 1 a : the business or occupation of a tailor b : the
work or workmanship of a tailor 2 : the making or adapting of
something to suit a particular purpose
tai*Ior-made \,ta-lar-'mad\ adj 1 a : made by a tailor or with a
tailor's care and style b : finely trim in fit and simple in line, orna-
ment and finish — used of women's garments c ; appearing like
one turned out by a good tailor 2 : made or fitted esp. to a par-
ticular use or purpose 3 of a cigarette ; factory-made rather than
hand-rolled

tailor's chalK n : a thin flat piece of hard chalk or soapstone used
by tailors and sewers to make temporary marks on cloth

tail-piece \'ta(3)l-,pes\ n 1 : a piece added at the end : appendage
2 : a triangular piece from which the strings of a stringed instru-
ment are stretched to the pegs 3 : a short beam or rafter tailed in a
wall and supported by a header 4 : an ornament placed below the
text matter of a page (as at the end of a chapter)

tail pipe n 1 : the pipe discharging the exhaust gases from the
muffler of an automotive engine 2 ; the part of a jet engine that
carries the exhaust gases rearward and discharges them through a

tail plane n : the horizontal tail surfaces of an airplane including the
stabilizer and the elevator

tail-race \'taCs)l-,ras\ n 1 : a lower millrace 2 : the channel In
which mine tailings are floated off

tail'Spin \-,spin\ n 1 : spin 2a 2 : a collapse into depression or
nfus; ; Di

tail'Stoch \-,stak\ n ; the adjustable or sliding head of a lathe con-
taining the dead center

tail wind n : a wind having the same general direction as the course
of a moving airplane or ship

Tai-no \'tT-(,)no\ n. pi Taino or Tainos [Sp] 1 a : an extinct
aboriginal Arawakan people of the Greater Antilles and the Ba-
hamas b : a member of this people 2 : the language of the Taino
people
itaint \'tant\ vb [ME tainten to color & taynten to attaint; ME
tainten, fr. AF teinter, fr. MF teint, pp. of teindre, fr. L tingere; ME
taynten, fr. MF ataint, pp. of atalndre — more at tinge, attain] vt

1 : to touch or affect slightly with something bad 2 : to affect with
putrefaction : rot 3 : to contaminate morally : corrupt *- vi

1 obs : to become weak (cannot ^^ with f^ar —Shak.) 2 archaic
: to become affected with putrefaction : rot syn see contaminate

2taint n 1 : spot, blemish 2 : a contaminating influence — taint-
less \-l9s\ adj
Tai-ping \'tT-'pio\ n [Chin (Pek) t"ai* ping^ peaceful] : a Chinese
insurgent taking part in a rebellion (1848-65) against the Manchu
dynasty

Ta-jilE \ta-'jik, ts-, -'jek\ n : a member of a people of Iranian blood
and speech who resemble Europeans and are dispersed among the
populations of Afghanistan and Turkestan
Ta<iiki \-'jik-e, -'je-ke\ n : the Iranian language of the Tajik people
itake \'tak\ vb took \'tuk\ tak-en X'ta-kanX tak-ing [ME taken.
fr. OE tacan, fr. ON taka; akin to MD taken to take] vt 1 : to get
into one's hands or into one's possession, power, or control; as
a : to seize or capture physically b : to get possession of (as fish or
game) by killing or capturing c : to move against (as an opponent's
piece in chess or a card) and remove from play : win d : confis-
cate e : to catch (a batted ball) in baseball or cricket (-^ it on the
fly> 2 : GRASP, GRIP (~ the ax by the handle) 3 a : to catch or
attack through the effect of a sudden force or influence {taken with
a fit of laughing) {taken ill) b : to catch or come upon in a partic-
ular situation or action <tried to -^ him napping) c : to strike or
hit in or on a specified part {took the boy a smart box on the ear)
d : to gain the approval or liking of : captivate, delight 4 a : to
receive into one's body (as by eating, drinking, or inhaling) <'^ a
glass of water) (-^ one tablet after each meal) b : to expose oneself
to (as sun or air) for pleasure or physical benefit c : to partake of
: eat 5 a : to bring or receive into a relation or connection (re-
duced to taking lodgers) (time he took a wife) b : to copulate with
6 : to transfer into one's own keeping: a : appropriate b (1) : to
obtain or secure for use (as by lease or contract) (-^ a box at the
opera) (2) ; buy (I'll — this hat) 7 a : assume (gods often took
the likeness of a human being) (-^ the veil) b : to charge oneself
with (as a duty, obligation, or task) : undertake (^^ office) ('^ a
role) c : to subject oneself to : bind oneself by (-- a vow) d : to
Impose upon oneself (-^ the trouble to do good work) e : to adopt
as one's own : align or ally oneself with t : to adopt or advance as
one's fundamental point of argument or defense (a point well taken"}
g ; to arrogate to oneself (~ the credit) h : to have or assume as a
proper part of or accompaniment to itself (transitive verbs -^ an

object) 8 a : to secure by winning In competition itook first place)
b : defeat 9 ; to pick out : choose, select 10 : to adopt, choose,
or avail oneself of for use: as a ; to have recourse to as an instru-
ment for doing something {'^ a scythe to the weeds) b : to use as
a means of transportation or progression {took a freighter to
Europe) c : to have recourse to for safety or refuge {-^ shelter)
d (1) : to proceed to occupy ('^ a seat in the rear) (2) : need,
REQUIRE 11 a : to obtain by deriving from a source : draw ("--j

its title from the name of the hero) ; borrow b (1) : to obtain as
the result of a special procedure ; ascertain (~ the temperature)
{^ a census) (2) : to get in writing : write down (~ notes) (~ an
inventory) (3) : to get by drawing or painting or by photography;
esp ; photograph ('^ a snapshot) (4) ; to get by transference
from one surface to another (-^ a proof) (-^ fingerprints) 12 : to
receive or accept whether willingly or reluctantly (— a bribe) (-^ a
bet): as a : to receive when bestowed or tendered ('^ an honorary
doctorate) b (1) : to submit to ; endure, undergo {took his
puni.shment like a man) (2) : wfehstand {'^s a. punch well)
c (1) : to accept as true : believe (2) ; follow (-^ a suggestion)
(3) : to accept with the mind in a specified way (~ things as they
come) d : to indulge in and enjoy (was taking his ease on the
porch) e : to receive or accept as a return (as in payment, com-
pensation, or reparation) I : to refrain from hitting at (a pitched
ball) 13 a (1) : to let in : ADMrr (the boat was '^ing water fast)

(2) : ACCOMMODATE b : to be affected injuriously by (as a disease)
; CONTRACT {~ cold) : be seized by (~ a fit) c : to absorb or
become impregnated with (as dye) : be affected by (as polish)
14 a ; apprehend, understand (slow to '^ his meaning) b : con-
sider, SUPPOSE {-^ it as settled) c ; to accept or reckon as being or
as equal to {taking a stride at 30 inches) d : feel, experience ('^
pleasure) 1 5 : to lead, carry, or cause to go along to another place
(this bus will '^ you into town) ("^ the dishes to the kitchen)
16 a : to remove or obtain by removing : ab^ract (-^ eggs from a
nest) b : to remove by death : cause to die {taken in his prime)
c : subtract ("^ two from four) 17 : to undertake and make, do,
or perform (— a walk) {r^ aim) (^ legal action) 18 a : to deal
with (-^ first things first) b : to consider or view in a particular
relation {taking one thing with another) C : to apply oneself to
the study of ('^ music lessons) 19 : cheat, swindle ~ vi 1 : to
obtain possession: as a : capture b : to receive property under
law as one's own 2 : to lay hold ; catch, hold 3 : to establish
a take esp. by uniting or growing (90 percent of the grafts '^)

4 a : to betake oneself : set out ; go {~ across a field) b chiefly
dial — u.sed as an intensifier or redundantly with a following verb
{took and swung at the ball) 5 a : to take effect : ACT, operate
b : to show the natural or intended effect (dry fuel '^s readily)
6 : CHARM, captivate: a : to exert a spell b ; to prove attractive

: win popular favor 7 : detract (irritations that took from their
general satisfaction) 8 a : to be seized or attacked in a specified
way : become {took sick) b : to be capable of being moved in a
specified way (table ^s apart for packing) c : to adhere or become
absorbed (ink that '^s well on cloth) d ; to admit of being photo-
graphed — tak*er n
syn SEIZE, grasp, clutch, snatch, grab: take is a general term

applicable to any manner of getting something into one's possession
or control; seize implies a sudden and forcible movement in getting
hold of something tangible or an apprehending of something fleet-

ing or elusive when intangible; grasp stresses a laying hold so as to
have firmly in possession; clutch suggests avidity or anxiety in
seizing or grasping and may imply less success in holding; snatch
suggests more suddenness or quickness but less force than seize;
GRAB implies more roughness or rudeness than snatch syn see in
addition receeve— take account of : to take into account — take advantage of
1 : to use to advantage : profit by 2 : to impose upon : EXPLOrr— take alter 1 : to take as an example : follow 2 : to resemble
in features, build, character, or disposition — take amiss : to
impute a wrong motive or a bad meaning or intention to : take
offense at — take apart 1 ; disassemble, dismantle 2 : to analyze
or dissect esp. in order to discover or reveal a weakness, flaw, or
fallacy 3 : to treat roughly or harshly : tear into — take care
; to be careful : exercise caution or prudence : be watchful — take
care ol : to attend to or provide for the needs, operation, or treat-

ment of — take elfect 1 : to become operative 2 : to produce a
result as expected or intended : be effective — take five or take
ten : to take a five or ten minute intermission ; take a short break
— take for : to suppose to be; esp : to suppose mistakenly to be
— take lor granted 1 : to assume as true, real, or expected
2 : to value too lightly — take heart ; to gain courage or confidence— take hold 1 : grasp, grip, seize 2 : to become attached or
established ; take effect — take in vain : to use (a name) profanely
or without proper respect ~ take issue : to take up the opposite
side — take part : join, participate, share— take place : happen,
occur — take root 1 : to become rooted 2 : to become fixed or
established — take shape : to assume a definite or distinctive form— take stock : inventory, assess — take the cake : to carry off
the prize : rank first — take the count 1 of a boxer : to be counted
out 2 : to go down in defeat — take the lield 1 : to go upon the
plaving field 2 : to, enter upon a military campaign — take the
llobr ; to rise (as in "a meeting or a legislative assembly) to make a
formal address — take to 1 : to take in hand : take care of 2 ; to

betake oneself to {take to the woods) 3 : to apply or devote
oneself to (as a practice, habit, or occupation) {take to begging)
4 ; to adapt oneself to : respond to {takes to water like a duck)
5 : to conceive a liking for — take to task : to call to account for
a shortcoming ; reprove
stake n 1 : an act or the action of taking (as by seizing, accepting,
or otherwise coming into possession): as a : the action of killing,

capturing, or catching (as game or fish) b (1) : the uninterrupted
photographing or televising of a scene (2) : the making of a sound
recording 2 : something that is taken: a : the amount of money
received (as from a business venture, sate, or admission charge)
: proceeds, receipts, income b ; share, cut c : the number or
quantity (as of animals, fish, or pelts) taken at one time : catch,
haul d (It ; a scene filmed or televised at one time without stop-

ping the camera (2) : a sound recording made during a single

recording period; often : a trial recording 3 a : a local or systemic
reaction indicative of successful vaccination against smallpox b : a
successful union (as of a graft) 4 : mental response or reaction
(delayed '-^) — compare double take

take back vr : retract, wfthdraw <would neither apologize nor
take back what he had said)
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take down vt la ; to pull to pieces b : to take apart 2 : to lower
the spirit or vanity of : humble 3 a : to write down b : to record
by mechanical means ~ vi 1 : to become seized or attacked esp.
by illness 2 ; to admit of being taken down
Uake>dowii X'tak-.daunX adj : constructed so as to be readily
taken apart <'^ rifle)

^takedown n 1 : the action or an act of taking down: as a : the
action of humiliating b : the action of taking apart c ; the act
of bringing one's opponent in amateur wrestling under control to
the mat from a standing position 2 : something (as a rifle or shot-
gun) having takedown construction
taKe—hotne pay \'tak-,h5m-\ n : the part of gross salary or wages
after deductions (as of income-tax withholding, retirement in-
surance payments, or union dues)

take in v/ 1 : to draw into a smaller compass itake in a slack line):
a : FURL b ; to make (a garment) smaller by enlarging seams or
tucks 2 a : to receive as a guest or inmate b : to give shelter to
3 : to receive (work) into one's house to be done for pay (take in

washing) 4 : to encompass within its limits ; comprise, include
6 ; ATTEND {lake in a movie) 6 : to receive into the mind ; per-
ceive, COMPREHEND 7 I to impose upon : cheat, deceive
take-in Vta-,kin\ n ; an act of taking in esp. by cheating
take olf vt 1 : remove 2 a : release {take the brake ojj) b : with-
draw c ; to take or allow as a discount 3 ; to omit or withhold
from service owed or from time being spent (as at one's occupation)
(took two weeks oJJ in August) 4 ; to take the life of S a ; to copy
from an origmal : reproduce b : to make a likeness of : portray
C ; mimic ~ VI 1 ; to take away : detract 2 a : to start off or
away ; set out (took oJJ without delay) b (1) : to branch off (as

from a main stream or stem) (2) : stem c : to begin a leap or
spring d :_to leave the surface ; begin fUght

take<off \'ta-,k6f\ n, ojien attrib \ : an imitation esp. in the way of
caricature 2 a ; a rise or leap from a surface in making a jump or
flight or an Eiscent in an aircraft or in the launching of a rocket
b : an action of starting out or setting out 3 a : a spot at which one
takes off b : a starting point : point of departure 4 : an action of
removing something 6 : the action of estimating or measuring an
amount of material needed 6 : a mechanism for transmission of
the power of an engine or vehicle to operate some other mechanism

take on v/ l a : to begin to perform or deal with ; undertake
b ; to engage with as an opponent 2a; engage, hire b : to
accept in a relationship (taking me on as a client) 3 ; to assume or
acquire (as an appearance or quality) as or as if one's own — vi

1 ; to show one's feelings esp. of grief or anger in a demonstrative
way 2 ; to behave in a proud or haughty manner

take out vr 1 a (l) : deduct, separate (2) ; except, omft (3)
: wrrHDRAw, withhold b : to draw out by cleansing c : to find
release for : expend d : eliminate 2 : to conduct or escort into
the open or to a public entertainment 3 : to take as an equivalent
in another form (took the debt out in goods) 4 a : to obtain from
the proper authority (take out a charter) b : to arrange for (in-
surance) 5 : to overcali (a bridge partner) in a suit different from
his ~ vi : to start on a course : set out — take it out on ; to
expend (as anger, vexation, frustration) in harassment of
take-out \'ta-,kaut\ n : the action or an act of taking out; specij : a
bridge bid that takes a partner out of a bid, double, or redouble
take over vr : to assume control or possession of or responsibility
for '^ VI 1 : to assume control or possession 2 I to become domi-
nant (saw a new point of view taking over —W.H.Hale)
take-over \'ta-,ko-v9r\ n ; the action or an act of taking over
take up v/ 1 a ; to pick up : lift b : to remove by Ufting or pulling
up 2 a : to begin to occupy fland) b : to buy up c : to pay the
amount of (as a loan) d : collect 3 : to accept or adopt for the
purpose of assisting 4 a ; to take or accept (as a belief, idea, or
practice) as one's own b : assume (take up a hostile attitude)
5 a : to enter upon (as a business, profession, or subject of study)
b : to proceed to deal with 6 : rebuke, reprimand 7 : to establish
oneself in 8 : to occupy Cas space, time, or attention) entirely or
exclusively ; fill up 9 : to pull up or pull in so as to tighten or to
shorten 10 : arrest, seize 11 : to respond favorably to (as a bet,
challenge, or proposal) 12 ; to begin again or take over from
another -^ vi 1 : to make a beginning where another has left off
3 : to become shortened : draw together : shrink — take up with
1 ; to become interested or absorbed in 2 : to begin to associate
with : consort
take-up \'ta-,k3p\ n 1 ; the action of taking up (as by gathering,
contraction, absorption, or adjustment) 2 : uptake 2 3; any of
various devices for tightening or drawing in

ta>kin \'tak-,en\ n [Mishmi] : a large heavily built goat antelope
(Budorcas taxicolor) of Tibet

itak.ing\'ta-kir)\n 1 : seizure 2 a. chiefly Scot ; an unhappy state
: plight bra state of violent agitation and distress 3 a p/ ; re-
ceipts esp. of money b : a take of fish or animals

^taking adj i : attractive, captivating 2 : contagious
ta.lar.ia \t3-'lar-e-a. -'ler-X n pi [L, fr. neut. pi. of talaris of the
ankles, fr. talus ankle, heel] : the winged shoes of the god Mercury
Tal-bot \'t6l-b3t, 'tal-\ n [prob. fr. Talbot, name of a Norman
family in England] : a large heavy mostly white hound with pendu-
lous ears and drooping flews held to be ancestral to the blood-
hound

talc \'talk\ n [MF talc mica, fr. ML talk, fr. Ar falql : a soft
mineral Mg3SijOio(OH)2 consisting of a basic magnesium silicate
that is usu. whitish, greenish, or grayish with a soapy feel and occurs
in foliated, granular, or fibrous masses (hardness 1, sp. gr. 2.6-2.9)
talcky \'tal-ke\ adj [irreg. fr. lalcj : talcose
talc>ose \'tal-,k5s\ adj : of, relating to, or containing talc
tal-cum powder \'tal-k3m-\ /i [ML talcum mica, alter, of earlier
talk] 1 : powdered talc 2 : a toilet powder composed of perfumed
talc or talc and a mild antiseptic

tale \'ta(a)l\ n [ME, fr. OE talu; akin to ON tala talk, and prob. to
L dolus guile, deceit, Gk dolos'\ 1 obs : discourse, talk 2 a : a
relation of a series or events or facts : account b (1) : an improper
report of a private or confidential matter (2) : a libelous report or
piece of gossip 3 a ; a usu. imaginative narrative of an event
; story b : an intentionally untrue relation : falsehood
4a: count, tally b : a number of things taken together : total

tale>bear*er X-.bar-ar, -,ber-\ n : one that spreads gossip, scandal,
or idle rumors : gossip — tale-bear«ing \-io\ adj or n

tal>ent \'tal-3nt\ n CME. fr. OE talente, fr. L talenta, pi. of talentum
unit of weight or money, fr. Gk talanton; akin to L tollere to lift up;
in senses 2-5, fr. the parable of the talents in Mt 25:14-30 — more
at tolerate] 1 a : any of several ancient units of weight (as a
unit of Palestine and Syria equal to 3000 shekels or a Greek unit
equal to 6000 drachmas) b : a unit of value equal to the value of a
talent of gold or silver 2 archaic : a characteristic feature, apti-
tude, or disposition of a person or animal 3 : the natural endow-
ments of a person 4 a : a special often creative or artistic aptitude
b ; general intelligence or mental power ; abultty 5 : a person of
talent or a group of persons of talent in a field or activity syn
see GIFT — tal-ent.ed \-3n-t3d\ adj

talent scout n : a person engaged in discovering and recruiting
people of talent for a specialized field or activity

talent show n : a show consisting of a series of individual per-
formances (as singing) by amateurs who may be selected for special
recognition as performing talent

ta>ler \'tal-3r\ n [G — more at dollar] ; any of numerous silver
coins issued by various German states from the 15th to the 19th
centuries
tales.man \'ta(a)lz-m3n, "ta-lez-X n [ME tales talesmen, fr. ML
tales de circumstaniibus such (persons) of the bystanders; fr. the
wording of the writ summoning them] ; a person added to a jury
usu. from among bystanders to make up a deficiency in the available
number of jurors

tale-tell.er \'ta(3)l-.tel-3r\ n 1 : one who tells tales or stories
2 : TALEBEARER — taU-tell-iug \-io\ adj or n

talip/ o/ TALUS
tali.grade \'tal-3-,grad\ adj [L talus ankle + "E -i- + -graded

: bearing the weight on the outer side of the foot in walking
tali-pes \'tal-a-.pez\ n [NL, fr. L talus ankle + pes foot — more at
foot] : CLUBFOOT

tal>i>pot \'tal-a-,pat\ n [BengaU talipot palm leaf] 1 : a tall showy
fan-leaved palm (Corypha umbraculijera) of Ceylon, the Philip-
pines, and the Malabar coast bearing a crown of huge leaves used
as umbrellas and fans and cut into strips for writing paper 2 ; a
starch obtained from the talipot palm

tal-is.man V'tal-a-sman. -sz-manX n [F talisman orSp talisman or It
talismano, it. Ar tilsam, fr. MGk telesma, fr. Gk, consecration, fr.

telein to initiate into the mysteries, complete, fr. telos end — more at
wheel] 1 : an object bearing a sign or character engraved under
astrological influences and thought to act as a charm to avert evil
and bring good fortune 2 : something producing apparently
magical or miraculous effects syn see fetish — tal>is>man-ic
\,tal-3-'sman-ik, -3z-'man-\ adj— tal-is-man>i>cal-ly \-!-k(a-)ie\

Ualk \'t6k\ vb [ME talken. akin to OE talu tale] vt 1 : to deliver or
express in speech : utter 2 : to make the subject of conversation
or discourse ; discuss <'-^ business) 3 : to influence, affect, or
cause by talking (-^ed them into agreeing) 4 : to use (a language)
for conversing or communicating : speak '^ vi 1 a : to express or
exchange ideas by means of spoken words : converse b : to con-
vey information or communicate in any way (as with signs or
sounds) 2 a : to use speech : speak b : to speak idly : prate
3a: gossip b : to reveal secret or confidential information
4 : to give a talk ; lecture syn see speak — talk-er n — talk
back : to answer impertinently — talk turkey : to speak frankly or
bluntly

2talk n 1 : the act or an instance of talking : speech 2 : a way of
speaking ; language 3 ; pointless or fruitless discussion ; verbi-
age 4 : a formal discussion, negotiation, or e.\change of views
: conference S a : mention, report b ; rumor, gossip 6 ; the
topic of interested comment, conversation, or gossip 7a: ad-
dress, lecture b : written analysis or discussion presented in an
informal or conversational manner 8 ; communicative sounds or
signs resembling or functioning as talk (bird '—

)

talk-atlve \'t6-k3t-iv\ adj : given to talking — talk-ative-ly adv —
talk'atlve*ne5S n
syn talkative, loquacious, garrulous, voluble mean given

to talk or talking, talkative may imply a readiness to engage in
talk or a dispo.sition to enjoy conversation; loquacious suggests
the power of expressing oneself articulately, fluently, or glibly;

garrulous implies prosy, rambling, or tedious loquacity; voluble
suggests a free, easy, and unending loquacity

talk down vt l : to overcome or silence by argument or by loud
talking 2 : to disparage or belittle by talking -^ vi : to speak in a
condescending or oversimplified fashion on the assumption that the
listener is ignorant of the matter involved

talk'ie \'t6-ke\ n Italk + movie] : a motion picture with synchro-
nized sound effects

talking book n ; a phonograph recording of a reading of a book or
magazine designed chiefly for the use of the blind

talking machine n : phonograph
talking point n : something that lends suppori for an argument or
proposal
talk.ing-to \'t6-kio-,tij\ n : reprimand, AOMONmoN
talk out vt : to clarify or settle by oral discussion (talk out their
differences)

talk over vt : to review or consider in conversation : discuss
talk up vt : to discuss favorably : advocate
talky \'t6-ke\ adj 1 : given to talking : talkattve 2 : containing
too much talk

tall \'t61\ adj [ME, prob. fr. OE getxl quick, ready; akin to OHG
gizal quick, OE talu tale] 1 obs ; brave, courageous 2 a : high in
stature b : of a specified height <five feet '^) 3 a : of considerable
height : lofty b : long from bottom to top <a ^ book) c : of a
higher growing variety or species of plant 4 a ; large or formidable
in amount, extent, or degree (^ order to fill) b : grandiloquent,
high-flown ('^ talk) c : incredible, improbable (--^ storjO syn
see high — tall adv — tall-ness n

tal-lage \'tal-ij\ n [ME taillage, tallage, fr. OF taillage, fr. tailUer
to cut. limit, tax — more at tailor] 1 : a toll, fee, or render paid
by a feudal tenant to his lord 2 : an impost or due levied by a
lord upon his tenants

tall'boy \'t61-,b6i\ n 1 a : highboy b : a double chest of drawers
with the lower section having short feet and the upper being slightly
smaller than the lower 2 Brit : clothespress
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talMsh \'t6-ilsh\ adj : rather taU
tal-lith \'tal-9S, 'tal-, -9t(h)\ n, pi tal-U.tliim \.tal-9-'seni, -'t(h)em\
[Heb talUlh cover, cloak] : a shawl with fringed comers tradition-

ally worn over the head or shoulders by Jewish men during morn-
ing prayers

tall oil \'lal-, 't61-\ n [part trans, of G lalVdt, part trans, of Sw
tallolja, fr. tall pine + olja oil] : a resinous by-product from the
maniifacture of chemical wood pulp used esp. in making soaps,
coatings, and oils

ital'lOW \'tal-(,)6, -s(-w)\ n, often attrih [ME talgh, talow; akin to
MD talch tallow] ; the white nearly tasteless sohd rendered fat of
cattle and sheep used chiefly in soap, margarine, candles, and
lubricants — taMowy \'tal-3-we\ adj

2tallow vt : to grease or smear with tallow

UaMy \'tal-e\ n [ME talye, fr. ML talea, tallia fr. L talea twig,
cutting — more at tailor] 1 : a device for visibly recording or
accounting esp. business transactions: as a : a wooden rod notched
with marks representing numbers and spht lengthwise through the
notches so that each of two parties may have a record of a transac-
tion and of the amount due or paid b : any of various bookkeeping
forms or sheets C : a mechanical counter held in the hand and
operated with a button or lever 2 a : a reckoning or recorded
account b : a score or point made (as in a game) 3 a : a part that

corresponds to an opposite or companion member : complement
b : CORRESPONDENCE, AGREEMENT 4 a : a usu. Specified number or
lot taken as a whole b : a number or division used as a unit of
computation c : the last of a specified unit or number

2tally vr l a : to mark on or as if on a tally : tabuu^te b : to list

or check off (as a cargo) by items c : to register (as a score) in a
contest 2 : to make a count of : reckon 3 : to cause to corre-
spond ~ VI 1 a : to make a tally by or as if by tabulating b : to
register a point in a contest : score 2 : correspond, match

tal*ly'll0 \,tal-e-'h6\ n, pi tallyhos [prob. fr. F taiaui, a cry used to
excite hounds in deer hunting] 1 : a call of a huntsman at sight of

the fox 2 [ Tally-ho, name of a coach formerly plying between Lon-
don and Birmingham] : a four-in-hand coach

tal-ly'inan X'tal-e-manX n 1 Brit : one who sells goods on the
installment plan 2 : one who tallies, checks, or keeps an account
or record (as of receipt of goods i

Tal-mud \'tal-,mud, 'tal-m3d\ n [LHeb talmudh, lit., instruction]

: the authoritative body of Jewish tradition comprising the Mishnah
and Gemara — tal-mU'dic \ial-'m(y)ud-ik, -'mad-; tal-'mud-\
also tal.mu.di-cal \-i-kal\ adj, ojten cap — tal-mud-ism \'tal-

,mud-,iz-am. 'tal-msd-\ n, ojien cap — tal<mud<ist \-3st\ n, ojten

cap
tal'On \'tal-sn\ n [ME, fr. MF, heel, spur, fr. (assumed) VL talon-,

talo, fr. L talus ankle, anklebone] 1 a : the claw of an animal and
esp. of a bird of prey b : a finger or hand of a human being 2 ; a
part or object shaped like or suggestive of a heel or claw; as a : an
ogee molding b ; the shoulder of the bolt of a lock on which the
key acts to shoot the bolt 3 a : cards laid aside in a pile in solitaire

b : stock 10c — tal'oned \-and\ adj

Ua.lUS \'ta-lss, ta-'lu\ n [F, fr. L talutium slope indicating presence
of gold under the soil] 1 : a slope formed esp. by an accumulation
of rock debris 2 : rock debiis at the base of a cliff

ata.lUS \'ta-l3s\ n. pi ta-li \'ta-,lT\ [NL, fr. L] 1 ; the astragalus
of man bearing the weight of the body and with the tibia and fibula
forming the ankle joint 2 ; the entire ankle

tarn \'tam\ n : tam-o'-shanter
tameable or tame. able \'ta-m3-bal\ adj ; capable of being tamed
ta*ma*le \t3-'mal-e\ n [MexSp tamales, pi. of tamal tamale, fr.

Nahuail tamalli} : ground meat seasoned usu. with chili, rolled in

commeal dough, wrapped in corn husks, and steamed
ta.man.dua \t3-,man-d3-'wa\ n [Pg lamandua, fr. Tupi] : an
arboreal anteaier ( Tamandua leiradaciyla) of Central and So.
America

tain*a*rack \'tam-a-,rak\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; any of several
American larches; esp ; a larch (Larix laricina) of northern U.S.,
Canada, and Alaska 2 : the wood of a tamarack

tam.a*rau \,tam-3-*rau\ n [Tag tamaraw'\ : a small dark sturdily
built buffalo {Bubalus mindorensis) native to the Philippine island
of Mindoro

tam>a*rin \'tam-3-ran, -,ran\ n [F, fr. Galibi] : any of numerous
small So. American marmosets (genus Leontocebus) with silky fur
and long tail

tain*a<riud X'tam-a-rand, -,rind\ n [Sp & Pg tamarindo, fr. Ar tamr
Hindi, lit., Indian date] ; a tropical leguminous tree {Tamarindus
indica) with hard yellowish wood, pinnate leaves, and red-striped
yellow flowers; also : its fruit which has an acid pulp used for
preserves or in a cooling laxative drink

tam*a>rlsk \'tam-3-,risk\ n [ME tamarisc, fr. LL tamariscus, fr. L
tamaric; tamarix] I any of a genus {Tamarix of the family Tam-
aricaceae, the tamarisk family* of chiefly desert shrubs and trees

having narrow entire leaves and flowers with five stamens and a
one-celled ovary
Uam*bour \'tam-,bu(3)r, tam-*\ n [F, drum. fr. Ar tanbur, modif. of
Per tab'ir'\ 1 : idrum 1 2 a ; an embroidery frarne; esp : a set of
two interlocking hoops between which cloth is stretched before
stitching b : embroidery made on a tambour frame 3 : a shallow
metaUic cup or drum with a thin elastic membrane supporting a
writing lever used to transmit and register slight motions (as arterial

pulsations) 4 : a rolling top or front (as of " ^—'-^ -"

strips of wood glued on canvas
StambOUI vt : to embroider (cloth) with tam-
bour ">' vi : to work at a tambour frame— tani'bour'er n
tam-bou-rine \,tam-b9-'ren\ n [MF
bourin, dim. of tambour'] J a small drum;
esp : a shallow one-headed drum with loose
metaUic disks at the sides played by shak-
ing, striking with the hand, or rubbing with
the thumb
name \'tam\ adj [ME, fr. OE tam: akin to
OHG zam tame, L domare to tame, Gk
damnanai] 1 : reduced from a state of
native wildness esp. so as to be tractable
and useful to man : domesticated 2 : made tambourines
docile and submissive :

: INSIPID — tameOy adv — taiue-ness
3tame vt 1 a : to reduce from a wild to

3 : lacking spirit, zest, or interest

domestic state b ; to

subject to cultivation 2 : humble, subdue 3 ; to tone down
: soften ^ vi : to become tame — tam-er n

tame-less \'tam-l9s\ adj : not tamed or tamable
Tam.il \'tam-3l\ n 1 : a Dravidian language of Madras state and
of northern and eastern Ceylon 2 ; a Tamil-speaking person or a
descendant of Tamil-speaking ancestors
Tam»ma.ny \'tam-3-ne\ adj ITammany Hall, headquarters of the
Tammany Society, political organization in New York City] : of,

relating to, or constituting a group or organization exercising or
seeking municipal political control by methods often associated
with corruption and bossism — Tam>ma>liy>ism \-,iz-3m\ n
Tam.muz \"tam-,uz\ n [Heb TammuzZ : the 10th month of the
civil year or the 4th month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish
calendar
Tam 0' SUan-ter n l \.tam-3-'shant-3r\ : the hero of Bums's poem
Tam o' Shanter 2 usu tam-o'-shanter \'tam-3-,\ : a woolen cap
of Scottish origin with a tight headband, wide flat circular crown,
and usu. a pompon in the center
Uamp \'tamp\ vt [prob. back-formation fr. obs. tampion, tampin
(plug), fr. ME, fr. MF tapon, tampon, fr. (assumed) OF taper to

plug, of Gmc origin; akin to OE tseppa tap] 1 : to fill up (a drill

hole) above a blasting charge with material (as sand) 2 : to drive
in or down by a succession of light or medium blows ; compact
(-' wet concrete) — tamp-er n
stamp n : a tool for tamping
tam-pala \tam-'pal-3\ n [native name in India] ; an annual
amaranth (Amaranthus tricolor) cultivated as a potherb
tam.per \'tam-p3r\ vb tam.per-ing \-p(s-)rir)\ [prob. fr. MF
temprer to temper, mix, meddle — more at te.mper] 1 : to carry
on underhand or improper negotiations (as by bribery) 2 a : to
interfere so as to weaken or change for the worse b : to try foolish
or dangerous experiments : meddle '— v; : to alter for an improper
purpose or in an improper way — tam.per-er \-p3r-ar\ n
tam.pi-on \'tam-pe-3n. 'tam-\ n [obs. tampion, tampin plug — more
at tamp] : a wooden plug or a metal or canvas cover for the muzzle
of a gun
itam.pon \'tam-,pan\ n [F, lit., plug— moreatTAMP] raping (as of
cotton) introduced into a cavity usu. to arrest hemorrhage or
absorb secretions

2tampon vt : to plug with a tampon
tam-tam \'tam-,tam. 'tam-,tam\ n [Hindi tamtam'} 1 : tom-tom
2 : OONG: esp : one of a tuned set in a gamelan orchestra
ttan \'tan\ vb tanned; tan.ning [ME tannen, fr. MF tanner, fr.

ML tannare. fr. tanum. tannum tanbark] vt 1 : to convert (hide)
inio leather by treatment with an infusion of tannin-rich bark or
other agent of similar effect 2 ; to make brown or tan esp. by
exposure to the sun 3 : thrash, whip — vi : to get or become
tanned
2tan n [F, fr. OF, fr. ML tanum} 1 ; tanbark 1 2 : a tanning
material or its active agent (as tannin) 3 : a brown color imparted
to the skin by exposure to the sun or weather 4 ; a variable color
averaging a light yellowish brown
3tan adj l ; of, relating to, or used for tan or tanning 2 : of the
color tan

tan-a.ger \'tan-i-j3r\ n [NL tanagra, fr. Pg tangard. fr. Tupi] : any
of numerous American passerine birds (family Thraupidae) having
brightly colored males, being mainly immusical, and chiefly in-

habiting woodlands
tan.bark \'tan-,bark\ n 1 : a bark rich in tarmin bruised or cut into
small pieces and used in tanning 2 : a surface (as a circus ring)
covered with spent tanbark
Uan.dem \'tan-d3m\ n [L, at last, at length (taken to mean
"lengthwise"), fr. tam so; akin to OE thst that] 1 a (1) : a 2-seated
carriage drawn by horses harnessed one before the other (2) : a
team so harnessed b : a vehicle having close-coupled pairs of axles

2 ; a group of two or more arranged one behind the other or used
or acting in conjunction
atandem adv {or adj) : one after or behind another
tandem bicycle n : a bicycle for two or more persons sitting tan-
dem
tandem cart n : a 2 -wheeled vehicle having seats back to back
with the front one somewhat 61evated
Uang \'tar)\ n [ME. of Scand origin; akin to ON tangi point of
land, tang] 1 : a projecting shank, prong, fang, or tongue (as on a
knife, file, or sword) to connect with the handle 2 a : a sharp
distinctive often hngering flavor b : a pungent odor 3 a : a faint

suggestion : trace b ; a distinguishing characteristic that sets

apart or gives a special individuahty syn see taste — tanged
\'iar]d\ adj

2tang vt 1 : to furnish with a tang 2 : to affect with or as If with a
tang
3tang n [of Scand origin; akin to Dan & Norw tang seaweed] : any
of various large coarse seaweeds (esp. genus Fucus)

4tang vb [imit] : clang, ring
stang n : a sharp twanging soimd
Tang \'tao\ n [Chin (Pek) Vang^-} : a Chinese dynasty dated a.d.
618-907 and marked by wide contacts with other cultures and by
the development of printing and the flourishing of poetry and art

tan.ge.lo \'tan-j3-,16\ n [blend of tangerine and pomelo'} ; a hybrid
between a tangerine or mandarin orange and either a grapefruit

or pomelo; also : its fruit

tan.gen-cy \'tan-jan-se\ n : the quahty or state of being tangent

Uan.gent \-J3nt\ adj [L tangent-, tangens, prp. of tangere to touch;
akin to OE thaccian to touch gently, stroke] 1 a : so meeting a
curve or surface that all points of intersection in an interval are
coincident (straight hne '^ to a curve) b (1) : having a common
tangent Une at a point {^ curves) (2) : having a common tangent
plane at a point <~ surfaces) 2 ; diverging from an original pur-
pose or course : irrelevant <~ remarks)

^tangent n [NL tangent-, tangens, fr. linea tangens tangent line]

1 : the trigonometric function that for an acute angle in a right

triangle is the ratio of the side opposite to the side adjacent 2 a : a
tangent Une; soecij : a straight line that is the limiting position of

a secant of a curve through a fixed point and a variable point on
the curve as the variable point approaches the fixed point b : the
part of a tangent to a plane curve between the point of tangency
and the x-axis 3 : an abrupt change of course : digression

4 ; a small upright flat-ended metal pin at the inner end of a clavi-

chord key that strikes the string to produce the tone 5 : a straight
section of a road or railroad
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tan<gen-tlal Man-'jen-chalV adj 1 ; of, relating to, or of the nature
of a tangent 2 : accing along or lying In a tangent <,-^ forces)
3 : DIVERGENT. DIGRESSIVE <'^ Comment) — tau*gen>tial>ly
\-'jench-(s-)Ie\ adv

tangent plane n : the plane through a point of a surface that con-
tains the tangeut lines to all the curves on the surface through the
same point

tan>ger>ine \'tan-i9-,ren. .tan-ja-'V n [F Tanger Tangier, Morocco]
la: any of various mandarins with deep orange to almost scarlet
skin and pulp grown in the U.S. and southern Africa; broadly
: MANDARIN 3b b I 3 tree producing tangerines 2 : a moderate
to strong reddish orange

tan-gi* toil-x>ty \,tan-j9-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
tangible
nan.gi.ble \'tan-js-b3l\ arf/[LL tangibilis. fr. L tangere to touch]
la: capable of being perceived esp. by the sense of touch : pal-
pable b : substantially real ; material 2 t capable of being
precisely realized by the mind 3 : capable of being appraised at
an actual or approximate value (~ assets) syn see perceptible— tan.gi.ble.ness n — tan.gi.bly \-ble\ adv
stangible n : something tangible; esp : a tangible asset
Uan>gle \*tao-gal\ vb tan>gling \-g(3-)Uo\ [ME tangilen, prob.
of Scand origin; akin to Sw dial, laggla to tangle] vt 1 : to involve
so as to hamper, obstruct, or embarrass 2 : to seize and hold in or
as if in a snare : entrap 3 : to unite or knit together in intricate

confusion '^ vi 1 : to become involved in argument or altercation
2 : to become entangled

3tangle n 1 : a tangled twisted mass (as of vines) confusedly Inter-
woven : SNARL 2 a : a compUcaied or confused state or condition
to ; a slate of perplexity or complete bewilderment 3 : dispute,
argument
Stangle n [of Scand origin; akin to ON thongull tangle, thang
keip] ; a large seaweed
tan>gled \'tao-g3ld\ adj 1 : existing in or giving the appearance
of a state of utter disorder : thickly intertwined 2 : very involved
<'^ regulations)

tan-gle<ment X-g^l-msntv n : entanglement
tan-gly \'tar)-go-He\ adj : full of tangles or knots : intricate
Uan-gO \'tao-C.)go\ rt, pi tangos [AmerSp] : a ballroom dance
of Spanish-American origin in M time and marked by posturing,
frequent pointing positions, and a variety of steps
2tango VI : to dance the tango
Tango — a communications code word for the letter t

tangy \'tao-e\ adj : having or suggestive of a tang
Uank \'tar)k\ n [Pg tanque, alter, of estanque. fr. estancar to stanch,
fr. (assumed) VL stanticare — more at stanch] 1 dial : pond,
pool; esp : one built as a water supply 2 ; a usu. large receptacle
for holding, transporting, or storing liquids 3 : an enclosed heavily
armed and armored combat vehicle supported, driven, and steered
by caterpillar treads 4 : a prison ceil or enclosure used esp. for
receiving prisoners
2tank vt : to place, store, or treat in a tank
tan>ka \'tao-k3\ n [Jap] : a Japanese fixed form of verse consisting
of five lines the first and third of which have five syllables and the
others seven

tank-age \'tao-kij\ n 1 : the capacity or contents of a tank
2 : dried animal residues usu. freed from the fat and gelatin and
used as fertilizer and feedstuff 3 a : the act or process of putting
or storing in tanks b : fees charged for storage in tanks
tan.kard X'tao-kardX n [ME] : a tall one-handled drinking vessel;
esp : a silver or pewter mug with a Ud
tank destroyer n : a highly mobile lightly armored
vehicle usu. on a half-track or a tank chassis and
mounting a cannon

tank-er \'tao-k3r\ n 1 a : a cargo boat fitted with
tanks for carrying liquid in bulk b : a vehicle on
which a tank is mounted to carry liquids; also i a
cargo airplane for transporting fuel 2 : a member
of a military tank crew
tank farm n : an area with tanks for storage of oil

tank town n l : a town at which trains stop for
water 2 : a small town
tank trailer n : a truck-drawn trailer equipped as
a tanker
tan*nage \'tan-ij'\ n ; the act, process, or result of tanning
tan-nate \'tan-,at\ n [F. fr. tannin] : a compound (as a salt) of a
tannin
ltan>ner \'tan-3r\ n : one that tans hides
atanner n [origin unknown] Brit : sixpence
tan>nery \'tan-C3-ire\ n : a place where tanning Is carried on
Tann.hau.ser \"tan-,h6i-zar\ n [G] : a German Knight and min-
nesinger noted in legend for his stay wiih Venus in the Venusberg
cavern and tiis subsequent repentance

tan*nic \'tan-ik\ adj [F tannique, fr. tanning i of, resembling, or
derived from tan oi a tannin
tannic acid n : tannin 1

tan-nin \*tan-sn\ n [ F, fr. tanner lo tan ] 1 : any of \ arlous soluble
astringent complex phenolic substances «jf plant ongin used in
tanning, dyeing, and the making of ink and in medicine 2 : a
substance that has a tanmng effect

tan-ning n 1 : the art or process by which a skin is tanned 2 : a
browning of the skin by exposure to sun 3 ; whipping, flogging

tan-nisb \'tan-ish\ adj I somewhat tan
Ta-no-an \'tan-3-w3n\ n [ rano, a group of former pueblos in New
Mexico] : a language family of New Mexico — Tanoan adj

tan<sy \'tan-ze\ n [ME ranesey. fr OF lanesie, fr, ML athanasia,
fr. Gk, inimortaUty, fr arhanatos immortal, fr. a- + thanatos
death — more at thanatos] : any of a genus (Tanacetum) of
composite herbs; esp : one (T vulgare) with aromatic odor and
very bitter taste

tansy ragwort n : a common ragwort (Senecio jacobaea) with
yellow flower heads that in some areas is an aggressive weed and
toxic to catde

tan-ta.Iate \'tant-'I-.at\ n ; a salt of a tantalic acid
tan<tal-ic \tan-'tal-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or derived from tan-

tankard

talum; esp : being one of the weak acids derived from tantalum
pentoxide and known chiefly in salts

tan.ta-lite \*tant-'l-,Tt\ n : a mineral (Fe Mn) (Ta Cb)2 Os consist-
ing of a heavy iron-black oxide of iron, manganese, tantalum, and
columbium

tau>ta>llze \'tant-'l-,Tz\ vb [Tantalus'] : to tease or torment by
or as if by presenting something desirable to the view but continu-
ally keeping it out of reach syn see worry — tan-ta*llz>er n

tan-ta>liz<ing adj : possessing a quality that arouses or stimulates
desire or interest ; mockingly or teasingly out of reach — tan>ta-
liz-ing*l7 \-,i-zio-le\ adv
tan.ta.lum \'tant-'l-3m\ n [NL, fr. L Tantalus; fr. its inability
to absorb acid] : a hard ductile gray-white acid-resisting metallic
element of the vanadium family found combined in rare minerals
(as lantalite and columbite) — see element table

tan-ta.lus \'tant-»l-3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Tantalos] 1 cap i a wealthy
king and son of Zeus punished in the lower world by being con-
demned to stand in water up to the chin and beneath fruit-laden
branches with water and fruit receding at each attempt to drink
or eat 2 : a locked case or ceilarette with contents visible but not
obtainable without a key
tan>ta*mount \'tant-s-,maunt\ adj [obs. tantamount, n. (equiva-
lent), fr. AF tant amunter to amount to as much] ; equivalent in
value, significance, or effect

tan>ta*Fa \tan-'tar-3, -'tar-\ n [L taraiantara, of imlt. .origin] : the
blare of a trumpet or horn
Uau-tivy \tan-'tiv-e\ adv (or adj) [origin unknown] : at a gallop

: headlong
2tantivy n : a rapid gallop or ride : headlong rush
tan<tra X'tan-trs, 'tan-\ n, often cap [Skt. lit., warp, fr. tanotl he
stretches, weaves; akin to Gk teinein to stretch — more at thin]
: one of the later Hindu or Buddhist scriptures marked by mysti-
cism and magic and used esp. in the worship of Shakti — tan<tric
\-trik\ adj, ojten cap — Tan-trlsm \-,triz-3m\ n — Tau<trist
\-tr3st\ n

tan-trum \'tan-tr3m\ n [origin unknown] : a fit of bad temper
tan*yard \*tan-,yard\ n : the section or part of a tannery housing
tanning vats

Tao X'tau, 'daiiX n [Chin (Pek) tao*, lit., way] 1 : the ultimate
principle of the universe in Taoism 2 ojten not cap : the path of vir-

tuous conduct in Confucianism
Tao-lsm \-,i2-3m\ n Uao] 1 : a Chinese mystical philosophy
traditionally founded by Lao-tzu in the 6th century b.c, that teaches
conformity to the Tao by unassertive action and simplicity 2 : a
religion developed from Taoist philosophy and folk and Buddhist
reUgion and concerned with obtaining long life and good fortune
often by magical means — Tao-ist \-3st\ adj or n — Tao-iS-tiC
\tau-*is-tik. dau-\ adj
Uap \'tap\ n [ME tappe, fr. OE txppa: akin to OHG zapho tap]
1 a : a plug for a hole (as in a cask) : spigot b : a device consisting
of a spout and valve attached to the end of a pipe to control the
flow of a fluid : cock 2 a : liquor drawn through a tap b : the
firocedure of removing fluid (as from a body cavity) 3 : a tool

or forming an internal screw thread 4 : an intermediate point
in an electric circuit where a cormection may be made 5 : the action
or an instance of wiretapping — on tap 1 : ready to be drawn
<ale on tap) 2 : broai,hed or furnished with a tap 3 : on hand

2tap vt tapped; tap-ping 1 : to let out or cause to flow by piercing

or by drawing a plug from the containing vessel 2 a : to pierce

so as to let out or draw off a fluid b : to draw from or upon;
specij : to cut in on (a telephone or telegraph wire) to get informa-
tion or to cut in (an electrical circuit) or another circuit 3 : to
form a female screw in by means of a tap 4 : to get money from as

a loan or gift 5 : to cormect (a street gas or water main) with a
local supply — tap«per n

3tap vb tapped: tap-ping [ME tappen, fr. MF taper to strike with
the flat of the hand, of Gmc origin; akin to MHG tape paw, blow
dealt with the paw] vt 1 : to strike lightly esp. with a shght sound
2 : to give a light blow with 3 : to bring about by repeated
light blows 4 : to repair by putting a tap on 5 : select, desig-
nate; specif : to elect to membership (as in a fraternity) -^ vj 1 : to

strike a Ught audiole blow : rap 2 : to walk with light audible
steps 3 : tap-dance — tap-per n

4tap n 1 a : a hght usu. audible blow; also : its sound b : one of

several usu. rapid drumbeats on a snare drum 2 : half sole
3 : a small meial plate for the sole or heel of a shoe (as for tap
dancing)

ta.pa \'tap-3, 'tap-\ n [Marquesan & Tahitian] 1 : the bark of the

paper mulberry or of an Hawaiian tree {Pipturus albidus) 2 : a
coarse cloth made in the Pacific islands from the pounded bark
of the paper mulberry, breadfruit, and other plants and usu.
decorated with geometric patterns

tap dance n ; a step dance tapped out audibly with the feet —
tap-dance \'tap-,dan(t)s\ vi — tap dancer n — tap dancing n
Uape \'tap\ n [ME, fr. OE txppe] 1 : a narrow woven fabric

2 : a string stretched breast-high above the finishing line of a race

3 : a narrow flexible strip or band; specij : magnetic tape
2tape vt 1 : to fasten, tie. bind, cover, or support with tape 2 : to

measure with a tape measure 3 : to record on magnetic tape
— Vi : MEASURE

tape grass n : a submerged aquatic plant (Vallisneria spiralis of
the family Vallisneriaceae) with long ribbonlike leaves

tape.line \*ta-,plTn\ n : tape measure
tape measure n : a narrow strip (as of a limp cloth or steel tape)
marked off in units (as inches or centimeters) for measuring
Ua-per \'ta-p3r\ n [ME, fr. OE tapor. taper] 1 a : a long waxed
wick used esp. for lighting lamps, pipes, or fires b : a feeble light

2 a : a tapering form or figure b : gradual diminution of thickness,
diameter, or width in an elongated object c : a gradual decrease

staper adj 1 : regularly narrowed toward a point 2 : graduated
<~ freight rates)

3taper vb ta>per<ing \'ta-p(3-)rio\ 1 : to make or become gradu-
ally smaller toward one end 2 : to diminish gradually

4tap>er \'ta-p3r\ n : one that apphes tape (as to seal, label, protect,
decorate, or strengthen) by hand or by machine

tape-re-cord \,ta-pri-'k6(3)rd\ vt [back-formation fr. tape
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recording"] t to make a recording on magnetic tape — tape lecorder
n — tape recording n

ta.per«er \'ta-p3r-3r\ n ; one who bears a taper in a religious
procession

taper oil vi l ; taper 2 ; to stop gradually '^ vt i to make or
cause to taper

tap.eS'tried \'tap-9-stred\ adj 1 : covered or decorated with or
as if with tapestry 2 : woven or depicted in tapestry

lap-es-try \-stre\ n [ME tapistry, modif. of MF tapisserie, fr, tapis-

ser to carpet, cover with tapestry, fr. OF tapis carpet, fr. Gk tapes
rug, carpet] 1 : a heavy handwoven reversible textile used for
hangings, curtains, and upholstery and characterized by compli-
cated pictorial designs 2 : a nonreversible imitation of tapestry
used chiefly for upholstery 3 : embroidery on canvas resembling
woven tapestry

tapestry carpet n : a carpet In which the designs are printed in
colors on the threads before the fabric is woven
ta-pe-tum \ta-'pet-3m\ n, /jMa-pe-ta \-'pet-a\ [NL, fr. L tapete
carpet, tapestry, fr. Gk tapet-, tapes rug, carpet] 1 ; a layer of
nutritive cells that invests the sporogenous tissue in the sporangium
of higher plants 2 : any of various membranous layers or areas
esp. of the choroid coat and retina of the eye

tape-worm \'tap-,warm\ n : any of numerous cestode worms
(as of the genus Taenia) parasitic when adult in the intestine of
man or other vertebrates

tap-hole \'tap-,h51\ n ; a hole for a tap; specif : a hole at or near
the bottom of a furnace or ladle through which molten metal,
matte, or slag can be tapped

lap.i'O-ca \,tap-e-'o-ka\ n [Sp & Pg, fr. Tupi typydca} : a usu.
granular preparation of cassava starch used esp. in puddings and
as a thickening in liquid foods

ta.pir \'ta-p3r; ts-'pi{3)r, *ta-,\ n, pi tapir or tapirs [Tupi tapilra'i

: any of several large inoffensive chiefly nocturnal ungulates
(family Tapiridae) of tropical America, Malaya, and Sumatra
related to the horses and rhinoceroses

ta.pis \ta-'pe, 'ta-,\ n [MF — more at tapestry] obs : tapestry or
similar material used for hangings and floor and table coverings —
on the tapis : under consideration

tap.pet \'tap-3t\ n [irreg. fr. ^tap] : a lever or projection moved by
some other piece (as a cam) or intended to tap or touch something
else to cause a particular motion (as in forms of intemal-combus-
tion-engine valve gear)

tap.ping n : the act, process, or means by which something is

tapped
tap.pit hen \'tap-at-\ n [Sc tappit, alter, of E topped"] X Scot : a
crested hen 2 Scot ; a drinking vessel with a knob on the lid

tap.room Vtap-.rUm, -,rum\ n : barroom
tap.root \-,rut, -.rut\ n [Uap] 1 : a primary root that grows
vertically downward and gives off small lateral roots 2 : one that
has a deep central position in a line of growth or development
taps \'taps\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [prob. alter, of earlier

taptoo tattoo — more at tattoo] : the last bugle call at night blown
as a signal that Ughts are to be put out; also : a similar call blown
at military funerals and memorial services

tap.sal-tee.lie \,tap-s3l-'te-re\ adv [by alter] Scot : topsy-turvy
tap.ster \'tap-star\ n : one employed to dispense liquors in a bar-

Uar \'tar\ n [ME terr, tarr, fr. OE teoru; akin to OE treow tree —
more at tree] 1 : a dark brown or black bituminous usu. odorous
viscous hquid obtained by destructive distillation of organic ma-
terial (as wood, coal, or peat) 2 [short for tarpaulin] : seaman,
SAILOR (salt ~s>

2tar vf tarred; tar-ring : to smear with or as if with tar

3tar or tarre \*tar\ vt tarred; tar.ring; tars or tarres [ME terren,

tarren, fr. OE tyrwan] : to urge to action : incite — usu. used with

Tara.ca.hi.tian \,tar-3-ks-'he-sh3n\ adj [Tarahumara (a Mexican
people) + Cahita (a Mexican people)] ; of, relating to, or con-
stituting a language familv of the Uto-Aztecan phylum

tar.a.did.dle or tar-ra.did.dle \,tar-3-'did-n, 'tar-a-,\ n [origin
unknown] 1 : a minor falsehood : fib 2 : pretentious nonsense

tar-an-tel-la \,tar-an-'tel-3\ n [It fr. Toronto, Italy] ; a vivacious
folk dance of southern Italy in H time

tar.an.tism \'tar-an-,tiz-am\ n [NL tarantismus, fr. Taranto,
Italy] : a dancing mania or malady of late medieval Europe

ta.ran-tu.la \t3-'ranch-(a-)la, -'rant-*l-3\ n. pi ta.ran-tu.las also

ta.ran.tU'lae \-'ran-cha-,le, -'rant-'l-.eX

[ ML, f r. OXt tarantola, it. Taranto ]

1 : a European wolf spider {Lycosa
tareniula) popularly held to be the cause
of tarantism 2 : any of various large
hairy spiders (family Theraphosidae)
that are typically rather sluggish and
though capable of biting sharply are not
significantly poisonous to man
ta.rax.a.cum \t3-'rak-si-k3m\ n [NL.
genus name, fr. Ar tarakhshaqun wild
chicory] : the dried rhizome and roots
of the dandehon {Taraxacum ojjicinale)

used as a diuretic, a tonic, and an
aperient
tar.boosh also tar.busU \tar-'biish\ n
[Ar tarbUsh] : a red hat similar to the
fez used alone or as part of a turban and
worn esp. by Muslim men
tar-hrush \'tar-,br3sh\ n ; a brush for tarantulas: A European,
applying tar b American

tar.di.grade \'tard-3-,grad\ n [deriv. of
L tardigradus slow-moving, fr. tardus slow + gradi to step, go —
more at grade] : any of a division (Tardigrada) of microscopic
arthropods with four pairs of legs that live usu. in water or damp
moss — tardigrade adj

tar.di-ly \'tard-'l-e\ adv : late
tar.di.ness \'tard-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being tardy
tar.do \'tard-(,)o\ adj [It, fr. L tardus] : slow — used as a direc-
tion in music

tar.dy \'tard-e\ adj [alter, of earUer tardij, fr. MF, fr. (assumed)
VL tardivus, fr. L tardus] 1 ; moving slowly : sluggish 2 : late:
also : dilatory
itare ^ ta(3)r, 'te(3)r\ n [ME] 1 a ; the seed of a vetch b : any

of several vetches (esp. Victa satlva and V. hirsuta) 2 pi I a weed
of grainfields usu. held to be the darnel 3 pi ; an midesirable ele-
ment

2tare n [ME, fr. MF, fr. Olt tara, fr. Ar tarha, ht., that which is

removed] 1 : a deduction from the gross weight of a substance
and its container made in allowance for the weight of the con-
tainer 2 : counterweight; esp : an empty vessel similar to a
container used to counterpoise change in weight of the container
due to conditions (as temperature or moisture)

3tare vt : to ascertain or mark the tare of; esp ; to weigh so as to
determine the tare

targe \'tarj\ n [ME, fr. OF] archaic i a light shield
Uar.get \'tar-g3t\ n [ME, fr MF targette, dim. of targe light
shield, of Gmc origin; akin to ON targa shield] 1 : a small round
shield : buckler 2 a : a mark to shoot at b : a target marked by
shots fired at it c ; something fired at 3 a : an object of ridicule
or criticism b : something to be affected by an action or develop-
ment c : a goal to be achieved 4 a : a railroad day signal that is

attached to a switch stand and indicates whether the switch is

open or closed b : a sliding sight on a surveyor's leveling rod
5a: the metallic surface usu. of platinum or tungsten upon which
the stream of cathode rays within an X-ray tube is focused and
from which the X rays are emitted b : a body or surface bom-
barded with nuclear particles or electrons; specij : the fluorescent
material on which the desired visual effects in electronic devices
(as in radar and television) are produced

2target vt : to make a target of; esp ; to set as a goal
target date n : the date set for an event or for the completion of a
project, goal, or quota
Tar.gum \'tar-,gum, -,giim\ n [LHeb targUm, fr. Aram, transla-
tion] : an Aramaic tremslation or paraphrase of a portion of the
Old Testament
Tar-heel \'tar-,hel\ n ; a native or resident of North Carolina —
used as a nickname
Uar.iff \'tar-3f\ n [It tarijja, fr. Ar ta^rij notification] 1 a : a
schedule of duties imposed by a government on imported or in
some countries exported goods b : a duty or rate of duty imposed
in such a schedule 2 : a schedule of rates or charges of a business
or public utihty

2tarill vt : to subject to a tariff

tar.la.tan \'tar-Iat-'n\ n [F tarlatane] I a sheer cotton fabric in
open plain weave usu. heavily sized
tar.mac \'tar-,mak\ n [fr. Tarmac, a trademark] : a tarmacadam
road, apron, or runway
Tarmac trademark — used for a bituminous binder for roads
tar.mac.ad.am \,tar-ma-'kad-3m\ n 1 ; a pavement constructed
by spraying or pouring a tar binder over courses of crushed stone
in situ and then rolling 2 I a material of tar and aggregates mixed
in a plant and shaped on the roadway

tarn \'tam\ n [ME tarne, of Scand origin* akin to ON tjbrn small
lake; akin to OE teran to tear] ; a small steep-banked mountain
lake or pool

tar.nish \'tar-nish\ vb [MF temiss-, stem of ternir] vt 1 : to dull
or destroy the luster of by or as if by air, dust, or dirt : soil, stain
2 a : to detract from the good quality of : vitiate b : to bring
disgrace on : sully -^ vi ; to become tarnished — tarnlsll n —
tar.nish.able \-3-b3l\ adj

ta-ro \'tar-(,)o, 'tar-\ n [Tahitian & Maori] : a plant (Colocasia
esculenta) of the arum family grown throughout the tropics for
its edible starchy tuberous rooistocks and in temperate regions
for ornament; also : its rootstock

tarp \'tarp\ « : tarpaulin
tar paper n : a heavy paper coated or impregnated with tar for use
esp. in building

tar'paU'lln \tar-'p6-l3n, 'tar-p3-\ n [prob. fr. 'rar -I- -palling,
-pauling (fr. palD] 1 : waterproofed canvas or other material
used for protecting goods, vehicles, athletic fields, or other exposed
objects 2 : sailor
Tar.pe.ian \tar-'pe-(y>an\ adj [L tarpeius] : of, relating to. or
being a cliff of the Capitoline hill in Rome used in ancient times
for hurling condemned criminals to their deaths

tar.pon \'tar-p3n\ n, pi tarpon or tarpons [origin unknown] : a
large silvery elongate isospondylous marine fish (Tarpon atlanticus)
common off the coast of Florida that reaches a length of about six

feet and is a noted sport fish

tar.ra.gon \'tar-3-,gan, -g3n\ n [MF targon, fr ML tarchon, fr.

Ar (arkhun] : a small European perennial wormwood (Artemisia
dracunculus) grown for its pungent aromatic foliage used in making
pickles and vinegar; also : its foUage

tar-ri-ance \'tar-e-3n(t)s\ n : the act or an instance of tarrying
Uar-ry \'tar-e\ vi [ME tarien] 1 : to delay or be tardy : linger
2 : to abide or stay in or at a place : sojourn syn see stay

2tarry n : stay, sojourn
3tar.ry \'tar-e\ adj ; of, resembling, or covered with tar

Uar.sal \'tar-s3l\ adj l : of or relating to the tarsus 2 ; being or
relating to plates of dense connective tissue that serve to stiffen

the eyelids
^tarsal n : a tarsal part (as a bone or cartilage)

tar-Si.er \'tar-se-,a, -se-3r\ n [F, fr. tarse tarsus, fr. NL tarsus]
: any of several small nocturnal arboreal East Indian mammals
(genus Tarsius) related to the lemurs

tar.SO.meta.tar.SUS \,tar-(.iso-'met-3-,tar-sss\ n[NL, fr. tarsus +
-o- + metatarsus] '. the large compound bone of the tarsus of a
bird; also t the segment of the Umb it supports
tai'SUS \'tar-s3S\ n, pi tar-si \-.sT, -,se\ [NL, fr. Gk torsos wicker-
work mat, flat of the foot, ankle, edge of the eyelid; akin to Gk
tersesthai to become dry — more at thirst] 1 : the part of the foot
of a vertebrate between the metatarsus and the leg; also : the small
bones that support this part of the Umb 2 : tarsometatarsus
3 : the distal part of the limb of an arthropod 4 ; the tarsal plate
of the eyeUd
Uart \'tart\ adj [ME, fr. OE teart sharp, severe; akin to MHG
traz spite] 1 : agreeably sharp to the taste : pungent 2 : butng,
caustic syn see sour — tart-ly adv — tart.ness n

2tart n [ME tarte, fr. MF] 1 : a small pie or pastry shell containing
jelly, custard, or fruit 2 : PROSTrruTE
Uar.tan \*tart-'n\ n [prob. fr MF tiretaine Unsey-woolsey] 1 : a
glaid textile design of Scottish origin consisting of stripes of vary-
ig width and color against a soUd ground and usu. patterned to

designate a distinctive clan 2 a : a twilled woolen fabric with
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tartan design I) : any fabric with tartan design 3 : a garment of
tartan design

atar-tan \'tart-'n, tar-'tan\ n [F tartane, fr. It tartanal : a Mediter-
ranean coasting vessel with one mast carrying a large lateen sail

itar-tai \'tart-9r\ n [ME, fr. ML tartarum} 1 ; a substance con-
sisting essentially of cream of tartar found in the juice of grapes
and deposited in wine casks together with yeast and other sus-
pended matters as a pale or dark reddish crust or sediment; esp
: a recrystallized product yielding cream of tartar on further
purification 2 ; an incrustation on the teeth consisting of salivary
secretion, food residue, and various salts (as calcium carbonate or
phosphate)

2tartar n [ME Tartre, fr. MF Tartare, prob. fr. ML Tartarus, modif.
of Per Tatar — more at tatar] 1 cap ; a native or inhabitant of
Tatary 2 cap ; tatar 2 3 ojten cap : a person of irritable or
violent temper 4 : an unexpectedly formidable person — Tartar
adj — Tar>tar*i<an \tar-'tar-e-9n, -'ter-X adj
Tar>tar>e*an \tar-'tar-e-sn, -*ter-\ adj [L tartareus, fr. Gk tar-

tareios, fr. Tartaros] ; of, relating to, or resembling Tartarus : in-
fernal

tartar emetic n : a poisonous efflorescent crystalline salt KSbOC4-
H406.i^^H20 of sweetish metallic taste that is used in dyeing as a
mordant and in medicine esp. in the treatment of amebiasis

tar-tar>ic \tar-'tar-ik\ adj ; relating to, derived from, or resembling
tartar or tartaric acid

tartaric acid n : a strong dicarboxylic acid C4H6O6 of plant origin
that occurs in four optically isomeric crystalUne forms, is usu.
obtained from tartar, and is used esp. in food and medicines, in
photography, and in making salts and esters

tar>tar-OUS \'tart-3-r3s\ adj : containing, consisting of, or resem-
bling tartar; also : derived from tartar

tar-tar sauce or tar.tare sauce \,tart-sr-\ n [F sauce tartare^
: mayonnaise with chopped pickles, oUves, capers, and parsley
Tar>ta>rus \'tart-3-r3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Tartarosi ; the infernal regions
of ancient classical mythology

tart*ish \'tart-ish\ adj ; somewhat tart — tart*ish<ly adv
tart.let \'tart-l9t\ n : a smaU tart

tar.trate \'tar-.trat\ n [ISV, fr. F tartre tartar, fr. ML tartarumi
: a salt or ester of tartaric acid

tar*trat*ed \-,trat-3d\ adj 1 : containing or derived from tartar
2 : combined with tartaric acid

tar-tuffe \tar-*tuf, -'tuf\ n [F Tartufe'] 1 cap : a religious hypocrite
and protagonist in Moliere's play Tartujfe 2 : hypocrite

Tar»Via \'tar-ve-3\ trademark — used for a viscid surfacing and
binding material for roads
Tar>zan \*tarz-^n, 'tar-,zan\ n [Tarzan, hero of adventure stories
by Edgar Rice Burroughs] ; a strong agile person of heroic propor-
tions and bearing
itasK \'task\ n [ME taske, fr. ONF tasque, fr. ML tasca tax or
service imposed by a feudal superior, fr. taxare to tax] 1 a : a
usu. assigned piece of work often to be finished within a certain
time b : something hard or unpleasant that has to be done
c ; duty, function 2 : reprimand — used in the expressions to
take, call, or bring to task
syn task, duty, job, chore, stint, assignment mean a piece of
work to be done, task implies work imposed by a teacher or
employer or by circumstance; duty implies an obligation to per-
form or responsibility for performance; job applies to a piece of
work voluntarily performed; it may sometimes suggest difficulty or
importance; chore implies a minor routine activity necessary for
maintaining a home or farm or enterprise; stint implies a carefully
allotted or measured quantity of assigned work or service; as-
signment implies a definite liinited task assigned by one in au-
thority

2task vt 1 065 ; TAX 2 ; to assign a task to 3 ! to oppress with
great labor : burden
task force n : a temporary grouping esp. of armed forces units
under one leader for the purpose of accomplishing a definite ob-
jective
task-maS'ter \'task-,mas-t3r\ n : one that imposes a task or bur-
dens another with labor — task>iuis*tress \-,mis-tr3s\ n

task-work \'tas-,kw3rk\ n 1 : piecework 2 : hard work
Tas.ma.nian devil \(,)taz-,ma-ne-3n-, -nyanA n ; a powerful
carnivorous burrowing Tasmanian marsupial {Sarcophilus ursinus)
Tasmaniail woil n : a carnivorous marsupial { Thylacinus cynocepha-
lus) formerly common in Australia but now limited to the remoter
parts of Tasmania that somewhat resembles a dog
tasse \'tas\ n [perh. fr. MF tasse purse, pouch] : one of a series of
overlapping metal plates in a suit of armor that form a short skirt
over the body below the waist
itas-sel \'tas-al, ojtenest oj corn 'tas-. "tos-X n
[ME, clasp, tassel, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL tassellus
fr. L taxillus small die; akin to L talus anklebone,
die] 1 : a pendent ornament made by laying
parallel a bunch of cords of even length and fasten-
ing them at one end 2 : something resembling a
tassel; esp : the terminal male inflorescence of some
plants and esp. Indian com

2tassel vh tas-seled or tas-selled; tas>5el<ing or
tas-sel>ling \-(a-)lia\ vt : to adorn with tassels
-^ vj ; to put forth tassel inflorescences
itaste \'tast\ vb [ME fasten to touch, test, taste, fr. OF taster, fr.

(assumed) VL taxitare, freq. of L taxare to touch — more at tax] vt

1 : experience, undergo 2 : to ascertain the flavor of by taking a
little into the mouth 3 a : to eat or drink esp. in small quantities
b : to experience slightly 4 ; to perceive or recognize as if by the
sense of taste 5 archaic : appreciate, enjoy ~ v/ 1 ; to eat or
drink a little 2 ; to test the flavor of something by taking a small
part into the mouth 3 : to have perception, experience, or enjoy-
ment : partake 4 : to have a specific flavor

2taste n 1 obs : test 2 a obs ; the act of tasting b : a small amount
tasted c ; a small amount ; bit; esp : a sample of experience
3 : the one of the special senses that perceives and distinguishes the
sweet, sour, bitter, or salty quality of a dissolved substance and is

mediated by taste buds on the tongue 4 : the objective sweet, sour,
bitter, or salty quality of a dissolved substance as perceived by the
sense of taste 5 a ; a sensation produced by the stimulation of the
sense of taste usu. together with that of touch and smell : flavor
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b : the distinctive quality of an experience 6 I individual pref-
erence ; inclination 7 a ; critical judgment, discernment, or
appreciation b ; manner or aesthetic quaUty indicative of such
discernment or appreciation
syn taste, sapidity, flavor, savor, tang, relish, smack mean

that property of a substance that makes it perceptible to the gusta-
tory sense, taste merely indicates the property; SAPiorrY implies a
highly perceptible taste as opposed to blandness; flavor suggests
both taste and smell acting together; savor suggests delicate
or pervasive flavor appealing to a sensitive palate; tang implies a
sharp, penetrating savor; relish stresses the peculiar flavor of a
thing; smack suggests a taste imparted by something added to a
thing; relish and smack both strongly connote enjoyment
syn taste, palate relish, gusto, zest mean a liking for some-

thing that gives pleasure, taste implies a specific liking or interest
natural or acquired; palate implies a liking dependent on pleasur-
able sensation; relish suggests a capability for keen gratification;
gusto implies a hearty relish that goes with vitality or high spirits;
zest implies eagerness and avidity for doing, making, encountering,
experiencing

taste bud « : an end organ mediating the sensation of taste and
lying chiefly in the epithelium of the tongue

taste>ful \'tast-f3l\ adj ; having, exhibiting, or conforming to
good taste — taste<Iul>ly \-fa-le\ adv— taste>ful>ness n

taste-less \'tast-l3s\ adj 1 a : having no taste : insipid <~ vege-
tables) b ; dull, uninteresting 2 : not having or exhibiting
good taste — taste>less<ly adv — taste-less-ness n

tast-er \'ta-star\ n 1 one that tastes; esp : one that tests (as tea)
by tasting 2 ; a device for tasting or sampluig; esp : a shallow
metal cup used in testing wine

tast>i4y \'ta-sts-le\ adv : in a tasteful or tasty manner
tast<i<ness yta-ste-nss\ n : the quality or state of being tasty
tasty \'ta-ste\ adj 1 : pleasing to the taste : savory 2 : tasteful
tat \'tat\ vb tat>ted; tat<ting [back-formation fr. tatting} vi ; to
work at tatting '*' vr : to make by tatting

Ta-tar \'tat-3r\ n [Per Tatar, of Turkic origin; akin to Turk Tatar}
1 : a member of any of numerous chiefly Turkic peoples found
mainly m the Tatar repubUc of the U.S.S.R., the north Caucasus,
Crimea, and parts of Siberia 2 : the Turkic language of any of the
Tatar peoples

ta>ter \'tat-ar\ n [by shortening & alter.] dial ; potato
itat-ter \'tat-3r\ n [ME. of Scand origin; akin to ON toturr tatter;
akin to OHG zotta matted hair, tuft] 1 : a part torn and left
hanging : shred 2 pi : tattered clothing ; rags

2tatter vb : to make or become ragged
tat.ter.de.ma.lion X.tat-ard-i-'mal-yan. -'mal-, -e-3n\ n [origin
unknown] : a person dressed in ragged clothing ; ragamuffin

tat-tered \'tat-3rd\ adj 1 : wearing ragged clothes <a '--' barefoot
boy) 2 : torn in shreds : ragged (-^ flag) 3 a : broken down
: dilapidated b : disrupted, shattered

tat.ter>sall \'tat-3r-,s61, -S3l\ n {.Taitersairsi\orsQ market. London,
England] 1 : a pattern of colored lines forming squares of solid
background 2 : a fabric woven or printed in a tattersall pattern

tat.tlng \'tat-io\ n [origin unknown] 1 ; a delicate handmade lace
formed usu. by looping and knotting with a single cotton thread
and a small shuttle 2 : the act or process of making tatting

Itat.tle \'tat-n\ vb tat-tling \'tat-Iio. -M-io\ [MD tatelen; akin to
ME tateren to tattle] vi 1 : chatter prate 2 : to tell secrets
; BLAB ^ vt I to utter or disclose in gossip or chatter

2tattle n 1 : idle talk : chatter 2 : gossip, talebearing
tat'tler \'tat-lar, -'l-3r\ n 1 : tattletale 2 : any of various
slender long-legged shorebirds (as the willet, yellowlegs, and red-
shank) with a loud and frequent call

tat-tle-tale V'tat-^l-.talX n : one that tattles : informer
tattletale gray n : a grayish white
Uat'too \ta-'tu\ n [alter, of earlier taptoo, fr. D taptoe, fr. the
phrase tap toe! taps shuti ] 1 a : a call sounded shortly before taps
as notice to go to quarters b : outdoor military exercise given by
troops as evening entertainment 2 : a rapid rhythmic rapping

^tattoo vt ; to beat or rap rhythmically on : drum on "^ vi ; to give
a series of rhythmic taps
3tattoo n [Tahitian tatau} 1 : the act of tattooing : the fact of being
tattooed 2 : an indelible mark or figure fixed upon the body by
insertion of pigment under the skin or by production of scars

4tattoo vt 1 : to mark or color (the skin) with tattoos 2 : to mark
the skin with (a tattoo) <-^erf a flag on his chest) — tat-tocer n

tau V'taii, 't6\ n [Gk, of Sem origin; akin to Heb tdvi/ taw] ; the
19th letter of the Greek alphabet — symbol T or t

tau cross, n — see cross illustration

taught past oj TEACH
Uaunt Vtont, 'tant\ vt [perh. fr. MF tenter to try, tempt — more at
TEMPT] : to reproach or challenge in a mocking or insulting manner
: jeer at syn see ridicule — tamit<er n — taunt-ing-ly \-io-le\
adv
2taunt n 1 : a sarcastic challenge or insult 2 archaic ; an object of
reproach
3taunt adj [origin unknown] : very tall — used of a mast
taupe \'t6p\ n [F, lit., mole, fr. L talpa} : a brownish gray
itau-rine \*t6r-,Tn\ adj [L taurinus, fr. taurus bull; akin to Gk
tauros bull, Mir tarb} 1 : of or relating to a bull : bovine 2 ; of or
relating to the common ox {Bos taurus) as distinguished from the
zebu {B. indieus)

atau-rine \'t6r-,en\ n [ISV. fr. L taurus: fr. its having been dis-

covered in ox bile] : a colorless crystalline compound CzHyNOaS
of neutral reaction found in the juices of muscle esp. in inverte-
brates and obtained as a cleavage product of taurocholic acid

tau.ro. Cho* lie \.t6r-3-'k6-lik, -'kal-ik\ adj [L taurus + ISV -o- +
cholic {acid) ] ; of, relating to, or being a deliquescent acid Cz6H4s-
NO7S occurring as the sodium salt in the bile of man, the ox, and
various carnivores

Tau.rus \'t6r-3s\ n [ME. fr. L (gen. Tauri), lit., bull] 1 : a zodiacal
constellation that contams the Pleiades and Hyades and is repre-
sented pictorially by a bull's forequarters 2 : the 2d sign of the
zodiac
itaut \'t6t\ adj [ME tought} 1 a : tightly drawn : not slack
b : HIGH-STRUNG, TENSE 2 3 ; kept in proper order or condition
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<a ~ ship) b ; not loose or flabby : firm syn see tight— tant'ly
adv— taut-ness n

2taut \'tat\ vt [origin unknown] Scot : mat, tangle
taut- or tauto- combjorm [LL, fr. Gk, fr. tauto the same, contr. of
to auto'i : same </auromerism> </auronym>

taut*en \'t6t-=n\ vb taut-eu>iug \'t6t-mo. -'n-io\ : to make or
become taut

tau-tog \'to-,t6g, -,tag, t6-'\ n [Narraganset tautauog, pi.] ; an
edible fish (Tautoga onitis) of the wrasse family found along the
Atlantic coast of the U. S. — called also blackjish

taU'to«log*i.caI Xitot-^l-'aj-i-kalVarfyrTAUTOLOoous— tau-to-!og-
i'Cal'ly \-k(a-)le\ adv

tau*toI<o*gouS \t6-'tal-a-gas\ adj [Gk tautologos, fr. taut- +
legein to speak — more at legend] 1 : involving rhetorical tau-
tology 2 : true by virtue of its logical form alone : analytic— tau*tol*o>gous>ly adv

tau.toI.Q.gy \t6-'tal-3-ie\ n [LL tautologia, fr. Gk, fr. tautologosl
la: needless repetition of an idea, statement, or word b ; an
instance of such repetition 2 : a tautologous statement

tau-tO'iner \'t6t-s-m3r\ n [ISV] : one of the forms of a tautomeric
compound

tau*to-mer>iC \,t6t-3-'mer-lk\ adj ; of, relating to, or marked by
tautomerism

tau>toin>ei-isin \t6-'tam-a-,rlz-3m\ n : isomerism in which the
isomers change into one another with great ease so that they
ordinarily exist together in equilibrium
taut'Onym \'t6t-s-,nim\n [w«r- + -onym'l : a taxonomic binomial
in which the generic name and specific epithet are alike and which is

common in zoology esp. to designate a typical form but is forbidden
to botany under the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature— taut-onym*ic \,t6t-3-'nim-ik\ or tau-ton-y-mous \t6-'tan-a-
m3s\ adj — tau*ton<y>my \-me\ n
tav^ern \'tav-srn\ n [ME taverne, fr. OF, fr. L taberna, lit., shed,
hut, shop. fr. trabs beam — more at thorp] : an establishment
where alcoholic liquors are sold to be drunk on the premises : inn

taV'erii«er \'tav-3(r)-nar\ n : one who keeps a tavern
itaw \'t6\ vt [ME tav^en to prepare for use, fr. OE tawian: akin
to L bonus good — more at bounty] : to convert (skin) into
leather by tanning with alum or salt

2taw n [origin unknown] 1 a : a marble used as a shooter b : ring-
taw 2 : the line from which players shoot at marbles 3 : a
square-dance partner
3taw vi : to shoot a marble
«taw X'taf, 'tof. 'tav, 't6v\ n [Heb taw. lit., mark, cross] : the
23d letter of tlie Hebrew alphabet — symbol D

taw-dri-ly X'tod-ra-ie, 'tad-\ adv ; in a tawdry manner
taw.dri-ness \'t6d-re-nas, 'tad-X n : the quality or state of being
tawdry
Uaw.dry \-re\ n {tawdry lace (a tie of lace for the neck), fr. St.
Audrey (St. Etheldreda) t679 queen of Northumbria] : cheap
showy finery

stawdry adj : cheap and gaudy in appearance and quality syn see
GAUDY

taw-ie \'t6-e\ adj [prob. fr. Uawl Scot t tractable
taw.ni.ness \'t6-ne-nas, "tan-e-X n : the quality or state of being
tawny
itaw.ny \'t6-ne, 'tan-e\ adj [ME, fr. MF tonne, pp. of tanner to tan]

: of the color tawny syn see dusky
2tawny n : a brownish orange to light brown that is slightly redder
than sorrel

taw>pie \'t6-pe\ n [of Scand origin; akin to Norw tdpe simpleton]
chiefly Scot : a foolish or awkward young person
taws \'t6z\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [prob. fr. pi. of obs. taw
(tawed leather) ] Brit ; a leather strap slit into strips at the end

ilax \'taks\ vt [ME taxen to estimate, assess, tax, fr. MF taxer. It.

ML jaxare, fr. L, to feel, estimate, censure, freq. of tangere to
touch — more at tangent] 1 : to assess or determine judicially the
amount of (costs in a court action) 2 : to levy a tax on 3 obs : to
enter in a list 4 : charge, accuse; also : censure 5 : to place
under onerous and rigorous demands — tax>abil>i>ty \,tak-S3-
'bil-3t-e\ n — tax-able \'tak-s9-bal\ adj — tax-er n
2tax /I 1 a : a usu. pecuniary charge imposed by authority upon
persons or property for public purposes b : a sura levied on
members of an organization to defray expenses 2 : a heavy charge
: STRAIN

tax- or taxo- also taxi- comb form [Gk taxi-, fr. taxis^ : arrange-
ment </ajceme> (/lucidermy)
tax>a>tion \tak-'sa-sh3n\ n 1 ; the action of taxing; esp ; the
imposition of taxes 2 : revenue obtained from taxes
tax>eme \'tak-,sem\ n {.tax-} ; a minimum grammatical feature of
selection, order, stress, pitch, or phonetic modification — tax«e-
mic \tak-'se-mik\ adj

tax evasion n : deUberate failure to pay taxes usu. by falsely report-
ing taxable income or property

tax-ex<einpt \,tak-sig-'zem(p)t\ adj 1 ; exempted from a tax
2 ; bearing interest free from federal or state income tax <--« securi-
ties)

itaxi \'tak-se\ n, pi tax>is \-sez\ also tax>ies : taxicab; also ; a
similarly operated boat or airplane

ataxi vb tax'ied; taxi-ing or taxy.ing; tax4s or tax-les vi 1 : to
ride in a taxicab 2 & of an airplane : to go at low speed along the
surface of the ground or water (as when maneuvering into position
for takeoff or parking) b ; to operate an airplane on the ground
under its own power "^ vt 1 : to transport by taxi 2 ; to cause (an
airplane) to taxi

taxi-cab \'tak-se-.kab\ n [/oximeter cab'\ ; a chauffeur-driven
automobile carrying passengers for a fare

taxi dancer n t a girl employed by a dance hall, caf^, or cabaret to
dance with patrons who pay a certain amount for each dance

tax.i.der-mic \,tak-s3-'d3r-mik\ adj : of or relating to taxidermy
taxi'der-mist \'tak-sQ-,dsr-m3st\ n : one who practices taxidermy
taxi.der-my \-me\ n [tax- +-derm''\ : the art of preparing, stuffing,
and mounting the skins of animals and esp. vertebrates
taxi>man X'tak-se-manX n, chiefly Brit ; the operator of a taxi : a
taxi driver

taxi-me.ter \'tak-se-,met-3r\ n [F taximhre, modif. of G taxa-
meter. fr. ML laxa tax, charge (fr. taxare to tax) + -meter"] : an
instrument for use In a hired vehicle (as a taxicab) for automatically
showing the fare due

taz-lng eidj I ONEROUS, wearing
taX'ls \'tak-s3s\ n, pi tax-es \'tak-,sez\ [Gk, lit., arrangement,
order, fr. tassein to arrange — more at tactics] 1 : the manual
restoration of a displaced body part; specif : manual reduction of a
hernia 2 a ; reflex transiational or orientational movement by a

ism ii
'

"

_ , _ . __ ___r __ _reor
reflex reaction involving such movement
-tax.is \'tak-s9s\ n comb form, pi -tax-es \'tak-.sez\ [NL, fr. Gk,
fr. taxis} 1 ; arrangement : order <homoraxis> 2 : taxis (sense 2)
<chemo/<2:tir>

taxi stand n : a place where taxis may park awaiting hire ; cabstand
tax*ite \'tak-,sTt\ n [G taxit, fr. Gk taxisj : volcanic rock of clas-
tic or schlieric appearance— tax>it-ic \tak-'sit-ik\ adj
taxi>way \'tak-se-.wa\ n ; a usu. paved strip for taxiing (as from
the terminal to a runway) at an airport
tax.on \'tak",san\ n, pi taxa \-s3\ also tax-ons [ISV. back-forma-
tion fr. taxonomy} 1 : a taxonomic group or entity 2 : the name
applied to a taxonomic group in a formal system of nomenclature

tax>o>nom-ic \,tak-s3-'n'3m-ik\ adj : of or relating to taxonomy— tax>o<noni-i*cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
tax>on-o-mist \tak-'san-a-m35t\ n : a specialist in taxonomy
tax.on.O.my \-me\ n [F taxonomie, fr. tax- + -nomie -noray]
1 : the study of the general principles of scientific classification
: SYSTEMATics 2 I CLASSIFICATION; Specif I Orderly classification of
plants and animals according to their presumed natural relation-
ships

tax-pay<er \'tak-,spa-ar\ n : one that pays or is liable to pay a tax
tax stamp n : a stamp marked on or affixed to a taxable item as
evidence that the tax has been paid
taX'US \'tak-S3s\ n, pi tax<us \-sas\ [NL, genus comprising the
yews, fr. L. yew] : yew la

taz>za \'tat-s3\ n [It, cup, fr. Ar fassah} : a shallow cup or vase on a
pedestal_

TB \(')te-'be\ n ITB (abbr. for tubercle bacillus)} : TUBERCin.osis
T-bar lift \,te-.bar-\ n : a ski lift in which two skiers at a time
lean agamst a bar suspended in the center while being pulled
uphill

T-bone \'te-,bon\ n : a small beefsteak from the thin end of the
short loin containing a T-shaped bone and a small piece of tender-
loin

tea \'te\ n [Chin (Amoy) r'c] 1 a : a shrub
{Camellia sinensis of the family Theaceae, the
tea family) cultivated esp. in China, Japan,
and the East Indies b : the leaves, leaf buds,
and mtemodes of this plant used in preparing
a beverage after curing by immediate withering
and firing or by firing after fermeniing and
oxidizing or after partial oxidizing — called
also respectively green tea, black tea, oolong
2 I an aromatic beverage prepared from tea
leaves by infusion with boiling water 3 : any
of numerous other plants more or less like tea;

also : an infusion from their leaves used branch of tea plant
in flower

. late afternoon b : a

ough tea for an

medicinally or as a beverage 4 a : refresh-
ments USU- including tea with bread and butter
sandwiches, crackers, or cookies served :'

reception at which tea is served
tea bag n : a cloth or filter paper bag holding <

individual serving

tea bail n t a perforated metal ball for making tea in cups or in a
teapot

tea»ber.ry \'te-,ber-e\ n [fr. the use of its leaves as a substitute for
tea] ; checkerberry

tea biscuit n, Brit : cracker, cookie
tea>boaTd \'te-,b6(3)rd, -,b6(a)rd\ n : a tray for serving tea

tea>bOWl \-,bol\ n ; a teacup having no handle
tea caUe n i Brit ; a light fiat cake 2 : cookie
tea cart n_ ; tea wagon
teach \'tech\ vb taught \'t6t\ teach<ing [ME techen to show,
instruct, fr. OE tScan: akin to OE tdcn sign — more at token]
vt 1 a ; to cause to know a subject b ; to cause to know how

: to accustom to some action or attitude d : to make to know
the disagreeable consequences of some action 2 : to guide the
studies of 3 : to impart the knowledge of <~ algebra) 4 a ; to
instruct by precept, example, or experience b : to seek to make
known and accepted ; preach *- vi : to provide instruction : act as
a teacher
syn instruct, educate, train, discipline, school: teach applies

to any manner of imparting information or skill so that others
may leam; instruct suggests methodical or formal teaching;
educate Implies attempting to bring out latent capabilities; train
stresses instruction and drill with a specific end in view; discipline
implies subordinating to a master for the sake of controlling;

school implies training or disciplining esp. in what is hard to
master or to bear

teach-abil>i>ty \,te-ch3-'bil-at-e\ n 1 ; suitability for use in
teaching 2 : abiUty to leam by instruction

teach-able \'te-cha-b3l\ adj : capable of being taught; esp : apt and
willing to leam — teach>able-ness n — teach>ably \-bIe\ adv

teacb>er \'te-char\ n 1 : one that teaches; esp : one whose occupa-
tion is to instruct 2 : a Mormon ranking above a deacon in the
Aaronic priesthood

teachers college n : a college for the training of teachers usu.
offering a full four-year course and granting a bachelor's degree

teactl>er>sliip \'te-ch3r-,ship\ n ; a teaching position

teach-ing n 1 ; the act, practice, or profession of a teacher 2 : some-
thing taught; esp : doctrine

teaching fellow n : a resident student at a graduate school who
holds a fellowship that involves teaching or laboratory duties

tea>cup \'te-,k3p\ n : a cup usu. of less than 8 ounce capacity used
with a saucer for hot beverages

tea.cup.ful \-,ful\ n, pi teacupfuls \-.ful2\ or tea.cups.lul
\-,k3ps-,fui\ ; as much as a teacup can hold

tea dance n : a dance held in the late afternoon
tea garden n 1 : a public garden where tea and other refreshments
are served 2 : a tea plantation

tea gown n ; a semiformal gown of fine materials in graceful flow-
ing lines worn esp. for afternoon entertaining at home
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tea*taonse \'te-,haus\ n : a public house or restaurant where tea
and light refieshments are sold
teak \'tek\ n [Pg teca, fr. Malayalam tekka] : a tall East Indian
timber tree {Tectona grcuidis) of the vervain raniiiy; also ; its hard
yellowish brown wood used esp. for shipbuilding
tea*ket>tle \'te-,ket--"l, -,lut-\ n : a covered kettle with a handle
and spout for boiling water
teak-wood \'ie-,kwud\ n ; teak
teal \'te(3ll\ n, pi teal or teals [ME tele; akin to MD teling teal}

; any of several small short-necked river ducks (esp. genus Anas)
of Europe and America

teal blue n ; a variable color averaging a dark greenish blue
Ueam \'lem\ n [ME leme, fr. OE tparn offspring, lineage, group of
draft animals; akin to OE teon to draw, pull — more at tow]
1 obs : LINEAGE. RACE 2 I a group of animals: as a : a brood esp.

of young pigs or ducks b : a matched group of animals for exhibi-
tion 3 a : two or more draft animals harnessed to the same
vehicle or implement; also : these with their harness and attached
vehicle b : a draft animal often with harness and vehicle C ; a
drawn vehicle (as a wagon) 4 ; a number of persons associated to-

gether in work or activity: as a ; a group on one side in a match
b : CREW, GANG
ateam vt l : to yoke or join in a team 2 : to convey or haul with a
team « vi 1 : to drive a team or motor-truck 2 : to form a team
(.'^ up together)
3team adj : of or performed by a team
tea maker n : a covered spoon with perforations for holding tea
used in brewing tea m a cup
team-mate \'tem-,mai\ n ; a fellow member of a team
team-ster \'temfpi-st3r\ n ; one who drives a team or motortruck
esp. as an occupation
team*work \'tem-.w3rk\ n : work done by a number of associates
each doing a part but all subordinating personal prominence to the
efficiency of the whole
tea party « l : an afternoon social gathering at which tea is served
2 £fr. the Boston Tea Party, name facetiously applied to the occa-
sion in 177 ? when a group of citizens threw a shipment of tea into
Boston harbor in protest against the tax on imports] : an exciting
disturbance or proceeding
tea>pot \'ie-,pat\ n : a vessel with a spout in which tea Is brewed
and from which it is served
tea-poy \-,p6i\ n [Hindi tipal} 1 : a 3-legged ornamental stand
2 : a stand for a tea service

Uear \'ti(3'r\ n [ME, fr. OE txhher. tear; akin to OHG zahar tear,

L dacruma. lacrima. Gk dakry'\ 1 a : a drop of clear saline fluid

secreted by the lacrimal gland and diffused between the eye and
eyelids to moisten the parts and facilitate their motion b p/ : a
secretion of profuse tears that overflow the eyelids and dampen the
face 2 ;?/ : an act of weeping or grieving 3 : a transparent drop of
fluid or hardened fluid matter (as resm) — teary \'ti(3)r-e\ adj

stear v/ : to shed tears

3tear \'ta(3)r, *te(a)r\ vb tore \'t6(a)r, •t6(3)r\ torn \'t6(3)rn,
t60)m\ tear-ing [ME teren, fr, OE teran; akin to OHG zeran to

destroy, Gk derein to skin] vr 1 : to separate parts of or pull apart
by force : rend; also : lacerate <-- the skin) 2 : to divide or
disrupt by the pull of contrary forces <a mind torn with doubts)
3 : to remove by force : wrench 4 : to make or effect by or as if by
tearing <~ a hole in the wall) -^ W 1 : to separate on being pulled

: rend 2 : to move or act with violence, haste, or force — tear-er n
synTEAR, RIP, REND, SPLFF, CLEAVE. RIVE mean to separate forcibly.

TEAR implies pulling apart by main force and leaving jagged edges;
RIP impUes a pulling apart in one rapid uninterrupted motion often
along a seam or joint; rend is rhetorical and implies very violent
or ruthless severing or sundering; split suggests a forceful but
often precise separating in the direction of grain or layers; cleave
implies very forceful splitting or cutting with a blow; rive suggests
action rougher and more violent than split or cleave

4tear \'ta(a)r, 'te(a)r\ n 1 a : the act of tearing b : damage from
being torn; esp : a hole or flaw made by tearing : rent 2 a ; a tear-

ing pace : HURRY b : spree <go on a '^)

tear around vi l : to go about in excited or angry haste 2 : to
lead a wild or disorderly life

tear away vt ; to remove (as oneself) reluctantly

tear down vr l a : to cause to decompose or disintegrate : destroy
b : VILIFY, DENIGRATE 2 ; to take apart : disassemble

tear-down \'ta(3)r-.daun, 'le(3)r-\ n : disassembly
tear-drop \*ti(a)r-.drap\ n 1 : 'tear la 2 : something shaped like

a dropping tear; specij : a pendent gem on an earring or necklace
tear-tul \'ti(9)r-f3l\ adj : flowing with, accompanied by, or causing
tears — tear-Jul-ly \-f3-le\ adv — tear-tul-ness n

tear gas n ; a solid, liquid, or gaseous substance that on dispersion
in the atmosphere blinds the eyes with tears and is used chiefly in
dispelling mobs
tear*jerK>er \*tiCo)r-,iar-k3r\ n : an extravagantly pathetic story,
play, film, or broadcast — tear-jerK-ing \-kio\ adj

tear-less \-las\ adj : free from tears — tear-less-ly adv
tear off vr : to compose rapidly
tea-room X'te-.riim, -,rum\ « : a small restaurant with service and
decor designed primarily for a feminine clientele

tea rose n : any of numerous tender or half-hardy hybrid garden
bush roses descended chiefly from a Chinese rose {Rosa odorata)
and valued esp. for their abundant large usu. tea-scented blossoms— compare hybrid tea rose
tear sheet n : a sheet torn from a publication usu. to prove insertion
of an advertisement to an advertiser

tear-stain \'ti(3)r-,stan\ n : a spot or streak left by tears — tear-
stained \-,stand\ adj

tear strip n : the scored band in a can or added narrow ribbon in
a wrapper or on a fiber box that provides an easy and defined way
of opening

tear tape n : a strong tape glued to the inside of a shipping con-
tainer with one end protruding so that the container is readily
opened by pulling out the tape

tear up vr 1 : to damage, remove, or effect an opening In (a floor
surface) 2 : to tear to pieces {tear a letter up)
Uease \'tez\ vt [ME tesen, fr. OE txsan; akin to OHG zeisan to
tease] 1 a : to disentangle and lay parallel by combing or carding

9 abut; ^ kitten; er further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart; au out;

J joke; J} sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; tb thin; til this; ti loot;

<'^ wool) b : teasel 2 : to tear In pieces; esp : to shred (a tissue or
specimen) for microscopic examination 3 a ; to annoy persistently
: harass b : tantalize c : to goad to anger, resentment, or
confusion esp. In sport : torment d : to annov with petty persis-
tent requests : pester; also : to obtain by repeated coaxing e : to
persuade to acquiesce esp. by persistent small efforts ; coax syn
see worry — teas-er n — teas>ing>ly \'te-2lo-le\ adv

stease n l ; the act of teasing j the state of being teased 2 : one
that teases
Itea-sel or tea-zel or tea-zle X'te-zaiV n [ME tesel, fr. OE txsel;
akin to OE tapsan to tease] 1 : any of a genus {Dipsacus of the
family Dipsacaceae, the tease! family) of Old World prickly herbs;
esp : one (D. jullonum) with flower heads covered with stiff

hooked bracts — called also juller''s teasel 2 a : a flower head of
the fuller's teasel used when dried to raise a nap on woolen cloth
b ; a wire substitute for the fuller's teasel

aleasel vr tea-seled or tea-selled; tea-sel-ing or tea-sel-ling
\'tez-(a-)lio\ : to nap (clothi with teasels

tease out vr ; to obtain by disentangling or freeing with a pointed

tea service n : a set of china or metalware for service at table:
a : a set of china consisting usu. of a teapot, sugar bowl, creamer,
and plates, cups, and saucers b : a set of metalware consisting usu.
of a teapot, sugar bowl, creamer, and waste bowl, kettle, and tray

tea set /I l : tea service 2 : a china set consisting of teapot,
sugar bowl, creamer, cups and saucers, and dessert pUtes

tea shop n l chiejly Brit : tearoom 2 Brit : lunchroom, restau-
rant
tea-spoon \'te-,spun, -'spun-\ w : a small spoon suitable for stirring
and sipping tea or coffee and holding one third ofa tablespoon
tea-spoon-ful \-,fuI\ n, pi teaspooufuls \-,ful2\ or tea-spoons*
ful \-,spunz-,ful. -'spUnzA 1 ; as much as a teaspoon can hold
2 : a unit of measure equal to 1 !^ fluidrams

teat \'tit, *tet\ n [ME tete, fr. OF. of Gmc origin; akin to OE tU
teat, MHG ziVze] \ : the protuberance through which milk is
drawn from an udder or breast ; nipple 2 : a small projection or a
nib (as on a mechanical part)

tea table n : a table used or spread for tea; specij : a small table
for serving afternoon tea

teat.ed \'tit-_3d, 'tet-\ adj : having teats

tea-time \'te-.tTm\ n : the customary time for tea : late afternoon
or early evening

tea towel n : dish towel
tea tray n : a tray that accommodates a tea service
tea wagon n ; a small table on wheels used in serving tea and light
refreshments

Te-bet \ta-'vat(h), 'ta-.ves\ n [Heb Jebheth} : the 4th month of
the civil year or the lOtn month of the ecclesiastical year in the
Jewish calendar

teched \'techt\ adj [alter, of touched} : somewhat deranged
tech-ne-tium \iek-'ne-sh(e->3m\ n [NL,_fr. Gk tec/meto^ artificial,

fr. technasihai to devise by art, fr. techne] : a metallic element ob-
tained by bombarding molybdenum with deuterons or neutrons
and in the fission of uranium — see element table

itech-nic \'tek-nik\ adj [Gk lechnikos} : technical
3tech-nlc \'tek-nik, jor 1 also tek-'nek\ n 1 ; technique 1 2 pi but
sing or pi in consir I technology 2a

tech-ni-cal \'tek-ni-k3l\ adj [Gk technikos of art, skillful, fr.

techne art, craft, skill; akin to Gk tekton builder, carpenter, L
texere to weave, OHG dahs badger] 1 a : having special usu.
practical knowledge esp. of a mechanical or scientific subject
b : marked by or characteristic of specialization 2 : of or relating

to a particular subject; esp : of or relating to a practical subject
organized on scientific principles 3a: according to a strict legal

interpretation b : legal 6 4 : of or relating to technique 5 : of,

relating to, or produced by commercial processes {-^ sulfuric acid)

6 : resulting chiefly from internal market factors rather than ex-
ternal influences <~ reaction) — tech*ni-oal-ly \-k(3-)le\ adv— tecb-ni-cal-ness \-k3l-n3s\ n

tech-ni-cal-i-ty \ tek-na-'kat-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of
being technical 2 : something technical; esp : a detail meaningful
only to a specialist

tecU-ni'Cal-iza-tion \,tek-ni-k5-l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the action of
making technical

technical knockout n : a knockout ruled by the referee when a
boxer is unable or is declared to be unable (as because of injury)

to continue the fight

technical sergeant n : a noncommissioned officer in the air force
ranking above a staff sergeant and below a master sergeant

tech-ni-clan \tek-'nish-3n\ « 1 ; a specialist in the technical de-
tails of a subject or occupation 2 ; one who has acquired the
technique of an art or other area of specialization

tech-ni-col-or \'tek-ni-,k3l-3r\ n [fr. Technicolor, a trademark]
: vivid color — tech-ui-col-ored \-9rd\ n

tech-nique \tek-*nek\ n [F, fr. technique technical, fr, Gk technikos}

1 ; the matrner in which technical details are treated (as by a writer)

or basic physical movements are used (as by a dancer); also : ability

to treat such details or use such movements 2 a : technical

methods esp. in scientific research b ; a method of accomplishing a
desired aim

techno- comb form [Gk, fr. techne} 1 : art ; craft <rec/inography>

2 : technical : technological (recAnocracy)

tech-noc-ra-cy \tek-'nak-r3-se\ n ; government by technicians;

specij : management of society by technical experts — tech-no-crat
\'tek-na-.krat\ n — tech*no-crat-ic \,tek-n3-'krat-ik\ adj

tech-no-log.i.cal \,tek-n3-'laj-i-k3l\ or tech.no-log.ic \-'laj-ik\

adj 1 : of. relating to, or characterized by technology (-^ advance)
2 : resulting from improvement in technical processes that increases
productivity of machines and eliminates manual operations or
operations done by older machines <'^ unemployment) — tech*no-
log-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)ie\ adv

tech-nol-0-gist \tek-'nal-3-J3St\ n : a specialist in technology
tech-nol-O-gy \-je\ n [Gk technologia systematic treatment of
an art, fr. techno- + -logia -logy] 1 : technical language 2 a : ap-
plied science b : a technical method of achieving a practical
purpose 3 : the totality of the means employed to provide objects
necessary for human sustenance and comfort

in; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

t; y yet; ytt few; yu furious; zh vision
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tecHy var of tetchy
tecton-ic \tek-'tan-ik\ adj [LL tectonicus, fr. Gk tektonikos of a
builder, fr. tekton builder — more at technical] : structural,
cONJTRUcriONAL: OS a ; architectural b : of or relating to the
deformation of the earth's crust, the forces involved in or producing
such deformation, and the resulting forms

tec.ton>ics \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : the science or art
of construction (as of a building) 2 a : a branch of geology con-
cerned with structure esp, with folding and faulting b : diastro-
PHISM
tectiix \'tek-triks\ n, pi tec>tri-ces X'tek-tra-.sez, tek-'tri-C,)\

[NL lectric-, tectrix, fem. of L tector one that covers, fr. tectus, pp.
of tegere to cover — more at thatch] ; covert 2

ted \'ted\ vt ted'ded; ted>ding [(assumed) ME tedden; akin to Gk
daiesihai to divide, distribute — more at tide] : to spread or turn
from the swath and scatter (as new-mown grass) for drying

ted-der \'ted-sr\ n ; one that teds; specif ; a machine for stirring
and spreading hay to hasten drying and curing
ted^dy bear \'ted-e-, , ,ted-e-'\ n ITeddy, nickname of Theodore
Roosevelt tl919 26th U.S. president; fr. a cartoon depicting the
president sparing the life of a bear cub while hunting] : a stuffed
toy bear
Te De.um \(')ta-'da-am, (')te-'de-\ n, pi Te Deums [ME, fr. LL te

deum laudamus thee, God, we praise; fr. the opening words of
the hymn] : an ancient liturgical hymn of praise to God

te'dious \'ted-e-3s, 'te-j3s\ adj [ME, fr. LL taediosus, fr. L taedium'i

: tiresome because of length or dullness ; boring — te>dious*ly
adv — te*dious-ness n

te>di'Um \'ted-e-9m\ n [L taedium disgust, irksomeness, fr. taedere
to disgust, weary] : the quality or state of being tedious : tedious-
ness; also : boredom
Uee Vte\ n [ME] 1 : the letter t 2 ; something shaped like a cap-
ital T — to a tee : precisely, exactly

2tee n [of unknown origin] 1 a : a small moimd or a peg on which a
golf ball is placed before the beginning of play on a hole b ; a
device for holding a football in position for kickmg 2 : the area
from which a golf ball is struck at the beginning of play on a hole

3tee vi teed; tee-ing : to place (a ball) on a tee — often used with up
iteem \'tem\ vb [ME lemen, fr. OE t'leman, tzman; akin to OE
team offspring — more at team] vr, archaic : to bring forth ; give
birth to : PRODUCE «- vi 1 obs : to become pregnant ; conceive
2 a : to become filled to overflowing : abound (lakes -^ with fish)

b : to be present in large quantity
2teem vr [me temen, fr. ON tama; akin to OE torn empty] archaic

: EMPTY, POUR
Ueen \'ten\ n [ME tene, fr. OE teona, injury, grief; akin to ON t}dn

loss, damage] archaic : misery, affliction
2teen adj ; teen-age
teen-age \'te-.naj\ or teen-aged \-,najd\ adj : of, being, or relat-

ing to people in their teens
teen-ag*er \-,na-j3r\ n ; a person in his teens
teen-er \'te-nar\ n : teen-ager
teens \'tenz\ n pi [-teen (as in thirteen)'] 1 : the numbers 13 to 19
inclusive; sped) : the years 13 to 19 in a lifetime or century
2 : TEEN-AGERS

tee-ny \*te-ne\ adj [by alter.] : tiny
tee oft vi 1 ; to drive from a tee 2 : begin, start 3 : to hit hard—
often used with on 4 : to make an angry denunciation — often
used with on

tee-pee var oj tepee
tee shirt var oj t-shirt
tee.ter \'tet-ar\ vi [ME titeren to totter, reel; akin to OHQ
ziitaron to shiver, Gk dramein to run — more at dromedary]
1 a : to move unsteadily : wobble b : waver, vacillate 2 : see-
saw — teeter n
tee-ter-board \-,bo(3)rd, -,b6C3)rd\ n 1 : seesaw 2b 2 : a board
placed on a raised support in such a way that a person standing on
one end of the board is thrown into the air if another person jumps
on the opposite end

teeth pi oj TOOTH
teethe \'tetli\ vi [back-formation fr. teething] : to cut one*s teeth

; grow teeth

teeth.ing \'te-thiD\ n iteeth] 1 : the first growth of teeth 2 : the
phenomena accompanying growth of teeth through the gums
teething ring n : a usu. rubber or plastic ring for a teething infant
to bite on

teeth-ridge \'te-,thrlj\ n : the limer surface of the gums of the upper
front teeth

tee.to.tal \'te-'t6t-n, -,t5t-\ adj [fotal + total (abstinence)] 1 : of,

relating to, or practicmg teetotalism 2 : total, complete —tee-
total vi — tee-to-tal-er or tee-to>taMer \-'tot-'l-3r\ n — tee-
to-taMy \-'t6t-'l-e, -,t6t-\ adv

tee>tO-tal-ism \-'t6t-'l-.iz-3m\ n ; the principle or practice of com-
plete abstinence from alcoholic drinks — tee»tO'tal-ist \-'l-ast\ n

tee-to-tum \'te-'tot-3m\ n iyee + L totum all, fr. neut. of totus
whole; fr. the letter T inscribed on one side as an abbr. of totum
(take) all] ; a small top usu. inscribed with letters

teg.men X'teg-manX n, pi teg-mi-na X-ma-n^X [NL tegmin-,
tegmen, fr. L, covering, fr. tegere to cover — more at thatch] : a
superficial layer or cover usu. of a plant or animal part : integu-
ment
leg-men.tum \teg-'ment-3m\ or teg.u-men.turn \,teg-y3-\ n, pi
teg-men-ta or teg.u.men.ta \-'ment-a\ [NL, fr. L, ir. tegere]
: covering, tegmen

teg.u-lar \'teg-ya-l3r\ adj [L tegula tile, fr. tegere] : of, relating to,

or resembling a tile; also : arranged like tiles — teg.U«lar-ly adv
teg.u.ment \'teg-y3-m3nt\ n [ME, fr. L tegumentum] : integument— teg.u*men.ta>ry X.teg-ya-'ment-s-re, -^men-tre\ adj
teU tree \'te(a)l-\ n [F dial, teil, fr. OF. fr. L tilia] : linden la
tek.lite \'tek-.tTt\ n [ISV. fr. Gk tektos molten, fr. tekein to melt —
more at thaw] : a glassy body of probably meteoritic origin and of
rounded but indefinite shape found esp. in Czechoslovakia, In-
donesia, and Australia

tel- or telo- comb form [ISV, fr. Gk telos — more at wheel] : end
</^/angiectasia>

tel-a.mon \'tel-3-,m'an\ n, pi tel.a-mo.nes \,tel-3-'mo-(,)nez\ [L,
fr. Gk telamon bearer, supporter; akin to Gk tlenai to bear — more
at tolerate] : a male figure used like a caryatid as a supporting
column or pilaster

lel-an-gi.ec-ta-sia \,teI-,an-Je-,ek-'ta-zh(e-)3\ or teLan-gi-ec-ta-
SiS \-'ek-t3-s3s\ n [NL, fr. tel- + angi- + ectasia, ectasis ectasis]
: an abnormal dilatation of capillary vessels and arterioles that
often forms an angioma — tel*an>gi*ec*tat.ic \-,ek-'tat-ik\ adj
Tel.AU-tO-graph \te-'16t-3-.graf\ trademark — used for a facsimile
telegraph for reproducing graphic matter by means of a transmitter
in which the motions of a pencil are reproduced by a receiving pen
controlled by electromagnetic devices

tele \'tel-e\ n : television
tele- or tel- comb form [NL, fr. Gk tele-, tel-, fr. tele far off — more
at PALE-] 1 ; distant : at a distance : over a distance (.telegram}
Oeiesthesia) 2 a ; telegraph </e/ctypewriler> b : television
(telecast} c : telephoto itelel&ns} d : telecommunication </c/eman>

tele>cam-era \'tel-i-,kam-(3-)r3\ n ; a television camera
tele.cast \'tel-i-,kast\ vb telecast also tele.cast-ed; tele>cast-ing
Itele- + broadcoir] : to broadcast by television — telecast n —
tele*cast.er n

tele.com.mu-ni.ca.tion X.tel-i-ka-.myii-na-'ka-shsnX n [ISV]
1 : communication at a distance (as by cable, radio, telegraph,
telephone, or television) 2 : a science that deals with telecom-
munication (study r"} — usu. used in pi.

tele.course \'tel-i-,ko(3)rs, -,k6(3)rs\ n : a course of study con-
ducted over television

te.le.dU \'teI-3-,du, t9-Med-(,)u\ n [Malay tiledu] : a small short*
tailed blackish brown carnivorous mammal (Mydaus meliceps) of
the mountains of Java and Sumatra that like the related skunk
secretes and expels offensive fluid

tele.film X'tel-a-.fDmX n : a motion picture produced for televising

tele.ge.nic X.tel-a-'jen-ik, -'je-nikX adjj suitable for television
broadcast — tele.ge.ni.caMy \-i-k(3-)le, -ni-\ adv

te.leg.o-ny \t3-'leg-3-ne\ n [ISV] : the supposed carrying over of
the influence of a sire to the offspring of subsequent matings of the
dam with other males
Uele.gram \' tel -a-,gram. South also -gramV n : a telegraphic dis-
patch
2tele.gram \-.gram\ vb tele*grammed; tele>gram>ming : tele-
graph
Itele.grapll \-,graf\ n [F telegraphe, fr. tele- tele- (fr. Gk tele-) +
-graphe -graph] 1 : an apparatus for communication at a distance
by coded signals; esp : an apparatus, system, or process for com-
munication at a distance by electric transmission over wire 2 : tele-
gram
^telegraph vt l a : to send or communicate by or as if by telegraph
b : to send a telegram to C ; to send by means of a telegraphic order
2 : to make known by signs esp. unknowingly and in advance <'^ a
punch) — te.leg.ra.pher Xta-'leg-ra-farX n — te-leg.ra.pWst
\-f3st\ n

tele*graph.iG \,tel-a-'graf-ik\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the telegraph
2 : concise, terse— tele.grapU.i.caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv

te.leg.ra.phone \t9-'leg-r3-,f6n\ n [Dan telegrajon, fr. ISV tele- +
-graph + -phone] : an early magnetic recorder
telegraph plant n : an East Indian tick trefoil {Desmodium gyrans)
whose lateral leaflets jerk up and down like the arms of a semaphore
and also rotate on their axes

te.leg.ra.phy \t3-'leg-r3-fe\ n : the use or operation of a telegraph
apparatus or system for transmitting or receiving communications
tele.ki-ne.sis X.tel-i-ka-'ne-sas, -(,)kT-\ n [NL, fr. Gk tele- +
kinesis motion — more at -kinesis] : the apparent production of
motion in objects (as by a spirituaUstic medium) without contact or
other physical means — tele.ki.net.ic \-'net-ik\ adj

tele-lens \'tel-i-,lenz\ n : a telephoto lens

Te-lem.a.Chu5 \t3-'lem-a-k3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Telemachos] : a son of
Odysseus and Penelope who after failing to find his father returns
home to Ithaca in time to help slay Penelope's suitors

tele-man \'tel-e-,man\ n itele- + man] : a petty officer in the navy
who performs clerical, coding, and communications duties

tel*e*marK \'tel-3-,mark\ n, often cap [Norw, fr. Telemark, region
in Norway] ; a turn in which the ski that is to be on the outside of
the turn is advanced considerably ahead of the other ski and then
turned inward at a steadily widening angle until the actual turn

itele*me-ter \'tel-3-,met-3r\ n [ISV] 1 : an instrument for measur-
ing the distance of an object from an observer 2 : an electrical ap-
paratus for measuring a quantity (as pressure, radiation intensity,

speed, or temperature), transmitting the result esp. by radio to a
distant station, and there indicating or recording the quantity
measured — tele.met.ric \,tel-a-'me-trik\ adj — tele-met-li-
caMy \-tri-k(3-)le\ adv— te-lem.e-try \t3-'lem-3-tre\ n

atelemeter vt ; to transmit (the measurement of a quantity) by
telemeter (data -^ed from a rocket) -^ vi : to telemeter the measure-
ment of a quantity <a '^ing device)

tel.en-ce.phal-ic \,tel-,en(t)-s3-'fal-ik\ adj : of or relating to the
telencephalon
tel-en-ceph>a.lon \,tel-en-'sef-3-.lan, -l3n\ n [NL, fr. tel- + en-
cephaloni : the anterior subdivision of the forebrain comprising the
cerebral hemispheres and associated structures

te.le.O-lOg-i.cal \,tel-e-3-'laj-i-k3l,,te-le-\ or te.le.o-log.ic \-TaJ-
ik\ adj ; exhibiting or relating to design or purpose esp. in nature
<~ argument for God's existence) — te.le.clog.i.cal.ly \-i-

k(3-)le\ adv
te.Ie.ol.Cgist \-'al-3-i3St\ n : a specialist or believer in teleology

te-le.Ql.O.gy \-je\ n [NL teleologia, fr. Gk tele-, telos end, purpose
-I- -logia -logy — more at wheel] X a : the study of evidences of
design in nature b : a doctrine (as vitaUsm) that ends are immanent
in nature c : a doctrine explaining phenomena by final causes
2 : the fact or character attributed to nature or natural processes of
being directed toward an end or shaped by a purpose 3 : use of
design or purpose as an explanation of natural phenomena

te*le.0St \'tel-e-,ast, 'te-le-\ n [deriv. of Gk teleios complete,
perfect (fr. telos end) + osteon bone — more at osseous] : any of a
group (Teleostel or Teleostomi) of fishes comprising the fishes

with a bony rather than a cartilaginous skeleton and including
all jawed fishes with the exception of the elasmobranchs and
sometimes of the ganoids and dipnoans — teleost adj — te.Ie.os-

te-an \,tel-e-'as-te-5n, ,te-le-\ adj or n
tel<eo*Stome \'tel-e-3-,stom, *te-le-\ n [deriv. of Gk teleios ¥
stoma mouth — more at stomach] ; teleost

tele-path.Ic \,tel-3-'path-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or communicated
by telepathy — tele-path-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
te-lep-a-thy \t3-'lep-a-the\ n : apparent communication from one
mind to another otherwise than uu-ough the channels of sense
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telephones

: varying current

iteIe*phone \'tel-3-,fon\ n : an Instmmeat for reproducing sounds
at a distance; specif : one in which
sound is converted into electrical

impulses for transmission by wire
ateleplione vi t to communicate by
telephone ^ vt 1 ; to send by
telephone 2 : to speak to by tele-

phone — tele.phon-er n
telephone book n : a book listing

names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of telephone subscribers— called also telephone directory
telephone bootH n : an enclosure
within which one may stand or sit

while calling a number over the
telephone

telephone receiver n t a device (as

in a telephone) for converting electric impulses
into sound

teIe>phon-ic \,tel-s-'fan-lk\ adj 1 : conveying sound to a distance
2 ; of, relating to, or conveyed by telephone — teIe'phon*i»cal-ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

te>le*pho>nist X'tel-s-.fo-nsst, t9-Mef-3-\ n, Brit ; a telephone
switchboard operator

te.le.pho-ny Vs-'lef-a-ne, 'teI-3-,fo-\ n : the use or operation of an
apparatus for transmission of sounds between widely removed
points with or without connecting wires
itele*pho>to \,tel-3-'f6t-(,)o\ adj : telephotographic <a -^

effect); specif : being a camera lens system designed to give a usu.
large image of a distant object

steleplioto n : a telephoto lens

Telephoto trademark — used for an apparatus for transmitting
photographs electrically or for a photograph so transmitted
tele>pho*to>graph>ic \-,fot-a-'graf-ik\ adj : of, relating to. or being
the process of telephotography

tele>pho-tog*ra*phy \-f3-'tag-ra-fe\ n [ISV] 1 : facsimile 2
2 : the photography of distant objects usu. by a camera provided
with a telephoto lens or mounted in place of the eyepiece of a
telescope

tele<play \'tel-»-,pla\ « : a play written for television

tele.print-er \-,print-9r\ n : teletypewriter
Tele.Promp.Ter \-,pram(p)-tar\ trademark — used for a device
for unrolling a magnified script in front of a speaker on television

tel>er>an \'tel-a-,ran\ n [re/evision-r«dar navigation] ; a system of
aerial navigation that utilizes a combination of television and radar
for the guidance of airplanes
itele*scope \'jel-3-,skop\ n [NL telescopiumy fr. Gk teleskopos
farseeing, fr. tele- tele- + skopein to look — more at spy] 1 : a usu.
tubular optical instrument for viewing distant objects by means of
the refraction of light rays through a lens or the reflection of light
rays by a concave mirror— compare reflector, refractor 2 : any
of various tubular magnifying optical instruments 3 : radio
telescope
3telescope v/ l : to slide or pass one within another like the cylin-
drical sections of a hand telescope 2 : to force a way into or enter
another lengthwise as the result of collision 3 : to become
telescoped ~ vr 1 : to cause to telescope 2 : compress, condense

telescope box n : a two-piece box in which the sides of one part fit

over those of the other
tele>scop<iC \,tel-3-'skap-ik\ adj 1 a : of, with, or relating to a
telescope b : suitable for seeing or magnifying distant objects
2 : seen or discoverable only by a telescope <'^ stars) 3 : able to
discern objects at a distance ; farseeing 4 : having parts that
telescope — tele-scop-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-lle\ adv

lel.es.the-sia \.tel-as-'the-zh(e-)a\ n [NL, fr. tele- + esthesial : an
impression supposedly received at a distance without the normal
operation of the organs of sense — tel.es*thet«ic \-'thet-ik\ adj

tele>ther<nio>scope X.tel-s-'thsr-ma-.skopX n : an apparatus for
indicating the temperature at a distant point (as by a thermoelectric
circuit and a galvanometer)

tele-thon \'tel-3-,than\ n [tele- + -thon fas in marathon)'^ : a long
television program usu. to solicit funds for a charity

tele>tran>scrip*tion \,tel-a-,tran(t)s-'krip-sh3n\ n : kinescope 2
Tele-type \'tel-3-,tTp\ trademark 1 — used for a teletypewriter
2 ; a message sent by a Teletype machine

Tele.type-set-ter \-'tTp-,set-3r\ trademark — used for a telegraphic
apparatus for the automatic operation of a keyboard typesetting
machine

tele.type-writ.er \-'tT-.prTt-3r\ n : a printing telegraph that records
like a typewriter and is capable of being used over most telephonic
communications systems

tele.typ.ist \'tel-a-,tr-past\ n : one that operates a teletypewriter
te.leu. to.spore \to-'lut-3-,spo(3)r, -,sp6C3)r\ n [Gk teleute end +
ISV spore: akin to Gk teJos end — more at wheel] ; teliospore —
te-leu-to-spor-ic Xta-.lUt-a-'spor-ik, -'spdr-\ adj

tele-view \'tel-3-,vyij\ vi : toobserve or watch by means of a
television receiver — tele-view-er n

tele-vise \'tel-3-,vTz\ vb [back-formation fr. television'^ vr : to pick
up and usu. to broadcast (as a baseball game) by television "^ vi

: to broadcast by television

tele-Vi-Sion \'tel-3-,vizh-3n also ,tel-3-*\ n [F television, fr. teli-
tele- (fr. Gk tele-) + vision'\ 1 ; an electronic system of transmitting
transient images of fixed or moving objects together with sound
over a wire or through space by apparatus that converts light and
sound into electrical waves and reconverts them into visible light
rays and audible sound 2 : a television receiving set 3a: the
television broadcasting industry b : television as a medium of
communication — tele-vi-sion-al-ly X.tel-s-'vizh-ns-Ie, -'vizh-an-
'I-e\ adv — tele.vi-sion-ary \-'vizh-3-,ner-e\ adj

television lube n : kinescope l

tele-vi-sor \'teI-3-,vT-z3r\ n 1 ; a transmitting or receiving ap-
paratus for television 2 a : a television broadcaster b : one that
uses a television receiver

tele-vl*su-al \,tel-3-'vizh-(3-)w3l, -'vizh-3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to
television 2 ; telegenic

te*li-a! \'te-le-3l\ adj : of or relating to a telium
te-Uc \'tel-ik, 'te-lik\ adj [Gk telikos, fr. telos end — more at wheel]

; tending toward an end : pijrposivb— te*U<cal*ly \'teW-k(3-)le,
'te-li-\ adv

te-lio-spore \'te-le-3-,spo(3)r, -,sp6(3)r\ n [Gk telelos complete
(fr. telos end) + E spore"] ; a thick-walled chlamydospore forming
the final stage in the life cycle of a rust fungus and after nuclear
fusion giving rise to the basidium — te*lio-spor-ic \,te-le-3-'spor-
ik, -'sp6r-\ adj

te.li-um \'te-le-3m\ n, pi tclia \-le-3\ [NL, fr. Gk teleios com-
plete] : a leliospore-containing sorus or pustule on the host plant of
a rust fungus

tell \'tel\ vb told \'told\ tell-ing [ME tellen. fr. OE tellan; akin to
OHG zellen to count, tell, OE talu tale] vt 1 ; count, enumer-
ate 2 a : to relate in detail ; narrate b : say, utter 3 a : to
make known, divulge, reveal b : to express in* words 4 a : to
report to : inform b : to assure emphatically <he did not do it, I '^
you) 5 : order, direct itold her to wait) 6 : to ascertain by ob-
serving ; find out -^ vi 1 : to give an account 2 : to act as a tale-
bearer : inform 3 : to take effect ; have a marked effect 4 : to
serve as evidence or indication syn see reveal
tell-er \'tel-3r\ n 1 : one that relates or communicates 2 : one
that reckons or counts: as a : one appointed to count votes b : a
member of a bank's staff concerned with the direct handling of
money received or paid out

tell-ing \'tel-io\ adj 1 : producing a marked effect : effective
2 ; revealing, expressive syn see valid — tell-iug-ly \-io-le\
adv

tell ott vt 1 : to number and set apart; esp : to detail for special duty
2 : reprimand, scold

tell-tale \'tel-,tal\ n 1 a : talebearer, informer b : an outward
sign : indication 2 : a device for indicating or recording some-
thing: as a : a device for keeping a check on employees; esp : time
CLOCK b : a device that shows the position of the helm or rudder
c : a strip of metal on the front wall of a racquets or squash court to a
height of from 2 to 2^^ feet above the ground over which the ball
must be hit d : a railroad warning device (as a row of long strips
over tracks approaching a low overhead bridge) — telltale adj

tellui- or telluro- comb form [L tellur-. tellus — more at thill]
1 : earth (/eZ/urian) 2 [NL tellurium"] ; tellurium {telluric}

iteMu-ri-an \t3-'lur-e-3n, te-\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic
of the earth

2tellurian n : a dweller on the earth
atellnrian or tel-lu-ri-on \-e-3n, -e-,"an\ n [NL tellurian, fr. L
tellur-, tellus] : an apparatus to illustrate the causation of day and
night by the rotation of the earth on its axis and the dependence of
the seasons on the sun's decUnation

tel-lu-ric \t3-'lu(3^r-ik, te-\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or containing
tellurium esp. with a higher valence than in tellurous compounds
2 ; terrestrial

tel-lu-ride \'tel-y3-,rTd\ n [ISV] : a binary compound of tellurium
usu. with a more electropositive element or radical

teMu-lite \-,rTt\ n 1 '. a salt of tellurous acid 2 ; a mineral TeOz
that consists of tellurium dioxide and occurs sparingly in tufts of
white or yellowish crystals

tel-lu-ri-um Xts-'lur-e-am. te-\ n [NL, fr: L tellur-, tellus earth] : a
semimetallic element related to selenium and sulfur that occurs in a
silvery white brittle crystalline form of metallic luster, in a dark
amorphous form, or combined with metals — see element table

tel-lu-rous X'tel-ya-rss; ta-'liir-ss, te.\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or
containing tellurium esp. with a lower valence than in telluric com-
pounds
teMy \'tel-e\ n [by shortening & alter.] chiefly Brit : television
telo see tel-
te-lome \*te-,lom\ n [ISV tel- + -ome"] i a basic structural unit of
the vascular plant consisting typically of a terminal branchlej with
distal sporangium and vascular supply — te-lo-mic \te-'lom-ik,
-'lam-\ adj

te-lo-phase \'te-l3-.faz. 'teI-3-\ n [ISV] : the final stage of mitosis
in which the new nuclei are differentiated — te-lo-plia*sic \,te-l3-

'fa-zik, ,tei-3-\ adj
tel-pher \'tel-f3r\ n [irreg. fr. Gk tele- tele- -f- pherein to bear —
more at bear] ; a light car suspended from and numing on aerial
cables; esp : one propelled by electricity

tel-phei-age \-f(3-)rij\ « : an electric transportation system; esp
; one using telphers

tel-50n \'tel-s3n\ n [NL, fr. Gk, end of a plowed field; prob. akin
to Gk telos end] ; the terminal segment of the body of an arthropod
or segmented worm; esp : that of a crustacean forming the middle
lobe of the tail

Tel-u.gu \'teI-3-,gu\ n, pi Telugu or Telugns 1 a : the largest
group of people in Andhra Pradesh, India b : a member of this

people 2 : the Dravidian language of the Telugu people
tem-blor X'tem-blsr; •tem-,bl6(3)r, -,bl5(3)r, tem-'\ n [Sp, lit.,

trembling, fr. temblar to tremble, fr. ML tremulare — -more at
tremble] : EARTHQUAKE
tem-er-ar.i-ous \,tem-3-'rar-e-3s, -'rer-\ adj [L temerarius, fr.

temere] : marked by temerity ; rashly or presumptuously daring
; RECKLESS. BRASH — tem-er-ar-i-ous-lv adv

te-mer-i-ty \t3-"mer-3t-e\ n [ME temeryte, fr. L temeritas, fr.

temere at random, rashly; akin to OHG demar darkness, L tene-
brae, Skt tamas] : unreasonable or foolhardy contempt of danger or
opposition : rashness, recklessness
syn AUDACITY, HARDIHOOD, EFFRONTERY, NERVE, CHEEK, GALL:

TEMERiiY suggests bolducss arising from rashness and contempt of
danger; audacity implies a disregard of restraints commonly im-
posed by convention or prudence; hardihood suggests firmness in
daring and defiance; effrontery impUes shameless, insolent dis-

regard of propriety or courtesy; nerve, cheek, gall are informal
equivalents for effrontery
item-per \'tem-p3r\ vb tem-per*ing \-p(3-)rio\ [ME temperen,
fr. OE & OF; OE temprian Sc OF temprer, fr. L temperare to mod-
erate, mix, temper; prob. akin to L tempor-, tempus time — more at
temporal] vr 1 : to dilute or soften by the addition of something
else : moderate, season <'^ justice with mercy) 2 archaic a : to
exercise control over : govern, restrain b : to cause to be well
disposed ; mollify 3 : to bring to a suitable state by mixing in or
adding a usu. liquid ingredient: as a ; to mix (clay) with water and
knead to a uniform texture b : to mix oil with (colors) in making

e abut; 3 kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

] joke; ^ sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; ^ this;
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paint ready for use 4 a (1) : to soften (hardened steel or cast Iron)

by reheating at a lower temperature (2) : to harden (steel) by re-

heating and cooling in oil b : to anneal or toughen (glass) by a
process of gradually heating and cooling 6 : to make stronger and
more resilient through hardship : toughen (troops '^ed in battle)

6 a : to put in tune with something : attune b : to adjust the
pitch of (a note, chord, or instrument) to a temperament '« vf : to

produce satisfactory temper (as in a metal) — tem*per-able
\-p(3-)r3-b3l\ ad} — tem>per«er \-p3r-3r\ n

^temper n 1 a archaic : a suitable proportion or balance of qualities

; a middle state between extremes : mean, medium b archaic

; CHARACTER, QUALITY c X characteristic tone : trend, tendency
d : high quahty of mind or spirit : courage, mettle 2 : the state of

a substance with respect to certain desired qualities (as hardness,
elasticity, or workability): as a (1) : the degree of hardness or
resiliency given steel by tempering (2) : the color of steel after

tempering b : the feel and relative sohdity of leather 3 : a sub-
stance added to or mixed with something else to modify the prop-
erties of the latter: as a : any of various mixtures of metals added
to another metal in making an alloy b : the carbon content of steel

that affects its hardening properties 4 a : a characteristic cast of
mind or state of feeling : disposition b : calmness of mind ; com-
posure, EQUANIMFTY c : State of fccUng or frame of mind at a
particular time ; humor, mood d : heat of mind or emotion : prone-
ness to anger : passion syn see oisPOsmoN, mood
tem>pera also tem>po-ra \*tem-p3-ra\ n, ojten attrib [It tempera,
lit., temper, fr. temperare to temper, fr. L] : a process of painting in

which an albuminous or colloidal medium is employed as a vehicle
instead of oil

tem.per.a-ment \'tem-p(9-)r3-m3nt, -psr-msntX n [ME, fr. L
temperamentum, fr. temperare to mix, temper] la; constitution of
a substance, body, or organism with respect to the mixture or
balance of its elements, qualities, or parts ; makeup b : complexion
lb 2 a : the peculiar or distinguishing mental or physical charac-
ter according to the relative proportions of the humors b : char-
acteristic or habitual inclination or mode of emotional response
<nervous '-'> c : extremely high sensibility; esp : excessive sensi-

tiveness or irritability Z obs 2i i climate b : temperature 3

4 a : the act or process of tempering or modifying : adjustment,
compromise b : middle course : mean 5 : the process of slightly

modifying the musical intervals of the pure scale to produce a set

of 1 2 equally spaced tones to the octave enabling a keyboard instru-

ment to play in all keys syn see disposition
tem>per-a*meii>tal \.tem-p(3-)r3-'ment-'l\ adj X : of, relating to,

or arising from temperament : constitutional <'^ peculiarities)

2 a : marked by excessive sensitivity and impulsive changes of
mood : high-strung, excffable <a '^ opera singer) b : unpre-
dictable, capricious — tem-per-a-men'tal-ly \-M-e\ adv

tern*per-anee \'tem-p(3-)r3n(t)s, -parn(t)s\ n, often attrib [ME, fr.

L temperantia, iz. temperant-, temperans, prp. of temperare to
moderate, be moderate] 1 a : moderation in action, thought, or
feeling ; restraint b : habitual moderation in the indulgence of
the appetites or passions ; self-control; specij ; moderation in or
abstinence from the use of intoxicating drink : sobriety 2 obs
: temperateness

tem.per.ate \'tem-p(3-)r3t\ adj [ME temperat, fr. L temperatus,
fr. pp. of temperare} 1 ; marked by moderation: as a ; keeping
or held within limits : not extreme or excessive : mild b : moderate
in indulgence of appetite or desire c ; moderate in the use of in-

toxicating liquors d : marked by an absence or avoidance of ex-
travagance, violence, or extreme partisanship : restrained
2 a : having a moderate climate b : found in or associated with a
moderate climate (^ insects) syn see moderate— tem*per*ate>ly
adv — tem*per*ate>ness n
temperate zone n, ojten cap T&.Z : the area or region between
the tropic of Cancer and the arctic circle or between the tropic of
Capricorn and the antarctic circle

tem*peT<a>ture \'tem-par-,chuO)r, -p(s-)r9-, -char, -,t(y)ii(3)r;

'temp-(a-1chsr\ n, ojten attrib 1 obs : temperateness 2 archaic
a : complexion l b : temperament 2b 3a: degree of hotness
or coldness measured on a definite scale — compare thermometer
b : the degree of heat that is natural to the body of a living being
c : abnormally high body heat : feverish condition d : intensity
temperature gradient n ; the rate of change of temperature with
displacement in a given direction (as with increase of height)
tem«pered \'tem-p3rd\ adj 1 a : havmg the elements mixed in
satisfying proportions ; temperate b : qualified, lessened, or
diluted by the mixture or influence of an additional ingredient
; moderated 2 ; treated by tempering 3 : having a specified
temper (short-remp^red) 4 : conformed to esp. equal temperament— used of a musical interval, intonation, semitone, or scale
Uem.pest \'tem-p3st\ n [ME, fr OF tempeste, fr. (assumed) VL
tempesta, alter, of L tempestas season, weather, storm, fr. tempos
time— more at temporal] 1 : an extensive violent wind; esp l one
accompanied by rain, hail, or snow ; a furious storm 2 : a violent
commotion : tumult, uproar
2tempest vt ; to raise a tempest in or around
tern •pes-tU'OUS \tem-'pes(h)-ch3-was\ adj [LL tempestuosus, fr. OL
tempestus season, weather, storm, fr tempos'^ ; of, involving, or
resembling a tempest : turbulent, stormy — tem>pes-tu>ous*ly
adv — tem>pes*tu>ous*ness n
Tem.plar \'tem-pl9r\ n [ME tempter, fr. OF templier, fr. ML tem-
plarius, fr. L tempium temple] 1 : a knight of a religious military
order established in 1118 in Jerusalem for the protection of pilgrims
and the Holy Sepulchre 2 not cap : a barrister or student of law
in London 3 : knight templar 2

tera.plate or tem.plet \'tem-pl3t\ n [prob. fr. F templet, dim. of
temple temple of a loom] 1 : a short piece placed horizontally in a
wall under a beam to distribute its weight or pressure (as over a
door or window frame) 2 a : a gauge, pattern, or mold (as a thin
Slate or board) used as a guide to the form of a piece being made

: overlay 2d
Uem.ple \'tem-p3l\ n, often attrib [ME. fr. OE & OF; OE tempel
& OF temple, fr. L tempium space marked out for observation of
auguries, temple; prob. akin to L tempus time] 1 ; an edifice for
the worship of a deity 2 often cap : one of three successive
national sanctuaries in ancient Jerusalem 3 : a building for
Mormon sacred ordinances 4 : a Reform or Conservative syna-
gogue 5 : a local lodge of any of various fraternal orders or the
building housing it 6 : a place devoted to a special or exalted
purpose — tern-pled \-p3ld\ adj

stemple n [ME, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL tempula, alter, of L tempora

(pi.) temples; prob akin to L tempor-, tempus time] ; the flattened
space on each side of the forehead of man and some other mammals

atemple n [ME tempylle. fr. MF temple, prob. fr. L tempium temple
small timber] ; a device in a loom for keeping the web stretched
transversely
tem.po \'tem-(,)p6\ n, pi tem>pi \-(,)pe\ or tempos [It, lit., time,
fr. L tempusi 1 : the rate of speed of a musical piece or passage
indicated by one of a series of directions (as largo, molto, or al-

legro) and often by an exact metronome marking 2 : rate of motion
or activity ; pace 3 : a turn to move in chess in relation to one's
opponent's turns
Uem.po>raI \'tem-p(3-)r3l\ adj [ME, fr. L temporalis, fr. tempor;
tempus time; akin to Lith tempti to stretch, and prob. to L tendere
to stretch — more at thin] 1 a : of or relating to time — compare
eternal b ; of or relating to earthly Ufe : of or relating to lay
or secular concerns 2 : of or relating to grammatical tense or
a distinction of time — tem*po>raMy \-e\ adv
^temporal adj [MF, fr. LL temporalis, fr. L tempora temples] ; of
or relating to the temples or the sides of the skull behind the orbits
temporal bone n : a compound bone of the side of the human skull
tem-po-ral*i-ty \,tem-pa-'ral-at-e\ n 1 a : civil or political as
distinguished from spiritual or ecclesiastical power or authority
b ; an ecclesiastical property or revenue— often used in pi. 2 ; the
quality or state of being temporal

tem>po>ral>ize \'tem-p(3-)r3-,liz\ vt l : to place or define In time
relations 2 : secularize

tem>po<rar-i>ly \.tem-p3-'rer-a-le\ adv ; during a limited time
: briefly

tem>po-rar<i*ness \'tem-ps-,rer-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of
being temporary
tem.pO'iary \-,rer-e\ adj [L temporarius, fr. tempor-, tempus time]

; lasting for a time only : impermanent, transitory
temporary duty n ; temporary military service away from one's
unit
tem>po>ri>za-tion \,tem-p3-r3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act, policy, or
practice of temporizing
tem>po-rize \'tem-p3-,rlz\ vi [MF temporiser, fr. ML temporizare
to pass the time. fr. L tempor-, tempus] 1 : to act to suit the time
or occasion ; yield to current or dominant opinion : compromise,
TRIM 2 : to draw out negotiations so as to gain time — tem*po-
riz>er n
tempt \'tem(p)t\ vt [ME tempten, fr. OF tempter, tenter, fr. L
temptare, tentare to feel, try, tempt; akin to L tendere to stretch— more at thin] 1 : to entice to do wrong by promise of pleasure
or gain : allure into evil : seduce 2 a obs : to make trial of : test
b : to try presumptuously : provoke c : to risk the dangers of
3 : to induce to do something : incite, persuade syn see lure—
tempt<able \*tem(p)-ta-_bal\ adj

temp*ta>tion \tem(p)-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 ; the act of tempting or the
state of being tempted esp. to evil : enticement 2 : something
tempting ; a cause or occasion of enticement
tempt<er \'tem(pj-t3r\ n : one that tempts or entices — tempt-ress
\-tr»s\ n

tempt.ing adj ; alluring, enticino — tempt-ing.ly \'tem(p)-
tir)-le\ adv
ten \'ten\ n [ME, fr. OE tJene, fr. tien, adj., ten; akin to OHG
zehan ten, L decern, Gk deka] 1 — see number table 2 : the tenth
in a set or series (the ---' of hearts) 3 : something having ten units
or members 4 : a ten-dollar bill 6 : the number occupying the
position two to the left of the decimal point in the arable notation— ten adj or pron

ten.a.bU-i.ty V.ten-a-'bil-at-e also chiefly Brit ,te-na-\ n : the quality
or state of being tenable

ten.a-ble \'ten-3-b3l also chiefly Brit 'te-ns-X adj [F, fr. OF. fr.

tenir to hold, fr. L tenere — more at thin] : capable of being held,
maintained, or defended: defensible, reasonable — ten>a>ble-
ness n — ten-a>bly \-ble\ adv

ten>ace \*ten-,as, te-'nas, 'ten-9s\ n [modif. of Sp tenaza, lit.,

forceps, prob. fr. L tenacia, neut. pi. of tenax} : a combination in
one hand (as in bridge) of two high or relatively high cards (as ace
and queen) once separated in rank

te.na.cious \t3-'na-sh3S\ adj [L tenac-, tenax tending to hold fast,

fr. tenere to hold] 1 a : not easily pulled apart : cohesive, tough
<a '>-' metal) b : tending to adhere to another substance*; sticky
(•^ burs) 2 a : holding fast or tending to hold fast : persistent,
STUBBORN <~ of tus rights) b I RETEr-TTiVE <a -^ memory) syn see
strong — te>na>cious-ly adv — te-na<cious*ness n

te*nac>i*ty \t3-'nas-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being tenacious
syn see courage
te>naC'U*lum Xts-'nak-ys-lamN n pi te>nac>n-la \-l3\ or tenacu-
lums [NL, fr. LL, instrument for holding, fr. L tenere} 1 ; a
slender sharp-pointed hook attached to a handle and used mainly
in surgery for seizing and holding parts (as arteries) 2 : an ad-
hesive animal structure

ten>an>cy \*ten-3n-se\ n ; a holding of an estate or a mode of hold-
ing an estate : the temporary possession or occupancy of something
(as a house) that belongs to another; also : the period of a tenant's
occupancy or possession
Uen-ant \'ten-3nt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. prp. of tenir to hold] 1 a ; one
who holds or possesses real estate or sometimes personal property
(as an annuity) by any kind of right b : one who has the occupation
or temporary possession of lands or tenements of another; specij
: one who rents or leases (as a house) from a landlord 2 : dweller,
OCCUPANT

stenant vt : to hold or occupy as a tenant : inhabit— ten>ant*able
\-3n-t3-b3l\ adj

tenant farmer n : a farmer who works land owned by another and
pays rent either in cash or in shares of produce

ten-ant<less \"ten-3nt-l3s\ adj : having no tenants : unoccupied
ten*aut>ry \'ten-3n-tre\ n 1 ; tenancy 2 : the body of tenants
ten-cent store \ten-'sent-\ n : five-and-ten
tench \'tench\ n, pi tench or tench-es [ME, fr. MF tenche, fr.

LL tinea} : a Eurasian freshwater fish (Tinea tinea) related to the
dace and noted for its ability to survive outside water
Ten Commandments n pi : the commandments of God given to
Moses on Mount Sinai

Uend \'tend\ vb [ME tenden, short for attenden to attend] vi

1 archaic : to give ear : listen 2 ; to pay attention : apply oneself
<~ to your own affairs) 3 : to act as an attendant ; serve 4 obs
I AWATT ~ v/ 1 archaic : to attend as a servant 2 a : to apply
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oneself to the care of : watch over 6 ! to have or take charge of
as a caretaker or overseer c : cultivate, foster d : to manage
the operations of ; mind <'^ a store)
2tend vb [ME tenden, fr. MF tendre to stretch, tend, fr. L tendere— more at thin] vi 1 ; to move, direct, or develop one's course in
a particular direction 2 : to exhibit an inclination or tendency
; CONDUCE -^^ vr : to stand by (as a rope) in readiness to prevent
fouling or other mischance

ten-dance \'ten-d9n(t)s\ n [short for attendance'^ 1 ; watchful
care : attendance, ministration 2 archaic % persons in attendance
; retinue

ten>den>cy \'ten-d3n-se\ n [ML tendentia, fr. L tendent-, tendens,
prp. of tendere"} 1 a (1) : direction or approach toward a place,
object, effect, or limit (2) : bias, inclination b : a proneness to
a particular kind of thou^t or action : propensity 2 a : the
puri)oseful trend of something written or said ; aim 1} : dehberate
but indirect advocacy
syn tendency, trend, drift, tenor, current mean movement

in a particular direction, tendency implies a driving force sending a
person or thing in a given direction; trend implies a direction
maintained in spite of minor irregularities or windings and more
subject to change than tendency; drift suggests a tendency in-
fluenced by wind or current, or it may apply to an underlying in-
ferred meaning; tenor is close to the latter sense of drift but
suggests more clarity or definiteness; current implies a clearly
defined but not necessarily unalterable direction or tendency

ten.den-tious also ten.den.CiOUS \ten-'den-ch3s\ adj ; marked
by a tendency in favor of a particular point of view ; biased —
ten-deu*tious<ly adv — ten>den>tioas>ness n
Uen.der \'ten-dar\ adjiME, fr. OF tendre, fr. L tenerl 1 a : having
a soft or yielding texture ; easily broken, cut, or damaged ; delicate,
FRAGILE <"- feet) b : easily chewed : succulent 2a; physically
weak : not able to endure hardship b : immature, young (children
of '^ years) c : incapable of resisting cold 3 : marked by, respond-
ing to, or expressing the softer emotions : fond, loving <a '^ lover)
4a; showing care : considerate, sOLicrrous h ; highly suscepti-
ble to impressions or emotions : impressionable <a ^ conscience)
6a; appropriate or conducive to a delicate or sensitive constitu-
tion or character ; gentle, mild <~ breeding) <~ irony) h : deli-
cate or soft in quality or tone 6 obs : dear, precious 7a; sensi-
tive to touch or palpadon b : sensitive to injury or insult ; touchy
c ; demanding careful and sensitive handling : ticklish d of a
ship : inclined to heel over easily under sail — ten-der*ly adv —
ten>der*ness n

^tender vb ten-der>ing \-d(3-)riD\ vt 1 : to make tender : soften,
weaken 2 archaic ; to regard or treat with tenderness '^ vi i to
become tender

3tender n Vtender} obs : consideration, regard
4tend*er \'ten-d3r\ n I one that tends or takes care: as a (1) ; a
ship employed to attend other ships (as to supply provisions)
(2) ; a boat or small steamer for communication between shore and
a larger ship (3) ; a warship that provides logistic support
b ; a vehicle attached to a locomotive for carrying a supply of fuel
and water
9ten*dei n [MF tendre to stretch, stretch out, offer — more atTEND]
1 ; an unconditional offer of money or service in satisfaction of a
debt or obhgation made to save a penalty or forfeiture for nonpay-
ment or nonperformance 2 : an offer or proposal made for accept-
ance; specij : an offer of a bid for a contract 3 : something that
may be offered in payment; specij ; money
6ten.der vt ten<der-iug \-dC3-)riD\ 1 ; to make a tender of <'^
the amount of rent) 2 : to present for acceptance : proffer
i'^ed his resignation)

ten-der-foot \'ten-d3r-,fut\ n, pi ten-der-feet \-,fet\ also len-der-
foots \-,futs\ ojten attrib 1 : a newcomer in a comparatively
rough or newly settled region; esp ; one not hardened to frontier
or outdoor life 2 : an inexperienced beginner ; neophyte

ten>der-heart-ed X.ten-dar-'hart-adX adj ; easily moved to love,
pity, or sorrow : compassionate, impressionable — ten-der-heait-
ed«ly adv — ten-der-heart-ed-ness n

tea.der-heft-ed \-'hef-t3d\ adj Vtender + hejt, alter, of hajt
handle] archaic ; tenderhearted

ten.der>iza-tion \,ten-d(a-)r3-'2a-sh9n\ n : the process of tender-
izing

ten*der*ize \'ten-d3-,rTz\ vt : to make (meat or meat products)
tender by applying a process or substance that breaks down con-
nective tissue — ten*aer>iz>er n
ten>der-10in \'ten-d3r-.ldin\ n 1 : a strip of tender meat consisting
of a large internal muscle of the loin on each side of the vertebral
column ; a fUlet of beef or pork 2 [fr. its making possible a luxuri-
ous diet for a corrupt policeman] : a district of a city largely
devoted to vice and other forms of lawbreaking that encourage
political or police corruption
ten-der-mind>ed X.ten-dar-'mTn-dsdX adj : marked by ideaUsm,
optimism, and dogmatism; esp ; reluctant to test assumptions by
facts — compare tough-minded

ten*di>nous X'ten-da-nssX adj [NL tendinosus, fr. tendin-, tendo
tendon, alter, of ML tendon-, tendo} 1 : of, relating to, or resembling
a tendon 2 : consisting of tendons ; sinewy
ten*don X'ten-danX n [ML tendon-, tendo, fr. L tendere to stretch— more at thin] : a tough cord or band of dense white fibrous
connective tissue that unites a muscle with some other part and
transmits the force which the muscle exerts

ten-dresse \ta°-dres\ n [F, fr. MF, fr. tendre tender] : tender feeling
: fondness

ten-dril X'ten-drslX n [perh. modif. of MF tendron, alter, of tendon,
ht., tendon, fr. ML tendon-, tendo} 1 ; a leaf, stipule, or stem modi-
fied into a slender spirally coiUng sensitive organ serving to attach
a plant to its support 2 ; something resembling a tendril — ten-
drUed or ten-drilled \-dr3ld\ adj— ten-driLlous \-dra-las\ adj— ten-drlMy \-drg-le\ adj
Ten.e.brae \'ten-3-.bra\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [ML, fr. L,
darkness — more at temerity] : the office of matins and lauds
for the last three days of Holy Week commemorating the sufferings
and death of Christ with a progressive extinguishing of candles

ten.e.bril.ic \,ten-3-'brif-ik\ adj [L tenebrae darkness] 1 : GLOOMY
2 : causing gloom or darkness

te-neb*rl*oiis \t3-'neb-re-5s\ adj [by alter.] : tenebrous
ten.e.brous N'ten-s-brasV cd; [ME, fr. MF tenebreus, fr. L tene^
brosus. It. tenebrae} : shut off from the light ; gloomy, obscure
1080 also ten-eighty \te-'nat-e\ n [fr. its laboratory serial num-
ber] ; a poisonous substance that is chemically sodium fluoro«
acetate C2H2FNa02 and is used as a rodenticide
ten.e.ment \'ten-3-mant\ n [ME fr. MF, fr. ML tenementum, fr. L
tenere to hold — more at thin] 1 : land or any of various forms of
incorporeal property treated like land that is held by a person of
another : holding 2 a : a house used as a dwelling ; residence
b ; apartment, flat c ; tenement house 3 ; dwelling
ten-e.men-ta.ry X.ten-a-'ment-a-re, -'men-treX adj ; consisting of
tenements
tenement house n ; apartment buh-ding; esp : one meeting mini-
mum standards of sanitation, safety, and comfort and housing
poorer famihes
te.nes.mu3 \t3-'nez-m3s\ n [L, fr. Gk teinesmos, fr. teinein to
stretch, strain — more at thin] : a distressing but ineffectual urge

the rectum or bladder
te.net \'ten-at also 'te-natX n [L, he holds, fr. tenSre to hold] ; a
principle, belief, or doctrine generally held to be true; esp ; one
held in common by members of an organization, group, movement,
or profession syn see doctrine

ten.fold X'ten-.fold, -'fold\ adj 1 ; having 10 imits or members
2 ; being 10 times as great or as many — ten.fold \-'f61d\ adv

te.nia var oj taenia
te.ni.a.sis var o/taenl^sis
Ten.nes.see walking horse \,ten-3-.se-\ n [Tennessee, state of
U.S. ] : any of an American breed of large easy-gaited saddle horses
largely of Standardbred and Morgan ancestry — called also Ten-
nessee walker

ten.nis \'ten-3s\ n, often attrib [ME tenetz, tenys} 1 ; COURT
TENNIS 2 : a typically outdoor game that is played with rackets
and a light elastic bail by two players or pairs of players on a level
court divided by a low net
tennis shoe n : sneaker
Ten.ny.so.ni.an \.ten-3-'so-ne-5n\ adj : of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of the poet Tennyson or his writings
Uen.on \'ten-an\ n [ME, fr. OF. fr. tenir to hold — more at
tenable] ; a projecting member in a piece of wood or other ma-
terial for insertion into a mortise to make a joint

stenon vt 1 ; to unite by a tenon 2 : to cut or fit for insertion In a
mortise
Uen.or or chiefly Brit ten-OUT \'ten-3r\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L tenor
uninterrupted course, fr. tenere to hold — more at thin] 1 a ; the
general drift of something spoken or written ; purport b ; an
exact copy of a writing ; transcript c ; the subject of a metaphor
2 a (1) ; the melodic line usu. forming the cantus firmus in medieval
music (2) : the voice part next to the lowest in 4-part harmony
b ; the highest natural adult male voice c : one that performs a
tenor part 3 : a continuance in a course, movement, or activity
; TREND syn see tendency

atenor adj 1 ; of or relating to the tenor in music 2 : close in range
to a tenor voice <-^ sax)

te.no. syn.o.vi.tis \.ten-o-.sin-a-'vTt-as, ,te-no-\ n [NL, fr. Gk
tenon tendon + NL synovitis; akin to Gk teinein to stretch —
more at thin] : inflammation of a tendon sheath
ten.pen.ny \,ten-,pen-e, Brit -pa-ne-\ adj ; amounting to, worth,
or costing ten pennies

tenpeuny nail n [fr. its original price per hundred] ; a nail 3 Inches
long
ten.pin \'ten-,pih\ n 1 : a bottie-shaped bowling pin 15 inches
high 2 pi but sing in constr : a bowling game using 10 tenpins and
a large ball 27 inches in circumference and allowing each player
to bowl 2 balls in each of 10 frames
ten.pound.er \'ten-'paun-dar\ n : a large silvery food and sport
fish (Elops saurus) that resembles somewhat a herring but is re-
lated to the tarpon
teU'iec \'ten-,rek, 'tan-\ n [F, fr. Malagasy tdndraka} : any of
numerous small often spiny insectivorous mammals (family
Tenrecidae) of Madagascar
Uense \*ten(t)s\ n [ME tens time, tense, fr. MF, fr. L tempus —
more at temporal] 1 : a distinction of form in a verb to express
distinctions of time 2 a : a set of inflectional forms of a verb
that express distinctions of time b ; a particular inflectional
form of a verb expressing a specific time distinction
stense adj [L tensus, fr. pp. of tendere to stretch — more at thin]
1 : stretched tight : made taut : rigid 2 a : feeling or showing
nervous tension ; high-strung, JrrrERY b : marked by strain or
suspense Z of a speech sound ; produced with the muscles involved
in a relatively tense state <the vowels \e\ and \u\ in contrast with
the vowels \i\ and \u\ are '^) syn see stiff, tight — tense-ly
adv — tense-ness n.

3tense vt : to make tense '-' v/ ; to become tense
ten.sile \'ten(t)-s3l, "ten-.sTlX adj 1 ; capable of tension ; ductile
2 : of or relating to tension — ten-sil-i'ty \ten-'sil-3t-e\ n

tensile strength n : the greatest longitudinal stress (as pounds per
square inch) a substance can bear without tearing apart

ten.sim.e.ter \ten-'sim-3t-3r\ n [tension + -meter} ; an instrument
for measuring gas or vapor pressure

ten.sl'Om.e.ter \,ten(t)-se-'am-st-3r\ n Itension} 1 or ten*som*e-
ter \ten-'sam-\ ['tense} ; a device for measuring tension (as of
fabric, yam, or structural material) 2 : an instrument for deter-
mining the moisture content of soil

Tenslometer trademark — used for an instrument for measuring
the surface tension of liquids
Uen'Sion \'ten-ch3n\ n, often attrib [MF or L; MF, fr. L tension-,
tensio, fr. tensus, pp.] la: the act or action of stretching or the
condition or degree of being stretched to stiffness : tautness
b ; STRESS lb 2a: either of two balancing forces causing or
tending to cause extension b : the stress resulting from the elonga-
tion of an elastic body c archaic : pressure 3 a ; a state of psy-
chic unrest often with signs of physiological stress b : a state of
latent hostility or opposition between individuals or groups
c ; a balance maintained in an artistic work between opposing forces
or elements 4 : potential 5 : a device to produce a desired
tension (as in a loom) — ten*sion-al X'tench-nol, -3n-'l\ adj
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2tension vi ten-sion-lng \'tench-Ca-)nla\ : to subject to tension
teu>siou-less \'ten-chan-l3s\ adj : free from tension
ten.si.ty \'tenft)-s3t-e\ n : tenseness
ten-sive \'ten(t)-siv\ adj : of, relating to, or causing tension
ten.sor \'ten(t)-s3r, 'ten-,sd(3)r\ n [NL, fr. L tensus, pp.] 1 ; a
muscle that stretches a part 2 : a generalization of the concept
of vector that consists of a set of components usu. having a double
row of indices that are functions of the coordinate system and have
invariant properties under transformation of the coordinate system— ten<so<ri>al \ten-'sor-e-sI, -'s6r-\ adj
ten-striKe \'ten-.strTk\ n 1 : a strike in tenpins 2 : a highly suc-
cessful stroke or achievement
ttent \'tent\ n, ojten aitrib [ME tente, fr. OF, fr. L tenta, fem. of
tenrus, pp. of lendere to stretch — more at thin] 1 : a collapsible
shelter of canvas or other material stretched and sustained by
poles and used for camping outdoors or as a temporary building
2 : dwelling 3 : something that resembles a tent or that serves
as a shelter; esp : a canopy or enclosure placed over the head and
shoulders to retain vapors or oxygen during medical administration

atent vi 1 : to reside for the time being : lodge 2 : to live in a
tent ^ vt 1 ; to cover with or as if with a tent 2 : to lodge in
tents

stent vt [ME tenten, fr. tent attention, short for atlent, fr. OF
attenie, fr. atlendre to attend] chiejly Scot ; to attend to : watch,
TEND
ten-ta-Cle \'tent-i-kal\ n [NL tentaculum fr. L tentare to feel,

touch — more at tempt] 1 : any of various elongate flexible

usu. tactile or prehensile processes borne by animals chiefly on the
head or about the mouth 2 a ; something that acts like a tentacle
in grasping or feehng out b : a sensitive hair or emergence on a
plant (as the sundew) — ten>ta<cled \-k3ld\ adj— ten<tac*u*lar
\ten-'tak-ya-lar\ adj

tent*age \*tent-ij\ n : a collection of tents : tent equipment
ten.ta.tive \'tent-3t-iv\ adj [ML tentaiivus, fr. L tentatus, pp. of
tentare to feel, try — more at tempt] 1 i of the nature of an experi-
ment or hypothesis : not final : provisional, temporary (•-^ plans)
2 ; hesitant, uncertain <a ^ smile) — tentative n— ten-ta.tive-
ly adv — ten>ta<tive*ness n

tent caterpillar n i any of several destructive gregarious caterpillars
(esp. Malacosoma americanum) that construct on trees large silken
webs

tent<ed \'tent-3d\ adj 1 ; covered with a tent or tents 2 : shaped
like a tent
Uen.ter \'tent-3r\ n [ME teyntur, tentowre} 1 : a frame or endless
track with hooks or clips along two sides that is used for drying
and stretching cloth 2 archaic ; tenterhook

atenter vt : to hang or stretch on or as if on a tenter
teU'tei'liook \'tent-3r-.hiik\ n : a sharp hooked nail used esp.
for fastening cloth on a tenter — on tenterhooks : in a state of

lentil \'ten(t)th\ n, pi tenths \'tenCt)s, •ten(t)ths\ — see number
table ~ tenth adj or adv

tenth-rate \'ten(t)-'thrat\ adj : most inferior : of the lowest char-
acter or quality

tent-less \'tent-lQs\ adj i having no tent : shelterless
tent=mak-er \'tent-,ma-k3r\ n : one that makes tents

tent stitch n : a short stitch slanting to the right that is used in
embroidery and canvas work to form even hnes of solid background

tenty also tent.ie \'tent-e\ adj intent} Scot : ATTENTrvE, watchful
ten.u-is \'ten-ya-was\ n, pi ten-u-es \-ya-,wez, -.was\ [ML, fr.

L. thin, slight] ; one of the stops k, tt, t in Greek
te>nu-ity \te-'n(y)ij-st-e, taA n [L tenuiias, fr. tenuis thin, tenuous]
1 : lack of substance or strength 2 ; slenderness, thinness
3 : rarefied quality or state : rartty

ten-U-OUS \'ten-ya-was\ adj [L tenuis t]:^n, slight, tenuous— more at
THIN] 1 : not dense : rare (a '^ fluid) 2 : not thick : slender <a^ rope) 3 : having httie substance or strength : flimsy, weak
<'-^ influences) <a ~ hold on reahty) syn seeTHM — ten-u.ous«ly
adv — ten-u<ous*ness n

ten.ure X'ten-yar, -,yii(a)r\ n [ME, fr. OF teneiire, tenure, fr. ML
tenitura, fr. (assumed) VL tenitus, pp. of L tenere to hold — more
at thin] 1 ; the act, right, manner, or term of holding something
(as a landed property, a position, or an office) 2 ; grasp, hold —
ten.ur.ial_\te-*nyur_-e-3l\ adj — ten.ur-iaMy \-a-Ie\ adv

te.nU'tO \ta-*nUt-(,)6\ adv (or adj) [It, fr. pp. of tenere to hold,
fr. L tenerel : in a manner so as to hold a tone or chord firmly to
its full value — used as a direction in music

te*0*cal'li \,te-3-'kal-e. ,ta-3-'kal-\ n [Nahuatl, fr. teotl god +
colli house] : an ancient temple of Mexico or Central America
usu. built upon the summit of a truncated pyramidal mound;
also : the mound itself

te-CSin-te \,ta-3-'sint-e\ n [MexSp, fr. Nahuad teocentli, fr. teotl
god + cendi ear of corn] : a large annual fodder grass {Euchlaena
mexicana) of Mexico and Central America closely related to and
possibly ancestral to maize

te.pee \'te-(.)pe\ n [Dakota tipi, fr.

(/ to dwell + pi to use for] : an American
Indian conical tent usu. of skins used
esp. by the Plains peoples

tep.id \'tep-3d\ adj [L tepidus. fr.

tepere to be moderately warm; akin to
Skt (apati it gives out heat, Olr tess
heat] 1 : moderately warm : lukewarm
<a ^ bath) 2 : marked by an absence
of enthusiasm or conviction : half-
hearted (a ~ interest) — te.pid.i.ty
\ta-'pid-at-e, te-\ n — tep-id-ly Vtep-
ad-le\ adv — tep*id<ness n
te.qui.la \t5-'ke-l3\ n [Sp, fr. Tequila,
district of Mexico] 1 : a Mexican
century plant (Agave tequilana) much
cultivated as a source of mescal 2 : a
Mexican liquor made by redistilling mes-

ter- comb jorm [L. fr. ter; akin to Gk &
^^^

Skt tris three times, L tres three — more at three] : three times
; threefold : three (/ercentenary)

te.rai \t3-'ri\ n ITarai, lowland belt of India] . _
double felt sun hat worn esp. in subtropical regions

wide-brimmed

ter.aph \'ter-3f\ n pi ter-a-phim \'ter-9-,fim\ [Heb teraphim (pi.
in form but sing, in meaning) ] : an image of a Semitic household
god

ter-a.tO.log.i.cal \,ter-3t-'l-'ai-i-k3l\ adj l : abnormal in growth
or structure 2 : of or relating to teratology

ter-a>tol>o*gy \,ter-s-'tal-3-]e\ n [Gk terat-, teras marvel, monster
+ ISV -logy: akin to Lith keras enchantment] : the study of mal-
formations, monstrosities, or serious deviations from the normal
type in organisms

ter-a-to-ma \,ter-3-'t6-m3\ n [NL, fr. Gk terat-, teras monster] : a
tumor made up of a heterogeneous mixture of tissues — ter«a-
t0<ina>t0US \-'tam-3t-3s, -'tom-\ adj

ter.hi.iun ytar-be-amX n [NL, fr. Ytterby, Sweden] : a usu. triva-
ient metallic element of the rare-earth group — see element table
terbium metal n ; any of several rare-earth metals separable as a
group from other metals and including terbium, europium, gad-
olinium, and sometimes dysprosium

terce \'t3rs\ n [me, third — more at TIERCE] ojten cap : the third of
the canonical hours

ter«cel \'t3r-s3l\ var o/ tiercel
ter-cen.te-na.ry \,t9r-(,)sen-'ten-3-re, Otar-'sent-'n-.er-eX n ; a
300th anniversary or its celebration — tercentenary adj

ter>cen<ten<ni*al \,t3r'-(,)sen-'ten-e-3l\ adj or n : tercentenary
ter.cet \*tar-sst\ n [It terzetto, fr. dim. of terzo third, fr. L tertius— more at third] : a unit or group of three lines of verse: a : one
of the 3-line stanzas linked by rhyme in terza rima h : one of the
two groups of three lines forming the sestet in an ItaUan sormet

ter. e.bene \'ter-3-,ben\ n [F terebene, fr. terebinthe terebinth] : a
mixture of terpenes from oil of turpentine

te.re-bic \t3-'reb-ik, -'reb-\ adj [L terebinthus terebinth] : of,

relating to, or constituting a white crystalline acid C7H10O4 ob-
tained esp. by the oxidation of oil of turpentine

ter.e.binth \'ter-3-.bin(t)th\ n [ME terebynt, fr. MF terebinthe, fr.

L terebinthus — more at turpentine] : a small European tree
(Pistacia terebinthus) of the sumac family yielding Chian turpentine

ter^e-hin'thine \,ter-a-'bin(t)-th3n, -'bin-,thTn\ adjlL terebinthinus
of the terebinth] : consisting of or resembUng turpentine

te-re.do \t3-'red-(.)o, -'rad-\ n, pi teredos or te-red-i-nes \-'red-
'n-,ez\ [L teredin-, teredo, fr. Gk teredon; akin to Gk tetrainein to
bore — more at throw] : shipworm

te«rete \t3-'ret, te-\ adj [L teret-, teres well turned, rounded; akin to
L terere to rub — more at throw] : approximately cylindrical but
usu. tapering at both ends <a ^ seed pod)

Te.ieus V'te-.riis, "tir-e-ssX n [L, fr. Gk Tereus"! : the husband of
Procne and brother-in-law of Philomela

ter»gal \'tQr-gal\ adj : relating to a tergum; specif : dorsal
ter. gi.ver=sate \'tar-ji-(,)var-,sat, ,tar-ji-'; (.)t3r-'jiv-3r-\ vi [L
tergiversatus, pp. of tergiversari to turn the back, shuffle, fr.

tergum back + versare to turn, fr. versus, pp. of vertere to turn— more at worth] 1 : to become a renegade : apostatize 2 : to
use subterfuges : equivocate — ter.gi-ver.sa.tor \-,sat-3r\ n

ter.gi-ver.sa.tion \,t9r-ji-(,)var-'sa-shan, (,)t3r-,jiv-3r-\ n 1 : de-
sertion of a cause, party, or faith 2 : evasion of straightforward
action or clear-cut statement : equivocation
ter-gnm \'t3r-g3m\ n, pi ter.ga \-g3\ [L] ; the back of an animal
Uerm \'t3rm\ n_[ME terme boundary, end, fr. OF, fr. L terminus;
akin to Gk termon boundary, end, Skt tarati he crosses over — more
at through] 1 : end, termination 2 a : a limited or definite
extent of time; esp : the time for which something lasts : duration,
TENURE b : parturition at the normal period 3 : a fixed period 01
time: as a : one for which an estate is granted b : one during
which a court is in session 4 : division in a school year during
which instruction is regularly given to students 5 a : a unitary or
compound expression connected with another by a plus or minus
sign b : an element of a fraction or proportion or of a series or
sequence 6 : one of the three substantive elements of a syllogism
7 a : a word or expression that has a precise meaning in some uses
or is peculiar to a science, art, profession, or subject (legal '--')

b pi I diction of a specified kind B pi '. provisions stated or offered
for acceptance and determining the nature and scope of the agree-
ment 9 p/ a : mutual relationship ; footing b : agreement, con-
cord 10 : a boundary post or stone; esp : a quadrangtdar pillar

often tapering downward and adorned with a head or upper body— in terras of : with respect to

2term vt : to apply a term to : call, name
iteroma.gant X'tar-ma-gsntX n [ME] 1 cap i a. legendary Muslim
deity represented in early English drama as a boisterous character
2 ; an overbearing or nagging woman : shrew

^termagant adj : tumultuous, turbulent — ter-ma-gant-ly adv
term.er \'t3r-m3r\ n ; a person serving for a specified term (as in
prison) (first ~)

ter.mi.na.ble \'t3rm-(3-)n3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. terminen to terminate,
fr. OF terminer, fr. L terminare} : capable of_ being terminated— ter.mi.na.ble.ness n — ter*ml.na.bly \-ble\ adv

iter>mi*nal X'tarm-nsi, -9n-'l\ adj [L terminalis, fr. terminus']
1 a : of or relating to an end, extremity, boundary, or terminus ('^
pillar) b : growing at the end of a branch or stem ('^ bud) 2 : of,

relating to, or occurring in a term or each term 3 a : occurring at
or constituting the end of a period or series : concluding b : Umit-
ed but complete syn see last — ter.mi.nal'ly \-e\ adv
^terminal n 1 : a part that forms the end : extremffy, termination
2 : a terminating usu. ornamental detail : finial 3 : a device at-

tached to the end of a wire or cable or to an electrical apparatus for
convenience in making connections 4 a : either end of a carrier
line (as a railroad, trucking or shipping line, or airline) with clas-

sifying yards, dock and lighterage facilities, management offices,

storage sheds, and freight and passenger stations b : a freight or
passenger station that is central to a considerable area or serves as a
junction at any point with other lines c ; a town or city at the end
of a carrier line : terminus

terminal leave n : a final leave consisting of accumulated unused
leave granted to a member of the armed forces just prior to his
separation or discharge from service
Uer.mi.uate \ 'tar-ma-,nat\ vb [L terminatus, pp. of termlnare, fr.

terminus] vt 1 a : to bring to an end : close b ; to form the con-
clusion of 2 : to serve as a limit to in space ~ v/ 1 : to extend only
to a limit (as a point or line); esp : to reach a terminus 2 ; to come
to an end in time 3 ; to form an ending syn see close

2ter>ml.nate \-nst\ adj 1 ; coming to an end or capable of ending
2 : Indicating an action as a whole
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ter-mi^na-tlon \,tar-ma-'na-sh3n\ n 1 : end in time or existence
: CONCLUSION <'— of life) 2 : a limit in space or extent : bound
3 : the last part of a word : suffix; esp : an inflectional ending
4 : the act of terminating 5 : outcome, result syn see end— ter-nii*na>tion-al \-shnaI, -shan-'l\ adj

ter*ini«iia>tive \'t9r-m3-,nat-iv\ adj ; tending or serving to termi-
nate : DETERMINING — ter-mi>iia>tlve>ly adv

ter>Illl>na>tor \-,nat-3r\ n 1 ; one that terminates 2 ; the dividing
line between the illuminated and the unilluminated part of the
moon's or a planet's disk

ter.mi.no.log.i.cal \,tarm-n3-'lai-i-k3l, -an-1-'ai-\ adj : of or
relating to terminology — ter-mi-no-log-i*cal>ly \-kC3-)le\ adv

tei-mi<llol*o-gy \,t3r-m3-'nal-a-je\ n [ML terminus term, expres-
sion (fr. L, boundary, limit) + E -o- -h -logy\ 1 ; ihe technical
or special terms or expressions used in a business, art, science,
or special subject 2 : nomenclature as a field of study
term insuianca n : insurance for a specified period providing for no
payment lo the insured except upon losses during the period and
becoming void upon its expiration

ter.mi.nus \'tar ma-nasV n, pi ter-mi-ni \-,ny. .ne\ or ter-mi-
nus-es [L. boundary, end ^ more at term] 1 : final goal : finish-
ing point 2 : a post or stone marking a boundary 3 a : either end
of a transportation line or travel route b ; the station or the town
or city ai such a place ; terminal 4 : extremity, tip <^ of a
glacier) syn see end

terminus ad qiiem \-,ad-'kwem\ n [NL, lit., limit to which] : a
final limiting point in time
lenniuus a quo \-,ak-'w6\ n [NL, lit., limit from which] 1 : a
point of origin 2 ; the first of two limiting points in time

tei.mite \'tar-,mTt\ n [NL Termit-, Termes, genus of termites, fr. LL,
a worm that eats wood, alter, of L tarmit-, larmes; akin to Gk
tetrainein to bore — more at throw] : any of numerous pale»
colored soft-bodied social insects (order Isoptera") that live in
colonies consisting of winged sexual forms, wingless sterile workers,
and often soldiers, feed on wood, and include some very destructive
to wooden structures and trees — called also whiie ant

term>less \'tarm-l3s\ adj 1 : boundless, unending 2 ; uncondi-
tioned, UNCONDITIONAL
term paper n : a major written assignment in a school or college
course representative of a student's achievement duiing a term
term*tlme \'tarm-,tim\ n : the time during an academic or legal
term

tern \'tam\ n [of Scand origin; akin to Dan lerne tern] ; any of
numerous sea gulls (Sterna and related genera) that are smaller and
slenderer in body and bill than typical gulls with narrower wings,
often forked tails, black cap, and white body

ter<na>ry \'t3r-n3-re\ adj [ME, fr. L ternarius, fr. terni three each;
akin to L tres three — more at three] 1 a : of, relating to, or pro-
ceeding by threes b : having three elements, parts, or divisions
; threefold c : arranged in threes <'^ petals) 2 : using three as
the base i^ logarithm) 3 : consisting of an alloy of three elements
4 : containing or relating to three different elements, atoms, radi-
cals, or groups (sulfuric acid is a '^ acid) 5 : third in order or rank

ter.nate V'tar-.nat, -n3t\ adj [NL tematus, fr. ML, pp. of ternare
to treble, fr. L remi] : arranged in threes or in subdivisions so ar-
ranged <a -- leaf) — ter*nate*ly adv

terne \'t3rn\ also terne.plate \-.plat\ n [prob. fr. F terne dull, fr.

MF, fr. ternir to tarnish] : sheet iron or steel coated with an alloy of
about 4 parts lead to 1 part tin

ter>pene \*t3r-,pen\ « [ISV terp- (fr, G terpentin turpendne, fr.

ML terbenlina) + -ene — more at turpentine] : any of various,
isomeric hydrocarbons CioH,6 found present in essential oils esp.
from conifers and used esp. as solvents and in organic synthesis;
broadly : any of numerous hydrocarbons (CsHgjn found esp. in
essential oils, resins, and balsams — ter'PB'liic \,tar-*pe-nik,
-'pen-ik\ adj — ter-pe-noid \'t3r-pa-,n6id\ adj or n

tei.pin.e.Ql \,t3r-'pin-e-,61, -.ol\ n [ISV. fr. terpine (C,oH,8-
(OIDz] : any of three fragrant isomeric alcohols C10H17OH found
in essential oils or made artificially and used esp. in perfume or as
solvents

Terp.Sich.o-re \.t3rp-*sik-3-(.)re\ n [L, fr. Gk Terpsichore'] : the
Greek Muse of dancing and choral song
terp-si-cho-re.an \,tarp-(.)sik-9-'re-an; -sa-'kor-e-. -'k6r-\ adj : of
or relating to dancing

ter.ra al.ba \,ter-3-'al-b3. -'61-\ n [NL, lit., white earth] : any
of several white mineral substances: as a : gypsum ground for a
pigment b : kaolin used esp. as an adulterant of paints c : mag-
nesia 1

Uer«race \'ter-3S\ n [MF, pile of earth, platform, terrace, fr.

OProv lerrassa, fr terra earth, fr. L, earth, land; akin to L torrere
to parch — more at thirst] 1 a : a colonnaded porch or promenade
b : a flat roof or open platform : balcony, deck c : a relatively
level paved or planted area adjoining a building 2 : a raised em-
bankment with the top leveled 3 : a level ordinarily narrow plain
usu. with Steep front bordering a river, lake, or sea 4 a : a row of
houses or apartments on raised ground or a sloping site b : a group
of row houses c : a strip of park in the middle of a street usu.
planted with trees or shrubs d : a street usu. taking its name from
the presence of a terrace

aterrace vt : to make into a terrace or supply with terraces
ter»rac*er \'ier-3-s3r\ n ; a machine used for constructing terraces
or wide channels for surface drainage

ter.ra-cot.ta \.ter-3-'kat-9\ n, pi terra-cottas [It terra cotta, lit.,

baked earth] 1 : a glazed or unglazed fired clay used for statuettes
and vases and architectural purposes (as roofing, facing, and relief
ornamentation 2 : a brownish orange

terra lir.ma \ 'fsr-maX n [NL, Ut., soUd land] : dry land : soUd
ground

ter>rain \t3-'ran, te-\ n [F, land, ground, fr. L terrenum, fr. neut. of
terrenus of earth - more at terrene] 1 a (U ; a geographical area
: region (2) : a pi«;e of earth : ground b : the physical features
of a tract of land : topography 2 ; terrane 1 3 : environment,
MIUEU

ter>ra in.cog-ni-ta \'ter-9-,in-,kag-'net-a, -in-'kag-nat-aX n, pi
ter-rae in-cog-ni-tae \'te(3)r-,l-,in-.kag-'ne-,tT, -in-'kag-ns-,tT\
[L] ; unknown territory : an unexplored country or field of knowl-
edge

Ter*ra-my-cta Niter-a-'mTs-^nX trademark — used for oxytetra-
cycline

ter>raiie Xta-'ran, te-\ n [alter, of terrain} 1 ; the area or surface
over which a particular rock or group of rocks is prevalent 2 ; ter-
rain la

ter-ra.pin X'ter-a-pan, 'tar-\ n [of Algonquian origin; akin to
Delaware torope turtle] ; any of various edible No. American
turtles (family Testudinidae) living in fresh or brackish water

terr.aque.ous \te-'ra-kwe-3s. ta-, -'rak-we-\ adj [L terra land + E
aqueous] : consisting of land and water

ter.rar.i.iim \t3-'rar-e-sm, -'rer-X n, pi ter-rar-ia X-e-aX or
ter-rar-i-ums [NL, fr. L terra + -arium (as in aquarium)] : a
vivarium without standing water

ter-raz-zo Xta-'rat-(,)so, -'raz-OoX " [It, lit., terrace, perh. fr. O-
Prov terrassa] : a mosaic flooring made by embedding small pieces
of marble or granite in mortar and polishing

ter.rene \te-'ren, ta-; te(a)r-.enX adj [ME, fr. L terrenus of earth, fr.
terra earth] : mundane, earthly — terrene n

ter-re.pleiu \'ter-a-,planX n [MF, fr. Olt terrapieno, fr. ML terra-
plenum, fr. terra plenus filled with earth] : the level space behind a
parapet where guns are mounted

ter.res.tri.al Xta-'res-t(r)e-al, -res(h)-chalX adj [ME, fr L terres-
iris, fr. terra earth — more at terrace] 1 a : of or relating to the
earth or its inhabitants <'^ magnetism) b : mundane in scope or
character ; prosaic 2 a : of or relating to land as distmct froin air
or water <'^ transportation) b (1) : Hving on or in or growing from
land (•— plants) <^ birds) {?.) ; of or relating to terrestrial or-
ganisms <~_habits) syn see earthly — terrestrial n — ter-res-
tri-al-ly X-eX adv

ter.ret \'ter-atX n [ME teret, alter, of toret, fr. MF, fr. OF, dim. of
tour circuit, ring — more at turn ] : one of the rings on the top of a
harness pad through which the reins pass

ter.ri.ble \'ter-a-bal\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L terribilis, fr. terrere
to frighten — more at terror] 1 a : exciting terror : terrifying
b : awesome, imposing c : difficult 2 : extreme, great 3 a : strongly
repulsive : obnoxious b : tending to appall : appalling, dread-
ful 4 : of very poor quality syn see fearful — ter-ri-ble*ness n— ter*rl-bly X-ble\ adv

ter>rlc*0>l0U3 \te-'rik-a-las, ta-X adj [L terricola earth dweller, fr.

terra earth + colere to inhabit — more at vi'heel] : living on or in
the ground

ter.ri-er X'ter-e-arX n [F (chien) terrier, lit., earth dog, fr. terrier of
earth, fr. ML terrarius, fr. L terra] : any 01 various usu. small dogs
orig. used by hunters to dig for small furred game and engage the
quarry underground or drive it out

ter.rif-iC Xta-'rif-ik\ adj [ L terrijicus, fr. terrereto frighten] 1 a : excit-
ing fear or awe : terrible b : very bad ; frightful 2 : ex-
traordinarv, astounding <~ speed) 3 : unusually fine : mag-
nificent syn see fearful — ter-ril*i-caMy X-i-k(a-)leX adv

ter-ri.fy \'ter-a-,fr\ vt [L terrijicare, fr. terrijicus] 1 : to fiU with
terror 2 a : to drive or impel by menacing b : deter, intimidatb— ter-ri-iy-ing'ly \-io-leX adv

ter*rig.e.llous \te-'rij-a-nas, ta-\ adj [L terrigena earthbom, fr.

terra earth + gignere to beget — more at kin] : formed by the
erosive action of rivers, tides, and currents <'-^ sediment)
Uer-ri'to-ri-al \,ter-a-'tor-e-a!, -'t6r-\ adj 1 a : nearby, local
b ; serving outlying areas : regional 2 a : of or relating to a
territory b : of or relating to private property 3 a : of or relating
to an assigned or preempted area_ b : exhibiting territoriality <«'
birds) — ter*ri'tO'ri-al'ly X-e-a-leX adv

'territorial n : a member of a territorial military unit
ter.ri.to.ri-al-ism \-e-a-,liz-amX n 1 : landlordism 2 : the
principle established in 1555 requiring the inhabitants of a territory
of the Holy Roman Empire to conform to the religion of their
ruler or to emigrate 3 ojien cap : a theory or movement proposing an
autonomous territory for the Jews — ter-ri-to-ri-al-ist X-lsstX n

ter.ri.to.ri.al-i-ty X-,tor-e-'al-at-e, -,t6r-X " 1 : territorial status
2 a : persistent attachment to a specific territory b : the pattern of
behavior associated with the defense of a male animal's territory

ler.ri.to.ri.al'iza.tion \-e-a-la-*za-shanX " : the act or process of
organizing into territories

ter-ri<to*ri*al<lze X'tor-e-a-.lTz, -'tor-x vt : to organize on a ter-

ritorial basis

leiTitorial waters n : the waters under the sovereign jurisdiction
of a nation or state including both marginal sea and inland waters

ler-ri'to-ry \'ter-a-,tor-5, -.t6r-\ n [ME, fr. L territorium, lit., land
around a town, prob. fr. terra land + -torium (as in praetorium)— more at terrace] 1 a : a geographical area belonging to or
under the jurisdiction of a governmental authority b : an adminis-
trative subdivision of a country c : a part of the U.S. not included
within any state but organized with a separate legislature d : a
geographical area {as a colonial possession) dependent upon an
external government but having some degree of autonomy — com-
pare TRUST territory 2 3 : an indeterminate geographical area
b : a field of knowledge or interest 3 a : an assigned area; esp : one
in which a salesman or distributor operates b : an area usu. in-

cluding the nesting or denning site and a variable foraging range
that is preempted and defended by a male bird or mammal

ter-ror \'ter-ar\ n [ME, fr, MF terreur, fr. L terror, fr. terrere to
frighten; akin to Gk (rein to be afraid, flee, tremein to tremble
— more at tremble] 1 a : a state of intense fear b : terribleness
2 a ; one that inspires fear : scourge b : a frightemng aspect
c : a cause of anxiety : worry d : an appalling person or thing;

esp : BRAT 3 : reign of terror syn see fear
ter-roT-lsm \'ter-ar-,iz-amX n : the systematic use of terror esp. as a
means of coercion — ter-ror>ist \-ar-astx adj or n — ter*ror>is-tic
\,ter-ar-'is-iik\ adj

ter>roT<iza>tiOU X.ter-ar-a-'za-shanX i : the act or process of ter-

rorizing

ter-ror-ize \'ter-ar-JzX vf 1 : to fill with terror or anxiety : scare
2 : to coerce by threat or violence

ter>ror>Ie5S X'ter-ar-lasX adj : holding no terrors

ter-ry X'ter-eX n [perh. modif. of F tire, pp. of tirer to draw — more
at tirade] : the loop forming the pile in imcut pile fabrics; also : an
absorbent fabric with such loops

terse X'tarsX adj [L tersus clean, neat, fr. pp. of tergere to wipe off:

akin to Gk trogein to gnaw, L terere to rub — more at throw]
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1 ; smoothly elegant : polished, refined 2 : devoid of super-
fluity : SUCCINCT syn see concise — terse-ly adv — terse-ness n

ter.tial \'t3r-sti3l\ adj [L tertius third; fr. the fact that flight feathers
form the third row of feathers] : of, relating to, or being flight

feathers on the basal joint of a bird's wing — tertial n
Uer.tian \'t3r-sh3n\ adj [ME tercian, fr. L tertianus, lit., of the
third, fr. tertius third — more at third ] ; recurring at approximately
48-hour intervals — used of malaria

steitiau n : a tertian fever; specij : malaria caused by a malaria
parasite {Plasmodium vivax) and marked by recurrence of parox-
ysms at 48-hour intervals — called also vi-vax malaria \,vT-,vaks-\

iter.ti.ary \'t3r-she-,er-e\ n 1 [ML tertiarius, fr. L, of a third] : a
member of a monastic 3d order esp. of lay people 2 : a tertial

feather 3 cap : the Tertiary period or system of rocks
atertiary adj [L tertiarius of or containing a third, fr. tertius third]

1 a : of 3d rank, importance, or value b : of, relating t6, or con-
stituting the 3d strongest of the three or four degrees of stress

recognized by most linguists <the 3d syllable of basketball team
carries -^ stress) 2 cap ; of, relating to, or being the first period
of the Cenozoic era or the corresponding system of rocks marked
by the formation of high mountains (as the Alps, Caucasus, and
Himalayas) and the dominance of mammals on land 3 : charac-
terized by replacement in the 3d degree : resulting from the sub-
stitution of three atoms or groups <a '-^ salt> 4 : occurring in
or being a 3d stage

tertiary color n ; a color produced by mixing two secondary colors
ter»U.um Quid \.tsr-she-3m-*kwid, ,t3rt-e-\ n [LL, lit., third some-
thing] 1 : something that escapes a division into two groups
supposed to be exhaustive 2 ; a 3d party of ambiguous status

ter>va<Ient X.tar-'va-lsnt, 't3r-\ adj : trivalent
ter*za ri*ma \,tert-s3-'re-ma\ n [It, Ut., third rhyme] : a verse form
consisting of tercets usu. in iambic pentameter with an interlaced
rhyme scheme (as aba, bob, cdc) in English poetry

tes-sel*late \'tes-3-.lat\ vr [LL tessellatus, pp. of tessellare to
pave with tesserae, fr. L tessella, dim. of tessera^ ; to form into or
adorn with mosaic

tes*sel>lat>ed \-,lat-3d\ adj ; having a checkered appearance
: MOTTLED, RETICULATED

tes.sel.la.tion \,tes-3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : an act of tessellating ; the
state of being tessellated 2 : a careful juxtaposition of elements
into a coherent pattern ; mosaic

tes-sera X'tes-CaOraX n, pi teS'Ser*ae \-9-,re, -.rl\ [L; prob. deriv.
of Gk tessares four; fr. its having four comers — more at four]
1 ; a small tablet (as of wood, bone, or ivory) used by the ancient
Romans as a ticket, tally, voucher, or means of identification
2 : a small piece (as of marble, glass, or tile) used in mosaic work

teS'Si-tu-ra \,tes-9-'tur-3\ n [It, lit., texture, fr. L textura] ; the
average pitch within the most often used range of a melody or

Uest \'test\ n [ME, vessel in which metals were assayed, cupel, fr.

MF, fr. L testum earthen vessel; akin to L testa earthen pot, shell,

texere to weave — more at technical] 1 a chiejly Brit : CUPEL
b (1) ; a critical examination, observation, or evaluation : trial
(2) : a basis for evaluation ; criterion c : an ordeal or oath
required as proof of conformity with a set of beliefs 2 a : a means
of testing: as (1) : a procedure, reaction, or reagent used to identify
or characterize a substance or constituent (2) : a series of questions
or exercises or other means of measuring the skill, knowledge,
inteliigence, capacities, or aptitudes of an individual or group
b ; a positive result in such a test

atest vr 1 : to put to test or proof : try 2 ; to require a doctrinal
oath of -^ vi 1 a : to undergo a test b : to achieve a rating on the
basis of tests 2 ; to apply a test as a means of analysis or diagnosis— used with Jor <r^ for mechanical aptitude) — test>able \'tes-
t3-b3l\ adj

3lest rt [L testa shell] : an external hard or firm covering (as a shell)
of many invertebrates

tes-ta \'tes-t3\ n, pi tes-tae \-,te, -,tT\ [NL, fr. L, sheU] : the hard
external coating or integument of a seed
teS'ta-cean \te-'sta-sh3n\ n [deriv. of L testaceus} ; any of an
order (Testacea) of shelled rhizopods

teS'ta>ceous \-sh3s\ adj [L testaceus, fr. testa shell, earthen pot,
brick] 1 a : having a shell <a '^ protozoan) b : consisting of
shell or crustaceous material 2 ; of any of the several U^t colors
of bricks

tes.ta«cy \'tes-t3-se\ n : the state or circumstance of being testate
tes.ta.ment \'tes-t3-m3nt\ n [ME. fr. LL & L; LL testamentum
covenant with God, holy scripture, fr. L, last will, fr. testari to be
a witness, call to witness, make a will, fr. testis witness; akin to L
tres three & to L stare to stand; fr. the witness's standing by as a
third party in a litigation — more at three, sfand] 1 a archaic ; a
covenant between God and man b cap (1) : either of two main
divisions of the Bible (2) : new testament 2 a : a tangible proof
or tribute b : an expression of conviction ; credo 3 a : an act by
which a person determines the disposition of his property after his
death b : will — tes>ta>inen>ta>ry \,tes-t3-'ment-a-re, -'men-
tre\ adj
Ues-tate \'tes-,tat, -tatV adj [ME, fr. L testatus, pp. of testari to
make a will] : having left a will <a person dying '^>

2tes*tate \-,tat\ adj [ ^test or testa'\ ; having a firm external covering
and esp. a test or testa

tes.ta.tor \'tes-.tat-ar, te-'stat-\ n [ME testatour, fr. AF, fr. LL
testator, fr. L testatus, pp.] : a person who leaves a will or testament
in force at his death — tes»ta-trix \te-'sta-triks\ n

test case n l : a representative case whose outcome Is likely to
serve as a precedent 2 : a proceeding brought by agreement or on
an understanding of the parties to obtain a decision as to the con-
stitutionality of a statute

test.ed adi : subjected to or qualified through testing (time-tested
principles) (tuberculin-reared cattle)
nes-ter \'tes-t»r, 'tes-V n [ME, fr. MF testiere headpiece, head
covering, fr. teste head. fr. LL testa skull, fr. L, shell — more at
TEST] : the canopy over a bed. pulpit, or altar
ates.ter \*tes-tar\ n [modif. of MF rc^rorr, fr. testonj : teston b
3test.er \'tes-t3r\ n : one that tests
tes.ti.cle \'tes-ti-kal\ n [ME testicule, fr. L testiculus, dim. of
testis^ % TESTIS — teS'tic-u-lar \te-'stik-ya-lar\ adj

tes.tiC-U.Iate \te-'stik-ya-lst\ adj [NL testiculatus. fr. L testiculus']
: ovate and solid like a testis <a '^ root)

tes*tl>fl«er \'tcs-ta-^(-o)r\ n : one that testifies : wttnbss

tes-ti-ty \'tes-t3-.fA vb [ME testlfien, fr. L testificart, fr. testis
witness] vi la: to make a statement based on personal knowledge
or beUef : bear witness b : to serve as evidence or proof 2 : to
express a personal conviction 3 : to make a solemn declaration
under oath for the purpose of establishing a fact (as in a court)
-^ vr 1 a : to bear witness to ; attest b : to serve as evidence of
: PROVE 2 archaic a : to make known (a personal conviction)
: PROFESS b : to give evidence of : show 3 : to declare under oath
before a tribunal or officially constituted pubhc body

tes.ti-ly \'tes-t3-le\ adv : in a testy maimer
Ues.ti.mo.ni.al \,tes-t3-'m6-ne-3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or
constituting testimony 2 : expressive of appreciation or esteem
i'^ diimer)

2testimonial n l ; evidence, testimony 2 a : a statement testify-
ing to benefits received b : a character reference ; letter of recom-
mendation 3 : an expression of appreciation ; tribute
tes.ti-mo.ny \'tes-t3-.mo-ne\ n [ME, fr. LL & L; LL testimonium
Decalogue, fr. L, evidence, witness, fr. testis witness — more at
testament] 1 a : the tablets inscribed with the Mosaic law or the
ark containing them b : a divine decree attested in the Scriptures
2a: firsthand authentication of a fact ; evidence b : an outward
sign ; symbol c : a solemn declaration usu. made orally by a
witness under oath in response to interrogation by a lawyer or
authorized public official 3 a : an open acknowledgment : profes-
sion b : a public profes.'=ion of religious experience

tes*ti<ness Vtes-te-nasX n : the quality or state of being testy
teS'tis \'tes-t3s\ n, pi tes-tes Vtes-,tez\ [L, witness, testis] : a
male reproductive gland

test matcli n l : any of a series of championship cricket matches
played between teams representing Australia and England 2 ; a
championship game or series (as of cricket) played between teams
representing different countries

tes>ton \'tes-,tan\ or tes-toon \te-'stiin\ n [MF, fr. Olt testone,
aug. of testa head, fr. LL, skull — more at tester] : any of several
old European coins: as a : a French silver coin of the 16th
century worth between 10 and 14>^ sous b : a shilling of Henry
VIII of England decreasing in value to ninepence and then to
sixpence in Shakespeare's time

tes.tOS.ter.one \te-'stas-t5-.r6n\ n [testis + -o- + sterol + -one]
: a crystalline androgenic hydroxy steroid ketone CjgHzsOz ob-
tained esp. from the testes of bulls or synthetically and used in
medicine usu. as an ester

test paper n ; paper saturated with a reagent that changes color in
testing for various substances

test pilot n I a pilot who specializes in putting new or experimental
airplanes through maneuvers designed to test them (as for strength)
by producing strains in excess of normal

test tube n : a usu. plain tube of thin glass closed at one end and
used esp. in chemistry and biology
test-tube \,tes-,t(y)iib\ adj ; produced by artificial Insemination
<'— babies)

Ues-tu-di-nate \te-'st(y)iid-'n-3t\ adj [deriv. of L testudln-,
testudo tortoise shell] : chelonian

atestudinate n ; zturtle
tes-tu.dO \te-'st(y)Ud-(,)o\ n [L testudin-, testudo, lit., tortoise*
tortoise shell; akin to L testa shell — more at test] ; a cover of
overlapping shields or a shed wheeled up to a wall used to protect
an attacking force by the ancient Romans

tes-ty \'tes-te\ adj [ME lestij, fr. AF. headstrong, fr. OF teste head— more at tester ] 1 : easily annoyed : irritable 2 : marked by
Impatience or ill humor ; exasperated <~ remark) syn see irasci-
ble

tet.a.nal \'tet-'n-n\ adj : relating to or derived from tetanus <'^
antitoxin)

te*tan-ic \te-'tan-ik\ adj : of, relating to, being, or tending to pro-
duce tetanus or tetany — te>tan>i>cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

tet-a*nize \'tet-=*n-,Tz\ vt : to induce tetanus in <'-- a muscle)
tet-a-nus \'tet-'n-3s, 'tet-n3s\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk tetanos, fr.

tetanos stretched, rigid; akin to Gk teinein to stretch — more at
thin] 1 a ; an acute infectious disease characterized by tonic
spasm of voluntary muscles esp. of the jaw and caused by the
specific toxin of a bacillus (Clostridium tetani) which is usu. intro-
duced through a wound b : the bacterium that causes tetanus
2 : prolonged contraction of a muscle resulting from rapidly re-
peated motor impulses
tet.a.ny \'tet-'n-e, 'tet-neV n [ISV, fr. L tetanus'] : a condition of
physiologic mineral imbalance marked by tonic spasm of muscles
and associated usu. with deficient parathyroid secretion

te.tar.to.he.dral \t3-.tart-6-'he-dral\ adj [Gk tetartos fourth; akin
to Gk tettares four— more at four] oj a crystal : having one fourth
the number of planes required by complete symmetry — compare
holohedral

tetched var oj teched
tetchy \'tech-e\ adj [perh. fr. obs. tetch (habit) ] ; irritably or peev-
ishly sensitive ; touchy
itete-a-tete \.tat-a-'tat, -3-'ta\ adv [F. lit., head to head] : face to
face : privately

2t8te-&-t6te n 1 : a private conversation between two persons
2 : a short piece of furniture (as a sofa) intended to seat two persons
esp. facing each other

3tete-a-tete adj^ : being face to face : private
tete-bfiche \'tat-'bash\ adj [F, n., pair of inverted stamps, fr.

tite head + -biche, alter, of MF bechevet head against foot] ; of
or relating to a pair of stamps inverted in relation to one anotiier
either through a printing error or intentionally

teth \'tat(h), 'tas\ n [Heb ferA] : the 9th letter of the Hebrew
alphabet — symbol
Ueth-er \'tetli-sr\ n [ME tethlr, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON
tjothr tether; akin to OHG zeotar pole of a wagon] 1 ; something
(as a rope or chain) by which an animal is fastened so that it can
range only within a set radius 2 : the limit of one's strength or
resources : scope <the end of his '^)

atetlier vt teth-er-ing \-(a-)rio\ : to fasten or restrain by or as if by
a tether

tet]i>er*baU \'tetii-3r-,b61\ n : a game which Is played by two con-
testants with rackets and a ball suspended by a string from an
upright pole and in which the object of each contestant is to wrap
the string around the pole by striidns the ball in a direction oppo-
site to the other
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Te.thys \'te-thas\ n [L, fr. Gk Tethys"] : a Titaness and wife of
Oceanus

tet-ra \'te-tr3\ n Cby shortening fr. NL Tetragonopterus, former
genus name, fr. LL tetragonum quadrangle + Gk pteron wing —
more at tetragonal, feather] : any of numerous small brightly
colored So. American characin fishes often bred in the tropical
aquarium

tetra- or tetr- comb form [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk; akin to Gk tettares four— more at four] 1 : four : having four : having four parts
<re//-atomic) 2 : containing four atoms, radicals, or groups (of a
specified kind) ('rerrabasic) (/erracid)

tet-ra-ba-sic \,te-tr9-'ba-sik\ adj [ISV] 1 : having four hydrogen
atoms capable of replacement by basic atoms or radicals 2 : con-
taining four atoms of a univalent metal or their equivalent 3 : hav-
ing four basic hydroxyl groups : able to react with four molecules
of a monoacid — tet-ra-ba-sici-ty \-ba-'sis-3t-e\ n

tet-ra-branch \'te-tr3-,braok\ n [deriv. of Gk tetra- •¥ branchion
gill — more at branchia] ; NAuriLOrD — tetrabrancli or tet»ra-
bran-chi.ate \,te-tr3-'brar)-ke-3t\ adj

tet-ra. chlo.ride \,te-tr3-'kl60)r-Jd, -'kl6(a)r-\ n : a chloride
containing four atoms of chlorine

tet<ra<Chord \'te-tr3-,k6(3>rd\ n [Gk tetrachordon, fr. neut. of
tetrachordns of four strings, fr. telra- + chorde string — more at
yarn] : a diatonic series of four tones with an interval of a perfect
fourth between the first and last

te«trac«id\te-'tras-ad\ adj 1 : able to react with four molecules of a
monoacid or two of a diacid to form a salt or ester 2 : having four
hydrogen atoms replaceable by basic atoms or radicals

tet>ra>cy*cliue \.te-tr3-'sT-,klen\ n [ISV, fr. tetracyclic (containing
four fused rings in the molecular structure! ] : a yellow crystalline
broad-spectrura antibiotic CzjHziNzOe produced by a soil acti-
nomycete {Streptomyces viridijaciens) or synthetically

tet>rad \'te-,trad\ n [Gk tetrad-, tetras, fr. tetra~\ : a group or
arrangement of four: as a ; a tetravalent element, atom, or radical
b : a group of four cells arranged usu. in the form of a tetrahedron
and produced by the successive divisions of a mother cell c : an
arrangement of chromosomes by fours in the first meiotic prophase
due to precocious longitudinal splitting of paired chromosomes— te<trad>ic \te-'trad-ik\ adj

te-trad.y.mite \te-'trad-3-,mTt\ n [LGk tetradymos fourfold, fr.

Gk tetra- + -dymos (as in didymos didymous); fr. its occurrence in
compound twin crystals] : a pale steel-gray mineral BizTezS con-
sisting essentially of a telluride and sulfide of bismuth and having a
metallic luster

tet-ra.dy.na.mous X.te-trs-'dT-na-mssX adj [ISV tetra- + Gk
dynamis power — more at dynamic] ; having six stamens four of
which are longer than the others

tet-ra. eth.yl \,te-tr3-'eth-sl\ adj [ISV] : containing four ethyl
groups in the molecule

tetraethyl lead n : a heavy oily poisonous liquid PbCCzHs) 4 used as
an antiknock agent

tet.ra.flu-o-ride \,te-tr3-'flu(-3)r-.id\ n : a fluoride containing
tour atoms of fluorine

te-trag-0-nal \te-'trag-3nj'l\ adj [LL tetragonaUs, fr. tetragonum
quadrangle, fr. Gk tetragonon, fr. neut. of tetragonos tetragonal, fr.

tetra- + gonia angle — more at -gon] 1 ; having four angles and
four sides 2 : of, relating to, or characteristic of the tetragonal
system — te»trag-o-nal-ly X-^l-eX adv — te-trag-o-nal-ness n
tetragonal system n : a crystal system characterized by three axes
at right angles of which only the two lateral axes are equal

tet-ra. gram-ma-ton \,te-tr3-'gram-9-,tan\ n [ME, fr. Gk, fr. neut-
of tetragrammatos having four letters, fr. tetra- + grammat-,
gramma letter — more at gram] : the four Hebrew letters usu.
transliterated YHWH or JHVH that form a biblical proper name of
God — compare yahweh
tet-ra-gy-nous X.te-tra-'jI-nas, -'gl-; te-'traJ-s-nssX adj : having four
pistils or carpels

tet-ra-he-dral X.te-tra-'he-drslX adj 1 : relating to, forming, or hav-
ing the form of a tetrahedron 2 : having four faces (-^ angie)— tet-ra-he-dral'ly \-dra-le\ adv

tet.ra-he-drite \-,drTt\ n [G tetraedrit, fr. L Gk refraedroj having
four faces] : a fine-grained gray mineral (Cu,Fe)i2Sb4S,3 that con-
sists essentially of a sulfide of copper, iron, and antimony and often
other elements, occurs in tetrahedral crystals and also massive, and
is often a valuable ore of silver

tet-ra-he.dron N.te-trs-'he-dranX n, pi tetrahedrons or tet-ra-
he-dra \-dr3\ [NL, fr. LGk tetraedron, neut. of tetraedros having
four faces, fr. Gk tetra- + hedra seat, face — more at srr] : a poly-
hedron of four faces
tet-ra>hy*drate N-'hl-drat, -,drat\ n ; a chemical compound with
four molecules of water — tet>ra-hy-drat-ed \-,drat-3d\ adj

tet.ra.hy-droxy \-(,)hT-'diak-se\ adjitetra- + hydroxyll : contain-
ing four hydroxyl groups in the molecule

te.tral-o-gy \te-'tral-a-je, -'tral-\ n [Gk tetralogia, fr. tetra- +
-logia -logy] 1 : a group of four dramatic pieces represented con-
secutively on the Attic stage at the Dionysiac festival 2 : a series
of four connected works (as operas or novels)

tet-ra-mer X'te-tra-msrX n : a polymer formed from four molecules
of a monomer

te-tram-er-0U5 Xte-'tram-a-rssX adj [NL tetramerus, fr. Gk tetram-
eres, fr. tetra- + meros part — more at merit] : having or char-
acterized by the presence of four parts: a oj a jlower ; having the
parts arranged in sets or multiples of four— often written 4-merous
b : having four or apparently only four joints in each tarsus <'^
beetles)

te-tram-e-ter \te-'tram-3t-ar\ n [Gk tetrametron, fr. neut. of
tetrametros having four measures, fr. tetra- -H metron measure —
more at measure] : a verse consisting either of four dipodies (as
in classical iambic, trochaic, and anapestic verse) or four feet (as
in modem English verse)

te-tran-drous \te-'t(r)an-dr3s\ adj [ISV] : having four stamens
tet-ra-pet-al.QUS \,te-tr3-'pet-'l-as\ ad/[NL tetrapetalus, fr. tetra-
+ petalum petal] : having four petals

itet.ra-ploid \'te-tr3-,p!6id\ arf/[ISV3 : fourfold in appearance or
arrangement; specij : having or being a chromosome number four
times the monoploid number <a '^ cell) — tet-ra-ploi-dic \,te-
tra-'pl6id-ik\ adj — tet-ra-ploi-dy \'te-tr3-.pl6id-e\ n

2tetrapIoid n : a tetraplold individual
te-trap-ter-ous \te-'trap-ta-ras\ adj [Gk tetrapteros, fr. tetra- +
pteron wing — more at feather] : having four wings
te-trarch \'te-.trark, 'te-\ n [ME, fr. L tetrarcha, fr. Gk tetrarches,
fr. tetra- + -arches -arch] 1 : a governor of the fourth part of a
province 2 : a subordinate prince — te-trar-chic \te-'trar-kik,
te-\ adj

te-trar-chy \'te-,trar-ke, 'te-\ n : four persons ruling jointly
tet-ra-spore \'te-tr3-,spo{3)r, -,sp6(3)r\ n [ISV] : one of the
haploid asexual spores developed meiotically in the red algae usu.
in groups of four — tet-ra-spor.ic N.te-trs-'spor-ik, -'sp6r-\ or
te-tra-spo-rous X.te-tra-'spor-as, -'spor-; te-'tras-ps-rasN adj

te.tras-ti-chous \te-'tras-ti-k3s\ adj [Gk tetrastichos of four rows,
fr. tetra- + stichos row, verse — more at distich] : four-ranked— used esp. of flowers arranged in a spike in four vertical rows

tet-ra-tom-ic \,te-tra-'tam-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : consisting of four
atoms : having four atoms in the molecule 2 : having four
replaceable atoms or radicals

tet-ra-va.lent X.te-tra-Va-lantX adj [ISV] 1 ; having a valence of
four 2 : QUADRUPLE — uscd of homologous chromosomes in
synapsis

tet-rode \'te-,trod\ n : a vacuum tube with four electrodes, a cath-
ode, an anode, a control grid, and an additional grid or other
electrode

te.trox-ide \te-'trak-,s7d\ n [ISV] : a compound of an element or
radical with four atoms of oxygen

tet-ryl \'te-tr3l\ n [ISV] : a pale yellow crystalline explosive
CTHsNsOa used esp. as a detonator

tet-ter \'tet-3r\ n [ME teter, fr. OE; akin to OE teran to tear] : any
of various vesicular skin diseases (as ringworm, eczema, and herpes)
Teu-ton \'t(y)ut-=n\ n [L Teutoni, pi.] 1 : a member of an ancient
prob. Germanic or Celtic people 2 : a member of a people speak-
ing a language of the Germanic branch of the Indo-European
language family; esp : German

1 Teu-ton. ic \ny)u-'tan-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic
of the Teutons — Teu-ton. i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

2 Teutonic n ; Germanic
Teu-ton.ism \'t(y)ut-'n-,iz-3m\ n : Germanism
Teu-ton.ist \-=n-3st\ n : germanist
teu*ton-ize \-'n-,iz\ vt, often cap : Germanize
tex-as \'tek-S3s, -siz\ n iTexas. state of U.S.; fr. the naming of
cabins on Mississippi steamboats after stales, the officers' cabins
being the largest] ; a structure on the awning deck of a steamer
containing the officers' cabins and having the pilothouse in front
or on top
Texas fever n [ Texas, state of U.S.] : an infectious disease of cattle
transmitted by the cattle tick and caused by a protozoan (Babesia
bigemina) that multipUes in the blood and destroys the red blood
cells

Texas Independence Day n : March 2 observed as the anniversary
of the declaration of independence of Texas from Mexico in 1836
and also as the birthday of Sam Houston

texas leaguer n [ Texas League, a baseball minor league] : a fly in
baseball that falls too far out to be caught by an infielder and too
close in to be caught by an outfielder
Texas Ranger n : a member of a mounted police force in Texas
Texas tower n [fr. the resemblance to Texas offshore oil derricks]

: a radar-equipped platform supported on caissons sunk in the

text \'tekst\ n [ME, fr. MF texte, fr. ML textus, fr. L, texture,
context, fr. textus, pp. of texere to weave — more at technical]
1 a (1) : the original written or printed words and form of a hterary
work (2) : an edited or emended copy of an original work b : a
work containing such text 2a: the main body of printed or written
matter on a page b : the principal part of a book exclusive of front
and back matter c : the printed score of a musical composition
3 a (1) : a verse or passage of Scriptures chosen esp. for the subject
of a sermon or for authoritative support (as for a doctrine) (2) : a
passage from an authoritative source providing an introduction or
basis (as for a speech) b : a source of information or authority
c : textbook 4 : a type suitable for printing running text
5 : theme, topic 6 : the words of something (as a poem) set to

text-book \'teks(t)-,buk\ n : a book used in the study of a subject:
as a : one containing a presentation of the principles of a subject
b : a literary work relevant to the study of a subject

text-book.ish \-ish\ adj : of, relating to, or having the charac-
teristics of a textbook

text edition n : an edition prepared for use esp. in schools and col-
leges — compare trade EDmoN

text hand n ; a style of handwriting marked by use of large letters

tex-tile \'tek-,stTl, 'teks-t'lX n, ojten attrib [L, fr. neut. of textilis

woven, fr. textus, pp. of texerel 1 : Cloth la; esp : a woven or
knit cloth 2 : a fiber, filament, or yarn used in making cloth

tex.tU.al \'teks-ch3(-w9)l\ adj [ME. fr. ML textus text] ; of, relat-

ing to, or based on a text — teX'tu<al-Iy \-e\ adv
textual critic w : a practitioner of textual criticism

textual criticism n 1 : the study of a literary work that aims to
establish the original text 2 : a critical study of literatiure empha-
sizing a close reading and analysis of the text

itex-tu-ary \'teks-ch3-,wer-e\ n [ML textus'\ I one who is well
informed on the Bible or in bibUcal scholarship
2textuary adj : textual
teX'tUT-al \'teks-ch3-r3l\ adj : of, relating to, or marked by texture

itex-ttire \'teks-ch3r\ n [L textura, fr. textus, pp. of texere to
weave — more at technical] la: something composed of closely
interwoven elements; specif : a woven cloth b : the structure
formed by the threads of a fabric 2 a ; essential part : substance
b : identifying quality : character 3 : the disposition or manner
of union of the particles of a body or substance 4a; basic scheme
or structure ; fabric b : overall structure : BODY

stexture vt : to give a particular texture to
tex-tus re.cep.tus \,tek-st3s-ri-'sep-t3s\ n [NL, lit., received text]

: the generally accepted text of a literary work (as the Greek New
Testament)
T formation n ; an offensive football formation In which the full*

a abut; o kitten; or further; a back; a bake; H cot. cart;

] joke; g sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; oi coin; tta thin; t& this;

aiui out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life
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back lines up behind the center and quarterback and one halfback
is stationed on each side of the fullback

i-th — see -ETH
2-th or -eth ad} sujjix [ME -the, -te, fr. OE -tha, -ta; akin to OHG
-do -th, L -lus, Gk -tos, Skt -tha} — used in forming ordinal
numbers <hundred//i> (fortieth)

3-tll n sujjix [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG -ida, suffix forming abstract
nouns, L -ta, Gk -le, Skt -tal 1 : act or process <spiU/j> 2 : state
or condition <dean/j>
Thai \'tT\ '( 1 : a native or inhabitant of Thailand or one of his

descendants 2 : the official language of ThaiJand 3 : a group of
languages including Thai held by some to belong to tlie Sino*
Tibetan lanjiuage group

thal>am>en<ceph.a'lou \.thal-a-,men-'sef-3-,lan, -lan\ n [NL, fr.

thalamus f encephalun'i : diencephalon
tha«lam*iC \th3-'Iam-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or Involving the
thalamus - tha'Iam>i>caMy \-i-k(a-)le\ odv
thal.a.mus \'tnal-3-m3s\ n, pi thal-a-mi \-,mT, -,me\ [NL, fr. Gk
thalamos chamber] 1 ; the largest subdivision of the diencephalon
consisting chiefly of an ovoid mass of nuclei in each lateral wall of
the third ventricle 2 : receptacle 2b

tha<las<sic \th3-'las-ik\ adj [F thalassique, fr. Gk thalassa sea]
1 : of or relating to the sea or ocean 2 : of or relating to seas or
gulfs as distinguished from oceans

tlial>as-SOC'ra<cy \,thal-3-'sak-rs-se\ n [Gk thalassokratia, fr.

thalassa + -kratia -cracy] : maritime supremacy
tha<las>so<crat \th3-'las-3-,krat\ n ; one who has maritime su-
premacy

tha-ler \*tal-3r\ var oj taler
Tha-lia \th3-'iT-3\ n [L, fr. Gk Thaleia} 1 : the Greek muse of
comedy and pastoral poetry 2 : one of the three Graces
than- or Ihallo- comb Jorrn [NL, fr, Gk, fr. thallos — more at
thallus] 1 a : a young shoot {thallium) b : thaUus <rfta//ophyta>
2 ; thallium (jhullic'}

thal>Uc \'thal-ik\ adv : of, relating to, or containing thallium esp.
when trivalent

thaMi'Um \'thal-e-3m\ n [NL] : a sparsely but widely distributed
poisonous metallic element resembling lead in physical properties— see ELEMENT table
thaI<log*e>nous \tha-'laj-a-n3s\ adj : increasing by growth other-
wise than from an apical growing point

thahloid \'thal-,6id\ adj : of, relating to, resembling, or consisting
of a thallus
thaMo.phyte \'thal-a-,fTt\ n [deriv. of Gk thallos + phyton plant— more at ph^t-] : any of a primary division (Thallophyta) of the
plant kingdom comprising plants with single-celled sex organs or
with many-celled sex organs of which all cells give rise to gametes,
including the algae, fungi, and lichens, and usu. held to be a
heterogeneous assemblage — thaMo-phyt-ic \,thal-9-'fit-ik\ adj
thal*lous \'thal-3s\ adj : of, relating to, or containing thallium
when univalent

thal.hXS \'thal-3s\ n. pi thal.li \'thal-.T, -,e\ or thaMus-es [NL,
fr. Gk thallos, fr thallein to sprout; akin to Alb dal I come forth]
: a plant body that is characteristic of thallophytes, lacks differenti-
ation into distinct members (as stem, leaves, and roots), and does
not grow from an apical point
ithan \th3n, (')than\ conj [ME than, then then, than — more at
then] la — used as a function word to indicate the second mem-
ber or the member taken as point of departure in a comparison
expressive of inequality; used with comparative adjectives and
comparative adverbs (is older ^ I> (easier said '^ done) b — used
as a function word to indicate difference of kind, manner, or iden-
tity; used esp. with some adjectives and adverbs that express
diversity (anywhere else ^ at home) 2 : rather than — usu. used
only after prejer, preferable, and prejerably 3 : other than
4 : WHEN — used esp. after scarcely and hardly

2than prep : in comparison with
Than-a.tOS \'ihan-3-,tas\ n [Gk, death; akin to Skt adhvanit it

vanished, L jumus smoke — more at fume] ; instinctual desire for
death
thane \'than\ n [ME theyn, fr. OE thegn; akin to OHG thegan
thane, Gk tiktein to bear, beget] 1 : thegn 2 : a Scottish feudal
lord

thane-ship \-,ship\ n : the office or position of a thane
ithank \'thank\ n [ME, fr. OE thane thought, gratitude; akin to
OHG dank gratitude, L tongere to know] 1 pi : kindly or grateful
thoughts ; gratitude 2 a : an expression of gratitude — usu.
used in pi. (~5> (-^s for helping me) Xi pi : an expression of grati-
tude to God before or after a meal (return -^i)
2thank vt 1 ; to express gratitude to ('^ed her for the present)— used in the phrase thank you usu. without a subject to politely
express gratitude {-^ you for the loan) 2 : to hold responsible
thanK-er \*thao-k3r\ n : one that thanks
thank.ful \'thaok-f3l\ adj 1 : conscious of benefit received
2 : expiessive of thanks (-- service) 3 : well pleased : glad syn
see grateful - thank-luMy \-f3-Ie\ adv — thank-ful*ness n

thank'less \'thao-klss\ adj 1 : not expressing or feeling gratitude
; ungrateful 2 : not likely to obtain thanks : unapprecuvted— thank'less-ly adv -- thank-less-ness n

thanks. giv.ing \thaa(k)s-'giv-ig\ n 1 : the act of giving thanks
2 : a prayer expressmg gratitude 3 a : a public acknowledgment or
celebration of divine goodness and mercies b cap : thanksgiving

Thanksgiving Day n : a day appointed for giving thanks for divine
goodness: as a : the fourth Thursday in November observed as a
legal holiday in the U.S. b : the second Monday in October ob-
sei"ved as a legal holiday in Canada
tliank-wor-thy X'thao-.kwar-yjeV adj ; worthy of thanks or grati-
tude ; meritorious
thank-you-ma'am X'thagk-yu-.mam, -Cy)e-\ n [prob. fr. its caus-
ing a nodding of the head] : a bump or depression in a road
ithat \(')iiiat\ pron, pi those \(')m6z\ [ME, fr. OE th^t, neut.
demonstrative pron. & definite article; akin to OHG daz, neuter
demonstrative pron. & definite article, Gk to, L istud neut. demon-
strative pron. ] 1 a : the person, thing, or idea indicated, mentioned,
or understood from the situation ('-' is my father/ b : the time,
action, or event just mentioned (after '^ he went to bed) c : the
kind or thing specified as follows (the purest water is •--' produced
by distillaUon) d : one or a group of the indicated kind (~'^ a
fox — wily and destrucUve) 2 a : the one farther away or less im-

mediately under observation or discussion ithose are elms and
these are maples) b : former 3 a — used as a function word after
and to indicate emphatic repetition of the idea expressed by a
previous word or phrase not necessarily a noun or noun equivalent
(he was helpful, and -- to an unusual degree) b — used as a func-
tion word immediately before or after a word group consisting of a
verbal auxiliary or a form of the verb be preceded by there or a
personal pronoun subject to indicate emphatic repetition of the
idea expressed by a previous verb or predicate noun or predicate
adjective (is he capable? He is '-'> 4 a ; one, thing, kind : some-
thing, anything (the truth of ^ which is true) (the senses are '^
whereby we experience the world) (what's ^^ you say) b p/ : some
persons ithose who think the time has come) — all that ; every-
thing of the kind indicated (tact, discretion, and all that) — at that
1 : in spite of what has been said or implied 2 : in addition : be-
sides

2that adj, pi those 1 a : being the person, thing, or idea specified,
mentioned, or understood b : so great a ; such 2 : the farther
away or less immediately under observation or discussion (this
chair or -- one)

3that \tli3t,(.)tliat\ conj 1 a (1) — used as a function word to in-
troduce a noun clause used esp. as the subject or object of a verb
or as a predicate nominative (said -^ he was afraid) (2) — used as
a function word to introduce a subordinate clause anticipated by
the expletive it occurring as subject of the verb be followed by an
adverb or adverbial phra.se logically modifying the verb of the clause
introduced by that (it was there '^ I first met her) (3) — used as a
function word to introduce a subordinate clause that is joined as
complement or modifier to a noun or adjective or is in apposition
with a noun (we are certain ~ this is true) (the certainty — this is

true) (the fact — you are here) (4) — used as a function word to
introduce a subordinate clause modifying an adverb or adverbial
expression (will go anywhere --' he is invited) b — used as a fuinc-

tion word to introduce an exclamatory clause expressing a strong
emotion esp. of surprise, sorrow, or indignation (~ it should come
to this!) 2 a — used as a function word to introduce a subordinate
clause expressing purpose, result, or cause (worked so hard '— he
became exhausted) b — used as a function word to introduce an
exclamatory clause expressing a wish (oh, -^ he would come)
3 — used as a function word after a subordinating conjunction
without modifying its meaning (now — we have the facts, let's de-
cide) (if ~ thy bent of love be honorable —Shak.)

4that \lh3t, (,)that\ pron 1 — used as a function word to introduce
a relative clause and to serve as a substitute within that clause for
the substantive modified by that clause (the house '^ Jack built)
2 a : at which : in which : on which : by which : with which ; to
which (each year ~ the lectures are given) b : according to what
: to the extent of what — used after a negative (has never been here^ I know of) 3 a archaic : that which b obs : the person who

sthat \'lliat\ adv : to such an extent (a nail about '--- long)
Uhatch \'thach\ vt [ME thecchen, fr. OE theccan to cover; akin to
OHG decchen to cover, L tegere, Gk siegein to cover, stegos roof,
Skt sthagaii he covers] : to cover with or as if with thatch — thatch-
er n

2thatch w : a plant material (as straw) used as a sheltering cover esp.
of a house; also X a sheltering cover (as a house roof) made of such
material
thau.ma.turge X'tho-ma-.tsrjX n [F. fr. NL thaumaturgus, fr. Gk
thaumatourgos working miracles, fr. Ihaumat-, thauma miracle -I-

ergon work — more at theater, work] : thaumaturgist
thau*nia*tU7-gic \,thb-ma-'t3r-jik\ adj 1 : peiforming miracles
2 : of, reladng to, or dependent on thaumaturgy

thau-ma'tur*gist \'th6-ma-,t3r-jast\ n : a performer of mirdcles;
esp Z MAGILL\N
thau*ma<tui>gy \-je\ n : the performance of miracles; sped}

: MAGIC
Ithaw \'th6\ vb [ME thawen. fr. OE thawian; akin to OHG douwen
to thaw, Gk iekein to mell, L tabes wasting disease] vt : to cause
to thaw -^ vf 1 a : to go from a frozen to a hquid state : melt
b : to become free of the effect (as stiffness or numbness) of cold
as a result of being warmed 2 : to be warm enough to melt ice
and snow — used with it of the weather 3 : to abandon aloofness,
reserve, or hostility : unbend 4 : to become mobile, active, or
susceptible to change
2thaw n 1 : the action, fact, or process of thawing 2 : a warmth
of weather sufficient to thaw ice

ithe \tii3 (before consonant & esp South sometimes vowel sounds),
ihe (before vowel sounds); Ik is often 'theX definite article [ME, fr.

OE the, masc. demonstrative pron. & definite article, alter, (in-

fluenced by oblique cases — as thxs, gen. — & neut., ihset) of se;

akin to Gk ho, masc. demonstrative pron. &. definite article —
more at that] 1 a — used as a function word to indicate that a
following noun or noun equivalent refers to someone or something
previously mentioned or clearly understood from the context or the
situation (put -^ cat out) or to indicate that a following noun or
noun equivalent refers to someone or something that is unique
or exists as only one at a time v---' Lord) b — used as a function
word before nouns that designate natural phenomena or points
of the compass (-^ night is cold) c — used as a function word
before a title or a class name to designate the particular holder of
that title or the particular member of that class that is most familiar

i~ President) d— used as a function word before a noun denoting
time to indicate reference to what is present or immediate or is

under consideration (in -^ future) e — used as a function word
before names of some parts of the body or of the clothing as an
equivalent of a possessive adjective (how's '^ arm today) 1 —
used as a function word before the name of a branch of human
endeavor or proficiency ('>-' law) g (1) : in, to, or for each <a
dollar — bottle; (2) ; each, every (eighty crackers to -- box)
(3) — used as a function word in prepositional phrases to indicate
that the noun in the phrase serves as a basis for computation
(sold by ^ dozen) h — used as a function word before the proper
name of a ship or a well-known building ("- Mayflower) 1 — used
as a function word before the plural form of a numeral that is a
multiple of ten to denote a particular decade of a century or of a
person's life <hfe in ^ twenties) j — used as a function word
before the name of a commodity or any famiUar appurtenance of
daily Ufe to indicate reference to the individual thing, part, or
supply thought of as at hand (talked on ~ telephone) k — used
as a function word to designate one of a class as the best, most
typical, or most worth singling out (this is -^ life) 1 : enough
(didn't have ~ time to write) 2 a (1) — used as a function word
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with a noun modifiwl by an adjective or by an attributive noun to
limit the apphcation of the modified noun to that specified by the
adjective or by the attributive noun <'^ right answer) <Peter '>--

Great) (2) — used as a function word before an absolute adjective
(nothing but ^ best) h — used as a function word before a noun
to hmit its application to that specified by a succeeding element
in the sentence O^ poet Wordsworth) ('^ days of our youth)
3 a — used as a lunction word before a singular noun to indicate
that the noun is to be understood generically (courtesy distinguishes
'-^ gentleman) <good for '^ soul) b — used as a function word
before a singular substantivized adjective to indicate an abstract
idea <an essay on -^ sublime) 4 — used as a function word before
a noun or a plural substantivized adjective to indicate reference to a
group as a whole ('^ elite)

aflie adv [ME, fr. OE thy by that, instrumental of thxt that] 1 : than
before ; than otherwise — used before a comparative (none '--'

wiser for attending) 2 a : to what extent i'^ sooner the better)
b : to that extent (the sooner ~ better) 3 : beyond all others
(calls this '^ best)

the- or theo- comb Jorm [ME theo-, fr. L, fr. Gk the-, theo-, fr.

theos^ : god : God (rfteism) (//leocentric)

the.ater or theatre \'the-at-3r, 'thi-X n [ME theatre, fr. MF, fr. L
theatrum, fr. Gk theatron, fr. theasthai to view, fr. thea act of
seeing; akin to Gk thauma miracle] 1 a : an outdoor structure for
dramatic performances or spectacles in ancient Greece and Rome
b ; a building for dramatic performances c ; a building or area
for showing motion pictures 2 a : a place rising by steps or grada-
tions b : a room often with rising tiers of seats for lectures, surgical
demonstrations, or other assemblies 3 : a place of enactment of
significant events or action 4a; dramatic literature or perform-
ance b ; dramatic effectiveness
the>ater>go>er \-,go(-3)r\ n ; a person who frequently goes to the
theater

the.ater-go-ing X-.go-ioX n : attendance at the theater
theater-in-the-round n : arena theater
The-atine \'the-a-,tin, -.ten\ n [NL Theatinus, fr. L Teatinus
inhabitant of Chieti, fr. Teate Chieti, Italy] ; a priest of the Order
of Clerks Regular established in 1524 in Italy to reform moraUty
and combat Lutheranism — Ttaeatine adj

itlie-at*ri>cal \the-'a-tri-k3l\ adj 1 : of or relating to the theater
or the presentation of plays ir-" costume) 2 : marked by pretense
or artificiality of emotion 3 a : histrionic (-^ gesture) b : marked
by extravagant display or exhibitionism : showy <--- acceptance
speech) syn see dramatic — the>at*_ri>cal-ism \-k3-,Uz-3m\ n— the«at*ri-cal-i'ty \-,a-tr3-'kal-3t-e\ n — the-at>ri>cal*ly
\-'a-tri-k(3-)le\ adv

stlieatrical n \ pi a : the performance of plays (amateur -^s^
b : dramatics 2 : a professional actor

the-at-ri-cal.ize \the-'a-tri-k3-,ITz\ vt 1 : to adapt to the theater
: dramatize 2 : to display in showy fashion

the-at-rics \the-'a-triks\ n pi "L i theatrical 1 2 : staged or
contrived effects

the-ca \'the-k3\ n, pi the-cae \'the-.se, -.ke\ [NL, fr. L, cover— more at tick] 1 : sac, capsule, spore case 2 : an enveloping
sheath or case of an animal or animal part — tlie>cal \'the-k9l\ or
the>cate \-,kat\ adj

-the.ci.um \'the-s(h)e-am\ n comb form, pi -the-cia \-s(h)e-3\
[NL, fr. Gk thekion, dim. of theke case — more at tick] ; small
containing structure (endofAccium)
th6 dan-sant \ta-da"-sa"\ n, pi thfis dansants \same\ [F] : tea
DANCE

thee \ OtheX pron, objective case of thou 1 a ; ithou b — used by
Friends esp. among themselves in contexts where the nominative
case form is to be expected 2 archaic ; thyself

thee-lin \'the-Cs-)lan\ n [irreg. fr. Gk thelys female — more at
FEMININE] ; estrone

thee.lol \-(3-).161, -.!61\ n [ISV, fr. r/ice/i/z] : estriol
theft \'theft\ n [ME thiejthe, fr. OE thlefth; akin to OE theof thief]
1 a : the act of steahng; specif : larceny b : an unlawful taking
(as by embezzlement or burglary) of property 2 obs : something
stolen
thegn \'than\ n [OE — more at thane] : a free retainer of an
Anglo-Saxon lord; esp i one resembUng a feudal baron by holding
lands of and i>erforming military service for the king

thegn-Iy \-Ie\ adj : of, relating to, or befitting a thegn
the.ine \'the-3n\ n [NL theina, fr. thea tea, fr. Chin (Amoy) r'e]

; caffeine
their XJiiar, OtlieCs)^ C')thaC9)r\ adj [ME, fr. their, pron., fr. ON
theirra, gen. pi. demonstrative & personal pron.; akiii to OE thset

that] 1 ; of or relating to them or themselves esp. as possessors
<'>-' furniture), agents ('^ verses), or objects of an action (/^ being
seen) 2 : his or her : his, her — used with an indefinite singular
antecedent (anyone in '^ senses —W.H.Auden)

theirs \'the(3)rz, 'tha(3)rz\ pron, sing or pi in constr 1 : their one
: their ones — used without a following noun as a pronoun equiv-
alent in meaning to the adjective their 2 : his or hers ; his, hers— used with an indefinite singular antecedent (I will do my part if

everybody else will do ^y
the>ism \'the-,iz-am\ n ; beUef in the existence of a god or gods;
specif : belief in the existence of one God viewed as the creative
source of man and the world who transcends yet is immanent in the
world — the-ist \-3St\ n or adj — the-is-tic \the-*is-tik\ adj— the-is*ti-cal \-ti-kal\ adj — the-is>ti-cal-ly \-k(9-)le\ adv
-theism n comb form [MF -theisme, fr. Gk theos god] : belief in
(such) a god or (such or so many) gods {monotheismy

-theist n comb form ; beUever in (such) a god or (such or so many)
gods (panrAei^O
them \(tti)3DQ, Otljeni. ^Jter p, h, v, f also 'm\ pron, objective case
of THEY

the>mat>ic \thi-'mat-ik\ adj [Gk thematikos, fr. themat-, thema
theme] 1 a ; of or relating to the stem of a word 13 of a vowel
: being the last part of a word stem before an inflectional ending
2 ; of, relating to, or constituting a theme — the-mat-i-cal-ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv
theme \'them\ n [ME teme, theme, fr. OF & L; OF teme, fr. L
thema, fr. Gk, Ut., something laid down, fr. tithenai to place —
more at do] 1 : a subject or topic of discourse or of artistic rep-

resentation 2 : STEM 3 3 ; a written exercise : composition
4 : a melodic subject of a musical composition or movement
theme song n l : a melody recurring so often in a musical play
that it characterizes the production or one of its characters 2 : sig-
nature 6
them'Selves Xtham-'selvz, tliem-\ pron pi 1 : those identical ones
that are they — compare they la; used reflexively, for emphasis, or
in absolute constructions (nations that govern '^) (they ^ were
present) <~ too busy, they were absent) 2 ; their normal, healthy,
or sane condition or selves 3 : himself or herself ; himself, her-
self — used with an indefinite singular antecedent (nobody can
call '-~- oppressed —Leonard Wibberley)
'then \(')ttien\ adv [ME than, then then, than, fr. OE thonne,
thxnne; akin to OHG denne then, than, OE thset that] 1 : at that
time 2 : soon after that (walked to the door, ~ turned) 3 a : fol-
lowing next after in order b ; in addition : besides 4 a : in that
case b : according to that (your mind is made up, '^) c ; as it

appears (the cause, '-«, is estabtished) d ; as a necessary con-
sequence

2then \'then\ n : that time
3then \'then\ adj : existing, acting at, or belonging to the time
mentioned (the --^ king)

Ihe.nar \'the-.nar. -nar\ n [NL, fr. Gk — more at den] 1 : the
ball of the thumb 2 : palm 2; also : 'sole la — thenar adj
thence \'thenCt)s also 'then(t)s\ adv [ME thannes, fr. thanne from
that place, fr. OE thanon; akin to OHG Ihanan from that place, OE
thxnne then — more at then] 1 : from that place 2 archaic
: from that time ; thenceforth 3 : from that fact or circumstance
: therefrom

Ihence.forth \-,fo(3)rth. -,fdCa)rth\ adv : from that time forward
: thereafter

thence-for-ward \then(t)s-'f6r-w3rd also then(t)s-\ also thence-
for>wards \-w3rdz\ adv : onward from that place or time ; thence-
forth
theo see the-
thecbrcmine \,the-3-'bro-jnen, -manV n [NL Theobroma, genus
of trees, fr. the- + Gk broma food, fr. bibroskein to devour —
more at voracious] ; a bitter weakly basic crystalline compound
C7H8N4O2 found esp. in cacao beans and chocolate and closely
related to caffeine

theo=cen.tric \-'sen-trik\ adj ; having God as the central interest
and ultimate concern — theO'Cen*triC"i'ty \-,sen-'tris-3t-e\ n— theo<cen>trism \-'sen-,triz-am\ n
the-ocra-cy \the-'ak-r3-se\ n [Gk theokratia, fr. the- + -kratia
-cracy] 1 : government of a state by immediate divine guidance
or by officials regarded as divinely guided 2 ; a state governed
by a theocracy — theo-crat \'the-a-,krat\ n — theo>crat-ic
\.the-s-*krat-ik\_a/so theo*crat*i>cal \-i-kai\ adj — theo>crat-
i'Cal'ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

the.Od.i-cy \the-'"ad-9-se\ n [modif. of F Cheodicee, fr. theo- the-
(fr. L theO') + Gk dike judgment, sight — more at diction]
: defense of God's goodness and omnipotence in view of the exist-
ence of evil

the°od>o<llte \the-'ad-M-Jt\ n [NL theodolitus'\ : a surveyor's
instrument for measuring horizontal and usu. also vertical angles— the-od'O-lit'ic \-,ad-n-'it-ik\ adj

theo-gon>ic \,the-3-'gan-ik\ adj ; of or relating to theogony
the-Og-o-ny \the-'ag-3-ne\ n [Gk theogonia, fr. the- 4- -gonia -gony]

: an account of the origin and descent of the gods
theO'lo.gian \,the-3-'lo-j3n\ n : a specialist in theology
theo*log*i*caI \-'laj-i-k3l\ also theo.log-ic \-ik\ adj 1 ; of or
relating to theology 2 : preparing for a reUgious vocation —
theO'log'i'Cal'ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

theological virtue n : one of the three spiritual graces faith, hope,
and charity held to perfect the natural virtues

the<ol-o>gize \the-'al-3-,jTz\ vi : to theorize theologically ^ vt

; to make theological — the*ol*o>glz-er n
theo-logue or theclog \'the-3-.I6g, -.lag\ n [L theologus theo-
logian, fr. Gk theologos, fr. the- -\- legein to speak — more at
legend] : a theological student or speciahst

the-Ol-Cgy \the-'al-3-je\ n [ME theologie, fr. L theologia, fr. Gk,
fr. the- + -logia -logy] 1 : rational interpretation of religious faith,

practice, and experience; specif : a branch of systematic theology
dealing with God and his relation to the world 2 a : a theological
theory or system b ; a distinctive body of theological opinion
3 : a usu. four-year course of specialized religious training in a
Roman Catholic major seminary
the>on<0>m0U5 \the-'an-a-m3s\ adj [the- + -nomous (as in autono-
mous)} : governed by God — tbe>on>o>mous*ly
adv
the.on>o<my \-me\ n [G theonomie, fr. theo- the-
(fr. L) -I- -nomie -nomy] : the state of being theon-
omous

theo>phan>ic \,the-3-'fan-ik\ adj : relating to,

characterized by, or constituting a theophany
the-oph»a.ny \ther'af-a-ne\ n [ML theophania, fr.

LGk theophaneia, fr. Gk the- + -phaneia (as in
epiphaneia appearance) — more at epiphany] : a
visible manifestation of a deity

theo-phyl-line \,the-3-'fil-,en\ n [ISV theobro-
mine + phyll- -h -me] : a feebly basic bitter

crystalline compound C7HBN4O2 from tea leaves
that is isomeric with theobromine

the.or.bo \the-'6r-(,)b6\ n [modif. of It tiorba}
: a 1 7th century musical instrument like a large
lute but having two necks
the.o<rem \'the-3-r3m, 'thi(-a)r-9m\ n [LL the-

orema, fr. Gk theorema, fr. theorein to look at,

fr. theoros spectator, fr. thea act of seeing — more
at theater] 1 : a formula, proposition, or
statement in mathematics or logic deduced or
to be deduced from other formulas or proposi-
tions 2 : an idea accepted or proposed as a
demonstrable truth often as a part of a general
theory : proposition (the ~ that the best defense
is offense) — the>o>rem-at-ic \,the-a-r3-'mat-ik,
,thi(-3)r-3-\ adj

theorbo
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the.o.ret-l.cal X.the-o-'ret-l-ksl, ,thi(-3)r-*et-\ atso the.o-ret.ic
\-ik\ adj [LL theoreticus. It. Gk theorelikos, fr. theorein] 1 a : re-

lating to or having the character of theory : abstract b : confined
to theory or speculation : specuu^tive <'^ mechanics) 2 : given
to or skilled in theorizing 3 : existing only in theory ; hypo-
thetical — the-o-ret-i-cal'Iy \-i-k(a-)le\ adv
the-o.re.ti.cian \,the-a-ro-'ash-3n, ,thi(-3)r-3-\ n ; theorist
tlie.0»risl \'the-3-r3st, 'thiC-3)r-3st\ n : a person that theorizes
the*o>ri-za*tlon X.the-a-rs-'za-shan, ,thi(-3)r-3-\ n ; an act or prod-
uct of theorizing

tlie>o>rize \'the-3-,rTz\ vi : to form a theory : speculate — the-
o*nz>er n

the-o-ry \'the-3-re, 'thi(-9)r-e\ n [LL theoria, fr. Gk theoria, fr.

theorein'} 1 : the analysis of a set of facts in their relation to one
another 2 : the general or abstract principles of a body of fact,

a science, or an art (music '^> — compare practice 3 : a plausible
or scientifically acceptable general principle or body of principles
offered to explain phenomena (wave "^ of light) 4 a : a hypothesis
assumed for the sake of argument or investigation b : supposi-
tion, CONJECTURE c t a body of theorems presenting a concise
systematic view of a subject (-^ of equations) 6 ; abstract thought
: speculation syn see hypothesis

theory ol games : the analysis of a situation involving conflicting
interests (as in business or miUtary strategy) in terms of gains and
losses among opposing players

tlieo*soph<i<cal \,the-3-'saf-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to theosophy— theo>soph*i>cal*Iy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
tHe.os-O'pliiSt \the-'as-9-f3St\ n 1 ; an adherent of theosophy
2 cap ; a member of a theosophical society

the.OS.O.pliy \-fe\ n [ML theosophia, fr. LGk, fr. Gk the- + sophia
wisdom — more at -sophy] 1 : belief about God and the world
held to be based on mystical insight 2 ojtfin cap : the beliefs of a
modem movement originating in the U.S. in 1875 and following
chiefly Buddhist and Brahmanic theories esp. of pantheistic
evolution and reincarnation

tlier>a*peu>sis \.ther-3-'pyu-s3s\ n, pi ther-a-peU'Ses \-'pyu-
,sez\ [NL, fr. Gk, treatment, fr. therapeuein] : therapeutics

tner.a.peu.tic \,ther-3-'pyut-ik\ adj [Gk therapeutikos, fr. thera-
peuein to attend, treat, fr. theraps attendant] ; of or relaung to the
treatment of disease or disorders by remedial agents or methods
: medicinal <'--' diet) ('^ approach to criminality) — ther>a>pea-
ti.caMy \-i-kC3-)le\ adv
Iher-a.peu.tics \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr X a branch of
medical science dealing with the application of remedies for
diseases

ther>a>peu<tist \-'pyut-3st\ n ; one skilled in therapeutics
ther*a>pist \'ther-3-p3st\ n ; one specializing in therapy; esp ; a
person trained in methods (as occupational or physical) of treat-
ment and rehabilitation other than the use of drugs or surgery
<a speech ~)

ther«a.py \-pe\ n [NL therapia, fr. Gk therapeia, fr. therapeuein}
: therapeutic treatment : as a : remedial treatment of bodily
disorder b ; psychotherapy c ; an agency (as treatment)
designed or serving to bring about social adjustment
Ther.a.va.da \,ther-a-'vad-9\ n [Pali iheravada, lit., doctrine of the
elders] : hinayana
ithere \'ttia(3)r, 'tlie(a)r\ adv [ME. fr. OE thxr; akin to OHG dar
there, OE thset that] 1 : in or at that place (stand over "-> — often
used interjectionally 2 : to or into that place : thfther 3 : at
that point or stage 4 : in that matter, respect, or relation 6 —
used interjeciionally to express satisfaction, approval, soothing,
or defiance

athere \(,)tha(3)r, (.)the(3)r. 1 is also yjarX pron 1 — used as a
function word to introduce a sentence or clause esp. when the
verb has no complement ('^ shall come a time) 2 — used as an
indefinite substitute for a name (hi --')

athere \Iike >\ n l : that place or position 2 : that point (you take
it from ^y

4tliere \Iike '\ adj — used for emphasis esp. after a demonstrative
pronoun or a noun modified by a demonstrative adjective (those
men ^ can tell you)
thereabouts also there-about \,tliar-3-'baiit(s), "Jliar-o-,, .ther-s-
'baut(s), 'tiier-9-.\ adv 1 : near that place or time 2 : near that
number, degree, or quantity

there.al.ter Xtlia-'raf-tar, Uie-\ adv 1 : after that 2 archaic : ac-
cording to that : accordingly

there>at \-'rat\ adv 1 : at that place 2 : at that occurrence ; on
that account

there.by \lha(a)r-'bT, £lie(a)r-, 'tha(9)r-,, ttie(a)r-,\ adv 1 • by
that ; by that means 2 : connected with or with reference to that

there.lor \Uaa(s)r-'f6(3)r, tlie(s)r-\ adv : for or in return for that
(issued bonds •-«>

there.Iore \'tna(3)r-.foCa)r, •the(9)r-, -.f6C3)r\ orfv 1 a : for that
reason : consequently b : because of that c : on that ground
2 : to that end

there.from \ilia(a)r-'fr3m, tlie(3)r-, -'framV adv ; from that or it

there. in \ilia-'rin, £he-\ adv 1 : In or into that place, time, or
thing 2 : in that particular or respect

there.in.af.ter \,thar-in-'af-t9r, .tlier-\ adv : in the following part
of that matter (as writing, document, or speech)

there.in.to \tiia-'rin-(,)tu, tlie-\ adv, archaic : into that or it

Ihere.ol N-'rsv, -'ravX adv 1 : of that or it 2 : from that cause or
particular ; therefrom

there.on \-'r6n, -*ran\ adv 1 ; on that 2 archaic : thereupon
there.to \tiia(3)r-'tu, tlie(9)rA adv : to that
there.to.fore \'tlia(3)rt-3-.fo(a)r, 'tlie(a)rt-, -,f6(3)r; .thart-a-*,
,Uiert-\ adv ; up to that time

there.un.der Xtlja-'ran-dar, t^e-\ adv : under that
there.un.to \-'ran-(,)tu; ,tiiar-an-'tii, ,ttier-\ adv, archaic ITHERFro
there.upon V'ttsar-s-.pon, 'ajer-, -.pan; .thar-s-', ,tlier-\ adv 1 : on
that matter : thereon 2 : therefore 3 : immediately after that
: at once

therewith \ilja(3)r-'wltli. tlie(a)r-, -'withX adv 1 : with that
2 archaic : thereupon, FORTHwrrn

^ere.with.al yiiiaO)r-w3-.tii61. tlie(a)r-, -.thdl; .Uia(9)r-w3-'.
,mc(3)r-\ adv 1 archaic : besides 2 : therewtth

Ihe.ri.ac \'thir-e-.ak\ n 1 : therl^ca 2 ; cure-all
the-ri.a-ca \thir-'i-3-ka\ n [NL. fr. L, antidote against poison

— more at treacle] ; a mixture of many drugs and honey formerly
held to be an antidote to_poison — the-rl-a-cal \-kal\ adj

the^rio.mor.phic \,thir-e-o-'m6r-fik\ adj [Gk theriomorphos, fr.

therion beast -H morphe form — more at treacle] : having an
animal form (-« gods)

-the-ri.um \'thir-e-am\ n comb form [NL, fr. Gk therioni : beast
; animal — in generic names of extinct mammalian forms (Mega-
therium}
therm \'th3rm\ n [Gk therme heat; akin to Gk thermos hot — more
at warm] : any of several units of quantity of heat: as a ; calorie
lb b : calorie la c ; 1000 kilogram calories d ; 100,000 British
thermal units

therm- or thermo- comb form [Gk, fr. therme} 1 : heat ithermion}
ithermosiat) 2 : thermoelectric (//lermopile)

-therm \,th3rm\ n comb form [Gk therme heat] ; animal having a
(specified) body temperature lectotherm}

ther.mae \'thar-,me, -,mT\ n pi [L, fr. Gk thermai, fr. pi. of therme
heat] : a public bathing establishment esp. in ancient Greece or
Rome
'ther-mal \'thsr-msl\ adj [Gk therme} : of, relating to, or caused
by heat : warm, hot — ther.mal.ly \-m3-le\ adv
^thermal n : a rising body of warm air

thermal barrier n : a limit to imlimited Increase in airplane or
rocket speeds imposed by aerodynamic heating
thermal spring n ; a spring whose water issues at a temperature
higher than the mean temperature of the locality where the spring
is situated
ther>mlc X'thsr-mikX adj ; thermal (-^ energy) — ther>ml>cal'ly
\-mi-k(9-)le\ adv
therm.ion X'thsr-.ml-sn, -,mT-,an\ n [ISV therm- + ion] : an
electrically charged particle emitted by an incandescent substance— therm. ion.ic \,th3r-(,)mT-'an-ik\ adj
thermionic current n : an electric current due to the directed
movements of thermions

therm.ion.ics \,thar-(,)mT-''an-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : physics
dealing with thermiomc phenomena
thermionic tube n ; an electron tube in which electron emission
is produced by the heating of an electrode
therm. is.tor \'thar-,mis-t3r\ n [thermai resistor} i an electrical

resistor made of a material whose resistance varies sharply in a
known manner with the temperature
Ther.rait X'thsr-mst, -,mTt\ trademark — used for a mixture of
aluminum powder and iron oxide that when ignited evolves a great
deal of heat and is used in welding and in incendiary bombs

ther.mO'CO.ag'U.la.tion \,thar-(,)mo-k6-,ag-y3-'la-sh3n\ n : sur-
gical coagulation of tissue by the application of heat

ther.mo.cou.ple X'thar-ms-.kap-alX n : a thermoelectric couple
used to measure temperature differences

ther-mcdU'rlc \,th3r-mo-'d(y)u(3)r-ik\ adj {therm- + L durare
to last — more at during] : able to survive high temperatures;
specif : able to survive pasteurization — used of microorganisms
ther*mo.dy>nam.ic \ th3r-m3-(,)dT-*nam-ik\ adj 1 : of or relating

to thermodynamics 2 : being an aggregation of atoms, molecules,
colloidal particles, or larger bodies that constitute an isolated group— ther.mo-dy.nara-i.caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
ther.mo*dy.nam*ics \-iks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : physics
that deals with the mechanical action or rela-

tions of heat 2 : thermodynamic processes
and phenomena
ther-mcelectric \.th3r-mo-i-'lek-trik\ adj

; of or relating to phenomena involving
relations between the temperature and the
electrical condition in a metal or in contacting
metals
thermoelectric couple n : a union of two
conductors (as bars or wires of dissimilar
metals joined at their extremities) for produc-
ing a thermoelectric current
ther.mo.elec.trici.ty \,th9r-mo-i-,lek-'tris-
st-e, -'tris-te\ n : electricity produced by the
direct action of heat (as by the unequal heating
of a circuit composed of two dissimilar metals)

ther.mo.elec.tron \-i-'lek-,tran\ n : an elec-
tron released in thermionic emission

ther.mo.el-e-ment \-'el-s-m9nt\ n {.thermo-
couple + element} : a device for measuring
small currents consisung of a wire heating
element and a thermocouple in electrical con-
tact with it

ther.mO'gram X'thar-ms-.gramX n ; the record
made by a thermograph
ilher-mo-graph \-,graf\ n [ISV] : a self-re-

cording thermometer
^thermograph vr : to produce by thermography
(a '^ed business card) — ther*mog>ra>pher
\(,)thsr-'mag-r3-f3r\ n — ther.mo.graph>ic
\.th3r-m3-'graf-ik\ adj
ther.mog.ra.phy \(,)th9r-'mag-r3-fe\ n : a
raised-printing process in which matter print-
ed by letterpress is dusted with powder and
heated to make the lettering rise

ther.mo.junction \,th3r-m5-'i3o(k)-sh3n\
n : a junction of two dissimilar conductors
used to produce a thermoelectric current

ther.mo-la.bile \-'la-bsl, -,bTl\ adj [ISV]
: unstable when heated; specif : subject to
loss of characteristic properties on being
heated to or above 55°C (many immime
bodies, enzymes, and vitamins are '^> — ther-
mo'la.biM-ty \-la-'bil-3t-e\ n

ther.mol.y.sis \(,)th3r-'mal-3-s3s\ n [NL]
; the dissipation of heat from the living body— ther.mo-lyt'ic X.thar-ma-'lit-ikX adj

ther.mom.e-ter \th3(r)-'mam-3t-3r\ n [F
thermometre, fr. Gk. therme heat -f- F -o-
-I- -mitre -meter — more at therm] : an in-
strument for determining temperature con-
sisting typically of a glass bulb attached to
a fine tube of glass with a numbered scale th*.rmnTn<»Mr
and containing a Uquid (as mercury or

thermometer
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thermometric 917 thimbleberry
colored alcohol) that is sealed in and rises and falls with changes
of temperature — ther-mo-met-ric \,thar-m3-'me-trik\ adj —
ther-mcmet-ri-cal.ly \-tri-k(a-)le\ adv

ther.mom.e.try \th3Cr)-'mam-3-tre\ n [ISV] ; the measurement
of temperature
ther.mo-nu.cle.ar \.thar-mo-'nCy)u-kIe-ar\ adj [ISV] 1 : of or
relating to the transformations in the nucleus of atoms of low
atomic weight (as hydrogen) that require a very high temperature
for their inception (as in the hydrogen bomb or in the sun) <'-^

reaction) <'^ weapon) 2 ; of, utilizing, or relating to a ther-
monuclear bomb <~ war) <~ attack)

tlier.mo.pe.ri.O(i-isin_\,th3r-mo-'pir-e-3-,diz-am\ or ther.mo-
pe-ri-o-dic-i-ty \-,pir-e-a-'dis-3t-e\ n : the sum of the responses
of an organism to appropriately fluctuating temperatures

ther-mO'Phile \'thar-m3-,fTl\ n ; an organism growing at a
high temperature — thermophile or ther>mo>phil>ic X.thar-ma-
•fil-ik\ adj

tliei-ino*pile \'thar-m3-,pn\ n : an apparatus consisting of a num-
ber of thermoelectric couples combined so as to multiply the effect
and used for generating electric currents or for determining in-
tensities of radiation

ther-mo-plaS'tic \,thar-m3-'plas-tik\ adj : having the prop-
erty of softening or fusing when heated and of hardening again
when cooled <'^ synthetic resins) — thermoplastic n — ther-
mo>plas>tic>i>ty \-,plas-'tis-3t-e\ n

ther.mo-reg.u-la.tion X.thsr-mo-.reg-ys-'la-shanV n [ISV] ; the
maintenance or regulation of temperature; specij : the maintenance
of a particular temperatjjre of the living body — ther<mo>reg>u-
la-to-ryX -'reg-ya-ls-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj

tlier>ino-Teg>u>la-tor \-'reg-y3-,lat-3r\ n [ISV] : a device for the
regulation of temperature ; thermostat
Thei'iuos \'th3r-m3S\ trademark — used for a vacuum bottle
ther>mo>SGOpe X'thar-ma-.skopX n [NL thermoscopium, fr. therm-
+ -scopium -scope] ; an instrument for indicating changes of
temperature by the accompanying changes in volume of a material
(as a gas)

ther*mo-set>tmg \'th3r-mo-,set-io\ adj : having the property of
becoming permanently rigid when heated or cured <a "- synthetic

ther.mcsta.hil.i.ty \,th3r-mo-st3-'bil-3t-e\ n : thermostable state
Uier*mo>5ta>ble \-'sta-bal\ adj : stable when heated; specij : re-
taining characteristic properties on being moderately heated —
compare thermolabile
ithei'inO'Stat \'th3r-m3-,stat\ n ; an automatic device for regulat-
ing temperature (as by regulating supply of gas or electricity to a
heating apparatus); also ; one for actuating fire alarms or for con-
trolling automatic sprinklers— ther-mo.stat.ic \,th3r-m3-'stat-ik\
adj — ther-mo>stat<i>cal>ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
2thennostat vt ther<mo<5tat>ed or ther-mcstat-ted; ther-mo-
stat-lng or ther-mo>stat-ting : to provide with or control by a
thermostat
ther.mo.tactic \,th3r-m3-*tak-tik\ adj : of, relating to, or exhibit-
ing thermotaxis
ther.mctax.is \-'tak-S3s\ n [NL] 1 : a taxis in which a tempera-
ture gradient constitutes the directive factor 2 : the regulation of
body temperature

ther.mo.trop.ic \-'trap-ik\ad7 [ISV] : of, relating to, or exhibiting
thermotropism

ther.mot.ro.pisra \(,)th3r-'ma-tr3-,piz-3m\ n [ISV] : a tropism in
which a temperature gradient determines the orientation

-tlier-my \,th3r-me\ n comb jorm [NL -thermia, it. Gk r/iermeheat— more at therm] 1 : state of heat <homoio/fter/w3'> 2 : genera-
tion of heat <diarfterm>'>

Ther.si.tes \(.)th3r-'sTt-(,)ez\ n [L, fr. Gk Thersitesl : an ugly
abusive Greek in the Trojan War
Ihe.sau.rus \thi-'s6r-as\ n, pi the-sau-ri \-'s6(3)r-,T, -,e\ or
tlie>sa_u<rus>es \-'s6r-a-s3z\ [NL, fr. L, treasure, collection, fr.

Gk thesauros'l 1 : a book of words or of information about a
particular field or set of concepts; specij : a dictionary of synonyms
2 : TREASURY, STOREHOUSE

these pi oj THIS
The.seus \'the-,sus, -se-as\ n [L, fr. Gk Theseusl : a Greek hero
held to have slain Procrustes and the Minotaur and to have con-
quered the Amazons and married their queen

the-sis \'the-s3s, Brit esp jor 4 'thes-is\ n, pi the-ses \'the-,sez\
[L, fr. Gk, lit., act of laying down, fr. tithenai to put, lay down —
more at do] 1 a ; a position or proposition that a person (as a
candidate for scholastic honors) advances and offers to maintain
by argument b ; a proposition to be proved or one advanced
without proof ; hypothesis 2 : the first and least adequate stage
of dialectic — compare synthesis 3 : a dissertation embodying
results of original research and esp. substantiating a specific view;
esp : one written by a candidate for an academic degree 4 [LL &
Gk; LL. lowering of the voice, fr. Gk, downbeat, more important
part of foot, lit., act of laying down] a (1) : the unstressed part of
a poetic foot esp. in accentual verse (2) : the longer part of a poetic
foot esp. in quantitative verse b ; the accented part of a musical
measure : downbeat — compare arsis
ithes-pi-an \'thes-pe-3n\ adj 1 cap : of or relating to Thespis 2 oj-
ten cap [fr. the tradition that Thespis was the originator of the
actor's role] : relating to the drama ; dramatic

2tliespiaii n : actor
the.ta \'that-3, 'thet-\ n [Gk theta, of Sam origin; akin to Heb teth
teth] : the 8th letter of the Greek alphabet— symbol Qord

thet'ic \'thet-ik, 'thet-\ adj [Gk thetikos of a proposition, fr.

tithenai to lay down] : constituting or beginning with a poetic thesis— thet.i.cal-ly \-i-k(9-)le\ adv
The.tis \'thet-as\ n [L, fr. Gk] : a Nereid and mother of Achilles

tlie>ur>gic \the-'9r-jik\ adj ; of or relating to theurgy : magical— the.ur-gi'Cal \-ji-k3l\ adj
tHe-ur.gist \'the-(,)3r-j3st\ n : wonder-worker, magician
the.ur.gy \'the-(,)3r-je\ n [LL theurgia, fr. LGk theourgia, fr.

theourgos miracle worker, fr. Gk the- + ergon work — more at
work] ; the art or science of compelling or persuading a god or
beneficent or supernatural power to do or refrain from doing some-
thing
thew \'th(y)li\ n [ME, personal quality, virtue, fr. OE theaw; akin

to OHG kar/iau discipline] 1 : muscle, sinew — usu. used In pi,
2a; muscular power or development b : strength
they \(')tha\ pron, pi in constr [ME, fr. ON their, masc. pi. demon-
strative & personal pron.; akin to OE thset that] 1 a : those ones— used as 3d person pronoun serving as the plural of he, she, or //

or referring to a group of two or more individuals not all of the
same sex <~ dance well) b : 'he 2 — used with an indefinite
singular antecedent 2 : 'people la <as lazy as '^ come)
they'd \(.)thad\ : they had : they would
they'll \(,)tha(3)l, thel\ : they will ; they shaU
they're \(,)th(3)r, ,tha-3r\ : they are
they've \(,)thav\ : they have
thi- or thio- combjorm [ISV. fr. Gk thei-, theio-, fr. theion-i : sulfur
(r/iiamin) <r/jiophosphate>

thi«ami.nase \thi-'am-3-.nas. 'thT-3-m3-. -.naz\ n [ISV] : an
enzyme that promotes the destruction of thiamine
thi.a-mine \'thT-3-.men, -msnX or thi-a-min \-m3n\ n [thiamine
alter, of thiamin, fr. thi- + -amin (as in vifamin)'\ : a vitamin
(C,zH,7N40S)Cl of the B complex that is essential to normal
metabolism and nerve function and is widespread in plants and
animals — called also vitamin B,

thi.a.zine \'thT-3-,zen\ n [ISV] : any of various compounds
characterized by a ring composed of four carbon atoms, one sulfur
atom, and one nitrogen atom

thi.a.zole \'thT-3-,z61\ n [ISV] : a colorless basic liquid C3H3NS
consisting of a five-membered ring and having an odor hke pyridine;
also : any of its various derivatives
IthiCk \'thik\ adj [ME ihikke, fr. OE thicce: akin to OHG dicki
thick, Olr tiugy 1 a : having or being of relatively great depth or
extent from one surface to its opposite <'^ plank) b : heavily
built : thickset 2 a : close-packed ; dense {-^ forest) b ; oc-
curring in large numbers : numerous C : viscous in consistency (-^
syrup) d : sultry, stuffy e ; marked by haze, fog. or mist (-^
weather) 1 : impenetrable to the eye : profound <--- darkness)
g : extremely intense <— silence) 3 : measuring in thickness <12
inches ~> 4a: imperfectly articulated : indistinct <~ speech)
b : pronounced <~ French accent) c : producing inarticulate
speech <^ tongue) 5 : obtuse, stupid 6 : associated on close
terms : intimate 7 : exceeding bounds of propriety or fitness
; excessive syn see close — thick>ish \-ish\ adj — thick-ly adv

2thicK n 1 ; the most crowded or active part 2 : the part of great-
est thickness
3thick adv : thickly
thick and thin n : every difficulty and obstacle — used esp. in the
phrase through thick and thin

thick.en \'thik-3n\ vb thick-en-ing \-(3-)niD\ vr 1 a : to make
thick, dense, or viscous in consistency b : to make close or com-
pact 2 : to add to the depth or diameter of 3 : to make inarticu-
late : BLUR (alcohol ^ed his speech) ~ vi 1 a : to become dense
(the mist -^ed) b : to become concentrated In numbers, mass, or
frequency 2 : to grow blurred or obscure 3 : to grow broader or
bulkier 4 ; to grow complicated or keen (the plot r^s^ — thick-
en-er \-(3-)n3r\ n

thick-en-ing n l : the act of making or becoming thick 2 : some-
thing used to thicken (as flour in a gravy) 3 : a thickened part or
place

thick. et \'thik-3t\ n [(assumed) ME thikket, fr. OE thiccet, fr.

thicce thick] 1 : a dense growth of shrubbery or small trees
; coppice 2 : something resembling a thicket in density or impene-
trability : tangle — thick-ety \-e\ adj

tliick-et>ed \'thik-3t-3d\ adj : dotted or covered with thickets
(— hills)

thick'head.ed \'thik-'hed-3d\ adj 1 : having a thick head 2 ; stu-
pid

thick*ness \-n3s\ n l : the quality or state of being thick 2 : the
smallest of three dimensions (length, width, and '^) 3a; viscous
consistency b : the condition of being smoky, foul, or foggy
4 : the thick part of something 5 : concentration, density
6 : dullness, stupidity 7 : layer, ply, sheet (a single ~ of
canvas)

thick'Set \'thik-'set\ adj 1 ; closely placed; also t growing thickly
2 : having a thick body ; burly

thick-skinned \-'skind\ adj 1 ; having a thick skin : pachy-
dermatous 2 : callous, insensitive

thick-wit-ted \-'wit-3d\ adj : dull or slow of mind ; stupid
thief \'thef\ n, pi thieves \'thevz\ [ME theef, fr. OE theoj; akin
to OHG diob thief, Lith tupeti to crouch] : one that steals esp.
stealthily or secretly; also ; one who commits theft or larceny

thieve \'thev\ vb [fr. thiej] : steal, rob
thiev-ery \'thev-(3-)re\ n ; the act or practice or an instance of
stealing : theft

thieV'ish \'the-vish\ adj 1 : given to stealing 2 : of, relating to.

or characteristic of a thief — thiev«ish-ly adv — thiev>ish>ness n
thigh \'thT\ n [ME. fr. OE theoh; akin to OHG dioh thigh, L
tumere to swell — more at thumb] 1 a ; the proximal segment of
the vertebrate hind limb extending from the hip to the knee and sup-
ported by a single large bone b : the segment of the leg immediately
distal to the thigh in a bird or in a quadruped in which the true thigh
is obscured c : the femur of an insect 2 : something resembling
or covering a thigh

thigh-bone \-'bon. -,bon\ n ; femur
thig'mo-taX'is \.thig-m3-'tak-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk thigma touch (fr.

thinganein to touch) + NL -taxis; akin to L Jingere to shape— more at dough] : stereotaxis
thig.mot.ro-pism \thig-'ma-tr3-,pi2-3m\ n [Gk thigma + ISV -o-

+ -tropism'] ; STEREOTROPISM
thill \'thil\ n [ME thille, perh. fr. OE, plank; akm to OHG dili

plank, L tellus earth] : the shaft of a vehicle

thim.ble \'thim-b3l\ n [ME thymbyl, prob. alter, of OE thymel
thumbstall, fr. thuma thumb] 1 ; a cap or cover used in sewing to
protect the finger when pushing the needle 2 ; a thimble-shaped
cup, appendage, or fixture: as a : a grooved ring of thin metal used
to fit in a spliced loop in a rope as protection from chafing b ! a
fixed or movable ring, tube, or lining in a hole

thlm>ble>ber>iy \-,ber-e\ n : any of several American raspberries
or blackberries (esp. Rubus occidentalis, R, parvijlorus, and R.
argutus) having thimble-shaped fruit
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tlum-ble-fiil \-,ful\ n 1 ; as much as a thimble will hold 2 : a very
small quantity

itliiin*ble>rig \-,rig\ n l : a swindling trick in which a small ball or
pea is quickly shifted from under one to another of three small cups
to fool the spectator guessing its location 2 : thimblerigger

3thimblerig vt 1 : to swindle by thimblerig 2 : to cheat by
trickery — thim-ble.rig-ger n

thim-hle-weed \-,wed\ n l : rudbeckia 2 : any of various

Uli'mer*o>sal \thT-'mer-a-,sal\ n [prob. fr. tfii- + mercury + -o- +
salicylAtt'} : a crystalline organic mercurial CgHgHgNaOeS used as

an antiseptic and germicide
ithin \'thin\ acij tlnn>ner; thin-nest [MEjhinne, fr. OE thynne;

akin to OHG dunni thin, L tenuis thin, tenere to hold, tendere to

stretch, Gk leinein'] 1 a : having little extent from one surface to its

opposite <~ paper) b : measuring little in cross section or diameter
<'--' rope) 2 : not dense in arrangement or distribution <'^ hair)

3 : not well fleshed : lean 4 a : more fluid or rarefied than
normal <~ air) b : having less than the usual number : scanty
(z^-- attendance) c ; few in number : scarce d t scantily supplied

e : characterized by a paucity of bids or offerings <~ market)
6 : lacking substance or strength <'^ broth) 6 a ; flimsy, un-
convincing <"-' excuse) b : not up to expectations 7 : some-
what feeble, shrill, and lacking in resonance <~ voice) 8 : lacking
In intensity or brilliance (.-^ light) 9 : ready to give way 10 : lack-
ing sufficient photographic density or contrast — tUin>ly adv— thingness Vthin-n3s\ n — thin-nish \'thin-ish\ adj
synTHiN, SLENDER, SLIM, SLIGHT, TENUOUS mean not thick, broad,
abundant, or dense, thin impUes comparatively little extension
between surfaces or in diameter, or it may imply lack of substance,
richness, or abundance; slender implies leanness or spareness
often with grace and good proportion; slim applies to slenderness
that suggests fragility or scantiness; slight implies smallness as
well as thinness; tenuous implies extreme thinness, sheerness, or
lack of substance and firmness

atliin adv thin-ner; thin»nest : thinly — used esp. in combinations
ifhin-clad)

3thin vb thinned; thin-ning vt ; to make thin or thinner: a ; to
reduce in thickness or depth : attenuate b : to make less dense or
viscous c : dilute, weaken d : to cause to lose flesh e : to reduce
in number or bulk ^ vi 1 : lo become thin or thinner 2 : to be-
come weak
ithine \(')thTn\ adj [ME thin, fr. OE thinl archaic :thy — used esp.

before a word beginning with a vowel or h
Sthine \'thTn\ pron. sing or pi in constr [ME thin, fr. OE thin, fr.

thin thy — more at th^ ] : something belonging to thee (all that I

have is Lk 15.31 (AV)) — used by triends esp. among them-
selves

thing \'thio\ n [ME, fr. OE, thing, assembly; akin to OHG ding
thing, assembly, Goth theihs time] 1 a : a matter of concern
; AFFAIR <many '^s to do) b pi ; slate of affairs in general or within
a specified or implied sphere {'S are improving) c : a particular
state of affairs : situation (look at this ~ another way) d : event,
CIRCUMSTANCE (that shooting was a terrible --') 2a: deed, act,
accomplishment (do great ~s) b : a product of work or activity

(likes to build ^s} c : the aim of effort or activity (the -- is to get
well) 3 a : a separate and distinct individual quality, fact, idea, or
usu. entity b ; the concrete entity as distinguished from its ap-
pearances c : a spatial entity d ; an inanimate object distinguished
from a Uving being 4 a p/ : possessions, effects (pack your '^s)

b : whatever may be possessed or owned or be the object of a right

c : an article of clothing (not a '--' to wear) A pi l equipment or
utensils esp. for a particular purpose (bring the tea -^5) 5 : an
object or entity not precisely designated or capable of being desig-

nated <use this '^) 6a: detail, point (checks every little ^}
b : a material or substance of a specified kind (avoid starchy -^.s)

7 a ; a spoken or written observation or point b : idea, notion
(says the first -^ he thinks of) c : a piece of news or information
(couldn't get a ~ out of him) 8 : individual; esp : person 9 : the
proper or fashionable way of behaving, talking, or dressing — used
with the 10 : a mild obsession or phobia (has a ~ about driving)

tiling.ama.jig or thing-um. a .jig X'thio-a-ms-JigX n [alter, of
earlier thingum, fr. thing] ; something that is hard to classify or
whose name is unknown or forgotten — called also thlngamabob

Ihing-in-itself «, pi things-in-themselves : noumenon
tlung*ness \'thio-nas\ n : the quality or state of objective existence
or reality

thing'lim-my \'thiD-3-me\ n [alter, of earlier thingum] ;thingama-
JIG
itltink \'thiok\ v6 thought \'th6t\ thinK-ing [ME thenken, fr.

OE fhencan; akin to OHG denken to think, L tongere to know —
more at thank ] vr 1 : to form or have in the mind 2 : intend, plan
(thought to return early) 3 a : to have as an opinion : believe
(—' it's so) b : to regard as : consider (^ the rule unfair)
4 a : to reflect on : ponder (-— the matter over) b : to determine
by reflecting (^ what to do next) 5 : to call to mind ; remember
<never -^ to ask) 6 : to devise by thinking 7 : expect {thought
to find him home) 8 a : to center one's thoughts on (talks and
r^s business) b : to form a mental picture of 9 : to subject to
the processes of logical thought (~ things out) '— vi 1 a : to exer-
cise the powers of judgment, conception, or inference : reason
b : to have in or call to mind a thought 2 a : to have the mind
engaged in reflection ; medftate b : to consider the suitability
(thought of him for president) 3 : to have a view or opinion : re-
gard i'^s of himself as a poet) 4 : to have concern (--' of just
yourself) 5 : expe(t, suspect — think- er n
syn THINK, conceive, imagine, fancy, realize, ENVISAGE, en-

vision mean to form an idea of. think implies the entrance of an
idea into one's mind with or without deliberate consideration or
reflection; conceive suggests the forming and bringing forth and
usu. developing of an idea, plan, design; imagine stresses a visualiza-
tion; fancy suggests an imagining often unrestrained by factual
reality; realize stresses a grasping of the significance of what is
conceived or imagined; envisage and envision imply a conceiving
or imagining that is esp. clear or detailed
syn THINK, coorrATE, REi^Lfccrr, reason, speculate, deliberate
mean to use one's powers of conception, judgment, or inference.
think is general and may apply to any mental activity, but used
alone often suggests attainment of clear ideas or conclusions;
cogftate implies deep or intent thinking; reflect suggests un-
hurried consideration of something recalled to the mind; reason
stresses consecutive logical thinking; speculate implies reasoning

about things theoretical or problematic; deliberate suggests slow
or careful reasoning before forming an opinion or reactimg a con-
clusion or decision
2think n : an act of thinking (has another ^ coming)
3tliink adj : of or relating to thinking
thlnk<able \'thir)-k3-b3l\ adj 1 : capable of being thought about
2 : conceivably possible — think-able>ness n — think*ably
\-bie\ adv
Uhiuk'ing n 1 : the action of using one's mind to produce thoughts
2 a : OPINION, judgment b : thought

athinking adj : marked by use of the intellect : rational — think-
ing'ly \'thia-kia-le\ adv — think>ing>ness n
thinking cap n : a state or mood in which one thinks
tllink piece n : a news article consisting chiefly of background mate-
rial and personal opinion and analysis

thin.ner \'lhin-3r\ n : one that thins; specif : a volatile liquid (as
turpentine! used esp. to thin paint

thin-skinned \'thin-*skind\ adj 1 : having a thin skin or rind
2 : unduly susceptible to criticism or insult : touchy

thio see thi-
Uiicace-tic acid \.thT-(J6-3-,set-ik-\ n [ISV] : a pungent liquid
acid CH3COSH made by heating acetic acid with a phosphorus
sulfide and used as a chemical reagent

thio acid \'thT-(.)o-\ n [ISV, fr. thi-} : an acid in which oxygen Is

partly or wholly replaced by sulfur

thio>car-ba>mide \,thT-5-'kar-ba-,mid, -(,)kar-'bam-,id\ n [ISV3
: thiourea

thio.cy-a-nate \-'sT-a-,nat, -nat\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of thio-
cyanic acid

thlo<cy>an*ic \,thT-o-(,)sT-'an-ik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or
being a colorless unstable liquid acid HSCN of strong odor
Thi-0*kOl ythT-3-,k61, -,k61\ trademark — used for any of a series
of polysulfide rubbers or closely related liquid polymers or waters
dispersed ladces

thion- comb form [ISV, fr. Gk theion] : sulfur (rftiomc)

thl>o>nate \'thT-3-.nat\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of a thionic acid
tlli>on*iC \ihl-'an-ik\ adj [ISV] : relating to or contaming sulfur
tllionic acid n : any of various unstable acids of the general formula

thi.O-nyl \'thT-9-,nil\ n [ISV] ; the bivalent radical or cation >SO of
sulfurous acid
thio>peu*tal X.thT-o-'nen-.tal, -,t61\ n [thio- -I- /j^nrobarbita/] : a
barbiturate CnH,BN202S used as sodium thiopental in intravenous
anesthesia and psychotherapy
thiO'Phene \'thT-3-,fen\ n [ISV thi- + phene (benzenet] : a hetero-
cyclic liquid CdHflS from coal tar that resembles benzene
thio.phos.phate \,thT-o-'fas-.fat\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of a
thiophosphoric acid

thio*phos>pho<ric acid \-.fas-.f6r-ik-, -.far-; -,fas-f(3-)rik-\ n
I an acid derived from a phosphoric acid by replacement of one or
more atoms of oxygen with sulfur

thio.sixl.fate \-"sal-,fat\ n [ISV ] : a salt or ester of thiosulfuric acid
thio.suMu.riC \-,S9l-'fyu(3)r-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or being
an unstable acid HaSjOj derived from sulfuric acid by replacement
of one oxygen atom by sulfur and known only in solution or in
salts and esters

thiO-ura-Cil \,thT-6-'yur-3-.sil\ n [ISV thi- ¥ uracil] : a bitter
crystalline compound C4H4NZOS that depresses the function of the
thyroid gland

tlllO'Urea \-yii-'rc-3 also -'yiir-e-A n [NL. fr. thi- + urea] : a color-
less crystalline bitter compound CS(NH2)2 analogous to and re-

sembling urea that is used esp. as a photographic and organic
chemical reagent

thir \thar, ('ilhif^ir. r>thuO)r\ pron fME (northern), perh. irreg. fr.

ME this] dial Brit ; these
tlii-ram \'thT-,ram\ n [prob. by alter, fr. thiuram (the chemical
radical NHzCS>] : a compound CeHuNiS^ used as a fungicide and
seed disinfectant

ithird \*thsrd\ adj [ME thridde, thirde, fr. OE thridda, thirdda:
akin to L tertius third, Gk tritos, ireis three — more at three]
la — see number table b (1! : being next to the second in place or
time i^ in line) {2) : ranking next to the second of a grade or
degree in authority or precedence (^ mate) C : being a type of
grammatical declension or conjugation conventionally placed third
in a sequential arrangement d : being the forward speed or gear
next higher than second m an automotive vehicle 2a: being one
of three equal pans into which anything is divisible b : being the
last in each eroup of three in a series (take out every '-^ card)— third or third'ly adv

3third n 1 — see number table 2 : one of three equal parts of some-
thing 3 a ; a musical interval embracing three diatonic degrees
b : a tone at this interval; specif : mediant c : the harmonic
combination of two tones a third apart 4 : the third gear or speed
of an automotive vehicle 5 ; one ranking next below second in
authority or precedence

third base n 1 : the base that must be touched third by a base
runner in baseball 2 : the player position for defending the area
around third base

third class n 1 : the third and usu. next below second class in a
classification 2 : the least expensive class of accommodations (as

on a passenger ship) 3 a : a class of U.S. mail comprising printed
matter exclusive of regularly issued periodicals and merchandise
not exceeding eight ounces in weight and not sealed against inspec-
tion b ; a similar class of Canadian mail with different weight
limits

third-class \'thard-'klas\ adj : of or relating to a class, rank, or
grade next below the second; specif : of or relating to a grade of
travel accommodation inferior to second-class — third-class adv

third degree n : the subjection of a prisoner to mental or physical
torture to wring a confession from him

third-degree burn n : a burn characterized by destruction of
the skin through the depth of the derma and possibly into under-
lying tissues, loss of fluid, and sometimes shock

third dimension n l : thickness, depth, or apparent thickness or
depth when a quality that confers solidity on an object 2 : a
quality that confers reality or lifelikeness — tbird-di-men-sion-al
\,th3rd-d3-'mench-nal. -(,)di-. -3n-'l\ adj

third estate n : the third of the traditional political orders; specif
: the
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2 : a pin set In pairsthird force n ; a grouping (as of political parties or International
powers) intermediate between two opposing political forces

third house n ; a legislative lobby
third order n, ojten cap 1 : an organization composed oi lay
people living in secular society under a religious rule and directed

by a religious order 2 : a congregation esp. of teaching or nursing
sisters affiliated with a religious order

third party n 1 : a person other than the principals <a third party
to a divorce proceeding) 2 a : a major political party operating
over a limited period of time in addition to two other major parties

in a nation or state normally characterized by a two-party system
b : MINOR PARTY

third person n 1 a : a set of linguistic forms (as verb forms,
pronouns, and inflectional affixes) referring to someone or some-
thing that is neither the speaker or writer of the utterance in which
they occur nor the one to whom that utterance is addressed b ; a
linguistic form belonging to such a set 2 : reference of a linguistic

form to someone or something that is neither the speaker or writer
of the utterance in which it occurs nor the one to whom that ut-

terance is addressed
third rail n : a metal rail through which electric current Is led to the
motors of an electriclocomotive
third-rate \'th3r-*drat\ adj : of third quality or value; specij

; worse than second-rate — third-rat-er \-'drat-3r\ n
third reading n : the final stage of the consideration of a legislative

bill before a vote on its final disposition
third ventricle n ; the median unpaired ventricle of the brain
bounded by parts of the telencephalon and diencephalon
ithirl \'th3r(-3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE thyrel, fr. thurh through— more at

through] dial : hole, perforation, opening
Jthirl vr 1 dial Brit : pierce, perforate 2 dial Brit : thrill
ithirst \'th3rst\ n [ME. fr. OE thursl: akin to OHG durst thirst, L
torrere to dry, parch, Gk tersesthai to become dry] 1 a ; a sensation
of dryness in the mouth and throat associated with a desire for

liquids; also ; the bodily condition (as of dehydration) that induces
this sensation b : a desire or need to drink 2 : an ardent desire

: craving, longing
2thirst vi 1 : to feel thirsty : suffer thirst 2 : to have a vehement
desire : crave syn see long — thirst-er n

thirst-i.ly \'th3r-st3-le\ adv ; with or on account of thirst

thirst*i*ne5S \-ste-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being thirsty

thirsty \'thar-ste\ adj 1 a : feeling thirst b : deficient in moisture
: PARCHED <~ land) c : highly absorbent <'--' towels) 2 : having a
strong desire : avid <~ for knowledge)

thir-teen \,th3r(t)-'ten. 'th3r(t)-\ n [ME thrittene, fr. thrittene, adj.,

fr. OE threotlne: akin to OE tien ten — more at ten] —_see number
table — thirteen adj or pron — thir-teenth \-'ten(t)th\ adj
— thirteenth «, pi thir*teenths \-'ten(t)s, -'ten(t)ths\

thir.ti.eth \'thart-e-ath\ n — see number table — thirtieth adj
thir-ty \'th3rt-e\ n [ME thrifty, fr. thritly, adj., fr. OE thritig, fr.

thritig group of 30, fr. thrie three + -tig group of ten — more at
eighty] 1 — see number table 2 pi % the numbers 30 to 39;
specij ; the years 30 to 39 in a lifetime or century 3 a : a mark or
sign of completion <"Thank you, Mr. President" the traditional -^

closing press conferences —Ethyl News') b : end, conclusion
<had '^ written on their earthly life — Trade Compositor} 4 : the
second point scored by a side in a game of tennis 5 : a 30 caliber
machine gun — usu. written .30 — thirty adj or pron

thir-ty-eight \,thart-e-'at\ n 1 — see number table 2 : a 38
caliber pistol — usu. written .38 — thirty-eight adj or pron
thir.ty-second note \-'sek-9n-,not\ n : a musical note with a
3-flagged stem having the time value of one thirty-second of a
whole note

thir-ty-three \,th3rt-e-'thre\ n 1 — see number table 2 : a micro-
groove phonograph record designed to be played at 331^ revolu-
tions per minute— usu. written Zi — thirty-three adj or pron

thir-ty-two \-'tU\ n l — see number table 2 : a 32 caliber pistol— usu. written .32 — thirty—two adj or pron
thir.ty-two.mo \-(,)mo\ n ; the size of a piece of paper cut 32
from a sheet; also : a book, a page, or paper of this size
ithis \(')this,th3s\ pron, pi these \(')aiez\ [ME, pron. & adj., fr.

OE thes (masc), this (neut.); akin to OHG dese this; akin to OE
thxt that] 1 a (1) ; the person, thing, or idea present or near in
place, time, or thought, or just mentioned {these are my hands)
(2) : what is stated in the following or not yet completed phrase,
clause, or discourse b ; this time or place <expected to return be-
fore '^) 2a; the one nearer or more immediately under obser-
vation or discussion <~ is iron and that is tin) b : latter

sthis adj, pi these la: being the person, thing, or idea present or
near in place, time, or thought, or just mentioned <-^ book is mine)
<early -^ morning) ft ; constituting the immediately following part
of the present discourse c : constituting the immediate past or
future (friends all these years) d : being one not previously men-
tioned 2a: the nearer at hand or more immediately under obser-
vation or discussion i-^ car or that one) b : a certain ; one, some
<'^ way and that)

3this \'this\ adv : to the degree or extent indicated by something
immediately present (didn't expect to wait --^ long)

This>be \'thiz-be\ n [L. fr. Gk Thisbel ; a legendary young woman
of Babylon loved by Pyramus

this.tle \'this-3l\ n [ME thistel, fr. OE; akin to OHG distill thistle]

: any of various prickly composite plants (esp. genera Carduus,
Circium, and Onopordon) with often showy heads of mostly
tubular flowers; also ; any of various other prickly plants — this-
tly \'this-C3-)le\ adj

this>tIe.down \'this-9l-,daun\ n : the pappus from the ripe flower
head of a thistle

ithith.er \'thith-3r also 'JhitliA adv [ME, fr. OE thider; akin to
ON thathra there. OE thxt that] : to that place : there

3thither adj : being on the other and farther side : more remote
thith-er-tO V-.tii; .thith-ar-', .thitJiA adv : until that time
thith-er'Ward X'thith-sr-wgrd, 'thitii-\ also thith-er*wards
\-ward2\ adv : toward that place ; thither

thO var oj though
ithole \'th61\ vb [ME tholen, fr. OE tholian — more at tolerate]
chiejly dial : endure, bear

athOle n [ME tholle, fr. OE thol; akin to Gk tylos knob, callus, L
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tumere to swell — more at thumb] 1 : peg, pi
in the gunwale of a boat in place of oarlocks

thole.pin \'th61-.pin\ n : a thole for an oar
Thom.as \"tam-3s\ n [Gk Thomas, fr. Heb fom twin] : j

who demanded proof of Christ's resurrection
Tho-mism \'l6-.miz-3m\ n [prob. fr. (assumed) NL thomismus, fr.

St. Thomas Aquinas] : the scholastic philosophical and theological
system of St. Thomas Aquinas — Tho-mist \-m3st\ n or adj— Tho-
miS'tiC \to-'mis-tik\ adj
Thomp.son submachine gun \'tam(p)-s3n-\ n [John T. Thomp-
son tl940 Am army officer] : a portable automatic weapon with a
magazine or drum feed and a pistol grip and buttstock for firing
from the shoulder
thong \'th6o\ " [ME, fr. OE thwong; akhi ON thvengr thong, Av
thwqzjaiti he is distressed] : a strip of leather used as a whiplash
or a rein or for fastening something
Thor \'th6(3)r\ n [ON T/jorr] : the god of thunder in Norse
mythology represented as armed with a hammer

tho>rac>ic \th3-'ras-ik\ adj : of, relating to, located within, or
involving the thorax

thoracic duct n : the main trunk of the system of lymphatic vessels
lying along the front of the spinal column and opening into the
left subclavian vein
tho.ra-cot.o.my \,th6r-3-'kat-3-me, ,th6r-\ n [L thorac-, thorax +
ISV •tomy'] z_ surgical incision of the chest wall

tho-rax \'tho(3)r-,aks, 'th6(3)r-\ n, pi tho<rax<es or tho>ra>ces
\tha-'ra-,sez, tho-; 'th6r-s-,sez, 'th6r-\ [ME, fr. L thorac-, thorax
breastplate, thorax, fr. Gk thorak-, thorax'] 1 : the part of the body
of man and other mammals between the neck and the abdomen;
also : its cavity in which the heart and lungs lie 2 ; the middle of
the three chief divisions of the body of an insect

tho-ria \'thor-e-3, 'th6r-\ n [NL, fr. thorium + -a (as in magnesia)"]
: a refractory powdery white oxide of thorium ThOj used esp. in gas
mantles, crucibles and refractories, and optical glass

thO>ri>a>nite \-e-3-,nTt\ n [irreg. fr. thoria] : a strongly radioactive
mineral ThOz that is an oxide of thorium and often contains rarea
earth metals
tho*nc \'th6r-ik, 'thar-, 'thor-\ adj : of, relating to, or containing
thorium

thcrite \'tho(3)r-,Tt, th6(a)r-\ n [Sw thorit, fr. NL thorium] : a
rare mineral ThSi04 that is a brown to black or sometimes orange*
yellow thorium silicate resembling zircon

tho.ri.ura \'thor-e-3m, 'th6r-\ n [NL, fr. ON Thorr Thor] : a
radioactive tetravalent metallic element that occurs combined in
minerals and is usu. associated with rare earths — see element table

thorn \'tho(a)rn\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG dorn
thorn, Skt tma grass, blade of grass] 1 ; a woody plant bearing a
sharp impeding process (as briers, prickles, or spines); esp : any of a
genus {Crataegus) of the rose family 2 a : a sharp rigid process
on a plant; specij : a short, indurated, sharp-pointed, and leafless
branch b : any of various sharp spinose structures on an animal
3 : something that causes distress or irritation 4 : the runic letter ]>

used in Old English and Middle English for either of the sounds of
Modern EngUsh th (as in thin, then) — thorned \'thd(a)rnd\ adj— thorn*less \'th6(a)rn-las\ adj

thorn apple n l : the fruit of a hawthorn 2 : jimson weed; also
: any plant of the same genus

thorn>back \'th6 (3)rn-,bak\ n \ x any of various rays having spines
on the back 2 : a large European spider crab {Maja squinado)

thorn-bush \-,bush\ n 1 : any of various spiny or thorny shrubs or
small trees 2 : a low growth of thorny shrubs esp. of dry tropical
regions
thom<i>ness \'th6r-ne-nas\ n : the quality or state of being thorny
thorn>like \'th6(a)m-,lTk\ adj : resembling a thorn esp. in sharpness
thorny \'th6r-ne\ adj 1 : full of thorns 2 : full of difficulties or
controversial points : ticklish <-« problem)
thoro nonstand var oj thorough
tho.ron \'tho(3)r-,an, 'th6(3)r-\ n [NL, fr. thorium] : a gaseous
radioactive element formed from thorium and isotopic with radon
ithor-ough \'thar-(,)o, -3(-w); 'tha-(,)ro, -r9(-w)\ prep [ME
thorow, fr. OE thurh, thuruh, prep. & adv.] archaic : through
^thorough adv, archaic : through
3thorough adj 1 : carried through to completion : exhaustive <r^
search) 2a: marked by full detail <— description) b : careful
about detail : painstaking (-^ scholar) c : complete in all respects
<'^ pleasure) d : having full mastery (as of an art) (--^ musician)
3 : passing through — thor*ough>ly adv — thor-ough-ness n

thorough bass n : the representation of chords by figures under the
bass notes; also ; the technique of writing or reading this

thor.ough.brace X'thar-s-.bras, 'th3-rs-\ n : one of several leather
straps supporting the body of a carriage and serving as springs

Uhor-ough<bred \-.bred\ adj 1 : thoroughly trained or skilled

2 : bred from the best blood through a long hne : purebred (-^

dogs) 3 a cap : of, relating to, or being a member of the Thorough-
bred breed of horses b (1) : having characteristics resembhng
those of a Thoroughbred : elegant (2) : rrst-class <~ sports
car)

2thoroughbred n 1 cap : any of an English breed of light speedy
horses kept chiefly for racing and originating from crosses between
English mares of uncertain ancestry and Arabian stallions 2 : a
purebred or pedigreed animal 3 : one that has characteristics re-

sembling those of a Thoroughbred
thor. Ugh-fare \-,fa(3)r, -,fe(a)r\ n 1 : a way or place for passage:
as a : a street open at both ends b : a main road 2 a : passage,
TRANsrr b : the conditions necessary for passing through
thor<ough>go>ing X.thar-a-'go-io, .tha-ra-, -'g6(-)io\ adj : marked
by thoroughness or zeal

thor.ough-paced \-*past\ adj 1 : thoroughly trained : accom-
plished 2 : THOROUGH, complete
thor-OUgh*pin \'thar-3-,pin, 'tha-ra-\ n : a synovial dilatation just
above the hock of a horse on both sides of the leg and slightly

anterior to the hamstring tendon that is often associated with
lameness
thor-ough.wort X-.wart, -,w6(3)rt\ n : boneset
thorp \'th6(a)rp\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG dorj village, L
trabs beam, roof] archaic : village, hamlet
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those [ME, fr. those these, fr. OE thas, pL of thes this — more at
THIS] pi OJ THAT
Ithou XOtijauX Pron [ME, fr. OE thu\ akin to OHG du thou, L tu,

Gk syl ; the one addressed ir^ shall have no other gods before me
—Exod 20:3 (AV)> — used by Friends as the universal form of
address to one person

3thou \'liiau\ vt : to address as thou
3tliOU \*thau\ n, pi thou or thons \'thau2\ [short for thousand^

; a thousand of somelhing (as dollars)

ithough \'iiio\ adv [ME, adv. Aconj., of Scand origin; akin to ON
tho nevertheless; akin to OE theah nevertheless, OHG doA] : how-
ever, NEVERTHELESS <conUnued to eat at the hotel -^ —Sloan
WUson)

athougli \(,)ttlo\ conj 1 ; in spite of the fact that ; while <'^ they
know the war is lost, they continue to fight —Bruce BUven) 2 : in
spite of the possibility that ; even if <~ they all may fail, they all

will try)

UhOUght past oJ THINK
athought \'th6t\ n IME, fr. OE thoht: akin to OE thencan to think— more at think ] 1 a : the action or process of thinking : cogita-
tion to : serious consideration ; regard c : RECOLLEcnON
2a: reasoning power b : the power to imagine ; conception
3 : something that is thought: as a : an individual act or product of
thinking b : intention, plan c : opinion, belief d : the intellec-

tual product or the organized views and principles of a period,
place, group, or individual 4 ; a slight amount : bit syn see idea

thought'lul \'th6t-f3l\ adj 1 a : absorbed in thought : meditativb
b : characterized by careful reasoned thinking 2 : mindful,
heedful; specij : mindful of others — Uioaght-ful*ly \-f3-le\ adv— thought'ful-ness n
syn thoughtful, considerate, attentive mean mindful of others.

thoughtful implies unselfish concern and ability to anticipate
another's needs; considerate implies concern for the feelings of
others; attentive suggests repeated acts of kindness or courtesy

thought-less \'th6t-l3s\ adj la; insufficiently alert : careless
b : reckless, rash 2 ; devoid of thought : insensate 3 : lacking
concern for others ; inconsiderate — thought>less>ly adv— thought*less>ness n
thought-out \-,aut\ adj : produced or arrived at through careful
and thorough consideration
thOUght<way \-,wa\ n : a way of thinking that is characteristic of a
particular group, time, or culture
thou.sand \'thauz-'n(d)\ rt, pi thousands or thousand [ME, fr.

OE thusend; akin to OHG iiusunt thousand; both fr. a prehistoric
Gmc compound whose constituents are respectively akin to Russ
/y^yacha thousand, Skt tavas strong, L tumere to swell and to OE
hund hundred — more at thumb] 1 — see number table 2 a : the
numerable quantity symbolized by the arable numerals 1000
b : the letter M 3 : the number occupying the position four to the
left of the decimal point in the Arabic notation 4 : a very large
number <had a ^ things to do> — thousand adj — thou-sandth
\-'n(t)th\ adj — thousandth n, pi thousandths \-'n(t)s,
-'n(t)ths\

thou.sand-head.ed kale \,thauz-*n-,hed-ad-\ n : a tall branched
leafy kale {Brassica oleracea jruticosa) used as green feed for live-

stock
Thousand Island diessing n [prob. fr. Thousand Islands, islands
in the St. Lawrence river] ; mayonnaise with various added season-
ings and flavorings
thou.sand-leg.ger \,thauz-'n-'leg-3r, -'lag-\ n ; millipedb
Thra*cian \'thra-sh3n\ n 1 ; a native or inhabitant of Thrace
2 ; the language of the Thracians generally assumed to be Indo»
European — Thracian adj

Thra.co-IMyr.i.an \.thra-(,)ko-Il-'ir-e-3n\ adj : of, relating to,

or constituting a supposed subfamily of Indo-European languages
comprising Thracian, lllyrian, and Albanian

Thra.co-Phry.gian \-'frij-(e-)3n\ adj : of, relating to, or constitut-
ing a tentative branch of the Indo-European language family to
which are sometimes assigned various languages of tne Balkans and
Asia Minor
IthiaU \'thr61\ n [ME thral, fr. OE thrmU fr. ON thrsin 1 a : a
servant slave : bondman; also : serf b : a person in moral or
mental servitude 2 ; the condition of a thrall : slavery— thrall adj

Sthiall vt, archaic ; enthrall, enslave
thraU.dom or thral-dom \-dam\ n : the condition of a thrall

: slavery
ithrash \'thrash\ vb [alter, of thresh'\ vt 1 : to separate the seeds
of from the husks and straw by beating : thresh 1 2 ; to beat
soundly with or as if with a stick or whip : flog; also : defeat
3 : to swing, beat, or strike in the manner of a rapidly moving flail

irking his arms) 4 a ; to go over again and again <'-« the matter
over inconclusively) b : to hammer out : forge <-^ out a plan)
<— vf 1 : THRESH 1 2 : to deal blows or strokes like one using a
flail or whip 3 : to move or stir about violently ; toss about i^ in
bed with a fever) syn see swing

sthrash n : an act of thrashing esp. in swimming the crawl or the
backstroke
ithrash-er \'thrash-3r\ n : one that thrashes or threshes
3thiash>er \'thrash-sr\ n [prob. alter, of thrush} ; any of numerous
long-tailed American singing birds (family Mimidae and esp. genus
Toxostoma) that resemble thrushes and include notable singers and

thra-son.i.cal \thra-'san-l-k3l, thr3-\ adj [L Thrason-, Thraso
Thraso, braggart soldier in the comedy Eunuchus by Terence] ; of,
relating to, like, or characteristic of Thraso ; BRAGGiNa, boastful— thra-son-i'Cal'ly \-k(a-)le\ adv
Ithraw \'thr^\ vh [ME thrawen. fr. OE thrawan} vt 1 chlejly Scot
: to cause to twist or turn 2 chiejly Scot : cross, thwart -^ vil

1 chiejly Scot : twist, turn 2 chiejly Scot : to be in disagreement
athiaw n l chiejly Scot I twist, turn 2 chiejly Scot ; ill humor

; ANGER
thra.wart \'thr4-wart\ adj [ME (Sc). alter, of MEjraward, jroward
froward] 1 chiejly Scot ; stubborn, perverse 2 Scot ; crooked,
twisted
thrawn \'thran\ adj [MB (Sc) thrawin, fr. pp. of ME thraweni
chiejly Scot : unpleasing: as a : perversf^ recalcitrant
b : crooked, misshapen — thrawn^ly adv, chiejly Scot
ithread \'thred\ n [ME thred, fr OE thrxd; akin to OHG drat wire,
OE thrawan to cause to twist or turn — more at throw] 1 a ; a
filament, a group of filaments twisted together, or a filamentous

length formed by spinning and twisting short textile fibers Into a
continuous strand b : a piece of thread 2 a : any of various
natural filaments <the ^s of a spider weo) b ; a slender stream
c ; a streak of light or color d : screw thread 3 ; something
felt to resemble a textile thread; as a : a train of thought b : a
continuing element <a --^ of poetry marked all his writing) 4 : a
tenuous or feeble support — thread*like \-,lTk\ adj

athread vt 1 a : to pass a thread through the eye of (a needle)
b ; to arrange a thread, yam, or lead-in piece in working position
for use in (a machine) 2 a : to pass through in the maimer of a
thread {^ a pipe with wire) b : to make one's way through or
between i-^ing narrow alleys) 3 : to put together on or as ifon a
thread : string <'^ beads) 4 : to interweave with or as if with
threads : intersperse (dark hair ~ed with silver) 5 : to form a
screw thread on or in -^ vi \ i to thread or wind a way (,'^ing
through narrow passages) 2 : to form a thread when poured from
a spoon — thread*er n
thiead'bare \'thred-,ba(3)r, -.be(a)r\ adj 1 ; having the nap worn
off so that the thread shows : shabby 2 : hackneyed syn see
trite — thread'bare-ness n
thread.lin \-,fin\ n : any of a family (Polynemldae) of fishes re-
lated to the mullets and having filamentous rays on the lower part
of the pectoral fin

thread'i'Uess \-c-nas\ n : the quality or state of being thready
thread-less \'thred-las\ adj ; lacking a thread <a '^ coimectlon
between pipes)

thread<worin Vthred-,wsrm\ n : a long slender nematode worm
thready \-e\ adj 1 ; consisting of or bearing fibers or filaments <a
-^ bark) 2 a ; resembling a thread ; filamentous b : tending to
form or draw out into strands : ropy 3 : lacking in fullness, body,
or vigor : thin <a ~ voice) <a ^ pulse)

threap \'threp\ vt [ME threpen, fr. OE rhreapian} 1 chlejly Scot
I scold, chide 2 chiejly Scot : to maintain persistently

ithreat \'thret\ n_[ME ihret coercion, threat, fr. OE threat coercion;
akin to MHG droz annoyance, L trudere to push, thrust] 1 : an
expression of intention to inflict evil, injury, or damage 2 : some-
thmg that threatens

Sthieat vb, archaic : threaten
Ihreat-en \*thret-=n\ vb threat-en-ing \'thret-nlo, -°n-io\ vt

1 ; to utter threats against 2 a ; to give signs or warning of
; portend b : to hang over as a threat : menace -^ vi 1 : to utter
threats 2 : to portend evil — threat*en'ing^ly \'thret-nio-le,
-'n-ir)-\ adv
syn threaten, menace mean to forecast danger or evil, threaten
may imply an impersonal warning of trouble, punishment, or
retribution; menace implies alarming by a definitely hostile aspect
or character

threat.en-er \'thret-n3r, -'^-arV n : one that threatens
three \"thre\ n [ME. fr. three, adj fr. OE thrie (masc.), threo (fem.
& neut.); akin to OHG dri three, L tres, Gk treis} 1 — see number
table 2 : the third in a set or series <the ~ of hearts) 3 : some-
thing having three imits or members — three adj or pron
three-base hit \.thre-,bas-\ n : a base hit that enables a batter to
reach third base safely — called also ihree-bag-ger \'thre-'bag-3r\

three-card monte \.thre-,kard-\ n : a gambling game in which
the dealer shows three cards and then shuffles and throws them
face down before anyone who wishes to pick out a particular card
three-col-or \'thre-'k5l-3r\ adj ; being or relating to a printing or
photographic process wherein three primary colors are used to
reproduce allthe colors of the subject
3-D \'thre-'de\ n [D, abbr. of dimensionaU : the three-dimensional
form or a picture produced in it

three-decK.er \'thre-'dek-3r\ n l a : a warship carrying guns on
three decks b : a cargo or passenger ship with three full decks
2 : anything made with three floors, tiers, or layers; esp : a sand-
wich made of three slices of bread and two fillings

three-di.men.sion-al X.thred-a-'mench-nal, ,thred-T-, -sn-'l\ adj
1 : of or relating to three dimensions 2 : giving the illusion of
depth or varymg distances — used of a pictorial representation esp.
when this illusion is enhanced by stereoscopic means

three*told \'thre-,f6Id\ adj 1 : having three umts or members
; triple 2 : being three times as great or as many — three<fold
\-'f61d\ adv

three-gait-ed \-'gat-3d\ adj, oj a horse : trained to use the walk,
trot, and canter

three-hand.ed \-'han-dad\ adj : played or to be played by three
players <--' bridge)

Three Hours n : a service of devotion between noon and three
o'clock on Good Friday

three-legged \'thre-*leg(a)d, -'Iag(3)d\ adj : having three legs
<a ^ stool)

three-mile limit \,thre-,mil-\ n ; the limit of the marginal sea of
three miles included in the territorial waters of a state

three.pence \'thrip-3n(t)s, 'thrap-, 'threp-, -'mCpjs, US also
•thre-,pen(t)s\ n, pi threepence or three-penc-es 1 : the sum of
three usu. British pennies 2 : a coin worth three pennies

three-pen-ny \'thrip'{a-)ne. 'thrap-. 'threp-, US also "thre-.pen-eX
adj X ; costing or worth threepence 2 : worth little ; poor
three-phase \'thre-'faz\ adj : of, relating to, or operatins by means
of a combination of three circuits energized by alternating electro-
motive forces that differ in phase by one third of a cycle

three-piece \-'pes\ adj : consisting of or made in three pieces
three-ply \-'plT\ adj : consisting of three distinct strands, veneers,
or interwoven layers

three-point landing \,thre-,p6int-\ n : an airplane landing In
which the two main wheels of the landing gear and the tail wheel
or skid or nose wheel touch the ground simultaneously
three-quar-ter \'thre-'kw6{r)t-3r\ n 1 : a three-quarter length
portrait 2 : a three-quarter face portrait — three-quarter adj

three-quarter binding n : a bookbinding in which the material
of the back extends upon the boards for one third of their width

three-ring circus \.ihre-,ria-\ /i 1 : a circus with simultaneous
performances in three rings 2 : something confusing, engrossing,
or entertaining
three R's n pi [fr the facetiously used phrase reading, 'riting, and
'rithmetic'] : the fundamentals taught in elementary school; esp
: reading, writing, and arithmetic

three<score \'thi-e-'sk6(a)r, -*sk6(3)r\ adj : being three times
twenty : sixty
three<SOme \'thre-sam\ n 1 : a group of three persons or things



three-square 921 throw
: TRIO 2 : a golf match In which one person plays his ball against
the ball of two others playing each stroke alternately

thiee-SQnare \-'skwa(3)r, -'skwe(3)r\ adj : having an equilateral
briangiilar cross section — used esp. of a file

three-val-ued \-'vaI-(,)yiid\ adj : possessing three truth-values
<~ logic)

tlirem.ina*tol-0>g7 \,threm-9-'tal-3-je\ n [Gk thremmat-, thremma
nursling + E -o- + -logy; akin to Gk trephein to nourish — more
at ATROPHY] : the science of breeding animals and plants under
domestication

Uire-node \'thre-,nod, 'thren-,od\ n : threnody — t2ue*nod*lc
\thri-'nad-ik\ adj — thren*o*dist \'thren-3d-3st\ n

thren-O-dy \'thren-3d-e\ n [Gk threiwidia, fr. threnos dirge +
aeidein to sing; akin to Skt dhranati it sounds — more at ode]
; a song of lamentation for the dead : elegy

thre*o-iiine \'thre-3-,nen\ n [prob. fr. threonic acid (C^HsOs)]
: a colorless crvstalline amino acid C4H9NO3 held essential to
normal nutrition

thiesh \ 'thrash, 'thresh\ yb [ME thresshen, fr. OE threscan; akin
to OHG dreskan to thresh, L terere to rub — more at throw]
vt 1 : to separate seed from (a harvested plant) mechanically;
also : to separate (seed) in this way 2 a : to go over again and
again (-^ the matter over) b : to hammer out : forge i-^ out a
plan) 3 : to strike repeatedly : thrash -- vi 1 ; to thresh grain
2 : to strike with or as if with a flail or whip 3 : to toss about

tluesh-er n 1 : one that threshes 2 : a large nearly cosmopolitan
shark {Alopias vulpinus) having a greatly elongated curved upper
lobe of its tail with which it is said to thresh the water to round up
the fish on which it feeds — called also Jox shark

threshing machine n : a machine for separating grain or seeds
from straw

thresh.old \'thresh-,Ch)old\ n [ME thresshold, fr. OE threscwald;
akin to ON threskjoldr threshold, OE threscan to thresh] 1 : the
plank, stone, or piece of timber that lies under a door ; sill
2a: GATE, DOOR b (1) : end, boundary; specij : the end of a
runway (2) ; the place or point of entering or beginning : outset
3 : the point at which a physiological or psychological effect begins
to be produced i^ of consciousness) <a high renal clearance '^>

threw past oj THROW
thrice \'thrTs\ adv [ME thrie, thries, fr. OE thriga; akin to OFris
thria three times, OE thrie three] 1 : three times 2 a ; in a three-
fold marmer or degree b : to a high degree

thrift \'thrift\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. ON, prosperity, fr. thrljask
to thrive] 1 ; healthy and vigorous growth 2 : careful management
esp. of money : frugality 3 chiefly Scot ; gainful occupation
: EMPLOYMENT 4 : any of a genus {Armeria) of the plumbago family
of tufted acaulescent herbs; esp : a scapose herb {A. maritima) with
pink or white flower heads

thrift<i<ly \'thrif-ta-le\ adv : in a thrifty manner
thiift.i.ness \-te-nss\ n : the quaUty or state of being thrifty

thrift-less \'thrift-l3s\ adj 1 : lacking usefulness or worth 2 ; waste-
ful of money oj resources : improvident — thrift-less-ness n

thriJty \'thrif-te\ adj 1 : thriving by industry and frugality : pros-
perous 2 : growing vigorously 3 : practicing economy and good
management : provident syn see sparing

thrill \'thril\ vb [ME thirlen, thrillen to pierce, fr. OE thyrlian, fr.

thyrel hole, fr. thwh through — more. at through] vt 1 a : to
cause to experience a sudden sharp feeling of excitement b ; to
cause to have a shivering or tingUng sensation 2 : to cause
to vibrate or tremble perceptibly ^ vi 1 ; to move or pass so as
to cause thrills 2 : to become thrilled: a ; to experience a sudden
sharp excitement b : tingle, throb 3 : tremble, vibrate —
thrill n — thrill.er n

thrips \'thrips\ n, pi thrips [L, woodworm, fr. Gk] ; any of an
order (Thysanoptera) of small to minute sucking insects most of
which feed often destructively on plant juices

thrive \'thrTv\ VI throve \*thr6v\ or thrived; thriv-en \'thriv-an\
also thrived; thriv-ing \'thri-vio\ [ME thriven, fr. ON thrljask,
prob. reflexive of thrlja to grasp ] 1 : to grow vigorously : flourish
2 ; to gain in wealth or possessions : prosper 3 : to progress
toward or realize a goal — thriv-er \'thrT-v3r\ n

thriV'ing adj : characterized by prosperity — thriv*ing<ly \'thrT-
vio-le\ adv

thro \(')thrii\ prep, archaic : through
ithroat \'throt\ n [ME throte, fr. OE; akin to OHG drozza throat]
1 a (1) : the part of the neck in front of the spinal column (2) ; the
passage through it to the stomach and lungs b (1) : voice (2) : the
seat of the voice 2 : something resembling the throat esp. in
being an entrance, a passageway, a constriction, or a narrowed
part: as a : the orifice of a tubular organ esp. oi a plant b ; the
opening in the vamp of a shoe at the instep c ; the part of a tennis
racket between the head and the handle — throat>ed \-3d\ adj

2throat vt 1 : to utter in the throat : mutter 2 : to sing or enun-
ciate in a throaty voice

throat>i>ly \'thr6t-^l-e\ adv : in a throaty maimer or tone
throat>i>ness \'throt-e-n5s\ n ; the quaUty or state of being throaty
throat-latch \-,lach\ n l : a strap of a bridle or halter passing
under a horse's throat 2 : the part of a horse's throat aroimd
which the throatlatch passes

throaty \'thr6t-e\ adj ; uttered from the throat rather than from
the mouth : guttural
ithrob \'thrab\ vi throbbed; tbrob-bing [ME throbben, prob. of
imit. origin] 1 ; to pulsate or pound with abnormal force or rapid-
ity : palpitate 2 : to beat or vibrate rhythmically — throb*ber n
2throb n ; beat, pulse
throe \'thro\ n [ME thrawe, throwe, fr. OE thrawu, threa threat,
pang; akin to OHG drawa threat, Gk trauma wound, tetrainein
to bore — more at throw] 1 ; pang, spasm <death r-^s} <s^s of
childbirth) 2 pi z a. hard or painful struggle
thromb- or thrombo- comb form [Gk thrombos clot — more at
atrophy] : blood clot : clotting of blood ithrombiny ithrombo-
plastic)

throni*base \'thram-,bas, -,baz\ n [ISV] ; thrombin
throm-bin \-b3n\ n [ISfV] ; a proteolytic enzyme that is formed from
prothrombin and facilitates the clotting of blood by promoting
conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin

throm*bo*cyte \-b3-,slt\ n [ISV] : blood platelet; also : an in-

vertebrate cell with similar fimctlon — throm*bo*cyt-lc \,thi^m-
b3-'sit-ik\ adj
throm.bo.em.bo.lism \,thram-C,)bo-'em-b3-.liz-9m\ n i the block-
ing of a blood vessel by an embolus that has broken away from a
thrombus at its site of formation
throm.bO'gen \*thram-b3-j3n\ n [ISV] : prothrombin
throm-bo-bi.nase \,thram-b6-'kln-.as, -'kin-, -.a2\ n [ISV]

: thromboplastin
throm.bo.phle-bi.tis \-(.)b5-fU-'brt-3s\ n [NL] : inflanmiation
of a vein with formation of a thrombus

throm.bo.plas.tic \-b5-'plas-tik\ adj [ISV] 1 : initiating or ac-
celerating the clotting of blood 2 : of, relating to, or being throm-
boplastin — throm>bo-plas-ti*caMy \-ti-kC3-)le\ adv
throm.bo-plas-tin \-'plas-tgn\ n [ISV, fr. thromboplastici : a
complex protein substance found esp. in blood platelets that
functions in the clotting of blood

throm.bO.sis \thram-'bo-s3s, thram-X n [NL, fr. Gk thrombosis
clotting, deriv. of thrombos clot] : the formation or presence of a
blood clot within a blood vessel during life — throm>bot*ic \-'bat-
ik\ adj
throm.bus \'thram-bas\ n, pi throm.bi \-,bT, -.be\ [NL, fr. Gk
thrombos clot] : a clot of blood formed within a blood vessel and
remaining attached to its place of origin — compare embolus
ithrone \'thron\ n [ME trone, throne, fr. OF trone. fr. L thronus,
fr. Gk thronos — more at firm] 1 a : the chair of state of a king,
prince, or bishop b : the seat of a deity or devil 2 : royal or
sometimes episcopal power and dignity ; sovereignty 3 p/ : a
high order of angels

2tXirone vt 1 : to seat on a throne 2 : to invest with kingly rank
or power ; enthrone ^ vi ; to sit on a throne or hold kingly
power
throne room n : a formal audience room containing the throne of a
sovereign
Ithrong \'thr6o\ n [ME throng, throng, fr. OE thrang, gethrang;
akin to OE thringan to press, crowd, OHG dringan, Lith trenkti
to jolt] 1 a : a multitude of assembled persons b : a large number
; host 2 a : a crowding together of many persons b : pressure
of business syn see crowd
^throng vt throng.ing \'thr6i3-ir)\ 1 ; to crowd upon : press
2 : to crowd into ; pack -^ vi ; to crowd together in great numbers

thros*Ue\'thras-3l\n[ME, fr. OE— more at thrush] 1

:

'thrush 1

2 a : an outmoded frame for spinning cotton from roving b Brit
; a worsted spiiming frame

ithrot.Ue \'thrat-n\ vb throt-Uing \'thrat-lio, -'l-ioV EME
ihrotlen, fr. throle throat] v/ 1 a (1) : to compress the throat of
: CHOKE (2) : to kill by such action b : to prevent or check ex-
pression or activity of : suppress 2 a ; to obstruct the flow of (as
steam to an engine) by a throttle valve b : to reduce the speed of
(as an engine) by such means '^ vi : choke — throt>tler \-lar,
-n-3r\ n

2throttle n [perh. alter, of E dial, thropple (throat)] 1 a : throat 1

b : TRACHEA 1 2a: the valve controlling the volume of vaporized
fuel charge delivered to the cylinders of an internal-combustion
engine b : the lever controlling this valve

throt>tie'hold \'thrat-''l-,hold\ n ; a vicious, strangling, or stultify-

ing control
ithrough also thru \(')thrU\ prep [ME thurh, thruh, through, fr.

OE thurh; akin to OHG durh through, L trans across, beyond,
Skt tarati he crosses over] 1 a (1) ; in at one side or point and out
at another esp. the opposite side of <drove a nail --- the board)
<a path ~ the woods) (2) ; by way of <left '^ the window) (3) —
used as a function word to indicate passage between or among
separate units <a highway -« the trees) (4) ; without stopping for
: past <drove "^ a red Ught) b — used as a function word to in-

dicate passage into and out of a treatment, handUng, or process
<has already passed <-- his hands) 2 a : by means of : by the
agency of b : because of <failed -^ ignorance) 3 a ; over the
whole surface or extent of b — used as a function word to indicate
movement within a large expanse <flew -^ the air) or exposure to a
specified set of conditions <put her ^^ hell) 4 a : during the entire
period of b : from the beginning to the end of c : to and including
(Monday -^ Friday) 5 a — used as a function word to indicate
completion or exhaustion <got -« the book) (went '^ a fortune in a
year) b — used as a function word to indicate acceptance or
approval esp. by an official body (got the bill '-« the legislature)

athrough also thru \'thrii\ adv 1 ; from one end or side to the
other 2 a ; from beginning to end b ; to completion, conclusion,
or accomplishment (see it <-") 3 ; to the core : completely
4 : into the open : out (break '^>

sthrough also thru \'thrij\ adj 1 a : extending from one surface
to another <a --^ mortise) b : admitting free or continuous passage
; direct (a ^ road) 2 a : going from point of origin to destination
without change or reshipment ('--' train) b : of or relating to such
movement <a ~ ticket) 3 a : arrived at completion or accom-
plishment (he is "^ with the job) b ; washed-up, finished (you're
'^ — you've really had it)

through-ith-er or through.oth-er \'thrU-(3-)jii3r\ adv Vthrough
+ others chiefly Scot ; in confusion ; promiscuously

through'ly \'thrU-le\ adv, archaic : thoroughly
ithrough.ont \thrii-'aiit\ adv 1 ; in or to every part : everywhere
2 : during the whole time or action ; from beginning to end

2throughOUt prep 1 : all the way from one end to the other of
; in or to every part of 2 ; during the whole course or period of

through street n : a street on which the through movement of
traffic is given preference
through.way \'thrii-,wa\ n : expressway
throve past oj thrive
ithrow \"thro\ vb threw \'thrii\ thrown \'thron\ throw<ing
[ME thrawen, throwen to cause to twist, throw, fr. OE thravean to
cause to twist or turn; akin to OHG draen to turn, L terere to rub,
Gk tetrainein to bore, pierce] vt 1 a : to propel through the air by
a forward motion of the hand and arm (~ a baseball) b : to
propel through the air in any maimer 2 a : to cause to fall (.threw

his opponent) b : to cause to fall off : unseat (the horse threw his
rider) 3 ; to fling precipitately or violently : dash 4 a (1) : to
put in some position or condition (2) ; to put on or off hastily or
carelessly ithrew on a coat) b : to bring to bear : exert {threw
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all his influence Into the boy's defense) 6 ; to form or shape
on a potter's wheel 6 : to deliver (a blow) in or as if in boxing
7 ; to twist two or more filaments of into a thread or yam 8 a : to
make a cast of (dice) b : to make (a cast) at dice 9 : to give up
: ABANDON 10 : to Send forth ; project <the setting sun threw
long shadows) 11 : to make (oneself) dependent : commit
(oneself) for help, support, or protection {threw himself on the
mercy of the court) 12 : to bring forth : produce ('^s a good
crop) (threw large litters) 13 ; to lose intentionally <'^ a game)
14 : to move (a lever) so as to connect or discormect parts of a
clutch or switch; also : to make or break (a connection) with a
lever ^ vi ; cast, hurl — throw>er \'thr6(-«)r\ n
syn CAST, TOSS, fling, hurl, prrCH, sung: throw is general and

Interchangeable with the other terms but may specifically imply a
distinctive motion with bent arm; cast usu. implies Ughtness in the
thing thrown and sometimes a scattering; toss suggests a Ught or
careless or aimless throwing and may imply an upward motion;
FLING stresses a violent throwing; hurl implies power as in throw-
ing a massive weight; pitch suggests throwing carefully at a target;

SLING stresses either the use of whirling momentum in throwing or
directness of aim

stiirow n 1 a : an act of throwing, hurling, or flinging b (1) : an
act of throwing dice (2) : the number thrown with a cast of dice
c : a method of throwing an opponent in wrestling or judo 2 : the
distance a missile may be thrown 3 : an undertaking involving
chance or danger 4 : the amount of vertical displacement produced
by a geological fault 6a: the extreme movement given to a
pivoted or reciprocating piece by a cam, crank, or eccentric : stroke
b : the length of the radius of a crank or the virtual crank radius
of an eccentric or cam 6 a : a light coverlet b : a woman's
scarf or light wrap
throw away vt 1 a : to get rid of as worthless or unnecessary
b : DISCARD lb 2 a : to use in a foolish or wasteful manner
: SQUANDER b I to fail to take advantage of : waste 3 : to make
(as a line in a play) uneraphatic by casual delivery

tlirow*away \'thr6-3-,wa\ n : a handbill or circular distributed
free
throw back vt 1 : to delay the progress or advance of : check
2 : to cause to rely : make dependent 3 ; reflect «- v/ ; to
revert to an earlier type or phase
throw-back \'thro-,bak\ n l ; reversion to an earlier type or
phase : atavism 2 : an instance or product of atavistic reversion
throw down vt 1 : to cause to fall : overthrow 2 : precipitate
3 : to cast off : discard
throw in vr 1 : to add as a gratuity or supplement 2 ; to introduce
or interject in the course of something : contribute 3 : distribute
3b ^ vi ; to enter into association or partnership : join
throw oil vf 1 a ; to free oneself from b : to cast off often in a
hurried or vigorous manner c ; to shake off : divert 2 : to give
off : EMIT 3 : to produce in an offhand manner 4 a : to cause
to depart from an expected or desired course b : to cause to
make a mistake : mislead ^ vi 1 ; to begin hunting 2 : to make
derogatory comments
throw out vt 1 a : to remove from a place, office, or employment
usu. in a sudden or unexpected manner b : to get rid of as worth-
less or unnecessary 2 : to give expression to : utter 3 : to dismiss
from acceptance or consideration : reject 4 : to make visible or
manifest : display 5 : to leave behind : outdistance 6 : to
give forth from within : emit 7 a : to send out b : to cause to
project ; extend 8 ; to put out ; confuse 9 ; to cause to stand
out : make prominent 10 : to make a throw that enables a
teammate in baseball to put out (a base runner) 11 ; disengage
{throw out the clutch)
throw over vt 1 : to forsake despite bonds of attachment or duty
2 ; to refuse to accept : reject
throw rug n : scatter rug
throw-ster \'thr6-star\ n : one who throws silk or synthetic
filaments
throw up v/ 1 ; to raise quickly 2 : to give up ; quit 3 : to
build hurriedly 4 : vomit 5 : to bring forth 6 : to cause to
stand out 7 ; to mention repeatedly by way of reproach '- vi

; VOMIT
ithrum \'thr3m\ n [ME, fr. OE -thrum (in tungethrum ligament of
the tongue); akin to OHG drum fragment, L terminus boundary,
end — more at term] la (1) ; a fringe of warp threads left on the
loom after the cloth has been removed (2) : one of these warp
threads b : a tuft or short piece of rope yarn used in thrumming
canvas — usu. used in pi. c : bit, particle 2 : a hair, fiber, or
threadlike leaf on a plant; also : a tuft or fringe of such structures— thrum adj
athrum vt thrummed; thrum*ining 1 : to furnish with thrums
: fringe 2 : to insert short pieces of rope yam or spun yam in
(a piece of canvas) to make a rough surface or a mat which can
be wrapped about rigging to prevent chafing
sthrum vb thrummed; thrura>ming [imit] vf 1 : to play or
pluck a stringed instrument idly : strum 2 ; to sound with a
monotonous hum '^ vt 1 ; to play (as a stringed instiument) in
an idle or relaxed manner {-^ a guitar) 2 : to recite tiresomely or
monotonously
*lhnun n : the monotonous soimd of thrumming
ithrush \'thr3sh\ n [ME thrusche, fr. OE thrysce; akin to OE
throstle thrush, OHG droscala, L turdus} 1 ; any of numerous
small or medium-sized passerine birds (family Turdidae) that are
mostly of a plain color often with spotted underparts and include
many excellent singers 2 : a bird felt to resemble a thrush

athrush n [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Dan & Norw tr^ske
thmsh] 1 : a fungal disease seen esp. in infants and marked by
white patches in the oral cavity 2 : a suppurative disorder of the
feet in various animals
ithrust \'thrast\ vb thrust: thrust'ing [ME thrusten, thrlsten, fr.

ON thr^sta'\ vt 1 : to push or drive with force : shove 2 ; to
cause to enter or pierce something by or as if by pushing 3 ; ex-
tend, spread 4 : stab, pierce 5 : interject, interpolate
6 : to press, force, or impose the acceptance of upon someone^ vi 1 a : to force an entrance or passage b : to push forward
; press onward c ; to push upward ; project 2 : to make a
thrust, stab, or lunge with or as if with a pointed weapon syn see
PUSH — thrust*er n
3thrust n 1 a : a push or lunge with a pointed weapon b (1) ; a
verbal attack (2) ; a miUtary assault 2 a : a strong continued
pressure b : the sideways force or pressure of one part of a struc-

ture against another part (as of an arch against an abutment)
c (1) : the force exerted endwise through a propeller shaft to give
forward motion (2) : the forward directed reaction force produced
by a high-speed jet of fluid discharged rearwards from a nozzle
(as in a jet airplane or a rocket) d : a nearly horizontal geological
fault 3 a : a forward or upward push b : a movement (as by a
group of people) in a specified direction
ithud \'thad\ vi thnd-ded; thud-ding [prob. fr. ME thudden to
thrust, fr. OE thyddan} : to move or strike so as to make a thud

2thud n 1 : blow 2 : a dull sound : thump
thug \'thsg\ n [Hindi thag, lit., thief, fr. Skt sthaga rogue, fr.

sthagati he covers, conceals — more at thatch] : a brutal ruffian
or assassin — thug*gery \-C3-)re\ n — thug-gish \-ish\ adj
thug*gee \'thag-,e\ n [Hindi ihagi robbery, fr. f/wg] : the practice
of murder and robbery by thugs

thu-ja \'th(y)u-j3\ n [NL Thuja, genus name, fr. ML thuia, a
cedar, fr. Gk thyia'\ : any of a genus {Thuja) of evergreen shrubs
and trees of the pine family; esp ; arborvftab

thuja oil n : a fragrant essential oil from arborvitae
ThU.le \'th(y)u-le\ n [L Thule. Thyle. fr. Gk ThouTe^ ThyleJ
; the northernmost part of the habitable ancient world

thu-li-um \'th(y)ii-le-3m\ n [NL, fr. L Thule"} : a trivalent metallic
element of the rare-earth group — see element table
ithumb \'th3m\ n [ME thoume, thoumbe, fr. OE thuma: akin to
OHG thumo thumb, L tumere to swell, Gk sos safe, whole] 1 ; the
first digit of the human hand opposable to the other fingers;
also : the corresponding digit in lower animals 2 : the part of a
glove or mitten that covers the thumb 3 : a convex molding
: ovolo
2thumh vt 1 a : to leaf through (pages) with the thumb ; turn
b : to soil or wear by or as if by repeated thumbing 2 : to request
or obtain (a ride) in a passing automobile by signaling with the
thumb — thumb one's nose : to place the thumb at one's nose
and extend the fingers as a gesture of scorn or defiance
thumb-bole \*th3m-.h61\ n 1 : an opening in which to insert the
thumb 2 : a bole in a wind musical instrument opened or closed
by the thumb
thumb index n ; an index consisting of rounded thumb notches
cut symmetrically on the fore edge of a book and tabs denoting
the letters (as in a dictionary) or sections referred to
ithumb-nail \'tham-,nal, -*na(3)I\ n ; the nail of the thumb
2thumb>nail \,tham-,nal\ adj : brief, concise <r^ sketch)
thumb-print \'th3m-,print\ n ; an impression made by the thumb;
esp ; a print made by the inside of the first joint

thumb-screw \'th3m-,skru\ n 1 : a screw having a flat-sided or
knurled head so that it may be turned by the thumb and forefinger
2 : an instrument of torture for compressing the thumb by a screw

thumb-tack \-,tak\ n : a tack with a broad flat head for pressing
into a board with the thumb
Uhump \*th3mp\ vb [imit.] vt 1 ; to strike or beat with or as if

with something thick or heavy so as to cause a dull sound 2 : pound,
KNOCK 3 : CUDGEL, THRASH '^ vi I Xo inflict or emit a thump
2thump n ; a blow or knock with or as if with something blunt or
heavy; also ; the sound made by such a blow
thump-ing adj [thumping, prp. of Uhump} ; impressively large,
great, or excellent (a '^ majority)
ithun-der \'thsn-d3r\ n [ME thoner, thunder, fr. OE thunor; akin
to OHG thenar thunder, L tonare to thunder] 1 a : the sound that
follows a flash of lightning and is caused by sudden expansion of
the air in the path of the electrical discharge b archaic ; a discharge
of lightning ; THUNDERBOLT 2 : a loud utterance or threat 3: bang.
RUMBLE
athunder vb thnn-der-ing \-d(3-)rio\ vi 1 a : to produce thunder— usu. used impersonally <it -^erf) b ; to give forth a sound likened
to thunder ^horses "-ed down the road) 2 : roar, shout -* vt

1 ; to utter loudly : roar 2 : to strike with a sound likened to
thunder — thun-der-er \-d3r-3r\ n

thun-der-bird \'than-d3r-.b3rd\ n : a mythical bird believed by
American Indiansto cause Ughtning and thunder

thun-der-bolt \-,bolt\ n l a : a single discharge of lightning with
the accompanying thunder b : an imaginary elongated mass cast
as a missile to earth in the lightning flash 2 a : a person or thing
likened to lightning in suddenness, effectiveness, or destructive
power b : vehement threatening or censure ; fulmination
thun-der-clap \-,klap\ n 1 : a clap of thunder 2 : something
sharp, loud, or sudden like a clap of thunder

thun-der-cloud \-,klaud\ n : a cloud charged with electricity

and producing lightning and thunder
thnn-der-gust \-,g3st\ n : a thunderstorm vath wind
thun-der-head \-,hed\ n : a rounded mass of cumulus cloud often
appearing before a thunderstorm
thun-der-ing adj {.thundering, prp. of ^thunder} ; awesomely
great, intense, or unusual — thun-der-ing-ly \-d(3-)rir)-le\ adv
thUU-der-OUS \'th3n-d(9-)ras\ adj : producing thunder; also ; mak-
ing or accompanied by a noise like thunder — thun-der*ous-ly
adv

thun.der-peal \'th3n-d3r-,pel\ n : thunderclap
thun-der-show-er \-,shauC-9)r\ n : a shower accompanied by
lightning and thunder

thun-der- stick \-,stik\ n ; bull-roarer
thun-der-stone \-,ston\ n l archaic : thunderbolt lb 2 : any
of various stones (as a meteorite) believed to be a thunderbolt
thun-der-storm \-,st6(3)rm\ n : a storm accompanied by lightning
and thunder

thun-der-strike \-,strTk\ vt 1 archaic ; to strike, blast, or injure
by or as if by lightning 2 : to strike dumb : astonish <he was
thunderstruck at the insolence)

thun.der-stroke \-.str5k\ n : a stroke of or as if of Ughtning with
the attendant thunder

thU-ri-ble \'th(y)ur-a-b3l, 'th3r-\ n [ME turrible, fr. MF thurible,
fr. L thuribulum. fr. thur-^ thus incense, fr. Gk thyos incense,
sacrifice, fr. thyein to sacrifice — more at thyme] : censer

thU-ri-Ier \-a-f3r\ n [NL, fr. L thurijer, adj., incense-buming, fr.

thur-, thus -h 'ijer -iferous] : one who carries a censer in a liturgical

service

Thu-rin-gian \th(y)il-'rin-J(e-)sn\ n 1 ; a member of an ancient
Germanic people whose kingdom was overthrown by the Franks
in the 6th century 2 : a native or inhabitant of Thuringia —
Thuringian adj
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tliurl \'th3r(-3)l\ n [perh. fr. E dial., gaunt] : the hip Joint In cattle

Thurs-day \'th3rz-de\ n [ME, fr. OE ihursdseg, fr. ON ihorsdagr:
akin to OE thunresdkg Thursday, OHG Donares tag: all fr. a
prehistoric NGmc-WGmc compound whose components are rep-
resented by OHG Donar, Germanic god of the sky (fr. ihonar,
donor thunder) and by OHG tag day — more at thunder, day]
: the fifth day of the week — Thurs<days \-dez\ adv

thus \'th3s\ adv [ME, fr. OE; akin to MD dus thus, OE thaet, neut.
demonstrative pron. — more at that] 1 : in this or that manner or
way 2 ; to this degree or extent ; so 3 : because of this or that
: HENCE 4 : as an example
ithwack \'thwak\ vt [imit.] : to strike with or as if with something
flat or heavy : whack
athwaclc n ; a heavy blow : whack
Uhwart \'thw6(3)rt, naut often 'th6(3)rt\ adv [ME thwert, fr. ON
thvert, fr. neut. of thverr transverse, oblique; akin to OHG dwerah
transverse, oblique, L torquere to twist — more at torture]
: athwart

2Uiwait adj : situated or placed across something else : transverse— thwart'ly adv
athwart v/ 1 a : oppose, baffle b ; block, defeat 2 : to pass
through or across syn see frustrate — thwart>er n
4thwart n : a rower's seat extending athwart a boat
thwart>wise \-,wTz\ adv {or adj) : crosswise
thy \(,)thT\ adj [ME thin, thy, fr. OE thin, gen. of thU thou — more
at thou] archaic : of or relating to thee or thyself esp. as possessor
or agent or as object of an action — used sometimes by Friends
esp. among themselves
Thy.es*te>an \thl-'es-te-an\ adj 1 : of or relating to Thyestes

Thy.es-tes \-(,)te2\ n [L, fr. Gk Thyestes'i : a son of Pelops held
in Greek legend to have eaten unwittingly the flesh of his sons

t}iy<la>cine \'thT-l3-,sTn\ n [NL Thylacinus, genus of marsupials,
fr. Gk thylakos sack, pouch] : tasmanian wolf
ithym- or thymo- coniform [ISV, fr. L thymumi : thyme (.thymol}
athym- or thymo- comb Jorm [NL thymus} : thymus ithymic}
<r/jj'monucleic acid)
thyme \'tTm also 'thTm\ n [ME, fr. MF thym, fr. L thymum, fr. Gk
thymon, fr. thyein to make a burnt offering, sacrifice; akin to L
jumus smoke — more at fume] : any of a genus {Thymus) of mints
with small pungent aromatic leaves; esp : a garden herb {T. vul-
garis) used in seasoning and formerly in medicine
-thy.mia \'thT-me-3\ n comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. thymos mind— more at fume] : condition of mind and will <schizo//ij'mifl>

Uhym.ic \'tT-mik, 'thl-\ adj [ISV] : relating to or derived from
thyme <---' acid)
2thy.mic \'thT-mik\ adj : of or relating to the thymus
thy>mol \'thT-,m61, -,m61\ n [ISV] : a crystalline phenol CioHmO
of aromatic odor and antiseptic properties found in thyme oil

or made synthetically and used as a fungicide and preservative
thy.mcnu.cle.ic acid \,thi-m6-n(y)u-,kle-ik-, -,kia-\ n [ISV]

: deoxyribonucleic acid
thy.mus \'thr-m9s\ n [NL. fr. Gk thymos warty excrescence,
thymus] : a glandular structure of largely lymphoid tissue and
uncertain function that is present in the young of most vertebrates
typically in the upper anterior chest or at the base of the neck and
tends to disappear or become rudimentary in the adult
thymy or thyiu.ey \'ti-me also 'thI-\ adj : abounding in or fragrant
with thyme

thyr- or thyro- comb jorm I thyroid} ; thyroid (r^jrotoxicosis)
(thyroxine}

thy.ra.tron \'thT-r3-.tran\ n [fr. Thyratron, a trademark] : a
gas-filled 3-element hot-cathode electron tube in which the grid
controls only the start of a continuous current

ithy-roid \'thTO)r-,6id\ adj [NL rhyroides, h. Gk thyreoeides shields
shaped, thyroid, fr. thyreos shield shaped hke a door. fr. thyra door— more at door] 1 a : of, relating to, or being a large endocrine of
craniate vertebrates lying at the base of the neck and producing an
iodine-containing hormone that affects esp. growth, development,
and metabolic rate h ; suggestive of a disordered thyroid <a '^

personahty) 2 : of, relating to, or being the chief cartilage of the
larynx

^thyroid n 1 : a thyroid gland or cartilage; also : a part (as an
artery or nerve) associated with either of these 2 : a preparation of
mammalian thyroid gland used in treating thyroid disorders

thy>roid>ec>tO>my \,thT-,r6i-'dek-ta-me\ n : surgical removal of
thyroid gland tissue

thy-ro.tox.i.co-sis \,thT-(,)r6-,tak-sa-'k5^s3s\ n [NL] ; hyper-
thyroidism
thy.ro.tro.phin XthT-'ra-trs-fan, .thi-ra-'troA or thy.ro.tro.pin
\-p3n\ n lihyrotrophic, thyrotropic (influencing the activity of the
thyroid gland)] : an anterior pituitary secretion that regulates the
formation and secretion of thyroid hormone
thy.rox.ine or thy.roX'in \thr-'rak-,sen, -sanX n [ISV] ; the active
principle CisHi 1I4NO4 of the thyroid gland used to treat thyroid
disorders

thyrse \'thars\ n [NL thyrsus} : an inflorescence (as in the lilac

and horse chestnut) in which the main axis is racemose and the
secondary and later axes are cymose

thyr.sold X'thar-.soidX adj ; having somewhat the form of a thyrse
<a "-' panicle)

thyr.sus \*th3r-sas\ n, pi thyr-si \-,sT, -,se\ [L, fr. Gk thyrsos}
1 : a staff surmounted by a pine cone or by a bunch of vine or ivy
leaves with grapes or berries that is an attribute of Bacchus and of
satyrs and others engaging in bacchic rites 2 [NL. fr L] : thyrse

thy.sa.uop-ter.an V.thl-sa-'nap-ta-ranX n [deriv. of Gk thysanos
tassel -f- pteron wing — more at feather] : any of an order
(Thysanoptera) of winged insects comprising the thrips — thy-
sanopterau adj — thy<sa-nop>ter>ous \-ras\ adj

thy.sa.nu.ran \,thT-s3-'n(y^ur-3n\ n [deriv. of Gk thysanos tassel
-1- oura tail — more at squirrel] : any of an order (Thysanura)
of wingless insects having projecting caudal bristles and comprising
the bristletails — thysanuian adj— thy>sa>nu-rous \-'a(y)iir-3s\
adj

thy>self \thT-'self\ pron, archaic : yolirself — used sometimes by
Friends esp. among themselves

'ti \'te\ n [Tahitian, Marquesan, Samoan, & Maori] : any of
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several Asiatic and Pacific trees or shrubs (genus Cordyline) of the
lily family with leaves in terminal tufts

2ti n [alter, of si} ; the seventh tone of the diatonic scale in solmiza-
tion

ti.ara \te-'ar-a, -'er-, -'ar-\ n [L, royal Persian headdress, fr. Gk]
1 : the pope's triple crown 2 : a decorative jeweled or flowered
headband or semicircle for formal wear by women
Ti'het.an \ta-'bet-^n\ n 1 a : a member of the Mongoloid native
race of Tibet modified in the west and south by intermixture with
Indian peoples and in the east with Chinese b ; a native or in-
habitant of Tibet 2 : the Tibeto-Burman language of the Tibetan
people — Tibetan adj
Tibetan terrier n : any of a breed of terriers resembling Old
English sheepdogs but having a curled well-fealhered tail

Ti.beto-Bur.man Nta-.bet-o-'bar-msnX n X : a language family of
Asia by some included in Sino-Tibetan 2 : a member of a people
speaking a Tibeto-Burman language

tib-ia \'Ub-e-3\ n, pi tib-i-ae \-e-.e, -e-.T\ also tib.i-as [L]
la: the inner and usu. larger of the two bones of the vertebrate
hind hmb between the knee and ankle b : the fourth joint of the
leg of an insect between the femur and tarsus 2 : an ancient flute
orig. fashioned from an animal's leg bone — tlb>i>al \-e-3l\ adj

tic \'tik\ n [F] : local and habitual spasmodic motion of particular
muscles esp. of the face : twftching

ti.cal \ti-'kal. 'tik-3l\ n, pi ticals or tical [Thai, fr. Malay tikal, a
monetary unit] : baht

tic dou.lou.reux X'uk-.dii-la-'ru, -•r3(r)\ n [F, painful twitch]
: trigeminal neuralgia
lUck \'tik\ n [ME tyke, teke: akin to MHG
zeche tick, Arm tiz} 1 ; any of numerous
bloodsucking arachnids that form a
superfamily (Ixodoidea of the order
Acarina), are larger than the related mites,
attach themselves to warm-blooded verte-
brates to feed, and include important
vectors of infectious diseases 2 : any of
various usu. wingless parasitic dipterous
insects — compare sheep ked

2lick n [ME tek: akin to MHG zic light
push] 1 a : a light rhythmic audible lap
or beat; also : a series of such ticks
b chiefly Brit : the time taken by the tick
of a clock : moment 2 : a small spot or
mark; e^/7 ; one used to direct attention to tick 2: 1 ocellus, 2
something, to check an item on a list, or to capitulum, 3 sense or-
represent a point on a scale gan of tarsus, 4 shield,

3tick v: 1 : to make the sound of a tick or a 5 festoon
series of ticks 2 ; to operate as a func-
tioning mechanism : run (tried to understand what made him '^)
~ vr 1 : to mark with a written tick : check 2 ; to mark, count,
or announce by or as if by ticking beats <a meter ^ing off his cab
fare)

4tick n [ME tike, prob. fr. MD; akin to OHG ziahha tick; both fr. a
prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr L theca cover, fr. Gk theke
case; akin to Gk tithenai to place — more at do] 1 : the fabric case
of a mattress, pillow, or bolster; also : a mattress consisting of a tick

(bought

(

ticked \'tikt\ adj 1 : marked with ticks : flecked 2 of a hair
: banded with two or more colors

tick-er \'tik-3r\ n : somethmg that ticks or produces a ticking
sound: as a : watch b : a telegraphic receiving instrument that
automatically prints off stock quotations or news on a paper ribbon
C slang : heart

ticker tape n : the paper ribbon on which a telegraphic ticker prints
off its information
UiCk<et \'tik-3t\ n [obs. F etiquet (now etiquette), fr MF estiquet,
fr. estiquier to attach, fr. MD steken to stick; akin to OHG siicken
to prick — more at stick] 1 a : a document that serves as a
certificate, hcense, or permit; esp : a mariner's or airman s certifi-

cate b ; TAG, LABEL 2 ; a summons or warning issued to a traffic
offender 3 : a certificate or token showing that a fare or ad-
mission fee has been paid 4 : slate 4b 5 : a slip or card re-
cording a transaction or undertaking or giving instructions

2tickel vt 1 : to attach a ticket to : label; also ; designate 2 : to
furnish with a ticket : book

ticket agency n : an agency selling transportation or theater and
entertainment tickets

ticket agent n : one who acts as an agent of a transportation
company to sell tickets for travel by train, boat, airplane, or bus;
also : one who sells theater and entertainment tickets

ticket oflice n : an office of a transportation company, theatrical
or entertainment enterprise, or ticket agency where tickets are
sold and reservations made

tick-et-ol-leave \,tik-9t-a(v)-'lev\ n, pi tickets-of-leave \-3t-
S3(v)-\ : a hcense or permit formerly given in the United Kingdom
and the British Commonwealth to a convict under imprisonment to
go at large and to labor for himself subject to certain specific condi-
tions

tick fever n 1 : a febrile disease (as Rocky Mountain spotted fever)
transmitted by the bites of ticks 2 : texas fever

tick^lclde \'tik-a-,sTd\ n : an agent used to kill ticks

UiCk.ing \'tik-io\ n [ *tick} : a strong linen or cotton fabric used in
upholstering and as a mattress covering

sticking n i^tick} ; ticked marking on a bird or mammal or on
individual hairs

Uick.le \'Uk-3l\ vb tick-ling \-(s-)Uo\ [ME tlkelen: akin to OE
tinclian to tickle] vi 1 : to have a tingling or prickling sensation
(my back '^s') 2 : to excite the surface nerves to prickle f^ vt

1 a : to excite or stir up agreeably : please b : to provoke to
laughter or merriment : amuse 2 : to touch (as a body part)
lighdy so as to excite the surface nerves and cause imeasiness,
laughter, or spasmodic movements syn see please

2tickle n 1 : something that tickles 2 : a tickling sensation 3 : the
act of dckUng

tick-Ier \-(3-)l3r\ n 1 ; a person or device that tickles 2 : a
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device for jogging the memory; specif ; a file that serves as a re-

minder and is arranged to bring matters to timely attention

tickler coil n ; a small coil connected in series with the plate circuit

of an electron tube and inductively coupled with its grid circuit to
return a part of the amplified signal for repeated amplification

tlck>lish \'tik-(a-)Ush\ adj 1 : sensitive to tickhng 2a:TOUCHY,
OVERSENsrrivE b : easily overturned : unstable <a canoe is -^ to
handle) 3 : requiring deUcate handling : critical <a '^ subject) —
tlcK>Iish<l7 adv — tick* lish 'liess n

tick.seed \'tik-,sed\ n luick] 1 : coreopsis 2 : tick trefoil
tick-tack or tic-tac \'tik-,tak\ n [imit.] 1 : a ticking or tapping
beat Uke that of a clock or watch 2 : a contrivance used by children
to tap on a window from a distance

tick.tack.toe also tic-tac-toe \,tik-,tak-'to\ n itic-tac-toe
(former game in which players with eyes shut brought a pencil
down on a slate marked wiih numbers and scored the number hit) ]

; a game in which two players alternately put crosses and ciphers
in compartments of a figure formed by two verdcal lines crossing
two horizontal lines and each tries to get a row of three crosses
or three ciphers before the opponent does

tick'tock \'tik-'tak, -,tak\ n [imit.] : the ticking sound of a large
clock

tick trefoil n [Uick) : any of various leguminous plants (genua
Desmodium) with trifoholate leaves and rough sticky loments

tid<al \'tTd-=l\ adj 1 : of or relating to tides : periodically rising
and faUing or flowing and ebbing <~ waters) 2 : dependent (as

to arrival or departure) upon the state of the tide — tid-al-ly
\-=l-e\ adv

tidal wave n 1 a : an unusually high sea wave that sometimes
follows an earthquake b : an unusual rise of water alongshore
due to strong winds 2 : something overwhelming (as a sweeping
majority vote or an irresistible impulse)

tid'bit \'tid-,bit\ n [perh. fr. ///- (as in titmouse) + biti 1 : a choice
morsel of food 2 : a choice or pleasing bit (as of news)

tid-dle.dy. winks or tid.dly.wlnks \'tid-'l-(d)e-,wiDfk)s, 'tid-le-

,wiG(k)s\ n pi but sing in constr [prob. fr. E dial, tiddly little] : a
game the object of which is to snap small disks from a flat sur-
face into a small container
Uide \'tTd\ n [ME, time. fr. OE
tid; akin to OHG zU time, Gk
daiesthai to divide] 1 a obs ; a
space of time : period b : a fit

or opportune time : opportunfty
C ; an ecclesiastical anniversary ,-j \

or festival or its season 2 a (1) /'/-^\ \jx
/'"*\

: the alternate rising and falUng Ml© (e) ) (s) ?i fc\ \
of the surface of the ocean and '^S\ * » ^^ J
of water bodies (as gulfs and ^^"v' *.^ '^^^-'
bays) connected with the ocean \ '^^"^ /*
that occurs twice a day and is ^S^'/^/V"'
caused by the gravitational attrac- »~v5J ^H.A
tion of the sun and moon occur- \ ^"^y
ring unequally on different parts ^.. ., ... ^-.^'j ,,, .^
of the earth (2) : a less marked ^^^s 2a(l): Ml and M3 position

rising and falling of an inland of moon at spnng Udes; M2 and
body of water b : flood tide ^^ "^oon at neap tide

3 : something that fluctuates like the tides of the sea : vicissitude
4 a : a flowing stream : curre?^ b : the waters of the ocean
c : flood waters : the overflow of a flooding stream

atide W 1 : to flow as or in a tide : surge 2 : to drift with the tide
esp. in navigating a ship into or out of an anchorage, harbor, or
river — v/ 1 a : to cause to float with the tide b ; to enable to
surmount or endure a difficulty — used with over <the gift tided
him over) <moaey to ~ him over the emergency) 2 : to proceed
along (one's way) by taking advantage of tides

3tide VI [ME tiden, fr. OE tidan: akin to MD tiden to go, come, OB
tid time] archaic : betide, befall

tide<laud \-,Iand, -landX n 1 : land overflowed during flood tide
2 ; land underlying the ocean and lying beyond the low-water
limit of the tide but being within the territorial waters of a nation— often used in pi.

tide<less \-l3s\ adj : having no tides <a '^ sea)
tide>inark \-,mark\ n 1 a : a high-water or sometimes low-water
mark left by tidal water or a flood b : a mark placed to indicate
this point 2 : the point to which something has attained or below
which it has receded

tide table n : a table that indicates the height of the tide at one place
at different times of day throughout one year

lide.wait-er \'[T-,dwat-ar\ n : a customs inspector working on the
docks or aboard ships

tide-wa-ter \'ti-,dw6t-ar, -,dwat-\ n 1 ; water overflowing land
at flood tide; also : water affected by the ebb and flow of the tide
2 : low-lying coastal land

tide«way \'tT-.dwa\ n : a channel in which the tide runs
ti-di.ly \'tid-=l-e\ adv : in a tidy maimer
ti.di.neS3 \'tTd-e-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being tidy
tid.ing \'tTd-io\ n [ME, fr. OE tidung, fr. tidan to betide] ; a
piece of news — usu. used in pi. (good -^s}
Ui.dy \'tTd-e\ arf;IME, fr. tide time] 1 ; properly filled out

:

plump
2 : adequate, satisfactory; also : decent, fair 3 a : neat and
orderly in appearance or habits b : methodical, precise <s^ mind)
4 : large, substantial <a ---' price) syn see neat

2tidy vt : to put in order <'^ up a room) « v/ ; to make things tidy
(.~ing up after supper)

3tidy n 1 : a piece of fancywork used to protect the back, arms, or
headrest of a chair or sofa from wear or soil 2 : a receptacle for
sewing materials or odds and ends

ti'dy.tlps \'tTd-e-,tips\ n pi but sing or pi in constr ; an annual
California composite herb {Layia platyglossa) having yellow-rayed
flower heads often tipped with white

itie \'tT\ n [ME teg, tye, fr. OE teag: akin to ON taug rope, OE
teon to pull — more at tow] 1 a : a line, ribbon or cord used for
fastening, uniting, or drawing something closed; esp : shoelace
b (1) : a structural element (as a beam, rod, or angle) holding two
pieces together : a tension member in a construction (2) : one of
the transverse suppons to which railroad rails are fastened to keep
them to line 2 : something that serves as a connecting link: as
a : a moral or legal obligation to someone or something typically
constituting a restraining power, influence, or duty b ; a bond of
kinship or affection 3 : a curved line that joins two music*! notes

Indicating the same pitch used to denote a single tone sustained
through the time value of the two 4 a : an equahty in number
(as of votes or scores) b ; equahty in a contest; also : a contest
that ends in a draw 5 : a method or style of tying or knotting
6 : something that is knotted or is to be knotted when worn:
as a : necktie b : a low laced shoe : oxford

2tie vb tied; ty-ing \'ti-io\ or tle.ing vt 1 a : to fasten, attach,
or close by means of a tie b : to form a knot or bow in <~ your
scarf) c : to make by tying constituent elements {tied a wreath)
<'^ a fishing fly) 2 a : to unite in marriage b : to unite (musical
notes) by a tie c : to join electrically (two power systems) 3 ; to
restrain from independence or freedom of action or choice ; con-
strain by or as if by authority, influence, agreement, or obligation
4 a : to make or have an equal score with in a contest b : to come
up with something equal to ; equal ~ vi : to make a tie: as a : to
make a bond or connection b ; to make an equal score c : attach
d : to close by means of a tie — tie into ; to attack with vigor

tie.back \'tT-,bak\ n l : a decorative strip or device of cloth,
cord, or metal for draping a curtain to the side of a window 2 ; a
curtain with a tieback — usu. used in pi.

tie in vr : to bring into connection with something relevant: as
a ; to make the final connection of iiied in the new branch pipe-
line) b : to coordinate in such a manner as to produce balance
and unity <the illustrations were cleverly tied in with the text)
c : to use as a tie-in esp. in advertising -~ vi ; to become tied in

tie-in \'tT-,in\ n : something that ties in, relates, or connects
tie-mann.ite \'te-ma-,nrt\ n [G tiemannit, fr. W. Tiemann. 19th
cent. G scientist who discovered it] : a mineral HgSe that consists
of mercuric selenide and occurs in dark gray or nearly black masses
of metallic luster

tie.pin \'tT-,pin\ n : an ornamental straight pin that has usu. a
jeweled head and a sheath for the point and is used to hold the
ends of a necktie in place

itier \'ti(3)r\ n [MF tire rank — more at attire] : a row, rank,
or layer of articles; esp : one of two or more rows arranged one
above another

2tier vt : to place or arrange in tiers — v/ ; to rise in tiers

itierce \'ti(a)rs\ var o/terce
atierce n [ME terce, tierce, fr. MF, fr. fem. of terz, adj., third, fr.

L tertius — more at third] 1 obs : third 1 2 : any of various
units of hquid capacity equal to ^ pipe; esp ; a unit equal to 42
gallons 3 ; a sequence of three playing cards of the same suit

4 : the third of the eight defensive positions in fencing
tier-cel \'ti(3)r-s3l\ n [ME tercel, fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL tertiolus,

fr. dim. of L tertius third] : a male hawk
tiered \'ti(3)rd\ adj : havirig or arranged in tiers, rows, or layers— used chiefly in combination <triple-//ered)

tier table n : a small table or stand with two or more usu. round
tops arranged one above another

tie silk n : a silk fabric of firm resilient pliable texture used for
neckties and for blouses and accessories

tie up v/ 1 ; to attach, fasten, or bind securely; also : to wrap up
and fasten 2 a : to connect closely : join b ; to cause to be
linked so as to depend on something 3 a : to place or invest in
such a manner as to make unavailable for other purposes b : to
restrain from operation or progress (traffic was tied up for miles)
•^ vi 1 : DOCK (the ferry ties up at the south sUp) 2 : to assume
a definite relationship (this ties up with what you were told before)
tie-up \'tT-,3p\ /I 1 a ; a mooring place for a boat b : a cow
stable; also : a space for a single cow in a stable 2 : a suspension
of traffic or business (as by a strike or lockout or a mechanical
breakdown) 3 : connection, association <a helpful financial ^y
UifJ \'tif\ n [origin unknown] : a petty quarrel syn see quarrel
2tifl vi ; to have a minor quarrel
til.fa.ny \'tif-a-ne\ n [prob. fr. obs. F tiphanie Epiphany, fr. LL
theophania, fr. LGk, deriv. of Gk theos god + phainein to show— more at the-, fancy] 1 ; a sheer silk gauze formerly used for
clothing and trimmings 2 ; a plain-weave open-mesh cotton
fabric (as cheesecloth)
Hif.fin \'tif-3n\ n [prob. alter, of tijjing, gerund of obs. E tijj (to
eat between meals)] : a midday meal : luncheon

atiJfin vi : to take tiffin : lunch
tj.ger \'tT-g3r\ n, pi tigers [ME tigre, fr. OE tiger & OF tigre, both
fr. L tigris, fr. Gk, of Iranian origin; akin to Av tighra- pointed;
akin to Gk stizein to tattoo — more at stick ] X pi also tiger a : a
large Asiatic carnivorous mammal {Felis tigris) of the cat family
having a tawny coat transversely striped with black b : any of
several large wildcats (as the jaguar or cougar) c : a domestic
cat with striped pattern d Austral : tasmanian wolf e : any of
several strong vigorous aggressive fishes 2 a : a representation of
a tiger as the emblem of an organization b ojten cap : any of several
organizations having a tiger as emblem 3 : a fierce and blood-
thirsty person or quality (aroused the ~ in him) 4 Brit : a groom
in livery; esp : a young or small groom 6 : a yell often of the word
tiger that ends a round of cheering

tiger beetle n : any of numerous active carnivorous beeties (family
Cicindelidae) having larvae that tunnel in the soil

tiger cat n 1 : any of various wildcats (as the serval, ocelot, or
margay) of moderate size and variegated coloration 2 ; a striped
or sometimes blotched tabby cat

ti.ger.eye \'tT-ga-,rT\ a/^o ti.ger's-eye \-g3r-,zT\ n : a usu. yellow-
brown chatoyant stone that is much used for ornament and is a
sihcified crocidohte

ti'ger.ish \'tT-g(a-)rish\ adj : of, relating to, or resembling a tiger— ti'ger.ish.ly adv — tl.ger.isb.ness n
ti.gei'like \'ti-g3r-,irk\ adj ; having the ways or appearance of a
tiger

tiger lily /l : a common Asiatic garden lily (Lilium tigrinum) having
nodding orange-colored flowers densely spotted with black; also

: any of various lilies with similar flowers
tiger moth n : any of a family (Arctiidae) of stout-bodied moths
usu. with broad striped or spotted wings
Uight \'tTt\ adj [ME, alter, of thight, of Scand origin; akin to ON
thettr tight; akin to MHG d'lhte thick, Skt tanakti it causes to co-
agulate] 1 : of firm compact texture 2 : so close in structure as
not to permit passage of a hquid or gas or Ught <ra ^ roof> 3 a
; fixed very firmly in place loosen a ^ jar cover) b : not slack
or loose : taut (•^ drumhead) <'^ knot) c : fitting usu. too closely
(as for comfort) <~ shoe) 4 : set close together : compact <-^

defensive formation) 6 a : capable, alert, ready b (1) : trim
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<in a <-" corner) 7 a : firm in control (kept a ^ hand on all his
affairs) b : shngy, miserly 8 : evenly contested ; close <'--'

tennis match) 9 ; packed or compressed lo the limit : entirely
full <-- bale) 10 : intoxicated, drunk 11 a : highly condensed
<~ literary style) h : closely spaced <a ~ line of print) 12 a
: scandly supplied or obtainable in proportion to demand {'^
money) ft : characterized by such a scarcity <'--- labor market)
13 oj lumber ; sound and free from checks <logs with '^ hearts)— tight'ly adv — tight>ness n
syn TiGtrr, taut, tense mean drawn or stretched to the limit.

TIGHT commonly impUes close constriction effecting immobihty
or impenetrabihty; taut suggests the pulling of a rope or fabric
until there is no give or slack; tense adds to taut the idea of strain
inhibidng normal functioning syn see in addition drunk

stiglit adv 1 ; tightly, firmly, hard <door was shut ~>
2 : soundly (sleep ---)

tight.en \'tTt-'n\ vb tight-en-ing \'tTt-nio, -'n-io\ vt : to make
tight or tighter -^ vi : to become tight or tighter — tiglit>en>er
\-n ir\ >

tight. fist. ed VtTt-'fis-t3d\ adj : miserly, stingy syn see stingy
tight-lipped \-'lipt\ adj 1 : having the lips closed tight (as in
determination) 2 : taciturn syn see silent
tight-mouthed \-'maiitlid, -'mautht\ adj : closemouthed
tight.rope \'trt-,rop\ n : a rope or wire stretched taut for acrobats
to perform on

tights \'tits\ n pi : skintight garments covering the body from the
neck down or from the waist down

tight>wad \'tit-,wad\ n : a close or miserly person
tight-wire \-.wHa)r\ n : a tightrope made of wire
ti-gon \'tT-g3n\ n iiiger + lion] : a hybrid between a male tiger
and a female hon

ti'gress \'tT-gr3s\_n : a female tiger; also ; a tigerish woman
Ti'gri'nya \t3-'gre-ny3\ n : a Semitic language of northern Ethiopia
tike var oj tyke
ti-Ki \'te-ke\ ;i [Maori & Marquesan] 1 cap ; the creator of man-
kind in Polynesian myth 2 : a wood or stone image of a Polynesian
supernatural power

til \'til\ n [Hindi, fr. Skt tila^ : sesame
til-bury \'til-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ n [ Tilbury, 19th cent. E coach builder]

: a light two-wheeled carriage : gig
til-de \'til-d3\ n [Sp. fr. L tiiulus sign, title] 1 : a mark — placed
esp. over the letter n (as in Spanish senor sir) to denote the sound
\n^\ or over vowels (as in Portuguese irma sister) to indicate
nasality 2 : the mark -« used in logic and mathemadcs to indicate
negaUon

Itile \'tT(a)I\ n [ME, fr. OB
tigele; akin to ON tigl tile;

both fr. a prehistoric WGmc="
NGmc word borrowed fr. L
tegula tile; akin to L tegere to
cover — more at thatch] 1 pi
tiles or tile a : a flat or curved

ti]e55 ta
piece of fired clay, stone, or
concrete used esp. for roofs, floors, or walls and often for orna-
mental work b : a hollow or a semicircular and open earthenware
or concrete piece used in constructing a drain c : a hollow building
unit made or burned clay or shale or of gypsum 2 : tiling 3 : hat;
esp : a high silk hat 4 : a thin piece of resilient material (as an
asphalt composition, cork, linoleum, or rubber) used esp. for cover-
ing floors or walls

2tile vt 1 : to cover with tiles 2 : to install drainage tile in — til-er n
tiie.fish \'ti(3)l-,fish\ n [tile- modif. of NL Lopholatilus, genus
name] : a large violet percoid food fish (Lopholatilus chamaele-
nticeps) of deep waters with a fleshy appendage on the head and
irge round yel.' " " '

_ ..ing \'tT-Uo\
surface of tiles

itill \tn, tal, (Jtil\ prep [ME, fr. OE til; akin to ON til to, till,

OE til good] 1 chiefly Scot : to 2 : until
2tQl Conj : UNTIL
3till \'til\ vt [ME tilien, tillen, fr. OE tilian; akin to OE til good,
suitable, OHG zil goal] : to work by plowing, sowing, and raising
crops from : cultivate — till' able \-3-b3l\ adj

4till \'tii\ n [AF tylle} 1 : a box. drawer, or tray in a cabinet or
chest used esp. for valuables 2 : a money drawer in a store or
bank

still \'til\ n [origin unknown] : unstratified glacial drift consisting
of clay, sand, gravel and boulders intermingled

tilt-age \'til-ij\ n l : the operation of tilling land 2 : cultivated
land

til.land-sia \ts-'lan(d)-ze-3\ n [NL. genus name, fr. Elias Tillands
tl693 Finn botanist] ; any of a very large genus (Tillandsia) of
chiefly epiphytic plants of the pineapple family native to tropical
and subtropical America

itill-er \'tii-3r\ n : one that tills : cultivator
atil-ler \'til-3r\ n [ME titer stock of a crossbow, fr. MF teller, lit

beam of a loom. fr. ML telarium, fr. L tela web — more at toil]
: a lever used to turn the rudder of a boat from side to side

3til.ler n [fr. (assumed) ME, fr. OE telgor, telgra twig, shoot; akin
to OHG zelga twig, Gk daidalos ingeniously formed — more at
CONDOLE] ; SPROUT. ffTALK; esp \ oue from the base of a plant or
from the axils of its lower leaves

4tiller VI tiMer*ing \'tiI-C3-)iiQ\ oj a plant : to put forth tiUers

tiMer-man \'til-3r-man\ n : one in charge of a tiller

itilt \'tilt\ vb [ME tulten, tilten; akin to Sw tulta to waddle] vt
1 ; to cause to slope ; incline 2 a : to point or thrust in or as if

in a tilt (~ a lance) b : to charge against i^ an adversary) ~ vi

1 : to move or shift so as to lean or incline ; slant 2 a : to engage
in a combat with lances : Jousr b ; to make an impetuous attack
<>' at wrongs) — tilt-er n

2tilt n 1 a : a miUtary exercise on horseback in which two com-
batants charging with lances or similar weapons try to unhorse
each other : joust b : a tournament of tilts 2 a ; a verbal contest
between disputants : contention b : speed — used in the phrase
at jull tilt 3 a : the act of tilting ; the state or position of being

tilted bra sloping surface 4 : any of various sports resembling
or suggesting tilting with lances; esp : a water sport in which the
contestants stand on logs or in canoes or boats and thrust with
poles — tilt adj

3tilt n [ME teld, telte tent, canopy, fr. OE teld; a Ifin to OHG zelt
tent] ; a canopy for a wagon, boat, or stall

4tilt vt : to cover or provide with a tilt

tilth \'tUth\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. tilian to till] 1 : cultivation of the
soil 2 : cultivated ]and : tillage 3 : the state of being tilled

tilt-me-ter \'tilt-,mct-3r\ n : an instrument to measure the tilting
of the earth's surface

tilt-yard \'tilt-,yard\ n : a yard or place for tilting

tim-bal \'tim-b3l\ n [F timbale, fr. MF. alter, of tamballe, modif.
of OSp atabal, fr, Ar at-fabl the drum] : kettledrum

tim<bale \'tim-b3l\ n [F, lit., kettledrum] 1 : a creamy mixture (as
of chicken, lobster, cheese, or fish) cooked in a drum-shaped mold
2 ; a small pastry shell filled with a cooked timbale mixture
llim.ber \*tim-b9r\ n [ME, fr. OE, building, wood; akin to OHG
zimbar room, wood, L domus house, Gk demein to build] 1 : grow-
ing trees or their wood ^standing '^) 2 : wood suitable for build-
ing or for carpentry 3 : materl\l, stuff 4 a ; a large squared
or dressed piece of wood ready for use or forming part of a structure
b Brit : ^LUMBER 2a c : a curving frame branching outward from
the keel of a ship and bending upward in a vertical direction that
is usu. composed of several pieces united ; rib — timber adj —
tim-ber>man \-man. -,man\ n

2tiinber vt tim-ber-ing \-b(3-)rio\ : to frame, cover, or support
with timbers

lim-ber-doo.dle \,tim-b3r-'dud-'l\ n ^timber + doodle (cock)]
: the American woodcock

tiin-bered \'tim-b3rd\ adj la: furnished with, made of. or covered
with limber b : having walls framed by exposed timbers 2 ; hav-
ing a specified structuie or constitution 3 : covered with growing
timber ; wooded
tim-ber.head \"tim-b3r-,hed\ n 1 : the top end of a ship's timber
used above the gunwale (as for belaying ropes) 2 : a bollard
bolted to the deck where the end of a timber would come
timber hitch n : a knot used to secure a line to a log or spar
tim*ber*ing \'tim-bi,3-)riQ\ n : a set of timbers : timberwork
tim.ber-land \-b3r-,land\ n : wooded land esp. with marketable
timber

tiin.ber-line \-,ITn\ n : the upper limit of arboreal growth In moun-
tains or high latitudes

timber right n : ownership of standing timber without owner-
ship of the land
tim-ber-work \'tim-bar-,w3rk\ n : a timber construction
tim-bre \'tam-b3r, 'tim-\ n [F. fr. MF, bell struck by a hammer,
fr. OF. drum, fr, MGk tymbanon kettledrum, fr. Gk tympanon— more at tympanum] : the quality given to a sound by its over-
tones; as a : the resonance by which the ear recognizes and identi-
fies a voiced speech sound b : the tone distinctive of a singing
voice or a musical instrument

tim-brel \'tim-br3l\ n [dim. of obs. E timbre tambourine, fr. ME,
fr. OF, drum] ; a small hand dnim or tambourine — tim-brelled
\-br3ld\ adj
Uime \'tTm\ n [ME, fr. OE tlma:
akin to ON timi time. OE tid —
more at tide] la: the measured
or measurable period during which
an action, process, or condition
exists or continues : duration
b : leisure (~ for reading)
2 : the point or period when some-
thing occurs : occasion 3 : an
appointed, fixed, or customary
moment or hour for something to
happen, begin, or end 4 a : an
historical period : age b : a division
of geologic chronology c ; con-
ditions at present or at some
specified period i'^s are hard)
(move with the --5) d : the present (jme 8b: a standard 12-hour

LIFE- dial surrounded by bands totime (issues of the '^) 5 a 1 ^^^, oum^u..«w« xjy u^inuo ^.yj

time b ; a period of apprentice- show equivalent 24-hour time
ship c : a term of military

d : a prison sentence 6 : season 7a: rate of speed : tempo
b : the grouping of tiie beats of music : rhythm 8 a : a moment,
hour, day, or year as indicated by a clock or calendar (what •^ is

it) b : any of various systems (as sidereal or solar) of reckoning
time 9 a : one of a series of recurring instances or repeated actions
(you've been told many '^,s) b p/ ; multipUed instances (five ~j
greater) c : turn (three '--s at bat) 10 : finite as contrasted with
infinite duration 11 : a person's experience during a specified
period or on a particular occasion (a good ~) 12 a : the hours
or days occupied by one's work (make up '—) b : an hourly pay
rate (straight ^y c : wages paid at discharge or resignation
(pick up your -^ and get out) 13 a : the playing time of a game
b : time-out syn see opportunity
stlme vt 1 a : to arrange or set the time of : schedule b ; to regu-
late (a watch) to keep correct time 2 : to set the tempo, speed, or
duration of 3 : to cause to keep time with something 4 : to
determine or record the time, duration, or rate of 5 ; to dispose
(as a mechanical part) so that an action occurs at a desired instant
or in a desired way ^ vi : to keep or beat time : move in time
3time adj 1 a : of or relating to time b ; recording time 2 : timed
to ignite or explode at a specific moment (^ charge) 3 a ; payable
on a specified future day or a certain length of time after presenta-
tion for acceptance b : based on installment payments <r^ sale)

time and a hall n : payment of a worker (as for overtime or holiday
work) at one and a half times his regular wage rate
time bill n : a bill of exchange payable at a definite future time
time capsule n : a container holding historical records or objects
representative of current culture that is deposited (as in a corner-
stone) for preservation until discovery by some future age

time card n ; a card used witli a time clock to record an employee's
starting and quitting times each day or on each job

time chart n ; a chart showing the standard times in various parts
of the worid with reference to a specified time at a specified place
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time clock n : a clock that stamps an employee's starting and quit-

ting times on his time card
time-con•summing \'tIm-ksn-'su-mlo\ ad} 1 : using or taking up
a great deal of time <'^ chores) 2 : wasteful of time <'^ tactics)

timed \'timd\ adj 1 ; made to occur at or in a set time <a ~ ex-
plosion) 2 : done or taking place at a time of a specified sort

(an ill-timed arrival)

time deposit n : a bank deposit payable a specified number of days
after deposit or upon advance notice to the bank

lime dralt n : a draft payable a specified number of days after

date of the draft or presentation to the drawee
time exposure n ; exposure of a photographic film for a definite

time usu. of more than one half second; also : a photograph taken
by such exposure
time-hon-ored \'tl-,man-ard\ adj : honored because of age or
long usage

time immemorial n 1 ; a time antedating a period legally fixed

as the basis for a custom or right 2 : time so long past as to be
indefinite in history or tradition — called also time out oj mind
time-beep-er \*tim-,ke-p3r\ n 1 : timepiece 2 ; a clerk who keeps
records of the time worked by employees 3 : one appointed to
mark and announce the time in an athletic game or contest— time-
Keep'ing \-pio\ "

time killer n l : a person with time on his hands 2 : something
that passes the time : diversion
time-lapse \-,laps\ adj : of, relating to, or constituting a motion
picture made so that when projected a slow action (as the opening
of a flower budi appears to be speeded up

time>less \'tTm-l35\ adj 1 archaic : premature, iwtimely 2 a
: having no beginning or end ; unending b : not restricted to a
particular time or date : dateless 3 : not affected by time : age-
less — time-less-ly adv — time-less-ness n

time-li.ness \-le-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being timely
time loan n : a loan with a definite maturity date
time lock n ; a lock controlled by clockwork to prevent Its being
opened before a set time
Uime.ly \'tim-le\ adv 1 archaic : eably, soon 2 : In time : op-
portunely
2timely adj 1 ; coming early or at the right time : opportune
2 : appropriate or adapted to the times or the occasion <a ~ book)
syn see seasonable

time money n : money loaned or available to be loaned for a speci-
fied period of time

time note n ; a note payable at a specified time
time.ous \'tT-m3s\ adj : timely — lime-ous^ly adv
time-out VtT-'maut\ n ; a suspension of play in an athletic game
time-piece \'tTm-,pes\ n : a device (as a clock or watch) to measure
or show progress of lime
time.pleas. er \-.ple-z3r\ n, obs : timeserver
tim-er \'ti-m3r\ n : one that times: as a : timepiece; esp : a stop-
watch for timing races b : timekeeper c ; a device in the Ignition
system of an internal-combustion engine that causes the spark to
be produced in the cylinder at the correct time d : a device (as a
clock) that indicates by an audible signal the end of an interval
of time or that automatically starts or stops a device at predeter-
mined times
times \,tTmz, tamzV prep : multiplied by <two -^ two Is four)
time-sav.er \'tTm-,sa-v3r\ n : something that saves time
time.saV'ing X-vigX adj : intended or serving to expedite something
<a '--' device)

time-serv.er \-,s3r-vsr\ n : a person obsequious to tne manners of
his time or to his superiors — time.serv.ing \-vio\ adj or n
time sheet n 1 : a sheet for recording the time of arrival and
departure of workers and for recording the amount of time spent
on each job 2 : a sheet for summarizing hours worked by each
worker during a pay period

time signature n : a fractional sign placed just after the key sig-
nature whose denominator indicates ttie kind of note (as a quarter
note) taken as the time unit for the beat and whose numerator
indicates the number of these to the measure
time.ta.hle \'tTm-,ta-b3l\ n l ; a table of departure and arrival
times of trains, buses, or airplanes 2 : a schedule showing a
plarmed order or sequence
tmie.work \-,w3rk\ n ; work paid for at a standard rate for the
hour or the day — time-work. er n

time.worn \-,wo(3)m, -,w6(a)m\ adj 1 : worn or impaired by
time 2 a : age-old, ancient b : hackneyed, stale <a -^ joke)

time zone n : a geographical region within which the same standard

tim.id \"tim-ad\ adj [L timidus, fr. limere to fear] : lacking in
courage or self-confidence : fearful — ti-mid.i-ty \t3-'mid-at-c\
n — tim.id.ly \*tim-3d-le\ adv — tim.id.ness n
syn timorous: timid implies fearfulness of ven^Jring into the
unknown or the uncertain; timorous implies a habitual domination
by fear and a shrinking from decision or independence of action
tim.ing n 1 ; selection for maximum effect of the precise moment
for beginning or doing something 2 : observation and recording
(as by a stopwatch) of the elapsed time of an act, action, or process

ti-moc-ra-cy \ti-'raak-r3-se\ n [MF lymocracie, fr. ML timocratia,
fr. Gk limokratia, fr. time price, v^ue, honor + -kratia -cracy— more at pain ] ; government based on wealth or on love of honor— ti-mo-crat-ic \,tr-m3-'krat-ik\ adj— ti-mo.crat-i.cal \-i-k3l\
adj
tim-o-rous \'tim-(3-)r3s\ ad} [ME, fr. MF timoureus. fr. ML
timorosus, fr. L timer fear, fr. timere to fear] 1 : of a timid disposi-
tion ; afraid 2 : expressing or suggesting timidity <a -^ bearing)
syn see TIMID — tira.o.rous.ly adv — tim.o.rous.ness n

tim.o.thy \'tim-a-the\ n [prob. after Timothy Hanson, 1 8th cent.
Am farmer said to have introduced it from New England to the
southern states] : a European grass {Phleum pratense) with long
cylindrical spikes widely grown for hay

Tim.o.thy \'Um-3-the\ n [L Timotheus, fr. Gk Timotheos'i : a
disciple of the apostle Paul

tim.pa.ni \'tim-p3-ne\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [It, pi. of timpano
kettledrum, fr. L tympanum drum — more at tympanum] ; a set of
two or three kettledrums played by one performer in an orchestra or
band — tim.pa-nist \-n3st\ n

Itin Vtin\ n, ojten attrib [ME. fr, OE; akin to OHG zin tin] 1 : a
soft faintly bluish white lustrous low-raelUng crystalline metalUc
element that is malleable and ductile at ordinary temperatures and

that is used as a protective coating in tinfoil and In soft solders and
alloys — see element table 2 a : a box, can, pan, vessel, or a sheet
made of tinplate b chiejly Brit : a vacuum-sealed can holding food

2tin vr tinned; tin.ning 1 ; to cover or plate with tin or a tin alloy
2 chiejly Brit : to put up or pack in tins ; can

tin.a.mou \'tin-a-,mii\ n [F, fr. Galibi tinamu} I any of a family
(Tinamidae) of So. American game birds resembling gallinaceous
birds in habits but related to the ralite birds

tin.cal \'tio-k3l\ n [Malay tingkal] : crude native borax
tin can n, slang ; destroyer 2
itinct \'tii3(k)t\ adj [L linctus, pp.] : tinged, tinted
2tinCt n : TINCTURE, TINGE
tincto.ri.al \tiqk-'t6r-e-3l, -'tbr-X adj [L tinctorius. fr. tinctus,

pD.] : of or relating to colors or to dyeing or staining; also l impart-
ing color — tlnC'to.ri.al.ly \-e-3-Ie\ adv
itincture \'tio(k)-ch3r\ n [ME, fr. L tinctura act of dyeing, fr.

tinctus, pp. of tingere to tinge] 1 a : a substance that colors, dyes,
or stains h : color, tint 2 a : a characteristic quality ; cast b ; a
slight admixture : trace 3 obs : an active principle or extract
4 : a heraldic metal, color, or fur 6 : a solution of a medicinal
substance in an alcohohc menstruum

atinctnre vt tinctur.ing \'tir)(k)-cha-ri]3, -shrio\ 1 : to tint or
stain with a color ; tinge 2 ; to infuse or instill with a property or
entity : impregnate

tin.der \'tin-dar\ n [ME, fr. OE tynder: akin to OHG zuntra tinder,

OE tendan to kindle] : a very flammable substance adaptable for
use as kindling — tin.dery \-d(3-)re\ adj

tin-der.box \'tin-d3r-,baks\ n 1 a : a metal box for holding tinder
and usu. a flint and steel for striking a spark b : a highly inflam-
mable object or place 2 : a person or thing containing poten-
tialities for esp. sudden strife or conflict

itine \'tTn\ n [ME tind, fr. OE; akin to OHG zinl point, tine]

1 ; slender pointed projecting part : prong 2 : a pointed branch
of an antler

2tine vb lined \'tTnd\ or tint \'tint\ tin-ing \'ti-nio\ [ME tinen,

of Scand origin; akin to ON tyna to lose, destroy; akin to ON
tjon injury — more at teen] vt, dial Brit ; lose ** vi, dial Brit : to
become lost

tin.ea \'tin-e-3\ n [ME, fr. ML, fr. L, worm, moth] : any of
several fungous diseases of the skin; esp i ringworm — tin-e>al
\-e-5l\ adj

tin lish n, slang : torpedo
tin.foil \'tin-,foil\ n 1 : a thin metal sheeting usu. of aluminum or
tin-lead alloy 2 : silver paper
Uing \'tio\ vb [ME tingen, of imit. origin] vt : to cause to make a
ting ^ vi I to sound with a ting

2ting n : a high-pitched sound (as made by a hght stroke on a glass)

itinge Vtinj\ vt tinged; tinge.ing or ting.ing \'tin-jir)\ [ME
tingen, fr. L tingere to dip, moisten, tinge; akin to OHG dunkon to
dip, Gk tengein to moisten] 1 a ; to color with a slight shade or
stain : tint h ; to affect or modify with a sUght odor or taste

2 : to affect or modify in character
2tinge n 1 : a slight staining or suffusing shade or color 2 : an
affective or modifying property or influence : touch syn see color

tin.gle \'tiD-g3l\ VI tin.gling \-g(3-)lir)\ [ME tinglen, alter, of
tinklen to tinkle, tingle] 1 a : to feel a ringing, stinging, pricking, or
thrilling sensation h : to cause such a sensation 2 : tinklb
— tingle n

tin hat n : a metal helmet
tin.hom \'tin-,h6(3)m\ n ; a pretentious or boastful person or
gambler with Uttle money, power, or abihty

ti.ni-ly \'tln-^l-e\ adv : in the manner of something tiny

ti>ni>nes5 VtT-ne-nss\ n : the quality or state of being tiny
itin.ker \'tir]-k9r\ n [ME tinkere\ lata usu. itinerant mender of
household utensils b : an imskillful mender ; bungler 2 : any of
several small fishes; esp : a young mackerel

atinker vb lin-ker-ing \-k(s-)rio\ vi : to work in the maimer of a
tinker; esp l to repair or adjust something in an unskilled or
experimental maimer '- vl : to repair, adjust, or experiment with
— tin-ker.er \-k3r-3r\ n

tinker's damn or tinker's dam n [prob. fr. the tinkers' reputation
for blasphemy] ; something absolutely worthless

ttin-kle X'tiQ-ksIX vb tin-kling \-k(3-)Ii!D\ [ME tinklen, freq. of
tinken to tinkle, of imit. origin] vi : to make or emit a tinkle « vt

1 : to sound or make known (the time) by a tinkle 2 a : to cause
to make a tinkle b ; to produce by tinkhng <«- a tune)

atinkle n l : a series of short high ringing or chnking sounds 2 S a
jingling effect m repetitious verse or empty prose
tin.kly \'tio-k(3-)le\ adj : tinkung
tin.man \'tin-m3n\ n : tinsmtth
tin.ner \'tin-3r\ n 1 : a tin miner 2 : tinsmtth
tin.ni.ly \'tin-'l-e\ adv : in a tirmy manner : with a tinny sound
tin.nj.ness \'tin-e-n3s\ n : the quahiy or state of being tinny

tin.ni.tus Xts-'nlt-sSf -'net-\ n [L. ringing, tinnitus, fr. tinnitus, pp.
of tinnire to ring, of imit. origin] : a sensation of noise (as a ringmg
or roaring) that is purely subjective

tin-ny \'tin-e\ adj 1 ; of, abounding in, or yielding tin 2 : resem-
bling tin: a : ught, cheap b : thin in tone <a "- voice)

Tin Pan Alley n : a district occupied chiefly by composers or pub-
lishers of popular music; also : the body of such composers or
publishers

tin.plate \'tin-'plat\ n : thin sheet iron or steel coated with tin

tin-plate vr : to plate or coat (as a metal sheet) with tin

itin-sel \*tin(t)-sal also 'tin-Z3l\ n [MF esiincelle, etincelle spark*
glitter, spangle — more at stenol] 1 : a thread, strip, or sheet of
metal, paper, or plastic used to produce a gUttering and sparkling
appearance in fabrics, yams, or decorations 2 : something super-
ficially attractive or glamorous but of Uttle real worth

3tinsel adj 1 : made of or covered with tinsel 2 : cheaply gaudy

with or as if with tinsel 2 : to impart a specious brightness to

tln.sel'ly \'tin(t)-s(s-)le, 'tin-za-le\ adj ; tinseled
tin.smitll \'tin-,smith\ n : a worker who makes or repairs things of
metal (as tin)

tin spirit n ; a solution of various tin compounds used as a mordant
tin*stone \"tin-,st6n\ n : CASsrrEBTrE
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itint \'tiiit\ n [alter, of earlier tinct, fr. L tinctus act of dy'elngi fr.

tinctus, pp. of tingere to tinge] 1 a : a usu. slight or pale coloration
: HUE b ; any of various lighter or darker shades of a color
: TINGE 2 : a variation of a color produced by adding white to it

and characterized by a low saturation with relatively high lightness
3 : a usu. slight modifying quahty or characteristic 4 : a shaded
effect in engraving produced by fine parallel lines close together
6 ; a panel of light color serving as background 6 : dye for the
hair syn see color — tint>er n

stint vt ; to impart or apply a tint to : color
tint-ing n 1 : the act or process of one that tints 2 : the engraved
or colored tint produced by tinting

tin>tin-nab>u*lary \,tin-ta-'nab-ys-,ler-e\ adj [L tintinnabulum
bell] : of, relating to, or characterized by bells or their sounds

tin.tin.nab.u.la-tion X.tin-ta-.nab-ya-'la-shanV n [L tintinnabulum
bell, fr. tintinnare to ring, jingle, of imit. origin] 1 ; the ringing or
sounding of bells 2 : a jingling or tinkling sound as if of bells

tint-less \'tint-]as\ adj : having no tints : lacking color
tint-om-e>ter \tint-'am-3t-3r\ n : an apparatus for the determina-
tion of colors by comparison with arbitrary standards

tin.type \'tin-,trp\ n ; ferrotype l

tin.ware \-,wa(3)r, -,we(a)r\ n : articles made of tinplate
tin*work \-,w3rk\ n l : work in tin 2 pi but sing or pi in constr

: an establishment where tin is smelted, rolled, or otherwise
worked

ti-ny \'tT-ne\ adj [alter, of ME tine'\ : very small or diminutive
: MINUTE syu see small

itip \'tip\ n [ME; akin to MHG zip! tip, OE tseppa tap — more at
tap] 1 : the usu. pointed end of something 2 : a small piece or
part serving as an end, cap, or point — tipped \'tipt\ adj

atip vt tipped; tip<ping 1 a ; to furnish with a tip b (1) : to cover
or adorn the tip of (2) : to blend (furs) for improved appearance
by brushing the tips of the hair with dye 2 : to affix (an insert) in a
book — often used with in 3 : to remove the ends of <'^ raspber-
ries)

3tip vb tipped; tlp>ping [ME tipen'[ vt 1 ; overturn, upset
2 : CANT, tilt "^ vi 1 ; to become tipped : topple 2 : lean,
SLANT

4tip n 1 : the act or an instance of tipping : tilt 2 ; a place for
depositing something (as rubbish) by tipping or dumping

5tip vb tipped; tip<ping [akin to LG tippen to tap] vt 1 : to strike
lightly : TAP 2 ; to hit (a baseball) a dancing blow with the edge
of the bat -^ vi ; tiptoe

6tip vb tipped; tip»ping [perh. fr. ^tip} vt 1 : give, present 2 : to
give a gratuity to ~ vi : to bestow a gratuity

'tip n : a gift or small sum of money tendered for a service performed
or anticipated ; gratuity

«tip n [perh. fr. s/ip] i ; an item of expert or authoritative informa-
tion 2 ; a piece of advance or confidential information given by
one thouglit to have access to special or inside sources

9tip vt tipped; tip-ping 1 : to impart a piece of information or
advice about or to 2 : to mention as a prospective winner or
profitable investment

tip-cart \'tip-,kan\ n : a cart whose body can be tipped on the
frame to empty its contents

tip-cat \-,kat\ n [s/ip] ; a game in which one player using a bat
strikes lightly a tapered wooden peg and as it flies up strikes it

again to drive it as far as possible while fielders try to recover it;

also ; the peg used in this game
ti-pi \'te-(,)pe\ var o/ TEPEE
lip-Oil \'tip-,6f\ n [srip] : warning, tip
tip-per \'tip-ar\ n : one that tips
tip-pet \'tip-at\ n [ME tipet^ 1 : a long hanging end of cloth at-
tached to a sleeve, cap, or hood 2 : a shoulder cape of fur or cloth
often with hanging ends 3 : a long black scarf worn over the robe
by Anglican and Episcopal clergymen

itip-ple \'tip-3l\ vb tlp-pling \-(3-)Iio\ [back-formation fr. obs.
tippler (barkeeper)] vt ; to drink (intoxicating hquor) esp. con-
tinuously in small amounts -« vi : to drink intoxicating liquor esp.
by habit or to excess — tip-pier \-(a-)l3r\ n

stipple n ; an intoxicating beverage : drink
atipple n [E dial, tipple to tip over, freq. of E tipl 1 : an apparatus
by which loaded cars are emptied by tipping 2 ; the place where
tipping is done; speclj : a coal-screening plant

tip-Si-ly \'tip-s3-!e\ adv : in a tipsy manner : unsteadily
tip>Si-ness \-se-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being tipsy
tip-Stall \'tip-,staf\ n, pi tip-staves \-,stavz, -,stavz\ [obs. tip'

stafj (staff tipped with metal)] ; an officer who bears a staff (as a
constable or bailiff)

tip-Ster \'tip-st9r\ n : one who gives or sells tips esp. for gambling
or speculation

tip-Stock \'tip-,stak\ n Vtip"] : the detachable or movable forepart
of a gunstock that lies beneath the barrel and forms a hold for the
left hand

tip-sy \'tip-se\ adj [nip + -sy (as in tricksy)^ 1 : unsteady, stag-
gering, or foolish from the effects of alcohol ; fuddled 2 : un-
steady, askew <a ~ angle) syn see drunk

itip-toe \'tip-,t6, -'to\ n : the tip of a toe; also : the ends of the toes— on tiptoe ; aroused, alert
atiptoe adv : on or as if on tiptoe

3tlptoe adj 1 : standing or walking on or as if on tiptoe 2 : cau-
tious, STEALTHY
4tiptoe vi : to stand, raise oneself, or walk or proceed on or as if on
tiptoe

itip-top \'tip-'tap, -,tap\ n Vtip + topi I the highest point : SUMMTT
2tip-tOp adj I EXCELLENT, FIRST-RATE
3tip-top adv : very well
ti-rade \tT-'rad, tT(9)r-,ad\ n [F. shot, tirade, fr. MF, fr. Olt tirata,
fr. tirare to draw, shoot; akin to Sp & Pg tirar to draw, shoot, OF
tirerl : a protracted speech usu. marked by intemperate, vitupera-
tive, or harshly censorious language

llire \'ti(3)r\ vb [ME tyren, fr. OE teorian, tprian"] vi : to become
weary '^ vt 1 : to exhaust or greatly decrease the physical strength
of : FATIGUE 2 : to wear out the patience of : bore completely
syn TIRE, WEARY, FATIGUE, EXHAUST, JADE, FAG mean to make or

become unable or unwilling to continue, tire implies a draining of

one's strength or patience; weary stresses tiring until one is unable
to endure more of the same thing; fatigue suggests causing great
lassitude through excessive strain or undue effort; exhaust implies
complete draining of strength by hard exertion; jade suggests the
loss of all freshness and eagerness; fag implies a drooping with

I woman's head-

fatigue
2tire n [ME, short for attire} 1 obs : attire
band or hair ornament

atire vt l obs : attire 2 : to dress (the hair)
4tire n [ME, prob. fr. ^nVe] l : a metal hoop forming the tread of a
wheel 2 a ; a continuous solid or
pneumatic rubber cushion encircling a « n a
wheel usu. consisting when pneumatic
of an external rubber-and-fabric
covering containing and protecting
from injury an air-filled inner tube
b : the external rubber-and-fabric
covering of a pneumatic tire

tired \'ti(3)rd\ adj 1 : fatigued,
weary 2 : hackneyed — tired-ly
adv — tired- ness n

tire-less \'tT(3)r-l3s\ adj ; untiring, cross section cutaway of
indefatigable — tire-less-Iy adv fabnc Ure 2a I bead,— tire-less-ness n_ 2 sidewall, 3 breaker

Ti-re-Si-as \ti-'re-se-3s, -ze-\ n [L, fr. strip, 4 cushion, 5 carcass.
Gk Teiresias] : a blind Theban sooth- 6 tread
sayer given knowledge of future events
and of the language of birds by Athena

tire-some \'tT(9)r-s3m\ adj : wearisome, tedious — tire-some-Iy
adv — tire-some-ness n
tire.wom-an \-,wum-3n\ n [znVe] : a lady's maid
tir-ing-house \'ti-rio-,haus\ n Vtire] ; a section of a theater
reserved for the actors and used esp. for dressing and preparing

e] ; a dressing room esp.

for stage entrances
tir-ing-room \'tr-rio-,rUm, -,rum\ i

in a theater
tirl \'t3rl\ vb [alter, of ^triW] vi, chiejly Scot ; to make a rattling
sound (as with a door latch) <— vr, chiejly Scot : twirl

tiro var oj tyro
ti-sane \ti-'zan, -'zan\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L ptisana. fr. Gk pf/ra/ie,
lit., crushed barley] : an infusion (as of dried leaves or flowers)
used as a beverage or for mildly medicinal effects

Tish-ah-b'Ab \'tish-3-,bav, -,b6v\ n [Heb tish'ah be Ahh ninth in
Ab] : a Jewish holiday observed with fasting on the 9th of Ab in
commemoration of the destruction of the temples at Jerusalem

Tish-ri \'tish-re\ n [Heb tishrU : the 1st month of the civil year or
the 7th month of the ecclesiastical year in the Jewish calendar

lis-sue \*tish-(,)ii, 'tish-s-w. chiejly Brit 'tis-(.)yu\ n [ME tissu^

a rich fabric, fr. OF, fr. pp. of tistre to weave, fr, L texere — more
at TECHNICAL] 1 a : a fine lightweight often sheer fabric b : an
intricate number of things 2 : a piece of soft absorbent tissue
paper used esp. as a handkerchief or for removing cosmetics 3 ; an
aggregate of cells usu. of a particular kind together with their inter-
cellular substance that form one of the structural materials of a
plant or an animal

tissue paper n : a thin gauzy paper used variously (as to protect
engravings in books or to wrap delicate articles)

itit \'tit\ n [ME, fr. OE] : teat
2tit n [tit- (as in titmouse)'\ ; a small or inferior horse
3tit n : tttmouse; broadly : any of various small plump often long*
tailed birds

ti-tan \'tTt-'n\ n [Gk] 1 cap : one of a family of giants and
children of Uranus and Gaea overthrown by the Olympian gods
2 : one gigantic in size or power

Titan adj : tttanic
titan- or titano- comb jorm [NL titanium} : titanium <ri/anate>
ti-ta<nate \'tTt-'n-,at\ n 1 : any of various multiple oxides of
titanium dioxide with other metallic oxides 2 : a titanium ester

ti-tan-ess \*tTt-'n-as\ n, ojten cap : a female titan

Ti-ta-nia Xta-'tan-ya, -'tan-; tT-'tan-\ n : the wife of Oberon and
queen of the fairies in Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream
Ui-tan-ic \tT-'tan-ik also t3-\ adj 1 cap : of, relating to, or resem-
bling the Titans 2 : of great magnitude, force, or power ; co-
lossal

2ti-ta-nic \ti-'tan-ik, ta-, -'ta-nikX adj : of, relating to, or containing
titanium esp. when tetravalent

titanic acid n : any of various amorphous weakly acid substances
that are hydrates of titanium dioxide

ti-tan-i-cal-ly \tT-'tan-i-k(a-)le also ta-\ adv : in a titanic manner
tl-ta-nif-er-ous \,tit-=n-'if-(9-)r5s, t3-,ta-'nif-\ adj ; containing or
yielding titanium

ti-tan-ism \'tTt-'n-,iz-sm\ n, ojten cap : spirit characteristic of a
Titan; esp X defiance of and revolt against social or artistic con-
ventions

ti-ta-ni'Um XtT-'ta-ne-am, ta- also -'tan-e-\ n [NL, fr. Gk Titan}
: a silvery gray light strong metallic element found combined in
ilmenite and rutile and used in alloys (as steel) — see element table

titanium dioxide n : an oxide TiO^ of titanium found esp. in rutile
or ilmenite and used esp. as a pigment

titaniiun white n : titanium dioxide used as a pigment
ti-tano-saur \tT-'tan-3-,s6(3)r\ n [NL Titanosaurus, genus of
dinosaurs, fr. Gk Titan + -o- + saurus lizard — more at saurian]
; any of a genus (Titanosaurus) of large herbivorous Cretaceous
dmosaurs mostly of the southern hemisphere

ti-ta-nous \tT-'tan-3s, t3-, -'tan-; 'tTt-'n-\ adj [ISV] : of, relating
to, or derived from titanium esp. when tnvalent

tit-bit \'tit-,bit\ var oj tidbit
ti-ter or li-tre \'tTt-3r\ n [F titre title, proportion of gold or silver
in a coin, fr. OF title inscription, title] ; the strength of a solution
or the concentration of a substance in solution as determined by
titration

tit lor tat \.tit-f3r-'tat\ [alter, of eariier tipjor tap, fr. tip (blow) +
jar + tap} z an equivalent given in return (as for an injury) : re-
taliation
tith-able \'tT-t^a-b3l\ adj : subject or liable to payment of tithes

'tithe \'tTtli\ vb [ME tithen, fr. OE teogothian, fr. teogotha tenth] vt

e abut; » kitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;
J joke; jT) sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; til tliin; tb tliis;

ai^ out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

:; 11 loot; u foot; y yet; yil few; yu furious; zh vision
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1 : to pay or give a tenth part of esp. for the support of the church
2 : to levy a tithe on ^ vi t to pay tithe — tith-er n

atithe n [ME, fr. OE teogotha tenth; akin to MLG tegede tenth; both
fr. a prehistoric WGmc derivative of the word represented by OE
tien ten — more at ten] 1 : a tenth part paid in kind or money as a
voluntary contribution or as a tax esp. for the support of a religious
establishment 2 : the obligation represented by individual tithes— usu. used without article 3 a : tenth b : a small part 4 ; a
small tax or levy

tith'ing \'tT-lhio\ " tME, fr. OE teothung, fr. teogothian, teothian
to tiihe, take one tenth] : a small administrative division preserved
in parts of England apparently orig. consisting of ten men with
their families

Ti'tho-nus \t3-'tho-n3s\ n [L, fr. Gk Tiihonos} : a son of Laomedon
granted immortality but not immortal youth by the gods and finally

transformed into a grasshopper
iti.ti \'tT-,tT, 'tTt-,T\ n [prob. fr. Timucua] : a tree (Cliftonia
monophylla of the family Cyrillaceae) of the southern U.S. with
glossy leaves and racemes of fragrant white flowers; also : any of
several trees of a related genus {Cyrilla)

2ti.ti \ti-'te\ n [Sp tit'i, fr. Aymara tiii, lit., little cat] : any of
various small So. American monkeys (genus Callicebus) resembling
squirrel monkeys

ti'tian \'tish-an\ adj, ojten cap [Titian tlS76 It painter] : of a
brownish orange color

tit-il.late \'tit-n-,at\ vt [L titillatus, pp. of titillarel 1 : tickle
2 : to excite pleasurably — tit>il<la<tion \,tit-''I-'a-sh3n\ n— tit-iMa-tive Vtit-'l-,at-iv\ adj

Ul'i-vate or tit-U-vate \'tit-3-.vat\ vb [perh. fr. uidy + -vote (as

in renovate)] : to dress up ; spruce up : smarten — tlt-i*va*tion
\,tit-3-'va-shan\ n

tltUarlf \'tit-,lark\ n Itit- (as in titmouse) + lark] : pipit
iti.tle \'tTt-n\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L titulus inscription, title] 1 a lobs
: inscription b ; written material introduced into a motion picture
or television program to give credits, explain an action, or represent
dialogue 2a: the union of all the elements constituting legal
ownership b : something that constitutes a legally just cause of
exclusive possession <a good '-«> c : the Instrument (as a deed)
that is evidence of a right 3 a : something that justifies or sub-
stantiates a claim h ; an alleged or recognized right 4 a : a
descriptive or general heading (as of a chapter in a book) b ; the
heading which names an act or statute c : the heading of a legal

action or proceeding 5a: the distinguishing name of a written,
printed, or filmed production b : a similar distinguishing name of a
musical composition or a work of art 6 ; a descriptive name
; appellation 7 : a division of an instrument, book, or bill; esp
: one larger than a section or article 8 a : an appellation of dignity,
honor, distinction, or preeminence attached to a person or family
by virtue of rank, office, precedent, privilege, attainment, or lands
b : a person holding a title esp. of nobility 9 : a literary work as
distinguished from a particular copy 10 : championship 1 <won
the batting '—

>

atitle vt ti'tling \'tTt-lio. -n-iQ\ : to designate or call by a title

: TERM, STYLE
ti-tled \'trt-nd\ adj : having a title esp. of nobility
title deed n : the deed constituting the evidence of a person's legal
ownership

tl<tle>hold>er \'tTt-'l-,hol-d3r\ n z one that holds a title; specif

title page n : a page of a book bearing the title and usu. the names
of the author and publisher and the place and sometimes date of
publicaUon

tl'tliSt \'tTt-'l-3St, 'tlt-lsStX n rTTTLEHOLDER
tlt-mouse \'tit-,maus\ n, pi tit>mic6 \-,mTs\ [ME titmose fr.

(assumed) ME tit any small object or creature + ME mose tit-

mouse, fr. OE mase: akin to OHG meisa titmouse] : any of nu-
merous small arboreal and insectivorous passerine birds (family
Paridae and esp. genus Parus) related to the nuihaiches but longer
tailed

Ti-to-ism \'tet-(,)6-,i7-9m\ n ; the political, economic, and social
policies associated with Tito; specij ; nationalistic policies and
practices followed by a communist state or group independently of
and often in opposition to the U.S.S.R.

ti>trat*able \'tt-,trat-3-bal\ adj : capable of being titrated <~
acidity)

ti-trate \'tT-,trat\ vb [.titer] vt : to subject to titration ~ v/ : to
perform titration

ti>tra<tion \tT-'tra-sh3n\ n ; a method or the process of determining
the strength of a solution or the concentration of a substance in
solution in terms of the smallest amount of a reagent of known
concentration required to bring about a given effect in reaction with
a known volume of the test solution

ti-tri.met.ric \.tT-tr3-'me-trik\ adj [riVration + -/- + -metric]
: determined by titration — ti.tri'inet-ri.cal-ly \-tri-k(3-)le adv

tit-tat-toe \,ti-.ta(tvt6\ var o/ ticktacktoe
tit.ter \'tit-3r\ VI [imit.] 1 ; to give vent to laughter one is seeking
to suppress 2 : to laugh in a nervous or affected manner esp. at a
high pitch — titter n

tit. tie \'tit-e\ n [prob. baby talk alter, of sister] chiefly Scot
: sister

tit.tle \'tit-n\ n [ME titel fr. ML titulus, fr. L, title] 1 : a point or
small sign used as a diacritical mafk in writing or printing 2 : a
very small part

tit.tle-tat.tle \'tit-'l-,tat-n\ n [redupl. ot^tattle] : gossip, prattle— tittle-tattle vi

itit'tup \'tit-ap\ n [imit. of the sound of a horse's hooves] : lively,

gay, or restless behavior : prance, caper
atittup VI tit.tupped or tit.tuped; tit.tup.ping or tit>tap*ing : to
move in a lively manner often with an exaggerated or affected action
itit-u-Iar \'Uch-(3-)l3r\ adj [L titulus tiUe] 1 a : existing in title

only : nominal b : having the title and usu. the honors belonging
to an office or dignitv without the duties, functions, or responsibili-
ties 2 : bearing a title 3 : of, relating to. or constituting a title— tit.u.lar.ly adv

ititulai n : a person holding a title

titular bishop n : a Roman Catholic bishop with the title of but
without jurisdiction in a defunct see (as in former Christian lands
now under Muslim control)
TiU\'te-(.)ii\n[OE riK- — more at deity] : a god of the sky and of
war in Gennamc mythology

tiz.zy \'tlz-c\ n [origin unknown] : a highly excited and distracted
state of mind
Tlin.git \'tlia-(g)9t, 'tUo-kstv n. pi Tlingit or TUngits 1 a : a
group of Indian peoples of the islands and coast of southern Alaska
b : a member of any of these peoples 2 : a language stock of the
Na-dene phylum
T-man \'te-,man\ n [Treasury man] : a special agent of the U.S.
Treasury Department

tme.siS \(t3-)'me-s3s\ n [LL, fr. Gk tmesis act of cutting, fr.

temnein to cut — more at tome] : separation of parts of a compound
word by the intervention of one or more words (as what place
soever for whatsoever place)

TNT \,te-,en-'te\ n [/rinitro/oluene] : TRiNrrRoroLUENE
ItO \t3(-w), (')tu\ prep [ME, fr. OE to; akin to OHG zuo to, L
donee as long as, until] la — used as a function word to indicate
movement or an action or condition suggestive of movement to-
ward a place, person, or thing reached (drove ~ the city) <went
back '^ his original idea) or a place, person, or thing not reached
or not fully reached (turned his back -^ the door) b — used as a
function word to indicate direction <a mile '^ the south) <a tend-
ency — silliness) c — used as a function word to indicate contact
or proximity d (1 ) ; close against : on (applied polish — the table)
(2) : before and straight at esp. in defiance (tell him "^ his teeth
—Shak.) e (1) — used as a function word to indicate the place or
point that is the far limit (100 miles ~ the nearest town) (2) —
used as a function word to indicate the limit of extent (stripped '^

the waist) 1— used as a function word to indicate relative position
(perpendicular ^ the floor) 2 a — used as a function word to
Indicate purpose, intention, tendency, result, or end b : for the
purpose of : for (came ^ our aid) c : in honor of : with all good
wishes for (drink '^ his health) d — used as a function word to
indicate the result of an action or a process (broken all -— pieces)
(go -^ seed) (2) : with the result of (--^ their surprise, the train
left on time) e — used as a function word to indicate a determined
condition or end (sentenced '---' death) I — used as a function word
to indicate the object of a right or claim (title ~ the property)
3 a — used as a function word to indicate position or relation in
time b : BEFORE (five minutes ^ five) c : till (from eight -^ five)

4 a — used as a function word to indicate addition, attachment,
connection, belonging (the key '^ the door), possession, accom-
paniment, or response b : to the accompaniment of (sang --^ his
guitar) c : in response or reaction to (comes ~ his call) 5— used
as a function word (1) to indicate the extent or degree (as of
completeness or accuracy) (loyal '-" a man) or the extent and result
(as of an action or a condition) (beaten '^ death) (2) to indicate
the last or an intermediate point of a series (moderate '^ cool
temperatures) 6 a — used as a function word (1) to indicate a
relation to one that serves as a standard (2) to indicate similarity,
cortespondence, dissimilarity, or proportion (compared him -^ a
god) b ; in comparison with (inferior '-^ earlier works) c (1) —
used as a function word to indicate agreement or conformity (add
salt -^ taste) (2) : according to (~ my knowledge) d — used as a
function word to indicate a proportion in terms of numbers or
quantities (400 ^ the box) 7 a — used as a function word
(1) to indicate the application of an adjective or a noun ^agreeable
'^ everyone) (attitude -^ friends) (2) to indicate the relation of a
verb to its complement or to a complementary element (refers --^ the
traditions) (refers him -^ the traditions) (3) to indicate the re-

ceiver of an action or the one for which something is done or exists
(spoke •^ his father) (gives a dollar — the man) (the total effect
was a gain "-' reading —Joseph Trenaman) and often used with a
reflexive pronoun to indicate exclusiveness (as of possession) or
separateness (had the house '^ themselves) (thou^t --^ himself)
b : in the opinion of (-« him it seems unnecessary) c : at the
hands of ; through the agency of (falls '-- his opponent's blows)
8 — used as a function word to indicate that the following verb is

an infinitive (wants '^ go) (something -^ do) and often used by
itself at the end of a clause in place of an infinitive suggested by the
preceding context (knows more than he seems ~) (don't want ~>

2to \'tU\ adv la — used as a function word to indicate direction
toward (feathers wrong end '^> (run — and fro) b : close to the
wind (the gale having gone over, we came '^ —R.H.Dana)
2a: into contact esp. with the frame of a door or a window ^the
door snapped '^) b — used as a function word to indicate physical
application or attachment (set '--- his seal) 3 — used as a function
word to indicate application or attention (were hungry and fell '^

with a vengeance) 4 : to a state of consciousness or awareness
(brings her ^ with smelling salts) 6 : at hand ; by (get to see 'em
close '-^ —Richard Llewellyn)
toad \'t6d\ n, ojten attrib [ME tode, fr. OE
tade, tadige] 1 : any of numerous tailless

leaping amphibians (esp. family Bufoni-
dae) that as compared with the related
frogs are generally more tertestrial in
habit though returning to water to lay
their eggs, squatter and shorter in build
and with weaker hindUmbs, and rough,
dry, and warty rather than smooth and
moist of -skin 2 : a contemptible person
or thing

toad.eat.er \-.et-ar\ n : toady
toad.fisb \-,fish\ n : any of various marine fishes (family Batra-
choididae) with jugular pelvic fins, a large thick head, a wide mouth,
and scaleless slimy skin

toad. flax \-,flaks\ n : a common European perennial herb (Linaria

vulgaris) of the figwort family having showy yellow and orange
flowers and being a naturalized weed in much of No. America; also

: any of numerous plants related or similar

toad spit n : cuckoo sprr la — called also toad spittle

toad'Stone \'tod-.ston\ n : a stone or similar object held to have
formed in the head or body of a toad and formerly often worn as a
charm or antidote to poison
toad'Stool \-,stUl\ n : a fungus having an umbrella-shaped pileus

: mushroom; esp : a poisonous or inedible one as distinguished from
an edible mushroom
itoady \'tod-e\ n : one who flatters In the hope of gaining favors

: sycophant
atoady vi : to behave as a toady : engage in sycophancy syn see

FAWN — toady.ism \-,iz-3m\ n
to-and-fro \.tij-3n-'fro\ adj : forward and backward ('^ motion)
(/^ visiting)

toad
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Uoast \'tost\ vb [NfE tosten, fr. MF toster, fr. LL tostare to roast,

fr, L tostus. pp. of torrere to dry. parch — more at thirst] vt 1 ; to
make (as bread) crisp, hot. and brown by heat 2 : to warm thor-
oughly ~ vi ; to become toasted; esp ; to warm thoroughly

3toast n 1 a : sliced toasted bread browned on both sides by heat

b : food prepared with toasted or recooked bread 2 [fr. the use of

pieces of^ spiced toast to flavor drinks] a : a person whose health
Is drunk or something in honor of which persons drink b : a
highly admired person 3 Vtoast^ : an act of proposing or of
drinking in honor of a toast
3toast vt i^tuasi^ : to propose or drink to as a toast

toast-er \'to-st3r\ n ; one that toasts; esp X an electrical appliance
for toasting

toa5t>mas<ter \'tos(t)-.mas-t3r\ n ; one that presides at a banquet
and introduces the after-dinner speakers — toast-mis-tress \-,mis-

trasX n
tO<bac>CO \t3-'bak-(,)o, -'bak-3C-w)\ n, pi tobaccos [Sp tabaco,
prob. fr Taino, roll of tobacco leaves
smoked by the Indians of the Antilles at the
time of Columbus] 1 : any of a genus (Nico-
tiana) of chieflv American plants of the
nightshade family with viscid foliage and
tubular flowers; esp : a tall erect annual So.
American herb (V labacuni) cultivated for
its leaves 2 : the leaves of cultivated tobacco
prepared for use in smoking or chewing or as
snuff 3 : manufactured products of to-

bacco (as cigars or cigarettes); also : smok-
ing as a practice

tobacco heart n : a functional disorder of the
heart marked by irregularity of action and
caused by excessive use of tobacco
tobacco mosaic n : any of a complex of virus
diseases of tobacco and related plants tobacco: / flowering

tO-bac-co>nist Xta-'bak-a-nastX n ; a dealer stem and leaves, 2
in tobacco _ detached flower
to-be \t3-'be\ adj : that is to be ; future
— usu. used postpositively and often in combination <a bride-/o-fte>

1tO>bog-gan \t3-'bag-an\ n [CanF tobogan, of Algonquian origin;

akin to Micmac tobagun drag made of skin] 1 : a long flat-bot-

tomed light sled made of thin boards curved up at one end with usu.
low handrails at the sides 2 : a downward course or a sharp decline
2tOboggan vi l : to coast on a toboggan 2 : to decline suddenly
and sharply (as in .value) — to*bog-gan>er n — to*bog*gan>lst
\-3-n3st\ n_
tcby \'to-be\ n, ojten cap {Toby, nickname fr. the name Tobiasi

; a small jug, pitcher, or mug generally used for ale and shaped
somewhat like a stout man with a cocked hat for the brim

t0C>ca<ta \ta-'kat-3\ n {It, fr. toccare to touch, fr. (assumed) VL]
; a brilliant musical composition usu. for organ or harpsichord in
free fantasia style

To>ChaT-i*au Vo-'kar-e-an, -'ker-. -Tcar-\ n [L Tochari (pi ), fr.

Gk TocharoQ 1 : a member of a people of presumably European
origin dwelling in central Asia during the first millennium of the
Christian era 2 a : a language of central Asia known from docu-
ments from the seventh centui"y a.d. b : a branch of the Indo*
European language family containing Tocharian
Tocharian A « : the eastern dialect of Tocharian
Tocharian B n : the western dial^t of Tocharian
tocli-er \'tais-3r\ n [ScGael tochar] chiejly Scot : marriage portion

: DOT
tO-COl-O-gy \t6-'kal-3-]e\ n [Gk tokos childbirth (fr. tiktein to give
birth to. beget) + E -logy — more at thane] : obstetrics
tO.COph.er-ol \to-'kaf-3-,r61. -,r61\ n [ISV, deriv. of Gk tokos
childbirth, offspring + pherein to carry, bear — more at bear]
; any of several fat-soluble oiiy phenolic compounds with varying
degrees of antioxidant vitamin E activity; esp : one C29H5PO2 of
high vitamin E potency obtained from germ oils or by synthesis —
called also alpha-tocopherol

tOC'Sin \'tak-san\ n [MF toquassen, fr. OProv tocasenh. fr_ tocar to
touch, ring a bell (fr. assumed VL toccare) + senti sign, bell, fr. ML
& L signum; ML, bell, fr. LL, ringing of a bell, fr. L, mark, sign —
more at touch, sign] 1 : an alarm bell or the ringing of it 2 : a
warning signal

nod \'tad\ n [ME] chiejly Scot : fox
atod n [ME todd, todde; prob. akin to OHG zona tuft of hair]
1 ; any of various units of weight for wool; esp ; one equal to 28
pounds 2 Brit ; a bushy clump (as of ivy)

UO'day \t3-'da\ ady 1 ; on or for this day 2 ; at the present time
; NOWADAYS

2t0day n : the present day, time, or age
t0d»dle \'tad-'l\ VI tod-dling \'tad-Iir|, -l-ioX [origin unknown]

; to walk with short tottering steps in the manner of a young child —
toddle n — tod*dler X-lar, -'l-3r\ n
t0d>dy \"tad-e\ n [Hindi tari juice of the palmyra palm, fr. tdf
palmyra palm, fr. Skt lala'\ 1 : the fresh or fermented sap of various
chiefly East Indian palms 2 : a hot drink consisting of an alcohoUc
liquor, water, sugar, and spices

tO-HdO \t3-'dii\ n : BUSTLE. STIR
tO>dy \'t6d-e\ n [modif. of F todier, fr. L todus, a small bird] : any
of several tiny nonpasserine insectivorous West Indian birds (genus
Todus) closely related to the kingfishers

itoe \*to\ n [ME to, fr. OE ta: akin to OHG zeha toe, L digitus

finger] 1 a (1) : one of the terminal digits of a vertebrate's foot
(2) ; the fore end of a foot or hoof b : a terminal segment of a limb
of an invertebrate c : the fore part of something worn on the foot
2 ; a part that by its position or form is felt to resemble a toe: as
a ; a journal or pivot supported in a bearing b ; a lateral projec-
tion at one end or between the ends of a piece (as a rod or bolt)
by which it is moved
atoe vb toed; locking vt 1 : to furnish with a toe 2 : to touch,
reach, or drive with the toes 3 ; to drive (as a nail) slantingly; also
t to clinch or fasten by or with nails or rods so driven ^ vi 1 : tip-
toe 2 : to stand, walk, or be placed so that the toes assume an in-

dicated position or direction — toe the line ; to conform rigorously
to a rule or standard
toe box n : a piece of leather or other material placed between the

toe cap and lining of a shoe and treated with a substance (as a gum)
that hardens after the shoe Is lasted permanently

toe cap n : a piece of leather covering the toe of a shoe and reinforc-
ing or decorating it

toe crack n : a sand crack in the front wall of a horse's hoof
toed \'t6d\ adj Vtoel 1 : having a toe or such or so many toes —
used esp. in combination <five-rt)cd> 2 [fr. pp. of ^toe] ; driven
obliquely <a -^ nail); also : secured by diagonal or oblique nailing

toe dance n ; a dance executed on the tips of the toes — toe-dance
\'to-,dan(t)s\ vi — too dancer n

toe«hold \'to-,h61d\ n 1 a : a hold or place of support for the toes
(as in climbing) b (1) ; a means of progressing (as in surmountmg
barriers) (2) : a slight footing 2 : a wresthng hold in which the
aggressor bends or twists his opponent's foot

toe-in \'t6-,in\ n 1 : camber 3 2 : adjustment of the front wheels
of an automotive vehicle so that they are closer together at the front
than at theback

toe-less \'to-l3s\ adj ; lacking a toe <a ~ shoe)
Uoe.nail \'to-,nal, -'na(3)l\ n : a nail of a toe
2toenail vt : to clinch or fasten by toed nails ; toe
toe*piece \'to-,pes\ n ; a piece designed to form a toe (as of a shoe)
or cover the toes of the fool

toe>pIate \-,plat\ n : a metal tab attached to the toe of a shoe (as to
prevent wear due to heavy use)

Xoti \'taf\ n [prob. alter, of tujt (titled college student)] chiejly
Brit : DANDY, SWELL

tol-lee or tol.fy \'taf-e\ n [alter, of tafjy} : candy of brittle but
tender texture made by boiling sugar and butter together

tolt \'t6ft. 'taft\ n [ME, fr. OE, fr. ON lopt] Brit : a site for a dwell-
ing and its outbuildings; abio : an entire holding comprising a home-
stead and additional land

tog \'tas also 'tbg\ vt togged; tog-ging : to put togs on ; dress
to-ga \'to-g3\ n [L; akin to L legere to cover — more at thatch]

: the loose outer garment worn in public by citizens of ancient
Rome; also : a similar loose wrap or a professional, official, or
academic gown — to.gaed \-g3d\ adj

tO'ga vi-ri-lis \,t6-g3-v3-'re-los, -w3-\ n, pi to*gae vi-ri-les \'to-
,gi-v3-'re-,las, -w9-\ [L, men's toga] : the white toga of manhood
assumed by boys of ancient Rome at the end of their fourteenth year

tO-geth-er \t3-*geth-9r\ adv [ME togedere, fr. OE togsdere, fr. to to
+ g^dere together; akin to MHG gater together. OE gaderian to
gather] 1 a ; in or into one place, mass, collection, or group
b : in a body : as a group 2 a : in or into contact (as connection,
collision, or union) (mix ^> <rush ---> b : in or into association or
relationship 3 a : at one time ; coincidentally b : in succession
: without intermission 4 a : by combined action : jointly b : in
or into agreement or harmony 5 a : mutually, reciprocally —
used pleonastically and as an intensive after certain verbs (join '-^>

<add -- > b : as a unit : in the aggregate — to.geth«er«ness n
tog-gery \'tag-(a-)re also 'tog-V n : clothing
Uog.gle \'tag-al\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a piece or device for
holding or securing: as a : a pin inserted in a nautical knot to make
it more secure or easier to slip b : any crosspiece attached to the
end of or to a loop in something (as a chain, rope, line, strap, or
belt) usu. to prevent slipping, to serve in twisting or tightening, or to
hold something attached 2 : a device having a toggle joint

2toggle vt tog.gling \-(3-)lio\ 1 : to fasten with or as if with a
toggle 2 : to furnish with a toggle 3 : to release (a bomb) from
an airplane by a toggle switch

toggle joint n : a device consisting of two bars jointed together end
to end but not in line so that when a force is applied to the knee
tending to straighten the arrangement the parts abutting or jointed
to the ends of the bars will receive an endwise pressure

toggle switch n : an electric switch depending on a toggle joint with
a spring to open or close the circuit when the projecting lever is

pushed through a small arc
togs \'tagz also 't6gz\ n pi [pi. of E slang tog (coat), short for obs. E
cant togeman, togman] ; clothing; esp : a set of clothes and ac-
cessories for a specified use (riding '^sy
Uoil \'t6i(3)l\ n [ME toile, fr AF toyl, fr. OF toeil battle, confusion,
fr. toeillier'i 1 archaic a : struggle, battle b ; laborious effort

2 : long strenuous fatiguing labor : drudgery syn see work
2toil vb [ME toilen to argue, struggle, fr. .AF toiller, fr. OF toeillier to
stir, disturb, dispute, fr L tudiculare to crush, grind, fr. tudicula
machine for crushing olives, dim. of tudes nammer; akin to L tun-

dere to beat — more at stint] vi 1 : to work hard and long : labor
2 : to proceed with laborious effort : plod '— v/ 1 archaic : over-
work 2 archaic ; to get or accomplish with great effort —
toil.er n

3toil n [MF toile cloth, net, fr. L tela web, fr. texere to weave, con-
struct — more at technical] 1 : a net to trap game 2 ; something
by which one is held fast or inextricably involved : snare, trap —
usu. used in pi.

toile \'tw'al\ n [F. linen, cloth] 1 ; any of many plain or simple
twill weave fabrii:s; esp ; linen — usu. used in combination 2 : a
muslin model of a garment

toile de Jouy \,twal-d3zh-'we\ n [F, lit., cloth of Jouy, fr. Jouy-ene
Josar, France] : an 18th century French scenic pattern usu.
printed on cotton, linen, or silk in one color on a light ground;
broadly : any similar printed fabric

toi-let \'t6i-lat\ n [ME toilette cloth put over the shoulders while
dressing the hair or shaving, dim. of toile cloth] 1 archaic ; dress-
ing table 2 : the act or process of dressing and grooming oneself

3 a (1) : bathroom, lavatory 2 (2) ; privy b : a fixture for

defecation and urination; esp : water closet 4 : cleansing in
preparation for or in association with a medical or surgical pro-
cedure

toilet paper n : a thin soft sanitary absorbent paper for bathroom
use chiefly after evacuation

toilet powder n : a fine powder usu. with soothing or antiseptic
ingredients for sprinkling or rubbing (as after bathing) over the
skin

toi-let-ry \'t61-l9-tre\ n : an article or preparation used in making
one's toilet — usu. used in pi.

toilet soap n : a mild soap that is made from fatty materials of high
quality and that is often perfumed and colored and stabilized with
preservatives
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toilet water n : a perfumed largely alcoholic liquid for use in or
after a bath or as a skin freshener

toil>lul \'t6i(3)l-f3l\_ady : marked by or demanding toil ; laborious— toil-lul>ly \-f3-le\ adv
toil*some \-s3m\ adj : attended with toil or fatigue : laborious —
toll.some-ly adv — toil>some*ness n

toil.worn \-,w5(3)rn, -,w6(s)rn\ adj : showing the effects of or
worn out with toil

To.kay \t6-'ka\ n 1 : a sweet usu. dark gold dessert wine made
near Tokaj, Hungary 2 : a blend of Angelica, port, and sherry

Ucken \'to-k3n\ n [ME, fr. OE tdcen, tdcn sign, token; akin to

OHG zeihhan sign, Gk deiknynai to show ~ more at diction]
1 : an outward sign i'^s of his grief) 2a: symbol, emblem <a
white flag is a -—

• of surrender) b : an instance of a linguistic ex-
pression 3 : a distinguishing feature : characteristic 4 a ; sou-
venir, KEEPSAKE b ; a small part representing the whole : indica-
tion c : something given or shown as a guarantee (as of authority,
right, or identity) 5 a : a piece resembling a coin issued as money
by some person or body other than a de jure government b : a
piece resembling a coin issued for use (as for a ticket on a public
conveyance) by a particular group on specified terms syn see
SIGN
2token adj 1 : done or given as a token esp. in partial fulfillment of
an obligation or engagement 2 a : simulated b : minimal,
PERFUNCTORY (-^ resistance)

token money « 1 ; money of regular government issue (as paper
currency or minor coins) having a greater face value than intrinsic
value 2 ; a medium of exchange consisting of privately issued
tokens
token payment n : a small payment made upon a debt and intended
by the payer merely to acknowledge the existence of the obligation
To-khar-i-an var oj tocharian
to.ko-no-ma \,t6-ka-'no-m3\ n [Jap] : a niche or recess opening
from the living room of a Japanese house in which a kakemono
may be hung

tol- or tolu- comb jorm [ISV, fr. tolu'\ 1 : tolu. <'o/uol> 2 : toluene
iioluic} {lolyiy : toluic doluaic}

to.la \'i6-l3. to-'la\ n [Hindi tola, fr. Skt tula weight; akin to L
tollere to lift up] ; a unit of weight of India equal to 180 grains troy
or 0.41 14 ounce
tol-hootU \'to(l)-,buth, 'tal-, 't6l-\ n [ME tolbothe, tollbothe toll-

booth, town hall, jail] 1 Scot ; a town or market hall 2 Scot
: jail, prison

tol.bu.ta-mide \tal-'byUt-a-,mrd\ n [tol- + but- + amidel : a
sulfonamide CizHiaNjOiS that lowers blood sugar level and is

used in the treatment of diabetes
told past oj tell
tole \'tol\ n [F tole sheet metal (esp. iron), fr. F dial. (Bordeaux
area), table, slab, fr. L tabula board, tablet] : a decorative japanned
or painted tin or other metal finished in various colors (as black
with gilt designs) and used esp. for trays, lamps, and boxes
TO'le.clo \t3-'led-(,)o\ n ; a finely tempered sword of a kind made
in Toledo. Spain

tol.er.a.hil-i-ty \,taI-(3-)r3-'bU-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of be-
ing tolerable

tol-er.a-ble \'tal-(3-)r3-b3l, 'tal-ar-balV adj 1 : capable of being
borne or endured 2 : moderately good or agreeable : passable —
tol.er>a.bly \-ble\ adv

tol*er>ance \'tal(-a)-r3n(t)s\ /i 1 a : relative capacity to endure or
adapt physiologically to an unfavorable environmental factor
b : the maximum amount of a pesticide residue that may lawfully
remain on or in food 2 a ; sympathy or indulgence for beliefs or
practices differing from or conflicting with one's own b : the act of
allowing something ; toleration 3 : the allowable deviation from
a standard; specij : the range of variation permitted in maintaining
a specified dimension in machining a piece

tol>er.ant \-r3nt\ adj 1 : inclined to tolerate; esp I forbearing
2 : exhibiting environmental tolerance — tol-er-ant'ly adv

t0l*er<ate \'tal-3-,rat\ vt [L toleratus, pp. of tolerare to endure, put
up with; akin to OE tholian to bear, L tollere to lift up, latus carried
(suppletive pp. of jerre), Gk tlenai to bear] 1 ; to endure or
resist the action of (as a drug) without grave or lasting injury 2 : to
suffer to be or to be done without prohibition, hindrance, or con-
tradiction syn see bear — tol*er*a>tive \-,rat-iv\ adj — tol<er*a-
tor \-,rat-3r\ n

tol'er>a«tion \,tal-a-'ra-shan\ n 1 a : the act or practice of toler-
ating something b : a government policy of permitting forms of
religious belief and worship not officially established 2 ; toler-
ance lb

tol'i'dine \'tat-a-,den\ n [ISV] : any of several isomeric aromatic
diamines CuHieNz that are homologues of benzidine used esp. as dye
intermediates

itoll \'t61\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to ON tollr toll; both fr. a prehis-
toric WGmc-NGmc word borrowed fr. (assumed) VL tolonium,
alter, of LL telonium customhouse, fr. Gk telonion, fr. telones col-
lector of tolls, fr. telos tax, toll; akin to Gk tlenai to bear] 1 : a tax
or fee paid for some liberty or privilege (as of passing over a high-
way or bridge) 2 : compensation for services rendered: as a : a
charge for transportation b : a charge for a long-distance tele-
phone call 3 : the cost in loss or suffering at which something is

achieved
2toll vi : to take or levy toll ~ v/ 1 a : to exact part of as a toll
b : to take as toll 2 : to exact a toll from (someone)

3toll or tole \'tol\ vt [ME tollen. tolen: akin to OE talu talk, narra-
tive — more at tale] 1 : allure, ENrrcE 2 a : to entice (game)
to approach b : to attract (fish) with scattered bait c : to lead or
attract (domestic animals) to a desired point

<toU vb [ME lollen, perh. fr. tollen to entice] vt la: to give signal
or announcement of : sound b : to announce by tolling c : to call
to or from a place or occasion 2 : to sound (a bell) by tolling
•^ VI 1 : to sound with slow measured strokes 2 : to cause a beU
to toll

stoll n t the sound of a tolling bell
toll-booth \'tol-.buth\ n [ME tolbothe, tollbothe tollbooth, town

tomahawk

toll call n ; a long-distance telephone call at charges above a local

toIl*gate \'t61-,gat\ n : a point where vehicles pause to pay toll

toU'llouse \-,haus\ n : a house or booth where tolls are taken
toll*man \-m3n\ n : a collector of toils (as on a highway or bridge)
Tol.tec \'tol-.tek, 'tal-\ n [Sp toliera, of .-Amerind origin] : a mem-
ber of a Nahuatlan people of central and southern Mexico — Tol-
tec*an \tol-'tek-5n, tal-\ adj

tolu n [Sp tolu, fr. Santiago de Tolu, Colombia] : balsam of tolu
tol.u.ate \'tal-y3-,wai\ n [ISV] : a salt or ester of a toluic acid
tol.u-ene \-,wen\ n [ISV] : a liquid aromatic hydrocarbon CHs
that resembles benzene but is less volatile, flammable, and toxic,
is produced commercially from light oils from coke-oven gas and
coal tar and from petroleum, and is used as a solvent, in organic
synthesis, and as an antiknock agent for gasohne — called also
methylbenzene

to*lu>ic \t3-'lii-ik\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or being any of four
isomeric acids CbHsOz derived from toluene

to-Iu-idine \ta-"lij-3-,den\ n [ISV] : any of three isomeric amino
derivatives of toluene CyHgN analogous to aniline that are used as
dye intermediates

toluldine blue n : a basic Thiazine dye used as a biological stain and
in medicine to treat hemorrhage

tol-u-ol \'tal-ya-,w61, -,w51\ n : toluene esp. of commercial grade
tol.yl \'tal-3l\ n [ISV] : any of three univalent radicals CHjCs-
H4— derived from toluene
tom \'tam\ n ITom, nickname for Thomas'^ : the male of various
animals <a -^ swan): as a : tomcat b : a male turkey
itom>a-hawk \'tam-i-,h6k\ n itomahack (in some Algonquiaa
language of Virginia)] : a Ught ax
used as a missile and as a hand
weapon by No. American Indians
2tomahawk vt : to cut, strike, or kill

with a tomahawk
tom.al-ley \ta-'mal-e, 'tam-.al-e\ n
[of Cariban origin; akin to Galibi
tumali sauce of lobster Uvers] ; the
liver of the lobster
Tom and Jer-ry \,tam-3n-'jer-e\ n [Corinthian Tom & Jerry Haw-
thorne, characters in Lije in London (1821) by Pierce Egan] : a hot
sweetened drink of rum, water, and spices (as cinnamon) mixed
with an egg beaten separately

to.ma-to \ta-'mat-(,)6, -3(-w), -'m"at-\ n, pi tomatoes [alter, of
earlier tomate, fr. Sp, fr. Nahuatl tomatll 1 ; any of a genus
(Lycopersicon) of So. American herbs of the nightshade family;
esp : a perennial plant (i,. esculenium) widely cultivated for its

edible fruits 2 ; the usu. large rounded and red or yellow pulpy
berry of a tomato
Uomb \'tUm\ n [ME tombe, fr. AF turnbe, fr. LL turnba sepulchral
mound, fr. Gk tymbos; akin to L tiimere to be swollen — more at
thumb] 1 a : grave b : a place of interment 2 : a house, cham-
ber, or vault resembling a tomb in form or appearance
2tomb vt : bury, entomb
tom<bac \'tam-,bak\ n [F, fr. D tombak, fr. Malay tembaga copper]

: an alloy consisting essentially of copper and zinc and sometimes
arsenic and used esp. for cheap jewelry and gilding

tomb>less \'tLim-l3s\ adj ; having no tomb
tom-bo*lo \'tom-b3-,lo. 'tam-\ n [It] : a sand or gravel bar con-
necting an island with the mainland or another island

tom«boy \'tam-,b6i\ n : a girl of boyish behavior : hoyden — tom-
boy>ish \-ish\ adj — tom-boy-ish-ness n
tomb'Stone \'tum-,ston\ n : gravestone
tom-cat \'tam-,kat\ n : a male cat
tom*cod VikiidX n 1 : any of several small fishes (genus Micro-
gadus) resembling the related common codfish 2 : any of several
croakers of the Pacific coast
Tom Col>lins \'tam-'kal-anz\ n [fr. the name Tom Collins} : acollins
with a base of gin
Tom, Dick, and Har-ry \,tam-.dik-3n-'har-e\ n : persons taken at
random : the common nan of humanity : everybody, everyone
tome \'t6m\ n [MF or L; MF, fr. L tomus, fr. Gk tomos section,

roll of papyrus, tome, fr. temnein to cut; akin to L tondere to shear,
Gk tendein to gnaw] 1 : a volume forming part of a larger work
2 : book; esp : a large or scholarly one

-tome \,t6m\ n comb jorm [Gk tamos'^ I part : segment <myo/ome>
t0>men.t0Se \t6-*men-,tos. 'to-msn-X adj [NL tomentosus, it. L
tomeniumi : covered with densely matted hairs <a -^ leaf)

to>men-tu>lose \to-'men-ch3-,los\ adj [NL tomentulosus, dim. of
tomentosusl : minutely or slightly tomentose
to.men-tum \t6-'ment-sm\ n,_pl to*men<ta \-3\ [NL, fr. L,
cushion stuffing; akin to L tumere to be swollen — more at thumb]
: pubescence composed of densely matted woolly hairs
Uom-lool \'tam-'fUl\ n : a great fool : blockhead
2tom.fool \-,ful\ adj : extremely foolish, stupid, or doltish
tom.Iool.ery \tam-'fij!-(3-)re\ n : foolish trifling : nonsense
Tom-my \'tam-e\ n [ Thomas Atkins, name used as model in official

army forms] : a British soldier — called also Tommy At-kins
\,tam-e-'at-k3nz\
tom«my gun \'tam-e-,g9n\ n [by shortening & alter.] : THOMPSON
submachine gun; broadly ; submachine gun
tommy-gun vt : to shoot with a tommy gun
tom.my.rot \'tam-e-,rat\ n [E dial, tommy fool -I- E rati : rank
foolishness or nonsense
to>mog<ra>phy \t6-'mag-r3-fe\ n [Gk tomos section -I- ISV
-graphy — more at tome] : a diagnostic technique using X-ray
photographs in which the shadows of structures before and behind
the section under scrutiny do not show
Uo-mor-row \t3-'mar-(,)6, -'mor-, -3(-w)\ adv [ME to morgen, fr.

OE to morgen, fr. to to + morgen morrow, morning — more at
morn] : on or for the day after today
atomorrow n : the day after the present : morrow
tom.pi.on \'tam-pe-3n\ var oj tampion
Tom Thiunb \'tam-'tham\ n : a legendary English dwarf
tom<tit \(')tam-'tit\ n [prob. short for tomtitmouse, fr. the name
Tom + titmouse} : any of various small active birds

tom-tom \'tam-,tam, 'tam-.tamX n [Hindi tamtam} 1 : a small*
headed drum commonly beaten with the hands : a monotonous
beating, rhythm, or rhythmical sound
-t-o-my \t-^me\ n comb Jorm CNL -tomia, fr. Gk, fr. -tomos that
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cuts, fr. temnein to cut — more at tome] ; incision : section <lapar-
otomy'y
iton \'t3n\ n, pi tons also ton [ME tunne unit of weight or capacity— more ai tun] 1 : any of various units of weight: a — see mea-
sure table b : metric ton 2 a ; a unit of internal capacity for
ships equal to 100 cubic feet — called also register ton o : a unit
approximately equal to the volume of a long ton weight of seawater
used in reckoning the displacement of ships and equal to 35 cubic
feet — called also displacement ton c : a unit of volume for cargo
freight usu. reckoned at 40 cubic feet — called also freight ton,
measurement ton 3 I a great quantity ; lot — used chiefly in pi.

2toJl \'t6"\ n [F, lit., tone, fr. L tonus] 1 ; the prevailing fashion
: VOGUE 2 : smartness, style

ton*al \'ton-^l\ adj l : of or relating to tone, tonality, or tonicity
2 : having tonality — ton>al>ly \-'l-e\ adv

to-nal-i.ty \t6-'nal-3t-e\ n 1 : tonal quality 2 a : key 8 b : the
organization of all the tones and chords of a piece of music in rela-
tion to a tonic 3 : the arrangement or interrelation of the tones of a
picture
Uone \'ton\ n [ME. fr. L tonus tension, tone, fr Gk tonos, lit., act
of stretching; akin to Gk teinein to stretch — more at thin] 1 : vo-
cal or musical sound; esp ; sound quality 2 a ; a sound of definite
pitch and vibration b : whole step 3 : accent or inflection
expressive of a mood or emotion 4 : the pitch of a word often
used to express differences of meaning 5 : a particular pitch or
change of pitch constituting an element in the intonation of a phrase
or sentence (high '--^> <low '^> <mid ---> <low-rising '^> (falling —

>

6 : style or manner of expression in speaking or writing 7 a (1)
: color quality or value (21 : a tint or shade of color b ; the
color that appreciably modifies a hue or white or black (gray walls
of greenish ---) 8 : the effect in painting of light and shade to-
gether with color 9 a : the .state of a living body or of any of its

organs or parts in which the functions are healthy and performed
with due vigor b : normal tension or responsiveness to stimuli;
specij ; tonus 10 a : healthy elasticity : resiliency b : general
character, quality, or trend (a city's low moral '^> c : frame of
mind ; mood

atone vt l : intone 2 : to give a particular intonation or inflection
to 3 a : to impart tone to : strengthen (medicine to ^ up the
system) b : to soften in color, appearance, or sound : mellow
c ; to change the normal silver image of (as a photographic print)
into a colored image '« v/ 1 : to assume a pleasing color quaUty or
tint 2 : to blend or harmonize in color — ton<er n

tone arm n : the movable part of a phonograph that carries the
pickup and permits the needle to follow the record groove
tone-deal \'ton-,def\ adj ; relatively insensitive to differences in
musical pitch

tone language n : a language (as Chinese, Sudanic, or Bantu) in
which variations in lone are regularly used to distinguish words of
different meaning that otherwise would sound alike
tone>less \'ton-l3s\ adj : lacking in tone, modulation, or expression— tone-lesS'ly adv — tone-less*ness n
to-neine \'to-,nem\ n ; a phoneme consisting of a specific intonation
in a lone language — to-ne<mic \t6-'ne-mik\ adj

tone poem n ; symphonic poem — tone poet n
t0*net*ic \to-'net-ik\ adj 1 : reladng to linguistic tones or to tone
languages 2 : dealing with or expressing intonation <•-« notation)— to.net*i*caMy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

to-uet-ics \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr : the use or study of linguistic
tones
Uong X'tao, 't6D\ vt : to take, gather, hold, or handle with tongs~ W : to use tongs esp. in taking or gathering something — tong>er
\'tau-ar, 'toaA n

2tong n [Chin (Cant) t'ong hall] : a secret society or fraternal organ-
ization esp. of Chinese in the U.S. formerly notorious for gang war-
fare

ton-ga \'tao-g3\ n [Hindi taiiga} : a light 2-wheeled vehicle for two
or four persons drawn by One horse and common in India
tongs X'taoz, 'toDzV n pi but sing or pi in constr [ME tonges, pi. of
tonge, fr. OE tang: akin to OHG zanga tongs, Gk daknein to bite]
: any of numerous grasping devices consisting commonly of two
pieces joined at one end by a pivot or hinged like scissors

Uongue V'taqX n [ME tunge, fr. OE; akin to OHG zunga tongue. L
lingua] 1 a : a fleshy movable process of the floor of the mouths of
most vertebrates that bears sensory end organs and small glands
and functions e?,p. in taking and swallowing food and in man as a
speech organ b : an analogous part of various invertebrate ani-
mals 2 ; the flesh of a tongue (as of the ox or sheep) used as food
3 : the power of commimicaiion through speech 4a; language;
esp : a spoken language b : manner or quality of utterance with
respect to tone or sound, the sense of what is expressed, or the in-
tention of the speaker c (1> : ecstatic usu. unintelligible utterance
accompanying religious excitation (2j : the charismatic gift of
ecstatic speech d ; the cry of or as if of a hound pursuing or in
sight of game — used esp. in the phrase to give tongue 5 : a long
narrow strip of land projecting into a body of water 6 : something
resembling an animal's tongue in being elongated and fastened at
one end only: as a : a movable pin in a buckle b ; a metal ball
suspended inside a bell so as to strike against the sides as the bell is

swung c : the pole of a vehicle d : the flap under the lacing or
buckles of a shoe at the throat of the vamp 7 a : the rib on one
edge of a board that fits into a corresponding groove in an edge of
another board to make a flush joint b : feather 4 ~ tongue-like
\-,lTk\ adj

stongue vt tongU'ing \'tso-io\ 1 archaic : scold 2 : to touch or
lick with or as if with the tongue 3 a : to cut a tongue on ('^ a
board) b : to join (as boards) by means of a tongue and groove
4 : to articulate (notes) by tonguing ^ v/ 1 : to project in a tongue
2 : to articulate notes on a wind instrument

tongue and groove n : a joint made by a tongue on one edge of a
board fitting inio a corresponding groove on the edge of another
board
tongue in cheek adv {or adj) : with insincerity, irony, or whimsical
exaggeration
tongue-Iash X'taq-.lashX vb [back-formation fr. tongue-lashlngl

i chide, reprove — tongue-lasIi*ing n
tongue.less \*t9o-l3s\ adj 1 : having no tongue 2 : lacking power
of speech ; mute

Uongue-tie \'t3o-,tT\ vt [back-formation fr. tongue-tied] : to de-
prive of speech or the power of distinct articulation

2tongue-tie n : limited mobility of the tongue due to shortness of
its frenum

tongue-tied \-,tTd\ adj 1 : affected with tongue-tie 2 : unable to
speak freely (as from shyness)
tongue twister n : a word, phrase, or sentence difficult to articulate
because of a suctession of similar consonantal sounds (as in "twin*
screw steel cruiser")

tongU'ing n : an attack on or articulation of a note on a wind instru-
ment by the use of the tongue

-to.uia \'to-ne-3\ n comb form [NL, fr. tonus] : condition or degree
of tonus <'myoro/iii3>

iton-iC \'tan-ik\ adj [Gk tonikos, fr. tonos tension, tone] 1 a : re-
lating to or characterized by tension b : producing or adapted to
produce healthy muscular condition and reaction c ; characterized
by tonus (-^ contraction of muscle); also : marked by prolonged
muscular contraction ('-^ convulsions) 2 a : increasing or restor-
ing physical or mental tone : invigorating b : yielding a tonic
substance 3 : relating to or based on the first lone of a scale (^
harmony) 4 a : voiced 2 \i oj a syllable '. bearing a principal
stress or accent 5 : of or relating to speech tones or to languages
using them jo distinguish words otherwise identical — ton>i>cal*ly
\'tan-i-k3-le\ adv

stonic n 1 a : an agent (as a drug) that increases body tone
b : something that invigorates, restores, refreshes, or stimulates
c : a liquid preparation for the scalp 2 : the first degree of a major
or minor scale 3 : a voiced sound

tonic accent n l : relative phonetic prominence (as from greater
stress or higher pitch) of a spoken syllable or word 2 : accent
depending on pitch ratlier than stress

to«nic.i»ty \to-'nis-3t-e\ n l : the property of possessing tone; esp
: healthy vigor of body or mind 2 ; muscular tonus

tonic sol-la n ; a system of solmization based on key relationships
that replaces the normal notation with sol-fa syllables or their

Uo.night \ta-'nTt\ adv ; on this present night or the night following
this present day

2tonight n : the present or the coming night
ton.ka bean \'tao-k3-\ n [prob. fr. Tupi tonka] : the seed of any of
several leguminous trees (genus Dipieryx) that contains coumarin
and is used in perfumes and as a flavor; also : a tree bearing such
seed
ton.nage \'t3n-ij\ n l [ME, fr. MF. fr. OF tonne tun — more at
tunnel] : a duty formerly levied on every tun of wine imported into
England 2 a ; a duty or impost on vessels based on cargo capacity
b : a duty on goods per ton transported 3 : ships in terms of the
total number of tons registered or carried or of their carrying
capacity 4 a : the cubical content of a merchant ship in units of
100 cubic feet b : the displacement of a warship 5 ; total weight
in tons shipped, tarried, or mined
ton.neau \t3-'no, taA n [F, lit., tun, fr. OF tonel — more at tun-
nel] 1 : the rear seating compartment of an automobile 2 : a
shape of watch case or dial resembling a barrel in profile

ton.ner \'t3n-3r\ n : an object (as a ship) having tonnage — usu.
used in combination (a thousand-tonner}

to-nom.e.ter \t6-'nam-3t-3r\ n [Gk tonos tone + E -meter] 1 : an
instrument or device for determining the exact pitch or the vibration
rate of tones 2 : an instrument for measuring tension (as of the
eyeball) or pressure (as of blood or a gas) 3 : a device for measur-
ing vapor pressure — to^nO'met>ric \,to-na-'me-trik\ adj — to-
nom.e.try \L6-'nam-a-tre\ n

ton>Sil \'tan(t)-s3l\ n [L tonsillae, pi., tonsils] : either of a pair of
prominent masses of lymphoid tissue that lie one on each side of the
throat between the anterior and posterior pillars of the fauces; also
; any of various similar masses of lymphoid tissue — ton»sil*lar
\'tan(t)-s(3-)l3r\ adj

tonsill- or tonsillo- combjorm [L tonsillae] ; tonsil </o/tsi//ectomy>
<ro/ii///otomy)

ton.sil-lec-to-my \,tan(t)-s3-'lek-t3-me\ n : the surgical removal of
the tonsils

ton.siMi'tis \-'irt-3s\ n [NL] ; inflammation of the tonsils

tou-sil»lot-o.my \-'lat-a-rae\ n ; incision of a tonsil; also I partial
or total tonsillectomy

tou*so*ri>al \tan-'s6r-e-al, ~'s6t-\ adj [L tonsorius, fr. tonsus, pp.]
; of or reladng to a barber or his work ('^ parlor)
iton*SUre \'tan-char\_n [ME, fr. ML tonsura, fr. L, act of shearing,
fr. tonsus, pp. of tondere to shear — more at tome] 1 : the Roman
Catholic or Eastern rite of admission to the clerical state by the
cUpping or shaving of the head 2 : the shaven crown or patch
worn by monks and other clerics 3 : a bald spot resembling a
tonsure

atonsure vt ton>sur*ing \'tanch-(3-)rio\ : to shave the head of;

esp ; to confer the tonsure upon
ton<tine \*tan-.ten, tan-'\ n [F, fr. Lorenzo Tonti tl695 It banker]

: a financial arrangement (as an insurance policy) whereby a group
of participants share various advantages on such terms that upon
the death or default of any member his advantages are distributed
among the remaining members until on the death of all but one the
whole goes to him or on the expiration of an agreed period the
whole goes to those remaining; also : the share or right of each
individual

to-nus \'to-n3s\ n [NL, fr. L, tension, tone] :tone 9a; esp : a state
of partial contraction characteristic of normal muscle

too \(')tu\ adv [ME, fr. OE to to, too — more at to] 1 : also,
besides (sell the house and furniture '-^) 2a: excessively b : to
such a degree as to be regrettable c ; very
took past oj take
Uool \'tijl\ n [ME, fr. OE tol: akin to OE tawian to prepare for use— more at taw] 1 a : an instrument (as a hammer) used or worked
by hand : implement b (1) : the cutting or shaping part in a ma-
chine or machine tool (2) : a machine for shaping metal : machine
tool 2 a : an instrument or apparatus used in performing an
operation or necessary in the practice of a vocation or profession
<a scholar's books are -^j) b ; a means to an end 3 : one who is

used or manipulated by another : dupe syn see implement
stool VI 1 : DRIVE 2 : to shape, form, or finish with a tool; specij

e abut; a icitten; or further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;
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; to letter or ornament (as a book cover) by means of hand tools
3 : to equip (as a plant or industry) with tools, machines, and
instruments for production '^ vi 1 : drive, ride 2 : to use tools
3 : to equip a plant or industry with the machines, tools, and
instruments required for production

tool'hox \'tUl-,baks\ n ; a chest for tools
tool engineering n ; a division of industrial engineering whose
function is to plan the processes of manufacture, develop the tools
and machines, and integrate the facilities required for producing
particular products with minimal expenditure of time, labor, and
materials

tool.head \'tul-,hed\ n : a part of a machine in which a tool or
toolholder is clamped and which is provided with adjustments to
bring the tool injo the desired position

tool-hold-er \-,h61-d3r\ n : a short steel bar having a shank at one
end to fit into the toolhead of a machine and a clamp at the other
end to hold small interchangeable cutting bits

tool.house \-,haus\ n ; a building (as in a garden) for storing tools
— called also toohshed \-,shed\

tool.mak.er \'tul-,ma-k3r\ n : a machinist who specializes in the
construction, repair, maintenance, and calibration of the tools, jigs,

fixtures, and instruments of a machine shop
tool.maR.ing \-kio\ n : the act, process, or art of making tools
tool'TOom \'tiil-.riim, -,rum\ n : a room where tools are kept;
esp : a room in a machine shop in which tools are made, stored, or
loaned out to the workmen

tool subject n : a subject studied to gain competence in a skill used
in other subjects
toom \'tijm\ adj [ME, fr. OE tdm — more at teem] chiejiy Scot

toon \'tun\ n [Hindi tun, fr. Skt tunna"] : an East Indian and Aus-
traUan tree {Cedrela toona) of the mahogany family with fragrant
dark red wood and flowers that yield a dye; also : its wood
Uoot \'tiit\ vb [prob. imit.] vi 1 a : to sound a short blast <honi
-^edy b : to sound a note or call suggesting the short blast of a
wind instrument 2 : to blow or sound a horn or other instnmient
esp. so as to produce short blasts '«- vr ; to cause to sound <'>-' a
whistle) — loot.er n

2toot n ; a short blast (as on a horn); also ; a sound resembling such
blast

3toot n [Sc toot to drink heavily] ; a drinking bout : spree
Uooth \'tiith\ n, pi teeth \'teth\ [ME, fr. OE toth; akin to OHG
zand tooth, L dent-, dens. Gk
odont-, odous} la: one of the
hard bony appendages that are
borne on the jaws or in many of
the lower vertebrates on other
bones in the walls of the mouth or
pharynx and serve esp. for the
prehension and mastication of
food and as weapons of offense
and defense b : any of various

hard and sharp processes

fj; teeth la: A outside of a molar:
crown, 2 neck, 3 roots;

suggesting the tooth of an animal f emme^'^/^dentin,^ i^'pulp
in shape, arrangement or action chamber, 4 cementum. 5 gum
<saw ~>: as a : one of the regular
projections on the circumference or sometimes tlie face of a wheel
that engage with corresponding projections on another wheel esp. to
transmit force : COG b : a small sharp-pointed marginal lobe or
process on a plant 4 a ; something that injures, tortures, devours,
or destroys b pi l effective means of enforcement 5 : a roughness
of surface produced by mechanical or artificial means — tootll*like
\-,ITk\ adj

2toolh X'tuth, 'tutiiX vr : to furnish with teeth; specif ; indent, jag

esp. about the
vertebrate

projectio

nth of an
TASTE, LIKING
resembling

tootb.ache \'tii-,thak\ n : pain in or about a tooth
tootii and nail adv : with every available means : all out <fight
tooih and naiiy

tooth-billed \'tuth-,bUd\ adj : having a notched bill

tooth-brush \-,br9sh\ n : a brush for cleaning the teeth

toothed X'tutht, uncompounded also 'tU-th3d\ adj : provided with
teeth or such or so many teeth

toothed whale \'tiitht-. ,tii-thad-\ n : any of various whales (sub-
order Odontoceti) with numerous simple conical teeth

tooth-i'ly \'tU-tha-le\ adv : in a toothy manner
tooth-less \'tiith-lDs\ adj ; having no teeth

tooth.paste \-,past\ n ; a paste dentifrice

tooth.pick \-,pik\ n : a pointed instrument (as a small flat tapering
splinter) used for clearing the teeth of substances lodged between

tooth powder n : a dentifrice in powder form
tooth shell n : any of a class (Scaphopoda) of marine moUusks with
a tapering tubular shell; also : this shell

tooth.some \'tuth-s3m\ adj 1 : pleasing to the taste : deucious
2 : ATTRACTIVE, LUSCIOUS ~ tooth-some-ly adv — tooth*some-
ness n

tooth.wort \-,w3rt, -,w6(3)rt\ n 1 ; a European parasitic plant
{Lathraea squamaria) of the broomrape family having a rootstock
covered with tooth-shaped scales 2 : any of various cresses
(genus Dentaria) including several cultivated for their showy
flowers

toothy \'tij-the\ adj ; having or showing prominent teeth <'^ grin)
too-tle \'tut-'l\ vb too-tliug \'tiit-lio, -n-io\ [freq. of '/oor] v/ : to
toot gently, repeatedly, or continuously ~ vr : to toot continuously
on — tootle n — too-tler \'tijt-l3r. -'l-ar\ n
Uop \'tap\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG zopj tip, tuft of hair]
la (1 ) : the highest point, level, or part of something ; suMNfrr,
crown (2) : the head or top of the head — used esp. in the phrase
top to toe (3) : the head of a plant and esp. one with edible roots
<beet ^s} b (1) : the highest or uppermost region or part (2) : the
upper end, edge, or surface 2 : a futed, integral, or attached part
or unit serving as an upper piece, hd, or covering 3 a : a platform
surrounding the head of a lower mast that serves to spread the top-
mast nggmg, strengthen the mast, and furnish a standing place for
men aloft b : a comparable part of the superstructure; esp : such
a part on a warship used as a fire-control station or antiaircraft gun
piatiorm 4 : the highest degree or pitch conceivable or attained

: acme, pinnacle 5 a (1) : the highest position (as In rank or
achievement) (2) ; a person or thing at the top b pi : aces and
kings in a hand or the three highest honors in a suit 6 : the choic-
est part : cream, pick 7 : a forward spin given to a bail (as in
golf, tennis, or bilhards) by striking it on or near the top or above
the center; also ; the stroke so given

2top vd topped; top-ping vr 1 ; to remove or cut the top of: as
a : to shorten or remove the top of (a plant) h ; pinch lb
c ; to remove the most volatile parts from (as crude petroleum)
2 a : to cover with a top or on the top : provide, form, or serve as a
top ; CROWN, cap b ; to supply with a decorative or protective
finish 3 a : to be or become higher than : overtop (---'S the previ-
ous record) fc : to be superior to : excel, surpass c : to gain
ascendancy over ; dominate 4 a : to rise to, reach, or be at the
top of b : to go over the top of : clear, surmount 5 : to strike (a
golf ball) above the center; also : to make (as a stroke) by hitting
the ball in this way '— vi : to make an end, finish, or conclusion <r^
off a meal with coffee)

3top adj : of, relating to, or at the top : highest, uppermosf
*top n [ME, fr. OE] ; a commonly cylindrical or conoidal child's
toy that has a tapering usu. steel-shod point on which it is made to
spin

top- or topo- comb form [ME, fr. LL, fr. Gk, fr. topos — more at
TOPIC] : place ; locality (ropology) <roponymy>
to-paz \'to-,pa2\ n [ME topace, fr. OF, fr. L topazus, fr. Gk to-
pazos'i 1 a : a mineral Al2Si04(F,OH) consisting of a silicate of
aluminum and usu. occurring in white orthorhombic translucent
or transparent crystals or in white translucent masses b ; a usu.
yellow, reddish, or pink transparent mineral topaz used as a gem
c ; a yellow sapphire d : a yellow quartz 2 : either of two large
brilliantly colored So. American hummingbirds {Topaza pella and
T. pyra)

top billing n 1 ; the position at the top of a theatrical bill usu.
featuring the star's name 2 : prominent emphasis, featuring, or
advertising
top boot n : a high boot often with Ught-colored leather bands
around the upper part

tOp'Coat \'tap-,k6t\ n : a lightweight overcoat
top'Cross \-,kr6s\ n : a cross between a superior or purebred male
and inferior female stock to improve the average quality of the
progeny; also : the product of such a cross
top dog n ; a person or group in a position of authority esp. through
victory in a hard-fought competition

top drawer n : the highest level of society, authority, or excellence
top-dress \'tap-,dres\ vr : to apply material to (as land or a road)
without forking it in; esp : to scatter fertiUzer over (land)
»tope \'top\ vi [obs. E tope (interj. used to wish good health before
drinking)] : to drink intoxicating Uquor to excess : drink hard
2tope n [origin unknown] : a small cosmopolitan shark (Galeorhinus
galeus) with a Uver very rich in vitamin A
stope n [Hindi top, prob. fr. Skt stupa'\ : a round cupola-topped

: lightweight

Buddhist shrine : stupa
to.pee or to.pi \to-'pe, 't6-(,)pe\ n [Hindi topU ;

helmet-shaped hat made of pith or cork
top-er \*tO"p3r\ n : one that topes; esp : drunkard
top flight r\ : the highest level of achievement, excellence, or emi-
nence : top drawer — top.llight \'tap-'flit\ adj

top.lul or top-lull \'tap-'ful\ adj : brimful
itop.gal-lant \C)tap-'gal-3nt, t3-'gal-\ adj [Hop + gallant, adj.]
1 : of, relating to. or being a part next above the topmast and below
the royal mast (-^ sail) <'--' mast) 2 ; raised above the adjoining
portions <^' rail)

^topgallant n 1 : a topgallant mast or saU 2 : the topmost point
: pinnacle
top-ham-per \'tap-'ham-p3r\ n 1 ; matter or weight (as spars or
rigging) in the upper part of a ship 2 : unnecessary cumbersome
matter

top hat n ; a man's tall-crowned hat usu. of beaver or silk

top-heavy \'tap-,hev-e\ adj 1 : having the top part too heavy for
the lower part : lacking in stability 2 : 0VERa\prrALiZED
To.phet \'t6-f3t\ n [ME. shrine south of ancient Jerusalem where
human sacrifices were performed to Moloch (Jer 7,31), Gehenna,
fr. Heb topheth} i Gehenna, hell
top-hole \'tap-'hol\ adj, chiefly Brit : excellent, first-class
to.phus \'t6-f3s\ n, pi tO'Phi \'t6-,fT. -,fe\ [L, tufa] : a deposit of
urates in tissues (as cartilage) characteristic of gout
Uo.pi-ary yto-pe-,er-e\ adj [L topiarius, fr. topia ornamental
gardening, irreg. fr. Gk topos place] ; of. relating to, or being the
practice or art of training, cutting, and trimming trees or shrubs
into odd or ornamental shapes; also : characterized by such work
stopiary n : topiary art or gardening; also '. a topiary garden
top-ic Vtap-ik\ n [L Topica Topics (work by Aristotle), fr. Gk
Topika, fr. topika, neut. pi. of topikos of a place, of a common-
place, fr. topos place, commonplace; akin to OE thafian to agree]
1 a : one of the general forms of argument employed in probable
reasoning b : argument, reason 2 a ; a heading in an ouUined
argument or exposition b : the subject of a discourse or a section
of it : theme

top'i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj 1 a : of or relating to a place b : local or de-
signed for local application <a -^ remedy) <a '-^ anesthetic) 2 a : of

,

relating to, or arranged by topics <set down in '^ form) b : refer-

ring to the topics of the day or place <'-^ allusions) — top.i*cal-ly
\-k{3-)le\ adv

top.i-cal-i-ty \,tap-3-'kal-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
topical 2 : an item of merely topical interest

topic sentence n : a sentence that states the main thought of a para-
graph or of a larger unit of discourse and is usu. placed at or near
the beginning

top'kicK \'tap-'kik\ n ; first sergeant 1

top'knot \-,nat\ n 1 ; an ornament (as a knot of ribbons or a
pompon) forming a headdress or worn as part of a coiffure 2 ; a
crest of feathers or hair on the top of the head

top.less \-las\ adj 1 : being without a top 2 archaic : so high as
to reach up beyond sight <~ towers)

top lift n ; the bottom layer of a heel
top'loft'i.ness \'tap-,l6f-te-uss\ n : the quality or state of being
toplofty

top.lolty \-te\ also top*lolt.l.cal \-ti-k3l\ adj [prob. fr. the phrase
top loft\ ; very superior in air or attitude : superciuous, haughty
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top*ntast \'tap-,mast, -msstX n : the mast that Is next above the
lower mast and topmost in a fore-and-aft rig

top milll n ; the upper layer of milk In a container enriched by
whatever cream has risen

top-min.now \'tap-,min-(,)o, -3(-w)\ n : any of numerous small
viviparous surface-feeding fishes constituting a family (Poecllildae)
top*most \'t'ap-,m5st\ adj : highest of all : uppermost
top>llOtcll \-'nach\ n : the highest or best possible or attainable— top-notch adj — top-notch-er \-'nach-3r\ n
tO>pog<ra>pher Xta-'pag-ra-farX n : one skilled in topography
to>po-graph*ic \,tap-3-*graf-ik, ,to-p3-\ adj : topographical la
tO>po<gTaph*i>oaI \-i-k3l\ adj 1 ; of, relating to, or concerned with
topography <'^ engineer) 2 : of, relating to, or concerned with
the artistic representation of a particular locality <a --- poem) <'-^

painting) — to-po>grapli-i-cal-ly \-k(9-)le\ adv
to-pog-ra.phy \t3-'pag-r3-fe\ n [ME topographie, fr. LL topo-
graphia, fr. Gk, fr. topographein to describe a place, fr. topos place
+ graphein to write — more at carve] la; the art or practice
of graphic delineation in detail usu. on maps or charts of natural
and man-made features of a place or region esp. in a way to show
their relative positions and elevations b : topographical surveying
2 a : the configuration of a surface including its relief and the posi-
tion of its natural and man-made features h : the physical or
natural features of an object or entity and their structural relation-
ships

to.po-log.i.cal \,tap-3-'laj-i-k3l, ,to-pa-\ adj 1 : of or relating to
topology 2 : being or involving properties unaltered under a one*
to-one continuous transformation (continuity and connectedness
are '^ properties) ~ to*po*log*i>cal>Iy \-k(3-)le\ adv

topological transtormation n ; homeomorphism
t0>pol>o>gist \ta-'pal-3-J3st, to-\ n ; a student of or specialist in
topology

tO-pol*o-gy \-ie\ n [ISV] 1 : topographical study of a particular
place; specij : the history of a region as indicated by its topography
2 : the anatomy of a particular region of the body 3 : a branch of
mathematics that investigates the properties of a geometric con-
figuration (as a point set) that are unaltered if the configuration is

subjected to a one-to-one continuous transformation In both
directions
toP'Onym \'tap-3-,nim, 'to-p3-\ n [ISV, back-formation fr. top-
onymy} : place-name
top-onym-ic \,tap-3-*nim-ik, ,t6-pa-\ adj : of or relating to top-
onyms or toponymy — top-onym-i.cal \-i-kal\ adj

top-on.y.my \t3-'pan-s-me, to-\ n [ISV, fr. top- + Gk onyma,
onoma name — more at name] 1 ; the place-names of a region or
language or the esp. etymological study of them 2 ; the nomen-
clature of regional anatomy

top.per \'tap-3r\ n 1 : one that puts on or takes off tops 2 : one
that is at or on the top 3 a : silk hat h : opera hat 4 : some-
thing (as a joke) that caps everything preceding 5 : a woman's
usu. short and loose-fitting lightweight outer coat
Uop'ping \'tap-ia\ n 1 : something that forms a top: as a : gar-
nish bra flavorful addition (as of sauce or nuts) served on top of
a dessert c : a finishing layer of mortar on concrete 2 ; the action
of one that tops 3 : something removed by topping
stopping adj 1 : highest in rank or eminence 2 NewEng ; proud
3 chiejly Brit : excellent

top.ple \'tap-3l\ vb top-pling \-(3-)lio\ [freq. of ^top'\ vi 1 : to
fall from or as if from being top-heavy 2 ; to be or seem unsteady
; totter ^ vt 1 : to cause to topple : overturn 2 : overthrow

lop round « : the part of a round steak situated on the inside of the
round

tops \'taps\ adj : topmost in quality, ability, popularity, or eminence— used predicatively
lop.sail \'tap-,sal, -sal\ also top-s'l \-s3l\ n 1 : the sail next above
the lowermost sail on a mast in a square-rigged ship 2 ; the sail
set above and sometimes on the gaff in a fore-and-aft rigged ship

top secret adj ; demanding inviolate secrecy among top officials
or a select few

top sergeant n : first sergeant 1

itop.Side \'tap-'sTd\ n, ojten attrib 1 pi \ the top portion of the
outer surface of a ship on each side above the waterhne 2 : the
highest level of authority

2topside adv 1 also top<sides \-'sTdz\ : on deck 2 : to or on the
top or surface 3 ; in a position of authority

top«soil \'tap-,s6il\ n : surface soil usu. including the average
plow depth or the A-horizon

top Spin n Vtopi : a rotary motion Imparted to a ball that causes
it to rotate forward in the direction of its flight

top>stitch \'tap-,stich\ vt : to make a line of stitching on the out-
side of (a garment) close to a seam

top>5tone \'tap-.st6n\ n : capstone
top-sy-tur-vi-ly \,tap-se-'t3r-v9-le\ adv : in a topsy-turvy manner
top-sy-tur.vi.ness \-ve-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being
topsy-turvy
Uop.sy-tur.vy \,tap-se-'t3r-ve\ adv [prob. deriv. of tops (pi. of
^top) + obs. E terve (to turn upside down)] 1 : with the top or
head downward : upside down 2 : in utter confusion or disorder
2topsy-turvy adj : turned topsy-turvy : totally disordered
3topsy-turvy n ; topsy-turviness — top'Sy-tur'Vy»dom \-ved-
am\ n
top.worh \'tap-,w3rk\ vt : to graft scions of another variety on the
main branches of (as fruit trees) usu. to obtain more desirable fruit

toque \'t6k\ n [MF, soft hat with a narrow brim worn esp. in the
16th cent., fr. OSp toca headdress] 1 : a woman's small hat without
a brim made In any of various soft close-fitting shapes 2 : tuque

lor \'t6(a)r\ n [ME, fr. OE torr^ : a high craggy hill

To-rah \'tor-a, 'tor-X n [Heb rora/i] 1 : law 2b 2 : the body of
divine knowledge and law found in the Jewish scriptures and oral
tradition

torcU \'t6(3)rch\ n, ojten attrib [ME torche, fr. OF, bundle of
twisted straw or tow, torch, fr. (assumed) VL torca; akin to L
/or^uere to twist — moreatTORTURE] 1 : a burning stick of resinous
wood or twist of tow used to give light and usu. carried in the hand
: flambeau 2 ; something (as wisdom or knowledge) likened to a
torch as giving Ught or guidance 3 : any of various portable

torll

devices for emitting an unusually hot flame — compare blowtorch
4 chiejly Brit t FLAsHLiGKi — torch*bear-er \-,bar-3r, -,ber-\ n— torch.llght \-.ITt\ n

tor>clion \'t6r-,shan\ n [F, duster, fr. OF, bundle of twisted straw,
fr. torche] : a coarse bobbin or machine-made lace made with fan-
shaped designs forming a scalloped edge

torch singer n : a singer of torch songs
torch song n ; a popular sentimental song of unrequited love
torch'Wood \'t6rch-,wud\ n 1 ; a notably resinous or oily wood
suitable for torches 2 a : any of a genus (Amyris) usu. placed in
the rue family of tropical American trees and shrubs with hard
heavy fragrant resinous streaky yellowish brown wood b : the
wood of a torchwood

tore past Oj TEAR
to.re.ador \'t6r-e-3-.dd(3)r, 'tor-, "tar-X n [Sp, fr. toreado, pp. of
torear to fight bulls, fr. toro bull, fr. L taurus — more at taurme]
: BULLFIGHTER, TORERO

t0.re.ro \ts-'re(3)r-(,)o\ n [Sp, fr. LL taurarius, fr. L taurus buU]
: BULLFIGHTER

tO.reu.tic \t3-'rut-ik\ adj [Gk toreutikos, fr. toreueln to bore
through, chase, fr. toreus boring tool; akin to Gk tetrainein to
bore — more at throw] ; of or relating to work wrought in metal
esp. by embossing or chasing

to.reu.tics \-iks\ n pi but sing in constr l the art or process of
making toreutic work

tori pi oj torus
to.ric \'tor-ik, 't6r-\ adj ! of, relating to, or shaped like a torus
or segment of a torus

lo.rii \'t6r-e-,e, 't6r-\ n, pi torii [Jap] : a
Japanese gateway of light construction built
at the approach to a Shinto temple
itor.ment \'t6r-,ment\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L
tormentum torture, fr. torquere to twist — more
at torture] 1 : the infliction of torture (as
by rack or wheel) 2 : extreme pain or anguish
of body or mind ; agony 3 : a source of vexa-
tion or pain
stor.ment \t6r-'ment, •t6r-,\ vt 1 a : to cause
severe suffering of body or mind to : afflict,
DISTRESS b : to stir up : agitate (-^fd seas)
c : to cause worry or vexation to : harass 2 : distort, twist syn
see afflict

tor.men.til \'t6r-man-,til\ n [ME turmentill, fr. ML tormentilla,
fr. L tormentum: fr. its use in allaying pain] : a yellow-flowered
Eurasion potentilla {Potentilla tormentilla) with a root used In
tanning and dyeing

tor.men.tor \t6r-'ment-3r, 't6r-,\ n 1 : one that torments 2 : a
fixed curtain or flat on each side of a theater stage that prevents
the audience from seeing into the wings 3 ; a screen covered to
prevent echo during the taking of motion-picture scenes
torn past part oj tear
tor.na.dic \t6r-'nad-ik, -'nad-X adj ; relating to, characteristic of,

or constituting a tornado
tor.na.do \t6r-'nad-(,)o\ n, pi tornadoes or tornados [modif. of
Sp tronada thunderstorm, fr. tronar to thunder, fr. L tonare — more
at thunder] 1 archaic : a tropical thunderstorm 2 a : a squall
accompanying a thunderstorm in Africa bra violent destructive
whirling wind accompanied by a funnel-shaped cloud that pro-
gresses in a narrow path over the land 3 ; a violent or destructive
windstorm : whirlwind

tor.nil.lo \t6r-'ne-(,)(y)o, -•nil-(.)o\ n, /?? tornillos [Sp, lit., small
lathe, screw, dim. of torno lathe, fr. L tornus — more at turn]
; screw bean 1

to.rold \'t6(3)r-.6ld, 't6(3)r-\ n [NL torusi 1 : a surface generated
by a plane closed curve rotated about a line in Its plane that does
not intersect the curve 2 : a body whose surface has the form of a
torold

to.roi.dal \t6-'r6id-'l\ adj : of, relating to, or shaped like a torus
or toroid : doughnut-shaped <a -^ resistance coil) — to.roi.dal-ly
\-'I-e\ adv

to.rose \'to(3)r-.os, •t6(3)r-\ adj [L torosus, fr. torus protuberance,
bulge] : knobbed; esp, oj a plant part t cylindrical with alternate
swellings and contractions
Uor.pe.do \t6r-'ped-(,)6\ n, pMorpedoes [L, lit., stiffness, numb-
ness, fr. torpere to be stiff or numb] 1 : electric ray 2 : an
engine or machine for destroying ships by blowing them up: as
a ; a submarine mine b : a dirigible self-propelling cigar-shaped
submarine projectile filled with an explosive charge that is projected
from a ship often designed for the purpose against another at a
distance 3 a : a charge of explosive enclosed in a container or case
h ; a small firework that explodes when thrown against a hard
object 4 : a professional gunman or assassin

2torpedo vt tor-pe-do-ing \-'ped-3-wiri\ 1 : to hit or sink (a ship)
with a naval torpedo ; strike or destroy by torpedo 2 ; to destroy
or nullify altogether ; wreck (•^ a plan)

torpedo boat n : a boat designed for firing torpedoes; specij : a
small very fast thinly plated boat with one or more torpedo tubes
torpedo-boat destroyer n : a larger, swifter, and more pov/erfully

armed type of torpedo boat orig. intended principally for the
destruction of torpedo boats but later used also as a more for-

midable torpedo boat
torpedo tube n : a tube fixed near the waterllne through which a
torpedo is fired

tor.pid \'t6r-p3d\ adj [L torpidus, fr. torpere to be stiff or numb;
akin to L stirps trunk, stock, lineage, OE starian to stare — more at

stare] 1 a : having lost motion or the power of exertion or feeling

: dormant, numb b : sluggish in functioning or acting <a '-^ frog)
<a ^ mind) 2 t lacking in energy or vigor ; apathetic, dull— tor.pid-i'ty \t6r-'pid-st-e\ n — tor.pid>Iy \'t6r-p3d-Ie\ adv

tor-por \'t6r-p3r\ n [L, fr. torpere] 1 ; a state of mental and motor
Inactivity with partial or total Insensibility : extreme sluggishness
or stagnation of function 2 : dullness, apathy syn see lethargy

tor.quate \'t6r-,kwat\ adj [L torquatus, lit., wearing a torque, fr.

torques] ; having a ring esp. of color around the neck
itorque \'t6(3)rk\ n [F, fr. L torques, fr. torquere to twist ~ more at
torture] : a usu. metal collar or neck chain worn by the ancient
Gauls, Germans, and Britons

a abut; a kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;
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Storqne n [L torquere to twist] : something that produces or
tends to produce rotation or torsion and whose effectiveness is

measured by the product of the force and the perpendicular
distance from the Une of action of the force to the axis of rotation;
broadly : a turning or twisting force

torque converter n : a device for transmitting and amplifying
torque esp. by hydraulic means

Iter -rent \'t6r-ant, 'tar-\ n [F, fr. L torrent-, torrens, fr. torrent-,

torrens burning, seething, rushing, fr. prp. of torrere to parch, bum— more at thirst] 1 : a violent stream of a liquid (as water or lava)
2 : a raging flood : a tumultuous outpouring : flux, rush

2torrent adj : torrential
tor*ren<tial \t6-'ren-ch3l, t3-\ adj l a : relating to or having the
character of a torrent <~ rains) b : caused by or resulting from
action of rapid streams <^' gravel) 2 : resembUng a torrent in
violence or rapidity of flow — tor«ren«tial»ly \-'rench-(3-)le\ adv

tor-rld \*t6r-ad, 'tar-\ adj [L torridus. fr torrere} 1 a : parched
with heat esp. of the sun ; hot <^-' sands) b : giving off intense
heat : scorching 2 : ardent, passionate {^ love letters) —
tor-rid'i'ty \t6-'rid-at-e\ n — tor-rid-ly \'t6r-3d-le, "taf-\ adv— tor-rld<ness n

torrid zone n : the belt of the earth between the tropics over which
the sun is vertical at some period of the year

tor-sade \t6r-*sad, -'sad\ n [F, fr. obs. F tors twisted, fr. LL
torsus"! : a twisted cord or ribbon used esp, as a hat ornament

tor-Sion \'t6r-sh3n\ n [LL torsus, pp. of L torquere to twist]
1 ; the twisting or wrenching of a body by the exertion of forces
tending to turn one end or part about a longitudinal axis while
the other is held fast or turned in the opposite direction; also ; the
state of being twisted 2 ; the reactive torque that an elastic solid
exerts by reason of being under torsion — tor>sion>al X'tor-shnsl,
-sh9n-=l\ adj — tor<sion*al>ly \-e\ adv

torsion balance n : an instrument used to measure minute forces
(as electrostatic or magnetic attraction and repulsion) by the
torsion of a wire or filament

tor.so \'t6r-(,)s6\ n, pi torsos or tor-si \'t6r-,se\ [It, Ut., stalk,
fr. L thyrsus stalk, thyrsus] 1 : the trunk of a sculptured rep-
resentation of a human body; esp : the trunk of a statue whose
head and limbs are mutilated 2 : something that is mutilated or
left unfinished 3 : the human trunk

tort \'t6(a)rt\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML tortum, fr. L, neut. of tortus
twisted, fr. pp. of torquerel : a wrongful act for which a civil action
will he except one involving a breach of contract

tor*te \'t6rt-a, 't6(3)rt\ n, pi tor-ten \'t6rt-=n\ or tortes [G, prob.
fr. It torta, fr. LL, round loaf of bread] : a cake made oi many
eggs, sugar, and often grated nuts or dry bread crumbs and usu.
covered with a rich frosting

tor-tel.li.ni \.t6rt-'l-'e-ne\ n [It] : a noodle dough cut in rounds,
filled with savory fillings, and boiled
tor.ti.coMiS \,t6rt-9-'kal-3S\ n [NL, fr. L tortus twisted + -/- +
collum neck — more at collar] : a more-or-less fixed twisting of
the neck resulting in an abnormal carriage of the head — called
also wryneck

tor-tiUia \t6r-'te-(y)3\ n [AmerSp. dim. of Sp torta cake, fr. LL,
round loaf of bread] ; a round thin cake of imleavened commeal
bread usu. eaten hot with a topping or filling of ground meat or
cheese

tor<tious \'t6r-sh3s\ adj : implying or involving tort— tor-tioas-ly

tor<toise \'t6rt-3s\ n [ME tortu tortuce, fr. MF tortue — more at
turtle] 1 : any of an order (Testudinata) of reptiles : turtle;
esp : a land turtle 2 : someone or something regarded as stow or
laggard

tortoise beetle n ; any of a family (Chrysomelidae) of small tor-
toise-shaped beetles with larvae that feed on leaves

tor.toise.shell \'t6rt-a-,shel, -as(h)-,shel\ n 1 : the mottled homy
substance of the shell of some turtles (as the hawksbill turtle) used
in inlaying and in making various ornamental articles 2 : any of
several showy butterflies (genus Nymphalis)

tor<to>lll \t6r-'t5-ne\ n [prob. fr. Tortoni, 19th cent. It res-
taurateur in Paris] : ice cream made of heavy cream sometimes
with minced almonds, chopped maraschino cherries, or various
flavoring ingredients

tor-tri-cid \'t6r-tr3-s3d\ adj [NL Tortric-, Tortrix} : of or relating
to a family (Tortricidae) of small stout-bodied moths many of
whose larvae feed in fruits — tortricld n

tor.trix \'t6r-triks\ n [NL Tortric-, Tortrix, genus of moths, fr. L
tortus, pp. of torquere to twist; fr. the habit of twisting or rolling
leaves to make a nest] : a tortricid moth

tor-tu.os.i-ty \,t6r-ch3-'was-at-e\ n 1 : the quahty or state of
being tortuous 2 : something winding or twisted ; a crooked place
or part : bend, siNuosrrv

tor.tU-OUS \'t6rch-(3-)w^s\ adj [ME, fr. MF tortueux, fr. L tor-
luosus, fr. tortus twist, fr. tortus, pp. of torquere} 1 : marked by
repeated twists, bends, or turns : winding 2a: marked by
devious or indirect tactics : crooked, tricky b ; circuitous,
involved — tor>tU'Ous-ly adv — tor<tu>ou5>ness n
ttor.tuie \'t6r-ch3r\ n [F, fr. LL torfura, fr. L tortus, pp. of
torquere to twist; akin to OHG drahsil turner, Gk atraktos spindle]
1 : the infliction of intense pain (as from burning, crushing, or
wounding) to punish, coerce, or afford sadistic pleasure 2 a : an-
guish of body or mind ; agony b : something that causes agony or
pain 3 ; distortion or overrefinement of a meaning or an argument
: straining

atorture vt tor-tur-ing \'t6rch-(3-)rio\ 1 : to punish or coerce
by inflicting excruciating pain 2 : to cause intense suffering to
: torment 3 : to twist or wrench out of shape ; distort, warp
syn see afflict — tor-tur-er \'t6r-ch3r-ar\ n

tor-tur-ous \'tdrch-(3-)r3s\ adj ; causing torture : cmelly painful— tor^tur-ous'ly adv
tor.u.la \*t6r-(y)3-l3, 'tar-\ n, pi tor-u-Iae \-,le, -,1T\ also torulas
[NL, fr. L torus protuberance] ; any of various yeasts or similar
fungi that lack sexual spores, do not produce alcohoUc fermenta-
tions, and are typically acid formers

tor*u>lose \-,los\ adj [NL torulosus, dim. of L torosus torose]
; somewhat torose

to.rtis \"t6r-3s. 'torA n. pi to-rl \*to(3)r-J, 't6(a)r-. -.e\ [NL, fr.
L, protuberance, bulge, toms molding] 1 : a smooth rounded
anatomical protuberance 2 : a large molding of convex profile
commonly occurring as the lowest molding in the base of a column

3 t receptacle 2b 4 : a doughnut-shaped surface generated by a
circle rotated about an axis in its plane that does not intersect the
circle; broadly : toroid
To.ry \'t6r-e, 't6r-\ n [IrGael tdraidhe pursued man, robber, fr.

Mir toir pursxoit] 1 : an Irish papist or royalist outlaw chiefly of
the 1 7th century 2 obs : marauder 3 a : a member or supporter
of a major British political group of the 18th and early 19th
centuries favoring at first the Stuarts and later royal authority
and the established church and seeking to preserve the traditional
political structure and defeat parUamentary reform — compare
WHIG b : conservative lb 4 : an American upholding the cause
of the British Crown against the supporters of colonial independ-
ence during the American Revolution : loyalist 5 ojten not cap
: an extreme conservative esp. in poUtical and economic principles— Tory adj
Tory Democracy n : a poUtical philosophy advocating preservation
of established institutions and traditional principles combined with
political democracy and a social and economic program designed
to benefit the common man
To-ry-ism \'tor-e-,iz-am, 't6r-\ n : the principles and practices
of or associated with Tories

tory-rory adj [origin unknown] obs : uproarious, roisterino
tosll \'tash\ n [origin unknown] ; sheer nonsense ; bosh, twaddle
'toss \'t6s, 'tas\ vb [prob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw dial, tossa
to spread, scatter] vf 1 a : to fling or heave continuously about,
to and fro, or up and down <a ship '^ed by waves) b : bandy 2c
c ; to mix hghtly imtil well coated with a dressing (^^ a salad)
2 : to make uneasy : stir up : disturb 3 a : to throw with a quick,
light, or careless motion or with a sudden jerk <r^ a ball around)
b : to throw up in the air {^edhy a bull) c : ^match 5a 4 a : to
fling or lift with a sudden motion i-^es her head angrily) b : to
tilt suddenly so as to empty by drinking i-^ed his glass) 5 ; to
accomplish, provide, or dispose of readily or easily <'^ off a few
verses) '— v/ 1 a : to move restlessly or turbulently; esp : to twist
and tum repeatedly <~?d sieeplessly all night) b : to move
with a quick or spirited gesture : flounce 2 : to decide an issue
by flipping a coin syn see throw — toss>er n

3toss n 1 ; the state or fact of being tossed 2 : an act or instance
of tossing: as a : an abrupt tilting or upward fling bra deciding
by chance and esp. by fhpping a coin c ; throw, pitch
toss>pot \-,pat\ n : drunkard, sot
toss-up \-,ap\ n 1 ; toss 2b 2 : an even chance
Uol \'tat\ n [origin unknown] 1 : a small child ; toddler 2 : a
small drink or allowance of liquor ; shot

2tot vb tot-ted; tot-ting itot., abbr. of total} vt : to add together
; SUMMARIZE, total ^ vi \ ADD
Uo.tal \'t6t-'l\ adj [ME, fr. MF. fr. ML totalis, fr. L totus whole,
entire] 1 : comprising or constituting a whole : entire <~ amount)
2 : complete, utter <a ~ failure) 3 : concentrating all available
personnel and resources on a single objective ; all-out, thorough-
going syn see whole

2total rt 1 ; a product of addition : sum 2 : an entire quantity
: amount syn see sum

3total adv : totally
4totaI vt to-taled or to-taUed; to-tal-ing or to-tal-Ilng 1 : to
add up ; compute 2 ; to amoimt to : number

total depravity n : a state of corruption due to original sin held
in Calvinism to infect every part of man's nature and to make the
natural man unable to know or obey God

total eclipse n : an ecUpse in which one celestial body is completely
obscured by the shadow or body of another

to-tal-ism \'tot-'l-,iz-3m\ n ; TOTALrrARiANisM — to>tal*is*tlc
\,tot-=l-'is-tik\ adj

tO>tal*i>tar-i*an \(,)to-,tal-3-'ter-e-3n\ adj [total + -itarian (as in
authoritarian)} 1 a ; of or relating to centralized control by an
autocratic leader or hierarchy : authorffarian, dictatorial;
esp : despotic b ; of or relating to a political regime based on sub-
ordination of the individual to the state and strict control of all
aspects of the life and productive capacity of the nation esp. by
coercive measures (as censorship and terrorism) 2a: advocating
or characteristic of totalitarianism b : completely regulated by
the state esp. as an aid to national mobilization in an emergency

; exercising autocratic powers : tending toward monopoly
— totalitarian n — to*tal>i>tar>i>an-ism \-e-3-,niz-9m\ n — to-
tal-i-tar-i-an-ize \-,nTz\ vt

to>tal*i*ty \to-'tal-3t-c\ n 1 ; an aggregate amount : sum, whole
2 : the quality or state of being total : entirety, wholeness

to.tal.iza-tor or to.tal.isa-tor N'tot-n-a-.zat-srX n ; apari-mutuel
machine

to*tal.ize \'tot-'l-,Tz\ vt 1 : to add up : total 2 : to express as a
whole : summarize

to-tal>iz>er \-,T-23r\ n : one that totalizes; specij : a pari-muttiel
machine

to<tal>ly \'t6t-'I-e\ adv 1 : in a total manner ; wholly 2 : as a
whole : in toto

total utility n : the degree of utility of an economic good (as an
article or service) considered as a whole — compare marginal
UTiLrrY

Sp quina cinchona; fr. its containing all the alkaloids of cinchona
bark — more at quinine] : an antimalarial drug containing quinine
and other alkaloids extracted from American cinchona bark
Uote \'tot\ vt [origin unknown] 1 : to carry by hand ; bear on
the person : lug, pack 2 : haul, convey

2tote n, ojten attrib : burden, load
3tote vb [E dial, tote, n. (total)] : tot. total
<tote n [short for totalizator} ; a pari-mutuel machine
to-tem \'l6t-am\ n, ojten attrib [ Ojibwa ototeman his totem]
1 a ; an object (as an animal or plant) serving as the emblem of a
family or clan and often as a reminder of its ancestry; also : a
usu. carved or painted representation of such an object b : a
family or clan identified by a common totemic object 2 : something
that serves as an emblem or revered symbol — to>tem>ic \to-
'tem-ik\ adj

to-tem-ism \'tot-3-,miz-3m\ n 1 : belief in kinship with or a
mystical relationship between a group or an individual and a totem
2 : a system of social organization based on totemic affiliations

tO*tetn*lst \-3-mast\ n : a practitioner of or specialist in totemism
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to-tein>is-tic \,tot-9-'mls-tlk\ adj ; of or relating to totemlsts or
totemlsm : totemic

to*tem>ite \'tot-3-,mTt\ n ; totemist
totem pole n 1 : a pole or pillar carved and painted
with a series of totemic symbols representing family
lineage that is erected before the houses of some
Indian tribes of the northwest coast of No. America
2 : an order of rank : hierarchy

tot-er \'tot-3r\ n ; one that totes

tote road » : a road for hauling supplies esp. Into a
lumber camp
tOth.er or t'oth-er \'l3th-ar\ pron or adj [ME totfier,

alter, (resulting from incorrect division of thet other
the other, fr. ihet the — fr. OE thmt — + other) of
other — more at that] chiefly dial ; the other

toti- comb jarm [L totus whole, entire] : whole : wholly
</o//palmaie>

t0-ti-pal-mate\,tot-9-'pal-,mat, -'paCDtn-.atX ad/: hav-
ing all four toes united by a web <peUcans are '^>— to-ti-paMua'tion X-.pal-'ma-shan, -,pa(l)m-'a-\ n
to.ti.po.ten-cy \to-'tip-3t-3n-se, .t6t-3-'p6t-'n-\ n

: ability to generate or regenerate a whole organism
from a part

tO-tl*po>teut \-ant, -'ntV adj : capable of development
along any of the lines inherently possible to its kind
<a mesenchyme cell is '^>

UOt.ter ytat-3r\ vi [ME toteren'i 1 a : to tremble or
rock as if about to fall : sway b ; to become unstable
; threaten to collapse 2 : to move unsteadily ; stag- totem pole
GER, WOBBLE — tot-teiy \-3-re\ adj

2tOttei n : an unsteady gait : wobble
tot*ter>ing adj l a : being in an unstable condition <a -^ building)
b ! walking unsteadily 2 : lacking firmness or stabihty : insecure
<a '^ regime) — tot*ter>illg>ly \-»-riD-le\ adv

tOt-ty \'tat-e\ adj [ME toty'i archaic ; dazed, fuddled
Toua>reg var oj tuareg
tou-can \'tii-,kan, -,kan. tii-'X n [F, fr. Pg tucano, fr. Tupi] : any of
a family (Ramphastidae) of fruit-eating birds of tropical America
with brilliant coloring and a very large but light and thin-walled
beak
itouch \'t3ch\ vb [ME touchen, fr. OF tuchier, fr. (assumed) VL
toccare to knock, strike a bell, touch, of imit. origin] vt 1 ; to
bring a bodily part into contact with esp. so as to perceive through
the tactile sense : palpate 2 ; to strike or push lightly esp. with
the hand or foot or an implement 3 : to lay hands upon (one af-
flicted with scrofula) — compare king's evil 4 archaic a : to
play on (a stringed instrument) h : to perform (a melody) by
playing or singing 5 a : to take into the hands or mouth <never
~es alcohol) b ; to put hands upon in any way or degree <don*t
f^ anything before the police come); esp : to commit violence upon
(swears he never '^ed the child) 6 : to concern oneself with
7 : to induce to give or lend i-^ed him for ten dollars) 8 : to cause
to be briefly in contact or conjunction with something i^ed his
spurs to his horse) 9 a (1) : to meet without overlapping or pene-
trating ; ADJOIN (2) : to get to : reach <the speedometer needle
r^ed 80) b : to be tangent to c : to rival in quality or value
(nothing can --^ that cloth for durability) 10 : to speak or tell of
esp. in passing 11 : to affect the interest of : concern 12 a : to
leave a mark or impression on b : to harm sUghtty by or as if by
contact ; taint, blemish (fruit ~ed by frost) <a horse '^ed in the
wind) c : to give a delicate tint, line, or expression to <a smile ^ed
her lips) 13 : to draw or delineate with light strokes 14 a : to
hurt the feelings of ; wound b : to move to sympathetic feeling
(-^erf by the loyalty of his friends) -« vi 1 a : to feel something
with a body part (as the hand or foot) b : to lay hand or finger on
a person to cure disease (as scrofula) 2 ; to be in contact 3 : to
come close ; verge (his actions '^ on treason) 4 : to have a bear-
ing ; RELATE — used with on or upon 6 a : to make a brief or in-

cidental stop on shore during a trip by water (

—

ed at several ports)
b ; to treat a topic in a brief or casual manner — used with on or
upon (~c(i upon many points) syn see affect — touch-able
\-a-bsl\ adj — touch>er n

atoQCll rt 1 : a light stroke, up, or push 2 ; the act or fact of
touching 3 : the spwcial sense by which pressure or traction exerted
on the skin or mucous membrane is perceived 4 : mental or moral
sensitiveness, responsiveness, or tact . 5 : a specified sensation
conveyed through the tactile receptors : feel (the velvety '^ of a
fabric) 6 a : the act of rubbing gold or silver on a touchstone to
test its quality b : test, trial 7 a : a visible effect : mark
b ; weakness, defect 8 : something shght of its kind: as a : a
light attack {'^ of fever) b : a small quantity : trace (~ of spring
in the air> c : a transient emotion (momentary ^^ of compunction)
9 a archaic : the playing of an instrument (as a lute or piano) with
the fingers; also : musical notes or strains so produced b : a man-
ner or method of touching or striking esp. the keys of a keyboard
Instrument c : particular action of a keyboard instrument with
reference to the resistance of its keys to pressure (piano with a
stiff '^) 10 : a set of changes in change ringing less than the total
number possible or less than a peal 11 : a delicate stroke in creat-
ing or improving an artistic composition 12 ; distinctive manner
or method (the '^ of a master) 13 : a characteristic or distin-
guishing trait or quality 14 slang ; an act of soUciting or getting
a gift or loan 15 : the state or fact of being in contact or com-
munication 16 : the area outside of the sidelines in soccer or
outside of and including the touchlines in rugby
touch and go n 1 : rapid movement from point to point 2 : a
highly uncertain or precarious situation

tOUCll>back \'t3ch-,bak\ n : an act or instance in football of being
In possession of the ball behind one's own goal line when the ball
is declared dead after crossing the goal line as the result of an
impetus given by an opponent
touch down vr ; to place (the ball In rugby) by hand on the ground
on or over an opponent's goal line in scoring a try or behind one's
own goal line as a defensive measure — vi", oj an airplane ; land
touch-down \'tsch-,daun\ n 1 : the act of touching a football to
the ground behind an opponent's goal; specif : the act of scoring
six points in American football by being lawfully in possession of
the ball on, above, or behind an opponent's goal Une when the ball

Is declared dead 2 : the act or moment of touching down with
an airplane

tOU-ch^ \tu-*sha\ interj [F. ir.pp. of toucher to touch, fr. OF tuchier"^— used to acknowledge a hit in fencing or the success of an argu-

touched \'t3cht\ adj X : emotionally stirred 2 : slightly un-
balanced mentally
touch football n : football played informally and chiefly charac-
terized by the substitution of touching for tackling

touch-hole \'tach-,hoi\ n : the vent in old-time cannons or fire-
arms through which the charge was ignited

t0uch*i-]y \'t3ch-3-le\ adv : in a touchy manner
touch-i-ness \'t3ch-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being touchy
Uoucli-iiig prep : in reference to : concerning
3t0uching adj : capable of stirring emotions : pathehc syn see
moving — touch-ing-ly \-ii3-le\ adv

touch-line \'t5ch-,lTn\ n : either of the lines that bound the sides
of the field of play in rugby and soccer
touch-mark \-,mark\ n : an identifying maker's mark impressed on
pewter
touch-me-not \'t3ch-me-,nat\ n 1 ; jewelweed 2 : squirting
cucumber
touch oft vf 1 : to describe or characterize to a nicety 2 a : to
cause to explode by or as if by touching with fire b : to release
or initiate with sudden violence ^touched off a new wave of violence)
touch-stone \'tach-,ston\ « 1 : a black siliceous stone related to
flint and formerly used to test the purity of gold and silver by
the streak left on the stone when rubbed by the metal 2 : a test or
criterion for determining the quality or genuineness of a thing syn
see standard
touch system n : a method of typewriting that assigns a particular
finger to eauh key and makes it possible to type without looking at
the keyboard
touch-type \'t3ch-,tTp\ vb : to type by the touch system
touch up vr 1 : to improve or perfect by small additional strokes or
alterations 2 : to stimulate by or as if by a flick of a whip
touch-wood \'t3ch-,wud\ n : spunk
touchy \'t3ch-e\ adj 1 : marked by readiness to take offense on
slight provocation 2 a of a body part : acutely sensitive or irritable

h of a chemical : highly explosive or inflammable 3 : calling for
tact, care, or caution in treatment (a '^ subject among the members
of his family) syn see irascible
ItOUgh \'t3f\ adj [ME. fr. OE toh; akin to OHG zahi tough]
1 a ; strong or firm in texture but flexible and not brittle b : not
easily chewed 2 : glutinous, sticky 3 : characterized by
severity or uncompromising determination <— and inflexible foreign
policy —New Statesman A Nation) 4 : capable of enduring strain,

hardship, or severe labor 5 : very hard to influence : stubborn
6 : extremely difficult to cope with 7 : stubbornly fought ('--

contest) 8 : rowdyism, ruffianly 9 : marked by absence of
softness or sentimentality syn see strong — tOUgh-ly adv —
tough- ness n
3tough n : a tough person; esp : rowdy
tough-en \'taf-an\ vb tough-en-ing \-(3-)nio\ vt : to make tough

'«- vi ; to become tough
tOUgh-ie also toughy \'t3f-e\ n : one that is tough: as a : a loud
rough rowdy person b : a difficult problem
tough-mind-ed \'t3f-'mTn-dad\ adj : realistic or unsentimental In

temper or habitual point of view
tOU-pee \tu-'pa\ n [F toupet forelock, fr. OF. dim. of top, toup,

of Gmc origin; akin to OHG zopf tuft of hair — more at top]
1 : a curl or lock of hair made into a topknot on a periwig or
natural hairdress; also : a periwig with such a topknot 2 : a small
wig or section of false hair worn to cover a bald spot

Uour \'tu(a)r, 1 is also 'tau(3)r\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF tourn, tour

lathe, circuit, turn — more at turn] 1 : one's turn in an orderly
schedule : shift 2 a : a journey for business, pleasure, or educa-
tion in which one returns to the starting point b : a brief turn
: ROUND

stour vi : to make a tour «' v? 1 : to make a tour of 2 t to present
(as a theatrical production) on a tour

tou-ra-co \'tur-3-,k6\ n, pi touracos [native name in western
Africa] : any of a family (Musophagidae) of African biids related

to the cuckoos
tour.bU-Uon \tur-*bil-y3n\ or tour-biMon \tiir-be-(y)o'»\ n [MF
tourbillon, fr. L turbin-, turbo — more at turbine] 1 : whirlwind
2 : a vortex esp. of a whirlwind or whirlpool 3 : a firework having
a spiral flight

tour de lorce \,tu(3)rd-a-'fo(a)rs. -•f6(3)rs\ n, pi tours de lorce
\same\ [F] ; a feat of strength, skill, or ingenuity

touring car n : an open automobile with two cross seats, usu. four
doors, and a folding top — called also phaeton, tour-er \'tur-ar\

tour-Ism \'tu(s)r-,iz-3m\ n 1 ; the practice of traveling for recrea-

tion 2 : the guidance or management of tourists 3 a : the pro-
motion or encouragement of touring b : the accommodation of
tourists

tour-ist \*tiir-9st\ n : one that makes a tour for pleasure or culture
— tourist adj

tourist card n : a citizenship identity card issued to a tourist usu.

for a stated period of time in lieu of a passport or a visa

tourist class n ; economy accommodation on a ship, airplane, or
train

tourist court n : motel
tourist home n ; a house in which rooms are available for rent to

transients
tour-ma-line \'tur-m3-Un. -,len\ n [Sinhalese toramalli carnelian]

: a mineral of variable color (Na,Ca)(Li,Mg,Fe,Al)(Al,Fe)6B3Si6-
027(0,OH, F)< that consists of a complex sihcate and makes a gem
of great beauty when transparent and cut

tour-na-ment V'tur-na-mant, 't3r-\ n [ME tornement, fr. OF
torneiement, fr. torneier} 1 a ; a knightly sport of the middle
ages between mounted combatants armed with blunted lances or
swords and divided into two parties contesting for a prize or favor
bestowed by the lady of the tournament b : the whole series of

knightly sports, jousts, and tilts occurring at one time and place

2 : a championship series of games or athletic contests

Uour*ney \'tu(-a)r-ne, 'tar-X vi [ME tourneyen, fr. MF torneier, fr.
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OF, fr. torn, tourn lathe, circuit] : to perform In a tournament

2tourney n : tournament
tonr.ni.quet \'tur-ni-kat, 'tar-\ n [F, turnstile, tourniquet, fr.

tourner to turn, fr. OF corner — more at turn] ; a device (as a
bandage twisted tight with a stick) to arrest bleeding
itouse \*tauz, 'tuz\ vl [ME -lousen; akin to OHG zirzusdn to pull
to pieces] : RUMPLE, tousle

2t0U5e n I a. noisy disturbance
itoU'Sle \*tau-zal\ vt tou-sling \'tauz-(a-)IiD\ [ME touselen, freq.
of tousen'\ : dishevel, rumple

atou.sle \'tau-z3l, 1 is also 'tu-\ n 1 Scot ; rough dalliance : tussle
2 : a tangled mass

itout \'taut\ vb [ME tuten to peer; akin to OE totian to stick out,
Norw tyie'[ vl 1 : to canvass for customers 2 a chiejly Brit : to
spy on racehorse trials or stable secrets for betting purposes b ; to
give a tip or solicit bets on a racehorse ~ vf 1 ; to spy on : watch
2 a Brit : to spy out information about (as a racing stable or horse)
b : to give a tip or solicit bets on (a racehorse) 3 : to solicit or
peddle importunately

stout n : one who touts: as a ; one who solicits custom b chiejly

Brit : one who spies out racing information for betting purposes
c : one who gives tips or solicits bets on a racehorse

3tout \'taut, 'tut\ vt [alter, of ^toot^ : to praise or publicize loudly
: BALLYHOO

tout-er \'taut-3r\ n : tout
tcva-ricll or to-va-risll \ta-'var-ish(ch)\ n [Russ tovarishch'j

; COMRADE
itOW \'t6\ vt [ME towen, fr. OE togian; akin to OE teon to draw,
pull, OHG ziohan to draw, pull, L ducere to draw, lead] : to draw
or pull along behind : haul

2tow n 1 : a rope or chain for towing 2 a : the act or an instance
of towing b : the fact or state of being towed 3 : something
towed (as a boat or car)

3tOW n [ME, fr. OE tow- spinning; akin to ON to tuft of wool for
spinning, OE tawian to prepare for use — more at taw] 1 : short
broken fiber from flax, hemp, or jute that is used for yam, twine,
or stuffing 2 : yam or cloth made of tow
«tow n [ME (Sc), prob. fr. OE toh- (in tohllne towline); akin to OE
togian to tow] chiejly Scot & dial Eng : rope
tow-age \'t6-ii\ n 1 : the act of towing 2 : the price paid for
towing
ito.wara \'toC-a)rd. t6(-3)rd\ adj [ME toward, fr. OE /owearf/ fac-
ing^ imminent, fr. to, prep., to + -weard -ward] 1 also to>wards
\'tof-3)rdz, 't6(-3)rdz\ [ME towardes, fr. OE toweardes, prep.,
toward, fr. toweard, adj.] a : coming soon : imminent b : happen-
ing at the moment : afoot 2 a obs : quick to learn : apt b : favor-
ing, PROPrrious <a -^ breeze)
steward or tcwarrts \(')t6(-3)rd(z), (')t6(-»)rd(z), t3-'w6rd(z),
(')tw6rd(z), (')tword(z)\ prep 1 : in the direction of <driving '--

town) 2a: along a course leading to <a long stride '-^ disarma-
ment) b : in relation to <an attitude -^ hfe) 3 a : at a point in
the direction of ; near <a cottage somewhere up '^ the lake) b : in
such a position as to face (his back was ^ me) 4 : not long before
(^ the end of the afternoon) 5 a : in the way of help or assistance
in (did all he could -^ raising campaign funds) b : for the partial
payment of (proceeds go -^ the establishment of a scholarship)

tO*ward-ll>ness \'t5rd-le-n3s, 't6rd-\ n, archaic ; the quality or
state of being toward or towardly

to-ward-ly \'t6(-3)rd-le, 't6(-a)rd-\ adj 1 archaic : favorable,
PROPITIOUS 2 : developing favorably : promising 3 : pleasant,
affable — towardly adv
toW'boat \'t6-,bot\ n 1 : tugboat 2 ; a compact shallow-draft
boat with squared bow and towing knees for pushing tows of
barges on inland waterways
tow car n X wrecker 2b — called also tow truck
Uow.el \'tau(-3)!\ n [ME towaille. fr. OF toaille, of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG dwahila towel; akin to OHG dwahan to wash, OPruss
twaxtan bath cloth] : an absorbent cloth or paper for wiping or
drying

2towel vb tow-eled or tow<eIIed; tow-el-ing or tow>eMing vt : to
rub or dry with a towel -^ vi : to use a towel

tow.el.ing or tow-eMing \'tau-(3-)lio\ n : a cotton or linen fabric
often used for making towels
Uow.er \'tau(-a)r\ n, ojien attrib [ME tour, tor, fr. OE torr & OF
tor, lur, both fr. L turris, fr. Gk tyrsis'\ 1 : a building or structure
typically higher than its diameter and high relative to its surround-
ings that may stand apart (as a campanile), or be attached (as a
church belfry) to a larger structure, and that may be of skeleton
framework (as an observation or transmission tower) 2 : a tower-
ing citadel : fortress — tow-ered \"tau(-3ird\ adj
2tower vi ; to reach or rise to a great height : soar; also : over-
shadow
tower house n : a medieval fortified castle (as In Scotland)
tow«er»iDg adj 1 a : rising to a great height : imposing (-^ pines)
b : impressively great : surpassing 2 ; reaching a high point of
intensity : overwhelming <a --' rage) 3 : going beyond proper
bounds : overweening ('^ ambitions)

tower wagon n : a wagon or motor truck with a higli adjustable
platform on which workmen can stand

tow*head \'to-,hed\ n : a person having soft whitish hair — tow-
head-ed \-'hed-3d\ adj
to.whee \to-'(h)e, -'(h)we; 'to-.he, 't6-(.)e\ n [imit.] : any of nu-
merous American fmches (zcnera. Pipilo and Chlorura); esp ; a com-
mon finch {P. erythrophthalmus) of eastern No. America having
the male black, white, and rufous — called also chewink
towing basin n : a tank of water in which models of ship or sea-
plane hulls or floats are tested — called also towing tank

to wit \t3-'wit\ adv [ME to witen, lit., to know — more at wrr]
: that is to say : namely

tow.line \'to-,iTn\ n : a line used in towing
tOW*mond \'t6-,mand\ n [ME towlmonvth, fr. OE twelj monath, ft.
twetj twelve + monath month] Scot : twelvemonth, year
town \'taun\ n [ME, fr. OE lun enclosure, village, town; akin toOHG zUn enclosure. Olr dun fortress] 1 dial Eng : a cluster or
aggregation of houses recognized as a distinct place with a places
name : hamlet 2 a : a compactly settled area as distinguished from
surrounding mral territory b : a compactly settled area usu. larger
than a village but smaller than a city c : a large densely populated
urban area : ctty d ; an English village having a periodic fair or
market 3 : a neighboring city, capital city, or metropolis 4 : the

city or urban life as contrasted with the country 5 : a New En-
gland territorial and political unit usu. containing both rural and
unincorporated urban areas under a single town govemment —
called also township; also : a New England community governed by
a town meeting — town adj
town car n : a 4-door automobile with a permanently enclosed
passenger compartment in the rear separated from the driver's
compartment by a sliding glass partition
town clerk n : a public officer charged with recording the official
proceedings and vital statistics of a town
town crier n : a town officer who makes proclamations
town-ee \tau-'ne\ n ; townsman
town hall n : a public building used for town-government offices
and meetings
town house n : a house in town; specij : the city residence of one
having a countryseat or having a chief residence elsewhere
town manager n ; a New England town official having the status
and functions of a city manager
town meeting n : a meeting of inhabitants or taxpayers constituting
the legislative authority of a town

towns-foUs \'taunz-,fok\ n pi : townspeople
town>ship \'taun-,ship\ n 1 : an ancient unit of administration
in England identical in area with or a division of a parish
2 a : town 5 b : a unit of local govemment in some northeastern
and north central states usu. having a chief administrative officer
or board c : an unorganized subdivision of the county in Maine,
New Hampshire, and Vermont d : an electoral and administrative
district of the county in the southern U .S. 3 : a division of territory
in surveys of U.S. public land containing 36 sections or 36 square
miles
towns<man \'taunz-man\ n 1 a : a native or resident of a town or
city b : an urban or urbane person 2 : a fellow citizen of a town
towns*peo*ple \-,pe-pal\ n pi 1 : the inhabitants of a town or
city : TOWNSMEN 2 : town-dwelling or town-bred persons
towns<wom>an \-,wum-an\ n 1 : a woman native or resident of a
town or city 2 : a woman born or residing in the same town or
city as another
town>wear \'taun-,wa(a)r. -,we(a)r\ n ; apparel (as of dark color
or tailored style) that is suitable for wear in the city or to business
towny \'tau-ne\ n : townsman
tow-path \'to-,path, -.path\ or towing path n : a path (as along a
canal) traveled by men or animals towing boats
tow«rope \-,rop\ n ; a line used in towing
tow sack Vt6-'sak\ n [^fow] Midland & South : gunnysack
tOX- or toso- comb jorm [LL, fr. L toxicum poison] ; poisonous

: poison (rojremia) <rojroplasma)
tox.al-bu-min \,tak-.sal-'byij-m3n\ n [ISV] : any of various toxic
substances of protein nature
tOX>a<phene \'tak-s3-,fen\ n [fr. Toxaphene, a trademark] ; a
chlorinated camphene insecticide
toxaemia \tak-'se-me-a\ n [NL] : an abnormal condition associated
with the presence of toxic substances in the blood — tox*enuc
\-mik\ adj

toX'ic \'tak-sik\ adj [LL toxicus, fr. L toxicum poison, fr. Gk
toxikon arrow poison, fr. neut. of toxikos of a bow, fr. toxon bow,
arrow] 1 ; of, relating to, or caused by a poison or toxin 2 ; poi-
sonous — tox-iC'1'ty \tak-'sis-at-e\ n

toxic- or toxico- comb jorm [NL. fr. L toxicum"^ : poison itoxi-
cology) <rojcicosis>

t0x4-cant \'tak-si-k3nt\ n [ML toxicant-, toxicans, prp. of toxicare
to poison, fr. L toxicum] : a toxic agent; esp : one for insect control
that kills rather than repels — toxicant adj

tox-i*co*gen>iG \,tak-si-k6-']en-ik\ adj : producing toxic products
<--' bacteria^

toX'i'CO-log.ic \-k3-'laj-ik\ adj : of or relating to toxicology or
toxins — tox-i-co*log«l«cal*ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

tox-i*col-o-gist \,tak-s3-'kal-a-j3st\ n : a specialist in toxicology
tox»i»col«o»gy \-je\ n : a science that deals with poisons and their
effect and with the problems involved (as clinical, industrial, or
legal)

tox>i>co*sis \,tak-sa-'ko-s3s\ n [NL] ; a pathological condition
caused by the action of a poison or toxin

tox<in \'tak-s3n\ n [ISV] : a colloidal proteinaceous poisonous
substance that is a specific product of the metabolic activities of a
living organism and is usu. very unstable, notably toxic when intro-
duced into the tissues, and typically capable of inducing antibody
fo:

disease (as diphtheria) for which they are specific

toX'Oid Vtak-,s6id\ n [ISV] ; a toxin of a pathogenic organism
treated so as to destroy its toxicity but leave it capable of inducing
the formation of antibodies on injection

tox*oph>i'}ite \tak-'saf-a-,ITt\ n [Gk toxon bow, arrow + philo:

dear, loving] : one fond of or expert at archery — toxophillte ad,

— toX'Oph-i-ly \-le\ n
tOXO>plas-mo>sis \,tak-s3-,plaz-'mo-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Toxoplasma.
genus name, fr. tox- + plasma} : infection of man. other mammals,
or birds with disease caused by microorganisms (genus Toxoplasma)
that invade the tissues and may seriously damage the central nervous
system esp. of infants

'toy \'t6i\ n [ME loye dalliance] 1 obs a : amorous dalliance
; flirting b : pastime, sport; also : a sportive or amusing act
: ANTIC 2 a : something paltry or trifling b : a literary or musical
trifle or diversion c ; trinket, bauble 3 : something for a child
to play with 4 : something diminutive; esp : a diminutive animal
(as of a small breed or variety) 6 : something that can be toyed
with 6 Scot : a headdress of linen or woolen hanging down over
the shoulders and formerly worn by old women of the lower classes— toy adj — toy>like \'t6i-,lTk\ adj

2toy vi 1 : to engage in flirtation ; dally 2 : to amuse oneself as if

with a toy : play syn see trifle — toy-er \'t6i(-3)r\ n

toy Man>ches-ter V-'man-.ches-tar. -chs-stsrX n [Manchester,
England] : any of an English breed of small long-legged black*
and-tan terriers with erect ears

toy>on \*t6i-,an\ n [AmerSp toUonI ; an ornamental evergreen
shmb {Photinia arbutijolia) of the rose family of the No. American
Pacific coast having white flowers succeed^ by persistent bright
red berries
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tra<l)e-at<ed \'tra-be-,at-sd\ ad] IL trades beam] : designed or
constructed of horizontal beams or lintels — tra>be>atlon \,tra-
be-'a-shan\ n

tra.l)ec>u*la \tra-'bek-ya-la\ n, pi tra-bec>a>lae \-,Ie. -,\T\ also
trabeculas [NL. fr, L, little beam, dim. of irahs, trades beam —
more at thorp] 1 : a small bar, rod, bundle of fibers, or septal
membrane in the framework of a body organ or part 2 : a fold,
ridge, or bar projecting into or extending from a plant part; esp ; a
row of cells bridging an intercellular space — tra>bec>u-lar \-l3r\
adj — tra>bec*u-late \-l3t\ adj
itrace \'tras\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. trader to trace] 1 archaic : a
course or path that one follows : road 2 a : a mark or line left by
something that has passed; also : footprint b : a path beaten by
or as if by feet ; trail 3 : a sign or evidence of some past thing
: vestige; esp ; enoram 4 : something traced or drawn (as a
traced or lightly marked line): as a : the marking made by a re-

cording instrument (as a seismograph or kymograph) b ; the
ground plan of a military installation or position either on a map or
on the ground 5 a : the intersection of a line or plane with a plane
I) : the usu. bright line or spot that moves across the screen of a
cathode-ray tube; also ; the path taken by such a line or spot
6 : a minute and often barely detectable amount or indication;
esp ; an amount of a chemical constituent not quantitatively de-
termined because of minuteness
syn trace, vectige, track mean a perceptible sign made by some-

thing that has passed, trace may suggest any line, mark, or discerni-
ble effect; VESTIGE applies to a tangible reminder such as a fragment
or remnant of what is past and gone; track implies a continuous
line that can be followed

2trace vb [ME tracen, fr. MF trader, fr. (assumed) VL tractiare to
drag, draw, fr, L tractus, pp. of trahere to pull, draw — more at
DRAW] vt la: DELINEATE, SKETCH b I to form (as letters or figures)
carefully or painstakingly c : to copy (as a drawing) by following
the lines or letters as seen through a transparent superimposed
sheet d ; to impress or imprint (as a design or pattern) with a
tracer e : to record a tracing of in the form of a curved, wavy, or
broken line <~ the heart action) I ; to adorn with linear orna-
mentation (as tracery or chasing) 2 archaic ; to travel over
: TRAVERSE 3 a : to follow the footprints, track, or trail of b : to
follow or study out in detail or step by step c : to discover by
going backward over the evidence step by step d ; to discover
signs, evidence, or remains of 4 : to lay out the trace of (a military
installation) —

- vi 1 : to make one's way; esp : to follow a track or
trail 2 : to be traceable historically <a fatniiy that ~s to the
Norman conquest)

strace n [ME irais, pi., traces, fr. MF, pi. of trait pull, draft, trace— more at TRArr] 1 : either of two straps, chains, or Unes of a
harness for attaching a horse to something (as a vehicle) to be
drawn 2 : leader le(2) 3 : one or more vascular bundles sup-
plying a leaf or twig 4 : a connecting bar or rod pivoted at each
end to another piece and used for transmitting motion

trace>able \'tra-s3-b3l\ adj_: capable of being traced— trace-able-
ness n — trace-ably \-ble\ adv

trace element n : a chemical element used by organisms in minute
quantities and held essential to their physiology

trace'Iess \'tra-sl3s\ adj : having or leaving no trace — trace-
less-ly adv

trac>er \'tra-sar\ n 1 a : a person who traces missing persons or
property and esp. goods lost in transit b ; an inquiry sent out in
tracing a shipment lost in transit 2 : a draftsman who traces
designs, patterns, or markings 3 : a device (as a stylus) used
in tracing 4 a : ammunition containing a chemical composition
to mark the fUght of projectiles by a trail of smoke or fire b : a
substance and esp. a labeled element or atom used to trace the
course of a chemical or biological process

trac-ery \*tras-(a-)re\ n 1 : architectural
ornamental work with branching lines; esp
: decorative openwork in , the head of a
Gothic window 2 : a decorative interlacing of
lines suggestive of Gothic tracery

traclie- or tracheo- comb form [NL, fr. ML
trachea'] 1 ; trachea <rrac/ieitis) {tracheotomy}
2 : tracheal and <rrac/ieobronchial)

tra^chea \'tra-ke-a\ n, pi tra-clie-ae \-ke-,e,
-ke-,i\ also tra-clie>as [ME, fr. ML, fr. LL
trachia, fr, Gk tracheia {arterid) rough
(artery), fr. fern, of trachys rough; akin to Gk
thrassein to trouble — more at dark] 1 : tht

system of tubes by which air passes to and from the lungs in
vertebrates 2 [NL, fr. ML] : a xylem element or series of elements
felt to resemble an animal trachea 3 [NL] : one of the air-convey-
ing tubules forming the respiratory system of most insects and many
other arthropods

tra-che>al \-ke-3l\ adj : of, relating to, or resembling a trachea or
tracheae

tra.che.ary \'tra-ke-,er-e\ ad} 1 : breathing by means of tracheae
2 ; tracheal

tia>che>ate \-ke-,at. -3t\ adj : having tracheae as breathing organs
tra.cheid \'tra-ke-ad, -,ked\ n [ISV] : a long tubular cell that is

peculiar to xylem and functions in conduction and support with
tapering closed ends and thickened lignified walls — tia*che-idal
\tra-'ke-3d-'l\ adj

tra.che-itis \,tra-ke-'Tt-as\ n [NL] : inflammation of the trachea
tra.cheo-bron.chi.al \,tra-ke-o-'br'ao-ke-sl\ adj : of or relating to
both trachea and bronchi <'^ lesions)

tra.Cheo.phyte \'tra-ke-3-.fTt\ n [NL Tracheophyta, fr. troche- +
Gk phyton plant; akin to Gk phyein to bring forth — more at be]
: any of a division (Tracheophyta) comprising green plants with a
vascular system that contains tracheids or tracheary elements and
including ferns and related plants and the seed plants
tra>che>0t>0-n2y \,tra-ke-'at-a-me\ n : the surgical operation of
cutting into the trachea esp. through the skin

tra-chle \'trak-al\ vt [perh. fr. Flem tragelen to walk with diffi-

culty, drag; akin to OHG tragi sluggish. Lith drizH to become tired]
1 Scot : BEDRAGGLE, SOIL 2 Scot I to tire by overwork

tia-ChO.ma \tra-'k6-ma\ n [NL, fr. Gk trachoma, fr trachys"! : a
chronic contagious conjunctivitis marked by inflammatory granu-
lations on the conjunctival surfaces and caused by a rickeitsia

(Chlamydia trachomatis) — tra*cho-ma*toas \tra-'kam-3t-as,
-'k6m-\ adj
tia.chy.sper.mous X.trak-i-'spar-mss, ,tra-ki-\ adj [denv of Gk
trachys -t- Gk sperma seed, sperm] : rough-seeded

tra.chyte \'trak-,Tt, 'tra-.krt\ n [F, fr Gk trachys-] : a usu light-
colored volcanic rock consisdng chiefly of potash feldspar

tra.Chyt-iC \tr3-'kit-ik\ adj : of or relating to a texture of igneous
rocks in which lath-shaped feldspar crystals are in almost parallel

trac-ing n l : the act of one that traces 2 : something that is traced:
as a : a copy made on a superimposed transparent sheet b : a
graphic record of a movement made insirumentally
Itrack \'trak\ n [ME trak, fr. MF trac, perh. of Gmc origin; akin toMD tracken, trecken to pull, haul — more at trek] 1 a : detectable
evidence (as the wake of a ship, a hne of footprints, or a wheel rut)
that something has passed b ; a path made by repeated footfalls
: trail C (1) : a course laid out esp. for racing (2) : the parallel
rails of a railroad 2 : vestige, trace 3 a : the course along which
something moves b : the projection on the earth's surface of the
path along which an airplane has actually flown 4 a : a sequence
of events ; a train of ideas : succession b ; awareness of a fact or
progression (keep --) <lose --) 5a: the width of a wheeled ve-
hicle from wheel to wheel and usu. from the outside of the rims
b : the tread of an automobile tire c ; either of two endless metal
belts on which a caterpillar or other vehicle travels 6 : track -and*
field sports; esp : those performed on a racing track syn see trace
attack vt 1 : to follow the tracks or traces of : trail 2 a : to follow
by vestiges ; trace b : to observe or plot the moving path of (as a
target or missile) with an instrument (as a telescope) 3 : lo pass
over : traverse 4 a : to make tracks upon b : to carry (as mud)
on the feet and deposit ^ W 1 a oj a pair oj wheels (1 ) : to main-
tain a constant distance apart on the straightaway (2) : to fit a
track or rails i) oJ a rear wheel oj a vehicle : to accurately follow
the corresponding fore wheel on a straightaway 2 : to leave tracks
(as on a floor) — tracK-er n

track-age \-ij\ n 1 : Unes of railway track 2 a : a right to use the
tracks of another road b : the charge for such right

track-and-iield \,trak-an-'fe(3)ld\ adj : of or relating to a sport
performed on a racing track or on the surrounding field

track-lay.er \'trak .la-sr, -.le(-9)r\ n : a Caterpillar tractor
tiack'lay'ing \-,la-ir)\ adj : of, relating to, or being a vehicle that
travels on two endless metal belts

track>less \'trak-Ios\ adj % having no track : uutrod — track-
less-ly adv — track>less-ness n
trackless trolley n : trolleybus
track.walk.er \"trak-,w6-kar\ n : a worker employed to walk over
and inspect a section of railroad tracks
Itract \'trakt\ n, ojten cap [ME trade, fr. ML tractus, fr L, action
of drawing, extension- fr. its being sung without a break by one
voice] : the verses of Scripture sung or recited in the Mass instead
of the alleluia on penitential days from Septuagesima to Holy
Saturday, on ember days, and at requiems

2tract n [ME, modif. of L tractatus treatise] : a pamphlet or leaflet
of poUtical or religious propaganda

stract « [L tractus action of drawing, extension, fr. tractus, pp. of
trahere to pull, draw — more at draw] 1 archaic ; extent or lapse
of time 2 : an area either large or small: as a ; an indefinite
stretch of land b : a defined area of land 3 : a system of body
parts or organs that collectively serve some special purpose <the
digestive •^>

trac-ta.bil-i.ty \,trak-t3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
tractable

trac-ta.ble \'trak-ta-b3l\ adj [L tractabilis, fr. tractare to handle,
treat] 1 : capable of being easily led. taught, or controlled : doc-
ile <'^ horse) 2 : easily handled, managed, or wrought ; malle-
able synsee obedient— trac-ta.ble-ness/i— trac>ta>bly \-ble\

Tractar-i.an \trak-'ter-e-9n\ n [fr. the fact that the Oxford
movement was expounded in a series of pamphlets called Tracts jor
the Times] : a promoter or supporter of the Oxford movement esp.
in its beginnings — Tractarian adj — Trac*tar<i<an>ism \-e-3-
,niz-am\ n

traC'tate \'trak-,tat\ n [L tractatus, fr. tractatus, pp. of tractare to
draw out, handle, treat — more at treat] : treatise, dissertation

traC'tile Vtrak-t'l, -,tTl\ adj i'L tractus, pp. of trahere] : capable of
being drawn out in length : tensile, ductile — trac.til-i-ty \trak-
•til-3t-e\ n

tiaC'tion \'trak-shan\ n [ML traction-, tractio, fr. L tractus, pp.]
1 : the act of drawing : the state of being drawn; also % the force
exerted in drawing 2 : the drawing of a vehicle by motive power;
also : the motive power employed 3 : the adhesive friction of a
body on a surface on which it moves (as of a wheel on a rail)— trac'tioU'al \-shn3l, -shsn-'l\ adj

traction engine n 1 : a locomotive for drawing vehicles on high-
ways or in the fields 2 : a railway locomotive

trac-tive \'trak-tiv\ adj [L tractus, pp.] 1 : serving to draw
2 : tractional

traC'tor \'trak-t3r\ n [NL, fr. L tractus, pp.] 1 : traction engine 1

2 a : a 4-wheeled or Caterpillar-tread rider-controUed automotive
vehicle used esp. for drawing implements (as agricultural) or for
bearing and propeUing such implements b : a smaller 2-wheeled
apparatus controlled through handlebars by a walking operator
C : a truck with short chassis and no body used in combination with
a trailer for the highway hauling of freight — called also truck
tractor 3 : an airplane having the propeller forward of the main
supporting surfaces
Itrade \'trad\ n [ME, fr. MLG; akin to OHG trata track, course,
OE tredan to tread] 1 a obs : a path traversed : way b archaic : a
track or trail left by a man or animal : tread 1 2 ; a customary
course of action : practice 3 a : the business or work in which
one engages regularly : occupation b : an occupation requiring
manual or mechanical skill : craft o : the persons engaged in an
occupation, business, or industry 4 a obs : dealings between per-
sons or groups : intercourse b : the business of buying and selling
or bartering commodities : commerce; also : traffic, market
5 a : an act or instance of trading ; transaction; also : an ex-
change of property usu. without use of money b ; a firm's cus-
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tomers : cuentelb : the concerns raigaged In a business or In-

dustry
atrade vt 1 archaic ; to do business with 2 a : to give in exchange
for another commodity : barter; also : to make an exchange of

t) : to buy and sell (as stock) regularly — v/ 1 obs ; to have deal-

ings : NEGOTIATE 2 a : to engage in the exchange, purchase, or sale

of goods h ; to make one's purchases : shop <~5 at his store)

3 : to give one thing in exchange for another
3trade adj 1 : of, relating to. or used in trade 2 a : intended for or
limited to persons in a business or industry <a ^ journal) b ; serv-

ing others in the same business rather than the ultimate user or
consumer <a -- printing house) 3 also trades : of, composed of,

or representing the trades or trade unions <a -^ club) 4 : of or
associated with a trade wind <the ~ belts)

trade acceptance n : a time draft or bill of exchange for the amount
of a specific purchase drawn by the seller on the buyer, bearing the

buyer's acceptance, and often noting the place of payment (as a
bank)

trade agreement n l : an international agreement on conditions of
trade in goods and services 2 : an agreement resulting from collec-

tive bargaining
trade bools n 1 : a book intended for general readership 2 : trade
EDITION

trade discount n : a deduction from the list price of goods allowed
by a manufacturer or wholesaler to a merchant

trade dollar n : a U. S. silver dollar weighing 420 grains .900 fine

issued 1875-85 for use in Oriental trade
trade edition n : an edition in a standard format intended for gen-
eral distribution — compare text edition

trade in vt : to turn in as payment or part oayment for a purchase or
bill (trade an old car in for a new one)

trade-in \'tra-,din\ n ; an item of merchandise (as an automobile
or refrigerator) taken as payment or part payment for a purchase

trade-last \'trad-,Iast\ n ; a complimentary remark by a third
person that a hearer offers to repeat to the person complimented if

he will first report a compliment made about the hearer
itrade.marK \-.mark\ n : a device (as a word) poindng distinctly

to the origin or ownership of merchandise to which it is applied
and legahy reserved to the exclusive use of the owner as maker or
seller

atrademark vt : to secure trademark rights for : register the trade-
mark of

trade name n la; the name used for an article among traders
b : an arbitrarily adopted name that is given by a manufacturer or
merchant to an article or service to distinguish it as produced or
sold by him and that may be used and protected as a trademark
2 : the name or style under which a concern does business

trad<er \'trad-3r\ n 1 : a person whose business is buying and sell-

ing or barter ; merchant 2 ; a ship engaged in the coastal or
foreign trade

trade route « 1 : a route followed by traders (as in caravans)
2 : one of the sea lanes ordinarily used by merchant ships

trad.es. can-tia \,trad-3-'skan-ch(e')9\ n[NL, genus name, fr. John
Tradescani tl638 E traveler and gardener] ; any of a genus
( Tradescantia of the family Commelinaceae) of American herbs
: SPIDERWORT

trade school n ; a secondary school teaching the skilled trades
trade secret n : a formula, process, or device used in a business that
is not published or divulged and that thereby gives an advantage
over competitors

tradeS'folK \'ir3dz-,f6k\ n pi : people in trade; specij : tradesmen
trades-man X'tradz-manX n 1 : one who runs a retad store : shop-
keeper 2 ; a workman in a skilled trade : craftsman

Irades-peo.ple \-,pe-p3i\ n pi ; tradesmen 1

trade union also trades union n : labor union — trade unionism
n — trade unionist n

tra>dev*nian Xtrg-'dcv-msn, 'tra-,\ n [rraining devices man] : a
petty officer in charge of naval training equipment

trade wind n : a wind blowing almost constantly in one direction;
esp : a v/ind blowing almost continually toward the equator from
the northeast in the belt between the northern horse latitudes and
the doldrums and from the southeast in the belt between the
southern horse latitudes and the doldrums

trading post n 1 : a station of a trader or trading company estab-
lished in a sparsely settled region where trade in products of local
origin (as fars) is carried on 2 ; ^POST 3b

trading stamp ^ : a printed stamp of value given as a premium to a
retail customer to be accumulated and redeemed in merchandise

tra.di.tiOU \tr3-'dish-3n\ n [ME tradicioun, fr. MF & L; MF tra-
dition, fr, L tradition-, traditio action of handing over, tradition— more at treason] 1 ; the handing down of information, beliefs.
and customs by word of mouth or by example from one generation
to another without written instruction 2 ; an inherited pattern of
thought or action (as a religious doctrine or practice or a social
custom) 3 : cultural continuity in social attitudes and institutions— tra*di*tiou>al x-'dish-nal, -sn-^lX adj ~ tra<dl*tion<al>ly \-e\

tia.di.tion.al.ism X-'dish-ns-.liz-sra, -an-'l-,iz-\ n 1 : the doc-
trines or practices of those who follow or accept tradition 2 t the
beliefs of those opposed to modernism, liberalism, or radicalism— tra*di-tion<al>ist N-na-bst, -3n-M-3st\ n or adj — tra-dl-tion-
al-is.tic \-,dish-n3-"Us-tik. -3n-'l-'is-\ adj

tra-di-tion.al.ize Xtrs-'dish-na-.lTz, -3n-'l-.Tz\ vt : to make tradi-
tional

tra-di-tion-ary \tr3-'dish-3-,ner-e\ adj : traditional
tra.di.tion.less \tr3-'dish-3n-l3s\ adj : having no traditions
Irad-i'tor \'trad-9t-3r\ n,p/trad-i-to.res\,trad-3-'tor-(.)ez, -'t6r-\
[ME tradirour. fr. L traditor — more at TRArroR] 1 obs : traitor
2 : a Christian surrendering the Scriptures, the sacred vessels, or
the names of fellow Christians under Roman persecution

tra'duce \tra-'dty)us\ vr [L traducere to lead across, transfer, de-
grade, fr. tra-, trans- trans- 4- ducere to lead — more at TOW] 1 : to
lower or disgrace the reputation of : defame 2 : violate, betray
syn see malign — tra.duc-er n

Ira.duce.ment \-'d(y)u-sm3nt\ n : an act of traducing
itral.lic \'traf-ik\ n [MF trajique. fr. Olt trajjico, fr. trajjicare to
traffic] 1 a : import and export trade b : the business of bartering
or buying and selling 2 ; intercourse, business 3 archaic
: goods, wares 4 a : the movement (as of vehicles or pedestrians)
through an area or along a route b ; the vehicles or pedestrians

moving along a route c : the information or signals transmitted
over a communications system ; messages 6a: the passengers or
cargo carried by a transportation system b : the business of trans-
porting passengers or freight syn see business

^traffic VI trat>ficKed; tra2>lick*ing : to carry on traffic — tral-
lick*er n

traflic circle n : rotary 2

trallic court n : a minor court for disposition of petty prosecutions
for violations of statutes, ordinances, and local regulations govern-
ing the use of highways and motor vehicles

traffic engineering n : engineering dealing with the design of streets

and control of traffic

traffic island n : a paved or planted island In a roadway designed
to guide the flow of traffic

traffic signal n : a usu. electrically operated signal (as a system of
colored lights) for controlling traffic — called als'3 trajjic light

trag'a>cantli Vtraj-a-,kan(tHh, 'trag-, -ksn(t)th; 'trag-a-.sanCDthX
n [MF tragacanthe, fr. L tragacantha, fr. Gk tragakantha, fr. tragos
goat 4- akantha thorn — more at ac.\nth-] : a gum obtained from
various Asiatic or East European leguminous plants (genus
Astragalus, eso. A. gummijer) that swells in water and is used in the
arts and in pharmacy; also : a plant yielding this

tra*ge*di<an Xtra-'jed-e-anV n 1 ; a writer of tragedies 2 : an
actor specializing in tragic roles

tra.ge.di-enne \tr3-,]ed-e-'en\ n [F tragedienne, fr. MF, fr. tra-

gedie'\ : an actress who plays tragic roles

trag.e.dy \'tiaj-ad-e\ n [ME tragedie, fr. MF, fr. L tragoedia, fr.

Gk tragoidia, fr. tragos goat + aeidein to sing; prob_ fr. the satyrs
represented by the original chorus; akin to Gk rrogein to gnaw
— more at terse, ode] 1 a : a medieval narrative poem or tale

typically describing the downfall of a great man b : a serious
drama typically describing a confict between the protagonist and a
superior force (as destiny) and having a sorrowful or disastrous
conclusion that excites pity or terror c : the literary genre of tragic

dramas 2 a : a disastrous event : calamity b : misfortune
3 ; tragic quality or element

trag'ic \'traj-ik\ adj [L tragicus, fr. Gk tragikos. Irreg. fr. tragoidia
tragedy] 1 : of, marked by, or expressive of tragedy 2 a : dealing
with or treated in tragedy (the -^ hero) b : appropriate to or typi-

cal of tragedy 3 a : deplorable, lajvientable b : marked by a
sense of tragedy

trag'i-cal \'traj-i-k3l\ adj : tragic — tras»i«cal.Iy \-k(3-)le\ adv
— trag-i-cal-ness \-k3l-n3s\ n
tragic flaw n : a flaw in the character of the hero of a tragedy that
brings about his downfall
lragi.com.e.dy \ traj-i-'k'am-3d-e\ n [MF tragicomedie, fr. Olt
tragicomedia. fr. OSp, fr. L tragicomoedia, fr. tragicus + comoedia
comedy] : a drama or a situation blending tragic and comic ele-

ments — tragi'com.ic \-'kam-ik\ or tragi.com.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj

tragO'Pan \'irag-3-,pan\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L, an Ethiopian
bird, fr. Gk, fr. tragos goat + Pan Pan] : any of several brilliantly

colored Asiatic pheasants (genus Tragopan) having the back and
breast usu. covered with white or buff ocelli

tra-gus \'tra-g9s\ n, pi tra-gi \-,gT, -,jT\ [NL, fr. Gk tragos, a
part of the inner ear, lit., goat] : the prominence in front of the
external opening of the ear

itrail \'tra(3)I\ vb [ME t-ailen, fr. MF trailler to tow, fr. (assumed)
VL tragulare, fr. L tragula sledge, dragnet] vi 1 a ; to hang down
so as to drag along or sweep the ground b : to extend over a sur-

face in a loose or straggling manner c : to grow to such length as
to droop over the ground 2 a : to walk or proceed draggingly,
heavilv, or wearily ; plod, trudge b : to lag behind : do poorly in
relation to others 3 : to move, flow, or extend slowly in thin
streams <smoke ^ing from chimneys) 4 a : to extend in an erratic

or uneven course or hne : straggle b : dwindle (voice —ing off)

5 : to follow a trail : track game "^ vt 1 a : to draw or drag loosely
along a surface : allow to sweep the ground b : haul, tow 2 a : to
drag heavily or wearily (as a limb or the body) b : to carry or
bring along as an addition, burden, or encumbrance c : to draw
along in one's wake 3 a : to follow upon the scent or trace of

: TRACK b : to follow in the footsteps of : pursue c : to follow
along behind d : to lag behind (as competitor) syn see chase

2trail n 1 : something that trails or is trailed: as a : a traiUng plant
b : the train of a gown c : a trailing arrangement (as of flowers)

: SPRAY d : the part of a gun carriage that rests on the ground
when the piece is unlimbered 2 a : something that follows or
moves along as if being drawn along : train b (U ; the streak pro-
duced by a meteor (2) : a continuous line produced photograph-
ically by permitting the image of a celestial body (as a star) to move
over the plate c : a chain of consequences : aftermath 3 a : a
trace or mark left by something that has passed or been drawn
along : scent, track (a -« of blood) b (1) ; a track made by
passage through a wilderness : a beaten path (2) : a marked path
through a forest or mountainous region

trall.blaz-er \-,bla-z9r\ n 1 : one that blazes a trail td guide
others : pathfinder 2 : pioneer

trail.blaz.ing \-zio\ adj : making or i>ointing a new way
trail. er X'tra-brV n 1 : one that trails 2 : a traiUng plant 3 a : a
highway or industrial-plant vehicle designed to be hauled (as by a
tractor) b ; a highway vehicle designed to serve wherever parked
as a dwelling or as a place of business

trailer camp n : an area where house trailers are congregated
— called also trailer court, trailer park

trail. er.its \'tra-l3-,rTt\ n ; a person living or accustomed to live in

a trailer

trailing arbutus n : an arbutus (Epigaea repens)

trailing edge n : the rearmost edge of an airfoil

itrain \'tran\ n [ME traine, fr. MF, fr. OF. fr. traXr to betray, fr. L
traders — more at traitor] ohs : scheme, trick

2train n [ME, fr. MF. fr. OF. fr. trainer to draw, drag] 1 : a part of
a gown that trails behind the wearer 2 a : retinue, suite b : a
moving file of persons, vehicles, or animals 3 : the vehicles, men,
and sometimes animals that furnish supply, maintenance, and evac-
uation services to a combat unit 4 a : order designed to lead to

some result b : a connected series (~ of thought) c ; accompany-
ing circumstances : aftermath 5 : a line of gunpowder laid to

lead fire to a charge G : a series of moving machine parts (as gears)

for transmitting and modifying motion 7 a : a connected line of

railroad cars with or without a locomotive b : an automotive
tractor with one or more trailer units
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strain vb [ME trainen, fr. MF trainer, fr. OF. fr. (assumed) VL
traginare; akin to L trahere to draw — more at draw ] vr 1 ; trail,
DRAG 2 : to direct the growth of (a plant) usu, by bending, prun-
ing, and t^'ing 3 a : to form by instruction, discipline, or drill

b : to teach so as to be fitted, qualified, or proficient 4 : to make
prepared (as by exercise) for a test of skill 5 : to aim at an object
: bring to bear ^ vi 1 ; to undergo instruction, discipline, or drill

2 : to go by train syn see teach — train-able \'tra-n3-b3l\ adj— traiu*ee \tra-'ne\ n — train>er \'tra-nar\ n
train-band \'tran-,band\ « [alter, of trained band} : a I7th or 18th
century miliUa company in England or America

train-bear-er X'lran-.bar-sr,. -,ber-\ n : an attendant who holds up
(as on a ceremonial occasion) the train of a robe or gown

train dispatcher n : a railroad employee who directs the movement
of trains within a division and coordinates their movement from
one division to another

train* Ing n 1 : the act, process, or method of one who trains
2 : the state of being trained

training college n, Brit ; teachers college
training school n l ; a school preparing students for a particular
occupation 2 ; a correctional institution for the custody and
reeducation of juvenile delinquents

training table n : a table where men under an athletic training
regimen eat meals planned to help in their conditioning

train-load \'uan-'15d\ n : the full freight or passenger capacity of a
railroad train

train-man X'tran-msn, -,man\ n : a member of a train crew super-
vised by a conductor

train oU \'tran-\ n [obs. train (train oil), fr. ME trane, fr. MD trane
or MLG Iran} ; oil from a marine animal (as a whale)

tiain-Sick \'ti-an-,sik\ adj ; affected with motion sickness Induced
by riding on a train — train sickness n

traipse \'traps\ vb [origin unknown] vi : to walk or tramp about
: gad '^ vt : TRAMP, walk — traipse n

trait X'trat, Brit usu 'tra\ n [MF. lit., act of drawing, fr. L tractus— more at tract] 1 a : a stroke of or as of a pencil b : touch,
TRACE 2 ; a distinguishing quality (as of personal character)
: peculiarity

tiai-tor \'trat-3r\ n [ME traitre, fr. OF. fr. L traditor, fr. traditus,
pp. of tradere to hand over, deliver, betray, fr. trans-, tra- trans-
-- dare to give — more at date] 1 : one who betrays another's
trust or is false to an obligation or duty 2 : one who commits
treason — trai*tress \'tra-tras, 'trat-&-ras\ n

trai*tor-OUS X'trat-a-ras, 'tra-trasX adj 1 : guilty or capable of
treason 2 : consisting in tresison syn see fafthless — uai-tor-
oas-ly ady

tra-ject \tr3-'jekt\ vt [L trajectus, pp.] : transmit— tra*jec-tlon
\-'jek-sh3n\ n

tra-jec-to-ry \tr3-'jek-t(a-)re\ n [NL trajectoria, fr. fem. of trajec-
torius of passing, fr. L trajectus, pp. of traicere to cause to cross,
cross, fr. trans-, tra- trans- + jacere to throw — more at jet] : the
curve that a body (as ajplanet or comet in its orbit, a projectile in
passing from muzzle to first point of impact, or a rocket; describes
in space
itram \'tram\ n [F trame weft, tram] : a loosely twisted silk yam
usu. used for the weft of a fabric
2tram n [E dial., shaft of a wheelbarrow, prob. fr. LG traam, lit.,

beam] 1 ; any of various vehicles: as a : a boxlike wagon running
on a railway (as in a mine) b chiejiy Brit : streetcar c ; a car-
rier that travels on an overhead cable or rails 2 a pi, chiejiy Brit
: a streetcar line b : tramroao
^tram vt trammed; tram-ming : to haul In a tram or over a tram-
way
tram-car \'tram-.kar\ n 1 chiejiy Brit i streetcar 2 : zjram la
tram-line \-,lTn\ n. Brit : a streetcar line
itram-mel \'tram-3!\ n [me tramayle, a kind of
net, fr. MF tremail, fr. LL tremaculum, fr. L tres
three + macula mesh, spot — more at three]
1 ; a net for catching birds or fish; esp : one
having three layers with the middle one fine=
meshed and slack so that fish passing through
either outer net are pocketed in the center 2 ; a
shackle used for making a horse amble 3 : some-
thing impeding activity, progress, or freedom
; restraint — usu. used in pi. 4 ; an adjustable
pothook for a fireplace crane 6 a : an instrument
for drawing elUpses b : a compass for drawing
large circles that consists of a beam with two
sliding parts — usu. used in pi. c : any of
various gauges used for aligning or adjusting
machine parts
^trammel vt tram-meled or tram*melled;
tram-mel-ing or tram-mel-ling \'tram-(3-)
lio\ 1 : to catch or hold in -or as if in a net
: ENMESH 2 : to prevent or impede the free play
of : CONFINE syn see hamper
itra-mon-tane Xtra-'man-.tan, ,tram-3n-'\ adj
[It tramontano, fr. L transmontarms, fr. trans-
+ mont-, mons mountain — more at mount] 1 ; transalpine
2 : lying on or coming from the other side of the mountains

^tramontane n : one dwelhng in a tramontane region; broadly
: foreigner
itramp \ 'tramp, vi 1 & vt 1 are also 'tramp, 'tr6mp\ vb [ME
trampen; akin to MLG trampen to stamp, OE treppan to tread— more at trap] v/ 1 : to walk, tread, or step esp. heavily 2 a : to
travel about on foot : hike b : to journey as a tramp '^ vt 1 : to
tread on forcibly and repeatedly : trample 2 ; to travel or wander
through on foot — tramp-er n
2tramp \'tramp, 3, 4 are also 'tramp, 'trdmp\ n 1 a : a foot traveler
b : a begging or thieving vagrant c : prostttute 2 : a walking
trip : HIKE 3 ; the succession of sounds made by the beating of feet
on a road, pavement, or floor 4 : an iron plate to protect the sole
of a shoe 5 : a ship not making regular trips but taking cargo when
and where it offers and to any port

tram-pie \'tram-pal\ vb tram-pling \-p(3-)liQ\ [ME tramplen,
freq. of trampen to tramp] vi 1 : tramp; esp : to tread heavily so as
to bruise, crush, or injure 2 a : to inflict injury or destruction
b ; to act contemptuously or ruthlessly ^vt ito press down, crush,

trammels 4

or injure by or as If by treading : stamp — trample n — tram*pler
\-pO-)lar\ n

_
tram-po-Iine \,tram-pa-'len, "tram-pa-A n [Sp trampolln, fr. It
trampolino, of Gmc origin; akin to MLG trampen to stamp] ; a
resilient canvas sheet or web supported by springs in a meial frame
used as a springboard in tumbling — tram-po-lin-er \-3r\ n— tram-po-lin-ist \-3st\ n
tram-road \'tram-.rod\ n : a roadway for trams consisting of paral-
lel tracks made of usu. metal-faced wooden beams, stone blocks,
metal plates, or rails; specij : a railway in a mine
tram-way \'tram-,wa\ n : a way for trams: as a : tramroao
b Brit ; a streetcar line
itrance \'tran(t)s\ n [ME, fr. MF transe, fr. transir to pass away,
swoon, fr. L transire to pass, pass away — more at transient]
1 : a state of partly suspended animation or inability to function
; stupor 2 : a somnolent state (as of deep hypnosis) 3 : a state
of profound abstraction or absorption : ecstasy
2trance vt ; entrance, enrapture
3trance n [perh. by shortening & alter, fr. transit} chiejiy Scot ; pas-
sage, passageway
tran-gam \'trao-g3m\ n [origin unknown] archaic : trinket,
oimcrack

tran-quil \'trao-kw3l, 'tran-\ adj tran*qail-er or tran*qiiil>Ier;
tran-quil-est or tran-qnil-lest [L tranquillusl 1 a : free from
agitation ; serene b : free from disturbance or turmoil : quiet
2 : steady, stable syn see calm — tran-qnil-ly \-kwa-le\ adv —
tran-qull-ness n

tran-quil-ize or tran-quil-lize \-kw3-,lTz\ vt ; to make tranquU or
calm : pacify; esp : to reUeve of mental tension and anxiety by means
of drugs "- VI : to become tranquil ; relax 2

tran-quil-iz-er \-,lT-z3r\ n : one that tranquilizes; esp : a drug used
to reduce anxiety and tension without impairing mental alertness

tran-quil-li-ty or tran-quil-i-ty \tran-'kwU-3t-e, trao-\ n : the
quality or state of being tranquil
trans \'tran(t)s, 'tranzV adj itrans-} ; having various atoms or
groups on opposite sides of the molecule

trans- ;7re//x [ L trans-, tra- across, beyond, through, so as to change,
ft. trans across, beyond — more at through] 1 : on or to the other
side of : across ; beyond <rr(2nj-atlantic> 2 : beyond (a specified
chemical element) in the periodic table (//-anjuranium) 3 : through
^rranjcutaneous> 4 ; so or such as to change or transfer {trans-
literate) {translocation} <r/'a/wamination) </rfl/wship>

trans-act \tran(t)s-'akt, tranz-\ v6 [L transactus, pp. of transigere
to drive through, complete, transact, fr. trans- + agere to drive, do— more at agent] vi ; to carry on business ; negotiate — vf : to
carry out : perform; esp : to carry on ; conduct <'^ business) —
trans-ac-tor \-'ak-tar\ n

trans-ac-tion V'ak-sh3n\ n 1 : an act, process, or instance of
transacting 2 a : something transacted; esp : a business deal
b/j/ ; the often published record of the meeting of a society or asso-
ciation : proceedings — trans-ac-tion-al X-shnal, -shsn-'lX adj
trans-al-pine \tran(t)s-'al-,pm, tranz-\ adj [L transalpinus, fr.

trans- + Alpes the Alps] 1 : situated on the farther side of the
Alps 2 ; of. relating to. or characteristic of the region or peoples
beyond the Alps — transalpine n
trans-am-i-nase \-'am-a-,nas, -,naz\ « : an enzyme promoting
transamination

trans-am-i-na<tlon \.tran(t)s-,am-3-'na-sh3n. ,tranz-\ n : a re-
versible oxidation-reduction reaction in which an amino group is

transferred typically from an alpha-amino acid to the carbonyl
carbon atom of an alpha-keto acid

trans-at-Ian-tic \.tran(t)s-at-'lant-ik, ,tranz-\ t^j : extending
across or situated beyond the AUantic ocean
trans-ceiv*er \tran(t)s-'e-var, tranz-\ n [rron^mitter + receiver] : a
radio transmitter-receiver that uses many of the same tubes for both
transmission and reception

tran-scend \tran(t)s-'end\ vb [L transcendere to chmb across,
transcend, fr. trans- + scandere to climb — more at scan] vt

1 a : to rise above or go beyond the limits of : exceed b : to be
prior to. beyond, and above (the universe or material existence)
2 ; surpass -^ vi : excel, surpass syn see exceed

tran-scen-dence \-'en-dan(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
transcendent

tran-scen-den-cy \-dan-se\ n ; transcendence
tran-scen-dent \-dsnt\ adj [L transcendent-, transcendens, prp. of
transcendere} la: exceeding usual limits : surpassing b : ex-
tending or lying beyond the hmits of ordinary experience c Kan-
tianism : being beyond the limits of all possible experience and knowl-
edge 2 : transcending the universe or material existence — tran-
scen-dent-ly adv

tran-scen-den-tal \,tran(t)s-,en-'dent-'*l, -an-N adj 1 Kantianism a
; of or relating to experience as determined by the mind's makeup
b : transcending experience but not human knowledge 2 : tran-
scendent la 3 a : incapable of being the root of an algebraic equa-
tion with rational coefficients ^a- is a -^ number) b ;

" '

volving, or representing a function (as sin x, log x, e*) that
be expressed by a finite number of algebraic operations <~ curves)
4 a : transcendent lb b : supernatural c : abstruse, abstract
d : of or relating to tiranscendentahsm — tran-scen-den-tal-ly
\-'l-e\ adv

tran-scen-den-tal.ism \-'l-,iz-am\ n 1 : a philosophy that em-
phasizes the a priori conditions of knowledge and experience or the
unknowable character of ultimate reality or that emphasizes the
transcendent as the fundamental reality 2 : a philosophy that
asserts the primacy of the spiritual and transcendental over the
material and empirical — tran-scen>den*tal*ist \-'l-ast\ adj or n

trans •con -ti-nen-tal \,tran(t)s-,kant-'n-'ent-'l\ adj 1 : extending
or going across a continent {-^ railroad) 2 ; situated on the farther
side of a continent

tran-scribe \tran(t)s-'krTb\ vt [L transcribere, fr. trans- + scribere
to write — more at scribe] 1 a : to make a written copy of b : to
make a copy of (dictated or recorded matter) in longhand or on a
typewriter c : to paraphrase in writing d ; to write down ; record
2 a ; to represent (speech sounds) by means of phonetic symbols
b ; TRANSLATE 2a c : to transfer (data) from one recording form to
another 3 : to make a musical transcription of 4 ; to broadcast by
electrical transcription — tran-scnb>er n
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tran.script \'trana)s-,kript\ n [ME, fr. ML transcriptum, fr. L.
neut. of transcriptus,p^. of transcribere"] 1 a : a written, printed, or
typed copy b : an official or legal and often published copy; specij

; an official copy of a student's educational record 2 : a usu.
artistic rendering (as of experience)

tran>scnp*tion \tranCt)s-'krip-sh3n\ n 1 ; an act, process, or
instance of transcribing 2 : COPY, transcript: as a : an arrange-
ment of a musical composition for some instrument or voice other
than the original b ; electrical transcription — tran>scnp-
tlon*al V-shnsl, -shan-'l\ adj — tran-scrlp-tion-al-ly \-e\ adv

trans<Cu4a-ne'0US \,tranCt)s-kyu-'ta-ne-as\ adj : passing or
entering through the sfcin (-^ infection) (-^ inoculation)

trans.dUC'er \tran(t)s-'d(y)u-S3r, tranz-\ n [L transducere to lead
across, fr. trans- + ducere to lead — more at tow] ; a device that is

actuated by power from one system and supplies power in any
other form to a second system (as a telephone receiver that is

actuated by electric power and suppUes acoustic power to the
surrounding air)

trans*dUC*tion \-'d3k-shan\ n [L transductus, pp. of transducere"]
; the transfer of genetic determinants from one microorganism to
another by a filterable agent

tran.sect \tran(t)s-'ekt\ vt itrans- + -sect\ : to cut transversely— trail' sec* tion \-'ek-shan\ n
tran.sept \'tran(t)s-,ept\ n [NL transeptum, fr. L trans- + septum,
saeptum enclosure, wall — more at septum] ; the part of a cruciform
church that crosses at right angles to the greatest length between
the nave and the apse or choir; also ; either of the projecting ends
of a transept — traii-sep<>tal \tran(t)s-'ep-t''l\ adj
ilrans.Ier \tran(t)s-'f3r, 'tran(t)s-,\ vb tranS'ferred; trans-Ier-
ring [ME transjerren, fr. L transjerre, fr. trans- + ferre to carry— more at bear] vt 1 a ; to convey from one person, place, or
situation to another : transport b : to cause to pass from one to
another ; transmit c : transform, change 2 : to make over the
possession or control of : convey 3 : to print or otherwise copy
from one surface to another by contact — vi 1 : to move to a dif-

ferent place, region, or situation; specij : to withdraw from one
educational institution to enroll at another 2 ; to change from
one vehicle or transportation Hne to another — trans<fer*able
\-a-bal\ adj — traus>ler<al \-3l\ n — trans-fer«rer \-ar\ n

2trans-Ier \'tran(t)s-.f3r\ n 1 a : conveyance of right, title, or
interest in real or personal property from one person to another
b ; removal or acquisition of property by mere delivery with intent
to transfer title 2 ; an act, process, or instance of transferring
; transference 3 : one that transfers or is transferred; specij ; a
graphic image transferred by contact from one surface to another
4 ; a place where a transfer is made (as of trains to ferries or as
where one form of power is changed to another) 5 : a ticket
entithng a passenger on a pubhc conveyance to continue his
journey on another route
lians.Jer.ase \'tran(t)s-(,)f3r-,as, -,az\ n : an enzyme that pro-
motes transfer of a group from one molecule to another

tians.fer.ee \,tran(t)s-(,)f3r-'e\ n 1 ; a person to whom a con-
veyance is made 2 ; one transferred

trans.fer.ence \tran(t>s-'f3r-»n(t>3, 'tran(t)s-(.)\ n 1 : an act,
process, or instance of transferring : transfer 2 : the redirection
of feelings and desires and esp. of those unconsciously retained
from childhood toward a new object (as a psychoanalyst con-
ducting therapy) — trans.fer.en* tlal \,tran(t)s-fa-'ren-ch3l\ adj

trans.fer-or \tran(t)s-'f3r-3r\ n : one that conveys a title, right, or
property

transler payment n : a public expenditure made for a purpose
(as veterans' benefits or unemployment compensation) other than
procuring goods or services — usu. used in pi.

trans.ler.rin \tran(t)s-'fer-3n\ n itrans- + L jerrum iron] : a
beta globulin in blood plasma capable of combining with ferric
ions and transporting iron in the body

trans.fig.u.ra.tion \,tran(t)s-,fig-(y)a-'ra-shan\ « 1 a ; a change
in form or appearance ; metamorphosis b : an exalting, glorifying,
or spiritual change 2 cap ; an Eastern Orthodox and Roman
Catholic feast on August 6 in commemoration of the supernatural
change in the appearance of Jesus on the mountain

trans.Iig.ure \tranft)s-'fig-ysr. esp Brit -'fig-3r\ vt [ME trans-
jiguren, fr. L transjigurare, it. trans- + jigurare to shape, fashion,
fr. jigura figure] 1 ; to change the form or appearance of ; meta-
morphose 2 ; EXALT, glorify syn see transform

transfinite cardinal n : the cardinal number of a set that has as
many elements as or more elements than the set of natural numbers

transfinite ordinal n ; the ordinal number of an ordered set con-
taining an infinite number of elements

trans-fix \tran(t)s-'fiks\ vt [L transjixus, pp. of transjigere, fr.

trans- + jigere to fasten, pierce — more at dike] 1 : to pierce
through with or as if with a pointed weapon : lmpale 2 : to hold
motionless by or as if by piercing — trans.fix.ion \-'fik-shan\ n
Itrans.lorm \tran(t)s-'f6(a)nn\ vb [ME transjormen, fr. L trans-
jormare, fr. trans- + jormare to form, fr. jorma form] vt 1 a : to
change in composition or structure b : to change the outward
form or appearance of c : to change in character or condition
: CONVERT 2 : to subject to mathematical transformation 3 : to
change (a current) in potential (as from high voltage to low) or in
type (as from alternating to direct) '^ vi : to become transformed
: change — trans.lor.ma.tive \-'f6r-m3t-iv\ adj
syn TRANSFORM, METAMORPHOSE, TRANSMUTE, CONVERT, TRANS-

MOGRIFY, transfigure mean to change a thing into a different
thing. TRANSFORM impUcs a major change in form, nature, or
function; metamorphose suggests a change induced supernaturally
or magically or as if by magic; transmutt imphes transforming
into a higher element or thing; convert implies a change fitting
something for a new or different use or function; transmogrify
suggests a grotesque or preposterous metamorphosis; transfigure
imphes a change that exalts or glorifies
2lrans.lorm \'tran(t)s-,f6rm\ n 1 : a mathematical element ob-
tained from another by transformation 2 ; transformation 3

trans.form.able \tran(t)s-'f6r-m3-b3l\ adj : capable of being
transformed
trans.lor.ma.tion \,tran(t)s-far-'ma-sh3n, -.f6r-\ n 1 : an act,
process, or instance of transforming or being transformed 2 : false
hair esp. as worn by a woman 3 a : the operation of changing
(as by rotation or mapping) one configuration or expression into

another In accordance with a mathematical rule t) : the fonnula
that effects such a change

trans.form.er \tran(t)s-'f6r-m3r\ n : one that transforms; specij
; a device employing the principle of mutual induction to convert
variations of current in a primary circuit into variations of voltage
and current in a secondary circuit

trans.fuse \tranft)s-*fyiJz\ vt [ME transjusen, fr. L transjusus, pp.
of transjundere, fr. trans- + jundere to pour — more at found]
1 a : to cause to pass from one to another : transmit b ; to diffuse
into or through : permeate 2 a : to transfer (as blood or saline)
into a vein of a man or animal b : to subject (a patient) to trans-
fusion — trans'luS'ible or trans.fus.able \-'fyii-z3-b3l\ adj
tranS'fU.Sion \tran(t)s-'fyii-zh3n\ n ; an act, process, or instance
of transfusing; esp : the act or an instance of transfusing fluid into
a vein or artery
trans-gress \tran(t)s-'gres, tranz-\ v6 [F transgresser, fr. L trans-
gressus, pp. of transgredi to step beyond or across, fr. trans- +
gradi to siep — more at grade] vt 1 : to go beyond limits set or
prescribed by : violate <~ the divine law) ^ ; to pass beyond or
go over (a Umit or boundary) ^ vi 1 ; to violate a command or
law ; sin 2 : to go beyond a boundary or limit — trans* gres-sive
\-'gres-iv\ adj— trans.gres.sor \-'gres-3r\ n

trans.greS'Sion \-'gresh-an\ n : an act, process, or instance of
transgressing; specij : infringement or violation of a law, command,
or duty syn see breach
tran.ship var oj transship
trans.hu.mance \tran(t)s-'(h)yii-m3n(t)s, tranz-\ n [F, fr. trans-
humer to practice transhumance, fr. Sp trashumar, fr. tras- trans-
(fr. L trans-) + L humus earth — more at humble] : seasonal
movement of livestock and esp. sheep between mountain and
lowland pastures either under the care of herders or in company
with the owners — trans, hu-mant \-m3nt\ adj or n

tran.sience \'tranch-3n(t)s; 'u:an2-e-3n(t)s, 'tran(t)s-e-, 'tranch-e-;
'tranzh-3n(t)s, 'tranj-\ n ; the quality or state of being transient

tran.sien.cy Vsn-se\ n i transience
itran.Sient \-3nt\ adj [L transeunt-, transiens, prp. of transire to
go across, pass, fr. trans- + ire to go — more at issue] 1 a : passing
esp. quickly into and out of existence ; TRANsrroRY, short-lived
b : passing through or by a place with only a brief stay or sojourn
2 : affecting something or producing results beyond itself —
tran.sient.ly adv
syn TRANSrrORY, ephemeral, momentary, FUGmVE, FLEETING,

EVANESCENT; TRANSIENT appUes to What IS short in duration and
passes quickly; TRANsrroRY suggests the inevitability of chariging,
ending, or dying out; ephemeral impUes striking brevity of life or
duration; momentary suggests coming and going quickly and
being therefore merely a brief interruption of a more enduring
state; fugitive and fleeting imply passing so quickly as to make
apprehending difficult; evanescent suggests vanishing almost as it

comes and may connote an airy or fragile quahty
2transient n 1 ; one that is transient: as a : a transient guest
b : a person travehng about usu. in search of work 2 a : a tem-
porary oscillation that occurs in a circuit because of a sudden
change of voltage or of load b : a transient current or voltage

trans.il.lu.mi.nate \,tran(t)s-3-'lU-m3-,nat, ,tranz-\ vt : to cause
light to pass through; specij ; to pass light through (a body part)
for medical examination — trans*il.lu*mi*na.tion X-.lii-ma-
'na-shanX n

tran.sis.ior \tranz-"is-t3r, tran(t)s-\ n iUransier + resistor; fr. its

transferring an electrical signal across a resistor] : an electronic
device similar to the electron tube in use (as amplification and
rectification) consisting of a small block of a semiconductor (as
germanium) that has at least three electrodes

tran.siS'tor.ize \-ta-,rTz\ vt : to equip (a device) with transistors

Uran.sit \'uan(t)s-3t, 'tranz-\ n [L transitus, it. transitus, pp. of
transire to go across, pass] 1 a : an act, process, or instance of
passing through or over : passage b : change, transition
c (1) : conveyance of persons or things from one place to another
(2) ; usu. local transportation esp. of people by pubhc conveyance;
also : vehicles or a system engaged in such transportation 2 a : pas-
sage of a celestial body over the meridian of a place or through the
field of a telescope b : passage of a smaller body (as Venus) across
the disk of a larger (as the sun) 3 ; a theodolite with the telescope
mounted so that it can be transited

^transit vi : to make a transit ^ vt 1 a : to pass over or through
b ; to cause to pass over or through 2 : to pass across 3 : to turn
(a telescope) over about the horizontal transverse axis in surveying

transit instrument n 1 : a. telescope mounted at right angles to a
horizontal east-west axis and used with a clock and chronograph
for observing the time of transit of a celestial body over the meridian
of a place 2 : transit 3

tran.si'tion \tran(t)s-'ish-3n, tranz-, chiejly Brit tran(t)s-'izh-\ n
[L transition-, transitio, fr. transitus, pp. of transire] 1 : passage
from one state, stage, place, or subject to another : change 2 a : a
musical modulation ft : a musical passage leading from one section
of a piece to another — tran-si'tion.al \-'ish-nal, -'izh-, -3n-^I\
adj — tran-si-tion-al'ly \-c\ adv

tran.si.tive \'tran(t)s-3t-iv, 'tranz-; 'tran(t)s-tiv\ adj [LL tran-

sitivus, fr. L transitus, pp. of transire] 1 ; characterized by having
or containing a direct object <a '^ verb) <a -^ construction)
2 : so relating items that if the first is related to the second and the
second is to a third then the first is so related to the third (equality
is a '-- relation) 3 : TRANsmoNAL — tran.si'tive.ly adv —
tran«si'tive*nessn— tran.si.tiv.i.ty \,tranCt)s-9-'tiv-at-e.
,tranz-\ n

tran.si'to.ri.ly \,tran(t)s-3-'tor-3-le, .tranz-, -'t6r-\ adv : in a
transitory manner : temporarily

tran.si'to.ri.ness \'tran(t)s-3-,tor-c-n3s, 'tranz-, -.tdr-\ n : the
quality or state of being transitory

tran.Si.tO.ry \-e\ adj [ME transitorie, fr. MF transitoire, fr. LL
transitorius, fr. L, of or allowing passage, fr. transitus, pp. of
transire] 1 : evanescent, transient 2 : of brief duration : tem-
porary syn see transient

trans.lat.abil*i*ty \,tran(t)s-,lat-9-'bil-3t-c, ,tranz-\ n : the quality
or state of being translatable

tranS'lat-able \tran(t)s-'lat-a-bal, tranz-\ adj : capable of being
translated

trans.late \-'Iat\ vb [L translatus (pp. of transjerre to transfer,

translate), fr. trans- + latus, pp. of jerre to carry — more at toler-
ate, bear] vt 1 a : to bear or change from one place, state, form.
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or appearance to another : transfer, transform b : to convey
to heaven or to a nontemporal condition without death c : to
transfer (a bishop) from one see to another 2 a ; to turn into
one's own or another language b : to transfer or turn from one
set of symbols into another ; transcribe c : paraphrase, explain
3 : enrapture 4 ; to change the spatial coordinates of without
rotation «- vf ; to practice translation or make a translation;

also : to admit of translation — trans-la-tor \-'lat-3r\ n
trans>la>Uon \-'la-shan\ n ; an act, process, or instance of trans-
lating: as a : a rendering from one language into another; also

: the product of such a rendering b : conversion c (1) : a shift

movement of a configuration to new coordinates parallel with the
old (2) : uniform motion of a body in a straight line — bans-la-
tion>al X-shnal, -shan-'l\ ad/

trans>la-tive \tranCt)s-'Iat-iv, tranz-\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or
involving removal or transference from one person or place to
another 2 : of, relating to, or serving to translate from one lan-
guage or system into another

trans.lit.er.ate \tran(t)s-'ht-3-,rat, tranz-\ vt itrans- + L littera

letter] : to represent or spell in the characters of another alphabet— trans<lit-er>a.tion \,tran(i)s-,lit-3-'ra-sh3n, ,tran2-\ n
tians.lo>cate \'tran(t)s-15-Jcat, 'tranz-, (')tran(t)s-', (')tranz-'\ vt

tprob. back-formation fr. translocation'i ; to transfer (as food
materials or products of metabolism) from one location to another
in the plant body
traus.lcca.tion >

location : displac
from one part of a plant to another h : the exchange of parts
between nonhomologous chromosomes

trans.lu.cence \tran(i)s-'lus-'n(t)s, tranz-\ or trans-lu.cen.cy
\-'n-se\ n : the quaUty or state of being translucent

tianS'lU'Cent \-'nt\ adj [L translucent-, _ translucens, prp. of
translucere to shine through, fr. trans- + lucere to shine — more at
ught] 1 ; shining or glowing through : luminous 2 a : trans-
parent b : readily perceptible ; lucid 3 : admitting and diffusing
light so that objects beyond cannot be clearly distinguished ; partly
transparent syn see clear — trans.iQ.cent-ly adv

trans-lU-Cid \-'lii-s3d\ adj [L transluddus, fr. translucere} ; trans-
lucent 3

trans.ma-rine \,tran(t)s-m3-'ren, ,tranz-\ adj [L transmarinus,
fr. trans- + mare sea — more at marine] 1 : being or coming from
beyond or across the sea <a ^ people) 2 : passing over or extend-
ing i i thes

trans.mi. grate \(')tran(t)s-'mT-,grat, (*)tranz-, •tran(t)s-„ "tranz-A
vi EL transmigratus, pp. of transmigrare to migrate to another place,
fr. trans- -I- migrare to migrate] 1 : to pass at death from one
body or being to another 2 : migrate — trans.mi.gra.tion
\,tran(t)s-(,)mT-Jgra-sh3n, ,tranz-\ n — trans. mi. gra* tor
\(')tran(t)s-'mi-,grat-3r, (')tranz-, 'tranCt)s-,, 'tranz-,\ n — trans-
mi. gra.to.ry \tran(t)s-'mT-gra-,tor-e, tranz-, -,t6r-\ adj

trans-mis-Si.bil-i.ty \,tran(t)s-,mis-a-'ba-at-e, ,traiiz-\ n : the
quality or state of being transmissible

trans.mis-Si-ble \tran(t)s-'mis-3-b3l, tranz-\ adj : capable of
being transmitted
trans>miS.Sion \-'mish-3n\ n [L transmission-, transmissio, fr.

transmissus, pp. of transmittere to transmit] 1 ; an act, process, or
instance of transmitting 2 : the passage of radio waves in the
space between transmitting and receiving stations; also : the act or
process of transmitting by radio or television 3 ; the gear ijicluding
the change gear and the propeller shaft by which power is trans-
mitted from an automobile engine to the live axle 4 : something
transmitted — trans.mis.sive \-'mis-iv\ adj — trans. mis*siv-
i.ty \,tranft)s-(.)mis-'iv-ai-e, ,tranz-\ n
trans.mit \tran(t)s-'mit, tranz-\ vb trans.mit.ted; trans-mit-
tJng [ME transmitren, fr. L transmittere, fr. trans- + mittere to
send — more at smite] vt 1 a ; to send or transfer from one person
or place to another ; forward b : to cause or allow to spread

:

as (1) : to convey by or as if by inheritance or heredity (2) : to
convey (infection) abroad or to another 2 a (1) : to cause (as
light or force) to pass or be conveyed through space or a medium
(2) : to admit the passage of (glass '^s hght) b : to send out (a

signal) either by radip waves or over a wire '— vi : to send out a
signal either by radio waves or over a wire — trans.mit. ta.ble
\-*mit-a-bsI\ adj — trans.mit. tal \-'mit-n\ n

trans.mit-tance \-*mit-'n(t)s\n 1 : transmission 2 : the fraction
of radiant energy that having entered a layer of absorbing matter
reaches its farther boundary

trans-mit-lan.cy \-'n-se\ n l ; the ratio of the transmittance of a
solution of a material to that of an equal thickness of the solvent
2 : transmtttance 2

tian5>mit*ter \-'mJt-sr\ n : one that transmits: as a (1) : a part
on a telephone into which one speaks and which contains a mecha-
nism for converting sound waves into equivalent electric waves
(2) : the portion of a telegraph instrument by which the message
is sent b ; a radio or television transmitting set

trans.mog.ri.li.ca.tion \,tran(t)s-,mag-r3-f9-'ka-sh3n, tranz-\ n
I an act, process, or instance of transmogrifying

trans.mog.ri.fy \tran(t)s-'mag-r3-,fl, tranz-X vt [origin unknown]
; to change or alter often with grotesque or humorous effect
syn see transform
trans.mon.tane \(')tran(t)s-'man-,tan, (')tranz-; .tran(t)s-(,)man-',
,tran2-\ adj [L transmontanus} : tramontane

trans.mut.able \tran(t)s-'myiit-a-b3l, tranz-\ adj : capable of being
transmuted

trans.mu.ta.tion \,tran(t)s-myu-'ta-shan, ,tranz-\ n : an act or
instance of transmuting or being transmuted: as a : the conversion
of base metals into gold or silver b ; the conversion of one element
or nuclide into another either naturally or artificially — trans-
mut*atiTe \tran(t)s-'myiit-st-iv, tranzA adj

trans.mute \tran(t)s-'myiit, tranz-\ vb [ME transmuten, fr. L
transmutare, fr. trans- + mutare to change — more at miss] vt

1 : to change or alter in form, appearance, or nature : convert
2 : to subject (as an element or base metal) to transmutation -^ vi

: to undergo transmutation syn see transform
trans.na.tion-al \(')tran(t)s-'nash-n3l, (')tranz-. -3n-»I\ adj : ex-
tending beyond national boundaries

trans.nat.u>ral \-'nach-(a-)r3l\ adj ; being above or beyond nature
: supernatural

tran.som \'tran(t)-s3m\ n [ME traunsom, prob. fr. L transtrum, fr.
trans across — more at through] 1 ; a transverse piece in a
structure : crosspiece: as a : lintel b : a horizontal crossbar in a
window, over a door, or between a door and a window or fanlight
above it c : the horizontal bar or member of a cross or gallows
d : any of several transverse timbers or beams secured to the stem-
post of a boat 2 : a window above a door or other window built
on and commonly hinged to a transom

tran-son.ic also trans-son.ic \tran(t)s-*san-ik, tran-'san-\ adj
[trans- + -sonic (as in supersonic)} 1 : being or relating to a speed
approximating the speed of sound in air which is a speed of about
1087 feet per second or about 738 miles per hour at sea level —
often used of aeronautical speeds between 600 and 900 miles per
hour 2 : moving, capable of moving, or utilisdng air currents
moving at a transonic speed

trans.pa.cit.ic \,tran(t)s-pa-'sif-ik\ adj : crossing or extending
across or situated beyond the Pacific ocean

trans.par.ence \tran(t)s-'par-an(t)s, -'per-\ n : transparency 1

trans.par.en.cy \-3n-se\ n l ; the quality or state of being trans-
parent 2 : something transparent: as a : a picture or design on
glass, thin cloth, paper, or film viewed by light shining through it

or by projection b : a framework covered with thin cloth or paper
bearing a device for pubUc display (as for advertisement) and
lighted from within

trans.par.ent \-ant\ adj [ME, fr. ML transparent-, transparens,
prp. of transparere to show through, fr. L trans- + parere to
show oneself — more af appear] 1 a (1) t having the property of
transmitting light without appreciable scattering so that bodies
lying beyond are entirely visible : pellucid (2) : pervious to any
specified form of radiation (asX rays or ultraviolet light) b : sheer,
diaphanous 2 a ; frank, guileless b : easily detected or seen
through : obvious c : readily understood ; clear syn see cl£Ar— trans. par>ent>ly adv — trans.par.ent<ness n
trans-per-son-al \(')tran(tls-'p3rs-n3l, -3n-n\ adj : extending be-
yond the personal or individual
tran-spiCU'CUS \tran(t)s-'pik-y3-w3s\ adj [NL transpicuus, fr. L
transpicere to look through, fr. trans- + specere to look, see —
more at spy] : transparent

trans-pierce \tran(t1s-'pi(3)rs\ vt [MF transpercer. fr. OF, fr.

trans- (fr. L) + percer to pierce] ; to pierce through : penetrate
tran-spi.ra.tion \,tran(t)s-p3-'ra-sh3n\ n ; an act or instance of
transpiring: as a : the passage of fluid through an animal mem-
brane in the form of a vapor; also % material so transpired b ; the
emission of watery vapor from the surface of plant parts (as

leaves)
tran*Spire \tran(t)s-'pTf9)r\ vb [MF transpirer, fr. L trans- +
spirare ta breathe — more at spirit] vt ; to cause (a fluid) to pass
through a tissue or substance or its pores or interstices; esp : to
excrete (as water) in the form of a vapor through a living membrane
(as the skin) "- vi 1 : to give off vaporous material 2 : to pass
in the form of a vapor from a Uving body 3 a : to become known
or apparent ; develop b ; to be revealed : come to Ught 4 : to
come to pass : occur syn see happen
trans.pla.cen.tal \,tran(t)s-pl3-'sent-'l\ adj [ISV] : passing
through or occurring by way of the placenta {^ immunization)
Itrans.plant \tran(t)s-'plant\ vb [ME transplaunten, fr. LL trans'
plantare, fr. L trans- + plantare to plant] vt 1 : to lift and reset

(a plant) in another soil or situation 2 : to remove from one place
and settle or introduce elsewhere ; transport 3 : to transfer
(an organ or tissue) from one part or individual to another '— vi

: to admit of being transplanted — trans-plant* able \-a-bal\ adj— trans.plan. ta-tion \,tran(t)s-,plan-'ta-shan\ n — trans-
plant.er \tran(t)s-'plant-3r\ n

2trans.plant \'tran(t)s-,plant\ n 1 ; the act or process of trans-

planting 2 : something transplanted
trans.po.lar \(')tran(t)s-'po-l3r\ adj ; going or extending across
either of the polar regions

tran.spon.der \tran(t)s-'pan-d3r\ n [transmitter + responder}
; a radio or radar set that upon receiving a designated signal

emits a radio signal of its own
trans'Pon*tine \tran(t)s-'pan-,tTn\ adj {trans- + L pont-, pons
bridge — more at find] 1 : situated on the other side of a bridge
2 : characteristic of London south of the Thames
itrans.port \tran(t)s-'p6(3)rt, -'p6(3)rt\ vt [ME transporten, it.

MF or L; MF transporter, fr. L transportare, fr. trans- + portare
to carry — more at fare] 1 : to convey from one place to another
; carry 2 : enrapture i^ed with deUght> 3 : to send to a penal
colony overseas syn see banish, carry — trans>port.abil.i>ty
\,tran(t)s-,p6rt-a-'bil-3t-e, -,p6rt-\ n — trans.port-able \tran(t)s-
'port-3-b3l. -'p6rt-\ adj — trans-port*er n

2trans.port \*tran(t)s-,p6(3)rt, -,p6(a)rt\ n, ojten attrib 1 ; act of
transporting : transportation 2 : strong or intensely pleasurable
emotion : ecstasy, rapture (~5 of joy) 3 a : a ship for carrying
soldiers or military equipment b : a vehicle (as a truck or plane)
used to transport persons or goods c : a system of public con-
veyance ; TRANsrr 4 : a transported convict syn see ecstasy

trans.por.ta.tion \,tran(t)s-p3r-'ta-sh9n\ n 1 : an act, process,

or instance of transporting or being transported 2 : banishment
to a penal colony 3a: means of conveyance or travel from one
place to another b : pubUc conveyance of passengers or goods
esp. as a commercial enterprise — trans.por.ta.tion-al \-shn3l,

-sh3n-^l\ adj
trans.pOS.able \tran(t)s-'po-z3-bal\ adj t capable of being trans-

posed or interchanged
trans.pose \tran(t)s-'poz\ vt [ME transposen, fr, MF transposer,

fr. L transponere (pen. indie, transposui) tp change the position
of, fr. trans- + ponere to put, place — more at POsmON ] 1 : trans-
form, TRANSMLTTE 2 : TRANSLATE 3 ! to transfer from one place
or period to another ; shift 4 : to' change the relative place or
normal order of : alter the sequence of <'^ letters to change the
sjjelling) 6 : to write or prerform (a musical composition) in a
different key 6 : to bring (a term) from one side of an algebraic
equation to the other'with change of sign syn see reverse— trans-
po*si-tion \.tran(t)s-p3-'zish-3n\ n — trans-po.si.tion.al
\-'zish-n3l, -'n-al\ adj
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traiiS*Sliape \tran(ch)-'shap, traii(t)s-\ vt : to change Into another
shape ; transform

tiaziS*Ship \tran{ch)-'ship, tran(t)s-\ vb : to transfer for further

transportation from one ship or conveyance to another — trans-
ship-ment \-m9nt\ n

tran.suD-stan.ti*ate \,tranCt)s-3b-'stan-che-.at\ v6 [ML tran-

substantial us, pp. of transubstantiare, fr. L trans- + substantia

substance] vt 1 : to change into another substance ; transmute
2 : to effect transubstantiation in (sacramental bread and wine)
'*' v/ : to undergo transubstantiation

tran.sub-Staii.ti*a«tion \-,stan-che-'a-shan\ n 1 ; an act or
instance of transubstantiating or being transubstantiated 2 : the
change in the eucharistic elements at their consecration in the mass
from the substance of bread and wine to the substance of the body
and blood of Christ with only the accidents (as taste, color, shape,
and smell) of the bread and wine remaining

tran*sud<ate \tran(t)s-'(y)ud-3t, tranz-, -,at; 'tran(t)s-(y)u-,dat,

'tranz-\ n l a product of transudation
tian*su*da>tion \,tran(t)s-(.)(y)u-'da-sh3n, ,tranz-\ n 1 : the act
or process of transuding or being transuded 2 : transudate

tran-sude \tran(t)s-'Cy1iJd, tranz-\ v6 [NL transudare, fr. L
trans- + sudare to sweat — more at sweat] vi ; to pass through a
membrane or permeable substance : exude — v/ ; to permit
passage of : exude

trans*ura>iii*um X.tran-sha-'ra-ne-sm, .tran-zhs-, ,tran(t)s-yu-,

,tranz-yu-\ or trans^nran-ic \-'ran-ik, -'ra-nik\ adj : having an
atomic number greater than that of uranium

trans- val.U- ate \(')tran(t)s-'val-ya-,wat, (')tranz-\ vt [back-forma-
tion fr. transvaluation} ; transvalue

trans<vaI.u<a-tion \,tran(t)s-,val-ya-'wa-shan, ,tranz-\ n : the
act or process of transvaluing

tianS'Val'Ue \tran(t)s-'val-(,)yii, tranz-, -'val-y3-w\ vt : to re-

evaluate esp. on a basis that repudiates accepted standards
itrans-ver-sal \tran(t)s-'v3r-sal, tran2-\ adj : transverse <'-' line)— trans-ver«sal-ly \-s3-le\ adv
atransversal n : a line that intersects a system of lines

itrans-verse \tran(t)s-'v3rs, tranz-, tran(t)s-„ 'tranz-,\ adj [L
transversus, fr. pp. of Iransveriere to turn across, fr. trans- +
vertere to turn — more at worth] : extended or lying across —
tranS'Verse-ly adv
atranS'Verse \'tran(t)s-,v3rs, 'tranz-\ n : something transverse
(as a piece, muscle, or part)

transverse colon n : the middle portion of the colon that extends
across the abdominal cavity

transverse process n : a lateral process of a vertebra
tians-ves*tism \tran(t)s-'ves-,ti2-3m, tranz-\ n [G transvestismus,
fr. L trans- + vesiire to clothe — more at vest] : adoption of the
dress and often behavior of the opposite sex — traus*ves-tite
\-.tIt\ adj or n

ttrap \'trap\ n [ME, fr. OE treppe & OF irape (of Gmc origin);
akin to MD trappe trap, stair, OE treppan to tread, Skt dravati he
runs] 1 : a device for taking game or other animals; esp : one that
holds by springing shut suddenly 2 : something by which one is

caught or stopped unawares 3 a : a device for hurling clay pigeons
into the air 6 : a hazard on a golf course consisting of a depression
containing sand 4 : a light usu. one-horse carriage with springs
6 : any of various devices for preventing passage of something
often while allowing other matter to proceed; specij : a device for
drains or sewers consisting of a bend or partitioned chamber in
which the liquid forms a seal to prevent the passage of sewer gas
6 : a percussion instrument — usu. used in pi.

2trap vb trapped; trap-ping vr 1 a : to catch or take in or as if in a
trap : ensnare b : to place in a restricted position : confine
2 : to provide or set (a place) with traps 3a: stop, hold b ; to
separate out (as water from steam) « vi : to set traps for animals
esp. as a business syn see catch — trap* per n

3trap vt trapped; trap-ping [ME trappen, fr. trappe cloth, modif.
of MF drop — more at drab] : to adorn with or as if with trappings
•trap also trap.rock \'trap-"rak\ n [Sw trapp. fr. trappa stair, fr.

MLG trappe; akin to MD trappe stair] : any of various dark*
colored fine-grained igneous rocks (as basalt or amygdaloid) used
esp. in road making
trap-door \'trap-'do(a)r, -*d6(3)r\ n : a lifting or sliding door
covering an opening in a roof, ceiling, or floor
tra-peze \tra-'pez also tra-\ n [F trapeze, fr. NL trapezium'} Z a
gymnastic or acrobatic apparatus consisting of a short horizontal
bar suspended by two parallel ropes

tra-pez-ist \-'pe-zast\ n : a performer on the trapeze
tra-pe-zi-um \tr3-'pe-ze-3m\ n, pi tra-pe-
zi-ums or tra-pe-zia \-ze-a\ [NL, fr. Gk
trapezion, ht., small table, dim. of trapeza
table, fr. tra- four (akin to tettares four) -I-

peza foot; akin to Gk pod-, pous foot — more
at four, foot] 1 a : a quadrilateral having
no two sides parallel b Brit : trapezoid lb
2 : a bone in the wrist at the base of the
thumb ^ ,

tra.pe-zi-us \-ze-3s\ n [NL. fr. trapezium: fr.
trapezium la

the pair on the back forming together the figure of a trapezium]
: a large flat triangular superficial muscle of each side of the back

tra-pe-zo.he.dron \tr3-,pe-zo-'he-dr3n,.trap-a-\ n, pi trape-
zohedrons or tra-pe-zo-he-dra \-dra\ [NL, fr. trapezium + -o-
-\- -hedron] ; a crystalline form whose faces are trapeziums

trap-e.zoid \'trap-3-,zdid\ n [NL trapezoides, fr. Gk trapezoeides
trapezium-shaped, fr. trapeza table] 1 a Brit ; trapezium la
b : a quadrilateral having only two sides parallel 2 : a bone in
the wrist at the base of the forefinger — trap-e-zoi-dal \.trap-
s-'zbid-'tX adj
trap-nest \'trap-.nest\ n : a nest equipped with a hinged door
designed to trap and confine a hen so that individual egg produc-
tion may be determined — trapnest vt

trap.ping X'trap-ii^x n [ME. fr. gerund of trappen to adorn]
1 : caparison 1 — usu. used in pi. 2 pi : outward decoration
or dress : ornaments

Trap-pist \'trap-3st\ n [F trappiste, fr. La Trappe, France] : a
member of a reformed branch of the Roman Catholic Cistercian
Order established in 1664 at the monastery of La Trappe in
Normandy — Trappist adj

traps \*traps\ n p/ [ME trappe cloth — more at trap] : personal
belongings : luggage

trap*ShOot-er \'trap-,shUt-sr\ n : one who engages in trapshootlng
trap-sh00t>ing \'trap-,shUt-iQ\ n : shooting at clay pigeons sprung
into the air from a trap

tia.pun-to \tra-'piin-(,)to\ n, pi trapnntos [It] : a decorative
quilted design in high relief worked through at least two layers
of cloth by outlining the design in running stitch and padding it

from the underside
trash \'trash\ n [of Scand origin; akin to Norw trask trash; akin to
OE teran to tear ] 1 : something worth little or nothing : as a : junk,
rubbish b (1) : empty talk : nonsense (2) : inferior or worthless
artistic matter 2 : something in a crumbled or broken condition or
mass; esp : debris from pruning or processing plant material 3 : a
worthless person; also l such persons as a group : riffraff

trash larming n : a method of cultivation in which the soil is

loosened by methods that leave vegetational residues (as stubble)
on or near the surface to check erosion and serve as a mulch

trash>i>ness \'trash-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being trashy
trashy \'trash-e\ adj : resembUng trash : worthless
trass \'tras\ n [D] : a hght-colored volcanic tuff resembling
pozzolana in composition sometimes ground for use in a hydraulic
cement

trat-to-ria \,trat-a-'re-3\ n [It] : an eating house : restaurant
trau-ma X'traii-ma, 'tr6-\ n, pi tran-ma-ta \-m3t-3\ or traumas
[Gk traumat-, trauma wound — more at throe] 1 a : an injury (as

a wound) to living tissue caused by an extrinsic agent (surgical '^>

b : a disordered psychic or behavioral state resulting from mental or
emotional stress or physical injury 2 ; an agent, force, or mecha-
nism that causes trauma— trau-mat-ic \tr3-'mat-ik, tro-, trau-\ adj— trau-mat-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
trau-ma-tism \ 'trau-ma-,tiz-sm. 'tr6-\ n : the development or
occurrence of trauma; also : trauma
trau-ma. tize \-,tTz\ vt ; to inflict a trauma upon
itra.vail \tr3-'va(3)l, 'trav-.alX n [ME, fr. OF. fr. travaiUier to
torture, travail, fr. (assumed) VL tripaliare to torture, fr. tripalium
instrument of torture, fr. L tripalis having three stakes, fr. tri- +
palus stake — more at pole] 1 a ; work esp. of a painful or labo-
rious nature : toil b : a piece of work : task c : agony, torment
2 : labor, parturition syn see work

itravail \like '; in praver-book communion service usu 'trav-,al\ vi

[ME travailen, fr. OF travaillier} 1 ; to labor hard ; TOIL 2 : LABOR 3
Irave \'trav\ n [ME, fr. MF, beam, fr. L trabs — more at thorp]
1 : a traverse beam 2 : a division or bay (as in a ceiling) made by
or as if by traverse beams
itrav-el \'trav-3l\ vb trav-eled or trav-elled; trav-el-ing or trav-
el-ling VC3-)lio\ [ME travailen to travail, journey, fr. OF trav-

aiUier to travail] vi la: to go on or as if on a trip or tour : journey
b (1) ; to go as if by traveling : pass (2) ; assocl\te c : to go from
place to place as a salesman or business agent 2 a : to move or
advance from one place to another b : to undergo transportation
c : to move In a given direction or path or through a given distance
'^ vt 1 : to journey through or over : traverse 2 : to traverse (a

specified distance) 3 : to cover as a commercial traveler

atravel n 1 a : the act of traveling ; passage b : journey, trip
— often used in pi. 2 p/ : an account of one's travels 3 : the num-
ber traveling : traffic 4 a : movement, progression b : the
motion of a piece of machinery; esp : reciprocating motion

travel agency n : an agency engaged in selling, arranging, or fur-

nishing information about personal transportation or travel —
called also travel bureau

travel agent n : a person engaged in selling or arranging personal
transportation, tours, or trips

trav-eled or trav-elled \'trav-3ld\ adj : experienced In travel

trav-el-er or tiav-el-ler \'trav-(3-)l3r\ n l : one that travels: as

a : one that goes on a trip or journey b : traveling salesman
2 a : an iron ring sliding along a rope, bar, or rod of a ship b : a
rod on the deck on which such a ring slides 3 ; any of various
devices for transporting laterally

traveler's check n : a draft issued by a bank or express company
payable on presentation by any correspondent of the issuer

traveling bag n ; a bag carried by hand and designed to hold a
traveler's clothing and personal articles

traveling case n : a usu. stiff and box-shaped traveling bag
traveling lellowshlp n : a fellowship whose terms permit or direct

the holder to travel or go abroad for study or research

traveling salesman n : a traveling representative of a business
concern who solicits orders

Irav-el-Ogue also trav-el-og \'trav-3-,16g, -,lag\ n {travel -\- -loguel

; a usu. illustrated lecture on travel

tra-vers-able Xtra-'var-sa-bal also tra-', 'tra-(,)\ adj ; capable of
being traversed

tra-vers-al \-s3l\ n ; the act or an instance of traversing

itra-verse \*tra-v3rs also -.vars, espjor 6 &8 also tra-', tra-*\ n [ME
travers, fr. MF traverse, fr. traverser to cross, fr. LL transversare, fr.

L transversus, pp. of transvertere — more at transverse] 1 : some-
thing that crosses or lies across 2 : obstacle. ADVERsrrv 3 : a
formal dehial of a matter of fact alleged by the opposite party in a
legal pleading 4 a : a compartment or recess formed by a partition,

curtain, or screen b : a gallery or loft of communication from side

to side in a large building 6 : a route or way across or over (as a
zigzag course) 6 ; the act or an instance of traversing : crossing
7 : a protective projecting wall or bank of earth in a trench 8 a : a
lateral movement (as of the saddle of a lathe carriage); also : a
device for imparting such movement b : the lateral movement of a
gun about a pivot or on a carriage to change direction of fire

9 ; a line surveyed across a plot of ground
2tra.verse Xtra-'vars also tra-', 'tra-(,)\ vr 1 a : to go against or
act in opposition to : oppose, thwart b : to deny (as an allegation

of fact or an indictment) formally at law 2 : to pass through
: penetrate 3 a : to go or travel across or over b : to move along
or through 4 : to make a study of : examine 5 : to lie or extend
across : cross (bridge ^^s a rivulet) 6 a : to move to and fro over
or along b ; to ascend, descend, or cross (a slope or gap) at an
angle c : to move (a gun) to right or left on a pivot 7 : to make or

carry out a traverse survey of ~ vi 1 ; to move back and forth or
from side to side 2 : to move or turn laterally : swivel 3 : to

shde one's blade in fencing toward the opponent's hilt 4 : to climb
or ski at an angle or in a zigzag course 6 : to make a traverse
survey — tra-vers-er n

3tra-verse \'ira-(,)v3rs, tra-'. tra-'\ adj : lying across : transverse
trav.erse Jury \'trav-ars-\ n : petit jury
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trav-er.line also trav-er-tin \'trav-ar-,ten, -ten\ n [F travertin'i

; a mineral consisting of a massive usu. layered calcium carbonate
(as aragonite or calcite) formed by deposition from spring waters
or esp. from hot springs

ilrav-eS'ty \'trav-3-ste\ n tobs. E travesty, disguised, parodied, fr.

F travesti, pp. of travesiir to disguise, fr. It travestire, fr. tra- across
(fr. L trans-) + vestire to dress, fr, L, fr. vestis garment — more at
WEAR] 1 : a burlesque and usu. grotesque translation or imitation
2 : an inferior imitation or likeness <a -^ of justice) syn see
CARICATURE

atravesty vt : to make a trav^ty of : parody
tra*vois Xtra-'voi, 'trav-,6i\ also tra.voise \-'v6iz, -,6iz\ n, pi

tra- vols \-'v6i2. -,6iz\ also tra<vois>es \-'v6i-23z, -,6i-z3z\
tCanF travois} : a primitive vehicle used by Plains Indians consist-
ing of two trailing poles serving as shafts and bearing a platform or
net for the load
'trawl \'tr61\ vb Eprob. fr. obs. D tragelen"] vi 1 : to fish with a
trawl 2 : troll 2 **- v/ ; to catch (fish) with a trawl — trawl-er n
strawl n 1 : a large conical net dragged along the sea bottom in
gathering fish or other maiine life 2 ; setline

tray \'tra\ n [ME, fr. OE trig, treg: akin to OE treo-w tree — more
at tree] ; an open receptacle with flat bottom and low rim for hold-
ing, carrying, or exhibiting articles

tieacli-er>ous \*trech-(s-)r3s\ adj 1 : characterized by or manifest-
ing treachery : perfidious 2 a : likely to betray trust : unreliable
<a '^ memory) b : providing insecure footing or support <---

quicksand) c : marked by hidden dangers, hazards, or perils syn
see faithless — treach-er.ous-ly adv — treach*er-ous-ness n

treach>ery \'trech-C3-)re\ n [ME trecherie, fr. OF, fr. trechier to
deceive] 1 : violation of allegiance or of faith and confidence
: treason 2 : an act of perfidy or treason

trea.Cle \'tre-k3l\ n [ME trlacle, fr. MF. fr. L Iheriaca, fr. Gk
theriake antidote against a poisonous bite, fr. fem^ of theriakos of a
wild animal, fr. therion wild animal, dim. of Iher wild animal —
more at fierce] 1 : a medicinal compound formerly in wide use as
a remedy against poison 2 chiejly Brit : molasses 3 : something
(as a tone of voice) heavily sweet and cloying — trea<cly \-k(5-)le\
adj
itread \'tred\ vb trod \'trad\ trod-den \'trad-'n\ or trod;
tread-ing [ME treden, fr. OE iredan; akin to OHG tretan to tread]
vt 1 a : to step or walk on or over b ; to walk along : follow
2 a : to beat or press with the feet ; trample b ; to subdue or
repress as if by trampling ; crush 3 : to copulate with — used of a
male bird 4 a : to form by treading : beat (-^ a path) b : to exe-
cute by stepping or dancing i^ a measure) --^ vi 1 : to move on
foot : WAUC 2 a : to set foot b : to put one's foot ; step 3 ; cop-
ulate 1 — tread* er n — tread water ; to keep the body nearly
upright in the water and the head above water by a treading motion
of the feet usu. aided by the hands

2tread n 1 : a mark made by or as if by treading 2 a (1) : the action
of treading (2) : an act or instance of treading : step b ; manner
of stepping c ; the sound of treading 3 : chalaza 1 4 a (1) : the
part of a sole that touches the ground (2) : the part of a wheel
that bears on a road or rail; esp : the thickened face of an automo-
bile tire b : the design on a tread 5 : the distance between the
points of contact with the ground of the two front wheels or the
two rear wheels of a vehicle 6 a : the upper horizontal part of a
step b : the width of such a tread

trea*dle ytred-MX n [ME tredel step of a stair, fr. OE, fr. tredan}
1 ; a swiveling or lever device pressed by the foot to drive a machine
2 : chalaza 1 — treadle vj trea.dling \'tred-lio, -'i-io\

tread>mlll \'tred-.mil\ n 1 a : a mill worked by persons treading on
steps on the periphery of a wide wheel having a horizontal axis and
used formerly in prison discipline b : a mill worked by an animal
treading an endless belt 2 ; a wearisome routine

trea.SOU \'trez-^n\ n [ME tresoun, fr. OF traison, fr. ML tradition-,

traditio, fr. L, act of handing over, fr. traditus, pp. of tradere to
hand over, betray ~ more at traitor] 1 : the betrayal of a trust

: perfidy, treachery 2 : the offense of attempting by overt acts
to overthrow the government of the state to which the offender
owes allegiance or to kill or personally injure the sovereign or his
family syn see sedition
trea<son*abIe X'trez-na-bsl, -'n-a-bslX adj : relating to, consisting
of, or involving treason — trea-son^ably \-bIe\ adv

trea*son<ou5 X'trez-nas, -'n-3s\ adj : treasonable
trea-sur-able \'trezh-(3-)r3-b3l, 'trazh-\ adj : worthy of being
treasured : precious
itrea-sure \'trezh-3r. 'trazh-\ n [ME tresor, fr. OF. fr. L thesaurus,
fr. Gk thesauros'\ 1 a (1) : wealth (as money, jewels, or precious
metals) stored up (2) ; riches b : a store of money in reserve
2 : something of great worth or value 3 : a collection of precious
things
atreasure vt trea*sur-ing \-(3-)rio\ 1 : to collect and store up
(something of value) for future use : hoard 2 ; to hold or keep
as precious ; cherish syn see appreciate

treasure hunt n : a game in which each player or team tries to be
first to find whatever has been hidden
trea-sur.er X'trezh-rar, 'trezh-ar-ar, 'trazh-\ n 1 : one having offi-

cial charge of treasure; esp : a guardian of a collection of treasures
: curator 2 : an officer entrusted with the receipt, care, and dis-
bursement of funds: as a : a governmental officer charged with
receiving, keeping, and disbursing public revenues b : the execu-
tive financial officer of a club, society, or business corporation— trea-5ur-er>ship \-,ship\ n
treasure trove \-.tr6v\ n [AF tresor trove, lit., found treasure]
1 : treasure that anyone finds; specij ; gold or silver in the form
of money, plate, or bullion which is found hidden and whose own-
ership is not known 2 : a valuable or productive discovery

trea.sury \'trezh-(3-)re, 'trazh-X n 1 a : a place in which stores
of wealth are kept b : the place of deposit and disbursement of
collected funds; esp ; one where public revenues are deposited,
kept, and disbursed c : funds kept in such a depository 2 obs
; treasure 3 cap : a governmental department m charge of fi-

nances and esp. the collection, management, and expenditure of
public revenues 4 cap : a government security (as a note or bill)

payment for silver bullion purchased under the Sherman Silver
Purchase Act of 1890

treasury of merits : the superabundant satisfaction of Christ for
men's sins and the excess of merit of the saints to eternal life form-
ing a store held in Roman Catholic theology to be effective to the
salvation of others and to be available for dispensation through
indulgences — called also treasury oj the Church, treasury oj the
saints

treasury stocK n : issued stock reacquired by a corporaUon and
held as an asset
itreat \'tret\ vb [ME treten, fr. OF traitier, fr. L tractare to handle,
deal with, fr. iractus^ pp. of trahere to draw — more at draw]
vi 1 : to discuss terms of accommodation or settlement : nego-
tiate 2 : to deal with a matter esp. in writing : discourse — usu.
used with oj 3 : to bear the expense of another's entertainment
'^ vt 1 a : to deal with in speech or writing : expound b : to
present or represent artistically c : to deal with : handle 2 a : to
bear oneself toward : use <~ a horse cruelly) b : to regard and
deal with in a specified manner — usu. used with as 3 a : to pro-
vide with free food, drink, or entertainment b : to provide with
enjoyment or gratification 4 : to care for or deal with medically
or surgically <-- a disease) 5 : to act upon with some agent esp..
to improve or alter i'^ a metal with acid) — treat>able \-a-b3l\
adj — treat-er n

2treat n l : an entertainment given without expense to those
invited 2 : an esp. unexpected source of joy, delight, or amuse-
ment

trea-tise \'tret-3s also -3z\ n [ME tretis, fr. AF tretiz, fr. OF
traitier to treat] 1 : a systematic exposition or argument in writing
including a methodical discussion of the facts and principles in-
volved and conclusions reached 2 obs : account, tale
treat*ment \'tret-m9nt\ n 1 : the act or manner or an instance of
treating someone or something ; handling, usage 2 : a substance
or technique used in treating

trea.ty \'tret-e\ n [ME tretee, fr. MF traiie. fr. ML tractatus, fr. L
handling, treatment, fr. tractatus, pp. of tractare to treat] 1 : the
action of treating and esp. of negotiating 2 a : an agreement or
arrangement made by negotiation: (1) : private treaty (2) : a
contract in writing between two or more political authorities (as
states or sovereigns) formally signed by representatives duly author-
ized and usu. ratified by the lawmaking authority of the state
b : a document in which such a contract is set down

treaty port n : one of a number of ports and inland cities in China,
Japan, and Korea formerly open by treaty to foreign commerce

itre-ble \'treb-3l\ n [ME, perh. fr. MF, trio. fr. treble, adj.]
la: the highest of the four voice parts in vocal music : soprano
b : a singer or instrument taking this part c : a high-pitched or
shrill voice, tone, or sound d : the upper half of the musical pitch
range e : the higher portion of the audio frequency range in sound
recording and broadcasting 2 : something treble in construction,
uses, amount, number, or value

atreble adj [ME. fr MF. fr. L triplus — more at triple] 1 a : having
three parts ; threefold b : triple in number or amount 2 a ; re-
lating to or having the range of a musical treble <'^ voice) b : high^
pitched : shrill c : of, relating to, or having the range of treble
in sound recording and broadcasting <'^ frequencies) — trembly
\'treb-(a-)le\ adv

^treble vb tre-bling \-(3-)Iia\ vr : to increase threefold ^ vi 1 : to
sing treble 2 : to grow to three times the size, amount, or number

treble clei n [fr. its use for the notation of treble parts] 1 ; a clef

that places G above middle C on the second line of the staff

2 : TREBLE STAFF
treble staff n : the musical staff carrying the treble clef

treb'U-chet \.treb-(y)3-'shet, -'chet\ or treb^ucket \,treb-3-'ket\
n [ME trebochet, fr. MF trebuchet] ; a medieval military engine
for hurling missiles with great force

tre>cen*to \tra-'chen-(,)to\ n, pi trecentos [It, lit., three hundred,
fr. L tres three + centum hundred — more at three, hundred]
: the 14th century; specij ; the 14th century in Italian literature and
art

tre>de-Cil-lion \,tred-i-'sil-y3n\ n, ojten attrlb [L tredecim thirteen
(fr. tres three + decern ten) + E -illion (as in million) — more at
three, ten] — see number table
Itree \'tre\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE treow; akin to ON tre

tree, Gk drys, Skt daru wood] 1 a : a woody perennial plant having
a single usu. elongate main stem generally with few or no branches
on its lower part b : a shrub or herb of arborescent form <rose -—j)
<a banana '-^) 2 a (1) : a piece of wood (as a post or pole) usu.
adapted to a particular use or forming part of a structure or im-
plement (2) archaic % the cross on which Jesus was crucified b ar-
chaic : GALLOWS 3 : something in the form of or felt to resemble a
tree: as a ; a diagram that depicts a branching from an original
stem <genealogical '-^) b : an arborescent aggregation of crystals

c : a much-branched svstem of channels esp. in an animal body
<the vascular '-') — tree-less \-l3s\ adj

2tree vt treed; tree-ing 1 a : to drive to or up a tree itreedby a bull)
<dogs -^ing game) b ; to bring to bay : corner 2 : to furnish or
fit with a tree

tree farm n : an area of forest land managed to ensure continuous
commercial production

tree fern n : a fern (chiefly of families Cyatheaceae and Marat-
tiaceae) of arborescent habit with a woody caudex

tree heath n : a shrubby heath {Erica arborea) of the Mediterranean
and Caucasian region cultivated for its nearly globular white flowers
tree.hop-per ytre-,hap-3r\ n : any of numerous small leaping
homopterous insects (family Membracidae) living on a sap from
branches and twigs

tree house n : a structure (as a playhouse) built among the branches
of a tree

tree line n : timberline
tree>nail also Ire. nail \'tre-,nal, 'tren-'l, 'tran-'lX n : a wooden
peg made usu. of dry compressed timber so as to swell in its hole
when moistened

tree of heaven ; an Asiatic ailanthus (Ailanthus glandulosa)
widely grown as a shade and ornamental tree

tree shrew n ; any of a family (Tupaiidae) of arboreal insectivorous
mammals sometimes held to be true insectivores and sometimes
primitive primates
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tree surgeon n ; a specialist in tree surgery

tree surgery n : operative treatment of diseased trees esp. for con-
trol of decay; broadly : practices forming part of the professional

care of specimen or shade trees

tree toad n : any of numerous tailless amphibians of arboreal habits

(esp. family Hylidae) — called also tree frog
tree>top \'tre-,tap\ n l : the topmost part of a tree 2 pi : the
height or line marked by the tops of a group of trees

tref \'traf\ adj [Yiddish treyje, treyj, fr. Heb tlrephah animal
torn by wild beasts] : ritualiy unclean according to Jewish law

tre*i0il \'tre-,f6il, "tref-.bilX n [ME, fr. MF trejeuil, fr. L trijolium,

fr. (ri- + jolium leaf — more at blade] 1 a : clover; broadly

: any of several trifoHolate leguminous herbs h ; a trifoliolate

leaf 2 : an ornament or symbol in the form of a stylized trifoli-

olate leaf

tre-ha-lose \tri-'hal-,os, -,07A n tISV trehala (a sweet substance
constituting the pupal covering of a beetle)] : a crystalline disac-

charide sugar CizHzzOn stored instead of starch by many fungi

treil-lage \tre-'yazh\ n [F, fr. MF. fr. treille vine arbor, fr. L tri-

chila} ; latticework for vines ; trellis
Itrek \'trek\ n [Afrik, fr. MD treck pull, haul, fr. trecken"] 1 chiefly

southern Africa : a journey by ox wagon; esp : an organized migra-
tion by a group of settlers 2 : a trip or movement esp. when in-

volving difficulties or complex organization
atrek vi trekked; trek-king [Afrik, fr. MD trecken to pull, haul,
migrate; akin to OHG trechan to pull] 1 chiefly southern Africa
a : to travel by ox wagon b ; to migrate by ox wagon or in a
train of such 2 : to make one's way arduously — trek>ker n

llrel.lis \'Trel-9s\ n [ME trelis, fr. MF treliz fabric o'
trellis, fr, (assumed) VL trilicius woven with triple

thread, fr. L tri- + liceum thread] 1 : a frame of
latticework 2 : a construction of latticework
3 : an arrangement that forms a lattice

strellis vt 1 : to provide with a trelUs; esp : to train

(as a vine) on a trellis 2 : to cross or interlace on
or through : interweave

trel'lised \'trel-3st\ adj : having or furnished with a
trellis

Irel.lis.work \'trel-3-,sw3rk\ n l l-atticework
trem^a'tode \'trem-3-,tod\ n [deriv. of Gk trema-
todes pierced with holes, fr. tremai-. trema hole,
fr tetrainein to bore — more at throw] : any of a
class (Tremaioda) of parasitic flatworms including
the flukes — tiematode adj trellis 1

itrem-We \'irem-b3)\ \'i treiU'lDliug \-b(9-)lio\
[Mt trembicn, fr MF trembler, U. ML tremulare, fr. L tremulus
tremulous, fr tremere to tremble: akin to Gk tremein to tremble]
1 : to shake involuntarily (as with fear or cold) : shiver 2 : to
move, sound, pass, or come to pass as if shaken or tremulous
3 : to be affected with fear or doubt — trem-bler \-b(s-)l3r\ n

atremble n 1 : a fit or spell of involuntary shaking or quivering
2 ; a tremor or series of tremors 3 pi but sing in consir : severe
poisoning of livestock and esp. cattle by a toxic alcohol present in
a snakeroot and rayless goldenrod

trem.bly \'trem-b(3-)le\ adj ; trembling, tremulous
tre-men.dous \tri-'men-das\ adj [L tremendus, fr. gerundive of
tremere} 1 : fitted to excite trembling or arouse dread, awe. or
terror ; dreadful 2 : fitted to excite wonder by reason of extreme
size, power, greatness, or excellence syn see monstrous — tre-
men-dous.ly adv — tre.men.dous-ness n
Uretn>0*laiit \'trem-3-lant\ /i [It femolante. fr. tremolante tremu-
lant, fr. ML tremulant; tremulansl 1 : an organ pipe producing
a tremolant tone 2 : a device to impart a vibration causing a
tremolant sound
3tremolant adj : marked by tremolo
Irem-o-lite \'trem-3-,lTt\ n [F tremolite, fr. Tremola, valley In
Switzerland] : a white or gray mineral Ca2MgsSi8022(OH)2 of the
ampriibole group that is a calcium inagnesiura sihcate
trem*o>IO \'trem-9-,16\ n, pi tremolos [it, fr. tremolo tremulous,
fr. L tremulus} 1 a ; the rapid reiteration of a musical tone or of
alternating tones to produce a tremulous effect b : vibrato
2 : a mechanical device in an organ for causing a tremulous effect

Irem.or \"trem-3r\ n [ME tremour fr MF. fr. L tremor, fr. tremere]
1 : a trembhng or shaking usu. from weakness or disease 2 : a
quivering or vibratory motion 3 a : a feeling of uncertainty or
insecurity b ; a cause of such a feeling

trem>u*lant N'trem-ya-lsntX adj [ML tremulant-, tremulans, prp.
of tremulare} : TREMULOUS, trembling

trem-u.lous \-l3s\ adj [L tremulus — m.ore at tremble] 1 : char-
acterized by or affected with trembling or tremors 2 : affected
with timidity : timorous 3 : such as is caused by a tremulous
state 4 : exceedingly sensitive — treni*u<lous>ly adv — trem>u-
lous*ness n

Itrench \'trench\ n [ME trenche track cut through a wood, fr. MF,
act of cutting, fr. trenchier to cut] ; a long cut in the ground or a
similar depression in an ocean floor ; ditch; specif : one used for
military defense ofien with the excavated dirt thrown up in front

atrencll vt 1 : to make a cut in : carve 2 a : to protect with or
as if with a trench b : to cut a trench in : DrrCH '^ vi 1 ; to come
close : verge 2 : to dig a trench
tien.chan.cy \'tren-chan-se\ n : the quality of being trenchant
tren.chant \-chsnt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, prp. of trenchier"] 1 archaic

: KEEN, sharp 2 : vigorously effective; specif : caustic 3 a
: sharply perceptive : penftratino b ; clear-citt, distinct syn
see INCISIVE — tren-chant<ly adv
trench coat n 1 : a waterproof overcoat with a removable hnlng
designed for wear in trenches 2 : a loose double-breasted raincoat
with deep pockets, belt, and straps on the shoulders

trenched \'trencht\ adj l : furrowed or drained by trenches
2 : provided with protective trenches
Itren.cher \'tren-char\ n [ME. fr. MF trencheoir, fr. trenchier to
cut] : a wooden platter for serving food
atrencher adj l : of or relating to a trencher or to meals 2 archaic

; parasitic, sycophantic
atrench-er \'iren-ch3r\ n intrench} : one that digs trenches
tren. Cher.man X'lren-chsr-manN n 1 : a hearty eater 2 archaic

: hanger-on, sponger
trench lever n : a rickettsial disease marked by fever and pain in
muscles, bones, and joints and transmitted by the body louse

trench foot n : a painful foot disorder resembling frostbite and
resulting from exposure to cold and wet

trench knife n : a knife with a strong double-edged 8-inch blade
suited for hand-to-hand fighting
trench mouth n 1 : vincent's angina 2 : Vincent's iNFEcnDN
itrend \'trend\ vi [ME trenden to turn, revolve, fr. OE trendan;
akin to MHO trendel disk, spinning top, OE teran to tear — more
at tear] 1 a : to extend in a general direction b : to veer in a
new direction : bend 2 a : to show a tendency : incline b ; to
become deflected : shift
2trend n 1 : direction of movement ; FLOW 2 a ; a prevaiUng ten-
dency or inclination : drift b : a general movement ; swing
c ; a current style or preference ; vogue d : a line of development
; approach syn see tendency

trente-et-qua.rante \.trant-,a-ka-'rant\ n [F trente et quarante,
lit., thirty and forty] : rouge et noir
'tre-pan \tri-'pan\ n [ME trepane. fr. ML trepanum. It. Gk trypanon
auger, fr. trypan to bore, fr. trypa hole; akin to Gk tetrainein to
pierce — more at throw] 1 ; trephine 2 : a heavy tool used in
boring mine shafts

2lrepan vr tre<panned; tre*pan*ning 1 ; to use a trephine on (the
skull) 2 : to remove a disk or cyhndrical core from (as with a saw)— tre>pa>na-tion \,trep-a-'na-shan, tri-,pan-'a-\ n
3trepan n [origin unknown] 1 archaic ; trickster 2 archaic ; a
deceptive device : snare
^trepan vt tre. panned, tre-paU'Rlng archaic ; entrap, lltie
tre.pang \tri-*pao\ n [Malay tenpang} : any of several large sea
cucumbers (esp genera Actinopyga and Holothuria) that are taken
mostly in northern Australia and the East Indies, boiled, dried, and
used esp. by the Chinese for making soup — called also beche-de^

tre.phi.na.tion X.tref-a-'na-shan; tri-.fT-, tra-.fe-\ n : an act or
instance of perforating the skull with a surgical instrument
Ure.phine \tri-'fTn. tra-'fenX n [F trephine, fr. obs. E irefine,

trajine, fr. L trcs fines three ends, fr tres three + fines, pi. of finis

end — more at three] : a surgical instrument for cutting out circular
sections (as of bone or corneal tissue)

atrephine vr ; to operate on with or extract by means of a trephine
trep.id \'trep-od\ adj [L trepidus] : timorous
trep.i-danl \'irep-3d-3nt\ adj [L trepidant-, trepidans, prp. of
trepidare} : timid, trembling

trep>i<da>tlon \.trep-p-'da-sh3n\ n [L trepidation-, trepidatio, fr.

trepidatus, pp. of trepidare to tremble, fr. trepidus agitated; akin to
OE thrafian to urge, push, Gk trapein to press grapes] 1 echoic
: a tremulous motion : tremor 2 : nervous agitation : appre-
hension syn see fear
trepo.ne-ma \,irep-3-'ne-ma\ n, pi trepo.ne-ma»ta \-m3t-3\ or
treponeinas [NL, genus name, deriv of Gk trepein to turn +
nema thread, fr nen to spin ~ more at trope, needle] : any of a
genus (Treponema) of spirochetes that parasitize man and other
warm-bloodec animals and include organisms causing syphilis

and yaws — trepo.ne^mal \-mal\ or tiepo-ne.ma-tous \-'uem-
at-as, -'nem-\ adj
Ures-pass X'tres-pss, -,pas\ n [ME trespas, fr. OF, crossing, tres-

pass, fr. trespasser to go across] 1 a : a violation of moral or social

ethics t TRANSGRESSION; esp ; SIN b : an unwarranted infringement
2 a (1) : an imlawful act committed on the person, property, or
rights of another (2) : the action for injuries done by such an act

b : the tort of wrongful entry on real property
atrespass \same; -,pas more ojten than Jor '\ vi [ME trespassen,

fr, MF trespasser, fr OF, ht,, to go acro.ss, fr tres across (fr L
trans) + passer to pass — more at through, pass] i a : err. sin

b : to make an unwarranted or uninvited incursion 2 : to commit
a trespass; esp : to enter imlawfully upon the land of another
— tres.pass-er n
syn encroach, entrench, infringe, invade: trespass implies

an unwarranted, unlawful, or offensive intrusion; encroach sug-
gests gradual or stealthy entrance upon another's territory or
usurpation of his rights or possessions; entrench suggests establish-

ing and maintaining oneself in a position of advantage or profit

at the expense of others; infringe implies an encroachment clearly

violating a right or prerogative; invade implies a hostile and in-

jurious entry into the territory or sphere of another
tress \'tres\ n [ME tresse, fr. OF trece] 1 archaic : a plait of hair

; braid 2 : a long lock of hair; esp : the long unbound hair of a
woman — usu. used in pi.

tressed \'trest\ adj 1 : braided, platted [2 : having tresses— usu.
used in combination \goldcn-tressed}

tres-tine \*tres-,iln\ n [prob. fr. L tres three -f- E tinel : royal
antler

tres-tle or tres>sel \'tres-3l, 'iras-X n [ME trestel, fr. MF, modif.
of (assumed) VL transtellum, fr. L transtillum, dim. of transtrum
traverse beam, transom — more at transom] 1 : horse 2b 2 : a
braced frame serving as a support (as for a table top) 3 : a braced
framework of timbers, piles, or steelwork for carrying a road or
railroad over a depression

tres. tie. tree \-(,Urc\ n : one of a pair of timber crosspieces fixed
fore and aft on the masthead to support the crosstrees, top, and
fid of the mast — usu. used in pi.

tres* tle<work \-,w3rk\ n :a system of connected trestles supporting
a structure (as a bridge)
trews \'triiz\ n pi [ScGael triubhas} : tight-fitting trousers usu. of
tartan; specif ; close-cut tartan trunk hose worn under the kilt

in Highland dress

trey \'tra\ n [ME treye, treis. fr. MF treie, treis, fr. L tres three]
1 : the side of a die or dommo that has three spots 2 ; a card
numbered three or having three main pips

tri- comb form [ME. fr. L (fr. tri-, tres) & Gk, fr. tri-, treis — more at
three] 1 ; three </n'costate> : having three elements or parts
<r/-igraph> 2 : into three </risect> 3 ; thrice <frjweekly> ; every
third <frimonthly>

tri-able \'trT-3-baI\ adj : liable or subject to judicial or quasi*
judicial examination or trial <a case -^ without a jury) — tri*able-
ness n

itrl-acid \(')trT-'as-ad\ adj [ISV] 1 : able to react with three
molecules of a monobasic acid or one of a triacid to form a salt or
ester — used esp. of bases 2 : containing three hydrogen atoms
replaceable by basic atoms or radicals — used esp. of acid salts

Striacid n : an acid having three acid hydrogen atoms
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tri.ad \'trT-,ad, -3d\ n [L triad-, trios, fr. Gk, fr, treis three]
1 ; a union or group of three esp. of three closely related persons,
beings, or things : trintty 2 : a chord of three tones consisting of a
root with its third and fifth and constituting the harmonic basis of
tonal music — called also common chord — tn*ad<ic \tri-'ad-ik\
adj — trl>ad-i<cal-Iy \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ltll>a] \'trT(-3)l\ n [AF, fr. trier to try] 1 : the action or process of
trying or putting to the proof : test 2 ; the formal examination
before a competent tribunal of the matter in issue in a civil or
criminal cause in order to determine such issue 3 : a test of faith,

patience, or stamina by suffering or temptation; broadly ; a source
of vexation or annoyance 4 : a tryout or experiment to test

quality, value, or usefulness 6 ; attempt, effort
atrial adj 1 ; of, relating to. or used in a trial 2 : made or done as a
test or experiment 3 : used or tried out in a test or experiment

trial and error n ; a finding out of the best way to reach a desired
result or a correct solution by trying out one or more ways or means
and by noting and eliminating errors or causes of failure; also : the
trying of this and that until something succeeds

trial balance n : a list of the debit and credit balances of accounts
in a double-entry ledger at a given date prepared primarily to test

their equality
trial balloon n 1 : a balloon sent up to test air currents and wind
velocity 2 : a project or scheme tentatively announced in order to
test public opinion

trial examiner n ; a person appointed to hold hearings and to
investigate and report facts sometimes with recommendations to an
administrative or quasi-judicial agency or tribunal

trial jury n : a jury impaneled to try a cause : PErrr jury
trial lawyer n ; a lawyer who engages chiefly in the trial of cases
before courts of original jurisdiction

trial run n : a testing exercise : experiment
tri-an>gle \'trr-,ao-g3l\ n [ME, fr. L triangulum, fr. neut. of
triangulus triangular, fr. tri- + angulus angle] 1 : a polygon having
three sides 2 a : a musical percussion instrument made of a rod of
steel bent into the form of a triangle open at one angle b : a
drafting instrument consisting of a thin flat right-angled triangle of
wood or plastic with acute angles of 45 degrees or of 30 degrees and
60 degrees 3 ; a situation involving the love of two persons of one
sex for one of the opposite sex with the resulting compUcations <the
eternal ^y

trl-an*gu>lar \trT-'ao-gy3-l3r\ adj [LL triangularis, fr. L triangu-
lum} 1 a : of, relating to, or having the form of a triangle ('^ plot of
land) b : having a triangular base or principal surface (-^ table)
<'^ pyramid) 2 a (1) ; of, relating to, or involving three elements
(2) oj a military group : based primarily on three units <"^ division)
b : of or relating to a love triangle <a ~ love affair) — tri*an*gu-
lar-i'ty \(,)tri-,ao-gy3-'lar-3t-e\ n — tri-au*gu>lar*ly \tri-'ao-
gys-ter-leX adv
ltli>an<gU>late \tri-'ao-gy3-l3t\ adj [ML triangulatus, pp. of trian-
gulare to make triangles, fr. L triangulum'] ; consisting of or
marked with triangles — tn>an>g;u>late<Iy adv

2tri-an.gu>late \-,lat\ vt l a : to divide into triangles b : to give
triangular form to 2 : to survey, map, or determine by triangulation

tri-an>gu<la<tion \(,)trT-,ao-gya-'la-shan\ n ; the measurement
of the elements necessary to determine the network of triangles into
which any part of the earth's surface is divided in surveying;
broadly : any similar trigonometric operation for finding a position
or location by means of bearings from two fixed points a known
distance apart

tri.ar.chy \'trT-,ar-ke\ n [Gk triarchia, fr. tri- + -archia -archy]
1 : government by three persons : triumvirate 2 ; a country
under three rulers

Tn*as>5lC \trT-'as-ik\ adj [ISV, fr. L trias triad; fr. the three sub-
divisions of the European Triassic — more at triad] ; of, relating
to, or being the earliest period of the Mesozoic era or the cor-
responding system of rocks — Triassic n

trl>at>ic stay \ C,)trT-.at-ik-\ n [origin unknown] : a stay running
horizontally between the heads of the foremast and mainmast

tri-atoni<ic \,trT-3-'tam-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : having three atoms In
the molecule 2 : having three replaceable atoms or radicals

tri.ax.i.al \(')trl-'ak-se-3l\ adj [ISV] : having or involving three
axes

tri-azine \'trT-3-,zen, trT-'a2-,en\ n [ISV] : any of three compounds
C3H3N3 containing a ring composed of three carbon and three
nitrogen atoms; also : any of various derivatives of these

tri-azole \*trT-a-,zol, trT-'az-,61\ n [ISV] : any of four compounds
C2H3N3 containing a ring composed of two carbon atoms and
tiiree nitrogen atojns; also ; any of various derivatives of these— tri>azol-ic X.tn-a-'zal-ikX adj

trib*al \'trT-b3l\ adj ; of, relating to, or characteristic of a tribe
<^ customs) — trib-al'ly \-b9-le\ adv

trib>al>isni \-b3-,iiz-am\ n 1 : tribal consciousness and loyalty;
esp : exaltation of the tribe above other groups 2 ; strong ingroup
loyalty

tri*ba>sic \C')trT-*ba-sik\ adj 1 ; having three hydrogen atoms
capable of replacement by basic atoms or radicals — used of acids
2 : containing three atoms of a univalent metal or their equivalent
3 : having three basic hydroxyl groups and able to react with three
molecules of a monobasic acid — used of bases and basic salts— trj*ba-sic>i<ty \,trT-ba-'sis-3t-e\ n

tribe \'trTb\ n [ME, fr. L tribus, a division of the Roman people,
tribe] 1 a : a social group comprising numerous famiUes, clans,
or generations together with slaves, dependents, or adopted
strangers b : a pohtical division of the Roman people orig.
representing one of the three primitive tribes of ancient Rome
c : PHYLE 2 : a group of persons having a common character, oc-
cupation, or interest 3 a ; a category of taxonomic classification

sometimes equivalent to or ranking Just below a suborder of
ranking below a subfamily; also : a natural group irrespective or
taxonomic rank <the cat ~) <rose '>-) b : a group of closely related
animals or strains within a breed
tlibes-man X'trlbz-msnX n : a member of a tribe
tribO- comb jorm [F, fr. Gk tribein to rub; akin to L terere to rub— more at throw] : friction <rri6oluminescence)
tri-bo.elec.tric \,trT-bo-i-'lek-trik, ,trib-6-\ adj : of, relating to, or
marked by triboelectricity

tri-bo.elec-trici.ty \-i-,lek-'tris-3t-e, -'tris-teX n : a charge of
electricity generated by friction (as by rubbing glass with silk)

tri.bo.lu.mi.nes.cence \-,lu-m9-'nes-=n(t)s\ n [ISV] : lumines-
cence due to friction — tn>bo*Iu>mi>nes*cent \-'nt\ adj

trl<bo>phys*ics \'trl-bo-.fiz-iks, 'trib-o-X n pi but sing or pi in
constr ; the physics of friction

tri>brach X'trl-.brakX n [L tribrachys, fr. Gk, having three short
syllables, fr. iri- + brachys short — more at brief] : a metrical
foot of three short syllables of which two belong to the thesis and
one to the arsis — tri-brach>ic Xtri-'brak-ikX adj

tri-bro.mide \(')trT-'bro-,mTdX n ; a compound of an element or
radical with three atoms of bromine

tri.bro.mo.eth.a.nol X,trI-,bro-mo-'eth-3-,n61, -.nolX n : a
bromine derivative CBrjCHzOH of ethyl alcohol used as a basal
anesthetic

trib-u<late X'trib-ya-.latX vt [LL tribulatus, pp. of tribulare to
oppress, afflict] ; to cause to endure tribulation

trib-U.la.tion X.trib-ya-'la-shanX n [ME tribulacion, fr. OF, fr. L
tribulation-, tribulatio, fr. tribulatus, pp. of tribulare to press,
oppress, fr. tribulum threshing sledge, fr. terere to rub — more at
THROW] : distress or suffering resulting from oppression or persecu-
tion; also : a trying experience

tri>bu>nal Xtrl-'byUn-'l, trib-'yiin-X n [L, platform for magistrates,
fr. tribunus tribune] 1 ; the seat of a judge : tribune 2 : a court or
forum of justice 3 : something that decides or determines

tri*bu>nate X'trib-ya-.nat, trib-'yii-nstX n : tribuneship
ttri-bune X'trib-.yiin, trib-'ylinX n [ME, fr. L tribunus, fr. tribus
tribe] 1 : a Roman official under the monarchy and the republic
with the function of protecting the plebeian citizen from arbitrary
action by the patrician magistrates 2 ; a defender of the people— tri<bune-ship X.shipX n
2tribune n [F, fr. It tribuna, fr. L tribunal} : a dais or platform from
which an assembly is addressed
itrib-u-tary X'trib-ya-,ter-eX adj 1 ; paying tribute to another .to

acknowledge submission, to obtain protection, or to purchase
peace : subject 2 : paid or owed as tribute 3 : channeling sup-
plies into something more inclusive : contributory
^tributary n 1 : a ruler or state that pays tribute to a conqueror
2 ; a stream feeding a larger stream or a lake

Irib-Ute X'trib-C,)yUt, -yatX n [ME tribut, fr. L tributum, fr. neut.
of tributus, pp. of tribuere to allot, bestow, grant, pay, fr. tribus
tribe] 1 a : a payment by one ruler or nation to another in ac-
knowledgment of submission or as the price of protection; also : the
tax levied for such a payment b (1) : an excessive tax, rental, or
tariff imposed by a government, sovereign, lord, or landlord
(2) : an exorbitant charge levied by a person or group having the
power of coercion c : the liability to pay tribute 2 : something
given or contributed voluntarily as due or deserved : a gift or
service showing respect, gratitude, or affection (floral '^>; specij
: praise, credit syn see encomium

tri.car.bOX-yl-ic X,trT-,kar-,bak-'siI-ikX adj : containing three
carboxyl groups in the molecule

trl>car>pel>lary X(')trT-'kar-p9-,ler-eX adj : having or made up of
three usu. fused carpels

Itrice X'trlsX vt [ME trisen, tricen to pull, trice, fr. MD trisen to
hoist] : to haul up or in and lash or secure (as a sail) with a small
rope

3trice n [ME trise, lit., pull, fr. trisen} : a brief space of time : in-
stant — used chiefly in the phrase in a trice

trl-ceps X'trl-.sepsX n, pi tri*ceps-es also triceps [NL tricipit-,

triceps, fr. L, three-headed, fr. tri- -t- capit-, caput head — more at
head] : a muscle that arises from three heads; esp : the great exten-
sor muscle along the back of the upper arm

-trices pi oj -TRix

trich- or tricho- comb form [NL, fr. Gk, fr. trich-. thrix hah; akin to
Mir gairbrfrmc/i bristle] : hair : filament <rricftogyne)

tri-chi*a*sis \trik-'i-s-sasX n [LL, fr. Gk, fr. trich + -iasis} : a
turning inward of the eyelashes often causmg irritation of the eye-
ball

tri*ctu-na Xtrik-'T-naX n, pi tri>cbi*nae X-(i)neX also tricbinas
[NL, fr. Gk trichinos made of hair, fr. trich-, thrix hair] 1 ; a small
slender nematode worm (Trichinella spiralis) that in the larval

state is parasitic in the voluntary muscles of flesh-eating mammals
(as man and hog) 2 : trichinosis — tri-chi-nal X-'m-'lX odj

tricli-l>nize X'trik-a-,nTzX vt : to infest with trichinae

trich-i>no*sis X.trik-a-'no-sasX n [NL] ; infestation with or disease
caused by trichinae and marked esp. by muscular pain, dyspnea,
fever, and edema

tri-chi*nous Xtrik-'I-nas, 'trik-oA adj [ISV] 1 : infested with
trichinae {'^ meat) 2 : of, relating to, or involving trichinae or
trichinosis <'-^ infection)

trich.ite X'trik-.TtX n [G trichit, fr. Gk trich-, thrixhaii} : a minute
acicular body — tri>cbit*ic Xtrik-'it-ikX adj

tri-chlo.ride X(')tri-'klo(3)r-,id, -kl6C3)r-X n [ISV] : a compound
of an element or radical with three atoms of chlorine

tri.chlQ.ro.aoe.tic acid X.trT-.klor-a-wa-.set-ik-, -,kl6r-X " [ISV]
; a strong vesicant pungent acid CCI3COOH used in weed control
and in medicine as a caustic and astringent

tricho-cyst X'trik-s-.sistX n : any of the minute lassoing or stinging
organs on the body of protozoans — triclio*cys*tic \,trik-3-'sis-

tikX adj
tricho-gyne X'trik-s-JIn, -,gTnX « [ISV] : a prolonged terminal
receptive portion of an archicarp or of a similar _reproductjve
structure ina red alga— tricbo-gy-ni-al \.trik-3-'jin-e-3l, -'gi-ne-X
or tiicho<gy>nic X-jin-ik, -'gi-nikX adj

tri>choid X'trik-.oid, 'trl-.koidX adj [Gk trichoeides, fr. trich-, thrixj
; resembling a hair ; capillary
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tri-cliome \'trik-,om, 'trT-,kom\ n [G trichom, fr. Gk trichoma
growth of hair. fr. trichoun to cover with hair, fr. trlch-, thrix hair
— more at trich-] : a filamentous outgrowth; esp : an epidermal
hair structure on a plant — tri-cho-inic \trik-'am-ik, -'6m-;
tri-'kam-, -'kom-\ adj
tricho.mo.nad \,trik-3-'man-,ad, -'m6-,nad\ n [NL Trichomonad-,
Trichomonas, genus name, fr. irich- + LL monad-, monas monad]
; any of a genus {Trichomonas) of flagellated protozoans parasitic

in many animals including man — tricliomonad or triclio<mo-
na^dal \-'man-3d-n, -'mo-n3d-\ or triclio*ino>nal \-'man-'l,

-'monA adj
tricho-mo^ni.a.sis \,trik-a-ma-'ni-3-sas\ n [NL, fr. Trichomonas
+ -iasis'^ : infection with or disease caused by trichomonads : as

a : a human vaginitis characterized by a persistent discharge

b : a venereal disease of domestic cattle marked by abortion and
sterility c ; one or more diseases of various birds resembling
blackhead

tri-chop.ter.an \trik-'ap-t3-r3n\ n [deriv. of Gk trich-, thrix hair

+ pteron wing — more at feather] : any of an order (Trichoptera)
of insects consisting of the caddis flies — trichopterau or tri-

chop'ter-ous \-rss\ adj
tri-chot'O-mous \tri-'kat-3-m3s\ adj [LGk trichotomein to trisect,

fr. Gk tricha in three (fr. treis three) + -iomein {akin to temnein
to cut) — more at three, tome] : divided or dividing into three
parts or into threes : three-fold <--- branching) — tn-chot-o-
mouS'ly adv

tri'Chot.O'iny \-me\ n ; division into three parts, elements, or
classes

-tri-clious \tri-kas\ adj comb jorm [Gk -trichos, fr. trich-, thrix
hair — more at trich-] : having (such) hair : -haired {p^ntrichousy

tri.ChlO-mat \'trI-kro-,mat, (')tri-'\ n [back-formation fr. trichro-

matic] : a person with normal color vision requiring that three pri-

mary colors be mixed in order to match the spectrum as he sees it

tri'Chro.mat.ic \.trT-kr6-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or con-
sisting of three colors 2 : relating to or exhibiting trichromatism

tri.chro.ma-tism \(')trT-'kro-m3-,tiz-3m\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being trichromatic : the use of three colors (as in photog-
raphy) 2 : vision in which all of the fundamental colors are per-
ceived though not necessarily with equal facility

trich.u-ri^a. sis \,trik-y3-'rT-3-s3s\ n, pi tiich.u.ri'a'Ses \-a-,sez\
[NL, fr. Trichiiris, genus of worms] ; infestation with or disease
caused by whipworms (genus Trichuris)

itricU \'trik\ n [ME trik, fr. ONF trique, fr. trikier to deceive, cheat]
1 a : a crafty procedure or practice meant to deceive or defraud
b : a miscliievous act ; prank c : an indiscreet or childish action
d : a deceptive, dexterous, or ingenious feat designed to puzzle or
amuse <a juggler's ^s) 2 a : an habitual peculiarity of behavior or
manner <a horse with the -^ of shying) b : a characteristic and
identifying feature <a ~ of speech) c : an optical illusion <a mere
'^ of the light) 3 a : a quick or artful way of getting a result

: KNACK b : a technical device (as of an art or craft) <the ^s of
stage technique) 4 : the cards played in one round of a card game
often used as a scoring unit 5 a ; a turn of duty at the helm usu.
lasting for two hours b : shift 4b (1) c : a trip taken as part of
one's employment, 6 : an attractive child or pretty young woman
<cute little -->

Syn TRJCK, RUSE, stratagem, MANEtrVER, ARTIFICE, Wn.E, FEINT
mean an indirect means to gain an end. trick may imply deception,
roguishness. illusion, and either an evil or harmless end; ruse
stresses an attempt to mislead by a false impression; stratagem
implies a ruse used to entrap, outwit, circumvent, or surprise an
opponent or enemy; maneuver suggests adroit and skillful avoid-
ance of difficulty; artifice implies ingenious contrivance or inven-
tion; WILE suggests an attempt to entrap or deceive with false
allurements; feint implies a diversion or distraction of attention
away from one's real intent

2trick adj 1 : of or relating to or involving tricks or trickery <'^
photography) i^ dice) 2 : trig 3 a : somewhat defective and
imreliable <a '^ lock) b : inchned to give way unexpectedly <a '--

knee)
3triclJ vr 1 : to deceive by cunning or artifice : cheat 2 ; to dress
or adorn fancifully or ornately ; ornament <s^ed out in a gaudy
uniform) syn see dupe

tricK.er \'trik-ar\ n i one that tricks : trickster
trick. ery \'trik-(3-)re\ n : deception or fraud by tricks and strata-
gems syn see deception

trick.i.ly \'trik-3-Ie\ adv : in a tricky manner
trick.i.ness \'trik-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being tricky
trick'isll \'trik-ish\ adj : given to or characterized by tricks or
trickery : tricky — trick.ish-ly adv — trick.ish.ness n

itrick.le \'trik-3l\ vi trick-ling \-(3-)Uo\ [ME rWfc/en] 1 : to
run or fall in drops 2 ; to flow in a thin gentle stream

strickle n : a drip or stream that trickles
trick-let \'trik-l3t\ n : a thin stream
trick or treat n : the children's Halloween practice of asking for
goodies from door to door imder threat of playing tricks on
householders who refuse

tricks-i.ness \'trik-se-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being tricksy
trick, ster \'trik-stsr\ n : one who tricks or cheats
tricksy \'trik-se\ adj [tricks, pi. of trick] 1 archaic I smartly
attired : spruce 2 : full of tricks : prankish 3 a archaic : having
the craftiness of a trickster ; deceptive b ; difficult to cope with
or handle : trying <a ^ job)

tricky \'trik-e\ adj 1 : of or characteristic of a trickster 2 : re-
quiring skill, knack, or caution : deucate 3 : trick 3 syn see
SLY

tri.clin.ic \ OtrT-Tclin-ikV adj [ISV] : having three unequal axes
intersecting at oblique angles — used esp. of a crystal

tri.clin.i.um \trT-'klin-e-am\ n, pi tri-clin-ia \-e-3\ [L, fr. Gk
tnkhmon, fr. tri- + klinein to lean, recline — more at lean] 1 : a
couch used by ancient Romans for reclining at meals, extending
round three sides of a table, and usu. divided into three parts
2 : a dming room furnished with a tricUnium

triCO.lette \.trik-3-'let\ n [tricot + -lette (as in jlanneUtte)] : a
usu. sUk or rayon kmtted fabric used esp. for women's clothing

Itri.col.or X'tri-.k^I-sr. esp Brit 'trik-3-l3r\ n [F tricolore, fr trl-
colore three-colored, fr, LL tricolor, fr. L tri- + color] : a fiac of
three colors <thc French '^)

atricolor adj [F tricolore] 1 or trl.Qol.ored \'tri-ksl-3rd\ : having

tricycle

or using three colors 2 ; of, relating to, or characteristic of a trl-

.color or a nation whose flag is a tricolor; ojten : French
tri.com \'tri-,k6(3)m\ adj [L tricornis] ; having three horns or
comers

tri.come or tri-com \'trT-,kdC3)m\ n [F irlcorne, fr. tricorne
three-cornered, fr. L tricornis, fr. tri- + cornu horn — more at
horn] : cocked hat 1

tri.cor.nered \'trT-'k6(r)-n3rd\ adj ; having three comers
tri-cos.tate \(')tri-'kas-.tat\ adj [ISV] : having three costae
tri.cot \'tre-(,)ko, 'trl-kstX n [F, fr. tricoter to knit] 1 ; a plain
warp-knitted fabric of nylon, wool, rayon, silk, or cotton used in
clothing (as underwear) 2 ; a twilled clothing fabric of wool with
fine warp ribs or of wool and cotton with fine weft ribs

tri.co.tine \.trik-3-'ten, .tre-ka-V n [F, fr. tricot] : a sturdy suit-
ing woven of tightly twisted yams in a steep double twill

tri.cot.y-le-don.ous V.tn-Jcat-'l-'ed-nas, -'n-3s\ adj : having three
cotyledons <a '^ seedling)

tri.crot-ic \(')trt-'krat-ik\ adj [Gk trikrotos having a triple beat,
fr. tri- + krotein to clap, beat; akin to OE hrindan to thrust] ; of or
relating to tricrotism

tri.cro-tisin \'trT-kr3-,tiz-9m\ n : a condition of the arterial pulse
in which there is a triple beat

tric-trac \'trik-,trak\ n [F, of imlt. origin; fr. the sound made by
the pegs] ; a variety of backgammon formerly played with pegs
itri.cus.pid \(')trT-'k3s-pad\ adj [L tricuspid-, tricuspis, fr. tri- +
cuspid-, cuspis point] : having three cusps

2tricuspid n : a tricuspid anatomical structure; esp ; a tooth having
three cusps

tri'CUS.pi.date \-pa-,dat\ adj : cuspidate with three points : tri-
cuspid

tricuspid valve n : a valve of three flaps that prevents reflux of
blood from the right ventricle to the right auricle

tri.cy.cle \'tri-,sik-sl\ n [¥, fr. tri- + Gk kyklos wheel — more at
wheel] : a 3-wheeled vehicle propelled
by pedals, hand levers,or a motor

tri.cy.clic \(')trT-'sT-klik, -'sik-Uk\ adj
[tri + cyclic] ; containing three usu.
fused rings in the molecular structure
tri.dactyl \(')trT-'dak-t=l\ or tri-
dacty.Ious \-t9-l3s\ adj [Gk tridak-
tylos, fr. tri- -\- daktylos finger, toe]
: having three fingers or toes

ilri.dent \'trTd-'nt\ n [L trident-,
tridens, fr. trident- tridens having
three teeth, fr. tri- + dent-, dens
tooth — more at tooth] 1 : a 3=>

pronged spear serving in classical
mythology as the attribute of a sea-god
2 : a 3-pronged spear used by ancient
Roman retiarii 3 ; a 3-pronged fish spear

strident adj [L tridem-, tridens] : having three teeth, processes, or
points

tri.den.tate \(')trT-'den-.tat\ adj [NL tridentatus, fr. tri- -\- L
dentatus dentate] ; having three teeth, processes, or points <a '^ leaf)
Tri-den-tiue \trT-'dent-'n, -'den-,ten\ adj [NL Tridentinus, fr. L
Tridenium Trent] : of or relating to Trent, Italy, or to a Roman
Catholic church council held there from 1545 to 1563

tri'di.men.sion.al X.trld-s-'mench-nal, ,trTd-(,)T-, -an-'lX adj
[ISV] : of, relating to, or concerned with three dimensions <"^
space) <a -^ motion-pjcture technique) — tri>di>men.sion.al-
i'ty \-,men-ch3-'nal-3t-e\ n

trid.u.um X'trij-s-wsm. 'trid-y3-\ n [L, fr. tri- -H -duum (akin to
dies day) — more at deity] ; a period of three days of prayer usu.
preceding a Roman Catholic feast

tried \'trTd\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of trien to try, test] 1 : found good,
faithful, or trustworthy through experience or testing <a ^ recipe)
2 : subjected to trials or distress <a kind but much-tried father)

Iri-ene \'trT-,en\ n : a chemical compound containing three double
bonds

tri.eu.ni.al \(')trT-'en-e-3l\ adj 1 : consisting of or lasting for
three years 2 : occurring or beir-g done every three years — tri-
ennial n — tri.en.ni.al-ly \-e-3-le\ adv

tri.en.ni.tun \trT-'en-e-am\ n, pi trienniums or tri.en.nia \-e-3\
[L, fr. tri- + annus year — more at annual] : a period of three
years

tri-er \'trT(-a)r\ n : someone or something that cries

tri.er^arch \'trT(-3)-.rark\ n [L trierarchus, fr. Gk trierarchos, fr.

trieres trireme (fr. tri- + -eres — akin to L remus oar) -F -archos
-arch — more at row] 1 : the commander of a trireme 2 ; an
Athenian citizen who had to fit out a trireme for the public service

tri.er-ar.cliy \-,rar-ke\ n : the ancient Athenian plan whereby
individual citizens furnished and maintained triremes as part of
their civic duty

tri.etti.yl \(')trT-'eth-3l\ adj [ISV] : containing three ethyl groups
in the molecule

tri.fa-cial \-'fa-sh3l\ adj or n [ISV] : trigeminal
tri. fid \'trT-,fid, -f3d\ adj [L trijidus split into three, fr. tri- +
jindere to split — more at bite] : being deeply and narrowly tri-

dentate
itli.fle \'trT-f3l\ n [ME trujle, trijle, fr. OF truje. trujle mockery]
1 : something of little value or importance; esp : an insignificant
amount (as of money) 2 : a dessert of sponge cake spread with
jam or jelly, sprinkled with crumbled macaroons, soaked in wine,
and served with custard and whipped cream 3 : a pewter of
moderate hardness used esp. for small utensils

2trine vb tri.fling \-f(3-)lio\ [ME trujlen, trijien, fr. OF trufer,
trujler to mock, trick] vi la: to talk in a jesting or mocking man-
ner or with intent to delude or mislead b : to act heedlessly or
frivolously : ptjiiY 2 : to waste time : dally 3 : to handle
something idly : toy ~ vr : to spend or waste in trifling or on trifles

i'^ away money) — tri-fler \-f(3-)l3r\ n
syn trifle, toy, dally, flirt, coquet mean to deal with or act

toward without serious purpose, trifle may imply playfulness,
unconcern, indulgent contempt; toy implies acting without full

attention or serious exertion of one's powers; dally suggests
indulging in thoughts or plans merely as an amusement; flirt im-
plies an interest or attention that soon passes to another object;
COQUET implies attracting interest or adiniration without serious
intention

tri-fling \'trT-fllo\ adj : lacking in significance or solid worth: as
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a ; FRIVOLOUS (-^ talk) b : trivial <a ~ gift) c chiefly dial ; lazy,
SHIFTLESS <a ~ fellow)
itrl-fO*cal \(')tri-'fo-k3l\ adj : having three focal lengths
atrilocal /i 1 : a trifocal glass or lens 2 pi : eyeglasses with trifocal

lenses
tn*fo<U<ate \(')trT-'fo-le-3t\ adj 1 or tri-fo-li-at-ed \-le-,at-sd\

: having three leaves <a •~-j plant) 2 : trifoliolate
trifoliate orange n : a hardy deciduous Chinese orange {Poncirus
trifoliata) with trifoliolate leaves widely grown for ornament and
esp. as a stock for budding other oranges

tri-IO'li-o-late \(')trT-'f6-le-3-.lat\ adj [ISV] : having three leaflets

<a ~ leaf)

tri-fo.li.iun \trT-'f6-le-3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr.L, trefoil— more
at trefoil] : any of a genus \Trijolium) of leguminous herbs com-
prising the typical clovers

tli>fo<ri<iun \trT-'f6r-e-3m. -'f6r-\ n, pi tn*fo-ria \-e-3\ [ML] ; a
gallery forming an upper story to the aisle of a church and typically
an arcaded story between the nave arches and clerestory

tri.fonn \'trT-,f6rm\ adj [L trijormis, fr. tri- + jorma form] : hav-
ing a triple form or nature

tri-fur-cate XOtrT-'fsr-kst, -,kat; "trl-Ofar-.katX adj [L trifurcus,

fr. tri- + jurca fork] ; having three branches or forks : trichoto-
Mous — tri'fur-cate \'trT-(,)f3r-,kat. trX-'fsr-X vi — tri-fur-ca-
tion \,tn-(.)f3r-'ka-shan\ n

Itrig \*trig\ adj [ME, trusty, nimble, of Scand origin; akin to ON
tryggr faithful; akin to OE treowe faithful — more at true]
1 : stylishly .trim : smart 2 : extremely precise ; prim 3 dial

chiejly Brit : FIRM, VIGOROUS syn see neat
^trig vt trigged; trig<giiig dial chiejly Brit : to put in order : tidy— usu. used with up
3trig VI trigged; trig.ging [perh. of Scand origin; akin to ON
tryggja lo make firm, tryggr faithful] chiejly dial : to restrain from
moving or shifting; as a : to stop or slow (a wheel) usu. by placing
a wedge or block under it b : to support with props or wedges

*trig n. chiejly dial : a stone or block used as a support in trigging
strig n : trigonometry
tri.geni*i<nal \trT-']em-3n-'l\ orf/fNL trigeminus trigeminal nerve,
fr. L, threefold, fr tri- + geminus twin] : of, relating to. or being a
pair of large mixed nerves that are the fifth cranial nerves and sup-
ply motor and sensory fibers mostly to the face — trigeminal n
trigeminal neuralgia n : an intense paroxysmal neuralgia involving
one or more branches of the trigeminal ner\'e

itrig.ger \'trig-ar\ n [alter, of eariier tricker, fr. D trekker. fr. MD
trecker one that pulls, fr. trecken to pull — more at trek] 1 ; a
piece (as a lever) cormected with a catch or detent as a means of
releasing it; esp : the part of the action moved by the finger to fire a
gun 2 : a stimulus that initiates a physiological or pathological
process — trigger adj — trig-gered \'trig-3rd\ adj

^trigger vb trig.ger-ing \'trig-(3-)rio\ vr 1 : to fire by pulling a
mechanical trigger <'-^ a rifle); broadly : to cause the explosion of
<'^ a missile with a proximity fuze) 2 ; to initiate, actuate, or set
off as if by pulling a trigger -^ vi" : to release a mechanical trigger

tz1g<ger-fish \'trig-ar-,fish\ n : any of numerous deep-bodied
plectognath fishes (as of the genus Balistes) of warm seas having
an anterior dorsal fin with two or three stout erectile spines

trig.ger-hap.py \-,hap-e\ adj 1 : irresponsible in the use of fire-

arms; esp : inclined to shoot before clearly identifying the target
2 a ; inclined to be irresponsible in matters that might precipitate
war b : aggressively belligerent in attitude
trig«ger«man X-man, -,man\ « ; a gunman who shoots the victim in
a gang murder; also : a gangster's personal bodyguard

tri.glyph \'trT-,glif\ n [L triglyphus. It. Gk triglyphos. It. tri- H-

glyphein to carve — more at cleave] : a slightly projecting rectang-
ular tablet in a Doric frieze with two vertical channels of V section
and two corresponding chamfers or half channels on the vertical
sides — tri-glyph-ic \trT-'glif-ik\ or tn*glyph*i*cal \-i-k3l\ adj
tn>gOn \'trr-,gan\ n [L trigonum, fr. Gk trigonon, fr. neut. of tri-

gdnos triangular, fr. tri- \- gonia angle — more at -gon] 1 ; tri-
angle 2 a : TRiPLicrrY 1 b : trine 2 3 : an ancient triangular
harp
trig.cno.met.ric \,trig-s-na-'me-trik\ adj : of. relating to, or In
accordance with trigonometry — trig<o-no>met>ri>cal \-tri-kal\
adj— trig>o<no*met>ri>ca]>ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

tligonometric lunctiou n ; a function (as sine, cosine, tangent,
cotangent, secant, or cosecant) of an arc or angle most simply
expressed in terms of the ratios of pairs of sides of a right-angled
triangle; also : the inverse of such a function — called also circular
junction
trig.O.nom.e.try \.trig-3.'nam-a-tre\ n [NL trigonometria, fr. Gk
trigonon + -metria -metry] : the study of the properties of triangles
and trigonometric functions and of their appUcations
tn>g0>n0US X'trig-a-nas, trT-'go-\ adj [L trigonus triangular, fr.

Gk trigonos'] t triangular in cross section

tn>graph \'trT-,graf\ n 1 ; three letters spelling a single consonant,
vowel, or diphthong (sch of schism and eau of beau are -^j) 2 : a
cluster of three successive letters <THE is a high frequency -")— tri*graph>ic \(')trT-'graf-ik\ adj
tri.hcdral \{')trT-'he-dral\ adj 1 ; having three faces <'^ angle)
2 : of or relating to a trihedral angle — trihedral n

tn>hy-drate \-'hT-,drat\ n : a chemical compound with three
molecules of water — tri-hy-drat-ed \-,drat-ad\ adj
tri.hy.droxy \,trT-(.)hT-,drak-se\ adj [ISV tri- + hydroxyl} : con-
taining three hydroxyl groups in the molecule

tri.io.do.thy-ro.nine X.trl-.T-sd-o-'thT-rs-.nenV n {tri- + iod- +
thyronine (an amino acid of which thyroxine is a derivative)] : an
iodine-containing amino acid Ci5H]2l3N04 believed to be formed
from thyroxine by loss of one iodine atom per molecule and used
esp. in the treatment of hypothyroidism

tri.ju.gate \'trT-ja-,gat, OtrT-'jU-gstX adj [ISV, fr. L trijugus three-
fold, fr. tri- + jungere to join — more at yoke] : having three pairs
of leaflets <a '^ leaf)

tri.lat.er.al \(')trT-'Iat-a-ral, -'la-tralX adj [L trilaterus, fr. tri- H-

later-, latus side] ; having three sides <a triangle is '^) — tri-lat-
er*al-i>ty \,trT-,lat-3-'ral-at-e\ n — tri-lat-er*al>ly \(')trT-'lat-3-

ra-le, -*la-trs-\ adv
tril»by \'tril-be\ n [fr. the fact that such a hat was worn in the

abnt; o kitten; sr farther; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

j joke; yT) sing; o flow; flaw; 6i coin; tli tbin; \^ this;

London stage version of Trilby^ novel by George du Maurier]
chiejly Brit ; a soft felt hat with indented crown

tri<lin*ear \C')tri-'lin-c-3r\ cuij ; of, relating to, or Involving three
Unes

til-lin<gual \(')trT-'lio-gw3l\ adj : consisting of, having, or ex-
pressed in three languages; also : familiar with or able to use three
languages — tri-lin<gual>ly \-gw3-le\ adv

Itri-lit-er-al \(')trr-'lit-3-ral, -'li-lralX adj [tri- -H L litera letter]
; con.sisting of three letters and esp. of three consonants <'^ roots
in Semitic languages) — tri-Ut-er-al-ism \-,iz-3m\ n

atriliteral n : a root or word that is trUiteral
itrill \'tril\ vb [ME trillen, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Sw trilla

to roll; akin to MD trillen to vibrate] vi 1 ; twirl, revolve 2 : to
flow in a small stream or in drops : trickle ~ v/ : to cause to flow
in a small stream

2triH n [It trillo, fr. trillare to trill, prob. fr. D trillen to vibrate:
akin to MD trappe step, trap] 1 a : the alternation of two musical
tones a scale degree apart — called also shake b : vibrato c : a
rapid reiteration of the same tone esp. on a percussion instrument
2 : a sound felt to resemble a musical trill ; warble 3 a : the rapid
vibration of one speech organ against another (as of the tip of the
tongue against the teethridge) b : a speech sound so made

3trill vt : to utter as or with a trill <'>- the r) '^ vi : to play or sing
with a trill ; quaver — trill-er n

tril.lion \'tril-yan\ n [F. fr. tri- + -illion (as in million)'] 1 — see
number table 2 : a very large number — trillion adj— tril<liontb
\-y3na)th\ arfy — trillionthn.p/ tril'liontbs \-y3n(t)s, -y3n(t)ths\

tril.li.um \"tril-e-am\ n [NL, genus name, fr. tri-; fr. its three
leaves] ; any of a genus (Trillium) of herbs of the Uly family with
short rootstocks and an erect stem bearing a whorl of three leaves
and a large sohtary flower

Iri-lo-bate \ C')trT-'16-,bat\ or tli-lcbat.ed \-,bat-3d\ or tri-lobed
\'trT-'lobd\ adj : having three lobes <a -^ leaf) — tri*Io-ba>tion
\,trT-lo-'ba-sh3n\ n

tri.lo>bite X'trl-la-.bltX n [deriv. of Gk trilobos three-lobed. fr. tri'

+ lobos lobe] ; any of numerous extinct Paleozoic marine arthro-
pods (group Trilobita) having the segments of the body divided by
furrows on the dorsal surface into three lobes — tri*lo*bit*ic
\.tri-l3-'bit-ik\ adj

tri.locii.lar XOtrl-'lak-ya-larX or tri-loc-u.late \-lat\ adj [ISV]
: having three cells or cavities

tril.o.gy \'tril-s-je\ n [Gk trilogla, fr. tri- + -logla -logy] ; a series
of three dramas or sometimes three literary or musical compositions
that although each is in one sense complete are closely related and
develop a single theme
'trim \'trim\ vb trimmed; trim>ming [(assumed) ME trimmen to
prepare, put in order, fr. OE trymian, trymman to strengthen, ar-
range, fr. trym strong, film; akin to Skt daru wood — more at tree]
vt 1 a ; to embellish with ribbons, lace, or ornaments : adorn
b : to arrange a display of goods in (a shop window) 2 a (1) ; to
administer a beating to ; thrash (2) : to defeat resoundingly
{trimmed him at chess) b : Cheat, swindle 3 a : to make trim
and neat esp. by cutting or clipping b ; to free of excess or extrane-
ous matter by or as if by cutting <~ a tree) <'^ a budget) c ; to
remove by or as if by cutting 4 a (1) ; to cause (a ship or boat)
to assume a desirable position in the water by arrangement of bal-
last, cargo, or passengers (2) ; lo adjust (as an airplane, blimp,
or submarine) for horizontal movement or for motion upward or
downward b : to adjust (as a sail) to a desired position <'^ cargo)
^ vi 1 a : to maintain neutrality between opposing parties or to
favor each equally b : to change one's views for reasons of ex-
pediency 2 : to assume or cause a boat to assume a desired position
in the water <a boat that ~s badly)
2trim adj trim.mer; trim-mest 1 obs : excellent, fine; also

: pleasant 2 archaic : suitably adjusted, equipped, or prepared for
service or use 3 : exhibiting neatness, good order, or compactness
of line or structure <'^ houses) <'^ figure) syn see neat — trim>ly
adv — trim<nes5 n
3trim adv ; trimly
*trira /? 1 a : the readiness of a ship for sailing b ; the readiness
of a person or thing for action or use : fitness 2 a : one's clothing
or appearance b : material used for ornament or trimming
C ; the lighter woodwork in the finish Of a building esp. around
openings d : the interior furnishings of an automobile e : win-
dow dressing 3 a : the position of a ship or boat esp. with
reference to the horizontal; also : the difference between the draft
of a ship forward and that aft b : the relation between the plane
of a sail and the direction of the ship c ; the buoyancy status of a
submarine d ; the attitude of a hghter-than-air craft relative to a
fore-and-aft horizontal plane e : the attitude with respect to wind
axes at which an airplane will continue in level fUght with free con-
trols 4 : something that is trimmed off or cut out

tri-mer \'trT-m3r\ n [ISV] : a polymer formed from three molecules
of a monomer — tri.mer-ic \trT-'mer-ik\ adj
trim.er.OUS \'trim-3-ras\ adj [NL trimerus, fr. Gk tri- + meros
part — more at merit] : having the parts in threes — used of a
flower and often written 3-merous

tri-mes.ter VOtrl-'mes-tsr, 'trT-,\ n [F trlmestre, fr. L trimestris of
three months, fr. tri- + mensis month — more at moon] 1 : a period
of three or about three months 2 : one of three terms into which
the academic year is sometimes divided — tri>mes-tral \trT-'mes-

trslX — tri.mes'tri.al \-tre-3l\ adj
tnm<e-ter \'trim-3t-3r\ /i [L trimetrus, fr. Gk trimetros having three

measures, fr. tri- + metron measure — more at measure] : a verse
consisting of either three dipodies (as in classical iambic, trochaic,

and anapestic verse) or three feet (as in modern English verse)

tri.metha.di'One \,trT-,meth-3-'dT-.on\ n [irreg. fr. tri- + methyl +
-dione (compound containing two carbonyl groups)] ; a crystaUine
drug CeHsNOs used in the treatment of epilepsy

tri<met*ro*gon \trT-'me-tr3-,gan\ n itri- -t- Gk metron measure ¥
E -gon] : a system of aerial mapping involving the use of sets of one
vertical and two oblique aerial photographs taken simultaneously
over the area being mapped

triHl<mer \'trim-3r\ « 1 a : one that trims articles; esp : one that

stows coal or freight on a ship so as to distribute the weight
properly b ; an instrument or machine with which trimming is

done 2 : a beam that receives the end of a header in floor framing

au out; ch Chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

U loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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3 ! a person who will modify his policy, position, or opinions out of
exF>ediency

trim*ining n 1 : the act of one who trims 2 a : a decorative ac-
cessory or additional item that serves to finish or complete <~s for
a hat) b : an additional garnishing that is not essential but adds to

the interest or attractiveness of a main item (turkey and all the -^j)

tri>niO*lec>ii>lar \,trT-m3-'lek-y»-l3r\ adj : of, relating to, or formed
from three molecules

trl-montll>ly \(')tri-'man(t)th-le\ adj : occurring every three
months

tri>morph \'trT-,m6rf\ n fISV back-formation fr. trimorphous}
: any of the three crystalline forms of a trimorphous substance

tri'inor*pluc \('}trT-'m6r-filc\ or tri-mor-phous \-f3s\ adj [Gk
trimorphos having three forms, fr. tri- + -morphos -morphous]
: occurring in or having three distinct forms — tn>inor>pliism
\-,fiz-3m\ n

tl1>mo<tor \'trT-,mot-3r\ n ; an airplane powered with three motors
tritn size n : the actual size (as of a book page) after excess material
required in production has been cut off

Tri.mur.li \tri-'mu(3)rt-e\ n [Skt -trimurti, fr. trimurti having three
forms, fr. tri- + murti body, form] : the great triad of Hindu gods
comprising Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva

tri-nal \'trTn-'l\ adj [LL trinalis, fr. L trini three each — more at
trine) : THREEFOLD
tri>na>ry \'tri-n3-re\ adj [LL trinarius, fr. L trini three each]

: TERNARY
Itrin-dle \'trin-(d)'l\ n [ME trindel. fr. OE trendel, tryndel circle,

ring ~ more at trundle] dial Eng ; a round or circular object;
specif : the wheel of a wheelbarrow

2tTilidle VI, dial ; roll, trlwdle
itrine \'trTn\ adj [ME. fr. MP trin, fr. L trinus, back-formation fr.

trini three each; akin to L tres three — mere at three] 1 : three-
fold, TRIPLE 2 : of, relating to, or being the favorable astrological
aspect of two heavenly bodies 120 degrees apart

atrme n l a : a group of three : triad b cap : trintty 2 : the trine
astrological aspect of two heavenly bodies

trine immersion n : the practice of immersing a candidate for bap-
tism three times in the names in turn of the Trinity

trin*i<tar>i>an \,trin-3-'ter-e-3n\ adj 1 cap : of or relating to the
Trinity, the doctrine of the Trinity, or adherents to that doctrine
2 : having three parts or aspects : threefold
Trinitarian n ; one who subscribes to the doctrine of the Trinity— Trln*l*tar*i>an>l5m \-e-3-,niz-3m\ n
tri.ni.tro.cre.sol \,trT-.nT-tr6-'kre-,s6l, -,sol\ n [ISV] : a high
explosive CyHsNjO? similar to picric acid

tri-ni-tro.glyc-er.in \-'gIis-(3->r3n\ n ; nitroglycerin
tri.ni.tro.tol.u.ene \-'tal-y3-,wen\ n [ISV] : a flammable toxic
derivative CHaCeHjCNOz)? of toluene obtained by nitrating tol-
uene and used as a high explosive and in chemical synthesis —
called also TNT
Trin-i-ty \'trin-3t-e\ n [ME trinite, fr. OF trinite, fr. LL trinitat-,

trinitas state of being threefold, fr. L trinus trine] 1 : the unity of
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as three persons in one godhead
2 not cap : any union of three in one : trlad 3 : the Sunday after
Whitsunday observed as a feast in honor of the Trinity
Trin.i.ty.tide \-.tTd\ n : the season of the church year between
Trinity Sunday and Advent
Itrin.bet \'trir)-k3t\ n [perh. fr. ME trenket smaU knife, fr. ONF
trenguei] 1 : a small arucle of equipment 2 : a small ornament (as
a jewel or ring) 3 : a thing of little value : trifle

atrinket vi [perh. fr. Urinket} ; to deal clandestinely ; intrigue— trin-ket-er n
trln-bet-ry \-ks-tre\ n ; smaJl Items of personal ornament
trin*kams \*trio-k3m2\ npl [alter, of trinkets} :trink£ts, frippery
Itri.ncmi.al \trT-'no-me-3l\ n [tri- + -nomial (as in binomial)}
1 : a polynomial of three terms 2 ; a trinomial name

^trinomial adj l : consisting of three mathematical terms 2 : of,
relating to. or being biological taxa of three terms of which the first
designates the genus, the second the species, and the third the sub-
species or variety

trio Vtre-(.)6\ n [F, fr. It. fr. tri- (fr. D] 1 a : a musical composi-
tion for three voice parts or three instruments b : the secondary or
episodic division of a minuet or scherzo, a march, or of various
dance forms 2 : the performers of a musical or dance trio 3 ; a
group or set of three

tri.ode \'trT-,6d\ n : an electron tube with an anode, a cathode, and
a controlling grid

tri-oe-cious \C')trT-'e-sh3s\ adj [deriv. of Gk tri- + oikos house —
more at viciNrrv] : having staminate, pistillate, and hermaphrodite
flowers on different plants — tri-oe*cious>ly adv

tri'Ol \'tri-,61, -,ol\ n : a chemical compound containing three
hydroxy I groups

tri.O.let \,tre-3-'la. 'trl-s-lstX n [F] ; a poem or stanza of eight linesm which the first hne is repeated as the fourth and seventh and the
second hne as theeighth with a rhyme scheme of ABaAabAB
tn-ose \'trl-,6s, -.oz\ n[ISV] : either of two simple sugars C3H6O3
contammg three carbon atoms
tn.OX-ide \(')trT-'ak-,Sid\ n [ISV] : an oxide containing three
atoms of oxygen

Itrip \'trip\ vb tripped; trip.plng [ME trippen, fr. MF triper, of
Gmc ongin; akin to OE ireppan to tread — more at trap] vi" la: to
dance, skip, or caper with light quick steps b : to walk with light
quick steps 2 : to catch the foot against something so as to stumble
3 : to make a mistake or false step (as in morality, propriety, or
accuracy) : sup 4 : to stumble in articulation when speaking
6 : to make a journey 6 : to run past the pallet of an escapement
without previously locking — used of a tooth of the escapement
wheel of a watch 7 a : to actuate a mechanism b : to become
operative — vr 1 a : to cause to stumble b : to cause to fail
: obstruct 2 : to detect in a misstep, fault, or blunder- also
: expose 3 archaic : to perform (as a dance) lightly or nimbly
4 : to raise (an anchor^ from the bottom so that it hangs free
b a : to pull (a yard) into a perpendicular position for lowering
b : to hoist (a topmast) far enough to enable the fid to be with-drawn preparatory to housing or lowering 6 : to release or ooer-
ate (a mechanism) esp. by releasing a catch or detent
»tnp 1 1 : a stroke or catch by which a wrestler is made to lose foot-
ing 2 a : voyage, JOURNEY b : a single round or tour on a busi-
ness errand 3 : error. MisyrEP 4 : a quick Ught step 6 : a false
step : STUMBLE 6 a : the action of trippmg mechanically b (1) * a

device for tripping a mechanism (as a catch or detent) (2) : rtJP 2
trl>pack \'trT-,pak\ n : a combination of three superposed films
each sensitive to a different primary color for simultaneous ex-
posure in one camera

tri-par-tlte \C)trt-"par-.tTt\ adj [ME. fr. L tripartitus, fr. tri- +
partitus partite] 1 : divided into or composed of three parts
2 : having three corresponding parts or copies <make indentures ~>
3 : made between or involving three parties <a ~ treaty) — trj-
par>tite*Iy adv
tn*par>ti>Uon \,trT-(,)par-'tish-3n\ n : a division by threes or into
three parts; also : the taking of a third part

tripe \'trTp\ n [ME, fr. OF] 1 : stomach tissue of a ruminant and
esp. of the ox for use as a food: a : that of the rumen wall — called
also plain tripe b : that of the reticulum wall — called also honey-
comb tripe 2 : something poor, worthless, or offensive ; trash

trJ.pet.al.QUS \C')lri-'pet-'l-as\ adj : having three petals
Uip-Iiam*mer Vtrip-,ham-3r\ n : a massive power hammer having
a helve that is tripped and allowed to fall by cam or lever action

tri.phe.nyl.meth.ane \,trl-.fen-=l-'meth-.an. -,fen-\ n [ISV] : a
crystalline hydrocarbon CH(C6Hs)3 that is the parent compound
of many dyes
itri.pmb.i.an \(')trT-'fib-e-3n\ n itri- + -phibian (as in amphibian)}
1 : a triphibian commander 2 : a triphibian airplane

atriphibian adj 1 a : adept at war alike on land, at sea, and In the
air b : designed for or equipped to operate from land, water, snow,
or ice as well as in the air <a '^ airplane) 2 : triphibious 1 <a '^
mihtary operation)

tri>pllib>i>ous \-e-3s\ adj [tri- -(- -phibious (as in amphibious)}
1 : employing, involving, or constituted by land, naval, and air
forces and often including airborne troops in coordinated attack
{'^ operations) 2 ; triphibian 1 <~ marines)

triph-tliong X'trif-.thori, 'trip-\ n iiri- + -phthong (as in diphthong)}
1 : a speech item consisting of three successive sounds 2 : trigraph— triph.tbon.gal \trif-'th6D-(g)3l, trip-\ adj

trlph.y.lite \'trif-3-,lTt\ also triph.y.line \-,len\ n [G triphylin,
fr, Gk tri- + phylon tribe, race — more at phyl-] : a grayish green
or bluish mineral that consists of a phosphate of lithium, iron, and
manganese and is commonly massive

tri>pin<nate \(')trT-'pin-,at\ adj : bipinnate with each division pin-
nate — tri>pin-nate>ly adv
bi-plane \'trT-,plan\ n ; an airplane vrith three main supporting
surfaces superposed
Uri.ple \'trip-3l\ vb tri-pling \-Ca-)Uo\ [ME triplen, fr. LL tri-

plare, fr. L triplus, adj.] vt 1 : to make three times as great or as
many 2 a : to advance (a base runner in baseball) by a three-base
hit b : to bring about the scoring of (a run in baseball) by a three*
base hit —

- vi 1 : to become three times as great or as numerous
2 : to make a three-base hit in baseball

atriple n [me, fr. L triplus, adj.] 1 a : a triple sum quantity, or
number b ; a combination, group, or series of three 2 : three-basb
hit

siriple adj [MF or L; MF fr. L triplus, fr. tri- + -plus multipUed by— more at double] 1 : having three units or members 2 : being
three times as great or as many 3 ; having a threefold relation or
character 4 : three times repeated : treble 6 : marked by three
beats per musical measure <--' meter) 6 a ; having units of three
components (--^ feet) b oj rhyme : involving correspondence of
three syllables (as in unfortunate-importunate)

triple counterpoint n : three-part musical counterpoint so written
that any part may be transposed above or below any other

tri-pie-nerved X.trip-al-'narvdN adj, of a leaf : having a prominent
vein on each side of the midrib above the base

triple play n : a defensive baseball play in which three base runners
are retired

tri-ple-space \,trip-9l-'sp5s\ vt z to type (copy) leaving two blank
lines between lines of copy « vi ; to type on every third hne

trip-let \'trip-bt\ n l^triple} 1 ; a unit of three lines of verse 2 : a
combination, set, or group of three 3 : one of three children or
offspring bom at one birth 4 : a group of three musical notes or
tones performed in the time of two of the same value

tri.pie-tail \'trip-al-,tal\ n : a large edible marine percoid fish
(Lobotes surinamensis) of the warm western Adantic in which the
long dorsal and anal fins extend backward and with the caudal fin
appear hke a 3-lobed tail

triple threat n : a football player adept at running, kicking, and
forward passing

tri.pie-tongue \,trip-3l-'t3D\ vi ; to articulate the notes of triplets
in fast tempo on a wind instrument by using the tongue positions
for /, k, I for each successive triplet

itri.plex \'trip-.leks, *trT-,pleks\ adj [L, fr. tri- + -plex -fold —
more at simple] : threefold, triple

^triplex n : something (as a building or apartment) that \s triplex

itrip.li.cate \'trip-li-k3t\ adj [ME, fr L triplicatus, pp. of thpUcare
to triple, fr. triptic-, triplex threefold] 1 : repeated three times
2 : third <file the -^ copy) — triplicate n

atrip.li.cate \-l3-,kat\ vt 1 : triple 2 : to provide in triplicate

trip.li-ca.tion \,trip-l3-'ka-sh3n\ n : the action of tripling, making
threefold, or adding three together; also : something that is tripli-

cated or threefold
tri.plici.ty \trip-'lis.3t-e. trT-'pIis-\ n [ME triplicite, fr. LL trU
plicitas condition of being threefold, fr. L triptic-, triplex} 1 : one
of the groups of three signs each distant 120 degrees from the other
two into which the signs of the zodiac are divided — called also
trigon 2 : the quality or state of being triple or threefold

trip.lite \'trip-.irt\ n [G tripUt, fr. L triplus triple; fr. its threefold
cleavage] : a dark brown monoclinic mineral that consists of a
basic phosphate of manganese, iron, magnesium, and calcium

trip.lo.blas.tic\,trip-lo-'blas-tik\ad/[L;r/p/us + E-o- -f- -blastic}
; having three primary germ layers

trip.loid \'trip-.16id\ ady [ISV, fr. L triplus triple] : having or being
a chromosome number three times the monoploid number — trip-
loid n — trip.loi-dy \-,16id-e\ n

tri-ply \'trip-(a-)Ie\ adv ; in a triple degree, amount, or maimer
tri.pod \ 'tri-,pad \ n [L tripod-, tripus, fr Gk tripod-, tripous, fr.

tripod-, tripous three-footed, fr. tri- -f- pod-, pous foot — more at
FOOT] 1 : a vessel (as a pot or caldron) resting on three legs
2 : a stool, table, or altar with three legs 3 : a three-legged stand
(as for a camera) — tripod or tri-po*dal \'trip-9d-'l, 'trT-,pad-\
adj
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trip-0>U \'trip-3-le\ n [F, fr. Tripoli, region of Africa] 1 : an earth

consisting of very friable soft schistose deposits of silica and in-

cluding diatomite and kieselguhr 2 : an earth consisting of friable

dustlike silica not of diatomaceous origin

trl*pOS \'tri-,pas\ n [modif. of L tripus^ 1 archaic : tripod 2 [fr.

the three-legged stool occupied by a participant in a disputation at

the degree ceremonies] : a final honors examination at Cambridge
university orig. in mathematics

triP'Per Vtrip-3r\ n 1 a chiefly Brit ; one that takes a trip : ex-

cursionist h : an extra employee on a street railway employed
by the trip 2 : a tripping device (as for operating a signal on a

railroad)
triP'pet \'trip-at\ n [ME tripet tipcat peg, fr. trlppen to trip] : a

cam, wiper, or projecting piece that strikes another piece at definite

trip.ping'ly \'trip-ir)-le\ adv : nimbly; also : fluently
trip-tane \'trip-,[an\ n [irreg. fr. tri- + butane'^ : a hquid hydro-
carbon C7K1S of high antiknock properties used esp. in aviation

gasolines to increase their power
trip-tych \'trip-(,ltik\ n [Gk triptyches having three folds, fr. tri-

+ ptycfii fold] 1 : an ancient Roman writing tablet with three

waxed leaves hinged together 2 : a picture or carving in three

panels side by side; esp : an altarpiece with a central panel and two
flanking panels half its size that fold over it

tri-que.trOUS \trT-'kwe-tras, -'kwe-\ adj [L triquetrus three*

cornered, fr. //•/-] : having three acute angles : trl^ngular i^
stems)

Iri.ra.di.ate \(')trT-'rad-e-9t, -e-,at\ adj : having three rays or
radiating branches — triradiate n — ti'i>ra>di*ate*l7 adv

tri.reme \'trT-,rem\ n [L triremis, fr. tri- + remus oar — more at

row] : an ancient galley having three banks of oars

tri<sac>Cha<ride \(')trT-'sak-3-,rTd\ n [ISV] : any sugar that yields

on complete hydrolysis three monosaccharide molecules
tri.sect \'trT-,sekt, trT-'\ vt : to divide into three usu. equal parts;

specif : to divide (an angle) into three equal parts with ruler and
compass— tri'Sec'tiouX'trT-.sek-shan, tri-'X /i — tri*sec'tor \'tri-

,sek-tar, trT-'\ n
tri'Sep'tate \(')trT-'sep-,tat\ adj : having three septa

tri'Sltel.i-on \trT-'skel-e-an, tris-'kel-\ or tri-

sKele \'trT-.skel, 'tris-,kel\ n [triskelion, fr. NL,
fr. Gk triskeles three-legged, fr. tri- + skelos

leg; triskele fr. Gk triskeles — more at cylin-
der] : a figure composed of three usu. curved
or bent branches radiating from a center

tTi3>mus \'triz-mas\ n [NL, fr. Gk trismos
gnashing (of teeth), fr. trizein to squeak, gnash;
akin to L stridere to creak — more at strident]
; spasm of the muscles of mastication : lock-

tris*oc>ta.he.dron \,tris-,ak-t^'he-dr3n\ n triskelion

[Gk tris thrice (akin to treis three) -f- E octa-

hedron — more at three] : a solid (as a crystal) having 24 con-
gruent faces meeting on the edges of a regular octahedron

t^-so-di>iim \,trT-,sod-e-3m\ adj ; containing three atoms of sodium
in the molecule
tri'SO-miC \(')trT-'so-mik\ adj : having one or a few chromosomes
triploid in an otherwise diploid set — tiisomic or tri-some \'tri-

,som\ n — tri'SO-my \-,so-me\ n
Tris-tan \'i.ris-tsn, -,tan, -,tan\ n : tristram
triste \'tre.st\ adj [F, fr. L tristisl ; sad, mournful; also ; wistful

tlist>ful \'trisr-f3l\ adj [ME trist sad, fr. MF triste] : sad, melan-
choly — trist-fuMy \-fa-le\ adv ~ trisMul-ness n

TriS.tram \'tris-t(r>9m\ n [ME Tristrem, fr. AF Tristan, fr. OW
Trystan} : a hero of medieval romance held to have drunk a love

potion and ultimately to have died with the Irish princess Isolde

and in some legends to have married Isolde the daughter of the

king of Brittany
tri-Sty.loiis \(')trT-'stT-l3s\ adj : having three styles <'^ flowers)
— tri.sty*ly \'tn-,stT-le\ n

tii'SUb-sti-tut.ed \'tri-'s3b-st»-,t(y)Ut-ad\ adj : having three sub-
stituent atoms or groups in the molecule

tri^siU-fide \('Urr-'sal-,fTd\ n : a compound of an element or radical

with three atoms of sulfur

tri>syl>lab>lc \,tn-s3-'lab-ik\ adj [L trisyllabus, fr. Gk trisyllabos,

fr. tri- + svUabe syllable]; having three syllables <a ^ word) —
tn-syMab.i-caMy \-i-k(^)le\ adv

trl<syl-la<hle \'trT-,sil-3-bal, (')tri-'\ n : a word of three syllables

trite \'trTt\ adjlL tritus, fr. pp. of terere to rub, wear away — more
at throw] : hackneyed from much use ; stale — trite*ly adv —
trite<ness n
syn TRITE, hackneyed, stereotyped, threadbare mean lacking

the freshness that evokes attention or interest, trtte appli

once effective phrase or idea spoiled from long familiarity; hack-
neyed stresses being worn out by overuse so as to become dull and
meaningless; stereotyped implies faUing invariably into the same
pattern or form: threadbare applies to what has been used until

its possibilities of interest have been totally exhausted
tli>tlie*ism \'trT-the-,i^-am\ n : a belief in three gods; specif : the
doctrine that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are three distinct

Gods — tri.the-ist \-(,)the-3st\ n or adj — tri-the-is-tic N.trl-

the-'is-tik\ adj— trMhe-is-ti-cal \-'is-ti-k3l\ adj
tri.thing \'trT-thiQ\ n [ME, alter, of (assumed) OE ihrithing,

thridingi archaic : ridinO
tTi>ti>at>ed \'trit-e-,at-ad, 'trish-e-\ adj : containing tritium

tri.li.um X'trit-e-am, 'trish-e-\ n [NL, fr. Gk tritos third — more
at third] : a radioactive isotope of hydrogen with atoms of three
times the mass of ordinary light hydrogen atoms

trit-O-ma \'trit-3-m9\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk tritomos cut
thrice, fr. tri- + tenmein to cut; fr. their trimerous flowers — more
at tome] : any of a genus (Khiphofia) of African herbs of the lily

family often grown for their spikes of showy red or yellow flowers
Itri.ton \'trTt-=n\ n [L, fr. Gk Triton] 1 cap : a son of Poseidon
and Amphitrite described as a demigod of the sea with the lower
part of his body like that of a fish 2 [NL, genus name. fr. L
Triton] a : any of various large marine gastropod mollusks (esp.

family Cymatiidae) with a heavy elongated conical shell; also ; this

shell b ; any of various aquadc salamanders : newt, eft

2trI»ton \'trT-,tan\ n [rWrium ¥ -on] : the nucleus of tritium

tri.tone \'trT-,t6n\ n [Gk tritonon, fr. tri- + tonos tone] ; a musical
interval of three whole steps

trit.u-ra.ble \"trich-O0r3-bal\ adj : capable of being triturated

^trit-U-rate \'trich-s-,rat\ vt [LL trituratus, pp. of triturare to
thresh, fr. L tritura act of rubbing, threshing, fr. trims, pp. of
terere to rub — more at throw] 1 : crush, grind 2 : to pulverize
and comminute thoroughly by rubbing or grinding — tiit»u-ra-tor

r\ n
2trit.u.rate \-r3t\ n :

-ich-

eing
powder; esp : one made by triti

diluent
itri.umph \'trT-3m(p)f\ n. pi tri-umphs \-om(p)fs, -sm(p)s\ [ME
triumphe, fr. MF, fr. L triumphus] 1 : an ancient Roman ceremonial
honoring a general for a decisive victory over a foreign enemy
2 : the joy or exultation of victory or success 3 : a military victory
or conquest; a/jo : a success of any sort syn see victory

2triumpli VI

victory or
; prevail

tri*um*phal \trT-'3m(p)-fal\ adj : of, relating to, or used in a tri-

umph
tri'Um.phant \trT-'am(p)-fant\ adj 1 : conquering, victorious
2 archaic : triumphal 3 : rejoicing for or celebrating victory
: exultant — tri'um-phant'ly adv

tri-um-vir Xtrl-'am-vsrV n, pi triumvirs also tri-um-vi-ri \-v3-,rT,

-,re\ [L, back-formation fr triumviri, pL, commission of three men,
fr. trium virum of three men] : one of a commission or ruling body
of three— tri<um>vi*ral \-v3-r3l\ adj
tri.um.vi*rate \-va-r3t\ n 1 : the office or government of tri-

umvirs 2 : a body of triumvirs 3 : a group or association of three

itri.une \'trT-,(y1iin\ n[L/n"- + unw^ one — more at one] : trinity
itriune adj : three in one; esp : of or relating to the Trinity <the
--God)

tri.va.lence \(')trT-'va-l3n(t)s\ or tri.va.len.cy \-lan-se\ n : the
quality or state of being trivalent

tri.va-lent \-l3nt\ adj [ISV] 1 : having a valence of three

2 : triple — used of homologous chromosomes
tri-valve \'trT-,vaiv\ adj : having three valves
triv.et \'triv-at\ n [ME trevet, fr. OE trefet, prob. modif. of LL
triped-. tripes, fr. L. three-footed, fr. tri- 4- ped-, pes foot — more
at foot] 1 : a three-legged stand : tripod 2 : a metal stand with
short feet for use under a hot dish at table

triv*ia \'triv-e-3\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [NL, back-formation
fr. L trivialis trivial] : unimportant matters : trifles

triv>i>al \'triv-e-3l\ adj [L trivialis found everywhere, common-
place, trivial, fr. triviurn crossroads, fr. tri- + via way — more at
VL\] 1 ; commonplace, ordinary 2 : ofhttle worth or im-
portance : insignificant — triv.i«al-ly \-a-le\ adv

triV.i-al.i.ty \,triv-e-'al-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
trivial 2 : something trivial ; trifle

trlv>i*al*iza<tion X.triv-e-a-la-'za-shanX n ; the act, process, or
result of trivializing (the ^ of education)

triv^i-al-Lze \'triv-e-3-,!Tz\ vt : to make trivial : reduce to triviality

trivial name n 1 : specific fptthet 2 : a common or vernacular
name of an organism or chemical

IriV.i.um \'triv-e-3m\ n, pi triv-la \-e-3\ [ML, fr. L, meeting of
three ways, crossroads] : the three liberal arts of grammar, rhetoric,

and logic forming the elementary division of the seven liberal arts

in medieval schools — compare quadrivium
itri.weeb-ly \(')trT-'we-kle\ adj 1 : occurring or appearing three

times a week 2 : occurring or appearing every three weeks
— triweekly adv
atriweekly n : a triweekly publication

-trix \(,)triks\ n suffix, pi -tri-ces Ntra-.sez, 'trT-(.)sez\ or -trix-es
\(,)trik-S3Z\ [ME, fr. L, fem. of -tor, suffix denoting an agent, fr.

-tus, pp. ending -I- -or — more at -ed] 1 : female that does or is

associated with a (specified) thing (avia^jc) 2 ; geometric line,

point, or surface (generatrix}

tro.car also trcchar \'tro-,kar\ n [F trocart, fr. trois three (fr. L
tres) + carre side of a sword blade, fr. carrer to make square, fr. L
<?M<3rfriire— moreatTHREE, quadrate] : a sharp-pointed instrument
fitted with a cannula and used esp. to insert the cannula into a
body cavity as a drainage outlet

tTO*cha.ic \tr6-'ka-ik\ adj [MF trocha'ique, fr. L trochaicus, fr. Gk
trochaikos, fr. trochaios trochee] ; of, relating to, or consisting of
trochees — trochaic n

trO'Chal \'tro-kal, 'trak-5l\ adj [Gk trochos wheel] ; resembling a
wheel

trO'Clian>ter \tr6-'kant-3r\ n [Gk trochanter: akin to Gk trechein

to run] 1 : a rough prominence at the upper part of the femur of
many vertebrates 2 : the second segment counting from the base
of the leg of an insect — tro-cban-ter-al \-a-ral\ or tro-clian-
ter<ic \,tro-,kan-'ter-ik\ adj

tro.Clie \'tro-ke, Brit also 'trosh\ n [alter, of earlier trochisk, fr.

LL trochiscus, fr Gk trochiskos, fr. dim. of trochos wheel] : a usu.
circular medicinal tablet or lozenge; esp : one used as a demulcent
trO'Chee \'tro-(,>ke\ n [F trochee, fr. L trochaeus, fr. Gk trochaios,

fr. trochaios running, fr. troche run. course, fr. trechein to run; akin
to Gk trochos wheel. Olr droch] : a metrical foot consisting of one
long syllable followed by one short syllable or of one stressed
syllable followed by one unstressed syllable (as in apple) — compare
iamb
troch.el>minth \*trak-3l-,min(t)th, tr6-'kel-\ n [deriv. of Gk trochos
wheel -I- helminth-, helmis worm] ; any of a phylum (Trochel-
minthes) of invertebrates including the rotifers

tioch>i4us X'trak 3-lss\ n, pi troch-i<Ii \-,lT, -,le\ [NL, genus
name, fr. Gk trochilos crocodile bird; akin to Gk trechein to run]
1 : crocodile bird 2 ; any of several Old World warblers
3 : HUMMINGBIRD

troch.lea \'trak-le-&\ n [NL, fr. L, block of pulleys, fr. Gk
trochileia; akin to Gk trechein to run] : an anatomical structure
felt to resemble a pulley; esp : the articular surface on the medial
condyle of the humerus that articulates with the ulna
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troch*le*aT \-3r\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or being a trochlea
2 : round and narrow In the middle like the wheel of a pulley <a '^

plant embryo)
itro-choid \'tro-,k6id, 'trak-,6id\ n [Gk trochoeides like a wheel,
fr. trochos wheel] ; the curve generated, by a point on the radius
of a circle as the circle rolls on a fixed straight line— tro-clioi-dal
\tro-'k6id-'l, tra-\ adJ

^trochoid adj [Gk trochoeides like a wheel] ; admitting of rotation
on a longitudinal axis (a-^ joint)

tTOChO'phore \'trak-3-,foC3)r, -,f6(a)r\ n [deriv. of Gk trochos
wheel + pherein to carry — more at bear] : a free-swimming dliate
larva typical of marine annelid worms but occurring in several
invertebrate groups

trod past oj tread
trodden past part oj tread
trol.fer \'traf-3r, 'tr6f-\ n [perh. by alter, fr. trough^ i an inverted
trough serving as a support and reflector usu. for a fluorescent
hghting unit

trog.lO.dyte \'trag-l3-,dTt\ n [L troglodytae, pL, fr. Gk troglodytai,
fr. trogle hole, cave + dyein to enter; akin to Gk trogein to gnaw— more at terse, adytum] 1 : a member of a primitive people
dwelling in caves 2 : a person felt to resemble a troglodyte; esp : an
unsocial seclusive person 3 : an anthropoid ape — tiog*lo*dyt*ic
\,trag-la-'dit-ik\ tidj

llOjgon \'tro-,gan\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Gk trogon, prp. of
trogein to gnaw] : any of numerous nonpasserine tropical birds
(family Trogonidae) with brilliant lustrous plumage

troi'ka \'tr6i-ka\ n [Russ troika, fr. troe three; akin OE thrie
three] : a Russian vehicle drawn by three horses abreast; also ; a
team for such a vehicle
Troi.lus \'tr6i-i3S, 'tro-s-lasX n [ME, fr. L, fr. Gk TroiJos} : a son
of Priam and lover of Cressida

tioilus butterfly n : a large American showy black butterfly
{Papilio troilus) with yellow marginal spots on the front wings and
blue on the rear
Trcjan \'tr6-j3n\ n [ME, fr. L trojanus of Troy, fr. Troiay Troja
Troy, fr. Gk Troia'\ 1 : a native or inhabitant of Troy 2 I one
who shows pluck, endurance, or determined energy 3 ; a gay,
irresponsible, or disreputable companion — Trojan adj
Trojan horse n 1 : a large hollow wooden horse filled with Greek
soldiers and introduced within the walls of Troy by a stratagem
during the Trojan War 2 : someone or something intended to
undermine or subvert from within
Trojan War n : a lO-year war between the Greeks and Trojans
brought on by the abduction of Helen by Paris and ended with
the destruction of Troy

'troll \'trol\ vb [ME trollenl vt 1 : to cause to move round and
round ; roll 2 a ; to sing the parts of (as a round or catch) in
succession b : to sing loudly c : to celebrate in song 3 : to
speak or recite in a rolling voice 4 obs : to move rapidly ; wag
6 a : to angle for with a hook and line drawn through the water
b : to angle in <'^ lakes) c : to pull through the water in angling
<'-^ a lure) '^ v/ 1 : to move around ; ramble 2 : to fish esp.
by trolling a hook 3 : to sing or play in a jovial manner 4 : to
speak rapidly — troll«er n

2troll n 1 : a lure or a Une with its lure and hook used in trolling
2 : a song sung in parts successively : round

atroll ;, [Norw troll & Dan trold, fr. ON troll giant, demon; aldn to
MHG trolle monster, OE treppan to tread — more at trap] ; a
fabled dwarf or giant of Teutonic folklore inhabiting caves or hills

itroMey or Irol-ly \'tral-e\ n, pi trolleys or trollies [prob. fr.

Vro//] 1 dial Eng : ' " - ' . -
. - .

collector operating

:

car 3 : a wheeled carriage running
(as of a parcel railway in a store)

stroUey or UoUy vft troMeyed or trol-Ued; trol-ley-lng or trol-
ly-ing vt : to convey by a trolley -^ vi : to ride on a trolley

trol.ley.bus \'tral-e-,b3s\ n : a bus electrically propelled by power
from two overhead wires and similar in appearance to a motor bus

trolley car n : a public conveyance for passengers that runs on tracks
with motive power derived through a trolley

trol.lop \'tral-sp\ n [prob. irreg. fr. G dial, trolle, fr. MHG trulle
prostitute — more at trull] 1 : a slovenly woman ; slattern
2 : a loose woman : wanton
TroMo-pi-an \tra-'lo-pe-3n\ adj : of. relating to, or ciiaracterlstlc
of the novelist Anthony TroUope or his writings

trom.bi.di.a.sis \,tram-ba-'dT-a-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Trombidium,
genus of mites] ; infestation with chiggers
trom.hone \tram-'bon, Otr^m-'. 'tram-A n [It, aug. of tromba
trumpet, of Gmc origin;
akin to OHG trumba,
trumpa trumpet] : a brass
wind instrument that has
acupped mouthpiece, that
consists of a long cylin-
drical metal tube bent
twice upon itself and end-
ing in a bell and that has i

pitch — trom>bo

I overhead rail or track

trombone

I movable slide with which to vary the
i-ist \-3st\ n

trom-mel \'trara-al\ n [G, drum, fr. MHG trummel, dim. of trumme
drum] : a screen used esp. for screening or sizing rock, ore, or coal

-tron \,tran\ n siijjix [Gk, suffix denoting an instrument; akin to
OE -tlior. suffix denoting an instrument, L -trum} 1 : vacuum tube
(magnefron) 2 : device for the manipulation of subatomic particles
<cyclo/ro«)

tro.na \'tr6-n3\ n [Sw] t a gray-white or yellowish white monoclinic
mmeral Na3H(C03)2.2H20 consisting of a hydrous acid sodium
carbonate
trone \'tron\ n [AF] chiejiy Scot : a weighing machine for heavy

itroop \'trup\ n [MF trope, troupe company, herd, of Gmc origin;
akm to OE thorp, throp village — more at thorp] 1 a : a group of
soldiers b : a cavalry unit corresponding to an infantry company
C : armed forces ; soldiers — usu. used in pi. 2 : a collection of
people or things : company 3 : a flock of mammals or birds
4 : a umt of boy or girl scouts under a leader

atroop VI 1 : to move or gather in crowds 2 : to consort In company
: associate 3 : to move in large numbers : throng

troop carrier n : a transport airplane used to carry troops
troop.er \'trU-par\ n 1 a (1) : an enlisted cavahyman (2) : the

horse of a cavalryman b : paratrooper 2 a : a mounted police-
man b : a private of state police

troop>shlp Vtriip-,ship\ n : a ship for carrying troops : transport
troost-ite \'tru-,stTt, "troA n [Gerard Troost tl850 Am geologist]

: a variety of willemite occurring in large reddish crystals in which
the zinc is partly replaced by manganese

trop- or tropo- corTtb form [ISV, fr. Gk iropos} 1 : turn ; turning
: change </ro^osphere) 2 : tropisra itropic}

tro.pae.o-lum \tro-'pe-3-l3m\ n [NL, genus name, dim. of L
tropaeum trophy — more at trophy] : any of a genus (Tropaeolum)
of tropical American diffuse or climbing pungent herbs having
lobed or dissected peltate leaves and showy flowers and including
the nasturtium
trope \'trop\ n [L tropus, fr. Gk tropos turn, way. manner, style,
trope, fr. trepein to turn; akin to L trepit he turns] 1 : the use of a
word or expression in a figurative sense : figure of speech 2 : a
phrase or verse added as an embellishment or interpolation to the
sung parts of the mass in the medieval period
troph- or tropho- comb jorm [F, fr. Gk, fr. trophe nourishment]

: nutritive <frop/ioplasm)
tro.plllc \'traf-ik, 'tro-fik\ adj [F trophigue, fr. Gk trophikos, fr.

trophe nourishment, fr. trephein to nourish — more at atrophy]
1 : of or relating to nutrition : NUTRrriONAL i^ disorders) 2 : trop-
ic — tro>phi-cal<ly \-(3-)le\ odv

-tro-phlc \'traf-ik, 'tr6-fik\ adj comb jorm [NL -trophia -trophy]
1 a : of, relating to, or characterized by (such) nutrition <ecto-
trophicy b ; requiring or utilizing (such) a kind of nutrition <i>oly-
trophic) 2 : -tropic dipotrophic}

tro.pbcblast \'traf-a-.blast. 'tro-fa-V n [ISV] : a layer of ectoderm
that forms the outer surface of the blastodermic vesicle of many
mammals and functions in the nutrition and implantation of the
embryo — tro>pho-blas>tic \,traf-3-'blas-tik, ,tro-f3-\ adj
tro.pho.plasm \"traf-a-,plaz-3m, 'tro-fa-X n [ISV] : relatively un-
specialized protoplasm held to be nutritive as distinguished from
highly active differentiated protoplasm — tro>pho*pIas>inat-ic
X.traf-a-.plaz-'mat-ik, ,tro-fa-\ adj — tro-pho>plas>inic \-'plaz-
mik\ adj

tro-phO'ZO*ite \.traf-3-'zo-Jt, ,tro-f3-\ n : a vegetative protozoan
as distinguished from a reproductive or resting form
itro.phy \'tro-fe\ n [MF trophee, fr. L tropaeum, trophaeum. fr. Gk
iropaion, fr. neut. of tropaios of a turning, of a rout, fr. trope turn,
rout, fr, trepein to turn — more at trope] 1 a : a memorial of an
ancient Greek or Roman victory raised on the field of battie or in
case of a naval victory on the nearest land b : a representation of
such a memorial (as on a medal); also : an architectural ornament
representing a group of military weapons 2 : something gain«i or
given in victory or conquest esp. when preserved or mounted as a
memorial

^trophy yt : to honor or adorn with a trophy
-trcphy \tra-fe\ n comb jorm [NL -trophia, fr. Gk, fr. -trophos
nourishing, fr. trephein'i ; nutrition ; nurture : growth <hyper/ro-
phyy
itrop.iC \'trap-ik\ n_[ME tropik, fr. L tropicus of the solstice, fr.

Gk tropikos, fr. trope turn] 1 : either of the two small circles of
the celestial sphere on each side of and parallel to the equator at a
distance of 23 V^ degrees which the sun reaches at its greatest
declination north or south 2 a : either of tlie two parallels of
terrestrial latitude corresponding to the celestial tropics — compare
tropic of cancer, tropic of CAPRICORN b pi, ojten cap : the region
lying between these parallels of latitude

^tropic adj : of, relating to, or occurring in the tropics ; tropical
3tropic adj [trop-1 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of tropism
or of a tropism 2 oj a hormone : influencing the activity of a
specified gland

-tropic \*trap-ik, in some words also 'tr6-pik\ adj comb jorm [F
-tropique, fr, Gk -tropos -tropous] 1: turning, changing, or tending
to turn or change in a (specified) manner or in response to a (speci-
fied) stimulus {geotropic} 2 ! attracted to or acting upon (some-
thing specified) <neurorropic)

trop-i-cal ad; 1 \'trap-i-k3l\ a : of , located in. or used in the tropics
h oj a sign oj the zodiac ; beginning at one of the tropics 2 \'tro-
pi-kal, 'irap-i-\ [L tropicus, fr Gk tropikos, fr. tropos trope]
: FiGuiiATivE, metaphorical— trop>i-cal>Iy \-k(3-)le\ adv

tropical aQuarimn n : an aquarium kept at a uniform warmth and
used esp. for tropical fish

tropical cyclone n : a cyclone in the tropics characterized by winds
rotating at the rate of 75 miles an hour or more

tropical fish n ; any of various small usu. showy fishes of exotic
origin often kept in the tropical aquarium

tropical storm n : a tropical cyclone with strong winds of less than
hurricane intensity

tropic bird n ; any of several web-footed birds (genus Phdethon)
related to the gannets, found chiefly in tropical seas often far from
land, and marked by mostiy white satiny plumage with a litUe black,
a greatiy elongated central pair of tail feathers, and a bright-colored
bill

tropic of Cancer [fr. the sign of the zodiac which its celestial

projection intersects] ; the parallel of latitude that is 23H degrees
north of the equator and is the northernmost latitude reached by
the overhead sun

tropic 01 Capricorn [fr. the sign of the zodiac which its celestial
projection intersects] ; the parallel of latitude 23?-^ degrees south
of the equator that is the southernmost latitude reached by the over-
head sun
tro^pism \'tro-,piz-am, 'triip-,Iz-\ n [ISV •tropism'l 1 a : involim-
tary orientation by an organism or one of its parts that involves
turning or curving and is a positive or negative response to a source
of stimulation b : a reflex reaction involving such movement
2 : an innate tendency to react in a defirute manner to stimuli— tro*pis*tic \tro-'pis-tik, tra-\ adj

-tro.pism \tr^,piz-«m\ n comb jorm [ISV, fr. trop-1 ; tropism
(heliorropijm)

tro-po.log.i.cal X.tro-pa-Taj-I-kal, ,trap-a-\ also trcpo-log-ic
\-ik\ adj 1 : characterized or varied by tropes : noLTRATiVE 2 : of,

relating to, or involving tropology; also : moral — tro»po-log-
i.cal.ly \-i-k(3-ne\ adv
trcpol'O'gy \tro-'pai-3-ie\ n [LL tropologia, fr LGk, fr. Gk tropos
trope -t- -logia -logy] 1 ; a figurative mode of speech or writing
2 : a mode of bibUcal interpretation stressing moral metaphor
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tTO>pO-panse \'tro-p3-,p6z, 'trap-3-\ n [ISV troposphert + pause"}

; the region at the top of the troposphere
tro-poph.i-lous \tro-'paf-a-l3s\ adj : physiologically adjusted to or
thriving in an environment that undergoes marked periodic changes
esp. in temperature, moisture, or light

tro.pO-Sphere \'iro-p3-,sfi(3)r, 'trap-3-\ n PSV] : the portion of
the atmosphere which is below the stratosphere, which extends
outward about 7 to 10 miles from the earth's surface, and in which
generally temperature decreases rapidly with altitude, clouds form,
and convection is active — tro-po-spher.ic \,tro-p3-'sfi(3)r-ik,

,trap-3-, -*sfer-\ adj
-trO'POUS \tr3-p3s\ adj comb jorm [Gk -tropos, fr. trepein to turn
— more at trope] : turning or curving in (such) a way : exhibiting
(such) a tropism <anarropous>

-tro»py \tr3-pe\ n comb jorm [F -tropie, fr. Gk -tropia, fr. -troposi

; condition of turning or curving In (such) a way or of exhibiting
(such) a tropism <en/ropy)

itrot \'trat\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. troter to trot, of Gmc origin; akin to

OHG trotton to tread, OE tredanl 1 a (1) ; a moderately fast gait

of a quadruped (as a horse) in which the legs move in diagonal
pairs (2) : a jogging gait of man that falls between a walk and a
run b : a ride on horseback 2 a : a small child b ; an old woman
3 : a literal translation for student use

2trot vb trot'ted; trot-ting vi l ; to ride, drive, or proceed at a
trot 2 : to proceed briskly ; hurry — vr 1 ; to cause to go at a
trot 2 : to traverse at a trot

3trot n : TROTLINE; aho : one of the short lines with hooks that are
attached to it at intervals

llTOtll X'troth, 'trath, 'troth\ n [ME trouih, fr. OE treowth — more
at TRUTH] 1 : loyal or pledged faithfulness ; FiDELiry 2 : one's
pledged word; also % betrothal
atroth X'trji.th, 'troth, 'troUiX vt : pledge, betroth
itroth.plight V'troth-.plit, 'trath-, 'troth-\ n, archaic : betrothal
strothpUght vt, archaic : betroth
trot>line \'trat-,irn\ n [prob. fr. ^trofi '. setline; esp ; a compara-
tively short setline used near shore or along streams
Trots.ky«ism \'trat-ske-,iz-am, 'tr6t-\ n : the political, economic,
and social principles advocated by Trotsky; esp : the theory and
practice of communism developed by or associated with Trotsky
and usu. including adherence to the concept of worldwide revolu-
tion as opposed to socialism in one country — Trots*ky-ist n or
adj — TrotS'ky-ite n or adj

trot'ter \'irat-3r\ n 1 : one that trots; specij : a standardbred horse
trained forhamess racing 2 : a pig's foot used as food

tro«tyl V'trot-^IX n [.vinitroroluene + -ylZ : trinitrotoluene
trou.ba^dour \'tru-b3-,d5(3)r, -.doCaIr, -,du(3)r\ n [F, fr. OProv
trobador, fr. trobar to compose, prob. fr. (assumed) VL tropare,

fr. L tropus trope] : one of a class of lyric poets and poet-musicians
often of knightly rank flourishing from the 11th to the end of the
13th century chiefly in Provence, the south of France, and the north
of Italy
itiou-ble \'tr3b-3l\ vft trou-bling \'tr3b-(3-)Uo\ [ME troublen,

fr. OF tourbler, troubler, fr. (assumed) VL turbulare, alter, of L
turbidare, fr. turbidus turbid, troubled] vt 1 a : to agitate mentally
or spiritually : worry, disturb b (I) archaic : mistreat, oppress
(2) : to produce physical disorder in : afflict (.troubled with deaf-

ness) c : to put to exertion or inconvenience 2 : to put into con-
fused motion (wind troubled the sea) — vi 1 : to become mentally
agitated : worry 2 : to make an effort : be at pains — trou-bler
\-fa-)l3r\ n

atrouble n l a ; the quality or state of being troubled : misfortune
<help people in ^y b ; an instance of distress, annoyance, or
perturbation 2 a ; civil disorder or agitation <labor '--) b : exer-
tion, PAINS (took the — to call) c (1) : a condition of physical
distress (2) : disease, ailment (3) : malfunction (engine '-^>

<'^ with the plumbing) d : a personal characteristic that is a handi-
cap or a source of distress syn see effort
trou-ble-mak-er \'tr3b-3l-,ma-kar\ n : a person who consciously
or unconsciously causes friction

trou-ble-shoot.er \-,shUt-ar\ n l ; a skilled workman employed
to locate trouble and make repairs in machinery and technical
equipment 2 : a man expert in resolving diplomatic, political, or
other human disputes or obstructions

trou>ble-5ome \-s3m\ adj l ; giving trouble or anxiety ; vexatious
2 archaic X characterized by disturbance : turbl^ent 3 archaic
: afflicted, distressed 4 : difficult, burdensome — trou-ble-
some-ly adv — trou*ble>sonie>iiess n

tiou-blous \'tr3b-0-)l3s\ adj 1 : full of trouble : afflicted;
also : AcrrATED, stormy 2 : causing trouble : tuhbulent — trou-
blous>ly adv — trou>blous>uess n

trou-de-loup X.trUd-n-'UX n, pi trous-de-loup \,triid-n-'u(z)\
[F, lit., wolf's hole] : a sloping pit with a pointed stake in the mid-
dle to form one of a group constructed as obstacles to the move-
ments of an enemy — usu. used in pi.

trough X'trof, by bakers ojten 'tr6\ n, pi troughs \*trdfs, 'trovz,

'tro2\ [ME, fr. OE trog; akin to OE treow tree, wood — more at
tree] 1 a : a long shallow often V-shaped receptacle for the drink-
ing water or feed of domestic animals b : any of various domestic
or industrial containers 2 a : a conduit, drain, or channel for
water; esp : a gutter along the eaves b : a long and narrow or
shallow channel or depression (as between waves or hills) 3 : the
minimum point of a complete cycle of a periodic function: as a : an
elongated area of low barometric pressure b : the low point in a
business cycle
trounce \'traun(t)s\ vt [origin unknown] ; to thrash or punish
severely: as a : flog, cudgel b : to defeat decisively
itioupe \'triip\ n [F, fr. MF — more at troop] : company, troop;
esp : a group of performers on the stage

3troupe vi : to travel in a troupe; also i to perform as a member of a
theatrical troupe — troup>er n

trou>pi>al \'trU-pe-3l\ n [F troupiale, fr. troupe; fr. its living In
flocks] : any of a family (Icteridae) of birds including the American
blackbirds, grackles, and orioles; specij : one of the large showy
orioles (as Icterus icterus) of Central and So. America
troU'Ser \'trau-23r\ adj : of, relating to, or designed for trousers
<'-« pockets)

trou-sers \'trau-z3rz\ n pi [alter, of earlier trouse, fr. ScGael
triubhas} 1 ; an outer garment extending from the waist to the

-'soz\

by both sexes in the Near East
trous.seau \'tru-(.)so, tru-'\ n. pi trous*seaux \-(.)sc
or trousseaus [F, fr. OF, dim. of trousse bundle, fr.

truss] : the personal outfit of a bride usu. including clothes,
accessories, and household linens

trout \'traut\ n, pi trout also treats [ME, fr. OE trUht, fr. LL
trocta, tructa, a fish with sharp teeth, fr. Gk troktes, lit., gnawer,
fr. trogein to gnaw — more at terse] 1 : any of various fishes (fam-
ily Salmonidae) mostly smaller than the typical salmons, restricted
to cool clear fresh waters, and highly regarded as table and angling
fish: a : any of various Old or New World fishes (genus Salmo)
some of which are anadrornous b : any of various No. American
fishes {genera Salvelinus or Cristivomer) ; char 2 : any of various
fishes felt to resemble the true trouts

trout lily n [prob. fr. its speckled leaves] : dogtooth violet
trout-perch \'traut-,p3rch\ n ; a small freshwater fish (Percopsis
omiscomaycus) of the central and eastern U.S.

trouty \'traut-e\ adj : containing or likely to contain abundant trout
trou.vfere \tru-'ve(3)r\ n [F, fr. OF troveor, troverre, fr. trover to
compose, find, fr. (assumed) VL tropare — more at troubadour]
: one of a school of poets flourishing in northern France from the
11th to the 14th centuries and producing typically the chansons de
geste
trove \'trov\ n [short for treasure trove} 1 ; discovery, find
2 ; a valuable collection : treasure; also i haul

tro.ver \'tro-var\ n [MF trover to find] ; a common law action to
recover the value of goods wrongfully converted by another to his
own use
trow \'tro\ vb [ME crowen, fr. OE treowan; akin to OE treowe
faithful, true — more at true] 1 obs : believe, trust 2 archaic
: THINK, suppose
Itrow.el \'trau(-a)I\ n [ME trueU fr. MF truelle, fr. LL truella, fr. L
trulla, dim. of trua ladle; akin to L turbare
to disturb — more at turbid] : any of
various hand tools used to apply, spread,
shape, or smooth loose or plastic material;
also : a scoop-shaped or flat-bladed garden
tool for taking up and setting small plants

2trowel vt trow.eled or tiow-elled; trow-
eling or trow-el-ling : to smooth, mix, or
apply with or as if with a trowel— trow<el>er
\'trau-(3-)br\ n

H?S';^f"r''i??;!i?:"'"'''^'f T. .. , trowels: / garden-
troy \ troi\ ad] [ME troye, fr. Troyes, France] ^f^ 2 plasterer's 3

: expressed in troy weight
, , ^ 'bricklayer's

'

troy weight n : a senes of units of weight
based on a pound of 12 ounces and the ounce of 20 pennyweights
or 480 grains — see measure table

tru-an-cy \'tru-3n-se\ n : an act or instance of playing truant
: the state of being truant

Itru-ant \'tru-3nt\ n [ME. vagabond, idler, fr. OF, vagrant, of
Celt origin; akin to ScGael truaghan wretch] ; one who shirks duty;
esp ; one who stays out of school without permission
^truant adj : being, resembling, or characteristic of a truant
3truant vi ; to idle away time esp. while shirking some duty ; play
truant

truant officer n : one employed by a public-school system to in-
vestigate the continued absences of pupils
Iru.ant-ry \'trii-3n-tre\ n : truancy
itruce \'trus\ n [ME trewes, pi. of trewe agreement, fr. OE treow
fidelity; akin to OE treowe faithful — more at true] 1 ; a suspen-
sion of fighting esp. of considerable duration by agreement of
opposing forces : armistice, cease-fire 2 : a respite esp. from a
disagreeable or painful state or action

2truce vi : to make a truce ^ vt xlo end with a truce
Itruck \'tr3k\ vb [ME trukken, fr. OF troquer} vt 1 : to give in
exchange : swap 2 : to barter or dispose of by barter '— vi

1 ; to exchange commodities : barter 2 ; to negotiate or traffic

esp. in an underhanded way : have deaUngs
struck n 1 ; barter 2 : commodities appropriate for barter or
for small trade 3 : close association : dealings 4 : payment of
wages in goods instead of cash 5 : vegetables grown for market
6 ; heterogeneous small articles often of little value; also \ rubbish

Struck n [prob. fr. L trochus iron hoop, fr. Gk trochos wheel —
more at trochee] 1 : a small wheel; specij ; a small strong wheel
for a gun carriage 2 : a small wooden cap at the top of a flagstaff

or masthead usu. having holes for reeving flag or signal halyards
3 : a wheeled vehicle for moving heavy articles: as a : a strong
horse-drawn or automotive vehicle for hauling; also i an automo-
tive vehicle equipped with a swivel for hauling a trailer b : a small
barrow consisting of a rectangular frame having at one end a pair

of handles and at the other end a pair of small heavy wheels and a
projecting edge to slide under a load — called also hand truck

c : a small heavy rectangular frame supported on four wheels for
moving heavy objects d ; a small flat-topped car pushed or pulled
by hand e ; a shelved stand mounted on casters 4 a Brit : an
open railroad freight car b : a swiveling carriage consisting of a
frame with one or more pairs of wheels and springs to carry and
guide one end of a locomotive or a railroad car in turning sharp
curves
truck vt : to load or transport on a truck ~ vf 1 : to transport
goods by truck 2 : to be employed in driving a truck

truck*age \'tr3k-ij\ n 1 ; money paid for conveyance on a truck
2 : conveyance by truck
^truck-er Vtrak-srX n 1 ; one that barters 2 Scot ; peddler
2trucker n 1 : one whose business is transporting goods by truck
2 : a truck driver

truck farm n : a farm devoted to the production of vegetables for
the market — truck farmer n

truck-ing n : the process or business of transporting goods on trucks

itruck-le X'trsk-slX n [ME trade, fr. L trochlea block of pulleys— more at trochlea] : a small wheel : pulley, caster
atruckle vi truck-ling \-(3-)lio\ [fr. the lower position of the
truckle bed] ; to act in a subservient manner ; bend obsequiously
: SUBMIT (^ to a conqueror) syn see fawn

3 abut; ® kitten;
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flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t^ this; U loot; u foot; y yet; yli few; yu furious; zh vision
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truckle bed n : trundle bed
truck.ler \'trak-(3-)l3r\ n : one that truckles

trucK'line \'trak-.lTn\ n : a carrier using trucks and related freight

vehicles
truck'load \-'I6d\ « 1 : a load that fills a truck 2 : the minimum
weight required for shipping at truckload rates

truck'inan \-m3n\ n 1 : trucker ~

company
member of a ladder

truck-mas>ter \-,mas-t3r\ n, archaic : an officer in charge of

trade with Indians esp. among the early settlers

truck system n ; the system of paying wages in goods instead of

cash
truck trail.er n l X'trak-.tra-lsrX : a nonautomotive freight

vehicle to be drawn by a motortruck 2 usu trucK-trailer \-'tra-

larX : a combination of a truck trailer and its motortruck
trU'CU'lence \'trak-y3-lan(t)s also 'triik-V also tru>cu»len«cy
\-l3n-sc\ n : the quality or state of being truculent

tru-cu-lent \-l3nt\ ady [L/rucu/cnru.9, fr /rue-, rrux fierce] 1 : feel-

ing or displaying ferocity : cruel, fierce, savage 2 : deadly,
DESTRUCTIVE 3 : Scathingly harsh : vitriolic. vrruPERAXiVE
4 : aggressively self-assertive : belligerent, pugnacious — tru-
cU'lent'ly adv
'trudge \'ir3j\ vb [origin unknown] vi : to walk or march steadily

and usu. laboriously ~ v/ : to trudge along or over
2trudge n : a long tiring walk : tramp
trud'gen stroke \'tr3J-3n-\ n [John Trudgen, 19th cent. E swim-
mer] : a swimming stroke in which a double overarm motion is

combined with a scissors kick
trudg-er \'tr3j-3r\ n : one that trudges
'true \'tru\ adj [ME irewe, fr. OE treowe faithful; akin to OHG
gitriuwi faithful. Skt daruna hard, daru wood — more at tree]
1 a : steadfast, loyal b : honest, just c archaic : truthful
2 a (1) : in accordance with the actual state of affairs <--' descrip-
tion) (2) ; conformable to an essential reality b : ideal, essential
c ; being that which is the case rather than what is manifest or
assumed <the ^ dimension of the problem) d ; consistent <'--' to
expectations) 3 a : properly so called i'^ love) <the '^ faith)
<the -^ stomach) b (1) : possessing the basic characters of and
belonging to the same natural group as <a whale is a -^ but not a
typical mammal) (2) : typical <the -^ cats) 4 : LEGrriMATE,
rightful (our ^ and lawful king) 5 a : that Is fitted or formed
or that functions accurately b : comformable to a standard or
pattern : accurate 6 : determined with reference to the earth's
axis rather than the magnetic poles <^ north) 7 ; logically
necessary 8 : narrow, strict <in the truest sense) 9 ; corrected
for error syn see real

2true n 1 : truth, realfty — usu. used with the 2 : the quality or
slate of being accurate (as in alignment or adjustment) — used In
the phrases in true and out of true
3true vr trued; true-iug also tru>ing : to make level, square, or
concentric (^ up an engine cylinder)

<true adv [ME trewe, fr. trewe, adj., true] 1 : truthfully 2a: ac-
curately (the bullet flew straight and •^> b : without variation
from type (breed ^y

true bill n : a bill of indictment endorsed by a grand Jury as war-
ranting prosecution of the accused

true blue n [fr. the old association of blue with constancy] : one
who is true-blue

true-blue \'tru-'blu\ adj : marked by unswerving loyalty (as to a
party) : highly faithful

true<born \-,b6(3)rn\ adj : genuinely such by birth <a ^ English-
man -Shak.)

true-false test \'trU-'f6ls-\ n : a test consisting of a series of
statements to be marked as true or false

true-heart.ed \'tru-'hart-ad\ adj : PArrHFuL, steadfast, loyal— true*heart*ed.ness n
true-lile \,tru-.lTf\ adj : true to life <a true-lije story)
true-love \'tru-,l3v\ n : one truly beloved or loving : sweetheart
true lover's knot n : a complicated ornamental knot not readily
untying and emblematic of mutual love — called also truelove knot

true.ness \'tru-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being true
true. pen.ny \'trij-,pen-e\ n : an honest or trusty person
true rib n : one of the ribs having costal cartilages connected directly
with the sternum and in man constituting the first seven pairs

trul.fle \'tr3f-3l, 'truf-\ n [modif. of MF trujje, fr. OProv truja,
fr. (assumed) VL lujera, alter, of L tuber — more at tuber] : the
usu. dark and rugose edible subterranean fruiting body of European
fungi (genus Tuber); also : one of the fungi

trut.fled \-3ld\ adj : cooked, stuffed, or garnished with truffles
tru.ism \'trii-,iz-3m\ n : an undoubted or self-evident truth; esp

: one too obvious or unimportant for mention — tru>is>tiG
\tru-"is-tik\ adj

trull \'tr3l\ n [obs G trulle, fr MHG; akin to ON troll giant,
demon — more at troll] : PROsrrruTE, strumpet
tru-ly \'trii-le\ adv 1 : sincerely — often used as a complimentary
close after yours 2 : truthfully 3 : accurately 4 a : indeed— often used as an intensive (--, she is fair) or interjectionally to
express astonishment or doubt b : genuinely 5 ; properly,
rightfully
itrump X'trsmpX n [ME irompe, fr OF] 1 a ; trumpet b chlejly
Scot : JEW'S HARP 2 : a sound of or as if of trumpeting

2trunip n [alter of Uriumphl 1 a : a card of a suit any of whose
cards will wm over a card that is not a trump b : the suit whose
cards are trumps for a particular hand — often used (n pi. 2 : an
influential factor or final resource 3 : a dependable and exemplary
person
Jtrump vt 1 : to take with a trump (^ a trick) 2 : to get the better
of : OUTDO ^ vi : to play a trump
trumped-up \'tr3mCp)-'t3p\ adj : fraudulently concocted : spurious
(•^ charges)
Uum.pery ytram-p(3-)re\ n [ME tromperie deceit, fr. MF, fr.
tromper to deceive] \ a : trivial
or useless articles : things of no
value : RUBBISH, JUNK b : worth-
less nonsense 2 archaic : tawdry
finery — trumpery adj
itrum.pet \'tr3m-p3t\ n [ME
trompette, fr MF, fr OF trompe
trump] 1 a : a wind instrument

consisting of a long cylindrical metal tube commonly once or
twice curved and ending in a bell b : a metal wind Instru-
ment (as the cornet) similar in shape and method of tone pro-
duction to the trumpet 2 : a trumpet player 3 : something
that resembles a trumpet or Its tonal quality: as a : an 8-foot
pipe-organ reed stop with a penetrating tone b ; a funnel-shaped
instrument (as a megaphone or a diaphragm horn) for collecting,
directing, or intensifying sound c (1) : a stentorian voice (2) ; a
penetrating cry (as of an elephant)
strumpet vi l : to blow a trumpet 2 : to make a sound suggestive
of that of a trumpet « v/ ; to sound or proclaim on or as if on a
trumpet
trumpet creeper n : a No. American woody vine (Campsis radicans
of the family Bignoniaceae, the trumpet-creeper family) having
pinnate leaves and large red trumpet-shaped flowers — called also
trumpet vine

trtun.pet.er \'tram-p3t-3r\ n 1 a : a trumpet player; specij ; one
that gives signals with a trumpet b : one that praises or advocates
: EULOGIST, SPOKESMAN 2a: any of several large gregarious long-
legged long-necked So. American birds (genus Psophia) related to
the cranes and often kept to protect poultry b : a rare pure white
No. American wild swan iOlor buccinator) noted for its sonorous
voice c ; any of an Asiatic breed of pigeons with a rounded
crest and heavily feathered feet 3 : any of several Australian and
New Zealand marine spiny-finned food fishes (family Latrididae)

trumpet flower n 1 : a plant having trumpet-shaped flowers;
as a : trumpet creeper b : an American honeysuckle (Lonicera
sempervirens) with coral-red or orange flowers — called also
trumpet honeysuckle : datura 2 : the flower of a trumpet flower

trum.pet.Iike \'tram-p3t-,lTk\ adj : resembling a trumpet in shape

trum.pet-weed \-,wed\ n ; any of several weedy herbs (esp. genus
Eupatorium)

trump up vr 1 : to concoct esp. with intent to deceive ; fabricate,
INVENT 2 archaic : to cite as support for an action or claim
: ALLEGE

itrun.cate \*trao-,kat, 'trsn-N vt [L truncatus, pp. of truncare, fr.

truncus trunk] 1 : to shorten by or as if by cutting off : lop 2 : to
replace (an edge or comer of a crystal) by a plane — trnii>ca>tioii
X.trao-'ka-shan, ,tran-\ n

atrun-cate X'trao-.kat, 'tran-X adj 1 : having the end square or even
<a -^ leaf) 2 : lacking an apex — used of a spiral shell

trun.cat.ed \-,kat-3d\ adj 1 ; having the apex replaced by a
plane section and esp. by one parallel to the base <'--' cone) 2a; cut
short : CURTAILED b ; lacking an expected or normal element (as
a syllable) at beginning or end : catalectic 3 : truncate 1

Itiun-Cheon \'tran-chan\ n [ME tronchoun. fr. MF tronchon. fr.

(assumed) VL truncion-, truncio, fr. L truncus trunk] 1 ; a shattered
spear or lance 2 a obs : club, bludgeon b : baton 2 c ; a police-
man's billy

^truncheon vt, archaic : to beat with a truncheon
itrun.dle \'tran-dn\ n [alter, of earlier trendle, fr. ME, circle, ring,
wheel, fr. OE trendel: akin to OE trendan to revolve — more at
TREND] 1 a : a small wheel or roller b : circlet, hoop 2 ; lan-
tern, pinion; also : any of Its bars
2trundle vb trun.dling \-(d)lio. -dn-io\ vt 1 a : to propel by
causing to rotate : roll b archaic : to cause to revolve : spin
2 : to transport in a wheeled vehicle : haul, wheel ^ vi 1 ; to
progress by revolving 2 : to move on or as if on wheels : roll
— trun.dler \-(d)l3r, -d^l-arX n
trundle bed n : a low bed usu. on casters that can be slid under a
higher bed — called also truckle bed

trun. die-tail \'tran-d'l-,tal\ n, archaic : a curly-tailed dog : mon-
grel
trunk \'tr3ok\ n, often attrib [ME tronke box, trunk, fr. MF
tronc, fr. L truncus trunk, torso] 1 a : the main stem of a tree
apart from limbs and roots : bole b (1) ; the human or animal
body apart from the head and appendages : torso (2) : the thorax
of an insect c : the central part of anything 2 a (1) : a large
rigid piece of luggage used usu. for transporting clothing and
personal effects (2) : the luggage compartment of an automobile
to (1) : a superstructure over a ship's hatches usu. level with the
poop deck (2) : the part of the cabin of a boat projecting above the
deck (3) : the housing for a centerboard or rudder 3 : proboscis;
esp : the long muscular proboscis of the elephant 4 p/ : men's
shorts worn chiefly for sports 5 a ; a usu. major channel or
passage : duct b : a circuit between two telephone exchanges
tor making connections between subscribers

trunk.Jish \'tr3ok-,flsh\ n : any of numerous small bright-colored
fishes (family Ostraciontidae) of tropical seas with the body and
head enclosed in a bony carapace

trunk hose \'tr30k-\ n pi [prob. fr. obs. E trunk (to truncate)]
: short full breeches reaching about halfway down the thigh
worn chiefly in the late 16th and early 17th centuries
trunk line n l : a system handling long-distance through traffic

2 a : a main supply channel b : a direct link
trtin.nel \'tr3n-n\ var o/ treenail
trun.nion X'tran-ysnX n [F trognon core, stump] : pin. pivot; esp

: either of two opposite gudgeons on which a cannon is swiveled
itruss X'trasX vr [ME trussen, fr. OF trousser} 1 a : to secure
tightly : BIND b : to arrange for cooking by binding close the
wings or legs of (a fowl) 2 ; to support, strengthen, or stiffen

by a truss — truss.er n
2lruss n 1 : an iron band around a lower mast 2a: bracket 1

b : an assemblage of members (as beams) forming a rigid framework
3 : a device worn to hold a hernia in place 4 : a compact flower
or fruit cluster
truss bridge n : a bridge supported mainly by trusses
trusS'ing \'tr3s-io\ n 1 : the members forming a truss 2 : the
trusses and framework of a structure
itrust \'tr3st\ n [ME, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON traust
trust; akin to OE treowe faithful — more at true] 1 a : assured
reliance on the character, ability, strength, or truth of someone or
something b : one in which confidence is placed 2a: dependence
on something future or contingent : hope b : reliance on future
payment for property (as merchandise) delivered : credit 3 a : a
Property interest held by one person for the benefit of another

; a combination of firms or corporations formed by a legal agree-
ment; esp : one that reduces or threatens to reduce .competition
4 archaic : TRUSTWORTHINESS 5 a (1) : a charge or duty imposed
In faith or confidence or as a condition of some relationship (2)
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: something committed or entrusted to one to be used or cared for
in the interest of anotiier b ; responsible charge or office c : care,
CUSTODY <child committed to his ~> syn see monopoly — in trust
: in the care or possession of a trustee

2tiust VI la: to place confidence : depend <'^ in God> (-^ to luck)
t) ; to be confident : hope 2 : to sell or deliver on credit — vt

1 a : to commit or place in one's care or keeping : entrust b : to
permit to stay or go or to do something without fear or misgiving
2 a ; to rely on the truthfulness or accuracy of : beueve b : to
place confidence in : rely on c : to hope or exoect confidently
I'-^ed to find oil on the land) 3 ; to extend credit to syn see rely— trust-er n

trust account n : an account opened with a trust company under
which a living or testamentary trust is set up

trust.bust-er \'tr3s(t)-,b?s-t3r\ n [Urusi + busterl : one who seeks
to break up business trusts; specij : a federal official who prosecutes
trusts under the antitrust laws — trust-bust -ing \-tia\ n

trust company n t a corpoiation and esp. a bank organized to
perform fiduciary functions
itrust>ee \,tr3s-'te\ n 1 a : one to whom something is entrusted
b ; a country charged with the supervision of a trust territory

2 a : a person to whom property is legally committed in trust

b : one held to a fiduciary duty similar to that of a trustee

^trustee vb trust-eed; trust-ee-ing v; : to commit to the care of a
trustee -*' vi ; to serve as trustee

trust*ee-Sllip \-,ship\ n l : the office or function of a trustee

2 : supervisory control by one or more countries over a trust
territory

trust-ful \'tr3st-f3l\ adj : full of trust ; confiding — trust»lul-ly
\-fa-le\ adv — trust 'fullness n

trust fund n : money, securities, or similar property settled or held
in trust

trust*i<ness V'tras-te-nssX n ; the quality or state of being trusty

trust-less X'trast-lasX adj 1 : not deserving of trust ; faithless
2 : distrustful

trust territory n : a non-self-governing territory placed under an
administrative authority by the Trusteeship Council of the United
Nations

trust-WOI'tlli-ly V'trss-.twar-tJia-IeX adv ; in a trustworthy manner
trust.wor.thi-ness \'tras-,tw9r-the-n9s\ n ; the quality or state of
being trustworthy

trust-wor-thy \-£he\ adj : worthy of confidence : dependable
itrusty \'tr3s-te\ adj : trustworthy, dependable
atrusty ytrss-te also ,tr3s-'te\ n : a trusty or trusted person; specij

I a convict considered trustworthy and allowed special privileges

truth \'trutb\ n, pi truths X'trUtiiz, 'trUths\ [ME tmulhe, fr. OE
treowlh fidelity; akin to OE treowe faithful — more at true]
1 a archaic : fidelity, constancy b : truthfulness, honesty
2 a (1) : the state of being the case : fact (2) : the body of real
things, events, and facts : AcruALrrY (3) ojten cap : a transcendent
fundamental or spiritual reality b : a judgment, proposition, or
idea that is true or accepted as true i-^s of thermodynamics)
c : the body of true statements and propositions 3 a : agreement
with fact or among true facts or propositions b chiefly Brit : true
2 : fidelity to an original or to a standard 4 cap. Christian
Science t GOD
syn veracity, vERrrv. VERisiNnLrruoE: truth may apply to an

ideal abstraction conforming to a universal or generalized reality

or it may represent a quality of statements, acts, or feelings of
adhering to reality and avoiding error or falsehood; veracffy
implies rigid and unfailing observance of truth; verity suggests the
quality of a thing that is exactly what it purports to be or is in
complete accord with the facts; vERisiMiLrruDE implies the quality
of an artistic or literary representation that causes one to accept
it as true to life or to human experience— in truth : in accordance with fact : actually

truth*lul \'triith-f3i\ adj : telling or disposed to tell the truth— truth.fuMy \-f3-le\ adv — truth.ful'ness n
truth sermn n : a hypnotic or anesthetic held to induce a subject
under auesiioning to talk freely

itry \'tri\ vb tried: try.ing [ME trien, fr. AF trier, fr. OF, to
pick out, sift J vt 1 a : to examine or investigate judicially b (1) : to
conduct the trial of (2) : to participate as counsel in the judicial
examination of 2 a : lo put to test or trial b ; to test to the limit

or breaking point <--' one's patience) c : demonstrate, prove
3 a obs : purify, refine b : to melt down and procure in a pure
state : render <^ out whale oil from blubber) 4 : to fit or finish

with accuracy 5 ; to make an attempt at — often used with an
infinitive ~ vi ; to make an attempt syn see afflict, attempt— try conclusions : to test one's skiU or strength against op-
position

2try n, pi tries ; an experimental trial ; attempt
try lor point : an attempt made after scoring a touchdown in foot-
ball to kick a goal so as to score an additional point or to again
carry the ball across the opponents' goal line or complete a forward
pass in the opponents' end zone so as to score two additional points

try.ing X'trl-inV adj_ : severely straining the powers of endurance— try.ing-ly \-io-le\ adv
try.ma V'trl-maX n [NL, fr. Gk, hole; akin to Gk tetrainein to bore— more at throw] : a drupe (as of the hickory) in which the
epicarp and mesocarp separate as a fleshy or leathery rind from
the hard 2-vaIved endocarp

try on vr l : to put on (a garment) in order to test its fit 2 : to
use or test experimentally ~ try-on \'tri-,6n, -,an\ n

try.out \'trT-,aut\ n : an experimental performance or demonstra-
tion: as a : a test of the ability (as of^an athlete or actor) to fill

a part or meet standards b : a performance of a play prior to its

official opening to determine response and discover weaknesses
try.pa.no.some \trip-'an-3-,som. 'trip-s-na-V n[NL Trypanosoma,
genus name, fr. Gk irypanon auger -<- NL -soma -some — more at
trepan] : any of a genus {Trypanosoma) of parasitic flagellate
protozoans infesting the blood of various vertebrates including
man usu. being transmitted by the bite of an insect, and including
some that cause serious disea.se (as sleeping sickness)

try.pa*no<50.mJ'a.sls \trip-,an-3-s3-'mT-3-s9s, ,trip-a-no-\ n ; in-
fection with or disease caused by trypanosomes

tryp-ars>amide \trip-'ar-s3-.mTd\ n [fr. Tryparsamide, a trade-

mark] : an organic arsenical CflHioAsN204Na.HH20 used in the
treatment of African sleeping sickness and syphilis

try-pot \'trT-,pat\ n ; a metaUic pot used on a whaler or on shore to
render blubber

tr5T).sin \'trip-s3n\ n [Gk tryein to wear down -f- ISV -psin (as in
pepsin); akin to L terere to rub — more at throw] ; a proteolytic
enzyme from pancreatic juice active in an alkaline medium; also
: any of several similar enzymes — tryp.tic \'trip-tik\ adj

tryp'Sin.o.gen \trip-'sin-a-j3n\ n [ISV] : the inactive precursor of
trypsin present in the pancreas

tryp-to.phan \'trip-t3-,fan\ or tryp.to-phane \-.fan\ n [ISV
tryptic + -O' -\- -phane} : a crystalhne amino acid CnHizNzOz
obtained esp. from casein and fibrin that is essential to animal Ufe

try.sail \'trT-,sal, -sal\ n [obs. at try (lying to)] : a fore-and-aft
sail bent to a gaff and hoisted on a lower mast or a small mast
close abaft
try square n : an instrument used for laying off
right angles and testing whether work is square

tryst X'trist, 'trlstX n [ME, fr. OF triste watch
post, prob. of Scand origin; akin to ON traust
trust] 1 ; an agreement (as between lovers)
to meet 2 : an appointed meeting or meeting
place

try.works X'trl-.warksV n pi x a. brick furnace
in which try-pots are placed; also : the furnace
with the pots

tsa.de \'(t)sad-3, -e\ n [Heb ^ddhe\ : the 18th letter of the Hebrew
alphabet — symbol S or f

tsar \'zar, 'tsar\ var oj czar
tset.se \"Ct)set-se, 'tet-, '(t)set-, 'tet-V n, pi tsetse or tsetses
[Afrik, fr. Tswana tsetsel : any of several two-winged flies (genus
Glossina) that occur in Africa south of the Sahara desert and include
vectors of human and animal trypanosomes
Tshi \'chwe, 'twe, 'che\ var oJ TWi
Tshi.lU.ba \chi-'lii-b3\ n : one of the major trade languages of
Congo esp. in the southern part

T-shirt \'te-,sh3rt\ « 1 : a coUarless short-sleeved cotton under-
shirt for men 2 : a cotton or wool jersey outer shirt of similar
design
T square n : a ruler with a crosspiece or head at one end used In

try square

T square

making parallel lines

tsu.na.mi \(t)sij-'nam-e\ n [Jap] : a great sea wave produced by
submarine earth movement or volcanic eruption — tsu.na.mlc
\-ik\ adj

tsu-tsu.ga.mu.shi disease \.Ct)sut-s3-ga-'mU-she-\ n [Jap tsu-

tsugamushi scrub typhus mite, fr. tsutsuga sickness + mushi insect]

; an acute febrile rickettsial disease resembling louse-borne typhus
that is widespread in the western Pacific area and is transmitted by
larval mites — called also scrub typhus
Tua.reg \'tw"a-,reg\ n, pi Tuareg or Tuaregs [Ar Tawariq'\

: one of the dominant nomads of the central and western Sahara
and along the Middle Niger from Timbuktu to Nigeria who have
preserved their Hamidc speech but have adopted the Muslim
religion

tu.a.ta.ra \,tii-3-'tar-3\ n [Maori tualara'\ ; a large spiny quad-
rupedal reptile iSphenodon punctatum) of islands off the coast of
New Zealand that is the only sui-viving rhynchocephalian
itub \'t3b\ n [ME tubbe, fr. MD; akin to MLG tubbe tub] 1 : a
wide low vessel orig. formed with wooden staves, round bottom,
and hoops 2 : an old or slow boat 3 : bathtub; also : bath
4 : the amount that a tub will hold

2lub vb tubbed; tub.bing vt 1 ; to wash or bathe in a tub 2 : to
put or store in a tub '^ vi 1 : bathe 2 : to undergo washing— tub.ba.ble \'t9b-3-b3l\ adj — tub>ber n

tU'ha \'t(y)ii-b3\ n [It, fr. L, trumpet] 1 : a large low-pitched
brass wind instrument; esp : one with a conical bore and cup*
shaped mouthpiece 2 : a powerful organ reed stop of 8-foot pitch

tub.al \'t(y)u-b9l\ adj ; of, relating to, or involving a tube and
esp. a fallopian tube
tU'bate \'t(y)ii-,bat\ adj ; having or forming a tube : tubular
tub.by \'t3b-e\ adj ; pudgy, fat
tube Vt(y)Lib\ n [F, fr. L tubus; akin to L tuba trumpet] 1 a : a
hollow elongated cylinder: esp : one to convey fluids b (1) : a
slender channel within a plant or animal body : duct (2) ; the
narrow basal portion of a gamopetalous corolla or a gamosepalous
calyx 2 : any of various usu. cyhndrical structures or devices:

as a : a round metal container from which a paste is dispensed by
squeezing b : tunnel c : the basically cylindrical part connecting
the mouthpiece and bell of a wind instrument 3 : an airtight tube
of rubber placed inside the casing of a pneumatic tire to hold air

under pressure 4 : electron tube 5 : vacuum tube — tubed
\'t(y)ubd\ adj - tube-UHe \'t(y)ii-.blTk\ adj

tube loot n : one of the small flexible tubular processes of most
echinoderms that are extensions of the water-vascular system used
esp. in locomotion and grasping

tube.less \'tfy)ii-blas\ adj : lacking a tube; specij : being a pneu-
matic tire that does not depend on an inner tube for airtightness

tu.ber \'t(y)ij-b3r\ n [L. lump, tuber, truffle; akin to L tumere to
swell — more at thumb] 1 a : a short fleshy usu. underground stem
bearing minute scale leaves each with a bud in its axil potentially
able to produce a new plant — compare bulb, corm b : a fleshy
root or rhizome resem.bUng a tuber 2 : an anatomical prominence
: tuberosity

abut; ^ kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart;
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tU*beT>Cle \'t(y)u-b3r-k3l\ n [L tuberculum, dim, of tuberl 1 : a
small knobby prominence or excrescence esp. on a plant or animal
; nodule: as a : an eminence near the head of a rib that articulates

with the transverse process of a vertebra b : any of several prom-
inences in the central nervous system c : nodule b 2 : a small
abnormal discrete lump in the substance of an organ or in the skin;

esp : the specific lesion of tuberculosis

tubercle bacillus n : a bacterium {Mycobacterium tuberculosis)

that is the cause of tuberculosis

tu-ber-cled \'t(y)u-b3r-k3ld\ adj : tuberculate
tubercul- or tuberculo- comb jorm [NL, fr. L tuberculumi 1 : tu-

bercle {tubercular} 2 i tubercle bacillus Ouberculin} 3 : tubercu-

losis (tuberculoid}
itu.ber'Cu4ar \t(y)u-'bar-ky3-l3r\ adj 1 : relating to, resembling,

or constituting a tubercle : tuberculate 2 : characterized by
tubercular lesions <'--' leprosy) 3 a : of. relating to. or affected

with tuberculosis : tuberculous b : caused by the tubercle bacil-

lus <~ meningitis) — tu-ber-cU'lar-ly adv
itubercular n ; a person with tuberculosis

tu-ber.cu-late \t(y)u-'b3r-ky3-lat\ or tu.ber.cu.lat.ed \-,Iat-3d\

adj 1 ; having a tubercle : characterized by or beset with tubercles

2 : TUBERCULAR — tu-beLCU'late-ly adv — tu»ber>cu4a*tion
\-,b3r-ky3-'la-sh3n\ n

tu>ber*cu*lin \t(y)u-'b3r-ky3-l3n\ n [ISV] : a sterile liquid con-
taining the growth products of or specific substances extracted
from the tubercle bacillus and used in the diagnosis of tuberculosis
esp. in children and cattle

tuberculin test n : a test for hypersensitivity to tuberculin as an
indication of past or present tubercular infection

tU'ber'CU'IOid \-,16id\ adj [ISV] : resembling tuberculosis esp. in

the presence of tubercles <'--' leprosy)
tU'ber-cU'lo.sis \t(y)u-,b3r-ky3-*lo-sis\ n [NL] : a highly variable
communicable disease of man and some other vertebrates caused
by the tubercle bacillus and characterized by toxic symptoms or
allergic manifestations which in man primarily affect Uie lungs

tu<ber*cu>lo>tox>in \t(y)u-'b3r-kya-lo-.tak-S3n\ n : a toxic sub-
stance from the tubercle bacillus

lu-ber-cu-lous \t(y)u-'b3r-ky3-l3s\ adj 1 : tubercular 1,

TUBERCULATE 2a; Constituting or affected with tuberculosis
<a ^ process) b : caused by or resulting from the presence or
products of the tubercle bacillus <~ peritonitis) — tu-ber-cu*10US-
ly adv

lube-rose \'t(y)U-,broz {by folk etymology), also -ba-.roz, -b3-,ros\
n [NL tuberosa, specific epithet, fr. L, fern, of tuberosus tuberous,
fr. tuber] ; a Mexican bulbous herb {Polianthes tuberosa) of the
amaryllis family cultivated for its spike of fragrant white single or
double flowers

tU'ber-os.i-ty \,t(y)U-ba-'ras-at-e\ n : an obtuse prominence; esp
; a large prominence on a bone usu. serving for the attachment of
muscles or ligaments

tU'ber.GUS \'l(y)U-b(3-)r3s\ adj X ; consisting of, bearing, or
resembling a tuber 2 : of, relating to, or being a plant tuber or
tuberous root of a plant — tu<ber*0U5*ly adv

tuberous root n : a thick fleshy storage root like a tuber but lacking
buds or scale leaves — tu-ber-ous-root'ed \,t(y)ij-b(3-)r3s-'riit-

sd, -'rut-\ adj
tu-bi.fex \'t{y)u-b3-.feks\ n, pi tubifex or tu-bMex.es [NL,
genus name, fr. L tubus tube + jacere to make — more at do] ; any
of a genus {Tubijex) of slender reddish oligochaete worms living in
tubes in fresh or brackish water and being widely used as food for
aquarium fish

tub.ing \'t(y)u-bio\ n 1 ; material in the form of a tube; also : a
length or piece of tube 2 : a series or system of tubes

tU-bU'lar Vt(y)ii-by3-l3r\ adj 1 a ; having the form of or consisting
of a tube ; fistulous b : made or provided with tubes 2 : of,
relating to, or soundingas if produced through tubes — ta*bn*lar-
i»ty \,t{y)ii-by3-'lar-at-€\ n — tu-bu*lar>ly adv

tubular floret n ; disk flower
tU.blUe \'t(y)u-(.)byu(a)l\ n [L tubulus, dim. of tubusl l a small
tube; esp : a slender elongated anatomical channel

tublUi- comb form [NL, fr. L tubulus} : tubule : tubular itubuli-
florous)

tu.bu.lif.er.ous \.tCy)u-bya-'lif-(3-)r3s\ adj [NL tubulijer, fr.

tuhuli- + -jer -ferous] ; having or made up of tubules
tu.bu.li.flo.ral \,t(y)u-by3-l3-*flor-3l, -'flor-X adj [ISV tubull- + L
jlor-, flos flower — more at blow] : having tubular flowers
tU.hu.li.ao.rous \-'fl6r-as, -'fl6r-\ adj [ISV tubuli- + L Jlor-,
jlos} : having all the flowers with tubular corollas — used esp. of a
composite plant

tu-bU'lous \'t(y)u-by3-l3s\ adj : having the form of a tube or con-
taining tubular elements — tu>bu*lDUS>ly adv

tu-bu-lure \'t(y)u-by3-,lu(3)r\ n [F, fr. tubule, fr. L tubulus tubule]
: a short tubular opemng (as at the top of a retort)

tu.chun X'dii-'jiEnX n [Chin (Pek) ru' c/ium] 1 : a Chinese military
governor (as of a province) 2 : a Chinese warlord
Uuck \'tak\ vb [ME tuken to pull up sharply, scold, fr. OE tucian
to ill-treat; akin to OE togian to pull — more at tow] vt 1 a : to
pull up into a fold b ; to make a tuck in 2 : to put into a snug
often concealing or isolating place (cottage '^ed away in the hill)

3 a : to push in the loose end of so as to hold tightly ^~ in your
b : to cover by tucking in bedclothr- ' - ' ' -'- - *-'-

I ^ vi 1 : to draw tocether into
ugly

atuck rt 1 : a fold stitched
into cloth to shorten,
decorate, or control full-
ness 2 : the part of a
vessel where the ends of
the lower planks meet
under the stem 3 a : an
act or instance of tucking
b : something tucked or

' *

to be tucked in 4 : a tucks 1: 1 plain, 2 cross
body position (as in diving) In which the knees are bent, the thighs
9^.^y^^ tighUy^o the chest, and the hands clasped around the shins

t sound of or as if of a3tuck n [obs. E tuk (to beat the drum)] :
drumbeat

4tuck n [MF estoc. fr. OF tree trunk, sword point, of Gmc origin;aW.n fn HP ,t^^. ct..n,« „f . ».„ . ^j STOCK] OrchotC I RAPIER

tUCk-a-boe \*t3k-9-,ho\ n Itockawhougke (In some Algonqulan
language of Virginia)] 1 : either of two American arums (Pel-
tandra virginica and Orantium aquaticum) with rootstocks used as
food by the Indians 2 : the large edible sclerotium of a subter-

fungm {Porta cocos) — called also Indian bread

Stacker vt tuck-er-ing \'t3k-(5-)rio\ [obs. E tuck (to reproach)
+ -er (as in ^batter)) : exhaust

tuck-er-bag \'t3k-ar-,bag\ n [Austral slang tucker (food, rations)]
chiejly Austral. ; a bag used esp. by travelers in the bush to hold food

tuck<et \'tak-3t\ n [prob. fr. obs. E tuk (to beat the drum, sound
the trumpet)] : a fanfare on a trumpet
tuck-point \-,p6int\ vt : to finish (the mortar joints between bricks
or stones) with a narrow ridge of putty or fine lime mortar
tuck-shop \-,shap\ n [Brit slang tuck (food, confectionery)]
Brit : a confectioner's shop : confectionery

-tude \,t(y)ud\ n sujjix [MF or L; MF, fr. L -tudin-, -tudol i -NESS
ifimtude}
Tu.dor \'t(y)ud-3r\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the English royal
family reigning from 1485 to 1603 2 : of, relating to. or character-
istic of the Tudor period
Tudor arch n — see arch illustration

Tues-day \'t(y)uz-de\ n [ME tiwesday, fr. OE tTwesdseg; akin to
OHG ziostag Tuesday; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc-NGmc com-
pound whose components are represented by OE Tlw, god of war
and by OE dsg da^ — more at DErrv] : the third day of the week— Tues>days \-dez\ adv

tu.fa \'t(y)u-f3\ n [It tujo, fr. L tophus} 1 : tuff 2 : a porous
rock formed as a deposit from springs or streams — tu>la*ceoas
\t(y)ii-'fa-sh5s\ adj

tuff \'taf\ n [MF tuf, fr. Olt tujo tufa] ; a rock composed of the
finer kinds of volcanic detritus — taff>aceous \,ta-'fa-sh3s\ adj

tuf'Iet \'t3f-3t\ n [alter, of '/u/r] 1 : tuft la 2 : a low seat

Uult \'t3ft\ n [ME, modif. of MF tujel lata smaU cluster of
elongated flexible outgrowths attached or close together at the base
and free at the opposite ends; esp : a growing bunch of grasses or
close-set plants b : a bunch of soft fluffy threads cut off short and
used as ornament 2 : clump, cluster 3 : mound — tufty
\'taf-te\ adj

2tult vt 1 ; to provide or adorn with a tuft 2 ; to make (as a mat-
tress) firm by stitching at intervals and sewing on tufts '^ vi ; to
form into or grow in tufts — tuft-er n
Uug \'t3g\ vb tugged; tug-ging [ME tuggen; akin to OE togian to
pull — more at tow] vi 1 ; to pull hard 2 ; to struggle in opposi-
tion ; contend 3 : to exert oneself laboriously ; labor '*' vt

1 : to pull or strain hard at 2 a : to move by pulling hard : haul
b : to carry with difficulty : luo 3 : to tow with a tugboat syn
see PULL — tug'ger n

2tug n 1 a : ^trace 1 b : a short leather strap or loop c : a rope or
chain used for puUing 2 a : an act or instance of tugging : pull
b : a strong pulling force 3 a ; a straining effort b ; a struggle
between two people or opposite forces 4 : tugboat
tug>boat \'t3g-,b5t\ n ; a strongly built powerful boat used for
towing and pushing — called also towboat
tug-ol-war \,t3g-3Cv)-*w6(a)r\ n, pi tugs-of-war 1 : a struggle
for supremacy 2 : an athletic contest in which two teams pull
against each other at opposite ends of a rope

tui \'tu-e\ n [Maori] : a predominantly glossy black New Zealand
honey eater {Prosthemadera novaeseelandiae) with white markings
on throat, neck, and wings that is a notable mimic and often kept
as a cage bird — called also parson bird

tuille \'twe(a)l\ n [ME toile, fr. MF tuille tile. fr. L tegula — more at
tile] : one of the hinged plates before the thigh in plate armor
tU<ition \t(y)u-'ish-3n\ n [ME tuicioun protection, fr. OF tuicion,

fr, L tuition-, tuitio, fr. tuitus, pp. of tueri to look at] 1 archaic
; custody, guardianship 2 : the act or profession of teaching
; instruction 3 : the price of or payment for instruction — tu-
ition-al \-'ish-n3l, -3n-'l\ adj
tU.la.re.mia \,t(y)u-l3-*re-me-3\ n [NL, fr. Tulare county, Calif.]

; an infectious disease of rodents, man, and some domestic animals
caused by a bacterium {Pasteurella tularensis), transmitted esp. by
the bites of insects, and in man marked by symptoms (as fever) of
toxemia — tu-la-re-mlc \-mik\ adj

tu-le \'tii-le\ n [Sp, fr. NahuaU tullin} ; either of two large bulrushes
{Scirpus lacustris and S. acutus) growing on overflowed land in the
southwestern U.S.

tu>lip \'t(y)u-l3p\ n[NL Tulipa, fr. Turk /u/feenrf turban] :any of a
genus {Tulipa) of Eurasian bulbous herbs of the lily family with
linear or broadly lanceolate leaves widely grown for their showy
flowers; also ; the flower or bulb of a tulip

tulip tree n : a tall No. American timber tree (Liriodendron tulipi-

jera) of the magnolia family having large greenish yellow tulips
shaped flowers and soft white wood used esp. for cabinetwork and
woodenware; also : any of various trees with tulip-shaped flowers

tU'lip>W00d V.wiidX n 1 : wood of the No. American tulip tree

; WHTTEwooD 2 I any of several showily striped or variegated
woods; also ; a tree yielding such wood

tulle \'tiil\ n [F, fr. Tulle, France] : a sheer often stiffened silk,

rayon, or nylon net used chiefly for veils, evening dresses, or ballet
costumes

tul<li-bee \'taI-3-be\ n [CanF toulibi} ; any of several whitefishes
of central and northern No. America; esp : a common Cisco {Leu-
cichthys artedi) that is a commercially important food fish

itum>ble \'t3m-b3l\ vb tum*bling \-b(3-)lio\ [ME tumblen, freq.
of tumben to dance, fr. OE tumbian; akin to OHG tumon to reel]
vi la: to perform gymnastic feats of rolling and turning b ; to
turn end over end in falling or flight 2 a : to fall suddenly and help-
lessly b : to suffer a sudden downfall, overthrow, or defeat c : to
decline suddenly and sharply (as in price) : drop d : to fall into
ruin ; collapse 3 : to roll over and over or to and fro : toss
4 : to issue forth hurriedly and confusedly 5 : to come by chance
: STUMBLE 6 : to come to understand ; catch on '^ vt 1 ; to cause
to tumble (as by pushing, tossing, or toppling) 2 a : to throw
together in a confused mass b : rumple, disorder 3 : to whirl
{objects or material) in a tumbling barrel (as in drying clothes)

stumble n 1 a : a random collection ; heap b : a disorderly state

2 : an act or instance of tumbling
tum-ble-bug \'tam-b3l-,b3g\ n : any of various scarabaeid beetles
(esp. genera Scarabaeus, Canthon^ Copris, or Phanaeus) that form
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balls of dung which they bury In the ground and In which they lay
their eggs
tam-bIe>down \,t3m-b3l-,dafin\ adj : DiiAProATED, ramshackle
tuni*bler \ 'tsm-blarX n 1 : one that tumbles : as a : one that performs
gymnastic feats : acrobat b : any of various domestic pigeons
that tumble or somersault backward in flight or on the ground
2 ; a drinking glass without foot or stem and orig. with pointed
or convex base 3 a : a movable obstruction in a lock (as a lever,

latch, wheel, slide, or pin) that must be adjusted to a particular po-
sition (as by a key) before the bolt can be thrown b : a piece on
which the mainspring acts in a gunlock c (1) : a projecting piece
on a revolving shaft or rockshaft for actuating another piece (2)

; the movable part of a reversing or speed-changing gear 4 ; a
device or mechanism for tumbling (as a revolving cage in which
clothes are dried or hides are treated) 6 : a worker that operates
a tumbler

turn'ble.weed \'t3m-b3l-.wed\ n : a plant that breaks away from
its roots in the autumn and is driven about by the wind as a light

rolling mass
Uum.bling \'t3m-b(3-)lio\ n : the skill, practice, or sport of exe-
cuting gymnastic tumbles
stumbling adj : tipped or slanted out of the vertical — used esp. of a
cattle brand
tumbling barrel n : a revolving cask in which objects or materials
undergo a process (as polishing, coating, or drying) by being whirled
about
tumbling verse n ; an early modem English type of verse having
four stresses but no prevailing type of foot and no regular number
of syllables
tum.brel or tum-bril \'t?m-br3l\ n [ME tombrel, fr. OF tumberel
tipcart, fr. tomber to tumble, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG lumon
to reel — more at tumble] 1 : a farm tipcart 2 : a vehicle carrying
condemned persons (as political prisoners during the French Rev-
olution) to a place of execution
tu.me.laction \.t(y)U-m3-'fak-sh3n, ^(ylu-ma-A n [_MF. fr. L
tumejactus, pp. of tumejacere lo, cause to swell, ir. tumere to swell
4- Jacere to make, do — more at thumb, do] : an action or pro-
cess of swelling or becoming tumorous or the resultant state or lesion— lu-rae-lac-tive \-tiv\ adj — tu-me-lied \'t(y)u-m3-,fTd\ adv
tu.mes.cence \t(y)U-*mes-='n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
tumescent; esp ; readiness for sexual activity marked esp. by
vascular congestion of the sex organs
tu>mes*ceut \-'nt\ adj [L tumescent-, tumescens, pro. of tumescere
to swell up, fr. tumere to swell] : somewhat swollen (-^ tissue)
tU-mid \'t(y)u-m3d\ adj [L tumidus, fr. tumere} 1 : marked by
swelling : SWOLLEN, enlarged 2 : BULGING, PROTUBERANT
3 ; BOMBA.sTic, TURGID syn sec INFLATED — tu>mld*i<ty \t(y)ii-
'raid-st-e\ n — tu<mld*ly \'t(y)U-m3d-le\ adv
tum-my \'tam-e\ n [baby-talk for stomach] : stomach Ic
tu-mor or chiejly Brit tu-mour \'t(y)u-m3r\ n [L tumor, fr.

tumere} 1 : a swollen or distended part 2 : an abnormal mass of
tissue that is not inflammatory, arises without obvious cause from
cells of preexistent tissue, and possesses no physiologic function
— tu.mor«lihe \-.lTk\ adj - iu-mor»ous \'t(y)tim-(a-)r3s\ adj
tump \'tamp\ n [origin unknown] 1 chiejly dial Eng ; mound,
HUMMOCK 2 : a clump of vegetation

tiunp>line \'tam-,plTn\ n {tump, of Algonquian origin; akin to
Abnaki madHmbl pack strap] : a sling formed by a strap slung over
the forehead or chest used for carrying a pack on the back or in
hauling loads
tU.mult \'t(y)u-.m3lt\ n [ME tumulte, fr. MF, fr. L tumultus: akin
to Skt tumula noisy, L tumere} la: disorderly agitation or milling
about of a crowd usu. with uproar and confusion of voices : com-
motion b : a turbulent uprising ; riot 2 : hubbub, din 3 a : vio-
lent agitation of mind or feelings b : a violent outburst
tu-mul-tu>ary \t(y)u-'mal-ch3-,wer-e\ adj : attended or marked by
tumult, riot, lawlessness, confusion, or impetuosity

tu.mul.tU.0U3 \t(y)u-'malch-(3-)w9s, -'mal-ch3s\ adj 1 : marked
by tumult 2 : tending or disposed to caase or incite a tumult
3 : marked by violent or overwhelming turbulence or upheaval— tu-mul'tu-ous'ly adv — tu.raul>tU'OUS.uess n

tu.mu-lus \*t(y)u-my3-las\ n, pi tu-mu-U \-.lT, -,le\ [L; akin to L
tumere to swell — more at thumb] : an artificial hillock or mound
(as over a grave); esp : an ancient grave : barrow

tun \'t3n\ n [ME tunne, fr. OE] 1 ; a large cask esp. for wine
2 : any of various units of liquid capacity; esp ; one equal to 252
wine gallons
ItU-na \*tu-n3\ n [Sp. fr. Taino] 1 : any of various flat-jointed
prickly pears (genus Opuntia); esp l one (O. tuna) common in tropi-
cal America 2 : the edible fruit of a tuna

atU>na \'t(y)ii-na\ n, pi tuna or tunas [ Amer Sp, alter, of Sp attin^

modif. of Ar tUn, fr. L thunnus, fr. Gk thynnos} 1 a : any of numer-
ous large vigorous scombroid fishes including forms highly esteemed
for sport and food; esp : albacore b : any of various related but
usu. smaller fishes; esp : bonito 2 ; the flesh of a tuna esp. when
canned for use as food

tun.able also tune.able \'t(y)u-na-bal\ adj 1 archaic a : tuneful
b : sounding in tune ; concordant 2 : capable of being tuned— tnn.able.ness n — tun.ably \-ble\ adv

tnU'dra X'tan-drs 'tun-\ n [Russ, of Finno-Ugric origin; akin to
Lapp tundar hill] : a level or undulating treeless plain character-
istic of arctic and subarctic regions
Itune \'t(y)un\ n [ME, alter, of tone} 1 a archaic : quality of
sound ; tone b : manner of utterance : intonation; specij
; phonetic modulation ; general attitude ; approach g archaic : a
frame of mind : mood 2 a : an easily remembered melody b : a
dominant theme 3 a : correct musical pitch or consonance
b : harmonious relationship : agreement 4 : amount, extent
(custom-made to the -^ of $40 or $50 apiece —Amer. Fabrics}

Stune vi 1 : to become attuned 2 ; to adjust a receiver with respect
to resonance — v/ 1 : to adjust in musical pitch 2 a : to bring into
harmony : attune b : to adjust for precise functioning 3 a : to
adjust with respect to resonance b : to establish radio contact with
<'^ in a directional beacon)

tune.ful \'t(y)iin-f3i\ adj : melodious, musical — tuiie*lul*l7
\-f3-le\ adv — tune.lul'tiess n

tane.less \-l3s\ adj l archaic ; not tuneful : UNMELODIOUS 2 ar-
chaic : not producing music

tun.er \'t(y)ii-iwr\ n 1 ! one that tunes <piano ^> 2 : something
used for tuning; specij ; the part of a receiving set consisting of the
circuit used to adjust resonance
tune-up \'t(ylii-,n3p\ n 1 ; a general adjustment to Insure opera-
tion at peak efficiency 2 : a preliminary trial : warm-up

tting oil \'t3i3-\ n [part trans, of Chin (Pek) yu^ rungi} : a pale
yellow pungent dr>'ing oil from the seeds of tung trees, and used
chiefly in quick-drying varnishes and paints and as a waterproofing
agent

tungst- or tungsto- comb jorm [ISV, fr. tungsten} : tungsten
(Jungstat^y

tung.State \'ta]3(k)-,stat\ n : a salt or ester of timgstic acid
tung.sten \'t3r3(k)-st3n\ n [Sw, fr. tung heavy -I- sten stone] ; a
gray-white heavy high-melting ductile hard polyvalent metaUic ele-
ment that resembles chromium and molybdenum in many of its
properties and is used esp. for electrical purposes and in hardening
alloys (as steel) — called also woljram; see element table

timg.slic \-stik\ adj [ISV] ; of, relating to, or containing hmgsten
esp. with a valence of six

timgstic acid n : a yellow crystaUine powder WO3 that is the tri-

oxide of tungsten; also : an acid (as H2WO4) derived from this

tung.stile \'t3ork)-,stTt\ n : a mineral W03.H20(?) consisting of a
hydrous tungsten trioxide and occurring in yellow or yellowish
green pulverulent masses

tung tree \'t3o-\ « [Chin (Pek) t'ungz} : any of several trees (genus
Aleurites) of the spurge family whose seeds yield a poisonous fixed
drying oil; esp ; a Chinese tree {A. jordii) widely grown in warm
regions
Tuu.gus \tui3-'guz, t3n-\ n, pi Tungus orTun-gus-es [Russ, one
of the Tungus] 1 a : a Mongoloid people widely spread over east-
ern Siberia b : a member of this people 2 : the Tungusic languages
of the Tungus peoples
Tun.gU'Sic V-'giJ-zikV n : a subfamily of Altaic languages spoken
in Manchuria and northward — Tungusic adj

tu.nic \'t(y)U-nik\ n [L tunica, of Sem origin; akin to Heb kuttoneth
coat] i a : a simple slip-on garment made with or without sleeves
and usu. knee-length or longer, belted at the waist, and worn as
an under or outer garment by men and women of ancient Greece
and Rome b : surcoat 2 ; a natural integument <the ~ of a
seed) 3 ; a long usu. plain close-fitiing jacket with high collar
worn esp. as part of a uniform 4 ; tunicle 6 a : a short overskirt
b ; a hip-length or longer blouse or jacket

tu.ni.ca \'t(y)u-ni-ka\ n, pi tu-ui-cae \-no-,ke. -,kT, -,se\ [L,
tunic, membrane] ; an enveloping membrane or layer of body
tissue

Uu.ni-cate \'t(y)U-ni-k3t, -n3-,kat\ also tu.ni-cat.ed \-n3-,kat-
3d\ adj 1 a : having or covered with a tunic or tunica b : having,
arranged in, or made up of concentric layers <a -^ bulb) 2 : of or
relating to the tunicates

^tunicate n [deriv. of L tunica membrane] : any of a subphylum
(Tunicata) of lowly marine chordates with a reduced nervous sys-
tem and an outer cuticular covering

tU.ni.Cle \'t(y)ii-ni-k3l\ n [ME, fr. L tunicula, dim. of tunica} : a
short vestment worn by a subdeacon over the alb during mass and
by a bishop under the dalmatic at pontifical ceremonies

tuning lorK n : a 2-pronged metal implement that gives a fixed tone
when struck and is useful for tuning
musical instruments and asceriaining
standard pitch
tuning pipe n : pitch pipe; specij : one
of a set of pitch pipes used esp. for
tuning stringed musical instruments
Uim.nel \'tsn-M\ n [ME tonel tube-shaped net, fr. MF, tun. fr. OF,
fr. tonne tun, fr. ML tunna, of Celt origin; akin to Mir tonn skin,
hide- akin to L tondere to shear — more at tome] 1 : a hollow
conauit or recess : tube, well 2 a : a covered passageway;
specij ; a horizontal passageway through or under an obstruction
b : a subterranean gallery (as in a mine) c : burrow — tuu*nel-
like \-=l-.a)rk\ adj

2tunnel vb tun.neled or tan.nelled; tiin-neLlng or tun-neMing
\'t3n-Iio, -'l-io\ v/ : to make a tunnel or similar opening through
or under «* vi ; to make or use a tunnel — tun-nel.er \'t3n-lar,
-'l-w\ n
tun-ny X'tan e\ n, pi tunnies also tunny [modif. of MF thon or
Olt tonno; both fr. OProv ton, fr. L thunnus, fr. Gk thynnos}
: TUNA; esp : BLUEHN

Itup \'t3p\ n [ME tape} 1 chiejly Brit I RAM 1 2 : a heavy metal
body (as the weight of a pendulum)

2tup vt tupped; tup-ping chiejly Brit ; to copulate with (a ewe)
; cover

tu.pe'lo \'t(y)U-p3-,lo\ n [Creek ito opilwa swamp tree] : any of a
genus (Nyssa) of the dogwood family of mostly No. American trees;

also ; the pale soft easily worked wood
Tu.pi \tu-'pe, 'tu-.X n, pi Tupi or Tupls 1 a : a group of Tupl*
Guaranian peoples of Brazil hving esp, in the Amazon valley
b : a member of any of these peoples 2 : the language of the Tupi
people
Tu.pi-an \tu-'pe-an, 'tii-pe-\ adj ; of, relating to, or constituting
the Tupi or other Tupi-Guaranian peoples or their languages
Tu.pi-Gua.ra-ni \tU-,pe-.gwar-3-'ne, 'tu-,pe-\ n 1 a : a So.
American people spread over an area from eastern Brazil to the
Peruvian Andes and from the Guianas to Uruguay b ; a member
of this people 2 : tupi-guaranian
Tupi-Gua.ra.ni.an \-'ne-an\ n : a language stock widely distrib-
uted in tropical So. America

tup.pence var oj twopence
tuque \'t(y)iik\ n [CanF, fr. F toque — more at toque] ! a warm
knitted stocking cap; esp : a close-fitting pointed cap made by fold-
ing one of the closed ends of a tapered tubular knitted piece up into
the other

tu quo.que \'t(y)U-'k(w)o-kwe\ n [L, you also] : a retort charging
an adversary with being or doing what he criticizes in others
Tu.ra.ni.an \t(y)u-'ra-ne-3n\ n [Per TSran Turkestan, the region
north of the Amu Darya] 1 ; a member of any of the peoples of
Ural-Altaic stock 2 : the total body of various language families
of Asia — Turanian adj

tuning fork

a abut; 3 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; 'A cot, cart;

] joke; s'l} sing; 5 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tJti tbin; tb this;

oh chin; e less; 6 easy; g gift; 1 trip; X life

XL foot; y yet; yU few; yu furious; zh vision
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turban 2

tTlT*ban X'tar-banX rt [MF turbant, fr. It turbante, fr. Turk tUlbend,

fr. Per dulband\ 1 : a headdress worn chiefly in

countries of the eastern Mediterranean and south-

em Asia esp. by Muslims and made of a cap aroimd
which is wound a long cloth 2 : a headdress
resembling a Muslim turban; specij ; a woman's
close-fitting hat without a brim — ttir-haneil or
tur-hanned \-band\ ad}

tur^ba-ry \'t3r-ba-re\ n [ME, fr. ML turbaria, fr.

turba turf, peat, of Gmc origin; akin to OE turS^

: the ground where turf or peat may be dug ; a
peat bog

tui*I)el<lar*i>ail X.tar-ba-'ler-e-an, -'lar-\ n [deriv.

of L turbellae (pi.) bustle, stir, dim. of turba confu-
sion, crowd; fr. the tiny eddies created in water by
the cilia] ; any of a class (Turbellaria) of mostly aquatic and free*
living flatworms; esp : planarian — turhellarian adj

tui'bid \'t3r-bad\ adj [L turbidus confused, turbid, fr. turba
confusion, crowd; akin to OHG dweran to stir, L turbare to throw
into disorder, disturb, Gk tyrbe confusion] la: thick or opaque
with roiled sediment <r^ stream) b ; heavy with smoke or mist
; DENSE 2 : CONFUSED, MUDDi-ED <~ thought) — tur*bid-i*ty
\,t3r-'bid-9t-e\ n — tur.bid.ly \'t3r-b3d-le\ adv— ttir-bid<ness n
syn TURBID, MUDDY, ROBLY mean clouded with stirred-up sedi-

ment. TURBID implies disturbance of sediment causing a darkening,
obscuring, or confusing of what was or should be clear; muddy
suggests the presence of mud or impurities causing discoloring,
obscuring, or contamination; roily implies both turbidness and
continuing agitation

tur*hi-dim-e'ter \,t3r-b»-'dim-5t-5r\ n [ISV turbidity + -meter]
1 : an instrument for measuring and comparing the turbidity of
liquids by viewing light through them and determining how much
hght is cut off 2 : NEPHELOMETER — tur*bi>di-met*nc X.tsr-bad-
a-'rae-trik, ,t3r-,bid-a-\ adj — tnr>bi>di>met>ri*cal-Iy \-tri-

k(a-)le\ adv— tur-bi-dim-e'try \,t3r-b3-'dim-a-tre\ n
llur-bi.nal X'tsr-ban-'lX adj [L turbin-, turbo top, whiriwind,
whirl] : of, relating to, or being one of usu. several thin plicated
membrane-covered bony or cartilaginous plates on the walls of the
nasat chambers

2turbinal n : a turbinal bone or cartilage

tur>bi<nate X-bs-nat, -,nat\ adj [L turbinatus shaped like a top, fr,

turbin-, turbo} 1 ; spiral with whorls decreasing rapidly from base
to apex <~ gastropod shell) 2 : shaped like a top or an inverted
cone <'— seed capsule) 3 : turbinal — tur-bi>uat*ed \-,nat-3d\
adj

tur*bilie X'tar-ban, -,bTn\ n fF, fr. L turbin-, turbo top. whirlwind,
wliirl; akin to L turbare to disturb] : a rotary engine actuated by
the reaction or impulse or both of a current of fluid (as water or
steam) subject to pressure and usu. made with a series of curved
vanes on a central rotating spindle

tui*bit \'t3r-bat\ n [origin unknown] : a pigeon of a fancy breed
having a short crested head, short beak, frilled breast, and mostly
white plumage

ttiT'bo \'t3r-(,)bo\ n Iturbo-} 1 : turbine 2 [by shortening]
; turbosupercharger

turbo- combjorm [turbine'\ 1 ; coupled directly to a driving turbine
iturboiaiL) 2 I consisting of or incorporating a turbine iturbojet
engine)
tur*bO-car \'tor-bo-,kar\ n : an automotive vehicle propelled by a
gas turbine
tur>bo>Cbarg>er \-(.)bo-,char-i3r\ n ; a centrifugal blower driven
by exhaust gas turbines and used to supercharge an engine
tur<bo<lan \-b6-,fan\ n 1 : a fan that is directly connected to and
driven by a turbine and is used to supply air for cooling, ventila-
tion, or combustion 2 : a jet engine having a turbofan

tUT*bo-jet \-,jet\ n ; an airplane powered by turbojet engines
turbojet engine n ; an airplane propulsion system in which the
power developed by a turbine is used to drive a compressor that
supplies air to a burner and hot gases from the burner pass through
the turbine and thence to a rearward-directed thrust-producing
exhaust nozzle

tUT^bO'prop Vt3r-b5-,prap\ n 1 : turbo-propeller engine
2 : an airplane powered by turbo-propeller engines

tur.bo-pro.pel-ler engine \,t3r-(,)bo-pr3-'peI-ar-\ n : a Jet engine
having a turbine-driven propeller and designed to produce thrust
principally by means of a propeller although additional thrust is
usu. obtained from the hot exhaust gases which issue in a jet

tur-bo.prop-jet engine \,t3r-b6-'prap-jet-\ n : turbo-propeller
engine
tui-bo.ram.Jet engine \-'ram-Jet-\ n : a jet engine consisting
essentially of a turbojet engine with provisions for burning ad-
ditional fuel in the tail pipe or the portion of the engine to the rear
of the turbine and thus making it possible to obtain higher gas
temperatures in the exhaust jet than can be tolerated by the turbine
blades

tUT.bo.su-per.Charged \,tar-(,)b6-'su-par-.charjd\ adj : equipped
with a turbosupercharger
tui-bo.su.per.charg.er \-.char-iar\ n : a turbine compressor
driven by hot exhaust gases of an airplane engine for feeding
rarefied air at high altitudes into the carburetor of the engine at
sea-level pressure so as to increase engine power
tur.bol \'tar-b3t\ n, pi tuTbot also turbots [ME, fr. OF tourbot}
: a large brownish European flatfish (Psetta maxima) highly
esteemed as a food fish; also : any of various other flatfishes
resembling this fish

tuT'bu<la*tor \'tar-bys-,lat-3r\ n : a device for causing turbulence
of fluids

tur.bu-ience \'t3r-bya-l3n(t)s\ also tur.bu-len.cy \-l3n-se\ n
: the quality or state of being turbulent: as a : wild commotion

L
»5regular atmospheric motion esp. when characterized by up

and down currents c : departure in a fluid from a smooth flow
lur.bu.lent \-l3nt\ adj [L turbulentus. fr. turba confusion, crowd
-- more at turbid] 1 : causing unrest, violence, or disturbance
Z : characterized by agitation or tumult : tempestuous — tUTr
bu>lent-ly adv

turbulent flow n : a fluid flow in which the velocity at a given
point vanes erratically in magnitude and direction
Tur.CO- or Tur.kO- \;t3r-(.)k6\ combjorm {Turco- fr. ML Turcus
Turk; Turko- tr Turk] 1 : Turkic ; Turkish : Turk <r«rcophU>

: Turkish and <r«rco-G reek)
tu.reen \ta-'rcn. tyu-\ n [F terrlne. fr. MF, fr. fem. of terrin of

earth, fr. (assumed) VL terrinus. It. L terra earth — more at
terrace] 1 : a deep bowl from which foods (as soup) are served
at table 2 : casserole 2
iturf \'t3rf\ n, pi turfs \'t3rfs\ or turves \'t9rvz\ often attrib
[ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG zurba turf, Skt darbha tuft of grass]
1 : the upper stratum of soil bound by grass and plant roots into
a tiiick mat; also : a piece of this : sod 2a: peat b : a piece of
peat dried for fuel 3 a : a track or course for horse racing b : the
sport or business of horse racing — turly \'t3r-fe\ adj

2turf v; : to cover with turf
turf•man X-manX n : a devotee of horse racing; esp ; one who owns
and races horses
tur.ges.cence \,t3r-'jes-*n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
turgescent or pompous
tur-ges*cent \-'nt\ adj [L turgescent-, turgescens, prp. of tur-
gescere to swell, Inchoative of turgere to be swollen] : becoming
turgid, distended, or inflated : swelling

tur>gid \'t3r-j3d\ adj [L turgidus, fr. turgere to be swollen] 1 : be-
ing in a state of distention : swollen, tumid <'-^ limbs); esp ; ex-
hibiting turgor 2 : excessively embeUished in style or language
: bombastic, pompous syn see inflated — tur-gid-i-ty X.tsr-
'jid-3t-e\ n — tur>gld-ly \'t3r-j3d-le\ adv — tur>gid<ness n

tur-gor \'t3r-g3r, -,g6(a)r\ n [LL, turgidity, swelling, fr. L turgerel
: the normal state of turgidity and tension in Uving cells; esp ; the
distention of the protoplasmic layer and wall of a plant cell by the
fluid contents
Turk \'t3rk\ n [ME, fr. MF or Turk; MF Turc. fr. ML or Turk; ML
Turcus, fr. Turk Tiirk] 1 : a member of any of numerous Asiatic
peoples speaking Turkic languages who live in the region ranging
from the Adriatic to the Okhotsk 2 : a native or inhabitant of
Turkey 3 archaic : one who is cruel or tyrannical 4 : Muslim;
specij ; a Mushm subject of the Turkish sultan 5 : a Turkish
horse; specij : a Turkish strain of Arab and crossbred horses
tur-key \'t3r-ke\ n {Turkey, country in western Asia and south-
eastern Europe; fr. confusion with the guinea fowl, supposed to be
imported from Turkish territory] 1 : either of two large American
galUnaceous birds {Meleagris gallopavo and Agriocharis ocellata)
of which the first is of wide range in No. America and is domesti-
cated in most parts of the world 2 : failure, flop
turkey buzzard n : an American vulture {Cathartes aura) common
in So. and Central America and in the southern U.S.
tur-key-cock \'tar-ke-,kak\ n ; a male turkey — called also /«r-

key-gob-bler \,t3r-ke-'gab-l3r\
Tur-key red \,tar-ke-\ n [Turkey} : a brilliant durable red
produced on cotton by means of alizarin in connection with an alu-
minum mordant and fatty matter
turkey shoot \'t3r-ke-\ n : a contest of marksmanship with a gun
using live turkeys as targets
turkey trot \'t3r-ke-\ n Iturkey} : a ragtime dance danced with the
feet well apart and with a rise on the ball of the foot followed by a
drop upon the heel
Tur.ki \'t3r-.ke, •tu(3)r-\ adj [Per turkl, fr, Turk Turk, fr. Turk
Tiurk} 1 : of or relating to the peoples of Turkic speech 2 : of or
relating to any central Asian Turkic language particularly of the
eastern group — Turkl n
Turk'ic \'t3r-kik\ adj la: of, relating to, or constituting a
subfamily of Altaic languages including Turkish b : of or relating

to the peoples speaking these languages 2 : Turkish 1

iTurk'isU \'tar-kish\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or characteristic of
Turkey, the Turks, or Turkish 2 : Turkic la
2TtukiSh n : the Turkic language of the Republic of Turkey
Turkish bath n : a bath in which the bather passes through a series

of steam rooms of increasing temperature and then receives a
rubdown, massage, and cold shower
Turkish coffee n : a sweetened decoction of pulverized coffee
Turkish delight n : a jellyUke or gummy confection usu. cut in
cubes and dusted with sugar — called also Turkish paste
Turkish tobacco n : a very aromatic tobacco of small leaf size

grown chiefly in Turkey and Greece and adjoining territories and
used esp. in cigarettes

Turkish towel n : a towel made of cotton terry cloth

Turk-ism X'tar-.kiz-smX n : the customs, behefs, institutions, and
principles of the Turks
Tur.ko.man or Tur-co-man \'tar-ka-man\ n, pi Turkomans or
Turcomans [ML Turcomannus, fr. Per Turkman, fr. turkman
resembling a Turk, fr. Turk} : a member of a group of peoples of
East Turkic stock living chiefly in the Turkmen, Uzbek, Kazakh,
and Kara-Kalpak repubUcs of the U.S.S.R.
Turk's head n : a turban-shaped knot worked on a rope with a
piece of small line

tur.mer'ic \'tarm-(a-)rik, 'tiim-X n [modif. of MF terre merlte
saffron, fr. ML terra merita, lit., deserving or deserved earth]
1 : an East Indian herb {Curcuma longa) of the ginger family;
also 1 its aromatic rootstock powdered for use as a condiment,
yellow dye, or stimulant 2 ; any of several plants resembUng
turmeric: as a : bloodroot b : goldenseal
tur*moil \'t3r-,m6il\ n [origin unknown] : an utterly confused or
extremely agitated state or condition
Uurn \'tam\ vb [ME turnen: partly fr. OE tyrnan & turnian to turn,
fr. ML tornare, fr. L, to turn on a lathe, fr. tornus lathe, fr. Gk
tornos: partly fr. OF torner, tourner to turn, fr. ML tornare; akin
to L terere to rub — more at throw] vt 1 a : to cause to move
around an axis or a center : make rotate or revolve <~ a wheel)
0~^ a crank) b (1) : to cause to move around so as to effect a
desired end (as of locking, opening, or shutting) <"- a key) (2) : to
affect or alter the functioning of (as a mechanical device) by such
movement {~ed the lamp down) c ; to execute or perform by
rotating or revolving <'^ handsprings) d : to twist out of line or
shape : wrench i-^ing his ankle painfully) 2 a (1) : to cause to
change position by moving through an arc of a circle ('^ed his
chair to the fire) (2) : to cause to move around a center so as to
show another side of <'^ a page of a book) (3) ; to cause (as a
scale) to move so as to register weight (4) : to cause to move or
stir in any way <'^ a finger to help) b : to revolve mentally
: think over : ponder 3 a : to reverse the sides or surfaces of
: INVERT <~ pancakes): (1) ; to dig or plow so as to bring the
lower soil to the surface (2) : to make (as a garment) over by
reversing the material and resewing <'^ a coUar) (3) : to invert
feet up and face down (as a character, rule, or slug) in setting

type b : to reverse or upset the order or disposition of <everything
f^ed topsy-turvy) c : to disturb or upset the mental balance of
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: DERANGE, UNSETTLE <a mind ~ed by grief) <success had not
~ed his head) d : to cause (the stomach) to revolt e : to set in
another esp. contrary direction 4 a : to bend or change the
course of : divert b : to cause to retreat (used fire hoses to ~ the
mob) c ; to alter the drift, tendency, or expected result of d ; to

bend a course around or about ; round <~ed the corner at full

speed) e ; to pass or go beyond (as an amount, age, or time)
<clock had just '^ed ten) 5 a (1) : to direct or point (as the face)

in a specified way or direction (2) : to present by a change in
direction or position i'^ing his back to his guests) b : to bring
to bear (as by aiming, pointing, or focusing) ; train i'^ed his

light into the dark doorway) C : to direct (as the attention or
mind) toward or away from something d : to induce or influence
(a person) to change his way of hfe e ; to direct the employment oJE

; APPLY, DEVOTE 1 (1) I to cause to rebound or recoil (^s their

argument against them) (2) : to make antagonistic : prejudice
<'^ a child against its mother) g (1) : to cause to go in a particular
direction <~erf his. steps homeward) (2) ; drive, send <~ cows
to pasture) (officers were '-^ed adrift by the mutineers) {-^ing

hunters off his land) (3) : to convey or direct into or out of a
receptacle by inverting 6 a (1) : to make acid or sour : curdle,
ferment (2) : to change the color of (as foliage) b (1) : convert,
TRANSFORM <~ defeat into victory) (2) : translate, paraphrase
c ; to cause to become of a specified nature or appearance i'^ed
him into a fiend) (illness ^ed his hair white) d ; to exchange for
something else <^^ coins into paper money) 7 a : to shape
esp. in a rounded form by applymg a cutting tool while revolving
in a lathe b : to give a rounded form to by any means (-^ the
heel of a sock) c : to shape or mold artistically, gracefully, or
neatly (well ^^ed ankles) (a knack for '^I'/ig a phrase) 8 : to

make a fold, bend, or curve in: a : to form by bending i^ a lead
pipe) b : to cause (the edge of a blade) to bend back or over
; BLUNT, DULL 9 a : to keep (as money or goods) moving; specij

; to dispose of (a stock) to make room for another b : to gain by
passing in trade {'^ing a quick profit) '— vj 1 a : to move around
on an axis or through an arc of a circle : rotate b ; to become
giddy or dizzy : reel (heights always made his head '^> c (1)

: hinge (2) : to have a center (as of interest) in something speci-
fied 2 a : to direct one's course b (1) : to reverse a course or
direction (2) : to have a reactive usu. adverse effect : recoil
C : to take a different course or direction {-^ed toward home)
(main road '^s sharp right) 3 a : to change position so as to
face another way b : to face toward or away from someone or
something c : to change one's attitude or reverse one's course of
action to one of opposition or hostility (felt the world had '^ed
against him) {-^ed upon them with ferocity) d : to make a sudden
violent assault esp. without evident cause (dogs --^ing on their

owners) 4 a : to direct one's attention or thoughts to or away
from someone or something b (1) : to change one's religion

(2) ; to go over to another side or party : defect c : to betake
oneself (as for information, help, or support) : have recourse
: REFER, resort d : to direct one's efforts or interests : devote or
apply oneself {--^ed to the study of the law) 5 a : to become
changed, altered, or transformed: as (1) archaic ; to become dif-

ferent (2) : to change color (the leaves have -^ed) (3) ; to
become sour, rancid, or tainted (the milk had ^ed} (4) : to

be variable or inconstant (5) : to become mentally unbalanced
: become deranged b (1) : to pass from one slate to another
: change (water had '^ed to ice) (2) ; grow (hair had '^ed gray)
(weather '^ed bad) (3) : to become someone or something speci-
fied by change fiom another state : change into (-^ traitor)
(doctors '^ed authors) 6 ; to become curved or bent (as from
pressure); esp ; lo become blunted by bending (edge of the knife
had r^edy 7 : to operate a lathe 8 oj merchandise ; to be stocked
and disposed of : change hands syn see curve — turn a hair
: to give a sign of discomposure or disturbance — used in negative
constructions (never turned a hair} — turn color 1 : to become
of a different color 2 a ; blush, flush b : to grow pale — turn
loose 1 a : to set free b ; to free from all restraints 2 : to
fire off : DISCHARGE 3 : to open fire — turn one's coat : to
go over to the opposite party — turn one's hand or turn a hand
1 ; to engage in manual work 2 : to set to work ; apply oneself —
turn one's stomach : to disgust completely : nauseate, sicken— turn tail : to run away — turn the scale 1 : to register weight
(hand baggage turned the scale at 60 pounds) 2 : to decide or
determine something doubtful : prove decisive — turn the tables
[fr. turn the tables to reverse the relative positions as in a board
game] ; to bring about a reversal of the relative conditions or
fori;unes of two contending persons or parties — turn the tricH
; to bring about the desired result or effect — turn turtle : cap-
size, overturn

atlirn n [ME; partly fr. OF tourn, tour lathe, circuit, turn (partly

fr. L tornus lathe; partly fr. OF torner, tourner to turn); partly fr.

ME turnen to turn] la; the action or an act of turning about
a center or axis : revolution, rotation b (1) : any of various
rotating or pivoting movements in dancing (2) : a swing by a
gymnast of less than a circle around a" bar 2 a : the action or an
act of giving or taking a different direction : change of course or
posture (illegal left ~>: as (1) : a drill maneuver in which troops
in mass formation change direction without preser\'ing alignment
(2) ; any of various shifts of direction in skiing (3) : an interrup-
tion of a curve in figure skating b : deflection, deviation c ; the
action or an act of turning so as to face in the opposite direction
: reversal of posture or course (an about '^) (~ of the tide) d ; a
change effected by turning over to another side {-^ of the cards)
e : a place at which something turns, turns off, or turns back
; bend, curve 3 a ; an act of walking briefly around or out and
back (a short -^ through the garden) b : a short trip out and back
or round about 4 archaic ; stratagem, trick 5 : an act or deed
affecting another esp. when incidental or unexpected (one good
'^ deserves another) 6 a : a period of action or activity ; go,
spell; specij : a bout of wrestling b : a place, time, or opportunity
accorded an individual or unit of a series in simple succession or
in a scheduled order (waiting his -^ in a doctor's office) era
period or tour of duty : shift d : a short act as for a variety show
e (1) : an event in any gambling game after which bets are settled

(2) ; the order of the last three cards in faro — used in the phrase
call the turn 7 : something that revolves around a center: as
a (1) : LATHE (2) ; a catch or latch for a cupboard or cabinet
door operated by turning a handle b : a musical ornament con-

sisting of a group of four or more notes that wind about the
Srincipal note by including the notes next above and next below

; a special purpose or requirement — used chiefly in the phrase
serve one's turn 9 a : an act of changing : alteration, modifica-
tion (a nasty '~^ in the weather) b : a change in tendency, trend,
or drift (hoped for a '--' in his luck) (a -^ for the better) c : the
time when something changes its direction or its course ir^ of the
year) 10 a : distinctive quality or character b (1) : a skillful

fashioning of language or arrangement of words (2) : a particular
form of expression or peculiarity of phrasing c ; the shape or
mold in which something is fashioned ; cast 11 a ; the state or
manner of being coiled or twisted b : a single round (as of rope
passed about an object or of wire wound on a core) 12 I natural
or special ability or aptitude : bent, inclination (a '-- for logic)
(an optimistic '^ of mind) 13 : a special twist, construction, or
interpretation (gave the old yarn a new '^) 14 a ; a disordering
spell or attack (as of illness, faintness, or dizziness) b : a nervous
start or shock 15 a : a complete transaction involving a purchase
and sale of securities; also : a profit from such a transaction
b ; turnover 7b 16 : something turned or to be turned: as
a : a character or slug inverted in setting type b ; a piece of
type placed bottom up — at every turn ; on every occasion
: constantly, continually — by turns ; one after another in
regular succession : alternately, successively — in turn : in
due order of succession : successively, alternately — on the
turn : at the point of turning (tide is on the turny — out ol turn
1 : not in due order of succession (play out oj turn) 2 : at a
wrong time or place ; imprudently, unwisely (talking out oj
turn) — to a turn ; to perfection ; precisely right : perfectly

tuin>ab0ut \'t3r-n3-,baiit\ n 1 a : a change or reversal of direction,
trend, policy, or role b : a changing from one allegiance to
another c : turncoat, renegade 2 : merry-go-round
tUin>around \-,raund\ n l : a space permitting the turning around
of a vehicle 2 : turnabout lb
turn away vt 1 ; deflect, avert 2 a : to send away ; reject, dis-
miss b : repel : to refuse admittance or acceptance to ^^ vi

; to start to go away ; depart
turn back vi la: to stop going forward b ; to go in the reverse
direction : return 2 ; to refer to an earlier time or place ^ vt

1 ; to drive back or away 2 : to stop the advance of : check
3 : to fold back

turn<bucK>le ytsm-.bsk-slX n ; a link with a screw thread at one
end and a swivel at the other or a right-and-left screw link used
for tightening a rod or stay

turn-coat \-,k6t\ n ; one who forsakes his party or principles;
specij : TRATTOR
turn down vi ; to be capable of being folded or doubled down
(collar turns down} '— v/ 1 ; to fold or double down 2 : to
turn upside down ; invert 3 : to reduce in height or intensity by
turning a control iturn down the lights) 4 : decline, reject
Uurn-down \,tam-,daun\ adj ; capable of being turned down;
esp : worn turned down ('^ collar)

2turn>down \'t3m-,daun\ n 1 : REJEcnoN 2 : something turned
down 3 : DOWNTURN
iturn-ei \'tar-n3r\ n : one that turns or is used for turning (cake
'^); specij : one that forms articles with a lathe

2tUT.ner V^sr-nar, 'tu(a)r-\ n [G, fr. turnen to perform gymnastic
exercises, fr. OHG turnen to turn, fr. ML tornare — more at turn]
: a member of a tumverein ; gymnast

turn.ery \'t3r-n9-re\ n : the work, products, or shop of a turner

turn in v/ 1 : to deliver up : hand over 2 : inform on ; betray
3 : to give an account of oneself respecting : acquit oneself of itum
in a good job) -^ vi 1 : to turn from a road or path so as to enter
2 ; to go to bed

turn-in \'t3r-,nin\ n ; something that turns in or is turned in

turn.ing n l ; the act or course of one that turns 2 : a place of a
change in direction 3 ; a forming by use of a lathe ; turnery
turning chisel n : a chisel used for shaping or finishing work in a
lathe

turning point n : a point at which a significant change occurs
tur*nip \'tar-n3p\ n, ojten attrib [prob. fr. Uwrn + E dial, neep
(turnip); fr. the well-rounded root] 1 ; either of two biennial
herbs of the mustard family with thick roots eaten as a vegetable
Or fed to stock: a : one (Brassica rapa) with hairy leaves and
usu. flattened roots b : rittabaga 2 : a large or thick pocket
watch

tur-nix V'tar-niksX n [NL, short for L coturnix quail] : any of a
genus (Turnix) of small mostly soUtary three-toed birds of southern
Europe, Asia, and northern Africa related to the plovers : button
QUAIL
turn.key \'t3m-,ke\ n ; one who has charge of a prison's keys

: JAILER
turn ofl v/ 1 a : dismiss, discharge b ; to dispose of ; sell
2 : deflect, evade 3 : produce, accomplish 4 : to shut off

or stop the flow of by or as if by turning a control 5 : hang lb
6 a : to remove (material) by the process of turning b : to shape
or produce by turning -^ vi 1 : to deviate from a straight course
or from a main road (turn ojj into a side road) 2 a Brit : to
turn bad : spoil b : to change to a specified state : become
tum>oll \'t9r-,n6f\ n 1 : a turning off 2 : a place where one
turns off; esp t an exit ramp on a turnpike

turn on vt : to cause to flow or operate by or as if by turning a
control (turn the water on full)

turn out vt 1 a : expel, evict b : to put (as a horse) to pasture
2 a : to turn inside out {turning out his pockets) b : to empty the
contents of esp. for cleaning or rearranging; also : clean 3 : to
produce by or as if by machine : make with rapidity or regularity

4 : to equip, dress, or finish in a careful or elaborate way 6 : to
put out (a Ught) by turning a switch 6 : to call (as the guard or a
company) out from rest or shelter and into formation -^ vi 1 a : to
come or go out from hoitte in answer to a summons b ; to get out
of bed 2 : to prove to be in the result or end : end
tum>OUt \'t9r-,naut\ n 1 ; an act of turning out 2 chiejly Brit

a : STRIKE 3a b ; striker d 3 : a gathering of people for a special
purpose 4 a : a widened space in a highway for vehicles to pass
or park b : a railroad siding 5 ; a clearing out and cleaning
6 a : a coach or carriage together with the horses, harness, and at-

abut; ® kitten; or further; a back; a bake; H cot, cart;

1 joke; s^ sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; Ui thin; ^ this;

au out; ch cbin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; ! life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zU vision
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! manner of dress : getup 7 : nettendants b : equipment, rig

quantity of produce yielded

turn over vi 1 : to turn from an upri^t position ; overturn
2 : to search (as clothes or papers) by lifting or moving one by
one 3 : to think over ; meditate on 4 : to read or examine (as

a book) slowly or idly 6 : deliver, surrender 6 a : to receive
and dispose of (a stock of merchandise) b ; to do business to the
amount of {turning over $1000 a week) --- vj 1 ; upset, capsize
2 : ROTATE Z di oj one's stomach : to heave with nausea b oj
one's heart ; to seem to leap or Ixirch convulsively with sudden
fright

Uurn-over \'tar-,n6-v3r\ n 1 ; an act or result of turning over
; UPSET 2 ; a turning from one side, place, or direction to its

opposite : SHIFT, REVERSAL 3 : a reorganization with a view to a
shift in personnel : shake-up 4 : something that is turned over
5 : a filled pastry made by turning half of the crust over the other
half 6 : the amount of business done; esp : the volume of shares
traded on a stock exchange 7 a : movement (as of goods or
people) into, through, and out of a place b : a cycle of purchase,
sale, and replacement of a stock of goods; also : the ratio of
sales for a stated period to average inventory c : the number of
persons hired within a period to replace those leaving or dropped
from a working force; also : the ratio of this number to the number
in the average force maintained
Jturn-over \.t3r-,n6-v3r\ adj : capable of being tximed over
: TURNDOWN

turn-pilie \'t3m-,prk\ n [ME turnepike revolving frame bearing
spikes and serving as a barrier, fr. turnen to turn + pike} 1 ; a
toll bar : tollgate 2 a : a toll road or one formerly maintained
as such; esp : a toll expressway b : a main road; esp ; a paved
highway with crowned surface

turn. sole \'t3m-,s61\ n [ME turnesole, fr. MF townesol, fr. Olt
tornasole, fr. tornare to turn (f r. ML) + sole sun, fr. L sol— more at
solar] 1 ; any of several plants whose flowers or stems are sup-
posed to turn with the sun; as a : heliotope b : sunflower
2 : a European herb (Chrozophora tinctoria) of the spurge family
with juice that is turned blue by ammonia; also : a purple dye
obtained from it

turn>spil \-,spit\ n 1 a : one that turns a spit; specif ; a small dog
formerly used in a treadmill to turn a spit b ; a roasting jack
2 : a rotatable spit

tuin*stile \-,stTl\ n 1 : a post with four
arms pivoted on the top set in a passage-
way so that persons can pass through
but cattle cannot 2 : a similar device
set in an entrance for controlling or
counting the persons enteiing

turn.stone \-,ston\ n [fr. a habit of
turning over stones to find food] : any
of various widely distributed migratory
shorebirds (genus Arenaria) resembling
the related plovers and sandpipers;
esp : a widely distributed bird {A.
interpres) having the upper surfaces
variegated with black and chestnut
and a black breast

turn.ta-ble \-,ta-bal\ n l ; a revolvable platform: as a : a plat-
form with a track for turning wheeled vehicles b ; lazy susan
c : a rotating platform that carries a phonograph record 2 : a
machine that reproduces speech or music from records and tran-
scriptions for radiobroadcasting

turn to \'t3m-'tii\ VI : to apply oneself to work : act vigorously
turn up vr 1 : find, discover 2 ; to raise or increase by turning
a control 3 Brit a : to look up (as a word or fact) in a book
b ; to refer to or consult (a book) 4 a : to bring to a supine posi-
tion b : kill 5 : to turn (a card) face upward 6 : to reach a
rotational speed of ; develop power to the extent of (engine turns
up 101 horsepower) — vi 1 : to appear or come to light unex-
pectedly or after being lost 2 a : to turn out to be {turned up
missing at roll call) ; become evident (name is always turning up in
the newspapers) b : to arrive or show up at an appointed or
expected time or place {turned up half an hour late) 3 : to happen
or occur unexpectedly (something alwavs turned up to prevent their
meeting) 4 o/ a ship : tack vi lb — turn up one's nose : to show
scorn or disdain
Uuin-Up \'tar-,n3p\ n : something that is turned up
atum.up \,t3r-,n3p\ adj 1 ; turned up (-^ nose) 2 ; made or

turnstile 2

i-\ n [G, fr. turnen to perform
an athletic club
i-\ n [ME terbentyne, turpen-

fitted to be turned up (--' collar)
turn.ver.ein X'tam-va-.rln, 'tu(3)rr
gymnastic exercises + verein club] ;

itur.pen.tine X'tar-pan-.tln, 'tsrp-^
tyne, fr. MF & ML; MF terbentine, lourbentine, fr. ML terbenlina,
fr. L terebinthina, fem. of terebinthinus of terebinth, fr. terebinihus
terebinth, fr. Gk terebinthos] 1 a : a yellow to brown semifluid
oleoresin obtained as an exudate from the terebinth — called also
Chi.an turpentine \,kT-3n-\ b : an oleoresin obtained from
vanous conifers (as some pines and firs) 2 a : an essential oil
obtained from turpentines by distillation and used esp. as a
solvent and thirmer — called also gum turpentine, oil oj turpentine
b : a similar oil obtained by distillation or carbonization of pine-
wood — called also wood turpentine — tur.pen-tin.ic X.tar-psn-
'tin-ik, ,t3rp-'m-\ or tur.pen-tin'OUS \-'tI-nas\ adj

aturpentine vr 1 : to apply turpentine to 2 : to extract turpentine
from (pine trees) ~ vi : to collect or make turpentine

tur.pi-tude \'t3r-p3-,t(y)ud\ n [MF, fr. L twpitudo, fr. turpis vile,
base] : mherent baseness : depravity (moral '^); also ; a base act
turps \'t3rps\ n pi but sing in constr [by shortening & alter.]

: turpentine
tux.quoise a/^o tur.quois \'t3r-,k(w)6iz\ n [ME turkeis, twcas, fr.MF turquoyse, fr. fem. of turquoys Turkish, fr. OF, fr. Turc Turk]
1 : a nuneral CuA16(P04)4(OH)b.5HzO consisting of a blue bluish
green or greenish gray hydrous basic copper aluminum phosphatemat takes a high pohsh and changes sometimes to a green tint butwhen sky blue is valued as a gem 2 : a variable color averaging a
bght greenish blue

*^?t"^^^!i?J'J®H'' i-^";?"^.^'^
^°^°^ averaging a Ught greenish blue

that IS paler and shghtly bluer than average turquoise
turquoise green n : a variable color averaging a light bluish green

t^'}?l \-^'""^^i
'^^'^^ 'tur-at\ n [ME touret, fr. MF torete, tourete,

ir. uh, dim. ot tor. tur tower — more at tower] 1 ; a little tower-
specij . an ornamental structure at an angle of a larger structure

tutor

2 a ; a pivoted and revolvable holder In a machine tool bra monitor
on a fire truck or on the deck of a fireboat c : a photographic or
television camera device holding several lenses 3 a : a tall building
usu. moved on wheels and formerly used for carrying soldiers and
equipment for breaching or scaling a wall b (I) : a gunner's fixed
or movable enclosure in an airplane (2) : a revolving structure on
a warship protecting the breech portion of a gun (3) : the upper
structure of a tank rotatable for swinging the gun mounted with-
in it

tur-ret-ed \-3d\ adj l : furnished with or as if with turrets 2 oj a
mollusk shell ; having whorls forming a high conical spiral
Uui.tle X'tsrt-IX n [ME, fr. OE twtla, fr. L turtw, of imit. originl
archaic : turtledove

2turtle rt, pi turtles also
turtle ojten attrib [prob. by
folk etymology fr. F tortue,
prob. fr. (assumed) VL
tartaruca, fr. LL tartarucha,
fem. of tartaruchus of Tar-
tarus, fr. Gk tartarouchos, fr.

Tartaros Tartarus] : any of
an order (Testudinata) of
land, freshwater, and marine
reptiles with a toothless homy
beak and a bony shell which
encloses the trunk and into
which the head, limbs, and
tail usu. may be withdrawn

3turtle VI tur-tling X'tsrt-lio, -

occupation
tur.tle.back \'t3rt-n-.bak\ n

hawksbiU turtle

1-io\ I to catch turtles esp. as an

raised convex surface — tUTtle-
bacK or tur.tie-backed \,t3rt-n-'bakt\ adj

ttix.tle.dove \'t3rt-=I-,d3v\ n : any of several small wild pigeons
esp. of an Old World genus {Streptopelia) noted for plaintive cooing
tur>tle>head \-,hed\ n : any of a genus {Chelone) of perennial
herbs of the figwort family with, spikes of showy white or purple
flowers

tur>tle>neck \-,nek\ n : a high close-fitting turnover collar used
esp. for sweaters; also : a sweater with a turtleneck

turves pi oj turf
iTus.can \'t3s-ksn\ n [MB, fr. L tuscanus. adj., Etruscan, fr.

Tusci Etruscans] 1 : a native or inhabitant of Tuscany 2a: the
Italian language spoken in Tuscany b : the standard literary
dialect of Italian
^Tuscan adj l : of, relating to, or characteristic of Tuscany, the
Tuscans, or Tuscan 2 : of or relating to one of the five classical
orders of architecture that is of Roman origin and plain in style

Tus.ca.ro-ra \,t3s-k3-'r6r-3, -'r6r-\ n, p/Tuscarora orTuscaroras
[Tuscarora Ska-ru-re", lit., Indian hemp gatherers] 1 a : an
Iroquoian people of No. Carolina and later of New York and
Ontario b : a member of this people 2 : the language of the
Tuscarora people

tU'SChe \'tush-a\ n [G, back-formation fr. tuschen to lay on
color, fr. F toucher, lit., to touch] ; a substance constituted like
lithographic ink and used in lithography for drawing and painting
and in etching and silk-screen process as a resist

itUSh \'t3sh\ n [ME tusch, fr. OE tusc; akin to OFris tusk tooth,
OE toth tooth] : a long pointed tooth : tusk; esp ; a horse's
canine — tashed \'t3sht\ adj

stUSh interj [ME tussch'^ — used to express disdain or reproach
itUSk \'t3sk\ n [ME, alter, of tux, fr. OE tux; akin to OE tusc tush]
1 ; an elongated greatly enlarged tooth that projects when the
mouth is closed and serves for digging food or as a weapon;
broadly ; a long protruding tooth 2 : one of the small projections
on a tusk tenon — tusked \'taskt\ adj— tusk-like \'tas-,klTk\ adj
2tusk v/ ; to dig up with a tusk; also : to gash with a tusk
tusk.er \'t3s-k3r\ n : an animal with tusks; specij : a male elephant
with two normally developed tusks

tusk tenon n : a tenon strengthened by one or more smaller tenons
underneath forming a steplike outline

tus-sali \'t3s-a, -,6\ or tus-sore \'t3s-,o(s)r, -,6(3)r, (,)tss-'\ n
[Hindi tasar'\ X an Oriental silkworm that is the larva of a moth
(Antheraea paphia of the family Satumiidae) and that produces a
brownish silk; also : this silk or a fabric made of it

tus.Sive \'tas-iv\ adj [L tussis cough] : of, relating to, or involved
in coughing
Uus-Sle \'t3s-3l\ vi tUS-sling \-(3-)lii3\ [ME tussillen, freq. of
ME -tusen, -tousen to tousle — more atTOUSE] : to struggle roughly
; SCUFFLE

itussle n 1 : a physical contest or struggle ; scuffle 2 : a rough
argument, controversy, or struggle against difficult odds

tUS'SOCk \'t3s-3k\ n [origin unknown] : a compact tuft esp. of
grass or sedge- also : a hummock in marsh bound together by
plant roots — tns.socky \-3-ke\ adj
tussock grass, n : a grass or sedge that typically grows in tussocks
tussock moth n : any of numerous dull-colored moths (esp. family
Lymantriidae) that commonly have wingless females

tut \a \-sound made by suction rather than explosion; ojten read as
't3t\ or tut-tut interj [origin unknown] — used to express dis-

approval or disbelief
tu-tee \t(y)ij-'te\ n : one who is being tutored
tu.te.lage \'t(y)ut-1-ij\ n [L tutela protection, guardlaii, fr.

tutus, pp. of tueri to look at, guard] 1 : an act of guarding or
protecting : guardianship 2 ; the state of being under a guardian
or tutor; also ; the right or power of a tutor over his pupil 3 a : in-

struction esp. of an individual bra guiding influence
tu.te.lar \-=l-ar\ adj : tutelary
itu.te-lary \'t(y)ut-'i-,er-e\ adj 1 ;

person or a thijig ('^ goddess) 2
(— authority)

atutelary n : a tutelary power (as a deity)

UU-tor \'t(y)ut-3r\ n [ME, fr. MF & L; MF tuteur^ fr. L tutor, fr.

tutus, pp. of tueril : a person charged with the mstruction and
guidance of another: as a t a private teacher b : a university
officer serving as adviser to undergraduates assigned to him c ; a
teacher esp. in a British university ranking below an instructor

2tutor vr 1 : to have the guardianship, tutelage, or care of 2 : to
teach or guide usu. individually in a special subject or for a par-
ticular purpose : coach ~ v/ 1 : to do the work of a tutor 2 : to
receive instruction esp. privately
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tU'tor-age \'t(y)ut-3-rij\ n : the office, function, or work of a

tU'tor-ess \*tCy>ut-a-r3s\ n ; a female tutor
ltu*tO'Ti>al \t(y)u-'t6r-e-sl, -'t6r-\ adj : of, relating to, or involving
a tutor

Mutorial n ; a class conducted by a tutor for one student or a small
number of students

tU*tor>Sliip \'t(y)Lit-3r-,ship\ n 1 ; the office, function, or practice
of a tutor 2 : tutelage 3

tU«toy»er \tiE-twa-ya\ vt C F. to address with the pronoun tu

("thou"), fr. MF, fr. tu thou, fr. L — more at thouJ : to address
familiarly
itUt.U \'tiit-e, 'tut-; 'tii-.te, 'tiiA adj (or adv) [It, masc. pi. of tutto

all] : ALL — used as a direction in music for voices or instruments
to perform together

atUtU n : a passage or section performed by all the performers
tut-ti-Irut-ti \,tut-e-'frut-e\ n [It luiiijruili, Ut., ail fruits] ; a con-
fection or ice cream containing chopped usu. candied fruits

tut.ty \'t3t-e\ n [ME tutie, fr. MF, fr. Ar tutiyd', fr. Per, fr. Skt
tultha'i : a crude zinc oxide obtained from the flues of smelting
furnaces

tu.tu \'tu-(,)tu\ n [F, fr. (baby talk) cucu. tutu backside, alter, of
cul — more at culetI : a very short projecting skirt worn by a
ballerina
tu-wlut tu-whoo \t3-.(h)wit-ts-'(h)wu\ n [imit.] : the cry of an
owl

txix \'t3ks\ n ; tuxedo
tux-e-do \,t3k-'sed-(,)o\ n [Tuxedo Park, N. Y.] 1 : a single*
breasted or double-breasted usu. black or blackish blue jacket
2 : semiformal everung clothes for men

tu.yere \twe-'e(3)r\ n [F tuyere, fr. MF. fr. tuyau pipe] ; a nozzle
through which an air blast is delivered to a forge or blast furnace
twa \'twa\ or twae \'twa, 'twe\ Scot var oj two
Uwad-dle \'twad-'l\ n [prob. alter, of E dial, twattle (idle talk)]

1 ; silly idle talk : drivel 2 : twaddler
ztwaddle vb twad*dllng \'iwad-liQ, --^-ioN ; prate, babble— twad'dler Vlar, -'l-3r\ n
Uwaln \'twan\ adj [ME, fr. OE fwegen — more at two] archaic
: TWO
2twain pron : two (mark '-^>

3twain n 1 ; two 2 : couple, pair
Uwang \'twao\ n [imit.] 1 : a harsh quick ringirg sound Uke that
of a plucked bowstring 2a: nasal speech or resonam-e b : the
characteristic speech of a region, locahiy, or group of people
3 a : an act of plucking b ; pang, twinge — Iwangy \'twar)-e\
ad)
2twang vi twang'ing \'twaD-io\ 1 : to sound with a rv/ang (the
bowstring -^ed'y 2 : to speak or sound with a nasal iiuonation
3 : to throb or twitch with pain or tension -^ vt 1 ; to cause to
sound with a twang 2 : to utter or pronounce with a nasal twang
3 : to pluck the siring of i'^ed his bow^
stwang n taller, of tang\ 1 : a persisting flavor, taste, or odor

: tang 2 '. suggestion, trace
tway-hlade X'twa-.bladX n [E dial, tway (twol] : any of several
orchids (esp. genera Listera or Liparis) having a pair of leaves
Uweak \'twek\ vb [ME twikken, fr. OE twiccian to pluck — more
at twitch] vt 1 : to pinch and pull with a sudden jerk and twist

; TWTrcH 2 : to pinch the nose of <~ a baby) — vi : TwrrcH
2lweak n 1 : an act of tweaking : pinch 2 ; agftation, distress
tweed \'twed\ n [alter, of Sc tweel twill, fr. ME twylll \ : a rough
woolen fabric made usu. in twill weaves and used esp. for suits and
coats 2 pi : tweed clothing; specif : a tweed suit

tweed>ed \'twed-sd\_ad^ : wearing tweeds
tweed-i-ness \'twed-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being tweedy
Twee.die.dum andTwee-dle-dee \,twed-=l-'d3m-9n-,twed-n-'de\ n
[E tweedle (to chirp) + dum (imit. of a low musical note) & dee
(imit. of a high musical note)] ; two individuals or groups that are
practically indistinguishable
tweedy \'twed-e\ adj 1 : of or resembling tweed 2 a : given to
wearing tweeds b ; informal or suggestive of the outdoors in taste
or habits

tweeil \(')twen\ prep [ME twene, short for betwene} i between
itweet Vtwet\ n [imit.] ; a chirping note
atweet vb t chirp
tweet«er \'twet-3r\ n : a small loudspeaker responsive onlv to the
higher acoustic frequencies and reproducing sounds of high pitch
tweeze \'twez\ vt [back-formation fr. tweezers'! ; to pluck or
remove with tweezers

tweez»er \'twe-7.ar\ n : tweezers
tweez»ers \-z3rz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [obs. E tweeze, n.
(etui), short for obs. E etweese, fr. pi. of obs. E etwee, fr. F etui\

; any of various small pincer-shaped tools used for plucking, hold-
ing, or manipuladng
tweltth \ 'twelfth, 'iwelft\ n, pi twelltns — see number table— twelfth adj
Twelfth Day n ; epiphany
Twellth Night n 1 ; the eve preceding Epiphany 2 : the evening
of Epiphany

twelve \'twelv\ n [ME, fr. twelve, adj., fr. OE twelj; akin to OHG
zweljj twelve; both fr. a prehistoric Gmc compound whose first

element is represented by OE twa two, and whose second element
is represented by OE -leojan (in endleojan eleven) — more at two,
eleven] 1 — see number table 2 cap : the twelve original disciples
of Jesus 3 : the 12th in a set or series 4 : something having 12
units or members 6 pi I twelvemo — twelve adj or pron
twelve>mo \'twelv-(,)m6\ n : the size of a piece of paper cut 12
from a sheet; also : a book, a page, or paper of th's size — called
also duodecimo
twelve>month \-,m3n(t)th\ n : year
twelve-tone \-'t6n\ adj : of or relating to music based on the 12
chromatic tones used in an arbitrary but fixed order without regard
for traditional tonality

twen*ti>eth \'twent-e-ath\ n — see number table — twentieth adj
twen.ly \'twent-e\ _n [ME, fr. twenty, adj., fr. OE tweiuig, n.,

group of 20, fr. twen- (akin to OE iwa two) -(- -tig group of 10— more at two, eighty ] 1 — see number table 2 pi : the numbers

20 to 29 inclusive; specij : the years 20 to 29 in a lifetime or century
3 : a twenty-dollar bill — twenty adj or pron

twen.ty-lour-mo \,tvvent-e-'fo(3)r-(,)m6, -f6(9)r-\ n : the size of a
piece of paper cut 24 from a sheet; also : a book, a page, or paper of
this size

twen4y-one \,twent-e-'w3n\ n 1 - see number table 2 or
21 [trans, of F vingt-ei-uT^'\ ; a card game the object of which is to
be dealt cards having a higher count than those of the dealer up to
but not exceeding 21 - called also blackjack, vingt-et-un —
twenty-one adj or pron

twenty-twenty or 20, 20 \,twent-e-'twent-e\ adj, oj the human
eye : having normal visual acuity

twen.ty-two \,twent-e-'tii\ n 1 — see number table 2 : a 22-call-
ber rifle or pistol — usu. written .22 — twenty-two adj or pron

twerp \'tw3rp\ n [origm unknown] : a silly, insignificant, or con-
temptible person

Twi Vchwe. 'twe, 'che\ n 1 ; a dialect of Akan 2 ; a literary lan-
guage based on the Twi dialect and used by the Akan-speaking
peoples (as the Ashanti)

twi- prejix [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG zk-j- twi-. L 6/-, Gk di; OE
tYia two] : two : double : doubly : twice (r^flight)

twice \'lwTs\ adv [ME twigps. twies, fr. OE twiga; akin to OE twi-'i

1 : on two occasions <^ absent) 2 : two times ; in doubled quan-
tity or degree <— two is four)

twice-born \-'b6(3')rn\ ad) 1 : bom a second time 2 : having
undergone a definite experience of fundamental moral and spiritual
renewal : regenerate 3 : of or forming one of the three upper
Hindu caste groups iu wtiich boys undergo an initiation symboliz-
ing spiritual birth

twice-laid \'twT-'sIad\ ad) : made from the ends of rope and strands
of used rope (jvAce-laid rope)

twice-told \,twT-,st61d\ adj 1 : narrated twice 2 ; hackneyed,
TRFTE — used chiefly in the phrase a twice-told tale

itwid.dle \'twid-^I\ vb twid-dling \'twid-liQ, -=l-ir)\ [origin un-
known] VI 1 : to be busy with trifles; also : today negUgently with
something : fiddle 2 : to turn or jounce U§htly : jiggle -^ vt

: to rotate Ughtly or idly : twirl <~ one's thumbs)
^twiddle n : turn, twist
Itwig \*twig\ n [.ME twigge, fr. OE; akin to OHG zwig twig, OB
twa two] : a small shoot or branch — twigged \'twigd\ adj —
twlg'gy \'twig-e\ adj
2twig vb twigged; twig-ging [perh. fr. ScGael twig I understand]
vt 1 ; Notice, observe 2 : to understand the meaning of : com-
prehend -^ VI : notice, understand
3twig n [origin unknown] Brii : fashion, style
twig pruner n : any of numerous small beetles whose larvae bore in
twigs of trees and cut tbem off

twi-light \'iwT ,lTt\ n, often atirib 1 : the Ught from the sky be-
tween full night and sunrise or between sunset and full night
produced by diffusion of sunUght through the atmosphere and its

dust 2 : a s^ate of imperfect clarity ; a period of decline
Twilight of the Gods : ragnarok
twilight sleep n : a state produced by injection of m.orphine and
scopolamine in which awareness and memory of pain is dulled or
effaced

twi^lit \'twT-,Iit\ adj [nvHight -!- lifi : lighted by or as if by twilight

Uwill \'twil\ n [ME twyll, Fr. OE twilic having a double thread,
modif. of L bilic-, bilix, fr. hi- + licium thread] 1 ; a fabric with a
twill weave 2 : a textile weave in which the filling threads pass over
one and under two or more warp threads to give an appearance of
diagonal lines

atwill vt ; to make (cloth) with a twill weave
twilled \*iwild\ adj : made with a twill weave
Uvrin \'twin\ adj [ME, fr. OE twinn twofold, two by two; akin to
ON tvinnr two by two. OE twa two] 1 ; bom with one other or as
a pair at one birth <,'^ brother) <--' girls) 2 a : made up of two
similar, related, or connected members or pans : double b : paired
in a close or necessary relationship : matching c : having or
consisting of two identical units d : being one of a pair <'^ city)

2twin n 1 : either of two offspring produced at a birth 2 : one of
two persons or things closely
related to or resembling each
other 3 : a compound crystal
composed of two or more
crystals or parts of ciTStals of

octahedron showing
3twin vb twinned; twln-ning
vt 1 : to bring together in close twins
association ; couple 2 : du- twinning plane, a b c d e f; B con-
plicate, match ~ vi 1 : to tact twin; C penetration twin
bring forth twins 2 : to grow
as a twin crystal

twin-ber-ry \'twin-,ber-e\ « 1 : a shrubby No. American honey-
suckle {Lonicera involucrata) with purple involucrate flowers
2 : partridgeberry

twin bill n : doubleheader
twin-bom \'twin-'b6(aim\ adj % bom at the same birth
itwine \'twTn\ n [ME twin, fr. OE twin; akin to MD twijn twine,
OE twa two] 1 : a strong string of two or more strands twisted
together 2 : a twined or interlaced part or object 3 : an act of
twining, interlacing, or etnbracing — twiny \'twi-ne\ adj
2twine vt 1 ; to twist together; also ; to form by twisting : weave
2 a : interlace b : to cause to encircle or enfold another : wrap
c : to cause to be encircled ~ vi 1 : to coil about a support 2 : to
stretch or move in a sinuous manner : meander <river ~5 through
the valley) — twin-er n

twin-flow-er \'twin-,flaiiC-3)r\ n ; either of two low prostrate
subshrubs {Linnaea borealis of northern Europe and Asia and L.
americana of northern No. America) of the honeysuckle family
with opposite leaves and fragrant usu. pink flowers in pairs

Uwinge \'twinj\ vb twinged; twlng>ing or twinge>ing [ME
twengen, fr. OE twengan'[ vt 1 dial ; pluck, tweak 2 : to affect
with a sharp pain : prick — vi : to feel a sudden sharp local pain
2tWinge n 1 : a sudden sharp stab of pain 2 : a moral or emotional
pang
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twi-night \'twT-.nTt\ adj [rwiUght + nighf] : of or relating to a

basebaU doubleheader in which the first game is played in the late

afternoon and the second continues into the evening

itwin.kle \'twia-k3l\ vb twin.kling \-k(3-)ho\ [ME twinklen, fr.

OE iwinclian; akin to MHG zwinken to blink] vi 1 : to shine with a
fhckering or sparkling light ; scintillate 2 a : to flutter the eye-

hds b : to appear bright with merriment or other usu. happy
feeling <his eyes twinkled} 3 : to flutter or flit rapidly — v; 1 ; to

cause to shine with fluctuating Ught 2 ; to flicker or flirt rapidly
— twin.Kler \-k(3-)lsr\ n
atwinkle n l ; a wink of the eyeUds 2 : the instant's duration of a

wink : TWINKLING 3 : an intermittent radiance : flicker 4 : a
rapid flashing motion : flirt — twin-kly \-k(3-)le\ adj

twin.kling \'twio-kO-)liD. for lb -kliri\ n 1 a : a winking of the

eye b : the time required for a wink : instant 2 : scintillation

twin-screw \'twin-'skrU\ adj : having a right-handed and a lefts

handed propeller screw parallel to each other on each side of the

plane of the keel

Uwirl \'tw3r(-3)l\ vb [perh. of Scand origin; akin to Norw dial.

tvirla to twirl; akin to OHG dweran to stir — more at turbid]
VI 1 : to revolve rapidly : spin 2 : to pitch in a baseball game
'^ vt X : to cause to rotate rapidly : whirl 2 : pitch 2a —
twirl-er \'tw3r-lar\ n

2twirln 1: an act of twirling 2 : coil, whorl— twirly X'twsr-leXadf/

twirp var oj twerp
itwist \'twist\ vb [ME twisten, fr. OE -twist rope; akin to MD
twist quarrel, twine, OE iwa two] vt 1 a : to unite by winding one
thread, strand, or wire around another h : PLArr. wreathe
C : entwine, interlace 2 : twine, coil 3 a : to wring or wrench
so as to dislocate or distort; esp : spr.ain i'^ed my ankle) b : to

alter the meaning of : pervert {-~-ed the facts) c ; contort ('^ed

his face into a grin) d : to pull off. turn, or break by torsion

e : to cause to move with a turning motion 1 ; to form into a spiral

shape g : to cause to become deformed ; warp h : to make (one's

way) in a winding or devious manner to a destination or objective
-^ VI 1 : to follow a winding course : snake 2 a : to turn or
change shape under torsion b : to assume a spiral shape c : squirm,
ft RrrHE 3 oJ a ball : to rotate while taking a curving path or direc-

tion 4 : to turn around syn see curve
2twist n 1 : something formed by twisting or winding: as a : a
thread, yam, or cord formed by twisting two or more strands to-

gether b : a strong tightly twisted sewing silk c : a baked piece of
twisted dough d : tobacco leaves twisted into a thick roll 2 : the

fleshing between the hind legs esp- of cattle or sheep 3 a : an act of
twisting : the state of being twisted b : a dance performed with
strenuous gyrations esp. of the hips c : the spin given the ball in

any of various games (as baseball^ d : a spiral turn or curve
e (1) : torque or torsional stress apphed to a body (as a rod or
shaft) (2) : torsional strain (3) : the angle through which a thing
is twisted 4 a : a turning aside : defle- tion b : ECCENTRicrrv.
idiosyncrasy c : a distortion of meaning or sense ; perversion
5 a ; an unexpected turn or development b ; device, trick
c : a variant approach or method : gimmick 6 slang ; girl,

woman; esp : floozy — twisty \'twis-te\ adv
twist drill n : a drill having deep helical grooves extending from the
point to the smooth portion of the shank

twist-er \'twis-t3r\ n 1 ; one that twists: esp ; a ball with a forward
and spinning motion 2 : a tornado, waterspout, or dust devil in
which the rotatory ascending movement of a column of air is esp.

itwit \*twit\ vt twit-ted; twit-ting [ME atwiten to reproach, fr-

OE xtwltan. fr. asi at + wlian to reproach; akin to OHG wizan to
punish, OE witan to know] 1 ; to subject to Ught ridicule or re-

proach : rally 2 : to make fun of as a fault syn see ridicule
2twit n : an act of twitting : taunt
3twit n [imit.] : TwrrrER, chirp
itwitch \'twich\ vb [ME iwicchen: akin to OE twiccian to pluck,
OHG &2wickan to pinch] vt : to move or pull with a sudden
motion : jerk ** vi 1 ; pull, pluck {^ed at my sleeve) 2 a : to
move jerkily : quiver b : to ache with a twinge — twitch-er n
2twitch n 1 : an act of twitching; esp : a short sudden pull or jerk
2 : PANG, twinge 3 a : a short spastic contraction or the muscle
fibers b : a slight jerk of a body part — twitchy \'twich-e\ adj
^twitch n [alter, of quitch} ; a couch grass {Agropyron repens)
Uwit-ter \'twit-ar\ vb [ME twiieren.- akin to OHG zwizziron to
twitter] vi 1 : to utter successive chirping noises 2 a : to talk in a
chattering fashion b : giggle. TirrtR 3 : to tremble with agita-
tion : fllttter "^ vr 1 ; to chirp out 2 : to shake rapidly back
and forth : fli/fter — twit-ter-er \-3r-3r\ n

atwitter n 1 ; a trembUng agitation : quiver 2 : the chirping of
birds 3 a : a Ught chattering : gabble b : a Ught silly laugh
: giggle — twit-tery \'twit-3-re\ adj

twixt \(')twikst\ prep [ME twix, short for betwix, betwixf] : be-
tween
two \'tu\ n [ME twa, two. adj.. fr. OE twa (fem. & neut.); akin to
OE twegen two (masc.), tu (neut). OHG zwene, L duo, Gk dyo"]
1 — see number table 2 : the second in a set or series (the '~^

of hearts) 3 ; a 2-dollar bill 4 : something having two units or
members — two adj or pron
two-base hit \.tu-.basA n ; a base hit enabling a batter to reach
second base safely : double — caUed also two-bag-ger \'tU-
'bag-3r\

two-bit \,tu-,bit\ adj 1 ; of the value of two bits 2 : petty,
small-time
two bits n pi but sing or pi in constr 1 : the value of a quarter of a
dollar 2 : something of smaU worth or importance
itwo-by-Iour \,tii-b3-'f6(o)r. -'f6fa)r\ adj 1 : measuring two
units (as inches) by four 2 ; small, cramped

^two-by-louT n : a piece of lumber having finished dimensions
of l^iby 3% inches

tWO-<;ycle adj, oj an internal-combustion engine ; having a two*
stroke cycle
two-dimensional adj l ; having two dimensions 2 ! lacking
depth of characterization <~ fiction)
two-laced \'tu-'fast\ adj 1 : having two faces 2 : double*
dealing, false — two-Iaced-ly \-"fa-sad-lc, -'fast-leX adv

two-Iist.ed \-'fis-t3d\ adj : VIRILE, vigorous
two-lold \'tii-,f61d. -'foldX adj 1 : having two units or members
2 ; being twice as great or as many — two-told \-'fold\ adv

2, 4-D \,tu-,f6r-'de. -,fdr-\ n : a white crystalline compound
CaHfiCUOa used as a weed kiUer

2, 4, 5-T \-,fTv-'te\ n : an irritant compound CIzCbHsOz used in
brush and weed control
two-hand*ed \'tu-'han-dad\ adj 1 : used with both hands 2 : re-

quiring two persons <a ~ saw) 3 : stout, strong 4 : having or
efficient with two hands
two«pence \'tap-an(t)s, -'m(p)s, US also 'tu-,pen(t)s\ n, pi two-
pence or two>penc-es : the sum of two pence
two-pen>ny \'tap-(3-)ne, US also 'tu-,pen-e\ adj ; of the value of
or costing twopence
two-phase adj : diphase
two-ply adj 1 : woven as a double cloth 2 : consisting of two
strands or thicknesses

two-sld*ed \'iu-'sTd-ad\ adj 1 : having two sides ; bilateral

two-some \'tu-S3m\ n 1 : a group of two persons or things
: couple 2 : a golf single

two-star adj : being or having the rank of major general or rear
admiral
two-step \'tu-,step\ n 1 : a ballroom dance executed with a sUding
step-close-step in march or polka time 2 : a piece of music for
the two-step — two-step vi

two-time \'tu-,tim\ vt 1 ; to betray (a spouse or lover) by secret
lovemaking with another 2 : double-cross
two—way adj 1 : being a cock or valve that wiU connect a pipe or
channel with either of two others 2 : moving or allowing move-
ment in either direction 3a: involving or allowing an exchange
between two individuals or groups; specif : designed for both
sending and receiving messages <'^ radio) b : involving mutual
responsibility or reciprocal relationships 4 : involving two par-
ticipants 5 : usable in either of two manners (^ collar)

two-winged VtU-'wiodX adj ; having one pair of wings : dipterous
two-winged Ily n : any of a large order (Diptera) of winged or
rarely wingless insects having segmented often headless, eyeless,

and legless larvae and including the true flies (as the housefly),
mosquitoes, gnats, and related forms with the anterior wings
functional and the posterior reduced to balancers

-ty n sujjix [ME -le, fr. OF -te, fr L -tat-, -tas — more at -ity]

: quality : condition ; degree <a priori/j)

Ty-bum X'tl-bsmX n ; a former place of pubUc execution In London
ty*coon \ti-'kun\ n [Jap taikun. fr. Chin (Pek) ta* great + chiin^

ruler] 1 : shogun 2 a ; a businessman of exceptional wealth
and power b : a masterful leader (as in poUtics)
Ty.deus \'tT-,d(y)us, 'tid-e-ssN n [L, fr. Gk] : one of the Seven
against Thebes
tying pres part oj tie
tyke \'tTk\ n [ME tyke, fr. ON tJk bitch] 1 : dog, cur 2 a : a
clumsy, churUsh, or eccentric person b ; a smaU child
tymbal var oj timbal
tym*pan \'tim-p3n\ n [in sense 1, fr. ME, fr. OE timpano, fr. L
tympanum: in other senses, fr. ML & L tympanum} 1 ; drum
2 ; a sheet (as of paper or cloth) placed between the impression
surface of a press and the paper to be printed 3 : an architectural
panel : tympanum
tympani n pi but sing or pi in constr [by alter.] : timpani
tym-pan<iC \tim-'pan-ik\ adj [L& NL tympanum] 1 : of, relating
to, or being a tympanum 2 : resembUng a drum
tympanic bone n : a bone of the mammalian skuU enclosing part of
the middle ear and supporting the tympanic membrane
tympanic membrane n ; a thin membrane closing externally the
cavity of the middle ear — caUed also eardrum
tym*pa>nist \'tim-p3-nsst\ n ; a member of an orchestra who plays
the kettledrums
tym*pa*ni-tes \,tim-ps-'nTt-ez\ n [ME, fr. LL. fr. Gk tympanites,
fr tympanon} : a distension of the abdomen caused by accumulation
of gas in the intestinal tract or peritoneal cavity — tym>pa-nit*ic
\-'nit-ik\ adj
tym.pa-num X'tim-ps-namX n, pi tym*pa>na \-n3\ also tym-
panums [ML & L; ML, eardrum, fr. L. drum, architectural panel,
fr. Gk lympanon drum, kettledrum; akin to Gk typiein to beat]
1 a (1) : tympanic membrane (2) : the middle ear b : a thin
tense membrane covering an organ of hearing of an insect c : a
membranous resonator in a sound-producing organ 2a; the
recessed usu. triangular face of a pediment within the frame made
by the upper and lower cornices b : the space within an arch and
above a Untel or a subordinate arch 3 : tympan 1 4 : the dia-
phragm of a telephone
tym.pa.ny \-ne\ n [ML r^mponio?, fr.Gk, fr. vrnpanon] la:TYM-
panftes b : resonance on percussion 2 : bombast, TURGiDrrY

tyne var o/ tine
typ.able or type-able \'tT-p&-bal\
adj : that may be typed

typ-al \'tT-p3l\ adj 1 : of or relat-

ing or belonging to a type 2 : serv-
ing as a type : typical
'type VtipX n, ojten attrib [LL
typus, fr. L & Gk; L typus image,
fr. Gk typos blow, impression,
model, fr. typtein to strike, beat-
akin to L stuprum defilement]
1 a ; a person or thing (as in the '"

Old Testament) believed to fore- q_Sv
shadow another (as in the New '

Testament) b : one having qual-
ities of a higher category ; model
c : a lower taxonomic category
selected as a standard of reference
for a higher category; also : a
specimen or series of specimens
on wliich a taxonomic species or
subspecies is actually based 2 : a "
distinctive mark or sign 3 a ; a type 3a: 1 face, 2 counters,
rectangular block typically of 3 bevel, 4 shoulder, 5 beard,
metal or wood bearing a rcUef 6 serifs. 7 crossbar, 8 beUy,
character from which an inked p back, 10 body. // set size,
print is made b ; a collection 12 point size, 13 nick, 14 groove,
of such blocks c : typeface 15 feet
d ; printed letters 4 a : Qualities

to a number of Individuals that distinguish them as an
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Identifiable class: as (1) : the morphological, physiological, or eco-
logical characters by which relationship between organisms may be
recognized (2) : the form common to all instances of a word b : a
typical and often superior specimen c : a particular kind, class, or
group: as (1) ; a taxonomic category essentially equivalent to a
division or phylum (2) : a group distinguishable on physiologic
or serological bases (3) : one of a hierarchy of mutually exclusive
classes in logic suggested to avoid paradoxes d : something dis-
tinguishable as a variety : sort
Syn KIND, SOKT, NATURE, DESCRIPTION. CHARACTER: TYPE may

suggest strong and clearly marked similarity throughout the items
included so that each is typical of the group; kind and sort imply
a group with less explicit resemblances; kini> may suggest natural
grouping; sort often suggests some disparagement; nature may
imply inherent, essential resemblance rather than obvious or super-
ficial likenesses; description implies a group marked by agreement
in all details belonging to a type as described or defined; charac-
ter implies a group marked by distinctive likenesses peculiar to
the type

TYPE
The following table shows the old names and the sizes of type; the
black squares show the sizes of the corresponding em quad, and the
num.bers refer to the nearest equivalent in the American point system.

Name Specimen Em quad Point

Diamond . . »bcdefFhl)kimnop<|r3tuvwiy« 4^
Pearl .... abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 5

Agate .... abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwx 53^
Nonpareil . , abcdef ghijkl mnopqrstuvw fl 6

Minion . . abcdefghijklmnopqrstu ^ 7

Brevier . . . abcdefg'hijklmnopqrstu Q g
Bourgeois . . abcdefghijklmnopqrs 9

Long Primer . abcdefghljklmnopqr tm 10

Small Pica, . abcdefghijklmiiop S u

Pica .... abcdefghijklmn KB la

Enpiish . . . abcdefghijklm B| w

Columbian abcdefghijk g|| w

GreatPrimer. abcdcfgMj ffl W

stype vt 1 : to represent beforehand as a type : prefigure 2 : to
produce a copy of; also : represent, typify 3 : typewrite
4 ; to identify as belonging to a type; as a : to determine the
natural type of (as a blood sample) b : typecast ^ vi : typewrite

type.case \'tjp-.kas\ n ; ^case 3
type. cast \'tip-.kast\ vt 1 : to cast (an actor) in a part calling for
the same characteristics as those possessed by the actor himself
2 : to cast (an actor) repeatedly in the same type of role

type-face \-,fas\ n l ; the face of printing type; also ; its printed
impression 2 : all type of a single design
type.found-er \-,faun-d3r\ n : one engaged In the design and
Production of metal printing tvpe for hand composition — type-
ound-ing \-dir]\ n — type.found.ry \-dre\ n

type genus n : the genus of a taxonomic family or subfamily from
which the name of the family or subfamily is formed
type-high \'tTp-'hr\ adj {or adv) ; having the same foot-to-face
height as printing type

t3rpe metal n : an alloy that consists essentially of lead, antimony,
and tin and is used in making printing type

type. script \'tip-,skript\ « [type -h manuscr;/jO I typewritten
matter
type-set \-,set\ vt ; to set in type : compose <'-^ a story)
tjrpe.set-ter \-,set-3r\ n : one (as a compositor) that sets type— type-set-ting \-,set-ir]\ adj or n
type species n : the species of a genus with which the generic name
is permanenty associated

type specimen n : a specimen or individual designated as type
of a species or lesser group and serving as the final criteron of the
characteristics of that group

type.write \'tT-,prTt\ vb : to write with a typewriter
lype-writ.er \-,prTt-9r\ w 1 : a machine for writing in characters
similar to those produced

oif TJifol%%%fifS^ ® ®®®®©©(D®®© (

writer 2 ; the printing
,

,

done with a typewriter I
space bar

_ |

Ty.phoe.an \tT-'fe-an\ keyboard of a typewriter
adj ; of, relating to, or
resembling Typhoeus
Ty.pho-eus \-'f6-.yiis\ n [L, fr. Gk Typhdeus"] i a monster in
Greek mythology having a hundred heads, fiery eyes, and a ter-

rifying voice
Uy.phoid \'tl-.f6id, OtT-'X adj [NL typhus'] 1 : of, relating to,

or suggestive of typhus 2 [^typhoid] : of, relating to, or constitut-
ing typhoid
3typhoid n 1 : a communicable disease marked esp. by fever, diar-
rhea, prostration, headache, and intestinal inflammation and caused
by a bacterium {Salmonella typhosa) — called also typhoid jever
2 : a disease of domestic animals resembling human typhus or
typhoid

Ty.phon \'tT-.fan\ n [L, fr. Gk Typhon] : a monster In classical
mythology and father of Cerberus, the Chimera, and the Sphinx
ty.phoon \ti-'fun\ n [alter, (influenced by Chin — Cant — taa\
jung typhoon, fr. taai great + jung wind") of earlier toujjon, fr. Ar
tujan hurricane, fr. Gk typhon whirlwind; akin to Gk typhein to
smoke] : a tropical cyclone occurring in the region of the Philip-
pines or ihe China sea
ty.phous \'tT-f3s\ adj : of. relating to, or resembling typhus
ty.phus \'tT-fas\ n [NL, fr Gk typhos fever; akin to Gk typhein
to smoke — more at deaf] : a human febrile disease; esp : a
severe disease marked by high fever, stupor alternating with
delirium, intense headache, and a dark red rash, caused by a
rickettsia (Rickettsia prowazekii), and transmitted esp. by body lice

typ.ic \'tip-ik\ adj ; typical
typ.i.cal \'tip-i-k3l\ adj 1 : constituting or having the nature of a
type ('^ species) : symbolic 2 a : combining or exhibiting the
essential characteristics of a group <'^ suburban house) b : con-
forming to a type syn see regular — typ-Lcal-ly \-k(3-)Ie\ adv— typ-i.cai.ness \-kal-n3s\ n

l3rP'i'CaI.i.ty \,tip-3-'kal-at-e\ n : typicalness
typ.i.fi.ca-tion X.tip-a-fa-'ka-shsnV n : the act of typifying
typ.i.ly \'tip-3-.fT\ vt 1 : to represent by an image, form, model, or
resemblance : prefigure 2 : to embody the essential or salient
characteristics of

typ-ist \'tT-p9st\ n : one who typewrites
ty-po \'tT-(,ipo\ n [short for typographical {error)"} : a typo-
graphical error

ty.po.graph \'tT-pa-,graf\ vt : to produce (stamps) by letterpress
ly.pog-ra.pher \tT-'pae-r3-far\ n l : compositor 2 : printer
3 ; a specialist in the choice and arrangement of type matter

ty.po. graph.ic \,tT-p3-'graf-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or occurring
or used in typography — ty*po.graph.i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj — ty-
po.graph'i.cai.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

ty.pog.ra.phy \tT-'pag-r3-fe\ n [ML typographia, fr. Gk typos
impression, cast + -graphia -graphy — more at type] 1 : letter-
press 2 : the art of letterpress printing 3 : the style, arrangement,
or appearance of letterpress matter
ty.pclog.i.cal \.tT-p3-'iaj-i-k9l\ also ty-pclog-ic \-Ik\ adj : of
or relating to typology or types — ty.po.log.l*cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\
adv

ty.pol-0-gist VT-'pal-3-j3st\ n ; a student of or expert In typology
ty-pol-0-gy \-je\ n 1 : a doctrine of types 2 : study of or analysis
or classification based on types
ly-poth-e-tae \tT-'path-3-,te\ n pi but sing in constr [NL, lit.,

typesetters, deriv. of Gk typos impression + tithenai to place, set— more at E)0] ; an association of master printers

tyVV or typ.ey \'tT-pe\ adj ; characterized by strict conformance
to type; also : exhibiting superior bodily conformation
Tyr \'ti(3)r\ n [ON Tyr — more at DErrv] : a war-god and son of
Odin in Norse mythology

ty.ra.mine \'tT-r3-,men\ n [ISV tyrosine + aminel : a phenolic
amine CeHnNO of sympathomimetic action derived from tyrosine

ty-ran.ni-cal \t3-'ran-i-k3l, tT-\ also ty.ran.nic \-ik\ adj [L
tyrannicus, fr. Gk lyrannikos, fr. tyrannos tyrant] 1 : of, relating
to. or characteristic of a tyrant or tyranny 2 : given to oppressive,
unjust, or arbitrary behavior or control : despotic — ty.ran.ni-
cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv— ty>ran.ni.cal<ness \-k3l-n3s\ n

ty.ran.ni.cide \t3-'ran-3-,sTd, tT-\ n [in sense 1. fr. F, fr. L tyran-
nicidium, fr. tyrannus \- -i- + -cidium -cide (killing); in sense 2,

fr. F. fr. L tyrannicida, fr. tyrannus + -i- + -cida -cide (killer)]

1 : the act of killing a tyrant 2 : the killer of a tyrant
tyr-an-nize \'tir-3-,nTz\ vi : to exercise arbitrary power — v? ; to
treat tyrannically ; oppress — tyr.an.niz.er n

ty.ran.nO'Saur \t3-'ran-3-,s6(3)r, ti-\ n [NL Tyrannosaurus,
genus name, deriv. of Gk tyrannos tyrant + 5nuro.s lizard — more
at saurian] : a very large bipedal carnivorous dinosaur {Ty-
rannosaurus rex) of the Upper Cretaceous of No. America
ty-ran.ncsau.rus \t3-,ran-3-'s6r-3s, (,)tr-\ n [NL] ; tyran-
NOSAUR
tyr.an.nous \*tir-3-n3s\ adj : marked by tyranny; esp : unjustly
severe — tyr.an.nous-ly adv

tyr.an.ny \'tir-3-ne\ n [ME tyrannic, fr. MF, fr. ML tyrannia, fr. L
tyrannus tyrant] 1 a ; a government in which absolute power is

vested in a single ruler; esp % one characteristic of an ancient Greek
city-state b : the office, authority, and administration of such a
ruler 2 : arbitrary and despotic government; esp : rigorous,
cruel, and oppressive government 3 : a severe condition or effect

: rigor 4 : a tyrannical act

ty.rant \'tT-r3nt\ n [ME tirant, fr. OF tyran, tyrant, fr. L tyrannus,
fr. Gk tyrannos\ 1 ; an absolute ruler unrestrained by law or
constitution : a usurper of sovereignty 2 a : a ruler who exercises
absolute power oppressively or brutally b : one resembling such a
tyrant in the harsh use of authority or power

tyrant flycatcher n : any of various large American flycatchers
(family Tyranniaae)

tyre chiejly Brit var oj TIRE
Tyr.i.an purple \.tir-e-3n-\ n {Tyre, maritime city of ancient
Phoenicia] ; a crimson or purple dye related to the indigo class,

obtained by the ancient Greeks and Romans from gastropod mol-
lusks and now made synthetically

ty.ro \'tT(3)r-(,)6\ n [ML, fr L tiro young soldier, tyro] ; a be-
ginner in learning : novice syn see amateur

ty.ro. ci.dine or ty-ro-ci-din \,tT-r3-'sTd-''n\ n [tyrosine + -cide +
-ine} : a basic polypeptide antibiotic produced by a soil bacillus
{Bacillus brevis)

ty«ro-Si-nase \'tT-r3-s3n-,as. tT-'ras-'n-, -,az\ n : an enzyme that
promotes the oxidation of phenols (as tyrosine) and is widespread
in plants and animals

ty.ro. sine \'tT-r3- ,sen\ n [ISV, Irreg. fr. Gk tyros cheese — more at
butter] : a phenohc amino acid CgHnNO^ obtained by hydrolysis
of proteins

tzar \'zar, 'ts'ar\ var oj czar
tzi.gane \tse-'gan\ n [F, fr. Hung cig^yl : gypsy — tzigane adj

a abut; ^ kitten; 9r further; a back; a bake; S cot, cart; au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

J joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; ill thin; {^ Uiis; ti loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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u u

' U <

n \'yil\ n, oltm cap, ojten attrUj 1 a : the 21st
letter of the English alphabet b : a graphic
representation of this letter c : a speech
counterpart of orthographic u 2 : a graphic
device ror reproducing the letter w 3 : one
designated u esp. as the 20th or when j is used
for the 10th the 21st in order or class

4 : something shaped like the letter U
Uban.gi \(y)ii-'bao-(g)e\ n i Ubangi-Shart,
territory in French Equatorial Africa] ; a
woman of the district of Kyabe village in

Africa with hps pierced and distended to un-

usual dimensions with wooden disks

ubiq-ui-tous \yii-'bik-wot-3s\ ilj : existing or being everywhere at

the same time syn see omnipresent — uhiq-ui-tous-ly adv
— ubiq.ui-tous»ness n

Ubiq-Ui-ty \-w9t-e\ « [L ubinue everywhere, fr. ubi where + -que,

enclitic generalizing particle; akin to L quis who and to L -que and
— more at who, sesqui-] : presence everywhere or in many places

esp. simultaneously : omnipresence
Ubi su.pra X.ii-be-'su-prs, -.pra\ adv [L, where above] : where
above mentioned
U-boat \'yiJ-'b5t\ n [trans, of G u-boot, short for unterseeboot, lit.,

undersea boat] : a German submarine
Ud.der \'3d-3r\ n [ME, fr. OE uder: akin to OHG utar udder^ L
uber, Gk author, Skt udhar\ 1 : a large pendulous organ consisting

of two or more mammary glands enclosed in a common envelope

and each provided with a single nipple 2 : mammary gland
lUga.rit.ic \.(y)ii-g5-'rit-ik\ adj : of, relating to. or characteristic

of the ancient city of Ugarit, its mhabitants. or Ugaritic

augaritic n : the Semitic language of ancient Ugarit closely related

to Phoenician and Hebrew
Ugh \ojten read as '3g or '3k\ infer) — used to indicate the sound of

a cough or grunt or to express disgust or horror
ug-ll'fy \'3g-]i-.fT\ vc : to make ugly

Ug-li'ly \-ls-le\ odv t in an ugly manner
Ug-Ii-ness \-le-n3s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being ugly 2 : an
ugly thing or characteristic

Ug-ly \'ag-Ie\ adj [ME. fr, ON uggligr, fr. uggr fear; akin to ON
ugga to fearl 1 : frightful, dire 2 a : offensive to the sight

: HIDEOUS to : offensive or unpleasing to any sense 3 : morally
offensive or objectionable : repul.sive 4 a ; likely to cause incon-

venience or discomfort ; troublesome b ; threatening c : surly,
QUARRELSOME

Ugly duckling n X^Tbe Uglv Duckling, story by Hans Christian

Anderson] : an unnromising child or thing actually capable of de-

veloping into a person or thing worthy of attention or respect

Ugri.an \'CvUi-gre-3n\ n [ORuss Ugre Hungarians] : a member of

the eastern division of the Firmo-Ugric peoples — Ugrian adj

TJgriC \-grik\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of the languages
of the Ugnans
ng'Some \'3g-s3m\ adj [ME, fr. uggen to fear, inspire fear, fr. ON
ugga to fear] archaic % frightful, loathsome

Uh-lan \'u-,lan, U-'; (y)u-l3n\ n [G] : one of a body of Prussian
light cavalry orig. modeled on Tatar lancers

Ui'ghur nr Ui-gur \'we-,guf3>r\ n [Uighur Uighur'\ 1 : a member
of a Turkic people powerful in Mongolia and eastern Turkesian
between the 8th and 12th centuries a.d. who constitute a majority
of the population of Chinese Turkestan 2 ; the Turkic language
of the Uighur — Uighur or Uigur adj

Uin-ta-ite also Uin-tah.ite \yu-'int-a-Jt\ n [Uinta, Uintah, moun-
tains in litah] : a black lustrous asphalt occurring esp. in Utah
UiMand-er \'at-,Ian-d3r\ n [Afrik] : foreigner; esp : a British

resident in the former republics of the Transvaal and Orange Free
State
Ukase Xyli-'kas, -'kaz, 'yii-, ; U-'kaz\ n [F & Russ; F, fr. Russ ukaz,
fr. ukazat' to show, order; akin to OSlav u- away, L au-, Skt ava-

and to OSlav kazati to show] 1 : a proclamation by a Russian
emperor or government having the force of law 2 : edict
Ukrai.ni-an \yij-'kra-ne-3n\ « 1 : a native or inhabitant of the
Ukraine 2 : the Slavic language of the Ukrainian people— Ukrai-
nian adj

UkU'le-le X.yii-ka-'la-le also ,u-\ n [Hawaiian ^ukulele,
fr. 'u/cu small person + lele jumping] : a small guitar
of Portuguese origin popularized in Hawaii in the
iSSOs and strung typically with four strings

ula-ma or ule-ma \,U-l3-'rna\ /i [Ar, Turk & Per; Turk
& Per 'ulertia, fr. Ar 'ulama} 1 pi : the body of muUahs
2 : MULLAH

-U<lar \ (y)a-lar\ adj sujjix [L -ularis, fr. -ulus, -ula, -ulum
-ule + -oris -ar] ; of, relating to, or resembling <val-
vular)
lUl-cer \'al-s3r\ n [ME, fr, L ulcer-, ulcus; akin to Gk
helkos wound] 1 : a break in skin or mucous mem-
brane with loss of surface tissue, disintegration and
necrosis of epithelial tissue, and often pus 2 ; some-
thing that festers and corrupts like an open sore
'ulcer vb ul*cer»ing \'3ls-(3-)rio\ : ulcerate
Ul-cer.ate \'al-s3-,rat\ vt : to affect with or as if

with an ulcer ~ vi ; to undergo ulceration
nl-cer*ation \,3l-s3-*ra-sh3n\ n 1 : the process of becoming
ulcerated; the state of being ulcerated 2 : ulcer — ul>cer*ative
\'3l-sa-,rat-iv. '3ls-(5-)r9t-\ adj

Ul.cer-ous \'3ls-(3-)r3s\ adj 1 : being or marked by an ulceratioa
<'^ lesions) 2 : affected with an ulcer : ulcerated

-Ule \(.){y)u(3)l\ n sujjix [F& L; F. fr. L -ulus, masc. dim. suffix,
-ula, fem. dim. suffix, -ulum, neut. dim. suffix] : little one <ductu;e>

"U-lent \(y)3-l3nt\ adj sujjix [L -ulemus'\ : that abounds i

tied thing) <floccu/e«r>
ul.lage \'3l-ij\ n [ME ulage, fr. MF eullage act of fillinti a cask. fr.

eulher to fill a cask, fr. OF ouil eye, bunghole, fr. L oculus eye]
: the amount that a container (as a cask) lacks of being full

Ul.na \"3l-n3\ n, pi ul-nae \'3l-.ne, -,nT\ or ulnas [NL, fr. L,
elbow — more at ell] : the inner of the two bones of the forearm or
corresponding part of the forelimb of vertebrates above fishes— nl-nad \-,n_ad\ adv — ul-nar \-n3r\ adj

-U.l0Se\Cy>a-,Ios, -,loz\n5uy/ijr[levH/o5e]:ketose sugar <heptu/o5e>
UlOt.ri.ChOUS \yiJ-'ra-tri-k3s\ adj [derlv. of Gk oulotrich-, oulo-
thrix, fr. aulas curly + trich-, thrix hair; akin to Gk eilyein to roll

ukulele

I (a speci-

— more at voluble, trich-3 ; having wooUy or crisp hair — nlot-
ri.cby \-tr3-ke\ n

-U'lous \(yl3-l3s\ adj sujjix [L -utus, dim. suffix] : being slightly or
minutely (such) ihirsutulous}

ul-ster \'3l-st3r\ n [ Ulster, Ireland] ; a long loose overcoat of Irish
origin made of frieze or other heavy material

ul-te-ri'Or \,3l-'tir-e-3r\ adj [L, farther, further, compar. of (as-

sumed) L ulier situated beyond, fr. uls beyond; akin to L ollus, ille,

that one, Olr indoll beyond] 1 a : further, future b : more
distant : remoter c : situated on the farther side : thfther
2 : HIDDEN, latent <~ motives) — ul-te-ri-or-ly adv

Ul<ti>ma \'al-t3-m3\ n LL, fem. of ultimus last] : the last syllable of
a word
ul'ti-ma-cy X'sl-ta-ms-seX n 1 : the quality or state of being ulti-

mate 2 : ultimate, fundamental
ul-ti-ma ra.ti.o \.uI-t3-m3-'rat-e-,6\ n [NL] : the final argument;
also : the last resort (as force)
lul.ti-mate X'sl-ta-mstV adj [ML ultimatus last, final, fr. LL, pp.
of ultimare to come to an end, be last, fr. L ultimus farthest, last,

final, superl. of (assumed) L ulter situated beyond — more at ul-
terior] la: most remote in space or time : farthest b : last in a
progression : final c : eventual d : extreme, utmost 2 : finally

reckoned 3 a ; basic, fundamental b : incapable of further
analysis, division, or separation : elemental 4 : maxlmum syn
see LAST — ul'ti.inate-!y adv — nl*ti-mate*ness n
sultimate n 1 : something ultimate; esp : fundamental 2 : acme
Ul'ti.ma Thu.le \,3l-t3-m3-'th(y)u-le\ n [L, farthest Thule] :thule
Ul^ti.ma.tum N.^l-ta- 'mat-am. -'matA n, pi ultimatums or ul-ti-

ma*ta \-3\ [NL, fr. ML, neut. of ultimatus final] : a final propo-
sition, condition, or demand; esp : one whose rejection will end
negotiations and cause a resort to force or other direct action

ul.ti.mo \*3l-t3-,m6\ adj [L ultimo mense in the last month] : in

the month preceding the present
ul.ti.mo-gen.i.ture\,3l-t9-m6-'jen-3-,chu(3lr,-i-ch3r,-3-,t(y^iJ(3)r\

/I [L ultimus last + E -o- + -geniture (as in primogeniture)] t a sys-

tem of inheritance by which the youngest son succeeds to the estate

lul'tra \'3l-tra\ adj {ultra-} : going beyond others or beyond due
limit : extreme

2ultra n iultra-} : extremist
ultra- pr^/i.t CL, fr. ultra beyond, adv. & prep., fr. (assumed) L ulter

situated beyond — more at ulterior] 1 : beyond in space : on the
other side ; trans- '^ultraviolet} 2 l beyond the range or limits of

: transcending : super- <w//ramicroscopic> 3 : beyond what is

ordinary, proper, or moderate : excessively (ultramodcrny
ul-tra-cen.tril.u.gal \,3l-tr3-i.)sen-'trif-y3-g9l, -'trif-i-g9l\ adj : of,

relating to. or obtamed by means of an ultracentrifuge
ul4ra.cen=trif.u«ga.tion \-(,isen-,trif-(y)3-'ga-shsn, -(,)san-\ n

: processing in an ultracentrifuge
iul*tra.cen.tri.fuge X-'sen-trs-.fyiii, -'san-\ n : a high-speed cen-
trifuge able to sediment colloidal and other small particles and used
esp. in determining sizes of such particles and molecular weights of
large molecules
2uitracentrifuge v;- : to subject to an ultracentrifuge

ul-tra-coii'Ser.va.tive \-k3n-'ssr-vat-iv\ adj ; extremely conserva-
tive

ul-tra. fash-ion. able \-'fash-i'3-)n3-b3l\ adj : extremely fashionable
ui'tra-higli frequency \,3l-tr3-,hr-\ n : a radio frequency in the
second from the highest range of the radio spectrum — see radio
frequency table

ul-Ua-ism X'al-trs-.iz-amX n 1 ; the principles of those who advo-
cate extreme measures (as radicaUsm) 2 : an instance or example
of radicalism — uMra.isl \-tr3-3St\ adj or n — ul-tra-is-tic
\.3l-tr3-'is-t:k\ adj
iul.tra.ma.rine \ al-trs-ms-'renX n [ML ultramarinus coming from
beyond the sea] 1 a (1) : a blue pigment prepared by powdering
lapis lazuli (2) : a similar pigment prepared from kaolin, soda ash,

sulfur, and charcoal b : any of several related pigments 2 : a
vivid blue
2ultramarine adj [ML ultramarinus, fr. L ultra- + mare sea — more
at marine] : situated beyond the sea

Ul'tra.mi.cro \,al-tr3-'mT-(,)kro\ adj \ being or dealing with some-
thing smaller than micro

ul-tra.mi.cro.chem.is.try \-,mT-kro-'kem-9-stre\ n : chemistry
dealing with very minute quantities of substances

Ul.tra.mi.cro.scope \.sl-tra-'mT-kr3-,sk6p\ n [back-formation fr.

ultramicroscopicl : an apparatus for making visible by scattered

light particles too small to be perceived by the ordinary microscope
ul. Ira.mi-cro. scop. ic \-,mT-kr3-'skap-ik\ adj [ISV] 1 : too small
to be seen with an ordinary microscope 2 ; of or relating to an
ultramicroscope

Ul.tra.mod.ern X.sl-trs-'mad-arnX adj : extreme or excessively mod-
ern in idea, style, or tendency — ul.tra.mod.ern.ist X-sr-nastX n

Ul-tra.mon-tane \-'man-,tan. -,man-'\ adj [ML ultramontanus, fr.

L ultra- -r mont-, mons mountain — more at mount] 1 : of or re-

lating to countries or peoples beyond the mountains (as the Alps)

2 ; favoring greater or absolute supremacy of papal over national
or diocesan authority in the Roman Catholic Church — ultra-

montane n, ojten cap — ul.tra>mon>tan*ism \-'mant-'n-,iz-3m\

ul.tra.mun-dane X.sl-trs-'msn-jdan, -.man-'X adj[l^ultramundanus,
fr. ultra beyond + mundus world — more at ultra-] : situated be-
yond the world or beyond the limits of the solar system

ui.tra.na.tion.al.ism X-'nash-ns-.liz-am, -sn-'l-.iz-X n : great or
excessive devotion to or advocacy of national interests and rights

esp. as opposed to international considerations — ul-tra«na.tion-
al.ist \-n3-l3st, -an-^l-astX adj or n

ul.tra.red X.al-trs-'redX adj : infrared
Ul'tra.short X-'5hd(3)riX adj : very short; esp : having a wavelength
below 10 meters
'ul.tra.son.ic X-'san-ikX adj : supersonic
^ultrasonic n : an ultrasonic wave or frequency
nl'tra.son.ics X-iksX n pi but sing in consir : SUPERSONICS
Ul'tra.sound X-'saiindX n : vibrations of the same physical nature
as sound but with frequencies above the range of human hearing

ul-tra.struc.ture X'^l-tra-.strsk-charX n ; the invisible ultimate

physiochemical organization of protoplasm
Ul.tra.vi.Q.let X.al-tr^-'vT-a-lstX adj 1 : situated beyond the visible

spectrum at its violet end — used of radiation having a wavelength
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shorter than wavelengths of visible light and longer than those of
X rays 2 : relating to, producing, or employing ultraviolet radia-
tion — ultraviolet n

Ultraviolet light n : ultraviolet radiation

nl-tra vi-res \,al-tr3-'vl-(,)re2\ adv (or adj) [NL, lit., beyond
power] : beyond the scope or in excess of legal power or authority

Ill<tia>vi*rus \'3l-tra-,vT-r3s\ n [NL] : an ultramicroscopic or filter-

able virus — called also ul-tra'/ni-crobe \-,mT-,krob\, ul-tra-mi-
cro-or-ga-nism \-kr6-,6r-g3-,ni2-sra\

ulu-lant \'3l-y9-l3nt, '(y)ul-y3-\ adj : howling, wailing
IllU'late \-,Iat\ VI [L ululatus, pp. of ululare, of irait. origin] : howl,
WAIL — ulu-la-tion \,sl-y3-'la-sh3n, ,(y)ul-ya-\ n
UlyS'Ses \yu-'lis-C,)ez\ n [L, modif. of Gk Odysseus} : odysseus
um.bel \'3m-b3l\ n [NL umbella, fr. L, umbrella] : a racemose in-

florescence typical of the carrot family in which the axis is very
much contracted so that the pedicels appear to spring from the
same point to form a flat or rounded flower cluster — um<t)eled or
am^belled \-b3ld\ adj — am*beMar X'am-ba-lar, ,9m-'bel-3r\ adj

um.fteMate X'sm-bs-.Iat. .3m-'bel-3t\ also lim.beMat.ed \*am-ba-
,lat-3d\ adj 1 : bearing, consisting of, or arranged in umbels
2 ; resembling an umbel in form — uiii>I}el*late>ly adv

uni>heMif>er>OUS \,3m-b3-'lif-(a-)r3s\ adj [NL umbellijer, fr. um-
bella umbel + L -jer -ferous] : producing umbels

iun*bel-lu>late \,3m-'bel-y3-lat\ adj : arranged in umbellules

um.beMule \'am-b9l-,(y)U(3)I, ,9m-'bel-(.)yu(3)l\ n [NL umbellula,

dim. of umbella'] : a secondary umbel in a compound umbel
lum-ber \'3m-b3r\ n [ME umbre, fr. MF, fr. L umbra shade, shadow,
grayling] ; a European grayling (Thymallus thymallus)

zumber n [prob. fr. obs. E, shade, color, fr. ME umbre shade,
shadow, fr. MF, fr. L umbra — more at umbrage] 1 ; a brown
earth darker in color than ocher and sienna because of its content
of manganese and iron oxides that is highly valued as a prermanent
pigment either in the raw or burnt state 2 a : a moderate to dark
yellowish brown b : a moderate brown
dumber adj ; of, relating to, or having the characteristics of umber;
specij : of the color of umber

4uinber vr tun-ber-ing \-b(3-)rio\ : to stain umber ; darken
imi>bU-i>cal \,sm-'bil-i-k3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or used at the
navel 2 : of or relating to the central region of the abdomen

umbilical cord n l : a cord arising from the navel that connects
the fetus with the placenta; also : yolk stalk 2 : a servicing
cable that is detached from a rocket vehicle at launching

um-bil-i-cate \,3m-'bil-i-k3t\ or um.bil-i.cal.ed \-3-,kat-3d\ adj
1 : depressed like a navel 2 : having an umbiUcus — um-bil-i-ca-
tion \,3m-,bil-3-'ka-sh9n\ n

am>bi>li-cus \,3m-'bil-i-kas, ,am-b9-'lT-\ n, pi nm-bi>li>ci \-'bil-

3-,kT, -,ke, -,sl; -'IT-.kT, -,si\ or uin*bi-Ii>cus*es [L — more at

navel] 1 a : a small depression in the abdominal wall at the point
of attachment of the umbilical cord to the embryo b ; any of
several morphological depressions; esp : hilum la 2 : a central
point : CORE, HEART
um>bles V'am-bslzX n pi [ME, alter, of nombles, fr. MF, pi. of
nomble fillet of beef, pork loin, modif. of L lumbulus, dim. of
lumbus loin — more at loin] ; the entrails of an animal and esp. of
a deer used as food
um-bo \'sm-(.)bo\ n, pi um-bcnes \,3m-'bo-(Jnez\ or umbos
[L; akin to L umbilicus — more at navel] 1 : the boss of a shield
2 : a rounded elevation: as a ; an elevation in the tympanic
membrane of the ear b ; one of the lateral prominences just above
the hinge of a bivalve shell — um>bo>nal X'sm-bsn-^l, .3m-'bon-\
also um-bon>ic \,3m-'ban-ik\ adj — um>bo>2iate \'9m-b3-,nat\
adj
um-bra \'3m-br3\ n, pi umbras or um*brae \-C.)bre, -,brT\ [L]
1 : a shaded area 2 a : a conical shadow excluding all light from a
given source; specij : the conical part of the shadow of a celestial

body excluding all light from the primary source b (1) : penumbra
2 (2) ; the central dark part of a sunspot
um.brage \'3m-brij\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L umbraticum, neut. of
umbraticus of shade, fr. urnbratus, pp. of umbrare to shade, fr.

umbra shade, shadow; akin to Lith unksiia shadow] 1 ; shade,
SHADOW 2 : shady branches : foliage 3 a : an indistinct indica-
tion ; vague suggestion : hint b : a reason for doubt : suspicion
4 : displeasure, resentment (take -^ at a remark) syn see offense
Um-bra-geous \,3m-'bra-j5s\ adj 1 a ; providing shade : shady
b (1) : shaded (2) : filled with shadows 2 : inclined to take of-
fense easily — um-bra*geous>ly adv — um<bra-geous*uess n
lum.brel.la \,3m-'brel-3, esp South "am-.X n [It ombrella, modif. of
L umbella, dim. of umbra} 1 ; a small circular
canopy with hinged ribs radiating from a center
pole for protection against weather 2 : the bells'

shaped or saucer-shaped largely gelatinous struc-
ture that forms the chief part of the body of most
jellyfishes 3 a : a defensive formation of planes
maintained over surface operations or a landmass
b : a heavy barrage

^umbrella adj ; taking in many individuals or
groups ; all-embracing
^umbrella vt : to protect, cover, or provide with an umbrella
umbrella bird n ; any of several tropical American birds (genus
Cephalopterus and esp. C. ornatus) related to the tyrant flycatchers
and noted for the black male with a radiating crest curving forward
over the head

umbrella leal n ; a No. American herb {Diphylleia cymosa) of the
barberry family with two large peltate stem leaves or a solitary
lobed basal one
umbrella plant n : an African sedge (Cyperus alternijoUus) with
large terminal whorls of slender leaves that is often grown as an
ornamental

umbrella

See un- and 2d element
unabbreviated
unabsolved
unabsorbable
onabsorbed
anacademic
unaccented

onaccentuated
unacceptable
unaccepted
unacclimated
unacclimatized
unaccommodating
unaccomplished

unaccountability
unaccredited
unacknowledged
unacquainted
unactable
unacted
unadaptable

umiak

umbrella tree n l : an American magnolia (Magnolia iripetala)
having large leaves clustered at the ends of the branches 2 : any
of various trees or shrubs resembling an umbrella esp. in the
arrangement of leaves or the shape of the crown
Um<bri*an \'am-bre-3n\ n 1 a : a member of a people of ancient
Italy occupying Umbria b : a native or inhabitant of the Italian
province of Umbria 2 : the Italic language of ancient Umbria— Umbrian adj
imii.ak \'u-me-.ak\ n [Esk] : an
open Eskimo boat made of a wood-
en frame covered with hide and usu.
propelled with broad paddles
»um.laut X'iim-.laut, *UmA n [G, fr.

um- around -f- laut sound] 1 a : the
change of a vowel caused by partial assimilation to a succeeding
sound; esp ; the fronting or raising of a back or low vowel (as a, a,

or u) caused by an i orj orig. standing in the following syllable out
usu. lost or altered b : a vowel resulting from such partial assim-
ilation 2 : a diacritical mark " placed esp. over a German vowel
to indicate umlaut
^umlaut vt 1 : to produce by umlaut 2 ; to write or print an um-
laut over

um.pir.age \'3m-,pT(3)r-ij\ n 1 ;theofficeorauthority of an umpire
2 a : an act or instance of umpiring b : a decision of an umpire
lum.pire \'3m-,pT(3)r\ n [ME oumpere, alter, (resulting fr. incor-
rect division of a noumpere) of noumpere, fr. MF nomppr not equal,
not paired, fr. non- + per equal, fr. Lpar} 1 : one having authority
to decide finally a controversy or question between parties: as
a : one appointed to decide between arbitrators who have disagreed
b : an impartial third party chosen to arbitrate disputes arising
under the terms of a labor agreement 2 : an official in a sport
who rules on plays 3 : a military officer who evaluates maneuvers
empire vt ; to supervise or decide as umpire ^ vi : to act as um-
pire

ump-teen \'3m(p)-'ten, ,3m(p)-\ adj [blend of umpty (such and
such) + -teen (as injhirteen)} : very many ; indefinitely numerous— ump'teeutb \-'ten(t)th\ adj
lun- \,3n, 'an bejore '-stressed syll, ,3n bejore ,-stressed syll, ,3n
bejore unstressed syll\ prefix [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG un- un-,
L in-, Gk a-, an-, OE ne not — more at no] 1 : not : in-, non- —
in adjectives formed from adjectives <u/istrenuous> <uHskilled> or
participles <M/idressed>, in nouns formed from nouns (unostenta-
tion>, and rarely in verbs formed from verbs <w«be>; sometimes in
words that have a meaning that merely negates that of the base
word and are thereby distinguished from words that prefix in- or a
variant of it (as im-) to the same base word and have a meaning
positively opposite to that of the base word (unartistic) (unmoral)
2 : opposite of : contrary to — in adjectives formed from adjectives
(wrtconstitutional) (ungraceful) (unmannered) or participles (un-
believing), and in nouns formed from nouns (unrest)

2un- prefix [ME, fr. OE un-, on-, alter, of and- against — more at
ANTE-] 1 a : do the opposite of ; reverse (a specified action)
; DE- la, Dis- la — in verbs formed from verbs (unbend) (undress)
(unfold) b : cause to cease to =~ in verbs formed from verbs
(unbe) 2 a : deprive of : remove (a specified thing) from ; remove— in verbs formed from nouns (unfrock) (unsex) b : release from
: free from — in verbs formed from nouns (unhand) c ; remove
from : extract from : bring out of — in verbs formed from nouns
(unbosom) d : cause to cease to be — in verbs formed from nouns
(unman) 3 : completely (unloose)

nn<abashed \,3n-3-'basht\ adj ; not abashed — un*abasbed*ly
\-'basht-le, -'bash-3d-le\ adv

un.abat.ed \,an -a-* bat-ad\ adj : not abated ; at full strength or
force — un>abat>ed>ly adv

Ull*able \,3n-'a-bal, 'an-\ adj 1 : not able : incapable 2 a : un-
qualified. INCOMPETENT. INEFFICIENT b I IMPOTENT, HELPLESS
un>abridged \,an-a-'brijd\ adj 1 ; not abridged : complete
2 : complete of its class : not based on one larger (an ^^ dictionary)

un>ac>com>mo*dat<ed \,an-a-'kam-a-,dat-ad\ adj ; not accom-
modated : UNPROVIDED
un>ac-com>pa>nied \,an-a-'kamp-(3-)ned\ adj : not accompanied;
specif ; being without instrumental accompaniment

un.ac*couiit>able \,an-a-'kaiint-a-bal\ adj 1 : not to be accounted
for : INEXPLICABLE, STRANGE, MYSTERIOUS 2 : not to be called to
account : not responsible — nn-ac-count-ably \-ble\ adv

un*ac>coiint'ed \-*kaiint-3d\ adj ; not accounted ; unexplained —
often used with for

un>ac>cus-tomed \.an-a-'kas-t3md\ adj 1 : not customary ; not
usual or common 2 : not habituated — usu. used with to

una cor.da \,u-na-'k6r-(.)da\arfv (or adj) [It, Ut., one string] : with
soft pedal depressed — used as a direction in piano music
una corda pedal n : soft pedal
un>adorned \,an-a-*d6(a)md\arf7: not adorned ; lacking embellish-
ment or decoration : bare, plain, simple

un.adul<ter>at<ed \,an-a-'dal-ta-.rat-ad\ adj ; pure, unmdced —
un.aduMer*at-ed-ly adv

un*ad>vised \,an-ad-'vrzd\ adj 1 : done without due consideration
: rash 2 : not prudent — un<ad>vis>ed-ly \-'vi-z3d-le\ adv

un*af>fect-ed \,an-a-'fek-tad\ adj 1 : not influenced or changed
mentally, physically, or chemically 2 : free from affectation
: GENUINE — un-af>fect-ed<Iy adv — un>al*lect>ed>ness n

un.aligned \,an-'l-'rnd\ adj : not associated with any one of com-
peting international blocs (.^ nations)

un>al-loyed \,an-''l-'6id\ adj ; not alloyed : unmixed, unquau-
FIED, PURE (-^ metals) ("- happiness)
un.al-ter.able \,an-'61-t(a-)r3-bal, 'sn-\ adj : not capable of being
altered or changed (~ resolve) (-^ hatred) — un*al*ter*able-ness
n — un-al-ter-ably \-ble\ adv

i
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unambiguous 964 uncertainty

un-Amer>l-can \,3n-a-'mer-3-kan\ adj : not American ; not char-

acteristic of or consistent with American customs, principles, or
traditions

im<an<chor \,3n-'ar)-kar, 'an-\ vi : to loosen from an anchor
un-aneled \,3n-3-'ne(3)Id\ adj, archaic ; not bavins received ex-

treme unction
una<niin*i'ty \,yij-n3-'nira-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
unanimous
unan.i.mous \yu-'nan-3-m9s\ adj [L unanimus, fr. unus one +
animus mind — more at one, animate] 1 : being of one mind
; AGREEING 2 I formed with or indicating unanimity : having the
agreement and consent of all — unan-i-mous»ly adv
un.an.swer-able \,an-'an(t)s-(3-)r3-b3i, 'an-\ adj ; not answerable;
esp : IRREFLTABLE

un.ap.peal«able X.sn-a-'pe-la-balN adj : not appealable : not sub-
ject to appeal
un>ap>peal*mg \-'pc-Iir)\ adj : not appealing : unattractive
un.ap.peas-able X-'pe-zs-bslX adj : not to be appeased ; implac-
able — un-ap-peas-ably \-ble\ ady

un.apt \,an-'apt, '3n-\ adj 1 : unsuitable, inappropriate 2 : not
accustomed and not likely 3 : inapt, dull, backward — Ull*apt-

ly \-'ap-{t)ie\ adv — un-apt-ness \-'apCt)-n3s\ n
un.arm \,9n-'arm, '3n-\ vt : disarm
un.armed \-'armd\ adj 1 : not armed or armored 2 : having no
hard and sharp projections (as spines, spurs, or claws)

lin-ar-mored scale \,3n-,'ar-m3rd-\ n : any of various scale insects

usu. lacking a substantial waxy covering; esp : COCCID
un-asked \,3n-'as(k)t, '3n-\ adj 1 : not bemg asked : LtNiNvrrED

2 ; not asked for <'~ advice)
un-as-sail<able \,3n-s-'sa l3-b3l\ adj : not assailable : not liable

to doubt, attack, or quesiion — un*aS'Sail-ably \-ble\ adv

uii«as>ser«tive \,3n-3-'sart-iv\ adj ; not assertive ; modest, shy
Uli'as.siun.ing \-'sLi-mir)\ adj : not assuming : not arrogant or
presuming : modest, retiring — un*aS'Sum»ing*ness n

un.at-tached \,3n-3-'tacht\ adj 1 a ; not assigned or committed
(as to a particular task, organization, or person); specij \ not
married or engaged b : not seized as security for a legal judgment
2 ; not joined or united <~ polyps)

un.available energy \,3n-3-,va-l3-b3lA n ; energy that is incapa-
ble of doing work under existing conditions

tin. avoid,able \,9n-3-'void-s-b3l\ adj : not avoidable ; iNEvrrABLE
— un.avoid-ably \-ble\ adv
lun-aware \-'wai3)r, -'we(a)r\ adv : unawares
2iinaware adj : not aware : ignorant — un.aware.ness n
un-awares \-'wa(3)rz, -'we(3>rz\ adv [un- + aware + -s. adv. suffix,

fr. ME, fr. -s. gen. sing, ending of nouns — more at -s] 1 : without
design, attention, preparation, or premeditation 2 : without
warning : suddenly, unexpectedly

un.backed X.an-'bakt, '3n-\ adj 1 : never mounted by a rider ; not
broken 2 : not supponed 3 : having no back

un.bal.ance \,3n-'bal-3n(t)s, 'an-\ vt : to put out of balance; specij

: to derange mentally
un.bal.anced \-sn(t)st\ adj 1 : not in equilibrium 2 : mentally
disordered or deranged 3 : not brought to an equahty of debit

and credit (an ^ account)
un.bal-last-ed \-'bal-a-stad\ adj : not furnished with or steadied
by ballast ; unsteady
nn-bar \,3n-'bar, 'sn-X vt : to remove a bar from : unbolt, open
un-barred \-'bard\ adj 1 : not secured by a bar ; unlocked
2 : not marked with bars

un.bat-ed \-'bat-3d\ adj 1 : unabated 2 arckaic : not blunted
un.be \-'be\ vi, archaic : to lack or cease to have being
un-bear.able X.sn-'bar-a-bsl, 'an-, -'ber-\ adj : not bearable : lin-

endurable — un.bear-ably \-ble\ adv
un-beat-able \-'bet-3-b3l\ adj : not capable of being defeated
un.beat-en \-'bet-*n\ adj 1 : not pounded 2 : untrod 3 : un-
defeated
un.be-com-ing \,3n-bi-'k3m-io\ adj : not becoming : unsuitable,
improper syn see indecorous — un-be.com-ing.ly \-io-le\ adv
— un-be.com.ing.ness n

un-be.known \,3n-bi-'n6n\ or un-be-knownst \-'non(t)st\ adj
Van- + obs. E bektiown (known)] : happening without one's
knowledge : unknown — usu. used with to

un.be-liel \,3n-b3-'lef\ n : incredulity or skepticism esp. In matters
of religious faith
syn disbelief, incredulfty: unbeuef stresses absence of belief

esp. but not always in religion or divine revelation; disbelief
stresses a positive rejection of what is asserted or stated; incredu-
lity suggests a disposition to refuse belief or acceptance

un.be.liev.able \-'le-v3-b3l\ adj : surpassing belief : incredible— un-be'liev.ably \-b)e\ adv
nn.be.llev.er \-'le-var\ n 1 : one that does not believe : an in-
credulous person : doubter, skeptic 2 : one that does not believe
in a particular religious faith ; infidel syn see atheist

un.be.liev. ing_\-'le-vio\ adj ; marked by unbelief ~ un.be-llev-
ing.ly \-vir]-le\ adv
un-bend \,sn-'bend, '3n-\ vt 1 : to free from flexure : make or
allow to become straight (~ a bow) 2 : to cause (as the mind) to
relax 3 a : to unfasten (as a sail) from a spar or stay b ; to cast
loose or untie {as a rope) ~ vi 1 : to relax one's severity, stiffness,
or austerity 2 : to cease to be bent : become straight or relaxed
lun-bend-ing \,3n-'ben-dio, 'an-X adj 1 : not bending : unyield-
ing, inflexible 2 ; cool, aloof, or unsocial in manner or mien
^unbending adj : that unbends : given to relaxation

nn'l3e>seem*lng \,9n-bl-'se-mio\ adj : not befitting ; unbecoming
mi'bi.ased X.sn-'bl-sst, '3n-\ adj : free from bias <'^ estimate);

esp : unprejudiced, impartial syn see fair
un.bid.den \-*bid-'n\ also un.bid \-'bid\ adj : not bidden : un-
asked, UNINVFTED
UB.blnd \-'brnd\ vt 1 : to remove a band from : free from fasten-

ings : UNTIE, UNFASTEN, LOOSE 2 : tO Set free : RELEASE
un.bit-ted \,3n-'bit-3d, 'an-V adj : unbridled, uncontrolled
un.blenched \-'blencht\ adj : not disconcerted : undaunted
un.blessed also un-blest \-'blest\ adj l : not blessed 2 : evil

un-blush.ing \-'bl3sh-io\ adj 1 : not blushing 2 : shameless,
unabashed — un-^blush'ing'ly yio-le\ adv

un-bod.ied \-'bad-ed\ adj 1 : having no body : incorporeal; aho
; disembodied 2 : formless

un.bolt \,3n-'bolt, '3n-\ vt : to open or unfasten by withdrawing a
bolt
lun-bolt-ed \-'bol-t3d\ adj : not sifted <'~ flour); also : coarse
2unbolted adj : not fastened by bolts
un.bon.net \,3n-'ban-3t, 'an-\ vi : to remove one's bonnet esp. as
a mark of respect '- vr : to take a bonnet from

un.bon.net-ed \-3t-3d\ adj : bareheaded
un-born \,3n-'b6(3)rn. '3n-\ adj 1 : not bom : not brought into
life; broadly : still to appear ; future 2 : existing without birth

un-bo-som \-'buz-3m. -'buz-\ vr 1 : to give expression to : disclose,
reveal 2 : to disclose the thoughts or feeUngs of (oneself) — vi

; to unbosom oneself
un.bound \-'baund\ adj ; not bound: as a (1) : not fastened

(2) : not confined b : not having the leaves fastened together
(an -^ book) c : not held in chemical or physical combination

un-bound.ed \-'baun-d3d\ adj 1 ; having no limit 2 : uncon-
trolled, itnrestrained
un.bowed \,an-'baud, 'sn-X adj 1 : not bowed down 2 : unsub-
dued
un-brace \-'bras\ vt 1 : to free or detach by or as if by untying or
removing a brace or bond 2 : enfeeble, weaken

un-braid \-'brad\ vt : to separate the strands of : unravel
un-branched \-'brancht\ adj 1 : having no branches <a straight ^
trunk) 2 : not divided into branches <a leaf with '-- veins)

un-bred \-'bred\ adj 1 obs : ill-bred 2 ; untaught, untrained
3 : not bred : never having been bred (an ~ heifer)

un-bri-dle \,3n-'brTd-M, '3n-\ vt : to free or loose from a bridle;

broadly : to set loose : free from restraint

un-bri.dled \-'brTd-^d\ adj 1 ; not confined by a bridle 2 : un-
RESTR-MNED. ungoverned

un-broke \-'br6k\ adj ; unbroken
un.bro.ken \-'bro-k3n\ adj : not broken: as a : not violated

b : whole, intact c ; unsubdued, untamed; esp : not trained for
service or use {•^ colts) d : uninterrupted e : unplowed
1 ; not disorganized (advanced in '^ ranks)

un-buck-le \-'b3k-al\ vr : to loose the buckle of : unfasten «* vi

1 : to loosen buckles 2 : relax
un-buUd \,3n-'bild, '3n-\ vt : to puU down : demolish, raze
un.built \-'bilt\ adj 1 : not built : not yet constructed 2 : not
built on (an -- plot)

un.bur-den \-'b3rd-=n\ vt 1 : to free or relieve from a burden
2 : to relieve oneself of (as cares, fears, or worries) ; cast off

un-but-ton \-'b3t-=n\ vr 1 : to loose the buttons of 2 : to open as
if by loosing buttons; specij : to open the hatches or apertures of
(an armored vehicle) ~ vi ; to undo buttons

un.but-toned \-'b3t-'nd\ adj 1 a : not buttoned b : not provided
with buttons 2 : not under constraint

un.cage \-'kaj\ vr : to release from or as if from a cage
un-called-Ior \,3n-'k61(d)-.f6f3)r, '3n-\ adj 1 : not called for or
needed : unnecessary 2 : being without cause or occasion : gra-
tuitous (an ~ display of temper) syn see supererogatory
un.can.ny \,3n-'kan-e, '3n-\ adj 1 a : seeming to have a super-
natural character or origin : eerie, mysterious b : being beyond
what is normal or expected : suggesting superhuman or super-
natural powers <an ^ sense of direction) 2 chiefly Scot : punish-
ing, SEVERE 3 chiejly Scot : dangerous syn see weird
un-cap \-'kap\ vt ; to remove a cap or covering from
un.caused \-*k6zd\ adj : having no antecedent cause
un-ceas.lng \-'se-sio\ adj : never ceasing ; continuous, incessant
— un.ceaS'ing.ly V'se-sio-le\ adv_

un-cer.e.mo.ni.QUS \,3n-,ser-3-'mo-ne-3s\ adj 1 : not cere-
monious : informal 2 : abrupt <an ^ dismissal) — un.cer<e-
mo.ni.ous-ly adv — un-cer-e-mo.ni.ous-ness n

un-cer.tain X.sn-'ssrt-'n. 'snA adj 1 : indeterminate 2 : not
certain to occur : indefinpte, problematical 3 : not reliable

: untrustworthy 4a: not known beyond doubt : dubious
b : not having certain knowledge : doubtful c : not clearly

identified or defined 5 : not constant : varla^le. fitful — un-
cer-tain-ly adv — uu'cer-tain.ness \-=n-(n)3s\ n

un-cer-tain-ty \-'n-te\ n l : the quality or state of being uncertain
; DOUBT 2 : something that is uncertain
syn UNCERTAINTY, DOUBT, DUBIETY. DUBIOSFTY. SKEPTICISM, SUSPI-

CION, MISTRUST mean lack of sureness about someone or something.
UNCERTAINTY may imply a falling short of certainty or an almost
complete lack of definite knowledge esp. about an outcome or re-

sult; DOUBT suggests both uncertainty and inability to make a
decision; dubiety stresses a wavering between conclusions;
DUBiosnrv suggests vagueness or mental confusion; skepticism
implies unwillingness to believe without conclusive evidence;
suspicion stresses lack of faith in the truth, reality, fairness, or
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uncertainty principle 965 uncrowned

jiocnXN ajMCjAU

reliability of something or someone; mistrust Implies a genuine
doubt based -upon suspicion

uncertainty principle n ; a principle in quantum mechanics: it is

impossible to assert in terms of the ordinary conventions of geo-
metrical position and of motion that a particle (as an electron) is at

the same time at a specified point and moving with a specified
velocity
nn<Chain V^n-'chan, 'an-\ vt : to free by removing a chain : set loose
un-Chancy \-'chan(t)-se\ adj 1 chiejly Scot : ill-fated 2 chiejly

Scot ; DANGEROUS
un<change•able \-'chan-i3-b3l\ adj : not changing or to be
changed : iMNfLtTABLE — an-Chang6- able-ness n — un-change-
ably \-ble\ adv
unchange vr. obs : Acpinr
un-chaiged X.an-'charjd, '3n-\ adj ; not charged; specij : having
no electric charge
un-char-i>ta>ble \,3n-'char-at-a-bal, '3n-\ adj : lacking in charity

: severe in judging : censorious — nn*char*l-ta*ble>ness n— un*char-i-ta-bly \-ble\ adv
un^chart-ed \-'chart-ad\ adj : not recorded or plotted on a map,
chart, or plan ; unknown

on-chaste \-'chast\ adj ; not chaste ; lacking in chastity — un-
chaste-ly adv — an-chaste-ness \-'chas(t)-nas\ n — un-chas-
ti-ty \-'chas-tat-e\ n

nn-chris-tian \.an-'kris(h)-ch3n, 'anA adj 1 ; not of the Christian
faith 2 a : contrary to the Christian spirit or character b : bar-
barous, UNCIVILIZED
nn-chUTCh \-'charch\ v/ 1 : excommunicate 2 : to deprive of
a church or of status as a church

un-Churched \-'charcht\ adj : not belonging to or connected with a
church

unci pj oj UNCUS
inn-cial \'an-ch3l\ adj [L uncialis inch-high, fr. uncia twelfth part,
ounce, inch] ; written in the style or size of uncials — an>cial*ly
\-ch3-le\ adv

3uncial n l : a book
hand used esp. in
Greek and Latin man-
uscripts of the 4th to nnrialc
the 8th centuries a.d.

unciais

and made with somewhat rounded separated majuscule
forms for some letters 2 : an uncial letter

lun-Ci-form \'anCt)-s3-,f6rm\ adj [NL uncijormis, fr. L uncus hook
-I- -jormis -form — more at angi-E] ; hook-shaped : uncinate

Juncilorm n [NL uncijorme, fr. neut. of uncijormis} : hamatum
un-Ci-nar-ia \,an(t)-s3-'nar-e-a, -'ner-\ n [NL. fr. L uncinus hook]

: HOOKWORM
un-ci-na.rl-a-sis \,an-,sin-3-'rT-3-sas\ n [NL] : ancylostomiasis
nn-ci-uate \'an(tVs3-,nat\ adj : bent at the tip like a hook : hooked
un-ci-nus \.3n-'sT-n9s\ n, pi un-ci-ni \-'sT-.nT\ [NL. fr. L, hook,
fr. uncus -—- more at angle] ; a small uncinate structure or process

un-clT-cum-cised \,sn-'ssr-kam-,sTzd, '9n-\ adj 1 : not circumcised
2 : HEATHEN

un-cir-cum-ci-Sion X.an-.ssr-kam-'sizh-anX n : the state or con-
dition of being uncircumcised

un-civ-il \,3n-'siv-3!. 'snA adj 1 : not civilized : barbarous
2 : lacking in courtesy : ill-mannered, impolite 3 : not conducive
to civic harmony and welfare

un-civ-i-lized \-'siv-3-,IT2d\ adj 1 : not civilized ; barbarous
2 : remote from civilization ; wild

un-clasp \-'klasp\ vt 1 : to open the clasp of 2 : to open or
cause to be opened (as a clenched hand) '-' vi : to loosen a hold

un-clas*si*fied \-'k!as-a-,frd\ adj 1 : not placed or belonging in a
class 2 : not subject to a security classification

Un-Cle V3D-k3l\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L avunculus mother's brother;
akin to OE earn uncle, Olr aue grandson, L avus grandfather]
la: the brother of one's father or mother b : the husband of one's
aunt 2 : one who helps, advises, or encourages 3 slang : pawn-
broker

un-clean \,an-'klen. "an-X adj 1 : morally or spiritually impure
2 : infected with a harmful supernatural contagion; also : pro-
hibited by ritual law for use or contact 3 : dirty, filthy 4 : lack-
ing in clarity and precision of conception or execution — nn-clean-
ness \-'klen-n3s\ n
inn<clean-ly \-'klen-te\ adj : morally or physically unclean
2un.clean.ly \-'klen-le\ adv : in an unclean manner
un-clench \-'klench\ vt 1 : to open from a clenched position

: relax 2 : to release from a grip — vi : to become unclasped or
relaxed <his hands -^ed)
Un-Cle Sam \,3a-k3l-'sam\ n [fr. U.S.. abbr. of United Statesi
1 : the b.S. government persoriified 2 : the American nation or
people

un-clinch X.an-'klinch, 'an-\ vt : unclench
un-cloak \ "klokX vt l : to remove a cloak or cover from 2 : re-
veal. UNMASK '*- vi ; to take off a cloak

un-close \ 'kIoz\ vt X z open 2 : disclose, reveal '^ vi tio be-
come opjened

un>clothe \-'kl6tli\ vt 1 ; to strip of clothes 2 : divest, uncover
lun-CO \'so-(.)k6, -ka\ adj [ME (Sc) unkow, alter, of ME uncouth']
1 chiefly Scot a ; strange, unknown b : uncanny, weird
2 chiejly Scot : extraordinary

2unco adv : extremely, remarkably, uncommonly
3unco n 1 pi, chiejly Scot : news, tidings 2 chiejly Scot ; stranger

un-coil \,an-*kdi(»)I, "an-X vt ; to release from a coiled state ; un-
wind '«- VI ; to become uncoiled
un-coined \-'k6ind\ adj 1 ; not minted <'^ metal) 2 : not
fabricated : natural

un-com.fort-able \,3n-'k3m(p)(f)-t3-b3l, 'an-. -'ksm(p)-f3rt-3-\ adj
X : causing discomfort (an -^ chair) 2 : feeling discomfort ; un-
easy — nn-com-fort-ably \-ble\ adv
un-COm-mit'ted \,3n-k3-'mit-3d\ adj ; not committed; specij : not
pledged to a particular belief, allegiance, or program
nn-com-mon \,3n-'kam-an, 'an-\ adj 1 ; not ordinarily encoun-
tered : unusual 2 : remarkable, exceptional syn see in-
frequent— nn-com-mon-ly adv— un-com-mon-nessVan-nasV a
un.com.mu.ni.ca-tive X.an-ka-'myii-na-.kat-iv, -ni-k3t-\ adj

; not disposed to talk or impart information ; reserved
un-com-pli-men-ta-ry X.an-.kam-pla-'ment-a-re, -'men-tre\ adj
.; not complimentary : derogatory
un-com-pro-mis-ing X.sn-'kam-pra-.ml-zio, *sn-\ adj : not making
or accepting a compromise : making no concessions : inflexible,
unyielding — un-com*pro-mls-ing>ly \-zio-le\ adv
un>con-cern X.an-kan-'sarnV n 1 : lack of care or interest ; in-
difference 2 : freedom from excessive concern or an.xiety

un-con-cerued \-'s3rnd\ adj 1 : lacking care, interest, or feeling
2 : not anxious or solicitous : easy in mind syn see indifferent— an-con-cerned-ly \-'sar-nad-le, -'S3m-dle\ adv — un-con-
cerned*ness X-'sar-nad-nas, -'sarn(d)-n3s\ n

un-con-di-tion-al X.an-kan-'dish-nal, -'dish-an-nx adj : not limited
: absolute — nu-con-di-tion-aMy X-eX adv

un-COn-di>tioned X-'dish-andX adj 1 : not subject to conditions
2 : not dependent on conditioning or learning : natural

un-con-form-able X-'for-ma-balX adj 1 : not conforming 2 : ex-
hibiting geological unconformity — an*con-form-ably X-bleX adv

un-con-for^mi-ty X-'for-mat-eX n l archaic : lack of conformity
2a: lack of continuity in deposition between rock strata in contact
corresponding to a period of nondeposition, weathering, or erosion
b : the surface of contact between unconformable strata

un<cou-quer-abIe X,an-'kao-k(a-)ra-bal, *anA adj 1 : incapable of
being conquered ; indomitable 2 : incapable of being surmounted

un>C0n.sciO'na*bIe X-'kanch-(a-)na-balX adj 1 : not guided or
controlled by conscience : unscrupulous <an ^ villain) 2a: ex,-

CESSivE. unreasonable b : shockingly unfair or unjust : out-
rageous — un*con'Scio-na-bly X-bleX adv
lun •con'scions X.an-'kan-chas, 'an-X adj la; not knowing or
perceiving : not aware b : free from self-awareness 2 a : not
possessing mind or consciousness <'--' matter) b (1) : not marked
by conscious thought, sensation, or feeling (2) : of or relating to
the unconscious c : having no consciousness for the time being
<was ^ for three days) 3 : not consciously held or deliberately
planned or carried out : not consciously directed or realized <~
bias) — un'Con-scious-ly adv — un-con-scious-ness n

^unconscious n : the greater part of ih? psychic apparatus not
ordinarily available to consciousness and manifested in overt be-
havior (as slips of the tongue or dissociated acts) or in dreams

un- con-Sid -ered X.an-kan-'sid-ardX adj 1 : not considered or worth
consideration 2 : not resulting from consideration

un-con.sti.tu.tion.al \,an-.kan(t)-sta-'t(y)ush-nal, -an-=*!X adj
: not according to or consistent with the constitution of a state or
society — nn-con-sti-tu-tion-al-i-ty X-,t(y)u-sha-'nal-at-eX n
— un-con-sti'tu-tiou-al-ly X-'t(y)ush-na-le. -an-^eX adv

un-con-trol*la*ble X,an-kan-'tro-la-balX adj 1 archaic : free from
control by a superior power : absolute 2 : incapable of being
controlled : ungovernable — un-con-troMa'bly X-bleX adv

un-con-ven-tion-al X.an-kan-'vench-nal, -an-'I\ adj : not con-
ventional : not bound by or in accordance with convention : being
out of the ordinary — un*con-ven-tion>aM*ty X-.ven-cha-'nal-
3t-eX n — un-con-ven-tion-al'Iy X-'vench-na-le, -an-'l-eX adv
un-cork X.3n-'k6(a')rk, 'anA vt 1 ; to draw a cork from 2 a : to
release from a sealed or pent-up state <'-^ a surprise) b : to let go
: RELEASE <~ a wild pilch)

un-count-ed X-'^^aiint-adX adj 1 : not counted 2 : innumerable
un-cou-ple X-'kap-^lX vt 1 : to release (dogs) from a couple
2 : DETACH, DISCONNECT <~ railroad cars)

un-couth X-'kuthX adj [ME, fr. OE uncuth, fr. un- + cTith familiar,

known; akin to OHG kund known, OE can know — more at can]
1 a archaic I not known or not familiar to one : seldom experienced
: uncommon, rare b obs : mysterious, uncanny 2 a : strange
or clumsy in shape or appearance : outlandish b : lacking in

polish and grace c : awkward and uncultivated in appearance,
manner, or behavior — un>couth-ly adv — un-couth-ness n

un-cov-er X,an-'kav-ar, 'an-X vt 1 ; to make known : bring to
light : DISCLOSE, REVEAL 2 \ to cxposc to vicw bv removinj» some
covering 3 a : to take the cover from b : to

4 : to deprive of protection ^ vi 1 : to remov
2 : to take off the hat a» a token of respect

un-coy.ered \-^t6.\ adj l : not supplied with i

covered by insurance or included in a social
program b : not covered by collateral <an '-^

un-cre-at-ed X.an-kre-'at-adX adj 1 : not existing by creation
: ETERNAL, SELF-EXTSTENT 2 ; uot yet Created

un>crit-i>cal X.an-'krit-i-kal, 'an-X Qf^j 1 : not critical : lacking in
discrimination 2 : showing lack or improper use of critical stand-
ards or procedures — nn-crit-i-cal-Iy X-k(a-)leX adv

un-cross X.an-'kros, 'an-X vt ; to change from a crossed position
un-crown X-'kraiinX vt : to take the crown from : depose, dethrone

covering 2a: not
isurance or welfare
note)

See un- and 2d element
onchalleDged
unchanged
unchanging
onchaperoned
uncharacteristic
unchary
unchastened
unchecked
UDchivalrous
unchristened
unciliated
unclad

unclaimed
unciassifiable
uncleaned
uncJeanliness
uncleanness
unclear
uncleared
unclothed
unclouded
uncluttered
uncoated
uncocked
uncoiled

uncollected
uncollectible
uncolored
uncombed
uncombined
uncomely
uncomforted
uncompanionable
uncompensated
uncomplaining
uncompleted
uncomplicated
uncompounded

uncomprehended
uncomprehending
nncomprehensible
unconcealed
unconfined
unconfirmed
uncongealed
uncon^nial
unconnected
unconquered
unconsc ientious
unconsecrated
unconsolidated

unconstrained
unconsumed
uncontaminated
uncontested
uncontradicted
uncontrolled
unconverted
unconvinced
unconvincing
uncooked
uncooperative
uncoordinated
uncordial

uncorked
uncorrected
uncorroborated
uocorrupted
uncountable
uncourteous
uncredited
uncrippled
uncropped
uncrossed
uncrowded
uncrowned
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uncrystallized 966 underline

un.crys.tal-lized\-'kris-t3-,lTzd\ adj : not crystallized; specij : not
finally or definitely formed

unC'tion \'30(k)-shan\ n [ME unctioun, fr. L unction-, unctio, fr.

unctus, pp. of unguere to anoint — more at ointment] 1 : the act of

anointing as a rile of consecration or healing 2 : something used

for anointing : ointment, unguent 3 a : religious or spiritual

fervor or the expression (as in language or manner) of such fervor

b : exaggerated, assumed, or superficial earnestness of language or

manner : unctuousness
unctu.ous \'3oCk)-ch3(-w3)s, •3r]nc)sh-w3s\ adj [ME. fr. MF or

ML- MF unctueux, fr. ML unctuosus, irreg. fr. L uncium ointment, fr.

neut. of uncrus, pp.] la: fatty, oily b : smooth and greasy in

texture or appearance 2 a : rich in organic matter and easily work-
able <"- soil) b : PLASTIC (fine ~ clay) 3 ; full of unction; esp

: revealing or marked by a smug, ingratiating, and false earnestness

or spirituality — uuc-tu-ous-ly adv — nuc-ta*ous>ne5S n

un*CUll \,an-'k3r(-3tl, '3n-\ vi : to become straightened out from
a curled or coiled position '^ vt ; to straighten the curls of : unroll
un-cus \'ar)-k3S\n, p/un.ci\'3ri-.ki, -,ke; 'sn-.sT\ [NL, fr. L; hook
— more at angle] : a hooked anatomical part or process

Oll'CUt \,9n-'k3t, '3n-\ adj 1 : not cut down or cut into 2 : not

shaped by cutting <an ~ diamond) 3 oj a book : not having the

folds of the leaves slit 4 : not abridged or curtailed

un>daunt*ed \-'d6nt-3d, -'crant-\ adj : courageous with an un-
diminished resolution — un-dauut-ed-ly adv
imdec- comb jorm [L undecim, fr. unus one + decern ten — more at

ONE, ten] : eleven (undccillion)

nn-de-celve \,3n-di-'scv\ vt : to free from deception. Illusion, or

un-de-cil-liou \,an-di-'sil-v3n\ n, ojten attrib iundec- + -illion (as in
million}'\ — see number table

im-dec-y.le.nic acid \,3n-.des-a-,Ien-ik-, -,len-\ n [undecylene

(C,i Hzz) ] : an acid CnHaoOz found in perspiration, obtained com-
mercially from castor oil, and used in the treatment of fungous in-

fections of the skin
un>deed>ed X.an-'ded-ad, 'an-X adj, obs ; not exploited In deeds

un.de.mon'Stra*tive X.sn-di-'manU^-strat-ivV adj : restrained In

expression of feeling : reserved — un.de-mon'Stra-tive.ly adv
— un.de. mon-stra-tive'iiess n

wn.de.ni.able \-'ni-3-b3l\ adj 1 : plainly true : incontestable
2 : unquestionably excellent or genuine <an applicant with --^

references) — un.de.ni'able-ness n — un-de-ni-ably \-bi5\ adv
lun-der \"3n-dar\ adv [ME, adv. & prep., fr. OE; akin to OHG
unwr under, L injerus situated beneath, lower, irJra below, Skt
adha} I ; in or into a position below or beneath something 2 : be-
low some quantity or limit 3 : in or into a condition of subjection,
subordination, or unconsciousness 4 : so as to be covered or
hidden
sun.der X.an-dsr, 'an-N prep 1 : below and in such a position as to
be overhung, surmounted, covered, protected, or concealed by <

—

sunny skies) (swims -^ water) <~ separate cover) 2 a (1) : subject
to the authority, guidance, or instruction of (served ^ the general)
(2) : attested or warranted by (issued '~^ the royal seal) h ; con-
trolled, limited, weighed upon, or oppressed by (~ quarantine)
(collapsed ---' the strain) c : receiving or undergoing the action or
effect of (•-' ether) 3 a : within the group or designation of ('^

this heading) b : bearing or assuming outwardly esp. for the sake
of concealment ('^ a false name> 4 a : inferior or subordinate to
(as in size, amount, or rank) <'all weights ^12 ounces) (speak to
nobody ^ a colonel) b ; inferior to the standard or required de-
gree of <"- legal age)

3under \'3n-dar\ adj 1 a ; lying or placed below, beneath, or on
the ventral side (-- parts) — often used in combination (gnawed his
underlipy b : facing or protruding downward 2 ; lower in rank or
authority : subordinate 3 : lower than usual, proper, or desired
in amount, quality, or degree (—' dose of medicine)

un.der.act \,3n-d3-'rakt\ vt l : to perform (a dramatic part") with
less than the retiuisite skill or vigor 2 : to perform with restraint
for greater dramatic impact or personal force ^^ vi : to perform
feebly or with restraint

un.der.age \,3n-da-'raj\ adj : of less than mature or legal age
lun-der.arm \,3n-d3-,rarm\ adj 1 ; placed under or on the under-
side of the arm (.^ seams) 2 : underhand
2un.der.ann \,3n-da-'rarm\ adv : underhand
un.der.bel-ly \'3n-d3r-,bel-e\ n : the under surface of a body or
mass; esp ; a vulnerable area

un.der.bid \,3n-d3r-'bid\ vt 1 : to bid less than (a competing
bidden 2 : to bid (a hand of cards) at less than the strength of the
hand warrants -^ vt ; to bid too low — un>der*bid*der n
un.der.body \'Dn-dar-.bad-e\ n : the lower part of an animal's
body : linderparts

un-der-brcd \,3n-d3r-'bred\ adj 1 : marked by lack of good breed-
ing : ii.L-BRED 2 : of inferior or mixed breed (--' dog)

uu.der. brush V'an-dar-.brashX n ; shrubs, bushes, or small trees
growing beneath large trees in a wood or forest : brush

un.der-car.riage \'3n-d3r-,kar-ij\ n 1 : a supporting framework
(as of an automobile) 2 : the landing gear of an airplane

un.der.charge X.an-dar-'charjVv^ : to charge (as a persont too little— undercharge \'3n-dar-,\ n
un.der.class.man \,on-d3r-'klas-raan\ n : a member of the fresh-
man or sophomore class

un.der.clolhes X'an-dar-.klofihlA n pi : underwear
un.der.clotn.ing_\-.klo-tliio\ n : underwear
un.der.coat \-.kot\ n l : a coat or jacket formerly worn under
another 2 : a growth of short hair or fur partly concealed by a
longer growth (a dog's '-) 3 : a coat of paint under another
4 dial : PETTICOAT

un.der.col.ored \,3n-dar-'k3l-ard\ adj : having less color than
needed or proper

un-der-cool \-'kiil\ vt : supercool
un.der.cov.er \-'k3v-3r\ adj : acting or executed in secret; specij

: employed or engaged in spying or secret investigation (— agent)
un.der.crolt \'3n-d3r-.kr6ft\ n [M E. fr. under + crojie crypt, fr.

See,

MD, fr. ML crupta, fr. L crypto"] : a subterranean room; esp ; a
vaulted chamber under a church : crypt
un.der.ciu-rent \-.k3r-snt, -,k3-r3nt\ n 1 : a current below the
upper currents or surface 2 : a hidden tendency of opinion or
feeling often contrary to the one publicly sliown — undercurrent

lun.der.cut N.an-dsr-'katX vt 1 : to cut away the underpart of ('^
a vein of ore) 2 : to cut away material from the underside of (an
object) so as to leave an overhanging portion in relief 3 : to offer
to sell at lower prices than or to work for lower wages than (a com-
petitor) 4 ; to cut obliquely into (a tree) below the main cut and
on the side toward which the tree will fall 5 : to strike (the ball)

in golf, tennis, or hockey obliquely downward so as to give a back-
spin or elevation to the shot -^ vi : to perform the action of cutting
away beneath

2im.der.cut N'sn-dar-.katX n 1 : the action or result of cutting
away from the underside of anything 2 Brit : tenderloin 1 3 : a
notch cut before felling in the base of a tree to determine the direc-
tion of falling and to prevent splitting 4 ; a cut in tennis made
with an underhand stroke

un-der.de.vel.oped \,3n-dard-i-'vel-9pt\ adj 1 : not normally or
adequately developed (-^ muscles) 2 : failing to realize a potential
economic level of industrial production and standard of living
(as from lack of capital)

un.der.do \,3n-d3r-'dii\ vt ; to do less thoroughly than one can;
esp : to cook (as meat) rare
un.der.dog \'3n-d3r-,d6g\ n 1 : a loser or predicted loser in a
struggle or contest 2 : a victim of injustice or persecution
un-der.done \,sn-d3r-'d3n\ adj ; not thoroughly done or cooked

: rare (-^ steak>
un.der.draw.ers \'3n-d3r-,dr6(-3')rz\ n pi : an article of underwear
covering the lower body and the legs (calf-length -^)

un.der.es-ti.mate \,3n-d3-'res-t3-,mat\ vt 1 : to estimate as being
less than the actual size, quantitv, or number 2 : to place too low
a value on : underrate— un.der.es.ti.mate\-raat\ /i — uu>der-
es.ti.nia.tiou \-,res-t3-'ma-sh3n\ n

un.der.ex-pose \,3n-ds-rik-'spoz\ vr ; to expose (a photographic
plate or film) for less time than is needed — un.der.ex.po.sure
\-'spo-zh3r\ n

un.der. feed \,3n-d3r-'fed\ vt 1 : to feed with too little food 2 : to
feed with fuel from the underside

un.der. loot \-'fut\ adv 1 : under the foot esp. against the ground
2 : below, at. or before one's feet 3 : in the way

un.der.Iur X'an-dsr-.farX n : the thick soft fur lying beneath the
longer and coarser hair of a mammal — compare underco.at 2

un.der. gar.men I \-,gar-m3nt\ n ; a garment to be worn under
another

un.der. gird \,3n-d3r-'g3rd\ vt 1 : to make secure underneath
2 ; to brace up : strengthen

un.der.glaze \,3n-d3r-,glaz\ adj 1 ; applied before the glaze is put
on 2 : suitable for applying under the glaze

un.der.go X.an-dsr-'goX vt 1 obs : undertake 2 obs : to partake
of 3 : to submit to : endure 4 ; to pass through : experience

un.der. grad.u.ate \,3n-d3r-'graj-(3-)w3t, -3-,wat\ n : a student at
a college or university who has not taken a first degree
tun.der.ground \,3n-d3r-'graund\ adv 1 : beneath the surface of
the earth 2 : in or into hiding or secret operation

aun.der.ground \*3n-d3r-,graUnd\ adj 1 : being, growing, oper-
ating, or situated below the surface of the ground 2 : conducted
by secret means
3underground X'sn-dsr-.N n 1 : a subterranean space or channel
2 : an underground city railway system 3 a : a movement or group
organized in strict secrecy among citizens esp. in an occupied coun-
try for maintaining communications, popular sohdarity, and con-
certed resistive action pending Uberation b ; a clandestine con-
spiratorial organization set up for revolutionary or other disruptive
purposes esp. against a civil order

Underground Railroad n ; a system of cooperation among active
antislavery people in the U S. before 1863 by which fugitive slaves
were secretly helped to reach the North or Canada

un-der-growtll X'sn-dsr-.grothX n : low growth on the Hoor of a
forest including seedlings and saplings, shrubs, and herbs
tun.der-hand \'3n-d3r-,hand\ adv 1 a : in a clandestine manner
b archaic : QUIETLY 2 : with the target seen beiow the left hand
3 : with an underhand motion (bowl '--} (pitch --)

2underhand adj 1 : aimed so that the target is seen below the left

hand ( ^ shooting at long range) 2 : marked by secrecy, chicanery,
and deception : not honest and aboveboard : sly 3 : done so as to
evade notice 4 : performed with the hand kept below the level of
the shoulder (^ pass in football) syu see secret
lun-der-hand-ed \,3n-d3r-'han-d3d\ adj (or adv) : underhand— un.der. hand. ed.iy adv -~ un.der.hand.ed'uess n
2underliauded adj \ insufficiently provided with workers
un.der.hung V.an-dar-'haoN odj 1 a oj a lower jaw : projecting
beyond the upper jaw b : having such a jaw 2 : underslung

un.der.laid \-'lad\ adj 1 : laid or placed underneath 2 : having
something laid or lying underneath
iun.der.lay \-'la\ vt 1 : to cover, line, or traverse the bottom of
: give support to on the undei-side or below 2 : to raise or support
by something laid under
2un.der.lay \'3n-d3r-,Ia\ n : something that is laid under; specij : a
thickness of paper placed under type or a cut to bring it up to the
proper height for printing

un-der-let \,3n-d3r-'let\ vt 1 ; to let below the real value 2 : sublet
un.der.lie \-'lT\ vt 1 : to be subject or amenable to (^ a challenge)
2 ; to lie or be situated under 3 : to be at the basis of : form the
foundation of : support (ideas underlying the revolution) 4 : to
exist as a claim or security superior and prior to (another) (a first

mortgage ~"S a second)
lun.der.line X'an-dar-.lTn, .an-dar-'X v; 1 : to mark (a word) with
a line underneath 2 : to put emphasis upon ; stress
2un.der.line Van-dar-.lTnX n 1 ; a horizontal line placed under-
neath something 2 : the outline of an animal's underbody

and 2d element
uncultivablc
uncultivated
uncultured
ODCurbed

uncurrent
uncurtained
undamaged

undamped
undated
undazzlcd
undecided
undecipherable

undecked
undeclared
undeclinable
undecorated
undefeated

undefended
undcfiled
undefinable
undefined
undelayed

undeliverable
undemanding
undemocratic
undenominatioQal
undcpendable
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: who is under the orders of anotheron-der-ling X'^n-dar-iioX n

:

: SUBORDINATE, INFERIOR
un>der*lip \,3n-d3r-'lip\ n ; the lower lip

an*der-Iy>mg \,3n-d3r-,lT-ig\ aoT/ 1 ; lying beneath : fundamental
2 ; evident only on close inspection ; iMPLicrr 3 ; anterior and
prior in claim <'-^ mortgage)

im.der-mine N.an-dar-'mlnN vt 1 : to excavate the earth beneath
; form a mine under : sap 2 : to wash away supporting material
from under 3 : to subvert or weaken insidiously or secretly 4 : to
weaken or ruin by degrees syn see weaken

im>der<niost X'an-dar-.mostX adj ; lowest in relative position— undermost adv
lun-der-neaUl X.sn-dar-'nethX prep [ME undernethe, prep. & adv.,
fr, OE underneolfian, fr. under + neothan below — more at beneath]
1 ; directly beneath or close under esp. so as to be hidden 2 : under
subjection to 3 ; under the guise or appearance of
zuudenieath adv 1 ; under or below an object or a surface : be-
neath 2 : on the lower side
Un*der*nour>iShed X.an-dar-'nar-isht, -'na-rishtX adJ : supplied
with less than the minimum amount of the foods essential for sound
health and growth — nn>der>nonr-lsIi-ment X-'nsr-ish-msnt,
-'na-rish-\ n

un.der.pants \'an-d3r-,panCt)s\ n pi : drawers
un-der-part \-,part\ n 1 ; a part lying on the lower side esp. of a
bird or mammal 2 : a subordinate or auxiliary part or role

tui*der>pass \-,pas\ n ; a crossing of two highways or of a highway
and pedestrian path or railroad at different levels where clearance
to traffic on the upper level is obtained by depressing (as with a
tunnel) the lower level; also : the lower level of such a crossing

nn-der-pin \,3n-d3r-'pin\ vt 1 : to form part of, strengthen, or
replace the foundation of <'^ a structure) <'^ a sagging building)
2 ; SUPPORT, substantiate i'^ a thesis with evidence)

im-der>pin*nmg X'sn-dar-.pin-ioX n 1 : the material and construc-
tion (as a foundation) uped for support of a structure 2 : support,
PROP 3 : a person's legs — usu. used in pi.

Un>der>play \,an-dar-'pla\ vt 1 ; to play a card lower than (a held
high card) 2 ; to act or present (as a role or a scene) with restraint
; play down ^ vt ; to play a role with subdued force

un>der>pIot \'sn-d3r-,prat\ n ; a dramatic plot that is subordinate
to the main action

nn*der<priv<l>leged \,3n-d3r-'priv-(9-)lijd\ adj ; deprived through
social or «;onomic condition of some of the fundamental rights of
all members of a civilized society : poor

un.der.pro.duction X-prg-'dsk-shanX n : the production of less
than enough to satisfy the demand or of less than the usual supply

nn*der>proof \,an-d3r-'prUf\ adj : containing less alcohol than
proof spirit

im>der<rate \,3n-d3(r)-'rat\ vt : to rate too low : undervalue
im>der>npe \-'rTp\ adj ; insufficiently ripe
lun-der-run \-'r3n\ vt 1 : to pass or extend under 2 : to pass
along under in order to examine (a cable)
2im>der>run \'3n-d3(r)-,r3n\ n : the amount by which something
produced (as a cut of lumber) falls below an estimate

nn.der.score \*3n-dar-.sk6Ca)r, -.sk6(3)r\ vt 1 : to draw a line
under t underline 2_: emphasize — underscore n
1un*der-sea \,3n-d9r-,se\ adj 1 : being or carried on under the sea
or under the surface of the sea <~ fighting) 2 : designed for use
under the surface of the sea (-^ fleet)

sun*der-sea \.3n-d3r-*se\ or un*der>5eas \-'sez\ adv : under the
sea ; beneath the surface of the sea <photographs taken ~>

un-der>sec<re>tary X.sn-dar-'sek-ra-.ter-eX n ; a secretary immedi-
ately subordinate to a principal secretary <-« of state)

un-der-sell X.sn-dar-'selX vt : to sell articles cheaper than
nn>der>sexed \-'sekst\ adj ; characterized by a subnormal degree
of sexual desire

nn*der>sliirt X'sn-dar-.shartX n : a collarless undergarment with or
without sleeves

un>der>ShOOt X.an-dar-'shutV vt 1 : to shoot short of or below (a
target) 2 : to fall short of (a runway) in landing an airplane

1in>der>shot \,3n-dar-,shat\ adj 1 ; having the lower incisor teeth
or lower jaw projecting beyond the upper when the mouth is closed
2 : moved by water passing beneath <"- wheel)

an>der>Shrub V'sn-dsr-.shrab, esp South -,sr3b\ n 1 : subshrub 1

2 : a small low-growing shrub — un>der>sliruh*by adj
lin-der>side X'an-dar-.sTd, .on-dar-'V n : the side or surface lying
underneath

iui-der>signed N'an-dar-.sIndX n, pi undersigned : one who signs
his name at the end of a document <the -^ testifies) <the -^ all agree)
un.der-sized X.an-dar-'stzdX also un-der-size \-'sTz\ adj : of a
size less than is common, proper, normal, or average (^ trout)

un-der-Sldrt \'3n-d3r-,skart\ n ; a skirt worn under an outer skirt;
esp : PETTICOAT
UU>der-Slung X.sn-dar-'slsoV adj XaoJ a vehicleframe : suspended
so as to extend below the axles b : having a low center of gravity
2 : undershot 1

un-der-song X'an-dar-.sdoN n : a subordinate melody or part
un*der>spiil \-,spin\ n : backspin
un-der-stand X.an-dsr-'standX vb un.der.stood \-'stud\ un-der-
stand'ing [ME understanden, fr. OE understandan, fr. under
+ standan to stand] vt 1 a : to grasp the meaning of : comprehend
<'^ Russian) {-^ a message in code) b : to grasp the reasonable-
ness of <his behavior is hard to -^) c : to have thorough or tech-
nical acquaintance with or expertness in the practice of <'^ finance)
d ; to be thoroughly familiar with the character and propensities
of i'^s children) 2 : to accept as a fact or truth or regard as plau-
sible without utter certainty (-^ that he is returning from abroad)
3 : to interpret in one of a number of possible ways 4 : to supply
in thought as though expressed <"to be married" is commonly un-
derstood after the word engaged^ •— v/ 1 : to have understanding
: have the power of comprehension 2 : to achieve a grasp of the
nature, significance, or explanation of something 3 ; to believe or
infer something to be the case 4 : to show a sympathetic or tol-

erant attitude toward something— nn>der*stand>abil*i>ty \-,stan-
d3-'bil-3t-e\ n — ntt*der*stand>able \-'stan-d3-b3l\ adj — un-
der,stand.ably \-ble\ adv

syn understand, comprehend, appreciate mean to have a clear
or complete idea of. understand may differ from comprehend in
implying a result whereas comprehend stresses the mental process
of arriving at a result <he understood the instructions without com-
prehending their purpose) appreciate implies a just estimation of
a thing's value (failed to appreciate the risks involved)
lun.der.stand.ing X.an-dsr-'stan-dioX n 1 a : discernment, in-
sight b : an act or result of interpreting 2 a : the power of com-
prehending; specij ; the capacity to apprehend general relations of
particulars b : the power to make experience intelligible by apply-
ing concepts and categories 3 a : friendly or harmonious relation-
ship h : an agreement of opinion or feehng ; adjustment of differ-
ences c : a mutual agreement not formally entered into but in some
degree binding on each side

^understanding adj 1 archaic ; knowing, it^elugent 2 : en-
dowed with understanding ; tolerant, sympathetic — un-der-
Stand*ing*ly \-'stan-dio-le\ adv

un.dei'State \.an-dar-'stat\ vt 1 : to represent as less than is the
cEise 2 : to state with restraint esp. for greater effect — un*der-
state-ment \-m3nt\ n

un.der>Stood \,3n-d3r-'stud\ adj 1 : fully apprehended 2 : agreed
upon 3 : iMPLicrr

Un-der-stcry N'sn-dsr-.stor-e, -,stdr-\ n : the plants of a forest
undergrowth; broadly ; any underlying layer of low vegetation

un>der*Strap>per \-,strap-3r\ n [Sunder + strapper (one who
harnesses horses)] : a petty agent or subordinate : underling
lun-der.study \-,st3d-e, ,3n-d3r-'\ vi : to study another actor's
part in order to be his substitute in an emergency '>' vr : to prepare
(as a part) as understudy; also : to prepare as understudy to (as an
actor)

2im*der<study \'an-d3r-,st3d-e\ n ; one who stands prepared to act
another's part or take over another's duties
lun-der-sur-lace \-,s3r-f3s\ n : underside
2undersuTface adj : existing or moving below the surface
un-der-take \,3n-d3r-'tak\ vr 1 : to take in hand : enter upon ; set
about : ATTEMPT 2 I to put oneself under obUgation to perform
; CONTRACT, covenant 3 : GUARANTEE. PROMISE 4 : to accept as
a charge ^ vi, archaic ; to give surety or assume responsibility

tin.der.tak.er X.an-dsr-'ta-kar, 2 is 'an-dar-A n 1 : one that under-
takes ; one that takes the risk and management of business : entre-
preneur 2 : one whose business is to prepare the dead for burial
and to arrange and manage funerals 3 : an Englishman taking
over forfeited lands in Ireland in the 16th and 17 th centuries

un-der.tak.ing V'sn-dsr-.ta-kioX n 1 : the act of one who under-
takes or engages in a project or business; specij : the business of an
undertaker 2 ; something undertaken 3 : pledge, guarantee

un>der>ten>ant \'sn-d3r-,ten-3nt\ n : one who holds lands or tene-
ments by a sublease

un-der-tlie-COunt.er N.sn-dar-iiis-'kaunt-arX adj [fr. the hiding of
illicit wares under the counter of stores where they are sold] : un-
lawful, iLLiCFT <~ sale of drugs)

un-der-tone Van-dar-.tonX n 1 ; a low or subdued utterance or
accompanying sound 2 a : an emotional quality underlying the
surface of an utterance or action b : the underlying tendency of a
market 3 : a subdued color: as a : a color seen through and mod-
ifying another color b ; the color of the light transrhitted (as by a
paint or varnish film)

1Ul>der>tow \-,to\ n ; the current beneath the surface that sets
seaward or along the beach when waves are breaking upon the
shore

un.der'trick \-,trik\ n : one of the tricks by which a declarer In
bridge falls short of making his contract

im>der*yaI*u>a>tion X.sn-dar-.val-ya-'wa-shsnX n 1 ; the act of
undervaluing 2 : a value under the real worth

Un>der>val>ue \-'val-(,)yu, -y3-w\ vt 1 : to value, rate, or estimate
below the real worth 2 : to esteem lightly : depreciate
un<der>waist \'3n-d3r-,wast\ n ; a waist for wear under another
garment; specij : waist 3c

nn-der-wa-ter \,3n-d3r-,w6t-ar, -,wat-\ adj 1 ; lying, growing,
worn, or operating below the surface of the water 2 : being below
the waterline of a ship — un>der-wa*ter \-'w6t-, -'wat-\ adv
under way adv [prob. fr. D onderweg, fr. MD onderwegen, lit.,

under or among the ways] 1 : in motion : not at anchor or aground
2 : into motion from a standstill 3 ; in progress : afoot (prepara-
tions were under way")

un»der»way \,3n-dar-,wa\ adj ; occurring, performed, or used while
traveling or in motion <'^ refueling)

un.der-wear \'3n-d3r-,wa(3)r, -,we(3)r\ n : a garment worn next to
the skin and under other clothing

under weigh adv [by folk etymology] : under way
lun-der.weight \,3n-d3r-'wat\ n : weight below normal, average,
or requisite weight
^underweight adj : weighing less than the normal or requisite
amount
iun*der«wing \'3n-d3r-,wIo\ n ; one of the posterior wings of an
insect

sunderwing adj : placed or growing underneath the wing <~ coverts)

un-der-wood X'an-dar-.wiidX n ; undergrowth, underbrush
un.der.wool \-,wu\\ n : short woolly underfur
un-der.world \-,w3rld\ n 1 archaic : earth 2 : the place of de-
parted souls : HADES 3 : the side of the earth opposite to one 4 : a
social sphere below the level of ordinary hfe; esp : the world of
organized crime

un-der-write \'3n-d3(r)-,rTt, ,3n-d3(r)-'\ vt 1 j to write under or at
the end of something else 2 : to set one's name to (an insurance
policy) for the purpose of thereby becoming answerable for a desig-
nated loss or damage on consideration of receiving a premium per-
cent : insure on life or property; also ; to assume (a sum or risk) by
way of insurance 3 : to subscribe to : agree to 4 a ; to agree to
purchase (a security issue) usu. on a fixed date at a fixed price with
a view to public distribution b : to guarantee financial support of
'^ vi ; to carry on the business of an underwriter

un-der.writ-er \'3n-d3(r)-,rTt-3r\ n 1 : one that underwrites
: guarantor 2 a : one that underwrites a policy of insurance
h ; one who selects risks to be solicited or rates the acceptability
of risks solicited 3 : one that underwrites a security issue
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1Ui*de>sign<ing \,3n-dl-'zr-nlo\ adj : having no artful, ulterior, or
fraudulent purpose : sincere, artless

un.de-sir.abil.i-ty X.sn-di-.zI-ra-'bil-st-eX n : the quality or state

of being undesirable
iun.de«slr-at)le \-'zT-ra-bal\ adj : not deslrabje ; unwanted —
un-de-sir.able.ness n — un'de>sir-ably \-ble\ adv
aundesirable n : one that is undesirable
un.de. vi-at«ing X.sn-'de-ve-.at-io. 'an-V adj : keeping a true course

: UNSWERVING - un-de-vl'at'ing'ly \-io-le\ adv
un*dies \'3n-dez\ n pi [by shortening & alter.] : underwear; esp

; women's underwear
rni'dine \,9n-'den, '3n-,\ n [NL undina, fr. L unda wave — more at

water] : an elemental being in the theory of Paracelsus inhabiting
water : a water nymph

un-di-recl-ed X.gn-da-'rek-tsd^ -.dT-\ adj : not directed <~ efforts)

un-diS'SO'Ci-at-ed \,3n-dis-*o-s(h)e-,at-3d\ adj : not electrolyt-

ically dissociated
Ull'do X.sn-'dii, '3n-\ vt 1 : to open or loose by releasing a fastening
(as a lock) : untie 2 : to make of no effect or as if not done : make
null : REVERSE 3 a : to ruin the worldly means, reputation, or hopes
of h ; to disturb the composure of : upset c ; seduce "^ vi

i to come open or apart — un-do-er n

un-dO'ing \-'dU-io\ « 1 : loosing, unfastening 2 : ruin; also

: a cause of ruin 3 : annulment, reversal
un-dou-ble X.an-'dab-al, 'snA vb i unfold, unclench
un-doubt-ed \-'daut-3d\ adj : not doubted : genuine, undisputed
— un-doubt'ed-ly adv
un-drape \,3n-'drap, "an-X vt : to strip of drapery : unveil
un.draw \-'dr6\ vt : to draw aside (as a curtain) : open
iun«dress \-'dres\ vt 1 : to remove the clothes or covering of
; DIVEST, strip 2 : expose '— vi ; to take off one's clothes : disrobe

sundress n 1 : informal dress: as a : a loose robe or dressing gown
b : ordinary dress — compare full dress 2 : Nuorrv

un<due V'd(y)u\ adj 1 : not due : not yet payable 2 a : inappro-
priate, UNSUITABLE b I excect-iing or violating propriety or fitness

un.dll.lanl \ 'an-js-bnt, '3n-d(y)3-\ adj l undulating
undulant lever n : a persistent human brucellosis marked by re-

mittent fever, pain and swelling in the joints, and great weakness
and contracted by contact with infected domestic animals or con-
sumntion of their products
lun-du-late \-l3t, -,lat\ or un.du-lat.ed \-,lat-3d\ adj [L undulatus,
fr. (assumed) L undtila, dim. of L unda wave — more at water]
: having a wa^/y surface, margin, or markings

2uu«dU.late \-,lat\ vb [LL undula small wave, fr. (assumed) L] vi

1 : to form or move in waves : fluctuate 2 : to rise and fall in
volume, pilch, or cadence 3 : to present a wavy appearance '— vt

: to move or cause to move in wavy, sinuous, or flowing manner
syn see swing

un.du.la.tion X.sn-ja-'la-shsn, .3n-d(y)9-\ n 1 a : a rising and faU-
ing in waves b ; a wavelike motion to and fro in a fluid or elastic
medium propagated continuously among its particles but wlih little

or no permanent translation of the particles in the direction of the
propagation ; vibration 2 : the pulsation caused by the vibrating
together of two tones not quite in unison 3 : a wavy appearance,
outline, or form ; waviness

un.du-la.to-ry X'sn-ja-la-.tor-e, 'sn-d(y)3-, -,t6r-\ adj : of or relat-

ing to undulation ; moving in or resembling waves : undulating
undulatory theory n : a theory in physics: light is transmitted from
luminous bodies to the eye and other objects by an undulatory
movement — called also wave theory

un.dU'ly \,3n-'d(y)u-ie, 'an-\ adv : in an undue manner; esp : ex-
cessively

un.du.ti.lul \-'d(y)ut-i-f3]\ adj i not dutiful — un-du-ti-fuMy
\-fa-le\ adv — un-dU'ti-fuLness n

un.dy-ing \-'dT-ir)\ adj : not dying : immortal, perpetual
un.earned \-'arnd\ adj : not gained by labor, service, or skill <'--'

Income) <'--' runs>
unearned increment n : an Increase In the value of property (as
land) that is due to no labor or expenditure of the owner but to
natural causes (as the increase of population) that create an In-
creased demand for it

un.earth X.sn-'arth, 'an-\ v/ 1 : to dig up out of the earth : exhume,
disinter <-- a hidden treasure) 2 : to bring from concealment,
obscurity, or oblivion : bring to light : uncover, discover (-^ a
plot) syn see discover

un-earth.li.ness \-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being unearthly
un.eartli.ly \-le\ adj : not earthly as a : not terrestrial b ; pre-
ternatl'Ral. supernatural c : weird, eerie d : spiritual, ideal
{^ love) e : fantastic, preposterous

un-eas-i-ly \,3n-'ez-^3-)le, 'snA adv : in an uneasy manner
un-eas-i-ness \-'e-ze-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being uneasy
lun.easy \-'e-ze\ adj 1 archaic ; causing physical or mental dis-
comfort 2 archaic : difficult 3 : awkward, embarrassed
4 : WORRIED, APPREHENSIVE 5 I RESTLESS, UNQUIET 6 ; UNSTABLE
2uneasy adv : uneasily
un-em.ploy.able \.3n-im-'pl6i-a-b3l\ adj ; not acceptable for em-
ployment ~ unemployable n

UU*em*ployed \-'pl<Md\ ad} : not employed: a : not being used
b : not engaged in a gainful occupation C : not Invested
un-em.ploy'ment \-'pl6i-m3nt\ n : the state of being unemployed
lun-equal \,an-'e-kw3l, 'an-X adj la; not of the same measure-
ment, quantity, or number as another b ; not like or not the same
as another in degree, worth, or status 2 : not uniform : variable,
UNEVEN 3 a ; badly balanced or matched b ; contracted between
unequals <r^ marriages) C archaic : not equable 4 archaic % not
equitable : unjust 5 : inadequate, insufficient (timber ~ to
the strain) — un.equal-ly \-kw3-le\ adv
2unequal n : one that is not equal to another
sunequal adv, archaic ; unequally i^ malch'd —Shak.)
im.equaled \-kwaId\ adj : not equaled ; unparalleled
un.equiv.o-cal \,3n-i-'kwiv-3-k3l\ adv : leaving no doubt : clear,
unambiguous — un-equiV'0.cal*ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

un.err.ing \,3n-'e(3)r-io, .an-'ar-, "an-N adj : committing no error
; FAULTLESS, UNFAILING — un.err-ing-ly \-iri-le\ adv

un.es. sen. tial \,3n-3-'sen-ch?l\ adj 1 : not essential : dispensable,
UNIMPORTANT 2 archaic : void of essence : insubstantial

Un-even \,3n-'e-v5n, "sn-X adj 1 a archaic ; unequal la b : ODD
3a 2a: not even : not level or smooth : rugged, ragged (large
'^ teeth) <-- handvvriting) b : varving from the straight or parallel
c : not uniform : irregular <^ combustion) d : varying in quality
<an ~ performance) syn see rough — un-even.ly adv — un-
even.ness \-v9n-nas\ n

un.event-ful \,an-i-'vent-f3l\ adj : marked by no noteworthy or
untoward incidents : placid — un'Cvent-fUl.ly \-f3-le\ adv

tm.ex.am.pled \,an-ig-'zam-pald\ adj : having no example or
parallel : unprecedented

un.ex.cep-tion.able \,3n-ik-'sep-sh(a-')n3-bal\ adj [un- + obs.
exception (to take exception, object)] : not open to objection or
criticism : beyond reproach : unimpeachable — un^ex.cep.tion-
able.ness n — un.ex.cep-tion-ably \-ble\ adv

im-ex-pect-ed \,3n-ik-'spek-t3d\ adj • not expected : unforeseen— un.ex-pect-ed-Iy adv — un-ex-pect-ed-iiess n
un-exopres-sive \-'spres-iv\ ad; 1 r inexpressive 2 oft^ ; ineffable
un-fad-able X.an-'fad-s-bal, 'anA adj 1 : not subject to fading

: fast 2 ; incapable of being forgotten
un-fail.ing \,3n-'fa-lio, 'anA adj : not failing or liable to fail:

a : unflagging b : everlasting, inexhaustible c : infaluble— un-lail-ing-ly \-liD-ie\ adv — un-fail-ing.ness n
miofair \-'fa(a)r, -'fe(a)r\ adj 1 : marked by injustice, partiality,

or deception : i'Njust, dishonest 2 : not equitable in business
dealings — un-fair.ly adv -- un.fair.ness n

un-faith \-'fath\ n : absence of faith : disbelief
un.faith.ful \ 'fath-f3l\ adj : not faithful: a : not adhering to
vows, allegiance, or duty : disloyal b : not faithful to marriage
vows c archaic i wanting in good faith ; dishonest d ; inac-
curate, untrustworthy — un-iaith.luMy \-fa-ie\ adv — un-
faith>ful>ness n

un.la'mil'iar X.an-fa-'mil-yarX adj : not familiar: a : not well
known : stra.nge <an ^ place) b : not well acquainted <-- with
the subject) -- un-fa*mil'iar'i-ty^\-,mil-'yar-3t-e, -,mil-e-'(y)ar-\
n — un-la-miMar-Iy \ 'mil-vsr-leX adv

un.las.ten -..sn-'fas-^n, '3n-\ vt : to make loose: a ; unpin,
unbuckle b : undo c : detach

un.fa.thered \-'fath-3rd\ adj 1 : having no father : XLLEGrriMATE,
bastard 2 : having no known origin (-^ slanders)

un.fa-vor.able \-'fav-o-)r3-b3l, -'fa-vsr-balN adj 1 ; opposed,
contrary 2 ? not propitious : disadvantageous 3 : not pleas-
ing — un.fa.vor'able.ness n — un-fa-vor'ably \-ble\ adv

un«feath.ered \-^feth-3rd\ adj : unfledged
un-feel-ing \-'fe-lio\ adj 1 : devoid of feeling ; insensate
2 : hardhearted, cruel — un-feel-ing-ly \-lio-le\ adv — un-
feel'ing-ness n

un^feigned X.an-'fand. "anA adj : not counterfeit : not Jiypo-
cjitical : genuine syn see sincere — un'feigned-Iy \-'la-nad-
le, -'fan-dle\ adv

un-fet-ter \-'fet-ar\ vf 1 ; to free from fetters 2 : liberate
un.fil.ial \-'fil-e-3l. -'fil-yal\ adj : not observing the obligations of
a child to a parent : undutiful
un-fln^tshed \-'fin-isht\ adj : not finished: a : not brought to
an end or to the desired final state b : subjected to no other
processes fas bleaching or dyeing) after coming from the loom
<'-- wool fabric)

lun.fit \-'fit\ adj : not fit: a : not adapted to a purpose : un-
suitable b : incapable, incompetent c : physically or mentally
unsound — un.fit.ly adv ~ un-Iit-'ness n
2unfit vt : to make unfit : disable, disqualify
un.fis \,an-'fiks, 'an-\ vt 1 : to loosen from a fastening ; detach,
disengage 2 : to make unstable : unsettle

un. fledged \-'flejd\ adj 1 : not feathered : not ready for flight

2 : immature, callow
uu.flinch.ing N-'flin-chir)\ adj ; not flinching or shrinking : sfead-
fast — un. flinch. ing-ly \-chiQ-le\ adv

un.fold \-'fold\ vt 1 a : to open the folds of : spread or straighten
out : EXPAND b : to remove (as a package) from the folds ; UN-

See un- and 2d element undiscoverable undreamed unendorsed unexcelled unfaltering
undeserved undiscovered undreamt unendurable unexceptional unfashionable
undeserving undiscriminating undressed unenduring unexchangeable unfastened
undesired undisguLsed undrinkable unenforceable unexcited unfathomable
undetachable undismayed undulled unenforced unexciting unfathomed
undetected undisputed uodyed unengaged unexecuted unfeasible
undeterminable undissolved uneager unenioyable unexhausted unfed
undetermined undistinguished uneniai-ged unexpanded unfeminine
undeterred undistributed uneatable unenlightened unexpended unfenced
undeveloped undisturbed uneaten unenroUed unexpired unfermentable
undifferentiated undiversified uneconomic unenterprising unexplajnable unfermented
undigested undivided unedifying unentertaining unexplained unfertilized
undignified undivuiged uneducable unenthusiastic unexploded unfilled
undiluted undoematic unedurated unenviable unexplored unfired
undiminished undomestic unembarrassed unenvied unexposed unfitted
undimmed undomesticated unembellished unenvious unexpressed unfitting
undiplomatic undone unemotional unequipped unexpnrgated unflagging
nndiscernine undoubted unemphatic unescapable unextended unflattering
undischarged undoubiing unenclosed unethical unextinguished unflavored
undisciplined
undisclosed

undrained
undramatic

unencumbered unexaggerated
unexamined

unfading unflexed
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WRAP 2 ; to open to the view ; reveal; esp ; to make clear by
gradual disclosure and often by recital ^ vi 1 a : to open from
a folded state : open out : expand b : blossom c : develop
2 : to open out gradually to the view or understanding

on-formed \,3n-'f6(3)rmd,
shape, order, or relations:
CHOATE, AMORPHOUS
i11ii>lor-tu-nate \-'f6rch-(3-)n3t\ adj 1 a : not favored by fortune
: UNSUCCESSFUL, UNLUCKY b I marked or accompanied by or
resulting in misfortune 2 a : UNSuriABLE, infeucitous b : de-
plorable — im>for>tu-nate>ly adv
sunforlunate n ; an unfortunate person; specif : a social outcast
un.found>ed X.an-'faun-dad, "anA ad) 1 obs : bottomless
2 : lacking a sound basis ; groundless, illusive

un.fre>quent<ed \,3n-fre-'kwent-sd; ,sn-'fre-kwsnt-. 'an-\ adj : not
often visited or traveled over

un-friend-ed X.an-'fren-dad, 'an-\ adj : having do friends : not
befriended
un>fnend-U>ness \-'fren-(d)le-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being
unfriendly : hostility

iui>friend-ly \-'fren-(d)le\ adj : not friendly: a : unsympathetic,
hostile h : iNHOSPrrABLE, unfavorable
un-frock \-'frak\ vi 1 : to divest of a frock 2 : to deprive (as a
priest) of the right to exercise the functions of office

un<fruit-fal X-'friit-fslX adj : not fruitful: a : not producing off-
spring : infertile, barren b : unprofh-able syn see sterile— mi-fniit>Iiil<ly \-fa-le\ adv ~- un<frult>ful-ness n

tm-fund-ed \,an-'fan-dad, 'sn-\ adj : not funded : floating <an
•^ debt)

un-furl \-'f3r(-3)l\ vt 1 : to release from a furled state 2 : to
open to the view ^ vi tto become visible or known

un.gam*Ii-ness \-'gan-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
ungainly

lin>gain*ly \-le\ adj 1 a : lacking in smoothness or dexterity
; clumsy b : unwieldy 2 : coarse, crude

un<gen>er>ous \-'jen-(a-)r3s\ adj : not generous: a ; petty,
mean b ; lacking in largess : stingy — iin>gen*er<oa5>ly adv

IUl>gird \,an-'g9rd, '3n-\ vt : to divest of a restraining band or
girdle : unbind

un.girt \-'gart\ adj 1 ; having the belt or girdle off or loose
2 : loose, slack

un-glue \-'gliJ\ vt : to disjoin by or as if by dissolving an adhesive
un.god>li>ness \-'gad-le-n3s also -'g6d-\ n : the quality or state
of being ungodly : wickedness

un>god>ly \-le\ adj 1 a ; impious, irreligious b : sinful,
wicked 2 : outrageous

nn.got>ten \-'gat-'n\ or un.got \-'gat\ adj 1 obs : not begotten
2 ; not obtained

im>gov>ern>able X.an-'gsv-ar-ns-bal, '3n-\ adj : not capable of
being governed, guided, or restrained syn see unruly

nn>grace>ful \-'gras-f3l\ adj ; not graceful : awkward, ineleoaht— un*grace.fuMy \-fa-Ie\ adv — un*grace>ful>ness n
nn-gra>cious \-'gra-sh3s\ adj 1 archaic : wicked 2 : not courte-
ous : RUDE 3 : not pleasing ; disagreeable — im*gra>cious>ly
adv — un>gTa<cious-ness n
tm*grate.ful \-'grat-f3l\ adj 1 : showing no gradtude : making
a poor return : thankless 2 : disagreeable, repellent — un-
grate.luMy \-fa-le\ adv — au>grate*ful<ness n

tin.gual \'30-gwal, 'sn-X adj [L unguis nail, claw, hoof — more at
nail] ; of, relating to, or resembling a nail, claw, or hoof
un-guard \,3n-'gard, 'on-\ vt [back-formation fr. unguarded"} : to
leave unprotected

1Ui<guard>ed \-'gard-3d\ adj 1 : vulnerable to attack ; unpro-
tected 2 : free from guile or wariness : direct, incautious —
un.guard-ed-ly adv
un*guent \'3o-gwant, 'on-; 'sn-jsntX n [L unguentum — more at
ointment] : a soothing or healing salve ; OINTME^fT
lin>guic>u-Iate X.an-'gwik-ys-lst, ,9q-\ adj [NL unguiculatus,
fr. L unguiculus, dim, of unguis'] : having nails or claws ; clawed
2unguiculate n : a mammal having claws or nails as distinguished
from an ungulate or cetacean

lui'guis \'30-gw3s, 'an-\ n, pi im>gues \-,gwez\ [L] 1 ; a nail,

claw, or hoof esp. on a digit of a vertebrate 2 ; a narrow pointed
base of a petal
lun.gu.late X'aa-gys-lat, '9n-\ adj [LL ungulatus, fr. L ungula
hoof, fr. unguis nail, hoof] 1 ; having hoofs 2 : of or relating to
the ungulates
sungulate n [deriv. of L ungula] : any of a group (Ungulata) con-
sisting of the hoofed mammals and including the ruminants,
swine, horses, tapirs, rhinoceroses, elephants, and conies of which
most are herbivorous and many horned

lin>hair \,3n-'ha(3)r, 'an-, -'he(3)r\ vt 1 archaic : to deprive of
hair 2 ; to remove the guard hairs from <'^ a pelt) -^ vi : to lose
the hair

un>bal*10W \-'haI-(,)o, -hal-3(-w)\ vt, archaic : to make profane
un>hal.lowed \-(,)6d, -sd\ adj 1 : unconsecrated, unholy
2 a : IMPIOUS, profane b : immoral
un<hand X.sn-'hand, 'an-\ vt : to remove the hand from : let go
un.hand'Some \-'han(t)-s3m\ adj : not handsome: as a : not
beautiful : homely b : unbecoming, unseemly c : lacking in
courtesy or taste : rude — nn-hand>some>Iy adv
un.handy \-'han-de\ adj 1 : hard to handle : inconvenient
2 : lacking in skill or dexterity : awkward

un*liap.pj*ly \-'hap-3-le\ adv : in an unhappy manner

iin>bap-pl-neS3 \-'hap-i-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being un-
happy
un*hap>py \-'hap-e\ adj 1 : not fortunate : unlucky 2 : not
cheerful or glad : SAD. wretched 3 a ; causing or subject to
misfortune : inauspicious b : iNFEUCrrous, inappropriate
un.har.ness \-'har-n3s\ vt : to divest of harness
un>health.i.ly \-'hel-th3-le\ adv : in an unhealthy manner
un.health.i.ness \-the-nas\ n ; the quality or state of being un-
healthy
un.healthy \-the\ adj 1 : not conducive to health <an ~ climate)
2 : not In good health : sickly, diseased 3 a : risky, unsound
b ; BAD, injurious c : morally contaminated ; corrupt, un-
wholesome

un.heard \,3n-'hsrd, 'an-\ adj 1 a ; not perceived by the ear
b : not given a hearing 2 archaic ; unheard-of

un.heard-of \-,3v, -,av\ adj ; previously unknown : unprece-
dented
un.hinge X.an-'hlnj, 'an-\ vt 1 : to remove (as a door) from the
hinges 2 : to make unstable ; unsettle, disrupt

un.hitcb \-'hich\ vtj to free from or as if from being hitched
un.hO'li.ness \-Jh6-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being unholy
un.hcly \-'ho-le\ adj 1 a : impious b ; wicked 2 : shocking,
outrageous
un.hood \,9n-'hiid, 'an-\ vt ; to remove a hood or covering from
un.hook \-'hiik\ vt 1 : to remove from a hook 2 : to unfasten
by disengaging a hook
un.hoped \-'hopt\ adj, archaic : not hoped or expected
un<horse \-'h6(3)rs\ vt : to dislodge from or as if from a horse
un'hou.seled \-'hau-23ld\ adj archaic ; not having received the
Eucharist

un-hur.ried \-'hsr-ed, -'ha-red\ adj : not hurried : leisurely
Mai- prejix [ME, fr. MF, fr. L, fr. unu^ — more at one] ; one ; single
<«/n'cellular>

Uni.ate or Uni.at \'(y)u-ne-.at\ n [Russ uniyat] : a Christian
of an Eastern rite submitting to the pope and differing from the
Latin church in liturgy and discipline — Uniate adj

uni>ax>i*al \,yu-ne-'ak-se-3l\ adj 1 : having only one axis 2 : of
or relating to only one axis — uni>ax*i.al.ly \-se-3-Ie\ adv

uni.cam.er.al \.yu-ni-kara-(3-)r3l\ adj : having or consisting of a
single legislative chamber — uni<cam.er.al.Iy \-e\ adv

nm.cel.lu.lar X-'sel-ya-larX adj : having or consisting of a single
cell — iini.cel>la>lar.i.ty \-,sel-ya-*lar-3t-e\ n
tmi.com \'yu-n3-,kd(a)m\ n [ME unicorne, fr. OF, fr. LL uni-
cornis, fr. L, having one horn, fr. uni- + cornu horn — more at
horn] : a fabulous animal generally depicted with the body and
head of a horse, the hind legs of a stag, the tail of a lion, and a
single horn in the middle of the forehead

uni'Cy.Cle \'yiJ-ni-,sT-kal\ n luni + -cycle (as In tricycle)] : any
of various vehicles that have a single wheel and are propelled usu.
by pedals or appUed draft — uni.cy*cllst \-,si-k(a-)l3St\ n

uni.di.rec-tion.al \,yij-ni-d3-'rek-shn9l, -(,)dl-, -shan-'lX adj
: having, involving, moving, or responsive in a single direction

unidirectional current n : direct current
uni.lac.tcri.al \.yu-ni-.fak-'tor-e-al, -'t6r-\ adj ; relating to or
controlled by a single gene

uni.fi.able X'yU-na-.fl-a-balX adj : capable of being unified
uni.fi.ca.tion X.yU-na-fa-'ka-shanX n : the act, process, or result
of unifying ; the state of being unified

uni.fi.er \*yij-n3-,fr(-3)r\ n : one that unifies

uni.fi.lar \,yii-ni-'fT-l3r\ adj : having or involving use of only one
thread, wire, or fiber

uni.fo.li.ate \-'f6-le-at\ adj 1 : having only one leaf 2 : uni-
FOLIOLATE

uni'fQ.li'O.late \-'f6-le-3-,lat\ adj, oj a leaf : compound but having
only a single leaflet and distinguishable from a simple leaf by the
basal joint
luni.form \'yu-n3-,f6rm\ adj [MF unijorme, fr. L unijormis, fr.

uni- + -jormis -form] 1 ; having always the same form, manner,
or degree ; not varying or variable 2 : of the same form with
others : conforming to one rule or mode : consonant 3 : pre-
senting an undiversified appearance of surface, pattern, or color
4 : consistent in conduct or opinion syn see similar — uni.form-
ly \'yii-n3-.f6rm-le, ,yU-n9-'\ adv — uni.form.ness \'yii-na-

,f6rm-nas\ n
suniform vt 1 ; to bring into uniformity 2 : to clothe with a
uniform
3uniform n : dress of a distinctive design or fashion worn by
members of a particular group and serving as a means of Identlfl-

Uniform — a communications code word for the letter u
uni. for.mi.tar. 1.an X.yli-na-.for-ma-'ter-e-anX n : a believer in
uniformitarianism : an advocate of uniformity — uniformitarian
adj

uni.for.mi.tar.i.an.ism \-e-a-,niz-3ra\ n : a geological doctrine
that existing processes acting in the same manner as at present are
sufficient to account for all geological changes
uni.for.mi-ty X.yii-ns-'for-mat-eX n : the quality or state or an
Instance of being uniform

uni.fy \'yu-n3-.fT\ vt [LL unijicare, fr. L uni- + -jicare -fy] : to
make into a unit or a coherent whole ; unite

uni.ju. gate \yu-'nij-3-,gat, ,yU-ni-'jiJ-g3t\ adj ; having but one
pair of leaflets — used of a pinnate leaf

uui.lat.er.al X.yli-ni-'lat-a-rsl, -'la-tralX adj 1 a : of, relating to,

or affecting one side of a subject ; one-sided b : constituting or
relating to a contract or engagement by which an express obliga-

See un-and 2d element
unforced
unforeseeable
unforeseen
unforgivable
unforgiving
unforked
unformulated
unfortified

unframed
unfree
unfrozen
unfulfilled

unfurnished
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ungarnished
ungathered

ungifted
unglazed
ungovemed
ungraded
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ungrounded
ungrudging
unguided
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unhampered
unhandiness
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unheeded
unheeding
unheralded
unheroic
unheroicaJ
unhesitating
unhindered
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unidentified
unidiomatic
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tion to do or forbear is imposed on but one party 2 : produced or
arranged on or directed toward one side <a '^ raceme) 3 : ti-ac-

ing descent through either the maternal or paternal line only
4 : having only one side — uni-lat-er.aMy \-e\ adv

uiii*lin*ear \-'iin-e-ar\ adj : developing in or involving a series

of stages usu. from the primitive to the more advanced
unl.l0C'U>lar \-'lak-y3-lar\ adj : containing a single cavity
un.im.peach-able X.an-im-'pe-cha-balX adj ; not impeachable : not
to be called in question : not liable to accusation : irreproachable,
BLAMELESS — uii.im-peach.ably \-ble\ adv
lun.im-proved \-'pruvd\ adj, obs : unreproved
2unimproved adj : not improved: as a : not tilled, built upon, or
otherwise improved for use <-^ land) b : not used or employed
advantageously c ; not selectively bred for better quality or
productiveness

im>m*hib-it<ed \,3n-in-'hib-3t-3d\ adj : free from inhibition; esp
: boisterously informal — un*in.liib-it-ed.ly adv

lin<m>tel*li>gence \-'tel-s-j3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being
unintelligent

un>in.tel*ll*gent \-j3nt\ adj : lacking intelligence : unwise,
IGNORANT — un.in.tel»li>gent-ly adv

un<m-tel*li>gi*ble \-'tel-3-j3-b3l\ adj : not intelligible ; obscure— unon.teMi.gi-ble»ness n ~ un-in-teMi-gi^bly \-ble\ adv
un-in.ten.tion.al V.an-in-'tench-nal, -'ten-chan-'lN adj ; not in-

tentional — un.in-teii'tion.aMy \-e\ adv
un.in.ter.est.ed N.an-'in-trss-tad. 'an-; -'int-a-ras-, -a-, res, -ars-;

-'in-,tres-\ adj : not interested: as a : having i

no properly interest in b : not having the mind
un-in.ter.rupt.ed \,an-,int-a-'rap-tad\ adj ; noi
TiNuous — un-in-ter=rupt>ed.ly adv — un.in.ter'rupt-ed.ness n
uni-nu.cle.ale \,yU-ni-'n(y)u-kle-at\ also uni.nu.clear \-kIe-ar\
adj : having a single nucleus
lunion \'yu-nyan\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. LL union-
union, fr. unus one — more at one] 1 a : an
act or instance of uniting or joining two or
more things into one: as (1) : the formation
of a single political unit from two or more
separate and independent units (2) ; a uniting
in marriage; also : sexual intercourse (3) : the
growing together of severed parts b : a unified
condition : combination, junction 2 : some-
thing that is made one ; something formed by a
combining or coalition of parts or members: as

1 confederation of independent individuals pipe

) interest and esp.
r feelings engaged
nterrupted : CON-

pose
persons) for some common pur- away'

political unit constituting an organic
whole formed usu. from previously independent units (as England
and Scotland in 1707) which have surrendered their principal
powers to the government of the whole or a newly created govern-
ment (as the U. S. in 1789) c cap : an organization on a
college or university campus providing recreational, social, cultural,
and sometimes dining facilities; also ; the building housing it

d : SUM 5c (2) 3 : a device emblematic of the union of two or
more sovereignties borne on a national flag typically in the upper
inner comer or constituting the whole design of the flag 4 : any
of various devices for connecting parts (as of a machine); esp : a
coupling for pipes or pipes and fittings designed to facilitate con-
nection or disconnection syn see unity
2iinion adj : of, relating to, dealing with, or constituting a union
union card n : a card certifying personal memberslTip in good
standing in a labor union

union^ism \'yu-nya-,niz-am\ n : the principle or policy of forming
or adhering to a union: as a cap : adherence to the policy of a firm
federal union between the states of the United States esp. during
the Civil War period b : the principles, theory, or system of trade
unions — union*ist \-ny3-nast\ n

union<iza>tion V.yii-nya-na-'za-shonX n 1 ; the quality or state of
being unionized 2 : the act of unionizing

union*lze X'yli-nya-.nTzV vt : to cause to become a member of or
subject to the rules of a labor union : form into a labor union

miion jack n. ojten cap U&J : a jack consisting of the union of a
national ensign

union shop n : an establishment in which the employer by agree-
ment is free to hire nonmembers as well as members of the union
but retains nonmembers on the payroll only on condition of their
becoming members of the union within a specified time
union suit n : an undergarment with shirt and drawers in one piece
uni*pa*ren-tal \,yii-ni-pa-'rent-M\ adj : having or involving a
single parent; esp : parthenogenetic — uni-pa-reU'taMy V'l-e\

UniP'a.rouS \yiJ-'nip-3-ras\ adj 1 a : producing but one egg or
offspring at a time b : having produced but one offspring 2 : pro-
ducing but one axis at each branching <a '-- cyme)

unl'pla*nar \,yij-m-'pla-nar, -,nar\ adj ; lying or occurring in one
pla

uni.pod \'yu-na-,pad\ n [uni- + -pod (as in tripod)'^ : a one-legged
support fas for a camera)

uni>po-lai \,yij-ni-'p6-lar\ adj 1 : having, produced by, or acting
by a single magnetic or electrical pole 2 : having but one process
<-— ganglion cells) — uni-po-lar-i'ty \-po-'lar-at-e, -pa-\ n

uni-po-tent \yU-'nip-at-ant, ,yu-ni-'pot-\ adj : capable of develop-
ing only in one direction or to one end product <~ cells)
unique \yu-'nek\ adj [F, fr. L unicus, fr. unus one — more at one]
1 : SINGLE, SOLE 2 ; being without a like or equal : unequaled
3 : very rare or uncommon : very unusual syn see single, strange— unique-ly adv — unique*ness n

uni.ra.mous \,yu-m-'ra-mas\ or uni.ra.mose \-,mos\ adj % un-
branched

uni.sex.u.al \-'seksh-(a-)wal. -'sek-shal\ adj : of. relating to, or
restricted to one sex: a : male or female but not hermaphroditic
b :_ DICLINOUS <a -^ flower) — uni-sex*U'al*i*ty \-,sek-sha-'wal-
at-e\ n — uni-sex-u-al-ly \-'seksh-fa-)w3-le, -'sek-sha-le\ adv
uni.son \'yu-na-san, -na-zan\ n [MF, fr. ML unisonus having the

same sound, fr. L uni- + sonus sound — more at sound ] 1 a : iden-
tity in musical pitch; specij : the interval of a perfect prime b ; the
state of being so tuned or sounded c : the writing, playing, or
singing of parts in a musical passage at the same pitch or in octaves
2 : a harmonious agreement or union : concord — unlson adj

uniS'0*nous \yii-'nis-''n-as\ also unis>o>nal \-'n-3l\ or unis<o-
nant N-^n-antX adj : being in unison ; sounded alike in pitch

unit \'yij-nat\ n [back-formation fr. uniiy'\ 1 a (1) : the first and
least natural number : one (2) : a single quantity regarded as a
whole in calculation b : the number occupying the position im-
mediately to the left of the decimal point in the Arabic system of
numerals 2 : a determinate quantity (as of length, time, heat,
value, or housing) adopted as a standard of measurement; as
a : an amount of work (as 120 hours in a completed course) used
in education in calculating student credits b : an amount of a
biologically active agent (as a drug or antigen) required to produce
a specific result under strictly controlled conditions 3 a : a
single thing or person or group that is a constituent of a whole
b : a part of a military establishment that has a prescribed organi-
zation (as of personnel and materiel) c : a piece or complex of
apparatus serving to perform one paiticular function d : a part
of a school course focusing on a central theme and making use of
resources from numerous subject areas and the pupils' own experi-
ence — unit adj

unit>age \'yu-nat-ij\ n 1 : specification of the amount constituting
a unit 2 : amount in umts

Uni*tar>i>an \.yu-n3-'ter-e-an\ n [NL unitarius, fr. LL unilus, pp.]
1 a oJten cap ; one who believes that the deity exists only in one
person b cap : a member of a Christian denomination that stresses
individual freedom of belief, the free use of reason in religion, a
united world community, and liberal social action 2 : an advocate
of unity or a unitary system — unitarian adj, ojten cap — uni-
tar-i-an-ism \-e-a-.niz-9m\ n, ojten cap

uni'tary \'yii-na-,ter-e\ adj 1 a : of or relating to a unit b : based
on or characterized by unity or units 2 ; having the character of a
unit : UNDIVIDED, whole

unit character n ; a natural character inherited on an all or none
basis; esp : one dependent on the presence or absence of a single
gene
lunite \yu-'nit\ vb [ME uniten, fr. LL unitus, pp. of unire, fr. L
unus one — more at one] vt 1 a : to put together to form a single
unit b ; to cause to adhere C : to link by a legal or moral bond
2 : to possess (as qualities) in combination ~ vj 1 a : to become
one or as if one b : to become combined by or as if by adhesion
or mixture 2 : to act in concert syn see join — unit^er n
2unite \'yu-.nTt\ n [obs. unite (united), fr. ME unit, fr. LL unitus,

pp.] : an old British gold 2 0-shilling piece issued first by James I

in 1604 for the newly united England and Scotland — called also
Jacobus
unit-ed \yu-'nTt-ad, esp South 'yiJ-,\ adj 1 : made one : combined
2 : relating to or produced by joint action 3 : being in agreement
: harmonious — unit-ed-ly adv
United Nations Day n : October 24 observed in commemoration
of the founding of the United Nations
United States n pi but sing or pi in constr : a federation of states

esp. when forming a nation in a usu. specified territory (advocating
a United States of Europe)

unit factor n ; a gene ihat controls the inheritance of a unit char-
acter — compare polygene

uni.tive \'yii-nat-iv, yu-'nIt-\ adj ; characterized by or tending to
produce union

unit*ize \'ya-nat-,Tz\ vt : to convert into a unit
unit magnetic pole n : a magnetic pole that will repel an equal and
like pole at a distance of one centimeter in a vacuum with a force of
one dyne

unit rule « : a rule that may be adopted by a delegation to a
Democratic national convention under which its entire vote is

cast as a unit as determined by a majority vote

uni-ty \'yLi-nat-e\ n [ME unite, fr. OF unite, fr. L unitat-, unitas. fr.

unus one] 1 a : the quality or state of not being multiple : oneness
b (1) : a definite amount taken as one or for which 1 is made to
stand in calculation in a table of natural sines <the radius of the

circle is regarded as ^) (2) : a number multiplication by which
leaves any element of a system unchanged 2 a : a condition of
harmony : ACCORD b : continuity without deviation or change
(as in purpose or action) 3 a : the quality or state of being made
one : unification b : a combination or ordering of parts in a
hterary or artistic production that constitutes a whole or promotes
an undivided total effect; also : the singleness of effect or symmetry
and consistency of style and character secured 4 : a totality of
related parts : an entity that is a complex or systematic whole
6 : any of three principles of dramatic structure derived by French
classicists from Aristotle's Poetics and requiring a play to have a
single action represented as occurring in one place and within one
day 6 cap : a 20th century American religious movement for
health and prosperity formerly affiliated with New Thought but
closer to orthodox Christianity
syn soLiDARrrv, integrity, union: unity implies oneness esp.

of what is varied and diverse in its elements or parts; soLiDARrrv
implies a unity in a group or class that enables it to manifest its

strength and exert its influence as one; integrity implies unity
that indicates interdependence of the parts and completeness
and perfection of the whole; union implies a thorough integration
and harmonious cooperation of the parts

luni.va.lent \,yu-ni-'va-lant\ adj [ISV] 1 : having a chemical
valence of one 2 oj a chromosome : lacking a synaptic mate
2univalent n : a univalent chromosome
luni-valve \'yU-ni-,valv\ adj ; having or consisting of one valve
2univalve n l : a mollusk with a univalve shell; esp : gastropod
2 : a mollusk shell consisting of one piece
luni-ver-sal X.yii-na-'var-solX adj 1 : including or covering all

or a whole collectively or distributively without limit or exception
2 a : present or occurring everywhere b ; existent or operative
everywhere or under all conditions i^ cultural patterns) 3 a :

Seei/M-and 2d element
unilluminated

unimpeded unimpressive uninformed uninspiring unintermitted
unimportance unincorporated uninhabitable unlnstructed uniiitermittent

unimasinable unimportant uninfected uninhabited uninsulated uninventive
unimaginative unimposing uninflammable unintelligibility uninvested
unimpaired unimpressiblc uninflected uninjured unintended uninvited
unimpassioned unimpressionable uninfluenced uninspired uninteresting uninvitiDg
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single universal joint

bracing a major part or the greatest portion <a -^ state) <~ prac-
tices) (food is a '^ need) b ; comprehensively broad and versatile
<a '^ genius) 4 a : affirming or denying something of all members
of a class <'^ affirmative) or of all values of a variable <'>-' quan-
tifier) b ; denoting every member of a class <'^ term) 5 : adapted
or adjustable to meet varied requirements (as of use, shape, or
size) <a ^ gear cutter) — unt<ver>saMy \-s(3-)le\ adv — uni-
ver-sal>ne5s \-saI-nss\ n
syn UNIVERSAL, GENERAL, GENERIC mean of or relating to all or

the whole, universal implies reference to every one without
exception in the class, category, or genus considered; general
implies reference to all or nearly all <the theory has met general but
not universal acceptance) generic implies reference to every
member of a genus (generic Ukenesses between all dogs)
auniversal n 1 a : a universal proposition in logic b : a predicable
of traditional logic c : a general concept or term or something in
reality to which it corresponds : essence 2 a : a mode of behavior
existing in ail cultures b : a culture trait characteristic of all

normal adult members of a particular society
tmi-ver.sal.ism \-s9-,li2-3m\ n l ojten cap a : a theological
doctrine that all men will eventually be saved b ; the principles
and practices of a liberal Christian denomination founded in the
18th century to uphold belief in universal salvation and now asso-
ciated with unitarianism 2 : universalitv 3 : a social relation-
ship in which behavior is determined by an impersonal code or
standard — uni<ver-sal-ist \-s(9-)last\ n or adj, ojten cap

uni.ver.sal-i.ty \,yu-n3-(.)v3r-'sal-9t-e\ n 1 : the quality or
state of being universal 2 : universal comprehensiveness in range
: unrestricted versatility or power of adaptation or comprehension

uni.ver.sal.iza.tiou \.yu-n3-.v3r-s(s-)l3-'za-sh3n\ n : the quaUty
or state of being universalized

uni-vei'Sal.ize \-'v3r-s3-,ITz\ vt ; to make universal ; generalize
universal joint n : a shaft coupling capable of transmitting rota-
tion from one shaft to another not
coUinear with it — called also uni-
versal coupling

uni.verse \'yu-n3-,v9rs\ n [L uni-
versum, fr. neut. of universus entire,

whole, fr. uni- + versus turned
toward, fr. pp. of vertere to turn —
more at woRi h ] 1 : the whole body
of things and phenomena observed
or postulated : cosmos 2 a : a'

systematic whole held to arise by and
persist through the direct interven-
tion of divine power h : the world of human experience C (1)
: milky WAV galaxy (2) : an aggregate of stars comparable to
the Milky Way galaxy 3 : a distinct field or province of thought or
reality that forms a closed system or self-inclusive and independent
organization 4 : population 4 syn see earth

universe ol discourse ; an inclusive class of entities that is tacitly
implied or explicitly delineated as the subject of a statement,
discourse, or theory

uni-ver.si.ty \,y"u-na-'var-s3t-e, -'vsr-steX n, ojten attrib [ME
universite, fr, OF universite, fr. ML universilat-, universitas, fr. L
umversus'\ : an institution of higher learning providing facilities

for teaching and research and authorized to grant academic
degrees; specij : one made up of an undergraduate division which
confers bachelor's degrees and a graduate division which comprises
a graduate school and professional schools each of which may
confer master's degrees and doctorates
univ-ccal \yu-'niv-s-kal\ adj [LL univocus, fr. L uni- + vac-,
vox voice — more at voice] : having one meaning only — univ-0-
cal.ly \-k(3-)le\ adv

un>just \,3n-'i5st, '3n-\ adj 1 ; characterized by injustice : de-
ficient in justice and fairness ; wrongful 2 archaic : dishonest,
FAITHLESS — uu-just-ly odv — uu-just-ness \-'j3s(t)-n3s\ n
nn.kempt \-'kem(p)t\ adjlMn- + kempt (combed, neat)] 1 a : not
combed <'^ hair) b : deficient in order or neatness of person
; DISHEVELED 2 : ROUGH, UNPOLISHED
un^kenned \-'kend\ adj, chiejly dial ; unknown, strange
un-ken.nel \-'ken-n\ vt 1 a : to drive (as a fox) from a hiding
place or den b ; to free (dogs) from a kennel 2 : uncover

un*kind \,3n-'kTnd, 'an-\ adj : deficient in kindness or sympathy
: HARSH, CRUEL — uu-Kind'Uess \-'kin(d)-n9s\ n

un-kind.li.ness \-'kin-(d)le-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being
unkindly
lun.Kind.ly \-'kTn-(d)le\ adj : unkind
^unkindly adv ; in an unkind manner
un>knit \,9n-*nit, '9n-\ vb : undo, unravel
an.know<able \,9n-'n6-9-b9l, '9n-\ adj ; not knowable; esp x lying
beyond the limits of human experience or understanding
un-knowang \,9n-'n6-io, '9n-\ adj ; not knowing— un-Know-ing-
ly \-iD~!e\ <^dv

iun>known \,9n-'non, 'sn-V adj : not known; also ; having an un-
known value <'^ quantity)
^unknown n : something that is unknown and usu. to be discovered;
specij : a symbol in a mathematical equation representing an
unknown quantity and often being one of the last letters of the
alphabet
Unknown Soldier n : an unidentified soldier whose body is

selected to receive national honors as a representative of all of the
same nation who died in a war and esp. in one of the world wars

un>lace \,9n-'las, 'an-X vt 1 a : to loose by undoing a lacing
b : to unloose the dress of 2 obs ; undo, disgrace

un>lade \-'lad\ vt 1 : to take the load or cargo from 2 : dis-
charge, unload ^ vi ; to discharge cargo
un-lash \-'lash\ vt : to untie the lashing of : loose, undo

un-latcll \-'lach\ vt : to open or loose by lifting the latch — v/ : to
become loosed or opened

un.law.ful \,9n-'16-f9l, '9n-\ adj 1 : not lawful 2 : irregular— un«law-fuMy \-f(9-)le\ adv— un.law«ful-ness \-f9l-n9S\ n
un*lay \-'la\ vt : to untwist the strands of (as a rope) ^ vi ; un-
twist
un-lead-ed \-'led-9d\ adj 1 : stripped of lead 2 : not having leads
between the lines in printing

un-Iearn \-'l9rn\ vt : to put out of one's knowledge or memory
un-learned \-*l9r-n3d/or l, 2, -'l9rnd/or 3\ adj 1 : possessing little
or no learning or education : untaught 2 : characterized by or
revealing ignorance 3 : not gained by study or training syn see
ignorant

un>leash \,9n-'lesh, '3n-\ vt i to free from or as if from a leash
iun>less \9n-,les, ,9n-, in some contexts 'n-, 'm-, or 'r)-\ conj [ME
unlesse, alter, of onlesse, fr. on + lesse less] 1 : under any other
circumstance than that ; except on the condition that 2 ; without
the accompanying circumstance or condition that : but that ; but

Sunless prep : except possibly ; except
im*let*tered \,9n-'let-9rd, '9n-\ adj 1 a : not educated b : iL-
LrrERATE 2 : not marked with letters syn see ignorant

un.licked \-'likt\ adj ; not licked dry ; lacking proper form or

iun>like \-'lTk\ prep : not like; as a : different from b : not
characteristic of c : in a different manner from
2unlike adj : not like: as a ; marked by dissimilarity ; different
b : unequal — un<liKe-ness n

un.like. ii.hood \-'lT-kle-,hud\ n : iMPROBABiLrrv
un.liKe.li-ness -_'lT-kle-n9s\ n : unlikelihood
un>like.ly \-'li-kIe\ adj 1 : not likely : improbable 2 : likely to
fail ; unpromising
un.lim-ber X.an-'lim-bsr, 9n-\ vt 1 : to detach the limber from
and so make ready (-^ a gun for action) 2 ; to prepare for action
'^ VI ; to perform the task of preparing something for action

un<lini>it*ed \-'lim-3t-9d\ adj 1 : lacking any controls 2 : bound-
less, INFINITE 3 : not bounded by exceptions : undefined

un<Iink \-'Uok\ vt ; to unfasten the links of : separate, disconnect
un*Iist*ed \-'lis-t9d\ adj 1 ; not appearing upon a list 2 : of or
relating to a stock or bond not listed on an organized securities
exchange

un*live \-'liv\ vt : to live down ; annul, reverse
un.load \.9n-'16d, 9n-\ vt 1 a (1) : to take off : deliver (2) : to
take the cargo from b : to give outlet to : pour forth 2 : to relieve
of something burdensome, unwanted, or oppressive 3 : to draw
the charge from {^ed the gun) 4 : to sell esp. in large quantities
; dump '^ vi ; to perform the act of unloading — un>load*er n

un-lock \-'lak\ vt 1 : to unfasten the lock of 2 : open, undo
3 : to cause to open 4 : to furnish a key to ; disclose

un-looked-for \-'lukt-,f6(9)r\ adj : not observed or foreseen
unJoose \,9n-'Ius, '9n-\ vt 1 : to relax the strain of <~ a grip)
2 : to release from or as if from restraints ; set free 3 : untie

un>loos-en X-'lUs-^nX vt : unloose
un*love>li>ness \-'l9v-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being un-
lovely

un-love.ly \-'l9v-le\ adj : possessing qualities that inspire dislike
; disagreeable, unpleasant

un>luck>i<Iy \-'l9k-9-le\ adv : in an unlucky manner
un-luck-i.ness \-'l9k-e-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being un-
lucky
unUucky \-M9k-e\ adj 1 ; marked by adversity or failure 2 : likely
to bring misfortune ; inauspicious 3 : producing dissatisfaction
: REGRETTABLE
un-make \,9n-'mak, •9n-\ vt 1 ; to cause to disappear : destroy
2 : to deprive of rank or office : depose 3 : to deprive of essential
characteristics : change the nature of
un>man \-'man\ vt 1 ; to deprive of courage, strength, or vigor
2 : CASTRATE, EMASCULATE SyU See UNNERVE
un.man*li<ness \-'man-le-n9s\ n : the quality or state of being
unmanly
un>man>ly \-'man-Ie\ adj ; not manly: as a : being of weak
character : cowardly h ; effeminate
un>manned \-'mand\ adj 1 : having no men aboard <'^ airplanes)
2 obs : not trained <an '-~' hawk)

un'inan>neied \-'man-9rd\ adj 1 : marked by a lack of good
manners : rude 2 : unaffected — un>nian>nered-ly adv

un.man-ner-li.ness \-'man-9r-le-n9s\ n : the quality or state of
being unmannerly
iun>man>ner>ly \-'man-9r-le\ adv : In an unmannerly fashion
2immannerly atij ; not mannerly ; discourteous
un.mask \,9n-'mask, '3n-\ vt 1 : to remove a mask from 2 : to
reveal the true nature of : expose — vi : to remove one's mask
un.mean'ing \-'me-nio\ adj 1 : lacking intelligence ; vapid
2 ; having no meaning : senseless

un>meant \-*ment\ adj ; not meant : unintentional
un.meet \-'met\ adj ; not meet : unsuftable, improper
lun.men.tion.able \-'mench-(9-)u9-b9l\ adj : not mentionable

: unspeakable
^unmentionable n : one that is not to be mentioned or discussed:
as a. pi I trousers b pi : underwear

nn<mer>ci-ful \-'m9r-si-f3l\ adj 1 ; not merciful : merciless
2 : excessive — un>mer*ci-ful>ly \-f (9-)le\ adv

un*mind*ful \-'mTn(d)-f3l\ adj : not mindful ; careless, unaware
syn see forgetful

UD-mis.tak.able \.9n-m9-'sta-k9-b9l\ adj : not capable of being
mistaken or misunderstood : clear, obvious — un>mis>tak*ably
\-ble\ adv

See un- and 2d element unlaid unlivable unmanageable unmeasured unmerited
UDjointed UDlamented unlobed unmanufactured unmechanical unmethodical
unjustifiable unleavened unlovable unmarked unmeditated unmetrical
unjustified unlicensed unloved unmarketable unmelodious unmilitary
unkept unlighted unloving unmarried unmelted unmilled
unknowledgeable unlikable unmagnified unmastered unmentioned unmingled
unlabored uolined unmaUable unmatched unmerchantablo unmitigable
unladylike unlit unmalleable nnmeasurable
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im>mlt-l*gat*ed X.sn-'mlt-a-.gat-ad, 'sn-X ad] 1 : not made less

severe or intense : unrelieved 2 : not qxialified ; downright,
ABSOLUTE — un»mit-i'gat'ed'ly adv

Un-inoOT \-'mu(3)r\ vt I to loose from or as If from moorings
^- VI : to cast off moorings

11ii<mor*al \-'ni6r-3l, -'mar-\ adj : having no moral perception or
quality : amoral — un-mo-ral-i-ty X.an-ma-'ral-at-e, -m6-\ n

un-mui-ile \,3n-'maf-3l, '3n-\ vr : to free from something that

muffles
Uii'inuZ'Zle \-'m3z-3l\ vt : to remove a muzzle from
un^my-elin.at.ed \-'mI-a-la-,nat-3d\ adj : lacking a myelin sheath

un>nail \,3n-'na(3)l, 'an-\ vr ; to unfasten by removing nails

1in-iiat*U*ral \,3n-'nach-(3-)r3l, '3n-\ adj 1 : not being in ac-

cordance with nature or consistent with a normal course of events

2a: not being in accordance with normal feelings or behavior
: PERVERSE, ABNORMAL b : ARTIFICIAL, CONTRIVED C X STRANGE,
IRREGULAR syn sec IRREGULAR — un-nat-U'ial'ly \-'nach-(s-)ra-

le, -'nach-3r-le\ adv — un-nat-u-ral-ness \-'nach-(3-)r3l-nas\ n
un-neces-sar-i-ly \,3n-,nes-9-'ser-a-le\ adv ; not by necessity : to

an unnecessary degree
uh-neces-sary \,3n-'r

un.nerve X.pn-'narv, '9n-\ i

steadiness > become nervous : upset
syn UNNERVE, ENERVATE, UNMAN. EMASCULATE I

vigor. UNNERVE impHes marked often tempo
self-control, or power t

to deprive of
loss of courage,

ENERVATE Suggests a gradual physical

or moral weakening (as through luxury or indolence) until one
is too feeble to make an effort; unman implies a loss of manly
vigor, fortitude, or spirit; emasculat: stresses a depriving of
characteristic force by removing something essential

un-niun-liered X.^n-'nsm-bard, 'sn-\ adj 1 : innumerable 2 : not
having an identifying number <"-- page)

un'Ob-tru-sive x.sn-sb-'trli-siv, -ziv\ adj : not obtrusive : not
blatant or aggressive : INCONSPICUOUS — un'Ob*trU'Sive»ly adv
— un-ob'tru-sive-ness n
un.QCCU.pied \,3n-'ak-ya-,pTd, 'an-X adj 1 : not busy : unem-
ployed 2 : not occupied ; empty
un-oMi.cial \,an-a-'fish-3l\ adj : not official — un-ol-fi-cial-ly
\-'fish-(3-)le\ adv

TUi.or.ga.nized \,an-'6r-g3-,nTzd, 'an-\ adj 1 a : not brought into a
coherent or well-ordered whole b : not belonging to a labor union
2 : not having the characteristics of a living organism

tm-or*tlio.dox \-'6r-th3-,daks\ adj : not orthodox
un-pack \,3n-'pak, *an-\ vt 1 a : to remove the contents of <'--' a
trunk) h : unburden, reveal 2 : to remove or undo from pack-
ing or a container <— vi ; to engage in unpacking a container

im.paired \-'pafa)rd, -'pe(3^rd\ adj 1 : not paired; esp : not
matched or mated 2 : situated in the median plane of the body
<an ~ fin)

nn-par-aMeled \-'par-3-,leId, -l3ld\ adj : having no parallel; esp
: having no equal or match : unsurpassed

nn.par.lia.men.ta.ry V.an-.par-la-'ment-a-re, -,parl-ya-, -'men-tre\
adj : contrary to the practice of parliamentary bodies

un«peg \,3n-'peg, *3n-\ vt : to remove a peg from ; unfasten
un.peo-ple \-'pe-pai\ vt : depopulate
mi'per-fect \-'par-fikt\ adj 1 : imperfect 2 obs : poorly trained
un>pile X.an-'pTCaM. '3n-\ vt : to take or disentangle from a pile

nn-pin \-'pin\ vt 1 : to remove a pin from 2 a : unfasten
to : loosen, free

un-pleas-ant X.an-'plez-^'nt, '3n-\ adj : not pleasant : not amiable
or agreeable : displeasing <-^ odors) — un-pleas.ant-ly adv

im*pleas-ant>ness n l : the quality or state of being unpleasant
2 : an unpleasant situation, experience, or event

Un-plumtoed \-'plamd\ adj l : not tested with a plumb line
2a: not measured with a plumb b : not explored in depth, in-
tensity, or significance

un>po<lit*i'Cal \,3n-p3-'lit-i-k3l\ adj : not interested or engaged In
politics <an '^ person)

Un-pop-u-lar X.sn-'pap-ya-I^r, '3n-\ adj : not popular : viewed or
received unfavorably by the pubhc — un'pop-u*lar»i*ty \fin-
,pap-y3-'lar-3t-e\ n

TUl.prec-e.dent.ed \,3n-'pres-3-,dent-ad, 'an-\ adj : having no
precedent : novel, unexampled — un-prec-e'dent-ed-ly adv

nu.pre-dict.abil.i.ty \,3n-pri-,dik-t3-'bil-at-e\ n : the quaUty or
state of being unpredictable

un.pre.dict.able \-'dik-t3-b3l\ adj % not predictable — un-pre-
dict-ably \-ble\ adv
un-preg.nant \,9n-'preg-nant, 'an-\ adj, obs : inapt
un.prej.U'diced \-'prej-sd-3st\ adj : not prejudiced : free from
undue bias, warp, or prepossession ; impartial

un-pre-ten>tions \,9n-pri-'ten-ch3s\ adj : free from ostentation,
elegance, or affectation : MODEyr <'^ homes) — an>pTe*ten>tions-
ly adv — nn*pre*ten-tious*ness n

un.prin.ci.pled \,3n-*prin(t)-sf3-)p3ld, 'an-, -s3-b3ld\ adj : lacking
moral principles : unscrupulous

un-priut*able \-'print-a-b3l\ adj : unfit to be printed
un.pro.fessed \,an-pr3-'fest\ adj : not professed <an ^ aim)
un.pro.fes.sion-al \-'fesh-nal, -3n-'l\ adj 1 : not belonging to
a particular profession <an '^ architect) 2 : not befitting a member
of a profession (-^ language) — uu-pro<les-5ion-al-ly \-e\ adv

un.prol.it-able X.sn-'praf-at-a-bsl, 'an-, -'praf-t3-b3l\ adj : not
profitable: useless, vain — un'prol>Jt'able*ness n — un-prof-it-
ably \-ble\ adv

ua-prom-iS'ing \-'pr'am-3-siri\ adj : appearing unlikely toprove
worthwhile or result favorably — un»prora>iS"ing>ly \-sio-lc\ adv

un.qual.i.Iied \,3n-'kwal-3-.fTd, 'sn-X adj 1 : not fit : not having
requisite qualifications 2 : not modified or restricted by reserva-
tions <an — denial) — un-qual*i'Iied-ly \-,fT(-9^d-le\ adv

un.ques-tion-able X-'kwesrhl-cha-ns-bal, rapid -'kwesh-na-\ adj
1 ; acknowledged as beyond question or doubt <'^ authority)
2 : not questionable : indisputable <'-" evidence) — nn<qnes-
tion-ably \-ble\ adv

un.ques.tion-ing \-'kwes(h)-ch3-nio\ adj : not questioning
; accepting without examination or hesitation <— obedience)— an-queS'tion-ing'iy \-nir]-le\ adv

im-qiii*et \ 'kwT-3t\ adj l : not quiet : agitated, turbulent
2 : physically, emotionally, or mentally restless : uneasy — un-
qui-et'ly adv — un»qui*et*ress n
un.quote X'an-.kwot also -,kot\ vi : to inform a hearer or reader
that the matter preceding is quoted

un.rav»el X.an-'rav-sl, 'an-\ vt 1 : to disengage or separate the
threads of : disentangle 2 : to resolve the intricacy, complexity,
or obscurity of : clear up '- vi : to become unraveled
un-read \-'red\ adj l : not read : left unexamined 2 : lacking
the experience or the benefits of reading ,-- in political science)

un.read.i.ness \-'red-e-n3s\ n : die quaUty or state of being un-
ready

un.ready \-'red-e\ adj : not ready : unprepared
un.re.al \-'re(-3)l, -'ri(-a)l\ adj : lacking in reality, substance, or
genuineness : artificjal, illusory

un-re.al.iS'tic \,3n-,re-{3-l'lis-tik\ adj : not realistic :Jnappropriate
to reahty or fact — iin-re*^al'iS'ti«cal.iy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

nn-re.al.i.ty \,3n-re-'al-3t-e\ n 1 a : the quality or state of being
unreal : nonexistence b : something unreal, insubstantial, or
visionary : hgment 2 I ineptitude in deahng with reality

uu-rea-son \,3n-'rez-'n, 'sn-'rez-X n ; the absence of reason or
sanify : irrationality, madness

un*rea.son.able \-'rez-na-b3l, -='n-s-\ adj 1 a : not governed by or
acting according to reason b : not conformable to reason 2 : ex-

ceeding the bounds of reason or moderation syn see irrational— uu-rea-son.able-ness n — un-rea»son-ably \-ble\ adv
Un*rea>SOn*mg \ 'rez-nio, -^n-io\ adj : not reasoning; esp '. swayed
by emotion that is uncontrolled by reason or judgment — un-
rea-son-iug-ly \-'rez-nirj-le, -'n-ig-X adv

un.re.cou-struct.ed V.sn-.re-kan-'strak-tsdX adj : not reconciled
to some political, economic, or social change; esp : holding stub-
bornly to principles, beliefs, or views that are or are held to be
outmoded

un-reel X.sn-'refa)!, 'sn-N vt ; to imwind from or as if from a reel
— vi : to become unwound

im-reeve \-'rev\ vr ; to withdraw (a rope) from an opening (as a
ship's block or thimble)

un-re-gen.er-ate X.sn-ri-'jen-fsOratx also nn-re-gen-er-at'ed
\-'jen-3-,rat-3d\ adj 1 : noi regenerated 2 : not reformed : un-

un-re.lent.ing X-'lent-igV adj 1 r not softening or yielding in
determination : hard, stern 2 : not letjing up or- weakening in
vigor or pace — un-re-lent-ing'ly \-io-le\ adv

nn<re<mit'tlng \-'mit-iri\ adj : not remitting : constant, inces-
sant — nn-re-mit'ting-ly \-ia-le\ adv
im-re. serve \-'23rv\ n : absence of reserve : frankness
un-re-served \-'z3rvd\ adj 1 : not hmited or partial : entire,
unqualified 2 : not cautious or reticent : frank, open — un-
re-serv-ed-ly \-'z3r-v3d-le\ adv — un-re-served-ness \-'zar-
V3d-n3S. -'Z3rvfd)-n3s\ n

un.re.spon-sive \,3n-ri-spa^(t^-siv\ adj : not responsive — un-
re-spon.sive-ly adv — un>re'Spon*sive»ness n

un-rest \,3n-'rest, 3n-\ n : want of rest : a disturbed or tmeasy
state : TURMOIL

un.re.strained \,3n-ri-*strand\ adj 1 : not restrained : immoder-

See un- and 2d element
unmixed
unmodified
unmodulated
unmolested
unmortgaged
unmotivated
unmounted
unmovable
unmoved

nustcal
ble

unnamed
unnaturalized
unnavigable
nnneighborly
umioticcable
unnoticed
unobjectiooable
unobliging
unobscured
unobservant
unobserved
unobserving
unobstructed
unobtainable
unopen
unopened

unopposed

unostentatious
unowned
unoxygenated
unpaid
unpalatable
unpardonable
unpardoned
unparenthesized
impartisan
unpartitioned
unpasteurized
unpastoraJ
unpatient
unpatriotic
unpaved
unpodjgreed
unperceivable
unperceived
unpcrceiving
unperceptive
unperformed
unperplex
unpersuadable
unpersuasive
unperturbed
unphilosophic

unphilosophical
unpbonctic
unpjtied
unpitying
unplaced
unplanned
unplanted
unplayable
unpleasing
unpledged
unplowed
unpoetic
unpoetical
unpointed
unpolarized
unpolished
unpolled
unpolluted
unpolymerized
unposed
unpossessing
unpowered
unpractical
unpracticed
unpremeditated
unprepared
unprepossessing
unprescribed
unpresentable

unpressed
unpretending
unpretty
unprevailing
unpreventable
unprtnted
unprivileged
unprocessed
unproductive
unprogressive
unprohibited
unprompted
unpronounceable
unpronnunced
unpropitious
unproportionate
unproportioned
unprosperous
unprotected
unprotesting
unproved
unproven
unprovided
unprovoked
unpruned
unpublished
unpunctual
unpunished
unpurcbasable

unpure
unquenchable
unquenched
unquestioned
unraised
unransomed
umatified
unravished
unreadable
unrealizable
unrealized

unrecompensed
labia
led

unrecorded
unredeemed
unrefined
unreflecting
unreflective
unreformable
unrel'ormed
unregarded
unregimented

unregulated

unrelaxcd
unrelaxing
unreliability
unreliable
unrelieved
unreligious
unremarkable

bered
itted

ated
unremunerative

unrent
unrepaid
unrepaired
unrepealed
unrepentant
unreported
unrepresentative
unrepresented
unrepressed
unreproved
unrequited
unresistant
unresisted
unresisting
unresolved
uorestfu]
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ATE, UNCONTROLLED 2 : free of constraint ; spo?^aneous — an-
re-strain>ed>ly \-'stra-n3d-le\ adv

nn.rid-dle \,3n-'rid-n, 'an-\ vf : to read the riddle of : solve
lUl*ng \-'rig\ v/ : to strip of rigging (-^ a ship)
im>ligh>teou5 \''rT-chas\ ad} 1 : not righteous : spoful, wicked
2 : UNJUST, UNMERITED — un<ngti<teous-Iy adv — un*righ-teous-
ness n

1in>zip \-'rip\ yt 1 : to rip or slit up : cut or tear open 2 : reveal
un-ripe \-'rip\ adj \ ; not ripe : immature 2 : unready, un-
seasonable — un-ripe- ness n

nn-ri-valed ot uri*ri>valled X.sn-'rl-vald, *3n-\ adi : having no
rival : incomparable, supreme

un-robe \-'r6b\ vb : disrobe, undress
un-roU \-'rol\ vt 1 : to unwind a roU of : open out : uncoil
2 ; to spread out like a scroll for reading or inspection ; unfold,
reveal *« VI : to be unrolled : unwind

Un-root X-'riif, -'ruf\ vr : to strip off the roof or covering of
UIi*root \-'riit, -'rut\ vr : to tear up by the roots : uproot
un*round \.3n-'raund. *3n-\ v/ 1 : to spread (the lips) laterally
<necessarj' to — the lips in pronouncing \e\> 2 : to pronounce (a

sound) without lip rounding or with decreased lip rounding— un>round<ed adi
nn-ruf-fled \-'r3f-9ld\ adj l : not upset or agitated 2 : not
ruffled ; smooth <'^ water) syn see cool

lUl*rul>i>ness \-'rii-le-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being unruly
im*ruly \-'rii-le\ ad} [ME unreuly, fr. un- + reuly disciphned, fr.

reule rule] : not readily ruled, disciplined, or managed : turbulent
syn ungovernable, intractable, refractory, recalcitrant,

willful, headstrong: unruly suggests a lack of or incapacity for
discipline; ungovernable implies not being subdued or restrained
or an escape from guidance or control; intractable suggests stub-
bom resistance to guidance or control; refractory stresses
resistance to attempts to manage or to mold; recalcftrant
suggests determined resistance to or defiance of authority; willful
Implies obstinate and often capricious self-will; headstrong sug-
gests self-will impatient of restraint, advice, or suggestion

un.sad.dle \.3n-'sad-*l, '3n-\ vt 1 ; to take the saddle from 2 : to
throw from the_ saddle -^ vi : to remove the saddle from a horse

1Ul>safe«ty \-'saf-te\ n ; want of safety : insecurity
Un*sat*u>rate \-'sach-(3-)r3t\ n : an unsaturated chemical com-
pound

un>sat>u-rat>ed \-'sach-3-,rat-3d\ adj : not saturated: as a : capa-
ble of absorbing or dissolving more of something <an '^ solution)
!) : able to form products by chemical addition; esp : containing
double or triple bonds between carbon atoms

un>saved \-*savd\ adj : not saved; esp : not rescued from eternal
punishment
un*sa>vory \,3n-'sav-(3-)re, 'an-X adj 1 : insipid, tasteless
2 ; unpleasant to taste or smell ; disagreeable, distasteful
3 : morally offensive

un>say \-'sa. South- also -'se\ v/; to make as if not said : recant,
recall, retract
un>scathed \,sn-'skathd, '3n-\ adj : wholly unharmed : not injured
un-schooled \-'skiild\ adj 1 : not schooled : untaught, un-
trained 2 ; not artificial : natural <~ talent)
un.Sci-en.tiMc \,3n-,sT-3n-'tif-ik\ adj : not scientific: as a : not
used in scientific work b : not according with the principles and
methods of science c : not showing scientific knowledge or
familiarity with scientific methods — an>sci'en*tiM*cal-ly
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

un<scram>l}le X.sn-'skram-bal. 'an-N vr 1 : to separate (as a
conglomeration or tangle) into original components : resolve,
clarify 2 : to restore (as a radio message) to intelligible form
un>screw \-'skrU\ vt 1 : to draw the screws from 2 : to loosen
or withdraw by turning — vj ; to become or admit of being un-
screwed
im-scru-puUous \-'skrU'-py3-l3s\ adj : not scrupulous : unprinci-
pled — unoscrU'PU*lous*ly adv — un>scrn*pu-lous<ness n

un<seal \-'se(9]I\ vt : to break or remove the seal of : open
un-seam \,3n-'sem, '3n-\ vt : to open the seams of
un. search.able \-'s3r-cha-bal\ adj : not to be searched or ex-
plored : inscrutable — iin.search.ably \-bIe\ adv

un.sea.son.able X-'sez-na-bal, -'sez-'n-9-\ adj 1 : occurring out of
the proper season : untimely, inappropriate 2 : not being in
season 3 a : not normal for the season of the year b : marked by
unseasonable weather — nU'Sea<son.abIe.ne5S n — un.sea.son-
ably \-ble\ adv

Un.seat \-'set\ vt 1 : to dislodge from one's seat esp. on horseback
2 : to dislodge from a place or position; specij : to remove from
political office
lun.seem.ly \,9n-'sem-le. '3n-\ adj ; not seemly: as a : not accord-
ing with established standards of good form or taste <~ bickering)
to ; not suitable for time or place : inappropriate, unseasonable
syn see indecorous
^unseemly adv ; in an unseemly manner
Un*seen \-'sen\ adj 1 : not seen or perceived : invisible 2 : sight
<an ~ translation)

nn>seg.re*gat>ed \-'seg-ri-,gat-3d\ ad} : not segregated; esp ! free
from racial segregation

nn.sell.ish \-'sel-fish\ adj ; not selfish ; generous — un>sell*i5h-
ly adv — un.selMsh.ness n

im.set \-'set\ adj : not set: as a ; not fixed in a setting : un-
mounted b : not firmed or solidified <-^ concrete)

nn.set'tle \,3n-'set-'I, 'anA vt 1 : to loosen or move from a settled
state or condition ; make unstable : disturb, disorder 2 ; to
perturb or agitate mentally or emotionally : discompose ^ vi ; to
become unsettled

un.set-Ued \-*set-nd\ adj : not settled: as a (1) : not calm or
tranquil : disturbed <~ political conditions) (2) ; inconstant,
VARIABLE <'^ weather) (3) ; not settled down b (1) : not decided
or determined ; doubtful <an -^ state of mind) (2) : not resolved
or worked out : undecided <an ---^ question) c : characterized by
irregularity (an '-^ life) d : not inhabited or populated <~ land)
e : mentally unbalanced I (1) : not disposed of according to law
<an -^ estate) (i) : not paid or discharged <~ debts) — un-set-
tled.ness \-'l(d)-n3s\ n
un*sew \-'s6\ vi : to undo the sewing of
un.sex \-'seks\ vt 1 : to deprive of sex or sexual power 2 : to
remove the qualities typical of one's sex

un.shack.le \-'shak-3l\ vt : to loose from shackles
un.Shaped \-'shapt\ adj : not shaped : not perfectly shaped : rude
un.Shap.en \-'sha-p3n\ adj [ME, fr. 'un- + shapen, pp. of shapen
to shape] : unshaped

un.sheathe X.an-'sheil], 'an-X vr : to draw from or as if from a sheath
or scabbard

un.ship \-'ship\ vt 1 : to take out of a ship : discharge, unload
2 : to remove (as an oar or tiller) from position : detach ~ vi : to
become or admit of being detached or removed
un.shod \-'shad\ adj : not wearing shoes
un.sight \-'sTt\ adj : not sighted or examined
un-sight-ly \-'sTt-le\ adj ; not pleasing to the sight : not comely
un-skiHed \,an-'skild, 'an-X adj 1 ; not skilled; specij : not skilled
in a specified branch of work ; lacking technical training 2 : not
requiring skill 3 : marked by lack of skill

un.sHill.fta \-'skil f3l\ adj ; not_ skillful : lacking in skill or pro-
ficiency — un.skill, till,ly \-fa-le\ adv — un.skill.ful-ness n

un.sling \-'sliri\ vr 1 : to remove from being slung 2 ; to take off
the slings of esp, aboard ship : release from slings
un.snap \-'snap\ vt ; to loosen or free by or as if by undoing a snap
un-snarl \-'snarfa)l\ vt : to disentangle a snarl in
un.so.cla.bil.i.ty \,3n-,so-sha-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or state of
being unsociable

un.50.cia.ble \,an-'so-sha-bal, 'an-\ adj 1 : having or showing a
disinclination for society or conversation : solitary, reserved
2 : not conducive to sociability — nn>so>cia.ble.ness n — un-
so.cia.bly \-b_le\ adv

un.SQ.cial \-'so-sh3l\ adj 1 : not social : not seekmg or given to
association 2 ; antisocial — un-sO'Cial.ly \-'sosh-(a-)le\ adv

un.so.phis-ti.cat.ed \,3n(t)-sa-'fis-ta-,kat-ad\ adj : not sophisti-
cated: as a : not changed or corrupted : genuine b (1) ; not
worldly-wise : lacking sophistication ; artless, ingenuous
(2) : lacking adornment or complexity of structure : plain,
SIMPLE syn see natural

un.so.phis.li.ca.tion \-,fis-ta-'ka-shan\ n : a lack of or freedom
from sophistication

un.sought \,3n-'s6t, 'an-\ adj : not sought: as a ; not searched for
or sought out b : not acquired by effort c : not asked for

un.sound \-'saund\ adj : not sound: as a : not healthy or whole
b ; not mentally normal ; not wholly sane c X not firmly made,
placed, or fixed d : not valid or true : invalid, specious — uu-
sound.ly \-'saiJn-(d1Ie\ adv — un.sound.ness \-'saun(d)-nas\ n

un.spar.ing \-'spa(3)r-ir], -•spe(a)r-\ adj 1 ; not merciful or for-

bearing : hard, ruthless 2 : not frugal : uberal, profuse— un.spar.iug.ly \-ir)-le\ adv
un.speaR \-'spek\ vr, obs : unsay
un.speak.able \-*spe-ka-bal\ adj 1 a : incapable of being ex-
pressed in words : unutterable b ; inexpressibly bad 2 : that
may not or cannot be spoken — un.speak.ably \-ble\ adv

un.sphere \,an-'sii(a)r, 'an-\ vt : to remove (as a planet) from a
sphere

un. spot.ted \-'spat-ad\ adj ; not spotted : free from spot or stain;

esp ; free from moral stain

un.sprung \-'sprag\ adj : not sprung; esp : not equipped with
springs

un.Sta.ble \-'sta-bal\ adj : not stable : not firm or fixed : not con-
stant: as a : fluctuating, irregular b : fickle, vacillating
c : UNSTEADY d : readily decomposing or changing otherwise in
chemical composition or biological activity e : characterized by
inability to control the emotions syn see inconstant — un-
sta.ble.ness n — un-sta-bly \-b(a-)le\ adv

un.state \-'stat\ vt ; to deprive of state, dignity, or rank
lun.steady \,an-'sted-e, 'an-\ vt : to make unsteady
^unsteady adj : not steady: as a : not firm or solid : not fixed in

See««-and 2d element
unrestraint
unrestricted
unreteative
unretracted
unretumabJe
unreveaied
onrevenged
unrevoked
unrewarded
unrewarding
unrhymed
unrhythmic
unrhythmical
unrightful
unrinsed
unripened
unromantic
unroofed

unruled
unsafe
unsaid
unsaintly
unsalable
unsalaried
unsalted
unsanctified
unsanctioned
unsanitary
un^aponified
unsated
unsatiated
unsatisfactory
unsatisfied
unsatisfying
unsealed
unscanned

,
UDscarred

unscented
unscheduled
nnscholarly
unscorched
unscreened
unscriptural
unsealed
unseasoned
unseaworthy
unseconded
unsecured
unseeded
unseeing
unseemliness
unsegmented
unselected
unselfconscious

unsentimental

unseparated
unserved
unserviceable
unsettlement
unsexual
unshaded
unshadowed
unshakable
unshaken
unshapely
unshared

unshaved
unshaven
unshed
unsheltered
unshielded
unshorn
unshrinkable

unshrinking
unshut
unsifted

unsingable
unsinkable
unsized
unslacked
unslaked
unsmiling
unsnuffed
unsoiled
unsold
unsold!eriy

unsolicited

unsolicitous

unsolid
unsolvable
unsolved

unsorted
unsounded
unsoured

unspecialized
unspecific
unspecified
unspent
unspiritual
unsplit

unspoiled
unspoken
unsportsmanlike
unspun
unsquared
unstained
unstatesmanlike
unsteadily
unsteadiness
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pos]tion ; UNSTABLE b : marked by change or fluctuation ! change-
able c : not uniform or even : irregular

tin>Step \-'step\ vi ; to remove (a mast) from a step

un>stick \-'stik\ vt ; to release from being stuck or bound
UZi*stop \-'stap\ vi 1 ; to free from an obstruction : open 2 : to
remove a stopper from

un>strap \-'strap\ vt ; to remove or loose a strap from
lUi'Stiessed \,3n-'strest, 'an-X adj ; not stressed; specij : not bearing
a stress or accent
im<strmg \-'striD\ vt 1 : to loosen or remove the strings of 2 : to
remove from a string 3 : to make weak, disordered, or unstable

un>stud<led \-'st3d-ed\ adj : not studied: as a : not acquired by
study b ; not forced : not done or planned for effect : unlabored

un>sub>stan>tial \,an(t)-sab-'stan-ch3l\ adj ; lacking substance,
firmness, or strength — un-suh'Stan.ti.aM.ty \-,stan-che-'al-
5t-e\ n — un<sub*stan>tial*ly \-*stanch-C3-)le\ adv
un<suc<cess \,an(t)-s3k-'ses\ n : lack of success : failure
un-suc>cess<ful \-f9l\ adj : not successful ; not meeting with or
producing success — un-suc-cesS'IuMy X-fg-leX adv

un>sult*able X.an-'sUt-s-bsl, 'on-\ adj ; not suitable or fitting ; uH-
BECOMiNG, inappropriate — un*suit>ably \-ble\ adv

uii'Sung \-'s3o\ adj 1 ; not sung 2 : not celebrated In song or

un>swathe X.an-'swatli, -'swotli, -'swajli, 'sn-X vt : to free from
something that swathes
un.swear \-*swaC3^r, -•swe(3)r\ vr : to unsay or retract something
sworn ~ vr ; to recant or recall (as an oath) esp. by a second oath

un<sym>niet*ri.cal \,an(t)-j»-'me-tri-k3l\ adj : asymmetric — un-
sym.met-ri'cal'ly Vk(9-)le\ adv

un>tan.gle \,an-'tao-Bsl, 'an-\ vt : disentangle, resolve synsee
extricate
untaught \-'t6t\ adj 1 : not instructed or trained ; ignorant
2 : NATURAL^ spontaneous

un*teach \-'tech\ vt 1 ; to cause to unlearn something 2 : to teach
the contrary of

Uii.ten<a>ble \-'ten-9-bal\ adj 1 : not able to be defended 2 : not
able to be occupied
un*tent*ed \-'tent-3d\ adj ['un- + obs. E tented, pp. of tent (to

probe)] : not probed or dressed <the ~ woundings of a father's
curse —Shak.)

un-tetli.er \-'teih-3r\ vr ; to free from a tether

un*think \-'thiok\ vi : to terminate or reverse a thought process
*— vr : to put out of mind

un*think•able \-'thio-ka-b3l\ adj 1 : not conceivable by the mind
2 : contrary to what is reasonable or probable : incredible

aii>think>ing \-'thio-kiij\ adj 1 : not taking thought : heedless,
UNMINDFUL 2 : uot indicating thought or reflection 3 : not hav-
ing the power of thought — un<think-ing*ly \-kio-le\ adv
un*thread \,an-'thred. '3n-\ vt 1 : to draw or take out a thread
from 2 : to loosen the threads or connections of 3 ! to make
one's way through <-^ a maze)
im«throue \-'th_ron\ vt : to remove from or as if from a throne
1in*ti'dy \-'tTd-e\ adj 1 : not neat : careless, slovenly 2 a : not
neatly organized or carried out b : conducive to a lack of neatness

un.tie \-'tT\ vt 1 : to free from something that ties, fastens, or
restrains ; unbind 2 a : to disengage the knotted parts of b : dis-
entangle, resolve ~ vi : to become loosened or unbound
mn.til \3n-,til, -1=1, -,tel, ,3n-, in some contexts 'n-. 'm-, or 'q-\ prep
[ME. fr. un- unto, until (akin to OE oth to, until, OHG unt unto,
until, OE ende end) -t- til. till till ] 1 chiejly Scot : TO 2 — used as a
function word to indicate continuance (as of an action or condition)
to a specified time <stayed ~ morning) 3 : before <not available
'^ tomorrow)

mutil conj 1 : up to the time that <play continued ~ it got dark)
2 : before the time that <never able to relax '^ he took up fishing)
3 : to the point or degree that <ran ~ he was breathless)

un.time.li*ness X.an-'tlm-Ie-nss, 'sn-\ n : the quality or state of
being untimely
iim-time-ly \-Ie\ adv 1 : at an inopportune time : unseasonably
2 : prematurely
^untimely adj l ; occurring or done before the due, natural,
or proper time : too eariy : premature (-^ death) 2 : inoppor-
tune, unseasonable <an '^joke) <'^ frost)
lUi>tinie>ous Vsn-'tl-mss, 'an-\ adj, chiejly Scot : untimely
un-ti.tled \-'tit-='ld\ adj X : having no title or right to rule 2 : not
named <an -- novel) 3 : not called by a title <•-- nobility)

un-tO \,an-t3(-w), 'an-(.)tu\ prep [ME, fr. un- unto, until + tol
:to

iiii*told \,3n-'told, 'an-\ adj 1 : too great or numerous to count
: incalculable, vast 2 a : not related b : kept secret

un.louch.abll.i.ty \.3n-,t3ch-3-'bil-at-e\ n : the quaUty or state of
being untouchable
iun.touch>able X.sn-'tsch-s-
touch b : exempt from criti _
reach 3 : disagreeable or defiling to the touch
^untouchable n : one that is untouchable; specij : a member of a
large formerly segregated hereditary group in India having in

traditional Hindu belief the quality of defiling by contact a member
of a higher caste

un.to.ward \,an-'to(-a)rd, 'an-. -'t6C-3)rd\ adj la: difficult to
guide, manage, or work with : unruly, intractable b archaic
; awkward, ungraceful 2 a : marked by trouble or unhappiness
; unlucky b : not favoring ; adverse, unpropitious — im*to-
ward'ly adv -~ tui<to-ward-iiess n

uU'tread \-'tred\ vt ; to tread back ; retrace
UD'trled \-'trTd\ adj l ; not tested or proved by experience or trial

2 : not tried in court
tm-true \-'trii\ adj 1 : not faithful ; disloyal 2 : not according
with a standard of correctness : not level or exact 3 : not accord-
ing with the facts : false — un.tru-ly \-'triJ-ie\ adv

lui'truss \-'tr3s\ vt 1 archaic ; untie, unfasten — used in the
phrase untruss one's points 2 archaic : undress --^ vi, archaic ; to
unfasten or take off one's clothes and esp. one's breeches

UH'trutll \,3n-'truth, 'sn-X n 1 archaic : disloyalty 2 : lack of
truthfulness : falsity 3 : something that is untrue : falsehood

un.truth.ful \-'triith-fal\ adj : not containing or telling the truth
: FALSE, inaccurate (-^ rcport) syn see dishonest — Dn*trutli-
lul'ly \-f3-le\ adv — lin-truth>ful>ness n

Ull'tuck \-'tak\ vt : to release from a tuck or from being tucked up
un-tune \-'t(y)iin\ vt 1 : to put out of tune 2 : disarrange, dis-
compose

un>tU-tored \-'t(y)ut-3rd\ adj 1 a ; having no formal learning or
training : untaught b ; naIve, UNSOPHisncATED 2 ; not pro-
duced or developed by instruction syn see ignorant
un»twine \-'twin\ vt 1 ; to unwind the twisted or tangled parts of

: disentangle 2 : to remove by unwinding '^ vt i to become dis-
entangled or unwound

un-twist \,3n-'twist, '3n-\ vt : to separate the twisted parts of
: UNTWINE ~ vi : to become untwined

un<used \-'yUzd, in the phrase "unused to" usually -'yus(t)\ adj
1 : not habituated ; unaccustomed 2 : not used: as a : fresh,
NEW b : not put to use : idle c : not consumed : accrued
Un*usu*al \-'yiizh-(3-)w3l, -'yii-2h3l\ adj : not usual : uncommon,
rare — un'Usn>al<ly \-e\ adv — un>usu*al-ness n

nn.ut-ter.able N.an-'at-s-rs-bal, 'an-X adj : being beyond the
powers of description : inexpressible — un>ut-ter-ably \-ble\ adv

lin>val>ued \-'val-(,)yiid\ adj 1 obs : invaluable 2 a : not im-
portant or prized : disregarded b ; not appraised

un.var.nished \-'var-nisht\ adj 1 a : not adorned or glossed
; PLAIN, straightforward b : artless, frank 2 : not coated
with or as if with varnish : crude, unfinished

un>veil \,an-'va(a)l, *an-\ vt 1 : to remove a veil or covering from
2 : divulge, reveal ~ vi : to throw off a veil or protective cloak

tm>vo>cal \-'v6-ksl\ adj : not eloquent or outspoken : inarticu-
late; esp I unmusical

tin*voice \-'v6is\ vt ; devoice
tm*voiced \-'v6ist\ adj 1 : not verbally expressed 2 : voiceless 2
un.war.rant.able X-'wor-ant-s-bgl, -'war-X adj : not justifiable

: inexcusable — nn-war*rant-ably X-bleX adv
un.wary \,3n-'wa(3)r-e, 'an-. -'we(3lr-X adj : not alert : easily
fooled or surprised ; heedless, gullible
lun-washed X-'wosht, -'washtX adj 1 : not cleaned with or as if

with soap and water 2 : ignorant, plebeian
^unwashed n : an ignorant or underprivileged group ; rabble
un'Wea>ried X,3n-'wi(3)r-ed, 'an-X adj ; not tired or jaded ; fresh
un.weave X-'wevX vt : disentangle, ravel
un-weet-ing X-'wet-ioX adj. archaic : unwitting— nn*weet*ing*ly
X-iQ-leX adv, archaic
un>weU X-'welX adj 1 : being in poor health : ailing, sick 2 : af-
fUcted with the menses
un.whole.some X-'h6I-samX adj 1 : detrimental to physical, men-
tal, or moral well-being : unhealthy <~ food) (-^ pastimes)
2 a : CORRUPT, unsound b : offensive to the senses ; loathsome

lUi>wleld>i>ness X-'wel-de-nasX n ; the quality or state of being un-
wieldy

un.wieldy x-'we(3)l-deX adj 1 : awkward, clumsy 2 : not easily
managed or handled esp. because of bulk or weight : cumbersome

un>willed X.sn-'wild, 'sn-X adj : not willed : involuntary
un-will'ing X-'wil-ioX adj : not willing: a : loath, reluctattt,
averse b ; done or given reluctantly — an*will>ing>ly \-iQ-le\
adv — nn<will>ing>ness n

tin>wlnd X-'wTndX vt 1 a : to cause to uncoil ; wind off : unroll
b : to free from or as if from a binding or wrapping c : to release
from tension : relax 2 archaic : retrace '— vi 1 ; to become un-
coiled or disentangled 2 : to become released from tension

lUl*wiS'doni \-'wiz-d3m\ n ; lack of wisdom ; foolishness, folly
un.wise X-'wlzX adj : lacking wisdom or good sense : fooush,
imprudent, injudicious — un-wise-ly adv
un-wlsh X-'wishX vt 1 ; to revoke as a wish 2 obs : to wish away
un.wit-ting X.an-'wit-io, 'sn-X adj 1 : not intended : inadvertent
2 : not knowing : unaware — un«wit»ting.ly X-iD-IcX adv

un<wont-ed X-'w6nt-3d, -'wont-, -'wsnt-X adj 1 ; being out of the
ordinary : rare, unusual 2 archaic : not accustomed by experi-
ence — nn-wont-ed-ly adv — un>wont>ed>ness n

See un~ and 2d element
unsterjlized
unstinted
unstinting
unstopped
unstrained
unstratified
unstriped
unstructured
unstrung
unstuck
unsubdued
unsubstantiated
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unsupportable
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unsurpassed
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unsworn
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un tactful
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untapped untillable untunable unwarranted
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unteachable untiring unusable unwavering
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untenanted untracked unvarying unwearying
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unterrified untrammeled unrentilated unwed
untested untransferable nnwedded
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unthatched untraveled unversed unwelded
unthawed untraversed unvexed unwept
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unthought-of untrod unwalled unwished
unthreaded untrodden unwanted unwitnessed
unthrifty untroubled unwarily unwomanly
untidily untrustworthy UDwariness unwon
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tm«worId.li.nes5 \-'w3rl-(d)le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being
unworldly
nn.WorldUy \-'war(-sM-c31e, -'wsrHeX adj 1 : not of this world

: UNEARTHLY; specif '. SPIRITUAL 2 B. z Tiot wisc in the ways of the
world : NAIVE h : not swayed by mundane considerations
un-worn \-'w6C3)m, -'w6(3)m\ adj 1 : unimpaired by use : not
worn away 2 a : not jaded : fresh, original b : not worn : new

un-wor.thi.ly X.an-'war-iha-le, 'sn-X adv : in an unworthy manner
un>wor<thi>ness \-tlie-n9s\ n : the quahty or state of being un-
worthy

tm-wor-thy \-the\ adj l a : lacking In excellence or value ; poor,
WORTHLESS b I EASE. DISHONORABLE 2 t not meritorious : un-
deserving 3 : not corresponding to desert ; unmerited
nn>wrap \,sn-'rap, 'an-V vr : to remove the wrapping from : disclose
nn-wreatlie \-'reth\ vi : uncoil, untwist
un.writ. ten \-'rit-=n\ adj 1 ; not reduced to writing ; oral,
TRADITIONAL 2 : Containing no writing : blank
unwritten constitution n : a constitution not embodied In a single
document but based chiefly on custom and precedent as expressed
in statutes and judicial decisions
unwritten law n : law based chiefly on custom rather than legisla-

tive enactments
un.yield'ing X.an-'yeCa^l-dio, 'on-\ adj 1 : characterized by lack of
softness or flexibility 2 ; characterized by firmness or obduracy
un*yoke \-'yok\ vr l : to free from a yoke or harness 2 : to take
apart : disjoin ^ vi 1 archaic ; to unharness a draft animal
2 archaic : to cease from work

un>zip \-'zip\ vt ; to zip open '^ vf : to open by means of a zipper
lup \*sp\ adv [partly fr. ME up upward, fr. OE Up: partly fr. ME
uppe on high, fr. OE; both akin to OKG uj up, L sub under, Gk
hypo under, hyper over — more at over] 1 a (1) : in or into a
higher position or level; specij : away from the center of the earth
(lift '^ your eyes) (2) : from beneath the ground or water to the
surface (3) : from below the horizon (4) : upstream (5) : in or
into an upright position (sit ^>; specij : out of bed b : upward
from the ground or surface so as to detach (pull -^ a daisy) c : so
as to expose a particular surface 2 : with greater intensity (speak
'^> 3 a ; in or into a better or more advanced state b : in or into
a state of greater intensity or excitement c : in a continual sequence
(from third grade — > 4 a (1) : into existence, evidence, promi-
nence, or prevalence (the money will turn ^y (2) : into operation
or practical form b : into consideration or attention (bring '^ for
discussion) 5 : into possession or custody 6 a : entirely,
COMPLETELY b — used as a function word for emphasis (clean '^

the house) 7 a : in or into storage : by (lay ---- supplies) b : in or
into a state of closure or confinement (button ^ 8 a : so as to
arrive or approach b ; in a direction conventionally the opposite
of down: (1) : to windward (2) : northward (3) : to or at the
top (4) : to or at the rear of a theatrical stage c : so as to be even
with, overtake, find, or arrive at 9 ; in or into parts 10 ; to a stop— usu. used with draw, bring, jetch, or pull 11 a : in advance
(one — on his opponent) b : for each side (the score is IS ^y

2up adj 1 a : risen above the horizon (the sun is ---) b : standing
c : being out of bed d : relatively high (the river is -^y (was well --«

in his class) e : raised, lifted (windows are ^--•) f ; built
g ; having the face upward h : mounted on a horse ^a new jockey
'--'> i : grown above a surface (the com is '^) j (1) : moving,
inchning, or directed upward (the ^ escalator) (2) : bound in a
direction regarded as up 2a; marked by agitation, excitement,
or activity b : being above a former or normal level (as of quantity
or intensity) (attendance is ^y (the wind is '^> c : exerting
enough power (as for operation) (sail when steam is ^y d : ready;
specij ; highly prepared e : going on : taking place (find out
what is ~> 3 : completed, over (your time is '-^) 4a: risen from
a lower position (men — from the ranks) b : being at the same
level or point (did not feel ^ to par) c (1) : well informed : abreast
('-' on the news) (2) ; being on schedule (^ on his homework)
d : being ahead of one's opponent 5 a : presented for or under-
going consideration (contract -^ for negotiation); specij : charged
before a court i^ for robbery) b : bet, wagered — up to 1 : capa-
ble of performing or dealing with (feels up to her role) 2 : engaged
in (what is he up toy 3 ; being the responsibility of (it's up to me)
3up vb upped or in vi 1 up; upped; up-ping; ups or in vi 1 up vi

1 : to act abruptly or surprisingly — usu. followed by and and
another verb 2 a : to rise from a lying or sitting position b : to
move upward : ascend — vf 1 : raise, lift 2 a : to advance to a
higher level: (1) : increase (2) : promote la to : raise 8d, 8e
*up \(,)3p, '3p\ prep 1 a ; to, toward, or at a higher point of
b : up into or in the (went -^ attic> 2 : in a direction regarded as
being toward or near the upper end or part of: as a : toward or
near a point closer to the source or beginning of (sail '^ the river)

b : toward, near, to, or in the inner part or interior of (— country)
3 ; in the direction opposite to : against (^— the wind)

sup \'3p\ n 1 ; one in a high or advantageous position 2 : an up-
ward slope 3 : a period or state of prosperity or success
up-and-down \,9p-'m-'daun, ,3p-3n-\ adj 1 ; marked by alternate
upward and downward movement, action, or surface 2 : per-
pendicular

TJpa.ni.sHad \U-'pan-9-,shad, 'ii-p3-ni-sh3d\ n [Skt upanisadl
: one of a class of Vedic treatises dealing with broad philosophic
problems
upas \'yu-p9s\ n [Malay pohon upas poison tree] 1 a : a tall Asiatic
and East Indian tree {Antiaris toxicaria) of the mulberry family
with a latex that contains poisonous glucosides used as an arrow
poison bra shrub or tree {Strychnos tieute of the family Loga-
niaceae) of the same region also yielding an arrow poison 2 : a
poisonous concentrate of the juice or latex of a upas 3 ; a poi-
sonous or harmful influence or institution
lup-beat \'ap-.bet\ n : an unaccented beat in a musical measure;
specij : the last beat of the measure
2upbeat adj : optimistic, cheerful
Up-bow \'sp-,bo\ n : a stroke in playing a bowed instrument (as a
violin) made toward the heel of the bow

Up.braid \,3p-'brad\ vt [ME upbreyden, fr. OE upbregdanl 1 : to
criticize severely : find fault with 2 ; to reproach severely : scold

vehemently syn see scold — up-braid«er n
up*bring*ing V^P-ibrio-ioX n : the process of bringing up and
training

up.build \,3p-'bild\ vt : to build up — up*build>er n
up. cast \'sp-,kast\ n 1 : a ventilating shaft up which air passes
after circulation 2 : something cast up —upcast adj
up.chuck \'3p-,chsk\ vb : vomtt
up.coni'ing \,3p-,k3m-io\ adj : forthcoming, approaching
'up-coun-try \,9p-,k3n-tre\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of
the interior of a country or a region
2up-coun.try \,3p-'k9n-tre\ adv : to or in the interior of a country
3up-coun.lry \'3p-,k3n-tre\ n : the interior of a coimtry
up-date \,3p-*dat\ vr : to bring up to date
up'do \'3p-(,)dU\ n [w;7swept hairdo] ; an upswept hairdo
up.draft Vsp-.draft, -,draft\ n : an upward movement of gas (as air)
up.end \,3-'pend\ vt : to set or stand on end -.' vi ; to rise on an end
lup.grade \'3p-,grad\ n : an upward grade
2up.grade \'3p-,grad, ,3p-*\ vt : to raise the grade of: as a : to
improve (livestock) by use of purebred sires b : to advance to a job
requiring a higher level of skill esp. as part of a training program
c : to substitute (a product of lower quality) for a product of higher
quality and price

Up.growtll \'3p-,gr6th\ n : the process of growing upward : de-
velopment; also : a product or result of this

up.heav.al \,3p-'he-v3l, (,)3-'pe-\ n 1 : the action or an Instance of
upheaving esp. of part of the earth's crust 2 ; an instance of
violent agitation or change

up-heave \,3p-'hev, (,)3-'pev\ vt ; to heave up : lift -^ v/ ; to move
upward — up.heav.er n
lup. hill \'3p-,hir\ n : rising ground : ascent
2uP'liill \-'hiI\ adv 1 ; upward on a hill or incline 2 : against
difficulties

3up.hiU \-,hil\ adj 1 : situated on elevated ground 2 : going up
: ascending 3 : difficult, laborious

up.hold \{.)3p-'h6ld\ vt up.held \-'held\ up-hold.ing 1 a : to
give support to b : to support against an opponent 2 a : to keep
elevated b : to lift up syn see support — up.hold.er ;i

up-hoi.ster \c.)3p-'h6I-st3r, (,)3-'p61-\ vt up-hol.ster-ing
\-st(3-)rio\ [back-formation fr. upholstery} : to furnish with or as
if with upholstery — up'hol-ster.er \-st3r-3r, -strarX n
Up.hol.Stery \-st(3-)re\ n [ME upholdester upholsterer, fr. up-
holden to uphold, fr. up + holden to hold] : materials (as fabric,

padding, and springs) used to make a soft covering esp. for a seat

up.keep \'3p-,kep\ n 1 : the act or cost of m.aintaining in good
condition : maintenance 2 : the state of being maintained

up.land \'3p-l3nd, -,land\ n 1 : high land esp. far from the sea
: PLATEAU 2 : ground elevated above the lowlands along rivers or
between hills — upland adj
upland cotton n, ojien cap U : any of various usu. short-staple
cottons cultivated esp. in the U.S.
upland plover n : a large sandpiper (Bartramia longicauda) of
eastern No. America that frequents fields and uplands
lup. lift \(,)3p-'lift\ vt 1 : to lift up : elevate 2 : to improve the
condition of esp. spiritually, socially, or intellectually '^ vi : rise— up-lift-er n

2up.lift \'3p-.lift\ n, ojten attrib : an act, process, or result of up-
lifting: as a : the uplifting of a part of the earth's surface b : a
bettering of condition esp. spiritually, emotionally, or culturally

C (1) : influences intended to uplift (2) : a social movement to
improve esp. morally or culturally d : a brassiere designed to hold
the breasts up

up.most \'3p-,most\ adj % uppermost
lup.on \3-'p6n, -'pan, -(,)p3n\ prep \ ON
2up.on \3-'p6n, -'pan\ adv 1 obs : on it : on one 2 obs : thereon
lup.per \'3p-3r\ adj 1 : higher in physical position, rank, or order
2 : constituting the branch of a bicameral legislature that is usu.
smaller and more restricted in membership and possesses greater
traditional prestige than the lower house 3 a ; constituting a
stratum relatively near the earth's surface b cap : being a later

epoch or series of the period or series named iVpper Carboniferous)
4 : EARLIER 5 : northern

2upper n : one that is upper: as a : the parts of a shoe or boot
above the sole b ; an upper tooth or denture c : an upper berth

upper case n ; a type case containing capitals and usu. small
capitals, fractions, symbols, and accents
lup.per-case \,3p-3r-'kas\ adj : capital
2uppercase n : capital letters

3uppercase vt : to print or set in capital letters

up.per-class \,3p-3r-'klas\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of

a class regarded as socially superior or to the junior and senior

classes in a college or high school
up.per. class.man \-m3n\ n : a junior or senior in a college or high
school
upper crust n x the highest social class or group
up.per.cut \'3p-3r-,k9t\ n : a swinging blow (as in boxing) directed

upward with a bent arm — uppercut vb

upper hand n ; mastery, advantage
up.per-most \'3p-3r-,most\ adv : in or into the highest or most
prominent position — uppermost adj

up.pisli \'3p-ish\ adj : uppfty — up-pish-ly adv — up*pish-ness n
up.pi-ty \'3p-3t-e\ adj [prob. fr. up + -ity (as in persnickity, var. of
persnickety)'^ : arrogant, presumptuous — up-pi'ty.ness n
up.raise \(,)3-'pra2\ vt : to raise or lift up : elevate
up.rear \(,)3-'pri(3)r\ vr 1 : to lift up 2 : erect ~ vi : rise

lup.right V3p-,rrt\ adj 1 a : perpendicular, vertical b : erect

in carriage or posture c : having the main axis or a main part
perpendicular (~ freezer) 2 : morally correct — up.right.ly adv
— up-right. ness n
syn honest, just, conscientious, scrupulous, honorable:

upright implies a strict adherence to moral principles; honest
stresses adherence to such virtues as truthfulness, candor, fairness;

JUST is archaic for upright and honest; conscientious and
scrupulous imply an active moral sense governing all one's

See un- and 2d element! unwooded junworked lunworried lunwounded junwrinkled

I
unworkable junworkmanlike

I
unwound

I
unwoven lunwrought
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actions; honorable suggests a firm holding to codes of right
behavior and the guidance of a high sense of honor and duty

2upright n 1 : the state of being upright ; perpendicxjlak <a piUar
out of ~> 2 : something upright

Upright piano n : a piano whose strings run vertically

iup-rise \,3-*pri2\ vj np-rose \-'pr6z\ ap-ris-en \-'priz-'n\

ap*ris*ing \- prT-zio\ 1 a : to rise to a higher position b (1) : to
stand up (2 ) ; to get out of bed c : to come into view esp. from
below the horizon 2 : to rise up in sound — ap>rls>er n

2up»rise \'9p-,rTz\ n 1 ; an act or instance of uprising 2 ; an
upward slope

Up-riS'ing \'sp-irT-zio\ n : an act or Instance of rising up; esp
: INSURRECTION, REVOLT Syil SCe REBELLION

1ip>roar \'3p-,ro(3)r, -,r6(3)r\ n [by folk etymology fr. D oproer, fr.

MD, fr. op up + roer motion; akin to OE up up and to OE hreran
to stir] ; a stare of commotion, excitement, or violent disturbance

up*roai*i<ous \,a-'pror-e-3S, -'pr6r-\ adj 1 : marked by uproar
2 : very noisy and full 3 : extremely funny — up*roar>i>ous>ly
adv — up>roar<i<ous>ness n

Up*root \(,)3-'prUt, -'priitX vt 1 : to pull up by the roots 2 : to
remove as if by pulling up 3 : to displace from a country or tra-

ditional habitat syn see exterminate — up-root-er n
ups and downs n pi : alternating rise and fall esp. in fortune
luP'Set \(.)3p-'set\ vb npset; uP'Set-ting vt 1 : to thicken and
shorten (as a heated bar of iron) by hammering on the end : swage
2 : to force out of the usual upright, level, or proper position
: OVERTURN 3 a : to disturb the poise of b ; to throw into dis-

order c : INVALIDATE d ; to defeat unexpectedly 4 : to cause a
physical disorder in; specij : to make somewhat ill -^ vi ; to become
overturned syn see discompose — up.set-ter n

aup'Set \'ap-,set\ n 1 : an act of overturning : overturn 2 a (1)

: ah act of throwing into disorder : derangement (2) : a state of
disorder : confusion b : an unexpected defeat 3 a ; a minor
physical disorder <a stomach '^> b : an emotional disturbance
4 a ; a part of a rod (as the head on a bolt) that is upset b : the
expansion of a bullet on striking 5 : a swage used in upsetting

uP'Set price ysp-.set-X n : the minimum price set for property of-
fered at auction or public sale

up'Shot \'3p-,shat\ n : final result : outcome
up>side \'ap-,sTd\ n : the upper side or part
up>5lde down \,3p-,srd-'daun\ adv [alter, of ME up so doun, fr.

up + so + doun down] 1 : in such a way that the upper and the
lower parts are reversed in position 2 : in or into great disorder— upside-down adj
upside-down caKe n : a cake baked with its batter over an arrange-
ment of fruit and served fruit side up

up*si*lon X'yiip-sa-.lan, 'sp-, -Ian, Brit usu yiip-'sT-lanX n [MGk y
psilon, lit., simple y; fr, the desire to distinguish it from oi, which
was pronounced the same in later Greek] : the 20th letter of the
Greek alphabet — symbol T or u

up'Spring \,3p-'sprio\ vi l : to spring up 2 : to come into being~ uP'Spring \'3p-.sprio\ n, archaic
iup*stage \'3p-'staj\ adv ; toward or at the rear of a theatrical
stage

2upstage adj 1 : of or relating to the rear of a stage 2 ; haughty
3up'Stage \,9p-'staj\ vf 1 : to force (an actor) to face away from
the audience by staying upstage 2 : to steal the show from 3 : to
treat snobbishly
mp.stairs \'sp-'sta(a)rz, -ste(a)r2\ adv 1 : up the stairs : to
or on a higher floor 2 : to or at a high altitude or higher position

2up-stairs \-,sta(a)rz, -,ste(3)rz\ adj la: situated above the
stairs esp. on an upper floor b : of or relating to the upper floors
<'^ maid) 2 ; higher level

3up>stairs \'sp-', 'ap-,\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : the part of a
building above the ground floor

Up>stand*ing X.ap-'stan-diq, 'ap-A adj 1 : erect 2 t marked by
integrity : straightforward — up-stand -ing^ness n
lup>start \,3p-'start\ vi ; to jump up suddenly
aup'Start \'3p-,start\ n : one that has risen suddenly (as from a
low position to wealth or power) : parvenu; esp : one that claims
more personal importance than he warrants — up*start \,9p-,\ adj
luP'State \'3p-,stat\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of a part
of a state away from a large city esp. to the north

^upstate n X an upstate region — up>stat-er \-'stat-3r\ n
Up<streani \'3p-'strem\ adv : at or toward the source of a stream— upstream adj
up-stroke \'3p-,strok\ n ; an upward stroke esp. of a pen
Op.surge \'3p-,s3rj\ n : a rapid or sudden rise
mp.sweep \'3p-.swep\ vi : to sweep upward
aupsweep n : an upward sweep; esp : a hairdo In which the hair
is brushed up to the top of the head

up.swept \'3p-,swept\ adj ; swept upward; specij
: brushed up to the top of the head <-- hairdo)

up.swing \'ap-.swio\ n : an upward svring; esp
: a marked increase (as in activity)

Up-take \'3p-,tak\ n [Sc uptake to understand]
1 : understanding, comprehension 2 : a flue
leading upward 3 : an act or instance of absorbing
and incorporating esp. into a living organism

up.throw \'3p-,thro\ n : an upward displacement
(as of a rock stratum) : upheaval

up. thrust \'3p-,thr3st\ n : an upward thrust; specij
: an uplift of part of the earth's crust upsweep

up.tilt \,5p-'tilt\ vt ; to tilt upward
up to prep 1 : as far as a designated part or place (sank up to his
hips) 2 : to or in fulfillment of <write up to the standard) 3 a : to
the limit of <guesses ran up to 1000) b ; as many or as much as
(carry up to 10 ton$>_ 4 : until

up-to-date \,3p-t3-"dat\ adj 1 : extending up to the present time
2 : abreast of the times (as in style or technique) : modern —
up-to-date.ly adv ~ up-to-date-ness n

up.town \'3p-'taun\ adv : toward, to, or in the upper part of a town— up-town \-,taun\ adj
up. trend \"3p-.trend\ n : a tendency upward
»up.turn \'3p-,t3rn. ,3p-'\ vt 1 : to turn up or over 2 : to direct
upward '— vi : to turn upward
aup.turn \'3p-,t3rn\ n : an upward turn esp. toward better condl-

' higher prices
mp.ward \'3p-ward\ o up'Wards \-w3rdz\ adv 1 a : in a direc-

tion from lower to higher b : toward the source or interior
C : in a liigher position d : In the upper parts : toward the head
: ABOVE 2 : toward a higher or better condition or level 3 a : in-
definitely more or higher b : toward a greater amount or higher
number, degree, or rate 4 : toward or into later years
^upward adj 1 : directed toward or situated in a higher place or
level : ascending 2 : rising to a higher pitch — up>ward*ly adv— up-ward.ness n
upwards of also upward ol adv : more than ; in excess of
up-well \,ap-'wei\ vi : to well up; specij : to move or flow upward
up.wind V3p-'wind\ adv {or adj) : in the direction from which the
wind is blowing
lur- or uro- comb form [NL, fr. Gk our-, ouro-, fr. ouron urine—
more at urine] 1 ; urine («ric) 2 : urinary tract (urology)
3 : urinal and (urogenital) 4 ; urea (uracil)

2ur- or uro- comb Jorm [N L, fr. Gk our-, euro-, fr. aura tail — more
at squirrel] : tail (urochord)

ura.cil \'yur-3-,sil\ n [ISV iw- + acetic + -it (substance relating
to)] : a heterocycUc compound C4H4NZO2 that is a breakdown
product of nucleic acids and a growth factor for some micro-
organisms

urae-mia var oj uremia
urae-us \yu-'re-as\ n, pi uraei \-'re-J\ [NL, fr. LGk owaios, a
snake] : a representation of the sacred asp {Naja haje) on the head-
dress of ancient Egyptian rulers serving as a symbol of sovereignty
Ural-Al'ta-ic \,yur-3-(,)lal-'ta-ik\ n 1 : a postulated language
group comprising the Uralic and Altaic languages 2 : a language
type showing agglutination and vowel harmony and occurring esp.
in languages of Eurasia — Ural-Altaic adj
Ura-Ii-an \yu-'ra-le-an, -'ral-e\ adj 1 : of or relating to the Ural
mountains 2 ; of, relating to, or constituting the Finno-Ugric or
the Finno-Ugric and Samoyed languages
lUral-ic \yu-'ral-ik\ adj : uralian
zUralic n : a language family comprising the Flnno-Ugrlc and
Samoyed languages

ural-ite \'yur-3-,lit\ n [G uraJit, fr. Ural mountains] ; a usu.
fibrous and dark green amphibole resulting from alteration of
pyroxene — ural-it-ic \,yur-a-'Ut-ik\ adj
mran- or urano- comb Jorm [L, fr. Gk ouran-, ourano-, fr. ouranosj

: sky ; heaven (uronic) (ura/2ometry)
2uran- or urano- comb Jorm [F, fr. NL uranium'] : uranium (uronyl)
Ura-nia \yu-'ra-ne-3, -ny3\ n [L, fr. Gk Ourania2 i the Greek
Muse of astronomy

ura.nic \yu-'ran-ik, -'ra-nik\ adj tISV] : of, relating to, or con-
taining uranium esp. with a valence higher than in uranous com-
pounds

ura.nide \'yur-a-,nTd\ n 1 : uranium 2 : a transuranium element
ura-nif-er-OUS \,yur-3-'nif-(3-)r3s\ adj [ISV] : containing uranium
ura.nl-nite \yu-'ra-n3-.nTt\ n [G uranin uraninite (fr. NL uranium)
+ E -ite} : a mineral UOz that is a black octahedral or cubic oxide
of uranium, that contains thorium, the cerium and yttrium metals.
and lead, that often when heated yields a gas consisting chiefly of
helium, and that is the chief ore of uranium
ura-ni-um \yu-'ra-ne-3m\ n, ojten attrib [NL, fr. Uranus'] I a
silvery heavy radioactive polyvalent metallic element that is found
esp. in pitchblende and uraninite and exists naturally as a mixture of
three isotopes of mass number 234, 235, and 238 in the proportions
of 0.006 percent, 0.71 percent, and 99.28 percent respectively —
see ELEMENT table
uranium 238 n : an isotope of uranium of mass number 238 that
absorbs fast neutrons to form a uranium isotope of mass number
239 which then decays through neptunium to form plutonium of
mass number 239
uranium 235 n : a Ught isotope of uranium of mass number 235
that is physically separable from natural uraniuni, that when bom-
barded with slow neutrons undergoes rapid fission into smaller
atoms with the release of neutrons and atomic energy, and that is

used in power plants and atom bombs
ura.no-graph.ic \,yur-3-no-'graf-ik, yu-,ran-3-\ adj : of or relating
to uranography — ura-no-graph-i-cal \-i-k3l\ adj

ura-nog-ra-phy \,yur-3-'nag-r3-fe\ n [Gk ouranographia descrip-
tion of the heavens, fr. ouran- uran- + -graphia -graphy] 1 ; a
science dealing with the description of the heavens and the celestial

bodies 2 : the construction of celestial representations (as maps)
ura-no-log-i-cal \,yur-3-no-'laj-i-k3l, yu-.ran-n-*aj-\ adj : of or
relating to uranology

uia-nol-o-gy \,yur-3-'nal-3-je\ n 1 : astronomy 2 : a treatise on
the heavens and the celestial bodies
Uia-nom.e-try \-'nam-3-tre\ n [NL uranometria, fr. uran- ¥
-metria -metry] 1 : a chart or catalog of celestial bodies and esp,
of visible fixed stars 2 : the measurement of the heavens

ura-nous \yu-'ra-n3s, 'yur-3-\ adj : of, relating to, or containing
uranium esp. with a lower valence than in uranic compounds
Ura-nuS X'yur-s-nss, yij-*ra-\ n [LL, fr. Gk Ouranos] 1 : heaven
personified as a god in Greek mythology and father of the Titans
2 : the planet seventh in order from the sun — see planet table

ura.nyl \'yur-3-.nil, yu-'ran-=l\ n [ISV] : a bivalent radical UO2
formed by uranium trioxide in acid solution

urate \'yu(3)r-.at\ n [F, fr. urique uric, fr. E uric] : a salt of uric
acid — urat-ic \yu-'rat-ik\ adj
nr-ban \'3r-b3n\ qdj [L urbanus, fr. urbs city] : of, relating to, char-
acteristic of, or constituting a city
ur-bane \,3r-'ban\ adj [L urbanus] I notably polite or finished In
manner : poushed syn see suave — ur-bane.ly adv

ur.ban-ism \'3r-b3-,niz-3m\ n 1 ; the characteristic way of life of
city dwellers 2 : the study of the physical needs of urban societies

3 : urbanization — ur-ban.ist \-n3st\ n — ur-ban-is*tic X.sr-
b3-'nis-tik\ adj — ur-ban.is-ti.cal.ly \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

ur-ban-ite \'3r-b3-.nTt\ n : one Uving in a city

ur-han-i-ty \,3r-'ban-3t-e\ n l : the quality or state of being urbane
2 pi z urbane acts or conduct

ur.ban-iza-tion \,3r-b3-n3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the quality or state of
being or becoming urbanized

ur-ban-ize \'3r-b3-,nTz\ vt 1 ; to cause to take on urban charac-
teristics (urbanized areas) 2 : to impart an urban way of Ufe to

ur-bi-cul.ture X'sr-bs-.kol-chsrX n [L urb-, urbs city + E -i- -H

cuUure] : practices and problems peculiar to cities or to urban life

ur-ce-0-late X.ar-'se-s-bt, '3r-se-3-,lat\ adj [NL wceolatus, fr. L
urceolus, dim. of urceus pitcher] ; shaped like an urn
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11T*Chill \'3r-ch3n\ n [ME, fr. MF herichon, fr. L ericius, fr. er; akin
to Gk Cher hedgehog, L horrere to bristle, tremble] 1 : hedgehog
2 : a pert or roguish youngster 3 : sea urchin

Uld \'u(3)rd, 'ard\ n [Hindi] : an annual bean {Phaseolus mungo)
widely grown in warm regions for its edible blackish seed, for green
manure, or for forage — called also black gram
Ur-du \'u(3)r-(,)du. '3r-\ n [Hindi urdu-zaban, lit., camp language]
; an Indic language that is an official literary language of Pakistan
and is widely used in India
-Ure n sujjix [ME, fr OF, fr. L -urfl] 1 : act : process : being
<exposMre> 2 ; office : function; also l body performing (such) a
function <legibiatwrf >

urea \yu-*re-3\ n [NL, fr. F uree, fr. wrfne] : a soluble weakly basic
nitrogenous compound CO(N H^^z that is the chief solid component
of mamniaUan urine and an end product of protein decomposition,
is synthesized from carbon dioxide and ammonia, and is used esp.
in synthesis (as of resins and plastics) and in_ fertilizers and animal
rations — ure-al \-'re-al\ adj — uremic \-'re-ik\ adj

uiea-formaldehyde resin n : a thermosetting synthetic resin made
by condensing urea with formaldehyde

1ire>ase \'yur-e-,as, -,az\ n ; an enzyme that promotes the hydrolysis
of urea

ure-din«i*al \,yur-3-'din-e-al\ adj ; of, relating to, or being a ure-
dinium

ure*din-i>um \-e-3m\ n, pi nre<din-ia \-e-a\ [NL, fr. L uredin-,

uredo burning, blight, fr. urere to burn — more at ember] ; a
crowded usu. brownish mass of hyphae and spores of a rust fungus
forming pustules that rupture the host's cuticle

ure-di^nous \yu-'red-'n-as, -'red-\ adj [deriv. of L uredin-, uredol
; of or relating to an order (Uredinales) of fungi comprising the
rusts

uie.dio.spore \yij-'red-e-3-,sp5C3)r, -,sp6(3)r\ or ure-dcspoie
\-'red-3-\ n [NL uredium + E -o- + sporel : one of the thina
walled spores that are produced in repeated crops by the uredinial
hyphae of rust fungi, spread the fungus vegetatively, and follow the
aecial spores

ure.di=uni \yu-'red-e-3m\ n, pi ure»dia \-c-3\ [NL, fr, uredo]
: UREDINIUM_

ure-do \yu-'red-(.Jo\ n [NL, fr. L, burning, blight] : uredostage
ure•do-stage \-'red-o-,staj\ n : the uredinial stage of a rust

ure-ide \'yiir-e-,Td\ n : a cyclic or acyclic acyl derivative of urea
ure-mla \yu-'re-me-3\ n [NL] : accumulation in the blood usu.
in severe kidney disease of constituents normally eliminated in the
urine producing a severe toxic condition — ure*mic \-mik\ adj

ure-ter \yu-'ret-3r\ n [NL, fr. Gk oureler, fr. ourein to urinate —
more at urine] : a duct that carries away the urine from a kidney
to the bladder or cloaca — ure-ter>al \-3-ral\ or ure-ter-ic
\,yur-3-'ter-ik, yu-'ret-a-rik\ adj

Ure.thane \'yur-9-,than\ or ure.than \-.than\ n [F urethane, fr.

ur- + eth- eth- + -one's 1 : a crystalline compound C-,H7N02
used esp. as a solvent and medicinally as a paUiative for leukemias
2 : an ester of carbamic acid other than the ethyl es:er

urethr- or urethro- comb Jorm [NL, fr. LL urethral : urethra
<«re//intis> {urethroscope}

ure-thra \yu-'re-thra\ n, pi urethras or ure-thrae \ (,)thre\ [LL.
fr. Gk ourethra, fr. ourein to urinate] : the canal that in most mam-
mals carries off the urine from the bladder and in the m:ile serves
also as a genital duct — ure*thral \-thr3l\ adj

ure.tlui'tis \,yur-i-'thrTt-9s\ n [NL] : inflammaiion of the urethra
urB'thro*scope \yu-'re-thr3-,skop\ n [ISV] : an instrument for
viewing the interior of the urethra — ure-thrO'SCOp-ic \-,re-thr3-
'skap-ik\ adj
turge \'9rj\ vb [L urgere} vt 1 : to present, advocate, or demand
earnestly or pressingly 2 : to prosecute vigorously 3 a : to make
solicitations to b : to serve as a motive or reason for 4 : to force
or impel in an indicated direction or into motion or greener speed
5 : STIMULATE, PROVOKE ~ VI : to declare, advance, or press
earnestly a statement, argument, charge, or claim — urg-er n

surge n 1 : the act or process of urging 2 : a force or impulse
that urges; esp : a continuing impulse toward an activity or goal

Ur-geil'Cy \'3r-j3n-se\ n 1 : the quality or state of being urgent
; INSISTENCE 2 : a force or impulse that impels or constrains : urge

ur.gent \'ar-j9nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L urgent-, urgens. prp. of
urgerel la: calling for immediate attention : pressing <•---' appeals)
b : conveying a sense of urgency 2 : urging insistently : impor-
tunate syn see PRESSING — ur*gent*ly adv
-ur.gy \(,)ar-je\ n comb jorm [NL -urgia, fr. Gk -ourgia, fr. -ourgos
working, fr. -o- + ergon work] : technique or art of dealing or
working with (such) a product, matter, or tool <chemHrg>'>

-uria \'(y)ur-e-3\ n comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk -ouria, fr, ouron urine— more at urine] 1 : presence of (a specified substance) in urine
<albuminHr/a> 2 : condition of having (such) urine (polywria);
esp : abnormal or diseased condition marked by the presence of
(a specified substance) {pyuria}

uric \'yu(3)r-ik\ adj : of, relating to, or found in urine
uric acid n : a white odorless and tasteless nearly insoluble diacid
CSH4N3O3 present in small quantity in urine

uri-COS-uric \,yur-i(,)k6s-'(y)u(a)r-ik\ adj [irreg. fr. uric'] : relating

to or promoting the excretion of uric acid in the urine

uri.dine \'yur-3-,den\ n [ISV] : a crystalline nucleoside C9HuNz06
derived by hydrolysis from nucleic acids that is important in carbo-
hydrate metabolism _

TJri-el \'yur-e-3l\ n [Heb UrVel] : one of the archangels
Urim and Thum.mim \,(y)xir-a-m3n-'th3m-3m, ,u(3)r-,e-man-
'tum-,era\ n pi [part trans, of Heb urim wethummlm} : sacred lots

used in early times by the Hebrews
urin- or urino- comb jorm [ME, fr. OF, fr. L, fr. urina urine] : 'ur-
<urj/iogenital> {urinary}

uri.ual \'yiir-9n-=l\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. LL, fr. L urina] 1 : a vessel
for receiving urine 2 ; a building or enclosure with facilities for
urinating; also : a fixture used for urinating

uri-nal.y.sis X.yiir-a-'nal-a-sasX n [NL, irreg. fr. urin- + analysis']

: chemical analysis of urine
uri>nary \'yur-a-,ner-e\ adj 1 : relating to. occurring in, or con-
stituting the organs concerned with the formation and discharge
of urine 2 : of. relating to. or for urine 3 : excreted as or in urine
urinaiy bladder n : a membranous sac in many vertebrates serving

for the temporary retention of urine and discharging by the urethra
uri>nate \'yur-9-.nat\ vi : to discharge urine : micturate— uri^na-
tion \,yur-3-'na-sh9n\ n

urine \'yur-9n\ rt [ME, fr. MF, fr. L urina: akin to Gk ouron urine,
ourein to urinate, OE wseter water] ; the chief excretory product 01
the vertebrate being secreted by the kidney as liquid or semisolid
matter rich in end products of protein metabolism, salts, and nig-
ments and in man forming a clear amber usu. slightly acid fluid~ urin<ous \'yur-9-n9s\ adj

uri.nif.er.ous tubule \,yur-9-,nif-(3-)r3s-\ n : a vertebrate nephron
uri>no>gen>i*tal \,yur-9-no-'jen-9-t^l\ adj : urogenital
uri.nom.e-ter \.yur-9-'nam-9t-9r\ n [ISV] : a small hydrometer for
determining the specific gravity of urine — uri-no-met-ric \-no-
•me-trik\ adj — urLnom-e-try \-'nam-9-tre\ n
urn \'9rn\ n [ME urne. (r.L urna] 1 ; a vessel of various forms that
is typically a vase on a pedestal and that is used esp. for preserving
the ashes of the dead after cremation 2 : a closed vessel usu. with
a spigot for serving a hot beverage (coffee '-^>

uro see ur-
uro.cUord \'yur-9-,k6i'9)rd\ n X : the notochord of larval ascidlans
and some adult tunicates 2 : tunicate — uro*chor>dal \,yur-9-
'k6rd-^l\ adj — urD>chor-date \-'k6rd-9t, -'k6f9>r-,dat\ adj or n
uro-chrome \'yur-3-,krom\ n : a yellow pigment to which the color
of normal urine is principally due

uro.dele \'yur-9-,deI\ n [F urodele, deriv. of Gk oura tail + delos
evident, showing — more at squirrel] : any of an order (Caudata)
of amphibians (as newts^ with a tail throughout life — urodele adj

uro.gen.i.tal \,yur-6-'jen-9-t^l\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or being
the organs or functions of excretion and reproduction

uro.lith \'vur-9-,]ith\ n [ISV] : a calculus in the urinary tract— uro-Iith-ic \.yu! -9-'lith-ik\ adj
uro-log.ic \,yur-3-"l'ai-ik\ adj : of or relating to the urinary tract
or to urology — uro-log-i-cal \-i-k9l\ adj

urol-0-gist \yu-'ra!-9-j3st\ n : a physician who specializes in
urology

urol.o-gy \-jc\ n : a branch of medicine dealing with the urinary or
urogenital tract

-U-ron.ic \(y>u-'ran-ik\ adj sujjix [Gk ouron urine] : connected
with urine — in names of certain aldehyde-acids derived from sugars
or compounds of such acids <hyal:.Tonir>

uro.pod \'yur-3-.pad\ n [ISV 2ur- + Gk pod-, pous foot — more at
foot] : either of the flattened lateral appendages of the last ab-
dominal segment of a crustacean* broadly : an abdominal appendage
of a crustacean — urop-o-dai \yu-'rap-3d-=I\ or urop*o*dous
\-9d-9s\ adj

luro.pyg.i-al \,yur-9-'pij-e-9l\ adj ; of or relating to the uropygium
2uropyglal n : a tail feather
uropygial gland n : a large gland opening on the back at the base
of the tail feathers in most birds and secreting an oily fluid which
the bird uses in preening it^s feathers

uro.pyg'i-ura \,yur-9-'pi]-e-9m\ n [NL, fr. Gk ouropygion, fr. ouro-
zur- + pyge rump] : the fleshy and bony prominence at the posterior
extremity of a bird's body that supports the tail feathers
-urous \'(y)ur-9s\ adj comb jorm [NL -urus, fr. Gk -ouros, fr. oura
tail — more at squirrel] ^ -tailed {anurous}
Ur<sa Ma.jor \,3r-s9-'ma-j9r\ n [L (gen. Ursae Majnris), lit.,

greater bear] : the most conspicuous of the northern constellations
that is situated near the north pole of the heavens and contains the
stars forming the Big Dipper two of which are in a line indicating
the direction of the North Star — called also Great Bear
Ursa IWi-nor \-'mI-n9r\ n [L (gen. Ursae Minoris'^, lit., lesser bear]

; the constellation including the north pole of the heavens and the

stars that form the Litde Dipper with the North Star at the tip of
the handle — called also Little Bear

ur'Sl'lorm \'9r-s9-,f6rm\ adj iLursus bear + E -ijorm] : resembling
a bear

ur.sine \'9r-,sTn\ adj [L ursinus, fr. ursus bear — more at arctic]
: of. relating to. or resembling a bear or the bear family (Ursidae)

Ur-spra-Clie \'u(9>r-,shprak-9\ n [G, fr. ur- primitive + sprache
language] : a parent language; esp ; one reconstructed from the
evidence of later languages
Ur.SU-line \"9r-S9-l9n, -.ITn, -,len\ n [NL ursuUnus, fr. Ursula St.

Ursula, legendary Christian martyr] : a member of a teaching
order of nuns founded in Italy about 1537 — Ursuline adj

ur>ti>cant \'3rt-i-k9nt\ adj ; producing itching or stinging

ur.ti«car-ia \,9rt-9-'kar-e-9, -'ker-X n [NL, fr. L urtica nettle] ; an
allergic disorder marked by raised edematous patches of skin or
mucous membrane and usu. intense itching and caused by contact
with a specific precioitating factor either externally or internally

fas by a food, drug, or inhalant) — ur>ti>car<i-al \-e-9l\ adj

ur<ti<cate \'9rt-3-,kat\ vi [ML urticatus, pp. of urticare to sting,

fr. L urtica] vi : to produce wheals or itching; esp : to Induce
urticaria — ur.ti-ca.uon \,9rt-9-'ka-sh9n\ n

urus \'yur-9s\ n [L, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG uro urus] : an
extinct large long-horned wild ox {Bos primigenius) of the German
forests held to be a wild ancestor of domestic cattle

uru>Slli-Ol \9-'ru-she-,dl, -,6l\ n [ISV, fr. Jap urusbi lacquer]
: an oily toxic irritant principle present in poison ivy and some
related plants (genus Rhus) and in oriental lacquers derived from
such plants that consists of one or more phenoUc compounds with
unsaturated side chains of 15 carbon atoms

US \(')9s\ pron [ME, fr. OE us: akin to OHG uns us, L nos] ob-
jective case oj- WE
us<abil-i*ty \,yii-z9-'bil-3t-e\ n ! the quality or state of being
usable

us>able also use-able \'yla-z9-b9l\ adj 1 : capable of being used
2 : convenient and practicable for use — us-able>iies3 n — us-
ably \-ble\ adv

US-age \'yu-sij, -zij\ n 1 a : customary practice or procedure
b : a uniform certain reasonable lawful practice existing in a
particular locality or occupation and binding persons entering
Into transaciions chiefly on the basis of presumed familiarity

C ; the way in which words and phrases are actually used (as in a
particular form or sense) in a language community 2 a : the
action or amount of using b : manner of treating syn see habit

U5*ance \'yii2-''n(t)s\ n 1 : usage la 2 : use, employment
3 a obs : USURY b : interest 4 : the time allowed by custom for
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use 978 Uzbek
payment of a bill of exchange In foreign commerce
luse \*yus\ n [ME us, tr. OF, fr. L usus, fr. usus, pp. of uti to use]
la: the act or practice of employing something : employment,
AppucATiON <put knowledge to '^> b : the fact or state of being
used <a dish in daily ~> c : a method or manner of employing
or applying something : usage 2 a (1) : habitual or customary
practice (2) ; an individual habit or group custom b : a liturgical

form or observance; esp : a liturgy having modifications peculiar

to a local church or religious order 3 a : the privilege or benefit

of using something b : the ability or power to use something
(as a limb or faculty) c : the legal enjoyment of property that
consists in its employment, occupation, exercise, or practice

4 a : a particular service or end : object, function b : the quality
of being suitable for employment : usefulness, uriLm' c : the

occasion or need to employ 5 a : the benefit in law of one or more
persons; specij : the benefit or profit of property established in one
other than the legal possessor b : a legal arrangement by which
such benefits and profits are so established 6 : esteem, uking
<had no '^ for modern art) syn see habit

ause \'yuz\ vb used \'yiizd, in the phrase "used to" usually 'yus(t)\
us'ing X'yi-i-zioX vt 1 : accustom, habituate, inure 2 ; to
put into action or service : avail oneself of : employ 3 : to con-
sume or take (as liquor or drugs) regularly 4 : to carry out a
purpose or action by means of : utilize 5 : to expend or consume
by putting to use 6 : to behave toward : act with regard to

; treat (.used the prisoners cruelly) '^ vi 1 ; to be in the habit
or custom of doing something 2 - used in the past with to to in-
dicate a former fact or state <claims winters used to be harder)
syn EMPLOY, utilize: use implies availing oneself of as a means

or instrument to an end; employ suggests the use of a person or
thing that is available because idle, inactive, or disengaged;
utilize may suggest the discovery of a new, profitable, or practical
use for something

used X'yiJzd, in the phrase "used to" usually 'yUs(t)\ adj 1 ; em-
ployed in accomplishing something 2 : that has endured use;
specij : secondhand <--^ car) 3 : accustomed, habituated

use-ful \'yiJs-f9l\ adj : capable of being put to use : serviceable;
esp : having utility — use-fuMy \-f3-le\ adv — use>ful>uess n

use-less \'yu-sl3s\ adj ; having or being of no use: a : ineffectual
b : unserviceable — use-less-ly adv — use-less-ness n
ms.er X'yii-zarX n : one that uses
2user n : the actual exercise or enjoyment of a right

use up v/ 1 : to leave nothing of as a result of continued expenditure
: consume completely (used up his supplies) 2 ; to leave no
capacity of force or use in : exhaust of strength
Ushas \'U-sh9s\ n [Skt U^asl : the Vedic goddess of the dawn
lUSh-er \'ash-sr\ n [ME ussher, fr. MF ussier, fr. (assumed) VL
ustiarius doorkeeper, fr. L ostium, ustium door, mouth of a river;

akin to L or-, os mouth — more at oral] 1 a : an officer or servant
who has the care of the door of a court, hall, or chamber b : an
officer who walks before a person of rank c : one who escorts
persons to seats (as in a theater) 2 archaic : an assistant teacher

2usher vt nsb*er>ing \'9sh-(a-^rio\ 1 : to conduct to a place
2 : to precede as an usher, forerunner, or harbinger 3 : inaugu-
rate, introduce <'--' in a new era >

US.que.baugh \'3s-kwi-,b6\ n llrGael uisce beathadh'\ Irish &
Scot : whiskey

USU.al \'yii2h-(3-)w3j, 'yu-zh3l\ adj [LL usualis, fr. L usus use]
1 : accordant with usage, custom, or habit ; normal 2 : com-
monly or ordinarily used 3 : found in ordinary practice or in the
ordinary course of events : ordinary — usu-al*ly \-e\ adv —
usu*al>ness n
syn customary, habttual, wonted, accustomed: usual stresses

the absence of strcngeness or unexpectedness; customary applies
to what accords with the practices, conventions, or usages of an
individual or community; habitual suggests a practice settled or
established by much repetition; wonted closely approximates
HABFruAL or customary; accustomed is less emphatic than
wonted or HABTTUAL In Suggesting fixed habit or invariable custom

USU.fruct \'yu-23-,fr3kt\ n [L u^usfrurtus, fr. usus et frurtus use
and enjoyment] 1 : the legal right of usirg and enjoying the fruits
or profits of something belonging to anotner 2 : the right to use
or enjoy something
msu.Iruclu.ary X.yil-za-'frsk-chs-.wer-eX n 1 ; one having the
usufruct of property 2 ; one having the use or enjoyment of
something

ausufrucluary adj : of, relating to, or having the character of a
usufruct

USU.rer X'yiJ-zhar-ar, 'yUzh-rarV n : one that lends money esp.
at an exorbitant rate

Usu.ri.ous \yu-'zhur-e-as\ adj 1 ; practicing usury 2 : involving
usury : of the character of usury — usu-ri*ous*ly adv — usa*ri-
ous>ness n
usurp Xyii-'ssrp, -'z3rp\ vb [ME usurpen, fr. MF usurper, fr. L
usurpare, lit., to take possession of by use, fr. usu (abl, of usus
use) •¥ rapere to seize — more at rapid] vi % to seize and hold (as
office, place, powers) in possession by force or without right
(•^ a throne) ~ vi ; to seize or exercise authority or possession
wrongfully syn see appropriate — usur-pa-tion \,yU-s3r-'pa-
shan, ,yli-23r-\ n — usurp-er Xyii-'sar-psr. -'zar-X n
USU.ry \'yuzh-(3-)re\ n [ME, fr. ML usuria, alter, of L usura, fr.
usus, pp. of uti to use] 1 archaic : interest 2 : the lending of
money with an interest charge for its use 3 : an unconscionable
or exorbitant rate or amount of interest; specij ; interest in excess
of a legal rate charged to a borrower for the use of money

Ut \'3t, 'ut, *ut\ n [ME. first note in the diatonic scale, fr. ML, fr.
the syllable sung to this note in a medieval hymn to St. John the
Baptist] : the musical tone C in the French fixed-do system re-
placed in solmization by do

tJte \'yut\ n, pi Ute or Utes [Ute Yuta-\ 1 : a group of Shoshonean

Ml- utensile, fr. L utensilia, fr. neut. pi. of utensilis useful, fr. uti
to use] 1 : an instrument or vessel used in a household and esp a
Kitchen 2 : a useful tool or implement syn see implement

Uter.ine \'yUt-a-ran, -.rTn\ adj [ME, fr. LL uterinus, fr. L uterus'^
X ; bom of the same mother but by a different father 2 : of
relating to, or affecting the uterus

nter.US \'yiii-3-ras, 'yU-trasX n, pi uteri \-,rT, -,re, -,trl. -,tre\ [L]
1 : an organ of the female mammal for containing and usu. for

nourishing the young during development previous to birth —
called also womb 2 : an analogous structure in some lower animals
in which eggs or young develop
Uther \'yu-th3r\ n x a legendary king of Britain and father of
Arthur — called also Uther Pendragon

Utile \'yut-n, 'yii-.tTlX adj [MF. fr. L utilis'i ; useful
iutil»i'tar.i.an \yu-,til-a-'ter-c-3n, ,yii-\ « ; an advocate or ad-
herent of utilitarianism

lutilitarian adj 1 : of or relating to or advocating utilitarianism
2 : marked by utilitarian views or practices 3 a ; of. relating to,

or aiming at utility b : exhibiting or preferring mere utility

Util<i<tar*i.an-ism \-e-3-,niz-am\ n 1 : a doctrine that the useful
is the good and that the determining consideration of right conduct
should be the usefulness of its consequences; specij : a theory
that the aim of action is the largest possible balance of pleasure
over pain or the greatest happiness of the greatest number 2 : util-

itarian character, spirit, or quality
lUtil.i.ty \yu-'til-3t-e\ n [ME urilite. fr. MF utilite, fr. L utilitat-,

utilitas, fr. utiUs useful, fr. uti to use] 1 : the quality or state of
being useful : usefulness 2 : something useful or designed for use
3 a ; public utilfty b (n : a service provided by a public
utility (as light, power, or water) (2) ; equipment or a piece of
equipment to provide such service or a similar service

2utility adj 1 : capable of serving as a substitute in various roles
or positions <'^ infielder) 2a: kept for the production of a
useful product rather than for show or as pets b : being of a usable
but inferior grade (-^ beef) 3 : serving primarily for utility

rather than beauty : utilttarian 4 : designed for general use
Uti>liz-able \'yut-'l-,T-z3-b3l\ adj : capable of being utilized

uti*li-za-tion X.yiJt-^l-a-'za-shsnX n ; the action of utilizing : the
state of being utilized

Uti'lize \'yut-=I-,tz\ vt [F utiliser, fr. wrj'/e] ; to make use of : con-
vert to use syn see use — uti-liz*er n
Ut<most \'3t-,mqst\ adj [ME, alter, of utmest, fr. OE Htmest,
superl. adj., fr. ut out, adv. — more at out] 1 : situated at the
farthest or most distant point : extreme 2 : of the greatest or
highest degree, quantity, number, or amount — utmost n
UtO-Az-tecan \,yu-(,)to-'az-.tek-3n\ n [Ute + -o- + Aztecl
: a language phylum comprising the Nahuatlan, Taracahltian,
Piman, and Shoshonean families — Uto-Aztecan adj

Uto-pia \yu-'to-pe-a\ n iUtopia, imaginary and ideal country In
Utopia (1516) by Sir Thomas More. fr. Gk ou not, no + topos
place] 1 : an imaginary and indefinitely remote place 2 ojien cap
: a place of ideal perfection esp. in laws, government, and social
conditions 3 : an impractical scheme for social improvement
lutO'Pi-an \-pe-3n\ adj, ojten cap 1 : of, relating to. or having
the characteristics of a Utopia; specij ; having impossibly ideal
conditions esp. of social organization 2 : proposing or advocating
impractically ideal social and political schemes 3 : impossibly ideal
: VISIONARY 4 : believing in, advocating, or having the charac-
teristics of Utopian socialism

autopian n 1 : one that believes in the perfectibility of human
society 2 : one that proposes or advocates Utopian schemes

UtO'Pi'an*ism \-pe-3-,niz-3m\ n 1 : a Utopian idea or theory
2 oJten cap : the body of ideas, views, or aims of a Utopian

Utopian socialism n : socialism based on a belief that social
ownership of the means of production can be achieved by voluntary
and peaceful surrender of their holdings by propertied groups

utO'pism \'yiJt-3-,piz-3m, yii-'i6-\ n : utopianism 2 — uto^pist
\-p3St\ n — utO*pis-tic \,yiit-a-'pis-tik, .yii-.to-, yu-.to-\ adj

Ulri'Cle \'yu-tri-k3l\ n [L utriculus, dim. of uter leather bag]
: any of various small pouches or saccate parts of an animal or
plant body: as a : the part of the membranous labyrinth of the
ear into which the semicircular canals open b : a small one-celled
usu. indehiscent one-seeded or few-seeded achene with thin
membranous pericarp

Utric-U'lar \yu-'trik-y3-l3r\ adj ; of, relating to, resembling, or
containing a utricle

Utric>u>lai-ia \yu-,trik-ya-'lar-e-3, -'ler-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L
utriculus'] : a bladderwort (genus Utricularia)

UtriC'U'lUS \yu-'trik-y3-l3s\ n [L, small bag] : uteucle; esp
: that of the ear

lut.ter \'9t-3r\ adj [ME, remote, fr. OE utera outer, compar. adj.

fr. ut out. adv. — more at out] ; absolute, total — ut-ter-ly adv
sutler vt [ME ultren, fr. utter outside, adv.. fr. OE utor. compar. of
at out] 1 obs : to offer for sale 2 a : to send forth as a sound
b : to give utterance to : pronounce, speak c ; to give public ex-
pression to : express in words 3 : to put (as currency) into circula-
tion 4 : to put forth or out : discharge syn see express — ut-
ter-able \'9t-a-r3-b3l\ adj — ut-ter-er \'9t-9r-3r\ n
lut-ter-ance \*3t-3-r3n(t)s, '3-tr3n(t)s\ n [ME uttraunce, modlf. of
MF outrance'] I the last extremity : bttter end

aulterance n 1 : something uttered; esp : an oral or written state-

ment : a stated or published expression 2 : vocal expression
; speech 3 : power, style, or manner of speaking

Ut'ter.most Vat-3r-,most\ adj [ME, alter, of uttermest, fr. Gutter

+ -mest (as In utmest utmost)] : extreme, utmost — uttermost n
uva-rov-ite \yu-'var-3-,vTt, iJ-\ n [G uwarowit, fr. Count Sergei S.

Uvarov tl855 Russ statesman] : an emerald green calcium-chro-
mium garnet Ca3Crz(S104)3
uvea \'yii-ve-a\ n [ML, fr. L uva grape] : the posterior pigmented
layer of the iris; also : the Iris and ciliary body together with
the choroid coat — nve>al \-ve-3l\ adj — uve-ous \-ve-3s\ adj

uve»itis \,yiJ-ve-'Tt-3s\ n : inflammation of the uvea of the eye
UVU.la \'yiJ-vy3-l3\ n, pi uvulas or uvu-lae \-.le, -,1T\ [ML, dim.
of L uva grape, uvula; akin to OE Th* yew] : the pendent fleshy lobe
In the middle of the posterior border of the soft palate
uvu.lar \-br\ adj : of or relating to the uvula <---' glands); specif

: produced with the aid of the uvula — uvu»lar«ly adv
UX-o>ri-al \,3k-'sor-e-al, -'s6r-; ,3g-*z6r-, -'z6r-\ adj [L uxorius}

; of, relating to, or characteristic of a wife
UX.or<i>cide \,ak-'s6r-9-,sTd, -'sar-; ,9g-'z6r-. -'zar-\ n 1[ML ux-
oricidium, fr. L uxor wife -h -/- -H -cidium -cide] : murder of a
wife by her husband 2 [L uxor + E -i- + -cide} ; a wife murderer

1lx*o>ri*ous \,ak-'sor-e-as, -'s6r-; ,3g-'z6r-, -'z6r-\ adj [L uxorius
uxorious, uxorial, fr. uxor wife] : excessively fond of or submissive
to a wife — nx"0.rl'0us>ly adv — ux*o<rl-ous-ness n
Uz.bek \'uz-,bek, '3z-\ or Uz-beg \-,beg\ n 1 : a member of
a Turkic people of Turkestan and esp. of the Uzbek Republic of
the U.S.S.R. 2 : the Turkic language of the Uzbek people
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V \'ve\ 71, often cap, often attrib 1 a ; the 22d
letter of the English alphabet b ; a graphic
representation of this letter c : a speech
counterpart of orthographic v 2 : five

3 ! a graphic device for reproducing the letter

V 4 : one designated v esp. as the 21st or
when i is used for the 10th the 22d in order or
class 5 : something shaped like the letter V
va>can>cy \'va-k3n-se\ n 1 archaic I an
interval of leisure 2 : physical or mental
inactivity or relaxation : idleness 3 a : a
vacating of an office, post, or piece of prop-

J such office or property is vacant 4 : a vacant
office, post, or tenancy 6 : empty space 6 : the state of being
vacant ; vAcurrv

va-cant \-k3nt\ adj [ME, fr. OF, fr. L vacant-, vacans, prp. of
vacare to be empty, be free — more at vacuum] 1 : not occupied
by an incumbent, possessor, or officer <'-- office) (-^ throne)
2 : being without content or occupant (--^ seat in a bus) <~ room)
3 : free from activity or work ; disengaged i^ hours) 4 a : stu-
pid, FOOLISH <-^ mind) b : expressionless (--^ face) c : marked
by a respite from reflection or care 6 : not lived in i^^ house)
6a; not put to use <— land) b : having no heir or claimant
: abandoned <"- estate) syn see empty — va>cant>ly adv — va-
cant>ne5s n

va-cate \'va-,kat, va-'\ vb [L vacatus, pp. of vacare'i vl 1 : to make
legally void : annul 2 a : to deprive of an incumbent or occupant
b : to give up the incumbency or occupancy of '*' vj ; to vacate an
office, post, or tenancy
iva.ca.lion \va-'ka-shan, V3-\ n, ojten attrib [ME vacacioun, fr. MF
vacation, fr. L vacation-, vacatio freedom, exemption, fr. vacatus'\

1 : a respite or a time of respite from something ; intermission
2 a : a scheduled period during which activity {as of a court or
school) is suspended b : a period of exemption from work granted
to an employee for rest and relaxation 3 : a period spent away
from home or business in travel or recreation <had a restful '-^ at

the beach) 4 : an act or an instance of vacating

avacation vi va>ca>iion-mg \-sh(3-)nio\ : to take or spend a
vacation

va-ca-tion-er \-sh(9-)nar\ n : vacationist
va.ca.tlon*lst \-sh(3-)nast\ n ; a person taking a vacation
va*ca*tion<land \-sb3n-,land\ n : an area with recreational attrac-

tions and facilities for vacationists

vac>Ci<nal \'vak-s3n-'l, vak-'sen-\ adj : of or relating to vaccine or

ivac-ci-uate \'vak-ss-,nat\ vt 1 : to inoculate (a person) with cow-
pox virus in order to produce immunity to smallpox 2 : to ad-
minister a vaccine to usu. by injection — vi ; to perform or practice
vaccination ~ vac-ci-na-tor \'vak-s3-,nat-ar\ n
2vac-cl-nate \'vak-ss-,nat, -n3t\ n ; a vaccinated individual

vac-Ci-na-tion Vvak-ss-'na-shanX n 1 : the act of vaccinating
2 : the scar left by vaccinating

ivac-cine \vak-'sen, 'vak-,\ adj [L vaccinus of or from cows, fr.

vacca cow; akin to Skt vasa cow ] 1 ; of, relating to, or derived from
cows; esp ; derived from cows infected with cowpox or inoculated
with its virus (-^ lymph) 2 [NL vaccinus, fr. L] : of or relating

to vaccinia or vaccination <a '^ pustule)
SvacGine n l ; matter or a preparation containing the virus of cow-
pox in a form used for vaccination 2 : a preparation of killed

microorganisms, living attenuated organisms, or living fuUy virulent
organisms that is administered to produce or artificially increase
Immunity to a particular disease

Vac-Cin>ia \vak-'sin-e-9\ n, ojten attrib [NL, fr. vaccinusTi l cow-
pox — vac*cln'i-al \-e-3l\ adj

vac-il>laut \'vas-3-l?nt\ adj : vacillating, uncertain
vac>il>late Vvas-a-.Iat\ vi [L vaciUatus, pp. of vacillare to sway,
waver ~ more at prevaricate] 1 a : to sway through lack of
equilibrium b : fluctuate, oscillate 2 : to waver in mind, will,

or feeling : hesitate in choice of opinions or courses syn see hesi-
tate — vac^ll-la'tor \'vas-a-,lat-ar\ n

vac-il.lat.ing.Iy \'vas-3-,lat-ir)-le\ adv : in a vacillating manner
vac>il*la-tion \,vas-3-'la-sh3n\ n 1 : an act or instance of vacillat-

ing 2 : irresolution, changeableness
vac>iMa>to*ry \'vas-(3-)la-,t6r-e, -,t6r-\ adj : vacillating
va.cu-ity \va-'kyij-at-e, va-\ n [L vacuitas, fr. vacuus empty]
1 ; an empty space 2 : the state, tact, or quality of being vacuous
3 : a vacuous or inane thing

vac>u>o-lar \,vak-yo-'wo-lar\ adj : of, relating to, or being a vacuole
vacu.o.late \'vak-y3-{,)w6-,Iat\ or vac-u-o-lat.ed \-,lat-9d\ adj

: containing one or more vacuoles
vac<u>o>la>tion \,vak-y9-(,)w6-'la-sh3n\ n ; the development or
formation of vacuoles

vac>u>0le \'vak-y3-,wol\ n [F, lit., small vacuum, fr. L vacuum}
1 : a small cavity or space in the tissues of an organism containing
air or fluid 2 : a cavity or vesicle in the protoplasm of a cell con-
taining fluid

yac-U-ous \'vak-y3-w3s\ adj{L vacuus] 1 : empty 2 ; marked by
lack of ideas or intelligence : stupid, inane <~ mind> <'^ expres-
sion) 3 : devoid of serious occupation : idle syn see empty— vac-U'OUs.ly adv — vac>u-oti5*ness n
Wac.u.um \'vak-y3(-ws)m. -C,)yiim\ n, pi vac-n-nms or vacua
\-y3-w3\ [L, fr, neut. of vacuus empty; akin to L vacare to be
empty] 1 ; emptiness of space 2 a : a space absolutely devoid of
matter b : a space partially exhausted (as to the highest degree
possible) by artificial means (as an air pump) c : a degree of rare-

faction below atmospheric pressure : negative pressure 3 a : a
vacant space : void b : a state of isolation from outside influences
4 : a device creating or utilizing a partial vacuum
avacuum adj 1 : of, containing, producing, or utilizing a partial
vacuum 2 : of or relating to a vacuum device or system
^vacuum vt : to use a vacuum device (as a cleaner) upon
vacuum bottle n : a cylindrical container with a vacuum between an
inner and an outer wall used to keep liquids either hot or cold for
considerable periods
vacuum cleaner n : an electrical appliance for cleaning (as floors,
carpets, tapestry, or upholstered work) by suction
vacuum gauge n : a gauge indicating degree of negative pressure

vac>n*nm>ize \'vak-y3-(w3-),mTz\ vt 1 ! to produce a vacuum In
2 : to clean, dry, or pack by a vacuum mechanism or in a vacuum
container
vac.u.um-paclted \,vak-y3(-w3)m-'pakt, -(,)yum-\ adj : having
much of the air removed before being hermetically sealed
vacuum pan n : a tank with a vacuum pump for rapid evaporation
and condensation (as of sugar syrup) by boiling at a low tempera-
ture

vacuiun pimip n l ; pulsometer 2 : a pump for exhausting gas
from an enclosed space
vacuum tube n : an electron tube evacuated to a high degree of

va-de me.cmn \,vad-e-'me-kam, ,vad-\ n, pi vade meciims [L, go
with me] 1 : a book for ready reference : manual 2 : something
regularly carded about by a person
va«dOSe \'va-,dos\ adj [L vadosus shallow, fr. vadum, n.. shallow,
ford; akin to L vadere to go — more at wade] ; of, relating to. or
being water or solutions in the earth's crust above the permanent
groundwater level

vag- or vago- comb jarm [ISV, fr. NL vagus'} : vagus nerve (va^al)
(vagotomy)

ivag.a.bond \'vag-3-,band\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L vagabundus, fr.

vagari to wander] 1 : moving from place to place without a fixed
home : wandering 2 a : of, relating to. or characteristic of a
wanderer b : leading an unsettled, irresponsible, or disreputable
life

^vagabond n : one leading a vagabond life; specij : tramp — vag-
a<bond*ism \-,ban-,di2-am\ n
avagabond vi : to wander in the manner of a vagabond : roam about
vag.a-bond.age \-,ban-dij\ n 1 : the act, condition, or practice
of a vagabond ; the state or habit of wandering about 2 ; vaga-
bonds

vag>a-bond*is]i \-dish\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic of a
vagabond

va-gal \'va-g3l\ adj [ISV] ; of, relating to, mediated by, or being
the vagus nerve

va.gar*i.ous \va-'ger-e-as, vs-, -'gar-\ adj : marked by vagaries
; capricious, whimsical — va.gar-i'OUS-ly adv

va.ga.ry \'va-g3-re; v3-'ge(3)r-e, -'gaCa)r-. va-'\ n [prob. fr. L
vagari to wander; akin to L vagus wandering — more at prevari-
cate] : an eccentric or unpredictable manifestadon, action, or no-
tion syn see caprice

Vag'ile \'vaj-3l. -Jl\ adj [ISV, fr. l^vagus wandering] ; free to
move about — va-gil-i-ty \va-'jil-3t-e\ n

va.gi-na \v3-'jT-n3\ n. pi va-gi-nae \-'jT-(,)ne\ or vaginas [L, lit.,

sheath] 1 : a canal that leads from the uterus to the external orifice

of the genital canal 2 : sheath; specij : the expanded or ensheath-
ing part of the base of a leaf

va-gi-nal \v3-'jTn-n\ adj 1 : thecal 2 : of, relating to, or af-

fecting the genital vagina
vag.i.nate \'vai-3-,nat\ or vag<i>nat>ed V,nat-3d\ adj : invested
with or as if with a sheath

vag.i.nic-Q.lous \,vaj-3-'nik-a-l3s\ adj [L vagina sheath -I- E
-colous] ; secreting and inhabiting a theca

Vag>i<ni-tls \,vai-3-'nTt-9s\ n : inflammation of the vagina or of a
sheath (as a tendon sheath)

va-go*de<pres*sor \,va-(,)g6-di-'pres-9r\ adj ; depressing to the

vagus nerve — used chiefly of a drug
va»got»o«my \va-'gat-3-me\ n [ISV] : surgical division of the vagus

va.go-tO'nia \,va-g3-'to-ne-3\ n [NL] : excessive excitability of
the vagus nerve resulting typically in vasomotor instability, con-
stipation, and sweating — va«go-ton>ic \-'tan-ik\ adj

va>go-ti0P'ic \-'trap-ik\ adj ; acting selectively upon the vagus
nerve (-^ drugs)
va.gran-cy \'va-gr9n-se\ n 1 : vagary 2 : the state or action of
being vagrant 3 : the offense of being a vagrant
Iva.grant \'va-gr3nt\ « [ME vagraunt, prob. modif. of MF wau-
crant, wacrant wandering, fr. OF, fr. prp. of waucrer, wacrer to roll,

wander, of Gmc origin; akin to OE wealcan to roll — more at walk ]

1 a : one who has no established residence and wanders idly from
place to place without lawful or visible means of support b : one
(as a common prostitute or drunkard) whose conduct constitutes
statutory vagrancy 2 : wanderer, rover

^vagrant adj 1 : wandering about from place to place usu. with no
means of support 2 a : having a fleeting, wayward, or inconstant
quality b : having no fixed course : random — va«grant'ly adv

va.grom \'va-gr3m\ adj : vagrant
vague \'vag\ adj [MF, fr. L vagus, lit., wandering] 1 a : not clearly

expressed : stated in indefinite terms i~ accusation) b : not having
a precise meaning <'^ term of abuse) 2 a : not clearly defined,
grasped, or understood : indistinct (-^ idea) b : not clearly felt

or sensed ; somewhat subconscious <a ~ longing) 3 : not thinking
or expressing one's thoughts clearly or precisely i^ about dates and
places) 4 : not sharply outlined : hazy syn see obscure — vague-
ly adv
vague-ness \-n3s\ n X ; the quality or state of being vague
2 : something that is vague

va*gUS \'va-g3s\ n, pi va-gi \'va-,gr, -,jT\ [NL vagus nervus, lit.,

wandering nerve] ; either of the tenth pair of cranial nerves arising

from the medulla and supplying chiefly the viscera esp. with auto-
nomic sensory and motor fibers

ivail \'va(9)l\ vh [ME vailen. fr. OF vaill-, stem of valoir to be of
worth, fr. L valere to be strong — more at wield] archaic : avail

avail vt [ME valen. partly fr MF voter (short for avuler to let fall) &
partly short for ME avalen to let fall, fr. MF avaler, fr. OF, fr. aval
downward, fr. a to (fr. L ad) + val valley — more at at] : to lower
often as a sign of respect or submission

vain \'van\ adj [ME, fr. OF. fr. L vanus empty, vain — more at

wane] 1 : having no real value : idle, worthless 2 : fruitless,
unsuccessful 3 : foolish, silly 4 : having or showing undue
or excessive pride in one's appearance or achievements : conceited— vain-ly adv — vain-ness \'van-n9s\ n
syn VAIN, NUGATORY, OTIOSE, IDLE, EMPTY, HOLLOW mean being

without worth or significance, vain implies either absolute or
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relative absence of value; nugatory suggests triviality or Inopera-
tiveness; OTIOSE suggests a lack of excuse for being as serving no
purpose and being an encumbrance or superfluity; idle suggests

being incapable oT worthwhile use or effect; empty and hollow
suggest a deceiving lack of real substance or soundness or genuine-
ness syn see in addition futile, proud
— in vain adv l : to no end : without success or result 2 : in an
irreverent or blasphemous maimer

vain.glO-ri'OUS \('Wan-'glor-e-3s, -'gl6r-\ adj : marked by vain-

glory : boastful syn see proud — vain-glo-n'ous-ly adv— vain-
glo-ri'OUS-ness n

vain.glo-ry \'van-,glor-e, -.glor-. C')van-'\ n 1 : excessive or
ostentatious pride esp. in one's achievements 2 : vain display or
show : vANrrv

vair \'va(a)r, 've(a)r\ n [ME veir. fr. OF vair, fr. voir, adj., varie-

gated, fr. L varius variegated, various] : the bluish gray and white
fur of a squirrel prized for ornament in medieval times

Vaisll.na.va \*vTsh-na-v3\ n [Skt vai^nava of Vishnu, fr. Vi^nu

Vishnu] : a worshiper of Vishnu — VaisHnava adj — Vaish-na-
vlsm \-n3-,viz-3m\ n
Vais-ya \'vTsh-(y)3\ n [Skt vaisya, fr. vi§ settlement; akin to Gk
oikos house — more at vicintty] : a Hindu of an upper caste tra-

ditionally assigned to commercial and agricultural occupations
va.lance \'val-anff)s, 'val-\ n [ME vallance, perh. fr. Valence,

France] 1 : a drapery hung along the edge of a bed, table, altar,

canopy, or shelf 2 : a short drapery or wood or metal frame used
as a decorative heading to conceal the top of curtains and fixtures
— va.lanced V3n(t)st\ adj
ivale \'va(3)l\ n [ME, fr, OF val. fr. L vaUes, vallis; akin to L volvere

to roll — more at voluble] : valley, dale
2va.le \'val-f,)a, 'wal-\ n [L, farewell, interj., fr. 2d sing, imjser. of
valere to be strong, be well — more at wield] ; a salutation of

leave-taking
vale-diC«tion \,val-3-'dik-shan\ n [L valedictus, pp. of valedicere to

say farewell, fr vale farewell + dicere to say — more at DicnoN]
: an act or utterance of leave-taking : farewell

vale>dic>to<ri<an \,val-a-,dik-'t6r-e-3n. -'t6r-\ n : the student usu.
of the highest rank in a graduating class who delivers the valedic-

tory oration at the commencement exercises

1 vale-die. to.ry \-'dik-t(5-)re\ adj [L valedictus^ : of or relating to
leave-taking : farewell; esp : given at a leave-taking ceremony (as

school commencement exercises)

2valedictory n : a valedictory oration or statement
va.Ience \'va-l3n(t)s\ n [LL valentia power, capacity, fr. L valent-,

valens, prp. of valere to be strong] 1 a : the degree of combining
power of an element or radical as shown by the number of atomic
weights of a univalent element (as hydrogen) with which the atomic
weight of the element or the partial molecular weight of the radical
will combine or for which it can be substituted or with which it can
be compared b : a unit of valence <the four ^s of carbon) 2 : rel-

ative capacity to unite, react, or interact (as with antigens or a
biological substrate)
Va-len-ci-ennes \v3-,len(t)-se-'en(z), ,val-an-se-\ n I Valenciennes^
France] : a fine bobbin lace

-va-lent \'va-l3nt\ adj comb jorm [ISV, fr. L valent-, valens} : hav-
ing a (specified) valence or valences {bivalent} (multivalent}

val-en-tine \'val-3n-,tTn\ n 1 : a sweetheart chosen or compli-
mented on St. Valentine's Day 2 a : a gift or greeting sent or
given esp. to a sweetheart on St. Valentine's Day b : an orna-
mental greeting of a mock sentimental or comic character sent often
anonymously on this day
Valentine Day or Valentine's Day n ; saint valentine's day
valuer.ate \'val-a-,rat\ n : a salt or ester of valeric acid
va-Ie.ri.an \v3-*Ur-e-9n\ n [ME, fr. MF or ML; MF valeriane, fr.

ML Valeriana, prob. fr. fem. of valerianus of Valeria, fr. Valeria,
Roman province formerly part of Pannonia] 1 : any of a genus
(Valeriana of the family Valerianaceae, the valerian family) of
perennial herbs many of which possess medicinal properties 2 ; a
drug consisting of the dried rootstock and roots of the garden
heliotrope {V. ojjicinalis) formerly used as a carminative and seda-

va-le-ric acid \v3-,lir-ik-, -,ler-\ also va-le.ri-an.ic acid \-,lir-e-

,an-ik-\ n [valerian: fr, its occurrence in the root of valerian] : any
of four isomeric fatty acids C^H^COOH or a mixture of these; esp
: a liquid acid of disagreeable odor obtained from valerian or made
synthetically and used in organic synthesis
'va.let \'val-3t. va-'la, •val-(,)a\ n [MF vaslet, varlet, valet young
nobleman, page, domestic servant, fr, (assumed) ML vassellittus,
dim. of ML vassus servant — more at vassal] 1 : a man's male
servant who performs personal services (as taking care of clothing)
2 : an employee (as or a hotel) who performs personal services for
guests

2valet vt : to serve as a valet
va.let de cham.bre \va-.lad-3-'sha"br*. ,va]-(.)ad-\ n, pi va-Iets de
chambre \same\ [F, lit., chamber valet] : valet 1

val.e.tu-di.nar.i-an \,vaI-3-,ify)ud-=n-"er-e-3n\ n [L valetudinarius
sickly, infirm, fr valeiudin-. valeiudo state of health, sickness, fr.

valere to be strong, be well ] ; a person of a weak or sickly constitu-
tion; esp : one whose chief concern is his invalidism — valetu-
dinarian adj

val.e.tu.di.nar-i.an-ism \-e-3-.niz-3m\ n : the condition or state
of mind of a valetudinarian
Wal.e.tu.di-nary \-'t(y)iid-'n-,er-e\ adj [L valetudinarius^ : vale-
tudinarian
avaletudinary n ; valetudinarian
val.gus \'val-g3s\ adj [NL, fr. L, bowlegged — more at walk]

: turned abnormally outward ; twisted — used esp. of the lower
extremities ~ valgus n

Val.hal.la \val-'hal-a, val-'hal-\ n [G &. ON; G Walhalla, fr. ON
Valholl, ht,, hall of the slain, fr. vair the slain + holl hall; akin to
\ **^' slaughter, the slain, Olr full blood, and to OE heall haU]

: the hall of Odin into which the souls of heroes slain in battle are
received

val.iance \'vai-yan(t)s\ n : valor
val.ian.cy \-y3n-se\ n : valor
ival.iant \-y3nl\ adj [ME valiaunt, fr. MF vaillant, fr. OF fr prp
of valoir to be of worth, fr. L valere to be strong — more at wield]
. possessing or exhibiting valor : sroirrHEARTED — val*iant*ly adv

with the proner legal authority and formalities <a ^ contract)
2 a : well grounded : soi^md <a -« argument) b (1) ; having a
conclusion correctly derived from premises i'~^ argument) (2) ; cor-
rectly derived from premises <~ inference) 3 : effective, effica-
cious <'^ methods) — val>id-ly adv — val.id*ness n
syn VALID, sound, cogent, convincing, telling mean having

such force as to compel acceptance, valid implies being supported
by objective truth or generally accepted authority; sound implies
being based on flawless reasoning and on solid grounds; cogent
may stress weight of sound argument or evidence or the lucidness
of the presentation of an argument; convincing stresses having the
power of overcoming doubt, opposition, or reluctance; telling
suggests having the power of producing quickly the desired effect
of an argument, phrase, or word

val.i.date \'val-3-,dat\ vt 1 a : to make legally valid b : to grant
official sanction to by n\arking c : to confirm the validity of (an
election); also X to declare (a person) elected 2 : verify, sub-
stantiate syn see confirm

val'i.da.tion \,val-3-'da-shan\ n : an act, process, or instance of
validating; specij : the process of determining the degree of validity
of a measuring device^

va.lid-i.ty \v3-'lid-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being valid
va.line \'val-.en, 'va-,len\ n [ISV, fr. valeric iacid)'\ : a crystalline
essential amino acid CsHnNOz that occurs esp. in fibrous proteins

va-lise \v3-'les\ n [F, fr. It valigia} ; traveling bag
Val-ky.rie \val-'kir-e. -TtT(3)r-, 'vai-A n [G & ON; G walkure. fr.
ON valkyrja, lit., chooser of the slain; akin to OE wslcyrige witch;
both fr. a prehistoric WGmc-NGmc compound whose first con-
stituent is represented by ON vair the slain and whose second
constituent is akin to OE ceosan to choose — more at choose]
: one of the maidens of Odin who choose the heroes to be slain in
battle and conduct them to Valhalla

val-late \'val-,at\ adj [L vallatus, pp. of vallare to surround with a
wall, fr, vallum wall, rampart ~ more at wall] ; having a raised
edge surrounding a depression

val.la.tion \va-'la-sh9n\ n [LL vallation-, vallatio, fr. L vallatusi
archaic : an earthwork wall : rampart

val-lecu.la \va-'lek-y3-l3\ n, pi vaMec-u-Iae \-y»-.le, -.IT\ [NL,
fr. LL, little valley, dim. of L valles valley— more at vale] : an ana-
tomical groove, channel, or depression; esp I one between the base
of the tongue and the epiglottis

val-lecu.lar \-ya-l9r\ adj : of or relating to a vallecula
val'leC'U.late \-l3t\ adj : having valleculae
val.ley \'val-e\ n, often attrib [ME valey, fr. OF valee, fr. vol
valley — more at vale] 1 a ; an
elongate depression of the earth's
surface usu, between ranges of hills or
mountains b : an area drained by a
river and its tributaries 2 a : hol-
low, depression b : the place of
meeting of two slopes of a roof that
form on the plan a reentrant angle
Va.lois \'val-.wa\flrf; IValois, French
royal house] J of or relating to a
French royal family furnishing the
rulers of France from 1328 to 1S89

va.lo.nia \v3-'I6-ne-9, -nyaV n [It

vallonia, fr. MGk balanidia, pi. of balanidion, dim. of Gk balanos
acorn — more at gland] : dried acorn cups esp. from a Eurasian
evergreen oak {Quercus aegilops) used in tanning or dressing leather

val-or \'val-sr\ n [ME, fr. MF valour, fr ML valor value, valor, fr.

L valere to be strong] : strength of mind or spirit that enables a man
to encounter danger with firmness : personal bravery syn see
heroism

val.o.ri'Za.tion \,vaI-3-ra-'za-shan\ n [Pg valorizoQao, fr. valori-

zare to valorize, fr. valor value, price, fr. ML] : the support of
commodity prices by any of various forms of government subsidy

val-o.rize \'val-3-,ri2\ vt : to set the price of (a commodity) by
valorization

val-or-ous \'val-3-r3s\ adj 1 : possessing or exhibiting valor
; brave <~ men) 2 : characterized by or performed with valor
<--' feats) — val.or.QUS'ly adv

valse \vals\ n [F, fr. G walzer} : waltz; specij ; a concert waltz
ivalu.able \'val-ya-(wa-)bal\ adj 1 a : having monetary value
b : worth a good price 2 a : having value b : of great use or ser-
vice syn see costly — valu-able-ness n — valu.ably \-ble\ adv
2valuable n : a usu. personal possession (as a jewel) of relatively
great monetary value

valuable consideration n ; an equivalent or compensation having
value that is given for something acquired or promised and that
may consist either in a benefit accruing to one party or a loss falling
upon the other

val'U.ate \'val-y3-,wat\ vt ; to place a value on : appraise — val-
u.a.tOT \-,wat-ar\ n

val'U'a.tion \,val-y9-'wa-sh9n\ n 1 : the act or process of valuing;
specif ', appraisal of property 2 : the estimated or determined
market value of a thing 3 : judgment or appreciation of worth or
character

val.u.a.tion.al X-shnsl. -sh3n-'l\ adj : of or relating to valuation— val-u-a-tion-aMy \-e\ adv
val.u-a.tor \'val-y»-,wat-3r\ n : one that valuates; specij : ap-
praiser
ival-ue \*val-(Jyu, -ya-w\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. MF, fr. (assumed)
VL valuta, fr. fem. of valutus, pp. of L valere to be worth, be
strong] 1 : a fair return or equivalent in goods, services, or money
for something exchanged 2 ; the monetary worth of something
: marketable price 3 : relative worth, utility, or importance
: degree of excellence 4 a : a numerical quantity assigned or com-
puted b : precise signification <'^ of a word) 5 : the relative
duration of a musical note 6a: relative lightness or darkness
of a color : luminosffy b : the relation of one part in a picture to
another with respect to lightness and darkness 7 : something
Intrinsically valuable or desirable 8 : denomination 4 9 : the
distinctive character or quality of a speech sound syn see worth— val'Ued \-(,)yud\ adj

lvalue vt 1 a ; to estimate or assign the monetary worth of : ap-
praise <'^ a necklace) b ; to rate or scale in usefulness, importance,
or general worth : evaluate 2 : to consider or rate highly : prize.

valley 2b
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ESTEEM (^valued friendship) syn see appreciate, estimatb — val-
u.er \-y3-w3r\ n

val-ue.less \'val-yu-l3s\ adj ; of no value : worthless — val-ne-
less«ness n

Va-lu^ta Xvs-'liit-a, -'lu-(,)ta\ n [It, value, fr. (assumed) VL valutal

1 : the agreed or exchange value of a currency 2 : foreign ex-

change in usable form
val-vate \'val-,vat\ adj : having valves or parts resembling a valve:
a ; meeting at the edges without overlapping in the bud i-^ leaves)

b : opening as if by doors or valves <'^ capsules) <'^ anthers)
valve \'valv\ «, ojien attrib [L valva; akin to L volvere to roll —
more at voluble] 1 archaic : a leaf of a folding
or double door 2 [NL valva. fr. L] : a struc-
ture esp. in a vein or lymphatic that closes
temporarily a passage or orifice or permits
movement of fluid in one direction only
3a: any of numerous mechanical devices by
which the flow of liquid, gas (as air), or loose
material in bulk may be started, stopped, or
regulated by a movable part that opens, shuts,

or partially obstructs one or more ports or
passageways; also : the movable part of such a
device h : a device in a brass wind instrument
for quickly varying the tube length in order to

change the fundamental tone by some definite
interval c chiejiy Brit : electron tube
4 [N L valva, fr. L] : one of the distinct and usu. globe valve in

movably articulated pieces of which the shell of section: 1 hand-
lamellibranch mollusks, brachiopods, barna- wheel. 2 stem,

cles. and some other shell-bearing animals 3 stuffing nut, 4
consists 5 [NL valva, fr. L] a : one of the stuffing box, 5
segments or pieces into which a dehiscing cap- bonnet, 6 bonnet
sule or legume separates b : the portion of ring, 7, 7 body,
various anthers (as of the barberry) resembling S locknut, 9 disk,

a lid c : one of the two encasing membranes of ^0, JO pipe ends
a diatom — valved \'valvd\ adj
valve-in-head engine \,val-v3n-,hed-\ n : an internal-combustion
engine in v/hich both inlet and exhaust valves are located in the
cylinder head

valve-less \'valv-l3s\ adj : having no valves
val-vif-er-ous \val-'vif-(3-)r3s\ adj : having valves
val.vu-la \'val-vy3-l3\ n, pi valvu.lae \-.Ie, -,1t\ [NL] ; a small
valve or fold

val.vU'Iar \'val-vy3-l3r\ adj 1 : resembling or functioning as a
valve; also : opening by valves 2 : of or relating to a vaive esp. of
the heart

val.vnle \'val-(,)vyu(3)l\ n [NL valvula, dim. of va/va]
valve or valvular structure

small

vamos let us go, suppletlve 1st pi.

to go, fr. L ire — more at wade,
DECAMP

ew vamp : revamp
: PATCH <— up old
:use> — vamp-er n
3 her charm or wiles

belief In vampires 2

I fan)

va-moose \va-'mus, v3-\ vi [Sp
imper. (fr. L vadere to go) of i;

ISSUE] slang : to depart quickly
ivamp \'vamp\ n [ME vampe sock, fr. OF avantpie, fr.

-I- pie foot, fr, L ped-, pes — more at vanguard, foot] : the part of a
shoe upper or boot upper covering esp. the forepart of the foot and
sometimes also extending forward over the toe or backward to the
back seam of the upper
2vamp vt 1 a : to provide (a shoe) with a n
b : to piece (something old) with a new part
sermons) 2 : invent, fabricate <'^ up an ex
3vamp n [short for vampirel : a woman who use
to seduce and exploit men
4Vamp vt : to practice seductive wiles on
vam.pire \'vam-,pTo>r\ n [F, fr. G vampir, of Slav origin; akin to
Serb vampir vampire] 1 : the body of a dead person believed to
come from the grave at night and suck the blood of persons asleep
2 a : one who lives by preying on others b : a woman who exploits
and ruins her lover 3 : any of various bats reputed to feed on
blood: as a : any of several large So. and Central American
insectivorous bats b : any of various So. American bats (genera
Desmodus and Diphylla of the family Desmodontidaei structurally
adapted for subsisting on blood and dangerous to man and
domestic animals esp. as vectors of equine trypanosomiasis and of
rabies c : a large insectivorous or frugivorous Old World bat
(as a fruit bat)

vam-pir-ism \-,pT(3)r-.iz-3m\ n
actions of a vampire
Ivan \'van\ n [ME, fr. MP, fr.

1 dial Eng : a winnowing device
2van n [by shortening] : vanguard
3van n [short for caravan] 1 : a usu. enclosed wagon or motortruck
used for transportation of goods or animals 2 chiejiy Brit ; an
enclosed railroad freight or baggage car

van-a-date \'van-3-,dat\ n : a salt or ester of vanadic acid
va-na-dic \v3-'nad-ik, -'nad-\ adj : of, relating to, or containing
vanadium esp. with a higher valence than in vanadous compounds
vanadic acid n : any of various acids that are hydrates of vanadium
pentoxide or are known esp. in the form of salts and esters

va>na>di<nite Xva-'nad-'n-.It, ,van-3-'den-\ n [G vanadinit, fr.

vanadin vanadium, fr. NL vanadium] : a mineral consisting of a
lead vanadate and chloride and occurring in yellowish, brownish, or
ruby-red hexagonal crystals

Va.na.di.um \v3-'nad-e-am\ n [NL, fr. ON Vanadls Freya] : a
grayish malleable ductile polyvalent metallic element found com-
bined in minerals and used esp. to form alloys (as vanadium steel)— see element table

va>na>dous \v3-'nad-9s, *van-3d-\ adj ; of, relating to, or contain-
ing vanadium esp. with a lower valence than in vanadic compounds
Van Al-len radiation belt \va-'nal-3n-, v3-\ n [James A. Van
Allen 61914 Am physicist] ; a belt of intense ionizing radiation
that surrounds the earth in the outer atmosphere
va>na5*pa-ti \v3-'n3s-p3t-e\ n [Skt, forest tree, soma plant. lit.,

lord of the forest, fr. vana forest + pati lord] : a hydrogenated
vegetable fat used as a butter substitute in India
van>da \'van-d3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Hindi vanda mistletoe, fr.

Skt, a parasitic plant] ; any of a large genus {Vanda) of Indo?
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Malayan epiphytic orchids often grown for their loose racemes of
showy flowers

van.dal \'van-dM\ n [L Vandalii (pi.), of Gmc origin] 1 cav : one
of a Germanic people anciently dwelling south of the Baltic be-
tween the Vistula and the Oder, overrunning Gaul, Spain, and
northern Africa in the 4th and 5th centuries a.d., and in 455 sack-
ing Rome 2 : one who willfully or ignorantly destroys, damages, or
defaces property belonging to another or to the public — vandal
adj, ojien cap— Van>dal*ic \van-'dal-ik\ adj
van.dal.ism \'van-d-^I-,iz-3m\ n : willful or malicious destruction
or defacement of public or private property

van-dal.is.tic \,van-dn-'is-tik\ adj : of. relating to. or perpetrating
vandalism

van.dal-ize \'van-d'l-,Tz\ vt : to subject to vandalism : damage
Van de Graalf generator \,van-d3-,graf-\ n [Robert J. Van de
Oraajf 51901 Am physicist] : electrostatic generator

Van.dyke \van-'drk, v3n-\ n [Sir Anthony Vandyke tl641 Flem
painter] 1 a : a wide collar with a deeply indented edge b : one of
several V-shaped points forming a decorative edging c : a border
of such points 2 : a trim pointed beard— van*dyked \-'dTkt\ adj
Vandyke brown n [fr. its use by the painter Vandyke] : a natural
brown-black pigment of organic matter obtained from bog earth or
peat or lignite deposits; also : any of various synthetic brown pig-
ments
vane \'van\ n [ME (southern dial.), fr. OE Jana banner; akin to
OHG jano cloth, L pannus cloth, rag] 1 a : a movable device
attached to an elevated object fas a spire) for showng the direction
of the wind b : one that is changeable or inconstant 2 : a thin flat

or curved object that is rotated about an axis by a flow of fluid or
that rotates to cause a fluid to flow or that redirects a flow of fluid
<the '^5 of a windmill) 3 : the web or flat expanded part of a
feather 4 ; a feather fastened to the shaft near the nock of an
arrow 5 a ; the target of a leveling rod b : one of the sights of a
compass or quadrant — vaned \'vand\ adj

van. guard \'van-,gard\ n [ME vantgard, fr. MF avant-garde, fr.

OF, fr. avant- fore- (fr. avant before, fr. L abante) + garde guard— more at advance] 1 : the troops moving at the head of an army
2 : the forefront of an action or movement

va-nil*la \v3-'niI-3, -'nel-\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Sp. vainilla
vanilla (plant and fruit), dim. of vaina sheath, fr. L vagina sheath
vagina] 1 ; any of a genus ( Vanilla) of tropical American climbing
orchids 2 : the long capsular fruit of a vanilla (esp. Vanilla
planijolia) that is an important article of commerce for the flavoring
extract that it yields; also : this extract

va. nil.lie \-'nil-ik\ adj : of or derived from vanilla or vanillin

va>nil.lin \v3-'nil-Dn, 'van-^lA n ; a crystalline phenolic aldehyde
CsHaOs that is the chief fragrant component of vanilla and is used
in flavoring and in perfumery
Va.nir \'van-,i(3^r\/ip/ [ON] : a race of gods in Norse mythology
van.ish \'van-ish\ vi [ME vanisshen, fr. MF evaniss-, stem of
evanir, fr. (assumed) VL exvanire, alter, of L evanescere to dissipate
like vapor, vanish, fr. e- 4- vanescere to vanish, fr. vanus empty]
1 a : to pass quickly from sight : disappear b ; to pass completely
from existence 2 : to assume the value zero — van-ish-er n
vanishing cream ^ : a cosmetic preparation less oily than cold
cream that is used chiefly as a foundation for face powder
vanishing point n 1 : a point at which a group of receding parallel
lines seems to meet when represented in linear perspective 2 : a
point at which something disappears or ceases to exist

van.i.ty \'van-3t-e\ n [ME vaniie, fr. OF vanite fr. L vanitat-;

vanitas quality of being empty or vain, fr. vanus empty, vain— more at wane] 1 : something that is vain 2 : the quality or
fact of being vain: as a : worthlessness. emptiness b : FuriLrTY

; inflated pride in oneself or one's appearance : conceit 3 : a
fashionable trifle or knicknack 4 a : ^compact 1 b : a small
case or handbag for toilet articles used by women 5 : dressing
table
vanity lair n, ojten cap V&F [ Vanity-Fair, a fair held in the frivolous
town of Vanity in Pilgrim's Progress (1 6 7 S)] : a place of busy pride
and empty ostentation
van-quish \'vao-kwish, 'van-\ vt [ME venquissen fr. MF venguis,
preterit of veintre to conquer, fr. L vincere — more at victor]
1 : to overcome in battle : subdue completely 2 : to defeat in a
conflict or contest 3 : to gain mastery over fan emotion, passion,
or temptation) syn see conquer — van.quish.er n

van- quish-able \-kwish-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being vanquished
Van.tage \'vant-ij\ n [ME, fr. AF, fr. MF avantage — more at
advantage] 1 archaic : beneftt, gain 2 : superiority in a contest

3 : a position giving a strategic advantage, commanding perspec-
tive, or comprehensive view 4 ; advantage 4 — to the vantage
archaic ; in addition
ivan-ward \'van-w3rd\ adj : located in ihe vanguard ; advanced
2vanward adv : to or toward the vanguard ; foreward
va.pid \'vap-3d 'va-p3d\ adj [L vapidus flat tasting; akin to L
vappa vapid wine and prob. to L vapor steam] : lacking liveliness,

tang, briskness, or force : flat, uninteresting (.'^ remark) <~
smile) syn see insipid — va-pid^ly \'vap-3d-le, "va-psd-X adv
— va^pid-ness n

va.pid.i.ty \va-'pid-3t-e, va-\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
vapid 2 : something vapid (the vapidities of everyday conversa-
tion)
iva.por \'va-p3r\ n [ME vapour, fr. MF vapeur, fr. L vapor steam,

vapor — more at covet] 1 : diffused matter (as smoke or fog)

suspended floating in the air and impairing its transparency
2 a : a substance in the gaseous state as distinguished from the
liquid or solid state b : a substance (as gasoline, alcohol, mercury,
or benzoin) vaporized for industrial, therapeutic or military uses;

also : a mixture (as the explosive mixture in an internal-combustion
engine) of such a vapor with air 3a: something unsubstantial or
transitory : phantasm b : a foolish or fanciful idea 1 pi a archaic

: exhalations of bodily organs (as the stomach) held to affect the
physical or mental condition b ; a depressed or hysterical nervous
condition

2vapor vi va.por-ing \-p(3-)rijr)\ l a : to rise or pass off in vapor
b : to emit vapor 2 ; to indulge in bragging, blustering, or idle

talk — va.por.er \-p3r-3r\ n

va<por-il>iG \,va-p3-'rif-ik\ adj : producing vapor : tending to pass
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or to cause to pass into vapor : vaporous
va.por.ing \'va-p(&-)rio\ n : the act or speech of one that vapors;

specij : an idle, extravagant, or high-flown expression or speech —
usu. used in pi.

va.por-ish \'va-pC3-)rish\ adj 1 : resembling or suggestive of

vapor 2 : given to fits of depression or hysteria — va-por>iSll-

ness n
va.por.iz-able \-pa-,rT-23-b3l\ adj : capable of being vaporized
va-por-iza-tion \,va-p(3-)r3-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of

vaporizing ; the state of being vaporized
va.por-ize \'va-p3-,riz\ vt 1 : to convert (as by the application of
heat or by spraying) into vapor 2 : to cause to become ethereal or
dissipated — vi 1 : to become vaporized 2 : vapor 2

va-por-iz-er \-,rr-z3r\ n : one that vaporizes: as a : atomizer
b : an apparatus for vaporizing a heavy oil (as petroleum) for the

explosive charge of an internal-combustion engine; also : a simple
form of carburetor c ; a device for converting a medicated liquid

into a vapor for inhalation
vapor lock n : partial or complete interruption of fuel flow in an
internal-combustion engine caused by the formation of bubbles of

vapor in the fuel-feeding system
va«por.ous \'va-p(.3-)r3s\ adj 1 : consisting or characteristic

of vapor 2 : producing vapors : volatile 3 : containing or
obscured by vapors : misty 4 a : ethereal, unsubstantial
b : consisting of or indulging in high flown expressions — va-pQl-
ous-Iy adv — va-por«ous.ness n

vapor pressure n : the pressure exerted by a vapor that is in equi-
librium with its solid or liquid form — called also vapor tension

vapor trail n : contrail
va-pory \'vu-p(3-)re\ adl : vaporous, vague
va.que.ro \va-'ke(3')r-{,)o\ rf, pi vaqueros [Sp — more at bucka-
ROO] : HERDSMAN, COWBOY

va.ra \'var-a\ n [Sp & Pg. lit., pole. fr. L, forked pole, fr. fern, of
varus bent, crooked — more at prevaricate] 1 ; any of various
Spanish, Portuguese, and Latin American units of length equal
to between 31 and 34 inches 2 : a Texas unit of length equal to
33.33 inches

vari- or vario- comb jorm [L varius — more at various] : varied
: diverse (variform) <variocoupler>

var.ia \*ver-e-3, 'var-\ n pi [NL. fr. L, neut. pi. of varius various]
: miscellany; esp : a literary miscellany

vari.ahil.i.ty \,ver-e-3-'biI-3t-e, ,var-\ n i the quality or fact of
being variable

ivari-able X'ver-e-a-bal, 'var-\ adj 1 a : able or apt to vary
: CHANGEABLE (^ winds) b '. FICKLE, INCONSTANT 2 : charac-
terized by variations 3 : having the characteristics of a variable

4 : not true to type : aberrant ~ used of a biological group or
character — van-able.ness n — vari. ably \-ble\ adv

^variable n l : something that is variable 2 a : a quantity that may
assume any one of a set of values b : a symbol representing
a variable

variable cost n : cost that fluctuates directly with changes in output
variable star n : a star whose brightness changes usu. in more or
less regular periods
vari-ance \'ver-e-3n(t)s, 'var-\ n 1 : the fact, quahty, or state of
being variable or variant : difference, deviation (yearly •--' in
crops) 2 : the fact or state of being in disagreement : dissension,
dispute 3 : a disagreement between two parts of the same legal
proceeding that must be consonant 4 : a license to do some act
conirary to the usual rule <a zoning •--') 5 : the square of the
standard deviation syn see discord — at variance : not in
harmony or agreement
ivari.ant \'ver-e-3nt, 'var-\ adj 1 obs ; variable 2 : manifesting
variety, deviation, or disagreement 3 : varying usu. slightly from
the standard form <'^ readings)

^variant n : one of two or more persons or things exhibiting usu.
slight differences: as a : one that exhibits variation from a type or
norm b : one of two or more different spellings or pronunciations
of the same word

vari-ate \'ver-e-,at, 'var-\ n : a variable that may take on any of the
values of a specifiedset with a specified probability

vari.a.tion \,ver-e-'a-sh3n, ,var-\ n 1 a ; the act or process of
varying : the state or fact of being varied b : an instance of varying
c : the extent to which or range in which a thing varies 2 : dec-
lination 6 3 : a change in the mean motion or mean orbit of a
celestial body 4 a : a change of algebraic sign between successive
terms of a sequence b : a measure of the change in a variable or
function 5 : the repetition of a musical theme with modifications
in rhythm, tune, harmony, or key 6 a : divergence in qualities of an
organism or biotype from those typical or usual to its group
b ; an individual or group exhibiting variation 7 a : a solo dance
in classic ballet b ; a repetition in modern ballet of a movement
sequence with changes

varl.a.tion.al \-shn3l, -shsn-^'lV adj : of. relating to, or charac-
terized by variation ~ vari.a.tion-al-ly \-e\ adv

vari.a.tive \'ver-e-,at-iv, 'var-\ adj : of, relating to, or showing

var.i.cel.la \,var-3-'sel-3\ n [NL, irreg. dim. of variolal : chicken
pox — var.i.ceMar \-'sel-3r\ adj
var.i.CCCele \'var-3-ko-.seI\ n [NL, fr. L varic-. varLx + -o- +
-cele] : a varicose enlargement of the veins of the spermatic cord

vari-col-ored \'ver-i-,k3l-ard. 'var-\ adj : having various colors
: VARIEGATED ('^ marble)

var.i.cose \'var-3-.kos\ adj [L vancosus full of dilated veins, fr.
varic; varix dilated vein] 1 a also var.i>cosed \-,kost, -,kozd\
; abnormally swollen or dilated <^ veins) b : causing abnormal
swelling <— stasis) 2 ; of, relating to, or exhibiting varices <--
mollusks)

var-i-cos-l.ty \.var-3-'kas-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
varicose 2 : varix

var-led \'ver-ed, 'var-\ adj 1 : changed, altered 2 : having
numerous forms or types : diverse 3 : variegated — var.ied>ly

var.ie.gate \'ver-e-3-.gat. 'ver-i-.gat. 'var-\ vt [L variegatus, pp. of
vanegare. tr. vanus various + -egare (akin to L agere to drive)~

"^°r?, ^* agent] 1 : to diversify in external appearance esp.
with different colors : dapple 2 : to enliven by variety — var*ie-
ga-tor \-.gat-3r\ n

v^'i^'S^t^ed \-,gat-3d\ adj : varied; esp : having discrete markings
of different colors

vaT-ie-ga<tion X.ver-e-s-'ga-shan, ,ver-i-'ga-, ,var-\ n : the act of
variegating : the state of being variegated; esp : diversity of colors

varl.er X'ver-e-ar, 'var-\ n : one that varies

va-ri-etal \v3-'rT-3t-^l\ adj : of, relating to, or characterizing a
variety <'^ name): also : being a varietyin distinction from an
individual or species — va.ri-etal-ly \-^l-e\ adv

va.ri-ety \v3-'rT-3t-e\ n [MF or L; MF variete, fr. L varietat-,

varieias, fr. varius various] 1 : the quality or state of having dif-

ferent forms or types 2 : a number or collection of different
things esp. of a particular class : assortment 3 a : something
differing from others of the same general kind b : any of various
groups of plants or animals of less than specific rank 4 ; entertain-
ment consisting of successive unrelated performances (as songs,
dances, skits, acrobadc feats, and trained animal acts)

variety meat n : an edible part (as Uver or tongue) of a slaughter
animal other than skeletal muscle

variety store n : a retail establishment dealing in a large variety of
merchandise esp. of low unit value

varl>form \'ver-3-,f6rm, 'var-\ adj : having various forms : varied
or different in form
var.iO'COU.pler \'ver-e-o-,kap-l9r, 'var-\ n ; an inductive coupler
the mutual inductance of which is adjustable by moving one coil
with respect to the other

va.ri-o.la \,ver-e-'o-l3, ,var-: v9-'rT-a-l3\ n [NL, fr. ML, pustule,
pox, fr. LL, pustule] : any of several virus diseases (as smallpox or
cowpox) marked by a pustular eruption

va«ri.o.lar \-l3r\ adj : variolous
var.i.o.lite \'ver-e-a-.lTt, 'var-\ n [prob. fr. NL varioUtes, fr. ML
variola'] : a basic rock embedded with whitish spherules

va>ri-O.IOid \,ver-e-'o-,16id. ,var-; v3-'rT-3-,16id\ n [NL variola']

: a modified mild form of smallpox occurring in persons who have
been vaccinated or who have had smallpox

va«ri-o.lous \,ver-e-'o-l3s, ,var-; v3-'ri-3-l3s\ adj ; of or relating
to smallpox

vai.i.om.e.ter \,ver-e-'am-9t-ar, ,var-\ n ; variocoupler
ivar>i.o*ruin \,ver-e-'or-3m. ,var-. -*6r-\ n [L variorum of various
persons (gen. pi. masc. of varius), in the phrase cum notis variorum
with the notes of various persons] 1 ; an edition or text esp. of a
classical author with notes by different persons 2 ; an edition of a
publication containing variant readings of the text

2variorum adj 1 : relating to or being an edition or text containing
notes by different persons 2 : drawn or derived from various
sources <--' illustrations)

var.i'OUS \'ver-e-3s, 'var-\ adj [L varius; prob. akin to L varus
bent, crooked — more at prevaricate] 1 archaic : variable,
INCONSTANT 2 : VARICOLORED <birds of -^ plumagc) 3 a : of dif-

fering kinds : MULTIFARIOUS b : unlike (animals as '^ as the
jaguar and the sloth) 4 : having a number of different aspects <"-'

genius) 5 : numerous, many (stop at ^ towns) 6 : individual,
SEPARATE (refunds to the '^ club members) syn see different— vai'i'OUS'ly adv — var.i.ous.ness n

vari'Sized \'ver-i-,sTzd, 'var-\ adj : of various sizes

va.ris.tor \va-'ris-t9r, ve-\ n Ivari- + resisiorl : an electrical

resistor whose resistance depends on the applied voltage

var.ix \'var-iks\ n, pi var-Lces \'var-3-.sez\ [L varic-, varix]

1 : an abnormally dilated and lengthened vein, artery, or lymph
vessel: esp : a varicose vein 2 : one of the prominent ridges across
each whorl of a gastropod shell

var-let \'var-lat\ n [ME, fr. MF vaslet, varlet young nobleman,
page — more at valet] 1 archaic a : attendant, menial b : a
knight's page 2 : a low fellow

var.let-ry \-l3-tre\ n, archaic : a group of menials : rabble
var.mint X'var-mantX n [alter, of vermm] 1 dial : a wild animal
or bird considered a pest 2 : a contemptible person : rascal;
broadly : person, fellow
ivar^nish \'var-nish\ n [ME vernisch, fr. MF vemis, fr. Olt or
ML; Olt vernice, fr. ML veronic-, veronix sandarac (resin)] 1 a : a
liquid preparation that when spread upon a surface dries forming a
hard lustrous typically transparent coating b ; the covering or
glaze given by the application of varnish c ; something that sug-
gests varnish by its gloss 2 : outside show ; gloss Zchiejly Brit

; a lacquer or enamel nail polish — var-nishy \-n3-she\ adj
2varnish vt l : to apply varnish to 2 : to cover or conceal with
something that gives a fair appearance : gloss 1 3 : adorn,
embellish — var.nish.er \-nish-3r\ n
varnish tree n : any of various trees yielding a milky juice from
which in some cases varnish or lacquer is prepared; esp ; a Japanese
sumac {Rhus verniciflua)

var-Si.ty \'var-s3t-e, -ste\ n, ojten attrib [by shortening & alter, fr.

university] 1 chiefly Brit : university 2 : a first team representing
a university, college, school, or club
Var.u.na Vvar-s-nsX n [Skt Varurta] : the divine guardian of
cosmic order in Vedic Hinduism

var.us \*var-3s, 'ver-\ adj [NL, fr. L, bent, knock-kneed] ; turned
abnormally inward — used esp. of the lower extremities

varve \'varv\ n [Sw varv turn, layer; akin to OE hweorjan to turn— more at wharf] : a pair of layers of alternately finer and coarser
silt or clay believed to comprise an annual cycle of deposition in a
body of still water
vary \'ver-e, 'var-\ vb [ME varien, fr. MF or L: MF varier, fr. L
variare, fr. varius various] vt 1 a : to make a partial change in

: make different in some attribute or characteristic b : to make dif-

ferences between items in : diversify 2 : to present under new
aspects (^ the rhythm and harmonic treatment) -^ vi 1 : to
exhibit or undergo change (a constantly ^ing sky) 2 : deviate,
depart 3 : to take on successive values <y varies inversely with .x>

4 ; to exhibit divergence in structural or physiological characters
from those typical or usual in the group syn see change — vary-
ing.ly \-io-le\ adv
varying hare n : any of several hares having white fur in winter

vas \'vas\ n. pi va.sa \'vas-3, 'vas-, 'vaz-X JNL, fr. L, vessel] : an
anatomical vessel ; duct — va.sal \'vas-3l, 'vaz-. 'vas-\ adj

vas- or vaso- comb jorm [NL, fr. L vas] 1 : vessel: as a : blood
vessel (vajTomotor) b : vas deferens (vasectomy) 2 : vascular and
(vasovagal) 3 : vasomotor (vojoinhibitor)

vas.CU'lar \'vas-ky3-l3r\ adj [NL vascularis, fr. L vasculum small
vessel, dim. of vas] 1 : of or relating to a channel for the convey-
ance of a body fluid (as blood or sap) to a system of such channels
suppUed with or made up of such channels and esp. blood vessels
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<a ^ tumor> ^a '^ system) 2 : marked by vigor and ardor : spir-
ited, PASSIONATE
vascular bundle n : a unit of the vascular system of a higher plant
consisting usu. of vessels and sieve tubes together with parenchyma
cells and fibers

vascular cylinder n ; stele
vas-cu-lar-i-ty \,vas-ky3-'lar-9t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
vascular

vascular plant n : a plant having a specialized conducting system
that includes xylem and phloem : tracheophyte

vascular ray n : a ray of cambial origin that in the stele of many
vascular plants separates the vascular bundles

vascular tissue n : plant tissue concerned mainly with conduction;
esp : the spe
of phloem an
out the body

vas.cu-lum \'vas-kys-l3m\ n. pi vas-cu-la \-l3\ tNL, fr. L,
small vessel] : a usu. metal and commonly cylindrical or flattened
covered box used in collecting plants

vas de-Ier-ens y'vas-'def-a-ranz, -,renz\ n, pf va>sa de-fer-en-tia
\,vas-3-,def-3-'ren-ch(e-)a, ,vas-, ,vaz-\ [NL, lit., deferent vessel]

; a spermatic duct esp. of a higher vertebrate forming in man a small
thick-walled tube about two feet long greatly convoluted in its

proximal portion
vase \'vas, 'vaz. esp Brit 'vaz\ n [F, fr. L vas; akin to Umbrian
vasor vessels] : a usu. round vessel of greater depth than width
used chiefly for ornament or for flowers
vas-ec«to-my \vas-'ek-ta-me, vas-, vaz-\ n [ISV] ; surgical excision
of the vas deferens usu. to induce permanent steriUty

Vas«e>line \'vas-3-.len, ,vas-3-'\ trademark — used for petrolatum
va.si'forra \'vas-3-,f6rm, 'vaz- also {""lube"') 'vas-\ adj [NL
vasijarmis, fr. L vas -i- -ijormis -iform] : having the form of a hollow
tube or a vase

va-scGon-stric-tion X.vas-o-ksn-'strik-shsn, ,vas-. .va2-\ n
[ISV] : narrowing of the lumen of blood vessels esp. as a result of
vasomotor action

va-so-constrictive \-'strik-tiv\ adj : inducing vasoconstriction

va. so.constrictor \-t3r\ n : an agent {as a sympathetic nerve fiber
or a drug> that induces or initiates vasoconstriction

va>50*di*l_a>ta*tiou \-,dil-3-'ta-shan, -.dT-l3-\ or va-so-di*la*tion
\-f,>di-'la-sh3n. -d3-\ n [ISV] : widening of the lumen of blood
vessels

va-50>dilator \-(.)dT-'lat-3r. -'dT-.lat-, -dQ-'lat-\ n : an agent (as a
parasympathetic nerve fiber or a drug) that induces or initiates

vasodilation
va«so.in«hih>i»tor \-in-'hib-3t-3r\ n : an agent (as a drug") that
depresses or inhibits vasomotor and esp. vasoconstrictor activity— va«so*in'hih-i'tO'ry \-'hib-9-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj
va.so.mo»tor \ 'mot-srX adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or being nerves
or centers controlling the size of blood vessels

va'SO-pres-Sin \-'pres-^n\ n [fr Vasopressin, a trademark] : a
polypeptide hormone secreted by the posterior lobe of the pituitary
that increases blood pressure and decreases urine flow

va-so-pres-sor \-'pres-3r\ adj : causing a rise in blood pressure by
exerting a vasoconstrictor effect — vasopressor n

va-so-spasm \'vas-6-,spaz-3m, 'vas-, 'vaz-\ n [ISV] : sharp and
often persistent contraction of a blood vessel reducing its caliber
and blood flow — va>so>spas>tic \,vas-6-'spas-tik, ,vas-, ,vaz-\

va<so*va*gal \,vas-o-'va-gsl, ,vas-, ,vaz-\ adj : of. relating to, or
involving both vascular and vagal factors

vas-sal \'vas-al\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML vassallus. fr vassus servant,
vassal, of Celt origin; akin to W gwas boy, servant] l : a person
under the protection of another who is his feudal lord and to whom
he has vowed homage and fealty : a feudal tenant 2 : a subservient
or subordinate position — vassal adj

vas.sal.age \-3-lij\ n 1 : the state of being a vassal 2 : the
homage, fealty, or services due from a vassal 3 : a territory held
in political dependence
ivast \'vast\ adj [L vastus: akin to Olr jot length] : verv great in
size, amount, degree, intensity, or esp. in extent syn see enormous— vast'ly adv — vast>ness \'vas(t)-n3s\ n

2vast n : a boundless space : immensfty
vas»ti*tude \'vas-t3-,t(y)ijd\ n : vastness
vas-ti.ty \'vas-t3t-e\ n : vastitude
vasty \'vas-te\ adj : vast, immense
ivat \'vat\ n [ME jat, vat, fr. OE jset: akin to OHG vaz vessel. Lith
puodas pot] 1 : a large vessel (as a cistern, tub, or barrel) esp. for
holding Uquors in an immature state or preparations for dyeing or
tanning 2 : a liquor containing a dye converted into a soluble
reduced colorless or weakly colored form that on textile material
steeped in the liquor and exposed to the air is converted by oxida-
tion to the original insoluble dye and precipitated in the fiber

2vat vt vat'ted; vat*ting ; to put into or treat in a vat

vat dye n : a water-insoluble generally fast dye used in the form of a
vat liquor — called also vat color

vat-dyed \'vat-*dTd\ adj : dyed with one or more vat dyes
vat'ic \'vat-ik\ adj [L vates seer, prophet; akin to OH woth noetry,
OHG wuot madness, Olr jaith seer, poet] : PROPHEnc. oracular

Vat>l>can \'vat-i-k3n\ n [L Vaticanus Vatican Hill (in Rome)]
1 : the papal headquarters in Rome 2 : the papal government
—Vatican adj

va>tic>i>nal \v3-'tls-'n-al, va-\ adj [L vaticinus, fr. vaticinari}

: prophetic
va-tic*i>nate \-'n-,at\ vb [L vatidnatus, pp. of valicinari, fr.

vales + -cinari (akin to L canere to sing) — more at chant]
: PROPHESY, predict

va-tic-i<na<tion \-,tIs-'n-'a-sh3n\ n 1 ; something foretold
: prediction 2 : the act of prophesying

va-tic>i*na<tor \-'tis-'n-,at-3r\ n ; prophet
vaudeville \'v6d-(3-)v3l, 'vod-, 'vad-, -(a-),vil\ r7[F, fr. MF, popular
satirical song, alter, of vaudevlre, fr. vau-de- Vire valley of Vire, fr.

vau, val valley + de from, of (fr. L) + Vire, town in northwest
France where such songs were composed — more at vale, de-]
1 ; a light often comic theatrical piece frequently combining

pantomime, dialogue, dancing, and song 2 ; stage entertainment
consisting of various unrelated acts (as performing animals, acro-
bats, comedians, dancers, or singers)
ivaude*Vil.lian \,v6d-(a-)'vil-y3n, ,vod-, ,vad-\ n : a vaudeville
writer, actor, singer, or performer
Jvaudevillian adj : of. relating to, or characteristic of vaudeville
Vau.doiS \vo-'dwa\ n pi [MF, fr. ML Valdenses} : waldenses
ivault \'v61t\ n [ME voiite. fr. MF, fr. (assumed) VL volvita turn,
vault, prob. fr, volvifare]

1 a : an arched strucmre of
masonry usu. forming a
ceiling or roof b ; some-
thing (as the sky) resembling
a vault c : an arched or
dome-shaped J

structure 2 a
covered by an arched
ture; esp : an underground
passage or room b : an
underground storage com-
partment c : a room or
compartment for the safe-

space

' block)

fabricated i

metal or concrete into which
a casket is placed at burial

2vaull vt : to form or cover with or as if with a vault : arch
3vault vb [MF volter. fr. 0\t voUare, fr. (assumed) VL volvitare to
turn, leap. freq. of L volvere to roll — more at vollible] vi : to
bound vigorously; esp ; to execute a leap using the hands or a pole
'— vr : to leap over; esp ; to leap over by aid of the hands or a pole
syn see jump
ivault n : an act of vaulting : leap
vault-ed \'v6I-f3d\ cuij l ; built in the form of a vault ; arched
2 : covered with a vault

vaiilt«er \-t3r\ n : one that vaults; esp : pole-vaulter
ivaiUt-ing \-tir)\ n : vaulted construction
zyaulting adj 1 : reaching or stretching for the heights
signed for use in vaulting or in gymnastic exercises <a '

vaulty \'v61-te\ adj : resembling a vault
1vaunt Vvont. 'vant\ vb [ME vaunten. fr. MF vanter, fr. LL v

fr. L vanitas vanity] vi : lo make a vain display of one's own worth
or attainments : br.a.g "^ vt : to boast of syn see boast — vaunt»er
n — vaunt'ing'ly \-ig-Ie\ adv

2vauilt ^ 1 : a vainglorious display of what one Is or has or has done
2 : a bragging assertive speech

vaunt-COU-ii-er \-'kur-c-3r, -'kar-e-, -Tc3-re-\« \.ME avant-courrier.

lit., advance courier] 1 obs : a member of an advance guard of
a body of troops 2 ; one sent in advance : forerunner
vaunt. !ul \-f3]\ adj i boastful, vainglorious
vaunty \'v6nt-e, *vant-\ adj, Scot : boastful, proud, vain
vav var oj WAW
vav-a.SOr or vav-a-sour \'vav-3-,s6(3)r, -,so(a)r\ n [ME vavasour,
fr. OF vavassur. prob. fr. ML vassus vassorum vassal of vassals] : a
feudal tenant ranking directly below a peer or baron
va.ward \'vau-,(w)6(3)rd\ n [ME vauntwarde, vaward, fr, ONF
avantwarde, fr. avant before (fr. L abaitie') -r warde guard, fr.

warder to guard — more at advance, reward] : the foremost
part ; forefront
V-day \'ve-,da\ n [victory day"] : a day of victory

've \v, av\ vb [by contr.] : have (we've been there)

Ve.adar \'va-,a-,d'ar\ n [Heb we-Adhdr, lit., and Adar (I.e., the
second Adar''] : the intercalary month of the Jewish calendar fol-

lowing Adar in leap years
iveal \'vef3)l\ n, often attrib

[.ME veel, fr. MF, fr L vilellus

small calf, dim. of vituius calf— more at v/ether] 1 : calf;
esp : vealer 2 : the flesh of a
young calf

2veal vt : to kill and dress for veal
veal-er Vve-lar\ n : a calf grown
for or suitable for veal

vealy \'ve-le\ adj : resembling or
suggesting veal or a calf; esp : im-
mature
vecto.graph \'vek-f3-,graf\ n

[ vector + -graph"] : a picture
composed of two superposed
stereoscopic images that give a
three-dimensional effect when
viewed through polarizing spec-
tacles — veC'tO'graph'ic \.vek-
t3-'graf-ik\ adj
ivector \'vek-tar\ n [NL, fr. L,
carrier, fr, vectus, pp. of vehere to
carry — more at way] 1 a ; a
quantity that has magnitude, veal 2: A wholesale cuts: I leg,
direction, and sense and that is 2 loin, 3 flank, 4 rib, 5 breast,
commonly represented by a

(j shoulder, 7 shank; B retail
directed hne segment whose cuts- / hind shank. 2 heel of
length represents the m"""'*'"^'^ - • ^

and whose orientation
represents the direction
course or compass directi

of i

whose ^^^^^ ^ .„..„ o..-.^» - ^.w„ „.
gnitude round, 3 round, 4 rump roast.
1 ^space 5 sirloin steak, 6 loin chops,

• ^ 7 kidney chops, 8 flank, Q
^sp- breast, 10 rib roast, Jl blade

airplane 2 : an organ
(as an insect) that transmits a

"

pathogen 3 : drive 6 — vec-
to>ri-ai \vek-'tor-e-sl, -'t6r-\ adj

2vector vt veC'tor.ing \-t(3-irio\ : to guide (as an airplane, itspilot,

or a missile) in flight by means of a radioed vector

vector product n : a vector c whose length is the product of the
lengths of two vectors a and b and the sine of their included angle,

whose direction is perpendicular to their plane, and whose sense
is that of a right-handed screw with axis c when a is rotated into b

vector sum n : the sum of a number of vectors that for the sum of

a abut; 3 kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke^- Q slug; flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th tlun; & tHis;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

tt loot; u foot; y yet; yti few; yu furious; zh vision
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through the capillaries and given up oxygen for the tissues and
become charged with carbon dioxide : unoxygenated — ve-

nouS'ly adv
Ivenl \'vent\ vt [ME venten, prob. fr. MF esventer to expose to the

air fr. es- ex- (fr. L ex-) + vent wind, fr. L yenius — more at wind]
1 : to provide with a vent 2 a : to serve as a vent for (chimneys
'^ smoke) b : discharge, expel c ; to give expression to 3 : to

relieve by venting syn see express

2vent n 1 : an opportunity or way of escape or passage ; outlet
2 : an opening for the escape of a gas or liquid or for the relief of

pressure: as a : the external opening of the rectum or cloaca

; ANUS b : pipe 3c, fumarole c : an opening at the breech of a

gun thiou^ which fire is touched to the powder d chiejly Scot

; CHIMNEY, flue
3vent n [ME vente, alter, of Jente, fr. MF, slit, fissure, fr. Jendre to

split, fr. hjindere — more at bite] : a slit in a garment; specij : an
opening in the lower part of a seam (as of a jacket or skirt)

vent-age \'vent-ij\ n : a small hole (as a flute stop) : vent
ven.tail \'ven-,tal\ n [ME, fr. MF veniaille, fr. vent wind] ; the
lower movable front of a medieval helmet

ven.ter \'vent-3r\ n [AF, fr. L, belly, womb; akin to OHG wanast
paunch, L vesica bladder] 1 : a wife or mother that is a source of

offspring 2 : a protuberant and often hollow anatomical structure:

as a : abdomen b : belly 4b c ; a broad shallow concavity esp.

of a bone
ven-ti.lact \'vent-3-,fakt\ n [L ventns + E -ijact (as in artijact)1

: a stone worn, polished, or faceted by windblown sand — called

also rillstone

ven.ti-late \'vent-=I-,at\ \t [LL ventilatus, pp. of ventilare, fr. L,

to fan, winnow, fr. ventulus, dim. of ventus wind — more at wind]
1 a : to examine, discuss, or investigate freely and openly : expose
b : to make public : utter 2 archaic : to free from chaff by
winnowing 3 : to expose to air and esp. to a current of fresh air

for purifying, curing, or refreshing ^ oj a current oj air : to pass
or circulate through so as to freshen— ven.ti'ia-tive \'vent-'l-,at-

-iv\ adj
ven<ti>Ia*tion X.vent-'l-'a-shsnX n 1 ; the act or process of
ventilating 2 : circulation of air (a room with good ^> 3 ; a
system or means of providing fresh air

ven.ti-la-tor \'vent-'I-,at-ar\ n : one that ventilates; esp ; a con-
trivance for introducing fresh air or expelling foul or stagnant air

ven-ti-la-to-ry y'^-a-.tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj : of, relating to, or pro-
vided with ventilation

venti- or ventro- comb form [L ventr-, venter belly] : ventral and
<ve/i/7-olateral>

ven.tral \'ven-tr3l\ adj [F. fr. L ventralis, fr. ventr-, venter"] 1 a : of
or relating to the belly : abdominal h : being or located near or
on the anterior or lower surface of an animal that is opposite the
back 2 a : axial h : being or located on the lower surface of^a
dorsiventral plant structure — ventral n — ven-traMy \-tr9-le\
adv

ven.tri-Cle V'ven-trl-kslX n [ME, fr. L ventriculus, fr. dim. of ventr-,

venter belly] ; a cavity of a bodily part or organ: as a ; a chamber
of the heart which receives blood from a corresponding atrium
and from which blood is forced into the arteries b : one of the
system of communicating cavities in the brain that are continuous
with the central canal of the spinal cord

ven-lri.cose \'ven-tri-,kos\ adj [NL ventricosus, fr. L ventr-,

venter + -icosus (as in varicosus varicose) ] ; distended, inflated;
esp ; markedly swollen on one side — ven*tri-cos-i»ty \,ven-tra-
'kas-3t-e\ n

ven.tTicu-lar \ven-'trik-y3-Isr\ adj : of, relating to, or being a
ventricle or ventriculus

ven.tricU'lus \-las\ n, pi ven-tricu-li \-,lT, -,le\ [NL, fr. L,
dim. of venter] : a digestive cavity: as a : stomach b : gizzard 1

c : the digestive part of an insect's stomach
ven.tri.lQoqui-al \,ven-tr3-'lo-kwe-3l\ adj : of or relating to
ventriloquism — ven-tri-lo.qui.al''ly \-kwe-3-le\ adv

ven.tril.O.quism \ven-'triI-3-.kwi2-3m\ n [LL ventriloquus ven-
triloquist, fr. L ventr-, venter + loqui to speak; fr. the belief that
the voice is produced from the ventriloquist's stomach] : the pro-
duction of the voice in such a manner that the sound appears to
come from a source other than the vocal organs of the speaker
ven.tril-o.quist \-kw3st\ n : one who uses or is skilled in ven-
triloquism; esp : one who entertains by ventriloquism usu. through
holding a dummy and apparently carrying on a conversation with it

— ven.tril-Q.quis-tic \(,)ven-,tril-3-'kwis-tik\ adj
ven«tril.o-quize \ven-'tril-a-.kwTz\ vi : to use ventriloquism '^ vt

: to utter in the manner of a ventriloquist
ven-tril.o.quy \-kwe\ n : ventriloquism
ven.tro-lat.er.al \,ven-(,)tr5-'lat-3-r3l, -'la-trslX adj ; ventral and
lateral — ven-tro-lat-er'^aMy \-e\ adv

ven.tro.me.di.al \-'med-e-al\ adj : ventral and medial — ven-tro-
me-di.aMy \-e-3-le\ adv
iven-ture \'ven-ch3r\ vb ven.tur.ing \'vench-(a-)riri\ [ME
venteren, by shortening & alter, fr. aventuren, fr. aventure adventure]
vt 1 : to expose to hazard : risk 2 : to undertake the risks and
dangers of ; brave 3 : to offer at the risk of rebuff, rejection, or
censure ~ vi : to proceed despite danger : dare
aventure n \ obs : fortune, chance 2 a : an undertaking involv-
ing chance, risk, or danger; esp X a speculative business enterprise
h : a venturesome act 3 : something at hazard in a speculative
venture (as a trading ship or its cargo) — at a venture : at hazard
or random

venture capital n : money invested or available for investment in
stocks esp. of new or speculative enterprises

ven.tur.er \"vench-(3-)r3r\ n : one that ventures or puts to hazard;
specij : a person who engages in business ventures
ven.ture.some Wen-chsr-samX adj 1 : disposed to court or incur
risk or danger : daring <~ hunter) 2 : involving risk : hazardous
<~ journey) syn see adventurous — ven.ture-some.ly adv —
ven.ture.some-ness n

ven-tu.ri \ven-'tu(3)r-e\ n [G. B. VentuH tl822 It physicist] : a
short tube that is inserted in a pipeline, that has flaring ends con-
nected by a constricted middle, that depends for operation upon
the fact that as the velocity of flow of a fluid increases in the con-
stncted part the pressure decreases, and that is used for measuring
the quantity of a fluid flowing, in connection with other devices
tor measuring airspeed, and for producing suction esp for driv-
ing aircraft instruments

ven-tur.ous \'vench-(3-)r3s\ adj 1 : VENTURESOME ('- spirit)

2 : hazardous <~ enterprise) — ven'tur.ous-ly adv— ven-tur-
ous>nes3 n

ven-ue \'ven-(,)yii, -y9-w\ n [ME venyw action of coming, fr. MF
venue, fr. venir, to come, fr. L venire— movQ at come] 1 a : the place
or county in which alleged events from which a legal action arises
take place b : the place from which the jury is drawn and in which
trial is held in such an action 2 : a statement showing that a case
is brought to the proper court or authority
ven-ule \*ven-(,)yij(3)l\ n [L venula, dim. of vena vein] : a small
vein; esp : one of the minute veins connecting the capillary bed
with the larger systemic veins

Ve«nus\'ve-n3s\ n [ME, fr. L Vener-, Venus'] 1 : the goddess of love
and beauty in Roman mythology 2 : the planet second in order
from the sun — see planet table

Ve-nus.berg X've-nss-.bsrgX n : a mountain in central Germany
containing a cavern in which according to medieval legend Venus
held court

Ve-nus-hair \-,ha(3)r, -,he(3)r\ n ; a delicate maidenhair fern
{Adianium capillus-veneris) with a slender black stipe and branches

Ve.nu.sian \vi-'n(y)u-zh3n\ adj : of or relating to the planet
Venus — Venusian n
Ve-nus's-ny.trap \,ve-n3-s9z-'flT-,trap\ n : an insectivorous plant
{Dionaea muscipula) of the sundew family of the Carolina coast
with the leaf apex modified into an insect trap

ve.ra.cious \v3-'ra-sh3s\ adj [L verac-, verax — more at very]
1 : TRUTHFUL, HONEST 2 I ACCURATE, TRUE — Ve-ra-ClOUS-ly adV— ve.ra.cious-ness n

ve.rac.i.ty \v3-'ras-3t-e\ n 1 : devotion to the truth ; truthful-
ness 2 : power of conveying or perceiving truth : correctness
3 : conformity with truth or fact : accuracy 4 : something true
syn see truth

ve-ran-da or ve-ran.dah \va-'ran-d3\ n [Hindi varanda] : a usu.
roofed open gallery or portico attached to the exterior of a tjuilding

: porch
ve.rat'ri«dine\v3-'ra-tr3-,den\ n [vera/rine + -idine] : a poisonous
amorphous alkaloid QsHsiNOn occurring esp. in sabadilla seed

ver-a-trine \'ver-3-,tren\ n [NL verairina, fr. Veratrum, genus of
herbs] : a poisonous irritant mixture of alkaloids from sabadilla
seed that has been used as a counterirritant, insecticide, and
c-mitotic agent

ve«ra.triim \v3-'ra-tr3m\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L. hellebore]
1 ; HELLEBORE lb 2 : the dried rhizome and roots of a hellebore
(esp. Veratrum viride or V. album) used in the treatment of hyper-
tension

verb \'varb\ n, often attrib [ME verbe, fr. MF, fr. L verbum word,
verb — more at word] : a word that characteristically is the gram-
matical center of a predicate and expresses an act, occurrence, or
mode of being, that in various languages is inflected for agreement
with the subject, for tense, for voice, for mood, or for aspect, and
that typically has rather full descriptive meaning and characteriz-

ing quality but is sometimes nearly devoid of these esp. when used as
an auxiliary or copula
Iver.bal X'var-balX adj [MF or LL; MF, fr. LL verbalis, fr. L verbum
word] 1 a : of, relating to, or consisting in words b : of, relating

to, or involving words only rather than meaning or substance
c : consisting of or using words only and not effective action 2 : of,

relating to, or formed from a verb <~ noun) 3 : spoken rather
than written <--- contract) 4 : word-for-word, verbatim <'^

translation) syn see oral — ver-baMy \-b3-le\ adv
2verbal n : a word that combines characteristics of a verb with
those of a noun or adjective

verbal auxiliary n : an auxiliary verb
ver.bal-ism \'v3r-b3-,liz-3m\ n 1 a : a verbal expression : term
b ; phrasing, wording 2 ; words used as a substitute for more
significant things 3 a : an empty form .of words b : verbosity

ver>bal-ist \-l9st\ n l ; one who stresses words above substance
or reality 2 : a person skilled with words — ver»bal-is*tic X.var-
b3-'lis-tik\ adj

ver*bal>iza<tion \,vsr-b3-l3-'za-shan\ n : the act or an instance of
verbalizing

ver.bal.ize \'v3r-ba-,lTz\ vi \ : to speak or write in wordy or empty
fashion 2 : to express something in words -^ vr 1 : to convert
into a verb 2 : to name or describe in words 3 : to express in

empty, verbose, or pretentious manner : inflate— ver-hal-iz-er n

verbal noun n ; a noun derived directly from a verb or verb stem
and in some uses having the sense and constructions of a verb

ver«ba.tim \(,)v3r-'bat-3m\ adv (or adj) [ME, fr. ML, fr. L verbum
word] : word for word : in the same words

ver-be.na \(,)v3r-'be-n3\ n [NL. genus of subshrubs. fr. L. sing, of

verbenae sacred boughs, certain medicinal plants — more at ver-
vain] : vervain; esp : any of numerous garden plants of hybrid
origin widely grown for their showy spikes of white, pink, red, or

blue flowers which are borne in profusion over a long season
ver-biage \'v3r-be-ij also -bij\ n [F, fr. MF verbier to chatter, fr.

verbe speech, fr. L verbum word] 1 : superfluity of words in pro-
portion to sense or content : wordiness 2 : diction, wording
(concise military —

)

ver-bid \'v3r-b3d\ n ; verbal
verb.lly \'v3r-b3-,fr\ vt ; to make into a verb
ver.bile \'v3r-,bTl\ n [L verb\im word] ; one whose mental imagery
consists of words

ver-bose \(,)v3r-'bos\ adj : excessively wordy or prolix : diffuse
syn see wordy — ver-bose-ly adv — ver-bo5e*ness n — ver-bos-
i.ty \-'bas-3t-e\ n

ver-bo-ten \v3r-'bot-'n\ adj [G] : forbidden; esp : prohibited
unreasonably
ver-bum sap \,v3rb-'m-'sap, -3rn-\ [short for NL verbum sapienti

(sat est) a word to the wise (is sufficient)] : enough said

ver-dan-cy \'v3rd-=n-se\ n : the quality or state of being verdant

ver-dant V'^ntX adj [modif. of MF verdoyant, fr. prp. of verdoyer
to be green, fr. OF verdoier, fr. verd, vert green, fr. L viridis, fr.

virere to be green] 1 a : green in tint or color <-" grass) b : green
with growing plants <^ fields) 2 : unripe in experience or judg-
ment : green — ver-dant-ly adv

verd an-tique or verde an<tique \,v3r-,dan-'tek\ n [It verde antico,

lit., ancient green] 1 : a green mottled or veined serpentine marble
or calcareous serpentine much used for indoor decoration esp. by
the ancient Romans 2 : an andesite porphyry showing crystals

of feldspar in a dark green groundmass
vei*der-er or vei-der*or \'vard-9r-ar\ n [AF, fr. OF verdier, fr.
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verd green] : an English judicial officer having charge of the king's
forest

ver.dict \'v3r-(,)dikt\ n [alter, of ME verdit, fr. AF, fr. OF ver
true (fr. L verus) + dit saying, dictum, fr. L dictum — more at

very] 1 : the finding or decision of a jury on the matter submitted
to them in trial 2 ; opinion, judgment

ver-di-gris X'vard-a-.gres, -,gris, -grss, -,gre\ n [ME vertegrez, fr.

OF vert de Grice, lit,, green of Greece] 1 a : a green or greenish
blue poisonous pigment resulting from the action of acetic acid on
copper and consisting of one or more basic copper acetates
h ; normal copper acetate Cu{C2H30z)2H20 2 : a green or bluish
deposit esp. of copper carbonates formed on copper, brass, or
bronze surfaces

ver<din \'v3rd-'n\ n [F, yellowhammer] ; a very small yellowa
headed titmouse {Auriparus Jlaviceps) found from Texas to Cah-
fornia and southward

ver-dl.ter \'v3rd-3t-3r\ n [MF verd de terre, lit., earth green]
: either of two basic carbonates of copper prepared respectively
from azurite and malachite as well as artificially and yielding a
blue and a green pigment

ver.dure \'var-j3r\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. verrf green] 1 : the greenness
of growing vegetation; also : such vegetation itself 2 : a condition
of health and vigor — ver<dur*ous \'varj-(9-)r3s\ adj — ver-dur-
ous>ness n

ver-dured X'var-jardX adj : covered with verdure
iverge \'varj\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L virga rod, stripe — more at
whisk] 1 a (1) : a rod or staff carried as an emblem of authority
or symbol of office (2) obs : a stick or wand held by a person
being admitted to tenancy while he swears fealty b : the spindle
of a watch balance; esp : a spindle with pallets in an old vertical

escapement c : the male intromittent organ of any of various
invertebrates 2a: something that borders, limits, or bounds:
as (1) : an outer margin of an object or structural part (2) obs
; CIRCLET, RING; also : RIM, BRIM (3) ; the edge of the tiling pro-
jecting over the gable of a roof h : brink, threshold syn see
BORDER

2verge vi l ; to be contiguous 2 : to be on the verge or border
3verge vi [L vergere to bend, incline — more at wrench] 1 a o^ the
sun : to incline toward the horizon : sink b : to move or extend
in some direction or toward some condition 2 ; to be in transition
or change

verg.er \'v3r-j3r\ n 1 Brit i an attendant that carries a verge (as

before a bishop or justice) 2 : a church official who keeps order
during services or serves as an usher or a sacristan
Ver-gil'ian \(,)v3r-'jil-e-3n, -'jil-yan\ adj : of, relating to, or char-
acteristic of Vergil or his writings

ver.glas \ve(3)r-'gla\ n [F, fr. OF verre-glaz, lit., glass ice] : a
thin film of ice on rock

ve>rid-i-cal \v3-'rid-i-k3l\ adj [L veridicus, fr. verus true -H dicere

to say— more at very, diction ] 1 : truthful, veracious 2 : not
illusory : GENUINE — ve-rid-i-cal'Iy \-k(3-)le\ adv

ver.i-ii-able \'ver-3-,fr-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being verified —
ver-i'Ii-able.ness n

ver-i'fi'Ca.tion \,ver-3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n ; the act or process of veri-

fying : the state of being verified

ver.i.ti.er \'ver-3-,fT(-3)r\ n : one that verifies

ver.i-ly \-.fT\ vt [ME verijien, fr. MF verijier, fr. ML verijicare, fr.

L verus true — more at very] 1 ; to confirm or substantiate in
law by oath 2 : to establish the truth, accuracy, or reality of
syn see confirm

ver*i-ly \'ver-3-le\ adv [ME verraily, fr. verray very] 1 ; In very
truth : CERTAINLY 2 : truly, confidently

veri-Sim-i-lar \,ver-3-'sim-C3-)l3r\ adj [L verisimilis} I having the
appearance of truth : probable — veri<5iin*i*lar>ly adv

veri.Si-mil'i'tude \-S3-'mil-3-jt(y)ud\ n [L verisimUitudo, fr.

verisimilis verisimilar, fr. veri similis hke the truth] 1 : the quaUty
or state of being verisimilar 2 ; something verisimilar syn see
TRUTH
ve-rism \'vi(3)r-,iz-3m, 've{3)r-\ n [It verismo, fr. vera true, fr. L
verus"] ; artistic preference of the ordinary to the heroic or legendary
esp. in grand opera — ve-rlst \-3St\ n or adj — vC'iis-'tic \vi(3)r-
'is-tik, ve(3)r-\ adj

ver-i'ta»ble \'ver-3t-3-b3l\ adj : actual, true syn see AtrrHENTic— ver>i'ta=ble=ness n — ver-i-ta-bly \-ble\ adv
ver.i.ty \'ver-3t-e\ n [ME veriie, fr. MF verile, fr. L veritat-,

Veritas, fr. verus true] 1 : the quality or state of being true or real

2 : a true fact or statement; esp ; a necessary truth 3 ; honesty,
veracity syn see truth

ver.juice \'v3r-,jUs\ n [me verjus, fr. MF, fr. vert jus, lit., green
juice] 1 : the sour juice of crab apples or of unripe fruit (as grapes
or apples); also : an acid liquor made from verjuice 2 : acidity

of disposition or manner
ver.meil n [MF. fr. vermeil, adj. — more at vermilion] 1 \'v3r-m3l,
-,mal\ : vermilion 2 \ve(3)r-'ma\ : gilded silver, bronze, or
copper — vermeil adj
vermi- comb jorm [NL, fr. LL, fr. L vermis — more at worm]

; worm {vermiform}
ver-mi.an \'v3r-me-3n\ adj [ISV] : of, relating to, or resembling
worms

ver.mi.cel'li X.vsr-ms-'chel-e, -'sel-X n [It, fr. pi. of vermicello,
dim. of verme worm, fr. L vermis"] ; a dough made in long soUd
strings smaller in diameter than spaghetti

ver.mi'Cide \'v3r-m3-,sTd\ n : an agent that destroys worms
ver.micu-lar \(,)v3r-'mik-y3-l3r\ adj [NL vermicularis, fr. L
vermiculus, dim. of vermis] 1 a : resembling a worm in form or
motion b : vermiculate 2 : of, relating to, or caused by worms

ver.mlcu.late \-l3t\ or ver-micuolat-ed \-,Iat-3d\ adj [L ver-
miculatus, fr. vermiculus] 1 a ; vermiform b : marked with ir-

regular fine lines or with wavy impressed lines <a -^ nut> 2 : tor-
tuous, involute 3^ : full of worms : worm-eaten — ver-mic.u-
la.tion \-,mik-y3-'la-sh3n\ n
ver.miCU.lite \(,)v3r-'mik-y3-,ITt\ n [L vermiculus little worm]

; any of a number of micaceous minerals that are hydrous silicates

derived usu. from alteration of mica whose granules expand greatly
at high temperatures to give a hghtweight highly water-absorbent
material
ver.mi.lorm \'v3r-m3-,f6rra\ adj [NL vermijormis, fr. vermi- +
-jormis form] : resembling a worm in shape

vermiform appendix n : a narrow blind tube usu. about three
or four inches long that extends from the cecum In the lower
right-hand part of the abdomen

ver.mi-luge \'v3r-m3-,fyijj\ adj [prob. fr. (assumed) NL vermi-
fugus, fr. vermi- + L Jugare to put to flight — more at -fuge]
: serving to destroy or expel parasitic worms ; anthelmintic —
vermifuge n

ver.mil'ion or ver.mil-lion Xvsr-'mil-ysnX n [ME vermilioun, fr.

OF vermeillon, fr. vermeil, adj., bright red, vermilion, fr. LL
vermiculus kermes, fr. L. little worm] 1 a : a bright red pigment
consisting of mercuric sulfide b : any of various other red pig-
ments 2 : a variable color averaging a vivid reddish orange
ver-min \'v3r-m3n\ n, pi vermin [ME. fr. MF, fr. L vermis worm— more at worm] 1 : noxious, mischievous, or disgusting animals
of small size, of common occurrence, and difficult to control; also
: birds and mammals that prey upon game 2 : a noxious or of-
fensive person

ver-min. 0. sis \,v3r-m3-'n6-s3s\ n : infestation with or disease
caused by parasitic worms
ver-min-ous \'v3r-m3-n3s\ adj 1 : consisting of or being vermin

: noxious <a '^ brood) 2 : forming a breeding place for or in-
fested by vermin : filthy {^^ garbage) 3 : caused by vermin <s^
disease) — ver.min.Qus.ly adv
ver.miv.o-rous \f,)v3r-'miv-3-r3s\ adj [ISV] : feeding on worms
ver.mouth \v3r-'muth\ n [F vermout, fr. G wermut wormwood,
fr. OHO wermuota — more at wormwood] : a white wine flavored
with aromatic herbs and used as an aperitif or in mixed drinks
iver>nac*U.lar \v3(r)-'nak-y3-l3r\ adj [L vernaculus native, fr.

verna slave born in his master's house, native] la; using a
language or dialect native to a re^on-or country rather than a
literary, cultured, or foreign language b : of, relating to. or being
a nonstandard or substandard language or dialect of a place
region, or country c ; of, relating to, or being the normal spoken
form of a language 2 : applied to a plant or animal in the com-
mon native speech as distinguished from the Latin nomenclature
of scientific classification — ver.nac-u-lar.ly adv
^vernacular n l ; a vernacular language 2 : the mode of expres-
sion of a group or class 3 : a vernacular name of a plant or animal
syn see dialect
ver.nacu.lar.ism \-l3-,rlz-3m\ n : a vernacular word or Idiom
ver.nal \'v3rn-^l\ adj [L vemalis, alter, of vernus, fr. ver spring;
akin to Gk ear spring] 1 : of, relating to, or occurring in the
spring <'-^ equinox) {~ sunshine) 2 : fresh or new like the spring;
also : youthful— ver-nal-ly \-M-e\ adv

ver. nal'iza. lion \,v3rn-''l-3-'za-sh3n\ n ; the act or process of
vernalizing

ver*nal>ize \'v3rn-'l-,Tz\ vt : to hasten the flowering and fruiting

of (plants) by treating seeds, bulbs, or seedlings to induce a
shortening of the vegetative period
ver.na.tion \(,)v3r-'na-sh3n\ n [NL vernation-, vernatio, fr. L
vernatus, pp. of vernare to behave as in spring, fr. vernus vernal]
: the arrangement of foliage leaves within the bud

Ver.ner's law \,ve(3)r-n3rz-\ n [Kari A. Vemer tl896 Dan
philologist] : a statement in historical linguistics: in medial or
final position in voiced environments and when the immediately
preceding vowel did not bear the principal accent in Proto-Indos
European, the Proto-Germanic voiceless fricatives j, \), and x
derived from the Proto-Indo-European voiceless stops p, r, and k
and the Proto-Germanic voiceless fricative s derived from Protos
Indo-European s became the voiced fricatives b, S, g. and z repre-
nted in various recorded Germanic languages by b, d, g, and ;

Vernier tl637 F mathematician]

Til iiTi
T!TTEI

iver-ni.er \'v3r-ne-3r\ n [Pit

1 : a short scale made to slide
along the divisions of a grad-
uated instrument for indicat-
ing parts of divisions 2 : a
small auxiliary device used
with a main device to obtain
fine adjustment
2vernier adj : having or com-
prising a vernier

vernier caliper n : a caliper vernier 1 : 1 regular scale, 2 ver-

gauge with a graduated beam nier scale indicating measurement
and a sliding jaw having a of 27.4

vernier micrometer n : a micrometer caliper having on its barrel

a vernier scale in order to subdivide the smallest readings of the
micrometer
Ver-o.nal \'ver-3-,n61, -3n-^l\ trademark — used for barbital

ive.ron.i'Ca \v3~'ran-i-k3\ n [NL, genus of herbs] : speedwell
^veronica n [ML, fr. Veronica St. Veronica] : an image of Christ's

face said to have been impressed on the handkerchief that St.

Veronica gave him to wipe his face with on the way to his crucifix-

ion; also t a cloth resembling the legendary one of St. Veronica

ver-ru.ca \v3-'ru-k2\ n, pi ver.ru.cae \-(,)ke, -,ki, -,si\ [L —more
at WART] 1 : a wan or warty skin lesion 2 ; a warty elevation on a
plant or animal surface

ver.rUoCOse \v3-'ru-,kos\ adj : covered with warty elevations

ver-sal \'v3rs3l, 'var-\ adj [short for universal] archaic : entire,

WHOLE <as pale as any clout in the «- world —Shak,>
iver-sant Vvsrs-'ntX adj [L versant-, versans, pres. part, of versare,

versari to turn, occupy oneself, meditate] 1 : mentally engaged or
occupied 2 ; experienced, practiced 3 : closely acquainted

: conversant
2ver.sant \'v3rs-'nt, ve(3)r-'sa"\ n [F, fr. MF. fr. prp. of verser to

turn, pour, fr. L versare to turn; fr. its shedding of water] 1 : the

slope of a side of a mountain chain 2 ; the general slope of a
country : inclination

ver-sa.tile \'v3r-S3t-''l\ adj [F or L; F, fr. L versatilis turning

easily, fr. versatus, pp. of versare to turn, fr. versus, pp. of vertere]

1 : changing or fluctuating readily : variable 2 : embracing a

variety of subjects, fields, or skills; also : turning with ease from one
thing to another 3 a (1) : capable of turning forward or backward
: reversible <a ~ toe of a bird) (2) : capable of moving laterally

and up and down <'--' antennae) b oj an anther : having the fila-

ments attached at or near the middle so as to swing freely 4 ; hav-
ing many uses or applications — ver.sa-tile.ly \-=l-(l)e\ adv
— ver.sa.tile.ness \-^l-n3s\ n

9 abut; 3 kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke^v r| sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;

ail out; on chin; e less; e'easy; g gift; i trip; i life

ii loot; ti foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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syn VERSATILE, MANY-SIDED, ALL-AROUND mean having several
skills or abilities, versatile stresses aptitude and facility in several
activities that require skill; many-sided implies breadth of interests

as well as variety of talents; all-around stresses completeness and
symmetry of development as a person or within an activity that has
many phases

ver.sa-til.i.ly \.v9r-s3-'til-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
versatile <a writer of great —

)

vers de so.ci6.t6 \,ve(3ir-d3-,s6s-,ya-'ta\ n [F, society verse]
; witty and typicallv ironic hght verse

iverse \'v3rs\ n [ME vers, fr. OF. fr. L versus. lit., turning, fr.

versus, pp. of verrere to turn — more at worth] 1 : a line of
metrical writing 2 a (U : metrical language (2) : metrical writing
distinguished from poetry esp. by its lower level of intensity

(3) : POETRY 2 b : POEM c ; a body of metrical writing (as of a
period) 3 : stanza 4 : one of the short divisions into which a
chapter of the Bible is traditionally divided

averse vr : to make verse : versify ~ vr 1 : to tell or celebrate in
verse 2 : to turn into verse
averse vr [back-formation fr. versed, fr. L versatus, pp. of versarl
to be active, be occupied (in), pass, of ver5nre to turn, ir. versus, ^p.l
: to familiarize by close association, study, or experience {versed
himself in the theater)

versed sine \'v3rsft)-\ n [NL versus turned, fr. L, pp. of yertere'[

: 1 minus the cosine of an angle
verse-man \'var-sman\ n ; a maker of verses : versifier
vers-er \'v3r-s3r\ n : versifier
ver-Si-cle \'v3r-si-k5l\ n [ME, fr. L versiculus, dim. of versus verse]
1 : a short verse or sentence said or sung in public worship by a
priest or minister and followed by a response from the people
2 : a little verse

vei.si-col-or X'var-sl-.ksl-srX or ver.si.col-ored \-3rd\ adj [L
versicolor, fr. versus, pp. of vertere to turn, change + co\or\
1 : having various colors ; variegated 2 : changeable in color
; iridescent

ver-sicu-lar X.vsr-'slk-ya-larX ad} [L versiculus little verse] : of or
relating to verses or versicles

ver.si.li.ca.tion \,v3r-s3-f3-'ka-sh3n\ n 1 : the making of verses
2 : metrical structure : prosody

ver-Si.fi.er \'v3r-S3-,fT(-3)r\ n : one that versifies

vei'Si^ly \-,fT\ vi ; to compose verses '— v/ 1 ; to relate or describe
in verse 2 : to turn into verse

ver.sine or ver-sin \*v3r-,sTn\ n [by contr.] : versed sine
ver.sion X'var-zhsn. -sh3n\ n [MP, fr. ML version-, versio act of
turning, fr. L versus, pp. of veriere] 1 ; a translation from another
language; esp ; a translation of the Bible or a part of it 2 a : an ac-
count or description from a particular point of view esp. as con-
trasted with another account b : an adaptation of a literary work
<a stage ~ of the novel) c : an arrangement of a musical compo-
sition 3 : a form or variant of a type or original <an experimental^ of the plane) 4 a : a condition in which an organ and esp. the
uterus is turned from its normal position b : manual turning of a
fetus in the uterus to aid dehvery — ver>sion>al X'vsrzh-nal,
'varsh-. -3n-'l\ adj

vers li.bre \ve(3jr-'lebr'\ n, pi vers li<bres \same\ [F] : free

vers-li-brist \-'Ie-brost\ n [F vers-librisie'\ : a writer of free verse
ver.so \'v3r-(,)so\ n [NL verso {jolio) the page being turned]
1 : the side of a page that is to be read second — compare recto
2 : the back cover of a book

verst \'v3rst\ n [F verste &. G werst, fr. Russ versta; akin to L
vertere to tum] ; a Russian unit of distance equal to 0.6629 miles

ver-sus Wsr-sas, -S3z\ prep [ML, towards, against, fr. L, adv., so as
to face, fr. pp. of veriere to turn] 1 : against <John Doe— Richard
Roe) 2 : in contrast to or as the alternative of (free trade '^ pro-
tection)

vert \'V3rt\ n [ME verte, fr. MF vert, fr. vert green — more at
verdant] 1 a : green forest vegetation esp. when forming cover or
providing food for deer b : the right or privilege (as in England) of
cutting living wood or sometimes of pasturing animals in a forest
2 : the color green esp. as a heraldic tincture

•te-brae \-(.)bre, -,bra\ver-te.bra \'v3rt-3-br3\ n. pi
vertebras [L, joint, vertebra, fr.

vertere to turn — more at worth]
; one of the bony or cartilaginous
segments composing the spinal
column, consisting in some lower
vertebrates of several distinct
elements which never become
united, and in higher vertebrates
having a short more or less
cylindrical body whose ends
articulate by pads of elastic or
cartilaginous tissue with those of
adjacent vertebrae and a bony
arch that encloses the spinal cord

ver.te-bral \-br3i\ adj l : of.
relating to. or being vertebrae or
the vertebral column : spinal
2 ; composed of or having verte-
brae — vertebral n — ver-te-
bral.Iy \-br3-le\ adv sixth thoracic vertebra, seen
vertebral column n : spinal from above: l neural spine,
column 2 neural arch. 3 transverse

iver-te.brate \'v3rt-a-br3t, -,brat\ process, 4 spinal foramen,
cdj [NL vertebraius, fr. L, 5 centrum
jointed, fr. vertebra} 1 a : having
a spinal column b : of or relating to the vertebrates 2 : having a
strong tramework suggesting vertebrae 3 : organized or con-
structed in orderly or developed form (a - piece of composition)
avertebrate n [deriv. of NL venebratus] : any of a comprehensive

' ""u. held to be a subphylum of chordates com-
. segmented spinal column together with a

represented by a

division (Vertebrata) i

prising animals with
few primitive forms
notochord

ver.te.bra.tion x.var
tion : FIRMNESS (the soUd ^ of his logic)"

ver.tex \'var-.tcks\ n, pi ver-tex-es or ver-tLces \'v3rt-3-.sez\

ln^Z\yr've;tfr:V^^^^^ ^°P °^-^^^- *^^^^^

farthest from the base

which the backbone

i-sh3n\ n : highly developed organiza-

-'kal-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being

section cf lines or curves b : zenith 1 2 ; the top of the'head 3 : a
principal or highest point ; summit, apex (a monument on the^ of
the hill)

ver.ti.cal \'v3rt-i-k3l\ adj [MF or LL; MF, fr. LL verticalls,
fr. L vertic; vertex'] 1 a : situated at the highest point : directly
overhead or in the zenith b : being an aerial photograph taken
with the camera pointing straight down or nearly so 2a: perpen-
dicular to the plane of the horizon or to a primary axis : upright
b (1) : located at right angles to the plane of a supporting surface
(2) : lying in the direction of an axis : lengthwise 3 ; composed
of economic units on different levels of production or distribution
(a -^ business organization) — vertical n — ver«ti«cal«ly
\-k(3-)le\ adv — ver-ti*cal.ness \-kaI-n3s\ n
syn VERTICAL, perpendicular, plumb mean being at a right angle

with the plane of the horizon, vertical suggests a Une or direction
rising upward toward or approximately toward a zenith; perpen-
dicular may suggest a stiff straightness; it is more likely than
VERTICAL to suggest a straight downward drop; plumb stresses an
exact verticality as determined by the force of gravity

vertical circle n : a great circle of the celestial sphere whose plane
is perpendicular to that of the horizon

vertical tile n : a collection of pamphlets, clippings, and ephemera
(as in a library) that is maintained to answer brief questions
quickly or to provide points of information not easy to locate else-
where

ver-ti-cal-i-ty \
vertical

vertical union n ; industrl\l union
ver-ti-Cil \'v3rt-3-,sil\ n [NL verticillus, dhn. of L vertex whiri] ; a
circle of similar parts (as leaves, flowers, or inflorescences) about
the same point on the axis : whorl

ver-ti.Cil.las-ter \,v3rt-3-,sil-'as-t3r\ n [NL. fr. verticillus + L
-aster, suffix denoting partial resemblance] : a mixed inflorescence
esp. of mints that consists of a pair of much-condensed nearly
sessile cymes arranged around an axis like a true verticil — ver-ti-
cil-las-trate \-'as-,trat\ adj

ver.ti.Cil'late \,v3rt-3-'sil-at\ adj : arranged in verticils : whorled;
esp : arranged in a transverse whorl like the spokes of a wheel (~
leaves) (a ~_shell) — ver>ti'CiMate*Iy adv — ver-ti-ciMa'tion
\,v3rt-3-.sil-'a-sh3n\ n

ver.ti.cil.li.um \.v3rt-3-'sil-e-om\ n [NL, genus name, fr. verti-

cillus] : any of a genus {Verticillium) of imperfect fungi including
several that cause destructive wilts in plants

ver.tig.i-nous \(,)v3r-"lij-3-nss\ adj [L vertiginosus, fr. vertigin-,
vertigo] 1 ; characterized by or suffering from vertigo : dizzy
2 : giddy, inconstant 3 : causing or tending to cause dizziness
4 ; marked by turning ; rotary (the '^ motion of the earth)— ver.tig.i.nous-ly adv

ver-ti.go \'v3rt-i-.go\ n, pi ver.tl.goes or ver-tig-i-nes \(,)v^r-
'tij-3-,ne2\ [L verfigin-, vertigo, fr. vertere to turn] 1 a : a dis-
ordered state in which the individual or his environs seem to whirl
dizzily ; giddiness b : a dizzy confused state of mind 2 : dis-
ordered vertiginous movement as a symptom of disease iu lower
animals; also : a disease (as gid) causing this

ver.tu \,v3r-'tu. ve(3)rA var oj virtu
Ver-tum.nus \ (,iv3r-'t3m-n3s\ n [ L ] : the god of the changing sea-
sons and of developing vegetation in Roman mythology

ver.vain \'v3r-,van\ n [ME \erveine, fr. MF, fr. L verbena, sing, of
verbenae sacred boughs, certain medicinal plants; akin to L verber
rod, Gk rhahdos] i any of a genus {Verbena of the family Ver-
benaceae, the vervain family) of plants; esp : one with small spicate
flowers

verve \'v3rv. •vcf3)r\'\ n [F. fantasy, caprice, animation, fr. L verba,
pi. of verbum word — more at word] 1 archaic : special ability or
talent 2 a : the spirit and enthusiasm animating artistic composi-
tion or performance : vivAcrrv b : energy, vrrALiTY

ver»vet \'v3r-v3t\ n [F] : a southern and eastern African guenon
monkey {Cercopiihecus pygerythrus) related to the grivet but having
the face, chin, hands, and feet black
ivery \'ver-e\ adj [ME verray, verry, fr. OF verai, fr. (assumed)
VL veracus, alter, of L verac-, verax truthful, fr. verus true; akin to
OE H'ar true, OHG wdra trust, care. Gk era (ace.) favor]
1 a : properly entitled to the name or designation : true b ; ac-
tual, REA.L c : simple, plain <in ^ truth) 2 a : exact, precise
(-^ heart of the city) b : exactly suitable or necessary (the "^ thing
for the purpose) 3 a : absolute, utter (the veriest fool alive)
b : sheer, unqualified (the "- shame of it) 4 : mere, bare (the '^
thought terrified him) 5 : SEtJS.AME, identical (the '^ man I saw>
6 : special, particular syn see same

2very adv l : to a high degree : exceedingly (a ~ hot day> (~
much better) 2 : in actual fact : truly (the '^ best store in town)
(told the ^ same story)

very high frequency n : a radio frequency in the range of the radio
spectrum above high frequency; specif : such a frequency in the
part of the band between 100 and 156 megacycles — see r.\dio
FREQi'ENCY table
Very light \,ver-e-. ,viO)r-e-\ n [Edward W. Very tl9I0 Am naval
officer] : a pyrotechnic signal in a system of signaling using white
or colored balls of fire projected from a special pistol

very low frequency n : a radio frequency in the lowest range of the
radio spectrum — see radio frequency table
Very pistol n [Edward W. Very] : a pistol for firing Very lights

Very Reverend — used as a title for various ecclesiastical officials

(as cathedral deans and canons, rectors of Roman Catholic colleges
and seminaries, superiors of some religious houses, and some
prelates having the title monsignor)

ve.si-ca \v3-'se-k3, -'sTA n, pi ve-si-cae \-'se-,kT; -•si-(,)ke, -'sT-

(,)se\ [L — more at venter] ; bladder
ves*i.cal \'ves-i-k3l\ adj ; of or relating to a bladder and esp. to the
urinary bladder

ves-i'Cant \-k3nt\ n [L vesica bladder, blister] : an agent (as a
drug or a plant substance) that induces blistering — vesicant adj

ves-i.cate \'ves_-3-,kat\ vb [L vesica blister] : busier — ves'i-ca-
tion \,ves-3-'ka-sh9n\ n

ves-i-ca.to.ry \'ves-i-k3-.tor-e, -.t6r-\ adj or n : vesicant
ves.i-Cle \'ves-i-kal\ n [MF vesicule, fr. L vesicula small bladder.
bUster, fr. dim. of vesica] : a body felt to resemble a bladder esp.
In constituting a small thin-walled cavity as a : a plant or animal
structure (as a cyst, vacuole, or cell\ in the form of a membranous
cavity; esp i one filled with fluid b : a small elevation of the cuticle
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of the skin containing a clear watery fluid : buster c : a small
cavity in a mineral or rock

ve>sic-u>IaT \v3-'sik-v9-lar, ve-\ adj [NL vesicula vesicle, fr. L.
small bladder] 1 ; or or relating to vesicles and esp. to the alveoli
of the lungs 2 : having the form of structure of a vesicle 3 : con-
taining, composed of, or characterized by vesicles : vesiculate— ve-sic-U'lar-ly adv

1ve >sic-u*late \-l3t\ adj 1 : containing or covered with vesicles
2 : VESICULAR 2

2ve-sic-u.late \-,lat\ vt : to make vesicular — v/ : to become vesic-
ular — ve-sic>n-la-tion Xvs-.sik-ya-'la-shsn, (,)ve-\ n

ves.pal \'ves-psl\ adj [L vespa wasp — more at wasp] ; of or relat-

ing to wasps
ives-per \'ves-p3r\ n [ME, fr. L, evening, evening star — more at
WEST] 1 cap ; EVENING STAR 2 : a vesper bell 3 archaic : eve-
ning. EVENTIDE

2vesper adj : of or relating to vespers or the evening
ives.per-al \'ves-p(3-)r3l\ ad/ : vesper <a~ breeze); esp : crepus-
cular 2 <"- insects)

2vesperal n l ; a book containing the office and music for vespers
2 : an altar cover used to protect the white altar cloths between
ceremonies

Ves-pers \'ves-p3rz\ n pi but sing or pi in constr, ojten cap [F
vespres. It. ML vesperae, fr. L, pi. of vespera evening; akin to L vc^-

per evening] 1 : the 6th of the canonical hours 2 : even-
song 2 3 : a late afternoon or evening worship service

ves-per>tll>ian X.ves-psr-'til-e-an, -'til-y3n\ adj [L vespertilio bat,
fr. vesper'\ : of or relating to bats

ves>per-tl-ual \-'tTn-'l\ adj : vespertine
ves.per-tine \'ves-p3r-,tTn\ adj [L vespertinus, fr. vesperZ 1 a : of

,

relating to, or occurring in the evening b : resembling that of
evening <'^ shadows) 2 : active or flourishing in the evening
; CREPUSCULAR: as a ; feeding or flying in early evening h ; blos-
soming in the evening

ves«pi*ary \'ves-pe-,er-e\ n [L vespa + E -iary (as in apiary)'\ \ a
nest of a social wasp or the colony inhabiting it

ves-pid \'ves-p3d\ n [deriv. of L vespa wasp — more at wasp] t any
of a cosmopolitan family (Vespidae) of hymenopterous insects
comprising the social wasps that live in colonies like bees— vespid

ves-pine \'ves-,pTn\ adj [L vespa wasp] : of, relating to, or resem-
bling wasps and esp. vespid wasps

ves.sel \'ves-3l\ n [ME. fr. OF vaissel, fr. LL vascellum, dim. of L
vas vase, vessel — more at vase] 1 a : a hollow or concave utensil
(as a hogshead, bottle, kettle, cup, or bowl) for holding something
b : a person into whom some quality (as grace) is infused 2 a : a
craft bigger than a rowboat for navigation of the water b : any of
various aircraft 3 a : a tube or canal (as an artery) in which a
body fluid is contained and conveyed or circulated b : a conduct-
ing tube in a vascular plant formed by the fusion and loss of end
walls of a series of cells

ivest \'vest\ vb [ME vesten, fr. MF vestir to clothe, invest, fr. L
vestire to clothe, fr. vestis clothing, garment — more at wear] vt

1 a ; to place or give into the possession or discretion of some
person or authority; esp : to give to a person a legally fixed im-
mediate right of present or future enjoyment of (as an estate)

b : to clothe with a particular authority, right, or property 2 : to
clothe with or as if with a garment; esp : to garb in ecclesiastical
vestments -^ vi 1 ; to become legally vested 2 : to put on gar-
ments; esp : to robe in ecclesiastical vestments

2vest n [F veste, fr. It, fr. L vestis garment] 1 archaic a : a loose
outer garment : robe b : clothing, garb 2 a ; a man's sleeveless
garment worn under a suit coat : waistcoat b ; a similar garment
for women c : a protective garment worn on active military duty
or in or on the water 3 a chiejly Brit : a man's undershirt b : a
knitted undershirt for women 4 : a plain or decorative piece used
to fill in the front neckline of a woman's outer garment (as a waist,
coat, or gown) — vest-like \-,lik\ adj

ves-ta \'ves-t3\ n [L Vesta"] 1 cap : the goddess of the hearth
and hearth fire in Roman mythology 2 : a short match with a
shank of thin wax taper; also : a short wooden match
lyes-tal \'vest-=l\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the Roman goddess Vesta
2 a : of or relating to a vestal virgin b : chaste — ves>tal»ly
\-'l-e\ adv

2vestal n 1 : a virgin consecrated to the Roman goddess Vesta and to
the service of watching the sacred fire perpetually kept burning
upon her altar 2 : a pure and chaste woman (as a virgin or nun)

vested interest n 1 a : an interest (as a title to an estate) carrying
a legal right of present or future enjoyment and of present aliena-
tion b : an interest (as in an existing poUtical, economic, or social
arrangement) in which the holder has a strong personal commit-
ment 2 : one having a vested interest in something and esp. an
existing economic or political privilege

vest-ee \ve-'ste\ n l : dickey; esp : one made to resemble a vest
and worn under a coat 2 : vest 4

veS'ti.ary \'ves-te-,er-e, *ves(h)-che-\ n [ME vestiarie, fr. OF,
vestry — more at vestry] 1 ; a room (as in a monastery) where
clothing is kept 2 : clothing, raiment; esp : a set of clerical vest-
ments

ves.tib-U'lar \ve-'stib-y3-l3r\ adj ; of, relating to, or functioning as
a vestibule

ves-ti*bule \'ves-t3-,byu(3)l\ n [L vestibulumi 1 a : a passage,
hall, or room between the outer door and the interior of a building
: LOBBY b : an enclosed entrance at the end of a railway passenger
car 2 : any of various bodily cavities esp. when serving as or re-

sembling an entrance to some other cavity or space: as a : the
central cavity of the bony labyrinth of the ear or the parts of the
membranous labyrinth that it contains b ; the part of the left

ventricle below the aortic orifice

ves.ti.buled \-,byii(3)ld\ adj : having a vestibule

vestibule school n : a school organized in an industrial plant to
train new workers in specific skills

ves-tige \'ves-tij\ n [F. fr. L vestigium footstep, footprint, track,
vestige] 1 a (1) : a trace or visible sign left by something vanished
or lost (2) ; a minute remaining amount b : the mark of a foot on
the earth : track 2 : a small and degenerate or imperfectly devel-
oped bodily part or organ that renjains from one more fully devel-

Episcopal parish
ves>try>man \-m3n\ n
vestry

oped In an earlier stage of the IndivtduaU In a past generation, or in
closely related forms syn see trace— ves-ti*gial \ve-'stij-^-)al\
adj— ves>ti-giaMy \-e\ adv
vest>ment \'ves(t)-m3nt\ n [ME vestement, fr. OF, fr. L vesti-
menlum, fr. vestire to clothe] 1 a : an
outer garment; esp : a robe of ceremony or
office b pi : clothing, garb 2 : a cov-
ering resembling a garment <the verdant^ which spring spreads over the land)
3 : one of the articles of the ceremonial
attire and insignia worn by ecclesiastical
officiants and assistants as indicative of
their rank and appropriate to the rite
being celebrated — vest-men-tal \ves(t)-
'ment-'l\ adj

vest-pock.el \.vest-,pak-3t\ adj ; adapted
to fit into the vest pocket ; of very small
size or scope

ves.tiy \'ves-tre\ n [ME vestrle, prob.
modif. of MF vestiarie, fr. ML vestiarium,
fr. L vestirej 1 a : a room in a church
building for the vestments of the clergy,
the altar linen and hangings, and the
sacred vessels — called also sacristy b : a
storage place for clothing c : a room used
for church meetings and classes 2 a ; the
business meeting of an English parish;
also : the parishioners assembled for it

b : an elective body administering the
temporal affairs and ministerial relations vestments 3 of 16th

century archbishop: 1
a member of a alb, 2 apparel on alb,

3 stole, 4 tunicle, 5 dal-
ives-tuie \'ves(h)-char\ n [ME, fr. MF. matic 6 chasuble,
fr. vestir to clothe — more at vest] 1 a ; a 7 mample, S palUum,
covering garment (as a robe or vestment) P amice, 10 miter, II
b : clothing, apparel 2 : something lappet, J2 crosier
that covers like a garment

2vesture vt : to cover with vesture : clothb
ve>su-vi>au \v3-'su-ve-3n\ n 1 [G, fr. Vesuv Vesuvius, volcano In
Italy] : idocrase 2 iVesuvian, adj. (of Vesuvius)] : a match or
fusee used esp, formerly for lighting cigars

ve.su-vi-an.ite \-ve-3-,nTt\ n : idocrase
ivet \'vet\ n ; veterinarian, veterinary
2vet vt vet-ted; vet-ting 1 a : to provide veterinary care for (an
animal) or medical care for (a person) b : to subject (a person or
animal) to a physical examination or checkup 2 : to subject to
expert appraisal or correction

3vet adj or n : veteran
vetch \'vech\ n [ME vecche, fr. ONF veche, fr. L vicia: akin to OB
wicga insect, L vincire to bind, OE w'lr wire] : any of a genus iVida)
of herbaceous twining leguminous plants including valuable rodder
and soil-building plants

vetch.ling \-Iio\ n : any of various small leguminous plants (genus
Lathyrus and esp. L. pratensis)

vet-er-an yvet-a-rsn, 've-tranX n [L veteranus, fr. veteranus old, of
long experience, fr. veter-, vetus old — more at wether] la (1) ; an
old soldier of long service (2) ; a former member of the armed
forces b : a person of long experience in politics, a profession, or
some other occupation or skill 2 ; an old tree usu. over two feet

in diameter breast high — veteran adj
Veterans Day n : November 11 observed as a legal holiday in the
U.S. in commemoration of the end of hostiUties in 1918 and 194S

veterans' preference n : preferential treatment given qualified
veterans of the U. S. armed forces under federal or state law; specif

; special consideration (as by allowance of points) on a civil

service examination
vet-er>i-nar'i>an X.vet-a-ran-'er-e-sn, .ve-trsn-, ,vet-'n-\ n : one
qualified and authorized to treat diseases and injuries of animals
tvet-er-i-nary X'vet-s-ran-.er-e, 've-tran-, 'vet-'n-\ adj [L veteri-

narius of beasts of burden, fr. veterinae beasts of burden, fr. fem. pi.

of veterinus of beasts of burden; akin to L veter-^ vetus old] ; of,

relating to, or being the science and art of prevention, cure, or alle-

viation of disease and injury in animals and esp. domesdc animals
2veterinary n : veterinarian
veterinary surgeon n, Brit : veterinarian
vet-i-ver \'vet-3-v3r\ n [F vetiver, fr. Tamil vettiver'i : an East In-
dian grass {Vetiveria zizanioides) cultivated in warm regions esp.

for its fragrant roots used for making mats and screens and in per-
fumes; also : its root
ive-to \'vet-(,)o\ n, pi vetoes [L, I forbid, fr. vetare to forbid]

1 : an authoritative prohibition ; interdiction 2 a : a power of
one department or branch of a government to forbid or prohibit
finally or provisionally the carrying out of projects attempted by
another department; esp : a power vested in a chief executive to
prevent permanently or temporarily the enactment of measures
passed by a legislature b (1) : the exercise of such authority

(2) : a message communicating the reasons of an executive and esp.

the president of the U. S. for vetoing a proposed law
2veto vt : to refuse to admit or approve : pROHiBrr; also : to refuse

assent to (a legislative bill) so as to prevent its enactment or cause
its reconsideration — ve-tO'Cr \-,6(-3)r\ n

vex \'veks\ vt vexed also vext; vex-ing [ME vexen, fr. MF vexer,

fr. L vexare to agitate, trouble, vex] 1 a : to bring trouble, distress,

or agitation to b : to bring physical distress to c : to irritate or
annoy by petty provocations ; harass d : puzzle, baffle 2 : to

debate or discuss at length <a vexed question) 3 : to shake or toss

about syn see annoy
vex>a-tion \vek-'sa-sh3n\ n 1 : the quality or state of being vexed

: iRRrrATiON 2 : the act of harassing or vexing : troubling 3 : a
cause of trouble : affliction

vex>a>tious \-shas\ adj 1 a : causing vexation : distressing b : in-

tended (as litigation) to harass 2 : full of disorder or stress

: troubled — vex-a>tious*ly adv — vex-a*tions>ness n
vexed-ly \'vek-s3d-le, 'veks-tle\ adv : in a vexed marmer
ivex-il-'lary \'vek-sa-,ler-e\ n [L vexillarius, fr. vexillumi 1 : a
veteran under a special standard In an ancient Roman army
2 ; standard-bearer

9 abut; ^ kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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viaduct

avexUlary adj l ; of or relating to an ensign or standard 2 : of,

relating to, or being a vexillum
veX'il'late \'vek-s3-,Iat, vek-'sil-3t\ adj : having a vexillum

veXfil.lum \vek-'sil-3ni\ n, pi vex-lMa \-3\ [L] 1 : a square flag

of the ancient Roman cavalry 2 : standard 8a 3 : the web or
vane of a feather 4 : a company of ancient Roman troops serving

under one standard
via \,vT-3, ,ve-3\ prep [L, abl. of via way; akin to Gk hiesthai to
hurry — more at vim] 1 : by way of 2 : through the medium of;

also : by means of
Vi.a.toil.i'ty \,vT-9-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being viable

Vi.a.ble \'vr-3-b3l\ adj [F, fr. MF, fr. vie Ufe, fr. L vi/a — more at

vital] 1 : capable of living; esp ; born aUve with such form and
development of organs as to be normally capable of living 2 : capa-
ble of growing or developing (/^ seeds) <'-« eggs) 3 : workable— vi-a-bly \-bIe\ adv
via-duct \'vr-3-,dakt\ n [L via way,
road + E -duct (as in aqueduct)^
1 ; a bridge esp. when resting on a
series of narrow reinforced concrete
or masonry arches, having high sup-
porting towers or piers, and carry-
ing a road or railroad over an ob-
struction (as a valley or river)

2 : a steel bridge made up of short
spans carried on high sieel towers

rt.al \'vT(-3)l\ n [ME Jiole, viole, fr.

MF jiole, fr. OProv jiola, fr. L
phiala — more at phial] ; a small
vessel for Uquids
via _ me-dia X.vl-a-'med-e-a; ,ve-3-

'mad-e-a. -'med-\ n [L] : a middle
way

Vi*and \'v7-3nd\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML vivanda food, alter, of L
vivenda, neut. pi. of vivendus, gerundive of vivere to live — more
at QUICK] 1 : an article of food 2 pi : provisions, food

vi-at.I.cum Xvl-'at-i-ksm, ve-\ n, pi viaticums or vi-at^i-ca \-ka\
[L — more at voyage] 1 a : an allowance (as of transporiation or
supplies and money) for traveling expenses b : provisions for a
journey 2 : the Christian Eucharist given to a person in danger of
death

vi-a-tor \vi-'at-ar, ve-'a-,t6(a)r\ n [L, fr. viaj : traveler, way-
farer

vl'hran.cy \'vi-br3n-se\ n : the quality or state of being vibrant
: VIBRATION

vi-hrant \-br3nt\ adj 1 a (1) ; vibrating, pulsing (2) : pulsating
with Ufe, vigor, or activity b (1 ) : readily set in vibration (2) : re-
sponsive, SENSITIVE 2 : sounding as a result of vibration : reso-
nant — vi-hrant'ly adv

vi^bra.phone \'vT-bTa-.f6n\ n [L vibrare + ISV -phoned : a percus-
sion musical instrument resembling the xylophone but having metal
bars and motor-driven resonators for sustaining the tone and pro-
ducing a vibrato — vl'tora-phou-ist \-,fo-n3st\ n

vi-brate \'vi-,brat\ vb [L vibratus, pp. of vibrare to shake, vibrate— more at wipe] vt 1 : to swing or move to and fro 2 : to emit
with or as if with a vibratory motion 3 : to mark or measure by
oscillation <a pendulum vibrating seconds) 4 : to set in vibraiion
— VI 1 a : to move to and fro or from side to side : oscillate
b : WAVER <-^ between opinions) 2 : to be in a state of vibration
: QUIVER 3 : to respond sympathetically : thrill <--^ to the oppor-
tunity') syn see swing

vi'bra-tile X'vT-brat-'l, -br3-,tTl\ adj 1 : characterized by vibration
2 : adapted to or used in vibratorymotion (the™-' organs of insects)— vi-bra'til-i'ty \,vi-br3-'til-3i-e\ n

Vi>bra*tlon \vT-'bra-shan\ h 1 a : aperiodic motion of the particles
of an elastic body or medium in alternately opposite directions
from the position of equilibrium when that equilibrium has been
disturbed (as when a stretched cord produces musical tones or
particles of air transmit sounds to the ear) b : the action of vibrat-
ing ; the state of being vibrated or in vibratory motion: as (1) : OS-
CILIATION (2) : a quivering or trembling motion ; quiver 2 : an
instance of vibration 3 : vacillation in opinion or action : waver-
ing — vi^bra-tion-al X-shnsl, -sh3n-^l\ adj — vi«bra'tion»less
\-sh3n-l3S\ adj

yi-bra-tive \'vr-,brat-iv, -brst-\ adj : vibratory
yi.bra.to \ve-'brat-(,)6\ n, pi vibratos tit. pp. of vibrare to vi-
brate, fr, L] : a slightly tremulous effect imparted to vocal or in-
strumental tone for added warmth and expressiveness by sUght and
rapid variations in pitch

vi.bra.tor \'vT-,brat-3r\ n l : one that vibrates or causes vibra-
tion: as a : a vibrating electrical apparatus used in massage b : a
vibrating device (as in an electric bell or buzzer) 2 : an electro-
magnetic device that converts low direct current to pulsating direct
current or alternating current
vi-bra.to-ry \'vT-br9-,tor-e, -,t6r-\ adj 1 : consisting in, capable of,
or causing vibration or oscillation 2 : vibrant, vibrating

Vib-rlO \'vib-re-,o\ n [NL. genus name, fr. L vibrare to vibrate]
: any of a genus (Vibrio) of short rigid motile bacteria typicahy
shaped like acomma or an S — vib.ri.oid \-re-,6id\ adj— vib-ri-
on-ic \,vib-re-'an-ik\ adj

vib.ri.o.sis \.vib-re-'o-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Vitriol : infestation with or
disease caused by vibrios

yi-bris.sa \vT-'bris-3, v3-\ n. pi yt-bris-sae \vr-*bris-(.)e; va-'bris-
(.)e, -,T\ [L; akin to L vibrare^ 1 : one of the stiff hairs esp. about
the nostrils or on other parts of the face in many mammals that
often serve as tactile organs 2 : one of the bristly feathers near the
mouth of many and esp. insectivorous birds that may help lo pre-
vent the escape of insects — yi-bris-sal \-'bris-3l\ adj

yi-bro. graph \'vT-br3-,graf\ n [L vibrare H- ISV -o- + -graph] : an
instrument to observe, measure, and record vibrations

yi.brom.e.ter \vT-'bram-3t-3r\ n [L vi6rare + -a- + -meter'}
: VIBROGRAPH

yi.bur.niun Xvl-'bar-nsmV n [NL, genus name, fr. L, wayfaring
tree] : any of a genus [Viburnum) of widely distributed shrubs or
trees of the honeysuckle family with simple leaves and white or
rarely pink cymose flowers

VJC-ar \'vik or\ n [ME, fr. L vicarlus, fr. vicarius vicarious] 1 : one
serving as a substitute or agent; specij : an administrative deputy
2 : the priest of an Anglican parish of which the tithes are owned by
a layman or formerly by a religious house 3 : an Anglican or

Episcopal minister having charge of a mission or dependent parish— ylc-ai'Ship \-.ship\ n
Vi'Cara \vi-'kar-a\ trademark — used for a woolly protein textile

fiber from corn zein used esp. in blends with other fibers
yicar-age \'vik-3-rij\ n 1 ; the benefice of a vicar 2 : the house
of a vicar 3 ; vicariate 1

vicar apostolic n, pi ylcars apostolic : a Roman Catholic titular

bishop who governs a territory not yet organized as a diocese
yic.ar.ate \'vik-a-r3t, -,rat\ n : vicariate
vicar lo-rane \-f6-'ran, -fs-; -'for-sn, -'far-\ n, pi ylcars lorane
[hL foranus situated on the outside — more at foreign] : dean lb

vicar-general n, pi vicars-general : an administrative deputy of a
Roman CathoUc or Anglican bishop or of the head of a religious
order

Vi-car-i-al \vT-'kar-e-3l, va-, -'ker-\ adj [L vicarius'} 1 : dele-
gated, DEPLTtED 2 : of or relating to a vicar

Vi-car-i-ate \-e-3t\ n [ML vicariatus, fr. L vicarius vicar] 1 ; the
office, jurisdiction, or tenure of a vicar 2 : the office or district of a
governmental administrative deputy

Vi-car'i«OUS \vr-'kar-e-3s. -'ker-X adj [L vicarius, fr. view change,
alternation, stead — more at week] 1 : serving instead of someone
or something else : delegated 2 : performed or suffered by one
person as a substitute for another or to the benefit or advantage of
another : substitutionary <'^ sacrifice') 3 : experienced or
realized through imaginative or sympathetic participation in the
experience of another 4 : occurring in an unexpected or abnormal
part of the body instead of the usual one (bleeding from the gums
sometimes replaces the discharge from the uterus in -^ menstrua-
tion) — yl«car-i.ous-ly adv — vi-car-i-ous-ness n
Vicar ol Christ : the Roman CathoUc pope
tyice \'vis\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. L viiium fault, vice] 1 a : moral de-
pravity or corruption : wickedness b : a moral fault or failing

c : foible 2 : blemish, defect 3 : a physical imperfection, de-
formity, or taint 4 a ojten cap ; a character representing one of the
vices in an English morality play b : buffoon, jester 5 : an ab-
normal behavior pattern in a domestic animal detrimental to its

health or usefulness 6 : sexual immorality; esp : PROSTrruTiOfcl

syn see fault, offense
2vice n [ME vis, vice screw, fr. MF vis, viz something winding]
chiejly Brit ; vise

3Vice v^ chiejly Brit ; visE
4vi.ce \'vT-se\ prep [L, abl. of vicis change, alternation, stead —
more at week] : in the place of : succeeding

vice- \(')vls, .vTs\ prejix [ME vis-, vice-, fr. MF, fr. LL vice-, fr.

L vice, abl. of vicis] ; one that takes the place of (vice-consul)

vice ad-mi-ral \(')vT-'sad-mi3-)r3l\ n [MF visamiral, fr. vis- vice-

+ amiral admiral] : a commissioned officer in the navy ranking
below an admiral and above a rear admiral
vice-Chan. eel.lor \('WTs-'chan(t)-s(a-)lar\ n [ME vichauncellor,
fr. MF vischancelier, fr. vis- 4- chancelier chancellor] : an officer
ranking next below a chancellor and serving as his deputy; esp : a
judge appointed to act for or to assist a chancellor
vice-con. 3Ul \-'kan(t)-s3l\ n : a consular officer subordinate to a
consul general or to a consul

yice.ge.ren-cy \-'jir-3n-se\ n : the office or jurisdiction of a vice-

gerent
Vice.ge.rent \-ant\ n [ML vicegerent-, vicegerens, fr. LL vice- +
L gerent-, gerens, prp. of gerere to carry, carry on— more at cast]
: an administrative deputy of a king or magistrate

yi.cen.ni-al \vT-'sen-e-aI\ adj [LL vicennium period of 20 years, fr.

L vicies 20 times + annus year; akin to L viginti twenty — more at

VIGESIMAL, annual] I Occurring once every 20 years
vice-pres-i.den.cy \(')vTs-'prez-3d-an-se, -'prez-dan- also -a-

,den(t)-se\ n : the office of vice-president
yice-pres.i.dent \-'prez-ad-3nt, -'prez-dant also -&-,dent\ n 1 ; an
officer next in rank to a president and usu. empowered to serve as
president in that officer's absence or disability 2 : a president's
deputy in charge of a particular location or function

vice.re. gal \(')vTs-'re-gal\ adj ; of or relating to a viceroy — vice-
re-gal'ly \-g9-le^ adv

vice-re. gent \-'i-e-j3nt\ n : a regent's deputy
vicereine \'vTs-,ran\ n [F, fr. vice- + reine queen, fr. L regina,

fem. of reg', rex king — more at royal] 1 : the wife of a viceroy
2 : a woman viceroy

Vice.roy \*vTs-,r6i\ n [MF vice-roi, fr. vice- -i- roi king, fr. L reg-,

rex — more at royal] 1 : the governor of a country or province
who rules as the representative of his king or sovereign 2 : a showy
American butterfly {Limenitis archippus) closely mimicking the
monarch in coloration but smaller

vice.roy.al.ty \'vTs-,r6i(-3U-te, vis-'\ n ; the office, jurisdiction, or
term of service of a viceroy

vice.roy-ship \'vTs-,r6i-,ship\ n ; viceroyalty
vice squad n ; a police squad charged with enforcement of laws
concerning vice

Vice ver.sa \.vT-si-'var-S3, CWTs-'var-V adv [L] ; with the alterna-
tion or order changed ; conversely

Vi.chys-soise \,vish-e-'swaz. ,ve-she-\ n [F. fr. fem. of vichyssois

of Vichy, fr. Vichy, France] t a soup made of pureed leeks or
onions and potatoes, cream, chicken stock, and seasoning and usu.
served cold

vi-chy water \'vish-e-\ n iVichy, France] : soda water 2a
Vici.nage \'vis-'n-ij, *vis-nij\ n [ME vesinage, fr. MF, fr. vesin

neighboring, fr. L vicinus} : a neighboring or surrounding district

: vicinity
Vic*i.nal \Vis-'n-3l. 'vis-n9l\ adj [L vicinalis, fr. vicinus neighbor,
fr. vicinus neighboring] 1 : of or relating to a hmited district

: local 2 : of, relating to, or being the subordinate forms or
faces on a crystal which sometimes take the place of the fundamental
ones

Vi-Cin-l-ty \v3-'sin-at-e\ n [MF vicinlte, fr. L vicinitat-, vicinitas, fr.

vicinus neighboring, fr. vicus row of houses, village; akin to Goth
weihs village, Gk oikos, oikia house] 1 : the quality or state of
being near ; proxlmtty 2 : a surrounding area or district : neigh-
borhood

vi.cious \'vlsh-as\ adj 1 : having the nature or quality of vice or
immorahty ; depraved 2 ; DEFEcrrvE. faulty; also : invalid
3 : impure, noxious 4 : dangerously aggressive : savage
6 : MALICIOUS, spiteful 6 : worsened by internal causes that
reciprocally augment each other i--^ wage-price spiral) — vi-
cious-ly adv — vi*cioas.ness n
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Syn VILLAINOUS, INIQUITOUS, NEFARIOUS, FLAGITIOUS, INFAMOUS,
CORRUPT, DEGENERATE: VICIOUS may directly oppose virtuous in
implying moral depravity, or may connote malignancy, cruelty, or
destructive violence; villainous applies to any evil, depraved, or
vile conduct or characteristic; iniquitous implies absence of all

signs of justice or fairness; nefarious suggests flagrant breaching of
time-honored laws and traditions of conduct; flagitious and
INFAMOUS suggest shameful and scandalous wickedness; corrupt
stresses a loss of moral integrity or probity causing betrayal of
principle or sworn obligations; degenerate suggests having sunk
to an esp. vicious or enervated condition

Vicious Circle n l : a chain of events in which the solution of one
difficulty creates a new problem involving increased difficulty

2 : an argument or definition that overtly or covertly assumes some-
thing that is to be proved or defined 3 : a chain of abnormal pro-
cesses in which a primary disorder leads to a second which in turn
aggravates the first

Vi-CiS'Si.tude \v9-'sis-3-,t(y)Ud, vT-\ n [MF, fr. L vicissitudo, fr.

vicissim in turn, fr. vicis change, alternation — more at week]
1 a ; the quality or state of being changeable : mutability h ; nat-
ural change or mutation visible in nature or in human affairs

2 a : an accident of fortune (as of prosperity or happiness) b ; al-

ternating change : succession syn see change, difficulty
Vi-cis.si.tu.di.nous \v3-,sis-3-'t(y)iid-n3s, CJvi-, -=n-3s\ adj [L
vicissitudin-, vicissitudol : marked by or filled with vicissitudes

Victim \'vik-t3m\ n [L viciima: akin to OHG wih holy, Skt
vinakti he sets apart] 1 : a living being sacrificed to a deity or in the
performance of a religious rite 2 : someone injured, destroyed, or
sacrificed under any of various conditions 3 : someone tricked or
duped

ViO<tim>iza>tion X.vik-ts-ma-'za-shanX n : the act of victimizing

; the state of being victimized
Vic-tiin-ize \'vik-t3-,mTz\ vt 1 : to make a victim of : sacrifice
2 : to subject to deception or fraud : cheat — viC'tini>iz»er n

Victor \'vik-t3r\ n [ME, fr. L, fr. victus, pp. of vincere to conquer,
win; akin to OE wlgan to fight, OSlav viku strength] : one that
defeats an enemy or opponent : winner — victor adj

Victor — a communications code word for the letter v

Victo-ria \vik-'t5r-e-3, -'t6r-\ n [ Victoria tl901 queen of England]
1 ; a low four-wheeled pleasure
carriage for two with a calash
top and a raised seat in front for
the driver 2 : an open passen- "'^t;^^^*^!^;^
ger automobile with a calash ^^C\!wl
top that usu. extends over the '^" '

rear seat only 3 [NL, genus
name, fr. Queen Victoria} ; any
of a genus {Victoria) of So.
American aquatic plants of the
water-lily family with large victoria 1
spreading leaves often over 5
feet in diameter and immense rose-white flowers
Victoria Cross n [Queen Victorial : a bronze Maltese cross
awarded to members of the British armed services for acts of re-

markable valor
iVicto-ri-an \vik-'tor-e-3n, -'t6r-\ adj 1 ; of or relating to the
reign of Queen Victoria of England or the art, letters, or taste of her
time 2 : typical of the moral standards or conduct of the age of
Victoria esp. when stuffy or hypocritical

2Victorian n : a person living during Queen Victoria's reign; esp
; a representative author of that time
Victcri-an-ism \-e-a-.niz-sm\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
Victorian esp. in taste, habits of thought, or conduct 2 : a typical
instance or product of Victorian expression, taste, or conduct

Vic>to-rl-an*ize \-,nTz\ vt, ojten cap : to make Victorian (as in
style or taste)

ViC'to-ri.QUS \vik-'tor-e-3s, -'t6r-\ adj la; having won a victory
: conquering b : of, relating to, or characteristic of victory
2 : evincing moral harmony or a sense of fulfillment — vic>to»ri-
ous-ly adv

ViC^to.ri.oiiS'ness \-e-a-snss\ n : the quality or state of being
victorious
Victo*ry \'vik-t(3-)re\ n [ME, fr. MF victorie, fr. L victoria, fr.

fem. of (assumed) L victorias of winning or conquest, fr. L victus,

pp. of vincere} 1 : the overcoming of an enemy or antagonist
2 : achievement of mastery or success in a struggle or endeavor
against odds or difficulties

syn victory, conquest, triumph mean a successful outcome in a
contest or struggle, victory stresses the fact of wirming against an
opponent or against odds, conquest implies the subjugation of a
defeated opponent or enemy; triumph suggests a brilliant or deci-
sive victory or an overwhelming conquest

ViC-tress \-tr3s\ n ; a female victor

Vic*tro>la \vik-'tro-l3\ trademark — used for a phonograph
IViCt.ual \'vit-n\ « [alter, of ME vitaille, fr. MF. fr. LL victualia,

pi., provisions, victuals, fr. neut. pi. of victualis oi nourishment, fr.

L victus nourishment, fr. victus, pp. of vivere to live — more at
QincK] 1 : food usable by man 2 pi : supplies of food ; provisions

2victual vb vlct'Uaied or vict<ualled; vict-uaLing or vict-ual-
ling vt ; to supply with food ^ vi 1 ; eat 2 : to lay in provisions
Vict>uaMer or vict.ual-er \'vit-'l-3r\ n 1 : the keeper of a restau-
rant or tavern 2 : one that provisions an army, a navy, or a ship
with food 3 : an army or navy provision ship

Vi>cu*ila or Vi.CU-na Xva-'kiin-ya, vl-; vT-'k(y)U-n3, v3-\ n [Sp
vicuna, fr. Quechua wikuna} 1 ; a wild ruminant (Lama vicugna) of
the Andes from Ecuador to Bolivia that is related to the domesti-
cated llama and alpaca 2 a : the wool from the vicuna's fine lus-

trous undercoat b ; a fabric made of vicuna wool; also ; a sheep's
wool imitation of this

Vi'de \'vTd-e, 've-,da\ v imper [L, fr. videre to see — more at ^Ptr]
: SEE — used to direct a reader to another item

Vi-de-li-cet \va-'del-3-.set, vT-; vi-'da-li-,ket\ adv [ME, fr. L, fr.

videre to see + licet it is permitted, fr. Hcere to be permitted ~~ more
at LICENSE] : that is to say : namely
ivid-eo \'vid-e-,o\ adj [L vider& to see -I- E -o (as In audio) ] ; relat-

ing to or used in the transmission or reception of the television
image <'^ channel) (--^ frequency) — compare audio

2video n ! television
vid.eo.ge.nic \,vid-e-o-'Jen-ik, -'je-nlk\ adj : telegenic
vi.dette var oj vedftte
Vid'icon \'vid-i-,kan\ n, often cap [video -I- /conoscope] t a camera
tube using the principle of photoconductivity

Vi-dU.ity \vid-'(y)u-3t-e\ n [ME (Sc) viduite, fr. MF viduite, fr. L
viduitat-, viduitas, fr. vidua widow — more at widow] ; widowhood

vie \'vT\ vb vied; vy-ing \'vr-ir)\ [modif. of MF envier to invite,
challenge, wager, fr. L invitare to invite] vi ; to strive for supe-
riority : contend -^ vt : hazard, wager <~ money on the turn of a
card); also : to exchange in rivalry ; match <~ accusation against
accusation) — vi*er \'vi(-s)r\ n
Vi.en.na sausage \ve-,en-3-\ n [Vienna, Austria] : a short slender
frankfurter in a thin casing usu. having the ends cut off
Viet.minh \ve-"et-'min, vyet-, ,ve-3t-, vet-\ n, pi Vietminll [Viet-
namese Viet Mam Doc Lap Dong Minli League for the Independence
of Vietnam] : an adherent of the Vietnamese communist movement
Viet.nam.ese \ve-,et-na-'me2, ,vyet-, .ve-at-, ,vet-, -na-, -'mes\ n,
pi Vietnamese 1 : a native or inhabitant of Vietnam 2 : the
language of the largest group in Vietnam and the official language
of the country — Vietnamese adj
iview \'vyii\_n [ME vewe, fr. MF veue, vue. fr. OF, fr. veeir, voir to
see, fr. L videre — more at wit] 1 : the act of seeing or examining
: inspection; also : survey 2 : estimate, judgment 3 : scene,
prospect 4: extent or range of vision : sight 5 a : something that
is looked toward or kept in sight : object b : something that is

expected or anticipated 6 : a pictorial representation : sketch
syn see opinion — in view of : in regard to : in consideration of

2view vt 1 : see, behold 2 : to look at attentively : scrutinize
3 : to survey or examine mentally : consider

Vlew.er \-3r\ n : one that views: as a ; a person legally appointed
to inspect and report on property b : an optical device used in
viewing c : a person who watches television
view halloo n : a shout uttered by a hunter on seeing a fox break

view'less \'vyu-l3s\ adj 1 : invisible, unseen 2 : affording no
view 3 ; expressing no views or opinions — view*less«ly adv

view-point \'vyu-,p6int\ n : point of view, standpoint
viewy \'vyii-e\ adj 1 ; possessing visionary, impractical, or fan-
tastic views 2 : spectacular or arresting in appearance : showy

Vi-geS-1-mal \vi-'jes-3-m3l\ adj [L vicesimus, vigesimus twentieth;
akin to L viginti twenty; akin to Gk eikosi twenty] : based on the
number 20

Vig'il \'vij-3l\ n [ME vigile, fr. OF, fr. LL & L; LL vigilia watch on
the eve of a feast, fr. L, wakefulness, watch, fr. vigil awake, watch-
ful; akin to L vigere to be vigorous, vegere to be active, rouse —
more at wake] 1 a : a watch formerly kept on the night before a
religious feast with prayer or other devotions b : the day before a
religious feast observed as a day of spiritual preparation c ; eve-
ning or nocturnal devotions or prayers — usu. used in pi. 2 ; the
act of keeping awake at times when sleep is customary; also : a
period of wakefulness 3 ; an act of surveillance (as for protection)
: watch

vig.i.lance \'vij-3-l3n(t)s\ n : the quality or state of being vigilant
vigilance committee n : a volunteer committee of citizens organized
to suppress and punish crime summarily (as when the processes of
law appear inadequate)

Vigoi'lant \'vij-3-l3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L vigilant-, vigilans, fr-

prp. of vigilare to keep watch, stay awake, fr. vigil awake] : alertly
watchful esp. to avoid danger syn see watchful — vlg*i*lant-ly
adv

Vig'i'lan-te \,vij-a-'Iant-e\ n [Sp, watchman, guard, fr. vigilante
vigilant, fr. L vigilant-, vigilans} ; a member of a vigilance committee

vig«i«lan-tism \-'lan-,tiz-3m\ n : the summary action resorted to by
vigilantes when law fails

vigil light n 1 : a candle lighted by a worshiper In a Roman
Catholic church (as for the veneration of a saint) 2 ; a candle or
small lamp burning before a shrine, memorial, or image

vi- gin. til- lion \,vT-,jin-'til-yan\ n, ojten attrib [L viginti twenty +
E -illion (as in million) — more at vigesimal] — see number table

iVi-gnette \vin-'yet, ven-\ n [F, fr. MF vignete, fr. dim. of vigne
vine — more at vine] 1 : a rurming ornament (as of vine leaves,

tendrils, and grapes) put on or just before a title page or at the be-
ginning or end of a chapter; also ; a small decorative design or
picture so placed 2 ! a picture (as an engraving or photograph)
that shades off gradually into the surrounding ground or the un-
printed paper 3 : a brief word picture : sketch
avignette vt 1 : to finish (as a photograph) in the manner of a
vignette 2 : to describe or sketch briefly — vi-gnett-er or vi-

gnett-ist \-'yet-3st\ n
Vig-or or chiefly Brit Vig-OUT \'vig-9r\ n [ME, fr. MF vigor, fr. L,
fr. vigere to be vigorous — more at vigil] 1 : active strength or
force of body or mind 2 ; strength or force in animal or vegetable
nature or action 3 : intensity of action or effect ; force 4 : effec-

tive legal status ; validity
vi-gcro-SO \.vig-3-'ro-(,)so, ,ve-g9-, -(,)zo\ adj {or adv) [It, lit.,

vigorous, fr. MF vigorous} ; energetic in style — used as a direction

in music
vig-or-ous \'vig-(3-)r3s\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. OF. fr. vigor'i

1 ; possessing vigor : full of physical or mental strength or active

force : strong <a -^ youth) <a ---' plant) 2 ; done with vigor

; carried out forcefully and energetically {-^ enforcement of laws)
— vig-or-ous-ly adv — vig-or-ous-ness n
syn vigorous, ENEROEnc, strenuous, lusty, nervous mean hav-

ing great vitality and force, vigorous further implies showing no
signs of depletion or diminishing of freshness or robustness;

energetic suggests a capacity for intense activity; strenuous
suggests a preference for coping with the arduous or the challeng-

ing; lusty implies exuberant energy and capacity for enjoyment;
nervous suggests esp. the forcibleness and sustained effectiveness

resulting from mental vigor
Vi'king \'vI-kio\ n [ON vikingr'\ 1 a : one of the pirate North-
men plundering the coasts of Europe in the 8th to 10th centuries

b not cap : sea rover 2 : Scandinavian
ivile \'vr(3)I\ adj [ME, fr. OF vil, fr. L vilisl 1 : of small worth or
account : common; also : mean 2 a : morally base : wicked
b : physically repulsive ; foul 3 : degraded, low 4 : disgust-
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iNG, CONTEMPTIBLE syii See BASE — vile-ly \'vl(3)l-le\ adv — vUe-
nessn
2vUe adv ; vilely — used chiefly In combination <vi7e-smelllng>

Vil'i'ii'Ca.lion \,vil-3-f3-'ka-shan\ n 1 : the act of vilifying : abuse
2 : a vilifying or defamatory utterance

ViI'i'Ii*er \'vil-3-,fT(-a)r\ n : one who vilifies

Vil-i-Iy \-,fT\ VI 1 : to lower in estimation or importance 2 : to
utter slanderous and abusive statements against syn see malign

Vll*i*pend \'vil-3-,pend\ vt [ME vilipenden, it. MF vilipender, fr.

ML vilipendere, fr. L vilis of small worth + pendere to weigh,
estimate — more at pendant] 1 : to hold or treat as of small worth
or account : contemn 2 : to express a low opinion of : disparage

Vill \'vil\ n [AF, fr. OF ville village] 1 : a division oE a hundred
: TOWNSHIP 2 : village

Vil'la \'vil-3\ n [It, fr. L; akin to L vicus row of houses — more at
vicinity] 1 : a country estate 2 : the rural or suburban residence
of a person of wealth

Vll>la>dom \'vil-3d-3m\ n, Brit ; the world constituted by villas and
their occupants : suburbia

Vil-lage \'vil-ij\ n, ojien attrib [ME. fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. ville farm,
village, fr. L villa country estate] 1 a : a settlement usu. larger
than a hamlet and smaller than a town b ; an incorporated minor
municipality 2 : the residents of a village 3 : something and esp.
an aggregation of burrows or nests suggesting a village 4 : a
territorial area having the status of a village esp. as a unit of local
government

Vil.lag-er \'vil-ij-3r\ n : an Inhabitant of a viUage
vil.lage«ry \'vil-ij-re\ n : villages
Vil'lain \'vil-3n\ n [ME vilain, vilein, fr. MF, fr. ML villanus, fr. L
villa country estate] 1 : villein 2 : a person of uncouth mind
and manners ; BOOR 3 : a deUberate scoundrel or criminal 4 : a
scoundrel in a story or play — vil-lain.ess \'vil-3-n3s\ n

Vil*lain*ous \'vil-a-n3s\ adj 1 : befitting a villain : depraved
2 : highly objectionable : wretched syn see vicious — vil«lain-
ouS'ly adv — viMain-ouS'Uess n

Tll-lainy \'vil-3-ne\ n 1 : villainous conduct; also : a villainous
act 2 : the quality or state of being villainous : depravity
vil.la.neUa \,vil-3-'neI-3\ n, pi viMa-neMe \-'nel-e\ [It. fr.

villano villein, peasant, fr. ML villamis\ 1 : a 16th century Italian
rustic part-song unaccompanied and in free form 2 : an instru-
mental piece in the style of a rustic dance

Vil.la.nelle \,viI-3-'nel\ n [F. fr. It villanella} : a chiefly French
verse form running on two rhymes and consisting typically of
five tercets and a quatrain in which the first and third lines of the
opening tercet recur alternately at the end of the other tercets and
together as the last two lines of the quatrain

Vil'lat-ic \vil-'at-ik\ adj [L villaticus, fr. villa'i : of or relating to a
villa or a village ; rural

VU'lein \'vil-3n, 'vil-.an, vil-'an\ n [ME vilain, vilein — more at
villain] 1 : a free common villager or village peasant of any of
the feudal classes lower in rank than the thane 2 : a free peasant of
a feudal class lower than a sokeman and higher than a cotter
3 : an unfree peasant standing as the slave of his feudal lord but
free in his legal relations with respect to all others

Vil.len.age \'vil-3-nij\ n [ME vHenage, fr. MF, fr. OF, fr. vilein,
vilain] 1 : tenure at the will of a feudal lord by villein services
2 : the status of a villein

Vil.li-lorm \"vil-3-,form\ adj [ISV] : having the form or appearance
of villi; also ; resemblmg bristles or the pile of velvet

Vil.los.i.ty \vil-'as-3t-e\ n 1 : the state of being villous 2 a : vrL-
Lus b : a villous patch or area 3 : a coating of long slender hairs

Vil-lous \'vil-3s\ adj 1 : covered or furnished with villi 2 : having
soft long hairs <leaves -^ underneath) — compare pubescent —
vil'lous-ly adv

VU.lUS \'vil-3s\ n, pi vil.li \'vil-,7, -(.)e\ [NL, fr. L, tuft of shaggy
hair — more at velvet] : a small slender vascular process: as
a : one of the minute finger-shaped processes of the mucous mem-
brane of the small intestine that serve in the absorption of nutriment
b : one of the branching processes of the surface of the chorion of
the developing egg of most mammals that help to form the placenta
Vim \'vim\ n [L. accus. of vis strength; akin to Gk is strength,
hiesthai to hurry, OE wdth pursuit] ; robust energy and enthusiasm
: viTALm-

Vi.min-e.ous \vT-'min-e-os, v3-\ adj [L vimineus. fr. vimin-, vimen
pliant twig; akin to L viere to plait — more at withy] : of or pro-
ducing long slender twigs or shoots (shrub of ^ habit)

Vim.pa \'vim-p3\ n [ML] : a veil of silk worn over the shoulders
and hands of acolytes carrying the crosier and the miter in Roman
Catholicpontifical services

Vi.na \'ve-n3\ n [Skt& Hindi; Hindi bind. fr. Skt v'lna] : a musical
instrument of India having usu. four strings and a long bamboo
fingerboard with movable frets and a gourd resonator at each end
Vi.na.ceous \vi-'na-sh3s\ adj [L vinaceus of wine, fr. vinum wine— more at wine] : of the color wine
Vin.ai.grette \,vin-i-'grei\ n [F, fr. vinaigre vinegar] : a small
ornamental box or bottle with perforated top used for holdins an
aromatic preparation (as smelling salts)

Vinaigrelte sauce n : a sauce made typically of vinegar, oil, onions,
parsley, and herbs and used esp. on cold meats or fish
IVi-nal \'vTn-l\ adj [L vinalis, fr. vinum wine] : of or relaUng to
wine : vinous
2^.nal \'vr-,nal\ n [polyvinyl alcohol] : a synthetic textile fiber
that is^a long-chain polymer consisting largely of vinyl alcohol

Vin-ca \'vio-k3\ n [NL, short for L pervinca periwinkle] : 'peri-
winkle

Vin.cen.tian \\ . „... , .. . „
Catholic Congregation of the Mi^^.w,, .v^uii^tu m. .u^j xjy ol
Vincent de Paul and devoted to missions and clerical seminaries— Vincentian adj
Vm.cent's angina \.vin(t)-s3n(t)s-. C.)va"-.sa"2-\ n [Jean Hya-
^"^'t^^ u'"","'

^^^^^ f bacteriologist] : a contagious diseasemarked by ulceration of the mucous membrane of the mouth and
adjacent parts and caused by a bacterium {Fusobacterium jusi-
Jorme) often in association with a spirochete (Borrelia vinceniii)— called also trench mouth
Vincent's infection n : a bacterial infection of the respiratory
tract and mouth marked by destructive ulceraUon esp. of themucous membranes

Vin.ci.ble \'vin(t)-s3-b3l\ adj [L vincibilis, fr. vincere to conquer

— more at victor] ; capable of being overcome or subdued
: surmountable

vin.cu.liim \'vio-ky3-l3m\ n, pi vinculums or vin-cn^la \-l3\
[L, fr. vincire to bind — more at vetch] 1 : a unifying bond
; LINK, TIE 2 : a straight horizontal mark placed over two or
more members of a compound mathematical expression and
equivalent to parentheses or brackets about them (as in a—b—c=
a-[b-c])

Vin-di-ca-hle \'vin-di-k3-b3l\ adj : capable of being vindicated
; JUSTIFIABLE

Vin.di.cate \*vin-d3-,kat\ vt [L vindicatus, pp. of vindicate to lay
claim to, avenge, fr. vindic-, vindex claimant, avenger] 1 obs : to
set free : deliver 2 : avenge 3 a : exonerate, absolve b (l)
: confirm, substantiate (2) : to provide justification or defense
for : justify c ; to protect from attack or encroachment : defend
4 : to maintain a right to : assert syn see exculpate, maintain— vin-di'Ca.tor \-,kat-3r\ n

Vin'di<ca'tion \,vin-d3-'ka-sh3n\ n : the act of vindicating : the
state of being vindicated; specij : justification against denial or
censure : defense

vin.dic-a.tive \vin-'dik-st-lv\ adj 1 obs : yindicttve, vengeful
2 archaic : puNmvE

vin.di.ca.to.ry adj l \'vin-di-k3-,tor-e, -.t6r-\ : providing vin-
dication : JUSTIFICATORY 2 \vin-'dik-3-\ : PUNITIVE, RETRIBUTIVE

vin.dic.tive \vin-'dik-tiv\ adj [L vindicta revenge, vindication, fr.

vindicate] 1 a : disposed to seek revenge : vengeful b : intended
for or involving revenge 2 : vicious, spiteful — vin'dic>tive>ly
adv — vin.diC'tive-ness n
iVlne \'vTn\ n [ME, fr. OF vigne, fr. L vinea vine, vineyard, fr.
fem. of vineus of wine, fr. vinum wine — more at wine] 1 : grape 2
2 ; a plant whose stem requires support and wliich cUmbs by
tendrils or twining or creeps along the ground; also ; the stem of
such a plant

2vine vi : to form or grow in the manner of a vine
vin.eal \'vin-e-3l, 'vlnA adj [L vinealis of vines, fr. vinea vine] : of
or relating to wine

-,

Vine.dress.er \'vTn-,dres-3r\ n : one that cultivates and prunes
grapevines

Vin-e-gar \'vin-l-g3r\ n [ME vinegre, fr. OF vinaigre, fr. vin wine
(fr. L vinum) + aigre keen, sour — more at eager] 1 ; a sour
liquid obtained by acetic fermentation of dilute alcoholic liquids
and used as a condiment or preservative 2 : disagreeable in
speech, disposition, or attitude 3 : vim

vinegar eel « : a minute nematode worm {Turbatrix aceti) often
found in great numbers in vinegar or acid fermenting vegetable
matter

vin.e.gar.ish \'vin-l-g(3-)rish\ adj : vinegary 2
vin.e.gar.roon \,vin-i-g3-'Fon\ n [MexSp vinagrdn, aug. of Sp
vinagre vinegar, fr. OF vinaigre] : a large whip scorpion (Afastigo-
procius giganteus) of the southern U.S. and Mexico that emits a
vinegary odor when distujbed and is popularly held to be venomous

vin.e.gary \'vin-i-g(3-)re\ adj l : resembUng vinegar : sour
2 : disagreeable, bitter, or irascible in character or manner
: crabbed

Vin.ery \'vln-(3-)re\ n ; an area or building in which vines are
grown

vine.yard \'vin-y3rd\ n 1 ; a planting of grapevines 2 : an area
or category of physical or mental occupation — vine»yard.ist
\-y3rd-3st\ n

vingt-et-un \,van-,ta-'3n\ n [F] ; twenty-one 2
Vi.nic \'vT-nik\ adj [ISV, fr. L vinum wine — more at wine] : of.
relating to, or derived from wine or alcohol <'^ ether)

Vi.ni.cul.ture \'vin-3-.k3l-ch3r, 'vT-n3-\ n [L vinum + ISV -/- -f
culture] : viticulture

Vi.nif.er.OUS \vT-'nif-(3-1r3s\ adj [L vinijer, fr. vinum -t- -ijer

-iferous] : yielding or grown for the production of wine
Vi.no \'ve-(.)n6\ n [It&, Sp. fr. L vinum] : wine
vi-nos.i.ty \vr-'nas-3t-e\ n : the characteristic body, flavor, and
color of a wine

Vi-nous \'vT-n3s\ adj [L vinosus, fr. vinum wine] 1 : of, relating to.
or made with wine (-^ medications) 2 : showing the effects of
the use of wine 3 : vinaceous — vi.nous-ly adv
ivin-tage \'vint-ij\ n [ME, alter, of vendage, fr. MF vendenge, fr. L
vindemia, fr. vinum wine, grapes + demere to take off. fr. de- +
emere to take — more at wine, redeem] 1 a (1) ; a season's yield
of grapes or wine from a vineyard (2) : wtne; specij : a wine of a
particular type, region, and year and usu. of superior quality that
is dated and allowed to mature b ; a collection of contempora-
neous and similar persons or things : crop 2 : the act or time of
harvesting grapes or making wine 3 a ; a period of origin or
rnanufacture b : length of existence : age

^vintage adj l : of old, recognized, and enduring interest, im-
portance, or quality : classic 2 : old-fashioned, olitmoded
3 : of the best and most characteristic — used with a proper noun
<~ Shaw: a wise and winning comedy — Time}

Vin.lag.er \-ij-3r\ n : one that takes part in a vintage
vintage year n l : a year in which a vintage wine is produced
2 : a year of outstanding distinction or success

Vint-ner \'vint-n3r\ n [ME vineter, fr. OF vinetier, fr. ML vinetarius,
fr. L vinetum vineyard, fr. vinum wine] ; a wine merchant

viny \'vT-ne\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or resembling vines <'^ plants)
2 : covered with or abounding in vines <'^ hillsides and forests)

vi.nyl \'vTn-^l\ n [ISV. fr. L vinum wine] 1 : a univalent radical
CH2=CH— derived from ethylene by removal of one hydrogen
atom 2 ; a polymer of a vinyl compound or product made from

Vinyl alcohol n : an unstable compound CH2=CHOH known only
in the form of its polymers or derivatives

Vi-nyl.i.dene \vT-'nil-3-.den\ n [ISV vinyl + -ide + -ene] : a
bivalent radical CH2= C< derived from ethylene by removal of
two hydrogen atoms from one carbon atom

vinylidene resin n : any of a group of tough thermoplastic resins
formed by polymerization of a vinylidene compound and used
esp. for filaments, films, and molded articles

Vi-nyl.ite \'vln-*l-,rt\ trademark — used for any of a series of
vinyl resins
vinyl plastic n : any of various tough durable plastics based on
vinyl resins and used esp. in the form of films, coatings, foams, and
molded and extruded products
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vinyl resin n : any of various thermoplastic resinous materials
consisting essentially ^f polymers of vinyl compounds

vi'Ol \'vT(-3)l, 'vT-(.)ol\ n [MF viole viol, viola, fr. OProv viola

viol] : a bowed stringed instrument chiefly of the 16th and 1 7th
centuries with deep body, flat back, sloping shoulders, usu. six
strings, fretted fingerboard, and low-arched bridge made in treble,

alto, tenor, and bass sizes

lVi>o>la \ve-'o-l9\ n [It & Sp, viol, viola, fr. OProv, viol] 1 : a
musical instrument of the violin family that is intermediate in size

and compass between the violin and violoncello and is tuned a fifth

lower than the violin 2 : vioust
2vi-o-la \vT-*o-l3. ve-; 'vT-3-\ n [L] : viOLEr la; esp : any of various
garden hybrids with solitary white, yellow, or purp'e often varie-
gated flowers resembling but smaller than typical pansies

Vi>o>la>l)il<i-ty \,vi-3-la-*bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
violable

Vi>o*la>ble \'vT-a-la-b3l\ adj : capable of being or likely to be
violated — vi<o-la*bIe>ness n — vi>o*la*bly \-bie\ adv
Vi>0-la>ce0US \,vT-3-'la-sh3s\ adj [L violaceus, fr. viola violet]

: of the color violet — vi-o-la-ceous-ly adv
Vi-o>la da braC'Cio \ve-,6-l3d-a-'brach-(,)o, -'brach-e-,o\ n [It,

arm viol] : a viol having roughly the range or the viola
yiola da gam^ba \-'gam-ba, -'gam-\ n [It, leg viol] : a bass member
of the viol family having a range approximating the cello

viola d'a.mo.re \-l3d-3-'mor-e, -'m6r-\ n [It, viol of love] : a
tenor viol having usu. seven gut and seven wire strings

lVi-0>late \'vi-9-,lat\ vt [ME violaten, fr. L violatus, pp. of violare:
akin to L vis strength — more at vim] 1 : break, disregard <~
the law) 2 ; to do harm to the person or esp. the chastity of;

specif % RAPb 3 : profane, desecr-ate 4 : interrupt, disturb— vi-O'la-tive \-,lat-iv\ adj — vi>o-Ia*tor \-,lat-ar\ n
2vi-0-late \'vT-3-l3t\ adj, archaic ; violated
vi<o-la<>tion \,vT-3-'la-sh3n\ n i the act of violating : the state of
being violated: as a : infringement, transgression; specif : an
infringement of the rules in sports that is less serious than a foul
and usu. involves technicalities of play b ; an act of irreverence or
desecration : profanation c : interruption, disturbance
d : RAVISHMENT, RAPE

Vi-0-lence \'vT-3-l3n(t)s\ n 1 a ; exertion of physical force so as
to injure or abuse (as in effecting an entrance into a house) b ; an
instance of violent treatment or procedure 2 : injury by or as if by
distortion, infringement, or profanation 3 a : intensp, turbulent,
or furious often destructive action or force b : vehement feeling
or expression : fervor c : an instance of such action or feeling

; a tendency to violent action d : jarring quality : discordance
4 : undue alteration of wording or sense (as in editing a text)

Vi-Clent \-l3nt\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L violentus: akin to L violare
to violate] 1 : marked by extreme force or sudden intense activity

2 : furious or vehement to the point of being improper, unjust, or
illegal 3 : extreme, intense 4 ; produced or effected by force
<a — death) 5 : tending to distort or misrepresent (a "^ interpre-
tation) 6 : extremely excited — vi<-o>lent-ly adv

Vi-O'let \*vi-a-l3t\ n [ME, fr. MF violete, dim. of viole violet, fr. L
viola'\ la: any of a genus {Viola of the family Violaceae, the
violet family) of herbs or subshrubs with alternate stipulate leaves
and both aerial and cleistogamous flowers; esp X one with smaller
usu. solid-colored flowers as distinguished from the usu. larger^
flowered violas and pansies b : any of several plants of other
genera — compare dogtooth violet 2 : any of a group of colors
of reddish blue hue, low lightness, and medium saturation 3 : any
of numerous small violet-colored butterflies (family Lycaenidae)

vi'0=let-ear \-,i(3)r\ n : a tropical hummingbird of the genus
Colibri having violet or bluish purple ear tufts

Violet ray n : an ultraviolet ray
Vi.O«lin \,vT-3-'lin\ n [It violino, dim. of
vzo/fl] 1 ; a bowed stringed Instrument
with four strings tuned at intervals of a
fifth distinguished from the viol in having
a shallower body, shoulders at right angles
with the neck, and a more curved bridge
2 : violinist

vi.o-lin-ist \-'lm-3st\ n : one who plays
the violin

Vi*0>list \ve-'o-l3st\ n : one who plays the
viola

Vi<0'lon>cel4ist X.vl-a-lan-'chel-sst, ,ve-\ n

vi-O-lon-ceMo \-'cheI-(,)o\ n [It, dim. of
violone, aug. of violal ; cello
vi-os.ter.Ol \vT-'as-t3-,r61, -,r61\ n [ultra-
violet + sterol'] : vitamin D2 esp. when
dissolved in an edible vegetable oil

VIP \,ve-,I-'pe\ n [very important person]
: a person of great influence or prestige;
esp : a high official with special privileges

Vi.per \'vT-par\ n [MF vipere, fr. L vipera] y°"°',. { bridge.

1 a : a common European venomous snake ^sounanole, jsouna-
(Vipera berus) that attains a length of two board, 4 fingerboard,

feet, varies in color from red, brown, or 5pegs, (5scroll,7strmg

gray with dark markings to black, occurs holder, g o-strmg, a

across Eurasia from England to Sakhalin, D-string a A-strmg,

and is rarely fatal to man; broadly : any ^ E-stnng

of various Old World venomous snakes
(family Viperidae) b : pit viper c : a venomous or reputedly
venomous snake 2 : a malignant or treacherous person

Vi-per-ine \'vr-p3-,rTn\ adj ; of, relating to, or resembling a viper
: venomous

Vi'per.ish \'vT-p(3-)rish\ adj : spitefully vituperative ; venomous
vi«per«ous \'vT-p(3-)ras\ adj 1 ; viperine 2 : venomous —
vi-per-ous-ly adv

Viper's bugloss n : a coarse bristly Old World weed (Eckium
vulgare) of the borage family naturalized in No. America that has
showy blue tubular flowers with exserted stamens

Vi«rag-l-nous \v3-'raj-3-n3s\ adj [L viragin-, virago virago] : of,

relating to, or characteristic of a virago
vi«ra*go \v3-'rag-(,)o, 'vir-3-,go\ n, pi viragoes or viragos [L
viragin-, virago, fr. vir man— more at virile] 1 : a woman of great

stature, strength, and courage 2 ; a loud overbearing woman
: termagant

vl-ral \'vT-r3l\ adj : of, relating to, or caused by a virus
vir.e.lay \'vir-a-.la\ n [ME, fr. MF virelai] : a chiefly French
verse form consisting of stanzas of indeterminate length and
number with alternating long and short lines and interlaced rhyme
(as abab, bcbc, cdcd, dado)

Vir«eo \'vir-e-,o\ n [L, a small bird, fr. virere to be green] : any of
certain small insectivorous American passerine birds (family
Vireonidae) chiefly olivaceous and grayish in color — vir>eo>niue
\-e-o-,nin\ adj or n

vires pi of vis

vi-res-cence \v3-'res-^n(t)s, vT-\ n : the state or condition of be-
coming green; esp I such a condition due to the development of
chloroplasts in plant organs (as petals) normally white or colored

Vi.reS'Cent \-=nt\ adj [L vij-escent-, virescens, prp. of virescere to
become green, incho. of virere to be green] : beginning to be green

Vir-ga \'v3r-g3\ n [NL, fr. L, branch, rod, streak in the sky suggest-
ing rain— more at whisk ] ; trailing wisps of precipitation evaporat-
ing before reaching the ground
lyir.gate \'v3r-,gat\ n [ML virgata, fr. virga, a land measure, fr. L,
rod] : an old English unit of land area equal to one quarter of a
hide or one quarter of an acre

2virgate adj [NL virgatus, fr. L, made of twigs, fr. virga"] 1 : shaped
hke a rod or wand 2 : bearing many small twigs
ivir-gin \'v3r-j3n\ n [ME, fr. OF virgine, fr. L virgin-, virgo young
woman, virgin] 1 a : an unmarried woman devoted to religion
b cap : virgin MARY 2 a : an absolutely chaste young woman
b ; an unmarried girl or woman 3 : a person who has not had
sexual intercourse 4 ; a female animal that has never copulated

2virgiu adj 1 ; free of impurity or stain : unsullied 2 : chaste
3 : relating to, characteristic of, or befitting a virgin : modest
4 : FRESH, unspoiled; specif i not altered by human activity {'^
forest) 5 a : being used or worked for the first time b : initial,
FIRST 6 a : native 8b <^ sulfur) h of a vegetable oil : obtained
from the first light pressing and without heating 7 : produced
directly from ore or by primary smelting — used of metal
ivir>gin-al \'v3r-j3n-'l, 'v3rj-n3l\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of a virgin or virginityj^ esp : pure, chaste 2 : pristine,
unsullied — vir-gin-al'ly \-e\ adv

^viJgiual n [prob. fr. L virginalis of a virgin, fr, virgin-, rirgoTi;

: a small rectangular spinet having no legs and only one wire to
a note and popular in the 16th and 17th centuries — often used in
pi.; called also pair oj virginals

Virgin birth n l : birth from a virgin : parthenogenesis 2 often
cap V&B : the theological doctrine that Jesus was miraculously
begotten of God and born of a virgin mother
Vil-gin-ia cowslip Xvsr-.jin-ys-. -Jin-e-a-\ n [ Virginia, state of the
U.S.] ; a smooth erect eastern No. American herb (Mertensia
virginica) of the borage family with entire leaves and showy blue
flowers pink in the bud — called also Virginia bluebell

Virginia creeper n : a common No. American tendril-climbing vine
{Parthenocissus quinquefalia) of the grape family with palmately
compound leaves and bluish black berries

Virginia lence n ; worm fence — called also Virginia rail fence
Virginia reel n ; an American dance in which all couples in turn
participate in a series of figures

vir«gin.i.ty \(,)v3r-'jin-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being
virgin; esp : maidenhood 2 : the unmarried life I celibacy,
spinsterhood
vir-gin.ium \v3r-'jin-e-3m, -'jin-ysmX n [NL, fr. Virginia"] : fran-
CIUM
Virgin Mary n % the mother of Jesus
virgin's bower n : any of several usu. small-flowered and climbing
clematises

virgin wool n i wool not used before in manufacture
Vir.gO \'v3r-(,)g6\ n [L (gen. Virginis), lit., virgin] 1 S a zodiacal
constellation on the celestial equator due south of the handle of the
Dipper pictured as a woman holding a spike of grain 2 : the
6th sign of the zodiac

Vir-gu-late X'var-gya-lat, -,lat\ adj : shaped like a rod
vir.giUe \'v3r-(,)gyu(3)l\ n [F, fr. L virgula small stripe, obelus,
fr. dim. of virga rod — more at whisk] : diagonal 3

vi.ri^ci^dal \,vT-r3-'sTd-=l\ adj i of, relating to, or being a viricide

vi-ri-'Cide \'vT-r3-,sid\ n [NL virus -\- E -/- -I- -cide] ; an agent that
destroys or inactivates viruses

vir.id \'vir-3d\ adj [L viiidis green — more at verdant] : vividly
green : verdant

Vir-i-des-cent \,vir-3-'des-^nt\ adj [L viridis green — more at
verdant] : slightly green : greenish

Vi.rid.i»an \v3-'rid-e-3n\ n [L viridis} : a chrome green held to be
chromic oxide CrzOs

Vi-rid-i-ty \v3-'rid-3t-e\ n [ME viridite, fr. MF viridlte, fr. L
viriditat; viriditas, fr. viridis] 1 : greenness 2 : freshness

vir-ile \'vir-3l also 'vi(9)r-.Tl\ adj [MF or L; MF viril, fr. L virilis,

fr. vir man, male; akin to OE & OHG wer man, Skt vira] 1 : having
the nature, properties, or qualities of a man; specif : capable of

functioning as a male in copulation 2 : energetic, vigorous
3 : characteristic of or associated with men : masculine 4 : mas-
terful, forceful syn see male
vlr-il-ism \*vir-3-,liz-3m\ n 1 : precocious development of second-
ary sex characters in the male 2 : the appearance of secondary
male characters in the female

vi-ril-i-ty \v3-'ril-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being virile:

a : MANHOOD b : manly vigor ; masculinity
Virl \'v3r(-3)l\ n [ME virole — more at ferrule] Scot : ferrule 1

Vi.rO'IOg'i.cal \,vT-r3-'laj-i-k3l\ adj : of or relating to virology

vi-rol-o-gist \vT-'ral-3-J3st\ n : a specialist in virology

vi»rol.o.gy \-je\ n [NL virus + ISV -logy] I a branch of science
that deals with viruses

Vi<ro>sis \vT-'r6-S3s\ n : infection with or disease caused by a virus

Vir-tU \,v3r-'tU, vi(3)r-\ n [It virtH, ht., virtue, fr. L virtut-, virtus']

1 ; a love of or taste for curios or objets d'art 2 : productions
of art esp. of a curious or antique nature ; objets d'art

e abut; » kitten; _ or farther; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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Vir-tn.al \'v»rch-(3-)w3l. "var-chsIX ad) [ME, possessed of certain

physical virtues, fr. ML virtualis, fr. L virtus strength, virtue]

: being in essence or effect but not in fact — vir-tu-al-i-ty X.var-

ch3-'wal-3t-e\ n — vir-tu-aMy \'v3rch-(3-)wa-le, 'v3rch-C3-)le\

adv
virtual focus n : a point from which divergent rays (as of light)

seem to emanate but do not actually do so (as in the image of a
point source seen in a plane mirror)

Virtual image n : an image (as seen in a plane mirror) formed of

virtual foci

vir-tu-al-ism \'v3rch-(3-)w3-,liz-3m. 'vsr-chs-.liz-N n ; the theo-
logical doctrine attributed to John Calvin that though the eucharis-

tic elements remain unchanged the spiritual body, blood, and
benefits of Jesus Christ are conveyed through them

Vir-tue X'var-CJchu, -ch3-w\ n [ME virtu, fr. OF, fr. L virtut-,

virtus strength, manliness, virtue, fr. vir man — more at virile]

1 a : conformity to a standard of right : morality b : a particular

moral excellence 2 cap : an angel of the fifth highest rank 3 : a

beneficial quality or power of a thing 4 : manly strength or
courage : valor 5 : a commendable quality or trait ; merft
6 : a capacity to act : potency 7 : chastity esp. in a woman

- by virtue ol or in virtue of ; through the force of ; by authority

of
worthvir.tue.less \-(,)chu-l3s\ adj 1 ; devoid of excellence

2 : lacking in moral goodness
ViT'tU'O'Sa \,v3r-ch3-'wo-s3, -23\ n [It, fem. of virtuoso! I a female
virtuoso

Vir.tU'O.siC \,v3r<h3-'was-ik; -'wo-sik, -zik\ adj : characteristic

of a virtuoso
Vir«tu.OS-i'ty \-*was-3t-e\ n 1 : taste for or interest in virtu

2 : great technical skill in the practice of the fine arts

vir.tu-o.so \-'wo-(,)so, -C.)zo\ n, pi virtuosos or vir»tu.o»si

\-C.)se. -(,)2e\ [It, fr. virtuoso, adj., virtuous. skiUed, fr. LL
vir/uosuj virtuous, fr. L virtus] 1 : an experimenter or investigator

esp. in the arts and sciences : savant 2 : one skilled in or having
a taste for the fine arts 3 : one who excels in the technique of an
art; esp ; a musical performer (as on the violin) — Virtuoso adj

Vir4u.ous \'v3rch-(3-)w3s\ adj X '. potent, efficacious 2 a : hav-
ing or exhibiting virtue b : morally excellent : righteous
3 : chaste syn see moral — vir-tu^ous-ly adv — vir-tu-ous-
ness n

vi.rU'Cide \'vr-r3-,sTd\ n [NL virus + E -cide} : an agent that
kills viruses

vir-u-lence \'vir-(y)9-lsn(t)s\ or vir-u.len.cy \-l3n-se\ n : the
quality or state of being virulent: as a : extreme bitterness or
malignity of temper b : venomousness, malignancy c : the
relative capacity of a pathogen to overcome body defenses

vir-u-lent \-l3nt\ adj [ME, fr. L virulentus, fr. virus poison]
1 a : marked by a rapid, severe, and malignant course <a ~^ in-

fection) b : able to overcome bodily defensive mechanisms <a '^

pathogen) 2 : exiremely poisonous or venomous .; noxious
3 : full of malice : malignant 4 : objectionably harsh or strong— vir-U'lent'ly adv

Vi»ruS \'vT-r3s\ n [L, slimy liquid, poison, stench; akin to OE
wdse marsh. Gk ios poison. Skt visa; in senses 2 & 4. fr. NL. fr. L]
1 archaic : venom 1 2a; the causative agent of an infectious
disease b : filterable virus; specij : any of a large group of
submicroscopic infective agents that are held by some to be living
organisms and by others to be complex protein molecules containing
nucleic acids and comparable to genes, that are capable of growth
and multiplication only in living cells, and that cause various im-
portant diseases in man, lower animals, or plants c ; a disease
caused by a filterable virus 3 ; something that poisons the mind or
soul 4 : an antigenic but not infective material (as vaccine lymph)
obtainable from a case of an infectious disease

Vl-ru-Stat'iC \,vr-r3-'stat-ik\ adj {virus + Gk starikos causing to
stand — more at static] : tending to check the growth of viruses

vis \'vis\ n. pi vi-res \'vT-,rez\ [L — more at vim] : force, power
ivi.sa \'ve-z3\ n [F, fr. L. neut. pi. of visus, pp.] 1 : an endorse-
ment made on a passport by the proper authorities denoting that it

has been examined and that the bearer may proceed 2 I a signature
of formal approval by a superior upon a document

2visa vt vi'saed \-zad\ vi-sa.ing \-z3-io\ ; to give a visa to (a
passport)

ViS.age \'viz-ij\ n [ME, fr. OF, fr. vis face, fr. L visus sight, fr.

visus, pp. of videre to see — more at wrr] 1 : the face, countenance,
or appearance of a person or sometimes an animal 2 : aspect,
appearance syn see face — vis*aged \-ijd\ adj
ivis-a-vis \.ve-z3-'ve, -za-\ n. pi vis-a-vis \-z3-'ve(2), -za-\ [F,
lit., face to face] 1 : one that is face to face with another 2 a : es-
cort. DATE b : COUJ^TERPART, OPPOSFTE number 3 : TETE-A-TETE

2vis-^-vis \,ve-23-,ve, -za-\ prep 1 : face to face with ; opposite
2 : in relation to 3 : as compared with

3vis-a-vis \,ve-z3-'ve, -za-\ adv ; in company : together
Vi-sa.yan \v3-'sT-3n\ var of bisayan
vis.ca.cha var oj vizcacha
viscera pi oJ vi.scus

Vis.cer.al \'vis(-s)-r3l\ adj l : felt in or as if in the viscera : deep
(-^ sensation • 2 : instinctive, APPErmvE 3 : earthy 4 : of,
relating to. or located on or among the viscera : splanchnic— vIs-cer*aMy \-r3-Ie\ adv

Vis.cero.gen.ic \,vis-(3-)r3-'jen-ik\ adj [L viscera + E -genici
: arising within the body

vis-cero-mo-tor \-'mot-3r\ adj ; causing or concerned in the func-
tional activity of the viscera <--^ nerves)

Vis-cid \'vis-3d\ adj [LL viscidus, fr. L viscum birdlime — more at
viscous] 1 a : having an adhesive quality : sticky b : having a
glutmous consistency ; viscous 2 : covered with a sticky layer— vis.cid.i.ty \vis-'id-at-e\ n— vis-cid-ly \'vis-3d-le\ adv

vis.co.elas-tic \,vis-(,)ko-i-'las-tik\ adj [viscous + elastic} : having
both viscous and elastic properties in appreciable degree

Vi3.com. e.ter \vis-'kam-3t-ar\ n [viscosity + -meter} : an instru-
ment with which to measure viscosity — vis.co.met-ric \,vis-k3-
'me-trik\ adj

iViS.COSe \'vis-.kos also esp jor 2 -.koz\ adj 1 ; viscous 2 ; of,
relating to. ormade from viscose

avis.cose \-,kos, -.k6z\ n l : a viscous golden-brown solution
made by treaung cellulose with caustic alkaU solution and carbon
disulfide and used in making rayon and films of regenerated
cellulose 2 : viscose rayon

ViS.CO-sim.e.ter \,vis-ka-*sim-3t-3r\ n [ISV viscosity -f- -meterl
: viscometer — vis*cosi>niet>ric \(,)vis-,kas-3-'me-trik\ adj

Vis.cos.i.ty \vis-'kas-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
viscous; specij ; the property of a fluid that resists internal flow
by releasing counteracting forces 2 ; the capabiUty possessed by
a solid of yielding continually under stress

Vis.count \'vr-,kaunt\ n [ME viscounte, fr. MF viscomte, fr. ML
vicecomit; vicecomes, fr. LL vice- -\- comit-, comes count — more
at count] : a member of the peerage in Great Britain ranking below
an earl and above a baron — vis-count'Cy \-,kaun(t)-se\ n —
viS'Count.ess \-,kaunt-3s\ n— vis.county \-.kaunt-e\ n

ViS.COUS \'vis-k9s\ adj [ME viscouse, fr. LL viscosus fuU of bird-
lime, viscous, fr. L viscum mistletoe, birdlime; akin to OHG
wihsila cherry. Gk ixos mistletoe] 1 : viscid, gluey 2 : having
or characterized by viscosity— vis-cous-ly adv— viS'COUS.ness n

vis.cus \'vis-k3s\ n, pi vis.cera \'vis-Ca-)r3\ [L (pi. viscera)] : an
internal organ of the body; esp : one (as the heart, liver, or in-
testine) located in the great cavity of the trunk proper

T vise \'vTs\ n [MF vis something winding, fr. L vitis vine— more at
wriHY] : any of various tools hav-
ing two jaws for holding work that j ,
close usu. by a screw, lever, or ca:

2vise vt : to hold, force, or squeeze i^

with or as if with a vise

3vi.se \'ve-,zaj ve-'\ vt vi-sed also
vi.seed; vi.se-ing [F] : visa
4Vis6 n[F'\t VISA
Vish.nu \"vish-(.)nu\ n [Skt Vi^u]

: a Hindu god worshiped in the
Trimurti as the Preserver and in a vise: J screw, 2 fixed jaw,
major cult in various incarnations j jaw plate, 4 movable jaw.
(as Rama, Krishna) — Visb-nu- 5 handle
ism \-.iz-3ra\ n — Vish-nu.ite
\-Jt\ n

Vis.i-bil.i-ty \,viz-3-'bil-3t-e\ n 1 ; the quality or state of being
visible 2a: the degree 01 clearness 01^ the atmosphere; specij
; the greatest distance toward the horizon that prominent objects
can be identified visually with the naked eye b : capability of
affording an unobstructed view 3 : a measure of the ability of
radiant energy to evoke visual sensation

ViS-i.ble \'viz-3-b3l\ adj [ME, fr. MF or L; MF, fr. L visibilis. fr.

visuSy pp.] 1 : capable of being seen (^ stars) 2 a : exposed to
view <the -^ horizon) b ; manifest, apparent c : conspicuous
3 : discoverable, recognizable <no ~ means of support)
4 : available 4 5 : devised to keep a particular part or item
always in full view or readily seen or referred to <'^ file) — ViS-i-
ble-ness n — vis-i.bly \-ble\ adv

visible speech n l : a set of phonetic symbols based on symbols for
aniculatory position 2 : speech exhibited spectrographically

Visi-goth Vviz-3-,gath\ n [LL Visigothi, pi.] ; a member of the
western division of the Goths — cahed also West Goth; compare
Ostrogoth

Visi.gOth'iC \,viz-3-'gath-ik\ adj : of or relating to the Visigoths
ivi-Sion \'vizh-3n\ n [ME. fr. OF, fr. L vision-, visio, fr. visus, pp.
of videre to see — more at wit] 1 a : something seen in a dream,
trance, or ecstasy; specij : a supernatural appearance that conveys
a revelation b : an object of imagination c : a manifestation to
the senses of something immaterial 2 a : the act or power of
imagination b (I) : mode of seeing or conceiving (2) : unusual
discernment or foresight c : direct mystical awareness of the super-
natural usu. in visible form 3 a : the act or power of seeing
: sight b : the special sense by which the qualities of an object
(as color, luminosity, shape and size) constituting its appearance
are perceived and which is mediated by the eye 4 a ; something
seen b : a lovely or charming sight— vi.sion.al \'vizh-n3l, -3n-^l\
adj— vi.sion.al-Iy \-e\ adv
^vision vt vi'SioU'ing \'vizh-(a-)nio\ : imagine, envision
vi.sion.ar.i.ness \'vizh-3-.ner-e-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of
being visionary
ivi-sion-ary \'v!2h-3-,ner-e\ adj 1 a : able or likely to see visions
b : disposed to reverie or imagining : dreamy 2 a : of the nature
of a vision ; illusory b : lmpracticable, Utopian c : existing
only in imagination : unreal 3 : of, relating to, or characterized
by visions or the power of vision syn see imaginary
2visionary n l : one who sees visions : seer 2 : (

or projects are impractical : dreamer
Vi'Sioned \'vizh-3nd\ adj 1 : seen in a vision <a ~
duced by or experienced in a vision {'^ agony) 3
vision : inspired

vi.sion.less \-3n-l3s\ adj 1 : sightless, blind <~
ing vision or inspiration <a '^ leader)
ivis.it \'viz-3t\ vb vis.it-ed \'viz-3t-3d. 'viz-t3d\ vis. it.Ing \'viz-

3t-ia, 'viz-tir)\ [ME visiten, fr. OF visiter, fr. L visitare, freq. of
visare to go to see. fr. visus, pp.] vt 1 : to go to see in order to
comfort or help 2 a ; to pay a call upon as an act of friendship
or courtesy b : to go or come to see in an official or professional
capacity : "iNSPEcr c : to dwell with temporarily as a guest 3 a : to
come to or upon as a reward, affliction, or punishment b : inflict
-^ vi 1 : to make a visit; also I to make frequent or regular visits

2 : chat, converse
2visit n 1 a : a short stay : call b : a brief residence as a guest

: an extended stay ; sojourn 2 : a journey to and stay or short
sojourn at a place 3 : an official call or tour : visffation 4 : the
act of a naval officer in boarding a merchant ship on the high seas
in exercise of the right of search

Vls.it.able \'viz-3t-3-b3l, 'viz-t3-\ adj 1 : subject to or allowing
visitation or inspection 2 : socially ehgible to receive visits

ViS-i.tan.dine \.viz-3-"tan-.den\ n [F, fr. L visitandum, gerund of
visitare to visit] : a nun of the Roman Catholic Order of the Visita-

tion of the Blessed Virgin Mary founded in France in 1610 and
devoted to contemplation and education

ViS'i.tant X'viz-st-snt, *viz-t3nt\ n 1 ; visrrOR; esp : one thought
to come from a spirit world 2 : a migratop' bird that appears at
intervals for a limited period — visitant adj

vis.i.ta.tion \.viz-3-'ta-sh3n\ n 1 : visit; esp : an official visit

(as for inspection) 2 a : a special dispensation of divine favor or
wrath b : a severe trial : affliction 3 cap : a Christian feast on
July 2 commemorating the visit of the Virgin Mary to Elisabeth
before the birth of Elisabeth's son John the Baptist — Vis*i*ta-
tiou>al \-shn3l, -shan-'l\ adj

-. whose ideas

; endowed with

> eyes) : lack-
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vis>i*ta-tor \'viz-5-,tat-3r\ n ; an official visitor in the Roman Cath-
olic Church

Vis>i-ta>tO-ri>aI \,viz-3t-3-'tor-e-3l, .viz-ts-, -'tor-V adj : of or relat-

ing to visitation or to a judicial visitor or superintendent
Visiting card n ; a small card bearing the name and sometimes the
address of a person or married couple presented when calling —
called also calling card

Visiting lireman n : a usu. important or influential visitor whom
it is desirable or expedient to show about or entertain impressively

visiting nurse n ; a nurse employed by a hospital or social-s
agency to visit sick persons or perform other public health
in a community

visiting professor n : a professor Invited to join a college or uni-
versity taculty for a limited time (as an academic year)

visiting teaclier n : an educational officer employed by a public
school system to enforce attendance regulations or to instruct sick
or handicapped pupils unable to attend school

Vis-i'tor \'viz-3t-ar, 'viz-t3r\ n : one that visits; specif : one that
makes formal visits of inspection

Vi-Sive \'viz-iv, 'vT-siv\ adj [ML visivus, fr. L visus, pp. of videre to
see— more at wit] 1 archaic : of. relating to, or serving for vision
2 archaic : capable of seeing or of being seen

Vl-SOr \'vi-z3r\ n [ME viser, fr. AF, fr. OF visiere, fr. vis face —
more at visage] 1 : the front piece of a helmet; esp : a movable
upper piece 2 a : a face mask b : disguise 3 a : a projecting
front on a cap for shading the eyes b ; a projecting piece on an
automobile windshield to protect the eyes — vi-sored, \-zard\ adj— Vi'SOi'less \-Z3r-l3s\ adj

ViS-ta \'vis-l3\ n [It, sight, fr. visto, pp. of vedere to see, fr. L
videre — more at wit ] 1 : a distant view through or along an avenue
or opening ; prospect 2 : an extensive mental view over a stretch
of time or a series of events

Vis-taed \-t3d\ adj 1 ; affording or made to form a vista 2 : seen
in or as if in a vista

Vi-SU>al \'vizh-{3-)w3l, 'vizh-alV adj [ME, fr. LL visualis, fr. L visus

sight, fr. visits, pp. of videre to see] 1 : of, relating to, or used in
vision 2 ; attained or maintained by sight 3 : optical <~ focus
of a lens) 4 : visible 5 : producing mental images : vivid
6 : done or executed by sight only ('^ navigation) 7 : of. relating
to, or constituting a means of instruction (as a map or film) by
means of sight <'^ aid) — vi*su*al*ly \'vizh-(a-)wa-le, 'vizh-C3-)le\
adv

visual acuity n : the relative ability of the visual organ to resolve
detail that is usu. expressed as the reciprocal of the minimum angu-
lar separation in minutes of two lines just resolvable as separate
and that forms in the average human eye an angle of one minute

visual-aural radio range n : a radio aid to air navigation by which
a pilot determines if he is on course by an appropriate aural signal,
a meter reading, or both — called also visual-aural range

vl>su*al*iza*tion \,vizh-{3-)wa-l3-'za-sh3n, ,vizh-C3-)la-\ n ; the
act of visualizing or state of being visualized

Vi>SU>al>ize \'vizh-(a-)w3-,lTz, 'vizh-3-,lTz\ vt : to make visible;

esp : to see or form a mental image of : envisage -^ vi : to form a
visual mental image

Vi'SU«al.lz-er \-,lT-z3r\ n : one that visualizes; esp : one whose
mental imagery is prevailingly visual — compare audile, motile

Visual purple n : a photosensitive red or purple pigment in the
retinal rods of various vertebrates; esp : rhodopsin

Vi.ta \'vTt-3, 'we-.ta\ n, pi vi-tae \'vTt-e, 'vT-.te, 'we-,tT\ [L, lit.,

life] : a brief autobiographical sketch (as in a doctoral thesis)

Vi-tal \'vTt-=l\ adj [ME, fr. MF, fr. L viralis of life, fr. vita Ufe;
akin to L vivere to live — more at quick] 1 a : existing as a mani-
festation of life b : concerned with or necessary to the maintenance
of life ('^ organs) 2 : full of life and vigor : animated 3 : char-
acteristic of life or living beings 4 a : fundamentally concerned
with or affecting life or living beings: as (1) : invigorating
(2) : destructive to life : mortal b : of the utmost importance
; essential 5 : recording data relating to hves syn see essential,
living — vi'taMy \-'l-e\ adv

Vi-tal.ism \'vTt-=l-,iz-3m\ n 1 : a doctrine that the functions of a
living organism are due to a vital principle distinct from physico-
chemical forces 2 : a doctrine that the processes of life are not
explicable by the laws of physics and chemistry alone and that life

is in some part self-determining — vi*tal>ist \-''l-3St\ n — vi»tal-
iS'tic \,vTt-^l-'is-tik\_ad7

Vi'tal.i-ty \vi-'tal-3t-e\ n 1 a : the peculiarity distinguishing the
living from the nonliving b : capacity to live and develop; also

; physical or mental vigor esp. when highly developed 2 a : power
of enduring or continuing b : lively and animated character
; VIGOR

Vi-tal-iza*tion \,vTt-'l-a-'za-sh3n\ n : the quality or state of being
vitalized

vi-taMze \'vTt-'l-jz\ vt : to endow with vitality ; animate
Vi'tal*li>um \vT-'tal-e-am\ trademark — used for a cobalt*
chromium alloy of platinum-white color used esp. for cast dentures,
prostheses, and industrial castings

Vi'talS \'vTt-=lz\ n pi 1 : vital organs 2 : essential parts
vital statistics n pi but sing or pi in consir : statistics relating to
births, deaths, marriages, health, and disease
vi-ta*mer \'vTt-3-m3r\ n Ivitamin + isomer] : any of two or more
compounds that relieve a particular vitamin deficiency — vi»ta-
mer>ic \,vTt-3-'mer-ik\ adj
Vi-ta.min WTt-a-manN n [L vita hfe -I- ISV amine'] : any of various
organic substances that are essential in minute quantities to the
nutrition of most animals and some plants, act in the regulation of
metabolic processes but do not provide energy or serve as building
units, and are present in natural foodstuffs or sometimes produced
within the body
vitamin A n ; any of several fat-soluble vitamins found esp. in
animal products (as egg yolk, milk, or fish-liver oils) or a mixture
of them whose lack in the animal body causes epithelial tissues to
become keratinous (as in the eye with resulting visual defects)

Vitamin B n l : vitamin b complex 2 or vitamin Bi : thiamine
vitamin Be \-'be-'se\ n : folic acid
vitamin B complex n : a group of water-soluble vitamins found esp.
in yeast, seed germs, eggs, liver and flesh, and vegetables that have
varied metabolic functions and include coenzymes and growth

factors — called also B complex; compare biotin, choline, nico-
tinic acid, pantothenic acid
vitamin B6 \-'be-'siks\ n : pyridoxine or a closely related compound
found widely in combined form and considered essential to verte-
brate nutrition
vitamin B12 \-'be-'twelv\ n : a complex cobalt-containing com-
pound C63H90C0NMO14P that occurs esp. in Uver, is essential to
normal blood formation, neural function, and growth, and is used
esp. in treating pernicious and related anemias and in animal ra-
tions; also : any of several compounds of similar action but dif-
ferent chemistry
Vitamin B2 \-'be-'tii\ n : riboflavin
Vitamin C n : a. water-soluble vitamin CeHgOs found in plants and
esp. in fruits and leafy vegetables or made synthetically and used
in the prevention and treatment of scurvy and as an antioxidant for
foods
vitamin D n : any or all of several fat-soluble vitamins chemically re-
lated to steroids, essential for normal bone and tooth structure,
and found esp. in fish-liver oils, egg yolk, and milk or produced by
activation (as by ultraviolet irradiation) of sterols: as a or vitamin
D2 ; an alcohol C28H43OH usu. prepared by irradiation of er-
gosterol and used as a dietary supplement in nutrition and medici-
nallv in the control of rickets and related disorders — called also
calciferol b or vitamin D3 : an alcohol C27H43OH that is the
predominating form of vitamin D in most fish-liver oils and is

formed in the skin on exposure to sunlight or ultraviolet rays C or
vitamin D4 : an alcohol CzgH^sOH of doubtful biological activity
obtained by irradiation of a derivative of ergosterol
Vitamin E n : any of the tocopherols that are essential in the nutri-
tion of various vertebrates in which their absence is associated with
infertility, muscular dystrophy, or vascular abnormalities, are found
esp. in leaves and in seed germ oils, and are used chiefly in animal
feeds and as antioxidants
Vitamin G n : riboflavin
Vitamin H n : biotin
vi.ta.min.lze \'vTt-3-m3-,nTz\ vt 1 : to provide or supplement
with vitamins 2 : to make vigorous as if by the feeding of vitamins
vitamin K n [Dan /coagulation coagulation] 1 : either of two nat-
urally occurring fat-soluble vitamins C31 HaeO? and C41 HsgOz essen-
tial for the clotting of blood because of their role in the production
of prothrombin — called also respectively vitamin K^, vitamin Kz
2 : any of several synthetic compounds closely related chemically
to natural vitamins Ki and K2 and of similar biological activity

vitamin P n [paprika & permeability] ; bioflavonoid
vitamin PP \-'pe-'pe\ n [pellagra-preventive] : a pellagra-preven-
tive vitamin (as nicotinamide or nicotinic acid)

vi-ta-scope \'vTt-a-,skop\ n [L vita hfe -I- E -scope — more at
vital] : an early motion-picture projector — vi>ta-scop>ic
\,vTt-3-'skap-ik\ adj

Vi'tel-lin \vT-'tel-3n, v3-\ n : a protein in egg yolk
Vl'teMine \-'tel-3n, -,en, -,Tn\ adj 1 : resembhng the yolk of an
egg esp. in yellow color 2 : of, relating to, or producing yolk

vi-tel-lus \-'tel-as\ n [L, lit., small calf — more at veal] : yolk Ic

Vi.ti-ate \'vish-e-,at\ vt [L vitiatus, pp. of vitiare, fr. vilium fault]

1 ; contaminate, pollute 2 : debase, pervert 3 : to make
ineffective or weak : invalidate syn see debase — vi-ti-a-tor
\'vish-e-,at-3r\ n

Vi-ti-a.tion \,vish-e-'a-shan\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
vitiated <the air in the room showed marked '-^) 2 : the act of
vitiating (protesting his '^ of the agreement)

vi^tl-cul-tur-al \,vit-a-'k3lch-(3-)r3l, ,vTt-\ adj : of, relating to,

or used in viticulture

vi-ti'CUl.ture Wit-a-.kal-chsr, 'vTt-\ n [L vitis vine + E culture —
more at withy] : the cultivation or culture of grapes — vi*ti'CUl-
tur>ist \,vit-3-'k3lch-(3-)r3St, ,vit-\ n

vlt«l.li.go \,vit-^l-'T-(,)go\ n [NL, fr. L, tetter] : a skin disorder
manifested by smooth white spots on various parts of the body

vi'ti.os.i.ty \,vish-e-'as-3t-e\ n, archaic : viciousness, depravity
Vit-re.OUS \'vi-tre-3s\ adj [L vitreus, fr. vitrum glass — more at

woad] 1 : of, relating to, derived from, or consisting of glass

2 : resembling glass (as in color, composition, brittleness, or luster)

: GLASSY <^ rocks) 3 ; of, relating to. or constituting the vitreous
humor — vit-re-ous-ly adv — vit-re*ous<ness n
vitreous enamel n : a fired-on opaque glassy coating on steel or
other metals

vitreous humor n : the clear colorless transparent jelly that fills

the posterior chamber of the eyeball

vitreous silica n : a chemically stable and refractory glass made
from silica alone — compare quartz glass

Vit>rl>fi-able \'vi-tra-,fI-3-b3l\ adj : of a kind that can be vitrified

vit.ri.Ji.ca.tion \,vi-tra-f3-'ka-shan\ n ; the process of vitrifying

or state of being vitrified

Vlt.rl.fy \'vi-tr3-.fT\ vb [F vitrijier. fr. MF. fr. L vitrum glass] vt

: to change into glass or a glassy substance by heat and fusion
'- VI : to undergo vitrification

ivit-ri-Ol \*vi-tre-al\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. ML vitriolum, alter, of LL
viireolum, neut. of vitreolus glassy, fr. L vitreus vitreous] 1 a : a
sulfate of any of various metals (as copper, iron, or zinc); esp : a
glassy hydrate of such a sulfate b : oil of vftriol 2 : something
felt to resemble vitriol esp. in caustic quality; esp : virulence of
feeling or of speech — vit-ri^ol-ic \,vi-tre-'al-ik\ adj

2vilriol vt : to expose to the action of vitriol; esp : to dip In dilute

sulfuric acid

Vit.ta \'vit-3\ n, pi vit-tae \'vit-e, "vi-.te, 'vi-.tTN [NL, fr. L, fillet;

akin to L viere to plait — more at wire] 1 : one of the oil tubes in

the fruits of plants of the carrot family 2 ; stripe, streak
Vit-tate \'vi-,tat\ adj 1 : bearing or containing vittae 2 : striped
longitudinally

vit.tle n : victual
Vi'tU'per.ate \vT-'t(y)ii-p3-,rat, v3-\ vt [L vituperatus, pp. of
vituperare, fr. vitium fault -I- parare to make — more at pare] : to
abuse or censure severely or abusively : berate syn see scold— vi-tu-per-a.tive \-'t(y)u-pr3-)r3t-iv, -p3-,rat-\ adj — vi-tu-
per'a-tive-ly adv — vi-tu-per.a-tor \-p3-,rat-3r\ n

Vi'tu-per-a-tion \(,)vT-,t(y)ii-p3-'ra-sh3n, v3-\ n : sustained and
bitter raiUng and condemnation syn see abuse

9 abut; ® kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; jj sing; flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; tli tliin; th this;
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vi-tu«per-a.to.ry \vT-'tCy)U-p(3-)r3-,tor-e, va-. -,t6r-\ adj : vttu-
PERATIVE

vi-va \'ve-v3, -,va\ inter] [It, long live, fr. 3d pers. sing. pres.

subj. of vivere to live, fr. L — more at quick] — used to express
good will or approval

Vi.va.ce \ve-'vach-{,)a\ adv (or adf) [It. vivacious, fr. L vivac-,

yivaxi : in a brisk spirited manner — used as a direction in music
Vi*va>ciOUS Xvs-'va-shas also vI-\ adj [L vivac-, vivax. lit., longa
lived, fr. vivere to live — more at quick] : lively in temper or con-
duct : SPRIGHTLY syn see lively — vi-va- cioas>ly adv — vi-va-
cious-nessn

Vi-vac-i-ty \-'vas-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being vivacious
Vi-van-di6re \,ve-,va"-'dye(3ir\ n [F] : a woman formerly accom-
panying troops to sell provisions and liquor
Vi-var.i.um \vT-'var-e-3m, -'ver-\ n, p/ vi-var-ia \-e-3\ or vi-var-
i-ums [L, park, preserve, fr vivus alive — more at quick] : an
enclosure for keeping or raising and observing animals or plants

indoors; esp : one forterrestrial animals — called also lerrarium
ivi-va vo-ce \,vi-v3-'vo-{,)se\ adv [ML, with the living voice] : by
word of mouth : orally

2viva voce adj : expressed or conducted by word of mouth ; oral
3viva voce n ; an examination conducted viva voce
Vi-ver-rine \vT-'ver-3n, *vT-v3-,rTn\ adj [deriv. of L viverra ferret;

akin to OE acweorna squirrel, Czech veverka] : of or relating to a
family (Viverridae) of small carnivores including the civets

Vi-vers X've-varz, 'vT-\ n pi [MF vivres, pi. of vivre food, fr. vivre

to live, fr. L vivere} chiejly Scot : victuals, food
Viv-i-ail or Viv-i-eu \'viv-e-an\ n ; the mistress of Merlin In
Arthurian legend — called also Lady of the Lake

Viv-id \'viv-3d\ adj [L vividiis, fr. vivere to live — more at quick]
1 ; having the appearance of vigorous life or freshness ; lively
(^ sketch) 2 oj a color : very strong : very high in chroma
3 I producing a strong or clear impression on the senses : sharp,
INTENSE; specij ; producing distinct mental images <a '--' description)
4 : acting clearly and vigorously <a ~ imagination) syn see
GRAPHIC — viv-id-ly adv — viv-id-ness n

Vi-vif-ic \vT-'vif-ik\ adj : vivifying, enlivening
Viv-i-ii-ca-tion X.viv-a-fa-'ka-shsnN n : the act of vivifying : the
state of being vivified

ViV-i-fi-er \'viv-3-,fI(-3}r\ n : one that vivifies

ViV.i-Iy \'viv-s-,fT\ vt (MF vivijier, fr. LL vivijicare, fr. L vivijicus

enlivening, fr. vivus alive — more at quick] 1 : to endue with life

: quicken, animate 2 : to make vivid syn see quicken
vi-vi.par-j.ty \,vT-v3-'par-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
viviparous
Vi-Vip-a-rouS \vT-'vip-(a-)r3s\ adj [L viviparus, fr. vivus alive +
-parus -parous] 1 : producing living young instead of eggs from
within the body in the manner of nearly all mammals, many rep-
tiles, and a few fishes 2 : germinating while still attached to the
parent plant (the ~ seed of the mangrove) — vi-vip-a-rous-ly adv— vi-vip-a-rous-ness n

Vivi-sect \'viv-3-,sekt\ vb [back-formation fr. vivisection'^ vt ; to
perform vivisection on '-' vi : to practice vivisection— vivi-sec-tor
\-,sek-t3r\ n

Vivi-section \.viv-3-'sek-shan, 'viv-3-,\ n [L vivus + E section}
1 : the cutting of or operation on a living animal usu. for physio-
logical or pathological investigation; broadly ', animal experimenta-
tion esp. if considered to cause distress to the subject — vivi-sec-
tion-al \,viv-3-'sek-shnsl. -sh3n-^l\ adj — vivi-sec-tion-al-ly
\-e\ adv— vivi-sec-tion-ist \-'sek-shO-)n3st\ n

ViX-en \Vik-S3n\ n [(assumed) ME (southern dial.) vixen, alter, of
iAEjixen, fr. OE ivxe. fern, of /o.v] 1 : a female fox 2 : a shrewish
ill-tempered woman— vix-en-ish \-s(3-)nish\ady— vix-en-ish-ly
adv — vix-en-ish-ness n

Viz-ard V'viz-ardX n [alter, of ME viser mask, visor] 1 : a mask for
disguise or protection 2 : disguise, guise

TiZ-ca-cIia \vis-'kach-a\ n [Sp vizcacha, fr. Quechua wiskdcha}
; any of several So. American burrowing rodents closely related to
the chinchilla

Vi-Zier \v3-'2if3)r\ n [Turk vezir, fr. Ar wazir} : a high executive
officer of various Muslim countries and esp. of the former Turkish
empire— vi-zier-ate \-'zir-3t, -'zi(3)r-.at\ n — vi-zier-ial \-'zir-
e-sl\ adj — vi-zier-ship \-'2i(a)r-,ship\ n

Vi-zor var oj VISOR
Vizs-la \'vizh-.l6\ n {Vizsla, Hungary] : any of a Hungarian breed
of hunting dog resembling the weimaraner but having a rich deep
red coat and brown eyes
VO.ca.ble \'vo-k3-b3l\ n [MF, fr L vocabulum, fr. vocare to call —
more at voice] : term, name; specij : a word composed of various
sounds or letters without regard to its meaning

vo-cab-u-lar Xvo-'kab-ya-lar, v3-\ adj [back-formation fr. vocabu-
lary} : of or reiatjng to words or phraseology : verbal

VO-cab-U-lary \vo-'kab-y3-.ler-e, v3-\ n [MF vocabulaire, prob. fr.

ML vocabularium, fr. neiit. of vocabulurius verbal, fr. L vocabulum}
1 : a list or collection of words or of words and phrases usu. alpha-
betically arranged and explained or defined : lexicon 2 : a sum
or stock of words employed by a language, group, individual, or
work or in a field of knowledge
vocabulary entry n : a word (as the noun book), hyphened or open
compound {as the verb book-match or the noun book review),
word element (as the affix pro-), abbreviation (as agt), verbalized
symbol {as Na), or term (as man in the street) entered alphabetically
in a dictionary for the purpose of definition or identification or
expressly included as an inflectional form (as the noun mice or the

a derived form (as the noun godlessness or the ad-
related phrase (as one Jor the book) run on at its

I type {as boldface) readily distinguisha-

verb J

verb globally) o
base word and i ,_,^_ , .„.„w„j .^v.^.. , ^.o....e>u.j..«
ble from that of the lightface running text which defines, explains,

r identifies the enir,
ivo-cal \'v6-k3l\ adj [ME, fr. L vocalis, fr. voc- vox voice — more
at voice] 1 a : uttered by the voice : oral b : produced in the
larynx : uttered with voice 2 ; relating to, composed or arranged
tor, or sung by the human voice <— music) 3 : vocalic 4 a : hav-
ing or exercismg the power of producing voice, speech, or sound
p : EXPRESSIVE c : fuU of voices : resounding d : given to express-mg oneself freely or msistently : OLrrsPOKEN e : expressed in words
6 : ot._ relating to. or resembling the voice — vo-cal-i-ty \v6-
•kal-at-e\ n — vo-cal-Iy \'v6-k3-le\ adv

avocal n 1 : a vocal sound 2 : the vocal solo in a dance or jazznumber - •

vocai cords n pi : either of two pairs of folds of mucous membrane

that project into the cavity of the larynx and have free edges ex-
tending dorsoventrally toward the middle line — called also vocal
jolds
lyo-cal-ic \vo-'kal-ik, v5-\ adj [L vocalis vowel, ft. vocalis vocal]
1 : marked by or consisting of vowels 2 a : being or functioning
as a vowel b : of, relating to, or associated with a vowel — vo-
cal-i-cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

2vocalic n : a vowel sound or sequence in its function as the most
sonorous part of a syllable

vo-cal-ism \'v6-k3-,liz-3m\ n 1 : vocauzation 2 : vocal art or
technique : singing 3 : the vowel system of a language or dialect

vo-cal-ist \-k3-l35t\ n ; singer
vo-cal-iza-tion \,vo-k3-l3-'za-sh3n\ n ; an act, process, or instance
of vocalizing

vo-cal-ize \'vo-k3-,lTz\ vt 1 : to give voice to : utter; specij
: sing 2 a : to make voiced rather than voiceless : voice b ; to
convert to a vowel 3 : to furnish (as a consonantal Hebrew or
Arabic text) with vowels or vowel points '^ vi 1 : to utter vocal
sounds 2 : swG;_specij : to sing without words — vo-cal-iz-er n

VO-ca-tion \vo-'ka-shan\ n [ME vocacioun, fr. L vocation-, vocatio
summons, fr. vocatus. pp. of vocare to call — more at voice]
1 a : a summons or strong inclination to a particular state or course
of action; specij : a divine call to the religious life b : the special
function of an individual or group 2a: the work in which a per-
son is regularly employed : occupation b : the persons engaged in
a particular occupation

VO-ca-tion-al \-shn9l, -sh3n-'l\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or concerned
with a vocation 2 : of, relating to, or being in trairung in a skill

or trade to be pursued as a career — vo-ca-tion-al-Iy \-e\ adv
vo-ca-tion-al-ism \-shna-,liz-am, -shan-n-,iz-\ n : emphasis on
vocational training in education
ivoc-a-tive \'vak-st-iv\ adj [ME vocatij, fr. MF, fr. L vocativus, fr.

vocatus, pp, ] 1 : of, relating to, or being a grammatical case mark-
ing the one addressed i^Latin Domine in miserere, Domine "have
mercy, O Lord" is in the '--' case) 2 oj a word or word group
: marking the one addressed (mother in "mother, come here" is a
-^ expression) — voc-a-tive-ly adv

2vocative n l : the vocative case of a language 2 : a form in the

vo-cil-er-ance \v
NESS

3n(t)s\ n ; vociferation, clamorous-

vo-cil-er-ant \-r3nt\ adj t clamorous, vociferous
VO-cif-er-ate \-,rat\ vb [L vociferatus, pp. of vocijerari, fr. voc-,

vox voice + jerre to bear — more at voice, bear] vi" : to cry out
loudly : clamor ^ vt xio utter loudly : shout — vo-cit-er-a-tor
\-.rat-3r\ n

vo-cil-er-a-tiou \vo-,sif-3-'ra-sh3n\ n : the act of vociferating
: outcry

vo-cil-er-ous \vo-'sif-(3-)r3s\ adj : making or given to loud outcry
: clamorous — vo-cif-er-ous-ly adv — vo-cif-er*ous-ness n
syn clamorous, blatant, sfrident, boisterous, obstreperous:

vociferous implies vehement deafening shouting or calling out;
clamorous suggests insistent vociferousness often in complaint
or demand; blatant implies an offensive bellowing or insensitive
loudness; strident suggests a harsh, unpleasant, inescapable
quality of sound; boisterous suggests a noisiness and turbulence
due to high spirits; obstreperous implies resistance to or defiance
of efforts to restrain noisy or excited behavior

V0-C0d«er \'vo-,kod-3r\ n [voice coder} ; an electronic mechanism
that reduces speech signals to slowly varying signals which can be
transmitted over communication systems of limited frequency band
width

VO'der \'vod-3r\ n [>'oice operation demonstrator] : an electronic
device that is capable of producing a recognizable approximation
of speech
VOd-ka \'vad-ka\ n [Russ, fr. voda water; akin to OE wxter water]

: a colorless and unaged liquor of neutral spirits distilled from a
mash (as of rye or wheat)
VO-dun \v6-'du''\ n [Haitian Creole] : VOODOOISM 1

vo-gie \'v5-gc\ adj [origin unknown] Scot : proud, vain
vogue \'vog\ n [MF, action of rowing, course, fashion, fr. Olt
voga, fr. Yogare to row; akin to OSp bogar to row] 1 ; the leading
place in popularity or acceptance 2a: popular acceptation or
favor : popularity b : a period of popularity 3 : something or
someone in fashion at a particular time syn see fashion — vogue

vogu-ish \'v6-gish\ adj 1 : fashionable, smaiit 2 : suddenly or
temporarily popular

iVOice \'v6is\ n [ME, fr. OF vois, fr. L voc-, vox; akin to OHG
Ziwahanen to mention, L vocare to call, Gk epos word, speech]
1 a : sound produced by vertebrates by means of lungs, larynx, or
syrinx; esp : sound so produced by human beings b (1) : musical
sound produced by the vocal cords and resonated by the cavities

of head and throat {2) : the power or ability to produce musical
tones (3) : singer (4) : one of the melodic parts in a vocal or
instrumental composition (5) ; condition of the vocal organs with
respect to production of musical tones c : expiration of air with
the vocal cords drawn close so as to vibrate audibly (as in uttering
vowels and consonant sounds as \v\ or \z\) d : the faculty of
utterance : speech 2 : a sound resembling or suggesting vocal
utterance 3 : an instrument or medium of expression 4 a : wish,
choice, or opinion openly or formally expressed b : right of ex-
pression : suffrage 5 : distinction of form or a system of inflec-

tions of a verb to indicate the relation of the subject of the verb to
the action which the verb expresses — with one voice : unani-
mously

2voice vf 1 ; utter 2 ; to regulate the tone of 3 : to proDounce
(as a consonant) with voice syn see express

voice box n : larynx
voiced \'v6ist\ adj la: furnished with a voice <soft-voiced>
b : expressed by the voice <a frequently ~ opinion) 2 : uttered
with vocal cord vibration <'^ consonant) — voiced-ness \'v6is(t)-
nas, 'v6i-S3d-n3s\ n

voice-ful \'v6is-f3l\ adj : having a voice or vocal quaUty; also : hav-
ing a loud voice or many voices — voice-lul-uess n

voice-less \'v6i-sl3s\ adj l : having no voice : mlite 2 : not voiced
: surd <~ glide) — voice-less-ly adv — voice-less-ness n

voice part n : voice ib(,4)

ivoid \'v6id\ adj [ME voide, fr. OF, fr. (assumed) VL vocitus, derlv.
of L vacuus — more at vacuum] 1 : containing nothing <~ space)
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2 ; IDLE. LEISURE 3 a t UNOCCUPIED, VACANT <-- bishopiic)
b : DESERTED 4a: wanting, devoid b : having no members or
examples <bid a ~ suit as a slam signal) 5 : vain, useless 6 a : of
no legal force or effect ; null b : voidable syn see empty

2void n 1 a : empty space : emptiness, vacuum b : opening, gap
2 : lack, absence 3 : a feeling of want or hoUowness 4 : ab-
sence of cards of a particular suit in a hand as dealt

avoid vt [ME voicien, fr. MF vuidier. fr. (assumed) VL vocitare, fr.

vociius} 1 a : to make empty or vacant : clear b : vacate, leave
2 : DISCHARGE. EMIT <~ excrement) 3 : nullify, annul <~ a
contract) — void-er n

VOid>able \'v6id 3-b?!\ adj : capable of being voided; sperij : capa-
ble of being adjudged void, invalid, and of no force — void*able-
ness n

VOid-ance \'v6id-=nftls\ n 1 : the act of voiding 2 oj a benejice
: the state of being without an incumbent

VOid»ed \'v6id-ad\ adj : having the inner part cut away or left

vacant with a narrow border left at the sides

void-ness \-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being void : emptiness
voile \'v6if?>l\ n [F, veil, fr. L vela. neut. pi. of velum] : a fine soft
sheer fabric fiom various fibers used for women's summer clothing

or juror
voix ce-Ieste \,vwas-a-'lest\ n [F, lit., heavenly voice] : a labial
organ stopwith soft tremulous tone

VO'lant \'vo-l?nt\ adj [MF, fr. L volant-, volans, prp. of volare to
fly] 1 ; having the wings extended as if in flight — used of a
heraldic bird 2 : flying : capable of flying 3 : quick, nimble

VO-lan-te \vo-'lan-(,)ta\ adj [It, lit., flying, fr. L volant-, volans,
prp ] : moving with light rapidity — used as a direction in music
Vo-la-piik \'vo-l3-,puk, 'val-a-\ n [VolapUk. lit,, world's speech, fr.

vola of the world (gen. of vt>/ world, modif. of E world) + piik
speech, modif. of E speaki : an artificial international language
based largely on English but with some root words from German,
French, and Latin

VO.lar \'v6-l3r\ adj [L vola palm of the hand, sole of the foot] : re-

lating to the palm of the hand or the sole of the foot
iVOl.a-tile \'val-at-^I, esp Brit -3-,tTl\ n [ME voluiil fr. OF. fr.

volatilie group of birds, fr. ML volatilia, fr. L, neul. pi. of volatilis

winged, volatile] 1 ; a winged creature (as a bird or insect) 2 ; a
volatile substance

^volatile adj [F. fr. L volatilis, fr. volatus, pp. of volare to fly]

1 : FLYiN(i : having the power to fly 2 : readily vaponzable at a
relatively low temperature 3 a ; Lit^iHTHEARTED, lively b : easily
aroused c : tending to erupt into violent action : explosive
4 : CHANGEABLE, FICKLE 5 I EVANESCENT, TRANSITORY

vol-a-tile.ness \-n3s\ n : volatility
volatile oil n : an oil that vaporizes readily: specif : essential oil

VOl<a.til>i>ty \,val-3-*til-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
volatile syn see lrjhtness

VOl<a*til-iza*tion \.vaI-3t-'l-9-'za-sh3n\ n : the act or process of
volatilizing : the state of being voladlized

VOl*a>tiI<ize Wal-at-^l-.TzV vt : to make volatile; esp : to cause to
pass off in vapor — vi ; to pass off in vapor

vol>a-tize \'val-3-,tTz\ vb : volatilize
VOl-au-vent \.v6-I6-'va"\ n [F. lit., flight in the wind] : a large
patty shell filled with a ragout of meat, fowl, game, or fish after
baking

iVOl-can-iC \val-'kan-ik, vol- also -'kan-\ adj la: of or relating to
a volcano b : characteiized by volcanoes c : made of materials
from volcanoes _ 2 : explosively violent : volatile — vol-cau-i-
caMy \-i-k(9-ile\ adv
^volcanic n : a volcanic rock
volcanic glass n : natural glass produced by the cooling of molten
lava too rapidly to permit crystallization

vol-ca.nlci.ty \,val-k3-'nis-3t-e, ,v61A n : volcanism
vol»ca.nis?n Vval-ka-.niz-am, 'v61-\ n ; volcanic power or action
vol>ca<nist \-n3st\ « : a specialist in the study of volcanic phe-
nomena

vol-ca-nize \-,nTz\ vt : to subject to or affect by volcanic heat
vol>ca>no \val-'ka-(,)n5, v61-\ n, pi volcanoes or volcanos [It
volcano, fi". L Vulcanus, Viilcanus Wulcan] 1 : a vent in the earth's
crust from which molten or hot rock and steam issue 2 ; a hill or
mountain composed wholly or in part of the ejected material

VOl>ca>uo>log*ic \,val-k3n-^l-'aj-ik, ,v61-\ adj ; of or relating to
volcanology — vol>ca-no>log*i*cal \-i-k3l\ adj

vol-ca-nol-o-gist \,val-k3-'iml-a-jast, ,v61-\ n : a geophysicist who
specializes in volcanology

VOl-ca-noI*o*gy \-jc\ n ; a branch of science that deals with vol-
canic phenomena
ivole \'vol\ n [F. prob. fr. voler to fly — more at volley] ; grand
SLAM I — go the vole : to risk all for great gains

2voIe n [earlier vole-mouse, fr. vole- (of Scand origin; akin to ON
vbllr field) + mouse} i any of various small rodents (family Criceti-
dae and esp. genus Microius) closely related to the lemmings and
muskrats but in general resembling stocky mice or rats

VO-li-lion \v6-'lish-3n, v3-\ n [F, fr. ML volition-, volitiu, fr. L vol-
(stem of velie to will, wish) + -Uion-, -iiio (as in L po'iition-, positio
position I

— more at will] 1 ; an act of making a choice or deci-
sion; also : a choice or decision made 2 : the power of choosing
or determining : will — vo<li-tiou<al X'lish-nal, -3n-'l\ adj

VOl-i-tive \'val-3t-iv\ adj 1 : of or relating to the will 2 : express-
ing a wish or permission

volks-lied \*fok .slct, 'f61k-\ n, pi volks-lie.der \-.sled-3r\ [G, fr.

volk people + lied song] : a folk song
iVOl'ley yval-e\ n [MF volee flight, fr. voler to fly, fr. L volarel
1 a ; a flight of missiles (as arrows) b : simultaneous discharge of a
number of missile weapons c : one round per gun in a battery fired
as soon as each gun is ready without regard to order d (1) : the
flight of the ball in tennis or its course before striking the ground;
also : a return of the ball before it touches the ground (2) ; a kick
of the ball in soccer before it rebounds (3) : the exchange of the
shuttlecock in badminton following the serve 2 a : a burst or
emission of many things at once b ; a burst of simultaneous or

immediately sequential nerve impulses passing to an end organ,
synapse, or center

syolley vb vol-leyed: vol-ley-ing vt 1 ; to discharge in or as if in
a volley 2 : to propel (an object) while in the an- and before touch-
ing the ground; specij : to hit (a tennis ball) on the volley -^ vi

1 : to become discharged in or as if in a volley 2 : to make a volley;
7 : to volley an object of play (as ' " ' '

--,,----

y-ball \-,b61\ n : a name played
ball <

lyol-plaue \'val-,plan\ n [F vol plane, fr. vol flight (fr voler)
+ plane, pp. of planer to glide — more at plane] : a glide in an
airplane

^volplane vi l : to glide in or as if in an airplane 2 : glide 3
Vol-sci \'v61-,ske, 'val-,sT\ n pi [L] : a people of ancient Italy
dwelling between the Latins and Samnites
Vol-sclan X'val-shan, -ske-an\ n 1 : a member of the Volsci 2 : the
Italic language of the Volsci — Volscian adj

'volt \'volt, 'v61t\ n [F volte, fr. It volta turn, fr. voltare to turn, fr.

(assumed) VL volvitare, freq. of L volvere to roll — more at vol-
uble] 1 a : a tread or gait in which a horse going sideways makes
a turn around a center b : a circle traced by a horse in this move-
ment 2 : a leaping movement in fencing to avoid a thrust

2volt \'v61t\ n [Alessandro Volta tlS27 It phy.sicist] 1 : the prac-
tical mks unit of electriciil potential difference and electromotive
force equal to the difference of potential between two points in a
conducting wire carrying a constant current of one ampere when
the power dissipated between these two points is equal to one watt
and equivalent to the potential difference across a resistance of one
ohm when one ampere is flowing through it 2 : a unit of electrical
potential difference and electromotive force equal to 1 00034 volts
and formerly taken as the standard in the U.S. — called also inter-
national volt

volt-age \'voI-tij\ n : electric potential or potential difference ex-
pressed in volts

voltage divider n : a resistor or series of resistors provided with
taps at certain points and used to provide various potential differ-
ences from a sir^gle power source

VOl*ta>iC \val-'ta-ik. vol-\ adj [A. Volta} : of, relating to, or pro-
ducing direct electric current by chemical action (as in a battery)
: GALVANIC <-- cell)

voltaic couple n : ualvanic couple
voltaic pile n ijp^le 4a
vol. ta.ism \'vol-ta-,iz-am, 'val-\ n ; galvanism 1

vol-ta.meter \vol-'tam-at-3r, 'vol-tg-.met-X n [ISV voltaic + -me-
ter] : an apparatus for measuring the quantity of electricity passed
through a conductor_ by the amount of electrolysis produced— vol'ta.met-ric \.vol-t3-'me-trik\ adj
VOlt-am»me'ter \'vol-'tam-,et-ar\ n : an instrument for indicating
one or more ranges of volts and amperes by changing terminal con-
nections
VOlt-am.pere \-'tam-,pi(3)r\ n : a unit of electric measurement
equal to the product of a volt and an ampere that for direct current
constitutes a measure of power equivalent to a watt and for alter-
nating current a measure of apparent power
Vol.ta'S pile \,v61-taz-, ,val-, ,v61-\ n [Alessandro Volta] : ^pile 4a
volte-face \,v6lt-^-)'fas\ n [F, fr. It voltajaccia, fr. volta turn

-i- jaccia face. fr. (assumed) VL jacia — more at volt] : a facing
about esp. in policy : about-face

volt-me-ter \'v61t-,met-ar\ n [ISV] : an instrument (as a galva-
nometcri for measuring in volts the differences of potential between
different points of an electrical circuit

vol.u-bil.i-ty \.val-y3-'bil-3t-e\ n ; the quality or state of being
voluble

VOl-U-ble \'val-y3-b3l\ adj [MF or L; MF. fr. L voiubilis, fr. L
volvere to roll: akin to OB wealwian to roll, Gk eilyein to roll, wrap]
1 a : easily rolling or turning : rotating b : having the power or
habit of twining '.-^ plant stem) 2 : characterized by ready or
rapid speech : glib, fluent syn see talkative — vol*u-bly \-ble\

vol-xi-ble-ness \-b3l-n3s\ n : volubiltfy
iVOl-ume X'val-ysm, -(,lyum\ n [ME, fr. MF, fr. L volumen roll of
writing, fr. volvere to roll] 1 : scroll la 2 a : a series of printed
sheets bound typically in book form : book b : an arbitrary num-
ber of issues of a periodical c : album Ic 3 : space occupied as
measured in cubic units (as inches, quarts, or pecks) : capacitv
— see measure table, metric system table 4 a (1) : amount; also

: bulk, mass (2) : a considerable quantity b : the amount of a
substance occupying a particular volume c : mass or the repre-
sentation of mass in art or architecture 5 : the degree of loudness
or the intensity of a sound; also : loudnf.ss syn see BULK — vol-
ume adj — vol-umed X-yamd, -(,)yijmd\ adj

VOLUME FORMULAS
FIGURE FORMULA MEANING OF LETTERS

cube V=a3 a=one of the dimensions

rectangular prism V = abc a=Iength: b= width;
c=depth

pyramid v=^^ A = area of base;
tt=height

cylinder V=,rrih Tr = 3.1416; r= radius
of the base. h=height

cone v==F T= 3.1416; r = radius
of the base; h= height

sphere V=ijL' ;r= 3.1416; r=radius

avolume vi : to roll or rise in volume ~ vr : to send or give out in
volume

vol-u.meter \'val-yu-.met-3r\ n [ISV, blend of volume and -meierj
: an instrument for measuring volumes (as of gases or liquids)
directly or (as of solids) by displacement of a liquid

VOl.u-met'ric \,val-yu-'me-trik\ adj : of or relating to the measure-
ment of volume — vol'U-met-ri-caMy \-tri-k(3-)Ie\ adv
VOlumetiic analysis n 1 : quantitative analysis by the use of
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definite volumes of standard solutions of reagents 2 : analysis

of gases by volume
V0.1u.mi«nos«i-ty Xva-.lu-ma-'nas-at-eX n : the quality or state of

being voluminous
vo •111 • mi.nous \v3-'lu-m3-nas\ arfj [LL voluminosus, fr. L volumin-,

volumen} 1 : consisting of many folds, coils, or convolutions
; WINDING 2a; having or marked by great volume or bulk
; large; specij : full b : numerous 3 a : filling or capable of

filling a large volume or several volumes b : writing or speaking
much or at great length — vO'lu-mi.nous-ly adv — vo*Iu<mi-
nous-ness n

VOl.un.tar-i«Iy \,vaI-an-'ter-3-Ie\ adv : of one's own free will

VOl'Un-tar.i-ness \'val-3n-,ter-e'nas\ n : the quality or state of
being voluntary
VOLun-ta-rism X'val-sn-ta-.riz-am, -.ter-,lz-\ n 1 : the principle or
system of doing something by or relying on voluntary action 2 : a
theory that conceives will to be the dominant factor in experience
or in the world — vol-un-ta-rist X-ta-rsst, -,ter-3st\ n — vol>un-
ta-ris.tic \,val-3n-t3-'ris-tik, -,ter-'is-\ adj
IVOl'Un-tary \'val-3n-,ter-e\ adj [ME. fr. L voluntarius, fr. voluntas

will, fr velle to will, wish — more at will] 1 ; proceeding from the

will or from one's own choice or consent 2 : unconstrained by
Interference : self-determining 3 : done by design or intention

: INTENTIONAL <'^ manslaughter/ 4 : of, relating to, subject to, or
regulated by the will <"- behavior) 5 : having power of free choice
<man is a ~ agent) 6 : provided or supported by voluntary action

7 : acting or done of one's own free will without valuable consider-
ation or legal obligation
Syn VOLUNTARY, INTENTIONAL. DELIBERATE, WILLFUL, WILLING
mean done or brought about of one's own will, voluntary implies

freedom and spontaneity of choice or action without external com-
pulsion, or it may suggest control of the will over actions or move-
ments in contrast with involuntary: intentional stresses an aware-
ness of an end to be achieved; deliberate implies full consciousness
of the nature of one's act and its consequences; willful stresses a
refusal to be taught, advised, or commanded; willing implies a
readiness and eagerness to accede to or anticipate the wishes of
another

avcluntary n l a : a prefatory often extemporized musical piece
b : an improvisatory organ piece played before, during, or alter a
religious service 2 : one who participates voluntarily : volunteer

vol.im.tary-ism \'val-3n-,ter-e-,iz-3m\ n : voluntarism — vol-
un-tary-ist \-e-ast\ n

voluntary muscle n : muscle under voluntary control
iVOl-un-teer \,val-3n-'ti(alr\ n [obs. F voluntaire (now volontaire),

fr. voluntaire, adj.. voluntary, fr. L voluntarius'i 1 : one who enters
into or offers himself for any service of his own free will: as a : one
who enters into military service voluntarily b (1) : one who renders
a service or lakes part in a transaction while having no legal con-
cern or interest (2) : one who receives a conveyance or transfer of
property without giving valuable consideration 2 : a volunteer
plant
^volunteer adj l : of, relating to, or consisting of volunteers : vol-
untary 2 : growing spontaneously without direct human control
or supervision esp. from seeds lost from a previous crop
syolunteer vr : to offer or bestow voluntarily <~ one's services)
'- vi : to offer oneself as a volunteer

Volunteers ol America n : a religious and philanthropic organiza-
tion similar to the Salvation Army founded in 1S96 by Commander
and Mrs. Ballington Booth

vo.lup.tu-ary \v3-'l3p-ch3-,wer-e\ n : one whose chief interest is

luxury and the gratification of sensual appetites : sensualist — vo-
luptuary adj

vo-lup-tu.ate \-ch3-,wat\ vi Ivoluptuous -(- -are] ; luxuriate
VO-lUp'tUOUS \-ch3(-w3)s\ adj [ME. fr. L voluptuosus, fr. voluptas
pleasure; akin to Gk elpis hope, L velle to wish — more at will]
1 a : full of delight or pleasure to the senses b : ministering or in-

chning to or arising from sensuous or sensual gratification : lux-
urious <~ palace) c : suggesting sensual pleasure by fullness and
beauty of form 2 : given to or spent in enjoyments of luxury,
pleasure, or sensual gratifications syn see sensuous — vo-lup-
tuouS'ly adv — vo*lup*tuouS'ness n

VO'lute \v9-'lLit\ n [L voluia, fr. fern, of volutus, pp. of volvere to
roll] 1 : a spiral or scroll-shaped form 2 a : a spiral scroll-shaped
ornament forming the chief feature of the Ionic capital b : a turn
of a spiral shell 3 ; any of numerous marine gastropod mollusks
(familv Voluiidae) with a thick short-spired shell — volute or vo-
lut-ed \-'ltit-ad\ adj

VO'lU'tin \'val-y3-,tin. v3-'liit-'n\ n [G, fr. NL volutans, specific
epithet of the bacterium Spirillum volutans in which it was first

found] : a granular basophilic substance that is probably a nucleic
acid compound and is common in microorganisms

VOl-va \'v*al-va. 'v61-\ n [NL. fr. L volva, vulva integument — more
at vulva] : a membranous sac or cup about the base of the stipe in
many gill fungi — vol'Vate \-,vat\ adj

vol*VOX \-,vaks\ n [NL, genus name. fr. L, volvere to roll — more at
VOLUBLE] ; any of a genus (^Volvox) of green flagellates that form
spherical colonies

VOl.vu«lUS \'val-vy3-l35, 'v6l-\ n [NL. fr. L volvere'i : a twisting of
the intestine upon itself that causes obstruction
VO.mer \'v6-m3r\ n [NL. fr L. plowshare] : a bone of the skull of
most vertebrates situated below the ethmoid region that in man
forms part of the nasal septum — vo-mer-ine Vvo-ma-,rTn\ adj
tVom.it \'vam-st\ n [ME, fr. MF^^fr. L vomitus, fr. vomitus, pp. of
vomere to vomit; akin to ON vama nausea, Gk emein to vomit]
1 : an act or instance of disgorging the contents of the stomach
through the mouth; also : the disgorged matter 2 : emetic
avomit vi 1 : to disgorge the stomach contents 2 : to spew forth

: BELCH. GUSH ^ vt 1 : to disgorge (the contents of the stomach)
through the mouth 2 ; to eject violently or abundantly : spew
3 : to cause to vomit — vom-it-ei n

vomiting gas n : chloropicrin
vom.i.to-ry Wam-a-.tor-e -.t6r-\ n [LL vomitorium, fr. L vomitus,
pp.; fr. Its disgorging the spectators] : an entrance piercing the
banks of seats of a theater or amphitheater

VOm.i.tU-ri.Uon X.Vam-a-cha-'rish-an, -3-tu-'\ n [vomit + -urition
fas in micturition)'^ i repeated ineffectual attempts at vomiting

Vpm.i.tUS \Vam-at-3s\ n [L] : matter vomited
n\ n [G. abbr. for vergeltungswajje 1, lit., reprisal

ivoO'doo \'vud-(,)U\ n [LaF voudou, of African origin; akin to
Ewe vo^du^ tutelary deity, demon] 1 ; vqodooism 2 a : one who
deals in spells and necromancy b (1) ; a sorcerer's spell (2) : a
hexed object — voodOO adj
avoodoo vf : to bewitch by or as if by means of voodoo : hex
voo.doo.ism \'vUd-(.)U-,iz-3m\ n 1 : a religion derived from
African ancestor worship, practiced chiefly by Negroes of Haiti,
and characterized by propitiatory rites and communication by
trance with animistic deities 2 : the practice of witchcraft —
voo.doo'ist \-,iJ-3st\ n — voo.doo>is*tic \,vud-(,)ii-'is-tik\ adj

VO.ra.CiOUS \v6-'ra-shas, v3-\ adj [L vorac-. vorax, fr. vorare to
devour; akin to OHG querdar bait. L gurges whirlpool] 1 ; having
a huge appetite : ravenous 2 : excessively eager ; insatiable —
vo-ra-cious-ly adv — vo-ra-cious*ness n

VOr-la-ge \'for-,lag-3. 'f6r-\ n [G, lit., forward position, fr. vor fore
+ lage position] : the position of a skier leaning forward from the
ankles usu. without lifting the heels from the skis
-V-O.rous \v-(3-1r3s\ adj combjorm [L -varus, fr. vorare to devour]

: eating : feeding on <frugivoro«.j)
vor-tex \'v6r-,teks\ n, pi vor-lLces \'v6rt-a-.sez\ also vor-tex-es
[NL vortic-, vortex, fr. L vertex whirlpool — more at vertex] : a
mass of fluid esp. of a liquid having a whirling or circular motion
tending to form a cavity or vacuum in the center of the circle and to
draw toward this cavity or vacuum bodies subject to its action;
specij : whirlpool, eddy

vor.ti-cal \'v6rt-i-k3l\ adj : of, relaUng to, or resembling a vortex
: swirling — vor-ti'Cal'ly \-k(a-)le\ adv

vor.ti.cel.la \.v6rt-3-'sel-9\ n, pi vor-ti-ceMae \-'seI-(.)e\ or
vorticellas [NL. genus name. fr. L voriic-, vortex} ; any of a
genus ( V'orticella) of stalked bell-shaped ciliates

vor.ti.cism \'v6rt-3-.siz-3m\ n [L voriic-, vortex'i '. an English
offshoot of futurism designed to relate all art forms directly to the
machine and industrial civilization — vor-ti.cist \-s3st\ n

vor.lici.ty \v6r-'tis-at-e\ n : the state of a fluid in vortical motion
vor. ti.cose \'v6rt-i-,kos\ adj : vortical
vor-tig.i-nous \v6r-'tij-3-n3s\ adj [L vortigin-, vortigo, vertigin-,

vertigo action of whirling, vertigo] 1 archaic : vortical 2 archaic
: moving in a series of eddies : swirling

vo-ta.ress \'v6t-3-r3s\ n : a female votary
vO'ta.rist \-r3st\ n : votary
VO-ta.ry \'vot-9-re\ n [L votum vow] 1 archaic : a sworn adherent
2 a : enthusiast, devotee b : a devoted admirer 3 a : a devout or
zealous worshiper b : a staunch believer or advocate
ivote \'vot\ n [ME (Sc\ fr L votum vow, wish — more at vow]
1 a ; a usu. formal expression of opinion or will in response to a
proposed decision; esp : one given as an indication of approval or
disapproval of a proposal, motion, or candidate for office b : the
total number of such expressions of opinion made known at a single
time (as at an election) c : an expression of opinion or preference
held to resemble a vote d : ballot 1 2 : the collective opinion or
verdict of a body of persons expressed by voting 3 : the right to
cast a vote; specij ; the right of suffrage : franchise 4 a : the act
or process of voting b : a method of voting 5 C a formal expres-
sion of a wish, will, or choice voted by a meeting 6a: voter
b : a group of voters with some common and identifying charac-
teristics 7 chiejly Brit a : a proposition to be voted upon; esp
: a legislative money item b : appropriation 8 ojten cap : a daily
record of proceedings in the House of Commons

2vote VI 1 : to express one's views in response to a poll; esp : to
exercise a political franchise 2 : to express an opinion '*- v/ 1 : to
choose, endorse, decide the disposition of. defeat, or authorize by
vote 2 a : to adjudge by general agreement : declare b ; to offer
as a suggestion ; propose 3 a : to cause to vote in a given way
b : to cause to be cast for or against a proposal

VOte«less \'v6t-l3s\ adj : having no vote; esp : denied the political

franchise
_

vot.er \'vot-3r\ n : one that votes or has the legal right to vote
voting machine n : a mechanical device for recording and counting
votes cast in an election

VO-tive \'v6t-iv\ adj [L vodvus, fr. votum vow] 1 : offered or per-
formed in fulfillment of a vow or in gratitude or devotion 2 : con-
sisting of or expressing a vow. wish, or desire <a ^ prayer) — vo-
tive.ly adv — vo>tive>ness n

votive mass n : a mass celebrated for a special intention In place of
the mass of the day

VO-tress \'vo-tr3s\ n [by alter.] archaic : votaress
iVOUCh \'vauch\ vb [ME vochen. vouchen, fr. MP vocher, fr. L
vorare to call, summon, fr voc-. vox voice — more at voice] vf

1 : to summon into court to warrant or defend a title 2 archaic
a : ASSERT, AFFIRM b ! ATTEST 3 archaic '. to Cite or refer to as au-
thority or supporting evidence 4 a : prove, substantiate b : to
verify (a business transaction) by examining documentary evidence
~ v/ 1 : to give a guarantee : become surety 2 a : to supply
supporting evidence or testimony b : to give personal assurance
avouch n, obs ; allegation, declaration
voucli-ee \vau-'che\ n : one for whom another vouches
ivouch.er \'vau-ch3r\ n 1 : an act of vouching 2 a : a piece of
supporting evidence : proof b : a documentary record of a
business transaction c : a written affidavit or authorization
^voucher vr : to establish the authenticity of; esp : to certify by a
voucher
^voucher n : one that guarantees : surety
vouch-sale \vauch-'saf. 'vauch-,\ vt 1 a : to grant or furnish
often in a condescending manner b : to choose to give by way of
reply 2 a : to grant as a privilege : permit b : to grant as a special
favor syn see grant — vouch.sale-ment \-m3nt\ n

VOUS'SOir \vu-'swar. 'vij-,\ n [F. fr. (assumed) VL volsorium, fr.

volsus, pp. of L volvere to roll — more at voluble] ; one of the
wedge-shaped pieces forming an arch or vault

IVOW \Vau\ n [ME vowe, fr. OF. fr. L votum, fr. neut. of votus, pp.
of vovere to vow; akin to Gk euchesihai to pray, vow] ; a solemn
promise or assertion; specij : one by which a person binds himself
to an act. service, or condition
2V0W vf 1 : to make as a vow 2 : to bind or consecrate by a vow
^ vi : to make a vow — vow-er \'vau(-3)r\ n
3vow vb [ME vowen. short for avowen'\ t avow, declare
VOW.el \'vau(-3)l\ n [ME, fr MF vouel. fr. L vocalis — more at
vocalic] 1 ; one of a class of speech sounds in the articulation of
which the oral part of the breath channel is not blocked and is not
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constricted enough to cause audible friction; broadly ; the one most
prominent sound in a syllable 2 : a letter or other symbol repre-
senting a vowel — usu. used in English of a, e, i, o, u, and some-
times y

VOW*el*ize \'vau-C9-),lTz\ vt ; to furnish with vowel signs or points
vowel point n : a mark placed below or otherwise near a consonant
in some languages (as Hebrew) and representing the vowel sound
that precedes or follows the consonant sound
vowel rhyme n : assonance 2b
vox an.gel.i.ca \.vak-san-'jel-i-k3\ n [NL, lit., angeUc voice]

: VOIX CELESTE
vox hu.ma.na \,vaks-hCy)ii-'man-a, ,vaks-yu-\ n [NL, lit., human
voice] : a reed pipe-organ stop made to give a sound imitative of the
human voice
vox po.pu-li \'vak-'spap-y3-,lT, -,le\ n [L, voice of the people]

: popular sentiment
ivoy.age \'v6i-ij, 'v6(-}ij\ n [ME, fr. OF voiage, fr. LL viaticum, fr.

L, traveling money, fr. neut. of viaticus of a journey, fr. via way —
more at via] 1 : an act or instance of traveling ; journey 2 a : a
journey by water : cruise b : a journey through air or space
3 ; an account of a journey esp. by sea

avoyage vi : to take a trip : travel ^ \t ; sail, traverse — voy-
ag'Sr n

voya.geur X.vwa-.ya-'zhsr, ,v6i-.a-\ n [CanF. fr. F, traveler, fr.

voyager to travel, fr. voyage voyage, fr. OF voiagel : a man em-
ployed by a fur company to transport goods and men to and from
remote stations in the Northwest

VOy-eur \vwa-'y3r. v6i-'(y)3r\ n [F, lit., one who sees, fr. MF, fr.

voir to see, fr. L videre — more at wit] : one obtaining sexual grati-
fication from seeing sex organs and sexual acts — voy-eur-ism
\-,iz-3m\ n — voy.eur-iS'tic X.vwa-.yar-'is-tik, .v6i-,(y}9r\ adj— voy-eur-is-ti-caMy \-ti-k(3-)le\ adv

V-par-ti-cle \'ve-\ n : a charged or uncharged short-lived ele-
mentary particle produced by collisions, of very high energy
protons or neutrons with nuclei
VTOUW or vrow \'vro, 'fro, 'vrou, "frouX n [D vrouw & Afrik vrou}

: a Dutch or Afrikaner woman
V sign n : a sign made by raising the index and middle fingers in a V
and used asa victory salute, a gesture of approval, or an okay
VT fuze \'ve-'te-\ n [variable limejuze] : proximity fuze
V-2 \*ve-'tu\ n [G, abbr. for vergeltimgswajje 2, lit., reprisal
weapon 2] : a rocket-propelled bomb of German invention
vug or VUgg or VUgll \'v3g\ r [Corn dial, vooga underground
chamber, fr. Ljovea small pit] : a small unfilled cavity in a lode or in
rock

Vul'Can \'v3l-k3n\ p. [L Volcanus, Vulcanus] ; the god of fire and
of metalworking in Roman mythology

VUl-ca<ni>an \,v3l-'ka-ne-5n\ adj 1 cap : of or relating to Vulcan
or to working in iron or other metals 2a; volcanic b : of or
relating to a volcanic eruption in which highly viscous or soUd lava
is blown into fragments and dust

vul-can-ic-i-ty \,v3l-k9-'nis-3t-e\ « ; volcanicfty
vul-can-ism \'vsl-k3-,niz-3m\ n ; volcanism
VUl.can-ite \-.nTt\ n [obs. E vulcan fire, fr. Vulcan-\ % a hard vul-
canized rubber

VUl.can.izate X'vsl-ks-na-.zatXn [back-formation fr. vulcanization'^
I a vulcanized product

Vul>can>iza'tion X.val-ka-na-'za-shsnX n : the process of treating
crude or synthetic rubber or similar plastic material chemically to
give it useful properties {as elasticity, strength, and stability!

VUl.can.ize \'vat-k3-,nTz\ vb [ISV, fr. L Vulcanus Vulcan, fire] vt

; to subject to vulcanization '^ vi : to undergo vulcanization —
vul^can.iz-er n

vulcanized liber n [fr. Vulcanized Fibre, a trademark] : a tough
substance made by treatment of cellulose (as paper from rags) and
used for luggage and for electrical insulation
vuLcan-oLo-gist X.val-ks-'nal-a-jsstX n : volcanologist
vul.can.ol=o-gy \-je\ n [ISV] : volcanology
VUl-gar \'v3l-g3r\ adj [MF-, fr. L vulgaris of the mob, vulgar, fr.
volgus, vulgus mob, common people; akin to Skt varga group]
la; generally used, applied, or accepted b : having or under-

standing in the ordinary sense 2 : VERNActn,AR 3 a : of or relat-
ing to the common people ; plebeian b ; generally current : public
c : of the usual, typical, or ordinary kind 4 a : lacking in cultiva-
tion, perception, or taste : coarse b : morally crude, undeveloped,
or unregenerate : gross c : ostentatious or excessive in expen-
diture or display : pretentious 5 a : offensive in language
: EARTHY b : obscene, profane syn see coarse, common — vul-
gar, ly adv
vulgar era n : christian era
vul.gar-i.an \,v3l-'gar-e-3n, -'ger-\ n : a vulgar person
VUl-gar.ism \'v9l-g3-,riz-3m\ n 1 a : a word or expression orig-
inated or used chiefly by illiterate persons : a substandard use
b : a coarse word or phrase : OBSCENrrv 2 : vulgarity

VXU-gar.i.ty \.v3l-'gar-3t-e\ n 1 : the quality or state of being
vulgar 2 : something vulgar
VUl-gar-iza-tion \,v9l-g(3-)ra-'za-shan\ n 1 : a making widely
familiar : popularization 2 : coarsening, debasement

VUl-gar-ize \'v3l-g3-,rTz\ vr l : to diffuse generally : popularize
2 : to make vulgar : coarsen — vul'gar«iz»er n

Vulgar Latin n : the nonclassical Latin of ancient Rome including
the speech of plebeians and the informal speech of the educated
established by comparative evidence as the chief source of the Ro-
mance languages

VUl.gate \'v9l-,gat. -g3t\ n [ML vulgata, fr. LL vulgara editio
edition in general circulation] 1 cap : a Latin version of the Bible
authorized and used by the Roman Catholic Church 2 : any com-
monly accepted text or reading

VUl-gUS \'v9l-g3s\ n [prob. alter, of obs. vulgars (English sentences
to be translated into Latin)] : a short composition in Latin verse
formerly common as an exercise in some English public schools

vul.ner.a.bil.i-ty \.v3ln-(a-)r3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of
being vulnerable
VUl.ner.a.ble \'valn-(3--)r9-bal, 'vsl-nsr-balX adj [LL vulnerabilis,
fr. L vulnerare to wound, fr. vulner-, vulnus wound; akin to Goth
wilwan to rob, L vellere to pluck. Ok oule wound] 1 : capable of
being wounded 2 : open to attack or damage : assailable
3 : liable to increased penalties but entitled to increased bonuses
after winning a game of contract bridge — vul>ner>able>ness n —
vul-ner-ably \-bie\ adv
lvul.ner«ary \'v3l-n3-,rer-e\ adj [L vulnerarius, fr. vulner-, vulnus'\

: used for or useful in healing wounds i^ plants)
2vulnerary n : a vulnerary remedy
VUhpiue Vval-,pTn\ adj [L vulpinus, fr. vulpes fox; akin to Gk
alopex fox] 1 : of, relating to, or resembUng a fox 2 : foxy,
crafty

VUl-ture \'v3l-ch3r\ n [ME, fr. L vultur"^

1 : any of various large raptorial birds
(families Aegypiidae and Cathartidae) that
are related to the hawks, eagles, and falcons
but have weaker claws and the head usu.
naked and that subsist chiefly or entirely on
carrion 2 : a rapacious or predatory person
vuMur-ine \-ch3-,rTu\ adj la: of or relat-
ing to the vultures b : characteristic of a
vulture 2 : marked by a vile rapacity ; pred-
atory
VUMur-OUS \'v3lch-(3-)r3s\ adj : resembling
a vulture esp. in rapacity or scavenging habits
VUl-va \*val-v3\ n [NL, fr. L volva, vulva in-
tegument, womb; akin to Skt ulva womb. L
volvere to roll — more at voluble] ; the ex-
ternal parts of the female genital organs; also
; the opening between the projecting parts of
the external organs — vul-val \-v3l\ or vulture

vul'var \-v3r\ adj — vul-vate \-.vat\ adj
VUl.Vi.form \'v9l-v3-.f6rm\ adj [NL vulva + E -r/orm] 1 : having
an oval shape with a middle cleft and projecting lips 2 : suggesting
a cleft with projecting edges — used of plant forms

VUl-vi.tiS \,V3l-'vTt-3s\ n [NL] : inflammation of the vulva
VUl.vo.vag.i.ni.Us \,v3l-(.)v6-,vaj-3-'nTt-as\ n [NL] : coincident
inflammation of the vulva and vagina
vying pres part oj vie
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W \'d3b-al-C,)3^, -y»C-w), rapid MabC-s)-
ya(-w), 'dab-yeX n, often cap, often attrib

1 a : the 23d letter of the English alphabet
1) ; a graphic representation of this letter

C : a speech counterpart of orthographic w
2 : a graphic device for reproducing the letter

w 3 : one designated w esp. as the 22d or
when j is used for the 10th the 23d in order or
class 4 : something shaped like the letter W
wab'ble \*wab-al\ var oj wobble
Wac \'wak\ n [ [Somen's Arniy Corps] : a
member of the Women's Army Corps es-

tablished in the U.S. during World War H
wack-i-Iy \'wak-3-Ie_\ adv : in a wacky manner
wack.i-ness \'wak-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being wacky

: CRAZINESS
wacky \'wak-e\ adj [perh. fr. E dial, whacky (fool)] : absurdly or
amusingly eccentric or irrational : crazy
Iwad \'wad\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a small mass, bundle, or tuft

b : a soft mass esp. of a loose fibrous material variously used fas to
stop an aperture, pad a garment, or hold grease around an axle)

c (1) : a soft plug used to retain a powder charge or to avoid
windage esp. in a muzzle-loading cannon or gun (2) : a felt or
paper disk to separate the components of a shotgun cartridge

2 : a considerable amount 3 a ; a roll of paper money b : money
C : a large amount of money
2wad vt wad-ded; wad-ding 1 : to form into a wad or wadding;
esp : to roll or crush into a tight wad 2 a : to insert a wad into
b : to hold in by a wad <~ a bullet in a gun) 3 : to stuff or line

with some soft substance (a^ cotton) ; pad — wad-der n
wad>able or wade>able \'wad-9-bal\ adj : capable of being waded
<a "- stream)

wad.ding \'wad-iri\ n l ; wads or material for making wads 2 : a
soft mass or sheet of short loose fibers used for stuffing or padding
iwad.dle \'wad-n\ vi wad.dling X'wad-lig, -'l-iD\ [freq. of wade'\

1 : to walk with short steps swinging the forepart of the body from
side to side 2 : to move clumsily in a manner suggesting a waddle— wad'dler \-lar, -""l-arX n
2waddle n ; an awkward clumsy swaying gait
iwad-dy \'wad-e\ n [native name in Australia] Austral : club— waddy vt. Austral
2wad'dy or wad.die \'wad-e\ n [origin unknown] West ; cowboy
iwade \'wad\ vb [ME waden, fr. OE wadan; akin to OHG watan to
go, wade, L vadere to go] vi 1 : to step in or through a medium (as

water) offering more resistance than air 2 t to move or proceed
with difficulty or labor 3 ; to set to work or attack with determina-
tion or vigor — used with in or into «— v? ; to pass or cross by
wading
awade n : an act of wading <a ~ in the brook)
wad-er \'wad-ar\ n 1 ; one that wades 2 : wading bird 3 : high
waterproof boots or trousers for wading
wa-di \'wad-e\ n [Ar wddiy/] 1 : the bed or valley of a stream in
regions of southwestern Asia and northern Africa that is usu. dry
except during the rainy season and that often forms an oasis
: GULLY, WASH 2 I 3 shallow usu. sharply defined depression in a
desert region
wading bird n ; any of many long-legged birds including the shore-
birds (as sandpipers and snipe) and the inland water birds (as
cranes and herons) that wade in water in search of food
wading pool n i a shallow pool of portable or permanent construc-
tion used by children for wading
wad*mal or wad-mol or wad<mel \*wad-m3l\ n [ME wadmale, fr.

ON vaihmal, lit., standard cloth, fr. vath cloth, clothing + mal
measure; akin to L metiri to measure — more at weed, measure] : a
coarse rough woolen fabric formerly used in the British Isles
and Scandinavia for protective coverings and warm clothing
Wae.SUCkS \'wa-,saks\ inierj [Sc wae woe (fr. ME wa) ¥ sucks,
alter, of £ sakes — more at woe] Scot — used to express grief or
pity

Waf \'waf\ n [ fTomen in the Air Force] ; a member of the women's
component of the air force formed after World War II
iwa.fer \'wa-f3r\ n [ME, fr. ONF waujre, of Gmc origin; akin to
MD wafel, wajer waffle] 1 a ; a thin crisp cake or cracker b : a
round thin piece of unleavened bread in the Eucharist 2 : an
adhesive disk of dried paste with added coloring matter used as a
seal 3 : a thin disk or ring resembling a wafer and variously used
(as for a valve or diaphragm)

2waler vi wa-fer-ing \-f(a-)rio\ : to seal, close, or fasten with a

e)] 1 chiefly Scot I a wavingwaff \'waf\ n [E dial, wafJ (to
motion 2 chiefly Scot : puff, gust

Wal.fle \'waf-3l, 'w6f-\ n [D wafel, fr. MD wafel, wafer; akin to
OE wefan to weave] ; a crisp cake of pancake batter baked in a
waffle iron

waffle iron n : a utensil for cooking waffles consisting of two
hinged metal parts that shut upon each other and impress surface
projections on the waffle
iwaft \'waft, 'waftV vb [(assumed) ME waughten to guard, con-
voy, fr. MD or MLG wachten to watch, guard; akin to OE w^ccan
to watch — more at wake] vt : to cause to move or go lightly by
or as if by the impulse of wind or waves ~ vi : to become wafted on
or as if on a buoyant medium — waft-er n

2wafl n 1 : a faint odor : whiff 2 : a slight breeze : puff 3 : the
act of "waving 4 ; a pennant or flag used to signal or to show wind

waft.age \'waf-tij, 'waf-\ n : the act of wafting or state of being
wafted; broadly : conveyance

wal.ture \-ch3r\ n ; the act of waving or a wavehke motion
»wag \'wag\ vb wagged; wag-ging [ME waggen; akin to MHO
wacken to totter. OE wegan to move — more at way] vi 1 : to be in
motion : stir 2 : to move to and fro or up and down esp. with
quick jerky motions 3 : to move in chatter or gossip (scandal
caused tongues to ~> 4 archaic : depart 5 : waddle ~vr
1 : to swmg to and fro or up and down esp. with quick jerky mo-
tions : switch; specif : to nod (the head) or shake (a finger) at (as
in assent or mild reproof) 2 : to move (as the tongue) animatedly
in conversaUon — wag-ger n
2wag n [prob. short for obs. E waghaUer (gallows bird), fr. E Uvag
+ flatter i 1 obs : a. young man ; chap 2 : wir. joker 3 : an act
of wagging : shake

iwage \'waj\ vb [ME wagen to pledge, give as security, fr. ONF
wagier, fr. wage'i vt : to engage in or carry on (--^ war) <~ a cam-
paign) — VI : to be in process of being waged
2wage n [ME, pledge, wage, fr. ONF. of Gmc origin; akin to Goth
wadi pledge — more at wed] 1 a : a payment usu. of money for
labor or services usu. according to contract and on an hourly,
daily, or piecework basis b pi : the share of the national product
attributable to labor as a factor in production 2 : recompense,
reward — usu. used in pi. but sing, or pi. in constr. <the ~5 of sin
is death — Rom 6:23 (RSV))
syn wage or wages, salary, stipend, fee, pay, hire, emolument
mean the price paid for services or labor, wage or wages applies
to an amount paid daily or weekly esp. for chiefly physical labor;
salary and stipend apply to a fixed amount paid for services re-
quiring training or special abiUty; fee applies to the price asked or
paid for the services of a physician, lawyer, artist, or other pro-
fessional; PAY may apply to wages or salaries but often specif, to
those of the military services; hire is archaic for wage or pay;
emolument may suggest rewards, other than pay, of one's work or

wage earner n_i one that works for wages or salary
wage.less \'waj-l3s\ adj : having no wages : unpaid
wage level n : the approximate position of wages at any given
time in any occupation or trade or esp. in industry at large
iwa-ger \'wa-j3r\ n [ME, pledge, bet, fr. AF wageure, fr. ONF
wagier to pledge] 1 a : something risked on an uncertain event
: STAKE b : something on which bets are laid : gamble 2 archaic
: an act of giving a pledge to take and abide by the result of some

2wager vb wa<>ger*ing \'wai-(a-)rio\ vt ; to hazard on an issue
: RISK, venture; specif ; to lay as a gamble '«- vi ; to make a bet— wa.ger.er \'wa-j3r-3r\ n
wage scale n l : a schedule of rates of wages paid for related
tasks 2 : the level of wages paid by an employer

wage-work.er \'waj-,w3r-k3r\ n : wage earner
wag.gery \'wag-3-re\ n 1 : mischievous merriment ; pleasantry
2 ; jest; esp : practical joke

wag.gish \'wag-ish\ adj 1 : resembling or characteristic of a
wag : frolicsome 2 : done or made in waggery or for sport
; humorous <a '^ trick) — wag.gish.ly adv — wag-gish-ness n

wag.gle \'wag-al\ vb wag-gling \-(9-)lio\ [freq. of ^wag} vi ; to
reel, sway, or move from side to side : wag '^ vr ; to move fre-
quently one way and the other ; wag — waggle n — wag>gly
\-(3-)le\ adj
TWag.ne.ri.an \\^g-'nir-e-sn\ adj [Richard Wagner tl883 G
composer and writer] ; of. relating to, or characieristic of Wagner
or his music or theories
2Wagnerian n : an admirer of the musical theories and style of
Wagner — Wag.ner-ite \'vag-n9-,rTt\ n

twag-on. or chiefly Brit wag.gon \'wag-an\ n [D wagen, fr. M0— more at wain] lata four-wheel vehicle for transporting
bulky commodities drawn orig. by animals b ; a hghter typically
horse-drawn vehicle for transporting goods or passengers c ; pa-
trol WAGON 2 Brit : a railway freight car 3 : a low four-wheel
vehicle with an open rectangular body and a retroflex tongue made
for the play or use (as for carrying newspapers) of a child 4 : a
small wheeled table used for the service of a dining room 5 : a de-
Uvery truck (milk ~> 6 : station wagon — off the wagon : no
longer abstaining from alcoholic beverages — on the wagon ; ab-
staining from alcoholic beverages
2wagon vi : to travel or transport goods by wagon — v/ : to trans
pori (goods) by wagon
wag-on.er \'wag-3-n3r\ n l : the driver of a wagon 2 cap a : au-
RIGA b : CHARLES'S WAIN

wag.on-ette \,wag-3-'net\ n : a light wagon with two facing seats
along the sides back of a transverse front seat

wa.gon-lit \va-go''-le\ n, p/ wagons-lits or wagon-lits X-go^-leX
[F, fr. wagon railroad car + lit bed] : a railroad sleeping car
wagon master n : a person in charge of one or more wagons esp.
for transporting freight
wagon train n : a group of wagons (as of supplies for a column of
troops) traveling overland

wag-tail \'wag-,tal\ n 1 : any of numerous chiefly Old World
birds (family Motacillidae) related to the pipits and having a trim
slender body and a very long tail that they habitually jerk up and
down 2 ; a bird resembling a wagtail (as an American water
thrush)
Wab-ha-bi or Wa-ha-bi \w3-'hab-e, wa-'hab-\ n [Ar wahhabiy, fr.

Muhammad b. *Abd aX-Wahhdb (Abdul-Wahhab) tl787 Arab
reUgious reformer] : a member of a puritanical Muslim sect
founded in Arabia in the 18th century by Muhammad ibn-Abdul
Wahhab and revived by ibn-Saud in the 20th century — Wab-
ha-bism \-'hab-jz-3m\ n — Wali>lia*bite \-.it\ adj or n

wa-lii<ne \wa-'he-(,)na\ n [Maori & Hawaiian] ; a Polynesian

iwa-hoo \'wa-,hU, 'w6-\ n [Creek Clhawhu wahoo (def. a)] : any
of various American trees or shrubs: as a : either of two elms
(Ulmus racemosa and U. alata) b ; cascara buckthorn c : bass-
wood 1

^walioo n [Dakota wahu, lit., arrowwood] ; either of two No.
American spindle trees: a : a shrub or small shrubby tree (Euony-
mus airopurpureus) having purple capsules which in dehiscence
expose the scarlet- ariled seeds — called also burning bush b : a
strawberry bush {Euonymus americanus)
3wa*hoo Vwa-.hiiX interj, chiefly West — used to express exu-
berance or enthusiasm or to attract attention
iwaif \'waf\ n [ME. fr. ONF, adj., lost, unclaimed] 1 a : a piece of
property found (as washed up by the sea) but unclaimed b pi
; stolen goods thrown away by a thief in flight 2a: something
found without an owner and esp. by chance b ; a stray person or
animal; esp ; a homeless child

2waif n : waft 4
iwail \'wa(3)l\ vb [ME wailen, of Scand origin; akin to ON vxlu,
vdla to wail; akin to ON vei woe — more at woe] vi 1 : to express
sorrow audibly : lament 2 : to make a sound suggestive of a
mournful cry 3 t to express dissatisfaction plaintively ; com-
plain '— vf. archaic : bewail — wail-er n

2wail n 1 : the act or practice of wailing : loud lamentation
2 a ; a usu. prolonged cry or sound expressing grief or pain b : a
sound suggestive of wailing <the ~ of an air-raid siren) c : a
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querulous expression of grievance ; complaint
wail-lul \'wa(a)l-fal\ adj 1 : SORROWFUL, mournful 2 : uttering
a sound suggestive of wailing — wail*ful>ly \-f3-le\ adv

wailing wall n l cap : an ancient wali in Jerusalem which is held to
contain stones from Solomon's temple and at which Jews tradi-
tionally gather to lament and pray 2 : a source of comfort and
consolation in misfortune <a soldier making the chaplain's office
his wailing wall)
wain \'wan\ n [ME, fr. OE wasgn; akin to MD wagen wagon, OE
wegan to move — more at way] 1 ; a usu. large and heavy vehicle
for farm use 2_ cap : Charles's wain
Iwain.SCOt \'wan-sk3t, -,skat, -,skot\ n [ME, fr. MD wagenschot'\
1 Brit : a fine grade of oak imported for woodwork 2 a (1) : a
usu. paneled wooden Uning of an interior wall (2) : a lining of an
interior wall irrespective of material b : the lower three or four
feet of an interior wall when finished differently from the remainder
of the wall
2wainscot vt wain-scot-ed or waln<scot>ted; wain-5cot*ing or
wain> scot* ting : to line with or as if with boards or paneling
wain.scot.ing or wain.scot.ting \-,sk5t-ir), -skat-, -,skat-\ n
1 : the material usedto wainscot a house 2 : wainscot 2a, 2b

wain.wriglit \'wan-,rit\ n : a maker and repairer of wagons
waist \'wast\ n [ME wast; akin to OE weaxan to grow — more at
WAX] 1 a : the narrowed part of the body between the thorax
and hips b : the greatly constricted basal part of the abdomen of
some insects (as wasps and flies) 2 : the part of something cor-
responding to or resembling the human waist; as a (1) : the part of
a ship's deck between the poop and forecastle (2) : the middle part
of a sailing ship between foremast and mainmast b ; the middle
section of the fuselage of an airplane 3 % a garment or the part of a
garment covering the body from the neck to the waistline or just
below: a : the upper part of a woman's dress b : blouse c : a
child's undergarment to which other garments may be buttoned
waist'band \'was(t)-,band\ n : a band or sash worn around the
waist; specij : a fitted band forming the top edge of trousers,
shorts, or skirt

Waist'Coat \'wes-k3t, 'was(t)-,kot\ n 1 : an ornamental garment
worn under a doublet 2 a chiefly Brit : vest b : a similar design
worn by a woman — waist>coat.ed \-ad\ adj

waist*er \'wa-st3r\ n ; a usu. green or broken-down seaman sta-
tioned in the waist of a ship (as a whaling ship)

walst-line \'wast-,ITn\ n 1 : an arbitrary line encircling the narrow-
est part of the waist; also : the part of a garment that covers this
line or may be above or below it as fashion dictates 2 : body cir-

cumference at the waist
iwait \'wat\ vb [ME waiten, fr. ONE waitier to watch, of Gmc
origin; akin to OHG wahta watch, OE waeccan to watch — more at
WAKE] vt 1 a : to stay in place in expectation of : await b : to
delay in hope of a favorable change in <"^ out a storm) 2 : to
delay serving (a meal) 3 : to serve as waiter for <-^ table) -^ v(

1 a : to remain stationary in readiness or expectation <~ for a
train) b : to pause for another to catch up 2 : to look forward
expectantly or hold back expectantly 3 : to serve at meals 4 a : to
be ready and available b : to remain temporarily neglected or
unrealized syn see stay — wait on or wait upon i a ; to attend
as a servant b : to supply the wants of : serve 2 : to make a
formal call on 3 : to follow as a consequence — wait up : to
delay going to bed

2wait n [ME waiie watchman, public musician, waitj fr. ONF,
watchman, watch, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG wahta watch]
1 a : one of a band of public musicians in England employed to
play for processions or public entertainments b (1 ) : one of a group
who serenade for gratuities esp. at the Christmas season (2) : a
piece of music by these 2 a t ambush — used chiefly in the expres-
sion lie in wait b : a state or attitude of watchfulness and ex-
pectancy 3 : an act or period of waiting

wait-a-bit \'wat-3-,bit\ n [trans, of Afrik wachl-en-bitje] ; any of
several plants bearing thorns or stiff hooked appendages

wait-er \'wat-ar\ n 1 : one that waits upon another; esp : a man
who waits on table (as in a restaurant) 2 : a tray on which some-
thing is carried : salver

waiting game n : a strategy in which one or more participants with-
hold action temporarily in the hope of having a favorable op-
portunity for more effective action later

waiting list n : a list or roster of those waiting (as for election to
a club or appointment to a position)
waiting room n : a room (as at a railroad station) for the use of
persons waiting

wait.ress \'wa-tras\ n : a girl or woman who waits on table
waive \'wav\ vt [ME weiven, fr. ONF weyver, fr. waij lost, un-
claimed] 1 archaic : to give up : forsake 2 : to throw away
(stolen goods) : abandon 3 archaic ; to shunt aside (as a danger
or duty) : evade 4 a : to relinquish voluntarily (as a legal right)
(-^ a jury trial) b : to refrain from pressing or enforcing (as a
claim or rule) : forgo 5 : to put off from immediate consideration
: postpone 6 : to dismiss with or as if with a wave of the hand

waiv.er \'wa-V3r\ n [AF weyver, fr. ONF weyver to abandon,
waive] : the act of intentionally relinquishing or abandoning a
known right, claim, or privilege or an instrument evidencing such
an act
iwake \'wak_\ vb waked \'wakt\ or woke \'w6k\ waked or
WO'ken \'wo-k3n\ or woke; wak-ing [partly fr. ME waken (past
wook, pp. waken), fr. OE wacan to awake (past woe. pp. wacen) and
partly fr. ME wakien, waken (past &. pp. waked), fr. OE wacian
to be awake (past wacode, pp. wacod); akin to OE wwccan to watch,
L vegere to rouse, excite] vi 1 a : to be or remain awake b : to
remain awake on watch esp. over a corpse c obs ; to stay up late in
revelry 2 : awake — often used with up ^ vt 1 ; to stand watch
over (as a dead body); esp : to hold a wake over 2 : to rouse from
or as if from sleep : awake — often used with up — wak-er n
2wake n 1 : the state of being awake 2 a (1) : an annual English
parish festival formerly held in commemoration of the church's
patron saint (2) : vigil la b : the festivities orig. connected with
the wake of an English parish church — usu. used in pi. but sing, or
pi. in constr. c Brit : an annual holiday or vacation — usu. used in
pi. but sing, or pi. in constr. 3 : a watch held over the body of a
dead person prior to burial and sometimes accompanied by festivity
Swalse n [of Scand origin; akin to ON v'ok hole in ice; akin to ON

vbkr damp — more at humor] : the track left by a moving body
(as a ship) inthe water; broadly : a track or path left

wake>liil Vwak-f3l\ adj : not sleeping or able to sleep : sleepless— wake-ful.ly \-f3-le\ adv — wake.lul-ness n
wake-less \_'wa-kl3s\ adj, oj sleep : sound, unbroken
wak.en \'wa-k3n\ v6 wak-en-ing \'wak-(3-)nio\ [ME waknen, fr.
OE wiscnian; akin to ON vakna to awaken, OE wasccan to watch]
: awake — often used with up

wak.en.er \'wak-(3-)nar\ n : one that causes to waken
wake.rile \'wa-,krTf\ adj [ME (Sc) walkryje, fr. walk awake (fr.
waken, walken towake) + ryje rife] Scot ; wakeful, alert

wake-rob.in \'wa-,krab-3n\ n 1 Brit a : any of various arums; esp
: cuckoopint b : a European orchid {Orchis maculata) 2 : Tril-
lium 3 : jack-in-the-pulpit
wake-up \'wa-.k3p\ n : flicker
Wal-den.ses \w61-'den(t)-(.)sez, wal-\ n pi [ME Waldensis, fr.

ML Waldenses, Valdenses, fr. Peter Waldo (or Valdo), 12th cent. F
heretic] : a Christian sect arising in southern France in the 12th
century, adopting Calvinist doctrines in the 16th centurv, and later
living chiefly in Piedmont — Wal>den>sian \-'den-ch3n, -'den(t)-
se-3n\ adj or n
Wal-dorl salad \,w61-,d6rf-\ n IWaldorf-Astoria. Hotel, New
York City] : a salad made typically of diced apples, celery, and
nuts and dressed with mayonnaise
iwale \'wa(3)l\ n [ME, fr. OE walu; akin to ON valr round, L
volvere to roll — more at voluble] 1 a : a streak or ridge made
on the skin esp. by the stroke of a whip : weal b : a narrow raised
surface : ridge 2 : one of a number of strakes usu. of extra thick
and strong planks in the sides of a wooden ship : — usu. used in pi.

3 a : one of a series of even ribs in a fabric b : the texture esp. of
a fabric
2wale vt : to mark (as the skin) with welts
3wale n [ME (Sc & northern dial.) wal, fr. ON val; akin to OHG
wala choice, OE wyllan to wish — more at will] 1 dial Brit
: choice 2 dial Brit : the best part : pick

iwale vb, dial Brit : choose
wal-er \'wa-lar\n, ojien cap [New So. Wales, Australia] : a horse
from New So. Wales; esp ; a rather large rugged saddle horse of
mixed ancestry formerly exported in quantity from Australia to
British India for military use
Wal.hal.la \val-'hal-3\ n [G] : VALHALLA
iwalk \'w6k\ vb [partly fr. ME walken (past welk, pp. walken), fr.

OE wealcan to roll, toss (past weolc, pp. wealcen) and partly fr. ME
walkien (past walked, pp. walked), fr. OE wealcian to roll up, muffle
up; akin to MD walken to knead, press, full, L valgus bowlegged]
vi 1 a obs : roam, wander b o/ a spirit : to move about in visible
form : appear c oj a ship : to make headway 2 a : to move along
on foot : advance by steps b : to go on foot for exercise or pleasure
c : to go at a walk 3 a : to pursue a course of action or way of life

: conduct oneself : behave <~ in darkness —Jn 8:12 (AV)) b : to
be or act in association : continue in union 4 : to go to first base
as the result of a base on balls 5 oj an inanimate object a ; to move
in a manner that is suggestive of walking b ; to stand with an ap-
pearance suggestive of strides (pylons ^ing across the valley) '- vt

1 a : to pass on foot or as if on foot through, along, over, or upon
: traverse, perambulate <'~ the streets) <--- a tightrope) b : to
perform or accomplish by going on foot <~ guard) 2 a : to cause
(an animal) to go at a walk <~i"g a dog) b : to cause to move by
walking <'^ed his bicycle up the hill); specij : to haul (as an anchor)
by walking round the capstan 3 : to follow on foot for the purpose
of measuring, surveying, or inspecting <--^ a boundary) 4 a : to ac-
company on foot : walk with b : to compel to walk c : to bring
to a specified condition by walking <'-^erf us off our feet) 5 : to
move (an object) in a manner suggestive of walking 6 : to perform
(a dance) at a walking pace i'^ a quadrille) 7 : to give a base on
balls to — walk away from 1 ; to outrun or get the better of with-
out difficulty 2 : to survive (an accident) with little or no injury— walk into 1 a : attack b : to reprimand harshly : criticize

severely 2 a : to eat or drink greedily {walked right into the beer
and pretzels) b : to use up ra^dly — walk off with 1 a : to steal
and take away b : to take over unexpectedly from someone else

: steal Id 2 : to win or gain esp. by outdoing one's competitors
without difficulty — walk over : to disregard the wishes or feelings
of : treat contemptuously — walk the plank 1 : to walk under
compulsion over the side of a ship into the sea 2 : to resign an
office or position under compulsion — walk through 1 : to go
through (a play or acting part) perfunctorily as in an early stage of
rehearsal 2 : to deal with or carry out perfunctorily

2walk « 1 : an act or instance of going on foot esp. for exercise or
pleasure (go for a '---) 2 : accustomed place of walking : haunt
3 : a place designed for walking: a : a railed platform above the
roof of a dwelling house b (1) : a path specially arranged or paved
for walking (2) : sidewalk c ; a public avenue for promenading
; promenade d : ropewalk 4 ; a place or area of land in which
animals feed and exercise with minimal restraint 5 : distance to be
walked 6 Brit : a ceremonial procession 7 : manner of living

; conduct, behavior 8a: the gait of a biped in which the feet

are lifted alternately with one foot not clear of the ground before
the other touches b : the gait of a quadruped in which there are
always at least two feet on the ground; specij : a four-beat gait of a
horse in which the feet strike the ground in the sequence near hind,
near fore, off hind, off fore c : an extremely low rate of speed
9 : a route regularly traversed by a person in the performance of a
particular activity (as patrolling, begging, vending) 10 : character-
istic manner of walking (his '^ is just like his father's) 11 a : social
or economic status (all '^s of life) b (1) : range or sphere of
action : field, province (2) ; vocation 12 ; a plantation of
trees arranged in rows with wide spaces between them 13 ; base
ON BALLS
walk.away \'w6-k3-,wa\ n : an easily won contest
walk.er \'w6-k9r\ n 1 : one that walks: as a : one that conducts
himself in a specified way b : a competitor in a walking race C ; a
peddler going on foot 2 : something used in walking: as a ; a
framework with wheels designed to support one learning to walk
b : a walking shoe

walk.ie-look-ie \,w6-ke-'luk-e\ n ; a portable one-man television
camera

walk.ie-talk.ie \-'t6-ke\ n : a compact battery-operated radio

abut; ® kitt«n; 9r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart,

1 joke; s^ sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

; ii loot; u foot; y yet; yti few; yu furious; zh vision
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transmitting and receiving set carried on a person's back to
provide two-way communication
iwalK-in \'w6-,kin\ adj 1 ; large enough to be walked Into 2 ; ar-

ranged so as to be entered directly rather than through a lobby
<~ apartment)

2wall5-in « 1 : a walk-In refrigerator or cold storage room 2 ; an
easy election victory
iwalk'ing \'w6-kio\ n 1 : the action of one that walks (-^ is good
exercise) 2 : the condition of a surface for one going on foot <the
'^ is slippery)
2walking adj 1 a : living, human <a ~ encyclopedia) b : able
to walk : AMBULATORY 2 a : used for or in walking <'^ shoes)
b ; characterized by or consisting of the action of walking <a '-«

tour) 3 : of or appropriate to a person being dismissed 4 : that
moves or appears to move in a manner suggestive of walking; esp
; that swings or rocks back and forth ('^ beam) 5 : not requiring
bed rest 6 : guided or operated by a man on foot (-^ plow)

walking delegate n : a labor union representative appointed to visit

members and their places of employment, to secure enforcement of
union rules and agreements, and at limes to represent the union in

dealing with employers
walking leaf n 1 : any of a genus (Camptosorus) of ferns — called
also walking fern 2 I any of a family (Phasmatidae) of insects with
wings and legs resembling leaves

walking papers n pi ; dismissal, discharge — called also walking
ticket

walking stick n l : a stick used in walking 2 usu walk-ing<stick
: stick insect; esp : an orthopterous insect {biapheromera jem-
orata) common in parts of the U.S.
Walk-ou \'w6-,k6n, -,kan\ n : a small usu. nonspealdng part In a
dramatic production
walk out vi 1 : to go on strike 2 : to leave suddenly often as an
expression of disapproval — walk out on : to leave in the lurch
; abandon, desert

walk-out \'w6-,kaut\ n 1 ; strike 3a 2 : the action of leaving a
meeting or organization as an expression of disapproval
walk-over \'w6-,ko-v3r\ n 1 : a horse race with only one starter
2 : a one-sided contest or an easy or uncontested victory

walk-up \'w6-,k3p\ n ; a building or apartment house without an
elevator; also ; an apartment or office in such a building— walk-
up adj

walk-v/ay \'w6-,kwa\ n : a passage for walking ; walk
Wal.ky-rie \val-'kir-e. -'kl(3)r-e, 'val-,\ n [G walkiire & ON
valkyrja'i : VALKYRIE

iwall \'w61\ n [ME, fr. OE weall: akin to MHG wall; both fr. a
prehistoric WGmc word borrowed fr. L vallum rampart, fr. vallus
stake, palisade; akin to ON voir round stick, L volvere to roll— more at voluble] 1 a : a high thick masonry structure forming a
long rampart or an enclosure chiefly for defense — often used in pi.

b : a masonry fence around a garden, park, or estate c ; a struc-
ture that serves to hold back pressure (as of water or shding earth)
2 ; one of the sides of a room or building connecting floor and
ceiling or foundation and roof 3 : the side of a footpath next to
buildings 4 ; an extreme or desperate position or a state of defeat,
failure, or ruin — usu. used in the phrase to the wall 5 : a material
layer enclosing space <-- of a container) (heart '^sy 6 : something
resembling a wall in appearance; esp : something that acts as a
barrier or defense <~ of reserve) (tariff ^y — walled \'w61d\ adj— wall-like \'w6l-.lTk\ adj

2wall vt la: to provide, cover with, or surround with or as if with
a wall (^ in the garden) b : to separate by or as if by a wall i-^ed
off half the house) 2 a : immure b : to close (an opening) with or
as if with a wall
3waH vb [ME (Sc) wawlen, prob. fr. ME wawil- (in wawil-eghed ^dX\-
eyed)] vt : to roll (one's eyes) in a dramatic manner f^ vi, oj the
eyes ; to roll in a dramatic manner

wal-la-by \'wal-3-be\ n, p/ wallabies also wallaby iwolabS, native
name in New So. Wales, Australia] : any of various small or medi-
um-sized usu. brightly colored kangaroos (esp. genus Macropus)

wal-lah \'waI-3, in combination usu ,wal-a\ n [Hindi -wala man,
one in charge, fr. Skt pala protector; akin to Skt pdii he protects— more at fur] : a person who is associated with a particular work
or who perforins a specific duty or service — usu. used in combina-
tion

wal-la-roo \,waI-3-'rii\ n iwolarij, native name in New So. Wales,
Austraha] : euro

Wall-board \'w6l-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(3)rd\ n : a structural boarding of
any of various materials (as wood pulp, gypsum, or plastic) made
in large rigid sheets and used esp. for sheathing interior walls and
ceilings

Wal-let \'wal-9t\ n [ME waletl 1 : a bag for carrying miscellaneous
articles while traveUng 2 a ; billfold b ; a pocketbook with
compartments for change, photographs, cards, and keys c : a
large pocketbook usu. carried in a breast pocket

wall-eye \'w6-.lT\ n [back-formation fr. walleyed] 1 a : an eye
with a whitish iris b : an eye with an opaque white cornea c : an
eye that turns outward showing more than a normal amount of
white 2 a ; leucoma b : strabismus in which the eye turns out-
ward 3 pi : eyes affected with divergent strabismus 4 or walleyed
pike ; a large vigorous American freshwater food and sport fish
{Srizostedion vitreum) that has prominent eyes and is related to the
perches but resembles the true pike

wall.eyed \-'lTd\ adj [by folk etymology fr. MB wawll-eghed ^ar\
trans, of ON vagl-eygr walleyed, fr. vagi beam, roost + eygr eyed;
akin to OE wegan to move, carry — more at way] 1 ; having wall-
eyes or affected with walleye 2 : marked by a wild irrational star-
ing of the eyes

wall lern n : a low-growing mat-forming fern (Polypodium vulgare)
wall-now-er W61-,f!au(-3)r\ n 1 a : any of several Old World
herbaceous or subshrubby perennial plants (genus Cheiranthus) of
the mustard family; esp : a hardy erect herb (C. cheiri) widely
cultivated for its showy fragrant flowers b : any of a related genus
{Erysimum) 2 : a person who from shyness or unpopularity re-
mains on the sidelines of a social activity (as a dance)

'cfecom^if
^"^^ " ' ^ **'^P^^ o"" tapestry hung against a wall for

Wal.loon \wa-'IUn\ n [MF Wallon, adj. & n.. of Gmc origin; prob.
akin to OHG Walah Celt, Roman, OE Wealh Celt, Welshman —
more at welsh] 1 : a member of a chiefly Celtic people of southern
and southeastern Belgium and adjacent parts of France 2 : a

French dialect of the Walloons — Walloon adj
iwal-Iop \'w'al-3p\ n [ME. gallop, fr. ONF walop, fr. waloper to
gallop] 1 a : a powerful blow : ^punch 2b: the ability (as of a
boxer) to hit hard 2 a : emotional or psychological force : impact
b ; an exciting emotional response ; thrill

awallop vb [ME walopen to gallop, fr. ONF waloper] vi la: to
move with reckless or disorgaruzed haste : advance in a headlong
rush b : wallow, flounder 2 : to boil noisily ^ vt 1 a : to
thrash soundly : beat b : to beat by a wide margin : trounce
2 : to hit with force : sock — wal-lop-er n

wal-lop-ing \'waI-3-pio\ adj 1 : large, whopping 2 : exception-
ally fine or impressive
iwal-low \'wal-(,)o, -3(-w)\ VI [ME walwen, fr. OE wealwianto roll— more at voluble] 1 ; to roll oneself about in an indolent or
ungainly marmer 2 : to billow forth ; surge 3 : to devote oneself
entirely; esp : to take unrestrained pleasure ; delight 4 a : to
become abundantly supplied b : to indulge oneself immoderately
i'^ing in luxury) 5 : to become helpless — wal-low-er \'wal-a-
war\ n
^wallow n 1 : an act or instance of wallowing 2 a : a muddy area
or one filled with dust used by animals for wallowing bra de-
pression formed by or as if by the wallowing of animals 3 : a state
of degradation or degeneracy

wall painting n : fresco
Jwall-pa-per \'w61-,pa-p3r\ n : decorative paper for the walls of a

awallpaper vr ; to provide the walls of (as a room) with wallpaper
^ vi : to put wallpaper on a wall

wall pellitory n : a European herb (Parietaria ojjicinalis) of the
nettle family with diuretic properties that grows esp. on old walls

wall plate n : plate 5
wall plug n ; an electric receptacle in a wall
wall rock n : a rock through which a fault or vein runs
wall lOCket n : any of several plants (genus Diplotaxis) of the
mustard family; esp : a yellow-flowered European weed (Z),

tenuijolia) adventive in No. America
wall rue n ; a small delicate spleenwort {Asplenium rutamuraria)
found esp. on walls or cliffs

Wall Street \'w61-\ n [ Wall street, near southern end of New York
City] : the influential financial interests of the U.S. economy

wal-ly \'wa-le\ adj [prob. fr. ^wale] Scot : fine, sturdy
wal-ly-drai-gle \'wa-le-,dra-g9l, 'wal-e-\ n [origin unknown]
Scot : a feeble, imperfectly developed, or slovenly creature

wal.nut \*w6I-(,)n3t\ n [ME walnot, fr. OE wealhhnutu, lit., foreign
nut, fr. Wealh Welshman, foreigner -i- hnutu nut — more at welsh,
nut] 1 a : an edible nut of any of a genus {Juglans of the family
Juglandaceae, the walnut family) of trees; also ; one of these trees
or its wood often valued for cabinetmaking and veneers b ; a hick-
ory tree or its nut — called also white walnut 2 : a moderate red-
dish brown that is the color of the heartwood of the black walnut
Wal-pur-giS Night \val-*pur-g3s-\ n [part trans, of G walpurgis-
nacht, fr. Walpuigis St, Walburga tA.D.777 E saint whose feast day
falls on May Day + G nacht night] : the eve of May Day on which
witches are held to ride to an appointed rendezvous
wal-rus \'w6i-r3s, 'wal-\ n, pi walrus or wal-rus-es [D, of Scand
origin; akin to Dan & Nonv hvalros walrus, ON rosmhvalr]
: either of two large marine mammals (Odobenus rosmarus and O.
divergens of the family Odobenidae) of northern seas related to the
seals and hunted for the tough heavy hide, the ivory tusks, the oil

yielded by the blubber, and locally for the flesh

IwaltZ \'w61(t)s\ n [G walzer, fr. walzen to roll, dance, fr. OHG
walzan to turn, roll — more at welter] 1 ; a round dance in^* time
with strong accent on the first beat 2 : music for a waltz or a
concert composition in % time
2waltz VI 1 : to dance a waltz 2 ; to move or advance in a lively

or conspicuous manner : flounce 3 ; to advance easily and suc-
cessfully : breeze — usu. used with through ^ vt 1 : to dance a
waltz with 2 : to grab and lead unceremoniously ; march —
waltz -er n
iwam-ble \'wam-b3l\ v/ wam-bling \-b(9-)lio\ [ME wamlen; akin
to Dan vamle to become nauseated. L vomere to vomit — more at
vomit] 1 a : to feel nausea \s oj a stomach : rumble 1 2 : to
move unsteadily or with a weaving or rolling motion
2wamble n 1 : a wambling esp. of the stomach 2 : a reeling or
staggering gait or movement
wame \'wam\ n [ME, alter, of womb — more at womb] chiefly Scot

wam-pum \'wam-p3m\ n [short for wampumpeag] 1 ; beads of
polished shells strung in strands, belts, or sashes and used by No.
American Indians as money, ceremonial pledges, and ornaments
2 slang : money
wam-pum-peag \-,peg\ n [Narraganset wampompeag, fr. wampan
white -t- api string -t- -ag, pi. suffix] ; wampum; esp : that made of
the less valuable white shell beads
iwan \'wan\ adj [ME, fr, OE, dark, livid] 1 a ; sickly, pallid
b ; FEEBLE 2 : DIM, FAINT 3 X i-ANGUiD <a '^ smilc) — waU'ly adv— wan-ness \'wan-nas\ n
2wan vi wanned; wan-ning : to grow or become pale or sickly

wand \'wand\ n [ME, slender stick, fr. ON vondr; akin to OE windan
to wind, twist — more at wind] 1 : a slender staff carried in a
procession ; verge 2 ; a slender rod used by conjurers and ma-
gicians 3 : a slat 6 feet by 2 inches used as a target in archery
wan-der \'wan-d3r\ vb wan-der-ing \-d(3-)ria\ [ME wandren, fr.

OE wandrian; akin to MHG wandern to wander, OE windan to
wind, twist] vi la; to move about without a fixed course, aim, or
goal b : to go idly about : ramble 2 : to follow a winding course
: MEANDER 3 a : to deviate (as from a course) ; stray b : to go
astray morally : err c : to stray in thought —' vr ; to roam over—
wander n — wan-der-er \-d3r-3r\ n
iwan>der-ing n 1 ; a going about from place to place — often used
in pi. 2 : movement away from the proper, normal, or usual course— often used in pi.

swandering adj : characterized by aimless, slow, or pointless move-
ment: as a : winding, meandering <a -^ course) b ; not keeping a
rational or sensible course ; vagrant c : nomadic <'^ tribes)

A oj a plant : having long runners or tendrils

wandering jenny n ; moneywort
Wandering Jew n 1 ; a Jew held in medieval legend to be con-
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: any of several plants (genera Zebrina and Tradescantia) of the
spidenvort family; esp : either of two trailing or creeping cultivated
plants {Z. pendula and T. jlitminensis)

wan-der<lust \'wan-d3r-,l3st\ n [G, fr. wandern to wander + lust

desire, pleasure] : strong or unconquerable longing for or impulse
toward wandering

Wan>de-roO \,wan-da-'rU\ n [Sinhalese vanduru, pi. of vandura, fr.

Skt vanara monkey, fr. vanar-, vana forest; akin to Av vana forest]

1 ; a purple-faced langur (Presbyiis cephalopterus) of Ceylon
2 : a macaque {Macaca albibarbala) of the Indian peninsula with a
tufted tail

iwane \'wan\ vi [ME wanen, fr. OE wanian; akin to OHG wanon to
wane, OE wan wanting, deficient, L vanus empty, vain] 1 : to
decrease in size or extent : dwindle: as a : to diminish in phase or
intensity — used chiefly of the moon b ; to become less brilliant

or powerful : dim c : to flow out : ebb 2 : to fall gradually from
power, prosperity, or influence : decline syn see abate

2waiie « 1 a : the act or process of waning b : a period or time of
waning; specij : the period from full phase of the moon to the new
moon 2 [ME, detect, fr. OE wana. akin to OE wan deficient] : a
defect in lumber characterized by bark or a lack of wood ai a corner
or edge
wan.ey or wany \'wa-nc\ adj wan*i>er; wan*i*est 1 : waning or
diminished in some parts 2 of sawed limber : marked by wane

wan.gle \'vvar)-g3l\ vb wan*gling \-g(3-)lio\ [perh. alter, of
wagg!e'\ vi 1 : to extricate oneself (as from difficulty) : wiggle
2 : to resort [o trickery or devious methods '^ vt 1 t shake,
WIGGLE 2 : to adjust or manipulate for personal or fraudulent ends
3 : to muke or get by or as if by wriggling (-^ an invitation^ —
wan-gler \-gi3->Ur\ n
wan.i-gan ur wan.ni-gan \'wan-i-gan\ n [of Algonquian origin;
akin to Abnaki waniigan trap, lit., that into which something strays]
: a shelter often momited on wheels or tracks and towed by tractor
or mounted on a raft or boat
wan*lon \'wan-y3n\ n [fr. the obs. phrase in the waniand unluckily,
lit., in the waning (moon), fr. ME, fr. waniand, northern pres. part.
of wanien, wanen to wane] archaic : plague, vengeance— used in
the phrase with a wanion
iwant \'w6nt; ''want to" is ojten 'w6-na\ vb [ME wanten, fr. ON
vanta: akin to OE wan deficient] vt 1 : to fail to possess : lack
2 a (I) : to desire earnestly <~5 to be home) (2) ; crave b : to be
inclined to : like 3 : need, require 4 : to suffer from the lack of
5 : to wish or demand the presence of ^ vi 1 ; to be deficient or
short <it ™-5 three minutes to twelve) 2 : to be needy or destitute

3 : to have or feel need : long <never -^s for friends) 4 : to be
necessary or needed syn see desire
2want n 1 a : the quality or state of lacking a required or usual
amount b ; dire need : destftution 2 : something wanted : need,
DESIRE 3 : personal defect : fault syn see poverty
want ad n : a newspaper advertisement stating that something (as an
employee, employment, or a specified item) is wanted
iwant'ing adj l : not present or in evidence : absent 2a: not
being up to standards or expectations b ; lacking in abihty or
capacity : deficient
^wanting prep i : without <a book ^ a cover) 2 : less, minus
<a month '^ two days)
iwan.tou XVont-^n, 'want-\ adj [ME, fr. wan- deficient, wrong,
mis- {fr. OE, fr. wan deficient) -I- towen, pp. of teen to draw, train,

discipline, fr. OE teon — more at tow] 1 archaic : undisciplined,
unruly 2 : frolicsome 3 : unchaste, lewd; also ; sensual
4 obs : voluptuous 5 a : merciless, inhumane <-" cruelty)
b : having no just foundation or provocation : malicious (a. '^

attack) 6 ; unrestrained, extravagant; esp : luxuriantly rank
syn see supererogatory — wan-ton<ly adv — wau<ton*ness
\-'i s\ n
2wanton « l : a pampered person or animal : pet; esp ; a spoiled
child 2 : a frolicsome child or animal 3 a : a person given to
luxurious self-enjoyment b ; a lascivious person
^wanton vi : to be wanton or act wantonly -^ vr : to pass or waste
wantonly or in wantonness — wan<ton*er n
wa-pen.take \'wap-3n-,tak, 'wap-\ n [ME, fr. OE wSpentsec, fr. ON
vapnatak act of grasping weapons, fr. vdpn weapon -I- tak act of
grasping, fr. taka to take; prob. fr. the brandishing of weapons as an
expression of approval when the chief of the wapentake entered
upon his office — more at weapon, take] : a subdivision of some
English shires corresponding to a hundred
wa>pi>U \'wap-at-e\ n,p/ wapiti or wapitis [of Algonquian origin;
akin to Cree waptiew white, whitish; fr. its white rump and tail]

: an American elk (Cervus canadensis and related forms) similar to
the European red deer but larger
wap.pen-schaw-ing \'wap-3n-,sh6(-)io\ n [ME (northern dial.)

wopynschawing. fr. wapen weapon (fr. ON vdpn) -f- schawing,
gerund of schawen to show. fr. OE sceawian to look, look at — more
at WEAPON, SHOW ] : an exhibition of arms formerly held at various
seasons in each district of Scotland : muster
wap.per-jawed \,wap-3r-'j6d, ,wap-e-'j6d\ adj [origin unknown]

: having a crooked, undershot, or wry jaw
iwar \'w6(3)r\ n [ME werre, fr. ONF, fr. OHG werra confusion,
strife; akin to OHG weTon to confuse, L verrere to sweep, sweep
away] 1 a il) : a state of usu. open and declared armed hostile
conflict between states or nations (2) : a period of such armed
conflict {i\ ; sfate of war b : the art or science of warfare
C (1) obs : weapons and equipment for war {!) archaic : soldiers
armed and equipped for war 2 a : a state of hostility, conflict, or
antagonism b : a struggle between opposing forces or for a par-
ticular end
2war vi warred; war.ring 1 : to engage in warfare 2 : to be in
active or vigoruus conflict

3war \"war\ aav (ur adj) [ME werre, fr. ON verri, adj., verr, adv. —
more at woRstJ chiejiy Scot ; worse
4war \'war\ vt warred; war-ring Scot : worst, overcome
iwar-ble \'w6r-b3l\ n [ME werble tune, fr. ONF, of Gmc origin;
akin to MHG wirbel whirl, tuning peg, OHG wirbil whirlwind —
more at whirl] 1 ; a melodious succession of low pleasing sounds
2 ; a musical tiill 3 ; the action of warbling

^warble vb war^bling \-b(3-)Ho\ vi l ; to sing in a trilling manner
or with many turns and variations 2 : to become sounded with
trills, quavers, and rapid modulations in pitch 3 : sing ^ vt i io

render with turns, runs, or rapid modulations : trill
swarble n [perh. of Scand origin; akin to obs. Sw varbulde boil, fr.

var pus + bulde swelling] 1 : a swelling under the hide esp. of the
back of cattle, horses, and some other mammals caused by the
maggot of a botfly or warble fly 2 : the maggot of a warble fly —
war-bled \-b3ld\ adj

warble Ily n : any of various two-winged flies (family Oestridae)
whose larvae live under the skin of various mammals and cause
warbles

war-bler \'w6r-bl3r\ n 1 : one that warbles : songster 2a; any
of numerous small Old World singing birds (family Sylviidae) many
of which are noted songsters and are closely related to the thrushes
b : any of numerous small brightly colored American songbirds
(family Parulidae) with a usu. weak and unmusical song — called
also wood warbler
war-bon-net \'w6r-,ban-3t\ n : a ceremonial headdress of some
Plains Indians with a feathered extension
war chest n : a fund accumulated to finance a war; broadly : a
fund earmarked for a specific purpose, action, or campaign
war club n : a club used by warriors; esp : a club-shaped implement
used as a weapon by American Indians
war crime n : a crime (as genocide or maltreatment of prisoners)
committed during or in connection with war — usu. used in pi.

war cry n l : a cry used by a body of fighters in war 2 : a slogan
used esp. to rally people to a cause
iward \'w6(3)rd\ n [ME, fr. OE weard; akin to OHG warta act of
watching, OE wartan to beware of, guard — more at ware]
1 a ; the action or process of guarding b : a group acting as
guards 2 t the stale of being under guard; esp : custody 3a: the
inner court of a castle or fortress b : a division (as a cell or block)
of a prison c : a division in a hospital 4 a : a division of a city for
representative, electoral, or administrative purposes b : a division
of some English and Scottish counties corresponding to a hundred
C ; a Mormon territorial unit comprising local branches of the
church auxiliary organizations and quorums of the Aaronic
priesthood 5 : a projecting ridge of metal in a lock casing or key-
hole permitting only the insertion of a key with a corresponding
notch; also I a corresponding notch in a bit of a key 6 ; a person
under guard, protection, or surveillance: as a : a minor subject to
wardship b : a person who by reason of incapacity (as minority or
lunacy) is under the protection of a court either directly or through
a guardian appointed by the court c : a person or body of persons
under the protection or tutelage of a government 7 : means of
defense : protection — ward>ed \'w6rd-ad\ adj
2ward vt [ME warden, fr. OE weardian,- akin to OHG warten to
watch, ON vartha to guard, OE weard ward] 1 : to keep watch
over : guard 2 : deflect ~ usu. used with ojj

i-ward \w3rd\ also -wards \ward2\ adj sujjix i-ward fr. ME, fr.

OE -weard; akin to OHG -wart, -wert -ward, L veriere to turn;
-wards fr. -wards, adv. suffix — more at worth] 1 : that moves,
tends, faces, or is directed toward (door on the riverward side —
D.C-Peattie) (by means of advances landwards from the . . . coast— \V. G. East) 2 : that occurs or is situated in the direction of
(sunrise to right, sunset leftward —George Meredith)

2-ward or -wards adv sujjix [-ward fr. ME, fr. OE -weard, fr. -weard,
adj. suffix; -wards fr. ME, fr. OE -weardes, gen. sing. neut. of -weard,
adj. suffix] 1 : in a (specified) spatial or temporal direction
(aimed upward from the ground) (afterward plague broke out)
(plain . . . confined landwards by . . . mountains —W.G.East)
2 : toward a (specified) point, position, or area (bent earthward by
a thousand gales —Norman Douglas)
war dance n : a dance performed by primitive peoples as preparation
for battle or in celebration of victory

ward-ed \'w6r-d3d\ adj : provided with a ward (— lock)
war-den \'w6rd-^n\ n [ME wardein, fr. ONF, fr. warder to guard,
of Gmc origin; akin to OHG warten to watch] 1 : one having care
or charge of something : guardian, keeper 2 a : regent 2 b : the
governor of a town, district, or fortress c ; a member of the govern-
ing body of a guild 3 a : an official charged with special super-
visory duties or with the enforcement of specified laws or regulations
(gaiT -)(a raid '• b : an official in charge of the operation of

administrative functions (-^ of the mint) 4 a : one of two ranking
lay officers of an Episcopal parish to : any of various British col-

lege officials whose duties range from the administration of aca-
demic matters to the supervision of student discipline

war-den-ship \-,ship\ n : the office, jurisdiction, or powers of a
warden
iward-er \'w6rd-3r\ n [ME, fr. AF wardere, fr. warde act of guard-
ing, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG warta act of watching]
1 : watchman, porter 2 Brit a : warden; esp : caretaker,
custodian b : a prison guard
2Warder " [me, perh. fr. warden to ward] : a truncheon used by a
king or commanuer in chief to signal orders

war-der-ship \-,ship\ n : the office, position, or function of a
warder
ward heeler n : a political heeler working in a ward or other local

ward oil vt ; to fend off : avert, parry syn see prevent
ward-ress \'w6r-dros\ n : a female warden in a prison

ward-robe \'w6r-,drob\ n [ME warderobe, fr, ONF, fr. warder to
guard -i- robe robe] 1 a : a room or closet where clothes are kept
b : CLOTHESPRESS c : a large trunk in which clothes may be hung
upright 2 : a collection of wearing apparel (as of one person or
for one activity) 3 : the depanment oi a royal or noble household
entrusted with the care of wearing apparel, jewels, and personal
articles

ward-room \'w6r-,drum, -,drum\ n 1 : the space in a warship
allotted for living quarters to the commissioned officers excepting
the captain; specij : the messroora assigned to these officers 2 : the
officers dining in a wardroom
ward-ship \'w6rd-,ship\ n la: guardianship b : the right to the
custody of an infant heir of a feudal tenant and of his property
2 : the state of being under a guardian
iware \'wa(a)r, "weOjrX adj [ME war, ware careful, aware, fr. OE
wser — more at wary] 1 : aware, conscious 2 archaic : wary,
vigilant
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aware vt [me waren, fr. OE warian; akin to OHG hiwardn to
protect, OE wser aware] : to beware of — used chiefly as a com-
mand to hunting animals <~ chase)
aware n [ME, fr. OE waru: akin to MHG ware ware and prob. to
OE W3er aware] la; manufactured articles, products of art or
craft, or produce : goods — often used in combination (tinware)
b ; an article of merchandise 2 : pottery or dishes of fired clay
(earthenware) 3 : an intangible item (as a service) that is a
marketable commodity
*ware vt [ME waren, fr. ON verja to clothe, invest, spend — more at
WEAR] Scot : SPEND, EXPEND
iware-house \'wa(a)r-,haus, 'we(3)r-\ n ; a structure or room for
the storage of merchandise or commodities — ware>hoiise*niaii
\-,haus-m3n. -,haiJZ-\ n

aware.house \-,hauz, -,haus\ vt ; to deposit, store, or stock in
or as if in a warehouse

ware.room \'wa(3)r-,rum, we(a)r-, -,rum\ n ; a room in which
goods are exhibited for sale

war.fare \'w6r-,fa(3)r, -,fe(3)r\ n [ME. fr. werre, warre war +
jare journey, passage — more at fare] 1 ; military operations
between enemies : HOSTiLrriEs, war; broadly : activity undertaken
by a political unit (as a nation) to weaken or destroy another
(economic •^> 2 : struggle between compedng entities : conflict

war-la-rin \'w6r-f3-r3n\ n [ ifisconsin .-ilumni y?esearch founda-
dation (its patentee) + coumarm] : a crystalline anticoagulant
compound CigHisO^ used as a rodent poison and in medicine
war looting n ; the condition of being prepared to undertake or

war game n l : a simulated battle or campaign to test military
concepts and usu. conducted in conferences by officers acting as
the opposing staffs 2 : a two-sided umpired training maneuver
with actual elements of the armed forces participating
war gas n : a gas for use in warfare
war liawb n ; one who clamors for war; esp : an American jingo
favoring war with Britain around 1812
war.head \'w6(3)r-,hed\ n : the section of a missile (as a torpedo)
containing the explosive, chemical, or incendiary charge
war-horse \-,h6{3)rs\ n 1 : a horse used in war : charger
2 : a veteran soldier or public person (as a politician) 3 : a
work of art (as a musical composition) that from much repetition
as part of the standard repertory has become hackneyed

war-i.Iy \'war-3-Ie, 'wer-\ adv : in a wary manner ; cAirriousLY
war.i.ness \'war-e-n3s, 'wer-\ n : the quaUty or state of being
wary

War.i.son \'war-3-s3n\ n [prob. a misunderstanding by Sir Walter
Scott in the Lay of the Last Minstrel (1 805) of ME waryson reward,
fr. ONF warison defense, possessions, fr. warir to protect, provide.
of Gmc origin; akin to OHG werien to defend — more at weir]
: a bugle call to attack

war.less \'w6r-las\ adj : free from war
war.llKe \'w6(3)r-,lTk\ adj 1 obs : ready for war : equipped to fight
2 : fit for, disposed to. or fond of war : bellicose 3 : of, relating
to, or useful in war ; martial 4 : befitting or characteristic of
war or a soldier syn see martial
War.lOCk \-.Iak\ n [ME warloghe, fr. OE w^r/oga one that breaks
faith, the Devil, fr. waer faith, troth + -loga (fr. leogan to he);
akin to OE wipr true — more at very, lie] 1 : one given to black
magic : sorcerer 2 : conjuror

war.lord \-,16(a)rd\ n 1 : a supreme military leader 2 : a military
commander exercising civil power by force usu. in a limited area
iwarm \'wo(3)rm\ adj [ME, fr. OE wearm; akin to OHG warm
warm, h Jorrnus, Gk thermos warm, hot] 1 a : having heat to a
moderate degree b : having the heat appropriate to a living warms
blooded animal c ; sending or giving out heat : warming d : tend-
ing to maintain or preserve heat esp. to a satisfactory degree
(a '^ sweater) e (1) : feeling or causing sensations of heat brought
about by strenuous exertion (2) : ready for action after preliminary
exercise 2 : comfortably established : secure 3 a : ardent,
ZEALOUS b : marked by excitement, disagreement, temper, or
anger 4 a 1) : readily showing or reacting to love, affection,
or gratitude (2) ; giving rise to a feeling of love, tenderness, or
well-being b : amorous, passionate 5 : accompanied or marked
by extreme danger, duress, or pain 6 a : newly made : fresh
(a ~ scent> b : near to a goal 7 : having the color or tone of
something that imparts heat; specij ; of a hue in the range yellow
through orange to red — warm-ly adv — warm-ness n
awarm vt 1 : to make warm 2 a : to infuse with a feeUng of love,
friendship, well-being, or pleasure b ; to fill with anger, zeal, or
passion c : to impart life, color, or zest to 3 : to reheat (cooked
food) for eating — often used with over 4 : to make ready for
operation or performance by preliminary exercise or operation— often used with up ~ vi 1 : to become warm 2 a : to become
ardent or interested b : to become filled with affection or love— used with to or toward 3 : to experience feelings of pleasure
: BASK 4 : to become ready for operation or performance by
preliminary activity

Swarm adv : warmly — usu. used in combination (worm-clad)
(H-arm-tinted)

warm-blood-ed \-'bl3d-ad\ adj 1 : having warm blood; specif
: having a relatively high and constant body temperature relatively
independent of the surroundings 2 : fervent or ardent in spirit— warm-blood.ed.ness n
warmed-over \'w6rm-'d6-v3r\ adj : reheated iwarmed-over
cabbage)
warm.er \'w6r-mar\ n : one that warms; esp : a device for keeping

warm front n : an advancing edge of a warm air mass
warm.heart-ed \'w6(3)rm-'hart-3d\ adj : marked by warmth of
feeling — warm-heart.ed-ness n
warming pan n : a long-handled covered pan filled with live coals
used to warm a bed
warm.ish \'w6r-mish\ adj : somewhat wann
war.mon.ger W6(a)r-,m3o-gsr, -,mai3-\ " : one who stirs up war

: jingo — war.mon-ger.ing \-gO-)rio\ n
warm spot n 1 : a cutaneous sensory end organ that is stimulated
by an mcrease of temperature 2 : a lasUng affection for a par-
ticular person or object
warmth \'w60)rm(p)th\ n 1 : the quality or state of being warmm temperamre 2 : emotional intensity (as passion, anger, or love)
3 . a glowing effect such as is produced by the use of warm colors

warm up v/ l : to engage in exercise or practice esp. before entering
a game or contest 2 ; to approach a state of violence, conflict, or
danger
warm-up \'w6r-,m3p\ n ; the act or an instance of warming up;
also : a procedure (as a set of exercises) used in warming up
warn \'w6(9)rn\ vb [ME wamen, fr. OE warnian; akin to OHG
warnon to take heed, OE waer careful, aware — more at wary]
vt 1 a : to give notice to beforehand esp. of danger or evil b : ad-
monish, counsel c : to notify or apprise esp. in advance ; inform
2 : to bid to go or leave -^ vi : to give a warning — warn-er
\V6r-n3r\ n
syn forewarn, caution: warn may range in meaning from

simple notification of something to be watched for or guarded
against to admonition or threats of violence or reprisal; forewarn
heightens the implication of notifying well in advance of impending
danger or peril; caution stresses giving advice that puts one on
guard or suggests the need of precaution
iwarn-ing X'wor-nigX n 1 : the act of warning : the state of being
warned <he had r^ of his illness) 2 : something that warns or
serves to warn
2warning adj ; serving as an alarm, slgnal.summons, or admonition
(~ bell) (--shot) — warn^ing-ly \-niQ-le\ adv

warning coloration n : a conspicuous coloration possessed by an
animal otherwise defended
war oi nerves : a conflict characterized by psychological tactics
(as bluff, threats, and intimidation) designed primarily to create
confusion, indecision, or breakdown of morale
iwarp \'w6(3)rp\ n [ME. fr. OE wearp. akin to OHG warj warp,
ON verpa to throw] 1 a (1) : a series of yarns extended lengthwise
in a loom and crossed by the woof (2) : the cords forming the
carcass of a pneumatic tire b : foundation, base 2 : a rope
for warping a ship or boat 3 : a bed or layer of deposited sediment
4 [^w(3r/?] a : the slate or fact of being out of true in plane or hne;
also : an instance of warping <a -^ in a door panel) b : a mental
twist or aberration
2warp vb (ME warpen, fr. OE weorpan to throw; akin to ON
verpa to throw, Gk rhembein to whirl] vt 1 a : to turn or twist
out of shape; esp : to twist or bend out of a plane b : to cause
to judge, choose, or act wrongly : pervert c : falsify, distort
d : to deflect from a course 2 [ME warpen, fr. 'warp] : to arrange
(yarns ) so as to form a warp 3 [ ' warp ] : to move (as

a ship) by hauling on a line attached to a fixed object -^ vi 1 : to
become warped 2 oj a ship ; to become moved by warping syn
see deform — warp-er n
war paint n l : paint put on parts of the body (as the face) by
American Indians as a token of going to war 2 ; ceremonial or
official dress : regalia 3 : makeup 3a
warp and woof n : warp Ib (the vigorous Anglo-Saxon base had
become the warp and wooj of English speech —H.R. Warfel)
war party /i l : a group of No. American Indians on the warpath
2 : a usu. jingoist political party advocating or upholding a war

war.path Vw6(3^r-,path, -.path\ n 1 : the route taken by a
party of American Indians going on a warlike expedition 2 ; a
hostile course of action or frame of mind
warp beam n : a roll on which warp is wound for a loom
war-plane \'w6(a)r-,plan\ n : a military airplane; esp : one for
combat
war power n : the power to make war; specij : an extraordinary
power exercised usu. by the executive branch of a government
in the prosecution of a war
iwar.rant X'wor-ant, 'war-\ n [ME, protector, warrant, fr. ONF
warant, modif. of a Gmc noun represented by OHG werento
guarantor, fr. prp. of weren to warrant; akin to OHG wara trust,

care — more at very] 1 a (H : sanction, authorization; also
: evidence for or token of authorization (2) : guarantee, security
b {11 : ground, justification (2) : confirmation, proof 2 a : a
commission or document giving authority to do something;
specij : a writing that authorizes a person to pay or deliver to
another and the other to receive money or other consideration
b : a precept or writ issued by a competent magistrate authorizing
an officer to make an arrest, a seizure, or a search or to do other
acts incident to the administration of justice c ; an official cer-
tificate of appointment issued to an officer of lower rank than a
commissioned officer d (1) ; a short-term obligation of a munici-
pality or other governmental body issued in anticipation of revenue
(2) : an instrument issued by a corporation giving to the holder
the right to subscribe to the capital stock of the corporation at a
fixed price either for a limited period or perpetually

^warrant vt [ME warranten, fr. ONF warantir, fr. warant] 1 a : to
declare or maintain with certainty b ; to assure (a person) of the
truth of what is said 2 a ; to guarantee to a person good title

to and undisturbed possession of (as an estate) b : to provide a
guarantee of the security of (as title to property sold) usu. by an
express covenant in the deed of conveyance c : to guarantee to
be as represented d : to guarantee (as goods sold) esp. in respect
of the quality or quantity specified 3 : to guarantee security or
immunity to : secure 4 : to give warrant or sanction to : author-
ize (the law ^s this procedure) 5 a : to give proof of : attest
b : to give assurance of the nature of or for the undertaking of
; guarantee 6 : to serve as or give ground or reason for : justify

war.rant.able \-3nt-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being warranted
; justifiable — war.rant.able.ness \-b3l-n9s\ n — war>rant-
ably \-ble\ adv

war-raU'tee \,w6r-3n-'te. ,war-\ n : the person to whom a warranty
is made

war.rant-er X'wor-snt-sr, 'war-\ n : warrantor
warrant ollicer n : an officer in the army, air force, navy, or
marine corps ranking below a commissioned officer and above a
noncommissioned officer and holding a warrant from the president

war-ran.tor \,w6r-3n-'t6(3)r. .war-; 'w6r-ant-ar. "war-V n : one
that warrants or gives a warranty
War.ran.ty \'w6r-snt-e, 'war-X n [MF warantie, fr. ONF. fr.

warantir to warrant] 1 a ; a real covenant binding the grantor
of an estate and his heirs to warrant and defend the title b : a
collateral undertaking that a fact regarding the subject of a con-
tract is or will be as it is expressly or by implication declared or
promised to be 2 : something that authorizes, sanctions, supports,
or justifies : warrant 3 : a usu. written guarantee of the integrity
of a product and of the maker's responsibility for the repair or
replacement of defective parts
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warranty deed n : a deed warranting that the grantor has a good
title free and clear of all liens and encumbrances and will defend
the grantee against all claims
War-reu \'w6r-3n. 'war-\ n [ME warenne, fr. ONF] 1 a : a place
legally authorized for keeping small game (as hare or pheasant)
b ; the privilege of hunting game in such a waiTen 2 a : an area
esp. of uncultivated ground where rabbits breed h ; the rabbits
of a warren 3 : a crowded tenement or district

: one that maintains a

also ' y3r\ n. ojten attrib
to make war, fr.

war.render \-3-n3r\ n 1 ; gamekeeper
rabbit warren

war-rior \'w6r-y3r, 'w6r-
[ME werriour, fr. ONF
werre war] : a man engaged or experienced

war risk insurance n : term insurance written by the government
for members of the mihtary and naval forces
War*saw \'w6r-C,)s6\n [modif. of AmerSp guasa'\ : a large grouper
(esp. Garrupa nigrita)

wardship \'w6(3}r-,ship\ n : a government ship employed for war
purposes; esp : one armed for combat

War*Sle or wars-tle \'wa(r)s-3l\ vb [me werstelen, warstelen,
alter, of wresilen, wrastlen} Scot l wrestle, struggle — warsle
n, Scot
wart \'w6(a)rt\ n [ME, fr. OE wearte: akin to OHG warza wart, L
verruca} 1 a : a horny projection on the skin usu. of the extremities
caused by a vims — called also ver-ru-ca vul.ga-ris \v3-,ru-k3-
,val-'gar-as, -'ger-\ b : any of numerous similar skin lesions
2 : an excrescence or protuberance resembUng a true wart; specij
; a glandular excrescence or hardened protuberance on a plant —
wart-ed \*w6rt-3d\ adj — warty \'w6rt-e\ adj

wart.hog \'w6(3)rt-,h6g. -,hag\ n : any of a genus (Phacochoerus)
of African wild hogs with two
pairs of rough warty excres-
cences on the face and large
protruding tusks
War.time \"w6(3)r-,tTm\ n, ojten
attrib : a period during which
a war is in progress
war vessel n ; warship
war whoop n :

American Indians
wary \'wa(3}r-e, '

['ware, fr. ME war.

r cry esp. of

warthog

wasp

ve(a)r-\ adj
ware, fr. OE
wary; akin

to UHU giH-ar aware, attentive,

L vereri to fear, Gk horan to see] : marked by keen caution, cun-
ning, and watchful prudence in detecting and escaping danger syn
see CAUTIOUS
war zone n 1 : a zone in which belligerents are conducting hostile
operations during a war 2 : a designated area esp. on the high seas
within which rights of neutrals are not respected by a belligerent
nation in time of war
was [ME, fr. OE, 1st & 3d sing, past indie, of wesan to be; akin to
ON vera to be, var was, Skt vasati he lives, dwells] past 1st &
3d sing oj be
twash \'w6sh, 'washV vb [ME washen, fr. OE wascan; akin to OHG
waskan to wash, OE w^ter water] vt 1 a : to cleanse by or as if by
the action of liquid (as water) b ; to remove (as dirt) by rubbing
or drenching with liquid 2 : to cleanse (fur) by licking or by
rubbing with a paw moistened with saliva 3 a : to flush or moisten
(a bodily part or injury) with a hquid b (1) ; to wet thoroughly
; SATURATE (2) : OVERSPREAD : SUFFUSE c ; to pass water over or
through esp. so as to carry off material from the surface or interior
4 : to flow along or dash or overflow against : lave 5 : to move,
carry, or deposit by or as if by the force of water in motion G a : to
subject (as crushed ore) to the action of water to separate valuable
material b : to separate (particles) from a substance (as ore)
by agitation with or in water c (1) : to pass through a bath to
carry off impurities or soluble components (2) : to pass (a gas
or gaseous mixture) through or over a liquid to purify it esp. by
removing soluble components 7 a : to cover or daub lightly with
or as if with an application of a thin hquid (as whitewash or
varnish) b : to depict or paint by a broad sweep of tliin color
with a brush 3 : to cause to swirl '-^ vi 1 : to wash oneself or a
part of one's body 2 : to become worn away by the action of
water 3 : to clean something by rubbing or dipping in water
4 a : to become carried or floated along on water : drift b : to
pour, sweep, or flow in a stream or current 5 : to serve as a
cleansing agent 6 a : to undergo laundering without damage
b ; to move with a lapping or splashing sound

^wasll n 1 a ; the act or process or an instance of washing or
being washed b : articles to be washed or being washed 2 : the
surging action of waves or its sound 3 a : a piece of ground
washed by the sea or river b ; bog, marsh c : a shallow body
of water or creek d West : the dry bed of a stream — called also
dry wash 4 : worthless esp. hquid waste ; refuse 5 a : an insipid
beverage b : vapid writing or speech 6 a ; a sweep or splash esp.
of color made by or as if by a long stroke of a brush b ; a thin
coat of paint (as watercolor) c : a thin liquid used for coating a
surface (as a wall) 7 : lotion 2 8 ; loose or eroded surface
material of the earth (as rock debris) transported and deposited by
running water 9 a : backwash 1 b : a disturbance in the air
produced by the passage of an airfoil or propeller
awash adj : washable
wash*able X'wbsh-a-bal, 'wash-\ adj : capable of being washed
without damage
wash and wear adj ; of, relating to, or constituting a fabric or
garment not needing to be ironed after washing
wash>ba*sin \'w6sh-,bas-'n, 'wash-\ n : washbowl
wash-board \'w6sh-,b5(3)rd, 'wash-, -,b6(3)rd\ n, ojten attrib

1 : a broad thin plank along a gunwale or on the sill of a lower
deck port to keep out the sea 2 : baseboard 3 a : a corrugated
rectangular surface to scrub clothes on b : a road or pavement
so worn by traffic as to be corrugated transversely

Wash>bowl \-,b51\ n : a large bowl for water to wash one's hands
and face
wash'Cloth \-,kl6th\ n ; a cloth for washing one's face and body— called also washrag \-,rag\
wash down vt l : to move or carry downward by action of a liquid;
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specij : to facilitate the passage of (food) down the gullet with ac-
companying swallows of liquid 2 : to wash the whole length or
extent of {washed down and scrubbed the front porch)
wash drawing n : water-color painting in or chiefly in washes esp.
in black, white, and gray tones only
washed-out Wosh-'taiit, 'wash-\ adj 1 : faded in color 2 : de-
pleted in vigor or animation : exhausted
washed-up \-'t3p\ adj l : left with no effective power and no
capacity or opportunity for recovery 2 usu washed up ; ready to
quit esp. from disgust : through
wash>er \'w6sh-ar, 'wash-\ n 1 : one that washes; specij ; washing
MACHINE 2 : a flat thin ring or a perforated plate used in joints
or assemblies to ensure tightness, prevent leakage, or relieve friction
wash.er»man \-man\ n ; laundrvman — wash-er*woni>au

wash-house \'wdsh-,haus, 'wash-X n : a house or building used or
equipped for washing; esp : one for washing clothes
wash-ing \*w6sh-io. 'wash-\ n 1 : material obtained by washing
2 : a thin covering or coat <a — of silver) 3 : articles washed or
to be washed : w.^sH

washing machine n : a machine for washing; specij : one for wash-
ing clothes and household hncn
washing soda n : hydrated sodium carbonate
Wash-ing.ton pie \,w6sh-iri-tan-, ,wash-\ n [George Washington
tl799] : cake lavers put together with a jam or jelly filling

Washington's Birthday n [George Washington ti799 first presi-
dent of the U.S.] ; February 22 observed as a legal hoUday in
most of the states of the U.S.
wash out vt 1 : to wash free of an extraneous substance (as dirt)
2 a : to drain off color in laundering b : to deplete the strength
or vitality of c ; to eliminate as useless or unsatisfactory 3 a : to
destroy or make useless by the force or action of water (the storm
washed out the bridge) b : to rain out <the game was washed out")
-^ VI 1 : to become depleted of color or vitality : fade 2 : to fail
to meet requirements or measure up to a standard
wash-out \'w6sh-,aut, 'wash-\ n 1 ; the washing out or away of
earth esp. in a roadbed by a freshet; also : a place where earth is

washed away 2 : one that fails to measure up : failure; specij
: one who fails in a course of training or study (as mihtary flight
training)
wash-room y.riim, -,rum\ n : a room equipped with washing and
toilet facilities : lavatory
wash-stand \'w6sh-,(s)tand, 'wash-\ n 1 : a stand holding articles
needed for washing one's face and hands 2 : a washbowl per-
manently set in place and attached to wacer and drainpipes
wash-tub \-,tab\ n ; a tub in which clothes are washed or soaked
before washing
wash up VI 1 : to wash one's face and hands 2 Brit : to wash
the dishes after a meal ^ vt 1 ; to get rid of by washing {wash up
the spilled milk) 2 : exhaust, finish
wash-wom-an \'w6sh-,wum-3n, 'wash-\ n ; washerwoman
washy \'w6sh-e, 'wash-\ adj 1 a : weak, watery b : deficient In
color : pallid o : lacking in vigor, individuality, or definiteness
2 : lacking in condition and in firmness of flesh

wasn't \'wi5z-'nt, *w"az-\ : was not
wasp X'wasp, 'w6sp\ n [ME waspe, fr. OE
wseps, wsesp; akin to OHG wajsa wasp, L
vespa wasp, OE wejan to weave — more at
weave] 1 ; any of numerous social or
solitary winged hymenopterous insects
that usu. have a slender smooth body with
the abdomen attached by a narrow stalk,
well-developed wings, biting mouthparts,
and in the females and workers an often
formidable sting, and that are largely
carnivorous and often provision their nests
with caterpillars, insects, or spiders killed
or paralyzed by stinging for their larvae to
feed on — compare bee 2 : any of various
hymenopterous insects with lar\'ae that are parasitic on other
arthropods
wasp-ish \'was-pish, 'wos-X adj 1 : resembling a wasp in behavior;
esp : SNAPPISH, petulant 2 : resembling a wasp in form; esp
: slightly built — wasp-ish-ly adv — wasp*ish-ness n
wasp waist n : a very slender waist
iwas-sail \'was-9l. wa''sa(a)l\ n [ME wxs hseil, fr. ON ves heill

be v.'ell, fr. ves (imper. sing, of vera to be) + heill healthy — more
at WAS. whole] 1 : an early English toast to someone's health
2 I a. liquor formerly drunk in England on festive occasions (as

at Christmas) and made of ale or wine with spices and other in-
gredients (as sugar, toast, or roasted apples) 3 : riotous drinking
; revelry

awassail vi l : to hold a wassail : carous
carols from house to house at Christmas
health or thriving of

was-sail-er X'was-g-lar, wa-'sa-br\ n 1 : one that carouses : rev-
eler 2 archaic ; one who goes about singing carols

Was-ser-mann reaction X'was-sr-msn-; 'vas-ar-msn-, -,man-\ n
[August von Wassermann tl925 G bacteriologist] ; a complement^
fixing reaction occurring with the serum of syphiUiic patients and
used as a test for syphilis

Wassermann test n : a test for the detection of syphilitic infection
using the Wassermann reaction

wast \w3st, (')wast\ archaic past 2d sing oj BB
wast-age \'wa-stij\ n : loss by use, decay, erosion, or leakage or
through wastefulness
iwaste \'wast\ n [ME waste, wast; In sense 1, fr. ONF wast, fr.

wast, adj., desolate, waste, fr. L vastus; akin to OHG wuosti deso-
late, waste, L vanus empty; in other senses, fr. ME wasten to waste— more at wane] 1 a ; a sparsely settled or barren region : desert
b : uncultivated land c : a broad and empty expanse (as of water)
2 : the act or an instance of wasting : the state of being wasted
3 a : loss through breaking down of bodily tissue b : gradual loss
or decrease by use, wear, or decay 4a; damaged, defective, or
superfluous material produced by a manufacturing process: as
(1) ; material rejected during a textile manufacturing process and
used usu. for wiping away dirt and oil (2) : scrap (3) ; fluid (as
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steam) allowed to escape without being utilized b : refuse from
places of human or animal habitation: as (1) : garbage, rubbish

(2) pi : EXCREMENT (3) : SEWAGE c : material derived by mechan-
ical and chemical weathering of the land and moved down sloping

surfaces or carried by streams to the sea

2wasle vb [ME wasien, fr. ONF waster, fr. L vastare, ft. vastus

desolate, waste] vt 1 : to lay waste : devastate 2 : to cause to

shrink in physical bulk or strength : emaciate, enfeeble 3 : to

wear away or diminish gradually : consume 4 a : to spend or use
carelessly : squander b : to allow to be used inefficiently or be-

come dissipated ~ vi 1 : to lose weight, strength, or vitality —
often used with away 2 a : to become diminished in bulk or sub-

stance h : to become consumed 3 : to spend money or consume
property extravagantly or improvidently syn see ravage
3waste adj [ME wasie, wast, fr. ONF wasfi lad): being wild and
uninhabited : desolate (2) : arid, empty h : uncultivated,
unproductive 2 : ruined, devastated 3 V wasted : discarded

as worthless, defective, or of no use : refuse <-- power) 4 V waste}

: ser^'ing to conduct or hold refuse material; specif : carrying off

superfluous water
waste-has.ket \'was(t)-,bas-k3t\ n : a receptacle for unwanted
odds and ends esp. of wastepaper
wast.ed adj 1 : laid waste : ravaged 2 : impaired in strength or
heiilth : e.maciated 3 obs : elapsed (the chronicle of ~ time
—Shak.) 4 : unprofitably used, made, or expended ; squand-
ered <~ effort)

waste.ful \'wast-f3l\ adj : given to or marked by waste : lavish,
prodigal — waste-iuMy \-f3-le\ adv — waste-ful-ness n

waste.land \'wast-,land\ n : barren or uncultivated land
waste.ness Vwas(,t)-n3S\ n : desolation, barrenness
waste.pa-per \'was(t)-'pa-p3r\ n ; paper discarded as used, super-
fluous, or not fit for use
waste pipe n : a pipe for carrying off waste fluid

waste product n l : debris resulting from a process (as of manu-
facture) that is of no further use to the system producing it 2 : ma-
terial discharged from or stored in an inert form in a living body
as a by-product of its vital activities

wast-er \'wa-st3r\ n 1 a (1) : one that spends or consumes
extravagantly : spendthrift (2) : a dissolute person ; wastrel
b : one that uses wastefuUy or causes or permits waste <a procedure
that is a ~ of time) c : one that lays waste : destroyer 2 : an
imperfect or inferior manufactured article or object
wast.lug \'wa-stio\ <idj 1 ; laying waste : devastating 2 : caus-
ing decay or loss of strength — wast°ing>ly \-stio-le\ adv

wast.rel \'wa-stral\ n [irreg. fr. ^waste'] 1 a : profligate b ; vaga-
bond, WAIF 2 : spendthrift, waster

wast-ry \'wa-stre\ n, Scot : prodigality, waste
iwatcll \'wach\ vb [ME wacchen, fr. OE wseccan — more at wake]
vi la: to keep vigil as a devotional exercise b : to be awake during
the night 2 a : to t)e attentive or vigilant b : to keep guard
3 a : to keep someone or something under close observation
b : to observe as a spectator 4 ; to be expectant : wait '^ vt

1 : to keep under guard 2 a : to observe closely in order to check
on action or change b : to look at : observe c : to look on at

3 a : to take care of : tend b : to be careful of i-^es his diet) 4 : to
be on the alert for : bide syn see see
2watch n 1 a : the act of keeping awake to guard, protect, or attend
b obs ; wakefulness c : wake d : a state of alert and continuous
attention e : close observation : surveillance 2 a : any of the
definite divisions of the night made by ancient peoples b : one of
the indeterminate wakeful intervals marking the passage of night— usu. used in pi. 3a; one that v/atches : lookout, watchman
b archaic : the office or function of a sentinel or guard 4 a : a
body of soldiers or sentinels making up a guard b ; a watchman or
body of watchmen formerly assigned to patrol the streets of a town
at night, announce the hours, and act as police 5 a (1) : a portion
of time during which a part of a ship's company is on duty (2) : the
part of a ship's company required to be on duty during a particular
watch (3) : a sailor's assigned duty period b : a period of duty
: SHIFT 6 a : a portable timepiece having a spring-driven movement
and designed to be worn (as on the wrist) or carried in the pocket
b : a ship's chronometer
watch-baud \-,band\ n : the bracelet or strap of a wrist watch
watch cap n : a knitted close-fitting navy-blue cap worn esp. by
enlisted men in the U_S. navy in cold or stormy weather

watch, case \'wach-,kas\ n : the outside metal covering of a watch
iwatch.dog \-,d6g\ n 1 : a dog kept to guard property 2 : one
that guards against loss, waste, thefi. or undesirable practices
^watchdog vt : to act as a watchdog for
watch.er \'wach-3r\ n : one that watches: as a : one that sits up
or continues awake at night h : watchman c (1) : one that keeps
watch beside a dead person (2) : one that attends a sick person at
night d : OBSERVER, VIEWER e : a representative of a party or
candidate stationed at the polls on an election day to watch the
conduct of officials and voters

watch=eye \'wach-,i\ n : walleye \; esp i a. walleye of a dog
watch lire n : a fire Hghted as a signal or for the use of a guard
watch. Jul \'wach-f3l\ adj 1 archaic a : wakeful b : causing
sleeplessness c : sleepless 2 :_marked by vigilance : vigilant,
ATTENTIVE — watch'Iul.ly \-f3-le\ adv — watch'ful-ness n
syn watchful, vigilant, wide-awake, alert mean being on the

lookout esp. for danger or opportunity, watchful is the least
explicit term; vigilant suggests keen, unremitting, wary watchful-
ness; WIDE-AWAKE applies to watchfulness for opportunities more
often than dangers and suggests awareness of relevant developments
and situations; alert stresses readiness or promptness in apprehend-
ing and meeting danger or emergency or in seizing opportunity
watch.mab.er \'wach-.ma-k3r\ n : one that makes or repairs
watches or clocks — watch-mab.ing \-kio\ n
watch.man \-m3n\ n : one who keeps watch : guard
watch night n : a devotional service lasting until after midnight esp.
on New Year's Eve
watch out vi : to be vigilant : look out — often used with jar
{watch out for speeding cars)

watch.tow.er \'wach-,tau(-3)r\ n : a tower for a lookout
watch.word \-.ward\ n l : a word or phrase used as a sign of
recognition among members of the same society, class, or group
2 : a motto that embodies a principle or guide to action of i

dividual or group : slogan
iwa.ter \'w6t-3r, 'wat-V n, ojten attrib [ME. fr. OE wxier: al

I in-

OHG wazzar water, Gk hydor, L unda wave] 1 a : the liquid that
descends from the clouds as rain, forms streams, lakes, and seas,
and is a major constituent of all living matter and that is an odor-
less, tasteless, very slightly compressible Uquid oxide of hydrogen
H2O which appears bluish in thick layers, freezes at 0" C and boils
at 100° C, has a maximum density at 4" C and a high specific heat,
is feebly ionized to hydrogen and hydroxyl ions, and is a poor
conductor of electricity and a good solvent b : a natural mineral
water — usu. used in pi. 2 2l {i) pi '. the water occupying or flow-
ing in a particular bed (2) chiejly Brit : lake, pond b : a quantity
or depth of water adequate for some purpose (as navigation)
c p/ (1) ; a band of seawater abutting on the land of a particular
sovereignty and under the control of that sovereignty (2) : the
sea of a particular part of the earth 3 : travel or transportation
on water 4 ; the level of water at a particular state of the tide
: tide 5 : Uquid containing or resembling water: as a (1) : a
pharmaceutical or cosmetic preparation made with water (2) : a
watery solution of a gaseous or readily volatile substance — com-
pare AMMONIA water b archaic X a distilled fluid (as an essence);
esp : a distilled alcoholic liquor c : a watery fluid (as tears,

urine, or sap) formed or circulating in a Uving body 6 a : the lim-
pidity and luster of a precious stone and esp. a diamond b : degree
of excellence c : a wavy lustrous pattern (as of a textile) 7
: watercolor 8 a : capital stock not representing assets of the
Issuing company and not backed by earning power b : fictitious

or exaggerated asset entries that give a stock an unrealistic book
value — above water ; out of difficulty — in deep water ; in se-

rious difficulties

2water vt 1 : to moisten, sprinkle, or soak with water 2 : to supply
with water for drink 3 : to supply water to 4 : to treat with or
as if with water; specif : to impart a lustrous appearance and wavy
pattern to (cloth) by calendering 5 a : to dilute by or as if by the
addition of water b : to add to the aggregate par value of (securi-

ties) without a corresponding addition to the assets represented
by the securities "- vi 1 : to form or secrete water or watery matter
(as tears or saliva) 2 : to get or take water: as a : to take on a
supply of water b : to drink water

water back n ; a water heater set in the firebox of a stove
water bag o 1 : a bag for holding water; esp : one designed to keep
water cool for drinking by evaporation through a slightly porous
surface 2 a : the reticulum of a camel or a closely related animal
b : the fetal membranes enclosing the amniotic fluid

water ballet n : a synchronii^d sequence of evolutions performed
by a group of swimmers
water beetle n : any of numerous oval flattened aquatic beetles

(esp. family Dytiscidae) that swim by means of their fringed hind
legs which act together as oars
water bird n : a swimming or wading bird — compare waterfowl
water biscuit n : a cracker of flour and water and sometimes fat

water blister n : a blister with a clear watery content that is not
purulent or sanguineous
water bloom n ; an accumulation of algae and esp. of blue-green
algae at or near the surface of a body of water; also : an alga
causing this

water boatman n : any of various aquatic bugs (family Corixiidae)
with one pair of legs modified into paddles

wa-ter-'bGrne \'wdt-3r-,b6(5)m, 'wat-, -,b6(3)m\ adj ; supported
or carried by water

water boy n : one who keeps a group (as of football players) sup-
plied with drinking water

wa-ter"brain \-.bran\ n : gid
water brash \-,brash\ n [Sc brash an eruption of fluid] : combined
salivation and acid regurgitation

wa.ter-buck x'wot-ar-.bak, 'watA n, pf waterbuck or waterbucks
: any of various Old World antelopes that commonly frequent
streams or wet lands

water buffalo n : an often domesticated Asiatic buffalo {Bubalus

water bug n ; any of various smaU arthropods (as insects) that fre-

quent water; esp : croton bug
water Cbestnut n l : any of a genus {Trapa and esp. T. nutans and
T, bicornis) of aquatic herbs of the evening-primrose family; also

1 its edible nutlike spiny-angled fruit — called also water caltrop

2 : a Chinese sedge (Eleocharis luberosa); also : its edible tuber
water chinquapin n : an American lotus {Nelumbo lutea); also I Its

edible seed that has the flavor of a chinquapin
water clock n : an instrument designed to measure time by the fall

or flow of a quantity of water
water closet n 1 a : a compartment or room for defecation and
excretion into a hopper ; bathroom b : the hopper and its acces-
sories 2 dial : privy

wa-ter-col.or X'wot-sr-.ksl-ar, 'wat-\ n 1 : a paint of which the

Uquid is a water dispersion of the binding material (as glue, casein,

or gum) 2 ; the art or method of painting with watercolors
3 : a picture or design executed in watercolors — watercolor adj
— wa-ter.col.or.ist V,kal-3-r3st\ n
wa.ter-cool \,w6t-3r-'kUl, ,wat-\ vt : to cool by means of water and
esp. circulating water (as in a water jacket)

wa.ter.course \'w6t-9r-,k6(3)rs. -,k6(3)rs\ n 1 : a natural or made
channel through which water flows 2 : a stream of water (as a
river, brook, or underground stream)

wa*ter*craft \-,kraft\ n l : skill in managing boats or in other
aquatic activities 2 a : ship, boat b : craft for water transport

water crake n l : water ouzel 2 : any of several rails

wa-ter-cress \-,kres\ n : any of several water-loving cresses; esp

: a perennial cress {Nasturtium officinale) found chiefly In springs
or running water and used in salads or as a potherb
water cure n : hydropathy, h-^tirotherapy
water cycle n [.water + -cycle (as In bicycle)} : any of various
watercraft propelled by treadles

water dog n 1 : a dog accustomed to the water and usu. trained to

retrieve waterfowl 2 a : otter b : a large salamander; esp : mud
puppy 3 : a person (as a skilled sailor or seaman) who is quite at
ease in or on water 4 ; a smaU cloud that is held to indicate the
approach of rain

wa.ter.er X'wot-ar-gr. 'wat-\ n : one that waters: as a : a person
who obtains or supplies drinking water b : a device us»l for sup-
plying water to livestock and poultry

wa<ter>fall \'w6t-3r-,f61, 'wat-\ n ; a peiTpendlcular or very steep
descent of the water of a stream
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wa.ter-last \-,fast\ adj 1 chleUy Scot : WATERTIGHT 2 : not
capable of being leached by water <a '^ dye>
water flea n ; any of various small active dark or brightly colored
aquatic entoraostracan crustaceans (as of the genera Cyclops and
Daphnia)

Wa-ter-lowl \'w6t-3r-,faul, 'wat-X" 1 : abird that frequents water;
esp : a swimming bird 2 pi I swimming game birds as distinguished
from upland game birds and shorebirds

Wa«ter*lront \-,fr3nt\ n, ojten attrib i land, land with buildings, or
a section of a town fronting or abutting on a body of water

water gap n : a pass in a mountain ridge through which a stream
runs

water gas n : a poisonous flammable gaseous mixture that consists
chiefly of carbon monoxide and hydrogen with small amounts of
methane, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen, is usu. made by blowing air

and then steam over red-hot coke or coal, and is used as a fuel and
after carbureting as an illuminant
water gate /ilea gate (as of a building) giving access to a body of
water 2 : floodgate

water gauge n : an instrument to measure or find the depth or
quantity of water or to indicate the height of its surface esp. in a
steam boiler

water glass n l : water clock 2 : a glass vessel (as a drinking
glass) for holding water 3 ; an instrument consisting of an open
box or tube with a glass bottom used for examining objects in or
under water 4 ; a substance consisting usu. of sodium silicate

but sometimes of potassium silicate or of both found in commerce
as a glassy mass, a stony powder, or dissolved in water as a viscous
syrupy liquid, and used esp. as a cement, as a protective coating
and fireproofing agent, and in preserving eggs 5 : water gauge

water giun n : a gum tree (as a tupelo) that grows on wet land
water bammer n : a concussion or sound of concussion of moving
water against the sides of a containing pipe or vessel (as a steam
pipe)

water heater n : an apparatus for heating and usu. storing hot water
(as for domestic use)

water hemlock n : any of several poisonous plants (genus Cicuta)
of the carrot family; esp : a tall Eurasian peremiial herb (C. virosa)

water hen n : any of various birds of the rail group (as a coot or
gallinule)

water hole n 1 : a. natural hole or hollow containing water 2 : a
hole in a surface of ice

water hyacinth n : a floating aquatic plant (Eichhornia crassipes of
the family Poniederiaceae) often clogging waterways in the southern
U.S.

water ice n : a frozen dessert consisting of water, sugar, and flavor-
ing
wa>ter-inch \,w6t-3-'rinch, ,wat-\ n : the discharge from a circular
orifice one inch in diameter which is commonly estimated at 14
pints per minute and constitutes an old unit of hydraulic measure

wa*ter*i>nes5 X'wot-s-re-nas, 'wat-\ n ; the quahty or state of being
watery

watering place n 1 : a place where animals come to drink 2 : a
place where water may be obtained 3 : a health or recreational
resort featuring water activities

watering pot n : a vessel usu. with a spout used to sprinkle water
esp. on plants — called also watering can
wa'ter-ish \'w6t-3-rish, 'wat-X adj ; somewhat watery — wa>ter-
ish-ness n

water jacket n : an outer casing which holds water or through
which water circulates to cool the interior; specif : the enclosed
space surrounding the cylinder block of an internal-combustion
engine and containing the cooling liquid

water jump n : an obstacle (as in a steeplechase) consisting of a
pool, stream, or ditch of water

wa-ler-leaJ \'w6t-3r-.lef, 'wat-\ n, pi waterleafs \-,lefs\ : any of a
genus {Hydrophyllum of the family Hydrophyllaceae, the waterleaf
family) of perennial woodland herbs

wa-ter-less \-l3s\ adj l : destitute of water : dry 2 : not requiring
water (as for cooling or cooking) — wa-ter-Iess-ly adv— wa-ter-
less*ne5s n
water level n l : an instrument to show the level by means of the
surface of water in a trough or in a U-shaped tube 2 ; the surface
of still water: as a : the level assumed by the surface of a particular
body or column of water 1) : the waterline of a vessel c : water
TABLE 2

water lily n ; any of a family (Nymphaea-
ceae, the water-lily family) of aquatic plants
with floating leaves and usu. showy flowers;
broadly ; an aquatic plant (as a water
hyacinth) with showy flowers

wa*ter-line X'wot-ar-.Iln, 'wat-\ n : any of
several lines that are marked upon the
outside of a ship and correspond with the
surface of the water when it is afloat on an
even keel

wa-ter-log \-.16g, -,lag\ v/ [back-formation
fr. waterlogged'^ 1 : to make (as a boat)
unmanageable by flooding 2 : to saturate
with water to the point of sogginess or loss
of buoyancy

wa*ter>logged \-,16gd, -,lagd\ adj i^water -f log (to accumulate in
the hold)] ; so filled or soaked with water as to be heavy or hard
to manage <'— boats)

wa>ter>100 \,w6t-3r-'lii, ,wat-\ n [Waterloo, Belgium, scene of
Napoleon's defeat in 1815] : a decisive defeat

water main n : a pipe or conduit for conveying water
wa-ter-man X'wot-ar-msn, 'wat-\ n : a man who lives and works
mostly in or near water; esp : a boatman who plies for hire

wa>ter>man>ship \-.ship\ n : the business, skill, or art of a water-
man: as a : expertness or technique in rowing b ; expertness or
technique in swimming
lwa>ter>mark \'w6t-9r-,mark, 'wat-X n 1 : a mark indicating the
height to which water has risen 2 : a marking in paper resulting
from differences in thickness usu. produced by pressure of a pro-
jecting design in the mold or on a processing roll and visible when

water lily

the paper is held up to the light; also I the design or the metal
pattern producing the marking
^watermark vt 1 : to mark (paper) with a watermark 2 : to im-
press (a given design) as a watermark
wa>ter-mel*on \-,meI-3n\ n l ; a large oblong or roundish fruit
with a hard green or white rind often striped or variegated, a sweet
watery pink, yellowish, or red pulp, and many seeds 2 ; a widely
grown African vine {Citrullus vulgaris) of the gourd family whose
fruits are watermelons
water meter n : an instrument for recording the quantity of water
passing through a particular outlet

water milfoil n : any of a genus {Myriophyllum of the family Hal-
oragaceae) of aquatic plants with finely pinnate submersed leaves

water mill n ; a mill whose machinery is moved by water
water moccasin n l : a venomous semiaquatlc pit viper (Agkistro-
don piscivorus) of the southern U.S. closely related to the copper-
head 2 : a water snake {genus Matrix)

water nymph n : a goddess (as a naiad, Nereid, or Oceanid) associ-
ated with a body of water

water oak n : any of numerous American oaks that thrive in wet
soils

water of crystallization ; water of hydration present in many
crystallized substances that is usu. essential for maintenance of a
particular crystal structure

water of hydration : water chemically combined with a substance
to form a hydrate that can be expelled (as by heating) without
essentially altering the composition of the substance
water ouzel n : any of several birds (genus Cinclus and esp. C,
cinclus and C. mexicanus) that are related to the thrushes and are
not web-footed but dive into swift mountain streams and walk on
the bottom in search of food — called also dipper

water ox n : water buffalo
water parting n : a summit or boundary line separating the drainage
districts of two streams or coasts

water pepper n ; an annual smartweed {Polygonum hydroplper) of
moist soils with extremely acrid peppery juice

water pimpernel n : either of two small white-flowered herbs
{Samolus valerandi of Europe and S. jloribundus of the U.S.) of the
primrose family that grow in wet places

water pipe n : a tobacco smoking device so arranged that the smoke
is drawn through water
water pistol n : a toy pistol designed to throw a jet of liquid —
called also water gun
water plantain n ; any of a genus (Alisma of the family Alismaceae,
the water-plantain family) of marsh or aquatic herbs with acrid
sap and scapose 3-petaled flowers

water polo n : a goal game played in water by teams of swimmers
with a ball resembling a soccer ball

wa.ter.pow-er \'w6t-3r-,pau(-a)r, 'wat-\ n 1 a : the power of
water employed to move machinery b : a fall of water suitable for
such use 2 : a water privilege for a mill

iwa-ter.prool X.wot-ar-'prlif, ,wat-\, adj ; impervious to water; esp
: covered or treated with a material (as a solution of rubber) to
prevent permeation by water — wa*ter-proof>ness n
^waterproof \'w6t-3r-, , 'wat-\ « 1 : a waterproof fabric 2 chiejiy

Brit : raincoat
3waterprooI \,w6t-3r-', ,wat-\ vt ; to make waterproof
wa-ter-prooi-er \-'prii-far\ n : one that waterproofs something
(as roofs or fabrics)

wa-ter.prool^ing n 1 a : the act or process of making something
waterproof b : the condition of being made waterproof 2 : some-
thing (as a coating) capable of imparting waterproofness
water rat n 1 : a rodent that frequents water 2 : a waterfront
loafer or petty thief

wa-ter-re.pel.lent \,w6t-3(r)-ri-'pel-3nt, ,wat-\ adj : treated with a
finish that is resistant but not impervious to penetration by water

wa.ter-re.sis.tant \-ri-'zis-t3nt\ adj ; resistant to but not wholly
proof against the action or entry of water
water right n : a right to the use of water (as for Irrigation); esp

: riparian right
water sapphire n : a deep blue cordierite sometimes used as a gem
wa-ter.scape \'w6t-3r-,skap, 'wai-\ n : a water or sea view

: SEASCAPE
water scorpion n : any of numerous aquatic bugs (family Nepidae)
with the end of the abdomen prolonged by a long breathing tube

waiter.shed \'w6t-3r-,shed, 'wat-\ n i : water parting 2 : a
region or area bounded peripherally by a water parting and drain-
ing ultimately to a particular watercourse or body of water 3 : a
crucial dividing point or line

water shield n : an aquatic plant (Brasenia schreberi) of the waters
lily family having floating oval leaves with a gelatinous coating
and small dull purple flowers; also : any of a related genus
{Cabomba)

iwa-ter-side \-,sid\ n : the land bordering a body of water
iwaterside adj 1 : of, relating to, or located on the waterside
<'^ trees) 2 : employed along the waterside <~ workers)- also

; of or relating to the workers along the waterside <a '^ strike)

water ski n : a ski used in planing over water towed by a speed-
boat — wa-ter-ski \'w6t-ar-,ske, 'wat-\ vi

water snake n : any of numerous snakes (esp. genus Natrix) fre-

quenting or inhabiting fresh waters and feeding largely on aquatic
animals

wa>ter-5oak \'w6t-3r-,s5k, 'wat-\ vt : to soak in water
water spaniel n : a rather large spaniel with a heavy curly coat used
esp. for retrieving waterfowl
water spot n : any of several diseases of fruits characterized by
water-soaked lesions

wa-ter.spout \'w6t-3r-,spaut, 'wat-X n 1 : a pipe, duct, or orifice

from which water is spouted or through which it is carried 2 : a
funnel-shaped or tubular column of rotating cloud-filled wind usu.
extending from the underside of a cumulus or cumulonimbus cloud
down to a cloud of spray torn up by the whirling winds from the
surface of an ocean or lake

water sprite n : a sprite supposed to inhabit or haunt water ; water
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water sprout n : an extremely vigorous but usu. unproductive shoot
from an adventitious or latent bud on a tree

water strider n : any of various long-iegged bugs (family Gerridae)
that move about on the surface of the water

water supply n ; source, means, or process of supplying water (as

for a community) usu. including reservoirs, tuimels, and pipelines

water system n 1 ; a river with its tributaries 2 : water supply
water table n l : a stringcourse or similar member when projecting

so as to throw off water 2 : the upper limit of the portion of the
ground wholly saturated with water

water thrush n 1 : any of several No. American warblers (genus
Seiurus) usu. living in the vicinity of streams 2 : a European water
ouzel (Cinclus cinclus)

wa>ter*tight \,w6t-3r-'tit, ,wat-\ adj 1 ; of such tight construction
or fit as to be impermeable to water 2 : leaving no possibility of
misconstruction or evasion — wa*ter*tight*ue5S n

water tower n : a tower or standpipe serving as a reservoir to deliver

water at a required head; specij : a fire apparatus having a vertical

pipe that can be extended to various heights and supplied with
water under high pressure
water vapor n : water in a vaporous form esp. when below boiling
temperature and diffused (as in the atmosphere)

water-vascular system n : a system of vessels in echinoderms
that contains a circulating watery fluid used for the movement of
tentacles and tube feet and that may also function in excretion
and respiration

water wave n : a method or style of setting hair by dampening with
water and forming into waves — wa»ter-waved \'wbt-3r-,wavd,
wat-\ adj

wa-ler-way \'w6t-3r-,wa, 'wat-\ r 1 ; a way or channel for water
2 : a groove at the edge of a ship's deck for draining the deck
3 : a navigable body of water

wa-ter.weed \-,wed\ n : any of various aquatic plants (as a pond-
weed) with inconspicuous^ flowers — compare water lily
wa-ter.wheel \-.hwel. -,wel\ n l : a wheel made to rotate by direct
action of water 2 ; a wheel for raising water

water wings n pi t a pneumatic device to give support to the body
of a person swimming or learning to swim

water witch n ; a dowser for water — called also water witch-er
\-,wich-ar\ — water witch-ing \-ia\ n

wa.ter.works V'wot-sr-.wsrks, 'vvat-\ n pi 1 ; an ornamental
fountain or cascade 2 : the system of reservoirs, channels, mains,
and pumping and purifying equipment by which a water supply
is obtained and distributed (as to a city) 3 ; tears : the shedding

smoothed, or
of tear

wa.ter.worn \-,wo(3)m, -,w6(3)rn\ adj
polished by the action of water

wa-tery \*w6t-3-re, 'wat-X adj 1 a ; consisting of or filled with
water b : containing, sodden with, or yielding water or a thin
liquid <a '^ solution) (•^ vesicles) 2 a : felt to resemble water or
watery matter esp, in thin fluidity, soggy texture, paleness, or lack
of savor (-^ blood) (-^ blues) <a '^ soup) 1) : exhibiting weakness
and vapidity : wishy-washy
watt \'wat\ n [James Watt tl8I9 Sc engineer] : the absolute mks
unit of power equal to the work done at the rate of one absolute
joule per second or to the rate of work represented by a current of
one ampere under a pressure of one volt and taken as the standard
in the U.S. ; V^46 horsepower
watt>age \'wat-ij\ n ; amount of power expressed in watts
Wat-teau \(,)wa-.to\ adj [Antoine Wafteau tl72l F painter]
1 oj somen's dress : having back pleats falling loosely from neck-
line to hem 2 oj a hat : shallow-crowned with wide brim turned
up at the back to hold flower trimmings
Watt.er \'wat-3r\ n : something having a specified wattage
watt-hour \'wat-'au(3)r\ n : a unit of work or energy equivalent

. to the power of one watt operating for one hour
iwat.tle \'wat-»l\ n [ME wattel, fr. OE watel; akin to OHG wadal
bandage] 1 a : a fabrication of poles interwoven with slender
branches, withes, or reeds and used esp. formerly in building
b ; material for such construction c pi I poles laid on a roof to
support thatch 2 a : a fleshy dependent process usu. about the
head or neck (as of a bird) b ; barbel 2 3 Austral : acacia 1— wat-tled \-=ld\ adj
2wattle vt wat-tling \'wat-Ur], -"Md\ 1 : to form or build of or
with wattle 2 a : to form into wattle : interlace to form wattle
b : to unite or make solid by interweaving Hght flexible material

Wat.tle-bird \'wat-n-,b3rd\ n : any of several Australasian honey
eaters (genus Anthochaera) having fleshy pendulous ear wattles
watt.me.ter \'wat-,met-3r\ n [ISV] : an instrument for measuring
electric power in watts
iwave \'wav\ vb [ME waven, fr. OE wafian to wave with the hands;
akhi to OE w^jre restless — more at waver] vi 1 : to float, play,
or shake in an air current : move loosely to and fro : flutter
2 : to motion with the hands or with something held in them in
signal or salute 3 oj water \ to move in waves : heave 4 : to be-
come moved or brandished to and fro 6 ; to move before the wind
with a wavelike motion (field of waving grain) 6 : to follow a
curving line or take a wavy form : undulate '^ vt 1 ; to swing
(something) back and forth or up and down 2 : to impart a curv-
ing or undulating shape to 3 a : to motion to (someone) to go in
an indicated direction or to stop : flag, signal {waved him aside)
b : to gesture with (the hand or an object) in greeting or farewell or
in homage c : to convey by waving {waved farewell) 4 : bran-
dish, FLOURISH {waved a pistol menacingly) syn see swing— wav-er n
2wave n, ojlenattrib 1 a : a moving ridge or swell on the surface of
a hquid (as of the sea) h : open water 2 a : a shape or outline
having successive curves b : a waviness of the hair c : an undulat-
ing hne or streak or a pattern formed by such lines 3 : something
that swells and dies away: as a : a surge of sensation or emotion
D : a movement sweeping large numbers in a common direction
; contagion c : a peak or climax of activity (-^ of buying) 4 : a
s^eep of hand or arm or of some object held in the hand used as a
signal or greeting 6 : a roUing or undulatory movement or one of a
series of such movements passing along a surface or through the
air 6 : a movement Uke that of an ocean wave: as a : one of a
succession of influxes of people migrating into a region b (1) : amoving group of animals of one kind (2 ) : a sudden rapid uicrease
in a population c : a line of attacking or advancing troops or air-
planes 7 : a disturbance or variation that transfers energy pro-
gressively from point to point in a medium and that may take the

: at equal intervals

form of an elastic deformation or of a variation of pressure,
electrid or magnetic intensity, electric potential, or temperature
8 : a marked change in temperature : a period of hot or cold
weather 9 : an undulating or jagged line constituting a graphic
representation of an action

Wave \'wav\ n [W^omen Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Ser-
vice] : a woman serving in the navy
wave bandn ; a band of radio-wave frequencies
waved \'wavd\ adj : having a wavelike form or outline: as a : un-
dulating, CURVING (the '^ cutting edge of a bread knife) b : hav-
ing wavy lines of color ; watered (-^ cloth)
wave front n : a surface composed at any instant of all the points
just reached by a vibrational disturbance in its propagation through
a medium
wave guide n : a metal pipe of circular or rectangular cross section
or a dielectric cyUnder of such dimensions that it will propagate
electromagnetic waves of a given frequency used for channeling
ultrahigh-frequency waves
wavelength \'wav-,Ieo (k)th\ n : the distance in the line of advance
of a wave from any one point to the next point at wtiich at the same
instant tiiere is the same phase

wave-Iess \-l3s\ adj : having no waves : calm
wave.let \'wav-l3t\ n ; a little wave : ripple
wave.like \-.lTk\ adj : characteristic of a wave
wave mechanics n pi but sing or pi in constr : a theory of matter
holding that elementary particles (as electrons, protons, or neu-
trons) have wave properties and seeking a mathematical interpre-
tation of the structure of matter on the basis of these properties
iwa-ver \'wa-v3r\ vi wa-ver.ing \'wav-(a-)rio\ [ME waveren;
akin to OE wxjre restless, wejan to weave — more at weave]
1 : to vacillate irresolutely between choices : fluctuate in opinion,
allegiance, or direction 2 a ; to weave or sway unsteadily to and
fro ; REEL, totter b : quiver, flicker <

—

ing flames) c : falter
3 : to give an unsteady sound : quaver syn see hesitate, swing— wa-ver-er \'wa-v3r-3r\ n — wa-ver-ing'ly \'wav-(a-)rio-le\
adv
2waver n : an act of wavering, quivering, or fluttering
wa-very \'wav-C3-)re\ adj : WAVERING
wave theory n ; undulatory theory
wave train n : a succession of similar ^

wav-i-ly \'wa-v3-le\ adv : in a wavy i

wav«i-ness \-ve-nas\ n : the quality or state of being wavy
wavy \'wa-ve\ adj 1 : rising or swelling in waves; also ; abounding
in waves 2 : undulating, fluctuating; also : wavering
3 : UNDULATORY, ROLLING
waw \'vav, 'v6v\ n [Heb wdw} i the 6th letter of the Hebrew alpha-
bet — symbol 1

iwax \'waks\ n [ME, fr. OE weax: akin to OHG wahs wax, Lith
vaSkas'] 1 ; a substance secreted by bees and used by them for
constructing the honeycomb that is a dull yellow soHd plastic when
warm and composed of a mixture of esters, cerotic acid, and hydro-
carbons — called also beeswax 2 : any of various substances
resembling beeswax: as a : any of numerous substances of plant or
animal origin that differ from fats in being less greasy, harder, and
more brittle and in containing principally esters of higher fatty
acids and higher alcohols, free higher acids and alcohols, and satur-
ated hydrocarbons b : a solid substance (as ozokerite or paraffin
wax) of mineral origin consisting usu. of higher hydrocarbons
c ; a pliable or liquid composition used esp. in uniting surfaces,
excluding air, making patterns or impressions, or producing a
polished surface d : a resinous preparation used by shoemakers for
rubbing thread 3 : something Ukened to wax as soft, impression-
able, or readily molded 4 : a waxy secretion; esp : cerumen
6 : a phonograph recording — wax>Iike \'wak-,sirk\ adj

2wax vt 1 : to treat or rub with wax usu. for polishing or stiffening

2 : to record on phonograph records
3was vi [ME waxen, fr. OE weaxan; akin to OHG wahsan to in-

crease, Gk auxanein, L augere — more at eke] 1 a : to increase in
size, numbers, strength, prosperity, or intensity b : to grow in vol-
ume or duration c : to grow toward full development 2 : to
increase in phase or intensity — used chiefly of the moon, other
satellites, and inferior planets 3 ; to assume a (specified) charac-
teristic, quality, or state : become {-^ indignant)
«wax n [ME, fr. waxen to increase, grow] 1 : increase, growth
2 ; the period from the new moon to the full phase of the moon
swax n [perh. fr. ^waxl I a fit of temper ; rage
wax bean n ; a kidney bean with pods creamy yellow to bright
yellow when fit for use as snap beans

wax-ber-ry \'waks-,ber-e\ n 1 ; the wax-covered frtiit of the wax
myrtle; also : wax myrtle 2 : snowberry

wax-bill \-,biI\ n ; any of numerous Old World birds (family
Ploceidae and esp. genus Estrilda) having white, pink, cr reddish
bills of a waxy appearance
waxed paper n : paper coated or otherwise treated with wax to
make it impervious to water and grease and used esp. as a wrapping
wax-en \'wak-s3n\ adj 1 ; made of or covered with wax 2 : re-

sembling wax: as a : pliable, impressionable b : pallid q ; lus-
trously smooth

wax.er \-sar\ n : one whose work is applying or polishing with wax
wax-i.ness \'wak-se-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being waxy
WaX'ing n l ; the act of applying wax (as in polishing) 2 a ; the
making of a phonograph record b : a phonograph record
wax Insect n ; a scale insect (family Coccidae) that secretes a wax
from its body; esp % a Chinese insect {Ericerus pe-la) that yields
much of the commercial Chinese wax
wax light n : a wax candle : taper
wax myrtle n ; any of a genus {Myrica of the family Myricaceae,
the wax-myrtle family) of trees or shrubs with aromatic foUage;
esp ; an American shrub {M. cerijera) having small hard berries
with a thick coating of white wax used for candles
wax palm n : any of several palms that yield wax: as a : an Andean
pinnate-leaved paim {Ceroxylon andicolum) whose stem yields a
resinous wax used in candles b : carnauba
wax>Wing \'wak-.swio\ « : any of several American and Eurasian
passerine birds (genus Bombycilla) chiefly brown with a showy
crest and velvety plumage
wax-work \'wak-,sw3rk\ n 1 : an effigy in wax usu. of a person
2 pi but sing or pi in constr ; an exhibition of wax effigies

waxy \'wak-se\ adj 1 ; made of, abounding in, or covered with
wax ; WAXEN <a ~ surface) <'^ berries) 2 ! felt to resemble wax:
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as a : readily shaped or molded ; plastic, impressionable
b : marked by smooth or lustrous whiteness <a '^ complexion)
c ; containing white insoluble deposits or being degeneration
marked by such deposits : amyloid
iway \'wa\ n [ME, fr. OE weg: akin to OHG weg way, OE wegan
to move. L vehere to carry] 1 a : a thoroughfare for travel or
transportation from place to place b : an opening for passage
2 : the course traveled from one place to another : route 3 a ; a
nonspatial course (as a series of actions or sequence of events)
leading in a direction or toward an objective h (1) : a course of
action (2) : opportunity, capabUity, or fact of doing as one pleases
c : a possible course : possibility 4 a : manner or method of
doing or happening; also I method of accompUshing : means
b ; FEATURE, RESPECT c I the State of being or acting on a specified
scale (active in real estate in a small '— > d : usual or characteristic
state of affairs e : ^ate, cONDmoN — used with the, this, or that
in phrases that stand in predicative or modifying relation esp. to the
verb be 5 B. (1) : characteristic or habitual manner of acting
(2) ; a personal trait : idiosyncrasy (3) : an ingratiating mode of
behavior (4) : a recognized practice, tendency, or quality (5) : an
endearing trick of behavior b : regular continued course or mode
6 : the length of a course : distance 7 : movement or progress
along a course; specij : advancement in one's career 8a: direc-
tion <is coming this '--'> b : locality, district (lives out our '-^>

C : direction with reference to the lie of a natural growth (as hair)
d : PARficiPANT — usu. used in combination (three- wa^' discussion)
9 ; state of affairs : condition 10 a : room or opportunity to
advance, pass, or progress b ; freedom of action c : a place or
position to be occupied by another — used as object of make
11 ; scope or range of observation, experience, or possible acquisi-
tion 12 a p/ but sometimes sing in constr : an inclined structure
upon which a ship is built or supported in launching b pi : the
guiding surfaces on the bed of a machine along which a table or
carriage moves 13 : category, kind — usu. used in a preposi-
tional phrase introduced by in 14 : motion or speed of a ship or
boat through the water syn see method — by way of 1 : for the
purpose of 0y way oj illustration) 2 : by the route through ; via— out of the way 1 : wrong, improper 2 a : in or to a se-
cluded place b : UNUSUAL, remarkable 3 or out ol one's way
: in or into a position not lying in or obstructing one's course— under way 1 : in motion through the water 2 ; in progress

2way adj ; of. connected with, or constituting an intermediate point
on a route (-^ station)
3way adv : 'away 7

way-bill Vwa-,bil\ n : a document prepared by the carrier of a
shipment of goods and containing details of the shipment, route,
and charges
way car n l : caboose 2 2 : a freight car for less-than-carload
shipments to way stations

way.lar-er \'wa-,far-ar, -,fer-\ n : a traveler esp. on foot — way-
far.ing X-.far-iq, -,fer-\ adj

way-gO'ing \-,go-on, -io\ n, chiejly Scot I the act of leaving
; departure
Way.land \'wa-l3nd\ n [OE Weland} : a supernatural and invisible
smith of Germanic legend — called also Wayland the Smith

way-lay \'wa-,la\ vt way-laid \-,lad\ way-lay-ing ; to lie In
wait for

way-less \-las\ eidj : having no road or path
Way of the Cross : stations of the cross
-ways \,waz\ adv sujjix [ME, fr. ways, gen. of way'\ : In (such) a
way, course, direction, or manner {sideways} (flatways)
ways and means n pi l i methods and resources for accomplishing
something and esp. for defraying expenses 2 often cap W&M
a : methods and resources for raising the necessary revenues for the
expenses of a nation or state b : a legislative committee concerned
with this function
way-side \*wa-,sTd\ n ; the side of or land adjacent to a road or
path — wayside adj
way station n ; an intermediate station between principal stations
on a line of travel (as a railroad)
way-ward \'wa-ward\ adj [ME, short for awayward turned away,
fr. away, adv. + -ward} 1 : follov/ing one's own capricious,
wanton, or depraved incUnations ; disobedient 2 : following no
clear principle or law : unpredictable 3 : opposite to what is

desired or expected ; untoward (^ fate) syn see contrary— way-ward-ly adv — way-ward-ness n
way-worn \-,wo(a)m, -,w6(3)m\ adj i wearied by traveling
we \(')we\ pron, pi in constr [ME, fr, OE we: akin to OHG wir we,
Skt vayam} 1:1 and the rest of a group that includes me : you
and I : you and I and another or others : I and another or others
not including you — used as pronoun of the first person plural;
compare I, our, ours, us 2 ; ^i — used by sovereigns; used by
writers to keep an impersonal character or to avoid the egotistical
sound of a repeated /
weak \'wek\ adj [ME weike, fr. ON veikr; akin to OE wican to
yield, L view change — more at week] 1 : lacking strength: as
a : deficient in physical vigor : feeble, debilttated b : not able
to sustain or exert much weight, pressure, or strain c ; not able
to resist external force or withstand attack 2a: mentally or
intellectually deficient b : wavering, vacillating c : resulting
from or indicating lack of judgment or discernment d : not able
to withstand temptation or persuasion 3 : not factually grounded
or logically presented (a -^ argument) 4 a : not able to function
properly b : lacking skill or proficiency : indicative of a lack of skill

or aptitude c : wanting in vigor of expression or effect 5a: de-
ficient in the usual or required ingredients ; dilute <'>-' coffee)
b : lacking normal intensity or potency <---' strain of virus) 6 a : not
having or exerting authority or political power <'»' government)
b : ineffective, lmpotent 7 of a verb ; belonging to a conjugation
that forms the past tense and past participle by adding the suffix
-ed or -d or -/ 8a: bearing the minimal degree of stress occurring
in the language ('^ syllable) b : having little or no stress and ob-
scured vowel sound <'dis the '^ form of would} — weak-ly adv
syn weak, feeble, frail, fragile, infirm, decrepff mean not

strong enough to endure strain, pressure, or strenuous effort.
WEAK is of wide application in implying deficiency or inferiority in
strength or power of any sort; feeble suggests extreme weakness
inviting pity or contempt; frail implies delicacy and slightness of

constitution or structure; fragile suggests frailty and brittleness
unable to resist rough usage; infirm suggests instability, unsound-
ness, and insecurity due to old age or cripphng illness; decrepit
imphes being worn out or broken down from long use or old age
weak-en \'we-k3n\ vb weak-en-ing \'wek-(3-)iiio\ vt 1 : to make
weak : lessen the strength of 2 ; to reduce in intensity or effec-
tiveness -^ v( : to become weak — weak-en-er \-(3-)n3r\ n
syn weaken, enfeeble, debilffate, undermine, sap, cripple,

disable mean to lose or cause to lose strength or vigor, weaken
may imply loss of physical sirength, health, soundness, or stability
or of quality, intensity, or effective power; enfeeble implies an
obvious and pitiable condition of weakness and helplessness;
debilitate suggests a less marked or more temporary impairment
of strength or vitahty; undermine and sap suggest a weakening by
something working surreptitiously and insidiously; cripple imphes
causing a serious loss of functioning power through damaging or
removing an essential part or element; disable suggests a usu.
sudden cripphng or enfeebling that makes one unable to carry on
customary work or activity
weak-fish \'\vek-,fish\ n [obs. D weekvis, fr. D week soft + vis
fish; fr. its tender flesh] : any of several marine percoid food fishes
(genus Cynoscion); esp : a common sport and market fish (C.
regalis) of the eastern coast of the U.S.

weak-heart-ed \-'hart-ad\ adj : lacking courage : fainthearted
weak-ish \'we-kish\ adj : somewhat weak <--- tea)
weak-kneed \*wek-'ned\ adj : lacking willpower or resolution

: irresolute
weak-li-ness \'we-kle-n3s\ n ; the quality or state of being weakly
weak-ling \'we-kIio\ n ; one that is weak in body, character, or
mind ~ weakling adj

weak-ly \'we-kie\ adj : feeble, weak
weak-mind-ed \'wek-'min-d3d\ adj ; having or Indicating a weak
mind: a : lacking in judgment or good sense : foolish b : feeble-
minded — weak-mind-ed-ness n
weak-ness \'wek-n3s\ n 1 : the quality or state of being weak;
also : an instance or period of being weak 2 : fault, defect
3 : an object of special desire or fondness
iweal \*we(3)l\ n [ME wele, fr. OE wela; akin to OE wel weU]
1 ; a sound, healthy, or prosperous state : well-being 2 obs
: body politic, commonweal

2weal n [alter, of wale] ; welt
weald \'we(3)ld\ n [the l^'eald, wooded district in Kent, Surrey, &
Sussex, England] 1 : a heavily wooded area : forest iWeald
of Kent) 2 : a wild or uncultivated usu. upland region
wealtk \'welth\ n [ME welthe, fr. wele weal] 1 obs : weal, wel-
fare 2 : abundance of valuable material possessions or resources
: AFFLUENCE 3 : abundant supply : profusion 4 a : all property
that has a money value or an exchangeable value b : all material
objects that have economic utihty; esp ; the stock of useful goods
having economic value in existence at any one time (national '^)

wealth.i-ly \'wel-th3-Ie\ adv : in a wealthy manner
wealth-i-ness \-the-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being wealthy
wealthy \'wel-the\ adj 1 : having wealth : affluent 2 : charac-
terized by abundance : ANfpLE syn see rich
wean \'wen\ vt [ME wenen, fr. OE wenian to accustom, wean;
akin to OE wunian to be used to — more at wont] 1 : to accustom
(a child or young animal) to loss of mother's milk 2 : to detach
the affections of from something long followed or desired syn see
ESTRANGE — weaU'cr n
wean-ling \'wen-lio\ n : a child or animal newly weaned — wean-
ling adj
iweap-on \'wep-sn\ n [me wepen, fr. OE wxpen; akin to ON vapn
weapon] 1 ; an instrument of offensive or defensive combat
: something to fight with 2 : a means of contending against an-
other
aweapon vt ; arm
weap>on*less \'wep-9n-]3s\ adj : lacking weapons ; i^narmed
weap-on-ry \-re\ n ; the science of designing and making weapons
iwear \'wa(3)r, we(3)r\ vb wore \'w6(a)r, w6(3)r\ worn
\'wo(3)rn, 'w6(3)rn\ wear-ing [ME weren, fr. OE werian; akin
to ON verja to clothe, invest, spend, L vestis clothing, garment,
Gk hennynai to clothe] vt 1 : to bear or have upon the person
{wore a coat) 2 a : to use habitually for clothing or adornment
{-^s a toupee) b : to carry on the person (~ a sword) 3 a : to
hold the rank or dignity or position signified by (an ornament)
('^ the royal crown) b : to have or show an appearance of (.wore
a happy smile) c : to show or fly (a flag or colors) on a ship
4 a : to cause to deteriorate by use b : to impair or diminish by
use or attrition : consume or waste gradually (letters on the stone
worn away by weathering) 5 : to produce gradually by friction
or attrition (--^ a hole in the rug) 6 ; to exhaust or lessen the
strength of ; weary, fatigue 7 : to cause (a ship) to go about
with the stern presented to the wind -^ v/ 1 a : to endure use : last

under use or the passage of time b : to retain quality or vitaUty
2 ; to diminish or decay through use (it grew colder as the day
wore on) 3 : to grow or become by attrition or use ^ of a ship
: to go about by turning the stern to the wind — compare tack— wear-able X'war-s-bsl, 'wer-\ adj — wear-er n — wear on
! IRRITATE, FRAY — Wear stripes ; to serve in prison

Swear n l : the act of wearing : the state of being worn : use
(clothes for everyday '~^} 2a: clothing or an article of clothing
usu. of a particular kind; esp l clothing worn for a special occasion
or popular during a specific period b : fashion, vogue 3 : wear-
ing quaUty ; durability under use 4 : the result of wearing or use
; diminution or impairment due to use (wear-resistant surface)

wear and tear n : the loss or injury to which something is subjected
by or in the course of use; esp : normal depreciation
wear down vt : to weary and overcome by persistent resistance or
pressure

wea-ri-ful \'wir-e-f3l\ adj 1 : causing weariness; esp : tedious
2 : wearied — wea-ri-luMy \-f9-le\ adv — wea-ri-ful-ness n

wea-ri-less \'wir-e-l3s\ adj : tireless^^ wea-ri>less*Iy adv
wea-ri-ly \'wir-3-le\ adv : in a weary manner
wea-ri-ness \'wir-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being weary

: tiredness
iwear-ing Wa(a)r-io, 'we(3)r-\ adj : intended for wear <~
apparel)
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wearing 1010 wee
swearing adj : subjecting to or Inflicting wear; esp t fatiguino
<a --^ journey) — wear-ing>Iy \-io-le\ adv

wea-ri'Some \'wir-e-s3m\ adj ; causing weariness ; tiresome
— wea-ri'Some-ly adv — wea«ri»some»ness n
wear oil vi : to diminish graduaily in effect : pass away
wear out vt 1 : to make useless esp. by long or hard usage 2 : tire.

EXHAUST 3 : ERASE, EFFACE 4 t to endure through : outlast
iwear out a storm) 5 : to consume (as time) tediously <,wear out

idle days) '^ vi : to become useless from long or excessive wear or

iwea.ry \'wi(3)r-e\ adj [ME wery, fr. OE werig: akin to OHG
wuoras intoxicated, Gk horakian to faint] 1 : worn out in strength,

endurance, vigor, or freshness 2 : expressing or characteristic of

weariness 3 : having one's patience, tolerance, or pleasure
exhausted — used with oj 4 : wearisome
2weary v/ : to become weary ~ v/ : to make weary syn see tire

wea.sand \'wez-^nd. 'wiz-'n(d)\ n [ME wesand, fr. (assumed) OE
w^send gullet; akin to OE wasend gullet, OHG weisunt windpipe]
: THROAT, gullet; also : windpipe
iwea»sel \'we-z3l\ n, pi weasels [ME wesele, fr. OE weosule; akin
to OHG wisula weasel, L virus shmy liquid, stench — more at

VIRUS] 1 or pi weasel : any of various small slender active carniv-
orous mammals (genus Mustela) related to the minks that consume
small birds and mammals and esp. great numbers of vermin (as

mice or rats) and are mostly reddish brown with white or yellowish
underparts and in northern forms turn white in winter 2 I a light

self-propelled tracked vehicle built either for traveling over snow
or ice or sand or as an amphibious vehicle

2weasel vi wea. selling \'wez-(3-)lio\ iweasel word'\ 1 : to use
weasel words : equivocate 2 : to escape from or evade a situation
or obligation — often used with out
weasel word n [fr. the weasel's habit of sucking the contents out
of an egg while leaving the shell superficially intact] : a word used
in order to evade or retreat from a direct or forthright statement or
position
iweath.er \'weth-3r\ n [ME weder, fr. OE; akin to OHG welar
weather, OSlav veirii wind] 1 : state of the atmosphere with respect
to heat or cold, wetness or dryness, calm or storm, clearness or
cloudiness 2 : state of life or fortune 3 : disagreeable atmos-
pheric conditions: as a : rain, storm b : cold air with dampness
4 : weathering — under the weather : somewhat ill or drunk
^weather adj : windward — compare lee
3weather vb weatn-er-ing \'wetti-(3-)rio\ vt 1 : to expose to the
open air : subject to the action of the elements 2 : to sail or pass
to the windward of 3 : to bear up against and come safely through
<'-- a storm) -^ vi : to undergo or endure the action of the elements

weath.er-abil.My \,weUi-(3-)r3-'bil-3t-e\ n : capability of with-
standing weather <~ of a plastic)

weath-er-beat-en \'wetli-3r-,bet-=n\ adj 1 : worn or damaged by
exposure to weather 2 : toughened, tanned, or bronzed by the
weather {-^ face)
weath.er.board \-,bo(3)rd, -,b6(a)rd\ n 1 : clapboard, smmG
2 : the weather side of a ship

weath-er^board-ing \-,b6rd-ir), -,b6rd-\ n : clapboards, siding
weath-er-hound \-,baund\ adj ; kept in port or at anchor or from
travel or sport by bad weather
weather bureau n : a bureau engaged in the collection of weather
reports as a basis for weather predictions, storm warnings, and the
compiling of statistical records

weatli.er«cock \-,kak\ n l : a vane often in the figure of a cock
mounted so as to turn freely with the wind and show its direction
2 ; a person or thing that changes readily or often

weather deck n : a deck having no overhead protection from the
weather
weath.ered \'wetl]-3rd\ adj l a : seasoned by exposure to the
weather b : altered in color, texture, composition, or form by
such exposure or by artificial means producing a similar effect
{^ oak) 2 : made sloping so as to throw off water <----' windowsill)

weather eye n : an eye quick to o'oserve coming changes in the
weather

weath.er.glass \'weih-9r-,glas\ n : a simple instrument for showing
changes in atmospheric pressure by the changing level of hquid in
a spout connected with a closed reservoir; broadly : barometer

weatll-er-ing n ; the action of the elements in altering the color,
texture, composition, or form of exposed objects; specij : the
physical disintegration and chemical decomposition of earth ma-
terials at or near the earth's surface
weath.er.ly \'weth-3r-le\ adj : able to sail close to the wind v/lth
little leeway

weath.er.man \-,man\ n : one who reports and forecasts the
weather : metteorologist

weather map n : a map or chart showing the principal meteorologi-
cal elements at a given hour and over an extended region

weath.er.prool \,wetii-3r-'pruf\ adj : able to withstand exposure to
weather without damage or loss of function — weatherproof vt— wealh.er.proof-ness n

weather ship n : a ship that makes observations for use by meteor-
ologists
weather station n : a station for taking, recording, and reporting
meteorological obser\'ations
weather strip n : a strip of material to cover the joint of a door or
window and the sill, casing, or threshold so as to exclude rain,
snow, and cold air — called also weather stripping — weath*er-
strip \'weth-3r-,strip\ vt

weath.er-tlght X.weth-ar-'tltX adj : proof against wind and rain
{'^ storage bin)

weather vane n : vane la
weath.er-wise N'weth-ar-.wlzX adj : skillful in forecasting changes
in the weather or in opinion or feeling

weatli.er.worn \-.w6(3)m. -.w6(3)rn\ adj : worn by exposure to

Tx?c^® "^'^^/V;-^ ^/*^® \'wov\ wo.ven \'w6-v3n\ weav-ing
VMb.weven, fr. OEweJan: akin to OHG weban to weave, Gk hyphos
webj v/ 1 a : to form (cloth) by interiacing strands (as of yarn)-
specij : to make (cloth) on a loom by interlacing warp and filling
threads b : to interlace (as threads) into cloth c : to make (as a
basket) by intertwining 2 : spin — used of spiders and insects
3 : to interlace esp. to form a texture, fabric, or design 4 a : to
produce by elaborately combining elements : contrive b : to
umte m a coherent whole c ; to introduce as an appropriate ele-

ment : work In — usu. used with in or into 5 : to direct (as the
body) in a winding or zigzag course esp. to avoid obstacles -^ vi

1 : to work at weaving : make cloth 2 : to move in a devious,
winding, or zigzag course esp. to avoid obstacles
2weave n : any of the patterns or methods for interlacing the threads
of woven fabrics
3weave vi [ME weven to move to and fro, wave; akin to ON veifa
to wave. Skt vepate he trembles] : to move waveriugly from side to
side : sway

weav.er \'we-v3r\ nil one that weaves esp. as an occupation
2 : WEAVERBIRD

weav-er«bird \-,b3rd\ n : any of numerous Old World passerine
birds (family Ploceidae) that resemble finches and mostly construct
elaborate nests of interlaced vegetation

weaver's knot n : sheet bend — called also weaver's hitch
iweb \'web\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to ON vejr web, OE
wefan to weave] 1 : a fabric on a loom or in process of being re-

moved from a loom 2 a : cobweb 1,2 b : snare, entanglement
3 : a tissue or membrane of an animal or plant; esp : that uniting
fingers or toes either at their bases (as in man) or for a greater part
of their length (as in many water birds) 4 a : a thin metal sheet,
plate, or strip b ; the plate connecting the upper and lower flanges
of a girder or rail c : the arm of a crank 5 : an intricate structure
suggestive of something woven : network 6 : the series of barbs
implanted on each side of the shaft of a feather : vane 7 a : a
continuous sheet of paper manufactured or undergoing manufac-
ture on a paper machine b : a reel of such paper for use in a rotary
printing press_ 8 : the part of a ribbed vault between the ribs —
web.like \-,lik\ adj
2web vb webbed; web.bing vt 1 : to cover with a web or network
2 : entangle, ensnare 3 : to provide with a web {webbed feet)
~ VI : to construct or form a web

web.bing \'web-ip\ n : a strong narrow closely woven tape
designed for bearing weight and used esp. for straps, harness, or
upholstery

web.by \'web-e\ adj : of, relating to, or consisting of a web
we.ber \'web-3r, 'va-barX n [Wilhelm E. H'eber tlS91 G physicist]

: the practical mks unit of magnetic flux equal to that flux which in
hnking a circuit of one turn produces in it an electromotive force
of one volt as the flux is reduced to zero at a uniform rate of one
ampere per second : 10^ maxwells

web. foot n 1 \'web-'fut\ : a foot having webbed toes 2 \-ifut\
: an animal having web feet — web-foot»ed \-'fut-ad\ adj
web member n : one of the several members joining the top and
bottom chords of a truss or lattice girder
web press n : a press that prints a continuous roll of paper
web spinner n : an insect that spins a web; esp : any of an order
(Embiodea) of small slender insects with biting mouthparts that
live in silken tunnels which they spin

Web.Ster \'web-st3r\ n [ME, fr. OE webbestre female weaver, fr.

webbian to weave; akin to OE wejan to weave] archaic t weaver
Web.Ste.ri*an \web-'stir-e-3n\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of the statesman Daniel Webster 2 : of, relating to, or
characteristic of the lexicographer Noah Webster or his dictionary
web-WOrm \'web-,w3rm\ n : any of various caterpillars that are
more or less gregarious and spin large webs
wed \'wed\ vb wed-ded also wed; wed-ding [ME wedden, fr. OE
weddian: akin to MHG weiien to pledge, OE wedd pledge, OHG
Welti, Goth wadi, L vad-. vas bail, security] vt 1 : to take for wife
or husband by a formal ceremony : marry 2 : to join in marriage
3 : to unite as if by the bond of marriage -^ vi ; to enter into
matrimony — wed*der n

we'd \(,)wed\ : we had : we would : we should
wed'ding \'wed-iri\ n, ojien attrib 1 ; a marriage ceremony usu,
with its accompanying festivities : nuptials 2 : an act, process,
or instance of joining in close association 3 : a wedding anniver-
sary or its celebration — usu. used in combination

wedding march n : a march of slow tempo and stately character
composed or played to accompany the bridal procession
wedding ring n : a ring often of plain gold or platinum given by
the groom to the bride during the wedding ser\'ice; also : a similar
ring given by the bride to the groom in a double-ring service
iwedge \'wej\ n [ME wegge, fr. OE wecg; akin to OHG wecki
wedge, Lith vagisj 1 : a piece of a substance (as wood
or iron) that tapers to a thin edge and is used for
splitting wood and rocks, raising heavy bodies, or for
tightening by being driven into something 2 a : some-
thing (as a policy) causing a breach or separation
b : something used to initiate an action or development
3 : something wedge-shaped: as a : an array of troops
or tanks in the form of a wedge b : the wedge-shaped
stroke in cuneiform characters c : a shoe having a
heel extending from the back of the shoe to the front
of the shank and a tread formed by an extension of the
sole d : an iron golf club with a broad low-angled
face for maximum loft

2wedge vt 1 : to fasten or tighten by driving in a wedge
2 : to force (an objecti into something for holding tightly ; crowd
3 : to separate or force apart with or as if with a wedge '^ vi : to
become wedged
wedged \'wejd, 'wej-sdX adj : shaped like a wedge <the -^ formation
of flying geese)
Wedg.ies \'wej-ez\ trademark — used for shoes having a wedge*
shaped piece serving as the heel and joining the half sole to form a
continuous flat undersurface
Wedg-wood \'wej-.wud\ n [Josiah Wedgwood "^M^S E potter] ; a
fine porcelainlike ware consisting characteristically of a tinted
clay ground with small white cameo reliefs

wedgy \'wej-e\ adj : resembling a wedge in shape
wed.lock \'wed-,lak\ n [ME wedlok, fr. OE wedldc marriage bond,
fr. wedd pledge + -lac, suffix denoting activity] : the state of being
married : marriage, matrimony — out of wedlock ; with the
natural parents not legally married to each other
Wednes.day \'wenz-de\ n [ME, fr. OE wodnesdxg: akin to ON
oihinsdagr Wednesday; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc-NGmc com-
pound whose components are represented by OE Woden Odin, the
chief god in Germanic mythology, and by OE dxg day] ; the fourth
day of the week — Wednes'days \-de2\ adv
wee \*we\ adj [ME we, fr. we, n., little bit, fr. OE wxge weight:
akin to OE w^jn to move, w^gh — more at way] 1 : very small

wedge 1



weed 1011 weld
: UTTLE 2 : very early <'^ hours of the momJng) syn see small
iweed \'wed\ n [ME, fr. OE weod; akin to OS wiW weed] 1 a (1) : a
plant of no value and usu. of rank growth; esp ; one that tends to
overgrow or choke out more desirable plants (2) : a weedy growth
of plants b : an aquatic plant; esp : seaweed c (1) : tobacco
(2) : MARIHUANA 2 a I an obnoxious growth, thing, or person
b : something like a weed in detrimental quality; esp ; an animal
unfit to breed from
2weed VI : to remove weeds or something harmful '^ vt 1 a : to
clear of weeds <'--' a garden) b (1) : to free from something hurtful
or offensive (2) : to remove the less desirable portions of : CULL
2 : to get rid of (something harmful or superfluous) — often used
with out
3weed n [ME wede, fr. OE w^d, gewxde; akin to ON valh cloth,
clothing, Lith austi to weave] 1 ; garment — often used in pi.

2a: dress worn as a sign of mourning (as by a widow) — usu.
used in pi. b : a band of crape worn on a man's hat as a sign of
mourning — usu. used in pi.

weed.ed \'wed-3d\ adj [in sense 1, fr. pp. of ^weed: in sense 2, fr.

^weed + -edi 1 ; cleared of weeds 2 : having many weeds : weedy
weed«er \-3r\ n : one that weeds; specij : any of various devices for
freeing an area from weeds

weed=i.cide \'wed-3-,sid\ n : herbicide
weed-less \'wed-l3s\ a:lj : free from weeds <a -^ garden)
weedy \'wed-e\ adj 1 : abounding with or consisting of weeds
2 : resembling a weed esp. in rank growth or ready propagation
3 : noticeably lean and scrawny : lanky
week \'wek\ n [ME weke, fr. OE wicu, wucu; akin to OHG wehha
week, L vicis change, alternation, OE wlr wire — more at wire]
1 a ; one of a series of seven-day cycles used in various calendars
b (1) : a week beginning with a specified day or containing a
specified holiday (the -^ of tlie 18th) <Easter --) (2) : a week
appointed for public recognition of some cause (Fire Prevention
Weeky 2 a : any seven consecutive days b : a series of regular
working, business, or school days during each seven-day period
3 : a time seven days before or after a specified day

week.day \'wek-,da\ n : a day of the week except Sunday or some-
times except Saturday and Sunday
week.days \-,daz\ adv : on weekdays repeatedly : on any weekday
(takes a bus "-)

iweek-end \'we-,kend\
between the close of oi
the beginning of the next

Jweekend vi : to spend the weekend
weekend bag n x a traveling bag of a size to carry clothing and
personal articles for a weekend trip — called also weekend case
week.end-er \'we-,ken-d3r\ n 1 : one that vacations or visits for
a weekend 2 :_weekend bag
week.ends \'we-.ken(d)2\ adv ; on weekends repeatedly : on any
weekend (travels ^)
iweek-ly \'we-kle\ adv : every week : once a week ; by the week
^weekly adj l ; occurring, appearing, or done weekly 2 : reckoned
by the week
^weekly n : a weekly newspaper or periodical
ween \'wen\ vt [ME wenen, fr. OE wenan; akin to ON vsena to
hope, L venus love, charm — more at win] archaic ; imagine, sup-
pose
wee.ny \'we-ne\ adj {wee + tin>] : exceptionally small
iweep \'wcp\ vb wept \'wept\ weep.ing [ME wepen, fr. OE
wepan; akin to OHG wuojjan to weep, OSlav vabiii to call to]
vt 1 ; to express deep sorrow for usu. by shedding tears : bewail
2 : to pour forth (tears) from the eyes 3 : to exude (a fluid)

slowly : OOZE '— VI 1 : to express passion (as grief) by shedding
tears 2 a : to give off or leak fluid slowly ; ooze b oj ajluid : to
flow sluggishly or in drops
2weep ;: [imit] : lapwing
weep.er \'we-p3r\ n 1 a : one that weeps b ; a- professional
mourner 2 : a small statue of a figure in mourning on a funeral
monument 3 : a badge of mourning worn esp. in the ISth and
19th centuries 4 : capuchin 3

weep.ing \'we-pir)\ adj 1 : tearful; also ; rainy 2 : having
slender pendent branches
weeping willow n i an Asiatic willow iJSalix babylonica) with
weeping branches
weepy \'we-pe\ adj ; Inclined to weep ; tearful
weet \'wet\ vb [ME weten, alter, of witen — more at wrr] archaic

: know
wee.ver \'we-v3r\ n [ONE wivre viper — more at wyvern] : any
of several edible marine percoid fishes (family Trachinidae) with
a broad spinose head and venomous spines on the dorsal fin

wee.yil \*we-v9l\ n [ME wevel, fr. OE wijel: akin to OHG wibil

beetle, OE wejan to weave] : any of numerous
mostly small beetles (group Rhynchophora) hav-
ing the head elongated and usu. curved downward
to form a snout bearing the jaws at the tip and
including many very injurious esp. as larvae to
nuts, fruit, and grain or to living plants —
wee.vily or wee-viMy \'wev-(3-)le\ adj

wee«viled or wee.villed \*we-v3ld\ adj : weevily
weft \'weft\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to ON veptr
weft, OE wejan to weave — more at weave]
1 a : 'woof la b : yam used for the woof .

2 : WEB, fabric; also ; an article of woven fabric weevil

wei.ge-la \wT-'ie-l3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Christian E. Weigel
tl831 G physician] : any of a genus {^Weigela') of showy shrubs of
the honeysuckle family; esp : one {W. jlorida) of China widely
grown for its pink or red flowers

1weigh \'wa\ vb [ME weyen^ fr. OE wegan to move, carry, weigh— more at way] ;'/ 1 : to ascertain the heaviness of by or as if by
a balance 2 a ; outweigh b : counterbalance c ; to make
heavy : weight 3 : to consider carefully : ponder 4 ; to heave
up (an anchor) preparatory to sailing 5 : to measure or apportion
(a definite quantity) on or as if on a scales -^ vi 1 a : to have
weight or a specified weight b : to register a weight (as on a
scales) — used with in or out — compare weigh in 2 : to merit
consideration as important : count (evidence will "-- heavily
against him) 3 a : to press down with or as if with a heavy weight

i
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b : to have a saddening or disheartening effect 4 ; to weigh anchor
syn see consider — weigh-able \'wa-a-b3l\ adj

2Weigh n [alter, of way'\ : way — used in the phrase under weigh
weigh down vt 1 : to cause to bend down : overburden 2 : op-
press, DEPRESS

weigh.er \*wa-3r\ n : one that weighs
weigh in vi l : to have oneself or one's possessions (as baggage)
weighed; esp : to have oneself weighed in connection with an
athletic contest 2 : to enter as a participant

»weight \'wat\ n [ME wight, weght, fr. OE wiht; akin to ON
vxtt weight, OE wegan to weigh] 1 a : the amount that a thing
weighs b (1) : the standard or established amount that a thing
should weigh (2) : one of the classes into which contestants in a
sports event are divided according to body weight (3) : poundage
required to be carried by a horse in a handicap race 2 a : a
quantity or thing weighing a fixed and usu. specified amount
b : a heavy object (as a metal ball) thrown, put, or lifted as an
athletic exercise 3 a : a unit of weight or mass — see measure
table, METRIC SYSTEM table b : a piece of material (as metal) of
known specified weight for use in weighing articles c : a system
of related units of weight 4 a : something heavy : load b : a
heavy object to hold or press something down or to counterbalance
5 a : BURDEN, PRESSURE b : ponderousness 6 a : relative
heaviness b : the force with which a body is attracted toward
the earth or a celestial body by gravitation and which is equal to
the product of the mass by the local gravitational acceleration
7 a : the relative importance or authority accorded something
b : measurable influence esp. upon others 8 : overpowering force
9 : the quality (as lightness) that makes a fabric or garment suitable
for a particular use or season — often used in combination (dress=:
weight) 10 : a numerical coefficient assigned to an item to express
its relative importance in a frequency distribution syn see im-
portance, INFLUENCE
2weight vt 1 a : to load or make heavy with or as if with a weight
b ; to increase in heaviness by adding an ingredient 2 : to oppress
with a burden i^ed down with cares) 3a: weigh 1 b : to feel

the weight of : heft 4 : to assign a statistical weight to 5 : to
cause to incline in a particular direction by manipulation 6 : to
shift the burden of weight upon

weight-ed adj l : made heavy ; loaded ('^ silk) 2 a : having a
statistical weight attached b : compiled from weighted data <---'

welght-i-ly \'wat-=l-e\ adv : In a weighty manner
weight4.ness \ Vat-e-n3s\ n : the quaUty or state of being weighty
weight-less \'wat-l3s\ adj : having little weight : lacking apparent
gravitational pull — weight-less-ly adv — weighMess.ness n
weight lifter n : one that lifts barbells in competition or as an
exercise — weight lifting n
weighty \'wat-e\ adj 1 a : of much importance or consequence

; momentous b ; solemn 2 a : weighing a considerable amount
: CORPULENT b : heavy in proportion to its bulk (~ metal)
3 : POWERFUL, TELLING (-^ arguments) syn see heavy

wei-ma.ra.ner X.vl-ma-'ran-sr; 'vT-ma-., 'wT-\ n [G, fr. Weimar,
Germany] : any of a German breed of large gray short-haired
sporting dogs

weir \'wa(3)r, 'we(3)r, wi(3)r\ n [ME were, fr. OE wer; akin to ON
ver fishing place, OHG werien, werren to defend, L ap^r/r? to
open, operire to close, cover] 1 : a fence or enclosure set in a
waterway for taking fish 2 ; a dam in a stream to raise the water
level or divert its flow
iwelrd \'wi(3)rd\ n [ME wird, werd, fr. OE wyrd; akin to ON
urthr fate, OE weorihan to become — more at worth] 1 a : fate,
DESTINY; esp ; ill fortune b cap : 'fate 4, norn 2 : soothsayer
2weird adj 1 archaic ; of, relating to, or dealing with fate or the
Fates 2 a : of, relating to, or caused by witchcraft or the super-
natural : MAGICAL b : unearthly, mysterious 3 ; of strange or
extraordinary character : ODD, fantastic — weird-ly adv —
weird'-ness n
syn WEIRD, EERIE, UNCANNY mean mysteriously strange or fantas-

tic. WEIRD may imply an unearthly or preternatural strangeness or
it may stress queerness or oddness; eerie suggests an uneasy or
fearful consciousness that mysterious and malign powers are at
work; uncanny may imply disquieting strangeness or mysterious-
ness, or it may apply to powers or perceptions so remarkable as to
seem, magical
Weird Sisters n pi x fates
wei.sen.hei.mer var oj wisenheimer
Weis.mann.ism \'vT-,sman-,iz-am\ n : the theories of heredity
proposed by August Weismann; esp X the concepts of continuity
of the germ plasm and dichotomy of germ and soma with the
resulting impossibility of transmitting acquired characters
weka \'wek-3\ n [Maori] : any of several flightless New Zealand
rails (genus Gallirallus)

welch \'welch\, welcher var oj welsh, welsher
Welch var oj welsh
iwel.come \'wel-k3m\ interj [ME, alter, of wilcume, fr. OE, fr.

wilcuma desirable guest; akin to OHG willicomo desirable guest;
prob. both fr. a prehistoric WGmc compound whose constituents
are represented by OE willa, will desire and by OE cuma guest;
akin to OE cuman to come — more at will, come] — used to ex-
press a greeting to a guest or newcomer upon his arrival

2welcome vt 1 : to greet hospitably and with courtesy or cordiality

2 : to accept with pleasure the occurrence of i'^s danger) —
wei.com.er «
3welconie adj l : received gladly into one's presence or companion-
ship 2 : giving pleasure : received with gladness or delight esp. in
response to a need 3 : willingly permitted or admitted syn see
pleasant — wel.come.ly adv — welcome.ness n
^welcome n : a cordial greeting or reception upon arrival

welcome wagon n : a vehicle carrying gifts (as sample products
of local merchants) as tokens of welcome to a newcomer to an area
'weld \'weld\ n [ME welde: akin to MLG wolde weld] : a European
mignonette (Reseda luteola) yielding a yellow dye; also X a yellow
dye from this

2weld vb [alter, of obs. E well to weld, fr. ME wellen to boil, well,
weld] VI ; to become or be capable of being welded ^ vt 1 a : to
unite (metallic parts) by heating and allowing the metals to flow
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together or by hammering or compressing with or without previous

heating h : to unite (plastics) in a similar manner by heating

C ; to repair (as an article) by this method d : to produce or create

as if by such a process 2 : to unite closely or intimately — weld-
able \'wel-d3-bal\ adj

3weld n 1 : a welded joint 2 ; union by welding : the state or
condition of being welded
weld-er \'wel-d3r\ n ; one that welds: as a ; one whose work is

welding b : a machine used in welding
weld-ment \'wel(d)-m3nt\ n : a unit formed by welding together

an assembly of pieces
wel-dor \'wel-d3r\ n ; one whose work is welding
wel.Jare \'wel-,fa(3)r. -,fe(3)r\ n [ME, fr. the phrase wel jaren to

fare well] : the state of doing well esp. in respect to good fortune,

happiness, well-being, or prosperity — wellare adj

welfare state h 1 ; a social system based upon the assumption
by a political state of primary responsibility for the individual

and social welfare of its citizens 2 : a nation or state characterized

by the operation of the system of the welfare state

wellare work n : organized efforts by a community or organiza-
tion for the social betterment of a group in society

v/el-lar-ism \'\vel-,fa(3)r-,iz-3m, -,fe(3)r-\ n : the complex of

policies, attitudes, and beliefs associated with the welfare state

wel.ltin \'wel-k3n\ n [ME, lit., cloud, fr. OE wolcen; akin to OHG
wolkan cloud. OSlav vlaga moisture] 1 : sky 2 : air
iwell \'wel\ n [ME welle, fr. OE (northern & Midland dial.) welle;

akin to OHG wella wave, OE weallan to bubble, boil] 1 a : an
issue of water from the earth : a pool fed by a spring h : fountain,
WELLSPRiNG 2 I a pit or hole sunk into the earth to reach a supply
of water 3 a : an enclosure in the middle of a ship's hold to

protect from damage and facilitate the inspection of the pumps
h : a compartment in the hold of a fishing boat in which fish are
kept alive 4 : a shaft or hole sunk to obtain oil, brine, or gas

5 : an open space extending vertically through floors of a structure

6 : a space having a construction or shape suggesting a well for

water 7 a : something resembling a well in being damp, cool, deep,
or dark h ; a deep vertical hole C : a deep reservoir from which
one may draw

swell vb [ME wellen, fr. OE (northern & Midland dial.) v^ellan

to cause to well; akin to MHG wellen to cause to well. OE weallan
to bubble, boil, L where to roll — more at voluble] vi 1 : to rise

to the surface and usu. flow forth 2 : to rise to the surface like a

flood of liquid (longing '---ed up in his breast) -^ v/ : to pour forth

from the depths
swell adv bet-ter \'bet-3r\ hest \'best\ [ME wel, fr. OE; akin to

OHG we/a well, OE M'>'//fl« to wish— more at will] 1 a : in a good
or proper manner : justly, rightly li : satisfactorily with respect
to conduct or action (did ~ in math) 2 : in a kindly or friendly
manner 3 a : with skill or aptitude : expertly (paints ~> b : sat-
isfactorily c : with good appearance or effect : elegantly (car-

ried himself '--'> 4 : attentively 5 : to a high degree (-^ deserved
the honor) (we/Z-equipped kitchen) 6 : fully, quite <~ worth
the price) 7 a : fittingly, rightly b : in a prudent manner
: SENSIBLY — used with do 8 : in accordance with the occasion or
circumstances : naturally (cannot '^ refuse) 9 a : as one could
wish : favorably b ; advantageously, properly (married
^} 10 a : easily, readily b : in all likehhood : indeed 11 : in

a prosperous or affluent manner (he lives ~) 12 : thoroughly,
COMPLETELY (after being ^ dried with a sponge) 13 : with-
out doubt or question : clearly 14 : considerably, far ('--

over a million) — as well 1 : in addition ; also (other features
as well) 2 : to the same extent or degree ; as much (open as well
to the poor as to the rich) 3 : with equivalent or comparable
effect — as well as : and not only : and in addition (skillful as
well as strong)

flwell inter] 1 — used to express surprise or expostulation 2 —
used to indicate resumption of a thread of discourse or to introduce

swell adj 1 : being in good standing or favor 2 : satisfactory,
pleasing (airs -^ that ends well) 3 a : prosperous, well-off
b : being in satisfactory condition or circumstances 4 : ad-
visable, desirable (not -^ to anger him) 5 a : free or recovered
from infirmity or disease : healthy (a ^ man) b : cured, healed
(the wound is nearly ---') 6 : pleasing or satisfactory in appearance
7 : being a cause for thankfulness : fortunate (it is -^ that this
has happened) syn see healthy

we'll \(,)we(3)l, wil\ : wewill : we shall

well-ad-vised \,wel-3d-'vizd\ adj 1 : acting with wisdom, wise
counsel, or proper deliberation : prudent 2 : resulting from,
based on, or showing careful deliberation or wise counsel (-^ plans)
wel-la.way \.wel-3-'wa\ intjrj [ME welaway, fr. OE wcilawei. lit.,

woel lo! woe!, alter, of walawa, fr. wd woe + lalo + wa woe—
more at woe] — used to express sorrow or lamentation

well-be.ing \'wel-'be-io\ n : the state of being happy, healthy, or
prosperous ; welfare
weU-be.loved \,wel-bi-'l3vd\ adj 1 : sincerely and deeply loved
(my '^ wife) 2 : sincerely respected — used in various ceremonial
forms of address
well-born \'wel-'b6 (9)rn\ adj : born of good stock either socially or
genetically

well-bred \-'bred\ adj l : having or displaying good breeding
: refined 2 : having a good pedigree (.well-bred swine)

well-con.di.tioned \.wel-k3n-'dish-3nd\ adj 1 : characterized by
proper disposition, morals, or behavior 2 : having a good physical
condition : sound (a '--|_animai)

well-dis.posed \-dis-'pozd\ adj : having a good disposition; esp
; disposed to be friendly, favorable, or sympathetic

well-done \'wel-'d3n\ adj 1 ; rightly or properly performed
2 : cooked thoroughly
Wel.ler.ism \'wel-3-,riz-3m\ n [Sam Weller, witty servant of Mr.
Pickwick in the story Pickwick Papers (1836-37) by Charles
Dickens] : an expression of comparison comprising a usu. wells
known quotation followed by a facetious sequel (as " 'every one to
his own taste,' said the old woman as she kissed the cow")
weU-la.vored \'wel-'fa-vard\ adj ; good-looking : handsome —
well-la^vored'ness n

well-tixed \-'fikst\ adj ; having plenty of money or property
: well-to-do 1/ k j

well-lound \-'faund\ adj : fully furnished : properly equipped
<a welljound ship)

^ -^ ft^

well-found-ed \-'faiin-d3d\ adj : based on excellent reasoning,
information, judgment, or grounds
well-groomed \-'griJmd, -'grumd\ adj 1 : well dressed and
scrupulously neat (-^ men) 2 : made neat, tidy, and attractive
down to the smallest details (a -^ lawn)
well-ground-ed \-'graun-d3d\ adj ; having a firm foundation
well-han-dled \-'han-d^Id\ adj 1 : managed or administered ef-

ficiently 2 : having been handled a great deal (-^ goods on a store
counter)

well.head \'wel-,hed\ n 1 ; the source of a spring or a stream
2 : principal source ; fountainhead

well-heeled \-'he(3)ld\ adj ; having plenty of money ; well*
fixed
Wel-ling-lon \'wel-ir)-t3n\ n [Arthur Wellesley, 1st Duke of
Wellington tlS52 Brit general and statesman] : a leather boot
having a loose top with the front usu. coming above the knee

well-knit \'wel-'nit\ adj : firmly knit; esp : firmly and strongly
constructed, compacted, or framed
well-known \'wel-*n_on\ adj : fully or widely known
well-mean.ing \-'me-niQ\ adj : having good intentions
well-ness \'wel-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being in good health
well-nigh \-'nT\ adv : almost, nearly
well-olf \'wel-'6f\ adj 1 ; being in good condition or circum-
stances 2 : well provided 3 : well-to-do

well-or.dered \-'6rd-3rd\ adj : being simply ordered and having
every subset containing a first element

well-read \'wel-'red\ adj : well informed or deeply versed through
reading (~ in history)

well-set \-'set\ adj 1 : well or firmly established 2 ; strongly
built (a ~ young man)

well-spo-ken \-*spo-k3n\ adj 1 : speaking well, fitly, or courte-
ously 2 ; spoken with propriety (-^ words)

well-spring \'wel-,sprio\ « 1 : a source of continual supply
2 : fountainhead 1

well-thought-Ol \wel-'that-,av, -,av\ adj ; being of good repute
well-tim-bered \'wel-'tim-b3rd\ adj 1 a ; well braced or strength-
ened by timbers (a '^ house) b : having a good structure or con-
stitution (a ^ horse) 2 : having a good quantity of growing limber
(a ~ tract of Iand)_

well-timed \'wel-'timd\ adj : happening at an opportune moment
: timely

well-to-do \,wel-t3-'du\ adj : having more than adequate esp.
financial resources : prosperous
well-turned \'wel-'t3md\ adj 1 : symmetrically shaped or rounded

; SHAPELY 2 : concisely and appropriately expressed (a ^ phrase)
3 t expertly rounded or turned (a — column)

well-wisli.er \'wel-,wish-3r. -'wish-\ n : one that wishes well
to another — well-WisU.ing \-iQ\ adj or n
well-worn \-'wo(a)rn, -'w6(3)rn\ adj 1 a : having been much used
or worn {^ shoes) b : made stale or threadbare by use : trite
(a --' quotation) 2 ; worn well or properly (-^ honors)
WelS'bacll \,welz-,bak, -,bak\ trademark — used for a burner for

producing gaslight by the combustion of a mixture of air and gas or
vapor to heat to incandescence a gas mantle or for the mantle used
with such a burner

welsll Welsh, 'v/elch\ v/ [prob. fr. Welsh, adj.] : to cheat by
avoiding payment of bets — welsh.er n
Welsh \'weish\ n [ME Walsche, Welsse, fr. walisch, welisch, adj.,

Welsh, fr. OE (northern & Midland dial.) wxlisc, welisc Celtic,

Welsh, foreign, ir. OE Wealh Celt, Welshman, foreigner, of Celtic
origin; akin to the source of L Volcae, a Celtic people of south-
eastern Gaul] 1 pi in constr t the natives or inhabitants of Wales
2 : the Celtic language of the Welsh people 3 ; a breed of cattle

or of swine developed in Wales — Welsh adj
Welsh cor.gi \-'k6r-ge\ n [W corgi, fr. cor dwarf + ci dog] : a
short-legged long-backed dog with foxy head belonging to either
of two Welsh varieties

Welsh-man \'welsh-m3n\ n : one of the Welsh — Welsb-wom-an

Welsh rabbit n : melted often seasoned cheese poured over toast or

Welsh rare. bit X-'raCa^r-bat, -'re(3)r-\ n [by alter.] : welsh RABBrr
Welsh springer spaniel n : any of a Welsh breed of red and v\'hite or
ovange and while small-eared springer spaniels

Welsll terrier n ; any of a breed of wiry-coated terriers resembing
airedaies but smaller and developed in Wales for hunting
iwelt \'welt\ n [ME welle'\ 1 : a strip between a shoe sole and
upoer through which tliey are stitched or stapled together 2 : a
doubled edge, strip, insert, or seam for ornament or reinforcement
3 ; a ridge or lump raised on the body usu. by a blow; also : a
heavy blow
2Welt vt 1 : to furnish with a welt 2 a : to raise a welt on the body
of b : to hit hard
welt.an-schau.ung \'veI-,tan-,shau-3o\ n, pi weltanschauiings
\-3r)z\ or welt-an.sctiau.ung.en \-30-an\ ojten cap [G, fr.

welt world -I- anschauimg view] : a comprehensive conception or
apprehension of the world esp. from a specific standpoint
iwel.ter \'wel-tar\ vi weLter.ing \-to-)rir)\ [ME welteren: akin
to MD welteren to roll, OHG walzan, L volvere — more at voluble]
1 a : writhe, toss; also : wallow b : to rise and fall or toss about
In or with waves 2 ; to become deeply sunk, soaked, or involved
3 : to be in turmoil

awelter n 1 : a state of wild disorder : turmoil 2 ; a chaotic mass
or jumble

3wel-ter n [prob. fr. ^weli'\ : welterweight 2
wel-ter-weigiit \'wel-t3r-,wat\ n [^welier'l 1 : a weight of 28
pounds sometimes imposed in a horse race in addition to weight for

age 2 a : a professional boxer or a wrestler weighing between
136 and 147 pounds b : an intercollegiate boxer weighing between
136 and 145 pounds

welt-schmerz \'velt-,shme(3)rts\ n, ojten cap [G, fr. welt world -I-

schmerz pain] 1 ; mental depression or apathy caused by com-
parison of the actual state of the world with an ideal state 2 t a
mood of sentimental sadness
iwen \'wen\ n [ME wenn, fr. OE; akin to MLG wene wen] : a
cyst formed by obstruction of a sebaceous gland and filled with
sebaceous material

2wen n [OE] : a rune adopted into the Old English alohabet with
the value of Modem English w
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iwench \'wench\ n [ME wenche, short for wenchel child, fr. OE
wencel: akin to OHG winchan to stagger — more at wink] 1 a ; a
young woman : GiRL b : a female servant 2 : a lewd woman
: PROSTITUTE

2wencll vi : to consort with lewd women; esp ; to practice fornication— wench-er n
weud \'wend\ v6 [ME wenden, fr. OE wendan; akin to OHG wenien
to turn, OE windan to twist — more at wind] vi : to direct one's
course : travel ~ vr : to proceed on (one's wav) : direct
Wend \'wend\ n [G Uende. fr. OHG W-'w/dfl.- akin to OE Winedas,
pi.. Wends] : a member of a Slavic people of eastern Germany
iWend.ish \'wcn-dish\ adj : of or relating to the Wends or their
language
aWendish n : the West Slavic language of the Wends
went [ME, past & pp. of wendenl past oj GO
wen.tle.trap \'went-^l-,trap\ n [D wenteltrap winding stair, fr.

MD wendelirappe, fr. wendel turning + trappe stairs] : any of a
family (Epitoniidae) of marine snails with usu. white shells; also
; one of the shells

wept past oj WEEP
were [ME were (suppletive sing, past subj. & 2d sing, past indie, of
been to be), weren (suppletive past pi. of been), fr. OE wxre (sing,
past subj. & 2d sing, past indie, of wesan to bej, wa;ron (past pi.

indie, of wesan), wseren (past pi. subj. of wesan) — more at was]
psst 2d sing, past pi, or past subjunctive oj be
we're \(.)wl(3)r, (jwsr. .we-ar\ : we are
weren't \C)w9rnt, 'wsr-sntN : were not
were.woll X'wKa'ir-.wulf, 'war-, 'we(a)r-\ n, pi were-wolves
\-,wulvz\ [ME, fr. OE werwulj: akin to OHG werwolj werewolf;
both fr. a prehistoric WGmc compound whose constituents are
represented by OE wer man and by OE wulj wolf ^ more at
VIRILE, WOLF] : a person transformed into a wolf or capable of
assuming a wolf's form : lycanthrope

wer.gild \'w3r-,giia\ orwer.geld \-,geld\ n [ME wergeld, fr. OE;
akin to OHG wergelt wergild; both fr. a prehistoric WGmc com-
pound whose constituents are represented by OE wer man and by
OE gield, geld payment, tribute — more at geld] : the value set in
Anglo-Saxon and Germanic law upon the life of a man in accord-
ance with his rank and paid as compensation to the kindred or
lord of a slain person
wert \(')W3rt\ archaic past 2d sing oj be
Wes-kit \'wes-k3t\ n [alter, of waistcoail : vest 2a, 2b
Wes>ley.an \'wes-le-3n, 'wez-\ adj 1 ; of or relating to John or
Charles Wesley 2 : of or relating to the Arminian Methodism
taught by John Wesley — Wesleyan n
Wes-ley-an-ism \-3-,niz-3m\ n : methodism 1; specij ; the system
of Arminian Methodism taught by John Wesley
iwest \'west\ adv [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG westar to the west
and prob. to L vesper evening, Gk hesperos'} ; to, toward, or in
the west : westward
2west adj 1 : situated toward or at the west 2 : coming from the

3west n 1 a : the general direction of sunset : the direction to the
left of one facing north b : the place on the horizon where the
sun sets when it is near one of the equinoxes c : the cardinal
point directly opposite to east 2 cap : regions or countries lying to
the west of a specified or implied point of orientation 3 : the
end of a church opposite the chancel
west-bound \'wes(t)-,baund\ adj : traveling or headed west
west by north : a compass point one point north of due west

: N 78° 45' W
west by soutli : a compass point one point south of due west

. vi west-er-in
''west} : to turn or move westward

2wester n lowest} : a westerly wind; esp ; a storm from the west
iwest.er-ly \'wes-tar-Ic\ adv (or adj) [obs. wesier (western)]
1 : from the west 2 t toward the west

^westerly n ; a wind blowing from the west
iwest.ern \'wes-t3rn\ adj [ME westerne, fr. OE; akin to OHG
westroni western, OE west'\ \ ojten cap : of, relating to, or charac-
teristic of a region conventionally designated West 2a: lying
toward the west b ; coming from the west <'-- wind) 3 cap : of or
relating to the Roman Catholic or Protestant segment of Christian-
ity (Western liturgies) — west-ern-raost \-,m6st\ adj
^western n 1 : one that is produced in or characteristic of a western
region and esp. the western U.S. 2 ojten cap : a novel, story,
motion picture, or broadcast dealing with life in the western U.S.
during the latter half of the 19th century
West.ern-er \'wes-t3(r)-n3r\ n 1 : a native or inhabitant of the
West; esp : a native or resident of the western part of the U.S.
2 ; one advocating the adoption of western European culture esp.
in 19th century Russia
western hemisphere n : the half of the earth comprising No. and
So. America and surrounding waters
west*ern*iza<tion \,wes-t3r-n3-'za-shon\ n, ojten cap : conversion
to or adoption of western traditions or techniques

west>ern-ize \'wes-t3r-,nTz\ vt : to imbue with quaUties native to
or associated with a western region; esp : occidentalize -^ vi

: to become occidentalized
West Germanic n : a subdivision of the Germanic languages
including English, Frisian, Dutch, and German
West Highland n [fr. iVest Highlands, western part of the High-
lands of Scotland] ; any of a breed of small very hardy beef cattle
from the Highlands of Scotland
West Higliland white terrier n : a small white long-coated dog of
a breed developed in Scotland

west'ing \*wes-tio\ n 1 : difference in longitude to the west from
the last preceding point of reckoning 2 : westerly progress
west-northwest n — see compass card
West.pha.lian ham \wes(t)-.fal-y3n-, -.fa-le-an-\ n [Westphalia,
former province of Prussia] : a ham of distinctive flavor produced
by smoking with juniper brush
West Saxon « 1 : a native or inhabitant of the West Saxon kingdom
2 : a dialect of Old EngUsh used as the chief literary dialect in
pre-Conquest England

west-southwest n — see compass card
iwest-ward \'wes-tw3rd\ adv {or adj) : toward the west
2westward n : westward direction or part <sail to the ~>
westwards \'wes-twardz\ adv : westward
Jwet \'wet\ adj [ME, partly fr. pp. of weten to wet & partly fr. OE
wxt wet; akin to ON vatr wet, OE wteter water] 1 a : consisting
of, containing, covered with, or soaked with liquid (as water)
b oj natural gas : containing appreciable quantities of readily
condensable hydrocarbons 2 : rainy 3 : still moist enough to
smudge or smear <'--• paint) 4 oj a jish ; not processed, dried, or
reduced 5 a : permitting the manufacture and sale of alcoholic
liquor b : advocating a policy of permitting such traffic <a --
candidate) 6 : preserved in liquid 7 : employing or done by
means of or in the presence of water or other liquid <-^ extraction
of copper) 8 : perversely wrong : misguided <all '-') — wet-ly
adv — wet
syn damp, dank, moist, humid: wet usu
may suggest a covering of a surface wii
(as paint) not yet dry; damp implies a slight

impl: saturation but
or something

moderate absorption
dank implies

dampens enthusiasm or

' dampen with or

and often connotes an unpleasant deg:
a more distinctly disagreeable or unwholesome dampness often
connoting lack of fresh air and sunlight; moist applies to what is
slightly damp or not felt as dry; humid imphes the presence of
much water vapor in the air

2wet n 1 : water; also : wetness, moisture 2 : rainy weather
; rain 3 : an advocate of a policy of permitting the sale of in-
toxicating liquors
3wet vb wet or wet-ted; wet-ting [ME weten, fr, OE wictan, fr.
wzt, adj.] vt 1 ; to make wet 2 : to urinate in or on ^ vi : to
become wet — wet one's whistle : to take a drink esp. of liquor
wet-back \'wet-.bak\ n : a Mexican who enters (as by wading
the Rio Grande) the U.S. illegally

wet blanket n ; one who quenches
pleasure

wet-blan.ket \'wet-'blaG-k3t\ vt : to quench .

as if with a wet blanket ; depress
wet down vt : to dampen by sprinkling with water
welh.er \'weth-3r\ n [ME, ram, fr, OE; akin to OHG widar ram,
L vitulus calf, vetus old, Gk etos year] : a male sheep castrated be-
fore sexual maturity

wet*land \'wet-,land\ n : land containing much soil moisture
wet nurse n : one that cares for and suckles young not her own
wet-nurse \'wet-'n3rs\ vt 1 : to care for and suckle as a wet nurse
2 : to devote unremitting or excessive care to

wet-ta.bil.i.ty \.wet-3-'bil-3t-e\ n : the quality or state of being
wettable : the degree to which something can be wet

wet-ta-ble \*wet-3-b3l\ adj : capable of being wetted
wet.ter \'wet-3r\ n : one that wets
wetting agent n : a substance that by becoming adsorbed prevents
a surface from being repellent to a wetting liquid and is used in
mixing solids with liquids or spreading liquids on surfaces

wet.tish \'wet-ish\ adj ; somewhat wet : moist
wet wash n : laundry returned damp and not ironed
we've \(,)wev\ : we have
iwhack X'hwak, 'wak\ vb [prob. imit.] vr 1 a : to strike with a
smart or resounding blow b : to cut with or as if with a whack
: CHOP 2 chiejly Brit : to get the better of : defeat <-* vi : to
strike a smart or resounding blow — whack-er n
2Whack n 1 : a smart or resounding blow; also : the sound of or
as if of such a blow 2 : portion, share 3 : condition; esp
: proper working order 4 a : an opportunity or attempt to do
something b : a single action or occasion
Whack.ing \'hwak-io, 'wak-\ adj : very large : whoppd-jo
Whack up vt : to divide into shares
Whacky \'hwak-e, 'wak-\ var oj wacky
iwhale \'hwa(3)l, 'wa{3)l\ n, pi whales ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE
hwsel: akin to OHG hwal
whale] 1 or pi whale ;

aquatic mammal (order Ceta-
cea) that supeificially n
sembles a large fish and
valued commercially for i

oil, flesh, and sometimes
whalebone; esp : one of the
larger members of this group
2 : a person or thing impressive in e

ference) <a "-- of a story)
2whale VI : to engage in whale fishing
3whale vt [origin unknown] 1 : lash, thrash 2 : to strike or hit
vigorously 3 : to defeat soundly
Whale.back \-,bak\ n : something shaped like the back of a whale;
specij : a freight steamer with a convex upper deck

Whale.boat \-.bot\ n l : a long narrow rowboat made with both
ends sharp and raking, often steered with an oar, and used by
whalers for hunting whales 2 ; a long narrow rowboat or motor-
boat that is sharp and rounded at both ends in the manner of the
original whaleboats and is often carried by warships and merchant
ships

Whale.bone \-,bon\ n 1 : a horny substance found in two rows of
plates from 2 to 12 feet long attached along the upper jaw of
whalebone whales and used esp. to stiffen stays or fans 2 ; an arti-

cle made of whalebone
whalebone whale n : any of various usu. large whales (suborder
Mysticeti) having whalebone instead of teeth

whal.er X'hwa-lar, 'wa-\ n 1 ; a person or ship engaged In whale
fishing 2 : whaleboat 2

Whal'ing \-liQ\ n ; the occupation of catching and rendering whales
iwham \'hwam, 'wam\ n [imit.] 1 : the loud sound of a hard im-
pact 2 : a solid blow
2wham vb whammed; wham.ming vr : to propel, strike, or beat so
as to produce a loud impact — vi \ to hit or explode with a loud
impact
Wham-my \'hwam-e, 'wam-\ n [prob. fr. iwAom] ; a supernatural
power bringing bad luck ; J!NX

of a dif-
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iwbang \'hwar), *\vao\ n [alter, of ME thong, thwang"] 1 dial

a : THONG b : rawhide 2 Brit ; a large piece : chunk
awhang vi l diai : beat, thrash 2 : to propel or strike with force
<*- VI : to beat or work with force or violence

awliang n [imit ] : a loud sharp vibrant or resonant sound <the '^

of hammer on anvil)

4whang vi : to make a whang ^ vt i to strike with a whang
whan. gee \hwari-'ge, waoA " [prob. fr. Chin (Pek) huang^ li^, fr.

huangi yellow + li^ bamboo cane] 1 : any of several Chinese
bamboos (;genus Phyllostachys) 2 : a walking stick or riding crop
of whangee
whap \'hwap, 'wap\ var oj whop
iwharf \'hw6rf. 'w6rf\ n, pi Wharves \'hw6rvz, 'w6rvz\ also

wharfs [ME, fr. OE hwearj embankment, wharf; akin to OE
hweorjan to turn, OHG hwerban, Gk karpos wrist] 1 : a structure

built along or at an angle from the shore of navigable waters so that

ships may lie alongside to receive and discharge cargo and passen-
gers 2 obs : the bank of a river or the shore of the sea

swliar! vr wharfed; wbarl<ing : to place upon or bring to a wharf
^ vi : DOCK

Wharf<age \'hw6r-fij. 'w6r-\ n l a : the provision or the use of a
wharf b : the handling or stowing of goods on a wharf 2 : the

charge for the use of a wharf 3 : the wharf accommodauons of a

place : wharves
Wharf-in-ger \-f3n-j3r\ n [irreg. fr. wharjage'] ; the operator or
manager of a commercial wharf

Wharf.mas.ter \'hw6rf-,mas-tar. 'w6rf-\ n : the manager of a wharf
: WHARFINGER

Wliarve \'hw6rv, 'w6rv\ n [ME wherve, fr. OE hweorja; akin to OE
hweorjan to turn] : whurl 1

iwhat \nhwat, Ohwat, Owat, {')w3t\ pron [ME. fr. OE hw'ast,

neut of hwa who — more at who] la (1) — used as an interroga-

tive expressing inquiry about the identity of an object or matter
<'^ is thjs> <,'-' are those things on the table); often used to ask for
repetiiion of an utterance or part of an utterance not properly
heard or understood <found '-^) (2) ; a person or thing of how
much value or consequence (-^ is wealth without friends) b (1)

archaic : who 1 — used as an interrogative expressing inquiry
about the identiiy of a person (2) — used as an interrogative ex-
pressing inquiry about the character, occupation, position, or role

of a person (~ do you think I am, a fool) c ; how much <---' does
breakfast cost) d — used as an exclamation expressing surprise or
excitemeni and frequently introducing a question <--^, no breakfast)
e : one or ones of what sort <do not recognize him for ~ he is)

f : something — used in expressions directing attention to a state-

ment that the speaker is about lo make <I'll tell you '^) g — used
at the end of a question to express inquiry about additional possi-
bilities (is it raining, or snowing, or -^> h chiejly Brit — used at
the end of an utterance as a tag apparently inviting agreement or
disagreement <a clever play, — ) 2 chiejly subsiand : *that 1,

WHICH 3, WHO 3 3a: that which : the one or ones that <no in-

come but -- he gets from his writings) — sometimes used in refer-

ence to a clause or phrase that is yet to come or is not yet complete
<gave also, — is more valuable, understanding) b : as much or as
many as c : the kind that : the same as <,the speech was very much
'--' everyone expected) 4 a : whai ever la (say •^ you will) b obs
: WHOEVER — what for 1 chiejly dial : what kind of — used either
inseparably or with a verb and its subject between what and jor
iwhat is he /or a fool —Shak.) {what jor tobacco are you smoking)
2 : for what purpose or reason : why — usu. used with the other
words of a question between what and Jor {what did you do that
for^ except when used alone 3 : punishment esp. by blows or by a
sharp reprimaiid (gave him what Jor in violent Spanish —New York-
er:^ -- what havs you : what not — what if 1 : what will or would
be the resuii if 2 : what does it matter if — what it takes : the
qualities or resources needed for success or for attainment of a goal— what not : any of various other things that might also be men-
tioned (paper clips, pins, and what not) — what of 1 : what is the
Situation with respect to 2 : what importance can be assigned to— what's what : the true state of things (knows what's what when
it comes to fashion) — what though : what does it matter if

(whai though the rose have prickles, yet 'tis plucked —Shak.)
(what though the sky is cloudy today)
2what adv [ME, fr. OE hwaet, fr. hw3st, pron.] 1 obs : why 2 a : in
what respect : how b : how much <---' does he care) 3 a : partly— used two or more times in the same sentence to introduce prep-
ositional phrases in parallel construction <~ with the war. ~ with
the sweat, '^ with the gallows, and •^ with poverty, 1 am customs
shrunk —Shak.) b — used lo introduce a prepositional phrase
that expresses cause and usu. has more than one object; used
principally before phrases beginning with with (--- with unemploy-
ment and high prices)
3What adj ['w/iar] 1 a (1) — used as an interrogative expressing in-
quiry about the identity or nature of a person, object, or matter <~
minerals do we export) (2) : how much b ; how remarkable or
surprising esp. for good or bad qualities or great or small size —
used esp. in exclamatory utterances and dependent clauses (-^
mountains^ (remember "^ fun we had) <~ a suggestion) <•-- a
charming girl) 2 a (1) : whatever la (2) : any (ornament of '^
description soever) b ; the . . . that ; as much or as many ... as
<'- survivors had been found)
iwhal.ev-er \hwat-'ev-3r, wat-, (,)(h)w3t-\ pron 1 a : anything
oreverytlung that <,take '— you want) b : no matter what c : what
not (buffalo or rhinoceros or -Alan Moorehead) 2 : what la
(Ij — used in questions expressing astonishment or perplexity <~
do you mean by that>

^Whatever adj 1 a : any . . . that : all . . . that b : no matter what
2 : of any kind at all — used for emphasis after the substantive it
modifies (no food '^)
Whal.man Vhwat-man, 'wat-x n [James iVhatman, 18th cent. E
paper manufacturer] : a drawing paper or board of high quality
What.not \'hwat-.nat. 'hwst-. 'wat-, "wat-X n [what «u//] 1 : a
nondescript person or thing 2 : a hght open set of shelves for

What.so.ev-er \.hwat-sa-'wev-ar, .hwat-, ,wat-, .w3t-\ pron or adj
: whatever

Whaup \'hw6p. 'wbp\ n, pi whaup also whaups [imit.] Scot & dial
Eng ; a European curlew (\umenius arquata)

Wheal \'hweo)l, 'wei3>l\ n [alter, of walel : a suddenly formed
elevaUon of the skin surface: as a : welt b : a flat burning or itch-
ing eminence oo the skin

wheat X'hwet, 'wet\ n, ojten attrib [ME wheie, fr. OE hwmte;
akin to OHG weizzi wheat, hwiz, wtz white — more
at WHrrE] 1 ; a cereal grain that yields a fine
while flour, is the chief breadstuff of temperate
climates, is used also in pastes (as macaroni or spa-
ghetti), and is important in animal feeds esp. as bran

middlings 2 : any of various grasses (genus Trit-

) of wide climatic adaptability that are culti-

most temperate areas for the wheat theya ted

wheat:
J beardless;
2 bearded

yield; esp '.

known only ;

wheat
wheat bread n : a bread made of a combination of
white and whole wheat flours as distinguished from
bread made entirely of whole wheat flour or white
flour
wheat cake n : a griddle cake made of wheat flour
wheat. ear \'hwet-,i(3ir, 'wet-\ n [back-formation
fr. earlier wheatears wheatear, prob. by folk ety-
mology or euphemism fr. white + arse (rump)]
: a small northern bird {Oenanihe oenaiithe) related
to the sionechat and whinchal

wlieat-en \'hwet-'n, 'wet-\ adj ; of, relating to, or made of wheat
Wheat germ n : the embryo of the wheat kernel separated in milling
and used esp. as a source of vitamins
Wheal rust n : a destructive disease of wheat caused by rust fungi;
also : a fungus (as Puccinia gruminis) causing a wheat rust
Wheat-stoue bridge \,hwet-,ston-. ,wet-, chiejly Brit -stanA n
[Sir Charles W heatsione tl8/5 E physicist] : a bridge lor measuring
electrical resistances consisting of a conductor joining two branches
of a circuit

wheat-worm \'hwet-,w3rm, 'wet-\ n : a small nematode worm
(Anguina tritici) parasitic on wheat and other grasses — called also
wheat eel

whee V'hwe, 'we\ interj — used to express delight or general exu-
berance
whee.dle \*hwed-n. 'wedA vb whee-dling \'(hiwed-l!r), -^l-!o\
[origin unknown] vt 1 : to influence or entice by soft words or
flattery 2 : to gain or get by wheedling ('--' his way into favor)
-« VI : to use soft words or flattery

iwheel X'hweOil, 'weiatlX n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE hweogol.
hweol; akin to ON hvel wheel, Gk kyklos circle, wheel, Skt cakra, L
colere to cultivate, inhabit, Gk telos end] 1 : a circular frame of
hard material thcit may be solid, partly solid, or spoked and that is

capable of lurnmg on an axle 2 ; a contrivance or apparatus
having as its principal part a wheel as a ; a chiefly medieval instru-
ment of torture designed for stretching, disjointing, or otherwise
mutilating a victim b : bicycle c : any of many revolving disks
or dmms used as gambling paraphernalia 3 : an imaginary turning
wheel symbolizing the inconstancy of fortune 4 : something re-

sembling a wheel in shape or motion; specij ; a firework that rotates
while burning 5 a : a curving or circular movement h : a rotation
or turn usu. about an axis or center; specij : a turning movement of
troops or ships in line in which the units preserve alignment and
relative positions as they change direction 6 a : a moving or
essential part of something likened to a machine (the ~5 of govern-
ment) bra directing or controlling force c ; a person of i

portance esp. in an
of a song 8 a :

b : a sports league
2wheel vi 1 : to turn on or
direction as if revolving o
to the flank —Walter Bci
aft —L.C Douglas) (her
—Liam O' Flaherty) 3 : to
(birds in ^ing flight) <,valleys where young cotton —ed slowly i

fanlike rows — William l-aulkner> 4 : to drive or go on or as if on
wheels or in a wheeled vehicle — i'/ 1 : to cause to turn on or as
if on an axis : ROi ate 2 : to convey or move on or as if on wheels
or in a wheeled vehicle; esp : lo drive (a vehicle) at high speed
3 : to cause to change direction as if revolving on a pivot 4 : lo
make or perform in a circle or curve

wheel and axle n : a mechanical device consisting of a grooved
wheel turned by a cord or chain with a rigidly attached axle (as
for winding up a weighn together with the supporting standards
wheel animal n : rihifer - called also wheel animalcule
iwheel-bar-row \'hwe(3)l-,bar-(,io, 'weO)l-. -.bar-3(-w)\ n : a
small vehicle with handles and one or more wheels for carrying
small loads
awheelbarrow vr : to convey in a wheelbarrow
wheel-base \ ,bas\ n : the distance in inches between the front and
rear axles of an automotive vehicle
wheel bug n ; a large No. American bug (Arilus cristntus> having a
high serrated crest on its prothorax and sucking the blood of other

wheel. chair \-,che(3lr. -.cha(3>r\ n : a
chair mounted on wheels and usu. pro-
pelled by the occupant
Wheeled X'hwco.ld. weO)ld\ adj
1 : equipped with wheels (^ vehicles)
2 : moving or functioning by means of
wheels (-^ traffic)

Wheel. er X'hwe-lar, "we-V n 1 : one that
wheels 2 : a draft animal (as a horse)
pulling in the position nearest the front
wheels of a wagon 3 : somelliing (as a
vehicle or ship* that has wheels — used
esp. in combinations {side-wheeler^
Wheel-horse \'hwe(3)l-,h6(3)rs, 'we(3)l-\
n 1 ; a horse m a position nearest the
wheels in a tandem or similar anangement
2 : a steady and effective worker esp, in a political body

wheel-house \-,_haus\ n : pilothouse
wheel.ing \'hwe-lio- 'we-\ n 1 : the act or process of one that
wheels 2 : the condition of a road relative to passage on wheels

wheel lock n : an obsolete giinlock in which sparks are struck from
a flint or a piece of iron pyrites by a revolving wheel
wheel-man V'hweoll-man, 'we(3)lA n 1 a : helmsman b ; the
driver of an automobile 2 : cyclist
wheels-man \*hwet3)lz-m3n, 'we(a}Lz-\ n ; one who steers with a
wheel; esp : helmsman

; if on an axis : revolve 2 : to change
i pivot (the battalion would have '-^ed
lein) {-^ed about and walked briskly

around to the other extreme
extend in a circle or curve

wheelchair
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Wheel-wOTls yhwe(3)l-,wark, VeC3)l-\ n ; wheels In gear and their
connections in a machine or mechanism

wheel'Wright \-,rTt\ n : a man whose occupation Is to make or
repair wheels and wheeled vehicles
iwheen \'hwen, 'wen\ adj [ME (So) quheyne, fr. OE hwxne, hwene,
adv., somewhat, fr. instr. of hwon httle, few] dial Brit : zfew 2
awheen n, dial Brit ; a considerable number or amount
iwheeze \'hwez, 'we2\ vj [ME whesen, prob. of Scand origin; akin
to ON hvwsa to hiss; akin to OE hwsest action of blowing, L gueri
to complain] 1 : to breathe with difficulty usu. with a whistUng
sound 2 ; to make a sound resembling that of wheezing
awheeze n l : a sound of wheezing 2 a : a stage joke esp. when
often repeated and widely known bra trite saying or witticism

wheez«i>Iy \'hwe-za-Ie, 'we-\ adv : in a wheezy manner
Wheez-i.ness \-2e-nas\ « ; the quaUty or state of being wheezy
wheezy \-ze\ adj l : inchned to wheeze 2 : having a wheezing
sound
iwhelk X'hwelk, 'welk, 'wilkX n [ME welke, fr. OE weoloc; akin to L
volvere to turn — more at voluble] ; any of numerous large marine
snails (as of the genus Buccinum); esp ; one {B. undatum) much
used as food in Europe
awhelb X'hwelk, *welk\ n [ME whelke, fr. OE hwylca, fr. hwelian
to suppurate] 1 ; papule, pustule 2 : welt, wheal
whelm X'hwelm, 'welm\ vb [ME whelmen'\ vt 1 : to turn (as a dish
or vessel) upside down usu. to cover something : cover or engulf
completely with usu. disastrous effect 2 : to overcome in thought
or feeling ; overwhelm ^ vi ; to pass or go over something so as
to bury or submerge it

iwhelp X'hwelp, 'welp\ n [ME, fr. OE hwelp: akin to OHG hwelf
whelp] la: one of the young of various carnivorous mammals
and esp. of the dog b ; a young boy or girl 2 : an ill-considered
or despised person or his offspring 3a: any of the longitudinal
ribs or ridges on the barrel of a capstan or windlass — usu. used in
pi. b : SPROCKET
awhelp vt : to give birth to — used of the dog and some other car-
nivores ^ vi : to bring forth young
iwhen \(')hwen, Owen, (h)w3n\ adv [ME, fr. OE hwanne, hwenne;
akin to OHG hwanne when, OE hwa who — more at who] 1 : at
what time <asked him -^ it happened) (-^ will he return) 2 a : at

or during which time b : and then 3 : at a former and usu. less

prosperous time <brag fondly of having known him '^ —Vance
Packard)
swheu conj [ME, fr. OE hwanne, hwenne, fr. hwanne, hwenne, adv.]
1 a : at or during the time that : while <went fishing -^ he was a
boy) b : just after the moment that <stop writing '— the bell rings)

c : at any or every time that ('^ he listens to music, he falls asleep)
2 : in the event that : if <the batter is out — he bunts foul with two
strikes on him) 3 a : considering that <why use water at all -^ you
can drown in it —Stuart Chase) b : in spite of the fact that : al-
though <gave up politics ^^ he might have made a great career in it)

awheu pron : what or which time <in 1934, since -^ he has been
working at landscapes and portraits — Horizon}
4when \'hwen, 'wen\ n ; the time in which something Is done or
comes about
When-as \hwe-'naz, we-, (h)w3-\ conJ [MB (Sc) when as, fr. ME
when + as] archaic I WHEN
iwhence \(')hwenCt)s, (')wen(t)s\ adv [ME whennes, fr. whenne
whence (fr. OE hwanon) + -s, adv. suffix, fr. -s, gen. sing, ending;
akin to OHG hwanan whence, OE hwd who] : from what place,
source, or cause ir^ do these questionings well up —A.C.Pepper)
awhence con) l ; from what place, source, or cause <inquired ^^

the water came ^Maria Edgeworth) 2a: from or out of which
place, source, or cause (the lawless society '^ the ballads sprang
—De Lancey Ferguson) b : by reason of which fact : wherefore
(nothing broke — -^ I infer that my bones are not yet chalky —O.
W. Holmes tl935)

Whence.so.ev'er \*hwen(t)(s)-S3-,wev-3r. 'wen(t)Cs)-\ conJ : from
whatever place or source
iwhen.ev-ei \hwe-'nev-9r, we-, (h)wa-\ conj : at any or every time
that
awhenever adv : at whatever time
iwhen.so.ev-er \'hwen-s3-,wev-ar, 'wen-\ conj : whenever
awhensoever adv, obs ; at any time whatever
iwhere \(')hwe(3)r, (')hwa(3>r, (')we_(a)r, (')wa(a)r, (0Ch)w3r\ adv
[ME, fr. OE hwsr: akin to OHG hwar where, OE hwa who — more
at who] 1 a : at, in, or to what place ('--' is the house) ('^ are we
going) b ; at, in, or to what situation, position, direction, cir-

cumstances, or respect (-"^ does this plan lead) (~ is he wrong)
2 archaic t here, there (lo, '--' it comes again —Shak.)

awhere conj 1 a : at, in, or to what place (knows '^ the house Is)

b : at, in, or to what situation, position, direction, circumstances,
or respect (shows '^ the plan leads) 2 : wherever (goes '^ he
likes) 3 a : at, in, or to which place (the town — she hves) b ; at
or in which (has reached the size -^ traffic is a problem) 4 a : at,

in, or to the place at, in, or to which (stay ~^ you are) ^send him away
•-« he'll forget) h : in a case, situation, or respect m which (out-
standing '^ endurance is called for)

3Where \'hwe(a)r, •hwa(a)r, 'we(3)r, •wa(3)r\ n 1 : place, location
(the '--' and the how of the accident) 2 : what place, source, or
cause (-^ is he from)
iwhere.abouts \-3-,bauts\ also where-about \-,baut\ adv [ME
wherabouies (fr, wher aboute + -s, adv. suffix) & wher aboute, fr.

where, wher where -I- about, aboute about — more at whence]
: about where : near what place (~ is the house)

awhereabouts also whereabout conj i obs : on what business or
errand 2 : near what place : where (know -^ he Uves)
awhereabouts « pi but sing or pi in constr, also Whereabout : the
place or general locality where a person or thing is

iwhere-as \hwer-'az, hwar-, wer-, war-, (,)(h)w3r-\ con/ [ME where
as, fr. where + as"] 1 : in view of the fact that : since — used esp.
to introduce a preamble 2 : while on the contrary

awliereas n 1 : an Introductory statement of a formal document
; preamble 2 : a conditional or quaUfying statement

Wliere*at \-'at\ conj I : at or toward which 2 : in consequence of
which : whereupon
iwhere-by \hwe(a)r-'bT, hwaCalr-, we(3)r-. wa(3)r-, (,)(h)w3r-\
conj : by, thxough, or in accordance with which

awhereby adv, obs ; by what : how
iwhere.fore \'hwe(a)r-.fo(3)r, •hwaCa)r-, 'we(3)r-. wa(3)r-,
-,f6C3)r\ adv [ME wherjor, wherjore, fr. where, wher + for, jore fori
1 : for what reason or purpose : why 2 : therefore

awherelore n ; an answer or statement giving an explanation
: reason

Where-trom X-.fram, -,fram\ conj ; from which
1wherein \hwer-'in, hwar-, wer-, war-, (,)(h)w3r-\ adv : In what
: in what particular or respect ('^ was he wrong)

awherein conj 1 a : in which : where (the city ~ he resides)
b : during which 2 ; in what way ; how (showed him '-^ he was
wrong)

Where-in.to \-'in-(.)tu, -t3(-w)\ conj : into which
Iwhere.ol \-'3v, -'av\ conj l ; of what (knows -^ she speaks)
2 a : of which (books '*-' the best are lost) b ; of whom 3 archaic
; with or by which

awhereof adv, archaic t of what (-^ are you made —Shak.)
iwhere-on \-'6n, -'anX conj l archaic I on what (tell me ~ the
likelihood depends —Shak.) 2 : on which (the base ^ it rests)
awhereon adv, archaic : on what (---' do you look —Shak.)
where-so.ev.er \'hwer-s3-,wev-9r, 'hwar-, 'wer-, 'war-\ conj,
archaic : wherever

Where.through \*hweC9)r-.thrii, 'hwa(a)r-, •we(3)r-, 'wa(a)r-\ conj
: through which

iwhere. to \-,tU\ adv ; to what place, purpose, or end (^ tends all
this —Shak.)
awhereto conj ; to which
Where-un.to \hwer-'3n-(,)tij, hwar-, wer-, war-, (,)(h)w3r-, -'an-
ts (-w)\ adv or conj : whereto

Where.upon \'hwer-3-,p6n, 'hwar-, 'wer-. 'war-, -,pan\ conj 1 ; on
which 2 : closely following and in consequence of which
iwher.ev.er \hwer-'ev-ar, hwar-, wer-, war-, (,)(h)w3r-\ adv
1 : where in the world (~ did she get that hat) 2 : anywhere at all
(explore northward or -^ —Bernard De Vote)

awherever conj l ; at, in, or to any or all places that (thrives ^ he
goes) 2 ; in any circumstance in which (--- it is possible, he tries to
help)
iwhere.wlth \'hwe(a)r-.witl3, •hwa(a)r-, we(5)r-, wa(a)r-, -,with\
conj : with or by means of which (metal tools ~ to break ground
—Russell Lord)
awherewith pron : that with or by which — used with an Infinitive
(had not '^ to feed himself)
awherewith adv, obs : with what (~ shall if be salted —Mt 5:13
(AV))

iwhere.with.al \'hwe(3)r-with-,61, hwa(a)r-, we(3)r-, waCa)r-,
-with-\ conj Iwhere + wilhall : wherewith
awherewithal pron : wherewith
awherewithal n : means, resources; specij ; money (the '^ for a
dinner)

Wher.ry \'hwer-e, 'wer-\ n [ME whery} 1 ; any of various Ught
boats : as a : a long light rowboat made sharp at both ends and used
to transport passengers on rivers and about harbors b : a racing
scull for one person 2 : a large Ught barge, lighter, or fishing boat
varying in type in different parts of Great Britain
iwhet X'hwet, 'wet\ vt whet'ted; whet-ting [ME whetien, fr. OE
hwettan; akin to OHG wezzen to wtiet, waz sharp] 1 ; to sharpen
by rubbing on or with something (as a stone) ('^ a knife) 2 : to
make keen or more acute : excite, stimulate ir^ the appetite) —
whet'ter n

awhet n 1 dial a : a spell of work between two whettings of th
scythe b : time, while 2 : something that sharpens or makes keen:
a : GOAD, incitement b : appetizer; also : a drink of liquor
iwheth.er \*hwetti-ar, 'weth-, (,)(h)w3Ui-\ pron [ME, fr. OE
hwaether, hwether; akin to OHG hwedar which of two. L uter, Gk
poteros, OE hwa who — more at who] 1 archaic : which one of the
two 2 archaic ; whichever one of the two
awhether conj [ME, fr. OE hwether, hwether, fr. hwxther, hwether^
pron.] 1 — used as a function word followed usu. by correlative
or or by or whether to indicate (1) until the early 19th century
a direct question involving alternatives; (2) an indirect question
involving alternatives (decide ~^ he should agree or raise objec-
tions); (3) alternative conditions or possibilities (see me no more,
'^ he be dead or no —Shak.) 2 : either (seated him next to her '^

by accident or design)
Whether or no also whether or not adv ; In any case
Whet'Stone \'hwet-,ston, 'wet-X n : a stone for whetting edge tools

Whew \ojten read as 'hwu, 'wu. 'hyu\ n [imit.] 1 ; a whistUng
sound 2 : a sound Uke a half-formed whistle uttered as an exclama-
tion (gave a long '^ when he reaUzed the size of the job) — used
Interjectionally chiefly to express amazement, discomfort, or relief

Whey \'hwa, 'wa\ n [ME, fr. OE hwwg; akin to MD wey whey] : the
serum or watery part of milk separated from the more thick or
coagulable part or_curd esp. in the process of making cheese— whey-ey \'hwa-e, 'wa-\ adj
Whey-iace \-,fas\ n : a person having a pale face (as from fear)— whey-faced \-,fast\ adj
iwhich \(')hwich, (')wich\ adj [ME, of what kind, which, fr. OE
hwilc; akin to OHG willh of what kind, which; both fr. a prehistoric
Gmc compound whose first constituent is akin to OE hwd who &
whose second constituent is represented by OE -Uc -ly — more at
who, -lv] 1 : being what one or ones out of a group — used as an
interrogative (.^ tie should I wear> (kept a record of -^ employees
took their vacations in July) 2 : ^whichever (it wiU not fit, turn it

•^ way you Uke) 3 — used as a function word to introduce a non-
restrictive relative clause and to modify a noun in that clause and to
refer together with that noun to a word or word group in a preced-
ing clause or to an entire preceding clause or sentence or longer unit
of discourse (in German, '^ language might . . . have been the
medium of transmission —Thomas Pyles) (that this city is a rebelU-
ous city ... for ~cause was this city destroyed —Ezra 4:15 (AV))
awhich pron 1 : what one or ones out of a group — used as an
interrogative (-^ of those houses do you live in) (-^ of you want tea
and '^ want lemonade) (he is swimming or canoeing, I don't know
~> 2 : 'whichever (take -^ you like) 3 — used as a function
word to introduce a relative clause; used In any grammatical rela-

tion except that of a possessive; used esp. in reference to animals,
inanimate objects, groups, or ideas (the bonds '^ represent the debt

9 abut; kitten; 9r further; a back; a bake; £i cot, cart;
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—G.B.Robinson) <the Samnite tribes, -^ settled south and south-
east of Rome —Ernst Pulgram); used freely in reference to persons
as recently as the 1 7th century <our Father ~ art in heaven —Mt
6:9 (AV)>, and still occas. so used but usu. with some implication of

emphasis on the function or role of the person rather than on the

person himself (chiefly they wanted husbands, ~ they got easily

—Lynn White); used by speakers on all educational levels and by
many reputable writers, though disapproved by some grammarians,
in reference to an idea expressed by a word or group of words that

is not necessarily a noun or noun phrase <in August of that year
he resigned that post, after ~ he engaged in ranching —Current
Biog.)
iwhich-ev-er \hwich-'ev-3r, wich-\ pron : whatever one or ones out
of a group (take two of the four elective subjects, '^ you prefer)

2wllichever adj : being whatever one or ones out of a group ; no
matter which (walk . . . back to ~ chair he happened to be using at

the time —Grace Metalious) (its soothing . . . effect will be the same
'^ way you take it —Punch}

WhiCh-so.ev-er X.hwich-sa-'wev-ar, ,wich-\ pron or adj : which-
ever

whicb.er X'hwik-sr, 'wik-\ vi" whick-er-ing \-C3-)rio\ [imit.]

: NEIGH. WHINNY — whiclter n

Whid X'hwid, 'wid\ vi [Sc whid silent rapid motion] Scot : to move
nimbly and silently

whidah var oj whydah
iwhill X'hwif, 'wif\ n [imit.] 1 a : a quick puff or sHght gust esp.

of air, odor, gas, smoke, or spray b : an inhalation of odor, gas, or
smoke c : a slight puffing or whistling sound 2 : a shght trace

: HINT
awhill v/ 1 : to move with or as if with a puff of air 2 : to emit
whiffs : PUFF 3 ; to inhale an odor 4 : fan 3 «- vr 1 a : to carry
or convey by or as if by a whiff : blow b ; to expel or puff out in a
whiff : EXHALE c : smoke 3 2 : fan 8

Whil-let \'hwif-3t, 'wif-\ n [prob. alter, of whippetl : a small, young,
or unimportant person
whiMle \'hwif-3l, *wif-\ vb whil-Iling \-(a-)lii3\ [prob. freq. of
whijj} vi 1 SLoj the wind : to blow unsteadily or in gusts b : vacil-
late 2 : to emit or produce a light whistling or puffing sound
-^ vr : to blow, disperse, emit, or expel with or as if with a whiff
iwhil.fler \'hwif-br, 'wif-\ n [alter, of earlier wijler, fr. obs. wijle

(battle-ax)] Brit : one that clears the way for a procession
2whif.tter \'hwif-(3-)l3r, 'wif-\ n iwhifjle] 1 : one that frequently
changes his opinion or course 2 : one that uses shifts and evasions
In argument

whil.fle.tree \'hwif-3l-C.nre, 'wif-\ n [alter, of whippletree, perh.
irreg. fr. whip + tree} : the pivoted swinging bar to which the traces

of a harness are fastened and by which a vehicle or implement is

drawn
Whig X'hwig, 'wig\ n [short for Whiggamore (member of a Scottish
group that marched to Edinburgh in 1648 to oppose the court
party)] 1 ; a member or supporter of a major British political

group of the 18th and early 19th centuries seeking to limit the royal
authority and increase parliamentary power — compare TORY
2 : an American favoring independence from Great Britain during
the American Revolution 3 ; a member or supporter of an
American political party formed about 1834 in opposition to the
Jacksonian Democrats, associated chiefly with manufacturing,
commercial, and financial interests, and succeeded about 1854 by
the Republican party— Whig ad; — Whig-gish \'hwig-ish, 'wig-\
adj — Whig-gism \-,[z-am\ n
Wllig'gery \'hwig-a-re, 'wig-\ n ; the principles or practices of
Whigs

Whig.ma-lee.rie \,hwig-m3-'li(alr-e, ,wig-\ n [origin unknown]
1 : WHIM 2 : an odd or fanciful contrivance : gimcrack
iwhile \'hwTo)l, 'wT(a)l\ n [ME, fr. OE hwll; akin to OHO hwila
time, L quies rest, quiet] 1 : a period of time esp. when short and
marked by the occurrence of an action or a condition : time (stay
here for a -^> 2 : the time and effort used (as in the performance of
an action) : trouble (worth your ---'>

2while conj 1 a : during the time that (take a nap ~ I'm out)
b : as long as (•^ there's life there's hope) 2 a : at the same time
that on the contrary (easy for an expert, -^ it is dangerous for a
novice) : whereas to ; in spite of the fact that : although (~
respected, he is not liked) 3 : at the same time that in a similar
manner {^ the book will be welcomed by scholars, it will make an
immediate appeal to the general reader —Brit. Bk. News}
3while prep, archaic : until
<while vr : to cause to pass esp. without boredom or in a pleasant
manner — usu. used with away (-^ away the time)
syn while, wile, beguile, fleet mean to pass idle or leisure time

without being bored, while or wile (with away) implies filling

time with something pleasant or amusing but not useful; beguile
has less suggestion of wasting time; fleet implies causing time to
pass quickly or imperceptibly
iwlliles \'hwTO)l2, wT(3)Iz\ conj [ME, fr. while + -s, adv. suffix— more at whence] archaic ; while
2Whiles adv, chiejly Scot I sometimes
iwhi.lom \'hwT-l3m, 'wT-\ adv [ME, lit., at times, fr. OE hwllum,
dat- pi. of hwil time, while] archaic : formerly
awhilom adj : former (grievous treatment at the hands of '^ friends—Agnes Repplier)
Whilst VhwTOUst. wT(3)lst\ conj [ME whilest, alter, of whiles^
chiejly Brit : while
Whim X'hwim, 'wim\ n [short for whim-wham'\ 1 : a sudden turn or
start of the mind : notion, fancy 2 : a large capstan made with
one or more radiating arms to which a horse may be yoked and
used in mines for raising ore or water syn see caprice
whim.brel V'hwim-bral, 'wim-\ n [perh. imit.] : a small European
curlew (Phaeopus phaeopus); broadly ; a small curlew
iwhim.per X'hwim-par, 'wim-\ vi whim-per.ing \-p(a-)rio\
[imit] 1 : to make a low whining plaintive or broken sound
2 : to complain or protest with or as if with a whimper
2whimper n l i a whimpering cry or sound 2 ; a petulant com-
plaint or protest

Whim.si.cal \'hwim-2l-kal. 'wim-\ adj iwhimsy-\ 1 : full of, ac-
tuated by, or exhibiting whims 2 a : resulting from or character-
ized by whim or caprice b : subject to erratic behavior or unpre-
dictable change — whim*si*cal>i*ty X.hwim-zs-'kal-at-e wim-\ n— whim-si-caMy \'hwim-zi-k(a-)le, 'wim-\ adv— whim*si.cal-
ness \-k3l-n3s\ n

whim-sled X'hwim-zed, 'wim-\ adj ; filled with whimsies ; whim-
sical
whim-sy or whim.sey X'hwim-ze. 'wim-X n [irreg. fr. whim-wham']
1 : WHIM, caprice 2 : a fanciful or fantastic device, object, or
creation esp. in writing or art
Whim-wham X'hwim-.hwam. 'wim-.wamX n [origin unknown]
1 : a whimsical object or device esp. of ornament or dress 2 : fan-
cy, whim 3 pi : jimjams, jitters
iwhin X'hwin. 'winX " [ME (northern) quin} : a hard rock that on
weathering cumbers the ground with large fragments ; whinstone
2Whin n [ME whynne, of Scand origin; akin to Norw kvein bent
grass] : furze
whin-chat X'hwin-.chat, 'win-X n {iwhin] : a small brown and buff
European singing bird {Saxtcola rubeira) of grassy meadows
IWhine X'hwIn, 'wTnX vb [ME whinen, fr. OE hwlnan to whiz; akin
to ON hv'ina to whiz] vi la: to utter a high-pitched plaintive or
distressed cry b : to make a sound similar to such a cry 2 : to
utter a complaint with or as if with a whine ^ vt X Xo utter or ex-
presswith or as if with a whine — whin-er n — whin-iug-ly
\'hwi-nio-le, 'wi-X adv

2Whine n 1 a : a prolonged high-pitched cry usu. expressive of dis-
tress or pain b : a sound resembling such a cry 2 : a complaint
uttered with or as if with a whine — whiny or whin.ey X-neX adj
whing-ding X'wio-.dio. 'hwio-X n [by alter.] : wingding
iwhin-ny X'hwin-e, 'win-X v6 [prob. imit.] vi : to neigh esp. In a
low or gentle fashion "^ vr : to utter with or as if with a whinny
2whinny n 1 : neigh _ 2 : a sound resembling a neigh
whin*stone X'hwin-,ston, 'win-X n : basaltic rock : trap; also : any
of various other dark resistant rocks (as chert)
iwhip X'hwip. 'wipX vb whipped; whip>ping [ME wippen, whippen;
akin to MD wippen to move up and down, sway, OE wipian to
wipe] vt 1 : to take, pull, snatch, jerk or otherwise move very
quickly and forcefully (.whipped out his gun —Green Peyton)
(.whipped a fast ball across) 2 a : to strike with a slender lithe im-
plement (as a lash or rod) esp. as a punishment; broadly : spank
b : to drive or urge on by or as if by using a whip c : to strike as a
lash does (rain whipped the pavement) 3 a : to bind or wrap (as

a rope or fishing rod) with cord in order to protect and strengthen
b : to wind or wrap around something 4 : to belabor with stinging
words 5 ; to seam or hem with shallow overcasting stitches

6 ; to thoroughly overcome : defeat 7 : to stir up : inctte— usu.
used with up (trying to '^ up a new emotion —Ellen Glasgow)
8 : to produce in a hurry — usu. used with up (a sketch ... an artist

might ~ up —N.Y. Times} 9 : to fish (water) with rod, Une, and
artificial lure 10 : to beat (as eggs or cream) into a froth usu.
with a whisk, fork, or other instrument 11 : to gather together or
hold together for united action in the manner of a party whip —
vi 1 : to move nimbly or quickly : whisk 2 : to thrash about flex-

ibly in the manner of a whiplash (a flag . . . whipping out from its

staff— H. A. Calahan)
2whip « 1 : an instrument consisting usu. of a handle and lash
forming a flexible rod that is used for whipping 2 : a stroke or cut
with or as if with a whip 3 a ; a dessert made by whipping a por-
tion of the ingredients b : a kitchen utensil made of braided or
coiled wire or perforated metal with a handle and used in whipping
4 : one of the arms of a windmill 5 : a hoisting apparatus; esp : a
purchase consisting of a single block and a small rope for lifting

light articles 6 : one that handles a whip: as a : a driver of horses
; coachman b : whipper-in l 7 a ; a member of a legislative body
appointed by his political pariy to enforce party discipline and to
secure the attendance of party members at important sessions
b ojten cap % a notice of forthcoming business sent weekly to each
member of a political party in the British House of Commons
8 : a whipping or thrashing motion 9 ; the quality of resembling a
whip esp. in being flexible 10 : any of various pieces of machinery
that operate with a quick vibratory motion (as a spring in an
electrical device for making a circuit) 11 ; a flexible radio anterma
— whip'like X-.likX adj
whip-cord X-,k60>rdX n. often attrib 1 a : a thin tough cord made
of braided or twisted hemp or catgut b : a cloth that is made of
hard-twisted yarns and has fine diagonal cords or ribs 2 : either
of two marine brown algae {Chorda jilum and Chordaria jlagelli-

jormis) having very long slender flexible fronds
whip hand n 1 : the hand holding the whipm driving 2 : positive
control : advant.age
Whip in vr 1 : to keep (hounds in a pack) from scattering by use of a
whip 2 : to collect or keep together (members of a political party)
for legislative action
whip>lash X'hwip-.lash, 'wip-X n : the lash of a whip
whlp'per X'hwip-ar, 'wip-X n : one that whips
whip.per-m X,hwip-3-*rin, ,wip-X n, pi whip-pers-in X-sr-'zinX
1 : a huntsman's assistant who whips in the hounds 2 : whip 7a

Whip-per-snap»per X'hwip-ar-.snap-ar, 'wip-X " [alter, of snipper-
snapper] ; a diminutive, insignificant, or presumptuous person
Whip.pet X'hwip-at, 'wip-\ n [prob. fr. ^whip] 1 : a small swift
slender dog of greyhound type developed from a cross between the
Italian greyhound and a terrier 2 ; a small tank used in World
War I by the Allied armies

Whip.ping n 1 : the act of one that whips: as a : a severe beating or
chastisement b : a stitching with small overcasting stitches 2 : ma-
terial used to whip or bind

whipping hoy n l : a boy formerly educated with a prince and
punished in his stead 2 : scapegoat

whipping post n : a post to which offenders are tied to be legally
whipped

whip.ple-tree X'hwip-3l-(,)tre, 'wip-X var oj whiffletree
whip-poor-will X.hwip-or-'wU. 'hwip-ar-, .win-. 'wip-X n [imit] : a
nocturnal goatsucker (Caprimulgus vocijerus) of the eastern U.S.
and Canada related to the European nightjar
whip'py X'hwip-e, 'wip-X adj 1 : of. relating to. or resembling a
whip 2 : unusually resilient : springy (a ^ fishing rod)
whip ray X'hwip-,ra, -re, 'wip-X n : stingray
iwhip-saw X'hwip-,so, 'wip-X n [iwhip] 1 : a narrow pit saw taper-
ing from butt to point, having hook teeth, and averaging from 5 to
lli feet in length 2 : a two-rjian crosscut saw

3whipsaw vr 1 : to saw with a whipsaw 2 : to worst or victimize
in gambling or negotiation
whip scorpion n : any of an order (Pedipalpida) of arachnids some-
what resembling true scorpions but having a long slender caudal
process and no sting
whip stall n : a stall during a vertical cUmb In which the nose of the
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airplane whips violently forward and then downward

iwliip*stitcli \'hwip-,stich, 'wip-\ vt ; whip S
swhipstitch n 1 ; a shallow overcasting stitch 2 : a small interval
of time

whip.stocK \-,stak\ n : the handle of a whip
Whip-worm \-,warm\ n : a parasitic nematode worm (family
Trichuridae) with a body thickened posteriorly and very long and
slender anteriorly; esp : one {Trichuris trichiura) of the human
intestine
iwhir also whirr X'hwar, 'warX vb whirred; whir-ring [ME (Sc)
quirren, prob. of Scand origin; akin to Dan hvirre to whirl, whir;
akin to OE hweorjan to turn — more at wharf] vi ; to fly, revolve,
or move rapidly with a whir -^ vr : to move or carry rapidly with
a whir

2wliir also whirr n : a continuous fluttering or vibratory sound made
by something in rapid motion
iwhirl \'hw9r{-a)l, 'W3r(-3)1\ v6 [ME wA/Wcn, prob. of Scand origin;
akin to ON hvirjla to whirl; akin to OHG wirbil whirlwind, OE
hweorjan to turn — more at wharf] vi 1 ; to move in a circle or
similar curve esp. with force or speed 2 a : to turn on or around
an axis like a wheel ; rotate h : to turn abruptly around or aside
; WHEEL 3 : to pass, move, or go quickly 4 : to become giddy or
dizzy : reel <my head is '^ing'} '^ vt 1 ; to drive, impel, or convey
with or as if with a rotary motion 2 a : to cause to turn usu. rap-
idly on or around an axis : rotate h : to cause to turn abruptly
around or aside 3 obs ; to throw or hurl violently with a revolving
motion

2wllirl n 1 a : a rapid rotating or circling movement b : something
undergoing such a movement ; vortex 2 a : a confused tumult
; bustle b ; a confused or disturbed mental state 3 : an experi-
mental or brief attempt : try

Whirl.er X'hwar-lar. 'wsr-X n : one that whirls
Whirl>i*gig \'hw3r-li-,gig, 'w3r-\ n [ME whirlegigg, fr. whirlen to
whirl -I- gigg top — more at gig] 1 : a child's toy having a whirling
motion 2 : merry-go-round. 3 : something or someone that con-
tinuously whirls, moves, or changes; also ; a whirhng or circling
course

Whirligig beetle n ; any of numerous beetles (family Gyrinidae) that
live mostly on the surface of water where they move swiftly about
in curves

Whirl>pool \'hwarC-3)l-,pul, 'war(-a)l-\ n 1 ; water moving rapidly
in a circle so as to produce a depression in the center into which
floating objects may be drawn : eddy, vortex 2 a ; a confused
tumult and bustle b : a magnetic or impelling force by which some-
thing may be engulfed

Whirl-Winti \-,wind\ n, often attrib 1 : a small rotating windstorm
of limited extent marked by an inward and upward spiral motion of
the lower air that is followed by an outward and upward spiral
motion and usu. a progressive motion at all levels 2 a : a confused
rush : WHIRL b : a destructive force or agency
iwhirly \'hw3r-le, 'wsr-\ adj ; marked by or wihibiting a whirling
motion

2Whirly n : a small whirlwind
whirly.bird \-,b3rd\ n ; helicopter
Whir.ry \'hw3r-e, 'war-, '(h)w3-re\ vb [perh. blend of whtr and
hurry"] Scot : to move quickly ; hurry
iwhish X'hwish, 'wish\ vb [imit.] vt : to urge on or cause to move
with a whish ~ vi 1 : to make a sibilant sound 2 : to move with
a whish esp. at high speed
2whlsh n : a rushing sound ; swish
whisht X'hwisht, 'wisht\ n or vb [imit.] chiejly Irish : hush — often
used interjectionally to enjoin silence
iwhisk \'hwisk, 'wisk\ n [ME wisk, prob. of Scand origin; akin to
ON visk wisp; akin to OE wiscian to plait, L virga branch, rod]
1 : a quick light brushing or whipping motion 2 a : a small usu.
wire kitchen implement used for hand beating of food b : a flexible
bunch (as of twigs, feathers, or straw) attached to a handle for use
as a brush

2whisk vi : to move nimbly and quickly ^^ vt 1 : to move or convey
briskly 2 : to mix or fluff up by or as if by beating with a whisk
3 : to brush or wipe off lightly

WhisK broom n : a small broom with a short handle used esp. as a
clothes brush
Whisk.er X'hwis-kar, 'wis-\ n [zwAisfc] 1 a : a hair of the beard
h pi (1 ) archaic : moustache (2) : the part of the beard growing on
the sides of the face or on the chin 2 : one of the long projecting
hairs or bristles growing near the mouth of an animal (as a cat or
bird) 3 : an outrigger extending on each side of the bowsprit to
spread the jib and flying jib guys — usu. used in pi. 4 : a shred or
filament Ukened to a whisker — whisk-ered \-k3rd\ adj
Whisk-ery \-k(3-)re\ adj ; having or resembling whiskers (-^ eye-
brows)
WhiS-key or Whis-ky \'hwis-ke, 'wls-X n, ojten attrib [IrCael uisce
beathadh & ScGael uisge beatha, lit., water of hfe] 1 : a distilled
aicohoUc liquor made from fermented mash of grain (as rye, com,
barley, or wheat) 2 : a drink of whiskey
Whiskey — a communications code word for the letter h"

Whiskey sour w : a cocktail usu. made of whiskey, bitters, sugar,
and lemon juice shaken up in cracked ice and served with a fruit
garnish (as orange or maraschino cherry)
iwhis.per N'hwis-par, 'wis-\ vb whis>per>ing \-p(3-)rio\ [ME
whisperen, fr. OE hwisperian; akin to OHG hwispaldn to whisper,
ON hvisla — more at whistle] vi 1 : to speak softly with little or
no vibration of the vocal cords esp. with the aim of preserving
secrecy 2 : to make a sibilant sound that resembles whispering
'^ vt 1 : to address in a whisper 2 : to utter or communicate in or
as if in a whisper
^whisper n 1 a : an act or instance of whispering; specij : speech
without vibration of the vocal cords b : a sibilant sound that re-
sembles whispered speech 2 : something communicated by or as
if by whispering

Whis.per-er \-p9r-3r\ n ; one that whispers; specij ; rumormonger
iwliis*per>ing n l a : whispered speech b : gossep, rumor 2 : a
sibilant sound ; whisper
awhispering adj : spreading confidential and esp. derogatory re-
ports <~ tongues can poison truth —S.T.Coleridge) — whls^per-
mg.ly \-p(3-)rio-le\ adv

WbiSpermg campaign n ; the systematic dissemination by word of
mouth of derogatory rumors or charges esp. against a candidate for
public office
whis.pery \'hwis-p(^)re, 'wis-\ adj 1 : resembling a whisper
2 ; full of whispers

1whist Vhwist, *wist\ vi [imit.]dia/5riV : to be silent ; hush— often
used interjectionally to enjoin silence

2whist adj : quiet, silent
3whist n [alter, of earlier whisk, prob. fr. ^whisk; fr. whisking up the
tricks] : a card game for four players in two partnerships that is
played with a pack of 52 cards and that scores one point for each
trick in excess of six

iwhis-tle \'hwis-3l, 'wis-\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE hwistle: akin
to ON hvisla to whisper, hvina to whiz — more at whine] 1 a : a
small wind instrument in which sound is produced by the forcible
passage of breath through a slit in a short tube (police ~> b : a
device through which air or steam is forced into a cavity or against
a thin edge to produce a loud sound (factory '^) 2 a : a shrill clear
sound produced by forcing breath out or air in through the puck-
ered lips b : the sound produced by a whistle c : a signal given
by or as if by whistling 3 ; a sound that resembles a whistle;
specij : the shrill clear note of a bird or other animal

2wliistle vb whis-tling \-(a-)lio\ vi la: to utter a shrill clear
sound by blowing or drawing air through the puckered lips b : to
utter a shrill note or call resembling a whistle c ; to make a shrill
clear sound esp. by rapid movement d : to blow or sound a whistle
2 : to give a signal or issue an order or summons by or as if by
whistling (-^ to a dog>; specij : to make a demand without result
<did a sloppy job so he can -^ for his money) ^ vt 1 : to send,
bring, signal, or call by or as if by whisUing 2 : to produce, utter,
or express by whistling i-^ a tune)

WhiS'tle<able V'hwis-s-ls-bsl, 'wis-\ adj ; capable of being whistled
<a ^ tune)

whis.tler \'hwis-(3-)l3r, 'wis-X n : one that whistles; as: a : any of
various birds; esp ; goldeneye 1 b : a large mountain marmot
(Marmota caligaia) of northwestern No. America c : a broken*
winded horse d : a sound wave originating in a lightning flash and
detectable by radio
iwhis. tie-stop \'hwis-3l-.stap, 'wis-\ n 1 a : a small station at which
trains stop only on signal : flag stop b : a small community 2 : a
brief personal appearance esp. by a political candidate usu. on the
rear platform of a train during the course of a tour

2whiStle-stop vi ; to make a tour esp. in a political campaign with
many brief personal appearances in small communities

whis-tling n 1 : the act or sound of one that whistles : whistle
2 : roaring

whit X'hwit, 'wit\ n [alter, of ME wiht, wight creature, thing, bit— more at wight] : the smallest part or particle imaginable : bit
(cared not a '^)

iwhite X'hwTt, 'wltX adj [ME, fr. OE hwit; akin to OHG hwlz white,
Skt iveta'} la: free from color b : of the color of new snow or
milk; specij : of the color white c ; light or pallid in color ('^ hair)
('^ wine) (lips ~ with fear) d : lustrous pale gray : silvery;
also : made of silver 2 a : being a member of a group or race
characterized by reduced pigmentation b : of, relating to, or con-
sisting of white people {-^ Australia) i'-^ schools) c slang : marked
by upright fairness (a ~ man if ever there was one) 3 : free from
spot or blemish; as a : free from moral impurity : innocent
b : unmarked by writing or printing c : not intended to cause
harm (^ lie) (---' magic) d : favorable, fortunate 4 a : wearing
or habited in white (^ friars) b : marked by the presence of snow
: snowy (~ Christmas) 5a: heated to the point of whiteness
b : notably ardent : passionate (~ fury) 6 : conservative or re-
actionary in poUtical outlook and action

2white n 1 : the achromatic object color of greatest lightness char-
acteristically perceived to belong to objects that reflect diffusely
nearly all incident energy throughout the visible spectrum 2 a : a
white or light-colored part of something: as (1) : a mass of albu-
minous material surrounding the yolk of an egg (2) : the white
part of the ball of the eye (3) : the light-colored pieces in a twos
handed board game; also : the player by whom these are played
b (1) archaic I a white target (2) : the fifth or outermost circle of
an archery target; also : a shot that hits it 3 : one that is or ap-
proaches the color white: as a : white clothing b : a white
mammal (as a horse or a hog) c : a white-colored product (as
flour, pins, or sugar) — usu. used in pi. 4/*/ ; leukorrhea 5 : a
person belonging to a light-skinned race 6 : a member of a con-
servative or reactionary political group
3white vt [ME whiten, fr. white, adj] archaic I whiten
white ant n ; termite
white-bait \'hwTt-,bat, 'wTt-\ n 1 : the young of several European
herrings and esp. of the common herring {Clupea harengus) or of the
sprat (C sprattus) 2 : any of various small fishes Ukened to the
European whitebait and used as food

White bass n : a No. American freshwater food fish (Lepibema
chrysops)

white*beard \'hwTt-,bi(3)rd, 'wTt-\ n : an old man : graybeard
white beet n ; chard
white blood cell n : a blood cell that does not contain hemoglobin

: leukocyte
white book n : an official report of government affairs bound In
white

White>cap \'hwTt-,kap, 'wlt-V n 1 : a wave crest breaking Into
white foam 2 cap : a member of a self-appointed vigilance com-
mittee attempting by lynch-law methods to drive away or coerce
persons obnoxious to it

white cedar n ; any of various No. American timber trees including
true cedars, junipers, and cypress

white chip n l : a wtiite-colored poker chip usu. of minimum value
2 : a thing or quantity of Uttle worth

White-coMar X'hwlt-'kai-ar, 'wTt-X adj : of, relating to, or consti-
tuting the class of salaried employees whose duties call for wella
groomed appearance
White corpuscle n : white blood cell — called also white cell

white crappie n : a silvery No. American sunfish iPomoxis annu-
laris) highly esteemed as a panfish and often used for stocking small
ponds

e abnt; ^ kitten; er farther; a back; a bake; H cot, cart;
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Whit.ed \'hwTt-3d. 'wTt-\ adj 1 ; covered with white; esp ; white-
washed 2 : made white : whitened
whited sepulcher n [fr. the simile in Mt 23:27 (AV)] : a person
Inwardly corrupt or wicked but outwardly virtuous or holy : hypo-

White Dutch clover n : a Eurasian clover (Trijolium repens) with

round heads of white flowers that is widely used in lawn and
pasture grass-seed mixtures and is an important honey plant

White elephant n 1 : an Indian elephant of a pale color that is some-
times venerated in India, Ceylon. Thailand, and Burma 2 a ; a

property requiring much care and expense and yielding little

profit b : an object no longer esteemed by its owner though not
without value to others

white. lace \'hwit-,fas, 'wTt-\ /i 1 : a white-faced animal; specif

: HEREFORD 2 z dead-white facial makeup
White-laced \-'fast\ adj 1 : having a wan pale face 2 : having
the face white in whole or in part — used esp. of an animal other-

wise dark in color
White leather n [fr. the superstition that a white feather In the

plumage of a gamecock is a mark of a poor fighter] : a mark or

symbol of cowardice — used chiefly in the phrase show the white

feather
White.lish \'hwTt-,fish, 'wTt-\ n la: any of various freshwater

food fishes (family Salmonidae and esp. genus Coregonus) related

to the salmons and trouts b : any of various fishes felt to resemble
the true whitefishes c Brit : any of various market fishes with

white flesh that is not oily 2 : the flesh of a whitefish esp. as an
article of food 3 : beluga
White Hag n l : a flag of plain white used as a flag of truce or as a
token of surrender 2 : a token of weakness or yielding

White. lly \'hwTt-,fIT, 'wTt-\ n : any of numerous small Injurious

homopterous insects (family Aleyrodidae) related to the scale

insects
White Iriar n, often cap W&F [fr. his white habit] : cARMELrxE
white gasoline « : gasoline containing no tetraethyl lead — called

also white gas
White gold n : a pale alloy of gold resembling platinum In appear-

ance and usu. containing nickel with or without other metals (as

tin, zinc, or copper)
White goods npl la: white fabrics esp. of cotton or linen h : arti-

cles (as sheets or towels) orig. or typically made of white cloth

2 : major household appliances (as stoves or refrigerators) that are
typically finished in white enamel

White grease n ; an inedible fat from hogs that resembles lard in ap-
pearance
White. hall \'hwTt-,h61, 'wTt-\ n iWhiiehall, thoroughfare of Lon-
don in which are located the chief offices of British government]
: the British government

White.head \-,hed\ n 1 : any of various birds with more or less

white about the head 2 : milium 3
white-head-ed \-'hed-3d\ adj 1 : having the hair, fur, or plumage
of the head white or very light 2 : highly favored : fortuj^ate

white heat n l : a temperature (as for copper and iron from 1500°
to 1600* C.) higher than red heat at which a body becomes brightly

Incandescent 2 : a state of intense mental or physical strain, emo-
tion, or activity

White Horde n : a Mongolian people powerful in Russia In the 14th
century
White-hot \'hwTt-'hat, 'wTt-\ adj : being at or radiating white heat
White House \-,haus\ n [the White House, mansion in Washington,
D.C. assigned to the use of the president of the U.S.] : the executive
department of the U.S. government
White hunter n : a white man serving as guide and professional
hunter to an African safari

White lead n : any of several white-lead-containing pigments; esp
: a heavy poisonous basic lead carbonate of variable composition
that is marketed as a powder or as a paste in linseed oil, has good
hiding power, and is used chiefly in exterior paints
White leather n : leather prepared with alum and salt

White line n ; a band or edge of something white; esp ; a stripe
painted on a road and used to guide traffic

White-liv-ered \'hwTt-'liv-?rd, *wTt-\ adj [fr. the former belief that
the choleric temperameftt depends on the body's producing large
quantities of yellow bile] : cowardly, pusillanimous

White. ly \'hwTt-le, 'wTt-\ adv : so as to show or appear white
White man's burden n ["The White Man's Burden" (1899), poem
by Rudyard Kipling] : the alleged duty of the white peoples to
manage the affairs of the less developed colored peoples
White matter n : neural tissue that consists largely of meduUated
nerve fibers, has a whitish color, and underlies the cortical gray
matter or is gathered into central tracts and peripheral nerves
White metal /i 1 : any of several lead-base or tin-base bearing
metals 2 : any of several white alloys (as pewter or britannia
metal)

White mustard n : a Eurasian mustard {Brassica hirta) grown for its

seeds that yield mustard and mustard oil

whit.en \'hwTt-=n, 'wTt-\ vb whit-en-ing \'hwTt-niri, 'wit-, -'n-iD\
vt : to make white or whiter — vi : to become white or whiter
syn blanch, bleach: whiten implies a making white usu. by the

application or addition of something; blanch implies the removal
or withdrawal of color esp. from living tissue; bleach implies the
action of sunlight or chemicals in removing color

Whit.en-er X'hwlt-nsr, -'n-sr. "wTt-X n : one that whitens; specif : an
agent (as a bleach) used to impart whiteness to something
White.ness X'hwlt-nas, "wlt-X n 1 : the quality or state of being
white: as a : white color b : paleness c : freedom from stain
: cleanness 2 : white substance

Whit.en.ing n l : the act or process of making or becoming white
2 : something that is used to make white : wnrriNG

White noise n [Er. the analogy of its composition with that of white
light] : a heterogeneous mixture of sound waves extending over a
wide frequency range

White oak n : any of various oaks (esp. Quercus sessilifhra of
Europe and Q. alba of No. America) with acorns that mature in
one year and leaf veins that never extend beyond the margin of the
leaf; also : the hard, strong, durable, and moisture-resistant wood
of a white oak

White oil n : any of varlou; colorless odorless tasteless mineral oils
used est: <r medicine anC In pharmaceutical and cosmetic prep-
arations

White.out \'hwTt-,aiit, VTt-\ n iwhite + -out (as In blackout)'^. X a
surface weather condition In an arctic area In which no object casts
a shadow, the horizon cannot be seen, and only dark objects are
discernible

White paper n : a government report on any subject; esp : an English
publication that is usu. less extensive than a blue book
White perch n 1 : a small silvery anadromous sea bass {Morone
americana) of the coast and coastal streams of the eastern U.S.
2 : a croaker {Aplodinotus grunniens) of the Great Lakes and
Mississippi valley that sometimes attains a weight of 50 pounds or
more 3 : wnrrE crappie

Wllite pine n 1 a : a tall-growing pine (Pinus strobus) of eastern No.
America with leaves in clusters of five — called also eastern white
pine b : any of several trees felt to resemble the white pine esp. in
having leaves in bundles of five 2 : the wood of a white pine and
esp. of the eastern white pine which is much used In building con-
struction

White plague n : tuberculosis of the lungs
white primary n : a party primary in a southern state open to white

White Bussian n : belorussian
white sale n : a sale of white goods
white sauce n : a sauce consisting essentially of milk, cream, or
stock with flour and seasoning

white sea bass n : a large croaker {Cynoscion nobilis) of the Pacific
coast that is closely related to the Atlandc weakfishes and Is an
important sport and food fish

white slave n : a woman or girl held unwillingly for purposes of
commercial prostitution
white slav-er \-'sla-v3r\ n : one engaged in white-slave traffic

white slavery n : enforced prostitution
white.smith \'hwTt-,smith, *wTt-\ n 1 : xiNSMrrn 2 : a worker in
iron who finishes or polishes the work

White su.prem.a-cist \-su-'prem-3-s3st\ n : an advocate of or
believer in white supremacy
White supremacy n : a doctrine based on a belief In the inherent
superiority of the white race over the Negro race and the correlative
necessity for the subordination of Negroes to whites in all relation-
ships

White-tail \'hwTt-,tal, 'wit-\ n : a No. American deer {Odocoileus
virginianus) with a rather long tail white on the undersurface and
forward-arching antlers — called also white-tailed deer \,(h)wlt-
,tal(d)-'di(3)r\

white-throat \ 'hwit-,thro t. 'wTt-\ n : any of several birds with
white on the throat; esp ! an Old World warbler (Sylvia communis)
with rusty upper surfaces and largely pale buff underparts

white tie n : formal evening dress for men
White-wall \'hwit-,w61, 'wit-\ n : an automobile tire having a white
sidewall

White walnut n 1 a : a butternut tree b : walnut lb 2 : the
light-colored wood of a white walnut
iwhite-wash \'hwTt-,w6sh, 'wit-. -,wash\ vt 1 : to whiten with
whitewash 2 a : to gloss over or cover up (as vices or crimes)
b : to exonerate by means of a perfunctory investigation or through
biased presentation of data 3 : to hold (an opponent) scoreless

2wllitewash n 1 : a liquid composition for whitening a surface: as

a : a preparation for whitening the skin b : a composition (as of
hme and water or whiting, size, and water) for whitening structural

surfaces 2 a : an act or instance of glossing over or of exonerating
b : a defeat in a contest in which the loser fails to score

White.wash-er \-3r\ n : one that whitewashes; esp : one who puts
on whitewash
White water n : frothy water (as In breakers, rapids, or waterfalls)

White way n [the Great White Way, nickname for the theatrical sec-
tion of Broadway, New York City] : a brilliantly hghted street or
avenue esp. in a city's business or theater district

white whale n : beluga 2

white.wing \'hwit-,wir], 'wTt-X n : a person and esp. a street

sweeper wearing a white uniform
white.wood \-,wud\ n l : any of various trees with pale or white
wood: as a ; basswood 1 b : Cottonwood, c : the American tulip

tree 2 : the wood of a whitewood; esp ; the pale soft wood of the
tulip tree
iwhith-er \'hwith-3r, 'with-\ adv [ME, fr. OE hwider; akin to L
quis who and to OE tnder hither — more at who, HriHER] 1 : to

what place (•-- will they go> 2 : to what situation, position, degree,
or end (^ will this abuse drive him)
2whither conj l a : to what place <knew '-' to go —Daniel Defoe)
b : to what situation, position, degree, or end 2 a : to the place at,

in, or to which b : to which place 3 : to whatever place

whith-er-so-ev-er X.hwitli-sr-ss-'wev-sr, ,witl3-\ conj : to whatever
place

whith.er-ward \'hwitli-3r-ward, 'withA a^v : toward what or
which place
iwhit-ing \'hwTt-iD. 'wTt-\ n [ME, fr. MD wiiinc, fr. wit white; akin
to OE fiwlt white] : any ot various marine food fishes: as a (I) : a
common European fish (Merlangus merlangus) of the cod family

(2) : a hake (genus Merluccius) b ; any of several No. American
sciaenid fishes (genus Menticirrhus)

2whiting n [ME. fr. gerund of whiten to white] : calcium carbonate
prepared as fine powder by grinding and washing and used esp. as

a pigment and extender. In putty, and in rubber compounding and
paper coating

Whit-iSh \'hwTt-ish, 'wTt-\ adj : somewhat white

Whit.lOW \'hwit-(,)lo, 'wit-\ n [ME whitflawe, whitflowe, whitlowe^

: 3FELON
Whit.mon.day X'hwit-.msn-de, 'wit-, -'man-X n [ Whit- (as in Whit-

sundav) + Monday] : the day after Whitsunday observed as a legal

holiday in England, Wales, and Ireland
Whit-sun \'hwit-s3n, 'wit-\ adj [ME Whitson, fr. Whitsonday"] : of,

relating to, or observed on Whitsunday or at Whitsuntide

Whit.sun-day \-(.)S3n-de, -'san-de, -S9n-.da\ n [ME Whitsonday.
fr. OE hwlta sunnandceg. lit., white Sunday; prob. fr. the custom of

wearing white robes by the newly baptized, who were numerous at

this season 3 : pentecost 2
Whit.smi-tide \-s3n-.tTd\ n : the week beginning with Whitsunday
and esp. the first three days of this week

iWhit-tle \'hwit-n, 'wit-\ 71 [ME whittel, alter, of thwitel fr. thwiten
to whittle, fr. OE thwitan; akin to ON thveita to hew] ; a large knife
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awhittle vh wbit-tling \'hwit-Ho, -'I-io, 'wIt-\ vt 1 a ; to pare or
cut off chips from the surface of (wood) with a knife I) ; to shape
or form by so paring or cutting 2 : to reduce, remove, or destroy
gradually as if by cutting off bits with a knife : pare — usu. used
with an adverb <"- down expenses) «- vi 1 : to cut or shape wood
by slowly paring it with a knife 2 : to wear oneself or another out
with fretting — whit-tler \-l3r, --l-3r\ n

Wliit'tling n : a piece cut away in whittling
Wllit-tret \'hwi-tr3t, 'wiA n [ME whiirat. It. white, whit white + rati
chiejly Scot : weasel
whity or whit-ey \'hwTt-e, 'wTi-X adj : whitish — usu. used in
combination
iwhiz or whizz X'hwiz. 'wiz\ vb whizzed; whiz-zing; wbiz-zes
[imit.] vi 1 : to hum, whir, or hiss like a speeding object (as an
arrow or ball) passing through air 2 : to fly or move swiftly with a
whiz ^ vt I io cause to whiz; esp : to rotate very rapidly
2whlz or whizz n, pi whiz»zes 1 : a hissing, buzzing, or whirring
sound 2 : a movement or passage of something accompanied by a
whizzing sound
3whiz n, pi whiZ'Zes [prob. by shortening & alter.] : wizard 3
whiz-hang or whizz-hang \'hwiz-,bao. 'wiz-, -'bai3\ n l a : a
small shell of such high velocity that the sound it makes in passing
through the air is almost simultaneous with its explosion b : a fire-

cracker or similar firework resembling such a shell c : robot bomb
2 : someone or something conspicuous for noise, speed, or startling
effect

whiz-bang adj : excellent, notable
Whiz.zer \'hwiz-ar, 'wiz-\ n : one that whizzes: as a : bull*
ROARER b : a centrifugal machine for drying something (as grain,
sugar, or nitrated cotton)

Who \(')hu, u\ pron [ME, fr. OE hwa; akin to OHG hwer, interrog.
pron., who, L quis, Gk tis, L qui rel. pron., who] 1 : what or which
person or persons — used as an interrogative <"- was elected presi-
dent) <find out '^ they are); used by speakers on all educational
levels and by many reputable writers, though disapproved by some
grammarians, as the object of a verb or a following preposition <~
did I see but a Spanish lady —Padraic Colum) <do not know -^ the
message is from —G.K.Chesterton) 2 : the person or persons
that : WHOEVER 3 — used as a function word to introduce a relative

clause; used esp. in reference to persons <my father, ~ was a
lawyer) but also in reference to groups <a generation ^ had known
nothing but war —R.B.West) or to animals <dogs ~ . . . fawn all

over tramps — Nigel Balchin) or to inanimate objects esp. with the
implication that the reference is really to a person (earlier sources
^ maintain a Davidic ancestry —F.M.Cross) — as Who archaic
; as one that : as if someone — as who should say archaic ; so to
speak — who's who : the identity of or the noteworthy facts about
each of a number of persons
whoa \'\v6, 'ho, 'hwo\ V imper [ME whoo, who'\ — a command to a
draft animal to stand still

Who-dun>it \hu-'d3n-3t\ n [substandard who done iV?] : a detective
story or mystery story presented as a novel, play, or motion picture

WhO-ev-er \hij-'ev-ar\ pron : whatever person : no matter who
— used in any grammatical relation except that of a possessive

1whole \'hol\ adjiUE hool healthy, unhurt, entire, fr. OE hdl: akin
to OHG heil healthy, unhurt, ON heill, OSlav ce/u] 1 a (I) : free
of wound or injury ; unhurt (2) ; recovered from a wound or
injury : restored (3) ; healed b : free of defect or impairment
; intact, unbroken c : physically sound and healthy : free of
disease or deformity 2 : having all its proper parts or components
: ENTIRE, UNMODIFIED <-^ milk) 3 a : Constituting the total sum
or undiminished entirety of : integral b : each or all of the
4 a : constituting an undivided unit : unbroken, unclt <a "-

roast suckling pig) b : directed to one end ; not scattered or dis-

persed : concentrated (promised to give it his "- attention)
5 : seemingly complete or total 6 : having the same father and
mother <~ brother)
syn whole, entire, total, all, gross mean including everything

or everyone without exception, whole implies that nothing has
been omitted, ignored, abated, or taken away; entire may suggest
a being completed or perfected; total implies that everything has
been counted, weighed, measured, or considered; all may equal
whole, entire, or total; gross implies that customary or expected
deductions have not been made syn see in addition perfect
2wh0le n 1 ; a complete amount or sum : a number, aggregate, or
totality lacking no part, member, or element 2 : something consti-
tuting a complex unity : a coherent system or organization of parts
fitting or working together as one syn see sum — on the whole
1 ; in view of all the circumstances or conditions : all things con-
sidered 2 : in general : in most instances : typically

whole gale n : wind having a speed of 55 to 63 miles per hour
whole-heart- ed \'hol-'hart-3d\ adj : undivided in purpose, enthu-
siasm, or will : HEARTY, ZESTFUL (-^ effort) syn see sincere
— whole-heart-ed'ly adv — whole*heart*ed>ness n
whole hog n : the whole way or farthest limit : all — used esp, in
the phrase go the whole hog

Whole.ness \'h6I-nas\ n : the quality or state of being whole
whole note n ; a musical note equal in value to four quarter notes or
two half notes

Whole number n : integer
iwhole.sale \'h6l-,sal\ n l : the sale of commodities in quantity
usu. for resale (as by a retail merchant) 2 : a large scale or indis-
criminate proceeding — used esp. in the phrase by wholesale

2wholesale adj 1 : of, relating to, or engaged in the sale of com-
modities in quantity for resale <a -^ grocer) 2 : performed on a
large scale esp. without discrimination i,'^ slaughter) syn see

^Wholesale adv ; in a wholesale manner
^wholesale vb : to sell at wholesale
Whole.sal-er \-,sa-l3r\ n : a merchant middleman who sells chiefly
to retailers, other merchants, or industrial, institutional, and com-
mercial users mainly for resale or business use
Whole*Some \'hol-s3m\ adj l : promoting health or well-being of
mind or spirit 2 : promoting health of body 3 a : sound in body,
tnind, or morals b : having the simple health or vigor of normal
domesticity 4 a : based on well-grounded fear : prudent b : safe
syn see healthy — whole-some>ly adv — whole*some*ness n

whole-souled \'hot-'soId\ adj : moved by ardent enthusiasm or
single-minded devotion : wholehearted
whole step n : a musical interval comprising two half steps (as
C-D or l-ii-Gif) — called also whole tone

Whole wheat adj : made of ground entire wheat kernels
Whole wheat flour n : flour that is ground from the whole grain and
contains all the constituents of the wheal kernels
WhoMy \'ho(l)-Ie\ adviUE hoolly, fr. hool whole] 1 : to the full or
entire extent : completely 2 : to the exclusion of other things
: solely
whom XCIhiJm, um\ pron, objective case oj who — used as an
interrogative or relative; used as object of a verb or a preceding
preposition <to know for ^ the bell tolls —John Donne) or less
frequently as the object of a following preposition <the man •-- you
wrote to) though now often considered stilted esp. as an inter-
rogative and esp. in oral use; occas. used as predicate nominative
with a copulative verb or as subject of a verb esp. in the vicinity of
a preposition or a verb of which it might mistakenly be considered
the object <--- say ye that I am —Mt 16:15 (AV)) (people. .

. '>^ you
never thought would sympathize —Shea Murphy)
whom-ev-er \hli-'mev-3r\ pron, objective cane oj whoever
iwhomp X'hwamp, 'hwomp, 'wamp, 'w6mp\ n [imit.] : a loud slap,
crash, or crunch
2whomp vh : bang, slap
whomp up vr i : to stir up ; arouse 2 : to put together esp.
hastily

Wliom>so \'hum-(,)s5\ objective case oj whoso
whom.so-ev-er X.hlim-sa-'wev-srX objective case oj whosoever
iwhoop \'h(w)Up, 'h{w)up, least jrequently jor vi 3 'wijp or 'wup\
vb [ME whopen, fr. MF houpper. of imit. origin] vi 1 ; to utter a
whoop in expression of eagerness, enthusiasm, or enjoyment
; SHOLiT 2 : to utter the cry of an owl : hoot 3 : to make the
characteristic whoop of whooping cough 4 : to go or pass with a
loud noise -^ i7 1 a : to utter or express with a whoop b : to urge,
drive, or cheer on with a whoop 2 : to agitate in behalf of
3 : boost, raise— whoop it up 1 : to celebrate riotously : carouse
2 : to stir up enthusiasm
2whOop X'hCwjlip, 'h(w)Lip, least jrequently jor 3 'wiip or 'wup\ n
1 a : a loud yell expressive of eagerness, exuberance, or jubilation— often used interjectionally b : a shout of hunters or of men in
battle or pursuit 2 : the cry of an owl : hoot 3 : the crowing
intake of breath following a paroxysm in whooping cough 4 : the
smallest bit <not worth a --)

whoop-de-do or whoop-de-doo \,h(w)Up-de-'du, .h(w)up, ,wUp-,
,wup-\ n [prob. irreg. fr. ^whoop^ 1 : noisy and conspicuous
activity esp. in entertainment, politics, or commercial promotion
2 : agitated public discussion
iwhoop.ee \'(h)wup-(,)e, '(h)wu-(,)pe: (h)wu-'pe, (h)wiJ-\ interj

[irreg. fr. ^.^hoopl — used to express exuberant delight
2wh00p.ee \'(h)wup-(.)e, '{h)wu-(,)pe\ n 1 : the feverish partici-
pation in alcohol-and-sex orgies first widely conspicuous during the
U.S. prohibition era — often used in the phrase make whoopee
2 : boisterous convivial fun

whooping cough n : an infectious disease esp. of children caused by
a bacterium {Bordetella pertussis) and marked by a convulsive
spasmodic cough sometimes followed by a crowing intake of breath— called also pertussis

Whoop.la \'h(w)u-,pl"a. 'h(w)up-.la\ n [alter, of hoopla} 1 : a noisy
commotion 2 : boisterous merrymaking

1Whoosh X'hwush, 'wijsh, '(h)wiish\ vb [imit.] : to move with an
explosive or sibilant rush
2wh00Sh n : a swift or explosive rush
iwhop V'hwap, 'wap\ vi whopped; whop-ping [ME whappen, alter.

of wappen to throw violently] 1 : to pull or whip out 2a: BEAT,
strike b : to defeat totally

2whop n : a heavy blow : thump
Whop-per \'hwap-sr. 'wap-\ n Vwhopi 1 : something unusually
large or extreme of its kind 2 ; a monstrous lie

whop.ping \'hwap-ir), 'wap-\ adj : extremely large
iwhore \'h6('a)^r, 'h6f3)r\ n [ME hore, fr. OE hore; akin to ON
hora whore, horr adulterer, L carus dear — more at charity] : a
woman who practices unlawful sexual intercourse esp. for hire
: PROSTITLTE

2whore vi l : to have unlawful sexual intercourse as or with a whore
2 : to pursue a faithless, unworthy, or idolatrous desire '^ vt, obs
: to corrupt by lewd intercourse

Whore-dom \'hord-3m, 'h6rd-\ n [ME hordom sexual_ immorality,
idolatrous practices, fr. ON horddmr adultery, fr. horr'\ 1 ; the
practice of whoring 2 : faithless, unworthy, or idolatrous practices
or pursuit:;

Whore.house \'ho(3)r-,haus, 'h6(3)r-\ n ; a building in which
prostitutes are available

whore.maS'ter \-,mas-tar\ n : a man consorting with whores or
given to lechery

whore.mon.ger \-.mari-g3r, -.maoA ", archaic : whoremaster
whore.son \'hors-=n, 'h6rs-\ n, ojlen attrib 1 : bastard 2 : a
coarse fellow — used as a generalized term of abuse
whor.ish \'hor-ish, 'h6r-\ adj : of or resembling a whore : lewd
whorl \'hw6rO)l, *w6r(3)l. 'fh)w3r{-3)l\ n [ME wharle, whorle,
prob. alter, of whirle, fr. whirlen to whirl] 1 : a drum-shaped sec-

tion on the lower part of a spindle in spinning or weaving machinery
serving as a pulley for the tape drive that rotates the spindle 2 : an
arrangement of similar anatomical parts (as leaves) in a circle

around a point on an axis 3 ; something that whirls, coils, or
spirals or whose form suggests such movement 4 : one of the
turns of a univalve shell 5 : a fingerprint in which the central
papillary ridges turn through at least one complete circle

Whorled \'hw6r(3)ld, •w6r(a)ld, '(h)w3r(-3)ld\ adj : having or
arranged in whorls; esp : verticillate <--' leaves)

whort V'hwart, 'w3rt\ or whor.tle \'hw3rt-''l, 'wart-X n ; whortle-
berry 1

whor.tle-her.ry \'hwart-'I-,ber-c, 'wart-X n [alter, of earlier hurtle-

berry, fr. ME hurtilberye, irreg. fr. OE horte whortleberry + ME
berye berry] 1 : a European blueberry (Vaccinium myrtillus); also

; its glaucous blackish edible berry 2 : blueberry 1

iwhose \(')hiiz, iiz\ adj [ME whos, gen. of who, w/iaf] : of or relat-

9 abut; 3 kitten; or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

J joke; ff sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; t& this;

aii out; oh chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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Ing to whom or which esp. as possessor or possessors <'^ gorgeous
vesture heaps the ground —Robert Browning), agent or agents
<the law courts. -^ decisions were important —F.L.Mott), or object

or objects of an action (the first poem — publication he ever sanc-

tioned —J.W.Krutch)
2whOSe pron, sing or pi in constr ; whose one or whose ones — used
without a following noun as a pronoun equivalent in meaning to

the adjective whose <tell me -^ it was —Shak.)
Whose-so-ev-er \,hUz-s3-'wev-3r\ adj : of or relating to whomso-
ever <~ sins ye remit —Jn 20;23 (AV)>
WhO<SO \'hu-(,)so\ pron : whoever
wliO'SO-eV'er \,hu-sa-'wev-3r\ pron : whoever
iwhy \(')hwT, ( }wT\ adv [ME, fr. OE hwy, instr. of hwxt what

—

more at what] : for what cause, reason, or purpose <'^ did you do
it)

2why con] X ; the cause, reason, or purpose for which (know '^ you
did it) (that is ~ you did it) 2 : for which ; on account of which
(know the reason ~ you did it)

awhy X'hwT, 'wl\ n 1 : reason, cause 2 : a baffling problem

4why \(,)wT. (,)hwT\ inter] V why}— nSG6 to express surprise, hesita-

tion, approval, disapproval, or impatience <--', here's what I was
looking for)

Wliyd>ah \'hwid-a, 'wid-\ n [alter, of widow (bird)'] : any of various

mostly black and white African weaverbirds often kept as cage
birds and distinguished in the male by long drooping tail feathers

during the breeding season
wick \'wik\ n [ME weke, wicke, fr. OE weoce: akin to OHG wiohha
wick, Olr jigi/n I weave] : a bundle of fibers or a loosely twisted

cord, tape, or tube of soft spun cotton threads that by capillary

attraction draws up to be burned a steady supply of the oil in lamps
or the melted tallow or wax in candles

Wick>ed \'wik-3d\ adj [ME, alter, of wicke wicked] 1 : morally
bad : EVIL 2 a : fierce, vicious b : causing or hkely to cause harm
or trouble c : disgustingly unpleasant ; vile ('^ odor) d : dis-

posed to mischief : roguish syn see bad — wicK-ed-ly adv —
wick»ed.ness n

Wick-er \'wik-3r\ n [ME wiker, of Scand origin; akin to Sw dial.

vikker willow, ON veikr weak — more at weak] 1 : a small pliant

twig or osier : withe 2 a : wickerwork b : something made of

wicker — wicker adj
wick-er.work \-,w3rk\ n : work of osiers, twigs, or rods : basketry
Wick.et \'wik-3t\ n [ME wiket, fr. CNF, of Gmc origin; akin to

MD wiket wicket, OE wlcan to yield — more at weak] 1 : a small
gate or door; esp : one forming part of or placed near a larger gate
or door 2 : an opening like a window; esp : a grilled or grated
window through which business is transacted 3 : a small gate for

emptying the chamber of a canal lock or regulating the amount of

water passing through a channel 4 a : either of the 2 sets of 3
stumps topped by 2 crosspieces and set 22 yards apart at which the
ball is bowled in cricket b : an area 10 feet wide bounded by these
wickets : one innings of a batsman; specij ; one that is not com-
pleted or never begun (win by 3 '^s) 5 : an arch or hoop in croquet

Wick-et-keep.er \-,ke-p3r\ n i the player who fields immediately
behind the wicket in cricket

Wick'ing \'wik-io_\ n : material for wicks
Wick*i<up \'wik-e-,3p\ n [Sac, Fox. &
Kickapoo wikiyap dwelling] 1 ; a hut
used by the nomadic Indians of the arid
regions of the western and southwestern
U.S. with a usu. oval base and a rough
frame covered with reed mats, grass, or
brushwood 2 : any rude temporary
shelter or hut

wic-o-py or wick.a.pe \'wik-3-pe\ n
[Cree wikupiy inner bark of basswood]
1 : leatherwood 2 : a basswood {Tilia

glabra) 3 : willow herb 1

wid>der<shins X'wid-sr-shanz, 'with-3r-\
adv [MLG weddersinnes] : in a left^

handed, wrong, or contrary direction
: counterclockwise — compare deasil

Wid.dy \'wid-e\ n [ME (Sc). fr. ME withy] 1 Scot & dial Eng : a
rope of osiers : withy 2 Scot & dial Eng : a hangman's noose
iwide \'wTd\ adj [ME, fr. OE wld; akin to OHG wit wide] 1 a : hav-
ing great extent ; vast b : extending over a vast area : extensive
c : extending throughout a specified area or scope (nation>virfe)

d ; comprehensive, inclusive 2 a : having a specified extension
from side to side (3 feet ^) b : having much extent between the
sides : broad c : fully opened d : lax 4 3a: extending or fluc-

tuating considerably between limits h : straying or deviating from
something specified (--' of the truth) 4 of an animal ration : rela-

tively rich in carbohydrate as compared with protein syn see
BROAD — wide-ly adv — wide*ness n

2wide adv l a : over a great distance or extent : widely (searched
far and ~) b : over a specified distance, area, or extent (expanded
the business countvy- wide} 2 a : so as to leave much space or dis-

tance between b : so as to pass at or clear by a considerable dis-

tance (ran ~ around left end) 3 : completely, fully (opened
her eyes —) 4 : so as to diverge or miss : astray (the bullet went
-)

wide-aii-gle \,wT-,dao-gal\ adj : having or covering an angle of
view wider than the ordinary — used esp. of lenses of shorter than
normal focal length
Wide-awake \,wTd-3-'wak\ adj : fully awake; also : knowing,
alert syn see watchful
wide-awake.ness \-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being wlde^

Wide-eyed \'wT-'dTd\ adj 1 : having the eyes wide open 2 : struck
with wonder or astonishment : amazed 3 : marked by unsophisti-
cated or uncritical acceptance or admiration : naIve (a -^ belief in
the goodness of everybody)
Wide-mouthed \'wTd-'mautlld, -'mautht\ adj 1 ; having a wide
mouth (~ jars> 2 : havmg one's mouth opened wide (as in awe)

wid.en \'w7d-'n\ vb wid-en.ing \'wTd-nir), -'n-io\ : to make or
become wide or wider : broaden — wid.en-er X-nar, -'n-3r\ n

Wide.spread \'wTd-'spred\ adj l : widely extended or spread out
2 : widely diffused or prevalent

Wide-spread.ing \-lo\ adj l : stretching or extending far ('^
plains) 2 : spreading over or affecting a wide area

vickiup

wid.geon also wl.geon \'wlj-3n\ n, pi widgeon or widgeons
[origin unknown] : any of several freshwater ducks (genus
Mareca) between the teal and the mallard in size

Wid'get \'wij-at\ n [alter, of gadget] 1 : gadget 2 : an unnamed
article considered for purposes of hypothetical example

Wid'ish \'wTd-ish\ adj : somewhat wide
iWid.OW \'wid-(.)o, 'wid-a(-w)\ n [ME widewe, fr. OE wuduwe;
akinto OHG wituwa widow, L vidua widow, -videre to separate,
Gk eitheos unmarried youth] 1 a : a woman who has lost her
husband by death; esp ; one who has not remarried h ; grass
WIDOW 2 2 : an extra hand or part of a hand of cards dealt face
down and usu. placed at the disposal of the highest bidder 3 : a
short line ending a paragraph and appearing at the top or bottom
of a printed page or column
2widow vt 1 : to cause to become a widow 2 : to survive as the
widow of 3 : to deprive of something greatly loved or needed
Widow bird n [fr. its dark plumage and long black tail feathers like a
widow's veil] : whydah

Wid.ow.er \'wid-3-w3r\ n [ME widewer, alter, of wedow widow,
widower, fr. OE wuduwa widower; akin to OE wuduwe widow] ; a
man who has lost his wife by death and has not married again
Wid.ow.bood \'wid-6-,hud, 'wid-a-,hud\ n : the state or period of
being a widow
Widow lady n, chiejly dial : widow
Widow's mite n [fr. the widow who cast two mites into the Temple
treasury (Mark 12:121] ; a small contribution that is wdlingly given
and is all one can afford
Widow's peak n : peak 7

widow's walk n ; a railed observation platform atop a coastal house
Width X'width, 'witth\ n i^wide] 1 : the measurement taken at right
angles to the length : breadth 2a: largeness of extent or scope
b ; GENEROsiTy, liberality 3 : a measured and cut piece of material
(a '^ of calico) (a '^ of lumber)

Width.ways \-,wa2\ adv : widthwise
width.Wise \-,wTz\ adv ; in the direction of the width : crosswise
Wield \'we(3)ld\ vt [ME welden to control, fr. OE wieldan; akin to
OHG waltan to rule. L valere to be strong, be worth] 1 chiejly dial

: to deal successfully with : manage 2 : to handle (as a tool) effec-

tively (~ a broom) 3 : to exert one's authority by means of (-^
influence) syn see handle — wield-er n

Wieldy \'we(3}l-de\ adj : capable of wielding or being wielded
Wie-ner \'we-nar, 'we-ne, 'win-e\ n [short for wienerwurst

: frankfurter
Wie.ner sciinit-zel \'ve-nar-,s(h)nit-s3l, 'we-n3r-,snit-\ n [G, lit.,

Vienna cutlet] : a thin breaded veal cutlet served with a garnish
wie-ner.wurst \'we-n3(r)-,w3rst, -,wii(3)rst; 'we-n9r-,wust\ n [G,
fr. Wiener of Vienna + wurst sausage] 1 : Vienna sausage
2 : frankfurter

wile \'wTf\ n, pi wives \'wTvz\ [ME wij. fr. OE wlj: akin to OHG
wib wife] 1 a dial : woman b : a woman acting in a specified
capacity — used in combination (fishwf/e) 2 : a married woman

Wife.hood \'wTf-,hiid\ n : the quality or state of being a wife

Wife-less \'wT-fl3s\ adj : having no wife
1 Wife.like X'wT-.flTk \ adv : in a wifely manner (laid, ~, her hand in
one of his —Alfred Tennyson)

2wilelike adj ; wifely
Wife'li.ness \'wr-fle-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being wifely

Wife-ly \'wl-fle\ adj : of, relating to, or befitting a wife

iwig \'wig\ n [short for periwig] 1 a : a manufactured covering of
hair for the head usu. made of human hair and worn to conceal
baldness or as part of a costume b : toupee 2 2 : an act of wig-
ging : REBUKE

2wig vt wigged; wig.ging 1 : to supply with a wig 2 : to scold
severely : RtBUKE

wig.an \'wig-3n\ n ilVigan, England] : a stiff plain-weave cotton
fabric used for interlining

Wigged \'wigd\ adj : wearing a wig (the judge, all '^ and robed)
'Wig.gle \'wig-3l\ vb wig.gling \-(9-)Uo\ [ME wiglen, fr. or akin
to MD or MLG wiggelen to totter; akin to OE wegan to move —
more at way] vi 1 ; to move to and fro with quick jerky or shaking
motions : jiggle 2 : to proceed with twisting and turning move-
ments : WRIGGLE '- vr : to cause to wiggie

2wiggle n 1 : the act of wiggling 2 : shellfish or fish in cream sauce
with peas — wig.gly \'wig-Ca-)Ie\ adj

wig.gler \'wig-0-)lar\ n 1 : one that wiggles 2 ; a larva or pupa
of the mosquito — called also wriggler

iwight \'wTt\ n [ME, creature, thing, fr.

OE wiht: akin to OHG wiht creature,

thing, OStav vesti thing] : a living being
: CREATURE
swight adj [ME. of Scand origin; akin to

ON vigr skilled in fighting (neut. vigt);

akin to OE wlgan to fight — more at
VICTOR] archaic : valiant, stalwart
Wig.mak.er \'wig-,ma-k3r\ n : one that

makes or deals in wigs
iWig.wag \'wig-.wag\ vb [E dial, wig to
move + E vt>ag] vi 1 : to send a signal
by or as if by a flag or light waved ac-

cording to a code 2 : to make a signal
^ vt 1 : to signal by wigwagging 2 : to

2wigwag n 1 : the art or practice of w
message
wig.wam \'wig-.wam\ n [Abnaki &
Massachuset wikwam] : a hut of the
Indians of the Great Lakes region and
eastward having typically an arched
framework of poles overlaid with
bark, rush mats, or hides; also : a
rough hut

Wil.CO \'wil-(.)ko\ inter] Iwin comply]— used esp. in radio and signaling to
indicate that a message received will wigwam
be complied with

iwild \'wT(3)Id\ adj [ME wilde, fr. OE; akin to OHG wildt

wild, W gwvllt] 1 a : Uving in a state of nature and not ordinarily

tame or domesticated (--' duck) b (1) : growing or produced
without the aid and care of man (~ honey) (2) : related to or

with the hand or arm)
to wigwag

: a wigwagged
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resembling a corresponding cultivated or domesticated organism
C : of or relaxing to wild organisms (the -^ state) 2a: not in-
habited or cultivated <---' land) b : waste, desoi^te 3 a (1) : not
subjected lo restraint or regulation : uncontrolled <--- mobs)
(2) : overcome by emotion <^ with grief); also : passionately eager
or enthusiastic (3) : not amenable to control or restraint : unruly
<the zebra is too ^ to be used as a draft animal; h ; marked
by turbulent agiiation : stormy <a — night) c : extravagant,
FANTASTIC d : escaped from normal restraints or control e : in-

dicative of strong passion, desire, or emotion 4 : uncivilized.
BARBARIC 5 : characteristic of, appropriate to, or expressive of
wilderness, wildlife, or a simple or uncivilized society 6 : deviat-
ing from the natural or expected course 7 oj a playing card : hav-
ing a denomination determined by the holder — wild>ly \'wi(3)l-
-(d)le\ adv — wild-ness \'wTC»)l(d)-n3s\ n

2Wild n 1 : a sparsely inhabited or uncultivated region or tract
; wilderness 2 : a wild, free, or natural state or existence

awild adv 1 : wildly 2 : without regulation or control
Wild allspice n : spicebush
wild and woolly adj : marked by a boisterous and untamed lack of
polish and refinement <a wild and woolly town;

Wild boar n : an Old World wild hog (Sus scroja) from which most
domestic swine have been derived

Wild carrot « : a widely naturalized Eurasian weed {Daucus carota)
that is prob. the original of the cultivated carrot and has an acrid
ill-flavored root — called also Queen Anne's lace
iwild*cat \'wT(3)l(d)-,kat\ n. pi wildcats 1 a : either of two cats
(Felis sylvesrris of Europe and F. ocreaia of Africa) that resemble
but are heavier in build than the domestic tabby cat and are usu.
held to be among the ancestors of the domestic cat b or pi wildcat
; any of various small or medium-sized cats (as the lynx or ocelot)
c : a feral domestic cat 2 : a savage quick-tempered person

3wildcat adj 1 a (1) ; financially irresponsible or unreliable (r^
banks) (2) : issued by a financially irresponsible banking estab-
lishment ('-^ currency) b : operating, produced, or carried on out-
side the bounds of standard or legitimate business practices
C ; of, relating to, or being an oil or gas well drilled in territory not
known to be productive d : initiated by a group of workers with-
out formal union approval or in violation of a contract <---' strike)
<'^ work stoppage) 2 a : o/ a cartridge : having a bullet of stand-
ard caliber but using an expanded case or a case designed for a
bullet of greater caliber necked down for the smaller bullet h oj a
rijle ; using wildcat cartridges
3wildcat vj wild'Cat>ted; wild«cat*ting : to prospect and drill an
experimental oil or gas well or mine shaft in territory not known to
be prodLictive

Wild.cat'ter \-,kat-3r\ n 1 : one that drills wells in the hope of
finding oil in territory not known to be an oil field 2 : one that
promotes unsafe and unreliable enterprises; esp : one that sells

stocks in enterprises of this kind 3 [wildcat (cartridge) + -er]

: one that designs, builds, or fires wildcat cartridges and rifles as a
hobby

Wild celery n : tape grass
wil-de.beest Vwil-d^-.best, 'viI-\ n, pi wildebeests also wilde-
beest [Afrik wildebees, fr. wilde wild + bees ox] ; gnu

Wil-der \'wil-d9r\ vb [prob. irreg. fr. wilderness'^ vt 1 archaic \ to
lead astray 2 archaic : bewilder, perplex ~ vi, archaic : stray,
wander — Wll-der^ment X-dsr-msntV n, archaic

Wil.der.ness \'wil-dar-nps\ n [ME, fr. wildem wild, fr. OE wild-
deoren of wild beasts; akin to OE wilde wild] 1 a : a tract or re-

gion uncultivated and uninhabited by human beings : waste b : an
empty or pathless area or region c : a part of a garden devoted to
wild growth 2 obs : wildness 3 : a confusing multitude or mass
; a greiit number or quantity <I would not have given it for a ^
of monkeys —Shak.)
Vi^derness area n : an area (as of national forest land) set aside
by government for preservation of natural conditions for scientific
or recreational purposes
Wild-eyed \'wT(3)l-'dTd\ adj 1 : appe ing or being furious or
raving (haggard and ~ men) 2 : consisti. ? of or favoring extreme
political or social measures (-^ schemes designed to circumvent the
law)

Wild lig n : caprifig
Wild*lire ywi(3)l(d)-,fT(3)r\ n l : a sweeping and destructive
conflagration 2 a : greek fire b : something of unquenchable
intensity or all-inclusive action (the news spread through the town
like ^) 3 : the ignis fatuus or a similar phosphorescent appearance
4 : HEAT LIGFfTNING

Wild Ilax n 1 : gold of pleasure 2 : toadflax
Wild flower n ; the flower of a wild or uncultivated plant or the plant
bearing it

Wild'lowl \'wT(9M(d)-,faul\ n : game bird; esp : a game waterfowl
(as a wild duck or goose) — Wild-fowl>er \-.fau-l3r\ n — Wild-
lowl-ing \-lii3\ n

wild ginger n : a No. American perennial herb (Asarum canadense)
of the binhwort family with a pungent creeping rhizome
Wild-goose chase n : the pursuit of something unattainable
Wild hyacinth n 1 : a camas (Camassia scilloides) with white
racemose flowers 2 ; wood hyacinth

Wild indigo n : any of a genus (Bapiisia) of American leguminous
plants; esp : a tumbleweed {B. tinctoria) with bright yellow flowers
and trifoliolate leaves

lWild.ing\'wTl-dio\/i 1 a : aplantgrowinguncultivatedin the wild
either as a native or an escape; esp : a wild apple or crab apple
b : the fruit of a wilding 2 : a wild animal

swilding adj : not domesticated or cultivated ; wild
Wild'iSh \'wTl-dish\ adj : somewhat wild
wild land n : land that is uncultivated or unfit for cultivation

: WASTELAND, DFSERT
Wild-life \'wTO)I-,(d)lTf\ «, ojten attrib : living things that are
neither human nor domesticated; esp : mammals, birds, and fishes
hunted by man
Wild.ling \'wT(3)l-(d)lio\ n : a wild plant or animal
Wild madder n 1 : madder l, 2a 2 : either of two bedstraws
{Gallium mollugo and G. tinctorium)

Wild mustard n : charlock

wild oat n 1 a : any of several wild grasses (genus Avena); esp ; a
European annual weed (A . Jatua)
common in meadows and pastures
b : any of a genus (i/vularia) of small
herbs of the lily family with drooping
bell-shaped yellowish flowers 2 pi
; offenses and indiscretions ascribed
to youthful exuberance — usu. used
in the phrase sow one's wild oats

Wild olive n : any of various trees that
resemble the olive or have fruits re-

sembling its fruit

wild pansy n : a common and longa
cultivated European viola {Viola tri-

color) which has short-spurred flow-
ers usu. blue or purple mixed with
white and yellow and from which
most of the garden pansies are derived— called also heartsease, Johnny-jumps
up

Wild parsley n : any of numerous wild
plants of the carrot family with finely
divided foliage

Wild pink n : an American catchfly
(genus Silene); esp : one (5. caro-
liniana) of the eastern U.S. with pink
or whitish flowers

Wild pitch n : a baseball pitch that
cannot be caught by the catcher and
that enables a base runner to advance wild oat la: / whole plant.

Wild rice n : a tail aquatic No. Amer- 2 panicle, J single spikelet,
ican perennial grass {Zizania aquatica) 4 lemma
yielding an edible grain

Wild rye n : any of several grasses (genus Elymus)
wild type n ; the typical form of an organism as ordinarily en-
countered in nature in contrast to atypical mutant individuals

Wild vanilla n : a perennial composite herb {Trilisa odoratissima) of
the southeastern U.S. with vanilla-scented leaves

Wild West n : the western U.S. in its frontier period
wild*wood \'wii,a)l-,(d^wud\ n : a wood unaltered or unfrequented
bv man

iw'lle \'wr(a)l\n [ME wi7, fr. (assumed) ONE, prob. of Gmc origin;
akin to OE wigle divination — more at witch] 1 : a trick or strata-
gem intended to ensnare or deceive; also : a beguiling or playful
trick 2 ; trickery, guile syn see trick

2wile vt 1 ; to lure by or as if by a magic spell : entice 2 [perh.
alter, of while'\ : to pass or spend pleasurably syn see while

Wil.i.ly \'wT-l3-le\ adv : in a wily manner
Wil»i»ness \'wT-le-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being wily

iWill \w3l, (9)1, (')wil\ vb, past WOUld \w9d, (9)d. (*)wud\ pres
sing & pi will [ME (1st & 3d sing. pres. indie), fr. OE wille (infin.

wyllan); akin lo OHG wili (3d sing. pres. indie.) wills, L velle to
wish, will] vt ; desire, wish (call it what you '^> •— verbal auxiliary
1 — used to express desire, choice, willingness, consent, or in nega-
tive constructions refusal (could find no one who would take the
job) (if we -^ all do our best) ("-- you please stop that racket)
2 — used to express frequent, customary, or habitual action or
natural tendency or disposition ('^ get angry over nothing) (^^

work one day and loaf the next) 3 — used to express simple fu-
turity (tomorrow morning I -^ wake up in this first-class hotel suite
—Tennessee Williams) 4 — used to express capability or suffi-

ciency (back seat -^ hold three passengers) 6 — used to express
probability or recognition and often equivalent to the simple verb
(that '^ be the milkman) 6 a — used to express determination,
insistence, persistence, or willfulness (1 have made up my mind to go
and go I ~) b — used to express inevitability (accidents '^ hap-
pen) 7 — used to express a command, exhortation, or injunction
(you ~ do as I say, at once) -^ vi : to have a wish or desire

2will \'wil\ n [ME, fr. OE willa will, desire; akin to OE wille"]

1 : DESIRE, wish: as a : disposftion, inclination b ; appetite,
passion c : CHOICE, determination 2 a : something desired; esp
: a choice or determination of one having authority or power
b (1) archaic : request, command (2) [fr. the phrase our will is

which introduces it] ; the part of a summons or other signet letter

that expresses its will or command 3 : the act, process, or experi-
ence of willing ; VOLITION 4a: mental powers manifested as wish-
ing, choosing, desiring, intending b : a disposition to act according
to principles or ends c ; the collective desire of a group 5 : self*
CONTROL 6 : a legal declaration of a person's mind as to the man-
ner in which he would have his property or estate disposed of after

his death; esp : a written instrument legally executed by which a
man makes disposition of his estate to take effect after his death

3Will \'wil\ vt 1 a : to order or direct by a will b : to dispose of by
or as if by a will ; bequeath 2 a : to determine by an act of choice
b ; decree, ordain (Providence '^s it) c ; intend, purpose — vi

1 : to exercise the will 2 : choose
will*able \'wil-9-b9l\ adj ; capable of being willed, wished, or de-
termined by will

willed \'wild\ adj : having a will esp. of a specified kind — usu.
used in combination <'strong-n'(//ed)

WiMem-ite \'wil-9-.mTt\ n [G willemit, fr. Willem (William) I tl843
king of the Netherlands] : a mineral ZnaSiO^ consisting of zinc
silicate, occurring in hexagonal prisms and in massive or granular
forms, and varying in color

Wil'let \'wil-3t\ n, pi willet [imit.] : a large shore bird (Caiop-
trophorus semipalrnaius) of the eastern and Gulf coasts and the cen-
tral parts of No. America

Will-Iul or Wil.lul \'wil-f9l\ adj 1 : governed by will without
regard to reason : ob.stinate 2 : done deliberately : intentional
syn see unruly, voluntary — will>ful*ly \-f9-le\ adv — will-
ful*ness n
Wil>liam Tell \,wil-y9m-'tel\ n : a legendary Swiss patriot sen-
tenced to shoot an apple from his son's head

Wil'lies \'wil-ez\ n pi [origin unknown] ; a fit of nervousness
: jriTERS

Wil.lie-waught \'wil-e-,wakt\ n [guid wilUe-waught, by incorrect
division fr. Sc guidwillie waught cheering drink] : a deep draft (as

of ale)

a abut; ® kitten; ar farther; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

J jok^ rj sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; ^ this;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

tt loot; u foot; y yet; ytt few; yu furious; zh vision
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Will.ing \'wn-lo\ odj 1 : inclined or favorably disposed In mind
; READY 2 : prompt to act or respond 3 : done, borne, or accepted
of choice or without reluctance 4 : of or relating to the will or
power of choosing : volftional syn see voluntary — will<iug>ly
\-io-ie\ adv — wilMng-ness n

Wil'li'Waw \'wil-e-,w6\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : a sudden violent

gust of cold land air common along mountainous coasts of high
latitudes b : a sudden violent wind 2 : a violent commotion or
agitation

will-less \'wil-las\ adj 1 : involving no exercise of the will ; in-

voluntary <-- obedience) 2 : not exercising the will (--^ human
beings)
WiU-O'-the-wisp \,wil-3-tli3-'wisp\ n [iVill (nickname fr. fVilliam)

+ oj + the + wisp} 1 : IGNIS fatuus 2 : a delusive goal —
will-o'-the-wisp'isli \-'wis-pish\ adj
iWil-lOW \'wiI-{,)o, 'wil-3(-w)\ n IMEwilghe, wilowe, fr. OE welig;

akin to MHG wilge willow, Gk helikel 1 : any of a genus (Salix

of the family Salicaceae, the willow family) of trees and shrubs
bearing aments of apeialous flowers and including forms of value
for wood, osiers, or tanbark and a few ornamentals 2 : an object
made of willow wood; esp : a cricket bat 3 [alter, of ^wiUy}
: a textile machine in which cotton or wool is opened and cleaned
by a spiked drum revolving in a box studded internally with spikes
— called also willower, willy — wiMowlike \-o-,lik, -a-,lik\ adj
2will0W 17 : to open and clean (textile fibers) with a willow
Wil'low-er \'wil-3-war\ n : a textile worker who operates a willow
Willow Herh n l : any of a genus {Epilobium) of herbs of the
evening-primrose family; esp ; a perennial (£. angustijolium) with
tall spikes of pinkish purple flowers that is an important honey plant
where abundant 2 : loosestrife; esp : a purplish-flowered form
(Lythrum salicaria) common in marshes

Willow oak n : an oak (as Quercus phellos of the eastern U.S.)
with lanceolate leaves

Willow pattern n : a design used in decorating willowware
"

; blue-and-whiteeO)r\ ,

willowware platter

wil'low-ware \'wii-a-,

dinnerware decorated with a storya
telling design featuring a large wil-
low tree by a little bridge

Wil'lowyx'wil-a-weXadj 1: abound-
ing with willows 2 a : resembling
a willow : PLIANT b : gracefully
tall and slender

will.pow.er \'wil-,pau(-3)r\ n : en-
ergetic determination ; RES0Ltn"E-
NESS

Will to power l : the drive of the
superman in the philosophy of
Nietzsche to perfect and transcend
the self through the possession and
exercise of creative power 2 : a
conscious or unconscious desire to exercise authority over others
iwiMy \'wil-e\ n [(assumed) ME, basket, fr. OE wiliga; akin to
OE welig willow] : willow 3

2willy VI : willow
Wil.ly-nil-Iy \,wil-e-'nil-e\ adv (or adj) [alter, of will I nill I or
will ye nill yc or will he nill he} ; by compulsion ; helplessly

Wil'SO-ni.an \wil-'so-ne-3n\ adj, usu cap : of, relating to, or char-
acteristic of Woodrow Wilson or his political principles or policies
iwilt \w3lt. (')wilt\ archaic pres 2d sing oj will
2wilt Vwilt\ vb [alter, of earlier welk, fr. ME welken, prob. fr.

MD; akin to OHG Qvwelken to wilt] vi 1 : to lose freshness and
become flaccid (as a plant on a dry day) : droop 2 : to grow weak
or fjint : LANGUISH — vr : to cause to wilt

3wilt \'wilt\ n 1 : an act or instance of wilting : the state of being
wilted 2 a : a disorder (as a fungus) of plants marked by loss of
turgidity in soft tissues with subsequent drooping and often
shriveling b ; a destructive virus disease of various caterpillars
marked by visceral liquefaction and shriveling of the body
Wil.ton \'wilt-^n\ n iWilton, borough in England] : a carpet
woven with loops like the Brussels carpet but having a velvet cut
pile and being generally of better materials

Wilt-Shire \'wilt-.shi(3)r, -sh3r\ n Wiltshire, county of England]
: any of an old English breed of pure-white sheep with long spirally
curved horns and long arched head — called also Wiltshire horn
wily \'wT-1e\ adj : full of wiles : crafty syn see sly
iwim.hle \'wim-b3l\ n [ME, fr. AF, fr. MD wimme I auger; akin to
MLG wimmel auger] : any of various instruments for boring holes

iwimhle vb wira-bling \-b(3-)lio\ archaic : to bore with or as if
with a wimble
iwim.ple \'wim-p3l\ n [ME wimpel, fr. OE; akin to OE wipian to
wipe] 1 ; a cloth covering worn outdoors over the head and around
the neck and chin by women esp. in the late medieval period and
by some nuns 2 Scot a : a crafty turn : twist b : curve, bend
awimple vb wim.pling \-p(3-)Iio\ vr 1 : to cover with or as if
with a wimple : veil 2 : to cause to ripple '^ vi 1 : to fall or lie
In folds 2 chiejly Scot ; to follow a winding course (as of a stream)
: MEANDER 3 I RIPPLE
twin \'win\ vb won \'w3n\ win-ning [ME winnen, fr. OE winnan
to struggle; akin to OHG winnan to struggle. L venus love, charm]
v; 1 : to gain the victory in a contest : succeed 2 : to succeed
in arriving at a place or a state ^ vi 1 : to get possession of esp.
by eltort : gain 2 a : to gain in or as if in battle or contest b : to
be the victor in iwon the war) 3 : to obtain by work : earn
4 : to solicit and gain the favor of; specij : to induce to accept
oneself in marriage 5 a : to obtain (as ore, coal, or clay) bymming b : to prepare (as a vein or bed) for regular mining c : to
recover (as metal) from ore syn see get
2win n : victory; specij : first place at the finish of a horse race —
compare place, show
3Win v; [prob. fr. E dial, win to take in, harvest, fr. ME winnen to
win] dtal Brit : to dry (as hay) by exposure to the air or heat
iwince \'win(t)s\ vi [ME wenchen to be impatient, dart about, fr.
(assumed) ONF wenchier, of Gmc origin; akin to OHG wankon
to totter. OE wincian to wink] : to shrink back involuntarily (as
from pain) : flinch syn see recoil
awince n : an act or instance of wincing
^W^ch \'winch\ n [ME winche roller, reel. fr. OE wince: akin to

.^ wink] 1 : any of various machines or instruments
r pulhng; esp ; a powerful machine with one or more

rope, cable, or chain for hauling or

hoisting ; windlass 2 ! a crank with a handle for giving motion
to a machine (as a grindstone)

2wincli vt : to hoist or haul with or as if with a winch — winch>er n
iwind \'wind, archaic or poetic *wTnd\ n. ojten attrib [ME, fr.

OE; akin to OHG wint wind, L ventus, Gk aenai to blow, Skt
vaii it blows] 1 a : a natural movement of air of any velocity;
esp : air in natural motion horizontally b : an' artificially produced
movement of air 2 a ; a destructive force or influence b : a
force or agency that carries along or influences : tendency,
TREND 3 a : breath 4a b : breath 2a c : the pit of the stomach
: SOLAR plexus 4 : gas generated in the stomach or the intestines
5 a ; compressed air or gas b archaic : air 6 : something that is

insubstantial: as a : mere talk : idle words b : nothing, nothing-
ness c : vain self-satisfaction 7 a : air carrying a scent (as of a
hunter or game) b : slight information esp. about something
secret : intimation 8a: musical wind instruments esp. as dis-
tinguished from strings and percussion b pi : players of wind
instruments 9 a : a direction from which the wind may blow
; a point of the compass; esp : one of the cardinal points b : the
direction from which the wind is blowing — get the wind up
: to become excited or alarmed — bave in the wind : to be on the
scent of — have the wind ol 1 : to be to windward of 2 : to
be on the scent of 3 : to have a superior position to — in the
Wind : about to happen : astir, afoot — near the wind 1 : CLOSEa
hauled 2 : close to a point of danger : near the permissible limit— off the wind ; away from the direction from which the wind is

blowing — under the wind 1 : to leeward 2 ; in a place pro-
tected from the wind : under the lee

2wind \'wind\ vr 1 : to detect or follow by scent 2 : to expose to
the air or wind : dry by exposing to air 3 : to make short of
breath 4 : to regulate the wind supply of (an organ pipe) 5 : to
rest (as a horse) in order to allow the breath to be recovered ^ vi

1 : to scent game 2 dial : to pause for breath
3wind X'wTnd, 'wind\ vb wind-ed X'wln-dsd, *win-\ or wound
\'waund\ wind-ing vt Vwind] 1 : to cause (as a horn) to sound by
blowing : blow <httle fishing boats -^ their conchs —Mary H.
Vorse) 2 : to sound (as a call or note) on a horn {wound a rousing
call —R.L.Stevenson) ^ vi : to produce a sound on a horn
4wind \'wTnd\ vb wound \'waund\ also wind*ed; wind-ing [ME
winden, fr. OE windan to twist, move with speed or force, brandish;
akin to OHG winian to wind, Urabrian ohavendu let him turn
aside] VI 1 : bend, warp 2 : to have a cur\'ing course or shape
; extend in curves 3 : to move so as to encircle 4 ; to turn when
lying at anchor ~ vr 1 a obs : weave b : entangle, involve

: to introduce sinuously or stealthily : insinuate 2 a : to
encircle or cover with something pliable : bind with loops or
layers b : to turn completely or repeatedly about an object
; coil, twine c (1) : to hoist or haul by means of a rope or chain
and a windlass (2) : to move (a ship) by hauling on a capstan
d (1) : to tighten the spring of <'^ a clock> (--• up a toy train)
(2) obs : to make tighter : tighten, tune (3) : crank {wound down
the car window) e : to raise to a high level (as of e.xcitement or
tension) 3 a : to cause to move in a curving line or path b archaic
: to turn the course of; esp : to lead (a person) as one wishes
c (1) : to cause (as a ship) to change direction : turn (2) : to
turn (a ship) end for end d : to traverse on a curving course
<the river ^s the valley) e : to effect by curving — windier n

swind \'wTnd\ n 1 : a mechanism (as a winch) for winding 2 : an
act of winding : the state of being wound 3 : coil, turn 4 : a
particular method of winding
wind»age \'win-dij\ n 1 a : the space between the projectile of a
smoothbore gun and the surface of the bore b : the difference
between the diameter of the bore of a muzzle-loading rifled cannon
and that of the projectile cylinder 2a: the amount of sight
deflection necessary to compensate for wind displacement in
aiming a gun b (1) : the influence of the wind in deflecting the
course of a projectile (2) : the amount of deflection due to the
wind 3 : the disturbance of the air caused by a passing object
(as a projectile) 4 : the surface exposed (as by a ship) to the wind

wind-bag \'win(d)-,bag\ n : an idly talkative person
wind-blown \-,bl6n\ adj 1 : blown by the wind; esp : having a
permanent set or character of growth determined by the prevailing
winds <'--' trees) 2 oj hair : cut so that the ends turn outward
and to the front as if blown by a wind from behind

wind.bound \-,baund\ adj : prevented from sailing by a contrary
or a high wind

wind-break \-,brak\ n : a growth of trees or shrubs serving to
break the force of wind; broadly : a shelter (as a fence) from the
wind
Wind.break-er \-,bra-k3r\ trademark — used for an outer jacket
made of wind -resistant materia!

Wind-brO'ken \-,bro-k3n\ adj, oj a horse : affected with pulmonary
emphysema or with heaves

Wind- burn \-,b9rn\ n : irritation caused by wind — wind-burned
\-,barnd\ adj

Wind cone n : wind sock
Wind-er X'wTn-darX n : one that winds: as a : a worker who winds
yarn or thread b ; any of various textile machines for winding
thread and yarn c : a key for winding a mechanism (as a clock)
d : a step that is wider at one end than at the other (as in a spiral
staircase)

Wind-Iall \'win(d)-,f6l\ n, often attrib 1 : something (as a tree
or fruit I blown down by the wind 2 : an unexpected or sudden
gain or advantage

Wind- flaw \-,fl6\ n : a gust of wind : flaw
wind-flow-er \-,fiau(-3)r\ n 1 : anemone l 2 : rue anemone
wind. gall \-,g6l\ n : a soft tumor or synovial swelling on a horse's
leg in the region of the fetlock joint — wind-galled \-,g61d\ adj
wind gap n : a notch in the crest of a mountain ridge
Wind harp n : aeolian harp
Wind.liov-er X'wind-.hav-ar, -,hav-\ n, Brit !

Wind-i-ly \'win-d3-le\ adv : in a windy i

Wind-i-ness \-de-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being windy
Twind.ing \'wTn-dir)\ nit material (as wire) wound or coiled
about an object (as an armature) ; also : a single turn of the wound
material 2 a : the act of one that winds b : marmer of winding
3 : a curved or sinuous course, line, or progress

^winding adj : marked by winding, as a : having a pronounced
curve; esp : spiral <a '^ stairway) b ; having a course that winds
<a ^ road)
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windlass

vertical shaft and two

windmill

Wlnd-ing-slieet \-,shet\ n ; a sheet In which a corpse is wrapped
: SHROUD

wind instrument n : a musical instrument sounded by wind and
esp. by the breath

wind-jam-mer \'wlnCd)-,iam-3r\ n ; a sailing ship or one of its

iwind-lass \'wln-(d)l3s\ n [ME wyndlas,
alter, of wyndas, fr. ON vinddss, fr. vinda
to wind + ass pole; akin to OHG wintan
to wind] : any of various machines for
hoisting or hauling: as a ; a horizontal
barrel supported on vertical posts and
turned by a crank so that the hoisting
rope is wound around the barrel b : a
steam or electric winch with horizontal o!

drums used to raise a ship's anchor
awindlass v/ : to hoist or haul with a windlass
Win.dle.straw \'win-(d)"I-,str6\ n [(assumed) ME, fr. OB windel-
streaw, fr. windel basket (fr. windan to wind) + streaw straw]
£rit : a dry thin stalk of grass

iwind-mill \'win(d)-,mil\ n 1 a : a mill operated
by the wind usu. acting on oblique vanes or sails

which radiate from a horizontal shaft; esp : a
wind-driven water pump b : the wind-driven
wheel of a windmill 2 : something that resembles
or suggests a windmill: as a : pinwheel 1 b slang
; HELICOPTER 3 [fr. the episode in Don Quixote
by Cervantes in which the hero attacks windmills
under the illusion that they are giants] : an imagi-
nary wrong, evil, or opponent — used in the phrase
to tilt at windmills
SWtUdmill vt : to cause to move like a windmill ~ vl

; to move like a windmill
Win.dow \'win-(.)d6, -ds(-w)\ n, ojten attrib [ME
windowe, fr. ON vindauga^ fr. vindr wind + auga
eye; akin to OE wind and to OE eage eye— more at
EYE] 1 : an opening esp. in the wall of a building
for admission of light and air usu. closed by case-
ments or sashes containing transparent material
(as glass) and capable of being opened and shut
2 : WINDOWPANE 3 : an opening like or suggestive
of a window (as a shutter, slot, valve) 4 : the
transparent panel of a window envelope 5 : the framework (as a
shutter or sash with its fittings) that closes a window opening
6 ; strips of foil dropped from airplanes to interfere with radar
detection
window box /i 1 : one of the hollows In the sides of a window
frame for the weights that counterbalance a lifting sash 2 : a
box designed to bold soil for growing plants on a windowsill
Win.dow-dress \'win-do-,dres, -d3-,dres\ vr [back-formation fr.

window dresser} ; to make appear more attractive or more favor-
able
window dresser n 1 : one that arranges merchandise and decora-
tions in a show window — called also window trimmer 2 : one that
distorts facts or puts up a front in order to make a favorable im-
pression
window dressing n 1 : the display of merchandise in a retail store
window 2 : a showing (as financial) made to create a good but
sometimes false impression
window envelope n : an envelope having a transparent panel
through which the address on the enclosure is visible

WiU'dow-pane \'win-da-,pan, -d5-\ n : a pane in a window
window seat n ; a seat built into a window recess

Window shade n : a shade or curtain for a window
Win.dow-shop \*win-d3-,shap, -do-\ v) : to look at the displays In
store windows without going inside the stores to make purchases —
win»dow-shop-per n

win-dow-sill y.sil\ n : the horizontal member at the bottom of a
window opening
Wind-pipe \'win(d)-,pTp\ n : the passage for the breath from the
larynx to the lungs : trachea

wind-pol-li.nat.ed \-'pal-a-,nat-3d\ adj ; pollinated by wlnd=>
borne pollen
wind-proof \-'pruf\ adj : proof against the wind <a ~ jacket)

wind rose \'win-,dr6z\ n [G windrose compass card] : a diagram
showing for a given place the relative frequency or frequency and
strength of winds from different directions
iwind.row \'win-,(d)ro\ n 1 a : a row of hay raked up to dry
before being baled b ; a similar row (as of grain) for drying
2 : a row heaped up by or as if by the wind 3 a : a long low ridge
of road-making material scraped to the side of a road b ; bank,
RIDGE, HEAP
2windrow vt : to put into windrows
wind scale n : a series of numbers or words corresponding to
various ranges of wind speeds for indicating the force of the wind
Wind.screen \'win(d)-,skren\ n, Brit : an automobile windshield

Wind shake n : shake in timber attributed to high winds — wind-
shak'Gn \'win(d)-,sha-k3n\ adj

Wind.shield \'w!n(d)-,sheid\ n : a transparent
screen (as of glass) in front of the occupants of
a vehicle to protect them from the wind
wind sock n : a truncated cloth cone open at
both ends and mounted in an elevated position
to indicate the direction of the wind — called
also wind sleeve
Wind-sor chair \,win-zar-\ n [Windsor, bor-
ough in England and seat of Windsor Castle,
residence of English sovereigns] ; a wooden
chair of stick construction with spindle back
Windsor knot n : a knot used for tying four*
in-hand ties that is wider than the usual four:*
in-hand knot
Windsor tie n : a broad necktie usu, tied In a
loose bow

Wind'Storm \'wln(d)-,st6C3)nn\ n : a storm marked by high
wind with little or no precipitation

Wiud^suck^er \-,s9k-3r\ n : a wind-sucking horse
wind sucking n : a vice of horses in which the animal swallows or
goes through the motions of swallowing quantities of air

Wind.swept \'win(d)-.swept\ adj : swept by or as if by wind
Wind tee n : a large weather vane shaped like a horizontal letter T
on or near a landing field

wind tunnel n : a tunnellike passage through which air Is blown
at a known velocity to determine the effects of wind pressure
on an object (as an airplane part or model or a guided missile)
placed in the passage
wind up vr l : to bring to a conclusion : end 2 : to put in order

: SETTLE '-VI 1 a ; to come to a conclusion b : to arrive in a
place, situation, or condition at the end or as a result of a course
of action {wound up as millionaires) 2 : to give a preliminary
swing to the arm (as before pitching a baseball)
iwind-up \'wTn-,d3p\ n 1 a : the act of bringing to an end h : a
concluding act or part : finish 2 : a preliminary swing of the
arm before pitching a baseball
2windup adj : having a spring wound up by hand for operation <'^
toy)
iwind'Ward \'win-(d)w3rd\ adj ; moving or situated toward the
direction from which the wind is blowing — compare leeward
^windward n : the side or direction from which the wind is blowing— to windward : into or in an advantageous position
wind.way \'win-.(d)wa\ n : a passage for air

Wind-Wing \-,(d)wir]\ n ; a small panel in an automobile window
that can be turned outward for ventilation
windy \'win-de\ adj 1 a (1) ; windswept (2) : marked by strong
wind or by more wind than usual b : violent, stormy 2 : flatu-
lent 1 3a; VERBOSE, bombastic b : lacking substance ; empty
iwine \'wTn\ n [ME win, fr. OE win; akin to OHG win wine;
both fr. a prehistoric Gmc word borrowed fr. L vinum wine, of
non-IE origin; akin to the source of Gk 01/105 wine] 1 : fermented
grape juice containing varying percentages of alcohol together
with ethers and esters that give it bouquet and flavor 2 : the
usu. fermented juice of a plant product (as a fruit) used as a
beverage 3 : something that invigorates or intoxicates 4 : a
variable color averaging a dark red
2wine vt : to treat to wine iwined and dined his friends) -«- v/ : to
drink wine

wine cellar n ; a room for storing wines; also : a stock of wines
wine cooler n : a vessel or container in which wine is cooled;
specij ; a metal-lined wooden container on legs with casters used
esp. in the ISih and early 19th centuries for cooling wine

wine. glass \'wTn-,gIas\ n 1 : a stemware drinking glass for wine
2 : a four-ounce unit of measure used in mixing drinks

Wine-grow-er \-,gro(-a)r\ n : one that cultivates a vineyard and

Wiiie palm n : any of several palms whose sap Is used to make wine
Wine-press \-.pres\ n i a vat in which juice is expressed from
grapes by treading or by means of a plunger
Win-ery \'wTn-(a-)re\ n : a wine-making establishment
Wine.shop \'wTn-,shap\ n ; a tavern that specializes in serving wine
wine*skin \-,skin\ n : a bag made from the skin of an animal and
used for holding wine

Wine taster n 1 : one that tests wine by tasting 2 : a small flat

bowl used to hold a sample of wine being tested

win-ey var oj winy
Iwing \'wio\ n, ojten attrib [ME winge, of Scand origin; akin to
Dan & Sw vinge wing; akin to Skt vati it blows — more at wind]
la: one of the movable feathered or membranous paired ap-
pendages by means of which a bird, bat, or insect is able to fly;

also : such an appendage even though rudimentary if possessed
by an animal belonging to a group characterized by the power of
flight b : any of various organic structures esp, of a flying fish

or flying lemur providing means of limited flight 2 : an appendage
or part likened to a wing in shape, appearance, or position: as
a : a device (as for swimming) attached to the shoulders b : ala
c : a turned-back or extended edge on an article of clothing
d : a sidepiece at the lop of an armchair e (1) : a foliaceous. mem-
branous, or woody expansion of a plant esp. along a stem or on a
samara or capsule i'l) ; either of the two lateral petals of a papili-
onaceous flower f : a vane of a windmill or arrow g ; sail
h ; one of the airfoils that develop a major part of the lift which
supports a heavier-than-air aircraft 3 : a means of flight or rapid
progress 4 : the act or manner of flying ; flight 5 : arm; esp : a
throwing or pitching arm 6 : a side or outlying region or district

7 ; a part or feature usu. projecting from and subordinate to the
main or central part 8 a : one of the pieces of scenery at the side
of a stage b pi : the area at the side of the stage out of sight
9 a : a left or right section of an army or fleet b : one of the posi-
tions or players on either side of a center position or line of a field,

court, or rink; esp : such a position or player on the forward line of
a team 10 a : either of two opposing groups within an organization
or society : faction b : a section of an organized body (as a
legislative chamber) representing a group or faction holding distinct

opinions or policies — compare left wing, right wing 11 a : a
unit of the US. Air Force higher than a group and lower than an
air division b : two or more squadrons of naval airplanes not car-
rier based 12 : a dance step marked by a quick outward and in-
ward rolling glide of one foot — on the wing : in flight : flying —
under one's wing : imder one's protection : in one's charge or

swing vt 1 a : to fit with wings b : to enable to fly or move swiftly
2 a : to wound in the wing : disable the wing of b : to wound
(as with a bullet) without killing 3 a : to traverse with or as if

with wings b : to effect or achieve by flying 4 ; to let fly : dis-
patch '^ vi : to go with or as if with wings : fly
wing and wing adv : with sails extended on both sides

wing'back \'wio-,bak\ n : a football back whose position on
offense is beyond the offensive end; also ; the position of a player
so stationed
wing bow n : the lesser coverts of the shoulder or bend of a bird's
wing when distinctively colored

wing case « : elytron
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wing chair 1024 wiredrawer

wing chair n ; an upholstered armchair with high solid back
and sides that provide a rest for the head and
protection from drafts

wing covert n ; one of the coverts of the wing

wing.ding X'wio-.dloX n [origin unknown] ; a
wild or lively or lavish party
winged \'wiod also except for la "esp."

'wio-3d\ adj la: having wings esp. of a
specified character b ; using wings in flight

2 a : soaring with or as if with wings : elevated
b : SWIFT, RAPID

wing-foot-ed \'wio-'fut-3d\ adj : having winged
feet : swift <^ messenger)
wing^less \'wiQ-l3s\ adj : having no wings or wing chair

very rudimentary wings — wing'less-ness n
wing. let \'wir)-l3t\ n 1 : a very small wing 2 : bastard wing
wing.like \-,irk\ adj : resembling a wing in form or lateral position
wing loading n : the gross weight of an airplane fully loaded divided
by the area of the supporting surface — called also wing load

wing-man \-m3n\ n : a pilot that flies behind and outside the
leader of a flying formation
wing nut n ; a nut with wings affording a grip for the thumb and
finger

wing.over \'wir]-,o-v3r\ n : a flight maneuver in which a plane
is put into a climbing turn until nearly stalled after which the nose
Is allowed to fall while the turn is continued until normal fUght Is

attained in a direction opposite to that in which the maneuver was
entered
wings \'wiQz\ n pi z Insignia consisting of an outspread pair
of stylized bird's wings which are awarded on completion of
prescribed training to a qualified pilot, bombardier, gunner.

other member or

: practice of shooting at game birds in

lairple

the spread of the

; wing measured

'igator, observer, flight surgeon,
balloon pilot in

wing shooting n : the act
flight or at flying targets
Wing-span \'wio-.span\ n ; the length of i

between outermost tips

Wing-spread \-,spred\ n
specif : the extreme measurement between the tips

of the wings (as of a bird or insect)

wing lip n 1 : a toe cap having a point extending back toward the
throat of the shoe and curving sides extending toward the shank
2 : a shoe having a wing tip

wingy \'wlri-e\ adj 1 ; having wings 2 : soaring with or as if with
wings 3 ; resembling or suggesting a wing in shape or position <~
sleeves)
iwink \'wiok\ vb [ME winken, fr. OE wincian; akin to OHG
winchan to stagger, wink, L vacillare to sway — more at pre-
varicate] VI 1 : to shut one eye briefly as a signal or in teasing
2 : to close and open the eyelids quickly 3 : to avoid seeing or
noting something — usu. used with at 4 : to gleam or flash
intermittently : twinkle 5 a : to come to an end — usu. used
with out b : to stop shining — usu. used with out 6 : to signal
a message with a light '^ vt 1 : to cause to open and shut 2 : to
affect or influence by or as If by blinking the eyes
syn WiNK, BLINK mean to close and open one's eyelids, wink

Implies rapid, light, and usu. involuntary motion; blink commonly
implies a slower closing and opening that may suggest a dazzled
or dazed state or a struggle against drowsiness; In figurative use
WINK implies connivance or indulgence, blink suggests evasion or
shirking
2wink n 1 : a brief period of sleep : nap 2 a : a hint or sign given
by winking b : an act of winking 3 : the time of a wink : instant
4 : a flicker of the eyeUds : blink
Wink.er \'wiQ-k3r\ n l : one that winks 2 a ; a horse's blinder

; blinker b : eye; also ; eyelash
iwin.kle V'wlq-kalX n [short for periwinkle'^ 1 : 2peR!Winkle
2 : any of various whelks (esp. genus Busycon) that destroy large
numbers of oysters and clams by drilling their shells and rasping
away their flesh

2winkle vt win-kllng \-k(3-)llo\ : to displace, extract, or evict from
a position — usu. used with out
swinkle W [freq. of wink^ : twinkle
win.na.ble \'win-3-b3l\ adj : able to be won
win»ner \'win-3r\ n : one that wins: as a ; one that Is successful
esp. through praiseworthy ability and hard work bra victor esp.
In games and sports

winner's circle n ; an enclosure near a racetrack where the winning
horse and jockey are brought for photographs and awards
iwin.ning \'win-io\ n 1 : the act of one that wins : victory
2 : something won : conquest 3 a : a shaft or pit opening made
to win coal b : a more or less isolated section of a mine
2Winning adj : attractive, charming — win-ning.ly \-io-Ie\ adv
winning gallery n : the netted opening which is farthest from the
dedans and Into which a ball counted as winning In court tennis
is played

the dedans, grille, or winning gallery of awinning opening n

win-nock \'win-3k\
iwin.now \'win-(,)

[ME (Sc) windok, windowe'\ Scot t WINDOW
. -- /in-a(-w')\ vb [ME winewen, fr. OE windwian

to fan. winnow; akin to OHG winton to fan, L vannus winnowing
is wind — more at wind] vr 1 a (1) : to remove (as chaff)

of air (2) : to get rid of (something undesirable or
unwanted) b : separate, sift 2 : to treat (as grain) by exposure
to a current of air so that waste matter is eliminated 3 : fan~ vi 1 : to separate chaff from grain by fanning 2 : to separate
desirable and undesirable elements
2winnow n l : a device for winnowing 2 a : the act of winnowing

; a motion resembling that of winnowing
•now.er \'win-3-w3r\ n : one that winnows; esp ; 1 winnowing

, pi winos : one who is chronically addicted towino \'wT-(,)no
drinking wine
Win.some \'win(t)-S3m\ adj [ME winsum, fr. OE wynsum, fr.
wynn joy; akin to OHG wunna joy. L venus love — more at win]
1 : causing joy or pleasure : winning 2 ; cheerful, gay —
win.some-ly adv — win.some.ness n
'win.ter \'wlnt-3r\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG wintar winter]

1 ; the season between autumn and spring comprising in the north-
em hemisphere usu. the months December, January, and February
or as reckoned astronomically extending from the December solstice

to the March equinox 2 : the colder half of the year 3 : year
4 : a period of inactivity or decay

awinter vb win-ter.ing X'wint-a-rio, *win-trio\ vi 1 : to pass the
winter 2 : to feed or find food during the winter — used with on
'— vr : to keep, feed, or manage during the winter
3winter adj : sown In autumn for harvesting in the following spring
or summer <'^ wheat) <~ rye)

Winter aconite n : a small Old Worid perennial herb (Eranthis
hyemalis) of the crowfoot family grown for its bright yellow flowers
which often bloom through the snow

win-ter.ber.ry \'wint-3r-,ber-e\ n : any of various American
hollies with bright red berries persistent through the winter
win-ter-boume \-,b6(3)rn, -,b6(3)m, -,buO)m\ n : a stream that
flows only or chiefly In winter

winter crookneck n : any of several crooknecks that are winter
squashes of the pumpkin group noted for their keeping qualities

win-ter-er \'wint-3r-sr\ n ; one that winters; specij : a winter resi-

dent or visitor

winter flounder n : a rusty brown flounder {Pseudopleuronectes
america/ias) of the northwestern Atlantic Important as a market
fish esp. in winter

win.ter-green \'wint-ar-,gren\ n 1 : any of a genus (Pyrola of the
family Pyrolaceae, the wintergreen family) of evergreen perennial
herbs related to the heaths; esp : one (P. minor) with small round
basal leaves 2 a : any of a genus (Gaulrheria) of the heath family;
esp : a low evergreen plant (G. procumbens) with white flowers
and spicy red berries — called also checkerberry b ; an essential
oil from this plant or its flavor (-^ lozenges)

win-ter.ish \'wint-a-rish, 'win-trish\ adj : suitable to or suggestive
of winter : somewhat wintry

Win.ter-iza-tion X.wint-s-ra-'za-shsnX n : the process of winterizing
: the state of being winterized

win.ter.ize \'wint-a-,rTz\ vr : to make ready for winter or winter
use and esp. resistant or proof against winter weather

win-ter-kill \*wint-3r-,kil\ vt : to kill (as a plantj by exposure to
winter conditions -^ vi ; to die as a result of exposure to winter
conditions — winterkill n

win-ter.ly \'wint-3r-le\ adj : wintry, cheerless
winter melon /i ; a muskmelon iCucumis meto inodorus) with
smooth rind and sweet white or greenish flesh that keeps well

winter quarters n pi but sing or pi in constr I a winter residence or
stiition (as of a military unit or a circus)

winter squash n : any of various squashes derived from a natural
species {Cucurbita maxima) or pumpkins from a species (C.
moschata) that can be stored for several months

Win-ter-tide \'wint-3r-.tTd\ n : the season of winter
Win through vi : to survive difficulties and reach a desired or satis-

factory end
win.tle \'wln(t)-=l\ vl [perh. fr. Flem windtelen to reel] Scot

: stagger, reel; also : wriggle
win.tri'ly \'win-tr3-le\ adv ; in a wintry manner
Win^tri-ness \-tre-n3s\ n : the quahty or state of being wintry
win-try \'win-tre\ or Win-tery X'wint-s-re, 'win-tre\ adj 1 archaic

: of or relating to winter 2 : characteristic of winter : cold,
stormy 3a: aged b : white c : chilling, cheerless
winy \'wT-ne\ adj 1 : having the taste or quahties of wine : vinous
2 oj the air : exhilarating
iwinze \'winz\ n [alter, of earlier winds, prob. fr. pi. of ^wind'i l a
steeply inclined passageway connecting a mine working place with

2winze n [Flem or D wensch wish] Scot : curse
iwipe \'wTp\ vt [ME wipen, fr. OE wipian: akin to OHG wijan to
wind around. L vibrare to vibrate] 1 a : to rub with or as if

wiih something soft for cleaning b : to clean or dry by rubbing
c : to draw, pass, or move for or as if for rubbing or cleaning
2 a : to remove by or as if by rubbing b (1 ) : to expunge complete-
ly : OBLITERATE (2 ) : to cause to cease to exist : annihilate— usu.
used with out 3 a : to spread by or as If by wiping b : to form
(a joint between lead pipes) by applying solder in repeated incre-
ments individually spread and shaped with greased cloth pads
2wipe n 1 a : blow, strike b : gibe, jeer 2 : an act or Instance of
wiping 3 : something used for wiping

Wip-er \'wT-p3r\ n 1 : one that wipes 2 a ; something (as a towel
or sponge) used for wiping b : a projecting tooth, tumbler, eccen-
tric, tappet, or cam on a rotating or oscillating piece used esp. for
raising a stamper, the helve of a power hammer, or other part
intended lo fall by its own weight c : a moving contact for making
connections with the terminals of an electrical device (as a rheostat)

wipe up vt : to make clean by or as if by wiping ; mop up
wir-able \'wT-r3-b3l\ adj : capable of being wired
twire \'wT(3)r\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE wir; akin to OHG
wiara fine gold, L viere to plait, Gk iris rainbow] 1 a : metal in
the form of a usu. very flexible thread or slender rod b : a thread
or rod of such material 2 a ; wirework b : the meshwork of
parallel or woven wire on which the wet web of paper forms
3 : something wirelike (as a thin plant stem> 4 usu pi a : a system
of wires used to operate the puppets in a puppet show b : hidden
Influences controlUng the action of a person or organization
5 a : a Une of wire for conducting electrical current — compare
cord 3b b : a telephone or telegraph wire or system c : tele-
gram, cablegram 6 : fencing or a fence of usu. barbed wire
7 : the finish line of a race — wire-like \-,lik\ adj — under the
wire 1 : at the finish line 2 : at the last moment

2wire vr l : to provide with wire : use wire on for any purpose
2 : to send or send word to by telegraph ^ vi ; to send a telegraphic
message

wire cloth n : a fabric of woven metaUic wire "^s for strainers)

wire coat n : a coat (as of a dog) of harsh and dense outer hair

wired \'wT(3)rd\ adj 1 ; reinforced by wire (as for strength)

2 : furnished with wires (as for electric connections) 3 : bound
with wire <a '^ container) 4 : having a wirework netting or fence

wired radio n ; a system for distributing radio programs over wire
lines — called also wired wireless, wire radio

wire-draw \'wT(3)r-,dr6\ vt 1 a : to draw or stretch forcibly
b : to draw or spin out to great length, tenuity, or overreflneraent
: ATTENUATE 2 I to draw (metal) into wire — wire-drawer
S.-dr6(-3)r\ n



wiredrawing 1025 wifches'-broom
Wire-draw-ing n : the act, process, or occupation of drawing metal
into wire
Wiie-drawn \-,dr6n\ adj ; excessively minute and subtle <'-^

distinctions)
Wire gauge « l ; a gauge esp. for measuring the diameter of wire
or thickness of sheet metal 2 : any of various systems consisting of
a series of standard sizes used in describing the diameter of wire or
the thickness of sheet metal

wire gauze n : a gauzelike texture of fine wires
wire glass n ; a glass with wire netting embedded In it

wire grass n : any of various grasses having wiry culms or leaves;
esp : a European slender-stemmed meadow grass {Poa compressa)
widely naturalized in the U.S. and Canada

wire.hair \'wT(3)r-,ha(a)r, -.he(3)r\ n : a wirehaired fox terrier
Wire-haired \-'ha(a)rd, -'he(3)rd\ adj : having a stiff wiry outer

; a large European bird dog with
: of hair

Wirehaired pointing griHon
a harsh wiry coat

Wirehaired terrier n ; a wirehaired fox terrier
iwire-less \'wT{3)r-l3s\ adj l ; having no wire or wires 2 chiefly
Brit : of or relating to radiotelegraphy, radiotelephony, or radio

2wireless n i : wireless telegraphy 2 : radiotelephony
3 chiefly Brit : radio — wireless vb

wireless telegraphy n ; telegraphy carried on by radio waves and
without connecting wires — called also wireless telegraph

Wireless telephone n : radiotelephone
wire.man \'wl(3)r-m3n\ n : a maker of or worker with wire; esp

: lineman
wire netting n ; a texture of woven wire coarser than wire gauze
Wire.pho.to \'wTCa)r-'fdt-C,)6\ trademark — used for a photo-
graph transmitted by electrical signals over telephone wires

Wire-piUl-er \-,pul-3r\ n : one who uses secret or underhand means
to influence the acts of a person or organization — wire-pull.ing

J wire : wireman; esp : a
\,pul-io\ n

Wir.er \'wir-3r\ n : one that wires or
trapper who uses a wire trap

Wire-re.cord \,wT(3)(r)-ri-'k6C3)rd\ vt: to make a wire recording of
wire recorder n : a magnetic recorder using magnetic wire
wire recording n : magnetic recording on magnetic wire; also : the
recording made by this process

Wire rope n : a rope formed wholly or chiefly of wires
wire service n : a news agency that sends out syndicated news copy
by wire to subscribers
iwire-tap \'wT(a>r-,lap\ vi : to tap a telephone or telegraph wire
to get information
awiretap n l : the act or an instance of wiretapping 2 : an electri-
cal connection for wiretapping

Wire.tap.per \-,tap-3r\ n ; one that taps telephone or telegraph

wire.way \'wT(a)r-.wa\ n : a conduit for wires
wire-work \-,w3rk\ n l : work of wires; esp : meshwork, netting,
or griUwork of wire 2 : walking on wires esp. by acrobats
Wire.worm \-,w3rm\ n l : a worm that is the slender hard-coated
larva of various click beetles and is esp. destructive to plant roots
2 ; millipede

Wir.i.ness \'wT-re-nas\ n : the quality or state of being wiry
Wir.ing \'wl(3)r-irj\ n 1 : the act of providing or using wire 2 : a
system of wires : wirework; esp ; an arrangement of wires used for
electric distribution

Wir.ra \'wir-a\ interj [oh wirra, fr. IrGael a Muire, lit., O Mary]
Irish — usu. used to express lament, grief, or concern

Wiry \'wl(3)r-e\ adj 1 a: made or consisting of wire b : resembling
wire esp. in form and flexibility o oj sound : produced by or sug-
gestive of the vibration of wire 2 : being lean, supple, and vigorous
: SINEWY

Wis \'wis\ v6 [by incorrect division fr. iwis (understood as / wis,
with wis taken to be an archaic pres. indie, of 'wiV)] archaic : know
WiS.dom \'wiz-d3m\ n [ME, fr. OE wisdom, fr. wis wise] 1 a : ac-
cumulated philosophic or scientific learning ; knowledge h ; abil-
ity to discern inner qualities and relationships : insight : good
sense : judgment 2 : a wise attitude or course of action 3 : the
teachings of the ancient wise men syn see sense
Wisdom tooth n [fr. being cut usu. in the late teens] : the last tooth
of the full set on each half of each jaw in man
iwise \'wTz\ n [ME, fr. OE wise: akin to OHG wlsa manner. Gk
eidos form, idein to see — more at wrr] : manner, way

2Wise adj [ME wis, fr. OE wis: akin to OHG wis wise. OE witan to
know — more at wit] la: having wisdom ; sage ta : exercising
sound judgment : prudent 2 : evidencing or hinting at the posses-
sion of inside information : knowing; also ; crafty, shrewd
3 obs : skilled in magic or divination — wise.ly adv
syn SAGE, SAPIENT. JUDICIOUS, PRUDENT, SENSIBLE, SANE: WISE Sug-

gests great understanding of people and of situations and unusual
discernment and judgment in dealing with them; sage suggests wide
experience, great learning, and wisdom; sapient is chiefly ironical
and implies chiefly an appearance of sageness; judicious stresses a
capacity for reaching wise decisions or just conclusions; prudent
suggests exercise of the restraint of sound practical wisdom and
discretion; sensible applies to action guided and restrained by good
sense and rationality; sane stresses mental soundness, rationahty,
and levelheadedness
awise vt : inform, instruct — usu. used with up ^ vi : to become
informed or knowledgeable : learn — used with up

4wise vt [ME wisen, fr. OE wlsian: akin to ON visa to show the way,
OE WIS wise] 1 chiefly Scot a : direct, guide b : advise, persuade
2 chiejly Scot : to divert or impel in a given direction ; send

-Wise \,wrz\ adv comb jorm [ME, fr. OE -wJsan, fr. wise manner]
1 a : in the manner of (crabwise} (fanwise) b : in the position or
direction of {slantwise} <clockH'i^c> 2 : with regard to : in respect
of idoWarwisey

Wise.acre \'wT-,za-k3r\ n [MD wijssegger soothsayer, modjf. of
OHG wizzago: akin to OE witega soothsayer, witan to know] : one
who pretends to knowledge or cleverness : smart aleck
iwise.crack \'wrz-,krak\ n : a sophisticated or knowing witticism
syn see jest
^wisecrack vi : to make a wisecrack — wise>craok.er n

wise guy \'wTz-,gT\ n : a cocky conceited fellow ; know-it-all
wise-ness \'wTz-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being wise : wisdom
wi-sen-hei.mer \'wTz-=n-,hT-m3r\ n [^-wise + G -enheimer (as in G
family names such as Guggenheimer, Oppenheimer} ; one who has
the air of knowing all about something or everything : wiseacre
wl.sent \'ve-.zent\ n [G, fr. OHG wisunt — more at bison] : a
European bison {Bison bonasus) — called also aurochs

Wise-wom-an \'wT2-.wum-an\ n 1 : a woman versed In charms,
conjuring, or fortune-telling 2 : midwife
iWiSh \'wish\ vb [ME wisshen, fr. OE wyscan; akin to OHG
wunsken to wish, L venus love, charm — more at win] vt 1 : to
have a desire for : crave 2 : to invoke upon ; bid <~ him good
night) 3 a : to give form to (a wish) b : to express a wish for
c : to request in the form of a wish : order 4 : to confer (some-
thing unwanted) upon : foist — vi 1 : to have a desire ; want
2 : to make a wish syn see desire — wish-er n
2wish n 1 a : an act or instance of wishing or desire : want b ; an
object of desire : goal 2 a : an expressed will or desire ; mandate
b : a request or command couched as a wish 3 : an invocation of
good or evil fortune on someone

Wisha \'wish-3\ interj [IrGael o oh + muise indeed] chiejly Irish—
used as an intensive or to express surprise
Wish-bone \*wish-,b6n\ n [fr. the superstition that when two per-
sons pull it apart the one getting the longer fragment will have his
wish granted] : a furcula in front of the breastbone in a bird con-
sisting chiefly of the two clavicles fused at their median or lower

Wish.ful \'wish-f3l\ adj 1 a : expressive of a wish : hopeful
b : having a wish : desirous 2 : according with wishes rather than
reality — wish.Iul-ly \-f3-le\ adv — wish-lul-ness n
wish tulfillmeut n : the gratification of a desire esp. as gained sym-
bolically (as in dreams)
Wishlul Uhnking n 1 : illusory attribution of actuality to what one
wishes to be or become true and discovery of justifications for what
one wants to believe through unconscious motivation in order to
avoid facing painful or unpleasant facts 2 ; autism

Wish. ing adj 1 archaic : WISHFUL 2 ; regarded as having the power
to grant wishes <~ well)
Wish-wash \'wish-,w6sh, -,wash\ n [redupl. of ^wash^ : any weak
thin drink
wishy-washy \'wish-e-.w6sh-e, -,wash-\ adj [redupl. of washy"]

; weak, insipid; also : morally feeble
iwisp \'wisp\ n [ME] 1 : a small handful (as of hay or straw)
2 a : a thin strip or fragment b : a thready streak <a ~ of smoke)
c : something frail, slight, or fleeting <a '^ of a girl) <a '-^ of a smiley
3 : will-o'-the-wisp— wispy \'wis-pe\ adj

2wisp vt : to roll into a wisp
Wisp.iSh \'wis-pish\ adj : resembling a wisp : insubstantial
wist \'wist\ vt [alter, of wis] archaic : know <It . . . took at last a
certain shape I '^ —S.T.Coleridge)

WiS-tar.ia \wis-'tir-e-3 also -'ter-\ n [NL, alter, of Wisterial

Wis-te.ria \-'tir-e-3\ n [NL, genus name, fr. Caspar IVistar flSlS
Am. physician] ; any of a genus {iVisteria) of chiefly Asiatic
mostly woody leguminous vines having pinnately-compound leaves
and showy blue, white, purple, or rose pealike flowers in long race-
mes and including several grown as ornamentals

Wlst-lul \'wist-f3l\ adj [blend of wishjul and obs. E wistly (in-

tently)] : full of unfulfilled longing or desire : yearning — wist-
fuMy \-f3-le\ adv — wist-ful-ness n
iwit \'wit\ vb wist \'wist\ wit. ting; pres 1st & 3d sing wot \'wat\
[ME witen (lst& 3d sing. pres. wot, past wiste), fr. OE witan (lst&
3d sirig. pres. wat, past wisse, wiste); akin to OHG wizzan to know,
L videre to see, Gk eidenai to know, idein to see] archaic ; know,
learn

2Wit n [ME. fr. OE; akin to OHG wizzi knowledge, OE witan to
know] 1 a : mind, memory b : reasoning power : intelligence
2 a : SENSE 2a — usu. used in pi. b (1) : mental soundness : sanity— usu. used in pi. (2) : resourcefulness, iNGENurrY 3 a : acu-
men, wisdom b ; the ability to relate seemingly disparate things so
as to illuminate or amuse c (1) ; a talent for banter or persiflage

(2) : a facetious or satirical retort or comment 4 a : a man of
superior intellect : thinker b : an imaginatively perceptive and
articulate individual esp. skilled in banter or persiflage
syn HUMOR, irony, sarcasm, satire, repartee: wrr suggests the
power to evoke laughter by remarks showing verbal feUcity or
ingenuity and swift perception esp. of the incongruous; humor
implies an ability to perceive the ludicrous, the comical, and the
absurd in human life and to express these usu. without bitterness;
IRONY applies to a manner of expression in which the intended
meaning is the opposite of what is seemingly expressed; sarcasm
applies to expression frequently in the form of irony that is intended
to cut or wound; satire applies to writing that exposes or ridicules
conduct, doctrines, or institutions either by direct criticism or more
often through irony, parody, or caricature; repartee implies the
power of answering quickly, pointedly, wittily, and often humor-
ously— at wit's end : at a loss

Wi.tan \'wi-,tan\ n pi [OE, pi. of wita sage, adviser; akin to OHG
wizzo sage, OE witan to know] 1 : members of the king's advisory
council in Anglo-Saxon England 2 : witenagemot
iwitch \'wich\ n [ME wicche, fr. OE wicca, masc, wizard & wicce,
fern., witch; akin to MHG wicken to bewitch, OE wigle divination,
OHG wlh holy — more at victim] 1 a dial Brit X wizard, sorcerer
b (1) : a woman practicing the black arts : sorceress (2) : an ugly
old woman : hag c : one supposed to possess supernatural powers
esp. by compact with the devil or a familiar d or witch>er \'wich-
9r\ : DOWSER 2 ; a charming or alluring woman
2witoh vb 1 : bewitch 2 : dowse
witch. craft \'wich-,kraft\ n 1 a : the use of sorcery or magic
b : intercourse with the devil or with a familiar 2 : an irresistible

influence or fascination ; enchantment
witch doctor n ; a professional worker of magic in a primitive society
resembling a shaman or medicine man

witch-ery \'wich-(9-)re\ n 1 a : the practice of witchcraft : sorcery
b : an act of witchcraft 2 : an Irresistible fascination : charm
Witch-es'-broom \'wich-92-,brum, -,brum\ n : an abnormal tufted
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growth of small branches on a tree or shrub caused esp. by fungi or
viruses — called also hex-en-bC'Sen \'hek-san-,baz-'n\

witches* Sabbalh n : a midnight assembly of witches, devils, and
sorcerers for the celebration of rites and orgies

witch.grass \'wich-,gras\ n 1 : couch grass 2 : a No. American
grass {Panicum capUlare) with slender brushy paoicles that is often
a weed on cultivated land

witch ha-zel \'wich-,ha-z3l\ n [witch (a tree with pliant branches)]
1 : any of a genus {Hamamelis of the family Hamamehdaceae, the
witch-hazel family) of shrubs with slender-peialed yellow flowers
borne in late fall or early spring; esp ; one (//. virginiana) of eastern

No. America that blooms in the fall 2 : an alcoholic solution of a
distillate of the bark of a witch hazel {H. virginiana) used as a
soothing and mildly astringent lotion

witch-hunt \'wich-,h3nt\ n 1 : a searching out and persecution of
persons accused of witchcraft 2 : an investigation of or campaign
against dissenters — witch-hunt-er n
^witch-ing \'wich-ir)\ n I the practice of witchcraft : sorcery
switching adj 1 : of, relating to. or suitable for sorcery or super-
natural occurrences <the very -^ time of night —Shak.) 2 : bewitch-
ing. FASCINATING
witch moth n : any of various noctuid moths (as of the genus Erebus)

Witchy \'wich-e\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or characteristic of a witch
2 : produced by or suggestive of witchcraft

iwite \'wTt\ n [ME, fr. OE wile punishment; akin to OHG wizi
punishment, OE wilan to know] chiejly Scot : blame, responsi-
bility

awite VI, chiefly Scot : blame, CENSimE
wi'te.na.ge^mot or wi-te.na.ge.mote \'wit-'n-a-g3-,mot\ n [OE
H-iiena gemot, fr. witena (gen. pi. of wiia sage, adviser) + gemot
gemot] : an Anglo-Saxon council of perhaps 100 nobles, prelates,

and influential officials convened from time to time to advise the
king on administrative and judicial matters — called also wilan

with \(')with, C')wilh, wath, w3th\ prep [ME, against, from, with,

fr. OE; akin to OE wither against. OHG widar against, back.
Skt vi apart] 1 a : in opposition to : against <had a fight ~ his

brother) b : so as to be separated or detached from <broke -« his

family) 2 — used as a function word to indicate one to whom a
usu. reciprocal communication is made <talking "^ a friend)

3 a — used as a function word to indicate one that shares in an
action, transaction, or arrangement (works --^ his father) b — used
as a function word to indicate the object of attention, behavior, or
feeling (get tough -^ him> (angry — her) c : in respect to : so far as
concerns (on friendly terms '^ all nations) d — used to indicate
the object of an adverbial expression of imperative force (off '^

his head) e : over, on <no longer has any influence — him) t : in
the performance, operation, or use of (the trouble -^ this machine)
4 a — used as a function word to indicate the object of a statement
of comparison or equality (a dress identical '^ her hostess's)

b — used as a function word to express agreement or sympathy
(must conclude, — him, that the painting is a forgery) c : on the
side of : FOR (if he's for lower taxes, I'm ~ him) d : as well as
(can pitch -^ the best of them) 5 a — used as a function word
to indicate combination, accompaniment, presence, or addition
(heat milk '^ honey) (went there '^ her) (his money, '*-' his wife's,

comes to a million) b : inclusive of (costs five dollars ~ the tax)
6 a : in the judgment or estimation of (stood well '~^ his classmates)
b ; in or according to the experience or practice of (~ many of us,

our ideas seem to fall by the wayside — W.J.Reilly) 7 a — used as
a function word to indicate the means, cause, or agent (hit him ~
a rock) (pale '^ anger) (threatened '^ tuberculosis) b archaic ; by
the direct act of 8 a — used as a function word to indicate manner
of action (ran ^ effort) (acknowledge your contribution --^ thanks)
b — used as a function word to indicate an attendant fact or circum-
stance (stood there -^ his hat on) c — used as a function word to
indicate a result attendant on a specified action (got off -^ a Ught
sentence) 9 a (1) : in possession of ; having (came — good news)
(2) ; in the possession or care of (left the money '^ his mother)
b : characterized or distinguished by (a man '-- a sharp nose)
10 a — used as a function word to indicate a close association in
time i'-^ the outbreak of war they went home) (mellows -^ time)
b : in proportion to (the pressure varies '^ the depth) 11 a : in
spite of : notwithstanding (a really tip-top man, -^ all his wrong-
headedness — H.J.Laski) b : except for (finds that, ~ one group
of omissions and one important addition, they reflect that curricu-
lum —Gilbert Highet) 12 : in the direction of (-« the wind)
(~ the grain)
iWith.al \witli-'61. with-\ adv [ME, fr. with + all, al aU] 1 : to-
gether with this : BESIDES 2 archaic \ therewith 3 : on the other
hand : nevertheless
2withal prep, archaic : with — used postpositively with a relative or
interrogative pronoun as object
With-draw \with-'dr6, with-\ vb [ME, fr. with from + drawen to
draw] vr 1 a : to take back or away b : to remove from use or
cultivation c : to turn away (as the eyes) from an object of attention
d : to draw back or aside 2 a : to remove from consideration or set
outside a group b (1) : to take back : retract (2) : to recall or
remove (a motion) under parliamentary procedure ** vz 1 a : to
move back or away : retire b : to draw back from a battlefield
: retreat 2 a : to remove oneself from participation b : to be-
come socially or emotionally detached 3 : to recall a motion
under parliamentary procedure syn see GO

With.draw.al \-'dr6(a-)l\ n l a : retreat or retirement esp. into a
more secluded or less exposed place or position b ; an operation
by which a military force disengages from the enemy c : detach-
ment 2 : retraction, revocation 3 : the act of drawing some-
one or something back from or out of a place or position 4 a : the
act of taking back or away something that has been granted or
possessed b : removal from a place of deposit or investment
C : the discontinuance of administration or use of a drug

Withdrawing room n ; a room to retire to (as from a dining room):
esp : DRAWING room
With-drawn \-'dr6n\ ad] 1 : removed from immediate contact or
easy approach : isolated 2 : socially detached and unresponsive
: introverted — with-drawn.ness \-'drbn-n3s\ n

Withe With. 'wiQi, 'witiiX n [ME. fr. OE withthe; akin to OE wlthig
wiihy] ; a slender flexible branch or twig; esp : one used as a band
or rope

with.er ywilli-3r\ v6 with-er.lng \-(3-)riD\ [ME widren: prob.
akin io ME. weder weather] vi 1 : to become dry and sapless; esp
; to shnvel from or as if from loss of bodily moisture 2 : to lose

vitality, force, or freshness *»- vr 1 ; to cause to wither 2 : to
make speechless or incapable of action : stun (a ^ing glance)

With»ered adj : shriveled and shrunken from drying : wizened
with-er-ing adj : acting or serving to cut down or destroy ; dev-
astating (a '•^ fire from the enemy)

With.er-ite \'witli-3-,rIt\ n [G wirherit, irreg. fr. Wilham Withering
tl799 E physician] ; a mineral BaCOs consisting of barium car-
bonate occurring as white or gray twin crystals and in columnar or
granular masses

Withe rod n : either of two No. American viburnums {Viburnum
cossinoides and V. nudum) with tough slender shoots

With-ers \'with-3rz\ npl [prob. fr. obs. E wither- (against), fr. ME,
fr. OE. fr. wither against; fr. the withers being the parts which resist
the pull in drawing a load — more at with] : the ridge between the
shoulder bones of a horse or the corresponding part in other quad-

with-er-shins var of widdershins
with.hold \with-'h61d, with-\ vb with-held \-'held\ with-hold-
ing [ME withholden, fr. with from + holden to hold — more at with]
vt 1 ; to hold back : restrain; also : retain 2 : to refrain from
granting, giving, or allowing i,-^ permission) '« vi : forbear,
REFRAIN syn see keep — with-hold-er n

withholding tax n : a deduction levied as a tax upon income (as
salaries, wages, fees, or dividends) at the source
iwith.in \with-'in, with-\ adv [ME withinne, fr. OE withinnan, fr.

with + innan inwardly, within, fr. in] 1 : in or into the interior
; INSIDE 2 : in one's inner thought, disposition, or character
: INWARDLY

2within prep 1 : in the irmer part of 2 : in or into the limits or
compass of; as a : before the end of (gone ^ a week) b (I) : not
beyond the quantity, degree, or Umitations of (Uves ~ his income)
(2) : in or into the scope or sphere of (--- the jurisdiction of the
state) (3) : in or into the range of (~ reach) (~ sight) (4) — used
as a function word to indicate a specified difference or margin of
error (came -^ two points of a perfect mark) c ; not farther than
: nearer than {-^ a mile of the town) 3 : to the inside of ; into

3Within n : an inner place or area (revolt from '^>
<within adj ; being inside ienclosed
With-in.doors \witli-.in-'do(a)rz, with-, -'d6(a)rz\ adv ; indoors
iWlth'OUt XwiOj-'aiit, withA P^^P [ME withouie, fr. OE withutan,
fr. with + titan outside, fr. ut out] 1 : outside 1. 2, 3 2 — used as
a function word to indicate something or someone that is absent
or lacking (fight --^ fear) (left ^ him) (looks -^ seeing)
2withOUt adv 1 : on the outside : externally 2 : with something
lacking or absent (has learned to do '—

')

3with0Ut conj, chiejly dial : unless
^without n I an outer place or area (came from '^>

with*out>doors \with-,aut-'do(a)rz, with-\ adv : outdoors
With.Stand \with-'stand, with-\ vr [ME withstanden, fr. OE with-
standan, fr. with against -t- standan to stand — more at with]
1 a : to stand up against ; oppose; esp ; to resist successfully b : to
be proof against c ; to resist the attraction or influence of : for-
bear (— temptation) 2 archaic : to stop or obstruct the course of
syn see oppose
iwithy \'wiih^\ n [ME, fr. OE wlthig: akin to OHG wlda willow,
L viiis vine, viere to plait — more at wire] 1 ; wtllow; esp : osier 1

2 : a flexible slender twig or branch (as of osier) ; wtthe
awithy \'with-e, 'with-e, 'wT-the\ adj [w/r/ie] : flexible and tough
like a withy; specij ; agile, wiry

wit-less \'wit-las\ adj : destitute of wit or understanding ; foolish,
MAD — wit<less>ly adv — wit<less<ness n

wit-ling \'wit-Uo\ n : a pretender to wit
Wit-Iool \'wit-,lof\ n [D dial, witlooj chicory, fr. D wit white +
loof foliage] : chicory 1; also i its crown of foliage as a salad green
: endtve 2
iWit.ness \*wit-n9s\ n [ME witnesse, fr. OE witnes knowledge,
testimony, witness, fr. zwi/] 1 : attestation of a fact or event
: TESTIMONY 2 ! One that gives evidence; specij : one who testifies

in a cause or before a judicial tribunal 3 : one asked to be present
at a transaction so as to be able to testify to its having taken place
4 : one who has personal knowledge of something 5 ; something
serving as evidence or proof ; SIGN
2witness vr 1 ; to testify to : attest 2 ; to act as legal witness of
3 : to furnish proof of : betoken 4 : to see or know by personal
presence or direct cognizance 5 : to constitute the scene of
•^ vi 1 ; to bear witness : testify 2 : to bear witness to one's
religious convictions
Wit-ness-bOK \-,baks\ n, chiejly Brit : an enclosure in which a
witness sits or stands while testifying in court
Witness stand n : a stand or an enclosure from which a witness
gives evidence in a court

Wit- ted \'wit-3d\ adj : having wit or understanding — usu. used in
combination <d\A\-witted)

Wit-ti-cisra \'wit-3-,siz-3m\ n [witty + -cism (as in criticism)'] ; a
witty saying syn see jest

Wit-ti-ly X'wit-n-eX adv : in a witty manner
Wit-ti-ness \'wit-e-nas\ n : the quality or state of being witty
iwit-tiug \'wit-'n, -iir)\ n 1 chiejly dial : knowledge or awareness
of something : cognizance 2 chiejly dial : information obtained
or communicated ; news

2wit-ling \-ir)\ odj 1 : cognizant or aware of something ; con-
scious 2 : done deliberately : intentional — wit-ting-ly \-io-le\

Wit-tol \*wit-=l\ n [ME wetewold. fr. weten, witen to know -I- -wold
(as in cokewold cuckold) — more at wn 3 archaic ; a man who knows
of his wife's infidelity and submits to it

wit-ty \'wit-e\ adj 1 chiejly dial : clever, intelugent 2 : marked
by or full of wit : amusing 3 : quick or ready to see or express
illuminating or amusing relationships or insights
syn WTTTY, humorous, facetious, jocular, jocose mean pro-

voking or intended to provoke laughter, witty suggests cleverness
and quickness of mind and often a caustic tongue; humorous ap-
plies broadly to anything that evokes usu. genial laughter and may
contrast with wnrY in suggesting whimsicaUty or eccentricity;

facetious stresses a desire to produce laughter and may be deroga-
tory in implying dubious or ill-timed attempts at wit or humor;
jocular may suggest a studied avoidance of seriousness in speech
or manner; jocose is somewhat less derogatory than facetious in
suggesting habitual waggishness or playfulness

wive \'wrv\ vb [ME wiven, fr. OE wijian^ fr. wij woman, wife]
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vi : to marry a woman '^ vt 1 ; to marry to a wife 2 : to take for
a wife

wi.vern var oj wyvern
wives pi oj WIFE
Wiz \'wiz\ n : wizard 3
iWiZ<ard \'wiz-ard\ n [ME wysard, fr. wis, wys wise] 1 archaic : a
wise man : sage 2 : one skilled in magic : sorcerer 3 : a very
clever or skillful person
^wizard adj 1 : having magical influence or power 2 ; of or relat-
ing to wizardry : ENt hanteo 3 chiefly Brit : worthy of the highest
praise : excellent— wiz>ar(l-Iy \-le\ adj

WiZ.ard-ry \'wiz-3{r)-dre\ n 1 : the art or practices of a wizard
: SORCERY 2 : a seemingly magi^^l transforming power or influence

WiZ.en \'wi2--^n\ vb [ME wisenen, fr. OE wisnian; akin to OHG
wesanen to wither, L viere to twist together, plait — more at wire]
; WTTHER, SHRIVEL

wiZ'Cned \- 'nd\ or wizen adj ; dried up : shriveled
WOad \'wod\ n [ME wod, fr. OE wdd; akin to OHG weit woad, L
viirum woad. glass] : a European herb {Isatis tincioria) of the
mustard family formerly grown for the blue dyestuff yielded by its

leaves: oho ; this dyestuff
iwob.ble\'wab-nl\ vb wob-bling \-fsOlio\ [prob. fr. LG wabbeln;
akin to OE w$jre restless — more at waver] vi la: to move or
proceed with an irregular rocking or staggering motion or un-
steadily and clumsily from side to side b ; tremble, quaver
2 ; WAVER, vacillate "- v/ ; to cause to wobble — wob>bler
\-O0l3r\ n — wob-bly \-(3-)Ie\ adj

Swobble n 1 a : a hobbling or rocking unequal motion (as of a
wheel unevenly hung) b : an uncertainly directed movement
; fluctuation 2 : an intermittent variation (as in volume of
sound) <a vocal ---

>

wobble pump n : an auxiliary hand pump used to supply fuel to
the carburetor of an airplane engine when the power-driven pump
fails oi- for forcing fuel from an extra tank

Wo-den \'w6d-^n\ n [OE iVoden} : ODIN
iwoe \'wo\ ititerj [ME wa, wo, fr. OE wa; akin to ON vei. interj.,
woe, L vae} — used to express grief, regret, or distress
2woe n [ME wn, fr. wo, inierj] 1 : a condition of deep suffering
from misfortune, affliction, or grief 2 : calamity, misfortune
syn see sorrow
woe>be*gone \'wo-bi-,g6n also -.gan\ adj [ME wo begon, fr. wo, n.
+ begon, pp. of begon to go about, beset, fr. OE began, fr. be- +
gan to go — more at GO] 1 archaic ; ovei"whelmed with woe : woe-
ful 2 a : exhibiting great woe, sorrow, or misery b ; dismal,
DESOLATE

woe«be.gone.ness \-,g6n-nas also -,gan-\ n : the quality or state
of being wutheyone

woe-Iul also wO'Iul \'w6-f3l\ adj 1 ; full of woe : afflicted
2 : involving, bi inging, or relating to woe 3 : paltry, deplorable— woe-lul-ly \-t{3-)je\ cj£/v — woe-Iul>iiess \-f3l-n3s\ n
woke past oj wAh.E
WOhen past part oj WAKE
iwold \'woid\ n [ME wald, wold, fr. OE weald, wald forest; akin to
OHG wald foi(isi] 1 : an upland, plain ; a region without woods
2 : an open hilly or rolling region

2W0ld var of WELD
iWOlf \'wulf\ n, pi wolves \'wulvz\ often attrib [ME, fr. OE wulj:
akin to OHG wu(f. L lupus, Gk lykosl 1 pi also wolf a : any of
various large mammals (genus Canis and esp. C. lupus) that re-
semble the related dogs, are crafty, rapacious, and very destructive
to game, sheep, and cattle, and will sometimes attack man esp.
in a pack compare coyote, jackal b : the fur of a wolf 2 a (1

)

: a fierce, rapacious, or destructive person (2) : a crafty person
(3) : a mail forward, direct, and zealous in amatory attentions to
women b (n : a corrupting or destructive agency (2) : dire
poverty : starvation c (1) : a beetle grub or moth grub that in-

fests granaries {2 ) : the maggot of a warble fly 3 [G , f r. the howl-
ing sound] a (1 1 : dissonance in some chords on organs, pianos, or
other instiumenis with fixed tones tuned by unequal temperament
(2) ; an instance of such dissonance b : a harshness due to faulty
vibration in various tones in a bowed instrument — wolf>like
\'wul-,flik\ adj — well in sheep's clothing : one who cloaks a
hostile intention with a friendly manner
3wolf vt : to eat greedily : devour
WOll^ber.ry \'wulf-,ber-e\ n i a white-berried western American
shrub (Syinphohfarpos occidentulis) of the honeysuckle family

wolf dog /( 1 : any of various large dogs formerly kept for hunting
wolves 2 : the offspring of a wolf and a domestic dog 3 : a dog
felt to resemble a wolf

wolff'ian \'wul-fc-3n. 'vol-\ adj, often cap : discovered or first

described by Kaspar Friedrich Wolff
wolffian body «, often cap w : mesonephros
woH'iish \'wulf ,fish\ n : any of several large marine blennies
notable for their strong teeth and ferocity

woll'hound \'wulf-,haund\ n ; any of several large dogs used in
hunting large animals (as wolves)

wolf'ish \'v/ul-tish\ adj : 1 : of or relating to wolves <'--' lore)
2 : resembling a wolf; esp X FEROCIOUS — woll-ish-ly adv — wolf-
ish oiess n

WOlf.ling \'wul-ftii.A n : a young or little wolf
wolf pack n : a group of submarines that make a coordinated attack
on shipping; also : a group of two or more fighter planes making a
coordinated attack
wol-fram \'wul-tr3m\ n [G] 1 : tungsten — see element table
2 : wolfkanhte

wol<lram-ic \wul-'fram-ik\ adj : tuncstic
wol.fram.ite \'wul-fr3-.mrt\ n [G woljramit, fr. wolfram^ ; a
mineral (FcMuiWOj that consists of an iron manganese tungstate
of a usu. biowni.sh or grayish black color and slightly metallic
luster, occurs in monoclinic crystals and in granular or columnar
masses, and is used as a source of tungsten
WOlfS'bane \'wuifs-,ban\ n : aconitum \; esp \ b. highly variable
yellow-flowered Eurasian herb {Aconitum lycoctonum)
wolf spider n ; any of various active wandering ground spiders
(family Lycosidae)

WOMas-ton.ite \'wuI-9-sta-,nTt\ n [William H. Wollaston tl828 E

chemist] ; a triclinic mineral CaSiOa of a white to gray, red, yellow,
or brown color consisting of a native calcium silicate occurring usu.
in cleavable masses

wol.ver.iue \,wul-v3-'ren\ n, p/ wolverines [prob. irreg. fr. wolv-
(as in wolves)'\ 1 pi also wolverine a : a northern No. American
carnivorous mammal \Gulo luscus) that resembles and is often held
conspecific with the glutton of Europe and is noted for its thievish-
ness. strength, and cunning — called also carcajou b : the fur of
the wolverine 2 cap : a native or resident of Michigan — used as a
nickname
iwom.an \'wum-3n\ n, pi wom-en \'wim-3n\ [ME, fr. OE
wljman, fr. w'lj woman, wife + man human being, man] 1 : an
adult female person 2 : womankind 3 : distinctively feminine
nature ; womanliness 4 : a female servant or personal attendant
5 : MisrREss syn see female
2womau adj l ; of, belonging to, or characteristic of a woman

: womanly 2 : female <-" doctor)
wom-an-liood \'wum-sn-,hud\ n 1 a : the state of being a woman
b : the distinguishing character or quahties of a woman or of
womankind 2 : women, womankind
WOm>an'ish \'wum-3-nish\ adj l archaic : of or belonging to
women (— work/ 2 ; ch-iracieiistic of a woman 3 : unsuitable
to a man or to a siroitg character of either sex : effeminate <-^
fears) syn see feminine — wom>an<isb-ly adv — wom^an-ish-
ness n
wom.an-ize \-3-,nTz\ vt : to make effeminate
wom-an-iz-er \-,nT-z3r\ n : a man who pursues or associates
illicitly with women
wom.an.kind \"wum-3n-,kTnd\ n sing but sing or pi in constr : the
females of the human race : women

worn.an.like \ ,ITk\ adj : resembling or characteristic of a woman
: WOMANLV SVn see IbMININE

wom.an.li-ness \-le-n3s\ n : the quality of being womanly
wom*an*ly \-le\ adj : marked by qualities characteristic of a
woman syn see feminine ~ womanly adv
woman's nghts npl \'. legal, political, and social rights for women
equal to those of men 2 : feminism 2
woman suffrage n : the possession and exercise of the suffrage by
women
womb \'wum\ n [ME wamb, womb, fr. OE; akin to OHG wamba
belly] 1 : uterus 2 a : a cavity or space that resembles a womb in
containing and enveloping b : a place where something is genera-
ted — wombed \'wumd\ adj

worn.bat Vwam-,bat\ n [native name in New So. Wales] : any of
il stocky Australian marsupials (family Vombatidae) resem-

wom.en.folks \-,foks\ n pi

n]

bling small bears
wom.en.folk \'vvim-9n-.f6k\

: WOMEN
WOmp X'wamp, 'w6mp\ n [imit. of the sound of a small explo ..

; an abrupt increase in the illumination of a television screen result-
ing from an abrupt increase in signal strength
'won \'w3n, "wonX v/ wonned; won-ning [ME wonen, fr. OE wun-
ian'\ archaic '. dwell, abide
2W0n \'w3n\ past of win
iwon-der \"w3n-d9r\ n [ME, fr. OE wundor; akin to OHG wuntar
wonder] 1 a : a cause of astonishment or surprise : marvel
b : MIRACLE 2 : the quality, sense, or a state of exciting amazed
admiration 3 : a feeling of doubt or uncertainty
awonder adj : wondrous, wonderful: as a archaic : magical,
MIRACULOUS b ; effective or efficient far beyond anything previ-
ously known or anticipated <'^ drugs)
awonder vh won*der-ing \-d(3-)riQ\ vi 1 a : to be in a state of
wonder : makvel b ; to feel surprise 2 : to feel curiosity or doubt^ vt : to be curious or in doubt about — won-der-er \-d9r-ar\ n

won.der-ful X'wan-dsr-falX adj 1 : exciting wonder : marvelous,
astonishing 2 ; unusually good : admirable — won-der-Iul-ly
\-fi9-Ue\ adv — won-der.ful-ness \-f3l-n3s\ n

won.der.land X'wan-dsr-.land, -l3nd\ /i 1 : a fairylike imaginary
realm 2 : a place that excites admiration or wonder
won-der-ment ymantX « 1 : AsroNisHMENT, surprise 2 : a cause
of or occasion for wonder 3 : curiosity about something : won-
dering
won-der.work \-.w3rk\ n 1 : wonder lb 2 : something that

won-der-work-er \-,war-kar\ n : one that performs wonders
won.drous \'wan-dras\ adj [alter, of ME wonders, fr. gen. of
Uvonder"] : WONDERFUL, MARVELOUS — woHdrous odv, archaic— won-drous-ly adv — won-drous^ness n

won.ky \'waQ-ke\ adj [alter, of E dial, wankle, fr. ME wankel. fr.

OE Wunco}'\ 1 Brjt : UNSTEADY, SHAKY 2 Brit : AWRY, WRONG
iwont \'w6nt, 'wont, 'w3nt\ adj [ME woned, wont, fr. pp. of wonen
to dwell, be used to, fr. OE wunian; akin to OHG wonen to dwell, be
used to, L Venus love, charm — more at win] 1 : accustomed,
USED — used predicativcly and usu. followed by to and an infini-
tive 2 : INCLINED, APT
awont n : custom, usage syn see habft
3wonl vb wont; wont or wont-ed; wont-ing vt : accustom,
HABITUATE ~ VI : to have the habit of doing something

won't \'w6nt, 'w3nt\ : will not
W0nt>ed \'w6nt-3d. 'wont . "want-X adj : ACCUSTOMED. CUSTOMARY
syn see usual — wont-ed-ly adv — wont*ed>ness n

WOO\'wLi\ vb iMEwowen.h. OE wogian} vt 1 : to sue for the affec-
tion of and usu. marriage with : COURT 2 : to solicit or entreat esp.
with importunity 3 : to seek to gain or bring about -^ vi : to court
a woman
iwood X'wud, 'wod, 'wud\ adj [ME, fr. OE wod insane; akin to
OHG wuot madness — more at vatic] archaic : mad, violent
2wood \'wud\ n [ME wode, fr. OE widu, wudu: akin to OHG witu
wood, Olr jid tree] 1 a : a dense growth of trees usu. greater in
extent than a giove and smaller than a forest — often used in pi.
but sing, or pi. in constr. b : woodland 2 a : the hard fibrous
substance basically xylem that makes up the greater part of the
stems and branches of trees or shrubs beneath the bark and is

found to a limited extent in herbaceous plants b ; this material
suitable or prepared for some use (as burning); esp : timber,
lumber 3 : something made of wood; esp : a goif club having a
wooden head — out of the woods : escaped from peril or difficulty

9 abut; 3 kitten; _ or further; a back; a bake; a cot, carl;
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3wood \'wi]d\ ad} 1 : WOODEN 2 : suitable for cutting or working
with wood 3 or woods \'wudz\ ; living or growing in woods
«wood \'wud\ vt 1 ; to supply or load with wood esp. for fuel

2 : to cover with a growth of trees or plant with trees '^ vi ; to
gather or take on wood
wood alcohol n : methanol
wood anemone n ; any of several anemones (esp. Anemone quinque-
folia of the U.S. and A. memorosa of Europe)
wood betony n l : a common betony {Stachys betonica) 2 ; a
lousewort {Pedicularis canadensis) of eastern No. America with
pinnately parted leaves and red or yellowish flowers in bracted
spikes

wood'hin \'wud-,bin\ n : a bin for holding firewood
wood-bine \'wud-,bTn\ n [ME wodebinde, fr. OE wudubtnde, fr.

wudu wood + bindan to tie, bind; fr. its winding around trees]

1 : any of several honeysuckles; esp ; a European twining shrub
(Lonicera periclymenum) 2 I VIRGINIA CREEPER

wood block n : woodcut
wood-block \,wud-,blak\ adj : made of, done with, or printed from
wood blocks (.^ prim)

WOOd-bor.ing \-,bor-iri, -,b6r-\ ad;": excavating galleries In wood in
feeding or in constructing a nest -— used chiefly of an insect

wood-carv-er \-,kar-v3r\ n : a person whose occupation is wood
carving
wood carving n : the art of fashioning or ornamenting objects of
wood by cutting with a sharp implement held in the hand; also : an
object of wood so fashioned or ornamented
wood. chat \'wud-,chat\ n 1 : any of several Asiatic thrushes
(genus Erithacus) having brightly colored males 2 : a European
shrike iLanius senator)

wood-chop.per \-,chap-3r\ n : one engaged esp. in chopping down

wood-chuck \-,ch3k\ n [by folk etymology fr. Ojibwa oichig fisher,

marten, or Cree otcheck} : a grizzled thickset marmot {Marmora
monax) of the northeastern U.S. and Canada; also : any of several
marmots of mountainous western No. America
wood coal n 1 : charcoal 2 : lignite
wood.cock \'wud-,kak\ n, pi woodcocks 1 or pi woodcock ; a
widespread Old World limicoline bird {Scolopax rusticola); also ; a
smaller related American bird {Philohela minor) prized as a game
bird 2 archaic ; simpleton

wood-craft \-,kraft\ n 1 : skill and practice in anything relating
to the woods and esp. in maintaining oneself and making one's
way in the woods or in hunting or trapping 2 : skill in shaping or
constructing articles from wood
WOOd'CUt \-.k3t\ n 1 : a letterpress printing surface consisting of a
wooden block with a usu. pictorial design cut with the grain
2 : a print from a woodcut

wood-cut-ter \-,k3t-3r\ n : a person who cuts wood
wood-cut'ting \-,k3t-io\ n 1 : woodcut 2 ; the action or occu-
pation of cutting wood or timber
WOod-ed \'wud-3d\ adj : covered with growing trees
wood.en \'wud-'n\ adj 1 ; made or consisting of wood 2a; lack-
ing resiHence : stiff b : awkward, clumsy — wood-en-ly adv~ wood-en-ness \-'n-(ni3s\ n

wood engraver n : an engraver on wood; esp : one that makes wood
engravings
wood engraving n l a : the art or process of cutting a design upon
wood for use as a letterpress printing surface b ; a wooden letter-

press printing surface bearing a usu. pictorial design produced by
wood engraving 2 : a design printed from a wood engraving

wood-en-liead \'wud-'n-,hed\ n : blockhead — wood-en-head-
ed \,wud-=n-'hed-3d\ adj
wooden Indian n : a standing wooden image of an American
Indian brave used esp. formerly for advertising before a cigar store

wood-en-ware \'wud-^n-,wa(3)r, -,weCa)r\ n : articles made of
wood for domestic use
wood hyacinth n : a European squill (Scilla nonscriptd) having
scapose racemes of drooping bell-shaped flowers — caUed also
harebell
wood ibis n : a large wading bird {Mycteria americana of the family
Ciconiidaei that frequents wooded swamps of So. and Central
America and the southern U.S.

wood-i-ness \'wud-c-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being woody
iwood.land \'wud-Iand, -,land\ n : land covered with woody vege-
*"tion : TIMBERLAND, F( " *--

' - '

JOdlaud adj 1 : of. r

living in woodland
wood-lot \'wud-,lat\ n : a restricted area devoted to the growing of
forest trees

wood louse n 1 : a terrestrial isopod crustacean (suborder Oni-
scoidea) with a flattened elliptical body often capable of being
rolled into a ball 2 : any of several small wingless insects (order
Corrodcntia) that live under bark, in the crevices of walls, and
among old books and papers
wood-man \'wud-m3n\ n : woodsman
wood-note \-.n6t\ n : a sound or call (as of a bird) natural in a

wood nymph n l : a nymph living In woods — called also dryad
2 a : any of several showy moths (genus Euihisanotia) with brighto
colored larvae that feed on leaves b : s.\tyr 3
wood.peck-er \'wud-,pek-3r\ n : any of numerous birds (family
Picidae) with zygodactyl feet, stiff spiny tail feathers used in chmb-
Ing or resting on tree trunks, a usu. extensile tongue, a very hard
bill used to drill the bark or wood of trees for insect food or to
excavate nesting cavities, and generally showy parti-colored
plumage
wood-pile \-,pn\ n : a pile of wood (as firewood)
wood-print \-.print\ n : woodcut
wood pulp n : pulp from wood used in making cellulose derivatives
{as paper or rayon)

wood pussy n : skunk
wood rat n : any of numerous native voles (family Cricetidae and
esp genus \eoroma) of the southern U.S. and western No. America
with soft fur light gray to ocherous above and white below, well*
furred tails, and large ears
wood ray n : xylem ray
wood.run \'wud-(,)r3f\ n [ME woderove, fr. OE wuduroje, frwudu wood -I- -roje (pcrh. akin to OHG rdba turnip) — more at

rape! ; any of a genus {Asperula) of herbs of the madder family;
esp : a small European sweet-scented herb {A. odorata) used in
perfumery and for flavoring wine

wood>slied \'wud-,shed\ /i ; a shed for storing wood and esp.
firewood
woods-man \'wudz-m3n\ n ; one who frequents or works in the
woods; esp ; one skilled in woodcraft
wood sorrel n 1 : any of a genus (Oxalis of the family Oxalidaceae,
the wood-sorrel family) of herbs with acid sap, compound leaves,
and regular flowers; esp : a stemless herb \o. montana) with tri-

foliolate leaves sometimes held to be the original shamrock
2 : sheep sorrel
wood spirit n : methanol
wood sugar n l ; xylose from plant sources 2 : a mixture of pen-
tose and hexose sugars obtained by hydrolysis of pentosans and
cellulose of wood
woodsy \'wud-ze\ adj : relating to or characteristic or suggestive of
woods
wood tar n : tar obtained by the destructive distillation of wood
either as a deposit from pyroligneous acid or as a residue from the
distillation of the acid or of wood turpentine
wood-tum-er \'wud-,t3r-n3r\ n ; one whose occupation is wood
turning
wood turning n : the art or process of fashioning wooden pieces or
blocks into various forms and shapes by means of a lathe
wood-wax-en \'wud-,wak-s3D\ n [ME wodewexen, alter, of OE
wuduweaxe, fr. wudu wood + -weaxe (prob. fr. weaxan to grow) —
more at wax] ; a low bushy yellow-flowered Eurasian leguminous
shrub {Genista tinctoria) grown for ornament or formerly as the
source of a yellow dye
wood-wind \'wud-,wind\ n 1 : one of a group of wind instruments
comprised of flutes, clarinets, oboes, bassoons, and sometimes saxo-
phones 2 : the woodwind section of a band or orchestra — wood-
wind adj
wood-work \-,w3rk\ n : work made of wood; ejp : interior fittings
(as moldings or stairways) of wood

wood-work-er \-.w3r-kar\ n : one that works on wood
wood.work*ing \-,w3r-kiri\ " : the act, process, or occupation of
working with wood — woodworking adj
WOOd-Worm \-,warm\ n : a iarva that bores in wood
woody \'wLid-e\ adj 1 : abounding or overgrown with woods
2 : of or contaimng wood or wood fibers ; ligneous 3 : charac-
teristic of or resembling wood <a '^ taste)
wood-yard \'wud-,yard\ n : a yard for storing or sawing wood
woo-er \'wu-3r\ n : one that woos
iWOOf Wiif, 'wuf\ n [alter, of ME ooj, fr. OE owef. fr. o- (fr. on) +
wejan to weave — more at weave] 1 a : a filling thread or yam in
weaving b : woven fabric; also : the texture of such a fabric 2 : a
basic or essential element or material

2woof \'wuf\ n timit.] 1 : a low gruff sound typically produced by
a dog 2 : a low note emitted by sound reproducing equipment

WOOl-er \'wuf-3r\ n : a loudspeaker usu. larger than a tweeter,
responsive only to the lower acoustic frequencies, and used for
reproducing sounds of low pitch
wool \'wul\ n, often atirib [ME wolle, fr. OE wull; akin to OHG
wolla wool, L vellus fleece, lana wool, lanugo down] 1 ; the soft
wavy or curly hypertrophied undercoat of various hairy mammals
and esp. the sheep made up of fibers of keratin molecules within a
matrix and covered with minute scales 2 : a product of wool; esp
: a woven fabric or garment of such fabric 3 a ; a dense felted
pubescence esp. on a plant : tomentum b : a filamentous mass —
usu. used in combination; compare mineral wool, steel wool
C ; short thick often crisp curly hair on a human head 4 : some-
thing that conceals the truth or impedes understanding — WOOled
\'wuld\ adj

wool clip n ; the annual crop of woo!
iwool-en or wool-len \'wul-3n\ adj l : made of wool — compare
worsted 2 : of or relating to the manufacture or sale of woolen
products
2woolen or woollen n 1 : a fabric made of wool 2 : garments of
woolen fabric — usu. used in pi.

wool-er \'wul-3r\ n ; an animal (as an Angora rabbit) bred or kept
for its wool
wool fat n : wool grease esp. after refimng ; lanolin
WOOMell \'wul-,fel\ n, Brit : woolskin
wool-gath.er X'wul-.gatli-sr, -,geth-\ vf : to indulge in woolgather-
ing — wool'gath-er-er \-3r-3r\ n

wool-gatli-er-ing \-,gatli-(a-)rir], -,geUi-\ n : the act of indulging
in vagrant fancies
wool grease n ; a fatty sUghtly sticky wax coating the surface of the
fibers of sheep's wool — called also wool Jal; compare lanolin
WOOMi.ness \'wul-e-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being woolly
'wool-ly also wooly \'wiil-e\ adj 1 a : of. relating to. or bearing
wool b : resembhng wool 2 : confused, blurry 3 : marked
by a lack of order or restraint; esp : having the rough virility of the
West in frontier times

2wool-ly also wool-ie or wooly \'wul-e\ n 1 ; a garment made
from wool; esp : underclothing of knitted wool — usu. used in pi.

2 H'est <& Austral ; SHEEP
woolly aphid n ; a plant louse (genus Eriosoma) covered with a
dense coat of white filaments

woolly bear n : any of various rather large very hairy caterpillars;
esp ; one that is the larva of a moth (family Arctiidae)

wool-ly-head-ed \,wul-e-'hed-3d\ adj 1 : having hair resembling
wool 2 : marked by vague or confused perception or thinking

wool-pack \'wul-,pak\ n 1 a : a wrapper of strong fabric into
which fleeces are packed for shipment b : the complete package of
wool and wrapper 2 : a rounded cumulus cloud springing from a
horizontal base
wool-sack \-.sak\ n l : a sack for wool 2 : the official seat of the
Lord Chancellor or of one of the judges of the High Court of Justice
in the House of Lords
Wool-Shed \-,shed\ n : a building or range of buildings (as on an
Australian sheep station) in which sheep are sheared and wool is

prepared for market
wool-Skin \-,skin\ n : a sheepskin having the wool still on it

wool-sort-er's disease \'wui-,s6rt-3rz-\ n : pulmonary anthrax
resulting esp. from inhalation of bacterial spores {Bacillus anthracis)
from contaminated wool or other hair



woolsponge 1029 workhorse
wool sponge n : a soft-fibered durable commercial sponge; esp : one
(Hippiospongia lachne) found in the Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean
sea, and off the southeastern coast of Florida
wool Stapler n : a dealer in wool
W00*zi>ly \'wu-z3-le, 'wuz-a-\ adv : in a woozy manner
W00>zi>ness \'wu-ze-n3s, 'wuz-e-\ n % the quality or state of being
woozy
W00<zy \'wU-ze, 'wiiz-eX adj [prob. alter, of oozy'!i X : befuddled
2 ; affected with dizziness, mild nausea, or weakness : sick
Worces-ter china \,wus-l3r-\ « ; china made at Worcester, England
since 1751
Worcester porcelain n : porcelain made at Worcester, England
since 1751

Worces-ter^sliire sauce \,wus-t3(r)-,shi(3)r-, -sh3r-\ n : a pungent
sauce orig. made in Worcester, England, of soy, vinegar, and many
other ingredients
iword \'w3rd\ n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE; akin to OHG wort word,
L verbum, Gk eireiii to say, speak] 1 a : something that is said

bpl (1) :talk. discourse (2) : the text of a vocal musical compo-
sition c ; a brief remark or conversation 2 a (1) : a speech sound
or series of speech sounds that symbolizes and communicates a
meaning without being divisible into smaller units capable of inde-
pendent use (2) : the entire set of Unguistic forms produced by
combining a single base with various inflectional elements without
change in the part of speech elements I) : a written or printed
character or combination of characters representing a spoken word
C ; a combination of electrical or magnetic impulses conveying a
quantum of information in communication and computer work
3 : ORDER. COMMAND 4 oJteH cap a : LOGOS b : GOSPEL la
c : the expressed or manifested mind and will of God 5 a : news,
INFORMATION I) : RUMOR 6 \ the act of speaking or of making
verbal communication 7 : saying, proverb S ; promise, de-
claration 9 : a quarrelsome utterance or conversation — usu.
used in pi. 10 : a verbal signal ; password
2word vi, archaic : SPEAK. ~ vr ; to express in words : phrase
word.age \'w3rd-ij\ n 1 a : words to : verbiage l 2 : the number
or quantity of words 3 ; WORDING
word blindness n : alexia
word'booK \'w3rd-,buk\ n : vocabuiary, dictionary
word class n : a linguistic form class whose members are words; esp

; PART of speech
word lor word adv : in the exact words : verbatim — word-for-
word \.w3rd-f3tr)-'w3rd\ adj
word-hoard \*ward-,ho(a)rd, -,h6(a)rd\ n : a supply of words

: vocabulary
word'i-ly \*w3rd-''I-e\ adv ; in a wordy manner
word>i-ness \'w3rd-e-nas\ n : verbosity
word'ing \'w3rd-io\ n ; the act or manner of expressing in words

word-less \'w3rd-l3s\ adj 1 ; not expressed in or accompanied by
words 2 : silent, inarticulate — word'less-ly adv — word-
lesS'Uess n
word-mon-ger \-,moo-gar, -,mao-\ n ; a dealer In words; esp i one
that uses words for show
word Ol mouth : oral communication
word-ol-moutli \,w3rd-3(v)-'mauth\ adj : orally communicated
word order n : the order of arrangement of words in a phrase, clause,
or sentence

word-play \'ward-.pla\ n : verbal wit

word square n : acrostic 3

word stress n : the manner in which stresses are distributed on the
syllables of a word — called also word accent

Words*wor'thi-an X.wsrdz-'war-the-an, -ttie-\ adj : of, relating to
or characteristic of the poet Wordsworth or his writings

wordy \'w3rd-e\ adj 1 : using or containing many words ; verbose
2 : of or relating to words : verbal
syn wordy, verbose, prolix, diffuse, redundant mean using
more words than necessary to express thought, wordy may also
imply loquaciousness or garrulity; verbose suggests a resulting
dullness, obscurity, or lack of effectiveness; prolix suggests un-
reasonable and tedious dwelling on details; diffuse stresses lack of
compactness and pointedness of style; redundant applies to what
is repetitious or logically superfluous
wore past of wear
iwork \'w3rk\ n [ME werk, work, fr. OE were, weorc; akin to OHG
were, Gk ergon} 1 : activity in which one exerts strength or faculties

to do or perform something: a : sustained physical or mental effort

to overcome obstacles and achieve an objective or result b : the
labor, task, or duty that affords one his accustomed means of liveli-

hood c ; a specific task, duty, function, or assignment often being
a part or phase of some larger activity 2 a : energy expended by
natural phenomena b : the result of such energy <sand dunes are
the '^ of sea and wind) c : the transference of energy that is pro-
duced by the motion of the point of application of a force and is

measured by multiplying the force and the displacement of its point
of application in the line of action 3 a : something that results from
a particular manner or method of working, operating, or devising
<careful police '^> (clever camera '-^> b : something that results

from the use or fashioning of a particular material <porcelain '^)

4 a : a fortified structure (as a fort, earthen barricade, or trench)
h pi i structuies in engineering (as docks, bridges, or embank-
mentsl or mining (as shafts or tunnels) 5 pi but sing or pi in constr
: a place where industrial labor is carried on : plant, factory
6 p/ : the working or moving parts of a mechanism (•^.s of a clock)
7 : froth or foam caused by fermentation 8 a : something pro-
duced or accomplished by effort, exertion, or exercise of skill (this
book is the ~ of many hands) b : something produced by the
exercise of creative talent or expenditure of creative effort : artistic

production 9 pi : performance of moral or religious acts (salvation
by -^sy 10 a : effective operation ; effect, result (wait for time
to do its healing ~) b : manner of working : workmanship,
execution 11 a : the material or piece of material that is operated
upon at any stage in the process of manufacture b : ore before it is

dressed 12 ;?/ a : everything possessed, available, or belonging
<the whole '^s, rod, reel, tackle box, went overboard) b ; subjec-
tion to drastic treatment ; all possible abuse including murder —
usu. used with get (get the -^j) or give (gave him the ^s)

syn WORK, labor, travail, toil, drudgery, grind r 1 activity
Involving effort or exertion, work may imply activity of body, of
mind, or of a machine or it may apply to the effort or to what is

produced by the effort; labor applies to physical or intellectual
work involving great and often strenuous exertion; travail is book-
ish for labor involving pain or suffering; toil implies prolonged and
fatiguing labor; drudgery suggests dull and irksome labor; grind
implies labor exhausting to mind or body
syn WORK, employment, occupation, calling, pursuit, metier,

business mean a specific sustained activity engaged in esp. in earn-
ing one's living; work may apply to any purposeful activity whether
remunerative or not; employment stresses activity that fills one's
time; occupation implies work in which one engages regu-
larly esp. as a result of training; calling applies to an occupation
viewed esp. in relation to the one engaged in it; pursuit suggests a
trade, profession, or avocation followed with zeal or steady inter-
est; mctier implies a calling or pursuit for which one believes one-
self to be especially fitted; business suggests activity in commerce
or the management of money and affairs rather than in directly
productive or effective work
— at work l : engaged in working : BUSY; esp : engaged in one's
regular occupation 2 : having effect : operating, functioning— in work 1 : in process of being done 2 oj a horse : in training— out ot work : without regular employment : jobless
2work adj 1 : suitable or styled for wear while working (s^ clothes)
2 : used for work (--' elephant)
3work vb worked \'w3rkt\ or wrought \'r6t\ work-ing [ME
werken, worken, fr. OE wyrcan; akin to OE weorc} vt 1 : to bring
to pass ; effect 2 a : to fashion or create by expending labor or
exertion upon : forge, shape <-^ flint into tools) b : to make or
decorate with needlework; esp : embroider 3 a : to prepare for
use by stirring or kneading b : to bring into a desired form by a
gradual process of cutting, hammering, scraping, pressing, or stretch-
ing <^ cold steel) 4 : to set or keep in motion, operation, or
activity : cause to operate or produce (a pump ^ed by hand) ('^
farmland) 5 : to solve {a problem) by reasoning or calculation
6 a : to cause to toil or labor : get work out of b : to make use of
: exploit c : to control or guide the operation of (switches are -^ed
from a central tower) 7 : to carry on an operation through or in
or along (fisherman ~et/ the stream from the bridge down to the
pool) 8 : to pay for with labor or service ('^ off a debt) 9 a : to
get (oneself or an object) into or out of a condition or position by
gradual stages b : contrive, arrange (we can -^ it so that you
can take your vacation) 10 a : to practice trickery or cajolery on
for some end (^ed the management for a free ticket) b : excite,
provoke i'^ed himself into a rage) — vi 1 a : to exert oneself
physically or mentally esp. in sustained effort for a purpose or
under compulsion or necessity b : to perform or carry through a
task requiring sustained effort or continuous repeated operations
c : to perform work or fulfill duties regularly for wages or salary
2 : to function or operate accoiding to plan or design (hinges '^

better with oil) 3 : to exert an influence or tendency 4 : to pro-
duce a desired effect or result : succeed 5 a : to make way slowly
and with difficulty : move or progress laboriously b : to sail to
windward 6 : to permit of being worked : react in a specified
way to being worked (this wood ~s easily) 7 a : to be in agitation
or restless motion b : ferment 1 c : to move slightly in relation to
another part d : to get into a specified condition by slow or im-
perceptible movements (the knot ~erf loose) — work on 1 : ai-fect
iworked on his sympathies) 2 : to strive to influence or persuade— work upon ; to have effect upon ; operate on : persuade,
influence

work.abil'i.ty \,w3r-ka-'bil-at-e\ n : the quality or state of being
workable

work*able \'w3r-ka-b3l\ adj l : capable of being worked 2 : prac-
ticable. FEASIBLE — work>able-ness n
work-a.day \'w3r-k9-.da\ adj [alter, of earlier workyday, fr. obs.
workyday, n., (workday)] 1 : relating to or suited for working days
2 : prosaic, ordinary

work.bag \'w3rk-,bag\ n : a bag for implements or materials for
work; esp I a bag for needlework
work'bank \-,baQk\ n : a stand on which type matter in galleys is

corrected and prepared for makeup
work-bas.ket \-,bas-k3t\ n : a basket for needlework
work.bench \-,bench\ n : a bench on which work esp. of mechan-
ics, machinists, and carpenters is performed
work'book \-,buk\ n 1 : a booklet outlining a course of study
2 : a workman's handbook or manual 3 : a record book of work
done 4 : a student's individual exercise book of problems to be
solved directly on the pages
Work'bOX \-.baks\ n : a box for work instruments and materials

work camp n : a camp for workers: as a : prison camp 1 b : a
short-term group project in which individuals from one or more
religious organizations volunteer their labor
work-day \-.da\ n 1 : a day on which work is performed as dis-

tinguished from Sunday or a holiday 2 : the period of time in a day
during which work is performed — workday adj
worked \'w3rkt\ adj ; that has been subjected to some process of
development, treatment, or manufacture
worked up adj : emotionally aroused : excited
work-er \'w3r-k3r\ n l a : one that works esp. at manual or in-

dustrial labor or with a particular material — often used in com-
bination b : a member of the working class 2 : one of the sexually
underdeveloped and usu. sterile members of a colony of social ants,

bees, wasps, or termires that perform most of the labor and protec-
tive duties of the colony 3 : a usu. electrotype plate from which
printing is done
work larm n : a farm on which minor offenders are confined and
put to work
work'folk \'w3rk-.fok\ or work>lolks \-,foks\ n pi : working
people; esp : farm workers
work lorce n l : the workers engaged in a specific activity (the
factory's work force} 2 : the number of workers potentially
assignable for any purpose (the nation's work force}
work-horse \-,h6(3)rs\ n 1 : a horse used chiefly for labor as dis-
tinguished from driving, riding, or racing 2 a : a person who
undertakes arduous labor b : a markedly useful or durable vehicle,
craft, or machine
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work*liouse \-,haus\ n 1 Brit : poorhouse 2 : a house of correc-
tion for minor offenders

work in vf 1 : to insert or cause to penetrate by repeated or con-
tinued effort 2 : to interpose or insinuate gradually or unobtru-
sively

iwork-ing adj 1 : adequate to permit work to be done <a ^
majority) 2 : assumed or adopted to permit or facilitate further
work or activity <'-- draft)

sworking n : an excavation or group of excavations made In

mining, quarrying, or tunneling — used chiefly in pi.

working asset n : an asset other than a capital asset

working capital n l : the excess of current assets over current
liabilities 2 : all capital of a business except that invested in
capital assets

working class n : the class of people who are employed for wages
usu. in manual labor

work'ing-class X.wsr-klo-.klasX adj : relating to, deriving from, or
suitable to the class of wageworkers <~ virtues)

working day n : workday
working drawing n : a scale drawing of an object to be made or
structure to be builtfor direct use by the workman
work-ing-man X'war-kio-.manV n : one who works for wages usu.
al manual labor
working papers n pi ; official documents legalizing the employment
of a minor

working substance n : a usu. fluid substance that through changes
of temperature, volume, and pressure is the means of carrying out
thermodynamic processes or cycles (as in a heat engine)

work-less X'war-klssX adj : being without work : tjnemployed— work'less-ness n

work load n 1 : the amount of work or of working time expected
from or assigned to an employee 2 : the total amount of work to

be performed by a group (as a department) of workers in a period

work*man \'w3rk-m9n\ n 1 : workingman 2 : artisan, crafts-

work-man.like \-,lTk\ or work-man-ly \-le\ adj : worthy of a
good workman ; skillful

work-man-ship \-,ship\ n 1 : the art or skill of a workman
: craftsmanship; also : the quality imparted to a thing in the
process of making <a vase of exquisite '^) 2 : something effected,
made, or produced : work

workmen's compensation insurance n : insurance against
statutory damages arising from injury to employees while in the
employ of the insured employer
work Ol art : a product of one of the fine arts; esp : a painting or
sculpture of high artistic quality
work out vt 1 : to effect by labor and exertion 2 a : solve b : to
devise, arrange, or achieve esp. by resolving difficulties c : de-
velop, ELABORATE 3 I to discharge (as a debt) by labor 4 : to
exhaust (as a mine) by working ~ vi 1 a : to prove effective,
practicable, or suitable b : to amount to a total or calculated
figure — used with at 2 : to go through a training or practice
session esp. in an athletic specialty {works out daily with sparring
partners)

work-out \'war-,kaut\ n : a practice or exercise to test or improve
one's fitness esp. for athletic competition, ability, or performance

work-peo-ple \'w3rk-,pe-p3l\ n pi, chiejly Brit ; workers, em-
ployees
work-room X'war-.kriim, -,krum\ n : a room used esp. for manual

WOrk'Shop \'w3rk-,shap\ n 1 : a small establishment where manu-
facturing or handicrafts are carried on 2 : a seminar emphasizing
free discussion, exchange of ideas, and practical methods, skills,

and principles that is given mainly for adults already employed in
the field

work stoppage n : concerted cessation of work by a group of
employees usu. more spontaneous and less serious than a strike

work.ta-ble \'w3rk-,ta-b3l\ n : a table for holding working
materials and implements; esp ; a small table with drawers and
other conveniences for needlework
work-up \'w3r-,kap\ n : an unintended mark on a printed sheet
caused by the rising of spacing material
work.week \'w3r-.kwek\ n : the hours or days of work In a
calendar week <40-hour ~> <a 5-day '-->

work-wom-an \'wsr-,kwum-3n\ n : a woman who works
world \'w3r{-3)ld\ n, ojten atfrib [ME, fr. OE woruld human
existence, this world, age; akin to OHG weralt age, world; both
fr. a prehistoric WGmc-NGmc compound whose first constituent
is represented by OE wer man and whose second constituent is

akin to OE eald old — more at virile, old] 1 a : the earthly state
of human existence b : life after death — used with a quaUfier
<the next ~) 2 : the earth with its inhabitants and all things upon
it 3 : individual course of life : career 4 : the inhabitants of
the earth : the human race 5 a : the concerns of the earth and its
affairs as distinguished from heaven and the life to come b : secular
affairs 6 : the system of created things : universe 7 a : a division,

10 : the sphere or scene of one's life and a'ction 11 :"an indefinite
multitude or a great quantity or amount <makes a ~ of difference)
12 : KINGDOM 5 (animal '^> 13 : a celestial body fas a planet);

world-heat.er \'w3rl(d)-.bet-3r\ n : one that excels all others of
Its kind : CHAMPION
World Communion Sunday n ; the first Sunday in October
observed with Communion in many churches as an expression of
Christian unity
World Day of Prayer : the first Friday in Lent observed by many
churches esp. as a day of prayer for missions

^,?^}i
federalism n 1 : federalism on a worldwide basis 2 cap

i:'^!^ 5 I ^^^ principles and policies of the World FederaUsts
o : the body or movement composed of World Federalists

world federalist /i l ; an adherent or advocate of world federalism

2 cap W&F : a member of a movement arising after World War II
advocating the formation of a federal union of the nations of the
world with hmited but positive governmental powers
World Island n : the landmass consisting of Europe, Asia, and
Africa

World*ll-ness \'w3rl-(d)le-nas\ n : the quality or state of being
worldly
worldling \'w3r(-3)l-dliQ, 'warI-llQ\ n : a person engrossed in
the concerns of this present world

world'ly \*war(-3)l-dle, 'warl-le\ adj 1 : of, relating to, or devoted
to this world and its pursuits rather than to religion or spiritual
affairs 2 : worldly-wise syn see earthly

world.ly-mind-ed \,w3rl-(d)le-'mTn-d3d\ adj : devoted to or
engrossed in worldly interests — world<ly-mind*ed>ne5S n
world-ly-wise \'warl-(d)le-,wTz\ adj : wise as to things and ways
of this world

world power n : a political unit (as a nation or state) powerful
enough to affect the entire world by its influence or actions

world series n : a series of baseball games played each fall between
tne pennant winners of the major leagues to decide the professional
championship of the U.S.
world-shak-ing \'w3rl(d)-,sha-kio\ adj : earthshaking
world soul n : a spiritual being related to the world as the soul Is to
the individual being
world war n : a war engaged in by the principal nations of the world
world-wea-ri.ness \'warl-,dwir-e-n3s\ n : fatigue from or boredom
with the life of the world and esp. with material pleasures —
world-wea-ry \-,dwir-e\ adj

world-wide \'w3r(-3)l-'dwid\ adj : extended throughqut the entire
world
iworm \'w3rm\ n, ojten attrib [ME, fr. OE wyrm serpent, worm;
akin to OHG wurm serpent, worm. L vermis worm] 1 a ; earth-
worm; broadly : an annelid worm b ; any of numerous relatively

small elongated usu. naked and soft-bodied animals: as (1) ; an
insect larva; esp : one that is a destructive grub, caterpillar, or
maggot (2) : shipworm (3) : blindworm 2 a : a human being
who is an object of contempt, loathing, or pity : wretch b ; some-
thing that inwardly torments or devours 3 archaic : snake,
SERPENT 4 : helminthiasis — USU. uscd in pi. 5 : something
(as a mechanical device) spiral or vermiculate in form or ap-
pearance: as a : the thread of a screw b ; a short revolving
screw whose threads gear with the teeth of a worm wheel or a rack
c : a spiral condensing tube used in distilling d : archimedes'
SCREW; also : a conveyor working on the principle of such a screw— worm>like \-,irk\ adj
2Worm vi 1 : to move or proceed sinuously 2 a ; to proceed or
make one's way insidiously or deviously — usu. used with into

(spies '^ into important positions) b ; to evade or escape in
indirect or subtle fashion : wriggle — usu. used with out oj
•^ vt 1 : to free (as a dog) from worms 2 a ; to cause to move or
proceed in or as if in the manner of a worm b : to insinuate or
Introduce (oneself) by devious or subtle means 3 : to wind rope or
yarn spirally round and between the strands of (a cable or rope)
before serving 4 : to obtain or extract by artful or insidious
questioning or by pleading, asking, or persuading — usu. used
with out oj — wormier n
worm-eat-en \'w3r-.met-'n\ adj 1 a : eaten or burrowed by
worms ('^ timber) b : priTED 2 : worn-out, antiquated
worm fence /i ; a zigzag fence consisting of interlockirig rails

supported by crossed poles — called also snake jence, Virginia jence

worm gear n 1 : worm wheel 2 : a gear of a worm and a worm
wheel working together
worm-hole \'w3rm-,hol\ n ; a hole or
passage burrowed by a worm
worm. root N-.riit, -,rut\ n : pinkroot
worm-seed \'w3rm-,sed\ n 1 : any of
various plants whose seeds possess anthel-
mintic properties: as a : any of several

ragweeds (as Artemisia santonica and A.
pauciflora) b : a goosefoot (Chenopodium worm Rear
ambr'osioides) 2 : santonica 2

worm snake n : any of various small harnaless burrowing snakes
suggesting earthworms
worm wheel n : a toothed wheel gearing with the thread of a worm
W0nn«W00d \'w3rm-,wud\ n [ME wormwode, alter, of wermode,
fr. OE wermod: akin to OHG wermaola wormwood] 1 ; any of a
genus {Artemisia) of composite woody herbs; esp : a European
plant {A. absinthium) yielding a bitter slightly aromatic dark green
oil used in absinthe 2 : something bitter or grievous : BnrERNESS
wormy \'wsr-me\ adj 1 : containing, abounding in, or infested

with worms <'^ flour) <a ~ dog); also ; damaged by worms : W0RM=»
eaten <~ timbers) 2 : resembling or suggestive of a worm
worn past part oj wear
worn-out \'w6(3)r-'naut, 'w6(3)r-\ adj ; exhausted or used up by
or as if by wear

wor-ri-er X'war-e-sr. 'ws-reA n : one that worries

wor-ri-ment X'war-e-msnt, 'w3-re-\ n ; an act or instance of worry-
ing; also : TROUBLE, worry

wor-ri.some \-s3m\ adj 1 : causing distress or worry 2 : inclined
to worry or fret — wor-ri-some-ly adv
iwor-ry \'w3r-e, 'wo-re\ vb [ME worien, fr. OE wyrgan: akin to
OHG wurgen to strangle, Lith verzti to constrict] vt 1 dial Brit

: CHOKE, strangle 2 a : to harass by tearing, biting, or snapping
esp. at the throat b : to shake or pull at with the teeth <terrier
r^ing a rat) c : to touch or disturb something repeatedly d : to
change the position of or adjust by repeated pushing or hauling
3 a : to assail with rough or aggressive attack or treatment ; tor-
ment b : to subject to persistent or nagging attention or effort

4 : to afflict with mental distress or agitation : make anxious
: FRET ~ VI 1 dial Brit I strangle, choke 2 : to move, proceed,
or progress by unceasing or difficult effort ; struggle 3 : to
feel or experience concern or anxiety : fret
syn ANNOY, harass, harry, plague, pester, tease, tantalize:
WORRY implies an incessant goading or attacking that drives one
to desperation; annoy suggests molesting, interfering or intruding
causing anger or discomfort in the victim; harass implies persecu-
tion with small attacks or exactions that wear down or distract;

harry may imply heavier oppression or maltreatment than harass;
plague suggests the torment of a painful disease or anything
comparable in effect; pester implies a continual annoyance as by

M
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vermin or demanding children; tease suggests an attempt to
break down one's resistance or rouse to wrath; tantalize implies
awakening expectation and then withholding or frustrating satis-
faction
2worry n l a : mental distress or agitation resulting from concern
usu. for something impending or anticipated : anxiety b : an
instance or occurrence of such distress or agitation c : a cause of
worry : trouble, difficulty 2 ; the act of seizing an animal
with the teeth and shaking it so as to kill or injure it syn see care
wor.ry-wart \-,w6(3)rt\ n : one who is inclined to worry unduly
Iworse \'w3rs\ adj, comparative oj bad or oj ill [ME werse, worse,
fr. OE wiersa, wyrsa; akin to OHG wirsiro worse] 1 ; of more
inferior quality, value, or condition 2 a : more unfavorable,
unpleasant, or painful h ; more faulty, unsuitable, or incorrect
c ; less skillful or efficient 3 : bad, evil, ill, or corrupt in a greater
degree : more reprehensible
2worse n 1 : one that Is worse 2 : a greater degree of ill or badness
3W0rse adv, comparative oJ bad or oJ ill : in a worse manner ; to
a worse extent or degree
wors.en \'w3rs-=n\ vb wors-en-ing \'w3rs-nio, -*n-io\ vt : to
make worse "- vi ; to become worse
WOrs>er \'w3r-sar\ {worse + -er] comparative oj bad, substand
comparative oj ill
iwor-ship \'w3r-sh3p\ n [ME worshipe worthiness, repute, respect,
reverence paid to a divine being, fr. OE weorthscipe worthiness,
repute, respect, fr. weorth worthy, worth + -scipe -ship] 1 chiejly
Brit : a person of importance — used as a title for various officials
(as magistrates and some mayors) (sent a petition to his Worship)
2 : reverence tendered a divine being or supernatural power;
also : an act of expressing such reverence 3 : a form of religious
practice with its creed and ritual 4 : extravagant respect or
admiration for or devotion to an object of esteem <--- of the dollar)
^worship vb wor>shiped or wor^shipped; wor*ship>ing or
wor-shiP'ping vt 1 : to honor or reverence as a divine being or
supernatural power 2 : to regard with extravagant respect, honor,
or devotion : idolize -^ vi ; to perform or take part in worship
or an act of worship syn see revere — wor<ship*er or wor-
ship'per n

WOr-sllip.lul \'w3r-sh3p-f3l\ adj 1 a archaic : notable, dis-
tinguished h chiejly Brit — used as a title for various persons
or groups of rank or distinction 2 : venerating, worshiping— wor>ship'fuMy \-fa-]e\ adv— wor*ship-fuMiess n

Wor>ship>le5S \-sha-pl3s\ adj : lacking worship or worshipers
iworst \'w3rst\ adj, superlative oj bad or oj ill [ME werste. worste,
fr. OE wierresia, wyrsta, superl. of the root of OE wiersa worse]
1 ; most bad, evil, ill, or corrupt 2 a : most unfavorable, un-
pleasant, or painful b : most unsuitable, faulty, unattractive, or
ill-conceived c : least skillful or efficient 3 : most wanting in
quality, value, or condition
aworst n l : one that is worst 2 : the greatest degree of ill or
badness
3W0rst adv, superlative oj ILL or illy or oj bad or badly : to the
extreme degree of badness or inferiority ; in the worst manner
4W0rst vt : to get the better of : defeat
WOr.Sted \'wus-t3d, 'war-st3d\ n [ME, fr. IVorsted (now Worstead),
England] 1 : a smooth compact yarn from long wool fibers used
esp. for firm napless fabrics, carpeting, or knitting 2 : a fabric
made from worsted yarns — worsted adj
iWOrt X'wsrt, w6(3)rt\ n [ME, fr. OE wyrt root, herb, plant —
more at root] 1 ; plant; esp ; an herbaceous plant — usu. used
in combination 2 archaic ; potherb
awort n [ME, fr. OE wyrt: akin to MHG wurze brewer's wort, OE
wyrt root, herb] : a dilute solution of sugars obtained by infusion
from malt and fermented to form beer
iwortll \'w3rth\ VI [ME worthen, fr. OE weorthan; akin to OHG
werdan to become. L vertere to turn] archaic : become — usu. used
in the phrase woe worth
iWOrth adj [ME. fr. OE weorth worthy, of (a specified) value;
akin to OHG werd worthy, worth] 1 archaic z having monetary
or material value 2 archaic : estimable
aworth prep 1 a : equal in value to h ; having possessions or
Income equal to 2 : deserving of <well ~ the effort) 3 ; capable
of <ran for all he was •^>

4W0rth n 1 a : monetary value b : the equivalent of a specified
amount or figure 2 : the value of something measured by its

qualities or by the esteem in which it is held 3 a : moral or personal
value b : merit, excellence 4 : wealth, riches
syn WORTH, value mean the quality of being useful, important,

or excellent, worth applies to what is intrinsically or enduringly
excellent, meritorious, or desirable; value may suggest the im-
mediate estimation of the worth of something to an individual or
in a particular situation
WOrth«lul \'w3rth-f9l\ adj X I full of merit : honorable 2 : hav-
ing value : esteemed
wor-thi-ly \'war-ths-le\ adv ; in a worthy manner
WOr-thi.ness \-the-n3s\ n : the quality or state of being worthy
worth.less \'w9rth-l3s\ adj 1 a ; lacking worth : valueless
b : USELESS 2 : low, despicable — worth>less>ly adv — worth-
less*nes5 n

worth-while \'w3rth-'hwT(a)l, -•wTCa)l\ adj : being worth the
time or effort spent — worth* while*ness n
iwor-thy \'w3r-ilie\ adj 1 a : having worth or value : estimable
b : honorable, meritorious 2 : having sufficient worth <a man
r^ of the honor)
aworthy n ; a worthy person
IWOt pres 1st & 3d sing oj wit
awot \'wat\ vb wot-ted; wot>ting [ME woten, alter, of wUen —
more at wrr] dial chiejly Brit ; know
would \w3d, 3d, d, (')wud\ past oj will [ME wolde, fr. OE; akin to
OHG wolta wished, desired] 1 a archaic : wished, desired
b archaic : wish for : want o (1) : strongly desire ; wish <I~ I were young again) (2) — used in auxiliary function with
rather or sooner to express preference <he '-^ sooner die than face
them) 2 a — used in auxiliary function to express wish, desire, or
intent <those who '^ forbid gambUng) b — used in auxiliary func-
tion to express willingness or preference (as ye '^ that men should
do to you —Lk 6:31 (AV)) c — used in auxiliary function to

express plan or intention <said he '^ come) 3 — used in auxiliary
function to express custom or habitual action (we ^ meet often
for lunch) 4 — used in auxiliary function to express consent or
choice <~ put it off if he could) 5 a — used in auxiUary function
in the conclusion of a conditional sentence to express a contingency
or possibility (if he were coming, he '^ be here now) b — used in
auxiliary function in a noun clause completing a statement of
desire, request, or advice (we wish that he '^ go) 6 — used in
auxiliary function to express probability or presumption in past or
present time ('^ have won if he had not tripped) 7 : could (the
barrel '--' hold 20 gallons) 8 — used in auxiliary function to
express a request with which voluntary compliance is expected ('^
you please help us) 9 — used in auxiUary function to express
doubt or uncertainty (the explanation . . . -^ seem satisfactory)
10 : SHOULD (knew I ~ enjoy the trip) <—' be glad to know the
answer)
would-be \'wud-,be\ adj ; desiring or professing to be
wouldn't \'wud-=nt\ : would not
wouldst \w3dst, (')wudst, wstst, (')wutst\ or would*est \'wud-
3st\ archaic past 2d sing oj will
iwound \'wund\ n [ME, fr. OE wund; akin to OHG wunta wound]
1 a : an injury to the body consisting of a laceration or breaking
of a membrane (as the skin) usu. by a hard or sharp instrument
forcefully driven or applied b : a cut or breach in a plant due to
external violence 2 : a menial or emotional hurt or blow
awound vt : to cause a wound to or in -^ vi : to inflict a wound
3wound past oj WIND
WOund«ed \'wUn-d3d\ n pi ; wounded persons
wound*less \'wUn-(d)l3s\ adj 1 obs : invulnerable (the '^ air—Shak.) 2 : free from wounds ; unwounded
WOUnd'WOrt X'wUn-.dwsrt, -,dw6(3)rt\ n i any of various plants
whose soft downy leaves have been used in the dressing of wounds;
esp : any of several mints (genus Stachys)
wove past oj WEAVE
woven past part oj weave
wove paper \*w6v-\ n {wove (archaic pp. of weave^Z : paper made
by means of a revolving roller covered with wires so woven as to
produce no fine lines running across the grain — compare laid

iwow \'wau\ interj — used to express pleasure, surprise, or strong
feeling

awow n ['woB'] : a striking success : hit
3W0W vt : to excite to enthusiastic admiration
4W0W n [imit.] : a distortion in reproduced sound consisting of a
slow rise and fall of pitch caused by speed variation in the re-
producing system
WOW'Ser \'wau-73r\ n [origin unknown] chiejly Austral : an
obtrusively puritanical person

1 wrack \'rak\ n [ME, fr. OE wr^c misery, punishment, something
driven by the sea; akin to OE wrecan to drive, punish — more at
wreak] 1 ; RUIN, DESTRUCTION 2 : a remnant of something
destroyed
awrack n [ME wrak, fr. MD or MLG; akin to OE wrxc something
driven by the sea] 1 a : a wrecked ship b : wreckage c : wreck
d dial : the violent destruction of a structure, machine, or vehicle
2 a : marine vegetation; esp ; kelp b ; dried seaweeds

3wrack vt : to utterly ruin : wreck
4wrack vd [by alter.] : *rack
swrack n : 3rack 2

6wrack n ; irack
wrack-iul \'rak-f3l\ adj : destructive
wraith \'rath\ n [origin unknown] 1 a : an apparition of a
hving person in his exact likeness seen usu. just before his death
b ; GHOST, specter 2 : an insubstantial appearance ; shadow
3 : a barely visible gaseous or vaporous column
iwran.gle \'rao-g3l\ vb wran-gling \-g(3-)Ho\ [ME wranglen;
akin to OHG ringan to struggle — more at wring] vi 1 : to dispute
angrily or peevishly : bicker 2 : to engage in argument or con-
troversy '^ vt 1 : to obtain by persistent arguing : wangle
2 : to herd and care for (livestock and esp. horses) on the range

awrangle « l : an angry, noisy, or prolonged dispute or quarrel
2 : the action or process of wrangling syn see quarrel

wran-gler \-g(3-)l3r\ n l : a bickering disputant 2 : a ranch hand
who takes care of the saddle horses; broadly : cowboy
iwrap \'rap\ vb wrapped; wrap*ping [ME wrappen'] vt 1 a : to
cover esp. by winding or folding b ; to envelop and secure for
transportation or storage : bundle c : enfold, embrace d : to
coil, fold, draw, or twine about something 2 a : surround,
envelop b : suffuse c : to involve completely : engross 3 a : to
conceal or obscure as if by enveloping or enfolding b ; veil
4 : to enclose as if with a proteciive covering -^ vi 1 : to wind,
coil, or twine so as to encircle or cover something 2 : to put on
clothing ; dress — usu. used with up 3 : to be subject to covering,
enclosing, or packaging — usu. used with up
awrap n l a : wrapper, wrapping b : an article of clothing that
may be wrapped round a person; esp : an outer garment (as a coat
or shawl) c : blanket d : a 4-page insert folded around text
leaves of a book and sewed in — called also wraparound 2 ; a
single turn or convolution of something wound round an object
3 p/ a : RESTRAINT b : secrecy, censorship
wrap«around \'rap-3-,raund\ n 1 ; a garment (as a dress or coat)
made with a full-length opening and adjusted to the figure by
wrapping around 2 : wrap Id 3 : an object that encircles or
esp. curves and laps over another
wrap'per \'rap-3r\ nil that in which something is wrapped; as
a : a tobacco leaf used for the outside covering esp. of cigars
b (1) : jacket 3c(1) (2) : the paper cover of a book not bound in
boards c : a paper wrapped around a newspaper or magazine in
the mail 2 : one that wraps 3 : an article of clothing worn
wrapped around the body

Wiap'ping \'rap-ia\ n : something used to wrap an object : wrapper
wrap up vr l ; end, conclude 2 ; to make a single comprehensive
report of
wrap-up \'rap-,3p\ n : a summarizing news report
wrasse \'ras\ n [Corn gwragh, wragh'\ ; any of numerous elongate
compressed usu. brilliantly colored marine spiny-firmed fishes
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(family Labridae) that Include important food fishes esp. of warm
seas as well as some believed to be poisonous

1wrath \'rath, chiefly Brit 'r6th\ n [ME, fr. OE wrxththo, fr.

wrath wroth — more at wroth] 1 : violent anger ; rage 2 : re-

tributory punishment for an offense or a crime : divine chastise-

ment syn see anger
awrath adj [alter, of wroth] archaic : wrathful
wrath. ful \-fal\ adj 1 : filled with wrath : irate 2 : arising from,
marked by, or indicative of wrath — wrath-luMy \-f3-le\ adv
— wrath'ful»ness «
wrathy \-e\ adj : wrathful
WieaH \'rek\ vt [ME wreken, fr. OE wrecan to drive, punish
avenge; akin to OHG rehhan to avenge, L urgere to drive on, urge]
1 a archaic z avenge b ; to cause the infliction of (vengeance or
punishment) : exact 2 : to give free play or course to (malevolent
feeling) (-^ one's wrath) 3 : cause, inflict

wreak'Iul \-faI\ adj : revengeful
wreath \'reth\ n, pi wreaths \'rethz, 'reths\ [ME wrethe, fr. OE
writha: akin to OE writhan to twist — more at writhe] : something
intertwined into a circular shape; esp \ garland, chaplet
wreathe \'retii\ vb [wreath^ vi 1 ; to twist or contort so as to

show folds or creases ^wreathed with smiles) 2 a : to shape into a
wreath h : interweave c : to cause to coil about something
3 : to encircle or adorn with or as if with a wreath ~ v/ 1 : to

twist in coils ; writhe 2 a : to take on the shape of a wreath
b : to move or extend in circles or spirals

wreathy \'re-the, -the\ adj 1 ; having the form of a wreath
2 : constituting a wreath
iwreck \'rek\ n [ME wrek, fr. AF, of Scand origin; akin to ON
rek wreck; akin to OE wrecan to drive] 1 : something cast up on
the land by the sea esp. after a shipwreck 2 a : shipwreck
b : the action of wrecking or fact or state of being wrecked : de-
struction 3 a : a hulk or the ruins of a wrecked ship b ; the
broken remains of something wrecked or otherwise ruined c : some-
thing disabled or in a state of ruin or dilapidation; also ; a person
or animal of broken constitution, health, or spirits

2wreck vt l ; to cast ashore 2 a ; to reduce to a ruinous state by
or as if by violence b : shipwreck C : to ruin, damage, or imperil

by wreck d : to involve in disaster or ruin 3 : wreak 3 '^ vi

1 ; to become wrecked 2 : to rob, salvage, or repair wreckage or a
wreck
Wreck»age \'rek-ii\ n 1 : the act of wrecking : the state of being
wrecked; also ; the remains of a wreck 2 : broken, disrupted, and
disordered parts or material from a wrecked structure 3 : wretched
or degraded beings cast off by society

wreck-er \'rek-3r\ n 1 : one that wrecks; specif : one whose work
is the demolition of buildings 2 a : one that searches for or works
upon the wrecks of ships (as for rescue or for plunder) b : an
automotive vehicle with hoisting apparatus and equipment for
towing wrecked or disabled automobiles or freeing automobiles
stalled in snow or mud — called also tow car c : one that salvages
junked automobile parts and material
wrecking bar n : a small crowbar with a claw for pulling nails at
one end and a slight bend for prying at the other end
wren \'ren\ n [ME wrenne, fr. OE wrenna; akin to OHG reniilo
wren] 1 ; any of numerous small more or less brown singing birds
(family Troglodytidae); esp t a very small European bird (Troglo-
dytes troglodytes) that has a short erect tail and is a good singer
2 : any of numerous small singing birds resembling the true wrens
in size and habits

iwrench \*rench\ vb [ME wrenchen, fr. OE wrencan; akin to OHG
renken, L vergere to bend, inchne] v( 1 ; to move with a violent
twist; also ; to undergo twisting 2 : to pull or strain at something
with violent twisting /^ vt 1 ; to twist violently 2 : to injure or
disable by a violent twisting or straining 3 : change; esp : dis-
tort, pervert 4 a ; to pull or tighten by violent twisting or with
violence b : to snatch forcibly : wrest 5 : to cause to suffer
anguish : rack
awrench n 1 a : a
violent twisting or a
pull with or as if with
twisting b : a sharp
twist or sudden jerk
straining muscles or lig-

aments; also : the re-
sultant injury (as of a
joint) c : alteration;

istc ^I0^
otional distress : sudden violent mental change 2 ; a

hand or power tool for holding, twisting, or turning an object (as
a bolt or nut)
Iwrest \'rest\ vt [ME wrasten, wresten, fr. OE wrsstan; akin to OE
writhan to twist — more at writhe] 1 : to pull, force, or move by
violent wringing or twisting movements 2 : to gain with difficulty
by or' as if by force or violence 3 a : to divert to an unnatural
or improper use b : to deflect or change from a true or normal
bearing, significance, or interpretation ; distort — wrest»er n
awrest n 1 ; the action of wresting : wrench 2 : a key or wrench
formerly used for turning wrest pins
iwres.tle \'res-3l, 'ras-X vb wres-tling \-(3-)liD\ [ME wrastlen,
wrestlen, fr. OE wrxstlian, freq. of wrsstan\ vi X ; to contend by
grappling with and striving to trip or throw down an opponent
2 : to combat or overcome an opposing tendency or force 3 : to
engage in deep thought, consideration, or debate 4 : to strive
earnestly in or as if in a violent or determined struggle ^ vt

1 a : to engage in (a match, bout, or fall) in wrestUng b : to
wrestle with ('— an alligator) 2 : to move by or as if by force— wres'tler \'res-lar. 'ras-\ n
^wrestle n : the action or an Instance of wrestling : struggle;
specif ; a wrestling bout

wres.tling \'res-Uo, *ras-\ n : the sport of hand-to-hand combat
between two unarmed contestants who seek to throw each other

wrest pin n [zwre^r] : a pin in a stringed instrument (as a harp or
piano) around which the ends of the strings are coiled and by
which the instrument is tuned

wretch \'rech\ n [ME wrecche. fr. OE wrecca, outcast, exile; akin
to OE wrecan to drive, drive out — more at wreak] 1 : a miserable
person : one who is profoundly unhappy or in great misfortune2 ; a base, despicable, or vile ijerson

WTetcll<ed \'rech-od\ adj [irreg. fr. wretch'[ X : deeply affUcted,

dejected, or distressed : miserable 2 ; woeful, grievous <a ~
accident) 3 : hatefully contemptible : despicable 4 : very poor
in quality or abihty : inferior — wretch-ed-ly adv — wretcb-
ed^ness n
iwrig-gle \'rig-al\ vb wrig-gling \-(3-)lit)\ EME wrigglen, fr. or
akin to MLG wriggeln to wriggle; akin to OE wrigian to turn'

—

more at wry] vi 1 ; to move the body or a bodily part to and fro
with short writhing motions like a worm t squirm 2 : to move or
advance by twisting and turning 3 ; to extricate or insinuate
oneself or reach a goal by maneuvering, equivocation, or ingratia-

tion '^ vt X : to cause to move in short quick contortions 2 : to
introduce, insinuate, or bring into a state or place by or as if by
wriggling — wrig.gly \-(3-)le\ adj
2wriggle n 1 :a short or quick writhing motion or contortion 2 : a
formation or marking of sinuouS design

wrig'gler \'rig-(3-)Iar\ n ; one that wriggles; specif ; wiggler 2
wrigM \'rTt\ n [ME, fr. OE wyrhta, wryhta worker, maker; akin to

OE weorc work] : a workman in wood : carpenter — usu. used in
combination {shipwright}
wring \'rio\ vb wrung \'rao\ wring.ing \'rio-ir]\ [ME wringer^
fr. OE wringan; akin to OHG ringan to struggle, OE wyrgan to
strangle — more at worry] vt X : to squeeze or twist esp. so as to
make dry or to extract moisture or liquid 2 a : to extract or obtain
by or as if by twisting and compressing b ; to exact or acquire by
violence or coercion 3 a : to twist so as to strain or sprain into a
distorted shape : contort b ; to twist together (clasped hands)
as a sign of anguish 4 : to place or insert by a twisting movement
6 : to affect painfully as if by wringing : torment 6 : to shake
(a hand) vigorously in greeting ^ vi : squirm, writhe — wring n

WTing-er \'ri]3-ar\ n : one that wrings; specif : a machine or device
for pressing out hquid or moisture <^clothes ^y
iwrin-kle \'riG-k3l\ « [ME, back-formation fr. wrinkled twisted,

winding, prob. fr. OE gewrinclod, pp. of gewrinclian to wind, fr.

ge-, perfective prefix + -wrinclian (akin to wrencan to wrench) —
more at co-] X ; a small ridge or furrow esp. when formed on a
surface by the shrinking or contraction of a smooth substance
: crease; specif ; one in the skin esp. when due to age, care, or
fatigue 2 a ; method, technique; also ; information about a
method ; hint b : an innovation in method, technique, or equip-
ment — wrin-kly \-k(3-)le\ adj

swrinkle vb wrin>kling \-k(3-)hD\ vi : to become marked with or
contracted into wrinkles ~ vr : to contract into wrinkles : pucker

wrist \'rist\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE wrsstan to twist, wrest
— more at wrest] X : the joint or the region of the joint between
the human hand and the arm or a corresponding part on a lower
animal 2 : the part of a garment or glove covering the wrist

wrist-band \'ris(t)-,band\ n X : the part of a sleeve covering the
wrist 2 : a band encircling the wrist

wrist.let \'ris(t)-l9t\ n : a band encircling the wrist; specif ; a
close-fitting knitted band worn for warmth

wrisl'lock \*rist-,lak\ n ; a wrestling hold in which one contestant
is thrown or made helpless by a twisting grip on the wrist

wrist pin n : a stud or pin that forms a journal (as in a crosshead)
for a connecting rod

wrist shot n : a short golf stroke played chiefly from the wTists and

wrist-watch \'ris-,twach\ n ; a small watch attached to a bracelet
or strap to fasten about the wrist

writ \'rit\ n [ME, fr. OE; akin to OE wrltan to write] X : something
written : writing <Holy Writ) 2 a : a formal written document;
specif : a legal instrument in epistolary form issued under seal in

the name of the English monarch b : an order or mandatory
process in writing issued under seal in the name of the sovereign
or of a court or judicial officer commanding the person to whom it

is directed to perform or refrain from performing an act specified

therein <~ of detinue) <'^ of entry) <-- of execution) c : such
a written order constituting a symbol of the power and authority

of the issuer — usu. used with run <outside the United States
where . . . our --^ does not run —Dean Acheson)

writ*able \*rTt-s-b3l\ adj : capable of being put in writing

write \'rTt\ vb wrote \'r6t\ writ-ten \'rit-=n\ also writ \'rit\

writ-ing \'rTt-io\ [ME writen, fr. OE wr'itan to scratch, draw,
inscribe; akin to OHG rizan to tear, Gk rhinc file, rasp] vt 1 a (1)

: to draw or form by or as if by scoring or incising a surface

(2) ; to trace (a symbol or combination of symbols) by carving
or scoring i inscribe b (1) I to form or trace (a character or series

of characters) on paper or other suitable material <---' 7 instead of

P) (2) : to form or record (a meaningful sign) by a series of written
characters <~ the word dog} (3) : to spell in writing c : to write

characters upon <~ a check) 2 a : to set down in writing b : to

draw up : draft c (1) : to.be the author of : compose (2) : to

compose in musical form (^ a string quartet) d ; to express by
means of words e ; to communicate by letter <

—

s that he is

coming) 1 : to use or exhibit (a specific script, language, or
Utcrary form or style) in writing <'— Braille) <~J French with ease)

g : to write contracts or orders for; esp : underwrite 3 : to make
a permanent impression of 4 : to communicate with in writing

5 : ordain, fate <so be it, it is written —D C.Pealtie) 6 : to

make evident or obvious <guiU written on his face) 7 : to force,

effect, introduce, or remove by writing 8 : to take part in or bring
about (something worth recording) ^ vi 1 a : to make significant

characters or inscriptions; also : to permit or be adapted to writing

b : to form or produce written letters, words, or sentences 2 : to

compose, communicate by, or send a letter 3 a : to produce a
written work b : to compose music

write down vt 1 : to record in written form 2 ; to record, regard,

or reveal (as oneself) as being 3 a : to depreciate, disparage, or
Injure by writing b : to reduce in status, rank, or value c ; to play
down in writing -^ vi : to write so as to appeal to a lower level of
taste, comprehension, or Intelligence

write-down \'rTt-,daun\ n ; a deliberate reduction in the book
value of an asset

write in vr X a : to insert In a document or text b (1) : to insert

(a name not listed on a ballot or voting machine) in an appro-
priate space by writing or use of a printed sticker (2) : to cast (a

vote) in this manner 2 ; to write to a center of activity or source of
supply

write-in campaign \'rTt-,In-\ n : a political campaign carried on
to encourage writing in a candidate's name

write-in vote n : a vote cast by writing in the name of a candidate
write olt vr l : to reduce the estimated value of : depreciatb
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2 ; to take off the books : cancel

write-off \'rTt-,6f\ n 1 ; an elimination from the books : can-
cellation 2 : a reduction in book value : depreciation

Write out vt 1 : to put in writing; esp : to put into a full and com-
plete written form 2 : to exhaust the literary ability or resources of
(oneself) by writing too much

Writ.er Vrit-3r\ n : one who practices writing as an occupation;
esp : AUTHOR

writer's cramp n : a painful spasmodic cramp of muscles of the
hand or fingers brought on by excessive writing

write up vf l a : to write an account of : describe b : to put into
finished written form 2 : to bring up to date the writing of 3 : to
set down an unduly high value for 4 : to write a summons for

write-up \'rTt-,3p\ n l ; a written account; esp : a flattering
article 2 ; an increase in the book value or alleged assets of a
corporation

Writhe \'rTth\ vb [ME writhen, fr. OE wrlthan; akin to ON rlrha
to twist, OE wrigian to turn — more at wry] vt 1 a : to twist into
coils or folds b : to twist so as to distort : wrench c : to twist
(the body or a bodily part) in pain 2 : intertwine -^ vi 1 : to
move or proceed with twists and turns 2 : to become twisted in
or as if in pain or struggling 3 ; to suffer keenly from torment— writhe n

Writh<en \'rith-9n\ adj [ME, fr. OE, fr. pp. of wrlthan} archaic
; writhed, contorted

Writ-ing \'rit-io\ n 1 ; the act or process of one who writes: as
a : the act or art of forming visible letters or characters; specij

: handwriting 1 b : the act or practice of literary, journalistic,
or other composition 2 : something written: as a ; letters or
characters that serve as visible signs of ideas, words, or symbols
b : a letter, note, or notice used to communicate or record c : a
written composition d : inscription e (1) ; a written or printed
paper or document (2) : an impression of characters on a substance
(as paper) 3 : a style or form of composition 4 : the occupation
of a writer; esp : the profession of authorship

Writing desK n : a desk often with a sloping top for writing upon;
also : a portable case containing writing materials and having a
surface for writing

writing paper n ; paper intended for writing upon with Ink and usu.
finished with a smooth surface and sized
Writings \'rTt-io2\ np/ [trans, of LHeb kethubhim} '. hagiographa
Writ of assistance l ; a writ issued to a law officer (as a sheriff or
marshal) for the enforcement of a court order or decree 2 : a writ
Issued to a sheriff or other officer to aid in the search for smuggled
or illegal goods

Writ of certiorari : certiorari
writ of election ; a writ to order the holding of an election; specij
; one used to call a special election to fill a vacancy in an elective
office

Writ of error ; a writ directing a court usu. to remit the record of a
legal action to an appellate court in order that some alleged error
in the proceedings or in the judgment may be corrected if it exists

Writ of extent ; a writ formerly used to recover debts of record
to the British crown and under which the lands, goods, and person
of the debtor might all be seized to secure payment

Writ of privilege ; a writ to deliver a privileged person from
custody when arrested in a civil suit

writ of prohibition : a writ issued by a superior tribunal and com-
manding an inferior court to cease from the prosecution of a suit
depending before it

Writ of protection : a judicial writ Issued to a person required to
attend court as party or juror and intended to secure him from
arrest in coming, staying, and returning

writ of summons : a writ issued on behalf of the British monarch
summoning a lord spiritual or a lord temporal to attend parliament
iWTOng \*r6o\ n [ME, fr. OE wrang, fr. (assumed) wrang, adj.,

wrong] 1 ; an injurious, unfair, or unjust act 2 : something
wrong, immoral, or unethical; esp : principles, practices, or con-
duct contrary to justice, goodness, equity, or law 3 : action or
conduct inflicting harm without due provocation or just cause
4 : the state, position, or fact of being or doing wrong: as a : the
state of being mistaken or incorrect b : the state of being guilty
6 ; a violation or invasion of the legal rights of another; esp ; tort
syn see injustice
2wrong adj [ME, fr, (assumed) OE wrang, of Scand origin; akin to
ON rangr awry, wrong; akin to OE wringan to wring] 1 ; not
according to the moral standard : sinful, immoral 2 : not right

or proper according to a code, standard, or convention : improper
3 : not suitable or appropriate 4 : not according to truth or facts
: incorrect 5 : not satisfactory (as in condition, results, health,
or temper) 6 : of, relating to, or constituting the side of something
that is usu. held to be opposite to the principal one, that is the one
naturally or by design turned down, inward, or away, or that is the
least finished or polished syn see false — wrong adv — wrong<ly
\'r6o-le\ adv — wrong-ness n
swrong vt wrong>ing \'r6o-io\ 1 a ; to do wrong to : injure,
HARM b : to treat disrespectfully or dishonorably : violate
2 : DEFRAUD 3 : dishonor, malign — wrong. er \'r6o-3r\ n
syn wrong, oppress, persecute, aggrieve mean to injure un-

justly or outrageously, wrong implies inflicting injury either
unmerited or out of proportion to what one deserves; oppress
suggests inhumane imposing of burdens one cannot endure or
exacting more than one can perform; persecute implies a relentless
and unremitting subjection to annoyance or suffering; aggrieve
suggests a giving cause for protest by wronging, oppressing, or
persecuting
wrong.do. er \'r6o-'du-3r\ n : one that does wrong; esp : a trans-
gressor of moral laws

wrong.do-ing \-du-Ir)\ n 1 : evil behavior or action 2 : an in-
stance of doing wrong
wronged \'r6od\ adj : suffering a wrong : harmed
wrong font n i a character not of the right font
wrong. ful \'r6i3-f3l\ adj 1 : wrong, unjust 2 : not rightful esp.
in law : unlawful 3 ; iLLEomMATE — wrong.ful*ly \-f3-le\ adv— wrong.fuLness n
wrong'head.ed \'r6o-'hed-3d\ adj : stubborn in adherence to
wrong opinion or principles ; perverse — wrong-head. ed'ly
adv — wrong.head-ed.ness n
wroth yroth also 'r6th\ adj [ME, fr. OE wrath; akin to OHG
reid twisted, OE wrlthan to writhe] : highly incensed : wrathful
wrought \'r6t\ adj [ME, fr. pp. of worken to work] 1 : fashioned,
formed 2 : elaborately embellished : ornamented 3 : manu-
factured 4 ; beaten into shape by tools : hammered — used of
metals 5 : deeply stirred ; excited — often used with up <gets
easily -^ up over nothing)
wrought iron n : a commercial form of iron that Is tough, malleable,
and relatively soft, contains less than 0.3 percent and usu. less
than 0.1 percent carbon, and carries 1 or 2 percent of slag me-
chanically mixed with it

wrung past oj wring
iwry \'rT\ vb wried; wry.ing [ME wrien, fr. OE wrigian to turn;
akin to MHG rigel kerchief wound around the head, Gk rhoikos
crooked] ; twist, writhe
2wry arfy wri-er \'rT(-9)r\ wri-est \'rT-3st\ 1 a; turned abnormally
to one side <~ neck) b : twisted, contorted 2 : made by distor-
tion of the facial muscles <a ^ smile) 3 : marked by perversity
; wrongheaded 4 : cleverly and often ironically or grimly hu-
morous — wry.ly adv — wry.ness n
wry.neck \'ri-,nek\ n 1 : any of various woodpeckers (genus
Jynx) that differ from the typical woodpeckers in having soft tail

feathers and a peculiar manner of writhing the neck 2a: one
that has a wry neck b : torticollis
WUd \'wiid\ adj [alter, of 'ivoorf] chiejly Scot I insane, mad
WUl.fen.ite \'wul-fa-.nTt\ n [G wuljenit, fr. F. X. von Walfen
tl805 Austrian mineralogist] : a tetragonal mineral PbMo04
consisting of a compound of lead, molybdenum, and oxygen that
is bright orange-yellow to red, gray, green, or brown usu. in
tabular crystals

wun-der.kind \'vijn-d3r-.kint\ n, pi wun-der-kin-der \-.kIn-dar\
[G, fr. wunder wonder + kind child] : a child prodigy

wurst X'wsrst, *wu(3)rst\ n [G, akin to OHG werran to confuse —
more at war] : sausage 1

wurzel n : mangel-wurzel
Wy.an.dot \'wr-an-,dat\ n ; a member of a subgroup of the Hurons
wy.an.dotte \-.dat\ n [prob. fr. Wyandotte (Wyandot)] : any of
an American breed of medium-sized domestic lowls derived largely
from dark brahmas and spangled Hamburgs
Wycliff.ite \'wik-la-,fTt\ n [John Wyclijje tl384 E reUgious
reformer] : lollard — Wyclilfite adj
wye \*wT\ n : the letter y
wy.lie-coat \'wT-le-,kot, 'wU-e-\ n [ME (Sc) wyle cot} 1 chiejly

Scot : a warm undergarment 2 chiejly Scot : petticoat
wy-vern \'wT-v3m\ n [alter, of ME wyvere viper, fr. ONF wivre,

modif. of L vipera\ : a fabulous animal usu. represented as a 2*
legged winged creature resembUng a dragon
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IX \'eks\ n, ojten cap, often attrib 1 a : the
24th letter of the En^sh alphabet b ; a
graphic representation of this letter c : a
speech counterpart of orthographic x 2 ; ten
3 : a graphic device for reproducing the letter

X 4 : one designated :*: esp. as the 24th in
order or class, the 23d in order or class when
j is not used, the 2 1st in order or class when
]', V, and w are not used, or the first in an
order or class that includes x, y, and some-
times z 5 a : an unknown quantity b : an
arbitrarily chosen value from the domain of a

variable 6 : something shaped like or marked with the letter X.

ax vt x-ed abo x'd or xed \'ekst\ x-ing or x'ing \'ek-siQ\ 1 : to
mark with an ;c 2 : to cancel or obliterate with a series of x's —
usu. used with out

xanth- or xantho- comb jorm [NL, fr. Gk, fr. xanthos'\ 1 : yellow
ixanthcnt) 2 I xanthic acid <;can/ftate>

xan-thate \'zan-,thai\ n : ;

xan-thene \-.then\ n 1 : £

Ci3H,oO: also : i '

salt or ester of xanthic acid

_ . hite crystalline heterocyclic compound
vj, ».ju . ".. isomer of this that is the parent of the colored
of the xanthene dyes 2 : any of various derivatives of

xanthene
xanthene dye n : any of various brilliant fluorescent yellow to pink
to bluish red dyes characterized by the presence of the xanthene
nucleus

xan.thic \'zan(t)-thik\ adj [F xanthique, fr. Gk xanthos'\ 1 a : of,

relating to, or tending toward a yellow color b oj a flower : colored
with some tint of yellow 2 a : of or relating to xanthin or xanthine
b : of, relating to, or being any of various unstable thio acids and
esp. a colorless oily acid CsHgOSz

xan*Uiin \-th3n\ n [ISV] : a carotenoid pigment soluble in alcohol
; XAf^HOPHYLL

Xan>thine \'zan-,then\ n [ISV] : a feebly basic compound CSH4N4-
O2 that is found esp. in animal or plant tissue, is formed by hy-
drolysis of guanine, and yields uric acid on oxidation; also ; any of
various derivatives

Xan.thip.pe \zan-'t(h)ip-e\ or Xan.tip.pe \-'Up-e\ n [Gk Xan-
thippe, shrewish wife of Socrates] ; an ill-tempered woman

xan-ULOCh>roi \zan-'thak-ra-,wT, -'thak-,r6i\ n pi [NL, h.xanih- +
Gk ochroi, nom. pi. masc. of ochros pale] : white persons having
light hair and fair skin — xan-tho>chro<ic \,zan(t)-lh3-'kro-ik\
adj— xan-thO'Chroid \'zan(t)-th3-,kr6id, zan-'thak-,r6id\ adj orn

xaD'thO'Dia \zan-'tho-m3\ n, pi xanthomas or xan-tho-nia*ta
\-m3t-3\ [NL] : a condition marked by irregular yellow patches
or nodules on the skin— xan- the*ma-tons \-'tham-at-as, -'thom-\
adj
xan.thone \'zan-.thon\ n [ISV] : a ketone CiaHsOz that is the
parent of several natural yellow pigments

Xan.thO-phyll \'zan(t)-th3-.fil\ n [F xanthophylle, fr. xanth- 4-

-phylle -phyll] : any of several neutral yellow carotenoid pigments
esp. that are oxygen derivatives of carotenes; esp l lutein 1— xan-thO'phyl.lic \,zan(t)-th3-'fil-ik\ adj— xan>tho>phyl>lous
\-'fil-3s\ adj

Xa.ve.ri.an Brother \za-.vir-e-an-, za-\ n : a member of a teaching
congregation of lay brothers in the Roman Catholic Church founded
in 1839 in Bruges

X-ax-is \'ek-,sak-s3s\ n 1 ; the axis of abscissas in a plane Carte-
sian coordinate system 2 ; one of the three axes in a three-dimen-
sional rectangular coordinate system
X chromosome n : a sex chromosome that carries factors for fe-
maleness and usu. occurs paired in each female zygote and cell
and single in each male zygote and cell — compare y chromosome

X-dis>ease \'eks-diz-,ez\ n : any of various usu. virus diseases of
obscure etiology and relationships; esp \ a viral encephalitis of
man first detected in Australia

ze-bec \'ze-,bek, zi-'\ n [prob. modif. of F chebec, fr. Ar shabbak}
; a usu. 3-masted Mediterranean saihng ship with long overhanging
bow and stem

xen- or xeno- comb form [LL, fr. Gk, fr. xenos stranger, guest, host]
1 : guest : foreigner (xenophobia) 2 : strange : foreign ixenoUthS

xe.nia Vze-ne-a, -nya\ n [NL, fr. Gk, hospitality, fr. xenos host]
: the effect of genes mtroduced by a male nucleus on structures
(as endosperm or the fruit of a seed plant) other than the embryo

xeno.di.ag.no. sis \.zen-o-.di-ig-'n6-s3s\ n [NL] : the detection
of a parasite (as of man) by feeding a suitable intermediate host (as
an insect) on supposedly infected material (as blood) and later
examining it for the parasite — xeno.di*ag'nos*tic \-'nas-tik\ adj

xeno.gen.e.sis \-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] : the fancied production of
an organism altogether and permanently unlike the parent

xenO'lith \'zen-=l-,ith\ n : a fragment of a rock included in another
rock — xeno.lith.ic \,zen-^l-*ith-ik\ adj

xe.non \'ze-,nan, 'zen-.anX n [Gk, neut. of xenos strange] : a heavy
colorless inert gaseous element occurring in air as about one part in
20 million by volume and used in thyratrons and specialized electric
lamps — see element table
xeno.phobe \'zen-3-.fob\ n [ISV] : one unduly fearful of what Is
foreign and esp. of people of foreign origin — xeno.phO'bic
\,zen-3-'f6-bik, -'fab-ik\ adj

xeno-pho.bia \,zen-3-'f6-be-3\ n [NL] : fear and hatred of stran-
gers or foreigners or of anything that is strange or foreign

xeno-plas-tic \,zen-3-'plas-tik\ adj : involving or occurring be-
tween_ distantly related individuals — xeno.plaS'tl'Cal'ly \-ti-
k(3-)le\ adv

xer- or xero- comb form [LL, fr. Gk xer-, xe.
SERENE] : dry ixeric) <;cerophyte>

ark\ adj, oj an ecological

, fr. xen i at

xe.raich \'zi(3)r-;ark\ adj, oj an ecological succession : developingm a dry place
xe.ric \'zi(3)r-ik\ adj l : low or deficient in available moisture for
the support of hfe 2 : xerophytic — xe-ri-caMy \'zir-i-k(a-)le\

xe.ro.graph.Ic \.zir-3-'graf-ik\ adj : relating to, used in. or pre-
pared by xerography

xe.rog.ra.phy Xzs-'rag-ra-fe. ziO)r-'ag-\ n [ISV] : the formaUon
01 pictures or copies of graphic matter by the action of hght on an
dectncally charged photoconductive insulating surface in which

the latent image usu, is developed with powders
xe.roph'i.lous \za-'raf-»-l3s, zi(3)r-'af-\ or xe.ro.pliile \'zir-3-.fn\
adj : thriving in or tolerant or characteristic of xeric environment— xe-roph.i'ly \za-'raf-a-]e, zi{3)r-'af-\ n

xe._roph.thal.mia \_,zir-,af-'thaI-me-3, -,ap-'thal-\ n [LL. fr. Gk
xerophthalmia, fr. xer- xer- + ophthalmia'] : a dry thickened luster-
less condition of the eyeball resulting from a severe systemic de-
ficiency of vitamin A — xe.roph.thaLmic \-mik\ adj

xe.ro.phyte \*zir-3-.fit\ n : a plant structurally adapted for life

and growth with a Umited water supply esp. by means of mecha-
nisms that limit transpiration or that provide for the storage of wa-
ter — xe.ro-phyt.ic \,zir-3-*fit-ik\ adj — xe.ro.phyt.i'CaMy
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv— xe-ro.phyt.ism \'zir-3-,fTt-.iz-3m\ n

xe.ro.ther.mic \,zir-3-'th3r-mik\ adj 1 : characterized by heat
and dryness 2 : adapted to or thriving in a hot dry environment

X height n : the distance between the top and bottom of a printed
letter (as x, a, r. w) without an ascender or descender

Xi X'zt. 'ksT\ n [Gk xei} : the fourteenth letter of the Greek alpha-
bet — symbol E or J

xiphi-sler.num X.zif-i-'star-nsmX n, pi xiphi.ster.na \-n3\ OIL,
fr. Gk xiphos sword + NL sternum] : the posterior segment of the
sternum — called also xiphoid process
iXiph.Oid \'zif-.6id\ adj [NL xiphoides, fr. Gk xiphoeides, fr.

xiphos] 1 : shaped like a sword : ensiform 2 : of. relating to, or
being the xiphisternum

2xiphoid n : xiphisternum
Xiph.os-uran \,zif-3-'sur-3n\ n [deriv. of Gk xiphos + oura tall —
more at squirrel] : any of an order (Xiphosura) of arthropods
comprising the king crabs and extinct related forms — xiphosuran
adj — xiph.oS'Ure \'zif-?-,su(3)r\ n — xlph>os.urous \.zif-a-
'sur-3s\ adj
Xmas \'kris-m3S also 'ek-sm3s\ n Ix (symbol for Christ) + -mas
(in Christmas) ] ; Christmas

X-radlatlon n 1 ; exposure to X rays — called also X-irradiation
2 : radiation composed of X rays
X ray \'eks-,ra\ n 1 ; any of the electromagnetic radiations of the
same nature as visible radiation but of an extremely short wave-
length less than 100 angstroms that is produced by bombarding a
metallic target with fast electrons in vacuum or by transition of
atoms to lower energy states and that has the properties of ionizing
a gas upon passage through it, of penetrating various thicknesses
of all solids, of producing secondary radiations by impinging on
material bodies, of acting on photographic films and plates as Ught
does, and of causing fluorescent screens to emit light 2 : a photo-
graph obtained by use of X rays
x-ray vi, ojten cap X : to examine, treat, or photograph with X rays
Xray — a communications code word for the letter x
X-ray photograpli n : a shadow picture made with X rays
X-ray therapy n : medical treatment (as of a cancer) by controlled
application of X rays
X-ray tulre n : a vacuum tube in which a concentrated stream of
electrons strikes a metal target and produces X rays

xyl- or xylo- comb jorm [L, fr. Gk, fr. xylon} 1 : wood <jr>'/ophone)
2 ; xylene <j:3'/ic>

xy.Ian \'zT-,lan\ n [ISV] : a yellow gummy pentosan present in
plant cell walls and woody tissue

xy-lem \'zT-lam, -,lem\ n [G, fr. Gk xylon] : a complex tissue in
the vascular system of higher plants consisting of vessels, tracheids,
or both usu. together with wood fibers and parenchyma cells,

functioning chiefly in conduction but also in support and storage,
and typically constituting the woody element (as of a plant stem)— compare phloem
xylem ray or xy.la.ry ray \,zT-l3-re-\ n : a vascular ray or portion
of a vascular ray located in xylem — called also wood ray; compare
phloem ray

xy.lene \'zT-,len\ n [ISV] : any of three toxic flammable oily
isomeric aromatic hydrocarbons CsHio that are di-methyl homo-
logues of benzene and are obtained from wood tar, coal tar, cokea

petroleum distillates; also : a mixture of xylenes and
e used chiefly as a solvent

.y.iio<i.,xw \,zr-Uk-, ,zil-ik-\n [ISV] : any of six

carboxyUc acids C9H)o02 derived from xylene
xy.Ii.dlne \'zT-l3-,den, 'zil-3-\ n [ISV] : any or a mixture of six
toxic liquid or low-melting crystalline isomeric amino derivatives
CsHiiN of the xylenes used chiefly as intermediates for azo dyes
and in organic synthesis

xy.lo-graph \'zl-l3-,graf\ n : a product of xylography — xy.log-
ra.pher \zT-'lag-r3-f3r\ n — xy-lo.grapb.Ic \,zT-l3-'graf-ik\ adj— xy.lo.grapb'l.cal \-i-k3l\ adj

xy.log.ra.phy \zT-*Iag-r3-fe\ n [F xylographie, fr. xyl- + -graphie
-graphy] : the art of engraving on wood or ot taking impressions
from engravings so made

Xy.lol \'zT-.l6l, -.161\ n [ISV] : XYLENE
xy.loph.a.gous \zT-'laf-3-g3s\ adj [Gk xylophagos, fr. xyl- -f-

-phagos -phagous] : feeding on or in wood
xy.loph'i.lous \-'laf-3-l3s\ adj : growing or living in or on wood
xy.lo.phone \'zT-l3-,f5n, 'zil-3-\ n : a percussion instrument con-
sisting of a series of wooden bars
graduated in length to sound the
musical scale, supported on belts
of straw or felt, and sounded by
striking with two small wooden
hammers — xy.Io.pbon.ist
\-.fo-n3St\ n

xy.lose \'zT-.16s, -,loz\ n [ISV]
: a crystalline aldose sugar Cs- xylophone
H10O5 not fermentable with ordi-
nary yeasts that is found esp. as a constituent of xylans from which
it is obtained by hydrolysis

xy.lo. torn. ic \,zT-l3-'tam-ik\ adj t of or relating to xylotomy— xy-lo-tom.i.cal \-i-k3l\ adj
xy.lot'O.mous \zT-'lat-3-m3S\ adj : capable of boring or cutting
wood — used of an insect

xy.lot.o.my \-me\ n : the art of preparing sections of wood for
microscopic examination
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y \'wT\ n. often cap, often attrlb 1 a : the
2Sth letter of the English alphabet b : a
graphic representation of this letter c ; a
speech counterpart of orthographic y 2 : a
graphic device for reproducing the letter y
3 : one designated y esp. as the 25th in order
or class, the 24th in order or class when j is

not used, the 22nd in order or class when j, v,

and w are not used, or the second in order or
class when x is made the first 4 : an arbi-
trarily chosen value from the domain of a
variable 5 : something shaped like the letter Y

y- prefix [ME y-, f-, fr. OE ge-, perfective prefix — more at CO-]— used in a few esp. archaic past participles and occas. in other
verb forms coined by analogy with such past participles (j-pointing)
l-y also -ey \e\ adj suffix [ME, fr. OE -ig; akin to OHG -Ig -y,

L 'icus, Gk -ikos, Skt -ika} 1 a : characterized by : full of <blos-

somj') <dirtj'> <muddj> <claye>'> to : having the character of : com-
posed of <iC3'> (waxy) c : like : like that of <homej'> (wintry)
— often with a disparaging connotation <stag.v) d : devoted to

; addicted to : enthusiastic over (horsy) 2 a : tending or inclined

to (sleepy) (chatty) I) : giving occasion for (specified) action
(tearv) c : performing (specified) action (curly) 3 a : somewhat
: rather : -ish (chilly) h : having (such) characteristics to a marked
degree or in an affected or superficial way (Frenchy)

2-y \e\ n suffix, pi -ies [ME -ie, fr. OF, fr. L -ia. fr. Gk -ia, -eia]

1 : state : condition : quality (beggary) 2 : activity, place of

business, or goods dealt with (chandlery) (laundry) 3 : whole
body or group (soldiery)

3-y n suffix, pi -ies [ME -ie, fr. AF, fr. L -lum] : instance of a
(specified) action (entreaty) (inquiry)

*-y — see -IE

lyacllt \'yat\ n [obs. D yaght. fr. MLG facht, short for fachtschiff,

lit., hunting ship] : any of various relatively small sailing or me-
chanically driven ships that characteristically have a sharp prow
and graceful lines and are ordinarily used for pleasure cruising or
racing

ayaclxt vi : to race or cruise in a yacht
yacht>mg n : the action, fact, or pastime of racing or cruising in a
yacht
yacht rope n : rope of the best quality usu. made from fine soft

white Manila hemp
yachts<man X'yat-smanX n : a person who owns or sails a yacht
yack slang var of ZYAK, ^yak
ya-gi Wag-c, 'yag-V n [Hidetsugu Yagi b 1886 Jap engineer] :a
highly directional and selective shortwave antenna consisting of a
horizontal conductor of one or two dipoles connected with the
receiver or transmitter and of a set of nearly equal insulated dipoles
parallel to and on a level with the horizontal conductor

ya*ll00 \'ya-(,)hu, 'y'a-\ n 1 cap : a member of a race of brutes In
Swift's Gulliver's Travels who have the form and all the vices of
man 2 : an uncouth or rowdy person
Yah-weh \'ya-(,)wa, -(,jva\ also Yah-veh or Yah-ve \-(,)va\ n
[Heb Yahweh'] : the God of the Hebrews — compare tetra-
GRAMMATON

, -.viz-\ n : the worship of Yahweh among theYah.wism \-,wiz-;
ancient Hebrews
Yah.wis. tic \ya-'\
Yahweh

tik, -'vIs-\ adf 1 ; characterized by the use of
of God 2 : of or relating to Yahwism

iyak\'yak\/i.p/ yaks a/so yak [Tibetan gya/c] : a large long-haired
wild or domesticated ox (Bos grunniens) of Tibet and adjacent
elevated parts of central Asia
'yak n [prob. imit.] ; persistent or voluble talk

3yak vi yakked; yakking : to talk persistently ; chatter
«yak \'yak. 'yak\ n [imit.j 1 slang : laugh 2 slang : joke, gag
Yak.i.ma \'yak-a-,m6\ n, pi Yakima or Yakimas 1 a : a Shahap-
tian people or group of peoples of the lower Yakima river valley,

souih central Washington b ; a member of this people 2 : the
language of the Yakima people
yam \'yam\ n [earlier iname, fr. Pg inhame & Sp name] 1 : the
edible starchy tuberous root of various plants (genus Dioscorea
of the family Dioscoreaceae) used as a staple food in tropical areas;

also : a plant producing these 2 : a moist-fleshed and usu. orange*
fleshed sweet potato
ya.tnen \'yam-3n\ n [Chin (Pek) ya^-men^l : the headquarters or
residence of a Chinese government official or department
yam.mer \'yam-3r\ vi yam-raer.ing_\-(3-)riD\ [alter, of ME
yomeren to murmur, be sad, fr. OE geomrian; akin to OHG ja-

maron to be sad] 1 ; whimper 2 : chatter — yammer n

yang V'yaoX n [Chin (Pek) yangz] ; the masculine active principle

(as of light, heat, or dryness) in nature that in Chinese cosmology
combines with yin to produce all that comes to be
lyank \'yaok\ n [origin unknown] : a strong sudden pull : jerk
2yank vr ; to pull or extract with a quick vigorous movement ^ vi

: to pull on something with a quick vigorous movement
Yank \'yaQk\ n : YANKEE
lYan.kee \'yao-ke\ n, often attrib [origin unknown] 1 a : a native

or inhabitant of New England b ; a native or inhabitant of the
northemU. S. 2 : a native or inhabitant of the U. S. — Yan-kee-
dom \-ked-3m\ n — Yan>kee>ism \-ke-.iz-am\ n
'Yankee ^- a communications code word for the letter y
Yan-kee-Doo.dle \,yar)-ke-'dijd-'l\ n {.Yankee Doodle, popular
song during the American Revolution] : Yankee
yan.qui \'yao'ke\ n, often cap [Sp, fr, E ' Yankee] ; a citizen of
the U.S. as distinguished from a Latin American
lyap \'yap\ vi yapped; yap.ping [imit.] 1 ; to bark snappishly
; YELP 2 : chatter, scold

ayap n 1 a : a snappish bark : yelp b : chatter 2 : bumpkin
3 slang I mouth

ya*pOCk or ya.pok \ya-'pak\ n [Oyapock, Oyapok, river In So.
America] ; a gray and white So. American aquatic opossum
{Chironectes minimus) with webbed hind feet

Yar-bor.OUgh War-.bar-a, -.bs-ra, -b(3-)r3\ n [2d Earl of Yar-
borough tl897 E nobleman said to have bet a thousand to one
against the dealing of such a hand ] ; a hand in bridge or whist con-
taining no card higher than a nine
lyard \yard\ n [ME yarde, fr. OE gierd twig, measure, yard; akin

to OHG gart stick, L hasta spear] 1 ; any of various units of
measure: as a : a unit of length equal In the U.S. to 0.9144 meter— see MEASURE table b : a unit of volume equal to a cubic yard
2 : a long spar tapered toward the ends to support and spread the
head of a square sail, lateen, or lugsail

2yard n, often attrib [ME, fr. OE geard enclosure, yard; akin to
OHG gart enclosure, L hortus garden] 1 a : a small usu. walled
area open to the sky and adjacent to a building : court b : the
grounds of a building or group of buildings 2 a : an enclosure for
livestock (as poultry) b (1) : an area set aside for a particular
business or activity (2) ; an assembly or storage area c : a system
of tracks for storage and maintenance of cars and making up trains
3 : a locality in a forest where deer herd in winter
3yard vr 1 : to drive into or confine in a restricted area : hero, pen
2 : to deliver to or store in a yard ~ vi : to congregate in or as if in
a yard
lyard-age \'yard-ij\ n l ; the use of a livestock enclosure for
animals in transit provided by a railroad at a station 2 : a charge
made by a railroad for the use of a livestock enclosure
2yardage n : an aggregate number of yards; also : the length, extent.
or volume of something as measured in yards
yard.arm \'yar-,darm\ n : either end of the yard of a square-rigged
ship

yard-bird \'yard-,b3rd\ n 1 : a soldier assigned to a menial task
2 : an untrained or inept enlisted man
yard goods n pi : fabrics sold by the yard : piece goods
yard grass n : a coarse annual grass (Eleusine indica) with digitate
spikes that is widely distributed as a weed
yard.man X'yard-man. -,man\ n : a man employed In or about a
yard; specif : a railroad man employed in yard service
yard.mas. ter \-,mas-tar\ n : the man in charge of operations in a
railroad yard

yard'Stick \'y'ard-,stik\ n 1 a ; a graduated measuring stick three
feet long b : a standard basis of calculation 2 : a standard for
making a critical judgment : crfterion syn see standard
yare \'ya(3)r, 'ye(3)r, 'yar\ adf [ME, fr. OE gearu: akin to OHG
garo ready] 1 archaic '. set for action : ready 2 or yar \'y'ar\

a : nimble, lively b o/ a ship : easily handled : maneuverable— yare adv — yare»ly adv, archaic
yar.mul-ke or yar-mel-ke V'yar-mal-ka, "yam-al-X n [Yiddish, fr.

Ukrainian & Pol yarmulka skullcap] ; a skullcap worn esp. by
Orthodox and Conservative Jewish males in the synagogue and
the home
lyarn \'yarn\ n [ME. fr. OE gearn: akin to OHG gam yarn, Gk
chorde string, L hernia rupture] 1 a : a continuous often plied
strand composed of fibers or filaments, and used in weaving and
knitting to form cloth b : a similar strand of metal, glass, asbestos,
paper, or plastic c : thread d : rope yarn 2 : a narrative
of adventures : story; esp : a tall tale

2yarn vi : to tell a yam
yarn-dye \-,dT\ vt ; to dye before weaving or knitting
yar-row \'yar-(,)o. -3(-w)\ n [ME yarowe, fr. OE gearwe: akin to
OHG gfiriva yarrow] : a widely naturalized strong-scented Eurasian
composite herb {Achillea millefolium) with finely dissected leaves
and small usu. white corymbose flowers; also : any of several con-
generic plants
yat.a.gban \'yat-9-,gan,
'yat-i-g3n\ n [Turk yata-
gan] : a long knife or short
saber common among Mus- ,r-.t<ioh^n
lims that is made without yatagnan

a cross guard and usu. with a double curve to the edge and a nearly
straight back
yauld \'y61(d)\ adj [origin unknown] chiefly Scot : vigorous,
ENERGETIC
yau.pon \'yiJ-,pan also 'yo-, 'y6-\ n [Catawba yopUn, dim. of yop
tree] : a holly (Ilex vomitoria) of the southern U.S. with smooth
elliptical leaves used as a substitute for tea

lyaw \'y6\ n [origin unknown] ; the action of yawing; also ; the
extent of the movement in yawing
2yaw vi 1 a (?> a ship : to deviate erratically from a course (as when
struck by a heavy sea) b of an airplane or projectile : to turn by
angular motion about the vertical axis 2 : to become deflected

: SWERVE
yawl \'y6l\ n [LG joUe] 1 : a
ship's small boat : jolly boat
2 : a fore-and-aft rigged sail-

boat carrying a mainsail and
one or more jibs with a mizzen-
mast far aft
lyawn \'y6n. 'yan\ vb [ME
yenen, yanen.tr. OE ginian; akin
to OHG ginen to yawn, L hiare,

Gk chainein] vi 1 : to open
wide : GAPE 2 : to open the
mouth wide usu. as an involun-
tary reaction to fatigue or bore-
dom ^ vt : to utter with a yawn— yawn.er n
2yawn n 1 : gap, cavity 2 : a
deep usu. involuntary intake of yawl
breath through the wide open
mouth
yawn.ing adj 1 : wide open : cavernous (a ---' hole) 2 : showing
fatigue or boredom by yawns (a -^ congregation)
lyawp or yaup \'y6p\ vi [ME yolpen] 1 : to make a raucous noise

; squawk 2 : clamor, complain — yawp*er n
ayawp also yaup n 1 ; a raucous noise ; squawk 2 : something
suggestive of a raucous noise; specif. ; rough vigorous language
(sound my barbaric ~ over the roofs of the world—Walt Whitman)

yawp.lng n : a strident utterance

yaws \'y62\ n pi but sing or pi in constr [of Cariban origin; akin to

Calinago ydya yaws] : an infectious contagious tropical disease

caused by a spirochete (Treponema pertenue) and marked by ulcer-

ating lesions with later bone Involvement— called also fram-be-sia

\ fram-'be-zh (e-)s\

y-ax.is \'wl-,ak-sas\ n 1 : the axis of ordinates In a plane Cartesian
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coordinate system 2 : one of the three axes In a three-dlmensloiia]
rectangular coordinate system
Y chromosome n : a sex chromosome occurring in male zygotes
and cells and formerly held to carry factors for maleness that are
prob. actually in autosomes — compare x chromosome

ycleped or yclept [ME, fr. OE geclipod, pp. of clipian to cry out,

name] past part oj clepe
lye \(')ye\ pron [ME, fr. OE ge; akin to OHG ir you — more at

you] : YOU 1 — used orig. only as a plural pronoun of the second
person in the nominative case
2ye \ye, ys, or like 'the\ dejiniie article [alter, of OE be th^ fr. the
use by early printers of the letter y to represent \> (ih) of manu-
scripts] archaic : THE <l'e olde Gifte Shoppe)
lyea \'ya\ adv [ME ye, ya, fr. OE gca; akin to OHG Ja yes] 1 : yes— used in oral voting 2 — used as a function word to introduce a
more explicit or emphaiic phrase
ayea n 1 : affirmation, assent 2 a ; an affirmative vote b : a
person casting a yea vote
yean \'(yien\ vi [ME yenen, fr. (assumed) OE geeanian, fr. OE ge-,

perfective prefix + eanian to yean- akin to L agnus lamb, Gk amnos\
: to bring forth young — used of a sheep or goat
yeanling \-Ud. -lan\ n : lamb, kid la
year \'yii3)r\ n [ME yere, fr. OE gear; akin to OHG jar year, Gk
horos year, hora season, hour, L ire to go — more at issue] 1 a : the
period of about 365 H solar days required for one revolution of the
earth around the sun b : the time required for the apparent sun to

return to an arbitrary fixed or moving reference point in the sky
2 a : a cvcle in the Gregorian calendar of 365 or 366 days divided
into 12 months beginning with January and ending with December
b : a period of time equal to one year of the Gregorian calendar but
beginning at a different time 3 ; a calendar year specified usu. by
a number 4 />/ : a time or era having a special significance 5 pi

; -fliGE; also : the final stage of the normal life span 6 : a period
of time (as the usu. nine-month period in which a school is in
session) other than a calendar year
year*book \-,buk\ n : a book published yearly as a report or
summary of the statistics or facts : annual
yearling \'yi(3lr-Uri. 'yar-lanX n : one that is a year old; as a ! an
animal one year old or in the second year of its age b : a race-
horse between January 1st of the year after the year in which it

was foaled and the next January 1st — yearling adj
year-long \'yi(a)^-'16D\ ^dj : lasting through a year
lyear-ly \'yi(3ir4e\ adj 1 : reckoned by the year 2 : occurring,
appearing, made, done, or acted upon every year or once a year
: ANNUAL

syearly adv : every year : annually
Yearly Meeting n : an organization uniting several Quarterly Meet-
ings of the Society of Friends
yearn X'ysrnX vi [ME yernen. fr. OE giernan: akin to OHG geron
to desire, L hortari to urge, encourage, Gk chairein to rejoice]
1 : to feel a longing or craving 2 : to feel tenderness or compassion
syn see long — yearn-er n

year of grace : a year of the Christian era <the year oj grace 1962>
year-round \'yi(3?r-'raund, *yi3-'raund\ adj : effective, employed,
or operating for the full year : not seasonal <a ^ resort)

lyeast \'yest\ n [ME yest, fr. OE gist: akin to MHG jest foam. Gk
zein to boil] 1 a : a yellowish surface froth or sediment that occurs
esp. in saccharine liquids (as fruit juices) in which it promotes alco-
holic fermentation, consists largely of cells of a fungus (family
Saccharomycetaceae) and is used esp. in the making of alcoholic
hquors and as a leaven in baking b ; a commercial product con-
taining yeast plants in a moist or dry medium (1) : a minute
fungus (esp. Saccharomyces cerevisiae) that is present and func-
tionally active in yeast, usu. has Utile or no mycelium, and repro-
duces by budding (2) : any of various similar fungi (esp. orders
Endomycetales and Mooiliales) 2 : the foam or spume of waves
3 : something that causes ferment or activity

2yeast vi : ferment, froth
yeasty \'ye-ste\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or resembling yeast 2 a : im-
mature, unsettled b : marked by change c : exuberant d : friv-
olous
yegg \'yeg\ n (origin unknown] : safecracker, robber
lyell \'yel\ vb [ME yellen, fr. OE giellan; akin to OHG gellan to
yell, OE galan to sing] vi 1 : to utter a loud cry, scream, or shout
2 : to give a cheer usu. in unison — vr : to utter or declare with or
as if with a yell : shout — yell-er n

ayell n l : scream, shout 2 : a usu. rhythmic cheer used esp. in
schools or colleges to encourage athletic teams
lyel.low \'yel-(,>6. -3(-w)\ adj [ME velwe, yelow, fr. OE geolu: akin
to OHG gelo yellow, L helvus light bay, Gk chloros greenish yellow.
Skt hari yellowish] 1 a : of the color yellow b : become yellowish
through age, disease, or discoloration : sallow c : having a yellow
complexion or skin 2a: featuring sensational or scandalous
items or ordinary news sensationally distorted i~ joumahsm)
b : MEAN, cowardly

ayellow vt : to make or turn yellow -- v/ : to become or turn yellow
Jyellow n 1 a : a color whose hue resembles that of ripe lemons or
sunflowers or is that of the portion of the spectrum lying between
green and orange b : a pigment or dye that colors yellow
2 : something yellow or marked by a yellow color: as a : a person
having yellow skin b : the volk of an egg 3 pi '. jaundice 4p/
: any of several plant diseases caused esp. by viruses and marked
by yellowing of the foUage and stunting

yellow bile n : a humor of medieval phvsiology believed to be se-
creted by the liver and to cause irascibility

yel-low.bird N'yel-o-.bard, -9-,b3rd\ n 1 : any of various American
goldfinches 2 : a small mostly yellow American warbler (Dendroica
petechia)

yeUow daisy n : black-eyed susan
yeUow-dog \,yel-o-'d6g, -s-'d6g\ adj 1 : mean, contemptible
2 : ol or relating to opposition to trade unionism or a labor union

yellow-dog contract n : an employment contract in which a worker
disavows membership in and agrees not to join a labor union during
the period of his employment

yellow enzyme n : any of several yellow flavoprotein respiratory
enzymes widely distributed in nature

yellow lever n : an acute destructive infectious disease of warm
regions marked by sudden onset, prostration, fever, albuminuria
jaundice, and often hemorrhage and caused by a virua transmitted
by a mosquito — called also yellow jack

yellow jacket

yellow-ferer mosquito n : a small dark-colored mosquito {ASdea
aegypii) that is the usual vector of yellow fever

yellow grease n : fat from hogs considered unfit for food and
used as a lubricant

yellow-green alga n : any of a division (Chrysophyta) of algae
with the chlorophyll masked by brown or yellow pigment
yel-low-ham-mer \'yel-6-.ham-3r, -s-.hamA n [alter, of earUer
yelambre, fr. (assumed) ME yelwambre, fr. ME yelwe vellow + (as-
sumed) ME ambre yellowhammer. fr. OE amore; akin to OHG
amaro yellowhammer, amari emmer] 1 ; a common European
finch (Emberiza citrinella) having the male largely bright yellow— called also yellow bunting 2 : yeli^w-shafted flicker
yeMow-ish \'yel-3-wish\ adj : somewhat yellow
yellow jacU n l : yellow fever 2 ; a flag raised on ships in
quarantine 3 ; a silvery and golden food fi^ {Caranx bartholo-
maei) of Florida and the West Indies
yellow jacket n : any of various small yellows
marked social wasps (family Vespidae) that
commonly nest in the ground
yellow jessamine also yellow jasmine n
1 : jasmine la(2) 2 : a twining evergreen
shrub (Gelsemium sempervirens) of the fam-
ily Loganiaceae with fragrant yellow flowers
yel.low.legs \'yel-o-,legz, -a-.legz. -.lagz\ n
pi but sing or pi in constr ; either of two
American shorebirds (Tringa melanoleuca
and Totarus jlavipes) that are related to the
greenshank and have long yellow legs— called also respectively greater yellowlegs,
lesser yellowlegs

yellow ocher n l : a mixture of limonite usu.
wiih clay and silica used as a pigment 2 : a
moderate orange yellow
yellow peril n, ojten cap Y&P 1 : a danger to Western civilization
held to arise from expansion of the power and influence of Oriental
peoples 2 : a threat to Western living standards from the incursion
into Western countries of Oriental laborers willing to work for very

yellow pine n : the yellowish wood of any of several No. American
pines; also : a tree yielding this

yellow poplar n 1 a : the American tulip tree b : Ttn.iPWOOD I

2 : the soft and light but durable wood of the common cucumber
tree {Magnolia acuminata) of the southeastern U.S.

yel-low-shalt-ed flicker \,yel-6-,shaf-t3d-, -3-,shaf-\ n : acommon
large woodpecker (Colaptes auratus) of eastern No. America with
bright symmetrical markings among which are a black crescent on
the breast, red nape, white rump, and yellow shafts to the tail and
wing feathers — called also yellowharruner

yellow spot n : the most sensitive area on the human retina— called
also maC'U'la lu-tea \,mak-y3-l3-'lut-e-a\
yeMow-tail \'yel-o-,tal, -3-,tal\ n, pi yellowtail or yellowtails

: any of various fishes having a yellow or yellowish tail: as a : any
of several carangid fishes (genus Seriola) b : a croaker {Bairdiella

chrysura) c : rainbow runner d : a pinfish (Lagodon rhom-
boides) e : a common snapper (Ocyurus chrysurus) of the tropical
western Atlantic and West Indies that is olive above and broadly
striped with yellow along the sides and on the tail and highly
esteemed for sport and food I ; spot 6

yel.low.throat \-,thr6t\ n : any of several largely olive American
warblers (genus Geothlypis); esp : one with yellow breast and throat

yel-lov/.weed \-.wed\ n : any of various yellow-flowered weedy
plants: as a ; sneezeweed l b ; any of several goldenrods
C : iRAPE

yel.low-wood \-,wud\ n l : any of various trees having yellowish
wood or yielding a yellow extract: as a : a leguminous tree
(Cladrastis lutea) of the southern U.S. having showy white fragrant
flowers and yielding a yellow dye — called also gopherwood
b : OSAGE ORANGE C X BUCKTHORN d \ SMOKE TREE 2 : the WOOd
of a yellowwood tree
lyelp \*yelp\ vb [ ME yelpen to boast, cry out, fr. OE gielpan to boast,
exult; akin to OHG gelph outcry. Lith gulbinti to praise] vi" ; to
utter a sharp quick shrill cry <dogs '^> '— vr : to utter with a yelp

2yelp n ; the sharp shrill bark or cry (as of a dog)
yelp-er \'yel-p3r\ n 1 ; one that yelps; specij : a yelping dog
2 : an instrument used by hunters to produce a call or whistle
imitating the yelp of the wild turkey hen
lyen \'yen\ n, pi yen [Jap en] — see money table
2yen n [Chin (Cant) yan craving] ; a strong desire or propensity

: LONGING; also : urge — yen vi yenned; yen*ning
yeo-man \'yo-m3n\ n [ME yoman'\ 1 a ; an attendant or officer in
a royal or noble household b ; a person attending or assisting
another : retainer c : yeoman of the guard d : a naval petty
officer who performs clerical duties 2 a : a small farmer who
cultivates his own land; specij : one belonging to a class of English
freeholders below the gentry b : a person of the social rank of
yeoman 3 : one that performs great and laborious services

iyeo*man*ly \-le\ adj X : of. relating to. or having the rank of a
yeoman 2 : becoming or suitable to a yeoman
2yeomanly adv : in a manner befitting a yeoman : bravely
yeoman of the guard : a member of a miUtary corps attached to
the British royal household and sei-ving as ceremonial attendants
of the sovereign and as warders of the Tower of London
yeo.man.ry \'yo-m3n-re\ n 1 : the body of yeomen; specij ; the
body of small landed proprietors of the middle class 2 ; a British
volunteer cavalry force created from yeomen in 1761 as a home
defense force and reorganized in 1907 as part of the territorial force

yeoman's service or yeoman service n : great and loyal service,

assistance, or support
-yer — see -er
yer-ba ma.t6 \,yer-b3-'ma-,ta. ,y3r-\ n [AmerSp yerba mate, fr.

yerba herb -I- male mate] : mate
lyerk \'y3rk\ vt [ME yerken to bind tightly] 1 ; to beat vigorously
; thrash 2 : to attack or excite vigorously : goad

2yerk n 1 Scot : a lashing out : kick 2 dial : jerk I

lyes \'yes. 'yeii, •e-(yi3 are three oj many variants\ adv [ME. fr. OB
gesel 1 — used as a function word to express assent or agreement
<are you ready? Yes, I am) 2 — used as a function word usu. to
introduce correction or contradiction of a negative assertion, di-

rection, or request (don't say thati Yes, I will) 3 — used as a
function word to introduce a more emphatic or expUcit phrase
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4 — used as a function word to Indicate uncertainty or polite
interest or attentiveness

ayes \'yes\ n : an affirmative reply : yea
ye.shi-va or ye-slii-vali \y3-*she-v3\ n. pi yeshivas or yeshivahs
or ye-shi'Voth \-,she-'vot(h)\ [LHeb yeshJbliah] 1 : a school for
Talmudic study 2 : an orthodox Jewish rabbinical seminary
3 : a Jewish day school providing secular and religious instruction
yes-man \*yes-,man\ n : a person who agrees with everything that
is said to him; esp ; one who endorses or supports without criticism
every opinion or proposal of an associate or superior

yes*ter \*ves-t3r\ adj, archaic : of or relating to yesterday
lyeS'ler-day \'yes-t3rd-c\ adv [ME yisterday, fr. OE giestran dieg,

fr, giestran yesterday + dxg day; akin to OHG gestaron yesterday,
L fieri, Gk chlhes} 1 ; on the day last past : on the day preceding
today 2 : at a time not long past ; only a short time ago — yes-
terday adj

^yesterday n l : the day last past : the day next before the present
2 : recent time : time not long past 3 : past time — usu. used in pi.

<all our -^s have lighted fools the way to dusty death —Shak.)
yes. ter.year \'yes-t3r-,yi(3)r\ n lyesterday + year} 1 : last year
2 : the recent past — yesteryear adv
lyes-treen \ye-'stren\ adv [ME (Sc) yistrevin, fr. yisterday yester-

day + evin evening, alter, of ME even} chiefly Scot ; on yesterday
evening

2yestreen n, chiejly Scot ; last evening or night
»yet \(')yet\ adv [ME. fr. OE glef; akin to OFris ieta yet] 1 a : in

addition ; besides (gives "- another reason) b : even 2c <a -- higher
speed) 2 a (1) : up to now : so far (hasn't done much '-^) (2) : at

this or that time : so soon as now (not time to go '--> b : con-
tinuously up to the present or a specified time : still <is '^ a new
country) c : at a future time : eventually (may -- see the light)

3 : NEVERTHELESS, HOWEVER
2yet conj :_but nevertheless : but
yeti \'yet-e\ n [Tibetan] : abominable snowman
yeulE \'yuk\ vi [me (northern) yukyn, fr. OE giccani chiejly Scot
; rrCH — yeuk n, chiejly Scot — yeuky \'yij-ke\ adj, chiejly Scot

yew \'yu\ n [ME ew, fr. OE Iw: akin to OHG iwa yew, Olr eo]
1 a : any of a genus (Taxus of the family Taxaceae, the yew family)
of evergreen trees and shrubs with stiff linear leaves and fruits with
a fleshy aril; esp : a long-lived Eurasian tree (7. baccata) — called
also English yew b : the wood of a yew; esp z the heavy finec
grained wood of English yew 2 archaic : an archery bow made of
yew
Ygerne \e-'ge(3)m\ n : igraine
Ygg.dra.sil \*ig-dr3-,sil\ n [ON] : a huge ash tree in Norse
mythology that overspreads the world and binds earth, hell, and
heaven together

YHWH n : yahweh — compare tetragrammaton
Tid'dish \'yid-ish\ n [Y \6iiish yidish, short for yidish daytsh, lit.

Jewish German] : a High German language spoken by Jews chiefly

in eastern Europe and areas to which Jews from eastern Europe
have migrated and commonly written in Hebrew characters — Yid-
dish adj

lyield \'ye(a)ld\ vh [ME yielden. fr. OE gieldan; akin to OHG
geltan to pay] vt 1 archaic : recompense, reward 2 : to give or
render as fitting, rightfully owed, or required 3 : to give up
possession of upon claim or demand: as a : to give up (as one's
breath) and so die b : to surrender or relinquish to the physical
control of another ; hand over possession of c ; to surrender or
submit (oneself) to another d : to give (oneself) up to an inclina-
tion, temptation, or habit e ; to relinquish one's possession of (as

a position of advantage or point of superiority) (--^ precedence)
4 a ; to bear or bring forth as a natural product esp. as a result of
cultivation b : to furnish as return or result of expended effort

c (1) : to produce as return from an expenditure or investment
: furnish as profit or interest (2) : to produce as revenue : bring in
'— VI 1 : to be fruitful or productive : bear, produce 2 : to give
up and cease resistance or contention ; submit, succumb 3 : to
give way to pressure or influence : submit to urgins^, persuasion, or
entreaty 4 : to give way under physical force so as to bend, stretch,

or break 5 a : to give place or precedence : acknowledge the
superiority of someone else b : to give way to or become suc-
ceeded by someone or something else 6 : to relinquish the floor of
a legislative assembly
syn suBMrr, CAprruLATE, succumb, relent, defer: yield may

apply to any sort of giving way or giving in before force, argument,
or entreaty; submit suggests surrendering after resistance or con-
flict to the will or control of another; CAprruLATE stresses the act of
giving up to a stronger force or power; succumb suggests a giving
way in weakness or helplessness; relent applies to a yielding
through mercy or pity by one who has the upper hand; defer
suggests yielding or submitting voluntarily through respect or
reference syn see in addition relinquish

syield n 1 : something yielded : product: esp : the amount or
quantity resulting often expressed as the percentage of what is

theoretically possible 2 : the capacity of yielding produce
yield>er \'ye(3)l-dar\ n ; one that yields: as a : a person who
surrenders, concedes, or gives in b ; something that yields pro-
duce or products

yield'ing adj 1 : productive <a high-yielding wheat) 2 : lacking
rigidity or stiffness ; flexible <a ~ mass) 3 : disposed to submit
or comply

yill \'yil\ chiejly Scot var oj ale
yin \'yin\ n [Chin (Pek) yin^ ] : the feminine passive principle (as of
darkness, cold, or wetness) in nature that in Chinese cosmology
combines with yang to produce all that comes to be

yip \'yip\ vi yipped; yip-ping [imit.] : yelp — used chiefly of a dog— yip n
yip.pee \'yip-e\ interj — used to express exuberant delight or
triumph

yird \'yird\ chiejly Scot var oj earth
-yl \3l, '1, (,)il. ,cl, chiejly Brit ,T1\ n comb jorm [Gk hyle matter,
material, lit., wood] : chemical and usu. univalent radical <ethj'/)

<hydrox>'/>
ylang-ylang var oj ilang-ilano
Ymir \'e-.mi(3lr\ n [ON] : a giant from whose body the Norse
gods are held to have created the world

9 abut; ^ kitten; er further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

J joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th tbin; t& this;

yod \'y6d, 'yiidX n [Heb y^dh^ ! the lOth letter of the Hebrew
alphabet — symbol '

lyo-del \'y6d-=l\ vb yo>deled or yo*delIed; yo<deI-ing or yo-del-
Ung \'yod-lio. -'l-ioX [G jodeln} vi t to sing by suddenly changing
from chest voice to head voice or falsetto and the reverse; also : to
shout or call in a similar manner -^ v/ : to sing (a tune) by yodeiing— yo.del-er \-lar, -n-ar\ n
2yodel n ; a song or refrain sung by yodeiing; also ; a yodeled shout
or cry
yO'ga \'yo-g3\ n [Skt. lit., yoking, fr. yunakti he yokes; akin to L
jungere to join — more at yoke] 1 cap : a Hindu theistic
philosophy teaching the suppression of all activity of body, mind,
and will in order that the self may realize its distinction from them
and attain liberation 2 : a system of exercises for attaining bodily
or mental control and well-being — yo«gic \-gik\ adj, ojten cap
yogh \'y6k, 'yog\ n [ME yogh, sogh} ; a letter 3 used in Middle
English to represent a voiced velar fricative or palatal fricative or
sometimes a voiceless velar or palatal fricative

yo»gi \'yo-ge\ or yo-gin \-g3n\ n [Skt yogin, fr. yoga"] 1 ; a person
who practices yoga 2 cap : an adherent of Yoga philosophy
yO'guit or yo.ghurt \'y6-g3rt\ n [Turk yogurt} : a fermented
slightly acid semifluid milk food made of skimmed cow's milk and
milk solids to which cultures of two bacteria (Lactobacillus acido-
philus and Streptococcus thermophilus) have been added
yo.Him.bine \y6-'him-,ben\ n [ISV. h.yohimhe (an African tree)]

: an alkaloid CziHzeNaOs with sympathomimetic and hypotensive
effects that has been used as an aphrodisiac
yoicks \'y6iks\ interj, archaic — used as a cry of encouragement to
foxhounds
lyoke \'y6k\ n, pi yokes [ME yok, fr. OE geoc; akin to OHG
joh yoke, Ljugum, Gk zygon, L jungere to join] 1 a : a wooden bar
or frame by which two draft animals (as oxen) are joined at the heads
or necks for working together b ; an arched device formerly laid

upon the neck of a defeated person c : a frame fitted to a person's
shoulders to carry a load in two equal portions d : a bar by which
the end of the tongye of a wagon or carriage is suspended from the
collars of the harness e (1) : a crosspiece on the head of a boat's
rudder (2) : an airplane lever operating the elevators and the
ailerons i : a frame from which a bell is hung g ; a clamp or
similar piece that embraces two parts to hold or unite them in
position 2 pi usu yoke : two animals yoked or worked together
3 a (1) : an oppressive agency (2) : servitude, bondage b : tie,

LINK; esp : marriage 4 : a fitted or shaped piece at the top of a
skirt or at the shoulder of various garments
2yoke vt 1 a (1) : to put a yoke on (2) : to join In or with a yoke
b : to attach a draft animal to; also ; to attach (a draft animal) to
something 2 : to join as if by a yoke 3 ; to put to work ^ vi ; to
become joined or linked

yoke. lel.low \-,fel-(,)6, -3C-w)\ n : a close companion : mate
yo*kel \'y6-ksl\ n [perh. fr. E dial, yokel green woodpecker, of
imit. origin] : a rude, naive, or gullible inhabitant of a rural area or
small town

yolk \'yok, 'yolkX or yoke n [ME yolke, fr. OE geoloca, fr. geolu
yellow — more at yellow] la; the yellow spheroidal mass of
stored food that forms the inner portion of the egg of a bird or
reptile and is surrounded by the white b archaic : the whole
contents of an ovum consisting of a protoplasmic formative portion
and an inert nutritive portion c I the material stored in an ovum
that supplies food material to the developing embryo and consists
chiefly of proteins, lecithin, and cholesterol 2 [akin to MD ieke
yolk (of wool), OE eowu ewe] : oily material in unprocessed
sheep wool consisting of wool fat, suint, and debris — yolked
\'yo(l)kt\ flrfj — yolky \'yo(l)-ke\ adj

yolk sac n : a membranous sac that is attached to an embryo and
encloses food yolk, that is continuous through the vitelline duct
with the intestinal cavity of the embryo, that being abundantly
supplied with blood vessels is throughout embryonic life and in

some forms later the chief organ of nutrition, and that in placental
mammals is nearly vestigial and functions chiefly prior to the
elaboration of the placenta

yolk stalk n : the narrow tubular stalk connecting the yolk sac with
the embryo
Yom Kip-pur \,y6m-'kip-3r. ,yam-, ,y6m-, ,yam-, -ki-'pu(3)r\ n
[Heb yom kippur, fr. yom day -I- kippur atonement] : a Jewish
holiday observed with fasting on the lOlh day of Tishri in ac-

cordance with the rites described in Leviticus 16
lyon \Yan\ adj [ME, fr. OE geon; akin to OHG iener, adj., that.

Gk ene day after tomorrow] : yonder
2yon pron, dial : that or those yonder
3yon adv 1 ; yonder 2 : thither (ran hither and '^)

lyond \'yand\ adv [ME, fr. OE geond; akin to OE geon} archaic
: YONDER

2yond adj, dial : yonder
lyon-derVyan-dar\ arfv[ME, ir.yond + -er (as In hither)} : at or In

that indicated more or less distant place usu. within sight

2yonder adj 1 ; farther removed ; more distant 2 : being at a
distance within view or at a place or in a direction known or in-

dicated
ayonder pron : something that is or is In an indicated more or less

distant place
yo*ui \'y6-ne\ n [Skt, vulva] ; the formal symbol under which
Shakti is worshiped — compare lingam
yoo-llOO \'yii-liu\ interj — used to attract attention or as a call to
persons

yore \*yo(a)r, 'y6(3)r\ n [ME, fr. yore, adv., long ago, fr. OE geara,
fr. gear year] : time past and esp. long past — usu. used in the
phrase oj yore

York*ist \'y6r-k3st\ n : a member or supporter of the English
royal house of York founded by Richard, Duke of York, in the
time of Henry VI and continued by Edward IV, Edward V, and
Richard III — compare Lancastrian — Yorkist adj

York rite \'y6(3)rk-\ n [York, England] 1 ; a ceremonial ob-
served by one of the Masonic systems 2 : a system or organization
that observes the York rite and confers in the U.S. 13 degrees of
which the last three are in commanderies of Knights Templar —
compare Scottish rfte
York'Shire \'y6(3)rk-,shi(a)r, -shar\ n : a white swine of any of

au out; cb chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; i life

ti loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
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several breeds or strains originated In Yorkshire, England
TorKshire pudding n [ Yorkshire, England] ; a batter of eggs, flour,

and milk baked in meat drippings
Yorkshire terrier n : a compact toy terrier with long straight silky

hair mostly bluish gray but tan on the head and chest

Yor-u.ba \'y6r-3-b3\ n, pi Yoruba or Yoruhas 1 : a member of
a Negro people of the eastern Guinea coast mainly between
Dahomey and the lower Niger 2 : the language of the Yorubas

you VOyli, ya. ye\ pron [ME. fr. OE eow. dat. & accus. of ge you;
akin to OHG iu, dat. of ir you, Skt yuyam you] 1 : the one or ones
being addressed — used as the pronoun of the second person
singular or plural in any grammatical relation except that of a
possessive <'^ may sit in that chair) <~ are my friends) (can I pour
'^ a cup of tea); used formerly only as a plural pronoun of the
second person in the dative or accusative case as direct or indirect

object of a verb or as object of a preposition; compare thee, thou,
YE, YOL'R, YOURS 2 : ^ONE 2

you-all XOyiJ-'dl, 'y61\ pron : you — usu. used In addressing
two or more persons or sometimes one person as representing
also another or others (down here we can always spot Yankees
by the way they use ~ in the singular —Arthur Gordon)
you'd \(,)yud, (,)yud, y3d\ ; you had ; you would
you'll \(,)yuO)l, (,)yul. yalX : you will : you shall

lyoung \'yan\ adj youn-ger X'yao-sarX youn-gest \'yaa-gast\
[ME yong, fr. OE geong; akin to OHG jung young, L juvenisi
la: being in the first or an early stage of life, growth, or develop-
ment b : junior la 2 : having little experience 3 a : recently
come into being : new h : youthful 5 4 : of. relating to. or
having the characteristics of youth or a young person 5 cap
: representing a new or rejuvenated esp. political group or move-
ment
2young n, pi young 1 p/ a : young persons : youth b : immature
offspring esp. of lower animals 2 : a single recently born or
hatched animal
young.ber.ry \'y30-.ber-e\ n [B. M. Young fl 1900 Am fruit

grower] : the large sweet reddish black fruit of a hybrid between a
trailing blackberry and a southern dewberry grown in western and
southern U.S.; also ; the trailing hybrid bramble
youn.ger X'yao-gsrX n ; an inferior in age : junior — usu. used with
a possessive pronoun (is several years his '--)

youn«gest X'yao-g^stX n : one that is the least old esp. of a family
youngish Vyso-ishX adj : somewhat young
young.liug X'yso-IioX n t one that is young; esp l a young person or
animal — youngling adj

young-ster \'y3o(ki-st3r\ n l a : a young person : youth
b : CHILD 2 : a sophomore at the U.S. Naval Academy 3 : a
young mammal, bird, or plant esp. of a domesticated or cultivated
breed or type
Young Turk n [Young Turk, member of a 20th cent, revolutionary
party in Turkey] : an insurgent or a member of an insurgent group
in a political party ; radical
youn>ker \'y3a-kar\ n [D jonker young nobleman] 1 ; a young
man 2 : child, youngster
your Xyar, ()yu(3)r, (•)yo{a)r. (')yd(a)r\ adj [ME. fr. OE eower;
akin to OE eow you — more at vou] 1 ; of or relating to you or
yourself or yourselves esp. as possessor or possessors (^ bodies),
agent or agents (^ contributions), or object or objects of an
action i-^ discharge) 2 : of or relating to one or oneself (when
you face the north, east is at ~ right)
you're \yar, (,)yu(3)r, (,)y6(3)r. (,)y6C3)r, .yii-arX : you are
yours X'yu(3)rz, 'yo(3)rz, 'y6(3)rz\ pron, sing or pi in constr [ME,
fr. your + -s -'s] : your one or your ones— often used esp. with an
adverbial modifier in the complimentary close of a letter ('^ truly)— yours truly : i. me, myself (I can take care of vours truly)

youT'Sell Xyar-'selfX pron 1 a : that identical one that is you — used
reflexively (you might hurt ~), for emphasis (carry them '^>. or
In absolute constructions b : your normal, healthy, or sane condi-
tion or self 2 : oneself (it is more restful to ride in a car that some-
one else is driving than to drive a car ^)

your-selves X-'selvzX pron pi l ; those identical ones that are you

— used reflexively (get ^ a treat), for emphasis, or in absolute con-
structions 2 : the normal, healthy, or sane condition or selves of
you persons
youth X'ylithX «, pi youths X'yiJEllz, 'yuthsX [ME youthe, fr. OB
geoguth; akin to OE geong young ~~ more at young] 1 : the time of
life marked by growth and development; esp : the period between
childhood and maturity 2 a : a young person; esp ; a young male
between adolescence and maturity b : young persons or creatures— usu. pi. in constr. 3 : vouthfulness

youtll-llU X'yiith-falX adj 1 : of, relating to, or appropriate to
youth 2 : being young and not yet mature 3 : marked by or
possessing youth 4 : fresh, vigorous 5 : having accomplished
or undergone little erosion — youth-lul-ly X-f3-le\ adv — youth-
lul-ness n
youth hostel n ; hostel 2
you've X(,iyuv, ysvX : you have
lyowl X'yau(3)lX vb IME yowlenl vi ; to utter a loud long often
mournful cry ; wail -^ vr : to express with yowling
2yowl n : a loud long mournful wail or howl (as of a cat)

Yo—Yo X'yo-(.)yoX trademark — used for a thick grooved double
disk with a string attached to its center which is made to fall and
rise to the hand by unwinding and rewinding on the string

yt-ter»bic Xi-'tar-bik, s-X adj : of, relating to, or containing yt-
terbium esp. when trivalent

yt-ter.bi.um X-be-amX n [NL. fr. Ytterby- Sweden] : a bivalent or
trivalent metallic element of the rare-earth group that resembles
yttrium and occurs with it and related elements in several minerals
(as gadolinite) — see element table

yt'ter>bou3 X-bas\ adj : of, relating to, or containing ytterbium
when bivalent

yt-tri-ura X'i-tre-smX n [NL, fr. yttria (yttrium oxide)] : a trivalent
metallic element usu. included among the rare-earth metals which
it resembles chemically and with which it occurs in minerals — see
element table

yttrium metal n : any of several metals separable as a group from
other metals occurring with them and including yttrium, holmium,
erbium, thulium, ytterbium, and lutetium and sometimes gadolini-
um, terbium, and dysprosium
yu-au X'yii-an, yii-'anX n, pi yuan [Chin (Pek) yiian^l — see money
table

YU'Ca-tec X'yii-ka-.tekX n [Sp yucateco, fr. Yucatan peninsula,
Mexico] 1 : a member of an Indian people of the Yucatan pen-
insula, Mexico 2 : a Mayan language of the Yucatecs — Yu«ca-
tec*an X.yii-ks-'tek-gnX adj

yuc-ca X'ysk-aX n [NL. genus name, fr. Spyucal : any of a genus
(Yucca) of sometimes arborescent plants of the lily family having
long often rigid fibrous-margined leaves on a woody base and bear-
ing a large panicle of white blossoms
yu»ga X'yug-3X n [Skt. yoke, age; akin to hjugum yoke — more at
yoke] ; one of the four ages of a Hindu world cycle

YU'kon time X'yii-.kan-X n : the time of the 9th time zone west of
Greenwich that includes the Yukon Territory and part of southern
Alaska

yule X'yiif3)I\ n, ojten cap, often attrib [ME yol, fr. OE geol; akin to
ON jol yule] : the feast of the nativity of Jesus Christ ; Christmas,
christmastide
yule log n, ojten cap : a large log formerly put on the hearth on
Christmas Eve as the foundation of the fire

yule-tide X*yu(9ll-,tTd\ n. ojten cap : the Christmas season; esp
; christmastide
Yu.man X'yii-manX n ; an Amerindian language family of south-
western U.S. and northern Mexico — Yuman adj

yum.my X'ysm-eX adj [yum-yum (interj. expressing pleasure In
the taste of food) ] : highly attractive or pleasing : delectable,
delicious

yurt X'yu(9)rt\ n [Russ yurla, of Turkic origin; akin to Turk yurt
dwelling] : a circular domed tent of skins or felt stretched over a
collapsible lattice framework and used by the Kirgliiz and other
Mongol nomads of Siberia

z z

z <

2
^
Z

Z X'ze, chiejiy Brit 'zed\ n, ojten cap, often
attrib 1 a : the 26th and last letter of the
English alphabet b ; a graphic representa-
tion of this leiter c : a speech counterpart of
orthographic z 2 : a graphic device for

order or class when j is not used, the 23d
order or c!a,ss when j, v, and w are not used,
or the third in order or class when x is made
the first 4 : an arbitrarily chosen value from
the domain of a variable 5 ! something

shaped like the letter Z
za>ba>glio*ne X.zab-al-'yo-neX ^ [It] ; a mixture of eggs, sugar, and
wine or fruit juice beaten over hot water until thick and light and
served warm or cold in a glass
zaMer or zaMre X'zaf-srX n [it zaffera-} : an impure oxide of
cobalt used in the manufacture of smalt and as a blue ceramic
coloring
za*mia X'za-me-a\ n [NL, genus name, fr. L zamiae nuces false MS
reading for azaniae nuces pine nuts] : any of a genus (Zamia) of
American cycads with a short thick woody base, a crown of palm-
like leaves, and oblong cones
za.min-dar or ze-min-dar Xz»-.men-'d"arX n [Hindi zamlnddr, fr.
Per, fr. zamln land + -dar holder] 1 : a collector of the land
revenue of a district for the government during the period of
Muslim rule in India 2 : a feudatory in British India and the eariy
period of Indian independence paying the government a fixed
revenue

za.min.dari or ze.min.dary X-'dar-eX n [Hindi zamlndarl, fr. Per,
fr. zamlnddr] 1 : the system of landholding and revenue collec-
tion by zamindars 2 : the land held or administered by a zamindar

zan>der X'zan-dar. 'tsan-X n. pi zander or zanders [Q ] : a pike perch
{Lucioperca sandra) of central Europe related to the walleyed pike

za>nl-ly X'zan-'l-eX odv : in a zany manner
za.ni-uessX'za-ne-nasX n : the quality or state of being zany
iza.ny X'za-neX « [H zanni, a traditional masked clown, fr. It

(dial.) Zanni, nickname for Giovanni John] 1 : a subordinate
clown or acrobat in old comedies who mimics ludicrously the tricks

of his principal ; merrv-andbew 2 : a slavish follower : toady
3 : one who acts the buffoon to amuse others 4 ; a silly or foolish
person ; simpleton
2zany adj l : being or having the characteristics of a zany 2 ;_fan-

tastically or irrationally ludicrous : crazy — za*ny*ism X-ne-,iz-

Afri

zar*zue*la X.zarz-(3-)'wa-IaX n [Sp] : a usu. comic Spanish opera
with spoken dialogue

Z-ax*is X'ze-,ak-s3sX " t one of the axes in a three-dimensional rec-

tangular coordinate system
za.yin X'za-ysn, 'zT(-3)nX n [Heb] : the 7th letter of the Hebrew
alphabet — symbol f

zeal X'ze(3)lX n [ME zele, fr. LL zelus, fr. Gk zelos] ; eagerness
and ardent interest in pursuit of something : fervor syn see passion

zeal'Ot X'zeI-3tX n [LL zelotes. fr. Gk zelotes, fr. zelos] 1 cap : on.3

of a fanatical sect of ancient Judaea bitterly opposing the Roman
domination of Palestine 2 : a zealous person; esp ; a fanatical
partisan — zealot adj

zeal-ot-ry X'zel-a-treX n : excess of zeal : fanatical devotion
zeal'OUS X'zel-asX adj : filled with, characterized by, or due to zeal
— zeal>ous*ly adv — zeaI*ous*ness n
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Zeb-e>dee \'zeb-3d-e, -9-,de\ n [Gk Zebedaios, fr. Aram ZabhdaiJ
: the father of the disciples James and John

ze>bra \'ze-br9, Brit also 'zeb-r3\ n, pi zebras also zebra [It, fr. Sp
cebral : any of several fleet African mammals (genus Equus) re-

lated to the horse but distinctively and conspicuously patterned in
stripes of black or dark brown and white or buff — ze>brine
\-,brTn\ adj — ze-broid \-,br6id\ adj

zebra finch n ; a small largely gray-and-white Australian weaver-
bird {Poephila casianotis) that has black bars on the tail coverts
and is often kept as a cage bird

zebra iish n : any of various barred fishes; esp : a very small blue*
and-silver-striped Indian danio {Brac/iydamo rerio) often kept in the
tropical aquarium — called also zebra danio

ze^bra^wOod \'ze-br3-,wud\ n 1 : any of several trees or shrubs
having mottled or striped wood; esp : a tropical tree (Connarus
guianeixsis of the family Connaraceae) with strikingly marked hard
wood used in cabinetwork 2 : the wood of a zebrawood

ze<bu \'ze-(,)bCy)ii\ n [F zebu) : an Asiatic ox {Bos indicus) do-
mesticated and differentiated into many breeds, used chiefly for
draft or for milk or flesh, and distinguished from European cattle
with which it crosses freely by the presence of a large fleshy hump
over the shoulders, a loose skin prolonged into dewlap and folds
under the belly, large pendulous ears, and marked resistance to the
injurious effects of heat and insect attack

Zeb-u-llin \'zeb-y3-l3n\ n [Heb ZibhUlUn} ; a son of Jacob and
ancestor of one of the tribes of Israel

zec.chi-no \ze-'ke-C,)n6, tse-\ n, pi zec-cbi-ni \-(,)ne\ or zec-
chlnos [It] : sequin 1

Zech<a.n<ah \,zek-9-'ri-3\ n [Heb ZScharydh"} I a Hebrew prophet
of the 6th century B.C.

zech-in \'zek-an\ n [It zecchinol : sequin 1

zed \'zed\ n [ME. fr. MF zede, fr. LL zeta zeta, fr. Gk zeta"] chiefly
Brit : the letter z

zee \'ze\ n : the letter z
ze>in \'ze-an\ n [NL Zea, genus including Indian corn, fr. Gk,
wheat; akin to Skt yava barley] ; a protein from Indian corn used
in making textile fibers, plastics, printing inks, coatings (as varnish),
and adhesives and sizes

zeit.geist \'tsTt-,gTst, 'zTt-\ n [G, fr. zeii time + geist spirit] ; the
general intellectual, moral, and cultural state of an era
Zen \'zen\ n [Jap, religious meditation, fr. Chin (Pek) cKarfi
fr. V2Mjhana, fr. Skt dhyana, fr. dhyati he thinks — more at seman-
tic] : a Japanese sect of Mahayana Buddhism that teaches self*

discipline, meditation, and attainment of enlightenment by direct
intuition by means of paradoxical and nonlogical statements
ze>uai<da \z3-'na-3d-3, -'nld-aV n [NL, genus name, fr. Zenaide
tlS54 wife of Prince Charles Lucien Bonaparte] : either of two
wild pigeons (Zenaida aurita of tropical America and Z. asiaiica of
the southwestern U.S.) — called also zenaida dove
ze.na-na \z3-'nan-s\ n [Hindi zanana'\ : harem, seraglio
Zend-Aves.ta \.zen-d3-'ves-ta\ n [F, fr. MPer Avastdk va Zand
Avesta and commentary] ; avesta

ze.nith \'ze-n9th, esp Brit *zen-ith\ n [ME senitK fr. MF cenith, fr.

ML, fr. OSp zenit, modif. of Ar samt (ar-ra's) way (of the head)]
1 : the point of the celestial sphere that is directly opposite the
nadir and vertically above the observer 2 : the highest point
reached in the heavens by a celestial body 3 : culminating point
; ACME syn see summit

ze.nith.al \-al\ adj 1 : of, relating to. or located at or near the
zenith 2 : drawn to show correct directions from the center <a '^

map)
ze.o.llte \'ze-3-,lTt\ n [Sw zeolit, fr. Gk zein to boil + -a- + Sw
-/// -lite. fr. F -lite — more at yeast] : any of various hydrous
silicates that are analogous in composition to the feldspars, occur
as secondary minerals in cavities of lavas, and can act as ion-ex-
changers; also : any of various natural or synthesized silicates of
similar structure used in water softening and as adsorbents —
ze*0'lit<ic \.ze-3-'Ut-ik\ adj

Zeph<a>ni>ah \,zef-a-*nr-3\ n [Heb Sephanyah} : a Hebrew prophet
of the 7th century B.C.

Zeph-i-ran \'zef-a-,ran\ trademark — used for a cationic surface:^
active mixture of ammonium chloride derivatives used esp. as a
skin disinfectant

zeph.yr Vzef-arX n [ME Zephirus, west wind (personified), fr. L
Zephyrus, god of the west wind. & zephyrus west wind, zephyr,
fr. Gk Zephyros, god of the west wind, & zephyros west wind,
zephyr] 1 a : a breeze from the west b : a gentle breeze 2 : any of
various lightweight fabrics and articles of clothing (as a shawl,
duster, or hat)

Zepll-y-rus \'zef-3-r3s\ n [L] : the west wind personified
zep>pe*lin \'zep-(3-)l3n\ n [Count Ferdinand von Zeppelin tl9l7
G airship manufacturer] : a rigid airship consisting of a cylindrical
trussed and covered frame supported by internal gas cells; broadly
; AIRSHIP

ize-ro \'ze-(,)ro, •zi(s)r-(,)o\ n, pi zeros also zeroes [F or It; F
zero, fr. It zero, fr. ML zephirum, fr. Ar sijr'\ 1 a : the numerical
symbol : cipher b : the number represented by the symbol that
leaves unchanged any number to which it is added — see number
table c : the number between the set of all positive numbers and
the set of all negative numbers 2 a (1) : the point of departure
in reckoning; specij : the point from which the graduation of a
scale (as of a thermometer) commences (2) ; the temperature
represented by the zero mark on a thermometer b ; the setting or
adjustment of the rear sight of a firearm that causes it to hit where
aimed 3 I a person or thing with no importance or independent
existence ; NONENTrrv 4 a : a state of total absence or neutrality
b : the lowest point : nadir 5 : something arbitrarily or conven-
iently designated zero
2zero adj 1 a ; of, relating to, or being a zero b (1) ; absent,
lacking <the --^ modification in the past of cwr> (2) : having no
modified inflectional form <'^ plural) 2 a o/ a cloud ceiling : limit-
ing vision to 50 feet or less b oj horizontal visibility l limited to 165
feet or less

Szero vt 1 : to determine or adjust the zero of (as a rifle) 2 a : to
concentrate firepower on the exact range of — usu. used with in

b : to bring to bear on the exact range of a target — usu. used with
in '^ VI 1 ; to adjust fire (as of artillery) on a specific target —

usu. used with in 2 : to move near to or focus attention as if on a
target ; close — usu. used with in

zero hour n 1 : the hour at which a previously planned military
operation is started 2 : the scheduled time for an action or opera-
tion (as the firing of a rocket) to begin

zero-zero adj 1 : characterized by or being atmospheric conditions
that reduce ceiling and visibility to zero 2 ; limited to zero by
atmospheric conditions

zest \'zest\ n [obs. F (now zeste), orange or lemon peel fused as
flavoring)] 1 : a quality of enhancing enjoyment : piquancy
2 ; keen enjoyment : reljsh. gusto syn see taste— zest>ful \-f3l\
adj — zest.lul.ly \-f3-le\ adv — zest-ful-ness n

zesty \'zes-te\ adj : having or characterized by zest ; piquant
ze.ta \'zat-a, 'zet-\ n [Gk zeta} : the 6th letter of the Greek alpha-
bet — symbol Z or f
zeug<ma \'zug-m3\ n [L, fr. Gk, lit., joining, fr. zeugnynai to join;
akin to L jungere to join — more at yoke] : the use of a word to
modify or govern two or more words usu. in such a manner that it

applies to each in a different sense or makes sense with only one
Zeus \'zus\ n [Gk] : the chief of the Olympian gods and husband of
Hera

zib-e-line or zib-eMine \'zib-3-,len, -.lTn\ n [MF, sable, fr. Olt
zibellino, of Slav origin; akin to Russ soboV sable] : a soft lustrous
wool fabric with mohair, alpaca, or camel's hair

Zib.et or Zib-eth \'zib-3t\ n [it zibetio & ML zibethum, fr. Ar
zabad civet perfume] : a common Asiatic civet cat ( Viverra zibetha)
izig \'zi8\ n [zigzag] : one of the sharp turns or changes or a
straight section of a zigzag course

2zig VI zigged; zie*ging : to execute a turn or follow a section of
a zigzag course

Zig-gU-rat \'zig-9-,rat\ n [Akkadian ziqqurrata pinnacle] : an
ancient Babylonian temple tower consisting of a lofty pyramidal
structure built in successive stages with outside staircases and a
shrine at the top
izig'Zag \'zig-,zag\ n [F] : one of a series of short sharp turns,
angles, or alterations in a course; also ; something marked by such
a series

zzigzag adv : in or by a zigzag path or course
3zigzag adj : having short sharp turns or angles
4zigzag vb zig-zagged; zig-zag.ging vt : to form into a zigzag
'« vi ; to lie in, proceed along, or consist of a zigzag course

zil'lion \'zil-y3n\ n [z + -illion (as in million)'^ ; a large indeter-
minate number

Zil.pah \'zil-p3\ n [Heb Zilpahl : the mother of Gad and Asher
izinc \'ziok\ w, ojten attrib [G zink\ : a bluish white crystalline
bivalent metallic element of low to intermediate hardness that is

ductile when pure but in the commercial form is brittle at ordinary
temperatures and becomes ductile on slight heating, occurs abun-
dantly in minerals, and is used esp. as a protective coating for iron
and steel— see element table— zinC'ic VziO-kik\ ad;— zin>cous
\-kas\ adj

2zinc vt zinced or zincked \'zio(k)t\ zincing or zinck>ing Vzio-
kio\ : to treat or coat with zinc : galvanize

zinc>ate \'zio-,kat\ n ; a compound formed by reaction of zinc
oxide or zinc with solutions of alkalies

zinc blende n : sphalerite
Zincite \'zio-,kTt\ n [G zinkit, fr. zink'\ : a brittle deep-red to
orange-yellow hexagonal mineral ZnO consisting of zinc oxide
that occurs in massive or granular form — called also red oxide oj
zinc, red zinc ore

zincky or zinky or zincy \'zio-ke\ adj : containing or having the
appearance of zinc

Zin-COg.ra.pliy \zii3-'kag-r3-fe\ n [ISV] 1 : the art or process of
engraving or photoengraving letterpress printing surfaces on zinc
2 : the art or process of preparing planographic printing surfaces

zinc*oid \'zir)-,k6id\ adj : of. relating to, or resembling zinc
zinc ointrnenl n : an ointment containing about 20 percent of zinc
oxide and used in treating skin diseases

zinc oxide n : an infusible white solid ZnO used esp. as a pigment
in compounding rubber, and in pharmaceutical and cosmetic
preparations

zinc white n : a white pigment used esp. In bouse paints and glazes
that consists of zinc oxide

Zin>fan>del \'zin-f3n-,del\ n [origin unknown] ; a red table wine
of the claret type made from a small black grape that is grown
chiefly in California

zing \'zio\ n [imit.] 1 ; a shrill humming noise 2 : vriALrrY, vm— zing VI

zin.jan.thro.pus \zin-'jan(t)-thr3-p3s, ,zIn-.jan-'thro-\ n, pi zin-
ian'thro.pi\-;pT, -,pe\ or zin>jan>thro>pus>es [NL, genus name,
fr. Ar Z'lnj eastern Africa + Gk anthropos human being] : any of a
genus {Zinjanthropus) of fossil hominids based on a skuU found in
eastern Africa, characterized by very low brow and large molars,
and tentatively assigned to the Lower Pleistocene

Zin>ken*ite \'zir)-k3-,nTt\ n [G zinkenit, fr. J. K. L. Zinken tl862
G mineralogist] : a steel-gray mineral PbeSbiASz? of metallic luster
consisting of a lead antimony sulfide

Zin*nia Vzin-e-a, 'zin-ya, 'zen-\ n [NL. genus name, fr. Johann G.
Zinn tl759 G botanist] ; any of a small genus (Zinnia) of tropical
American composite herbs with showy flower heads and long*
lasting ray flowers

Zi'On \'zT-3n\ n [Zion, citadel in Palestine which was the nucleus
of Jerusalem, fr. ME Sion, fr. OE, fr. LL, fr. Ueh Siyon'] 1 a : the
Jewish people : Israel b ; the Jewish homeland as a symbol of
Judaism or of Jewish national aspiration c : the ideal nation or
society envisaged by Judaism 2 : heaven 3 : ljtopia
Zi*on-ism \'zT-a-,niz-3m\ n : a theory, plan, or movement for set-

ting up a Jewish national or religious community in Palestine —
Zi'On-ist \-n3st\ adj am — Zi-on-is-tic \,zi-3-'nis-tik\ adj
izip \'zip\ vb zipped; zip<ping [imit. of the sound of a speeding
object] vi 1 : to move or act with speed and vigor 2 : to travel
with a sharp hissing or humming sound '^ vt 1 : to impart speed
or force to 2 : to add zest, interest, or life to— often used with up

2zip n 1 : a sudden sharp hissing or sibilant sound 2 : energy, vim
3zip vb zipped; zip>ping [back-formation fr. zipper} vt 1 : to close
or open with a zipper 2 : to cause (a zipper) to open or shut
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f^ vl t to become opea, closed, or attached by means of a zipper

zip gun n : a gun that is made from a toy pistol or length of pipe,
has a firing pin usu. powered by a rubber band, and fires a .22

caliber bullet

Zip>per \'zip-3r\ n [fr. Zipper, a trademark] ; a fastener consisting of
two rows of metal or plastic teeth on strips of tape and a sliding
piece that closes an opening by drawing the teeth together
Zip*pered \-3rd\ adj ; equipped with a zipper

ZiP'Py \'2ip-e\ adj : full of zip : BRISK, SNAPPY
Zi>ram \'2T(3)r-.am\ n [zinc + -ram (as in thiram)'\ ; a zinc salt

[(CH3)zNCSS]2Zd used as a rubber accelerator and agricultural
fungicide

Zir>con \'z3r-,kan\'« [G, modif. of V jargon jargocn, zircon, fr. It

giargone} : a tetragonal mineral ZrSiO* consisting of a zirconium
silicate and occurring usu. in square prisms of adamantine luster

and brown or grayish color with transparent kinds esp. of reddish
or brownish color being used as gems

Zir>COn-ate yzar-ka-,nat\ n : any of various compounds obtained
usu. by heating zirconium oxide and a metal oxide or carbonate

zir>co>nia \,z3r-'k6-ne-3\ n [NL, fr. ISV zircon'} : zirconium oxide
zir.cou.ic \,z3r-'kan-ik\ adj ; of, relating to, or containing zir-

conium
ZiI<co-ni*um \,z3r-'ko-ne-3m\ n [NL, fr. ISV zircon"} ; a steel-gray
strong ductile chiefly tetravalent metallic element with a high melt-
ing point that occurs widely in combined form esp. in zircon, is

highly resistant to corrosion, and is used in alloys and in refractories
and ceramics — see element table

Zirconium oxide n : a white crystalline compound ZrOj used esp.
in refractories, in thermal and electric insulation, in abrasives, and
in enamels and glazes — called also zirconia

Zith.er \'zith-ar, 'zilh-\ n [G, fr. L cithara lyre. fr. Gk kithara}
Z a musical instrument having
30 to 40 strings over a shal-
low horizontal soundboard
and played with plectrum and
fingers — zith<er>ist \-3-

rsstX n
Zi'Zith \'tsit-S3S, tset-'set\ n pi
[Heb ^isUhl : the tassels of
entwined threads worn by
Jewish males at the 4 corners
of the outer garment on the zither
tallith

Zlo-ty \'zl6t-e, z9-'l6t-\ n, p! zlo-tys \-ez\ also zloty [Pol zloty"]— see money table
ZO- or zoo- ccmb form [Gk zoi-, zoio-, fr. zoion; akin to Gk zoe
life — more at quick] 1 ; animal ; animal kingdom or kind <,zo-

oid> <2oology> 2 [Gk zo- alive, fr. zoos; akin to Gk zoe'} : motile
(zoospore)

zoa pi o/_zooN
-zoa \'zo-a\ n pi comb Jorm [NL, fr. Gk zoia, pi. of zoion'} i ani-
mals — in taxa <Metazoa>

Z0-an<thar*i<an \,zo-,an-'thar-e-3n, -'ther-\ n [deriv. of zo- + Gk
anthos flower — more at anthology] : any of a subclass (Zoan-
tharia) of anthozoans having a hexamerous arrangement of tenta-
cles or septa or both and including most of the recent corals and
sea anemones — zoantharian adj

ZO>ar-i-al \z6-*ar-e-3l, za-'war-, -'er-, -'wer-\ adj ; of or relating to
a zoarium

zo>ar-i-uni \-e-am\ n, pi zo<ar>ia \-e-a\ [NL] : a colony of colo-
nial bryozoans

ZO-di.ac \"z6d-e_-,ak\ n [ME, fr. MF zodiaque, fr. L zodiacus, fr. Gk
zoidiakos, fr. zoidiakos, adj., of carved figures, of the zodiac, fr,

zoidion carved figure, signof the zodiac, fr. dim. of zdion living
being, figure; akin to Gk zoe life — more at quick] 1 a : an imag-
inary belt in the heavens usu. IS degrees wide that encompasses
the apparent paths of all the principal planets except Pluto, that
has the ecHptic as its central line, and that is divided into 12 con-
stellations or signs each taken for astrological purposes to extend
30 degrees of longitude b : a figure representing the signs of the
zodiac and their symbols 2 : a cyclic course (as of time) — zo-
di-a.cal \z6-'dT-3-ksi, z3-\ adj

THE SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC
NUMBER NAME SYMBOL SUN ENTERS

1 Aries the Ram T March 21
2 Taurus the Bull W April 20
3 Gemini the Twins Jt May 21
4 Cancer the Crab ® June 22
5 Leo the Lion a July 23
6 Virgo the Virgin ns August 23
7 Libra the Balance September 23
8 Scorpio the Scorpion m October 24
9 Sagittarius the Archer ;f November 22
10 Capricorn the Goat v> December 22
11 Aquarius the Water Bearer January 20
12 Pisces the Fishes a February 19

zodiacal light n : a diffuse glow seen in the west after twilight and
in the east before dawn

zo*ea \z6-"e-a\ n, pi zceae \-'e-,e\ or zo*eas \-'e-3z\ [NL, fr. Gk
zoe life] : an early larval form of many decapod crustaceans and
esp. crabs with a relatively large cephalothorax, conspicuous eyes,
and large fringed antennae and moulhparts used for swimming— zo.eal \z6-'e-3l\ adj
1-ZO-iC \'zo-ik\ adj comb form [Gk zoikos of animals, fr. zoion
animal — more at zo-] ; having a (specified) animal mode of ex-
istence <holozoic> <endozoic> <saprozo/c>

2-zoic adj comb form [Gk zoe life] : of. relating to, or being a
(specified) geological era <ArcheozoJC> <Mesozoic)

ZOiS'ite \'z6i-,sTt\ n [G zoisit, fr. Baron Sigismund Zois von
Edelstein ti8i9 Slovenian nobleman] : a mineral CajAlsSisCjOH
consisting of a basic calcium aluminum silicate related to epidote

ZO'la^esque \.zo-l3-'esk, -,la-\ adj : of, relating to, or characteristic
of Zola or his writings
zom.bi or zom.hie \'zam-be\ n [of Niger-Congo origin; akin to
Kongo nzambi god] 1 a : the voodoo snake deity b : the super-
natural power that according to voodoo belief may enter into and
reanimate a dead body c : a will-less and speechless human in the

West Indies capable only of automatic movement who is held to
have died and been reanimated but often believed to have been
drugged into a catalepsy for the hours of interment 2 : a tall mixed
drink made of several kinds of rum, liqueur, and fruit juice —
zom-hi'ism \-be-,iz-3m\ n

Z0n*al X'zon-'IX adj 1 ; of, relating to, or having the form of a
zone 2 ; of, relating to, or beirig a soil or major soil group marked
by well-developed characteristics that are determined primarily
by the action of climate and organisms esp. vegetation — compare
AZONAL, intrazonal — zou-al-Iy \-^l-e\ adv
zon.ary \'zo-n3-re\ adj : zonal 1

zon<ate \'zo-,nat\ also zon-at.ed \-,nat-3d\ adj ; marked with or
arranged in zones

zo*na<tion \2o-'na-shan\ n 1 : zonate structure 2 : distribution
of kinds of organisms In biogeographic zones
izone \'z6n\ n [L zona belt, zone, fr. Gk zone; akin to l-iih juosti to
gird] 1 : any of five great divisions of
the earth's surface with respect to latitude *^Ji*
and temperature — compare frigid zone,
TEMPERATE ZONE, TORRID ZONE 2 archaic
; GIRDLE. BELT 3 3 I an encircling ana-
tomical structure b (1) ; a subdivision of a
biogeographic region that supports a sim-
ilar fauna and flora throughout its extent
(2) ; such a zone dominated by a particular
life form c : a distinctive belt, layer, or
series of layers of earth materials (as rock)
4 : a region or area set off as distinct from
surrounding or adjoining parts 5 : one
of the sections of an area or territory
created for a particular purpose: as a : a
zoned section of a city h : any of the eight
concentric bands of territory centered on a
given postal shipment point designated as a
U.S. parcel post to which mail is charged at i

also parcel post zone c ; one of the numbered sections into v/hich
a metropolitan area is divided in the U.S. postal system d : a
distance within which the same fare is charged by a common carrier
e : an area on a field of play f : a stretch of roadway or a space
in which certain traffic regulations are In force
2zone vt 1 : to surround with a zone ; encircle 2 : to arrange in
or mark off into zones; specij ; to partition (a city, borough, or
township) by ordinance into sections reserved for different pur-
poses (as residence, business, manufacturing)
Zon>ta \'zant-3\ n [Sioux zon'-ta honest] : one of an organization
of service clubs made up of executive women each of whom is a
sole representative of one business or profession in a community

Z0>nu-lar \'z6-ny3-l3r\ adj : of or relating to a zonule
zo-nule \'z5-(.)nyii(a)l\ n : a httle zone, belt, or girdle

zoo \'zij\ n [short for zoological garden} : a zoological garden or
collection of living animals usu. for public display
zoo see 20-
zoo-ecol.o.gy \,zo-3-we-'kal-3-je\ n ; a branch of ecology dealing
with the relation of animals to their environment and to other
animals

zoo. fla 'gel. late \,z6-3-'fIaj-3-l9t, -,lat; -fl3-'Jel-3t\ n : a flagellate

protozoan lacking photosynthesis and other plantlike characteris-
tics — compare plantlike flagellate
ZOO-ga-mete \,zo-3-g3-'met, -'gam-.et\ n [ISV] : a motile gamete
esp. of a plant (as an alga)

zoo.gen-ic \,zo-3-'jen-ik\ or zo-og-e-nous \z5-'aj-a-nas\ adj
[ISV] : caused by or associated with animals or their activities <'^

humus)
ZOO<ge>og>ra>pIier X.zo-a-je-'ag-ra-farX n : a student of animal
distribution

ZOO'geO'graph'ic \-,je-3-'graf-ik\ adj : of or relating to zoogeog-
raphy — zoo*geO'graph-i'cal \-i-k3l\ adj — zoo>geo*graph>i-
cal-ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

zoo<ge>og*ra<phy \-Je-'ag-r5-fe\ n [ISV] : a branch of blogeog-
raphy concerned with the geographical distribution of animals and
esp. with the determination of the areas characterized by special
groups of animals and the study of the causes and significance of
such groups

zoO'glea \z6-'ag-le-a, ,z6-3-'gle-3\ n, pi zoo<gle>as or zoo>gle<ae
\-le-.e. -'gle-,e\ [NL, fr. zo- + MGk glia, gloea glue— more at clay]
: a gelatinous or mucilaginous mass formed by bacteria growing in

fluid media rich in organic material and made up of bacterial

bodies embedded |n a matrix of swollen confluent capsule substance
— zoo>gle*al \-le-3l, -'gle-slX adj

zoO'graph'ic \,zo-3-'graf-ik\ adj ; of or relating to zoography
— zoo>graph-i>cal \-i-k3l\ adj
ZO*og*ra>phy \z6-'ag-r3-fe, z3-'wag-\ n 1 : descriptive zoology
2 : zoogeography

zo*oid \*zo-,6id\ n : an entity that resembles but Is not wholly the
same as a separate individual organism: as a : an organized body
(as a phagocyte or a sperm cell) having locomotion b : a more or
less independent animal produced (as by fission, proliferation, or
strobilation) by other than direct sexual methods and so having an
equivocal individuality — zo*oi>dal \zo-'6id-'l, z3-'w6id-\ adj

ZOOks \'zuks\ inrerj — used as a mild oath
ZO>Ol>a>try \zo-'al-3-tre, Z3-*wal-\ n [NL zoolatria, fr. zo- -I- LL
-latria -latry] ; animal worship

ZOO>log<i>cal \,zo-a-'!aj-i-k3l\ adj 1 : of. relating to, or occupied
with zoology 2 : of. relating to, or affecting lower animals often

as distinguished from man <~ infections) — zoO'log-i'Cal.Iy
\-i-k(3-)le\ adv

zoological garden n : a garden or park where wild animals are kept
for exhibition

ZO>oI>o*gist \zo-'al-3-j3st, z3-*wal-\ n : a specialist In zoology
Z0.0l*0*gy \-je\ n [NL zoologla. fr. zo- + -logia -logy] 1 : a science

that deals with animals and is the branch of biology concerned with
the animal kingdom and its members as individuals and classes and
with animal life 2 : a treatise on zoology 3 a : animal life (as of
a region) ; fauna b : the properties and vital phenomena exhibited

by an animal, animal type, or group
izootn \'zum\ vb [imit.] vi 1 ; to move with a loud low hum or
buzz 2 oj an airplane : to climb for a short time at an angle greater

than that which can be maintained in steady flight so that the

machine is carried upward at the expense of stored kinetic energy
Zoj a motion-picture or television camera : to move toward or away
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from an object rapidly so that the image appears to come closer to
or to move away from the observer ^ vt i to cause to zoom,

^ZOoni n 1 : an act or process of zooming; specij : a sharp upward
movement 2 : a zooming sound

ZOO>met<riC \,2o-3-'me-trik\ adj : designed for the measurement of
animals and esp. for the estimation of a measure of bulk through
determination of some linear measurement <a '^ tape) — zoo-met-
ri>cal \-tri-kal\ adj
zoom lens n : a camera lens in which the image size can be varied
continuously so that the image remains in focus at ail times
ZOO-mor.phic \-*m6r-fik\ adj [ISV] 1 : having the form of an ani-
mal 2 : of or relating to a deity conceived of in animal form or
with the attributes of an animal
zoo>mor>phism \-ifiz-ani\ n [ISV] 1 : the representation of deity
in the form or with the attributes of the lower animals 2 : the use
of animal forms in art or symbolism

ZO.on \'z6-,'an\ n, pi zoa \'zo-3\ ENL, fr. Gk zoion animal — more
at 20-i 1 : the whole product of one fertilized egg whether a single
individual, a colony of associated zooids, or an asexual progeny of
a sexually produced individual 2 : zooid — zo*on>al \'zo-sn-^l,
-.an-\ adj

-ZO.on \'zo-,an also -3n\ n comb form, pi -zoa \'zo-9\ [NL, fr. Gk
zoion'] : animal ; zooid <hematozoon) (spermatozoon)

ZOO«no*Si5 \zo-'an-3-s3s, za-'wan-; ,z6-3-'no-s3s\ n [NL, fr, zo- +
Gk nosos disease] : a disease communicable from lower animals to
man under natural conditions — zoo-not*ic \,20-a-'nat-ik\ adj

ZOO-par-a-site \,25-a-'par-3-,sTt\ n ; a parasitic animal — zoo-
par>a>sit-ic \-,par-a-'sit-ik\ adj

zo-opli-a-gous \zo-'af-3-g3s, z3-'waf-\ adj [ISV] ; feeding on ani-
mals : CARNIVOROUS
zO'Oph'Mous \zo-'af-a-Ias, z3-*waf-\ or zoo.phil.Jc \,2o-a-'fil-ik\
adj : having an attraction to or preference for animals; esp : adapted
to pollination by animals other than insects — compare entOmoph-
ILOUS
ZOO'phyte \'zo-3-,fTt\ « [Gk zoophyton, fr. zoi-, zo- zo- + phyion
plant — more at phyt-] : any of numerous invertebrate animals (as

a coral, sea anemone, or sponge) more or less resembling plants in
appearance or mode of growth; esp : one that forms a branching
arborescent colony attached to a substrate — zoo»pliyt-ic \,zo-3-
•fit-ik\ adj

ZO0>planK>ton \,z6-3-'plaoOt)-t3n, -,tan\ n ; animal life of the
plankton — zoo-plank>ton>ic \-,plaD(k)-'ian-ik\ adj
zoo>sperm \'z6-3-,sp3rm\ n [ISV] 1 : spermatozoid, spermato-
zoon 2 : zoospore

zoo>spO<ran<gi.um \,2o-3-sp3-'ran-je-3m\ n [NL] : a spore case
or sporangium bearing zoospores

ZOO>spore \'zo-3-,spo(3)r, -,sp6(s)r\ n [ISV] ; an independently
motile spore: as a ; a motile usu. naked and flagellated asexual
spore esp. of an alga or lower fungus b ; a minute amoeboid or
flagellated product of protozoan sporocyst division whether sexual
or asexual

Z0>0S*ter<0l \20-'as-ta-,r61, zs-'was-, -,rol\ n : any of a group of
sterols (as cholesterol) of animal origin — compare phytosterol
Z00>tech<ni*cal \,z6-3-'tek-ni-k3l\ adj : of or relating to zootechny
ZOO.tech.ni-cian \-(,)tek-'nish-3n\ n : a specialist in zootechny
ZOO.tech.niCS \-'tek-niks\ n pi but sing or pi in constr : zootechny
ZOO.tedl.ny \'z6-a-,tek-ne\ n [ISV zo- + Gk techne art — more at
technical] : the system of maintaining and im.proving animals
under domestication that constitutes the technology of animal
husbandry
ZO'Ot.O.my \zo-'at-3-me, z3-'wat-\ n : animal anatomy esp. as
studied on a comparative basis

ZOOt suit \'zut-\ n [origin unknown] ; a flashy suit of extreme cut
typically consisting of a thigh-length jacket with wide padded
shoulders and peg-top trousers tapering to narrow cuffs — zoot-
suit>er \-,sUt-3r\ n
Zo.ro.as.tri.an X.zor-s-'was-tre-sn, ,z6r-\ adj : of or relating to
the Persian prophet Zoroaster or the religion founded by him and
marked by belief in a cosmic war between good and evil — Zoro-
astrian n — Zo.ro'as.tri-an.ism \-tre-a-,niz-3m\ n

ZOS.ter \'zos-t3r, 'zas-\ n [L, fr. Gk zoster girdle; akin to Gk zone
zone] : herpes zoster
Zou>ave \zu-'av\ n [F, fr. Zwawa, Algerian tribe] 1 : a member of
a French infantry unit orig. composed of Algerians wearing a
brilliant uniform and conducting a quick spirited drill 2 : a mem-
ber of a military unit modeled on the Algerian Zouaves
zounds \'zaun(d)z\ interj [euphemism for God's woundsl — used as
a mild oath

zoy.sia \'z6i-se-3\ n [NL, alter, of Zoisia, genus name, fr. Karl von
Zois tlSOO G botanist] : any of a genus {Zoisia) of creeping peren-
nial grasses having fine wiry leaves and including some suitable for
lawn grasses in warm regions
znc.chet.to \zii-'ket-(,)o, tsii-X n [It, fr. zucca gourd, head, fr. LL
cucutia gourd] : a small round skullcap worn by Roman Catholic
ecclesiastics in colors that vary according to the rank of the wearer
zucclil.ni \2u-'ke-ne, tsuA n, pi zucchini or zucchinls [It, pi. of
zucchino, dim, of zucca gourd] : a summer squash of bushy growth
with smooth slender cylindrical dark green fruits

iZU'lu \'zU-(,)liJ\ n 1 : a member of a Bantu-speaking people of
Natal 2 : a Bantu language of the Zulus — Zulu adj
2ZulU — a communications code word for the letter z
Zu.ni \'zii-nCy)e\ n, pi Zufii or Zunis [Sp, fr. Keresan s'ini middle]
1 a : a people occupying a pueblo in western New Mexico 1> : a
member of this people 2 : the language of the Zuni people— Zu<Dl*an \-nCy)e-sii\ adj

ZU'fii.an \-nCy)e-3n\ n : a language family consisting of Zuni only
zwie.back \'swe-,bak, -,bak, 'swt-, 'zwe-, za-'we-, 'zwT-, z3-'wi-\ n
[G, lit., twice baked, fr. zwie- twice (fr. OHG zwi~) + backen to
bake, fr. OHG bahhan — more at twi-, bake] : a usu. sweetened
bread enriched with eggs that is baked and then sUced and toasted
until dry and crisp
Zwing-li.an \'zwia-(g)le-an, 'swirj-; 'tsfig-Ie-X adj : of or relating
to Ulrich Zwingli or his doctrine that in the Lord's Supper there is

an influence of Christ upon the soul but that the true body of
Christ is present by the contemplation of faith and not in essence or
reality — Zwinglian n — Zwing-li.an.ism \-a-,ni2-3m\ n— Zwing-li.an.ist \-n3st\ n or adj

ZWit.ter-ion X'tsfit-a-.n-an, -,rT-,an\ n [G, fr. zwitter hybrid H- ion]
; a dipolar ion — zwit>ter*ion>lc \,tsfit-3-(,)rT-'an-ik\ adj

zyg- or zygo- comb form [NL, fr. Gk, fr. zygon — more at yoke]
1 : yoke (zj'gomorphic) 2 : pair izygodactyO 3 : union : zygosis
{zj'gospore)

zyg.apoph.y.sis \.zT-g9-'paf-3-s3s\ n [NL] : one of the articular
processes of the neural arch of a vertebra of which there are usu.
two anterior and two posterior

zy.go.dactyl \,zT-g3-'dak-t^l\ or zy.go.dacty-lous \-t3-l3s\ adj
[ISV zyg' + Gk dakiylos toe] : having the toes arranged two in
front and two behind — used of a bird — zygodactyl n

zy-go.gen.e.sis \-'jen-3-s3s\ n [NL] ; reproduction by means of
specialized germ cells or gametes

zy.goid \'zr-,g6id\ adj : of or relating to a zygote : zygotic
zy.go-ma \zT-'go-m3\ n, pi zy.go>ma.ta \-m3t-3\ also zygomas
[NL zygomat-, zygoma, fr. Gk zygoma, fr. zygoun to join, fr. zygon
yoke] 1 a : zygomatic arch b : a slender bony process of the
zygomatic arch 2 : zygomatic bone

zy.go.mat-ic \,2T-g3-'mat-ik\ adj : of, relating to, constituting, or
situated in the region of the zygoma and esp. the zygomatic arch as
a whole

zygomatic arch n : the arch of bone that extends aloi^ the front
or side of the skull beneath the orbit

zygomatic bone n : a bone of the side of the face below the eye
that in mammals forms part of the zygomatic arch and part of the
orbit — called also cheekbone

zygomatic process n ; any of several bony processes that enter into
or strengthen the zygomatic arch
zy.go.mor.phic \,27-g3-'m6r-fik\ adj ; bilaterally symmetrical and
capable of division into essentially symmetrical halves by only one
longitudinal plane passing through the axis — compare actino-
MORpHic — zy.go.mor.phism \-,fiz-3m\ or zy-go.mor*phy
\*zr-g3-,mor-fe_\ n

zy.gose \*2i-.gos\ adj : of or relating to zygosis
zy.go.sis \zT-'go-s3s\ n, pi zy.go-ses \-'go-,sez\ [NL] : zygote
formation by union of gametes : conjugation — compare hetero-
zygosis

zy.gos.i'ty \zT-*gas-3t-e\ n ; zygotic quality or characteristics

zy.go-sphere \'zT-g3-,sfi(3)r\ n : a plant gamete capable of uniting
with a similar one to form a zygospore

zy.go-spore \'zT-ga-,sp6(3)r, -,sp6(3)r\ n [ISV] : a plant spore that
is formed by conjugation of two similar sexual cells, usu. serves as
a resting spore, and ultimately produces the sporophytic phase of
the plant — compare oospore — zy.go.spor»ic \,zT-ga- spor-ik,
-'sp6r-\ adj

zy*gote \'2T-,got\ n [Gk zygotos yoked, fr. zygoun to join together— more at zygoma] ; a cell formed by the union of two gametes;
broadly ; the developing individual produced from such a cell— zy-got-ic \zi-'gat-ik\ adj — zy'got-i'Cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv

zy.go.tene \'zT-g3-.ten\ n [ISV zyg- + -lene filament, fr. Gk lainia

band, fillet] ; the synaptic stage in meiosis in which homologous
chromosomes pair intimately

-zy.gous \'zT-g3s, z-i-g3s\ adj comb jorm [Gk -zygos yoked, fr.

zygon yoke — more at yoke] : having (such) a zygotic constitution
(.heterozygous}

zym- or zymo- comb form [NL, fr. Gk leaven, fr. zyme"] 1 : fermen-
tation izymurgy} 2 : enzyme (.zymogen}

zy.mase \'zT-,mas, -,maz\ n [ISV] ; an enzyme or enzyme complex
that promotes glycolysis

-zyme \,zTm\ n comb form [Gk zyme leaven} : enzyme (lysozyme}
zy.mO'gen \'zT-m3-j3n\ n [ISV] : an inactive protein precursor of
an enzyme secreted by living cells and activated by catalysis (as by
a kinase or an acid) — called also proenzyme

zy.m()'gen<ic \,zT-ma-'jen-ik\ adj 1 : producing fermentation
2 : of or relating to a zymogen

zy.mol-0-gy \zr-'mal-3-je\ n [NL zymologia, fr. zym- -I- -logia

-logy] : a science that deals with fermentation
zy.mO'plaS'tic \,zT-m9-'plas-tik\ arf/: participating in the formation
of enzymes — compare thromboplastic
zy.mO'SCOpe \'zT-m3-,skop\ n [ISV] ; an apparatus for determin-
ing the fermenting power of yeast by measuring the carbon dioxide
evolved from a known quantity of sugar

zy.mO'Sis \zT-'m6-s3s\ n [NL, fr. Gk zymosis, fr. zymoun to fer-

ment, fr. zyme leaven] ; fermentation
zy.mo.Sthen.ic \,zT-m3s-'then-ik\ adj : strengthening the activity
of an enzyme

zy>mot*ic \zT-'mat-ik\ adj 1 : of, relating to, causing, or caused by
fermentation 2 : relating to, constituting, or causing an infectious
or contagious disease — zy-mot-i'Cal.ly \-i-k(3-)le\ adv
zy-mur.gy \'zT-(,)mar-je\ n : a branch of applied chemistry that
deals with fermentation processes
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ABBREVIATIONS
AND SYMBOLS FOR CHEMICAL ELEMENTS

For a list of special abbreviations used in this dictionary see page 22a preceding the vocabulary.
Most of these abbreviations have been normaUzed to one form. Variation in use of periods, in type face,

and in capitalization is frequent and widespread (as mph, MPH, m.p.h., Mph)

a acre, ampere, anode,
ante, anterior, are
A angstrom unit, argon

AA Alcoholics Anonymous, an-
tiaircraft, associate in arts, au-
thor's alterations
AAA Agricultural Adjustment
Administration, American Au-
tomobile Association
AAAL American Academy of
Arts and Letters
AAAS American Association
for the Advancement of Science
AACS Airways and Air Com-
munications Service

A and M agricultural and me-
chanical
A and R artists and repertory
AAR against all risks

AAS associate in applied science
AAU Amateur Athletic Union
AAUN American Association
for the United Nations
AAUP American Association
of University Professors
AAUW American Association
of University Women
AB able-bodied, airborne, bach-

ABA American Bar Association
abbr abbreviation
ABC American Bowling Con-
gress, American Broadcasting
Company, Australian Broad-
casting Company

abd, ahdom abdomen, abdomi-
nal
AB in Th bachelor of arts in
theology

abl ablaUve
abu airborne
abp archbishop
abr abridged, abridgment
abs absolute
ABS American Bible Society
abstr abstract

Ac actinium, altocumulus
AC alternating current, ante
Christum (L, before Christ),
ante cibum (L, before meals),
athletic club
acad academic, academy
acc, accus accusative

ACC Air Coordinating Com-
mittee
acct account
ACE American Council on Ed-

ack acknowledge, acknowledg-

AGL5 American Council of
Learned Societies

ACP American College of Phy-

acpt acceptance
ACS American Chemical So-
ciety, American College of Sur-
geons, antireticular cytotoxic

act active, actual
A.C.T. Australian Capital Ter-
ritory

actg acting
ACTH adrenocorticotropic hor-

AD active duty, after date, air-

dried, anno Domini, assembly
district

ADC aide-de-camp
addn addition
addnl additional
ADF automatic direction finder
ADH antidiuretic hormone
ad Int ad interim (L, in the
meantime)
ADIZ air defense identification

ad) adjective, adjunct, adjust-
ment, adjutant
ad loc ad locum (L, to or at the
place)
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adm administration, adminis-
trative, admiral
admin administration
adv adverb, adversus (L,
against), advertisement, adver-
tising, advisory

ad val ad valorem
advt advertisement
AEC Atomic Energy Commls-

AEF American Expeditionary
Force, American Expeditionary
Forces

aeq aequales (L, equal)
aet, aetat actatis (L, of age,
aged)
AF air force, audio-frequency
AFAM Ancient Free and Ac-
cepted Masons
AFB air force base
AFC automatic frequency con-
trol

aff affirmative
afft affidavit

AFL-CIO American Federation
of Labor and Congress of In-
dustrial Organizations

Afr Africa, African
aft afternoon
Ag argentum (L, silver)

AG adjutant general, attorney
general

agcy agency
agr, agric agricultural, agricul-

agt agent
ah ampere-hour
AH anno hegirae
AHA American Historical As-

a.i. ad interim (L, in the mean-

AI airborne intercept, air in^

AIA American Institute of Arch'

AIChE American Institute
Chemical Engineers
AtEE American Institute ol

Electrical Engineers
AKC American Kennel Club
AI aluminum
AL American Legion
Ala Alabama
ALA American Library As-
sociation, Automobile Legal
Association

Alb Albanian
ale alcohol
aid alderman
alg algebra
alk alkaline
alky alkalinity

ALS autograph letter signed
alt alternate, attitude
Alta Alberta
alw allowance
a.m. ante meridiem
Am America, American, amer-

of arts

AMA American Medical As-

amb ambassador
amdt amendment
Amer America, American
AMF airmail field

AMG allied military government
amp ampere
amp hr ampere-hour
AMS Agricultural Marketing
Service
amt amount
AMU atomic mass unit
AMVETS American Veterans
(of World War II)

an anno, annum
ANA American Nurses As-
sociation

anal analogy, analysis, analytic
anat anatomical, anatomy

anc ancient
Ang Anglesey
anhyd anhydrous
ann annals, annual
anon anonymous
ans answer
ant antenna, antonym
Ant Antrim
anthrop anthropological, an-
thropology

antilog antilogarithm
antiq antiquarian, antiquary
a/0 account of

AOH Ancient Order of Hi-
bernians

aor aorist
ap apostle
AP additional premium, air-

plane, antipersonnel, arithmetic
progression, armor-piercing. As-
sociated Press, author's proof
APA American Philological As-
sociation

AFB all points bulletin

API air position indicator,
American Petroleum Institute

APO army post office

app apparatus, appendix
appl applied
approx approximate, approxi-
mately
apps appendixes
appt appoint, appointed
apptd appointed
Apr April
apt apartment
aq aqua, aqueous
AQ accomplishment quotient,
achievement quotient

ar arrival, arrive
Ar argon
AR acknowledgment of receipt,
all rail, all risks, annual return,
army regulation, autonomous
republic
Arab Arabian, Arabic
ARC American Red Cross
arch, archit architecture
arched archeology
arg argent
Arg Argyle
ARIBA Associate of the Royal
institute of British Architects

arith arithmetic
Ariz Arizona
Ark Arkansas
Arm Armagh, Armenian
ARP air-raid precautions
arr arranged, arrival, arrive
ARS Agricultural Research
Service

art article, artificial, artillery

arty artillery

As altostratus, arsenic

AS after sight, airspeed, Anglo*
Saxon, antisubmarine
ASA American Standards As-
sociation
asb asbestos
ASCAP American Society of
Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers

ASCE American Society of Civil
Engineers
asg assigned, assignment
asgd assigned
asgmt assignment
ASI airspeed indicator
ASLA American Society of
Landscape Architects
ASME American Society of
Mechanical Engineers
ASR airport surveillance radar.

ASSR Autonomous Soviet So-
cialist Republic
asst assistant

asstd assented, assorted
assy assembly
Assyr Assyrian

ASTM American Society for
Testing Materials
ASTP army speciahzed training
program

astrol astrology
astrou astronomer, astronmy
ASV American Standard Ver-

at airtight, atomic
At astatine

AT anti-tank
Atl Atlantic
atm atmosphere, atmospheric
at. no. atomic number
ATP adenosine triphosphate
att attached, attention, attorney
attn attention
attrib attributive, attributively
atty attorney
atty gen attorney general
at. Wt. atomic weight
Alt aurum (L, gold)

AU angstrom unit
and audit, auditor
aug augmentative
Aug August
AUS Army of the United States

Austral Australian
auth authentic, author, author-
ized
aux auxiliary
av avenue, average, avoirdupois
AV ad valorem, audio-visual.
Authorized Version
AVC American Veterans Com-
mittee, automatic volume control
avdp avoirdupois
ave avenue
avg average
avn aviation
AW actual weight, aircraft warn-
ing, all water, articles of war,
automatic weapon
awol absent without leave
ax

b bacillus, black, blue, book, bom
B bachelor, Baume, bishop, boli-

var, boliviano, boron, bright-
ness, bulb
Ba barium
BA bachelor of arts, Buenos
Aires

hact bacterial, bacteriology,
bacterium

bal balance
b & w black and white
bar barometer, barometric
BAR Browning automatic rifle

BArch bachelor of architecture

Bart, Bt baronet
Bav Bavarian
BB ball bearing, best of breed
6BB Better Business Bureau
BBC British Broadcasting Cor-
poration
bbl barrel, barrels
B.C. before Christ, British
Columbia
BCG bacillus Calmette-Guerin
BChE bachelor of chemical en-
gineering
BCL bachelor of canon law,
bachelor of civil law
ben beacon
BCS bachelor of commercial
science

bd board, bound
BD bachelor of divinity, bank
draft, barrels per day. bills dis-

counted, bomb disposal, brought
down
bd ft board foot
bdl bundle
bds boards, bound in boards
Be beryllium
B6 Baume
BE bachelor of education, bach-
elor of engineering, bill of ex-
change
BEC Bureau of Employees'
Compensation
BEd bachelor of education
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Beds Bedfordshire
liel before
BEF British Expeditionary
Force, British Expeditionary
Forces

Belg Belgian, Belgium
BEM British Empire Medal
Berks Berkshire
Berw Berwick
bet between
BEV billion electron volts
bf boldface
BF brought forward
BFA bachelor of fine arts
bg bag
BHC benzene hexachloride
bhd bulkhead
BHN Brinell hardness number
BHP brake horsepower
Bi bismuth
bib Bible, biblical

bibliog bibliographer, bibliog-
raphy
BID bis in die (L, twice a day)
biocbem biochemistry
biog biographical, biography
biol biologic, biological, biology
BJ bachelor of journalism
bk bank, book
Bk berkelium
bkg banking
bkgd background
bks barracks, books
bkt basket, bracket
bl bale
B/L bill of lading
bidg building
BldgE building engineer
bidr builder
BLitt, BLit bachelor of letters,

bachelor of literature
bik black, block
bis bales
BLS Bureau of Labor Statistics

blvd boulevard
bm beam
BM basal metabolism, bench
mark, board measure, bowel

BMOC big man on campus
BMR basal metabolic rate
bn battalion
BNA Basle Nomina Anatomica
BO bad order, body odor, box
office, branch office, buyer's
option
BOD biochemical oxygen de-

BOQ bachelor officers' quarters
bor borough
bot botanical, botany
botan botanical
bp bishop, boiling point
BP bills payable, blood pres-
sure, British Pharmacopoeia
BPD barrels per day
bpl birthplace
BPOE Benevolent and Protec-
tive Order of Elks
BPW Board of Public Works,
Business and Professional Wom-
en's Clubs
br branch, brass, brown
Br British, bromine
BR bedroom, bills receivable

Braz Brazilian

Breck, Brecon Brecknockshire
brig brigade, brigadier
brig gen brigadier general
Brit Britain, British
brl barrel
bro brother, brothers
bros brothers
BS bachelor of science, balance
sheet, bill of sale
BSA bachelor of science in
agriculture, Boy Scouts of
America
BSc bachelor of science
BSEd, BSE bachelor of science
in education
BSFS bachelor of science in
foreign service
BSI British Standards Institu-

tion
BS in CB bachelor of science in

chemical engineering, bachelor
of science in civil engineering
BS in ChE bachelor of science
in chemical engineering
BS in Ed bachelor of science in
education
BS in LS bachelor of science in

library science, bachelor of
science in library service

bskt basket
BT berth terms
btry battery

Btu British thermal unit, British
thermal units
bu bureau, bushel, bushels
Bucks Buckinghamshire
Bulg Bulgarian
bull bulletin
bur bureau
bus business
BV Blessed Virgin
bvt brevet
BWI British West Indies
bx box

c candle, capacitance, carat,

cathode, cent, centime, century,
chapter, circa, copyright, cup,
cycle
C carbon, Celsius, centigrade,

ca centare, circa
Ga calcium
CA capital account, chartered
accountant, chief accountant,
chronological age, commercial
agent, controller of accounts,

_^agent, current accouni

nts
Office
CAP cost and freight

Caltb Caithness
cal calendar, caliber, calorie,

calories
Cal laige calorie

calc calculate, calculated
Calif, Cal California
Cambs Cambridgeshire
Can, Canad Canada, Canadian
cane, can canceled

C and F cost and freight

C and LG capitals and lower case
Cantab Cantabrigiensis (L, of
Cambridge)

cap capacity, capital, capitalize,

capitalized
CAP Civil Air Patrol
caps capitals, capsule
capt captain
Car Cariow
CAR civil air regulations
card cardinal
Card Cardiganshire
CARE Co-operative for Ameri-
can Remittances to Everywhere
Carm Carmarthenshire
Garn Caernarvonshire
cat catalog
cath cathedral
cans causative
cav cavalry
CAVU ceiling and visibility

unlimited
Gb columbium, cumulonimbus
GB confined to barracks, county
borough
GBC Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation
CBD cash before delivery

CBS Columbia Broadcasting
System

cc cubic centimeter, cubic centi-

meters
Co cirrocumulus
CC carbon copy, chief clerk,

CCC Civilian Conservation
Corps, Commodity Credit Cor-
poration
CCF Chinese communist forces.

Cooperative Commonwealth
Federation (of Canada)
ccw counterclockwise
cd cord
Cd cadmium
CD carried down, certificate of
deposit, civil defense, corps
diplomatique (F, diplomatic
corps), current density
CDD certificate of disability for
discharge
cdr commander
Ce cerium
CE Chemical Engineer, Civil
Engineer, International Society
of Christian Endeavor
CEA Council of Economic Ad-

CED Committee for Economic
Development
cem cement
GEMF counter electromotive
force
cen central
cent centigrade, central, centum,
century

cert certificate, certification,

certified, certify
cf calf, confer (L, compare)
Cf californium
CF carried forward, centrifugal
force, cost and freight

OFI cost, freight and insurance
CFM cubic feet per minute
GFS cubic feet per second
eg, cgm centigram
CG cen ter of gravity, coast
guard, commanding general
cgs centimeter-gram-second
CGT Confederation Generate
du Travail (Fr. General Con-
federation of Labor)
ch chain, chains, champion,
chaplain, chapter, chief, child.

customhouse
Chan channel
chap chapter
chem chemical, chemist, chem-
istry

Ghes Cheshire
Chg charge
Chin Chinese
chm chairman
chron chronicle, chronological,
chronology

certificate of in-

Ci cirrus

CI cast
surance, cost and insurance

cia comparira (Sp, company)
GIA Central Intelligence Agency
CID Criminal Investigation De-
partment {Scotland Yard)

cie compagnie (F, company)
CIF cost, insurance and freight

C in C commander in chief
cir, Giro circular

cited, citizen
civ
CJ chief justice
ck cask, check
cl centiliter, class, clause, close,
closet, cloth
Cl chlorine
CL carload, center line

Cla Clackmannan
eld called, cleared
Clin clinical
elk clerk
clo clothing
clr clear

CLU chartered life underwriter
cm centimeter, centimeters
Cm curium
CM center matched, circular mil.
Congregation of the Mission,
countermarked

cnid, comd command
cmdg, comdg commanding
CMG Companion of (the Order
of) St. Michael and St. George
cml commercial
CN credit note
CNO chief of naval operations
CNS central nervous system
CO company, county
c/o care of
Go cobalt
GO cash order, commanding of-
ficer, conscientious objector

cod codex
COD cash on delivery, collect on
delivery

coeff, coef coefficient

C ol C Chamber of Commerce
G of S chief of staff

cog cognate
col college, colonel, colonial,
colony, color, colored, column

coll collection, collector, college
collat, coll collateral
colloq colloquial

Colo Colorado
colog cologarithm
com comedy, command, com-
mandant, commander, commis-
sioner, committee, common
comb combination, combining
comdr, cmdr commander
comdt commandant
coml commercial
comm commission, common-
wealth
commo commodore
comp comparative, compiled,
compiler, composition, com-
pound
compd compound
comr commissioner
con conjunx (L, wife), con-
solidated, consul, continued,
contra (L, against)
cone concentrate, concentrated,
concentration, concrete
conch, conchol conchology
concn concentration
cond conductivity
conf conference
Confed Confederate
cong congress
couj conjunction

Conn Connecticut
cons consonant
consol consolidated
const constant, constitution,
constitutional
constr construction
cont containing, contents, con-
tinent, continental, continued,
control
contd cc ntinued
contg cc ntaining
contr COntract, contraction
contrib contribution, contribu-

conv convention, convertible
Cop, Copt Coptic
cor corner, corrected, correction
Corn Cornwall
corp corporal, corporation
corr corrected, correction, cor-
respondence, corresponding,
corrugated
cos companies, cosine, counties
COS cash on shipment, chief of
staff

cosec cosecant
cot cotangent
cp compare, coupon
GP candlepower. Cape Province,
center of pressure, charter party,
chemically pure, command post,
communist party. Congregation
of the Passion, custom of port
CPA certified public accountant
cpd compound
CPFF cost plus fixed fee
Cpl corporal
GPM cycles per minute
CPO chief petty officer

GPS Civilian Public Service,
cycles per second
CQ call to quarters (general call
preceding transmission of radio
signals), charge of quarters

cr cathode ray, credit, creditor,
creek, en
Gr chn
CR carrier's risk, company*s
risk, conditioned reflex, con-
ditioned response, critical ratio

cresc crescendo
crim con criminal conversation
crit critical, criticism
CRT cathode-ray tube
cryst crystalline, crystallized
cs case, cases
c/s cycles per second
Gs cesium, cirrostratus

CS chief of staff, civil service,
conditioned stimulus
CSA Confederate States of
America

esc cosecant
GSC Civil Service Commission,
Congregation of the Holy Cross
(L, CongregatioSanctaeCrucis)
CSF cerebrospinal fluid

CSsR Congregation of the Most
Holy Redeemer (L, Congrega-
tio Sanctissimi Redemptoris)
CST central standard time
ct carat, cent, count, court
CT central time, combat team
CTG centralized traffic control
ctge cartage
ctn carton, cotangent
c to c center to center
ctr center

cu cubic
Cu cumulus, cuprum (L, copper)
CU closeup
cum cumulative
Gumb Cumberland
cur currency, current
cv, cvt convertible
GV cardiovascular, chief value

GVA Columbia Valley Author-
ity

GWO cash with order, chief war-
rant officer

CWS Chemical Warfare Service

cwt hundredweight
eye, cycl cyclopedia
cyl cylinder

CYO Catholic Youth Organiza-
tion

cytol cytological, cytology
GZ Canal Zone

d date, daughter, day, days, de-
gree, denarius, denarii, density,
died, drizzling, pence, penny
D Democrat, Democratic, diam-
eter, dimensional, doctor, dol-
lar, dose, drachma
DA days after acceptance, de-
layed action, deposit account.
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district attorney, documents
against acceptance, documents
for acceptance, don't answer
DAB Dictionary of American
Biography
Dan Danish
DAR Daughters of the Ameri-
can Revolution
dat dative
DAV Disabled American Vet-
erans
db debenture, decibel, decibels
DB day book
DBA doing business as

DBE Dame Commander (of the
Order of the) British Empire
DBH diameter at breast height
dbl double
DC da capo fit, from the be-
ginning), decimal classification,

direct current. District of Co-
lumbia, double crochet
dd delivered
DD days after date, demand
draft, dishonorable discharge,
doctor of divinity
DDS doctor of dental science,
doctor of dental surgery
deb debenture
dec deceased, declaration, de-
clared, declination, decorated,
decorative, decrease
Dec December
deed deceased
def defendant, defense, deferred,
defined, definite, definition
deg degiee, degiees
del delegate, delegation
Del Delaware
dely delivery
dem demurrage
Dera Democrat, Democratic
Den Denmark
Den, Denb Denbighshire
dent dental, dentistry
dep depart, department, depar-
ture, deponent, deposed, de-
posit, depot, deputy
depr depreciation
dept department
der, deriv derivation, derivative
Derby Derbyshire
det detached, detachment, de-
tail

detd determined
detn determination
dev deviation
Devon Devonshire
DEW distant early warning
DF damage free, direction finder,
direction finding
DFA doctor of fine arts
DFC distinguished flying cross
DFM distinguished flying medal
dlt defendant, draft
dg decigram, decigrams
DG Dei gratia (LL, by the grace
of God), director general
DI drill instructor
dla, diam diameter
diag diagonal, diagram
dial dialect, dialectical
diet dictionary
dil, diff difference
dig digest
dil dilute
dim dimension, diminished,
diminuendo, diminutive

din dinar
dir director
dis discharge, discount
disc discount
disp dispensary
diss dissertation
dist distance, district
distn distillation
distr distribute, distribution
div divided, dividend, division,
divorced

dj dust jacket
DJ disk jockey
dk dark, deck, dock
dkg decagram
dkl decaliter

dhm decameter
dks decastere
dl deciliter

DLitt, DLit doctor of letters,
doctor of literature

DLO dead letter office, dispatch
loading only
dm decimeter
DM Deutsche mark
dn down
DNB Dictionary of NaUonal
Biography

do ditto

DO defense order
DOA dead on arrival
doc document
del dollar

dom domestic, dominant, do-
minion
DOM Deo Optimo maximo (ML,
to God, the best and greatest)
Don Donegal
Dors Dorset
dOZ dozen
DP degree of polymerization,
diametrical pitch, direct port,
displaced person, documents
against payment, documents for
payment, domestic prelate
DPH, DPhil doctor of philos-
ophy

dpt department, deponent
dr debit, debtor, drachma, drach-
mas, dram, drams, drive, drum
Dr doctor
DR dead reckoning, dining room
dram dramatic, dramatist
DS dal segno (It, from the
sign), days after sight, detached
service, document signed, drop
siding
DSc doctor of science
DSC distinguished service cross,
doctor of surgical chiropody
DSM distinguished service medal
DSO distinguished service order
dsp decessit sine prole (L, died
without issue)
DST daylight saving time
DT delirium tremens, double

Du Dutch
Dub Dublin
Dumb Dumbarton
Dumf Dumfries
dup duplicate
Dur Durham
DV Deo voiente (L, God will-
ingi, Doiiay Version
DVM doctor of veterinary
medicine
dw deadweight, dust wrapper

eight
DX distance
dy delivery, deputy, duty
Dy dysprosium
dynam dynamics
dz dozen

e erg
E east, eastern, edge, einstein-
ium, engineer, English, excellent
ea each
EA enemy aircraft

E and OE errors and omissions
excepted
EB easlbound
eccl ecclesiastic, ecclesiastical
ECG electrocardiogram
ech echelon
ecol ecological, ecology
econ economics, economist,
economy

ED extra duty
EdM master of education
erts editions, editors
EDT eastern daylight time
ediic education, educational
EE electrical engineer, errors ex-
cepted
EEG electroencephalogram
EENT eye, ear, nose and throat
ell efficiency
e.g. exempli gratia (L, for ex-
ample)
Eg Egypt, Egyptian
Egypt Egyptian
ehl extremely high frequency
EHP effective horsepower, elec-
tric horsepower
EKG electrocardiogram
el, elev elevation
elec electric, electrical, elec-
tricity

elem elementary
EM electromagnetic, end
matched, engineer of mines, en-
listed man, mining engineer
embryol embryology
emer emeritus
EMF electromotive force
emp emperor, empress
emu electromagnetic unit, elec-

tromagnetic units

enc, end enclosure
ency, encyc encyclopedia
eng engine, engineer, engineer-
ing
Eng England. English
engr engineer, engraved, en-
graving

engrs engineers
enl enlarged, enlisted

ens ensign
entom, entomol entomological,
entomology
env envelope
EO executive order
EOM end of month
EP estimated position, extended
play
eq equation
EQ educational quotient
equip equipment
equlv equivalent
Er erbium
Es einsteinium
Esk Eskimo
esp especially
ESP extrasensory perception
esq, esqr esquire
est established, estimate, esti-

ated

static units
Et ethyl

ET eastern time
ETA estimated time of arrival
el al et alii (L, and others)
etc et cetera (L, and others; and
so forth)
ETD estimated time of departure
ethnol ethnology
ETO European theater of opera-

et seq et sequens (L, and the
following one), et sequentes or
et sequentia (L, and those that
follow)
Eu europium
Eur Europe, European
EV electron volt
evap evaporate
eve evg evening
EW enlisted woman
ex example, exchange, execu-
tive, express, extra

exc excellent, except
exch exchange, exchanged
ex div without dividend
exec executive
exhbn exhibition
exor executor
exp expense, experiment, ex-
perimental, export, express
expt experiment
exptl experimental
exrx executrix
exs examples
ext extension, exterior, external,
externally, extra, extract

extg extracting
exx examples

I farad, farthing, female, femi-
nine, fine, focal length, follow-
ing, force, forte, franc, fre-

quency
F Fahrenheit, false, fellow, filial

generation, fluoiine, french
FA field artillery

FAA Federal Aviation Agency,
free of all average

lac facsimile, faculty
FACP Fellow of the American
College of Physicians
FACS Fellow of the American
College of Surgeons
FArtm fleet admiral
FAGS Fellow of the American
Geographical Society

Fahr Fahrenheit
FAIA Fellow of the American
Institute of Architects
lam familiar, family
FAO Food and Agricultural
Organization of the United Na-
tions

FAQ fair average quality

lar farthing
FAS firsts and seconds, Foreign
Agricultural Service, free along-
side

lasc fascicle

FB freight bill

FBA Fellow of the British
Academy
FBI Federal Bureau of Investi-

FBM foot board
FBOA Fellow of tiie British
Optical Association
FC fire control, fire controlman,
follow copy
FCA Farm Credit Administra-
tion, Fellow of the Chartered
Accountants
FCC Federal Communications

FCIS Fellow of the Chartered
Institute of Secretaries

Icp foolscap

res Fellow of the Chemical
Society

fey fancy
FD fire department, free dock
FDA Food and Drug Adminis-

FDIC Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

Fe ferrum (L, Iron)
Feb February
lee fecit (L, he [she] made)
led federal, federation
fedn federation
lem feminine
FEPC Fair Employment Prac-
tices Commission
Ferm Fermanagh
Jl folios, following, fortissimo
FFA Future Farmers of America
FFR Fellow of the Faculty of
Radiologists
FFV first families of Virginia
FG fine grain, flat grain
FGA free of general average
FGS Fellow of the Geographical
Society
FHA Federal Housing Ad-
ministration
FIC Fellow of the Institute of
Chemistry
FICA Federal Insurance Con-
tributions Act

lict fiction
li fa fieri facias (L, cause to be

FIFO first in, first out
fig figurative, figuratively, figure
figs figures
fin finance, financial, finish
Finn Finnish
fin sec financial secretary
FIO free in and out
fir firkin
FJP Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies of New York

fl floor, florin, flourished, fluid
Fla Florida
fl dr fluid dram
Flera Flemish
Flint, Flints Flintshire
fl oz fluid ounce
FLS Fellow of the Mnnean
Society
Im fathom
Fm fermium
FM frequency modulation
FMB Federal Maritime Board
FMCS Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service
fn footnote
FNMA Federal National Mort-
gage Association

fo.fol folio

FO field officer, field order,
finance officer, flight officer,

forward observer
FOB free on board
roc free of charge
FOE Fraternal Order of Eagles
for foreign, forestry

FOR free on rail

FOS free on steamer
FOT free on truck
few first open water
Ip freezing point
FFA free of particular average
FPC Federal Power Commission
1pm feet per minute
FPO fleet post office

fps feet per second, foot-pound*
second

fr father, franc, friar, from
Fr francium, French
FRCM Fellow of the Royal
College of Music
FRCO Fellow of the Royal
College of Organists
FRCP Fellow of the Royal
College of Physicians, London
FRCS Fellow of the Royal
College of Surgeons

Ireq frequent, frequentative, fre-

quently
FRGS Fellow of die Royal
Geographical Society

Fri Friday
FRIBA Fellow of the Royal In
siituie of British Architects

front frontispiece
FRS Federal Reserve System,
Fellow of the Royal Society

Irt freight

Irwy freeway
FS filmstrip

FSA Fellow of the Society of
Actuaries, Fellow of the Society
of Antiquaries
FSH follicle-stimulating hor-
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fth. fatb fathom
it lb foot pound
fund fundamental
tur furlong
lut future
FV folio verso (L, on the back
of the page)
fwd forward
FYI for vour Information
FZS Fellow of the Zoological
Society

g acceleration of gravity, gauge,
gram, grams, gravity, guinea
G German, good, guilder, gulf
ga gauge
Ga gallium, Georgia
GA general agent, general as-
sembly, general a\erage

gal gallon, gallons
galv galvanized
GAO General Accounting Office
GAPA ground-to-air pilotless

GAR Grand Army of the Re-
public
GATT General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade
GAW guaranteed annual wage
gaz gazette
GB Great Britain
GCA ground-controlled ap-
proach
GCB Knight Grand Cross of
the Bath

Get) greatest common divisor
GCP greatest common factor
GCT Greenwich civil time
gd good
Gd gadolinium
ge gilt edges
Ge germanium
gen general, genitive, genus
genl general
geog geographic, geographical,
geography

geol geologic, geological, geol-
ogy
geom geometrical, geometry
geophys geophysical, geophysics
ger gerund
Ger German
GFE government-furnished
equipment
GFWC General Federation of
Women's Clubs
GHA Greenwich hour angle
GHQ general headquarters
GI galvanized iron, gastroin-
testinal, general issue, govern-
ment issue
Gib Gibraltar
Gk Greek
GL gunlaving
Glam Glamoi-gaiishlre
Glos Gloucestershire
gloss glossaiy
gm gram, grams
GM general manager, George
medal, grand master, guided
missile
GMT Greenwich mean time
GMV gram-molecular volume
GNP gross national product
GO general order
GOP Grand Old Party (Re-
publican)
Goth Gothic
gov government, governor
govt government
gp group
GP general practitioner, geo-
metric progression
gpd gallons per day
GPI ground position indicator
gpm gallons per minute
GPO general post office. Gov-
ernment Printing Office
gps gallons per second
GQ general quarters
gr grade, grain, grains, gram,
grams, gravity, gross
Gr Greece, Greek
grad graduate
gram grammar
gro gross
gr wt gross weight
GS general staff, ground speed
GSA General Services Adminis-
tration, Girl Scouts of America
GSG general suttf corps
GSO general staff officer

GST Greenwich sidereal time
gt gilt top, great, gutta (L, drop)
GT gross ton
Gt Brit Great Britain

GTC good till canceled
gtd guaranteed
gtt guttae (L, drops)

h harbor, hard, hardness, height,
henry, heroin, high, hit, hour,
hours, house, hundred, husband
H hydrogen
ha hectare, hoc anno (L, this

HA hour angle
hab corp habeas corpus fML,
you should have the body)
handbk handbook
Hants Hampshire
hav haversine
Hb hemoglobin
HBM Her Britannic Majesty,
His Britannic Majesty

h.c. honoris causa (L, for the
sake of honor)
HC Holy Communion, House of

HCF highest common factor
HCL high cost of hving
hd head
HD heavy-duty
hflbk handbook
hdkl handkerchief
hdqrs headquarters
hdwe hardware
He helium
HE high explosive, his emi-
nence, his excellency
Heb Hebrew, Hebrews
her heraldrv
Herel Herefordshire
Herts Hertfordshire
hex hcNagnn. hexagonal
hf half, high-frequency
HI hafnium
hg hectogram, hectograms, he-
moglobin
Hg hvdrargyrum fL, mercury)
HG High German
hgt height
HH Her Highness, His High-
ness, His Holiness
hhd hogshead, hogsheads
HHFA Housing and Home
Finance Agency

hist historical, historian, history
hi hectoliter
HL House of Lords
hra hectometer
HM Her Majestv. His Majesty
HMS Her Majesty's Ship, His
Majesty's Ship
Ho holmium
hon honor, honorable, honorary
hor horizontal
hort horticultural, horticulture
hosp hospital
hp horsepower
HP half pay, high pressure, hire
purchase
HQ headquarters
hr hour, hours
HR House of Representatives
HRH Her Roval Highness. His
Royal Highness
HS high school, house surgeon
ht height
HT high-tension

Hung Hungarian. Hungary
Hunts H untingdonshire
HV high-voltage

hvy heavy
HW high water
HWM high-watermark
hwy highway
hy henry
hyd hydraulics, hydrostatics
hydraul hydraulics
hyp, hypoth hypothesis, hy-
pothetical

la Iowa
lADB Inter-American Defense
Board
IAS indicated airspeed
ib, ibid ibidem (L, in the same
place)

IB in bond, incendiary bomb
ICA International Cooperation
Administration. International
Cooperative Alliance
IGAAAA, IC4A Intercolle-
giate Association of Amateur
Athletes of America
ICAO International Civil Avia-
tion Organization
ICBM intercontinental ballistic
missile
ICC Indian Claims Commission,
International Chamber of Com-
merce. Interstate Commerce
Commission

ICFTU International Confeder-
ation of Free Trade Unions

ichth, ich ichthyology
ICI international commission on
illumination
ICJ International Court of
Justice
ICSH interstitial cell-stimulat-
ing hormone

id idem (L, same)
ID identification. Inside diame-
ter, inside dimensions, intelli-

gence department
i.e. id est (L. that is)

IF intermediate frequency
IFC International Finance Cor-
poration
IFF identification, friend or foe
IFR instrument flight rules
IG inspector general
IGY International Geophysical
Year

IHIVI Servants of the Immac-
ulate Heart of Mary

ihp indicated horsepower
IHS Jesus (contraction of Greek
IH20T2)
ILA International Longshore-

ILGWU International Ladies-
Garment Woi'kers' Union

ill, illus illustrated, illustration
111 Illinois

IIjO 1 n terna tional Labor Or-
ganization
ILS instrument landing system
IMCO Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organi-

IMF International Monetary
Fund

imit imitative
imp imperative, imperfect, im-
perial, import, imported, im-
primatur (NL, let it be printed)
imperf imperfect
in inch, inches
In indium
inc incorporated, increase
incl including, inclusive
incog incognito
iucr increase, increased
ind independent, index, indus-
trial, industry

Ind Indiana
indef indefinite
indie indicative
indus industrial. Industry
inf infantry, infinitive
inll influenced
inorg inorganic
INP International News Photo
INRI lesus Nazarenus Rex
ludaeorum (L, Jesus of Naza-
reth, King of the Jews)

ins inches, insurance
INS International News Serv-

insol insoluble
insp inspector
inst instant, institute, institu-
tion, institutional

instr instructor, instrument, in-

strumental
int interest, interior, Internal,
international

interj interjection
interrog interrogative
intl international
intrans intransitive
in trans in transitu (L, in transit)
introd introduction
inv inventor, invoice
Inv Inverness
lOOF Independent Order of
Odd Fellows
lORM Improved Order of Red
Men

IP initial point, intermediate
pressure
IPA International Phonetic Al-
phabet
ipm inches per minute
ips inches per second
i.q. idem quod (L, the same as)
IQ intelligence quotient
Ir iridium, Irish
IR infrared, inland revenue. In-

ternal revenue
IRBM intermediate range bal-
listic missile

Ire Ireland
irreg irregular
IRS Internal Revenue Service
is island
Isr Israel, Israeli

ISV Internauonal Scientific
Vocabulary

It, Ital Italian
ital italic, italicized
ITO Interna uonal Trade Or-
ganization

ITU International Telecom-
munication Union
lU international unit, interna-
tional units
IV intravenous, intravenously
IW Isle of Wight
IWW Industrial Workers of the
World

J joule, journal, judge, justice
JA joint account, judge advo-

JAG judge advocate general
Jam Jamaica
Jau January
Jap Japan, Japanese
Jav Javanese
JCB bachelor of canon law
JCC Junior Chamber of Com-

JCD doctor of canon law
JCL licentiate in canon law
JCS joint chiefs of staff
jet junction
JD doctor of law
]g junior grade
JND just noticeable difference
jour journal, journeyman
JP jet propulsion, justice of the

JPS Jewish Pubhcation Society

jr junior
JRC Junior Red Cross
JSD doctor of juristic science

Jt, jnt joint

jun junior

JHV juvenile
JV junior varsity

JWB Jewish Welfare Board

k karat, kitchen, kilo, knit, knot.

ka cathode
Kans Kansas
kc kilocycle, kilocycles

KG Kansas City, king's cotmsel
kcal kilocalorie
KCB knight commander of the

Bath
kc/s kilocycles per second
KD kiln dried, knocked down
Ker Kerry
kg keg, kegs, kilogram, kllo-

KG knight of the Garter
kgps kilogram per second, kilo-

grams per second
KIA killed in action

Kild Kildare
Kilk Kilkenny
Kin Kinross
Kinc Kincardine
Kirk Kirkudbright
KKK Ku Klux Klan
kl kiloliter

km kilometer, kilometers
kmps kilometers per second
kn knot
KO knockout
K of C Knights of Columbus
K oJ P Knights of Pytiiias

kop kopeck
KP kitchen police
kr krone
Kr krypton
kt karat, knight
kv kilovolt
kva kilovolt-ampere
kvar kilovar
kw kilowatt
kwhr, kwh kilowatt hour
Ky Kentucky

1 left, length, line, liter, lumen
L lake, lambert, large, Latin.
libra (L, pound), lira, lire

La lanthanum, Louisiana
LA law agent, Los Angeles
Lab Labrador
lam laminated
Lanes Lancashire
lang language, languages
lat latitude
Lat Latin
LAT local apparent time
lav lavatory
lb pound, pounds
lbs pounds
Ic lower case
LC landing craft, left center,
letter of credit. Library of Con-
gress
LCD lowest common denomina-
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LCT local civil time
Id load, lord
LD lethal dose, line of departure
Idg landing, loading
Idr leader
LDS Latter-day Saints
LE leading edge
lea leather
LEA local education authority
(Brit)

lect lecture
leg legal, legato, legislative,

legislature
legis legislative, legislature
Leics, Leic Leicester
Leit Lei trim
If lightface, low frequency
LF ledger folio
Ig large
LG Low German
LH left hand, lower half,

luteinizing hormone
LHD doctor of humanities
li linlc. links
Li lithium
LI Long Island
lib liberal, librarian, library
lieiit lieutenant
LIFO last in, first out
Lim Limerick
lin lineal, linear
Lines Lincolnshire
ling linguistics

liq liquid, liquor
lit liter, literal, literally, literary,

lith, litho lithographic, lithog-
raphy

LittB, LitB bachelor of letters.

bachelor of literature
LittD, LitD doctor of letters,

doctor of literature
LJ lord justice
11 lines
LL Late Latin
LLB bachelor of laws
LLD doctor of laws
LLM master of laws
LM legion of merit, long meter
LMG light machine gun
LMT local mean time
In natural logarithm
loc cit loco citato (L, In the
place cited)

log logarithm
Lend London, Londonderry
long longitude
Long Longford
LOOM Loyal Order of Moose
loq loquitur (L, he speaks, she
speaks 1

Lou Louth
LP low pressure
LPG liquefied petroleum gas
LR living room, log run
LS left side, letter signed, locus
sigilli (L, place of the seal),
long shot
LSS lifesaving service, Ilfesav-
ing station

It lieutenant, light
LT long ton, low-tension
It col lieutenant colonel
It comrtr lieutenant commander
ltd limited
It gen lieutenant general
It gov lieutenant governor
LTL less than truckload
Itr letter, lighter
Lu lutetium
lub lubricant, lubricating
IV leave
LW low water
LWM low-water mark
LWV League of Women Voters
LXX Septuagint
LZ landing zone

m male.

nth.
m-
M mach, master, metal, mille
(L, thousand), molecular weight,
moment, monsieur
ma milliampere
MA master of arts, mental age
mach machine, machinery, ma-
chinist
mag magazine, magnetism, mag-
neto, magnitude
maj major
maj gen major general
man manual
Man Manitoba
manuf manufacture, manufac-
turing
mar maritime
Mar March

masc masculine
Mass Massachusetts
MAT master of arts in teaching
math mathematical, malhema-

MATS Milita,ry Air Transport
Service
max maximum
mb millibar
MBA master of business ad-
ministration
MBS Mutual Broadcasting Sys-

mc megacycle, millicurte
MC master of ceremonies
MCL Marine Corps League
MCO mill culls out
m.d. mano destra (It, with the
right hand)
Md Maryland, mendelevium
MD doctor of medicine, medical
department, months after date
mdnt midnight
MDS master of dental surgery
mdse merchandise
me marbled edges
Me Maine, methyl
ME mechanical engineer, medi-
cal examiner. Middle English
Mea, Mth Meaih
meas measure
mech mechanical, mechanics
med medical, medicine, medie-
val, medium
MEd master of education
meg megohm
mem member, memoir, memorial
mep mean effective pressure
meq milliequivalent
mer meridian
Merion Merionethshire

met meteorological, meteor-
ology, metropolitan

metal, metall metallurgy
metaph metaphysics
meteorol meteorology
METO Middle East Treaty

MEV million electron volts

Mex Mexican, Mexico
mi medium frequency, mezzo

forte, microfarad, millifarad
MF machine finish, master of
forestry
MFA master of fine arts
mfd manufactured, microfarad
mfg manufacturing
MFH master of foxhounds
MFN most favored nation
mfr manufacture, manufacturer
MFS master of foreign study
mg milligram, milligrams
Mg magnesium
MG machine gun, military gov-

MGB Ministerstvo Gosudarst-
vennoi Bezopasnosti {Russ,
Ministry of State Security)
mgr manager, monseigneur,
monsignor
mgt management
mh millihenry
MH medal of honor
MHW mean high water
mi mile, miles, mill
MI military intelligence

MIA missing in action
Mich Michigan
mid middle
Mlddx Middlesex
MirtL Midlothian
midu midshipman
mil military
min minim, minimum, mining,
minister, minor, minute, minutes
mineral mineralogy
Minn Minnesota
MIO minimum identifiable odor
misc miscellaneous
Miss Mississippi
mixt mixture
rak mark, markka
mks meter-kilogram-second
ml milliliter, milliliters

mL millilambert
MLA Modern Language Asso-

MLD minimum lethal dose
Mile mademoiselle
Miles mesdemoiselles
MLW mean low water
mm millimeter, millimeters
MM Maryknoll Missioners, mes-
sieurs, mutatis mutandis <L,
with the necessary changes hav-
ing been made)
Mme madame
Mmes mesdames
MMF magnetomotive force
mmfd micromicrofarad

MMus master of music
Mn manganese
MN magnetic north
mo month
Mo Missouri, molybdenum
MO mail order, medical officer,
money oider
mod moderate, modern, modifi-
cation, modified
modif modification
mol molecular, molecule
mol wt molecular weight
MOM middle of month
mon monastery, monetary
Mon Monaghan, Monday, Mon-
mouthshiie
Mont Montana
Montg Montgomeryshire
mor morocco
morph, morphol morphology
mos months
MOS military occupational spe-
cialty
mp melting point
MP member of parliament,
metropolitan police, military
police, military policeman
MPA master of public adminis-

mpg miles per gallon
mph miles per hour
MPH master of public health
mphps miles per hour per second
mps meters per second
mr milliroentgen
Mr mister
MR mill run
Mrs mistress
m.s. mano sinistra (It, with the
left hand)
MS manuscript, master of sci-

ence, motor ship, multiple

MSc master of science
msec millisecond
msg message
msgr monseigneur. monsignor
MSgt master sergeant
MS in LS master of science in
library science
msl mean sea level

MSS manuscripts
MST mountain standard time
MSTS Military Sea Transport
Service
MSW master of social work
mt nt, r

MT metric ton, mountain time
mtg, mtge mortgage
MTO Mediterranean theater of
operations
mts mountains
mun, munic municipal
mus museum, music, musical,

MusM master of music
mv millivolt

Mv mendelevium
MV mean variation, motor vessel

MVA Missouri Valley Authority
MVD Ministerstvo Vnutrennikh
Del (Russ, Ministry of Internal
Affairs^
mw milliwatt

MWA Modern Woodmen of

mxd mixed
myc, mycol mycology
myg myriagram
myl myrialiter
mym myriameter
mythol mythology

, note.

N navy, nitrogen, normal, north,
northern
Na natrium (L, sodium)
NA na tional academician, no

NAACP National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People
NAD National Academy of De-
sign, no appreciable disease

NAM National Association of
Manufacturers
NAS National Academy of
Sciences, naval air station

NASA National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
NASD National Association of
Security Dealers

nat national, native, natural
nati national
NATO North Atlantic Treaty
Organiziition

naut nautical
nav naval, navigable, navigation
Nb niobium

NB northbound, nota bene (L,
mark welh
N.B. New Brunswick
NBA National Basketball As-
sociation, National Boxing As-
sociation
NBC National Broadcasting
Company
NBS National Bureau of
Standards
NC nitrocellulose, no charge,
nurse corps
N.C. North Carolina
NCAA National Collegiate
Athletic Association
NCCJ National Conference of
Christians and Jews
NCCM National Council of
Catholic Men
NCCW National Council of
Catholic Women
NCE New Catholic Edition
NCO noncommissioned officer
NOTE National Council of
Teachers of English
ncv no commercial value
Nd neodvmium
ND no date
N. Dak, N.D. North Dakota
Ne neon
NE New England, no effects,
northeast
NEA National Education As-
sociation of the United States
NEB New English Bible

Nebr, Neb Nebraska
NED New English Dictionary

'

neg negative
NEI not elsewhere included
nem con nemine contradicente
(NL, no one contradicting)
nem diss nemine dissentiente
(NL. no one dissenting)

NES not elsewhere specified

Neth Netheriands
neurol neurological, neurology
neut neuter
Nev Nevada
New Eng New England
NF national fine, national
formulary, no funds
NFL National Football League
Nfld Newfoundland
NG national guard, no good
NGk New Greek
N.H. New Hampshire
NHG New High German
NHI national health insurance

( Brit)

NHL National Hockey League
nhp nominal horsepower
Ni ckel

ni pri nisi prius (L, unless be-
fore)
N.J. New Jersey
nl non licet (L, it is not per-
mitted)
NL New Latin, night letter,

north latitude
NLRB National Labor Rela-
tions Board
NLT night letter

NM nautical mile, night mes-
sage, no mark, not marked
N. Mex, N.M. New Mexico
nn otes

th, number
No nobclium
nol pros nolle prosequi (L, to
be unwilling to prosecute)
nom nominative
nonobst.nonobs non obstante
(L. notwithstanding)

non pros non prosequitur (L, he
does not prosecute)

non seq non sequitur (L, It does
not follow)

NOP not otherwise provided for

Norf Norfolk
norm normal
Northants, or Nthptn North-
amptonshire
Norw Norway, Norwegian
nos numbers
NOS not otherwise specified

Notts Nottinghamshire
nov novelist

Nov November
Np neptunium
NP neuropsychlatrlc, neuro-
psychiatry, no place, no protest,
notary public
NPF not provided for

NPH neutral protamine Hage-
dorn (new insulin)

n pi noun plural

NPN nonprotein nitrogen
nr nber
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NRO National Research Council
Ns nimbostratus
NS national special, new series,

new style, not specified, not
sufficient
N.S. Nova Scotia
NSA National Shipping Au-
thority
NSC National Security Council
NSF National Science Founda-
tion, not sufficient funds
N.S.W. New South Wales
NT New Testament
Ntbmb Northumberland
Btp normal temperature and
pressure

nt wt, n wt net weight
NU name unknown
num numeral
numb numbered
uumis numismatic, numls-
matical, numismatics
NV nonvoting
NW northwest
NWT Northwest Territories

N.Y. New York
NYA National Youth Ad-

NYC New York City
NYSE New York Stock Ex-
change
N.Z. New Zealand

ohm
0- ortho-

ocean, Ohio, old, order, oxy-

OAS Organization of American
States

Ob obiit (L, he died, she died),
obstetrical, obstetrics
OBE Officer (of the Order) of
the British Empire

obj object, objective
Obi oblique, oblong
Obs observation, observatory,
obsolete, obstetrical, obstetrics

obstet obstetrical, obstetrics
obv obverse
oc ocean
OC officer commanding. Order
of Cistercians, overcharge
OCarm Order of Carmelites
OGart Order of Carthusians
OCC Order of Calced Carmelites
occas occasionally
OCD Office of Civil Defense,
Order of I^iscalced Carmelites

OCDIVI Office of Civil and De-
fense Mobilization
oceanog oceanography
OCS officer candidate school
OCSO Order of Cistercians of
the Strict Observance

Oct octavo
Oct October
O/d on demand
OD doctor of optometry, oculus
dexter (L, right eye), officer of
the day, olive drab, outside
diameter, outside dimension,
overdraft, overdrawn
ODC Order of Discalced Car-
melites
OE Old English
OED Oxford English Dictionary
OEEG Organization for Euro-
pean Economic Cooperation
OES Order of the Eastern Star
Off office, officer, official

offic official

OrM Order of Friars Minor
O.F.S. Orange Free State
OG officer of the guard, original
gum
OHMS on her majesty's service,
on his majesty's service
OIT Office of International
Trade
Okla Oklahoma
OM order of merit
OMI Oblates of Mary Im-
maculate
ONI Office of Naval Intelligence

ONR Office of Naval Research
Ont Ontario
op opus (L, work), out of print
OP observation post, Order of
Preachers
OPA Office of Price Administra-
tion

op Cit opere citato (L, in the
work cited)

Opp opposite
opt optical, optician, optics,
optional
OR owner's risk

ORG Organized Reserve Corps
orcb orchestra

ord order, ordnance
Oreg, Ore Oregon
org organic, organization, or-
ganized

orig original, originally
Ork Orkney
ornith ornithology
o/s out of stock
Os osmium
OS oculus sinister (L, left eye),
old series, old style, ordinary
seaman
OSA Order of St. Augustine
OSB Order of St. Benedict
OSF Order of St. Francis
OSM Order of the Servants of
Mary
OSU Order of St. Ursula
OT occupational therapy, Old
Testament, overtime
OTS officers' training school
Oxon Oxonia (L, Oxford, Ox-
fordshire), Oxoniensis (L, of

P page, part, participle, past,
penny, per, piano, pint, pipe,
pitch, pole, post, port, power,
pro, puri
p- para-
P parental generation, pater,
pawn, peseta, peso, phospho-
rus, pressure
pa per annum (L. annually)
Pa Pennsylvania, protactinium
PA particular average, pas-
senger agent, power amplifier,
power of attorney, press agent,
private account, prothonotary
apostolic, public address, pur-
chasing agent
Pac Pacific

PAG Political Action Committee
PAL Police Athletic League
paleon, pal paleontology
para pamphlet
Pan Panama
P and L profit and loss
par paragraph, parallel, parish
part participial, participle, par-
ticular

pass passenger, passive
pat patent
path, pathol pathological, path-
ology
PAU Pan American Union
PAYE pay as you earn, pay as
you enter
payt payment
Pb plumbum (L, lead)
PBX private branch exchange
pc percent, piece, post card, post
cibum (L. after meals)
PC petty cash, police constable,
privy council, privy councillor
pes pieces
pet percent
pd paid
Pd palladium
PD per diem (L, by the day),
police department, postal dis-
trict, potential difference
PE probable error, professional
engineer
Peeb Peebles
P.EJ. Prince Edward Island
Pemb Pembrokeshire
pen peninsula
PEN International Association
of Poets, Playwrights, Editors,
Essayists and Novelists
Penn, Penna Pennsylvania
per period, person
perf perfect, perforated
perh perhaps
perm permanent
perp perpendicular
pers person, personal
Pers Persia, Persian
pert pertaining
pet petroleum
petrol petrology
pf pfennig, preferred
PF power factor
pfc private first class
pfd preferred

pg page
PG paying guest, postgraduate,
preacher general
PGA Professional Golfers' As-
sociation
ph phase
Ph phenyl
PH purple heart
PHA Public Housing Adminis-
tration

phar pharmacopoeia, pharmacy
pharm pharmaceutical, pharma-
cist, pharmacy
FbB bachelor of philosophy

PhO pharmaceutical chemist
PhD doctor of philosophy
phil, philol philological, phil-
ology

Phila Philadelphia
philos philosopher, philosophy
phon phonetics
photog photographic, photog-
raphy
phr phrase
PHS Public Health Service
pliys physical, physician, physics
ph ysiol physiologist, physi-
ology

pi, plas piaster
pibal pilot balioon
pizz pizzicato

pj pajama
pk park, peak, peck
PK psychokinesis
pkg, pkge package
pkt packet
pkwy parkway
pi place, plate, plural
PL pai tial loss, private line

PL and R postal laws and
regulations

plat platoon
plf plaintiff
plu plural
pm premium, phase modulation
p.m. post meridiem
Pra promethium
PM paymaster, permanent mag-
net, police magistrate, post-
master, post-mortem, prime
minister, provost marshal
pmli production man-hour
pmk postmark
pmt payment
PN promissory note
pnxt, pinx pinxit (L, he painted,
she painted)
Po polonium
PO petty officer, postal order,
post office

POG port of call

POD pay on deUvery, post office
department
POE port of embarkation, port
of entry

pol political

Pol Poland, Polish
polit political, politician
poly, polytecU polyteclinlc
pen pontoon
POO post office order
pop popular, population
POP printmg-out paper
por portrait

FOR pay on return
Port Portugal, Portuguese
pos position, positive
poss possessive
pot potential
POW prisoner of war
PP pages, per procurationem (L,
by proxy), pianissimo
PP parcel post, past participle,
postpaid, prepaid
ppa per power of attorney
PPG pour prendre conge (Fr, to
take leave)

ppd postpaid, prepaid
PPI policy proof of interest,
plan position indicator
ppm parts per million
PPS post postscriptum (L, an
additional postscript)
ppt precipitate
pptn precipitation

PQ previous question, Province
of Quebec
pr pair, price, printed
Pr praseodymium, propyl
PR payroll, proportional repre-
sentation, public relations,
Puerto Rico

prec preceding
pred predicate
pref preface, preference, pre-
ferred, prefix

prelim preliminary
prem premium
prep preparatory, prepare, prep-
osition

prepd prepared
prepg preparing
prepn preparation
pres present, president
prev previous
prf proof
PRF pulse recurrence fre-
quency, pulse repetition fre-
quency
prim primary, primitive
prin principal
priv privative
prn pro re nata (L, for the
emergency, as needed)
PRO public relations officer

prob probable, probably, prob-
lem
proc proceedings
prod production
prof professor
prom promontory
pron pronoun, pronounced,
pronunciation
prop propeller, property, propo-

pros prosody
Prot Protestant
prov province, provincial, pro-
visional
prox proximo
prs pairs
ps pieces
PS post scriptum (L, postscript),
public school
pseud pseudonym, pseudony-
mous

psf pounds per square foot
psi pounds per square inch
PST Pacific standard time
psych psychology
psychol psychologist, psychol-
ogy

pt part, payment, pint, point,
port

Pt platinum
PT Pacific time, patrol torpedo
boat, physical therapy, physical
training

pta peseta
PTA Parent- Teachers' Associa-
tion

pte private (British)
ptg printing
PTO please turn over
pts parts, pints, points
pty proprietary
Pu Plutonium
PU pickup
pub public, publication, pub-
lished, publisher, publishing
publ publication, published
PUD pickup and delivery
pulv pulvis (L, powder)
pvt private
PW prisoner of war
PWA Public Works Adminls-
trauon
pwr power
pwt pennyweight
PX please exchange, post ex-
change

q quart, quarto, query, question,
quetzal, quintal, quire
Q quartile, queen
QB queen's bench
QC queen's counsel
qd quaque die (L, daily)
qda quantity discount agreement
QED quod erat demonstrandum
(L, which was to be demon-
strated)
QEF quod erat faciendum (L,
which was to be done)
QEI quod erat inveniendum (L,
which was to be found out)
QF quick-firing

QID quater in die (L, four times
a day)

Qld, Q'land Queensland
QM quartermaster
QMG quartermaster corps
QMG quartermaster general

qp, q pi quantum placet (L, as
much as you please)

qq questions
qq V quae vide (L pi, which see)
qr quarter, quire
qs quantum sufficit (L, as much
as suffices)

ql quantity, quart
q.t. quiet
qtd quartered
qto quarto
qts quarts
qty quantity
qu, ques question
quad quadrant
qual qualitative
quant quantitative
quar quarterly
Que Quebec
quot quotation
q.v. quod vide (L, which see)

qy query

r rain, range, rare, red, right,
river, roentgen, rim
R rabbi, radius, real, reales,
Reaumur, regina, RepubUcan,
resistance, rex, rook, rough,
ruble, rupee
Ra radium
RA regular army, right ascen-
sion, royal academy
RAAF Royal Australian Air
Force
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rad radical, radio, radius, radix
Rad Radnorshire
RAdm rear admiral
RAF Royal Air Force
RAM Royal Academy of
Music

rap rapid
Rb rubidium
RBA Royal Society of British

RBC red blood cells, red blood

RBI runs batted In

RBS Royal Society of British

re resistance capacitance
RC Red Cross, Roman Catholic
RCAF Royal Canadian Air
Force
ROMP Royal Canadian Mounted
Police
RCP Royal College of Physi-

RCS Royal College of Surgeons
ret recruit
rd road, rod, round
RD refer to drawer, rural de-
livery
RDF radio direction finder,
radio direction finding

re reference, regarding
Re rhenium, rupee
REA Rural Electrification Ad-
ministiation
Reaum Reaumur
rec receipt, record, recording,

reed received
recip reciprocal, reciprocity
rec sec recording secretary
rect rectangle, rectangular, re-
ceipt, rectified

red reduce, reduction
ref referee, reference, referred,
refining, reformed, refunding

refl reflex, reflexive
refr refraction
refrig refrigerating, refrigera-
tion

reg region, register, registered,
regular, regulation

regd registered
regt regiment
rel relating, relative, released,
religion, religious

relig religion
Renf Renfrew
rep repair, report, reporter,
representative, republic
Rep Republican
repi replace, replacement
rept report
req require, required, requisition
reqd required
res research, reserve, residence,
resolution
RES reticuloendothelial system
resp respective, respectively
ret retain, retired, return
retd retained, retired, returned
rev revenue, reverend, reverse,
review, reviewed, revised, re-
vision, revolution
RF radio frequency, refunding
RFD rural free delivery
RGS Royal Geographical So-
ciety
Rh rhodium
RH relative humidity, right hand
rhet rhetoric
RI refractive Index
R.I. Rhode Island
RIBA Royal Institute of
British Architects
RIP requiescat in pace (L, may
he (she) rest In peace)

rit ritardando
riv river

RJ road junction
rm ream, room
RM Reichsmark
RMA Royal Military Academy
(Sandhurst)

rms root mean square
RMS Royal MaU Service, royal
mail steamer, royal mall steam-
ship
Rn radon
RN registered nurse. Royal

RNA ribonucleic add
rnd round
RNR Royal Naval Reserve
RNVR Royal Naval Volunteer
Reserve
RNZAF Royal New Zealand
Air Force
ROG receipt of goods
Rom Roman, Romance, Ro-
manian
ROP record of production, run
of paper

Ros, Rose Roscommon
Ross Ross and Cromarty
rot rotating, rotation
ROTG Reserve Officers' Train-
ing Corps
Rox Roxburgh
RP reply paid, reprint, reprint-
ing
Rpl Relchspfennig
rpm revolutions per minute
RPO railway post office
rps revolutions per second
rpt repeat, report
RQ respiratory quotient
RR railroad, rural route
RRB Railroad Retirement
Board
Rs reis, rupees
RS recording secretary, revised
statutes, right side. Royal So-
ciety

RSA Royal Scottish Academy
RSCJ ReUglous of the Sacred
Heart of Jesus
RSB Royal Society of Edin-
burgh
RSFSR Russian Socialist Fed-
erated Soviet Republic
RSV Revised Standard Version
RSVP repondez s'il vous plait

(Fr, please reply)
RSWC right side up with care
rt right
RT radiotelephone
rte route
Ru ruthenium
RU rat unit

Rnm Rumania, Rumanian
Russ Russia, Russian
Rutland Rutiandshire
RW radiological warfare, right
worshipful, right worthy
rwy, ry railway

s second, section, semi, series,

shilling, sine, singular, snow,
son, sou, stere

S sabbath, saint, schilling,

senate, signor, small, smooth,
society, south, southern, sub-
ject, sulfur
SA Salvation Army, sex appeal,
sine anno (L, without date),
sociedad anonina (Sp, corpora-
tion), societe anonyme (Fr,
corporation). South Airica, sub-
ject to approval
SAC Strategic Air Command
SAE Society of Automotive
Engineers

Salop Shropshire
S and SG sized and super-
calendered

sanit sanitary, sanitation
s^p. scruple, apothecaries'

Sat Saturday
satd saturated
S. Aast, S.A. South AustraUa
Sb substantive
Sb stibium (L, antimony)
SB bachelor of science, simul-
taneous broadcast, southbound
SBA Small Business Adminls-

sc scale, scene, science, scilicet,

sculpsit (L, he carved or en-
graved it, she carved or engraved
it), small capitals

So scandium, Scots, stratocumu-
lus

SO Sisters of Charity, super-
calendered
S.C. Soutii Carolina
Scand Scandinavia, Scandlna-

SCAP supreme commander,
allied powers
ScD doctor of science
sch school
sci science, scientific
sell sciticet

Scot Scotiand, Scottish
scp spherical candlepower
scr scruple
script scripture
sctd scattered
Sd sewed
SD sea-damaged, sight draft,
sine die (L, without day), spe-
cial delivery, standard deviation
SDA specific dynamic action
S. DaK, S.D. South Dakota
Se selenium
SE southeast
SEATO Soutiieast Asia Treaty
Organization

sec secant, second, secondary,
seconds, secretary, section, se-

cundum (L, according to)
SEC Securities and Exchange
Commission
Sec Nav Secretary of the Navy
sees seconds, sections
sect section
secy secretary
sed sediment, sedimentation
sel select, selected, selection
Selk Selkirk
sem seminary
sen senate, senator, senior
sep separate, separated
sepd separated
sepg separating
sepn separation
Sept, Sep September
seq sequens (L, the following)
seqq sequentia (L pi, the fol-
lowing)

ser serial, series
Serb Serbian
serg, sergt sergeant
serv service
sf science fiction, sforzando,
surface foot
SF sinking fund
sfc sergeant first class
sfz sforzando
sg senior grade, singular, speci-
fic gravity
SG soticitor general, surgeon
general
sgd signed
Sgt sergeant
sh share
SH semester hour, semester
hours
SHA sidereal hour angle
Sbak Shakespeare
shf superhigh frequency
shp shaft horsepower
shpt, shipt shipment
slit sheet
shtg shortage
Si sihcon
SIC specific inductive capacity
sig signal, signature, signor
sigill sigiUum (L, seal)
sin sine
sing singular
SJ Society of Jesus
SJD doctor of juridical science
SK sack
Skt Sanskrit
si slightiy
SL salvage loss, sea level, south
latitude

s .1 .a .n. sine loco, anno, vel
nomine (L, without place, year,

sld sailed, sealed
Slo Sligo
sm small
Sm samarium
SM master of science, Society of
Mary, soldier's medal
Sn stannum (L, tin)

so south
SO seller's option
soc social, societies, society
soeiol sociologist, sociology
SOD seller's option to double
SOF sound on film
so! solicitor, soluble, solution
soln solution
Soms Somersetshire
SOP standing operating proce-
dure
soph sophomore
sp special, specialist, species,
specific, specimen. si)elllng,

spirit

Sp Spain, Spartish
SP self-propelled, shore patrol,
shore patrolman, shore police,
sine prole (L, without issue),
single pole
Span Spanish
SPCA Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Animals
SPCC Society for the Preven-
tion of Cruelty to Children

spec special, specifically
specil specific, specifically
sp. gr. specific gravity
sp. ht. specific heat
spp species (pi)

SPQR senatus populusque Ro-
manus (L, the senate and the
people of Rome), small profits,
quick returns
SPR Society for Psychical Re-
search

sps sine prole superslte (L, with-
out surviving issue)

sp vol specific volume
sq squadron, square
sr senior
Sr senor, sister, strontiimi
SR sedimentation rate, shipping
receipt

S-R stimulus-response - -W
Sra senora »i

Sres senores
SRO standing room only
Srta senorita
ss scilicet (L, namely), semis (L,
one half)
SS saints, same size, steamship,
Sunday school, sworn statement
SSA Social Security Adminis-
tration
SSgt staff sergeant
ssp subspecies
SSR Soviet Socialist Republic
SSRC Social Science Research
Council
SSS Selective Service System
St saint, stanza, state, stitch,
stone, street
St stratus
ST short ton, single throw
sta station, stationary
Staffs Staffordshire
Stat statim (L, immediately),
statute
STB bachelor of sacred the-
ology, bachelor of theology

stbd starboard
std standard
STD doctor of sacred theology
Ste sainte
stg, ster sterUng
stge storage
Sthptn Southampton
Stir StirUng
stK stock
STL licentiate of sacred theology
STM master of sacred theology,
master of theology
stor storage
STP standard temperature and
pressure

str steamer, strophe
STR submarine thermal reactor
stnd student
sub subaltern, suburb
snhg subgenus
sub] subject, subjunctive
subpar subparagraph
subsec subsection
suff sufficient, suffix
snffr suffragan
Sun Sunday
sup superior, supplement, sup-
plementary, supply, supra (L,
above)
super superfine
superl superlative
supp, suppl supplement, sup-
plementary
supr supreme
supt superintendent
supvr supervisor
sur surface
surg surgeon, surgery, surgical
surv survey, surveying, surveyor
Suss Sussex
Suth Sutheriand
SV sailing vessel, sub verbo or
sub voce (L, under the word)

SVC, svce service
SVgS savings
sw switch
Sw, Swed Sweden, Swedish
SW seawater, shipper's weight,
shortwave, southwest
S.W.A. Soutii West Airica
swbd switchboard
SWG standard wire gauge
Switz Switzerland
syll syllable
sym symbol, symmetrical
syn synonym, synonymous, syn-
onymy

syst system

t teaspoon, temperature, tem-
pore (L, in the time of), time,
ton, transitive, troy
T tablespoon, tension, township.
true
Ta tantalum
TAG the adjutant general
tal qual talis quails (L, such as
it is)

tan tangent
Tas. Tasm Tasmania
TAS true airspeed
taxon taxonomlc, taxonomy
Tb terbium
TB trial balance, tubercle ba-
cillus, tuberculosis
tbs, tbsp tablespoon, table-
spoonful
TBS talk between ships (short
range radio)

tC tierce

Tc technetium
TC teachers college, terra-cotta.
tUl countermanded

tehr teacher
TD tank destroyer, touchdown
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TDN total digestible nutrients
TDY temporary duty
Te tellurium
TE table of equipment, trailing
edge

tec technical
tech technical, technically, tech-
nician, technological, technol-
ogy

technol technological, technol-
ogy

tel telegram, telegraph, tele-

phone
TEL tetraethyl lead
teleg telegraphy
temp temperature, temporary,
tempore (L, in the time of)
Tenn Tennessee
ter terrace, territory
terr terriiory
Tex Texas
TF task force, territorial force,
till forbidden

tfr transfer
tg type genus
tgt target
Th thorium, Thursday
TH true heading
ThD doctor of theology
theat theatrical
theol theological, theology
tbeor theorem
theoret theoretical, theoretically
tlierap therapeutics
therm thermometer
thou thousand
thp thrust horsepower
Thurs, Thu Thursday
Ti titanium
TID ter in die (L, three times a
day)

tinct tincture
Tip Tipperary
tit title

tk tank, truck
TKO technical knockout
tKt ticket

Tl thallium
TL total loss, truckload
TLG tender, loving care
TLO total loss only
tlr tailor, trailer

Tm thulium
TM technical manual, trade-
mark, true mean
TMO telegraph money order
tn ton, town, train

TN true north
tng training
tnpk turnpike
TO table of organization, tele-

graph office, turn over
tonn tonnage
topog, topo topography
tot total
TOT time on target

tp tide page, township
tpk turnpike
tps townships
tr translated, translation, trans-
lator, transpose, troop, trustee
TR tons registered, transmit*
receive
trag tragedy, tragic

trans transactions, transitive,

translated, translation, trans-
lator, transportation, transverse

tiansf transferred
transl translated, translation
transp transportation
trav travels

treas treasurer, treasury
trl tuned radio frequency
trib tributary
trig trigonometry
trit triturate

trop tropic, tropical
ts tensile strength
TSgt technical sergeant

--TSH thyroid-stimulating hor-

''tsp teaspoon, teaspoonful
TT telegraphic transfer, tele-

typewriter, tuberculin tested

TU trade union, transmission
unit
TTTC Trades Union Congress
(British)

Tues, Tue Tuesday
Turk Turkey, Turkish
TV television, terminal velocity

TVA Tennessee Valley Au-
thority
Tvl Transvaal
twp township
TWX teletypewriter exchange
typo, typ ^pographical
Tyr Tyrone

n uncle, imd (G, and), unit,
upper
U university, uranium
UAR United Arab Republic
UAW United Auto, Aircraft
and Agricultural Implements
Workers of America
UC upper case
UC under charge
UDC universal decimal classifi-

UFO unidentified flying object
UGT urgent
UH upper half
UhJ ultrahigh frequency
UK United Kingdom
Ult ultimate, ultimo
XJMT Universal Mihtary Train-
ing
UMW United Mine Workers of
America
UN United Nations
nnan unanimous
unasgd unassigned
UNESCO United Nations Edu-
cational, Scientific, and Cul-
tural Organization
UNICEF United Nations Chil-
dren's Fund
nniv universal, university
unp unpaged
UNRWA United Nations Re-
lief and Works Agency
uns unsymmetrical
up upper
UP underproof
UPI United Press International
UPU Universal Postal Union
urol urological, urology
n.3. ubi supra (L, where above
[mentioned]), ut supra (L, as
above)
US United States, unservicea-
ble
USA United States Army,
United States of America
USAF United States Air Force
USAFI United States Armed
Forces Institute
use United States Code
USCG United States Coast
Guard
USDA United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture
USES United States Employ-
ment Service
USIA United States Informa-
tion Agency
USLTA United States Lawn
Tennis Association
USM United States mail
USMA United States Military
Academy

USN United States Navy
USNA United States Naval
Academy
0SNR United States Naval
Reserve
USO United Service Organiza-
tions

USP United States Pharmaco-
peia
USS United States Ship
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist

Repubhcs
USU usual, usually

USW und so welter (G, et cetera)

ut diet ut dictum (L, as directed)

UV ultraviolet

UW underwriter
ux uxor (L. wife)

UXB unexploded bomb

V vector, velocity, verb, verse,

versus, very, vice, vide (L, see),

voice, volume, vowel
V vanadium, victory, volt,

voltage
va verb active
Va Virginia

VA Veterans Administration,
vicar apostolic, vice admiral,
volt-ampere
vac vacuum
VAdm vice admiral
val value
var variable, variant, variation,
variety, various
VAR visual-aural range, volto
ampere reactive
Vb verb
VC valuation clause, veterinary
corps, vice-chancellor, vice=>

consul, Victoria Cross
VD vapor density, various
dates, venereal disease
veg vegetable
vel vellum, velocity
veil venerable
ver verse
vers versed sine
vert vertebrate, vertical
Vert Vertebrata
ves vessel
vet veterinarian, veterinary
VF very fair, very fine, vicar
forane, video frequency, visual
field

VFD volunteer fire department
VFW Veterans of Foreign Wars
VG very good, vicar general
vhf very high frequency
vi verb intransitive, vide Infra

(L, see below)
VI Virgin Islands, viscosity in-

dex, volume indicator
Vic vicinity
Vic Victoria
vil village
vis visibility, visual
viz videlicet
vlf very low frequency
VLR very long range
vn verb neuter
VNA Visiting Nurse Associa-
tion
VO verbal order
voc vocative
vocah vocabulary
vol volume, volunteer
vols volumes
VOP valued as in original policy
VOR very-high-frequency omni-
range
vou voucher
VP variable pitch, various
places, vice-president
vs verse, versus, vide supra (L,

see above)
VS veterinary surgeon
VSS verses, versions
Vt verb transitive
Vt Vermont
VT vacuum tube, variable time,
voice tube
VTOL vertical takeoff and land-
ing
VU volume unit
Vulg Vulgate
vv verses, vice versa

W warden, water, watt, week,
weight, white, wicket, wide,
width, wife, with, work
W Welsh, west, western, wolfram
WA with average
WAC Women's Army Corps
WAE when actually employed
WAF Women in the United
States Air Force
war warrant
War Warwickshire
Wash Washington
Wat Waterford
W. Aust Western Australia

WB water ballast, waybiU,
weather bureau, westbound
WBC white blood cells, white
blood count
WBS without benefit of salvage
WC water closet, without charge
WCTU Women's Christian Tem-
perance Union
wd wood, word, would
WD War Department
Wed Wednesday
Westm Westmeath, Westmor-
land
Wex Wexford
Wf wrong font

WPTU World Federation of
Trade Unions
wg wing, wire gauge
wh watt-hour, which, white
whf wharf
WHO Worid Healtii Organiza-
tion
WHP water horsepower
whr watt-hour
whs, whse warehouse
whsle wholesale
Wl when issued, wrought iron
W.I. West Indies
WIA wounded in action
WIBG Women's Interaatiooal
Bowling Congress
Wick Wicklow
wid widow, widower
Wig Wigtown
Wilts Wiltshire
Wis, Wise Wisconsin
Wk week, work
WL waterline, wavelength
wm wattmeter
W/M weight or measurement
wmk watermark
WMO Worid Meteorological
Organiiation
W/o water-in-oll, without
WO warrant officer

woe without compensation
Worcs Worcestershire
WP weather permitting, white
phosphorus
WPA with particular average.
Works Progress Administration
WPB wastepaper basket
wpc watts per candle
wpm words per minute
wpn weapon
WR warehouse receipt, Wasser-
man reaction, with rights
WRAC Women's Royal Army
Corps
WRAP Women's Royal Air
Force
WRNS Women's Royal Naval
Service
wrnt warrant
wt weight
WT watertight, wireless telegra-
phy
W. Va. West Virginia
WVS Women's Voluntary Ser-
vices (British)WW warehouse warrant, with
warrants, world war
Wyo Wyoming

X experimental
xc, X cp without coupon
xd, X div without dividend
Xe xenon
X in, X int without interest
XL extra large
Xn Christian
Xnty Christianity
xr without rights
XW without warrants

y yard, year
Y yen, yeoman, YMCA, yttrium
Yb ytterbium
YB yearbook
yd yard
yeo yeomanry
YMCA Young Men's Christian
Association
YMHA Young Men's Hebrew
Association

Yorks Yorkshire
yr year, younger, your
yrbk yearbook
yrs years, yours
Yt yttrium
YT Yukon Territory
YWCA, YW Young Women's
Christian Association
YWHA Young Women's He-
brew Association

z zero, zone
ZI zone of interior

Zl zioty
Zn azimuth, zinc
zoocbem zoochemistry
zoogeog zoogeography
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ASTRONOMY

SUN, GREATER I

or O the sun; Sunday
or > the moon; Monday

5, ) first quarter
or ^ full moon
'^, < last quarter

S Mercury; Wednesday
9 Venus; Friday

or 6 the earth

d^ Mars; Tuesday
Jupiter; Thursday
Saturn; Saturday

i?f Uranus

If Neptune
Pluto
comet

* fixed Star

%

signs

winter

SIGNS OF THE ZODIAC

cr,r:«« ( 1 T Aries, rAe RamK 1 2 ^ Taurus. M.B.//
signs

1^ 3 j^ Q^ or B; Gemini, Me rWnj
- ™™*. / 4 25 o/- 6o Cancer, the Crab

s^ms I
5 g^Leof/AeL/..'

signs
^ g ny or iTii Virgo, fhe Virgin

{ 7 =0: Libra, the Balance
. 8 HI, Scorpio, the Scorpion

[ 9 i or ;!* Sagittarius, the Archer

ilO
\5 or /^ Capricorn, //le Goa/

11 =s or ^ Aquarius, rAe l^'afer

Bearer
12 H or K Pisces, the Fishes

ASPECTS AND NODES

(f conjunction—indicating that the bodies
have the same longitude, or right ascension

X- sextile—indicating a difference of 60° in

longitude, or right ascension

Q quadrature—indicating a difference of 90°

in longitude, or right ascension

A trine—indicating a difference of 120° in

longitude, or right ascension

cP opposition—indicating a difference of 180°

in longitude, or right ascension; as, cf* yj G,
opposition of Neptune to the sun

§ ascending node
descending node

BIOLOGY
O, O, or annual plant

®, cf, or GO biennial plant

% perennial herb

9 female

tf or 6 male
9 neuter

^ or ti hermaphrodite

X crossed with; hybrid
± northern hemisphere
* southern hemisphere
* Old World
•1 New World
» infinite in number
§ section of a species or genus
! seen by the author

BOOKS

4° or 4to quarto
8° or 8vo octavo

12° or 12mo duodecimo; twelvemo
16° or 16mo sextodecimo; sixteenmo
18° or 18mo octodecimo; eighleenmo
24° or 24mo twenty-fourmo
32° or 32mo thirty-twomo
48° or 48mo forty-eightmo

sizes above 48° are rare

BUSINESS
@ at; each (4 apples @ 5(^ = 20?)

^ per (sheep $4 ^ head)

# number if it precedes a numeral (track

#3;; pounds if it follows (a 5# sack of
sugar)

lb pound; pounds
% percent

%o per thousand
S dollars

i cents

i pounds
7 shillings

(for other currency symbols see money table)

f
copyrighted
registered trademark

CHEMISTRY
+ signifies "plus", "and", "together with",
and is used between the symbols of substances
brought together for, or produced by, a reac-
tion; placed above a symbol or to its right
above the Une, it signifies a unit charge of
positive electricity; Ca*^ denotes the ion of
calcium, which carries two positive charges;

the plus sign is used also to indicate dextroro-
tation (as +143°); it is sometimes used to in-

dicate a base or alkaloid when placed above the

initial letter of the name of the substance; (as

M, morphine or Q, quinine)
— signifies a single "bond", or unit of attrac-

tive force or affinity, and is used between the
symbols of elements or groups which unite to

form a compound: H-CI for HCl, H-O-H
for HjO; placed above a symbol or to its right

above the line, it signifies a unit charge of
negative electricity: Cr denotes a chlorine ion

carrying a negative charge; the dash indicates

levorotation (as —92°); it also indicates an
acid, when placed above the initial letter of the

name of the acid (as C, citric acid); it is used
also to indicate the removal of a part from a
compound

' often indicates valence (as Fe" denotes bi-

valent iron, Fe'", trivalent iron); sometimes
its use is restricted to negative ions so that

it is equivalent to —
is often used: (1) to indicate a bond (as

H.Cl for H-Cl) or (2) to denote a unit posi-

tive charge of electricity (as Ca.. denotes two
positive charges) or (3) to separate parts of a

compound regarded as loosely joined (as

CuSO^.SHjO)

Q denotes the benzene ring

= indicates a double bond; placed above a
symbol or to its right above the Une, it sig-

nifies two unit charges of negative electricity

(as S04 = , the negative ion of sulfuric acid,

carrying two negative charges)
s signifies a triple bond or negative charge

indicates a double bond
indicates a triple bond

( ) mark groups or radicals within a com-
pound [as in CtH4(CH3);, the formula for

xylene which contains two methyl radicals

(CH,)]
~~ or -^ join separated atoms cr groups in

structural formulas, as in that for glucose:

CH20HCH(CHOH)3CHOH
= give or form
—* give, pass over to, or lead to

t:± forms and is formed from

I indicates precipitation of the substance

f indicates that the substance passes off as

a gas
s or =c= is equivalent—used in statements to
show how much of one substance will react

with a given quantity of another so as to leave

no excess of either

1-, 2-, etc. used initially in names, referring to

the positions of substituting groups, attached
to the first, etc., of the numbered atoms of the

parent compound
H^ or 'H deuterium
H^ or 'H tritium

(for element symbols see element table)

pH hydrogen-ion concentration
Z2 atomic number

MATHEMATICS
+ plus; positive (a-fb = c)—used also to in-

dicate omitted figures or an approximation
— minus; negative

± plus or minus (the square root of 4a* is

± 2a)

X multiplied by; times (6X4 = 24)—also in-

dicated by placing a dot between the factors

(6-4=24; or by writing factors other than
numerals without signs

-^ or : divided by (24-;- 6 = 4)—also indicated

by writing the divisor under the dividend with
a line between (t=4) or by writing the di-

visor after the dividend with an oblique fine

between (3 /8)

= equals (6+2 = 8)

51^ or + is not equal to

> is greater than (6>5)
< is less than (3<4)
« is identical to
'^ equivalent; similar

= is congruent to
(x varies directly as (accfc)

: is to; the ratio of
therefore

CO infinity

zero
Z angle; the angle ( Z ABC)
1- right angle (uABC)
X the perpendicular; is perpendicular to

(AB X CD)
II

parallel; is parallel to (AB |1 CD)
O or O circle

A triangle

Q square
rectangle

V Of" V root—used without a figure to in-

dicate a square root (as in ^4=2) or with an

index above the sign to indicate another degree

(as in \/3, \/l); also denoted by a fractional

index at the right of a number whose denomi-
nator expresses the degree of the root

( ) parentheses 1 indicate that the quantities

[ i brackets
J*

enclosed by them are to be

! I braces j taken together
/orF function; function (y=f{x) indicates tliat

> is a function of jc)—also indicated by
other signs (as 0, *, 4', *, t, ri)

d differential {dx: the differential of Jc)

5 variation {5x: the variation of ;c)

A increment
D differential coefficient; derivative

/ integral; integral of {f2xdx = x-)

/" the integral taken between the value b of the

b variable and its value a
s standard deviation of a sample
ff standard deviation of a population
2 sum; summation
i arithmetic mean of a sample of a variable x
ii arithmetic mean of a population

x pi; the number 3.14159265+; the ratio of
the circumference of a circle to its diameter

n product
! —used to indicate the product of all the whole
numbers up to and including a given preceding
number

e or t (1) the number 2.7182818+ ; the baseof
the natural system of logarithms (2) the ec-

centricity of a conic section
° degree (60°)

' minute; foot GO')—used also to distinguish

between different values of the same variable or
between different variables (as q\ a", a"\ usu.

read a prime, a double prime, a triple prime)
" second, inch (30")

2, 3^ etc. —used as exponents placed above and
at the right of an expression to indicate that

it is raised to a power whose degree is indicated

by the figure (a^ the square of a)

n ^used as a constant denoting an
degree, order, class, or power

i imaginary unit; +\/—

1

MEDICINE
AA, A, or aa ana; of each

^ take—used on prescriptions

S or Sig wTite—used in a prescription to in-

dicate directions to be put on the medicine
package

^ poison

apothecaries' measures

C
Oc

congius; gallo

pint

5

/o

ounce
fluidounce
fiuidram

m, nu, TU, or min mi im

apothecaries' weights

lb pound
5 ounce (as 5
half an ounce; 5 isTfi

3 j, one ounce; 5 ss

r 5 jss, one ounce and a
haff; 3 ij,

5 dram (as i* one dram; 5 ss, half a dram;
3 iss, one dram and a half; 3 U, two drams)

9 scruple (as 3 i, one scruple; 3 ss, half a
scruple; 3 iss, one scruple and a half; 3 ij,

two scruples)

MISCELLANEOUS
6 and
&c etcetera; and so forth

< derived from 1

> whence derived f used in

+ and Tetymologies
* assumed )

t died—used esp. in genealogies

+ cross (for variations see cross illustration)

\ monogram from Greek XP signifying Jesus

1^ or i}^ gammadion (the first is called also

swastika)

t^ Magen David

IV

ankh
versicle

response
—used in Roman Catholic and Anglican

service books to divide each verse of a psalm,

indicating where the response begins

i;:^or Jf- —used in some service books to in-

dicate where the sign of the cross is to be made;
also used by certain Roman Catholic and
Anglican prelates as a sign of the cross preced-

ing their signatures

//or/: relative aperture of a photographic

lens

@ civil defense

for Roman numerals see number table

for Greek alphabet see alphabet table
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Staff with notes—whole note, half note,
quarter, eighth, sixteenth, thirty-second; a
dot after a note adds to it half the length of
the note without the dot; to extend the
compass of the staff, ledger lines are added
above or below

J ttfl l
- breve; double whole note

-jg-=v *l
3 rests—whole, half,

*1 ^ - quarter, eighth, etc.

brace^used to connect two or more
staffs indicating that the parts on these
staffs are to be performed simultaneously

bar—a vertical line across the staff,

dividing it into equal measures of
time; a double bar marks the end

~ position, while a single heavy bar
is used (as in a hymn tune) to
mark the end of a verse or period

G clef; treble clef—used to indicate
that the second line represents the
first G above middle C

F clef; bass clef—used to indicate
that the fourth line represents the
first F below middle C

.. C clefs—used to indicate that

1 -If^ any line or space on which
• Wt they are placed represents
• rC- middle C
sharp

flat

natural—used to ;

placed i

jnnui the effect of a
the sharps or fials

the beginning of a composi-
tion or section are called collectively

the key signature
uble sharp—used to raise a
3te two half steps

LL double flat—used to lower a note two
X 07 ^

doub;
half steps

double

single flat—used after a double flat

repeat—used to indicate
n-L] the beginning and end

^ " ' Iff respectively of a passage
__ il to be played or sung

twice

segno; sign—used to mark
or ']y the beginning or end of a pas-

sage to be repeated

presa—used to indicate where
-\~- •)«(• successive voice parts take up

' * the theme

^ 2

alia breve—used to indicate j or

time

j
long appoggiatura—used as a

^ embellishing note a degr<

acciaccatura; short appoggiatura—used
to indicate that the note is to be per-
formed very quickly

C\9 turn—a grace consisting of four
tones: 1) the one above the
principal tone; 2) the principal
tone; 3) the one below the
principal tone; 4) the prmcipal

inverted turn—a grace of four tones
like the turn but beginning with the
tone below instead of the tone above

^^ or \z^ fermata; hold—used over or
under a note; when placed over a double
bar denotes the conclusion of the piece

^cCZ crescendo

Z:=** decrescendo; diminuendo

^:^ ^=Z ^ accent marks—used to in-

rfi ^ dicate that a tone or chord is11 to be given additional stress

staccato—placed

a; at the octave—used above
r to indicate that the tone or
re to be sounded an octave
han written; used below the
ndicate that they are to be an

I used in music for

stringed instru-

I ments

A angstrom unit
A mass number
a alpha particle

beta ray
C capacitance
c velocity of light

e electronic charge
g acceleration due to gravity
k susceptibility to magnetism
L inductance
X wavelength

n micron or microns; permeability; modu-
lus (used with a specifying subscript); index
of refraction

At^ micromicron
rtJo rest mass of a particle

n neutron
p frequency

p proton
R resistance

p density
T kinetic energy
V potential energy

npedance

PUNCTUATION
see page 1193

PROOFREADERS' MARKS
c8 or ^ or L? (L dele) dele or de-

lete; take out or expunge

2 take out a letter and close up
~- print as a ligature; thus, a e

(i. e., print ee); also, close up

\ or -^ less space

C close up entirely; no space

9 turn a reversed letter

/\ or > caret; insert at this point

the marginal addition

^ or § space or more space

£^# space evenly—used in the margin

|_ or " or [ carry farther to the left

_i or "1 or ] carry farther to the right

•"• elevate a letter or word
L_i sink or depress a letter or word

n em quad space; or indent one em

-ffi-. I— I. ea or \M or 53 one-em dash

1
1 straighten ends of lines

^= or /// or \^ straighten a crooked
line or lines

I or ^ push down a space which
prints as a mark

X or + or(^ broken or imperfect

type—usedin the margin

H make a new paragraph

O (a ring drawn around an abbrevia-

tion, figure, etc.) spell out—used in

the text

@ spell out—used in the margin

O period

? or ,/ comma
:/ or(T) colon

;/ semicolon

v' apostrophe or single closing

quotation mark

V double closing quotation
mark

i, inverted comma or single

opening quotation mark

V double opening quotation

mark

=/ or -I hyphen

[ / ] brackets

( / ) parentheses

wf wrong font—used when a charac-

ter is of a wrong size or style

ital put in italic type—used in the

margin with under text matter

rom put in roman type—^used in the

margin with under text

matter

bf put in boldface type—used in the

margin with under text

matter

I
I I transpose

tr transpose—used in the margin

Ic lowercase—used in the margin
with a slanting line drawn through
the letter in the text

= or sc or sm caps put in small

capitals—the double lines drawn
under the letters or word

^ or caps put in capitals—the triple

lines drawn under the letters or

word

Id insert a lead between lines

stet restore words crossed out

—

usually written in the margin (with

dots under the words to be kept)

V set as a superscript; thus, 5 (i. e.,

print 3 )—used in the margin

A set as a subscript; thus, 5 (•• c.,

print 3 )—used in the margin

7 is this correct as set?—^used in the

margin

see following page for illustration of the application of these marks
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PROOFS OF LINCOLN'S GETTYSBURG ADDRESS WITH CORRECTIONS

MARKED (above) AND MADE (below)

DQ 1^1 ^P) ." Foufjcore and (Y) years ago our fathers brought fourth J^

4t I C) . onthis conjfinent a new nation, conceived in -ifi- liberty, and ^'^

ur.f. / d/dicated to the proposition^ that all men are erejited equal, or./.

# a'V ^- Now we/re engaged in a gi^)ejt ^ivil \](^ar,testing whether | -6. C. 11 1[ 1

t/t. that nation, or any nation (conceived\so) and fdedicated^sgi ttXj.

can long endure^
''Mm. on CWe are met on a great battle-field of that war) y^e have 3/ Q ^~l

tfuxt/ come to dedicate a portion of -this-field^as a final resting/ '/ Jl ~

foyotl^ place for those who here have given Ltheir lives Lthat L.4hts- 'Uxjxt/ ") C j>

Q 3.1 nation umight Llive//t is altogetherfpropef|Land/fittinglthat ~ 1/v. / f [)

X / » = ' we s/iould do i_this. But^in a larger sense, LWe Lcan~not — / "^ J

dedicate—we cannot consec/ate—we cannot J^allow—this 9) I z.o.

ground. The brave men, living and dead, Who struggled ' '

Q ^ , S\hl here, have have consecrated it^far above our power to -de- fxjyox f
<^'^<«*'

'^IdsbuuZ tract or-add". The world w/ll little note, norlong remember, uf. f. /#
what we say here, but it can never for'get what we did 3 l^lkijuitlOYn,

q/--^ ^^''^a
^^ '^ ^'^^ "V ^^ living, rather, to be dedicated here '

(ou/-/UKCoto),^^. C. to the great /ask remaining befoje^Jus,—that from these tn,.

^1 ^ C honored dead we take increased devotion tothat cause #/
\^ for whichjthey gave the last |fuU|measure of devotion—that i i

hz/izj 'dXet. I'JJf. we -ftew- hi^ghjy resolve that these dead shall not have di/d oj.f.

J / in vain—that this nation under God, shall have a new

^•Jthai/ql W^h of freedom—and 0overnment ofthe people, by the #/
X peorde, for the people, shall never perish from the earth. rust I \/

"Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought

forth on this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty,

and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created

equal. Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing

whether that nation, or any nation so conceived and so

dedicated, can long endure. We are met on a great battle-

field of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of

that field, as a final resting place for those who here gave

their lives that that nation might live. It is altogether

fitting and proper that we should do this. But, in a larger

sense, we cannot dedicate—we cannot consecrate—we

cannot hallow—this ground. The brave men, living and

dead, who struggled here, have consecrated it, far above

our poor power to add or detract. The world will little

note, nor long remember, what we say here, but it can

never forget what they did here. It is for us the living,

rather, to be dedicated here to the unfinished work which

they who fought here have thus far so nobly advanced.

It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task

remaining before us,— that from these honored dead we

take increased devotion to that cause for which they gave

the last full measure of devotion— that we here highly re-

solve that these dead shall not have died in vain—that

this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of free-

dom—and that government of the people, by the people,

for the people, shall not perish from the earth."
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OVER FIVE THOUSAND NAMES WITH PRONUNCIATIONS
The aim of this section is to give dates, nationality,

and status or occupation of the persons included and to

indicate the syllabification and pronunciation of such
part of their names as they are most often known by.

Such boldface items as roman numerals, connectives

(as von and de), and place names (as in Alexander of
Tunis) are usually not pronounced. Other name ele-

ments (as prenames and titles) are pronounced spar-

ingly. A large proportion of the pronunciations shown
for names in languages other than English are angh-
cized to some extent (see the section on foreign names
in "Guide to Pronimciation").

Names containing connectives like d', de, di, van, or
von are alphabetized usually under the part of the name
following the connective; exceptions are chiefly Ameri-
can or British names.

Dates of birth and death follow the name. A doubtful
or approximate date is indicated by a question mark; in

some instances only the years of principal activity are
given, preceded by the abbreviation /? (flourished). The
dates of a reign or other term of oflice are also given in

parentheses.

Most of the abbreviations used will be found in the
list on page 22a; for others consult the longer list of
Abbreviations on pages 1042 £f.

At).bey \'ab-e\ Edwin Austin 18S2-I9II Am. painter & illustrator

Atj.bott \'ab-3t\ Jacob 1803-1879 Am. clergyman & author
Abbott Lyman 1835-1922 Am. clergyman & author
Abd-el-Ka.der \,ab-,del-'kad-3r\ or Abd-al-Ka-dir \-,dal-\
18077-1X83 Arab leader in Algeria
Abd-er-Rah.man Khan \,ab-,der-r3-'man-,kan\ 18307-1901
amir of Afghanistan (1880-1^901)
Abd.nl-Aziz \,ab-,dUI-3-'zez\ 1830-1876 sultan of Turkey
(1861-76); deposed

Abd.ul Ba.ha_ \,ab-,dm-b3-'ha\ 1844-1921 Ab-bas Ej-len.di
\a-,bas-3-'ten-de\ Pers. Bahai leader
Abd.ul-Ha.mid II \,ab-,dul-ha-'med\ 1 842-1918 sultan of Turkey
(1876-19091; deposed

Abd.ul-lah ibn-Hu.sein \,ab-d3-'la-,ib-3n-hu-'san\ 1882-1951
ruler of Transjordan; amir (1921-46); king (1946-51)
Abd.ul-Me.dlid I or Abd.ul Me.jid \,ab-,dul-m3-'jed\ 1823-
1861 sultan of Turkey (1839-61)
Abel \'a-b3l\ Sir Frederick Augustus 1827-1902 Eng. chem.
Ab.e.Iard \'ab-3-,lard\ Peter Fr. Pierre Abe-lard or Abai-lard
\-,ab-a-Tar\ 1079-1142 Fr. philos. & theol.

Ab-er-crom-bie or Ab-er-crom-by \'ab.or-,kram-be, -,kr3m-\
James 1706-1781 Brit. gen. in Am.
Abercromby Sir Ralph 1734-1801 Brit. gen.

Ab*ing>ton X'ab-io-tsnX Frances or Fanny 1737-1815 n^e Barton
Eng. actress
Abruz-zi \a-'briit-se\ Duke of the 1873-1933 Prince Luigi oj
Savoy- Aosta naval officer & explorer
abu-Bakr \,ab-,u-'bak.3r\ also Abu Bekr \-'bek-3r\ 573-634
1st caliph of Mecca
Abul Ka-sim \.ab-.iil-'kiis-3m\ Lat. Al-bn-ca-sis \.al-by3-'ka-
S3s\ d 71013 Arab surgeon &. medical writer
Acll>e<son \'ach.a-s3n\ Dean Gooderham 1893- Am. dip-

lomat
Ac-ton \'ak-tan\ John Emerich Edward Dal-berg-Acton \,d61-

.borgA 1st Barcn 1834-1902 Eng. hist.

Ad-am \'ad-3m\ Robert 1728-1792 & his bro. James 1730-1794
Eng. architects & furniture designers
Ad-ams X'ad-smzX Charles Francis 1807-1886 son oj J.Q. Am.
lawyer & diplomat— Frankhn Pierce 1881-1960 F.P.A. Am. journalist
— Henry Brooks 1838-1918 son ol C.F. Am. hist.

— James Truslow 1878-1949 Am. hist.

— John 1735-1826 Am. lawyer & 2d pres. of the tJ.S. (1797-1801)
— John Quin-cy \'kwin-ze, 'kwin(t)-se\ 1767-1848 jono/ /oA« 6th
pres. of the U.S. (1825-29)^ Maude 1872-1953 Maude Kiskadden Am. actress
— Samuel 1722-1803 Am. Revolutionary patriot

\ — Samuel Hopkins 1871-1958 Am. author
iAd-dams \'ad-3mz\ Jane 1860-1935 Am. social worker

''Ad-di-son X'ad-a-ssnV Joseph 1672-1719 Eng. essayist & poet
Ade \'ad\ George 1866-1944 Am. humorist
Ade-nan-er \'ad-'n-,au(-3)r, 'ad-\ Konrad 1876- chancellor
of West Germany (1949- )

Ad-ler \'ad-br. 'ad-\ Alfred 1870-1937 Austrian psychiatrist
— \'ad-\ Cyrus 1863-1940 Am. educ. & author
— \'ad-\ Felix 1851-1933 Am. educ. & reformer— \'ad-\ Mortimer Jerome 1902- Am. philos. & educ.

Adri-an \'a-dre.an\ name of 6 popes: esp. IV {Nicholas Breahspear
\'brak-,spi(3)r\) 11007-1159 the only Eng. pope (1154-59)
— Rom. emp. see Hadrian
Adrian Edgar Douglas 1 889- Eng. physiol.

Si or AJE. see George William russell
Sl-fric \'al-frik\ ab 955-a4 1020 Gram-mal-l-cus \gr3-'mat-l-k3S\

Eng. abbot & writer
Aeneas Silvins or Sylvius see pius ii

Aes-chi-nes \'es-k3-,nez._'es-\ 389-314 b.c. Athenian orator

Aes-chy-lus Ves-ka-las, 'es-X 525-456 b.c. Greek dram.
Ae-sop \'e-,sap, -sapV ab 620-ab 560 B.C. Greek fabulist

Aga Khan III \,iig-3-'kan, ,ag-\ 1877-1957 Aga Saltan Sir

Mahomed Shah head of Ismailian Muslims (1885-1957)
— IV 1936- grandson. Shah Karim head of Ismailian Mus-
lims (1957- )

Ag-as-siz \'ag-3-(,)se\ Alexander 1835-1910 son ol J.L.R. Am
zool.
—(Jean) Louis (Rodolphe) 1807-1873 Am. (Swiss-bom) naturalist
Agath-o-cles Xa-'gath-a .klez\ 361-289 B.C. tyrant of Syracuse
Ages-i-la-us II \3-Jes-3-'la-3s\ d ab 360 B.C. king of Sparta {ab
400-360)
Ag-nes \'ag-n3s\ Saint d AD. 304 R.C. virgin martyr
Agrico-la \3-'grik-3-l3\ Gnae-us Julius 3 7-93 Rom. gen.
Agrip.pa \3-'grip-3\ Marcus Vipsanius 63-12 B.C. Rom. statesman
Ag-rip-pi-na X.ag-r^-'pT-na, -'pe\ the elder 13 B.C.7-A.D. 3i dau.
oj Agrippa, wife oj Germanicus Caesar, mother oj Caligula & oj
Agrippina the younger— the younger 15^-59 mother oj Emp. Nero
Agui-nal-do \,ag-e-'naI-(,)do\ Emilio 1869- Filipino leader
Ah-med III \a-'met, -'med\ 1673-1736 sultan of Turkey (1703-
30)

wije ojAi-sha or Aye-staa \'i-sh3, 'a-e-shaX 611-678 /avi
Muhammad
Ait.ken \'at-k3n\ Robert Ingersoll 1878-1949 Am. sculptor
Ak.bar X'ak-bsr. -,biir\ 1542-1605 the Great emp. of Hindustan
(1556-1605)

a Kempls see thomas a kempis
Aken-side \'a-k3n-,sid\ Mark 1721-1770 Eng. poet & physician
Akbe-na-ten or Akhe-na-ton or Akb-na-ton \,ak-(3-)'nat-'n\
var of IKHNATON
Alar-con, de \,al-,ar-'kon, -'konV Pedro Antonio 1833-1891
Span, writer & statesman
Al-a-ric \'al-a-rik\ 3707-410 Visigoth king; conqueror of Rome— 11 d 507 Visigoth king; issued legal code
Albemarle Duke of see George monck
Al-be-niz \al-'ba-(,)nes, -(,)neth\ Isaac 1860-1909 Span, pianist
& composer
Al-bert I \'al-b3rt\ 1875-1934 king of theBelgians Jl 909-34)
Albert ol Saxe-Co-biirg-Go-tha\-,saks-,ko-,b3rg-'go-th3, -'got-A
Prince 1819-1861 consort oj Queen Victoria oj Gr. Brit.

Al-ber-tus Mag-nus \al-'b3rt-3-"smag-n3s\ Saint 11937 (or
1206?)-1280 Albert Count von Boll-stddt \-'b61-,shtet\ Ger.
philos. & theol.
Al-boin \'al-,b6in, -ba-wanX d573 king of the Lombards {ab 565-
573)
Albucasis see ABut kasim
Al-bu-quer-que, de X'al-ba-.ksr-ke, ,al-b3-'\ Alfonso 1453-
1515 Port, viceroy & conqueror in India
Al-cae-us \al-'se-3S\ // ab 600 b.c Greek poet
Al-ci-bi-a-des \,al-s3-'bI-3-,dez\ ab 450-404 B.C. Athenian gen. &
polit.

Al-cott \'61-k3t\ Amos Bronson 1799-1888 Am. teacher & philos.
— Louisa May 1832-1888 dau. oj A.B. Am. author
Al-CUin \'al-kW3n\ 735-804 Eng. theol. & scholar

Al.da \'al-d3, '61-, 'al-\ Frances 1883-1952 N.Z.-bom soprano
Al-den \'61-d3n\ John 15997-1687 Mayjlower pilgTim

Al-der \'al-d3r\ Kurt 1902- Ger. chem.
Al-drich \'61-drich\ Thomas Bailey 1836-1907 Am. auUlor
Aldus IVIanutius see MANtrrius
Ale-man \,al-a-'man\ Mateo 15477-1610 Span. nov.
Ale-man Val-des \-val-'das\ Miguel 1902- Mex. lawyer;
pres. of Mexico (1946-52)
Alem-bert, d' \,dal-3m-'ba(s)r, -'be(3)r\ Jean Le Rond 1 7177-1 783
Fr. math. & philos.

Al-ex-an-der N.al-ig-'zan-dsr, ,el-\ name of 8 popes: esp. VI
{Rodrigo Lanzol y Borja) 14317-1503 pope (1492-1503)
— Ill 01 Macedon 356-323 b.c the Great king (336-323)— Russ. Alek-sandr name of 3 emps. of Russia: I 1777-1825
(reigned 1801-25); II 1818-1881 (reigned 1855-81); 111 1845-
1894 (reigned 1881-94)— I Obre-no-vich \-3-'bren-3-,vich\ 1876-1903 king of Serbia
(1889-1903)— I 1888-1934 king of Yugoslavia (1921-34)

3 abut; ' kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart

) Joke; n sing; 8 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; ta thin; tS this;

« F table; a F bac; Is G ich, Buch; " F vin; oe F boeut;

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

Ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu fujious; zh vision

F feu; IE G fiillen; IE F rue; ^ F digne Nden'N, nuit \nw>e\
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— Albert Victor 1885- Brit, polit.— Nev.sKi \-'nev-ske, -'nefA 12207-1263 Russ. saint & mil. hero— Se.ve.rns \-S3-'vir-3S\ 2087-235 Rom. emp. (222-235)— of Tunis 1st Viscount 1891- Harold Rupert Leojric
George Alexander Brit, field marshal; gov. gen. of Canada (1946-
52)
Alex.is I Mi.klial.lo-vich Xo-.lek-sa-sma-'kT-Ig-.vicliX 1629-1676
Jather oj Peter the Great czar of Russia (1645-76)
Alexis Pe.tro.vich \p3-'tro-vicli\ 1690-1718 son oj Peter the
Great tsarevitch of Russia
Alex>l*us I Gom>ne*nus \3-'lek-se-a-,skam-'ne-n3s\ 1048-1118
Eastern Rom. emp. (1081-1118)
Al. fieri \,al-fe-'e(3)r-e\ Count Vittorio 1749-1803 Ital. dram.
Al.fon.so \aI-'tan(t)-(,)so, -'ran-(,)zo\ Port. Afon-so older
Af.fon»so \s-'fo"-(,)sii\ name of 6 kings of Portugal: esp. I
1112-1185 (1st king; 1139-85); V 1432-1481 (reigned 1438-81)
Alfonso or Al.pHon.so XIII 1886-1941 king of Spain (1886-
1931); deposed

Al.fred X'al-frsd, -fsrdX 849-899 the Great king of the West Saxons
(871-899)

Al.ger \'al-j3r\ Horatio 1834-1899 Am. author
AU \a-'le, 'al-e, 'al-eX Arab. Ali ibn-abi-Talib 6007-661 cousin &
son-in-law oj Muhammad 4th orthodox caliph (656-661)
Ali or Ali Pa.sha \,al-e-p3-'sha\ 1741-1822 the Lion oj Janaina
Turk, pasha
Al.len \'al-sn\ Charles Grant Blairfindie 1848-1899 Brit, author— Ethan 1738-1789 Am. Rcvoludonary soldier— Frederick Lewis 1890-1954 Am. editor & hist.— William 1532-1594 Eng. cardinal
Al.len.by \'al-an-be\ Edmund Henry Hynman 1st Viscount
1861-1936 Brit, field marshal

Al.leyn X'al-an, 'al-,an, a-'len\ Edward 1566-1626 Eng. actor
All.ston \'61-st3n\ Washington 1779-1843 Am. painter
Al.ma-Tad.e.ma\,al-m3-'tad-i-m3\Sir Lawrence 1836-1912 Eng.
(Du.-born) painter

Al-va \'al-v9\ or Al.ha \'al-b3\ Fernando Al-va.rez \'al-v3-,rez;
•al-v3-,ras, -,rath\ de Toledo Duke of 1508-1582 Span. gen.
Al.va.ra.do, de \.al-v3-'rad-(,)o\ .Alonso 14907-1554 Span.
soldier in Mexico (under Cortes) & Peru— Pedro 14957-1541 Span, soldier; companion of Cortes in Mexico
Al.ve.ar, de \,al-va-'ar\ Carlos Maria 1789-1853 Argentine
revolutionist
A.ma.ti \a-'mat-e, 3-\ family of Ital. vioUnmakers of Cremona;
esp. Nicolo or Nicoia 1596-1684
Am.brose \'am-,broz\ Saint 3407-397 bishop of Milan
Amen-bo.tep \,am-sn-'ho-,tep. ,am-\ or Am.e.no.pbis \,am-3-
'no-fas\ name of 4 kings of Egypt: esp. Ill (reigned ad 1411-1375
B.C.); IV see IKHNATON

Ainerlgo Vespucci see vespucci
Am.herst \'am-(,)3rst\ Baron Jeffrey or Jeffery 1717-1797 Brit.

gen.; go^. gen. of Brit. N. Am. (1760-63)
Amis \'a-m3s\ Kingsley 1922- Eng. author
Am.pere \a"-'pe(3)r\ Andre Marie 1775-1836 Fr. physicist
Amund.sen N'am-sn-san, 'am-X Roald 1872-1928 Norw. polar
explorer; disc. South Pole (1911)
Anao-re-on \3-'nak-re-3n\ 5727-7488 B.C. Greek poet
An.ax.ag.Q.ras \,an-,ak-'sag-a-ras\ 5007-428 B.C. Greek philos.

Anax.i.man.der \3-*nak-s9-,man-d3r\ 611-547 b.c, Greek philos.
& astron.
An.ders X'an-dsrs, -dsrzX Wladyslaw 1892- Pol. gen.
An.der-sen \'an-d3r-s3n\ Hans Christian 1805-1875 Danish writer
of fairy tales

An.der.son X'an-dar-sanX Carl David 1905- Am. physicist— Sir John 1882-1958 1st Viscount IVa-ver-ley \'wa-v3r-le\ Brit,

poht.— Dame Judith 1898- orig. Frances Margaret Australian

— Sir Kenneth Arthur Noel 1891-1959 Brit. gen.— Marian 1902- Am. contralto— Maxwell 1888-1959 Am. dram.— Sherwood 1876-1941 Am. poet & storywriter
An.dras.sy \'an-(.)drash-e\ Gyu-la \'jU-l9\ Count, father 1823-
1890 & son 1860-1929 Hung, statesmen
An-dre \'an-dre, •an-(,)dra\ John 1751-1780 Brit, major; spy in
Am. Rev.; hanged
An.drea del Sar.to \an-,dra-3-,del-'sart-(,)o\ 1486-1531 Andrea
Domenico d" Agnolo_di Francesco Florentine painter
An.dre.ev \an-'dra-(y)af\ Andrei Andreevich 1895- Russ.
polit.

Andreev or An.dre.yev \an-'dra-(y)3f\ Leonid Nikolaevich
1871-1919 Russ. nov., storywriter, & dram.
An-drews \'an-,driiz\ Roy Chapman 1884-1960 Am. naturalist

An.dros \'an-,dras, -drssX Sir Edmund 1637-1714 Brit, colotiial
gov. in Am.
An.ge.la Me.ri.ci N.an-ja-b-ms-'re-cheX Saint 14747-1540 Ital.

religious; founder of Ursuiine order (1535)
Angelica Fra see fiesole
An-gell Xln-jalV Sir Norman 1874- Ralph Norman Angel!
^Lane Eng. author & lecturer
Ang.Strom X'ao-stram, '6o-\ Anders Jonas 1814-1874 Swed.
physicist
An.na Iva-noy.na X'an-a-e-'van-sv-nsX 1693-1740 empress of
Russia (1730-40)
Anne \'an\ 1665-1714 dau. oj James II queen of Or. Brit. (1702-
14)— of Austria 1601-1666 consort oj Louis XIII oj France regent
(1643-61) for her son Louis XIV— Of Cleves \,an-3v-'klevz\ 1515-1557 4th wije oj Henry VIII oj
Eng.
Annunzio, D' Gabriele see d'annunzio
Anouilh Xa-'nii-ya, -'nii-e\ Jean 1910- Fr. dram.
An.selm \'an-,sclm\ Saint 1033-1109 archbishop of Canterbury
An.tho.ny \'an(t)-th3-ne, chiejly Brit 'an-t3-\ Saint ab 250-350
Egyptian monk; regarded as founder of Christian monachism— Mark see Marcus antonius— Susan Brownell 1820-1906 Am. suffragist— of Padua Saint 1195-1231 Franciscan monk
An.tig.o.nus I \an-'Ug-3-n3s\ 382-301 B.C. Cyclops gen. of Alex-
ander the Great & king of Macedonia (306-301)
An.ti.o.chus \an-'ti-3-k3s\ name of 13 Seleucid kings of Syria: esp.

An.tip.a.ter \an-'tip-3t-3r\ 3987-319 B.C. Macedonian gen. 4
statesman
An.tis.the.nes \an-'tis-th3-,nez\ 4447-after 371 B.C. Athenian
philos.; founder of Cynic school
An.toine Pere \pe(3)r-'an-,twan\ 1748-1829 Antonio de Se-di-lla
\sa-'de-(y)a\ Span. Capuchin priest in New Orleans
An.tcne.scu \,an-to-'nes-(,)kii\ Ion \'y6n\ 1882-1946 Roma-
nian gen.; dictator (1940^44); executed
An^tq-ni.nus \,an-t3-'ni-n3s\ Marcus Au.re.lius Xo-'rel-yas,
-'re-le-as\ 121-180 nephew, son-in-law, and adopted sonoj Antoninus
Pius Rom. emp. (161-180) & Stoic philos.— PLUS \'pl-3s\ 86-161 Rom. emp. (138-161)
An.to.ni-us \an-'to-ne-3s\ Marcus Eng. Mark or Marc An-to.ny
or An-tho-ny \'an(t)-th3-ne, chiejly Brit 'an-ta-X 837-30 B.C. Rom.
orator, triumvir, & gen.
Ao.ki \a-'o-ke\ Shuzo Viscount 1844-1914 Jap. diplomat; 1st Jap.
ambassador to U.S. (1905-09)
Apel.les \3-'pel-ez\ 4th cent. B.C. Greek painter
Ap.oMo.ni.us \,ap-3-'lo-ne-3s\ of Rhodes 3d-2d cent. B.C. Greek
poet
Appins Clandlos see cij\udius
Appleseed Johnny see John chapman
Ap.ple.ton \ 'ap-al-tsn. -3lt-=n\ Sir Edward Victor 1892-
Eng. physicist
Aprak-sin or Aprax.in \3-'prak-s3n\ Fedor Matveevich 1671-
1728 Russ. admiral
Ap.U'le.ius \,ap-ya-'Ie-(y)as\ Lucius 2d cent. a.d. Rom. philos. &
satirist

Aqui.nas Va-'ksjT-nssX Saint Thomas 1225-1274 Ital. theol.

Ar.am X'ar-sm, 'er-\ Eugene 1704-1759 Eng. philologist &.

murderer
Ara.nha \3-'ran-ya\ Oswaldo 1894-1960 Brazil, lawyer & polit.

Ar.ber \'ar-b9r\ Edward 1836-1912 Eng. editor
Arblay, d' Madame see Fanny burney
Ar.buth.not Var-'bath-nst, 'ar-b3th-,nat\ John 1667-1735 Scot.
physician & author
Ar.cher \'ar-ch9r\ William 1856-1924 Scot, critic & dram.
Ar.cU.me.des \,ark-3-'med-ez\ 2877-212 B.C. Greek math. &

Ar.chi.pen.ko \,ark-3-'peo-(,)ko\ Alexander 1887- Am.
(Russ.-born) sculptor

Are.ti.no \,ar-3-'te-(,)no\ Pietro 1492-1556 Ital. saUrist
Ar.gall \'ar-,g6l, -g3l\ Sir Samuel/; 1609-1625 Eng. mariner
Ar.gyU \Sr-'gT(3)l, 'ar-.gnx 9th Duke of 1845-1914 John Douglas
Sutherland Campbell gov. gen. of Canada (1878-83)
Arl.o.Sto \.ar-e-'6(.)sto\ Lodovico 1474-1533 Ital. poet
Ar.is.tar.cbus \,ar-3-'star-k3s\ 2207-150 B.C. Greek grammarian— of Samos 3d cent. B.C. Greek astron.
Ar.is.ti.des or Ar.is.tei-des \,ar-3'stid-ez\ 5307-7468 B.C. the
Just Athenian statesman
Ar.is.tip.pns \,ar-3-'stip-3s\ 43S?-_7356 B.C. Greek philos.
Ar.is.toph.a.nes \,ar-a-'staf-3-,nez\ 4487-7380 B.C. Athenian

— of Byzantiam 2577-7180 B.C. Greek scholar
Ar.is.tot.le_\'ar-3-,sJat-n\ 384-322 B.C. Greek philos.

Ari.us \3-'ri-3S; 'ar-e-3s, 'er-\ d 336 a.d. Greek theol.

Ark.wright \'ar-,krlt\ Sir Richard 1732-1792 Eng. inventor
Ar.Ien \'ar-l3n\ Michael 1895-1956 Di-kran \dik-'ran\ Kou-
youm-djian \-ku-'yiimje-,an\ Brit. (Armenian-bom) nov.
Ar.min.i.ns \ar-'min-e-3s\ or Ar.min \ar-'men\ 17 b.c.?-a.d, 21
sometimes Her-mann \'he(3)r-,man\ Ger. hero— Jacobus 1560-1609 Jacob Har-men-sen \'har-m3n-S3n\ or
Her-mansz \'he(3)r-,man(t)s\ Du. theol.
Arm.strong \'arm-,str6o\ Hamilton Fish 1893- Am. editor— Louis 1900- Am. band leader— William George 1810-1900 Baron Armstrong oj Cragside Eng.
inventor & industrialist— -Jones Antony Charles Robert 1930- Earl of Snowdon;
husband oj Princess Margaret Rose oj Gt. Brit.

Ame \'arn\ Thomas Augustine 1710-1778 Eng. composer
Ar.nim, von Xfs-'nar-nam, v3-\ Jiirgen 1889- Ger. gen.
Ar.nold \'am-Md\ Benedict 1741-1801 Am. Revolutionary gen. &
traitor— Sir Edwin 1832-1904 Eng. poet— Henry Harley 1886-1950 Am. gen. of the army— Matthew 1822-1888 son oj Thomas Eng. poet & critic— Thomas 1795-1842 Eng. educ.
Ar.nold.son \'arn-°l-s3n\ Klas Pontus 1844-1916 Swed. pacifist

Arouet Frangois Marie see voltaire
Arp \'arp\ Jean (or Hans) 1887- Fr. painter, sculptor, &
,Poet
Ar.pad \'ar-,pad\ d 9^7 Hung, national hero
Ar.rhe.ni.ns \3-'re-ne-9s, -'ra-\ Svante August 1859-1927 Swed.
physicist & chem.
Ar.son.val, d' \'dars-'n-,val, -,val\ Jacques Arsene 1851-1940 Fr.
physicist
Ar.ta.xer.xes \.art-3(g)-'z3rk-,sez\ name of 3 Pers. kings: Id 424
B.C. (reigned 464-24); II d 359 B.C. (reigned 404-359); III d338
B.C. (reigned 359-338)
Ar.te.vel.de, van \va-*nart-3-,vel-d3, v3-'nart-\ Jacob 12907-
1345 & his son Philip 13407-1382 Flem. leaders

Ar.thur \'ar-th3r\ 6th cent. a.d. Brit, real or legendary king
— Chester Alan 1830-1886 21st pres. of the U.S. (1881-85)
Ar.tzy.ba.sheff \,art-si-'bash-3f\ Boris 1899- Am. (Russ..
bom) illustrator

As.bury \'az-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ Francis 1745-1816 1st Methodist
bishop in Am.
Asch \'ash\ Sho-lem \'sho-l3m\ or Sha-lom \sh3-'lom\ or
Sho.lom \'sh6-l3m\ 1880-1957 Am. (Pol.-bora) Yiddish nov. &
dram.
As.Cham V'as-ksmX Roger 1515-1568 Eng. scholar & author
Ashburton Baron see Alexander baring
Ashur.ba.ni.pal also A(s.)sur. ba.nl. pal \,as(h)-3r-'bSn-3,pal,
,as(h)-3r-'ban-3-,pal\ king of Assyria (669-626 B.C.)

Aso.ka or Ago.lsa \3-'s(h)ok3\ d lil b.c king of Magadha, India

(2 73-232)
As.pa.sia \as-'pa-zh(e-)3, 3S-\ 4707-410 b.c. consort oj Pericles

As.quith \'as-,kwith, -kwsUiX Herbert Henry 1852-1928 1st earl

oj Oxjord and Asquith Brit, statesman
As.ser \'iis-3r\ Tobias Michael Card 1838-1913 Du. jurist

Astaire \3-'sta(3)r, -'ste(3)r\ Fred 1899- Am. dancer & actor
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As-ton \'as-t3n\ Francis William 1877-1945 Eng. physicist
As.tor X'astsA John Jacob 1763-1848 Am. (Ger.-born) fur trader
& capitalist— Viscountess Nancy Langhorne 1879- 1st woman member
of Brit. Parliament (1919-45)
At.a.hual.pa \,at-3-'wal-p3\ J 5007-1 533 last Inca king of Peru
Ath.a.na.sius \,ath-3-'na-zh(e-)3s, -'na-sh{e-)3s\ Saint 2937-373
Greek church father

Ath-el.stan \'ath-3l-,stan\ 895-940 king of Eng. (.ab 924-940)
Ath.er.ton \'ath-art-'n\ Gertrude Franklin 1857-1948 nee Horn

At. tar \'at-3r, 'a-.tarX 1119-71229 Pers. poet
At-ti-la \'at-'l-3\ 4067-453 the Scourge of Cod king of the Huns
Att-lee \'at-ie\ Clement Richard 1883- Brit, polit.

Au-her \o-'be(3_)r\ Daniel Francois Esprit 1 782-1871 Fr. composer
Au-brey \'6-bre\ John 1626-1697 Eng. antiquary
Au.ctlin.leck \,6-k3n-'lek\ Sir Claude John Eyre 1884- Brit.
gen.
AU'den \'6d-°n\ Wystan Hugh 1907- Am. (Eng.-bom) poet
Au-du-bon N'od-s-bsn, -,ban\ John James 1785-1851 Am.
ornithologist
Au.er.bach \'au(j-3)r-.bak, -.bak\ Berthold 1812-1882 Ger. nov.
Au.gier \o-'zh(y)a, ,o-zhe-'a\ Smile 1820-1889 Fr. poet & dram.
Au.gus.tine \'6-g3-,sten; b-'gss-tan, s-\ Saint 354-430 church
father; bishop of Hippo (396-430)— also Austin Saint d 604 Apostle oj the English 1st arch-
bishop of Canterbury
Au.gns.tns No-'gas-tas, sA 63 b.c.-a.d. 14 Gaius Julius Caesar
Octavianus 1st Rom. emp. (27 B.C.-A.D. 14)
Au-rang-zeb or Au.rung-zeb or Au-rung.zebe \'6r-aD-,zeb,
'au-rsoA 16I8-n07 emp. of Hindustan (1658-1707)

Au.re.lian Xo-'rel-ysnN 2127-275 Lucius Domiiius Aurelianus Rom.
emp. (2 70-2 75)

Au-ri-01 \.6r-e-'61, -'ol\ Vincent 1884- Fr. lawyer; 1st pres. of
4th Republic (1947-54)
Aus.ten V'os-tsn, 'asA Jane 1775-1817 Eng. nov.
Aus.tin \'6s-t9n, 'asA Alfred 1835-1913 Eng. poet; poet laureate
(1896-1913)— John 1 790-1859 Eng. jurist— Mary 1868-1934 nee Hunter. Km. nov.— Stephen Fuller 1793-1836 Am. colonizer in Texas
Avebury 1st Baron see lubbock
Av.en.zo.ar X.av-sn-'zo-ar, -za-'warX 10917-1162 Arab physician
in Spain
Aver.ro.es or Aver.rho.es Xs-'ver-a-.wez. .av-3-'ro-(,)cz\ 1126-
1198 also ibn-Rushd Span.-Arab philos. & physician
Av.i.cen-na \,av-3-'sen-3\ 980-1037 also ibn-Sina Arab physi-
,cian &. philos.

Avila Camacho Manuel see camacho
Avo.ga.dro \,av-3-'gad-(,)ro, .avA Amedeo Count 1776-1856
Hal. chemist & physicist
Avon Earl of see Anthony eden
Ay.de.lotte \'ad-"l-,at\ Frank 1880-1956 Amer. educ.
Aza.na Xa-'than-ya, -'sanA Manuel 1880-1940 Span, lawyer; pres.

a\ Tokuho 1909- Jap. dancer

Bab.bitt \'bab-st\ Irving 1865-1933 Am. scholar & educ.
Ba.ber or Ba.bur or Ba.bar \'bab-ar\ 1483-1530 Zahir ud-Din
Muhammad founder of the Mogul dynasty of India; emp. (1526-
30)

Ba.beul or Ba.bceuJ Xba-'baf, ba-'bofX Frangois Emile 1760-1797
Fr. communist

Bab.ing.ton \'bab-iri-tan\ Anthony 1561-1586 Eng. R.C. con-
spirator against Queen Elizabeth I

Bab.son \'bab-S3n\ Roger Ward 1875- Am. statistician

Bach \'bak, 'bak\ Johann Sebastian 1685-1750 Ger. organist &
composer
Ba.con \'ba-k3n\ Francis 1561-1626 1st Baron Ver-u-lam \'ver-
(y)3-l3m\ Viscount St, Al-bans \sanl-'61-bsnz, sant-\ Eng. philos.
& author— Roger, Friar 12147-1294 Eng. philos.
Ba.den-Pow.ell \,bad-=n-'po-3l\ Robert Stephenson Smyth
1857-1941 1st Baron of Cilwell Brit, gen.; founder of Boy Scout
movement
Ba.do.glio \b3-'d51-(,)yo\ Pietro 1871-1956 Ital. gen.; premier
(1943-44)

Bae.yer, von \f3n-'ba-Cy)3r, van-\ Adolf 1835-1917 Ger. chem.
, Baf.fin \'baf-3n\ Wilham 1584-1622 Eng. navigator
Bage.hot \'baj-3t\ Walter 1826-1877 Eng. econ. & journalist
Ba.gra.tion \b3-,grat-e-'6n, ,bag-r3-'ty6n\ Prince Petr Iva.no.vich
1765-1812 Russ. gen.

Ba.ha.uMall \ba-,ha-U-'laX Mirza Husayn Ali 1817-1892 Pers.
founder of Bahaism

Bai.ley \'ba-le\ Liberty Hyde 1858-1954 Am. botanist— Nathan or Nathaniel d 1742 Eng. lexicographer
Bail. lie \'ba-le\ Joanna 1762-1851 Scot. dram. & poet
Bain \'ban\ Alexander 1818-1903 Scot, psychol.
Baird \'ba(a)rd, 'be(3)rd\ John Lo.gie \'lo-ge\ 1888-1946 /arfer
oj television Scot, inventor

Bairns.Ia-ther \'ba(3)rnz-,rati)-3r, 'be(3)rnz-\ Bruce 1888-1959
Eng. soldier & cartoonist

Ba.jer \'bT(-a)r\ Fredrik 1837-1922 Dan. statesman & writer
Ba.ker Vba-k3r\ Newton Diehl 1871-1937 Am. lawyer & states-

— Ray Stannard 1870-1946 pseud. David Gray-son \'gras-=n\ Am.
author— Sir Samuel White 1821-1893 Eng. explorer in Africa

Bakst \'bakst\ Leon Nikolaevich 18667-1924 Russ. painter
Ba.ku.nin \b3-'kiin-(y)on, ba-\ Mikhail Aleksandrovich 1814-
1876 Russ. anarchist

Bal.an.chine \,bal-3n-'chen\ George 1904- George Mele-
lonovitch Balanchinvadze Am, (Russ.-bom) choreographer
Bal.bo \'bal-(,)bo\ Italo 1896-1940 Ital. aviator & poHt.

Bal.boa, de \bal-'bo-3\ Vasco NiSnez 1475-1517 Span, explorer;
disc. Pacific Ocean
Balch \'b61ch\ Emily Greene 1867-1961 Am. econ. & sociol.
Bal.dwin I \'b6l-dw3n-\ 1058-1118 bra. oj Godfrey oj Bouillon
king of Jerusalem (UOO-18)— James Mark 1861-1934 Am. psychol.— Stanley 1867-1947 1st Earl Baldwin oj Bewdley \-'byiid-le\
Brit, statesman

Balle \'balf\ Michael William 1808-1870 Irish composer & singer
Bal.four \'bal-,fu(3)r\ Arthur James 1st Earl of 1848-1930 Brit.
philos. & statesman

Ba.liol, de X'bal-yalX John 1249-1315 king of Scotland (1292-96)
Ball \'b61\ John d 1381 Eng. priest & social agitator
Bal.lan-tyne X'bal-sn-.tinX James 1772-1833 Scot, printer
Baltimore Lord see George Calvert
Bal.zac, de \'b6l-,zak, 'bal-, F bal-zak\ Honor6 1799-1850 Fr.

Ban. croft \'han-,kr6ft, 'bat]-\ George 1800-1891 Am. histor.— Richard 1544-1610 Eng. prelate
Ban-del. 10 \ban-'del-(,)o. ban-\ Matteo 14807-1562 Ital. writer
Bangs \'bar)z\ John Kendrick 1862-1922 Am. humorist
Banks \'bari(k)s\ Sir Joseph 1743-1820 Eng. naturalist
Ban.ting \'bant-io\ Sir Frederick Grant 1891-1941 Canad.
physician; discovered insulin treatment of diabetes

Ba.ra.nov \b3-'ran-3f\ Aleksandr Andreevich 1747-1819 Russ.
fur trader; 1st gov. of Russ. America
Ba.rany \'bar-,an-y3\ Robert 1876-1936 Austrian physician
Bar.ba.ros.sa \,bar-ba-'ras-3, -'r6s-\ see Frederick i— name of 2 Algerian corsairs, brothers; I 14737-1518; II 14667-
1546

Bar.busse \bar-biEs\ Henri 1873-193S Fr. editor & author
Bar.clay \'bar-kle\ Robert 1648-1690 Scot. Quaker author
Bar. clay de ToMy \(,)bar-,kli-d3-'td-le\ Prince Mikhail 1761-
1818 Russ. field marshal

Bar.deen \bar-'den\ John 1908- Am. physicist

Ba. rents \'bar-an(t)s, 'bar-\ Willemdl597 Du. navigator
Bar.ing \'ba(3)r-io, 'be(D)r-\ Alexander 1774-1848 ist Baron
Ash-bur-ton \'ash-,bart-^n\ Brit, financier & diplomat— Eve-lyn X'ev-bn, 'ev-\ 1841-1917 1st Earl of Cro-mer \'kro-
msrX Brit, diplomat
Bark. la \'bar-kb\ Charles Glover 1877-1944 Eng. physicist

Bark.ley \'bar-kle\ Al-ben \'al-ban\ William 1877-1956 Am.
lawyer & polit.; vice-pres. of U.S. (1949-53)
Bar.low \'bar-(,)lo\ Joel 1754-1812 Am. poet & diplomat
Bar.nard \'bar-n3rd\ George Grey 1863-1938 Am. sculptor

Barnes \'barnz\ Harry Elmer 1889- Am. sociol. & educ.

Bar-ne. veldt or Bar-ne.veld \'bar-n3-.velt\ Jan van Olden 1547-
1619 Du. statesman
Bar.num \'bar-n3m\ Phineas Taylor 1810-1891 Am. showman
Barocchio or Barozzi Giacomo see vignola
Ba.ro.ja \b3-'r6-(,)ha\ Pio 1872-1956 Span. nov. & essayist

Bar. res \ba-'res, ba-\ Auguste Maurice 1862-1923 Fr. nov. &
polit.

Bar.rie \'bar-e\ Sir James Matthew 1860-1937 Scot. nov. & dram.
Bar.ros, de \'bar-,Ush\ Joao 1496-1570 Port. hist.

Bar.row \'bar-(.)o, 'bar-3(-w)\ Isaac 1630-1677 Eng. math. &
theol.

Bar.ry \'bar-e\ Philip 1896-1949 Am. dram.
Bar.ry.more \'bar-i-,mo(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ family of Amer. actors:
Maurice 1847-1905 real name Herbert Blythe; his wife Georgiana
Emma 1856-1893 dau. oj John Drew: their children Lionel 1878-
1954, Ethel 1879-1959, & John Blythe 1882-1942
Bart \'bar\ or Barth \'bart\ Jean 16517-1702 Fr. naval hero
Barth \'b'art\ Karl 1886- Swiss theol.

Bar.thol.fli \bar-'t(h)al-de, -'t(h)6l-\ Frederic Auguste 1834-1904
Fr. sculptor
Bart.Iett \'bart-bt\ John 1820-1905 Am. publisher— Vernon 1894- Eng. author
Bar.tok \'bar-,tak, -.t6k\ Be.la \'ba-l3\ 1881-1945 Hung, com-
poser
Bar.tclom.meo \,bar-,t6l-3-'ma-(,)o\ Fra 1475-1517 Baccio
delta Porta Florentine painter

Bar.ton \'bart-'n\ Clara in jull Clarissa Harlowe 1821-1912
founder of Am. Red Cross Society
Bar.tram X'bar-trsmN John 1699-1777 Am. botanist

Ba.nich \b3-'ruk\ Bernard Man.nes \-'man-3S\ 1870- Am.
businessman & statesman
Bar.zun \'barz-*n\ Jacques 1907- Am. hist.

Ba.sil Vbaz-3l, 'bas-, 'baz-, 'bas-\ or Ba.sil.i.us \b3-'sil-e-3s,

-'zil-\ Saint 3307-73 79 the Great church father; bishop of Caesarea
Bas.ker.vine \'bas-k3r-,vil\ John 1706-1775 Eng. typographer
Bates \'bats\ Katharine Lee 1859-1929 Am. poet & educator
Ba.tis.ta y ZaI.di.var \b3-'tes-t3-,e-,sal-'de-.var\ Fulgencio
1901- Cuban soldier; pres. of Cuba (1940-44; 1952-59)
Bat.ta.ni, al- \,al-b3-'tan-e\ ab 8_S0-929 Al-ba-teg-ni-us \,al-b3-

'teg-ne-3s\ or At-ba-te-ni-us \-'te-ne-\ Arab astron.

Bau-de.laire \bod-'la(3)r, -'le(3)r\ Charles Pierre 1821-1867 Fr.
poet
Bau.douin \bo-'dwa»\ 1930- king of Belgium (1951- )

Baum \'bam\ Lyman Frank 1856-1919 Am. journalist & story-

— \'baum\ Vicki 1888-1960 Am. (Austrian-born) nov.
Bau.me \bo-'ma\ Antoine 1728-1804 Fr. chem.
Bax.ter \'bak-st3r\ Richard 1615-1691 Eng. Puritan scholar &
writer
Ba.yard, de \'bT-3rd, 'ba-3rd, F. ba-yar\ Seigneur Pierre Ter.rail

\t3-'ri\ 14737-1524 Fr. mil. hero
Bayle \'ba(3)l\ Pierre 1647-1706 Fr. philos. & critic

Bay.lor \'ba-l3r\ Robert Emmet Bledsoe 17937-1873 Am. jurist

Beaconstield Earl of see Benjamin disraeli
Bea.dle \'bed-=l\ George Wells 1903- Am. biologist

Beard \'bi(3)rd\ Charles Austin 1874-1948 & his wife Mary n&
Ritler 1876-1958 Am. historians— Daniel Carter 1850-1941 Am. painter & illustrator; organizer of
Boy Scouts in U.S. (1910)
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Beards.Iey \"bi(3)rdz-Ie\ Aubrey Vincent 1872-1898 Eng. illus-

trator
Beat.tie \'bet-e\ James 1735-1803 Scot, poet
Beat.ty \'bet-e\ David 1871-1936 1st Earl of the North Sea & oj
Brooks-by \'bruks-be\ Brit, admiral
Beau. fort V'bo-fartX Sir Francis 1774-1857 Brit, admiral— Henry 13777-1447 Eng. cardinal & statesman
Beau>har>nais, de \,bo-,ar-'na\ Fr. family including: Vicomte
Alexandre I 750-1 794 gen.; his wife Josephine 1 763-1814 later the
1st wife of Napoleon I; their son Eugene 1781-1824 prince of
Eich-statt \'Ik-,shtet\; their daughter Hortense 1783-1837 wife of
Louis lionaparte & mother of Napoleon III
Beau>mar'Chais^ de \,bo-,mar-'sha\ Pierre Augustin Caron
1732-1799 Fr. dram. & man of affairs

Beau.mont \'bo-,mant, -mantX Francis 1584-1616 Eng. dram.— William 178S-1853_Am. surgeon
Beau*re<gard« de \'bor-D-,gard, 'b6r-\ Pierre Gustave Toutant
1818-1893 Am. Confed. gen.
Beau. voir, de \b3v-'war\ Simone 1908- Fr. author
Bea.ver.btook \'be-v3r-,bruk\ 1st Baron 1879- William
Maxwell Aiiken Brit. (Canad.-born) newspaper publisher
Be.bel \'ba-b3l\ August 1840-1913 Ger. Social Democrat leader
& writer
Beck-et, a \3-'bek-3t, a-\ Saint Thomas 11187-1170 archbishop of
Canterbury
Beck.ett \'bek-3t\ Samuel 1906- Irish poet, nov., & dram.
Beck. ford \'bek-f3rd\ William 1760-1844 Eng. author
Bec.que.rel \be-'krel, ,bek-3-'rel\ family of Fr. physicists includ-
ing: Antoine Cesar 1788-1878; his son Alexandre Edmond 1820-
1891; the latter's son Antoine Henri 1852-1908
Bed-does \'bed-(,)oz\ Thomas Lovell 1803-1849 Eng. poet &
dram.
Bede \'bed\ or Bae.da or Be. da \'bed-3\ Saint 673-735 the
Venerable Bede Eng. scholar, hist., & thcol.

Bed-ford \'bed-fsrd\ Duke of 1389-1435 John ol Lancaster: son oj
henry i V oj England regent for Henry V
Bee.be \'be-be\ Charles William 1877-1962 Am. naturalist & ex-
plorer
Bee.Cham \'be-ch3m\ Sir Thomas 1879-1961 Eng. conductor
Bee.Cher X'be-charX Henry Ward 1813-1887 Am. clergyman— Lyman 17 75-1863 lather o] HAV. & oj Harriet Beecher Stowe
Am. Presbyterian clergyman
Beer.hohm \'biC3)r-,bom, -bsmX Max 1872-1956 Eng. critic &
caricaturist
Beer-naert \'be(3)r-.nart\ Auguste Marie Fransois 1829-1912
Belg. statesman
Bee.thcven, van \van-'ba-,to-v3n\ Ludwig 1770-1827 Ger.
composer
Beh.ring, von \ran-'be(3)r-io, van-\ Emil 1854-1917 Ger.
bacteriol.

Be. las.CO \b3-nas-C.)ko\ David 1854-1931 Am. dram. & producer
Bel-i.sar.i-us \,bel-3-'sar-e-as, -'ser-\ 5057-565 gen. of the East-
ern Rom. Empire
Bell \'bel\ Alexander Graham 1847-1922 Am. (Scot.-bom) inven-
tor of the telephone
Bel.la.my \'bel-3-me\ Edward 1850-1898 Am. author
Bel. lay, du \,d(yni-b3-'la\ Joachim 1S22-1S60 Fr. poet
Bel.li.ni \b3-'le-ne\ family of Venetian painters including: lacopo
ab 1400-a6 1470 and his sons Gentile 14297-1507 and Giovanni
14307-1516— Vincenzo 1801-1835 Ital. composer

Bel-loc \'bel-,ak, -sk\ Hil-a.ry \'tul-are\ pen name Hi-laire
\hil-'a(3)r, -'e(3)r\ 1870-1953 Eng. author
Bel.lows \'bel-(,)oz\ Albert Fitch 1829-1883 Am. painter— George _WesIey 1882-1925 Am. painter Si. Uthographer
Be-mis \'be-mas\ Samuel Flagg 1891- _Am. hist.

Be-na-ven-te y Mar-ti-nez \,ben-3-,vent-e-,e-,mar-'te-n9s\ Ja-
cinto 1866-1954 Span. dram.
Ben.bow \'ben-,bo\ John 1653-1702 Eng. admiral
Bench. ley \'bench-le\ Robert Charles 1889-194S Am. humorist
Ben-e-dict Vben-a-,dikt\ name of 15 popes; esp. XIV {Prospero
Lambenini) 1675-1758 (pope 1740-58); XV (Giacomo delta
Chiesa) 1854-1922 (pope 1914-22)— Ol Nur-sia \'n3r-sh(e-)3\ Saint 4807-7543 Ital. founder of
Benedictine order
Benedict Ruth 1887-1948 n6e Fulton Am. anthropologist
Be-nes \'ben-,esh\ Eduard 1884-1948 Czech statesman; ores.
(1935-38; 1939-48)

Be-net \b3-'na\ Stephen Vincent 1898-1943 Am. poet & story-

— William Rose 1886-1950 Am. poet, nov., & editor
Ben-Gu-rion \,ben-gur-'y6n\ David 1886- Israeli (PoI.e
born) laborite; prime minister of Israel (1948-53; 1955- )

Ben.ja.min X'ben-js-msnN Judah Philip 1811-1884 Am. Confed.
statesman & lawyer
Ben.nett \'ben-3t\ (Enoch) Arnold 1867-1931 Eng. nov.— James Gordon 1795-1872 Am. (Scot.-bom) journalist; founder
of New York Herald (1835)— Richard Bedford 1870-1947 Viscoimt Bennett Canad. prime
min. (1930-35)
Be.nolt de Sainte-IHanre \(.)ben-'wad-3-(,)sant-'m6(3)r\ 12th
cent, Fr. trouvere
Ben.son \'ben(t)-S3n\ Arthur Christopher 1862-1925 Eng. educ.
& author
Ben.tham \'ben(t)-th3m\ Jeremy 1748-1832 Eng. jurist & philos.
Ben.tinck \'bent-iok\ Lord William Cavendish 1774-1839 son
oj W.H.C. 1st gov. gen. of India (1833)— William Henry Cavendish 1738-1809 3d Duke of Portland
Brit, prime min. £1783; 1807-09)
Bent. ley \'bent-le\ Richard 1662-1742 Eng. clergyman, scholar,
& critic

Ben. ton \'bent-»n\ Thomas Hart 1889- Am. painter
Be.ran.ger, de \ba-ra°-zha\ Pierre Jean 1780-1857 Fr. poet
Ber.dya.ev Xbard-'y'a-ysf, bsr-'ja-X Nikolai Aleksandrovich 1874-
1948 Russ. philos.
Ber.en.son \'ber-3n-s3n\ Bernard 186S-19S9 Am. art critic
Berg \'beO)rg\ Alban 1885-1935 Austrian composer
Bergerac, de Cyrano see Cyrano de bergerac
Ber.gi.us \'ber-ge-3s\ Friedrich 1884-1949 Ger. chem.
Berg.son Vbe(3)rg-S3n, berg- •so"\ Henri 1859-1941 Fr. philos.

Be.ring \'bi(3)r-io, •be(3)r-\ Vitus 1680-1741 Dan. navigator;
disc. Bering Strait and Bering Sea
Berke-ley \'bar-kle, 'bar-X George 1685-1753 Irish bishop &
philos.— \'b3r-\ Sir William 1606-1677 colonial gov. of Virginia
Ber.le \'b3r-le\ Adolf Augustus 1895- Am diplomat
Ber-lich.ing-en, von Xfan-'ber-lik-.in-sn, van-\ Gotz or Gott-
fried 1480-1562 Ger. knight
Ber-Un \(,)b3r-'hn\ Irving 1888- Am. composer
Ber-li-ner X'bsr-te-narX Emile 1851-1929 Am. (Ger.-bom) In-
ventor
Ber.Ii-oz \'ber-le-,oz\ (Louis) Hector 1803-1869 Fr. composer
Ber-na-dette of Lourdes \,b3r-n3-'det\ 1844-1879 Bernadette
Sou'bi-rous \,su-be-'rU\ Fr. religious
Ber-na-dotte \'b3r-no-,dat\ Jean Baptiste Jules 17637-1844 Fr.
gen.; king (1818-44) of Sweden as Charles XIV John founding
present Swed. dynasty
Ber-nard \ber-'nar\ Claude 1813-1878 Fr. physiol.
Ber-uaid of Clair-vaux \b3r-'nard-3v-,kla(air-'vo, ber-'nar-,
-,kleOir-\ Saint 1091-1153 Fr. ecclesiastic
Ber-nar-din de Saint-Pierre \.ber-n3r-'da"-d3-,sant-pe-'e(3)r\
Jacques Henri 173 7-1814 Fr. author
Bern-hardt \'b3m-,hart, 'be(3)rn-\ Sarah 1844-1923 orig. Rosine
Ber-nard \ber-nar\ Fr. actress
Ber.ni.ni \b3r-'ne-ne\ Giovanni Lorenzo 1598-1680 Ital. sculp-
tor, architect, &. painter
Bern-Stein V'bsrn-.stTn, -,sten\ Leonard 1918- Am. con-
ductor & composer
Bern-storfl \'beO)m-,sht6rf\ Count Johann-Heinrich 1862-1939
Ger. diplomat

Ber-til-lon \,ber-te-'(y)o", 'b3rt-"l-,an\ Alphonse 1853-1914 Fr.
anthropol. & criminol._
Ber-ze-li-us \(,)bsr-'ze-le-3s, -'za-\ Baron Jons Jakob 1779-1848
Swed. chem.
Bes-ant \'bes-'nt, 'bez-\ Annie nee Wood 1847-1933 Eng.
theosophist
Bes-se-mer X'bes-s-msrX Sir Henry 1813-1898 Eng. engineer
Be.tan-court \,be-,tan-'ku(3)r(t), -taoX Romulo 1908- Ven-
ezuelan pres. (1959- )

Beth-mann-KoII.weg, von Vfan-.bet-msn-'hol-.vag, van-, -,man-\
Theobald 1856-1921 Ger. statesman; chancellor (1909-17)
Bet. je.man \'bech-3-man\ John 1906- Eng. poet
Bet-ter.ton \'bet-3rt-'n\ Thomas 16357-1710 Eng. actor
Bev.an \'bev-3n\ Aneu.rin Xa-'nT-ranX 1897-1960 Brit, socialist
leader
Bev-er-idge \'bev-(3-)rij\ Albert Jeremiah 1862-1927 Am. polit
& hist.— Sir William Henry 1879- Eng. econ.
Bev-in \'bev-3n\ Ernest 1884-1951 Brit, labor leader & polit.

Beyle Marie_ Henri see stendahl
Bi-dault \be-'do\ Georges 1899- Fr. statesman; provisional
pres. (1946)
Bid-dle \'bid-=l\ John 1615-1662 founder of Eng. Unitarianism
Bien-ville, de \be-'en-,vil, -val; bya"-'ve(a)I\ Sieur Jean Baptiste
Lemoyne 1680-1768 Fr. colonial gov. of Louisiana

Bierce \'bi(3)rs\ Ambrose Gwinelt 1842-71914 Am. author
Big-gers \'big-arz\ Earl Derr 1884-1933 Am. author
Bl-net \bi-'na\ Alfred 1857-1911 Fr. psychol. A
Bl.on \'bi-,an, -sn\ 2d cent. B.C. Greek poet
Birk.beck \'b3r(k)-,bek\ George 1776-1841 Eng. physician;
founder of mechanics' institutions
Bir.ken.head \'b3r-k3n-,hed\ 1st Eari of 1872-1930 Frederick
Edwin Smith Eng. jurist & statesman

Bi-ron\'be-,r6n\ Ernst Johann 1090-1772 orig. BUIi-ren \'bS-nn\
Duke of kurland Russ. statesman

Bir.rell \'bir-3l\ AugusUne 1850-1933 Eng. author
Bis-marck, von \'biz-,mark, 'bis-\ Prince Otto Eduard Leopold
1815-1898 in full Bismarck-Schbn-hau-sen \-shcen-'hauz-'n\ 1st

chancellor of_ Ger. Empire
Bi-zet \be-'za\ Alexandre Cesar Leopold 1838-1875 Fr. composer
Bjdrn-son X'byam-sanX Bjbrnstjerne 1832-1910 Norw. poet,
dram., & nov.
Black \'blak\ Hugo LaFayette 1886- Am. jurist & polit.

Black-ett \'blak-3t\ Patrick Maynard Stuart 1897- Brit.

physicist
Black Hawk \'blak-,h6k\ 1767-1838 Ma-ka-tae-mish-kia-kiak
Am. Indian (Sac) ciiief

Black.more \'blak-,mo(3)r, -,m6(a)r\ Richard Doddridge 1825-
1900 Eng. nov.
Black.stone \'bIak-,ston, chiejly Brit -stsn\ Sir WilUam 1723-
1780 Eng. jurist
Black.wood \'blak-,wud\ William 1776-1834 Scot, publisher
Blaine \'blan\ James Gillespie 1830-1893 Am. statesman
Blake \'blak\ Robert 1599-1657 Eng. admiral— William 175 7-182 7 Eng. arhst, poet. & mystic
Blas.co-Iba.nez \'blas-(,)ko-e-'ban-(,)yath, -Van-, -(,)yas\ Vi-
cente 1867-1928 Span. nov.
Bla-vat-sky \bb-'vat-ske, -'vat-\ Elena Petrovna 1831-1891 nee
{Helena) Hahn Vhan\ Russ. traveler & theosophist

Ble-ri-ot \'bler-e-,o, 'bla-re-\ Louis 1872-1936 Fr. engineer &
pioneer aviator
Bligh \'blT\ William 1754-1817 Eng. naval officer

Bliss \'blis\ Tasker Howard 1853-1930 Am. gen.
Bloc \'bI6k, -'blak\ Andre 1896- Fr. sculptor
Blocn X'blak, 'blok. "bldlsX Ernest 1880-1959 Am. (Swiss-bom)
composer—\'blak\ Felix 1905- Am. physicist
Block \'blak\ Herbert Lawrence 1909- Her-block X'har-
,blak\ Am. editorial i

^loom-Jield \'blum-,feld\ Leonard 1887-1949 Am. linguist
Blii-cher, von X'biu-kar, "bliEli-srN Gebhard Leberecht 1742-
1819 Pruss. field marshal
Blum \'blum\ Leon 1872-1950 Fr. polit.; provisional pres. (1946)
Bluntsch.U \'blunch-le\ Johann Kaspar 1808-1881 Swiss legal

scholar
Bo-ab-dil \,bo-3b-'de(3)l\ d 1533 or 1534 last Moorish king of
Granada

Bo-ad-i-cea \(.)bo-,ad-3-'se-a\ d 62. queen of the Iceni

Bo.as \'b6-.as, -.az\ Franz 1858-1942 Am. (Ger.-born) anthropol.
& ethnol.

Bo.ba.dil-la, de \,bo-b3-'de-(y)3, -l!ie-(y)a, -'tha-yaX Francisco
d 1502 Span, viceroy of Indies
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Boccac.clo Xbo-Tsach-e-.g, -kMch-(,)o\ Giovanni 1313-1375
Ital. author
Bock, von X'bak, 'b6k\ Fedor 1880-1945 Ger. gen.
Bod.ley \'bad-le\ Sir Thomas 1545-1613 Eng. diplomat & founder
of Bodleian library
Bo.do.ni \b3-'do-ne\ Giambattista 1740-1813 Ital. printer &
type designer

Bo.ethi.us \bo-'e-the-3s\ Anicius Manlius Severinus 4807-7524
Rom. ptiilos.

Boh.len \'bo-l3n\ Charles Eustis 1904- Am. diplomat
Boh.me \'b3(r)m-3, 'bce-msX or Biihra \'b3(r)m, 'b5m\ Jakob
\'ya-,k6p\ 1575-1624 Ger. mystic & theosophist

BoJlr\'bo(3)r, 'boCajrX Niels 1885-1962 Dan. physicist
BO'iar.do \b6i-'ard-(,)o, bo-'yard-\ Matteo Maria 1434-1494
Ital. poet
Boi.leau-Des.pre.aux \'bwal-o-,da-pre-'o\ Nicolas 1636-1711
Fr. critic & poet
Bo.jer \'b6i(-3)r\ Johan \yo-'han\ 1872-1959 Norw. nov. &
dram.
Bok \'bak\ Edward William 1863-1930 Am. (Du.-born) editor
Bol.eyn \'bul-3n, bs-'linX Anne 1507-1536 3d wije oj Henry
Vlll oj Fngland & molher oj Queen Elizabeth I

Bo.ling-broke X'bal-io-.bruk (usu Brit pronunc), "bo-lia-, -,brok\
1st Viscount 1678-1751 Henry St. John \'sin-J3n (usu Bril pronunc);
(,lsant-'jan, sant-X Eng. statesman

Bo.li.var Si-mon \se-,mon-b3-'le-.var, .si-msn-'bal-s-varV 1783-
1830 So. Am. liberator
Bo-na.parte \'bo-n3-,part\ Ital. Buo>na*par-te \,bw6n-3-^part-e\
Corsican family including Na.po-ieon I Vna-'pol-yan, -'po-le-an\
{q.v.) Si his bros. : Joseph 1 768-1 844 king of Naples & Spain; Lucien
1775-1840 prince of Ca-ni-no \k3-'ne-(,)no\; Louis 1778-1846
king of Holland & father of Napoleon III; Jerome 1784-1860
king of Westphalia
Bonar Law see law
Bon-a-ven-tu-ra \,ban-3-,ven-'t(y)ur-3\ DrBon-a.ven-tnre
\,ban-3-'ven-ch3r, 'ban-3-,\ Saint 1221-1274 the Seraphic Doctor
Ital. philos.
Bone \'bon\ Sir Muirhead 1876-1953 Scot, etcher & painter
Bon.heur \ba-'n3r\ Rosa 1822-1899 Marie Rosalie Fr. painter
Bou-i.face \'ban-3-,fas\ Saint 6807-755 Winjrid or Wynjrith
Eng. missionary in Germanv— name of 9 popes: esp. VIII (.Benedetto Caetani) 12357-1303
(pope 1294-1303)
Bon.ner or Bon-er \'ban-3r\ Edmund 15007-1569 Eng. prelate
Bon.net \b6-'na\ Georges 1889- Fr. polit. & diplomat— Henri 1888- Fr. hist. & diplomat
Boone \'bUn\ Daniel 1734-1820 Am. pioneer
Booth N'biith, chiejly Brit 'biith\ family of Am. actors: Junius
Brutus 1796-1852 b in England & his sons Edwin Thomas 1833-
1893 & John Wilkes 1838-1865 assassin of Lincoln— William Bramwell 1829-1912 Eng. founder of SalvaUon Army &
father of: William Bramwell 1850-1929 Salvation Army gen.;
Ballinglon 1859-1940 founder of Volunteers of America; Evan-
geline Cory 1865-1950 Salvation Army gen.
Boothe Clare see Clare Boothe luce
Bo.rah \'bor-a, 'b6r-\ William Edgar 1865-1940 Am. lawyer &
polit.

Bor-den \'b6rd-=n\ Sir Robert Laird 1854-1937 Canad. lawyer &
statesman; prime min. (1911-20)
Bor-det \b6r-'da\ Jules 1870-1961 Belg. bacteriol.

Bor.gia \'b6r-(,1ja, -J9\ Cesare 1475(or 1476)-1507 son oj
Rodrigo Ital. cardinal & mil. leader— Lucrezia 1480-1519 dau. oj Rodrigo duchess of Ferrara— Rodrigo 14317-1 503 see Pope Alexander vi
Bor.glum \'b6r-gtem\ (John) Gut-zon \'g3t-s3n\ (de la Mothe)
1871-1941 Am. sculptor

Bo.ri \'bor-e. 'b6r-\ Lucrezia 1887-1960 Span, soprano in U.S.
Bo-ris III \'bor-3S, 'bor-, 'biirA 1894-1943 tsar of Bulgaria
(1918-43)
Born \'b6(3)m\ Max 1882- Ger. physicist
BO'TO-din \,b6r-3-'den, ,bar-\ Aleksandr Porfirevich 1834-1887
Russ. composer & chem.
Bor.row \'bar-(,)o\ George 1803-1881 Eng. author & linguist

Bosch \'bas, 'b6s\ Hieronymus ab 1450-1516 Du. painter— X'bash, 'b6sh\ Karl 1874-1940 Ger. industrial chem.
Bose \'bos, 'b6s(h)\ Sir Ja<ga*dis \,jag-3-'des\ Chan-dra X'chsn-
drsX 1858-1937 Indian physicist & plant physiol.
BoS'Suet \b6-'swa\ Jacques Benigne 1627-1704 Fr. bishop
Bos-well \'baz-,wel, -vrA\ James 1740-1795 Boz-zy \'baz-e\
Scot, lawyer & author; biographer of Samuel Johnson
Bo-tba \'bo-.ta, "bot-sX Louis 1862-1919 Boer gen.; 1st prime
min. of Transvaal (1907) & of Union of S. Africa (1910-19)
Bo.the \'bot-3\ Walter 1891-1957 Ger. physicist
Bot'ti'Oel.li \,bat-3-'chel-e\ Sandro 14447-1510 Alessandro di
Mariano del Filipepi Ital. painter
BoU'Ctaer \bii-'sha\ Francois 1703-1770 Fr. painter
BoU'Ci-cault \'bii-si-,k5\ or Bour-ci-cault \'bur-\ Dion 18207-
1890 Dionysius Lardner Boursiquot Irish actor & dram.

Bon*gain>ville, de \*bii-g3n-,vil\ Louis Antoine 1729-1811 Fr.
navigator
Bou.lan*ger \,bu-,la''-'zha\ Georges Ernest Jean Marie 1837-
1891 Fr. gen.

Bour.bon, de \'bii(3)r-ban, bur-'bo"\ Due Charles 1490-1527 Fr.
gen.; constable of France
Bour*geois \burzh-*wa, 'bu(3)rzh-,\ L^on Vic.tor Auguste 1851-
1925 Fr. statesman
Bour.get Nbiir-'zhaX (Charles Joseph) Paul 1852-1935 Fr. poet.
critic, & nov.
Bour-gui-ba \bur-'ge-t)3\ Habib ben All 1904- Tunisian
pres. (1957- )

Bo-vet \bo-'va\ Daniel 1907- Ital. (Swiss-born) chem.
Bow.ditch \'baiid-ich\ Nathaniel 1773-1838 Am. math. & astron.

Bow-en \'bo-3n\ Elizabeth 1899- Eng. author
Bow.ers \'baii-3rz\ Claude Ger-nade \zh3r-'nad\ 1878-1958
Am. hist. & diplomat
Bowles \'bolz\ Chester 1901- Am. econ. & diplomat— Samuel: father 1797-1851 & son 1826-1878 Am. newspaper
editors & publishers

Boy-den \'b6id-=n\ Seth 1788-1870 Am. Inventor
Boyd Orr \'b6id-'6(3)r, -'o(3)r\ John 1880- 1st Baron; Scot.
agriculturist
Boyle \'b6i(3)l\ Robert 1627-1691 Brit, physicist & chem.
Boz.za-ris \'bat-S3-,res, -rss; bo-'zar-as, -'zar-X Marco 17887-1823
Greek patriot
Brabazon otTara Baron see moore-brabazon
Brad-dock \'brad-3k\ Edward 1695-1755 Brit. gen. in Am.
Brad-ford X'brad-fardX Gamaliel 1863-1932 Am. biographer— Roark 1896-194S Am. writer— William 1590-1657 Pilgrim father; 2d gov. of Plymouth colony— William 1663-1752 Am. printer
Brad-ley \'brad-le\ Francis Herbert 1846-1924 Eng. philos.
.— Henry 1845-1923 Eng. philologist & lexicographer— Omar Nelson 1893- Am. gen of the army

Brad-Street \'brad-,stret\ Anne 16127-1672 nee Dudley: wije oj
Simon Am. poet^ Simon 1603-1697 colonial gov. of Mass.
Bragg \'brag\ Braxton 1817-1876 Am. Confed. gen.— Sir William Henry 1862-1942 Eng. physicist— Sir William Lawrence 1890- son oj prec. Eng. physicist
Brahe \'bra; 'bra-he, -h3\ Ty-cho \'te-(,)ko\ 1546-1601 Dan.

Brahms \'bramz\ Johannes 1833-1897 Ger. composer & pianist

Braille \'bra(3)l, 'brl\ Louis 1809-1852 Fr. bhnd teacher of the
blind
Bra-man-te Vbra-'mant-e, -'man-(,)ta\ 1444-1514 Donaio
d^Agnolo or d^Angelo Ital. architect
Bran-cusi \brin-'kiish\ Constantin 1876-1957 Fr. (Romanian*
born) sculptor
Bran-deis \'bran-,dis, -,dlz\ Louis Dembitz 1856-1941 Am. jurist

Bran-des \'bran-d3s\ Georg Morris 1842-1927 orig. Cohen Dan.
lit. critic & hist.

Brandt X'brant, 'brant\ Wil.ly \'vil-e, 'wil-e\ 1913- W. Ger.
polit.

Bran. ting \'brant-io\ Karl Hjal.mar \'yal-.mar\ 1860-1925
Swed. statesman & socialist leader
Braque \'brak\ Georges 1882- Fr. painter; a founder of
cubism
Brat. tain \'brat-=n\ Walter Houser 1902- Am. physicist

Brau-chitsch, von X'braiik-ich. 'braiils-\ Heinrich Alfred Her-
mann Walther 1881-1948 Ger. gen.
Braun \'braiin\ Karl Ferdinand 1850-1918 Ger. physicist
Breas-ted X'bres-tadV James Henry 1865-1935 Am. Orientalist,
archaeol., & hist.

Breck-in-ridge \'brek-sn-(,)rij\ John CabeU 1821-1875 Am.
lawyer; vice-pres. of the U.S. (1857-61)
Bren-nan \'bren-3n\ William Joseph, Jr. 1906- Am. jurist

Bresh.kov.sky \bresh-'k6f-ske, -'k6v-\ Catherine 1844-1934
Russ. revolutionist
Bre-ton \br3-'to"\ Andre 1896- Fr. surrealist poet
Brew.Ster \'brii-st3r\ William 1567-1644 Pilgrim lather

Bri-an Bo.ru \,brT-3n-b3-'rii\ Irish Brian Bo.ram-ha or Bo-
raim.he \,bren-b3-'ro, -'ru\ 926-1014 king of Ireland (1002-14)
Bri.and \brc-'a»\ Aristide 1862-1932 Fr. statesman
Brid.ges \'brij-3z\ Robert Seymour 1844-1930 Eng. poet; poet
laureate (1913-30)
Bridg-man N'brij-manX Percy Williams 1882-1961 Am. physicist

Briggs \'brigz\ Lyman James 1874- Am. physicist

Bright \'brTt\ John 1811-1889 Eng. orator & statesman
Brig-id \'brij-3d, 'bre-3d\ also Brid-get \'brii-3t\ or Brig-it
\'brij3t, 'bie-3t\ or Brighid \'bred\ or Bride \'brld\ of Kildare
Saint 453-523 a patron saint of Ireland
Bril-lat-Sa-va.riu \bre-'(y)a-,sav-3-'ra", -,sav-; -'sav-a-ranV
Anthelme 1755-1826 Fr. gastronomist

Brit. ten \'brit-'n\ Edward Benjamin 1913- Eng. composer
Bro-gan \'bro-g3n\ Denis William 1900- Brit. hist. & political

scientist

Broglie, de \br6-'gle, "broiX Louis Victor 1892- Fr. physicist

Brom.field \'bram-,feld\ Louis 1896-1956 Am. nov.

Bron.te Vbrant-e\ a family of Eng. writers: Charlotte 1816-1855
* her sisters Emily 1818-1848 &. Anne 1820-1849 pseud. Cur.rer
\'k3r-3r, 'k3-r3r\ Bell. Ellis Bell, & Acton Bell

Brooke X'briikV Alan Francis 1883- 1st Viscount Al-an-brooke
\'al-3n-,bruk\ Brit. gen.— Rupert 1887-1915 Eng. poet
Brooks \'bruks\ Philip 1835-1893 Am. bishop— Van Wyck \van-'wTk. V3n-\ 1886- Am. essayist, critic, &
translator
Brown \'bra£in\ Charles Brockden 1771-1810 Am. nov.
— Ford Mad.ox \'mad-3ks\ 1821-1893 Eng. painter
— John Mason 1900- Am. literary critic— John, of Osa-wat.o.mie \,o-S3-'wat-3-me, ,as-3-\ 1800-1859 Am.
abolitionist

Browne X'braiinX Charles Farrar 1834-1867 pseud. Ar-te-mus
\'art-3-m3s\ Ward Am. humorist— Sir Thomas 1605-1682 Eng. physician & author
Brow-ning \'brau-nir)\ EUzabeth Bar-rett \'bar-3t\ 1806-1861
wije oj Robert Eng. poet— Robert 1812-1889 Eng. poet
Broz \'broz, 'br6z\ or Bro-zo-vitch \'bro-z3-,vich, "bro-X Josip
1892- 7";.(o \'tet-(.)o\ Yugoslav marshal; prime minister
(1945-53); pres. (1953- )

Bruce \'brus\ Sir David 1855-1931 Brit, physician & bacteriol.
— Robert 1274-1329 liberator & king (1306-29) of Scotland
— Viscount Stanley Melbourne 1883- Austral, statesman;
prime min. (1923-29)
Bruck-ner N'briik-narX Anton 1824-1896 Austrian composer
Brue.ghel or Breu.ghel \'brii-g3l, "broi-, 'br3(r)-\ family of
Flem. painters including: Pieter 15207-1569 & liis sons Pieter

15647-71638 & Jan 1568-1625
Brum.men \'br3m-3l\ George Bryan 1778-1840 Beau Brummell
Eng. dandy
Bru.nel.le-schi \,bru-n3-'les-ke\ or Bm-nel-le-sco \-G)ko\
Filippo 13777-1446 Ital. architect

Brn-ne.tiere \,brU-n3-'tye(3)r, ,briB-\ Vincent de Paul Marie
Ferdinand 1849-1906 Fr. critic
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Brti.ning or Brue-ning \'bru-nia, 'briE-\ Heinrich 1885-
chancellor of Germany (1930-32)
Bru-no \'brU-(,mo\ Giordano 15487-1600 Ital. philos.

Bru-tus \'brLit-9s\ Marcus Junius 857-42 B.C. Rom. polit.; one of
Caesar's assassins
Bry.an \'brT-3n\ William Jennings 1860-1925 Am. lawyer & polit.

Bry.ant \'brT-3nt\ William Cul-len \'k3l-3n\ 1794-1878 Am.
poet & editor
Bryce \'brTs\ Viscount James 1838-1922 Brit, jurist, hist., & diplo-

Buch-an X'bslc-sn, 'bskA John 1875-1940 1st Baron Tweeds-muir
\'lwedz-,myu(3)r\ Scot, author; gov. gen. of Canada (1935-40)
Bu.clian-an Xbyii-'kan-sn, bs-\ James 1791-1868 Am. polit. &
diplomat; 15th pres. of the U.S. (1857-61)
Bucll-man X'buk-mgn, 'bskA Frank Nathan Daniel 1878-1961
Am. evangelist
Buch.ner X'biJk-nsr, 'biik-\ Eduard 1860-1917 Ger. chem.
Buck \'b3k\ Pearl 1892- nee Sy-den-strick-er \'sid-=n-
,strik-3r\ Am. nov.
BucKingliam 1st & 2d Dukes of see George villiers
Buck.le \'b3k-al\ Henry Thomas 1821-1862 Eng. Mst.
Buck.nei \'b3k-n3r\ Simon Bolivar 1823-1914 Am. Confed. gen.
& polit.— Simon Bolivar 1886-1945 son oj S.B. Am. gen.
Buddlia see gautama buddha
Bu-denny Xbiid-'yon-e, bii-'den-\ Semen Mikhailovich 1883-
Russ. gen.
Buffalo Bill see wniiam Frederick CODY
Buf.fon, de \,b3-'fo", byii-, biE-\ Comte Georges Louis Leclerc
1707-1788 Fr. naturaUst
Buis.son \bwe-'so"\ Ferdinand 1841-1932 Fr. educ.
BuI-finch \'bul-.finch\ Charles 1763-1844 Am. architect
Bubga.nill \bul-'gan-3n\ Nikolai Aleksandrovich 1895-
Russ. polit. & marshal
Bull \'bul\ Ole \'o-la\ Bor-ne-mann 1810-1880 Norw. violinist

Bul.litt \'bvil-3t\ William Christian 1891- Am. diplomat
Bti.low, von \'byii-(,)lo, 'bil-\ Prince Bernhard 1849-1929 Ger.
diplomat & statesman; chancellor of Germany (1900-09)
Bul.wer \'bul-w3r\ William Henry Lytton Earle 1801-1872 Sir
Henry Bulwer, Baron Dal-ling \-'d61-io\ and Bulwer, bro. oj 1st
Baron Lylton Brit, diplomat
Bulwer-Lytton see lytton
Bundle X'banchX Ralph 1904- Am. political scientist &
diplomat
Bu.nin \'bun-(y)3n, -,(y)en\ Ivan Alekseevich 1870-1953 Russ.
poet & nov.
Bun.sen X'biin-zsn, 'b9n(t)-s3n\ Robert Wilhelm 1811-1899 Ger.
chem.
Bun.yan X'bsn-yanX John 1628-1688 Eng. preacher & author
Buonaparte Ital, spelling of bonaparte
Bur.bage X'bsr-bijX Richard 15677-1619 Eng. actor
Bur.bank \'b3r-,barik\ Luther 1849-1926 Am. horticulturist
Biir.ger X'biir-gsr, 'bir-, 'buer-\ Gottfried August 1747-1794 Ger,
poet
Bnr.gess X'bar-jssX Frank Ge-Iett \j3-'let\ 1866-1951 Am. hu-
morist & illustrator— Thornton Waldo 1874- Am. writer
Burghley or Burleigh 1st Baron see Cecil
Bur.goyne \(,)b3r-'g6in, 'bar-.X John 1722-1792 Brit. gen. in Am.
& dram.
Burke V'bsrkX Edmund 1729-1797 Brit, statesman & orator
Bur.Iin.game X'bar-bn-.gamX An-son \'an(t)-S3n\ 1820-1870
Am. lawyer & diplomat
Burne-Jones X'bsrn-'jonzX Sir Edward Co.ley \'ko-Ie\ 1833-
1S98 orig. Jones Eng. painter & designer
Bur-net \(,)b3r-'net, 'bsr-nstN Sir Macfarlane 1899- Austral.
physician
Bur.nett \(,)b3r-'net. 'bsr-nstX Frances Eliza 1849-1924 nee
Hodgson \'haj-S3n\ Am. (Eng.-born) writer
Bur.ney \'b3r-ne\ Fanny 1752-1840 orig. Frances: Madame
d'Ar-blay \'dar-(,)bla\ Eng. nov. & diarist
Burns X'bsrnzX Robert 1759-1796 Scot, poet
Bum-Side X'bsrn-.sTdX Ambrose Everett 1824-1881 Am. gen.
Burr \'b3r\ Aaron 1756-1836 3d vice-pres. of the U.S. (1801-05)
Bur-roughs \'b3r-(.)az, 'b3-(,)r3z\ Edgar Rice 1875-1950 Am.

— John 1837-1921 Am. naturalist
Bur-ton \'b3rt-»n\ Harold Hitz 1888- Am. jurist— Sir Richard Francis 1821-1890 Brit, explorer & orientalist— Robert 1577-1640 Eng. clergyman & author
Bush \'bush\ Van-ne-var \v3-'nc-V3r\ 1890- Am. electrical
engineer
Bu-te-nandt \'but-*n-,ant\ Adolph 1903- Ger. chem.
But-ler \'bQt-ter\ Benjamin Franklin 1818-1893 Am. lawyer, gen,,
&. polit.— Joseph 1692-1752 Eng. theol.— Nicholas Murray 1862-1947 Am. educ.— Samuel 1612-1680 Eng. satirical poet— Samuel 1835-1902 Eng. nov. & satirist

Buys Bal-lot \,bois-b3-'lat, ,bis-\ Christoph Hendrik Didericus
1817-1890 Du. meteorol.
Byng \'bio\ George 1663-1733 Brit, admiral— Julian Hed.worth George 1862-1935 1st Baron Byng oj Vimy
Brit, gen.; gov. gen. of Canada (1921-26)
Byrd \'b3rd\ Richard Eve-lyn \'ev-(a-)l3n\ 1888-1957 Am.
admiral & polar explorer
Byrnes \'b3rnz\ James Francis 1879- Am. polit. & jurist
By-ron \'bi-r3n\ George Gordon 6th Baron 1788-1824 Eng. poet

Caballero Francisco Largo see largo caballero
Cab.ell \'kab-3l\ James Branch 1879-1958 Am. nov. &. essayist
Ca.be-za de Va-ca Nks-.ba-tha-da-'vak-s, -,ba-s3-\ Alvar Niiriez
1490?-?15_77 Span, explorer

Ca-ble \'ka-b3l\ George Washington 1844-1925 Am. nov.
Cab-ot \'kab-3t\ John 1450-1498 Giovanni Ca-bo-lo \ka-'bo-(,)to\
Veneuan navigator in service of England; disc. No. America— Sebastian 14767-1557 son oj John Eng. navigator

Ca^bral Xko-'bral, k3v-'ral\ Pedro \'pa-,tlirii\ Alvares \'al-va-
,resh\ 14607-71526 Port, navigator; claimed Brazil for Portugal

Ca-bri.ni \k3-'bre-ne\ Saint Frances Xavier 1850-1917 1st Am.
citizen canonized (1946)
Cade \'kad\ Jack d 1450 Eng. rebel
Cad-il-lac \'kad-n-,ak, F ka-de-yak\ Sieur Antoine de la Mothe
\d3-,Ia-'m0t\ 1658-1730 Fr. founder of Detroit

Ca-dor.na Xka-'doi-nsV Count Luigi 1850-1928 Ital. gen.
Caed-mon \'kad-m3n\ II 670 Anglo-Saxon poet
Cae-sar X'se-zsrX Gaius Julius 100-44 B.C. Rom. gen., statesman, &

Caf-fery \'kaf-(3-)re\ Jefferson 1886- Am. diplomat
Ca.glio-stro, di \kal-'y6-(,)stro, kal-\ Count Alessandro 1743-
1795 real name Giuseppe Bal-sa-mo \'bal-S3-,mo\ Ital. imposter

Caine \'kan\ Sir (Thomas Henry) Hall 1853-1931 Eng. nov.
Calamity Jane 18527-1903 Martha Jane Burke nee Canary Am.
frontier marksman

Cal-de-ron de la Bar-ca \,kal-d3-'ron-d3-(,)la-'bar-k3, -'r6n-\ Pe-
dro 1600-1681 Span. dram. & poet
Cald-well \'k61-,dwel, -dw3l, 'kaI-\ Erskine 1903- Am. nov.— (Janet) Taylor 1900- Am. author
Cal.houn \kal-'hUn\ John Caldwell 1782-1850 Am. lawyer; vicea
pres. of the U.S. (1825-32)

Ca.lig.u.la \k3-'lig-y3-l3\ 12-41 Gaius Caesar Rom. emp. (37-41)
Cal.las \'kal-3s, 'kal-,'as\ Maria 1924- Am. soprano
Cal.les \'kT-,as, 'ka-,vas\ Plutarco Elias 1877-1945 Mex. gen.;
pres. of Mexico (1924-28)
Cal.lim.a.chus \k3-'lim-3-k3s\ 5th cent. B.C. Greek sculptor— b ab 310 B.C. Greek scholar & Alexandrian librarian
Cal.lis.tbe.nes \k3-'lis-th3-,nez\ 3607-7328 B.C. Greek philos. &
hist.

Cal-lis-tra-tns Xks-'lis-trst-ssX d 355 B.C. Athenian orator &. gen.
Cal.vert \'kal-v3rt\ George 15807-1632 1st Baron Baltimore Eng.
proprietor in Am.— Leonard 1606-1647 son oj George gov. of Maryland province
(1634-47)

Cal-vin \'kal-v3n\ John 1509-1564 orig. Jean Chau-vin \sho-va"\
or Caul-vin \kol-va"\ Fr. theol. & reformer
Ca-ma-cho \k3-'mach-(,)o\ Manuel Avila 1897-1955 Mex. gen.;
pres. of Mex. (1940-46)

Cam-ba-ce.res, de \,ka"-,bas-3-'res, -,bas-\ Due 1753-1824 Jean
Jacques Re-gis \ra-'zhes\_Fr. jurist; counsellor of Napoleon I

Cam-by.ses \kam-'bi-(,)sez\ d 522 b.c. son oj Cyrus the Great king
of Persia (529-22)
Cam.den \'kam-d3n\ WilHam 1551-1623 Eng. antiquary & hist.

Cam-er-on o( Loch-iel \'kam-(3-)r3-n3v-la-'kel\ 1629-1719 Sir
Ewen Cameron Scot, chieftain— 16957-1748 Donald Cameron; the gentle Lochiel Scot, chieftain

Ca-raoes, Vaz de \,va2h-d3-k3-'moi"-ish\ Eng. Ca-mo-ens
\k3-'mo-3nz, 'kam-3-w3nz\ Luiz 1524-1580 Port, poet
Camp \'kamp\ Walter Chauncey 1859-1925 Am. football coach
Camp.bell \'kam-(b)3l\ Alexander 1788-1866 Am. (Irish-born)
founder of Disciples of Christ— Colin 1792-1863 orig. Mac-li-ver \m3-'kle-v3r\; Baron Clyde
Brit, field marshal— John 1705-1782 4th Earl of Lou-doun \-'laud-=n\ Brit. gen. in

— Thomas 1777-1844 Brit, poet
Ban-ner-man \-'ban-3r-m3n\ Sir Henry 1836-1908 Brit.

statesman; prime min. (1905-08)
Cam-pi \'kam-(,)pe\ Ital. family of painters in Cremona including:
Galeazzo 1477-1536 & his three sons Giulio ab 1502-1572,
Antonio d 1591?, &_Vincenzo 1536-1591

Cam-pi.ou \'kam-pe-3n\ Thomas 1567-1620 Eng. poet & musi-

Ca-mus \ka-miE\ Albert 1913-1960 Fr. nov., essayist, & dram.
Can-by \'kan-be\ Henry Sei-del \-'sId-'l\ 1878-1961 Am. editor
& educ.
Can-dolle, de \ka"-d61\ Augustin Pyrame 1778-1841 Swiss
botanist
Can.ning \'kan-io\ Earl Charles John 1812-1862 Brit. gov. gen. of
India (1856-62)— George 1770-1827 jather oj C.J. Brit, statesman; prime min.
(1827)— Stratford 1786-1880 1st Viscount Stratjord de Red-cUjje
\'red-,klif\ Brit, diplomat

Can-non \'kan-3n\ Joseph Gur-ney \'g3r-ne\ 1836-1926 Uncle
Joe Am. lawyer & polit.

Ca-no-va \k3-'no-v3, -'n6-\ Antonio 1757-1822 Ttal. sculptor
Can.ro-bert \,kEi"-ro-'be(3)r\ Fran?ois Cer-tain \ser-ta"\ 1809-
1895 Fr. marshal

Can.til.lon \,kii"-te-'(y)o"\ Richard 16807-1734 Irish econ.
Ca-nufe \k3-'n(y)ut\ 9947-1035 the Great king of England
^(1016-35); of Denmark (1018-35); of Norway (1028-35)
Ca.pek \'chap-,ek\ Ka-rel \'kar-3l\ 1890-1938 Czech nov. &
dram.
Capet Hugh see hugh capet
Car-a-cal-la \,kar-3-'kal-3\ 188-217 Marcus Aurelius Antoninus
orig. Bas-si-a-nus \,bas-e-'an-3s\ Rom. emp. (211-217)

Ca-rac-ta-cus \k3-'rak-t3-k3s\ or Ca-rat-a-cus \k3-'rat-\ Eng.
Ca-rad-oc \k3-'rad-3k\ /; 43-50 Brit, chieftain

Car-de-nas Vkard-'n-,as, 'kar-tha-,nas\ Lazaro 1895- Mex. ^

gen. & poht.; pres. of Mex. (1934-40)
Car-do-zo \kar-'do-(,)2o\ Benjamin Nathan 1870-1938 Am.
jurist

Car-duc-ci \kar-'dli-C)che\ Giosui 1835-1907 Ital. poet
Ca-rew \k3-'rU; 'ka(3)r-e, 'ke(3)r-\ Thomas 15957-71645 Eng. poet
Carle.ton \'kar(3)lt-»n,\ Guy 1724-1808 1st Baron Dorchester
Brit. gen. & administrator in Am.

Car-Ios \'kar-l3s, -,los\ Don 1788-1855 infante & pretender to
Span, throne— de Austria 1545-1568 prince of Asturias & heir to Span,
throne

Car-lo-ta \kar-'lot-3, -'lat-X Eng. Charlotte 1840-1927 empress
of Mexico (1864-67)

Car-lyle \kiir-'ll(3)l, 'kar-,\ Thomas 1795-1881 Scot, essayist &
hist.

Car-man \'kar-m3n\ (William) Bliss 1861-1929 Canad. poet
Car-mo-na \kar-'mo-n3\ Antonio Oscar de Fra-go.so \fr3-'go-
(.)zii\ 1869-1951 Port, gen.; pres._of Portugal (1926-51)

Car-ne-gie \'kar-n3-ge, kar-'neg-e\ Andrew 1835-1919 Am.
(Scot.-born) industrialist & philanthropist
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Car-not \kar-'no\ Lazare \14-z4r\ Nicolas \ne-k6-la\ Mar-
guerite 1 753-1 S23 Fr. statesman & gen.— Marie Fransois Sadi 1837-1894 pres. of Fiance (1887-94)

Car.ol II \'kar-3l\ 1893-1953 king of Romania (1930-40)
Car-ran-za Xka-'ran-zs, -'ran-\ Venustiano 1859-1920 pres. of
Mexico (1915-20)

Gar-rel Xka-'rel, 'kar-al\ Alexis 1873-1944 Fr, surgeon & biologist

Car.rere \k3-'re(3)r\ John Merven 1858-1911 Am. architect

Car.roll \'kar-3l\ Charies 1737-1832 Carroll of Car-roU-ton
\'kar-3l-t3n\ Am. patriot

Carroll Lewis see Charies Lutwidge dodgson
Car-son \'kais-=n\ Christopher 1809-1868 Kit \'kit\ Am. trapper
& frontiersman

Carte, D'Oy.ly \'d6i-le-'kart\ Richard 1844-1901 Eng. opera
impresario
Car.ter X'kart-arX Howard 1873-1939 Eng. archaeologist
Car.ter.et \.kart-3-'ret\ John 1690-1763 Earl Gran-ville \'gran-
,vil\ Eng. statesman

Gar>tier \kar-'tya, .kart-e-'a\ Jacques 1491-1557 Fr. navigator &
explorer; disc. St. Lawrence River
Cart-wright \'kart-,rTt\ Edmund 1743-1823 Eng. inventor
Ca.ru.so \k3-'ru-(,)so, -(,)zo\ En-ri-co \en-'re-(,)ko\ 1873-1921
orig. Errico Ilal. tenor

Car-ver \'kar-var\ George Washington 1864-1943 Am. botanist— John 15767-1621 Eng. Mayjlower pilgrim; 1st gov. of Plymouth
colony
Cary \'ka(9)r-5, 'ke(3)r-e\ (Arthur) Joyce (Lunel) 1888-1957 Brit.

— Henry Francis 1772-1844 Eng. clergyman; translator of Dante
Ca.sa-bian.ca, de X.kaz-s-'byao-kg, ,kas-\ Louis 17557-1798 Fr.
naval officer
Ga'Sals \k9-'salz, -'zalzX Pablo 1876- Span, violoncellist,

conductor, & composer
Cas,a.na.va \,kaz-3-'no-v3, ,kas-\ or Casanova de Sein.galt
\sa"-gai\ Giacomo Girolamo 1725-1798 also Giovanni Jacopo
Ital. adventurer

Ca'Sau-bon Xks-'so-bgn, ,kaz-(,)o-'bo°\ Isaac 1559-1614 Fr.
theol. & scholar
Case.ment X'ka-smsntX Sir Roger David 1S64-1916 Irish rebel;

hanged by British
Ca.si-mir-Pe.rier \'kaz-3-,mi(3)r-,per-e-'a\ Jean Paul Pierre
1847-1907 Fr. statesman; pres. of France (1894-95)

CaS'lon \'kaz-l3n\ William 1692-1766 Eng. type founder
Cass \'kas\ Lewis 1782-1866 Am. statesman
Cas.satt \k3-'sat\ Mary 1845-1926 Am. painter

Cas*si*0'do*ms \,kas-e-3-'dor-3S, -'d6r-\ Flavius Magnus Aurelius
dA.D. 575 Rom. statesman & author
CaS'Si-us Lon>gi°nus \'kash-(e)-a-,sran-'iT-nas, 'kas-e-a-\ Gains
rf 42 B.C. Rom. gen. & conspirator
Cas.te.lar y Ri.poU \,kas-ia-'lar-e-re-'p6F\ Emilio 1832-1899
Span, statesman & writer

Ca.stel.ve.tro \,kas-t=l-'ve-(,)tro\ Lodovico 1505-1571 Ital.

critic & philologist
Ca-sti.glio.ne \,kas-tel-'yo-(,)na\ Con-te \,kon-ta-\ Bal-das-sa.re

\,bm-d3-'sar-(,)a\ 1478-1529 Ital. statesman & author
Cas-ti,lho, de \kas(h)-'tel-(,)yii\ Vis-con.de \ves(h)-'ko°-de\
Antonio Feliciano 1800-1875 Port, poet
Castlereagh Viscount see Robert Stewart
Castriota George see scanderbeg
Cas.tro \'kas-(,)tro, 'kasA Cipriano 18587-1924 Venezuelan
gen.; pres. of Venezuela (1902-08)
— , de Ines Eng. Agnes 13207-1355 Span, noblewoman— (Ruz) \'rUs\ Fi,del \fe-'del\ 1927- Cuban premier
(1959- )

Cates.hy \'kats-be\ Mark 16797-1749 Eng. naturalist
— Robert 1573-1605 Eng. rebel

Cath.er \'katli-3r\ WiMa \'wiI-3\ Si-bert \'sT-b3rt\ 1873-1947
Am. nov.

Cath.er.ine \'kath-(3-)r3n\ name of 1st, 5th, & 6th wives of Henry
VIII of England: Catherine of Aragon 1485-1536; Catherine
Howard 15207-1542; Catherine Parr \-'par\ 1512-1548
— I 16847-1727 wije oj Peter the Great empress of Russia (1725-
27)— II 1729-1796 the Great empress of Russia (1762-96)
— of Braganza 1638-1705 queen oj Charles II oj England

Cath-er.ine de IV[e,di,cis \'kath-(3-)r3n-ds-'med-3^(,)che, -,mad-
3-'ses\ Ital Caterina de' Me.di.ci \'med-3-(,)che\ 1519-1589
queen oj Henry 11 oj France

Cat.i.line \'kat^=l-,Tn\ 1087-62 B.C. Lucius Sergius Cat-i-H-na
\,kat-'l-'T-n9, -'e-naX Rom. polit. & conspirator

Ca.to \'kat-(,)o\ Marcus Porcius 234-149 B.C. the Elder: the Censor
Rom. statesman— Marcus Porcius 95-46 B.C. the Younger; great-grandson oj prec.

Rom. Stoic phiios.

Catt \'kat\ Carrie Chapman 1859-1947 n& Lane Am. suffragist

Cat-tell \k3-'tel\ James McKeen 1860-1944 Am. psychol. & editor

Cat-ton \'kat-»n\ (Charles) Bruce 1899- Am. journalist &.

hist.

Ca-tul-las \k3-'t3l-3s\ Gains Valerius 847-54 B.C. Rom. poet
Cau-Iain-court, de \,ko-,la"-'ku(s)r\ Marquis Armand Augustin
Louis 17 72-182 7 Fr. gen. & diplomat

Ca-vell \'kav-3l, k3-'vel\ Edith Louisa 1865-1915 Eng. nurse; ex-

ecuted by Germans
Cav-en-dish \'kav-3n-(,)dish\ Henry 1731-1810 Eng. scientist— Spencer Compton 1833-1908 8th Duke of Devonshire Eng.
statesman— Sir William 15057-1557 Eng. statesman— William 1640-1707 1st Duke of Devonshire Eng. statesman
Ga-Tonr, di \k3-'vu(3)r, ka-\ Con-te \,kon-(,)ta-\ CamiUo Benso
1810-1861 Ital. statesman

Ca-xi-as, de \k3-'she-3s\ Du-que \'dii-k3\ 1803-1880 Luiz
Alves de Lima e Silva Brazil, gen. & statesman
Cax-ton \'kak-st3n\ William 14227-1491 1st Eng. printer

Cec-il \'ses-3l, 'sis-\ (Edgar Algernon) Robert 1864-1958 1st

Viscount Cecil oj C/re/- wood \'chel-,wud\ Eng. statesman— Lord (Edward Christian) David 1902- _ Eng. biographer

— Gas-coyne- \'gas-,k6in-\ Robert Arthur Talbot 1830-1903-
3d Marquis of Salisbury Eng. statesman— William 1520-1598 1st Baron Burgh-ley or Bur-leigh \'b3r-le\.
Eng. statesman _

Cel-Ii-ni \cha-'le-ne\ Ben-ve-nu-to \.ben-V3-'nU-,to\ 1500-1571
Ilal. goldsmith & sculptor

Cel-si-us \'sel-se-3s, -shasV Anders 1701-1744 Swed. astron.
Cen-ci \'chen-(,iche\ Be-a-tri-ce \,ba-a-'tre-(,)cha\ 1577-1599
Ital. woman executed for parricide

Cer-van-tes Saa-ve-dra, de \s3r-'van-,tez-,sa-(3-)'va-dra\ Miguel
1547-1616 Span, writer

Cer-ve-ra y To-pe^te \s3r-'ver-3-,e-to-'pat-e\ Pascual 1839-1909
Con-de \'k6n-(,)da\ de Jerez; Mar-ques \mar-'kas\ de San-ta Ana
\,sant-3-'an-3\ Span, admiral

Ce-zanne \sa-'zan\ Paul 1839-1906 Fr. painter
Chad-Wick \'chad-,wik\ Sir James 1891- Eng. physicist
Cha-gall \sh3-'gal\ Marc 1887- Russ. painter in France
Chain \'chan\ Ernst Boris 1906- Brit. (Oer.-born) biochem.
Cha-lia-pin \sh3l-'yap-(.)en, -an\ Feodor Ivanovitch 1873-1938
Russ. basso

Chal-mers X'cham-arz, 'chal-marzX Alexander 1759-1834 Scot.
biographer & editor
Chara.ber-lain \ 'cham-bar-IanV Joseph 1836-1914 & his sons Sir
(JoscphI Austen 1863-1937 & (Arthur) Neville 1869-1940 Brit.
statesmen— Owen 1920- Am. physicist
Cham-her-lin X'cham-bar-IanX Thomas Chrow-der \'kraud-ar\
1843-1928 Am. geologist
Cham-bers \'cham-b3rz\ Robert 1802-1871 Scot, publisher &
editor
Cham.bord, de \sha°-'b6(3)r\ Comte 1820-1883 Due de Bor-
deaux Bourbon claimant to Fr. throne
Cham-plain, de \sham-'plan\ Samuel 15677-1635 Fr. explorer in
Am.; founder of Quebec

Cham-pol-lion \sha»-p61-yo"\ Jean Francois 1790-1832 Fr.
Egyptologist

Fi-geac \-fe-zhak\ Jean Jacques 1778-1867 bro. oj prec. Fr.
archaeologist
Cban-dra-gup-ta \,ch3n-dr3'gup-t3\ 4th cent. B.C. also San-dro-
cot'tus or San-dra-col-tus \,san-dro-'kat-3s\ Indian ruler of Maurya
dynasty— II Indian ruler of Gupta dynasty (3837-413)
Cha-nel \sh3-'nel, sha-\ Gabrielle 18827- Fr. fashion de-
signer & perfumer
Chang Hsueh-liang \'jao-shu-'a-le-'ao\ son oj Chang Tso-lin
1898- Chin. gen.

Chang Tso-lin \'jar)-'(t)so-'lin\ 1873-1928 Chin. gen.

Chan-ning \'chan-io\ William Ellery 1780-1842 Am. clergyman
Chao-K'uang-yin \'jau-'kwiir)-'yin\ d 976 Kao Tsu \'gaud-'zU\
Chin. emp. (960-976); founder of Sung dynasty
Chap-man X'chap-manX Frank Mich-ler \'mik-l3r\ 1864-1945
Am. ornithologist— George 15597-1634 Eng. dram. & translator— John 17757-1847 Johnny Ap-ple-seed \'ap-sl-,sed\ Am. pioneer
Char-cot \sh'ar-'ko\ Jean Mar-tin \mar-'ta"\ 1825-1893 Fr.
neurologist
Char-le-magne \'shar-b-,man\ 742-814 Charles the Great or
Charles I Prankish king (768-814) & emp. of the West (800-814)

Charles I \'char(-3)lz\ 1600-1649 Charles Stuart king of Gt.
Brit. (1625-49); executed— II 1630-1685 son oj Charles /king of Gt. Brit. (1660-85)— 1948- son oj Elizabeth II prince of Wales— 1 1887-1922 Charles Francis Joseph: nephew oj Francis Ferdi-
nandQmp. of Austria & (as Charles IV) king of Hungary (1916-18)— I or II 823-877 the SaW king of France as Charles I (840-877);
emp. as Charles I! (875-877)
— IV 1294-1328 llie Fair king of France (1322-28)— V 1337-1380 the Wise king of France (1364-80)— VI 1368-1422 the Mad or the Beloved king of France (1380-
1422)— VII 1403-1461 the Victorious king of France (1422-61)
— IX 1550-1574 king of France (1560-74)— X 175 7-1836 king of France (1824-30)— V 1500-1558 Holy Rom. emp. (1519-56); king of Spain as
Charles I (1516-56)
— XII 1682-1718 king of Sweden (1697-1718)
— Prince 1903- bro. oj King Leopold regent of Belgium
(1944-50)— XIV John see bernadotte— Edward Stuart 1720-1788 the Young Pretender; (.Bonnie)

Prince Charlie Eng. prince— or Karl Ludwig 1771-1847 archduke of Austria— Mar-tel \mar-'tel\ 6897-741 grandjather oj Charlemagne
Frankish ruler (715-741)

Charlotte Empress of Mexico see carlota
Chase \'chas\ Mary Ellen 1887- Am. educ. & author
— Sal-mon \'sam-3n, 'sal-msnX Portland 1808-1873 Am. statesman

Cha-fean-bri-and, de \,sha-,to-bre-'a"\Vi.comte \ve-ko°t\ Fransois
Rene 1768-1848 Fr. author
Chatham 1st Eari of see William pitt

Chatrian Alexandre see erckmann-chatrian
Chat-ter-ji \'chat-3r-je\ Ban-kim \*b6o-kim\ Chan-dra \-'ch6n-
(,)dr6\ 1838-1894 Indian nov.

Chat-ter-ton \'chat-3rt-=n\ Thomas 1752-1770 Eng. poet

Chau-cer \'ch6-s3r\ Geoffrey 13407-1400 Eng. poet
Chau-temps \sho-ta"\ Camille 1885- Fr. lawyer & polit;

preinier (1930; 1933-34; 1937-38)
Chavannes, de see puvis de chavannes
Cha-vez \'chav-(,)as\ Carlos 1899- Mex. conductor & com-

(Uie-khov \'chek-,6f\ Anton Pavlovich 1860-1904 also Che-kov
Russ. dram. & storywriter

Che.nier, de \shan'ya\ Andrd Marie 1762-1794 Fr. poet

Chen-nault \sh3-'n61t\ Claire Lee 1890-1950 Am. gen.

Cheops see khufu
Che-ren-kov \ch3-'rer)-k3f\ Pavel Alekseevich 1904- Russ.
physicist

a abut; ^ kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out;

j joke; n sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this^ ti loot;

9 F table; a F bac; K G icS, Buch; " F vin; oe F bceuf;

ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; i life

li foot; y yet; yti few; yii furious; zh vision

ffi F feu; IE G fiillen; (E F rue; ^ F digne \den*\, nuit \nw>e\
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Cher.ny-sheV'Skl \,cher-nl-'shef-ske, -'shev-X Nikolai Gavrilovlch
1829-1889 Russ. revolutionist & author

Che>n2>bi-ni \,ker-a-'be-ne, ,ka-ru-\ Lu<l*gl \lii-'&-C,)je\ Carlo
Zenobio Salvatore 1760-1842 Ital. composer

Ches.fer-fieW \'ches-t3r-,feld\ 4th Earl of 1694-1773 Philip
Dor-mer Stan-hope \'stan-3p\ Eng. statesman & author

Ches.ter.ton \'ches-t3rt-=n\ Gilbert Keith 1874-1936 Eng. jour-
nalist & author
Che*va*lier \sh3-'val-G)ya\ Mau-rice \m6-'res\ 1888- Fr.

Kao Tsitng \'gaud-'zur)\ Chin^ emp. (1736-96)
Ctai-ka-ma-tsu Mon-za-e.mon \,che-k3-'mat-(,)sii-m3n-'zl-,m6n\
1653-71724 l/te Shakespeare oj Japan Jap. dram.

Child \'chTO)ld\ Francis James 1825-1896 Am. philologist

Childe \'chl(3)ld\ Vere Gordon 1892- Brit, anthropol. &
archaeol.
Chip, pen-dale \'chip-3n-,dal\ Thomas 17187-1779 Eng. cabinet-
maker
Chi.ri-co, di Xltir-i-.ko. 'ke-ri-\ Gior-gio \'jor-(,)jo\ 1888-
Ital. painter

Chit-ty \'chit-e\ Joseph 1776-1841 Eng. lawyer & legal writer
Choate \'chot\ Joseph Hod.ges \'haj-3z\ 1832-1917 Am. lawyer
& diplomat— kufus 1799-1859 Am. jurist

Choi.seul, de Xshwa-'zsl, -'23r(-3)l\ Due Etienne 1719-1785 Fr.

Cho-pin \'sho-,pan. -,pa"\ Frederic Frangois 1810-1849 Pol.

Chou En-lai \^o-'en-'lT\_1898- Chin, communist polit.

Chre-tien de Treves \kra-tya"-d3-trwa\ also Chres'tien \kra-tya"\
lilh cent. Fr. trouvere

Christ Jesus see jesus
Chris-tian X \'kris(h)-ch3n\ 1870-1947 king of Denmark (1912-
4 7)

Chris-tie \'kris-te\ Agatha 1891- n^e Miller Eng. writer
Chris-ti-na \kris-'te-ns\ 1626-1689 dau. oj Gustavus Adalphus
queen of Sweden (1632-54)
Chris-tophe \kre-st6f\ Henri 1767-1820 king of HaiU (1811-20)
Cliris-ty \'kris-te\ Howard Chandler 1873-1952 Am. painter &
illustrator
Chry-sos-tom X'kris-ss-tsm. kris-'as-tsmX Saint John 3457-407
church father & patriarch of Constantinople
Chur-chili X'chsr-.chil, 'chsrch-.hilX John 1650-1722 1st Duke of
Marhbor-otigh \'marI-,b3r-3, 'mol-, -,b3-ra, -b(3-)r3\ Eng. gen.— Randolph Henry Spencer 1849-1895 Lord Randolph Churchill
Brit, statesman— Winston 1871-1947 Amer. nov.— Sir Winston Leonard Spencer 1874- son oj Lord Randolph
Brit, statesman; prime min. (1940-45; 1951-55)

CllU Yiian-chang \'ju-yu-'an-'jao\ 1328-1398 Huns Wu \'hinj-
'wii\ Chin. emp. (1368-98); founder of Ming dynasty

Cia-no \'chan-(.lo\ Con-ie \,k5n-(,)ta\ Galeazzo 1903-1944
Ciano di Cor-tel-laz-zo \,k6rt-'l-'at-(,)so\ son-in-law oj Mussolini
Ital. statesman _

Ciar-di \'chard-e\ John 1916- Am. poet
Cib-ber N'sib-srX CoMey \'kal-e\ 1671-1757 Eng. dram. & actor;
poet laureate (17^30-57)

Cic-ero \'sis-3-,ro\ Marcus TuUius 106-43 B.C. Rom. statesman,
orator, & author

Cid,_the \'sid\ 10407-1099 Rodrigo (or Ruy) Diaz de Bi-var
\be-'var\ Span^ soldier & hero

Ci-ma-bue \,che-m3-'bii-_(,)a\ Giovanni ab I2i0-ab 1302 properly
Cen-ni de Pe-po \.chen-e-da-'pa-(,)po\ Florentine painter

Ci-mon \'si-m3n\ 5077-449 B.C. Athenian gen. & statesman
Cin-cin-na-tus \,sin(t)-s3-'nat-3s, -'nat-\ Lucius QuincUus 5th
cent. B.C. Rom. gen. & statesman
Clarendon Earl of see Edward HYDE
Clark \'klark\ Champ \'champ\ 1850-1921 James Beau-champ
\'be-ch3m\ Clark Am. polit.— George Rogers 1752-1818 Am. soldier & frontiersman— Mark Wayne 1896- Am. gen.— Thomas Campbell 1 899- Am. jurist— William 1770-1S38 Am. explorer (with Meriwether Lewis)

Clarke \'klark\ Charles Cow-den \'kaud-'n\ 1787-1877 & his
wife Mary Victoria Cowden-Clarke 1809-1898 Eng. Shakespear-
ean scholars

Clau-(li-U5 \'kl6d-e-as\ Rom. gens including; Ap-pi-us \'ap-e-3s\
Claudius Cras-sus \'kras-3s\ consul (471 & 451 B.C.) & decem-
vir (451-450 B.C.); Appius Claudius Cae-cus Vse-kasS censor
(312-307 B.C.), consul (307 & 296 B.C.), & dictator who began
building of Appian Way (312 B.C.)— I 10 B.C.-A.D. 54 Tiberius Claudius Drusus Ne-ro \'ne-(.)ro,
'nir-(.)o\ Gerrnanicus Rom. emp. (41-54)— II 214-270 Marcus Aureiius Claudius Gothlcus Rom. emp.
(268-2 70)

Clau-se-witz, von \'klau-z3-,vits\ Karl 1780-1831 Pruss. gen. &
military strategist
Clay \'kla\ Henry 1777-1852 Am. statesman & orator— Lucius Du Bi-gnon \du-'bin-yan\ 1897- Am. gen.
Cle-an-thes \kle^'an-,thez\ 3d cent. B.C. Greek Stoic philos.
Cle-ar-chus \kle-'ar-k3s\ /; 408-401 B.C. Greek soldier; gov. of
Byzantium

Cleis-the-nes \'klis-th3-,nez\ or Clis-the-nes \'klis-\ jl ab 507
B.C. Athenian statesman
Cle-men-ceau \,klem-3n-'so, kla-ma"-so\ Georges 1841-1929 Ihe
Tiger Fr. statesman

Clem-ens \'klem-3nz\ Samuel Langhome 183S-1910 pseud. Mark
Twain \'twan\ Am. humorist

Clem-ent \'klem-3nt\ name of 14 popes: csp. VII (Giutio de'
Me-di-ci \'med-3-(,)che\) 1478-1534 (pope 1523-34)— of Alexandria 1507-7220 Tilus Flavius Cle.mens \'klem-,enz\
Greek Christian theologian & church father

Cle-om-e-nes \kle-'am-3-,nez\ name of 3 kings of Sparta: esp.
Ill (reigned 235-219 B.C.)

CIe-0-pa-tra \,kIe-3-'pa-tr3, -'pa-, -'p'a-V 69-30 B.C. queen of
Egypt (51-49; 48-30)
Clerk-MaxwellJames see James Clerk maxwell
Cleve-Iand \'klev-l3nd\ (Stephen) Grover 1837-1908 22d & 24th
pres. of the U.S. (1885-89; 1893-97)

Oli-hnrn X'klT-bamX Van \"van\ 1934- Am. pianist
Clin, ton \'kUnt-=n\ De Witt \di-'wit\ 1769-1828 Am. statesman— George 1739-1812 vice-pres. of the U.S. (1805-12)— Sir Henry 17387-1795 Eng. gen. in Am.
Clive \'kliv\ Robert 1725-1774 Baron Clive oj Plassey BriL
gen.; founder of the empire of Brit. India
Cloots, de \'klots\ Baron 1755-1794 Jean Bapilsle du Valdet
Grace; An-a-char-sis \.an-a-'kar-sas\ Cloots Prussian-Fr. revolu-
tionist

ClOUgh \'kl3f\ Arthur Hugh 1819-1861 Eng. poet
Clo-vis I \'klo-v3s\ Ger. ChlOd-wig \'klot-(,)vi!s\ 466 7-SU
Frankish king of Nerovingian dynasty (481-511)

Clyde Baron see Colin Campbell
Cnut \'ka-'n(y)iit\ var oJ canltfe
Coates \'kots\ Joseph Gordon 1878-1943 N. Z. statesman
CoSb \'kab\ Irvin Shrewsbury 1876-1944 Am. journalist &
humorist

Cob-bett \'kab-3t\ WilUam 1763-1835 Peter Porcupine Eng. pollL

Cob-den V'kab-dsnX Richard 1804-1865 Eng. statesman & econ.
Cobham Lord see Sir John oldcastle
Cock-croft \'kak-,r6ft, 'ko-,kr6ft\ Sir John Douglas 1897-
Brit. physicist

Coc-teau \kak-'to, k6k-\ Jean 1891- Fr. author
Co-dy \'kod-e\ William Frederick lSi6-l9n Buj-ja-lo Bill Am.
scout, Indian fighter, &. showman
Coen \'kun\ Jan Pie-ters-zoon \'pet-3r-s3n\ 1587-1629 Du.
colonial gov.; founder of Du. East Indian empire
Goeur de Lion see richard i of England
Cof-lin \'k6f-3n, 'kat-\ Robert Peter Tristram 1892-1955 Am.
author
Co-han \'ko-,han\ George Michael 1878-1942 Am. actor, dram.,
& producer
Co-hen \'ko-3n\ Octaras Roy 1891-1959 Am. author
Cohn \'kon\ Ferdinand JuUus 1828-1898 Ger. botanist; called
founder of bacteriology
Coke \'kuk, 'kok\ Sir Edward 1552-1634 Lord Coke Eng. jurist
Col-bert \k61-'be(3)r\ Jean BapUste 1619-1683 Fr. statesman &
financier

Cole \'kol\ Thomas 1801-1848 Am. (Eng.-bom) painter
Cole.pep-er \'k3l-,pep-3r\ Thomas 1635-1689 2d Baron Colepeper
oj ThoreS'way \'tho(3)rz-,wa, 'th6(a)rz-\ Eng. colonial adminis-
trator; gov. of Virginia

Cole-ridge \'kol-rij, 'ko-la-rijX Samuel Taylor 1772-1834 Eng.
poet

Col.et \'kal-3t\ John 1466 7-1519 Eng. theol. a scholar
Co.lette \k6-'let\ Sidonie Gabrielle Claudine 1873-1954 Fr. au-
thor

Col. fax \'kol-,faks\ Schuy.ler \'skl-ter\ 1823-1885 vice-pres. of
the U. S. (1869-73)

Co.li-gny or Co-li-gnl, do \,k6-,len-'ye, ,ko-\ Gaspard (II)
1519-1572 Fr. admiral* Huguenot leader

Col-lier \'kal-yar, 'kal-e-3r\ Jeremy 1550-1726 Eng. clergyman &
reformer— John Payne I 789-1883 Eng. editor— Peter Fen-e-lon X'fen-'l-snV 1849-1909 Am. publisher

Col-lins \'kal-3nz\ Michael 1890-1922 Irish revolutionist— William 1721-1759 Eng. poet— William Wilkie 182 4-1889 Eng. nov.
Col-mau \'kol-m3n\ George 1732-1794 Eng. dram.
Col-ura \'kal-3m\ Mary Gun-ning X'gsn-ioX 1887 7-1957 n&
Ma-guire \m3-*gwi(3>r\ wije oj Padraic Am. (Irish-born) critic &

— Pad-raic \'p6th-rig\ 1881- Am. (Irish-born) poet & dram.
Co-lura-ba \ks-'tem-b3\ Irish Col-nm X'ksl-amX or Col-nm-cills
\'k3l-3m-,kil\ Saint 521-597 apostle oj Caledonia Irish missionary
in Scot.
Go-lum-bus \ka-'lam-bas\ Christopher Ital, Cristoforo Co-lom-bo
\k3-'l3m-(,lbo\ Span. Cristobal Co-16n \ks-'lon\ 1451-1506
Ital. navigator: disc. Am.

Col-vin ykal-v3n\ Sir Sidney 1845-1927 Eng. author &. critic

Co-me-ni-us \ka'me-ne-3s\ Czech Ko-men-sK^ Vk6-man-ske\
John Amos 1592-1670 Czech theol. & educ.
Co-mines or Com-mines or Com-mynes or Co-mynes, de
\k3-'men\ Philippe 1447 7-71511 Sire d'Ar-gen-ton \'siDr-,dar-
,zha"-'to"\ Fr. chronicler
Com-ma-ger \'k.im-i.J3r\ Henry Steele 1902- Am. hist.

Com-mo-dus Vkam-3-d3s\ Lucius AeUus Aurehus 161-192 Rom.
emp. (180-192)
Comn.ton \'kam(p)-t3n\ Arthur Holly 1892-1962 Am. physicist— Karl Taylor 188 7-1954 bro. oj AH. Am. physicist
Com.stock \'k3m-,stak\ Anthony 1844-1915 Am. reformer
Comte \ko"t\ Auguste 1798-1857 Isidore Auguste Marie Francois
Comie Fr. rnath. & philos.

Co-nant \'ko-n3nt\ James Bryant 1893- Am. chem. & educ.
Con.de, de \ko"-da\ Prince 1621-1687 Louis II de Bour-bon
\'hu(a)r-b3n, bur-'bo"\; the Great Conde; Due d'En-ghien \da°-
ga"\ Fr. gen.

Con.don \*kan-d3n\ Edward Uhler 1902- Am. physicist

Con.dor.cet, de \ko"-d6r-sa\ Marquis 1743-1794 Marie Jean
Antoine Nicholas de Ca-ri-tat \.kar-a-'ta\ Fr. math., philos., &
polit.

Con-fu-cins Nksn-'fyii-shasN Chin. E'nng Fu-tzu or Kung Fu-tso
ab 551-479 B.C. Chin, philos.
Con-greve \'kan-,grev, 'kao-X William 1670-1729 Eng. dram.
Con-ing-ham \'kan-io-,ham, chiejly Brit -ia-am\ Sir Arthur 1895-
1948 Brit, air marshal

Con-rad \'kan-,rad\ Joseph 1857-1924 orig. Teodor J6zej Konrad
Kor-ze-nioW'Ski \,k6r-z3n-'y6f-ske\ Brit. (Ukraituan-born of Pol.
pa

Con-sta-ble \'k3n(t)-sla-b3l, kan(t)-\ John 1776-1837 Eng.
painter
Cons.tant \ko"-stii"\ Benjamin 1845-1902 Fr. painter— de Re.becque \r3-'bek\ 1767-1830 Fr. writer & polit.

Con. Stan-tine I \'kan(t)-st3n-,ten, -.tin\ 2807-337 the Great
Rom. emp. (306-337)— I 1868-1923 king of Greece (1913-17; 1920-22)

Con-ta-ri-nl \,kant-3-'re-ne\ Venetian family including esp,

Gasparo 1485-1542 cardinal ('1535) & diplomat
Con-ti, de' \'kont-e\ Niccolo 15th cent. Venetian traveler &
writer
Cook \'kiik\ Capt. James 1728-1779 Eng. navigator & explorer
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Cooke NTcukX (Afred) Al.is.tair \"al-a-st3r\ 1908- Am.
(Brit.-bom) essayist & journalist— Jay 1821-1905 Am. financier

CoO'Udge \'lcii-Uj\ (John) Calvin 1872-1933 30th pres. of tlie

U. S. (1923-29)— Julian Lowell 1873-1954 Am. math.
GoO'Per \'lcii-p3r, 'kiip-arX Anthony Ashley see Shaftesbury— Hugh Lincoln 1865-1937 Am. engineer— James Fen.i-more \'fen-3-,mo(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ 1789-1851 Am.

— Peter 1791-1883 Am. manufacturer & philanthropist
Co.per.ni.cus \ko-'p3r-ni-k3s\ Nicolaus Pol. Mikolaj Ko-per.nik
\k6-'per-nek\ or Niklas Eop-per-nigl: \'kap-3r-,mk\ 1473-
1543 Pol. (oj Prussian) astron.; founder of modern astronomy

Cop'land \'ko-pbnd\ Aaron 1900- Am. composer
Cop.ley \'kap-le\ John Sin-gle-ton \'sio-g3l-t3n\ 1738-1815 Am.
portrait painter
Co-que-lin \k6-kla"\ Benoit Constant 1841-1909 Fr. actor
Gor*co-rau \'k6r-k(3-)r3n\ Thomas Gardiner 1900- Am.
lawyer & polit.

Cor.day \k6r-'da\ Charlotte 1768-1793 Marie Anne Charlotte
Corday cT Ar-mont \dar-'mo"\ Fr. patriot; assassinated Marat

Co-ri \'kor-e, 'korA Carl Ferdinand 1896- & his wife Ger-ty
\'gert-e\ Theresa 1896-1957 nee Rad-nilz \'rad-,nits\ Am.
(Czech-born) biochernists _

Cor-i-0'la-nus \,k6r-e-a-'la-nas, ,kar-e-a-, ka-.rl-s-, -'lan-3s\ Gains
or Gnaeus Marcius 5th cent. B.C. legendary Rom. hero

Corneille \k6r-'na\ Pierre 1606-1684 Fr. dram.
Cor-ne-lia Xkor-'nel-ya, -'ne-le-3\ 2d cent. B.C. Mother ol the
Gracchi Rom. matron— d ?6 7 B.C. wije of Julius Caesar

Cor-ne.lius, von Xkor-'nal-yss, -'na-le-3s\ Peter \'pat-3r\ 1783-
1867 Ger. painter

Cor-liell \k6r-'nel\ Ezra 1807-1874 Am. financier & philanthropist— Katharine 1898- Am. actress
Corn.waMis \k6rn-'wal-3s\ Charles 1st Marquis 1738-1805 Brit,

gen. & staresman
Go>ro-na<do \,k6r-3-'nad-(,)o, ,kar-, -'nath-\ Francisco Vasquez
de 1510-1554 Span, explorer of southwestern U.S.

Co-rot \k3-'ro\ Jean Baptiste Camille 1796-1875 Fr. painter
Cor.reg.gio \k3-'rej-(e-).6\ 1494-1534 Antonio Allegri da Cor-
reggio Ital. painter

Cor-tes or Cor.tez \'k6r-,tez\ Hernando 1485-1547 Span, con-
queror of Mexico _
Cos.grave \'kaz-,grav\ William Thomas 1880- Irish states-

Cos-ta Ca-hral, da \,kas(h)-t3-k3-'bral\ Antonio Bernardo 1803-
1889 Con-de \'ko"-d3\ de Tho-mar \tii-'mar\ Port, statesman

Cot.ton \'kat-'n\ Charles 1630-1687 Eng. author & translator— John 1584-1652 Eng. Puritan clergyman in Am.
Co.ty \k6-'te, ko-\ Rene 1882-1962 Fr. lawyer; 2d pres. of 4th
Republic (1954-59) _

CoU'lomb, de \kU-Io": 'kU-,lam, -,lom, kli-'\ Charles Augustin
1736-1806 Fr. physicist

Cour.bet \kiir-'ba\ Gustave 1819-1877 Fr. painter
Coui-nand \kur-'na"\ Andre Frederic 1895- Am. (Fr.-bom)
physiologist
Cou.sin \kU-za"\ Victor 1792-1867 Fr. philos.

CouS'ins \'k3Z-^nz\ Norman_1912- Am. editor & essayist

Co-var-m-bias \.ko-v3-'rii-be-3s\ Miguel 1904-1957 Mex. illus-

Cov.er.dale V'kav-ar-.dalX Miles 14887-1569 Eng. Bible translator

Gow*ard \'kau(-a)rd\ Noel Pierce 1899- Eng. actor & dram.
Cow.ell \'kau(-9)l\ Henry Dixon 1897- Am. composer
Cowl \'kau(3)l\_Jane 1884-1950 orig. Cowles Am. actress

Cow-ley \'kai]-Ie\ Abraham 1618-1667 Eng. poet— Malcolm 1898- Am. literary critic

Cow-per \'kU-p3r 'kup-ar, 'kaii-psrX William 1731-1800 Eng. poet
Cox.ey \'kak-se\ Jacob Scchler 1854-1951 Am. poht. reformer
Coz.zens X'ksz-'nzV James Gould 1903- Am. author
Crabbe \'krab\ George 1754-1832 Eng. poet
Graig*av>on \kra-'gav-sn\ 1st Viscount 1871-1940 James Craig
Brit, statesman; 1st prime min. of Northern Ireland (1921-40)

Crai.gle \'kra-ge\ Sir William Alexander 1867-1957 Brit, philolo-
gist & lexicographer

Craik \'krak\ Dinah Maria 1826-1887 nie Mu-lock \'myu-,lak\
Eng. nov.
Cram \'kram\ Ralph Adams 1863-1942 Am. architect & author
Granborne Viscount see Cecil
Crane \'kran\ Stephen 1871-1900 Am. writer— Walter 1845-1915 Eng. painter & illustrator

Cran.mer X'kran-marN Thomas 1489-1556 Eng. reformer; arch-
bishop of Canterbury
Gras^sus \'kras-3s\ Marcus Licinius 115 7-53 B.C. Di-ves \'dT-
(,)vez\ Rom. polit.

Cre.bil.Ion \,kra-be-'(y)o"\ 1674-1762 pseud, of Prosper Jolyoi
Fr. dram.
Gre.mer \'kre-m3r\ Sir William Randal 1838-1908 Eng. pacifist

GreS'ton \'kres-tan\ Paul 1906- real name Joseph Guttoveggio
Am. composer

Creve.coeur, de Nkrev-'kar, -ku(3)r\ Michel Guillaume Jean
1735-1813 Am. (Fr.-born) essayist

Crich.ton S'krit-'nX James 1560 7-1582 the Admirable Crichton
Scot, prodigy

Grlle \'krT(3)l\ George Washington 1864-1943 Am. surgeon
Cripps \'krlps\ Sir Richard Stafford 1889-1952 Brit, lawyer &
socialist statesman

Cri.spi XTcris-pe, 'kresA Francesco 1819-1901 Ital. statesman;
premier (1887-91; 1893-96)
Cro-ce \'kro-(,)cha\ Benedetto 1866-1952 Ital. philos. & statesman

CrocK*ett \'krak-3t\ David 1786-1836 Davy Am. frontiersman &
polit.

Groe>sns \'kre-s3S\ d 546 B.C. king of Lydia (560-546); amassed
vast wealth
Cro.ker X'kro-ksrN John Wilson 1780-1857 Brit, essayist &. editor

Cromp.ton \'kr3m(p)-t3n\ Samuel 1753-1827 Eng. inventor of the

spinning mule

Croni'Well \"kram,wel, "kram-, -walX Oliver 1599-1658 Eng. gen.
& statesman; lord protector of England (1653-58)— Richard 1626-1712 son of Oliver lord protector (1658-59)
.— Thomas 1485 7-1540 Earl of Essex Eng. statesman

Cro-nin X'kro-nanX Archibald Joseph 1896- Eng. physician &

Cron-je \kr6n-'ya\ Piet Amoldus 18407-1911 Boer leader & gen.
Grookes \'kruks\ Sir William I832-I919 Eng. physicist &. chem.
Cross \'kr6s\ Wilbur Lucius 1862-1948 Am. educ. & polit.

Grouse \'kraiis\ Russel 1893- Am. journalist & dram.
CrU'den \'kriid-=n\ Alexander 1701-1770 Scot, compiler of a
biblical concordance
Cruik.shank \'kruk-.shaok\ George 1792-1878 Eng. caricaturist
& illustrator
Gud.worth \'k3d-(.)w3rth\ Ralph 1617-1688 Eng. philos.
Cui-pep-er N'kal-.pep-arX var oj colepeper
Cam'mings \'k3m-it)z\ Edward EsUin 1894-1962 Am. poet
Cu.nlia, da Tris-tao \ tris-tan-da-'kii-na, tres(h)-.taii"-da-'kiin-ya\
1460 7-71540 Port, navigator & explorer
Cun-ning'ham \'kan-io-.ham, chiejly Brit -iQ-am\ Allan 1784-
1842 Scot, author— Andrew Browne 1883- 1st Viscount Cunningham oj Hynd-
hope Brit, admiral
Cu-rie Vkyii-'re, kyu(a)r-(,)e\ Eve 1904- dau. oj Marie &
Pierre Fr. author— Marie 1867-1934 n& Marj'a Sklo-dow-ska \skla-'d6f-ska\ Fr.
(Pol.-bom) chem.— Pierre 1859-1906 husband oj Marie Fr. chem.— JoliOt see lOLIOT-CURIE

Gur.ley \'kar-le\_James Michael 1874-1958 Am. polit.

Gur-ri-er \'ksr-e-ar, 'ka-re-\ Nathaniel 1813-1888 Am. lithog-
rapher

Cur.ry \'kar-e, 'ka-re\ John Steuart 1897-1946 Am. painter
Cur.tin \'kart-=n\ John 1885-1945 Austral, polit.; prime min.
(1941-45)

Cur.tis \'kart-as\ Charles 1860-1936 vice-pres. of the U. S.

(1929-33)— Cyrus Hermann Kotzsch-mar \'kach-,mar\ 1850-1933 Am.
publisher— George Ticknor 1812-1894 Am. lawyer & writer— George William 1824-1892 Am. author
Car-tiss \'kart-as\ Glenn Hammond 1878-1930 Am. aviator &
inventor
Cnrai-us \'kiirt-se-as\ Ernst 1814-1896 Ger. philologist &
archaeologist
Cur.wen \'kar-wan\ John 1816-1880 Eng. music teacher
Cnr-zon \'karz-'n\ George Nathaniel 1859-1925 1st Baron & 1st

Marquis Curzon oj Ked-le-ston \'ked-'l-stan\ Eng. statesman;
viceroy of India (1899-1905)
Gush.ing X'kiish-irjX Caleb 1800-1879 Am. lawyer & diplomat— Harvey 1869-1939 Am. surgeon— Richard James 1895- Am. cardinal
Cus-ter \'kas-tar\ George Armstrong 1839-1876 Am. gen.

Cuth.bert \'kath-bart\ Saint 6357-687 Eng. monk
CU'Vier \'k(y)U-ve-,a\ Baron Georges Leopold Chretien Frederic
Dagobert 1769-1832 Fr. naturalist

Cyn-e.wull \'kin-a-,wulf\ or Cyn-wnii \'kin-,wulf\ y; 750 Anglo=
Saxon poet

Gyp*ri>an \'sip-re-an\ Saint d 258 Thascius Caecilius Cyprianus
Christian martyr; bishop of Carthage (248-258)

Cy'ran'kie.wicz \,(t)sir-an-'kya-vich\ Jozef 19117- Pol.
polit.

Gy*ra>no de Ber.ge«rac, de \,sir-a-,no-da-'ber-zha-,rak\ Savinien
1619-1655 Fr. poet &. soldier

Cyr-il \'sir-al\ Saint 82 7-869 Constantine Slavic apostle

Cy-nis \'sT-ras\ 6007-529 B.C. the Great or the Elder king of Persia
(550-529)— 4247-401 B.C. the Younger Persian prince & satrap

D*, De, Du, etc. for many names beginning with these elements see
the specific family names

Da>guerre \d3-'ge(alr\ Louis Jacques Mande 1789-1851 Fr.
painter; inventor of the daguerrotype

Dahl.gren \'dal-gran\ John Adolphus Bernard 1809-1870 Am.

-1952 Eng.
admiral

Da>kin \'da-kan\ Henry DryS'dale \'drTz-,dal\ 1

chem. ,
Da-la.dler \da-Tad-e-,a, ,dal-ad-'ya\ Edouard 1884- Fr.

statesman
D' Al.bert \'dal-bart\ Eugen 1864-1932 Scot, pianist & composer

Dalcroze Emile Jaques see Emile jaques-dalcroze
Dale \'da(a)l\ Sir Henry Hallett 1875- Eng. physiol.
— Sir Thomas d 1619 Eng. colonial administrator in Virginia
(1611-16)

Da-len \da-'lan\ Nils Gustaf 1869-1937 Swed. inventor

Dalhousie Eari & Marquis of see ramsay
Da.li Vdal-e, da-'le; the second is his own accentualion\ Salvador
1904- Span, painter; leader of surrealist school
DaMas \'dal-as\ George MiffUn 1792-1864 vice-pres. of the U.S.
(1845-49)

Dal.rym-ple \dal- 'rim-pal, 'dal-,\ Sir James 1619-1695 1st Viscount
Stair Scot, jurist— Sir John 1673-1747 2d Earl of Stair Brit. gen. & diplomat

Dal-ton \'d61t-'n\ Baron Hugh 1887-1962 Brit, lawyer & poht.
— John 1766-1844 Eng. chem. & physicist

Da.Iy \'da-le\ (John) AugusUn 1838-1899 Am. dram. & theater
manager
Dam \'dam, 'dam\ (Cart Peter) Henrik 1895- Dan. biochera.

Da.mien de Veus-ter N.da-me-an-da-'vyiis-tar, ,dam-e-,a"-da-
jya(r)s-'te(a)r\ Joseph 1840-1889 Father Da-mi-en \'da-me-an\
Belg. R.C. missionary to lepers on Molokai

Dam,o>cIes \'dam-a-,klez\ 4th cent. B.C. Syracusan courtier

Dam.pi.er \'dam-pe-ar\ William 1652-1715 Eng. buccaneer a
navigator
Dam.rosch ydam-,rash\ Walter Johannes 1862-1950 Am. (Ger.»
bom) musician & conductor
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Da.na \'da-n3\ Charles Anderson 1819-1897 Am. newspaper
editor— Edward Salisbury 1849-1935 Am. mineralogist— James Dwight 1813-1895 Am. geologist— Richard Henry 1815-1882 Am. lawyer & author
Dane \'dan\ Clemence 20th cent, pseud, of Winijred Ash-ton
\'ash-t3n\ Eng. nov.

Dan>lel \'dan-y3l\ Samuel 1562-1619 Eng. poet; poet laureate
(1599-1619)

Dan*lels N'dan-yslzX Josephus 1862-1948 Am. journalist & states-

Da*ni*lo>va Xda'ne-la-voX Alexandra 1906- Russ. ballet
dancer in U. S.

D'An.nun.zio \da-'nUnt-se-,o\ Gabriele 1863-1938 Ital. author
& soldier

Dan.te \'dant-e, 'dan-(,)ta\ 1265-1321 Dame Ali-ghie-ri \.al-3g-
'ye(3lr-e\ Ital._poet

Dan>ton \da"-to"\ Georges Jacques 1759-1794 Fr. revolutionist
Dare \'da(3)r, 'de(3)r\ Virginia 1587-7 1st child born in Am. of
Eng. parents

Da.ri.us \d3-'n-3s\ name of 3 kings of Persia: esp. I 5587-486
B.C. (reigned 521-486) Darius Hys-taS'Pis \his-'tas-p3S\; the Great

Dar>lan \dar-'la"\_Jean Louis Xavier 1881-1942 Fr. admiral
Darn-ley \'d'arn-le\ Lord 1545-1567 Henry Stewart or Stuart;
husband oj Mary, Queen oj Scots

Dar.row \'dar-(,)5\ Clarence Seward 1857-1938 Am. lawyer &
author

Dar.win \'dar-w3n\ Charles Robert 1809-1882 Eng. naturalist— Era.smus n31-l802_grandjather oj C. R. Eng. physiol. & poet
Dau-bi.gny \,do-ben-'ve\ Charles Franjois 1817-1878 Fr. painter
Dau.det \d5-'da\ Alphonse 1840-1897 Fr. nov.— Leon 1867-1942 son oj Alphonse Fr. journalist & writer
Dav-e.nant or D'Av-e.nant \'dav-(3-)n3nt\ Sir William 1606-
1668 Eng. poet & dram.; poet laureate (1638-68)

Dav-en-port \'dav-3n-,po(3)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ John 1597-1670 Eng.
clergyman; founder of New Haven colony

Da. via \'da-v3d\ I 1084-1153 king of Scotland (1124-53)— \'dav-3[\ Gerard 14507 or 14607-1523 Du. painter
Da-vid \da-'ved\ Jacques Louis 1748-1825 Fr. painter— d'An.gers \da"-zha\ Pierre Jean 1788-1856 Fr. sculptor
Da.vid.son \'da-v3d-s3n\ Jo 1883-1952 Am. sculptor
Da.vi-la y Pa.dil-la \'da-ve-l3-,e-p3-'ilie-(y)3\ Agustin 1562-1604
Max. monk & hist.

Da*vi5 \'da-v3s\ Elmer Holmes 1890-1958 Am. radio broadcaster
& news commentator— Harold Le-noir \l9-'no(3)r, -•n6(3)r\ 1896-1960 Am. author
& poet

Davis Jefferson 1808-1889 Am. statesman; pres. of Confed. states
(1861-651— Richard Harding 1864-1916 Am. author

Da-vis-son X'da-va-ssnX Clinton Joseph 1881-1958 Am. physicist

Da-vout \d3-'vii\ Louis Nicolas 17 70-1823 Due d' Au-er-staedl
\'dau(3)r-,stat\ & Prince d'tck-mtihl \'dek-,myiil\ marshal of
France

Da-vy \'da-ve\ Sir Humphrey 1778-1829 Eng. chem.
Dawes X'dozX Charles Gates 1865-1951 Am. lawyer & financier:
vice-pres. of U.S. (1925-29)
Daw.son \'d6s-=n\ Sir John William 1820-1899 Canad. geologist
Day \'da\ Clarence Shepard 1874-1935 Am. author— Thomas 1748-1789 Eng. author— William Rufus 1849-1923 Am. statesman & jurist— Lewis Cecil see Cecil Day lewis
De^ak \'da-,iik\ Fe-rencz \'fer-,ents\ 1803-1876 Hung, statesman
Deane \'den\ Silas 1737-1789 Am. lawyer & diplomat
De-bierne \d3-'bye(3)rn\ Andre Louis 1874-1949 Fr. chem.
Debs \'debz\ Eugene Victory 1855-1926 Am. socialist

De-bus.sy \,deb-yij-'se, .dab-vii-, da-.byij-; da-'byli-seV Claude
AchiUe 1862-1918 Fr. composer

De.bye \d3-'bT\ Peter Joseph Wilhelm 1884- Du.-born physi-

De Cas-ser-es \d3-'kas-3-r3s\ Benjamin 1873-1945 Am. journalist
& poet

De.ca.tur \di-'kat-3r\ Stephen 1779-1820 Am. naval officer

De.cazes \d3-'kaz\ Due Elie 1780-1860 Fr. jurist & statesman
De.ci-US \'de-sh(e-)3s\ 201-251 Caius Messius Quintus Trajanus
Decius Rom. emp. (249-5!)

Dee-ping \'de-pir)\ George Warwick 1877-1950 Eng. nov.
Del-land, du \de-fa;;\ Marquise 1697-1780 nee Marie de Vichy^
Cham'rond \-sha"-ro"\ Fr. noblewoman

De-foe \di-'fo\ Daniel ab 1660-1731 Eng. journalist & nov.
De For-est \di-'f6r-3st, -'far-\ Lee 1873-1961 Am. inventor
De-gas \ds-'ga\ Hilaire Germain Edgar 1834-1917 Fr. impres-
sionist painter

de Gaulle \d3-'gol\ Charles Andri Joseph Marie 1890- Fr.
gen,; interim pres. of France (1945-46); pres. of Fifth Republic
(1959- 1

De.greUe \d3-'grel\ Leon 1906- Belg. polit.

Deh-kcr or Deck-er \'dek-3r\ Thomas 15727-71632 Eng. dram.
De Ko-ven \d3-'ko-v3n\ (Henry Louis) Reginald 1859-1920 Am.
composer
De Kruif \d3-'krTf\ Paul 1890- Am. bacteriol. & author
De-la-croix \,del-3-'krwa\ Ferdinand Victor Eugene 1798-1863
Fr. painter

de la Mare N.del-a-'maC
Eng. poet & nov.

De.land \d3-'land\ Margaret 1857-1945 n& (Margaretia Wade)
Cumphell Am. nov.

De La Rey \.del-3-'rI\ Jacobus Hercules 1847-1914 Boer gen. &
statesman

De.la-roche X.del-a-'rosh, -'roshX Hippolyte Paul 1797-1856 Fr.
painter

De-la-vigne \,deI-3-'ven»\ Casimir 1793-1843 Fr. poet & dram.
De La Warr \'del-3-,wa(3)r. -,we(3)r\ Baron 1577-1618 Thomas
West; Lord Delaware Eng. colonial administrator in Am.

De-led-da \d3-'led-3\ Grazia 1875-1936 Ital. nov.
De.lius \'dMe.3s, 'del-yasX Frederick 1862-1934 Eng. composer
Del-lin-ger X'del-sn-jarX John Howard 1886- Am. radio
engineer
De Long Xda-'looN George Washington 1844-1881 Am. naval
officer & explorer

e(3)r\ Walter John 1873-1956

De-lorme or de TOrme \da-16(3)rm\ PhiUbert 15157-1570 Fr.
architect

De-mar-gay \d3-,mar-'sa\ Eugene 1852-1903 Fr. chem.
De Mine \d3-'mil\ Agnes George 1909- Am. dancer &
choreographer— Cec-il \'ses.3l\ Blount \'bbnt\ 1881-1959 Am. motions
picture producer

De-moc-ri-tus Xdi-'mak-rst-asX b ab 460 B.C. the Laughing Philoso-
pher Greek philos.
De Mor-gan\di-'m6r-g3n\ William Frend 1839-1917 Eng. artist &
nov.

De.mos-the-nes \di-'mas-th3-,nez\ 3857-322 B.C. Athenian orator
& statesman

De-ni-ker \,da-ne-'ke(3)r\ Joseph 1852-1918 Fr. anthropol.
De-nis or De-nys \'den-3s, d3-'ne\ Saint 3d cent a.d. 1st bishop
of Paris; patron saint of France

Dent \'dent\ Joseph Mal-a-by \'mal-3-be\ 1849-1926 Eng.
publisher

De-pew \di-'pyU\ Chauncey Mitchell 1834-1928 Am. lawyer &
polit.

De Quin-cey \di-'kwin(t)-se, -'kwin-ze\ Thomas 1785-1859 Eng.
author

De-rain \d3-ra"\ Andre 1S80-1954 Fr. painter
d'Er-Ian-ger \der-la"-zha\ Baron Frederick A. 1868-1943 Brit.
composer

Der-vish Pa-sha N.dsr-vish-ps-'shaN Ibrahim 1 81 7-1 896 Turk. gen.
Der-zha-vin \d3r-'shav-3n\ Gaviiil Romanovich 1743-1816 Russ.
poet

De-saix de Vey-goux \d3-,zad-3-(,)va-'gU\ Louis Charles Antoine
1768-1800 Fr. sen.

De-sargues \da-'zarg\ Gerard 1593-1662 Fr. math.
Des-cartes \da-'kart\ Rene 1596-1650 Lat. Renatus Car-le.sius
\kar-'te-zh(e-)as\ Fr. math. & philos.

de Se-ver-sky \d3-s9-'ver-ske\ Alexander Procofieff 1894-
Am. (Russ.-born) aeronautical engineer

Des-mond X'dez-msndX Shaw 1877-1960 Irish author
Des-mou-Iins \da-mU-la"\ Camille 1760-1794 Lucie Simplice
Camille BertoU DesmouUns Fr. revolutionist

de So-to \di-'sot-(,)o\ Hernando or Fernando 15007-1542 Span.
explorer in Am.

Des Prez Nda-'pra\ Jos-quin Xzhos-kw'a'X 14507-1521 Du.
contrapuntist

Des.saix \d3-'sa\ Comte Joseph Marie 1764-1834 Fr. gen. under
Napoleon

Des-sa-lines \,da-s3-'len\ Jean Jacques 1758-1806 emp. as
Jacques 1 of Haiti

De.taille \d3-'tr\ (Jean Baptiste) Edouard 1848-1912 Fr. painter
De-US Ra-mos, de \,da-3sh-'ram-(,)iish\ Joao \zhwau"\ 1830-
1896 Port, poet

de Va-le-ra \,dev-3-'ler-3. -'lir-aX Ea-mon X'a-msnX 1882-
Irish polit.; prime min. of Ireland (1937-48; 1951-54; 1957-59);
pres. of Ireland (1959- )

de Vere \d3-'vi(3)r\ Aubrey Thomas 1814-1902 Irish poet
Dev-er-eux \'dev-3-,rU(ks)\ Robert 1566-1601 2d Earl of Essex
Eng. soldier & courtier

De Vin-ne \d3-'vin-e\ Theodore Low 1828-1914 Am. printer
De Vo-to \di-Vot-(,)o\ Bernard Augustine 1897-1955 Am. author
De Vries \d3v-'res\ Hugo 1848-1935 Du. botanist
Dew-ar \'d(y)u-3r\ Sir J;imes 1842-1923 Scot. chem. & physicist
De Wet \d3-'vet\ Christiaan Rudolph 1854-1922 Boer soldier &
polit
Dew-ey \'d(y)u-e\ George 1837-1917 Am. admiral— John 1859-1052 Am. philos. & educ.— Melvil 1851-1931 Am. librarian— Thomas Edmund 1902- Am. lawyer & polit.
De Witt \d3-'vit\ Jan 1625-1672 Du. statesman
Dia-ghi-lev \de-'ag-3-,lef, 'dyiig-\ Sergei Pavlovich 1872-1929
Russ. ballet producer & art critic

Di-as or Di-az \'de-.ash\ Bartholomeu 14507-1500 Port, navi-
gator; discovered Cape of Good Hope

Dl.az \'de-,ats\ Amiando 1861-1928 Duca detla Vittoria Ital.
gen.; marshal of Italv (1920)

Dl-az \'de-,iis\ Porfirio 1830-1915 Jose de la Cruz Porjirio Mex.
gen.; pres. of Mexico (1877-80; 1884-1911)

Diaz de Biyar see cid
Dick \'dik\ George Frederick 1881- Am. physician
Dick.ens \'dik-3nz\ Charles John Huf-fam X'hsl-amX 1812-1870
Boz \'biiz. 'boz\ Eng. nov.

Diok-in-son \'dik-3n-s3n\ Emily Elizabeth 1830-1886 Am. poet— John 173_2-1808 Am. statesman
Di-de-rot \de-'dro, Jded-3-.ro\ Denis 1713-1784 Fr. encyclopedist
Die-fen.ba-ker X'de-fsn-.ba-ksrV John George 1895- prime
min. of Canada (1957- )

Diels \'de(3Uz, 'de(ails\ Otto 1876-1954 Ger. chem.
Die.sel Vde-zal, -S3l\ Rudolf 1858-1913 Ger. mechanical engineer
Diez \'dets\ Friedrich Christian 1794-1876 Ger. philologist
Dig.by \'dig-be\ .Sir Ken.elm \'ken-,elm\ 1603-1665 Eng. naval
commander, diplomat. & author

Dill \'dil\ Sir John Greer 1881-1944 Brit. gen.
DlMon \'dil-sn\ (Clarence) Douglas 1909- Am. secy, of
the treasury (1961-

)— John 1851-1927 Irish nationalist polit.
Dim.net \dim-'na\ Ernest 1866-1954 Fr. abb4 &. writer
Dl.ne-sen X'de-ns-ssnX Isak \'e-.siik\ 1885-1962 pen name of
Baroness Karen Blix-eri^ \'blik-son\ n^e Dinesen Dan. author

Din-wid-die \din-'wid-e, 'din-,\ Robert 1693-1770 Eng. colonial
administrator in Am.

Di.o.cle.Uan X.dT-s-'kle-shsnX 245-313 Gaius Aurelius Valerius
Diocletianus Rom. emp. (284-305)

Di-og-e-nes \dT-'aj-3-,nez\ 4127-323 B.C. Greek Cynic philos.
Di-o.ny-sius \,di-3-'nis(h)-e-3s, -'nish-ss, -'nT-se-ssX 4307-7367 B.C.
the Elder Greek tyrant of Syracuse (405-367)— the Younger tyrant of Syracuse (367-356; 347-344 B.C.)— Ex-ig-n.us \eg-'zig-y3-was\ 6th cent. ChrisUan monk; in-
troduced method of reckoning the Christian era— of Alexandria Saint 3d cent, theol. & bishop of Alexandria
(247)— Of Halicarnassus d ab 7 B.C. Greek scholar

Di-rac \di-'rak\ Paul Adrien Maurice 1902- Eng. physicist
Dirk-sen \'d3rk-s3n\ Everett McKinley 1896- Am. polit.
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Dis-ney \'dlz-ne\ Walter Ellas 1901- Am. producer of
animated motion-picture cartoons

Dis.rae.Ii_\diz-'ra-le\ Benjamin 1804-1881 1st Earl of Bea-cons-
jield \*be-kanz-,feld, 'bek-anz-\; DiZ'Zy \'diz-e\ Brit, polit. Sc

author; prime min. (1868; 1874-80)
Dit-mars \'dit-,marz\ Raymond Lee 1876-1942 Am. naturalist
Dix Dorothy see Elizabeth Meriwether GILMER
Dix*on \'dik-san\ Jeremiah// 1763-1767 Eng. surveyor in Am.
Dmow-ski \d3'm6f-ske\ Roman 1864-1939 Pol. statesman
Dd.te.rei.ner \'d3(r)b-3-.rI-n3r\ Johaim Wolfgang 1780-1849
Ger. chem.

Do.bie \'do-be\ James Frank 1888- Am. folklorist

Do^bree \'do-,bra\ Bon-a-my \'ban-3-me\ 1891- Eng. scholar
Dob.son \'dab-s3n\ (Henry) Austin 1840-1921 Eng. poet &.

essayist
Dodge \'daj\ Mary Elizabeth 1831-1905 nee Mapes \'maps\ Am.
author

Dodg-son \'daj-s3n\ Charles Lut-widge \'lst-wij\ 1832-1898
pseud. Lewis Car-roll Vkar-3l\ Eng. math. & storywriter

Dods-ley \'dadz-le\ Robert 1703-1764 Eng. author & bookseller
Doe-nitz \'d3(r)n-3ts\ Karl 1891- Ger. grand admiral
Doi-sy \'d6i-ze\ Edward Adelbert 1893- Am. biochem.
Dole \'dol\ Sanford Ballard 1844-1926 Am. jurist; pres. (1894-
98) & gov. (1900-03) of Hawaii

DoU'fuss \'d61-,fUs\ Engelbert 1892-1934 Austrian statesman
Do.magk \'do-,mak\ Gerhard 1895- Ger. chem.
Do.me.ni.ohl.no, II \(,Jdo-,ma-n3-'ke-(,)no\ 1581-1641 Dome-
nico Zam.pie-ri \,tsam-pe-'e(3)r-e, ,zam-\ Ital. painter
Dom.i.nlC \'dam-3-(,)nik\ Saint 1170-1221 Domingo de Cuz-m&n
\guz-'man\ Span. -born founder of the Dominican order of friars

Do-mi.tian Xds-'mish-anV 51-96 Titus Flavius Domilianus Au-
gustus Rom. emp. (81-96)
Don.a-tel-lo \,dan-3-'tel-(,)o\ I3867-1466 Donato di Niccold di
Belto Bardi Ital. sculptor

Don-i-zet'ti \,dan-3(d)-'zet-e\ Gaetano 1797-1848 Ital. com-
poser
Donne X'dsn, 'dan\ John oft 1572-1631 Eng. divine & poet
Don-o-van V'dan-a-van, 'dsn-X William Joseph 1883-1959 Wild
Bill Am. lawyer & gen.

DoO'litaie \'dU-.Iit-"l\ James Harold 1896- Am. aviator &
gen.

Dopp-ler \'dap-l3r\ Christian Johann 1803-1853 Austrian physi-
cist & math.

Do-ra^ti \d3-'rat-E\ An-tal \'an-,tal\ 1906- Am. (Hung.;.
born) conductor
Dcre \d6-'ra, d3-\ Paul Gustave 1833-1883 Fr. illustrator &
painter

Dor.nier \'d6rn-.ya\ Claude 1884- Ger. airplane builder

Dorr \'dd(3)r\ Thomas Wilson 1805-1854 Am. lawyer & polit.

Dorset 1st Earl of see Thomas sackville
Dos Pas.SOS \d3-'spas-3s\ John Roderigo 1896- Am. writer

Do5*to<ev-ski \,das-t3-'yef-ske, -'yev-\ Fedor Mikhailovich 1S21-
1881 Russ. nov.
Don or Dow or Donw \'daii\ Gerard I6I3-1675 Du. painter
Dou.gher.ty \'d6-(h)3rt-e\ Denis Joseph 1865-1951 Am. cardinal

(1921)
Dough.ty \'daut-e\ Charles Montagu 1843-1926 Eng. poet &
traveler
Doug.las \'d3g-bs\ John Shol.to \'sh_6I-(,)to\_ 1844-1900 8th
Marquis & Earl of Queens-ber-ry \'kwenz-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ Scot.
boxing patron— Norman 1868-1952 Eng. author— Stephen Arnold 1813-1861 Am. polit.— William Orville 1898- Am. jurist— Baron (William) Sholto 1893- Brit, air marshal
Doug.Iass \'d3g-l3s\ Frederick 18177-1895 orig. Frederick
Augustus Washington Bailey Am. abolitionist
Dou.mer \du-'me(3)r\ Paul 1857-1932 pres. of France (1931-32)
DoU'inerciue \dii-'me(3)rg\ Gaston 1863-1937 Fr. statesman; pres.

of France (1924-31)
Dow-den \'daud-=n\ Edward 1843-1913 Irish literary critic

Dow-ie Vdaii-e\ John Alexander 1847-1907 Scot.-bom religious

leader in Am.
Downes \'daunz\ (Edwin) Olin \'o-l3n\ 1886-1955 Am. music
critic

Dow-son \'daus-'n\ Ernest Christopher 1867-1900 Eng. lyric poet
Doyle \'d6i(3)l\ Sir Arthur Co-nan \'ko-n3n\ 1859-1930 Brit.

physician, nov., & detective-story writer
D'Oyly Carte see carte
Drach-mann X'drak-msnX Holger Henrik Herholdt 1846-1908
Dan. author

Dra-co \'dra-(,)ko\ late 7th cent. B.C. Athenian lawgiver
Drake \'drak\ Sir Francis 15407-1596 Eng. navigator & admiral
Dra-per \'dra-p3r\ Henry 1837-1882 Am. astron.— John William 1811-1882 Am. (Eng.-born) scientist & writer
Dray<ton \*drat-^n\ Michael 1563-1631 Eng. poet— William Henry 1742-1779 Am. Revolutionary polit.

Drei-ser N'drT-sar, -zsrX Theodore 1871-1945 Am. editor & nov.
Drew Vdrii\ John 1826-1862 Am. (Irish-born) actor— John 1853-1927 son oj prec. Am. actor
Drey.tus X'drl-fas, 'dra-; dra-fiEs\ Alfred 1859-1935 Fr. army
officer

Driesch \'dresh\ Hans Adolf Eduard 1867-1941 Ger. biologist &
philos.
Drink-wa-ter \'drlo-.kw6t-3r, -,kwat-\ John 1882-1937 Eng. poet
& dram.
Drou-et d' Er.lon \dru-,a-(,)der-'lo''\ Comte Jean Baptiste 1765-
1844 Fr. gen.; marshal of France
Drum-mond V'drsm-andX Henry 1851-1897 Scot, clergyman &
writer— William 1585-1649 1st Laird of Haw-thorn-den \'h6-,th6m-
dsnX Scot, poet— William Henry 1854-1907 Canad. (Irish-born) poet
Dru-sus \'dru-s3s\ 38-9 b.c. Ne-ro \'ne-(,)ro, 'nir-(,)o\ Claudius
Drusus Ger-man-i-cus \(,)j3r-'man-i-k3s\ Rom. gen.

Dry.den \'drTd-'n\ John 1631-1700 Eng. poet & dram.; poet
laureate (1670-89)

Du Bar.ry \d (y)u-'bar-e\ Comtesse 1746 (or 1743?)-1793 Marie
Jeanne Becu: mistress oJ Louis XV oj France
Du.bois \d(y)Ub-'wa\ Paul 1829-1905 Fr. sculptor^ Theodore 1837-1924 Fr. composer
Du Bois \d(y)U-'b6is\ William Edward Burghardt 1868-
Am. educ. &. writer
Du Cange \d(y)U-'ka"zh\ Sieur Charles du Fresne 1610-1688 Fr.
scholar & glossarist
Du Chail.lu \d3-'shal-(,)yU, -'shi-(,)ii\ Paul Belloni 1831-1903 Am.
(Fr.-born) explorer in Africa

Du-Champ \d(y)U-'sha"\ Marcel ,1887- Fr. painter
Du-com-mun \,d(y)ii-k3-'mcE°\ Elie 1833-1906 Swiss journalist
Dudevant Aurore see George sand
Dud.ley \'d3d-le\ Robert 15327-1588 1st Earl of Leicester Eng.

— Thomas 1576-1653 colonial administrator in Massachusetts
Bay Colony

DuJ.ter.in and Ava \,d3f-f3-)ra-n3-'nav-3\ 1st Marquis of 1826-
1902 Frederick Temple Hamilton-Temple-Blackwood Brit, diplo-
mat & administrator
DuH-Gor.don \'d3f-'g6rd-'n\ Lady Lucie or Lucy 1821-1869 Eng.
author

Duf-fy \'d9f-e\ Sir Charles Gavan 1816-1903 Irish nationalist &
Austral, polit.

Dutor Earl of see David lloyd George
Du.ty \d(y)u-'fe\ Raoul 1877-1953 Fr. painter
Du Gard \d(y)u-'gar\ Roger Martin 1881-1958 Fr. nov.
Du Gues-clin \,d(y)U-.ge-'kla"\ Bertrand 13207-1380 constable
of France
Du<ha*mel \diS-a-mel\ Georges 1884- pseud. Denis Thevenin
Fr. writer

Duke \d(y)Uk\ Benjamin Newton 1855-1929 & his bro. Janies
Buchanan 1856-1925 Am. tobacco industrialists

Dul-les \'d3l-3s\ John Foster 1888-1959 Am. lawyer; secy, of state
(1953-59)
Du-mas \d(y)u-'ma, 'd(y)ii-.\ Alexandre 1802-1870 Dumas pere
\'pe(3)r\ Fr. nov. & dram.— Alexandre 1824-1895 Dumas Ills \'fes\ Fr. nov. & dram.

du Mau-rier \d(ylii-'m6r-e-,a\ George Louis Palmella Busson
1834-1896 Brit, artist & nov.

Du-mou-riez \d(y)u-'miir-e-,a\ Charles Frangois 1739-1823 Fr.
gen.
Du-nant \d(y)u-'na°\ Jean Henri 1828-1910 Swiss philanthropist;
founder of the Red Cross
Dun-bar \'d3n-.bar\ Paul Laurence 1872-1906 Am. poet— \'d3n-,bar, ,d3n-'\ William 14607-71520 Scot, poet
Dun-can \'dao-k3n\ Isadora 1878-1927 Am. dancer
Dun-das X.dan-'das, 'd3n-,\ Henry 1742-1811 1st Viscount Mel-
ville & Baron Dun-ira \,da-'rur-9\ Brit, statesman
Dun-lop \,d3n-'lap, 'dan-.X John Boyd 1840-1921 Scot, inventor
Dun-more \,d3n-'mo(3)r, -'m6(3)r\ 4th Eari of 1732-IS09 John
Murray Scot, colonial administrator in Am.

Dunne \'d3n\ Finley Peter 1867-1936 Am. humorist
Du-nois, de \d(y)un-'wa\ Comte Jean 14037-1468 the bastard oJ
Orleans Fr. gen.

Dun-sa-ny \,d3n-'sa-ne\ 18th Baron 1878-1957 Edward John'
Moreton Drax Plunkett: Lord Dunsany Irish poet & dram.
Duns Sco-tus \.d3n(z)-'skot-3s\ John 12657-71308 Scot. scholasUo
theol.
Dun-Stan \'d3n(t)-st3n\ Saint 9257-988 Archbishop of Canterbury
(961)

Du-plelx \d(y)U-'plaks, -'pleks\ Marquis Joseph Francois 1697-
1763 Fr. colonial administrator in India

Duplessis-Mornay see Philippe,de mornay
Du Pont \d(y)u-'pant, 'd(y)U-,\ Eleuthere Irenee 1771-1834 jon o/
P.S. Du Pont de Nemours Am. (Fr.-born) industrialist

DuPont de Ne-mours \-d3-n3-'mu(3)r\ Pierre Samuel 1739-1817
Fr. econ. & statesman

Dn-pre \d(y)u-'pra\ Jules \zhiBI\ 1811-1889 Fr. painter
Du-quesne \d(y)ii-'kan\ Marquis Abraham 1610-1688 Fr. naval
officer
Du-rant \d(y)u-'rant\ William James 1885- Am. educ. &

Dii-rer \'d(y)iir-3r, "diBr-V Albrecht 1471-1528 Ger. painter &
engraver
D'Ur-ley \'d3r-fc\ Thomas 1653-1723 Eng. songwriter & dram.
Du-roc \d(y)u-'rak\ Geraud Christophe Michel 1772-1813 Due
de Friuli Fr. gen. under Napoleon

Dur-rell \'d3r-3l, 'da-ral, d3-'rel\ Lawrence 1912- Eng. author
& poet
Du-ruy \,diir-(3-)'we, diE-rw»e\ Victor 1811-1894 Fr. hist.

Du-se \'du-(,)za\ Eleanora 1859-1924 Ital. actress

Du-tra \'dii-tr3\ Eurico Caspar 1885- Brazilian gen.; pres. of
Brazil (1946-51)

Du-val \d(y)ii-'va\ Paul 18507-1906 pseud. Jean terrain Er.
author
Du-ve-neck \'d(y)u-v3-,nek\ Frank 1848-1919 orig. Frank
Decker Am. artist

'

du Vi-gneaud \d(y)u-'ven-(,)yo\ Vincent 1901- Am. bio=
chem.
Dvo-rak \(d3-)'v6r-,zhak\ Anton 1841-1904 Czech composer
Dwight \'dwlt\ Timothy 1758-1817 Am. clergyman; pres. Yale
U.ll79S-1817)— Timothy 1826-1916 grandson oj prec. Am. clergyman; pres. Yale
U. (1886-98)

Dyce \'dls\ Alexander 1798-1869 Scot, editor

Dy.er \'di(3)r\ John 17007-1758 Brit, poet

Eads \'edz\ James Buchanan 1820-1887 Am. engineer & inventor

Ea-ker \'a-k3r\ Ira Clarence 1896- Am. aviator & gen.

Ear-hart \'e(3)r-,hart. 'i(3)r-\ Amelia 1898-1937 Am. aviator

Ear-ly \'3r-le\ Ju-bal \'jii-b3l\ Anderson 1816-1894 Am. Confed.
gen.
East-man \'es(t)-m3n\ George 1854-1932 Am. inventor & in-

dustrialist— Max Forrester 1883- Am. editor & writer

8 abut; 9 kitten; 8r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chin;

j joke; n sing; 6 flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tn thin; th this; ii loot; u foot;
8 F table; a F bac; B G ich, Buoh; ° F vin; te F boeuf; oe F feu; IE G fiillen;

e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I lite

y yet; yu few; yu furious; zh vision

IE F rue; " F digne \den»\, nuit \nw'e\
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Ea>ton \'et-'n\ Theophilus 1590-1658 Eng. colonial administrator
in Am.; gov. of New Haven colony (1638-58)
EDert \'a-b3it\ Friedrich 1871-1925 Ger. polit.; pres. of the
Reich (1919-25)

Ec-cles \'ek-3lz\ Marriner Stoddard 1890- Am. banker &

Eche-ga.ray y Ei-za.guir.re \,a-ch3-g3-'rT-,e-,a-th3-'gwi(3)r-(,)a,

-,e-,a-s3-\ Jose 1832-1916 Span. dram.
Eck \'ek\ Johann 1486-1543 orig. surname Mayer Ger. R.C.
theol.
Eck.er.mann X'ek-ar-.man, -man\ Johann Peter 1792-1854 Ger.

Eck.hart or Eck. art or Eck.ardt \'ek-,(h)art\ Johannes 1260?-
71327 Ger. Dominican theol.; founder of Ger. mysticism

Ed.ding.ton \'ed-io-l3n\ Sir Arthur Stanley 1882-1944 Eng.

Ed.dy \'ed-e\ Mary Morse 1821-1910 nie Baker Am. founder of
the Christian Science Church
Eden \'ed-'n\ (Robert) Anthony 1897- Earl of Avon Eng.
statesman; prime min. (1955-57)
Edge-worth \'ej-(,)warth\ Maria 1767-1849 Brit. nov.
Edinburgh Duke of see Philip
Ed. i.son \'ed-3-s3n\ Thomas Alva 1847-1931 Am. inventor
Ed.mund or Ead.mund II \'ed-m3nd\ 9807-1016 Ironsideking of
the English (1016)

Ed. ward \'ed-w3rd\ name of 8 post-Norman Eng. (Brit.) kings: I
1239-1307 (reigned 1272-1307) Longshanks
— II 1284-1327 (reigned 1307-27)
— Ill 1312-1377 (reigned 1327-77)
— IV 1442-1483 (reigned 1461-70; 1471-83)
— V 1470-1483 (reigned 1483)— VI 1537-1553 (reigned 1547-53) son oj Henry VIII & Jane

— VII 1841-1910 (reigned 1901-10) Albert Edward, son oJ Vic-

— VIII 1894- (reigned 1936; abdicated) Duke of Windsor,
son of George V— 1330-1376 the Black Prince: son of Edward III prince of Wales
— or Bad. ward \'ed-\ 10027-1066 Ihe Conjessor king of the
English (1042-66)

Ed.wards \'ed-w3rdz\ Jonathan 1703-1758 Am. theol.

Ed.win or Ead.wine \'ed-w3n\ 5857-633 king of Northumbria
(617-633)

Eg.hert Veg-bsrtX 7757-839 king of the West Saxons (802-839) &
1st king of the English (828-839)

Eg.gle.Ston \'eg-3l-stan\ Edward 1837-1902 Am. writer— George Cary 1839-1911 bro. oJ Edward Am. writer

Eg.mont, d' \'deg-,mant\ Comte Lamoral 1522-1568 Flem, gen. &
statesman

Ell. ren.burg \'er-3n-,bu(3)rg\ Ilya Grigorievich 1891- Russ.

Ehr.lich \'e{3)r-lik\ Paul 1854-1915 Ger. bacteriol.

Eich.mann \'Ik-,man. 'Ish-\ Adolf 1906-1962 Ger. Nazi leader
Eil.Iel \'i-fal, a-fel\ Alexandre Gustave 1832-1923 Fr. engineer
Eijk.man \'Tk-,man, 'ak-\ Christiaan 1858-1930 Du. hygienist

Ein. stein \'Tn-,stTn\ Albert 1879-1955 Am. (Ger.-born) physicist

Eint.ho.ven \'Int-,ho-v3n, 'ant-\ Willem 1860-1927 Du. physiol.
Ei.sen.how.er \'iz-'n-,hau(-3)r\ Dwight David 1890- Am.
gen. of the army; 34th pres. of the U.S. (1953-61)

El.a.gab.a.lus \,el-3-'gab-3-l3s\ var oJ heliogabalus
El-don \'el-d3n\ 1st Earl of 1751-1838 John Scon Eng. jurist

El.ea.nor X'el-s-nsr. -,n6(3)r\ of Aquitaine 11227-1204 queen oJ
Louis VII oj France (divorced 1152) & oj Henry II oj England— ol Castile d 1290 queen oj Edward I oj England— of Provence d 1291 queen oj Henry III oj England

El. gar \'el-,gar, -garV Sir Edward 1857-1934 Eng. composer
El.iot \'el-e-3t, 'el-ystX Charles William 1834-1926 Am. educ;
pres. Harvard U. (1869-1909)— George 1819-1880 pseud, of Mary Ann (or Marian) Evans Eng.
nov.— Sir John 1592-1632 Eng. statesman— John 1604-1690 apostle to the Indians Am. clergyman— Thomas Stearns 1888- Brit. (Am. -born) poet & critic

Eliz.a.beth \i-'liz-3-b3th\ name of 2 Eng. (Brit.) queens: I 1533-
1603 dau. oj Henry VIII & Anne Boleyn queen of England (1558-
1603)^ II 1926- Elizabeth Alexandra Mary; dau. oj George VI. wije
oj Prince Philip, mother oj Prince Charles queen of Gt. Brit.

(1952- )— 1596-1662 Queen oj Hearts: queen oj Frederick V oj Bohemia— 1900- Elizabeth Angela Marguerite Bowes-Ly-on \'boz-
*lT-3n\: queen oj George VI oj Gt. Brit.— 1843-1916 pseud. Carmen SyUva \,kar-m3n-'sil-va\ queen of

— pseud, of Countess Elizabeth Mary russell— Pe.trov.na Xps-'trov-naX 1709-1762 empress of Russia
(1741-62)

EUenborough 1st Baron see law
El.liott \'el-e-3t, 'el-yot\ Maxine 1871-1940 pseud, of Jessie
Dermot Am. actress

El.Us \'el-3s\ Alexander John 1814-1890 orig. surname Sharpe
Eng. philologist— (Henry) Have.lock \'hav-.lak, -tek\ 1859-1939 Eng. psychol.
& writer

Ells.berg \'elz-,b=rg\ Edward 1891- Am, engineer & naval
officer

Ells.worlh \'elz-(,)w3rth\ Lincoln 1880-1951 Am. explorer
El.man \'el-m3n\ Mi.scha X'me-shaX 1891- Am. (Russ.-bom)
violinist

El.phin.stone \ 'el-fan-,ston, chiejly Brit -stsnX Mount.stu.art
\maiint-'st(y)u-3rt\ 1779-1859 Brit, statesman in India— William U31-1 51 4 Scot, bishop & statesman

El.yot \'el-e-3t. 'el-ystX Sir Thomas 14907-1546 Eng. scholar &
diplomat

El.ze.vir or El.ze.vier \'el-z3-.vi(3)r\ family of Du. painters in-
cluding esp. Louis 15407-1617, his son Bonaventure 1583-1652,
&. his grandson Abraham 15927-1652
Em.er.son \'em-3r-s3n\ Ralph Waldo 1803-1882 Am, essayist &
poet
Em-met \'em-at\ Robert 1778-1803 Irish nationalist & rebel;
hanged

Em.ped.o.cles \em-'ped-3-,klez\ Sth cent B.C. Greek philos. &

En.de.cott or En.di.cott \'en-di-k3t, -d3-,kat\ John 15897-1665
colonial gov. of Massachusetts
En.ders X'en-darzX John FrankUn 1897- Am. bacteriol,
Eng. els \'er)-(g)3lz, G 'eo-3ls\ Friedrich 1820-1895 Ger, socialist;

Ep-icte.tus \,ep-ik-'tet-3s\ lst-2d cent. A.D. Greek Stoic philos. in
Rome

Ep.i.cu.rus \,ep-i-'kyiir-3s\ 3427-270 B.C. Greek philos.
Ep.stein \'ep-,stin\ Sir Jacob 1880-1959 Brit, sculptor b in U.S.
Eras.mus \i-'raz-m3s\ Desiderius 14667-1536 Gerhard Gerhards
or Geert Geerts Du. scholar

Er.a.tos.the.nes \,er-a-'tas-th3-,nez\ 3d cent. B.C. Greek astron,
& geographer

Erck.mann-Cha.tri.an \'erk-,man-.sha-tre-'a''\ joint pseud, ol

finite Erckmann 1822-1899 & Alexandre Chatrian 1826-1890 Fr.
authors

Er.ic \'er-ik\ 10th cent, the Red Norw. navigator; explored
Greenland coast

Er.icson \'cr-ik-s3n\ Leif \'lav. 'lef\ Old Norse Leifr EirikSSon
Jl 1000 son oj Eric Ihe Red Norw. mariner; discovered "Vinland"
Er.ios.son \'er-ik-s3n\ John 1803-1889 Am. (Swed.-born) en-
gineer & inventor

Erig.e.na \i-'rij-3-n3\ Johannes Scotus 8157-7877 Scot.-Irish (7)
philos. & theol.

Er.lan.der Xer-'lan-darV Tage Frithiof 1901- Swed. polit.

Er.lang.er \'3r-,lao-ar\ Joseph 1874- Am. physiol.
Er.len.mey.er \'sr-l3n-,mT(-3)r, 'er-\ Emil 1825-1909 Ger. chem.
Ernst \'e(3)rn(t)st, '3rn(t)st\ Max 1881- Ger, painter in
U.S.

Er.skine \'3r-sk3n\ John 1695-1768 Scot, jurist— John 1879-1951 Am. educ. & writer
Er.vine \'3r-v3n\ St. John \sant-'jan, sant-; 'sin-i3n\ Greer 1883-

Irish dram. & nov.
Erz.ber.ger Verts-, ber-g3r\ Matthias 1875-1921 Ger. statesman
Ese.nin \(y)is-'an-y3n\ Sergei Aleksandrovich 1895-1925 Russ.
poet

Es.par.te.ro \,es-p3r-'te(3)r-(,)o\ Baldomero 1792-1879 Con.de
\'k6n-(.)da\ de Lu-cha-na \lii-'chan-3\ Span. gen. & statesman
Esquemeling see exquemelin
Es.sen, von \'es-=n\ Count Hans Henrik 1755-1824 Swed. field

marshal & statesman
Essex 2d Earl of see DEVEREUX
Es.taing, d' \des-ta"\ Comte Jean Baptiste Charles Henri Hector
1729-1794 Fr. admiral

Este \'es-(,)ta\ Ital. princely family beginning with Alberto Az-zo
II \'ad-(,)zo\ 996-1097 & ending with Er-co-le III \'er-k3,la\
Rinaldo 172 7-1803

Es.ter.ha.zy \'es-t3r-,haz-e, ,es-t3-(,)ra-'ze\ Marie Charles Fer-
dinand VValsin 1 847-1923, Fr. army_officer
Es.tienne \es-'tyen\ or Etienne \a-'tyen\ Fr. family of printers &
bookdealers including esp.: Henri 1 d 1520; his son Robert 1503-
1559; & Robert's son Henri II 15287-1598

Es.ti.me \es-ti-'ma\ Dumarsais 1900-1953 pres. of Haiti (1946-50)
Es.tour.nelles de Gons.tant, d* \,des-,tur-'nel-d3-ko"-'sta"\
Baron Constant de Re-becque \r3-'bek\ 1852-1924 Paul Henri
Benjamin Bal-luot \ba-lw^a\ Fr. diplomat & polit.

Eth.el.bert \'eth-3l-(,)b3rt\ 5527-616 King of Kent
Eth.el.rert II \'eth-3l-,red\ 9687-1016 the Unready king of Eng-
land (978-1016)

Eth.er.ege \'eth-(3-)rij\ Sir George 16357-1691 Eng. dram.
Euck.en X'oi-ksnX Rudolf Christoph 1846-1926 Ger. philos,

Eu.clid \'yU-kl3d\ jl ab 300 B.C. Greek geometer
Eu.geneo/- Eu.gene \yli-'jen. 'yii-, f oe-zhen or iE-zhen\ 1663-1736
Francois Eugene de Sa'Voie-Ca-ri-gnan \S3v-'wa-,kar-en-'ya''\
prince of Savoy & Austrian gen.
Eu.g§.nie \'yii-j3-.ne; yii-'ja-ne, -'je-; F ce-zha-ne or tE-\ 1826-1920
Eugenie Marie de Montijo de Guzman: wije oj Napoleon III empress
of the French (1853-71)

Eu.Ier \'6i-l3r\ Leonhard 1707-1783 Swiss math. & physicist

Eu.ler-Chel.pin, von \,6i-l3r-'kel-p3n\ Hans August Simon
1873- Swed. (Ger.-born) chem.

Eu.rip.i.des \yu-'rip-3-,dez\ 4807-7406 B.C. Greek dram.
Bus.den \'yUz-d3n\ Laurence 1688-1730 Eng. poet; poet laureate
(1718-30)

Eu-se.bi.us of Caesarea \yu-'se-be-3s\ 2607-7340 theol. &
church hist.

Eu.sta.cbio \eii-'s_tak_-e-,o\ Bartolommeo 15247-15 74 Lat,
EU'StO'Chius \yii-'sta-ke-3s. -sta-sh(e-)3s\ Ital. anatomist

Ev.ans \'ev-3nz\ Sir Arthur John 1851-1941 Eng. archaeologist— Herbert McLean 1882- Am. anatomist & embryologist— Maurice 1901- Eng. actor— Robley Dun.gli.son \'d3r)-gl3-s3n\ 1846-1912 Am. admiral— Rudulph 1878-1960 Am. sculptor
Ev.arts \'ev-3rts\ William Maxwell 1818-1901 Am. lawyer &
statesman
Ev.att \'ev-3t\ Herbert Vere 1894- Austral. lawyer & states-

Ewald or Evald \'iv-.al\ Johannes 1743-1781 Dan. poet & dram.
Ew-ell \'yLi-3l\ Richard Stoddert 1817-1872 Am. Confed. gen.

Ex.que-me.lin \ik-'ska-m3-l3n\ Alexandre Olivier 16457-1707
Fr. pirate, surgeon, & author

Eyck, van \'Tk\ Hubert or Huybrecht 13667-1426 & his bro. Jan
13707-1440 Flem. painters

Eze-kiel \i-'zek-y3l\ Moses Jacob 1844-1917 Am. sculptor

Fa.bi.o.la \,fab-e-'o-l3, f3b-'yo-\ 1928- queen oj King
Baudouin I oj Belgium

Fa.bi.us \'fa-be-3s\ rf 203 B.C. Quinius Fabius Maximus Verrucosus
CunC'ta'tor \,k3ok-'tat-3r\ Rom. gen. against Hannibal

Fa.bre NTabrA Jean Henri 1823-1915 Fr. entomologist
Fad. i.man \'fad-3-m3n\ Clifton 1904- Am. writer & editor
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Falr.Danks \'fa(3)r-,baoks, 'fetalr-X Charles Warren 1852-1918
Am. lawyer & polit.; vice-prcs. of U.S. (If" "~

— Douglas 1883-1939 Am. actor
1905-09)

Fair-fax \'ta(3)r-,faks, '£e(3)r-\ Baron Thomas 1612-1671 Eng.
gen.— Baron Thomas 1692-1782 proprietor in Va.

Pai.sal or Pei-sal or Fei.sul I \'fT-s3l, 'K-\ 1885-1933 king of
Syria (1920), of Iraq (1921-1933)— n 1935-1958 king of Iraq (1939-58)

Fa.Iie.ri \f3l-'ye(3)r-e\ or Fa.Ue-ro \-(,)o\ Marino 12787-1355
doge of Venice a354-55)

Fal-ken-hau-sen, von X'fal-kan-.haiiz-'nX Baron Ludwig 1844-1936
Ger. gen.

Fal-ken-hayn, von \'fal-k3n-,hin\ Erich 1861-1922 Ger. gen.
Falkner William see faulkner
Fal-la, de XTa-ys, 'fl-sX Manuel 1876-1946 Span, composer
Fal-Iieres \fal-'ye(a)r\ Clement Armand 1841-1931 Fr. statesman;
pres. of France (1906-13)

Fan.eail X'fan-ysl, 'fan-n, "fan-ys-wslV Peter 1700-1743 Am.
merchant
Far.a.day \'far-3-,da, -3d-e\ iVUchael 1791-1867 Eng. chem. &
physicist

Fa.rl.na Vfs-'re-nsV Salvatore 1846-1918 Ital. nov.
Far.ley \'rar-le\ James Aloysius 1888- Am. polit.

Far-man \rar-'ma''\ Henri 1874-1958 Fr. pioneer aviator & air-

plane manuf.
Far.mer NTar-msrX Fannie Merritt 1857-1915 Am. cookery expert
Far.ne-se \rar-'na-ze, -se\ Alessandro 1545-1592 Duke of Parma
Ital. gen. in Span, service

Far.qnhar \Tar-k(w)3r\ George 1678-1707 Brit. dram.
Far-ra-gut \'far-3-gat\ David Glasgow 1801-1870 Am. admiral
Far.rar \'far-3r\ Frederic WilUara 1831-1903 Eng. clergyman &
writer

Far.rell \'far-3l\ James Thomas 1904- Am. nov.
Fa.ruk or Fa-roak \f3-'rUk\ I 1920- king of Egypt (1936-
52; abdicated); citizen of Monaco (1959- )

Fat-i-ma \'fat-3-m3\ 606-632 dau. oj Muhammad
Fanlk-ner N'fok-nsrX WilUam 1897-1962 sometimes Falkner Am.

Faure \'f6(3)r\ Francois FeUx 1841-1899 Fr. statesman; pres. of
France (1895-99)
Fan-re \f6-'ra\ Gabriel Urbain 1845-1924 Fr. composer
Faust N'faiistN Dr. Johann 14807-71540 Johannes Faus-lus
\'f6-st3s, 'fau-\ Ger. magician & astrologer

Fau5-ta \'16-st3, "faiiA 289-326 Flavia Maximiana Fausia; wlje oJ
Constanrine the Great Rom. empress
Fawkes \'f6ks\ Guy 1570-1606 Eng. R.C. conspirator
Fay \'fa, 'fT\ Bernard 1893- Fr. hist.

Fech-ner X'fek-nsr, 'fels-\ Gustav Theodor 1801-1887 Ger.
physicist & psychol.
Fei-ning-er \'ti-nio-3r\ Lyonel Charles Adrian 1871-1956 Am.
painter
Fell-tham or Fel-tham X'fel-thsmX Owen 16027-1668 Eng. writer
Fe-ne-lon \,fan-'l-'o"\ Francois de Salignac de La Mothe- 1651-
1715 Fr. prelate & writer
F6ng Yii-hslang \'fao-'yii-she-'ao\ 1880-1948 the Christian
general Chin. gen.
Fer-ber \'f3r-bar\ Edna 1887- Am. writer
Fer-di-nand I Vfsrd-'n-.andX 1503-1564 Holy Rom. emp.
(1556-64)— n 1578-1637 king of Bohemia (1617-19; 1620-37) & of Hun-
gary (1621-37); Holy Rom. emp. (1619-37)— in 1608-1657 king of Hungary (1625-57); Holy Rom. emp.
(1637-57)— I 1861-1948 Maximilian Karl Leopold Maria king of Bulgaria
(1908-18)— Id 1065 the Great king of Castile (1033-65); of Navarre
and Leon (1037-65); emp. of Spain (1056-65)— V of Castile or II of Aragon 1452-1516 the Catholic king of
Castile (1474-1504); of Aragon (1479-1516); of Naples (1504-
16)- founder of the Span, monarchy— Vn 1784-1833 king of Spain (1808; 1814-33)

Fe-rish-tah \,fer-ish-'ta\ Mohammed Kasim 15507-71626 Pers.
hist.

Fer-mat, de \fer-'ma\ Pierre 1601-1665 Fr. math.
Fer.mi \'fe(3)r-(.)me\ Enrico 1901-1954 Ital. physicist
Fer-nan-dez Xfsr-'nan-.dezX Juan 1536-71602 Span, navigator
Fer-re-ro \f3-'re(3)r-(,)o\ Guglielmo 1871-1942 Ital. hist. & author
Fes-sen-den \'fes-=n-d3n\ William Pitt 1806-1869 Am. polit.;

secy, of the treas. (1864-65)
Fes-tus \'fes-t3s\ Porcius d ab a.d. 62 Rom, procurator of Judea
(58 or 60-62)

FencW-wang-er \'f6ikt-,vao-3r, "fdilst-X li-on \'le-,6n\ 1884-
1958 Ger. nov. & dram.

Fenil-let \,f3-'ya\ Octave 1821-1890 Fr. nov. & dram.
Fey \'fl\ Emil 1888-1938 Austrian soldier & polit.

Fi-t)i-ger \'fe-be-g3r\ Johannes 1867-192S Dan. pathologist
Flcb-te \'lik-t3, 'fik-\ Johann Gottlieb 1762-1814 Ger. philos.

Field \'fe(3)ld\ Cyrus West 1819-1892 Am. financier— Eugene 1850-1895 Am. poet & journaUst— Marshall 1834-1906 Am. merchant
Fiel-ding \'fe(3)l-dir]\ Henry 1707-1754 Eng. nov.— Sarah 1710-1768 sister oj prec. Eng. writer
Fle-so-le, da \fe-'a-z3-,la, 'fya-z3-\ Giovanni 1387-1455 Fra
An-ge-li-co \an-'jel-i-,ko\ orig. Guido di Pietro Ital. painter

Figl \'fe-g3l\ Leopold 1902- Austrian agrarian & poUt.
Fi-gae-roa, de \,fe-g3-'ro-3\ Francisco 15367-1620 Span, poet
Fill-more \'f!l-.mo(3)r, -,mo(3)r\ Millard 1800-1874 13th pres. of
the U.S. (1850-53)

Fin-lay \fin-'ll\ Carlos Juan 1833-1915 Cuban physician &
biologist

Fin-sen \"fin(t)-s3n\ Niels Ryberg 1860-1904 Dan. physician
Fir-dau-si \f3r-'dau-se, -'do-\ or Fir-du-si \-'dii-\ 9407-71020
Abul Qasim Mansur or Hasan Pers. epic poet

Pi-scher \"fish-3r\ Emil 1852-1919 Ger, chem,— Hans 1881-1945 Ger. chem.
Fish \'fish\ Hamilton 1808-1893 Am. statesman
Fish-bein \'fish-,bm\ Morris 1889- Am. physician & editor
Fish-er \'fish-3r\ Dorothy 1879-1958 Dorothea Frances n&
Can-jield \'kan-,fad\ Am. nov.— Herbert Albert Laurens 1865-1940 Eng. hist.— Irving 1867-1947 Am. econ.— John Arbuthnot 1841-1920 1st Baron Fisher oj Kil-ver-slone
\'kil-v3r-stan\ Brit, admiral
Fiske \'fisk\ John 1842-1901 orig. Edmund Fisk Green Am,
philos. & hist.

Fitch \'fich\ John 1743-1798 Am. inventor— (William) Clyde 1865-1909 Am. dram.
Fitzgerald Francis Scott Key 1896-1940 Am. author
Fitz-Ger-ald \fits-'jer-3ld\ Edward 1809-1883 Eng. poet &
translator

Fitz.her-bert \fits-'h3r-b3rt\ Maria Anne 1756-1837 n& Smyihe;
wije oj George IV oj England

Flagg \'flag\ James Montgomery 1877-1960 Am. painter, illustra-
tor, & writer

Flag-stad \'nag-,sta, 'nag-,stad\ Kir-sten \'kish-t3n, 'kl(3)r-st3n\

Flam-ma-rlon \fl3-'mar-e-,o°\ (Nicolas) Camille 1842-1925 Fr,
astron. & writer
Flan-a-gan \'nan-i-g3n\ Edward Joseph 1886-1948 Am. (Irish*
born) R.C. priest & founder^of Boys Town

Flan. din \fla"-da°\ Pierre Etienne 1889-1958 Fr. lawyer; premier
(1934-35)

Plau-bert \no-"be(3)r\ Gustavc 1821-1880 Fr. nov.
Flax-man N'flak-smsnX John 1755-1826 Eng. sculptor
Fleet-wood \'flet-,wud\ Charles d 1692 Eng. gen.
Flem-ing \'nem-io\ Sir Alexander 1881-1955 Brit, bacteriol.— Sir John Ambrose 1849-1945 Eng. electrical engineer
Fleu-ry, de \,fl3r-'e, ,fl3-'re\ Andre Hercule 1653-1743 Fr,
cardinal & statesman— Claude 1640-1723 Fr, ecclesiastical hist,

Flint \'fhnt\ Austin: father 1812-1886 & son 1836-1915 Am,
physicians

Flo-res \'flor-,as, 'flor-\ Juan Jos6 1800-1864 Ecuadorian soldier;
pres. of Ecuador (1830-35; 1839-45)

Flo-rey \'flor-e, \l6r-\ Sir Howard Walter 1898- Brit,
pathologist

Flo-rio \'flor-e-,o, 'fl6r-\ John 15537-1625 Eng, lexicographer &
translator

Flo-tow, von \'flo-(,)t5\ Baron Friedrich 1812-1883 Ger, com-
poser

Pooll N'fosh, TashX Ferdinand 1851-1929 Fr, gen,; marshal of
France (1918)

Fo-kine \'f6-,ken, f6-"\ Michel 1880-1942 Am. (Russ.-born)
choreographer
Fok-ker NTak-sr, 'f6k-\ Anthony Herman Gerard 1890-1939
Am. (Du.-born) aircraft designer & builder

Po-ley \'fo-le\ John Henry 1818-1874 Irish sculptor
Pon-tanne \ran-'tan, 'fan-.\ Lynn 18877- wije oj Aljred Lunt
Am. (Eng.-born)_actress

Pon-teyn Xfan-'tan, Tan-,\ Dame Margot Margot Hook-ham
\'huk-3m\ 1919- Eng. dancer

Poote \'fut\ Andrew Hull 1806-1863 Am. admiral
Forbes-Rob. ert-son \'f6rbz-'rab-3rt-s3n\ Sir Johnston 1853-
1937 Eng. scholar

Ford \'fo(3)rd, •f6(3)rd\ Ford Mad-ox \'mad-3ks\ 1873-1939
orig. Huej'jer \'hyii-f3r\ Eng. author— Henry 1863-1947 Am. automobile manuf.— John 15867-after 1638 Eng. dram.— Paul Leicester 1865-1902 Am. hist. &. nov.

For-es-ter \'f6r-3s-i3r, Tar-\ Cecil Scott 1899- Eng, nov,
Por-rest \'f6r-3St, 'far-\ Edwin 1806-1872 Am, actor— Nathan Bedford 1821-1877 Am. Confed. gen.
For-res-tal \'f6r-3s-n. Tar-, -,t61\ James Vincent 1892-1949 Am.
banker; 1st U.S. secy, of defense (194 7-49)
Forss-maun \'f6r-,sman\ Werner Theodor Otto 1904- Ger.
surgeon

Por-ster X'for-stsrX Edward Morgan 1379- Brit. nov.
Por-syth \f6r-'sith, f3r-\ John 1780-1841 Am. statesman
Pos-dicK \Taz-,dik\ Harry Emerson 1878- Am. clergyman
Fos-ter \'f6s-t3r, 'fas-\ Stephen Collins 1826-1864 Am. song-

— William Zebulon 1881-1961 Am. Communist
Pon-cault \lii-'k5\ Jean Bernard Leon 1819-1868 Fr. physicist

Fougue see la motte-fouquS
Pou-qnet or Pouc-c]uet \fii-'ka\ Nicolas 1615-1680 Fr. superin-
tendent of finance

Fou-quier-Tin-ville \fU-kya-ia''-veI\ Antoine Quentin 1746-1795
Fr. polit.

Four.dri-nier \,for-dr3-'ni(3)r, ,f6r-; fiir-'drin-e-sr, for-, f6r-\
Henry 1766-1854 & his bro. Sealy d 1847 Eng. papermakers &
inventors

Pou-rier \'fur-e-,a\ Francois Marie Charies 1772-1837 Fr. sodol.
& reformer

Pour.ni-er d'Alhe \,fur-ne-.a-"dalb\ Edmund Edward 1868-1933
Eng, physicist

Fow-ler \'faii-l3r\ Henry Watson 1858-1933 Eng. lexicographer
Fox \Taks\ Charles James 1749-1806 Eng. statesman &. orator— Dixon Ryan 1887-1945 Am. educ. & hist.— George 1624-1691 Eng. preacher; founder of Society of Friends
(Quakers)— Henry 1705-1774 1st Baron Hol-land \"hal-3nd\ Brit, states-

— John Wilham 1863-1919 John Fox, Jr. Am. nov.
Foxe \Taks\ John 1516-1587 Eng. martyrologist— or Fox Richard 14487-1528 Eng. prelate & statesman
Pra-go-nard \,frag-3-'niir\ Jean Honors 1732-1806 Fr. painter &
engraver
Prance \'fran(t)s, fra"s\ Anatole 1844-1924 pseud, of Jacques
Anatole Francois Thibault Fr. & satirist
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Fran.ce.sca, della Xfran-Vhes-ks, fr'an-X Piero 14207-1492 Piero
del Fran-ce-schi \-'ches-ke\ Ital. painter

Fran-ce.sca da Ri-mi-ni \fran-,ches-k3d-3-'rim-a-(,)ne, fran-,

-'re-maA d 12857 Ital. lady immortalized by Dante
Fran. CIS I \Tran(t)-s3s\ 1494-1547 king of France fl51S-47)— n 1768-1835 last Holy Rom. emp. (1792-1806); emp. of
Austria {as Francis 1) 1804-35
— Ferdinand 1863-1914 archduke of Austria; assassinated
— Joseph I 1830-1916 emp. of Austria (1848-1916)— Ol Assist Saint 1182-1226 Giovanni Francesco Bernardone
Ital. friar; founder of Franciscan order— ol Sales \'sa(o)lz\ Saint 1567-1622 Fr. R.C. bishop of Geneva
Franck \'fraok\ Cesar Auguste 1822-1890 Belg.-Fr, organist &
composer— James 1882- Ger. physicist
Francke X'frao-ksX Kuno 1855-1930 Am. (Ger.-born) hist. &
educ.

Fran. CO \'frao-(,)ko, 'fraoA Francisco 1892- Francisco
Paulino Hermencgildo Teodulo Franco- Bahamonde Span, gen, &
head of Span, state

Frank X'fraak, 'fragkN Ilya Mikhailovich 1908- Russ. physi-

cist

Frank.furt.er \'frar)k-f3(r)t-3r. -.fartA Felix 1882- Am.
(Austrian-born) jurist

Frank-lin \'frao-kl3n\ Benjamin 1706-1790 Am. statesman &
philos.— Sir John 1786-1847 Eng. arctic explorer

Franks \'fraD(k)s\ Sir Oliver SheweU 1905- Eng. philos. &
diplomat

Fra.ser X'fra-zarX James Earle 1876-1953 Am. sculptor
— Peter 1884-1950 N.Z. statesman; prime min. (1940-49)— Simon 16677-1747 12th Baron Lov-at \'l3v-3t\ Scot. Jacobite

Fraun-ho-Ier, von \'fraijn-,ho-f3r\ Joseph 1787-1826 Bavarian
optician & physicist

Fra.zer \'fra-z3r\ Sir James George 1854-1941 Scot, anthropolo-
gist

Fre-chette \fra-'shet\ Louis Honore 1839-1908 Canad. journalist

& poet
Fred.er.ick I \'fred-(3-)rik\ 11237-1190 Frederick Bar-ba-ros-sa
\,bar-b3-Vas-3, -'r6s-\ Holy Rom. emp. (US2-90)— II 1194-1250 Holy Rom. emp. (1215-50); king of Sicily (1198-
1250)— I 1657-1713 king of Prussia (1701-13)
— II 1712-1786 Frederick the Great king of Prussia (1740-86)
— IX 1899- king of Denmark (1947- )

Frederick V/illiam 1620-1688 the great Elector elector of Branden-
burg (1640-88)— name of 4 kings of Prussia: I 1688-1740 (reigned 1713-40);
n 1744-1797 (reigned 1786-97); III 1770-1840 (reigned 1797-
1840); IV 1795-1861 (reigned 1840-61)

Free.man X'fre-manX Douglas Sou-thall \ 'saii-.tjiol, -.th61\ 1886-
1953 Am. editor & hist.— Edward Augustus 1823-1892 Eng. hist.— Mary Eleanor 1S52_-1930 nee Wilkins Am. writer

Fre-ling.huy.sen \'tre-lio-,hiz-^n\ Frederick Theodore 1817-
1885 Am. statesman
Fre.mont \'fre-,mant\ John Charles 1813-1890 Am. gen. &
explorer
Frem.stad N'trem-.sfad, -,stad\ Anna Olivia 1872-1951 Olive Am.
(Swed.-born) soprano

French \'french\ Alice 1850-1934 pseud. Octave Than-et \'than-
3t\ Am. nov.— Daniel Chester 1850-1931 Am. sculptor
— John Denton Pinkstone 1st Earl of Ypres 1852-1925 Brit, field

marshal
Fre.neau \fra-'no, 'fre-A Philip Morin 1752-1832 Am. poet
Fres.nel \fra-'nel\ Augusiin Jean 1788-1827 Fr. physicist
Freud \'fr6id\ Sigmund 1856-1939 Austrian neurologist; founder
of psychoanalvsis
Frey.berg \'frT-.b3rg\ Sir Bernard Cyril 1890- N.Z. gen.

Frey.tag X'lil-.tak, -,tag\ Gustav 1816-1895 Ger. nov., dram., &

FriCk \'frik\ Henry Clay 1849-1919 Am. industrialist

Fried \'fret\ Alfred Hermann 1864-1921 Austrian pacifist

Fro.bi.Sher X'fro-bi-shsrX Sir Martin 15357-1594 Eng. navigator
Froe.bel or Fro.bel \'fra-b3l, 'fr3(r)-b3l\ Friedrich 1782-1852
Ger. educ.
Froh.man X'fro-msnX Charles 1860-1915 Am. theater manager
Frois.sart \frwa-'sar, 'froi-.sartX Jean 13337-71400 Fr. chronicler

Fromm Vfram\ Erich 190_0- Am. (Ger.-born) psychoanalyst
Fron.di.zi \fran-'de-ze, -se\ Arturo 1908- Argentinian pres.

(1958-62)
Fron.te.nac, de \'frant-*n-,ak\ Comte de PaUla-au \,paI-3-'wo\
et 1620-1698 Louis de Biiade \'bw>ad\ Fr. gen. & colonial
administrator
Frost \'fr6st\ Robert Lee 1874- Am. poet
Froude \Mrud\ James Anthony 1818-1894 Eng. hist.

Fry \'frl\ Christopher 1'I07- Eng. dram.
Fu.ad I \fu-'ad\ 1868-1936 orig. Ahmed Fuad Pasha sultan
(1917-22) & king (1922-361 of Egypt

Fuer.tes Vfyu(3)rt-ez\ Louis Agassiz 1874-192 7 Am. naturalists

illustrator

Ful. bright \'fiil-,brTt\ James William 1905- Am. polit.

Ful.da \'fiil-d3\ Ludwig 1862-1939 Ger. writer

Ful.ler \'ful-3r\ Melville Weston 1833-1910 Am. jurist— (Sarah) .Margaret 1810-1850 Marchioness Os-so-U \'6-S3-(.)le\
Am, critic & reformer— Thomas 1608-1661 Eng. divine & author

Ful.ton \'fult-»n\ Robert 1765-1815 Am. engineer & inventor
Funk Vfuok, 'faokN Casimir 1884- Am. (Pol.-bom) biochem.— \'f30k\ Isaac Kauffman 1839-1912 Am. editor & publisher— \'fiiok\ Walther 1890-1960 Ger. journalist & econ.
Fun.Ston Vf3n(t)-st3n\ Frederick 1865-1917 Am. gen.
Fur.ness X'far-nasN Horace Howard: father 1833-1912 & son
1865-1930 Am. Shakespeare scholars

Fur.ni.vall X'fsr-ns-vslX Frederick James 1825-1910 Eng. philolo-
gist

Grig. Nauni Pevs-ner \'pevz-

Ga-ho-riau \,ga-,b6r-'yo, g3-T36r-e-.o\ £mlle 1835-1873 Fr.

Gads.den \'gadz-dan\ James 1788-1858 Am. army officer &
diplomat
Gad.ski \'gat-ske\ Johanna 1872-1932 Ger. soprano
Ga-ga-rin \g3-'gar-3n\ Yu.ri \'yu(3)r-e\ Alekseyevich 1934-
Russ. astj-onaut; first man in space (1961)
Gage \'gaj\ Thomas 1721-1787 Brit. gen. & colonial gov. in Am.
Gail.lard \gil-'yard\ David DuBose \-d(y)ii-'boz\ 1859-1913
Am. army officer & engineer
Gaines \'ganz\ Edmund Pendleton 1777-1849 Am. gen.
Gains. bor.ough \'ganz-,b3r-3, -.ba-rs, -b(a-)r3\ Thomas 1727-
1788 Eng. painter
Gait-skell \'gat-sk3l\ Hugh Todd Naylor 1906- Brit.
socialist leader
Ga.ius \'ga-(y)3s, 'gl-3s\ or Ca>ius \'kS-, "ki-X 2d cent. a.d.
Rom. jurist

Gal-ba \'gal-ba, 'g61-\ Servius Sulpicius 5 B.C.7-A.D. 69 Rom.
emp. (68-69)
Gal.braith \'gal-.brath\ John Keimeth 1908- Am. (Canad.

»

born) econ.
Gale \'ga(311\ Zona 1874-1938 Am. nov.
Ga.len \'ga-l3n\ a6_130- ab 200 Greek physician & writer
Ga.le.ri.US \ga-'Ur-e-3s\ d311 Gaius Galerius Valerius Maximianus
Rom. emp. (305-3111

Ga.li.lei \.gal-3-'la-.e\ Ga-li.leo \,gal-3-'le-(,)o, -'la-X 1564-1642
Galileo Ital. astron. & physicist
Gal.land \g3-'la"\ Antoine 1646-1715 Fr. orientalist & translator

Gal.la.tin \'gal-3t-=n\ (Abraham Alfonse) Albert 1761-1849 Am.
(Swiss-born) financier & statesman
Gal.lau-det \.gal-3-'det\ Thomas Hopkins 1787-1851 Am.
teacher of the deaf & dumb
Ga.Ue.gos \ga-'ya-(,)gos\ Freire Rdmulo 1884- Venezuelan
nov.; pres. of Venezuela (1948) _
Gal.li-ClU'Ci \,gal-3-'kur-che, ,gal-e-, ,gal-, -'k9r-\ Amelita
1889- nee Galli Am. (Ital. -born) soprano
Gal.lie.ni \,gal-ya-'ne\ Joseph Simon 1849-1916 Fr. gen. &
colonial administrajor
Gal.li.e-nus X.gal-e-'e-nas, -"a-nasX Publius Licinius Valerianus
Egnatius d 268 Rom. emp. (253-268)
Gal.Iup \'gal-ap\ , George Horace 1901- Am. statistician

Ga.IoiS \gal-'wa\ Evariste 1811-1832 Fr. math.
Gals.wor.thy X'gdlz-.war-UioX John 1867-1933 Eng. nov. &
dram.
Gait \'g61t\ John 1779-1839 Scot. nov.
Gal.ton \'g61t-»n\ Sir Francis 1822-1911 Eng. scientist

Gal.va.ni \gal-'viin-e, gal-\ Luigi or Aloisio 1737-1798 Ital.

physician & physicist
Gal.vez \'gal-,vaih, -,vas\ Jose 1729-1787 Marques de la Sonora
Span, jurist & colonial administrator
Ga.ma, da X'gam-a, 'gam-\ Vasco 14697-1524 Port, navigator
Ga.mar.ra \g3-'mar-3\ Agustin 1785-1841 Peruvian gen.; pres.
of Peru (1829-33; 1839-41)
Gam.bet.ta Ngam-'bet-a, ,gam-b3-'ta\ Leon 1838-1882 Fr.
lawver & smiesman
Ga.me.lin \,gam-(3-)'la"\ Maurice Gustave 1872-1958 Fr. gen.

Gan.dhi \'gan-de, 'gan-\ Mohandas Karamchand 1869-1948
Ma'hat'fna \ma-'hat-ma, -'hat-\ Gandhi Hindu nationalist leader
Gar-a-mond \'gar-3-.mand, ,gar-a-'mo"\ Claude d 1561 Fr. type-
founder
Ga.rand \ga-*rand, "gar-andX John Cantius 188S- Am.
(Canad.-born) inventor
Gar>cia Git-tier.rez \gar-'se-a-gU-'tyer-,as, -'the-s-, -'tyer-.ath\

Antonio ,1813-1884 Span. dram.
Gar.cia Ini.guez \gar-'se-3-'en-ye-gas\ CaUxto 18367-1898
Cuban lawver & revolutionist
Gar.cia Mo.re.no \gar-'se-3-m3-'ra-(,jno\ Gabriel 1821-1875
Ecuadorian journahst; pres. of Ecuador (1^861-65; 1869-75)
Gar. ci. la.so de la Ve.ga \,gar-so-'las-(.)o-.da-la-'va-g3\ 15397-
1616 /,( Inca Peruvian hist.

Gar-den \'gard-''n\ Mary 1877- Am. (Scot.-bom) soprano
Gar.di.ner X'gard-nsr, -'n-3r\ Samuel Rawson 1829-1902 Eng.
hist.— Stephen 14837-1555 Eng. prelate &. statesman
Gard-ner \'gard-n3r\ Erie Stanley 1889- Am. writer
Gar.field \'gar-,feld\ James Abram 1831-1881 20th pres. of the

U.S. (1881)
Gar.i.bal-di \,gar-3-'b61-de\ Giuseppe 1807-1382 Ital. patriot

Gar-land \'gar-l3nd\ Hamlin 1860-1940 Am. nov.

Gar.ner X'gar-nsrX John Nance 1868- Am. polit.; vice-pres.

of the U.S. (1933-41)
Gar.nett \'gar-n3t\ Constance 1862-1946 aie Black Eng. transla-

Gar.rick \'gar-ik\ David 1717-1779 Eng. actor

Gar. ri.son \'gar-a-s3n\ Mabel 1886- Am. soprano
— William Llovd 1805-1879 Am. abohtionist
Gar.ros \ga-'ros, ga-r6s\ Roland 1888-1918 Fr. aviator

Gar-Shin \'gar-sh3n\ Vsevolod Mikhailovich 1855-1S88 Russ.

Gary \'ga(3)r-e, ge(3)r-\ Elbert Henry 1846-1927 Am. lawyer &
industrialist
Gas.coigne \'gas-,k6in\ George 15257-1577 Eng. poet
Gas.kell \'gas-k3l\ Elizabeth Cleghorn 1810-1865 nee Stevenson
Eng. nov.
Gas.ser \'gas-3r\ Herbert Spencer 1888- Am. physiol.

Gasset see Jose Ortega y gasset
Gates \'gats\ Horatio 17287-1806 Am. gen. In Revolution

Gau.guin \go-'ga"\ Eugene Henri Paul 1848-1903 Fr. paintei

Gauss VgaiisV Kari Frie-drich 1777-1855 Ger. math. & astron.

Gau.la.ma Bud.dba \,gaut-3-m3-'bud-3, -'biid-\ 5637-7483 b.

orig. Prince Siddhariha Indian philos.; founder of Buddtusm
Gau.tier \go-'tya\ Theophile 1811-1872 Fr. author
Gay \'ga\ John 1685-1732 Eng. poet & dram.
Gay-Lus.sac \,ga-l3-'sak\ Joseph Louis 1778-1850 Fr. chem. &

Ge.ber \'je-b3r\ II 721-766 Arab scholar
Ged.des \'ged-3s\ Sir Eric Campbell 1875-1937 & his bro. Sir

Auckland 1879-1954 Eng. statesmen— \'ged-ez\ Norman Bel \'bel\ 1893-1958 Am. designer

Gei.kie \'ge-ke\ Sir Archibald 1835-1924 Scot, geologist

Gellee Claude see Claude lorrain
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Ge.nSt \zh3-'na\ Edmond Charles Edouard 1763-1834 Fr. diplo-
mat in U.S.
Gen.ghis Elian \,jeo-g9-'skan, ,geD-\ 1162-1227 Mongol con-
queror
Gen-ser-ic \'gen(t)-s3-rik, 'jen(t)-\ d 477 king of the Vandals
(428-477)

Gen.ti.le da Fa.bri.a.no \jen-'te-le-da-,fab-re-'an-(,)o\ 13707-
?142 7 Centile Mtissi Ital. painter_
Geof.frey of Monmoutli \'jef-re\ 11007-1154 Eng. ecclesiastic &
chronicler
George \'j6(3)rj'\ Saint d ab 303 Christian martyr & patron saint of
Eng.— name of 6 kings of Gt. Britain: 11660-172 7 (reigned 1714-27);
n 1683-1760 (reigned 1727-60); III 1738-1820 (reigned
1760-18201; IV 1762-1830 (reigned 1820-30); V 1865-1936
(reigned iyiO-36); VI 1895-1952 (reigned 1936-52)
— I 1845-1913 king of Greece (1863-1913)— II 1890-1947 king of Greece (1922-23; 1935-47)
— David Lloyd see David lloyd George— Henry 1839-1897 Am. econ.
Ge.rard \j3-'rard, 'jer-.ardX Charles 16187-1694 1st Baron
Gerard oj Bran-don Vbran-danX; Viscount Brandon Eng. royahst
commander— James Watson 1867-1951 Am. lawyer & diplomat
Ge-rard \zha-'rar\ Comte Etienne Maurice 1773-1852 Fr.
Napoleonic gen.; marshal of France

Ger-liard-sen \'ge(3ir-.hars-''n\ Einar 1897- Norw. polit.

Ger.lach, von \'geO)r-,lak, -,lak\ Hellmuth 1866-1935 Ger.
polit.; a founder of National Socialist party_
Ger.man.i-cus Cae-sar \j3r-,man-i-k3(s)-'se-z3r\ 15 b.c.-a.d. 19
Rom. gen.
Ge-rome \2ha-'rom\ Jean Leon 1824-1904 Fr. painter

Ge.ron.i.mo \j3-'ran-3-,mo\ 1829-1909 Apache chieftain

Ger-ry \'ger-e\ Elbridge 1744-1814 Am. statesman; vice-pres. of
the U.S. (1813-14)
Gersh.win \'g3rsh-w3n\ George 1898-1937 Am. composer
Ge.sell \g3-'2el\ Arnold Lucius 1880-1961 Am. psychol. &

Ges-ner, von \'ges-nar\ Konrad 1516-1565 Swiss naturalist

Get.ty \*get-e\ George Washington 1819-1901 Am. gen.— Jean Paul 1892- Am. business execuUve
Ghaz-za.li or Glia.za-li, al- \,al-g3-'zal-e\ 1058-1111 Arab
philos.
Ghi.ber-ti \ge-'bert-e\ Lorenzo 1378-1455 Florentine gold-
smith, painter, & sculptor
Ghir-tan.da-jo \,gir-l3n-'da-(,)yo, -'dT-(,)o\ Domenlco 1449-
1494 Florentine painter & mosaicist
Gliorm.ley \'g6rm-le\ Robert Lee 1883-1958 Am. admiral
Ghose \'gos\ Sri Aurobindo 1872-1950 Indian philos. & national-

ist statesman
Giar.di.no \jiir-'de-(,ln5\ Gaetano 1864-1935 Ital. gen.

Gi.auque \je-'ok\ William Francis 1895- Am. chem.
Gib.hon \'gib-3n\ Edward 1737-1794 Eng. hist.

Gito.bons \'gib-3n2\ James 1834-1921 Am. cardinal

Gibbs \'gibz\ Josiah Willard 1839-1903 Am. math. & physicist
— Sir Philip 1877-1962 Eng. journalist & nov.
Gib.son \'gib-S3n\ Charles Dana 1867-1944 Am. illustrator

Gide \'2hed\ Andre 1869-1951 Fr. nov., critic. & essayist

Gie.se.king \'ge-z3-kio\ Walter Wilhelm 1895-1956 Ger. (Fr.=.

born) pianist
Gil.bert \'gil-b3rt\ Cass 1859-1934 Am. architect
— Sir Humphrey 15397-1583 Eng. navigator
— William 1540-1603 Eng. physician & physicist— Sir William Schwenck 1836-1911 Eng. librettist & poet; collab-

orator with Sir Arthur Sullivan
Gil.der \'gil-d3r\ Richard Watson 1844-1909 Am. poet & editor

Gil.lette \J3-'Iet\ King Camp 1855-1932 Am, inventor & manuf.
— William 1855-1937 Am. actor

Gil.man \'gil-m3n\ Arthur 1837-1909 Am. educ; developed
Radclilfe College— Daniel Coit \'k6it\ 1831-1908 Am. educ; pres. Johns Hopkins
U. (1875-1901)
Gil.mer V'gil-marV Elizabeth 1870-1951 nee Mer-i-weth-er \'mer-a-
.welii-arX pseud. Dorothy Dix \'diks\ Am. journalist

Gil.pin \'gil-p3n\ Charles Sitlney 1878-1930 Am. actor

Gior.gio-ne, II \,el-(,)j6r-'jo-ne\ ab 1478-1511 Giorgione da
Casteljranco, orig. Giorgio Barbarelli Venetian painter

Giot.to \'j6(t)-(,)to. je-'at-(.)o\ 12 76?-?1337 Giotto di Bondone
Florentine painter, ai'chitect, & sculptor
Gipps \'gips\ Sir George 1791-1847 Brit. gov. of New So. Wales
(1836-46)

Gi.rard \zhe-'rar\ Jean Baptiste 1765-1850 Swiss Franciscan &
educ.
Gi.rard \j3-'rard\ Stephen 1750-1831 Am. (Fr.-born) financier &
philanthropist
Gi.raud \zhe-'r5\ Henri Honore 1879-1949 Fr. gen.

Gi.rau.doux \.zhir-o-'du\ Jean 1882-1944 Fr. writer

Gir.tin \'g3rt-'n\ Thomas 1775-1802 Eng. founder of art of

modern watercolor painting
Gls.sing \'gis-ir)\ George Robert 1857-1903 Eng. nov.

Gjel.le.rup \'gel-3-,rup\ Karl 1857-1919 Dan. writer

Glad.stone \'glad-,ston, chiejly Brit -stanX William Ewart 1809-
1898 Brit, statesman; prime min. (1868-74; 1880-85; 1886; 1892-
94)
Gla.ser \'gla-z3r\ Donald Arthur 1926- Am. physicist

Glas.gow \'glas-(,)ko, -(,)go, 'glaz-(,)go\ Ellen Anderson Gholson
1874-1945 Am. nov.
Glas.pell \'glas-,pel\ Susan 1882-1948 Am. nov. & dram.
Glass \'glas\ Carter 1858-1946 Am. statesman
Glen.dow.er \glen-'dau(-3)r\ Owen 13597-71416 Welsh chieftain

& rebel against Henry IV of Eng.
Glenn \'glen\ John Herschel 1921- Atn. astronaut; first Am.
man to orbit the earth (1962)
Glen.nan \'glen-3n\ Thomas Keith 1905- Am. engineer

Glin.ka \'glio-k3\ Mikhail Ivanovich 1803-1857 Russ. composer
Gloucester Duke of see Humphrey
Glov.er \'gl3V-3r\ John 1732-1797 Am. Revolutionary gen.

— Sarah Ann 1 785-1867 Eng. music teacher; invented tonic sol-fa
system of notation
Gluck X'gliikX Alma 1884-1938 nee {Reba) Fiersohn Am (Ro-
manian-born) soprano— Christoph Willibald 1714-1787 Ger. composer
Glyn \'gUn\ Elinor 1864-1943 nee Sutherland Brit. nov.
Go. bat \go-'ba\ Charles Albert 1843-1914 Swiss statesman
God.dard \'gad-3rd\ Robert Hatchings 1882-1945 Am. physicist
God.frey of BouiMon \,gad-fre-3v-(,)bU-'yo"\ Fr. Godefroy de
Bouillon 106 17-11 0(1 Fr. crusader
Go.dol.phin \g3-'dal-f3n\ Sidney 1645-1712 1st Earl of Godolphin
Eng. statesman
Gcdoy, de \g3-'th6i\ Manuel 1767-1851 Span, statesman
Go.du.nov \'god-'n-.6f, 'god-. 'gad-\ Boris Fiidorovich 15517-
1605 czar of Russia (1598-1605)
God.win \'g;id-w3n\ d 1053 earl of the West Saxons— William 1756-1836 Eng. philos. & nov.
Godwin-Aus.ten X-'os-ian, -'as-\ Henry Haversham 1834-1923
Eng. explorer & geologist
Goeb.bels \'g3(r)b-3lz, 'gfflb-\ Joseph Paul 1897-1945 Ger. Nazi
propagandist
Goering see goring
Goes \'gUs\ Hugo van der 14407-1482 Du. painter
Goe.tlials \'go-th3lz\ George Washington 1858-1928 Am. gen. &
engineer
Goe.the, von \'g3(r)t-3, 'goe-t3\ Johann Wolfgang I 749-1 832 Ger
poet & dram.
Gogh, van \van-'go. van-'k6k\ Vincent 1853-1890 Du. painter
Go.gol \'g6-g3l, -,g6l\ Nikolai Vasilievich 1809-1852 Russ. writer
Gold.berg \'gol(d)-,b3rg\ Arthur J. 1908- Am. juii-st

Gol.den \'gol-d3n\ Harry Lewis 1902- Am. journalist
Gol.den.wei.ser \'gol-d3n-,wT-z3r\ Alexander A. 1880-1940 Am.
(Russ.-boin) anthropologist & sociologist

Gol.do.ni \gal-'dn-ne, g61-\ Carlo 1707-1793 Ital. dram.
Goia.smith \'goird)-,smith\ Oliver 1728-1774 Brit, author
Gold.wa.ter \'gol-,dw6t-3r, -,dwat-\ Barry Morris 1909- Am.
polit.

Gol-gi \'g61-(,)je\ Camillo \ka-'mcl-(,)lo\ 1844-1926 Ital. physi-

Gollancz \g3-'lan(t)s, 'gai-3n(t)s\ Sir Hermann 1852-1930 Eng.
Semitic scholar
Goltz, von der \'g6lts, 'golts\ Baron Kol.mar \-'k6l-,mar\ 1843-
1916 Ger. gen.
Go.mez \'go-.mas, -,mez\ Juan Vicente 18577-1935 Venezuelan
gen. & polit.; dictator (1908-35)
Gom.pers X'giim-psrzX Samuel 1850-1924 Am. (Brit.-born) labor
leader
Go.mul.ka Ngo-'miil-ka, -'m3l-\ Wladyslaw 1905- Pol. polit.

ofticial

Gon.pal.ves Di.as \g3n-,sal-v3S-'de-3s\ Antonio 1823-1864
Brazilian poet
Gon.cha-ro.va \g3n-'char-a-va\ Nathalie 1881- Russ. artist

Gon.court, de \gf)"-'kuf3)r\ Edmond Louis Antoine 1822-1896 &
his bro. Jules Alfred Huot 1830-1870 Fr. nov. & collaborators
Gon.do.mar \,gan-d3-'mhr\ Count of 1567-1626 Diego Sar-
mienlo de Acuna Span, diplomat
Gon.za.ga \g3n-'zag-3, -'zag-\ Saint Aloysius 1568-1591 Ital.

Jesuit cleric

Gon.za.Iez Xgsn-'zal-ss, -3z\ Manuel 1833-1893 Mex. gen.; pres.
of Mexico (1880-84)
— Vi.de. la \v3-'tiia-l3, -'da-X Gabriel 1898- Chilean lawyer;
pres. of Chile (1946-52)
Gon.za.lo de C6r.do.ba \g3n-,zal-o-d3-'k6rd-3-b3, -'kord-a-vaX
Hernandez 1453-1515 el Grand Capitdn Span, soldier

Good.hue \'giid-(,)(h)yii\ Bertram Grosvenor 1869-1924 Am.
architect
Good. rich \'gud-(,)rich\ Samuel Griswold 1793-1860 pseud.
Peter Par-ley \'par-ie\ Am. writer
Good. year \'gud-,yi(3)r, 'guj-,i(3)r\ Charles 1800-1860 Am. in-

Gor.cha.kov \,g6r-ch3-'k6f, -'k6v\ Prince Aleksandr Ivanovich
1764-1825 Russ. gen. & statesman— Prince Aleksandr Mikhailovich 1798-1883 Russ. statesman &
diplomat
Gor.din \'g6rd-'n\ Jacob 1853-1909 Am. (Russ.-born) Yiddish
dram.
Gor.don \*g6rd-^n\ Charles George 1833-1885 Chinese Gordon,
Gordon Pasha Brit, soldier— Charles William 1860-1937 pseud. Ralph Connor Canad.
clergyinan & nov.— Lord George 1751-1793 Eng. polit. agitator
Go. re.my.kin \,g6r-3-*me-kon\ Ivan Longinovich 1839-1917
Russ. statesman; prime min. (1906; 1914-16)
Gor.gas \'g6r-g3s\ William Crawford 1854-1920 Am. army sur-

geon & sanitation expert
Gii.ring \'g3r-io, 'ger-\ Hermann Wilhelm 1893-1946 Ger. Nazi
polit.

Gor.ki \'g6r-ke\ Maksim also Maxim Gorky 1868- 1936 pseud.
of Aleksei Maksimovich Pesh-kov \'pesh-,k6f, -.k6v\ Russ. wiiter

Gort \'g6(3)rt\ 6th Viscount 1886-1946 John Standish Surtees
Prendergast Ver-e-ker \'ver-i-k3r\ Brit, field marshal
Go.schen \'go-sh3n\ George Joachim 1st Viscount 1831-1907
Brit, statesman
Gosse \'gas\ Sir Edmund William 1849-1928 Eng, poet & critic

Go.fa.ma Buddha \'got-3-m3-\ var oj Gautama buddha
Gou.dy \'gaud-e\ Frederic William 1865-1947 Am. printer & typp
designer
Gough \'gaf\ Sir Hugh 1st Viscount I 779-1 869 Eng. field marshal
Gould \'gUId\ Jay orig. Jason 1836-1892 Am. financier

Gou.nod \'gii-(,)no\ Charles Francois 1818-1893 Fr. composer
Gou.raud \gO-'ro\ Henri Joseph Eugene 1867-1946 Fr. gen.

Gour.mont, de \gur-'mo"\ Remy 1858-1915 Fr. writer

Gow.er \'gaii(-3)r, •go(-3lr, 'g6(-3)r\ John 13257-1408 Eng. poet
Go.ya y Lu.cien.tes, de \'g6i-(y)3-.e-,lii-se-'en-,tas\ Francisco
Jose 1746-1828 Span, painter
Gracchus \'grak-3s\ Gaius Sempronius 153-121 B.C. &. his bro.
Tiberius Sempronius 163-133 the Grac-chl \'grak-,i\ Rom. states-
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Gra-bam N'graam. "grat-almX John 16497-1689 Graham o/
Clci'ver-house \'kla-v3r-,haus\; Bonny Dundee; 1st Viscount of
Dundee Scot. Jacobite— Martha 1894?- Am. tlancer— Thomas 18(15-1860 Scot. chem.— William Franklin 1918- Billv Am. evangelist
Gra.hame V'gra-am, 'gra(-3lm\ Kenneth 1859-1').?2 Brit, writer

Gramme \grym\ Zenobe Theophile 1826-1901 Belg. electrician

Gra.mont. de \gra-'mo"\ Comte Philibert 16217-1707 Fr.
soldier & courtier
Gran-di \'gran-(,)de\ Dino di Mordano 1895- Ital. Fascist
poiit.

Grant \'grant, 'gi-ant\ Heber Jedediah 1856-1945 Am. Mormon;
pres. of the church (1918-451— Ulysses Simpson 1H22-1885 Ulysses Hiram (baptized Hiram
Ulysses) Grant Am. gen ; 18th pres. of the U.S. (1869-77)

Gran-ville-Bar.ker \,gran-,vil-'bar-k3r\ Harley Granville 1877-
1946 Eng. actor-manager & dram,
Grasse, de \'gras. 'griisX Comte Frangois Joseph Paul 1722-1788
Marquis de Grasse-Tilly \-te-'ye\ Fr. naval officer

Gra-tian \'gra-sh(e-i3n\ Lai. Flavius Gratianus 359-383 Rom.
emp. (375-3831
Grat.tan \'grat-=n\ Henry 1746-1820 Irish orator & statesman
Grau San Mar-tin \'grau-,san-(,imar-'ten, -,san-\ Ramon 1887-

Cuban physician & poiit,; pres. of Cuba (1944-48)
Graves \'gi'avz\ Robert Rankc 1895- Irish author
Gray \'gra\ Asa lSul-1838 Am. botanist— Thomas 1716-17(1 Eng. poet
Grayson David see Ray Siannard baker
Gra.zia.lli \,grat-se-'a-ne, ,graz-e-\ Rodolfo 1882-1955 Marchese
di NeghelU Hal. marshal &. colonial administrator
Gre.co, El \'grek-i,)o. 'grak-, 'grekA 1548' n614 or 71625
Domenii-o Teotocoputo Span. (Cretan-born) painter

Gree.ley \'gre-le\ Horace 1811-1872 Am. journalist & poiit.

Gree.Iy \'gre-le\ Adolphus Washington 1844-1935 Am. gen. &

Green \'grcn\ Anna Katharine 1846-1935 Am. writer
— John Richard 18J7-1883 Eng. hist.— Julian 1900- Am. nov.— William 1873-1952 Am. labor leader
Green-a-way \'gre-n3-,wa\ Catherine 1846-1901 Kate Eng.
painter & illustrator
Greene \'gren\ Graham 1904- Brit. nov.
— Nathanaei I 742-1 786 Am. Revolutionary gen.
— Robert 156(1?-I592_ Eng. poet & dram.
Gree<notlgll \'gre-(,)no\ Horatio 1805-1852 Am. sculptor

Greg.o-ry X'greg-fa-lieX name of 16 popes; esp. I Saint 540^-604
the Great (pope 590-604); VII Saint (Hihde-brmid \'hil-d3-

.brand\) 1020V-10S5 (pope 1073-85); XIII {Vgo Buoncompagni)
1502-1585 (pope 1572-85)— Lady Augusta 18597-1932 nSe Persse Irish dram.— of Nys.sa \-'nis-3\ Saint 331?-?396 Eastern church father
— ol Tours Saint 5387-593 Frankish ecclesiastic & hist.

Gren-lell \'sren-.fel\ Sir Wilfred Thomason 1865-1940 Eng.
medical missionary to Labrador
Gren-ville \'gren-,vil\ George 1712-1770 Eng. statesman
— orGreynville Sir Richard 15417-1591 Brit, admiral
Gresh.ara \'gresh-3m\ Sir Thomas 15197-1579 Eng. financier

Greuze \'gr3(r)z, 'grcez\ Jean Baptiste 1725-1805 Fr. painter

Gre.vy \gra-'ve\ Francois Paul Jules 1807-1891 Fr. lawyer; 3d
ores, of the Republic (1879-87)
Grey \'gra\ Charles 2d Earl 1764-1845 Eng. statesman; prime
min. (1830-34)— Edward 1862-1933 Viscount Grey oj Fal-lo-don \'fal-3d-'n\
Eng. statesman— Lady Jane 1537-1554 Eng. noblewoman beheaded as a possible
rival for the throne— Zane 18 75-1939 Am. nov.
Grieg \'gieg. 'grig\ Edvard 1843-1907 Norw. composer
Grier.son \'gri(3)rs-'n\ Sir Herbert John Chtlord 1866-1960
Brit, scholar
Grif.Iin \'grif-3n\ Walter Burley 1876-1937 Am. architect

Grif.lith \'grif-3th\ Arthur 1872-1922 Irish poet— David Lewclyn Wark 1875-1948 Am. motion-picture producer
Gri.gnard \gren-'y"ar(d)\ Victor 1871-1934 Fr. chem.
Grill. par. zer \'gril-,part-s3r\ Franz 1791-1872 Austrian dram. &

drimm \'grim\ Jacob 1785-1863 & his bro. Wilhelm 1786-1859
Ger. philologists & fairy-tale collaborators
Groe.ner X'grar-nsr, 'gia-X Wilhelm 1867-1939 Ger. gen.
GrO'Ie \'gro-,fa\ Fer-de \'f3rd-e\ 1892- Am. conductor &
composer
Grclier de Ser.vieres \'groI-,ya-d3-,ser-ve-'e(3)r\ Jean 1479-
1565 Fr. bibliophile
Gro>my>ko \gra-'me-(,)ko\ Andrei Andreevich 1909- Russ.
econ & diplomat
Groo.le \'grot-3\ Gerhard 1340-1384 Ge-rar-dus Mag-nus
\J3-,rard-3-'smag-n3s\ Du. religious reformer
Gro-pi-us \'gro-pe-3s\ Walter 1883- Ger.-born architect in

Am.
Grop.per \'grap-3r\ William 1897- Am. painter
Gros.ve.nor\'grov-n3r\ Gilbert Hovey 1875- Am. geographer
Grote \'grot\ George 1794-1871 Eng. hist.

Gro-tius \'gro-sh(e-)3s\ Hugo 1583-1645 Huig de Groot \'grot\
Du. jurist & statesman^
Grou-chy, de \grii-'she\ Marquis Emmanuel 1766-1847 Fr. gen.

Grove \'grov\ Sir George 1820-1900 Eng. writer on music
Groves \'grovz\ Leslie Richard 1896- Am. gen.
Grii'ne.wald \'gru-n3-,w61d\ Matthias or Mathaus // 1500-1530
Ger. painter

Grypli.l.us \'grif-e-3s\ Andreas 1616-1664 Ger. Greif \'grTf\
Ger. poet & dram.
Guar-ne.ri \gwar-'ne(3)r-e\ Lai. Guar-ne-ri-us \gwar-'nir-e-3s.
-'ner-\ family of Italian violinmakers; esp. Giuseppe Antonio
1638-1745
Gu.de-ri-an \gii-'der-e-3n\ Heinz 1886-1954 Ger. gen.
Gue.dal.la \gw3-'dal-3\ Philip 1889-1944 Eng. writer
Gue.rard \ga-'riir(d)\ Albert Leon 1880-1959 Am. (Fr.-bora)
educ. & writer

Guest \'gest\ Edgar Albert 1881-1959 Am. Journalist & poet
Gui-do d' Arez-zo \'gwed-(,)o-d»-'ret-(,)so\ or Guide Are>ti-
no \.ar-3-'te-(,)no\ 9957-71050 Benedictine monk & music reforra-

Guil.laume \ge-'yom\ Charles ^douard 1861-1938 Fr. physicist
Guis.card \ge-'skar\ Robert 10157-1085 Norman conqueror in

Guise, de \'gez, 'gwez\ 1st Due 1519-1563 FranQois de Lorraine:
le Balaire Fr, soldier & poiit.— 3d Due 1550-1588 Henri I de Lorraine: also le Balajre Fr.
soldier & poiit.

Gui-te.ras \ge-'ter-3S\ Juan 1852 -1925 Cuban physician
Gui.zot \ge-'zo\ Frangois Pierre Guillaume 1787-1874 Fr. hist. &

Gnu.strand \'g3l-,stran(d)\ Allvar 1 862-1930 Swed. ophthalmolo-
gist

Gun-nars.son X'ggn-sr-ssnV Gunnar 1889- Icelandic poet &

Gun-ter X'gant-srX Edmund 1581-1626 Eng. math.
Gus.ta-vus \(, ig3-'sta-v3s, -'stav-3s\ name of 6 kings of Sweden:
I ^Gll•:tavus Va-sa \-'vas-3\) 1496-1560 (reigned 1523-60); II
(Gusittvus Adolphus-) 1594-1632 (reigned 161 1 -32); III 1 746-1792
(reigned 1771-92); IV {.Gustavus Adolphus) 1778-1837 (reigned
1792-1809); V (Gus-laJ \'gas-,tav. 'giis-, -,taf\) 1858-1950
(reigned 1907-50); VI 1882- (reigned 1950- )

Gu-ten.berg \'giit-3n-.b3rg\ Johann 14007-71468 Johann Gens-
jleisrh Ger. inventor of printing from movable type
Gutz.kow \'guts-i,)ko\ Kari 1811-1878 Ger. journalist, nov., &

Guz.man Blan-co \gii-'smj
Venezuelan soldier & states
terms of two years 1870-89)
Gwin.nett \gwin-'et\ Button 1735-1777 Am. Revolutionary
leader
Gwyn or Gwynne \'gwin\ Eleanor 1650-1687 Nell Eng. actress;
mistress oj Charles II

Haa.kon VII X'ho-kan, -,kan\ 1872-1957 king of Norway (1905-
-57)
Ha. her \'hab-3r\ Fritz 1868-1934 Ger. chem.
Ha-cha \'ha-(,lka\ Eniil 1872-1945 Czech jurist & statesman
Had. field \'had-.feld\ Sir Robert Abbott 1858-1940 Eng. metal-

Ha.dri.an \'ha-dre-3n\ var oj ADRIAN
Hadrian 76-138 Rom. emp. (117-138)
HaecR.el \'hek-3l\ Ernst Heinrich 1834-1919 Ger. biologist &
philos.

Ha.llz \ha-'fiz\ 14th cent. Shams ud-din Mohammed Pers. poet
Hag.e.dorn \'hag-3-,d6(a)rn\ Hermann 1882- Am. poet,
nov., & critic

Hag.gard \'hag-3rd\ Sir Henry Ri.der \-'rTd-3r\ 1856-1925 Eng.

Hahn \'han\ Otto 1879- Ger. physical chem.
Hah.nc.mann \'hiin-3-m3n\ (Christian Friedrich) Samuel 1755-
1S43 Ger. phvsician; founder of homeopathy
Hai.dar (or Hy.der) Ali \.hId-3-r3-'le\ 1722-1782 Muslim ruler
of Mysore, India
Haig \'hag\ Douglas 1861-1928 1st Earl Haig Brit, field marshal
Hai.le Se.las.sie \,hT-le-s3-'las-e, -'las-\ 1891- Ras Tajjari
or Taiarl emp. of Ethiopia (1930-36; 1941- )

Hak.luyt \'hak-,IUt, -bt\ Richard 15527-1616 Eng. geographer &
hist.

Hal.dane \'h6I-,dan\ John Burdon Sanderson 1892- Brit.

scientist— John Scott 1860-1936 Brit, physiologist— Richard Burdon 1856-1928 Viscount Haldane oj Ctoan \'klon\;
bro. oj J.S. Brit, lawyer, philos., & statesman
Hal.der N'hiil-darX Franz 1884- Ger, gen.

Hale \'ha(3)l\ Edward Everett 1822-1909 Am. Unitarian clergy-

man & writer
— George Ellery 1868-1938 Am. astron.— Sir Matthew 16(19-1676 Eng, jurist— Nathan 1755-1776 Am. Revolutionary officer; executed as a
spy by the British

Ha.le.vy \.(hial-a-'ve, _,(h)al-\ 1799-1862 pseud, of Jacques
Fromental Elie Le-vy \la-'ve\ Fr. composer— Ludovic 1834-1908 nephew ol prec. Fr, dram. & nov.

Hal.i.fax \'hal-3-,faks\ Eari of 1881-1959 Edward Frederick
Lindley Wood Eng. statesman & diplomat

Hall \'h6l\ Charles Francis 1821-1871 Am. arctic explorer— Charles Martin 1863-1914 Am. chem. * manuf.— Granville Stanley 1846-1924 Am. psychol. & educ.
— James Norman 1887-1951 Am. nov.

Hal.lam \'hal-3m\ Henry 1777-1859 Eng. hist.

Hal.leck X'hal-sk, -ik\ Fitz-Gieene 1790-1867 Am, poet
— Henry Wager 1815-1872 Am. gen.

Hal.ler \'hal-3r\ Jozef 1873-1960 Pol, soldier

Hal. ley \'hal-e, 'ha-le\ Edmund 1656-1742 Eng, astron,

Hals \'halz, 'hiilsX Frans 15807-1666 Du. painter

Hal.sey \'h6l-se, -zc\ William Frederick 1882-1959 Am, admiral
of the fleet

Hal.sted V'hol-stsd, -,sted\ William Stewart 1852-1922 Am, sur-

geon
Ham.hro \'ham-,bro\ Carl Joachim 1885- Norw, statesman
Ha.mil.car Bar.ca Xha-'mil-.kar-'bar-ka, 'ham-al-X 2707-228
B.C. lather oj Hannibal Carthaginian gen.

Ham-il-ton N'ham-al-tsn, -3lt-"n\ Alexander 1755-1804 Am.
statesman— Edilh 1867- Am. clas<;icist— Lady Emma 1 761 7-1815 nee Lyon, mistress oj Lord Nelson
— Sir Ian Standish Mon.teith \miin-'teth\ 1853-1947 Brit, gen.

Ham.lin \'ham-bn\ Hannibal 1809-1891 Am. poiit,; vice-pres. ol

the US. (1861-65)
Bam.mar.skjdld \'ham-3r-,sh3ld. "ham-, -,shuld, -,sheld\ Dag
\'dag\ Hjalmar Agnd Carl 1905-1961 Swed. U.N. official;

secy.-gcn. (1953-61)
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Haw^kins N'ho-ksnzN Sir Anthony Hope 1863-1933 pseud.
Anthony Hope Eng. nov. & dram.— or Hawkyns Sir John 1532-1595 Eng. admiral
Ha.worth X'harth, 'hos-rthX Sir Walter Norman 1883-1950 Eng.

Haw.thorne \'h6-,tho(aim\ Nathaniel 1804-1864 Am. author
Hay \'ha\ John Milton 1838-19U5 Am. statesman
Hay-dn N'hTd-'nXfFranzl Joseph 1732-1809 Austrian composer
Hayes \'haz\ Carlton Joseph HunUey 1882- Am, hist, &

Helen Hayes Brown, wije oj Charles Mac-

Ham-nier-stein \'ham-3r-,stTn. -,sten\ Oscar 18477-1919 Ger,.
born theater manager in Am,— Oscar 1895-1961) grandson oj prec. Am, dram,
Ham.mond \'ham-and\ John Hays 1855-1936 Am, mining
engineer— John Hays 18S8- son oj prec. Am, electrical engineer & in-

Ham.mu-ra.Iii \,ham-3-'rab-e\ king of Babylon (o6 1955-1913
B.C. or earlier)
Hanip.aeu \'ham(p)-d3n\ John 1594-1643 Eng. statesman— Waller 1879-1955 stage name of W. H. Dougherty Am. actor
Hamp-ton \'hamipi-t3n\ Wade 17527-1835 Am. gen.— Wade 1818-191)2 grandson ol prec. Am. poht. & Confed. gen.
Ham-sun \'ham-s3n\ Knut 1859-1952 pseud, of Knut Pedersen
Norw. writer
Han.oock \'han-,kak\ John 1737-1793 Am, Revolutionary
statesman— Winfield Scott 1824-1886 Am. gen.
Hand \'hand\ Learned 1872-1961 Am. jurist

Han-del \'han-d3l\ George Frederick 1685-1759 Brit, tGer,-born)
composer
Han-na \'han-a\ Marcus Alonzo 1837-1904 Mark Am, business-
man &. polit.

Han.nay \'han-,a, 'han-e\ James Owen 1865-1950 Irish clergyman
& nov,
Han-ni.bal \'han-3-b3l\ 247-183 b,c, son of Hamilcar Barca
Carthaginian gen,
Han-no \'hun-(,)o\ 3d cent. B.C. Carthaginian statesman
Ha-no-taux \,an-3-'to, ,an-\ (Albert Auguste) Gabiiel 1853-1944
Fr. hist. & statesman
Han-sard \'han(t)-s3rd, 'han-,sard\ Luke 1752-1828 Eng. printer
Han-sou \'han(t)-s3n\ Howard 1896- Am. composer
Hans-son \'han(t)-s3n\ Per Albin 1885-1946 Swed. statesman
Han Yii \'han-'yu\ 768-824 Han Weii-Kung Chin. poet, essayist, &
philos.
Har-bach \'har-,bak\ Otto Abels 1873- Am. dram. & musicals
comedy librettist

Har-court X'har-ksrt, -,ko(3)rt, -,k6(3)rt\ Sir Cecil Halliday
Jepson 1892-1959 Brit, admiral
Har-de-ca-nute \,hard-i-k3-'n(y)Ut\ 10197-1042 king of Denmark
(1035-421 and of Eng, (1040-42)
Har-den \'hard-=n\ Sir Arthur 1865-1940 Eng. chem.— Maximilian 1861-192 7 orig, Wilkowski Ger. journalist & writer
Har-den-berg, von \'hard-'n-,b3rg\ Prince Karl August 1750-
1822 Pruss. statesman
Har-ding \'hard-io\ Warren Gamaliel 1865-1923 29th pres. of the
U.S. (1921-23)
Hard-wicke \'har-,dwik\ Sir Ce-dric \'se-drik\ Webster 1893-
Eng. actor
Har-dy \'hard-e\ Thomas 1840-1928 Eng. nov. & poet
Har-greaves \'har-,grevz\ James d 1778 Eng, inventor of the spin-
ning jenny
Har-iug-ton or Har-ring-ton \'har-io-t3n\ Sir John 1561-1612
Eng, writer & translator

Ha-ri-ri, al- \,al-h3-'ri(3)r-e\ 1054-1122 Arab scholar &. poet
Har-lan \'har-lsn\ John Marshall 1899- Am, jurist

Hai-Iey \'har-le\ Robert 1661-1724 1st Eari of Oxjord Eng,
statesman
Harms-worth \'harmz-(,)w3rth\ Alfred Charies William 1865-
1922 Viscount North'Clille \'n6rth-,klif\ Eng. publisher & polit.— Haiold Sidney 1868-1940 1st Viscount Roih-er.mere X'ratJi-ar-
mi(3)r\ hro. ol A.C.W. Eng. publisher & poet

Bar-Old \'har-ald\ I d 1 040 Harold Hare-joot \'ha(3)r-,fut, 'he(3)r-\
king of Eng. (103.5-40)— II 102 2 '-1066 king of Eng. (1066)— name of 3 kings of Norway: esp. III Haard-raa-de \'h6r-,r6d-3\
1015-1066 (reigned 1047-66)
Har-ri-man X'har-s-manX (William) Aver-ell \'av-(3-)r3l\ 1891-

Am. businessman, diplomat, & polit,

Har-ris \'har-3s\ Sir Arthur Travers 1892- Brit, air marshal— Frank 1854-1931 Am, (Irish-bornl writer— Joel Chandler 1848-1908 Am, writer— Roy 1898- Am, composer— William Torrey 1835-1909 Am, philos, & educ.
Har-ri-son \'har-3-s3n\ Benjamin 1833-1901 23d pres, of the U,S.
(1889-93)— Frederic 1831-1923 Eng, writer &. philos,— William Henry 1773-1841 9th pres, of the U,S. (1841)

Hart \'hari\ Albert Bushnell 1854-1943 Am. hist. & editor— Lorenz 1895-1943 Am, lyricist— Moss 1904-1961 Am, librettist & dram.— Sir Robert 1835-1911 Brit, diplomat— William Shakespeare 1872-1946 Am, actor
Harte \'hart\ Francis Brett 1836-1902 Bret \'bret\ Am, writer
Ha-rnn al-Ra-shid Vhs-.rii-.nal-rs-'shed, -,nar-r3-\ 7647-809
caliph of Baghdad (786-809)
Har-vard \'har-v3rd\ John 1607-1638 Eng, clergyman in Am,
Har-vey \'har-ve\ George Brinton McClellan 1864-1928 Am.
journalist & diplomat— Sir John Maitin 1863-1944 Eng, actor & producer— William 1578-1657 Eng, physician & anatomist
Has-dru-bal X'haz-.drii-bal, haz-'\ d 207 b.c, bro. oj Hannibal
Carthaginian gen,

Has-sam \'has-3m\ Childe 1859-1935 Am, painter & etcher
Hass-Ier \'has-l3r\ Hans Leo 1564-1612 Ger composer
Has-tings \'ha-slinz\ 1st Marquis of 1754-1826 Francis Raw-don:-
Hastings \,r6d-'n-\ Brit, gen, & colonial administrator— Thomas 1860-1929 Am, architect— Warren 1732-1818 Eng, statesman & administrator in India
Ha-ta \'ha-(,)ta\ Shun-ro-ku \'shun-ro-,kii\ 1879- Jap, gen,
Haupt-mann \'haiip(t)-,man\ Gerhart 1862-1946 Ger, writer
Haus-ho-fer X'haiis-.ho-farX Karl 1860-1946 Ger, gen, & geog-
rapher
Hauss-mann \o-'sman\ Baron Georges Eugene 1809-1891 Fr.
administrator: improver of Paris
Have-lock \'hav-,lak, -bk\ Sir Henry 1795-1857 Brit, gen.
Hawke \'h6k\ Edward 1st Baron 1705-1781 Eng, admiral
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diplomat— Helen 1900-
Arthur Am. actress— Isaac Israel 1832-1881 Am. arctic explorer— Patrick Joseph 1867-1938 Am. cardinal— Roland 188 7- Am. tenor— Rutherford Birchard 1822-1893 19th pres, of the U,S, (1877-
81)
Haynes \'hanz\ Elwood 1857-1925 Am, inventor
Hays \'ha7\ Will Harrison 1879-1954 Am, lawyer & poUt,
Haz.ard \'haz-3rd\ Caroline 1856-1945 Am, educ; pres, Wellesley
College (1899-1910)
Ha-zard \a-'zar\ Paul Gustave Marie Camille 1878-1944 Fr.
literarv hist,

Haz-litt \'haz-l3t\ William 1778-1830 Eng, essayist
Hea.ly \-he.|e\ Timothy Michael 1855-1931 Irish natlonaUst
statesman
Hearn\'h3rn\Laf-ca-dio\laf-'kad-5-.o,-'kad-\ 1850-1904 Yakumo
Koizumi Jap. (Greek-born) writer of Irish-Greek descent
Hearst \'h3rst\ William Randolph 1863-1951 Am, newspaper
publisher
Heav-i-side \'hev-e-,sTd\ Oliver 1850-1925 Eng, physicist &

Heb-bel'\'heb-3l\ Friedrich 1813-1863 Ger, dram,
He.ber \'he-b3r\ Reginald 1783-1826 Eng, prelate & hymn writer
He-bert \a-'be(3)r\ Jacques Rene 1755-1794 Fr, revolutionary
journalist
He-din \ha-'den\ Sven Anders 1865-1952 Swed, explorer
He-gel \'ha-g3l\ Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 1770-1831 Ger, philos,
Hei-deg-ger \'hid-i-g3r, 'hl-,deg-3r\ Martin 1889- Ger,
philos.

Hel-den-stam, von \'had-=n-,stam, -,stam\ Vemer 1859-1940
Swed. writer
Hel-Jetz \'hi-f3ts\ Ja-scha \'yash-3\ 1901- Am, (Russ,-bom)
violinist
Hei-ne \'hT-n3\ Heinrich 1797-1856 Ger, poet & critic

Hei-sen-herg \'hTz-'n-,b3rg, -,be(3)rk\ Werner 1901- Ger.
physicist
Hei-ser \'hT-z3r\ Victor George 1873- Am, public-health
physician & writer
He-li-o-gab.a-lns \,he-le-o-'gab-3-l3s\ 204-222 Varius Avitus
Bassiantis Rom. emp. (218-222)
Hell-man \'hel-m3n\ Lillian J905- Am, dram,
Helm-holtz, von \'helm-,holts\ Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand
1821-1894 Ger. physicist, anatomist, & physiol.

He-lo-Sse \'a-l3-,wez\ 11017-1164 wije oj Abelard Fr, abbess
Hel-ve-tius \hel-'va-sh(e-)3s, -'ve-; ,(h)el-,vas-'yds\ Claude Adrien
1715-1771 Fr. philos.

He-mans N'hem-snz, 'he-m3nz\ FeUcia Dorothea 1793-1835 n&
Browne Eng. poet
Hem-ing or Hem-minge yhem-io\ John 15567-1630 Eng. actor
Hem-ing-way \'hem-io-,wa\ Ernest 1899-1961 Am, storywriter
& journalist

He-mon \a-mo"\ Louis 1880-1913 Fr, nov.
Hench \'hench\ Philip Showalter 1896- Am, physician
Hen-der-son \'hen-d3r-s3n\ Arthur 1863-1935 Brit, labor leader
& statesman
"- Leon 1895- Am. econ, & administrator— Sir Nev-ile \-'nev-3l\ Meyrick 1882-1942 Brit, diplomat
Hen-dricks \'hen-driks\ Thomas Andrews 1819-1885 Am, polit,;

vice-pres, of the U,S, (1885)
Hen-gist \'heo-g3St, -.gist\ and Hor-sa \'h6r-S3\ d 488 and 455
A.o. resp. hros. Jute invaders of Britain (,ab 449)
Ren-ley \'hen-le\ William Ernest 1849-1903 Eng. editor & author
Hen-ne-pin X'hen-a-pan, en-'pan\ Louis 16407-1701 Belg. friar &
explorer in Am.
Hen-ry \'hen-re\ name of 8 kings of Eng.: I 1068-1135 (reigned
1100-35); II 1133-1189 (reigned 1154-89); III 1207-1272
(reigned 1216-72); IV 1367-1413 (reigned 1399-1413); V 1387-
1422 (reigned 1413-22); VI 1421-1471 (reigned 1422-61 &
1470-71); VII 1457-1509 (reigned 1485-1509); VIII 1491-1547
(reigned 1509-47)— name of 4 kings of France: I 1008-1060 (reigned 1031-60);
II 1519-1559 (reigned 1547-59); III 1551-1589 (reigned 1574-
89); IV ol Navarre 1553-1610 (reigned 1589-1610)— 1394-1460 the Navigator Port, prince; promoter of navigation— Joseph 1797-1878 Am. physicist— O. see PORTER— Patrick 1 736-1 799_Am. statesman & orator
Hens-lowe \'henz-(,)lo\ Philip d 1616 Eng, theater manager &

Hep-burn \'hep-(.)b3rn\ Katharine 1909- Am, actress

Hep-pie.white \'hep-3l-, (h)wit\ George d 1 786 Eng. cabinetmaker
Her-a-cli-tus \,her-3-'klTt-3s\ 6th-S^h cent. B.C. Greek philos,

He-ra-cli-us \.her-3-'kli-3S, hi-'rak-le-\ 5757-641 Byzantine emp.
(610-641)

Her-bart \'he(3)r-,bart\ Johann Friedrich 1776-1841 Ger. phUos.
& educ.
Her-bert X'hsr-bsrtX George 1593-1633 Eng. divine & poet— Victor 1859-1924 Am. (Irish-born) composer & conductor— William 1580-1630 3d Eari of Pembroke Eng, statesman & poet
Herhlock see Herbert Lawrence block
Her-der, von \'herd-3r\ Johann Gottfried 1744-1803 Ger. philos.
& writer
He-re-dia, de \,er-a-'dy'a, (h)a-'rad-e-3\ Josi Maria 1842-1905
Fr. (Cuban-bom) poet
Her-ford \'h3r-f3rd\ Oliver 1863-1935 Eng. writer & illustrator {
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Her.ges.hel.mer NTisr-gss-.hT-msr, -g3-,shI-\ Joseph 1880-1954

He. ring '\'her-ir), "ha-rioX Ewald 1834-1918 Ger. physiol. &
psychol.
Her.Ki.mer X'hsr-ka-msrV Nicholas 1728-1777 Am. Revoludon-
ary gen.
Hern.don \'harn-d9n\ William Henry 1818-1891 Am. lawyer
He.ro \'he-(,lro. "hiCalr-CJoX or He.ron \'he-,ran\ 3d cent. a.d.
Greek scientist
Her.od \'her-3d\ 73?-4 B.C. the Great Rom. king of Judea (37-4)— An.ti'Pas \'ant-3-,pas, -pssV d after a.o. 40 son oj prec. Rom.
tetrarch of Galilee (4 r.c.-a.d. 40i

He.rod'O'tus \hi-'rad-3-t3s\ 5th cent. B.C. Greek hist.

Her.re-ra, de \(h)3-'rer-a\ Francisco 1576-1656 el Viejo Span,
painter
Her.rick \'her-ik\ Myron Timothy 1854-1929 Am. diplomat— Robert 1591-1674 Eng. poet— Robert 1868-1938 Am. nov.

Her.riot \,er-e-'o\ Edouard 1872-1957 Fr. statesman
Her.schel X'har-shslX Sir John Frederick William 1792-1871 &
his father Sir William^ I 738-182 2 Eng. astronomers
Her-sey \'har-se, -zeX John Richard 1914- Am. nov. &

Her-ter X'hart-arX Christian Archibald 1895- Am. diplomat;
secy, of state (1959-61)
Her-ty N'hsn-eV Charles Holmes 1867-1938 Am. chem.
Hertz \'he(3)rts, 'hartsX Gustav 1887- Ger. physicist— Heinrich Rudolf 1857-1894 Ger. physicist
Her.tzog X'hsrt-.sog, -,sag\ Enrique 1897?- pres. of Bolivia
(1947-49)— James Barry Munnik 1 866-1 942 S. African gen. & statesman

Herzl \'hert-ssl\ Theodor 1860-1904 Austrian (Hung.-bom)
Zionist
He-Si.od \'he-se-ad, 'hes-e-\ 8th cent. B.C. Greek poet
Hess \'hes\ Dame Myra 1890- Eng. pianist
— Victor Franz 1883- Austrian phvsicist— (Walther Richard) Rudolf 1894- 'Ger. Nazi polit.— Waller Rudolf 1881- Swiss physiol.
Hes.se \'hes-3\ Hermann 1877-1962 Ger. author
He.ve.sy, von \'hev-3-she\ Georg 1885- Hung. chem.
Hey.drich \'hi-drik, -drikX Reinhard 1904-1942 the Hangman
Ger. Nazi administrator
Hey.mans \'ha-,manz, a-'ma"s\ Corneille 1892- Belg. physiol.
Hey.rov.sky \'ha-r3f-ske, -rsvA Jaroslav \'yar-6-,slaf\ 1890-
Czech chem.
Hey.se, von \'hT-z3\ Paul 1830-1914 Ger. nov., dram., & poet
Hey. ward \'ha-w3rd\ Du.Bose \d(y)(i-'boz\ 1885-1940 Am.
author
Hey.wood \'ha-.wud\ John 14977-71580 Eng. author— Thomas 15747-1641 Eng. dram.
Hich.ens \'hich-3nz\ Robert Smythe 1864-1950 Eng. nov.
Hick.oK \'hik-.ak\ James Butler 1837-1876 Wild Bill Am. scout
& U.S. marshal
Hi.ero I \'hi-3-,ro\ or Hi.er-on \-.ran\ d 466 b.c, tyrant of
Syracuse (478-466)
Hieronymus Saint Eusebius see jerome
Big. gin.son \'hig-3n-s3n\ Thomas Wentworth Storrow 1823-1911
Am. clergyman & writer
High.et \'hT-3t\ Gilbert 1906- Am. (Scot.-born) author.
critic, & educ.
Hildebrand see Pope Gregory vii

Hill \'hil\ Ambrose Powell 1825-1865 Am. Confed. gen.
.— Archibald Vivian 1886- Eng. physiol.— James Jerome 1838-1916 Am. financier & railway promoter— Sir Rowland 1795-1879 Eng. postal reformer

Hil-la.ry \'hil-3-re\ Sir Edmund 1919- N.Z. apiarist &.

Hil.lel'x'hil-al, -,el\ /; 30 b.c.-a.d. 9 Jewish teacher; first to
formulate definite hermeneutic principles

Hill.man \'hil-m3n\ Sidney 1887-1946 Am. labor leader
Hil.precht \'hil-,prekt\ Hermann Volrath 1859-1925 Am. (Ger.a
born) Assyriologist
Hil.ton \'hilt-'n\ James 1900-1954 Eng. nov.
Hiram.ler \'him-l3r\ Heinrich 1900-1945 Ger. Nazi poUt.
Hin.de.mith \'hin-d3-,mit(h), -m3t(h)\ Paul 1895- Ger.
violist & composer
Hin.den-bnrg, von \*hin-d3n-,b3rg, -,bii(3Vg\ Paul 1847-1934
Paul Litdwig Hans Anton von Beneckendorij und von Hindenburg
Ger. field marshal; pres. of Germany (1925-34)
Hin.shel.wood \'hin-ch3l-,wiid\ Sir Cyril Norman 1897-
Brit. chem.
Hip.par.chus \hip-'ar-k3s\ 6th cent. B.C. tyrant of Athens (527-
514 B.C.)— .// 130 B.C. Gj-eek astron.
Hip. pi.as \'hip-e-3s\ 6th cent. B.C. bro, oj Hipparchus ruled Athens
with his brother
Hip.poc.ra.tes \hip-'ak-r3-,tez\ 4607-7377 B.C. jather oJ medicine

Hi-ro-hi-to \,hir-o-'he-(,)to\ 1901- emp. of Japan (1926- )

Hi.ro. shi.ge \,hir-3-'shc-ge\ Ando 1797-1858 Jap. painter
Hitch.COCK \'hich-,kak\ Edward 1793-1864 Am. geologist &.

educ.— Ethan Allen 1 835-1 909 Am. diplomat & administrator
Hit.ler \'hi^l3r\ Adolf 1889-1945 Ger. chancellor & fijhrer
Hil.ti\'hit-e\ Philip Khun 1886- Am. (Svrian-born) orientalist
Hit.torl \'hi-,t6rf\ Johann Wilhelm 1824-19'l4 Ger. physicist
Hoare X'hoolr, 'h6f3)r\ Samuel John Gurney 1880-1959 Viscount
Templewood Enc. statesman
Hcbart \'ho-,bart. -b3rt\ Garret Augustus 1844-1899 Am.
law.ver; vice-pres. of the U.S. (1897-99)
Hoh.he.ma \'hab-i-m3\ Meindert I638-I709 Du. painter
Hobbes \'habz\ Thomas 1588-1679 Eng. philos.
Hob.son \'hab-s3n\ Richmond Pearson 1870-1937 Am. naval
officer

Hoccleve \'hak-,lev\ Thomas 13707-71450 Eng. poet
Hock.ing \'hak-io\ William Ernest 1873- Am. philos.
Hoe \'ho\ Richard March 1812-1886 son oj Robert Am. manuf. &
~- Robert 1784-1833 Am. (Eng.-born) printing-press manuf.

Ho.Ier \'ho-f3r\ Andreas 1767-1810 Tyrolese patriot
HoJ.fa \'haf-3\ James Riddle 1913- Am. labor leader
Holf.man \'haf-m3n, 'h6f-\ Mal.vi-na \mal-'ve-n3\ 1887-
Am. sculptor
HoIMnann \'haf-m3n, 'hof-, -,man\ August Heinrich 1798-1874
Ger. poet, philologist, & hist.— Ernst Theodor Wilhelm 1776-1822 Ernst Theodor Amadeus
Ger. cnmooser. writer, & illustrator
Hol.manii \'haf-m3n, 'h6f-\ Josef Ca.simir 1876-1957 Pol. pianist
Hof.mann, von \'haf-m3n, 'hof-, -,man\ August Wilhelm 1818-
1892 Ger chem.
Hof.manns.thal, von X'hiif-msnz-.tal, 'h6f-\ Hugo 1874-1929
Austrian poet & dram.
Ho.garth \'ho-,garth\ William 1697-1 764 Eng. painter & engraver
Hog.ben X'hog-bsn, 'hag-\ Lancelot Thomas 1895- Eng.

Hogg X'hog, 'hag\ James 1770-1835 the Ettrick Shepherd Scot.
poet
HohenzoUern Michael see Michael
Ho.ku.sai \'ho-k3-,s7\ Katsushika 1760-1849 Jap. artist

Hol.bein X'hnl-.bln, 'h61-\ Hans father 14657-1524 & son 14977-
1543 Ger. painters

Hoi. comb \'hal-k3m\ Thomas 1879- Am. marine-corps gen.
Hol.in.shed \'hal-3nzj,hed, -3n-,shed\ or HoMings.head \-ir)z-
,hed\ Raphael dab I38O Eng. chronicler
Hol-land \'hal-3nd\ John Philip 1840-1914 Irish-born inventor in

Holman-Hunt William see Holman hunt
Holmes X'homz, "holmzX John Haynes 1879- Am. clergyman— Oliver Wendell 1809-1894 Am. physician &. author— Oliver Wendell 1841-1935 son oj prec. Am. jurist
Hoist, von \'holst, 'holstX Hermann Eduard 1841-1904 Russ,a
born hist, in Am.
Holt \'holt\ Luther Emmett 185S-1924 Am, pediatrician
Ho Lung \'ho-'lur)\ 18867- Chin. Communist gen.
Home \'hyum\ Daniel Dun.glas \-,d3n-'glas\ 1833-1886 Scot,
spiritualist rnedium
Ho-nier \'ho-m3r\ // 850 B.C. or earlier; traditional Greek epic
poet— Winslow 1836-1910 Am. painter
Ho.neg.ger \,an-e-'ge(3)r, ,6n-; 'han-e-g3r\ Arthur 1892-1955
Fr. composer
Ho. no. ri.us \h3-'nor-e-3s, -"nor-X Flavins 384-423 Rom. emp. ol
the West (395-423)
Hood \'hiid\ John Bell 1831-1879 Am. Confed. gen.— Samuel 1st Viscount 1724-1816 Brit, admiral— Thomas 1799-1845 Eng. poet
Hooke \'hi]k\ Robert 1635-1703 Eng. experimental philos.
Hook.er \'huk-3r\ Joseph 1814-1879 Am. amiy officer— Sir Joseph Dalton 1817-191! Eng. botanist— Richard 15547-1600 Eng. theol.
.— Thomas 15867-1647 Eng. Puritan clergyman; a founder of
Connecticut
Hoo.ton \'hut-=n\ Earnest Albert 1887-1954 Am. anthropol.
Hoo.ver \'hii-v3r\ Herbert Clark 1874- 31st pres. of the U.S.
(1929-33)— John Edgar 1895- Am. criminologist; director Federal
Bureau oj Investigation (1924- )

Hope \'hop\ Anthony see Sir Anthony Hope Hawkins— Victor Alexander John 1887-1951 son oj prec. 8th Eari of
Hope.toun \'hop-t3n, -,taOn\ & 2d Marquis of Lin-lith'gow \lin-
lith-f,lgo\ Brit, soldier; viceroy of India (1936-43)
Hop.kins \'hap-k3nz\ Sir Frederick Gow.land \'gaCi-l3nd\ 1861-
1947 Eng. biochem.— Geiard Manlev 1844-1889 Eng. poet— Harry Lloyd 1890-1946 Am. poUt. & administrator— Johns \'j"anz\ 1795-1873 Am. financier— Mark 1802-1887 Am. educ.
Hop. kin.son \'hap-k3n-s3n\ Francis 1737-1791 Am. lawyer &
satirist

Hop.pe \'hap-e\ William Frederick 1887-1959 .Am. billiard player
Hop. per \'h"ap-3r\ (Williaml De Wolf 1858-1935 Am. actor
Hop.wood \'hap-,wiid\ (James) Avery 1882-1928 .Am. dram.
Hor.ace \'h6r-3S, 'h'ar-\ 65-8 B.C. Quintus Horatius Flaccus Rom.
poei & satirist

Hore-Be.li.sha \,ho(3)r-b3-'le-sh3, ,h6(3)r-, -'lish-3\ Leslie 1893-
1957 Eng. polit.

Hor.na.day \ 'h6r-n3-,da\ William Temple 1854-193 7 Am. zooL
Hor.ney \'h6r-,nT\ Karen 1885-1952 nee Danielson Am. (Ger.s
born) psychoanalyst & author
Ho.ro.witz \'h6r-3-,wits, 'har-\ Vla.di.mir \'vlad-3-,mi(3)r, vla-
'de-,mi(3)r\ 1904- Russ.-born pianist in U.S.
Horsa see hengist
Hortense de Beanharaais see beauharnais
Hor-thy \'h6rt-e\ Miklos von Nagybanya 1868-1957 Hung.
admiral; regent of Hungary (1920-441
Hos.kins \'has-k3nz\ Rov Graham 1880- Am. physiol.
Hou.di-ni \hu-'dc-ne\ Harry 1874-1926 Ehrich Weiss Am.
magician
Hon.don \'hU-,dan, U-do"\ Jean Antoine 1741-1828 Fr. sculptor
Hou.dry \'hu-dre\ Eugene Jules 1892- Am. (Fr.-born)
engineer
House \'ha(is\ Edward Mandell 1858-1938 Colonel House Am.
diplomat
Hous.man \'hau-sm3n\ Alfred Edward 1S59-1936 Eng. classical
scholar & poet— Laujcnce 1865-1959 bro. oj prec. Eng. writer & illustrator

Hons-say \ii-'si\ Bernardo Alberto 1887- Argentine physiol.
Hous.ton \'(h)yU-st3n\ Samuel 1793-1863 Sam Am. gen.; pres. of
the Republic of Texas (1836-38; 1841-44)
Hov.ey \'h3v-e\ Richard 1864-1900 Am. poet
How.ard \'haLi(-3)rd\ Catherine see Catherine— Henrv 15177-1547 Eari of Surrey Eng. soldier & poet— Sidney Coe 1891-1939 Am. dram.
Howe N'haQX Ed 1853-1937 Edgar Watson Am. journalist— Elias 1819-1867 Am. inventor— Julia 1819-1910 nee Ward Am. suffragist & reformer— Mark Antony de Wolfe 1864-1960 Am. writer— Richard Eari 1726-1799 Eng. admiral of the fleet— William 5th Viscount 1729-1814 Eng. gen. in Am.
How.ells \'hau-3l2\ William Dean 1837-1920 Am. author
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Hoyt \'h61t\ Charles Hale 1860-1900 Am. dram.
Hr.dlic-ka \'h3rd-lich-,ka\ Ales \'al-,esh\ 1859-1943 Am. (Bo-
hemian-bom) anthropol.
HsuanT'ung\shii-'an-'dzur)\ 1905- Henry Pu-j'i \'pu-'(y)e\
Chin. emp. (1908-12); last of Manchu dynasty; puppet emp. (as
K'ang Te \'kar)-'d3\) of Manchukuo (1934-45)
Hsu Hai-tung \'shu-'hi-'duo\ 1900- Chin. Communist
Hsii Snili-cn'ang \'shU-'shi(3)r-'chao\ 1858-1939 Chin, gen.;
pres. of China (1918-22)
Huas.car \'was-,kar\ 14957-1533 Inca prince
Hub.bard V'hsb-ardX Elbert Green 1856-1915 Am. writer, editor,
&. printer
Hud-son \'h3d-s3n\ Henry d 1511 erroneously Hen-drick \'hen-
drik\ Eng. navigator & explorer— Manley Ottmer 1886-1960 Am. jurist— William Henry 1841-1922 Eng. naturalist & writer
Hner-ta X'wert-a, U-'ert-\ Victoriano 1854-1916 Mex. gen.; pro-
visional pres. of Mexico (1913-14)
Hug.gitl.s \'h3g-3nz\ Sir William 1824-1910 Eng. astron.
Huga Ca.pet \'ka-pat, 'kap-st, k3-'pa\ Fr. Hugues Capet 9407-
996 king of France (987-996)
Hughes \'hyuz\ Charles Evans 1862-1948 Am. jurist; chief justice
of tlie U.S. (1930-41)— (James) Langston 1902- Am. writer— Rupert 1872-1956 Am. writer— Thomas 1822-1896 Eng. jurist, reformer, &. writer— William Morris 1864-1952 Austral, statesman
Eu.go \'(h)yii-(,)go\ Victor Marie 1802-1885 Fr. poet, nov., &.

dram.
Hui-zinga V'hi-zig-sX Johan 1872-1945 Du. historian
Hu-Ia-gu \hu-'la-(,)gij\ 1217-1265 grandson oj Genghis Khan
Mongol ruler

Hull \'h3l\ CordeU 1871-1955 Am. statesman; U.S. secy, of state
(1933-44)
•— Isaac 17 73-1 843 Am. naval officer— William 1753-1825 Am. gen.
Hu.ma.yun \hu-'ma-.yiin\ 1508-1556 emp. of Hindustan (1530-
56)
Hum.hert I V'hsm-bsrtV Ital. Um-her-to \um-'be(3)r-(,)to\ 1844-
1900 king of Italy (1878-1900)— II 1904- Prince of Piedmont; Count of Sarre: king of
Italy (1946)
Hum-boldt, von X'ham-.bolt, 'hum-\ Baron (Friedrich Heinrich)
Alexander 1769-1859 Ger. naturalist, traveler, & statesman— Baron Wilhelra 176 7-1835 bra. oj prec. Ger. philologist &
diplomat
Hume \'hyum\ David 1711-1776 Scot, philos. & hist.

Hura.per.dincli V'hiim-psr-.diak, 'hara-V Engelbert 1854-1921
Ger. composer
Hum.phrey \'h3m(p)-fre\ 1391-1447 son oj Henry IV Duke of
Cloucesrer {the Good Duke) &. Earl of Pembroke Eng. statesman &
book collector— Hubert Horatio 1911- Am. poht.
Hun-e-ker \'h3n-i-k3r\ James Gibbons 1860-1921 Am. musician
& critic

Hung Wu see chu yuan-chano
Hunt X'hantN (James Henry) Leigh 1784-1859 Eng. essayist &
poet—• (William) Homan 1827-1910 Eng. painter
Hun.ter X'hant-srX John 172 8-1793 Brit, anatomist & surgeon
Hun. ting.ton X'hsnt-io-tsnX Collis Potter 1821-1900 Am. pioneer
railroad builder— Ellsworth 1875-1947 Am. geographer & explorer
— Samuel 1731-1796 Am. Revolutionary polit.

Hun.tzi.ger \,(h)3nt-se-'2he(s)r\ Charles Leon Clement 1880-
1941 Fr. gen.
Hu.nya.di or Ku.uya.dy \'hun-,yad-e, -,y6d-\ Jd.nos \yan-(,)osh\
13877-1456 Hung, soldier & hero

Hur.ley \'h3r-le\ Patrick Jay 1883- Am. lawyer & diplomat
Hurst \'h3rst\ Sir Cecil Jaines Harrington 1870- Eng. jurist
— Fannie 1889- Am. writer
Hu.sein ibn-Ali \hii-'sa-,nib-3n-3-'le\ 1855-1931 first king of

the Hejaz (1915-24)
Hu Shih \'hu-'shi(3)r, -'she\ 1891-1962 Chin, philos., diplomat, &

Huss or Hus X'has, 'hiisN John or Jan ab 1374-1415 Johannes
Hus von Husinetz Bohemian religious reformer
Hus.sein I \hu-'san\ 1935- king of Jordan (1953- )

Hu-szar \'hus-,ar\ Karoly 1882- Hung, journahst & polit.

Hutch. ins \'h3ch-3nz\ Robert Mavnard 1899- Am. educ.
pres. (1929-451 & chancellor (1945-51) U. of Chicago
Hutch.in.son yh3ch-3(n)-s3n\ Anne 1591-1643 nie Marbury re-

ligious liberal in Am.— Thomas 1711-1780 Am. colonial administrator

Hut-ten, von \'h(it-=n\ Ulrich 1488-1523 Ger. humanist & sup-
porter of Luther_
Hux.ley \'h3k-sle\ Al.dous \'6I-d3s\ Leonard 1894- bra. oJ
J.S. Eng. nov. & critic— Julian Sorell 1887- grandson o) T.H. Eng. biologist— Thomas Henry 1825-1895 Eng. biologist

Huy.gens or Huy.ghens \'hi-gDnz\ Christian 1629-1595 Du.
math., physicist^ & astron.

Huys-mans \we-'sma"s\ Camille 1871- Belg. polit.— Joris Karl 1848-1907 orig. Charles Marie Georges Fr. nov.
Hy.att \'hT-3t\ Alpheus 1838-1902 Am. naturalist

Hyde \'h7d\ Douglas 1860-1949 Irish author; pres. of Republic
of Ireland (1938-45)— Edward 1609-1074 1st Earl of Clarendon Eng. statesman & hist.

Hyder Ali see haidar ali

Hy.raans X'hT-msnzX Paul 1865-1941 Belg. statesman
Hy.pse.lan.tes \,ep-s3-'lan-des\ var ot ypsilanti

IbSflez Vicente Blasco- see BLASCo-iBySSEZ
Iber-ville, d' \ 'de-bsr-.vil, -,va; 'dl-b3r-,vil\ Sieur 1661-1706
Pierre Lemoyne Fr.-Canad. explorer; founder of Louisiana
ibn-Ehal.dun \.ib-3n-,kal-'dun\ 1332-1406 Arab hist.

Ibn-Rushd see averroEs
ibn-Saud \,ib-3n-sa-"ud, -'saudX AbduI-Azlz 1880-1953 king o!
Saudi Arabia (1932-53)

ibn-Zuhr \,ib-3n-'zu(3)r\ or ibn-Zohr \-'zo(3)r, -'z6(3)r\ var o}
AVENZOAR

Ibra.hira Pa-sha \i-.bra-'him-p3-'sha\ 1789-1848 Egyptian gen. &
viceroy

lb.sen \'ib-S3n, 'ip-\ Henrik 1828-1906 Norw. poet & dram.
Ick-es \'ik-3s\ Harold Le Claire 1874-1952 Am. lawyer & ad-
ministrator
Icti.nus \ik-'tT-ras\ 5th cent. B.C. Greek architect
Ig-na.tius \ig-'na-sh(e-)3s\ Saint lst-2d cent. a.d. Theophorus
bishop of Antioch & church father— ol Loyola Saint see loyola

Ike.da Xe-'kad-a, -'ked-X Hayato 1899- Jap. polit.; prime
min. (1960- )

Ikn-na.ton \ik-'nat-'n\ Amen-ho-lep IV \.am-3n-'ho-,tep, ,am-\
king of Egypt {ab 1375-1358 B.C.); religious reformer
Im.mel.manu \'|m-3l-.man, -man\ Max 1890-1916 Ger. aviator
In.dy, d' \'dan-de; dan-'de, da"-\ Vincent 1851-1931 Fr. composer
Ines de Castro see castro
Inge \'io\ William Ralph 1850-1954 Eng. prelate & author; dean
of St. Paul's (1911-34)

In.ger.soll X'io-gsr-.sol, -S3l\ Robert Green 1833-1899 Am.
lawyer & agnostic
In-gram X'io-grsmX Arthur Foley Winnington 1858-1946 Eng.
prelate: bishop of London (1901-39)

In.gres \'aogr*\ Jean Auguste Dominique 1780-1867 Fr. painter
In.ness \'in-3s\ George, father 1825-1894 & son 1854-1926 Am.
painters

In.no-cent \'in-3-s3nt\ name of 13 popes; esp. II d 1143 (pope
1130-43); III H61-1216 (pope 1198-1216); IV d 1254 (pope
.1243-54); XI 1611-1689 (pope 1676-89)
Ind.nii \,in-3-'n(y)ii\ Is-met \is-'met\ 1884- Turk, states-

man; pres. of Turkey (1938-50)
In.sull \'in(t)-s3l\ Samuel 1859-1938 Am. (Eng.-bom) utilities

executive
Ipa.tieff or Ipa.tiev \i-'pat-e-,ef\ Vladimir Nikolaevich 1867-
1952 Russ.-born chem. in Am.

Ire-dell \'T(3)r-,del\ James 1751-1799 Am. jurist

Ire.ton \'i(3)rt-'n\ Henry 1611-1651 Eng. ParUamentary com-
mander & regicide
Iri.go.yen \.ir-i-'go-,yen\ Hi.p6.li.to \e-'po-le-,to\ 1850-1933
pres. of Argentina (1916-22; 1928-30)
Iron.side \'T(-3)rn-,sid\ William Edmund 1880-1959 1st Baron of
Archangel and Ironside Brit, field marshal

Ir.Ving \'3r-vio\ Sir Henry 1838-1905 orig. John Henry Brodribb
Eng, actor— Washington 1783-1859 Am. essayist, nov., & hist.

Ir-win \'3r-w3n\ Wallace 1875-1959 Am. journalist & humorist
— William Henry 1873-1948 Will Am. journalist & writer

Isaacs \'T-2iks, -zsksX Sir Isaac Alfred 1855-1948 Austral, jurist

Sl statesman; gov. gen. of Australia (1931-36)— Rufus Daniel see Marquis of reading
Is.a.hel.la I \,iz-3-'bel-3\ 1451-1504 wife of Ferdinand II oj
Aragon queen of Castile (1474-1504); aided Columbus

Ish.er.wood \'ish-ar-,wud\ Christopher William Bradshaw-
1904- Eng. writer

Ishii \'e-she-,e, 'ish-e-\ Viscount Kikujiro 1865-1945 Jap. diplo-
mat

Is.i.dore ol Seville \'iz-3-,do(3)r, -,d6(3)r\ Saint ab 570-636
Isidorus Hispalensis Span, prelate & scholar

Iskender Bey see scanderbeg
Is.ma.il Pa.sha \is-'ma-,el-p3-'sha\ 1830-1895 Ismail I khedive
of Egypt (1853-79)
Isocra.tes \i-'sak-r3-,tez\ 436-338 B.C. Athenian orator

Ito \'e-(,)t5\ Marquis Hirobumi 1841-1909 Jap. statesman
— Yuko or Sukenori 1843-1914 Jap. admiral

Itur.bi \i-'tur-be\ Jose 1895- Span.-born pianist &. conductor

Itur.biide, de \,e-,tur-'be-(,)tt!a, -'ve-\ Agustin 1783-1824 Mex.
soldier: emp. of Mex. (1822-23)
Ivan III \e-'van, 'T-V3n\ VasilieviCh 1440-1505 Ivan the Great
grand duke of Russia (1452-1505)— IV VasilieviCh 1530-1584 Ivan the Terrible ruler of Russia
(1533-84)

Ives \'Tvz\ Charles Edward 1874-1954 Am. composer— James Merritt 1824-1895 Am. lithographer
Iye.ya.su or Ie.ya.su \,e-3-'yas-(,)iJ. ,e-ya-'yas-\ 1542-1616 Jap.

gen.; founder (1603) of Tokugawa shogunate
Iz.ard \'iz-3rd\ Ralph 1742-1804 Am. Revoludonary leader

Jabir see geber
Jack.son \*jak-s3n\ Andre- ~ 29-37)

1767-1845 Am. gen.; 7th pres. of the

— Thomas Jonathan 1824-1863 Stone'wall \'ston-,w61\ Jackson
Am. Confed. gen.

Jac.quard \zha-'kar, 'jak-,ard\ Joseph Marie 1752-1834 Fr.
inventor
Jacques I see Jean Jacques dessalines
Jag.a.tai \'jag-3-.ti\ d 1242 2d son oj Genghis Khan Mongol ruler

Ja.han.gii \j3-'han-,gi(3)r\ 1569-1627 emp. of Hindustan (1605-
27)
Ja-lal-ud-diu Ru.mi \j3-,lal-3-.den-'rii-me\ 1207-1273 Pers.
poet
James \'jamz\ name of 5 kings of Scot. & 2 kings of Gt. Britain:

I 1565-1625 (reigned 1603-25); II 1633-1701 (reigned 1585-88)
— Heni-y 1811-1882 Am. philos.
— Henry 1843-1916 son oj prec. Brit, writer— William 1842-1910 bro. ol prec. Am. psychol. & philos.
— Eclward _see James Francis Edward stuart
Jameson \'jam(p)-s3n, 'ja-m3-s3n\ Sir Leander Starr 1853-1917
Doctor Jameson Scot, physician & administrator in So. Africa
Ja.mi \'jam-e\ 1414-1492 Pers. poet & mystic
Ja.na.cek \'yan-3-.chek\ Leos 1854-1928 Czech, composer i

abut; 3 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; au out; ch chin; e less; e easy

j joke; n sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; 0} this; u loot; u foot; y yet; yii^few
9 F table; a F bac; K O ich, Buoh; " F vin; oe F boeuf; <B F feu; IE G fiillen; S F rue;

g gift; i trip; i life

yu furious; zh vision

F digne \den'\, nuit \nw^\
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Jan.sen \'jan(t)-s3n, 'yan(t)-\ Cor-ne-Us \k6r-'na-l3s\ 1S8S-1638
Cornelius Jansenius Du. R.C. theol. ,

Jaques-Dal.croze \'zhak-,c!al-'kroz\ Emile 1865-1950 Swiss com-
poser & creator of eurylhmics
ja.rir \j3-'ri(3)r\ d 7297 Arab poet
Jas-pers X'yas-psrsX Karl 1883- Ger. philos.

Jauregg Julius Wagner von see wagner von jaurego
Jau.res \zho-'res\ Jean Leon 1859-1914 Fr. socialist

Jay \'ja\ John 1745-1829 Am. jurist &. statesman; 1st chief justice
of the U. S. (1789-95)
Jeanne d'Arc see joan of arc
Jeans \'jenz\ Sir James Hopwood 1877-1946 Eng. physicist,
astron.. & author
Jebb \'jeb\ Sir Richard Claverhouse 1841-1905 Scot. Greek
scholar
Jel.fers \'jef-9rz\ (John) Robinson 1887-1962 Am. poet
JeJ.ter.son \'jet-3r-s3n\ Joseph 1829-1905 Am. actor— Thomas 1743-1826 Am. statesman; 3d pres. of the U.S.
(1801-09)

Jel.frey \'jef-re\ Lord Francis 1773-1850 Scot, critic & jurist

Jef.lreys \'jef-rez\ George 1648-1589 1st Baron JeJJreys oj Wem
Eng. jurist
JeMi.coe \'jel-3-,ko\ John Rushworth 1st Earl 1859-1935 Brit.
admiral of the fleet

Jenghiz Khan var oj Genghis khan
Jen-ner \'jen-3r\ Edward 1749-1823 Eng. physician— Sir William 1815-1898 Eng. physician
Jen.sen \'yen(t)-s3n, 'jen(t)-\ Johannes Vilhelm 1873-1950 Dan.
poet & nov.
Jep-son \'jep-s3n\ Helen 1907- Am. singer
Je.ri-tza \'yer-3t-s3\ Maria 1887- wije oj Irving P. Seery Am.
(Austrian-born) soprano
Je.rome \j3-'rom, chiejiy Brit 'jer-3m\ Saint 340 7-420 Eusebius
Hieronymus Latin church father

Jer-vis \'jar-v3s, 'j3r-\ John 1735-1823 Earl of Si. Vincent Brit
admiral
Jes-per-sen X'yes-psr-ssnX (Jens) Otto (Harry) 1860-1943 Dan.
philologist
Je.sus \'jez3s\ or Jesus Christ \'krist\ or Christ Jesus 4-8 7

B.C.-A.D. ? 29 Jesus oj Nazareth: the Son oj Mary source of the
Christian religion & Savior in the Christian faitn
Jev.ons \'jev-3nz\ William Stanley 1835-1882 Eng. econ. &
logician
Jew-ett \'ju-3t\ Sarah Ome 1849-1909 Am. writer
Ji.me-nez \he-'ma-(,)nath, -(,)nas\ Juan Ramon 1881-1958 Span.
poet— de Cis.ne-ros \tlse-'sna-(,)ros, se-'sna-\ Francisco 1436-1517
Span, prelate & statesman
Jin-nah \'jin-(,)a. 'jin-3\ Mohammed Ali 1876-1948 Muslim
lawyer; 1st gov, gen. of dominion of Pakistan (1947-48)
Jo-achim \'yo-a-.kim, yo-'ak-(.)im\ Joseph 1831-1907 Hung.
violinist

Joan of Arc \.jo-ns-'vark, .jo-a-na-, jo-.an-3-\ Fr. Jeanne d'Arc
\zhan-'dark\ Saint 1412-1431 the Maid oj Orleans Fr. national
heroine
Jodl \'yod-'l\ Alfred 1892 7-1946 Ger. gen,
Jot-fre \zh6fr'\ Joseph Jacques Cesaire 1852-1931 Fr. field
marshal; marshal of France (1917)
Jobn \'jan\ name of 21 popes: esp. XXIll {Angela Giuseppe
Roncaim 1881- pope (1958- )

John 11677-1216 John Lack-land \'lak-,land\ king of England
(1199-1216)— I 1357-1433 the Great king of Portugal (1385-1433)— Augustus Edwin 1878-1961 Brit, painter & etcher— ol Austria 1547-1578 Don John Span. gen.— of Gaunt X'gbnt, 'gant\ 1340-1399 Duke of Lancaster; son oj
Edward III oj Eng.— Of Lancaster see Duke of Bedford— of Leiden 1509-1536 Du. Anabaptist fanatic— of Salisbury d 1180 Eng. ecclesiastic— Ill Scbies.ki \so-'byes-ke, ,so-be-'es-\ 1624-1697 king of
Poland (1674-96)
John.son \'jan(t)-S3n\ Andrew 1808-1875 17th pres. of the U. S.

(1865-69)— Gerald White 1890- Am. author— James Weldon 1871-1938 Am. author— Lyn.don \'lin-d3n\ Baines \'banz\ 1908- Am. poUt.;
vice-pres. of the U. S. (1961- )— Richard Mentor 1780-1850 Am. vice-pres. of the U. S. (1837-
41)— Samuel 1709-1784 Dr. Johnson Eng. lexicographer & author— Sir William 1715-1774 Brit, administrator in Am.
John.ston \'jan(t)-st3n, -ssnX Albert Sidney 1803-1862 Am.
Confed. gen.— Joseph Eggleston 1807-1891 Am. Confed. gen.— Mary 1870-1936 Am. nov.
Join.yille.de \zhwa"-'ve(3)l\ Jean 12247-1317 Fr.chronicler
J6>kal \'yo-,k6i\ Mau.rus \'m6r-ss\ or M6-ricz \'mor-3ts, "mor-X
1825-1904 Hung. nov^& dram. _

Jo-Ii-ot-Cu-rie \'zho-le-,o-kyu-'re, -'kyu(3)r-(,)e\ Frederic 1900-
1958 orig. Joliol Fr, physicist— Irene 1897-1956 formerly Irene Curie-Joliot, dau. oj Marie &
Pierre Curie & wije oj prec. Fr, physicist
Jo-mi.ni \,zho-m3-'ne\ Baron Henri 1779-1869 Swiss-bom
soldier & military strategist

Jones \'jonz\ Anson 1798-1858 pres, of the Republic of Texas
(1844-46)— Daniel 1881- Eng, phonetician— Henry Arthur 1851-1929 Eng, dram,— Howard Mumford 1892- Am. educ, & critic— In-i.go \'in-i-,go\ 1573-1652 Eng. architect— Jesse Holman 1874-1956 Am. financier & administrator— John Paul 1747-1792 orig. in full John Paul Am. (Scot.-bom)
naval officer— Thomas Hudson 1892- Am, sculptor
Jon.son \'jan(t)-S3n\ Ben 1573 7-1637 orig, Benjamin Eng, dram,;
poet laureate (1619-37)
Jor-dan \'j6rd-"n\ David Starr 1851-1931 Am. biologist &. educa-
tor

JO'Seph II \'jo-z3f also -s3f\ 1741-1790 king of Germany (1764-
90); Holy Rom. emp. (1765-90)
Joseplilne Empress see beauharnajs

Jo-se.phns \jo-'se-f3s\ Flavius 37-7100 Jewish hist.

Jon-bert \zhU-'be(3)r\ Joseph 1754-1824 Fr. essayist &. moralist— \y>i-'\ Petrus Jacobus 1834-1900 Piet Boer gen. & statesman
Jou-haux \zhu-o\ Leon 1879-1954 Fr. trade-union leader
Joule \'jul, 'jau(3)l\ James Prescott 1818-1889 Eng. physicist
Jour.dan \zhur-'da°\ Comte Jean Baptistc 1762-1833 Fr. soldier;
marshal of France (^1804)
Jo*vl*an \'jo-ve-3n\ 3317-364 Flavius Claudius Jovianus Rom.
emp. (363-364)
Jow.ett \'jaii-3t, 'jo-\ Benjamin 1817-1893 Eng. Greek scholar
Joyce \'jois\ James 1882-1941 Irish writer
Juan Car-los \'wan-'kar-l3s, -,los\ 1938- Span, prince
Juan Ma.nuel \'wan-man-'wel\ Don 1282-1349 Span, writer
Jua.rez \'war-(,)as\ Benito Pablo 1806-1872 Mex. lawyer; pres.
of Mexico (1857-72)
Ju-das Mac-ca.bae.us \'jlid-3-,smak-3-'be-3s\ d 160 B.C. Jewish
patriot; with 4 bros. (the Mac-ca-bees \'mak-3-(,)bez\) revolted
against Antiochus Epiphanes
Ju.gur-ttaa NjCi-'gar-thsX d 104 B.C. king of Numidia (11 3-104 B.C.)

JU'lian \'jiil-y3n\ 331-363 Flavius Claudius Julianus, the Apostate
Rom. emp. (361-363)

Ju-li-ana \,ju-le-'an-a\ 1909- dau. oj Wilhelmina queen of the
Netherlands (1948- )

Jung X'yuoN Carl Gustav 1875-1961 Swiss psychol.
Junius X'jLi-nyas, -ne-3s\ Franciscus 1589-1677 Eng. (Ger.-bom)
philologist

Jun.kers X'yuo-kai^, -ksrsV Hugo 1859-1935 Ger. airplane de-
signer & builder
Ju-not \zhu-'no\ Andoche 1771-1813 Due d'Abran-tes \,dab-
,ra"-'tes\ Fr. gen, under Napoleon
Jus.se-rand \zhiES-ra"\ Jean Jules 1855-1932 Jean Adrien Antoine
Jules Jusserand Fr, scholar & diplomat
Jus-tin \'j3s-t3n\ Saint 1007-7165 Justin {the) Martyr church

Jus-tin-i-an I \,J3-'sUn-e-3n\ 483-565 the Great Byzantine emp.
(527-565)

Ju-ve-nal \'jii-v3n-'l\ 60 7-7140 Decimus Junius Juvenalis Rom.
poet & sadrist

Kaf-ka V'kaf-ks, "kaf-V Franz 1883-1924 Austrian poet & nov.
Ka>ga*no>victi \,kag-3-'no-vich, ,kag-, -'n6-\ I^zar Moiseevich
1893- Russ, polit,

Ea-ga-wa \ka-'ga-w3\ Toyohiko 1888-1960 Jap, social reformer
Eai'Ser \'kl-z3r\ Henry J, 1882- Am, industrialist

Kalb X'kalp, 'kalbX Johann 1721-1780 Baron de Kalb \di-'kalb\
Ger, gen. in Am,
Ea-li'da-sa \.kal-i-'das-3\ 5th_cent. a,d. Hindu dram, & poet
Ea.li.nin Xks-'le-nan. -"len-.yenX Mikhail Ivanovich 1875-1946
Russ, poht.; pres, U, S, S, R, (1923-46)
Ea.me.ha.me.ha I \k3-,ma-3-'ma-(,)ha\ 17377-1819 the Great
king of Hawaii (1795-1819)
Ea.mer-lingb On-ues \,kam-3r-,lio-'6n-3s\ Heike 1853-1926 Du.
physicist
Ean-din-ski \kan-'din(t)-ske\ Vasili 1866-1944 Russ, painter
Eane \'kan\ Elisha Kent 1820-1857 Am, arctic explorer
K'ang-hsi \'kao-'she\ 1654-1722 Sheng-tsu \'sh3[)-'dzu\ Chin.
emp. (1662-1722)
E'ang T§ see hsOan t'ung
Eailt \'kant, 'kant\ Immanuel 1724-1804 Ger. philos.

Eao Tsung see ch'ien lung
Ear-a-george \,kar-3-'jo(3)rj\ 1766 7-1817 orig. George Petrovic
Serbian nationalist; founder of Kar-a-geor-ge-vich \'j6r-j3-,vich\
dynasty
Earl.feldt \'kar(3)l-,felt\ Erik Axel 1864-1931 Swed. poet
Ea-ro-lyi \'kar-3l-ye, "kiir-X Count Mihaly 1875-1955 Hung.
polit.

Ear.rer \'kar-3r\ Paul 1889- Swed. chemist
Ear-sa-vi-na Xkar-'sav-s-ns, -'sav-\ Tamara 1885- Russ.
dancer
Eaul*man X'kof-manX George Simon 1889-1961 Am. dram.
Eau<nltz, von X'kaii-.nits, -n3ts\_Count Wenzel Anton 1711-1794
Prince von Kaunitz-Riet-berg \-'ret-,berk\ Austrian statesman
Eaut*sky \'kaut-ske\ Karl Johann 1854-1938 Ger. sociahst writer
Eaye-Smith \'ka-'smith\ Sheila 188 7-1956 Eng. nov.
Eean \'ken\ Edmund 1787-1833 Eng. actor
Eear.ny \'kar-ne\ Philip 1814-1862 Am. gen.
Eeats \'kets\ John 1795-1821 Eng. poet
Ee.ble \'ke-b3l\ John 1792-1866 Eng. clergyman & poet
Eee.ley \'ke-le\ Leslie Enraught 1834-1900 Am. physician &
founder of a sanitarium for alcoholics
Eei.tel \'kTt-»l\ Wilhelm 1882-1946 Ger. field marshal
Eel.land \'kel-3nd\ Clarence Bud.ing.ton X-'bsd-io-tanX 1881-

Eel.Ier \'kcl-3r\ Helen Adams 1880- Am. deaf & blind
lecturer

Eel'logg \'kel-,6g, -.ag\ Frank Billings 1856-1937 Am. statesman
Eel-ly \'kel-e\ James Edward 1855-1933 Am. sculptor
Eel.vin \'kel-v3n\ 1st Baron 1824-1907 William Thomson Brit
math. & physicist
Ee.mal Ata.tUrk Xks-.mal-'at-a-.tsrk. -'at-\ 1881-1938 Mustaja
or Mustapha Kemal Turk, gen.; pres. of Turkey (1923-38)
Eem<bl6 \'kem-b3l\ Frances Anne 1809-1893 Fanny Eng. actress— John Philip 1757-1823 Eng, actor
Eempis Thomas a see Thomas a kempis
Een or Eenn \'ken\ Thomas 1637-1711 Eng, prelate & hymn

Een-dall \'ken-d'l\ Edward Calvin 1886- Am, chemist— (William) Sergeant 1869-1938 Am, painter & sculptor
Een*nan \'ken-3n\ George Frost 1904- Am, hist. & diplomat
Een*ne>dy \*ken-3d-e\ John Fitzgerald 1917- Am. polit.;

35th pres. of the U, S, (1961- )— Joseph Patrick 1888- jalher oj J. F. & R. F. Am. business-
man & diplomat
-~ Robert Francis 1925- Am. lawyer; atty. gen. of the U.S.
(1961- )

Een-neMy \'ken-"l-e\ Arthur Edwin 1861-1939 Am. electrical

engineer
Ken-ny \'ken-e\ Elizabeth 1886-1952 Austral, nurse & physio-
therapist
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Kent \'kent\ James 1763-1847 Am. Jurist— Rockwell 18S2- Am. painter
Ken.wor.tliy V'ken-.war-ttieV Joseph Montague 1886-1953 10th
Baron Stra-bol-gi \str3-'bo-ge\ Brit, naval officer

Ken<yon X'ken-ysnX John Samuel 1874-1959 Am. phonetician
Kep-ler X'kep-larX Johannes 1571-1630 Ger. astronomer
Kep-pel \'kep-3l\ Augustus 1st Viscount 1725-1786 Brit, admiral
Ker \'keC3)r\ William Paton 1855-1923 Brit, scholar
Ee*ren*slvi \k3-'ren(t)-ske\ Aleksandr Feodorovich 1881-
Russ. revolutionist
Kern X'karnX Jerome David 1885-1945 Am. composer
Kes-sel-ring \'kes-3l-rio\ Albert 1887-1960 Ger. field marshal
Ket-ter-irig \'ket-3-rio\ Charles Franklin 1876-1958 Am. elec-
trical engineer & inventor
Key \'ke\ Francis Scott 1779-1843 Am. lawyer; author of "The
Star-Spangled Banner"
Keyes \'kez\ Sir Roger John Brownlow 1872-1945 Brit, admiral
Keynes \'kanz\ John Maynard 1883-1946 Eng. econ.
Key. ser. ling \'ki-z3r-lir|\ Count Hermann Alexander 1880-1946
Ger. philos. & writer
Kha<cha*tu.ri<an X.kach-a-'tiir-e-an, ,kach-\ Aram 1903-
Russ.-Armenian composer
Khe.ra.skov Xks-'ras-kaf, -'ras-\ Mikhail Matveevich 1733-1807
Russ. poet
KJiru.shohev \kriish-'(ch)6f, -'(ch)6v, -'(ch)ef, -'(ch)ev, 'krUsh-,\
Ni-ki-ta \n3-'ket-3\ Sergeevich 1894- Russ. polit.; premier
of Soviet Union (1958- )

Ehn-fu \'ku-t,)fU\ Greek Che-ops \'ke-,aps\ king of Egypt
{ab 2900-2877 B.C.) & pyramid builder

Khwa.riz.mi, al- \al-'kwar-3z-me\ 780-7850 Arab math.
Kidd \'kid\ William 16457-1701 Captain Kidd Scot, navigator &
pirate
Kien Lung = ch'ien lung
Kie>ran \'kir-3n\ John Francis 1892- Am. journalist

Kier.ke-gaard \'kir-k3-,gar(d), -,gd(3)r\ Soren Aabye 1813-1855
Dan. philos. & theol.

Kil'lian \'kil-e-3n, 'kil-y3n\ James Rhyne 1904- Am. scientist

Kil.mer \'kil-m3r\ (Alfred) Joyce 1886-1918 Am. poet
Kil.patrick \kil-'pa-trik\ Hugh Judson 1836-1881 Am. gen.
Kim.mel \'kim-3l\ Husband Edward 1882- Am. admiral
Kin>di, al- \al-'kin-de\ 9th cent. a.d. Arab philos.

King \'kir)\ Ernest Joseph 1878-1956 Am. admiral of the fleet— Martin Luther 1929- Am. clergyman— Rufus 1755-1827 Am. polit. & diplomat
'— William Lyon Mackenzie 1874-1950 Canad. statesman; prime
min. (1921-26; 1926-30; 1935-48)— William Rufus DeVane 1786-1853 Am. polit.; vice-pres. of the
U.S. (1853)

King.lake \'kir)-.lak\ Alexander William 1809-1891 Eng. hist.

Kings.ley \'kir)z-le\ Charles 1819-1875 Eng. clergyman & nov.
Kin.kaid \kin-'kad\ Thomas Cassin 1888- Am. admiral
Kip-ling \'kip-liri\ Rud-yard \'r3d-yord, 'rsj-ardX 1865-1936
Eng. author
Kir.hy-Smith \,ksr-be-'sniith\ Edmund 1824-1893 Am. Confed.
gen.
Kirch.hoff \'ki(3)r-,k6f\ Oustav Robert 1824-1887 Ger. physicist
Ki-rov \'ke-,rdf, -,r6v, 'kir-afV Sergei Mironovich 1888-1934
Russ. revolutionist
Kir*sten \'ki(3)r-st3n\ Dorothy 1917- Am. soprano
Kir-wan X'kar-wsnX Richard 1733-1812 Irish chem.
Kitch.e.ner \'kioh-(3-)nsr\ Horatio Herbert 1850-1916 1st Eari
Kitchener oj Khartoum and oj Broome Brit, field marshal

Kit.tredge \'ki-trij\ George Lyman 1860-1941 Am. philologist &
educ.
Klee \'kla\ Paul 1879-1940 Swiss painter
KleiSt, von \'klTst\ Heinrich 1777-1811 Ger. dram.— Paul Ludwig Ewald 1881-1954 Ger. gen.
Klop-stock \'klap-,stak, 'kl6p-,sht6k\ Friedrich Gottlieb 1724-
1803 Ger. poet
KneMer \'nel-ar\ Sir Godfrey 1646-1723 orig. Gotljried Kniller
Ger.-born portrait painter in Eng.

Knob.locll \'nab-.Iak\ Edward 1874-1945 Brit. dram. & nov.
Knox \'n'aks\ Frank 1874-1944 Wiiliam Franklin Am. newspaper
publisher & administrator— Henry 1750-1806 Am. Revolutionary gen.— John 1505-1572 Scot, reformer & statesman— Philander Chase 1853-1921 Am. statesman
Enud-sen \(k3-)'niid-s3n\ William Signius 1879-1948 Am. (Dan.o
born) industrialist & administrator
Knut \k3-'n(y)ut\ var ol Canute
KocH \'k6k, 'kok, or with 5, a\ Robert 1843-1910 Ger. physician
& bacteriologist
Ko.cher X'kok-sr, 'kok-\ Emil Theodor 1841-1917 Swiss surgeon
Kock, de \'k6k\ Paul 1794-1871 Fr. nov. & dram.
KO'daly \'ko-,dT\ Zol.tan \'zol-,tan\ 1882- Hung, composer
Koest-ler \'kes(t)-l3r\ Arthur 1905- Hung.-bom writer

Koi.so \'k6i-(,)so, •ko-e-(,)so\ Kuniaki 1880-1950 Jap. gen. &
statesman
Ko.kosch.ka \k3-'k6sh-k3, •k6-k3sh-\ Oskar 1886- Brit.

(Austrian-born) painter
Kol.chak \k61-'chak\ Aleksandr Vasilievich 1874-1920 Russ.
admiral & counterrevolutionist
KoMon.tai \,kiil-3n-'ti\ Aleksandra Mikhailovna 1872-1952
Russ. diplomat
Kol.tsov \k6lt-'s6f, -'s6v\ Aleksei Vasilievich 1 808-1 842 Russ. poet
Ko>niu<ra \ko-'mur-a, 'ko-ma-iraX Marquis Jutaro 1855-1911 Jap.
diplomat
Kon.dy.les Xkon-'de-las, -les\ Georgios 1879-1936 Greek gen. &
statesman
Ko.nev \'k6n-,yef, -,yev, -y3f\ Ivan Stepanovich 1897- Russ.
gen. & marshal of Soviet Union
Ko.no-ye \k9-'n6i-(,)a\ Prince Fumimaro 1891-1945 Jap. states-

Koo \'kU\ Vi Kyuin Wel-ling.ton X'wel-io-tsnX 1887- orig.

Ku Wei-chiin Chin, statesman & diplomat
Kopernik or Koppernigk see Copernicus
Korn.berg \'k6(3)rn-,b3rg\ Arthur 1918- Am. biochemist

Korn.gold \'k6(3)m-,gold, -,g61t\ Eric Wolfgang 1897-1957 Aus-
trian composer, conductor, & pianist
Kor.ni.lov \k6r-'ne-l3f\ Lavr Georgievich 1870-1918 Russ. gen.
Ko.rO'len.ko \,k6r-o-'leo-(,)ko, ,kar-\ Vladimir Galaktionovich
1853-1921 Russ. nov.
Kor.zyb.ski \k6r-'zip-ske\ Alfred Habdank Skarbek 1879-1950
Am. (Pol. -born) scientist & writer
Kos.cius.ko \,kas-e-'3s-,ko, k6sh-'chiish-(.)ko\ Thaddeus 1746-
1817 Pol. patriot

Kos.sel \'k6s-3l\ Albrecht 1853-1927 Ger. physiological chem.
Kos.suth \'ka-,suth, ka-'; 'k6-,shiit\ Fe-renc \'fer-,en(t)s\ 1841-
1914 son of Lajos Hung, polit.— La.jos \'16i-,osh\ 1802-1894 Hung, patriot & statesman
Kot'Ze*bue, von \'kat-s3-,bli, 'k6t-\ August Friedrich Ferdinand
1761-1819 Ger. dram.
Koun.dou.rio.tes \(.)kun-,diir-e-'ot-es\ Pavlos 1855-1935 Greek
admiral & statesman
Kous-se.vitz.ky \,kU-s3-'vit-ske\ Serge V'sgrj, 'se(3)rzh\ 1874-
1951 Sergei Alexandrovitch Russ.-born conductor
Krafft-Ebing, von X'kraf-'ta-big, 'kraf-\ Baron Richard 1840-
1902 Ger. neurologist
Krebs \'krebz\ Hans Adolf 1900- Brit. (Ger.-born) bio-
chemist
Kreis.ler \'krT-sl3r\ Fritz 1875-1962 Am. (Austrian-born)
violinist

Kreyra.borg \'kram-,b6(3)rg\ Alfred 1883- Am. poet
Krock \'krak\ Arthur 1886- Am. journalist
Krogh \'kr6g\ August 1874-1949 Dan. physiol.
Kroll \'krol\ Leon 1884- Am. painter
Kro-pot.kin \kra-'pat-k3n\ Prince Petr Alekseevich 1842-1921
Russ. geographer & revolutionist

Kru.ger_\'krii-g3r\ Stephanus Johannes Paulus 1825-1904 Oom
Paul \'om-'p61, 'iim-\ So. African statesman
Krupp X'kriip, 'krapX family of Ger. munition makers including:
Friedrich 1787-1826; his son Alfred 1812-1887; Alfred's son
Friedrich Alfred 1854-1902; Friedrich Alfred's daughter Bertha
1886-1957; & Bertha's son Alfred Felix 1907-
Krup-ska>ya X'kriip-ska-yaX Na-dezh-da \n3-'dezh-d3\ Konstan-
tinovna 1869-1939 wije oj Nikolai Lenin Russ. social worker
Krutch \'kriich\ Joseph Wood 1893- Am. author & critic

Ku.blai Khan \,ku-,bll-'kan, -bte-\ 1216-1294 founder of Mongol
dynasty in China
Kuhn \'kUn\ Richard 1900- _Ger. chem.
Kui-by-shev \'kwe-b9-,shef, 'kii-e-bs-, -,shev\ Valerian Vladiml-
rovich 1888-1935 Russ. Bolshevik
Kun \'kun\ Be.la \'ba-l3\ 1885-1937 Hung. Communist
Kung \'giio\ Prince 1833-1898 Manchu statesman— \'kiir)\ H. H. 1881- orig. K^ung Hsiang-hsi Chin, states-

KU'ro-pat'kin X.kiir-a-'pat-kan, -'pat-\ Aleksei Nikolaevich
1848-1925 Russ. gen.

Ku.ru.su \ku-'rii-(.)sii, ,kur-3-'sii\ Saburo 1888-1954 Jap. diplo-
mat
Kusch \'kiish\ Polykarp 1911- Am. (Ger.-born) physicist

Ku.tu.zov \k3-'tU-,z6f, -,z6v\ Mikhail Ilarionovich 1745-1813
Prince of Smolensk Russ. field marshal
Kyd or Kid \'kid\ Thomas 1558-1594 Eng. dram.
Kynewulf var oj cynewulf

La Bru.yere, de \d3-,la-brU-'ye(3)r, -bre-'e(3)r\ Jean 1645-1696
Fr. moralist _
La Chaise, de \d3-b-'shaz\ Frangois d'Aix 1624-1709 Fr. Jesuit

La Farge \l3-Tarzh\ John 1835-1910 Am. artist

La.la.yette, de \,laf-e-'et, ,laf-\ Marquis 1757-1834 Marie
Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert du Mo-tier Fr. gen. &. statesman;
served in Am.
Lal.fite or La.litte \l3-'fet\ Jean ab ITBO-ab 1826 Fr. pirate in
Gulf of Mexico
La FoMette Ma-'fal-atX Robert Marion 1855-1925 Am. polit.

La.fon.taine Ma-.fan-'tan, -'fan-A Henri 1854-1943 Belg. law-
yer & statesman
La Fon.taine, de \d3-(,)la-,fan-'tan, -Tan-A Jean 1621-1695 Fr.
fabulist

La.ger.kvist X'lag-sr-.kvist, -,kwist\ Par Fabian 1891-
Swed. dram., poet, & nov.
La.ger.Idf \'lag-3r-,b(r)v\ Sel.ma \'sel-m3\ Ottiliana Lovisa
1858-1940 Swed. nov. & poet
La.grange Nb-'griinj, -'gra^zhX Comte Joseph Louis 1736-1813
Fr. geometer & astron.

La Guar.dia \l3-'g(w)ard-e-a\ Fi.o.rel.lo \,fe-3-'rel-(,)o\ Henry
1882-194 7 Am. lawyer & poUt.
Lahm \'ram\ Frank Purdy 1877- Am. aeronaut
Lake \'lak\ Simon 1866-1945 Am. naval architect & submarine
builder
La.marck, de Xds-la-'mark, -(,)Iii-\ Chevalier 1744-1829 Jean
Baptiste Pierre Antoine de Monet_Fl. naturalist_

La.mar. tine, de \d3-,la-,mar-'ten, -,lam-3r-'ten\ Alphonse Marie
Louis de Prat 1790-1869 Fr. poet
Lamas Carlos Saavedra see Carlos saavedra lamas
Lamb \'lam\ Charles 1775-1834 Eng. essayist &. critic

— William 1779-1848 2d Viscount Melbourne Eng. statesman
.— Willis Eugene 1913- Am. physicist

Lam.bert \'lam-b3rt\ John 1619-1683 Eng. Parliamentary gen.

Lam.masch \'lam-,ash\ Heinrich 1853-192? Austrian jurist &
statesman
La Motte-rou.que \la-,mat-,fii-'ka\ Baron Friedrich Heinrich
Kari 1777-1843 Ger. nov.
Lamp-son \'lam(p)-s3n\ Sir Miles Wedderbum 1880- Brit.

diplomat
Lan.dis \'lan-d3s\ Ken.e.saw \'ken-«-,s6\ Mountain 1866-1944
Am. jurist & baseball commissioner
Lan.don X'lan-dsnX Alfred Mossman 1887- Am. polit.

Lan.dor \'lan-,d6(3)r, -darX Walter Savage 1775-1864 Eng. author
Lan.dow.ska Man-'dof-ska, lan-\ Wanda 1877-1959 Pol. pianist
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Land.seer \nan(d)-,sl(3)r\ Sir Edwin Henry 1802-1873 Eng.
painter

Land.stei.ner \'lan(d)-,stT-n3r, nant-.slitI-\ Karl 1868-1943 Aus-
trian-bom patiiologist in Am.
Lane \'lan\ Edward William 1801-1876 Eng. orientalist

Lan.franc \'lan-,frar)k\ 1005 7-1089 Ital.-bom prelate & scholar
in Eng.
Lang \'laD\ Andrew 1844-1912 Scot, scholar & author— Cosmo Gordon 1864-1945 Brit, prelate; archbishop of Canter-
bury
Lange \'lao-3\ Christian Louis 1869-1938 Norw. pacifist & hist.

Lang.land \'lao-bnd\ or Lang.ley \'lao-le\ WiUiam 1332 7-71400
Eng. poet
Lang-ley \'IaD-le\ Samuel Pierpont 1834-1906 Am. astron. &
airplane pioneer
Lang.muir \'lar)-,myu(3)r\ Irving 1881-1957 Am. chem.
Lang.ton X'lao-tanN Stephen rf 1228 Eng. theol., hist., & poet
Lang.try \'lar)-tre\ Lily 1852-1929 nee {Emily Charlotte) Le
Breton; the Jersey Lily Eng. actress
La.nier \l3-'ni(3)r\ Sidney 1842-1881 Am. poet
Lan.kes-ter \'lao-k3s-tar; 'lan-,l<es-. 'lao-\ Sir Edwin Ray 1847-
1929 Eng. zool.
Lannes \'lan. 'lan\ Jean 1769-1809 Due de Montebello Fr. soldier
under Napoleon; marshal of France (1804)
Lan.sing \'lan(t>-sio\ Robert 1864-19^8 Am. lawyer & statesman
Lao-tzu or Lao-tse or Lao-tze \'laud-'z3\ 6047-7531 B.C. Chin.
philos.

La Pe. rouse, de Xda-.Ia-pa-'riizX Comte 1741-1788 Jean Fran-iois
de Caloup Fr. navigator & explorer
La.place, de \d3-(,)la-'plas\ Marquis Pierre Simon 1749-1827

& I ath.
Lard.ner \'lard-n3r\ Ring 1885-1933 Ringgold Wilmer Am.
humorist & writer
La-re-do Bru \b-,rad-o-'brU, -.ratJlA Federico 1875-1946 Cuban
soldier; pres. of Cuba (1936-40)
Lar-go Ca-ba-lle-ro \Tar-(,)go-,kab-3(l)-'yef3l-(,)ro, -,kab-, -s-
'Ie(3)r-\ Francisco 1869-1946 Span, labor leader: prime min.
(1936-37)
La Roche-fou-cauld, de \d3-(,)la-,r6sh-,fii-'ko, da-Is-, -,rosh-\
Due Francois 1613-1680 Fr writer & moralist
La-rousse \l3-'riis\ Pierre Athanase 1817-1875 Fr. grammarian &
lexicographer ,

Lar-tet \lSr-ta\ Edouard Armand Isidore Hippolyte 1801-1871
Fr. archaeologist
La Salle, de \d3-b-'sal\ Sieur 1643-1687 Robert Cavelier Fr.
explorer in Am.
Las Ca-sas, de \d3-(,)la-'skas-3s\ Bartolome 1474-1566 Span.
Dominican missionary & hist.

Las-ki \'las-ke\ Harold Joseph 1893-1950 Eng. polit. scientist

Las-salle \l3-'sal, -'sal\ Ferdinand 1825-1864 Ger. socialist

Lat-i-raer Vlat-s-marX Hugh 1485 7-1555 Eng. Protestant martyr
La-tou-rette \,lat-3-'ret\ Kenneth Scott 1884- Am. religious
hist. & sinologue
La-trohe \l3-'trob\ Benjamin Henry 1764-1820 Am. (Eng.-bom)
architect & engineer

Lat-ti-more \'lat-3-,mo(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ Owen 1900- Am.

Hung..
alist

Latz-ko \'lat-(,)sko\ Andreas \an-'dra-,as\ 1876-
born writer in Austria
Laud \'16d\ William 1573-1645 Eng. prelate; archbishop of
Canterbury; executed
Lau.der \'16d-3r\ Sir Harry 1870-1950 orig. MacLennan Scot.
singer
Laue, von \'laii-3\ Max 1879-1960 Ger. physicist
Laugh. ton \'16t-=n\ Charles 1899-1962 Am. (Eng.-bom) actor
Lau.rens \16-ra_"s\ Henri 1885-1954 Fr. sculptor
Lau.ri.er \'16r-e-,a, 'lar-\ Sir Wilfrid 1841-1919 Canad. statesman
La-val \b-'val. -'valX Pierre 1883-1945 Fr. lawyer & poht.
La Val-liere, de Xda-,la-val- 'ye(3)r\ Duchesse 1644-1710 mistress
oj Louis XI V of France
La-ve-ran \lav-'ra"\ Charles Louis Alphonse 1845-1922 Fr.
Physiol. & bacteriol.
La Ve-ren.drye, de \d3-(,)Ia-.ver-an-'dre. -'ver-3n-,drT\ Sieur
1685-1749 Pierre Caullier de Varennes Canad. explorer in Am.
La.very \'lav-(3-)re, 'lav-\ Sir John 1856-1941 Brit, painter
La-VOi-sier \l3v-'waz-e-,a\ Antoine Laurent 1743-1 794 Fr. chem.
Law \'16\ (Andrew) Bon.ar \'ban-3r\ 1858-1923 Brit, statesman— Edward 1750-1818 1st Baron El-len-bor-ough \'el-3n-,b3r-o.
-,b3-ro, -b(3-)r3\ Eng. jurist— John 1671-1729 Scot, financier & speculator— William 1686-1761 Eng. devotional writer
Lawes \'l6z\ Henrv 1596-1662 Eng. composer— Lewis Edward 1883-1947 Am. penologist
Law.rence \'16r-3n(t)s, 'lar-\ David 1888- Am. journalist— David Herbert 1885-1930 Eng. nov.— Ernest Orlando 1901-1958 Am. physicist^ Gertrude 1901-1952 orig. Gerlrud Alexandra Dagmar Lawrence
Klasen Eng. actress— James 1781-1813 Am. naval officer— Sir Thomas 1769-1830 Eng. painter— Thomas Edward 1888-1935 Lawrence oj Arabia later surname
Shaw Brit, archaeologist, soldier, & writer
Law.rie \'16r-e. 'Iar-e\ Lee 1877- Am. sculptor
Lax-ness \'lak-,snes\ Hall.dor \'hal-,d3(3)r, -,d6(3)r\ Kiljan
1902- Icelandic writer
Lay. a.men N'li-a-msn. la-3-\ /; 1200 Eng. poet
Lay.ard \'la(3)rd, 'le(3)rd\ Sir Austen Henry 1817-1894 Eng.
archaeologist & diplomat
Lea.cock \'le-,kak\ Stephen Butler 1869-1944 Canad. econ. &.

humorist
Leaf \'lef\ Walter 1852-1927 Eng. banker & scholar
Lea.by \'la-(,)he\ William Daniel 1875-1959 Am. admiral of the
fleet

Lea.key \'le-ke\ Louis Seymour Bazett 1903- Brit, anthro-
pologist
Lear \'li(3)r\ Edward 1812-1888 Eng. painter & nonsense poet
Lea.ry \'li(3)r-e\ Herbert Fairfax 1885-1957 Am. admiral
Le.brun Xto-'bran, -'bra", -'broe"\ Albert 1871-1950 Fr. statesman;
pres. of France (1932-40)— Mme. Vigee- see vtg^e-lebrun
Lo Brun or Le-brun \la-'bran, -'bra", -'brce''\ Charles 1619-1690
Fr. painter

Lecky \1ek-e\ William Edward Hartpole 1838-1903 Irish hist. &
essayist
Le.conte de Lisle \la-.ko"t-da-1e(a)l\ Charles Marie 1818-1894
orig. Leconte Fr. poet
Le Cor.bu-sier \l3-,k6r-'b(y)ii-ze-,a\ 1887- pseud, of Charles
Edouard Jeannejel-Gris Swiss architect, painter, & writer

Le-der-berg \'lad-ar-,barg\ Joshua 1925- Am. geneticist
Lee \'le\ Ann 1736-1784 Eng. mystic; foimder of Shaker society

— Charles 1731-1782 Am. (Eng.-bom) gen.— Fitzhugh 1835-1905 nephew oj R. E. Lee Am. gen.— Francis Lightfoot 1734-179 7 Am. Revolutionary statesman— Henry 1756-1818 Light-Hor<:e Harry Am. gen.— Richard Henry 1732-1794 Am. Revolutionary statesman— Robert Edward 1807-1870 Am. Confed. gen.— Sir Sidney 1859-1926 Eng. editor & scholar— Tsung-Dao \'dzuG-'daii\ 1926- Chin, physicist
Leeu-wen-hoek or Leu-wen-hoek, van \'IS-van-,huk\ Anton
1632-1723 Du. naturalist

Le-leb-vre \l3-'fevr'\ Francois Joseph 1755-1820 Due de Dantzig
Fr. gen.; marshal of France (1807)
Le Gal-lienue Ma-'gal-ysn, -,yen\ Eva 1899- dau. oj Richard
Eng. actress in Am.— Richard 1866-194 7 Eng. writer
Le-gen-dre \la-'zhandrS -'zha"dr'\ Adrien Marie 1752-71833 Fr.
math.
Le-ger \la-'zha\ Alexis Saint-Liger 1887- pseud. SI. John
Perse Fr. diplomat & poet— Fernand 1881-1955 Fr. painter
Le-guia y Sal.ce.do \l3-'ge-3-,e-{,)sal-'sa-(,)tlio. -'sad-OoX Au-
gusto Bernardino 1863-1932 Peruvian banker; pres. of Peru
(1908-12;_19I9-30)

Le-har \'la-,har\ Franz 1870-1948 Hung, composer
Leh.man \'le-man\ Herbert Henry 1878- Am. banker i

Leh.mann \1a-,man\ Lot-te \'ldt-a, "lat-aN 1888- Ger. so-

Leib.niz or Leib.nitz, von \'lTp-,nits\ Baron Gottfried Wilhelm
1646-1716 Ger. philos. & math.

Leicester 1st Earl of see Robert ditoley see also de montfort
Leif Ericson see ericson
Leigh-Mal.lo.ry \'le-'mal-(a-)re\ Sir Trafford Leigh 1892-1944
Brit, air marshal

Leigh. ton \'lat-=n\ Frederick 1830-1896 Baron Leighton oj
Slreiton Eng. painter
Leins.dort N'linz-.dorf, 'lin(t)s-\ Erich 1912- Am. (Austriano
born) conductor
Leith-Ross \'le-'thr6s\ Sir Frederick William 1887- Brit.
econ. & financier
Le.jeune \l3-'zh3(r)n, -'jiin\ John Archer 1867-1942 Am. marine*
corps gen.
Le.land or Ley-land \'le-l3nd\ John 15067-1552 Eng. antiquary
Le-Iy \'le-le, 'la-le\ Sir Peter 1618-1680 orig, Pieier Van der Faes
Du. painter in Eng. ,

Le-mal-tre \la-'matr'\ (Fran-gois EUe) Jules 1853-1914 Fr. writer
& literary critic— Abbe Georges Edouard 1 894- Belg. astrophysicist & math.
Lemoyne Pierre see Iberville
Le-nard \'la-,nart\ Philipp 1862-1947 Ger. physicist
Len-clos \la"-klo\ Anne 1620-1705 Ninon de Lenclos Fr. wit &
lady of fashion
L'En-fant \'lan-,rant, la"'-ra''\ Pierre Charles 1754-1825 Fr.
engineer in Am.
Le-nin \'len-an, 'Ian-, -,en\ Nikolai 1870-1924 Vladimir Ilich
UlyO'nov Xiil-'yan-af, -,6f\ Russ. Communist

Leo \'le-(,)o\ name of 13 popes: esp. I Saint 3907-461 (pope
440-61); III Saint 7507-816 (pope 795-816); XIII 1810-1903
(pope 1878-1903)
Leon-ard \'len-ard\ William Ellery 1876-1944 Am. educ. & poet
Leonardo da Vinci see Leonardo da vinci
Le-on-ca.val-lo \,la-,on-ka'val-(,)o\ Ruggiero 1858-1919 Ital.

composer & librettist

Le-on-i-das \le-'an-ad-as\ 5th cent. B.C. Greek hero; king of Sparta
(490 7-480)

Le-o-par.di \,la-a-'pard-e\ Conte Giacomo 1798-1837 Ital. poet
Le.o.poldI\'le-3-,pold\ 1640-1705 king of Hungary (1655-1705)
& Holy Rom. emp. (1658-1705)— II 1747-1792 Holy Rom. emp. (1790-92)
— I 1790-1865 king of Belgium (1831-65)
— II 1835-1909 king of Belgium (1865-1909)
— Ill 1901- king of Belgium (1934-51)
Lep.i.dus \'lep-3d-as\ Marcus Aemilius d 13 B.C. Rom. triumvir

Ler.mon.tov \'ler-m3n-,t6f, -t3f\ Mikhail Yurievich 1814-1841
Russ. poet & nov.
Ler.ner \'l3r-nar\ Alan Jay 1918- Am. dram.
Le.sage \l3-'sazh\ Alain Rene 1668-1747 Fr. nov. & dram.
Le-sche-tiz.ky \,lesh-3-'tit-ske\ Theodor 1830-1915 Pol. pianist
& composer
Les.seps, de \le-'seps, *les-aps\ Vicomte Ferdinand Marie 1805-
1894 Fr. diplomat; promoter of Suez Canal

Les-sing \'les-iD\ Gotthold Ephraim 1729-1781 Ger. critic &
dram.
Les-ter \'les-tar\ Sean \'sh6n\ 1889-1959 Irish joumalist &
diplomat: last secy. -gen. of League of Nations (1940-46)
L'Es-trauge \la-'stranj\ Sir Roger 1616-1704 Eng. journalist &
translator
Leu-tze \'Idit-sa\ Emanuel 1816-1868 Ger.-bom painter
Le.vas-senr \l3-,vas-'3r\ Pierre Emile 1828-1911 Fr. econ.
Le-ver \'le-v3r\ Charles James 1806-1872 Brit. nov.
Lew-es \'lii-as\ George Henrv 1817-1878 Eng. phUos. & cridc

Lew. IS \'lu-3s\ Cecil Day 1904- Eng. poet— Clive Staples 1898- Clive Hamilton Eng. nov. & essayist
— Isaac Newton 1858-1931 Am. army officer &. inventor— John Llewellvn 1880- Am. labor leader— Matthew Gregory 1775-1818 Monk Lewis Eng. author— Mer-i-weth-er \'mer-a-,weth-3r\ 1774-1809 Am. explorer— (Percy) Wyndham 1884-1957 Brit painter & author
— Sinclair 1885-1951 Am. nov.
Lew-i-sobn \'lii-3-san, -z3n\ Ludwig 1883-1955 Ger.-bom nov.
& critic

Ley \'li\ Robert 1890-1945 Ger. Nazi leader
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Llb.by \'Iib-e\ Willard Frank 1908- Am. chcm.
Li-cin-i-us \l3-'sin-e-3s\ 2707-325 Valerius Licinianus Lictnius
Rom. emp. f308-324)

Lid-dell Hart \,lid-»l-'hart\ Basil Henry 1895- Eng. military
scientist
Lie \'le\ Jonas 1833-1909 Norw. nov. & dram.— Jonas 1 880- 1 940 nephew oj prec, Norw. -born painter in Am.
-^ Tryg've \'trig-ve. -va\ 1896- Norw. lawyer & statesman;
secy. -gen. of U.N. fl946-53)
Lie-big, voji \'le-big\ Baron Justus 1803-1873 Ger. chem.
Li-lar \'le-.far, le-'\_ Serge 1905- Russ. dancer
Li Hung-Chang \'le-'huo-'jaa\ 1823-1901 Chin, statesman
Lil-ien.thal \'Ul-y3n-,thbl\ David Eli 1899- Am. lawyer &

Lil-ien-thal X'lil-yan-.tal, -,thdl\ Otto 1848-1896 Ger. aeronauti-
cal engineer
Li.U-u.o.ka-Ia-ni \l3-,le-3-(,iwo-k3-'lan-e\ Lydia Kamekeha
1838-1917 queen of the Hawaiian Islands (1891-93)

Lil.lo \'Hl-(,loJ\ George 16937-1739 Eng. dram.
Li>m6n \Ii-'mon\ Jose 1908- Mex. dancer & choreographer
in the U. S
Lin.a.cre \'lin-i-k3r\ Thomas 14607-1524 Eng. humanist &
physician
Lin.coln \'lir)-k3n\ Abraham 1809-1865 16th pres. of the U. S.

(1861-6Si— Benjamin 1733-1810 Am. Revolutionary gen.— Joseph Croshv 1870-1944 Am. nov.
Lind \'lind\ Jenny 1820-1887 Johanna Maria: the Swedish
Nightingale Swed. soprano
Lind-bergli \'Iinfdi-,b3rg\ Anne Spencer 1907- a6e Morrow;
wile of C. .4. Am. aviator & author— Charles Augustus 1902- Am. aviator
Lind'ley \'lin-fdile\ John 1799-1865 Eng. botanist
Lind.say \'lin-2e\ Howard 1889- Am. dram. & actor— (Nicholas! Va-chel \'va-ch3l\ 1879-1931 Am. poet
Link-Ia-ter \'lio-.klat-3r\ Eric 1899- Brit, writer

Linlithgow Marquis of see hope
Lin-nae-us \te-'ne-3s\ Carolus 1707-1778 Carl von Lin-ne
\la-'na\ Swed. botanist
Lin S6n \'lin-'sen\ or Lin Shen \'hn-'shen\ 18677-1943 Chin.
statesman; \^rcs. of the National government (1932-43)
Lin Yu-tang \'lin-'yij-'tao, -'uio\ 1895- Chin, author &
philologist
Lip-mann X'lip-manV Fritz Albert 1899- Am. (Ger,-born)
biochem.

Li Po \'le-'b6, -'po\ or Li Tai-po \-'t7-\ d 762 a.d. Chin, poet
Lip-pi \'lip-e\ Era Filippo or Lip-po \'lip-(.)o\ 14067-1469
Florentine painter— Filippo or Filippino 14577-1504 son oj prec. Florentine painter
Lipp-mann Mep-'miin, 'lip-man\ Gabriel 1845-1921 Fr. physicist

Llpp-raaun X'lip-msnX Walter 1889- Am. journalist & author
Lip-ton \'lip-t3n\ Sir Thomas Johnstone 1850-1931 Eng. mer-
chant & yachtsman
Lisle, de see leconte de lisle, rouget de lisle
Lis-ter X'lis-tsrV Joseph 1827-1912 1st Baron Lister oj Lyme Regis
Eng. surgeon
Liszt \'list\ Franz 18U-1886 Hung, pianist & composer
Li T'ai-po see li po
Lit. tie \'lit-'l\ Sir Charles James Colebrooke 1882- Brit.

admiral
Lit-tle-ton \'lit-=l-t3n\ Sir Thomas 14077-1481 Eng. jurist

Lit-tre \U-'tra\ Ma.\imilien .Paul Emile 1801-1881 Fr. lexicogra-
pher
Lit-vi-noy \lit-'ve-,n6t, -nsfX Maksim Maksimovich 1876-1951
Russ. Communist

Liy.ing-ston \'liv-io-stan\ Robert R. 1746-1813 Am. statesman
Liy.ing.stone X'liv-io-stsnN David 1813-1873 Scot, explorer in
Africa
Liyy \'liv-e\ 59 b.C.-a.d. 17 Tilus Livius Rom. hist.

Lloyd George \'16id-'j6(3)rj\ David 1863-1945 1st Earl of Du-Jor
\'du-,v60ir\ Brit, statesman; prime min. (1916-22)
Lo-ba.chev.sKi \,lo-b3-'chef-ske, .lab-a-, -'chev-\ Nikolai Ivano-
vich 1793-1856 Russ. math.
Lo-ben-gu-la \,lo-b3n-'g(y)u-b\ 1833-1894 Zulu king of the
Matabele
Locke \'lak\ John 1632-1704 Eng. philos.

Lock.er-Lamp.son \,lak-ar-'lam(p)-s3n\ Frederick 1821-1895
Eng. poet
Lock-hart \'lak-srt, 'lak-,(h)art\ John Gibson 1794-1854 Scot.
nov. & biographer
Lock-yer \'lak-vsr\ Sir Joseph Norman 1836-1920 Eng. astron.

Lodge \'laj\ Henry Cabot 1850-1924 Am. statesman & author— Henry Cabot 1902- grandson oj prec. Am. polit. & diplo-

— Sir Oliver Joseph 1851-1940 Eng. physicist
— Thomas 1.S5S?- 1625 Eng. poet & dram.
Loeb \'lob\ Jacques 1859-1924 Ger.-born physiol. in Am.
Loewe \'lo\ Fi-ederick 1904- Austrian composer in the U. S.

Loewi \'lo-e\ Otto 1873-1961 Am. (Ger-born) pharmacologist
Lolf-lei \'lef-ter\ Friedrich August Johannes 1852-1915 Ger.
bacterid.
Lo-max \'lo-,maks\ John Avery 1872-1948 Am. folklorist

Lom-bard X'lam-.bSrd, -bsrdX Peter 11007-1160 or 1164 Pelrus
Lombardus Ital. theol.

Lom-bro-so \lom-'bro-(,)so\ Ce-sa-re \'cha-2a-,ra\ 1836-1909
Ital. physician & psychiatrist

Lon.don X'bn-dsnX Jack 1876-1916 Am. writer

Long \'16o\ Hu-ey \'hyii-e\ Pierce 1893-1935 Am. lawyer &.

polit.— Stephen Harriman 1784-1864 Am. army officer & explorer
Long.lel-Iow \'l6ri-,fel-(,)o, -,fel-3(-w)\ Henry Wads.worth \'wadz-
(,)W3rth\ 1807-1882 Am. poet
Lon-gi-nus \lan-'ji-nas\ Dionysius Cassius d a.d. 273 Greek
philos.

Long-Street \'16o-.stret\ James 1821-1904 Am. Confed. gen.

Ldnn-rot \'len-,rUt, 'l3(rln-, -.rut\ Elias 1802-1884 Finnish
scholar
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Lons-dale \'lanz-,dal\ Frederick 1881-1954 Brit. dram.
L6-pez \'lo-,pez, -,pas\ Carlos Antonio 1790-1862 pres. of Para-
guay (1844-62)— Francisco Solano 1827-1870 son oj prec. pres. of Paraguay
(1862-70)

Lo-rentz \'lor-,en(t)s, 'ldr-\ Hendrik Antoon 1853-1928 Du.
physicist
Lo-renz \'lor-,en(t)s, '16r-\ Adolf 1854-1946 Austrian orthopedic
surgeon

Lor-rain \l3-'ran, 16-, -'ra°\ Claude 1600-1682 pseud, of Claude
Gellee Fr. painter

Lo-thair I \lo-'t(h)a(3)r, -'t(h)e(3)r, 'lo-.V 7957-855 king of
Germany (840-43) & Holy Rom. emp. (840-855)— II (or nil 10707-1137 ihe SMon king of Germany & Holy Rom.
emp. (1125-37)
Lo-ti \lo-'te, i6-\ Pierre 1850-1923 pseud, of Louis Marie Jullen
Viaud Fr. naval ^officer & nov.

Lou.bet MU-'baX Emile 1838-1929 Fr. statesman; pres. of France
(1899-19061
Loudoun 4th_Earl of see John Campbell
Lou-is Vlii-e, 'lu-'e, 'lij-as\ name of 13 kings of France: esp.
1 (te Debonnaire) 778-840 (reigned 814-840); V (te Faineant)
9667-987 (reigned — last Carohngian — 986-987); IX l_Saint)

1214-1270 (reigned 1226-70); XI 1423-1483 (reigned 1461-83);
XII 1462-1515 (reigned 1498-1515); XIII 1601-1643 (reigned
1610-43); XIV 1638-1715 (reigned 1643-1 715); XV 1710-1774
(reigned 1715-74); XVI 1754-1793 (reigned 1774-92; guillo-
tined); XVII 1785-1795 (nominally reigned 1793-95); XVIII
1755-1824 (reigned 1814-15; 1815-24)— IV 12877-1347 Duke oj Bavaria king of Germany & Holy
Rom. ema (1314-47)— II de Bourbon see coNDg— Napoleon see napoleon m— Phi-lippe \f3-'lep\ 1773-1850 the Citizen King king of the
French (1830-48)
Louns-bury \'launz-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ Thomas Raynesford 1838-
1915 Am. scholar & educ.
Louys \lu-'e\ Pierre 1870-1925 Fr. writer

Lovat 12th Baron see ERASER
Love-lace \'l3v-,las, -l3s\ Richard 1618-1658 Eng. Cavalier poet
Lov-ell \'l3v-3l\ Sir Alfred Charles Bernard 1913- Brit.

radio astron.
Lov-er \'l3v-3r\ Samuel 1797-1868 Irish nov.
Low \'lo\ David 1891- Brit, cartoonist

Low-ell \'lo-3l\ Amy 1874-1925 Am. poet & critic

— James Russell 1819-1891 Am. poet, essayist, & dram.— Percival 1855-1916 bro. of Amy Am. astron.— Robert 1917- Am. poet
Lowes \'loz\ John Livingston 1867-1945 Am. educ.

Lowndes \'iaun(d)z\ William Thomas 1798-1843 Eng. bibliog-
rapher ,

Loy-o.la \16i-'o-l3\ Saint Ignatius of 1491-1556 laigo de OHez y
Loyola Span, soldier & ecclesiastic; founder of the Society of Jesus
Lub-bock \'l3b-sk\ Sir John 1834-1913 1st Baron Avebury: son
oj Sir J. W Eng. financier & author— Sir John William 1803-1865 Eng. astron. & math.
Lu-can X'lii-kanX 39-65 Marcus Annaeus Lucanus Rom. poet
Luce N'lUsX Clare 1903- n^e Boolhe \'buth\ wije oj H. R. Am.
dram., polit., & diplomat— Henry Robinson_1898- Am. editor & publisher
Lu.cre.ti-us \lii-'kre-sh(e-)9s\ 96 7-55 B.C. Titus Lucretius Carus
Rom. poet & philos.
Lu-cuMus \lii-'kal-as\ Lucius Licinius // 797-757 B.C. Rom. gen.
& epicure
Lu.den.dorH \'liid-'n-.d6rf\ Erich Friedrich Wilhelm 1865-1937
Ger. gen.

Lul-ly \lU-'Ie\ Jean Baptiste 1632-1687 Fr. (Ilal.-born) composer
Lul-ly \'tel-e\ Ravmond 1235 7-1315 Span, ecclesiastic & philos.

Lnnt \M3nl\ Mfred 1893- Am. actor

Lu-ther \'ln HDr\ Martin 1483-1546 Ger. Reformation leader

Lyau-tey \le-,o-'ta\ Louis Hubert Gonzalve 1854-1934 Fr.
soldier: marshal of France (1921)
Ly.cur-gus XlT-'kar-gasX 9th cent. B.C. Spartan lawgiver

Lyd.gate N'lid-.gat, -g9t\ John 13707-71451 Eng. poet
Ly.ell \'ll-3l\ Sir Charles 1797-1875 Brit, geologist

Lyly \'lil-e\ John 15547-1606 Eng. author
Lynd \'lind\ Robert Staugh.ton \'st6l-^n\ 1892- & his wife
Helen nee Merrell 1897- Am. sociologists

Ly-on \'lT-3n\ Mary 1797-1849 Am. educ.

Ly-ons V'lI-snzV Joseph Aloysius 1879-1939 Austral, statesman;
prime min. (1932-39)
Ly-san-der \li-'san-d3r\ d 395 B.C. Spartan commander
Ly-sen.ko \l3-'seD-(,)ko\ Trofim Denisovich 1898- Russ.

Lys.i.as \'lis-e-3s\ 4507-7380 B.C. Athenian orator

Ly-sim-a-cbus \lT-'sim-a-kss\ 361 7-231 B.C. Macedonian gen.
under Alexander the Great; king of Thrace (306)

Ly-sip-pus \lT-'sip-9s\ 4th cent. B.C. Greek sculptor

Lyt-ton \'Iit-*n\ 1st Baron 1303-1873 Edward George Earle
Lytton Bul-wer-Lytlon \,bul-w3r-\; bro. oj Sir Henry Bulwer
Eng. nov. & dram.— 1st Eari of 1831-1891 Edward Robert Bulwer- Lytlon: pseud.
Owen Meredith: son ol prec. Brit, statesman & poet
— 2d Earl of 1876-1947 Victor Alexander George Robert Lytton:
son oj 1st Earl Brit, administrator & author

i beginning with these prefixes are alphabedzed as if

:-3-,dii\ William Gibbs 1863-1941 Am. lawyer &

M'-, Mc-nam
spelled MAC-
Mc-Adoo \'mi
administrator
niac-Ar.thur \ma-'kar-th3r\ Arthur 1845-1912 Am. gen.
— Charles 1895-1956 Am. dram.— Douglas 1880- son of Arthur Am. gen. of the army
Ma.cau.lay \m3-'k6-le\ Dame Rose 1881-1958 Eng. nov.
— Thomas Babington 1st Baron 1800-1859 Eng. hist., author, &
sta
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Mactetll \tTOk-'beth\ d 1057 king of Scofland (1040-57)
Mc.Bni.ney Xmak-'bsr-neN Charles 1845-1913 Am. surgeon
Mc-Car-tliy \ma-'kar-the also -'karl-e\ Joseph Raymond 1908—
195 7 Am. polit,

M'.Cax.tiy \m3-"kar-Ihe also -"kiin-eN Justin 1830-1912 Irish
writer & polit.— Justin HunUy 1861-1936 son oj Justin Irish dram., nov., & hist
McClel-lan \m3-'klcl-sn\ George Brinton 1826-1885 Am. gen.

McCIos.Key Xma-'klas-keX John 1810-1885 1st Am. cardinal
MC'Cloy \m3-'kl6i\ John Jay 1895- Am. banker & govt.
oiiicial

McClure Xms-'klufslrV Samuel Sidney 1857-1949 Am. (Irish«
born editor & publisher
McCor-mack Xms-'kor-msk, -mikX John 1884-1945 Am. (Irish=

born tenor
McCor.mick \nra-'k6r-mik\ Cvrus Hall 1809-1884 Am. inventor
— Joseph .Me-diU \rn3-'dil\ 1877-1925 & his bro. Robert Ruther-
ford 1S80-1955 Am. newspaper publishers
Mac. Crack.en \m3-'krak.on\ Henr\" Noble 1880- Am. educ.
McCrae \ms-'kra\ John 1872-1918 Canad. physician & poet
Macdon.ald \m3k-'dan-=ld\ George 1824-1905 Scot. nov. & poet
Mac-don-ough \m3k-'dan.3\ Thomas 1783-1825 Am. naval offi-

Mac-Dow.eU \m3k-'daii(-3)l\ Edward Ale.xander 1861-1908 Am.
composer
Mc-Dow.eU \nrak-'dau(-3ll\ Ir-N-in X'ar-vanX 1818-1885 Am. gen.
McFee \m=k-'fe\ William 1881- Eng. writer

McGill \m3-'gil\ James 1744-1813 Canad. (Scot.-bom) business-
man & philanthropist— Ralph Emerson 1898- Am. journalist
McGuf.fey Xms-'esl-eX William Holmes 1800-1873 Am^ educ.
Ma.cha.do y Mo-ra.les \m'a-'cha-f,^iho-e-mo-'ra-f,)las\ Ge-
rar-do Nha-'rar-^.ilhoX J 871-1939 pres. of Cuba (1925-33)
Ma-chi.a.yel.li \,mak-e-3-'veI-e\ Niccolo 1469-1527 Ital. states-

man & polit. philos.
Mc.In. tyre \'mak-an-,tT(3)r\ James Francis AJoysius 1886-
.4m. cardinal
MacKaye \m3-"kT\ Percy 1875-1956 Am. poet &. dram.
Mc.Ken.na Xma-'ken-aX Sio-bhan \sh3-'v6n\ 1923- Irish
actress
Mack.en.sen, von \'mak-an-2an\ August 1849-1945 Get. field

marshal
MacKen.zie Vms-Tten-zeX Alexander 1822-1892 Canad. (Scot.,
bom'i statesman; prime min. (1873-78)— Sir .Alexander Campbell 1847-1935 BriL composer & condtictor— Compton 1883- Eng. nov.— William L\on 1795-1861 Canad. (Scot.-boml insurgent leader
McKim \m3-'kim\ Charles FoUen 1847-1909 Am. architect
Mackin.der \m3-'kin-d3r\ Sir Halford John 1861-1947 Eng.
geographer
McKin.ley \m3-'kin-le\ WilUam 1S43-I901 2Sth pres. of the
L' S. 1SO7-19011
Mack-in-tosh \*mak.3n-,tash\ Sir James 1765-1832 Scot philos.
& hist,

Maclaren Ian see John w.^tson
Mac.Leish \m9-'klesh\ Archibald 1892- Am. poet & ad-

Mac. Len-nan \m3-'klen-3n\ Hugh 1907- Canad. nov.
Mac.leod \m3-'klaud\ Fiona see William SH.\RP— Iain \'e-3n\ Norman 1913- Brit poUt— John James Rickard 1876-1935 Scot physiol.

Mac. Ma.hon, de \,mak-,ma-'o"; msk-'mar-a'^n, -"manX Comte
Marie Edme Patrice Maurice 1 808-1893 marshal (1859) & pres.
flS/3-79 of France
Mac Mil-lan Nmsk-'mil-anX Donald Baxter 1874- Am. arctic
xplon

.1957- 1

Mac Mon.nies Xnrak-'man-ezX Frederick William 1863-1937 Am.
sculptor
Mc-Na-mara \,mak-n3-'mar-3\ Robert Strange 1916- Am.
sec>, of defense (1961- I
Mc.Nar-ney \m3k-'nar-ne\ Joseph Taggart 1893- Am. gen.
Mc-Naagh.ton \m3k-'not-^\ Andrew George Latta 1887-
Canad gen. &. diplomat
Mac-Neice \mak-'nes\ Louis 1907- Brit, poet & classical
scholar
Mac Neil \m3k-'ne(3!l\ Hermon .Atkins 1866-1947 Am. sculptor
McNutt \m3k-'n31\ Paul Vo-ries \'v5r-ez, 'v6r-\ 1891-1955 Am.
law\er & administrator
Mac.pher.son Xmsk-'fars-'nX James 1736-1796 Scot writer
Mac.rea-dy \m3-'kred-e\ William Charles 1793-1873 Eng. actor
Ma-da. ria.ga y Ro.io, de \,math.3-re.'ag.a-(,)e-'r6-(,)ho\ Salva-
dor 1SS6- Span, writer & diplomat
Ma.de.ro \ni3-'de(3ir-(,^o. -'the(3)r-\ Francisco Indaledo 1873-
1913 pres. of Mexico (1911-13'
Mad.i.son \'mad-3-s3n\ Dolley 1768-1849 nee (Dorothea) Payne:
v.iie of James Am. hostess— James 1751-1836 4th pres. of the U. S. (1809-17)
Mae.ce.nas \mi-'se-nas\ Gains 707-8 B.C. Rom. statesman &

Maes or Maas \'mas\ Nicolaes 1632-1693 Du. painter
Mae-ter.linck X'mat-sr-.lirik, "mat-X Count Maurice 1862-1949
Belg. poet dram.. & essavist
Ma-gel-lan Xma-'jcl-an, chielly Brit -'gel-X Ferdinand 14807-1521
Fernao de Magalhaes Port, navigator
Ua-gi.not X.mazh-s-'no. ^aj-X Andre 1877-1932 Fr. polit;
min. of war (1922-24; 1926-29; 1929-30; 1931)
Ma.ban Xma-lianV Alfred Thayer 1840-1914 Am. admiral i hist
Mah.ler \'mal-3r\ Gustav 1860-1911 Austrian composer
Mah.mnd II \ma-'mud\ 1785-1839 sultan of Turkey (1803-39)
Ma.hom-et Xma-'ham-atV or Ma. horn.ed \-3d\ v^ir oj MUHAhfM.\D
Mai.mon i-des \mT-'nian-3-,dez\ 1135-1204 Rabbi Moses ben
Mainiun Span.-bom philos.
Maine \'man\ Sir Hcni^- James Sumner 1822-1888 Eng. jurist
Main-te.non, de \ma"t-'no°. mant-\ Marquise 1635-1719 Fran-
Qoise cTAubigne: consort oJ Louis XIV
Mail.land \'inat-l3nd\ Frederic William 1850-1906 Eng. jurist &
hist

Ma.M.no \ma-"kS-C)no\ Coimt Nobuaki 1861-1949 Jap. states-

Ma.Ian Xma-lan, -Tan, -Tao\ Daniel Frangois 1874-1959 So.
African editor; prime min. (1948-54)
Male.branche, de \,mal-(3-)'bra'^, ,mal-\ Nicolas 1638-1715
Fr. pltilos.

Ma.len.kov \,inal-(y)3n-'k6f, ,mal-\ Georgi Maksimilianovich
1901- Russ. polit
Mal.herhe, de \ma-'Ie(3^rb, ina-\ Francois 1555-1628 Fr. poet
Ma.li.nov.sky \,mai.3-'n6f-ske, ^al-. -'n6v-\ Rodion Yakovle-
vich 1899- Russ. gen.
Ma. li.now. ski \,mal-3-'n6f-ske. ,mal-, -"nov-X Bronislaw Kasper
1SS4-1942 Pol.-bom anthropologist
Mal.lar-me \,mal-,ar-'ma\ Stephane 1842-1898 Fr. poet
Ma. lone Nma-lonX Edmund or Edmond 1741-1812 Irish Shake-
spearean scholar
Mal.Q.ry \'mal-(a-)re\ Sir Thomas // 1470 Eng. translator &
compiler
Mal.pi.gW \mal-'pe-ge, -"pig-eX Marcello 1628-1694 Ital. anat-

Mal.ratix \mal-'ro\ Andre 1901- Fr. writer & polit
Mai. tans Xtaal-thasX Thomas Robert 1766-1834 Eng. econ.
Man. del \man-'del, man-, ina''-\ Georges 1885-1943 orig. Jero-
boam Rothschild Fr. polit.

Man.de.VLlle \'man-d3-,\'il\ Bernard 16707-I733 Du.-bom physi-
cian & satirist in Eng.— Sir John d 1372 pseud.,of an unidentified author of travel books
Ma-net \ma-'na, ma-\ Edouard 1832-1883 Fr. painter
Ma-nil-i-ns Nrre-'nil-e-asV Gaius 1st cent. B.C. Rom. polit
Mann \'man\ Horace 1796-1859 Am. educ.— X'm'an. 'man\ Thomas 1875-1955 Am. (Ger.-bom) author
Man.ner-heim, von X'man-ar-.ham, "man-, -,him\ Baron Cari
Gustaf Emil 1867-1951 Fin. gen. & statesman
Man.nlng Xtaan-ioX Henry Edward 1808-1892 Eng. cardinal &
author
Mans. field \ "manz-.feld, 'man(ps-\ Katherine 1888-1923 pseud.
of Kathleen nee Beau-champ \'be-ch3m\ Murry Brit writer— Richard 1S54-1907 Eng. actor in .Am.
Man. son \'man(ti-s3n\ Sir Patrick 1844-1922 Brit parasitologist
Man.snr. al- \,al.,man-'sii(3)r\ 712 7-775 Arab caliph (754-775);
founder of Baghdad
Man.te-gna \man-'ian-y3\ Andrea 1431-1506 Ital. painter &

Man-tie \'mant-n\ (Robert) Bums 1873-1948 Am. journalist
Manuel Don Juan see Juan nw.nuel
Ma-nn-tins \m3-'n(ylu-sh(e-!3s\ Al-dus X'ol-dss, "al-X 1450-151S
Teohaldo Mannucci ot Manuzio Ital. painter &. classical scholar
Man-ZQ.ni \man(dVzo-ne\ Alessandro Francesco Tommaso An-
tonio 1785-1873 ital. nov. & poet
Mao Tse-tnng \'maiid-(')z3-'diir)\ 1893- Chin. Communist
Map \'map\ Walter 11407-71209 Welsh writer

Ma. rat \m3-'ra\ Jean Paul 1743-1793 Fr. (Swiss-bom) revolu-
tionist
Mar. eel. Ins \mar-'sel-3s\ Marcus Claudius 2687-208 B.C. Rom.
gen.
March 1st Earl of see Roger de Mortimer
Max. co.nl \mar-'ko-ne\ Marchese Guglielmo 1874-1937 Ital.

electrical engineer & inventor
Marco Polo see polo
Marctis Atirelius see Marcus Aurelius antontnus
Mar. ga. ret Xtaar-gCs-jratX oJ Anjon 1430-1482 queen oj Henry
IV or England— of Navarre 1492-1549 queen of Navarre (1544-49) & WTiter— of Valois 1553-1615 queen of Navarre— Rose 1930- wife oj Earl oJ Snowdnn princess of Gt Britain
Ma.ria The.re.sa \nra-,re-a-t3-'re-s3. -'ra-ss. -'ra-Z3\ 1717-1780
Mife oj Emp. Francis 1 queen of Hungarv & Bohemia
Ma.tie \m3-'re\ 1875-1938 queen of Romania (1914-27); queen
dowager (1927-38)— An.toi.nette \.an-t(w)3-'net\ 1755-1793 dau. oJ Maria
Theresa i- wije oj Louis X'VI oj France; guillotined
— Lonise 1791-1847 dau. oj Francis J oj Austria i 2d wije oj
\opoleon I _ _ _

Marie de Me.di.cis \-d3-'med-3-(,)che, ,mad-3-'ses\ 1573-1642
2d wile oi Henry IV oj France
Mar. in X'mar-snV John 1870-1953 Am. painter
Ma.ri.net.ti \,mar-3-'net-e, .mar-\ Emilio Filippo Tommaso
1876-1944 ltal._poet

Ma.ri.ni \m3-'re-ne\ or Ma.ri.no \-(.)no\ Giambattista 1569-
162 5 Ital. poet

Mar.i.on \'mer-e-sn, 'mar-e-, 'ma-re-\ Francis 17327-179S the
Swamp Fox -Am. Revolutionary commander
Ma. ri. tain \,mar-3-'ta°\ Jacques 1882- Fr. philos. & diplomat
Mar-i-ns X'mer-e-as, "mar-X Gaius 1557-86 B.C. Rom. gen.

Ma-ri-vaux, de \,mar-9-'v6\ Pierre Carlet de Chamblain 1688-
1 763 Fr. dram. &. nov.
Mark Antony or Anthony see Marcus antonius
Mark.ham \'mar-k3m\ (Chariesl Edwin 1852-1940 Am. poet
Mar-ko-va \miir-'ko-v3\ Ali-cia \s-'le-se-3\ 1910- Alice
Marks Eng. dancer
Marlboroagh 1st Duke of see John CHURCHitt
Mar.Iowe \'mar-(,llo\ Christopher 1564-1593 Eng. dram.— Julia 1866-1950 pseud, of Sarah Frances Frost Am. (Eng.*
bom: actress
Mar.mont, de \mar-'mo°\ Auguste Frederic Louis Viesse 1774-
1852 Due de Raguse Fr. gen. under Napoleon; marshal of France
(1S091

Mar-mon.tel \.mar-(,)mo°-'tel\ Jean Fran;ois 1723-1799 Fr.

Ma. rot \ma-'ro, m3-\ Clement 14957-1544 Fr. poet
Mar.qnand \mar-'kwand\ John Phillips 1893-1960 Am. writer

Mar. quelle \mar-'kel\ Jacques 1637-1675 Pere \.pi(3)r, ,pe(3)r\
Marquette Jesuit missionary & explorer in Am.

Mar.qnis \'mar-kw3s\ Donald Robert Perry 1878-1937 Don Am.

Mar-ry.at \'mar-e-3t\ Frederick 1792-1848 Eng. na^'al com-
mander & nov.
Mar.shall \'mar-sh3l\ George CaUett 1880-1959 Am. gen. of the
armv & diplomat— John 1755-1835 Am. jurist— Thomas Riley 1854-1925 vice-pres. of the U.S. (1913-21)
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Mar-sU.l.ns ol Padna \mSr-'sil-e-as\ 12907-?1343 Ital. scholar
Mar^ston \'mar-st3n\ John 1S75?-1634 Eng. dram.
Martel Charles see Charles martel
Mar-tens \'mart-=nz\ Fedor Fedorovich 1845-1909 Russ. jurist

Mar'tial \'mar-sh3l\ a* iO-ab 102 Marcus Valerius Martialis Rom.
epigrammatist

Mar'tin \'mart-=n. mar-'ta°\ Saint 315?-?399 Marlin ol Tours
\-'tu(a)r\ patron saint of France

Mar-tin \'mart-=n\ Archer John Porter 1910- Brit. chem.— Glenn Luther 1886-1955 Am. airplane manuf.— Homer Dodge 1836-1897 Am. painter— Joseph William 1884- Am. publisher & pollt.— Sir Theodore 1816-1909 Brit, author
Martin Oa Gard Roger see du gard
Mar.ti-neau \'mart-"n-,o\ Harriet 1802-1876 Eng. nov. & econ.— James 1805-1900 bro. oj Harriet Eng. theol. & philos.
Mar.ti.ni \mar-'te-ne\ Simone 12837-1344 Ital. painter
Mar.vell \'mar-v3l\ Andrew 1621-1678 Eng. poet & satirist

Marx X'martcsX Karl 1818-1883 Ger. polit. philos. & socialist
Mary WieCajr-e, 'ma(3)r-e, 'ma-re\ 1867-1953 Princess Victoria
Mary oj Tcck: queen oj George V oj Eng.— I 1516-1558 Mary Tudor: Bloody Mary queen of Eng. (1553-58)— II 1662-1694 joint Brit, sovereign with William III— Stuart 1542-1587 Mary, Queen oj Scots queen of Scot. (1542-
67); beheaded

Ma-sac-cio \m3-'zach-(,)o, -e-,o\ 1401-1428 orig. Tommaso Guidi
Ital. painter
Ma.sa.ryk \'mas-3-(,)rik\ Jan \'yan, 'yan\ Gar-rigue \g3-'reg\
1886-1948 son oj T. G. Czech diplomat & poUt.— To-mas \'t6-,mash, 'tam-3s\ Garrigue 1850-1937 Czech
philos.; 1st pres. of Czechoslovakia (1918-35)
Ma.sca.gni\ma-'skan-ye, ma-\ Pietro 1863-1945 Ital. composer
Mase.tield \'mas-,feld\ John 1878- Eng. author; poet
laureate (1930- )

Mas.i.nis.sa or Mas-si.nis.sa \,mas-'n-'is-s\ 2387-149 B.C. king
of Numidia
Ma-son \'mas-=n\ Charles 1730-1787 Eng. astron. & surveyor
Mas-sa-soit \,mas-3-'s6it\ d 1661 sachem of Wampanoag Indians
in eastern Massachusetts
Mas-se-na \,mas-a-'na, ms-'sa-naX Andri 1758-1817 Due de
Rivoli; Prince d'tss-ling \'des-lio\ Fr. soldier under Napoleon;
marshal of France (1804) ,
Mas.se.net \,mas-°n-'a, ma-'sna\ Jules Emile Frederic 1842-1912
Fr. composer
Mas-sey \'mas-e\ Raymond 1896- Am. (Canad.-bora) actor
&. producer
—William Ferguson 1856-1925 N. Z. statesman

Mas-sine \ma-'sen, ms-X Leonide 1894- Am. (Russ.-born)
dancer & choreographer
Mas.sin. ger \'mas-'n-j3r\ Philip 1583-1640 Eng. dram.
Mas-son \'mas-=n\ David 1822-1907 Scot, editor & author
Mas-ters X'mas-tarzX Edgar Lee 1869-1950 Am. author
Math.er \'math-3r, 'mathA Cotton 1663-1728 Am. clergyman &
author— Increase 1639-1723 father oj Cotton Am. clergyman & author;
pres. Harvard U. (1685-1701)
Ma.tisse \nia-'tes, msA Henri 1869-1954 Fr. painter
Ma-tsu-o-ka X.mat-sa-'wo-ka, ,mat-, -(,)ka\ Yosuke \'yo-siik-e\
1880-1946 Jap. statesman

Mat.te.ot-ti \,mai-e-'ot-e, ,mat-, -'6t-\ Giacomo 1885-1924 Ital.

socialist
Mat-thews \'math-,yuz\ (James) Brander 1852-1929 Am. educ. &
author
Mat-ting-ly \'mat-iri-le\ Garrett 1900- Am. hist.

Maugham \'m6(-o)m\ Wilham Somerset 1874- Eng. nov. &

Mau.non.ry \,md-na-'re\ Michel Joseph 1847-1923 Fr. gen.
Maupassant, de \,m5-p3-'sii"\ (Hen.ri Rene Albert) Guy 1850-
1893 Fr. short-story writer_
Man.riac \m6r-'yak, ,m6r-e-'ak\ Franjois 1885- Fr. author
Mau.rice \'m6r-3s, 'mar-as; mo-'res, m3-\ Ger. Mo-ritz \'mor-3ts,
mor-V 1521-1553 elector of Saxony (1547-53) & gen.— Of Nassau 1567-1625 Prince of Orange Du. gen. & statesman
Man.rois Nmor^'waN Andre 1885- pseud, of Emile Salomon
Wilhelm Her-zng \-er-z6g\ Fr. writer

Mau-ry \'mdr-e, 'mar-\ Matthew Fontaine 1806-1873 Am. naval
officer & oceanographer
Mau.ser \'mau-z3r\ Peter Paul 1838-1914 & his bro. Wilhelm
1834-1882 Ger. inventors
Maw-son \'m6s-=n\ Sir Douglas 1882-1958 Brit, antarctic ex-
plorer & geologist
Max-im \'mak-s3m\ Sir Hiram Stevens 1840-1916 Brit. (Am.a
bom) inventor— Hudson 1853-192 7 bro. oj Sir Hiram Am. inventor & explosives
expert
Max-i.mil-ian \,mak-s3-'mil-y3n\ 1832-1867 bro. oj Francis
Joseph 1 oj Austria emp. of Mexico (1864-67); executed— I 1459-1519 Holy Rom. emp. (1493-1519)— II 1527-1576 Holy Rom. emp. (1564-76)
Max-well \'mak-,swel, -sw3l\ James Clerk \'krark\ 1831-1879
Scot, physicist
May \'ma\ Sir Thomas Erskine 1815-1886 1st Baron Farn-bor-
ough \'fam-,bar-o. -.ba-ro, -b(a-)ra\ Eng. constitutional jurist

Mayo \'ma-(,)o\ Charles Horace 1865-1939 & his bro. WiUiam
James 1861-1939 Am. surgeons
"- Henry Thomas 1856-193 7 Am. admiral

Ma-za-rin \,maz-3-'ra", 'maz-a-rsn, .maz-a-'renX Jules 1602-1661
Fr. cardinal & statesman

Maz-zi-ni \mat-'se-ne, mat-; raad-'ze-, mad-\ Giuseppe 1805-1872
Ital. patriot
MC" see mac-
Mead \'med\ Margaret 1901- Am. anthropol.
Meade \'med\ George Gordon 1815-1872 Am. gen.
Mea-ny \'me-ne\ George 1894- Am. labor leader
Med.a.war \'med-3-w3r\ Peter Brian 1915- Eng. anatoitiist

Me.di.ci, de* \'med-3-(,)che\ Catherine see Catherine de medicis— Cosimo or Cosmo 1389-1464 Florentine financier & poUt.

— Cosimo I 1519-1574 Cosimo the Great: Duke of Florence;
Grand Duke of Tuscany— Giulio see clement vn— Lorenzo 1449-1492 Lorenzo the Magnljlcent Florentine states-
man, ruler, & patron
Me.di.na-Si-do.nia \ma-'de-n3-s3-'don-ya, ma-'tlje-n3-s3-'Uion-\
7th Duke of 1550-1615 Alon.so Perez de Guzman Span, admiral
Meer van Delft, van der see Jan veemeer
Me.he.met Ali \ma-,met-(,)ii-'le\ or Mohammed Ali 1769-1849
viceroy of Egypt (1805-43)
Meigb.en \'me-3n\ Arthur 1874-1960 Canad. statesman; prime
min. (1920-21; 1926)
Meis.so.nier \,mas-=n-'ya\ Jean Louis Ernest 1815-1891 Fr.
painter
Meit.ner X'mlt-nsrX Li-se \'le-z3\ 1878- Ger. physicist
Me.lanch.thon Xma-'lan (k)-t(h)3n\ 1497-1560 Philipp Schwarzert
Ger. scholar & religious reformer

Mel.ba \'mel-ba\ Dame Nellie 1861-1931 orig. Helen Porter
Mitchell Austral, soprano
Mel.chers \'mel-charz\ Gari 1860-1932 Am. painter
Mel. Chi. or \'niel-ke-.6(3)r\ Lau-ritz N'laii-ratsX Lebrecht Hom-
mel 1890- Am. (Dan.-bom) tenor
Mel.lon \'mel-an\ Andrew William 1855-1937 Am. financier
Mel.ville \'mel-,vil\ Herman 1819-1891 Am. nov.
Mem.Iing \'mem-hD\ or Mem-linc \-lit|k\ Hans 14307-1495
Flem. painter
Me-nan-der \ma-'nan-d3r\ 3437-7291 B.C. Greek dram.
Men.cius \'men-ch(e-)3s\ 3727-7289 B.C. Meng-tzu or Meng-tse
Chin, philos.
Mencken X'meri-ksn, 'men-\ Henry Louis 1880-1956 Am. editor
Men-del \'men-d"l\ Gregor Johann 1322-1884 Austrian botanist
Men.de.le.ev \,men-dn-'a-3f\ Dmitri Ivanovich 1834-1907 Russ.
chem.
Men. dels.sohn \'men-dM-S3n\ Moses 1729-1786 Ger. philos.
Mendelssohn-Bar. thol.dy \-,bar-'t(h)61-de\ Ludwig Felix 1809-
1847 grandson oj Moses Mendelssohn Ger. composer, pianist, &
conductor
Men.do-za, de \men-'do-7.a\ Antonio 14857-1552 Span, colonial
administrator
Men.e-lik 11 \'men-n-(,)ik\ 1844-1913 emp. of Ethiopia (1889-
1913)
Me-nen-dez de Av-l.les Xma-'nen-das-da-.av-a-'lasV Pedro 1519-
1574 Span._admiral; colonizer of Florida
Me.nes \'me-(,inez\ /( 3400 (33007) B.C. Egyptian king; uniter of
north & south kingdoms
Men.ning.er \'men-io-3r\ Karl Augustus 1893- Am. psy-
chiatrist
Me.not-ti Xma-'nat-e, -'n6t-\ Gian-Carlo 1911- Am. (Ital..
born) composer
Men.u.hiu \'men-y3-w3n\ Ye.hu.di \y3-'hud-e\ 1916- Am.
violinist

Men.zies \'men-(,)zez\ Robert Gordon 1894- Austral.

Mer.ca.tor \(,)m3r-'kat-3r\ Gerhardus 1512-1594 Gerhard Kremer
Flem. geographer

Mer.cier Nmej-'sya, 'mer-sc-,a\ Desire Joseph 1851-1926 Belg.
cardinal: primate of Belgium
Mer.e.dith \'mer-3d-ath\ George 1828-1909 Eng. nov. & poet— Owen see E. R. Bulwer lvtton
Mer.gen.tha.ler \'m3r-g3n-,thal-3r, 'mer-g?n-.tal-\ Ottmar 1854-
1899 Am. (Ger.-born) inventor

Me.ri.mee \'mer-3-,ma, ,ma-r3-'\ Prosper 1803-1870 Fr. nov. &
hist

Mer.ritt \'mer-;

Mes.mer \'mez
Austrian physician

Mes.sa.la Cor.vi.nus Xma-'sal-a-.kor-'vI-nssX Marcus Valerius
cent. B.C. Rom. gen. & statesman

Mes.sa.li.na \,
Emp. Claudius

Mes.ser.schmitt \"mes-
designer & manuf.
Mes-sier \mes-'ya, 'mes
Mes.tro.vic \'mesh-tra-,
in the U.S.
Me. tax.as \,met-9k-'sa;

.D. 48 3d wlje oj

Ger. aircraft

-'le-\ Valeria d A

)r-.shmit\ Willy 1898-

e-,a\ Charles 1730-1817 Fr. astron.

/ich\ Ivan 1883-1962 Yugoslav sculptor

\ Joannes 1871-1941 Greek gen. &

s-,k6f\ tue 1845-1916 Russ. zool. &

a abut;
1 joke;
« F table;

kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

I] sing; flow; 6 flaw; 61 coin; tli thin; th this;
" " bac; K O ich, Bucli; " F vin; ad F bceuf;

Metch-ni-koU \'mech-t
bacteriol.
Met-ter-nich, von \'met-3r-(,)nik\ Prince Klemens Wenzel Nepo-
muk Lothar 17 73-1859 Austrian statesman
Mey-er \'mT(-3)r\ Albert Gregory 1903- Am. cardinal— Annie 1867-1951 nee Nathan Am. educ. & writer

Mey.er.beer \'mr-3r-,bi(3)r, -,be(3)r\ Giacomo 1791-1864 Jakob
Liebmann Beer Ger. composer

Mey.er.hol \'mT-3r-,hof\ Otto 1884-1951 Ger. physiol.

Mi.chael \'mT-k3l\ Romanian Mi.hai \me-'hT\ 1921- Michael
Hohenzollern king of Romania (1927-30; 1940-4_7)

Mi.chel.an.ge.loBuo.nar.ro.ti\,mi-k3-'Ian-j3-,Io-,bw6n-3-'r6t-e,
,mik-3-'lan-, ,me-k3-'lan-\ 1475-1564 Ital. sculptor, painter,
architect, & poet
Mi.che.let \mesh-'la\ Jules 1798-1874 Fr. hist.

Mi-chel-son \'mT-k3l-s3n\ Albert Abraham 1852-1931 Am.
(Ger.-born) physicist

Mic.kle-wicz \mits-'kyii-vich\ Adam 1798-1855 Pol. poet
Mid-die.ton \'mid-'l-t3n\_Thomas 15707-1627 Eng. dram.
Mies van der Ro-he \.mes-.viin-d3-'ro(-3), ,raez-\ Ludwig 1886-
Am. (Ger.-born) architect

Mill.lin \'mif-l3n\ Thomas 1744-1800 Am. Revolutionary gen.
& statesman^
Ml.haj.lo-vic or Mi.khai-lo-vitcli \mi-'hT-l3-,vich\ DraSa or
Dra.ja \'drazh-3\ 18937-1946 Yugoslav gen.

Mi.klas \'mik-,ras\ Wilhelm_1872-1956 Austrian poUt.
Mi.ko.yan \,mik-3-'y'an, .me-k3-\ Anas-tas \,an-3-'stas\ Ivano-
vich 1895- Russ. polit.

Miles \'ml(3)lz\ Nelson Appleton 1839-1925 Am. gen.
Mi.lhaud \me-'(y)o\ Darius 1892- Fr. composer

au out; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu fujious; zh vision
F fen; <b G ftillen; Ce F rue; ^ F digne \den»\, nuit \nw'e\
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Mill \'mil\ James 1773-1836 Scot, philos., hist., & econ.— John Stuart 1806-1873 son ol James Eng. philos. & econ.
Mil.lais \mil-'a\ Sir John Everett 1829-1895 Eng. painter
Mil.lay \mil-'a\ Edna St. Vincent 1892-1950 Am. poet
Mil-ler Vmil-arX Arthur 1915- Am. dram. &. nov._— Cincinnatus Hiner 1839-1913 pseud. Joa-quin \wa-'ken\ Miller
Am. poet— Henry 1891- Am. writer— Perry Gilbert Eddy 1905- Am. literary critic, scholar, &
educ.— William 1782-1849 Am. Adventist
Mil.le-rand \mel-rd"\ Alexandre 1859-1943 Fr. statesman; pres.
of France (1920-24)

Mil-let \mil-'a\ Jean Frangois 1814-1875 Fr. painter
MiMi.kan \'mil-i-k3n\ Robert Andrew 1868-1953 Am. physicist

Mil.man \'mil-m3n\ Henry Hart 1791-1868 Eng. poet & hist.

Milne \'mil(n)\ Alan Alexander 1882-1956 Eng. poet & dram.
Mil.ner X'mil-narV Alfred 1st Viscount 1854-1925 Brit, adminis-
trator in So. Africa_

Mil-ti-a.des \mil-'ti-a-,de2\ 540?-?489 B.C. Athenian gen.
Mil-ton \'milt-=n\ John 1608-1674 Eng. poet
Mil.yu.kov \.mil-y3-'k6f\ Pavel Nikolaevich 1859-1943 Russ.
polit. & hist.

Mi-nie \'min-e-.a, men-'ya\ Claude Etienne 1814-1879 Fr. army
officer & inventor
Mi.not \'mT-n3t\ George Richards 1885-1950 Am. physician
Min.ton \'mint-=n\ Sherman 1890- Am. jurist

Min.u.it \'min-y3-w3t\ or Min.ne.wit \'min-3-,wit\ Peter 1580-
1638 Du. colonial administrator in Am.
Mi-ra.heau, de \'mir^-,bo\ Comte 1749-1791 Honori Gabriel
Victor RiqueiJ Fr. orator & revolutionist

Mi-ro \me-'ro\ Joan \'hwan\ 1893- Span, painter
Mis.tral \mi-'stral\ Frederic 1830-1914 Provencal poet
Mis.tral \mi-'stral\ Gabriela 1889-1957 Lucila Godoy de Alca-
yaga Ciiilean poet & educ.
Mitch.eU \'mich-3l\ John 1870-1919 Am. labor leader— Maria 1818-1889 Am. astron.— William 1879-1936 Am. gen.
Mit-ford \'mit-f3rd\ Mary Russell 1787-1855 Eng. nov. & dram.— William 1744-182 7 Eng. hist. _
Mith-ri-da-tes VI \,mith-r3-'dat-ez\ ab 132-63 B.C. the Great king
of Pontus (120-63)

Mi.tro.pou.los \m3-'trap-3-bs\ Di-mi-tri \d3-'me-tre\ 1896-1960
Am. (Greek-boml_conductor

Mo-di*glia>ni \,mo-(,)del-'yan-e, mo-,del-e-'an-e\ Amedeo 1884-
1920 Ital. painter in France

Mo*djes<Ka Xms-'jes-kaX Helena 1840-1909 orig. Modrzejewska
nee Opid Pol.-bom actress in Am.
Mohammed \ar oj Muhammad
Mo.ham.med Ri-za Pah-la.vi or Pah.le-vl \mo-"ham-ad-ri-
'za-'pal-3-(,)ve. -'ham-\ 1919- shah of Iran (1941- )

Mois.san \mwa-'sa"\ Henri 1852-1907 Fr. chem.
MO'ley Vmo-Ie\ Raymond 1886- Am. journalist
Mcliere \mol-'ye(3ir, 'mol-.\ 1622-1673 pseud, of Jean Baptisie
Poquelin Fr. actor & dram.

Molina, de Tirso see tirso de molina
Mol-nar \'mol-,nar, 'mol-X Fe-renc \'fer-3n(t)s\ 1878-1952 Hung.
author
MO'lo-tov \'mal-a-,t6f, 'mol-. 'mol-, -,t6v\ Vyacheslav Mikhailo-
vich 1890- orig. Skryabin Russ. statesman
Molt.ke, von \'molt-k3\ Count Helmuth 1800-1891 Pruss. field
marshal
Momm.sen \'mom-Z3n\ Theodor \'ta-o-,dor\ 1817-1903 Ger.
classical scholar & hist.

Monck or Monk V'maokN George 1608-1670 1st Duke of Albe-
marle Eng. gen.
Mon.dri.aan \'m6n-dre-,an\ Pieter Cor-ne-Us \k6r-'na-l3S\ 1872-
1944 Du. painter

Mo.net \mo-'na\ Claude 1840-1926 Fr. painter
Mo.ne*ta \mo-'nat-9\ Ernesto Teodoro 1833-1918 Ital. journalist
& pacifist
Mon.i.er-Wil.liams V'msn-e-sr-'wil-ysmz, 'man-\ Sir Monier
1819-1899 Eng^ Sanskrit scholar

Mo<niz \mu-'nesh\ Antonio Caetano de Abrere Freire Egas
1874-1955 Port, medical scientist

Mon-month V'msnmsth, 'man-\ Duke of 1649-1685 James Scott,
son oi Charles II oj Eng. Eng. rebel & claimant to the throne
Mon.roe Xmsn-'roX James 1758-1831 5th pres. of U.S. (1817-25)
Mon-ta.gna Xman-'tan-yaX Bartolommeo 14507-1523 Ital. painter
Mon.ta.gu \'mant-3-.gyU, 'mOTt-\ Lady Mary Wortley 1689-1762
Eng. letter writer

Mon.taigne, de \miin-'tan\ Michel Eyquem 1533-1592 Fr.
essayist
Mont'Calm de Saint-Veran, de \mant-'ka(l)m-d3-,sa"-v3-'rii''\
Marquis Louis Joseph_l 712-1 759 Fr. field marshal in Canada

MoH'tes-pan, de \mo"-tes-p'a", ,mant-3-'span\ Marquise 1641-
1 707 nee (FranQoise Alhenais) Rochechouart: Mistress oj Louis XIV

Mon*tes<quiea, de \,m'ant-3S-'kyii, ,man-.tes-, -'ky3(r)\ Baron de
La Bride et 1689-1755 Charles de Secondat Fr. lawyer &. poUt.
philos.

Mon.tes.scri \,mant-3-'sor-e, -'s6r-\ Maria 1870-1952 Ital.

physician & educator
Moh.teux \mo"-'t3(r)\ Pierre 1875- Fr. conductor
Mon.te.ver-di \,m'ant-3-'ve(3)rd-e, -'v3rd-\ Claudio Giovanni
Antonio 1567-1643 Ital. composer

Mon-te.zu.raa II \,mant-3-'zu-m3\ 14807-1520 last Aztec emp. of
Mexico (1502-20)

Mont.lort, de \'mant-f3rt\ Simon 12087-1265 Eari of Leicester
Eng. soldier & statesman
— I'Amau.ry \,lam-3-'re\ Simon IV 11607-1218 Eari of Leices-
ter & Comte de Toulouse; jather oj prec. Fr. crusader
Mont. gol.Her \mant-Jgal-fe-3r, -fe-,a\ Joseph Michel 1740-1810
& his bro. Jacques Etienne 1 745-1 799 Fr. inventors & pioneer
aeronauts
Mont.gom.ery \(,)m3n(t)-'g3m-(3-lrc. man(t)-, -'gam-\ Bernard
Law 1887- Isl Viscount Montgomery oj Alamein Brit, field
marshal
Mont-mo-ren.cy, de X.mant-i
Fr. soldier: constable (1537)

Mon.trose \man-'troz\ James Graham 1st Marquis of 1612-1650
Scot. Royalist

ii(t)-se\ Due Anne 1493-1567

Moo.dy \'mUd-e\ Dwight Lyman 1837-1899 Am. evangelist— WiUiam Vaughn 1869-1910 Am. poet & dram.
Moo.ney \'mij-ne\ Edward 1882-1958 Am. cardinal
Moore \'mo(3)r, 'm6(3jr, 'mu(3)r\ George 1852-1933 Irish author— George Edward 1873-1958 Eng, philos.— Henry 1898- Brit, sculptor— Sir John 1761-1809 Brit. gen. in Am.— John Bassett 1860-1947 Am. jurist— Thomas 17 79-1852 Irish poet— -Brab.a.zon \-'brab-3-z3n\ John Theodore Cuthbert 1884-

1st Baron Brabazon oj Tara Brit, aviator & administrator
Mo>ra>via \mo-'rav-e-3\ Alberto 1907- real name Pincherle
Ital. writer
More \'mo(3)r, 'm6(3)r\ Hannah 1745-1833 Eng. religious writer— Henry 1614-1687 Eng. philos.— Paul Elmer 1864-1937 Am. essayist & critic— Sir Thomas 14 78-1535 Saint Eng. statesman & author
Mo-rean \m6-ro\ Jean Victor 1763-1813 Fr. soldier ji

Mor.gan \'m6r-g3n\ Conway Lloyd 1852-1936 Eng. zool. Si
psychol. -^— Daniel 1736-1802 Am. Revolutionary gen. *"

— Sir Henry 16357-1688 Eng. buccaneer— John Hunt 1825-1864 Am. Confed. cavalry officer— John Pier.pont \'pi(3)r-,pant\ 1837-1913 -Am. financier— John Pierpont 1 86 7-1 943 son oj J. P. Am. financier— Thomas Hunt 1866-1945 Am. zool.
Mor.gen-thau \'m6r-g3n-,th6\ Henry 1891- U.S. secy, of the
treas. (1934-45)

Mor.i-son \'m6r-3-s3n, 'mar-X Samuel Eliot 1887- Am. hist,

Mor-land \'m6(3)r-l3nd\ Sir Thomas Lethbridge Napier 1865-
1925 Brit. (Canad.-bom) gen.

Mor-Iey \'m6r-le\ Christopher Darlington 1890-1957 Am. writer— John 1838-1923 Viscount Morley oj Blackburn Eng. statesman
& writer
Mor.nay, de \m6r-na\ Philippe 1549-1623 Seigneur du Plessis^
Marly: Duplessis-Mornay Fr. Huguenot

Mor.ris \'m6r-3s, 'mar-\ Gou-ver-neur \.g3v-3(r)-'ni(3)r\ 1752-
1816 Am. statesman & diplo— Robert 173
— William 18.

Mor^ri'Son \'m6r-3-S3n, 'mar-\ Hert>ert Stanley 18
labor leader & polit.— Robert 1782-1834 Scot, missionary in Ctiina
Morse \'m6(3)rs\ Samuel Finley Breese 1791-1872 Am. artist &

Mor.ti.mer, de \'m6rt-3-m3r\ Roger (IV) 1287-1330 1st Eari of
March Welsh rebel & paramour of Isabella, Queen of Edward II
of Eng.

Mor-ton X'mort-'nV Levi Parsons 1824-1920 Am. banker; vice>
pres. of the U.S. (1889-93)— William Thomas Green 1819-1868 Am. dentist
Mos.by \'m6z-be\ John Singleton 1833-1916 Am. lawyer &
Confed. cavalry officer

Mos.cicki \m6sh-'set-ske\ Ignacy 1867-1946 Pol. chem.; pres.
of Poland (1926-39)
Mos.ley \'mo2-le\ Sir Oswald Er-nald \'3m-'ld\ 1896- Eng.
poht.
Mo Ti \'mo-'de\ or Mo-tZQ \'mod-'z3\ 5th-4th cent. B.C. Chin.
philos.
Mot. ley \'mat-le\ John Lothrop 1814-1877 ,\m. hist.

Mo.ton \'mot-'n\ Robert Russa 1867-1940 Am. educ.
Mott \'mat\ John Raleigh 1865-1955 Am. Y.M.C.A. leader— Lucretia 1798-1880 nee Coifin Am. social reformer
Mot-teux \mii-'t3(r)\ Peter Anthony 1660 or 1663-1718 Eng.
(Fr.-bornl dram. & translator

Moul.ton \'molt-'n\ Forest Ray 1872-1952 Am. astron.

Moul.trie Vmiil-tre\ William 1730-1805 Am. Revolutionary gen.

Mount. hat'ten \maijnt-'bat-'n\ Louis, Earl 1900- Prince
Louis oj Bat-ten-berg \'bat-^n-,b3rg\ Brit, admiral; 1st gov. gen. of
India (1947-48); chief of defense staff (1959)— Philip, Duke of Edinburgh see Philip

Mo.zart \'mot-,sart\ Wolfgang Amadeus 1756-1791 Atostrian
composer
Muench \ 'minch\ _Aloisius Joseph 1889-1962 Am. cardinal
Mu.ham.mad \mo-'ham-3d, -'ham- also mii-\ 570-632 Arab
prophet &. founder of Islam
Miih.len.berg \'myU-l3n-,b3rg\ Henry Melchior 1711-1787 Ger.<
bom Lutheran clergyman in Am.
Muir \'myu(3lr\ John 1838-1914 Am. (Scot.-bom) naturalist

Mul.ler \'m3l-3r\ Hermann Joseph 1890- Am. geneticist

Miil.ler X'myiil-ar, 'mil-, 'm3l-\ Friedrich Max 1823-1900 Brit.

(Ger,-born> philologist— Johann 1436-1476 Regiomontarms Ger. astron.— Paul 1899- Swiss chem.
Mnlock Dinah Maria see craik
Munch X'miinch, 'm3nch\ Charles 1891- Fr.-bora conductor
in U.S.
Milnch.han.sen, von \'miEnk-,haiiz-'n\ Baron Karl Friedrich
Hieronymus 1720-1797 Baron Mun-chau-sen \'m3n-,chaiiz-=n,
'miin-, -,ch6z-\ Ger. hunter, soldier, & supposed teller of ab-
surdly exaggerated stories
Mun.de. lein \'m3n-d'l-,In\ George William 1872-1939 Am.
cardinal
Mu.noz Ma.rln \(,)miin-,yos-m3-'ren, -,yo2-\ Luis 1898-
Puerto Rican polit
Munro H.H. seesAKi_
Mun.sey \'m3n(t)-se, 'm3n-ze\ Frank Andrew 18S4-192S Am.
publisher
Miin. ster.berg \'mun(t)-st3r-.b3rg, 'myUn(t)-, 'm3nCt)-\ Hugo
1863-1916 Ger.-bom psychol. in Am.

Mu.ra.sa.ki \,miir-3-'sak-e\ Baroness 11th cent. Murasaki Sftikibu

Jap. poet
Mu.rat \myii-'ra\ Joachim 17677-1815 Fr. gen.; marshal of
France (18041: king of Naples (1808-15)

Mu.ril.lo \myii-'ril-(,)o, m(yl(i-'re-(,)o, -'rel-(,)yo\ Bartolom6
Esteban 1617-1682 Span, painter
Mur.pby \'m3r-fe\ Frank 1890-1949 Am. jurist— Robert Daniel 1894- Am. diplomat— William Parry 1892- Am. physician
Mur.ray X'msr-e, 'm3-re\ (George) Gilbert (Aime) 1866-1957
Brit, classical scholar— Sir James Augustus Henry 1837-1915 Brit, lexicographer
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— Lindley 1745-1826 Am. grammarian— Philip 1886-1952 Am. labor leader
IVIur*row Vmsr-Oo, 'm3-(,)ro\ Edward Roscoe 1908- Am.
news commentator
Mu.sorg-sKi or Mous-sorg-sky \mu-'s6rg-ske, -'26rg-\ Mo.dest
\mo-'dest\ Petrovich 1835-1881 Russ. composer

Mus.set, de \myu-'sa\ (Louis Charles) Alfred 1810-1857 Fr. poet
Mus.so.li.ni V.mii-ss-'le-ne, ,mus-3-\ Be-ni-to \b3-'net-(,)o\ 1883-
1945 /; Du-ce \el-'du-(,)cha\ Ital. Fascist premier (1922-45)
Mustala (or Mustapha) Kemal Fasha see kemal ataturk
Mu.tsu.hi.to \,mUt-s3-'he-(,)to\ 1852-1912 Mei-ji \'ma-(.)je\
emp. of Japan (_1 86 7-1 91 2)
Muz-zey \'m32-e\ David Sav-ille \'sav-3l\ 1870- Am. hist.

My-ron \'mi(3)-r3n\ Sth cent. B.C. Greek sculptor

Na.bo-kov Xna-'bo-ksfV Vladimir Vladimirovich 1899- Am.
(Russ.-born) nov. & poet
Na.ga.no \n3-'gan-(,)5\ Osami 1888-1947 Jap. admiral
Nai.du \'nTd-(,)ii\ Sa.ro-ji.ni \s3-'ro-J3-(,)ne\ 1879-1949 Hindu
poet & reformer
Na.mi.er \'na-me-3r\ Sir Lewis Bernstein 1888-1960 Brit. hist.

Na.nak \'nan-3k\ 1469-1538 founder of the Sikh failh in India
Nan.sen \'nan(t)-s3n, •nan(t)-\ Frid.tjof \'frich-,6f\ 1861-1930
Norw. arctic explorer, zool., & statesman
Na.pier \'na-pe-3r, n3-'pi(3)r\ Sir Charles James 1782-1853 Brit.

gen.— John 1550-1617 Laird of Mer-chiS'ton X'mar-ka-stsnX Scot,
math.— Robert Cornells 1810-1880 1st Baron Napier oj Mag-da-la
\'mag-d9-l3\ Brit, field marshal _
Na.pO'leon I Xna-'poi-yan, -'po-le.3n\ or Napoleon Bo.na.parte
\'bo-n3-,part\ 1769-1821 emp. of the French (18(14-15)— n 1811-1832 L'Ai-glon \la-'glo"\; Due de Reichsladt: son oj
Napoleon I & Marie Louise— Ill 1808-1873 Louis Napoleon: son oj Louis Bonaparte &
Hortense de Beauharnais emp. of the French (1852-70)
Nar.va.ez, de \nar-'va-,as, -,ath\ Panfilo 14807-1528 Span.
soldier in Am.
Nash \'nash\ Ogden 1902- Am. poet
Nash or Nashe \'nash\ Thomas 1567-1601 Eng. satirist & dram.
Nas.myth X'naz-msth, 'nazA Alexander 1758-1840 Scot, painter
Nas.ser \'nas-3r, 'nas-\ Ga-mal \g3-'mal\ Ab.del \'ab-dM\
1918- Egyptian polit.;pres. of Egypt (1956- ) & of U. A. R.
(1958- )

Nast \'nast\ Thomas 1840-1902 Am. (Oer.-bom) cartoonist
Na.than \'na-th3n\ George Jean 1882-1958 Am. editor & dramatic
critic— Robert I 894- Am. nov.
Na.tion \'na-sh3n\ Car-ry \'kar-e\ Amelia 1846-1911 n6e Moore
Am. temperance agitator
Neb.u. chad. nez.zar \,neb-(y)s-k3d-'nez-3r\ or Neb.u.cha.drez-
zar \-k3-'drez-\ ri 562 B.C. Chaldean king of Babylon (605-562)
Nec.ker \ne-'ke(3)r, 'nek-3r\ Jacques 1 732-1 804 /ar/ier oy Mme. de
Stai^l Fr. (Swiss-born) financier & statesman
Neh.ru \'ne(9)r-(,)u, na-(,)rii\ Ja.wa.har.lal \js-'wa-h3r-,Ial\
1889- son oj Motilal Indian nationalist; 1st prime min. of
India (1947- )— Pun.dit \'p3n-d3t\ Mo-U-lal \'mot-n-,al\ 1861-1931 Indian
nationalist
Neil.son \'ne(3)l-s3n\ William Allan 1869-1946 Am. (Scot.-bom)
educ; pres. Smith Coll. (1917-39)
Nel.son \'nel-s3n\ Viscount Horatio 1758-1805 Brit, admiral
Ne.pos \'ne-,pas, 'nep-,as\ Cornelius 1st cent. B.C. Rom. hist.

Ne.ri, de' \'ne(3)r-e, 'na-re\ San Filippo 1515-1595 Saint Philip
Neri ItaL founder (1564) of "Fathers of the Oratory"
Nernst \'ne(a)rn(t)st\ Walther Hermann 1864-1941 Ger. physicist
& chem.
Ne.ro \'ne-(,)ro, 'ni(3)r-(,)o\ 37-68 Nero Claudius Caesar Drusus
Germanicus orig. Lucius Ddmirius Ahenobarbus Rom. emp. 54-68
Ner.va N'nar-vaVMarcus Cocceius 35 7-98 Rom. emp. (96-98)
Ner.vi \'ne(3)r-ve\ Pier_Luigi 1891- _ Ital. structural engineer
Nes.sel-rode \'nes-3l-,rod, ,nes-al-'rod-3\ Count Karl Robert
1780-1862 Russ. statesman
Nes.to.ri.us \ne-'stor-e-3s, -'stdr-X d ab 451 patriarch of Con-
stantinople (42 8-431)
Neu-ratn, von \'n6i-,rSt\ Baron Konstantin 1873-1956 Ger.
diplomat
Neville Richard see Earl of Warwick
Nev.in \'nev-3n\ Ethelbert Woodbridge 1862-1901 Am. composer
Nev.ins \'nev-3nz\ Allan 1890- Am. hist.

New.bolt \'n(y)ii-,bolt\ Sir Henry John 1862-1938 Eng. author
New.man \'n(y)U-m3n\ John Henry 1801-1890 Eng. cardinal
& writer
New.ton \'n(y)\it-=n\ Sir Isaac 1642-1727 Eng. math. & natural
philos.

Ney \na\ Michel 1769-1815 'D-az d' F.lchingen: frmzs de la Moskom
Fr. soldier; marshal of France (18041; executed
Nich'O.las \'nik-(a-)l3s\ Saint 4th cent. Christian prelate; patron
saint of children— I 1796-1855 czar of Russia (1825-55)
— II 1868-1918 czar of Russia (1894-1917)— Grand Duke 1856-1929 Russ. gen. & monarchist— of Cu-sa \-'kyii-S3\ 1401-1464 R.C. prelate, math., & philos.

Nich.ols \'nik-3lz\ Anne 20th cent. Am. dram.
Nich.ol.son \'nik-3l-s3n\ Sir Francis 1655-1728 Eng. administra-
tor in Am.— Francis 1753-1844 Eng. watercolorist

Ni.ci.as \'nis(h)-e-as\ d 413 b.c. Athenian gen. & statesman
Nicclay \'nik-3-,la\ John George 1832-1901 Am. biographer
Ni.coUe \ne-k61\ Charles Jean Henri 1866-1936 Fr. physician &
bacterid.
Nic.Ql.son \'nik-ol-s3n\ Harold 1886-1961 Eng. biographer &
diplomat
Nie.buhr \'ne,bu(3)r\ Barthold Georg 1776-1831 Cer. hist.,

statesman, & philologist— Rein.hold \'rIn-,hold\ 1892- Am. theol.

Niem.ce.wicz \ne-,em-"sa-vich\ Julian Ursyn 1758-1841 Pol.
patriot & writer^
Nie-mey.er \'ne-,mi(-3)r\ Oscar 1907- Brazilian architect
Nie.mol.ler \'ne-,m3(r)l-Dr\ Martin 1892- Ger. anti-Nazi
Protestant theol.
Nietz.sche \'ne-ch3, -che\ Friedrich Wilhelm 1844-1900 Ger.
philos.
Night.in.gale \'nTt-'n-,gal, -io-V Florence 1820-1910 Eng. nurse
& philanthropist
Ni.jin.ska Xna-'jin-ska, -'zhin-\ Bro.ni-sla.va \.bran-3-'sIav-a\
1891- Russ. dancer & choreographer
Ni.jin.sky Xns-'jin-ske, -'zhin-\ Was.law \vat-'slaf\ 1890-1950
Russ. ballet dancer; bro. oj prec.

Niin.itz \'nim-3ts\ Chester William 1885- Am. admiral of the
fleet

Nit.ti \'nit-e, 'net-\ Francesco Saverio 1868-1953 Ital. econ. &

Nix.on \'nik-S3n\ Richard Mil.hous \'mil-,haiis\ 1913- Am.
lawyer; vice-pres. of the U.S. (1953-61)
Nkru.mah \en-'kru-m3, eo-X Kwa-me \'kwam-i\ 1909-
Ghanaian prime min. (1957- )

No.hel \no-'bel\ Alfred Bernhard 1833-1896 Swed. manuf., in-

ventor, & philanthropist
Ital. arctic explorer &No.bi.le \'n6-b3-,la\ Umberto 1885-

aeronautical engineer
No.ble \'no-b3l\ Sir Percy Lockhart Hamam 1880-1955 Brit.

admiral
No.eI-Ba.ker_\,no-3N'ba-k3r\ Philip John 1889- Brit, polit.

NO'gu.chi \no-'gU-che\ Hideyo 1876-1928 Jap.-born bacteriol. in
Am.
No.gues \no-*ges\ Auguste 1876- Fr. gen.

No.mu.ra \no-'miir-3\ Kichisaburo 1877- Jap. admiral &
diplomat
Nor.dau \'n6(3)r-,dau\ Max Simon 1849-1923 orig. Siid-jeld

\'zuet-,felt\ Ger. physician, author, & Zionist
Nor.den.skjold \'niird-»n-,sh3ld, -,sheld\ Baron Nils Adolf Erik
1832-1901 Swed. arctic explorer
Nor-di.ca \'n6rd-i-k3\ Lillian 1859-1914 pseud, ol Lillian Norton
Am. soprano
Nor.ris \'n6r-3s, 'nar-X Charies Oilman 1881-1945 Am. nov.
— Frank 1870-1902 bro. oj C.G. Am. nov.
— George William 1861-1944 Am. statesman
— Kathleen 1880- wije oj C.G. Am. nov.
North X'n6(3)rthX Christopher see wilson— Frederick 1732-1792 Lord North Eng. statesman; prime min.
(1770-82)— Sir Thomas 15357-71601 Eng. translator

Northcliffe Viscount see harmsworth
Nor.throp X'nor-thrspX John Howard 1891- Am. scientist

Nor.ton X'n6rt-=nX Charles Eliot 1827-1908 Am. author & educ.
— Thomas 1532-1584 Eng. I_awyer & poet
Nos.tra.da.mus X.nas-trs-'da-mss, ,nos-tr3-'dam-3sX 1503-1566
Fr. physician & astrologer
No.vi.kov X'no-v3-,k6f, -,k6v\ Nikolai VasiHevich 1903-
Russ. diplomat
Noyes X'noizX Alfred 1880-1958 Eng. poet
Nut.ting X'n3t-ioX Wallace 1861-1941 Am. antiquarian

Nye X'niX Edgar Wilson 1850-1896 Bill Am. humorist

Dates X'otsX Titus 1649-1705 Eng. fabricator of the Popish Plot

Obrenovic Alexander I see Alexander
O'.Ca.sey Xo-'ka-seX Sean X'shdnX 1880- Irish dram.
Occleve X'ak-,IevX var oj hoccleve
Ochoa Xo-'cho-sX Severo 1905- Am. (Span. -born) biochem.

Ochs X'aksX Adolph Simon 1858-1935 Am. newspaper publisher

Ock.ham or Occam X'iik-3mX William of 13007-71349 Eng. philos.

O'.Con.nell Xo-'kan-=lX Daniel 1775-1847 Irish author & polit.

agitator— William Henry 1859-1944 Am. cardinal
O'.Con.nor Xo-'kan-srX Frank 1903- pseud, of Michael
Donovan Irish author— Thomas Power 1848-1929 Tay Pay \ta- 'paX Irish journalist &
nationalist
Octavlan or Octavianus see Augustus
Odo.a.cer X'od-a-.wa-ssrX 4347-493 1st barbarian ruler of Italy

(476-493)
Oeh.len.schla.ger X'3(r)l-3n-,shla-g3r\ Adam Gottlob 1779-1850
Dan. poet & dram.

O'.Fao.Iain X,o-f3-"16n, -'llnX Sein X'shonX 1900- Irish

author
Ol.len.bach X'of-sn-.bak, -,bakX Jacques 1819-1880 Fr. composer
O'.Fla.lier.ty Xo-'fla-har-teX Li.am X'le-smX 1896- Irish nov.

Og.a.dai X.ag-a-'dTX 1185-1241 Mongol khan (1229-41)

Og.den X'6g-d3n, 'ag-X Charles Kay 1889-1957 Brit, psychol. &
educ.
Ogle.thorpe X'o-g3l-,thorpX James Edward 1696-1785 Eng. philan-

thropist & gen.; founder of Georgia
O'.Hara Xo-'har-sX John 1905- Am. author
O'.Hig.gins Xo-'hig-snz, o-'e-gen(t)sX Bernardo 1778-1842 Lib-

erator oj Chile Chilean soldier & statesman
Ohm X'omX Georg Simon 1787-1854 Ger. physicist

O'.Keefle Xo-'kefX Georgia 1887- Am. muralist & painter

O'.Kel.ly Xo-'kel-eX Sean X'shonX Thomas 1883- Irish

journalist; pres. of Republic of Ireland (1945-59)
— Seu.mas X'sha-m3sX 1881-1918 Irish writer

Oku.ma X'o-k3-,maX Marquis Shigenobu 1838-1922 Jap. statesman

Olal I X'o-bfX 969-1000 Olaj Trygg-ves-son X'trig-V3-S3nX king of

Norway (995-1000)— II 9957-1030 Saint Olaj king of Norway (1016-28)
Old.cas.tle X'ol(d)-,kas-3lX Sir John 13777-1417 Baron Cob-ham
\-'kab-3mX Eng. Lollard; executed

Oliv.i.er Xo-'liv-e-,aX Sir Laurence Kerr 1907- Eng. actor &
producer
Omar Khay.yam X.o-,mar-,kT-'(y)ara, .o-msr-, -'(y)am\ dab 1123
Pers. poet & astron.

O'.Neill \o-'ne(3)lX Eugene Gladstone 1888-1953 Am. dram. <
a abut; 3 kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart; aii out; ch chi

i joke; r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th tliin; th this; ii loot; \i foot;
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On.ions \'3n-ysnz\ Charles Talbut 1873- Eng. philologist &
lexicographer
Op.pen-heim \'ap-3n-,hTm\ Edward Phillips 1866-1946 Eng. nov.
Op>pen*hel>mer \-.hi-mar\ Julius Robert 1904- Am. physicist
Or-ca.gna \6r-'kan-y3\ 1308?-?1368 Andrea di Clone Florentine
painter, sculptor, & architect

Or.czy \'6rt-se\ Baroness Em.mus-ka \'em-ash-ka\ 1865-1947
Eng. (Hung.-bom) nov. & dram.
OrH \'6(3)rf\ Carl 1895- Ger. composer
Or.i.gen V'or-s-jsn, 'ar-\ 18S?-?254 Greek writer, teacher, &
church father
Oraau.do \6r-'lan-(,)do, ••Xin-\ Vittorio Emanuele 1860-1952
Ital. statesman
Or-man-dy \'6r-m3n-de\ Eugene 1899- Hung.-bora con-
ductor in U.S.
Orins.by-Gore \,6rmz-be-'goC3)r, -'g6(3)r\ (William) David 1918-

' Brit, diplomat
Oroz.co \3'r6-(,)sko, -'ro-\_Jos6 Clemente 1883-1949 Mex. painter
Or.te.ga y Gas-set \6r-'ta-g3-,e-ga-'set\ Jose 1883-1955 Span.
philos., writer, & statejman

Or-tiz Ru*l)io \,6r-,tez-'ru-be-,o\ Pascual 1877- pres. of
Mexico (1930-32)

Or.well \'dr-,wel, -wsl\ George 1903-1950 pseud, of Eric Blair
Eng. author
Os.born X'az-bsm, -,b6m\ Henry Fairfield 1857-1935 Am.
paleontologist

OS'borue \'az-t>am, -,b6m\ John James 1929- Brit diam. &

— Thomas Mott 1859-1926 Am. penologist
Os.car II X'as-ter. '6s-\ 1829-1907 king of Sweden (1872-1907)
& of Norway (1872-1905)
Osce.o.la \,as-e-'o-l3. ,o-se-\ 18007-1838 chief of the Seminole
Indians

Os.ler \'o-sl3r, "oz-brX Sir William 1849-1919 Canad. physician
Os-man \os-'man\ or Otb-man \oth-\ 1259-1326 founder of the
Ottoman Empire
Os>me-na Xoz-'man-ya, os-\ Sergio 1878-1961 pres. of Philippine
Commonwealth (1944-46)

Os.si-etz.Hy, von \,as-e-'et-ske\ Carl 1889-1938 Ger. writer &
pacifist
Ossoli Marchioness s^e Margaret fuller
Os>ten-so \*as-t3n-,so\ Martha 1900- Norw.-bom nov. in
U.S.

Ost.wald \'os-,tw61d\ Wilhelm 1853-1932 Ger. physical chem. &
philos.

Otis \'c— Hai . _ .— James 1725-1783 Am. Revolutionary statesman
Ot-ter-bein \'at-3r-.bin\ Philip William 1726-1813 Ger.-bom
clergyman in Am.

Ot.to I \'at-(.)o\ 912-973 the Great Holy Rom. emp. (936-973)
Ot.way \'at-,wa\ Thomas 1652-1685 Eng. dram.
Ouida see Marie Louise de la ramee
Ov-id \'av-ad\ 43 B.C.-?a.d. 17 Publius Ovidius Naso Rom. poet
Ow.en \'5-3n\ Robert 1771-1858 Welsh social reformer
Ox.en-stier-na or Ox-en-stjer-na X'uk-san-.sher-na, 'ak-X or
Ox-en-stiern \'ak-s3n-,sti(a)rn\ Coimt Axel Gustafsson 1583-
1654 Swed. statesman

Oxford Earl of see Robert harley
Oya-ma \o-'yam-3\ Prince Iwao 1842-1916 Jap. field marshal

Paa-si-ki-vi \'pas-a-,kiv-e, -,ke-ve, ,pas-3-'\ Ju-ho \'yu-(,)h6\
K. 1870-1956 Finnish businessman; pres. of Finland (1946-56)

Pa.de.rew-ski N.pad-a-'ref-skc, -'rev-\ Ignace \en-'yas\ Jan
\'yan\ 1860-1941 PoL pianist* statesman

Pa-ga-ni-ni \,pag-3-'ne-ne, ,pag-\ Nicolo 1782-1840 Ital. violinist

Page \'paj\ Thomas Nelson 1853-1922 Am. nov. & diplomat— Walter Hines 1855-1918 Am. journalist & diplomat
Pag-et \'paj-3t\ Sir James 1814-1899 Eng. surgeon & pathologist
Paine \'pan\ Albert Bigelow 1861-1937 Am. author— Thomas 1737-1809 Am. (Eng. -born) polit. philos. & author
Pain-le-ve \pa"-b-va\ Paul 1863-1933 Fr. math. & statesman
Pa.le.stri.na, da \,pal-3-'stre-n3\ Giovanni Pierluigi 15267-1594
Ital. composer

Pa.ley \*pa-le\ William 1743-1805 Eng. theol. & philos.

Pal. grave \'p6I-,grav, 'pal-X Francis Turner 1824-1897 Eng. poet
& anthologist

Pal-la.dio \p3-'lad-e-,o\ Andrea 1518-1580 Ital. architect

Pal-ma X'pal-maV Tomas Estrada 1835-1908 1st pres. of Cuba
(1902-06)

Palm-er \'pam-ar, 'pal-marX Ahce Elvira 1855-1902 n^e Freeman;
wije oj G.H. Am. educ.^ Daniel David 1845-1913 Canad.-born father of chiropractic— George Herbert 1842-1933 Am. scholar & educ.

Palm-er-ston \'pam-ar-stan. *pal-m3r-\ 3d Viscount 1784-1865
Henry John Temple Eng. statesman; prime min. (1855-58; 1859-
65)
Palm.gren \'pam-gran, 'palm-\ Se*lim X'sa-bm, 'sel-amX 1878-
1951 Finnish pianist & composer

Pa-ni-ni \'p'an-(y)3-(,)ne\ jl 350 B.C. Sanskrit grammarian
Pank-tiurst \'paQk-,h3rst\ EmmeUne 1858-1928 n^e Goulden Eng.
suffragist

Pa.o.li, dl \'pau-Ie, "pa-o-.leS Pasquale 1725-1807 Corsican
patriot
Pa-pen, von \'pap-3n\ Franz 1879- Ger. diplomat
Pap-pen-heim, zu \'pap-3n-,hlm, 'pap-\ Count Gottfried Hein-
rich 1594-1632 Ger. gen.

Par-a-cel.sus \,par-3-'sel-s3s\ Philippus Aureolus 1493-1541
Theophraslus Bombastus von Hohenheim Swiss-born alchemist &
physician
Pares \'pa(3)rz, pe(3)rz\ Sir Bernard 1876-1949 Eng. hist.

Pa-re.to \p3-'rat-(,)o\ Vilfredo 1848-1923 Ital. econ. & sociol.

Pa-ris \pa-'res, p3-\ Gaston 1839-1903 Fr. philologist
Par.is \'par-3s\ Matthew 12007-1259 Eng. monk & hist.

Park \'park\ Mungo 1771-1806 Scot, explorer in Africa
Par-ker \'par-k3r\ Dorothy 1893- n6e Rothschild Am. writer— Sir Gilbert 1862-1932 Canad. author— Matthew 1504-1575 Eng. theol.— Theodore 1810-1860 Am. Unitarian clergyman
Parkes \'parks\ Sir Henry 1815-1896 Austral, statesman

Park-man \'park-m3n\ Frands 1823-1893 Am. hist
Parley Peter see Samuel Griswold Goodrich
Par.men-i-des \par-'men-3-.dez\ 5th cent. B.C. Greek philos.
Par.nell \par-'nel, "parn-'lX Charles Stewart 1846-1891 Irish
nationalist
Parr Catherine see Catherine
Par.ring-ton \'par-io-t3n\ Vernon Louis 1871-1929 Am. literary
hist.

Par.rish \'par-ish\ Maxfield 1870- Am. painter
Par-ry \'par-e\ Sir William Edward 1790-1855 Eng. arctic explorer
Par-sous \'pars-=nz\ WilUam 1800-1867 3d Earl of Rosse Eng.

Pas-cai \pa-'skal\ Blaise 1623-1662 Fr. math. & philos.

Pa.iio \'pash-(,)ich\ Nikola \'ne-ko-Ia\ 18457-1926 Serbian &
Yugoslav statesman

Passlield 1st Baron see webb
Pas-sy \pa-'se\ Frederic 1822-1912 Fr. econ. &. statesman

— Paul Edouard 1859-1940 son oj prec. Fr. phonetician
Pas-ter-nak \'pas-t3r-,nak\ Boris Leonidovich 1890-1960 Russ.
poet, nov., & translator
Pas-teur \pa-'st3r\ Louis 1822-1895 Fr. chem.
Pa.ter \'pat-3r\ Walter Horatio 1839-1894 Eng. essayist & critic

Pat-more \'pat-.mo(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ Coventry Kersey Dighton
1823-1896 Eng. poet

Pa.ton \'pat-=n\ Alan Stewart 1903- So. African writer
Pa.tri \'pa-tre\ Angelo 1877- Am. (Ital.-born) educ. & author
Pat-rick \'pa-trik\ Saint 3897-7461 apostle &. patron saint of Ire-
land

Pat.ti \'pat-e, 'pat-e\ Adelina 1843-1919 Ital. (Span.-bom) oper-
atic coloratura soprano
Pat'ti-son \'pat-3-s3n\ Mark 1813-1884 Eng. scholar & author
Pat.ton \'pat-»n\ George Smith 1885-1945 Am. gen.
Pau-ker \'paii-k3r\ Ana 18897-1960 nee Ra-bin-sohn Romanian
Communist
Paul \'p61\ name of 5 popes: esp. Ill 1468-1549 (pope 1534-49);
V 1552-1621 (pope 1605-21)— I 1754-1801 emp. of Russia (1796-1801); assassinated— I 1901- king of Greece (1947- )— Jean see richter

Paul-Bon.cour \'p61-(,)bo°-'kii(3)r\ Joseph 1873- Fr.
lawyer & statesman

Paul-ding \'pol-dia\ James Kirke 1778-1860 Am. author
Pau.li Vpaii-le\ Wolfgang 1900-1958 Austrian-bom physicist in
Am.

Pau-ling \'p6-liD\ Li.nus \'lT-n3s\ Carl 1901- Am. chem.
Pau-lus \'paii-l3s\ Friedrich 1890-1957 Ger. field marshal (1943)— \'p6-l3S\ Julius 2d-3d cent. a.d. Rom. jurist
Pau.sa.ni-as \p6-'sa-ne-3s\ 2d cent. a.d. Greek traveler &
geographer

Pav-lov \'pav-,lof, 'pav-, -,I6v\ Ivan Petrovich 1849-1936 Russ.
physiol.

Fa.vlo.ya \'pav-l3-v3, pav-'lo-\ Arma I885-I931 Russ. ballerina

Payne \'pan\ John Howard 1791-1852 Am. actor & dram.
Pea.body \'pe-,bad-e, -b3d-e\ Endicott 1857-1944 Am. educ.— George 1795-1869 Am. merchant & philanthropist
Pea.cock \'pe-,kak\ Thomas Love 1785-1866 Eng. nov. & poet
Peale \'pe(3)l\ Charles Willson 1741-1827 & his bro. James 1749-
1831 & Charles's son Rembrandt 1778-1860 Am. painters

Pear-son \'pi(3)rs-^n\ Karl 1857-1936 Eng. scientist— Lester Bowles 189 7- Canad. polit.

Pea-ry \'pi(3)r-e\ Robert Edwin 1856-1920 Am. arctic explorer

Pe-co-ra \pi-'kor-3, -'kor-X Ferdinand 18S2- Am. jurist

Peel \'pe(3)l\ Sir Robert 1788-1850 Eng. statesman
Peele \'pe(3)l\ George 15587-71597 Eng. dram. & poet
Pe-gram V'pe-gramX George Braxton 1876-1958 Am. physicist

Peirce X'psrs, 'pi(3)rs\ Charles Sanders 1839-1914 Am. math. &
logician

Pei-xot-to \pa-'shot-(,)o\ Ernest CUfford 1869-1940 Am. painter
& illustrator
Pe.la.gius \p3-'la-j(e-)3s\ 3607-7420 Brit, monk & theol.

Pe.lop.i-das \p3-'iap-3d-3s\ d 364 B.C. Theban gen.

Penn \'pen\ Sir William 1621-1670 Eng. admiral— William 1644-1718 son oj prec. Eng. Quaker; fovmder of Penn-
sylvania

Fen-nell \'pen-'l, p3-'nel\ Joseph 1857-1926 Am. etcher

Pep.in the Short \,pep-3n-\ 7147-768 king of the Franks (751-
7681

Pepys \*peps\ Samuel 1633-1703 Eng. diarist

Per.cy \'P3r-se\ Sir Henry 1364-1403 Hotspur Eng. soldier— Thomas 1729-1811 Eng. antiquary & poet
Pe-rez Gal.dos \,per-3S-(,)gal-'d5s\ Benito 1843-1920 Span. nov.
& dram.

Per.i.cles \'per-3-,klez\ d 429 B.C. Athenian statesman
Per-kins \'p3r-k3nz\ Frances 1882- Am. social worker &
administrator^
Pe-ron \pa-*ron, p3-\ Juan Domingo 1895- Argentine polit;
pres. of Argentina (1946-55)
Per-rault \p3-'ro, pe-\ Chartes 1628-1703 Fr. fairy-tale writer

Per-rin \p3-'ran, pe-, -'ra°\ Jean Baptiste 1870-1942 Fr. physicist

& chem.
Per.ry \'per-e\ Bliss 1860-1954 Am. educ. & critic— Matthew Cal.braith 1794-1858 Am. commodore— Oliver Hazard 1785-1819 bro. oj prec. Am. naval officer
— Ralph Barton 1876-1957 Am. philos. & educ.

Per.shing X'psr-shio. -zhio\ John Joseph 1860-1948 Am. gen. of
the armies

Per.sius \'p3r-sh3s, -she-3s\ 34-62 Aulas Perslus Flaccus Rom.
sahrist

Pe.ru.gi.no, II \,per-3-'je-(,)no\ 1446-1523 Pieiro Vannucci Ital.

painter
Pe-ruz.zl \p3-'riit-se, pa-\ Baldassare 1481-1536 Ital. architect &
painter

Pes.ta.loz.zi \,pes-t3-Tat-se\ Johann Heinrich 1746-1827 Swis.T

educ.
F§.tain \pa-ta"\ Henri Philippe 1856-1951 Fr. gen.; marshal of
France (1918); premier of Vichy France (1940-44)

Pe-ter \'pet-3r\ Saint d a.d. 767 disciple of Jesus; regarded, esp. by
Roman Catholics, as vicar of Christ on earth |Mt. 16:16-19]
— I 1672-1725 the Great czar of Russia (1682-1725)
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— I Ea-ra-geor-ge-vlcli \,kar-3-'j6r-j3-,vich\ 1844-1921 king
of Serbia (1903-21)— II1923- king of Yugoslavia (1934-45)— tne Hermit 10509-71115 Fr. preacher of tee 1st Crusade

Pe.ters X'pat-srz, -3rs\ Carl 1856-1918 Ger. explorer in Africa
Fe-td.fi \'pet-3-fe\ San-dor \'shan-,d6(3)r\ 1823-1849 Hung.
poet

Pe.trarch \'pe-,trark, 'pe-\ or Fe-trar-ca \pa-"trar-k3\ Francesco
1304-1374Jtai. poet

Pe.trle \'pe-tre\ Sir (William Matthew) Flin-ders N'flln-dsrzX
1853-1942 Eng. Egyptologist

Fe*tro-ni*us \p3-'lro-ne-3s\ Gaius 1st cent. a.d. Ar-bUter Ele-gan-
tUae \'ar-b3t-3r-,el-a-'gan-che-,e\ Rora. satirist

Fet-ty \'pet-e\ Sir William 1523-1687 Eng. polit. econ.
Fevs-ner X'pels-nsr, 'pevz-\ Antoine 1884-1952 Fr. (Russ.-bom)
sculptor & pai^nter
Fhae-drus \'le-dras\ 5th cent. B.C. Greek philos.— 1st cent. A.D, Rom. fabulist
F]lld*i>as \'fid-e-3s\ 5th cent. B.C. Greek sculptor
FhiMp \'fil-3p\ d 1676 Meua-com-el \.met-3-'kam-3t\ sachem of
the Wampanoag Indians— name of 6 kings of France esp.: 11 or Philip Augustas 1165-
1223 (reigned 1180-1223); IV {the Fair) 1268-1314 (reigned
1285-1314); VI 1293-1350 (reigned 1328-50)— name of 5 kings of Spain esp.: II 152 7-1598 (reigned 1556-98);
V 1683-1746 (reigned 1700-46)— II 382-335 B.C. king of Macedon (359-336)— Prince 1921- consort of Queen Elizabeth II ol Gr. Britain
3d Duke of Edinburgh (from 1947)— the Good 1396-1457 Duke of Burgundy (1419-67)

Phil.ips \W-3ps\ Ambrose 16757-1749 Nam-by-Pam-by \.nam-
be-'pam-be\ Eng. poet & dram.

Phil.lips \'fil-3ps\ Stephen 1858-1915 Eng. poet & dram.— Wendell 18U-18S4 Am. orator & reformer
Phill.potts \'fil-,pats\ Eden 1862-1960 Eng. nov. & dram.
Phi-lo Ju-dae.us \'fT-(,)lo-jii-'de-3s\ 1st cent. B.c.-lst cent. a.d.
Hellenistic Jewish philos._of Alexandria

Pho.ci.on \'fo-se-,an, -se-anX 4027-317 B.C. Athenian gen. &

Fhu.mi.phon Adul-det \'pu-me-,pon-a-'dun-l3-,dat—iic\ 1927-
Ra-ma IX \'ram-s\ king of Thailand (1946- )

Fhyle \'fTf\ Duncan 1758-1854 Am. (Scot.-born) cabinetmaker
Pi.card \pe-'kar\ Jean 1620-1682 Fr. astron.
Pi-cas-so \pi-'kas-(.)o, -'kas-\ Pablo 1881- Span, painter &
sculptor

Pic>card \pe-'kar\ Auguste 1884-1962 Swiss physicist & aeronaut— Jacques Ernst son oj Auguste 1922- Swiss (Belg.-born)
oceanographer; developer of bathyscaphe

PicU.er-ing \'pik-(3-)riio\ Edward Charles 1846-1919 & his bro.
William Henry 1858-1938 Am. astronomers

Pick.ett \'pik-3t\ George Edward 1825-1875 Am. Confed. gen.

Pi.CO deMa Mi-ran-do-la \'pe-(,)ko-,del-3-m3-'ran-d3-l3, -'ran-\
Count Giovanni 1463-1494 Ital. humanist
PiecK \'pek\ Wilhelm 1876-1960 Ger. Communist
Pierce \'pi(3)rs\ Franklin 1804-1869 14th pres. of the U.S.
(1853-57)

Pike \'pIk\_Zebulon Montgomery 1779-1813_Am. gen. & explorer
Pi'late \'pTl9t\ Pon.tius X'pan-chas, 'pant-e-3s\ 1st cent. A.D.
Rom. procurator of Judea; tried & condemned Jesus Christ

Pil.sud.ski \pil-'siit-ske, -'zUtA Jozef 1867-1935 Pol. gen. &

Pin-dar \'pin-dor\ 5227-443 B.C. Greek poet
Pi.ne.ro \p3-'ni(3)r-(,)o\ Sir Arthur Wing 1855-1934 Eng. dram.
Pin.ker.ton \'pi]3-ksrt-»n\ AUan 1819-1884 Scot.-born detective
in Am.
Pin.tu.ricchio \,pint-3-'re-ke-,o, ,pent-\ 1454-1513 Bernardino
Betti Ital. painter

Fin.zon \pin-'zon, pen-'th6n\ Martin Alonso 14407-1493 & his
bro. Vicente Yaiiez 14507-71524 Span, navigators with Columbus

Ploz.zi \pe-'6t-se\ Hester Lynch 1 741-1821. Mrs.Thrale \'thra(3)l\
Eng. writer
Pi-ran.deMo \.pir-3n-'del-(,)o\ Luigi 1867-1936 Ital. nov. &
dram.

Fire \'pi(9)r\ Dominique- Georges 1910- Belg. priest;
founder of charitable organizations

Fi-sa.na \pi-'san-(,)o\ Giovaimi 1245-1314 & his father Nicola
122 0-1284 Ital. sculptors

Pi'Sis-tra-tus or Fei.sis.tra.tus Xpl-'sis-trst-ss, jra-X d 527 B.C.
tyrant of Athens

Pis.sar.ro \p3-'sar-(,)o\ Camille 1830-1903 Fr. painter
Pis.ton \'pis-t3n\ Walter 1894- Am. composer
Pit.man \*pit-man\ Sir Isaac 1813-1897 Eng. phonographer
Pitt \'pit\ WilUam 1708-1778 Earl of Chatham: the Elder Pitt Eng.
statesman— William 1759-1806 the Younger Pitt; son oj prec. Eng. statesman

Pitt-Rlv.ers \'pit- riv-3rz\ Augustus Henry 1827-1900 Eng.
archaeologist
PX'US \'pr-3s\ name of 12 popes: esp. II (Enea Silvio de Piccolomini
or Aeneas Silvius or Sylvius) 1405-1464 (pope 1458-64); VII
1742-1823 (pope 1800-23); IX 1792-1878 (pope 1846-78); X
1835-1914 (pope 1903-14); XI {Achille Ratti) 1857-1939 (pope
1922-39); XII (Eugenio Pacelli) 1876-1958 (pope 1939-58)

Pl-zar-ro \p3-'zar-(,)o\ Francisco 14707-1541 Span, conqueror of
Peru

Planck \"plaok\ IVIax Karl Ernst Ludwig 1858-1947 Ger. physicist
Pla.to \'plat-(,)o\ 427?-347 B.C. Greek philos.
Plau.tus \'pl6t-3s\ Titus Maccius 2547-184 B.C. Rom. dram.
Fle.kha-nov \pl3-'kan-,6f, -,6v\ Georgi Valentinovich 1857-1918
Russ. Marxist philos.

Ple-ven \pla-'ven\ Ren4 1901- Fr. polit.

Flim.soll \'plim(p)-S3l, 'pUm-,sal\ Samuel 1824-1898 the Sailor's
Friend Eng. shipping reformer

Pliny \'pUn-e\ 23-79 Gaius Ptinius Secundus: the Elder Rom.
scholar

abut; * kitten; _sr further: a back; a bake; S cot, cart;

1 joke; Q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; th tltis:

» F table; h F bac; b G ich, Buch; ° F vin; OB F bteuf; S

— 62-1 13 Gaius Plinius Caecilius Secundus; the Younger; nephew oJ
prec. Rom. author
Plo.ti.nns \plo-'tI-n3s\ 2057-270 Rom. (EgypUan-bom) philos.
Flu.mer X'plU-msrX Herbert Charles Onslow 1st Viscount 1857-
1932 Eng. field marshal

Plu.tarch \'plii-,tiirk\ 467-7120 Greek biographer & moralist
PO'Ca.hon.tas \.po-k3-'hant-3s\ 15957-1617 dau. oJ Powhatan
Am. Indian
Poe \'po\ Edgar Allan 1809-1849 Am. poet & storywriter
Poin.ca.rS \,pwa"-k3-'ra, ,pwao-k3-\ Jules Henri 1854-1912 Fr.
math.— Raymond 1860-1934 cousin oJ J.H. Fr. statesman; pres. of
France (1913-20)

Pole \'pol, 'piilX Reginald 1500-1558 Eng. cardinal; archbishop of
Canterbury

Po.li.tian \p3-*Ush-3n\ 1454-1494 Angela PoUziano Ital. classical
scholar & poet
Polk \'pok\ James Knox 1795-1849 11th pres. of the U.S. (1845-
49)

PoI.Iio \'pal-e-,o\ Gaius Asinius 75 b.c.-a.d. 5 Rom. soldier,
orator, & polit.

Pol-lock \'pal-3k\ Channing 1880-1946 Am. nov., dram., & lec-
turer— Sir Frederick 1845-1937 Eng. jurist— Jackson 1912-1955 Am. painter

Po-lo \'po-(,)lo\ Mar-co \'mar-(,)ko\ 12547-71324 Ital. traveler

Po-lyb-i-US \p3-'lib-e-3s\ 2057-7125 B.C. Greek hist.

Pol-y-carp \'pal-i-,karp\ Saint 697-7155 Christian martyr &
Apostolic Father; bishop of Smyrna

Pol-y-cli-tus or Pol-y-clei-lus \,pal-i-'kllt-3s\ 5th cent. b.c.
Greek sculptor & architect_

Po-lycra-tes \p3-'hk-r3-,tez\ dab 522 b.c. tyrant of Samos
Pol-y-do-rus X.pal-i-'dor-as, -'d6r-\ 1st cent. B.C. Rhodian scholar
Pol-yg.no-tus \,pal-ig-'not-3s\_5th cent. b.c. Greek painter
Pom-pa-dour, de \'pam-p3-,dooir, -,d6(3lr. -,du(3)r\ Marquise
1721-1754 Jeanne Antoinette Poisson; mistress of Louis XV oj
France
Pom-pey \'pam-pe\ 106-48 B.C. Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus; the
Great Rom. gen. & statesman
Ponce de Le.on \,p'an(t)s-d3-'le-an, ,pan(t)-s3-,da-le-'on\ Juan
14607-1521 Span, explorer; disc. Florida

Pons \'po"s\ Lily 1904- Am. (Fr.-born) soprano
Pon-selle \pan-'sel\ Rosa Melba 1897- Am. soprano
Pon-ti-ac \'pant-e-,ak\ d 1759 Ottawa Indian chief

Pon-top.pi.dan \pan-'tap-9-,dan\ Henrik 1857-1943 Dan. nov.
Pope \*pop\ iMexander 1588-1744 Eng. poet— John 182 2-1892 Am. gen.
Por.sou \'p6rs-'n\ Richard 1759-1808 Eng. scholar
Por.tal \'port-=l, 'p6rt-\ Charles Frederick Algernon 1893-
1st Viscourit Portal oj Hungerjord Brit, air marshal

Por.ter \'port-ar, *p6rt-\ Cole 1893- Am. composer & song-

— David 1780-1843 & his son David Dixon 1813-1891 Am.
naval officers— Gene 1858-1924 n6e Stratlon Am. nov.— Katherine Anne 1894- Am. writer— Noah 1811-1892 Am. philos. & lexicographer; pres. Yale U.
(1871-86)— WilUam Sydney 1862-1910 pseud. O. Hen-ry \(')o-'hen-re\
Am. short-story writer

Portland Duke of see bentinck
Post \'p5st\ Emily 18737-1950 nee Price Am. columnist & writer;
authority on etiquette
Po.tem.kin \p3-'ty6m(p)-kan, po-'tem(p)-\ Grigori Aleksan-
drovich 1 739-1 791 Russ. field marshal &. statesman
Pot.ter \'pat-3r\ Paul 1525-1654 Du. painter
Pound \'paund\ Sir (Alfred) Dudley (Pickman Rogers) 1877-1943
"

it. admiral of thi

Ezra Loomis 1£— Roscoe 1870- Am. jurist

Pous-sin \pii-sa"\ Nicolas 1594-1665 Fr. painter
Pow.ell \'pau(-3)l\ CecU Frank 1903- Brit, physicist— Maud 1868-1920 Am. violinist

Pow.ba-tau \,paii-3-'tan, paii-'hat-=n\ 15507-1618 jather oj
Pocahontas Am. Indian chief

Pow.nall \'paun-n\ Sir Henry Royds 1887-1961 Brit. gen.

Pow-ys \'po-9s\ John Cow-per X'kii-par, 'kup-ar\ 1872- &
his bros. Theodore Francis 1875-1953 & Llewelyn 1884-1939 Eng.
authors
Pra-do Ugar.te.che \'prath-(,)o-,u-(,)gar-'tech-e\ Manuel 1839-

Peruvian banker; pres. of Peru (1939-45; 1956- )

Pra-ja.dhi.pok \pr3-'chat-i-,pak\ 1893-1941 king of Siam (1925-
35)

Pratt \'prat\ Bela Lyon 1867-1917 Am. sculptor— Edwin John 1883- _ Canad. poet
Prax.it-e-les \prak-'sit-='l-,ez\ 4th cent. B.C. Athenian sculptor
Pre. Die \'preb-3l\ Edward 1761-1807 Am. naval officer

Pregl \'pra-g3l\ Fritz 1859-1930 Austrian chem.
Pres.cott \'pres-k3t\ William Hickling 1796-1859 Am. hist.

Pre.to.ri-us \pri-'lor-e-3s, -'t6r-\ Andries Wilhelmus Jacobus 1799-
1853 & his son Marthinus Wessels 1819-1901 S. African Du. colo-
nizers & soldiers
Pre-vost d'Ex.iles \pra-'vo-(,)deg-'ze(3)l\ Antoine Frangois
1697-1763 Fr. abbe & writer

Price \'pris\ Byron 1891- Am. journalist

Pride \'prTd\ Thomas d 1658 Eng. Parliamentary commander
Priest.ley \'prest-le\ John Boynton 1894- Eng. author— Joseph 1733-1804 Eng. clergyman & chem.
Prlmo de Rivera y Orhaneja see rivera y orbaneja
Prior \'pri(-3)r\ Matthew 1554-1721 Eng. poet
Pri.scian X'prish-an, -e-3n\ jl 500 Friscianus Caesariensts Latin
grammarian at Constantinople
Pro.clus \'pro-klas, |prak-l3s\ 4107-485 Greek philos.

Pro.co.pi.us \pr9-'ko-pe-3s\ 6th cent. a.d. Byzantine hist.

Pro-kof-iev Nprs-'kof-ysf, -.yef\ Sergei Sergeevich 1891-1953 Russ.
composer

Pro.per.tius \pro-'p3r-sh(e-)3s\ Sextus 507-715 B.C. Rom. poet

au out; eh cliin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few: yu furious; zh vision

F feu; IE G fflUen; IE F rue; » F digne \den»\, nuit \nw'e\
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polit.

Proust \'prUst\ Marcel 1871-1922 Fr. nov.
Prynne \'prin\ William 1600-1669 Eng. Puritan pamphleteer
Przhe-val.ski X.psr-.zha-'val-ske, ,prezh-o-\ Nikolai Mikhailovich
1839-1888 Russ.explorer

PuC'Ci-ni Xpii-'che-neX Giacomo 1858-1924 Ital. composer
Fu.las.ki \p3-'las-ke, pyii-\ Casimir 17487-1779 Pol. soldier in
Am. Rev.

Pul'it'Zer V'piil-st-sar {jamilys pronunciation), "pyii-lat-X Joseph
1847-1911 Am. (Hung.-bom) journalist

Pnll-mau X'pul-msnV George Mortimer 1831-1897 Am. inventor
Pu.pin \pty)ij-'pen\ Michael Idvorsky 1858-1935 Am. (Yugosla-
vian-bomj physicist & inventor

Pur-cell \'p3r-s3l, (,)p3r-'sel\ Edward Mills 1912- Am. phys-

— Henry 16587-1695 Eng. composer
Pur-chas X'par-chosX Samuel 15757-1626 Eng. compiler
Pur»ltin.je N'pur-kan-.ya, C,)p3r-'kin-je\ Johaimes Evangelista
1787-1869 Czech physiol.

Pu-sey X'pyii-ze, -se\ Edward Bou-ver-ie XT^U-va-reX 1800-1882
Eng. theol.

Fush-kin X'push-ksnX Aleksander Sergeevich 1799-1837 Russ.
poet
Put.nam X'pst-nsmX Israel 1718-1790 Am. Revolutionary gen.— Rufus 1738-1824 cousin oj Israel Am. Revolutionary gen. &
pioneer in Ohio region _ _

Pu-vis de Cha*vannes XpiE-ves-da-sha-van, pus-ved-sha-X Pierre
1824-1898 Fr. painter & muralist

Pu-yi Henry see HSUAN t'ung
Pye X'pTX Henry James 1745-1813 Eng. poet laureate (1790-1813)
Pyle X'pi(3)lX Ernest 1900-1945 Am. journalist
Pym X'pimX John 1584-1643 Eng. parliamentary statesman
Pyn-chon X'pin-chsnX William 15907-1662 Eng. pioneer in Am.
Pyr.rhns X'pir-asX 3187-272 b.c. king of Epirus (306-272 B.C.)

Py.fhag.o.ras Xps-'thag-a-rss, pI-X d ab 497 B.C. Greek philos. &
math.

Qna-dros X'kwad-rosX lanlo X'zhan-e-,oX da Silva 1917-
Brazilian pres. (1961)

Quarles X'kw6r(3)lz, 'kwar(3)lzX Francis 1592-1644 Eng. poet
Qua-si-mo-do X,kwas-3-'mod-(,)oX Salvatore X,sal-va-'to-(,)raX
1901- Ital. poet & critic

Queensberry Marquis of see dougij^s
Quer-cia, deMa X'kwer-chsX Jacopo 13787-1438 Sienese sctilptor

Ques-nay Xka-'neX Francois 1694-1774 Fr. physician & econ.
Que-zon y Mo-li-na X'ka-.so-.ne-ma-'le-nsX Ma-nuel Xman-'welX
Luis 1878-1944 pres. of the Philippine Commonwealth (1935-44)

Quid-de X'kfid-s. 'kwid-X Ludwig 1858-1941 Ger. hist. & pacifist

QuiMer-Couch X'kwU-sr-.kuchX Sir Arthur Thomas 1863-1944
Eng. author

Quin.cy X'kwin-ze, 'kwinCt)-seX Josiah 1744-1775 Am. lawyer &
polit. ,

Quin*te*ro, Al<va<rez X'al-v3-,rath-ken-'te(3)r-(,)o, -,ras-X Se-ra-
fin X,ser-3-'fenX 1871-1938 & his bro. Joa.quin Xwa-'kenX 1873-
1944 Span, dramatists

Qnin-tiMan Xkwin-'til-yanX 1st cent. a.d. Marcus Fabius Quin-
tilianus Rom. rhetorician

Qui-ri-no Xke-'rE-(,)noX Elpidio 18917-1956 pres. of the Philippine
Republic (1948-53)

Qnls-ling X'kwiz-lioX Vidkun 1887-1945 Norw. polit.; Nazi
collaborator
Quo Tai-cW X'gw6-'ti-'cheX 1889-1952 Chin, diplomat

Ra-be-lais X'rab-s-.la, .rab-a-laX Franjois 14947-1553 Fr. humor-
ist & satirist_

Ra.bi X'rab-eX Isidor Isaac 1898- Am. (Austrian-bom) phys-

Ra.chel Xra-'shelX Mile. 1820-1858 pseud, of ilisa Felix Fr. actress
Racb-ma.ni.nofl \rak-'man->,nbf, rak-'man-, -.novX Sergei Was-
silievitch 1873-1943 Russ. composer, pianist, & conductor
Ra.cine Xrs-'senX Jean Baptiste 1639-1699 Fr. dram.
Rack.ham X'rak-smX Arthur 1867-1939 Brit, illustrator

Rad.clille X'rad-.kUfX Ann 1764-1823 nee Ward Eng. nov.
Ra.dek X'rad-.ek, 'rad-(y)ikX Karl Bemardovich 1885- Russ.
Communist
Ra.detz.ky Xra-'det-skeX Joseph Wenzel 1766-1858 Count Ra-
deizky von Radetx Austrian field marshal
Rae X'raX John 1813-1893 Scot, arctic exolorer
Rae-burn X'ra-(,)b3mX Sir Henry 1756-1823 Scot, painter
Rae.der X'rad-srX Erich 1876-1960 Ger. admiral
Rae.mae.kers X'ram-.ak-srz, -srsX Louis 1869-1956 Du. cartoonist
Rag-Ian X'rag-lsnX 1st Baron 1788-1855 Fiizroy James Henry
Somerset Brit, field marshal
Rai.raon.di Xn-'man-de, -'m5n-X Marcantonio 14757-71534 Ital.

engraver
Ra.ja.go-pa-la-cba-rla X'raj-3-(,)go-,pal-3-'char-y3X Chakravard
1879- Indian lawyer; gov. gen. of India (1948-50)
Ra.lelgb or Ra-legh X'r61-e, 'ral-X Sir Walter 15527-1618 Eng.
courtier, navigator, & hist.

Ra.ma.krish.na X.ram-s-'krish-nsX 1834-1886 Hindu yogi
Ra.man X'ram-snX Sir Chan-dra-se-kha-ra X-.chsn-drs-'sha-ks-raX
Venkata 1888- Indian physicist
Ra.m^e, de la X.del-s-rs-'maX Marie Louise 1839-1908 pseud.

-(.)e-k3-'halX Santiago 1852-1934
Oui'da vwed-aX Eng.
Ra-in6n y Caoal X)
Span, histologisl
Ram.say X'ram-zeX Allan 1686-1758 Scot, poet— James Andrew Broun 1812-1860 10th Eari & 1st Marquis of
Dalhousie Brit, colonial administrator— Sir William 1852-1916 Brit. chem.
Ram.ses X'ram-.sezX or Ram. e.ses X'ram-s-.sezX name of 12 kings
of Egypt esp.: II (reigned 1292-1225 B.C.); Ill (reigned 1198-
1167 B.C.)

Ran.dolpll X'ran-.dalfX Edmund Jennings 1 753-1813 Am. statesman— John 1773-1833 Am. statesman
Ran.jit Singh X.rsn-jst-'sioX Maharaja 1780-1839 founder of
Sikb kingdom

Ran.ke, von X'rao-ksX Leopold 1795-1886 Ger. hist.

Ra.pba.el X'ral-e-sl, 'ra-fe-, "taf-e-X 1483-1520 Rajjaello Santi or
Sanzio Ital. painter
Rask X'rask, 'raskX Rasmus Christian 1787-1832 Dan. philologist
& orientalist
Ras-mus.sen X'ras-.miis-'n, 'ras-.mss-X Knud Joban Victor
1879-1933 Dan. arctic explorer & ethnologist
Ras.pu-tln Xra-'sp(y)iit-=nX Grigori Efimovich 18717-1916 Russ.
holy man & poliL
Ra.the.nau X'rat-'n-.auX Emil 1838-1915 Ger. industrialist
Rauscb.ning X'raii-shnioX Hermaim 1887- Am. (Ger.-bom)
poUt. & writer

Ra.vel Xra-'vel, ra-X Mau.rice Xmo-'resX Joseph 1875-1937 Fr.
composer
RaW'Un-son X'ro-lan-ssnX George 1812-1902 Eng. orientalist &
hist.— Sir Henry Cres.wicke XTcrez-ikX 1810-1895 bro. o] prec. Eng,
Assyriologist
Ray X'raX John 16277-1705 Eng. naturalist
Ray.burn X'ra-(,)b3mX Sam 1882-1961 Am. lawyer & polit.

Ray.Ieigh X'ra-leX 3d Baron 1842-1919 John William Strutt Eng.
math. &_physicist
Read X'redX George 1733-1798 Am. lawyer St. revolutionist
—k Thomas Buchanan 1822-1872 Am. poet & painter
Reade X'redX Charies 1814-1884 Eng. nov. Sl dram.
Read-ing X'red-ioX 1st Marquis of 1860-1935 Rujus Daniel Isaacs
Brit, statesman; vicerov of India (1921-26)
He.au.mur, de X.ra-o-'myu(3)rX Rene Antoine Ferchault 1683-
1757 Fr. naturalist & physicist
Re.ca.ml.er Xra-'kam-e-,aX Jeanne Fran^oise Julie Adelaide
1777-1849 Fr. society wit
Red.mond X'red-msndX John Edward 1856-1918 Irish polit.

Reed X'redX John 1887-1920 Am. joumalist, poet, & Communist— Stanley Forman 1884- Am. jurist— Thomas Brackett 1839-1902 Am. poUt.— Walter 1851-1902 Am. army surgeon
Reg.u.Ius X'reg-y3-l3sX Marcus AUlius d ab 250 B.C. Rom. gen.
Rei.che.nau, von X'ri-ka-.naiiX Walther 1884-1942 Ger. field

marshal
Reich.stein X'rIk-,s(h)tinX Tadeus 1897- Swiss (Pol.-bom)
chem.
Reid X'redX Thomas 1710-1796 Scot, philos.— Whitelaw 183 7-1912 Am. joumalist & diplomat
Rei.nacb Xra-'nakX Salomon 1858-1932 Fr. archaeologist
Rein.bardt X'rin-.hartX Max 1873-1943 orig. Goldmann Austrian
theater director
Re.marqne Xrs-'markX Erich Maria 1898- Am. (Ger.-bom)

Rem.brandt van Rijn or Ryn X'rem-,brant-van-'rin, -,brant-,
-van-, -(,ivan-X 1606-1669 Du. painter
Rem.ing.ton X'rem-io-tanX Frederic 1861-1909 Am. artist

Rem.sen X'rem(p)-S3n, 'rem-zanX Ira 1846-1927 Am. chem.
Re.nan Xra-'na", -'nanX Joseph Ernest 1823-1892 Fr. philologist*
hist.

Re.nanlt Xra-'noX Louis 1843-1918 Fr. jurist & pacifist

Re.ni X'ra-neX Guido 1575-1642 Ital. painter
Ren.ner X'ren-arX Karl 1870-1950 Austrian statesman; pres. of
Austria (1945-50)
Re.noir X'ren-.war, ran-'X Pierre Auguste 1841-1919 Fr. painter
Rep.plier X'rep-,li(a)r, -le-arX Agnes 1855-1950 Am. essayist

Re.spi.ghi Xra-'spe-ge, re-X Ottorino 1879-1936 Ital. composer
Res-ton X'res-tanX James Barrett 1909- Am. joumalist
Resz.ke, de X'resh-keX Jean X'zha"X 1850-1925 Jan Mieczislaw
Pol. tenor
Retz, de X'retsX Cardinal 1614-1679 Jean Francois Paul de Condi
Fr. ecclesiastic & poht.
Reach. UnX'roik-lan; 'roi-.klen, roi-'X Johann 1455-1522 Cap^nio
X'kap-ne-,oX Ger. humanist
Reu.ter, von X'roit-arX Ludwig 1869-1943 Ger. admiral— Baron Paul Juhus 1816-1899 orig. Israel Beer Josaphal Brit.

(Ger.-born) news agent
Reu.ter.danl X'lbit-ar-.dalX Henry 1871-1925 Swed.-bom painter
in U.S.
Ren.tbei X'rli-tharX Walter Philip 1907- Am. labor leader
Re.vere Xri-'vi(a)rX Paul 1735-1818 Am. patriot & silversmith

Rey.mont X'ra-.mantX Wla.dy.slaw Xvla-'dis-.lafX Sta.ni.slaw
Xsta-'ne-.slafX 1867-1925 Pol. nov.
Rey.naud Xra-'noX Paul 1878- premier of France (1940)
Reyn.olds X'ren-=l(d)zX Sir Joshua 1723-1792 Eng. painter
Rhee X'reX Syng-man X'sio-man, 'sig-X 1875- So. Korean
polit.

Rhodes X'rodzX Cecil John 1853-1902 Brit, administrator &
financier in So. Africa
Rhond.da X'ran-daX Viscount 1856-1918 David Aljred Thomas
Brit, industrialist & administrator
Rlb.ben.trop, von X'rib-^n-.trap, -.tropX Joachim 1893-1946 Ger.
diplomat
Ri.be.ra, de Xre-'ber-aX Jusepe 1588-1652 Lo Spa-gno-let-to X.lo-
,span-ya-'let-(,)oX Span, painter & etcher
Ri.car.do Xrik-'ard-(,ioX David 1772-1823 Eng. econ.
Rice "^'rlsX Elmer L. 1892- orig. Elmer Reizenstein Am. dram.
Ricb.ard X'rich-ardX name of 3 kings of England: I (Coeur de
Li-on X.kard-n-'T-an, -'e-an, -e-'o»X) 1157-1199 (reigned 1189-99);
II 1367-1400 (reigned 1377-99); III 1452-1485 (reigned 1483-
85)
Rioh.ards X'rich-ardzX Dickinson Woodruff 1895- Am.
physician— Theodore William 1868-1928 Am. chem.
Ricb.ard.son X'rich-ard-sanX Henry Handel 1870-1946 pseud, of
Ethel Florence Lindesay Richardson Austral, nov.— Henry Hobson 1838-1886 Am. architect
— Sir Owen WiUiams 1879-1959 Eng. physicist— Samuel 1689-1761 Eng. nov.

Ri.che-Iien, de X'rish-a-,lU, -3l-,yil, re-sha-ly5X Due 1585-1642
Armand Jean du Plessis Fr. cardinal & statesman
Ri.chet Xre-'shaX Charies Robert 1850-1935 Fr. physiol.

Rlcb.ter X'rik-lar, "rik-X Jean Paul Friedrich 1763-1825 pseud.
Jean Paul X'zha"-'pau(a)l, 'jen-'p61X Ger. writer

RiC'i.mer X'ris-a-marX d 472 Rom. gen.

Rick. en.back. er X'rik-on-,bak-arX Edward Vemoo 1890-
Am.
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\1il-m3n\ George 1900-Rlck.o^ver \'rik-,o-vsr\ Hy.i
Am. admiral
Rld-ley \'rid-le\ Nicholas 1S007-1SSS Eng. reformer & martyr
Rld'patb \'rid-,path\ John Clark 1840-1900 Am. hist.

Ri.el \re-'el\ Louis 1844-1885 Canad. insurgent
Rle<maiui \'re-,man\ Georg Friedrich Bemhard 1826-1866 Ger.
math.
Ri-en-zi \re-'en-ze\ or Ri-en-zo \-(.)zo\, di Cola 1313-1354
Niccolo Gabrini; Last ol the Romans Ital. patriot; tribune of Rome
Ries>man X'res-man, 'rez-\ David 1909- Am. social scientist

Riis \'res\ Jacob August 1849-1914 Am. (Dan.-born) social
worker & writer
Ri-ley \'rl-le\ James Whit-comb X'hwit-ksm, 'wit-\ 1849-1916
Am. poet
Ril-ke \'ril-k3\ Rai-ner \'ri-n3r\ Maria 187S-1926 Ger. poet
Rimini Francesca da see francesca da rimini
Rim*ski-Kor<sa*kov \,rim(pi-ske-'k6r-S3-,k6f\ Nikolai Andree-
vich 1844-1908 Russ. composer
Rin-con, del \rio-'kon, rin-\ Antonio 1446-1500 Span, painter
Rine.hart \'rTn-,hart\ Mary 1876-1958 nee Roberts Am. nov. &

Ri-os \'re-,os\ Juan Antonio 1888-1946 Chilean lawyer; pres. of
Chile (1942-46)
Rip.ley \'rip-le\ George 1802 1880 Am. literary critic & socialist

Ri.Sfo.ri \ri-'stor-e, -'st6r-\ Adelaide 1822-1906 Ital. actress

Rit-ten.house \'rit-=n-,haiis\ Jessie Belle 1869-1948 Am. criUc &
poet
Rlt-ter \'rit.3r\ Joseph Elmer 1891- Am. cardinal
Ri-ve.ra \ri-'ver-3\ Diego 1886-1957 Mex^ painter & muralist

Ri-ve>ra y Or>l)a*ne*ja, de \-,e-,6r-b3-'na-(,)ha\ Miguel Prirao
1870-1930 Marques de Eslella Span, gen.; dictator (1925-30)
Ri-zal \ri-'zal, -'salN Jose 1861-1896 Filipino patriot
Ri.za Shah Pah.la^vi or Pah-le.vi \ri-'za-,sha-'pal-3-(,)ve, -,sh6-\
1877-1944 shah of Iran (1925-41)
RiZ'Zio \'rit-se-,o\ or Rlc-cio \'rich-e-,o\ David 1533?-1566
Ital. musician & favorite of Mary, Queen of Scots
Rob.bla, del.la \,del-3-'rab-e-3, -'rob-\ Luca 14007-1482 Floren-
tine sculptor
Rob'blns X'tab^anzX Frederick C. 1916- Am. physician— Jerome 1918- Am. dancer & choreographer
Rob-ert \'rab-3rt\ see Robert BRUCE
— I rf 1035 Robert the Devil Duke of Normandy (1028-35) Jather
oj William the Conqueror
Rob.erts \'rab-3rts\ Sir Charles George Douglas 1860-1943
Canad. poet— Frederick Sleigh 1832-1914 1st Earl Roberts oJ Kandahar,
Pretoria, and IVaterford Brit, field marshal— Kenneth 1885-1957 Am. nov.— Owen Josephus 1875-1955 Am. jurist

Rob-ert-son \'rab-3rt-S3n\ William 1721-1793 Scot. hist.

— Sir William Robert 1860-1933 Brit, field marshal
Robe*son \'rob-s3n\ Paul 1898- Am. actor & singer

Robes-pierie, de \'robz-,pi(3)r, -,pye(3)r; ,ro-,bes-'pye(3)r\ Max-
imilien Frangois Marie Isidore 1758-1794 Fr. revolutionist

Rob<in*son \'rab-an-S3n\ Edwin Arlington 1869-1935 Am. poet— George Frederick Samuel 1827-1909 1st Marquis of Ripon
Brit, statesman— James Harvey 1863-1936 Am. hist.— Sir Robert 1886- _ Eng. chem.
Ro-cham-beau, de \,ro-,sham-'bo, ,ra-, -,sham-\ Comte 1725-
1807 Jean Baptiste Donatien de Vimeur Fr. gen.; marshal of
France (1791)
Rocke-fel*ler \'rak-i-,fel-ar, 'rak-,feI-\ John Davison father 1 839-
1937 & son 1874-1960 Am. oil magnates & philanthropists— Nelson Aldrich 1908- grandson & son oj prec. Am. polit.

Rock-ing-ham X'rak-io-am, US also -iD-,ham\ 2d Marquis of
1730-1782 Charles Waison-Wentworth Eng. statesman
Rock.ne \'rak-ne\ Knute \'nut\ Kenneth 1888-1931 Norw.=
bom football coach in U.S.
Rock>well \'rak-,wel, -wal\ Norman 1894- Am. illustrator

Ro.de \'ro-th3\ Hel-ge \'hel-g3\ 1870-1937 Dan. poet
Rod'gers X'raj-srzX Richard 1902- Am. composer
RO'din \ro-'da", -'dan\ Francois Auguste Rene 1840-1917 Fr.

sculptor
Rod.ney \'rad-ne\ George Bryd.ges \'brij"-3z\ 1719-1792 1st

Baron Rodney Eng. admiral
Ro.dzin.ski \ro-'iin(t)-ske\ Ar.tur \'ar-.tu(3)r\ 1894-1958 Am.
conductor
Roeb.ling \'ro-blio\ John Augustus 1806-1869 Am. (Ger.-bom)
civil engineer
Roent-gen or Ront-gen Went-gsn, 'rant-, -jsn; 'ren-chan, 'rsn-X
WUhelm Conrad 1845-1923 Ger. physicist

Roe>rich Vrar-ik, 're(a)r-\ Nicholas Konstandn 1874-1947 Russ.
painter
Rog-ers \'raj-orz\ Bruce 1870-1957 Am. printer & book designer— Henry Hut-tle.ston \'h3t-"l-st3n\ or Hud-dle-ston \'h3d-n-\
1840-1909 Am. financier— James Gamble 1867-1947 Am. architect— Samuel 1763-1855 Eng. poet— WilUam Penn Adair 1879-1935 Will Am. actor & humorist
Ro.get \ro-'zha, 'ro-,\ Peter Mark 1779-1869 Eng. physician &
scholar
Ro.koS'SOV'Ski \,rak-,a-'s6f-ske. -'s6v-\ Konstantin 1893-
Russ. marshal
RoUe \'ralf\ John 1585-1622 husband oi Pocahontas Eng. colonist

Rol-land \r6-la"\ Romain 1866-1944 Fr. author
RoMo \'ral-(,)o\ or HroU \'(h)ralf\ 8607-7931 Norse chieftain

Rol.vaag \'roI-.vag\ Ole N'o-laV Ed-vart \"ed-,vart\ 1876-1931
Norw.-born educ. & nov. in Am.
Ro-mains \r6-ma", ro-'manz\ Jules 188S- pseud, of Louis
Farigoule Fr. author
RO'lna-no \ro-'man-(,)o, ro-X Giulio 1499-IS46 Giutio Pippi
de' Gianuzzi Ital. painter & architect
Ro>ma<nov or Ro>ma*noff \ro-'man-af, 'ro-m3-,naf\ Mikhail
Feodorovich 1596-1645 1st czar (1613-45) of Russ. Romanov
dynasty (1613-1917)

Rom.berg X'ram-.bargN Sig.mond \"slg-nrand\ 1887-1951 Hung..
bom composer in Am.
Ro-me'ro \ro-'me(3)r-(,)o\ Carlos Orozco 1898- Mex.
caricamrist & painter
Rom-mel \'ram-3l\ Erwin 1891-1944 Ger. field marshal
Rom-ney \'ram-ne\ George 1734-1802 Eng. painter
Ron.sard, de \ro°-'sar\ Pierre 1524-1585 Fr. poet
Roo-se-velt X'ro-za-valt (Roosevelts' usual pronunciation), -,velt

also 'rii-\ (Anna) Eleanor 1884-1962 nee Roosevelt, wije oJ F.D.
Am. lecturer & writer— Franklin Del.a-no \'del-3-,no\ 1882-1945 32d pres. of the
U.S. (1933-45)— Theodore 1858-1919 26th pres. of the U.S. (1901-09)— Theodore 1887-1944 son ol prec. Am. gen., explorer, & pollt.

Root X'rlit, 'rut\ Elihu 1845-1937 Am. lawyer &. statesman
Ro-sa \'ro-z3\ Salvator 1615-1673 Ital. painter & poet
Rose.bery \'roz-.ber-e, -b(3-)re\ 5th Earl of 1847-1929 Archibald
Philip Primrose Eng. statesman
Rose.crans \'roz-,kran(t)s, 'ro-Z3-,kranz\ William Starke \'stark\
1819-1898 Am. gen.
Rcsen.berg \'roz-=n-,b3rg, -,be(3)rk\ Alfred 1893-1946 Ger.
Nazi & writer
Ro-sen.wald \'roz-"n-,w61d\ Julius 1862-1932 Am. merchant &
philanthropist
Ross \*r6s\ Betsy 1752-1836 nee Criscom maker of first Am. flag— Sir James Clark 1800-1862 Scot, polar explorer— Sir John 1777-1856 uncle ol prec. Scot, arctic explorer— Sir Ronald 1857-1932 Brit, physician
Ros-set-ti \ro-'zet-e, -'set-\ Christina Georgina 1830-1894 sister

oj D.G. Eng. poet— Dante Gabriel 1828-1882 Eng. painter & poet
Ros-si \'r6s-e\ Bruno 1905- Ital.-born physicist in Am.
Ros.si.ni \r6-'se-ne, ro-\ Gio.ac-chi.no \,jo-3-'ke-(,)no\ Antonio
1 792-1868 Ital. composer
Ros-tand \r6-stii°, 'ras-.tand\ Edmond 1868-1918 Fr. poet &
dram.
Roth.ko \"rath-(,)ko\ Mark 1903- Am. (Russ.-bom) painter
Roth.schlld \'r6th(s)-,chlld, •rath(s)-, 'ras-, "ros-, Ger 'rot-,shilt\

Meyer Amschel 1743-1812 Ger. financier— Nathan Meyer 1777-1836 son oj prec. financier in London
Rou.ault \ru-'o\ Georges 187I-I9S8 Fr. painter
Rou.get de Lisle \(,)ru-,zha-d3-'le(3)l\ Claude Joseph 1760-
1836 Fr. army officer & composer
Rous.seau \rii-*so\ Henri 1844-1910 the Douanier Fr. painter— Jean Jacques 1712-17 78 Fr. (Swiss-born) philos. & writer— Theod_ore 1812-1867 Fr. painter
Rowe \*ro\ Nicholas 1674-1718 Eng. poet & drara.; poet laureate
(1715-18)

Row.ley \'ro-le, 'raii-N William 15857-71642 Eng. actor & dram.
Ro.xas y Acu.fia \'r6-,has-,e-3-'kun-y3\ Manuel 1892-1948
Philippine statesman; pres. of the Philippine Republic (1946-48)
Roy.all \'r6i(-3)l\ Kenneth Claiborne 1894- Am. lawyer &
statesman
Royce \'r6is\ Josiah 1855-1916 Am. philos.

Rozh.dest.ven.ski \razh-'dest-v3n-ske\ Zinovi Petrovich 1848-
1909 Russ. admiral
Ru.bens \'rii-b3nz\ Peter Paul 1577-1640 Flem. painter
Ru.bin.stein \'ru-b3n-,stTn\ An-ton \an-'t6n\ 1829-1894 Russ.
pianist & composer
Ru.dolf I of Haps.burg X.rii-.dalf-iiia-'far-stav-'haps-.barg, -'haps-
,biJ(3)rg\ 1218-1291 Holy Rom. emp. (1273-91); 1st of the
Hapsburgs
Rudolf or Rudolph of Haps.burg 1858-1889 archduke &. crown
prince of Austria
Ru.ger \'rii-g3r\ Thomas Howard 1833-1907 Am. gen.

Ruis.dael or Ruys.dael, van \'rTz-,dal, 'ris-N Jacop 16287-1682
& his uncle Salomon 16007-1670 Du. painters

Rumford Count see Benjamin Thompson
Rund.stedt, von \'riin(t)-,s(h)tet\ Karl Rudolf Gerd 1875-1953
Ger, field marshal
Ru.ne.berg V'rU-ns-.barg, -,be(3)r\ Johan Ludvig 1804-1877
Finnish poet
Runiit Singh see ranjit singh
Rnn.yon \'r3n-y3n\ (Alfred) Da-mon \'da-m3n\ 1880-1946 Am.
author
Ru.pert \'ru-p3rt\ Prince 1619-1682 nephew of Charles I oj Eng.
Ger.-Eng. gen. & admiral— or Rup-precht X'rup-.rekt, -,rekt\ 1869-1955 crown prince of

Bavaria & Ger. field marshal
Rush X'rashX Benjamin 17457-1813 Am. physician & Revolu-
tionary patriot— Richard 1 780-1 859 son oj prec. Am. lawyer & statesman
Rusk \'r3Sk\ Dean 1909- Am. secy, of state (1961- )

Rus.kin X'ras-ksnX John 1819-1900 Eng. essayist, critic, &
reformer
Rus.sell \'r3s-3l\ Bertrand Arthur William 3d Earl 1872-
Eng. math. & philos.— Charles Taze 1852-1916 Am. pastor— Countess Elizabeth Mary 1866-1941 pseud. Elizabeth Austral.,
bom nov.— George William 1867-1935 pseud. /£ Irish author— Lord John 1792-1878 1st Earl Russell oj Kingston Russell Brit.

statesman— Lilhan 1861-1922 Helen Louise Leonard Am. soprano
Ruth.er.ford\'r3t!!-3(r)-f3rd\ Emest 1871-1937 tst Baron Rulher-
jord oj Nelson Brit, physicist— Joseph FrankUn 1869-1942 Judge Am. leader of Jehovah's
Witnesses
Rut. ledge \'r3t-lij\ Ann 1816-1835 fiancfe of Abraham Lmcoln
— John 1739-1800 Am. statesman— Wiley Blount \'bbnt\ 1894-1949 Am. jurist

Ruy.ter or Rui.ter, de \'rTt-ar\ Michel Adriaanszoon 1607-1676
Du. admiral
Ru.zic-ka \'ru-,z(h)ich-k3, rU-'\ Leopold 1887- Yugoslav
chem.
Ry.der \'rTd-3r\ Albert Pinkham 1847-1917 Am. painter

Rys.kind \'ris-k3nd\ Morris I89S- Am. dram.

{
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-nsnX Ee-ro Xl-OroV 1910-1961 Am.Saa-Ti-nen N'sar

architect— Gottlieb Eliel 1873-1950 M''^' ol prec. Finnish architect
Saa.ve.dra La. mas Xsa-.vad-ra- 'lam-as, -,vatli-\ Carlos 1880-
1959 Argentine lawyer & diplomat

Sa.ba.tier \,sab-3-'tya\ Paul 1854-1941 Fr. chem.
Sa-ba-ti-ni \,sab-3-'te-ne\ Rafael 1875-1950 Ital. author
Sachs \'zaks. 'saks\ Hans 1494-1576 Oer. cobbler& Meisterslnger
SacK.ville \'sak-,vil\ Thomas 1536-1608 1st Earl of Dorset Eng.
poet & diplomat
SacR-ville-West \,sak-,vll-'west\ Victoria Mary 1892-1962 Ecg.

Sade, de \'sad, 'sad\ Comte Donatien Alphonse Francois 1740-
1814 Marquis de Sade Fr. soldier & pervert
Sage \'saj\ Russell 1816-1906 Am. financier

Saint-Cyr \sa"-'si(3)r\ Marquis Laurent de Gouvlon 1764-1830
Fr. gen, under Napoleon; marshal of France (1812)

St. Den.is \sant-'den-3S, S3n^-\ Ruth 1877?- Am. dancer
Sainte~Beuve \sa"t-bcev; sant-'b3fr)v, sant-, ,sant-(s-)\ Charles
Auguslin 1804-1869 Fr. critic & author
Saint-Gau-dens \sant-'g6d-'nz, ssntA Augustus 1848-1907 Irisb>
born sculptor in Am.

St. John Henry see bolingbroke
Saint-Just, de \sa"-2hi£st. -'zhiist; sant-'jast, sant-\ Louis Antolne
Lfen 1767-1794 Fr. Revolutionist

St. Lau-rent \sa"-16-ra"\ Louis Stephen 1882- Canad.
lawyer; prime min. (1948-57)
Saint-Pierre see bernardin de saint-pierre
Saint-Saens \sa"-sa"s\ (Charles) CamiUe 1835-1921 Fr. composer
SaintS'bury Vsants-.ber-e, -b(a-)re\ George Edward Bateman
1845-1933 Eng. criUc

Saint-Si-mon, de Nsa'-se-mo'V Comte 1760-1825 Claude Henri
de Rouvroy Fr. philos. & social scientist— Due 1675-1755 Louis de Rouvroy Fr. soldier, statesman, &
writer

Sal.on-ji \si-"an-je, -'bn-X Marquis Kimmochi 1849-1940 Jap.
statesman

Sa.kl \'sak-e\ 1870-1916 pseud, of Hector Hugh Murt-ro \(,)m3n-
•ro\ Brit, humorist
Sal.a.din \'sal-ad-=n\ 1138-1193 sultan of Egypt & Syria

Sa-la.zar \.sal-3-'zar, ,sal-\ Antonio de Oliveira 1889- Port.
chief of state
Sal-in.ger X'sal-sn-JarS Jerome David 1919- Am. nov.

Salisbury 1st Earl of & 3d Marquis of see Cecil
Sal'lnst \'sal.3st\ 86-34 B.C. Gaius Sallustius Crispus Rom. hist.

& polit.

Sal.ve.mi.nl \sal-'va-m3-ne, salA Gaetano 1873-1957 Ital. hist.

Sal.vi.ni \sal-'ve-ne, sal-\ Tommaso 1829-1916 Ital. actor

Samp.son \'sam(p)-s3n\ William Thomas 1840-1902 Am. admiral
San. Chez de Bus.ta.man.te y Sir.yen \'san-ch3z-da-.bijs-ta-
'miint-e-,e-s3r-'ven\ Antonio 1865-1951 Cuban jurist

Sand N'sand, sa''d\ George 1804-1876 pseud, of Amandine Aurore
Lucie n^e Dupin; Baronne Dudevant Fr. writer

Sand.burg \'san(di-,b3rg\ Carl 1878- Am. author
Sandracottus or Sandrocottus see chandraguita
San.gal.lo, Aa \san-'gal-(.)o, siioA Giuliano 1445-1516 Floren-
tine architect & sculptor

Sang.er \'sari-3r\ Frederick 1918- Brit. chem.— Margaret 1883- nee Higgins Am. leader of birth-control
movements
San Mar.ttn, de \,san-(,)mar-'ten, ,san-\ Jose 1778-1850 So. Am.
soldier & statesman
San.ta An.na or San.ta Ana, de \,sant-3-'an.3, ,sant-3-'an-3\
Antonio Lopez 17957-1876 Mex. gen. & pres.

San-tan. der \.san-.tiin-'de(3lr, ,san-,tan-\ Francisco de Paula
1792-1840 gen. & polit. of New Granada

San.ta.ya.na X.sant-a-'yan-s. ,sant-e-'an-, ,sant-\ George 1863-
1952 Am. (Span.-bom) poet & philos.

San-tos-Du-mont \,sant-3s-du-'mant, -mo"\ Alberto 1873-1932
Brazilian aeronaut in France

Sa.pir \s3-'piO)r\ Edward 1884-1939 Am. (Pomeranla-bom)
anthropol. & linguist

Sap.pbo \'saf-(,)o\ JI ab 600 B.C. Greek poet
Sar-da.na.pa.lus \,sard-'n-'ap-3-bs, -=n-3-'pa-bs\ king of Assyria
{ab 822 B.C.); sometimes identified with Ashurbanipal

Sar.don \sar-'dii\ Victorien 1831-1908 Fr. dram.
Sar.gent \'sar-j3nt\ John Stng.er \'sio-3r\ 1856-1925 Am.
painter
Sar.gon 11 X'sar-.giin, -gsnX d 705 B.C. king of Assyria (722-705)
Sa.roy.an \s3-'r6i-3n\ William 1908- Am. writer
Sar-tre \*sartr'\ Jean-Paul 1905- Fr. philos., dram., & nov.
Sas.soon Xsa-'sun. s3-\ Siegfried 1886- Eng. writer

Sa.to \'sa-(,uo\ Naotake 1882- Jap. diplomat
Sa'ud Ibn Abd.ul Xsii-'iid-.ib-a-nsb-'diil, 'saud-\ 1901- king
of Saudi Arabia (1953- )

Sav.age \'sav-ij\ Richard 16977-1743 Eng. poet _
Sa.vo.na.ro-la N.sav-a-na-'ro-la, ,sav-; s3-,van-3-'ro-\ Gl.ro.Ia.mo
\ji-'r61-3-,m5\ 1452-1498 Ital. reformer

Saw.yer X'sb-ysr, 's6i-3r\ Charles 1887- Am. lawyer &
administrator
Saxe, de \'saks\ Comte Hermann Maurice 1696-1750 Fr. soldier;
marshal of France (1 744)
Saxo Gram.mat.i.cus \.sak-(,)so-gr3-'mat-i-kas\ 11507-71220
Dan. liist.

Say.ers N'sa-arz, sa(3)rz, 'se(3)rz\ Dorothy Leigh 1893-1957
Eng. writer

Scal.i.ger \'skal-a-j3r\ Joseph Justus 1540-1609 Ital.-bora phy-
sician & scholar— Julius Caesar 1484-1558 lather ol prec. Ital. physician
Scan-der-beg \'skan-d3r-,beg\ Turli. Iskender Bey 14037-1468
George Casiriola Albanian chieftain

Scar.lat-ti \skar-'lat-e\ Alessandro 1659-1725 Ital. composer
Scar.ron \ska-'ro"\ Paul 1610-1660 Fr. author
Schacht X'shakt, 'shakt\ (Horace Greeley) Hjal-mar \'yal-.mar\
1877- Ger. financier

Scham.horst, von \'sham-,h6rst\ Gerhard Johann David 1755-
1813 Prussian gen.

Schar.wen.ka Xshar-'veo-ksV Philipp 1847-1917 & his bro.
Xaver 1850-1924 Ger. pianists & composers
Schel.de.maim \'shid-3-,man\ Philipp 1865-1939 Ger. poUt.

Schel.ling, von \'shel-lo\ Frledrlch Wilhelm Joseph 1775-1854
Ger. philos.

Schia.pa.rel.li \,skyap-»-'rel-e, ,skap-\ Giovanni Virginio 1835-
1910 Ital. astron.

Scnicl! \'shik\ K-la \'ba-l3\ 1877- Am. (Hung.-bom)
pediatrician

Scllil.ler, von \'shil-3r\ Johann Christoph Friedrich 1759-1805
Ger. poet & dram.

Scbi.racta, von \'she-,rak, -,ra!s\ Baldur 1907- Ger. Nazi
polit.

Schle.gel, von \'shla-g3l\ August Wilbelm 1767-1845 Ger.
author— Friedrich 1772-1829 bro. ol prec. Ger. philos. & writer
Schlei.cher, von \'sWi-ksr, -IsarN Kurt 1882-1934 Ger. soldier &
statesman
Schlei-er.ma.cher \'shlT(-3)r-,mak-3r, -,ma!s-\ Friedrich Ernst
Daniel 1768-1834 Ger. theol. & philos.

Schle.sing.er \'s(h)les-=n-j3r, 'shlaz-, s(h)lez-, -io-3r\ Arthur
Meier father 1888- & son 1917- Am. historians

Schley \'sli\ Winfijild Scott 1839-1911 Am. admiral
Schlie.mann \'shie-,man\ Heinrich 1822-1890 Ger. archaeologist
Schna.bel \'shnab-3l\ Ar-tur \'ar-,tu(3)r\ 1882-1951 Am. (Aus-
trian-born) pianist & composer

Scbnitz.ler \'shnit-sl3r\ Arthur 1862-1931 Austrian physician,
dram.. & nov.
Soho.lield \'sko-,feld\ John McAllister 1831-1906 Am. gen.
Scnon.berg \'sh3(r)n-,b3rg, -.be(3)rk\ Arnold 1874-1951 Am.
(Austrian-born) composer

Scbo.pen.hau.er \'sho-p3n-,hau(-3)r\ Arthur 1788-1860 Ger.
pessimist pliilos.

Schro.ding-er Vsbrad-irj-arX Erwin 1887-1961 Austrian physicist
Scbu.ben \'shii-b3rt\ Franz Peter 1797-1828 Austrian composer
Schu.man \'shii-,man, -msnX Robert 1886- Fr. lawyer &
polit.

Schu.man \'shii-nran\ William Howard 1910- Am. composer
Schu-mann \'shii-,man, -nran\ Robert 1810-1856 Ger. composer
Scbu.mann-Heink \.shii-man-'hlDk\ Emestine 1861-1936 nie
Roessler Auslrian-born contralto
Schur.man \'shu(3)r-m3n, 'sh3r-\ Jacob Gould 1854-1942 Am.
philos. & diplomat
Schurz \'shu(3)rts, 'shsrtsX Carl 1829-1906 Am. (Ger.-bom)
lawyer, gen., & polit.

Schuscb.nigg, von \'sh(ish-(,)nik\ Kurt 1897- Austrian

Schuy.Ier \'skT-l3r\ Philip John 1733-1804 Am. gen. & statesman
Schweit.zer N'shvlt-sar, 's(h)wIt-\ Albert 1875- Fr. Protes-
tant clergyman, philos., physician, & music scholar

Scip.io \'sip-e-,o, 'skip-\ Aemilianus Af.ri.ca.nns N.af-ra-
'kan-3S, -'kan-, -'kan-\ Numantinus Publius Cornelius 185-129
B.C. Scipio the Younger Rom. gen.
Scipio Alricanus Publius Cornelius 237-183 B.C. Scipio the Elder
Rom. gen.
Scopes \'skops\ John Thomas 1901- Am. teacher
Scott \'skat\ Dred \'dred\ 17957-1858 central figure In U.S.
lawsuit— Sir George Gilbert 1811-1873 Eng. architect— Robert Falcon 1858-1912 Eng. antarctic explorer— Sir Walter 1771-1832 Scot, poet & nov.— Winfield 1780-1866 Am. gen.
Scotus Duns see duns scotus
.— Johannes see erigena

Scria.bin or Scrla.bine \skre-'ab-3n\ Alexander 1872-1915 Russ.
composer
Scribe \skreb\ Augustin Engine 1791-1861 Fr. dram.
Scud.der \'sk3d-3r\ Horace Elisha 1838-1902 Am. author
Scu.de-ry, de \,skUd-3-'re, sktE-da-re\ Magdeleine 1607-1701
Su'pho \sa-fo\ Fr. poet, nov., & lady of fashion
Sea-borg \'se-.bot3)rg\ Glenn Theodore 1912- Am. chem.
See \'se\ Thomas Jefferson Jackson 1866-1962 Am. astronomer &
math.
Seeckt, von \'zakt\ Hans 1866-1936 Ger. army officer

See. ger \'se-g3r\ Alan 1888-1916 Am. poet
Se.go.via Vsa-'go-vya, -ve-a\ Andres 1894- Span, guitarist &
composer
Se-grd \s3-'gra\ Emilio 1905- Am. (Ital.-bom) physicist

Se.ja.nus \si-'ja-n3s\ Lucius Aeliiis d a.d. 31 Rom. polit. &
conspirator
Sel-den \'sel-d3n\ George Baldwin 1846-1922 Am. lawyer &

— John 1584-1654 Eng. jurist & antiquary
Se.leu.cus I \ss-'lu-kas\ 3587-280 B.C. ruler (306-280) of the
Seleucid empire

Sel.in.court, de \'sel-3n-,ko(3)rt, -,k6(3)rt\ Hugh 1878-1951
Eng. nov. & dram.

SeI.kirK\'sel-,k3rk\ Alexander 1676-1721 Scot, sailor marooned on
one of Juan Fernandez islets; original of Defoe's Robinson Crusoe
Sem.brich \'sem-brik\ Marcella 1858-1935 Praxede Marcelline
Kochanska Austrian- born soprano

Se.me.nov \s3-'my6n-af\ Nikolai Nikolaevitch 1896- Russ.

Semmes \'semz\ Raphael 1809-1877 Am. Confed. admiral
Sen.e.ca Vsen-i-k3\ Lucius Annaeus 4 b.c.?-a.d. 65 Rom. states-

man & philos.

Sen.nach.er.ib Nsa-'nak-s-rsbX d 681 B.C. king of Assyria
(705-681)

Se.quoya \si-'kw6i-3\ 17707-1843 Cherokee Indian scholar
Ser.ra \'ser-3\ Ju.ni.pe.ro \hU-'ne-p3-,ro\ 1713-1784 orig. Miguel
Jose Span, missionary in Mexico & Cahfornia
Ser.ra-no Su.fier \s3-,ran-5-siin-'ye(3)r\ Ram6n 1901- bro.0
in-law ol Franco Span, lawyer & poht.

Ser.to.rl'US \(,)s3r-'i6r-e-a3, -'t6r-\ Quintus d 72 B.C. Rom. gen.
& statesman
Ser.ve.tus \(,)s3r-'vet-as\ Michael 1511-1553 Span, theol. A
martyr
Ser.vice \'S3r-v3s\ Robert William 1874-1958 Canad. writer

Ses.sions Vsesh-3nz\ Roger 1896- Am. composer
Se.ton \'set-'n\ Ernest Thompson 1860-1946 orifi. surname
Thompson Eng.-born writer &. itliistrator in Am.

Seu.rat \s3-'ra\ Georges 1859-1891 Fr. painter
Se.ve.ms \s3-'vir-as\ Lucius Septimius 146-211 Rom. emp. (193-
211)
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SI;Vl.gn6, de \,sa-C,)ven-'ya, sa.'ven-C.)ya\ Marquise 1626-1696
nee Marie de Rabutin-Chanial Fr, writer & lady of fashion
Sen^ard \'su-3rd\ William Henry 1801-1872 Am. statesman; secy.
of state (1861-69)
Sey.mour \'se-,mo(3)r. -,m6(3)r\ Jane 1S097-1S37 3d wije oj
Henry VlII oj tug. & mother oj Edward VI

Seyss-In.qnart, von.\'zl-'sio(k)-.rart\ Ax-tur \'ar-,tei(3)r\ 1892-
1946 Ger, Nazi polit.

Sfor.za \'sf6rt-S3\ Count Carlo 1873-1952 Ital. anti-Fascist

Shack.le.ton \'shak-3l-t3n\ Sir Ernest Henry 1874-1922 Brit.

Sliad-weU \'shad-,wel, -w3l\ Thomas 16427-1692 Eng. dram.;
jjoet laureate (1689-92)
Sbal-ter N'shaf-tarX William Rufus 1835-1906 Am. gen.
Sbattes.bnry \'shaf(tis-,ber-e, -bo-)re\ 1st Earl of 1621-1683
Anthony Ashley Cooper Eng. statesman
Shah Ja.han \.shaj-3-'han\ 1592-1666 Mogul emp. of Hindustan
(1628-58)

Shake.speare or Shak.speie \'shak-,spi(3)r\ William 1564-1616
Eng. dram. & poet
Sha.piro \sh3-'pir-(.)3\ Karl Jay 1913- Am. pott, critic, &

Sha-posh.ni-kov \"shap-3sh-ni-.k6f, 'shap-, -,k6v\ Boris Mikhailo-
vich 1882-1945 Russ. field marshal
Sharp \'sharp\ William 18567-1905 pseud, fi-o.no Xfl-'o-ns, fe-\
Mac-leod \m3-'klaud\ Scot, author
Shaw \'sh6\ George Bernard 1856-1950 Brit, author & socialist— Thomas Edward see T, E. Lawrence
Shawn \'sh6n\ Ted 1891- Am. dancer & choreographer
Shays \'shaz\ Daniel 17477-1825 Am. Revolutionist & rebel
Shel.don \'shel-d3n\ Charles Monroe 1857-1946 Am. clergyman
& author
Shel.ley \'shel-e\ Mary Woll-stone-craft \'wul-st3n-,kraft\ 1797-
1851 nee Godwin- wije oj P B. Eng. nov.— Percy Bysshe \'bish\ 1792-1822 Eng. poet
Shen.stone \ 'shen-.ston, 'Shen(t)-st3n\ William 1714-1763 Eng.
poet
Shep-ard \'shep-3rd\ Alan Bartlett 1923- Am. astronaut;
1st Am. man in space (1961)

Sher-a-ton \'sher-3t-'n\ Thomas 1751-1806 Eng. furniture maker
& designer

Sher.l.dan \'sher-3d-=n\ Philip Henry 1831-1888 Am. gen.— Richard Brins-ley \'brinz-le\ 1751-1816 Irish dram. & orator
Sher-man X'shar-manX James Schoolcraft 1855-1912 vice-pres.
of the U.S. (1909-12)— John 1823-1900 bro. oj W. T. Am. statesman— Roger 1721-1793 Am. jurist & statesman— Stuart Pratt 1881 1926 Am. critic— William Tecumseh 1820-1891 Am. gen.

Sher.rifl \'sher-3f\ Robert Cedric 1896- Eng. writer

Sher.ring-ton \'sher-io-t3n\ Sir Charles Scott 1861-1952 Eng.
Physiol.
Sher-wood N'shar-.wiid also 'she(3)r-\ Robert Emmet 1896-1 955

Shi.ie.ha.ra \,shed-3-'har-3\ Baron Kijuro 1872-1951 Jap.
diplomat & statesrri_an

Shi.ge-init.su \,she-g3-'mit-(,)sU\ Mamoru 1887-1957 Jap. diplo-

Shi.rer \'shlr-3r\ WiUi, Am. journalist &

Shir-ley \'shsr-le\ James 1596-1666 Eng. dram.
Shock-ley \'shak-le\ William Bradford 1910- Am. physicist
Shclo-khov \'sh61-3-,k6f, -.k6v\ Mikhail Aleksandrovich 1905-

Russ. nov.
Short \'shb(3>rt\ Walter Campbell 1880-1949 Am. gen.
Shq-sta-ko-vich \,shas-t3-'ko-vich, .shos-, -'k6-\ Di-mi-ui \da-
'me-tre\ Dimilrievich 1906- Russ. composer
Shute \'shut\ Nev.il \'nev-3l\ 1899-1960 Nevil Shuie Norway
Eng. aeronautical engineer &_writer

Si-be-lius Xsa-'bal-yas, -'ba-le.3s\ Jean \'zhan, 'yanX 1865-1957
Finnish composer

Sick-les \'sik-3l2\ Daniel Edgar 1825-1914 Am. gen. & poUt.
Sid-dons Vsid-'nz\ Sarah 1755-1831 nee Kemble Eng. actress

Sid-ney \'sid-ne\ Sir Philip 1554-1586 Eng. poet, statesman, &
soldier
Sieg-hahn \'seg-,ban\ Karl Manne Georg 1886- Swed. physi-
cist

Sie-mens N'se-manz, 'ze-\ Sir William 1823-1883 Brit. (Ger.-bom)
inventor

Sien-kie-wicz \shen-'kya-vich\ Henryk 1846-1916 Pol. nov
Sie-vers \'se-v3rz; 'za-fsrs. -varsX Eduard 1850-1932 Ger. philolo-
gist

Sie-yes \se-,a-'yes, sa-'yesX Emmanuel Joseph 1748-1836 Abbe
Sieyes Fr Revolutionist

Sig-is-mund \'sig-3-sm3nd\ 1368-1437 Holy Rom. emp. (1411-
37)
Sigs-hee \'sigz-be\ Charles Dwight 1845-1923 Am. admiral
Si-gurds-son X'sig-srd-ssn, -srth-\ Jon \'yon\ 1811-1879 Ice-
landic statesman & author

Si-kor-sky \sa-'k6r-ske\ Igor Ivan 1889- Am. (Russ.-bom)
aeronautical engineer
Sil-lan-paa \'sil-3n-,pa\ Frans Ee-mil 1888- Finnish nov.
Si-lo.ne \si-'lo-ne\ Ignazio real name Secondo TranquilU 1900-

Ital. author
Sim.e-on Sty-li-tes \,sim-e-3n-sta-'llt-ez, -.stT-\ Saint 3907-459
Syrian ascetic & stylite

Si-raon X'sT-msnV John Allsebrook 1st Viscount 1873-1954 Brit,

jurist & statesman
Si-mon-i-des \si-'man-3-,de2\ of Ceos 6th-5th cent. B.C. Greek
poet
Simp-son \'sim(p)-san\ William Hood 1888- Am. gen.
Sims N'simzV William Sow.den \'saud-'n\ 1858-1936 Am. admiral
Sin.clair \'sin-.kla(3)r, 'sin-, -,kle(3)r, sin-', sio-'\ May 186S7-
1946 Eng. nov.

3 abut; * kitten; _ ar further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
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— Upton Beall \T3el\ 1878- Am. writer & polit.
Sing.er X'sio-arX Isaac Merrit 1811-1875 Am. inventor
Si-qnei-ros \si-'ka-(.)ros\ David Ai-fa.ro \al-Tar-(,)o\ 1898-

Mex. muralist
Si.raj-ud-dau-la \s3-,raj-s-'dau-l3\ 17287-1757 nawab of Bengal
(1756-57)

Sis-mon-di, de \sis-'man-de\ Jean Charles Leonard Simonde
17 73-1842 Swiss hist. & econ.

Sit-ter, de \'sit-3r\ WiUem 1872-1934 Du. astron.
Sit-ting Bull Vsit-io-'biilN 1834-1890 Sioux leader&medicineman
Sit. well \'sit-,wel, -W3i\ Sir George Reres.by \'ri(3)rz-be\ 1860-
1943 & his 3 children: Dame Edith 1887- ; Sir Osbert 1892-

; & Sa.chev.er.ell \s3-'shev.(3-)r3l\ 1897- Eng. authors
Skeat \'sket\ Walter WUliam 1835 1912 Eng. philologist
Skel-ton \'skelt-=n\ John 14607-1529 Eng. poet
Skin-ner \'skin-3r\ CorneUa Otis 1901- dau. oj Otis Am.
actress— Otis 1858-1942 Am. actor
Sko-da, von \'skod-3, 'slik6d-(,)a\ EmU 1839-1900 Czech en-
gineer & industrialist

Sla-ter \'slat-3r\ Samuel 1 768-1 835 Eng.-bom industrialist in Am.
Slich-ter \'sUk-t3r\ Sumner Huber 1892-1959 Am. economist
SU.dell \sli-'del, by collateral descendants "slTd-nV John 1793-1871
Am. Confed. diplomat
Slo-cum \'slo-k3m\ Henry Warner 1827-1894 Am. gen.
Slo.nim-sky \slo-'nim(p)-ske\ Nicolas 1894- Russ.-born
composer in U.S.
Sme-ta.na \'smet-a-na\ Be-dfich \'bed-3r-,2hi|s\ 1824-1884
, Czech pianist, composer, & conductor
Smig-ly-Rydz \,s(h)mig-le-'rits, -'ridz\ Edward 1886- Pol.
gen.
Smith \'smith\ Adam 1723-1790 Scot. econ.— Alfred Emanuel 1873-1944 Am. poUt.— Edmund Kirby see kirby-smith— Goldwin 1823-1910 Brit. hist.— John 1580-1631 Eng. colonist in Am.— Joseph 1805-1844 Am. founder of Mormon Church— Sydney 1771-1845 Eng. essayist— Waiter Be.deU \b3-'del\ 1895-1961 Am. gen. & diplomat— William 1769-1839 Eng. geologist— Winchell 1871-1933 Am. dram.
Smith-Dor-ri-en \'smith-'d6r-e-3n, -'dar-V Sir Horace Lockwood
1858-1930 Brit, gen.

Smith-son \'smith-s3n\ James 1765-1829 Brit. chem. & mineralo-
gist

Smol-Iett \'smal-3t\ Tobias George 1721-1771 Brit, author
Smuts X'smats, 'sma:ts\ Jan \'yan\ Christiaan 1870-1950 So.
African field marshal; prime min. (1919-24, 1939-48)
Smyth \'smrth\ Henry DeWolf 1898- Am. physicist
Snor-ri Stiu-lu-son V.snor-e-'stsr-ls-san, ,snar-\ 1178-1241
Icelandic statesman & hist.

Snow \'sno\ Sir Charles Percy 1905- Eng. nov. & scientist

Snow-den \'snod-=n\ Philip 1864-1937 1st Viscount Snowden oj
Ick-orn-shaw \'ik-,6m-.sh6\ Eng. econ. & polit.— Earl of see armstrong-jones
Sny.der \'snTd-3r\ John Wesley 1895- Am. banker & ad-
ministrator
Sohieski John see John m sobieski
So.ci.nus \so-'sT-n3S\ Faustus 1539-1604 Fausto Soz-zi'ftl

\-sot-'se-ne\ Ital. religious reformer
Socra-tes \'siik-r3-.tez\ 47 07-399 B.C. Greek philos.

Sod-dy \'sad-e\ Frederick 1877-1956 Eng. chem.
So-der-blom \'s3(r)d-3r-,blum\ Nathan 1866-1931 Swed. theol.

So-do-ma, II \'s6d-3-m3\ 14777-1549 Giovanni Antonio de' Bazzi
Ital. painter

So-kol-ni-kov \S3-'k6I-ni-,k6f, -,k6v\ Grigori Yakovlevich
1888- Russ. poUt.

So-lon \'so-l3n, -.lan\ 6387-7559 B.C. Athenian lawgiver
Sol-y.man \'sal-i-man\ var oj suleiman
Som-er-ville \'s3m-3r-,vil\ Sir James Fownes \'fonz\ 1882-1949
Brit, admiral of the fleet

Soong \'surj\ Ai-hng \'I-'liiD\ 1888- wije oj H.H.Kung
— Ch-ing-ling \'chio-'liO\ 1890- wile oj Sun Yat-Sen— Mei-ling \'ma-'Uo\ 1898- wije oj Chiang Kai-shek
— Tse-ven or Tsu-wen X'tsu-'wanV 1891- T.V.Soong. bro. oj
the 3 prec. Chin, financier & statesman
Soph-O.cles \'saf-3-,klez\ 4967-406 b.c. Greek dram.
Sor-del.lo \s6r-'del-(,)o\ 13th cetu. Ital. troubadour
So-rol-la y Bas.ti.da \s3-'rbl-y3-,e-(,)ba-'ste-da, -'roi-s-, -'ste-tliaX

Joaquin 1863-1923 Span, painter
Soult \sUlt\ Nicolas Jean de Dieu 1769-1851 Due de Dal-ma-tie
\dal-ma-se\ Fr. soldier; marshal of France (1804)
Sou-sa \'sLi-Z3, 'sii-S3\ John Phihp 1854-1932 the March King Am.
bandmaster & composer
South \'sauth\ Robert 1634-1716 Eng. clergyman
Sou-they V'saii-the, 'satlj-eX Robert 1774-1843 Eng. author; poet
laureate (1813-43)
Spaak \'spak\ Paul Henri 1 899- Belg. lawyer & polit.; premier
(1938-39; 1947-49); secy -gen. of N.A.T O. (1957-61)

SpaatZ \'spats\ Carl 1891- orig. Spotz Am. gen.

Spal.ding \'sp6l-dio\ Albert 1888-1953 Am. violinist

Sparks \'sparks\ Jar-ed \'jar-3d, 'jer-\ 1789-1806 Am. hist.

Spar.ta.cus \'spart-3-k3s\ d 71 b c. Rom. slave & insurrectionist

Spee, von \'shpa\ Count Maximilian 1861 1914 Ger. admiral
Spell.man \'spel-m3n\ Francis Joseph 1889- Am. cardinal
Spe.mann \'shpa-.man\ Hans 1869-1941 Ger zool.

Spen-cer \'spen(t)-s3r\ Herbert 1820-1903 Eng. philos.

Spen.der Vspen-d3r\ Stephen 1909- Eng. poet & critic

Speng.ler \'shpeD-l3r\ Oswald 1880-1936 Ger. philos.

Spen-ser \'spen(t)-s3r\ Edmund 15527-1599 Eng. poet; poet
laureate (1591-99)
Sper-ry \'sper-e\ Elmer Ambrose 1860 1930 Am. inventor
Spin-gam Vspin-.g'am\ Joel Eli.is 1875-1939 Am. author
Spi-no-za \spin-'o-Z3\ Baruch or Benedict 1632-1677 Du. philos.

Spit.te.Ier \'shpit-M-3r, 'shpit-l3r\ Cari 1845-1924 pseud. Felix
Tan-dem \'tan-,dem\ Swiss writer
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Spode \'spod\ Josiah 1754-1827 Eng. potter
Spru-ance \'spru-3n(t)s\ Raymond Ames 1886- Am. admiral
Spy'Ii \'s(h)pi(3)r-e\ Johanna 1827-1901 nee Heusser Swissauthor
Stael, de \'stal\ Mme. Anne Louise Genmaine 1756-1817 Baronne
de Stael Hulstein nee Necker Fr. writer

Slahl.berg \'st61-,be(s)r(-y3). -,b3rg\ Kaarlo Ju-ho \'yu-C,)h6\
1S65-1952 Finnish statesman

Stair Viscount & Earl of see DALRVMPtE
Sta.lin \'stal-3n, 'stal-, -,en\ Joseph 1879-1953 losij Vissariono-
vich DzhU'gash-vi'li \,ju-gash-'ve-le\ Russ. polit. leader

Stan-dish \'stan-dish\ Myles or Miles 15847-1656 Eng. colonist in
Am.

Stan.is.las \'stan-3-,sl6s\ I Lesz.ozyli.skl \lesh-'chin-ske\
1677-1766 king of Poland (1704-09; 1733-35)

Stan.ley \'stan-ie\ Sir Henry Morton 1841-1904 orig. John Row-
lands Brit, explorer in Africa— Wendell Meredith 1904- Am. biochem.
Stan-ton \'stant-"n\ Edwin McMasters 1814-1869 Am. lawyer &
secy, of war.— Elizabeth 1815-1902 nee Cady Am. suffragist
Star-bem-berg, von \'star-sm-,b3rg, 'shtar-3m-,be(a)rk\ Prince
Ernst RUdiger 1899- Austrian anti-Nazi statesman

Stark \'stark\ Harold Raynsford 1880-1957 Am. admiral— \'s(h)tark\ Johannes 1874-1957 Ger. physicist— \'stark\ John 1728-1822 Am. Revolutionary gen.
Star.zyfi.aki \star-'zin(t)-ske\ Stefan 1893-71940 Pol. poht. &hero
Stas-sen \'stas-'n\ Harold Edward 1907- Am. lawyer &
polit.

Sta-ti.us \'sta-shfe-)3s\ Publius Papinius 457-796 Rom. poet.
Stau. dingier \'s(h)taud-io-3r\ Hermann 1881- Ger. chem.
Steed \'sted\ Henry Wick-ham \'wik-3m\ 1871-1956 Eng. jour-
nalist

Steele \"ste(3)l\ Sir Richard 1672-1729 Brit, essayist & dram.
Steen \'stan\ Jan 1626-1679 Du. painter
Ste-fans-son \'stef-3n-s3n\ Vil-hjal-mur \'vil-,yaul-m3r\ 1879-
1962 Canad. arctic explorer

Stet-Iens \'stei :)ni\ (Joseph) Lincohi 1866-1936 Am. joumallst&
editor
Stein \'stTn\ Gertrude 1874-1946 Am. writer
Stein, vom und zum \,f6m-ant-,sum-'s(h)tin, -,sUm-\ Baron
Heinrich Priednch Karl 1757-1831 Prussian statesman

Stein.beck \'stTn-,bek\ John Ernst 1902- Am. nov.
Stein.metz \'s(h)iin-.meis\ Charles Proteus 1865-1923 Am.
(Ger.-born) electrical engineer

Sten.dahl \sten-'dal, stan-, sta°-\ 1783-1842 pseud, of Marie
Henri Beyle Fr. writer
Ste-phen \'ste-v3n\ 10977-1154 Stephen ol Bids king of England
(1135-54)— Sir Leslie 1832-1904 Eng. philos., critic, & biographer

Sle-phens \'ste-v3nz\ Alexander Hamilton 1812-1883 Am. polit.;
vice-pres. of the Confed. states— James 1882-1950 Irish poet & nov.
Ste-phen-sou \'ste-v3n-s3n\ George 1781-1848 Eng. inventor &
founder of railroads— Robert 1803-1859 son oj George Eng. engineer
Stern \'st3rn\ Otto 1888- Am. physicist
Stern.berg \'st3rn-,b9rg\ George Miller 1838-1915 Am. physician
& bacteriol.
Sterne X'starnN Laurence 1713-1768 Brit. nov.
Stet-tin-i-us \st3-'tln-e-3s\ Edward RieMey \'ri-le\ 1900-1949
Am. financier & statesman

Steu.ben, von \'si(y)u-bsn, 'shtoi-; st(y)U-'ben\ Baron Friedrich
Wilhelm Lutloif Gerhard Augustin 1730-1794 Prussian-born gen.
in Am.

legislator
Ste.ven.son X'sle-van-sanV Ad-Iai \'ad-le\ Ewing 1835-1914 Am.
poUt; vicc-pres. of U.S. (1893-97)
"- Adlai Ewing 1900- grandson oj prec. Am. lawyer & polit.— Robert Louis Balfour 1850-1894 R.L.S. Scot, author

Stew.art \'st(y)u-3rt, •st(y)ij(-3)rt\ Du-gald \'du-g3ld\ 1753-
1828 Scot, philos.— Potter 1915- Am. jurist— Robert 1769-1822 Viscount Cas-tle-reagh \'kas-3l-,ra\ Eng.
statesman
Steyn X'stan. 'stTn\ Martinus Theunis 1857-1916 So. African
lawyer & statesman

Stieg.litz \ 'sle-,gliis\ Alfred 1864-1946 Am. photographer &
editor
Stil.i.cho \'stil-i-,ko\ Flavins 3597-408 Rom. gen. & statesman
Still \'stil\ Andrew Taylor 1828-1917 Am. physician; founder of
osteopathy

Stil.well \'stil-,wel. -W3l\ Joseph Warren 1883-1046 Am. gen.
Stim.son \'stim(p)-san\ Henry Lewis 1867-1950 Am. statesman
Slin.nes \'s(h)tm-3s\ Hugo 1870-1924 Ger. industrialist
Stock. mar, von \'stak-,mar\ Baron Christian Friedrich 1787-
1863 Anglo- Belg. statesman

Stock.ton \'siak-t3n\ Francis Richard 1834-1902 Frank R. Am.

Stod-dard \'stad-3rd\ Richard Henry 1825-1903 Am. poet &

Stokes \'stoks\ Sir Frederick WUfrid Scott 1860-1927 Eng. en-
gineer &. inventor
Sto-kow-ski \st3-'kbf-skc, -'k6v-\ Leopold Antonl Stanislaw
1887- Eng. -born conductor in Am.

Stone \'ston\ Harlan Fiske 1872-1946 Am. Jurist— Lucy 1818-1893 Mrs. Henry Brown Blackwell Am. suffragist
Sto.ry \'stor-e, 'stdr-e\ Joseph 1779-1845 Am. jurist— William Wetniore 1819-1895 son oj Joseph Am. sculptor &
writer
Stow \'sto\ John 15257-1605 Eng. hist. & anUquary
Stowe \'sto\_Harriet Elizabeth 1811-1896 nee tieecher Am. author
Stia.bo \'stra-(,)bo\ 63 i).c.?-7a.d. 24 Greek geographer
Stra-Chey \'stra-che\ Evelyn John St. Loe 1901- Eng. socialist
writer
— (Giles) Lytton 1880-1932 Eng. biographer— John St. Loe 1300-192 7 lather oj Evelyn Eng. journalist

Stra.di-va-ri \.strad-3-'var-e, -'var-, -•ver-\ Antonio 1644-1737
Antomus Strad-i-var'i'us \,strad-3-'var-e-3s. -'ver-\ Ital. vioUn-
maker

Stral-tord \'straf-3rd\ 1st Earl of 1593-1641 Sir Thomas ffent-
worth Eng. statesman

Stratford de Redcliffe Viscount see canning
Strath-co-na Vstrath-'ko-nsV and Mount Royal 1st Baron 1820-
1914 Donald Alexander Smith Canad. (Scot.-born) railroad builder

Strauss \'s(h)traiis\ David Friedrich 1808-1874 Ger. theol. &
philos.— Johann father 1804-1849 & son 1825-1899 Austrian composers— Ri-chard \'rik-,art, 'rik-X 1854-1949 Ger. composer
Stra-vin.sky \str3-'vin(t)-ske\ Igor \'e-,g6o)r\ Fedorovich
1882- Am. (Russ. -born) composer

Strei-cher \'s(h)tn-ksr, -!s3r\ JuUus 1885-1946 Ger. Nazi ad-

Stre.se.mann\'s(h)tra-z3-,man\ Gustav 1878-1929 Ger. state
Strind.berg \'strin(d)-.barg, 'strin-,beo)r(-y3)\ August 1849-1912
Swed. dram. & nov.

Stritcn \'strich\ Samuel Alphonsus 1887-1958 Am. cardinal
Strong \'strbo\ George Veazey 1880-1946 Am. gen.
Stru-en-see, von \'s(hitrU-sn-,za\ Count Johann Friedrich 1737-
1772 Ger.-Dan. statesman & philos.

Struth.er X'strstlj-arX Jan \'jan\ 1901-1953 pseud, of Joyce
Maxtone Graham nee Anstruther Eng. writer

Strntt \'str3t\ Joseph 1749-1802 Eng. antiquary
Stu.art \'st(y)u-3rt, st(y)ii(-3)rt\ see Charles i &. maky stuart— Charles the Young Pretender see Charles— Gilbert Charles 1755-1828 \m. painter^ James Ewell Brown 1833-1864 Jeb Am. Confed. gen.— James Francis Edward 1688-1 766 the Old Pretender Eng. prince
Stubbs \'st3bz\ WilUam 1825-1901 Eng. hist. & prelate
Stiilp.na.gel, voii \'s(h)tCilp-,nag-3l\ Otto 1880-1948 Ger. gen.
Stur.dee \'st3rd-e\ Sir Frederick Charles Doveton 1859-1925
Brit, admiral

Stur.gis \'st3r-]3s\ Russell 1836-1909 Am. architect & writer
Sturluson see snorri sturluson
Stur-sa \'shtii(3)r_-.s3\ Jan \'yan\ 1880-1925 Czech sculptor
Stuy.ve.sant \'sti-v3-s3nt\ Peter 1592-1672 Du. administrator in
Am.
Snck.ling X'sak-lioN Sir John 1609-1642 Eng. Cavalier poet
Su-cre, de \'su-(,)kra\ Antonio Josi 1795-1830 So. Am. Uberator
&. gen.

Sue \'su, siE\ Engine 1804-1857 Marie Joseph Fr. nov.
Sue.to.ni.ns \swe-'tp-ne-3s\ 2d cent. a.d. Caius Suetonius Tran-
quitlus Rom. biographer & hist.

Su-gi-ya-ma \,sii-ge-'yain-3\ Hajime 1880-1945 Jap. field marshal
Su.kar.no \sU-'kar-(,)no\ 1901- pres. of Indonesian Re-
public (1945- )

Su.lei.man I \'sU-la-,man\ 14967-1566 the Magnijiceni Ottoman
sultan (1520-66)
Sul.la \'S3l-3\ 138-78 B.C. Lucius Cornelius Sulla Felix Rom. gen.
& poliL
Sul-li.van \'s3l-3-v3n\ Sir Arthur Seymour 1842-1900 Eng.
composer— John 1740-1795 Am. Revolutionary gen.— John Lawrence 1899- Am. lawyer & administrator— Louis 1856-1924 Am. architect
Sul.ly \'sal-e\ Thomas 1783-1872 Eng.-born painter in Am.
Sul.ly, de \'S3l-e, !a-'le\ Due 1560-1641 Maximilien de Bethune
Baron de Ros-ny \-ro-'ne\ Fr. statesman

Sul.ly Pru.dhomme \-(,)prii-'ddm, -'damV Reai Frangois Armand
1839-1907 Fr, poet & critic

Snm.ner \'s3m-n3r\ Charles 1811-1874 Am. statesman & orator— James Batcheller 1887-1955 Am. biochem.— Wilham Graham 1840-1910 Am. sociol. & educ.
Sun.day X'ssn-deX William Ashley 1862-1935 Billy Am. evangelist
Sun Yat-sen \'siin-'yat-'sen\ 1866-1925 Father oj the Revolution
Chin, statesman

Su.raj.ah Dow. lab var oj siraj-ud-daula
Surrey Earl of see Henry Howard
Sur.tees \'s3rt-(,)ez\ Robert Smith 1805-1864 Eng. nov. & editor
Sut.ter \'s3t-3r, 'siit-X John Augustus 1803-1880 Mex. (Ger.«
born) pioneer in California

Sutt.ner, von Wut-nsr. 'siit-\ Bertha 1843-1914 n& Countess
Kinsky Austrian writer & pacifist

Su.VQ.rov \sO-'v6r-3f, -'var-\ Coimt Aleksandr Vasilievich
1729-1800 Russ. field marshal

Sved.berg \'sfed-,b3rg, sfad-.be(3)r(-y3)\ The or Theodor 1884-
Swed. chem.

Sver.drup \'sve(3)r-dr3p\ Otto Neumann 1855-1930 Norw. arcUc
explorer
Sver.re \'sver-3\ 11527-1202 Sverre Si-gurds-son \"sig-3rd-S3n\
king of Norway (1184-1202)
Swe-den-borg \'swed-=n-,b6rg\ Emanuel 1688-1772 orig. Sved-
berg Swed. philos. & religious writer
Sweet \'swet\ Henry 1845-1912 Eng. phonetician & philologist
Swilt \'swift\ Jonathan 1667-1745 Eng. (Irish-born) satirist

Swin-burne \'swin-(,)b3rn\ Algernon Charles 1837-1909 Eng.
poet
Swin-ner.ton \'swin-3rt-"n\ Frank Arthur 1884 Eng. nov
& critic

Swin.ton \'swint-=n\ 1st Viscount 1884- Philip Cunlijje^
Lister Eng. statesman
Sykes \'siks\ George 1822-1880 Am. gen.
Sylva Carmen see Elizabeth Queen of Romania
Sy.ming.ton X'si-mio-tanS (William) Stuart 1901- Am. in-
dustrialist & polit.

Sy.monds \'sim-3n(d)z, 'sim-\ John Addington 1840-1893 Eng.
scholar
Sy.mons V'sTm-snz. 'sim-\ Arthur 1865-1945 Brit, poet & critic

Synge \'sio\ John Millington 1871-1909 Irish poet & dram.— Richaid Laurence Millington 1914- Brit, biochem.
Szent-Gyor.gyi \sent-'j3r-je\ von Nagy.ra.polt \'naj-'rap-,olt\
Albert 1893- Hung. chem.

Szi-lard Vzil-,ard. z3-'lard\ Leo 1898- Am. (Hung.-bom)
phvsicist

Szold \'z51d\ Henrietta 1860-1945 Am. Zionist; founder of Hadas-
sah
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Taci.tns \'tas-3t-3s\ Cornelius 5S7-after 117 Rom. hist.

Tadema see alma-tadema
Tail \'taft\ Lo-ra-do \l3-'rad-C,)o\ 1860-1936 Am. sculptor— Robert Alphonso 1889-1953 son oj W.H. Am. lawyer & poUt.— WUliam Howard 1857-1930 2 7th pres. of the U.S. (1909-13)
Ta.gore \t3-'go(3)r. -'g6(3)r\ Sir Ra-bin-dra-nath Xrs-'bln-dra-
,nat\ 1861-1941 Hindu poet

Taine \'tan\ Hippolyte Adolphe 1828-1893 Fr. philos. &. cridc
Tall.chiel \'t61-,chef\ Maria 1925- Am. dancer
Tal.ley.iand-Pe.ri.gord, de \'tal-e-,ran(d)-'per-3-,gd(3)r\ Charles
Maurice 1754-1838 Prince de Benevent Fr. statesman

Ta.ma.yo \t3-'ma-(.)yo, -'mi-(,)5\ Rufino 1899- Mex.
painter

Tam-er-lane \'tam-3r-,lan\ or Tam.Iinr-laine X'tam-bar-.lanX
13367-1405 Timur Lenk also Timour Eastern conqueror
Tamm \'tam, 'tam\ Igor Eugenievich 1895- Russ. physicist
Tan-cred \'taa-kr3d\ 10787-1112 Norman leader in 1st crusade
Ta.ney \'t6-ne\ Roger Brooke 1777-1864 Am. jurist

Tar.beU \'tar-,bel\ Ida Minerva 1857-1944 Am. author
Tar-dieu \tar-'dy3(r)\ Andre Pierre Gabriel Amedee 1876-1945
Fr.

Tas.so \'tas-(,)o, 'tasA Tor.qua.to \t6r-'kwat-t,)o\ 1544-1595
Ital. poet

Tate Vtat\ Nahum 1652-1715 Brit, dram.; poet laureate (1692-
1715)

Ta-tum \'tat-3m\ Edward Lawrie 1909- Am. biochem.
Taus.slg \'tau-sig\ Frank William 1859-1940 Am. econ.
Taw.ney \'t6-ne\ Richard Henry 1880-1962 Eng. economic hist.

Tay.lor \'ta-l3_r\ Bay.ard X'bi-srd, 'baA 1825-1878 Am. writer^ Deems \'demz\ 1883- Am. composer & music critic— Jeremy 1613-1667 Eng. prelate & author— Maxwell Davenport 1901- Am. gen.^ Myron Charles 1874-1959 Am. lawyer, businessman, & diplomat— Tom 1 81 7-1 880 Eng. dram.— Zachary 1784-1850 Old Rough-and-Ready 12tti pres. of the
U.S. (1849-50)

Tchai-kov-sky \chl-'k6f-ske, chs-, -"kovA Petr Illch 1840-1893
Russ. composer

Tchekhov var oj chekhov
Teas. dale \'tez-,dal\ Sara 1884-1933 Am. poet
Te.cum.seh \t3-'k3m(p)-s3, -se\ or Te.cum^tba \-'k3m(p)-th3\
17687-1813 Shawnee Indian chief

Ted.der \'ted-ar\ Arthur William 1st Baron 1890- Brit air
marshal
Tek.a.kwitha \,tek-3-'kwith-3\ Ka-teri \'kat-3-re\ 1656-1680
Lily oj the Mohawks Am. Indian ascetic

Tel.ler \'tel-3r\ Edward 1908- Am. (Hung.-bom) physicist
Tellez Gabriel see tirso de molina
Tem.ple \'tem-p9l\ Sir William 1628-1699 Eng. statesman &.

author
Te.niers \t3-'m(3)rz, 'ten-yarzX David father 1582-1649 & son
1610-1690 Flemish painters
Ten.niel \'ten-y3l\ Sir John 1820-1914 Eng. cartoonist & illustra-
tor

Ten.ny.son X'ten-a-ssnX Alfred 1st Baron 1809-1892 Eng. poet;
poet laureate (1850-92)

Ter.Dorch or Ter Boron Xtar-'bork, -'b6r!s\ Gerard 1617-1681
Du. painter

Ter.ence \'ter-3n(t)s\ 185-159 B.C. Publius Terentius AJer Rom.
dram.
Ter.hune \(,)t3r-'hyun\ Albert Payson 1872-1942 Am. author
Ter.ry \'ter-e\ Ellen Alicia or Alice 1847-1928 Eng. actress

Ter.tul.lian Xtar-'tsl-ysnX 160?-?230 Quintus Septimius Florens
Tertullianus Latin church father

Tes.la \'tes-l3\ Nikola 1857-1943 Am. (Austrlan-bom) electrician
& inventor
Tet.zel or Te.zel \'tet-s3l\ Johaim 14657-1519 Ger. Dominican
monk
Thack.er.ay \'thak-(3-)re\ William Makepeace 1811-1863 Eng.
author
Tha.les \'tha-(,)lez\ 6407-546 B.C. Greek philos.
Thanet Octave see Alice french
Thant \'th6nt\ U \'u\ 1909- Burmese U.N. official; secy.-
gen. (1961- )

Thayer \'tha(3)r, 'the(3)r\ Sylvanus 1785-1872 jalher ol West
Point Am. army officer & educ.— William Roscoe 1859-1923 Am. hist. & biographer
Thei.ler \'ti-br\ Max 1899- So. African-bom specialist in
tropical medicine in U. S.

The.mis-to-cles \th3-'mis-t3-,klez\ 5277-7460 B.C. Athenian gen.
& statesman
Tbe.oc-ri.tus \the-'ak-r3t-3s\ 3d cent. B.C. Greek poet
The.od.o.rlc \the-'ad-3-rik\ 4547-526 the Great king of the
Ostrogoths (474-526)
The.o-do-si-us I \,the.3-'do-sh(e-)3s\ 3467-395 the Great Rom.
gen. & emp. (379-395)
Tbe-o-phras.tus \,the-3-'fras-t3s\ ab 371-287 B.C. Greek philos.
& naturalist
The.o.rell \'ta-3-,rel\ Axel Hugo Theodor 1903- Swed. bio-
chem.
The.ie.sa or Te-re^sa Xta-'re-sa, -'ra-sa, -'ra-z3\ Saint 1515-1582
Span. Carmelite nun
Thes.pis \'thes-p3s\ 6th cent. e.g. Greek poet
Thiers \te-'e(3)r\ Louis Adolphe 1797-1877 Fr. statesman & hist.;

pres. of France (1871-73)
Thom.as \'tam.3s\ Augustus 1857-1934 Am. dram.— Dyl-an \'dil-3n\ 1914-1953 Brit, poet^ George Henry 1816-1870 Am. gen.— Norman Mat-toon Xma-'tlin, ma-\ 1884- Am. socialist
polit.— Seth 1785-1859 Am. clock manufacturer— Theodore 1835-1905 Ger.-bom conductor 111 Am.— ^ Becket see becket

— a Kem.pis Xs-Tcem-pas, Oa-tem-V 1380-1471 Ger. ecclesl-

-S3l-,dun\ jl 1220-1297 Thomas the

& writer— ol Er-cel-doane
Rhymer Scot, seer & poet
Thomp.son \'tam(p)-san\ Benjamin 1753-1814 Count Rum-Jord
\'r3m(p)-f3rd\ Brit. (Am.-bom) physicist & statesman— Francis 1859-1907 Eng. poet
Thom.son \'tam(p)-s3n\ George Pag.et \'paj-3t\ 1892- son
oj Sir Joseph John Eng. physicist— James 1700-1748 Scot, poet— James 1834-1882 B. V. Scot, poet— John Arthur 1861-1933 Scot, biologist— Sir Joseph John 1856-1940 Eng. physicist— William see Baron Kelvin
Tho.reau \'th6r-(,)o, th3-'ro\ Henry David 1817-1862 Am. writer
Tho.rez \t6-'rez\ Maurice 1900- Fr. Communist
Thorn.diKe \'th6(3)ra-,dTk\ Ashley Horace 1871-1933 & his
brother Lynn 1882- Am. educators
Thorn.ton \'thdmt-»n\ William 1759-1828 Am. architect
Thor.vald.sen or Thor.wald-seu \'tiir-,val-s3n\ Ber-tel \'bert-n\
1768-1844 Dan. sculptor

Thras-y-bu-lus \,thras-3-'byu-!3s\ rf 389 b.c. Athenian gen.
Thu.oyd.i.des \th(y)u-'sid-3-,dez\ 471 7-7400 B.C. Greek hist.

Thur.ber X'thsr-barX James 1894-1961 Am. writer
Thwing \'twiD\ Charles Franklin 1853-1937 Am. educ.
Thys.sen \'tis-=n\ Fritz 1873-1951 Ger. industrialist
Tih-Sett \'tib-3t\ Lawrence Mervil 1896-1960 Am. baritone
Ti.be.ri-ns \ti-'bir-e-3s\ 42 B.C.-a.d. 37 Tiberius Claudius Nero
Caesar Rom. emp, (14-37)
Ti.huMus \t3-'b9l-3s\ Albius 547-718 B.C. Rom. poet
Tieck \'tek\ Ludwig 1773-1853 Ger. author
Tie.po.lo \te-'a-p3-,15\ Giovanni Battista 1696-1770 Ital, painter
Tig.lath-pi.le.ser III \'tig-,lath-(,)pl-'le-z3r-, -p3-\ d 727 b.c
king of Assyria (745-727)

Til.den \'til-d3n\ Samuel Jones 1814-1886 Am. lawyer & polit.

Til.dy \'til-de\ Zol-tan \'zol-,tan\ 1889-1961 Hung, polit.; pres.
ol Hungary (1946-48)
Til-lich \'til-ik\ Paul Johannes 1886- Am. (Ger.-born) theol.

Til.lot.son \'til-3t-S3n\ John 1630-1694 Eng. divine
Til.ly \'til-e\ Count of 1559-1632 Johan Tser-claes \tS3r-'klas\
Flem. field marshal
Ti.mo.shen.ko \,tim-3-'shen-(.'lko\ Se.mcn \s3m-'y6n\ Konstan-
tinovich 1895- Russ, marshal
Timour, Timur, Timur Lenk see Tamerlane
Ting. ley \'tir)-le\ Katherine Augusta 1847-1929 n6e Westcott
Xm. theosophist

Tin.to-ret.to, II \.tin-t3-'ret-(,)o\ 1518-1594 Jaeopo RobustI
Ital, pamter
Ti.pu Sa.Mb or Tip.poo Sa.hib \,tip-(,)u-'sa-,(h)ib\ 1751-1799
sultan of Mysore (1782-99)
Tir.pitz, von \'ti(3)r-p3ts, 'tar-X Alfred 1849-1930 Ger. admiral
Tir.so de Mo.li.na \'ti(3)r-(,)so-(,)da-m3-'le-n3, -(,)so-(.)tlia-\
15717-1648 pseud, of Gabriel Tellez Span. dram.

Ti.se. li.us \t3-'sa-le-3s, -'za-\ Arne Wilhelm Kaurin 1902-
Swed, biochem.
Ti.so \'te-(,)so\ Josef 1887-1947 Slovakian pres.

Ti.tian \'tish-3n\ 1477-1576 Tiziano Vecellio Ital. painter
Tito see BROZ
Ti.tus \'tit-3s\ 407-81 Titus Flavius Sabimis Vespasianus Rom.
emp, (79-81)
Tocque.ville, de \'tok-,vil, 'tok-, 'tak-, -,vel, -V3l\ Alexis Charles.
Henri Maurice Clerel 1805-1859 Fr. statesman & author
Todd \'tad\ Sir Alexander Robertus 1907- Brit. chem.— David 1855-1939 Am, astron,

Todt \'tot\ Fritz 1891-1942 Ger, mil. engineer
To. glial. ti \tol-'yat-e\ Pal.mi.ro \pal-'me-(,)r5\ 18937-
Ital. Communist
To.go \'to-(,)go\ Marquis Heihachlro 1847-1934 Jap. admiral— Shigenori 1882-1950 Jap. diplomat & polit,

To.jo \'to-(,)jo\ Hideki 1885-1948 Jap, gen. & polit.

Tol.ler \'t6I-3r, 'tal-\ Ernst 1893-1939 Ger. dram. & poUt.
Tol.stoi \t61-'stdi, tol-', tal-', 'tol-, , 'tol-, , 'tal-,\ Count Lev
Nikolaevich 1828-1910 Russ. nov,, philos., & mystic
Tom.ma. si. ni \,tam-3-'ze-ne\ Vicenzo 1880-1950 Ital. composer
Tomp.kins \'tam(p1-k3nz\ Daniel D. 1774-1825 Am. polit.;

vice-pres. of the U. S. (1817-25)
Tone \'ton\ (Theobald) Wolfe 1763-1798 Irish revolutionist

Tooke \'tiik\ (John) Home 1736-1812 Eng. poUt. radical &.

philologist
Toombs \'tUmz\ Robert Augustus 1810-1885 Am. lawyer &
Confed. statesman
Tor.que.ma.da, de V.tor-ka-'mad-s, -'mai!i-3\ Tomds 14207-1498
Span, grand inquisitor

Tor.ri.cel.li \,t6r-3-'chel-e, ,tar-\ Evangellsta 1608-1647 Ital.

math. & physicist
Tos.ca.ni.ni\,tas-k3-'ne-ne, ,tds-\ Ar.tu.ro Var-'tu(3)r-(.)o\ 1867-
195 7 Ital. conductor
Tot.le.ben or Tod.le.ben \'tot-l3-b3n\ Count Frants Eduard
Ivanovich 1818-1884 Russ. gen.

Tou.louse-Lau.trec, de \tCi-'lUz-lo-'trek\ Henri 1864-1901 Fr.
painter
Tour.neur X'tar-nsrX Cyril 15757-1626 Eng. dram.
Tous.saint L'Ou.ver.ture \'tii-,sa°-'lii-v3r-,t(y)a(3)r\ Pierre Do-
minique 1743-1803 Haitian gen. & hberator
Toy.ey \'t3v-e\ John Cronyn 1st Baron 1885- Brit, admiral
of the fleet

Toyn.bee \'t6in-be\ Arnold Joseph 1889- Eng. hist.

Tra.jan \'tra-j3n\ 52 or 53-117 Marcus Ulplus Trajanus Rom. emp.
(98-117)

Tree \'tre\ Sir Herbert Beerbohm 1853-1917 Eng. actor-manager
Treitscb.ke, von \'trlch-k3\ Heinrich 1834-1896 Ger. hist.

Trench \'trench\ Richard Chen.e.vix \'shen-9-,ve\ 1807-1886
Eng. poet & prelate
Tren-chard Vtren-.chard, -chsrdX Hugh Montague 1st Viscount
1873-1956 Brit, air marshal

i
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Tre«vel»yan Ntri'vel-yan, -'vlI-\ George Macaulay 1876-1962 Eng.
hist.— Sir George Otto 1838-1928 jalher oj prec. Eng. polit, biogra-
pher, & hist.

TroMope \'tral-3p\ Anthony 1815-1882 Eng. nov.
Tromp X'tromp, 'trampX Maarten Harpertszoon 1597-1653 Du.
admiral
Trots.Hy or Trofs.kj \'trat-ske, 'tr6t-\ Leon 1877-1940 Leib or
Lev Davvdovich Bronstein Russ. Communist
Troy-on Xtrtsiwa-'yo^X Constant 1813-1865 Fr. painter
Tru.ji-llo Mo-li-na \tru-'he-C,)(y)o-ma-'le-n3\ Rafael Leonidas
1891^1961 Dominican gen. & poUt.; pres. of Dominican Republic
(1930-38; 1942-52)

Tru.man \'tru-m3n\ Harry S. 1884- 33d pres. of the U.S.
(1945-53)

Trum.buU \'tr3m-bsl\ John 1756-1843 son oj Jonathan Am.

— Jonathan 1710-1785 Am. patriot & statesman
Tsai Ting-kal \'(t)si-'tio-'gi\ 1890- Chin. gen.
Tsal>da>res or Tsal-da-ris \(t)sal-'dar-3s, -es\ Pa-na-ges or
Pa-na-gis \,pan-3-'yes\ 1868-1936 Greek statesman
Tschaikovsky var oj Tchaikovsky
Tub.man \'t3b-m3n\ William Vacanarat Shadrach 1895-
Liberian lawyer; pres. of Liberia (1944- )

Tul.si Das \.tul-se-'das\ 1532-1623 Hindu poet
Tn.renne, ae \tu-'ren\ Vicomte 1611-1675 Henri de la Tour d'Au-
vergne Fr. marshal _
Tur-ge-nev Vtur-'gan-yaf, -'gen-X Ivan Sergeevich 1818-1883
Russ. nov.
Tur.got \tiir-'go\ Anne Robert Jacques 1727-1781 Baron de
rAulne \'lon\ Fr. statesman & econ.
Tur-ner \'tar-nor\ Frederick Jackson 1861-1932 Am. hist.— Joseph Mallord WUliam 1775-1851 Eng. painter
Tnt-ankb-a-men \.tii-,tar)-'kam-3n, -.tar)-\ or Tut-enkh.a-mon
\-,teo-\ Jl ab 1358 B.C. king of Egypt
Twacht.man \'twak(t)-m3n\ John Henry 1853-1902 Am. painter
Twain Mark see Clemens
Tweed \'twed\ William Marcy 1823-1878 Am. poUt.
Tweedsmuir see buchan
Ty.ler \'ti-l3r\ John 1790-1862 10th pres. of the U. S. (1841-45)— Wat \'wat\ or Walter d 1381 Eng. leader of Peasants' Revolt
(1381)

Tyn-dale \'tin-dn\ William 1492 7-1536 Eng. reformer & martyr
Tyn.dall \'tin-d'l\ John 1820-1893 Brit, physicist
Tyr.whitt-Wil.son \,tir-st-'wU-s3n\ Gerald Hugh 1883-1950
Grig. Tyrwhilt 14th Baron Ber*ners X'bar-narzX Eng. composer &
painter

Uaall \'yU-.d61, 'yiid-=l\ or Uve.flale \'yuv-,dal\ Nicholas 1505-
1556 Eng. schoolmaster & dram.
Ugar-te \U-'gart-e\ Manuel 1874-1951 Argentine writer

Uh.land \'U-,lant\ Johann Ludwig 1787-1862 Ger. poet & hist
Ul-H.las \'iil-f3-,las, 'si-, -las, -,las\ or ULli-la \-l3\ or Wnl.Ii.la
\'wul-la-b\ 3117-381 bishop of the Goths

Ul'Pi<an \'al-pe-an\ 1707-228 Domitius Ulpianus Rom. jurist

Una.inn.no y Jn-go, de \,u-n3-'mU-(.)no-(.)e-'hU-(,)go\ Miguel
1864-1936 Span, philos. & writer
Un.cas \'30-kss\ 15887-71683 Pequot Indian chief

Und.set \'un-,set\ Si-grid \'sig-re, -r3d\ 1882-1949 Norw. nov.
Un.ter.mey.er \'3nt-3r-,ml(-3)r\ Louis 1885- Am. poet &
editor
Up.ton \'3p-ton\ Emory 1839-1881 Am. gen. & author
Ur-ban \'3r-b3n\ name of 8 popes: esp. n l,Odo \'od-(,)o\ or Udo
\'ud-\) 1042 7-1099 (pope 1088-99)
Urey \'y(i(3)r-e\ Harold Clayton 1893- Am. chcm.
Ur.quhart X'ar-ksrt, -,kart\ Sir Thomas 1611-1660 Scot author &
translator
Ussh-er \'ash-sr\ James 1581-1656 Irish archbishop & biblical
chronologist
UtrU.lo \u-'tre-G)lo, -'trel-(,)yS, -tre-(,)(y)o\ Maurice 1883-1955
Fr. painter

Vail.lant \va-'ya", vi-'a»\ Jean Baptiste Philibert 1790-1872 Fr.
army officer; marshal of France (1851)
Valdemar see waldemar
Val-di'Via, de \val-'de-vc-3\ Pedro 15007-1553 Span, conqueror
of ChUe
Va.lens \'va-l3nz. -.lenz\ 3287-378 Rom. emp. of the East (364-
378)
Val.en-tln.ian \,val-3n-'tin-e-3n, -'tin-ysnX Lot. Valentinianns
name of 3 Rom. emperors; I 321-375 (reigned 364-375); II 372-
392 (reigned 375-392); III 419-455 (reigned 425-455)
"Valera Eamon de see de valera
Va-le-ra y Al'Ca>U Ga<lia>no \v3-'ler-a-,e-,al-ka-'la-,gal-e-'an-
(,)o, -,al-k3-, -,gal-\_Juan 1824-1905 Span, writer & statesman

Va.le.ri.an \va-'lir-e-3n\ d 7269 Publius Licinius Valerianus Rom.
emp. (253-260)
Va.le.ry \,val-a-'re, ,val-,l-\ Paul Ambroise 1871-1945 Fr. poet &
philos.

Va.lin \va-'la''\ Martial Henri 1898- Fr. gen. & diplomat
Va.Uar.ta \va-'yart-s. vI-'art-\ Manuel Sandoval 1899- Mex.
physicist
Val.le.jo \v3-'la-(,)o, -'ya-(,)(h)o\ Mariano Guadalupe 1808-
1890 soldier & pioneer in Calif.

Van AMen Xva-'nal-sn, v3-\ James Alfred 1914- Am. physi-
cist

Van.brngh \van-'brii, van-, -'briik; "van-braX Sir John 1664-1726
Eng. dram. & architect
Van Bn-ren \van-'byur-3n, vsn-\ Martin 1782-1862 8th pres. of
the U.S. (1837-41)
Van.con.yer \van-'kU-v3r\ George 1757-1798 Eng. navigator &
explorer
Van.de.grm \'van-d3-,grift\ Alexander Archer 1887- Am.
marine-corps gen.
Van. den.berg \ 'van-dan-.bsrgV Arthur Hendrlck 1884-1951 Am.
journalist & polit
Van.dei.bilt \'van-d3r-,bilt\ ComeUus 1794-1877 Am. capitalist
Van Dine see wrioht

Van Dong.en \van-'dao-sn, van-, van-, -'d6o-\ Cornelius 1877-
Du. painter

Van Do.ren \van-'dor-3n, van-, -'d6r-\ Carl 1885-1950 &. his bro.
Mark 1894- Am. writers & editors
Van.dyke or Van Dyck \van-'dTk, van-X Sir Anthony 1599-1641
Flem.-bom painter in Eng.
Vane \'van\ Sir Henry or Harry 1613-1662 Eng. Pu

Van Rens.se.Iaer \,' [i(t)-s3.'U{3)r,

L states-

-'sli(3)r, van-;

Baron Vansiltart oj Den-ham \'den-3m\ Brit diplomat
van't HofI \vant-'h6f, vant-\ Jacobus Hen.dri-cus \hen-'dre-kas\
1852-1911 Du. physical chem.
Van Zyl \ran-'zT{3il, van-, van-, -'za(3)l\ Gideon Brand 1873-1956
So. African lawyer
Va.rese \va-'raz, -'rez\ Edgar 1885- Fr.-bom composer in
the U. S.

Var. gas \'var-g3s\ Getulio Domelles 1883-1954 Brazilian law-
yer; pres. of Brazil (1930-45; 1951-54)
Var-ro \'var(,)o\ Marcus Terentius 116-27 B.C. Rom. scholar &
author
Va.sa.ri \v3-'zar-e\ Giorgio 1511-1574 Ital. painter
Vasco da Gama see gama
Va.lu.tin \v3-'tut-"n, -'tU-,ten\ Nikolai 19007-1944 Russ. gen.

Van.ban, de Xvo-'ba^X Marquis 1633-1707 Sebastien Le PreS'tre
\l3-'pretr^\ Fr. mil. engineer; marshal of France (1703)
Vaughan \'v6n, "vanX Henry 1622-1695 ihe Sil-u-risl \'sil-y3-

r3st\ Brit, poet— WiMiams N'wil-ysmzX Ralph 1872-1958 Eng. composer
Veb.len \'veb-l3n\ Thor-stein \'thb(3)r-.stin\ Bunde 1857-1929
Am. sociol. & econ.
Ved.der \'ved-3r\ Ehhu 1836-1923_Am. painter & illustrator

Ve.ga, de \'va-g9\ Lo.pe \'Io-(.)pa\ 1562-1635 Lope Felix de
Vega Carpio Span. dram. _

Ve.laz.qnez or Ve.l^s.qnez Vva-'las-kss. -'las-, -(,)kas; -'lath-

(,lkath\ Diego Rodriguez de Silva y 1599-1660 Span, painter
Ven.ddme, de \van-'d5m. va"-\ Due Louis Joseph 1654-1712 Fr.
soldier; marshal of France
Ve.ni.ze.los \,ven-a-'za-l3S, -'zel-as\ Eleutherios 1864-1936 Greek
statesman
Ver.di \'ve(3)rd-e\ Giuseppe 1813-1901 Ital. composer
Vereker see gort
Ve.re.shcha.gin \,ver-3sh-'chag-3n, ,ver-3-'shag-\ Vasili Vasille-
vich 1842-1904 Russ. painter
Ver.gil or Vir.gU \'V3r-j3l\ 70-19 B.C. Publius Vergilius Maro
Rom. poet
Ver.lame \ve(3)r-'lan, var-\ Paul 1844-1896 Fr. poet
Ver.meer \v3r-'me(3)r, ver-, -'mi(a)r\ Jan 1632-1675 Jan van der
Steer van Deljl Du. painter
Verne X'vsm, 've(3)m\ Jules 1828-1905 Fr. writer

Ver.ner \'ve(3)r-n3r\ Kari .Adolph 1846-1896 Dan. philologist

Ver.nier \ve(3)rn-'ya, 'var-ne-arX Pierre 1580-1637 Fr. math.
Ver.non \'var-nan\ Edward 1684-1757 Eng. admiral
Ve.ro.ne.se \,ver-a-'na-se, -'na-ze\ Paolo 1528-1588 Paolo
Cagliari Ital. painter

Ver.ra.za.no, da or Ver.raz.za.no \,ver-a-'zan-(,)o, ,ver-,at-

'san-\ Giovanni 1485 7-71528 Florentine navigator
Ver.roc. Ohio, del \va-'r6k-e-.o, -'rok-, -'rak-\ Andrea 1435-1488
Andrea di Michele Clone Rorentine sculptor & painter
Verulam see Francis bacon
Ve.rns \'vir-as\ Lucius Aurelius 130-169 Lucius Ceionius Corn-
modus Rom. emp. (161-169)
Ves.pa.sian \ve-'spa-zh(e-)an\ 9-79 Titus Flavius Sabinus Vespa-
sianus Rom. emp. (69-79)
Ves.pncci \ve-'spu-che\ Ame-ri-go \.am-a-'re-(,Jgo\ 1451-1512
Amer'i'cus Ves-pu-cius \a-'mer-a-kas-,ves-'pyii-sh(e-)as\ Ital. navi-
gator; eponym of America
Victor Emmanuel I 1759-1824 king of Sardinia (1802-21)
— II 1820-1878 king of Sardinia (1849-61) & 1st king of Italy
(1861-78)— Ill 1869-1947 king of Italy (1900-46)

Vie-to.ria \vik-'tor-e-a, -'t6r-\ Alexandrina 1819-1901 queen o(
Gr. Brit. (1837-1901)
Vi.da \'ved-a\ Marco Girolamo 14807-1566 Ital. polit
Videla see Gonzalez videla
Vi.e.tor \'fe-a-,t6(a)r\ Wilhelm 1850-1918 Ger. philologist

Vi.g6e-Le.bmn \ve-'zha-la-'bran. -'bra°, -'broe°\ Marie Ann
Elisabeth 1755-1842 Fr. painter
Vi.gno.la, da \ven-'yo-la\ Giacomo 1507-1573 Giacomo Baroc-
chio or Barozzi Ital. architect
Vi.gny, de \ven-'ye\ Comte Alfred Victor 1797-1863 Fr. poet &

Vil.Ia \'ve-(y)a\ Francisco 1877-1923 Pan-cho \'pan-(.)cho.
pan-X Doroteo Arango Mex. bandit & revolutionist

Vil.lard \va-'lar(dl\ Oswald Garrison 1872-1949 Am. journalist

Vil.lars, de \vs-'lar\ Due Claude Louis Hector 1653-1734 Fr.
soldier; marshal of France (1702)
Ville.neuve, de \vel-'na(r)v\ Pierre Charles Jean Baptiste Sil-

vestre 1703-1806 Fr. admiral
Vil.liers \'vil-(y)arz\ George 1592-1628 1st Duke of Buck-ing-
ham \'bak-io-am, US also -ir)-,ham\ Eng. statesman & admiral— George 1628-1687 2d Duke of Buckingham, son oj prec. Eng.
courtier & dram.
Vll.lon \ve-'(y)o°\ Francois 1431-after 1462 Franqois de Mont-
corbier Fr. poet
.— Jacques 1875- real liamc Gaston Duchamp Fr. painter
Vin.oent de Paul \.vin(t)-sant-da-'p61\ Saint 15817-1660 Fr.
priest

Vin.ci, da \'vin-che, 'ven-\ Leonardo 1452-1519 Florentine
piainter, sculptor, architect & engineer
Vi.no. gra.doM \,vin-a-'grad-,6f, -,6v\ Sir Paul Gavrilovich 1854-
1925 Russ. jurist & hist, in Eng.
Vin.son \'vin{t>-san\ Cari 1883- Am. lawyer & administrator
— Frederick Moore 1890-1953 Am. jurist & administrator
Viol.let-le-Duc \.ve-a-'la-Ia-'d(y)iik, vyo-,la-Ia-'diEk\ Eugene Em-
manuel 1814-1879 Fr. architect
Vir.chow \'fi(a)r-(,)ko, 'vi(a)r-, -(,)!so\ Rudolf 1821-1902 Ger.
pathologist
Vir.ta.nen \'v1(a)r-ta-,nen\ Art.tu.ri \'art-a-re\ Ihnari 1895-
Finnish biochem.
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Vi'tru-vi.us Pol-lio \v3'tru-ve-a-'spal-e-,o\ Marcus 1st cent. B.C.

Rom. architect & engineer
Vi-val'di \vi-'val-de, -'v61-\ Antonio 16757-1741 Ital. violinist

and composer
Vi-via-ni \,vev-(,)ya-'ne, vev-"yan-e\ Reni Raphael 1863-1925
Fr. statesman
Vla.di-mir \'vlad-a-.mifajr, vl3-'de-,nii(3)r\ 9567-1015 the Great
ruler of Russia (980-1015)
Vla*mmck, de \vl3-*maolc, -'ma"\ Maurice 1876-1958 Fr. painter

Vo.gler \'fo-gl3r\ Georg Joseph 1749-1814 Abt \apt, apt\ or
Abbe Vosler Ger. musician
Vol'Stead \'val-,sted, 'vol-, 'vol-, -stad\ Andrew John 1860-1947
Am. legislator
Vol.ta \'vol-t3, 'val-, 'v61-\ Count Alessandro 1745-1827 Ital.

physicist
-'te(3)r\ 1694-1778 Francois

i-\ Wern.her \"ver-n3r\ 1912-

r-, -,I6v\ Kliment Efremovich

Vol-taire \vol-'ta(3)r. val-, v61-,

Marie Arouet Fr writer
Von Braun \van-'braun, fan-, va

Am. fGer-bornt engineer
Vo-ro.slii-lov \,vbr-3-'sne-,lof, ,v

1881- Russ. marshal
Voz<ne<se]i*ski \,va2-n3-'senCt)-ske\ Nikolai Alekseevich 1904-

Russ. econ. & polit.

Vy.shin-sky \v3-'shin(ti-ske\ Andrei Yanuarievich 1883-1954
Russ. lawyer &. statesman

i-dar-.w61z\ Johannes Dlderik 1837-1923

Wace'v'was, 'was\ 12th cent. Anglo-Norman poet
Wag.ner \'vag-n3r\ (Wilhelm) Richard 1813-1883 Ger. poet &
composer— von Jau»regg \'yau-,rek\ Julius 1857-1940 Austrian neurolo-
gist & psychiatrist
Wag.ner \'wag-nar\ Robert Ferdinand 1910- Am. polit.

Wain.wright \'wan-,rTt\ Jonathan Mavhew 1883-1953 Am. gen.— Richard father 1817 1862 & son 1849-1926 Am. naval officers

Waks-man X'wak-sman, 'wak-\ Scl-man \'sel-man\ A. 1888-
Am. (Ukrainian-borni microbiologist

Wal-de-niar \'w61-d3-,mar\ Dan. Val,de*inar \'val-, 'val-\ name
of 4 kings of Denmark esp. I {the Great) 1131-1182 (reigned
1157-82)

Wal.der.see, von \'val-dar-.za, 'w61-\ Count Alfred 1832-1904
Ger. field marshal

Wal.do \'w61-(,)do, 'wal-\ or Vahdo \'val-(,)do, 'val-\ Peter
/; 1173-1179 Fr heretic
Walk.er \'w6-k3r\ Francis Am-a-sa \'am-3-s3\ 1840-1897 Am.

WaMace \'wal-3s\ Alfred Russel 1823-1913 Eng. naturaUst
— Henry Agard \'a-,gard\ 1888- Am. agriculturist, editor,

& polit.; vice-pres. of U.S. (1941-45)
— Lewis 182 7-1905 Lew Am. lawyer, gen., & nov.
— Sir William 12727-1305 Scot, patriot

Wal-lacb X'wal-sk, 'val-\ Otto 1847-1931 Ger. chem.
Wal-len.stein, von \'wal-3n-,stTn\ Albrecht Eusebius Wenzel
1583-1634 Duke of Friedland and Mecklenburg; Prince of Sagan
Austrian gen.
Wal-ler \'wal-3r\ Edmund 1606-1687 Eng. poet
Wal.pole \'w61-,pol, 'wal-\ Horace or HoraUo 1717-1797 4th
Earl of Orford Eng. author— Sir Hugh Seymour 1884-1941 Eng. nov.— Sir Robert 1670-1745 1st Earl of Orjord; lather o) Horace
Eng. statesman

Wal.tei^\'val-t3r, 'w61-\ Bruno 1876-1962 orig. Bruno Schle-sing-er
\'s(h)la-zio-3r\ Am. (Ger. -born) conductor— \'w61-t3r\ John 1739-1812 Eng. founder of The (London)
Times

Wal-ther von der Vo»gel.wei.de \'vaI-tar-,f6n-dar-*fo-g3l-,vid-a\
11707-71230 Ger. minnesinger
Wal-ton \'w61t-'n\ Ernest Thomas Sinton 1903- Irish
physicist— Izaak XT-zik, -zakX 1593-1683 Eng. writer
Wan.a-ma-ker \'wan-3-,ma-k3r\ John 1838-1922 Am. merchant
Wang Ching-wei \'war)-'jio-'wa\ 1884-1944 Chin, polit.

War*heck \'w6r-,bek\ Perkin 1474-1499 Walloon impostor;
pretender to the Eng. throne
War.hurg X'wbr-.bsrg, 'var-,bu(3)rk\ Otto Heinrich 1883-
Ger. physiol.

Ward \'w6(3)rd\ Sir Adolphus William 1837-1924 Eng. hist.— Ar.te-mas \ 'iirt-3-m3s\ 172 7-1800 Am. Revolutionary gen.— Artemus see Charles Farrar Browne— Barbara 1914- Eng. econ. & writer— Sir Joseph George 1856-1930 N.Z. statesman—
' Mary Augusta 1851-1920 Mrs. Humphry Ward: nie Arnold

Eng. nov.
War-field \'wdr-,teld\ William Caesar 1920- Am. baritone
War.ner \'w6r-n3r\ Charies Dudley 1829-1900 Am. editor &
essayist

War-ren \'w6r-3n, 'war-\ Earl 1891- Am. lawyer & polit;
chief justice U.S. Supreme Court (1953- )— Gou.ver.neur \,g3v-3(r)-'ni(a)r\ Kemble 1830-1882 Am. gen.— Joseph 1741-1775 Am. physician & gen.— Robert Penn 1905- Am. author & educ.— Whitney 1864-1943 Am. architect
War.ton \'w6rt-'n\ Thomas 1728-1790 Eng. literary hist. &
criUc; poet laureate (1785-90)
War^wick \'war-ik, US also "wor-ik, 'w6(3)r-(,)wik, 'war-(,)wik\
Eari of 1428-1471 Richard Neville \'nev-3l\; the Kingmaker
Eng. soldier & statesman
Wasb.ing.ton X'wosh-io-tan, 'wash-\ Book-er \'buk-3r\ Tal.ia-
ferro \'tal-s-v3r\ 1856-1915 Am. educ.— George 1732-1799 Am. gen.; 1st pres. of the U.S. (1789-97)
Was.ser-mann, von X'vas-ar-msn, -,man; 'was-sr-msnX August
1866-1925 Ger. bacteriol.
Wat-son \'wat-san\ John 1850-1907 pseud. Ian Mac-lar-en \m3-
'klar-an\ Scot, clergyman & author

— John Broadus 1878-1958 Am. psychol.— Sir William 1858-1935 Eng. poet
Watt \'wat\ James 1736-1819 Scot, inventor— Sir Robert Alexander Watson 1892- Scot, physicist
Wat-teau \wa-'lo. va-\ Jean Antoine 1684-1721 Fr. painter
Wat-ter.son X'wat-sr-san, 'w6t-\ Henry 1840-1921 Am. journalist
& polit.
Watts \'wats\ George Frederic 1817-1904 Eng. painter & sculptor— Isaac 1674-1748 Eng. theol. & hymn writer

Dunton Walter Theodore 1832-1914 Eng. critic & poet
Waugh \'w6\ Evelyn Arthur St. John \sant-'jan, ssnt-; 'sin-J3n\
1903- Eng. writer

Wa.vell \'wa-v3l\ Archibald Percival 1st Eari 1883-1950 Brit
field marshal; viceroy of India (1943-47)
Wayne \'wan\ Anthony 1745-1796 Mad Anthony Am. Revolu-
tionary gen.
Webh \'web\ Beatrice 1858-1943 n6e Potter: wije oj S.J. Eng.
econ. & socialist— Sidney James 1859-1947 1st Baron Passjield Eng. econ. &
socialist
We. bar \'va-b3r\ Ernst Heinrich 1795-1878 Ger. physiol.
— , von Baron Karl Maria Friedrich Ernst 1786-1826 Ger. com-
poser & conductor— Wilhelm Eduard 1804-1891 bro. ol EH. Ger. physicist
Web.ster \'web-st3r\ Daniel 1782-1852 Am. statesman & orator— John 15807-71625 Eng. dram.— Noah 1758-1843 Am. lexicographer
Wedg.wood \'wei-,wud\ Josiah 1730-1795 Eng. potter
Weems \'wemz\ Mason Locke 1759-1825 Parson Weems Am.
clergyman &. biographer
Weill \'wH3)l. 'vTO)l\ Kurt \'ku(3)rt\ 1900-1950 Ger.-bom
composer in the U.S.
Weir \'wi(3)r\ Robert Walter 1803-1889 & his 2 sons John
Ferguson 1841-1926 & Julian Alden 1852-1919 Am. painters
WeiS.mann \'vi-,sman. 'wi-sm3n\ August 1834-1914 Ger biologist

Wei Tao-Ming \'wa'dau-'mio\ 1899- Chin, lawyer &
diplomat
Weiz.mann \"vTt-,sman; 'vTt-smsn, 'wrt-\ Cha-im \'kT-im\ 1874-
1952 Israeli (Russ. -born) chem.; 1st pres. of Israel (1948-52)
Welch \'welch, 'welsh\ William Henry 1850-1934 Am. pathologist
Wel-ler \'wel-3r\ Thomas Huckle 1915- Am. public health
specialist

Welles \'welz\ (George) Or.son \'6rs-'n\ 1915- Am. actor
& producer— Gideon 1802-1378 Am. polit. & writer— Sumner 1892-1961 Am. diplomat
Welles. ley \'welz-le\ Richard Colley 1760-1842 1st Marquis
Wellesley Brit, statesman; gov. gen. of India (1797-1805)

Wel.ling.ton X'wel-io-tanV 1st Duke of 1769-1852 Arthur Welles-
lev: the Iron Duke Brit. gen. & statesman
Wells \'wel2\ Herbert George 1866-1946 Eng. nov., hist., &
sociol.
Wemyss \'wemz\ Sir Henry Colville Barclay 1891-1959 Brit. gen.
Wen.ces.laus \'wen(t)-s3-,sl6s. -stosX Ger Wen.zel \'ven(t)-s3l\
1361-1419 king of Germany & Holy Rom. Emp. (1378-1400) &
(as Wenceslaus IV) king of Bohemia (13 78-1419)
Wen. dell \'wen-d'l\ Bar-rett \'bai-3t\ 1855-1921 Am. scholar
Went.worth \'went-(,)w3rth\ William Charles 1793-1872 Austral.

Wer.Iel \'ver-f3l\ Franz 1890-1945 Ger. author
Wer.ner \'ver-n3r\ Alfred 1866-1919 Swiss chem.
Wes.ley \'wes-le. 'wez-\ Charies 1707-1788 bro. ol John Eng.
Methodist preacher & hymn writer— John 1703-1 791 Eng. theol , evangelist, & founder of Methodism
West \'west\ Benjamin 1738-1820 Am. painter in Eng.— Dame Rebecca 1892- pseud, of Cicily Isabel Fairlield
Eng. critic & nov.

West.cott \'wes(t)-k3t\ Edward Noyes 1846-1898 Am. banker &

Wes.ter.marck \'wes-t3
1939 Finnish philos. & i

Wes. ting.house \'wes-tia-,haus\ George 1846-1914 Am. inventor
Wey.gand \va-ga"\ Maxime 1867- Fr. gen.
Wey.nian X'wa-manX Stanley John 1855 1928 Eng. nov.
Whar.ton \'hw6rt-»n, 'w6rt-\ Edith Newbold 1862-1937 n6e
Jones Am. nov.
Whate.ly \'hwat-Ie, "wat-X Richard 1787-1863 Eng. theol. &
logician
Wheat.stone \'hwet-,ston, 'wet-, chielty Brit -stanX Sir Charles
1802-1875 Eng. physicist & inventor

Whee.ler V'hwe-lsr, 'we-\ Joseph 1836-1906 Am. Confed. gen.— William Almon 1819-1887 Am. lawyer & polit; vice-pres. of the
U.S. (1877-81)
Whee-lock \'hwe-,lak, 'we-\ Eleazar 1711-1779 Am. clergyman &
educ.
Whip. pie \'hwip-3l, 'wip-\ George Hoyt 1878- Am. pathol-
ogist
Whis.tler \'hwis-ter, 'wis-\ James Abbott McNeill 1834-1903 Am.
painter & etcher
White X'hwit, 'wit\ Andrew Dickson 1832-1918 Am. educ. &
diplomat— Byron Raymond 1917- Am. jurist and polit.— Edward Douglass 1845-1921 Am. jurist— Gilbert 1720-1793 Eng. clergyman & naturalist— Stanford 1853-1906 Am. architect— Stewart Edward 1873-1946 Am. nov.— William Allen 1868-1944 Am. journalist & writer

White.field \'hwTt-,feld, 'hwit-, 'wit-, 'wit-X George 1714-1770
Eng. Methodist revivahst

White.head \'hwit-,hed, 'wlt-X Alfred North 1861-1947 Eng.
math. & philos.— William 1715-1785 Eng. dram.; poet laureate (1757-85)
Wbit.man N'hwit-man, 'wit-\ Marcus 1802-1847 Am. missionary
& pioneer in the Oregon region— Walt \'w61t\ 1819-1892 orig. Walter Am. poet
Whit.ney V'hwit-ne, 'wit-\ Eli 1765-1825 Am. inventor— Josiah Dwight 1819-1896 Am. scientist— WilUam Dwight 1827-1894 bro. ol J D. Am. philologist
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Whjt-ta-ker N'hwit-i-ksr, 'wit-\ Charles Evans 1901- Am.
jurist

Whit.fi-er \'hwit-e-3r, 'witA John Greenleaf 1807-1892 the
Quaker Poet Am. poet

wicH.ard \'wik-3rd\ Claude Raymond 1893- Am. administra-

Wic.lif or Wick.lilfe van o/ wycliffe
Wi.dor \ve-'do(3)r\ Charles Marie 1845-1937 Fr. organist &
composer
Wie^land \'ve-,rant\ Christoph Martin 1733-1813 the German
Voltaire Ger. author— Heinrich 1877-19S7 Ger. chem.

Wien \'ven\ Wilhelm 1864-1928 Ger. physicist
Wies.ner X'wes-nar, 'wez-\ Jerome Bert 1915- Am. engineer
Wig.gin \'wig-3n\ Kate Douglas 1856-1923 nee Smith Am. writer
& educ.
Wig. gins \'wig-3nz\ Carleton 1848-1932 & his son Guy Carleton
1883-1962 Am. painters
Wig.ner \'wig-n3r\ Eugene Paul 1902- Am. (Hung.-bom)
physicist

Wil.ber. force \'wil-bar-.foCalrs, -.fd(3)rs\ William 1759-1833
Eng. philanthropist & abolitionist

Wiltle \'wIO)ld\ Oscar Fingal O'Flahertie Wills 1854-1900 Irish
author

Wil.der Wn-darV Thornton Niven 1897- Am. author
Wi.ley \'wT-le\ Harvey Washington 1844-1930 Am. chem. & food

Wil.bel.mi.na \,wil-(,)hel-'me-n3, ,wil-3-'me-\ 1880-1962 queen
of the Netherlands (1890-1948)
Wilkes \Vilks\ Charles 1798-1877 Am. naval officer &. explorer— John 172 7-1797 Eng. polit. reformer
Wil-kins X'wil-kanzV Sir George Hubert 1888-1958 Austral, polar
explorer— Mary Eleanor see Mary E. freeman
Wil.kin-son N'wil-ksn-sanX Ellen Cicely 1891-1947 Eng. feminist
& polit.^ James 1757-1825 Am. gen. & adventurer

Wil-lard \'wil-3rd\ Emma 1787-1870 nee Hart Am. educ.— Frances Elizabeth Caroline 1839-1898 Am. educ. & reformer
Will.cocks \'wil-,kaks\ Sir William 1852-1932 Brit, engineer
WiUliam \'wil-y3m\ name of 4 kings of Eng.: I {the Conqueror)
1027-1087 (reigned 1066-87); II (Ru-jus \'rii-f3s\) 10567-1100
(reigned 1087-1100); III 1650-1702 (reigned 1689-1702; see
MARY); IV 1765-1837 (reigned 1830-37)— I 1533-1584 the Silent prince of Orange & founder of the Du.
Republic— I 1797-1888 king of Prussia (1861-88) & emp. of Germany
(1871-88)— II 1859-1941 emp. of Germany & king of Prussia (1888-1918)— 1882-1951 Friedrich Wilhelm Victor August Ernst crown prince
of Germanv (1888-1918)
— ol Malmes-bury \'mamz-,ber-e, 'malmz-, -b(a-)re\ between
1090 and 1096-71143 Eng. hist.

Wil'liams X'wil-yamzX Roger 1603?-1683 Eng.-born clergyman;
founder of Rhode Island colony— Tennessee 1914- Thomas Lanier Williams Am. dram. &

Wil.iis \'wil-3s\ Sir Algernon Usborne 1889- Brit, admiral— Nathaniel Parker 1806-1867 Am. editor & writer
Will.kie \'wil-ke\ Wen-dell \'wen-d'l\ Lewis 1892-1944 Am.
lawyer, businessman, & polit.

Will.stat.ter \'vil-,shtet-3r, 'wil-,stet-\ Rl.chard \'ri!i-,art\ 1872-
1942 Ger. chem.

Wil.son \'wil-s3n\ Charles Thomson Rees 1869-1959 Scot.
physicist— Henry orig. name Jeremiah Jones Colbath 1812-1875 Am.
polit.; vice-pres. of the U.S. (1873-75)— Sir Henry Hughes 1864-1922 Brit, field marshal— Henry Maitland 1st Baron 1881- Brit, field marshal— John 1785-1854 pseud. Christopher North Scot, author— (Thomas) Wood-row \'wud-(,)ro\ 1856-1924 28th pres. of the
U.S. (1913 21)

Winck-el-mann \'vir)-k3l-,man, -man; 'wio-ksl-manX Johann
Joachim 1717-1768 Ger. archaeologist & art hist.

Win-datlS \'vin-,daus\ Adolf 1876-1959 Ger. chem.
Win.disch-Graetz, zu \,vin-dish-'grats\ Prince Alfred Candldus
Ferdinand 1787-1862 Austrian field marshal
Windsor Duke of see edward viii

Wiu.gate \'wm-,gat, -gstN Sir Francis Reginald 1861-1953 Brit,
gen.— Orde \'6(3)rd\ Charles 1903-1944 Brit, gen,
Win.kel-ried, von \'vio-k3l-.ret\ Arnold 14Ui cent, Swiss patriot
Wins.low \'winz-(,)15\ Edward 1595-1655 gov, of Plymouth

,16

Win-ttarop X'wmdj-thrapX John 1588-1649 1st gov. of Massa-
chusetts Bay colony— John 1606-1676 son oj prec. gov. of Connecticut colony^ John 1638- 1 707 son oj prec. gov. of Connecticut colony
Wirtanen Arluri see Artturi virtanen
Wise \'wrz\ Stephen Samuel 1874-1949 Am. (Hung.-bom) rabbi
Wise-man \'wiz-m3n\ Nicholas Patrick Stephen 1802-1865 Eng,
cardinal & author

Wiss.ler \'wis-l3r\ Clark 1870-1947 Am, anthropol,
Wis.ter \'wis-t3r\ Owen 1860-1938 Am, nov,
With.er \'wit!]-3r\ or With.ers \-3rz\ George 1588-1667 Eng,

Wit.te \'vit-3\ Count Sergei Yulievich 1849-1915 Russ, statesman
Wit. te.kind \'vit-3-,kint\ or Wi-du-kind \'ved-3-\ dab 807 Saxon
warrior
Wode.house \'wud-,haiis, *w6d-\ Pel-ham \'pel-3m\ Grenville
1881- Eng, nov,

Wof.ling.ton \'waf-iD-tan\ Margaret 17147-1760 Peg Irish-bom

I oJ Roger gov, of Con-Wol.cott \'wul-k3t\ Oliver 1726-1797
(1796-97)

I of prec. gov. of Cormecticut (1817-27)— OUver 1760-1833
,— Roger 1679-1767 gov. of 'Connecticut (1751-58)

WolJ \'v61f\ Friedrich August 1759-1824 Ger. philologist
WoUa \'wiUf\ Charles 1791-1823 Irish poet

— James 1727-1759 Brit, gen,— Thomas Clayton 1900-1938 Am. nov.
Wolfl \'v61f\ Kaspar Friedrich 1733-1794 Ger. anatomist— or Wolf, von \v61f\ Baron Christian 1679-1754 Ger. philos.
& math.
Wol. Irani N'wiil-fram, 'v61-,fram\ von Esch-en-bacb V'esh-sn-
jbak, -,bak\ 11707-71220 Ger. poet.
Wol-las-ton \'wul-3-st3n\ William Hyde 1766-1828 Eng. chem. &
physicist
Wolse.ley \'wulz-le\ Garnet Joseph 1st Viscount 1833-1913 Brit,
field marshal

Wol.sey \'wul-ze\ Thomas 14757-1530 Eng. cardinal & statesman
Wood \'wiid\ Grant 1892-1942 Am. painter
^- Leonard 1860-192 7 Am, physician, gen,, & colonial ad-

WoolJ \'wjlf\ Virginia 1882-1941 nee Stephen Eng. author
WooU.oott \'wul-k3t\ Alexander 1887-1943 Am. journalist &

WooMey \'wul-e\ Sir Charles Leonard 1880-1960 Eng. archae-
ologist
Wool.ton \'wult-=n\ 1st Baron 1883- Frederick James
Marquis Eng. businessman & administrator

Wool-ivorth \'wul-(.)W3rth\ Frank Winfield 1852-1919 Am. mer-
chant
Worces.ter \'wiis-t3r\ Dean \'den\ Co-nant \'ko-n3nt\ 1866-
1924 Am. administrator in the Philippines— Joseph Emerson 1784-1865 Am. lexicographer
Words.worth \'w3rdz-(,)w3rth\ William 1770-1850 Eng. poet;
poet laureate (1843-50)
Wot-ton \'wal-'n\ Sir Henry 1568-1639 Eng. diplomat & poet
Wran.gel \\v)rao-g3l\ Baron Petr Nikolaevich 1878-1928 Russ.
gen.

Wren \'ren\ Sir Christopher 1632-1723 Eng. architect

Wright \'rit\ Frank Lloyd 1869-1959 Am. architect— Joseph 1855-1930 Eng, philologist— Louis Booker 1899- Am. educ. & Ubrarian— Or.ville \'6r-v3l\ 1871-1948 & his bro, Wilbur 1867-1912 Am,
pioneers in aviation
— Willard Huntington 1888-1939 pseud. S. S. Van Dine \van-
'dln, v3n-\ Am. writer— William Al.dis \'61-d3s\ 18367-1914 Eng. scholar
Wundt \'vunt\ Wilhelm 1832-1920 Ger, physiol. &. psychol.

Wy.att or Wy.at \'wT-3t\ Sir Thomas 15037-1542 Eng. poet &
diplomat
Wych.er.ley \'wich-ar-le\ William 16407-1716 Eng. dram.
Wyc.Iiife \'wik-,lif, -l3f\ John 13207-1384 Eng. reUgious reformer
& Bible translator
Wyld \'wi(3)ld\ Henry Cecil Kennedy 1870-1945 Eng. philologist
& lexicographer
Wy.lie \'wT-le\ Ehnor Morton 1885-1928 Mrs. William Rose
Benet. nee Hoyt Am, poet & nov.— Philip 1902- Am. writer
Wynd.ham \'win-d3m\ Sir Charles 1837-1919 Charles Culverwell
Eng. actor-manager— George 1863-1913 Eng. polit, & writer

Xan.ttaip-pe \zan-'t(h)ip-e\ or Xan.tip.pe \-"tip-e\ 5th cent,
B.C. wije oj Socrates
Xa.vi.er X'za-ve-ar -vysrN Saint Francis 1506-1552 Francisco
Ja-vier \hav-'ye(a)r\: Apostle oj the Indies Span. Jesuit missionary
Xe.noc-ra-tes \zi-'nak-r3-,tez\ 396-314 b.c. Greek pliilos.

Xe.noph.a.nes \zi-'naf-3-,nez\ 6th cent. b.c. Greek ptiilos.

Xen.o.phon \'zen-3-f3n\ 4347-7355 B.C, Greek hist., essayist, &
soldier
Xer.xes I \'z3rk-,sez\ 5197-465 B.C. the Great king of Persia
(486-465)

& ;

Ya.ma.mo-to \,yam-.s-'mot-(,)o\ Isoroku 1884-1943 Jap. admiral
Ya-ma-shi-ta \,yam-3-'shet-3\ Tomoyuki 1885-1946 Jap. gen.

Tang \'yao\ Chen Ning \'j3n-'nio\ 1922- Chin, physicist

Ya.su-da \ya-'sud-3, 'yas-3-,da\ Takeo 1889- Jap. gen,

Yeats \'yats\ William Butler 1865-1939 Irish poet & dram.
Yen \'yen\ W. W. 1877-1950 orig. Yen Hui-ch'ing \'hwa-'chlo\
Chii

Yer-kes War-kez, -k3s\ Charles Ty-son \"tis-=n\ 1837-1905 Am,
financier
Yo.nai \'yo-,nT\ Mitsumasa 1880-1948 Jap. admiral & statesman
York \'yb(3)rk\ Alvin Cullum 1887- Am, soldier

Yo-shi-hi-to \,yo-shi-'he-(,)to\ 1879-1926 emp, of Japan (1912-
26)
You-mans \*yii-m3nz\ Vincent 1898-1946 Am. composer
Young \'y30\ Brig-ham \'brig-3m\ 1801-1877 Am. Mormon leader— Edward 1683-1765 Eng. poet— Francis Brett 1884-1954 Eng. nov.— Owen D. 1874-1962 Am. lawyer
Young.hus-band N'yao-.haz-bsndX Sir Francis Edward 1863-1942
Brit, explorer & author

Yp.si.lan.ti \,ip-s3-'lant-e\ Alexander 1792-1828 & his broi

Demetrius 1793-1832 Greek revolutionists
Yuan Shlh-k'al \yii-'an-'shiO)r-'ki, -'she.\ 1859-1916 Chin.
statesman; pres. of China (1913-16)
YU'ka'Wa \yil-'ka-w3\ Hidekl 1907- Jap. physicist

Zagh-lul Pa-staa \zag-,lul-'pSsh-3\ Saad \'sad\ 18607-1927
Egyptian lawyer & statesman
Za.ha.roM \z3-'har-3f, -'har-.dfV Sir Basil 1850-1936 Brit (Russ.<
born) banker & armament contractor _

Za.jt-mes or Za-K.mis \za-'e-mas, -mes\ Alexandres 1855-1936
Greek statesman

Za-les.kl \z3-'les-ke\ August 1883^ Pol. statesman
Za.mo-ra y Tor. res \z3-'mor-3-.e-'t6r-(,)as, tha-'mor-, -"mdr-X
Niceto Alcali 1877-1949 Span. poUt.; pres. of Spain (1931-36)
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Zan.gwill \'zar)-.(g)wil\ Israel 1864-1926 Eng, dram. & nov.
Zee*man \'2a-,man, -man\ Pieter 1865-1943 Du. physicist

Zeitz.ler X'tsTt-slar. 'zIt-\ Kurt 1895- Ger. gen.
Ze.Un.ski \23-'liii(t)-ske\ Nikolai Dimitrievich 1861-1953 Russ.
chem.
Zeng*er \'zeo-Cg)3r\ John Peter 1697-1746 Am. journalist &
printer
Ze>no \'ze-(,)no\ 4th-3d cent B.C. Greek philos.; founder of
Stoic school— of Elea \'e-le-3\ 5th cent. B.C. Greek philos.
Ze-nchia \z3-'no-be-3\ dafter 272 queen of Palmyra (267-272)
ZeP'Pe.lin, von \,tsep-3-'len, '2ep-a-l3n\ Count Ferdinand 1838-
1917 Ger. gen. & aeronaut

Zer.ni.ke \'zer-ni-k3, 'zsrA Frits 1888- Du. physicist

ZeuX'is V2ijk-S3s\ 5th cent. B.C. Greek painter
Zhda*nov X'zhdan-af. 'shtan-, -,6f, -,6v\ Andrei AleksandroWch
1896-1948 Russ. polit. & gen.

Zhu-Kov \'zhii-,k6f, -,k6v\ Georgi Konstantinovich 1894-
Russ. marshal

Zini'ba'list \'zim-b3-test\ Ef.rem X'ef-rsmX 1889- Russ.»
bom violinist

Zim-mer-mann V'zim-ar-msn, "tsim-sr-.manX Arthur 1864-1940
Ger. statesman; author of "Zimmermann telegram"

Zim-mem \^
Zi*nov*iev \z«- i.u.-jo., -,.r^., -.j^' \ wi.eu
orig. Hirsch Apjelbaum Russ. Communist

Zins.ser \'zin(t)-s3r\ Hans 1878-1940 Am. bacteriol.
Zin.zen.dort, von \"zin(t)-s3n-,d6rf, 'tsin(t)-\ Count Nikolaus
wLudwig 1700-1760 Ger. leader of the Bohemian Brethren
Ziz.ka \'zhish-k3\ Cer. Zis-ka X'tsis-ks, 'zisA Jan Ger. Johann
1360 7-1424 Bohemian gen. & Hus.sile

Zog I \'zog\ or ZogU I \'zog-w3\ 1895-1961 Scanderbeg III; orig.
Ahmed Bey Zogu king of the,Albanians (1928-46)

Zo.la \'zo-l3, 'zo-.lii, zo-'la\ Emile 1840-1902 Fr. nov.
Zorn \'s6(3)m, 'z6(3)m\ Anders Leonhard 1860-1920 Swed.
painter, etcher, & sculptor

Zo.ro-as.ter \'z3r-3-,was-tsr, 'z6r-\ or Zar-a-thu-stra \,zar-3-
'thii-str3\ 6th cent. B.C. founder o[ ancient Pers. religion

Zor-ri-lla y Mo.ral Vza-'rel-ya-.e-ms-'ral-, tha-, -'re-(y)3-\ ios&
1817-1893 Span, poet & dram.

Zsig.mon.dy \'zhig-,m6n-de\ Richard 1865-1929 Ger. chem.
Zu-lo-a-ga \,thU-l3-'wag-3, ,zii-\ Ignacio 1870-1945 Span, painter
Zweig \'zwTg, 'swig, 'tsfik\ Arnold 1887- Ger. author— Stefan 1881-1942^ Brit. (Austrian-bornJ writer
Ztving.li \'zwiri-(g)le, 'swio-tg'le, 'tsfio-le\ Huldreich or Ulrich
1484-1531 Swiss Reformation leader
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A PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER
CONTAINING MORE THAN TEN THOUSAND

NAMES OF PLACES

The purpose of this section is to give basic informa-
tion about the countries of the world and their most
important regions, cities, and natural features. The
information includes the spelling, syllabication, and
pronunciation of the names, the location of the place or
natural feature, and for the more important entries the

legal or political status (for example, town, city, urban
district, commune, state) and statistical data. All urban
centers in the United States having 15,000 or more in-

habitants at the 1960 census and all incorporated
places in Canada having 15,000 or more inhabitants at

the 1956 census have been included.

This section complements the general Vocabulary by
entering many derivative forms, such as Abyssinian at

ABYSSINIA, Cos/a Rican at costa rica, and Monacan
and Monegasque at Monaco.
The abbreviations used are listed in the abbreviations

section in the front matter of this book. The letters

N, E, S, and W when not followed by a period
indicate direction and are not part of a place name;
thus, northern North Dakota appears as N N. Dak.
The symbol # denotes a capital or county seat. Areas
are in square miles except where acres are specified;

altitudes, in feet.

Aa-cben \'ak-3n\ or Aix-la-Cha.pelle \,ak-.sla-sh3-'p=l\ city
W Germany near Belgian & Dutch borders pop 168,200
Aaland — see ahvenanmaa
Aal'borg \'61-,b6ta)rg\ city & port Denmark in NE Jutland pop
83,210

Aalst \'alst\ or Alost \a-'16st\ commune cen Belgium WNW of
Brussels pop 105,975
Aa.rau \'ar-,au\ commune N Switzerland * of Aargau canton pop
14,700

Aa-re \'ar-3\ or Aar \'ar\ river 175 m, cen & N Swiuerland
flowing E & N E into the Rhine
Aar-gau \'ar-,gau\ or F Ar-go-vle \,ar-g3-'ve\ canton N Swit-
zerland # Aarau area 542, pop 300,782
Aar*lius \'6(3)r-,hiis\ city & port Denmark in E Jutland on
the Kattegat pop _1 18,943
Ab-a-co \'ab-3-,ko\ two islands of the Bahamas (Great Abaco
[80 m longj & Little Abaco; N of New Providence 1. area 776, pop
34U7
Aba>dan X.ab-a-'diin, ,ab-; ,ab-3-'dan\ 1 island W Iran In Shatt^
al-Arab delta 2 city on Abadan I. pop 100,000
Ab-bai \a-'bT\ the upper course of the Blue Nile
Ab<be>ville \ab-'vel\ commune N France on the Somme NW of
Amiens pop 19.500

Ab-er-dare \,ab-3(r)-'da(3)r, -'de(3)r\ urban district S Wales in
Glamorganshire pop 40,916

Ab.er.deen, 1 \'ab-3r-,den\ city NE S. Dak. pop 23,073 2 city
& port W Wash, on Grays Harbor pop 18,741 3 \,ab-3r-'den\ or
Ab>er>deen>shire \-,shi(3)r, -sharX county NE Scotland area
1971, pop 308.008 4 burgh & port # of Aberdeenshire pop
182,200 — Ab.er.do.ni.an \,ab-3r-'do-ne-3n\ adj or n

Ab-er-yst-wyth \,ab-3-'ris-,tw3th\ municipal borough W Wales
on Cardigan Bay # of Cardiganshire
Ab-i-Diz — see Dtz
Ab.i.dian \,ab-i-'jan\ city & port # of Ivory Coast pop 127,500
Abila — see musa (Jebel)

Ab-i-lene \'ab-3-.len\ city NVif cen Tex. pop 90,368
Ab-in-ger \'ab-3n-j3r\ village S England in Surrey, at Sl'U'N,
0°24'W
Ab'ing'ton \*ab-io-t3n\ urban township SE Pa. N of Philadelphia
pop 55,831

Ab-i*tibi \,ab-3-'tib-e\ 1 lake Canada on E boundary of Ont. area
356 2 river 230 m Canada flowing N into Moose river

Ab.kha.sia or Ab-ktaa^zia \ab.'ka-zh(ei-3, -'kaz-e-3\ or Ab-kha-
Sian Republic \-'ka-/h3n, -'kaz-e-an\ autonomous repubhc
U.S.S.R. in N W Georgia on Black sea # Sukhumi area 3358, pop
400,000 — Ab.khas \-'kas\ or Ab.kUa.sian or Ab.kha.zian
o\-'ka-zhan, -'kaz-e-an\ n
Abo — see Turku
Abo-mey \.ab-3-'ma, 3-'bo-me\ city S Dahomey pop 16,906
Abruz.zi Xa-'brlit-se. sA area cen Italy bordering on the Adriatic &
including highest of the Apennines; with Molise (to S), forms
Abruzzi e Mo-li-se \-,a-'m6-l»-,za\_region (# Aquila)
Ab-sa.ro-ka Xab-'sar-a-ka, .'s6(3)i-ke\ mountain range S Mont.
& NW Wyo. E o^ Yellowstone National Park — see franks peak
Ab-se.con \ab-'se-k3n\ inlet (strait) SE N. J. through barrier reef
N of Atlantic City

Ab>n>kir \,ab-(,)ii-'ki(3)r, ,ab-\ 1 bay N Egypt between Alexandria
& Rosetta mouth of the Nile 2 village on Abukir Bay
Abu Sim.bel \,ab-,u-'sim-b3l\ or Ip.sam-bul \,ip-s3m-,bul\ lo-
cality S Egypt on left bank of the Nile 140 m SW of Aswan; site
of two rock temples
Aby-dos \a-'bTd-as\ 1 ancient town Asia Minor on the Hellespont
2 ancient town S Egypt on left bank of the Nile
Abyla — see musa (Jeben_
Ab.ys.sin.ja \,ab-3-'sin-e-3, -'sin-ysX — see Ethiopia — Ab.ys-
srn.ian X-e-an, -ysn\ adj or n
Aca.dia \3-'kad-e-3\ nova scotia — Its original name — Aca>di-
an \-e-an\ adj or n
Acadia National Park section of coast S Me. including chiefly
areas on Mount Desert I. &. Isle au Haut area 42
Aca-pul-co \,ak-a-'piil-(.)ko, .ak-\ or Acapulco do Jui-rez
X-SJia-'hwar- es. -'war-azX city & port S Mexico in Guerrero on the
Pacific S of Mexico Citypop 27,913
Ac>ar>iia>iiia \,ak-3r-'na-ne-a, -*na-ny3\ or NGk Akar<Iia*2Ua
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\^ak-,ar-n^-•ne-^\ region W Greece on Ionian sea — Ac>ar-na-
nian X.ak-sr-'na-ne-an, -'na-nysnX adj or n
Ac-cad \'ak-.ad, 'ak-,ad\ — see akkad — Ac-ca-di-an \9-'kId-
e-sn, -'kad-X adj or n
Ac. era or Ak.kra \3-'kra\ city & port # of Ghana on Gulf of
Guinea pop 135,926

AC'Cring'ton \'ak-rio-t3n\ municipal borough NW England in
SE Lancashire N of Manchester pop 40,671
Achaea \3-'ke-3\ or Acha.ia \3-'kT-3, -'ka-(y)3\ region S Greece
in N Peloponnesus bordering on gulfs of Corijith .S: Patras —
Achae.an \9-'ke-3n\ or Actaa<ian \3-'ki-3n, -'ka-(y)3n\ adjor n

Ach.e.lO'Us or NGk Akhe<16*os or Ach'e<lo*os \.ak-a-'lo-3s\
river 100 m W Greece flowing S to Ionian sea
Ach.iU \'ak-3i\ islar^d 15 m long NW Ireland in County Mayo
Achray, Loch \3-'kra\ lake cen Scotland in SW Perthshire
Acon.ca-gua Vak-an-'kag-wa, ,'ak-\ mountain 22,835 /( W
Argentina WNW of Mendoza near Chilean border; highest in
Andes & western hemisphere
Azores — see azores
Acragas — see agrigento
Acre \'ak-r3, 'a-(,)kra\ territory W Brazil bordering on Peru &
Bolivia # Rio Branco area 57,153. pop 114,755
Acre \'ak-3r. 'a-kar. 'ak-raX or Heb Ak*ko or Ac>cho Va-'ko\
or anc Ftol.e.ma.ls \,tal-3-'ma-3S\ town & port NW Israel at
N end of Bay of Acre N of Mt. Carmel pop 25,128

Acrocerannia — see linguetta
Ac-te or Ak*te \'ak-(,)te\ peninsula NE Greece, the most easterly
of the three peninsulas of Chalcidice — see athos
Ac*ti'Um \'ak-she-3m, 'ak-te-\ promontory & ancient town W
Greece in NW Acarnania

Ac*ton \'itk-t3n\ municipal borough SE England in Middlesex, W
suburb of London pop 67.424
Adak \'a-,dak\ island SW Alaska in Andreanof group of the
Aleutians

Adalia — see antalya
Ad.ams, Mount \'ad-amzV 1 mountain 5798 Jt N N.H. in White
mountains N of Mt. Washington 2 mountain 12,307 jl SW Wash.
in Cascade range SSE of Mt. Rainier
Ad>am'5 Bridge \.ad-amz-\ chain of shoals 30 m long between
Ceylon & SE India
Adam's Peak mountain 7365//. S cfn Ceylon
Ada.na \'ad-3-nn. -,na\ or Sey>han \sa-'han\ city S Turkey on
Seyhan river pop 230,024
Ada-pa.za-ri \,ad-3-,paz-3-'re\ city NW Turkey in Asia E of
Istanbul pop 80,100
Ad.dis Aba.ba \,ad-3-'sab-3-b3\ city # of Ethiopia pop 400,000
Ad.e.laide \'ad-'^l-,ad\ city .AustraUa * of So. Australia pop (with
suburbs) 562^500
Ade.lie \3-'da-ie\ coast region Antarctica in Wilkes Land
Aden \'ad-^n. 'ad-. 'ad-\ 1 Brit, protectorate S Arabia comprising
coast area between Yemen on W & Oman on E & including also
Socotra I. area 11 2,000, pop 660,000; 2 Brit, colony on coast of
& surrounded by Aden protectorate; comprises Aden& Little Aden
peninsulas, a small area of hinterland, & Perim I area 75, pop
138,441 3 city & port # of Aden colony on Aden peninsula pop
36,231
Aden, Gull of arm of Indian ocean between Aden & Somalia
Adi.ge \'ad-3-,ja\ river 220 m N Italy flowing SE into the Adriatic
Ad.i.ron.dack \,ad-3-'ran-,dak\ mountains NE N.Y. — see
MARCY (Mount)
Ad.mi.ral.ty \'ad-m(3-)r3l-te\ 1 island 90 mlong SE Alaska in N
Alexander archipelago 2 islands W Pacific N of New Guinea in
Bismarck archipelago area 800, pop 18,400
Adour \3-'dui3)r\ river 200 m SW France flowing from the
Pyrenees NW & W into Bay of Biscay
Adri.an \'a-dre-3n\ city SE Mich, pop 20,347
Adrianople — see_EDiRNE
Adri.at'ic \,a-dre-'at-ik, ,ad-re-\ sea arm of the Mediterranean
between Italy & Balkan peninsula — Adriatic adj

Adu.wa or Ado.wa \'ad-3-w3. 'ad-\ town N Ethiopia
Ad.vent Bay \,ad-, vent-, -vant-X inlet of Arctic ocean West Spits-

bergen on W coast
Ady.gei or Adi.gey \,ad-3-'ga\ autonomous region U.S.S.R, In

S Soviet Russia, Europe # Maikop area 1505, pop 254,100
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Adzha.rla \3-'jar-e-9\ or Adzhar Republic \,aj-,ar-\ autonomous
republic U.S.S.R. in SW Georgia on Black sea # Batom area 1080,
pop 242,000 — Adzhar \*aj-,ar\ n — A(lzhar>i>aii \a-'jar-e-3n\

Aegadian, Aegates — see egadi
Ae*ge*an \i-*je-3n\ 1 sea ann of the Mediterranean between Asia
Minor & Greece 2 islands Aegean sea including the Cyciades &
the Northern & Southern Sporades - Aegean adj

Ae-gi-na \i-iT-n3\ or NGk Ai>gi-na \'a-ye-,na\ island & ancient
state SE Greece in Saronic gulf — Ae*gi<iie-tau \e-j3-'net-*n\ adj

Ae>gos.pot<a<mi \,e-g3-'spat-3-,mT\ or Ae<gos.pot-a>mos
\-m3S\ river & town ot ancient Thrace in the Chersonese
Aemilia - see emilia-romagna
Aeoliae Insulae — see lipari
Ae>o>lis \'e-a-l3s\ or Ae>o>lia \e-'o-Ie-3, -'ol-ysN ancient country
of NW Asia Minor
Aetna — see ettja

Ae>to<lia \e-'tol-ya, -'to-Ie-a\ region W cen Greece N of Gulf of
Pairas & E of Acarnania — Ae-to-lianX- ysn, -le-an\ adj or n

Al-ghan>i-stan \af-'gan-3-,sian\ country W Asia E of Iran # Ka-
bul area 250,000, pop 12,000,000
Alog.naU \3-'f6g-,nak. -'fag-\ island S AJaska on W side of Gulf
of Alaska N of Kodiak I.

AI*ri*ca \'af-ri-k3\ continent of the eastern hemisphere S of the
Mediterranean & adjoining Asia on N E at Isthmus of Suez; has
one large offshore island (Madagascar); area 11,596,000
Afyon or Alyon Ka*ra*hl*sar \af-'yon-,kar-a-his-'ar\ city W cen
Turkey pop 38,392
Aga-dir \,ag-3- di(3)r. ,ag-\ city & port SW Morocco pop 30,111
Aga<na \3-'gan-ys\ town * of Guam on W coast pop 1642
Agar*ta*la \,»g-ar-t3-'la\ city E India # of Tripura pop 42,600
Age>nais \,azh-3-'na\ or Age*noi5 \,azh-3n-*wa\ ancient region
SW France S of Perigord * Agen

Ag>as>siz Lake \'ag-3-{,>se\ prehistoriclake 700 m long in present
S Man.. E Sask., E N.Dak., & NW Minn.

Aghrim — see aughrim
Ag-ln-court X'aj-sn-.koCalrt, 'a-jsn-, -,k6C3)n; 'azh-3n-,ku(3)r\
village N France W NW of Arras
Ag*no \'ag-(,ino\ river 128 m Philippines in NW Luzon
Agra \'ag-r3\ 1 region N India roughly equivalent to present
Uttar Pradesh excluding Oudh region 2 city N India in W Uttar
Pradesh SSE of Delhi pop 375,665
Agram — see zagreb
Agri Dagl — see Ararat
Agri.gen.to \,ag-ri-'jen-(,)to\ or Jormerly Gir»gen>tl \jai-'jent-e\
or one Ag'ii'gen. turn \,ag-r3-'jent-3m\ or Ac*ra*gas \'ak-ra-gas\
commune Italy in SW Sicily near coast pop 35,100
Agiia*di*lla \,ag-wa-'iiie-(y)a\ city & port NW Puerto Rico pop
15,943

Aguas>ca>lien>tes \,'ag-w3-,skal-'yen-,tas\ 1 state cen Mexico
area 2499, pop 208,719 2 city, its # pop 122,809
AgUl>lias, Cape Xs-'gsl-ssX headland Republic of So. Africa in S
Cape Province; southernmost point of Africa, at 34" 50 S, 20''E
Ahag'gar Xa-'hag-ar, ,a-h3-'gar\ or Hog*gar \'hag-ar. h3-'gar\
plateau region S Algeria in W cen Sahara, highest peaks 8000
to 10,000 /r

Ali*mad*abad or Ali>ined-ahad X'am-sd-s-.b^dX city W India N
of Bombay # of Gujarat pop 788,300
Abj>ven>an.maa \'afkj-va-,nan-,ma\ or Sw Aland or Aa-land
\'o-,land\ 1 archipelago Finland in S Gulf of Bothnia *
Maarianhamina (Sw Mariehamn) 2 island, chief of the group
Ah.waz Va-'wazX city S^ Iran on Karun river pop 119,828
Ail'Sa Craig \*al-s»-,krag, -,krag\ small rocky island Scotland S
of Arran at mouth of Firth of Clyde
Ain \a"\ river 118 m E France rising in Jura mountains & flowing
S into the Rhone
Aintab — see gaziantep
Air>drie \'a(a)r-dre, 'e(3)r-\ burgh S cen Scotland E of Glasgow
pop 30.308
Aire \'a(3)r. 'e(a)r\ river 70 m N England in W Yorkshire flowing
to the Ouse; its valley is Aire*dale \-,dal\
Aisne \'an\ river a6 175 m N France flowing NW & W from
Argonne Forest into the Oise near Compiegne
Aix \'aks\ or Aix-en-Pro-vence \,ak-,sa"-pro-'va"s\ city SE
France N of Marseilles pop 54.217
Aix-la-Chapelle — see aachen
Ajac*cio \a-'yach-(,)o\ city & port France * of Corsica pop 32,997
Ajan>ta \a-'j3nt-3\ village W cen India in N cen Maharashtra in
Ajanta range N N E of Aurangabad; caves
Aj'tner \,aj-*mi(a)r, -me{a)r\ 1 or Ajmer-Mer-wa-ra \-,meCa>r-
war-3\ former state NW India, now part ot Rujasihan area 2425
2 city, its #, SW of Delhi pop 196,633
Ajodh.ya or Ayodh<ya Xs-'yod-yaX former city N India, now part
of city of Faizaoad
AKaba — see 'aqaba
AKaruania — see acarnania
Aka>shi \a-'kash-e\ city Japan In W Honshu on Akashl strait W
of Kobe pop 120,000
Ak.hi'Sar \.ak-(h)is-'ar\ or anc Thy-a-ti-ra V.thi-s-'tT-raN city
W Turkey in Asia N E of Izmir pop 40,0l3
Aki-ta \a-'ket-3\ city Japan in N Honshu pop 190,202
AK>kad or Ac>cad \'ak-,ad, 'ak-,ad\ 1 tlie N division of ancient
Babylonia 2 or Aga>de \3'gad-3\ ancieni city, its #
Akkerman — see belgorod-dnestrovski
Akko — see acre
Akkra — see accra
Ak.ron X'ak-ranV city NE Ohio pop 290,351
Ak-sum or Ax-um \'ak-,sUm\ town N Ethiopia # of an ancient
kingdom (the Axumite Empire)
Akte — see acte
Ak.yab \ak-'yab\ city & port W Burma; chief town of Arakan
coasi pop 42,329
Al*a>baina \,aI-a-'bam-9\ 1 river 315 m S Ala. flowing SW into
Tensaw & Mobile rivers 2 state SE U.S. * Montgomery area
51,609, pop 3,266,740 — Al.a.bam.i.an \-'bam-e-3n\ or Al-a-
bam-an \-'bam-3n\ adj or n

Ala-go-as \,al-3-'go-as\ state NE Brazil # Maceid area 11,031.
pop 1,093,137
Alai \'a-,li\ mountain range Soviet Central Asia in SW Kirgiz
Republic; highest peak 19,554 jt

Al-a-me-da \,ai-3-'med-3\ city & port W Calif, on island in San
Francisco Bav near Oakland pop 61,316
Ala-mein or El Alamein \,el-,al-3-'man\ village NW Egypt on
the Medicerranean N of N E corner of Qaitara Depression
Al*a*mo<gor-do \,al-3-m3-'g6rd-(.)o\ city S N Mex pnp 21,723
Ala.se-hlr \,aJ.-3-sh^'hi(a)r, ,al-\ or anc Philadelphia town W
Turkey 75 m t of Izmir
Alas.ka \3-'las-k3\ 1 state (territory 1912-59) of the U S. NW
No. America * Juneau area 586,400, pop 226.167 2 peninsula
SW Alaska S"W of Cook inlet 3 mountain range S Alaska ex-
tending from Alaska peninsula to Yukon boundary — see mckinley
(Mount) - AlaS'kan \-k3n\ adj or n
Alaska, Gulf of inlet of the Pacific off S Alaska between Alaska
peninsula on W & Alexander archipelago on E
Ala Tau \,al-3-'tau, ,al-\ several ranges of the Tien Shan mountain
system Soviet Central Asia in E Kazakh & Kirgiz repubhcs around
& NE of Issyk Kul; 10.000 to 18,000 /r high

Ala-va \'al-a-v9\ province N Spain S of Vizcaya; one of the
Basque Provinces * Vitoria area 1175, pop 135,029
Al.a.va, Cape \'al-3-v3\ cape NW Wash. \7 m S of Cape Flattery;
westernmost point of_lJ\S. mainland excluding Alaska
Al.ba*ce*te \,al-ba-'sat-e\ 1 province SE Spiiin N of Murcia
province area 5 73 7, pop 387,752 2 commune, its ^ pop 77,807
Al'ba Loii-ga \,al-ba-'16o-g3\ ancient city cen Italy SE of Rome
Al'ban hills \,61-b3n-, ,al-\ or anc Al<ba<nu3 Mons \al-,ban-3-
'smon(tts\ mountain group Italy SE of Rome

Al-ba*uia \ai-'ba-ne3, -ny3a/.?o61-\ 1 ancient country Europe in E
Caucasus region on W side of Caspian sea 2 country S Europe in
Balkan peninsula on the Adriatic; a republic * Tiianearca 10,630,
pop 1,560,000
Al'toa^no, Lake \a!-'ban-(,)o. aI-\ or It La*go di Al<ba<iio
\'lag-(,)6-(.ide-\ or anc La<cus Al'ba<nas \,la-k3-(,)sal-*ba-n3s\
lake Italv SE of Rome in crater of extinct volcano
Al.ba-ny \'61-b3-ne\ 1 city SW Ga. pop 55,890 2 city * of N.Y.
pop 129.726 3 river 610 m Canada In N Ont. flowing E into
James Bay — Al*ba-ni-an \6]-'ba-ne-3n. -'ban-yanX adj or n
Al-be-marle \'al ba-,marl-\ 1 sound inlet of Atlantic ocean NE
N.C. 2— seeiSABELA

Al*bert, Lake \'al-b3rt\ lake 100 m long E Africa between Ugan-
da & Congo in course of the Nile
Al<ber*ta \al-'bart-3\ province W Canada # Edmonton area
248,800. pop l,u ^.116 — Al-ber-tan X-'bart-'nV adj or n
Al-bert Lea \,al-bart-'le\ city S Minn, pop 17,108
Albert Nile - see nile
Al-bi \al-'be\ commune S France N E of Toulouse pop 34,693
Al'bU'qner^que \'al bfyia-.kar-keX city j:en N. Mex. pop 201,189— Al'bu*quer.que-an \,al-biv>3-'kar-ke-3n\ n
Al«ca-mo \*al-k3-.mo\ commune NW Sicily pop 42 000
Al*ca*traz \'a]-k3-,traz\ rocky island Calif, in San Francisco Bay
Al-coy \al-'k6i\ commune E Spain N of Alicante pop 50,239
Al*dab-ra \al-'dab-r3\ island (atoll) NW Indian ocean N of
Madagascar; chief of Aidabra group; a dependency of the
Seychelles
Al.dan \al-'dan\ river 1500 m U.S.S.R. in E Soviet Russia, Asia,
in 5E Yakutsk Republic flowing into the Lena
Al'der^maS'ton \,61-dar-'mas-ian\ village S England in Berkshire
Al-der-ney X'ol-darneX island in English channel, northernmost of
the Channel islands # St. Anne area 3, pop 1500
Al.der*shot X'ol-d^r ,shat\ municipal borough S England In
Hamoshire p/^p 3 / 646
Aleksandrovsk, 1 or Aleksandrovsk Grushevski — see shakhty
2 - see ZAP0R02HE
Alen.gon \,ai-,a"-'so"\ city NW France N of LeMans pop 21,893
Alep.po \3-'lep-(,io\ or Alep \a-'lep\ or Ar Ha.leb \h3-'leb\
or Ha'lab \ 'Iab\ or anc Be>roea or Be>rea \b_3-'re-a\ city

N Syria pop 451.435 — Alep*pine \3-'lep-3n, -.in, -,en\ adj or n
Ales.san.dria \,al-3-'san-dre-3\ commune NW Italy pop 79,327
Aleu*tian Xa-'lU-shanV 1 islands SW Alaska extending in an arc
12 00 m SW & W from Alaska peninsula — see andreanof. fox,
NEAR, RAT 2 mountain range SW Alaska, the SW extension of
Alaska range, runnmg along NW shore of Cook inlet to SW tip

of Alaska peninsula with mountains of the Aleutian chain forming
its SW extension — see shishaldin, veniaminoff — Aleutian adj

Al>ex*an*der V.al-ig-'zan-dar, ,el-\ archipelago of ab 1100 islands
SE Alaska — see admiralty, baranof, chichagof, kupreanof,
PRINCE of wales, REVILLAGIGEDO
Alexander I island Antarctica W of base of Antarctic peninsula
Alexandretta — see iskenderun
Al.ex>an<dria \,al-ig-'zan-dre-3, ,el-\ 1 city cen La. pop 40,279
2 city N Va. on the Potomac S of Washington, D.C. pop 91,023
3 city & port N Egypt between Lake Mareotis & the Mediterranean
pop 1,416,000 — Al-ex-an-dri-an \-dre-3n\ adj or n
Al'fold \'6l-,f3(r)Id\ the central plain of Hungary
Al<gar>ve \al-'g"ai"-v3. al-\ medieval Moorish kingdom now a
province of Portugal on S coast
Al.ge-ci-ras \,ai-i3-'sir-3s\ city & port SW Spain W of Gibraltar
on Bav of Algecu^s pop o2,592

Al'ge-fla \al-=jir-e-a\ or F AI-ge<rie \al-zha-re\ country NW
Africa bordering on the Meditenanean # Algiers area 919,352,
pop 9.529,726 — Al-ge-ri-an \-e-3n\ adj or n

Al-giers \al-'ji(3)r2\ 1 section of New Orleans, La., on right
bank of the Mississippi 2 former Barbary state N Africa now
Algeria 3 or F Al-ger \al-2ha\ city & port # of Algeria on Bay of
Algiers pop 361,285 — Al>ge>rme \.al-ja-'ien\ adj or n
Al-goa Bay \al-,g6-a-\ inlet of Indian ocean S Republic of So.
Africa on SE coast of Cape Province
Al*ham<bra \al-'ham-bra\ 1 city SW Calif. E of Los Angeles pop
54,807 2 hill in Granada, Spain; site of remains of Moorish
palace & fortifications _
Ali-can-te \,al-3-'kant-e, ,aI-3-'kant-e\ 1 province E Spain on the
Mediterranean S of Valencia province area 2185, pop 708,425
2 city & port, its # pop 119,908
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! NW Netherlands ;>o;> 42,507

Al.ice \'al-as\ dty S Tex. W of Corpus Christ! pop 20,861
Ali-garh \,al-l-'gar\ city N India in NW Uttar Pradesh N of
Agra pop (including old town of Ko*il \'ko-3l\) 141,618
Al<i*quip,pa \,al-a-'kwip-a\ borough W Pa. pop 26,369
Al*i>5al \,al-a-'sal\ urban area W Calif. NE of Monterey cop
16,473
All{,maar \'alk-,mar\ com
Al Kuwait — see kuwatt
Al.lah.abad \'al-a-h3-,bad, -,bad\ city N India in S Uttar
Pradesh on the Ganges W of Banaras pop 332,300
AMard \a-'lar\ lake 11 m long Canada in E Que. N of mouth of
the St. Lawrence

Al-le.ghe.ny \,aI-3-"ga-ne\ 1 river 325 m W Pa. uniting with the
Monongahela at Pittsburgh to form the Ohio 2 mountains of Ap-
palachian system E U.S. in Pa., Md.. Va., &. W. Va.; 2000 to over
4800 li high — Al-le.ghe.nl.an \-'ga-ne-3n\ adj
Al-len Part \,al-3n-\ city SE Mich. WSW of Detroit pop 37,052
Allenstein — see olsztyn
Al-leu.town \'al-3n-,taiin\ city E Pa. on the Lehigh pop 108,347
Al.lep.pey \3-'lep-e\ city & port S India in Kerala NW of
Trivandrum pop 116.300
AMi.auce \3-'li-3n(t)s\ city NE Ohio NE of Canton pop 28.362
Al-lier \al-'ya\ river ab 250 m S cen France flowing to the Loire
Al.ma \'al-m3\ river 50 m U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia, Europe, in
SW Crimea
Al.ma-Ata \,al-ma-3-'ta\ or Ver.nyi \'veC3lm-ye\ city Soviet
Central Asia * of Kazakh RepubUc pop 455,000
AMna-den X.al-ma-'dan, ,al-, -'liian\ town S cen Spain In the Sierra
Morena
Al-me-lo \'al-m3-,lo\ commune E Netherlands pop 49,603
Al,ine,ria \,al-m3-'re-3\ 1 province S Spain SE of Granada
province area 3360, pop 375,296 2 city & port, its # pop 87,044
Alor \'aI-.o(3}r, 'al-\ or Om*bai \'6m-,bl\ island Indonesia in
Lesser Sundas N of Timor; with Pan,tar \'pan-,tar\, forms Alor
islands group
Alor Star \-'star\ city NW Malaya # of Kedah pop 52,772
Alost — see aai,st

Al.phe.us\al-'fe-3s\ or NGk Al.fios Xal-'fyos, aI-\ river o6 75 mS
Greece in W Peloponnesus flowing NW into Ionian sea
Alps \'alps\ mountain system S cen Europe extending from
Mediterranean coast at border between France & Italy into NW &
W Yugoslavia — see blanc (Mont)

Al'Sace \al-'sas,_ -'sas, 'al-,\ or G El,sass \'el-,zas\ or anc
Al'Sa.tia \al-'sa-sh(e-)3\ region & former province NE France
between Rhine river & Vosges mountains — Al,sa-tian \al-'sa-
Sh3n\ adj or n
Alsace-Lor-raine \-l3-'ran, -16-\ or G El*sas5-Lo*thring*en
\,el-,zas-'lo-trio-sn\ region N France including Alsace & part of
Lorraine
Al.sek \'al-,sek\ river 260 m NW Canada & SE Alaska flowing S
into the Pacific
Al-ta California \'al-t3-\ upper California — the former Spanish
name for ilie S part of present state of Cahf., used to differentiate it

from Baja (Lower) California
Al,ta,de,na \,al-ta- 'de-n3\ urban area SW Calif. N of Pasadena
pop 40.568
Al-tai \'al-,tT\ 1 mountain system cen Asia between Outer Mon-
golia & Smkiang region of W China & between Kazakh & Russian
republics — see tabun bogdo 2 territory SW Soviet Russia,
Asia * Barnaul area 71, 885. pop 2,358,700

Al-ta. ma.ha \'01-t3-m3-,hd\ river 137 m SE Ga. formed by
junction of Ocmulgee & Oconee rivers & flowing S E into Altamaba
Sound (estuary)

Al-ta-mi.ra \,al-to-'mlr-3\ caverns N Spain WSW of Santander
Alt-dorf \'alt-,ddrf, 'alt-\ or Al'torf \'al-,t6rf, 'a]-\ town cen
Switzerland * of Uri canton
Al'ten.burg \'alt-'n-,bU(3)rg\ city E Germany E of Weimar pop
51,800
Altin Tagh or Altyn Tagh — see astin tagh
Al-to Adi.ge \,al-(,)to-'ad-l-ja\ district N Italy In S Tirol in N
Trentino-Alto Adige region
Al.ton \'61t-'n\ city SW 111. on the Mississippi pop 43,047
Al-too-na \al-'tu-n3\ city S cen Pa. pop 69,407
Alto Parana — see paranA
Al-trin-cham \'61-trlo-3m\ urban district NW England fn Cheshire
SSW of Manchester pop 39.787
AMus \'al-t3s\ city SW Okla. pop 21,225
Al,um Rock \'al-3m-\ urban area W Calif. NE of San Jose pop
18,942
Aluta — see olt
Ama>ga*sa'ki \,am-3-g3-'sak-e\ dty Japan to W cen Honshu on
Osaka Bay pop 405,955
Amal,ti \3-'mal-fe\ commune S Italy in Campania on Gtjlf of Sal-
erno — Amal.fi-^an \-fe-3n\ adj or n
Ama-mi \3-mam-e\ Island group W Pacific In cen Ryukyus; occu-
pied 1945-53 by U.S., returned 1953 to Japan area 498

•pa \,am-3-*pa\ territory N Brazil NW oi Amazon delta #
Macapa area 55.489, pop 37,477
'Ama-ra \3-'inar-3, -'mar-(,)6\ ccity SE Iraq on the Tigris pop
44,004

Am,a.ril.lo \^m-3-'rlI-(,)o, -'ril-3\ city NW Tex. to the pan-
handle pop 137.969 — Am,a,ril,Io-an \-'ril-3-w3n\ n
Aniatongaland — see tongaland
Am.a.zon \'am-3-,zan, -zsnX river ab 3000 m N So. America
flowing from Peruvian Andes Into the Atlantic in N Brazil — see
ucAYALi, solimBes — Ama-zo-nlan \,ara-3-'zo-ne-3n, -nysnX adj
Ama.zo.nas \,am-3-'zo-n3s\ state NW Brazil # Manaus area
595,474, pop 514,099
Am.ba.to \am-'bat-(,)o\ dty cen Ecuador S of Quito pop 33,908
Am.bon \'am-,ban\ or Am.boi.na \am-'b6i-n3\ I island E
Indonesia in the Moluccas S of Ceram area 314, pop 66,800
2 city & port on Ambon I. # of Maluku province pop 31,600— Am-bo-nese X.am-ba-'nez, -'nes\ or Am-bol-nese \,am-,b6i-\
adj or n

Am.hra.clan Gulf \am-,bra-sh3n-\ or Gnll oj Ar.ta \'art-s\ orNGk Am.vra.ki.kds Kdl.pos \,am-,vrak-i-.k6-'skdl-,p6s\ inlet
of Ionian sea 25 m long W Greece in S Epirus
Am.brose \'am-,br5z\ channel SE N. Y. at entrance to N. Y.
harbor N of Sandy Hook; 40 /( deep, 2000 Jl wide
Am.chit-ka \am-'chlt-k9\ island SW Alaska to the Aleutlanj at
E end of Rat group

Amer-i,ca \3-'mer-3-k3\ 1 dther conttoent (No. America or So.
America) of the western hemisphere 2 or the Amer,l>cas
\-k3z\ the lands of the western hemisphere including No., Central,
&. So. America & the West Indies 3 unft^d states of America
American Samoa or Eastern Samoa island group of E Samoa
SW cen Pacific * Pago Pago area 76, pop 20,051
Amers.foort \'am-3rz-.fo(3)rt, -srs-, -,f6(3)rt\ commune cen
Netheriands N E of Utrecht pop 68,906
Ames \'amz\ dty cen Iowa N of Des Moines pop 2 7,003
Am-ga \am-'ga\ river 800 m U.S.S.R. in E Soviet Russia, Asia,
flowing N E to the Aldan
Am*hara \ara-'har-3,-'har-3\ former kingdom now provtoce of NW
Ethiopia # Gondar
Amiens \am-'ya°\ dty N_ France on the Somme pop 92,506
Amin,di>vi \,3m-3n-'de-ve\ island group India in the N Laccadives
Am.i.rante \'am-3-,rant\ islands W Indian ocean SW of Sey-
chelles; a dependency of Seychelles
Am-man \a-'man\ or anc Philadelphia or Bib Rah-bah Am-mon
or Rab-bath Am-mon \,rab-3-'(th)am-3n\ city # of Jordan pop
245,000
Ammonium — see siwa
Am.ne Ma-chin Shan \,am-nc-m3-,]"in-'shan\ range of the Kunlun
mountains W China m E cen Tsinghai; highest peak Amne
Machin ab 25,000 yr
Amnok — see yalu
Amor.gos \3-'m6r-g3s\ or NGk Amor-g6s \,am-(,)6r-"g6s\
island Greece in the Aegean in SE Cyclades SE of Naxos area 52
Amoy \a-'m6i, a-, 3-\ or Sze-ming \'sii-'mir)\ dty & port SE
China in S Fukien on Amoy & Kulangsu islands pop 224,300
Am-rao-ti \,3m-'raut-e\ city cen India in NE MaharashtraWSW of Nagpur; chief dty of Berar region pop 87,100
Am-rit-sar \,3m-'rit-s3r\ city N India in NW Punjab pop 325,747
Am-ster-dam \'am-st3r-,dam\ 1 city E N. Y. on the Mohawk
pop 28,772 2 city & port, official # of Netherlands pop 872,428
Amu Dar-ya \.am-ii-'dar-y3\ or Ox-us \'ak-s3s\ river over 1400
m, cen & W Asia flowing from Pamir plateau into Lake Aral
Amund-sen \'am-3n-s3n, 'am-\ 1 sea arm of the S Pacific Ant-
arctica off Marie Byrd Land 2 gulf arm of Beaufort sea N Canada
W of Victoria I.

Amur \a-'mu(3)r\ or Hei-lnng-kiang X'ha-liirj-je-'aoN river 1780
m E Asia formed by junction of Shilka & Argun rivers, flowing into
the Pacific at N end of Tatar strait, & fonning part of boundary
between Manchuria & Soviet Russia, Asia
Ana-dyr or Ana-dir \,an-3-'di(3ir, ,an-\ river 450 m V. S. S. R. to
Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing S & E to Gulf of Anadyr
Anadyr, Gull ol inlet of N Bering sea Soviet Russia, Asia, S of
Chukotski peninsula
An-a-heim \'an-3-,hTm\ city SW CaUf. pop 104,184
Ana-huac \3-*na-,wak\ the central plateau of Mexico
Anarajapura — see anuradhapura
An-a-to-lia \,an-a-'to-le-3, -'tol-y3\ the part of Turkey equivalent
to the peninsula of Asia Minor
An-chor-age \'aiD-k(3-)rij\ city & port S cen Alaska at head of
Cook inlet pop 44,237
An-co-hu-ma \,aD-k3-'h(y)U-m3\ mountain peak 21,490 ft W
Bolivia; highestjn the Illampu massif
An-cona \aQ-'ko-n3\ dty & port cen Italy to the Marches on the
Adriatic pop 64,501
An-da-lu-sia \,an-d3-'lu-zh(e-)3\ or Sp An-da-lu-cfa \,and3-
(,)lU-'se-3, -(,)lii-'the-\ region S Spain including Sierra Nevada &
valley of the Guadalquivir — An-da-lu-siau \,an-d3-'lu-zh3n\

An-da-man \'an-d3-m3n, -.man\ 1 islands India In Bay of Bengal
S of Burma & N of Nicobar islands 2 sea SE Asia, the E section
of Bay of Bengal — Au-da-man-ese \,an-d3-m3-'nez\ adj or n
Andaman and Nic-o-bar \'nik-3-.bar\ territory India comprising
Andaman & Nicobar groups * Port Blair area 3143, pop 31,000
An.der-lecht \'an-d3r-,lekt\ commune cen Belgium, WSW suburb
of Brussels pop 92,642

An-der-matt \an-d3r-,mat\ commune cen Switzerland S of Altdorf
An-der.son \'an-d3r-s3n\ 1 river 430 m Canada in NW Northwest
Territories flowing W & N mto Beaufort sea 2 dty cen Ind. pop
49,061 3 dty N_W S. C. pop 41.316
An-des \'an-(,)dez\ mountain system of So. America extending
along W coast from Panama to Tierra del Fuego — see Aconcagua
An-dhra Pra-desta \,an-dr3-pr3-'dash, -'desh\ state S India N of
Madras state bordering on Bay of Bengal # Hyderabad area
105,677, pop 31,260,133

An-di-zhan \.an-di-'zhan, ,an-dl-'zhan\ city U.S.S.R. in Uzbek-
istan ESE of Tashkent pop 129.000
An-dor-ra \an-'d6r-3, -'dar-3\ country SW Europe to E Pyrenees
between France & Spain; a republic # Andorra la Vella area 191,
pop 5200 — An-dor-ran \-3n\ adj or n
An-dre-a-nol \,an-dre-'an-3f, -,of\ islands SW Alaska In cen
Aleutian chain — see adak, atka
An-dria \'an-dre-3\ commune SE Italy in Apulia pop 67,900
An-dros, 1 \'an-dr3s\ Island, largest of the Bahamas area 1600
2 \'an-dr3s, -,dras\ island 25 m long Greece in N Cyclades SE of
Euboea
An-dros.cog.gln \,an-dr3-'skag-3n\ river 157 m NE N. H. & SW
Me. flowing into the Kennebec
Ane-to, Pi-co de \,pe-(,)ko-,si!a-3-'nat-(,)o, -(,)ko-,da-\ or F Pic
de Ne-thou \,pek-d3-(,)na-^ii\ mountato 11,174 >( NE Spato;
highest in the Pyrenees
An-gara \an-'gar-3\ river 1100 m U. S. S. R. In Soviet Russia,
Asia, flowing from Lake Baikal into the Yenisei — see tunguska
An-gel Falls \.an-J3l-\ waterfall 3212 yi SE Venezuela on Auy4n.
tepuf Mountain in a headstream of the Caronf
An.gers \a"-zha\ city W France ENE of Nantes pop 102,142
Ang-kor Var)-,k6(3)r\ ruins of ancient dty NW Cambodia N of
Tonle Sap; # of the Khmers
An.gle.sey or An-gle-sea \*ar]-g3l-se\ 1 or anc Mo-na \'mo-n3\
island N w Wales 2 county comprising Anglesey I. & Holyhead I.

** Beaumaris & Llangefni area 276, pop 50,660
Anglia,_ 1 — see enouwd 2 — see east anglia — An-gli*an
\'ao-gle-3n\ adj or n
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan — see Sudan
An-go-la \aa-'go-l3, an-\ or Portuguese West Africa country
SVv Africa S of mouth of the Congo river * Luanda area 481,351,
pop 8,441,312 — An-go-lan \-l3n\ adj or n
An-gou-16me \,S°-gii-'lam\ dty E France N E of Bordeaux pop
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An<gou>moiS \,a°-gum-'wa\ region & former duchy & province
W France S of Poilou # Angouleme
An-gniMa Xau-'gwil-a, an-\ island Brit. West Indies in St. KittS'
Nevis territory NW of St. Kitts area 34
An.gus \'ao-g3s\ or jormerly Fot-lar \'f6r-f3r\ or For-far-shlre
\-,shi(3)r, -Sh3r\ county E Scotland # Forfar area 874, pop 2 74.876

An<lialt \'an-,halt\ former state cen Germany * Dessau
An*hwei or An.hui \'an-'(h)wa\ province E China W of Kiangsu
* Hofei area 54,015, pop 30,533,U00
An>i>aR-chak Crater \,an-e-*ak-.chak\ active volcano 4420 ft SW
Alaska on Alaska peninsula 140 m SW of Mt. Katmai; crater 6 m in
diameter
An-jou \'an-JU, a"-zhu\ region & former province NW France in
Loire valley SE of Brittany # Angers
An.ka.ra \'ar)-k3-r3, 'ari-\ or Jormerly An.go-ra Naij-'gor-a, an-,
-'g6r-\ or anc An-cy-ra \an-'si-r3\ city # of Turkey in N cen
Anatolia pop 646,151
An-king \'an-'kio\ or Hwai-ning \'hwT-'nio, 'wi-\ city E China
in Anhwei on_the Yangtze pop 105,300
Ann, Cape \ka-'pan\ peninsula NE Mass.
An Najaf — see najaf
An-uam \a-'nam, s-; 'an-,am\ region E Indochina in cen Vietnam;
chief city Hue area 57,000
An-nap.o-lis \3-'nap-(3-)bs\ city & port # of Md. pop 23,385
Annapolis Basin inlet of Bay of Fundy Canada in W N.S.
An-na.pur-na or An-a-pur<na X.an-a-'pur-na, -'par-V mountain
massif N Nepal in the Himalayas; highest peak Annapurna 1

26,44)2 y;

Ann Ar.hor \a-'nar-_b3r\ city SE Mich, pop 67,340
An-ne-c; \,an-{3-)'se\ city E France ENE of Lyons pop 33,114
An.nis.ton \'an-3-st3n\ city NE Ala. pop 33,65 7

An*shan \'an-'shan\ city NE China in E cen Liaoning SSW of
Mukden pop 548J>0g
An>so-nia \an-'so-ne-a, -'son-ysX city SW Conn, pop 19,819
An.ta.kya \,ant-3-'kya\ or An.ta-ki.yab \-'ke-(y)3\ or anc
An.ti-ocll \'ant-e-,ak\ city S Turkey on Orontes river pop 30,400

An.tal.ya \,ant-'I-'ya\ or jormerly Ada.lia \,ad-'l-e-'(y)a\ city &
port SW Turkey on Gull of Antalya pop 50,963
Antananarivo — see Tananarive
Ant*arc<tic \(')ant-'ark-tik, -'art-ikV 1 ocean surrounding Antarc-
tica including the southern regions of the So. Atlantic, So. Pacific,
& Indian oceans esp. S of ab 40° S 2 the Antarctic regions 3 or
Palm.er peninsula \,pam-ar, ,pal-m3r-\ or Gra-ham Land
\'gra-3m, 'grat-3im\ peninsula 1200 m long W Antarctica S of
S end of So. America 4 or Palmer archipelago islands W of
N end of Antarctic peninsula in Falkland Islands Dependencies

Anl.arctica X-'ark-ti-ka, -'art-i-\ or Antarctic continent body
of land around the So. Pole; a plateau 6UO0 to 10,000 It covered
by a great icecap & having mountain peaks 10,000 to 15,000 //
high area ab 6,000,000
An-tlhes \a"-teb\ city &. port SE France SW of Nice pop 25,000
Antibes, Cap d' — see cap d'antibes
An>ti<cos>ti \,ant-3-'k6-ste\ island E Canada in E Que. at mouth
of the St. Lawrence area 3043
An.tie-tam \an-'tet-3m\ creek S Pa. & N Md. flowing S into the
Potomac N of Harpers Ferry, W.Va.

An-tl-gua \an-'te-g(w)3, -'tig-(w)3\ 1 island Brit. West Indies in
the Leewards * St. Johns area 1 08, pop (with Barbuda & Redonda)
56,800 2 or Antigua Guatemala city S cen Guatemala WSW of
Guatemala City; former * of Guatemala pop 22,942 — An-li-guan
\an-'te-g(w)3n, -'tig-(w)3n\ adj or n
An-ti-Leh.a-non X'ant-i-'leb-s-nan. -,nan\ mountains SW Asia
E of Bika valley on Syria-Lebanon border — see hermon (Mount)

Antilles the West Indies excluding the Bahamas — see greater
ANTILLES, LESSER ANTILLES — An>til<le>an \an-'til-e-3n\ adj

An.ti-ocb \'ant-e-,ak\ 1 city W Calif. NE of Oakland pop 17,305
2 — see ANTAKYA 3 ancient city Asia Minor in Pisidia, at certain
periods within boundaries of Phrygia; its ruins are near Yalvac in
W cen Turkey

An.ti.sa.na \,ant-i-'san-3\ volcano 18,885 y» N cen Ecuador
An. to.la-gas. ta N.ant-s-ls-'gas-taX city & port N Chile pop 89,114
An.trim X'an-tramX county E Northern Ireland # Belfast area
1098, pop 231,149 (with Belfast, 674,769)
An.tung V'an-'diiri, -'tua\ city & port NE China in SE Liaoning
at mouth of the Yalu pop 360,000
Ant.werp \'ant-(.)w3rp\ or F An.vers \a"-ve(3)r\ or Rem
Ant.wer.pen \'ant-,ver-p3(n)\ 1 province N Belgium area 1104,
pop 1,429,761 2 city & port, its #. on the Scheldt pop 302,569
Anu.ra.dha.pu.ra \,3n-3-,rad-3-'pur-a\ or Ana.ra.ja.pu.ra
\-,raj-3-\ town N cen Ceylon; an ancient # of Ceylon
An-yang \'an-'yao\ city E China in N Honan N of Kaifeng pop
124,900
An-zio \'an-ze-,o, 'an-_\ town &. port Italy SSE of Rome
Acmo.ri \'aii-m3-(,)re\ city & port N Japan in N E Honshu on
Mutsu Bay pop 183,744
Aorangi — see cook (Mount)
Aos.ta \a-'6-st3\ 1 commune NW Italy in Piedmont at junction of
Great& Little St. Bernard passes pop 26,500 2 — see val d'aosta

Ap.a-Iach.ee \,ap-3-'lach-e\ bay of Gulf of Mexico in N Fla.
Ap.a.lach.i.oo.la \,ap-3-,lach-l-'ko-l3\ river 90 m N W Fla.
formed by Chattahoochee & Flint rivers on Ga.-Fla. border &
flowing S into Apalachicola Bay (inlet of Gull of Mexico)
Apa.po.rls \,ap-a-'por-(,)es, -'p6r-\ river ab 500 m S Colombia
flowing SE into the Japura on Colombia- Brazil boundary
Apel.doorn \'ap-3l-.d6(a)rn, -,do(a)rn\ commune Netherlands N
of Arnhem pop 101,492
Ap.en.uines \'ap-3-,nTnz\ mountain chain Italy extending the
length of the peninstila — see corno (Monte) — Ap.en.nine
\-,nTn\ adj

Apia \3-'pe-3\ town & port Samoa # of Western Samoa on Upolu I.

Apo, Mount \'ap-(,)o\ volcano 9689 jt S Philippines in SE
Mindanao; highest peak m the Philippines
Ap. pa-la.chian \,ap-3-'la-chan, -'lach-anV mountain system E No.
America extending from S Que. to N Ala. — Appalachian adj— see MITCHELL (Mount)
Ap.pen.zell \'ap-3n-,zel, 'ap-3n(t)-,sel\ canton NE Switzerland;
subdivided into half cantons: Appenzell In.ner Rhodes \-'in-
a(r)-,rod2\ or G Appenzell Inner Rbo.den \-,rod-'n\ (* Appen-

zeU, area 61 pop 13,427) Sc Appenzell Out.er Rhodes \-'aut-
a(r)-\ or G Appenzell Aus.ser Rhoden \-'aii-s3(r)-\ (# Herisau,
area 101, pop 47,938)
Ap.ple.ton \'ap-3l-t3n\ city E Wis. pop 48,411
Ap.po.mat.tox Court House National Historical Park N.ap-a-
mal-3ks\ reservation cen Va. E of Lynchburg & ENE of town of
Appomattox
Apra Harbor \,ap-r3-\ seaport Guam on W coast
Ap.she.ron \,ap-sh3-'r6n\ peninsula U. S. S. R. projecting into
the Caspian sea on coast of E Azerbaidzhan Republic
Apu-Iia \3-'pyul-y3, -'pyu-le-sV or It Pu.glia \'pul-(,)ya\ or
Le Pu.glie \la-'pul-(,)ya\ region SE Italy bordering on the Adri--•" & Gulf of Taranto — Apu.lian Ns-'pyiil-yan, -'pyii-le-snX

420 m W Venezuela flowing E into

Narra-

adj (

Apu.re \3-'pu(3)r-(,)a\
the Orinoco
Apu.ri.mac \,ap-3-'re-,mak\ river over 500 m S & cen Peru flow-
ing N to unite with the Urubamba forming the Ucayali
'Aqa.ba or Aka.ba \'ak-3-b3, 'ak-\ or anc Elath \'e-,lath\ town
& port SW Jordan on border of Israel at head of N E arm (Gull
01 'Aqaba) of Red sea
Aquid.neck \3-'kwid-,nek\ or Rhode island SE R. I.
ganselt Bay; site of city of Newport

Aqui.la \'ak-wi-l3, 'ak-x or L'A.qui.la \'lak-, 'lak-\ or Aquila
de-gli Abruz.zi X.dal-ye-a-'brlit-se, -ye-3-\ commune cen Italy
NE of Rome # of Abruzzi e Molise pop 25,600

Ag.ui.taine \'ak-w3-,tan\ old region of SW France comprising
area later known as Guienne # Toulouse
Aq.Ul.ta.nia X.ak-ws-'ta-nya, -ne-3\ a Roman division of SW
Gaul under Caesar consisting of country between Pyrenees moun-
tains & Garonne river & under Augustus expanded to Loire & Allier
rivers — Aq-uLta-nian X-nysn, -ne-3n\ adj or n

Ara.ba, Wa.di el \,wad-e-.el-'ar-3-b3\ or Ar.a.bah \'ar-3-b3\
valley extending S from Dead sea to Gulf of 'Aqaba
Ara.bia \3-Va-be-3\ peninsula of SW Asia ab 1400 m long &.
1250 m wide including Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Oman, Trucial
Oman, & Aden; in earlier times divided into Arabia Petraea,
E Rocky Arabia, the NW part; Arabia Deserta, E Desert
Arabia, the N part; & Arabia Felix, £ Ferule Arabia (on as-
sumption that the interior was as fertile as the coastal strip), the
main part of the peninsula but by some geographers restricted to
Yemen — Ara.bl.an \-be-3n\ adj or n
Arabian, 1 desert E Egypt between the Nile & the Red sea 2 sea,NW section of the Indian ocean between India & Arabia
Ara.ca.ju \,ar-3-k3-'zhu\ city & port NE Brazil # of Sergipe pop
67,539

-^ t^i- >- i-

Arad \a-'rad\ city W Romania on Mures river pop 112,139
Ara.lu.ra \.ar-3-'fur-3\ sea between N Australia & West New
Guinea
Ar.a.gon \'ar-a-.gan, -gan\ region NE Spain bordering on France;
once an independent kingdom # Zaragoza — Ar-a.go.nese \,ar-
3-ga-'nez, -'nes\ adj or n
Ara.gua.ia or Ara.gua.ya \,ar-3-'gwI-3\ river ab 1100 m, cen
Brazil flowing N into the Tocantins
Arak Va-'rak, 3-'rak\ or Iraq \i-'rak, i-'rak\ or SuHan.abad
\sul-'tan-3-,bad\ city W Iran pop 58,929
Ara.kan \,ar-a-'kan, -'kan\ coast region SW Burma on Bay of
Bengal
Araks \3-'raks\ or Aras \3-'ras\ or anc Arax.es \3-'rak-(,)sez\
river 635 m W Asia rising in mountains of Turkish Armenia & flow-
ing E to join the Kura in E Azerbaidzhan, U. S. S. R.
Ar.al \,ar-3l-\ saline lake SW Soviet Central Asia between Ka-
zakhstan & Uzbekistan area 26.000
Ar.am X'ar-am, 'er-\ ancient Syria — its Hebrew name
Ar.an \'ar-an\ islands W Ireland off coast of Galway; largest
island Injshmore
Aran.sas \3-'ran(t)-s3s\ 1 bay (inlet) of Gulf of Mexico S Tex.
NE of Corpus Christi Bay between mainland & St. Joseph I.

2 pass (channel) S Tex. between Mustang & St. Joseph islands
leading to Corpus Christi & Aransas bays
Ar.a.rat \'ar-3-,rat\ or Ag.ri Da.gi \,a(g)-re-(,)dii(g)-'e\ moun-
tain 16,946 // E Turkey n^r border of Iran
Arau-ca.nia \3-,rau-'kan-e-3, .'ar-,aii-\ region cen Chile S of Bi'o«
Bfo river — Arau.ca.nl.an \a-,raii-'kan-e-an, ,ar-(,)6-'ka-ne-\
adj or n
Ara.val.li \3-'r'av-3-(,)le\ mountain range NW India E of Thar
Desert 300 m long; highest peak Mt. Abu 5650 Jl

Arbela, Arbil — see erbil
Ar.bon \ar-'bo"\ commune NE Switzerland in Thurgau canton on
Lake Constance
Ar.buck.le \'ar-,b3k-3l\ low mountain region S cen Okla.
Ar.bu.tus \ar-'byiit-3s\ urban area N cen Md. SW of Baltimore
pop (with Halethorpe & Relay) 22,402
Ar.cade \ar-'kad\ or Town and Country Village urban area N
cen Calif. N E of Sacramento pop (with Arden) 73,352
Ar.ca.dia \ar-'kad-e-3\ Icily SW Calif. ENE of Los Angeles
pop 41,005 2 mountainous region S Greece in cen Peloponnesus
Archangel, Gull ol — see dvina gulf
Arch.es National Monument \'ar-ch3z\ reservation E Utah
including wind-eroded natural arch formations area 54
Ar.cos de la Fron.te.ra Var-.koz-ds-.la-.fron-'ter-sX commune
SW Spain NE of Cadiz

Ar.cot \ar-'kat\ city SE India in N Madras state WSW of
Madras; once ^ of the nawabs of Carnatic pop 16,583

Arc-tic \'ark-tik, 'art-ik\ 1 ocean N of the Arctic circle 2 the
Arctic regions 3 archipelago N Canada in Arctic ocean consti-
tuting larger part of Franklin District, Northwest Territories

Arctic Red river 310 m Canada in NW Mackenzie District, North-
west Territories, flowing N into the Mackenzie
Ar.cueil \ar-'k3(r), -'k3i\ commune N France S of Paris pop
18,067
Ar-de.bil or Ar.da.bil \,ard-3-'be(3)l\ city NW Iran in E Azer-
baijan province pop 65,720
Ar.den \'ard-=n\ 1 urban area N cen Calif. NE of Sacramento
pop (with Arcade) 73,352 2 forest cen England in N Warwick-
shire W of Stratford on Avon
Ar-dennes \ar-'den\ wooded plateau region in N E France, W
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Luxembourg, & S E Belgium E of the Meuse; average height under
1600/r
Ara-more \"ard-.mo(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ city S Okla. pop 20,184
Aie-ci-bo \,ar-3-'se-(,)bo\ dty& port N Puerto Rico pop 28,828
Are-na, Point Xs-'re-nA promontory N Calif. In the Pacific ab
midway between Cape Mendocino & San Francisco Bay
Are.qui-pa \,ar-3-'ke-p3\ city S Peru pop 121,895
Arez.zo \a-'ret-t,)s5\ commtme cen Italy in Tuscany SE of
Florence pop 66,700
Ar-gen.tan \,ar-zh3n-"ta°\ town NW France in Normandy NNW
of Alengon
Ar.gen-teul
Seine NNW of Paris pop
Ar.gen.ti-na \,ar-j3n-'te-n3\ or E Ar-gen.tine RepnbUc \,ap
J3n-,ten-\ or the Ar-gen.tiiie\'ar-j3n-,ten\ country S So. America
between the Andes & the Atlantic S of Pilcomayo river; a federal
republic # Buenos Aires area 1,079,965, pop 20,435,000 — Ar-
gentine adj or n
Ar.ges \'ar-jesh\ river 125 m S Romania flowing S into the
Danube

Ar.gi-nu.sae \.ar-J3-"nCy)U-,se\ group of small islands in the
Aegean SE of Lesbos

Ar>go*lis \*ar-g3-l3s\ district & ancient country S Greece in E
Peloponnesus comprising a plain around Argos & area between
Gulf of Argos & Saronic gulf — Ar-gol-io \ar-'gal-ik\ adj

Argolis, Gull ot or GuU ol Nau-plia \'n6-ple-3\ inlet of the
Aegean S Greece on E coast of Peloponnesus

Ar>goune \ar-'gan, 'ar-,\ wooded plateau NE France S of the Ar-
dennes near Belgian border between Meuse & Aisne rivers
Ar'gos \'ar-,gas, -gas\ town Greece in E Peloponnesus on Arglve
plain at head of Gulf of Argolis; once a Greek city-slate

Argovie — see aargau
Ar.guel.lo, Point \ar-'gwel-(,)o\ cape SW Calif. WNW of
Santa Barbara
Ar>gun \ar-'giin\ river 450 m NE Asia forming boundary between
Manchuria & U. S. S. R. & uniting with the Shilka to form the
Amur
Ar.gyll \ar-'gT(3)l, "ar-.gTlV or Ar.gyll.shire \-,shi(3)r, -shsrX
county W_Scotland # Lochgilphead area 311U, pop 63,300
Aria \'ar-e-3, 'er-; 3-'rT-3\ 1 an E province of ancient Persian Em-
pire; district now in NW Afghanistan & E Iran 2 — see HERAT
Ari'Ca \3-'re-k3\ city & port N Chile near Peruvian border pop
46,542 — see TACNA

Ar-i-ina.thea or Ar>i*ma*thaea \,ar-3-m3-'the-3\ town in ancient
Palestine; location not certainly identified
Ariminum — see rimini
Ari.pua.na \,ar-3p-w3-'na''\ river 600 m W cen Brazil rising in
Mato Grosso state & flowing N into the Madeira
Arius — see hari rud
Ar.i.zo.na \.ar-3-'zo-n3\ state SW U. S. #Phoenix area 113,909,
pop 1,302,161 — Ar-i-zo-nan X-nanN or Ar-i-zo-nian X-ne-an,
-nyanX n
Ar-kan,sas X'ar-ksn-.so; 1 isatso ar-'kan-zssX 1 river 1450 m SW
cen U.S. rising in cen Colo. & flowing E & SE through S Kans.,
NE Okla., & Ark. into the Mississippi 2 state S cen U. S. * Little
Rock area 53,104, pop 1,786,272 — Ar-kan-san Xar-'kan-zanX n
Ar-khan.gelsS Xar-'kan-,gelsk\ or Arch.an.gel X'ar-.kan-jsIX
city & port U. S. S. R. in N Soviet Russia, Europe, on the
Northern Dvina pop 256,000
An.berg \'ar(3)l-,b3rg, -,beC3)rgX Alpine valley, pass, & tunnelW Austria in the Tirol
Aries \'ar(3)Ig)X 1 medieval kingdom E & SE France; also called
Kingdom of Burgundy 2 or anc Ar<e*las \*ar-a-,IasX or Ar>e-
la.te X,ar-3-"lat-e\ city SE France on the Rhone pop 23,776— Ar-le-sian Xar-'le-zhsnX n
Ar>ling<ton X'ar-lirj-tanX 1 county N Va. on the Potomac; an
urban area, suburb of Washington, D. C. pop 163,401 2 town E
Mass. NW of Boston pop 49,953 3 city N Texas E of Fort Worth
pop 44,775
Arlington Heights village NE III. NW of Chicago pop 27,878
Ar>lon Xar-'lo"X coramime SE Belgium * of Luxembourg province
pop 23,509
Ar.magh \ar-'ma, "ar-.X 1 county S Northern Ireland area 489,
pop 108,800 2 urban district, its #
Ar.ma.gnac X.ar-msn-'yakX district SW France in old province of
Gascony; chief town Auch
Ar.me.nia Xar-'me-nc-a, -nysX 1 or Bib Min-ni X'min-.TX ancient
country W Asia in mountainous region SE of Black sea & SW of
Caspian sea; area now divided between Soviet Union, Turkey, &
Iran 2 or Ar-me-nian Republic Xar-.me-ne-sn-, -nyan-X con-
stituent republic of U. S. S. R. in S Transcaucasia # Yerevan
area 11,580, pop 1,800,000 — see LESSER ARMENIA
Ar.men.tieres X,ar-m3n-'tye(3)r, -'ti(3)rz\ commune N FranceW of Lille pop 24,940
Ar-mora-ca Xar-'mor-s-ks, -'mar-X 1 or Ar'e.mor'i'Ca X,ar-3-X
ancient region NW France between Seine &. Loire rivers 2 brtt-
TANV — Ar-mor-ic X-ikX or Ar'inor-i'Can X-a-ksnX adj or n
Arn.hem \'arn-,hcm, 'ar-nsmX commune E Netherlands * of
Gelderland pop 123,238
Amhem Land X'ar-nsmX region N Australia on N coast of North-
ern Territory
Ar-no \'ar-(,)noX or anc Ar.nns X-nssX river 140 m, cen Italy
flowing W from the Apermines through Florence into Ligurian sea
ArOQS.toolt X3-'rus-t3k, -'rus-X river 140 m N Me. flowing NE
across N. B. border & into St. Johns river
Aro.sa Xa-'r6-z3\ village E Switzerland in Graubiinden canton SE
of Chur
Ar.ran X'ar-snX island Scotland off SW coast in Firth of Clyde
area 165
Ar.ras Xa'ras, 'ar-asX city N France SSW of LiUe pop 36,242
Ar Rimal — see rub' al khali
Arsanias — see murat
Arta, GuU of — see ambracian gulf
Ar.te.movsk Xar-'tem-3fskX or formerly Bakb-mnt X'bak-.miltX
city U.S.S.R. in E Ukraine in the Donets basin N of Donetsk pop
61,000
Ar-tois Xar-'twaX former province N France bounded on N by
Strait of Dover, E by Flanders, & S & W by Picardy # ArrasAm or Aroe or Ar-roe X'ar-(,)iiX islands E Indonesia S of W
New Guinea area 3305, pop 18,200
Am-ba Xs-'rij-bsX Island Netherlands Antilles off coast of NW

Venezuela; chief town Oranjestad i

ArU'Wi'mi X,ar-3-'we-me, ,ar-\ ri

SW & W into Congo river
Ar>vada Xar-'vad-s, -'vad-X town cen Colo., NW suburb of Denver
pop 19,242
Ar,wad \ar-'wad, -'wadX or Rn-ad Xrii-'adX or Bib Ai-vaA
X'ar-,vad\ island Syria off coast of 5 Latakia
Asa'hi'ka'Wa X.as-s-'he-'ka-waX or Asa-bi-ga-wa X-'ga-wsX
city Japan in cen Hokkaido pop 164,971
Asa.ma \3-'sam-3X or Asa.ma.ya.ma Xs-.sam-s-'yam-sX vol-
cano 8340 Jt Japan in cen Honshu
Asan.sol X'as-'n-,solX city NE India In West Bengal pop 76,277
As.bury Park X.az-,ber-e-, -b(3-)re-X city E N.J. on the Atlantic
pop 17,366
As.cen.sion X3-'sen-ch3nX island in S Atlantic at 7°55'S, 14°2S' W
belonging to Brit, colony of St. Helena area 34, pop 326
As-coai Pi.ce.no X,as-k3-(,)le-pi-'cha-(.)noX or anc As.ca-lam
Pi.ce.num X.as-kya-lam-C.lpi-'se-nsmX commune cen Italy in the
Marches 87 m N E of Rome pop 47,000
Ascoli Sa.tria.no X-,sa-tre-'an-(,)o\ or anc As.cn.lnm Ap.n-
lum X.as-ky3-l3-'map-y3-l3mX or Aas.cu.Ium Apnlam X,6s-X
commune S E Italy in Apulia S of Foggia
As.cot \'as-k3tX village S England in Berkshire SW of London
As.cut.ney, Motult_\3-'sk3t-neX mountain 3320// SE Vermont
Ashan.ti Xs-'shant-e, -'shant-X region cen Ghana; formerly a
native kingdom & later a Brie colony # Kumasi area 24,379,
pop 578,100
Ash. bur. ton X'ash-,b3rt-°nX river 500 m Australia in NW Western
Australia flowing NW into Indian ocean
Ash'dod X'ash-,dadX town Israel W of Jerusalem near coast
Ashe.ville X'ash-,vil, -vslX city W N.C. pop 60,192
Asbi.ka.ga X.ash-i-'kag-3X city Japan in cen Honshu N of Tokyo
pop 52,810
Ash.he.Ion X'ash-k3-,lanX or As.ca.lon X'as-k3-X ancient dty
& port SW Palestine, site in Israel WSW of Jerusalem
Ashkh.a.bad X'ash-ka-.bad, -,badX or jormerly Pol.to.ratsb
X.pal ts-'iatskX city U.S.S.R. in Soviet Central Asia # of Turk-
men Republic pop 170,000
Ash.land X'ash-lsndX 1 city NE Ky. on the Ohio pop 31,283
2 city N cen Ohio pop 17,419
Ash.ley X'ash-leX river 40 m S S.C. flowing SE into Charieston
harbor
Ash.ta.bu.la X.ash-ts-'byii-IaX city NE Ohio on Lake Erie pop
24,559
Asia X'a-zhs, -sh3X continent of the eastern hemisphere N of
equator forming a single land mass with Europe (the conventional
dividing hue between Asia & Europe being the Ural mountains
& main range of the Caucasus mountains); has numerous large
offshore islands including Cyprus, Ceylon, Malay archipelago,
Formosa, the Japanese chain, & Sakhalin area (excluding Malay
archipelago) ab 16^500,000
Asia Mi.nor X-'mi-narX peninsula forming W extremity of Asia
between Black sea on N, Mediterranean sea on S, & Aegean sea onW — see ANATOLIA
Asir Xa-'si(3)rX principality SW Arabia on Red sea; dependency
of the Nejd, Saudi Arabia # As Sabya area 13,857, pop 750,000
As-nia.ra Xaz-'mar-s, -'mar-sX city N Ethiopia, formerly * of
Eritrea pop 120,000
As.nieres Xan-'yeC3)rX commune N France NW of Paris pop
77,838
Aso X'as-(,)oX or Aso.san X,as-o-'sanX volcanic mountain Japan
in cen Kyushu; has five volcanic cones (highest 5225 jt} grouped
around crater 15 m long with walls 2000 yr high
Aso.lo X'az-3-,loX commune N E Italy N W of Treviso
As.pern X'as-psm, "as-X former village Austria ENE of Viexma;
since 1905 part of Vienna
Asphaltites, Lacns — see dead sea
Aspinwall — see col6n
As.sam Xs-'sam, a-; 'as-,amX state N E India on edge of Himalayas
* Shillong area 85,012, pop 9,043,700
As-sin.i.boine Xs-'sin-a-.boinX river 450 m Canada rising In
SE Sask. & flowing S & E across S Man. into Red river

As. si.si X3-'se-se, -'se-zeX commune cen Italy ESE of Perugia pop
24,206
As.syr.ia X3-'sir-e-3X or anc As.snr Xa-'su(3)r, "a-.X or Asb.tir
X'ash-3rX ancient empire W Asia extending along middle Tigris
& over foothills to the E; early # Calah, later # Nineveh
Astacus —see izwrr
Asterabad — see gviroan
AsU X'as-teX commtme NW Italy In Piedmont W of Alessandria
pop 52,000
As. tin Tagh X.as-t3n-'ta(g)X or Al.tin Tagh or Al.tyn Tagh
X,al-t3n-X mountain range W China in S Sinkiang; highest peak
ab 17,000//
As.tra.kban X'as-tra-.kan, -ksnX city U.S.S.R. In Soviet Russia,
Europe, on the Volga at head of its delta; 50 jt below sea level
pop 294,000
As.tu.ri.as Xa-'st(y)ur-e-3sX region & old kingdom NW Spain on
Bay of Biscay coextensive with modem Oviedo province — As*tU*
li.an Xa-*st(y)ur-e-3nX adj or n
Asun.cidn X3-,sun(t)-se-'on, (.)a-X city # of Paraguay on Para-
guay river at confluence with the Pilcomayo pop 205,605
As.w^ or As.souan or As.snan Xa-'swan, a-X or anc Sy.e.ne
XsT-'e-neX city S Egypt on right bank of the Nile near site of dam
built 1898-1902 & of projected Aswan High Dam pop 48,000
As.yflt or As.siont or As.sint Xas-'yiitX city cen Egypt on
left bank of the Nile pop 121,000
Ata.ca.ma X.at-s-'kam-sX 1 desert N Chile between Coplapd
& Peru border 2 — see PlWA de atacama
At.ba.ra X'at-bs-rsX river ab 500 m N E Africa rising in N Ethiopia
& flowing through E Sudan into the Nile
Atcbaf.a.laya X(3-),chaf-3-'lT-3X river 225 m S La. flowing S Into
Atcbalalaya Bay (inlet of Gulf of Mexico)
Atb.a.bas.ca or Ath.a.bas.ka X,ath-3-'bas-k3\ 1 river 765 m
Canada in Alta. flowing N E & N into Lake Athabasca 2 lake
Canada on Alta. -Sask. boundary area 3058 — Atb.a.bas-can
or Atb.a.bas.ban X-ksnX adj or n
Atb.ens X'ath-snzX 1 dty NE Ga. pop 31.355 2 dty S_E Ohio
on Hocking river pop 16,470 3 or anc Athe.nae X3-'the-(,)ne\
dty # of Greece near Saronic Gulf pop (with suburbs) 1,850,00(}— Atbe.nian Xa-'the-ne-an, -nyanX adj or n
Atbos X'ath-,as, "a-.thasX mountain NE Greece at E end of Acte
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peninsula; site of a number of monasteries Included iB Moant
Atlios RepaDlic (autonomous area)

Ati-Uan \,at-e-'tlan\ lake 24 m long SW Guatemala at 4700 Jl
altitude occupying a crater 1000 Jt deep N of Atitlan Volcano
At-ka \'at-k3, 'at-\ Island SW Alaska in Andreanof group of the
Aleutians
At.lan.ta \3t-'lant-3, at-\ city # of Ga. pop 487,455
At-lan.tic Xat-'lant-ik, at-\ ocean separating No. & So. America
from Europe & Africa area 41,105.000 — Atlantic ad]
Atlantic City city SE N.J. on Atlantic coast pop 59.544
At*las \'at-l3s\ mountains NW Africa extending from SW Morocco
to N E Tunisia; its highest peaks (over 13,000/1) are in the Grand,
or High, Atlas in SW cen Morocco
Atrek \3'trek\ or Atrak \-'trak\ river 300 m N E Iran flowing
into the Caspian on U.S.S.R. border
Atropatene — see Azerbaijan
At-ta<wa.pis-kat X.at-a-wa-'pis-katX river 465 m Canada in N
Ont. flowing E into James Bay

At>ti>ca \'at-i-ks\ region E Greece, chief city Athens; a state of
ancient Greece
At'tle.boro \'at-"l-,b3r-3, -,b3-r3\ dty SE Mass. pop 27.118
At-tn \'at-(,)ii\ island SW Alaska, most westerly of the Aleutians,
In Near group
Aube \'ob\ river 125 m N ctn France flowing Into the Seine
An-ber-viMiers \,o-b3r-,vel-'ya\ commune N France NNE of
Paris pop 58.740
An-bum \'6-b3m\ 1 city E Ala. pop 16,261 2 city SW Me. pop
24,449 3 city cen N.Y. pop 35,249
Au-bus-son \,o-b3-'so°\ town cen France ENE of Limoges
Ancb \'6sh, 'osh\ city SW France W of Toulouse pop 15,253
Auck<land \'6-kl3nd\ 1 provincial district N New Zealand on
North I. area 25,420, pop 950,609 2 city & port. Its * pop
413,100
Andenarde — see oudenaarde
Au.ghra.bies Falls \6-,grab-ez-\ or King George's Falls water-
faU 480 /( Republic of So. Africa in Orange river in NW Cai>e
Province
Aa-gbrim or Agbrim \'6-gr3m\ town W Ireland in E Galway
AngS'burg X'ogz-.barg, •auks-,bu(3)rk\ city W Germany in
Bavaria on Lech river pop 205,000
AU'gns-ta \6-*g3S-ta, 3-\ 1 city E Ga. on Savannah river pop
70,626 2 city # of Me. on the Kennebec pop 21,680

Au-lis \'o-l3s\ harbor E Greece in Boeotia on Evripos strait

Aa>nis \o-'nes\ former province W France on Gironde estuary
& Bay of Biscay # La Rochelle
Aa.rang.a-bad Xaii-'rso-gs-.badX dty W India in cen Maharashtra
ENE of Bombay pop 66.600

An-res \6-'res\ massif ab 7600 // N E Algeria in Saharan Atlas
Aa-ri-gnac \,6-ren-'yak, -"yakX village SW France SW of Toulouse
Aa-ril-lac \,6-re-'(y)ak. -(y)ak\ city S cen France NW of
Cahors pop 22.224
AU'IO-ra \3-'ror-3. d-, -'rdr-X 1 dty N E cen Colo, pop 48,548
2 dty NE lU. pop 63,715
An.sa.ble \6-'5a-b3l\ river 20 m NE N.Y. flowing E into Lake
Champlain through Ausable Chasm (gorge 2 m long)
Auschwitz — see oswiEaM
Aas.ter-litz X'b-star-.lits, 'au-\ or Czech Slav-kov \'slaf-,k6f,
'slav-,k6v\ town Czechoslovakia ESE of Brno

Ans.tin \'6s-t3n. asA 1 city S Minn, pop 27,908 2 dty* of Tex.
on the Colorado pop 186,545
Anstral — see tubuaI
Aus-tral-asia X.os-trs-'la-zhs. .iis-, -la-shsX 1 Australia, Tas-
mania. New Zealand. & Melanesia 2 the Brit. Commonwealth
nations of the Pacific: Australia. New Zealand. Fiji, & Western
Samoa — Ans>tral_-aslan \-zhan, -shgnX adj or n
Aus>tra>lia \6-'stral-ya, a-\ 1 continent of the eastern hemisphere
SE of Asia & S of the equator area 2.948.366 2 or Common-
wealth of Anstralia dominion of the British Commonwealth
of Nations including the continent of Australia & the island of
Tasmania # Canberra area 2,971,081, pop (1959 est) 10,008,665— Aus-tra-lian \-y3n\ adj or n
Australian Alps mountain range SE Australia in E Victoria i
S E New So. Wales forming S end of Great Dividing range — see
KOSCIUSKO (Mount)
Australian Capital Territory or Jormerly Federal Capital Ter-
ritory district S E Australia including two areas, one around
Canberra & the other on Jervis Bay, surrounded by New So.
Wales area 939. pop 44.780
Aas.tra-sia or Os.tra-sia \6-'str5-zh3, a-, -sh3\ the E dominions
of the Merovingian Franks extending from Meuse river to Bohemian
Forest — Aus-tra.sian V-zhan, -shsnX adj or n

Ans-tria \'6s-tre-3, 'as-\ or G 6s-ter.reicb \'S-st3(r)-,rTls\
country cen Europe in & N of E Alps with the Danutje crossing it

in N; a republic area 32,375, pop 6,993,905 — Aus-tri-an \-an\
adj or n
Austria-Hun. ga.ry X-'hsn-gs-reX dual monarchy 1867-1918 cen
Europe including Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Bukovina &
Transylvania in Romania, NW half of Yugoslavia, Galicia in
Poland, &_N E Italy — Aus.tro-Hun-gar.i.an adj or n \'6s-(,)tro-
,h3G-'gar-e-an. 'as-. -'ger-\
Aus.tro.ne.sia X.os-trs-'ne-zhs, ,as-, -'ne-shsX 1 the islands of
the S Pacific 2 area extending from Madagascar through the
Malay peninsula & archipelago to Hawaii & Easter I.

Au.teull Xo-'t3(r), -'taiX district in W Paris. France
AU'Vergne Xo-'ve(a)m, -'vamX 1 region & former province S
cen France # Clermont (now Clermont-Ferrand) 2 mountains
S cen France; highest in the Massif Central — see saucy (Puy de)
Aux Cayes — see cayes
Anx Sources, Mont X,mo"'-,to-'su(3)rsX mountain 10.822 jt N
Basutoland in Drakensberg mountains on Natal border
Au-yan-te-pul Xau-.yan-tap-'weX or Devil Mountain plateau
ab 20 m long SE Venezuela E of Carom' river — see angel falls
Av-a-lon X'av-»-,IanX 1 peninsula Canada in SE Nfld. 2 or
Isle of Avalon district, orig. an island, SW England in Somerset
Including Glastonbury; considered by some to be the Avalon of

Arthurian legend
Ave.bury X'av-b(3-)r5, US also -,ber-5\ village S England In
Wiltshire E of Bristol
Ave.Ua.ne.da X,av-3-zh3-'na-tj33X city E Argentina on Rio de la
Plata, E suburb of Buenos Aires pop 278,621
Avenches Xa-'va"sh\ or ana Aven-ti-cum Xs-'vent-i-kamX townW Switzerland in Vaud canton # of ancient Helvetia
Av-en-tine X'av-3n-,tm. -,ten\ hill in Rome. Italy, one of seven
(including also the Caellan, Capitoline, Esquiline, Palatine, Quiri-
nal, & Viminai) on which the ancient city was built
Aver.nus Xs-'var-nssX or It Aver.no Xa-'ve(3)r-(,)noX lake S
Italy in crater of extincj volcano W of Naples
Avi.gnon X,a-(,)ven-'yo"X city SE France near confluence of
Rhone & Durance rivers pop 62,768 — Avi.gno.nese Xa-.vin-ys-
,'nez, -'nesX adj
Avl.la \'av-i-l3X 1 province cen Spain area 3042, pop 256,422
2 city, its #. WNW of Madrid pop 26.533
Avlona — see vlone
Avon X'a-vsn. 'av-sn. US also 'a-,vanX 1 river 96 m, cen England
rising in Northamptonshire & flowing WSW past Stratford on
Avon into the Severn at Tewkesbury 2 river 65 m S England rising
near Devizes in Wiltshire & flowing S into English channel 3 river
62 m SW England rising in Gloucestershire & flowing S & W
through city of Bristol into Bristol channel at Avonmouth 4
X'av-snX — see swan
Avranches Xav-'ra'shX town NW France in SW Normandy on
inlet of Gulf ofSt-Malo
Awa.ji X=-'wai-eX island Japan S of Honshu & NE of Shikoku I.

Awash — see hawash
Ax — see DAX
Ax.el Hei.berg X.ak-ssl-'hT-.bsrgX island N Canada In the Sverdrup
islands W of Ellesmere I. area 15,779
Axum — see aksum — Ax-nm-ite X'ak-ss-mTtx adj or n
Aya-cn-cho X,i-3-'ku-(,)choX dty S Peru SE of Lima pop 21,531
Ay. din Xi-'dinX city SW Turkey SE of Izmir pop 35.671
Ayles.bury \'a(3)lz-b(3-)re. US also -,ber-eX municipal borough
SE cen England * of Bucldnghamshire pop 21,054
Ayodhya — see ajodhya
Ayr X'a(3)r, 'e(3)rX 1 or Ayr-shire X-,shi(3)r, -sharX county
SW ScoUand area 1132. pop 321,184 2 burgh & port, its * pop

Ayut.tha.ya or Ayu.dhya Xa-'yiit-s-yaX dty S Thailand N of
Bangkok on an island in the lower Chao Phraya pop 25,000
Azer.bai.dzhan or Azer.bai.jan or Azer.bai.dzhan Republic
X,az-ar-,bT-'"-- --

*

*-' '
"-"- -' ^'-

-
^^ ^ ^ -^ <- ^

Transcauca;
3,800,000
Azerbaijan or_ anc_At.ro. pa.te.ne or Me.dia Atropatene
X'med-e-3-,a-t£0-p3-'te-neX region NW Iran; chief city Tabriz
Azores X'a-,zo(3)rz, -,z6{3)rz. >'X or Port A$a.res Xs-'sor-eshX
islands N Atlantic belonging to Portugal & lying ab 800 m off
coast of Portugal; chief town Ponta Delgada area 888. pop 587,900— Azor.e.an or Azor.i.an Xa-'zor-e-an, -'zor-, s-X adj or n
Azov, Sea of X'az-,6f. 'az-. -,avX gulf of the Black sea E of Crimea;
connected with the Black sea by the Kerch strait area 14,520
Az.tec Ruins National Monument X.az-,tek-\ reservation NW
N. Mex. N E of Farmingtori; site of a preiiistoric pueblo
Azu.sa Xs-'zu-saX city SW Calif. ENE of Los Angeles pop 20,497

Baal-bek X'ba-sl-.bek, 'bal-,bekX town E Lebanon_ N of Damas-
cus on site of ancient city of He.ll.op.o.lis X,he-le-'ap-(a-)l3sX
Ba-bar X'bab-.arX islands Indonesia ENE of Timor & W of
Tanimbar islands
Bab el Man.deb X,bab-,eI-'man-,debX strait between SW Arabia
& Africa uniting Red sea & Gulf of Aden
Ba.bel.thu.ap X,bab-3l-'tii-,apX or Pa.lau Xpa-'IauX or Pe.lew
Xpa-'liiX island W Pacific, chief of the Palau islands area 143
Ba.bu.yan X,bab-(,)ii-'yanX 1 islands N Philippines N of Luzon
area 225 2 chief island of the group
Bab. y.Ion X'bab-a-lan, -,]anX ancient dty # of Babylonia; its

site a6 50 m S of Baghdad near the Euphrates
Bab.y.lo.nla X.bab-a-'lo-nya, -ne-aX ancient country in valley of
lower Euphrates & Tigris rivers # Babylon
Back X'bakX river 605 m Canada in cen Northwest Territories
flowing ENE into Arctic ocean
Ba.co-lod Xba-'ko-,16dX city Philippines on Negros I. pop 101,432
Bactra — see balkh
Bac-trla X'bak-tre-aX or Bactri-a-na X,bak-tre-'an-a, -'an-3,
-"a-naX ancient country SW Asia between Hindu Kusb & Oxus
river * Bactra — see balkh — Bac.tri.an X'bak-tre-anX adj or n
Ba.da.joz X.batti-a-'hos, -'hozX 1 province SW Spain in valley of
Guadiana river area 8451, pop 875,735 2 city, its * pop 102.464
Ba.da.lo.na X.baUi-s-'lo-nsX dty & port NE Spain on the Medi-
terranean N of Barcelona pop 82,845
Bad Ems — see ems
Ba.den X'bad-'nX 1 region SW Germany bordering on Switzer-
land & France; formerly a grand duchy (1805-1918), a state of
the Weimar republic (1918-33), an administrative division of the
Third Reich (1933-49), & a state of the Bonn Republic (1949-51)
* Karlsruhe — see baden-wUrttemberg 2 baden-baden
Ba.den-Ba.den X,bad-=n-'bad-°nX dty & spa SW Germany in
Baden- Wlirttemberg SSW of Karlsruhe pop 40,200
Ba.den-Wiirt.tem.berg X.bad-'n-'wsrt-sm-.bsrg, -'wiu-t-; -'vlrt-
3m-.be(3)rkX state W Germany W of Bavaria; formed 1951 from
former Baden, Wlirttemberg- Baden, & WUrttemberg-HohenzoUem
states # Stuttgart area 13.800, pop 7,726,900
Bad Gastein — see gastein
Bad Godesberg — see godesbero
Badlands National Monument reservation SW S. Dak. E of
Black hills comprising an area of badlands topography area 156
Bad Mergentheim — see mergentheim
Baf.fin X'baf-anX island NE Canada N of Hudson strait; largest
in Arctic archipelago area 183.810
Baffin Bay inlet of the Atlantic between W Greenland & E
Baffin I.

Baffin Land Baffin I. — a former name

a abut; » kitten; ar further; a. back; a bake; S cot, cart; au out; ch chhi; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life
J joke; g sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tU thin; tt this; fl loot; u foot; y yet; yU few; yu furious; zb vision
• F table; a F bac; K G Ich, Buch; " F vin; OB F bceilf; a F feu; te G fUllen; e F rue; ^ F digne Xden^X, nult Xnw'eX
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Ba.Ilng \b>'faD\ river 350 m W Africa in W MaU & Guinea;
the upper course of the Senegal
Bagh.dad or Bag.dad \'bag-.dad\ city # of Iraq on the middle
Tigris ;?o;7 730,_549 — Bagh-dadi \bag-'dad-e\ n
Ba-guio \'bag-e-,o\ city, summer # of the Philippines, In NW cen
Luzon pop 29.300
Ba*lia<ina \b3-'ham-3, by outsiders also -'ha-msX islands in the
Atlantic SE of Florida; a British colony # Nassau area 4404^;?op
136,229 — see TimKS and caicos — Ba*lia-mi.ail Xbs-'ha-me-an,
-'ham-e-\ adj or n
Ba.ha.wal.pur \ba-*ha-w3l-,puC3)r\ region W Pakistan In SW
Punjab in Thar desert; until 1947 a princely state of India
Bahia 1 — see baJa 2_— see Salvador
Ba-lila Blan<ca Xba-.he-a-'blao-ks, -'blaoA city & port E Argen-
tina 350 m SW of Buenos Aires pop 112,597
Bahnasa, £1 — see oxyrhynchus
Bah-rein or Bali'Tain \ba-'ran\ 1 islands In Persian gulf off
coast of Arabia; a nominally independent sultanate # Manama (on
Bahrein I.) area 213, pop 120,000 2 island, largest of the group,
27 m long
Banr el Gha-zal \,bar-.el-g3-'zal\ river ab 500 m SW Sudan
flowing E to unite at Lake No with the Babi el Je.bel \*jeb-al\
forming the White Nile
Ba-ia or Ba-hia \ba-'e-3\ 1 state E BrazU # Salvador area
215.329, pop 4,834.575 2 — see Salvador
Bai.kal or Bay-hal \bT-'k61, -'kai\ lake U.S.S.R. in S Soviet
Russia. Asia, in mountains N of Mongolia; 5712// deep, ab 375 m
long area 13.200
Baile Atha CliatH — see Dublin
Baja California — see lower caufornl^
Bakan — see shimonoseki
Backer X'ba-ksrX island (atoll) cen Pacific near equator at
176°31'W; belongs to U.S.
Baker, Mount mountain 10,750 jt NW Wash, in Cascade range
E of Bellingham

Baker Lake — see dubawnt
Ba-kers.lield \'ba-karz-,feld\ city S Calif, at SE end of San
Joaquin valley pop 56,848
Bakhmut — see artemovsk
Ba-ku \ba-'ku\ city U.S.S.R. * of Azerbaidzhan Republic on
W coast of Caspian sea pop 968,000
Ba'kwan<ga \ba-'kwaQ-g3\ city S Congo in S Kasai E of Lulua-
bourg in diamond field /jop 18,900
Ba.la.kla.va or Ba.la-cla-va \,bal-3-'klav-3, -'klav-; ,bal-3-

'klav-3\ town & port U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia, Europe, in
Crimea on Black sea S E of Sevastopol

Ba_l-a-ton \'bal-3-,tan, "bol-s-.tonX or G Plat-ten-see X'plat-'n-

,za\ lake W Hungary; larges^in cen Europe area 266
Bal.hoa Heights \(,)bal-.bo-3-\ town Panama Canal Zone,
suburb of Balboa, at Pacific entrance to the canal adjacent to Panama
City; administrative center of Canal Zone
Bal'dwin \'b61-dw3n\ 1 urban area SE N.Y. on S shore of Long
I. pop 30.204 2 borough SW Pa. S of Pittf'-urgh pop 24,489
Baldwin Park city SW Calif. E of Los Angeles pop 33,951
Baie — see easel
Bal-e.ar-es \,bal-e-'ar-ez\ 1 the Balearic islands 2 province E
Spain comprising the Balearic islands * Palma area 1936, pop
445.994

Bal>e*ar-ic \,bal-e-'ar-ik\ islands E Spain in the W Mediterranean
— see baleares, iviza, Majorca, Minorca — Balearic adj
Ba-li \'bal-e, *bal-\ island Indonesia off E end of Java; chief town
Singaradja area 2147, pop 1,101,400 — Ba-U-uese \,bal-i-'nez,
,bal-, -'nes\ adj or n
Ba-U-ke-sir \,bal-e-ke-*si(a)r\ city NW Turkey in Asia SW of
Bursa pop 61,012
Ba.lik-pa.pan \,b'al-ik-'pap-,an\ city & port Indonesia on SE
Borneo on inlet of Makassar strait pop 29,843
Bal-kan X'bbl-kanX 1 moimtain range cen Bulgaria extending from
Yugoslavia border to Black sea; highest point ab 7800 ft 2 penin-
sula SE Europe between Adriatic & Ionian seas on W, Mediter-
ranean sea on S. & Aegean & Black seas on E — Balkan adj
Balkan States or Bal>kans \'b61-k3nz\ the countries occupying
the Balkan peninsula: Yugoslavia, Romania, Bulgaria, Albania,
Greece, & Turkey in Europe
Bal<kar-ia \b61-'kar-e-3, bal-, -'ker-X mountain region S Soviet
Russia, Europe, in S Kabardinian Republic
Baikh \'balk\ 1 district N Afghanistan corresponding closely to
ancient Bactria 2 or ana Bac>tra V'bak-trsX town N Afghanistan
* of ancient Bactria
Bal-khash or Bal-kash Xbal-Tcash, bal-TcashX lake 440 m long
Soviet Central Asia in SE Kazakh Republic area 6700
BaMa>rat X'bal-s- ratX city SE Australia in cen Victoria WNW of
Melbourne pop (with suburbs) 49,500
Bal'Sas X'bbl-sss, 'bal-X river 426 m, cen Mexico flowing from
Tlaxcala to the Pacific on border between Michoacdn & Guerrero
Bal'tlc X'boI-tikX sea arm of the Atlandc N Europe enclosed by
Denmark & the Scandinjivian peninsula area ab 160,000
Bal<ti<more X'b61-ta-,moC3)r, -,m6(a)r, -marX city & port N cen
Md. at head of Patapsco river near Chesapecike Bay pop 939,024

Bal<ti>stan X.bbl-ta-'stanX region N Kashmir; the W section of
Ladakh district

Ba<lu-clii>stan Xba-,lU-ch»-'stanX arid region S Asia bordering on
Arabian sea in West Pakistan & SE Iran S & SW of Afghanistan
Ba-ma-ko X'bam-a-koX city # of Mali on the Niger pop 32,800
Bam*berg X'bam-.barg, 'bam-,be(a)rkX city W Germany in N
Bavaria NNW of Nurnberg pop 73,600
Ba*na<liao Xba-'na-.haiiX extinct volcano 7141 // Philippines on
S Luzon a6 50 m SE of Manila

Ba*nana river Xb9-,nan-9-X lagoon E Ha. between Canaveral
peninsula & Merritt I.

Ba-na-ras or Be-na-res Xbs-'nar-as. -ezX or Va.ra-na.sl \v9-
'ran-a-(,)se\ city N India in SE Uttar Pradesh pop 355.800
Ba<nat Xb»-'nat, Tjan-.atX region SE cen Europe in Danube basin
between Tisza & Mures rivers & the Transylvanian Alps; once entirely
in Hungary, divided 1919 between Yugoslavia & Romania
Ban-da X'ban-da, 'ban-X 1 islands Indonesia in Moluccas S of
Ceram area 16 2 sea E Malay archipelago S E of Celet>es, S of the
Moluccas, W of Am Islands. &_ NE of Timor
Ban>da Orl>en>tal X.ban-da-,or-e-,en-'tal. -,6r-X Uruguay — a
former name, used with reference to its position on E shore of Rio
de la Plata

Bandar — see masi^jpatnam
Ban*dar Shali'pur Xban-,dar-sh3-'pa(a)r\ town & port SW Iran
at head of Persian gulf E N E of Abadau
Ban*de<lier National Monument X.ban-ds-.lifalrX reservation
N cen N. Mex. W of Santa Fe containing cliff-dweller ruins area 42

Ban.d]ar*ma*sin or BanOer.nia<sln X.ban-jsr-'mas-'n, ,ban-\
city Indonesia in S Borneo on Martapura river pop 176,800
Ban.dol Xba"-d61X town SE France W of Toulon
Ban-dung or D Ban-doeng X'ban-.diio, 'ban-, -,daoX city Indonesia
in W Java SE of Djakarta pop 839.200
Banlf X'bam(p)fX 1 or Bantt-sliire X-.shiC3)r, -sharX county NE
ScoUand area 630. pop 50,148 2 burgh, its *
Banff National Park reservation W Canada in SW Alta. on E
slopes of Rocky mountains area 2585
Ban.ga.lore X'bao-g3-,Io(a)r, -.16(a)rX city S India W of Madras
* of Mysore pop 778.000
Bang.ka or Ban-ka X'bao-ksX island, Indonesia off SE Sumatra;
chief town Pangkalpinang area 4609, pop 205,400
Bang-kok X'bao-.kak, bao-'X city & port * of Thailand on the
Chao Phraya ab 20 m above its mouth pop 1,328,228
Ban*gor X'baT)-,g6(3)r. -garX 1 city E cen Me. on Penobscot river
pop 38,912 2 municipal borough SE Northern Ireland in County
Down pop 20,615 3 municipal borough & city NW Walesin Caer-
narvonshire — Ban*go<ri'an Xbao-'gor-e-sn, -'gor-\ adj or n
Ban-gui Xba"-geX city # of Central African Republic pop 40,000
Bang<we*u-lu X.bao-we-'iiOliiX lake ab 50 m long N Northern
Rhodesia in swamp region; its area fluctuates seasonally; drains
into the Luapula, a headsiream of the Congo
Baniyas — see caesarea phujppi
Banks X'baDCk)sX 1 island N Canada at W end of Canadian
Arctic archipelago area 23,230 2 islands SW -Pacific N of New
Hebrides
Ban-nock.bum X'ban-ak-.bsm, .ban-sk-'X town cen Scotland in
Stirlingshire SSE of StirUng
Ban-tam X'bant-smX village Indonesia in NW comer of Java; once
* of Sultanate of Bantam
Ban-try Bay X,bari-u^-\ bay SW Ireland in SW County Cork
Ba-paume Xba-'pomX town N France S of Arras
Ba-ra.cal-do X,bar-3-'kal-(.)do, ,bar-X commune N Spain W of
Bilbao pop 73,308

Ba-ra-coa Xibar-a-'ko-a, ibar-X town & port E Cuba on N coast
near E lip of island
Bar-a-nol X'bar-s-.nof, ba-'ran-afX island SE Alaska in Alexander
archipelago S of Chichagof I. area ab 1600
Bar*a*tar>ia Bay X.bar-a-.tar-e-s-, -,ter-X lagoon SE La. on coast
NW of delta of the Mississippi

Bar-ba-dos Xbar-'bad-(,)6z, -azX island Brit. West Indies in Lesser
Antilles E of the Windward group # Bridgetown area 166, pop
192,800

Bar-ba-ry X'bar-b(a-)reX region N Africa on coast extending from
Egyptian border to the Atlantic & including the former Baibary
States {Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, & Tripoli) — a former name
Bar- hers Point X.bar-barz-X or Ka-la-eloa Point Xka-.la-
(,)a-,lo-3-X cape Hawaii at SW comer of Oahu W of Pearl Harbor
Bar- her-ton X'bar-bart-^nX city NE Ohio SW of Akron pop 33.805
Bar-bi-zon X,bar-b3-'z5°X village N France SSE of Paris near
Forest of Fontainebieau

Bar-bu-da Xbar-'biid-sX island Brit. West Indies in the Leewards N
of Antigua, of which, it is a dependency area 62
Bar-ca X'bar-kaX or it Bar-ce X-.chaX town Libya in NW Cyrenaica
on plateau NE of Benghazi
Bar-ce-lo-na X.bar-sa-'lo-naX 1 province E Spain in Catalonia on
the Mediterranean area 2968. pop 2,817,857 2 city & port, its #
pop 1,538,710 _3 city NE Venezuela near coast pop 38,000
Bar-dia X'bard-e-aX town & port Libya in NE Cyrenaica
Ba-reil*ly or Ba-re-li Xba-'ra-leX 1 city N India in NW cen
Uttar Pradesh ESE of Delhi pop 208,100 2 — see rohelkhand
Ba-rents X'bar-3n(t)s, 'bar-X sea comprising the part of the Arctic
ocean between Spitsbergen & Novaya Zemlya
Ba-ri X'bar-eX or anc Bar-i-um X'bar-e-sm, "ber-X commune &
port SE Italy in Apulia on the Adriatic pop 273,801
Ba-ri-lo-che or San Car-los de Bariloche Xsan-'kar-bs-ds-.bar-
a-'lo-che\ town SW Argentina on Lake Nahuel Huapi
Bar-i-sal X'bar-»-,s61X city E Pakistan in East Bengal in Ganges
delta pop 61,300
Bar-king X'bar-kioX or Barking Town urban district SE England
in Essex, E suburb of London pop 78,197
Bar-Iet-ta Xbar-'let-aX commune & port SE Italy in Apulia on the
Adriatic pop 57,386
Bar-na-nl \,bar-na-'UIX city U.S.S.R. in Soviet Russia, Asia, on
the Ob * of Altai Territory pop 320,000
Bar-ne-gat Bay X,bar-ni-,gat-, -gat-X inlet of the Atlantic E N. J.

Bar-net X'bar-nstX urban district SE England in Hertfordshire N
of London pop 25,017
Barns-ley X'bamz-leX county borough N England in West Riding,
Yorkshire pop 75,625
Ba-ro-da Xba-'rod-aX 1 former state W India near head of Gulf
of Cambay # Baroda area 8176 2 city W India in SE Gujarat
SE of Ahmadabad pop 211.400
Ba-rot-se-land Xba-'rat-se-,land\ province W Northern Rhodesia
if^ Mongu Lealui; a protectorate
Bar-qui-si.me-to X.bar-ks-s»-'mat-(,)oX city NW Venezuela pop
105.108
Bar-ran-qnl-Ua X,bar-3n-'k&-Cy)3X city & port N Colombia on the
Magdalena pop 411,330
Barren Groonds treeless plains N Canada W of Hudson Bay
Bar-rie \'bar-eX town Canada in SE Ont. pop 16,851
Bar-row X'bar-(,)oX or Barrow-in-Fur-ness X.bar-a-wan-'far-nssX
county borough NW England in NW Lancashire pop 67,473
Barrow, Point most northerly point of Alaska & of the U.S.. aXab
71°2S'N, 156°30'W

Bar-Ues-yille X'bart-"lz-.vilX dty NE Okla. pop 27,893
Ba.sel X'baz-alX or F Bale or older Basle X'balX 1 canton NW
Switzeriand area 179, pop 304,000 2 city, its * & # of Ba-Sel*
Stadt X'baz-3l-.shtatX (half canton) pop 203,300
Ba-sban X'ba-shsnX region in ancient Palestine E & NE of Sea of
Galilee
Ba-shl Channel X,bash-e-X strait between Philippines & Formosa
Bash-kir-ia Xbash-'kir-e-sX or Basb-kir Republic X,bash-,ki(3)r-X
autonomous republic E Soviet Russia, Europe, in S Ural mountains
* Ufa area 54,233. pop 3,342,000
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Ba.sl.lan \b3-'se-,lan\ Island Philippines, chief of Basilan islands,
SW of Mindanao; chief town Isabela area 495, pop 57,561
Ba-si-li-ca.ta \b3-,sil-3-'kai-3\ or jormerly \M.-aa.-raa. Mii-'kan-ya,
-'kan-\ region S Italy on Gulf of Taranto
Basin Ranges — see great basin
Basque Provinces \;bask\ region N Spain on Bay of Biscay in-
cluding provinces of Alava, Guipuzcoa, & Vizcaya
Bas*ra \'bas-i3, 'bas-, 'bas-, 'baz-, 'baz-, 'baz-\ or Bus<ra \'bas-
-ra, 'basA city & port S Iraq on Shatt-al-Arab pop 159,355
Bass \'bas\ strait separating Tasmania & continent of Australia
Bas-sein \ba-'san\ 1 city S Burma W of Rangoon pop 77.905
2 town & port W India in Maharashtra N of Bombay
Basse^terre \bas-'te(a)r, basA town & port Brit. West Indies # of
St. Kitts I. & of St. Kitts- Nevis- Anguilla territory
Basse-Terre \bas-'te(a)r. basA 1 island French West Indies con-
stituting the W part of Guadeloupe area 364, pop 99,736 2 town&
port # of Guajleloupe
Bas-tia \ 'bas-te-a, 'bas-\ city & port France on N E coast of Corsica
pop 52,208
Bas.togne \ba-'ston\ town SE Belgium in the Ardennes
Bas-trop \'bas-trap\ city NE La. pop 15,193
Ba-su.toaand \ba-'sut-o-,land\ Brit, territory S Africa NE of
Drakensberg mountains surrounded by Republic of So. Africa *
Maseru area 11,716, pop 563,900
Ba-taan \ba-'iun. -'tan\ peninsula Philippines in W Luzon on W
side of Manila Bay
Ba.ta.via \ba-'ta-ve-a\ 1 city W N.Y. SW of Rochester pop
18,210 2 or Batavian Republic Netherlands under the French
(1795-1806) 3 — see Djakarta — Ba-ta-vi-au \-ve-an\ adj&n
Batn \'bath, 'bath\ city & county borough SW England in
Somerset ESE of Bristol pop 79.294
Bath.urst \'bath-f, iarst\ city & port * of Gambia on Island of St.

Mary in Gambia nver pop 19,602
Bat-on Rouge \.bat-''n-'rUzh\ city * of La. on the Mississippi pop
152,419

Bat-ter*sea \'bat-ar-se\ metropolitan borough SW London, En-
gland, on S bank of the Thames pop 117,130
Bat. tie CreeK \'bat-'l-.krek\ city S Mich, pop 44,169
Ba-tum \ba-'tijm\ or Ba-tu-mi \-'tu-me\ city & port U.S.S.R, in
SW Georgia on Black sea # of Adzhar Republic pop 82,000
Baut-zen \'baut-san\ city E Germany on Spree river ENE of
Dresden pop 42.000

Ba.var.ia \ba-'ver-e-a, -'var-\ or G Bay.ern \'bT(-a)m\ state S
Germany bordering on Austria & Czechoslovakia # Munich area
27,232, pop 9,494,900
Ba.ya-mon \,bi-a-'mon\ city NE cer\ Puerto Rico pop 15,109
Bay City city E Mich, at head of Saginaw Bay pop 53,604
Ba.yeux\bi-'u,ba-'(y)u, ba-'ya(r)\town NW France W NW of Caen
Baykal — see Baikal
BaV'Oune \ba-'on\ city & port NE N. J. pop 74,215
Ba>yonne \,ba-'on, ba-'y6n\ city SW France on the Adour near
Bay of Biscay pop 32,575
Bay-renth \bi-'r6it, 'bT-,\ city W Germany in Bavaria NE of
Nuremberg pop 60,600

Bay-town \'ba-,taun\ city SE Tex. SSE of Houston on Galveston
Bay pop 28,159
Beachy Head headland S E England on coast of East Sussex
Bear \'ba(alr, 'be(a)r\ 1 river 75 m N Calif, flowing SW to
Feather river 2 river 350 m N Utah, SW Wyo., & SE Idaho flow-
ing to Great Salt Lake
Beard. more \'bi(a)rd-,mo(a)r, -.m6(a)r\ glacier Antarctica de-
scending to Ross Shelf Ice at oft 1 70° E
Be.am \ba-*ar(n)\ region & former province SW France in Pyr-
enees SW ofGascony # Pan
Be.as or Bi.as \'be-,as\ river 300 m N India in the Punjab flowing
to the Sutlej
Beau. tort \'bo-fart\ sea comprising the part of the Arctic ocean
NE of Alaska &_NW of Canada

Beau-mar.is \bo-'mar-as, byU-\ municipal borough NW Wales,
a * of Anglesey, on E Anglesey I. on Beaumans Bay
Bean.mont \'bo-,mant, bo-'\ city & port SE Tex. on Neches
river; connected with Gulf of Mexico by Sabine-Neches canal pop
119,175
Beaune \'bon\ commti^ne E France SSW of Dijon
BeaU'SO-leil \,bo-sa-'la\ commune SE France ENE of Nice near
Ligurian sea
Beau.vais \bo-'va\ commune N France NNW of Paris pop
18,869
Bea-ver \'be-var\
into the Churchill
Beaver Falls city W Pa. S of New Castle pop 16,240
Bea-ver.head \'be-var-,hed\ mountain range on Idaho-Mont,
boundary; SE part of Bilterroot range of the Rockies — see Garfield
Bech.u.a.na.land \.bech-(a->'wan-a-,land\ 1 region S Africa N
of Orange river & W of Transvaal & including Kalahari desert &
Okovanggo Basin 2 Brit, protectorate in the region N of Molopo
river area ab 275.000, pop 296,000 3 or British Bechuanaland
former Brit, colony in the region S of Molopo river; became part
of Union of So. Africa 1895 — Bech.u.a.na \,bech-(a-)'wan-a\
adj or n
Beck.en.ham \'bek-(a-)nam\ urban district SE England in Kent,
S suburb of London pop 74,834
Beck-ley \'bek-le\ city S W. Va. pup 18,642
Bed.ford \'bed4ard\ 1 city NE Ohio SE of Cleveland pop 15,223
2 or Bed.ford. Shire \-,shi(a)r, -shar\ county SE England area
473, pop 31 1 ,844_ 3 municipal borough, its # pop 53,065
Bed.loes \'bed-,^oz\ — see liberty
Be.dzin \'ben-,jen\ or Ben-din \'ben-,den\ commune S Poland
in Silesia pop 50,721
Beer.she.ha \bi(alr-'she-ba, be(a)r-, bar-\cityS Israel in N Negeb,
in Bible times marking extreme S lirnit of Palestine pop 43,158
Behar — see bihar
Be.his.tun \,ba-his-'tun\ or Bi-su-ton \,be-s3-'tiin\ village W
Iran 22 m_E of Kermanshah
Bei-da \'bad-a\ town, a # of Libya, in Cyrenaica N E of Benghazi
Bel.ra Vba-ra\ 1 former province N cen Portugal * Coimbra
2 town & port SE Mozambique

305 : Canada in Aita. & Sask. flowing E

Bei-rut or Bey.roatS \ba-'rUt\ or arte Be-ry-tos \ba-'rit-ss\
city Sl port # of Lebanon pop 500,000
Bekaa — see bika
Be-kes.csa.ba \'ba-,kash-,ch6-,b6\ city SE Hungary pop 50,000
Be. la.wan \ba-'la-,wan\ town Indonesia in NE Sumatra: port for
Medan
Be.la.ya \'bel-a-ya\ river 700 m Soviet Russia, Europe, rising in the
5 Urals & flowing S, W, & NW to the Kama

Be.lera \ba-'lem\ or Pa.ra \pa-'ra\ city N Brazil * of Pari state
on Para river pop 225.218
Bel.fast \'bel-,fast, bel-'\ county borough & port # of Northern
Ireland & of County Antrim at head of Belfast Lough (inlet) pop
443,670

Bel.fort \bel-'f6(a)r, *bel-,\ commune E France commanding Bel-
fort Gap (%vide pass between Vosges& Jura mountains) pop 45,625
Belgian Congo or earlier Congo Free State former Belgian colonyW cen Afiica — see Congo
Belgian East Africa — see ruanda-urundi
Bel.gium \'bel-jam\ or F Bel.gique \bel-zhek\ or Flem Bel.giB
\'bcl-ge-a\ country W Europe bordering on North sea; a constitu-
tional monarchy # Brussels area 11,774, pop 8.512,195
Bel.go.rod-Dnes-trov ski or Byel.go.rod-Dnes.trov.ski
\'b(y)el-ga-.rad-(,)ne-'str6f-ske, -'str6v-\ or Rom Ce-ta.tea
Al.ba \cha-,tat-e-a-'al-ba\ or formerly Turk i Russ Ak-kcr-man
\,ak-ar-'man\ city U.S.S.R. in S W Ukraine on the Dniester
estuary pop 33,500_
Bel.grade \'bel-,grad, -,grad, -,grad, bel-"\ or Be.o.grad \'ba-a-
,giad\ city * of Yugoslavia & of Serbia pop 470,1 72
Bel.gra-via \bel-_'gra-ve-a\ district of W cen London, England
Be-li.tung \ba-'let-ao\ or BiMi-ton \-'le-,tan\ island Indonesia
between Bangka & Borneo area 1866, pop 73,400
Belize \ba-'lez\ city & port # of Brit. Honduras pop 21,886
Bell \'bel\ city SW Calif. SE of Los Angeles pop 19,450
Bel.la Coo. la \,bel-a-'ku-la\ river ab 60 m Canada in B.C.
flowing W to Burke channel E of Queen Charlotte Sound
Bel.laire \ba-'la(a)r, -'le(a)r\ city SE Tex, entirely within city of
Houston pop 19,872

Bel.lean \be-'lo, 'bc-,\ village N France NW of Chateau-Thierry
6 N of Bel.leau Wood, F Bois de Bej.leau \,bwad-a-be-'lo\ or
Bois de la Bri.gade Ma.rine \-,la-bre-,gad-ma-'ren\

Belle Fonrche \bel-'fush\ river ab 350 m NE Wyo. & W S. Dak.
flowing N E & E into the Cheyenne
Belle Isle, Strait ol \be-'li(a)l\ channel between N tip of New-
foundland I. & SE Labrador
Beue.ville \'bel-,vil\ I city SW 111. pop 37,264 2 town NE N.J.
N of Newark pop 35,005 3 city Canada in SE Ont. pop 20,605

Bell.flow.er \'bel-,flau(-a)r\ city SW Calif, pop 44,846
Bell Gardens urban area SW Calif, pop 26,467
Bel. ling.ham \'bel-ir)-,ham\ city & port NW Wash, on Belling-
ham Bay (inlet at N end of Puget Sound) pop 34,688
Bel.lings.hau.sen \'beI-iDZ-,hauz-'n\ sea comprising a large bay
of the S Pacific W of base of Antarctic peninsula
Bel.lin.zo.na \,bel-an-'zo-na\ conmiime S Switzerland E of Lo-
carno # of Ticino
BeMu-no \ba-'lii-(,)no\ commune N Italy on Piave river N of
Venice
Bell.wood \'bel-.wud\ village NE 111, W of Chicago pop 20,729
Bel-mont \'bel-,mant\ 1 city W Calif. SE of San Francisco pop
15,996 2 town E Mass. W of Boston pop_28,715
Be.10 Ho.ri.zon.te \'ba-(.}lo-,h6r-a-'zant-e, 'bel-(,)o-, -,har-\ city
E Brazil * of Minas Gerais pop 338,585

Be-loit \ba-'16it\ city S Wis. on 111. border pop 32,846
Belo More — see wnrrE
Be-lo-rus-sia \,bel-5-'r^sh-a\ or Bye.lo.rnS'Sia \be-,el-o-,
,byel-6-\ or White Russia, I former region E Europe N of & in-

cluding the Pripet Marshes inhabited by the White Russians 2 or
Be-lo.rus.sian Republic \-.rash-an-\ constituent republic of the
U.S.S.R. bordering on Poland, Lithuania, & Latvia ^ Minsk area
88,044, pop 10,154,287
Belostok — see bialy.stok
Bel.sen or Ber.gen-Belsen \,ber-gan-'bel-zan, ,bar-\ locality
NW Germany on Liineburg Heath NW of Celle

Be.ln.kha \ba-'lii-ka\ mountain 15,157 /( Soviet Russia, Asia;
highest in Altai mountain region
Benares — see banaras
Ben.di.go \'ben-di-,g6\ city SE Australia in N Victoria NNW of
Melbourne pop (with suburbs) 38,100

Bene.lux \'ben-=l-.aks\ customs union comprising Belgium, Lux-
embourg, & the Netherlands; formed 1947
Be.ne.ven.to \,ben-a-'ven-(,)to\ commune S Italy in Campania
NE of Naples pop 36,800

Ben. gal \ben-'g61, ber)-\ region E India (subcontinent) including
delta of Ganges & Brahmaputra rivers; formerly a presidency &
(1937-47) a province of Brit. India; divided 194 7 between Pakistan
& Republic of India — see east bengal .east Pakistan, west bengal
Bengal, Bay of arm of the Indian ocean between India & Ceylon
on the W & Burma & Malay peninsula on the E
Ben.gha.zi or Ben.ga.zi or Ben-gha.si or_Ben.ga.si \ben-
'gaz-e, -'gaz-\ or anc Ber.e.ni.ce \,ber-a-'ni-se\ city & port NE
Libya # of Cyrenaica & a # of Libya pop 70,533
Ben.guela \ben-'gel-a\ town & port W Angola S of Luanda
Be.ni \'ba-ne\ river 1000 m N & cen BoUvia flowing N to unite
with Mamore river forming the Madeira
Be.nm \ba-'nin, -'nen; 'ben-an\ 1 river ab 100 m S Nigeria W of
the Niger flowing into Bight of Benin 2 or Benin City city SW
Nigeria in W delta of the Niger pop 54,000
Benin, Bight of the N section of Gulf of Guinea W Africa off

coast of SW Nigeria & Dahomey
Be.ni Su-ef \,ben-e-sii-'af\ city N cen Egypt SSW of Cairo pop
78,800
Ben Lomond — see lomond (Ben)
Ben Nevis — see^NEvis (Ben)
Be.no.ni \ba-'no-,ni, -ne\ city NE Republic of So. Africa in S
Transvaal on the Witwatersrand E of Johannesburg pop 139,300
Ben. ton Harbor \,bent-'n-\ cirv SW Mich, pop 19,136
Be.nue \'ban-(,)wa\ or Bin.ne \'bin-(,)wa\ river 870 m W
Africa flowing W into the Niger
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Bep-pn \'bep-(,)U\ dty lapan on NE Kyushu on Beppn Bay
(arm of the Inland sea) pop 102,330
Be.rar \ba-'rar, b3-\ region W cen India; in Central Provinces &
Berar 1903-47, in Madhya Pradesh 1947-56, in Bombay 1956-60,
'

I Maharashtra since 1960; chief city Amraoti
\ \'b3r-b(a-)ra\ city & port h

s>ga>den \'berk-tas-,gad-'n\
1 Alps S of Salzburg, Austria

Be.rea \b3-'re-3\ 1 city N E Ohio SW of Qeveland pop 16,592
2 — see ALEPPO 3 — see v£roia
Be're'Zl-na \b3-'raz-=n-3\ river 350 m U.S.S.R. in White Russia
flowing SE into the Dnieper
Bergama — see pergamum
Ber*ga>mo \'be(a)r-g3-,mo, 'bar-\ commune N Italy in Lombardy
N E of Milan pop 104,968

Bergen — see mons
Ber-gen X'bsr-gsn, 'be(3)r-\ city & port SW Norway pop 114,711
Ber.gen.fleld \'b3r-gan-,feld\ borough NE N.J. pop 27,203
Be-ring \'bi(3)r-io, 'be(3)r-\ 1 sea arm of the N Pacific between
Alaska & N E Siberia & between the Aleutians & Bering strait area
878,000 2 strait o6 56 m wide separating Asia (U.S.S.R.) from No.

Berlte-ley \'b3r-kle\ 1 city & port W Calif, on San Francisco Bay
N of Oakland pop 111,268 2 city E Mo. NW of St. Louis pop
18,676

Berls.ley \'b3r-kle\ city SE Mich. NW of Detroit pop 23,275
Berk.shlre \'b3rk-.shi(3)r, -shsrX 1 hills W Mass. W of the Con-
necticut — see GREYLOCK (Mount) 2 \Brit usu 'bark-\ county S
England in Thames river basin * Reading area 725, pop 402,939
Berlin, 1 X'bsr-isn, -,Un\ city N cen N.H. pop 17,821 2 \(,)b3r-

'hn\ city E cen Germany on Spree river, before 1945 * of Germany
& of Prussia; divided under postwar occupation between East &
West Germany, East Berlin being made * of East Germany (1949)
& West Berlin a state (not yet formally incorporated) of West
Germany pop (1950) 3,187,500
Ber-meOo \b3r-'ma-(,)ho\ river 1000 m N Argentina rising on
BoUvian frontier & flowing SE_into Paraguay river

Bei-mond-sey \'b3r-m3n(d)-ze\ metropolitan borough E cen
London, England, on S bank of the Thames pop 60,661

Ber.mu-da \b3r-'tnyud-3\ islands W Atlantic ESE of Cape Hat-
teras; a British colony # Hamilton area 21, pop 43.480 — Ber-
mu-di-an \-'myiid-e-3n\ or Ber-mu-dan \-'myiid-'n\ adj or n
Bern or Berne N'bam, 'be(3)rn\ 1 canton NW & W cen Switzer-
land area 2658, pop 801,943 2 city, its * &_# of Switzerland on
the Aare pop 163,000 — Ber-nese XObsr-'nez, -'nes\ adj or n
Bern.barg \'b3m-,b3rg, 'be(3)rn-.bu(3)rk\ city E Germany W of
Dessau pop 53,367
Bernese Alps or Bernese Oberland — see oberi-and
Ber-ni-cia \(,)b3r-'nish-(e-)3\ Anglian kingdom of 6th century
A.D. located between_Tyne & Forth rivers * Bamborough
Ber<nl>na \(,)bar-'ne-n3\ the S extension of Rhaetian Alps on
border between Italy & Switzerland; highest peak Piz Bemina
\,pets-\ (highest in the Rhaetian Alps) 13,295 Jl
Beroea. 1 — see aleppo _2 — see veroia
Ber-ry or Ber-ri \be-'re\ former province cen France S of
Orleanais # Bourges
Ber-thoud X'bsr-thsdV mountain pass 11,315 yr N Colo, in Front
range W NW of Denver
Ber-wick \'ber-ik\ or Ber-wick. shire \-,shi(3)r, -sharX county
SE Scotland # Duns area 457, pop 25,060
Ber.wyn \'bsr-w3n\ city NE 111. W of Chicago pop 54,224
Berytus — see Beirut
Be*san.pon \b3-'zan(t)-S3n^b3-za"-so"\ city E France pop 65,022
Bes-kids \'bes-,kid2, be-'skedz\ mountain ranges cen Europe in W
Carpathians; include West Beskids (in Poland & Czechoslovakia
W of Tatra mountains) & East Beskids (in N E Czechoslovakia)
Bes-sa-ra-hia \,bes-3-'ra-be-3\ region SE Europe between Dnies-
ter & Prut rivers; now mostly in Moldavian Republic of the U.S.S.R.
— Bes-sa*ra-bi-an \-be-an\ adj or n
Bes-se.mer X'bes-s-msrX city N cen Ala. pop 33,054
Beth-a-ny \'beth-3-ne\ village Palestine E of Jerusalem on Moimt
of Olives; now in W Jordan
Beth. el \'beth-3l\ 1 borough SW Pa. S of Pittsburgh pop 23,650
2 \'belh-al, be-'thel\ ruined town Palestine in W Jordan ob 11 m N
of Jerusalem
Be>thes.da Xba-'thez-daX urban area cen Md. pop 56,527
^eth.le.hem \'beth-li-,hem, -le-(h)am\ 1 city E Pa. on the Lehigh

" pop 75.408 2 town Palestine in Judea SW of Jerusalem; now in
W Jordan

Beth.nal Green \,beth-n3l-\ metropolitan borough E London,
England pop 58.374
Beth>page \beih-'paj\ urban area SE N.Y. in cen Long I. pop
(with Old Bethpage) 20,515

Beth.sa.l'da \beth-'sa-ad-a\ ruined town Palestine on N E side of
Sea of Galilee E of the Jordan; its site in SE Syria

Be'tio \'ba-che-,o\ islet & village W Pacific in N Gilbert Islands
at S end of Tarawa
Beuthen — see bytom
Bev.er.ley \*bev-3r-le\ municipal borough N England # of East
Riding, Yorkshire pop 15,499
Bev.er.ly \'bev-3r-le\ city NE Mass. pop 36,108
Beverly Hills city SW Calif. W of Los Angeles pop 30.817
Bex-ley \'bek-sle\ urban district SE England in Kent SE of
London pop 88,767
Bey.o-glu \,ba-a-'(g)lii\ or jormerly Pera \'per-a\ section of
Istanbul. Turkey, comprising area N of the Golden Horn
Beyrouth — see beiritt
Be-ziers \baz-'>a\ city S France SW of Montpellier pop 64,929
Bezwada — see vijayawada
Bha.gal.pnr \'bag-3l-,pu(3)r\ dty E India in E BUiar on the
Ganges pop 114,500
Bhak.ra Dam \,bak-r3-\ hydroelectric & Irrigation dam 680 jl
high N India in gorge of the Sutlej in Punjab NW of Bilaspur
Bba>mo Nbs-'mo. -'moX town N Burma on the upper Irrawaddy
Bharat — see india
Bbat.pa-ra \bat-'par-3\ dty NE India In West Bengal N of Cal-
cutta pop 134,900
Bliav-na-gar or BbaO'na'gar Nbau-'nsg-arN dty & port W India

mountains # Bhopal; now part of Madhya Pradesh 2 dty N cen
India NW of Nagpur # of Madhya Pradesh pop 102,300
Bbu-ha-nes-war or Bbu-va-nesb-war \,buv-a-'nash-w3r\ town
E India S of Cuttack # of Orissa
Bbu-tan \bU-'tan, -'tan\ country Asia in Himalayas on NE
border of India; a protectorate of India; winter # Punakha, summer
* Tashi Chho Dzong area 18,000, pop 700,000 — BbU'ta-nese
\,biit-'n-'ez, -'es\ adj or n
Bi.a.lra, Blgbt ol Nbe-'af-rs, -'af-X the E section of Gulf of
Guinea, W Africa
BLak \be-'(y)ak\ island off West New Guinea; largest of tha

Russ Be.lo.stoH \.bel-s-'st6k\

I Mont, pop 52,851

Schouten islands
Bia-ly.stok \be-'al-i-,st6k\ i

city NE Poland pop 11_1,400
Biar-ritz \bya-'rits, ,be-s-'\ commune SW France on Bay of Bis-
cay pop 20,691
Bias — see beas
Bid.de.lora \'bid-3-f3rd\ dty SW Me. SW of Portland pop 19,2SS
Biel \'be(3)l\ or F Blenne \be-'en\ commune NW Switzerland in
Bern canton N E of NE end of Lake ot Biel (10 m long) pop
56,600

Bie.le.feld \'be-l3-.felt\ dty W Germany E of Miinster pop
174,500
Big Bend section of Columbia river E cen Wash, where river turns
in its course S to make a wide bend W, S, & E
Big Bend National Park reservation SW Tex. comprising moun-
tain & desert area in bend of Rio Grande area 1094
Big Black river 330 m W cen Miss, flowing to the Mississippi
Big Diomede — see diomede
Big Hole Battlefield National Monument reservation SW
Mont, in moimtain valley SW of Anaconda near Idaho border
Big-born \'big-,h6(3)m\ or Big Horn, 1 river 336 m N Wyo. &
5 E Mont, flowing N into Yellowstone river — see wind 2 moun-
tains N Wyo. extending S from Mont, border E of Bighorn river— see CLOUD PEAK
Big Sandy river 22 m between W. Va. & Ky. formed by confluence
of Levisa Fork & Tug Fork & flowing N into the Ohio
Big Sioux \'sii\ river 300 m S.Dak. & Iowa flowing S to the
Missouri & forming lowa-S.Dak. boundary
Big Spring city W Tex. NE of Odessa pop 31,230
Big Stone lake oA 30 m long between W Minn. & N E S. Dak. —see
MINNESOTA (river)

Big Sur \'sii(3)r\ region W Calif, centering on Big Sur river & ex-
tending ab 80 m along coast SE of Point Sur
Bi-har or Be-har \bi-'har\ 1 state N E india bordering on Nepal:
winter * Patna, summer* Ranchi area 67,164, pop 38,779,60()
2 city cen Bihar state SE of Patna pop 63,124
Bijanagar — see vijayanagar
Bi.ka or Be-kaa VbU'kaN or EI Bika or EI Bekaa \,el-\ or anc
Coe«Ie-Syria \,se-ie-\ valley Lebanon & Syria t>etween Lebanon
6 Anti-Lebanon mountain ranges
Bi.ka.ner \,bik-3-'ne(3)r, .be-ka-. -'ni(3)r\ city NW India in N
Rajasthan in Thai^ desert pop 117,100

Bi'ki'Ui \b3-'ke-ne\ island (atoll) W Pacific in Marshall islands at
NW end of Ratak chain

Bi-Ias-pur \b3-'las-,pu(3)r\ city E cen India In SE Madhya Pradesh
SE of Jabalpur pop 39,099

Bil-bao \bil-'ba-,o, -'ba-(,)o\ dty N Spain # of Vizcaya pop
292,059
Bil-Iings \'bU-ir)z\ dty S i

Billiton — see BELrruNG
Bi-loxi \b3-'lsk-se, -'lak-\ city & port SE Miss, pop 44,053
Bim<i>ni \'bim-9-ne\ two islands of the Bahamas NW of Andros
Bing>en \'bio-3n\ city W Germany at confluence of the Rtiine &
the Nahe pop 18,700
Bing,ham.ton \'bir)-3m(p)-t3n\ dty S cen N.Y. pop 75.941
Binh Dinh \'bin-'din\ dty S Vietnam in S Aimam pop 75,000
Binue — see benue
Bio-Bio \,be-o-'be-(,)o\ river 238 m S cen Chile flowing Into the
Pacific at Concepcion
Bir<ken'head X'bgr-ksn-.hed, ,b3r-k9n-'\ county borough NW
England in Chestiire on the Mersey estuary opposite Liverpool pop
142,392
Bir-ming,bam \'b3r-mir)-,ham, Brit usu -mio-smV 1 dty N cen
Ala. pop 340,887 2 city SE Mich. N of Detroit pop 25,525
3 city &. county borough W cen England in Warwickshire, Staf-

fordshire, & Worcestershire pop 1,112,340
Bi-ro,hi-dzhan \,bir-o-bi-'jano-'jan\ 1 — see Jewish AirroNOMOUs
region 2 dty U.S.S.R. #>of Jewish Autonomous Region pop
41.000 /
Bisayas — see visayan /

Biscaya or Biscay — see vizcaya
BlS'Cay, Bay ol Vbis-(,)ka, -ke\ inlet of the Atlantic between W
coast of France & N coast of Spain
Bis-cayne \bis-'kan, "bis-A bay S_E Fla. on which Miami is situated
Bisk \*bisk, 'besk\ or Biisk \'be(-3)sk\ dty Soviet Russia, Asia,
in E Altai Territory pop 80,190
Bis.kra \'bis-kr3, -(,)kra\ city NE Algeria at an oasis on S edge of
Atlas mountains pop 52,511
Bis.marck \'biz-,mark\ 1 sea comprising the part of the W
Pacific enclosed by the islands of the Bismarck archipelago
2 archipelago W Pacific N of E end of New Guinea area 22,290,
pop 156,700 3 mountain range North-East New Guinea NW of
Owen Stanley range; highest point Mt. Wilhelm, over 14,000 jt
4 city # of N. Dak. on the Missouri pop 2 7,670
Bis-sau or Bis-sao \bis-'aii(")\ town & port # of Portuguese
Guinea pop 18.309
Bisutun — see behistun
Bit-burg \'bit-.barg, -,b(i(3)rg\ town W Germany In Eifel region
SSW of Bonn

Bi-tbyn-ia \b3-'thin-e-3\ ancient country NW Asia_Minor border-
ing on the Proponds & Euxine — Bi-tbyn-i-an \-e-3n\ adj or n
Bitolj or Bitola — see monastir
Bitter Lakes two lakes (Great Bitter Lake & Little Bitter Lake) In
NE Egypt N of Suez; connected & traversed by the Suez canal

Bit-ter-root \'bit-3(r)-,rut, -,riit\ range of the Rocky mountains on
Idaho- Mont, boundary — see Beaverhead, Garfield
Bi-wa \'be-(,)wa\ lake 40 m long Japan on Honshu NE of Kyoto
Bl-zerte \b3-'23rt-e, bi-'2e(3)rt\ or Bi-zer-ta \b3-'z3rt-3\ dty &
port N Tunisia on Lake Bizerte (a deep lagoon) pop 39,327
Bjfimeliorg — see fori
Black \'blak\ 1 or Enz-lne \'yUk-s3n, -,sTn\ or anc Pon-tiu or
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Pontns Eux-i>zins \'pant-as-,yUk-*sT-nas\ sea between Europe &
Asia connected with Aegean sea through the Bosporus, Sea of Mar-
mara, & Dardanelles area 168.500 2 mountainsW N.C.; a rangeof
the Blue Ridge mountains — see mitchell (Mount) 3 hills W S.

Dak. & N E Wyo. — see harney peak 4 canyon of the Colorado
between Ariz. & Nev, S of Hoover Dam 5 canyon of the Gun-
nison SW cen Colo, partly in BlacK Canyon ol the Gunnison
National Monument i^area 21) 6 — see bo

16.523 it S Alaska; highest in
Lancashire pop
Blackburn, Mount
the Wrangell mountains
Black Forest or G Schwarz>wald \'shfarts-,valt, 'shw6rt-,sw61d\
forested mountain region SW Germany along the upper Rhine be-
tween the Neckar & Swiss border
Black-pool \'blak-,pul\ county borough NW England in Lan-
cashire on Irish sea pop 147,131
Black Volta — see volta
Black Warrior river 178 m, cen Ala. flowing into the Tombigbee
Bla-go*vesh<chensk \,blag-3-'vesh-,(ch)en(t)sk\ city E Soviet
Russia, Asia, on the Amur pop 94.000
Blanc, Cape \'blaok, 'bla"\ cape N Tunisia; northernmost point of
Africa, at 37°14'N
Blanc, Mont \m6"-'bra"\ mountain 15,781// SE France on Italian
border in Savoy Alps; highest of the Alps
Blan.ca Peak X.blao-kaA mountain 14,317 // S Colo.; highest in
Sangre de Cristo mountains
Blar>ney \'blar-ne\ town SW Ireland in Munster in cen County
Cork NW of Cork

Blas>ket \'blas-k3t\ islands SW Ireland N of entrance to Dingle
Bay
Bled \'bled\ resort village NW Yugoslavia in Slovenia NW of
Ljubljana
Blen>heim \'blen-3m\ or G Blind'heim \'blint-,hTm\ village
W Germany in Bavaria NNW of Augsburg

Bli-da \'ble"d-3\ city N Algeria SW of Algiers pop 67,913
Block \'blak\ island R.I. SSVV of Point Judith
Bloeni'Ion'tein \'blum-.ran-,tan\ city Republic of So. Africa
# of Orange Free State & judicial # of the Republic pop 112,406
BloiS \bl3-'wa\ city N cen France SW of Orieans pop 28,190
Bloom-neld \'blum-,feld\ town NE N.J pop 51,867
BlOD*ming.ton \'blu-mia-t3n\ 1 city cen HI. pop 36,271 2 city

SW cen Ind. pop 31,357 3 village SE Minn. SW of Minneapolis
pop 50,498
BloomS'bury \'brumz-b(3-)re, US also -,ber-e\ district of cen
London, England

Blue, 1 mountains N E Oreg. & S E Wash. W of Wallowa mountains;
highest peak Rock Creek Butte 9097 jt 2 mountains SE Aus-
tralia, part of Great Dividing range, in E New So. Wales; highest
point 4460 Jt 3 mountains E Jamaica; highest peak Blue Moun-
tain Peak 7400 ir
Blue.field \'bm-.feld\ city S W. Va. on Va. border pop 19,256
Blue Island city NE lU. S of Chicago pop 19,618
Blue Nile river 850 m Ethiopia & Sudan flowing NNW into the
Nile at Khartoum
Blue Ridge \-,rij\ the E range of the Appalachian mountains
E U.S. extending from near Harpers Ferry, W. Va., into N Ga.— see MITCHELL (Mount)

Blufl \'blaf\ town S New Zealand; port for Invercargill

Blythe.ville \'blT(th)-.vil, 'blltii-, -V3l\ city NE Ark. pop 20.797
Bo \'bo\ or Black \'blak\ river 500 m SE Asia rising in cen
Yunnan, China, & flowing SE to Red river
Bo.bruisk \ba-'bru-isk\ city U.S.S.R. in White Russia on the
Berezina pop 84,100
BO'Chum \'bo-k3m\ city W Germany in Ruhr valley pop 362,000
Boden See — see Constance (Lake)
Bodrum — see halicarnassus
Boe-o-tia \be-'6-sh(e-)3\ or NGk Voi-o-tla \vy6-'te-3\ district

E cen Greece NW of Attica — Boe>o>tian \be-'o-shan\ adj or n
Boetoeng — see butuno
Bo-ga.lu.sa \,bo-ga-'lu-s3\ city E La. pop 21.423
BO'gor \'bo-,gd(3)r\ or jormerly Bul-ten-zorg \'bTt-'n-,z6(3)rg\
city Indonesia in W Java S of Djakarta pop 123,800

Bo-go-ta \,bo-g3-'t6, -'ta\ city # of Colombia on plateau of the
Andes at altitude of 8563 //, pop 1,123,600
Bo>he>mia \bo-'he-me-a\ region W Czechoslovakia; once a king-
dom, later a province # Prague
Bohemian Forest or G Boh.mer Wald \'b3(r)m-3r-.valt\
forested mountain region Czechoslovakia & Germany along bound-
ary between E Bavaria & SW Bohemia
Bo>llol \bo-'h6I\ island S cen Philippines, one of the Visayan
islands, N of Mindanao area 1492
Bois de Belleau or Bois de la Brigade Marine — see belleau
BoiJEi de Bou*logne \,bwad-3-bii-'lon, -*16in\ park France just
W of Paris area 21_5S acres

Boi>se \'b6i-se, -ze\ or Bolse City city # of Idaho on Boise
river (60 m long) pop 34.481

Bo>ia>dor, Cape \'b'aj-a-,d6(a)r\ headland NW Africa in the
Atlantic on W coast of Spanish Sahara, at 26°15'N
Bokhara ~ see Bukhara — Bo-kha>ran \-3n\ adj or n
Boks>burg Vbaks-.bsrgX city NE Republic of So. Africa in S
TransvaalE of Johannesburg pop 64,264
Bo<lan \bo-'lan\ mountain pass 5900yr Pakistan in N Baluchistan
Bolbitine — see rosetta
Bo<li>var, Cer.ro \,ser-(,)o-ba-'le-,var\ or La Pa-ri-da \,lap-3-
re-JhaX iron mountain 2018// E_Venezuela S of Ciudad Bolivar
BO'lTvar. Pi.co \,pe-(,)ko-b3-'le-,var\ or La Co<lum>na \,lak-
s-lUm-naX mountam 16,411 jt W Venezuela in Cordillera Merida;
highest in Venezuela
Bo*Uv>ia \ba-'liv-e-a\ country W cen So. America; a republic;
administrative # La Paz, constitutional # Sucre area 424,200, pop
3,019,031 — Boaiv.i.an \-e-3n\ adj or n
Bo-lo<gna \b9-'lon-(y)3\ commune N Italy in Emilia-Romagna
at foot of the Apennines pop 350,676 — Bo.lo^gnan_\-y3n\
or Bo>lo*gnese \,bo-i3n-'(y)ez, -•(y)es. ba-'lon-.yez, -,yes\ adj

Bol'Za>no \bolt-' ..^ ^
2 commune

in Trentino-Alto Adige region pop 76,900
Bo-ma \'bo-m3\ city & port W Congo in L^opoldville province on
Congo river pop 20,531
Bom-bay \bam-'ba\ 1 former state W India # Bombay; divided
1960 into Gujarat & Maharashtra states; once a presidency &
(1937-47) a province of Brit. India 2 island W India on which

. city of Bombay is situated area 24 3 city & port W India #
of Maharashtra & of former Bombay state pop 2,839.270
Bo-mu \'bo-(,)mii\ or Mbo*mu Nam-'boA river 500 m W cen
Africa forming boundary between Republic of Congo (# L^opold-
ville) & Central African Republic & uniting with Uele river to
form the Ubangi
Bon, Cape \'bQ"\ or Ras Ad.dar \,ras-3-'dar\ peninsula NE
Tunisia
BO'Ua, Mount \'bo-n3\ mountain 16,421 // S Alaska at W end
of Wrangell mountains
Bon<alre \b3-'na(3)r, -ne(a)r\ island Netherlands Antilles E of
Curagao area 95, pop 5775

BoU'di \'ban-'dT\ town SE Australia, SE suburb of Sydney, S of
entrance to Port Jackson on Bond! Beach
Bane \*bon\ commune & port N E Algeria pop 1 1 4,068
Bo.nin N'bo-nanX or Qga>sa<wa'ra \(,)o-.gas-a-'war-3\ islands
W Pacific ab 600 m SSE of lokyo, Japan; administered by U.S.
area 40, pop 7361
Bonn \'ban, *b6n\ city W Germany on the Rhine SSE of Cologne
# of West German Federal Repubhc (often called Bonn Republic)
pop J 46,500
Bon>ne-ville, Lake \'ban-3-.vlI\ prehistoric lake 350 m long in
present Utah, E Nev., & S Idaho; its remnant is Great Salt Lake
Bonneville Dam dam in Columbia river ab 35 m above Vancouver,
Wash.
Bonneville Salt Flats or Bonneville Flats broad level area of
Great Salt Lake desert E of Wendover, Utah
Boo-thia \'bu-the-3\ peninsula N Canada W of Baffin I.; its

N tip (at ab 72° N, 94°W) is the northernmost point on No.
American mainland
Boothia, Gulf of gulf N Canada between Baffin I. & Melville
peninsula on E & Boothia peninsula on W
Boo-tle X'biit-^IX county borough NW England in Lancashire,
N suburb of Liverpool pop 74,302

Bo*ra Bo-ra \,bor-3-'b6r-3. .b6r-3-'b6r-3\ Island S Pacific in
Leeward group of the Society islands NW of Tahiti area 14.6
Bo*rah Peak \,bor-3-, ,b6r-\ mountain 12,662 Jt E cen Idaho
in Lost River range; highest point in state

Bo*ras \bu-'ros\ city SW Sweden E of Gdteborg pop 67,647
Bor-deaux \b6r-'do\ city & port SW France on the Garonne pop
257.900

Bor.di'ghe.ra \.b6rd-i-'ger-3\ commune & port NW Italy in
Liguria SW of San Remo
Bor^ger \'b6r-g3r\ city NW Tex. N E of Amarillo pop 20,911
Bor-ger>liout \'b6r-g3r-,haut\ commune N Belgium, E suburb of
Antwerp pop 5(3,645
Borgne, Lake \'b6(3)m\ inlet of the Mississippi Sound E of New
Orleans, La.
Bo-ri-sov \b3-'re-s3f\ city U.S.S.R. in N cen White Russia on the
Berezina pop 59^000
Bor-neo \'b6r-ne-,o\ island Malay archipelago SW of Philippines

290,012 — see Brunei, north Borneo, Kalimantan, sara-

i # Ronne
WAK — ]^or-ne.an \-ne-an\ adj i

Born*hoIm \'born-.ho(l)m\ island Denmark in Baltic ;

area 228. pop 48,632
Bos>nia \'baz-ne-3\ region W cen Yugoslavia; formerly a king-
dom, now part of Bosnia and Her*ze*go*vi<na \,hert-s3-go-
've-n3. .hart-X federated repubhc (# Sarajevo area 19,904, pop
2,847,790)
BoS'PO'lus \'bas-p(3-)r3s\ or BoS'Phcrus \-f(3-)r3s\ strait ab
18 m long between Turkey in Europe & Turkey in Asia connect-
ing Sea of Marmara & Black sea — Bo5-po>ran \-p3-r3n\ adj
Bosporus Cimmerius — see Cimmerian Bosporus
Bos.sier City \,bo-zh3r-\ city NW La. pop 32,776
Bos. ton \'b6-st3n\ 1 mountains NW Ark. & E Okla. in Ozark
plateau; highest over 2000// 2 city & port # of Mass. on Massa-
chusetts Bay pop 697,197 3 municipal borough & port E England
in Lincolnshire #_of Parts of Holland pop 24,453 — Bos>ton>ese
\,b6-st3-'nez, -'nes\ adj — Bos>to-nian \b6-'sto-ne-3n, -nysnX
adj or n
BO'ta'fo<go Bay \,bot-3-,fo-(,)go-\ inlet of Guanabara Bay In
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, enclosed on S E by Pao de Agucar (Sugar-
loaf Mountain)
Bot.a.ny Bay \.bat-'n-e-, .bat-ne-\ inlet of the S Pacific SE
Australia in New So. Wales on S border of city of Sydney
Both*ma, GuU of \'bath-ne-3\ arm of Baltic sea between Sweden
& Finland
Bot-trop \'ba-,trap\ city W Germany NNW of Essen pop 110,800
Bou*gain*ville \'bii-g3n-,vil, 'bo-\ island S Pacific, largest of
the Solomons; chief town Kieta area 3500, pop 46,300
Bou-gie \bii-'2he\ city &. port N E Algeria pop 43,934
Bouil'lon \bu-'y6"\ town SE Belgium in the Ardennes
Boul'der \'bol-d3r\ 1 canyon of the Colorado between Ariz. &
Nev. now covered by Lake Mead 2 city N cen Colo, pop 37,718
Boulder Dam — see hoover dam
BoU'logne \bu-'lon, -'I6in\ or Bou>logne-sur-Mer \-,su(3)r-
'me(3)r\ city & port N France on EngUsh chaimel pop 41,870
Boulogne- Bil< Ian -court \,be-,(y)a"-*ku(3)r\ commune N France
SW of Paris on the Seine pop 93,998
Boundary Peak mountain 13,145 // SW Nev.; highest point in
state

Boun.ti.ful \'baunt-i-f3l\ city N Utah pop 17,039
Bour-bon-nais \,bur-b3-'na\ former province cen France W of
Burgundy # Moulins
Bourges \'bu(3)rzh\ commune cen France SSE of Orleans pop
53,879
Bourgogne — see burgundy
Bourne.mouth \'bo(3)m-m3th. 'b6(3)m-. 'buC3)rn-\ county bor-
ough S England in Hampshire on EngUsn channel SW of South-
ampton pop 144,726
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Hope at ab 54'S, 5°E; belongs to Norway
Bow \'bo\ river 315 m Canada in SW Alta. rising in Banff Na-
tional Park & joining the Oldman to form the So. Saskatchewan
BowMng Green \,bo-lio-'Eren\ city S Ky. pop 28,338
Boyne \'b6in\ river 70 m E Ireland in Leinster flowing to Irish
sea S of Drogheda
Boz-caa-da \,boz-]a-'da\ or one Ten-e-dos \'ten-3-,das\ Island
Turkey in N E Aegean sea S of the Dardanelles
Bra-bant Xbra-'bant, -'bant\ 1 old duchy of W Europe including
region now forming No. Brabant province of the Netherlands &
Brabant & Antwerp provinces of Belgium 2 or Soatll Brabant
province cen Bel^um # Brussels j;op 1.973,729
Bra-den-ton \'brad-^n-t3n\ city & port W Fla. pop 19,380
Brad.tora \'brad-f3rd\ 1 city NW Pa. near N.Y. border pop
15.061 2 city & coimty borough N England in Yorkshire pop
292,394
Bra-ga \'brag-3\ city NW Portugal pop 32,600
Bra.gan-sa \br3-'gan(t)-s3\ or Bra.gan.za \-'gan-z3\ town NE
Portugal near Spanish border
Brah.ma.pu.tra \,bram-3-'p(y)u-tns\ river 1680 m S Asia flowing
from the Himalayas in Tibet to the Ganges delta in N E India
(subconlinent}_^ see jamuna, tsangpo

Bra-i-la \br3-'e-la\ city E Romania on the Danube ;7op 109,394
Brain. tree \'bran-(,)tre\ town E Mass. S of Boston pop 31,069
Brak*pan \'brak-,pan\ town NE Repubhc of So. Africa in S
Transvaal on the Witwatersrand S of Johannesburg pop 54,811

Bran-co \'brao-(,)k5, 'brao-(,)kii\ river 350 m N Brazil flowing S
into the Negro
Bran.deU'hurg N'bran-dsn-.bsrg, 'bian-d3n-,bu(3)rk\ 1 region
& former province N E cen Germany 2 city E Germany on the
Havel WSW of BerUn pop 87,700
Bran-don \'bran-d3n\ city Canada in SW Man pop 24,796
Bran-dy-wine \'bran-de-,wln\ creek oi 20 m SE Pa. & N Del.
flowing SE to join Christina river at Wilmington, Del.
Brant-ford \'brant-l3rd\ city Canada in SE Ont. pop 51,869
Bras d'Or Lake \.bra-,d6(3)r-\ udal lake ab SO m long Canada
in N S. on Cape Breton 1.

Bra-si-lia Xbra-'zil-ya, -•zei-\ city # (since I960) of Brazil in
Federal District in E Goias pop 185,000

Bra-sov \bra-'shdv\ or Jormerly Sta-lin \'stal-3n, 'stal-, -,en\
or Ora-sul Stalin X.or-s-.shiii-, ,6r-\ city cen Romania pop
127,829
Bra-ti-sla-va V.brat-s-'slav-s, ,brat-\ or G Piess-bnrg X'pres-
,barg, -,bU(3)rk\ city Czechoslovakia, chief city of Slovakia, on
the Danube pop 246,695
Bratsk \'bratsk\ town E cen Soviet Russia, Asia, N NE of Irkutsk
near site of BratsK Dam (in Angara river)
Braunschweig — see Brunswick
Bravo, Rio — see rio Grande
Bra-2il \br3-'zil\ or Port Bra-sil or Es-ta-dos TTnl-dos do
Bra-sil \ish-'tat!)-3-zU-'ne-Ui3z-,du-brs-'zil\ country E & cen So.
America; a federal republic # Brasilia area 3,286,169, pop
51,944,397 — Bra-zil-ian Nbra-'zil-ysnX adj or n
Braz-os \'braz-3s\ river 870 m, cen Tex. flowing SE into Gulf of
Mexico
Braz-za-Tille \'braz-3-,vil, 'braz-3-.vel\ city & port # of Congo
Republic on W bank of Stanley Pool in Congo river pop 100,000
Breck-nock \'brek-,nak, -nskX or Brecon \'brek-3n\ 1 or
BrecK-nock-shire \-.shi(3)r, -shsrX or Brecon-shire county
SE Wales area 733, pop 56.484 2 municipal borough, its #
Brecknock Beacons or Brecon Beacons two mountain peaiu
SE Wales in Brecknockshire; highest point Pen y Fan 2907 Jt
Bre-da \bra-'da\ commune S Netherlands pop 105,531
Bre-genz \'bra-.gen(t)s\ commune W Austria on Lake Constance
# of the Vorarlberg pop 20,2 7 7

Brei-ten-leld \'brit-'n-,felt\ village E Germany NNW of Leipzig
Bre-men X'brem-an, 'bra-manV 1 former duchy N Germany be-
tween the lower Weser & the lower Elbe 2 state NW Germany in-
cluding cities of Bremen & Bremerhaven area 156, pop 704,300
3 city& port, its * pop 557,100
Bre-mer-ba-ven Vbrem-ar-.hav-an, .bra-msr-'haf-snX city & portNW Germany in Bremen state at mouth of the Weser; includes
former city of Wesermiinde pop 140,000
Brera-er-ton \'brem-3rt-'n\ city & port W Wash, pop 28,922
Bren-ner \'bren-ar\ mountain pass 4494 jt in the Alps between
Austria & Italy
Bren-ta \'brent-a\ river 100 m N Italy flowing SE tato the Adri-
atic S of Chioggia
Brent-lord and Cbis-wlck \,brent-f3rd-»n-'chiz-ik\ municipal
borough SE England in Middlesex on the Thames pop 59,354
Brent-wood \'brent-.wud\ urban area SE N.Y. in cen Long I.

pop 15.387
Bre-scia \'bresh-», "bra-sh^X or one Brix-ia X'brik-se-aX commune
N Italy in E Lombardy ENE of Milan pop 147,288

Breslau — see Wroclaw
Brest \'brest\ 1 commune & port NW France in Brittany pop
110,713 2 or Brest Li-tovsk X.brest-ls-'tofsk, -'tovskX dty
U.S.S.R. in SW Belorussia on the Bug pop 55.374

Bret-on, Cape \'bret-'n, 'brit-\ headland Canada, easternmost point
of Cape Bretonl. & of N.S.
Bri-an.?on \bre-a"-so°\ town SE France SE of Grenoble
Bridge-port \'brij-,pofa)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ city SW Coim. on Long
Island Sound pop 156,748
Bridge-ton X'brij-tanV dty SW N.J. pop 20,966
Bridge-town \'brij-.tailn\ dty & port Brit. West Indies # of Bar-
bados po^ 18,850
Brie \'bre\ district & medieval county NE France E of Paris;
chief town Meaux

Bri-enne \bre-'en\ 1 former county N E France In the Champagne
N N E of Troyes 2 town, its ^

Bri-enz \bre-'en(t)s\ town Switzerland in SE Bern canton at
N E end of Lake ot Brienz (9 m long, in course of the Aare)

Brigh-ton \'brit-"n\ county borough S England in East Sussex on
English channel pop 156.440 _

Brin-di-_si \'brin-d3-(,)ze, 'bren-\ or anc Bmn-dl-sl-am X.brsn-
•diz(h)-e-sm\ dty & portSE Italy in Apulia pop 41,699
Bris-bane X'briz-ban, -,ban\ dty & port E Australia ^ of Queens-
land on Brisbane river near its mouth pop (with suburbs) 527,500
Brls-tol \'brist-n\ 1 dty W cen Conn. WSW of Hartford pop
45,499 2 urban township SE Pa. N E of Philadelphia pop 59,298
3 dty NE Tenn. adjacent to Bristol, Va. pop 17,582 4 dty SW

Va. pop 17,144 5 chaimel between S Wales & SW England
6 city & county borough & port SW England in Gloucestershire on
Avon river near _Sevem estuary pop 442,281 — Bris-to-li-an
\bris-'t6-le-3n, -'tol-yanX n
Bristol Bay arm of Bering sea SW Alaska W of Alaska peninsula
Brit-ain \'brit-'n\ 1 or L Bri-tan-nia Nbra-'tan-ya, -'tan-e-3\ the
island of Great Britain 2 British commonwealth
Bntish America, 1 or British North America cahada 2 an
Brit, possessions in & adjacent to No. & So. America
British Bechuanaland — see bechuanaland
British Borneo the Brit, dependencies in N Borneo: Brunei, No.
Borneo, & Sarawak
British Cameroons former Brit, trust territory W equatorial
Africa comprising two areas in the Cameroons between Nigeria &
Republic of Cameroun * Buea area 34,081; divided 1961 between
Nigeria (N secUon) & Cameroun (S secUon)

British Colnmbia province W Canada on Pacific coast * Victoria
area 359^2 79, pop 1,398,464
British Commonwealth of Nations or British Commonwealtb
Great Britain & Northern Ireland, the Brit, dominions & republics,
& the Brit, dependencies

British East Africa, 1 kenya — a former name 2 the Brit, de-
pendencies in E Africa: Kenya, Uganda, Zanzibar, &. Tanganyika
British Empire Great Britain & the Brit, dominions & depend-
encies — a chiefly former usage
British Guiana cotmtrv N So. America on AUantic coast; belongs
to Brit. Commonwe, t; # Georgetown area 89,480, pop 539,940
British Honduras country Central America bordering on the
Caribbean; a Brit, colony # BeUze area 8688, pop 88,156
British India the part of India formerly under direct BriL ad-
ministration — see INDIAN STATES
British Isles island group W Europe comprising Great Britain,
Ireland, & adjacent islands
British Malaya dependencies of Great Britain on Malay peninsula
& in Malay archipelago including Federation of Malaya, Singapore,
No. Borneo, Sarawak, & Brunei

British North Borneo — see north Borneo
British Solomon Islands Brit, protectorate comprising the Solo-
mons (except Bougainville, Buka, & adjacent small islands) &
the Santa Cruz islands * Honiara (on Guadalcanal) area 11,500,
pop 114.350
British Somaliland former Brit, protectorate E Africa bordering
on Gulf of Aden * Hargeisa; since 1960 part of Somalia
British Virgin Islands the E islands of the Virgin islands group;
a Brit, possession # Road Town (on Tortola I.) area 58, pop 7600
British West Indies islands of the West Indies including Jamaica,
the Bahamas, Caymans, Brit. Virgin islands. Leeward & Windward
islands, Trmidad, & Tobago
Brit-ta-ny \'brit-'n-e\ or F Bre-tagne \br3-tan'\ region &
former province NW France SW of Normandy
Br-no \'b3r-(,)no\ or G Briinn X'bnen, 'briinX dty cen Czecho-
slovakia, chief city of Moravia pop 306,3 71

Broads \'br6dz\ low-lying district E England in Norfolk (the

Norfolk Broads) & Suffolk (the Sulfolls Broads)
Brock-en \'brak-an\ mountain 3747 jt E Germany; highest in
Harz mountains
BrocK-ton X'brak-tsnX dty SE Mass. pop 72,813
Bro-ken Hill \,bro-k3n-\ 1 dty SE AustraUa in W New So.
Wales pop 32,200 2 city cen Northern Rhodesia pop 26,700
Bromberg — see Bydgoszcz
Brom.ley \'bram-le\ municipal borough SE England in Kent,
SE suburb of London pop 64,178
Bronx ybrar)(k)s\ or The Bronx borough of New York City on
the mainland N of Manhattan I. pop 1,424,815
Brook. field \'bruk-,feld\ 1 village N E lU. W of Chicago pop
20,429 2 city SE Wis. W of Milwaukee pop 19,812
Brook. line \'briik-,lTn\ town E Mass. W of Boston pop 54,044
Brook. lyn \'bruk-l3n\ borough of New York City at SW end
of Long I pop 2,62 7,319 — Brook-lyn-ite \-l3-,nit\ n
Brooklyn Center village SE Minn. NW of MiimeapoUs pop 24,356
Brooks \'briiks\ mountain range N Alaska extending from Kotze-
bue Sound to Canada border; highest peak Mt. Michelson 9239 //
Browns. ville X'braiinz-.vil, -V3l\ 1 urban area NW Fla. W of
Pensacola pop 38,417 2 dty & port S Tex. on Rio Grande pop
48,040
Brown-wood \*braun-,wud\ dty cen Tex. pop 16,974
Bmges \'briizh\ or Flem Bmg-ge \'bnEg-3\ commime NW
Belgium # of West Flanders pop 198,638
Bru-nei \'brii-,nT, -(.)na\ 1 sultanate & Brit, protectorate NW
Borneo area 2226, pop 80,2 77 2 town & port, its #
Bruns-wick \'br3nz-(,)wik\ 1 city & port SE Ga. on Atlantic
coastpop 21,703 2 orG Brann-schweig V'braiin-.shwig, -,shfrk\
former state cen Germany # Brunswick 3 dty W cen Germany W
of Beriin pop 244,100

Bms-sels \'br3s-3lz\ or F Bn-xelles \brtE(k)-sel\ or Flem
Brus-sel \'bnEs-3l\ city # of Belgium & of Brabant pop (with
suburbs) 1,000,744
Brnttium — see Calabria
Bry-an X'brl-anX city E cen Tex. pop 27,542
Bryansk or Briansk \bre-'an(t)sk\ dty SW Soviet Russia,
Europe, SW of Moscow pop 206,000
Bryce Canyon National Park \'bris\ reservation S Utah NE of
Zion National Park area 56

Bu-bas-tis \byii-'bas-t3s\ andent dty N Egypt; ruins near modem
city of Zagazig
Bn-ca-ra-man-ga \,bli-k3-ra-'tnao-g3\ dty N Colombia NNE of
Bogota pop 184,670
Bu-cha-rest \'b(y)ii-k»-,rest\ or Rom Bu-cn-ies-tl \,bU-k»-
'resht(-e)\ dty # of Romania pop 1,291,351
Bn-chen-wald \'bij-k3n-,wdld, -,valt\ village E Germany NW of
Weimar
Buck-ing-ham Xlwk-io-sm, U. S. also -in-,ham\ or Bnck-lng-
bam-shire \-^hl(3)r, -shsrX or Backs V'bsksN county SE ce.i

England # Aylesbury area 749, pop 386,164
Ba-da*pest \'biid-a-,pest also 'byiid- 'biid-, •j>esht\ dty # of
Hungary on the Danube pop 1,850,0()0
Buddb Ga-ya \,bud-g9-'ya\ village NE India in cen Bibar
Badweis — see ceske budejovice
Bue-na Park \.byii-n3-\ dty Calif, near Los Angeles pop 46,401
Bae-na-ven-ta-ra \,bwen-9-,ven-'t(y)ur-a, ,bwa-n»-\ dty & port
W Colombia on the Pacific pop 102,887
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Bne-nos Al.res \,bwa-na-'sar-ez, .bo-na-, -'ser-, -'sTr-\ dty & port
# of Argentina on Rfo de la Plata pop 3.767,887
Buenos Aires, Lalse lake SO m long S Argentina £ S Chile in
the Andes; drains to the Pacific
Baf-fa-lo Vb3f-3-.lo\ city & port W N.Y. on Lake Erle& Niagara
river pop 532,759
Bug VbUg\ 1 river 450 m, cen Poland rising in W Ukraine,
U.S.S.R., & flowing into the Vistula 2 river 500 m SW Ukraine
flowing S E to the Dnieper estuary
Bn*gan>da \b(y)ii-'gan-d3\ province & native kingdom E Africa In
SE Uganda # Kampala
Bnitenzorg — see bogor
Bn*Ka \'bLi-k3\ island W Pacific in the Solomons N of Bougainville
Bn-ka-vu \bu-'kav-(,)ii\ or Cos.ter-mans.vUle X'kas-tsr-msnz-
,vil\ city E Congo # of Kivu at S end of Lake Kivu pop 26,800
Bu*ltha*ra \bij-'kar-3, -'kar-, -'har-, -'har-\ or Bo>kha>ra \bo-\
1 former emirate W Asia occupying region around city of Bukhara
2 city Soviet Central Asia in W Uzbek Republic E of the Amu
Darya pop 69,000 — Bu-kha^ran \-3n\ adj or n
Bu-kit-Ung.gi \,bU-k3-'tiD-ge\ or formerly Fort de Eock \-d3-
'kok, -'kakX town Indonesia in W cen Sumatra
Bu-ko<vi>na or Bu*co*vi*na X.bii-ka-'ve-naX region E cen Europe
in foothills of E Carpathians; now in N E_Romania & W Ukraine
Bn-la.wayo or Bu-lu^wayo \.bU-l3-'wa-(.)o, -'wi-\ city SW
Southern Rhodesia, chief town of Matabeleland pop 49,000
Bul-gar-ia X.bsl-'gar-e-a, bill-, -'ger-\ country SE Europe on Black
sea; a republic # Sofia area 42,858, pop 7,629,254
Bull Run \'bul-'r3n\ stream 20 m N Va. W of Washington, D.C.,
flowing into Oc*co<quan \'ak-3-,kwan\ creek (small tributary of
the Potomac)
Bun>del*kliand \'bun-d'l-,k3nd\ region N cen India containing
headwaters of the Jumna; now chiefly in N Madhya Pradesh
BuU'ker Hill X.bsQ-kar-X height in Charlestown section of
Boston, Mass.
Bur.bank X'bar-.baokV city SW Calif, pop 90,155
Bur-gas \bur-'gas\ city & port SE Bulgaria pop 72,795
Bur>gen-land X'bar-gan-.land, 'biir-g3n-,IantX region E Austria
SE of Vienna on Hungarian border # Eisenstadt
Bnr-gos X'bu(a)r-,gosX 1 province N Spain area 5480, pop
405,540 2 city, its * & once # of Old Castile pop 89,367
Bur-gnn-dy \ 'bar-gan-deX or F Bour-gogne Xbiir-gbn'X 1 region
& former kingdom, duchy, & province E France S of Champagne
2 county France E of Burgundy province: later called Francbe-
Com-t6 Xfra"sh-ko"-taX — Bur.gnn.di.an X(.)b3r-'g3n-de-3nX
adj or n
Bur-lin.game X'bsr-lan-.gam -lio-\ city W Calif. SSE of San
Francisco on San Francisco Bay pop 24,036
Bur-ling-ton X'bsr-lio-tsnX 1 city SE Iowa pop 32,430 2 city
N cen N.C. pop 33,199 3 city NW Vt.pop 35,531

Bur*ma X'bar-maX or Union of Burma country SE Asia on Bay of
Bengal; a federal republic* Rangoon area 261,789, pop 19,242,000— Bnr*man X'bar-msnX adj or n
Bnm-ley X'bsm-leX county borough NW England in Lancashire
N of Manchester pop 84,950

Bur-rard Xba-'rardX inlet of Strait of Georgia, W Canada, In B.C.;
city of Vancouver is situated on it

Bnr-sa Xbiir-'sa, 'bsr-ssX or formerly Bm-sa Xbrii-'sa, 'brU-saX
dty NW Turkey in Asia near Sea of Marmara pop 153,574
Bn>run-di Xbii-'rUn-deX or formerly Urun-di Xu-'run-X country E
cen Africa; a kingdom # Usumbura area 10,744, pop 2,500.000 —
see RUANDA-URUNDI
Bury X'ber-eX county borough NW England in Lancashire NNW
of Manchester pop 58,829
Bur-yat, or Bur-iat, Republic Xbvir-.y'at-, ,bur-e-,at-X autono-
mous republic Soviet Russia, Asia, adjacent to Outer Mongolia &
E of Lake Baikal # Ulan Ude area 127,020, pop 673,000 — Bur-
yat or Bnriat n
Bury Saint Ed-munds X,ber-e-(,)sant-'ed-manCd)z, -sont-X munici-
pal borough SE England # of West Suffolk pop 20,045
Bu.shire Xbii-'shi(3)rX city & port SW Iran pop 27,317
Busra — see basra
Butaritari — see maktn
Bute X'byiitX 1 island SW Scotland in Firth of Clyde 2 or
Bnte*slilre X-,shi(3)r, -sharX county SW Scotland comprising
Bute, Arran, the Cumbraes, & several smaller islands in the Firth of
Clyde # Rothesay (on Bute) area 218, pop 19,285
But-ler X'bst-lsrX city W Pa. N of Pittsburgh pop 20,975
Butte X'byiitX city SW Mont, pop 27,877
Bn-tung X'bii-.tiioX or Bu-ton X'bU-.tonX or D Boe.toeng X'bii-
.tiioX island Indonesia off S E Celebes area ab 2000
Bn-zau Xba-'zaii, -'zoX city E Romania pop 50,320
Bnz.zards Bay X.boz-ardz-X inlet of the Atlantic SE Mass. W of
Cape Cod
Byd.goszcz X'bid-,g6sh(ch)X or G Brom.berg X'bram-.bsrg,
'br6m-,be(3)rkX city NW cen Poland NE of Poznan pop 219,70(J
Byelgorod-Dnestrovski — see belgorod-dnf-strovski
Byelorussia — see belorussia — Byelorussian adj or n
By'tom X'be-.tom. 'bi-X or G BeU'then X'b6it-=nX city SW Poland
in Silesia pop 175,100
Byzantium — see Istanbul

Ga-ba<na>tuan X.kab-s-ns-'twanX dty Philippines in S cen Luzon
pop 15,691
Ca-bin-da Xks-'bin-dsX territory W equatorial Africa on the At-
lantic between Congo Repubhc (# Brazzaville) & Republic of
Congo (# L^opoldville); belongs to Angola # Cabinda area 3000,
pop 50,503
Cab.ot X'kab-3tX strait ab 50 m wide E Canada between SW Nfld.

Si. Cape Breton I. connecting Gulf of St. Lawrence with the Atlantic
Ca.bo Yu.bi X,kab-(,)o-'yli-beX or Cabo Ju.by X-'hii-beX or
Vil-la Bens X.vil-s-'benzX town on SW coast of Morocco SW of
Ifni; former seat of administration for Spanish Sahara & Ifni
Ga>ca<hua.mil>pa X.kak-s-wa-'mil-paX two caverns S Mexico in
Guerrero NNE of Taxco

Ca-ce-ies X'kas-s-.ras, 'kath-X 1 province W Spain in N Estrema-
dura area 7667, pop 571,370 2 city, its * pop 48,881

Cache la Pou.dre X.kash-l3-'pii-dr3\ river 125 m N Colo, flowing
into the So. Platte
Cad-do X'kad.(,)oX lake 20 m long NW La. & N E Tex. draining to
Red river

C4.diz Xka-'diz; 'kad-az, 'kad-, 'kad-; Sp 'ka-.theth, -,Uies\
1 province SWSpain in Andalusia area 2834, pop 829,016 2 or
anc Ga.dir X'gad-srX or Ga-des \'gad-(,)ezX city & port, its #,
on Bay of Cidiz NW of Gibraltar pop 116,333

Gae<li-an X'se-le-anX hill in Rome, Italy, one of seven on which the
ancient city was built — see aventine
Caen Xka"X city NW France in Normandy pop 67,851
Caer.nar.von or Car.nar.von Xkar-'nar-vsn, ksr-X 1 or Caer-
nar.von-shire or Oar-nar.von.shire X-,shi(3)r, -sharX county
NW Wales area 569._pop 124,074 2 municipal borough, its #

Cae-sa-rea X.se-za-'re-a; ,ses-3-, ,sez-X 1 ancient seaport Palestine
22 m S of Haifa 2 or Caesarea Mazaca — see kavseri
Oaesarea Fhi.lip.pi x-'fil-3-,pI, -fa-'lip-JX ancient city N Palestine
SW of Mt. Hermon; site at modern village of Baniyas X.ban-e-
'yasX in SW Syria
Caesena — see cesena
Ca-ga-yan X.kag-a-'yanX or Rio Gran^de de Cagayan Xire-o-
'gran-de-,da-X river 220 m Philippines in N E Luzon flowing N

Ca.glia.ri X'kal-y3-(,)reX commune & port Italy * of Sardinia pop
142,744

Ca.guas X'kag-.wasX town E cen Puerto Rico pop 32,015
Ca.ho.kia Xka-'ho-ke-aX village SW 111. S of East St. Louis pop
15,829
Oahokia Mounds group of prehistoric Indian moimds 111. E N E of
East St. Louis

Ca.hors Xk3-'(h)6(5)rX town S cen France on the Lot N of Toulouse
Caicos — see Turks and caicos
Cairn.gorm X'ka(3)m-,g6(3)rm, 'ke(3)m-X 1 mountain range of
the Grampians NE cen Scotland; highest point Ben Macdhui 4296
Jt 2 mountain_4084/r in Cairngorm mountains in W Banffshire
Cai.ro X'ki-(,)roX city N Egypt # of United Arab Republic pop
3,035,000 — Cai.rene X_kI-'renX adj or n
Oaith.ness X'kath-,nes. kath-'X or Caith-ness-shire X'kath-n3s(h)-
,shi(3)r, -shar, kath-'nes(h)-X county N Scotland # Wick area 684,
pop 22,704
Ca-]a.mar.ca X.ka-hs-'mar-ksX city NW Peru pop 18,324
CaOon Xka-'honX pass 4301 /( S Calif. NW of San Bernardino be-
tween San Bernardino & San Gabriel mountains

Cal.a.bar X'kal-a-.barX city & port SE Nigeria pop 46,000
Ca-la-bria Xka-'la-bre-a, -'lab-re-X 1 district of ancient Italy com-
prising area forming heel of the Itahan peninsula; now the S part of
ApuUa 2 also It Le Ca-la-brie X.la-ks-'lab-re-.aX or anc
Brut>ti>um X'brut-e-am, 'brat-X region S Italy occupying toe of
the Italian peninsula # Catanzaro area 5823, pop 2,044,287 —
Ca.la.bri-an Xks-'la-bre-an, - lab-re-X adj or n

Calah — see kalakh
Ca.lais Xka-'la, 'kal-(,)aX dty & port N France on Strait of Dover
pop 60,340
Calais, Pas de — see Dover (Strait of)

Ca.la-ma Xks-'l'am-aX.city N Chile NE of Antofagasta pop 56,330
Ca-la-miau X,kal-3-me-'anX islands W Philippines N E of Palawan I.

Cal.ca.sieu X'kal-k3-,shiiX river 200 m SW La. flowing through
Calcasieu Lake (aft 15m long) & Calcasieu Pass (channel 5 m
long) into Gulf of Mexico
Cal-cut-ta \kal-'k3t-3\ city & port E India on Hooghly river * of
West Bengal pop 2,548^700 — Cal-cut'tan X-'k3t-=nX n

Cal<e'do-nia X.kal-s-'do-nys, -ne-sX — see Scotland — Ca]>e>do-
nian X-nyan, -ne-anX adj or n
Caledonian canal ship canal N ScoUand in the Great Glen con-
necting Loch Linnhe & Moray firth & uniting lochs Ness, Oich,
Lochy, & Eil

Cal.ga.ry X'kal-ga-reX dty Canada In SW Alta. pop 181,780
Ca.li X'kal-eX city W Colombia on the Cauca pop 545,410
Calicut — see kozhikode
Cal-i-for-nia X,kal-3-'f6r-ny3, -ne-sX state SW U.S. * Sacramento
area 158,693, pop 15,717,204
Calilomia, Gulf of arm of the Pacific NW Mexico between
Lower California & states of Sonora & Sinaloa

Callao Xk3-'ya-(.)o, -'yaiiX dty & port W Peru on Callao Bay W of
Lima pop 129,365

Ca-loo-sa.hatch.ee Xka-.lii-sa-'hach-eX river 75 m S Fla. flowing
W into Gulf of Mexico

Calpe — see Gibraltar
Cal>ta>nis>set>ta X.kai-ta-nl-'set-a, ,kal-X commune Italy In cen
Sicily pop 46,800
Gal<u>met X'kal-ya-.met, -matX industrial region NW Ind. & NE
111. SE of & adjacent to Chicago; includes chiefly cities of East
Chicago, Gary, & Hammond, Ind., & Calumet City & Lansing, 111.

Calumet City city NE 111. S of Chicago pop 25,000
Calumet Harbor harbor district S E Chicago, III., on Lake Michigan
at mouth of Calumet river draining Lake Calumet in S Chicago
Cal-va-dos reef X.kal-va-'dos, -'dos, -'dasX or F Ro-chers du
Calvados Xr6-sha<iiE-X long reef of rocks NW France in English
channel at mouth of Orne river

Cal-va.ry X'kalv-(3-)reX or Heb Gol'go-ttaa X'gal-ga-tha, gal-'giSth-

aX place outside of Jerusalem where Christ was crucified

Cal-y*don X'kal-a-,dan, -ad-^nX ancient city cen Greece in S AetoUa
near Gulf of Patras — Cal-y-do-nian X,kal-a-'do-nyan, -ne-anXodj
Calydon, Gulf of — see patras (Gulf of)

Cam X'kamX river 40 m E cen England in Cambridgeshire flowing
into the Ouse
Ca-ma-giiey X,kam-a-'gwaX city E cen Cuba pop 110,388
Ca-margue Xka-'margX or F La Ca-margue X,lak-a-X marshy
island 5 France in delta of the Rhone
Cdm>ba-luc X'kam-ba-,lakX khanbauk
Cam.bay Xkam-'baX city &. former port W India In Gujarat W of
Baroda
Gambay, Gulf of inlet of Arabian sea in India N of Bombay
Cam-ber-well X 'kam-bar-.wel, -walX 1 dty SE AustraUa In S
Victoria E of Melbourne pop 76,125 2 metropolitan borough S
London, England pop 179,729

Cam>bo*dia Xkam-'bod-e-aX country SE Asia bordering on Gulf of
Slam; a kingdom # Phnom Penh area 69,866, pop 5,040,000
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Cam.bral or /ormcr/j' Cam^bray Vkam-'bra, ka°-\ city N France on
the Scheldt pop 29,567

Cani'bria \'kam-bre-a\ — see wales
Gam>brl-an \'kain-bre-3n\ mountains cen Wales
Cam-bridge \'kam-brij\ 1 city E Mass. W of Boston pop 107,716
2 or Cara-bridge-shire \-,shiC3lr, -shar\ formerly, & still as a
postal & geographical name, a county in E England comprising the
modem administrative counties of Cambridge & Isle of Ely 3 or
Cambridgeshire administrative county E England # Cambridge
area 492. pop 166,863 4 or ML Can. ta.brig.ia\.kant-s-'brij-(e-)3\
municipal borough E England on the Cam # of Cambridge-
shire pop 66,789
Cam.den \'kam-dan\ 1 city S Ark. pop 15,823 2 city & port SW
N J. on the Delaware opposite Philadelphia pop 117,159
Cam-er-oon \,kam-a-'run\ 1 or Fa*ko \'fak-(,)6\ mountain
massif 13,353 /r Cameroun N W of Buea near coast 2 cameroun
Cam.er-oons \,kam-a-'runz\ re^on W Africa bordering on N E
Gulf of Guinea formerly comprising Brit. & French Cameroons
but now divided between Nigeria & Republic of Cameroun —
Cam'er-00>man \-'rU-ne-an, -nyan\ adj or n
Ca*me>roun \,kam-3-'rUn\ country W equatorial Africa in Camer-
oons region; a repubUc, formerly a trust territory under France #
Yaounde area 183,080, pop 4.907,000 — Ca-me-rou-nlan
V'ru-ne-sn, -nysnX adi or n

Ca*mi<guin \,kam-3-'gen\ 1 island N Philippines N of Luzon; site

of Camiguin Volcano 2750 Jt 2 island S Philippines off N coast of
^lindanao — see hibokhibok

Ca<mO'nl*ca \k3-'m6-ni-k3\ valley N Italy in the Alps N of Brescia
Ca-raO'tes \k3-'mo-,tas\ sea inlet Philippines in the Visayans W of
Leyie

Cam.pa-gna di Ro-ma \kam-,pan-ya-de-'ro-m3, -'pan-\ or E
Reman Campagna region cen iialy around Rome area ab 800

Cam-pa^ma Xkam-'pa-nys, -ne-a\ region S Italy bordering on
Tyrrhemansea # Naples area 5214, pop 4,346,264— Cam.pa.nian
X-nyan, -ne-an\ adj or n _
Cam-pe-che \kam-'pe-che\ 1 state SE Mexico in W Yucatan
peninsula area 19,670, pop 122,098 2 city, its *, on Bay of
Campeche pop 31,279
Campeche, Bay ol the SW section of Gulf of Mexico
Cam.pi-na Gran-de \kam-,pe-na-'gran-d3, -de\ city E Brazil in E
Paraiba pop 72,464_

Cara.pi-nas \kam-'pe-nas\ city SE Brazil in E Sao Paulo state pop
99,156
Cam-po-beMo \,kam-p3-'bel-(,_)o\ island Canada in SW N.B,
Cam.po.Ior-nii.do_ \,kam-(,)po-'f6r-m3-.do\ or formerly Cam-
po.Ior*mio \-me,o\ village NE Italy SW of Udine
Cam.pes \'kam-p3s\ city SE Brazil in Rio de Janeiro state on the
Paraiba pop 61,633
Cam-ranh Bay \,kam-,ran-\ Inlet of So. China sea SE Vietnam ab
180 m NE of Saigon

Ca.ua \'ka-na\ village N Palestine in Galilee 4 m N E of Nazareth;
now in Israel

Ca.naan \'ka-nan\ ancient region corresponding vaguely to modem
Palestine
Can.a-da \'kan-3d-a\ country N No. America including Nfld. &
Arctic islands N of mainland: a dominion of the British Com-
monwealih ^_ Ottawa area 3,560,238. pop 16,080,791 — Ca-na-
di.an \k3-'nad-e-3n\ adj or n

Canadian or, above its junction with the No. Canadian^ Soutll
Canadian river 906 m S cen U.S. flowing E from NE N. Mex. to
Arkansas river in E Okla.
Canadian Shield — see laijrentian highlands
Ca-ual Zone or Panama Canal Zone strip Of territory Panama
imder perpetual lease to the U S. for Panama canal; administrative
center Balboa Heights; area (including 191 sq m of inland waters)
553, pop 42,122
Can-an-dai-gua \,kan-9n-'da-gw3\ lake 15 m long W N.Y.; one of
the Finger Lakes
Ca.nary \k3-*ne(3)r-e\ islands in the Atlantic off NW coast of
Africa S of Madeira belonging to Spain area 2807 pop 890,381 —
see las palmas, santa cruz de tenerife ~ Ca.nar.i.an \ka-'ner-
e-3n\ adj or n
Ca.nav.er.al \k3-'nav-(&-)ral\ 1 peninsula 100 m long E Fla. en-
closing Mosquito lagoon & Indian river (lagoon) 2 cape E Fla. in
the Atlantic on E shore of Canaveral peninsula E of Banana river

Can.ber*ra \'kan-,ber-3, -b(9-)ra\ city # of Australia iu Australian
Capital Territory on a headstream of the Mumimbidgee SW of
Sydney pop 32,400

Can.dia \*kan-de-3\ 1 crete 2 or He.rab.U-on \hi-'rak-le-3n\
or NGk Ir&.kll.on \i-'rak-\ city & port Gjeece on N coast of
Crete pop 54,541 — CaU'dl-ot \'kan-de-at, -de-,at\ or Can>di*ote
V.ot. -3t\ adj or n
Candia, Sea ol — see crete (Sea of)
Ca-nea \k3-'ne-3\ or NGk Kha.nid \kan-'ya\ or arte Cy.do.nia
\si-'do-ne-3. -ny3\ city & port Greece # of Crete pop 35,237
Ca.ney or El Ganey \,el-ks-*na\ town E Cuba N E of Santiago de
Cuba

Can.nae \'kan-(,)e\ ancient town SE Italy In Apulia WSW of
modern Barletta
Can-na.nore \'kan-9-,no(a)r, -,n6(3)r\ or Ka-na-nur X.ksn-a-
'niif3)r\ city SW India in Kerala on Malabar coast NNW of
Calicut pop 34,600
Cannes Vkan\ commune & port SE France pop 50,192
Cann.stadt \'kan-,s(h)tat\ a N section of Stuttgart, Germany
Ga.no.pus \k3-'no-p3s\ ancient city N Egypt E of Alexandria at
modern Abukir — Ca-ncpic \k3-'no-pik, -'nap-ik\ adj

Can.so, Cape \'kan(t)-(.)so\ cape Canada at NE end of N.S.
mainland
Can.ta.bri<an \kan-'ta-bre-9n\ mountains N & NW Spain running
E-W near coast of Bay of Biscay — see cerredo — Cantabriau adj

Cantabrigia — see Cambridge
Can.ter.bury \'kant-a(r)-.ber-e\ 1 provincial district New Zealand
on E coast of South I. * Christchurch area 13,940, pop 329,920
2 city SE Australia in E New So. Wales, SW suburb of Sydney
^?^^22'^^^ 3 city & county borough SE England in Kent pop
27.778 — Can.ter-bu.rl.an \,kant-3(r)-'byur-c-an\ adj

Can.ti.gny \,ka°-.len-'ye\ village N France S of Amiens
Can.ton \'kant-*n\ 1 cdty NE Ohio pop 113,631 2 island (atoll)
cen Pacific in PhoenU islands; controlled jointly by U.S. & Great
Britain
Oan.ton NTcan-.tan. kan.'\ 1 — see pearl 2 dty ft port SE

China * of Kwangtung on Pearl river pop 1,598,900 — Oan>ton-
ese \-,kant-'n-'ez, -'esX adj or n
Cantyre — see kintyre
Canyon de GtteMy National Monument \d9-'sha\ reservation N E
Ariz, containing cliff-dweller ruins area 131
Cap d'An.tibes \,kap-(,)da"-'teb\ point of land SE France in the
Mediterranean SSW of city of Antibes

Cap-de-la-Ma.de.leine \,kap-da-,la-,mad-n-'an\ dty Canada in S
Que, on the St. Lawrence ENE of Trois- Rivieres pop 22,943
Cape Bret'On \kap-'bret-=n, ks-'bret-, -'brit-\ 1 island Canada in
£ N.S. area 3970 2 — see breton (Cape)

Cape Breton Higniands National Park reservation Canada In
N E N S. near N end of Cape Breton I. area 390

Cape Cod Bay the S end of Massachusetts Bay enclosed by Cape

Cape Cod National Seashore — see cod (Cape)
Cape Fear \'fi(ajr\ 1 river 202 m. cen & SE N.C. flowing SE into
the Adandc 2 — see fear (Cape)
Cape Gi-rar-deau \ja-'ra(r)d-(,)o\ city SE Mo. pop 24,947
Cape Rai-tien \kap-'ha-sh3n\ or F Cap-Ha-i-tien \ka-pa-e-sya°,
-e-tya"\ city & port N Haiti pop 24,957
Cape Hatteras National Seashore Recreational Area — see
HAITERAS
Cape of Good Hope, 1 — see good hope (Cape of) 2 or Cape
Province or Eaap.land \'kap-.lant\ or formerly Cape Colony
province S Republic of So. Africa* Cape lown area 278,465, pop
4.426.726

Ca-per-na-ura Nks-'psr-ne-amX city of ancient Palestine on NW
shore of Sea of Galilee
Cape Sa.ble \'sa-b3l\ 1 island 7 m long Canada off S coast of
N S. 2 — see sable (Cape)
Cape Town or Cape.town \'kap-.taim\ or Eaap.stad X'kap-
,stai\ city & port, legislative * of^ Republic of So. Africa & # of
Cape ofGood Hope, on Table Bay pop 577,648 — Cape.tO<m>aii
\kap-'to-ne-3n\ n

Cape Verde X'vardX 1 islands in the Atlantic off W Africa belong-
ing to Portugal * Praia (on Sao Tiago) area 1557, pop 148,331
2 — see vert (Cape)— Cape Ver-di*an \'v3rd-e-3n\ n

Cape York Peninsula peninsula NE Australia in N Queensland
having at its [\j

'•-—'•- -

Cap Fer.rat \,k
coast E of Nice
Cap.i'tO'line \*kap-3t-'l-,Tn, Brit often ks-'pit-^lA hill In Rome,
Italy, one of seven on which the ancient city was built — see
aventine
Capitol Reef National Monument reservation S cen Utah con-
taimng archaeological remains, petrified forests, & unusual erosion
forms area 56

Capodistrla — see kcper
Caporetto — see kobarid_
Cap.pa.do.cia \,kap-a-'do-sh(e-)a\ ancient district E Asia Minor
chiefly in valley of the upper Kizil Irmak in modern Turkey *
Caesarea Mazaca — Cap-pa-do-cian \-sh^-)an\ adj or n

Ca.pri \ka-'pre, ka-; *kap-(,)re, 'kap-\
re-,e\ island Italy S of Bay of Naples or
re-,ot, -re-9t\ n
Capsa — see gafsa
Cap-ua\'kap-y3-w3\ town S Italy on the Voltumo N of Naples near
site of original ancient city of Capua — Cap'U>an \-w3n\ adj or n

Ca.pn.Iin, Mount \'kap-(yla-lan\ 1 cinder cone 8215 // NE
N. Mex. ESE of Raton; main feature of Capulin Mountain
National Monument (area 1) 2 or Capulin Peak moimtain
9198 jt N N. Mex. NW of Los Alamos

Ca.ra.cas Xks-'rak-ss, -'rak-\ city # of Venezuela near Caribbean
coast pop 695,100
Car-cas.Sonne \,kar-k^'s6n, -'sanV city S France on the Aude
SE of Toulouse pop 37,035

Car.che.misU X'kar-ka-.mish, kar-'ke-mish\ ruined dty S Turkey
on Euphrates river at Syrian border N of modem Jerablus, Syria

Car.de.uas \'kard-*n-,as, 'kar-llia-,nas\ city & port N Cuba E of
Matanzas pop 43.750

Car.ditl \'kard-3f\ county borough & port # of Wales & of
Glamorganshire on Bristol channel pop 243,627

Car.di'gan X'kard-i-ganX or Car.di-gan.sbire \-,shi(a)r, -shar\
county W Wales # Aberystwyth area 692, pop 53,267
Cardigan Bay inlet of St. George's charmel on W coast_of Wales
Carelia — see karelia — Ga<re>Uan \ka-'rel-yan, -'re-le-3n\ adj

Ca.ren.tan \,kar-an-'ta°\ town NW France at base of Cotentin
peninsula

Car.ia \'kar-e-9, "ker-X ancient region SW Asia Minor bordering
on Aegean sea * Halicamassus — Car. i.an \-e-3n\ adj or n

Ca<ril).be'an V.kar-s-'be-an, ka-'rib-e-\ sea arm of Atlantic ocean
bomided on N & E by West Indies, on S by So. America, & on
W by Central America — Caribbean adj or n

Car.ib.bees \'kar-3-,bez\ lesser Antilles
Car*i'boo \'kar-3-,bii\ mountains W Canada in E cen B.C.
in the Rocky moimtains; Jiighest point ab 11,750 /r

Ca.rin.thla \k3-'rin(t)-the-3\ region cen Europe m E Alps; once
a duchy. Austrian crownland 1849-1918, divided between Austria
& Yugoslavia 1918 — Ca-rin-thi-an \-the-an\ adj or n

Car.lisle \kar-'li(3)l, kar-X 1 borough S cen Pa. pop 16,623 2 dty
& county boroughNW England # of Cumberland pop 57,304
Car.low \*kar-(.)lo\ 1 county SE Ireland in Leinster area 346,
pop 33,345 2 urban district, its #
Carls.bad \'kar(3)lz-j,bad\ 1 caverns SE N. Mex. in Carlsbad
Caverns National Park (area 72) 2 city SE N. Mex. on the
Pecos pop 25,541 3 — see karlovy vary
Garmana, Carmania — see kerman
Car.mar.tHen \kar-'mar-than, kar-\ 1 or Car*mar<tlien>shire
\-.shi(3)r, -shar\ county S Wales area 919, pop 171,742 2 munici-
pal borough & port, its #, on Towy river

Car.mel, Mount X'kar-malV mountain a6 1800 /r NW Palestine
near Mediterranean coast extending ab IS m along SE bank of
Qishon river

Car-mLchael \'kar-.mT-kol\ urban area N cen Calif. ENE of
Sacramento pop 20,455
Carnarvon, Carnarvonshire — see Caernarvon
Car.nat'ic \kar-'nat-ik\ region SE India between Eastern Obats
& Coromandel coast
Car.ney \'kar-ne\ urban area N cen Md. NE of Baltimore pop
(with ParkviUe) 27.236
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Gar*niG Alps \,kar-nik-\ mountain range E Alps between Austria
& Italy — see kellerwand
Gar-nio-la \,kar-ne-'o-l3, karn-'yo-\ region NW Yugoslavia NE
of Isirian peninsula — Car-niO'lan \-l3n\ adj

Gar-ol City \,kar-aI-\ urban area SE Fla. N of Mxaxm pop 21,749
Car<o*li<na \,kar-a-'lT-n3\ English colony 1663-1729 on E coast
of No. America divided 1729 into No. Carolina & So. Carolina
(the Car'0>li>nas \-naz\)

Car*o<liiie \'kar-9-,lTn, -lanV islands W Pacific E of S Philippines;
part of Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands area 550— see palau
Ga>ro*ni \,kar-3-'ne, ,kar-\ river 373 m E Venezuela flowing N
into the Orinoco
Gar.pa-thi.aii \kar-'pa-the-3n\ mountain system cen Europe along
boundary between Czechoslovakia & Poland — see gerij\.chovica— Carpathian adj
Carpathian Ruthenia — see ruthenia
Garpathos — see karpathos
Car-pen-tar-ia, Gulf of \.kar-psn-'ter-e-a, ,karp-*m-, -'tar-V inlet
of Aratura sea on N coast of Australia

Gar-pen-ters.ville \'kar-p3n-i3rz-,vil, 'karp-'m-\ village NE 111.

NW of Chicago ;jo;7_l 7,424
Gar-qui*nez \kar-'ke-n3s\ strait 8 m long Calif, joining San
Pablo & Suisun bays

Car*ran<tU'al \,k;ar-an-'tu-3l\ mountain 3414 }t SW Ireland in
County Kerry; highest in Macgillicuddy's Reeks & in Ireland

Gar*ra*ra \k3-'rar-a\ coinmune N Italy ESE of La Spezia pop
62.287
Carrhae ~ see haran
Car-nck on Shan-non \,kar-i-,k6n-'shan-an, -,kan-\ town N cen
Iieland # of County Leitrim

Gar<slial*ton \k3r-'shdlt--'n\ urban district S England in Surrey
5 of London pop 62,804

Garso — see kras
Gar*son X'kars-^nX urban area SW Calif. SE of Los Angeles pop
38,059
Carson City city # of Nev E of Lake Tahoe pop 5163
Carson Sink intermittent lake W Nev. S of Humboldt Lake; has
no outlet to ocean
Car.stensz, Mount \'kar-st3nz\ mountain 16,404// W New Guinea
in Nassau range; highesj in New Guinea
Car*ta*ge'na X.kan-a-'ga-na, -'ha-\ 1 city & port NW Colombia
on Caribbean sea pop 167,980 2 city & port SE Spain SSE of
Murcia pop 121,12 2

Car.ta.go \kar-*tag-f.)o\ city cen Costa Kica. pop 23,498
Car.ter.et \,kart-3-'ret\ borough NE N.J. S of Elizabeth pop
20,502
Gar-thage NTcar-thijX or anc Car-tIia-go \kar-'tag-(,)o\ ancient
city & state N Africa on coast_NE of modern Tunis — Gai-tha-
gin*ian Xkar-tha-'jin-yan, -'jin-e-anX adj or n

Ga>sa>t)lan.ca X.kas-s-'blao-ka, ,kaz-; .kas-a-'blaq-, ,kaz-\ or Ar
Dar el Bei-da \,da-,reUbT-'da, -ba-'daX city & port W Morocco
on the Atlantic pop 682,388
Gasa Gran.de National Monument X.kas-s-'gran-deX reserva-
tion S cen Ariz. S E of Phoenix containing prehistoric ruins area
473 acres
GaS'Cade \ka-'skadX mountain range W U.S., N continuation of
the Sierra Nevada extending N from Lassen Peak, N Calif., across
Greg. & Wash. — see r^\inier (Mount)

GaS'CO Bay X.kas-(,)ko-X inlet of the Atlantic S Me. on which
Portland is situated
Ca-seT>ta Xks-'zert-a, -'zsrt-X coinmune S Italy NNE of Naples
pop 31,200
Gash-el X'kash-slX urban district S Ireland in cen Tipperary at
base of Rock of Cashel (hill 300// high with ruins of cathedral &
castle)

Cashmere — see Kashmir
Ga.sl<quia*re X,kas-i-'kyar-eX river 125 m S Venezuela connecting
the upper course of the Negro with the Orinoco
Gas. per X'kas-parYcity cen Wyo. on No. Platte xivcz pop 38,930
CaS'Pi.an X'kas-pe-anX sea (salt lake) between Europe & Asia;
85 jl below sea level area 169,381
Caspian Gates pass on W shore of Caspian sea near Derbent
Cassel — see kassel
GaS'Si.no Xk3-'se-(,)noX commune cen Italy ESE of Frosinone; site

of Monte Cassino monastery
CaS'tel Gan>dol<fo XC.)kas-,tel-(,)gan-'d61-(,)fo\ commime cen
Italy on Lake Albano SE of Rome

CaS'te.llon or Gastelion de la Pla>na X.kas-tal- 'yon-da-,la-
'plan-sX 1 province E Spain area 2495, pop 339,290 2 city &
port, its #, on the Mediterranean N E of Valencia pop 61,007

Cfastellorizo or Castelrosso — see kastellorizon
Cas-tile Xka-'ste(3)lX or Sp Cas-ti'Ila Xka-'ste-t^a, -'ste-yaX region
6 ancient kingdom cen & N Spain divided by the Sierra de
Guadarrama into regions & old provinces of Old Castile (to the
N, # Burgos) & New Castile (to the S. * Toledo)

Gastilla la Nue-va X-la-'nwa-vaX new castile — see castile
GastlUa la Vie-ja X-la-'vye-l^aX old castile — see castile
Cas.tle.bar X.kas-sl-'barX urban district NW Ireland # of County
Mayo

Gastres X*kastr='X_city S France E of Toulouse pop 28,982
Cas-tries Xka-'stre, 'kas-.tresX or Port Castries city & port Brit.
West Indies # of St. Lucia territory of the Windward islands pop
22,356

Ca.strop-Raux.el or Ka.strop-Rauxel X.kas-.trop-'rauk-salX
city W Germany SSW of MUnsterpop 87.300
Cas-tro Valley X,kas-(,)tro-X urban area W Calif. ESE of Oakland
pop 37,120
Ga-tal-ca or Gha.tal-ja \.chat-»l-'jaX city Turkey in Europe W of
Istanbul pop 22,000

Cat>a>li>na or San-ta Gatalina X.sant-a-.kat-'l-'e-naX island SW
Calif, in Santa Barbara islands area 70
Cat.a.lo-nia X.kat-'l-'o-nya, -ne-aX or Sp Ca-ta-Iu-fia X.kat-I-
'ii-nyaX region N E Spain bordering on France & the Mediterranean
area 12,431 — Gat>a<]o-niau X-'o-nyan, -ne-snX adj or n
Ca.ta.mar.ca \.kat-3-'mar-k3\ city NW Argentina SSW of
Tucuman pop 31,067
Ca-ta.nia Xks-'tan-ya, -'tan-X or anc Cat-a-na XTcat-ia-naX com-

250 i I flowing S from W N.C. into

mune Italy in E Sicily on E coast on Gulf of Catania at foot of Mt.
Etna pop 301,682

Ga.tan.za^ro X,ka-,tan-'zar-C,)o\ city S Italy in Calabria pop
40.300
Ca.taw.ha Xka-'to-baX
S.C. — see wateree
Ca*thay Xka-'tha, ka-X china — an old name
Catherine, Mount — see katherina (Gebel)
Ca.toctiu Mountain Xka-,tak- tan-X mountain ridge N Md. &
N Va. in Blue Ridge mountains

Ca.tons.ville X'kat-'nz-.vil, -valX urban area N cen Md. SW of
Baltimore pop 37,3 72

CatS'kill X'kat-.skilX mountains SE N.Y. in the Appalachian
system along W bank of the Hudson
Gattaro — see kotor
Gau.ca X'kaii-kaX river 600 m W Colombia flowing N into the
Magdalena

Gau.ca.sia Xko-'ka-zha, -shaX or Gau.ca.sus X'k6-ka-sasX region
U.S.S.R. between the Black & Caspian seas; divided by Caucasus
mountains into Cis.caU'Ca.sia X,sis-X (to the N) & Trans>cau-
ca.sia X,tran(t)s-X (to the S)
Caucasus mountain system U.S.S.R. in Caucasia — see elborus
Caucasus Indious — seeHiNDu kush
Cau.dine Forks X,k6-,din-, -.den-X two mountain passes S Italy
in the Apermines between Benevento & Capua

Caul.field X'kol-.feldX city SE Australia in S Victoria SE of
Melbourne; part of Greater Melbourne pop 75.217
Gausses X'kosX limestone region S cen France on S border of
Massif Central
Cau-ve-ry X'ko-va-reX or Ka-ve-ri X'kav-a-reX river 475 m S
India flowing E &. entering Bay of Bengal in a wide delta
Cauvery Falls waterfall 300 // India in Cauvery river on Madras*
Mysore boundary
Cav.an X'kav-anX 1 county NE Republic of Ireland in Ulster
area 730, pop 56.597 2 urban district, its *
Ca-vi-te Xka-'vet-eX city PhiUppines in Luzon on Cavite peninsula
in Manila Bay SW of Manila pop 35,052
Cawnpore — see kanpur
Ca.Xi.as Xka-'she-asX 1 town NE Brazil in Maranhao WNW of
Teresina 2 or Du-que de Caxias X.dU-kad-a-X city SE Brazil in
Rio de Janeiro state N of city of Rio de Janeiro pop 74,557 3 or
Caxias do Sul Xda-'siilX city S Brazil in Rio Grande do Sul N of
Porto Aleg re pop 31.561
Cay*enne XkT-'en, ka-X town & port # of French Guiana on island
in Cayenne river near the coast
Cayes or Aux Cayes Xo-'kaX town & port SW Haiti on Tiburon
peninsula
Ga.yey Xka-^aX city SE cen Puerto Rico pop 19,738
Cay<man Xka-'man, attributively 'ka-manX islands West Indies NW
of Jamaica; dependency of Jamaica # Georgetown (on Grand
Cayman, chjef island) area 9Z, pop 9374
Ca.yu.ga Xke-'ii-ga, 'kyii-, ka-'(y>ii-X lake 40 m long W cen N.Y.;
one of the Finger Lakes
Ce.a.ra X,sa-a-'raX 1 state NE Brazil bordering on the Atlantic
*: Forta^eza area 57,371, pop 2.695,450 2 — see fortaleza
Ce-hu Xsa-'biiX 1 island E cen Phihppines. one of the Visayan
islands area 1707 2 city on E coast of Cebu I. pop 167,503
Ge<dar X'sed-arX river 329 m SE Minn. & E Iowa flowing SE into
the Iowa
Cedar Breaks National Monument reservation SW Utah NE of
Zion National Park contaimng unusual erosion forms area 8
Cedar Falls city NE cen Iowa NW of Waterloo pop 21,195
Cedar Rapids cityE cen Iowa on Cedar river pop 92,035
Ge.le-hes X'sel-a-.bez, sa-'le-bezX 1 or Su-la-we.si X.sii-la-'wa-se\

island Indonesia E of Borneo # Makassar area 69,255, pop
4,231,900 2 sea arm of SW Pacific enclosed on N by Mindanao
& Sulu archipelago, on S by Celebes, & on W by Borneo — Gel<e-
he.sian X.sel-a-'be-zhanX adj

Celestial Empire the former Chinese Empire
Cel-le X'tsel-aX city W Germany N E of Hannover pop 56,500
Ce.nis, Mont \,mo"-s3-'ne, mo"-'sne\ or It Mon.te Ce-ni-sio
X,mont-e-cha-'nez-(,)yoX 1 mountain pass 6831 jt between
France & Italy over Mont Cenis massif (11,792 /() in Graian Alps
2 tunnel piercing the Frejus massif SW of Mont Cenis

CentralAfrican Federation the Federation of Rhodesia &Nyasaland
Central African Republic country N cen Africa, formerly Ubangis
Shari; a repubUc # Bangui area 238,224. pop 1,227,000

Central America, 1 the narrow S portion of No. America con-
necting that continent with So. America & extending from the
Isthmus of Tehuanlepec to the Isthmus of Panama 2 the republics
of Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, & Costa Rica
& often also Panama & Brit. Honduras
Central Falls city N R.I. N of Providence pop 19,858
Central India former group of 89 Indian states N cen India ^
Indore; area now chiefly in W & N Madhya Pradesh

Central Karroo — see karroo
Central Provinces and Be.rar Xba-'rar, ba-X former province of
India reorganized 1950 & renamed Madhya Pradesh
Central Valley valley cen Calif, comprising the valleys of the
Sacramento & San Joaquin rivers

Ceos — see keos
Ceph.a-lo.nia X.sef-a-'lo-nya, -ne-aX or NGk Ke-fal-li-nla
X.kef-a-la-'ne-aX island W Greece in the Ionian islands area 277

Ce>plii>sus \sa-'fT-sasX or Ce«phis-sus X-'fis-ssX any of three
small rivers cen Greece in Attica & Boeotia
Ce.ram or Se-ram X'sa-.ramX island E Indonesia in cen Moluccas
area 6621
Gerigo — see KfrmRA
Cernauti — see Chernovtsy
Ger>re.do or Tor.re de Cerredo X't6r-e-d^s3-'rad-C,)o\ mountain
8687 jt N Spain SW of Santander; highest in the Cantabrians

Cerro Bolivar — see bolIvar (Cerro)
Cer-ro de Pas>co X,ser-(,)o-da-'pas-(,)ko\ 1 mountain 15,100 ^Z,

cen Peru N E of Lima 2 town near the mountain pop 22,688
Cerro de Pun-ta X'piJnt-aX mountain 4389 jt, cen Puerto Rico in
Cordillera Central; highest on the island
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Cer-ro 6or-do \,ser-o'B6rd-(.)S\ mountain pass E Mexico be-
tween Veracruz & Jalapa

Cervin, Mont — see matterhorn
Ce.se.na Xcha-'za-naV or anc Cae-se.na Vsa-'ze-nsX commune
N Italy in Emilia-Romagna SE of Forii pop 70,390

Ges.ke Bu-de^io-vi-ce \,ches-k3-'bud-a-,y6-vat-s3\ or G Bud-
weis \'but-,vis\ city W Czectioslovaliia in S Boliemia on the
Vltava pop 38,194

Getatea Alba — see belgorod-dnestrovski
Ge'ti-nje X'tset-'n-.yaX town S Yugoslavia SE of Kotor near
coast; formerly # of Montenegro
Gette — see sJte
Ceu*ta \'sa-,iit-3\ city & port N Morocco opposite Gibraltar;
a Spanish presidio pop 65.680
Ge*vennes \sa-'ven\ mountain range S France W of the Rhone
at E edge of Massif Central — see mezenc
Cey-lon \s3-'lan, se-, sa-\ or Lan-ka \'lao-k3\ 1 or Ar Ser<en>dib
\'ser-3n-,dib, -,dip\ or L & Glc Ta.prob-a-ne \t3-'prab-,->-(.lne\
island 2 7 OT long. 140 m wide in Indian ocean off S India 2 coun-
try coextensive with island; a dominion of the Brit. Common-
wealth # Colombo area 25.332, pop 9,172,042 — Cey.lon.ese
\,sa-l3-'nez. ,se-l3-. ,sel-3-, -'nes\ adjor n

Cha*co or Gran Chaco \'gran-'chak-(,)o\ region S cen So.
America drained by the Paraguay & its cliief W tributaries the
Pilcomayo & Bermejo; divided between Argentina, Bolivia, &
Paraguay

Cliaco Canyon National Monument \,chak-(,)o-\ reservation
NW N. Mex. containing cliff-dweller ruins area 28

Ghad or F Tchad \'chad\ 1 shallow lake N ecu Africa at junction
of boundaries of Chad, Niger, & Nigeria maximum area ab 8000
2 country N cen Africa * Fort-Lamy; a republic within French
Community; before 1959 a territory of French Equatorial Africa
area 495,752, pop 2,675,000 — Chad.ian \'chad-e-3n\ adj or n
Cliae>ro-nea \,ker-3-'ne-3, .kir-\ or Cliae*ro<nela \-'ni-3\ ancient
city E cen Greece in W Boeotia SE of Ml. Parnassus
Gha>gres \'chag-r3s, 'chag-\ river Panama flowing through Gatun
Lake to the Caribbean

Gha.gua.ra.mas \,chag-w3-'ram-3s\ district NW Trinidad W ol
Port of Spain on Chaguaramas Bay (inlet of Gulf of Paria)

Gba<liar \'cha-'har\ former province NE China in E inner Mon-
golia * Kalgan
Gbalcedon — see kadikoy
Chal.cld-i.ce \kal-'sid-3-(,)se\ or NGk Etaal-ki-di-kl \,kal-
ka-llii-'ke\ peninsula NE Greece in E Macedonia projecting SE
Into N Aegean sea; terminates in three peninsulas: Kassandra ianc
Pallene), Sithonia, & Acte — see acte

Chal.cis \'kal-s3s\ or Cbal-kis \-k3s\ or NGk Khal-kis
\kal-'kes\ city cen Greece on W Euboea on Evripos strait pop
23,786 — Chal.cid.l.an \kal-'sid-e-3n\ adj or n

Ghal.dea or Ghal.daea \kal-'de-3\ ancient region SW Asia on
Euphrates river & Persian gulf

Cha.leur Bay \sh3-,lu(3lr-, -,l3r-\ inlet of Gulf of St. Lawrence
SE Canada between N N.B. & Gaspe peninsula. Que.

Ghal-na X'chal-nsV town & port E Pakistan in SW East Bengal
Cha-lon or Cha-lon-sar-Saane \sha-'lo"-.su(3)r-'son\ city E cen
France N of Macon pop 37,309

Gha-lons or Cba-lons-sur-Marne \sha-'lo"-,su(3)r-'marn\ com-
mune N E France on the Marne pop 36.^34
Cba'mar*tln de la Ro<sa \.cham-,ar-'ten-d3-.la-'ro-za\ commune
cen Spain, NNE suburb of Madrid pop 64,8 74
Cbam.bal X'cham-bslN river 650 m, cen India flowing from Vlndhya
mountains E into the Jumna
Cbam-bers-burg X'cham-barz-.bsrgN borough S cen Pa. pop
17,670

Cbam-be-ry \,sha"-(,)ba-'re\ city E France E of Lyons pop 32,139
Cbam.bord \sha"-'bd(3)r\ village N cen France N E of Blols
Cbam-do \'cham-'do\ 1 region SW China E of Tibet # Changtu
area (with Tibet) 471,660, pop (with Tibet) 1,274,000 2 — see
CHANGTU
Gba-mo-nix or Gba^mon-ni \,sham-3-'ne\ town & valley SE
France NW of Mont Blanc
Gbam>pagne \sham-'pan\ region & former province NE France
W of Lorraine & N of Burgundy * Troyes
Cham.paign \sham-'p5n\ city E cen 111. pop 49,583
Gbam-pi-gny-sur-Marne \,sha"-(,)pen-'ye-,su(3)r-'mam\ com-
mune N France. SSE suburb of Paris pop 36,903

Gham.plain, Lake \sham-'plan\ lake 125 m long between N.Y. &.

Vt. extending N into Quebec area 600
Gban>der-na*gore or Ghan-der-na-gor \,chan-dar-n3-'go(a)r,
-'g6(3)r\ or Ghan-der-na-gar \-'n3g-3r\ town NE India in
West Bengal N of Calcutta; before 1950 part of French India
pop 49,900
Cban.di.garh Whsn-de-garX city N India N of Delhi # of Punjab;
founded 1953. pop 150,000
Ohangan — see sian
Gbang-cbow \'jari-'io, "chao-'chaiiS 1 or Lung-kl \'luD-'ke\ city
SE China In S Fukien W of Amoy pop 81,200 2 or formerly
Wu-tsln \'wU-'iln\ city E China in S Kiangsu pop 296,500
Ghang.cbun \'chaD-'chun\ city NE China # of Kirin pop 855,200
Gbang.bua \'char]-'hwa\ city China in W Formosa pop 62,452
Gbang.jin \'chao-'jln\ or Jap Cbo-sbtn \'cho-'shin\ 1 river 160
m N Korea flowing N E Into the Yalu 2 reservoir In Changjln
river

Gtaangkiakow — see kaloan
Ohang.sha V'chao-'shaN city SE cen China # of Hunan on Slang
river pop 650,600
Cbang.shu \'chao-'shu\ city E China In S Kiangsu pop 101,400
Cbang.teh \'chao-'d3\ city SE cen China In N Hunan on Yuan
rivtr pop 94.800
Chang. tu X'chao-'tiiX or Gham-do \'cham-'do\ town SW China #
of Chamdo on the Mekong
Gtaan.kiang \'chan-je-'ar)\ or Tsam.kong \'tsam-'k6D\ or jor-
merly Fort Bay.ard \'ba-ard. 'bT-\ city SE China in SE Kwang-
tung on Luichow peninsula pop 166.000
Channel, 1 — see santa Barbara (islands) 2 Islands in English
channel belonging to Great Britain # St. Heller area 75, pop
158,059 — see alderney, guernsey, jersey, sark

Channel Islands National Monument reserve SW-Callf. In Santa
Barbara Islands including areas on Anacapa islands (E of Santa
Cruz I.) & Santa Barbara I. (W of Santa Catallna I.)

Ohan.tlMy \sha''-te-ye\ town N France N N E of Paris

CbaO'Cbow \'chau-"Jo\ or Ghao-an \'chaa-'an\ city E China In
NE Kwangtung on Han river above Swatow pop 101,300

Ghao Pbra.ya \chaii-'prT-3\ or Me Nam \ma-'nam\ river 160 mW cen Thailand formed by confluence of Nan &. Ping rivers &
flowing S into Gulf of Siam

Gba.pa.la \ch3-'pal-3\ lake 50 m long W cen Mexico In Jalisco &
Michoacan SE of Guadalajara

Cba-pul-te-pec \ch3-'piil-t3-.pek\ fortress cen Mexico on a hill 3 m
SW of Mexico City

Cha.rente \sh3-'rant\ river 225 m W France flowing W into Bay of
Biscay

Cbari — see shari
Gbar-i-ton \'shar-ot-"n\ river 280 m S Iowa & N Mo. flowlfag S
into the Missouri

Cbarle-roi or Gtaarle-roy \'shar-l3-,r61, ,sharl-r3-'wa\ city SW
Belgium In Hainaut pop 26.433

Gbarles \'char(3)lz\ river 47 m Mass. flowing Into Boston harbor
Charles, Gape cape E Va. N of entrance to Chesapeake Bay
Charles. ton \'chari-st3n\ 1 city & port SE S.C. pop 65.925 2 city
# of W. Va. on the Kanawha pop 85,796

Charleston Peak mountain 10,874 /; SE Nev. WNW of Las Vegas
Charles.town \'charl-,staun\ section of Boston, Mass., on Boston
harbor between mouths of Charles & Mystic rivers

Gbar.lOtte \'shar-l3t\ city S N.C. pop 201,564
Charlotte Ama.lie \3-'mal-y3\ or formerly Saint Thomas city &
port # of Virgin Islands of the U.S.. on St. Thomas I. pop 12,880

Charlotte Harbor inlet of Gulf of Mexico SW Fla.
Char-lot. ten-burg Nshar-'lat-'n-.bsrg, -,bu(3)rg\ a W section of
Berlin. Germany

Ghar.Iottes.ville \'shar-l3ts-.vll, -v3l\ city cen Va. pop 29,427
Cbar.lotte-town \'shar-i3t-,taiin\ city Canada * of P.E.I, on
Northumberland Strait pop 16,707

Ctaartres X'shiirt, 'shartr»\ city N cen France on the Eure SW of
Paris pop 28,750

Gbatalia — see catalca
Cb^.teau-roux \,sha-,to-'rU\ commune cen France S of Orl^ns
pop 36,420
Cba.teau-Thier-ry \,sha-,to-,tye-"re, ,sha-\ town N France on the
Marne SW of Reims

Ghat.bam \'chat-3m\ 1 — see san crist6bal 2 Islands S Pacific
t>elonging to New Zealand & comprising two islands (Chatham
&. Pitt) area 372 3 strait SE Alaska between Admiralty I. & Kulu
I. on E & Baranof 1. & Chichagof I. on W 4 city Canada in SE
Ont. E of Lake St. Clair pop 22,262 6 municipal borough SE
England in Kent pop 46,940

Ghat.ta.boo.chee \.chat-3-'hu-che\ river 410 m SE U.S. rising in
N Ga., flowing SW & S, & forming part of Ala.-Ga. boundary —

Ghat.ta.noo.ga X.chat-s-'nii-ga, ,chat-'n-'ii-\ city SE Tenn. on the
Tennessee pop 130,009
Ghau.tau.qua Xshs-'to-kwaX lake 18 m long SW N.Y.
Che-bok-sa-ry \.cheb-.ak-'sar-e\ city U.S.S.R. In Soviet Russia,
Europe, * of Chuvash Republic WNW of Kazan pop 83,000

Cbe.cbeno-In.gush Republic \ch3-,chen-o-in-,gUsh-\ autono-
mous republic of the US.S.R. In SE Soviet Russia, Europe, on N
slopes of Caucasus mountains area 6064. pop 710,000
Cbe-dU.ba \ch3-'dU-b3\ island W Bengal area 220
Cheek-to- waga \,chek-t3-'wag-3\ urban area W N.Y. N of Buffalo
pop 52.362
Che.foo \'j3-'fu\ or Yen.tai \'yen-'tT\ city & port E China In NE
Shantung on Shantung peninsula on Po Hal pop 116,000
Cbe.ju \'che-,jii\ or Quel. part \'kwel-,part\ or Jap Sal.sba
\'sl-(,)shu\ 1 island S Korea In N East China sea area 710
2 city & port on N coast of the island pop 57,905

Che.kiang \'j3j-e-'ao\ province E China bordering on East China
sea # Hangchow area 39,305, pop 22,866,000
Che. Ian \sh3-'lan\ lake ab 55 m long N cen Wash.
Chelms.ford \'chelm(p)s-fard\ municipal borough SE England #
oi Essex pop 3 7.888
Cbel.sea \'chel-se\ 1 city E Mass. NE of Boston pop 33.749
2 metropolitan borough SW London, England, on N bank of the
Thames pop 50,912
Cbel'ten.bam \'chelt-'n-,ham, Brit usu 'chelt-nam or -'n-amX
1 urban township SE Pa. pop 35,990 2 mutuclpal borough
SW cen England In Gloucestershire pop 62,823

Gbe-lya-binsk \chel-'ya-b3n(t)sk\ city U.S.S.R. In W Soviet Rus-
sia. Asia. S of Sverdlovsk pop 688,000

Cbe.lyus.kin \chel-'yiis-k3n\ cape NW Soviet Russia. Asia, on
Taimyr peninsula; northernmost point of Asian mainland, at
77''35'N, 105°E

Cbem.nitz \'kem-,nlts, -natsN or Karl-Marx-Stadt \karl-'mark-
,s(h>tat\ city E Germany SE of Leipzig pop 250,188
Chemulpo — see inchon
Che.nab \ch3-'nab\ river 590 m NW India (subcontinent) In
Kashmir & the Punjab flowing SW to unite with the Sutlej forming
the Panjnad
Gheng.chow \'J30-'Jo\ city NE cen China # of Honan on Yellow
river pop 594,700
Cheng. teb \'ch3o-'d3\ or Jormerly Je-taol \ja-'hol, 'ro-'ho\ city
N E China in N E Hopei N E of Peking pop 92,900

Cbeng.tu \'ch3r)-'dii\ city SW cen China * of Szechwan on Mln
river pop 856,700
Cbenstokbov — see czestochowa
Cher \'she(3)r\ river 220 m, cen France flowing Into the Loire
Gber.bourg \'she(3)r-,bu(3)r(g), *shsr-; sher-'bi3(3)r\ city & port
NW France on Cotentin peninsula on English channel pop 35,246

Cbe.rem.kbo.vo \ch3-'rem-k3-,vo\ city U.S.S.R. In E cen Soviet
Russia, Asia, NW of Irkutsk pop 123,000

Cberibon — see tjirebon
Gber.kessk \cher-'kesk\ city SE Soviet Russia, Europe, in N
Caucasia SE of Stavropol pop 41,000

Cber.ui.gov \cher-'ne-g3f\ city U.S.S.R. in Ukraine pop 89,000
Cber.nov-tsy \cher-'nbft-s5\ or Rom Cer.na.u-tl \,cher-n»-
'uts(-c)\ city U.S.S.R. In W Ukraine on the Prut pop 145.000

Cber.o.kee Outlet or Cherokee Strip \,cher-3-,ke-\ strip of land
N Okla. along S border of Kans. E of 1 (10° W opened to settlement
1893; 50 m wide, ab 220 m long

Cber.so.nese \ 'kar-sa-.nez, -,nes\ or anc Gtaer.so-ne-sus V.ksr-
s3-'ne-S3s\ any of several peninsulas: as (1) Jutland (the Gim.bri-
an \'sim-brc-3n\, or Gim.brlc \-brik\, Chersonese); (2) the
Malay peninsula (the Golden Obersonese); (3) the Crimea (the
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Northampton-
Tlira>cian Chersonese X'thra-shsnx)

Cher-well \'char-wal\ river 30 m. cen England
shire & Oxfordshire flowing S injo the Thames at Oxford
Ches-a-peake Bay \,ches-(3-),pek-\ inlet of the Atlantic 200 m
long in Va. & Md.

Chesh-ire N'chesh-ar, 'chesh-,i(3)r\ or Ches-ter \*ches-t3r\

county NW England * Chester area 973, pop 1,258,050
Ches-ter \'ches-t3r\ 1 city SE Pa. pop 63,658 2 city & county
borough NW England * of Cheshire on the Dee pop 48,229
Ches-ter- field \'ches-isr-,feld\ 1 inlet ab 250 m long N Canada on
NW coast of Hudson Biiy in Keewatin District 2 municipal
borough N cen England in Derbyshire S of Sheffield pop 68.540

Chev-i-ot \*chev-e-ai\ 1 hilts extending N E to SW along EngUsh-
Scoltish border 2 peak 2676 //, highest in the Cheviots

Ghey-enne \shT-*an, -'en\ 1 river 290 m S. Dak. flowing NE into
the Missouri 2 city # of Wyo. pop 43,505

Chi-ai \ie-1\ city China in W cen Formosa pop 123,819
Chiang Mai \je-'ao-'nii\ or Chieng.mai \je-'eD-'mi\ city NW
Thailand on Ping river pop 60,942
Chia-pas \che-'ap-3S\ state SE Mexico bordering on the Pacific #
Tuxtla Gutjerrez area 28.729. pop 1.106,329

Chl-ba \'che-b3\ city E Japan in Honshu on Tokyo Bay E of Tokyo
pop 133,844
Chi-ca-go \sh3-'kag-(,)o, -'k6g-\ 1 small river Chicago, 111., hav-
ing two branches (No. Branch & So. Branch) & orig. flowing E
into Lake Michigan bui now flowing S through So. Branch &
Chicago Sanitary & Ship canal into Des Plaines river 2 city & port
NE ill. on Lake Michigan pop 3,550,404 — Chi-ca-go-an
\-'kag-3-wan, -'kog-N n

Chicago Heights city NE HI. S of Chicago pop 34,331
Chich-a-gof \'chich-3-,g6f. -,gaf\ island SE Alaska in Alexander
archipelago N of Baranof 1. area 2100

Chi-ctien It-za \ch3-,chen-3t-'sa\ village SE Mexico in Yucatin 75
m ESE of Merida ai site of ruins of important Mayan city

Chich*es-ter \'chich-3-si3r\ municipal borough S England EN E of
Portsmouth # of West Sussex pop 19^110
Chick-a-hom-i-ny \,chik-a-'ham-3-ne\ river 90 m E Va. flowing
SE into the James

Chi-cla-yo \ch3-'kli-(.)o\ city NW Peru near coast pop 54,400
Chlc-o-pee \'chik-3-i.,ipe\ cjty SW Mass. pop 61.553
Chi>cou*timi \sh3-'kut-?-me\ 1 river 100 m Canada in S Que.
flowing into the Saguenay 2 city Canada in S cen Que. on the
Saguenay pop 2 4,878
Chihli — see hopei
Chihli, Guli ot — see po hai
Chi'hua*hua Xcha-'wa-wa, sha-\ 1 state N Mexico bordering on
the U.S. area 94,822. pop 1,044,350 2 city, its -^ pop 144.653
Chilachap — see tjilatjap
Chile \'chil-e\ country S So. America between the Andes & Pacific

ocean; a republic * Santiago area 286,396, pop 7,364,498 —Chil-
ean Vchil-e-an\ adj or n
Chil-koot \*chil-.kut\ pass 3502 // between SE Alaska & SW
Yukon Territory. Canada, in N Rocky mountains

Chi.Han \che-'(y)an\ city cen Chile N E of Concepcion pop 82,947
Chil-li-cothe \,chil-3-'kaih-e, -"ko-theV city S Ohio pop 24,957
Chi-loe \,chil-3-'wa\ island S cen Chile area 4700
Ghil-pan-cin-go \,chil-p3n-'sio-(,)g6\ town S Mexico # of

n\ hills S . I Oxfordshire & Buck-

.z-(,Jo,

England :

;him-\ mountain 20,702 Jt W
U.S.S.R. in S Kazakh RepubUc N

n empire

Gulf of

Chil-tern V'chil-

inghamshire
Chim-bo-ra-zo \.chim-b3-'
cen Ecuador
Chim-kent \chim-'kent\ t

of Tashkent pop 153,000
Chin \'chin\ iiills W Burma; highest point 799S Jt

Chi-ua X'chi-naX country E Asia; a republic, until 1912
* Peking; area 3.691,502. pop 604,666.212
China sea the So. China sea

Chin-chow X'jin-'joX city NE China in SW Liaonlng c

Liaotung pop 352,200
Chin>co-teagne \.shir]-ka-'teg\ bay Md. & Va. on Atlantic coast
Chin-dwin \'chin-'dwm\ river 550 /n NW Burma flowing S into the
Irrawaddy

Chinese Turkestan or Kash-gar-ia Nkash-'gar-E-a, -'ger-X region
W China in W & cen Sinkiang belonging to China

Chinese Wall — see great wall
Chinghai — see tsinghai
Chin-ju Vjin-'jii\ or Jap Shin-shu N'shin-'shiiX city S Korea W of
Pusan pop 77,473

Cllin>kiang \'jin-je-'aq\ city & port E China in NW cen Kiangsu
on the Yangtze at its junction with the Grand canal pop 201,400
Chinmen — see quemoy
Chinnampo — see nampo
Chinnereth, Sea of — see Galilee (Sea of)

Ghin-wang-tao \*chin-'(h)wao-'daii\ city & port NE China in NE
Hopei on PoHai pop 186,800

Ghiog'gia \ke-'6-j3\ commune & port NE Italy on island in
Lagoon of Venice pop 39,915

Chi-os \'kT-.as\ or NGk Khi-os \'ke-.ds\ 1 island E Greece in the
Aegean off W coast of Turkey area 355 2 or Ea-stron \'kas-
,tr6n\ city & port Greece on E coast of Chios pop 24,361 — Chi-au
ykl-^n\ adj or n
Ghip'pe-wa \'chip-»-,w6, -,wa\ river 183 m NW Wis. flowing S
into the Mississippi
Chire — see shire
Ghir-i-ca-hua National Monament \,chir-i-*ka-w3\ reservation
SE Ariz, containing curious natural rock formations area 16 5

Chi-ri-qul \,chir-i-'ke\ volcano 11,070 Jt Panama near Costa
Rican border

Ghis-holm Trail \,chiz-am-\ pioneer cattle trail between San
Antonio, Tex., & Abilene, Kans., used esp. 1866-85
Chisimaio — see kismayu
Chlsinau — see Kishinev
Chis-le-hurst and Sid-cup X'chiz-al-.hsr-stsn-'sid-kapX urban
district SE England in Kent, SE suburb of London pop 83,837

Chi-ta \chi-'ta\ city U.S.S.R. in SE Soviet Russia, Asia, E of Lake
Baikal pop 171,000

Cbi'tral \chi-'tral\ river 300 m West Pakistan & Afghanistan flow-
ing SW into the Kabul
Ghit-ta*gong V'chit-a-.gao. -.g6o\ city & port Pakistan in SE East
Pakistan on Bay_of Bengal pop 294.000

Chiu-si \ke-*u-se\ or anc Clu>si>um \'klu-zCh)e-am\ town cen
Italy in Tuscany SE of Siena

Chka>lov \cha-*kal-3f\ or Jormerly Oren-burg \'or-an-,barg, 'or-X
city U.S.S.R, in E Soviet Russia, Europe, on Ural river pop
260.000
Choaspes — see karkheh
Ghoi-seul \shwa-'z3(r)l\ island W Pacific in the Solomons SE of
Bougainville I. area 1500

Ghoi-sy or Ghoisy-le~Roi \shwa-.ze-br-*wa, -Is-ra-'waX commune
N France on Seine river SSE of Paris pop 27,213

Cho-lon \sh3-'lon, cha-'lanX city & port S Vietnam on Saigon river
opposite Saigon pop 481,000

Cbo-lu-la \ch3-*Iii-l3\ town SE cen Mexico in Puebla state

Cho>mo Lha*rl \,cho-mo-*lar-e\ mountain 23,99 7 Jt in the Him-
alayas between Tibet & NW Bhutan
Chomolungma — see Everest
Chong.jin \'ch6a-.jin\ or Jap Sei.shin \'sa-,shen\ city &port NE
Korea on Sea of Japan pop 184.3U1

Chong'iu \'ch6o-,Ju\ or Jap Sei*shu \'sa-(,)shii\ city S cen Korea
N of Taejon pop 64,571

Chon*iu \'jan-.ju\ or Jap Zen-shu \'zen-(.)shU\ city SW Korea
SW of Taejon pop 100,624
Chop-tank \'chap-,taok\ river 65 m long W Del. & E Md. flowing
SW into Chesapeake Bay

Cho-ras-mia \k3-'raz-me-3\ province of ancient Persia on the Oxus
extending W to Caspian sea
Cho-rzow \'k6-.zhuf\ city SW Poland in Silesia pop 143,800
Chosen — see korea
Choshin — see changjin
Gho-ta Nag-pur \,ch6t-3-'nag-,pu(3)r\ plateau region E India N
of Mahanadi basin in N Orissa & S Bihar
ChO-wan \ch3-'wan\ river 50 m N E N C- formed by confluence of
Blackwater & Nottoway rivers & flowing into Albemarle sound

Christ-church VkrTs(t)-,ch3rch\ city New Zealand on £ coast of
South I. pop (with suburbs) 193,367

Christiania — see oslo
Chris-tians-haah \'kris(h)-ch9nz-,h6b\ Danish settlement W
Greenland on Disko Bay SE of Godhavn

Chris -tian-sted \'kris(h)-chan-,s[ed\ town Virgin Islands of the
U.S. on N coast of St. Croix I.

Christ-mas \'kris-m3s\ 1 island E Indian ocean 225 m S of W end
of Java; administered by Australia area 64, pop 2619 2 island
(atoll) in the Line islands belongmg to Great Britain; largest atoll
in the Pacific area (including lagoon) 234
Chu \'chii\ 1— see pearl 2 river 600 m Soviet Central Asia in SE
Kazakh Republic flowing E into the Issyk Kul

Chii-an-chow \cha-'wan-'jo\ city & port SE China in SE Fukien
on Formosa strait pop 107,700
Chubb Crater X'chsbX lake-filled meteoric crater Canada in N
Que. in N Ungava peninsula; 2 m in diameter

Chu-but \ch3-'but, -'vut\ river 500 m S Argentina flowing E
across Patagonia into the Atlantic
Chu-chow \"chu-'jo\ city SE China in E Hunan pop 127,300
Chuck-chee or Chuk-chl \'ch3k-che. 'chuk-\ sea of the Arctic
ocean N of Bering strait

Chudskoe — see peipus (Lake)
Chu-gach \'chu-,gach also -,gash\ mountains S Alaska extending
along coast from Cook inlet to St. Elias range
Cbu*kot*ski \ch3-'kai-ske\ or Chu-kot \-'kat\ peninsula U.S.S.R.
in N E Soviet Russia, Asia, between Bering & Chuckchee seas — see
EAST CAPE
Ghu-la Vis.ta \.chu-la-'vis-ta\ urban area SW Calif. S of San
Diego pop 42,034

Chu-lyra or Chu-lira \cha-'lim\ river 700 m U.S.S.R. In E cen
Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing W into the Ob
Ghun-chon \'chun-,ch6n\ or Jap Shun-sen \'shun-,sen\ city S
cen Korea N £ of Seoul pop 54.539
Chung-king \'chur]-'kio\ or Pa-hsien \'ba-she-'en\ city SW cen
China in SE Szechwan on the Yangue pop 1.772,500
Chur \'ku(a)r\ or F Coire \'kwar\ commune E Switzeriand # of
Graubiinden canton pop 19,382

Chur-chill X'char-.chil, 'charch-.hiiX river ab 1000 m Canada flow-
ing E across N Sask. & N Man. into Hudson Bay
Chu Shan \'chii-'shan\ archipelago E China in East China sea at
entrance to Hangchow Bay
Chu-vash Republic \chu-,vash-\ or Chu-vash-ia \-'vash-e-3\
autonomous republic E cen Soviet Russia. Europe, S of the Volga
* Cheboksary area 6909, pop 1 098.000

Chu-zen-ii \chii-'zen-je\ lake Japan in cen Honshu W of Nikko
Gi-bO-la Vse-ba-l3\ historical region in present N N.M. containing
seven pueblos (the Seven Cities ol Cibola) believed by early
Spanish explorers to contain vast treasures

Cic-ero \'sis-a-,ro\ town _NE_ 111. W of Chicago pop 69,130
Glen-fue-gos \se-,en-'fwa-.gos\ city & port W cen Cuba on S
coast on Cienfuegos Bay pop 52,910
Gieszyn — see teschen
Ci-li-Cia \s3-'lish-Ce-)3\ ancient country & region SE Asia Minor
extending along Mediterranean coast S of Taurus mountains — see
LESSER ARMENIA — Cl'll-clan \-'lish-3n\ adj or n

Gilician Gates mountain pass S Turkey in Taurus mountains
Cim-ar-ron \'sim-a-,ron, -.ran, -rsnX river 600 m flowing E from
NE N. Mex. through SW Kans. into the Arkansas in N E Okla.

Gimbrian, or Cimbric, Chersonese — see Chersonese
Cim-me-ri-an Bosporus \s3-,mir-e-an-\ or anc Bos-po-rus
Cim*me*ri>us \'bas-p(3-)r3s-s3-'mir-e-as\ the Kerch strait

Cin.cin.nati \.sin(t)-S3-*nat-e, -'nai-aX city SW Ohio pop 502,550
Cinque Ports \'sir)k\ group of seaport towns SE England on
coast of Kent & Sussex, orig. five (.Dover, Sandwich, Romney,
Hastings, & Hythe) to which were later added Winchelsea, Rye, &
other minor places, granted special privileges (abolished in 19th
century) in return for seirvices in coast defense
Cintra — see sintra

B abut;
J joke;
» F tabfe;
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Circars — see northern circars
Cir.cas.sia \C,)s3r-'kash-(e-)3\ region U.S.S.R. In S Soviet Rus-
sia. Europe, on NE coast of Black sea N of W end of Caucasus

Cirenaica — see cyrenaica_
Cis-aUpine Gaul \sis-,al-,pin-\ the part of Gaul lying S & E of the
Alps
Ciscaucasia —
Ci-thae-ton \s3-'the-,ran
jormerly El-a-tea \,el-3-

border of ancient Attica
Ci-tlal-te.petl \se-,tlal-'ta-,pet-=l\ or Ori.za-ba \,or-3-'zab-3,
,6r-\ inactive volcano 18,700 it SE Mexico in cen Vera cruz;
highest point in Mexico

Citta del Vaticano — see Vatican crrv
Ci-u.dad Bo.U-var \,se-u-,tha-b3-'le-,var, -u-.dad-\ city&port SE
Venezuela on the Orinoco pop 31,009

Ciudad Jua-rez \-'hwar-,es, -'war-3z\ or JuSrez city Mexico in Chi-
huahua on Rio Grande opposite EI Paso, Tex. pop 294,373
Ciudad Re.al \-ra-'al\ 1 province S cen Spain area 7620, pop
591.577 2 commune, its #. S of Toledo pop 35,509
Ciudad Trujillo — see santo domingo
Ciudad Victo-ria \-,vik-'tor-e-3, -'t6r-\ city E cen Mexico # of
Tamaulipas pop 31,815

Ci'Vi'ta-vec-chia \,che-ve-ta-'vek-(,)ya\ commune & port cen
Italy in Latium on Tyrrhenian sea WNW of Rome pop 35.100

Clack-maU'iian \klak-'man-3n\ or Clack-man-nan-shire
\-,shi(air. -sharX 1 county cen Scotland bordering on Forth river

where it widens into Firth of Forth area 55, pop 37,528 2 town,
its*

Clac-ton \'klak-t3n\ urban district SE England in Essex on North
sea pop 24,065
Clair.ton \'kla(3)rt-=n, 'kle(3)rt-\ city SW Pa. SE of Pittsburgh
on the Monongahela pop 18,389
Clare \'kla(a)r, 'kle{a)r\ county W Ireland in Munster # Ennis
area 1231, pop 73,710
Clark Fork \'klark\ river 300 m W Mont. & N Idaho flowing
NW into Fend Oreille Lake

Clarks.burg \'klarks-,b3rg\ city N W. Va. pop 28,112
Clarks.dale \'klarks-,dal\ city NW Miss, pop 21,105
Clarks Fork \'klarks\ river 120 m NW Wyo. &. S Mont, flowing
into Yellowstone river in Mont.

Clarks-ville \'klarks-,vil, -valX city N Tenn. NW of Nashville
pop 22.021
Clay. ton \'klat-"n\ city E Mo. W of St. Louis pop 15,245
Clear, Cape \'kli(3)r\ cape SW Ireland at S end of Clear island

Clear-wa-ter \'kli(3)r-,w6t-3r, -,wat-\ 1 moimtains N cen Idaho;
highest ah 8000 /( 2 city W Fla. NW of St. Petersburg on Gulf
of Mexico pop_34,653
Cle-burne X'kle-bsrnX city NE cen Tex. pop 15,381
Cler.mont-Fer.rand \.kler-,mo"-f3-'ra"\ city S cen France in
Allier valley oil edge of Auvergne mountains pop 113,391
Cleveland \'klev-Iand\ 1 city & port NE Ohio on Lake Erie pop
876,050 2 city SE Tenn. ENE of Chattanooga pop 16,196
3 district N England in N Yorkshire between Tees estuary &
the Cleveland hills — Cleve-Iand-er X-lsn-darV n
Cleveland Heights city NE Ohio E of Cleveland pop 61,813
Cleves \'klevz\ or Kle^ve or Cle-ve \'kla-v3\ city NW Germany
WSW of Miinsler near the Rhine pop 2\,S00

Cli'Chy or Clichy-la-Ga*renne \kli-.she-,lag-a-'ren\ commime N
France NW of Paris pop 55,591

ClifJ-side Park \,khf-,sTd-\ borough NE N.J. on the Hudson
N E of Jersey City pop 1 7,642

CllMon \'klit-t3n\ city NE N.J. N of Newark pop 82,084
Clinch \'klinch\ river 200 m SW Va. & E Tenn. flowing SW Into
the Tennessee
Cling-mans Dome X.klio-manzA mountain 6642 // on N.C.-Tenn.
boundary; highest in Great Smoky mountains

Clin'ton \'klint-=n\ city E Iowa on the Mississippi pop 33,589
Clip-per-ton \'khp-3rt-=n\ island E Pacific at 10°N, 109°W
belonging to France

Clon'lnel \klan-'mel\ municipal borough S Ireland * of County
Tipperary

Cloud Peak mountain 13,165 jt N Wyo.; highest in Bighorn

Clcvel.ly \klo-'veI-e\ village SW England In NW Devon on
Bristol channel
Clevis \'klo-v3s\ city E N. Mex. pop 23,713
ClU) VkliizhN city NW cen Romania in Transylvania pop 162,419
Clu-ny \'klii-ne, kru-'ne\ town E cen France N NW of Lyons
Clusium — see chiusi
Clu.tha\'klLj-th3\ river 210 m New Zealand in SE South I. flowing
SE into the Pacific

Clyde \'klTd\ river 106 m SW ScoUand flowing NW into Firth
of Clyde (e-ituary)

Clyde*bank \'kIid-,baok\ burgh W cen Scotland in Dunbarton-
shire on the Clyde pop 44.625

Clydes,dale \'klldz-,dal\ valley of the upper Clyde, Scotland
Cni'dus \'nTd-3s\ ancient town SW Asia Minor in Caria at end of a
long promontory
CnOSSUS — see KNOSSOS
Coa>cheMa \ko-'chel-3\ valley SE Calif, between Salton sea &
San Bernardino mountains
Coa*hui<la \,ko-a-'we-l3, kwa-'we-\ state N Mexico bordering on
the US. # Saltillo area 58,062, pop 867,365

Coast, 1 mountains Canada in W B.C.; N continuation of Cascade
range 2 mountain ranges W No. America extending along Pacific
coast W of Sierra Nevada & Cascade range& N through Vancouver
I., B.C., to Kenai peninsula & Kodiak I., Alaska
Coat'bridge \'kot-(,)brij\ burgh S cen Scotland in Lanark E of
Glasgow pop 47,538
Coats Land \'k6ts\ section of Antarctica on SE coast of Weddell

Cohh \'kov\ or jormerly QueenS'tOwn \"kwen-,staun\ urban
district & port SW Ireland on island in Cork Harbor
Cohlenz — see koblenz
Co.burg, 1 \'ko-,b3rg\ city SE AustraUa In S Victoria, N suburb
of Melbourne pop 62,077 2 \-,b3rg, -,bu(3)rg\ city W Germany
in N Bavaria NW of Bayreuth pop 44,000
Oocanada — see kakinada
Co^cba-bani'Iia \,ko-ch>-'bam-b3\ city W > 1 Bolivia pop 80, 795

CO'Chin \'ko-ch3n, 'kach-anX region SW India in Kerala on
Malabar coast — see travancoeie and cochin

Cochin China region S Vietnam bordering on So. China sea &
Gulf of Siam; formerly part of French Indochina area 29,974

Coco — see SEGOVIA
Co>co*nl*no \,k6-ka-'ne-(,)no, -*ne-n3\ plateau NW Ariz. S of
Grand Canyon
CO'COS \'k5-k3s\ or EeC'ling \'ke-ho\ islands E Indian ocean
belonging to Australia area 1

Cod, Cape \'kad\ peninsula 65 m long SE Mass.; part of area Is

included in Cape Cod National Seashore (created 1961; area 42)
Coele-Syria — see bika
Coeur d'A.lene \,k6rd-'l-'an\ lake ab 25 m long N Idaho E of
Spokane, Wash.; drained by Spokane river

Cof-fey.ville \'k6-fe-,vil, 'kiil-e-\ city SE Kans. pop 17,382
Cogllans, Monte — see kellerwand
CO'hoes \k3-'hoz\ city E N.Y. NW of Troy at confluence of
Mohawk & Hudson rivers pop 20,129

Coi — see red
Coim-ba-tore \,koim-b3-'to(3)r, -'t6(3)r\ city S India in W Madras
on S slope of Nilgiri hills pop 197,800
Co-im-bra \ku-'im-br3\ city W cen Portugal pop 41,977
Coire — see chur
Col,ches.ter \'kol-,ches-t3r, -ch3s-\ municipal borough SE En-
gland in Essex pop 57.436

Col-chis \'kal-k3s\ ancient country bordering on Black sea S of
Caucasus mountains; area now constitutes W part of Georgian
Republic, U.S.S R.

Co-Ii-ma Xks-'le-maX 1 volcano 12,792 ll SW Mexico in S Jalisco
2 state SW Mexico bordering on the Pacific tj/-ea 2009, pop 122,325
3 city, its *, SSW of Guadalajara pop 28,658

College Park, 1 city NW Ga. S of AUanta pop 23,469 2 city
SV^ Md. NE of Washington, D.C. pop 18.482

Col. lings.wood \'kal-iriz-,wiid\ borough SW N.J. pop 17.370
Col.mar or Kol.mar \'k51-,mar, kol-'\ commune NE France at E
edge of Vosgesmountains pop 47,305

Co.log:ne \k3-'lon\ or Kbln \'kcEln\ city W Germany In No.
Rhine-Westphalia on the Rhine pop 789,300

Co.lomh-Be-char \k3-,lo''-ba-'shiir\ commune NW Algeria SSE
of Oran pop 26.960
Co-lomhes Nks-'lom, -'lo°b\ commune N France, NW suburb of
Paris pop 6 7,909
Co-lom.bia Xks-'lam-be-a, -1om-\ country NW So. America
bordenng on Caribbean sea & Pacific ocean * Bogota area
439,825, pop 13.823,600 — Co.lom.bi.an \-be-3n\ adj or n

Co. lorn. bo \k3-'bm-(,ibo\ city & port # of Ceylon pop 426,127
Co. Ion \k3-'lon\ or jormerly As. pin. wall \'as-p3n-,w61\ city &
port N Panama on tlie Caribbean at entrance to Panama canal pop
52,035
Col6n archipelago — see galApagos islands
Gol.o.phon \'kal-3-f3n, -,fan\ ancient city W Asia Minor in Lydla
Col.era.do \,kal-3-'rad-(,)o, -Viid-X 1 river 1450 m SW U.S.
& NW Mexico rising in N Colo. & flowing SW into Gulf of
California 2 river 840 m S Tex. flowing SE into Gulf of Mexico
3 desert SE Cahl. W of Colorado river 4 plateau SW US. W of
Rocky mountains in Colorado river basin in N Ariz., S & E Utah,
W Colo.. & N W N. Mex. 5 state W U.S. # Denver area 104,247,
pop 1,753,94 7 6 river 530 m, cen Argentina flowing SE to the
Adantic — Col.o.ra-dan \-'rad-'n, -'rad-\ adj or n — CoLo.ra-
do.an \-'rad-3-w3n, -'rad-\ adj or n
Colorado National Monument reservation W Colo. W of Grand.
Junction containing many unusual erosion formations area 28
Colorado Springs city cen Colo. E of Pikes Peak pop 70,194
Co.los.sae \k5-'las-(,)e\ ancient city cen Asia Minor in SW
Phrygia — Co.loS.5iau \ka-'lash-3n\ adj or n

Col.ton \'kolt-'n\ city SW CaUf. S of San Bernardino pop 18,666
Co.lum.bia \k3-'l3m-be-3\ 1 river 1270 m SW Canada & NW
U.S. rising in SE B C. & flowing S & W into the Pacific 2 plateau
E Wash., E Oreg., & SW Idaho in Columbia river basin 3 cirv cen
Mo. pop 36,650 4 city # of S.C. pop 97,433 5 city cen Tenn.
pop 17,624 — Co.lura.bi.an \-be-sn\ adj or n
Columbia, Cape cape N Canada on Ellesmere 1.; northernmost
point of Canada, at 83°07'N
Columbia, District of — see district of Columbia
Columbia Heights city SE Minn. N of Minneapolis pop 17,533
CO'lum.bus \k3-'l3m-bas\ 1 city W Ga. on the Chattahoochee
pop 116,779 2 city S cen Ind. pop 20,778 3 city E Miss, pop
24,771 4 city * of Ohio on the Scioto pop 471,316
Columna, La — see bolIvar (Pico)
Col-ville \'kol-,vil, 'kal-\ river 320 m N Alaska flowing NE toto
Beaufort sea

Col.wyn Bay \.kal-w3n-\ urban district N Wales in Denbighshire
pop 2 2,2 76
Co.mil-la \k3-'mil-3\ city East Pakistan pop 47,525
Commander — see Komandorskie
Ccmo \'ko-(,)m5\ commune N Italy In Lombardy at SW end of
Lake Como (3 7 m long) pop 72,100
Comodoro Rivadavia — see rivadavia
Com.Q.rin, Cape \'kam-3-r3n\ cape S India In Kerala; south-
ernmost point of India, at 8*5'S
Com.o.ro \'kam-3-,r6\ islands off SE Africa between Mozambique
& Madagascar belonging to France area 790, pop 156,150
Com.pidgne \komp-*yan\ town N France E of Beauvais on the
Oise pop 22,325
Gompostela Santiago de compostela
Comp-ton Vkam(p)-t3n\ dty SW Calif. SSE of Los Angeles pop
71.812

Com.stock lode \,kam-,stak-\ gold & silver lode at Virginia City,
Nev., discovered 1859

Con.a.kry or Kou.a.kry \'kan-»-krc\ city & port * of Guinea on
the Atlantic pop 52,521
Co.nan.i-cut \k3-'nan-l-kat\ Island R.I. In Narragansett Bay W
of Aquidneck I.

Con.cep.ci6n Vksn-.sep-sc-'on, -'sep-shanX city S cen Chile pop
167,468
Con-cbos \'kan-ch9s\ river 300 m N Mexico flowing NE Into
Rio Crande

Con.cord, 1 \"kan-,k6(a)rd, Tcao-N dty W CaUf. NE of Oakland
pop 36,208 2 \'kao-k3rd\ dty # of N.H. on the Merrimack pop
28,991 3 \"kan-,k6(3)rd, "kao-V dty S cen N,C. pop 17,799
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Co-ney Island X.ko-ne-X resort section of New York City In S
Brooklyn; formerly an island

Gon*ga-ree \'kao-g3-(.)re\ river 60 m, cen S.C. flowing SW to
unite with the Wateree forming the Santee
Con*gO \'kao-C.)go\ 1 river ab 3000 m, cen Africa floviing N. W,
& SW into the Atlantic — see lualaba 2 or Republic ol (the)
Congo or formerly Belgian Congo country cen Africa comprising
most of Congo river basm E of lower Congo river # Leopoldville
area 893.000, pop 14.150.000 3 or Congo Republic or formerly
Middle Congo counirv W cen Africa W of the lower Congo #
Brazzaville area 132.046, pop 795.000 — see french equatorial
AFRICA — Con-go-lese \,kao-g3-'lez, -'les\ adj or n
Congo Free State — see Belgian congo
Conjeeverara — see kanchipuram
Con.naclit \'kan-,6t\ or formerly Con<naugbt province W
Ireland area 6611, pop 419.221

Con<nect>i'Cut \k3-'net-i-k3t\ 1 river 407 m NE U.S. rising In N
N.H. & flowing S into Long Island Sound 2 state NE U.S.
# Hartford area 5009, pop 2,535,234
Con>ne-ma<ra \,kan-3-'mar-a, -'mar-\ district W Ireland in W
Galway on Atlantic coast
Con.nerS'Ville \*kan-3rz-,vil\ city E Ind. pop 17,698
Con>stance \'kan(tt-stan(t)s\ or Eon<stanz \'k6n-,stanCt)s\
commune W Germany on Lake Constance pop 52,900
Constance, Lake or G BO'deu See \'bod-''n-,za\ lake 46 m long
W Europe on border between Germany, Austria, & Switzerland

Con*stan*ta or Con*stan>t5a \k3n-'stan(t)-sa\ city & port SE
Romania on Black sea pop 110,485

Con'Stan*tine \'kan(t)-st3n-,ten\ city NE Algeria S of Philippe-
ville pop 116,706
Constantinople — see Istanbul
Coocb Be*liar \,kiich-b3-'har\ former state NE India W of
Assam since 1947 attached to West Bengal area 1321
Cook \'kuk\ 1 islands S Pacific SW of Society islands; belong to
New Zealand * Avarua (on Rarotonga) area 89, pop 17,654
2 strait New Zealand between North I. & South L 3 inlet of
the Pacific S Alaska W of Kenai peiunsula
Cook, Mount or Ao.rangi \au-'raD-e\ mountain 12,349 /r New
Zealand in W cen South I.; highest peak in Southern Alps &
New Zealand
Coomassie — see kumasi
Goorg or Kurg \'kuOirg\ former state S India # Mercara;
merged with Mysore state 1956
Coo-sa \'ku-sa\ river 286 m NW Ga. & N Ala. flowing SW to
join the Tallapoosa forming the Alabama
Coos Bay_\'kus\ inlet of the Pacific SW Oreg.
GO'pSn \k6-'pan\ ruined Mayan city W Honduras
Co<pen<ha-geu X.ko-pan-'ha-gan, -'hag-an. 'k6-pan-,\ or Dan
Kb-ben-havn \,k(E-ban-'haun\ city & port * of Denmark on E
SjffiUand I. _& N Amager I. pop 960,319 — Co.pen-ha-gen.er
X.ko-pan-'ha-ga-nsr, -'hag-a-\ n

Go<pia>p6 \,ko-pe-a-'p6\ 1 volcano 19,947 yr N cen Chile 2 city
W of the volcano pop 38.004
Gop>per*mine \'kap-3r-,mTn\ river 525 m N- Canada in Northwest
Territories flowing NW into Arctic ocean

Co*quil>hat*ville \ko-*ke-3-,vil, .ko-kc-'at-,vil\ 1 — see equator
(province) 2 city W Congo on Congo river * of Equator province
pop 25.457
Co*quim>bo \k6-'kim-(,)bo, -'kem-\ city & port N cen Chile pop
41,304

Coral sea arm of the SW Pacific bounded on W by Queensland,
Australia, on N by the Solomons, & on E by New Hebrides &
New Caledonia

Coral Gables city SE Fla. SW of Miami pop 34,793
Cor-co-va-do \,k6r-k3-*vad-(,)6\ 1 mountain 2310/r SE Brazil on
S side of city of Rio de Janeiro 2 volcano 7550 ft S cen Ctule
E of Chiloe I.

Gor<di-lle>ra Cen>tral \,kdrd-=l-*fy)er-a-,sen-'tral, ,kdrd-e-'er-\
1 range of the Andes m Colombia 2 chief range of the Dominican
Republic 3 range of the Andes in Peru E of the Maranon 4 range
Philippines in N Luzon — see pulog 6 range S cen Puerto Rico— see CERRO DE PUNTA
Cordillera Me-ri-da \-'mer-ad-3\ or Sier-ra Ne-va.da de
Merida Xse-.er-a-na-'vad-ad-a-, -'vad-\ moimtain range W Vene-
zuela — see bolIvar (Pico)

C6r>do*ba \'k6rd-3-ba, -3-va\ 1 province S Spain area 5299, pop
811,562 2 or E Cor*do*va city, its *, on the Guadalquivir pop
189,969 3 city N cen Argentina pop 369,886 — Cor-dCban
\-b3n\ adj or n

CoX'tn Xkor-'fij. 'kdr-OfCy^iiN or NGk Kfir-ky-ra or K6r-ki.ra
\'ker-ki-ra\ or one Cor>cy*ra \k6r-'si-ra\ 1 island NW Greece,
one of the Ionian islands area 22 7 2 city & port on E Corfu
pop 30,739 — Cor.fi.ote \*k6r-fe-,ot\ n
Cor-inth \*k6r-3n(t)th, 'karA or NGk K6.rin.thos \'k6r-3n-.th6s\
1 or Go>rin-thia \k3-'rin(t)-the-a\ region of ancient Greece oc-
cupying most of Isthmus of Corinth & part of N £ Peloponnesus
2 city & port Greece on Isthmus of Corinth at head of Gulf of
Corinth N E of site of ancient cily of Corinth pop 1 7,699

Corinth, Gull ol or Gull ol Le>pan>to X'lep-sn-.to, li-'pan-(,)to\
inlet of Ionian sea cen Greece W of Isthmus ol Corinth (neck
of land connecting Peloponnesus with rest of Greece)
Cork \'k6(3)rk\ 1 county S Ireland in Munster area 2881, pop
252,246 2 city & county borough & port, its #, at head of Cork
Harbor pop 77.860
Corn \'k6(3)m\ two small islands in the Caribbean 40 m off E
coast of Nicaragua leased by Nicaragua to U.S.
Cor<ner Brook \'k6r-nar-,bruk\ city Canada in W Nfld. on Gulf
of St. Lawrence pop 23,225
Corneto — see tarquinia
Cor.ning \'k6r-nio\ city S N.Y. WNW of Elmlra pop 17.085
Cor.no, Mon-te \,mant-e-'k6r-(,1no\ mountain 9585 ft, cen Italy
N E of Rome; highest in the Apennines

Corn-wall \'k6m-,w61, -W3l\ 1 city Canada in SE Ont. on the St,
Lawrence pop 18,158 2 county SW England on peninsula pro-
jecting into the_AUantic # Truro area 1357, pop 345,612
Co*ro \'kor-C,)o, *k6r-\ city NW Venezuela near coast at base of
Paraguand peninsula pop 39,000

Cor-o-man-del \,k6r-a-'man-d'l. ,kar-\ coast region SE India on
Bay of Bengal S of the Kisma

Cor>o*na*do \,k6r-3-'nad-{.)o. .kar-\ city SW Calif, on San Diego
Bay opposite San Diego pop 18,039

Co.ro.nel \,k6r-3-*nel, .kar-\ city & port S cen Chile S of Concep-
cion pop 17.372
Cor'PUS Chris. ti \,k6r-p9-'skris-te\ city & port S Tex. on Corpus
Christi Bay at mouth of Nueces river pop 167,690

Cor.reg-i.dor \k3-'reg-3-,d6(3jr\ island N Philippines at entrance
to Manila Bay area ab 2

Cor.rien-tes \,k6r-e-'en-,tas, ,kar-\ city NE Argentina on the
Parana pop 56,544

Cor.si.ca \'k6r-si-k3\ or F Corse \kdrs\ island France in the
Mediterranean N of Sardinia * Ajaccio area 3367, pop 246,995— Cor.si.can\'k6r-si-k3n\ adj or n

Cor.si.cana \.k6r-S3-'kan-3\ city NE cen Tex. pop 20,344
Cor.ti.na or Cortina d'Am-pez-zo \k6r-'te-na-,dam-'pet-(.)so\
resort village N Italy in the Dolomites N of Belluno

Cort.land X'kort-bndN city S cen N.Y. pop 19,181
Coruna, La; Corunna — see la coruna
Cor-vaMis \k6r-'val-as\ city W Oreg. SW of Salem pop 20.669
Cos — see kcs
Go.sen.za \k6-'zenCtVsa\ commune S Italy in Calabria pop 49,500
Cos.ta Bra*va \,kas-ta-'brav-3, ,k6s-. ,kos-\ coast region NE
Spain in Catalonia on the Mediterranean extending NE from
Barcelona

Cos.ta Me.sa \,k6s-ta-'ma-s3\ city SW Calif. SE of Long Beach
on Pacific coast pop 3 7,550
GoS'ta Ri'Ca X.kas-ts-'re-ka, ,k6s-, ,kos-\ country Central Amer-
ica between Nicaragua & Panama; a republic # San Jose area
19.238. pop 1.134,626 — Cos-ta Ri-can \-k3n\ adj or n

CostermansviUe, 1 — see kivu 2 — see bukavu
Gate d'A.zur \,k6t-d3-'zu(a)r\ coastal region SE France on the
Mediterranean; part of the Riviera

Cote d'lvoire — see ivory coast
Gate d'Or \k6t^'d6f3)r\ range of hills E France SW of Dijon
Go- ten- tin \ko-ta"-ta"\ pemnsula NW France projecting into
Enghsh channel E of mouth of the Seine

Go.to.nou \.kot-'n-'u\ city & port S_ Dahomey pop 56,200
CO'tO'paxi \,kot-3-'pak-se, -'pa-tJheX volcano 19,498 ft N cen
Ecuador

Cots.wold \'kat-,swold. -swaldX hills SW cen England in Glouces-
tershire; highest point Cleeve Cloud 1031 ft

Cott-bUS or Kott'bus V'kat-bas, -,bus\ city E Germany on Spree
river SE of Berhn pop 64,500

Cot.ti.an Alps \,kat-e-3n-\ range of W Alps France & Italy — see
vrso
Conls.don and Pur.ley N'koIz-ds-nan-'par-leX urban district S
England in Surrey S of London pop 63.770

Coun-cil Bluffs \.kaun(t>-S3l-"bl3ts\ city SW Iowa pop 55,641
Cou.ran-tyne or Go-ren-tyne N'kor-sn-.tln. 'k6r-\ or D Go-ran-
tijn \-,t!n\ river 300 m N So. America flowing N into the Atlantic
& forming boundary between Bnt. Guiana &. Surinam
Cour-be.voie \,kur-b3v-'wa\ commune N France on the Seine
NW of Paris pop 59,730

Courland — see kurland
Cour.ma.yeur V.kiir-ma-'ysrX resort village NW Italy In Val
d'Aosta SE of Mont Blanc

Courtrai ~ see kortrijk
Coy. en-try \usu Brit 'kav-sn-tre; 'ksv-\ city & county borough cen
England in Warwickshire pop 2 58,21

1

Co-vi-na Xko-'ve-naX city SW Calif. E of Los Angeles pop 20,124
CoV'ing.ton X'kav-io-tanX city N Ky pop 60,3 76
Gowes \'kauz\ urban district S England in N Isle of Wight pop
17,154

GoW'litz \'kau-l3ts\ river ISO m SW Wash, flowing into the
Columbia
CO'ZU.mel \,ko-z»-'mel\ island SE Mexico off NE coast of
Quintana Roo
Crab — see vieques
Cracow — see krakow
Cra.jo.ya \kr3-'yo-v3\ city S Romania pop 106,276
Gran-lord Vkran-fardX urban township NE N.J. pop 26,424
Cran.ston Vkran(t)-si3n\ city E R.I. S of Providence pop 66,766
Cra.ter \'krat-3r\ lake 1932 Jt deep SW Oreg. in Cascade range
at altitude of 6164 ft; mam feature of Crater Lake National
Park (area 2501 — see tA\z\MA (Mount)

Craters of the Moon National Monument reservation SE cen
Idaho including lava flows &. other volcanic formaUons area 74

Cre-cy \kra-'se, 'kres-e\_or Cres-sy \'kres-e\ or Cre.cy-en-
Pon.thieu \kra-'se-,a"-po"-*ty3t,rj\ commune N France NW of
Amiens
Cre.mo.na \kra-'mo-n3\ commune N Italy in Lombardy on the
Po ESE of Milan pop 56,200

Crete \'kret\ or NGk Kri-ti \'kret-e\ island Greece in the E
Mediterranean # Canea area 3199, pop 460,844 — Gre.tan \'kret-
=n\ adj or n

Crete, Sea of or Sea of Can-dia \'kan-de-a\ the S section of
Aegean sea between Crete & the Cyclades
Crewe \'kru\ municipal borough NW England in Cheshire pop
52,415
Cri.mea \krT-'me-9, kra-\ or Russ Krlm \'krim\ peninsula S
Soviet Russia, Europe, extending into Black sea SW of Sea of
Azov — Cri.me.an X-'me-anX adj

Cris-to-bal \kris-'to-b3l\ or Sp Cris.t6.bal town NW Panama
Canal Zone adjoining Colon, Panama

Cro.a.tan \,kro-3-'tan\ or Gro.a.to.an \-'to-3n\ island of uncer-
tain identity, probably Okracoke I,, off coast of N.C. between
Pamlico Sound & the Atlantic thought to be place to wtiich
Raleigh's Roanoke I. colony moved 1587

Groatan Sound strait E N.C. between Roanoke 1 & mainland
Cro.a.tia \kr6-'a-sh(e-)3\ 1 region SE Europe in NW Yugoslavia
bordering on the NE Adriatic 2 constiment repubUc Yugoslavia
comprising Croatia, Slavonia, & most of Istria & the Dalmatian
coast # Zagreb area 21,726, pop 3,918,817
Crocodile — see limpopo
Cros.by XTcroz-beX or Great Crosby municipal borough NW
England in Lancashire on Irish sea N NW of Liverpool pop 58,362
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Cross \'kr6s\ river 300 m W Africa In W Cameroun & SE
Nigeria flowing W & S into Gulf of Guinea

Cro-to-ue \lcr3-'to-ne\ or arte Cro-to>na \-nA or Cro-ton \'lcr3-

,tan, 'krot-^n\ commune S Italy in Calabria on Gulf of Taranto
pop 31,200
Crow. ley \'krau-le\ city S La. W of Lafayette pop 15,617
Croy.dou \*kr6id-'n\ county borough S England in Surrey S of
London pop 249,592

Cro-zet \kro-'iLa\ islands S Indian ocean WNW of Kerguelen at
ab 46"30'S, 51°E
Crys.tal \'krist-n\ village S_E Minn. N of Minneapolis pop 24,283
Ctes*i<pllon \'tes-3-,fan, 'te-sa-\ ancient city cen Iraq on the
Tigris opposite Seleucia & SSE of modern Baghdad # of Parthia
& of later Sassanid empire

Cuail'Za \'kwan-z3\ river 500 m SW Africa in cen Angola flowing
NW into the Atlantic

Cu-ba \'kyU-b3\ 1 island in the West Indies N of Caribbean sea
area 41,634 2 country largely coextensive with island; a republic
# Havana area 44,164, pop 5,829,029 — Cu-ban \-b3n\ adj or n
Cubango — see Okovanggo
Cii-ou-ta \'kiJ-k3t-3\ city N Colombia pop 131,410
Cnd.a.hy \'kad-3-(,)he\ city SE Wis. pop 17,975
Guen>ca \'kweri-k3\ 1 city S Ecuador pop 46,428 2 province E
cen Spain area 6636, pop 328,983 3 commune, its #, ESE of
Madrid pop 26,826

Cuer.na.va-ca X.kwer-ns-'vak-s, -vakA city S cen Mexico S of
Mexico City # of Morelos pop 30,597
Cufra — see kufra
Cu.lia.can X.kul-ya-'kanV 1 river 175 m NW Mexico flowing
SW into the Pacific at mouth of Gulf of California 2 city NW
Mexico on the Culiacan # of Sinaloa pop 48,963

Cul.ver City \,ksl-v3r-\ city SW Cahf. pop 32,163
Ou*mae Vkyu-(,)me\ ancient town S Italy on Tyrrhenian coast W
of modern Naples — CU'mae'an \kyii-'me-an\ adj
Cu>ma*na \,ku-m3-'na\ city & port N E Venezuela on the Caribbean
N E of Barcelona pop 64,000

Cum-ber.land X'kam-bsr-landS 1 river 687 m S Ky. & N Tenn.
flowing W into the Ohio 2 falls SE Ky. in upper course of the
Cumberiand 3 caverns cen Tenn. SE of McMinnviUe 4 city NW
Md. on the Potomac pop 33,415 5 county NW England # CarUsle
area ISU, pop 285,347 — Cum^bri-an \'k3m-bre-3n\ adj or n
Cumberland Gap mountain pass 1304// NE Tenn. through a ridge
of the Cumberlands SE of Middlesboro, Ky.
Cumberland plateau or Cumberland mountains mountain region
E U.S., part of the S Appalachian mountains W of Termessee
river extending from S W. Va. to N E Ala.
Cumbre, La — see uspallata
Cumbria — see strathclyde
Cum'bri.an V'kam bre-3n\ mountains NW England in Cumber-
land, Westmorland, & Lancashire — see SCAFELL PIKE
Cu>naxa \kyii-'nak-s3\ town in ancient Babylonia E of the Eu-
phrates ab SI m NW of Babvion
Cu-ne-ne or Ku-ne-ne \kU-'iia-n3\ river 700 m SW Africa in SW
Angola flowing S & W into the Atlantic
Cu-par \'kii-p3r\ burgh E Scotland # of Fifeshire
Cuquenan — see kukenaam
Cu-ra-eao \,kCy)ur-3-'sau, -'s5\ island Netherlands Antilles in the
S Caribbean; chief town Willemstad area 210, pop 115,929

Cu-ri.ti.ba X.kur-a-'te-bsX city S Brazil SW of Sao Paulo # of
Parana pop 138,178
Cush or Kush N'kssh, 'kiishX ancient country NE Africa in Nile
valley S of Egypt — Cush-ite \-.it\ adj or n— Cusll-it-ic X.kash-
'it-, kushA adj

Cns-ter Battlefield National Monument \,k3s-t3r-\ site SE
Mont, on Little Bighorn river of battle 1876

Cutch — see kutch
Cut.tack \'k3t-3k\ city E India in Orissa pop 102,500
Cux*ha>ven \kuks-'haf-an\ city & port W Germany on North sea
at mouth of the Elbe pop 43,300

Cuy-a-hoga \.kT-(3-)'ho-g3, ks-'hb-, -'ha-, -'ho-\ river 100 m NE
Ohio flowing into Lake Erie at Clevelantl
Cuyahoga Falls city NE Ohio N of Akron pop 47,922
Cu.yu.ni \ku-'yii-ne\ river 300 m N So. America rising in E Vene-
zuela & flowing E into the Essequibo in N Brit. Guiana
Cuz-co or Cus-co \'kiJ-C,)sko\ city S Peru pop 68,500
Cycla.des \'sik-l3-,dez\ or NGk Ki.kla.dhes \ke-'klaUi-(,)es\
islands Greece in the S Aegean area 996 — Gy>clad-ic \sik-'lad-ik,

sT-'klad-\ adj
Cydonia — see canea — Cy>do>nlan \sT-'d6-ne-an, 'do-nyanX
adj or n
Cymru — see wales
Cy-prus \*sT-pr3s\ 1 Island E Mediterranean 2 country coexten-
sive with the island; a republic of the Brit. Commonwealth #
Nicosia area 3572. pop 528,879— Cyp-rj.ot \'sip-re-3t, -re-,at\ or
Cyp.ri.ote \-,ot, -3t\ adj or n

Cy-re.na.ica N.sir-s-'na-s-ks, .sIjs-X or It Ci-re-na>ica \,che-ra-
'na-e-ka\ 1 or Cy-re.ne \si-*re-(,)ne\ ancient coastal region N
Africa dominated by city of Cyrene 2 province E Libva * Benghazi
area 330,173, pop 291,328 — Cy-re-na-ican X.su-s-'na-a-ksn,
,si-r3-\ adj or n— Cy-re-ni-an \si-'re-ne-3n\ adj or n
Cy.re.ne \sT-'re-(,)ne\ ancient city N Africa on the Mediterranean
in N E Libya; site at modern village of Shahat — Cy'le-na^ic \,sir-

3-'na-ik, .si-ra \ adj or n — Cy-re-ni-an \si-'re-ne-3n\ adj or n
Cythera — see kSthira
Cyz.i'CUS \'siz-i-k3s\ 1 — see kapidagi 2 ancient city in Mysia on
isthmus leading to Kapidagi peitinsula

Czecho-slo-va-kia \,chek-3-slo-'vak-e-3, -'vak-\ country cen
Europe; a republic # Prague area 49,373, pop 13.296,243 —
Czecho.slo.vak \ 'slo-.vak, -.vak\ adj or n — Czecho.alo.va-
ki.an \-slo-'vak-e-3n, -'vak-\ adj or n
Cze.sto.cho.wa \,chen(t)-st3-'ko-v3\ or Russ Chen.sto.khov
\,chen(t)-st3-'k6f, -'k6v\ city S Poland on the Warta pop 148,000

Dacca \'dak-3. 'dak-3\ city Pakistan # of East Pakistan pop

Da'c'han \;dak-^au\ city W Germany in S Bavaria pop 27,800
Da-cla \'da-sh(e )3\ ancient country SE Europe roughly equiva-
lent to Romania & Bessarabia — Da-cian \-sh3n\ adj or n
Dag-en.ham \'dag-(3-)n3m\ municipal borough SE England in
Essex, NE suburb of London pop 114,588

Oa-ge.stan or Da-ghe-stan \,dag-3-'stan, ,d _
mous republic SE Soviet Russia, Europe, on W shore of the
Caspian # Makhachkala area 13,124, pop 1,063,000
Da.ho.mey \d3-'ho-me\ country W Africa on Gulf of Guinea; a
republic witiiin the French Community; formerly a territory of
French West Africa # Porto-Novo area 44,749. pop 1.934.000— Da-ho-man X-msnX adj or n — Da.bO'me.an \-me-3n\ adj or n— Da-ho-mey-an \-me-3n\ adj or n

Daido — see taedong
Dai.ren \'di-'ren\ city & port N E China in S Liaonlng on Liaotung
peninsula pop 766,400 — see LtJTA

Da.kar \d3-'kar, 'dak,-ar\ city & port # of Senegal pop 230,887
Da.ko.ta \d3-'kot-3\ 1 — see james 2 territory (1861-89) NW
U.S. divided 1889 into states of N. Dak. & S. Dak. (the Da-ko-tas
\-3z\) — Da*ko<tan \-'kot-'n\ adj or n

Dal.e.car*lia \,dal-3-'kar-le-3\ region W cen Sweden — Dal-e-
car-li.an \-15-3n\ adj

Dal.las \'dal-3S, -is\ city NE Tex. E of Fort Worth pop 679,684
Dal-ma.tia \dal-'ma-sh(e-)3\ region W Yugoslavia on the Adriatic— Dal-ma.tian \-sh3n\ adj or n
Dal.ton \'dblt-=n\ city NW Ga. pop 17,868
Da.ly City \,da-le-\ city W Calif. S of San Francisco pop 44,791
Da.man-hfir \,dam-3n-'hii(3)r\ city N Egypt E of Alexandria
pop 99,900
Da-m3o \d3-'mau»\ or Da-man \d3-'man\ 1 district W India,
formerly part of Portuguese India, on Gulf of Cambay area 148,
pop 57,000 2 its chief town & port
Da-mas.cus \d3-'mas-k3S\ or Ar Esli Sbam \(')esh-'sham\ city
# of Syria pop 454,603
Damavand — see demavend
Dam.i.et.ta \,dam-e-'et-3\ city & port N Egypt pop 63,100
Dam-mam \d3-'mam\ town & port Saudi Arabia in Hasa on Per-
sian gulf N of Dhahran
Da-mo.dar \'dam-3-,dar\ river 350 m NE India in cen Bihar &
West Bengal flowing ESE into the Hooghly
Dan \'dan\ 1 river 1 80 m S Va. & N N. C. flowing E into the Roa-
noke 2 ancient village at N extremity of Palestine N of Waters of
Merom
Da Nang \'dan-'ao\ or Tou-rane \tU-'ran\ dty& port S Vietnam
in Annam SE of Hue pop 108,800
Dan.bury \'dan-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ city SW Conn. pop 22,928
Danger — see pukapuka
Dangerous — see tuamotu
Danish West Indies the W Lslands of the Virgin islands group that
were until 1917 a Danish possession & now constitute the virgin
Islands of the U. S.

Danmark — see Denmark
Dan-ube \'dan-(,)yiib\ or anc Da.nn-bi-ns \d3-"n(y)U-bc-3s, da-\
or Is.ter \'is-t3r\ river 1 725 m, cen & SE Europe flowing E from S
Germany into Black sea — Da-nu-bi.an \da-'nyli-be-3n\ adj

Dan-vers \'dan-v3rz\ town NE Mass. N of Lynn pop 21,926
Dan-ViUe, 1 \'dan-,vil\city E IlL pop 41,856 2 \-,vil, -V3l\ city

S Va. on the Dan pop 46,57 7

Dan-zig \'dan(t)-sig, 'dan(t)-\ 1 — see Gdansk 2 territory sur-
rounding & including Danzig Uiat (1920-39) constituted a free

city under the League of Nations area 754
Danzig, GuU ol inlet of S Baltic sea in N Poland
Dapsang — see Godwin austen
Dar-da.nelles \,dard-=n-'elz\ or Hel-Ies-pont \'hel-3-,spant\ or
anc Hel'les.pon.tus \,hel-3-*spant-3s\ strait NW Turkey con-
necting Sea of Marmara with the Aegean
Dar el Beida ~ see Casablanca
Dar es Sa.laam \,dar-,es-s3-'lam\ city & port * of Tanganyika on
Indian ocean pop 99,140

Dar-fur \dar-'fLi(3)r\ region W Sudan; chief city El Fasher
Dar-i-en \,dar-e-'en, ,der-\ Spanish colonial settlement Central
America W of Gulf of Darien

Darien, Gull of inlet of the Caribbean between E Panama & NW
Colombia
Darien, Isthmus ol — see Panama ^Isthmus of)

Dar.jee.Ung or Dar.jl-Ung \dar-'je-ho\ city NE India in West
Bengal on Sikkim border pop 33.600

Dar-ling \'dar-ho\ 1 river 1160 m SE AustraUa in Queensland &
New So. Wales flowing SW into the Murray 2 mountain range
SW Western Australia extending ab 250 m N-S along coast;
highest point Mt. Cooke 1910 yr

Dar-ling'ton \'dar-hr)-t3n\ county borough N England in Durham
pop 84,861
Darm.stadt \'darm-,stat, -,s(h)tat\ city W Germany in Hesse
SSW of Frankfurt pop 136,600

Dart-moor \'dart-,mu(3lr. -,mo(3)r. -.m6(3)r\ tableland SW
England in S Devonshire area 215

Dart-moutb \'dart-m3th\ 1 town Canada in S N. S. on Halifax
harbor opposite Hahfax pop 21,093 2 municipal borough SW
England in S Devonshire on English channel
Dar-win \'dar-w3n\ or jormerly Port Darwin town & port N
Australia # of Northern Territory on Port Darwin (inlet of Timor

Dar.yal or Dar-lal \dar-'yal\ mountain pass U. S. S. R. in S
Soviet Russia, Europe, through Caucasus mountains; a gorge cut
by Terek river

Dau-gav.pils \'dau-g3t-,pilz\ or Russ Dvinsk \d3-'vin(t)sk\ city

U. S. S. R, in E Latvia on the Dvina pop 65,000
Dau-phi-ne \,do-fi-'na\ region & former province SE France N
of Provence # Grenoble
Da*vao \'dav-,au, da-'vauX 1 gulf of the Pacific Philippines in

SE Mindanao 2 city PhiUppines on Davao gulf pop 47,846
Dav.en.port \'dav-3n-,po(3)rt, -,po(3)rt\ city E Iowa pop 88,981

Da-Vis \'da-v3s\ strait between SW Greenland & E Baffin I.

cormecting Baffin Bay with the Atlantic

Da-vos \da-'v6s\ cc

Chur
Dax \'daks\ or Ax \'aks\ commune SW France in Pyrenees on
the Adour SW of Carcassonne
Day.ton \'dal-'n\ city SW Ohio on the Miami pop 262.332
Day-to-na Beach \da-.to-n3-\ city NE Fla. pop 37,395
Dead sea \'ded\ or BiA Salt sea \'s61t\ or LLa.cus As-phal-U-tes
\'la-k3-,sas-,tol'tit-ez\ salt Idke 40 m long on boundary between
Israel & Jordan area 370, surface 12S6 jl below sea level

Dean, Forest ol \'den\ royal forest SW England in W Gloucester-
shire between Severn & Wye rivers area 184

E Switzerland in Graubiinden ESE of
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Dear-tom \'dl(3)r-,b6(a)m, -IramV dty SE Mich, pop 112,007
Deatb Valley arid valley E Calif. & S Nev. E of Panamint range
containing lowest point in the U. S. (280 // below sea level); most
of area included in Death Valley National Monazueut {area
2891)

Deau-ville \'do-,vil, do-'ve(3)l\ town NW France on Bay of the
Seine SSW of Le Havre

De-bre*cen \*deb-rat-,sen\ city E Hungary pop 130,000
De>cap<o>lls \di-'kap-a-l3s\ ancient region N Palestine extending
from E Esdraelon plain to E & N E of Sea of Galilee

De.ca>tur \di-'kat-3r\ Icity N Ala. on the Tennessee ^70;? 29,217
2 city NW cen Ga. E of AMan\3.pop 22,026 3 city cen 111. on the
Sangamon pop 78,004
DeC'Can \'dek-3n, -,an\ plateau region S cen India lying between
Eastern & Western Ghats
Ded-ham \'ded-3m\ town E Mass. SW of Boston pop 23,869
Dee \*de\ 1 river 90 m NE Scotland flowing E into North sea
2 river 50 m S Scotland flowing S into Solway firth 3 river 70 m
N Wales & W England flowing E & N into Irish sea

Deer Park urban area SE N. Y. in S cen Long 1. pop 16,726
Deb>ra Dun \.der-3-'diin\ city N India in NW Uttar Pradesh pop
144,200
De Kalb \di-'kalb\ city N 111. pop 18,486
Del-a-goa Bay \,del-s-,go-s-\ inlet of Indian ocean SE Mozam-
bique
Del-a.ware \'del-3-,wa(3)r, -.weCs)r. -W3r\ 1 river 296 m E U.S.
flowing S from S N.Y. into Delaware Bay 2 state E U.S.
# Dover area 2057, pop 446,292 3 urban township NW N.J.
pop 31,522 — Del-a-war.ean \,del-a-'war-e-3n, -'wer-\ adj or n
Delaware Bay inlet of the Atlantic between SW N.J. & E Del,
Delft \*delft\ commune SW Netherlands pop 72.261
Del-ga<do, Cape \del-'gad-(,)o\ cape NE Mozambique projecting
into Indian ocean
DeMli \'del-e\ 1 territory N India W of Uttar Pradesh * Delhi
area 578, pop 1,744,100 2 city India # of Delhi Territory on
Jumna river; comprises an old city & (to the S) a new city (New
Delhi # of Republic of India) pop 1,191,100
Dells ol the Wisconsin or Wisconsin Dells gorge of Wisconsin
river in S cen Wis.
Del*mar-va \del-'mar-v3\ or Del>maj-via \-ve-9\ peninsula E
U.S. between Chesapeake & Delaware bays comprising Del. &
parts of Md. & Va. — see eastern shore
Del>men>horst \'del-m3n-,h6rst\ city NW Germany in Lower
Saxony WSW of Bremen pop 55,700
De-los or NGk Dhl'los \'de-,las\ island Greece la cen Cycladea
area 2 — De*lian X'de-le-sn, 'del-yanX adj or n

Del.phi \'del-,fT\ or NGk Dhel-foi \thel-'fe\ town cen Greece
between Mt Parnassus & Gulf of Corinth
Del Rio \del-'re-(,)6\ city S Tex. on Rio Grande pop 18,612
Deni<a<vend \'dem-s-,vend\ or Dam>a>vand Vdam-3-,vand\
mountain 18,375 jt N Iran N E of Tehran; highest in Elburz
mountains
Dein*e>rara \,dem-3-'rar-3, -'rar-N river 200 m Brit. Guiana flowing
N into the Adantic

DenaU — see mckinley (Mount)
Den*high \'den-be\ or Den*bigh>slilre \-,shlC3)r, -shsr\ county
N Wales # Ruthin area 669, pop 170,699

Den-der-mon<de \,den-dar-'man-da\ or Ter-monde \teCa)r-'mo°d\
commune NW cen Belgium pop 62,502
Den Hel.der \da(n)-'hei-d3r\ commune W Netherlands in No.
Holland on an ouUet from Wadden Zee to North sea pop 47,451

Deu.i.son \'den-3-s3n\ city NE Tex. on Red river pop 22,748
De.niz-li \,den-az-'le\ city SW Turkey SE of Izmir pop 49,042
Den.mark \'den-,mark\ or Dan Dan.mark \'dan-,mark\
1 country N Europe occupying most of Jutland peninsula & adja-
cent islands in Baltic & North seas; a constitutional monarchy
# Copenhagen area 16,576, pop 4,448,401 2 strait 130 m wide
between SE Greenland & Iceland connecting Arctic ocean with
the Adantic
Den-ton \'dent-'n\ city N Tex. NW of Dallas pop 26,844
D'En<tre*cas-teaiiz \,dan-trs-'kas-(,)to\ islands SW Pacific off
SE coast of New Guinea belonging to Territory of Papua area
1200, pop 40,000

Den.ver Vden-vsrX city * of Colo, pop 493,887
Dept-ford X'det-fsrdX metropolitan borough SE London, England,
on S bank of the Thames pop 75,694
Der>be \*d3r-(,)be\ ancient town S Asia Minor in S Lycaonia on
border of Cilicia; exact site unknown
Der-bent or Der-hend \d3r-'bent\ city SE Soviet Russia, Europe,
in Dagestan 011^ Caspian sea pop 35,000
Der>by \'dar-be, U.S. also 'dar-\ 1 or Der-by«shire \-,shi(3)r,
-sharX county N cen England area 1012, pop 826,336 2 county
borough, its * pop 141,264
Der.na \'de(3)r-n3\ city & port NE Libya pop 20,782
Derry — see Londonderry
Der-went X'dar-wantX river 130 m Australia in Tasmania flowing
SE into Tasman sea

DeT>went>wa*ter X'dar-want-.wot-sr, -,wat-\ lake NW England in
Lake District in Cumberland
Desagnadero — see salaekj
Des.chutes \da-'shijt\ river 250 m, cen & N Oreg. E of Cascade
range flowing N into the Columbia

Des-er>et \,dez-3-'ret\ provisional state of the U.S. S of 42d
parallel & W of the Rockies organized 1849 by Mormons; part of
It became Utah territory 1850
Des Moines \di-'m6in\ 1 river 327 m Iowa flowing SE into the
Mississippi 2 city # of Iowa on Des Moines river pop 208,982

Des-na \da-'sna\ river 550 m U.S.S.R. in SW Soviet Russia,
Europe, & N Ukraine flowing S into the Dnieper
Des Plaines \de-'splanz\ 1 river 150 m NE 111. flowing S to unite
with the Kankakee forming the Illinois 2 city NE HI. NW of
Chicago pop 34,886
Des.saa \'des-.au\ city E Germany N of Halle pop 94,300
DestSrro — see florian6polis
De.troit \di-'tr6it\ 1 river 31 m SE Mich, connecting Lake St.

Clair with Lake Erie & fonning section of U.S.-Canada boundary
2 city SE Mich, pop 1,670,144 — De>troit-er \-ar\ n
Detskoe Selo — see Pushkin

Denr-ne X'dsr-naX commune N Belgium. E subiu-b of Antwerp
pop 64,406
Deutschland — see Germany
De-ven.ter \'da-vsn-t3r\ commune E Netherlands pop 54,389
Devil Mountain —.see auyAn-tepuS
Devil's Island or F lie da Dia.ble \el-diE-dyabI'\ island French
Guiana in the Safety islands group

Devils Lake salt lake 30 m long NE cen N. Dak.
Devils Post-pile \'post-.pTl\ lava formation E cen Calif. SE of
Yosemite National Park; feature of Devils Postpile National
Monument (area 1.3)

Devils Tower or Ma>to Tepee \,mat-C,)o-\ columnar rock forma-
tion NE Wyo. rising over 600 // above base, in Devils Tower
National Monument [area 2)

Dev-on \'dev-an\ 1 island N Canada in Northwest Territories N
of Baffin 1. area 20,861 2 or Dev-on-shire \-,shi(a)r, -sharX
county SW England between Bristol & EngUsh channels # Exeter
area 2612, pop 798,283 _
Dews-bury Vd(y)uz-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ county borough N England
in Yorkshire S of Leeds pop 53,476
Dezhnev, Gape — see east cape
Dhah>ran \da-'ran, ,da-h&-'ran\ town E Saudi Arabia on Persian
gulf near Bahrein islands

Dhau-la*gi*ri \,dau-la-'giC3)r-e\ mountain 26,795 Jt W cen Nepal
in the Himalayas

Di-a-blo, Mount \de-'ab-(.)lo, dI-'ab-\ moimtain 3849 Jt, cen
CaUf. E of Oakland

Di.a<man'ti'na, 1 X.di-s-.man-'te-naN river 470 m Ecen Australia
in SW Queensland flowing SW into the Warburton 2 \,de-a-\
town E Brazil in cen Minas Gerais
Diamond — see kumgang
Di-a-mond, Cape \'di-(3-)m3nd\ promontory Canada at E end
of city of Quebec
Diamond Head promontory Hawaii on Oahu I, SE of Honolulu
Die-go-Sua.rez \de-,a-go-'swar-3s\ city & port Malagasy RepubUc
near N tip of Madagascar pop 23,900
Dien Bien_Pha \,dyen-,byen-'fU\ village NW Vietnam
Di-eppe \de-'ep\ city & port N France N of Rouen pop 26,42 7

Di<ion \de-zho"\ city E France pop 112,844
Diks-mui-de or Dix-mui-de Xdik-'smTd-aX or Dix-mnde \de(k)-
smuedX town W Belgium^ in West Flanders N of leper

Di-mi-trov-grad \da-'me-traf-.grad\ city S Bulgaria on Maritsa
river ESE of Plovdiv pop 45,000

Di.mi-tro.vo Xda-'me-trs-vsX or Per-niK \'pe(a)r-nik\ city W
Bulgaria SW of Sofia pop 59,721

Di-nar<ic Alps \d3-,nar-ik-\ range of E Alps W Yugoslavia— see vounac
Din*gle Bay \,dii3-g3l-\ Inlet of the Adantic SW Ireland

Ding'Wall VdiQ-.wdl, -W3l\ burgh N Scotland # of Ross and
Cromarty
Dinosaur National Monument reservation NW Colo. & N E Utah
at junction of Green & Yampa rivers containing rich fossil deposits
area 328
Di'0>mede \'di-3-,raed\ islands in Bering strait comprising Big
Diomede (Russian) & Little Dlomede (American)

Diospolis — see thebes
Di-re-da-wa \,dir-id-3-'wa\ city E Etiaiopia pop 30,000
DiS'ko \*dis-(Jko\ island W Greenland in Davis strait

Dismal swamp SE Va. & NE N.C. between Chesapeake Bay &
Albemarle Sound ab 40 m long, 10_m wide

District ol Co-lum-hia Xka-'ism-be-aX federal district E U.S. co-
extensive with city of Washington area 69, pop 763,956

Distrito Federal — see federal district
Diu \'de-(,)u\ district W India, formerly part of Portuguese India,

at S end of Kathiawar peninsula area 20, pop 4856
Dix-on \'dik-S3n\ city NW 111. on Rock river pop 19,565
Dixon Entrance strait between N Queen Charlotte islands, B.C.,

& Prince of Wales I., Alaska
Di.yar.be-kir \di-,(y)ar-b3-'kiC3)r\ or Di*ar>bekr \-'bek-ar\ dty
SE Turkey on the Tigris pop 80,645

Diz or Ab-i-Diz \,ab-3-'dez, ,ab-3-'diz\ river 250 m W Iran flow-
ing S to the Karun
Diz*fnl \di2-'fiil\ city SW Iran on the Karun pop 52,153
Djailolo — see halmahera
Dia>kar'ta or Ja>kar>ta Xj^-Tcart-sX or Jormerly Ba>ta>vla
\ba-'ta-ve-a\ city & port # of Indonesia on NW coast of Java
pop 1,492,100
Djam-bi or Jam-bl \'jam-be\ dty & port Indonesia in SE cen
Sumatra on Hari rivQr pop 63,200
Djawa — see java
Djer-ba or Jer<ha V'jsr-ba, je(3)r-\ Island SE Tunisia in the
Mediterranean at entrance to Guli of Gabes area 16, pop 35,000

Dji>bou-tl or Ji*bu*ti \j3-'biit-e\ city # of French Somaliland
on Gulf of Tadjoura pop 31.300

Djok.ja-kar-ta \,jak-y3-'kart-9\ or Jog-ja.kar.ta \jag-\ dty
Indonesia in S Java pop 268^300

Dne*pro<dzer>zhinsk \,nep-rod-ar-'zhin(t)sk\ dty U.S.S.R. in E
cen Ukraine on the Dnieper W of Dnepropetrovsk pop 194,000
Dne-pro-pe.trovsk \,nep-ro-p3-'tr6fsk\ or Jormerly £ka<te.ri-
no-slav \i-,kat-a-'re-na-,slaf, -,slav\ dty U.S.S.R. in E cen
Ukraine on the Dnieper pop 658,000

Dnie.per \'ne-p3r\ river 1400 m U.S.S.R. rising in S Valdai hills

& flowing S through Ukraine into Black sea

Dnies.ter \'nes-tar\ river 850 m U.S.S.R. rising on N slope of
Carpathian moxmtains & flowing SE into Black sea

Do-bru-)aorDo<bni>dja \'d6-br3-ja\ region S Europe in Romania
& Bulgaria on Black sea S of the Danube
Do-dec-a^nese \do-'dek-a-.nez, -,nes\ islands Greece in the SE
Aegean; belonged to Italy 1923-47_ area 486 — see RHODES
— Do<dec<a-ne>slan \(,)do-,dek-3-'ne-zh3n, -shanX adj or n

Do>do<na \da-'do-n3\ andent dty NW Greece in Epinis on ML
Tomarus
Dog-ger BanK X.dog-ar-, ,dag-\ submerged sandbank ab 150 m
long in North sea ab 60 m E of N England

Dol-gel-ley or Dol.gel-ly \dal-'gel-e\ urban district W Wales # of

Merionethshire
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Do.lo.mites \ 'da-Is-.mits, "dal-a-N or Dolomite Alps range of E
Alps N E Italv between Adige & Piave rivers — see marmolada

Dol-ton \'dolt-'n\ viUage NE 111. S of Chicago pop 18,746
Dame, Puy de \,pwed-3-'dom\ mountain 4805 Jt S cen France
in Auvergne mountains
Dom>i*ni<ca \,dam-3-'ne-k3, -'nik-a, d3-'mln-i-fca\ Island Brit.

West Indies in the Leeward islands * Roseau area 305, pop
66.645

Do-min-i-can Repnbllc Vds-.min-i-ksn-N or jormerly San.to
Do-min-go \,sant-3d-3-'miQ-(,)go\ or San Domingo \,san-d3-\
country West Indies on E Hispaniola; a republic # Santo
Domingo area 18.700, pop 4,070,108 — Dominican adj or n

Dom-re-my-la-Pu-celle \,do"-(,)ra-,me-(,)lap-(y)u-'sel\ village
NE France on the Meuse SW of Nancy

Don \'dan\ river 1200 m in U.S.S.R. in SW Soviet Russia, Europe.
flowing SE & then SW into Sea of Azov

Don-caS'ter VdaQ-ka-stsrX coimty borough N England In West
Riding, Yorkshire pop 81,896

Don^e-gal \,dan-i-'gol, ,dan-\ county NW Republic of Ireland in
Ulster # Lifford area 1865, pop 113,815

Donegal Bay inlet of the Atlantic NW Ireland
Don-el.son Vdan-'l-sanX urban area N cen Tenn. pop 17,195
Do.nets \d3-'nets\ river 670 m U.S.S.R. in SE Ukraine & SW
Soviet Russia, Europe, flowing SE into the Don
Donets basin or Don-bass or Don-bas \'dan-,bas\ region
U.S.S.R. in E Ukraine SW of Donets river

Do.netsk \d3-'net5k\ or jormerly Sta-U-no \'stal-i-,no, 'stal-\ or
Sta-lin \'stal-3n, 'stal-, -,en\ or Yu-zov-ka \'yii-z3f-k3\ dty
U.S.S.R. in E Ukraine in Donets basin pop 701,000

Don-ner \'dan-5r\ mountain pass 7135 /r E Calif, in Sierra Nevada
NW of LakeTahoe
Don-ny-brook \'d*an-e-,bruk\ city E Ireland in Leinster, SE
suburb of Dublin pop 37,228
Doon \'diin\ river 25 m SW Scotland in Ayrshire flowing through
Loch Doon (5 m long) into Firth of Clyde
Doone Valley \'dun\ valley SW England in N Devonshire
Doornik — see tournai
Dor-ches-ter X'dor-cha-stsr, -,ches-t3r\ mimidpal borough S
England # of Dorset

Dor-dogne \d6r-'don\ river 300 m SW France flowing SW &
W to unite with the Garonne forming the Gironde estuary

Dor-drecht \'d6r-,drekt\ or Dort \'d6(3)rt\ commune SW Nether-
lands in So. Holland on the Meuse pop 80,503

Dore, Monts \mo°-'do(3)r, -'do(3)r\ mountain group S cen France
in Auvergne mountains — see sancy (Puy de)

Do-ris \'dor-3s, 'dor-, 'dar-\ 1 ancient country cen Greece be-
tween Mounts Oeta & Parnassus 2 ancient district SW Asia
Minor on coast of Carta

Dor*noch \'dor-,nak, -nakX burgh N Scotland * of Sutherland
Dorpat — see tartu
Dor>set \'dor-s3t\ or Dor-set-shlre \-,shi(3)r, -shsrN coimty S
England * Dorchester area 973, pop 291,157
Dort-mund \'do(3)rt-,munt, -msndV city W Germany in the Ruhr
pop 63 7,600
Dcthan \'do-th3n\ city SE Ala. pop 31,440
Don-ai or formerly DoQ-ay \du-'a\ city N France S of Lille pop
43,380

Don-a-la or Dn-a-la \du-'aI-3\ dty & port SW Cameroim on
Bight of Biatra pop 118,857

Doug.las \'d3g-l3s\ city & port # of Isle of Man pop 20,288
Dou.ro \'dor-(,)U, 'dOr-\ or Sp Due-ro \'dwe(3)r-(,)o\ river 485
m N Spain & N Portugal flowing W into the Atlantic
Do.ver \'do-v3r\ 1 city # of Del. pop 7250 2 city SE N.H. pop
19,131 3 municipal borough SE England In Kent on Strait of
Dover pop 35,217

Dover, Strait ol or F Pas de Ca-lais \p'ad-k4-Ia\ channel between
SE England & N France, easternmost section of English channel;
20 m wide at narrowest point
Down \'daim\ county SE Northern Ireland i^ Downpatrick area
952, pop 241,105
DoW'hers Grove \,dau-narz-\ village N E 111. W of Chicago
pop 21,154

Dow-ney \'dau-ne\ dty SW Calif. SE of Los Angeles pop 82,505
Down-pat-rick \daim-'pa-trik\ urban district SE Northern Ireland
# of County Down
Downs \'daunz\ 1 two ranges of hills S England — see north
DOWNS, SOUTH DOWNS 2 roadstead in English channel along SE
coast of Kent protected by the Goodwin Sands
Dra-chen.Iels \'drak-3n-,felz\ hill 1053 It W Germany in the
Siebengebirge on the Rhine S of Bonn
Dra-kens-berg \'drtik-3nz-.b3rg\ or Quath-lam-ba \kwat-'lam-
baX mountains E Republic of So. Africa in Cape of Good Hope
& Natal; highest Thabantshonyana 11^425 /r

Drake Passage or Drake Strait \'drak\ strait S of So, America
between Cape Horn & So. Shetlands
Dram.men \'dram-3n\ dty & port SE Norway on a branch of
Oslo Fjord pop 30,704

Dran.cy \dra"-'se\ commune N France, NE suburb of Paris pop
50,654

Dra.va or Dra.ve \'drav-3\ river 450 m S Austria & N Yugoslavia
flowing SE into the Danube
Dren.the or Dren.te \'drent-3\ province NE Netherlands #
Assen area 1030, pop 308,028

Dres.den X'drez-danX city E Germany In Saxony pop 496,500
Dri.na \'dre-n3\ river 160 m, cen Yugoslavia flowing N along the
border between Bosnia & Serbia into the Sava
Dro.ghe.da \'dro(i)-3d-3, 'droid-3\ mitmcipal borough E Ireland
in County Louth on the Boyne pop 17,071
Drag X'driigV city E cen India In SE Madhya Pradesh E of Nagpur
pop 133,3 71
Drum.mond.ville \ 'dr3m-3n-, (d)vll\ dty Canada In S Que. NE
of Montreal pop 26,284

Druz, Jebel (ed) — see jebel ed druz
Dry Tor-tu.gas \f,)t6r-'tu-g3z\ small island group S Fla. WNW
of Key West; site of Fort JeJ.ler.son National Monnment
\'jef-3r-s3n\

Dn.bawnt \du-'b6nt\ 1 lake N Canada in SE Northwest Ter-
ritories E of Great Slave Lake area 1654 2 river 580 m N Canada
flowing N E through Dubawnt Lake to Ba.ker Lake \,ba-k3r-\
(W expansion of Chesterfield inlet)

Dnb.lin \'d3b-bn\ or Gael Bai-le Atha CU-ath Xbla-lde-sX
1 county E Ireland in Leinster area 356, pop 726,116 2 dty

& county borough & port # of Republic of Ireland & of Coimty
Dublin at mouth of the Liffey on Dublin Bay (inlet of Irish sea)
pop 593,251 — Dub.lln.er \'d3b-l3-n3r\ n
Du-brov.nik \'dii-,brOv-nik\ or It Ra-gu-sa \r3-'gii-z3\ dty &
port SW Yugoslavia in Montenegro pop 19,063
Du-buque \d3-'byiik\ city E Iowa on the Mississippi pop 56,606
Dud.ley \'d3d-le\ county borough W cen England in Worcester-
shire WNWof Birmmgham pop 62,536
Dui.no \dii-'6-(,)no, 'dwe-\ viUage NE Italy on the Adriatic NW
of Trieste
Duis-bnrg or jormerly Dnisburg-Ham-born \'d(y)iis-,bu(3)rg-
ham-'bO(3)m, 'd(y)Uz-, -,b3rg-\ dty W Germany at junction of
Rhine & Ruhr rivers pop 501,800

Du-lutb \d3-'liith\ cily & port N E Minn, at W end of Lake Superior
pop 106,884 — Du.luth.ian \-'liJ-the-3n\ adj or n
Dul-wicb \'d3l-ij, -ich\ a SW district of London, England, in
Camberwell metropolitan borough
Dum. bar-ton \,d3m-'bart-^n\ 1 burgh W cen Scotland # of
Dunbartonshire pop 23,703 2 or Dum-bar-ton-sbire \-,shi(3)r,
-Sh3r\ DUNBARTON
Dum-lries \,d3m-'fres\ 1 o/- Dum-fries-sliire \-fres(h)-,shi(3)r,
-sh3r\ county S ScoUand area 1073, pop 85,656 2 burgh, its #
pop 26,320
Du-mont \'d(y)U-,mant\ borough NE N.I. E of Paterson pop
18,882

Dnn.bar-ton \,d3n-'bart-'n\ or Dnn-bar-ton-shire \-,shI(a)r,
-sh3r\ county W cen Scodand # Dumbanon area 244, pop 164,263
Dun.can \'d3a-k3n\ city S Okia. pop 20,009
Dun.dalk, 1 \'d3n-,d6k\ urban area N cen Md. SE of Baltimore
pop 82,428 2 \,d3n-'d6(llk\ urban district & port NE Republic
of Ireland on Dundalk Bay # of County Louth pop 21,142
Dun. dee \,d3n-'de\ burgh & port E Scotland in Angus on Firth
of Tay pop 1 77,333
Dnn.edin \,d3-'ned-"n\ 1 — see Edinburgh 2 city New Zealand
on SE coast of South I. at head of Otago Harbor pop (with sul>-
urbs) 102,500
Dun.term. line \,d3n-'f3rm-l3n, ,d3m-\ burgh E Scotland in Fife
pop 44,710
Dtm-kemne or E Dan.kirk \'d3n-,k3rk, ,d3n-'\ dty & port N
France on Strait of Dover pop 21,136

Dnn.kirk \'d3n-,k3rk\ dty SW N.Y. on Lake Erie pop 18,205
Dun Laogbai.re \,d3n-'Ie(3)r-3\ or Dun.lea.ry \-'lI(3)r-£\ or
jormerly Kings-town \*kio-,staun\ city borough & port E Ireland
In Leinster on Dublin Bay pop 68,048
Dun.more \'d3n-,mo(3)r, -,mo(3)r\ borough NE P^.pop 18,917
Dun.net Head \,d3n-3t-\ headland N Scotland on N coast In
Caithness W of John o' Groats House; northenmaost point of
mainland of ScoUand. at S8°50'N
Duns \'d3nz\ burgh SE Scotland # of Berwick
Dnque de Caxias — see caxias
Du-quesne \du-'kan\ dty SW Pa. pop 15,019
Du.rance \d(y)u-'ra''s\ river 160 m SE France flowing SW into
the Rhone
Du-ran.go \d(y)u-'raD-(,)go\ 1 state NW csn Mexico area 42,2 72,
pop 629,874 2 city, its # pop 59,496
Dur.ban \'d3r-b3n\ dty & port E Republic of So. Africa In E
Natal on Natal Bay pop (with suburbs) 527,400
Dnr.ham \'d3r-3m, 'd3-r3m, 'dur-3m\ 1 dty NE cen N.C. NW of
Raleigh pop 78,302 2 county N England bordering on North sea
area 1015, pop 1,463,416 3 municipal borough, its #, S of New-
castle pop 19,283
Dnr.res \'dur-3s\ or It Da-raz.zo \du-'rat.(,)so\ or one Ep.l-
dam.nus \,ep-3-'dam-n3s\ or Dyr.ra.chi.nm \ds-'ra-ke-3m\
town & port Albania on Adriatic sea W of Tirane

Diis.sel.dorl \'d(ylus-3l-,d6rf\ dty W Germany on the Rhine
N of Cologne # of No. Rhine-WestphaUa pop 694,700

Dutch Borneo — see Kalimantan
Dutch East Indies Netherlands indies — see Indonesia
Dutch Gniana — see Surinam
Dutch New Guinea Netherlands new guinea
Dntch West Indies — see Netherlands Antilles
Dvi-na \d3-.vc-'na\ 1 river 630 m U.S.S.R. rising In Valdai hlUs
& flowing W into Gulf of Riga 2 — see northern dvina
Dvina Gull or Dvina Bay or jormerly Gull ol Arcb.an-gel
\'ar-,kan-j3l\ arm of White sea U.S.S.R. in N Soviet Russia,
Europe
Dvlnsk — see Daugavpils
Dyu-sham.be \dyii-'sham-b3\ or jormerly Sta-lin-abad \,stai-l-

n3-'bad, ,stal-l-n3-'bad\ city U.S.S.R. In Soviet Central Asia # of
Tadzhik Republic pop 224,000
Dzau.dzbi.kan \(d)zau-'je-,kau\ or Or.dztio.ni.kid.ze \,(Sr-Jan-
3-'kid-z3\ city U.S.S.R. in SE Soviet Russia. Europe, on Terek
rtver * of No. OsseUa pop 164,000
Dzer.zhinsk \d3r-'zhin(t)sk, (d)z3r-\ dty U.S.S.R. in cen Soviet
Russia, Europe, on Oka river W of Gorki pop 163,000

Dznn-gar.ia or Zun.gar.ia \.(d)z30-'gar-e-3, (d)zuo-. -'ger-N
region W China in N Sinkiang N of the Tien Shan

Ea.gle \'e-g3l\ lake 13 m long N Calif. ENE of Lassen Peak
Ea.ling \'e-lio\ municipal borough SE England in Middlesex,
W suburb of London pop 187,306

East Anglia region E England including Norfolk & Suffolk; one
of kingdoms in Anglo-Saxon heptarchy
East Bengal the part of Bengal now In East Pakistan
East Beskids — see beskids
East.bourne \'es(ti-,bo(3)m, -,b6(3)m\ county borough S En-
gland in East Sussex on English channel pop 57,801
East Cape or Cape Dezh-nev \'dezh-n3f\ cape U.S.S.R. in NE
Soviet Russia, Asia, at E end of Chukotski peninsula
East Chicago city NW Ind. SE of Chicago pop 57,669
East China sea W Pacific between China (on W), Korea (on N),
Japan & Ryukyu islands (on E), & Formosa (on S)

East Cleveland dty NE Ohio NE of Oevdand pop 37,991
East Detroit city SE Mich. NE of Detroit pop 45,756
EaS'ter \'e-st3r\ or Ra-pa Nui \,rap-3-'nii-e\ or Sp Is-la 46
Pas.cua \,ez-la-Itia-'pas-kwa\ island SE Padfic 2000 m W of
Chilean coast belonging to Chile area 50
Eastern — see oriental (province, Congo)
Eastern Ghats chain of mountains SE India extending SW &
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S from near delta of Mahanadl river In Orissa to W Madras &
S Kerala — see western ghats
Eastern Rumelia or Eastern Roumella region S Bulgaria in-

cluding Rhodope mountains & Maritsa river valley area 12,585
Eastern Samoa — see American Samoa
Eastern Sbore region E Md. & E Va. E of Chesapeake Bay; some-
times considered as including Del, — see delmarva

Eastern Tluace — see thrace
East Flanders province NW cen Belgium # Ghent area 1147, pop
1,272,161

East Frisian —_ see Frisian
East Ham \'est-'ham\ county borough SE England in Essex,
£ suburb of London pop 120,873

East Hartford town cen Conn, pop 43,977
East Haven \'est-,ha-vsn\ town S Conn. SE of New Haven
pop 21,388
East Indies, 1 or East India southeastern Asia including India,
Indochina, Malaya, & Malay archipelago — a chiefly former name
2 the Malay archipelago — East Indian adj or n
East Lansing city S Mich, pop 30,198
East'lawn \'est-,16n\ urban area SE Mich. S of Ann Arbor pop
17,652

East Liverpool city E Ohio on the Ohio pop 22,306
East London city & port S Republic of So. Africa in SE Cape of
Good Hope on Indian ocean pop 91,264
East Los Angeles urban area SW Calif, pop 104,270
East Lothian or Had-ding-ton \'had-iQ-t3n\ or Had-ding-
ton-shire \-,shi(a)r, -sharX county SE Scotland * Haddington
area 267, pop 52,240
East-main \'est-,man\ river 375 m Canada In W Que. flowing W
into James Bay
East Meadow urban area SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 46,036
East Moline city NW 111. on the Mississippi pop 16,732
Eas-ton \'e-st3n\ city E Pa. NE of Bethlehem at junction of
Lehigh & Delaware rivers pop 31,955

East Orange city NE N.J. NW of Newark pop 77,259
East Pakistan eastern division of Pakistan comprising the E
portion of Bengal; a province # Dacca area 54,501, pop 42,063,000
East Faterson borough NE N.J. pop 19,344
East Foint city NW cen Ga. SW of Atlanta pop 35,633
East Frovidence city E R.I. pop 41,955
East Frussia region N Europe bordering on the Baltic E of
Pomerania; formerly a province of Prussia, for a time (1919-39)
forming an exclave separated from rest of Prussia by Polish Cor-
ridor; since 1945 in Poland & U.S.S.R.
East Punjal) — see Punjab
East Ridge town SE Tenn. SE of Chattanooga pop 19,570
East Hi-ding \'rTd-io\ administrative county N England com-
prising SE part of Yorkshire # Beverley area 1172, pop 510,800
East river strait SE N.Y. connecting Upper New York Bay with
Long Island Sound & separating Manhattan I. from Long I.

East Saint Louis city SW 111. pop 81,712
East Siberian sea arm of Arctic ocean N of Yakutsk Republic,
U.S.S.R., extending from New Siberian islands to Wrangel I.

East Suffolk — see Suffolk
East Sussex — see Sussex
East-view \'est-,vyii\ town Canada in SE Ont. NE of Ottawa on
Ottawa river pop 19,283
East Whittier urban area SW Calif, pop 19,884
Eau Claire \o-'kla(3)r, -'klefajrX city W Wis. pop 37,987
£t)-hw Vale \'eb-ii-,val\ urban district W England in Monmouth-
shire N of Cardiff, Wales pop 29,205
Ehoracum — see york
Euro \'a-(,)bro\ river 480 m NE Spain flowing from Cantabrian
mountains ESE into the Mediterranean
Ecbatana — see hamadan
Ecorse \'e-,k6rs\ city SE Mich. SSW of Detroit pop 17,328
Ec-aa-dor Vek-w3-,d6C3)r\ country W So. America bordering on
the Pacific; a repubUc * Quito area 104,510, pop 3,906,907— Ec-ua-dor-an X.ek-wa-'dor-an, -'dor-X adJ or n — Ec-ua-dor-
lan \-e-an\ adj or n
Edam X'ed-am, 'e-,dam\ commiuie NW Netherlands on the
IJsselmeer N N E of Amsterdam
Ede \'ad-3\ commune E Netherlands NW of Amhem pop 58,132
Ede X'a-.daV city SW Nigeria NE of Ibadan pop 52,000
Edes-sa \i-'des-3, e-\ 1 or Vo-de-na \,v6-llie-'na\ town N Greece
in W Macedonia; ancient # of Macedonian kings pop 15,000
2 — see urfa
Edfu — see idfu
Edi-na Ni-'dT-nsX village SE Miim. SW of Minneapolis pop 28,501
Ed.in.burg \'ed-'n-,b3rg\ city S Tex. W of Harlingen pop 18,706
Ed.in.burgh \ 'ed-^n-.bsr-s, -.ba-ra, -b(3-)r3\ 1 or Gael Dun-edin
\,d3-'ned-=n\ city & burgh * of Scotland & of Midlothian on Firth
of Forth pop 466,770 2 or Edinburghshire — see mtplothian

Edir-ne \a-'dir-n3\ or formerly Adri-a-no-ple \,a-dre-3-'no-p3l\
dty Turkey in Europe on Maritsa river pop 31,865
Ed-i-son \'ed-3-s3n\ urban township N cen N.J. pop 44,799
Ed-is-to \'ed-3-,sto\ river ISO m S S.C. flowing SE into the Atlantic
Edith Cavell, Mount mountain 11,033 Jt Canada in SW Alta.
in Jasper National Park
Ed-mou.ton X'ed-msn-tsnX 1 city Canada # of Alta. on the No.
Saskatchewan pop 226,002 2 municipal borough SE England
in Middlesex, N suburb of London pop 104,244
Edo — see TOKYO
Edom \'ed-3m\ or Id-n-maea or Id-n-mea \,iJ-3-'me-3\ ancient
country SW Asia S of Judea & the Dead sea
Ed-ward, Lake \'ed-w3rd\ lake E Africa SW of Lake Albert
on boundary between N E Congo & SW Uganda area 830
Ed.wards \'ed-w3rdz\ plateau 2000-5000 // SW Tex.
Efa.te \a-Tat-e\ or Va.te \va-'ta\ island SW Pacific in cen New
Hebrides; chief town Vila (# of New Hebrides) area 200

Effigv Mounds National Monument site NE Iowa on the
Mississippi including prehistoric mounds area 2

Ega-di Veg-a-de\ or Ae-ga-di-an \c-'gad-e-3n\ or anc Ae-ga-tes
\e-'gat-ez\ islands Italy off W coast of Sicily i ' IS

Eger \'a-g3r\ or Czech Ohre \'6r-zha\ river 193 m S Germany &
W Czechoslovakia flowing N E into the Elbe

Eg-gerts.viUe \'eg-3rts-,vil\ urban area W N.Y. E of Buffalo
pop 44,807
Eg-mont, Mount \'eg-,mant\ or Ta-ra-na-ki \,tar-3-'n'ak-e\
mountain 8260 yr New Zealand in W cen North I.

EgorevsK — see yegorevsk
Egypt \'e-j3pt\ country N E Africa & Sinai peninsula bordering on
Mediterranean & Red seas; formerly a kingdom (1922-53) & re-
public (1953-58) * Cairo — see united Arab republic

Ei-lel \'i-f3l\ plateau region W Germany NW of the Moselle &
N E of Luxembourg

Eind*ho-ven \'int-,ho-v3n, "ant-X commune S Netherlands in
No. Brabant pop 157,621

Eire — see Ireland
Ei*se>nach \'iz-'n-,ak, -,a!s\ city E Germany in Thurlngia W of
Erfurt pop 51,800
Ekaterinburg — see Sverdlovsk
Ekaterinodar — see Krasnodar
Ekaterinoslav — see Dnepropetrovsk
El Alamein — see alamein
Elam \'e-lsm\ or Su-si-ana \,sU-ze-'an-3, -'an-a, -"a-naX ancient
kingdom SW Asia at head of Persian gulf E of Babylonia —
Elam-ite \'e-la-,mit\ adj or n
Elatea — see cithaeron
Elath \'e-,lath\ 1 — see 'aqaba 2 or Ei-lat \a-'lat\ town &
port S Israel at head of Gulf of 'Aqaba

Ela-zig \,el-a-'zig\ city E cen Turkey in valley of the upper Murat
pop 60,438
El*ba \'el-ba\ island Italy in the Mediterranean between Corsica &
mainland; chief town Portoferraio area 86, pop 27,000
El Bahnasa — see oxyrhynchus
El-be \'el-ba, 'elb\ or Czech La-he \'la-be\ river 720 m NW
Czechoslovakia & N Germany flowing NW into North sea

El-bert, Mount \'el-bart\ mountain 14,431 ]i, cen Colo, in Sawatch
mountains; highest in Colo. & Rocky mountains
El Bika or El Bekaa — see bika
El-blag \'el-,bldn\ or G El-bing \'el-bio\ city & port N Poland
near the Frisches Haff pop 65,000

El.bo-rus \,el-b3-'ruz\ or El-brus \el-'bruz\ mountain 18,481 jl

U.S.S.R. in Georgia; highest in the Caucasus & in Europe
El-burz \el-'bu(a)rz\ mountains N Iran parallel with S shore of
Caspian sea — see demavend

El Ca-jon \,el-ka-'hon\ city SW Calif. E of San Diego pop 37,618
El Caney — see caney
EI Cen-tro \el-'sen-(,)tro\ city S Calif, in Imperial valley pop
16,811

El Oer-rt-to \,el-sa-'ret-(,)o\ city W Calif, on San Francisco Bay
N of Oakland pop 25,437

El-Che \'el-(,)cha\ city SE Spain in Alicante province SW of
Alicante pop 67.088

El Do-ra-do \,el-da-'rad-(,)o\ city S Ark. pop 25,292
Electric Feak mountain 11,155 /; S Mont, in Yellowstone National
Park; highest in Gallatin range

El-e-phan-ta \,el-a-'fant-a\ or Gha-ra-pu-ri \.gar-a-'pu(a)r-e\
island W India in Bombay harbor

El-e-phan-ti-ne \,el-a-,fan-'ti-ne, -'te-\ island S Egypt in the Nile
opposite Aswan

Eleu-sis \i-'lii-sas\ or NGk Elev-sis \,el-af-'ses\ ancient ruined
city E Greece in Attica NW of Athens on inlet of Saronic gulf
opposite Salamis I. — El-eu-sin-i-an \,el-yu-'sin-e-an\ adj or n
Eleu-thera \i-'lu-tha-ra\ island Bahamas E of New Providence I.

area 164
El Faiyiim or El Fayum — see faivOm
EI Fa-slier \el-'fash-ar\ city W Sudan in Darfur pop 26,161
El Fer-rol or EI Ferrol del Cau-di-Ilo \,el-fa-'roI-,del-kaii-

'de-(,)(y)o, -'del-(.)yo\ city & port N W Spain on the Atlantic NE
of La Coruria pop 81,376

El-gin, 1 \'el-jan\ city N E III. pop 49.447 2 \'el-gan\ or El.gln-
shire \-,shi(a)r, -shar\ — see Moray 3 \'el-gan\ borough NE
Scotland, * of Moray

El Giza or El Gizeh — see giza
El-gon, Mount \'el-,gan\ extinct volcano 14,176 ft E Africa on
boundary between Uganda & Kenya N E of Lake Victoria
El Hamad — see hamad
El Hasa — see hasa
Elis \'e-las\ or NGk Ilia \e-'le-a\ region S Greece in NW Pelo-
ponnesus S of Achaea bordering on Ionian sea

Elis-a-hetta-ville \i-'Uz-3-bath-,vil\ city SE Congo # of Katanga
pop 117,879
Elisavetgral — see kirovoorad
Elisavetpol — see Kirovabad
Eliz-a-beth \i-'liz-a-bath\ I short river SE Va. flowing between
cities of Norfolk & Portsmouth into Hampton Roads 2 islands
S E Mass. between Buzzards Bay & Vineyard Sound 3 city N E
N.J. SW of Newark on Newark Bay pop 107,698

El Jezira — see gezira
Elk-hart \'el-,kart\ city N Ind. E of So. Bend pop 40,274
Elk Island National Faik reservation Canada in E cen Alta.
area 51

Ellas — see Greece
EUes-mere \'elz-,mi(a)r\ Island Canada in Franklin District of
Northwest Territories W of NWGreenland— see Columbia (Cape)

El-lice \"el-as\ islands W Pacific N of Fiji & SSE of Gilbert
islands area 10, pop 4938 — see gilbert

El-lis \'el-as\ island SE NY. in Upper New York Bay
El-Io-ra \e-'15r-a, -'16r-\ or Elu-ra \-'liir-a\ village W India in cen
Maharashtra NW of Aurangabad

El-lore \e-'lo(a)r, -'16(a)r\ or in E Andhra Pradesh N of MasuU-
pamam pop 87,200
El Maghreb al Aqsa — see maghreb
El MansQra — see mansOra
Elm-hurst \'elm-,harst\ city N E 111. W of Chicago pop 36,991
EI Minya — see minya
El-mi.ra \eI-'mT-ra\ city S N.Y. pop 46,517
EI Mlsti — see Misn
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EMnont \'el-,mant\ urban area SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 30,138
El Mor-ro National Monament \el-'mar-(,)o, -'morA reservation
W N. Mex. SE of Gallup containing cliff-dweller ruins area 1.4

Elm-wood ParK \,elm-,wud-\ village N £ 111. NW of Chicago pop
23.866

El Obeid \,el-o-'bad\ city cen Sudan in Kordofan pop 52,372
El Paso \el 'pas-f,)o\ city Tex. at W tip on Rio Grande pop
276,687 — El Pascan \-'pas-a-w3n\ n

El Salvador — see Salvador
Elsass — see alsace
Elsass-Lotiiringen — see alsace-lorrainb
Elsene — see ixelles
Elsinore — see helsingor
El Uqsor — see luxor
Ely \'e-ie\ urban district E England in Isle of Ely on the Ouse
Ely, Isle of administrative county E England # March area 372,
pop 89,038 — see Cambridge
Elyr-ia \i-"lir-e-a\ city NE Ohio SW of Cleveland pop 43,782
El Yunque — see yunque
Era-bar-rass or Era-bar-ras \'aai-,br6\ river 150 m E HI. flowing
SE into the Wabash
Em.den X'em-danX city & port W Germany at the mouth of the
Ems pop 44.500
Emesa — see homs
Emi.lia-Ro.ma.gna Xa-.mel-ya-ro-'man-ysX or formerly Emilia
or anc Ae.mil-ia \e-'mil-ya, -'mel-\ region N Italy bounded by
the Po, the Adriatic, & the Apennines ^ Bologna area 8546, pop
3,338.858
Em.men \'em-3n\ commune NE Netherlands pop 64,869
Em.men. thai or Em.men.tal \'em-3n-.tal\ valley of the upper
Em.me \'em-3\ or Em.men \'em-3n\ (river) cen Switzerland in

Em.po-ria \em-'por-e-3, -'p6r-\ city E cen Kans, pop 18,190
Empty Quarter rub' al khali
Ems \"emz. 'em(p)s\ 1 river 200 m W Germany flowing N into
North sea 2 or Bad Ems \bat-\ town W Germany SE of Ko-

Enchanted Mesa sandstone butte W N. Mex. NE of Acoma 430
it high from base
En.der-bury \'en-d3r-,ber-e\ island (atoU) cen Pacific in the Phoe-
nix islands controlled jointly by U. S. & Great Britain

En.der-by Land \'en-d3r-be\ region Antarctica on coast E of
Queen Maud Land extending a& from 49°30'E to 57°20'E

En'di.cott X'en-di-kst, -da-,kat\ village S N. Y. W of Binghamton
pop 18,775
En-field \'en-,feld\ 1 town N Conn, pop 31,464 2 urban dis-

trict SE England in Middlesex, N suburb of London pop 110,458
£n>ga>dlne \,eq-g3-'den\ valley of Inn river 60 m long E Switzer-
land in Graubiinden
£n*ga>no, Cape \en-'gan-(,)yo\ cape Philippines at NE tip of
Luzon
En.gland X'io-glsnd also 'io-l3nd\ 1 or LL An.glia \'ao-gle-a\
country S Great Britain; a division of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain & Nonhern Ireland # London area 51,356, pop
41,572.585 2 England & Wales 3 UNfTED kingdom

En.gle-wood N'eo-gsl-.wudX 1 city N cen Colo. S of Denver pop
33,398 2 city NE N.J. on the Hudson opposite New York City

pop 26,057
English or F La Manche \la-ma"sh\ channel between S England
& N France connecting North sea & Atlantic ocean
Enid ye-n3d\ city N Ok la. pop 38,859
Enisei — see Yenisei
Eni.we.tok \,en-i-'we-,tak\ Island (atoll) W Pacific in the NW
Marshalls
En Nasira — see nazareth
En*nis \'en-3s\ urban district W Ireland # of County Clare

£n>ni5>kil-len \,en-3-'skil-3n\ or In.nls.KiMing \.in-3-'skiI-io\

municipal borough SW Northern Ireland # of County Fermanagh
Enns \'enz, 'en(t)s\ river 160 m, cen Austria flowing E & N from
Styria into the Danube

En*5Clie-de \,en(t)-sk3-'da\ commune E Netherlands in Overijssel

near German frontier pop 121,981
En>5e*na*da \,en(t)-s3n-'{ylad-a\ city & port NW Mexico in Baja
California state on the Pacific SE of Tijuana pop 18.140

En.teb-be \en-'teb-3\ town S Uganda on N shore of Lake
Victoria; former* of Uganda

Eolie, Isole — see lipari
Eph'e>sus \'ef-3-s3S\ ancient city W Asia Minor in Ionia near
Aegean coast; its site SW of present town of Sel>sul£ \sel-'suk\
— Epbe.sian \i-'fe-zh3n\ adj or n
Ephra*im \'e-fre-3m\ 1 or Mount Ephraim hilly region Palestine

N of Judaea 2 — see Israel
Epldamnus — see durres
Ep.i-dau*nis \,ep-a-'dor-ss\ ancient town S Greece in Argolis on
Saronic gulf

Epi'Ual \.a-pi-'nat\ commune NE France on the Moselle SW of
Strasbourg pop 28,688 ,

Epi-nis or Epei.rus \i-'pT-ras\ or NGk Ipi.ros \'e-pe-,r6s\ region
NW Greece bordering on Ionian sea; once an independent king-

dom & later {ab 200 B.C.) a republic — EpLrote \i-'pI-,rot, -r3t\ n

Ep'Ping \'ep-io\ forest, formerly a royal forest, in SE England in

Essex NE of London & S of Epping urban district

£p<5om and Ew-ell \,ep-s3-m3n-'(d)yij-3i\ municipal borough SE
England in Surrey SW of London pop 63.049

Eqna>tor \i-'kwat-3r, 'e-,\ or FEqua-tenr \a-kw4-tcEr\ orformerly
Co<(iull*hat>ville \ko-'ke-3-,vil, ,k6-ke-'at-,vil\ province NW
Congo * Coquilhatville

Er-bil \"e(a)r-.bil\ or Ar-bll \'ar-\ or anc Ai-be-la Var-'be-lsX
city N Iraq E of Mosul pop 34,313
Er>ci>yas Da.gi \,er-je-,(ytas-da-'(g)e\ mountain 12.848 ft, cen
Turkey; highest in Asia Minor
Er>e'bas, Mount \'er-a-b3s\ volcano 12,280// Antarctica on Ross
I. in SW Ross sea

Ere.gli \.er-,I-'le. .er-3-'gle\ 1 city S Turkey SSE of Ankara
pop 32,057 2 town &. port NW Turkey in Asia on Black sea

NW of Ankara
Erevan or Erivan — see Yerevan
Er-Iurt \'e(3)r-fart, -,fu(a)rt\ city E Germany WSW of Leipzig

pop 188,100

Erie \'Ir-e\ 1 city & port NW Pa. on Lake Erie pop 138,440
2 canal 363 m long N N. Y. from Hudson river at Albany to Lake
Erie at Buffalo; built 1817-25; superseded by New YorK State
Barge Canal (ab 525 m long)

Erie, Lake lake 241 m long E cen No. America on boundary be-
tween the U.S. & Canada; one of the Great Lakes area 9940

Er-i<trea \,er-3-'ire-a, -'tra-N country NE Africa bordering on Red
sea * Asmara; an autonomous state federated (since 1952) with
Ethiopia area 46,000, pop 1,100.000 — Er-i-tre-an \-'tre-an,
-'tra-\ adj

Er^lang.en \'ef3)r-,rao-3n\ city W Germany in Bavaria NNW of
Nuremberg pop 67.300

Er-mon>po-lis or Her-moa-po>Iis \er-'mu-p3-bs\ or Her*mop-
o-lis \(.)har-'map-3-l3s\ or Sy-ros \'5T-,ras\ city & port Greece
on Syros; chief town of the Cyclades pop 21,156
Er Rlf or Er Ri« — see rip
Erz Ge-bir.ge \'erts-ga-,bir-g3\ or Erz monntaius \'eC3)rts\
mouniain range E cen Germany & NW Czechoslovakia on bound-
ary between Saxony & Bohemia
Er-zin*can \,er-zin-'jan\ city E cen Turkey on the Mesta W of
Erzurum pop 36,465

Er-zu-rum \,erz-(3-)'rUm, ,3rz-\ city NE Turkey in mountains ofW Turkish Armenia pop 91,196
Es^bjerg \'es-be-,e(3)rg, -.3rg\ city & port SW Denmark in SW
Jutland peninsula on North sea pop 50,921

Es.ca.na-ba \,es-k3-'nab-3\ city NW Mich, on Green Bay pop
15.391

Escaut — see Scheldt
Es-con.di.do \,es-kan-'ded-C,)o\ city SW Calif. N of San Diego
pop 16,3 77
Es-dra.e.lon. Plain of \,ez-dr3-'e-l3n\ or Plain ol Jez-re-el \'jez-
re-,el, -,reo>i\ plain N Palestine N E of Mt. Carmel in valley of
the upper Qishon
Esfahan — see Isfahan
Esher \'e-sh3r\ urban district S England in Surrey SW of London
pop 51.217
Esh Sham — see Damascus
Es*kils-tu-na X'es-kal-.stu-nsX city SE Sweden S of Malaren Lake
pop 59,882
Es.Ki-se.hir \,es-ki-sh3-'hi(3)r\ or Es-ki»shehr \-'she(s)r\ city

W cen Turkey on tributary of the Sakarya pop 153,190
Espana — see spain
Espanola — see hispaniola
Es.pi.ri'to San.to \3-.spir-a-.tU-'san-C,)tU\ state E Brazil bordering
on the Atlantic * Viioria area 16,543, pop 861,562

Es-pi-ri-tn San.to \3-,spir-a-,tU-'san-(,nu\ island SW Pacific in
the N W New Hebrides; largest in the group area 1875

Es-qui'line \'es-kw3-,lin, -lan\ hill in Rome, Italy, one of seven
on which the ancient city was built — see AVENTrNE

Es.sa-oui.ra \.es-a-'wir-3\ or Mog<a'dor \'mag-3-,d6Ca)r\ city &
port W Morocco on the Atlantic W of Marrakesh pop 22.291
Es-sen \'es-'n\ city W Germanv in the Ruhr pop 72 7,300
Es.se.qui.bo \.es-3-'ke-(.)bo\ river 600 m Brit. Guiana flowing N
into the Atlantic through a wide estuary

Es.sex \'es-iks\ 1 urban area N cen Md. E of Baltimore pop 35,205
2 county SE England bordering on North sea & N shore of the
Thames; one of kingdoms in Anglo-Saxon heptarchy * Chelmsford
area 1528. pop 2,043,374

Ess. ling.en \'es-lio-3n\ city W Germany on the Neckar ESE of
Stuttgart pop 83,300
Es Sur — see tyre
ES'te.rel \,es-t3-'rel\ forested mountain region SE France on
coast between Frejus & Cannes; highest point 2020 /r

ES'tes Park \.es-tez-\ valley N Colo, in Front range of the Rocky
mountains at E border of Rocky Mountain National Park

ES'to-nia \e-'sto-ne-3, -nysX or Es.tlio.nia \e-'sio-. es-'tho-\
country N Europe bordering on Baltic sea; one of the Baltic Prov-
inces of Russia 1721-1917, an independent republic 1918-40,
since 1940 a constituent republic (Estonian Repnbllc) of the
U.S.S.R. * Tallin area 18.361. pop 1.196.000

Es-to.ril \,esh-t3-'ril\ resort town Portugal on coast W of Lisbon
ES'tre-ma.du*ra X.es-trs-ma-'diir-aX 1 region & old province W
cen Portugal # Lisbon; SW part included in present Estremadura
province 2 or Ex>tre*ma'dU'ra \,ek-str3-\ region & old province
W Spain bordering on Portugal; area included in present Caceres
& Badajoz provinces

Etlii'O'pia \,e-the-'o-pe-3\ 1 ancient country NE Africa S of
Egypt bordering on Red sea 2 or Ab-ys-sin.ia \,ab-3-'sin-ya.

-'sin-e-3\ country E Africa; an empire federated with Eritrea #
Addis Ababa area 350.000. pop ab 22,000,000
Et.na or Aet-na \'ei-n3\ volcano 10,741 ft Italy in N E Sicily near
the coast

Eton \*et-'n\ urban district SE cen England in Buckinghamshire
on the Thames

Etre-tat \.a-tr3-'ta\ commune N France on coast NNE of Le
Havre

Etru.ria \i-'trur-e-3\ ancient country cen Italy coextensive with
modem Tuscany & part of Umbria

Et-trick Forest \,e-trik-\ region, formerly a forest & hunting
ground, in SE Scotland in Selkirkshire _

Eu-boea \vu-'be-3\ or Neg-ro-pont \'neg-r3-,pant\ or NGk Ev-
voia X'ev-f.UaX island 90 m long E Greece in the Aegean N E of
Aiiica & Boeotia # Chalcis area 1586

Eu-Clid \'yu kl3d\ city N E Ohio N E of Cleveland pop 62.998
EU'ga.ne-an \yu-'ga-ne-3n, ,yu-g3-'ne-\ hills NE Italy in SW
Veneto between Padua & the Adige
EU'gene \yU-'jen\ city W Oreg. on the Willamette pop 50,977
EU'pen \*6i-p3n\ commune E Belgium E of Liege; formerly in

Germany, transferred (wjth Malmedyl to Belgium 1919
Eu>pbra*tes \vu-'frat-(.)ez\ river 1700 m SW Asia flowing from
E Turkey SW& ESE to unite with the Tigris forming the Shatt-al*

Arab — see Kara su
Eure \'3r\ river 140 m NW France flowing N into the Seine above
Rouen

Eu-re-ba \yu-'re-k3\ city & port NW Calif, pop 28,137
Eu.rope \'vur-3p\ 1 continent of the eastern hemisphere between
Asia & the'Atlantica/-eaa6 3,800,000;formswiih Asia the landmass
called Eur-asia \yu-'ra-zh3. -shaX 2 the European continent as
distinguished from the British Isles

Eaxine — see black (sea)
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Ev-ans, Monnt \"ev-3nz\ mountain 14,260// N cen Colo. WSW
of Denver
Ev-ans.ton \'ev-3n(t)-st3n\ city N E III. N of Chicago pop 79,283
Ev-ans>ville \'ev-an2-,vil\ city SW Ind. oa the Ohio pop 141,543
Ev-er.est, Mount \'ev-C3-)r3st\ or Cbo-mo-lung-ma V.cho-ms-
•lurj-m3\ mountain 29,028 Jl S Asia on border between Nepal &
Tibet in the Himalayas; highest in the world

Ev-er-ett \'ev-(3-)r3t\ 1 city E Mass. N of Boston pop 43,S44
2 city NW cen Wash, on Puget Sound N of Seattle pop 40,304

Ev>er-glades \'ev-3r-,glad2\ swamp region S Fla. S of L^ke Okee-
chobee, now partly drained; S part torms Everglades National
Park {area 423)

Evergreen Paris village N E 111. S of Chicago pop 24,1 78
Eve*sham \'ev-sh3m\ municipal borough W cen England in
Worcestershire S of Binningham

Evo.ra \'ev-3-r3\ city S cen Portugal pop 25,400

Evreux \av-'r3Cr)\ commune N France WNW of Parispop 23,647

Evros — see maritsa
Ew-ing \'yii-iD\ urban township W N.J. NW of Trenton pop
26,628

Ex*e>ter \'ek-s3t-3r\ city & county borough SW England * of
Devonshire /JO/7 75,479
£x>moor \'ek-,smii(a)r, -,smo(3)r, -,sm6C3)r\ moorland SW En-
gland in Somerset area 32
Ex-u-ma Xik-'sii-ma, ig-*zu-\ islands in cen Bahamas S of Exnma
Sound (SE of New Providence 1); chief island Great Exuma

Eyre \'a{3)r, 'e(9)r\ peninsula Auslraha in S So. Australia W of
Spencer guif

Eyre, Lake intermittent lake cen Australia in N E So. Australia

Eyzies, Les — see les eyzies

Fa.en-za \fa-'en-2a, -'en(t)-s3\ commune N Italy SW of Ravenna
pop 47,199
Faer»oe or Far-oe \'far-{,)o, 'fer-(,)o\ islands Denmark in the NE
Atlantic NW of the Shetlands * Thorshavn area 540. pop 32,456

Fair-born \'faO)r-,bc)(3)rn, "feiajr-X city SW cen Ohio N E of
Dayton pop 19,453

Fair-lield \'fa(3)r-,feld, •le(3)r-\ 1 city N cen Ala. pop 15,816
2 town SW Conn. SW of Bridgeport pop 46,183

Fair Lawn borough NE N.J. NE of Paterson pop 36,421
Fair.mont \'fa(3)r-,mant, 'fefalrA city N W. Wa. pop 27,477
Falr.weath.er, Mount \'fa(3)r-.weth-3r, 'fe(s)r-\ mountain 15,-

300 Jr on boundary between Alaska & B.C.; highest in Fairweather
range

Fai.yflm or Fa.yuin or El Faiyiim or El Faynra \,el-fa-'(y)Um,
-(.)n-\ city N Egypt SSW of Cairo pop 101,100
Faiz.abad \'fT-z3-,bad\ 1 city NE Afghanistan pop 25,700
2 or Fyz.abad \'l7-\ city N India in Uttar Pradesh pop 76,582

Fa*ka-ra-va \,fak-a-'rav-3\ island (atoll) S Pacific, principal island
of the Tuamotu archipelago
Fako — see Cameroon
Fa-laise \f3-'laz, fa-\ town NW France SSE of Caen
Fal.kirk \'f61-,k3rk\ burgh cen Scotland in Stirlingshire ENE of
Gla.sgow pop 37,528

Falk-land \'l'6fl)-kl3nd\ or Sp Is.las Mal-vi-nas \,ez-laz-mal-
've-nas\ islands SW Atlantic E of S end of Argentina; a British
crown colony # Stanley area 4618, pop 2230
Falkland Islands Dependencies islands & territories in the S
Atlantic & in Antarctica administered by the British from Falkland
islands, including So. Orkney, So. Sandwich, & So. Shetland
islands. So. Georgia I., Antarctic (Palmer) peninsula, & Ant-
arctic (Palmer) archipelago

Fall River \'i61\ city & port SE Mass. pop 99,942
Falls \'tdlz\ urban township SE Pa. N of Philadelphia pop 29,082
False Bay \'f6ls\ inlet Republic of So. Africa in SW Cape Province
E of Cape of Good Hope

Fal-ster \'fal-st9r, *f6l-\ island Denmark in Baltic sea S of Sjaelland

area 198
Fa-ma-gus-ta \,fam-3-'giis-t3, ,fam-\ city & port E Cyprus on
Famagusta Bay (inlet of the Mediterranean) pop 18,693

Fau-niug \'fan-io\ island cen Pacific in the Line islands belonging
to Great Britain area 1 5

Far.al. Ion \'far-3-.lan\ islands CaUf. W of San Francisco
Far East the countries of E Asia & the Malay archipelago — usu.
considered as comprising the Asian countries bordering on the
Pacific but sometimes as including also India, Ceylon, East
Pakistan, Tibet, & Burma — Far Eastern adj

Fare. well, Cape \'fa(3)r-,wel. fe(a)r-\ cape Greenland at S tip

Far.go \'rar-(,)go\ city E N. Dak. on Red river pop 46,662
Far.i.bault \'far-3-.bo\ city SE Minn, pop 16,926
Far.ming.ton \'rar-mio-t3n\ town NW N. Mex. pop 23,786
Far.rukn.abad \f3-'rii-k3-,bad, -,bad\ city N India in Uttar
Pradesh on the Ganges WNW of Lucknow pop 74,205
Pars \'farz, 'fars\ or Far.si.Stan \, far-si- 'stan\ region SW Iran,
chief city Shiraz, corresponding closely with ancient region of
Per.sis X'par-sasX
Farsala — see pharsalus
Farther India — see Indochina
Fashoda — see kodok
Fa-ti.ma \'fat-3-m3\ village cen Portugal NNE of Lisbon
Fat.Shan \'fat-'shan\ or Nam.hoi \'nam-'h6i\ city SE China in
cen Kwangtung SW of Canton pop 122,500

Fa.yal Xfs-'yal, fr-'al\ island cen Azores area 64
Pay.ette.ville \'fa-3t-.vil, -v3l\ 1 city NW Ark. pop 20,274
2 city SE cen N.C. on Cape Fear river pop 47,106

Fear, Gape \'fi(3)r\ cape N.C. at mouth of Cape Fear river

Feath-er X'fetlj-arV river 100 m N cen Calif, flowing S into the
Sacramento

Federal Capital Territory — see Australian capital territory
Federal District or Sp ,5 Port Dls.tri.to Fe-de-ral \di-'stre-to-
^eti!-3-'ral, dish-'tre-tii-\ 1 or Federal Capital or Sp Ca-pi.tal
Fe.de.ral \,kap-3-'tal-\ district E Argentina largely comprising
# city of Buenos Aires area 74, pop 3,799,200 2 district E cen
Brazil including # city of BrasiUa area 2260, pop ab 150,000 3

— see guanabara 4 district cen Mexico including *, Mexico City
area 573, pop 4,460,413 5 district N Venezuela including # city
of Caracas area 745, pop 709,602
Federated Malay States former Brit, protectorate (1895-1945)
comprising the Malay states of Negri Sembiian, Pahang, Perak,
& Selangor # Kuala Lumpur — see malaya (Federation of)
Federated Shan States — see shan state
Pen \'fen, 'fsnX river 300 m N China in cen Shansi flowing SSE
into Yellow river

Fengtien, 1 — see liaoning 2 — see mukden
Per.ga.na or Fer.gha.na \f3r-'gan-3\ region Soviet Central Asia
in Uzbek & Kirgiz republics
Fer.gu.son V'fsr-ga-ssnV city E Mo. N of St. Louis pop 27,149
Fer.man.agh \f3r-'man-3\ county SW Northern Ireland # Ennis-
killen area 653, pop 53,040

Per.nan-do de No-ro.nha \f3r-'nan-(,)do-d3-n3-"ron-y3\ island
Brazil in the Atlantic 300 m N E of city of Natal area 7

Per-nan.do Po or Per.nan.do Poo \f3r-.nan-(,)do-'p5\ island
Spanish Guinea in Bight of Biafra area 778, pop 40,475 — Fer-
nando Po-an \-'po-3n\ n

Fern.dale \'f3rn-,dal\ city SE Mich. N of Detroit pop 31,347
Per.ra.ra \f3-'rar-3\ commune N Italy in Emilian plain NE of
Bologna near the Po pop 134,467

Ferro — see hierro
Ferrol, El — see el ferrol
Perryville — see MENZEL-BouROtJiBA
Fez \'fez\ or Fes \'fes\ city N cen Morocco pop 202,000
Pez.zan \fe-'zan\ province SW Libya, citiefly desert * Sabha area
ab 150,000, pop 54 438

Fich.tel Ge.bir.ge \'fik-t'l-g3-,bir-ga\ mountains S cen Germany
in NE Bavaria; highest peak Schneeberg 3447 jt

Fie.so.le \fe-'a-z3-,la\ or anc Fae.su.lae \'fe-z3-,Ie\ commune cen
Italy in Tuscany N E of Florence

File \'fTf\ or Fife.shire \-.shi(3)r, -shsrX county E Scotland be-
tween firths _of Tay & Forth * Cupar area 505, pop 306,855

Pi.ji \'fe-(,)je\ islands SW Pacific E of New Hebrides constituting
(with Rotuma 1.) a Brit, crown colony # Suva (on Viti Levu) area
7083, pop 374,284

Filch.ner Ice Sbeli \'filk-n3r\ ice sheet Antarctica in Weddell sea
area ab 127,400

Filipinas, Repiiblica de — see Philippines
Finch. ley \'finch-le\ municipal borough SE England in Middlesex,
NW suburb of London pop 69,990

Find. lay \'fin-(dile\ city NW Ohio pop 30,344
Fin-gal's Cave \,fir]-g3lz-\ sea cave W Scotland on Staffa 1.

Fin.ger Lakes X'fio-garX group of long narrow lakes W N.Y. com-
prised of Cayuga, Seneca, Keuka, Canandaigua, Skaneateles,
Owasco, & several smaller lakes

Fin.is.terre, Cape \,fin-3-'ste(3)r, -'ster-eV cape NW Spain on
coast of La Coruna province; westernmost point of Spanish
mainland
Fin.land \'fin-l3nd\ or Finn Suo.mi \'sw6-me\ country N Europe
bordering on Gulf of Bothnia & Gulf of Finland; a republic #
Helsulki area 130,165, pop 4.394,700

Finland, Gull of arm of Baltic sea between Finland St. Estonia
Fin. lay \'fin-le\ river 250 m Canada in N cen B.C. flowing SE to
unite with Pars. nip \jiar-sn3p-\ river (145 ni) forming the Peace

Fins. bury \'finz-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ metropolitan borough E cen
London, England pop 35,347

Fin.ster.aar.horn \,fin(t)-st3-'rar-,h6(3)m\ mountain 14,026 /(
S Switzerland; highest of the Bernese Alps

Fiord.land \fe-'6(3)rd-,land, 'fy6(a)rd-\ mountain region S New
Zealand in SW South I.

Fitch.burg \'fich-,b3rg\ city N cen Mass. pop 43,021
Fiume — see rueka
Fiu.mi.ci.no \,fyU-ma-'che-(,)no\ 1 or Ru.bi.con \'rU-b3-,kan\
river 15 m N cen Italy flowing E into the Adriatic 2 town cen
Italy on Tyrrhenian sea SW of Rome & WNW of Ostia

Flag.stall \'flag-,staf\ city N cen Ariz, pop 18,214
Flam.bor.ough Head \,flam-,b3r-3-, -.ba-ra-, -b(a-)r3-\ promon-
tory N E England on Yorkshire coast

Plan.ders \'flan-d3rz\ or F Plan.dre \na"dr'\ or Flem Vlaan-
de.ren \'vlan-d3-r3(n}\ region W Belgium & N France bordering
on North sea; a medieval county # Lille — see east flanders,
west FLANDERS
Plat.head \'flat-,hed\ river 250 m SE B.C. & NW Mont, flowing
S through Flathead Lake (30 m long, in Mont.) into Clark Fork

Flat.tery, Cape \'flat-3-re\ cape NW Wash, at entrance to Juan de

Plens.burg \'flenz-,b3rg, 'nen(t)s-,bu(3)rk\ city & port W Ger-
many on inlet of the Baltic near Danish border pop 97,200
Pletsch.horn \'flech-.h6(3)rn\ or Ross.bo. den.horn \'r6s-
'bod-'n-,h6is)rn\ mountain 13,127 Ji S Switzerland in Pennine
Alps S of Simplon Pass

Fliu.ders X'flin-darzX 1 river 500 m Australia in cen Queensland
flowing NW into Gulf of Carpentaria 2 mountain ranges Aus-
tralia in E So. AustraUa E of Lake Torrens

Flint \'flint\ 1 river 263 m W Ga. flowing S to unite with the
Chattahoochee forming the Apalachicola 2 city SE cen Mich, pop
196,940 3 or Flint -Shire \-.slii(3)r, -sharX county NE Wales #
Mold area 256, pop 145,108
Flod.den \'flad-=n\ hill N England in N Northumberland near
Scottish border

Floral Park village SE N.Y. on E Long I. pop 17,499
Flor.ence \'H6r-3n(t)s, "flar-N 1 city NW Ala. on the Tennessee
pop 31,649 2 urban area SW Calif. E of Los Angeles pop (with
Graham) 38,164 3 city E S.C. pop 24,722 4 or It Fi-ren-ze
\fe-'rent-sa\ commune cen Italy in Tuscany on the Amo pop
390,769 — Flor.en.tine \'n6r-3n-,ten, 'flat-, -,tln\ adJ or n

Flo.res Vflor-as, 'fl6r-\ 1 island NW Azores area 57 2 island
Indonesia in Lesser Sunda islands area 5509

Plo.ri.a.no.po.liS X.flor-e-a-'nap-s-bs, ,fl6r-\ or formerly Des-
tgr.ro \desh-'ter-ii\ city S Brazil # of Santa Catarina state on island
off coast pop 48,264

Flor.i.da \'fl6r-ad-3, 'flar-\ 1 sute SE U.S. # Tallahassee area
58,560, pop 4,951,560 2 N'flor-sd-s, 'flar-; fls-'red-aV or N'Ge.la
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\en-'ga-l3\ or Ge-la \'ga-l3\ Island W Pacific In SE Solomons N
of Guadalcanal — Flo-rid.i.aa \fl3-'rid-e-an\ adj or n — Flor-i-
dan \'fl6r-3d-'n, 'fIar-\ adj or n

Florida. Straits ol or Florida Strait channel between Florida
Keys (on N Wi & Cuba & Bahamas t.on S & E) connecung Gulf of
Mexico with the Atlantic

Florida Keys chain oi islands off the S tip of Florida peninsula
Flo.ris>sant \ 'flor-g-sant, 'fl6r-\ city E Mo. N NW of St. Louis ;7o;7

38,166
Flowerpot Island National Park — see Georgian bay islands
NATIONAL PARK

Flusli'ing \'fl3sh-io\ 1 section of New York City on Long I. in
Queens 2 — see vlissingen

Fly \'ni\ river 650 m S New Guinea flowing SE into Gulf of
Papua
Foc*5a<m \f6k-'shan(-ej\ city E cen Romania in S Moldavia pop
29,390

Fog-gia \'f6-ia\ commune SE Italy in Apulia /jo;? 109,100
Foggy Bottom section of Washington, D.C.. along the Potomac
Foix \'lwa\ region & former province S France in the Pyrenees SE
of Gascony

FoUte-stone X'fok-stan, US also -.ston\ municipal borough SE
England ni Kent on Strait of Dover pop 45,200
Fond du Lac \'fan-d'l-,ak, 'fan-ja-.lakX city E Wis. on Lake Win-
nebago pop 32.719

Fon.se-ca, Gult of Xfan-'sa-kaV or Fonseca Bay inlet of the Pa-
cific in Central America in Salvador, Honduras, & Nicaragua
Fon.taine.hleau \'fant-'n-,blo\ commune N France SSE of Paris
pop 19.915
Fon.taine-de-Vau-cIuse X'fan-.tan-da-vo-'kliiz, 'fo"-\ or formerly
Vaucluse village S France E of Avignon near Monts de Vaucluse
FoO'Chow \'fu-'jo. -'chau\ or Min-how \'min-'ho\ city & port SE
China # of Fukien on Min river pop 553,000

For.a.ker, Mount N'for-i-kar, TarA mountain 17,395 Jt S Alaska
in Alaska range SW of Mt. McKinley

Forest Hill vUlage Canada in SE Ont. near Toronto pop 19,480
For.lar \'f6r-f3r\ 1 or For-lar-sUire \-,shi(3)r, -shar\ — see
ANGUS 2 burgh E Scotland # of Angus

For-li \f6r-'le\ commune N Italy in Emilia-Romagna pop 48,100
For.mo-sa Xfor-'mo-sa, far-, -23\ or Tai.wan \'tT-'wan\ 1 island
China off SE coast E of Fukien; belonged to Japan 1895-1945;
since 1949 seat of (Nationalist) Republic of China (* Taipei);
provincial* Taichung area 13,900, pop 9.077,643 2 strait between
Formosa & China mainland connecting East China & So. China
seas — For-mo.san V'mos-'n, -'moz-\ adj or n

For*ta*le*za X.rort-^l-'a-zaV or Ce*a*ra \,sa-3-'ra\ city & port NE
Brazil on the Atlantic # of Ceara pop 205,052

Fort Bayard ~ see chankiang
Fort Col-lins \'kal-3nz\ city N Colo, pop 25,027
Fort-de-France \,f6r-da-'fra"s\ city French West Indies on SW
Martinique pop 60,043

Fort de Kock — see BLKrmNGGi
Fort Dodge \'daj\ city NW cen Iowa pop 28,399
Fort Fred-e-ri-ca National Monument \,fred-a-'re-k3, fre-'dre-\
reservation SE Ga. on W shore of St. Simon 1. containing site of
fort built by Oglethorpe 1736

Fort George \'jo(3Jrj\ river 480 m Canada in cen Que. flowing W
into James Bay
Forth \"fov3>rth, 'f6(3)rth\ river 114 m S cen Scotland flowing E
into Firth ol Forth (estuary 48 m long, inlet of North sea)

Fort Jefierson National Monument — see dry tortugas
Fort Knox \'uaks\ military reservation N cen Ky. SSW of Louis-
viUe
Fort-La.my \.fdr-!3-'me\ town # of Chad on Chan river

Fort Lar.a.mie National Monument \'lar-a-me\ site SE Wyo. on
the No. Platte NW of lorringion of a trading post & iort (1834-90)
on Oregon Trail

FortLau-der-dale \'I6d-ar-,dal\clty SEFla. N of Miami Beach on
the Atlantic pop 83,648

Fort Lee \'le\ borough NE N.J. on the Hudson opposite New
York City pop 21,8i5
Fort Mc- Hen-ry National Monument \m3-'ken-re\ site in
Baltimore, Md., of a tort bombarded 1814 by the British

Fort Mad*i-son \'mad-3-s3n\ city SE Iowa on the Mississippi pop
15,247

Fort Ma-tan.zas National Monument Xms-'tan-zasX reservation
ai> 15 m SSE of St. Augustine, Fla., containing Fort Matanzas,
built ab 1736 by the Spaniards
Fort My-ers \'mT(-a)rz\ city SW Fla. on estuary of the Caloosa-
ha tehee pop 22,523

Fort Nel.son \'nel-san\ river 260 m Canada in NE B.C. flowing
NW into Liard river

Fort Peck Reservoir \'pek\ reservoir ab 130 m long NE Mont.
formed in Missouri river by Fort Peck Dam

Fort Pierce \'pi(3)rs\ city E Fla. on the Atlantic pop 25,256
Port Pu-laS'ki National Monument \p(y)s-'las-ke\ reservation
E Ga. comprising island in mouth of Savannah river, site of a fort
built 1829-4 7 to replace Revolutionary Fort Greene

Fort Ran-dall Reservoir \'ran-d''l\ reservoir ab 130 m long S S.
Dak. formed in the Missouri by Fort Randall Dam

Fort Smith \'sniith\ city NW Ark. on Arkansas river pop 52,991
Fort Sum.ter National Monument \'s3m(p)-iar\ resei-vation S.C.
at entrance to Charieston harbor containing site of Fort Sumter

Fort Union National Monument reservation NE N. Mex. 50 m
ENE of Sania Fe containing siie il851-91) of m.ilitary post

Fort Vancouver National Monument site SW Wash, in city of
Vancouver ot a trading & military post (founded 1825) that was W
terminus of the Oregon Trail

Fort Wayne \'wan\ city NE Ind. pop 161,776
Fort WiMiam \'wil-y3m\ city & port Canada in SW Ont. on
Lake Superior pop 39,464

Fort Worth \'warth\ city N Tex. W of Dallas pop 356,268
Fos-to-rja \f6-'stor-e-9. -'stor-X city NW cen Ohio pop 15,732
Four Forest Cantons the cantons of Uri. Schwyz. Unierwalden, &
Lucerne in cen Swiuerland surrounding the Lake of Lucerne
Four Forest Cantons, Lake of the — see lucerne (Lake of^
Fou-ta DjaMon or Fu-ta JaMon \,fut-3-ja-'16n\ moimtain re-
gion W Guinea; highest point ab 4200 jl
Fox \'faks\ 1 islands SW Alaska in the E Aleutians — see umnak,
UNALASKA. UNiMAK 2 Hver 220 m SE Wis. & NE III. flowing S

into the Illinois 3 river 175 m E Wis. flowing NE & N through
Lake Winnebago into Green Bay
Foxe Basin \Taks\ inlet of the Atlantic N Canada in E Northwest
Territories W of Baffin L; connected with Hudson Bay by Foxe
channel

Foyle \'f6i(3)I\ river ab 20 m N Ireland flowing NE past ciry of
Londonderry to Lough Foyle (inlet of the Atlantic 18 m long)
Fra'hung'ham \'ira-miQ-.ham\ town E Mass. pop 44,526
France \'lran(t)s\ country W Europe between English channel &
the Mediterranean; a republic #_Paris area 2 12.659, pop 46,150,000
Franche-Com-te \fra"sh-ko"-ta\ region & former county & prov-
ince E France £ of the Saone * Besancon — see burgundy
Fran*C0'Uia \fraa-'ko-ne-3, -nva\ 1 former duchy in Austrasia
2 region W Germany in Bavaria — Fran>co*nl<an V-ne-an,
-nyanX adj or n

Frank'tort \'frai]k-f3ri\ 1 city W cen Ind. pop 15,302 2 city #
of Ky. pop 18,365
Frank-turt N'fraok-fart, •frar]k-,fu(a)rt\ or E Frank.fort X'fraok-
fsriX 1 or Frankfurt am Main \-(,)am-'mTn\ or E Frankfort on
the Main city W Germany on Main river pop 666,500 2 or
Frankfurt an der Oder \-,an-d3-'r6d-ar\ or E Frankfort on the
Oder city E Germany on Oder river pop 57.200

Frank'lin \'frap-ki3n\ district Canada in N Northwest Territories
including Arctic islands & Boothia & Melville peninsulas area
541,753

Franklin D. Roosevelt Lake reservoir 151 m long NE Wash.
formed in Columbia nver by Grand Coulee Dam
Franklin Park viUage NE 111. W of Chicago pop 18,322
Franklin Square urban area SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 32.483
Franks Peak or Francs Peak \'frao(k)s\ mountain 13,140 /r NW
Wyo.; highest in Absaroka range
Franz Jo-set Land \frana s-'jo-zaf-.land also -ssf-; fran(t)s-
'y6-zaf-,lani\ or Fridt-jol Nan-sen Land \,frich-,6f-'nan(t)-
san-.land, -nan(t)-\ archipelago U.S.S R. in Soviet Russia,
Europe, in Arctic ocean N of Novava Zemlya

Fras*ca*ti \fra-'skat-e, fra-\ commune cen Italy in Latium 11 m
SE of Rome

Fra*ser X'fra-zar, -zh3r\ river 850 m Canada in S cen B.C. flowing
into Strait of Georgia
Frau-en-Jeid \'fiau(-a)n-.felt\ commune NE Switzerland * of
Thurgau canton

Fred-er-ick \"fred-(a->rik\ city N Md. pop 21,744
Fred«er-iC'ton \'fred-(»-)rik-t3n\ city Canada # of N.B. on St.
John river pop 18.303

Fred-er.ikS'berg \'fred-(3->riks-,bsrg\ city Denmark on SjeeUand
I., W suburb of Copenhagen pop 113,584

Free.port \"fre-,poia)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ 1 city N III. W of Rockford
pop 26.628 2 village SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 34,419 3 town
NW Bahamas on cen Grand Bahama I.

Pree.towu \'fre-,taun\ city & port # of Sierra Leone on the At-
lantic pop 100,000

Frei.biug \'fri-,bu(3"irg, -.barg, -,bu(a1rk\ or Freiburg im Breis-
gau \-im-*bris-,gau\ 1 city W Germany at W foot of Black Forest
pop 141,200 2 — see FRiBOURG
Fre-jus, Mas<sil da \ma-,sef-d3-fra-'zhiis\ mountain mass on
border between France & Italy at SW end of Graian Alps

Fre-man-tle \fre-'mant-'l\ city Australia in SW Western Aus-
tralia at mouth of Swan river; port for Perth pop 22,787
Fre.mont \M"re-,mant\ 1 city W Calif. SE of Oakland pop 43,790
2 citv E Nebr. pop 19,698 3 city N Ohio pop 17.573
French Community _or F Com-mu-nau-te fran>caise \k6-
mLE-no-ta-fra"-sez, -saz\ federation (formed 1958) comprising
metropolitan France, its overseas departments & territories. & the
former French territories in Africa that on becoming repubhcs
chose to maintain their ties with France
French Equatorial Africa or French Congo former cotmtry W
cen Africa N of Congo river comprising a federation of Chad,
Gabon, Middle Congo, & Ubangi-Shari territories * Brazzaville
French Guiaua country N So. America bordering on the .AUantic
& belonging lo France * Cayenne area 34,740, pop 32,000
French Guinea —see guinea
French India former French possessions in India including Chan-
demagoie no India 1950) & Pondicherry, Karikal, Yanaon, &
Mahe (to India 1954) # Pondicherry

French Indochina — see indochina
French Morocco — see morocco
French Polynesia or Jormerty French Oceania Islands in S Pacific
belonging to France & includmg Society, Marquesas, Tuamotu,
Gambier. & Tubuai groups * Papeete ion Tahiti)

French Somaliland country E Africa on Golf of Aden belonging to
France * Djibouti area 8492, pop 79,300

French Sudan — see mau
French Togo — see togo
French Union former federation (1946-58) comprising metro-
politan Fiance & its overseas departments, terriiuiies, & associated
states ~ see French community
French West Africa former country W Africa comprising the
French terriiones of Dahomey, French Guinea. French Sudan,
Ivory Coast. Mauritiinia, Niger, Senegal, & Lpper Vuica # Dakar
area 1,815.763
French West Indies islands of the West Indies belonging to France
including Guaaeloupe, Martinique, Desirade, Les Saintes. Marie
Galante, St. Barthelemy, & part of St. Martin

Fres.no \'frez^(.>no\ city S cen CaUf. pop 133.929
Fri-bourg \tre-'but3)r\ or G Frei-burg \'lri-,bui'3lrg. -.bsrg,

-.bu(Quk\ 1 canton W cen Switzerland area 647. nop 158.695
2 commune, its *. SW of Bern pop 30.300

Frid-ley \'irid-le\ city SE Miim. N of St. Paul pop 15.173
Friendly — see tonga
Fries-land N'trez-isnd, *fres-, -,land\ 1 old region N Europe bor-
dering on North sea 2 province N Netherlands * Leeuwarden
area 1431. pop 474.744

Frio, Cape \'fre-(:,io\ 1 cape SE Brazil E of Rio de Janeiro
2 cape NvV South-West Africa in the Atlantic

Fri.sches Haft \'frish-3s-Jiaf\ lagoon N Poland & E Soviet Russia,
Europe; inlet of Gulf of Danzig
Fri-sian \'fnzh-3n, 'fre-zh3n\ islands NW Europe in North sea
includmg West Frisian islands (off N coast of Netherlands).
East Frisian islands toff NW coast of Germany), & North
Frisian islands (off coast of Germany & Denmark, including
Helgoland & Sylt)
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Fri-u-li \'Ere-3-,le, fre-'ii-IeX district N Italy in_ Friuli-Venezia
Giulia on Yugoslav border — Fri-u*li*an \Ere-'u-le-3n\ adj or n

Priuli-Ve-ne.zia Giu-lia \-v3-,net-se-a-'jul-y3\ region N Italy E
of Veneto area 6223, pnp 1.225,121

Fro>l)i>slier Bay \,t"ro-bi-sh3r-\ inlet of the Atlantic N Canada in

Franklin District on SE coast of Baffin I.

Front X'franiX mountain range N cen Colo, in the Rockies — see

GRAYS PEAK
Fro.ward. Cape \'fro-Cw)3rd\ headland S Chile on N side of
Strait of Magellan; southernmost point of mainland of So. America,
at aft 33''S4'S lat.

Frun>ze V'friin-zsX orjormerlv Plsh.pek \pi$h-'pek\ city U.S.S.R.
on Chu river * of Kirgiz Republic pup 217,000
Fu-ji \'f(y)u-(,)ie\ or ru-ji-ya-ma \,f(y)u-je-'(y)am-3\ or Tn-M-
no-ya-ma \-(,)no-'yara-3\ or Fu-ii-san \,f(y)vi-(,)je-'san\

mountain 12,388 jt Japan in S cen Honshu; highest in Japan
Fu>klen \'fU-'kyen, -ke-'en\ province SE China bordering on
Formosa strait * Foochow area 4 7,529. pop 13,143.000

Fn-ku-o-ka X.fU-ks-'wo-kaX city & port Japan on N Kyushu on
inlet of Tsushima strait pop 64 7.122
Ful-da \'liil-d3\ city W Geimany N E of Frankfurt pop 44,700
Ful>liam \'ful-3m\ metropolitan borough SW London, England,
N of the Thames pop 122,047

FuMer-ton \'ful-3rt-=n\ city SW Calif, pop 56,180
Fu-na-fu-ti \,f(y)ii-n3-'fi.y)iit-e\ i.sland (atoll) S Pacific In cen
Ellice islands

Fun-chal \fiin-'shal, .fanA city Sl port Portugal on Madeira I.

pop 37,200
Fun-dy, Bay of \'f3n-de\ inlet of the Atlantic SE Canada between
N.B. & N.S,
Fnndy National Park reservation SE Canada in N B. on upper
Bay of Fundy area 80

Fur-neaux \'tar-(,)no\ islands Australia off NE Tasmania
Fur-ness \'far-n3s\ district N England comprising peninsula In

Irish sea in NW Lancashire
Fttrtb Vfu{a)rt, 'fiwrtX city W Germany NW of Niirnberg pop
98,200
Fusan — see pusan
Fusen — see pujon
Fusbili — see yenan
Fu>shun \'fii 'shiinX city NE China In NE Liaonlng E of Mukden
pop 678,600
Fu-sin \'fu-'shin\ city NE China in NE Liaonlng WNW of
Mukden pop 188.600

Futa Jallon — see fouta djallon
Fu-tu-na Ma-'tu-naX 1 or Hooin \'ho(3)m, 'h6(3lrn\ islands

SW Pacific N E of Fiji; formerly a French protectorate, since 1959
part of Wallis & Futuna islands territory 2 island SW Pacific in
Futuna group 3 island SW Pacific in SE New Hebrides
Fyn \'lin\ or G Fii-nen \'f(y)u-nOT\ island Denmark in the Baltic
between Sj^elland & Jutland peninsula area 1149
Fyzabad — see faizabad

Ga-bes N'gab-ss, -,es\ city & port SE Tunisia on Gull oS Gabes
{anc Syr^tis Mi^uor X.ssrt-s-'sml-nsrX, arm of the Mediterran-
ean) pop 24,420
Ga-bon \ga-'bo"\ 1 or Ga-boon or Ga-bun Xga-'bUn, ga-\ river
E Gabon flowing W into the Atlantic through long wide estuary
2 country W Africa bordering on the Atlantic; formerly a territory

of French Equatorial Africa, since 1958 a repubhc within the
French Community # Librevijle area 103,089. pop 440,000— Gab-o*nese X.gab-s-'nez, -'nes\ adj or n
6ad-a-ra X'gad-s-raX ancient town Palestine SE of Sea of Galilee— Gad'a-iene \'gad-3-.ren, ,gad-3-*\ adj or n
Cades or Gadir — see Cadiz — Gad-i-tan \'gad-3t-=n\ adj or n
Gads.den \'gadz-d3n\ city NE Ala. on Coosa river pop 58.088
Gadsden Purchase tract of land S of Gila river In present Ariz. &
N. Mex. purchased 1853 by the U.S. from Mexico area 29,640
Ga-e-ta Xga-'at-aX city & port cen Italy in Latium on Gull ot
Gaeta (inlet of Tyrrhenian sea N of Bay of Naples) pop 18,900

Gaf<sa \'gaf-s3\ or anc Cap>sa \^kap-sa\ oasis W ct?*i Tunisia
Ga-gra \'gag-r9\ or Ga-gry \-re\ resort town U.S.S.R. in NW
Abkhasia on N E coast of Black sea SE of Sochi
Gaines- ville \'ganz-,vil, -v3l\ 1 city N cen Fla. pop 29,701
2 city N Ga. pop 16,523
Ga-la-pa-gos islands Xgs-.lap-a-gss-, -.lapA or Co-16n archi-
pelago \k3-,lon-\ island group Ecuador in the Pacific 600 m W
of mainland # San Cristobal area 3029
Gal-a-ta \'gal-at-9\ port& commercial section of Istanbul, Turkey,
on the Golden Horn
Ga-Ia-ti \g3-'latsf-e)\ or Ga-latz \'gal-,ats\ city E Romania on
the Danube popJOl.878
Ga<la-tia \ga-'la-sh(e-)9\ ancient country & Roman province
cen Asia Minor in region centering around modem Ankara,
Turkev — Ga*la>tian \-shan\ adj or n
Gald-nS-pig-gen \'gal-.h3(r)-,pig-3n\ mountain 8097 Ji S cen
Norway in Jotenheira mountains; highest in Scandinavia
Gales-burg \'ga(3)lz-,b3rg\ city NW III. pop 37,243
Ga-li-cia Xga-'lish- (e-)3\ 1 region E cen Europe including N slopes
of the Carpathians & valleys of the upper Vistula, Dniester, Bug,
& Seret; former Austrian crown land; belonged to Poland between
the two world wars; now divided between Poland & Ukraine
2 region & ancient kingdom NW Spain bordering on the Atlantic— Ga-li-cian \-'lish-3n\ ad] or n
Gal-i-lee \'gal-3-,]e. ,gal-3-'\ hill region N Palestine N ot Esdrae-
lon plain — Gal-i-le-an \,gal-3-'le-3n\ adj or n
Galilee, Sea of or Bib Lake of Gen-nes-a-ret \g3-'nes-3-,ret,

-r3t\ or Sea of Ti-be.ri-as \tT-'bir-e-3s\ or Sea of Ctiin-ne-retli
\'kin-3-,reth\ or Heb Yam Kin-ne-ret \'yam-'kin-a-,ret\ lake
14 rr\ long & 8 m wide N Israel on Syrian border traversed by the
Jordan; 686 jt below sea level

Gal-la \'gal-3\ region W Ethiopia
Gal-la-tin \'gal-3t--^n\ 1 mountain range S Mont. — see electric
PEAK 2 river 125 m SW_Mont. — see three forks
Ga-Ui-nas, Point Xga-'ye-nasX cape N Colombia; northernmost
point of So. America, at 12°15' N

Gal-Iip-0-li \g3-'lip-3-le\ or Ge-li-bo-lu \,gel-3-b3-'lii\ 1 penin-
sula Turkey in Europe between the Dardanelles & Saros gulf —
see CHERSONESE 2 city & port Turkey on the peninsula at entrance
to Sea of Marmara pop 16.496
Gal-lo-way \'gal-a-,wa\ district SW Scotland_comprising Wigtown
& Kirkcudbright — Gal-we-gian \gal-'we-j(e-)an\ adj or n
Gait \'g6U\ city Canada in SE Ont. NW of Hamilton pop 23.738
Gal-ves-ton X'gal-vs-stsnX city SE Tex. on Galveston Island
(30 m long) at entrance to Galveston Bay (mlet of Gulf of
Mexico) pop 67 1/5
Gal-way \'g61-,wa\ 1 county W Ireland in Connacht bordering
on the Atlantic area 229.!, pop 149.8U0 2 municipal borough &
port, its #, on Galway Bay (inlet) pop 2,!. 661
Gam-bla \'gam-be-3\ 1 river 460 m W Africa flowing from Fouta
Djallon in W Guinea W through Senegal into the Atlantic in
Gambia 2 country W Africa; a British colony & protectorate #
Bathurst area 3977, pop 268.500 — Gam-bi-an \-be-3n\ adj or n
Gam-bier \'gam-,bi(3)r\ islands S Pacific SE of Tuamotu archi-
pelago belonging to France — see mangareva
Gana — see Ghana
Gand — see Ghent
Gan-dak \'gan-(,)d3k\ river 400 m Nepal & N India flowing SW
& SE into the Ganges
Gandzha — see Kirovabad

r 1550 m N India Howing from the Hlma-
ith the Brahmaputra & empty into Bay of
St Ganges Delta — Gau-get-ic \gan-

I Wyo.; highest in

Gan-ges \'gan-,jez\ r\\

lavas SE & E to unite
Bengal through the v

'jet.ik\ adj or n
Gang-toK \'g30-.tak\ town # of Sikkim
Gan-nett Peak \,gan-3t \ mountain 13,785 jt.

Wind River range & in the state
Gar-da, Lake \'gard-3\ lake 35 m long N Italy in E Lombardy
draining through the Mincio to the Po
Gar-de-na \gar-'de-n3\ city SW Calif. S of Los Angeles pop
35.943
Garden City, 1 city SE Mich. SW of Detroit pop 38,017 2 village
SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 23.948
Garden City Park urban area SE N.Y. on Long I. pop (with
Herricks) 1 5.364
Garden Grove city SW Calif. SW of Los Angeles pop 84,238
Gard-ner \'gard-n3r\ city N cen Mass. pop 19,038
Gar-field \'gar.,feld\ 1 mountain 10,961 jt SW Mont, near
Idaho border; highest in Beaverhead & Bitterroot ranges 2 city
NE N J. N of Newark pop 29.253

Garfield Heights citv NE Ohio SSE of Cleveland pop 38,455
Ga-ri-glia-no \,gar-el-'yan-(,)o\ river 100 m, cen Italy in Latium
flowing SE & SW into Gulf of Gaeta
Gar-land \'gar-bnd\ city NE Tex. N N E of Dallas pop 38,501
Gar-misch-Par- ten- kir- Chen \,gar-mish-,part-'n-'ki(3)r-k3n,
-'pari*'n-,\ city W Germany in Bavaria SW of Munich in toothills

of the Alps pop 25.300
Gar-mo Peak \,gar-(,)mo\ or formerly Sta-lin Peak X.stal-sn,
,stal-. -,en\ mountain 24.590/» Soviet Central Asia in SE Tadzhik
Republic in the Pamirs; highest in the U.S.S.R.
Ga-ronne Xga-'ran. -'ronX river 355 m SW France flowing NW to
unite with the Dordogne forming Gironde estuary
Gar-ri.son Reservoir \,gar-3-s3n-\ reservoir 140 m long W
N, Dak. formed in the Missouri by the Garrison Dam
Gar-tok \'gar-,tak\ town SW Tibet on the upper Indus
Gary \'gar-e, 'ger-\ city NW Ind. on Lake Michigan pop 1 78,320
Gas-co-nade \,gas-k3-'nad\ river 250 m S cen Mo. flowing N into
the Missouri
Gas-co-ny \'gas-k3-ne\ or F Gas-cogne \ga-sk6n''\ region &
former province SW France # Auch
Ga-sher-brum X'gash-ar-.briim, -,br(im\ mountain 26,470 jt N
Kashmir in Karakoiam range SE of Mt. Godwin Austen
Gas-pe \ga-'spa\ peninsula Canada in SE Que. between mouth of
St. Lawrence river & Chaleur Bay — Gas-pe-sian \-'spe-zh3n\ adj
Ga-stein or Bad Ga-stein \,bat-ga-'stln\ town W cen Austria S
of Salzburg
Gas-ti-neaa \'gas-t3-,n6\ channel SE Alaska between Douglas I.

& mainland; Juneau is situated on it

Gas-to. nia \ga-jsto-ne-3, -nysX city S N.C. pop 37,276
Gates-head \'gats-,hed\ county borough N England in Durham
on the Tvne ooposite Newcastle pop 115,017
Gat-i-neau \,gat-'n-'o\ river 240 m Canada in SW Que. flowing
S into the Ottawa at Hull
Ga-tun \g3-'tun\ lake Panama Canal Zone formed by the Gatun
Dam in Chagres river

Gau-ga-me-la \,g6-g3-'me-l3\ village In ancient Assyria N E of
Nineveh & W of Arbela
Gaul \'g6l\ or L Gal-lia \'gal-e-a\ ancient country W Europe
comprising chiefly the region occupied by modern France but in
earlier times including also the Po valley in N Italy — see cisal-
pine GAUL, transalpine GAUL
Ga-var-nle \,gav-3r-'ne\ waterfall 1385 jt SW France S of
Lourdes in the Cirque do Gavamie \.si(3)rk-d3-\ (natural
amphitheater at head of Gave de Pau) — see pau (Gave de)
Gav-ins Point Dam \,gav-3nz-\ dam SE S. Dak. & NE Nebr. in
the Missouri — see lewis and clark
Gav-le \'yev-l3\ city & port E Sweden on Gulf of Bothnia NNW
of Stockholm pop 55,942
Ga-ya \g3-'ya\ city NE India in cen Bihar pop 133,700
Ga-za \'gaz-3, 'gaz-. 'gaz-\ or Ar Ghaz-ze \'gaz-e\ city S Palestine
near the Mediterranean; with surrounding coastal district (Gaza
Strip, adjoining Sinai peninsula), administered since 1949 by
Egypt pop 38,000
Ga-zi-an-tep \,gaz-e-(,)an-'tep\ or jormerly Aln-tab \Tn-*tab\
city S Turkey N of Alep, Syria pop 125,498
Gdansk \g3-'dan(t)sk, -'dan(t)sk\ or Dan-zlg \'dan(t)-sig,
'dan(t)-\ city &. port N Poland on Gulf of Danzig pop 240,000
Gdyn-ia \g3-'din-e-a\ city & port N Poland on Gtilf of Danzig
NNW of Danzig pop 140,200
Gebei Katherina — see katherina (Gebel)
Gebel Musa — see musa (Gebel)
Ge-diz \g3-'dez\ or Sa-ra-bat \,sar-3-'bat\ river 200 m W Turkey
in Asia flowing W into Gulf of Izmir
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Gee*Iong \J^-^6o\ dty & port SE Australia in S Victoria on Port
Phillip Bay SW of Melbourne po;? (with suburbs) 78.500
Geel-vinl: Bay \,ga(a)I-,viok-\ inlet of W Pacific N West New
Guinea
Gela — see FLORroA
Gel.der-land \'gel-d3r-,land\ province E Netherlands bordering
on IJsselmeer * Amhem area 1965, pop 1.250,317
Gel'Sen.Kit'Chen \,gel-23n-'ki(3)r-k3n\ city W Germany In the
Ruhr W oC Dortmund pop 388.800
General San Martin — see san martIn
Gen-e-see \Jen-a-'se\ river 144 m W N.Y. flowing N into Lake
Ontario
Ge-ne-va \ja-'ne-v3\ 1 city W cen N.Y. on Seneca Lake pop
17,286 2 or F Ge-neve \zha-nev\ or G Genl \'genf\ canton
SW Switzerland area 107, pop 202,918 3 or F Geneve or G
Genf city, its #. at SW tip of Lake of Geneva on the Rhone pop
172,000 — Gen.e-vese \Jen-a-'vez, -'ves\ adj or n
Geneva, LaRe ol or LaRe Le.man X'le-man, 'lem-an, l3-'man\
Idke 45 m long on border between SW Switzerland & E France;
traversed by the Rhone

Gennesaret, LaRe of — see galilee (Sea ofj

Gen*oa Vjen-3-wa\ or It Ge>no>va \'je-no-v'a\ or anc Gen>na
\'jcn-y3-w3\ commune & port NW Italy in Liguria at foot of the
Apennines & at head of Gulf of Genoa (arm of Ligurian sea) pop
687,480 — Gen-0-ese \Jen-3-'wez, -'wes\ adjorn— Gen-o*vese
\-3-'vez, -'vcsX adj or n
Gensan or Genzan ~ see wonsan
Gen-tof-te \'gen-,taf-t3\ city Denmark on Sjslland I., N suburb of
Copenhagen pop 68,718
George \'jo(3)ri\ river 345 m Canada in NE Que. flowing N into
Ungava Bay
George, LaRe, 1 lake 14 m long N E Fla. in course of St. Johns river
WNW of Daytona Beach 2 lake 33 m long E N.Y. S of Lake
Champlain
George V Coast region Antarctica on coast S of Australia
George-town \'j6(3)ri-,taun\ 1 section of Washington, D.C., in
W part of the city 2 city & port # of Brit. Guiana on the Atlantic
at mouth of the Demerara pop 120.000
George Town \'j6(3)rj-,taun\ or Pe.nang \p3-'nao\ city & port
Federation of Malaya # of Penang on Penang I. pop 234,855

Geor-gia \'jbr-j3\ 1 state SE US. # Atlanta area 58,876, pop
3,943,116 2 or Geor*glan Republic \,i6r-j3n-\ constituent re-
public of the U.S.S.R. S of Caucasus mountains bordering on
Black sea; an ancient & medieval kingdom # Tiflis area 26,875,
pop 4. 049.000
Georgia, Strait of channel 150 m long NW Wash. & SW B.C.
between S Vancouver I. & mainland
Georgian Bay inlet of Lake Huron, Canada, in SE Ont.
Georgian Bay Islands National Park reservation SE Canada
including Flowerpot I. (formerly comprising a separate park.
Flowerpot Island National ParRl SE of Manitoulm 1. & a group
of small islands N of Midland, Ont. area 5 4
Ge.ra \'ger-3\ city E Germany ESE of Erfurt pop 99,241
Ger-la.chov-ka \'gef3)r-l3-,k6f-k3, -,k6v-\ mountain 8737 ft E
Czechoslovakia in N Slovakia in latra mountains; highest in

German East Africa former country E Africa comprising present
Tanganyika & Ruanda-Urundi; a German protectorate 1885-
1920
Ger-ma-nia \(JJ3r-'ma-ne-a, -nyaX 1 region of ancient Europe E
of the Rhme & N of the Danube including modem Germany
2 region of Roman Empire just W of the Rhine in what Is now N E
France & part of Belgium & the Netherlands
German ocean — see north sea
German Southwest Africa — see south-west africa
Ger. man. town X'jsr-man-.taunX a NW section of Philadelphia, Pa,
Ger-ma-ny \'j3rm-(3-)ne\ or G Deutscli-land \'d6ich-,lant\
country cen Europe bordering on North & Baltic seas, since 1949
consuiuling two republics: the West German Federal Republic (#
Bonn, orea 94,634, pop 55,958,300) & the East German Democratic
Republic (# East Berlin, area 41,700, pop 1 7,313.700)
Ger.mis-ton \'j3r-m3-stan\ city NE Republic of So. Africa in S
Transvaal E ofJohannesburg pop 168,139
Ge.ro-na \j3-'ro-na\ 1 province NE Spain in Catalonia bordering
on the Mediterranean area 2264, pop 349.163 2 commune, its *
pop 33,03 7

Get-tys-burg National Military Park \'get-ez-,b9rg\ reservation
S Pa. near borough of Gettysburg including site of battle 1863
Ge-zi-ra or Je.zi.ra or El Jezira \,el-j3-'zir-a\ district E cen
Sudan between the Blue Nile & White Nile
Gha-da.mes \g3-*dam-3s. -'damA oasis & town NW Libya in
Tripoliiania near Algerian border
Gha-na \'gan-3. 'gan-3\ 1 or Ga-na ancient empire W Africa In
what IS now W Mali; flourished 4th-13th centuries 2 or formerly
Gold Coast country W Africa bordering on Gulf of Guinea; a
rcpubhc wiihin Brit. Commonwealth; formerly fas Gold Coast) a
Brit, territory comprising Gold Coast colony, Ashanti, Northern
Territories, & Togoland trust territory * Accra area 91,843, pop
6,691,000 — Gha^na.ian \'gan-(a)-y3n, 'gan-; ga-'na-(y)3n, ga-\
adj or n Gha-nian N'gan-e-an, 'gan-yan, 'gan'\adJorn— Ghan-
ese \ga-'nez, ga-, -'nesX adj
Gharapuri ~ see elephanta
Ghar-da.ia \gar-'dl-a\ town & oasis N cen Algeria 300 m S of
Algiers
Ghats \'g6ts\ mountains S India — see eastern ghats, western
GHATS

Ghazal, Bahr el — see bahr el ghazal
Ghaz.ni \'ga2-ne\ city E cen Afghanistan; once * of a Muslim
kingdom extending from the Tigris to tlie Ganges pop 27,084
Ghent \'gent\ or Rem Gent \'gent\ or F Gand \ga"\ city NW
cen Belgium # of East Flanders at confluence of Scheldt & Lys
rivers pop 179.613
Giant's Causeway formation of prismatic basaltic columns North-
ern Ireland on _N coast of Antrim
Gib*e.on \'gib-e-3n\ city of ancient Palestine NW of Jerusalem —
Gih.e'On-ite \-3-,nTi\ n

Gi'bral.tar \j3-*br61-t3r\ town & port on Rock of Gibraltar; a
Brit^colony area 2.5, pop 23.232 — Gi.bral.tar.l-an \ja-,br61-
•ter-e-an, jib-.rol-. -'tar-\ n

Gibraltar. Rock of or anc Cal.pe \'kal-(.)pe\ headland S Spain at
E end of Strait of Gibraltar; highest point 1396//

Gibraltar, Strait of passage between Spain & Africa connecting

the Atlantic & Mediterranean ab 8 m wide at narrowest point —
see PILLARS OF HERCULES
GieS'Sen \'ges-'n\ city W Germany in Hesse N of Frankfort pop
64,800
Gi.fu \'ge-(,)fii\ city Japan in cen Honshu pop 304,492
Gi.jon \he-'hon\ city& port NW Spain in Oviedo province on Bay
of Biscay pop 119,008

Gi.la \'he-l3\ river 630 m N. Mex. & Ariz, flowing W into the
Colorado

Gila Clill Dwellings National Monument reservation SW
N. Mex. including cliff-dweller ruins
Gil-bert \"gil-b3rt\ islands (area 166) W Pacific SSE of the Mar-
shalls forming with other islands the Brit, colony of Gilbert and
El-lice Islands _(# Tarawa area 316, pop 36.000) — Gil-toert-ese
X.gil-bar-'tez. -'tes\ n

Gil-boa, Mount \gil-'bo-3\ mountain 1696// N Palestine W of the
Jordan & S of_ Valley of Jezreel
Gil.e-ad \'gil-e-3d\ mountainous region_of Palestine E of Jordan
river; now in Jordan — Gil-e-ad-ite \-e-D-,dit\ n
Gil. ling.ham \'jil-ir)-am\ mumcipal borough SE England in Kent
pop 68,099
Gin-za X'gin-za, -,za\ shopping & entertainment district in Tokyo,

Gi-re-sun \,gir-3-'sun\ or Ee.ra>sun \,ker-a-\ town & port NE
Turkev on Black sea 70 m W of Trabzon

Girgenti — see agrigfnto
Gi-ronde \ja-'rand. 2he-ro"d\ estuary 45 m W France formed by
junction of the Garonne & the Dordogne &. flowing NW into
Bay of Biscay

GiS'borne X'giz-baraX city & port New Zealand on E North I.

pop 20,300
Gi.za or Gi-zeh \'ge-z3\ or El Giza or El Gizeli \eI-\ dty N
Egypt on the Nile near Cairo pop 68,520
Glace Bay \*glas\ town Canada in NW N.S. on Cape Breton I.

pop 24,416
Gla-cier Bay V.gla-shsrA inlet SE Alaska at S end of St. Elias
range; in Glacier Bay National Monument (area 3.5)
Glacier National Park, 1 mountain region NW Mont, adjoining
Waterton Lakes National Park, Canada, and with it forming
Wa-ter-ton-Glacier International Peace Park \,w6t-3rt-'n-,
.watA 2 mountain region W Canada in SE B.C. in Selkirk moun-
tains W of Yoho National Park
Glad-beck \'glat-,bek, 'gladA city W Germany in the Ruhr pop
83.200
Gla-mor-gan \gl5-'m6r-g3n\ or Gla*mor-gan-shire \-,shi(3)r,
-sharX county SE Wales # Cardiff area Si 3, pop 1.201,989
Gla-rus \'glar-3s\ or F Gla-ris \gla-'res\ 1 canton E cen Switzer-
land area 267, pop 3_7,663 2 (

Glas.gow \'gIas-(^)ko, 'gIas-(.)go. 'gla2-(.tgo\ burgh & port S t

Cl) - -
. - -

j3n\ n
Scotiand on the Clyde pop 1,089,555 — Glas-we-gian \gla-'swe-

GlaS'ton.bury X'glas-tsn-.ber-e. -b(3-)re also 'glas-'nA municipal
borough SW England in Somerset SSW of Bristol
Glatzer Neisse — see neisse

Glen Canyon Dam \,gIen-\ dam N Ariz, in Colorado river near
Ariz.-Utah boundary; under construction from 1956
Glen-coe \glen-'ko\ valley W Scotiand in Argyll
Glen Cove \'glen-'kov\ city SE NY on NW Long L pop 23,817
Glen-dale \'glen-,dal\ 1 city cen Ariz. NW of Phoenix pop 15,596
2 city SW Calif. N E of Los Angeles pop 119.442
Glen-do-ra \glen-'dor-3, -'dorA city SW Calif. ENE of Los
Angeles pop 20,752
Glen EMyn \gle-'nel-3n\ village NE 111. W of Chicago pop 15,972
Glen More — see great glen
Glens Falls \'glenz\ city E N.Y S of Lake Georgepop 18,580
Glen.view \'gien-,vyu\ viUage NE III. pop 18,132
Gli-wl.ce \gh-'vet-S3\ or G Glei-witz \'gli-,vits\ city SW Poland
in Silesia W of Katowice pop 124,700
Glom-ma X'glo-ma, 'glara-3\ river 3 75 m E Norway flowing S into
the Skagerrak
Glossa, Cape — see linguetta (Cape)
Glouces-ter X'glas-tsr, 'glosA 1 city NE Mass. on Cape Ann pop
25.789 2 or Glouces-ter-shire \-.shi(3)r, -sharN county SW cen
England area 1257. pop 938.618 3 city & county borough, its *,
on the Severn pop 67,268
Gloucester City city SW N.J. S of Camden pop 15,511
Glov.ers.ville \'gl3v-srz-,vil\ dty E N.Y. pop 21,741
Gnossns — see knossos
Goa \'go-3\ or Port G6a district W India; before 1962 belonged to
Portugal # Pangim area 1301, pop 672,000 — see Portuguese
iNiDL\ — Go>au \'go-3n\ adj or n — Go>a-nese \,go-3-'nez, -'nes\

Go-bi \'go-(.)be\ desert _E cen Asia in Mongolia area ab 500,000
Go-da- va-ri \ga-'dav-3-re\ river 900 m, cen India flowing SE across
the Deccan into Bay of Bengal
Go-des-berg \'god-3s-,barg, -,be(3>rk\ or Bad Godesberg \'batA
commune W Germany on the Rhine S of Bonn pop 65,500
Godt.haab \'g6t-,hdb, 'gat-\ town ^ of Greenland on SW coast
God-win Aus-ten X.gad-wa-'no-stan. -'nas-tanV or Dap-sang
X'dap-.sao, "dap-.ssDX or K2 \'ka-'tu\ mountain 28,250 ft N
Kashmir; highcstin Karakoram range

Go.ge.bic \go-'ge-bik\ iron range N Wis. & W upper peninsula
of Mich.
Gog-ra \'gag-r3\ river 570 m S cen Asia flowing S from SW Tibet
through Nepal into the Ganges in N India_
Goi-a-nia or formerly Goy-a-nia \g6i-'an-e-a\ city SE cen Brazil
* of Goias pop 39,871
Goi-as or Goi-az or Goy-az Ngdi-'asX state SE cen Brazil #
Goiania area 244.330, pop 1,234,740
Gokcba — see sevan
Gol-con-da \gal-'kan-d3\ ruined town cen India in W Andhra
Pradesh W of Hyderabad * (1512-1687) of Golconda kingdom
Gold Coast, 1 region W Africa on N shore of Gulf of Guinea be-
tween the Ivory Coast (on W) & the Slave Coast (on E) 2 — see
GHANA 3 former Brit, colony in S Gold Coast region # Accra;
now part of Ghana
Golden Chersonese — see chersonese
Golden Gate strait 2 m wide W Cahf. connecting San Francisco
Bay with Pacific ocean
Golden Horn inlet of the Bosporus, Turkey in Europe; harbor of
Istanbul
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Golds.boro \'goUd)z-.b3r-3. -.b3-ra\ city E cert T^.C. pop 28,873
Golgotha — see calvary
Go-mel \'go-mal. 'g6-\ city U.S.S.R. In SE Belorussia pop 166,000
Go>mor*rah Xga-'mor-a, -'mar-\ city of ancient Palestine in the
plain of the Jordan
G0'na*jfves, Gulf of \,go-na-'ev\ arm of Caribbean sea on W coast
of Haiti
Gon>dar X'gan-dar, -,dar\ town NW Ethiopia N ot Lake Tana;
former ^ of Ethiopia
Good Hope, Cape of \,gud-'hop\ cape S Republic of So. Africa in

SW Cape Province W of False Bay at 34°21 'S — see cape of good
HOPE
Good>win Sands \,gud-w3n-\ shoals SE England in Strait of
Dover off E coast of Kent — see downs
Goos.port \'gas-,po(3)rt, -,p6(a)rt\ urban area SW La. N E of
Lake Charles pop 16,778
Go*rakh>pur \'gor-ak-,pu(3)r, 'g6r-\ city NE India in E Uttar
Pradesh N of Banaras pup 132,400
GO'ii'Zia \g3-'ret-se-3\ commune NE Italy in Venetia on Isonzo
river pop 42,100
Gor<ki or Gor<ky or Gor*kiy \'g6r-ke\ or formerly Nizh'iil
Nov-go-rod \,nizh-ne-'nav-ga-.rad\ citv U.S.S.R. in cen Soviet
Russia, Europe, at conHuence of Oka & Volga rivers pop 942,000
Gbr*litz X'gar-.lits, -l9ts\ city E Germany on the Neisse pop 96,100
Gor.lov.ka \g6r-'16f-k3, -'16v-\ city U.S.S.R. in E Ukraine in the
Donets basin N of Donetsk pop 293,000
Gor-no-Al-tai \.g6r-(,)no-,al-'ti\ or jormerly Oi-rot \*6i-r3t\
autonomous region U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia, Asia, in SE Altai

Territory in Altai mountains # Gorno-Altaisk (formerly Oiroto
Tura) area 35,800, pop 150.000
Gor-no-Ba-dakh'Shan \'g6r-C,)no-,bad-,ak-'shan\ autonomous
region Soviet Central Asia in SE Tadzhik Republic in the Pamirs #
Khorog ar^a 25,784, pop 41,800
GO'Shen \'go-shan\ district of ancient Egypt E of Nile delta

GoS'Port \'gas-,po(3lrt, -,p6(alrt\ municipal borough S England
in Hampshire on Portsmouth harbor pop 58,246
Gb.te.borg \,ya(r)t-3-'b6{3ir(-ya), ,yat-\ or Goth-en-burg \'gath-
an-.barg, 'gat--'n-\ city & port SW Sweden pop 408,436
Go*tha \'g6l(h>-3\ city W Germany W of Erfurt pop 57,800
Gothland or Gott-land \ 'gat-,land, -land\ island Sweden in the
Baltic off SE coast; chief town Visby area 1167. pop 55,000
Gdt*tlng*en \'g3(r)t-io-3n, 'get-V city W Germany SSW of
Brunswick pop 7 7.800
Gott-wal.dov \'gat-v3l-.ddf, -,d6v\ or formerly Zlin \z3-'len\ city

cen Czechoslovakia in SE Moravia pop 57,974
GoU'da \'gaud-3, 'glid-, *haud-\ commune SW Netherlands in So.
Holland pop 33,300
Gra>ham Vgra-am, 'gra(-3)m\ urban area SW Calif. E of Los
Angeles pop (with Florence) 38.164
Graham Land — see antarctic
Gra'hamS'town X'gra-amz-.taiin, 'gra(-3)mzA city S Republic of

So. Africa in SE Cape Province E N E of Port Elizabeth pop 23,741
Gra<ian Alps \,gra-{y>an-, ,gn-3n-\ section of W Alps on border
between Fiance & Italy — see Gran paradiso
Grain coast \'gran-\ region W Africa in Liberia bordering on Gulf
of Guinea
Gram.pi-an \'gram-pe-3n\ hills cen ScoUand between the Low-
lands & the Great Glen — see nevis (Ben)
Gra^na'da \gr3-'nad-3\ 1 city SW Nicaragua on NW shore of

Lake Nicaragua pop 21,743 2 medieval Moorish kingdom S
Spain 3 province S Spain in Andalusia bordering on the Mediter-
ranean area 4928, pop 787,116 4 city, its #, in the Sierra Nevada
pop 146.169
Gran*l)y \'gran-be, "gram-beX city Canada in S Que. pop 27,095
Gran Ghaco — see chaco
Grand, 1 river 260 m SW Mich, flowing N & W into Lake Michigan
2 river 300 m NW Mo. flowing SE into the Missouri 3 river 140
m W Mo. flowing SE into the Osage 4 river 200 m N S. Dak.
flowing E into the Missouri 5 the Colorado river from its source
to Junction with Green river in SE Utah — a former name 6 — see
NEOSHO 7 — see Hamilton 8 canal ab 1000 m long E China from
Hangchow to Tienism
Grand Atlas — see atlas
Grand Bahama island Bahamas, NW island of group area 430
Grand Bank or Grand Banks shoal area In the Atlantic SE of
Newfoundland
Grand Canary or Sp Gran Ca-na>ria \,grao-ka-'nar-ya\ island
Spain in the Canaries; chief city Las Palmas area 523
Grand Canyon gorge of the Colorado NW Ariz, extending from
mouth of the Little Colorado W to the Grand Wash Cliffs; over 1

m deep; area largely comprised in Grand Canyon National Park
(at E end area 1008) & Grand Canyon National Monument (to

the W area 306) — see marble canvon
Grand Canvon ol the Snake — see hells canyon
Grand Cayman — see cayman
Grand Cou-Iee \'ku-le\ valley E Wash, extending SSW from S
wall of canyon of the Columbia where it turns W in forming the Big
Bend
Grand Coulee Dam dam N E cen Wash, in the Columbia — see
FRANKLIN D. ROUSEV^Lf LAKE
Grande, Rio» 1 \.re-o-'grand(-e), ,re-3- also ,rT-Oj'grand or .rT^^-X

river U S. & Mexico — see rio granD€ 2 \,re-o- 'gran-da, ,re-3-,

-de\ river 680 m E Brazil in Minas Gerais flowing W to unite with
the Paranaiba forming the Parana
Grande Soulri^re — see soufriere
Grande-Terre \gran-'te(3)r\ island French West Indies constitut-
ing the E portion of Guadeloupe area 220, pop 103,718
Grand Falls waterfall 245 Jt high Canada in W Labrador in
Hamilton river

Grand Forks city E N. Dak. on Red river pop 34,451
Grand Island city SE cen Nebr. on the No. Platte pop 25,742
Grand Junction city W Colo, on the Colorado pop 18,694
Grand Lac — see tonle sap
Grand Ma'Uan Xma-'nanX island 20 m long Canada In N.B.
at entrance to Bay of Fundy
Grand Prairie ciiy NE cen Tex. W of Dallas pop 30,386
Grand Rapids city SW Mich, pop 177,313

Grand Te-ton \'te-,tan\ mountain 13,766 yr W Wyo.; highest in
Teton range
Grand Teton National Park reservation NW Wyo. including
Jackson Lake & S part of Teton range
Grand Trav-erse Bay \-,trav-ars-\ inlet of Lake Michigan in
Mich, on NW coast of lower peninsula
Grand Turk — see turks and caicos
Grange*mouth X'granj-math, -,mauth\ burgh & port cen Scotland In
Stirling county on Firth of Forth pop 15,305
Granicus — see koc^bas
Granite City city SW III. on the Mississippi pop 40,073
Granite Peak mountain 12.799 ft S Mont. NE of Yellowstone
National Park in Beartooth range^ highest point in state

Gran Pa<ra*di5>o \,gran-,par-a-'de-(,)zo\ mountain 13,324// NW
Italy in NW Piedmont; highest in Graian Alps
Gran Qui'Vi-ra National Monument \,gran-k3-,vir-a-\ reserva-
tion cen N. Mex. containing ruins of a pueblo & Spanish mission
Gras-mere \'gras-,mi(3)r\ lake 1 m long NW England in West-
morland in Lake District

Grasse V'gras, 'gras\ commune SE France W of Nice
GraU'biiU'den Xgraii-'bin-dan, -'bun-\ or F Gri'Sons \gre-zo"\
canton £ Switzerland # Chur area 2744. pop 13 7,100
Graudenz — see grudziadz
Gravenhage, 's — see hague (The)
Graves-eud \'grav-'zend\ municipal borough SE England in Kent
on Thames estuary pop 45,043
Grays Harbor \'graz\ inlet of the Pacific W Wash.
Grays Peak \'graz\ mountain 14,2 74//, cen Colo.; highest in Front
range
Graz \'grats\ city S Austria in Styria on the Mar pop 226,453
Great Abaco — see abaco
Great Australian Bight wide bay on S coast of Australia

Great Barrier Reel coral reef 1250 m long Australia off NE
coast of Queensland
Great Basin arid region W U.S. between Sierra Nevada & Wa-
satch mountains including most of Nev. & parts of Calif., Idaho,
Utah, Wyo., & Oreg. & having no drainage to ocean; contains
many isolated mountain ranges (the Basin Ranges)
Great Bear lake Canada in N Mackenzie District, Northwest
Teriitoiies area 12,000
Great Bend city cen Kans. on Arkansas river pop 16,670
Great Brit<ajn X'brit-^'nV or Britain, 1 island W Europe NW of
Franceorca88,745. pop 48.840,893 2 united KINGDOM
Great Crosby — see crosby
Great Dividing mountain range E Australia extending from Cape
York peninsula to S Victoria &, interrupted by Bass strait, into
Tasmania — see K0SCiusK0_(Mount)
Greater An-til-les \an-'til-ez\ group of islands in the West Indies
including Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica, & Puerto Rico
Greater Sunda — see sunda
Greater Walachia — see muntenia
Great Exuma — see exuma
Great Falls, 1 or Great Falls of the Potomac waterfall 35 // in
the Potomac ab 15 m above Washington 2 city W cen Mont, on
Missouri river N of the Great Falls ol the Missouri (92 ft) pop
55,357
Great Glen \*glen\ or Glen More \glen-'moC9)r, -'m6C3)r\
valley ab 50 m long N Scotland cutting through the Highlands
from SW to NE & connecting Loch Linnhe & Moray firth — see
CALEDONIAN CANAL
Great Inagua — see inagua
Great Kabylia — see kabylia
Great Karroo — see karroo
Great Khmgan — see khingan
Great Lakes, 1 chain of five lakes (Superior, Michigan, Huron,
Erie, & Ontario) cen No. America in the U. S. & Canada 2 group
of lakes E cen Africa including takes Rudolf, Albert, Victoria,
Tanganvika, & Nyasa
Great Namaqualand — see namaqualand
Great Ouse — see ouse
Great Plains elevated plains region W cen U.S. & W Canada E of
Rocky mountains & chiefly W of 100th meridian extending from
NE B C. & NW Alta. SE& S to include the Llano Estacado of N.
Mex. & Tex.
Great Rilt valley \-,rift-\ depression SW Asia & E Africa ex-
tending from valley of the Jordan S to Mozambique & dividing S
of Lake Rudolf into an E & a W branch
Great Saint Ber-nard \,sant-b3r-'nard\ mountain pass 8111 //

through Pennine Alps between Switzerland & Italy

Great Salt lake 80 m long & 35 m wide N Utah having strongly
saline waters & no outlet
Great Salt Lake desert flat barren region NW Utah
Great Sand Dunes National Monument reservation S Colo, on
W slope of Sangre de Cristo mountains area 56
Great Slave, 1 lake Canada in SW Northwest Territories receiv-
ing Slave river on S & flowing into the Mackenzie on W area 11.170
2 - see SLAVE
Great Smoky mountains on N.C.-Tenn. boundary partly in Great
Smoky Mountains National Park (area 720) — see clingmans
DOME
Great Wall or Chinese Wall defensive wall N China between China
proper & Mongolia; 2000 m long, 20 to 50// high, 15 to 25// thick

Great Yarmouth — see Yarmouth
Greece \'gres\ or Gk HeMas \'hel-3s\ or NGk EMas \e-*las\
country S Europe at S end of Balkan peninsula; a kingdom #
Athens area 50,147, pop 7,632,801
Gree-ley \'gre-ie\ city N Colo, pop 26,314
Green Vgren\ 1 river 730 m W U.S. flowing from Wind River
range in W Wyo. S into the Colorado in SE Utah 2 mountains E
No. America in the Appalachian system extending from S Que. S
through Vt. into W Mass. — see mansfield (Mount)
Green Bay, 1 inlet of NW Lake Michigan 120 m long in NW
Mich. & NE Wis. 2 city NE Wis. on Green Bay pop 62,888
Green-lield \'gren-,feld\ city SE Wis. near Milwaukee ;7op 17,636
Green*land \'gren-l3nd, -,land\ island in N Atlantic off NE No.
America belonging to Denmark % Godthaab area 839,800, pop
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2 7,101 — 6reen'Iand<er \-bn-dar, -.lanA n — Green-land>ic
\gren-"kin-dik\_flrf;
Gree-nocli \'gien-ak, 'grin-, 'gren-X burgh & port SW Scotland In
Renfrewshire on Firth of Clyde pop 76,299
Greens-boro X'grenz-.bar-a, -.ba-raN city N cen "SCpop 119,574
GreenS'burg X'grenz-.bsrgX city SW Pa. pop 17,383
Green- ville \'gren-,vil, -val\ 1 city W Miss, on the Mississippi /Jop

41,5U2 2 city E N.C. pop 22,860 3 city NW S C. pop 66.188
4 city N£ Tex. N E of Dallas on the Sabine ^op 19.087
Green*wich, 1 \'gren-ich, 'gren-.wlch, 'grin-,wich\ town SW
Conn, on Long Island Sound /jo;? 53,793 2 \'grin-ij, 'gren-, -ich\
metropoUian borough SE London, England, on S bank of the
Thames pop 91 ,492
Green-wich Village \,gren-ich-, ,grin-, -ii-\ section of New York
City in Manhattan on lower W side

Green-wood \'gren-,wud\ 1 city W Miss, pop 20,436 2 city W
S.C. pop 16,644
Gre-na-da \gr3-'nad-3\ island Brit. West Indies in S Windward
islands; with S Grenadines, constitutes a territory # St. George's
area 133. pop 91.700
Gren.a-dines \,gren-3-'den2\ islands Brit. West Indies in cen Wind-
wards between Grenada & St. Vincent; divided administratively
between Grenada & St. Vincent
Gre-no-ble Xgra-'no-bal. -'nobl^X city SE France pop 116,440
Gret-na \*gret-n3\ city SE La. S of New Orleans pop 21,967
Grey. lock, Mount \'gra-,lak\ mountain 3505 ^r NW Mass.; high-
est in Berkshire hills & in state
GriMin \'gnf-3n\ cUy W cen Ga. pop 21,735
Grims-by \'grimz-be\ county borough E England in Lincolnshire
in Parts of Lindsey near mouth of the Humber pop 94,527
Grin-del-wald \'grin-d^l-,w61d, -,vaU\ valley cen Switzerland in
Bern canton in the Bernese Alps E of Inteilaken
Gri-qua-land East \'gre-kwa-, land, 'gnk-w3-\ distiict S Republic
of So. Alnca in E Cape of Good Hope S of Basutoland; one of the
T^an!^keian Territories; chief town Kokstad
Griqualand West district S Republic of So. Africa N of Orange
river & W of OrangeJFree State; chief town Kimberley
Gris-Nez, Cape \gre-'na\ headland N France projecting into
Strait of Dover
Gnsons -- see graubunden
Grod-no \'grad-(,)no, 'grodA city U.S.S.R. In W Belorussia on
Neman river /jop 72.000
Gro.ning.en Vgro-nio-anX 1 province N E Netherlands bordering
on North sea & Ems estuary area 866, pop 471.745 2 city, its *
pop 143.996
Grosse Points Park \,gro-,sp61nt-\ city SE Mich. NE of Detroit
pop 1 S , 4 5 7

Grosse Pointe Woods city SE Mich. NE of Detroit pop 18,580
Gross-glock-ner \'gros-'glak-n3r\ mountain 12,461 // Austria in
the Hohe Tauem between E Tirol & Carinthia
Gros Ventre \'gro-,vant\ river 100 m W Wyo. flowing W into the

Groves \'grovz\ city SE Tex. NE of Port Arthur pop 17,304
Groz-ny \*gr6z-ne, 'graz-\ city U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia, Eu-
rope, N of Caucasus mountains pop 240,000
Gru-dziadz \'grii-.j6''ts, -.j6n(t)s\ or G Grau<denz N'graii-
,den(iis\ city N Poland on the Vistula N E of Bydgoszcz pop 56,000
Gua-da-Ia*]a>ra \,gwad-a-Ia-'har-a, .gwatb-X 1 city W cen Mexico
# of Jdlisco pop 734,346 2 province E cen Spain in N E New
Castile area 4676. pop 195.633 3 commune, its * pop 21.928
Gua-dal-ca-nal \.gwad-M-k3-'nal, ,gwad-s-k3-\ island W Pacific In
the SE Solomons area 2500, pop 14,500
Gua-dal-qui'Vir \,gwad-*l-'kwiv-3r, -ki-'viC3)r\ river 374 m S
Spam flowing W & SW into Gulf of Cadiz
Gua-da-lupe \'gwad-='l-,iip\ 1 mountains S N. Mex. & W Tex.,
the S extension of Sacramento mountains; highest point Guada-
lupe Peak S751 /r (highest in Tex.) 2 river 300 m SE Tex. flow-
ing SE into San Antonio river

Gua.da-lupe Hl-dal*go \,gwad-'l-,upf-e)-hi-'daI-(,)go, -.iip-e-
e-'thal-\ former city cen Mexico N of Mexico City now part of city
of Gustavo A. Madero
Gua-de-lonpe \'gwad-'l-,iip, ,gwad-^-'\ two islands, Basse-Terre
(or Guadeloupe proper) & Grande-Terre. separated by a narrow
channel, in French West Indies in cen Leeward islands; an overseas
department of France #: Basse-Terre (on Basse-Terre I.) area 583.
pop 203,454
Gua>di*a*na \,gwad-e-'an-3. -'an-\ river 515 m Spain & Portugal
flowing W & S into Gulf of Cadiz
Guam \'gwam\ island W Pacific in S Marianas belonging to_U.S.
# Agana area 209, pop 67,044 —Giia-ma^ni-an \gwa-'ma-ne-an\

Gua-na-ba-coa \,gwan-3-b3-'ko-3\ city W Cuba E of Havana pop
32,490
Gua*na*ba*ra \,gwan-a-'bar-3\ state SE Brazil bordering on the
Atlantic; created 1960 from former Federal District ^ Rio de
Janeiro area 451
Guanabara Bay or Rio de Janeiro Bay inlet of Atlantic ocean SE
Brazil

Gua>na.ha'ni \,gwan-3-'han-e\ ~ native name of island that was
Columbus's first landfall in the New World, thought to be San
Salvador
Gua.na-jua<to X.gwan-s-'Chlwat-C.loV 1 state cen Mexico area
11.804. pop 1.566,333 2 city, its # pop 23.389
Guan.ta.na.mo \gwan-'tan-3-.mo\ city SE Cuba NW of Guan-
tanamo Bay Unlet of the Caribbean) pop 64,671
Gua.po.re \,gwap-3-'ra\ 1 or Ite-nez \e-*ta-n3s\ river 950 m W
Brazil & NE Bolivia flowing NW to the Mamor6 2 — see ron-
DONIA
Guar.da.fui, Cape \,g(w)ard-3f-'we, -a-'fu-e\ cape NE Somalia at
entrance to Gulf of Aden
Gua.ri-co \'gwar-i-,ko\ river 225 m W Venezuela flowing SW &
S into the Apure
Gua'te.ma-la \,gwat-3-'mal-s\ 1 country Central America S of
Mexico bordering on the Pacific & the Caribbean; a republic area
42,042, pop 3.822.233 2 or Guatemala City city, its # pop
404.940 - Gua-te.ma_.lan \-'mal-3n\ adj or n
Gua.via.re \gwav-'yar-e, ,gwav-e-'ar-\ river 450 m Colombia flow-
ing E into the Orinoco
Gua.ya-ma \gw3-'yam-3\ town SE Puerto Rico pop 19,183
Gua.ya.quil \.gwI-»-'kc(a)I, -'kilX city & port W Ecuador on

Guayas river 40 m from Gull Of GuayaqtUl (inlet of the Pacific)
pop 295.791
Gua.yas \'gwT-3s\ river ab 100 m W Ecuador forming delta in
Gulf of Guayaquil
Guay.mas X'gwI-mssN city & port NW Mexico in Sonora on Gulf
of California pop 18,800
Gub'bio \'gu-be-,6\ commune cen Italy N E of Perugia
Guelph \'gwelf\ city Canada in SE Ont. pop 33,860
Guer.ni-ca \ger-'ne_-k3\ town N Spain ENE of Bilbao
Guern.sey \'g3m-ze\ island English channel In the Channel Islands
# St. Peter Port area 25, pop 40,588
Guer.re.ro \g3-'re(3)r-(,)o\ state S Mexico bordering on the
Pacific * Chilpancingo area 24,885, pop 1,074,826
Gui.ana \ge-'an-3, -'an-s, gi-'an-3\ region N So. America border-
ing on the AUantic & bounded on W & S by the Orinoco, the
Negro. & the Amazon; includes Brit. Guiana, French Guiana,
Surinam, & adjoining parts of Brazil & Venezuela — Gui.an.an
\-3n\ adj or n — Gui.a.nese \,gi-3-'nez, ,ge-3-, -'nes\ adj or n
Gui-eune or Gny.enne \ge-*en\ region & former province SW
France bordering on Bay of Biscay # Bordeaux — see AQurrAiNB
Guin.ea \'gm-e\ or F Gui-nee \ge-na\ 1 region W Africa border-
ing on the Atlantic from Gambia (on N) to Angola (on S) 2 or
jormerly French Guinea country W Africa bordering on the Atlan-
tic;a republic, formerlya territory of French West Africa * Conakry
area 108,455, pop 3,000,000 — Guin.ean \'gin-e-3n\ adj or n
Guinea, Gull of arm of the Atlantic W Africa; includes bights of
Bemn & Bitifra _
Gui.puz-coa \ge-'puth-k3-w3, -'pUs-X province N Spain; one of the
Basque provinces ^ San Sebastian area 728, pop 468,363
Gu.ja-rat or Gu-ie.rat X.gU-js-'rat, ,guj-3-\ 1 region W India
including areas on Kathiawar peninsula & around Gulf of Cambay
where Gujarati is spoken 2 stale W India N & E of Gulf of
Cambay; formed 1960 from NW portion of former Bombay state

# Ahmadabad
Guj<ran.wala N.guj-ran-'wal-a, ,guj-\ city Pakistan in NE West
Pakistan N of Lahore pop 120,900
Gulf. port \'galf-,po(3)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ city & port SE Miss, pop
30.204
Gulf Stream warm ocean current In N Atlantic flowing from
Gulf of Mexico N along coast of U.S. to Nantucket I. & thence E
Gum-ti \'gum(p)-te\ river 500 m N India flowing SE into the

Colo, flowing W 8l

Ga
Gun-hi'Son X'gsn-s-ssnX river 150 j

NW into the Colorado
Gun-tur \gun-'tu(3)r\ city E India in cen Andhra Pradesh W of
Masulipatnam pop 125,300
Gunzan — see kunsan
Gur-gan \gur-'gan\ or As.ter.abad \'as-t(a-)ra-,bad, -,bad\
city N Iran near SE coast of Caspian sea
Gus-ta.vo A. Ma.de.ro \g3-'stav-(.)6-,am-a-'the(3)r-C,)o\ city cen
Mexico in Federal District N of Mexico City pop 60,239
Gwa.dar or Gwa.dnr \'gwad-3r\ town & port SW West Pakistan
on Arabian sea; unjil 1958 belonged to Sultan of Oman
Gwa.li'Or \'gwal-e-,6(3)r\ 1 former state N cen India #
Lashkar; part of Madhya Bharat 1948-56 & of NW Madhya
Pradesh since 1956 2 city N cen India in NW Madhya Pradesh
SSE of Agra pop (including adjacent city of Lash.kar \'lash-ksr\)
241,400 .

Gyang.tse \ge-'a.a(k)t-'sa\ town W China in SE Tibet SW of
Lhasa
Gyor \'iar\ or G Raab \'rap\ dty NW Hungary pop 68,000

Haar.lem \'har-l3m\ city W Netherlands * of No. Holland pop
168,863

Haar.lem.mer.meer \'har-l3-m3r-,me(3)r\ commune W Nether-
lands pop 42,702
Habana — see Havana _
Hab.ba.ni.ya \h3-'ban-e-(y)a\ lake cen Iraq along S bank of the
Euphrates W of Baghdad
Hack. en.sack \ 'hak-an-,sak\ city NE N J. pop 30,521
Hack.ney \'hak-ne\ metropolitan borough NE London, England
pop 171.337
Ead'ding.ton \'had-io-t3n\ 1 or Had.ding'ton.sbire \-,shi(3)r,

-shsrV — see east lothian 2 burgh Scotland # of East Lothian
Had'don \'had-'n\ urban township SW N.J. pop 17,099
Ha-dhra.maut or Ha.dra.maut X.had-ra-'miit, -'maiitX region
S Arabia bordering on Arabian sea E of Aden in Aden protec-
torate; chief city Mukalla area 58,500
Hadrumetum — see soussE
Hae.ju \'hT-(,)ju\ or Jap Kai.sbu \'kT-(,)shU\ city N Korea
on inlet of Yellow sea S of Pyongyang pop 82,135
Ha.gen or Hagen in West-la-len \'hag-3-f,)nin-,vest-'fal-3n\
city W Germany E N E of Dlisseldorf pop 193,800
Ha.gers.town \'ha-g3rz-.taiin\ city N Md. pop 36,660
Hague, The \th3-'hag\ or D 's Gra.ven-ha-ge \.s(k)rav-3n-
'hag-3\ city SW Netherlands in So. Holland near coast of North
sea; de facto * of the Netherlands pop 606,825
Haichow — see sinhaiuen
Haidarabad — see Hyderabad
Hai.fa \'hi-f3\ city & port NW Israel on Bay of Acre at foot of
Mt. Carmel pop 170.000
Haikow — see hoihow
Hai.nan \'hT-'nan\ 1 island SE China in Kwangtimg in So.
China sea area 13,000 2 strait between Hainan I. & Luichow
peninsula connecting Gulf of Tonkin with So. China sea

Hai.naut \(h)a-'n6\ 1 medieval county in Low Countries SE of
Flanders in modem SW Belgium & N France 2 province SW
Belgium # Mons area 1436, pop 1.276,552
Hai.phong X'hl-'fooV city & port N Vietnam in Tonkin in delta
of Red river pop 188,600
Hai.ti or jormerly Hay.ti \'hat-e\ 1 — see hispaniola 2 coim-

10,850, pop ab Z,l

Ha.ko-da.te \,hak-3-*dat-e\ city & port Japan in SW Hokkaido
on Tsugaru strait pop 242.582
Halab or Haleb — see alep
Ha.le.a<ka'la \,hal-e-.ak-3-'la\ dormant volcano 10.023.fr Hawaii
on E Maui 1 ; crater 2 720 }t deep, 20 m in circumference; in
Haleakala National Park {area 27) — see hawau national park
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Hal-fa-ya Pass \hal-,fi-3-\ pass NW Egypt through hills near
Mediterranean coast

Hal-i>car>iias>sus \,hal-3-(,)kar-'nas-as\ ancient city SW Asia
Minor in SW Caria on Aegean sea; its site at modem town of
Bo-drum \bo-'drum\

Hal-i-fax \'hal-3-,fak;s\ 1 city & port Canada # of N.S. pop
93.301 2 county borough N England in Yorkshire pop 98,376
Hal-le \'hal-3\ city E Germany on Saale river pop 273,828
Hall>statt \ 'hoi-, Stat, 'hal-,s(h)tat\ village W cen Austria on shore
of Hall.stat-ter Lake \,h61-.stet-3r, ,hal-,s(h)tet-\

Hal-ma-hera \,hal-m3-'her-3 ,hal-\ or Djai-lo-lo \ji-'lo-(,)lo\

island Indonesia in Moluccas; largest in group area 6928
Halm.stad \'halm-,sta(d)\ city & port SW Sweden pop 39.724
Hal-sing-horg \'hel-sio-,b6C3)r\ city & port SW Sweden on
Oresund opposite Helsingor, Denmark pop 7 7,006
Bal-tom City \,h61-t3m-\ viUage N Tex. NE of Fort Worth pop
23.133
Halys — see kizil irmak
Ha-ma \'ham-3\ or Bib Ha-math XTia-imathX city W Syria on
the Orontes pop 104,016
Ba-mad or El Hamad \,el-h3-'mad\ the SW portion of Syrian
desert
Ba-ma-dan \,ham-3-'dan, -'dan\ or one Ec-bat>a-na \ek-'bat-
'n-3\ city W Iran pop 100,029
Ha>ma*ma>t5U \,hani-3-'mat-(,}su\ city Japan on S Honshu SE
of Nagoya near Pacific coast pop 333,009
Ham-burg \'hani-.bsrg; 'ham-,bu(3)rg. -,bu(3)rk\ city & port W
Germany on the Elbe 90 m from its mouth; since 1948 a state of
the Bonn Repubhc area 288, pop 1,837,000
Ham-den \'ham-d3n\ town S Conn. N of New Haven pop 41,056
Ba-meln \'ham-3ln\ city W Germany in Lower Saxony SW of
Hannover pop 50.300
Ham-hung \'ham-,huD\ or Jap Kan-ko \'kan-Ci)ko\ city N Korea
NW of Hungnam near coast pop 112,184
Ha-mi \'ha-'me\ or Qo-mul \'ko-'mUl\ oasis W China in E
Sinkiang NE of Takia Makan desert
Ham-il-ton X'ham-sl-tsn, -3lt-=n\ 1 city SW Ohio N of Cincinnati
pop 72,354 2 or Hamilton Square urban township W N.J.
W of Trenton pop 65,035 3 town & port * of Bermuda 4 or
Grand river 208 m Canada in Nnd. in S cen Labrador flowing
E to Hamilton Inlet (inlet of the AUantic 150 m long) 5 city &
port Canada in SE Ont. on Lake Ontario pop 239,625 6 borough
New Zealand on cen North L pop 45.200
Hamilton, Mount mountain 4209 ll W CaUf. E of San Jose
Bamm \'ham. 'ham\ city W Germany on the Lippe SSE of
Munster pop 68.400
Bam-mer-fest Vham-sr-.fest, 'ham-\ town & port N Norway on
island in Arctic ocean; northernmost town in Europe, at 70°38'N
Bam-mer-smith \'hara-3r-,smith\ metropolitan borough W Lon-
don, England, N of the Thames pop 119,317
Bam-mond \'ham-3nd\ city NW Ind. SE of Chicago pop 111,698
Hamp-staire \'ham(p)-,shi(3)r, -sh3r\ 1 or Hants \'han(t)s\
formerly, and still as a postal and geographical name, a county of S
England comprising the modern administrative counties of Hamp-
shireJL IsleofWight 2 orojjkially South-amp-tou \sau-'tham(p)-
tan, sauth-'ham(p)-\ administrative county S England on EngUsh
channel # Winchester area 1503, pop 1,196.617
Hamp-stead \'ham(p)-st3d. -,sted\ metropoUtan borough NW
London, England pop 95,073
Hamp-ton \'hani(p)-tan\ city SE Va. E of Newport News on
Hampton Roads pop 89.258
Hampton Roads channel SE Va. through which the James &
Elizabeth rivers flow into Chesapeake Bay
Ham-tramck \ham-'tram-ik\ city SE Mich, entirely within city

ei flowing
I S Korea

j3 .. „ .... jntn Yellow 5a-ji

Ban Cities wuhan
Bang-chow N'harj-'chaO, 'hao-'joN city E Chtaa # of Chekiang
at head of Hangctaow Bay (inlet of East China sea) pop 696,600
Banka — see khanka
Han-ko \'haa-,k6\ or Sw Bango \'haa-,3(r)\ town & port SW
Finland on Hanko (Hango) peninsula in the Baltic SE of Turku
Han-kow X'haa-'kau, -'ko; "han-'koX former city E cen China— see WUHAN
Ban-ni-hal \'han-3-bsl\ city N E Mo. on the Mississippi pop 20,028
Han-no-ver or Han-o-ver \ 'han-.o-vsr, 'han-s-vsr, G ha-'no-vsr,
-'no-f3r\ city W Germany WNVV of Brunswick pop 5 72,300
Ba-noi \ha-'n6i, h3-\ city # of No. Vietnam in Tonkin on Red
river; formerly # of French Indochina pop ab 500,000
Han-o-ver \'han-3-v3r\ borough S Pa. SW of York pop 15.538
Han-yang \'han-'yao\ former city E cen China — see wuhan
Ha-ran \h3-'ran\ or anc Car-rhae \'kar-(,)e\ town SE Turkey;
an ancient city of N Mesopotamia
Ha-rap-pa \h3-'rap-a\ locaUty W Pakistan in Indus valley N E of
Multan
Ha-rar \'har-sr\ city E Ethiopia E of Addis Ababa pop 40,000
Har-bin X'har-ban, har-'bin\ or Fin-kiang \'bin-je-'aq\ city NE
China # of Heilungkiang on Sungari river pop 1,163,000
Hai-gei-sa \har-'ga-s3\ city N Somalia SW of Berbera; formerly
# of Brit. SomaUland pop 20,000
Ha-ri Rnd \,har-e-'rud\ or He-rl Rud \,her-\ or anc Ari-us
\'ar-e-os, 'er-; a-'rl-3s\ river 700 m NW Afghanistan & S Turk-
men Republic flowing W & N into Kara Kura desert
Har-lech \'har-,lek\ village NW Wales on Cardigan Bay
Bar-lem \'har-bm\ 1 river channel SE N.Y. NE of Manhattan
I.; with Spuvten Duyvil Creek, connects Hudson & East rivers
2 section of New York City in N Manhattan bordering on Harlem
& East rivers — Har-lem-ite \-l3-.mit\ n
Bar-ling-en Xliar-Ua-onX city S Tex. NNW of Brownsville pop
41,207
Har-ney Lake \,har-ne-\ salt lake SE Oreg. in Barney basin
(depression, area 2500)
Harney Peak mountain 7242 Jt SW S. Dak. In Black bills; highest
in state

Har-pers Per-ry National Monument \,har-p3rz-'fer-e\ his-
torical site Md.-W. Va. at town of Harpers Ferry. W. Va., at
junction of Shenandoah & Potomac rivers
Har-per Woods \,har-p3r-\ city SE Mich. NE of Detroit pop
19.995
Harris — see t^wis with Harris
Har-ris-burg \'har-ss-,bsrg\ city # of Pa. pop 79,697
Har-ri-son \'har-3-s3n\ urban township SW Pa. pop 15,710
Har-ro-gate X'har-s-gst, -,gat\ municipal borough N England in
Yorkshire N of Leeds pop 50,454
Har-row \'har-(,)o\ urban district SE England in Middlesex NW
of London pop 219,463
Hart-lord \'hart-f3rd\ city # of Conn, pop 162,178
Har-vard, Mount \'har-v3rd\ mountain 14,414 Ji, cen Colo, in
Collegiate range of Sawatch mountains SE of Mt. Elbert
Har-vey \'har-ve\ city NE 111. S of Chicago pop 29,071
Har-wich \'har-ii, -ich, US also har-(,)wich\ municipal borough
SE England in Essex on North sea
Harz \'harts\ mountains cen Germany between Elbe & Leine
rivers — see brocken
Ha-sa or El Hasa \el-'has-3\ region N E Saudi Arabia in E Nejd
bordering on Persian gulf
Has-selt\'has-3lt\ commune NE Belgium # of Limburgpop 66.109
Has-tings \'ha-sUoz\ 1 city S Nebr. pop 21,412 2 county bor-
ough SE England in East Sussex on Strait of Dover pop 65,506
Ha-tay \ha-'tT\ district S Turkey E of Gulf of Iskenderun; chief
city Iskenderun
Hat-ter-as X'hat-s-ras, 'ha-tr3s\ island N. C. between Pamlico
sound & Atlantic ocean; a long barrier island, mostly in Cape Hat-
teras National Seashore Recreational Area larea 39)
Hatteras, Cape cape N. C. on SE Hatteras I.

Hat-ties-burg \'hat-ez-,b3rg\ city SE Miss, pop 34.989
Hau-ra-ki Gull \hau-,rak-e-. -,rak-\ inlet of the Pacific N New
Zealand on N coast of North I.

Haute-Volta — see upper volta
Ha-vana or Ha-ba-na \h3-'van-3\ or Sp La Ha-ba-na \,la-Ca-)-
'van-3\ city & port # of Cuba on Gulf of Mexico pop 785,455— Ha-van-an \h3-'van-3n\ adj or n
Ha-vel \'haf-3l\ river 225 m E Germany flowing SW through
Berlin into the Elbe
Hav-er-ford \'hav-3(r)-f3rd\ urban township SE Pa. NW of
Philadelphia pop 54.019
Hav-er-Iord-west \,hav-3(r)-f3r-'dwest\ municipal borough &
port SW Wales # of Pembrokeshire
Ha-ver-hill \'hav-(3-)ral\ city NE Mass. pop 46,346
Havre — see le Havre
Ha-waii \hs-'wa-(,)(y)e, -'wT-(,)(y)e, -•w6-(,)(y)e, -'wa-ya, -'wd-ys.
-'wi-(y)3\ 1 or Ha-wai-ian islands \h3-,wa-ysn-, -,wT-(y)3n-,
-,w6-y3n-\ or Jormerly Sand-wich islands \.san-,(d)wich-\
group of islands cen Pacific 2 state of the U. S. coextensive with
Hawaiian islands; annexed 1898, a territory 1900-59 # Honolulu
area 6423, pop 632,7 72 3 island SE Hawaii, largest of the group;
chief city Kilo area 4021, pop 61.332
Hawaii National Park reservation Hawaii including Mauna Loa
& Kilauea volcanoes on Hawaii I, area 244; formerly included also
Haleakala crater (now in Haleakala National Park) on Maui I.

Ha-wash \'ha-,wash\ or Awash \'a-\ river 500 m E Ethiopia
flowing N E into the desert
Hawke Bay \'h6k\ inlet of the S Pacific N New Zealand on SE
coast of North I.

Hawke *s Bay \'h6ks\ provincial district N New Zealand on SE
coast of North I. # Napier area 4260, pop 108,800
Haw-thorne \'h6-,th6(3)m\ 1 city SW Calif. SW of Los Angeles
pop 33.035 2 borough NE N. J. N of Paterson pop 17.735
Hay \'ha\ river 530 m Canada in N Alta. & SW Mackenzie District
flowing N E into Great Slave Lake
Hayes \'haz\ 1 river 300 m Canada in E Man. flowing NE into
Hudson Bay 2 or Hayes and Har-ling-ton \'har-lio-t3n\ urban
district SE England in Middlesex W of London pop 65,608
Hayti — see HArri
Hay-ward \'ha-w3rd\ city W Calif. SE of Oakland pop 72,700
Ha-zel Park \,ha-z3l-\ city SE Mich. N of Detroit pop 25.631
Ha-zle-ton \'ha-z3l-tan\ city E Pa. S of Wilkes- Barre pop 32.056
Heard X'hsrdX island S Indian ocean SE of Kerguelen, at 53*10'S,
74°10'E; claimed by Australia

Heb-ri-des \'heb-r3-,dez\ or Western islands W Scotland in the
AUanUc divided by Little Minch into Inner Hebrides (near the
mainland) & Outer Hebrides (to NW) area 2900. pop 61.795— see LEWIS WITH HARRIS — Heb-ri-de-au \,heb-r3-'de-3n\ adJ or n
Ee-bron \'he-,br3n\ or anc Eir-jatb-ar-ba X.ksr-.jath-'ar-ba,
,ki(3)r-\ city cen Palestine SSW of Jerusalem in modem Jordan
pop 35,983
Eec-ate \'hek-3t\ strait Canada in W B.C., inlet of the Pacific be-
tween Queen Charlotte islands & the coast
Heer-len \'he(s)r-l3(n)\ commune SE Netherlands in Limburg
NE of Maastricht pop 56.600

Hei-del-berg X'hld-'l-.barg, -,be(3)rg\ city W Germany on the
Neckar ESE of Mannheim pop 127,400
Heijo — see Pyongyang
Heil-bronn \'hT(3)l-,bran, hTl-'br6n\ city W Germany on the
Neckar N of Stuttgart pop 86,100
Bei-lung-kiang \'ha-'lur)-je-'ari\ 1 — see amur 2 province NE
China in N Manchuria bordering on the Amur # Harbin area
178,996, pop 11,897.000
Be-jaz or He-djaz \he-'jaz. hij-'az\ region W Saudi Arabia on
Red sea; a viceroyalty * Mecca area 150,000, pop 2,000,000 —
He-jazi \-e\ adj or n
Hek-la or Hec-la \'hek-b\ volcano 4747 }t SW Iceland
Bel-e-na \'hel-3-n3\ city # of Mont, pop 20.22 7

Bel-go-land \'hel-go-,land\ or Hel-i-go-land \'hel-3-go-,land,
-.lant\ island W Germany in North sea, in No. Frisian islands

Hel-i-con \'hel-3-,kan, -i-ksnX mountain 5738 Jt E cen Greece
in SW Boeotia near Gulf of Corinth

He-li-op-o-lis \.he-le-'ap-a-l3s\ 1— seeBAALBEK 2 ancient ruined
city N Egypt S of modem Cairo 3 ancient ruined city 6 m_N of
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Hellas — see Greece
Hel-les, Cape \'hel-C)ez\ headland Turkey In Europe at S Up of
Gallipoli peninsula

Hellespont, Hellespontns — see Dardanelles
Hell Gate a narrow part of East river in New York aty between
Long 1. & Manhattan 1.

Hells Canyon \'helz\ or Grand Canyon of tbe Snake canyon of
Snake river on Idaho-Oreg. border 40 m long; deepest point over
7000 /r

Hel-mand or Hel-mnnd \'hel-m3nd\ river 650 m SW Afghanistan
flowing SW & W into a morass on Iranian border
Hel-mand \'hel-,m6nt\ commune S Netherlands ;)op 42,442
Helm-stedt \'helm-,s(h)tet\ city W Germany E of Brunswick ;?(y7

29,100
Hel,sing-or \,hel-siD-'3r\ or El>sl>nore \'el-s3-,noCa)r, -,n6(a)r\
city & port Denmark on N SJEcUand I. pop 21,828
Hel-sin-kl \'hel-,sir)-ke, hel-'\ or Sw Hel-sing-fors \'hel-sio-
,f6(3)rz\ city& port * of Finland on Gulf of Finland po;i 445,200
Helvetia — see Switzerland
Hemp-field \'hem(p)-,feld\ urban township SW Pa. pop 29,704
Hemp-stead \'hemCp)-,sted, -stsdX village SE N. Y. on Long I.

pop 34,641
Hen-der-son \'hen-d3r-san\ city NW 'K.y. pop 16,892
Hen-don \'hen-d3n\ urban district SE England in Middlesex,
NW suburb of London pop 155,835

Heng-e-lo \'heo-3-,Io\ commune E Netherlands in Overijssel pop
59,350
Heng-yang X'hao-'yaoX city SE cen China in SE Himan on the
Siang pop 235,000
Hen-ley \'hen-le\ or Henley on Thames municipal borough
cen England in Oxfordshire W of London
Hen-lo-pen, Cape \hen-'lo-p3n\ headland SE Del. at entrance to
Delaware Bay
Hen-ry, Cape \'hen-re\ headland SE Va. at entrance to Chesa-
peake Bay
Her-a-clea \,her-3-'kle-3\ ancient dty S Italy in Lucanla near
Gulf of Taranto
Herakliou — see candia
He-rat \he-'rat, hsA or anc Ar-ia \'ar-e-3, "er-; 9-'ri-s\ dty NW
Afghanistan on the Hari Rud £op_75,632
Her-cu-la-ne-um X.har-kya-'la-ne-smX ancient dty S Italy In
Campania on Tyrrhenian sea; destroyed a.d. 79 by eruption of
Mt. Vesuvius
Her-e-lord X'her-s-fsrd, US also 'hsr-fsrdA 1 or Her-e-lord-
shire \-,shi(a)r, -shsrS county W England on Welsh border area
842, pop 127,092 2 municipal borough, its #, on the Wye
Her-Jord \'he{3)r-.f6(3)rt\ city W Germany in North Rhine*
Westphalia ENE of Miinster pop 55,100
Heri Rud — see hari rud
He-ri-sau \'her-3-,zau\ commune NE Switzerland # of Appenzell
Outer Rhodes half canton
Her-mon, Mount X'har-msnX mountain 9232 fi on border between
Syria & Lebanon; highest in Anti-Lebanon mountains
Her-mo-sa Beach \(.)h3r-,mo-s3-\ city SW CaUf, pop 16,115
Her-mo-si-Uo \,er-m3-'se-(,)(y)o\ city NW Mexico 4 of Sonora
on Sonora river pop 43,516
Hermoupolis or Hermopolis — see ermoijpolis
Her-ne X'heCsjr-naX city W Germany in the Ruhr pop 113,700
Herst-raon-ceux or Hurst-mon-ceux \,h3rs(t)-m3n-'sii\ village

S England in East Sussex N E of Eastbourne
Her-ten \'he(=)rt-'n\ city W Germany in North Rhlne-Westphalia
N of Essen pop 51,600

Hert-ford N'hiir-fard also "hart-, US also 'hsrt-V 1 or Hert-lord-
shire \-.shio)r, -sh3r\ county SE England area 632, pop 609,735
2 municipal borough, its *, N of London
Hertogenbosch, 's — see 's hertogenbosch
Her-ze-go-vi-na _\,hert-s3-go-'ve-n3, ,h3rt-\ or Serb Her*ce-go-
vi-na \'kert-s3-go-ve-n3\ region W cen Yugoslavia S of Bosnia &
NW of Montenegro; now part of Bosnia & Herzegovina federated
republic — see Bosnia — Her-ze-go-vi*nian \,hert-sa-go-'ven-
e-an, .hart-, -'ven-ysn, -*vin-\ n
Hesse \'hes, 'hes-e\ or G Hes-sen \'hes-=n\ 1 region SW Ger-
many E of the Rhine & N of the Main divided into Hesse-Darm-
stadt (in the S) & Hes-se-Cas-sel \'kas-3l, 'kas-\ (in the N), the
latter being united with Prussia in 1866 as part of the province of
Hesse-Nassau along with the duchy of Nassau & the city of
Frankfurt 2 state of the Weimar Republic, equivalent to Hesse*
Darmstadt 3 state of the Bonn Republic, including larger part of
Hesse-Darmstadt & part of Hesse-Nassau # Wiesbaden area 8148,
pop 4,783,400
Hes-ton and Isle-worth X.hes-ts-ns-'nT-zsI-Owsrth, ,hes-°n-3-'nI-\
municipal borough S E England in Middlesex, W subiub of London
pop 106,636
Hi-a-le-ah \.hi-3-"le-3\ dty SE Fla. N of Miami pop 66,972
Hib-bing X'hib-ioX village NE cen Minn. pop 17,731
Hi-her-nia — see Ireland
Hi-bok-hi-bok \,he-,b6k-'he-,b6k\ volcano 5620 /( S Philippines
on Comiguin I.

Hick-o-ry \'hik-(s-)re\ dty W cen N, C. pop 19,328
Hicks- villa \'hiks-,vil\ urban area SE N. Y. on Long I. pop 50,405
Hic-po-chee, Lake \hik-'po-che\ lake S cen Fla. SW of Lake
Okeechobee
Hi-dal-go \hi-'dal-(,)ga, e-'£lial-\ state cen Mexico # Fachuca
area 8057, pop 909,119
Hierosolyma — see Jerusalem
Hier.ro \'ye(3)r-(,)o\ or lormerly Per-ro \'fe(3)r-(,)o\ Island
Spain, westernmost of the Canary islands area 107
High Atlas — see atlas
High.land \'hl-l3nd\ town NW Ind. S of Hammond pop 16,284
Highland Park, 1 dty NE 111. N of Chicago pop 25,532 2 dty
SE Mich, entirely within city of Detroit pop 38.063
High-lands \'hl-l3n(d)2\ mountain region N ScoUand in & N of
the Grampians
Highlands of Na-vesink \"nav-3-,sirik, 'nav-, -nev-X or Nave-
sink Highlands or Navesink Hills range of hills E N. J. extend-
ing from near Sandy Hook to Raritan Bay
Highlands of the Hudson hilly region S E N. Y. on both sides of
the Hudson; includes Storm King 1340 /r
High Plains the Great Plains esp. from Nebr. southward
High Point dty N cen N. C. SW of Greensboro pop 62,063
High Sierra the Sierra Nevada (in CaUf.)

High Tatra — see tatra
HigU Wyc-ombe \'wik-9m\ munldpal borough SE cen England
in Buckinghamshire WNW of London pop 39,352
Hiiamaa — see khiuma
Hil-des-heim \'hil-d3s-,hTm\ dty W Germany SSE of Hannover
pop 92,500
Hill-crest Heights \,hil-,krest-\ urban area S Md. pop 15,295
Hill-side \'hil-,sid\ urban township NE N.J. N of Elizabeth
pop 22,304
Hi-lo \'he-(,)lo\ dty Hawaii on E coast of Hawaii I. pop 25,966
Hil-ver-sum Vliil-var-samV city cen Netherlands in No. Holland
SE of Amsterdam pop 100,369
Hi-ma-chal Pra-desh \h3-,mach-al-prs-'desh\ territory NW India
comprising two areas NW of Uttar Pradesh area 10,904, pop
1,109,500 — see SIMLA
Hi-ma-la-ya X.him-s-'la-a, ha-'mal-Ca-)y3\ mountains S Asia on
border between India & Tibet & in Kashmir, Nepal, Sikkim, &
Bhutan — see Everest — Hi-ma-la-yan \,him-3-'la-sn, hs-'nial-

(3-)y3n\ adj
Ei-me-ji \hi-'mej-5\ dty Japan on W Honshu pop 328,689
Hindenburg — see zabrze
Hin-du Eusb \.hin-(,)dii-'kiish, -"ksshN or anc Caa-ca-sns
In-dl-cus \,k6-ka-sa-'sin-di-k3s\ mountain range cen Asia SW of
the Pamirs on border of Kashmir & in Afghanistan — see tirich nor
Ein-du-stan or Hin-do-stan \.hin-(,)dU-'stan, -da-, -'stan\

1 region N India N of the Deccan including the plain drained by
the Indus, the Ganges, & the Brahmaputra 2 the subcontinent of
India 3 the RepubUc of India
Hip-po \'hip-(,)o\ or Hippo Re-gi-us \-'re-j(e-)3s\ ancient city N
Africa S of modern Bone, Algeria; chief town of Numidia
Bi-ro-sa-ki \hi-'r6-sa-ke, hir-3-'sak-e\ city Japan in N Honshu
SW of Aomoii pop 138,953

Hi-ro-shi*ma X.hir-a-'she-raa, ha-'ro-sh3-ma\ city Japan on SW
Honshu on Inland^sea pop 431,336

His-pa-nia \his-'pan-e-3, -'pan-ya, -'pan-\ the Iberian peninsula

His-pan-io-la \,his-p3n-'y5-l3\ or Sp Es-pa-no-la \.es-.pan-'yo-

l3\ or jormerly Hai-ti \'hat-e\ or San-to Do-min-go \,sant-3d-

o-'mio-(,)go\ or San Domingo \,san-d3-\ island West Indies in

the Greater Antilles; divided between Haiti (on W) & Dominican
Repubhc (on E) area 29,979
His-sar-llk \,his-3r-'Uk\ site of ancient Troy NW Turkey in Asia
4 m S E of mouth of the Dardanelles
Hi-va Oa \,he-v9-'o-3\ island S Pacific in SE Marquesas area 154
Hi-V7as-see \hT-'was-e\ river 150 m E U.S. flowing from NE Ga.
WNW into the Tennessee in Tenn.

Ho-bart, 1 N'ho-bartX city NW Ind. pop 18,680 2 \-,bart\ dty
& port Australia * of Tasmania pop (with suburbs) 99,500
Hobbs \'habz\ city SE N. Mex. pop 26,275

Hoch-stadt \'h3(r)k-,s(h)let\ town W Germany in Bavaria on
the Danube N E of Ulm
Ho-dei-da \ho-'dad-3\ city & port W Yemen pop 30,000
Hod-me-zo-va.sar-hely \'hod-m3-,z3(r)-'vash-3r-,ha\ dty SE
Hungary N E of Szeged near Tisza river pop 38,000
Hof X'hof, 'h6f\ city W Germany in Bavaria on the Saale NE of
Bayreuth pop 56,100
Ho-fei \'h3-'fa\ or Lu-chow \'lii-'jo\ city E China * of Anhwel
W of Nanking pop 183,600
Ho-fuf \hu-'fiif\ city N E Saudi Arabia in E Nejd; chief town of
Hasa region pop 100,000
Hoggar — see ahaggar
Ho-hen-lin-den X'ho-sn-.lin-dan, ,ho-3n-'\ village W Germany in
Bavaria E of Munich
Ho-hen-zol-lern X'ho-sn-.zal-am, ,ho-3n-'\ region SW Germany,
formerly a province of Prussia — see wi^RTTEMBERO
Ho-he Tau-ern \.ho-3-'taii(-3)m\ range of the E Alps W Austria
between Carinttiia & Tirol — see grossglockner
Hoi-how \'hoi-'haii, 'hi-'ho\ or Hai-kow V'hi-'kaii, -'ko\ city &
port SE China in Kwangtung on N E Hainan I. pop 135,300
Hok.kai-do \ha-'kTd-(,)o\ or Ye-zo \'yez-(,)o\ island N Japan
N of Honshu area 30,077
Hoko — see pohano
Hol-born \'ho(l)-b3m\ metropolitan borough W cen London,
England pop 24,806
Hol-guin \Ch)ol-'gen\ dty E Cuba NW of Santiago de Cuba pop
57,573
Hol-land \'hal-and\ 1 dty W Mich, on Lake Michigan pop 24,777
2 medieval county of Holy Roman Empire bordering on North
sea, now forming No. & So. Holland provinces of the Netherlands
3 — see NETHERLANDS— Hol-land-cr \-3n-dar\ n
Holland, Parts of administrative coimty E England in SE Lincoln-
shire * Boston area 420, pop 101,500
Hol-lan-dia \ha-'lan-de-3\ city& port # of West New Guinea pop
16,300
Hol-ly-wood \'hal-e-,wud\ 1 section of Los Angeles, Calif. NW
of the downtown district_ 2 city SE Fla. N of Miami pop 35,237
Hol-stein \'hol-,stTn, -,sten\ region NW Gei-many S of Jutland
peninsula adjoining Schleswig; once a duchy of Denmark, became
a part of Prussia 1866
Hol-ston \'hol-st3n\ river 140 m E Tenn. flowing SW to unite with
the French Broad forming the Tennessee
Ho-ly \'ho-le\ X or Lin-dis-farne \'lin-d3S-,ram\ Island N
England off NE coast of Northumberland 2 or Holy-head
\'hal-e-,hed\ island NW Wales in St. George's Channel off W
coast of Anglesey
Holy Cross, Mount ot tie mountain 13,996 jt NW cen Colo, to
Sawatch range
Holy-head \'hal-e-,hed\ urban district & port NW Wales in
Anglesey on Holy I.

Holy Land Palestine
Holy Loch inlet of Firth of Clyde W Scotland on NW shore of the
firth opposite mouth of Oyde river

Hol-yoke \'hoI-,yok\ city SW Mass. pop 52;689
Homestead National Monument site S E Nebraska W of Beatrice
of first homestead entered under General Homestead Act of 1862
Home-wood \'hom-,wud\ dty cen Ala. pop 20,289
Homs N'homz, 'h6m(p)s\ 1 or jormerly Leb-da \'leb-d3\ or anc
Lep-tls Mag-na \,lep-t3-*smag-n3\ town & port Libya ES E of Trip-
oli 2 or anc Em-e-sa \'em-3-S3\ city W Syria pop 132,637
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China # ChengchoHo>nan \'ho-'nan\ province E

64,479. pop 44,215,000
Hon>du>ras \han-'d(y)ur-as\ country Central America bordering
on the Caribbean & the Pacific; a republic # Tegucigalpa area
59,160, pop 1.953,094 — Hon-dU-ran \-3n\ adj or n — Hon-
dii-ra<ne>an or Hon-du-ra*ui>an \,han-d(y)a-'ra-ne-3n\ adj or n
Honduras, Gulf ol inlet of the Caribbean between S Brit. Hon-
duras, E Guatemala, &. N Honduras
Hon-fleur \o"-'n3r\ town & port NW France on Seine estuary
Hong Kong or Hong.kong \'haiD-,kao, -'kao; 'hoo-.koa. -'k6o\
1 Brit, crown colony SE China E ot mouth of Pearl river including
Hong Kong I., Kowloon peninsula & adjacent area on mainland,
& nearby islands # Victoria area 391, pop 2,806,000 2 — see
VICTORIA
Ho*nJ*a-ra \,ho-ne-'ar-a\ town W Pacific * of the Brit. Solomons
on Guadalcanal
Ho<no>lu*lU \,han-1-'ii-C,)Iii, ,hon-1-\ city &. port # of Hawaii on
Oahu I. pop 294,179
Hon-shn \'han-(,)shU\ or Hon>dO \-(,)do\ island Japan, chief
island of the group area 88,000
Hood, Mount \'hud\ mountain 11,245 // NW Oreg. in Cascade
range; highest point in state

Hood Gaual inlet of Puget Sound 80 m long W Wash, along E
shore of Olympic peninsula
Hoo.ghly or Hu.gli \'hu-gle\ river 120 m NE India flowing S
into Bay of Bengal; most westerly channel of the Ganges in its delta
Hook ol Holland \,huk-\ headland 5W Netherlands in So. Hol-
land on coast SW of The Hague
Hoorn — see futuna
HoO'Sac \'hii-S3k, -sik\ mountain range W Mass. In Green moun-
tains; highest peak Spruce Hill 2588 //

Hoo-ver Dam X.hli-vsrA or Boul.der Dam \,bol-d3r-\ dam 726
ji high in Colorado river between Nev. & Ariz. — see mead (Lake)
Ho<pat*cong, Lake \hs-'pai-,kan, ,kaD\ lake 8 m long N N.J._

HO'pei or Ho*peIl \'ho-'pa\ or Jormerly Gbib'li \'che-'le\
province NE China bordering on Po Hai * Tientsin area 84,865,
pop 43.348,000
Hope* well Vhop-.wel, -W3l\ city SE Va. pop 17,895
Hop.kins.viUe \'hap-kanz-.vil\ city SW Ky. pop 19,465
Hor \'h6(3)r\ mountain 4430// SW Jordan
Ho-reb \'h6r-,eb, 'h6r-\ or Si*nai \'sT-,ni also -ne-,T\ mountain
where according to the Bible the Law was given to Moses; thought
to be in the Gebel Musa on Sinai peninsula
Hor-muz or Oi'inuz \'{h)6r-,moz, Ch)6r-'miiz\ 1 ancient town S
Iran on Strait ol Hormuz (strait between Iran & N Trucial Oman
connecting Persian gulf & Gulf of Oman) 2 island SE Iran in
Strait of Hormuz
Horn, Cape \'h6(3)m\ headland S Chile on an island in Tierra dd
Fuego; southernmost point of So. America, at 55°59'S
Horn*churcli X'hbm-.charchX urban district SE England in Essex
ENE of London pop 104,128
Horn ol Alrica the easternmost projection of Africa S of Gulf of
Aden including Somalia & SE Ethiopia; its E tip is Cape Guardafui
Horn>sey \'h6rn-ze\ municipal borough SE England in Middlesex,
N suburb of London pop 98,134

Hor>sens \'h6r-S9nz, -S3n(t)s\ city & port Denmark in E Jutland
pop 36,138
Hos.pi-ta-let \,(h)as-,plt-'l-'et\ city NE Spain in Barcelona
province, SW suburb of Barcelona pop 69,748
Hot Springs city W cen Ark. in Hot Springs National Park
(reservation containing numerous hot mineral springs) pop 28,337

Hou-ma \'ho-m3, 'hti-\ city SE La. pop 22,561
Hou.sa-ton.ic \,hu-s»-*tan-ik, ,hu-z3-\ river 148 m W Mass. &
W Conn, flowing from Berkshire hills S into Long Island Sound
Hous>ton \'(h)yii-stan\ city & port SE Tex. NW of Galveston
Bay; connected with Gulf of Mexico by ship canal pop 938,219
Hove \'hov\ municipal borough S England in East Sussex on
English channel. W suburb of Brighton pop 69,435_
Ho.ven.weep National Monument \.ho-van-,wep-\ site SE
Utah & SW Colo, of prehistoric pueblos & cUff dwellings
How-rail \'hau-r3\ city NE India in West Bengal on the Hooghly
opposite Calcutta pop 433,600
Hra'dec Kra-lo.ve \,(h)rad-,ets-'kral-3-,va\ or G Eti<nig>gratz
\'ka-nig-,grats, 'k3(r)n-ig-\ city W Czechoslovakia pop 51,480
Hsiang — see siang
Hsin-chu \*shin-'chii\ city & port China in NW Formosa on
coast SW of Taipei pop 124,596
Hua-lla-ga \wa-yag-3\ river 700 m W & N Peru flowing N into
the Maranon _ _
Huam'ho \'wam-(,)bo\ or No-va Lis>t)oa \,n6-v»-lezh-'vo-3\
city Angola in the W cen highlands pop 28,000
Huas>ca*ran \,was-ka-'ran\ or HuaS'Cau \wa-'skan\ mountain
22,205 Jt W Peru; highest in the country
Hud-derS'lleld X'had-arz-.feldX county borough N England in
West Riding, Yorkshire, N E of Manchester pop 129,021
Hud*son \'h3d-s3n\ 1 river 306 m E N.Y. flowing from Adiron-
dack mountains S into New York Bay 2 strait 450 m long E
Canada between S Baffin I. & N Que. connecting Hudson Bay
with the Adantic 3 bay inlet of the Atlantic in Canada in E
Northwest Territories; an inland sea 850 m long & 600 m wide— Hud'So*nl>au \.h3d-'so-ne-an\ adj
Hue or F Hue \h(y)ij-'a, 'wa\ city & port S cen Vietnam in Annam;
formerly # of Annam pop 113,000
Huel<va \'wel-v3\ 1 province SW Spain in Andalusia on Gulf
of Cadiz area 3913, pop 408,287 2 city, its # pop 78,878
Hues-ca \'wes-k3\ 1 province NE Spain in Aragon area S848,
pop 241,812 2 commune, its ^ pop 24,973
Hu-he.hot \*hu-(.)ha-'hot\ or Kwei-sui \'gwa~'swa\ or Ku-ku-
Kho.to \,ku-(,)ku-'k6t-(,)o, -'h6t-\ city N China # of Inner
Mongolia E of Paotow pop 148,400
Hui-la \'we-(,)la\ volcano 18,700 /f SW cen Colombia
Hule, Lake — see merom (Waters of)

Hull \'hal\ 1 city Canada in SW Que. on Ottawa river opposite
Ottawa, Ont. pop 49,243 2 or Kings.ton upon Hull \,kio(k)-
st3n-\ county borough & port N England in East Riding, York-
shire, on the Humber pop 299,068
Hum-ber N'ham-barX estuary 40 m E England formed by the Ouse
& the Trent & flowing E & SE into North sea

Hum.boldt X'ham-.boltX 1 river 290 m N Nev. flowing W &
SW into Rye Patch reservoir & formeriy into Humboldt Lake
2 glacier NW Greenland; largest known glacier 3 bay NW Calif,
on which Eureka is situated
Humboldt Lake or Humboldt Sink intermittent lake 20 m longW Nev. formerly receiving Humboldt river; has no outlet to ocean
Hum.phreys, Mount \'h3m(p)-frez\ mountain peak 12,670 Jt
N cen Ariz. — see san francisco peaks

Hu.nan \'hu-'nan\ province SE cen China * Changsha area
81,274, pop 33,227,000 — Hu-na.nese N.hu-na-'nez, -'nes\ adj

Hun.ga>ry \'h3D-g(a-)re\ or Hung Ma-gyar<or>szag \'maj-,ar-
,6r-.sag\ country cen Europe; formerly a kingdom, since 1946
a republic * Budapest area 35,912, pop 9,977,870
Hung-nam \'huo-,nara\ or Jap Ko.uan \'ko-.nan\ city & port N
Korea on Sea of Japan pop 143,600
Hung.shui \'huo-'shwa\ river 800 m S China flowing from E
Yunnan E to unite with the Yii in E Kwangsi forming West river
Hung'tze \'huo-'(d)z3\ lake 65 m long E China in W Kiangsu;
traversed by Yellow river

Hun-ter X'hsnt-arX river 287 m SE Australia in E New So. Wales
flowing E into the Pacific
Hun-ting.don X'hsnt-io-danN 1 or Hun*tlng*don>shire \-,shi(3)r,
-shsrX or Hunts \*han(t)s\ county E cen England area 366, pop
69,273 2 municipal borough, its #, on the Great Ouse
Hun.ting.ton V'hant-io-tanX 1 city NE Ind. SW of Fort Wayne
pop 16,185 2 city W W. Va. on the Ohio pop 83,627
Huntington Park city SW Calif. S of Los Angeles pop 29,920
Huntington Station urban area SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 23,438
HuntS'Ville \'h3n(t)s-,vil, -V3l\ city N Ala. pop 72,365
Hun<za \'hun-z3\ district NW Jammu & Kashmir N of Hunza
river # Baltit area 8000, pop 32,000
HU'On \'hyu-,an\ gulf inlet of Solomon sea on SE coast of North*
East New Guinea S of Huoji peninsula
HU'pei or HU'peb \'hii-'pa\ province E cen China # Wuhan
area 72,394, pop 27,790,000
Hu-ron, Lake \'hyur-an, *hyu(alr-,an\ lake E cen No. America
between the U.S. & Canada; one of the Great Lakes area 23,010
Hiirt.gen \'hi(3)rt-g3n, 'hurt-\ town W Germany E of Aachen
near Hurtgen Forest
Hurstmouceux — see herstmonceux
Hutch.in.son \'h3ch-a(n)-s3n\ city cen Kans. pop 37,574
Hutt \'h3t\ city New Zealand on S North I. pop 93,000
Huy \'we\ commune E Belgium SW o( Liege pop 60,398
HuV'ton with Ro.by \,hit-*n-wii|i-'ro-be, -with-\ urban district
NW England in Lancashire E of Liverpool pop 55,783
Hwai \'(h)wT\ river 600 m E China flowing from S Honan E
into Hungtze Lake
Hwal*nan \'(h)wT-'nan\ or jormerly Show>hsien \'sho-she-'en\
city E China in N cen Anhwei SW of Pengpu pop 286,900
Hwaining — see anking
Hwang Ho — see yellow
Hwang Pu or Whang.poo \'(h)wao-'pu\ river 70 m E China
flowing E & N past Shanghai into the Yangtze
Hwang>5hib \'(h)war)-'she\ city E China in E Hupei on the
Yangtze SE of Wuhan pop 110,500

Hy.atts.ville \"hT-3ts-,vil, -val\ city SW Md. pop 15,168
Hy.bla X'hl-bbX ancient town in Sicily on S slope of Mt. Etna
Hydaspes — see jhelum
Hy*der-abad \'hid-(9-Ua-,bad, -,bad\ 1 former state S cen India
in the Deccan # Hyderabad 2 or Hai'dar*abad city S cen India
* of Andhra Pradesh pop 1,085,700 3 city Pakistan in S West
Pakistan in Sind on the Indus pop 241,800

Hy.dra X'hT-draX or NGk Idhra \'etti-r3\ island Greece in S
Aegean sea oif^ E coast of Peloponnesus area 20 — Hy*drl>ot
\'hT-dre-3t, -dre-,at\ or Hy<dri>ote \-,ot, -3t\ n
Hydraotes — see ravi
Hy.dres \e-'e(3)r 'yeCa)r\ X islands (F lies d'Hydres \,el-de-
'e(3)r, el-'dye(3)r\) in the Mediterranean off SE coast of France
2 city SE France on Cote d'Azur E of Toulon pop 26,400
Hy.niet'tus \hi-'met-as\ mountain ridge 3370 ft, cen Greece E
& SE of Athens — Hy-met^ti-an \-'met-e-an\ adj
Hyr*ca*nia \(,)h3r-'ka-ne-3\ province of ancient Persia on SE
coast of Caspian sea N E of Media & NW of Parthia — Hyr*ca-
ni-an \-ne-an\ adj

la-si \'yash(-e)\ or Jas-sy \'yas-e\ city NE Romania pop 122,780
Iba«dan \_e-'bad-'n\ city SW Nigeria pop 459,000
Ibe-ria \i-'bir-e-3\ 1 ancient Spain 2 the Iberian peninsula
3 ancient region S of the Caucasus W of Colchis in modem Georgia

Ibe>ri*an \-e-3n\ peninsula SW Europe between the Mediterranean
& the AUantic occupied by Spain & Portugal

Ibi-cuS \,e-bi-'kwe\ river 400 m S Brazil in Rio Grande do Sul
flowing W into the Urugviay

Ibiza — see iviza
Ipa — see putumayo
Icar.ia \T-*ker-e-3, -'kar-; ik-'er-, -'ar-Nor NGk Ika-rIa\,e-k3-'re-3\
or Ni'ka-rla \,ne-k3-\ island Greece WSW of Samos area 99

Icel — see mersin
Iceland X'l-slsnd, 1-,sland\ or Dan IS'land \'e-,slau\ or Ice-

landic Is>land \'e-,slant\ island between the Arctic & the Atlantic
SE of Greenland; a repubhc formerly (1380-1944) belonging to
Denmark, latterly (1918-44) as an independent kingdom in per-
sonal union with Denmark # Reykjavik area 39,709, pop 143,973— Ice-land-er \T-,slan-dar. *T-sl3n-\ n
Ichang \'e-'char)\ city cen China in W Hupei pop 81,000
Icoulum — see konya ,
Ida \'Td-3\ 1 or NGk Idhi \'e-tlie\ mountain 8195 ft Greece jn
cen Crete; highest on island 2 or Turk Kaz-da-gl \,kaz-da-'(g)e\
mountain 581 // NW Turkey in Asia S E of Troy
Ida-bo \'Td-a-,ho\ state NW U.S. * Boise area 83,557, pop 667,-
191 — Ida-ho.an \,Td-3-'ho-3n\ adj or n

Idaho Falls city SE Idaho on the Snake pop 33,161
Id.fu \'id-(,)fii\ or Ed-iu \'ed-\ city S Egypt on Nile pop 20,700
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& port NW Italy in

Idumaea or Idamea — see edom — Id>u-mae<axi or Id>u>me*aii
\,ij-3-'me-j.n\ ad} orn

le.per \*ya-P3r\ or F Tpres V'epr'V commune NW Belgium in
West Randers Bop 17,682

Il-ni \'if-ne\ 1 territory SW Morocco; administered by Spain
area 741. pop 38,295 2 or Si«di Uni \,sed-e-\ town. # of the
territory

Igua^gu or Iguas.sa or Sp Igna^zu \,e-BW3-'sii\ river 380 m S
Brazil in Parana slate flowing W into the Alto Parana; contains
Iguagu Falls (waterfall over 2 m wide composed of more than 20
cataracts averaging 200 ^f in height)

IJS'Sel or Ijs.sel or Ys.sel \'T-S3l\ river 70 m E Netherlands
flowing out of Rhine river N into IJsselmeer

IJs-sei.meer \'i-S3l-,me(a)r\ or LaKe IjS'Sel NT-sslX or formerly
Zui-der, or Zuy-der, Zee X.zTd-sr-'za, -'ze\ lake N Netherlands
.separated from North sea by a dike & bordered by reclaimed lands
Ile-de-France region & former province N cen France bounded on

Kl by Picardy, on E by Champagne, on S by Orieanais, & on W
,by Normandy # Paris
lie da Diable — see devil's island

Sles de la Soci6te — see society

iles du Vent — see windward
iles sons le Vent — see leeward
II. lord \'il-f3rd\ municipal borough SE England In Essex, NE
suburb of London pop 184,707
Hi \'e-'[e\ nver 800 m, cen Asia flowing from W Sinklang, China,
V^ & NVJ into Lake BaUchash in Kazakhstan

Ilia — see Eus
Il-i-am-ua \.il-e-'ara-na\ 1 lake 80 m long SW Alaska NE of
Bnsiol Bay 2 volcano 10,085 7/ N E of Iliamna Lake

Ilium or Ilion — see troy — II i-an \'il-e-an\ adj or n
Illam>pu \e-'(y)am-(,)pu\ 1 or So*ra>ta \s3-'rat-3\ massif in the
Andes W Bolivia E of Lake Titicaca — see ancohuma 2 peak
21.276 /; in the lllampumassif

Zlli*ma'ni \,e-{y)a-'man-e\ mountain 22.579/' Bolivia E of La Paz
Il-li.nois \,il-a-'n6i also -"ooizN 1 river 273 m 111. flowing SW into
the Mississippi 2 slate cen U.S. # Springfield area 56,400, pop
10.081.158 — iMi-nois.an \,il-9-'n6i-3n. -"noiz-'nX adj or n

Il>lyT*ia \s-'lir-e-3\ ancient country S Europe in Balkan peninsula
comprising the Adriatic coast & its hinterland — Il-lyr>ic \-'lir-ik\

adj
Il-lyr-i*cum Na-lir-i-kamX province of Roman Empire in lUyria
Il<men \'il-man\ lake U.S.S.R. in NW Soviet Russia, Europe, S of
Lake Ladoga

Ilo*ilo \,e-la-'we-(,)16\ city Philippines on S coast of Panay I. pop
46,416

Ini'pe'ria \im-'pir-e-a, -'per-X
Liguria SW of Genoa pop 28,295

Im-pe-ri-al \ira-*pir-e-al\ valley U.S. & Mexico in SE Calif. & NE
Baja Cahfornia state in Colorado desert; most of area below sea
level — see salton sea
Imperial Beach city SW Calif. S of San Diego pop 17,773
Imp*hal \'imp-,h3l\ city NE India # of Manipur pop 132,000
Iin°roz \im-'rbz\or Gk Im'hrosX'im-bras, 'em-,vr6s\island Turkey
in the IM E Aegean W of GalbpoU peninsula area HO
lua'gua \in-'ag-wa\ two islands in the SE Bahamas: Great
Inagua (50 m long) & Little Inagua (8 m long)
In<chon \*in-,chan\ or Cbe.mal-po \ja-'miil-(,)po\ or Jap Jin<seii
\'jin-,sen\ ciiv & port S Korea W of Seoul pop 318,683

In>de*pen>dence \,in-da-'pen-d3n{t)s\ city W Mo. pop 62,328
In-dia \*in-de-3\ 1 peninsula region (often called a subcontinent)
S Asia S of the Himalayas between Bay of Bengal & Arabian sea
occupied by India & Pakistan & formerly often considered as also
including Burma (but not Ceylon) 2 those parts of India until
1947 under Brit, rule or protection together with BJ^luchlstan &
the Andaman & Nicobar islands &, prior to 19 37, Burma 3 or
Bba^rat N'bar-at, 'ba-ratX country comprising major portion of
pemnsula; a repubUc withm the Brit. Commonwealth; until 1947 a
part of the Brit. Empire * New Delhi area 1,259,765, pop 356,-
879.394

In>di<an \'in-de-sn\ 1 ocean E of Africa, S of Asia, W of Aus-
traUa & Tasmania, & N of Antarctica area 28,925,000 2 — see
THAR
In-di-ana \.in-de-'an-3\ state E cen U.S. # Indianapolis area
36,291, pop 4,662,498 — In-di-an-aa \-'an-an\ adj or n —
In.di.an-i.an \-'an-e-an\ adj or n
Indiana Harbor harbor district in East Chicago, Ind., on Lake
Michigan

In<di*a-nap>o*Iis \,In-de-a-'nap-(3-)las\ city # of Ind. pop 476,258— In*(ii>an*a.pol>i>tan \.in-de-,aa-a-'pal-st-^\ n
Indian river lagoon 165 m long E Fla. between mainland &
coastal islands

Indian States or Native States former semi-Independent states of
the Indian Empire ruled by native princes subject to varying de-
grees of Brit, authority — see British indla
Indian Territory former territory S U.S. in present state of Okla.
In*dies \'in-(,)dez\ 1 east indies 2 west indies
In-di.gir.ka \,in-d3-'gi(3)r-ks\ river 850 m U.S.S.R. in N E
Yakutsk RepubUc flowing N into East Siberian sea

In-do*chi*na \'in-(,)do-'chr-n9\ 1 or Farther India peninsula
SE Asia projecting mto So. China sea; includes Burma. Cambodia
Laos, Malaya, Thailand, & Vietnam 2 or French Indochina
former country SE Asia bordering on So. China sea & Gulf of
Siam & comprising Annam, Cambodia, Coctiin China, I-aos, &
Tonkm # Hanoi

In>do>ne'Sia \,in-d3-'ne-zh», -shsX 1 country SE Asia in Malay
archipelago comprising Sumatra, Java. S & E Borneo, Celebes, &
many adjacent smaller islands; a repubUc since 1949; formerly (as
Netherlands East Indies) an overseas territory of the Netherlands
including also Netherlands New Guinea # Djakarta (formerly
Batavia) area 583,479, pop 86,900,000 2 the Malay archipelago

In-dore \in-'dof3)r, -d6(3)r\ 1 former state cen India in Narbada
valley * Indore; area now in Madhva Pradesh 2 city NW cen
India in W Madhya Pradesh pop 310,900

In-dus \'in-d3s\ river 1800 m S Asia flowing from Tibet NW St.

SSW through W Pakistan into Arabian sea
In.gle.wood \'io-g3l-.wiid\ 1 city SW CaUf SW of Los Angeles
pop 63.390 2 urban area N cen Tenn. near Nashville pop 26,52 7
In.gol.stadt \'io-g3l-.s(hjtat\ city W Germany in Bavaria N of
Munich pop 51.500

InK.ster \'loCk)-star\ village SE Mich. W of Detroit pop 39,097
In>land \'in-,land, -land\ sea inlet of the Pacific 240 m long SW
Japan between Honshu on E & N, Kyushu on W, & Shikoku on S
Inland Empire region NW U.S. between Cascade range & Rocky
mountains in E Wash.. N Idaho,W Mont., & NE Oreg.; chief city
Spokane. Wash.
Inn \'ui\ river 320 m W Europe flowing from Rhaetian Alps In
Switzerland N E through Austria into the Danube in Germany
Inner Hebrides — see Hebrides
Inner Mongolia region N China in SE Mongolia & W Manchuria
* Huhehot area 454,633, pop 7,338,000

InnisKilling — see enniskillen
Inns*bruck X'inz-.bruk, 'ina)s-\ city W Austria pop 95.055
Inside Passage or Inland Passage protected shipping route from
Puget Sound, Wash., to Skagway, Alaska, ioUowing channels
between mainland &. coastal islands

In*ter*la-ken \.int-3r-'lak-3n\ commime W cen SwiUerland In
Bern canton on the Aare between Lake of Thun & Lake of Brienz

International Zone — see morocco
Inu-viU \in-"u-vik\ town NW Canada # of Northwest Territories
ia Mackenzie delta

In>ver<car>giU \,in-v3r-'kar-g3l\ borough & port New Zealand on
S coast of South I. pop 29.094

In-ver-ness \.in-v3r-'Des\ 1 or In-ver-ness-shire \-'nes(h)-
,shi(3)r, -sh3r\ county NW Scodand area 4211, pop 84,924
2 burgh, its # pop 28,115

Ican-ni-na \yo-'an-e-(,)na\ or Tan*nl-na \'yan-e-(,)na\ city
NW Greece in N Epirus pop 32,268

lo-na \i-'o-n3\ island Scodand in S Inner Hebrides off SW tip of
MuU 1 area 6

Io>nia \i-'o-ne-3\ ancient region W Asia Minor bordering on the
Aegean W of Lydia & Cana — Io>ni-an \-ne-an\ adj or n

Ionian, 1 sea arm of the Mediterranean between S E Italy & W
Greece 2 islands W Greece in Ionian sea

Io>wa \'I-3-wa\ 1 river 291 m Iowa flowing SE Into the Missis-
sippi 2 state cen U.S. # Des Moines area 56.290, pop 2.757.537— IO*wan \-w3n\ adj or n
Iowa City city E_Iowa pop 33.443
Ipin \'e-*pin, -'pen\ or jormerly Sii<chow \'s(h)U-'jo, 'sii-'chauX or
^Sui'fu city cen China in S Szechwan on the Yangtze pop 177,500
Ipiros — see epirus
Ipoh \'e-f.)po\ city Federation of Malaya in cen Perak pop 125,855
Ipsambul — see abu simbel
Ip-sus \'ip-s3S\ ancient viUage W cen Asia Minor in S Phrygia
Ips<wich \'ip-(,)swich\ 1 city E Australia in SE Queensland
SW of Brisbane pop 40.900 2 county borough E England # of
East Suffolk pop 104,788

Iqni*que \i-'k_e-ke\ city & port N Chile on the Pacific pop 39,576
Iqui'tos \i-'ket-(,)6s\ city NE Peru on the Amazon pop 54,300
Iraklion — see candia
Iran \i-'ran, -'ran; i'ran\ or esp jormerly Fer*sia X'par-zha, esp
Brit -sha\ country SW Asia bordering in N on Caspian sea & in

S on Persian gulf & Gulf of Oman; a kingdom # Tehran area
628.000, pop 18,944,821 — Irani \-'ran-e, -'ran-\ adj or n

Iraq \i-'rak, -*rak\ 1 or Irak countrv SW Asia in Mesopotamia; a
repubUc smce 1958, formeriy a kmgdom # Baghdad area 171,555,
pop 6,538,109 2 — see arak — Iraqi \-*rak-e, -'rak-\ adj or n

Ire.land \'i(a)r-l3nd\ \ or I. Hi*ber>nia XhT-'bar-ne-aX island
W Europe in the Atlantic, one of the Brit. Isles area 32,375; di-

vided between RepubUc of Ireland & Northern Ireland 2 or Re-
public ol Ireland or Ei*re X'ar-s, 'ar-e, "er-, "ar-, Tr-X country
occup\ing major pordon of island; a repubUc since 1949; a division
of the Luited Kingdom of Great Brttam & Ireland 1801-1921 &
(as Irish Free State) a dominion of the Brit. Commonwealth
1922-37 #DubUn area 26,602, pop 2.814,703 3 — see NORTHERM
IRELAND
Irian — see new guinea
Irish sea arm of the Atlantic between Great Britain & Ireland
Ir>kntsk Xi(3)r-'kutsk, .ar-X city U.SS.R. in E cen Soviet Russia,
Asia, on theAngara near Lake Baikal pop 365.000
Iron Gate \,u-3im-\ nver gorge 2 m long in the Danube at place
where it cuts around end of Transylvaman Alps on border between
Romania & Yugoslavia

Iron<ton \'iC-s)m-t3n\ city S Ohio on the Ohio pop 15,745
Ir-ra*wad<dy \,ir-a-'wad-^ river 1350 m Burma flowing S into
Bay of Bengal through several mouths

Ir-tysh or Ir<tish XUa^r-'tish, ,3r-\ river 2200 m, cen Asia flowing
from Altai mountains in Sinkiang, China, N W & N into the Ob in
U S.S R.

Irun Xe-'run\ commune N Spain in Gulpiizcoa E of San Sebastf&n
near French border pop 19,452

Ir<ving X'sr-vioX city NE Tex. W of Dallas pop 45,985
Ir-ving-ton X-tanX town NE N.J. WSW of Newark pop 59,379
Is-a-bela X.iz-a-'bel-aX or Al<be<marle X'al-bti-,marlX island Ecua-
dor; largest of the Galapagos area 1650
Isar X'e-.zarX river 219 m W Europe flowing from Tirol, Austria,
NW through Bavaria, Germany, into the Danube

Isan-ria XT-'s6r-e-»\ ancient district in E Pisidia SAsia Minor on
N slope of W Taurus mountains — Isau-ri-an X-e-snX adj or n

Is-chia Xls-ke-sX island Italy WSW of Naples area 18
Ise Bay X.e-,sa-\ inlet of the Pacific S Japan on S coast of Honshu
Iseo, Lake Xe-'za-(.)oX lake 14 m long N Italy in Lombardy NW
of Bergamo
Isere \e-'ze(3)rX river 150 m SE France flowing from Graian Alps
WSW into the Rhone

Iser>Ioba X.e-zar-'lon, "e-zar-.X city W Germany in Ruhr valley SE
of Dortmund pop 55,100

Is.la.han X.is fa-'han, -'hanX or Es-fa-han X.es-X or Is-pa.han
X.is-ps-X city W cen Iran; former * of Persia pop 254,876

Ishim Xi-'shira\ river 1330 m U.S.S.R. flowing from N Kazakh
RepubUc N into the Irtysh

Isis X'i-S3s\ the Thames river. England, at & above Oxford
Is>ken>de<run X(.>is-,ken-da-'runX or Is*ken-de*ron X-'nanX or
jormerly Al-ex<an.dret-ta X,al-ig-C.)zan-'dret-3. ,el-X city & port
S Turkey on Gull oX Iskenderuu (inlet of the Mediterranean)
pop 63 7 36
Is>lam<abad Xis-Tam-a-,bad, iz-nam-o-,badX projected # of Paki-
stan m N E West Pakistan in Murree hills N E of Rawalpindi

t 234
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Isle an Hant VJ-Is-lio, ,e-\ island Me. at entrance to Penobscot
Bay — see acadia national park

Isle-de-France — see Ile-de-francb
Isle of Ely — see ely (Isle of)

Isle of Man — see man (Isle of) _ _
Isle of Pines, 1 or Sp Is. la de Pi-nos \,ez-la-tIia-'pe-nos\ Island

W Cuba in the Caribbean area 1180 2 — see kunie
Isle of Wight — see wight (Isle of)

Isle Roy.ale \T(3)l-'r6i(-5)l\ island Mich, in NW Lake Superior
in Isle Royale National Park (a'rea 209)

IS'ling'ton X'iz-lio-tsnX metropolitan borough N cen London,
England pop 235,645

Is.ma-ilia X.iz-ma-s-'le-sX city NE Egypt on the Suez canal pop
115,200

Ison-zo \e-'z6n(t)-(,)so\ river 75 m NW Yugoslavia & NE Italy

flowing S into Gulf of Trieste
Is.par-ta \,is-(,)par-'ta\ city SW Turkey N of Antalya pop 36.201

Is.ra-el \'iz-re-3l\ 1 ancient kingdom Palestine comprising the

lands occupied by the Hebrew people; established ah 1025 B.C.;

divided ab 933 B.C. into a S kingdom (Judah) & a N kingdom
(Israel) 2 or Northern Kingdom or Ephra.im X'e-fre-amV the N
Sortion of the Hebrew kingdom after the division * Samaria

country Palestine bordering on the Mediterranean; a republic

since 1948 # Jerusalem area 7993, pop 2,170,082 — see Palestine
Is-sus \'is-3s\ ancient town S Asia Minor N of modem Iskenderun
Is.syk Km \,is-ik-'k3l\ lake US m long Soviet Central Asia in

NE Kirgiz Republic area 2250
Is.tan.bul \.is-i3m-'biil, -.tam-, -,tam-, -.tan-\ or formerly Con-
stan-ti.no-ple \,kan-,stant-'n-'o-p3l, ,kan(t).stan[-\ or anc
By.zan.ti-um \ba-'zan-sh(e-)3m, -'zant-e-araX city Turkey in

Europe on the Bosporus & Sea of Marmara; former # of Turkey
& of Ottoman Empire pop 1,459,523
Ister — see Danube
Is.toK.po.ga_\,is-,tak-'po-g3\ lake S Fla. NW of Lake Okeechobee
IS'tria \'is-tre-a\ peninsula SE Europe projecting into the Adriatic;

except for area aiound Trieste (to Italy), belongs to Yugoslavia
— Is.tri-an Vtre-snX adj or n

Italian East Africa former territory E Africa comprising Eritrea,

Ethiopia, & Italian Somaliland
Italian Somaliland former country E Africa bordering on Indian
ocean; an Iiahan colony before World War II, a U.N. trust

territory under Italian administration 1950-60 # Mogadishu
(Mogadiscio) area 194,000 — see SOMALIA

It-a.ly \'it-'l-e\ or It Ita.Iia \e-'tal-y3\ or L Italia \3-'taI-y3, i-\

1 peninsula 760 m long S Europe projecting into the Mediterranean
between Adriatic & Tyrrhenian seas 2 country comprising the

peninsula of Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, & numerous other islands; a

republic since 1946, formerly a kingdom # Rome area 119,764,
pop 49,230,000

Itas-ca, Lake \I-'tas-k3\ lake NW cen Minn.; source of the

Mississippi
Itenez — see guaporS
ItH.a.ca \'ith-i-k3\ 1 city S cen N.Y. on Cayuga Lake pop 23,799
2 or NGk Itha-ki \e-'thak-e\ island W Greece in the Ionian
islands N E of Cephalonia area 36 — Itb.a.can \'ith-i-k3n\ adj or n
Itsukushima — see miyajima
It<a<raea or It'U'iea \,ich-3-*re-a\ ancient country N E Palestine S
of Damascus — It-u-rae-an or It.u-re-an \-'re-3n\ adj or n

Iva-no-vo or formerly Ivanovo Voz.ne-sensk \i-'van-3-v3-

,vaz-n3-'sen(t)sk\ city U.S.S.R. in cen Soviet Russia, Europe,
WNW of Gorki pop_332,000

Ivi'Za or Sp Ihi'Za \e-'ve-za\ Island Spain In the Balearics SW of
Majorca area 230

Ivory Coast or Cdte d' Ivoire \.kot-dev-'war\ 1 region W Africa
bordering on the Atlantic W of the Gold Coast 2 country W
Africa including the Ivory Coast & its hinterland; a republic of the
French Community since 1959, formerly a territory of French
West Africa * Abidjan area 127,520, pop 3,300,000 — Ivo-ry
Coast'er \.Tv-(3-)re-'ko-st3r\ n
Iwo \'e-(,)wo\ city SW Nigeria N E of Ibadan pop 100,000
Iwo Ji-ma \,e-(,)wo-'je-m3\ island W Pacific in the Volcano
islands 660 nautical m S of Tokyo

Ix-elles \ek-'sel\ or Flem El-se-ne \'el-s3-n3\ commune cen
Belgium in Brabant; suburb of Brussels pop 92,657

Iza-bal \,e-s3-'bal, -z3-\ lake 25 m long E Guatemala
Izal.co \i-'zal-,(,iko, e-'sal-\ volcano 6200 fi W Salvador
Izhevsk \'e-,zhefsk\ city U.S.S.R. in E Soviet Russia, Europe #
of Udmurt Republic pop 283,000

Iz-ma-il or Rom Is-ma-il \,iz-ma-'e(3)l\ city U.S.S.R. in SW
Ukraine on the Danube delta pop 40,000

Iz-mir \iz-'mi(3)r\ or Smyr-na N'smsr-naX city & port W Turkey
in Asia on an inlet of the Aegean pop 370,923

Iz-mit or Iz-mid \iz-'mit\_or anc As>ta-cns \'as-t3-k3s\ or
Nic-o>me-dia \,nik-a-'med-e-a\ city & port NW Turkey in Asia
on Gulf of Izmit (E arm of Sea of Marmara) pop 73,705

Iz>nik \iz-'nik\ lake 14 m long NW Turkey in Asia S of E arm of
Sea of Marmara

Iz-tac-ci-huatl or Ix-ta-cl-tanatl \,es-ta(k)-'se-,wat-'l\ extinct
volcano 1 7,343 /f S Mexico N of Popocatepetl

Ja-bal-par \'j3b-3l-,pu(3)r\ or Jab-bnl-pore \'J3b-3l-,po(3)r,
-,p6(3)r\ city cen India in cen Madhya Pradesh pop 257,000
Jack*son \'jak-s3n\ 1 city S Mich, pop 50,720 2 city * of Miss.
on Peart river pop 144,422 3 city W Tenn. pop 33,849
Jackson Hole valley NW Wyo. E of Teton range & partly in Grand
Teton National Park; contains Jackson Lake (reservoir)

JacK'Son-ville \'jak-s3n-,vil\ 1 city N E Fla. near mouth of the St.

Johns pop 201,030 2 city W cen in. pop 21,690
Jacques-Car-tier \,zhak-(,)kar-'tya\ city Canada in S Que. on the
St. Lawrence opposite Montreal pop 33,132

Ja-dot-ville \zha-'do-,vil\ city SE Congo in SE Katanga pop
76,877

Ja- 6n \ha-'an\ 1 province S Spain in N Andalusia area 5203, pop
781,285 2 commune, its # pop 66,518

Jaf-fa \'j4f-3, 'yaf-3\ or Jop-pa \'jap-3\ or Ta-fo \ya-'fo\ former
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city & port W Israel, since 1950 a S section of Tel Aviv
Jaff-na \'jaf-n3\ city N Ceylon on Palk strait pop 76,664
Jagannath — see puRi
Jain-tia \'j^int-e-3\ hills E India In N cen Assam E of KhasI hills

Jai-pur \'ji-.pu(3)r\ 1 former state NW India; now part of Ra-
jasthan 2 city, its #, now # of Rajasthan pop 291.000
Jakarta — see Djakarta
Ja*la*pa \ha-'lap-3\ city E Mexico * of Veracruz pop 51,166
Ja.lis.co \hs-'lis-(,)ko\ state W cen Mexico # Guadalajara area
31,149, pop 2,016,403

Jal.u-it \'jal-(y)3-w3t\ island (atoll) 38 m long & 21 m wide W
Pacific, largest of_ the Marshalls, in Ralik chain

Ja.mai.ca \J3-'ma-k3\ island West Indies in the Greater Antilles;
with dependencies (Turks & Caicos islands & Cayman islands) a
dominion of Brit. Commonwealth since 1962; formerly a Brit.

colony & (1958-61) a territory of the West Indies Federation
# Kingston area 461 3, pop 1 ,651 ,493 — Ja-mal-can \-kan\ adj or n

Jamaica Bay inlet SE N.Y. in SW Long I.

Jambi — see djambe
James \'jamz\ 1 or Da-ko^ta \d3-"kot-3\ river 710 m N. & S.
Dak. flowing S to the Missouri 2 river 340 m Va. flowing E
into Chesapeake Bay at Hampton Roads
James Bay the S extension of Hudson Bay 2 80 m long & 150 m wide
Canada between N E Ont. & W Que.
James-town \'jam-,stavin\ 1 city SW N.Y. pop 41,818 2 city
SE cen N. Dak. on the James pop 15,163
Jam-mu \'j3m-(,)ii\ 1 district N India (subcontinent) S of Kash-
mir in valley of the upper Chenab 2 city S of Srinagar, winter #
of Jammu & Kashmir pop 50,400
Jammu and Kashmir — see Kashmir
Jam*na.gar Njam-'nsg-arN or Na-va*na-gar \,nav-a-'nag-3r\
city W India in W Gujarat on Gulf of Kutch pop 104,400
Jam-shed-pur \'jam-,shed-,pu(a)r\ city NE India in S Bihar SE
of Ranchi pop 218,200

Ja-rau-na X'jsm-s-naX the lower Brahmaputra
Janes-ville \'janz-,vii\ city S Wis. SE of Madison pop 35,164
Ja.nic-U'lum Xjs-'nik-ys-lamX hill in Rome, Italy, on right bank of
the Tiber opposite the Seven Hills — see aventine
Jan Ma.yen \yan-'mT-an\ island in Arctic ocean E of Greenland
& N N E of Iceland belonging to Norway area 147
Ja>pan \j3-'pan, ji-, ja-\ or Jap Nip-pon \nip-'an\ or Nl>hon
\'ne-'h6n\ country E Asia comprising Honshu, Hokkaido,
Kyushu, Shikoku, & other islands in the W Pacific; an empire #
Tokyo area 146,690, pop 93,418,501
Japan, Sea of arm of the Pacific between Japan on E & Asian
mainland on W
Ja.pu.ra \,zhap-3-'ra\ river 1750 m S Colombia & W Bolivia flow-
ing SE into the Amazon

Jar*vis \'jar-vss\ island cen Pacific In the Line islands; occupied
by the U.S.

Jas.per National Park \'jas-par\ reservation W Canada in W
Alta. on E slopes of the Rockies area 4200

Jasper Place town Canada in cen Alta., W suburb of Edmonton
pop 15,957
Jassy — see iasi

Ja>va \'jav-3, 'jav-a\ or Indonesian Dia>wa* 1 island Indonesia
SE of Sumatra; chief island of country area 48,830, pop (including
Madura) 56.800.000 2 sea arm of the Pacific bounded on S by
Java, on W by Sumatra, on N by Borneo, & on E by Celebes

Java Head cape Indonesia at W end of Java on Sunda strait

Ja*va>ri \,zhav-3-'re\ or Ta*ca*ra*na \,yak-3-'ran-3\ river 650 m
Peru & Brazil flowing N E on the boundary & into the Amazon

Jaxartes — see syr darya
Jean-nette \j3-'net\ city SW Pa. ESE of Pittsburgh pop 16,565
Jebel, Bahr el — see bahr el ghazal
Je.bel ed Drnz \.jeb-a-,led-*driiz\ or Jebel Druz region S Syria E
of Sea of Galilee on border of Jordan; formeriy (1921-42) an
autonomous stale of Syria # Es Suweida area 2 700

Jebel Musa — see musa (Jebel)

Jed.burgh \'jed-bO-)r3\ burgh SE Scotland # of Roxburgh
Jef.fer-son X'jef-ar-ssnX river 250 m SW Mont. — see three forks
Jefferson, Mount mountain 10,495 /r NW Oreg. in Cascades
Jefferson City city ^ of Mo. on the Missouri pop 28,228
Jefferson Heights urban area SE La. pop 19,353
Jef.ler.son.ville Ji'jef-3r-s3n-,vil\ cily S Ind. pop 19,522
Je>hol \J3-'hol, 'ro-'ho\ 1 former province N E China # Chengteh;
divided 1955 among Hopei, Liaoning, & Inner Mongolia 2 — see

chengteh
Je>mappes \zha-'map\ commune SW Belgium W of Mons
Je*na \'ya-na\ city E Germany on the Saale E of Erfurt pop 83,100
Jen-nings \'jen-ioz\ city E_Mo., N suburb of St. Louis pop 19,965
Je>qui-ti>nho*nha Nzha-.ket-an-'yon-ysX river 500 m E Brazil
flowing N E into the Atlantic

Jerba — see djerba
Je.rez Xhs'rasV or Je.rez de la Fron.te-ra Shs-'rez-ds-U-.fran-
'ter-3\ or formerly Xe*res \'sher-ez\ city SW Spain N E of

Cadiz pop 124,600
Jer-i-cho \'jer-i-,ko\ 1 or Ar Erl-taa \3-"re-3\ city W Jordan 5 m N
of Dead sea pop 41,593 2 ancient Palestinian city near site of

modem Jericho
Jer-sey \'j3r-ze\ 1 Island English channel in the Channel Islands,

chief town St. Helier (# of Channel islands) areatS 2 new
JERSEY

Jersey City city & port NE N J. pop 276,101
Je.rU'Sa.lem \j3-'ru-s(3-)l3m, -•ruz-(3-)l3m\ or anc Ri-er-o-sol-
y.ma \,hT-a-ro-'sal-3-ma\ city cen Palestine NW of Dead sea;

divided since 1943 between Jordan (old city) & Israel (new city);

* of Israel since 1950, formerly # of ancient kingdoms of Israel &
Judah & of modern Palestine pop 183,000

Jer.vis Bay \,jar-v3s-\ inlet of the Pacific SE Australia on SE
coast of New So. Wales; included in district (area 28) that is part
of Australian Capital Territory
Jes-seMon V'jes-al-tonX town &. port # of No. Borneo on So.
China sea
Jewel Cave National Monument limestone cave SW S. Dak.
Jewish Autonomous Region or Bi-ro-bi-dzhan \,bir-o-bi-'jan\
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region U.S.S.R. In E Soviet Russia, Asia, bordering
on the Amur # Birobidzhan area 14.085, pop 198,400
Jezira — see GEzmA
Jez-re-el \'jez-re-,el, -,reC3)I\ ancient town cen Palestine In
Samaria NW of Mi. Gilboa in Valley of Jezreel

Jezreel, Plain ol the Plain of Esdraelon
Jezreel, Valley ol the E end of the Plain of Esdraelon
Jhan.si \'jan(t)-se\ city N India in SE Uttar Pradesh SW of
KanpuT pop 127,400

Jhe.lura \'ja-l3m\ or anc Hy*das>pes \hT-'das-(,)pez\ river 450 m
NW India (subcontinent) flowing from Kashmir S & SW into the
Chenab

Jibuti — see Djibouti
Jid.da \'jid-3\ or Jed*da \'jed-3\ city & port W Saudi Arabia In
Hejaz on Red sea; port for Mecca pop ab 100,000

Jin-ja \'jin-j3\ town & port SE Uganda on Lake Victoria near
Ripon Falls

Jinsen — see inchon
Joao Pes.soa \.zhwau"(m)-p3-'so-3\ or Fa.ra*l-ha \,par-3-'e-b3\
city E Brazil * of Para iba pop 141,057
Jodb-pur \'jad-par. -,pu(s)r\ 1 or Mar-war \'mar-,war\ former
state NW India bordering on Thar desert & Rann of Kutch; since
1949 part of Rajasihan state 2 city, its * pop 180,700

Jod-rell Bank XJad-rslA locality W England in N E Cheshire
SSW of Manchester

Jogjakarta — see Djokjakarta
JO'han*nes-barg \jo-'han-3S-,b3rg, -"han-X city NE Republic of
So. Africa in S Transvaal in cen Witwatersrand pop 884,007— Jo<han*nes<bnrg.er X-.bar-garV n
John Day \'jan-'da\ river 281 m N Oreg. flowing W & N Into the
Columbia
John o* Groat*s House \,jan-9-'grots\ or John o' Groat's
locality N Scotland on N coast in Caithness; popularly considered
the northernmost point of mainland of Scotland & Great Britain— see DUNNET HEAD
John-son City \.jan(t)-s3n-\ 1 village S N.Y. NW of Binghamton
pop 19, 118 2 city NE Tenn. pop 29.892
John>5ton \'janft)-st9n, -sanX island (atoll) cen Pacific 700 m SW
of Honolulu. Hawaii; belongs to the U.S.
Johns-town \'jan-,staun\ city SW cen Pa. pop 53,949
Jo.hore \J3-'ho(3)r, -'h6(3)r\ state S Federation of Malaya at S
end of Malay peninsula # Johore Bahru area 7321, pop 927,565
Johore Bah.ru \-'bar-(,)u\ city S Federation of Malaya # of

inlet opposite Singapore I. pop 74^495
:-le\ city S BrazilJoin-vi'le or formerly Join>vil*le \zhoin-

NNW of Flonanopolis pop 20,951
Jo-li-et \,jo-le-'ei, chiejly by outsiders Jal-e-\ city NE III. SW of
Chicago pop 66,780

Jo-liette \,zho-le-'et\ city Canada in S Que. N of Montreal pop
16,940

Jo.lo \'ho-(,11o\ or Su-lu \'su-(,)lu\ island S Philippines, chief
island of Sulu archipelago area 345
Jones.boro \'jon2-,b3r-3, -,b3-r3\ city NE Ark. pop 21,418
Jon. kb.ping \'y3(r)n-,ch3(r)p-iQ\ city S Sweden at S end of Lake
Vatter ;7op 50.941

Jon.quiere \,zho"-ke-'e(3)r\ city Canada in S cen Que. pop 25,550
Jop-lin \"jap-l3n\ city SW Mo. pop 38,958
Joppa - see JAFFA
Joi'dan \*j6rd-''n\ 1 river 45 m, cen Utah flowing N into Great
Salt Lake 2 river 200 m NE Palestine flowing from Anti- Lebanon
mountams S through Waters of Merom & Sea of Galilee into Dead
sea 3 or Trans.jor-dan \C>tran(t;s-, DtranzA or ojjiciafly

Eash-im-ite Kingdom of Jordan \'hash-3-,mit\ country SW
Asia in NW Arabia * Amman area 39.460, pop 1.600,000 —
Jor.da.ni.an Xjor-'da-ne-an. -'dan-e-\ adj or n
Josh-ua Tree National Monument \'jash-f3-)w3\ reservation S
Calif. N of Salton sea containing unusual desert flora area 1025

Jo-tun-heim \'yot-'*n-,ham\ or Norw Jo-tun.hel.men \-,ha-m3n\
mountains S cen Norway — see Galdhopiggen
Juan de Fu-ca \,(h)wan-d3-'fyu k3\ strait 100 m long between
Vancouver I . B.C.. & Olympic peninsula, Wash.
Juan Fer«nan.dez \,(hlwan-f3r-'nan-d3s\ group of three islands
SE Pacific 400 m W of Chile; belongs to Chile area 70

Juan-les-Pins \zhwa"-la-pa"\ town SE France on Cap d'Antibes
Juarez — see ciudad juarez
Ju.ba \"jij-b3\ river 1000 m E Africa flowing from S Ethiopia S
through Somalia into Indian ocean
Juhbulpore — see jabalpur
Juby, Cape — see yubi (Cape)
Ju.car \'hu-,-kar\ river 300 m E Spain flowing S & E Into the
Mediterranean

JU'dah \'jijd-a\ ancient kingdom S Palestine # Jerusalem — see
ISRAEL
Ju.dea or Ju.daea \jii-'de-3\ ancient region Palestine constituting
the S division (judah) of the country under Persian, Greek, &
Roman rule — Ju.de.an or Ju.dae.an \-'de-3n\ adj or n

Juggernaut — see puri
Jugoslavia — see Yugoslavia — Jugoslav or Jugoslavian adj or n
Juiz de Fo.ra \zh3-,wezh-d3-'for-3, -'f6r-\ city E Brazil in S
Minas Gerais pop 84,995

Ju.juy \hu-'hwe\ city NW Argentina N of Tucumdn pop 31,091
JU'lian Alps \.jiil-y3n-\ section of E Alps NW Yugoslavia N of
Istria peninsula, highest peak Triglav 9394 /r

Julian Venetia — see venezia giulia
Jul-lun.dur X'jal-sn-dsrN city NW India in Punjab pop 168.800
Jum.na \'i3m-n3\ river 860 m N India in Uttar Pradesh flowing
from the Himalayas S & SE into the Ganges
Junction City \Jao(k)-sh3n-\ city NE cen Kans. pop 18,700
Ju.neau \'ju-(.)no\ city & port # of Alaska on SE coastal strip
pop 6,797
Jung.frau \'yuD-.frau\ mountain 13,668 ft SW cen Switzerland In
Bernese Alps between Bern & Valais cantons

Ju-nl.ata \.ju-ne-'at-3\ river 150 m S cen Pa. flowing E into the
Susquehanna
Ju-nin \hu-'nen\ 1 city E Argentina 150 m W of Buenos Aires
pop 36,149 2 town cen Peru at S end of Lake Juuin (25 m long)
Ju.ra \'jur-3\ 1 mountains France & Switzerland extending 200 m
along the boundary — see reculet 2 island 24 m long W Scotland
in the Inner Hebrides S of Mull
Juramento — see salado
Ju.rui \,zhur-(3-)'wa\ river 1200 m NW cen So. America flowing

from E cen Peru NE Into the SoUmoes In NW BradI
Ju.rue.na \.zhur-(3-)'wa-n3\ river 600 m W cen Brazil flowljig N
to unite with the Sao Manuel forming the Tapajoz

Jut.land \'j3t-l3nd\ or Dan Jyl-land \'yi£-.lan\ 1 peninsula N
Europe projecting into North sea & comprising mainland of Den-
mark & N portion of Schleswig-Holstein, Germany 2 the main-
land of Denmark

Eaapland — see cape of good hope
Kaapstad — see cape town
Eab>ar.din'l.an Republic \,kab-3r-,din-e-3n-\ or Eab>ar-di>no<-
Bal'kar.i.an Republic \,kab-3r-'de-(,)no-,b61-'kar-e-3n-. -,bal-,

-'ker-\ or Kabardino-Bal-har Republic \-'b61-,kar. -'bal-\
autonomous repubhc U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia, Europe, on N
slopes of the Caucasus # Nalchik area 4600, pop 420,000 — Kab-
ardinian adj or n
Ka.bul \'kab-3l, k3-'bul\ 1 river 360 m Afghanistan & W Pakistan
flowing E into the Indus 2 city # of Afghanistan on Kabul river
pop 206,208 — Ka.bu-ll \'kab-a-(.)le. k3-'bu-le\ adj or n
Ka.by.lia \k3-'bi-ie-3, -'bil-e-\ mountain region N Algeria on
coast E of Algiers; comprises two areas: Great Kabylia (to W)
& Little Kabylia (to E)
Ka.chin \k3-'chin\ state N Burma between China & India
Ea'desh-bar.nea \,ka-,desh-'bar-ne-3\ ancient town S Palestine
SW of Dead sea; location uncertain

Eadiak — see kodiak
Ka-di-koy \,kad-i-'k6i\ or anc Clial'Ce*don \'kal-s3-,dan, kal-
*sed-^n\ former city NW Turkey in Asia on the Bosporus opposite
Istanbul; now a district of Istanbul
Ka-di.yev.kaor Ka-di-ev-ka \k3-'de-(y)3f-k3\ city U.S.S.R. In E
Ukraine in D_onets basin pop 180,000
Eae.song \'ka-.s6o\ or Jap Eai>]0 \'kt-(,)io\ city SKorea NW of
Seoul pop 88,708
Eaf.frar.ia \k3-'frar-e-3, ka-, -'frer-X region Republic of So. Africa
in E Cape Province S of Natal & bordering on Indian ocean
Kafiristan — see nuristan
Ka.fue \ka-'fii-€\ river 500 m Northern Rhodesia flowing into
the Zambezi
Ka«ge.ra \k3-'ger-a\ river 430 m NW Tanganyika flowing N & E
into Lake Victoria
Ea.gO'Shi.ma X.kag-s-'she-ma, ka-'go-sh3-\ city & port S Japan In
5 Kyushu on Eagoshinia_Bay (inlet of the Pacific) pop 274,340
Ea.hoO'la.we \ka-h6-'la-ve, -we\ island Hawaii SW of Maui area
45
Eai'hab \'kT-,bab\ plateau N Ariz. N of Grand Canyon
Eai.e-teur Falls \,kI-3-.tu(3)r-\ waterfall 741 Jt high & 3S0 Jt
wide cen Brit. Guiana in Potaro river

Eai.feng X'ki-'fsrjX city E cen China in N E Honan pop 299,100
Eai.lua \kT-'lii-3\ urban area Hawaii on Oahu N E of Honolulu
pop (with Lanikai) 25 622
Eair.Quan \ker-'wan\ or Ealr-wan \kT(3)r-'w*an\ city NE
Tunisia pop 32,299
Eai'SerS'lau-tern X.kT-zerz-'laiit-amX city W Germany W of
Ludwigshafen pop 88,200
Eaishu — see haeju
Ea.ki>na>da or Coc>a>na>da \,kak-3-'nad-3\ city & port E India
in NE Andhra Pradesh on Bay of Bengal pop 100,000
Ealacloa Point — see barbers point
Eal.a.ha.ri \,kal-3-'har-e\ desert region S Africa N of Orange
river & S of Lake Ngami in Bechuanaland Protectorate & W cen
Republic of So. Africa
Ea-lakh \'kal-,ak\ or Bib Ca-lali \'ka-l3\ ancient city * of
Assyria on the Tigris 20 m SW of modem Mosul; its site now called
Nim.rnd \nim-'rud\
Ea.la.ma.ta \,kaI-3-'mat-3\ or NGk Ea.la.mai \k3-'Iam-e\ city

6 port S Greece in SW Peloponnesus pop 38,663
Eal-a-ma-zoo \,kal-3-m3-'zu\ city SW Mich, pop 82,089
Ea.lat or Ehe.Iat \k3-'lat\ re^on NW West Pakistan including S
& cen Baluchistan; a former princely state * Kalat
Ea Lae \ka-*la-a\ or South Cape or South Point headland
Hawaii, southernmost point of Hawaii I. _
Eal-gan Vkal-'gan\ or Chang.kia.kow \'fao-]e-'a-'ko\ dty NE
China in NW Hopei NW of Peking pop 229,300
Eal*goor*lie \kal-'gu(3)r-le\ city Australia in S cen Western Aua
tralia pop (with suburbs) 23.000
Ea.Ii*man.tan \,kal-3-'man-,tan, ,kal-3-'man-.tan\ 1 borneo —
its Indonesian name 2 the S & E part of Borneo belonging to

Indonesia; formerly (as Dutch Borneo) part of Netherlands Indies

Ea-li-nin \k3-'le-n3n\ or formerly Tver \t3-'ve(3)r\ city U.S.S.R.
in W cen Soviet Russia, Europe, on the Volga pop 261,000_
Ea.li.nin.grad \k3-'le-n3n-,grad\ or G Eb-nigs-berg \'ka-nigz-
.bsrg, 'k3(r)n-igz-. -.be(3)rg, -.be(3lrk\ city & port U.S.S.R. in W
Soviet Russia, Europe, near the Frisches Haff; formerly * of East
Prussia pop 202,000
Ea-lisz \'kal-esh\ commune cen Poland W of Lodz pop 66,100
Eal.mar \'kal-,mar, "kalA city& port SE Sweden pop 31,425
Eal.myk Republic \(,)kal-,mik-\ autonomous repubUc of the
U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia, Europe, on NW shore of Caspian sea

W of the Volga * EUsta area 29.417 pop 185,000
Ea-lu-ga \k3-'iii-g3\ city U.S.S.R. in W cen Soviet Russia, Europe,
on the Oka WNW of Tula pop 133,000
Ea.ma\'kam-3\ river 1 2 00 m U.S.S.R. in E Soviet Russia. Europe,
flowing generally S & W into the Volga
Ea*raa>kU'ra X.kam-s-'kiir-a, .kam-\ city Japan in E cen Honshu
on Sagami sea S of Yokohama pop 91,328
Eam.chat'ka \kam-'chat-k3\ peninsula 750 m long U.S.S.R. In N E
Soviet Russia, Asia, projecting into the Pacific between Sea of

Okhotsk & Bering sea

Ea.met \'k3m-at\ mountain 25,447// N India hi Uttar Pradesh in

the Himalayas
Eani'pa.Ia \kam-'paI-3\ city # of Uganda in Buganda N of

Entebbe pop 22,094
Ean, 1 \'gan\ river 350 m SE China in Klangsi flowing N through
Poyang Lake into the Yangtze 2 \'kan\ — see han
Eananur — see cannanore
Ea.na.wha \k3-'n6(-a), -'n6i\ river 97 m W W. Va. flowing NW
into the Ohio
Ea*na>za-wa Nko-'n'az-o-wa, ,kan-3-'2a-wa\ dty & port Japan In W
Honshu near Sea of Japan pop 277,283
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Ean-chen-jnn-ga N.kan-chsn-'Jso-gs, -'juoA or Kang-clien-iiui-
ga \,kao-.chen-\ or Kin-chin-jun-ga \.kin-ch3n-\ mountain
28,146 jfr Nepal & Sikkim in the Himalayas; 3d highest in world
Kan-cbi-pu-ram Xkan-'che-ps-rsmX or Con-iee-ve-ram Xkm-
'je-v3-rsm\ city SE India in N Madras state SW of Madras poj?

84,800
Kan-da>har \*kan-d3-,har\ city SE Afghanistan pop 77,186
Kand-la X'kan-dlsN town & port W India in Gujarat near E end of
Gulf of Kutch
Kan.dy \'kan-de\ city W cen Ceylon ENE of Colombo pop 57,000
Kane Basin \'kan\ section of the channel between NW Greenland
& EUesmere I. N of Baffin Bay
Ea.ne-0-he Bay \,kan-e-,o-e-\ inlet of the Pacific Hawaii on N E
coast of Oahu 1,

Ean-i-a-pis-kau \,kan-e-3-'pis-(.)ko\ river 575 m Canada in N
Que. flowing N to unite with the Larch forming the Kol£*so*ak
\'kak-sa-,wak\ river (85 m flowing into Ungava Bay)
Kan.ka.kee \,kao-k3-'ke\ 1 river 225 m Ind. & 111. flowing SW
& W to unite with the Des Plaines forming the Illinois 2 city N E
111. on the Kankakee pop 27,666
Kanko — see hamhung
Ean>nap>o>lis \k3-'nap-(»-)Ias\ urban area S cen N.C. N of
Charlotte pop 34,647
Ka-no \'kan-(,)o\ city N cen Nigeria pop 130,000
Ka-noya \k3-'n6i-3\ city Japan in S Kyushu pop 75,488
Kan-pur Vkan-,pu(3)r\ or Cawn-pore \'k6n-,po(3)r, -,p6(3)r\
city N India in S Uttar Pradesh on the Ganges pop 705,400
Kan.sas \'kan-z3S also 'kan(t)-S3s\ 1 or Kaw \'k6\ river 169 m
E Kans. flowing E into the Missouri 2 state cen U.S. # Topeka
area 82,2 76, pop 2,178,611 — Kan-san \'kan-z3natoo 'kanCt)-s3n\
adj orn
Kansas City \,kan-23(s)-'sit-e\ 1 city N E Kans. adjacent to
Kansas City, Mo. pop 121,901 2 city W Mo. pop 475,539
Ean-su \'kan-'sii, 'gan-\ province NW China # Lanchow area
137,104, pop 11,106,000
Kanto Plain — see kwanto pi^in
Eaoh-siung X'kau-she-'uo, 'gaii-V city & port China In SW For-
mosa pop 2 75,000
Kaolan — see lanchow
Ea-pi-da-gi \,kap-e-da-'(g)e\ or anc Cyz-l-cns \'siz-i-k3s\
peninsula NW Turkey in Asia projecting into Sea of Marmara
Ka-ra, 1 \'kar-3\ sea arm of Arctic ocean off coast of N U.S.S.R.
E of Novaya Zemlya 2 — see mesta

Ka-ra-chi \k3-'rach-e\ city & port Pakistan in S West Pakistan on
an arm of Arabian sea NW of mouths of the Indus pop 1,409,138
Karafnto — see Sakhalin
Ea-ra-gan-da \,kar-3-g3n-'da\ city U.S.S.R. in cen Kazakh Re-
public pop 398,000
Ea-ra-Eal-pak Republic \,kar-3-,kal-'pak\ autonomous re-

public U.S.S.R. in NW Uzbek RepubUc SE of Lake Aral #
Nukus area 61,600, pop 510.000
Ear-a-ko-ram or Kar-a-ko-mm N.kar-s-'kor-sm, -'k6r-\ moun-
tain system S cen Asia in N Kashmir & NW Tibet on Sinkiang
border; westernmost system of the Himalaya complex, connecting
the Himalayas with the Pamirs — see Godwin austen
Earakoram Pass or Karakorum Pass mountain pass 18,290 //
N E Kashmir through Karakoram range
Ear-a-ko*mm \-3m\ ruined city Mongolia on the upper Orkhon
^ of Mongol Empire
Ea-ra Kntn X.kar-s-TcUmX desert U.S.S.R. in Soviet Central Asia
in Turkmen Republic S of Lake Aral extending from Caspian sea
to the Amu Darya area 110,000
Earashahr — see qara shahr
Ea-ra SU \,kar-3-'sU\ the Euphrates above Its junction with the
Murat in E cen Turkey
Ear-ba-la \'kar-b3-l3\ or Kei.be.la X'ksr-bs-laX city cen Iraq
SSW of Baghdad pop 44,600

Ea-re.lia or Ca-re-lia Xks-'re-lc-s. -'rel-y3\ 1 region N E Europe
between Gulf of Finland & White sea in the U.S.S.R. & Finland
2 or Ka>re>lian Republic \-,re-ie-sn, -.rel-ysn-x autonomous re-

public U.S.S.R. in NW Soviet Russia, Europe, in Karelia region;
formeriy (1940-56), as the Ka-ie-Io-Finnisb Republic \k»-
,re-(,)lo-\, a constituent republic of the U.S.S.R. # Petrozavodsk
area 68,900, pop 651,000
Ka-re-lian \- re-Ie-sn-, -,rel-y3n-\ isthmus NW U.S.S.R. in Karelia
between Gulf of Finland & Lake Ladoga
Ka-ren \k3-'ren\ state S Burma bordering on Andaman sea
Earenui — see kayah
Ea-rl-ba \k3-'re-b3\ lake 165 m long SE Northern Rhodesia & N
Southern Rhodesia formed in the Zambezi by Kariba Dam
Ea>n>kal \,kar-a-'kal\ 1 territory of former French India S of
Pondicherry; incorporated 1954 in India area 52 2 city & port,

its #, on Bay of Bengal pop 24,600
Ear-kbeb or Ker-kheta Vksr-'kaX or one Cbo-as-pes \ko-'as-
(,)pez\ river 340 m flowing from W Iran S & W into marshlands
E of the Tigris in SE Iraq
Eail-Marx-Stadt — see Chemnitz
Ear-lov.ci Srem-ski \,kar-l3f-,se-'srem(p)-ske\ or G Ear.lo.wltz
\'kar-l3-,vits\ town NE Yugoslavia in N Serbia
Ear.lo-vy Va.ry \,kar-l»-ve-'var-e\ or O Earls-bad or B Carls-
bad \'kar(3)lz-,bad, -,bat\ city NW Czechoslovakia in NW
Bohemia N NW of Plzen pop 30,915
Earls-kro-na \karl-'skrii-n3\ city & port S Sweden on Baltic

sea pop 33,227
Earls-ru-be XTcarlz-.rii-sV city W Germany in Baden-WUrttemberg
on the Rhine pop 237,100 — Karls-TU-ber \-,rU-ar\ n
Karl-stad \'kar(3)l-,sta(d)\ city SW Sweden pop 43,618
Kar>nak \'kar-,nak\ town S Egypt on the Nile N of Luxor on N
part of site of ancient Thebes
Kar-pa-tbos or Car.pa-tbos \'kar-p3-,thas\ or It Scar-pan-to
\'skar-p3n-,to\ island Greece in S Dodecanese area 118
Kar-roo or Ka-roo \k3-'rii\ plateau region W Republic of So.
Africa W of Drakensberg mountains divided into Little, or
Sontbern, Earroo (in S Cape Province); Great, or Central,
Karroo (in S cen Cape Province); and Northern, or Upper,
Earioo (in N Cape Province, Orange Free State, & W Trans-
vaal)

Ears X'karz, "karsX city NE Turkey pop 20,524
Earst — see kras

Ka-run \k3-'rUn\ river 450 m W Iran flowing into Shatt-al-Arab
Ea-sai \k3-'sT\ 1 river 1200 m N Angola & W Congo flowing N
& W into the Congo 2 province S cen Congo # Luluabourg
Ea-shan \k3-'shan\ city cen Iran N of Isfahan pop 44,994
Kasb.gar \'kash-,gar\ city W China in SW Sinkiang at oasis on
Kashgar river pop 91,000
Easbgaria — see Chinese Turkestan
Easb-mir \'kash-.mi(3)r, 'kazh-. kash-', kazh-'X or lormerly Casb-
mere, 1 mountain region N India (subcontinent) W of Tibet &
SW of SiiUiiang; includes valley (Vale of Easbmlr) watered by
Jhelum & Kishenganga rivers 2 or Jam-mu and Kashmir
\'J3m-(,)u\ state N India including Kashmir region & Jammu (to
the S); claimed by Pakistan; summer % Srinagar, winter * Jammu
area 92,780, pop 4,410,000 — Kasb-mir-i-an Xkash-'mir-e-an,
ka2h-\ ad) or n
Eas-kas-kia \ka-'skas-ke-3\ river 300 m SW 111. flowing SW into
the Mississippi
Kas-sa-Ia \'kas-3-l3\ city NE Sudan pop 35,621
Kas-sel or Cas.sel \'kas-3l, 'kas-\ city W Germany WNW of
Erfurt pop 204,400
Eas-ser-ine Pass \,kas-3-,ren-\ mountain pass cen Tunisia
Ka-ste-lor-rl'Zon \,kas-ts-'16r-3-2an\ or Ga-stel-lo-ri-zo N.k'ds-
te-'16r-3-,zo\ or Cas-tel-ros-so \.kas-,tel-'r6s-(,)o\ island Greece
in the E Dodecanese off SW coast of Turkey area 4
Kastro — see mvtilene
Ka-stron \'kas-.tr6n\ 1 town Greece on Lemnos 2 — see Chios
Eastrop-Rauxel — see castrop-rauxel
Ka-tah-din, Mount \k3-'tad-'n\ mountain 5268 li N cen Me.;
highest point in state
Ka-tan-ga Xks-'tao-ga, -'tao-\ province SE Congo # Elisabethville— Ka-tan-gan \-g3n\ or Ka-tan-gese Xks-.tao-'gez, -,tao-,
-'ges; ,kat-an-\ adj or n
Katar — see Qatar
Katb-er-i-na, Ge.bel \,jeb-3!-,kath-3-'re-n3\ or Mount Eatta-er-
ine \'kath-(a-)ran\ mountain 8652 jt NE Egypt on Sinai penin-
sula; highest in the Gebel Musa
Ka-tbi.a-war \,kat-e-3-'war\ peninsula W India in Gujarat be-
tween Gulf of Kutch & Gulf of Cambay
Kat-mai, Mount \'kat-,ml\ volcano 6715 /( S Alaska in Aleutian
range at N E end of Alaska peninsula
Eatmai National Monument reservation S Alaska Including Mt.
Katmai & Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes area 4215
Eat-man-du or Kath-man-du or Ebat-man-du \,kat-,man-'dii,
-man-X city * of Nepal pop 195,300
Ea-to-wi-ce \,kat-3-'vet-S3\ city S Poland in Silesia WNW of
Krakow pop 206,500

Kat-rine, Locb Vka-trsnX lake 9 m long cen Scotland in SW
Perthshire E of Loch Lomond
Eat-te-gat \'kat-i-,gat\ arm of North sea between Sweden &
Jutland peninsula of Denmark
Eau-ai \'kau-,i\ island Hawaii WNW of Oahu area 551, pop
27,922
Eau-nas X'kaii-nas, -,nas\ or Russ Kov-no \'k6v-(,)no\ city

U.S.S.R. in cen Lithuania on Neman river; a former (1918-40) #
of Lithuania pop 214,000
Ea-val-la Xka-'val-aX or NGk Ea-val-Ia city & port N E Greece in
Macedonia on coast pop 42,250
Kaveri — see cauvery
Kaw — see Kansas
Ka-wa-gu-cbl \.ka-w3-'gU-che\ city Japan in E "Honshu N of
Tokyo pop 130,599
Ka-war-tha Lakes \k3-,w6r-th3-\ group of lakes Canada in SE
Ont. E of Lake Simcoe; traversed by Trent canal system
Ea-wa-sa-ki \,ka-w3-'sak-e\ city Japan in E Honshu on Tokyo
Bay, S suburb of Tokyo pop 632,975
Ea-yab \'kT-3\ or jormerly Ka-ren-xii \k3-'ren-e\ state S Burma
Kay.se.rl \,kT-z3-'re\ or anc Cae-sa-rea \,se-z3-'re-3, ,sez-3-,

,ses-3-\ or Maz-a-ca \'maz-3-k3\ or Caesarea Mazaca city cen
Turkey in Asia at foot of Erciyas Pagi; chief city of ancient Cap-
padocia pop 102,795
Ka-zakb-stan or Ka-zak-stan \k3-,zak-*stan; ka-.zak-'stiin, ,ka-\
or Ka-zakb Republic \k3.,zak-, -,zak-\ constituent republic of
the U.S.S.R. in Soviet Central Asia extending from Caspian sea to
Altai mountains # Alma-Ata area 1,047,930, pop 9,800,000
Ka-zan, 1 \k3-'2an\ river 455 m Canada flowing through a series

of lakes into Baker Lake 2 \k3-'zan, .•zan(-y3)\ city U.S.S.R.
in E Soviet Russia, Europe # of Tatar Republic pop 643,000
Kazan Refto — see volcano islands
Kaz-bek or Kas-bek \kaz-'bek\ mountain 16,541 // U.S.S.R. in
Soviet Russia, Europe, in cen CaucastiS mountains
Kaz Dagi — see ida
Kaz-vin or Qaz-vln \kaz-'ven\ city NW Iran S of Elburz moun-
tains & NW of Tehran pop 66,386
Ke-a-la-ke-kua Bay \ka-.al-3-k3-.kU-3-\ inlet of the Pacific
Hawaii in W Hawaii I. on Kona coast W of Mauna Loa
Keams VksmzX urban area N Utah pop 17,172
Kear-ny \'kar-n5\ town NE N.J. N of Newark pop 37,472
Kear-sarge, Mount \'ki(3)r-,sarj\ mountain 2937 /; S cen N.H.
Kecs-ke-met \'kech-k3-.mat\ city cen Hungary pop 39,000
Ked-ab \'ked-3\ state N Federation of Malaya bordering on Strait

of Malacca * Alor Star area 3660, pop 701,643
Kedron — see kidron
Keeling — see cocos
Eee-Inng \'ke-'luo\ city & port China in N Formosa pop 145,405
Keene \'ken\ city SW N.H. pop 17,562
Kee*wa-tin \ke-'wat-'n\ district Canada in E Northwest Territories

NW of Hudson Bay area 218,460
Ketallinia — see cephalonia
Kef-la-vlk \'kycp-l3-,vek\ town SW Iceland WSW of Reykjavik
Keigb-ley \'keth-le\ municipal borough N England in West Riding,
Yorkshire, NW of Leeds pop 56,938
Keljo — see seoul
Ke-lan-tan \k3-nan-.tan\ state N Federation of Malaya bordering
on So. China sea # Kota Bahru area 5746, pop 505,585_
Kel-Ier-wand \'kel-3r-,vant\ or Mon-te Co-glians \,mont-c-koI-
'yan(t)s\ mountain 9217 Jt on Austria-Italy border; highest in the
Camic Alps
Keltsy — see kielce
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Ee>me.TO-TO XTcem-s-ra-va, -,ro-va, -re-,vo\ cdty U.S.S.R. in S
Soviet Russia.Asia, in Kuznetsk basin on the Tom pop 277,000
Ke.nai \'ke-,ni\ peninsula 160 m long & 130 m wide S Alaska
projecting into the Pacific E of Cook inlet

Een<dal \'ken-dn\ municipal borough NW England * of West-
morland pop 18,543
Ken.il.worth \'ken-'l-,warth\ urban district cen England in
Warwickshire
Ke-ni.tra \k3-'ne-trs\ or jormerly Port Lyan<te7 \.p6r-le-,o-'ta\
city N Morocco NE of Rabat ;7op 55,905
Ken.more \*ken-,m6(a)r, -,m6(3)r\ village W N.Y. N of Buffalo
pop 21,261
Ken.ne-bec \,ken-3-'bek\ river 164 m S Me. flowing S from Moose-
head Lake into the Atlantic
Ken.ner \'ken-3r\ city SE La. W of New Orleans pop 17,037
Ken.ne.saw Moantain \,ken-3-,s6-\ mountain 1809 ft NW Ga.
NW of Allan La

Ke.nO'Sha \k3-'no-sha\ city SE Wis. S of Racine jpop 67,899
Ken.sing.ton X'ken-zio-tsn, 'ken(t)-siD-\raeiropoUlan borough W
London, England, N of the Thames pop 168,054
Kent \'kent\ 1 city NE cen Ohio N E of Akron pop 17,836
2 county SE England bordering on Strait of Dover; one of
kingdoms in Anglo-Saxon heptarchy * Maidstone area 1525, pop
1,563,286 — Kent.iSh \'kent-ish\ adj
Ken.tucky \kan-'i3k-e\ 1 river 259 m N cen Ky. flowing NW
into the Ohio 2 state E cen U.S. * Frankfort area 40,395, pop
3.038,156 — Ken-tuck.i.an \-e-an\ adj or n
Ke-nya X'ken-ys, 'ken-\ 1 extinct volcano 17,040 jt, cen Kenya
near equator 2 country E Africa N E of Lake Victoria bordering
on Indian ocean; a Brit, crown colony & protectorate # Nairobi
area 224,960. pop 6.351,000— Ke.nyanX'ken-yan, 'ken- \ ad; or n
Ke.o.kuk \'ke-a-,k3k\ ciiySE Iowa on the Mississippi pop 16,316
Ke.os \'ke-,as\ or Kea \'ke-3\ or anc Ce.os \'se-,as\ island Greece
in NW Cyclades; chief town Kea area 67
Ker-a-la X'ker-s-lsV state SW India bordering on Arabian sea;
formed 1956 from former Travancore and Cochin state & part of
Madras stale # Trivandrum area 15,035, pop 13,550.600
Kerasun — see giresun
Kerbela — see karbala
Kerch \'ke(3irch\ 1 peninsula U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia.
Europe, projecting E from the Crimea 2 strait between Kerch
peninsula & Taman peninsula connecting Sea of Azov & Black sea
3 city & port in Crimea on Kerch strait pop 99.000
Ker.gue.len \'kar-ga-lan, ,ker-g3-'len\ 1 archipelago S Indian
ocean belonging to France area 7000 2 island in the archipelago
area 131

8

Ke.rin.tji or Ko.rin.tji \ks-'rin-che\ volcano 12,467// Indonesia
in W cen Sumatra; highest on the island
Kerkheh — see karkheh
Kerkira or Kerkyra — see Corfu
Kerk. ra.de \'ke(3)r-,krad-a\ commune SE Netherlands pop 48,167
Ker.raad-ec \(,)k5r-'mad-3k\ islands SW Pacific a6 500 m NEof
New Zealand; belong to New Zealand area 13 _
Ker-man Xkar-'man. ke(3)r-\ 1 or anc Gar.ma.nia \kar-'ma-
ne-a, -nys\ region SE Iran bordering on Gulf of Oman & Persian
gulf S of ancient Parthia 2 or anc Car-ma-na \kar-'man-3,
-'man-, -'man-\ ciiy SE ccM Iranin NW Kerman region pop 62,175
Ker.raan.shah \'ker-,man-'sha, -'sh6\ ciiy W Iran W of Hamadan
pop 125.181
Kem \'k3m\ river 150 m S cen Calif, flowing SW into Buena
Vista reservoir
Ker.ry \'ker-e\ coimty SW Ireland in Munster # Tralee area 1815,
pop 116.405
Ker-ii'len \'ker-3-,len\ river 650 m E Mongolia flowing S & E into
the Argun in Manchuria

Kes.te.ven, Parts ol \ke-'ste-v3n\ administrative county E En-
gland in SW Lincolnshire * Sleaford area 724, pop 131,600
Kes-wick \'kez-ik\ urban district NW England in Cumberland
near Derwentwater
Ket.ter.ing \'ket-3-rir)\ city SW Ohio S of Dayton pop 54,462
Keu-ka X'kyii-ks, ka-'yii-X lake 18 m long W N.Y.; one of the
Finger Lakes
Kew \'kyU\ 1 city SE Australia in S Victoria, NE suburb of
Melbourne pop 31,518 2 parish S England in Surrey on the
Thames, W suburb of London
Ke.wa.nee \ki-*wan-e\ city NW 111. pop 16,324
Ke.wee.uaw \'ke-W3-,n6\ peninsula NW Mich, projecting from
upper Mich, peninsula into Lake Superior
Keweenaw Bay inlet of Lake Superior NW Mich, on E side of
Keweenaw peninsula
Key Lar.go \'lar-(,)go\ island S Fla. in the Florida Keys
Key West \'west\ city SW Fla. on Key West I. at W end of
Florida Keys pop 33,956
Kha.ha.rovsk \k3-'bar-3fsk\ 1 territory U.S.S.R. In E Soviet
Russia, Asia, bordering on Sea of Okhotsk & Bering sea area
965.400, pop 1,250,000 2 city, its #, on the Amur pop 322,000
Kha-kass \k3-'kas\ autonomous region U.S.S.R. in S Soviet
Russia, Asia, in SW Krasnoyarsk Territory N of the Sayan
mountains # Abakan area 24,000, pop 300,000
Khalkidlkl — see chalcidice
Khalkis — see chalcis
Khan.ba.lik \,kan-ba-*lek\ ancient city # of China under the
Mongols, corresponding to modem Pekiiig
Khania — see canea
Khan.ka \'kao-ka\ or Han.ka X'hao-kaX lake E Asia on border
between Maritime Territory, U.S.S.R., & Heilungkiang, China area
1700

e,—s.

Kha.rag.pnr \'k3r-3g-,puC3)r\ city E India in SW West BengalWSW of Calcutta pop 129,600
Khar.kov \'kar-.kdf, -,k6v, -ksfV city U.S.S.R. in NE Ukraine on
edge of Donets Basin pop 930,000
Khar.tonm or Khar.tum \kar-'tiim\ city * of Sudan at junc-
tion of the White Nile & Blue Nile pop 93,103
Khartoum North or Khartum North city cen Sudan, N suburb of
Khartoum pop 39,082
Kha.si \'kas-e\ hills E India in NW cen Assam; region constitutes
an autonomous district of India
Kha.tan.ga Nk^-'tag-gs. -'taoA river 800 m N Soviet Russia,
Asia, in N E Krasnoyarsk Territory flowing N into Laptev sea

Kher-son \ke(3)r-'s6n\ city & port U.S.S.R. in S Ukraine on the
Dnieper 19 m from its mouth pop 157,000
Khing.an \'shiri-'an\ mountains NE China divided into the Great
Khingan (running N-S in NE Inner Mongolia) Sc the Lesser
Khingan (extending NW-SE in Heilungkiang)
Khios — see Chios
Elhirbat Qumran — see qumran
Kbi.U'ina \'ke-3-,ma\ or Estonian Hii.a.maa \'he-3-,raa\ Island
U.S.S.R. in Estonia in Baltic sea N of Sarema I. area 371

Khi.va \'ke-va\ 1 or Kho.rezm \ka-'rez-3m\ oasis U.S.S.R. in
Uzbekistan on the lower Amu Darya 2 or Khwa.razm \kw3-
'raz-3m\ former khanate cen Asia including Khiva oasis 3 town
in the oasis, # of the khanate pop 15,000
Khokand — see kokand
Ktaor.ram.shahr X.kbr-sm-'shar. ,kar-\ city & port W Iran on
Shatt-al-Arab N NW of Abadan pop 30,000
KliO'tan \'ko-'tan\ oasis W China in SW Sinkiang on S edge of
the Takla Makan at foot of Kunlun mountains
Khu.ra.san \,kur-3-'san\ or Khor-a.san X.kdr-a-'san, .kar-\
region NE Iran; chief city Meshed
Khu-zi.stan \,kU-zi-'stan, -'stan\ region SW Iran bordering on
Persian gulf;_chief city Khorramshahr
Khy.ber \'ki-b3r\ mountain pass 33 m long on border between
Afghanistan &_Pakistan in Safed Koh range WNW of Peshawar
Kia.mu.sze Nje-'a-'mii-'suX city N £ China in N E Heilungkiang on
the Sungari^pop 146,000
Kiang'Si \je-'aQ-'se\ province SE China # Nanchang area 63,629,
pop 16,773,000
Kiang.su \je-'ao-'su\ province E China bordering on Yellow sea #
Nanking area 4:1,699, pop 47,167,000
Kiangtu — see vangchow
Kiao.chow Bay \je-.au-jo-\ inlet of Yellow sea E China in E
Shantung area 200
Ki.bo \'ke-(,)bo\ mountain peak 19,31 7 /r NE Tanganyika; highest
peak of Kilimanjaro &. highest point in Africa
Kid'der>min*ster \'kid-3r-,min(t)-st3r\ municipal borough W cen
England in Worcestershire SW of Birmingham pop 37,423
Kid.ron X'kid-ran, 'ki-dranV or Ked-ron X'ked-ran, 'ke-dranX
valley cen Palestine between Jerusalem & Mount of Ohves; source
of stream (Kidron) flowing E to Dead sea
Kiel \'ke(3)l\ 1 city & port W Germany * of Schleswig-Holstein
on SE coast of Jutland peninsula pop 2 70,700 2 canal 61 /n N
Germany across base of Jutland peninsula connecting Baltic sea &
North sea
Kiel-ce \ke-'elt-(,)sa\ or Russ Kelt-sy XTcelt-seV city S Poland S
of Warsaw pop 77,500
Ki.ev or Ki.yev \'ke-.(y)ef. -.(y)ev, -(y)3f\ city U.S.S.R. # of
Ukraine on the Dnieper pop 1,102,000 — Ki-ev-an \-,(y)ef-3n,
-.fy)ev-\ adj or n
Kl.ga*U \ki-'gal-e\ town E cen Africa # of Rwanda
Kikladhes — see cyclades
Ki'lau.ea \,ke-,lau-'a-3\ volcanic crater 2 m wide Hawaii on
Hawaii I. on E slope of Mauna Loa

Eal'dare \kil-'da(3)r, -'de(3jr\ county E Ireland in Leinster# Naas
area 654, pop 64,346 _
Kil.i.man.ja.ro \.kil-3-m9n-'jar-(,)o, -'jar-\ mountain NE
Tanganyika near Kenya border — see kibo
Kil'ken.ny \kil-'ken-e\ 1 county SE Ireland in Leinster area 796,
pop 61.670 2 municipal boroughj_its *
Kil'lar-ney, Lakes of \kil-'ar-ne\ three lakes SW Ireland In
County Kerry
Kill Dev-il \'kil-.dev-3l\ hiU E N.C. near village of Kit-ty Hawk
\'kit-e-,h6k\ on sand barrier opposite Albemarle Sound; included
in Wright Brothers National Memorial
KiMeen \kil-'en\ city_cen Tex. _N of Austin pop 23,377
Kil.lie.cran.kie \,kil-e-'kraa-ke\ mountain pass cen Scotland in
Perth in the St Grampians

Kill van KuU \,kil-(,)van-'k3l, -v3n-\ channel between N.J. &
Staten I., N.Y., connecting Newark Bay & Upper New York Bay
Kil.mar.nock \kil-'mar-n3k\ burgh SW Scotland in Ayrshire pop
42,120
Kim-ber.Iey \'kim-b3r-le\ city Republic of So. Africa in N Cape of
Good Hope WNW of Bloemfoniein pop 58.777
Kim.ber*leys \-lez\ plateau region N Western Australia N of
19''30'S iat.

Kin.a-bu.lu or Kin.i.ba.lu \.kin-s-b3-'lij\ mountain 13,455 Jt N
cen Brit. No. Borneo; highest peak in Borneo I.

Kin. car-dine \kin-'kaid-''n\ or Kin-car-dine. shire \-,shl(3)r,

-sharX or jormerly The Meams X'mamzX counry E Scotland bor-
dering on North sea * Stonehaven area 3S2, pop 47,341
Kinchinjunga — see kanchenjunga
Ki.nesb'ina \'ke-nish-m3\ city U.S.S.R. in cen Soviet Russia,
Europe, N E of Moscow pop 84.000
King George's Falls — see aughrabtes falls
King.man X'kia-manX reef cen Pacific at N end of Line islands

King's — see offaly
Kings Canyon National Park \'kiDz-\ reservation SE cen Calif.

in the Sierra Nevada N of Sequoia National Park area 708
King's Lynn \'kir]z-'lin\ or Lynn or Lynn Re.gis \-'re-j3s\
municipal borough E England in Norfolk near the Wash pop 26.173
Kings Mountain mountain ridge N.C. & S.C. W of Gastonia, N.C.
Kings Peak mountain 13,498 // NE Utah in Uinta mountains;
highest point in state

Kings.port \'kioz-,po(alrt, -,p6(3)rt\ city NE Tenn. pop 26,314
Kings.ton \'kio(kt-st3n\ 1 city SE N.Y. on the Hudson E of the
Catskills pop 29,260 2 borough E Pa. SW of Scranton on the
Susquehanna pop 20,261 3 city Canada in SE Out. on Lake
Ontario near head of the St. Lawrence pop 48,618 4 or Kingston
on {or upon) Thames municipal borough SE England WSW of
London # of Surrey pop 40,168 6 city & port * of Jamaica on
Kingston Harbor (inlet of the Caribbean) pop 137.700
Kingston upon Hull — see hull
Kings.town \'kio-,staun\ 1 town & port Brit. West Indies on St.

Vincent I. # of St. Vincent territory 2 — see dun laoghairb
Kings.ville \'kioz-.vil, -V3l\ city S Tex. pop 25,297
Kinmen — see quemoy
Kinneret — see gaulee (Sea of)

Kin'FOSs \kin-'r6s\ 1 or Kin.ross-shlre \-'r6s(h)-,shl(3)r. -shsrX
county E cen Scotland area 82, pop 7418 2 burgh, its #
Kinsen — see kumchon
Kin.ston \'kin(t)-stan\ city E N.C. pop 24.819
Kin-tyie \kin-*ti(3)r\ or Can*tyTe \kan-\ peninsula 40 m long
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SW Scotland between the Atlantic & Firth of Clyde; terminates In
Mull ol Kintyre \,m3l-\ (cape in No, channel)
Kioga — see kYOGA
Kioto — see K voto
Kir-giz Republic or Kir.glilz_ Republic \,kif3)r-,gez-\ or
Kir-gi*zia or Eir>ghi-zia \-'ge-zChie-3, -zh3\ constituent re-

public of the U.S.S.R. in Soviet Central Asia # Frunze area
76,100, pop 2.100,000

Ki-rik.ka-le \k3-'rik-3-,la\ city cen Turkey E of Ankara pop
42,838
Ki-rin \'ke-'rin\ 1 province NE China in E Manchuria # Chang-
chun area 72,201, pop 11,290,000 2 or jormerly Yung-ki \'yuo-
'je\ city N E China in Kirin E of Changchun pop 435,400
Kirjath-arba — see hebron
Kirk.caldy \(.)k3r-'k6(l)d-e, -"kad-, -'kad-\ burgh & port E Scot-
land in Fife on Firth of Forth N of Edinburgh pop 45,03 7

Kirk.cud.bright \(,)k3r-'ku-bre\ 1 or Kirk.cud.bright-shire
\-,shi(3)r, -shsrX county S ScoUand area 899, pop 30,472
2 burgh, its *, SW of Dumfries
Eir-kuk \kiOir-'kuk\ city NE Iraq SE of Mosul pop 89,917
Klrk.wall Vksr-.kwolN burgh & port N Scotland * of Orkney
EiJk-wood \'kar-,kwud\ city E Mo. W of St. Louis pop_29,421
Ei-TOV \'ke.,r6f, -,r6v, -r3f\ or jormerly Vyat-ka \ve-'at-ka,

-'at-\ city U. S. S. R. in E Soviet Russia, Europe, on Vyatka river

pop 252,000
Ei-ro>va*bad \ki-'ro-va-,bad\ or jormerly GaU'dzha \'gan-j3\ or
Eli.sa-vet.pol \i-,Uz-3-'vet-,p61\ city u. S. S. R. in W Azerbai-
dzhan pop 116,000
Ki-ro-vo*grad \ki-'ro-v3-.grad\ or jormerly Zi-nov<ievsk \z3-
'n6v-,yefsk, -,yevsk\ or Eli-sa>vet-grad \i-,liz-3-'vet-,grad\ city

U. S. S. R, in S cen Ukraine pop 30,000
Ei-ru*na \'ke-r3-,na\ city N Sweden in Lapland pop 2 7.063
Eish \*kish\ ancient city of Sumer & Akkad E of site of Babylon
Ei-shi.nev Vkish-s-.nef, -,nev\ or Rom Chi-si-uan \,ke-sM-'nati\
city U.S.S.R. * of Moldavia pop 214,000
Eishm — see qishm
Eishon — see qishon
Kis.ka \'kis-ks\ island SW Alaska in Rat group oj the Aleutians

Eis.ma.yu \kis-'mi-(,)U\ or It Chi.si.ma.io \,ke-ze-'ma-(,)yo\
town & port S Somalia on Indian ocean
Eis-sim,mee \kis-'im-e\ river 150 m S cen Fla. flowing SSE from
Lake Tohopekaliga through Lake Kissimmee (12 m long) into

Eist-na \'kis(t)-n3\ or Eiisb^na \'krish-n3\ river 800 m S India
flowing from Western Ghats E across the Deccan into Bay of
Bengal
Ki-5U>mu \ki-'sii-(,)mu\ town & port E Kenya on Lake Victoria

Kitch.e.ner \'kich-(3-)n3r\ city Canada in SE Ont. pop 59,562
Eithairon — see cithaeron
Ki-thi.ra or Ey.the-ra \'ke-th3-(,)ra\ or Cy.the.ra \s3-"tMr-3,
si-\ or It Ce-rl*go \'cher-i-,go\ island W Greece, southernmost of
the Ionian islands # Kithira area 110
Eit-i-mat \'kit-3-,mat\ river o6 50 m W Canada in NW B. C. flow-
ing to Douglas channel (inlet of the Pacific)

Kit.ta-tin.ay IVIountaln \,kit-3-,tin-e-\ ridge E U. S. in the Ap-
palacliians extending from SE N. Y. through NW N. J. into E Pa.
Eit-tery Point \,kit-3-re-\ point of land Me. on the Atlantic at
extreme S tip of state
Eitz-bii-hel \'kits-,byu(-3)l\ resort town W Austria in the Tirol

Eiushu — see kvushu
Ei-yn \'ke-f.)vii\ or jormerly Cos-ter-mans.yllle N'kas-tsr-manz-
,vilV province E Congo * Bukavu area 87,409, pop 1.532.000
Eiyu, Lake lake 60 m long & 30 m wide E Congo in Great Rift
valley N of Lake Tanganyika area 1025
Ei-zil Ir-mak \k3-,zil-,i(3)r-'mak\ or anc Ha-Iys \'ha-l3s\ river
600 m N cen Turkey flowing W & N E into Black sea
Ejo-len \'ch3(r)l-an\ mountains on border between NE Norway
& NW Sweden; highest peak Kebnekaise (in Sweden) 6963 jt

Ela-gen.lurt \'klag-3n-,fii(3)rt\ city S Austria in Carintbia WSW
of Graz pop 62,782
Elaipeda — see memel
Elam.atS \'klam-3th\ 1 river 250 m S Oreg. &. NW Calif, flowing
from Upper Klamath Lake SW into the Pacific 2 mountains S
Oreg. & NW Calif, in the Coast ranges; highest point Mt. Eddy
(in Calif.) 9038 jl

Elamath Falls city S Oreg. on Upper Klamath Lake at head of
Klamath river pop 16,949
Elamath Lakes — see upper rlamath lake, lower Klamath lake
Eleve — see cleves
Elon.dike \'klan-,dTk\ 1 river 90 m Canada in cen Yukon Terri-
tory flowing W into the Yukon 2 region Canada in Yukon river
basin on both sides of Klondike river
Elu<ane \klu-'an\ lake Canada in SW Yukon Territory along N
slope of St. Elias range area 184

Ely>az>ma \kle-'az-m3\ river 425 m W cen Soviet Russia, Europe,
flowing E to join the Oka W of Gorki
Enok-ke \k3-'nak-s\ town NW Belgium NNE of Bruges
Knos-sos or Gnos-sus \(k3-)'nas-3s\ or Gnos.sns \(g3-)'nas-as\
ruined city ^ of ancient Crete near N coast S E of modern Candia
Enox.viUe \'niiks-,vil^-v3l\ city E Tenn. pop 111,827
Eo-ba-rld \'ko-b3-,red\ or It Ca-po-ret-to \,kap-3-"ret-(,)o
,kap-\ viHage NW Yugoslavia on the Isonzo N E of Udine, Italy

Eo>be \'ko-be, -,ba\ city & port Japan in S Honshu on Osaka Bay
pop 1,113.97 7

Kobenbavn — see Copenhagen
Ecblenz or Co.blenz \'ko-,blen(t)s\ city W Germany SSE of
Cologne at confluence of the Rhine & the Moselle pop 97,50()
Eoca — see xanthus
Ko.ca-bas \,k6-j3-'bash\ or anc Gra-ni-cns Xgrs-'nT-kssX river
ab 30 m NW Turkey in Asia flowing N E to Sea of Marmara
Ko>chi \'ko-che\ city & port Japan on S coast of Shikoku pop
180,146

Eo-di-ak \'kod-e-,ak\ or Ea-diak Xkad-'yak, -'yak\ island S
Alaska in Gulf of Alaska E of Alaska peninsula area 3465
EO'dok \'kod-,ak\ or jormerly Fa-Sho^da \f3-'shod-a\ town SE
Sudan on the White Nile
Eoedoes — see kudus

Eo-fu XTco-OJfUV city Japan in S cen Honshu pop 154,494
Ko>lia<la \ko-'hal-3\ mountains Hawaii in N Hawaii I.; highest
point ab 5500 jt
Koi — see red
Eoil — see aligarh
Ko-kand or Khckand \ko-'kand\ 1 region & former khanate
Soviet Central Asia in E Uzbekistan 2 city U. S. S. R. in Kokand
region SE of Tashkent pnp 105,000
Eo^kiu \'go-je-'o\ or Meng-tsz \'m3o-'(d)Z3\ city S China In SE
Yunnan S of Kunming pop 159,700
Ko-ko.mo \'ko-k3-,mo\ city N cen Ind. pop 47,197
Eoko Nor — see tsinghai
Koksoak — see kaniapiskau
Eo*ku>ra X'ko-kg-.ra, ko-'kur-a\ city & port Japan in N Kjiashu
at S end of Siiimonoseki strait pop 242,240
Ko-la \'ko-l3\ peninsula 250 m long & 150 m wide U. S. S. R. in
NW Soviet Russia, Europe, between Barents & White seas

Ko-lar \ko-'lar, 'ko-.\ city S India in E Mysore S of Kolar Gold
Fields pop 19,000
Eolar Gold Fields city S India in S E Mysore state N E of Banga-
lore pop 159,100 ,

Eol-ba-pur \'ko-l3-,pu(s)r\ city W India In SW Maharashtra
SSE of Bombav pop 136,800
Eolmai — see colmar
Edin — see cologne
Eo-ly-ma or Eo-Ii-ma Xks'Ie-msX 1 river 1110 m U. S. S. R. in
N E Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing from Kolyma range N E into East
Siberian sea 2 mountain range Soviet Russia, Asia, in N E Kha-
barovsk Territory parallel to coast of Penzhinskaya Bav
Eo-man-dor-skie \,kam-3n-'d6r-ske\ or Com-mand-er Xks-
'man-d3r\ islands U. S. S. R. in E Soviet Russia, Asia, in Bering
sea E of Kamchatka_peninsula area 850
Ko-ma-ti \k3-'mat-e\ river 500 m S Africa flowing from N
Drakensberg mountains in N E Republic of So. Africa E & N into
Delagoa Bay in S Mozambique
Eo-mi Republic \.ko-me-\ autonomous republic U. S. S. R. in
N E Soviet Russia, Europe, W of N Ural mountains # Syktyvkar
area 145,221, pop 806,000
Ko*mo>do \ka-'mod-(.)o\ island Indonesia in the Lesser Sundas
E of Sumbawa I. & W of Flores I. area 185
Eom.so-molsk \.kam(,)s3-'m61sk\ city U. S. S. R. in E Soviet
Russia, Asia, in S Khabarovsk Territory on the Amur pop 177,000
Eo>na \'ko-n3\ coast region Hawaii in W Hawaii I.

Konakry — see Conakry
Eonau — see hungnam
Kongo — see kumgang
Kbniggratz — see hradec kralove
Konigsberg — see Kaliningrad
Kon-kan X'kao-ksnX region W India in W Maharashtra bordering
on Arabian sea & extending from Bombay S to Goa
Eonstanz — see Constance
Eon>ya or Kon-ia \k6n-'va\ or anc Ico-ni-nm \i-'ko-ne-3m\ city

SW cen Turkey pop 122,704
Eo>o-lau \,ko-(,)o-'la-(,)U\ mountains Hawaii in E Oahu; highest
peak Konahuanui 3105 jl
Eoo-tc-nai or (.in Canada) Koo-te-nay \'kiit-'n-,aj -'n-e\ river

407 m SW Canada & NW U. S. in B. C. Mont., & Idaho flowing
from the Rockies through Kootenay Lake (65 m long, in B. C.)
into the Columbia
Eootenay National Park reservation Canada in SE B. C. aroimd
section of the upper Kootenay area 587
Eo-per \'ko-,peo)r\ or Ko-par \-,par\ or It Ca-po-dis-trla
\,kap-3-'dis-tre-a, ,kap-3-'des-\ town & port Yugoslavia at N end
of Istrian peninsula SSW of Trieste
Eo-peysk or Eo-pelsk \ko-'pask\ city W Soviet Russia, Asia, SE
of Chelyabinsk pop 160,000
Eoi-do-fan \,k6rd-3-'fan\ region cen Sudan W & N of the White
Nile; chief city El Obeid
Ko>rea Xks-'re-a, esp South C)ko-\ 1 peninsula 600 m long & 135
m wide E Asia between Yellow sea & Sea of Japan 2 strait 120 m
wide between S Korea & SW Japan connecting Sea of Japan &
Yellow sea 3 or Gho<sen \'cho-'sen\ country coextensive with
the peninsula; once a kingdom & (1910-1945) a Japanese depend-
ency # Seoul; divided after World War II at 38th parallel into
No. Korea (* Pyongyang area 47,839, pop 19,996,000) & So.
Korea (# Seoul area 37,427, pop 22,974,000)
Eorea Bay arm of Yellow sea between Liaotung peninsula & NW
Korea
Kdiinthos — see Corinth
Eorintji — see kerintji
Eort-rijk \'k6rt-,rik\ or Cour-tral \k6r-'tra\ commune NW
Belgium in West Flanders on the Lys N N E of Lille pop 101,717
Eos or Cos \'kas\ 1 island Greece in the Dodecanese area HI
2 chief town & port on the island
Eos*cl-us<ko, Mount \.kaz-e-'3s-(,)ko\ mountain 7305 jt SE
Australia in S E New So. Wales; highest in Great Dividing range &
AustraUa
Koshu — see kwangjo
Eo*si-ce \'k6-shat-.sa\ city E Czechoslovakia pop 60,658
Eo-stro-ma \,kas-tr3-'ma\ city U. S. S. R. in N cen Soviet Russia,
Europe, on the Volga pop 171,000
Eo-tor \'ko-,t6(3)r\ or It Cat-ta-TO \"kSt-3-,ro\ town & port SE
Yugoslavia in Montenegro on an inlet of the Adriatic
Eottbus — see cottbus
Eot-ze.bne Sound \,kat-s3-,byU-\ aim of Chuckchee sea NW
Alaska N E of Bering strait

Eoyno — see Kaunas
Eowait — see Kuwait
Eow-loon \'kaii-'lun\ 1 peninsula SE China in Hong Kong
colony opposite Hong Kong I. 2 city on Kowloon peninsula
pop 699,500
Eoy-u-kuk \'kT-3-,k3k\ river 425 m W Alaska flowing from
Brooks range SW into the Yukon
Eo-zhi-kode \'ko-zh3-,kod\ or Cal-i-cnt \'kal-i-k3t\ city & port
SW India on Malabar coast in Kerala pop 158,700
Kozloy — see michurinsk
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Era, Isthmns ot \'kra\ isthmus S Thailand in N
peninsula; 40 m wide at narrowest part

Malay

Krak-a.to'a \,lcrak-s-'to-3\ or Krak-a-tan or Erak-a-tao \-'tau\

island & volcano Indonesia between Sumatra & Java _
Kra-kow or Cra.cow \'krak-,au, 'krak-, 'krak-, -(,)o, Pol 'kra-

,kLif\ city S Poland on the Vistula pop 463,000
Kras \'kras\ or G Karst \'karst\ or It Car-so \'kSr-(,)so\

limestone plateau NW Yugoslavia N E of Islrian peninsula

Kras-no-dar \'kras-n3-.dar\ 1 territory U.S.S.R. in S Soviet

Russia, Europe, in N Caucasus region area 32,800, pop 3,000,000
2 or lormerly Bka-te-ri.no-dar \i-,kat-9-'re-n3-,dar\ city, its #,
on Kuban river pop 312.000
Kras.no-yarsk X.kras-ns-'yarskX 1 territory U.S.S.R. in W cen

Soviet Russia, Asia, extending along valley of the Yenisei from
Arctic ocean to Sayan mountains area 928,000, pop 2,100,000
2 city, its #, on the upper Yenisei pop 409,000
Ere-leld \'kra-.felt\ or jormerly EreIeId-Uei-dlng>en \'urd-io-

3n\ city W Germany on the Rhine WSW of Essen pop 209,300
Krim — see Crimea
Krishna — see kistna
Eristiania — see oslo
Eris-tian-sand \'kris(h)-ch3n-,san(d)\ city & port SW Norway
on the Skagerrak SW of Oslo pop 27,610
Eris-tian-sund \'kris(h)-ch3n-,sun(d)\ city & port W Norway
WSW ot Trondheimpop 16,805

Eriti — see Crete
Kri-voi Rog or Kri-voy Rog \,kriv-,6i-'rog, -'rakX city U.S.S.R. in

SE cen Ukraine N E of Odessa pop 386.000
Eron.shtadt or Eron.stadt \'kron-,stat, kran-'s(h)tat\ city

U S S.R. in Soviet Russia. Europe, on island in E Gulf of Finland

W of Leningrad pop 45,000
Eru-ger National Park \'kru-g3r\ game reserve NE Republic of

So. Africa in E Transvaal on Mozambique border area 8652
Eru-gers-dorp X'krii-gsrz-.dorpX city NE RepubUc of So, Africa

in S Transvaal W of Johannesburg pop 75,647
E2 — see GODWIN AUSTEN
Eua-Ia Lum-pur \,kwal-3-'liim-,pu(3)r, kii-'al-, -'bm-\ city * of

Federation of Malaya & of Selangor state pop 315,040
En-ban \kii-'ban, -'ban\ river 512 m U.S.S.R. flowing from the

Caucasus N & E into Sea of Azov through two mouths & into

Black sea through one mouth
Eu-ching \'ku-chiQ\ city & port # of Sarawak pop 37,949
Eu-dus or D Koe-does vkud-,ijs\ city Indonesia in cert Java NE
of Semarang pop 54,524
Ku-fra or Gu>fra V'ku-frsX group of five oases SE Libya

Eiii-by-shev or Kuy-by-shev \'kwe-b3-,shef, 'kU-e-ba-, -,shev\

or Jormerlv Sa.ma-ra \s3-'mar-3\ city U.S.S.R. in SE Soviet

Russia Europe, on the Volga pop 806.000
Ea-ke-naam \,kli-k3-'nam\ or Cu-que-nan \,kil-k3-'nan\ moun-
tain 8620 /( on border between Brit. Guiana & Venezuela near

Roraima
Kuku-Ehoto — see huhehot
Eu-la Gull \,ku-l3-\ body of water 17 m long in the Solomons
between New Georgia & adjacent islands

Kul-dja \'kul-(,Ua\ city W China in NW Sinkiang pop 108,200

Eum \'kum\ river 247 m S Korea flowing into Yellow sea

Eu-ma-mo-to \.kum-3-'mot-(,)o\ city Japan in W Kyushu pop
373.922
Eu-ma-si or Ooo-mas-sie \kii-'mas-e, -'mas-\ city S cen Ghana
in Ashanti pop 78,483
Eum-chon \'kum-,chan\ or Jap Ein-sen \'kin-,sen\ city S Korea
NW of Taegu pop 51,300

Eum-gang \'kum-,gaD\ or Jap Eon-go \'kari-(,)go\ or E Di-a-
mond \'dT-(3-)m3nd\ mountains NE cen Korea; highest 5374 Jl

Eunene — see cunene
Eu-nie \'kun-(,)ya\ or Isle of Pines island SW Pacific in New
Caledonia territory SE of New Caledonia I. area 58
Eun-lun or Euen-lun \'kiin-'lUn\ mountains W China extending

from the Pamirs & Karakoram range E along N edge of Tibetan
plateau to SE Tsinghai — see lilugh muztagh
Kun-ming \'kun-'mir)\ or Jormerly Tun-nan \yu-'nan\ or Tun-
nan-fn \-'fLi\ city S China # of Yunnan pop 698,900
Eun-san \'gun-,san\ or Jap Gnn-zan \'gun-,zan\ city & port S
Korea on Yellow sea at mouth of Kum river pop 75,000
Enn-tse-vo \'kijnt-s3-,vo\ city USSR, in Soviet Russia, Europe,
SW suburb of Moscow pop 128,000

Eu-pre-a-nol \,kii-pre-'an-,6f\ island SE Alaska in E Alexander
archipelago
Eu-ra \k»-'ra, "kiir-aV river 825 m W Asia in Transcaucasia
flowing from NE Turkey ESE through Georgia &. Azerbaidzhan,
U.S.S.R., into Caspian sea
Eur-di-stan \,kurd-3-'stan, ,k3rd-\ region SW Asia chiefly in E
Turkey, NW Iran, & N Iraq
Eu-ie \'k(y1u(3)r-e, "ku-OraX 1 or Ocean island cen Pacific in

Hawaii, westernmost of the Leewards 2 city & port Japan in SW
Honshu at W end of Inland sea pop 199,304
Kurg — see cooro
Eur-gan \ki!(3ir-'gan, -'gan\ city U.S.S.R. in W Soviet Russia,

Asia. E of Chelyabinsk pop 145,000
Eu-ria Mu-ria \,kCy)ur-e-3-'m(y)ur-e-3\ Islands in Arabian sea

off SW coast of Oman belonging to Aden colony area 28
Eu-ril or Ku-rile ,\'kyu(3)r-,el, kyu-'reC3)l\ islands U.S.S.R. in

the Pacific between S Kamchatka & E Hokkaido, Japan; be-

longed 1875-1945 to Japan area 3960
Kur-land or Cour-Iand \'ku(a)r-l3nd\ region U.S.S.R. in W
Latvia bordering on the Baltic & Gulf of Riga
Eurland GuIJ inlet of the Baltic W U.S.S.R. on border between
Lithuania & Soviet Russia area 625
Eur-nool \k3r-'nul\ city S India in W Andhra Pradesh SSW of

Hyderabad pop 100.849
Eursk \'ku(3)rsk\ city U.S.S.R. in SW Soviet Russia, Europe, on
Seim river pop 203,000
Eush — see cusH
Eus-ko-kwim \'k3s-k3-,kwim\ river 550 m SW Alaska flowing
SW into Euskokwim Bay (inlet of Bering sea)
Eu-tah-ya \ku-'ta-y3\ city W cen Turkey pop 39,851
Eut-al-Ima-ra or Kut-el-Ama-ia \.kut-,al-3-'mar-», -.el-\ city

SE cen Iraq on the Tigris SE of Baghdad pop 16,237
Eutch or Gntch \'k3ch\ former principality & state W India N
of Gulf of Kutch # Bhuj; now part of Gujarat
Eatcb, GuU ol inlet of Arabian sea W India N of Kathlawar

Entcb, Rann of \,r3n-\ salt marsh in S West Pakistan & W
India stretching in an arc from the moutlis of the Indus to the
head of Gull of Kutch
Eu-wait or Eu-weit or Eo-wait \k3-'wat\ or Al Enwait \.al-\
1 country SW Asia in Arabia at head of Persian gulf; a sheikhdom.
before 1961 under Brit, protection area 5800, pop 206,177 2
city & port, its * pop 99,438 — Eu-wai-ti \k3-'wat-c\ adj or n
Kuz-netsk \kuz-'netsk\ city U.S.S.R. in S cen Soviet Russia,
Europe, E of Penza pop 57,000
Enznetsk basin or Kuz-bass or Knz-bas Nnciiz-ibasX basin of
Tom river U.S.S.R. in W cen Soviet Russia. Asia, extending from
Tomsk to Stalinsk
Ewa-ja-lein X'kwaj-s-bn, -,lan\ Island (atoll) 78 m long W Pacific
in Ralik chain of the Marshalls; encloses lagoon {area 650)
Ewan-do \'kwan-(,)do\ river 600 m S Africa flowing from cen
Angola SE & E into the Zambezi just above Victoria Falls
Ewang-cho-wan X'gwao-'jo-'wan, 'kwao-\ former territory SE
China in Kwangtung on Luichow peninsula; leased 1898-1946
to France # Fort Bayard area 325
Ewang-ju \'gwaD-(.)jii, 'kwao-\ or Jap Eo-sba \'ko-(,)shu\
city SW Korea N E of Mokpo pop 138,883
Ewang-si N'gwao-'se. 'kwao-V or Ewangsi-Chn-ang Region
\-chu-'ao\ region & former province S China # Nanning area
85,096, pop 17,591.000
Ewang-tung N'gwao-'diio, 'kwarj-, -'tut)\ province SE China
bordering on So. China sea &. Giilf of Tonkin # Canton area
89,344, pop 36,740,000
Ewan-to Plain \,kwan-(,)to-\ or Kan- to Plain \,kan-\ or Tokyo
Plain region Japan in E cen Honshu; Tokyo is situated on it

Ewan-tung \'gwan-'diio, 'kwan-, -'tuo\ former territory NE
China in S Manchuria at tip of Liaotimg peninsula; leased to Russia
1898-1905, to Japan 1905-45, & to Russia again 1945-55;
included cities of Port Arthur & Dairen area 1444
Ewei \'gwa. 'kwa\ river 200 m SE China in E Kwangsl flowing
5 into West river_

Ewei-chow \'gwa-'jo, 'kwa-\ province S China S of Szechwan #
Kweiyang area 67,181, pop 15.037,000

Ewel-iin \'gwa-'lin, 'kwa-\ city S China in NE Kwangsl on the
Kwei pop 145,100
Eweisui — see huhehot
Ewei-yang \.gwa-*yaa. 'kwa-\ or Ewel-chu X'gwa-'jii, "kwa-X
city S China # of Kweichow pop 270,900
Eyo-ga or Eio-ga \ke-'o-g3\ lake cen Uganda N of Lake Victoria
traversed by the Victoria Nile area 1000
Eyongsong — see seoul
Kyo-to or Eio-to \ke-'ot-(,)o\ city Japan in W cen Honshu N NE
of Osaka; formeriy (794-1869) * of Japan p<^ 1,284,818
Eythera — see kIthira
Eyn-shu or Kiu-shn \ke-'U-(.)shU\ Island S Japan S of W end
of Honshu area 16,240

Laaland — see lolland
Labe — see elbe
Lab-ra-dor \'lab-r3-,d6(a)r\ 1 peninsula Canada divided between
Que. Sc Nfld. area ab 530,000 2 the section of the peninsula
belonging to Nfld. area 101,881, pop 10,814 3 sea arm of the
Atlantic between Labrador &_Greenland — Lab-ra-dor-ean
or Lab-ra-dor-ian\,lab-r3-'d6r-e-sn, -'d6r-\ adj or n
La-bu-an \la-'bij-3n\ island Brit. No. Borneo in So. China sea
off W coast area 35, pop 9253
La Ca-na-da \,lak-3n-'yad-3\ urban area SW Calif. NE of Glen-
dale pop (with Flintridge) 18,338

Lac-ca-dlve \'lak-3-,div\ islands India in Arabian sea N of
Maldive islands

Laccadive^, Min-i-coy, and Amin-di-vi Islands \'min-i-,k6i;
,3m-3n-'de-ve\ territory India comprising the Laccadive group #
Kozhikode (in Kerala) area 11, pop 21.195
Lacedaemon — see sparta — Lac-e-dae-mo-nlan \,las-3d-a-

La Cbaux-de-Fonds \la-.shod-3-'fo°\ commune W Switzerland
in Neuchatel canton in Jura mountains W NW of Bern pop 38.200

La-ctaine \l3-'shen\ city Canada in S Que. above the Xacbine
Rapids on jhe St. Lawrence SW of Montreal pop 34,494

La-cbisb \'la-kish\ ancient city S Palestine W of Hebron
Lacta-Ian \'lak-l3n\ river 800 m SE Australia in cen New So.
Wales flowing W into the Murrumbidgee
La Cis-ter-na \,las-is-'te(3)r-n3, -'t3r-\ city cen Cliile, S subtu-b of
Santiago pop 155,332
Lack-a-wan-na \,lak-3-'wan-s\ dty W N.Y. on Lake Erie S of
Buffalo pop 29.564

La-co-nia Ma-'ks-ne-s. -nysX 1 city cen N.H. pop 15,288 2 or
La-con-i-ca \l3-'kan-i-ka\ ancient coimtry S Greece in SE
Peloponnesus bordering on _the_ Aegean & the Mediterranean #
Sparta — La-co-nian \ls-'ko-ne-3n. -nvsnN adj or n

Laconla, Gull of inlet of the Mediterranean on S coast of Greece
in Peloponnesus between capes Matapan & Malea
La Go-ru-na \,lak-9-'rUn-y9\ 1 province NW Spain in Galicia
bordering on the AUantic area 3051. pop 1,022,707 2 or E Co-
run-na Xks-'rsn-sX commune & port, its # pop 164,770
La Crosse \l3-'kr6s\ city W Wis. pop 47,575
La-dakh \b-'dak\ district N India in E Kashmir on border of
Tibet * Leh area 45,762 — La-da-kbi \ls-'dak-e\ adj or n

Lad-o-ga \'lad-3-g3, 'liid-\ lake 130 m long & 75 m wide U.S.S.R.
in NW Soviet Russia, Europe, N E of Gulf of Finland area 7000;
largest in Europe
Ladrone —

- see mariana
La-dy-smitb \ 'lad-e-.smith\ city E Republic of So. Africa in W
Natal pop 16,317
Lae \'la-,a\ town i port Territory of New Guinea on SE coast on
Huon Gulf

La-fay-ette 1 \,laf-e-'et also ,la-fe-\ city W cen Ind. pop 42,330
2 \,laf-e-\ city S La. WSW of Baton Rouge pop 40.400

La-gasb \'la-,gash\ ancient city of Sumer between the Euphrates
6 the Tigris at modern village of Telloh \te-'lo\ in S Iraq

Lagoa dos Palos — see patos (Lagoa dos)
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La Grange \l3-'granj\ 1 city W Ga. pop 23,632 2 viUage NE
lU. W of Chicago pop 15.285
La Granja — see san ildefonso
La Guai>ra \l3-'gwT-r3\ city N Venezuela on the Caribbean; port
for Caracas pop 16,279
Lagnna Madre ~ see madr£ CLaguna)
La Hahana - see havana
La Ha-hra Ma-'hab-roX city SW Calif. SE of Los Angeles pop
25,136
La Hague, Cape \l3-'hag\ or F Cap de la Hague \kap-da-la-

ag\ headlttnd NW France at tip of Cotentin peninsula projecting
into English channel
La Hogue \l3-'hog\ roadstead NW France in English channel
off E coast of Cotentin peninsula

La-hoU'tan, Lake \ls-'hant-'n\ prehistoric lake NW Nev. & NE
Calif.

La*hore \la-'ho(3)r, -'h6(a)r\ city Pakistan # of West Pakistan
near the Ravi pop 849,500
Lah.ti \'lat-e\ city S Finland N N E of Helsinki pop 62,600
La Jol-la \l3-'h6i-3\ a NW section of San Diego, Calif.

Lake Charles \'char(3)lz\ city SW La. pop 63,392
Lake district region NW England in Cumberland, Westmorland,
& NW Lancashire containing many lakes & peaks
Lake-land \'la-kl3nd\ city cen Fla. E of TanipS pop 41,350
Lake of the Four Forest Cantons — see lucerne (Lake of)

Lake of the Woods — see woods (Lake of the)

Lake-wood \'la-.kwud\ 1 city SW CaUf. N E of Long Beach
pop 67.126 2 urban area cen Colo. W of Denver pop 19,^38
3 city NE Ohio on Lake Erie W of Cleveland pop 66.154
Lake Worth \'warth\ city SE Fla. on Lake Worth Gagoon) S of
West Palm Beach pop 20,758
La Ll-nea \la-'le-ne-a\ commune SW Spain on Bay of Algeciras
N of Gibraltar pop 63.376

La Man-cha Ms-'man-chsX region S cen Spain in S New Castile

La Mai'Sa Ma-'mar-saX town N Tunisia N E of Tunis
Lam>ha<re*ne \,lam-ba-'ra-ne, -na\ town W Gabon, Africa
Lani'beth \'lam-bath, -,beth\ metropolitan borough SW cen
London, England, on S bank of the Tnames pop 230,105
La Me.sa Va-'ma-saX city SW Calif. N E of San Diego pop 30,441
La>mia \l3-'me-a\ city E cen Greece NW of Thermopylae pop
25,843
Lani'mer-muir \'lam-3r-,myuCa)r\ or Lam.nier*nioor \-.mu(3)r\
hills S E Scotland in East Lothian & Berwick — see says law
Lam-pe*du*sa X.lam-pa-'dii-sa, -zaX island Italy in the Pelagian
islands
La nai Xla-'nTX island Hawaii W of Maui area 141, pop 2115
Lan-ark X'lan-arkX 1 or Lan*ark.shire X-,shi(3)r, -sharX county
Seen Scotland; chief city Glasgow area 892, pop 1.614,125 2 burgh,
its *. on the Clyde SE of Glasgow
Lan-ca. shire X'lat)-ka-.shi(3)r, -sharX or Lan<cas*ter X'lao-
ka-starX county NW England bordering on Irish sea * Lancaster
area 1875, pop 5.116,013
Lan*cas*ter X'lao-ka-star, 'lan-.kas-tar, 'laa-X 1 urban area SW
CaUf. NE of Los Angeles pop 26,012 2 city S cen Ohio SE of
Columbus pop 29.916 3 city SE Pa. pop 61,055 4 municipal
borough NW England * of Lancashire pop 51,650 — Lan<cas-
tri-an Xiao-'kas-tre-an, lan-X adj or n
LaU'Chow X'lan-'jo\ or KaO'lan X'kaii-lanX city W cen China
# of Kansu pnp 700,000
Landes Xta"(n!dX coastal region SW France on Bay of Biscay
between Gironde estuary & the Adour
Lands End or Land's End X'lan(d)-'zendX cape SW England at
SW tip of Cornwall; extreme W point of England

Lang-dale Pikes X,lao-,dal-X two mountain peaks NW England
in Westmorland in Lake District
Lan-gue.doc X.lao-ga-'dak, ra"o-'d6k, la^g-dokX region & former
province S France extending from Auvergne to the Mediterranean
:#:# Toulouse & Montpellicr

La<ni>kai X.lan-i-'krX urbaii area Hawaii on Oahu pop (with
Kailua; 25,622

Lanka — see ceylon
Lan-Sing X'lan(tVsiaX 1 village NE 111. SSE of Chicago pop
18,098 2 city # of Mich, pop 107,807

La-niis Xla-'niisX city E Argentina, S suburb of Buenos Aires pop
286.400

La*od*i*cea XOla-.ad-a-'se-aX 1 ancient city W cen Asia Minor
in Phrygia 2 — see latakia — La*od*i;Ce'an X-'se-anX adj or n
Laoighis X'lash, 'leshX or Leix X'lash, "leshX or formerly Queen's
county cen Ireland ^ Maryborough area 664, pop 45.086
Laon X'Ia"X commune N France NE of Paris pop 21.931
Laos X'laiis, 'laos, 'Ia-,as, 'la-as, 'laiizX country SE Asia bordering
on tlie Mekong; a kingdom, formerly a state of French Indochina;
administrative % Vientiane, royal ^ Luang Prabang a/-ca 91,482,
pop ab 1 000.000
La Fal<nia Xla-'pal-maX island Spain in Canary islands; chief town
Santa Cruz de la Palma area 280
La Paz XIa-'paz. -'paz, -'pasX 1 city -^ of Bolivia E of Lake Titicaca
at altitude of 11,910 }t, pop 339.279 2 town W Mexico * of
Baja California Sur on La Paz Bay (inlet of Gulf of California)
Lap*land X 'lap-,land, -landX region N Europe above the arctic
circle in N Norway, N Sweden, N Finland, & Kola peninsula of
the U.S.S.R, — Lap'land.er X-.lan-dar, -lan-X n
La Pla-ta Xla-'plat-aX city E Argentina SE of Buenos Aires pop
357.356
La Porte Xla-'poCa)rt, -p6(a)rt\ dty N Ind. pop 21,157
Lap'tev X'lap-.tef, -,tevX or jormerly Nor>den*skjbld X'nord-'n-
.shald, -.shiild, -,sheld\ sea arm of Arctic ocean N of Yakutsk
Republic, U.S.S.R., between Taimyr peninsula & New Siberian
islands
La Pu<en-te \,rap-u-'ent-e\ dty SW Calif. ESE of Los Angeles pop
24,723

L'Aquila — see aquila
Lar-a-mie X'lar-a-meX I river 200 m N Colo. & SE Wyo. flowing
N & NE into the No. Platte 2 city SE Wyo. pop 17,520

Larch X'larchX river 270 m Canada in W Que. flowing N E to unite
with the Kaniapiskau forming the Koksoak
La-re>do Xla-'rad-(.)oX city S Tex. on Rio Grande pop 60,678

La>ris*sa Xla-'ris-aX city N cen Greece in E Thessaly on the Peneus
pop 41,016

Lar*i>stan X,lar-a-'stanX region S Iran bordering on Persian gulf

La Ro.chelle X,Iar-a-^shelX city & port W France pop 58,799
Lar*vik X'lar-vik, -,vekX town & port SE Norway
La Salle Xla-'salX town Canada in S Que. on the St. Lawrence
SSW of Montreal pop 18,973
LaS'Caux Xla-'skoX cave SW cen France SE of P^rigueux near town
of Montignac
Las Cru-ces Xla-'skru-sasX city S N. Mex. pop 29,367
La-shlo Xla-'shoX town E cen Burma # of Shan state

Lashkar — see gwalior
Las Pal»mas Xla-'spal-masX 1 province Spain comprising the E
Canary islands area 1119, pop 450,329 2 city & port, its *, in NE
Grand Canarj- I popl 82,217
La Se*re-na X,las-a-'ra-naX city N cen Chile pop 55,708
La Spezia — see spezia
Lassa — see lhasa
Las-sen Peak X,las-'n-X or Mount Lassen volcano 10.453 ft N
Calif, at S end of Cascade range; central feature of Lassen
Volcanic National Park farea 16i>

Las Ve-gas Xlas-'va-gasX city SE Nev. pop 64,405
Lat*a-kia X,lat-a-'ke-aX 1 region NW Syria bordering on the Medi-
terranean 2 or anc La>od*i<cea X(,ira-,ad-3-'se-aX city & port,
its chief town, on the Mediterranean pop 109,216
Latin America, 1 Spanish America & Brazil 2 all of the Americas
S of the US. — Latin-American adj — Latin American n

La-tium X'la-sh(e->amX or It La>zio X'Iat-se-,oX region cen Italy
bordering on Tyrrhenian sea & traversed by the Tiber # Rome

Lat-via X'lat-ve-aX country cen Europe bordering on the Baltic; an
independent republic 1918-40, since 1940 a constituent republic
(Lat.vi-an Republic X.lat-ve-an-X) of the U.S.S.R. * Riga area
25,200, pop 2.100,000

Laun<ces>ton X'16n(t)-sa-stan, •lana)-X city & port Australia in N
Tasmania pop (with suburbs! 55,950

Lau.rel X'16r-al, 'lar-X city SE Miss, pop 27,889
Lau<ren>tian Xld-'ren-chanX or Lan-ren-tlde X'16r-an-,tid, 'lar-,

-.tedX hills Canada in S Que. N of the St. Lawrence on S edge of
Laurentian Highlands
Laurentian Highlands or Lanrentian Upland or Canadian
Shield plateau region E Canada & NE U.S extending E from
Mackenzie basin to Davis strait & S to S Que., S Ont., NE Mirm.,
N Wis., NW Mich., & NE N Y including the Adirondacks

Lan*ri>um X'lorn^-am, 'lar-X mountain SE Greece at SE tip of
Attica
LaU'Sanne Xlo-'zan, -'zanX commune W Switzerland * of Vaud
canton on Lake of Geneva pop 118,900
Lansitz — see lusatia
Lausitzer Neisse — see neisse
Lava Beds National Monument reservation N Calif. SE of
Lower Klamath Lake area 72
La Vendee — see vendee
Lavongai — see new hanover
Lawn.dale X'lon-.dal, 'lan-X city SW Calif. SSW of Los Angeles
pop 21,740
Law>rence X'16r-an(t)s, 'lar-X 1 city NE Kans. W of Kansas City
pop 32,858 2 city N E Mass. pop 70.933
Law.ton X'lot-"'nX city SW Okla. pop 61.697
Lay^san X'li-.sanX island Hawau in the Leewards ab 750 m NW of
Niihau I.

Leam*ing-ton X'lem-ir)-tan\ raimicipal borough S cen England
in Warwickshire pop 36,345

Lea*side X'le-.sIdX town Canada In SE Out., N suburb of Toronto
pop 16,538

Leav*en-worth X'lev-an-,warth\ city NE Kans. on the Missouri
NW of Kansas City pop 22,052

Leb-a*non, 1 X'leb-(a-)nanX city SE cen Pa. E of Harrisburg pop
30,045 2 X'leb- (a-)nan, 'leb-a-.nanX or anc Lib-a-nus X 'Ub-a-nasX
mountains Lebanon running parallel to coast W of Bika valley;
highest point Dahrel Qadib 10.131 fr 3 country SW Asia border-
ing on the Mediterranean; a repubhc since 1944, formerly (1920-
44) a French mandate # Beirut area 3470, pop 1,400,000 — Leh-
a-nese X,leb-a-'nez, -'nesX adj or n
Lebda — see homs
Le Bour-get Xla-(,)bur-'zhaX commune N France, NE suburb of
Paris

Lec*ce X'la-che, 'lech-e\ commime SE Italy in Apulia SE of Brin-
disi pop 58,400_
LeC'CO X'la-Clko, 'lek-(,)oX conimune N Italy in Lombardy on
branch (Lake Lecco) of Lake Como pop 43,800
Lech X'lek. 'lek\ river 177 m Austria & Germany flowing from the
Vorarlberg N into_the Danube

Le>do X'led-(,)o, *lad-X town NE India in N E Assam
Leeds X'ledzX city & county borough N England in West Riding
Yorkshire, on the^ Aire pop 504,954
LeeU'War-den X'la-,vard-'uX commune N Netherlands # of Fries-
land pop 81,985
Lee*ward X'le-ward, 'lii-ardX 1 island chain cen Pacific extending
1250 /7i W NW from main islands of the Hawaiian group; includes

Nihoa, Necker, Laysan, Midway, & Kure islands 2 or F lies sous
le Vent Xel-sii-la-va''X islands S Pacific. W group of the Society
islands 3 islands West Indies in the N Lesser Antilles extending
from Virgin islands (on N) to Dominica (on S) 4 colony Brit.

West Indies in the Leewards; includes territories of Antigua, St.

Kitts-Nevis, & Montserrat
Leg'horn \'leg-,(h)6(almX or It Li-vor>no Xle-'vdr-(,>noX com-
mune & port cen Italy in Tuscany on Tyrrhenian sea pop 146,162
Leh X'laX town E Kashmir on the Indus # of Ladakh
Le Ha-vre Xla-'bavr'X or Havre or Jormerly Le Ha-vre-de-Gr3ce
Xla-,hav-rad-a-'gras, -,hav-da-'X city & port N France on English
channel on N side of Seine estuary pop 139,810
Le.high X'le-.hlX river 100 m E Pa. Qowing SW & SE into the
Delaware
Leh>man Caves X.le-man-X limestone caverns E Nev. on E slope of
Wheeler Peak in Lehman Caves National Monument

Leices>ter X'les-tarX 1 or Leices-ter>sbire X-.shi(a)r, -sharX
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county cen England arm 832, pop 630,893 2 city & county bor-
ough, its #, ENE of Birmingham pop_285,061
Lei-den or Ley-den \'lTd-=n, Du usu 'la-ysX city W Netherlands in
So. Holland on a branch of the lower Rhine pop 95,882
Leie — see lys
Lein-ster \'lenCt)-st3r\ province SE Ireland area 7580, pop
1,329,625

Leip-zig \'I7p-sig, -sik\ or Leip>sic \-sik\ city E Germany in
Saxony SSW of Berlin pop 613,700

Lei-ria \la-'re-3\ town W cen Portugal SSW of Coirabra
Leith \'Ieth\ port section of Edinburgh, Scotland, on Firth of
Forth; formerly a burgh

Lei-tha \'IT-(,)ta\ river 112 m E Austria & NW Hungary flowing
SE into the Raba

Lei'txim \'le-trom\ county NW Ireland in Connacht # Carrick on
Shannon area 589, pop 33,468
Leix — see LAOIGHIS
Lel'Xoes \la-'shoi"sh\ town NW Portugal on the Atlantic; port
for Oporto
Lek \'lek\ river 40 m Netherlands flowing W into the Atlantic; the
N branch of the lower Rhine

Le Maine — see NtAiNE
Leman, Lake — see geneva (Lake of)

Le Mans \l3-'ma"\ city NW France pop 111,891
Le March© — see marches
Lembei'g — see Lvov
Lem*nos \'lem-,nas, -n3s\ or NGk Llm-nos yiem-,n6s\ island
Greece in the Aegean ESE of Chalcidice peninsula; chief town
Kastron area 175
Lemon Grove urban area SW Calif. E of San Diego pop 19,348
Le-na X'le-ns, "laA river 3000 m U.S.S.R. in W Soviet Russia,
Asia, flowing N E & N into Laptev sea through wide delta
Len.in-grad \'len-3n-.grad\ or jormerty (1703-1914) Saint
Pe.ters-hurg Xsant-'pet-arz-.bsrg, ssntA or (1914-24) Pel-ro-
grad \'pe-tr3-,grad\ city U.S.S.R. in NW Soviet Russia, Europe,
at E end of Gulf of Finland * of Russian Empire 1712-1917 pop
3,300,000

Le*nin Peak \.len-3n-, ,lan-, -,en-\ mountain 23,386/r on border be-
tween Kirgiz & Tadzhik republics; highest in Trans Alai range
Leu-nox \'len-3ks, -iks\ urban area SW Calif. SSW of Los Angeles
pop 31,224
Leom-ln>ster \'lem-3n-st3r\ city cen Mass. N of Worcester pop
27,929

Le-6n \Ia-'on\ 1 or LSon de los Al-da-mas \-d3-,l6-,sal-'dam-
3S\ City cen Mexico in Guanajuato pop 226,245 2 city W Nicara-
gua pop 46,321 3 region & ancient kingdom NW Spain W of Old
Castile 4 province NW Spain in N Leon region area 5936, pop
600,384 5 city, its # pop 75,871^

Le-o-ne, Mon-te \,mant-e-la-'o-ne\ mountain 11,684/; on border
between Switzerland & Italy SW of Simplon Pass; highest in
Lepontine Alps

Le-o-pold II, Lake \'le-5-,pold\ lake 90 m long W Congo
Le«0'POld. villa \'le-a-jp6ld-,vil, 'la-\ 1 province SW Congo
2 city, ^ of Congo & of Leopoldville province, at outlet of Stanley
Pool in Congo river pop 257,197
Lepanto — see navpaktos
Lepanto, Gulf of — see corinth (Gulf oO
Le-pa.ya \'lep-3-y3\ or O Li-bau \'le-,bau\ city & port U.S.S.R.
in W Latvia on the Baltic pop_ 68,800
Le.pon-tine Alps \li-,pan-,tin-. ,lep-3n-\ range of cen Alps on
border between Switzerland & Italy — see leone (Monte)
Leptis Magna — see homs
Le-ri-da X'la-rad-a, "ler-sd-X 1 province NE Spain in NW Cata-
lonia area 4690, pop 336.743 2 commune, its * pop 61,449
Ler-wick \'l3r-(,)wik, 'le(3)r-\ burgh & port N ScoUand # of
Shetland on Mainland I.

LeS'bos \'Iez-.bas, -bas\ or Mvt>i>le*ne X.mit-'l-'e-neV or NGk
Lis-vos \'!ez-,v6s\ or Ml-ti-lS-ni \,mit-=l-'e-ne\ island Greece in
the Aegean off W coast of Turkey area 623
Les Ey-zies \.la-za-'ze\ commune SW cen France SE of Perigueux
Lesser An-til-les \an-'til-ez\ islands in the West Indies including
Virgin, Leeward & Windward islands, Trinidad, Barbados, Tobago,
& islands in the S Caribbean N of Venezuela
Lesser Armenia region S Turkey corresponding to ancient Cilicia

Lesser Ehingan — see khinoan
Lesser Slave \'slav\ lake Canada in cen Alta. draining through the
Lesser Slave river to the Athabasca area 461

Lesser Sunda — see sunda
Leth-hridge \'leth-(,)brij\ city Canada In S Alta. pop 29,462
Le-ti*cia \l3-'ie-se-3\ town SE Colombia on the Amazon on
Colombia-Peru border
Letzebnrg — see Luxembourg
Leu-cas \'lu-k3s\ or Len-ca-dia \lu-'kad-e-3\ or NGk Levkis
\lef-*kas\ island Greece in Ionian islands at entrance to Ambracian
Gulf area 111
Leuc>tra \'lUk-tra\ ancient village Greece in Boeotia SW of Thebes
Lenven — see louvain
Le-val'lois-Per-ret \l9-,val-(,)wa-p3-'ra\ commune N France on
the Seine, NW suburb of Paris pop bl.ill

Le-vant \l3-'vant\ the countries bordering on the E Mediterranean— Lev>an*tine \'lev-3n-.tin, -.ten, ls-'van-\ adj or n
Levant States — see svria
Le-ven, Loch \'le-v3n\ 1 Inlet of Loch Llnnhe W Scotland be-
tween Argyll & Inverness counties 2 lake 4 m long E Scotland in
Kinross SSE of Perth

Le-ver-kn-sen X.la-vsr-'kiiz-'nX city W Germany on the Rhine
SE of Dusseldorf pop 91,200

Lev«it«town \'lev-9t-,taun\ urban area SE N.Y. on Long I. pop
65,276
Lew>es \'lu-3s\ 1 the upper Yukon river S of its junction with the
Pelly 2 municipal borough S England * of East Sussex on the
Ouse S of London
Lew.ls and Clark \,lu-3-sOT-'klark\ 1 lake 30 m long SE S. Dak.
& NE Nebr. formed by Gavins Point Dam 2 or Mor-ri-son
Cave \,m6r-3-s3n-, ,mar-\ cavern cen Mont. WNW of Bozeman
Lew-i-sham \'IU-3-sh3ra\ metropolitan borough SE London,
England pop 227.551
Lew-is-ton \nU-3-st3n\ city SW Me. on the Androscoggin op-
posite Auburn pop 40,804

Lew-is with Har-ris N.lU-a-swatb-'har-ss. -sw3th-\ Island W
ScoUand in the Outer Hebrides divided administratively into

Lewis (in the N, in Ross and Cromarty coimty, chief town & port
Stornoway) & Harris (in the S, in Inverness county) area 770
Lex-ing-ton \'lek-slD-t3n\ 1 city N cen Ky. pop 62.810 2 town
NE Mass. NW of Boston pop 27,691 3 city cen N.C. S of
Winston-Salem pop 16,093
Leyden —see leiden
Ley.te \'lat-e\ island Philippines in the Visayans SSW of Samar;
chief town Tacloban area 2785
Leyte Gulf inlet of the Pacific in Philippines E of Leyte & S of
Samar
Ley-ton Vlat-'nX municipal borough SE England in Essex, NE
suburb of London pop 105,183
Lha-sa or Las-sa \'las-3, 'las-\ city SE Tibet # of Tibet pop
50,000

Liao \le-'au\ river 700 m N E China flowing N E & S into Gulf of
Liaotung

Liao-niug \le-'au-'niri\ or jormerly Feng-tien \'fsri-te-'en\
province NE China in S Manchuria ^ Mukden area 58,301, pop
20.566,000

Liao-si \le-'a(i-'she\ former province (1948-541 NE China in S
Manchuria bordering on Gulf of Liaotung # Chinchow area 2500
Liao-tung \le-'au-'diia\ peninsula NE China in S Liaoning be-
tween Korea Bay & Gulf of Liaotung (arm of Po Hal)
Liao-yang \le-'au-'yar)\ city NE China in cen Liaoning near An-
shan pop 100,000

Liao-yiian \le-'aii-yu-'an\ city NE China in W Kirin S of
Changchun on the Liao pop 120,100

Li-ard \'le-,'ard\ river 755 m W Canada flowing from Stikine moun-
tains in Yukon Territory E & N into the Mackenzie
Libanus — see Lebanon
Li-be-rec \'Iib-5-,rets\ city W Czechoslovakia in N Bohemia pop
52,798

Li-be-ria \li-'bir-e-3\ country W Africa bordering on the Atlantic;
a republic * Monrovia area 43,000, pop 2,750,000 — Ll-be-
ri-an \-e-3n\ adj or n

Lib-er-ty \'lib-art-e\ or Bed-loe's \'bed-,loz\ island SE NY. in
Upper New York Bay; comprises Statue of Liberty National
Mfonument

Li-bre-viUe \'le-br3-,vil\ city & port # of Gabon at mouth of
Gabon river pop 21.565
Lib-ya \'lib-e-3\ 1 the part of Africa N of the Sahara between
Egypt & Syrtis Major (Gulf of Sidra) — an ancient Greek & Latin
name 2 northern Africa W of Egypt — an ancient Greek & Latin
name 3 or It Li-bla \'leb-y3\ country N Africa bordering on the
Mediterranean; a colony of Italy 1912-43 & independent kingdom
since 1952, joint capitals Tripoli, Benghazi, & Beida area 679,358,
pop 1. 1 95,000 _
Lib-y-an \'lib-e-sn\ desert N Africa W of the Nile in Libya,
Egypt, & Sudan

Lich-tield \'lich-,feld\ mtmicipal borough W cen England in
Staffordshire
Lick-ing \'Iik-ir)\ river 350 m NE Ky. flowing NW into the Ohio
Ll-di-ce \'lid-9(t)-se, -,sa\ village W Czechoslovakia in W cen
Bohemia W NW of Prague

Li-do \'led-(,)6\ island Italy in the Adriatic separating Lagoon of
Venice & Gulf of Venice
Liech-ten-stein \'lik-t3n-,s(h)tTn\ country W Europe between
Switzerland & Austria bordering on the Rhine; a principality ^
Vaduz area_62, pop 14,757 — Liech-ten-stein-er \-,s(hitT-n3r\ n

Li-^ge \le-'a2h, -'ezh\ or Flem Luik \'lTk\ 1 province E Belgium
area 1525, pop 1.010,534 2 city, its # pop 155,042

Lif-fey \'lif-e\ river 50 m E Ireland flowing into Dublin Bay
Lif-ford \'lif-3rd\ town NW Republic of Ireland in Ulster # of
County Donegal

Li-gu-ria \l3-'gyur-e-a\ region NW Italy bordering on Ligurian
sea # Genoa — Li-gu-rl-an \-e-3n\ adj or n
Ligiuian sea arm of the Mediterranean N of Corsica
Lille \'le(3)I\ oi jormerly Lisle \'le(3)l, '1I(3)1\ city N France;
medieval ^ of Flanders pop 194,616
Li-ma, 1 \'li-m3\ city NW Ohio pop 51,037 2 \'le-m3\ city # of
Peru E of Callao pop 1,186.212

Li-ma; \le 'mi\ river 250 m W Argentina flowing out of Lake
Nahuel Huapi & joining the Neuquen forming the Negro
Lim-burg \'lim-,bsrg\ 1 region W Europe E of the Meuse includ-
ing pans of present Limburg province, Netherlands, & Limburg
province, Belgium 2 province N E Belgium # Ha.sselt area 929,
pop 571,655 3 province SE Netherlands # Maastricht area 851,
pop 1,425,732

_
Lime-bouse \'lim-,ha(is\ district E London, England, in Stepney
on the Thames
Lim-er-ick \'lim-(3-)rik\ 1 county SW Ireland In Munster area
1037, pop 82,528 2 city & county borough & port, its #, on the
Shannon pop 51,445
Limnos — see lemnos
Li-moges \le-*mozh\ city W cen France pop 105,990
Li-m6n or Puer-to Limon \,pwert-o-li-'mbn\ city & port E Costa
Rica on the Caribbean pop 20,764

Li-mou-sin \,le-m3-'za", ,lim-3-'zen\ region & former province S
cen France W of Auvergne # Limoges
Lim-po-po \lim-'po-(,)p6\ or Croc-o-dile \'krak-3-.dTI\ river
100(5 m S Africa flowing from Transvaal, Republic of So. Africa,
into Indian ocean in Mozambique
Li-na-res \li-'nar-3s\ commune S Spain N of Jadn pop 56.154
Lin-coln \'liD-k3n\ 1 city cen III. pop 16,890 2 city * of Nebr.

fop 128,521 3 or Lin-coln-shire \-,shi(3)r, -sh3r\ county E
ngland bordering on North sea between Humber river & the

Wash area 2664, pop 706,574 — see Holland (Parts of), kesteven
(Parts of), LtNDSEY (Parts of) 4 city & county borough E England
in Lincolnshire # of Parts of Lindsey pop 69,412
Lincoln Park city SE Mich. SW of Detroit pop 53,933
Lin-den \'lin-d3n\ city NE N.J. SSW of EUzabeth pop 39,931
Lin-den-burst \'lin-dm-,h3rst\ village SE N.Y. in cen Long I. pop
20,905

Lin-des-nes \'lln-d3-,snas\ or the Naze \'naz\ cape Norway at S
tip projecting into North sea

Lindisfarne — see holy
Lind-sey, Parts of \Min-ze\ administrative county E England In N
Lincolnshire # Lincoln area 1520, pop 473.500

Line \'lTn\ islands cen Pacific S of Hawaii divided between the
U.S. (Kingman Reef & Palmyra) & Great Britain (Washington,
Fanning, & Christmas) with some in dispute
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Lin*ga*yen Gulf \,IiD-g3-iyen-\ inlet of So. China sea Pliilippines

In NW Luzon
Lin-guet'ta, Cape \lio-'gwet-s\ or Gape Glos<sa \'glas-3\ or anc
Ac-ro>ce>rau<uia \,ak-ro-s3-'r6-ne-a\ cape SW Albania pro-
jecting into Strait of Otranto
Lin>Kb-ping \'lin-,ch3(r)p-io\ city SE Sweden pop 66,016
Lin-litU-gow \lin-'lith-(,)go\ 1 or Lin-litb-gow- shire \-,shi(3)r,

-sh3r\ — see west lothian 2 burgh SE Scotland # of West
Lothian

Linn>he, Loch \'Iin-e\ inlet of the Atlantic oa W coast of Scotland
in Argyll extending N E from head of Firth of Lome
Linz \'iin(t^s, 'linzX city N Austria on the Danube pop 184,685
Li-ons, Gull of \'lT-3nz\ or F Golle du Lion \g61f-dil-lyo"\ arm
of the Mediterranean on S coast of France

Lip-a-ri \'lip-3-re\ 1 or Iso^le Eo.lie \'e-z3^,la-a-'6-le-,a\ or anc
Ae-O-li-ae In'SU«lae \e-'o-le-,e-'in(t)-s3-,le\ islands Italy in

SE Tyrrhenian sea off N coast of Sicily area 45 — see strombOLI
2 or anc Lip-a-ra \'Hp-3-r3\ island, chief of the Lipari group

Li>petsk \'le-,petsk\ city U.S.S.R. in S cen Soviet Russia, Europe,
N of Voronezh pop 156.000

Lip-pe \'lip-3\ 1 river 150 wi W Germany flowing from Teutoberger
Wald W into the Rhine 2 former principality & state Germany
between Teutoberger Wald & the Weser # Detmold

Li-ri \'lir-e\ river 100 m. cen Italy flowing into Gulf of Gaeta
LiS'hon \'hz-b3n\ or Port LiS'boa \lezh-'vo-3\ city & port * of
Portugal on estuary of the Tagus pop 794,434 — liis*l)0>an
\!iz-'b6-3n\ n

Lls-hurne, Cape \'liz-b3rn\ cape NW Alaska projecting into Arctic
ocean nearW end of Brooks range
Li-sienx \lez-'y3(r)\ city NW France E of Caen pop 15,342
Lis-ter, Mount \'lis-t3r\ mountain 15,384 it Antarctica W of
McMurdo Sound

Litn-u*a>nia \,lith-fy)a-'wa-ne-3, -nyaX country cen Europe border-
ing on the Baltic: remnant of a medieval principality extending from
Baltic sea to Black sea; a republic 1918-40, since 1940 a constituent
republic (Lithuanian Republic) of the U.S.S.R. # Vihiyus area
31,200, pop 2,800,000

Little Abaco — see abaco
Little America former base for exploration Antarctica on Ross
Shelf Ice near Bay of Whales

Little Bighorn river 80 m N Wyo. & S Mont, flowing N into the
Bighorn

Little Colorado river 300 m NE Ariz, flowing NW into the
Colorado

Little Diomede — see diomede
Little Inagna — see inagua
Little Katoylia — see kabylia
Little Karroo — see karroo
Little Minch — see minc h
Little Missouri river 560 m W U.S. flowing from N E Wyo. N into
the Missouri in W N. Dak.

Little Namaqualand — see namaqualand
Lit- tie Rock \Mit-"'l-,rak\ city # of Ark. pop 107,813
Little Russia - see Ukraine
Little Saint Bernard mountain pass 7m Ji over Savoy Alps be-
tween France & Italy S of Mont Blanc

Little Walacbia — see oltenia
Liuchiu -- see ryukvu
Liu-chow \le-'U-'j5\ city S China in cen Kwangsi pop 158,800
Liv-er-more \'liv-3r-,mo(D)r. -,md(3)r\ cityW Calif. SE of Oak-
land pop 16.058

Liv-er-pool \'liv-3r-.pul\ city & county borough NW England in
Lancashire on Mersey estuary pop 789,532

Liv-ing-ston \'liv-ir]-st3n\ urban township NE N.J. pop 23,124
Liv-ing-stone \'liv-ir]-st3n\ city S Northern Rhodesia on the
Zambezi near Victoria Falls pop 20.100

Livingstone Falls rapids in lower Congo river W equatorial Africa
below Stanley Pool; a series of cascades dropping ah 900 ji in 220 m
Li>vo-nia \l3-'v6-ne-3, -nysX 1 region cen Europe bordering on the
Baltic in Latvia & Estonia 2 city SE Mich. W of Detroit pop
66,702 — Li-vo-nian \-ne-3n, -nyan\ adj or n
Livomo — see lfghorn
Lizard Head or Lizard Point headland SW England in S Cornwall
at S tip of the Lizard (peninsula projecting into English channel);
extreme S point of Great Britain, at 49°57'30"N, 5°12'W
Lju-Wia-na Me-.U-ble-'an-s, le-'ii-ble-3-,na\ city NW Yugoslavia
# of Slovenia on the Sava pop 138,981

Llan.ber-is \(h)lan-'ber-3s\ village NW Wales in Carmarthenshire
near Mt. Snowdon at entrance to Pass of Llanherls (1169 Jt)
Llan.drin-dod Wells \(h)lan-,drin-,dad-\ urban district E Wales
# of Radnorshire

Llan-dud-no \(h)lan-'did-(,1n5, -'dsd-X urban district NW Wales
on coast of Caernarvonshire pop 16,712

Lla-nel-ly \(h)la-'nel-e\ municipal borough & port S Wales In
Carmarthenshire pop 34,329

Llan-gef-ni \(h)lan-'gef-ne\ urban district NW Wales, a # of An-
glesey on Anglesey I.

Lla-no Es-ta.ca-do \,lan-(,)o-,es-t3-'kad-(,)o, 'lan-\ or Staked
Plain \'stak(ti-\ plateau region SEN. Mex. & W Tex.

Llu-llai-Ua-co \.yU-,yT-'yak-(,)o\ volcano 22,057 ft N Chile in
Andes mountains on Argentina border SE of Antofagasta
Loanda — see Luanda
Lo-an.ge \lo-'ao-g3\ or Port Ln-an-gne \Iu-'ao-g3\ river 425 m
N E Angola & SW Congo flowing N into the Kasai

Lo-bi-to \lo-'bet-(.)o\ town & port W Angola
Lo-bos, Point \'15-b3s\ 1 promontory Calif, in San Francisco on S
side of entrance to the Golden Gate 2 promontory Cahf. on the
Pacific SW of Monterey
Lo-car-no \lo-'kar-(,)no\ commune SE cen Switzerland in Ticino
canton on N shore of Lake Maggiore
Loch-gilp-head \rak-'gilp-,hed\ burghW Scotland # of Argyll
Loch Ra-ven \la-'kra-v3n\ urban area N cen Md. pop 23.278
Lock-port \'lak-,po(3)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ city W N Y N E of Buffalo pop
26,443
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Lo-cris \'Io-kros, "lak-rssX region of ancient Greece N of Gulf of
Corinth — Lo-crl-an \'lo-kre-3n, 'Iak-re-\ adj or n
Lod — see lydda
Lo-di, 1 \'lod-,I\ city cen Calif. SSE of Sacramento pop 22,229
2 \'Iod-,T\ borough N E N.J. SE of Paterson pop 23,502 3 \'16d-
(,)e\ commune N Italy in Lombardy SE of Milan pop 36,500

Lodz \'luj, 'ladz\ city cen Poland WSW of Warsaw pop 698,000
Lo.fo-ten \'lo-,fot-'n\ island group Norway off NW coast SW of
VesterSlenarfa 475
Lo.gan \'lo-g3n\ city N Utah pop 18,731
Logan, Mount mountain 19,850 ft Canada in SW Yukon Terri-
tory; highest in St. Elias range & in Canada
Lo.gans-port \'lo-g3nz-,po(3)rt, -.p60)rt\ city N cen Ind. N NW
of Kokomo pop 21, 106_
Lo-gro-no \l3-'gron-(.)yo\ 1 province N Spain in N E Old Castile
area 1946, pop 234,099 2 commune, its *, on the Ebro pop 59,368
Loire \l3-'war\ river 625 m. cen France flowing from the Massif
Central NW & W into Bay of Biscay
LoMand \'Ial-snd\ or Laa-Iand \'16-,Ian\ island Denmark in the
Baltic S of Sjaelland area 47 7
Lo-ma-mi \lo-'mam-e\ river 900 m. cen Congo flowing N into
Congo river
Lo-mas \'lo-.mas\ or Lo-mas de Za-mo-ra X.Io-.maz-ds-zs-
'mor-3. -'m6r-\ city E Argentina SW of Buenos Aires pop 125,943
Lom.bard \'lam-.bard\ village NE 111. W of Chicago pop 22.561
Lora-bar-dy \-,bard-e. -bsrd-X or It Lom-bar-dia \.Iara-b3r-'de-3\
region N Italy in Italian Alps * Milan
Lom-blen \lam-'blen\ island Indonesia in the Lesser Sundas E of
Flores area 468
Lom-bok \'lam-,b3k\ island Indonesia in the Lesser Sundas E of
Bali; chief town Mataram area 1825
Lo-me \lo-'ma\ city & port # of Togo pop 65.000
Lo.mond, Ben \ben-'lo-m3nd\ mountain 3192 ft S cen Scotland
on E side of Loch Lomond
Lomond, Loch lake 24 m long S cen Scotland area 27
Lon-don X'lsn-danX 1 city Canada in SE Ont, on the Thames pop
101,693 2 or City of London or anc Lon-din-i-um Man-'din-
e-am, .l3n-\ city SE England # of London county on the Thames
area 675 acres, pop 5268 3 city & port SE England constituting an
administrative county # of United Kingdom of Great Britain &
Northern Ireland; comprises City of London & 28 metropolitan
boroughs area 117, pop 3,348.336 4 or Greater London urban
area SE England comprising London county & the Outer Ring
(Middlesex & parts of Essex. Kent, Surrey. & Hertfordshire) area
693, pop 8,346.137 — Lon-don-er \-da-n3r\ n

Lon-don- der-ry \,l3n-d3n-'der-e, 'lan-d3n-,\ or Der-ry \'der-e\
1 county NW Northern Ireland area 804, pop 155,520 2 county
borough & port, its #. on the Foyle pop 50,099
Long \'16o\ island lis m long SE N Y S of Conn, area 1401
Long Beach, 1 city & port SW Calif. S of Los Angeles on San
Pedro Bay pop 344,168 2 city SE N.Y. on island S of Long I.

pop 26.473
Long Branch city E cen N.J. on the Atlantic pop 26,228
Long.fel-low \'16a-,fel-(,)o, -.fel-3(-w)\ the Appalachian moun-
tains in Me.; named 1959
Long-lord X'loa-fsrdX 1 county E cen Ireland In Leinster area
403, pop 30,642 2 urban district, its #
Long Island City section of New York City on East river in NW
Queens
Long Island Sound inlet of the Atlantic between Conn. & Long I.

Longs Peak \'16oz-\ mountain 14,255 ft N cen Colo, in Front
range in Rocky Mountain National Park
Long- view \'16r|-,vyU\ 1 city NE Tex. pop 40,050 2 city SW
Wash, on the Columbiapop 23,349
Long-xuySn \Iaun-'swe-3n\ town S Vietnam in SW Cochin
China on S side of Mekong delta

Lookout, Cane cape E N.C. on the Atlantic SW of Cape Hatteras
Lookout Mountain ridge 2126^/ SE Tenn.. NW Ga., & NE Ala.
near Chattanooga, Tenn.
Lo-rain \l3-'ran, 16-\ city N Ohio on Lake Erie pop 68.932
Lor-ca \'16r-k3\ commune SE Spain SW of Murcia pop 68,481
Lord Howe \16o>rd-'hau\ island Australia in Tasman sea 436 m
ENE of Sydney belonging to New So. Wales area 5

Lo-ri-ent \,16r-e-'a"\ commune & port NW France in Brittany on
Bay of Biscay pop 47,095
Lome, Firth ol \'16(3)rn\ strait W Scofland between E Mull I. &
mainland
Lor-raine \l3-'ran, 16-\ or G Lo-thrlng-en \'lo-trio-3n\ region &
former duchy N E France around upper Moselle & Meuse rivers;

remnant (Upper Lorraine) of medieval kingdom of Lo-tha-rin-gia
\,15-th3-'rin-j(e)3\ including also territory to N (Lower Lorraine)
between the Rhine & the Scheldt — see Alsace-Lorraine
Los Al-tos \16-'sal t3s\ city W Calif. SSE of Palo Alto pop 19,696
Los An-ge-les 1 \16-'san-j3-l3S also -'sar)-g(3-)l3s\ city & port SW
Calif, on the Pacific pop 2,479,015 2 \16-'sao-ha-,las\ city S cen
Chile pop 75,639
Lot \'lat, '16t\ river 300 m S France flowingW into the Garonne
Lo-thi-au \'lo-the-3n\ region S Scotland bordering on Firth of
Forth; now divided into three counties (the Lothians) . East
Lothian, Midlothian, &. West Lothian
Lough-bor-ough \'l3f-,b3r-3. -,b3-r3, -b(3-)r3\ municipal borough
cen England in Leicestershire S of Nottingham pop 34,731

Lou-ise, Lake \lu-'ez\ lake W Canada in SW Alia in Banff
National Park at altitude of 5670 ft

Lon-i-si-ade \lii-,e-ze-'ad, -'ad\ archipelago in Solomon sea SE of
New Guinea; belongs to territory of Papua

Lou-i-si-ana \li>-,e-ze-'an-3, ,lu-3-ze-. ,lii-ze-\ state S U.S. #
Baton Rouge area 48.523. pop 3,257.022 — Lou-i-si-an-an
\-'an-3n\ adj or n - Lou-i-si-au-ian \-'an-e-3n, -'an-y3n\ adj or n

Louisiana Purchase region W cen U.S. between the Mississippi &
the Rockies extending from Gulf of Mexico to Canada & purchased
(1803) bv the U.S. from France area 885,000

Lou-is-viile \'m-e-,vil, -v3l\ city N Ky on the Ohio pop 390.639
Loup yiup\ river 70 m (290 m with longest headstream, the Middle
Loup) E cen Nebr flowing E into the Platte
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Lonrdes \'lu(3)r(l(z)\ commune SW France on the Gave de Pau
SSW of Tarbes pop 15,829

Loa^reii'CO Mar-ques \l3-,renCt)-(,)so-,mar-'kes\ city & port *
of Mozambique on Delagoa Bay pop 93,303
Loatb \'lautii\ county E Ireland in Leinster bordering on Irish sea
# Dundalk area 317, pop 67,284
Lou-vain \lu-*va"\ or Flem Leu*ven \'l3(r)v-3(n)\ city cen Belg-
ium in Brabant E of Brussels pop 139,567
Low — see tuamotu
Low Countries region W Europe bordering on North sea & com-
prising modem Belgium, Luxembourg, & the Netherlands

Low-ell \'lo-3l\ city NE Mass. NW of Boston pop 92,107
Lower Galilornia or Sp Ba-ia Ca*li*for-nia \,ba(,)ha-\ peninsula
760 m long NW Mexico between the Pacific & Gulf of California;
divided into the state of Baja California (to the N # MexicaU
area 2 7,653. pop 470,089) & the territory of Baja California Sur
\'su{3)r\ (to the S, # La Paz area 27,976, pop 68.315)
Lower Canada the chiefly French province of Canada 1791-1841
corresponding to modern Que. — see upper Canada
Lower Klamath lake 20 m long S Oreg. SSE of Crater Lake
National Park drained by Klamath river

Lower Mer-i-on \'mer-e-3n\ urban township SE Pa. NW of
Philadelphia pop 59,420
Lower Saxony or G Nie.der-sach'Sen \,ned-3r-'zak-s3n\ state of
the Bonn Republic W Germany bordering on North sea * Han-
nover area 18,289, pop 6,576,100 — see saxony
LoweS'toft \'16-st3f(t\ -,stoft\ municipal borough &. port E Eng-
land in East Suffolk on North sea pop 42.837
Low-lands \'lo-lsn(d)z, -,lan(d)z\ region S Scotland S of the Gram-
pians

Loyalty islands SW Pacific E of New Caledonia; a dependency of
New Caledonia area 800. pop 16,000

Lo.yang \'lo-'yao\ city E China in N Honan in Yellow river basin
pop 500,000

LU'a<la>ha \,Iu-3-*Iab-3\ river 400 m SE Congo flowing N to Join
the Lu<a>pU'la \-'pU-l9\ (350 m, outlet of Lake Bangweulu) form-
ing the Congo
Lu>an>da Mii-'an-dA or Lo>an<da \lo-\ city & port * of Angola
pop 137.139
Luang Praohang Mu-.ao-pr^-'baoX city, royal # of I^os, on the
Mekong NNW of Vientiane pop 25,000
Luangue — see loange
Lub-bock \'l3b-ak\ city N W Tex. pop 12 8,691
Lii.beck \'lu-.bek\ city W Germany NE of Hamburg pop 231,800
Lu.blin \'Iu-blan, -.blen\ city E Poland SE of Warsaw pop 148.200
Lucania — see basilicata
Lu*ca>nia, Mount Mu-'ka-ne-a, -nyaX mountain 17.150// Canada
in SW Yukon Territory in St. Elias range N of Mt. Logan
Luc>ca \'lu-ka\ commune cen Italy in Tuscany NW of Florence
pop 42,300
Lu>cerne \lU-'s3m\ or G Lu>zern \lut-*se(a)m\ 1 canton cen
Switzerland area 579. pop 223,249 2 commune, Its #, on Lake of
Lucerne pop 67,100
Lucerne, Lake of or Lake of the Four Forest Cantons lake 24 m
long cen Switzerland area 44
LU'Chow \'m-'j6\ 1 city S cen China in SE Szechwan on the
Yangtze SW of Chungking pop 289,000 2 — see hofei
Luck-now \'l3k-,nau\ city N India * of Uttar Pradesh pop
496,900

Lii-de-ritz \'lud-3-r3ts\ town & port SW South-West Africa

Lu*dhi>a>na \.liid-e-'an-3\ city NW India in Punjab SE of Am-
ritsar pop 153,800
Lud-wigs<burg \'lijd-(,)vigz-,bu(3lrg\ city SW Germany In Bad-
en-Wurttemberg N of Stuttgart pop 73,200

Lud-wigs>taa*fen \,IUd-(,)vigz-'haf-sn\ city W Germany on the
Rhine pop 161,900

Luf-kin \"l3f-k3n\ city E Tex. pop 17,641
Lu<ga>no \lu-'gan-(,)o\ commune SE cen Switzerland In Tlclno
canton on Lake Lugano pop 18.300
Lugano, Lake lake on border between Switzerland & Italy E of
Lake Maggiore area 19
Lu*gansk \lu-'gan(t)sk\ or Jormerly Vo*ro>5hi>IoV'grad \,v6r-
3-'she-l3f-,grad\ city U.S.S.R. in E Ukraine in Donets basin pop
274.000
Lu-gO \nu-(,)go\ 1 province NW Spain in NE Galicia bordering
on Bay of Biscay area 3814. pop 502,652 2 commune, its #, on
Minho river pop 53,833
Lui>cbow \'la-'jo\ peninsula SE China In Kwangtung between So.
China sea & Gulf of Tonkin
Lnik — see liege
Lu>lea \'lii-l3-,o, -le-,o\ city & port N Sweden near head of Gulf
of Bothnia pop 31,588
Lu>le>bur*gaz \,lii-la-(,)bur-'ga2\ town Turkey In Europe WNW
of Istanbul
Lu*lua-bourg \lu-'lU-a-,bu(3)r\ city S cen Congo # of Kasal pop
nasi
Lum.ber.ton \'l3m-b3rt-=n\ city SE N.C. pop 15,305
Lund \'l3nd\ city SW Sweden N E of Malmb pop 40,985
Lun>dy Isle \.l3n-de-\ island SW England at mouth of Bristol
channel off coast of Devonshire area 2

Lii*ne*bure \'lu-n3-,bu(3^rg\ city W Germany SE of Hamburg &
NE of Liineburg Heath or G Lu>ne<bur<ger Hei>de \,lii-na-

,bur-gar-*hTd-a\ (50 m long) pop 58,600
Lti*nen X'lii-nanX city W Germany S of Munster pop 72,200
Lu<ne>ville \'lii-n»-,vU\ city NE France on the Meurthe SE of
Nancy pop 22,690
Lungki — see changchow
Lungkiang — see tsitsihar
Lu>ray \'lU-(,lra\ caverns N Va. in Blue Ridge mountains
Lu-ri*stan X'lur-a-.stan, -,stan\ region W Iran; chief town Burujird
Lu.sa.ka \lu-'sak-3\ city ^ of Northern Rhodesia pop 30,700
Lu-sa.tia \lU-'sa-sh(e-)s\ or G Lau-sitz \'lau-,zits\ region E
Germany N W of Silesia between Elbe & Oder rivers

Ltishun — see port Arthur
Lusitania — see Portugal — Lu-sl-ta-ni-an \,IU-s3-'ta-ne-3n,
-nyan\ adj or n
LU'ta or Lii-da \'IU-'da\ or Port Arthur-Dairen municipality
N E China in Liaoning including cities of Dairen & Port Arthur &
adjacent area pop 1,200,000
Lutetia — see paris
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Lu-ton \'lUt-^\ municipal borough SE cen England In Bedford-
shire pop 110,370

Liit>zen \'lut-san\ town E Germany in Saxony SW of Leipzig
Lux>em>bourg or Lux-em-bnrg \'luk-s3m-,bii(3)rg, 'lak-ssm-
,b3rg\ or Let-ze*burg \'let-s5-,bu(3)rg\ 1 province SE Belgium
* Arlon area 1705. pop 218,784 2 country W Europe between
Belgium &. Germany; a grand duchy area 999, pop 317.853 3 city,

its # pop 70,158 — Lux>em>bourg-er or Lux>em<burg<er
\-,bur-gar, -,b3r-\ n — Lux>em>bourg>ian or Lux>em-burg-ian
\,Iuk-s3m-'bur-ge-3n, ,l3k-s3m-'b3r-\ adj

Lux-or \'l3k.s6(3)r, nuk-\ or Ar El Uq-sor \e-'luk-,sufa)r\ city
5 Egypt on the Nile on S part of site of ancient Thebes pop 30,100
Lu*zon \lu-'zan\ island N Philippines, chief island of the group
area 40,420, pop 3,800,000
Lvov \la-'v6f, -'v6v\ or Pol Lwow \la-'viif, -'viiv\ or G Lem^berg
\'lem-.b3rg\ city U.S.S.R. in W Ukraine pop 410,000
Lya»khov \le-'ak-9f\ islands U.S.S.R. in Arctic ocean S of New
Siberian islands area 2660

Ly-all-pur \'li-sl-,pu(a)r\ city Pakistan In NE West Pakistan W of
Lahore pop 179,100

Ly-ca-bet-tus or Gk Ly-ka-bet<tos N.llk-s-'bet-ss. ,lT-k9-\ moun-
tain 909 yr in NE_pa_rt of Athens, Greece

Lyc*a>o>nia \,lik-a-'o-ne-3. ,li-ka-. -nya\ ancient region & Roman
province SE cen Asia Minor N of Cilicia

Ly<cia \'Iish-(e-)3\ ancient region & Roman province S Asia Minor
on coast; watered by the Xanihus — Ly>cian \-(e-)3n\ adj or n
Lyd'da \'lid-3\ or Lod \'l6d\ city cen Israel pop 18.600
Lyd-la \'lid-e-3\ ancient country W Asia Minor bordering on the
Aegean # Sardis — Lyd'i*an \-3n\ adj or n
Lyn-brook \'lin-.bruk\ village SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 19,881
Lynch>burg X'Unch-.bsrgX city S cen Va. on the James pop 54,790
Lynd'hurst Vlind-.harstX 1 urban township NE N.J. N of
Newark pop 21,867 2 city NE Ohio E of Cleveland pop 16,805
Lynn \'lin\ 1 city NE Mass. N E of Boston pop 94,478 2 or
Lynn Re-gis — see king's lynn
Lynn Canal narrow inlet of the Pacific 80 m long SE Alaska ex-
tending N from Juneau
Lyn*wood \'lin-,wiid\ city SW Calif. S of Los Angeles pop 31,614
liy<on<nais or Ly>o-nais \,le-3-'na\ former province S E cen France
NE of Auvergne_& W of the Saone & the Rhone * Lyons

Ly-ons Me-'o", 'li-anzX or F Lyon \ly6"\ or anc Lug'du-num
Mug-'dli-nam, ,l3g-\ city E cen France pop 471.300
Lys \'les\ or Leie \'la-a, 'lT-3\ river 120 m France & Belgium flow-
ing NE into the Scheldt

Lyt>tel>ton \'ht-=l-tan\ borough New Zealand on South I.; port for
Christchurch, on Port Lyttelton (inlet)

Maas — see meuse
Maas-tricht or Maes-tricht \'mas-,trikt\ commune SE Nether-
lands on the Meuse # of Limburg pop 89,354
IV[c>Al<es>ter \m3-'kal-3-star\ city E cen Okla. pop 17,419
IVIc*AMen \ma-'kal-3n\ city S Tex. WNW of Brownsville pop
32.728
Ma>cao \m3-*kau\ or Port Ma>cau \m3-'kau\ 1 Island SE China
in Kwangtung in Si delta W of Hong Kong 2 Portuguese colony
comprising peninsula on SE Macao I. & adjacent islands area 6,

pop_ 187,772 3 city & port, its * — Mao>a*nese \.mak-3-'nez,

nia*ca>pi \,mak-3-'pa\ town & port N Brazil # of Amapd Ter-
ritory in Amazon delta

Macassar — see makassar
Ittac>don<nell ranges \mok-'dan-'l\ series of mountain ridges cen
Australia in S Northern Territory; highest point Mt. Ziel 4955 jt

Mac<e<do*nia X.mas-s-'do-nya, -ne-3\ 1 region S Europe in Balkan
peninsula in N E Greece, SE Yugoslavia, & SW Bulgaria including
territory of ancient kingdom of Macedonia (]yiac*e*don X'mas-
od-an. -3-,dan\) 2 the Yugoslav section of Macedonia; a federated
republic * Skoplje area 10.229. pop 1.155,000
Ma<cei6 \,mas-a-'6\ city NE Bra2il * of Alagoas pop 99,088
Mac>gil<Ii*cud-dy's Reeks \ma-,gil-3-,k3d-ez-\ mountains SW
Ireland in County Kerry — seejTARRANTUAL
Ma*chu PiC'Chu \,ma-(,)chu-'pek-(,)chii\ site SE Peru of ancient
Inca city on a mountain NW of Cuzco
McKeeS'Port \m9-'kez-.po(a)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ city SW Pa. S of
Pittsburgh pop 45.489
Mac*ken>zie Xma-'ken-zeX 1 river 1120 m N Canada flowing from
Great Slave Lake NNW into Beaufort sea; sometimes considered
to include the Finlay, Peace, &. Slave rivers (total length 2635 m)
2 mountain range NW Canada in the Rockies in ^'ukon Territory
6 Mackenzie District 3 district Canada in W Northwest Ter-
ritories in basin of Mackenzie river area 493.225. pop 12,492

Mack-1-nac \'mak-a-,nak. -,n6\ or formerly Mich'i-li-mack-i-nac
\,mish-3-le-\ island N Mich, in Straits of Mackinac

Mack>i*nac, Straits of \'mak-s-,n6\ channel N Mich, connecting
Lakes Huron & Michigan; 4 m wide at narrowest point; site of
Mackinac bridge connecting upper & lower peninsulas of Mich._
McKin-ley, Mount \m3-*kin-ie\ or naiive De-na-li \d&-'nal-e\
mountain 20.320 iT S cen Alaska in Alaska range; highest peak In

U.S. & in No. America; included in Mount McKinley National
Park {area 3030)
Mc>Mur>do Sound \mak-,mard-o-\ inlet of W Ross sea Antarctica
between Ross I. & coast of Victoria Land
Ma>con \'ma-k3n\ city cen Ga. pop 69,764
Ma*con \ma-ko"\ city E cen France pop 22,393
Mac*quar>ie \m3-'kwar-e\ river 750 m E cen New So. Wales
flowing NNW to Darling river

Mac-tan \mak-'tan\ island S cen Philippines off E coast of Cebu
Mad*a>gas<car \,mad-3-'gas-k3r\ island W Indian ocean off SE
coast of Africa; formerly a French territory; became (1958), as the
Mal.a.gasy Republic \.mal-a-,gas-e-\ or F R^-pu-blique Mal-
gache \ra-piE-blek-ma!-gash\. a republic of the French Com-
munity # Tananarive area 227,678, pop 5,487,000 — Mad-a-gas-
can \,mad-3-'gas-k3n\ adj or n

Ma>dei*ra Xma-'dir-a. -'der-3\ 1 river 2100 m W Brazil formed at

Bolivian border by confluence of Mamore & Beni rivers & flowing
N E to the Amazon 2 islands in N Atlantic N of the Canaries be-
longing to Portugal # Funchal area 302, pop 25U.124 3 island,

chief of group area 285 — Ma-dei-ran X-'dir-sn. -'der-\ adj or n

Ma<dhya Bha*rat \,mad-y3-'bar-at\ former state cen India; a
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r 900 m rising in SE Peru

union of 20 states including Gwalior, Indore, & Malwa formed
1948; became part of Madhya Pradesh 1956
Madbya Pra<desli \-pro-'dash, -*desh\ state cen India # Bhopal
area 171,201, pop 26,072.300

IVIad'i'Son \'mad-3-s3n\ 1 river 180 m SW Mont. — see three
FORKS 2 borough NE N.J. W of Newark pop 15,122 3 city # of
W\s. pop 126,706
Madison Heights city SE Mich. N of Detroit pop 33.343
Ma'dras Xms-'dras, -'dras\ 1 state SE India bordering on Bay of
Bengal # Madras area 50,110 pop 29,974,200 2 city & port, its *
pop 1.416.100
Ma*dre, La.gu-na \l3-,gii-n9-'mad-re\ inlet of Gulf of Mexico S
Tex. between Padre I. &_mainland
Ma.dre de Dios \.mad-re-,dad-e-'os\
& flowing E into the Beni
Ma'drid \m3-'drid\ 1 province cen Spain in NW New Castile area
3084, pop 2,360^934 2 city, its # pop 2,028,091 — Mad-ri-le-
nian V.mad-ra-'le-ne-gn, -nysnX adj or n
Ma'du-ra or D Ma*doe<ra Xma-'diir-aX island Indonesia off coast
of NE Java area (with adjacent islands) 2113 — Mad*u*rese
\,mad-3-'rez. ,maj-, -'res\ adj or n

Ma>dU'rai \mad-9-'rT\ or Mad-n-ra V'maj-a-rsX city S India in S
Madras state pop 361,800
Maeander — see menderes
Mal*e>king X'maf-a-kioX town S RepubUc of So. Africa in N Cape
Province near W Transvaal border; seat of administration of
Bechuanaland_Protectorate

]yia*£ia \'maf-e-3, 'maf-\ island Tanganyika in Indian ocean S of
Zanzibar area 170

Ma-ga-dan \,mag-a-'dan, -'dan\ city & port U.S.S.R. in Soviet
Russia, Asia, on N shore of Sea of Okhotsk pop 62,000
Magallanes — see punta arenas
Mag'da-la \'mag-d3-la\ ancient city N Palestine on W shore of
Sea of Galilee N of Tiberias *
Mag-da-len \'mag-d3-l3n\ or F lies de la Ma-de*leine \el-ds-
Ia-ma-dlen\ islands Canada in Que. in Gulf of St. Lawrence
between Nfld. & P. E. I. area 102, pop 11.556
Mag-daUe'na \,mag-d3-'la-na, -'le-V riverlOOOm Colombia flowing
N into the Caribbean

Mag.de-burg \'mag-d3-,bii(3)rg, 'mag-ds-.bargX city E Germany
on the Elbe WSW of Berlin pop 258,712

IVIa'ge*laug X.mag-^-'laqX city Indonesia in cen Java pop 78,800
Ma-gel. lan, Strait ol Xm^'jel-sn, chiefly Brit -'gel-\ strait 370 m
long at S end of So. America between mainland & Tierra del
Fuego archipelago
Mageroy — see north cape_
Mag.gio.re, Lake Xms-'jor-e, -'j6r-\ lake 40 m long N Italy & S
Switzerland traversed by the Ticino
Ma-ghreh or Ma<ghrib X'msg-rabX 1 northwestern Africa &, at
time of the Moorish occuoation, Spain; now considered as including
Morocco. Algeria, Tunisia, & sometimes Libya 2 or El Ma-ghreh
al Aq.sa Xel-.mag-ra-ba-'lak-saX morocco — Ma-ghre-bi or
Ma-ghri hi X'msg-rs-beX adj or n ~ Ma-ghreh-Lan Vma-'greb-
e-3n\ or Ma*ghrih<i-an \-'grib-\ adj or n
Mag-na Grae-cia \,mag-n3-'gre-sha\ the ancient Greek colonies in
5 Italian peninsula including Tarentum, Sybaris, Crotona, Heraclea,
6 Neapolis
Magnesia — see manisa
Mag-ni'to*gorsk \mag-'net-3-,g6rsk\ city Soviet Russia, Asia, on
Ural river pop 311,000

Magyarorszag — see Hungary
Ma-haMa el Ku-bra Xms-.hal-s-.el-'kii-brsX city N Egypt in Nile
delta he of Tanta pop 162,900
Ma.ha>na*di \m3-'han-ad-e\ river 512 m E India flowing into Bay
of Bengal in Orissa through several mouths
a>ha<rash.tra \,ma-ha-'rash-tra\ 1 region W cen India S of the
Narbada; the original home of the Marathas 2 state W India
bordering on Arabian sea formed 1960 from SE part of former
Bombay state # Bombay
Ma-he \ma-'ha\ 1 island in Indianocean^ chief of the Seychelles
group 2 or jormerly May.ya-Ii \mi-yal-e\ town SW India in N
Kerala NW of Kozhikode; a settlement of French India until 1954

Ma-hon \m3-'h6n\ or E Port Ma-hon \m3-'hon\ city & port
Spain on Minorca I. pop 15,732
Ma-hone Bay \ma-,hon-\ inlet of the Atlantic E Canada in S
N.S. SW of Hahfax
Maid-en-head \'mad-'n-,hed\ municipal borough S England in
Berkshire on the Tliames W of London pop 21,MS
Maid -stone \'mad-stan, -,ston\ municipal borough SE England #
of Kent on the Medway ESE of London pop 54,026
Mai-kop \mT-'k6p\ city S Soviet Russia, Europe # of Adygei
autonomous region pop 67,000
Main X'mTn, 'man\ river 305 m W Germany rising in N Bavaria in
the Fichtel Gebirge & flowing W into the Rhine
Maine \'man\ 1 state NE U.S. # Augusta area 33,215, pop
969,265 2 or Le Maine \l3-\ region & former province NW
France S of Normandy # Le Mans 3 — see mayenne
Main-land \'man-,land, -IsndX 1 Honshu, the chief island of Japan
2 or Po-mo-na xpa-'mo-nsX island N Scotland, largest of the
Orkneys 3 island N Scotland, largest of the Shetlands
Mainz \'mTna)s\ or F Ma-yence \ma-va"s\ city W Germany on
the Rhine * of Rhineland-Palatinate pop 130,900
Ma-ior-ca \ma-'j6r-k3\ or Sp Ma-Uor-ca \m3a)-'y6r-ka\ island
Spain, largest of the Balearic islands; chief city Palma area 1405 —
Ma*jor-can Nmo-'jor-ksnX adj or n
Ma*iun<ga Nms-'jaq-gaV city & port NW Madagascar pop 51,687
Ma-ka-Iu X'msk-a-.liiX mountain 11,190 Jt in the Himalayas in N E
Nepal SE of Mt. Everest

Ma-kas-sar or Ma-kas-ar or Ma-cas-sar \m3-*kas-ar\ 1 city &
port Indonesia # of Celebes on SW coast of the island pop 360.000
2 strait Indonesia between E Borneo &_W Celebes — Ma>kas-sa-
rese or Ma-cas>sa*rese Xm^-.kas-a-'rez, -'res\ n
Ma-ka'tea \,mak-3-'ta-3\ island S Pacific in NW Tuamotu
archipelago area 8
Ma-ke-ev<ka or Ma-ke-yev-ka Xma-Tca-af-kaX city U.S.S.R. in E
Ukraine in Donets basin N E of Donetsk pop 358,000

Ma'khacli*ka>la Nms-.kach-ka-'laX or jormerly Pe.trovsk \p3-

trofskV city Soviet Russia, Europe, on the Caspian # of Dagestan
pop 119,000
Ma.kin \'mak-an, 'ma-k3n\ or Ba>ta>rl<ta>n \bu-,tar-e-'tar-e\
island (atoll) W Pacific at N end of the Gilberts area 4
Makira — see san Cristobal
Makka — see mecca
Mal-a-bar \'mal-a-,bar\ coast region SW India on Arabian sea in
Mysore & Kerala states
Ma-lacca or Ma-lak-ka \ma-'lak-3\ 1 state Federation of Ma-
laya on W coast; tormeriy in Straits Settlements area 633. pop
239,400 2 city & port, iis #, on Strait of Malacca pop 69,865
—Ma-lac-can \-'lak-3n\ adj
Malacca, Strait of channel 500 m long between S Malay peninsula
& island of Sumatra
Ma-la.ga \'mal-3-g3\ 1 province S Spain in Andalusia area 2812,
pop n^.613 2 city & port, its ^ pop 285,699
Malagasy Republic — see Madagascar
Ma.lai-ta \m3-'lat-3\ island SW Pacific in the SE Solomons NE of
Guadalcanal arpa 2S00. pop 46.000

Ma-Ia-moc-co \.maI-3-'mak-(,jo\ village N Italy on Lido I. S of

Ma-lang Xrna-'larjX city Indonesia in E Java pop 281,700
Ma-lar \'ma-.rar\ or Ma-lar.en \'ma-,lar-3n\ lake SE Sweden ex-
tending from Baltic sea 7_0 m inland

Mal-a.spi.na N.mal-a-'spe-naX glacier S Alaska SE of Mt. St. Elias
& W of Yakutat Bay
Ma-la-tya \,mal 3-'tya\ or anc Mel-i-te-ne \,meI-3-'te-ne\ city E
Turkev N E of Gaziantep pop 84.162
Ma-lay \m3-'la, "ma-ClaX 1 archipelago SE Asia including Suma-
tra, Java Borneo. Celebes, Moluccas. & Timor; usu. considered as
including also the Philippines & sometimes New Guinea 2 penin-
sula 700 m long SE Asia divided between Thailand & Federation of
Malaya 3 sea SE Asia containing the islands of the Malay archi-
pelago — Ma«l^ay.sian Xma-'la-zhsnV adj or n
Ma-laya \tn3-'la-3, ma-\ 1 or Ma-lay-sia Xma-'la-zh^e-is. -sh(e-)s\
the Malay peninsula 2 British malava 3 or Federation oI
Malaya country SE Asia; formerly a Brit, protectorate, a dominion
of the Brit, conlp^lonwealth smce 19.57; limited constitutional
monarchy # Kuala Lumpur area 50,690. pop 6,278,763
Mal-den X'mol-danX 1 city E Mass. N of Boston pop 57,676
2 island cen Pacific, one of the Line islands; claimed by U.S. &
Great Britain

Mal-dive \'mal-,d7v, 'mol-X islands
Laccadives & SW of Cevlon; a sultan
# Male area 115, pop 81,900 — MaLdiv-i-an Xmal-'div-t
m61-\ adj or_n
Ma-le \'mal-e\ island (atoU\ chief of the Maldives
Ma-lea, Cape Xma-'ls-aX cape S Greece at extremity of E peninsula
of the Peloponnesus
Malgache, Republique — see Madagascar
Mal-heur \mal-'hu(.3irX lake SE Oreg. in Harney basin
Ma-li X'mal eX 1 federation 1959-60 of Senegal and Sudanese
RepubUc 2 or jormerly Sudanese Republic country W Africa in
W Sahara & Sudan regions; a republic; before 1958 constituted
French Sudan ^a territory of Francet # Bamako area 461,389,
pop 4.100,000 — Ma-li.an X-e-anX adj or n
Malines — see mechelen
Mal-in Head X.mal-an-X cape Repubhc of Ireland in County
Donegal; northernmost tip of Ireland

Mal-me-dy X,mal-ma-'deX commune E Belgium E of Liege;
formerly in Germany, tiansferred (with Eupenj to Belgium 1919

Malmo X'mal-,m3('r>X city & port SW Sweden on Oresund opposite
Copenhagen, Denmark pop 233,370
Mal-ta X'm6l-i3\ or anc Mel-i-ta X'mel-at-aX 1 or Mal-tese
islands X,m61-,tez-, -,tes-X group of islands in the Mediterranean
S of Sicily; a British colony ^ Valletta area 111, pop 241,600
2 island, chief of the group area 95
Maluku — see Moluccas
Mal-vern X'm6G>-varnX hills W England between Worcestershire &
Herefordshire; highest point 1395 //
Mal-vem Hill X,mal-v3m-X plateau Va. on the James SE of
Richmond

Malvinas, Islas ~ see Falkland
Ma-mar-o-neck Xma-'mar-s-.nek, -nik\ village SE N.Y. N E of
New Rochelle pop 17,673
Mam-he. ra-nio \,mam-b3-'ram-C,)o\ river 500 m West New
Guinea flowing NW into the Pacific
Mam-moth Cave X.mam-ath-X limestone caverns SW cen Ky. in
Mammoth Cave National Park {area 79)
Ma-mo-re X.mam-s-'raX river 1200 m Bolivia flowing N to unite
with the Beni on Brazilian border forming the Madeira
Man^Isle of X'manX or anc Mo-na*pia Xma-'na-pe-aX or Mo-na
X'mo-naX island Brit. Isles in Irish sea; has own legislature & laws
# Douglas area 221, pop 49,308 — Manx-man X'mao(k)-smanX n
Ma-na>do or Me-na-do Xms-'nad-OoX city & port Indonesia in
NE Celebes I. on Celebes sea pop 62,000

Ma-na-gua Xma-'nag-wsX 1 lake 38 m long W Nicaragua draining
S through Tipitipa river to Lake Nicaragua 2 city # of Nicaragua
on Lake Managua pop 107.444
Ma-naus Xma-'nausX or Ma-na-os Xma-'naiisX city W Brazil # of
Amazonas on the Negro 12 m from its jimction with the Amazon
pop 89,612
Mancha, La — see la mancha
Manche, La — see English (channel)
Man-ches-ter X'man-,ches-tar, -chs-starX 1 town cen Conn. E of
Hartford pop 42,102 2 city S N.H. on the Merrimack pop 88,282
3 city & county borough NW England in Lancashire pop 703,175
Man-chn-kuo X'man-'chU-'kwo, man-'chli-(,)X former country
(1931-45) E Asia in Manchuria & E Inner Mongolia ^ Changchun
area 482,440
Man-chu-ria Xnian-'chiir-e-aX region NE China E of the Great
Khingan mountains & S of the Amur including Heilungkiang,
Kirin, & Liaoning provinces & part of Inner Mongolia — Man-
chu-ri-an X-e-snX adj or n
Man-da-lay X.man-da-'laX city cen Burma pop 182,367
Man-ga-ia Xmao-'Cg)T-aX island S Pacific in SE Cook islands;
completely encircled by reef area 25
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Man-ga>lore \'mao-g9-.lo(3)r, -,ld(a)r\ city S India in Mysore
on Malabar coast W of Bangalore poj? 117,100
Man-ga-re-va \,mao-(K)3-'ra-v3\ island S Pacific, chief of the
Gambier islands area 7

Man*hat>tan \man-'hat-'n, man-\ 1 city NE cen Kans. on Kansas
river pop 22,993 2 island U m long SE N.Y. on New York Bay
3 borough of New York City comprising Manhattan I., several
small adjacent islands, & a small area (Marble Hill) on mainland
pop 1,698,281 — Man- hat. tan. ese N-.hat-^n-'ez, -"esV adj or n— Man .hat*tan 'ite \-'hat-^n-,it\ n
Manhattan Beach city SW Calif. SW of Los Angeles pop 33,934
Ma<ni'hi*ki \,man-3-*he-ke\ or Northern Cook \'kuk\ islands
5 cen Pacific N of Cook islands; belong to New Zealand; chief
island Manihiki (aloU)
Ma.nlla \m3-'nil-5\ city & port Philippines on W coast of Luzon
on Manila Bay (inlet of So. China sea area 770) * of the Philip-
pines until 1948 pop 983,906
Man-i.pur \,man-3-"pu(a)r, ,man-\ 1 river 210 m NE India &
W Burma flowing into the Chindwin 2 territory N E India between
Assam & Burma * Imphal area S62S, pop 983,900
Ma*ni>sa or Ma<nis<sa \,man-3-'sa\ or anc Mag<ne*sia \mag-
'ne-sha, -zhs\ city W Turkey N E of Izmir pop 59,223

Man*i<tO<ha \,man-3-'to-ba\ province S cen Canada # Winnipeg
area 251,000. pop 850.040 — Man-i-to-ban \-ban\ adj or n
Manitoba, Lake lake 120 m long Canada in S Man. area 1817
Man<i<tou-lin \,man-3-'tu-l3n\ island 80 m long Canada in Ont.
in Lake Huron NW of Georgian Bay; largest freshwater island in
world area 1068
Man'i'tO'Woc \'man-3t-^,wak\ city E Wis. pop 32,275
Ma*ni*za*les \,man-3-'zal-3s, -'zal-\ city W cen Colombia In
Cauca valley pop 161,000
Man-ka-to \man^'kat-(,)5\ city S Minn, on Minnesota river SW of
Minneapolis pop 23,797
Man-nar, Gull of \m3-*nar\ inlet of Indian ocean between Ceylon
6 S tip of India SW of Palk strait

Mann-heim X'man-.hTm, 'man-\ city W Germany at confluence
of the Rhine & the Neckar pop 308,700
Mans.field \'manz-.feld, 'man(t)s-\ 1 city N cen Ohio pop 47,325
2 municipal borough N cen England in Nottinghamshire N of
Nottingham pop 51.343

Mansfield, Mount mountahi 4393 Jt N Vt.; highest In Green
mountains & in state
Man.sfl>ra or El MansHra \,el-(,)maii-'sur-3\ city N Egypt on
Nile river delta pop 146.700
MaU'tua \'manch-(3-)w3, 'mant-3-w3\ or It Man*to*va \'m'an-to-
va\ commune N Italy in Lombardy WSW of Venice pop 55,400 —
Man>tu>an \'manch-(3-)w5n. 'mam-3-w3n\ adj or n
Ma*naa \m3-'nii-3\ islands SW Pacific in American Samoa E of
Tutuila area 22
Ma*nus \'man-{,)iis\ Island SW Pacific in Admiralty Islands; largest
of group area 600
Man>za>la, Lake \man-'zal-3\ or anc Ta-nis \'ta-n3s\ lagoon
N Egypt in Nile delta E of N entrance of Suez canal

Man.za.ni-llo \,man-z3-'ne-(,)(y)o\ 1 city & port E Cuba on
the Caritobean pop 42^252 2 town & port SW Mexico in Colima
Ma-ple Heights \,ma,-p3l-\ city NE Ohio SE of Cleveland pop
31,667
Ma. pie.wood \'ma-p3l-.wiid\ 1 village SE Minn. E of St. Paul
pop 18.519 2 urban township NE N.J. W of Newark pop 23,977

iyia>qno*ke>ta \m3-'k6-k3t-3\ river 150 m E Iowa flowing SE into
the Mississippi

Mar*a>cai*bo \,mar-a-'kT-(,)bo\ city NW Venezuela on channel
between Lake Maracaibo & Gulf of Venezuela pop 235,750
Maracaibo, Gulf of — see Venezuela (Gulf of)

Maracaibo, Lake the S extension of Gulf of Venezuela in NW
Venezuela area 6300
Maracanda — see Samarkand
Ma*ra*cay \,mar-3-'ki\ city N Venezuela WSW of Caracas pop
64,535

Marais des Cygnes \'merd-3-,zen\ river 150 m E Kans. & W Mo.
flowing into the Osage
Ma-ra>nhao \,mar-3n-'yau"\ state NE Brazil bordering on the
Atlantic # Sao Luis area 133,674, pop 1.600.400
Ma>ra>n6n \,mar-3n-'yon\ river 800 m N Peru flowing from the
Andes N NW & E to join the Ucayali forming the Amazon
Madras or Ma>rash \m3-'rash\ city S cen Turkey pop 54.646
Mar.a.thon \'mar-3-.than, -th3n\ 1 plain E Greece in Attica
N E of Athens on the Aegean 2 ancient town on the plain

Marble Canyon canyon of Colorado river N Ariz, just above the
Grand Canyon, sometimes considered its upper portion

Mar.blB'head X'mar-bal-.hed, ,mar-b3l-'\ tovra E Mass. NE of
Lyrm on Massachusetts Bay pop 18,521

Mar'burg \'mar-.bu(3)rg, -,b3rg\ city W Germany in Hesse N of
Frankfurt pop 43,500
March \'march\ 1 or Mo>ra-va \'m6r-a-v3\ river 180 m, cen
Czechoslovakia in Moravia flowing S into the Danube 2 urban
district E England # of Isle of Ely E of Leicester
Marche \'marsh\ region & former province cen France NW of
Auvergne * Gu^ret
Marcb.es \'mar-ch3z\ or Le Mar-che \la-'mar-(,)ka\ region cen
Italy bordering on the Adriatic S of Abruzzi e Molise region
Mar>cns \'mar-k3s\ island W Pacific E of the Bonins; occupied
by the U.S. area 1

Mar.cy^ Mount \'mar-se\ mountain 5344 Jt NE N.Y.; highest
in Adirondack mountains & in state
Mar del Pla<ta \,mar-.del-'plat-3\ city & port E Argentina SSE
of Buenos Aires pop 114,729
Mare \'ma(3)r, 'me(3)r\ island W Calif. In San Pablo Bay
Ma'rem*ma \m3-'rem-3\ low-lying district W Italy on Tyrrhenian
coast in SW Tuscany
Ma'ren>go \m3-'reo-(.)go\ village NW Italy in SE Piedmont SE
of Alessandria
Mar.eo-tis, Lake \,mar-e-'6t-33\ or Ar Mar-yiit \m3r-'yUt\
lake N Egypt in Nile delta; Alexandria is situated between it &
the Mediterranean
Ma.reth \'mar-3th. 'mar-X town SE Tunisia SSE of Gabes
Mar.ga.ri.ta \.mar-g3-'ret-3\ Island N Venezuela in the Carib-
bean, chief of the Nue>va Es.par>ta \nu-,a-v3-es-'part-3\ group;
chief town & port Porlamar area 444
Mar-gate \'mar-,gat, -g3t\ municipal borough SE England In
Kent on coast of Jsle of Thanet pop 42,487

Mar>i*aiia \,mar-e-'an-3, ,mer-\ or formerly La>drone \l3-'dron\

Islands W Pacific S of Bonln Islands; except Guam, a Japanese
mandate 1919-45 & since 1947 in Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands administered by the U.S. area 246
Ma'n*a*nao \,mar-e-3-'nau\ city W Cuba, W suburb of Havana
pop 219,278
IVIa'ri>an.ske Laz.ne \.mar-e-,an(t)-sk3-*laz-n3\ or G Ma>ri>en-
bad \m3-'re-3n-,bad, -,bat\ town W Czechoslovakia in NW
Bohemia N E of Plzen

Ma-ri.as \m3-'ri-3s\ 1 river 250 /n NW Mont, flowing SE to the
Missouri 2 mountain pass 5213 Jt NW Mont, in Lewis range at
S E corner of Glacier National Park

Ma.rl.bor \'mar-i-,b6(3)r\ city NW Yugoslavia pop 80,700
Ma.rle Byrd Land \m3-,re-'b3rd-\ region Antarctica E of Ross
Shelf Ice & Ross sea
Ma>rie Ga-Iante \m3-,re-g3-'lant\ island E West Indies in the
Leewards; a dependency of Guadeloupe area 60, pop 16,037

Mar-i-et.ta \,mar-e-*et-3, ,mer-\ 1 city NW Ga. NW of Adanta
pop 25,565 2 city SE Ohio on the Ohio pop 16,847
Ma-rin'du>que \,mar-3n-'du-(.)ka, ,mar-\ island Phihppines in
Sibuyan sea S of Luzon; chief town Boac area 355
Mar-i-on \'mer-e-3n, 'mar-\ 1 city N cen Ind. pop 37,854 2 city
cen Ohio pop 3 7,079
Ma>ri Republic \,mar-e-\ autonomous republic U.S.S.R. in E
cen Soviet Russia, Europe # Ioshkar Ola area 8900, pop 648,000
Maritime Alps section of the W Alps SE France & NW Italy
extending to the Mediterranean; highest point Punta Argentcra
10,814yr
Maritime Provinces or Maritimes the Canadian provinces of
N.B., N.S., & P.E.I.

Maritime Territory or Pri-mor-ski Krai \pr3-,m6r-ske-'kri\
territory U.S.S.R. in E Soviet Russia, Asia, bordering on Sea of
Japan # Vladivostok area 64,900, pop 1,475,000

Ma*rl*tsa \m3-'ret-s3\ or NGk Ev-ros \'ev-,rds\ or Turk Me.ric
\m3-'rech\ river 320 m S Europe flowing from W Rhodope
mountains in S Bulgaria E & S through Thrace into the Aegean
Mariupol — see zhdanov
Ma.ri.ve-les \,mar-3-'va-l3s\ town Philippines in W Luzon on
5 end of Bataan peninsula
Mar-ken \'mar-k3(n)\ island W Netherlands in SW Lake IJssel

Mark'ham \*mar-k3m\ river 200 m E New Guinea flowing S
6 SE into Solomon sea
Markham, Mount mountain 15,102 Jt Antarctica in Victoria Land
Marl \'raar(3H\ city W Germany in the Ruhr pop 72.200
Marl'bor'Ougb X'marl-.bsr-s, -,b3-r3\ 1 or Marl*boro city E
Mass. E of Worcester pop 18.819 2 provincial district New Zea-
land on NE coast of South I. * Blenheim area 4220, pop 27,800
Mar.ly Forest \.mar-(,)le-\ locality N France W of Mariy-le-Roi
Mar.ly-le-Roi \(,)mar-.le-l3-r3-'wa, -l3r-'wa\ village N France,
NW suburb of Versailles

Mar-ma^ra, Sea of or Sea of Mar>mo>ra \'mar-m3-r3\ or anc
Fro<pon<tis \pr3-'pant-3s\ sea NW Turkey connected with
Black sea through the Bosporus & with Aegean sea through the
Dardanelles area 4250
Mar.mo.la-da \,mar-ra3-'lad-3\ mountain 10,965 Jt NE Italy;
highest in the Dolomites
Marne \'marn\ river 325 m NE France flowing W Into the Seine
Ma*ro*m \m3-'ro-ne\ or D Ma*ro<wi)>ne \,mar-3-'vT-n3\ river
420 m on border between Surinam & French Guiana flowing N
into the Atlantic
Maros — see mures
Mar.ple X'mar-pslX urban township SE Pa. near Philadelphia
pop 19.722 .

Mar.que.sas \mar-'ka-z3z, -'ka-S3z\ or F lies Mar-quises
\.e(3)l-(.)mar-'kez\ islands S Pacific N of Tuamotu archipelago
in French Polynesia area 480, pop 3936
Mar>quette \mar-'ket\ city NW Mich. In upper peninsula on
Lake Superior pop 19,824

Mar<ra*kesh or Mar>ra>kecli Xms-'rak-Ish, ,mar-3-'kesh\ or
Jormerly Mo<roc>co \m3-'rak-(,)o\ city cen Morocco in foothills
of the Grand AUas pop 220,000
Mar.sa'la \mar-'sal-3\ city & port Italy on W coast of Sicily S
of Trapani pop 42.488
Mar.seilles \mar-'sa. -'sa(3)lz\ or F Mar*seille \mar-'sa\ or
anc Mas.siMa \m3-'sil-e-a\ city & port SE France on Gulf of
Lions pop 661.500
Mar.shaU \'mar-sh3l\ 1 city NE Tex. pop 23,846 2 islands W
Pacific E of the Carolines comprising the Ratak & Ralik chains;
a Japanese mandate 1920-45; now part of Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands administered by the U.S. area 66. pop 14.290
Mar-shall'town \'mar-sh3l-,taCm\ city cen Iowa pop 22.521
Mar.ston Moor \jnar-st3n-\ locahty N England in West Riding,
Yorkshire, W of York
Mar-ta>ban, Gull of \,mart-3-'ban, -'ban\ arm of Andaman sea
5 Burma

Mar.tha's Vineyard \,mar-th3z-\ Island 20 m long SE Mass.
in the Atlantic off SW coast of Cape Cod WNW of Nantucket
Mar*ti-nique \.mart-'n-'ek\ island West Indies in the Windwards;
chief town Fort-de- France; an overseas department of France
area 385, pop 239.130
Mar-tins.burg \'mart-'nz-,b3rg\ city NEW. Va. pop 15.179
Mar.tins.ville \'mart-'nz-,vil. -V3l\ city S \a, pop 18,798
Marwar — see jodhptjr
Mary<bor*ough N'mer-e-.bsr-a, 'mar-, -.bs-ra, -b(3)r3\ or Fort
Laoigh-i'Se \'15-3-sh3\ town cen Ireland # of County Laoighis
Mary-land \*mer-3-l3nd\ state E U.S. # Annapohs area 10,577,
pop 3,100,689 — Mary-land*er X-bn-dsr, -,lan-\ n
Mary-le-bone \'mar-(3-)l3-b3n. 'mar-i-b3n\ or Saint Marylebone
\'mar-e-l3-'bon, 'mer-\ metropolitan borough W cen London,
England pop 75,764 _
Ma.san \'mas-.an\ or Jormerly Ma>sam.po X'mUs-.am-.poX city

6 port S Korea on aninlet of Korea strait E of Pusan pop 91,291
Mas-ba-te \mas-'bat-e\ island cen Phihppines in the VIsayans
NE of Panay area 1571

MaS'Ca-rene \,mas-k3-*ren\ islands W Indian ocean E of Mada-
gascar including Mauritius & Reunion
Masbhad — see meshed
Ma'ShO'Ua'land \m3-'shan-3-,Iand. -'sho-na-\ region NE Southern
Rhodesia; chief town Salisbury

Ma-son City \,mas-'n-\ city N Iowa pop 30,642
Masqat — see muscat
Masr-el-Gedlda — see heuopous
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Mas.sa.cbU'Setts \,mas-(3-)'chu-s3ts, -zots\ state NE U.S. *
Boston area 825 7, pop 5,148,578
Massachusetts Bay inlet of the Atlantic £ Mass.
Mas-sa.nut-ten Mouutain \,mas-o-'n3t-'n\ ridge N Va. in Blue
Ridge mountains

MaS'Sa.pe.qua \,inas-a-'pe-kw3\ urban area SE N.Y, on Long I.

pnp 32.900
Massapequa Park village SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 19,904
MaS'Sa.wa or Mas.saua Xma-'sa-wa, -'saii-a\ city & port N
tthiopia in Eritrea on an inlet of Red sea pop 17,000
Mas-se.na Vms-'se-nsN village N N.Y. pop 15,478
MaS'Sil Cen-tral \ma-,sef-,sen-*tral, -,sa"-\ plateau cen France
rising sharply just W of the Rhone-Saone valley &. sloping N to
the Paris basin & W to the basin of Aquilaine
MaS'Sil'lon X'mas-a-lsn, -,lan\ city NE Ohio pop 31,236
Mas-sive, Mount \'mas-iv\ mountain 14,41 S //, cen Colo. In
Sawatch mountains N of Mt. Elbert; second highest peak in the
Rockies

Ma«su*li-pat-nam \,m3s-3-l3-'pat-nom\ or Ma*sn-li-pa<tain
\-'P3l-3m\ or Ban-dar X'ban-darV city & port SE India in E
Andhra Pradesh SWof Kakinada pop 78.000

Ifa-su.ria Vma-'ziir-e-o, -'siirA or (i Ma-su-ren Xma-'zur-snV
region N Poland S of Gulf of Danzig; formerly in East Prussia,
Germany — Ma'SU'ii^an Xms-'ziir-e-an, -'siirA adj

Mat. a. be.le.land \,mat-3-'be-le-.land\ region SW Southern Rho-
desia between the Limpopo & the Zambezi; chief town Bulawayo
Ma.ta-dl \m3-'tad-e\ town & port W Congo in W Leopoldville
province on Congo river pop 48,000
Mat^a.gor'da Bay \,mat-s-.g6rd-3-\ inlet of Gulf of Mexico
30 m long SE Tex.
Mat.a.mo.ros \,mat-3-'mor-3s, -'m6r-\ city N E Mexico in Coahuila
on Rio Grande opposite Brownsville, T&x. pop 120,277
Mat.a-nus.ka \,mai-3-'nij-sk3\ river 90 m S Alaska flowing SW

. _ . . t port V
Florida E of Havana pop 63,900
Mat.a.pan _\,mat-3-'pan\ or Ma.ta.pas \,mat-9-'pas\ or Tal-
na.ron \*ta-n3-,r6n\ cape S Greece at S tip of Peloponnesus
between gulfs of Laconia & Messenia
Ma-ta-ra<ni \.mal-3-'ran-e\ town & port S Peru NW of Mollendo
Ma-thu-ra \'mat-3ra\ or Mut-tra V'ma-traX city N India in W
Ultar Pradesh NW of Agra pnp 105,800

Ma.to Gros-so or Jormerlv Mat-to Gros.so \,mat-3-'gro-(,)so\
1 state SW Brazil # Cuiab'a area 485,405, pop 522,044 2 plateau
region SW Brazil in E cen Mato Grosso stale
Mate Tepee — see dfvils tower
Ma.tr&h or Mer-sa Matr&h Vmar-.sam-s-'trUV town NW Egypt
Mat.su \'mat-'sU, 'mat-, -(.)sU\ island E China in Formosa strait

E of Foochow
Ma.tsue '

'mat-ss-.wa, -sii-,ya\ city Japan in W Honshu NW of
Hiroshima pop 97,857

Ma-tsu-mO'to \,niat-s3-'m6t-(,)6\ city Japan in cen Honshu N E
of Nagoya pop 145,228
Ma>tsu<slu*ma \,mat-sU-'she-m3, mat-'su-shi-maX group of over
800 small islands Japan off N Honshu N E of Sendai
Mat.sn.ya.ma \.mat-s3-'yam-9\ city Japan in W Shikoku pop
213.457

Mat-tag-a-ml \m3-'tag-3-rae\ river 275 m Canada in E Ont.
flowing into Moose river

Mat'ta.po-ni \,mat-3-p3-'nT\ river 125 m E Va. uniting with the
Pamunkev to form York river
Mat.ter-born \'mat-3r-,h6f3)m, "mat-S or Mont Cer-vln \,mo°-s3r-
'va"\ mountain 14,780 jt in Pennine Alps on border between
Switzerland & Italy
Mat-toon \nra-'tiin, rna-\ city SE cen 111. pop 19,088
Ma-tu-rin \,mal-3-'ren\ city N E Venezuela pop 42.000
Maui \'mau-e\ island Hawaii NW of Hawaii I. area 728
Mau-mee \m6-'me\ river 175 m NE Ind. & NW Ohio flowing
N E into Lake Erie at Toledo

Mau-na Kea \,maii-na-'ka-3\ extinct volcano 13,784 7/ Hawaii in
N Ha

Manna Loa \-To-3\ volcano 13,680 /( Hawaii in S cen Hawaii I.

in Hawaii National Park — see kilauea
Maures, Mouts des \,mo"d-a-'mo(3)r, -'m6(3)r\ mountains SE

-3, ,mar-, -nyaV
ancient country N Africa W of Numidia in modem Morocco &
W Algeria — Mau-re-ta-nian or Mau-ri-ta-uiau X-ne-an, -nysnX
adJ or n
Mauritania or F Mau-ri-ta-nie \m6-re-ta-ne\ country NW
Africa bordering on the Atlantic N of Senegal river; a republic
(Islamic Republic of Mauritania) within the French Community,
formeriy a territory * Nouakchott area 419,229, pop 72 7,000 —
Mau-ri-ta-nian Xmor-a-'ia-ne-sn, ,mar-, -nysnX adj or n
Mau-ri-ti-us \m6-'rish-(e-)3s\ island in Indian ocean in cen Mas-
carenes; constitutes with Rodrigues & other dependencies a Brit,

colony # Port Louis area 720, pop 596,621 — Mau-ri-tian
\-'rish-3n\ adj or w
May, Cape X'maX cape S N. J. at entrance to Delaware Bay
May-a-giia-ua X.ma-a-'gwan-aX island in the SE Bahamas N NEof
Great Inagua I area 96

Ma>ya-giiez \,mT-3-'gwas\ city & port W Puerto Rico pop 50,147
Ma-ya-pan \,mT-3-"pan\ ruined city # of the Mayas SE Mexico in
Yucatan SSE of Merida
Mayence — see mainz
Ma-yenne \ma-'yen\ river 125 m NW France uniting with the
Sarthe to form the Maine \'man\ (8 m long, flowing into the

May-lair \'ma-,fa(3)r, -.fe(3)r\ district of W London, England,
in Westminster borough
May-nootll \ma-'nijth\ town E Ireland in County Kildare
Mayo, 1 \'mT-C,)o\ river 250 m NW Mexico in Sonora flowing SW
into Gulf of California 2 \'ma-(,)o\ county NW Ireland in
Connacht # Castlebar area 2084, pop 123,180
Ma-yon \ma-'yon\ volcano 7943 // Philippines in SE Luzon
May-tHfood \"ma-,wud\ vUlage NE 111. W of Chicago pop 27,330
Mayyali ~ see mahe

Mazaca — see kayseri
Ma-za-ma, Mount \m0-'zam-3\ prehistoric mountain SW Greg.
the collapse of whose summit formed Crater Lake
Ma-za-tlan \,mas-3-'tlan\ city & port W Mexico in Sinaloa on the
Pacific pop 41,459
Mbomn — see bomu
M'-Clure Strait \m3-,kluf3lr-\ channel N Canada between Banks
I. & Melville I. opening on the W into Arctic ocean
Mead, Lake \'med\ reservoir NW Ariz. & SE Nev. formed by
Hoover Dam in Colorado river

Mead-ville \'med-.vii\ city NW fa. pop 16,671
Mearns, The — see^Kincardine
Meath \'meth, 'mett!\ county E Ireland # Trim area 903, pop

Meanx \'mo\ commune N France N NE of Melun pop 16,767
Mec-ca or Mek-ka \'mek-3\ or Mak-ka Vmak-sN city # of Hejaz
& a * of Saudi Arabia pop ab 150.000 — Mec-can \'mek-3n\ ad

Me.che-len \'mek-3-l3(n)\ or F Ma-lines \m3.'len\ or E Mech-
lin \'mek-l3n\ commune N Belgium pop 63.298
Meck-Ien-burg \'mek-lan-,b3rg\ region E Germany SE of Jutland
peninsula & E of the Elbe; in IXih & !9th centuries divided into
duchies of Mecklenburg-Schwe-rin \-shfa-'ren\ & Meckleu-
burg-SUe.litz \-'s(h)tra-l3ts\ which became grand duchies 1815
& states of Weimar Republic 1919
Me-d^n \ma-*dan\ city Indonesia in N E Sumatra pop 310,000

a-l!i3-'yen\ city NW Colombia NW of
Med-a-nese \,med--

Me-de-lliu \.med-M-'en,
Bogota pop 5 78,940
Med-lord \'med-f3rd\ 1 city E Mass. N of Boston pop 64,971
2 city SW_Oieg. pop 24,425
Me-dia \'med-e-3\ ancient country & province of Persian Empire
SW Asia in NW modern Iran — Mc-di*an \-e-aa\ adj or n
Media Atropatene — see Azerbaijan
Medicine Bow \-,bo\ 1 river 120 m S Wyo. flowing into the
No. Platte 2 mouniains N Colo. &. S Wyo. in the Rockies;
highe.st peak Medicine Bow Peak 12,005/1
Medicine Hat city Canada in SE Alta.pop 20,826
Me-di-na \ma-'de-n3\ city W Saudi Arabia in E cen Hejaz pop ab
30,000
Mediolanum — see milan
Med-i-ter-ra-nean \,med-3-t3-'ra-ne-3n, -nyanX sea 2330 m long
between Europe & Africa connecting with the Atlantic through
Strait of Gibraltar & with Red sea through Suez canal
Me-doc \ma-'dak\ district SW France N of Bordeaux
Mee-rut \'ma-rat, 'mir-3t\ city N India in NW Ultar Pradesh NE
of Delhi pup 233,200
Meg-a-ra or NGk Me-ga-ra \'meg-3-r3\ town & port Greece on
Saronic gulf W of Athens; chief town of ancient Meg-a-ris \'meg-
3-r3S\ (district between Saronic gulf & Gulf of Corinth) — Me-
gar-i-an \mi-^'gar-e-sn, -'ger-X or Me-gar-ic \-'gar-ik\ adj or n
Megh-na \'mag.n9\ the lower course of the Surma river. India
Me-gid-do \mi-'gid-(,)o\ ancient city N Palestine on S side of Plain
of Esdraelon N of Samaria
Meis-sen \'mis-=n\ city E Germany NW of Dresden pop 49,900
Meiico — see mexico
Mek-nes \mek-'nes\ city N Morocco WSW of Fez; former # of
Morocco pop_l 50,000
Me-kong Vma-'koo, -'kar)\ river 2600 m SE Asia flowing from E
Tibet, China, S & SE into So. China sea in S Vietnam

Mel-a-ne-sia X.mel-o-'ne-zhs, -shsX the islands in the Pacific N E of
Australia & S of Micronesia including Bismarck archipelago, the
Solomons, New Hebrides, New Caledonia, & the Fijis

Mel-bourne X'mel-barnX city SE Australia # of Victoria on Port
Phillip Bay_ pop (with suburbs) 1,595,300 — Mel-bur-ni-an
\mel-'b3r-ne-3n\ n

Me-li-lla \m3-'le-fy>3\ city & port NE Morocco on coast NE of
Fez; a Spanish presidio pop 88.809
Melita ~ see malta
Melitene — see malatv.\
Me-li-to-pol \,mcl-3-'t6-p3l\ city U. S. S. R. in S Ukraine near
Sea of Azov pop OS,000
Me-los or NGk Mi-los \'me-,las\ or It Mi-lo \'me-(,1lo\ island
Greece in the SW Cycludes area 57 — Me-Ii-an \'mc-le-3n\ ad

Mel-rose \'mel-.roz\ city E Mass. N of Boston pop 29,619
Melrose Park village NE III, W of Chicago pop 22.291
Mel-ville \'mel-,vil\ 1 island N Australia at mouth of Van Die-
men gulf area 2400 2 island Canada in N Northwest Territories in
Parry islands area 16.141 3 peninsula Canada in E Northwest
Territories between Foxe Basin & an arm of Gulf of Boothia

Melville, Lake lake Canada in Nfld. in Labrador; the inner basin
of Hamilton inlet area 1133
Me-mel V'ma-malN 1 — see neman 2 or Elai-pe-da \'kli-p3d-3\
citv & port U. S. S. R, in W Lithuania on the Baltic pop 89,000
Mem-phis X'memrpl-fasX 1 city SW Tenn, pop 497,524 2 ancient
city N Egypt on the Nile S of modem Cairo; once * of Egypt —
Meiu-phi-an \-le-sn\ adj or n — Mem-phite \-,fTt\ adj or n
Mem-phre-ma-gog, Lake \,mem(pi-fri-'ma-,gag\ lake 30 m long
on border between Canada & the U. S. in Que, & Vt.

Menado - see manado
Men-ai \'men-,i\ strait 14 m long N Wales between Anglesey I. &
mainland
Me Nam — see chad phraya
Men-den-hall \'men-d3n-,h61\ glacier SE Alaska N ofJuneau
Men-de-res \,men-d3-"res\ 1 or anc Mae-an-der \me-'an-d3r\
river 240 m W Turkey in Asia flowing SW &. W into the Aegean
2 or anc Sca-man-der \sk3-'man-d3r\ river 60 m NW Turkey in

Asia flowing from Ml, Ida W & NW across lire plain of ancient
Troy into the Dardanelles
Men-dip \'men-,dip\ hills SW England in NE Somerset; highest
point Blackdown 1068 /(

Men-do-ci-no, Cape \,men-d3-'se-(,)no\ headland NW Calif.

SSW of Eureka; extreme W point of CaUf,, at 124°8' W
Men-do-ta \men-'dot-3\ lake 6 m long S Wis. NW of Madison
Men-do-za \men-'do-z3\ city W Argentina pop 115,161
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Mengtsz — see kokiu
Men.lo Part \,inen-C.)lo-\ city W Calif. SE of San Francisco pop
26,05 7

Me-nom.i-nee \ma-'nam-3-ne\ 1 river 125 m NE Wis. flowing
SE on Midi.-Wis. border into Green Bay 2 iron range NE Wis.
& NW Mich, in upper peninsula
Me.nam.o-nee Falls \m3-,nam-5-ne-\ village SE Wis. NW of
Milwaukee pop 18,2 76
Meuorca — see Minorca
Ken-ton \ma"-to"\ or It Men-to-ue \men-'to-ne\ city SE France
on the Mediterranean E N E of Nice pop 17,109
Men-zel-Bour.gui-ba \men-,zel-bur-'ge-b3\ or formerly Fer-ry-
ville \'fer-e-,vil\ city N Tunisia on S shore of Lake Bizerte pop
34.7.^2
Me-ra-no \m3-'ran-(.)o\ commune N Italy in Trentino-Alto
Adige N W of Bolzano pop 29,400
Mer-cea \;,)m3r-'sed\ 1 river 150 m, cen Calif, flowing W through
Yoscmite valley into San Joaquin river 2 city cen CaUf. in San
Joaquin valley pop 20.068 _ _
Mer.ce.da-rio \,nier-s3-'dar-e-,o\ mountain 22,210 Jt W Argen-
tina in the Andes N of Aconcagua
Mer-cia \'m3r-5hfe-)9\ ancient Anglian kingdom cen England;
one of kingdoms in the Anglo-Saxon heptarchy
Mer-gent-heim or Bad Mergentheim \bat-'mer-g3nt-.hTm\ town
W Germany in Baden- Wijrttemberg N N E of Stuttgart
Meric — see maritsa
Me-ri-da \'mer-3d-3\ 1 city SE Mexico # of Yucatan pop 198,970
2 city W Venezuela S of Lake Maracaibo pop 44,404
Mer-i-den \'mer-3d-»ii\ city S cen Conn. S of Hartford pop 51,850
Me-rid-i-an \mo-'rid-e-3n\ city E cen Miss. pop 49,374
Merin — see mirim
Mer-i-on-em \,mer-e-'an-3th\ or Mer-i. on. eth. shire \-,shl(3)r,

-shar\ county W Wales * Dolgelley area 660. pop 41,456
Mer-o-e \'mer-9-,we\ ancient city, S'te in N cen Sudan on the Nile— Mero-lte \'mer-s-,wit\ n — Mercitic \,mer-3-'wit-ik\ adj
Meroe, Isle ol ancient region E Sudan between the Nile & Blue
Nile & the Albara
Me.rom, Waters of \'mir-3m\ or Lake Hn-le X'hii-bX lake 4 m
long N Israel in the course of the Jordan N of Sea of Galilee
Mer.rick \'mer-ik\ urban area SE N. Y. on Long 1. pop 18,789
Mer.ri.mack \'mer-»-.mak\ river 110 m S N. H. & NE Mass.
flowing S & NE into the Atlantic
Mer-ritt \'mer-3t\ island 40 m long E Fla. W of Canaveral penin-
sula between Indian & Banana rivers

Mersa MatrHh — see matrOh
Mers-el-Ke-bir \,me(3)r-,sel-ka-'bi(3)r\ town NW Algeria on the
Mediterranean W of Oran

Mer-sey X'msr-zeV river 70 m NW England flowing NW & W Into
Irish sea through a large estuary_

Mer.sin \me(3)r-'sen\ or Icel \e-'chel\ city & port S Turkey on
the Mediterranean WSW of Adana pop 68.5 74
Mer-thyr Tyd-iil V.msr-thar-'tid-.vilX county borough SE Wales
in Glamorganshire pop 61,093
Mer.ton and Mor-den X.msrt-'n-an-'mord-'nX urban district S
England in Surrey, SW suburb of London pop 74,602
Me.ru \'ma-(.)ru\ mountain 14,954 ]t N Tanganyika W of Kili-
manjaro
Me.sa \'ma-S3X city SW cen Ariz. E of Phoenix pop 33,772
Me.sa-bi Xms-'sab-eX iron range NE Minn. NW of Duluth
Me-sa Verde National Park X.mii-sa-'vsrd, -'ve(3)rd-eX reserva-
tion SW Colo, containing prehistoric cliff dwellings area 80
Me-se-ta Xma-'sat-aX the central plateau of Spain
Me>sbed Xma-'shedX or Mash-had Xms-'shadX city N E Iran pop
242.165

Me*so.l6n*gl*on X,mes-3-'16o-ge(-,6n)X or Mis*so>lon>ghi X.rais-

3-'16o-geX town cen Greece on Gulf of Patras
Mes-Q.po-ta.mia X,mes-(3-lp3-'ta-me-3, -my3X region SW Asia
between Tigris & Euphrates rivers extending from the mountains
of Asia Minor to the Persian gulf — Mes-o-po-ta-mian X-me-3n,
-my3nX adj or n
Mes.quite Xm3-'sket. me-X city NE Tex. E_of Dallas pop 27,526
Mes.se.ne or NGk Mes-si-ni Xms-'se-neX town S Greece in
SW PeIoponnesus,_aticient # of Messenia

MeS'Se.nia Xms-'se-ne-a, -nyaX region S Greece in SW Pelopon-
nesus bordering on Ionian sea
Messenia, Gull of inlet of the Mediterranean S Greece on S coast
of Peloponnesus _
MeS'Si.na Xma-'se-nsX or one Mes.sa.na Xm3-'san-3X or Zancle
X'zar)-(,)kleX citv & port Italy in N E Sicily on Strait of Messina
pop 222,899 — Mes-SLuese X.mes-'n-'esX n
Messina, Strait of channel between S Italy & NE Sicily

Mes.ta Xme-'staX or Turk Ka.ra X'kar-sX or Gk Nes-tos X'nes-
,tasX river 130 m SW Bulgaria & N E Greece flowing from W end
of Rhodope mountains SE into the Aegean
Me*ta X'mat-3X river 685 m N E Colombia flowing into the Orinoco
on Venezuela-Colombia boundary
Me-tau.ro Xm3-'taii(3)r-(,)oX or anc Me-tan-rus X-'t6r-3s\ river
70 m E cen Italy flowing E into the Adriatic
Me.thu.en Xm3-'th{y)ii-3nX town NE Mass. pop 28,114
Metz X'mets, f mesX city NE France on the Moselle pop 85,701
Meurthe X'msrtX river 100 ^i NE France flowing NW from Vosges
mountains to the Moselle
Mense X'myiiz, 'm3(n2X or D Maas X'masX river 575 m W Europe
flowing from N E France to the North sea in tlie Netherlands
Mewar — see udaipl'r
Mex-i.cali X,mek-si-'kal-eX city NW Mexico * of Baja California
state on Mexico-Calif, border pop 106.600
Mex.l.co X'mek-sij.koX or Sp Me.ji.co \'me-he-(,)koX or MexSp
Me.xi'CO X|me-he-^,)koX_ 1 or Es_.ta.dos Uni.dos Me-xi.ca.nos
Xa-,statl]-(,)o-sU-,ne-(,>tlioz-,me-he-'kan-(.)osX country S No.
America S of the U. S,; a republic # Mexico area 761.830, pop
33,304,253 2 state S cen Mexico # Toluca area 8267, pop
1,592,886 3 or Mexico City city # of Republic of Mexico in
Federal District (area surroimded on three sides by state of Mexico)
pop 3,301,757 — see TENOCHTrrLAN
Mexico, Gulf of inlet of the AUantic on SE coast of No. America
Me.zenc Xma-'zaijkX mountain 5753 /( S France; highest in the

3X city a port SE Fla. on Blscayne Bay popMi.anil Xml-'s
291,688 — Mi.ami.an X-'
Miami Beach city SE Fla. pop 63,145
Mich.i.gan X'mish-i-ganX state N U. S. in Great Lakes region In-
cluding an upper iNW) & a lower iSE) peninsula # Lansing area
58,216. pop 7.823,194 — Mich-i.gan.der X.mish-i-'gan-dsrX n— Mich.i.gan.ite X'mish-i-g3-,nTtX n
Michigan, Lake lake N cen U. S.; one of the Great Lakes area
22,400
Michigan City city N Ind. on Lake Michigan pop 36,653
Michilimackinac — see Mackinac
Mi.cho.a-can X,me-ch3-wa-'kanX state SW Mexico bordering on
the Pacific * Morelia area 23,200, pop 1,616,556
Mi-chu.rinsk Xm3-'chur-3nft)skX or formerly Eoz-lov Xkaz-'lof,
-'lovX city U. S. S. R. in Seen Soviet Russia, Europepop 80,000
Mi.cro-ne-sia X.mT-krs-'ne-zhs, -sh3\ the islands of the W Pacific
E of the Philippines & N of Melanesia including the Caroline, Gil-
bert, Mariana, & Marshall groups
Mid-del-burg X'mid-M-,b3rgX city SW Netherlands on Walcheren
I. * of Zeeland pop 21,805
Middle America region of western hemisphere including Mexico,
Central America, usu. the West Indies, & sometiraes Colombia &
Venezuela — Middle American adj
Middle Congo former French territory W cen Africa — see CONOO,
FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA
Middle East or Mid. east X'mid-'estX the countries of SW Asia &
N Africa — usu. considered as including the countries extending
from Libya on the W to Afghanistan on the E — Middle Eastern
or Mid.east.ern X'mid-'e-stsrnX adj
Mid-dles-brongb X'mid-Mz-brsX county borough N England In
No. Riding. Yorkshire, on the Tees pop 147,336

Mid.aie.sex X'mid-n-,seksX county SE England including NW
part of London area 232, pop 2,268,776
Mid. die. town X'mid-=l-,taunX 1 city cen Conn. S of Hartford pop
33,250 2 urban township E N. J. pop 39,675 3 city SE N. Y.
pop 23.4/5 4 city SW Ohio SW of Dayton pop 42,115 5 urban
township SE cen Pa. SE of Harrisburg pop 26,894
Middle West or Mifl.west X'mid-'westX region N cen V. S. includ-
ing area around Great Lakes & in upper Mississippi valley from
Ohio & sometimes Kv. on the E to N. & S. Dak., Nebr., & Kans. on
the W — Middle Western or Mid-west-ern X'mid-'wes-t3rnX adj— Middle Westerner or Mid.west-ein-er \-l3^T)-u3T\ n
Mi.di Xme-'deX tjie south of France
Mid-i-ail X'mid-e-snX ancient region NW Arabia E of Gulf of
'Aqaba

Mid.land X'mid-IsndX 1 city cen Mich. NW of Saginaw pop 27,779
2 city W Tex. NE of Odessa pop 62,625

Mid'lands X'mid-l3n(d)zX the central counties of England including
esp. Derby, Leicester, Nottingham, Northampton, Rutland, Staf-
ford. & Warwick
Mid.lo-thi.an Xmid-'lo-the-snX or jormerly Ed.in.burgh X'ed-'n-
,b3r-3, -,b3-r3, -b(3-lr3X or Ed.in.burgh. shire X-,shi{3)r, -shsrX
county SE Scotlaiid * Edinburgh area 366, pop 565,746
Mid.way X'mid-.waX 1 urban area N cen Ga. N E of Macon pop
(with Hardwick) 16,909 2 atoll cen Pacific 1300 m WNW of
Honolulu belonging to the U. S.; includes two islets: Sand I. &
Eastern I. area 2

Midwest City city cen Okla. E of Oklahoma City pop 36,058
Mie.res \me-'er-3sX conunune NW Spain in Oviedo province SSE
of Oviedo pop 68,031
Mikonos — see mykonos
Mi-lan Xm3-'lan, -'lanX or It Mi-la-no Xme-'lan-(,)o\ or anc
Me.dio.la-num X,med-e-o-'la-n3mX commune N Italy in Lom-
bardy pop 1,276,521 — Mil-a-nese X.mil-3-'nez, -'nesX adj or n
Mi-laz.zo Xmi-'lat-(,)soX or anc My-lae X'mi-(,)leX town & port
Italy in N E Sicily W of Messina

Mi.le.tus XmT-'let-3s, ms-X ancient city on W coast of Asia Minor
in Caria near mouth of the Maeander
Mil.ford X'mil-fsrdX city S Conn, on Long Island Sound pop 41.662
Milford Haven urban district & port SW Wales in Pembrokeshire
on Milford Haven (inlet of St. George's channel)
Milk X'milkX river 625 m Canada & U. S. in Alta. & Mont, flowing
into the Missouri
Mill.brae X'mil-f.ibraX city W Calif, on San Francisco Bay S of
San Francisco pop 15,873
Mill.bum X'mil-bamX urban township NE N. J. pop 18,799
Mill.creek X'mil-.krekX urban township S cen fa. pop 28,441
Mille Lacs Xmil-'(l>ak(s)X lake 20 m long E cen Minn.
Mill-Vine X'mil-,vil\ city S N. J. pop 19,096
MUos or Milo — see melos
Mil.ton X'milt-=nX town E Mass. S of Boston pop 26,375
MU.wau-kee Xmil-'wo-keX city &. port SE Wis. pop 741,324
Min X'minX 1 river 350 m, cen China in Szechwan flowing SE into
the Yangtze 2 river 250 m SE China in Fukien flowing SE into
East China sea

Mi.nas Basin X.mi-nss-X landlocked bay E Canada in cen N.S.;
the NE extension of Bay ofFundy
Mi.nas de Ri.o.tin.to X'me-n3s-(,)da-,r5-3-'tin-(,)to\ commune
SW Spain in Huelva province N E of Huelva
Mi-nas Ge.rais X.me-na-zhs-'rlsX state E Brazil # Belo Horizonte
area 226,179, pop 7,717,792
Minch X'minchX channel NW Scotland comprising North Minch
& Little Miuch between Outer Hebrides & NW coast of Scotland
Min.cio X'men-C.tcho, 'min-che-,oX or anc Min.cius X'min-shCe-)3s,
'niin(l)-se-3sX river 115 m N Italy issuing from Lake Garda &
emptying into the Po
Min.da.nao X,min-d3-'na-,o, -'nauX 1 island S Philippines area
(including adjacent islands)
Philippines bordered on N b:

Leyte & on S by Mindanao
Mindanao Deep depression 35,400 /( in W Pacific off NE Minda-
nao; deepest known point in any ocean
Min-do-to Xmin-'dor-(,)o, -'dor-X island cen PhUlpplnes SW of
Luzon area 3759, pop 131,600

Min.e-o-la X.min-e-'S-bX viUage SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 20,519
Minhow — see foochow
Min.i.coy X'min-i-,k6i\ island India, southernmost of the Lac-
cadive group
Min-ne-ap-o-lis Ximln-e-'ap-(3-)l3sX city SE Minn, pop 482,872
MlQ.ue>so*ta X.min-3-'sot-aX 1 river 332 m S Minn, flowing from
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Mo-lo-po \m3-'lo-(,)po\ river 600 m S Africa flowing W along
border between Bechuanaland & Republic of So. Africa & then
5 into the Orange
MolOtOV — see PERM
Mo.luc-cas \m3-'l3lc-3z\ or Spice \"spTs\ or Indonesian Ma-ln-ka
\m3-'lu-{,)kii\ islands Indonesia in Malay archipelago between
Celebes & New Guinea area 32.300, pop 600,000 — Mo.Iucoa
\m3-'l3k-3\ or MO'luc-can \-an\ adj

]VEoni>ba>sa \mam-'bas-3\ 1 island Kenya in a bay on coast N of
Pemba 2 city & port on Mombasa I. & adjacent mainland pop
84,746
Mona, 1 — see Anglesey 2 or Monapia — see man (Isle of)
Mo.na-co \'man-3-,ko, m3-'nak-C,)o\ 1 country SW Europe on
the Mediterranean coast of France; a principality area 368 acres,
pop 20,422 2 commune, its # — Mo-na-can X'man-s-ksn,
m3-'nak-3n\ adj or n — Mon-e-gasque \,man-i-'gask\ adj or n
Mo-nad-nock, Mount \m3-'nad-,nak\ mountain 3186 jt in SW
N.H.
Mon.a.ghan N'man-i-gan, -3-,han\ 1 county NE Republic of
Ireland in Ulster area 498, pop 47,077 2 urban district, its #
Mo.na Passage \,mo-n3-\ strait West Indies between Hispaniola
6 Puerto Rico connecting the Caribbean & the Atlantic
Mon.a-stir \.man-3-'sti(3)r\ or Biaolj \'be-,tol(-y3), -.t6i\ or Bi-
to.la \'bet-=l-,ya\ city S Yugoslavia in S Macedonia j;op 31,131
lyidncben-Gladbacli — see MiJNCHEN-<iJ-ADBACH
Monc-ton X'msoCkj-tanX city Canada in SE N.B. pop 36,003
Mo-nes-seu \m3-'nes-=n\ city SW Pa. pop 18,424
Mon.go-lia \man-'gol-ys, mao-, -'go-le-3\ 1 region E Asia W of
Khingan mountains & E of Altai mountains; includes Gobi desert
2 or Mongolian Republic or Outer Mongolia country E Asia
comprising major portion of region; a republic * Ulan Bator area
580,158, pop 1,000,000 3 inner MONGOLIA
Mon-he-gan \man-'he-g3n\ island Me. ESE of Boothbay Harbor
Mon-mouth N'msn-msth, 'man-\ or Mon-moutli-shire \-,shi(3)r,
-sh3r\ county W England bordering on SE Wales; often regarded
as part of Wales # Newport area 546, pop 424,647
Mo-no \'mo-(,)no\ saline lake 14 m long E Calif.

Mo-noc-a-cy \m3-'nak-3-se\ river 60 m S Pa. & N Md. flowing
S into the Potomac

Mcnon-ga-he.la Xma-.nan-gs- 'he-la, -.nao-ga-, -"ha-laV river 128
m N W. Va. & SW Pa. flowing N to unite with the Allegheny at
Pittsburgh forming the Ohio
Mon-roe Xman-'roX 1 city N La. pop 52,219 2 city SE Mich.
SSW of Detroit on Lake 'Ene. pop 22,968

Mon-rce-ville \m3n-'ro-,vil\ borough SW Pa. E of Pittsburgh
pop 22,446
Mon-ro-via \man-'ro-ve-3\ 1 dty SW Calif. E of Pasadena pop
27,079 2 city & port # of Liberia on the Atlantic pop 60,000
Mons \mo"s\ or Flera Bei.gen \'beO)r-k3(n)\ commune SW
Belgium # of Hainaut pop 85,172
Mon-tana \man-'tan-3\ state NW U.S. * Helena area 147.138,
pop 674,767 — Mon-tan.an \-an\ adj or n
Mont-au-ban \,mant-o-'ba"\ city SW France on the Tarn N of
Toulouse pop 32 000
Mon.tauk Point \,man-,t6k-\ headland S E N. Y. at E tip of Long I.

Mont-clair \mant-'kla(3)r, -'kle(a)r\ town NE N.J. SSW of
Paterson pop 43,129
Mon.te Al'ban \,mant-e-al-'ban\ ruined city of the Zapotecs
5 Mexico in Oaxaca state SW of Oaxaca

Mon.te.bel.Io \,mant-3-'bel-(.)5\ city SW Calif. ESE of Los
Angeles pop 32.097
Mon.te Car.l \,mant-i-Tcar-C,)lo\ commune Monaco
Mon-te-go Bay \man-,te-(Jgo-\ town & port Brit. West Indies in
NW Jamaica on Montego JBay (inlet of the Caribbean)

Mon.te.ne.gro \,mant-3-'ne-(.)gro\ federated republic S Yugo-
slavia on the Adriatic; formerly a kingdom (# Cetinje) ^ Titograd
area 5343. pop 377,200 — Mon.te.ne.grin \-gran\ adj or n
Mon.te-rey \,mant-3-'ra\ city W CaUf. at S end of Monterey Bay
on Monterey peninsula pop 22,618
Monterey Bay inlet of the Pacific W Calif. S of San Francisco Bay
Monterey Park city SWCalif. E of Los Angeles pop 37,821
Mon.ter.rey \,mant-a-'ra\ city NE Mexico :J^ of Nuevo Le6n
pop 600,609
Mon-te-vi-deo \,mant-3-v3-"da-(,)o, -'vid-e-,o\ city & port * of
Urugtiay on N shore of Rio de la Plata pop 922,885

Mon*te>zu*ma Castle National Monument \,mant-3-,zu-ma-\
reservation cen Ariz, containing prehistoric cliff dwellings
Mont-gom.ery \(,)m3n(t)-'g3m-(3-)re, man(t)-, -'gam-\ 1 city *
of Ala. on the Alabama pop 134.393 2 or Mont-gom-ery.shire
\-,shi(3)r, -shar\ county E Wales * Welshpool area 197, pop 45,989

Mont*niar-tre \mo"-'martr'\ section of Paris, France, on a hill

on right bank of the Seine
Mont-mo-ren-cy \,mant-m3-'ren(t)-se\ commune N France, N
suburb of Paris
Mont-mo.ren.cy Falls \,mant-m3-,ren(t)-se-\ waterfall 270 //
Canada in S Que. N E of Quebec city in Montmorency river
(60 m flowing S into_the St. Lawrence)

Mont-par-nasse \,mo"-(,)par-'na.s, -'nas\ section of Paris, France,
on left bank of the Seine — Mont-par-uas-sian \-'nash-3n,
-'nas-e-3n\ adj

Mont-pe-lier \m'ant-'pa-y3r\ city * of Vt. pop 8782
Mont-pel'lier \mo"-pe-lya\ city S France WNW of Marseilles
pop 97,501
Mon-tre.al \.man-tre-'61, .man-X or Mont-re-al \mo"-ra-Sl\ dty
6 port Canada in S Que. on Montreal Island (32 m long, in the
St. Lawrence) pop 1,109,439 — Mon-tre-al-er \,man-tre-'6-lar,
,man-\ n
Montreal North or Montreal-Nord \-n6r\ town Canada in S
Que. on Montreal I. pop 25,407

Mon-treuil or Montreuil-sous-Bois \mo»-'tra(r)-(.)sub-'wa,
-'trai-\ commune N France, E suburb of Paris pop 76.252
Mon-treux \mo"-'tra(r)\ group of villages W Switzerland in
Vaud canton at E end of Lake of Geneva
Mont-Roy.al \mo°-rwa-yal\ or Mount Roy.al \maCint-'r6i(-s)l\
town Canada in S Que. on Montreal I. pop 16,990
Mont-Saint-Mi-chel \mo°-sa°-me-shel\ small island NW France
in Gulf of St-Malo
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Big Stone Lake to the Mississippi 2 state N U.S. # St. Paul area
84,068, pop 3,413,864 — Min-ne-so-tan \-'sot- n\ n

Min-ne-ton-ka \,min-a-'taD-ka\ village SE Minn. E of Lake Min-
netonka (12 »?i long) pop 25,037
Minni — see Armenia
Mi-nor-ca \ma-'n6r-ka\ or Sp Me-nor>ca \ma-\ Island Spain in
the Balearic islands N E of Majorca area 264 — Mi-nor-can
\m3-'n6r-kan\ adj or n

Mi-not \'mi-,nat\ city NW cen N. Dak. on Souris mer pop 30,604
Minsk \'min(t)sk\ city U.S.S.R. * of Belorussia pop 509.000
Min-ya or El Minya \el-'min-ya\ city cen Egypt pop 93,300
Min-ya Kon-ka \,min-ya-'kao-ka\ mountain 24,900 Jt S China
in SW cen Szechwan; highest in China
Miq-ne-lou \'mik-a-,lan\ island off S coast of Nfld., Canada, be-
longing to France — see saint pierre
Mi-ra-da Hills \ma-,rad-a-\ city SW CaUf. SE of Los Angeles
pop 22,444
Mi-rim \ma-'rim\ or Sp Me-rin \ma-'ren\ lake 108 m long on
boundary between Brazil & Uruguay near Atlantic coast
Mir-za-pur \'mi(a)r-2a-,pu(a)r\ city N India in SE Uttar Pradesh
on the Ganges SW of Banaras pop 86,500
Mish-a-na-ka \,mish-a-'w6-ka, -'wak-a\ city N Ind. pop 33,361
Mis-kolc \'mish-.kolts\ city NE Hungary pop 150,000
Misr \'mis-ar\ egvpt
Missionary Ridge mountain S E Tenn. & NW Ga. S E of Chat-
tanooga & E of Lookout Mountain
Mis-sis-sip-pi \,mis-(a-l'sip-e\ 1 river 2470 m, cen U.S. flowing
from N cen Minn, to Gulf of Mexico — see itasca (L.ake) 2 river
105 m Canada in SE Ont. flowing NE & N into the Ottawa
3 state S U.S. # Jackson area 47,716, pop 2.178,141

Mississippi Sound inlet of Gulf of Mexico S US. extending
from outlet of Lake Pontchartrain, La., E to Mobile Bay, Ala.
Missolonghi — see mesolongion
Mis-son-la \ma-'2ii-la\ city W Mont, pop 27,090
Mis-sou-ri \ma-'zu(air-e, -'ziir-aN 1 river 2700 m W U.S. flowing
from SW Mont, into the Mississippi in E Mo. — see three forks
2 state cen U.S. # Jefferson City area 69,674, pop 4,319,813

Mis-tas-si-ni \.mis-ta-'se-ne\ 1 lake Canada in S cen Que. drain-
ing W to James Bay area 840 2 river 185 m Canada in S Que.
flowing S into Lake St. John
Mis-ti or El MisU \el-'mes-te, -'mis-\ volcano 19,110 // S Peru
N E of Arequipa

Mitch-am \'mich-am\ municipal borough S England in Surrey,
SSW suburb of London pop 67,273

Mitch-ell, Mount \'mich-al\ mountain 6684 /( W N.C. hi Black
mountains of the Blue Ridge mountains; highest point in U.S.
E of Mississippi river

Mitlliui — see mytilene
Mi-ya-ji-ma \,me-(y)a-'je-ma\ or Itsn-ku-shi-ma Mt-.sii-ka-'she-
ma\ island ab 5 rn long Japan in Inland sea SW of Hiroshima
Mi-ya-za-ki \me-,(y)a2-'ak-e\ city & port Japan in Kyushu on
SE coast pop 140,782
Mo-ab \'mo-,ab\ region Jordan E of Dead sea; In biblical times
a kingdom between Edora & the country of the Amorites
Mo-bile \m5-'be(a)l, 'mo-.belX 1 river 38 m long SW Ala. formed
by Alabama & Tombigbee rivers & flowing S into Mobile Bay
(inlet of Gulf of Mexico) 2 city & port SW Ala. pop 202,779
Mozambique — see Mozambique
MoQElmedes — see mossamedes
Mo-cha \'mo-ka\ or Ar Mu-kha \mu-'ka\ tovra & port SW

L on the Red s

, .-ver 180 m Re
Free State; a tributary of the Vaal
Mo-de-na \'m6d-=n-a, -=n-,a\ or anc Mu-ti-na \'myUt-'n-a\
commune N Italy in Emilia SW of Venice pop 114,450 — Mod-e-
nese \,m6d-'n-'ez, -'es\ n
Mo-des-to \rna-'des-(,)to\ city cen Calif, pop 36,585
Moe-sia \'me-sh(e-)a\ ancient country & Roman province SE
Europe in modern Serbia & Bulgaria S of the Danube from the
Drina to Black sea
Mog-a-di-^hu \,mag_-a-^dish-(,)U, -'desh-\ or Mog-a-di-scio
\-'dish-(,)o, -'desh-, -e-,o\ dty & port # of Somalia & formerly
# of Italian Somaliland on Indian ocean pop 86,600
Mogador — see essaoutra
Mo-gi-lev \'mag-a-,lef, -,lev\ city U.S.S.R. in E White Russia on
the Dnieper pop 121,000
Mo-go-Uon \,m3g-e-'on, ,mog-\ 1 mountains SW N.Mex.; highest
point Whitewater Baldy 10,892 jl 2 plateau ab 8000 ]l, cen Ariz.
Mo-hacs \'mo-,hach, -,hach\ town S Hungary on the Danube
Mo.hawk \'mo-,h6k\ river 148 m E cen N.Y. flowing E into the
Hudson
Mo-hen-io-Da-ro \mo-,hen-(,)jo-'dar-(,)o\ prehistoric dty W
Pakistan in Indus valley 140 m N E of modern Karachi
Mo-ia.ve or Mo-ha-ye \m3-'hav-e\ desert S Calif. SE of S end
of the Sierra Nevada
Mo-ji \'mo-(,)je\ city & port Japan in N Kyushu on Shimonosekl
strait opposite Shimonosekl pop 145,027
Mok.po \'mak-(,)po\ or Jap Mop-po \'m6-(,)po\ dty & port
5 Korea on Yellow sea SW of Kwangju pop 111,128
Mold \"mold\ urban district N E Wales # of Flintshire
Moldau — see vltava _
Mol-da-via \mal-'da-ve-a, -vya\ 1 region E Europe in W Romania
6 SE U.S.S.R. between the Carpathians & Transylvanian Alps
on the W & the Dniester on the E 2 or Mol-da-vian Republic
\-,da-ve-an-, -vyan-\ constituent republic of the U.S.S.R. in E
Moldavia region_# Kishinev area 13,100, pop 3,000,000 — Mol-
da-vian \-'da-ve-3n, -vyanX adj or n
Mo-len-beek or Sint-Jans-Molenbeek \sint-yan(t)s-'mo-lan-
^ak\ or Molenbeek-Saint-Jeau \-sa"-"zha"\ commune cen
Belgium in Brabant W of Brussels pop 63.900
Mo-Iine \mo-'len\_city NW 111. on the Mississippi pop 42,703
Mo-Ii-se Vm6-U-,za\ area cen Italy between the Apennines & the
Adriatic S of Abruzzi — see abruzzi
Mo-Ilen-do \mo-'yen-C,)do\ city & port S Peru pop 25,700
Mo-lo-kai \,mal-a-'ki, ,mo-la-\ island cen Hawaii ESE of Oahu
area 259
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Mont-ser^rat \,man(t)-s3-'rat\ island Brit. West Indies in the Lee-
wards SW of Antigua; clllet town Plymoutli mea 33, pop 14,500
Monument Valley region NE Ariz. & SE Utah containing red
sandstone butles, mesas, & arches
Mon-za \'mon(t)-s3\ commune N Italy in Lombardy SE of
Milan pop 73_.800_
Mo.orea \,mo-a-'ra-3\ island S Pacific in Society islands NW of
Tahiti area 51
Moor.head \'moC3)r-,hed, 'ra6(3)r-, 'mu(3)r-\ city W Minn, on
Red river opposite Fargo, N. Dale, pop 22,934
Moose \'mus\ river 50 m Canada in N E Ont. flowtag NE into
James Bay; estuary of Abitibi, Mattagami, & other rivers
Moose.head \'mus-,hed\ lake 35 m long NW cen Me.
Moose Jaw city Canada in S Sask. W of Regina pop 29,603
Moppo — see MOKPO
Mo.rad.abad Xms-'rad-a-.bad, -'rad-3-,bad\ city N India in NW
Uttar Pradesh ENE of Delhi pop 161,900

Mo.ra.tu.wa Nms-'ral-s-waX city W Ceylon on Indian ocean
S of Colombo pop 50,700

Mo.ra.va X'mor-s-vsX 1 — see march 2 river 134 m E Yugo-
slavia in Serbia flowjng N into the Danube
Mo-ra.via Xms-'ra-ve-sX region cen Czechoslovaida S of Silesia
traversed by Morava river; chief city Brno
Mo.ra.vi-an Gate or Moravian Gap \m3-'ra-ve-3n-\ mountain
pass cen Europe between Sudeten & Carpathian mountains
Moravska Ostrava — see ostrava
Mor.ay Vmsr-e, 'ma-reX or Mor.ay-shire X-,shi(3)r, -shsrX or
El-gin X'el-ganX or El-gin-shire \-,shi(3)r, -shsrX county NE
Scotland bordering on North sea * Elgin area 476, pop 48,211
Moray lirth inlet of North sea N Scotland
Mord-vin-i-an Republic \(,)m6rd-,vin-e-3n-\ or Mor-do-vl-an
Republic \(,)m6r-,do-ve-3nA autonomous republic U.S.S.R, in
cen Soviet Russia, Europe, S i W of middle Volga # Saransk area
10,100, pop 1.000,000
Morea — see Peloponnesus
Mo-reau \'m5r-(,)o, 'morA river 250 m NW S. Dak. flowing
E into the Missouri

More-cambe and Hey-sham \,m5r-k3m-3n(d)-'ha-sh3m. ,m6r-\
municipal borough NW England in N Lancashire on Morecambe
Bay (inlet of Irish sea) pop 37,000

Mo-re-lia \ma-'ral-y3\ city SW Mexico ^ of MichoacAn pop
63,245

Mo-re-los Xms-'ra-iasN state S cen Mexico # Cuemavaca area
1916, pop 359.679

More.ton Bay \^o(3)rt-=n-, .mortA inlet of the Pacific Australia
in SE Queensland at mouth of Brisbane river
Mor.gan.town \'m6r-g3n-,taun\ city N W. Va. pop 22,437
Mo-ri-ah \m3-'rI-3\ hill cen PalesUne in E part of Jerusalem
Mo-ri-o-ka \,mor-e-'o-k3, ,mbrA city Japan in N Honshu E of
Akita pop 142,875
Mo-roc-co \m3-'rak-(,)5\ 1 country NW Africa bordering on the
AUantic & the Mediterranean; a sultanate; formerly (1911-56)
divided into French Morocco (protectorate ^ Rabat area
153,870), Spanish Morocco (protectorate # Letuan area 18,009),
Southern Morocco (Spanish protectorate, chief town Cabo Yubi
area 10,039), & the International Zone of Tangier (area 225)
# Rabat, summer # Tangier area ab 175,000, pop \l,626,(106
2 — see MARRAKESH — Mo-roc-cau \-'rak-3n\ adj or n
Mo-ro Gull \,mor-(,)5-. .morA arm of Celebes sea S PhiUppines
off SW coast of Mindanao
Mor-ris Jes-up, Cape \,m6r-as-'jes-3p, ,marA headland N
Greenland in Peary Land on Arctic ocean; northernmost point
of land in the wodd, at 8J''39'N
Morrison — see lewis and clark
Mor-ri.son, Mount N'mbr-a-ssn, 'marA or YU Shan \'yii-'shan\
mountain 13,599 jt China in cen Formosa; highest on island
Mor-ris-town \'m6r-3-,staun, 'marA 1 town NE cen N.J. pop
17,712 2 city E Tenn. E N E of Knoxville pop 21,267
Mor-ton Grove \,m6rt-'nA village NE lU. pop 20,533
Mos.cow \'mas-,kaii, -(.)ko\ or Russ Mos-kva \mask-'va\
1 river 315 m U, S. S. R. in W cen Soviet Russia, Europe, flowing
E into the Oka 2 city # of U. S. S. R. & of the Russian Republic
on Moscow river pop 5,032,000 — see muscovy
Mo-seUe \mo-'zel\ or G Mo-sel \'mo-z3l\ river 320 m E France
& W Germany flowing from the Vosges into the Rliine at Koblenz
Mosquito Coast or Mos. ui-tia \m3-'sket-e-3\ region Central
America bordering on the Caribbean in E Honduras & E Nicaragua
Mos-s^-me-des or Mo-Q^-me-des \m3-'sam-a-,dez\ town & port
SW Angola
Mos-sel Bay \.m6-S3lA town & port S Republic of So. Africa
in S Cape of Good Hope on Mossel Bay (inlet of Indian ocean)
Mos-tag.a-nem \m3-'stag-3-,nem\ city & port NW Algeria ENE
of Oran pop 60,186
Mo-sul \mo-'sul, 'mo-s3l\ city N Iraq on the Tigris pop 140,245
Moth.er-well and Wish-aw \'m3tli-3r-,wel-3n-'wish-,6, -ws-isnA
burgh S cen Scotland in Lanark SE of Glasgow pop 68,137
Moul-mein Xmiil-'man, mol-, -'mTn\ city S Burma on Gulf of Mar-
taban at mouth ofthe Salween pop 101,720

Moul-trie \'mol-tre\ city S Ga. pop 15,764
Mound City Group National Monument \'maiin(d)-'sit-e\
reservation S Ohio N of Cilillicothe containing prehistoric mounds
Mounds-ville \'maim(d)z-,vil, -V3l\ city N W. Va. on the Ohio S
of Wheeling pop 15,163
Mountain View city W Cahf. NW of San Jose pop 30,889
Mount Clem.ens \'klem-3nz\ city SE Mich, pop 21,016
Mount De.sert \d3-'z3rt, 'dez-3rt\ island S Me. in the Atlantic E
of Penobscot Bay area 100 — see acadia national park
Mount Leb-a.non \'leb-(3-)n3n\ urban township SW Pa. S of
Pittsburgh pop 35,361
Mount McKinley National Park — see mckinley (Mount)
Mount Pros.pect \'pras-,pekt\ village NE III. pop 18,906
Mount Rainier National Park — see rainier (Mount)
Mount Rev.el.stoke National Park \'rev-3l-,stok\ reservation
Canada in SE B. C. on a plateau including Mt. Revelstoke (over
7000 //) W of Selkirk mountains area 100
Mount Royal — see mont-royal
Mouiit Ver.non \'v3r-n3n\ 1 city S lU. pop 15,566 2 city SE
N. Y. N of New York City pop 76,010
Mourne \'mo(3lm, 'mo(3)rn\ mountains SE Northern Ireland
Mouse — see souris
Mo.zam.hiquo \,ma-z3m-'bek\ or Port Mo.eam-bi.que \,mU-
S3m- be-k3\ 1 channel 950 m long SE Africa between Madagascar

& Mozambique 2 or Portuguese East Alrica country SE Africa
bordering on Mozambique cttannel * Lourenco Marques area
297,654. pop 5,738,911 — Mo.zam.bi.can \.mo-z3m-'be-k3n\ adj
Mtwa-ra \em-'twar-3\ town & port SE Tanganyika
Mu.gu, Point \m3-'gii\ cape SW Calif. W of Los Angeles & SE
of Oxnard
Muir Woods National Monument \,myii(3)rA reservation N
Calif. NW of San Francisco containing a redwood grove

Mni.zen.berg \'maz-'n-.b3rg\ town Republic of So. Africa on
False Bay. SSE suburb of Cape Town

Mu.kal.la \mu-'kal-3\ city & port Aden Protectorate on Gulf of
Aden; chief town of the Hadhramaut pop 20,000
Muk.den \'muk-d3n. 'msk-; miik-'den\ or Shen.yang X'shan-
'yari\ or Jormerly Feng.tien \'f3r)-te-'en\ city NE China # of
Liaoning on Hun river; chief city of Manchuria pop 2,299,900
Mukha — see mocha
MUl.heim or Miilheim an der Ruhr \'m(y)iil-.hr-.man-d3(r)-
'ru(3)r, 'miEl-\ cily W Germany on Ruhr river near its junction
with the Rhine pop 182,300
Mul.house \m3-'lUz\ commune NE France in Alsace pop 99,079
Mull \'m3l\ island W ScoUand in the Inner Hebrides area 351
Mul.lin.gar \.m3l-3n-'gar\ town N cen Ireland # of Westmeath
Mul.tan \mul-'tan\ city Pakistan in NE West Pakistan SW of
Lahore pop 190,100

Mult.no.maU Falls N.malt-.no-msA waterfall 620 ft NW Greg. E
of Portland in a tributary of the Columbia
MUn.chen-Glad.bach \,m(y)iin-k3n-'glat-.bak. .min \ or Mon-
chen-Glad-baoh \.menA city W Germany W of DUsseldorf pop
152,400
Mun-cie \'m3n(t)-se\ city E Ind. pop 68.603
Mun.haU \'m3n-,h61\ borough SW Pa. E of Pittsburgh on the
Monongaheia pop 17,312
Mu-nich \'myu-mk\ or G Miin-chen \'miEn-k3n\ city Germany *
of Bavaria on the Isar pop 1,079,400
Mun-ster \'mon(t)-st3r\ province S Ireland area 9317, pop
848,368
Miin.ster \'min(t)-st3r, m(y)un(t)-, 'mun(t)-, 'm3n(t)A city W
Germany; formeriy # of_ Westphalia pop 180,300

Mun-te.iiia \.m3n-'te-ne-3\ or Greater WalacUia region SE
Romania in E part of Walachia
Mur \'mu(3)r\ or Mu-ra \'mur-3\ river 230 m Austria & N
Yugoslavia flowing into the Drava
Mu-ra-no \mu-'ran-(.)o\ town NE Italy in Venetia on islands in
Lagoon of Venice N of Venice
Mu-rat \mU-'rat\ or anc Ar-sa-ni-as \ar-'sa-ne-3s\ river 380 m
E Turkey flowing WSW into the Euphrates

Mur.chi-son \'m3r-ch3-S3n\ river 400 m Australia in W Western
Australia flowing W into Indian ocean
Murchison Falls waterfall 120 ji W Liganda in the Victoria Nile
above Lake Albert^
Mur-cia \'m3r-sh(e-)3\ 1 region & ancient kingdom SE Spain
bordering on the Mediterranean 2 province SE Spain bordering
on the Mediterranean area 4453, pop 817,498 3 commune, its #
& * of ancient kingdom of Murcia, on Segura river pop 246,208
Mu-res or Mu-resh \'mu-.resh\ or Ma-ros \'m6r-,osh\ river 400
m, cen Romania & E Hungary flowing W into the Tisza
Mur-Irees-boro \'m3r-f(r)ez-,b3r-3. -.b3-r3\ city cen Term. SE of
Nashville pop 18,991
Mur-mansk \mvir-'man(t)sk, -'mSn(t)sk\ city & port U.S.S.R. in
N W Soviet Russia, Europe, in Kola peninsula on an inlet of Ba-
rents sea pop 226,000
Mu-ro-ran \.mur-3-'ran\ cily & port Japan in SW Hokkaido on an
inlet of the Pacific pop 123,533
Mur-ray N'mar-e, 'ma-reX 1 city N Utah pop 16,806 2 river 1200
m S E AustraUa flowing from near Mt. Kosciusko in E Victoria W
into Indian ocean in SE So. Australia
Mur-ree \'m3r-e, 'in3-re\ 1 hills N £ West Pakistan 2 town in the
Murree hills NE of Rawalpindi
Mur-rum.bidg.ee \,m3r-3in-'bij-e, ,m3-r3m-\ river 1000 m SE
Australia in New So. Wales flowing W into the Murray
Murua — see woodlark
Murviedro — see saounto
Mu-sa, Ge-bel \.jeb-3l-'mu-s3\ mountain group NE Egypt in S
Sinai peninsula — see horeb, katherina (Gebel)
Mu-sa, Je-hel \.jeb-3l-'mii-s3\ or anc Ab-i.la or Ab-y-la \'ab-
3-l3\ mountain 27 75 jt N Morocco opposite Gibraltar — see
pillars of HERCULES
Mus-cat or Mas-qat X'mss-.kat, -k3t\ town & port * of Oman on
Gulf of Oman
Muscat and Oman — see Oman
Mus-ca-tine \.m3S-k3^'len\ city E Iowa pop 20,997
Mus-co-vy \(.>m3-'sko-ve; "mss-ks-, -.ko-\ 1 the principality of
Moscow (founded 1295) which in 15tti century came to dominate
Russia 2 RUSSIA
Mus-ke-gon Xms-'ske-gsnN 1 river 200 m W cen Mich, flowing
SW into Lake Michigan 2 city & port SW Mich, pop 46,485
Muskegon Heights city SW Mich. S of Muskegon pop 19.552
Mus-kin-gum \m3-'skio-(g)3m\ river 120 m E Ohio flowing SSE
into the Ohio
Mus-ko-gee \m3-'sko-ge\ city E Okla. pop 38,059
Mus-ko-ka, Lake Xms-'sko-kaX lake Canada in SE Ont. E of
Georgian Bay & N of Lake Simcoe area 54

Mus-sel-shell N'mas-al-.sheA river 300 m, cen Mont, flowing E &
N into the Missouri

Mu-tan-kiang N'mli-.dan-je-'aoN city NE China in S Heilung-
kiang on the Mu-tan \'mii-'dan\ river (310 m flowing NE into
the Sungari) SE of Harbin pop 151,400
Mutina — see modena
Mu-tsu \'miit-(.)sii\ Bay inlet N Japan on NE Honshu on
Tsugaru strait

Muttra — see mathura
Mwe-ru \m3-'we(3)r-(,)ii\ lake 80 m long on border between Congo
& Northern Rhodesia SW of Lake Tanganyika
Myc-a-le \'mik-3-(,)le\_promonlory W Turkey opposite Samos I.

My-ce-nae \mi-'se-(,)ne\ ancient city S Greece in NE Pelopon-
nesus N of Argos
Myit-kyi-na \,me-chi-'n6\ town N Burma on the upper Irrawaddy
in Kachin state
Myk-o-nos \'mik-3-,nas, -n3s\ or NGk Mi-ko-nos \'me-k3-,nds\
island Greece in the Aegean in N E Cyciades SE of Tenos area 35
Mylae — see milazzo
My-men-singb \.mI-m3n-'slo\ city E Pakistan pop 45,000
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My.ra \'mT-r3\_ ancient city S Asia Minor on coast of Lycia
My>5ia \'mish-e-3\ ancient country NW Asia Minor bordering on
the Propontis — My>si<an \-e-an\ adj or n
My.sore \mT-'so(3)r, -'s6(9)r\ 1 state SW India * Bangalore area
74.326, pop 19,399,300 2 city in S Mysore state pop 244.300

MyS'tic \'mis-tik\ river E Mass. flowing SE into Boston harbor
Myt.i.le.net>rNGkMi.ti.lI.ni\.niit-n-'e-ne\ 1 — seetEseos 2 or
jormerly Ea>stro \'kas-(,)lro\ city & port Greece on E coast of
Lesbos 1. pop 27,125

Naas \'nas\ urban district E Ireland in Leinster * of Kildare
Nal)-a*taeaor Nah-a-tea \,nab-3-'te-3\ ancient Arab kingdom SE
of Palestine ~ Nab-a-tae-an or Nab>a-te>an \-^te-3n\ adj or n
NaU'luS \'nab-l3s, 'nab-\ or anc She'Chem V'she-ksm, -,kem\ or
Ne>ap*o>lis \ne-'ap-3-l3s\ city cen Palestine in Samaria; now in
W Jordan pop 19,700
Na.fud or Ne*fud Xna-'fUdX desert N Saudi Arabia in N Nejd
Na-ga \'na8-a\ 1 hills E India & N Burma SE of the Brahmaputra
2 or Na-ga-iaud \-,land\ adniinistrative division of India N
of Manipur in Naga hills

Na>ga<o<ka \.na-g3-'o-k3, na-'ga-o-C,)ka\ city Japan in NW
Honshu SSW of Niigatapop 130,785
Na'ga*sa<ki \,nag-3-'sak-e, ,nag-; ,nag-3-'sak-e\ city & port Japan
in W Kyushu on East China sea pop 344,153
Na<gor*no-Ka*ra>hakh Region \n3-,g6r-(,)no-'kar-a-,bak-\ au-
tonomous region U.S.S.R. in SW Azerbaidzhan # Stepanakert area
1700, pop 130.000
Na>goya \no-'g6i-a\ city Japan in S Honshu pop 1,591,935
Nag>pur \'nag-,pu(9)r\ city E cen India in N E Maharashtra pop
449,100
Nagyvarad — see oradea
Na.ba \'na-(,}ha\ or Wa-wa \'na-C,)wa\ city & port Ryukyu
islands on SW coast of Okinawa I. pop 44,779
Na>huel Hua*pi \na-,wel-wa-'pe\ lake 45 m long SW Argentina
in the Andes
Nairn \'na{3)m, "neCsjrnV 1 or Nairn.shire \-,shi(a)r, -shsrX
county NE Scotland bordering Moray firth area 163, pop 8719
2 burgh, its #, on Moray firth

Nai.ro.bi \nT-'ro-be\ city # of Kenya pop 288,500
Na-ial or An Najaf \an-'naj-,af\ city S cen Iraq pop 74,089
Najd — see nejd — Najdi \'naj-de\ adj or n
Na'jin \'naj-,en\ or Jap Ra-slliu \'rash-,en\ city & port N Korea

repubUc U.S.S.R.; part of Azerbaidzhan area 2100,
pop 160.000 2 city, its *, on the Araks pop 25.000
NaK'tong \'nak-,t6o\ or Jap Ra-kn-to \'rak-a-,lo\ river 260 m
5 Korea flowing S & E into Korea strait near Pusan
Na*ma<qua*Iaud \na-'mak-wa-,land\ or Na^ma^land \'nam-3-\
region SW Afiica bordering on the Atlantic; divided by Orange
river into Great Namaqualand (in South-West Africa) & Little
Namaqualand (in Cape Province, RepubUc of So. Africa, chief
town Springbokj
Namhoi — see fatshan
Nam.pa \'nam-p3\ city SW Idaho W of Boise pop 18.013
Nam'PO \'nam-{,)po\ or Cliin.nara*po \'che(n)-,nam-(.)po\ city

6 port N Korea SW of Pyongyang pop 82,162
Na>mur \na-'m{yiu(3)r\ 1 province S Belgium area 1413, pop
371,489 2 commune, its * pop 105,836
Nan \'nan\ river 350 m N Thailand flowing S to join the Ping
forming the Chao Phraya
Nan*cliang \'nan-'chao\ city SE China # of Kiangsi on the Kan
SW of Poyang Lake pop 398.200
Nan>chung \'nan-'chuo\ city cen China in E cen Szechwan on
Kialing river pop 164,700
Nan.cy \'nan(tj-se. na"-'se\_city NE France pop 124,797
Nan>da De-vi \.nan-da- 'da-ve\ mountain 25,645 ji N India in the
Himalayas in Ottar Pradesh
Nan-di \'nan-(,lde\ village Fiji islands on W Viti Levu I.

Nan>ga Par-hat \,nao-g3-'par-bat\ mountain 26,660 // NW
Kashmir in the W Himalayas
Nan*king \'nan-'kio, "nan-X city E China on the Yangtze * of
Kiangsu & (1928-37 & 1946-49) * of China pop 1,091,600
Nan Ling \'nan-'lio\ or Nan Shan \'nan-'shan\ mountain system
SE China roughly separating Kwangtung & Kwangsi from Hunan
8l Kweichow
Nan^ning \'nan-'nio\ or jormerly Ynng<ning \'yuQ-'nio\ city S
China # of Kwangsi on Yu river pop 194,600
Nansei — see ryukyu
Nan Sban \*nan-'shan\ mountain range W China extending from
Kunlun mountains along NE edge of Tibetan plateau to N E
Tsinghai
Nan>terre \na"-*te(3lr\ commune N France W of Paris pop 53,037
Nantes \'nan(t)s\ city NW France on the Loire pop 222,800
Nan-ti-coke \'nant-i-,k6k\ city NE cen Va.. pop 15,601
Nan*tuck'et \nan-'t3k-3t\ island Mass. in the Atlantic S of Cape
Cod on Nantucket Sound (inlet of the Atlantic)
Nan>tung \'nan-'tuQ\ city & port E China in SE Kiangsu on
Yangtze estuary NW of Shanghai pop 260,400
Na«pa \'nap-3\_city W Calif. N of Vallejo pop 22,170
Na-pi<6r \'na-pe-3r\ borough & port Mew Zealand in E North I.

on Hawke Bay pop 29,600
Na>ples \'na-p3lz\ or It Na<po*ll \'nap-3-le\ or anc Ne>ap>o*lis
\ne-'ap-3-l3s\ city & port S Italy on Bay oJ Naples (inlet of
Tyrrhenian sea) pop 1,024,543 — Ne>a>pol-i>tan \,ne-3-'pal-
3t-'n\ adj or n
Na>po \'nap-(,)o\ river 550 m NW So. America rising near Mt.
Cotopaxi in cen Ecuador & flowing E & SE into the Amazon
Na*ra \'nar-a\ city Japan in W cen Honshu E of Osaka; an early #
of Japan pop 115,700
Nar-ba-da Xnar-'bsd-sV river 800 m, cen India flowing W between
Vindhya mountains & Satpura range into Gulf of Cambay
Nar-bonne \nar-'ban, -'banV city S France near the Mediterranean
sea E of Carcassonne pop 32,060
Na-rew \'nar-,ef, -,ev\ or Russ Na-rev Xnar-'yof, -'y6v\ river 285
m NE Poland flowing W & SW into the Bug

Nar-ra.gan.sett Bay \,nar-3-,gan(t)-s3t-\ inlet of the AUantic
SE R.I.
Nar*vik \'nar-vik, -,vek\ town & port N Norway
Nash.ua \'nash-a-w3, -3-,wa\ city S N.H. pop 39,096
Nash'Ville \'nash-,vil, -v3l\ city # of Tenn. pop 170,874
NaS'Sau \'nas-,6\ 1 town & port * of the Bahamas on NE coast
of New Providence I. 2 region W Germany N & E of the Rhine;
chief city Wiesbaden 3 mountain range cen West New Guinea —
see carstensz (Mount)
Na-tal Nna-'tal. -'tal\ 1 city & port N E Brazil * of Rio Grande do
Norte pop 161,917 2 province E RepubUc of So. Africa between
Drakensberg mountains & Indian ocean * Pietermaritzburg area
35,284. pop 2,202,400
Natal Bay or jormerly Port Natal inlet of Indian ocean Republic
of So. Africa in Natal — see Durban
Natch>ez \'nach-3z\ city SW Miss, on the Mississippi pop 23,791
Natchez Trace pioneer road between Natchez, Miss., & Nashville,
Tenn., used in the early 19th century
Na.tick \'na[-ik\ town E Mass. W of Boston pop 28,831
National City city SW Calif. S of San Diego pop 32,7 71

Native States — see indian states
Natural Bridges National Monument reservation SE Utah con-
taining three large natural bridges

Nau>cra>tis \'n6-kr3t-ss\ ancient Greek city N Egypt in Nile
delta W of Rosetta branch
Nau.ga-tuck \"n6-g3-,tak\ borough SW cen Conn. pop 19,511
Nau-plia \'n6-ple-3\ or NGk Nav-pli*on \*naf-ple- 6n\ town &
port S Greece in E Peloponnesus near head of Guif of Argolis
Nauplia, Guli ol — see argolis (Gulf of)

Na>u>ru \na-*U-(,)rU\ or formerly Pleas-ant \'plez-"nt\ island
(atoll) W Pacific 26 m S of the equator; a joint Brit., New Zealand,
& Australian trust territory
Nav>a-jo National Monument \'nav-a-,ho, 'nav-\ reservation
N Ariz. SW of Monument Valley near Utah line

Navanagar — see jamnagar
Navarino — see pylos
Na«varre \n3-'var\ or Sp Na-var.ra \ns-'var-a\ 1 region N
Spain bordering on France; once an independent kingdom 2 prov-
ince N Spain # Pamplona area 4055, pop 403,896
Navesink Highlands or Naveslnk Hills — see highlands of
NAVESINK
Navigators — see samoa
NaV'pak-tos \'naf-,pak-tas\ or It Le>pan*to \'lep-sn-,to, li-'pan-

(,)t5\ or anc Nau*pac-tus \n6-'pak-t3s\ town & port Greece
on N shore of strait connecting gulfs of Corinth & Patras
Nawa — see naha
NaX'OS \'nak-sas, -,sas\ 1 or NGk Na>xos \'nak-,s6s\ island
Greece, largest of the Cyclades area 171 2 oldest Greek colony
in Sicily, ruins SW of Taormina
Na-va-rit \,nT-3-'ret\ state W Mexico bordering on the Pacific #
Tepic area 10,444, pop 354,741
Naz.a.retn \'naz-(3-)rath\ or Heb Na-tsrat \nat-'ser-st\ or Ar
En Na*sj>ra \e(n)-'nas-a-r3\ city N Israel in Galilee pop 25,066
Naze \'naz\ 1 headland SE England on E coast of Essex 2 —
see LINDESNES
Na-ziMi \,naz-3-'le\ city SW Turkey SE of Izmir pop 36,601
Neagh, Lougli \'na\ lake Northern Ireland in SE County Antrim
area 153
Neapolis, 1 — see nablus 2 — see Naples
Near \'ni(9)r\ islands SW Alaska at W end of the Aleutians — see
ATTU
Near East, 1 the Balkan states 2 the region included in the former
Ottoman Empire 3 the countries of SE Europe, N Africa, Sc

SW Asia — often considered as including the area extending from
Morocco, the Republic of Sudan, & Somalia N & E to the Balkans,
Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan, & sometimes Pakistan or India — Near
Eastern adj
Nebo — see pisgah (Mount)
Ne.hras.ka \na-'bras-k3\ state cen U.S. # Lincoln area 77,227
pop 1.411,330
Ne-chako \ni-'chak-(,)6\ river 287 m Canada in cen B.C. flowing
N & E into the Fraser

Nech-es \'nech-s2\ river 280 m E Tex. flowing S & SE Into
Sabine Lake
Neck*ar X'nek-ar, -,ar\ river 246 m SW Germany rising In the
Black Forest & flowing N & W into the Rhine
Necb.er \'nek-ar\ island Hawaii in Leewards 300 m NW of
Niihau I.

Need'bam Vned-amV town E Mass. WSW of Boston pop 25,793
Nee>nall X'ne-nsX city E Wis. on Lake Winnebago pop 18,057
Nefud — see nafud
Neg-ev \'neg-,ev\ or Neg-el) \-,eb\ region S Israel, a triangular
wedge of desert touching Gulf of 'Aqaba in S
Ne>gri Sam>bi>lan \n3-,gre-s3m-'be-bn\ state of Federation of
Malaya on Strait of Malacca # Seremban area 2550, pop 267,700
Ne>gro \*na-(,)gro\ 1 river 630 m S cen Argentina flowing E into
the Atlantic 2 river 1 400 m E Colombia & N Brazil flowing into

the Amazon 3 river 290 m, cen Uruguay flowing SW into Uruguay
river

Negropont — see euboea
Ne>gros \'na-(,)gros\ island Philippines, one of the Visayan
islands area 4905
Nei>kiang \'na-je-'ari\ city cen China in S cen Szechwan SE of
Chengtu pop 190,200
Neis-se \'nT-sa\ or Pol Ny-sa \'nis-3\ 1 or Lau*sitz.er Neisse
\'lau-z3t-s3r-,\ river 140 m N Europe flowing from N Czecho-
slovakia N mto the Oder 2 or Glatz*er Neisse N'glat-sar-A
river 120 m rising on Czechoslovak border & flowing NE into
the Oder
Nejd \'nejd\ or Najd \'najd\ region cen & E Saudi Arabia; a
viceroyalty * Riyadh area 447,000, pop 4,000.000 — Nejdl
\'nej-de\ adj or n
Nel-son \'nel ssnV 1 river 400 m Canada in Man. flowing from
N end of Lake Winnipeg to Hudson Bay 2 provincial district

New Zealand in N South I. area 10,870, pop 58,100 3 city &
port, its ^ pop 17,707
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Ne>man \*nem-on\ or Nle*men \ne-'em-sn, 'ne-man\ or Me*inel
\'ma-raal\ river 500 m W U.S.S.R. flowing from cen Belorussia
E & N intoKurland gulf
Ne-mea \'ne-me-3\ valley & townGreece in NE PeloponnesusW
of Corinth — Ne-me>an X'ne-me-sn, ni-'me-\ adj
Ne^O'Sho \ne-'o-(.)sh6, -shsX or Grand river 460 m SE Kans. &
NE Okla. flowing SE & S into Arkansas river

Nepal \n3-'p6I, -'pal, -'pal\ country Asia on N E border of India
In the Himalayas; a kingdom # Katmandu area 54,000, pop
5.600.000 — Nep-a*lese \,nep-3-'lez, -'les\ adj or n
Nep>tune \'nep-,t(y)un\ urban township E N.J. on the Atlantic
pop 21,487
Ness, Loch \'nes\ lake 23 m long NW Scotland In Inverness
Nestos — see mesta
Neth-er-lands \'netli-3r-l9nCd)z\ 1 low countries — an historical

usage 2 or HoMand \*hal-and\ or D Ne*der<land \'nad-3r-
,rant\ country NW Europe on North sea; a kingdom, official *
Amsterdam, de facto * The Hague land area 12,504, pop 11,278,-
024 — Neth-er>land \'neth-ar-l3nd\ adj — Neth-er-laud>er
V.lan-dar, -lan-\ n — Neth-er-land*ish \-dish\ adj

Netherlands Antilles or Dutch West Indies the islands of the
West Indies belonging to the Netherlands: Aruba, Bonaire,
Curasao, Saba, St. Eustatius, &, S part of St. Martin; an overseas
territory ^ Willemstad (on Curacao) area 403, pop 194,056
Netherlands Guiana — see Surinam
Netherlands East Indies — see Indonesia
Netherlands India or Netherlands Indies Netherlands east
INDIES

Netherlands New Guinea — see west new guinea
Netherlands Timor — see timor
Nethou, Pic de — see aneto (Pico de)

Net<tu<no \na-'tu-(,)no\ commune Italy on Tyrrhenian sea SSE
of Rome adjoining Anzio
Neu«cha>tel \,n(y)u-sh3-'teU ,na(rlsh-3-\ or G Neu-en-hurg
\'n6i-an-,b3rg\ 1 canton W Switzerland in Jura mountains area
312, pop 128,152 2 commune, its #. on Lake ol Neuch&tel
(area 84) pop 29,500

NeuiMy-sur-Seine \,nafr)-,ye-,suf3)r-'san\ commune N France
NW of Paris near the Bois de Boulogne ;)op 66,095

Neu>mun*ster \n6i-; see munster\ city W Germany SSW of
Kielpo^ 73,100
Neu-quen \nyii-'kan\ river 375 m W Argentina flowing from the
Andes E to join the Limay forming the Negro
Neuse \'nCy)Us\ river 260 m E cen N.C. flowing SE into Pamlico
Sound
Neuss \'n6is\ city W_ Germany W of Diisseldorf pop 91,600
Neu5<trla \'n(y)U-stre-3\ 1 the western part of the dominions of
the Franks after the conquest by Clevis in 511, comprising the
NW part of modern France between the Meuse, the Loire, & the
Atlantic 2 normandy — Neus-tri-an \-5n\ adj or n
Ne«va \'ne-v3, *na-\ river 40 m N Soviet Russia, Europe, flovvdng
from Lake Ladoga to Gulf of Finland at Leningrad
Ne.vada Xns-'vad-a, -'vad-3\ state W U.S. * Carson City area
110,540, pop 285,278 — Ne-vad-an \-'vad-X -'vad-'nX or
Ne>vad<i>an \-'vad-e-3n, -'vad-\ adj or n
Ne-vers \n3-'ve(3)r\ city cen France on the Loire SE of Orl&ns
pop 33,700
Ne-ves \'na-v3s\ dty SE Brazil on Guanabara Bay N of Niter6i
pop 53.052
Ne.vis \'ne-v3s, 'nev-ssX island Brit. West Indies, part of St. Kitts=>

Mevis territory in the Leewards; chief town Charlestown area 50
Ne.vis, Ben \ben-\ mountain 4406^/ W Scotland m the Grampians;
highest peak in Great Britain
New Al.ba-ny \'61-b3-ne\ city S Ind. pop 37,812
New Ara-ster-dam \'ara(p)-st9r-.dam\ town founded 1625 on
Manhattan I. by the Dutch; renamed New Vork 1664 by the British

New-ark \'n(y)u-3rk. •n(y)u{-3Uk\ 1 city & port NE N.J. on
Newark Bay (W extension of Upper New York Bay) pop 405,220
2 ciiv cen Ohio pop 41,790
New Bed. ford X'bed-fsrdX city & port SE Mass. pop 102,477
New Ber.lin X'bsr-UnX city SE Wis. W of Milwaukee /jop 15,788
New Bern \'n(y)u-C,)b3m, nOJii-A city & port E N.C. at mouth
of Neuse river pop 15,717
New Braun.lels \*braun-fslz\ city SE cen Tex. pop 15,631
New Brit.ain X'brit-'nX 1 city cen Conn. SSW of Hartford pop
82,201 2 island Bismarck archipelago; largest of the group area
14,000. pop 100.373
New Bruns-wick X'branz-(,)wikX 1 city N cen N.J. pop 40,139
2 province SE Canada bordering on Gulf of St. Lawrence & Bay
of Fundy * Fredericlon area 27,9S5, pop 554,616
New.burgh \'n(y)ii-.b3rgX city SE N.Y. on the Hudson S of
Poughkeepsie pop 30,979
New Cal.e*do>nia \,kal-3-'do-nya, -ne-sX island SW Pacific SW
of the New Hebrides; with nearby islands, constitutes an over-
seas department of France #; Noum^ area 8548, pop 72,478
New Castile — see castile
New-cas.tle X'nfy)ii-.kas-3l, -.kis-, nCy1u-*X 1 dty & port SE
Australia in E New So. Wales N E of Sydney at mouth of Hunter
river pop (with suburbs) 185,200 2 or Newcastle upon Tyne
X'tinX city & county borough & port N England # of Northum-
berland pop 291,723 3 or Newcastle under Lyme X'ltmX
municipal borough W cen England in Staffordshire pop 70,028
New Cas.tle X'n(y)U-,kas-3lX 1 city E Ind. S of Muncie pop
20,349 2 city W Pa. ESE of Youngstown, Ohio pop 44,790
Newchwang — see yinkow
New Delhi — see delhi
New England, 1 the N E section of the U.S. comprising the states
of Me., N.H.. Vt.. Mass., R.I., & Conn. 2 mountain range &
plateau SE Australia in N E New So. Wales, part of Great Divid-
ing range — New En*gland>er X-'io-glsn-dsr also -'in-lsn-X n
New Forest forested area S England in Hampshire between the
Avon & Southampton Water; orig. a royal hunting ground
New-Iound-land X'n(y)ij-f3n-(d)l3nd, -,(d)!and; nfy)U-'faun-
(d bndX 1 island Canada in the Atlantic E of Gulf of St. Lawrence
area 42,734. pop 404,260 2 province E Canada comprising
Newfoundland I. & Labrador % St. John's area 154.734, pop
415,074 — New.Jouud.land.er n
New France the possessions of France in No. America before 1763
New Geor.gia X'j6r-j3X 1 island group W Pacific in cen Solomons
2 island SO m long, chief Island of the group

New Goa — see panom
New Gra.na*da Xgr3-*nad-a\ Spanish vlceroyalty In NW So.
America 1740-1819 comprising area included in modem Panama,
Colombia, Venezuela, & Ecuador
New Guin.ea X'gin-eX 1 or Pap*na X'pap-ya-wsX or Indonesian
Iri=an X,ir-e-'anX island in Malay archipelago N of Australia
divided among West New Guinea on W, Territory of New Guinea
on N E, & Territory of Papua on SE area 306,600 2 the Territory
of New Guinea — New Guin.e.an X'gin-e-anX adj or n
New Guinea, Territory of territory comprising NE New Guinea,
Bismarck archipelago, & Bougainville, Buka, & adjacent islands in
the NW Solomons; a UN trust territory administered jointly with
Territory of Papua by Australia area 93.000, pop 1,311,610
New Hamp.shire X'ham(p)-sh3r, -,shi(3)rX state NE U.S. * Con-
cord area 9304, pop 606.921 — New Hamp>shire>inan \-msnX
n — New Hamp'Shii'lte X-tTtX n_
New HaU'O.ver X'han-s-vsr, 'han-,o-X lurban township S N.J.
pop 28.528 2 or La>von.gai Xla-'vori-.giX island W Pacific in
Bismarck archipelago NW of New Ireland area 460
New Ha.ven. X'ha-vsnX city &. port S Conn, pop 152,048
New Heb.ri.des X'heb-rs-.dezX islands SW Pacific NE of New
Caledonia & W of Fiji; under joint Brit. & French administration
# Vila (on Efate) area 5700 pop 53,888
New Ibe.ria \T-'bir-e-aX city S La. SE of Lafayette pop 29.062
NewIre-landV7{a)r-l3nd\ island W Pacific in Bismarck archipelago
N of New Britain * Kavieng area 3340. pop 37,225
New Jer.sey X'Jsr-zeX state E U.S. * Trenton area 7836, pop
6,066,782 — New Jer-sey-ite X-.itX n
New Ken.sing.ton X'ken-zio-tan, 'ken(t)-sio-X city SW Pa. NE
of Pittsburgh on the Allegheny pop 23,485
New Lon-don X'l^n-dsnX city & port SE Conn, on Long Island
Sound at mouth of Thames river pop 34,182
New.mar.ket X'n(y)il-imar-k3tX urban district E England In West
Suffolk
New Wex.i-co X'mek-si-,koX state SW U.S. # Santa Fe area
121,666, pop 951,023 — New Mex-i-can X-si-ksnX adj or n
New Mil.ford X'mil-fsrdX borough NE N.J. pop 18,810
New Neth.er.land X'neti-^r-bndX Dutch colony in No. America
1613-64 occupying lands bordering on the Hudson & later also
on the lower Delaware * New Amsterdam
New Or.leans X'or-le-anz, '6rl-(ylan2, (,)6r-'lenzX city & port
SE La. between Lake Pontchartraiu & the Mississippi pop 627,525— New Or.lea.nlan XOdr-'le-nyan, -ne-anX n
New. port yn(y)ii-,poC3trt, -,p60)rtX 1 city N Ky. on the Ohio
opposite Cincinnati, Ohio pop 30,070 2 city SE RT. on Narra-
gansett Bay pop 47,049 3 municipal borough S England # of
Isle of Wight pop 20.426 4 county borough W England * of
Monmouthshire WNW of Bristol pop 105.285
Newport Beach city SW CaUf. SE of Long Beach pop 26,564
Newport News X.n(y)u-,port-'n(y)uz, -.port-, -part-X city & port
SE Va. on the James & Hampton Roads pop 113.662
New Prov.i-dence Vprov-ad-an(t)s, -3-,den(t)sX island in NW cen
Bahamas E of Andros; chief town Nassau area 58, pop 46.125
New Quebec region Canada in N Que. N of Eastmaia river between
Hudson Bay & Labrador — see lingava
New Ro.chelle X.n(y)ur-a-'shelX city SE N.Y. on Long Island
Sound E of Mount Vernon pop 76,812
New Sarum — see Salisbury
New Siberian islands U.S.S.R. in N Soviet Russia, Asia, N of
Yakutsk RepubUc in Arctic ocean between Laptev & East Siberian
seas area 11.000
New South Wales state SE Australia bordering on the Pacific #
Sydney area 309.432, pop 3.745,201
New Spain former Spanish viceroyalty 1521-1821 including terri-

tory in modem SW U.S., Mexico, Central America N of Panama,
the West Indies, & the Phihppines # Mexico City

New Sweden Swedish colony in No. America 1638-55 bordering
on W bank of the Delaware from modem Trenton, N.J., to its

mouth
NeW'ton X'n(y)Ut-'nX 1 city S cen Iowa E of Des Moines pop
15.381 2 city E Mass. W of Boston pop 92,384
New West.min.ster city Canada in SW B.C. pop 31,665
New Windsor — see \mndsor
New York X'y6(3)rkX 1 state NE U.S. # Albany area 49,576, i7o;j

16.782.304 2 or New York City city & port SE N.Y. at mouth
of the Hudson; includes boroughs of Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan,
Queens, & Richmond pop 7.781.984 — New York.er X'yor-karXn
New York Bay inlet of the Atlantic SE N.Y. & NE N.J. at mouth
of the Hudson forming harbor of metropoUtan New York & con-
sisting of Upper New York Bay & Lower New York Bay con-
nected by the Narrows (strait separating Staten I. & Long I.)

New York State Barge Canal — see erie
New Zea-land X'ze-landX country SW Pacific ESE of Australia
comprising chiefly North I & South I.; a dominion of the Brit.

Commonwealth * Wellington area 103,736, pop 2,326,129 —
New Zea.land-erX-lsn-dsrX n
Nga-mi Xeo-'gara-eX marshy depression NW Bechuanaland N of
Kalahari desert

Ngau-ru-hoe Xeo-ieaii-ra-'ho-eX volcano 7515 Jt New Zealand In
cen North 1. in Tongariro National Park
N'Gela — see Florida
Ni.ag.a-ra Falls X(,)nT-.ag-f5-)ra-\ 1 waterfall on border be-
tween N.Y. & Ont. in the Niagara river (36 m flowing from Lake
Erie N into Lake Ontariol; divided by Goat I. into Horseshoe, or
Canadian. Falls (158 // high. 3010 jt wide at crest) & American
Falls (167 // high, 1060 Ji wide) 2 city W N.Y. at the falls pop
102.394 3 city Canada In SE Ont. pop 23.563
Nia-mey Xre-'am-C,)aX city # of Niger on Niger nver pop 18,600
Ni.as X'ne-.asX island Indonesia in Indian ocean off W coast of
Sumatra area 1569 — Ni*as.san X'neo-ssnX n
Ni'Caea Xnl-'se-aX or Nice X'nTsX ancient city of Byzantine Em-
pire, site at modem village of Iznik in N W Turkey in Asia at E
end of Iznik Lake — Ni*cae*au XnT-'se-snX adj — NLcene Xm-
•senX adj

Nic>a>ra'gua X.nik-a-'rag-waX 1 lake 100 m long S Nicaragua
area 3000 2 country Central America bordering on the Pacific &
the Caribbean; a republic * Managua area 57,143, pop 1,331,000
— Nic.a.ra.guan X-'rag-wsnX adj or n
Nice X'nesX or ana Ni.caea Xm-'se-aX city & port SE France on the
Mediterranean pop 244,400
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NlC*0*1)ar \'nlk-a-,bar\ Islands India in Indian ocean S of Anda-
man islands area 635 — see Andaman and nicobar
Nicomedia — see izmit
Ni'Cop*o*lis \n9-"kap-3-las, nT-\ ancient city NW Greece in
Epirus near entrance to Ambracian gulf
Nico-sia \,nik-3-'se-3\ city # of Cyprus pop 37,728
Nidwald or Nidwalden — see unterwalden
Niedersachsen — see lower saxony
Niemen — see Neman

Ni-ger \'ni-j3r\ 1 river 2600 m W Africa flowing from Fouta
Djallon NE, SE, & S into Bight of Biafra 2 country W Africa; a
republic of the French Community since 1958, formerly a territory
of French West Africa # Niamey area 493,822, pop 2,870,000
Ni-ge-ria \ni-'jir-e-a\ country W Africa bordering on Gulf of
Guinea; a dominion of the Brit. Commonwealth, formerly a colony
& protectorate # Lagos area 391,174, pop 35,752,000 — Ni.ge-
ri.an \-e-3n\ adj or n
Nihon — see japan
Nli*ga.ta \ne-'gat-9\ city & port Japan in N Honshu on Sea of
Japan pop 314,528
Nti-hau \'ne-,hau\ island Hawaii WSW of Kauai area 72
Nii.me.gen \'nT-.ma-g3(n)\ or Nim-we-gen \'nim-,va-g3n\ or
Jfi.me.guen \'ni-,ma-gaCn)\ commune E Netherlands in Gelder-
land on the Waal S of Arnhem pop 127,110
Nikaria — see icaria
Nlk-ko \'iiik-(,)o\ city Japan in E can Honshu N of Tokyo pop
33,490
Ni-ko.la.ev or Ni.ko-la-7ev \,nik-3-'lT-3f\ or Ver-nclen-insk
\.ver-n3-'len-,in(t)sk\ city & port U.S.S.R. in S Ukraine at con-
fluence of Bug & Ingul rivers pop 224,000
Ni-ko.pol \ni-'k6-p3i\ city U.S.S.R. in E cen Ukraine on the
Dnieper pop 81,000

Nile \'nT(3)l\ river 4037 m E Africa flowing from Lake Victoria in
Uganda N into the Mediterranean in Egypt; in various sections
called specifically; Vic.to»ria \vik-'tor-e-3, -'t6r-\, or Som>er>set,
Nile \'s3m-3r-S3t, -,set\, between Lake Victoria & Lake Albert;
Al-hert Nile \'al-b3rt\, between Lake Albert & Sudan; White
Nile, from Lake No to Khartoum — see blue nile

Niles \'ni(3)lz\ 1 village NE 111. NW of Chicago pop 20,393
2 city NE Ohio SE of Warren pop 19,545

Nil-gi-ri \'nil-ga-re\ hills S India in W IVladras state; highest point
Mt. Dodabetta 8760 /t

Ntmes \'nem\ city S France NE of Montpellier pop 89,130
Nimrud — see kalakh
Nin-e.veli \'nin-3-v3\ or L Nl-nas \'nT-nas\ ancient city * of
Assyria; ruins in Iraq on the Tigris opposite Mosul
Ning.po \'nio-'po\ or jormerly Ning-hsien \'nir)-she-'en\ city

E China in N Chekiang ESE of Hangchow pop 237,500
Ning.sia or Nlng-hsia \'nir)-she-'a\ 1 region N China; formerly a
province # Yinchwan area 30,039 2 — see yinckwan
Ni-o-brara \,nT-3-'brar-3, -'brer-\ river 431 m E Wyo. & N Nebr.
flowing E into the Missouri
Niort \ne-'6(3)r\ city W France EN E of La Rochelle pop 33,167
Nip-I-gon, Lake \'nip-i-,gan\ lake Canada in W Ont. N of Lake
Superior area 1870
Nip-is. sing, Lake \'nip-a-sio\ lake Canada in SE Ont. N E of
Georgian Bay area 330
Nippon — see japan
Nip-pur \nip-'u^3)r\ ancient city of Sumer 100 rn SSE of Babylon
Nis or Nish \'nish\ city E Yugoslavia in E Serbia pop 62,100
Ni-shl-no-mi-va \,nish-»-'no-me-,(y)a\ city Japan in cen Honshu
on Osaka Bay E of Kobe pop 210,179
Ni-te-roi or jormerly Nicthe-roy \,net-3-'r6i\ city SE Brazil # of
Rio de Janeiro state on Guanabara Bay opposite Rio de Janeiro
pop 255.585
Ni-u-a-loo \ne-'ii-a-,fo\ island SW cen Pacific in the N Tongas
Ni-ue \ne-'u-(,)(w)a\ or Sav-age \'sav-ij\ island S cen Pacific W
of Cook islands; a dependency of New Zealand area 100
Ni-velles \ne-'vel\ conimune cen Belgium pop 75.863
Nl*ver-nals \,niv-ar-'na\ region & former province cen France E
of the upper Loire # Nevers
Nizhni Novgorod — see Gorki
Nizh-ni Ta-gil \,nizh-ne-t3-'gil\ city U.S.S.R. in W Soviet Rus
sia, Asia, on E slope of the Urals pop 338,000
No \'no\ lake 5 cen Sudan where Bahr el Jebel & Bahr el Ghazal
join to form the While Nile area 40
Noem-foor or Num-for \'nUm-,foCa)r, -,f6(a)r\ island West New
Guinea in WSchouten islands area 28

No-gal-es \no-'gal-3s, -'gal-\ city NW Mexico in Sonora adjacent
to Nogales, Ariz, pop 24,478
No>ga-ta \n6-'gat-3\ city Japan In N Kyushu NE of Fukuoka
pop 62,520
Nome, Gape \'nom\ cape W Alaska on S side of Seward peninsula
Non-ni N'nan-'neX river 660 m NE China in N Manchuria flowing
from the Great Khingan mountains S into the Sungari
Noot-ka Sound \,nut-k3-, ,nUt-\ inlet of the Pacific Canada in SW
B.C. on W coast of Vancouver I.

Nordenskjdid — see Laptev
Nord-kyn, Cape \'no(3)r-kan, 'n6f3lr-\ cape NE Norway on
Barents sea E of North Cape; northernmost point of European
mainland, at 71''8'N
Nor-lolk \'nor-f3k, VS also -,f6k\ 1 city & port SE Va. on Eliza-
beth river S of Hampton Roads pop 304,869 2 island S Pacific
between New Caledonia & New Zealand; administered by Australia
area 13 3 county E England bordering on North sea * Norwich
area 2055, pop 546,550
NorlolK Broads — see broads
Nor-i-oum \'n6r-i-k3m\ ancient country & Roman province S cen
Europe S of the Danube in modern Austria & S Germany
Nor-man \'n6r-m3n\ city cen Okla. on the Canadian pop 33,412_
Nor*man>d7 \'n6r-m3n-de\ or F Nor>man>die \n6r-ma°-de\
region & former province NW France N E of Brittany # Rouen
Nor-riS'town \'n6r-a-,staun, 'nar-\ borough SE Pa. NW of
Philadelphia on the Schuylkill pop 38,925
Norr-ko-ping \*n6(3)r~,ch3Cr)p-iD\ city & port SE Sweden SW of
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Stockholm at head of an Inlet of the Baltic pop 91,671
Norm island N New Zealand area 44,280, pop 1,610,000
North Ad.ams \'ad-3mz\ city NW Mass. pop 19,905
Nortn-al-ler.ton \n6r-'thal-3rt-'n\ urban district N England # of
No. Riding, Yorkshire

Nortll America continent of the western hemisphere NW of So.
America bounded by Atlantic, Arctic, & Pacific oceans area
9,385,000 — Nortll American adj or n
Nortll-amp-ton \ndr-'tham(p)-t3n, north-'ham (p)-\ 1 city W cen
Mass. on the Connecticut N of Holyoke pop 30,058 2 or Nortn-
amp-ton-staire \-,shi(3)r, -shsrX county cen England area 914,
pop 359.550 3 county borough, its i^ pop 104,429
Nortll Arlington borough NE N.J. NE of Newark pop 17,477
Nortll Bay \'north-,ba\ city Canada in S E Ont. on Lake Nipissing
pop 21^20
Nortll Bell.more \'bel-,m5(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ urban area SE N.Y. on
Long I. pop 19,639

Nortll Ber.gen \'b3r-g3n\ urban township NE N.J. NNE of
Jersey City pop 42 387
Nortll Borneo or Britisa Nortll Borneo country N E Borneo; a
Brit, colony since 1946, formerly a protected state * Jesselton area
29,388, pop 400,836

Nortll Brabant or D Noord-hra-hant \,nort-bra-'bant\ province
S NetheHands # 's Hertogenbosch area 1965, pop 2,038,196
Nortn Canadian river 760 m S cen U.S. flowing ESE from NE
N. Mex. into the Canadian in E Okla.

Nortll Cape, 1 cape New Zealand at N end of New Zealand 2 cape
NE Norway on Ma-ger-oy \,mag-3-'r3i\ island iarea 111),
at 71°10'20'N
Nortll Car-o-li-na \,kar-3-'lI-n3\ state E U.S. * Raleigh area
52,712, pop 4,556,155 — Nortll Car-0-lin-ian \-'lin-e-3n,
-'lin-y3n\ adj or n
North channel strait between NE Ireland & SW Scotland con-
necting Irish sea & the Atlantic
North Chicago city NE 111. S of Waukegan pop 20.517
Nortll Da-ko-ta \d3-'kot-3\ state N U.S. * Bismarck area 70,665,
pop, 632,446 — North Da-ko-tan \-'kot-=n\ adj or n
North Downs hills S England chiefly in Kent extending from Strait
of Dover (in E) to Surrey (in W)
North-East Frontier Agency autonomous district N E India in N
Assam bordering on China

North-East New Guinea the section of the Territory of New
Guinea on the island of New Guinea
Northern Cir-cars \(,iii3r-'karz\ coast region E India now in E
Andhra Pradesh but historically constituting the four N districts of
Madras province
Northern Cook — see manihiki
Northern Dvi-na \d3-,ve-'na\ or Russ Se-ver-na-ya Dvlna
\'sa-v3r-n3-y3\ river 1100 m U.S.S.R. in N Soviet Russia, Europe,
flowing NW into White sea
Northern Ireland region NE Ireland; a division of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain & Northern Ireland # Belfast area
5242, pop 1.370.709 — see ulster
Northern Karroo — see karroo
Northern Kingdom — see Israel
Northern Region or jormerly Northern Territories region N
Ghana N of Ashanti; formerly a Brit, protectorate administered
as part of Gold Coast # Tamale area 37,600, pop 1.036.603
Northern Rhodesia country S Africa; a Brit, protectorate within
the Federation of Rhodesia & Nyasaland * Lusaka area 290,410,
pop 2.2 70,000
Northern Sporades — see sporades
Northern Territory territory cen Sl N Australia bordering on
Arafura sea # Darwin area 523,620, pop 35,744
North Frisian — see Frisian
North Highlands urban area N cen Calif. N N E of Sacramento pop
21,271
North Holland or D Noord-hol-land \nort-'hd-.Iant\ province
NW Netheriands # Haarlem area 1163, pop 2,038,196

North Las Vegas ciiy SE Nev. pop 18,422
North Little Rock city cen Ark. pop 58,032
North Miami city SE Fla. pop 28,708
North Miami Beach city SE Fla. pop 21,405
North Minch — see minch
North New Hyde Park urban area SE N.Y. in W Long I. W of
Garden City pop 17.929
North Olm-stead \'3m-,sted\ city N Ohio SW of Cleveland pop
16,290
North Ossetia or North Ossetian Republic autonomous republic
U.S.S.R. in SE Soviet Russia, Europe, on the N slopes of Caucasus
mountains :* Dzaudzhikau area 3500, pop 450,000
North Plainiield borough NE N.J. SW of Elizabeth pop 16,993
North Platte, 1 river 618 m W U.S. Howing from N Colo. N & E
through Wyo. into Nebr. to unite with the So. Platte forming the
Platte 2 city SW cen Nebr. pop 17,184
North Providence urban township NE R.I. pop 18,220
North Rhine-Westphalia or G Nord-rhein-West-Sa-len \'n6rt-
,rTn-,vest-'fa-l3n\ stale W Germany formed 1946 by union of
former Westphalia province, Lippe state, & N Rhine Province #
Dusseldorf area 13,107, pop 15,852,500
North Riding \'rTd-io\ administrative county N England com-
prising N part of Yorkshire * Northallerton area 2128, pop
525,496
North river estuary of the Hudson between SE N.Y. & NE N.J.

North Saskatchewan — see Saskatchewan
North sea or German ocean arm of the Atlantic 600 m long &
350 m wide between Great Britain & continent of Europe
North Tonawanda city W N.Y. N of Buffalo pop 34,757
North Truohas — see truchas peak
North>um>her-land Nnor-'tham-bsr-bndX 1 strait 180 m long
Canada in Gulf of St. Lawrence between P.E.I. & the mainland
2 county N England % Newcastle upon Tyne area 2019, pop
798,175
North-um-bria \n6r-'th3m-bre-3\ ancient country Great Britain
between the Humber & Firth of Forth; one of lungdoms in Anglo*
Saxon heptarchy
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North Valley Stream urban area SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 17,239
North Vancouver city Canada in SW B.C. pop 19,951
North-West Frontier Province former pro\ince of British India &
later of Pakistan on Afghanistan border # Peshawar; merged 1955
in new province of West Pakistan
Northwest Territories territory N Canada comprising all arctic
islands N of the mamland, the mainland N of 60° between Yukon
Territory & Hudson Bay, & the islands in Hudson Bay; divided
into Mackenzie, Keewatin, & Franklin districts # Inuvik area
1,253,438. pop 19,313
Nor* ton Sound X.nort-'n-X arm of Bering sea W Alaska between
Seward peninsula & the mouths of the Yukon
Nor-walU \'n6(9)r-,w6k\ 1 city SW CaUf. SE of Los Angeles poj?
88,739 2 city SW Conn, on Long Island Sound pop 67,775
Nor.way \'n(i(3)r-,wa\ or Norw Nor.ge \'n6r-g3\ country N
Europe in Scandinavia bordering on Atlantic & Arctic oceans: a
kingdom * Oslo area 119,085, pop 3,510,199
Nor.we-gian \n6r-'we-j3n\ sea arm of Arctic ocean bounded by
Greenland, Iceland, Norway, & Spitsbergen
Nor.wich X'noisir-i.iwich; 'nor-ich, 'nar-\ 1 city SE Conn. N of
New London pop 38.506 2 \'nar-ij, -ich\ city & cotmty borough
E England * of Norfolk pop 121,226

Nor.wood \'nd(3lr-,wud\ 1 town E Mass. SW of Boston pop
24,898 2 city SW Ohio N E of Cincinnati pop 34.580
Not-ta.way \'nat-3-,wa\ river 400 m Canada in SW Que. flowing
NW into James Bay

Not'ting'ham V'nat-io-am, VS also -,ham\ 1 or Not<ting*liam-
shire \-,shl(3)r, -shsrX or Notts \'nats\ county N cen England
area 844. pop 841,083 2 city & county borough, its #. on the
Trent pop 306,008
NouaK-chott \nii-*ak-,shat\ town * of Mauritania, in SW part
Nou'inea \nu-'ma-3\ town 4 of New Caledonia
No-va Igua. cu \,n6-v3-,e-gw3-'sii\ city S E Brazil in Rio de Janeiro
state NW of Rio de Janeiro pop 58,533
Nova Lishoa — see huambo
No.va-ra \no-'var-3\ commune NW Italy in Piedmont pop 65,682
No»va ScO'tia \,no-va-'sko-sh3\ province SE Canada comprising
a peninsula (375 m long) & Cape Breton I. # HaUfax area 21,103,
pop 694.717_— see acadia — Ko'Va Sco-tian \-shan\ adj or n
No-va-to \no-'vat-(,)o\ city W Calif. N of San Francisco pop
17,881
No-va-ya Zem-Iya \,no-v3-y3-,zem-le-'a\ two Islands U.S.S.R. In
N E Soviet Russia, Europe, in Arctic ocean between Barents sea &
Kara sea ari-a 36,000
Nov-go«rod \'nav-g3-,rad\ 1 medieval principality E Europe ex-
tending from LakePeipus& Lithuania to the Urals 2 city U.S.S.R.
in NW Soviet_ Ru.ssia, Europe, N of Lake Ilmen pop 61,000
NO'Vi Sad \,no-ve-'sad\ city N E ^'ugoslavia on the Danube: chief
city of Voivodina pop 84.500
No-vo.kuz-netsk \,no-(,)vo-kuz-'netsk\ or formerly Sta-Unsk
\'stal-,(y>intt'sk, 'stal-\ city Soviet Russia, Asia, at S end of
Kuznetsk basin pop 377,000

Ko.vo.si.birsk \,no-(,)vo-S3-'bi(3>rsk\ or formerly HO'VO-nl-
ko-la.evsk \-.nik-9-'lT-,efsk, -,evsk\ city U.S.S.R. in S Soviet
Russia, Asia, on Jhe Ob pop 887,000
Nu-bia \'n(ylu-be-3\ region & ancient kingdom NE Africa along
the Nile in S Egi^pt & N Sudan
Nu.hi-an \'n(y)ij-be-3n\ desert NE Sudan E of the Nile
Nu.e.ces \n(y)u-'a-s3s\ river 338 m S Tex. flowing S & SE into
Nueces Bay at head of Corpus Christi Bay
Nueva Esparta — see Margarita
Nue,vi*tas \nu-.a-'ve-,tas\ town & port E cen Cuba
Nue-vo La-re.flo \nu-.a-(,)vo-l3-'rad-(.)o\ city N Mexico in
Tamaulipas on Rio_Grande opposite Laredo, Tex. pop 107.473
Nue-vo Le-ou \la-'on\ state N Mexico in the Sierra Madre Orien-
tal # Monterrey area 25.134, pop 918,506 _Nu-Ku Hi-va or Nu-ku-hi-va \,nu k3-'he-v3\ island S Pacific
in the Marquesas; largest in group area 186
NuU.ar.bor Plain \.nsl-3-,b6{3)r , ,nal-,ar-b3r-\ treeless plain
S W Australia in Western Australia & So. Australia bordering on
Great Australian Bight
Numlor — see noemfoor
Nu<mid*ia \n(y)u-'mid-e-3\ ancient country N Africa E of M_aure-
tania in modern Algeria; chief city Hippo — Nu*mid>i>an \-e-sn\

Nun-ea-ton \.n3-'net-=n\ municipal borough cen England in
Warwickshire E of Birmingham pop 54,408
Nu-ni.vak X'nii-ns-.vakX island 50 m long W Alaska in Bering sea
Nu.rem.berg \'n(y)ur-3m-,b3rg\ or G Niirn.berg X'nvem-.berlsX
cityW Germany in Bavaria on Pegnitz river pop 452.400
Nu-ri.slan \,nur-i-'stan\ or formerly Kaf.i.ri-stan \,kaf-s-ri-
'stan\ district E Afghanistan S of the Hindu Kush # Puchal

Nut. ley \'n3t-le\ town NE N.J. N of Newark pop 29,513
Ny.asa, Lake \nI-'as-3. re-\ lake SE .\frica in Great Rift valley
in Nyasaland & Tanganjika area 11.000
Ny.asa.land \-,land\ country S Africa bordering on Lake Nvasa;
a Bi it. protectorate within the Federation of Rhodesia & Nyasaland
# Zomba area 3 7.374, pop 2,680,000 — Nyasa or Ny.asa.land-
er \-,lan-d3r\ n
Nyir.a.gon.go \ne-,ir-3-'g6ri-(. _-. „ „ .

E Congo in Virunga mountains N E of Lake Kivu
Nysa — see neisse

'gaa\ volcano over 11,000//

ah 225 m longOa.he Reservoir \3-,wa-.e-'rez-, -,wT-'re
N S. Dak. & S N. Dak. formed in Missouri river by Oahe Dam

Oa.hu \3-'wa-(,)hu\ island Hawaii, site of Honolulu area 589
Oak.ham \'o-k3m\ urban district E cen England * of Rutland
Oak. land \'o-kl3nd\ city & port W Calif, on San Francisco Bay
opposite San Francisco pop 367,548
Oak Lawn village NE III. SW of Chicago pop 27.471
Oak Park, 1 village NE III. W of Chicago pop 61,093 2 city SE
Mich. N of Detroit pop 36.632
Oak Kidge city E Tenn. W of Knoxville pop 27.169
Oa.xa.ca \w3-'hak-3\ 1 state SE Mexico bordering on the Pacific
area 36.371, pop 1,603,783 2 citv. its % pop 46,741
Ob \'ab. 'obX river 2500 m W Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing NW &
N into GuU of Ob (inlet of Arctic ocean 500 m long); with the
Irtysh. 3200 m long
Ober.am>mer.gaa X.o-bs-'ram-sr-.gaiiX town SW Germany in
Bavaria SSW of Munich

Ober.han-sen \'o-b3r-,hauz-°n\ city W Germany In the RuhrW NW of Essen pop 256.700
Ober.land X'o-bsr-.land -,liint\ or Bernese Oberland or Bernese
Alps section of the Alps S Switzerland in Bern & Valais cantons
between the Lakes of Thun & Brienz on the N & the valley of the
upper Rhone on the S — see finsteraarhor6I

Oberpfalz — see palatinate
Obwald or Obwaldeu — see unterwalden
Occoquan — see bull run
Ocean, 1 island W Pacific between Nauru I. & Gilbert islands-
belongs to Gilbert & EUice Ulands colony area 2 2 — see kure

'

Oce.a-nia \.o-she-'an-e-3, -'a-ne-sX or Oce.an.i-ca \-'an-i-k3\ the
islands of the cen & S Pacific including Micronesia, Melanesia,
Polynesia, & sometimes also Auslraha, New Zealand, & the Malay
archipelago ^Oce.a.ni.an \-'an-e-3n, -'a-ne-\ adJ or n
Ocean. side \'o-sh3n-,sid\ 1 city SW Calif. NNW of San Diego
pop 24,971 2 urban area SE N.Y. on Long L pop 30.448
Ocmul.gee \ok-'m3i-ge\ river 255 m. cen Ga. nowing SE to join
the Oco.nee \o-'ko-ne\ (250 m) forming the AJtamaha
Ocmulgee National Monument reservaUon cen Ga. at Macon
containing Indian mounds & other remains
Ocra.coke \'o-kr3-,kok\ island off cen N.C. coast between PanUico
Sound & the Adantic _ see troatan

Oden.se X'o-tljan-sa, 'od-^n-\ city Denmark in N Fyn I. pop
105.915
Oder \'od-3r\ or Odra \'o-dr3\ river 563 m, cen Europe rising in
the mountains of Silesia, Czechoslovakia, & flowing N to join the
Neisse & thence N into the Baltic sea

Oaes.sa \o-'des-3\ 1 city W Tex. pop 80,338 2 dty & port
U.S.S.R. in S Ukraine on Black stupop 667.000

Oea — see TRipou
Oe.ta \'et-3\ mountains cen Greece, E spur of Pindus mountains
Of.fa.ly \'0f-3-le. 'af-\ or formerly King's cotmty cen Ireland in
Leinster 4f: Tullamore area 771, pop 51.532

Of.fen-bach \'df-3n-,bak\ city W Germany on the Main E of
Frankfurt pop 113,000
Ogasawara — see eonin
Og.bo.mo.sho \,ag-b3-'mo-(,)sho\ city W Nigeria pop 139,000
Og.den \'6g-d3n, 'ag-\ city N Utah pop 70,197
Og.dens.burg \-d3nz-,b3rg\ city N N.Y. pop 16,122
Ogee-chee \o-'ge-che\ river 250 m E Ga. flowmg SE into the
Atlantic
Ohio \o-'hI-(,)o\ 1 river 981 m E U.S. flowing from junction of
Allegheny &. Monongahela rivers in W Pa. into the Mississippi
2 state E cen U.S. * Columbus area 41.222, pop 9,706,397

—

Ohio.an \-'hI-3-w3n\ n
Ohre — see eger
Oil City city NW Pa. on Allegheny river pop 17,692
Oirot — see gorno-altai
Oise \'wiiz\ river 186 m N France flowing SW hito the Seine
Oi.ta \'6i-,ta\ city & port Japan in N E Kyushu SE of Beopu pop
112.429

Oji.na-ga \,6-he-'nag-3\ town N Mexico on Rio Grande opposite
Presidio, Tex.

Ojos del Sa-la.do \,o-(.)hoz-,del-s3-'lad-(,)o\ mountain 22.539 /(NW Argentina in the Andes W of Tucuman
Oka \o-'ka\ 1 river 530 m Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing N from the
Sayan mountains into the Angara 2 river 950 m, cen Soviet Russia,
Europe, flowing into the Volga

Oka-nog. an or [in Canada) Oka.na-gan \,o-k3-'nag-3n\ river 300
m U S. & Canada flowing from Okanagau Lake (in SE B.C.) into
the Columbia in N E Wash.
Oka-ya-ma \.o-k3-'yam-3\ city & port Japan in W Honshu pop
235.754

Oka-za.ki \o-,kaz-'ak-e, ,o-k3-'zak-\ city Japan in S Honshu SE
of Nagoya pop 155,902

Okee-cho-bee, Lake \.o-k3-'cho-be\ lake 37 m long S cen Fla.
Oke-le-no-kee or Oke-fi-uo-kee \,o-k3-f3-'no-ke\ swamp 40 m
long SE Ga. & NE Ra.
Okhotsk, Sea of \o-'katsk\ inlet of the Pacific in Soviet Russia,
Asia, W of Kamchatka peninsula &. Kuril islands area 582,000

Oki \'6-(,1ke\ archipelago Japan in Sea of Japan off SW Honshu
Oki-na-wa \,o-k3-'na-w3, -'naii-sV 1 island group in cen Ryukyu
islands; occupied by the U.S. 2 island in the group; largest in the
Ryukyus area 579, pop 665,315 — Oki-na-wan \-'na-w3n,
-nau-3n\ adJ or n
Okla-ho-ma \,o-kl3-'ho-m3\ state S cen U.S. # Oklahoma City
area 69.919, pop 2,328,284 — Okla-ho-man \-m3n\ adf or n
Oklahoma City city # of Okla. on the No. Canadian pop 324.253
Ok-mul.gee \ok-'m3l-ge\ city E cen Okla. pop 15,951
Oko-vang.go or Oka. van. go \.o-k3-'vao-(,igo\ or Port Cu-han.go
\kij-'va'i0)-(,igu\ river 1000 m SW cen Africa rising in cen
Angola & flowing S & E to empty into Okovauggo basin (great

_ marsh N of Lake Ngami in N Bechuanaland Protectorate)
Oland \'3(r)l-,and\ island Sweden in Baltic sea off SE coast; chief
town Borgholm area 519
Old-bury \'ol(d1-b(3-)re, VS also -,ber-e\ municipal borough W
cen England in Worcestershire W of Birmingham pop 53.895

Old Castile — see Castile
Ol.den-burg \'ol-d3n-,b3rg\ 1 former state NW Germany border-
ing on North sea 2 city NW Germany W of Bremen pop 121.800

Old.ham \'ol.d3m\ county borough NW England in Lancashire
NE of M.inchester pop 121.212

Old Point Comlort cape SE Va. on N shore of Hampton Roads
Old Sar.um \'sar-3m. 'ser-\ or anc Sor.bi-o.du-num \,sdr-be-5-
'd(y u-n3m\_ancient city S England in Wiltshire N of Salisbury
Ol.du.vai \'ol-d3-,wa. -,va\ gorge N Tanganyika ISO m W of Mt.
Kilimanjaro

Ole.an \'o-_le-.an. ,o-le-'\ city SW N.Y. pop 21.868
Olek-ma \o-'lek-m3\ river 700 m E Soviet Russia, Asia, rising in
Yablonoi mountains & flowing N into the Lena

Ole.nek \,al-on-'yok\ river 1325 m Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing
NE into Laptev sea W of the Lena

Ol-i-fants \'al-3-f3n(t)s\ river 350 m S Africa in Republic of So.
Africa & Mozambique flowing from Transvaal into the Limpopo

Olives, Mount ol or 01. j. vet \'al-3-,vet, .al-3-'\ mountain ridge
Palestine running N & S on E side of Jerusalem
Olo.mouc \'6-l3-,mots\ or G 01-miitz \'ol-,m(y)iits\ city Czecho-
slovakia in cen Moravia on March river pop 73,899

Olsz-tyn \'6l5h-t3n\ or G ALlen.stein \'al-3n-,s(t)In, 'a-\ dty N
Poland NNW of Warsaw pop 54,000
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OH \'61t\ or AlD'ta \3-'lUt-s\ river 308 m S Romania flowing S
through the Transylvanian Alps into the Danube

01-te-nia \aI-'te-ne-3\ or Little Walachia region S Romania W of
the Oltj the W division of Walachia
Olyni-pia Xs-'lim-pe-a, 6-\ 1 city * of Wash, on Puget Sound pop
18,273 2 plain S Greece in NW Peloponnesus along Alpheus river— Olym-pi-an \-pe-3n\ adj or n — Olym-pic \-pik\ adj
Olym-pic \-'lim-pik\ 1 mountains NW Wash, in cen Olympic
peninsula — see olympus (Mount) 2 peninsula NW Wash. W
of Paget Sound
Olympic National Parl£ scenic area NW Wash, including part of
Olympic mountains & strip of land along coast to W area 1388
Olym-pus \-'lim-p3s\ 1 mountains NE Greece in Tliessaly near
coast of Gulf of Salonika; highest peak 9550 /r 2 — see ULU dag
Olympus, Mount mountain 795ijt NW Wash.; highest in Olympic
mountains
01yn<thus \o-'linCt)-th3s\ ancient city N E Greece in Macedonia on
Chalcidice peninsula
Om \'6m\ river 450 m Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing into the Irtysh
Omagh \*o-C,)ma, -msX town W cen Northern Ireland # of County
Tyrone

Onia-lia X'o-ma-.ho, -,ha\ city E Nebr. pop 301,598
Oman \o-'man\ or Muscat and Oman country SW Asia in SE
Arabia bordering on Arabian sea; a sultanate* Muscat ori?a 82,000,
pop 550,000 — Oman! \o-'man-e\ adj or n — see TRuciAL Oman
Oman, Gull of arm of Arabian sea between Oman & SE Iran

Ombai — see alor
Om>dUT-man \,am-dar-'man\ city cen Sudan on the Nile opposite
Khartoum &. Khartoum North pop 113,551
Omo*lon \,am-3-'16n\ river 600 m Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing from
the Kolyma range N into Kolyma river

Omsk \'6m(plsk, 'am(p)sk\ city U.S.S.R. in W cen Soviet Rus.sia,

Asia, at confluence of Irtysh & Om rivers pop 579,000
Omu*ra \'6-mp-,ra\ city & port Japan in NW Kyushu on Omura
Bay N N E_of Nagasaki pop 61,230

Omu-ta \'o-m3-,ta, o-'mUt-a\ city & port Japan in NW Kyushu pop
201,737

One-ga \o-'neg-3\ lake NW Soviet Russia, Europe, in S Karelo*
Finnish Republic area 3764

Onei>da \o-'nId-3\ lake ^6 22 m long cen N.Y. N E of Syracuse
On.tar-io Van-'ter-e-,o, -'tar-\ 1 city SW Calif. NW of Riverside
pop 46,617 2 lake U.S. & Canada in N.Y. & Ont.; easternmost of
the Great Lakes area 7540 3 province E Canada between Great
Lakes & Hudson Bay # Toronto area 363,282, pop 5,404,933 —
On-tar.i-an \-e-5n\ ad] or n — On.tar-io.an \-e-,o-3n\ n

Ope-li-ka \,5-pa-'lI-k3\ city E Ala. pop 15,678
Op«e-lou*sas \,ap-9-'lu-s3s\ city S La. N of Lafayette pop 17,417
Opo.le \o-'p6-l3\ or G Op-peln \'6-p3ln\ city SW Poland on the
Odra pop 55,000

Opor-to \o-'port-(.1o, -'p6rt-\ or P6rto city NW Portugal on
the Douropop 284,842
Oauirrb \'o-kw3r\ mountain range N cen Utah S of Great Salt
Lake; highest point uA 11,000//

Ora-dea or Oradea Ma.re \6-,rad-e-3-"mar-(,)a\ or Hung Nagy-
va>rad \'naj-,var-.6d\ city NW Romania in Transylvania near
Hungarian border pop 105,008
Oran \6-'ran\ city St. port NW Algeria pop 299,000
Or>ange \'6r-inj, 'ir-, -anj\ 1 city SW Calif. N of Santa Ana pop
26,444 2city NE N.J. NW of Newarkpop35,789 3 city E Tex.
E of Beaumont on the Sabine pop 25,605 4 river 1300 m S Africa
flowing from the Drakensbergs in Basutoland W into the Atlantic

Orange \6-ra"2h\ town SE France N of Avignon
Orange Free ^tate \'6r-inj. 'ar-, -3nj\ or Oran>je Vry.staat
\6-,ran-y3-'frLB-,stat\ province E cen RepubUc of So. Africa be-
tween Orange & Vaal rivers # Bloemfontein area 49,647, pop
519,166

Orasul Stalin — see brasov
Or-dos \'6rd-3s\ desert N China in SW Inner Mongolia N of
Great Wall in N bend of Yellow river
Ordzhonikidze — see dzaudzhikau
Ore-bro \,3r-3-'brii\ city S cen Sweden pop 76,057
Or*e-gon V6r-i-g3n, 'ar-, chiejly by outsiders -,gan\ 1 the Columbia
river — an old name used esp. prior to discovery of mouth & re-

naming of river (1791) by Capt. Robert Gray 2 state NW U.S. *
Salem area 96,981, pop 1,768,687 — Or-e.go.nian \,6r-l-'go-
ne-sn, ,ar-, -nyan\ adj or n
Oregon Caves limestone caverns SW Ore. SW of Medford in
Oregon Caves National Monument
Oregon Country region W No. America between Pacific coast & the
Rockies extending from N border of Calif, to Alaska — often so
called ah 1818-46
Oregon Trail pioneer route to the Pacific Northwest ab 2000 m long
from vicinity of Independence, Mo., to Fort Vancouver, Wash.;
used esp. 1842-60
Orel \6-'rel, 6r-'y61\ city U.S.S.R. in cen Soviet Russia, Europe, on
the Oka S of Moscow pop 152,000
Orem N'or-sm, '6r-\ city N cen Utah N of Provo pop 18,394
Orenburg — see chkalov
Oren.se \6-'renCt)-(,)sa\ 1 province NW Spain area 2694, pop
.472,676 2 city, its * pop 63,450
5re'Snnd \'3r-o-,s3n\ or E the Sound strait between Sjaelland I.,

Denmark, & S Sweden connecting Kattegat with North sea

Orlanl, Gulf of — see strvmonic gulf
Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument reservation S Ariz, on
Mexican border S of Ajo area 513
Ori-en-tal \.or-e-.en-'tal, .6r-\ or East-em \'e.st3m\ or F Orien-
tale \6-rya"-tal\ province N E Congo # Stanleyville

Ori-no*co \,6r-3-*n6-(,)ko, ,6r-\ river 1600 m Venezuela flowing
from Brazilian border into the Atlantic through wide delta

Oris-sa \6-'ris-3\ state E India bordering on Bay of Bengal #
Bhubaneswar area 60,136, pop 14,645,900

Ori-za-ba \,or-3-';ab-3, ,6r-\ 1 — see cmALTEPETL 2 city E
Mexico in Veracruz state pop 55,531
Or-khon \'6r-,kan\ river 450 m N Outer Mongolia flowing NE
from N edge of the Gobi into the Selenga

Ork>ney \'6rk-ne\ islands N Scotland constituting a cotmty #
Kirkwall (on Mainland I.) area 376, pop 21,258 — Ork>ney*an
\'6rk-ne-5n, 6rk-'\ adj or n

Or-lan-do \6r-'lan-^,)do\ city E cen Fla. pop 88,135
Or*le-a-nais \,dr-le-3-'na\ region & former province N cen France
# Orleans

Or.le.ans \6r-Ia-a''\ commune N cen France pop 76,439
Or.Iy \dr-'Ie\ commune France, SSE suburb of Paris
Or.moc Bay \,6r-,mak-\ inlet of Camotes sea Philippines in NW
Leyte I.

Ormuz — see hormuz
Orne \'6(3)m\ river 95 m NW France flowing N into Bay of the

Oron.tes \6-'rant-ez, -'ran-,tez\ river 246 m Syria & Turkey rising
in Lebanon in Bika & flowing into the Mediterranean
Or.ping.ton \'6r-piD-t3n\ urban district SE England in Kent SE
of London pop 63,344

Or.re.fors \,6r-3-'f6r2, -'f6sh\ town SE Sweden NW of Kahnar
Orsk \'6(3)rsk\ city U.S.S.R. in E Soviet Russia, Europe, on Ural
river S of Magnitogorsk pop 176,000

Or.te.gal, Cape \,6rt-i-'gal\ cape NW Spain
Ort-les \'6rt-,las\ or G Ort-ler \-br\ mountain range of E Alps
N Italy between Venezia Tridentina & Lombardy; highest peak
Ortles (or Ort-ler-spit-ze \-br-,s(h)pit-s3\) 12,793 /r

Oru.ro \6-'rii(3)r-(,)o\ city W Bolivia pop 62,975
Or.vie.to \,6r-ve-'at-(,)5\ or one Vel-su-na \vel-'su-n3\ or Vol-
sin.ii \yal-'sin-e-,i\ town cen Italy WNW of Terni
Osage \o-'saj\ river 360 m E Kans. & Mo. flowing E into the
Missouri^
Osa-ka \o-'sak-3\ city & port Japan in S Honshu pop 3,011,563
Osh.a-wa X'ash-a-wa, -,wa, -,w6\ city Canada in SE Ont. on Lake
Ontario E N E of Toronto pop 50,412
Osh.kosh \'ash-,kash\ city E Wis. on Lake Winnebago pop 45,110
Osi-jek \'o-se-,(y)ek\ city N Yugoslavia in Slavonia pop 58,600
Os.lo \'az-(,Mo, 'a_s-\ or jormerly Chris-ti-a-nia or Kris.ti.a.nia
\,kris(h)-che-'an-e-3, ,kris-te-, -'an-\ city * of Norway at N end of
Oslo Fjord (inlet of the Skagerrak) pop 461,591
Os-na-briick \'az-n3-,bruk\ city NW Germany pop 135,100
Osor-no \o-'s6r-(,)n5\ 1 volcano 872 7/; S cct Chile in lake district
2 city S cen Chile S of Valdivia pop 93,686

Os.sa \'as-3\ rnountain 6490 // N E Greece in E Thessaly
s-se-tia Va-'sc-sh(e-)3\ region U.S.S.R. in SE Soviet Russia,
Europe, in cen Caucasus — see north ossetia, south ossetia
Os.si.ning \'as-'n-io, 'as-nio\ village SE N.Y. pop 18,662
Ost-end \'a-'stend, 'as-,tend\ or Flem Oost-en,de \o-'sten-d3\ or F
..Os.tende \6-sta"d\ city &. port NW Belgium pop 71,937
Osterreich —- see Austria
Os-tla \'as-te-3\ town cen Italy at mouth of the Tiber E of site of
ancient town of the same name which was the port for Rome
Ostrasia — see austrasia
Ostra-va or Mo.rav-ska Ostraya \,m6r-3f-sk3-'6-str3-va\ city cen
Czechoslovakia in Moravia_pop 199,206
Osu<mi \'o-sa-,me, o-'sU-meX island group Japan in N Ryukyus S
of Kyushu
Os.we.go \a-'swe-(,)go\ city NW N.Y. pop 22,155
Os.wie.cim \dsh-'vye°(n)-isem\ or Ausch.wltz \'aush-,vits\ town
S PolandW of Krakow

Ota-go \o-'tag-(,)o\ provincial district S New Zealand area
25,220, pop 266,300

Otago Harbor inlet of the Pacific S New Zealand on E coast of
South I.; Dunedin is situated on it

Ota-rn \o-'tar-(,)ii\ city & port Japan on Otaru Bay on W coast of
Hokkaidol. pop 188^448

Otran-to \o-'tran-(,)Io, '6-tr3n-,to\ commune & port S Italy on
coast at SE tip of Apulia
Otranto, Strait of strait between SE Italy & W Albania
Otsu \'ot-(,)sU\ city Japan in W cen Honshu NE of Kyoto pop
107,498
Ot-ta-wa \'at-3-w3. -,wa, -,w6\ 1 city N cen III. pop 19,408 2 river
696 m E Canada in S E Ont. & S Que. flowing E into the St. Law-
rence 3 city # of Canada in SE Ont. pop 222,129
Ot-to-man Empire \,at-3-m3n-\ former Turkish sultanate in SE
Europe,W Asia, & N .A.frica including at greatest extent Turkey,
Syria, Iraq, Palestine, Egypt, Barbary States, Balkan States, & parts
of Russia & Hungary # Constantinople
Ot-tum.wa \a-'t3m-w3, 3-'t3m-\ city SE Iowa pop 33,871
Oaa-ctai-ta \'wash-3-,t6\ 1 mountains W Ark. & E Okla. S of the
Arkansas 2 or Wash-i-ta \'wash-3.,t6\ river 605 m SW Ark. &
E La. flowing into Black river

Oua.ga.dou.gon \,wag-3-'du-(,)gii\ city # of Upper Volta pop
37,678
Onar-gla or War-gla \'w6r-gl3, 'war-\ town & oasis Algeria In the
Sahara SW of Touggourt
Oubangui — see ubangi
Onbangni-Chari — see ubangi-shari
On-de.naar-de \,aud-'n-'ard-3\ or F An-de-narde \od-"nard\
town Belgium in E Flanders on the Scheldt
Oudll \'aiid\ region N India in E cen Uttar Pradesh * Lucknow
OudtS'hoom \'ots-,h6(3)rn\ city S Republic of So. Africa in S
Cape Province 220 m E of Cape Town pop 18,702

Ouessant, ile d' — see ushant
Ouj'da \Uzh-'da\ city NE Morocco pop 85,000
Ou.Iu \'au-(.)lu\ or Sw Ulea.borg \'U-le-o-,b6(3)r\ city N cen
Finland on Gulf of Bothnia pop 52,800

Ou-ro PrS.to \.o-(,)rii-'prat-(,)ii\ town E Brazil in Minas Gerais N
of Rio de Janeiro
Ouse \'iiz\ 1 or Great Ouse river 160 m, cen & E England flowing
into the Wash 2 river 57 m NE England flowing SE to unite with
the Trent forming the Humber

Outer Banks chain of sand islands & peninsulas along N.C. coast
Outer Hebrides — see Hebrides
Outer Mongolia — see Mongolia — Outer Mongolian adj or n
Ou.tre-mont \'U-tr3-,mant, F U-tr3-mo"\ city Canada in S Que.
on Montreal I. pop 29,990
Ova-Ue \o-'vT-,a, -'va-,ya\ city N cen Chile pop 46,553
Over-ijs-sel \,o-v3-'ri-s3l\ province E Netherlands * Zwolle area
1318, pop 760,020
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Over.land N'o-var-landX city E Mo. NW of St. Louis pop 22,763
Overland Park urban area N E Kans. pop 21.110
Ovie*do \,6-ve-'a-(,)tti6\ 1 province NW Spain on Bay of Biscay
area 4025, pop 1,011,350 — see asturias 2 city # of Oviedo
province pop 130.969
Owas-co \o-'was-(,)ko\ lake 11 m long cen N.Y.; one of the Finger

Ow>en Falls \,o-3n-\ former waterfall 65 /r E Africa in Uganda in
the Nile N of Lake Victoria; submerged when Owen Falls Dam
was built _
Ow-eus \'o-3nz\ river E Calif, formerly flowing into Owens Lake
(now dry), now supplying water to city of Los Angeles by way of
Los Angeles Aqueduct

Ow*ens*horo X'o-snz-.bsr-s, -.bs-rsX city NW Ky. pop 42,471
Owen Sound city Canada in SE Ont. on Georgian Bay pop 16,976
Owen Stan<ley \'stan-Ie\ mountain range E New Guinea; highest
peak Mt. Victoria 13.240/;
Owos-so \o-'was-(.)o\ city S cen Mich. W of Flint pop 17,006
Owy.hee \6.'wl-(,)(h)e\ river 250 m SE Oreg. flowing NW into

Ox-lord \'aks-fsrd\ 1 or Ox>ford<shire \-,shiC3)r, -shsr\ county
cen England area 749, pop 275,765 2 or ML Ox-O-nia \ak-'s5-
ne-3\ city & county borough, its #, on the Thames W NW of Lon-
don pop 98.675 — Ox.lor.di.an Xaks-'ford-e-sn. -*f6rd-\ adj or n
Ox-nard \'ak-,snard\ city S CaUf. SE of Santa Barbara pop 40,265
Oxus — see amu dabya
Oxy.rhyn.chus \,ak-si-'ria-k3s\ or Ar El Bata.na<sa \el-'ban-9-s3\
archaeological site Egypt N of Minya & S of Faiyum
Ozark plateau \,o-.zark-\ or Ozark mountains eroded tableland
1500-2500 )r high cen U.S. N of Arkansas river in N Ark,, S Mo.,
& N E Okla. with_E extension in S lU. — Ozark>er \'o-.zar-k3r\ m— Ozark. i-au \o-'zar-ke-an\ adj or n

Pa-bia-ni>ce \,pab-y3-'net-s3\ commune cen Poland SSW of Lodz
pop 53,100
Fa-chu-ca Xpa-'chii-kaV city cen Mexico N E of Mexico City # of
Hidalgo; pop 53.400

Pa*cii>ic \pa-'sii-ik\ ocean extending from the arctic circle to the
antarctic regions & from W No. America & W So. America to E
Asia & AustraUa area 69,375,000

Pa-cif4>ca \p3-'sif-i-k3\ city W Calif. S of San Francisco on the
Pacific pop 20.995

Pacific Islands, Trust Territory ol the islands in W Pacific
under U.S. administration: the Marianas (except Guam), the
Carolines (including the Palaus), & the Marshalls; a Japanese
mandate 1919-45^ area 687, pop 70,745
PaC'to-lus \pak-'to-l3s\ river Asia Minor in ancient Lydia flowing
into the Hermus (modem Gediz) near Sardis
Pa-dang \'pad-,aa\ city & port Indonesia in W Sumatra pop
116,300

Pad'ding'ton \'pad-ia-tan\ metropolitan borough NW Londonr
England pop l_25,28l

Pa*dre \'pad-re\ island 100 m long S Tex. between Laguna Madre
& Gulf of Mexico
Pad'Ua Vpaj-3-w3\ or It Pa<do<ya \*pad-3-v3\ commune NE
Italy W of Venice pop 173,354

Pa-du-cah \p3-'d(y)ij-ka\ city W Ky. on the Ohio pop 34,479
Padus — see po
Paes.tum \'pes-tam, 'pe-stsmX or earlier Pos>el>do>nia \,pas-
,T-'do-ne-3, ,po-,sT-\ ancient city S Italy in W Lucania on Gulf of
Salerno (ancient Bay Of Paestum) near modem village of Paestum
(formerly Pesto)

Pa.go Pa.go \.pao-(.)(g)o-'pao-(,)(g)o, .pag-C.)o-'pag-(,)o\ or
Pan-go Pan.go \.pao-(,)(g)o-'pao-(,)(g)6\ town & port # of
American Samoa on Tutuila I. pop 1251

Pa*hang \p3-'hao\ state E Federation of Malaya bordering on So.
China sea * Kuala Lipis area 13,873, pop 6,278,763
Pahsien — see Chungking
PaineS'Ville \'panz-,vil\ city NE Ohio pop 16,116
Painted desert region N E Ariz. E of the Little Colorado
Pais-ley \'paz-le\ burgh SW Scotland # of Renfrew WSW of
Glasgow pop 93,704

Pak-i-stan \,pak-i-'stan, ,pak-i-'stan\ country S Asia comprising
an eastern division & a western division; a dominion 1947-56 &
since 1956 a republic of the Brit. Commonwealth, formed from
?arts of former Brit India # Rawalpindi area 364,737, pop
5,842,200 — see EAST Pakistan, west Pakistan — Pak-i*stani

\-'stan-e, -'stan-e\ adj or n
Pa'lat'i*nate \p3-'lat-''n-3t\ or G Pfalz y(p)ralts\ two districts

SW Germany once ruled by counts palatine of the Holy Roman
Empire: Rhenish, or Rhine, Palatinate or G Rhein^pfalz
\'rm-,(p)falis\ ton the Rhine E of Saarland) and Upper Palatinate
or G Ober>pfalz \'o-b3r-,(p)falts\ (on the Danube around
Regensburg) — see rhineuiiND-palatinate
Pal>a-tine \'pal-a-,tin\ hill in Rome, Italy, one of seven on which
the ancient city was built — see aventine

Pa>lau \pa-'lau\ or Pe-lew \p3-'lu\ 1 island group W Pacific SW
of Yap; generally considered as part of the Carolines area 184 2 —

Pa-la*wan \pa-'ra-w9n\ island 278 m long W Philippines W of
the Visayans area 4550, pop (with adjacent islands) 93,700
Fa^lem-hang \,pal-3m-'bao\ city & port Indonesia in SE Sumatra
on Musi river pop 282,900

Pa-len>cia \pa-'len-ch(e-)s\ 1 province N Spain in NW Old
Castile area 3256, pop 240,707 2 city, its #, N NE of VaUadoUd
pop 47,413
Pa<len*que \p3-MeD-(i)ka\ ruined Mayan city S Mexico in N Chi-
apas SW of present town of Palenque
Pa-ler-mo \p3-'l3r-(,)mo, -'le(3)r-\ or anc Pan>or-mas \pa-'ndr-
m9s\ or Pan-hor-mus \pan-'hdr-\ city & port Italy * of Sicily pop
503,137 ~ Pa.ler-mi.tan \p3-'br-m3t-=n, -'ler-\ adj or n

Pal-es-tine \'pal-3-,st7n, -.sten\ or L Pal-aes-ti-na \,pal-a-'ste-n3,
-'stiA 1 ancient region SW Asia bordering on E coast of the
Mediterranean & extending E of the Jordan 2 former country
bordering on the Mediterranean on W & Dead sea on E; a part of
the Ottoman Empire 1516-1917, a Brit, mandate 1923-48; now
divided between Israel & Jordan, with Gaza Strip administered by
Egypt — Pal>es>tin-lan X.pal-s-'stin-e-an, -'stin-ysn\ adj orn

Pal-i-sades \.pal-3-'sadz\ line of cUffs 15 m long SE N.Y. &. NE
N.J. on W bank of the Hudson
Palk\'pda)k\ strait 40 m wide between N Ceylon & S E India con-
necting Gulf of Mannar & Bay of Bengal

152,040
Pal>mas, Cape \'pal-m3s\ cape Liberia on extreme S coast
Palmer archipelago. Palmer peninsula — see antarctic
PaIm>er<ston X'pam-ar-stan, 'pal-mar-X island (atoll) cen PacificNW of Rarotonga I.; belongs to New Zealand area 1

Palmerston North city New Zealand on S North I. N E of Welling-
ton pop 40,800

Pal'my-ra \pal-'mT-r3\ 1 island cen Pacific in Line islands area 1

2 or Bib Tad-mor \'tad-,m60)r\ or Ta-mar \'ta-,mar, -marV
ancient city Syria at an oasis on N edge of Syrian desert N E oi
Damascus
Palo Al-to \,pal-a-'wal-(.)t6\ city W Calif. SE of San Francisco on
San Francisco Bay pop 52,287
Pal.cmar, Mount \'pal-3-,mar\ mountain 6126 /r S Calif. NNE
of San Diego

Pa-los \'pa-(,)los\ or Palos de la Fron-te-ra \-(.)loz-.da-l3-
,f!3n-'ter-3\ town & former port SW Spain on Tinto river SE of
Huelva

Pa-louse \pa-'Ius\ 1 river 150 m NW Idaho & SE Wash, flowingW& S into the Snake 2 fertile hilly region E Wash. & NW Idaho N
of Snake & Clearwater rivers
Pa-mirs \p3-'mi(3)rz\ or Pa-mir \-'mi(a1r\ mountain region cen
Asia in Tadzhik Republic &. on borders of Sinkiang, Kashmir, &
Afghanistan frora which radiate Tien Shan to N, Kunlun &
Karakoram to E, & Hindu Kush to W; has many peaks over
20.000//

Pam-Il<co \'pam-li-,ko\ river E N.C. flowing E into Pamlico
Sound; estuary of Tar river
Pamlico Sound inlet of the Atlantic E N.C. between the mainland
& offshore islands
Pam.pa \'pam-p3\ city_NW Tex. ENE of Amarillo pop 24,664
Pam-phyl>ia \pam-'fil-e-a\ ancient district & Roman province S
Asia Minor on coast S^of Pisidia

Fam-plo-na \pam-'pl6-na\ or jormerly Pam-pe-lu-na \,pam-
ps-'lii-naX city N Spain ^ of Navarra province & once # of
Navarre kingdom pop 91,434
Pan-a-ma or Sp Pa>na>ma \'pan-3-,ma, -,m6. ,pan-a-*\ 1 country
5 Central America; a republic; before 1903 part of Colombia area
(including Canal Zone) 29.129, pop 805,285 2 or Panama City
city, its #, on Gulf of Panama pop 200,000 3 canal 51 m S Central
America in the Canal Zone connecting the Atlantic (Caribbean sea)
6 the Pacific (Qulf of Panama) — Pan-a-ma-ni-an \,pan-a-
ma-ne-3n\ adj or n
Panama, Gulf of inlet of the Pacific on S coast of Panama
Panama, Isthmus of or formerly Isthmus of Dar<i>en \-,dar-e-
'en, -,der-\ isthmus Central America connecting No. America &
So. America & comprised in Republic of Panama
Panama Caual Zone ~ see canal zone
Panama City city & port NW Fla. on Gulf of Mexico pop 33,275
Pan.a-mint \'pan-3-,mint, -mantX mountains E Calif. W of Death
valley — see telescope peak
Pa-nay \pa-'nT\ island Philippines in the Visayans; chief town
rioilo area 4446

Pan.gim or Pan.jim \pan-'jim\ or New Goa \'go-3\ town &
port W India in Goa; former * of Portuguese India
Pango Pango — see pago pago
Pa-ni-pat \'pan-i-,p3t\ city NW India in SE Punjab state NNW
of Dellii pop 55,000
Panjah — see Punjab
Pani-nad \,p3nj-'nad\ riverSO mW Pakistan, the combined stream
of the Chenab & the Sutlej, flowing SW into the Indus
Pan-mun*]om \,pan-,mun-'j3m\ village S Korea SE of Kaesong
Pan-no-nia \p3-'no-ne-a\ Roman province SE Europe including
territory W of the Danube in Hungary & Yugoslavia
Pantar — see alor
Pan-tel-le-ria \,pan-,tel-3-'re-3\ island Italy in the Mediterranean
between Sicily & Tunisia

Pa-nu-co \'pan-3-,ko\ river 240 m, cen Mexico flowing frora Hi-
dalgo state NE into Gulf of Mexico
Pao de Agu-car \,pau"(n>-de-3-'sU-k3r\ or E Sugarloaf Moun-
tain peak 12 80 // SE Brazil in city of Rio de Janeiro on W side of
entrance to Guanabara Bay
Pao-ki \"pau-'ke\ city N cen China in SW Shensi on Wei river W
of Sian pop 130,100
Packing — see shaoyano
Pao-ting V'baii-'dioX or jormerly Tsing-yaau \'chia-yu-'an\ city
NE China SW o[ Peking pop 197,000

Pao-tow \'bau-'do\ city N China in SW Inner Mongolia on Yellow
river W of Huhehot pop 650,000
Papal States — see states of the church
Pa-pe-e-te X.pap-e-lt-e. p3-'pet-e\ commune & port Society
islands on Tahiti # of French Polynesia pop 17,247

Paph*la-go-nia N.paf-ls-'go-ne-a, -nyaX ancient country & Roman
province _N Asia Minor bordering on Black sea — Paph>la<go-
nian X-nc-sn, -nysnX adj or n
Pa-phos \'pa-.fas\ town SW Cyprus on coast 10 m WNW of site

oi ancient city of Paphos
Pap-ua \'pap-ya-w9\ 1 — see new guinea 2 the Territory of Papua
Papua, Gulf of arm of Coral sea SE New Guinea
Papua, Territory of territory comprising SE New Guinea & off*

shore islands; a UN trust territory administered jointly with the
Territory of New Guinea by Australia #= Port Moresby area
90.600. pop 467,518

Pa-ra \pa-'ra\ 1 river 200 m N Brazil, the E mouth of the Amazon
2 state N Brazil S of the Amazon # Belem area 470,752, pop
1,123,273 3 — see bel^M

Par-a-guay \'par-3-,gwT, -,gwa\ 1 river 1500 m, cen So. America
flowmg from Mato Grosso plateau in Brazil S into the Parana in

Paraguay 2 country cen So. America traversed by Paraguay river;

a republic # Asuncion area 157,006, pop 1,341,333 — Par-a-
guav-an X.par-a-'gwT-sn, -'gwa-N adj or n

Par-a-i'ha \,par-a-*e-b3\ 1 or Paraiha do Nor-te \-d3-'n6rt-e\
river 240 m NE Brazil flowing E into the Atlantic 2 or Paraiha
do Sul \-'sul\ river 660 m SE Brazil flowing NE into the AUantic
3 state N E Brazil bordering on the Atlantic # Joao Pessoa area
21.591, pop 1.713,259 4 — see joao pessoa

Par-a-mar-i-bo \,par-3-'mar-&-.bo\ city & port * of Surinam on
Suriname river pop 107,000
Par-a-mount \'par-»-.maunt\ city SW Calif. N of Long Beach
pop 2 7.249
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Pa-ram-ns Xps-'ram-ssX township NE N. J. pop 23,238
Pa.ia-nS \.par-3-'n'a\ 1 or (in upper course) Al.to Parana
\,al-(,)to-\ river 2040 m, cen So. America flowing from junction of
Rio Grande & the Paraiba in Brazil SSW into the, Rio de la Plata
in Argentina 2 state S Brazil E of the Parana * Curitiba area
82,741, pop 2,115,547 3 city NE Argentina pop 84,153

Pa-ia-na-i-ba or jormerly Pa-ra-na-hi^ba X.par-a-ns-'e-bsX river
530 m S Brazil flowing SW to unite with the Rio Grande forming
the Parana
Par-du>bi>ce \'pard-3-,bit-s3\ city Czechoslovakia in Bohemia on
the Elbe E o^ Prague pop 54.077

Pa-ria \'par-e-3\ peninsula NE Venezuela
Paria, Gulf of inlet of the Atlantic between Trinidad & Venezuela
Pa.ri.cu.tln \p3-'re-k3-,ten\ volcano 9100 /( SW Mexico in NW
Michoacan; first eruption 1943

Parida, La — see bolivar (Cerro)
Par.is_\'par-3s\ 1 city NE Tex. pop 20,977 2 or anc Ln.te.tia
\Iii-'te-sh(e-l3\ city # of France on the Seine pop 2,850,189
—_Pa«ri-siaii \pa-'rizh-an, -'resh-\ adjorn— Fa<ri>si<enne \pa-

p'ar.kers-burg X'par-ksrz-.bsrgV city NV^ W. Va. pop 44,797
Park Forest village NE III. S of Chicago pop 29,993
Park Ridge city NE III. NW of Chicago pop 32,659
Park.vine \'park-.vil, -V3l\ urban area N cen Md. N of Baltimore
pop (with Carney) 27,236
Par.ma \'par-m3\ 1 city NE Ohio S of Cleveland pop 82,845
2 commune N Italy in Emilia-Romagna pop 89,300
Parma Heights city NE Ohio S of Cleveland pop 18,100
Par<na>i<ba or jormerly Par'na>hy<ha \,par-n3-'e-b9\ river 900 m
N E Brazil flowing N E into the Atlantic

Par-nas-sus \par-'nas-3s\ or NGk Par.nas.s6s \,par-n3-'s6s\
mountain 8060 ji, cen Greece N of Gulf of Corinth
Par.os \'par-,as, 'per-\ or NGk Pa-ros \'par-.6s\ island Greece
in cen Cvclades W of Naxos area 81
Par-ra.mat.ta \,par-s-'mat-3\ town SE Australia, W suburb of
Sydney, on Parramatta river (estuary, W arm of Port Jackson)
Par.ry \'par-e\ islands Canada in N Northwest Territories in
Arctic ocean N of Victoria I.

Parsnip — see finlay
Par.thia \'par-the-a\ ancient country SW Asia in NE modem Iran
Pas.a.de.na X.pas-s-'de-nsX 1 city SW Calif. E of Glendale
pop 116,407 2 city E Tex. E of Houston pop 58,737
Pa-sar.ga-dae \p3-'sar-gs-.de\ city of ancient Persia * of Cyrus
the Great; ruins N E of site of later Persepolis
Pasay — see rizal
Pas.ca.goula \,pas-k3-'gU-l3\ city SE Miss, pop 17,139
Pasco, Cerro de — see cerro de pasco
Pascua, Isla de — see easter
Pas de Calais — see Dover (Strait of)

Pa.sig \'pas-ig\ river 12 m Philippines on Luzon flowing from the
Laguna de Bay through Manila into Manila Bay

Pas.sa.ic \p3-'sa-ik\ 1 river 100 m NE N.J. flowing into Newark
Bay 2 city NE N.J. SSE of Paterson pop 53,963

Pas.sa-ma. quod.dy Bay \,pas-3-m3-,kwad-e-\ inlet of Bay of
Fundv iKtween E Me. & SW N.B. at mouth of St. Croix river

Pas-se.ro, Cape \'pas-3-,ro\ headland Italy at SE point of Sicily

Pas.sy \pa-'se\ section of Paris, France, on right bank of the
Seine near Bois de Boulogne

Pas.ta.za Npa-'staz-a, -'stas-\ river 400 m Ecuador & Peru flowing
S into the Maraiion

Pat.a.go.nia X.pat-a-'go-nya, -ne-a\ barren region So. America in

S Argentina & S Chile between the Andes & the Atlantic S oi ab
40° S lat.; sometimes considered as including Tierra del Fuego —
Pat.a.go.uian \-nyan, -ne-9n\ adj or n

Pa.tan\'pa-,t3n\city Been Nepal adjoining Katmandu pop 105,000
Pa-tap.sco \p3-'tap-(.)sko\ river 80 m N cen Md. flowing SE
into Chesapeake Bay

Pat.er.son \'pat-3r-s3n\ city NE N.J. N of Newark pop 143,663
Pa.ti.a-la \,p3t-e-'al-3\ 1 former state NW India, now part of
Punjab state 2 city, its #, 70 m SW of Simla pop 97,867
Pat.mos \'pat-m3s\ island Greece in the NW Dodecanese
Pat.na V'pst-naX city NE India on the Ganges, winter # of Bihar
pop 283,500
Pa.tos, La.goa dos \l3-,go-3d-3-'spat-as\ lagoon 124 m long
S Brazil in Rio Grande do Sul

Pa.tras Xpa-'tras, 'pa-trasX or NGk Pa.trai \'pa-tri\ or anc
Pa.trae \'pa-(,)tre\ city & port W Greece in N Peloponnesus on
Gulf of Patras pop 79.000
Patras, Gulf of or Gull of Cal.y.don \'kal-3d-"n, -s-,dan\ inlet

of Ionian sea W Greece NW of the Peloponnesus & W of Gulf
of Corinth
Patrimony of St. Peter — see rome (Duchy of)

Pa.tnx.ent Xpa-'tsk-ssntX river 100 m, cen Md. flowing S & SE
into Chesapeake Bay
Pan \'po\ 1 or F Gave de Pau \'gav-ds-po\ river 100 m SW
France rising in the Pyrenees SE of Pau & flowing to the Adour— see gavarnie 2 commune SW France on the Pau pop 48,320
Paumotu — see tuamotu
Pa. via \p3-'ve-a\ commune N Italy S of Milan pop 67,100
Pav-lof, Mount \'pav-,l6f\ volcano 8215 yt SW Alaska on SW
Alaska peninsula in Aleutian range
Paw.tuck.et \p3-'t3k-3t pd-\ city NE R.I. pop 81,001
Pay-san.du \,pi-,san-'du\ city Sc port W Uruguay on Uruguay
river NW of Montevideo pop 60,000
Pea.body \'pe-,bad-e, -b3d-e\ city N E Mass. N of Lynn pop 32,202
Peace \'pes\ river 945 m Canada flowing into the Slave
Pearl \'p3r(-3)l\ 1 river 490 m S Miss, flowing S into Gulf of
Mexico 2 or Chu \'jii\ or Canton river SE China in Kwangtung
flowing from Canton through a wide delta into So. China sea
Pearl Harbor inlet Hawaii on S coast of Oahu W of Honolulu
Pea.ry Land \*pi(a)r-e\ peninsula region N Greenland
Pe.chen.ga Xpa-'cheo-gsV or Finn Pet.sa.mo \'pet-s3-,mo\ town
NW Soviet Russia, Europe, on inlet of Barents sea near Norwegian
border in district that belonged to Finland 1920-44
Pe.chcra Xpa-'chor-a, -"chdr-X river 1125 m NE Soviet Russia,
Europe, rising in Ural mountains & flowing N into Barents sea
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Fe.cos X'pa-kasX river 735 m E N. Men. & W Tex. flowing SE into
the Rio Grande
Pecs \'pach\_city S Hungary W of the Danube pop 110,000
Peebles \'pe-b3lz\ 1 orPee. files.shire \'pe-b3l-.shi(3)r, -shsrX
or Tweed. dale \'twed-,dal\ county SE Scotland including upper
course of the Tweed area 347, pop 15,226 2 burgh, its #
Pee Dee \'pe-,de\ river 233 m N.C. & S.C. flowing SE into
Winyah Bay — see yadkin

Peeks.klU \'pek-,skil\ city SE N.Y. N of Yonkers pop 18,737
Peel \'pe(3)l\ river 425 m NW Canada rising in W Yukon Ter-
ritory Si. flowing E & N into the Mackenzie
Pee.ne X'pa-nsX river 70 m N Germany flowing E through Pomer-
ania into Stettiner Haff
Pee.ne.mUn.de \,pa-n3-'m(in-d3\ village NE Germany on island
at mouth of^Peene river

Pel.pus \'pi-p3s\ or Estonian Peip.sl \'pap-se\ or Russ Ghud-
skoe \'chLit-sk3-y3\ lake U.S.S.R. in E Estonia & NW Soviet
Russia area 1357

Peiraeus — see Piraeus
Pe.ka.long-an \p3-,ka-'I6r)-,an\ city Indonesia in cen Java on
N coast pop 91,900

Pe.kiu \'pe-k3n. -,kin\ city N cen III. SSW of Peoria pop 28,146
Pe.king \'pe-'kia\ or Pel.ping \'pa-'pio, 'ba-\ municipahty N
China; before 1928 & since 1949 # of China pop 5,420,000

Pe.la.gian \p3-'la-j(e-)3n\ islands Italy in the Mediterranean S of
Sicily between Malta & Tunisia

Pe.Iee \'pe-le\ island SE Canada in W Lake Erie SW of Point
Pelee, Ont. area 18

Pe.Iee, Mount \p3-'la\ volcano French West Indies in N Martinique
Pelee, Point — see point pelee national park
Pel.e.liu \,pel-3-'le-(,)ii, 'pel-3-le-,U\ island W Pacific at S end of
Palau islands
Pelew — see palau
Pe.li.on \'pe-le-3n\ or NGk Pi.lion \'pa-.y6n\ mountain NE
Greece in E Thessaly

Pel.la \'pel-3\ ancient city NE Greece, ancient # of Macedonia
Pel-ly \'pel-e\ river 330 m NW Canada in Yukon Territory flow-
ing W into the Yukon

Pel-o.pon.ne.sus \,pel-3-p3-'ne-s3s\ or PeLo.pon.ne.sos \-s3s\
or Pel.o.pon.nese X'pel-a-pa-.nez, -,nes\ or Mo-rea \m3-'re-3\
peninsula forming S_part of mainland of Greece — Pel.Q.pon-
ne.sian X.pal-a-pa-'ne-zhan, -shan\ adj or n

Pe.lo.tas \p3-'lot-3s\ city S Brazil in SE Rio Grande do Sul at
S end of Lagoa dos Patos pop 78,014
Pem.ba \'pem-ba\ island Indian ocean off NE coast of Tangan-
yika N of island of Zanzit)ar; included in Zanzibar protectorate

Pern.broke \'pem-.bruk, -,brok\ 1 town Canada in SE Ont. nn
Ottawa river pop 15,434 2 or Pem.broke. shire \-.shi(3)r,
-shsrX county SW Wales # Haverfordwest area 614, pop 90,896
Pe.nang \p3-'nao\ 1 island SE Asia at N end of Strait of Malacca
area 108 2 state Federation of Malaya comprising Penang I. &
mainland opposite; until 1948 one of the Straits Settlements #
George Town area 400, pop 572,132 3 — see George town

Pend Oreille \,pan-d3-'ra\ river 100 m N Idaho & NE Wash.
flowing from Pend Oreille Lake (35 m long, in Idaho) W & N
into the Columbia in B.C.
Pe-ne.us \p3-'ne-ssV or NGk Pi.ni6s \pen-'y6s\ 1 or Sa-lam-
bria \s3-'lam-bre-3\ river 125 m N Greece in Thessaly flowing
E into Gulf of Salonika 2 river 50 m Greece in NW Pelopon-
nesus flowing W into Ionian sea
Peng.pu \'p30-'pii\ city E China in N Anhwel pop 253,000
Pen.ki \'bsn-'che\ city N E China in E cen Liaoningpop 449,000
Penn Hills \'pen\ urban township SW Pa. pop 51,512
Pen. nine Alps \.pen-,Tn-\ section of Alps on border between
Switzerland & Italy N E of Oraian Alps — see rosa (Monte)
Pennine Chain mountains N England extending S from Scottish
border to Derbyshire & Staffordshire; highest point Cross Fell
2930 /(

Penn.sau.ken \pen-'s6-k3n\ urban township SW N.J. E of
Camden on Delaware river pop 33,771
Penn-syl.va.nia \,pen(ti-53l-'va-ny3, -ne-s, rapid -s3-'va-\ state
NE U.S. # Harrisbure area 45.333. pop 11.319,366

Pe.nob. scot \p3-'nab-sk3t, -,skat\ river 101 m, cen Me. flowing
S into Penobscot Bay (inlet of the Atlantic)

Penrhyn — see tongareva
Pen.sa.co.la \.pen(t)-s3-'ko-b\ city & port NW Fla. on Pensaoola
Bay (inlet of Gulf of Mexico) pop 56,752

Pen.tap.O'lis \pen-'tap-a-las\ any one of several groups of five
ancient cities in Italy, Asia Minor, & Cyrenaica

Pen.tel.i.cus \pen-'tel-i-k3s\ or Pen.tel.i.kon X-ksn, -,kan\ or
NGk Pen.de.Ii.k6n \,pen-,del-e-'k6n\ mountain 3639 jl E
Greece in Attica N E of Athens

Pent.land \'pent-l3n(d")-\ 1 firth channel between Orkneys &
mainland of Scotland 2 hills S Scotland in Midlothian, Lanark, &
Peebles; highest peak Scald Law 1898 /r

Pen-za Vpen-Z3\ city Soviet Russia, Europe, on Sura river 225 mW of Kuibyshev pop 254,000
Pen.zance \pen-'zan(t)s, p3n-\ municipal borough SW England
in Cornwall on English channel pop 20,648
Pen-zhin-ska.ya Bay \.pen-.zhin(t)-sk3-y3-\ or Pen-zhl-na Bay
\,pen-zh3-n3-\ arm of Sea of Okhotsk, U.S.S.R., between Kam-
chatka peninsula & mainland
Pe-cria \pe-'or.e-3, -'6r-\ city N cen III. pop 103,162
Pep.in, Lake X'pip-an, 'pep-\ expansion of the upper Mississippi
34 m long between SE Minn. & W Wis.

Pera — see beyoglu
Pe-raea or Pe.rea \p3-'re-3\ region of Palestine in New Testament
times E of the Jordan
Pe.rak \'per-3, 'pir-a\ state W Federation of Malaya on Strait of
Malacca # Kuala Kangsar area 7980, pop 953,900

Perche \'pe(3)rsh\ region N France in old province of Maine
Per.di-do \p3r-'ded-(,)o\ river 60 m rising in SE Ala. & flowing
S into Gulf of Mexico forming part of Ala.-Fla. boundary
Per.ga \p3r-g3\ ancient city S Asia Minor in Pamphylia
Per.ga.mum V'par-ga-msmX or Per.ga.mus \-m3s\ or Per.ga-
mos \-m3s, -,mas\ 1 ancient Greek kingdom covering most of
Asia Minor; at its height 263-133 B.C. 2 or modern Ber.ga.ma
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\,ber-g3-'ma\ city W Turkey NNE of Izmir # of ancient Per-
gamura pop 16,351

Pe<ri>gord \,per-a-'gdC9)r\ old division of N Gulenne in SW
France * Perigueux

P6.ri.gueux \-'gs(r)\ commune SW cen France pop 40.785
Pe>rlm \p3-'rim\ island in Bab el Mandeb strait at entrance to
Red sea; belongs to Aden colony

Per*lis \'per-l3s\ state N Federation of Malaya bordering on
Thailand & Andaman sea * Kangar area 310, pop 70,500
Perm \ 'parm, *pe (3)rm\ or formerly Mo-lo* tov \'mal-3-,t6f,
mo-la-, "mo-la-, -,t6v\ cit> U.S.S.R. in W Soviet Russia, Europe,
on the Kama pop 628,000
Per-nam^bU'CO \,par-nam-'b(y)u-(.)k5, ,per-nam-'bu-\ 1 state NE
Brazil * Recife area 38,315, pop 3,395,185 2 — see recipe
PerniK — see dimitrovo
Per-pi'gnan \per-pe-nya"\ city S France SE of Toulouse near
Mediterranean coast pop 70,051

Per-sep'O'lis \par-'sep-a-l3s\ city of ancient Persia, site In SW
Iran N E of Shiraz

Persia — see iran
Persian Gull arm of the Arabian sea between SW Iran & Arab-
ian peninsula
Persian Gulf States Kuwait, Bahrein, Qatar, & Truclal Oman
Persis — see pars
Pertli \'parth\ 1 city # of Western Australia on Swan river pop
(with suburbs) 369,000 — see fremantle 2 or Perth«sliire
\-,shi(a)r, -shar\ county cen ScoUand area 249, pop 128,072
3 burgh, its * pop 25,599

Perth Ara>boy \,por-'tham-,b6i\ dty & port N E N.J. on Raritan
Bay at mouth of Raritan river pop 38,007

Pe.rU'gia \p3-'rii-j(e-)a\

meno & the Tiber pop 41,500
Perugia, Lake ol — see trasimeno (Lake)
Pe-sa-ro \'pa-za-,ro\ commune & port cen Italy on the Adriatic
NW of Ancona pop 35,900 _

Pes.ca.dO'res X.pes-ka-'dor-ez, -'dor-, -3s\ or Peng-hn X'pso-
'hii\ islands E China in Formosa strait, attached to Formosa;
chief town Makung (on Penghu, chief island) area 49, pop 80,00()
Pe-sca>ra \pe-*skar-a\ commune & port cen Italy on the Adriatic
pop 71,500
Pe<sha>war Xpa-'sha-wsr, -'shau(-3)r\ city Pakistan In N West
Pakistan ESE of Khyber Pass pop 151.800
Pe-tah Tiq-va or Pe.tah Tik-va \,pe-,ta-'tik-(,)va\ city W Israel
E of Tel Aviv pop 52,771

Pe-ter-bor-ougli \'pet-ar-,bar-a, -.ba-ra. -b(a-)ra\ 1 city Canada
in SE Ont. N E of Oshawa pop 42,698 2 municipal borough E
cen England, # of Soke of Peterborough pop 53,412
Peterborough, Soke of \,sok-\ administrative county E cen
England in Northamptonshire # Peterborough area 84, pop
63.784

Pe.terS'burg \'pet-orz-,barg\ city SE Va. pop 36,750
Fet-it<co>di>ac \,pet-e-'k6d-e-,ak\ river 60 m SE Canada in SE
N.B. flowing to head of Bay of Fundy

Pe.ti'tot \'pet-e-.to\ river 295 m W cen Canada flowing W Into
Liard river

Pe-tra \'pe-tra, 'pe-traV ancient city of NW Arabia on slope of
Mt. Hor, site now in SW Jordan; ancient # of the Edomites &
Nabataeans

Petrified Forest National Monument area E Ariz, in Painted
desert containing natural exhibit of petrified wood area 133
Pe-tro-dvo-rets \,pe-trad-va-*rets\ or formerly Pe-ter-hof \'pet-
ar-,h6f-, -,haf\ town U.S.S.R. in NW Soviet Russia, Europe, W of
Leningrad

Petrograd — see Leningrad
Pet'ro>pav<lovsk \,pe-tra-'pav-,ldfsk\ city Soviet Central Asia
in N Kazakhstan pop 131,000

Pe>tr6>po>lis \pa-'uap-a-las\ city SE Brazil in Rio de Janeiro
state pop 61,011
Petrovsk — see Makhachkala
Pet-ro-za»vodsk \,pe-tra-za-'vatsk\ dty Soviet Russia, Europe #
of Karelo-Finnish Republic on Lake Onega pop 135,000
Petsamo — see pechenga
Pfalz — see palatinate
Plorz-heim \'(p)f6rts-,him\ dty W Germany SE of Karlsruhe
pop 80,200
PUa-ros \'far-,as, 'fer-\ peninsula N Egypt in dty of Alexandria;
formerly an island
Pbar-sa-lus \rar-'sa-Ias\ or modern Phar*sa>la XTar-sa-laX or
NGk Far-sa-la \'far-\ town NE Greece in E Thessaly in andent
district of Phar*sa*lia \far-'sal-ya, -'sa-le-3\

Phe.nix City \,fe-niksA dty E Ala. pop 27,630
Phil.a.del.phia X.fil-a-'del-fya, -fe-a\ 1 city & port SE Pa. on the
Delaware pop 2.002,512 2 — see alasehir 3 — see AMMAN —
Phll*a*del*phian \-fyan, -fe-an\ adj or n

Phi'lae \'fT-(,)le\ island S Egypt in the Nile above Aswan
Phi'lippe-villo \'fil-3p-,vil, fa-"lep-\ city & port NE Algeria N of
Constantine pop 70,406

Phi-lip. pi \'fil-a-,pT, fa-Tip-.TX ancient town NE Greece in N cen
Macedonia 10 m from the coast

Pllll>ip>pine \*fil-a-,pen\ 1 islands of the Malay archipelago NE
of Borneo 2 sea comprising the waters of the W Pacific E of &
adjacent to the Phihppines

Phil-ip.pines \'fil-a-.penz, ,fil-a-'\ or Republic of the Philip-
pines or Sp Re>pd>hll>ca de Fi'li-pl*nas \re-'puv-le-ka-tlia-,fe-le-
!>£-(. ^nas\ country E Asia consisting of the Philippine islands; a
republic, once a Spanish possession & (1898-1945) a U.S. pos-
session # Manila, official * Quezon City land area 114,830,
pop 10,000.303 — Phil-ip.pine \'fU-a-.pen\ adJ
PhilippopQlis — see_PLOVDiv
Phi^lis.Ua \fa-'ns-te-a\ ancient country SW Palestine on the
coast; the land of the Phihstines

Pbil-lips.burg \'fil-aps-.barg\ town W N.J. pop 18.502
Fhnom Penh or Pnom-penh \pa-'n6m-'pen\ dty # of Cambodia
on the Mekong pop 375.000
PbO'Caea \fo-'se-3\ ancient dty of Asia Minor on Aegean sea in
N Ionia ~ Pho<cae*an \-an\ adf or n

PhO-Cis \'fo-sas\ region cen Greece N of Gulf of Corinth
Fhoe-nl*cia or Plie*iU.cia \fi-'nish-(e-)a, -'nesh-X or Pbe>ni*ce

\-'nT-se\ andent country W Asia at E end of the Mediterranean
in modem Syria & Lebanon
Pboe*niz \'fe-niks\ 1 city # of Ariz, on Salt river pop 439,170
2 islands cen Pacific ESE of the Gilberts belonging (except for
Canton & Enderbury) to Gilbert & Ellice Islands colony

Phryg.ia \'frij-(e-)a\ andent country W cen Asia Minor divided ab
400 B.C. into Greater Fhrygia (the inland region) & Lesser
Fhrygia (region along the Hellespont)

Fia<cen*za \pya-'chen(t)-s3, ,pe-3-'\ or anc FIa'Ceii*tla Xpla-
•sen-ch(e-)a\ commune N Italy on the Po_SE of Milan pop 62,400

Pi>aui or formerly Pi-au-hy \pyau-'e, pe-.au-\ state NE Brazil
bordering on the Atlantic E of Famaiba river # Teresina area
94,819, pop 1,045, 6_96

Pia-ve\'pyav-e,-(,)a,pe-*av-\ river 137 m NE Italy flowing S & SE
into the Adriatic
Picar-dy \'pik-ard-e\ or F Pi>car>dle \pe-kar-de\ region &
former province N France bordering on English channel N of
Normandy # Amiens — Pic>ard N'pik-ard, -,ard; pik-'ard\ adj or n

Pico Bolivar — see bolIvar (Pico)

Pi.co Ri.ve.ra \,pe-(,)ko-ra-'vir-a\ city SW Calif. SE of Los An-
geles pop 49,150
Fied*mont \'ped-,mant\ 1 plateau E U. S. lying E of the Appa-
lachian & Blue Ridge mountains between SE N. Y. & cen Ala.
2 or It Pie.raon-te \pya-*mon-(,)ta\ region N Italy bordering on
France & Switzerland in foothills of the Alps # Turin — Pied-
moU'tese \,ped-man-'teA -'tes\ adj or n

Pie«dras Ne-gras Xpe-.a-dra-'sna-grasV city N Mexico In Coahuila
on Rio Grande_ opposite Eagle Pass, Tex. pop 27,578

Pi*e-ria NpT-'ir-e-a, -'er-\ andent region NE Greece in Macedonia
N of Thessaly

Pierre \'pi(3)r\ dty # of S. Dak. on the Missouri pop 10,088
Fie-ter.mar.itz.burg \,pet-ar-'mar-ats-,b3rg\ dty E Republic of
So. Africa # of Natal pop 73,189

Pikes Peak \'pTks\ mountain 14,110 y? E cen Colo, at S end of
Front range

Pikes. ville \'pTks-,vil, -valX urban area N cen Md. NW of Balti-
more pop 18,737
Pi*la<tus \pi-'lat-3s\ mountain 6995 ju cen Switzerland in Unter-
walden

PjI>co*ma<yo \,pil-ka-'mT-(,)o\ river 1000 m S cen So. America
rising in Bolivia & flowing SE on Argentina-Paraguay boundary
into Paraguay river

Fllion — see peuon
Pillars ol Her-cu-les \Tiar-kya-,lez\ the two promontories at E
end of Strait of Gibraltar: Rock of Gibraltar (in Europe) & Jebel
Musa (in Africa)

Piles — see pylos
Pi-nar del Rio \pi-,nar-.del-'re-(.)o\ dty & port W Cuba SW of
Havana pop 38,885

Fin«dus \'pin-d3s\ mountains N Greece between Epirus & Thes-
saly; highest point over 7500//

Pine Blufl \'pTn-*blaf\ city SE cen Ark. pop 44,037
Pi-nel.las \pi-*nel-as\ peninsula W Fla. between Tampa Bay &
Gulf ot Mexico

Pines, Isle ol, 1 — see isle of pines 2 — see kunie
Ping \*pir]\ "ver 360 m W Thailand flowing SSE to join the Nan
forming the Chao Phraya

Pinios — see peneus
Pinkiang — see harbin
Pinnacles National Monument reservation W cen Calif, in Coast
range SSE of Hollister area 20
Pinsk \'pin(t>sk\ city U.S.S.R. in SW Bdorussia pop 30,000
Finsk Marshes — see pripet
Piotr-kow X'pydt-ar-.kiif, pe-'6t-, -,kUv\ or Russ Pe-tro.kov
\'pe-tra-,k6f, -,k6v\ commune cen Poland SSE of Lodz pop 52,900

Pipe Spring National Monument reservation NW Ariz, contain-
ing old stone fort

Pipe.stone National Monument \'pTp-,ston\ reservation SW
Minn, containing quarry once used by Indians

Piq.ua \'pik-(.iwa. -W3\ city W Ohio N of Dayton pop 19,21^9

Pi.rae-ns or Pei>rae>ns \pT-'re-3s\ or NGk Pi.rai.evs \,pe-re-
'efs\ city E Greece on Saronic gulf; port for Athens pop 184,802
Firineos — see Pyrenees
Pir*ma.sens \,pi(a)r-ma-'zen(t>s\ dty W Germany near French
border E of the Saar pop 53,400
Pir^na \'pi(a)r-na\ city E Germany SE of Dresden pop 40,000
Pi'Sa \'pe-z3, // -sa\ commune cen Italy on the Amo pop 81,100~ Fi'San \'pez-'n\ adj or n
Pis>cat-a>qua \pis-'kat*a-,kw6\ river 12 m Me. & N.H. formed by
junction of Cocheco & Salmon Falls rivers & flowing SE on Me.*
N.H. boundary into the Atlantic

PiS'gah \*piz-ga\ or Ne.bo \'ne-(,)bo\ mountain 2644// Palestine
in Jordan E of N end of Dead sea
Pishpek — see frijnze
Pi'Sid'ia \pa-'sid-e-a, pT-\ andent country S Asia Afinor N of
Pamphylia — Fi>sid<i>an \-e-3n\ adj

Fi'StO'ia \pi-'st6i-a, -'sto-ya\ commune cen Italy NW of Florence
pop 34,100
Pit \'pit\ river 280 m N Calif, flowing SW into the Sacramento
Pit'Caim \'pit-,ka(a)m, -,ke(a)m\ island S Pacific S of tropic of
Capricorn; a British colony, Induding several smaller islands

Pitts.burg \'pits-.barg\ 1 city W Calif. N E of Oakland on San
Joaquin river pop 19,062 2 dty SE Kans. pop 18,678

Fitts.burgh \'pits-,barg\ city SW Pa. pop 604,332
Pitts.field \'pits-,feld\ city W Mass. pop 57,879
Piz Bernina — see bernina
Pla*cen-tia Bay \pla-,sen-chCe-)a-\ inlet of the Atlantic E Canada
in SE Nfld.

Placid, Lake X^plas-adX lake S m long NE N. Y. in the Adiron-

Flain.edge Wla-.neJN urban area SE N. Y. on Long I. pop 21,973
Plain.field \'plan..feld\ dty NE N. J. pop 45,330
Plains of Abra*ham Xl-bra-ihamX plateau Canada in W part of
city of Quebec

Plain-View \'plan-,vyii\ 1 urban area SE N. Y. on Long I. pop
27,710 2 dty NW Tex. N of Lubbock pop 18,735

Plant City dty SW cen Fla. E of Tampa pop 15.711
Plas.sey \*plas-e\ village NE India in West Bengal N of Calcutta
Pla.ta, Rio de la \.re-(.)o-da-la-*plat-a\ or E River Plate \*plat\
estuary of Parand & Uruguay rivers So. America between Uruguay
& Argentina; 225 m long
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Pla>taea \pla-'te-9\ or Pla<tae*ae \-'te-,e\ ancient city Greece in

SE Boeotia S of Thebes — Pla<tae.an \-'te-3n\ adj or n
Platte \'plat\ river 310 m (with No. Platte, 900 m) cen Nebr.
formed by junction of the No. Platte & So. Platte & flowing E into
the Missouri
Plattensee — see balaton
Piatt National Paris \*plat\ reservation S Okla. containing nu-
merous sulfur & other mineral springs area 912 acres

Platts.burgh or Platts-burg \'plats-,barg\ city NE N. Y. on
Lake Champlain pop 20,172

Plau>en \*plau-3n\ or Plauen im Vogt-land \.plau-Ca-)inim-'fok-
,trant\ city E Germany on the Weisse Elster SW of Zwickau pop
82,000

Pleasant — see nauru
Pleasant Hill urban area W Calif. E N E of Oakland ;7op 23,844
Pleas.ant.ville \'plez-^nt-,vil\ city SE N. J. W of AUantic City
pop 15,172
Plenty, Bay of inlet of the So. Pacific N New Zealand on N E coast
of North 1.

Ple-ven \'plev-3n\ or Plev-na \'plev-n3\ city NW Bulgaria pop
57.758

Plo*esai \p!6-'yesht(-e)\ city SE cen Romania in E foothills of
Transylvanian Alps ;70p 123,937

Plov.div \'plav-,dif, -,div\ or Gk Phil.ip.pop-O.lis \,fil-3-'pap-

o-l3s\ city S Bulgaria on the Maritsa N of the Rhodope mountains
pop 162,512
Plym-outh \'plim-3th\ city & county borough & port SW England
in Devonshire ;7op 208,985
Plzen \'p3l-,zeni;-j3)\ or G Pil-sen X'pi'-zan, -s»n\ city Czechoslo-
vakia in Bohemia W5W of Prague /Jop 134,273
Pnompenh — see phnom penh
Po \'po\ or anc Pa-dus \'pad-3s\ river 418 m N Italy flowing from
slopes of Mt. Viso E into the Adriatic through several mouths

Po-ca.tel-lo \,po-ka-'tel-(,16, -'tel-3\ city SE Idaho /jop 28,534
Po-co-no \'p6-ka-,no\ mountain ridge E Pa. NW of Kittatinny
Mountain

Podgorica or Podgoritsa — see xrroGRAD
PO'dO'lia \p3-'do-le-3, -'dol-yaV or Russ Po*dolsk \p3-'d6Isk\
region U. S. S. R. in W Ukraine N of middle Dniester river

Po-dolsk \p3-'d61sk\ town Soviet Russia, Europe, S of Moscow
pop 124,000
Po Hai \'bo-'hT\ or Gulf of Chih-li \'che-'le, 'jiC3)r-\ arm of
Yellow sea NE China bounded on N E by Liaotung peninsula &
on SE by Shantung peninsula
Po-bang \'po-.hao\ or Pohang-dong \-'d6o\ or Jap Ho>ko
\'ho(,)ko\ city S Korea on an inlet of Sea of Japan pop 52,473

Pointe-a-Pi»tre \,p\vant-a-'petr'\ city & port French West Indies
in Guadeloupe on Grande-Terre pop 26,160

Pointe-CIaire \p6int-'klao)r, -'k!e(3)r\ town Canada in S Que.
on St. Lawrence river SW of Montreal pop 15,208
Pointe-Noire \,pwant-na-'war\ city & port SW Congo Republic
on the Atlantic: formerly # of Middle Congo pop 56,865
Point Pe-lee National Part \'pe-le\ reservation Canada in SE
Ont. on Point Pelee (cape projecting into Lake Erie)^

Poi'tiers or jormerly PoiC-tiers \pwa-'tya, 'pwat-e-,a\ city W
cen France SW of Tours pop 52,635

Poi-tou \pwa-'tu\ region & former province W France SE of Brit-

tany # Poitiers
Pola — see PULA
Po'land \'po-bnd\ or Pol Pol-sKa \'p6I-ska\ country E Europe
bordering on Baltic sea; in medieval period a kingdom, at one time
extending to the lower Dnieper; partitioned 1772, 1793, 1795
among Russia, Prussia, & Austria; again a kingdom 1815-30; lost

autonomy 1830-1918; since 1918 a republic # Warsaw area
120,355, pop 29,527.000

Polisb Corridor strip of land N Europe in Poland that between
World War I & World War II separated East Prussia from main
part of Germany; area was before 1919 part of Germany
Pol'ta-va \p3l-'tav-s\ city U. S. S. R. in Ukraine on Vorskla river

pop 141,000
Poltoratsk — see Ashkhabad
Pol*y-ne>sia \,pal-3-'ne-zh3, -sha\ the islands of the cen & S Pacific
including Hawaii, the Line, Elhce, Phoenix, Tonga, Cook, &
Samoa islands. Easter I.^ French Polynesia. & often New Zealand

Pom-er-a-nia \.pam-3-'ra-ne-3, -nysX or G Pom-mern X'po-mamX
or Pol Po>mo>rze \p6-'md-zhe\ 1 region N Europe on Baltic sea;

formerly in Germany, now mostly in Poland 2 former province
of Prussia
Pom<er*e>lia N.p'am-a-'re-le-a, -'rel-ya\ or G Pom-me*rel-len
\,p6-m3-'rel-an\ region E Europe on the Baltic W of the Vistula &
E of Pomerania; originally part of Pomerania

Po-ino*na \p9-'m6-na\ 1 city SW Calif. E of Los Angeles pop
67,157 2 — see mainland
Pom-pa-no Beach \,pam-p9-,no-, .pam-X dty SE Fla. on the At-
lantic N of Fort Lauderdale pop 15,992
Pom-pe-ii \pam-'pa, -'pa-,e\ ancient city S Italy SE of Naples
destroyed a.d. 79 by eruption of Mt. Vesuvius — Pom>pe*ian
\-'pa-9n\ adjor n

Po>na-pe \'po-na-,pa\ Island W Pacific in the E Carolines area
134, pop 14,644
Pon-ca City X.pao-ka-V city N Okla. on Arkansas river pop 24,411
Pon-ce \'p6n{t)-C.)sa\ city & port S Puerto Rico pop 114,286
Pon-di-cher-ry \,pan-d3-'cher-«, -'sher-\ or F Pon-di-chfi-ry
\po"-de-sha-re\ 1 territory SE India SSW of Madras surrounded
by Madras state; a settlement of French India before 1954 area
112, pop 130,000 2 city & port, its * pop 53,100

Pon-do>land \'pan-(,)do-,Iand\ territory Republic of So. Africa,
one of the Transkeian Territories, between Umtata river & Natal
Pon-ta Del.ga-da X.pant-a-.del-'gad-a, -'gad-\ city & port Portugal
in the Azores on Sao Miguel I. pop 22,700
Pont-Aven \,po"t-3-'ven\ village NW France WNW of Lorient
Pont'Char-train, Lake \'pan-char-,tran, ,pan-ch3r-'\ lake SE La.
E of the Mississippi & N of New Orieans area 600

Pon-te-fract \'pant-i-,frakt\ municipal borough N England in
West Riding, Yorkshire, SE of Leeds pop 23,173

Pon<te-ve>dra \,pant-a-'va-dr3\ 1 province NW Spain in SW
Galicia on the Atlantic area 1695, pop 748,693 2 commune &
port, its *, NW of Vigo pop 54,867

Bolivia S of Lake

Pon.ti-ac \'pant-e-,ak_\ city SE Mich. NW of Detroit pop 82,233
Pon>ti*a-nak \,pant-e-'an-3k\ city Indonesia on SW coast of
Borneo * of West Kalimantan pop 121.100

Pon-tine \'pan-,tin. -,ten\ islands Italy in Tyrrhenian sea W_of
Naples; chief islands Pon-za \'pon(t)-sa\ & Pon*ti>ne \pon-
'te-ne\

Pontine marshes district cen Italy In SW Latium, separated from
sea by low sand hills that prevent natural drainage; now reclaimed

Pon-tus \'pant-as\ 1 ancient country NE Asia Minor; a kingdom
4th century B.C. to 66 b c, later a Roman province 2 or FoutUS
Euxinus — see black sea — Pon-tic \'pant-ik\ adj
Pon-ty-pool \,pant-i-'pul\ urban district W England in Monmouth-
shire pop 42,683
Pon-ty-pridd \,pant-i-'pretl3\ urban district SE Wales in Glamor-
ganshire pop 38,622

Poole \'piil\ municipal borough S England in Dorset on En-
glish channel pop 82,953
Poo-na \'pu-na\ city W India in Maharashtra ESE of Bombay pop
481,000

PO'O'PO \,po-3-'po\ lake 60 m long W
Titicaca at altitude of 12.000/;

Pop-lar \'pap-l3r\ metropolitan borough E London, England, on
N bank of the Thames pop 73,544

Poplar Bluff city SE Mo. pop 15,926
Po-po-ca-te-petl \,po-p9-'kat-3-,pet-1, -,kat-3-'; -k3-'ta-,pet-\
volcano 17,837 /r SE cen Mexico in Puebla

Porcupine river 590 m in N Yukon Territory & N E Alaska flovring
N & W into the Yukon

Po-ri \'p6r-e\ or Sw Bjor>ne<borg \'by5r-n3-,b6C3)r(-y3)\ city &
port SW Finland pop 51.000
Pork-ka-Ia X'por-k^-ls. -,la\ peninsula S Finland projecting into
Gulf of Finland W of Helsinki

Por-la*mar \,p6r-ls-'mar\ city & port N E Venezuela on Margarita
I. pop 25.000
Port Ad.e-laide \'ad-'I-.ad\ city SE So. Australia on Gulf of St.

Vincent at mouth of Torrens river; port for Adelaide pop 38,377
Port Ar-thur \'ar-th3r\ 1 city & port SE Tex. on Sabine Lake
SE of Beaumont pop 66,676 2 city & port Canada in SW Ont. on
Lake Superior pop 38,136 3 or Lii-Shun \'lii-'shun\ city & port
N E China in S Liaoning at tip of Liaotung peninsula SW of Dairen
pop 126.000 — see luta_
Port-au-Prince X.port-o-'prinrtls, ,p6rt-, -'pran(t)3\ city & port #
of Republic of Haiti pop 135.687
Port Blair X'blafajr, 'ble(3)r\ town & port India on So. Andaman
I. * of Andaman & Nicobar Islands Territory

Port Castries — see Castries
Port Ches-ter X'port-.ches-tar, 'port-X village SE N.Y. N E of
New Rochetle on Long Island Sound pop 24,960

Port Darwin — see darwin
Port Eliz.a-beth NM-'iz-s-bath, i-'liz-\ city & port S Republic of
So. Africa in SE Cape Province on Algoa Bay pop 78,670

Port Ev-er. glades \*ev-3r-,giadz\ port SE Fla. on the Atlantic S
of Fort Lauderdale
Port Hu-ron \'hyur-an\ city E Mich, on Lake Huron & St. Clair
river pop 36,084

Port Jack-sou \'jak-s3n\ inlet of S Pacific SE Australia in New
So. Wales; the harbor of Sydney

Port Jin-nah \'jin-3\ seaport E Pakistan; port for Chalna
Port-land \'port-bnd, 'p6rt-\ 1 city & port SW Me. on Casco
Bay pop 72,566 2 city & port NW Oreg. at confluence of Co-
lumbia & Willamette rivers pop 372,676
Portland Canal inlet of the Pacific ab 80 m long Canada & U.S.
between B.C. & SE tip of Alaska
Port Laoighlse — see [viaryborough
Port Lou-is \'lij-3s, 'lu-e, Iu-'e\city & port * of Mauritius pop (with

suburbs) 101,145
Port Lyautey — see kenitra
Port Mabon — see mah6n
Port Mores.by \'mo(3irz-be, 'm6i9)Tz-\ town & port SE New
Guinea # of joint territories of Papua & New Guinea

Port Natal — see natal bay
Pdrto — see oporto
Par-to Ale-gre \,p6rt-(.)o-a-'leg-r3, ,p6rt-\ dty & port S Brazil *
of Rio Grande do Sul state at N end of Lagoa dos Patos pop
375,049
Por-to-be-lo or Por-to BeMo \.port-3-'bel-C.)o, ,p6rt-\ or Puer-to
Bello \,pwert-3-\ town & port Panama on Caribbean coast; the

great emporium of So. American trade in 16th & 17th centuries

Por-to.fi-no \,p6rt-3-'fe-(,)no, ,p6rt-\ village N Italy in Liguria on
the coast SE of Genoa
Port of Spain city & port # of Trinidad & Tobago, on NW Trini-

dad Lpop 114,150
Por.to-No«vo \,port-3-'no-C,)v6\ city & port * of Dahomey pop
27,500

Porto Rico — see Puerto rico
Port Phil-lip Bay \,fil-3pA inlet of Bass strait SE Australia in

Victoria; the harbor of Melbourne
Port Roy>al \'roi(-3)l\ town Jamaica at entrance to Kingston
Harbor; early * of Jamaica, destroyed by earthquakes 1692 & 1907
& partly engulfed by the sea

Port Royal sound inlet of the Atlantic S S.C.

Port Said \'sTd, sa-'ed\ city & port N E Egypt on the Mediterranean
at N end of Suez canal pup 226.600
Ports-mouth N'port-smsih, 'p6rt-\ 1 city & port SE N.H. on the

Atlantic pop 25,833 2 city S Ohio at juncOon of Ohio & Scioto

rivers pop 33,637 3 city & port SE Va. on Elizabeth river op-
posite Norfolk pop 114,773 4 city & county borough S England
m Hampshire on Port-sea \'port-se, 'p6rt-\ (island in English

channel) pop 233,464
Port Stanley — see Stanley
Port Sudan city & port NE Sudan on Red sea pop 47,562
Por-tu-gal \'por-chi-g3l, 'p6r-\ or anc Lu-si-ta-nia N.lu-sa-'ta-

ne-3, -ny3\ country SW Europe in W Iberian peninsula bordering

on the Atlantic; a republic, before 1910 a kingdom # Lisbon area

(not including Azores & Madeira) 34,240, pop 7,856,913
Portuguese East Africa — see Mozambique
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Por.tU'guese Guinea \,por-ch3-,gez-, ,p6r-, -,ges-\ country W
Africa on Guinea coast; a Portuguese colony # Bissau area
13.948, ;7op 510,777
Portuguese ludia former Portuguese possessions on W coast of
India peninsula, annexed 1962 by India; comprised territory of
Goa & districts of Damao & Diu # Pangim area 1537, pop 637.591
Portuguese Timor the eastern half of the island of Timor belong-
ing to Portugal * Dili area 7330, pop 442,378
Portuguese West Alrica — see angola.
Port Wash'ing-ton \'w6sh-ir]-tan, 'wash-\ urban area SE N.Y. on
E Long I. pop 15,657
Porz am Rhein \,p6rt-sam-'rTn\ city W Germany E of Cologne
pop 5(1.500
Poseidonia — see paestum
PotcU.el.stroom \ 'pach-af-.striimX city N E Republic of So. Africa
in S Transvaal SW ot Johannesburg pop 32,031
Po>to*mac \p3-'t6-m3k, -mik\ river 287 m E U.S. flowing from
W, Va, to Chesapeake Bay & forming S boundary of Md.

Po-tO'Si \,poi-3-'se\ citv S Bolivia pop 51,065
Pots.dam \"pats-.dam\ city E Germany SW of Berlin pop 117,600
Potts.town \'pat-,staun\ borough SE Pa. pop 26,144
Potts,vine \'pais-.vil\ city E cen Pa. NNW of Reading pop 21,659
Pough.keep-sie \p3-'kip-se, po-\ city SE N.Y. pop 38,330
Pow-der \'paud-ar\ 1 river 150 m E Oreg. flowing into the Snake
2 river 375 m N Wyo. & SE Mont, flowing N into the Yellowstone
Po.yang \'po-*yaD\ lake 90 m long E China in N Kiangsi
Poz nan \'poz-,nan{-y3\ 'poz-, -,nan{ y?l\ or G Po.sen \'po2-'n\
city W cen Poland on the Warta pop 395.000
Poz-ZUO.li \p6t-'sw6-le\ or anc Pu-te-O-Ii \pyu-'te-3-,lT, p3-'te-\
commune & port S Italy in Campania W of Naples pop 36,800
Prades \'prad\ village S France in the Pyrenees 25 m SW of
Perpignan

Prague \'prag\ or Czech Pia.ha \'pra-C,)ha\ city * of Czecho-
slovak! i in Bohemia on Vltava river pop 9SS.949

Prairie Provinces the Canadian provinces of Man., Sask., & Alta.

Prairie Village city NE Kans. S of Kansas City pop 25,356
Pra«to \'prat-o\ commune cen Italy in Tuscany NW of Florence
pop 48.100
Presque Isle \pre-'skT(a)l\ peninsula NW Pa. in Lake Erie forming
Presque Isle Bay (harbor of Erie. Pa j
Pressburg — see Bratislava
Pres-ton \'pres-t3n\ county borough NW England # of Lanca-
shire on the Kibble pop 119.243
Prest-wicli X'pres-f.ltwichV urban district NW England in Lan-
cashire N NW of Manchester pop 34.387
Prest'Wick \'pres-(.)twik\ burgh SW Scotland in Ayrshire
Pre.to-ria \pri-'t6r-e-3, -'t6r-\ city, administrative # of Republic
of So. Africa, in S cen Transvaal pop 151,100

Prib.i'lof \'prib-a-,l6t\ islands Alaska in Bering Sea
Prich.ard Vpiich-ardX city SW Ala. N of Mobile pop 47,371
Primorski Krai — see MARmwE terrftory
Prince Al-bert \'al-b?rt\ city Canada in cen Sask. pop 20,366
Prince Albert National Park reservation Canada in cen Sask. on
No. Saskatchewan river area 7

Prince Ed.ward Island X.ed-wardA island SE Canada in Gulf
of St Lawrence off E N.B. & N N.S , a province # Charlottetown
area 21S4. pnp 99.285

Prince Edward Island National Park reservation Canada in
P.ET. area 7

Prince oj Wales V'waCallzX 1 island SE Alaska, largest in Alex-
ander archipelago area 1500 2 island N Canada between Victoria
I. & Somerset I. area 12,830

Prince ot Wales, Cape cape Alaska at W tip of Seward peninsula;
most westerlv point of No. America, at 168°W
Prince Wil.llam Sound \,wil-yam-\ inlet of Gulf of Alaska S
Alaska E of Kenai peninsula

Prin.ci-pe \'prin(t)-s3-.pa\ or Prince \'prin(t)s\ island W Africa
in Gulf of Guinea N of Sao Tome; belongs to Portugal area 58 ~
see SAO TOME

Prip.et \'prip-,et, -3t\ or Russ Pri.pyat \'prip-y3t\ river 500 m
E cen Europe in the U.S.S R. in i\W Ukraine & S White Russia
flowing E through the Pripet. o-- Pinsk, marshes (marshlands
ab 300 m long & 140 mwide) to the Dnieper

Pro-gre.so \pr3-'gres-(,>o\ town & port SE Mexico on Yucatin
peninsula; port for Merida
PrO'kcpevsk or Pro.ko-pyevsk Xpra-'kof-yafskX city Soviet
Russia, Asia, at S end of Kuznetsk basin NW of Stalinsk pop
282.000

Propontis - see marmara (Sea of)

Pro-vence \pr3-'va"s\ region & former province SE France border-
ing on the Mediterranean # Aix
Prov.i-dence \'prav-ad-sn(t)s, -3-.den(t)s\ city & port * of RT.
pop 207,498
Pro-vo \'pro-(,Wo\ city N cen Utah on Utah Lake pop 36,047
PruS'Sia \'pr3sh-a\ or G Preus-sen \'prbis-'n\ 1 region N
Germany bordering on Baltic sea 2 former kingdom & state of
Germany # Berlin — see east Prussia, west Prussia — Prus>sian
\'pr9sh-an\ adj or n
Prut \'prUt\ river 500 m E Europe flowing from the Carpathians
SSE into the Danube & since World War II forming the boundary
between Romania & the USSR.
Pskov \p3-'sk6f. -'sk6v\ city U.S.S R. in Soviet Russia, Europe,
near Lake Pskov (S arm of Lake Peipus) pop 81,000
Ptol*e*ma*is \,taI-3-'ma-3s\ 1 ancient town in upper Egypt on
left bank of the Nile NW of Thebes 2 ancient town in Cyrenaica
NW of Barca; site at modern village of Tolmeta 3 — see acre

Pueb.la Npii-'eb-la. 'pweb-, pyii-'ebA 1 state SE cen Mexico area
13,124, pop 1.902.172 2 city, its # pop 285,284

Pueb.lo \pu-'eb-(.)lo, 'pweb-. pyii-'eb-\ city SE cen Colo, pop
91.181

Puer-to Bar.rlos \.pwert-o-'bar-e-.os\ dty & port E Guatemala
on Gulf of Honduras pop 29,899
Puerto Bello — see portobelo
Puerto Ca.be.Uo \-k3-'ba-(.)(y)6\ city & port N Venezuela 70 mW of Caracas pop 45.000
Puerto La Cruz \-b-'kruz, -'krUsX dty NE Venezuela NE of
Barcelona pnp 28.385

Puerto Limon — see um(5n
Puerto Moutt \.pwert-o-"m6nt\ city & port S cen Chile pop
64.775

Puer-to Ri.co \,pwL..-„ ._ ,,, , ,, . ,^.„.. * ^. j^ ..,
Por.to Ri-co island West Indies E'of'Hispanlola; a self-governing

-(i^ko, .port-, ,p6rt-\ formerly

commonwealth in union with the U.S. # San Juan area 3435, pop
2,349,544 — Puerto Ri-can \-'re-k3n\ adj or n

Pu-get Sound \.pyu-J3t-\ arm of the Pacific extending 80 /n S
into W Wash, from E end of Juan de Fuca strait

Puglia or Le Puglie — see apulia
Pu.)on \'puj-,6n\ or Jap Fu.sen \'fU-,sen\ reservoir 11 m long
N Korea E of Changjin reservoir; formed by dam in Pujon river
(60 m flowing N into Changjin riven

Pu'ka.pu.ka X.pii-ka-'pU-kaX or Dan.ger islands \.dan-iar-\
atoll cen Pacific N of Cook islands; chief island Pukapuka;
administered with Cook islands by New Zealand
Puk.han \'puk-,han\ river 110 m, cen Korea flowing SW into the
Han

Pu-la \'pu-l3\ or Ptilj \'piil-y3\ or It Pcla \*po-l3\ city & port
NW Yugoslavia at tip of Istrian peninsula pop 29,300

Pul.ko*vo \'pul-k9-v3. -.vo\ village U.S.S.R. in Soviet Russia,
Eli rope, 10 m S of Leningrad

Pu-log Vpii-.IogX mountain 9606 jt Philippines in N Luzon at S
end of Cordillera Central; highest in Luzon
Pu.na de Ata*ca>ma N.pU-ns-.da-.at-a-'kam-s, -,at-\ high plateau
region NW Argentina NW of Tucuman
Pu.na.kha \'plin-3-k3\ town, winter * of Bhutan, on Machu river

Pun. jab or Pan.jab N.pan-'jab, -'jab, 'psn-.X 1 region NW India
('subcontinent) in West Pakistan & NW India occupying valleys of
the Indus &. its five tributaries: formerly a provmce of Brit. India
* Lahore 2 or formerly East Punjab slate NW India in E
Punjab * Chandigarh area 47,456, pop 16,134,890 3 west
PUNJAB
Punt \'punt\ — ancient Egyptian name for a part of Africa not
certainly identified, probably Somaliland
Pun-ta Are.nas N.pUnt-s-s-'ra-nasX or Ma.ga.IIa.nes \,mag-3-
'yan-3s\ city & port S ChHe on Strait of Magellan pop 52,595
Punta del Es-te \-,del-'es-te\ town S Uruguay E of Montevideo
Pu-ra.ce \,pur-3-'sa\ volcano 15,420 /r SW cen Colombia
Pur*beck, Isle of Vp3r-,bek\ peninsula region S England In
Dorset extending E into English channel

Pur-ga.toire X'par-ga-.twar, 'pik-al-.wua)r\ river 190 m SE Colo.
flowing intothe Arkansas

Pu.ri \'pur-e\ or Ja.gan.nath \'j9g-3-,nat\ or Jng*ger*nant
\'J3g-3r-,n6t. -,nat\ city & port E India in SE Orissa on Bay of
Bengal pop 49.057

Pu-rus \p3-'rUs\ river 2000 m NW cen So. America rising in the
Andes in SE Peru & flowing NE into the Amazon in Brazil
PU'San \'pii-.san\ or Jap Fu.sau \'fLi-\ ciry & port S Korea on
Korea strait pop 1,044.581

Push-kin \'push-k3n\ or formerly Tsar.skoe Se.lo \,tsar-sk3-
y.vs3-'16\ or Det-skoe Selo \.dei-sk3-V3-\ city U.S.S.R. in
NW Soviet Russia, Europe, S of Leningrad pop 50,000

Puteoli — see pozzuoli
Put-in-Bay \,pui-.in-\ inlet of Lake Erie in Ohio on So. Bass I.

N of Sandusky Bay; site of Perry's Victory and International Peace
Memorial National Monument

Pu.tu-ma.yo \,put-3-'mT-(,)o\ or (in Brazil) Iga. \e-'sa\ river
980 m NW So. America flowing from SW Colombia into the
Ama7nn in NW Brazil
Puy de Ddme — see dome (Puy de)

Fuy de Sancy — see sancy fPuv de>
Pya-ti-gorsk \pe-.at-i-'g6f3lrsk\ city U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia,
Europe, in N Caucasus SE of Sia\TOpul pop 60,000

Py.los \*pT-,las\ or Na.va.ri-no \,nav-3-'re-(,)no\ or NGk
Pi-los \'pe-,16s\ town &. port SW Cieece in SW Peloponnesus
Pyong.yang \pe-'6D-,yao, -'30-. -,vao\ or Jap Hei*jo \'ha-(.)jo\
citv # of No. Korea on the Taedong pop 285,000
Pyramid lake 30 m NW Nev, NE of Reno
Pyr«e.nees \*pir-a-^ne2\ or F Py-re-nees \pe-ra-na\ or Sp
Pi-ri^ne-os \,pe-re-'na-(,los\ mountains along French-Spanish
border from Bay of Biscayto Gulf of Lions — see aneto (Pico de)
— Pyr.e«ne.an \,pir-»-'ne-5n\ adj or n

Qa*ra Shahr or Ka>ra<shalir \.kar-3-'shar\ town W China in
cen Sinkiang on N edge of Takla Makon desert

Qa*tar or Ea>tar \'kai-3r\ peninsula E Arabia projecting into
Persian gulf; a sheikdom * Doha area 8500. pop 25,000

Qat*ta*ra Depression \ka-,tar-3-\ region NW Egypt, a low area
40 m from coast; lowest point 440 >; below sea level

Qazvin — see kazvin
Qe.na X'ke-na. 'ka-\ city S Egypt N of Luxor pop 47,700
Qishm or Kishm X'kish-amX island S Iran in Strait of Ormuz
Qi'Slion or Ki'Shon \'kr-,shan. "kish-.anV river 50 m N Palestine
flowing NW through Plain of Esdraelon to the Mediterranean
Qomul — see hami
Quathlamba — see drakensberg
Que-bec \kwi-'bek\ or Que>bec \ka-bek\ 1 province E Canada
e.xiending from Hudson Bay to Gaspe peninsula area 523,860, pop
4.628.3 78 2 city & port, its *, on the St. Lawrence pop 170,703
Queen Cbar>lotte \'shar-l3t\ 1 islands Canada inW B.C. in Pacific

oceim area 3970 2 sound S of Queen Charlotte islands

Queen Eliz>a>betli X'l-'iz-a-bath. i-'liz-\ islands N Canada N of
water passage extending from M'Clure strait to Lancaster Sound;
include Parry, Sverdrup. Devon, & Ellesmere islands

Queen Maud Land \'ni6d\ section of Antarctica on the Atlantic

Queens \'kwenz\ borough of New York City on Long I. E of
Brooklyn pop 1,809,578

Queen's — see laoighis
Queens>land \'kwenz-,land, -landX state NE Australia # Brisbane
area 670,500. pop 1.428,656 — Queens.land<er n \-3r\
Queenstown — see cobh
Quelpart — see cheju
Que-moy \k{w)i-'m6i\ or Kin-men or Chinamen X'jin-'msnX
island E China in Formosa strait 15 m E of Amoy

Que*re.ta-ro \k3-'ret-3-,r6\ 1 state cen Mexico area 4432, pop
318.866 2 city, its # pop 49.209

Quet'ta \'kwet-3\ city Pakistan in N Baluchistan pop 84.300
Que*zal.te.nan-go or Quet-zal-te-nan.go \ke(t)-,saM3-*nao-
(,igo\ citv SW Guatemala pop 49.057

Que*zon City \,ka-.s6n-\ citv Philippines In Luzon adjoining
Manila; official # of the Philippines pop 107.977

Quil.mes \'ke(a)l-,mas\ city E Argentina SE of Buenos Aires pop
115,113
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Quim-per \ka"(m)-'pe(3)r\ commune NW France W of Rennes
near Bay of Biscay ;?0i? 19,352
Qui-nault \kwi-'n3lt\ river 65 m W Wash, flowing to the Pacific

Quin>cy, 1 \'kwinCt)-se\ city W lU. on the Mississippi poj? 43,793
2 \'kwin-ze\ city E Mass. SE of Boston jpop 87,409

Quin*ta>na Roo \ken-.tan-3-'ro\ territory SE Mexico in E
Yucatan # Chetumal jjreu 19,438, jpop 34,639

Quin-ta Nor-mal \,ken-t3-f,)n6r-'mal\ city cen Chile, W suburb
of Santiago /7op 150.810

Quin>te, Bay of \'kwint-e\ inlet of Lake Ontario Canada In SE
Ont.; connected with Georgian Bay by Trent canal

Qulr'l*nal \'kwir-3n-="l\ hill in Rome, Italy, one of seven on which
the ancient city was built — see aventine

Qui-to \'ke-C,U5\ city # of Ecuador j;op 237,103
Qui>vi-ra \ki-'vir-3\ region, probably the area around present city

of Great Bend, Kans., believed by first Spanish explorers of the
Southwest to be a populous land of great wealth; reached by
Coronado 1541 & found to be a settlement of Wichita Indians
Qum \'kum\ city NW cen Iran pop 96,463
QuzU'ran or Khir-bat Qumran \kir-,bat-kum-'ran\ site Palestine
in NW Jordan on Wadi Qumran near NW shore of Dead sea of an
Essene community {ab 100 B.C.-A.D. 68) near a series of caves in
which the Dead Sea Scrolls were found

Raat) — see GYOR
Sa-ba \'rab-3\ river 160 m SE Austria Sc W Hungary flowing E &
N E into the Danube

Ra-bat \r3-'bat\ city # of Morocco on Atlantic coast ;;op 160,000
Ra-baul \r3-'bau(3)l\ town Bismarck archipelago at E end of New
Britain; formerly # of Territory of New Guinea
Rabbah Ammon or Rabbath Ammon — see amman
Race, Cape \'ras\ headland, SE point of Nfld., Canada
Ra-ci.borz \rat-'se-,bu5h\ or G Ra-ti-bor \'rat-3-,b6(3)r\ city

SW Poland in Silesia on the Odra pop 32,500
Ra-cine \r3-'sen, ra-\ city SE Wis. S of Milwaukee pop 89.144
Rad-nor \'rad-n3r\ 1 urban township SE Pa. WNW of Phila-
delphia pop 21.697 2 or Rad>nor*shire \-,shi(3lr, -sh3r\ county
E Wales # Llandrindod Wells area 471, pop 19,998
Ra-dom \'rad-,6m\ commune Poland N E of Klelce pop 121,200
Raetia — see rhaetia — Rae>tian adj or n
Rages — see rhages
Ra.gn.sa Xrs-'gU-zaX 1 commune Italy in SE Sicily pop 42,429
2 — see DUBROVNIK
Rat-way \'r6-,wa\ city NE N.J. SW of Elizabeth pop 27,699
Ra-ia-tea \,rT-3-'ta-3\ island S Pacific in Leeward group of the
Society islands 130 m WNW of Tahiti area 75, pop 4000
Rainbow Bridge National Monument reservation S Utah near
Ariz. line containing Rainbow Bridge (large natuial bridge)
Rai>nier, Mount \r3-'ni{3)r, ra-\ or jormerly Mount Ta-co-ma
\t3-'k5-m3\ mountain 14,410 Jt W cen Wash., highest in the
Cascade range & in Wash.; situated in Mount Rainier National
Park iare_a 3_7 7)

Rainy \'ra-ne\ 1 river 80 m on Canada-U.S. boundary between
Ont. & Minn, flowing from Rainy Lake into Lake of the Woods
2 lake Canada & U.S. between Ont. i Minn, area 366

Rai-pur \'rT-,piu(3)r\ city E India in SE Madhya Pradesh E of
Nagpur pop 139,983
Rai-sin \'raz-"n\ river 150 m SE_Mich. flowing into Lake Erie
Ra>jah>mun<dry \,raj-3-'mun-dre\ city E India in E Andhra
Pradesh on Godavari river W of Kakinada pop 105,300
Ra-ja-sthan \'rai-3-,stan\ 1 rajputana 2 state NW India
bordering on W Pakistan # Jaipur area 132,077, pop 15,972,000
Raj.kot \'raj-,kot\ 1 former state W India in N cen Kathiawar
peninsula 2 city, its *, now in Gujarat pop 132,069
Raj>pu*ta-na \,raj-p3-'tan-3\ region NW India bordering on West
Pakistan & including part of Thar desert
Raltnto — see naktong
Ra-leigh \'r6-le, "rai-cX city # of N.C. pop 93,931
Ra-lik \'ral-ik\ the W chain of the Marshall islands
Ram>a>po \'ram-3-,p6\ mountain range of the Appalachians N
N.J. & S N.Y.
Ra.mat Gan \r3-'m'at-,gan\ city W Israel E of Tel Aviv pop 90,234
Ram.bouiMet Vra^-bii-yaX town N France 28 m SW of Paris
Ram-gan-ga Xr'am-'gao-gaX river 370 m N India in Uttar Pradesh
flowing S into the Ganges
Ram-pur \'ram-,pu(3)r\ 1 former state N India NW of Bareilly #
Rampur area 894; district now in Uttar Pradesh 2 city N India in
NW Uttar Pradesh ENE of Delhi pop 134,300

Rams- gate \'ramz-,gat, -gstX municipal borough SE England in
Kent on North sea N of Dover pop 35.748
Ran-chi \'ran-che\ city E India, summer * of Bihar, NW of
Calcutta pop 106,849
Rand \'rand. *rand\ witwatersrand
Ran-ders X'ran-srsN city & port N E Denmark pop 41,720
Ran-dolph \'ran-,dalf\ town E Mass. S of Boston pop 18,900
Range-ley Lakes \,ranj-le\ chain of lakes W Me. & N N.H. in-
cluding Rangeley, Mooselookmeguntic, Upper Richardson, Lower
Richardson, & Umbagog
Han-goon \ran-'giin ,rao-\ 1 river 185 m S Burma, the E outlet of
the Irrawaddy 2 city & port * of Burma on Rangoon river 21 m
from its mouth pop 737.079
Ran-noch, Loch \'ran-3k. -3^\ lake 9 m long cen Scotland
Rann of Kutch — see kutch (Rann of)

Ran-toul \ran-'tUl\ village E 111. NNE of Champaign pop 22,116
Ra-pa \'rap-3\ island S Pacific in SE Tubuai group area IS
Ra-pal-lo \r3-'pal-(,)o\ commune NW Italy in Liguria ESE of
Genoa on Gull of Rapallo (inlet of Ligurian sea)
Rapa Nni — see easter
Rap-i-dan \,rap-3-'dan\ river 70 m N Va. rising in Blue Ridge
mountains & flowing E into the Rappahannock
Rap.id City \,rap-3d-\ city W S. Dak. in Black hills pop 42,399
Rap-pa-han.nock^\,rap-3-'han-3k\ river 185 m NE Va. flowing

Rar-i-tan \'rar-3t-=n\ 1 river 75 m N cen N.J. flowing E into
Raritan Bay (inlet of the AtlanUc S of Staten I., N.Y.) 2 urban
township cen N.J. on Raritan river pop 15,334
Rar-o.ton.ga \,rar-s-'tar)-g3\ island S Pacific in SW part of
Cook islands; site of Avarua, # of the group
Has Addar — see bon (Cape)
Ras Da-Shan \,ras-d3-'shan\ mountain 15,160 /t N Ethiopia NE
of Lake Tana; highest in Ethiopia
Rashid — see bosetta
Rashin — see najin
Rasht \'rasht\ or Resht \'resht\ city NW Iran near shore of
Caspian sea pop 109,493
Rat \'rat\ islands SW Alaska in W Aleutians including Kiska &
Amchitka
Ra-tak \'ra-,tak\ or Ra-dak \'rad-,ak\ the E chain of the Mar-
shall islands
Rath-mines and Rath. gar \rath-'mTn-z3n-(.)rath-'gar\ town E
Ireland, S suburb of Dublin pop 45,629

Ra-ton \r3-'ton\ pass 7834 li SE Colo, on Colo.-N. Mex. border in
Raton range (E spur of Sangre de Cristo mountains)
Ra.ven-na Nrs-'ven-sX commune N Italy NE of Florence near
Adriatic coast; formerly a seaport pop 115,205
Ra-Vi \'rav-e\ or anc Hy-dra-o-tes \,hT-dr3-'ot-(,)ez\ river 450
m N India flowing SW to the Chenab forming part of boundary
between East Punjab (Republic of India) & West Punjab (Pakistan)
Ra-wal-pin-di \,ra-w3l-'pin-de, raul-'\ city # of Pakistan in N E
West Pakistan N NW of Lahore pop 237,300
Ray-town \'ra-,taun\ city W Mo. SE of Kansas City pop 17,083
Read-ing \'red-ia\ 1 town E Mass. N of Boston pop 19,259
2 city SE Pa. on the Schuylkill pop 98,177 3 county borough S
England # of Berkshire pop 114,176

Reb-ild \'reb-,il(d)\ village N Denmark in N Jutland S of Aalborg
in Rebild hills (site of Rebild National Park)
Re-ci-fe Yr3-'se-f3\ or jormerly Per-nam-bu-co N.par-nsm-
b(y)U-(,)ko\ city & port NE Brazil * of Pernambuco state pop
512,370
Reck-llng-han-sen \,rek-lio-'hauz-'n\ city W Germany SW of
Munster pop 130,200
Red \'red\ 1 sea 1450 m long between Arabia & NE Africa
2 river 1018 m flowing E on Okla.-Tex. boundary & into the
Mississippi in La. 3 river 310 m N cen U.S. & S cen Canada flow-
ing N on Minn.-N. Dak. boundary & into Lake Winnipeg in Man.
4 — see arctic red 5 or Coi or Koi \'k6i\ river 500 m SE Asia
rising in cen Yunnan, China, & flowing S E across N Vietnam into
Gulf of Tonkin
Red Deer river 385 m Canada In S Alta. flowing E & SE into the
So. Saskatchewan
Red Lake lake 38 m long N Minn, divided into Upper Red Lake
& Lower Red Lake; drained by Red Lake river (135 m flowing
W into Red river)

Red-lands \'red-l3n(d)z\ city S Calif. SE of San Bernardino pop
26,829
Re-don-do Beach \ri-,dan-do-\ city SW Calif, pop 46,986
Red Volta river 200 m W Upper Volta Sc N Ghana flowing into the
White Volta
Red-wood City \,red-,wiid-\ city W Calif. S E of San Francisco pop
46,290
Reel-Ioot \'re(3)l-,lut\ lake NW Tenn. near the Mississippi formed
1811-12 by earthquakes
Re-gens-burg \'ra-g3nz-,b3rg, -,bu(3)rg\ or ERat-is-bon \'rat-3s-
,ban. -3z-\ city W Germany in Bavaria 65 m N NE of Munich on
the Danube pop 123,400
Reg-gan \'reg-3n\ oasis cen Algeria in Tanezrouft SSE of Co-
lomb Bechar
Reg-glo, 1 or Reggio di Oa-la-bria or Reggio Calabria \,rej-~ (,)0-,de-k3-'lab " '

" - - - -
. -

.

.

pop 139,459
Reggio Emilia c

Bologna pop 106.847
Re-gi-na \ri-'jl-n3\ city Canada # of Sask. pop 89,755
Reims or Rheims X'remz, F ra"s\ city NE France ENE of Paris
pop 121,145
Reindeer lake Canada on Man.-Sask. border area 2444
Reisui — see Yosu
Re-ma-gen \'ra-,mag-3n\ town W Germany on W bank of the
Rhine NW of Koblenz

Rem-scheid \'rem-,shit\ city W Germany in No. Rhine-Westphalia
ESE of Dusseldorf pop 124.200

Ren-do-va \ren-'do-v3\ island W Pacific in cen Solomons off SW
cen coast of New Georgia I.

Ren-Irew \'ren-(,)frU\ or Ren-lrew-sWre \-,shi(3)r, -shsrX
county SW Scotland # Paisley area 227, poo 324,652
Rennes \'ren\ city NW France N of Nantes pop 124,122
Re-no \'re-(,)no\ city W Nev, NNE of Lake Tahoe pop 51,470
Ren-ton \'rent-=n\ city W Wash. SE of Seattle pop 18,453
Republican river 445 m Nebr. &. Kans. rising in E Colo. & flowing
E to unite with the Smoky Hill forming Kansas river

Re-si-ta \'resh-3t-,sa\ or Re-ci-ta \'rech-\ commune SW
Romania 65 m SE of Arad pop 45,583
Re-thondes \r3-to"d\ village N France E of Compifegne
R6-u-nion \re-'yUn-y3n\ island W Indian ocean in the W Mas-
carenes * St-Denis; an overseas department of France area 970,
pop 274,370

Reut-ling-en \'r6it-llr|-3n\ city W Germany in Baden-Wiirttem-
berg S of Stuttgart pop 61,400
Revel or Reval — see Tallin
Re-vere \ri-'vi(3lr\ city E Mass._NE of Boston pop 40,080
Re-vil-la-gi-ge-do \ri-,vil-3-g3-'ged-(,)o\ island SE Alaska in SE
Alexander archipelago E of Prince of Wales I

Re-vi-lla Gi-ge-do \ri-,ve-(y)3-hi-'ha-{.)tl3o\ islands Mexico in the
Pacific ab 300 m SW of S end of Lower California
Reyes, Point \'raz\ cape W Calif, at S extremity of peninsula ex-
tending into the Pacific 30 m NW of Golden Gate, in Point Reyes
National Seashore (established 1962)
Rey-kja-vlk \'rak-y3-,vek, -,vik\ city & port # of Iceland pop
69,268
Rey-no-sa \ra-'no-s3\ city NE Mexico in Tamaullpas on Rio
Grande pop 108,540

N Italy in EmiUa-Romagna NW of
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Rezaieb or Rezayeh — see RizArvEH
Rliae*tia or Rae-tia \'re-sh(e-)3\ ancient Roman province cen
Europe S of the Danube including most of modem Tirol & Vor-
arlberg region of Austria & Graubiinden canton of E Switzerland
— Rhae.tian \-sh(e-)3n\ adj or n
Rhaetian Alps section of Aips E Switzerland in E Graubiinden— see BERNINA (Piz)

Rha.ges \'r5-j3z\ or Rha.gae \-(,)je\ or Bib Ra.ges \'ra-i3z\ city

of ancient Media; ruins at modem village of Rai \'ri\ S of Tehran,
Iran
Rheinfall — see schaffhausen
Rheinpfalz — see palatinate
Rhenisti Palatinate or Rhine Palatinate — see palatinate
Rheydt \'rTt\ city W Germany 5 of Munchen-Gladbach;>op 94,900
Rhine \'nn\ or G Rhein \'rTn\ or F Rhin \ra°\ or D Rijn \'rin\
river 820 m W Europe flowmg from SE Switzerland to North sea
in the Netherlands — Rhe.nish \'ren-ish, 're-nish\ adj
Rhine. Falls of the — see srHAFPHat^sEN
Rhine.land \'rln-,land. -landX or G Rhein.land \'rTn-,!ant\ 1 the
part of W Germany W of the Rhine 2 RHINE province — Rhine-
land-er X'rm-.Ian-dar. -l3n-\ n
Rhineland-Palatinate or G Rheinland-Pfalz \-'Cp)falts\ state

of Federal Republic of Germany ciuefly W of the Rhine # Mainz
area 7654, pop 3,411,2 00
Rhine Province or Rlienish Prussia former province of Prussia,
Germany, bordering on Belgium # Koblenz
Rhode — see aquidnfck
Rhode Is. land \ro-'dT-l3nd\ or ofliriallv Rhode Island and Prov-
idence Plantations st.nte NE US. # Providence area 1214, pop
859,483 — Rhode Is. land. er \ lan-dsrV n
Rhodes \'rodz\ or NGk R6-dhos \'ro-,th6s\ 1 island Greece in
the SE Aegean, ctlief island of the Dodecanese area 545 2 city,

its # pop 24.186 — Rho-di-an \'rod-e-3n\ adj or n
Rho.de-sia \ro-'de-zh(e-is\ region cen S Africa S of Congo — see
NORTHERN RHODESIA, SOUTHERN RHODESIA — RllO'de.Sian
\-zh e->3n\ adj nr n

Rliodesia and Nyasaland, Federation of country S Africa com-
prising Southern Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia, & Nyasaland; a
federal state within the Brit. Commonwealth ^ Salisbury area
478,117, pop 7,540,000
Rhod.o.pe \'rad-3-(,)pe\ mountains S Bulgaria on border of
Greece; highest point Musala 9595 it

Rhon.dda \'ran-da, "(hiran-thaV urban district SE Wales in
Glamorganshire pop 111.357
Rhone or F Rhdne \'ron\ river 500 m Switzerland Sc France
flowmg through Lake of Geneva into the Mediterranean
Rhyl \'ril\ urban district & port N E Wales at mouth of the Clwyd
pop 18.745
Ri.al.to \re-'al-(,lto\ 1 city SW Calif. W of San Bernardino pop
18..'ift7 2 island & district of Venice, Italy
Riazan — see ryazan
Ri.hei.rao Prg.to \,re-v3-'rau"-'Dra-C,)tii\ city SE Brazil in N cen
Sao Paulo state pop 63.31 2

Rich-ard-son X'rich-srd-ssnX city NE Tex. N of Dallas pop
16.810
Rich.e. lien \'rish-3-,lU\ river 210 m Canada in S Que. flowing N
from Lake Champlain to head of Lake St. Peter in the St. Lawrence
Bich.field \'rich-,fcld\ village SE Minn, pop 42,523
Rich.land \'rich-land\ city SE Wash, at confluence of Yakima &
Columbia rivers pop 23,548
Rich.mond X'rich-msndX 1 citv W Calif. NNW of Oakland on
San Francisco Bay pop 71,854 2 city E Ind. pop 44,149
3 borough of New York Citv coextensive with Staten I. pop
221.991 4 citv # of Va. on James river pop 219,958
Richmond Heights city E Mo. W of St. Louis pop 15.622
Ri-deau \ri-'do\ cmal system Canada 126 m long in SE Ont. con-
necting Lake Ontario & Ottawa river & including Rideau Lake (20
m longt & Rideau river (flowing into the Ottawa)
Ridge-wood \'nj-,wiid\ township NE N.J. NNE of Paterson pop
25,391
Rid-ing Monntain National Park \,rTd-io-\ reservation Canada
in SW Man. containing Riding Mountain (plateau 2200 yt) area
1148
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Rid-ley \*rid-le\ urban township SE Pa. SW of Philadelphia pop
35,738
Ril or Rift or Er Rif or Er Rill \er-'rif\ mountain region N
Morocco on coast S of Sti-ait of Gibraltar

Rift valley great rift vallfy
Ri.ga \'re-g3\ city & port U.S.S.R. # of Latvia pop 605,000
Riga, Gull of inlet of Baltic sea between Estonia & Latvia
Ri-ie.ka or Ri.e.ka \re-'(y>ek-3\ or It Fiu.me \'fyii-(,)ma,
fe-'ii-\ city & port NW Yugoslavia in Croatia pop 76,700
Rijs.wijk \'rTs-,vTk\ or E Rys-tvick \'riz-(.)wik\ commune SW
Netherlands near The Hague pop 35,372
Ri-mac \re-'mak\ river 80 /n W Pero flowing SW through Limainto
the Pacific

Ri.mi.ni \'rim-3-(,)ne, 'rc-ms-X or onr Arira.i.num Xa-'rim-s-nsmX
commune & port N Italy on the Adriatic ESE of Ravenna pop
53,400
Rin.e-an.na \,rin-e-'an-3\ village SW Ireland in County Clare
Rio Bran.co \,re-(.)o-'brar)-(,)ko\ X — see branco 2 ter-
ritory NW Brazil bordering on Venezuela & Brit, Guiana * Boa
Vista area 97,438, pop 18,116
Rio de Ja.nei-ro \'re-(,)o-,da-zh3-'ne(3lr-(,)o, -,de-, -da-, -js-,

-ni(3)r-\ 1 city & state SE Brazil % of Guanabara state on Guana-
bara Bay; former # of Brazil pop 2,303,063 2 state SE Brazil
# Niteroi area 16.372, pop 2,297,194
Rio de Janeiro Bay — see guanabara bay
Rio de la Plata — see plata (Rio de la1

Rio de Oro \,re-(,lod-e-'or-f,)o, -'6r.\ 1 territory NW Africa
comprising the S zone of Spanish Sahara 2 SPANISH SAHARA
Rio Grande \.re-(,)o-'grand(-e) also ,rI-(,lo-'grand\ 1 or Mex
Rio Bra.vo \,re-(,)o-'brav-(,)o\ river !885 m SW U.S. fomiing
part of Mexico-U.S. boundary & flowing from San Juan mountains
in SWColo. to Gulf of Mexico 2 or Rio Gran.de do Sul
\,re-(,)o-,grand-e-d3-'siil\ city S Brazil in Rio Grande do Sul stateW of entrance to Lagoa dos Patos pop 63,235 3 — see Grande

Rio Grande de Cagayan — see
Rio Gran.de do Nor-te \,re-.,,„-,t,a.,„
Brazil # Natal area 20,236, pop 96 7,921

Rio Grande do Snl \-"slil\ state SE Brazil bordering on Uraguay
* Porto Alegre areji I00,l_50, pop 4.164.821
Rio Mu-ni \,re-(,)o-'mii-ne\ mainland portion of Spanish Guinea
bordering on Gulf of Guinea area 10,040, pop 138,800 — Rio
Mu.ni-an \-ne-3n\ n
Rio Pie-dras \,re-(,)o-pe-'a-dr3s\ former city, since 1951 part of
San Juan, Puerto Rico
Ri'Ouw \'re-,au\ or Rhlo \'re-(,)o\ arcliipelago Indonesia S of
Singapore; chief island Bintan area 22 79, pop 7 7,000
Rip-on FaUs \,rip-3n \ waterfaU in the Victoria NUe N of Lake
Victoria; 13 /( high, 1310 /( wide
Ri^va.da-via or Co.mo.do.ro Rivadavia \,kam-3-'dor-(,)o-
re-v3-'dav-e-3, -'d6r-\ city & port S Argentina pop 37,000

River Rouge X'riizh, 'riij\ city SE Mich, pop 18,147
Riv.er.side \'riv^3r-,sid\ city S Calif, pop 84,332
Riv.i.era \,riv-e-'er-3\ coast region SE France & NW Italy
bordering on the .Mediterranean — see cote d'azur
Ri.yadb \re-'(y)ad\ city, a # of Saudi Arabia & # of the Nejd
pop 150.000
Ri.zai.yeh or Re-zai-eh or Re-za-yeh Xri-'zi-CviaX or Ur.mla
\'ur-me-3\ 1 shallow saline lake N W Iran 2 city NW Iran W of
I^ke Rizaiyeh pop 67.580
Ri'Zal \ri-'zal. -'sal\ or Pa-say \'pas-,T\ city Phihppines in Luzon
on Manila Bay pop 132,178
Riu-kan \re-'U-,kan\ town S Norway 75 m W of Oslo near
Riukan Falls (waterfall 780//)
Ro.a.noke \'ro-(3-).nok\ 1 river 380 m S Va. & NE N.C. flowing
E & SE into Albemarle Sound 2 island N C. S of entrance to
.Albemarle Sound 3 city W cen Va. pop 9 7.110
Rot). bins. dale \'rab-3nz-,dal\ city SE Minn. NW of Minneapolis
pop 16,381
Roh.erts, Point V'rab-artsV cape NW Wash., tip of a peninsula
extending S into Strait of Georgia from B.C. & separated from U.S.
mamland by Boundary Bav
Rob. son. Mount \'rab-s3n\ mountain 12,972 fi W Canada in E
P C ; highest in Canadian Rockies

Ro-ca, Cape \'ro-k3\ or Port Ca-bo da Ro.ca X.ka-vU-ths-'ro-kaV
c^ne Portugal; westermnost point of continental Europe, at 9°30'W
Roch'dale \'rach-,dal\ county borougii NW Engla'nd in Lanca-
shire NNE of Manchester pop 87,734
Roche-lort \r6sh-'f6f3)r\ or Rochefort-sur-Mer \-,sur-'me(3)r\
citv W France SSE of La Rochelle pop 30.858
Ro-cher Noir \,r6-,shan-(a-)'war, ,r6-\ town N Algeria 20 m E of
Algiers
Roch-es-ter V'rach-a-stsr, -,es-t3r\ 1 city SE Minn, pop 40,663
2 city SE N.H. pop 15,927 3 city W N. Y on Genesee river pop
318.611 4 municipal borough SE England in Kent pop 43,899
Rock \'riik\ river 300 m S Wis, & N m. flowing S & SW into
the Mississippi at Rock Island
Rook.all \'rak-,61\ islet N Atlantic NW of Ireland, at S7°36' N,
13°41' W
Rock.ford X'rak-fsrdX city N 111. pop 126.706
Rock.hamp.ton \rak-'(h)am(pi-t3n\ city & port E Australia in
E Queensland on Fitzrov river pop 4 2 200
Rock Hill city N S.C. SSW of Chariotte, N.C. pop 29,404
Rock Island city NW 111. on the Mississippi pop 51,863
Rock.vine Vrak-,v1I, -valV city SW .Md. pop 26,090
Rockville Centre village SE N.Y on Long 1. pop 26,355
Rocky \'rak-e\ mountains W No. A'^erica extending from N
Maska SE to cen N. Mex. — see elbert (Mount;, robson (Mount)
Rocky Mount city NE cen N.C. pop 32.147
Rocky Mountain National Park reservation N Colo. NW of
Denver area 400
Rocky River city N E Ohio on Lake Erie W of Cleveland pop 18,097
Rodhos — see Rhodes
Ro.dri.gues or Ro-dri-guez \ro-'dre-g3s\ island Indian ocean in
the Mascarenes; a dependency of Mauritius; chief town Port
Mathurin area 40, pop 17,018
Rogue \'rog\ river 220 m SW Oreg. rising in Crater Lake National
Park & flowing S & SW into the Pacific
Ro.hil.khaud \'ro-,tiil-,k3nd\ or Ba-reil.ly \b3-'ra-le\ region N
India in Utlar_Pradesh; chief city Bareilly
Ro.ma.gna \ro-'man-y3\ district N Italy on the Adriatic compris-
ing the E part of Emiiia-Romagna region
Roman Campagna — see campagna di roma
Ro-ma-nia or Ru>ma-nia or Rou*ma>nia \rii-'ma-ne-3, ro-, -ny3\
country E Europe bordering on Black sea # Bucharest area
91.934, pop 18.255,504
Rom-hlon \ram-'bl"an\ 1 islands Philippines in N Visayan islands
in Sibuyan sea area 512 2 island, largest of the group
Rome \'rom\ 1 city NW Ga, NW of Atlanta pop 32,226 2 city

E cen N.Y. NW of Utica pop 51,646 3 or II Ro-ma \'ro-ma\ or
anc Ro.ma \'ro-m3\ city # of Italy on the liber pop 1,701.913
Rome, Duchy of division of Byzantine Em.pire 6th to Slh century
cen Italy comprising most of modern LaLium; later a province of the
States of the Church called Patrimony of Saint Pe-ter \'pet-3r\
Rom. ford \'r3mfp)-fard, 'ram(pl-\ municipal borough SE England
in Essex E N E of London pop 87,991
Ron.ces-va.IIes \.r6n(t)-s3s-'vaCl)-,yas\ or F Ron.ce-vaux
\,ro"s-f3-)'vo\ commune N Spain 5 m from French boundary in
the Pyrenees near Pass_of Roncesvalles (3648 jt)

Ron-dd-nia \ro"fn)-'don-V3\ or jormerlv Gua>po-r6 \,gwap-3-
•ra\ territory W Brazil * Porto Velho area 96.986, pop 1,844,655
Rong-er-ik \'r6o-3-f,)rik\ island W cen Pacific in the Matshalls in
Ratak chain E of Bikini
RoO'de.poort-Ma,rais«bnrg \'riid-3-.puf3irt-mD-'raz-,b3rg\ town
Republic of So. Africa in Transvaal W of Johannesburg pop 78,296
Roo-se-velt \'ro-z3-.velt, -vsit also 'ru-\ river 200 m W cen Brazil
flowing from W Mato Grosso state N into the Aripuana
Ro<rai*ma \ro-'rT-m3\ mountain 8620 jt N So. America in Serra
Pacaraima on boundary between Venezuela, Brit. Guiana, & Bra-
zil; has flat top 9 m long & 3 m wide
Ror-schach \'rd(a)r-,shak, -,shak\ commune NE Switzerland on
S shore of Lake Constance
Ro*sa, MoU'te \,mant-e-'ro-z3\ mountain 15,217 // on Swiss*
Itiilian border; highest point in Pennine Alps
Ro*sa>rio \ro-'zar-c-,o, -*sar-\ city E cen Argentina on the Parand
pop 551,276
Ros*com*mon \ra-'skam-3n\ 1 cotmty cen Ireland area 951. pop
59,215 2 town, its *
Rose, Mount \'roz\ mountain 10.800 yr W Nev. in Carson range
SW of Reno
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Ro-selle \r6-'zel\ borough NE N.J. W of Elizabeth ;?op 21.032

Rose<mead \'roz-.med\ city SW Calif. E of Los Angeles pop
15.476
Ro-set-ta \r6-'zet-3\ or Ra-shid \ra-'shed\ or anc BoLbi-ti-ne
\,baI-b3-'tT-ne\ 1 river 146 m N Egypt foiming W branch of the
Wile in its delta 2 city N Egypt on the Rosetta pop 32,800
Rose-ville \'roz-,vil\ 1 city SE Mich. N E of Detroit pop 50,195
2 village SE Minn. N of St. Paul pop 23.997
Ross \'r6s\ 1 urban township SW Pa. near Pittsburgh pop 25,952
2 sea arm of S Pacific extending into Antarctica E of Victoria Land
Ross and Crom^ai'ty Vkrani-art-e\ county N Scotland :^ Ding-
wall arpa 3089, pop 60,503
Rossbodenhorn — see fletschhorn
Ross Dependency section of Antarctica lying S of eCS lat. & be-
tween 160°E & 150°W long.; administered by New Zealand
Eossiya — see Russia.
Ross Shelf Ice ice sheet Antarctica in S Ross sea area ab 208,400
RoS'tock \'ras-,tak, 'r6-,st6k\ city & port E Germany on Wamow
nver near the Baltic coast pop 151.811
Ros-tov Xra-'stof, -'st6v\ or Rostov-on-Don \-,6n-'dan, -,an-\
city SE Soviet Russia. Europe, on the Don pop 597,000
Ros-well \'r"az-.wel. -W3l\ city SEN. Mex. pop 39,593
RO'ta \'i ot-a\ 1 island W Pacific at S end of the Marianas area 35
2 town & port SW Spain on the Atlantic NW of Cadiz

Roth-ei'ham \'raih-a-ram\ county borough N England In West
Riding, Yorkshire,_N E of Sheffield pop 82,334
Rothe-say \'rath-se\ burgh SW Scotland on island of Bute ^ of
Buteshire
Ro-tO-rua \,rot-a-'rii-3\ borough New Zealand in N cen North I.

Rot-tei'dara \'rat-3r-,dam\ 1 urban area E N.Y NW of Schenec-
tady pop 16,871 2 city & port SW Netherlands on the Nieuwe
Maas pop 731.047
Ro-tu-ma \ro-'tii-m3\ island SW Pacific N of Fiji Islands area 14;
belongs to Fiji

Rou-baix \ru-'ba\ city N France N £ of Lille pop 110,067
Rou-en \ru-'a", -'an\ city & port N France on theSeinepop 116,540
Roumania — see Romania
RouS'Sil'lon \,rii-se-'(y''o"\ region & former province S France
bordering on the Pyrenees & the Mediterranean # Perpignan
Rou-yn \'rU-3n\ urban area Canada in SW Que. pop 17,076
Rovuma — see ruvuma
RoX'burgh \'raks-,b3r-3, -.bs-rs, -b(3-)r3\ or Rox<bargta>5liire
\-,shii3)r, -sharX county SE Scotland # Jedburgh area 666, pop
45.562
Royal Gorge section of the canyon of Arkansas river S cen Colo.
W of Canon City
Royal Oak city SE Mich. N of Detroit pop 80,612
Ruad — see arwad
Ru^an-da-Urun-di \ru-.an-d3-ii-'riin-de\ or Belgian East Africa
former country E cen Africa bordering on Lake Tanganyika &
comprising two districts, Ruanda (# Kigalil & Urundi (* Usum-
bura), administered by Belgium under League of Nations mandate
1919-45 & under UN trusteeship 1946-62 * Usumbura — see
BURUNDI, RWANDA
Ru-a-pe*hu \,riJ-3-'pa-C,)hii\ volcano 9175 jt New Zealand,
highest peak in North L, in Tongariro National Park
Rnb' al Kha-li \,rub-,al-'kal-e\ or Ar Ri>mal \,3r-r3-'mal\
desert region S Arabia extending from Nejd S to Hadhramaut
area 300,000
Rubicon — see fiumicino
Ru-dolL Lake \'ru-,dalf\ lake N Kenya in Great Rift valley
area 3500
Ru-fisqne \rij-|fesk\ city & port W Senegal pop 49,800
Rug-by \'rag-be\ municipal borough cen England in Warwickshire
on the Avon pop 45^418
Rti'gen \'rii-gan, 're-\ island E Germany in Baltic sea off coast
of Pomerania area 374
Ruhr \'rin.air\ 1 river 144 m W Germany flowing NW & W to
the Rhine 2 industrial district, valley of the Ruhr river
Ruis.lip North>wood N.rT-slsp-'north-.wiidX urban district S
England in Middlesex W of London pop 68,274
Rumania — see Romania
Ru^me'lia or Rou*nie-lia Nrii-'mel-ys. -"me-le-aX a division of the
old Ottoman Empire including Albania, Macedonia, & Thrace
Run-ny-mede \'ran-e:-.med\ meadow S England in Surrey on S
bank of the Thames in Egham uiban district
Ru-pert \'rii-p9ri\ river 380 m Canada in W Que. flowing W
into James Bay
RU'pert's Land \'rU-p3rts-\ territory of the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany 1670-1869 N Canada; the drainage basin of Hudson Bay
RU'Se \'rii-(.)sa\ or Turk Rus*chuk \ras-'chiik\ city NE Bul-
garia on the Danube S of Bucharest pop 53,420
Rusli<niOTe, Mount \'r3sh-,mo(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ mountain W S.
Dak. in Black hills on which are carved gigantic faces of Washing-
ton, Jefferson, Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt; a national memorial
Rus>sell Cave National Monument \,r3s-al-\ reservation NE
Ala. including cavern where remains of early pre-Columbian man
have been found
Rus-sia \'r3sh-3\ or Russ Ros-si>ya \ra-'se-y3\ 1 former empire
E Europe & N Asia coextensive (except for Finland & Kars
region) with the present U.S.S.R. * Petrograd 2 Russian repubuc
3 the U.SS.R.
Russian Republic or Soviet Russia constituent republic of the
U.S.S.R. E Europe & N Asia bordering on Arctic & Pacific oceans
& on Baltic & Black seas * Moscow area 6,501,500, pop 118,-
900,000
Russian Turkestan region comprising the republics of Soviet
Central Asia
Ru'the.nia \rij-'the-nya, -ne-s\ or Carpathian Rutbenia or Za-
kar-pat-ska*ya \,zak-ar-'pat-sk3-ya\ region U.S.S.R. in W
Ukraine S of the Carpathian mountains; a province of Czecho-
slovakia 1918-38 * Uzhgorod — Ru-thene V'then\ n —
RU'the>nian X-'the-nyan, -ne-3n\ adj or n
Ruth-er-tord \'rath-afr)-fard, 'r3th-\ borough NE N.J. SSE of
Paterson on Passaic river pop 20,473
Ruth-in \'rith-3n\ municipal borough N Wales * of Denbighshire
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Rut-land \'r3t-l3nd\ 1 city W cen Vt. pop 18,325 2 or Rutland-
shire \-l3nfd)-,shi(3)r, -shar\ county E cen England # Oakham
area \52, pop 63,784
Ru-vu<ma or Port Ro-vu-ma \ru-'vU-m3\ river 400 m SE Africa
rising in S Tanganyika & flowing E into Indian ocean on Mozam-
bique border
Ru»wen-20»ri \,rU-(w^3n-'zor-e. -*z6r-\ mountain group E cen
Africa between Uganda & Congo — see Stanley (Mount)
Rwan<da \ru-'an-d9\ or formerly Ru>an*da country E cen Africa;
a republic # Kigali area 10,166. pop 3,000,000 — see ruanoa-
URUND!
Rya*zan or Ria-zan \,re-a-'zan(-ya)\ city cen Soviet Russia,
Europe, on Oka river pop 213,000
Ry^binsk \'rib-3n(t)sk\ or Shcher>ba-kov \,shcher-b3-'k6f, -'k6v\
city Soviet Russia, Europe, N N E of Moscow on the Volga at SE
end of Rybinsk reservoir pop 181.000
Rye \'rT\ municipal borough SE England in East Sussex
Ryswick — see rijswtjk
Ryu.kyu_\re-'(ylu-(.^k(y^U\ or Liu>chiu X'lU-'chiiX or Nan>sei
\'nan-'sa\ islands W Pacific extending in an arc from Kyushu,
Japan, to Formosa. China; belonged to Japan 1895-1945; since
1945 divided between Japan & the U.S. area 1803 — see amami,
OKINAWA. osuMi. sakishima, tokara — Ryu*kyu-an \re-,Cy)ii-
•k(y)u-3n\ adj or n

Saa>le \'zal-a, 'sal-\ river 226 m Germany rising in NE Bavaria
in the Fichtel Geblrge & flowing N into the Elbe
Saar \'sar. 'zar\ 1 or F Sarre \sar\ river 84 m Europe flowing
from Vosges mountains France N to the Moselle in Germany 2 or
Saar>land \'sar-.iand, 'zar-\ region W Europe in basin of the
Saar river between France & Germany; once part of Lorraine,
became part of Germany in 19th century; administered by League
of Nations 1919-35; became a state of Germany 1935; came under
control of France after World War II; to West Germany by a
plebiscite Jan. 1, 1957, as a state (Saarland) * Saarbriicken area
898, pop 1,060,500
Saar.bruck-en Xzar-'briik-sn, sar-, -'brik-\ or F Sar>re*brack \si-
r3-br[ck\ city W Germany # of Saarland pop 128,700
Saaremaa — see sarema
Sa*ba, 1 \'sab-3\ island SE West Indies in Netherlands Antilles *
The Bottom (situated in a crater 800 Jt above sea level) area 5,

pop 1085 2 — see sheba
Sa-ba-dell \,sab-3-'del(-y3)\ commune NE Spain N of Barcelona
pop 82.9 70
Sa-bar«ma.ti \,sab-9r-'m3t-e\ river 200 m W India flowing S
into head of Gulf of Cambay
Sab'ba \'sab-3\ or Seb-ha \'seb-\ town W Libya # of Fezzan
Sa-bi \'sab-e\ or Sa-ve \'sav-3\ river 400 m SE Africa rising in
cen Southern Rhodesia & flowing E across S Mozambique to Mo-
zambique channel
Sa-bine \s3-'ben\ river 380 m E Tex. & W La. flowing SE &
emptying through Sabine Lake (15 m long) & Sabine Pass
(channel) into Gulf of Mexico

Sa-ble, Cape \'sa-b3l\ 1 cape at SW tip of Fla., southernmost
point of U.S. mainland, at ab 25"?' N 2 headland E Canada
on an islet S of Cape Sable I. (20 m long, at S end of N.S.)
Sab*ra<tha X'sab-rs-thaX or anc Sab>ia>ta \-r3t-a\ town Libya
on the coast WNW of Tripoli
Sachsen ~ see saxony
Sa-co \'s6-(.)ko\ river 104 m E N.H. & SW Me. flowing SE to
the Atlantic _
Sacra.men-to \,sak-ra-'ment-C)o\ 1 mountains S N. Mex. — see
GUADALUPE, SIERRA BLANCA 2 fiver 382 m N Calif, flowing S into
Suisun Bay 3 city % of Calif, on Sacramento river pop 191,667
Sa>do>wa \za-'do-va. sa-\ village Czechoslovakia in NE Bohemia
Sa*fed Koh \s3-,fed-'ko\ mountain range E Afghanistan on
Pakistan border; a S extension of the Hindu Kush

Sa>Ji \'saf-e\ city & port W Morocco pop 56.751
Sa*ga*mi \s3-'gam-e\ sea inlet of the Pacific Japan in cen Honshu
SW of Tokyo Bay

Saghalien — see Sakhalin
Sag'i'Uaw \'sag-3-,n6\ city E cen Mich, pop 98,265
Saginaw Bay inlet of Lake Huron on coast of Mich.
Sa-gres \'sag-resh\ village SW Portugal E of Cape St. Vincent
Saguache — see sav^^atch
Sa.gua*ro National Monument \sa-'(g)war-(.)o\ reservation
SE Ariz. E of Tucson area 84

Sag'Ue.nay \,sag-3-'na\ river 125 m Canada in S Que. flowing
from Lake St. John E into the St. Lawrence
Sa.guia el Hara-ra \sa-,ge-3-,el-'ham-r3\ or Se.kia el Hamra
\-,ke-3-\ territory nW Africa, the N zone of Spanish Sahara
Sa*gun'to \s3-'gun-(,)to\ or formerly Mur*vie.dro \,mur-ve-
a-(.)thro\ commune E Spain NNE of Valencia pop 26,987
Sahama — see sajama
Sa-ha^ra \s3-'har-3. -'her-. -'har-V desert region N Africa N of
the Sudan region extending from the Atlantic coast to Red sea or.

. considered, to the Nile — Sa*ha<ran \-3n\ adj
Sa^ha-ran-pur \s3-'har-3n-,pu(sir\ city N India in NW Uttar
Pradesh N N E of Delhi pop 148,400
Saida — see sidon
Sai-gon \sT-*gan, 'sT-,\ city & port # of So. Vietnam in Cochin
China on Saigon river pop 1,614.200
Sai»maa \'sT-.ma\ lake SE Finland, largest of the Saimaa Lakes
Saint Al-bans \"6I-benz\ 1 cityW W Va. pop 15,103 2 city &
municipal borough SE England in Hertfordshire pop 44,106
Saint Ber>nard X.sant-bsi'ri-'nardX two Alpine passes — see great
SAINT BERNARD, LITTLE SAINT BERNARD
Saint Bon-i-iace \'ban-a-,fas\ city Canada in SE Man. on Red
river opposite Winnipeg pop 28,851
Saint Cath.a.rines \'kath-(a-)r3nz\ city Canada in SE Ont. NW
of Niagara Falls on Welland ship canal pop 39,708
Saint Charles \'char(3)lz\ city E Mo. on the Missouri pop 21,189
Saint Clair, Lake \'kla(3)r, kle(3)r\ lake SE Mich. & SE Ont.
area 460, connected by Saint Clair river (40 m) with Lake
Huron & draining through Detroit river into Lake Erie

Saint Clair Shores city SE Mich. NE of Detroit pop 76,657
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Saint Clond NldaudX city cen Minn, on the Mississippi pop 33,815
Saint-Cloud Xsant-'klaiid, ssnt-; sa"-ldU\ commune France, WSW
suburb of Paris pop 16,600
Saint Croix \sant-'kr6i, sant-X 1 river 75 m Canada & U.S. on
border between N.B. & Me. 2 river 164 m NW Wis. & E Minn.
flowing into the Mississippi
Saint Croix or San^ta Cruz \,sant-3-'kruz\ island West Indies,
largest of the Virgin Islands of the U.S. area 80, pop 14,973

Saint-Cyr-rEcole \sa"-si(3)r-la-k61\ town N France W of
Ver: lilies

Salnt-De.nis \,sa"(t)-d3-'ne\ 1 commune N France NNE of
Paris pop 80,7052 commune # of Reunion I. pop 41,863
Saint Eli-as \,sant-i-'li-3s\ mountain range of the Coast ranges
SW > ukon Territory & E Alaska — see logan (Mount)

Saint Elias, Mount mountain 18,008 y( on Alaska-Canada bound-
ary in St. Elias range

Saint-Etienne \sa"-ta-tyen\ city SE cen France pop 181,730
Saint Eu-sta.ti-us \,sant-yu-'sta-sh(e-)3s\ island West Indies
In Netherlands Antilles NW of St. Kilts area 7

Saint Fran.cis \sant-'franfi)-s3s, s3nt-\ 1 river 425 m SE Mo. &
E Ark. flowing S into the Mississippi 2 or Saint Fran.Qois
\sa"-fra"-swa\ river 165 m Canada In S Que. flowing NW into
the St. Lawrence
Saint Fran.cis, Lake \'fran(t)-s3s\ expansion of St. Lawrence
river Canada at>ove Valleyfield, Que.

Saint Gall \sant-'g61, sant-, -'gal\ or G Sankf Gal.len \zao(k)t-
'gal-3n\ 1 canton NE Switzerland area 800,pop 318,200 2 com-
mune, its # pop 70,700
Saint George's channel \,j6r-j3z-\ strait British Isles iKtweeo
SW Wales & Ireland

Saint-Ger.main \,sa''-zh3r-'ma"\ or Saint-Ger-main-en-Laye
\-,ma"-jna"-']a\ conmune N France WNW of Paris pop 29,429

Saint-Gilles \s;i"-'zhe(ail\ or Flem Sint-GiMis \s3nt-'gil-ss\
commune cen Belgium near Brussels pop 56,532
Saint Gott.hard or Saint Got.hard Xsant-'gat-ard. ssnt-; ,sa"-
g3-'tar\ orO Sankt Gott-hard \zao(k)t-'g6t-,hart\ 1 mountains
Switzerland in Lepontlne Alps between Uri & TIcino cantons
2 mountain pass 6935 it In St. Gotthard range

Saint He.Ie-na X.sant-'l-'e-na, ,sant-ha-'le-\ island S AtlanUc;
a Brit, colony # Jamestown area 4 7, pop 4802
Saint Helens \sanl-'hel-3nz, s3nt-\ county borough NW England
In Lancashire ENE of Liverpool pop 110,276
Saint Helens, Mount mountain 9671 // SW Wash. In Cascades
Saint Hel.ier X'hel-ysrV town # of Channel Islands on island of
Jersey pop 25,824
Saint-Hy-a-cinthe \sant-'hT-»-(,)sln(t)th, ssnt-; .sant-ys-'santV
city Canada in S Que. E of Montreal pop 20.439
Saint James \'jamz\ city Canada in SE Man. pop 26,502
Saint-Jean-Cap-Fer-rat \sa"-'zha°-,kap-f3-'ra\ commune SE
France on coast E of Nice
Saint-Jean-de-Luz \sa"-,zha"-d9-'lliz\ town SW France on
Bay of Biscay SW of Biarritz

Saint-Je.rame \,sa"-zha-'rom\ city Canada in S Que. NW of
Montreal pop 20,645

Saint John \sant-'jan, s3nt-\ 1 river 450 m NE U.S. & SE
Canada flowing from N Me. Into Bay of Fundy In N.B. 2 city &
port Canada in S N.B. on Bay of Fundy at mouth of the St. John
pop 52,491 3 Island West Indies, one of the Virgin Islands of the
U.S. area 20 pop 925

Saint John, Lake or Lao Saint-Jean \lak-sa"-zha"\ lake Canada
In S Que. draining through the Saguenay to the St. Lawrence
area 350
Saint Johns \sant-'janz, sont-X 1 river 276 m NE Fla. flowing N
& E Into the Atlantic 2 town Brit. West Indies * of Antigua
territory, on Antigua I. 3 or Saint-Jean \sa"-zha"\ city Canada
In S Que. SE of Montreal on Richelieu river pop 24,367
Saint John's \sant-'janz, s3nt-\ city & port Canada * of Nfld.
pop 57.078
Saint Jo-seph \'jo-Z3f aho -safX city NW Mo. pop 79,673
Saint Kitts \'kits\ or Saint Chris.tcpher X'kris-ts-farN island
Brit. West Indies In the Leewards; chief town Basseterre area 68;
with Nevis & Angullla, forms Saint Kitts-Nevis-AnguiUa
territory r# Basseterre area 152, pop 58.578)
Saint-Lau.rent \,sa"-l3-'ra"\ city Canada In S Que. on Montreal
I. pop 38.291

Saint Law-rence \sant-'16r-3n(t)s, ssnt-, -'lar-\ 1 island 95 m
long W Alaska In N Bering sea 2 river 760 m E Canada In Ont.
&. Que. bordering on the U.S. In N.Y. & flowing from Lake On-
tario N E into the Atlantic forming at Its mouth a wide bay (the
Gull of Saint Lawrence) 3 seaway Canada & U.S. in & along
the St. Lawrence from Lake Ontario to Montreal affording (with
Welland ship canal) deep-draft navigation between Great Lakes &
the Atlantic
Saint Lawrence, Lake expansion of St. Lawrence river Canada &
U.S. above Cornwall, Ont.

Saint Lawrence Islands National Park reservation E Canada
In Ont. comprising a number of islands in the Thousand islands
group & an area on the shore of the St. Lawrence area 166 acres
Saint-L5 \sant-'lo, sant-; sa"-lo\ commune NW France W of Caen
Saint Lou.is \sant-'lU-3s. sant-X 1 river 220 m NE Minn, flowing
to W tip of Lake Superior 2 city E Mo. pop 750,026
Saint-Louis \.sa"-lu-'e\ 1 city & port Senegal on island at mouth
of Senegal river; formerly * of Senegal pop 63,000 2 city & port
Reunion I. pop 25,220_

Saint Louis, Lake \sant-'IU-e, sant-X expansion of St. Lawrence
river Canada above Lachine rapids
Saint Louis Park \,lu-3s-\ city SE Minn, pop 43,310
Saint Lu-cia Xsant-'lii-sha, sant-; ,sant-lu-'se-a\ island Brit. West
Indies in the Windwards S of Martinique * Castries area 233, pop
92.089

'^

Saint-Ma. lo \,sa"-ma-'lo\ town &. port NW France in Brittany
on island in Gulf of St-Malo
Saint-Malo, Guli ol arm of English channel NW France between
Colentin peninsula & Brittany

Saint Mar.tin \sant-'mart-»n, sant-\ Island West Indies In the N
Leewards; divided between France & Netherlands area 38

Saint Marylehone — see marylebone
Saint Mar.ys \'me(alr-ez, 'mafa)r-ez, 'ma-rezX 1 river 175 m
on Fla.-Ga. border flowing from Okefenokee swamp to the Atlantic
2 river 63 m between Canada & U.S. In Ont. & upper peninsula of
Mich, flowing from Lake Superior Into Lake Huron; descends 20
11 in a mile at Saint Marys Falls — see sault sainte marie camals

Saint-Maur-des-Fos.s6s \sa°-m6r-da-fa-sS\ commune N France
SE of Paris on theMame pop 64,387

Saint Mau.rlce \sant-'mor-as, sant-, -'mar-; ,sa"-ma-'res, ,sant-\
river 325 m Canada in_S Que. flowing S into the St. Lawrence
Saint-Mi.chel \sa"-me-shel\ city Canada in S Que. on Montreal
I. pop 24,706

Saint-Mi. taiel \sa"-me.yel\ town NE France on the Meuse NW of
Nancy

Saint Mo.ritz \,sant-ma'rits\ or G Sankt Mo.ritz \.zaD(k)t-ma-
'rits\ town E Switzerland in Graubiinden canton SSE of Chur
Saint-Na.zaire \,sa"-na-'za(a)r. -'ze(a)r\ commune & port NW
France at mouth of the Loire pop 39,350

Sain.tonge \sa"-to"zh\ region & former province of France on
Bav of Biscay N of the Gironde ^ Salutes

Saiht-Ouen \sa"-twa°\ commune France, N suburb of Paris pop

etropoUtan borough
8. 112

Saint Pan.eras \sant-'par)-kras, sant-\NW London, England pop 138,364
Saint Paul \'p6l\ cily # of Minn, pop 313,411
Saint Paul Rocks or Saint Paul's Rocks or Saint Peter and
Saint Paul Rocks or Port Ro.che.dos Sao Pau.Io \ra-.sha-
Il]as-.sau"(m)-'pau-(,)lu\ rocky islets in the Atlantic 600 m NE of
Natal, Brazil, at 1°N, J9''15^W; belong to Brazil

Saint Pe.ter, Lake \sant-'pet-ar, sant-\ expansion of St. Lawrence
river Canada between Sorel & Three Rivers, Que.

Saint Pe.ters.burg \'pet-arz-,barg\ 1 city W Fla. on Pinellas
peninsula SW of Tampa pop 181,298 2 — see LENINGRAD
Saint Pierre \sant-'pi(alr, sant-; f sa"-pyer\ island in the Atlantic
off S Nfld.; with nearby island of Miquelon, constitutes Frencji
territory of Saint Pierre and Miq.ue.lon X'mik-a-.lan, F me-
kl6"\ (# St. Pierre, area 93, pop 4929)
Saint-Quen.tin \sant-'kwent-'n, sant-, f sa"-ka''-ta°\ commune N
France on the Somme NW of Laon pop 53,866

Saint Si.inon \sant-'sT-man, sant-\ island SE Ga. In the Atlantic
Saint Thorn.as \'tam-as\ 1 island West Indies, one of Virgin
Islands of the U.S. area il, pop 16,201 2 — see Charlotte
AMALiE 3 city Canada in SE Ont. S of London pop 19,129
Saint-Tro.pez \sa°-tr6-pa\ commune SE France on the Mediter-
ranean SW of Cannes
Saint Vin.cent \sant-'vln(t)-sant, sant-\ Island Brit. West Indies in
cen Windwards; with N Grenadines, constitutes a territory # Kings-
town area 150, pop 81.782

Saint Vincent^, Cape or Pori Ca.l)0 de Sao Vi.cen.te \'k^-vli-
tl3a-,sau''-ve-'sa"(n)-ta\ cape SW Portugal
Saint Vincent, Gulf of Inlet of Indian ocean Australia In So.
Australia E of Yorke peninsula

Sai.pan \sT-'pan, -'pan, 'sT-,\ island W Pacific in S cen Marianas
area 70. pop 7424 — Sai-pa-nese \,sT-pa-'nez, -'nes\ adj or n
Sa.is \'sa-as\ ancient city Egypt in Nile delta on Canopic branch
Saishn ~ see cheju
Sa.ja.raa or Sa.ha.ma \sa-'ham-a\ mountain 21,390 li W
Bolivia near Chilean boundary

Sa.kai \'sak-,i\ city Japan in S Honshu on Osaka Bay pop 339,863
Sa.kar.ya \sa-'kar-ya\ river 300 m NW Turkey in Asia flowing
Into the Black sea 8(} m E of the Bosporus
Sa.kha.lin \'sak-a-,len, -lan\ or jormerly Sa.ghal.len \,sag-al-
'yen\ or Jap Ka.ra-fu.to \,kar-a-'fut-(,)B\ island U.S.S.R. in
Sea of Okhotsk N of Hokkaido; formerly (1905-45) divided
benveen Russia & Japan area 24,560
Sakhar — see sukkur
Sa.ki'Shl.ma \,sak-i-'she-ma\ Island group in S Ryukyus off
E coast of N Formosa; occupied by the U.S. area 343

Sakkara — see saqqara
Sa.kon.net river \sa-,kan-at- -,kan-\ tidal inlet of the Atlantic SE
R.l. E of Aquidneck I.

Salaberry-de- Valleyfield — see valleyfield
Sa.la.do \sa-'lai!i-(,)o\ 1 or in upper course Jn.ra.men.to X.hiir-

a-'men-(,uo\ river 1120 m N Argentina flowing from the Andes
SE Into the Parana 2 or Des.agua.de.ro \,da-,sag-w3-'ttie(a)r-
(,)5\ river 850 m W cen Argentina flowing S Into the Colorado

Sa-la.jar or Sa.la.yar \sa-'la-,yar\ Island Indonesia off SW
Celebes I. area 256
Sal.a.man.ca \,sal-a-'mao-ka, ,sal-a-'mao-\ 1 province W Spain
area 4829, pop 424,992 2 commune, its #, WNW of Madrid
pop 89.949
Sal-a.maua \,sal-a-'mau-a\ town E North-East New Guinea
Salambria — see peneus
Sal.a.mis \'sal-a-mas\ 1 ancient city Cyprus on E coast 2 island
Greece in Saronic gulf off Attica

Sa.le \sa-'la\ or Sla \'sla\ or Sal.U or formerly Sal. lee \'sal-e\
city & port NW Morocco, N suburb of Rabat pop 46,582
Sa.lem \'sa-lam\ 1 city & port NE Mass. N E of Lynn pop 39,211
2 citv * of Oreg. on Willamette river pop 49,142 3 town W cen
Va. WNW of Roanoke pop 16,058 4 city S India in N Madras
state SW of Madras pop 202,300 5 JERUSALEM— an ancient name
Sa.ler.no \sa-'lar-(,)no. -'le(a)r-\ commune & port S Italy on
Gulf of Salerno (inlet of Tyrrhenian sea) ESE of Naples pop
76,200 — Sa.ler.ni.tan \-'lar-na-tan\ adj or n

Sal. ford \'s6I-fard\ city & county borough NW England in Lanca-
shire, W suburb of Manchester pop 178,036
Sa.li.na \sa-'lT-na\ city cen Kans. on Smoky Hill river pop 43,202
Sa.li.nas \sa-'le-nas\ 1 river 150 m W Calif, flowing NW into
Monterey Bay 2 city_W Calif, near Monterey Bay pop 28,957

Salis.bury \'s61z-,ber-e, *salz-, -b(a-)re\ X city SE Md. pop
16,302 2 city W cen N.C. SSW of WInston-Salem pop 21,297
3 city # of Southern Rhodesia & of Federation of Rhodesia &
Nyasaland pop 82,000 4 or New Sar.um X'sar-am, 'ser-\ mu-
nicipal borough S England In Wiltshire on the Avon pop 32,910
Salisbury Plain plateau S England In Wiltshire NW of Salisbury— see stonehenge
Salm.on \'siim-an\ river 420 m, cen Idaho flowing Into the Snake
Salmon River mountains cen Idaho; many peaks over 9000 jl

Sa.lo.ni.ka or Sa.lo.ni-ca \sa-'lan-l-ka, ,sal-a-'ne-ka\ or "Thes-
sa.lo.ni.ca \,ihes-a-la-'ni-ka, -'lan-i-\ or NGk Tbes.sa-lo.nl.kl
\.thes-a-Ia-'ne-ke\ or Sa.lcnl-ki \,sal-a-'ne-ke\ city & port N
Greece In Macedonia pop 216,838
Salonika, Gulf of arm of Aegean sea N Greece W of Chalcidlce
Salop,_ \_~~ see SHROPSHIRE 2 — see Shrewsbury — Sa.lo.pi.an
\sD-'lo-pe-an\ adj or n

Salt \'solt\ 1 river 200 m Ariz, flowing W into the Gila 2 river
100 m N cen Ky. flowing Into the Ohio 3 river 200 m NE Mo.
flowing SE Into the Mississippi
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SaMa \'sal-t3\ city NW Argentina N of T\icumin pop 67,403
Sal-ti-Ilo \sal-"te-C,)(y)5\ city NE Mexico # of Coahuila pop
69,869

Salt Lake City or Salt Lake city * of Utah pop 189,454
Sal-to \'sal-(,)to\ city & port NW Uruguay on Uruguay river

pop 60,000
Sal'ton sea \,s61t-'n-\ saline lake ab 235 jl below sea level SE
Calif, at N end of Imperial valley formed by diversion of water
from Colorado river into depression formerly called Salton sink

Salt sea — see dead sea
Sa.lu.da \s3-'lud-3\ river 200 m W cen S.C. flowing SE to unite
with the Broad forming the Congaree

Sal.va.dor \'sal-v3-,d6(3)r, ,sal-v3-'\ 1 or El Salvador \el-\
country Central America bordering on the Pacific; republic *
San Salvador area 8,260, pop 1. 855. 91 7 2 or formerly SaO
Salvador \sau"-\ or Ba.la or Ba.hia \ba-'e-3\ city & port N E
Brazil * of Baia pop 389.422 — Sal>va*do<ran \,sal-va-'dor-an,
-'dor-\ adj or n — Sal>va*do>re-an or Sal*va>do*ri-ait \-e-an\
adj or n
Sal-ween \'sal-,wen\ river 1750 m SE Asia flowing from Tibet
5 into Gulf of Martaban in Burma

Salz-burg X'solz-.bsrg, 'salz-, 'salz-, -,buC3)rg, G 'zalts-,burk\
city W Austria pop 102,92 7

Salz.gif.ter nrjormerly Wa.ten.stedt-Salzgitter \'vat-"n-,5ChUet-
'zalts-,git-3r\ city N cen Germany SW of Brunswick pop 107,600

Sa*niar \'sam-,ar\ island cen Philippines in the Visayans NE of
Leyte area 5050
Samara — see kuibvshev
Samarang — see semarang
Sa-mar>la Nsa-'mer-e-a, -'mar-\ 1 Northern Kingdom — see ISRAEL
2 city, its *; now a village fSe-bas-tye \sa-'bas-Ee-y3\) in modern
Jordan 3 district of ancient Palestine between the Mediterranean
6 the Jordan S of Galilee & N of Judea
Sam-ar.kand \'sam-ar-,kand\ or anc Mar-a-can.da \.mar-3-
'kan-d3\ city U.S.S.R. in E Uzbekistan # of ancient Sogdiana
pop 195,000
Sani<ni-um \'sam-ne-3m\ ancient country cen Italy bordering on
the Adriatic — Sam*nite \-,nit\ adj or n
Sa-moa \S3-'mo-3\ or formerly Navigators islands SW cen Pacific
N of Tonga islands; divided at long. 171^W into American, or
Eastern, Samoa & Western Samoa area 1 209
Sa<mo5 \'sa-,mas\ island Greece in the Aegean off coast of Turkey
N of the Dodecanese area 171 — Sa-mi<an \'sa-me-3n\ adj or n

Sam-o-tlirace \'sam-3-.thras\ or NGk Sa-mo.thra-Ke \.sam-
a-'thrak-e\ inland Greece in the NE Aegean — Sam-o-thra-cian
\,sam-3-'thra-sh3n\ adj or n
Sam.sun XsSm-'sUnV city & port N Turkey on Black sea NW of
Ankara pop 87,311

San-'a or San-aa \sa-'na\ city S Arabia, a # of Yemen pop 60,000
San An.ge.lO \sa-'nan-J3-,lo\ city W cen Tex. pop 58,815
San An.to.nio \,Sim-3n-'to-ne-,o\ 1 river 200 m S Tex. flowing
SE into Gulf of Mexico 2 city S Tex. pop 587,718 — San An-to-
ni.an \-ne-3n\ n
San Be.ni.to \,san-ba-'net-(,)o\ city S Tex. SE of Harlingen pop
16,422
San Ber<nar*di'no \.san-,b3r-n3fr1-'de-(,mo\ 1 mountains S
Calif. S of Mojave desert; highest peak San Gorgonio 11,485 jt

2 city SW Calif E of Los Angeles pop 91,922
San Bias, Isthmus ot \san-'blas\ narrowest section of Isthmus
of Panama
San Bru.no
pop 2 0,063

•bru-(,)no\ city W Calif. S of San Francisco

San Buenaventura — see ventura
San Car-los \san-'k'ar-l3s\ city W Calif. SE of San Francisco
pop 21.370
San Carlos de Bariloche — see bariloche
San Cle^meU'te \,san-kl3-'ment-e\ island S Calif., southernmost
of the Santa Barbara islands
San Cris-to-bal \,san-kris-'to-b3l\ or San Cris.to-val \-v9l\ or
Ma.Hl-ra \m3-'kir-3\ island W Pacific in SE Solomons SE of
Guadalcanal
San Cris.to.bal \,san-kris-'to-b3l\ 1 or Chat-Sam \'chat-3m\
island Ecuador in the Galapagos 2 city W Venezuela 100 m
SSW of Lake Maracaibo pop 73,000

SanC'ti Spl-ri-tus \,sariCk)-te-'spir-3-,tiis\ city W cen Cuba
pop 37,741
SaU'Cy, Puy de \,pwed-a-,sa"-'se\ mountain 6185 // S cen France;
highest in the Moots Dore & Auvergne mountains
San.da.kan \san-'diik-3n\ town & port Brit. No. Borneo on Sulu
sea; former # of colony
Sandalwood — see sumba
Sand-hurst \'sand-,horst\ town S England in E Berkshire SE of
Reading

San-dia \san-'de-3\ mountains N cen N. Mex. E of Albuquerque;
highest point Sandia Peak 10,609 //
San Di.e.go \,san-de-'a-(,)go\ city & port SW Calif, on San
Diego Bay (inlet of the Pacific) pop 573,224 — San Di-e-gan
\-g3n\ n
San Domingo, 1 — see hispaniola 2 — see Dominican republic
3 — see SANTO domingo
San.dring.hara \'san-drio-3m\ village E England in NW Norfolk
San-dns.ky Xssn-'dss-kc, sanA 1 river 150 m N Ohio flowing
N into Lake Erie 2 city N Ohio at entrance to Sandusky Bay
(inlet of Lake Erie) pop 31,989

Sand'Wicli \'san-(,)(d)wich\ 1 — see Hawaii 2 municipal
borough SE England in Kent on the Stour
Sandy Hook peninsula E N.J. extending N toward New York Bay
San Fer.nan.do \.san-f3r-'nan-f,)do\ 1 valley S Calif. NW of
Los Angeles; partly within Los Angeles city limits 2 city SW
CaUf. NW of Los Angeles pop 16.093
San.ford V'san-fsrdX city E Fla. NNE of Orlando pop 19,175
Santord, Mount mountain 16,208;^ S Alaska at W end of Wrangell

San Fran.cis.CD \,san-fr3n-'sis-(.)ko\ city & port W Calif, on
San Francisco Bay & the Pacific pop 742,855 — San Fran-cis-
can \-k3n\ n
San Francisco Peaks mountain N cen Ariz. N of Flagstaff;

:ity W Calif. SE of Oakland

-(.)zo\ urban area W Calif. SSE of
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includes three peaks: Mt. Humphreys 12,670 /< (highest point in
the state), Mt. Agassiz 12,340 /r, &. Mt. Fremont 11,940 /r
San Ga.bri.el \san-'ga-bre-3l\ 1 mountains S Calif. SW of
Mojave desert & N E of Los Angeles, highest point San Antonio
Peak 10,080 ll 2 city SW Calif. S of Pasadena pop 22,561
San.ga.mon \'sar)-g3-m3n\ river 225 m, cen III. flowing SW &W into the lUinois
San-gay \sag-'gi\_ volcano 17,749 /r SE cen Ecuador
San.gi>he Xsiio-'ge-aX or Sangi \*sari-e\ 1 islands Indonesia NE
of Celebes area 314 2 islanjl, chief "of the group
San Gi<mi<gna.no \,san-,je-men-'yan-(,)o\ commune cen Italy
NW of Siena

San-gre de Crls-to \,sao-gred-3-'kris-(,)to\ mountains cen Colo.
& N. Mex. in Rocky mountains — see blanca peak
San.i.bel X'san-a-bslX island SW Fla. SW of Fort Myers
San Il-de.fon.so \.san-,il-d3-'fan(t)-(,)so\ or La Gran.ja Va-
'grao-(,)ha\ commune cen Spain SE of Segovia
San Isi.dro \.san-3-'se-(,)dro\ city E Argentina pop 90,086
San Ja.cin-to \.san-j3-'sint-3\ river 100 m SE Tex. flowing
5 into Galveston Bay
San Joa-quin \,san-wa-'ken\ river 350 m. cen Calif, flowing from
the Sierra Nevada SW &. then NW into the Sacramento
San Jor.ge, Gull of \sao-'h6r-(,)ha\ inlet of the Atlantic S
Argentina
San Jo.se \,san-3-'za\ city W Calif. SSE of Palo Alto pop 204,196
San Jo-se \,san-3-'za\ city * ol Costa Rica pup 133,734
San Juan \san-'(h)wan\ 1 river 360 m SW Colo , NW N, Mex.,
6 SE Utah flowing W into the Colorado 2 mountains SW Colo,
in the Rocky mountains — see uncompahgre peak 3 islands NW
Wash, between Vancouver I. & the mainland 4 city & port # of
Puerto Rico pop 432,377 5 city W Argentina N of Mendoza
pop 82,410 6 hill E Cuba near Santiago de Cuba — Saii'iua-ne-
ro \,san-(h)w;i-'ne(=)r-(,)o\ n
Sankt An.ton am Arl.herg \zaip(k)-'tan-,ton-,am-'ar(3)i-.bQrg,
san(k)-, -.be(9)rg\ village W Austna in Tirol W of Innsbruck
Sankt Gallen — see saint gall
Sankt Gotthard — see saint gotthard
Sankt Moritz ~ see saint moritz
San Le.an.dro \.san-le-'an-c,)dro\
pop 65,962
San Lo-ren-zo X.san-
Oakland pop 23,773
San LU'Cas, Cape \,san-'Iii-k3s\ headland NW Mexico, the S
extremity of Lower California
San Lu-is \san-'lu-as\ valley S Colo. & N N. Mex. along the upper
Rio Grande between San Juan & Sangre de (Tristo mountains
San Luis Obis.po \san-,lu-3-s3-'bis-(,)po\ city W Calif, near the
Pacific pop 20,4 !7
San Lu.is Po-to.sl \,san-lu-,e-.spot-3-'se\ 1 slate cen Mexico
area 24,415, pop 1,004,560 2_city, its * pop I 73,886
San Ma,ri-no \,san-m3-'re-(.)no\ 1 country S Europe on Italian
peninsula SSW of Rimini; a republic area 38, pop 13,500 2 town,
its #
San Mar-tin or Ge-ne-ral San Martin \,ha-na-,ral-.san-mar-
'ten\ city E Argentina, NW suburb ol Buenos Aires pop 269,512
San Ma-teo \,san-m»-'ta-(,)o\ city W Cahf. SSE of San Francisco
pop 69.870
San Pah-lo \san-'pab-(,)lo\ city W Calif. N of Oakland on San
Pablo Bay (N extension of San Francisco Bay! pop 19,687
San Pe-dro \san-'pe-f,)dro, -'pa-\ 1 channel SW Calif, between
Santa Catalina I. & the mainland 2 former city SW Calif, on
San Pedro Bay, now a S section of Los Angeles: port
San Ra-fael \,san-r3-'fel\ city W Calif. N of San Francisco on
San Pablo Bay pop 20,460
San Re-mo \san-'ra-(,)mo, -'re-\ city & port NW Italy in Liguria
near French border pop 30,705
San Sal-va-dor \san-'sal-v3-,d6(3)r\ 1 or Wat-lings \'wat-liDz\
or Wat-ling \-lir)\ island cen Bahama islands area 60 — see
GUANAHANI 2 City # of El Salvador pop 221,708
San Se-bas-tian \.san-si-'bas-ch3n\ city & port N Spain # of
Guipuzcoa on Bay of Biscay pop 132,087
San Stefano — see yesilkoy
San-ta Ana \,sant-3-'an-3\ 1 city SW Calif. ESE of Long Beach
pop 100.350 2 city NW Salvador pop 70,769
Santa Bar-ha-ra \-'bar-b(3-)r3\ 1 channel SW Calif, between
the N Santa Barbara islands & mainland 2 or Chan-nel \'chan-=l\
islands Calif, in the Pacific off SW coast — see catalina, san
clemente, saniA CRUZ, SANTA ROSA 3 city S Calif, pop 58,768
Santa Catalina — see catalina
San-ta Cat-a-ri-na \,sant-3-,kat-3-*re-n9\ state S Brazil bordering
on the Atlantic * Florianopolis area 31,1 18. pop 1,560.502
Santa Clara \-'kIar-3, -'kler-\ 1 city W Calif. NW of San Jose
pop 58,880 2 city W cen Cuba pop 77,398
Santa Cruz \-'kriiz\ 1 island SW Calif in NW Santa Barbara
islands 2 city W Calif. S of San Jose on Monterey Bay pop 25,596
3 — see SAINT CROix 4 river 250 m S Argentina flowing E into the
Atlantic 5 city E BoUvia pop 58,272 6 islands SW Pacific N of
the New Hebrides, chief island Ndeni; administratively attached to
Brit. Solomon islands area 380
San-ta Cruz deTe-ne-ri-fe \.sant-3-'krUz-d3-,ien-3-'rc-fe\ 1 prov-
ince Spain comprising W Canary islands area 1528, pop 477,688
2 city & port, its #, on N E Tenerile I. pop 126,651
San-ta Fe \,sant-3-'fa\ 1 city # of N. Mex. pop 34,676 2 city
cen Argentina pop 219,620 — San-ta Fe-an \-'fa-3n\ n
Santa Fe Springs \,sant-3-.fa-\ city SW Cahf. SE of Los Angeles
pop 16,342
Santa Fe Trail pioneer route to the Southwest used esp. 1821-80
from vicinity of Kansas Citv, Mo., to Santa Fe. N. Mex.
San-ta Is-a-bel or Santa Ys-a-bel \,sant-3-'iz-3-,bel\ island W
Pacific in the E cen Solomons N E of Guadalcanal area 1500
Santa Ma-ria \-m3-'re-3\ city W Calif. NW of Santa Barbara pop
2 0,02 7

Santa Ma-rla X-ma-'re-aX volcano 12,300 ji W Guatemala
Santa Mar-ta \-'mart-3\ city & port N Colombia on the Caribbean
E of B^irranquilla pop 59,290

Santa Mon-i-ca \-'man-i-k3\ city SW Calif, adjacent to Los An-
geles on Santa Monica Bay (inlet of the Pacific) pop 83,249
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San>tan<der \,san-,tan-'de(a)r, ,san-,tan-\ 1 province N Spain in

N Old Castile bordering on Bay of Biscay area 2108, pop 434,499
2 city & port, its *, on Bay of Biscay pop 116,525

SaU'ta>rem \,sant-a-'rem\ town N Brazil in W Pari at confluence
of the Tapajoz & Amazon rivers

San.ta Ro-sa \,sant-3-'ro-z3\ 1 island SW Calif, in NW Santa
Barbara islands^ 2 city W Calif. N of San Francisco pop 31,027

San>tee \san-'te, 'san-,\ river 143 m S. C. flowing SE into the
Atlantic

San-ti-a-go \,sant-e-'a8-f,)o, ,sant-\ 1 city # of Chile pop 1,350,-
409 2 or Santiago (le los Ca.ba-Ue.ros \-d3-,16s-.kab-3-'ye(3)r-

(,)5s\ city N cen Dominican Republic ;)op 56,192 3 or San.tia.gO
de Com<pos-te,la X-da-.kam-pa-'stel-aX commujie NW Spain S
of La Corutiapo^j 31,140 — San-ti-a-gan N.sant-e-'ag-an, ,sant-\ n
Santiago de Gu<ba \-.ag-(,)od-3-'kyU-b3\ city & port SE Cuba
pop 163,237
Santiago del Es.te.ro \-'ag-o-,del-3-'ste(3)r-(,)o\ city N Argentina
SE of Tucuman pop 60,039

San.to Do.min.go, 1 or Santo Domingo de Gnz.mdn \,sant-3d-
3-'min-(,lgod-3-gii-'5man\ or San Domingo \,san-d3-\ or jormerly
Tru.ji.llo or Ci.u.dad TrujiUo \,se-u-,tha-tru-'he-(,)(y)o, ,se-u-

,dad-\ city & port * of Dominican Republic on Caribbean sea

pop 181,533 2 — see hispaniola 3 — see Dominican republic
— San.to Do.min.gan \.sant-3d-3-'mio-g3n\ adj or n _ _
San.to.rin \,sant-3-'ren\ or NOk San.to. rl.ni \-'re-ne\ or
Thi.ra \'thir-3\ or one Tlie.ra \'ttiir-3\ island Greece in S
Cyclades area 30
San.tos \'sant-3s\ city & port SE Brazil in SE Sao Paulo state

SSE of Sao Paulo on an island in a tidal inlet ;;op 206,920
San-to To.mas de la Gua.ya.na \,sant-o-t3-'raas-d3-,la-gw3-

'yan-A or San To.me de la Guayana \,san-to-'mad-'l-,a-gw3-\
town E Venezuela near junction of the Caronf & Orinoco

San.tnr.ce \san-'tu(3)r-(,)sa\ a N section of San Juan, Puerto Rico
Sao Fran.cis.co \,sau"(m)-fr3n-'sis-C,)ko\ river 1800 m E Brazil

flowing from S cen Minas Gerais NE & E into the Atlantic

Sao Luis \,sau"-lu-'es\ city & port NE Brazil * of Maranhao state

on Maranhao I. pop 152,176
Sao Ma.nuel \,sau"-m3n-'wel\ river 600 m, cen Brazil flowing NW
to join the Juruena fonning the Tapajoz
Sao Mi.guel \,sau"-mi-'Bel\ island Portugal in E Azores; chief

town Ponta Delgada area 29 7

Sadne \'son\ river 2 75 m E France flowing SSW into the Rhone
Sao Pau.lo \sau"(mV'pau-(,)lil, -(,)lo\ 1 state SE Brazil area
95,4.i9, pop 9,1 ?4,423 2 city, its #, on Tiete river pop 3,674,373
Sao Ro.que, Cape \sau"-'r6-ka\ headland N E Brazil N of Natal

Sao Salvador — see Salvador
Sao Tia.go \,sau"(nn-e-'ag-(,)ii, -(.loV or San.ti-a.go \,sant-3-

'ag-C.)o\ island Cape Verde islands, largest of the group; chief town
Praia area 359
Sao To.me or Sao Tho.mS \,sau"(n)t-3-"ma\ island W Africa in

Gulf of Guinea- with Principe I., forms Portuguese overseas
territory of Sao Tome and Principe (area 377, pop 60,159)
Sao Vicente, Cabo de — see saint vincent (Cape)
Sap.po.ro \s3-'por-(,)o, -'p6r-\ city Japan on W Hokkaido pop
523.839

Saq.qa.ra or Sak.ka-ra \sa-'kar-3\ village N Egypt SW of ruins

of Memphis
Sarabat — see gediz
Saragossa — see zaragoza
Sa.ra.je.vo \'sar-3-yp-,v6\ or Se.ra.je.vo \'ser-\ city cen Yugo-
slavia # of Bosnia & Herzegovina pop 136,283
Sar.a-nac \'.sar-3-,nak\ river 100 m NE N. Y. flowing NE from
Saranac Lal^es (three lakes in the Adirondacks: Upper Saranac,
Middle Saranac, & Lower Saranac) into Lake Champlain

Sa-ransk \s3-'ran(tisk, -'randiskX city U. S. S. R. in cen Soviet
Russia, Europe * of Mordvinian Republic pop 90,000

Sar-a.so.ta \,sar-3-'sot-3\ city W Fla. S of Tampa pop 34,083
Sar.a.to.ga \,sar-3-'to-g3\ lake 7 m long E N. Y. S of Lake George
Saratoga Springs or Saratoga city N E NY. pop 16,630
Sa-ra.tov \s3-'rat-3f\ city Li. S. S. R. in SE Soviet Russia, Europe,
on the Volga pop 581.000
Sa.ra.waK \s5-'ra-(,)wa(k), -,wak\ country NW Borneo bordering
on So. China sea; a Brit, colony * Kuching area 47,000, pop
631,431
Sardica — see Sofia
Sar-din-ia \sar-'din-e-3, -'din-ysV or It Sar-de-gna \sar-'dan-y3\
island Italy S of Corsica * Cagliari or<.o_9283, pop 1,276,023
Sar.dis \'sard-3s\ or Sar-des \'sard-(,)ez\ ancient city W Asia
IVlinor * of ancient kingdom of Lydia; site ad 50 m £ of Izmir
— Sar-di-an \'sard-e-3n\ adj or n
Sa-re.ma or Estonian Saa.re.maa \'sar-3-,ma\ island U. S. S. R.
in Estonia at mouth of G ulf of Riga area 1010
Sar.gaS'SO sea \sar-,gas-f,)o-\ tract of comparatively still water
N Atlantic lying roughly between 20° & 35° N & 30° & 70° W

Sark \'sark\ island in the English channel, one of the Channel
islands area 2
Sar.ma-tia \sar-*ma-sh(e-)3\ ancient region E Europe in modem
Poland & Russia between the Vistula & the Volga — Sar-ma-tiau
\-sh3n\ adj or n

Sar-nia \'sar-ne-3\ city Canada in SE Ont. on St. Clair river oppo-
site Port Huron, Mich, pop 43,447
Sa.ron.ic \sa-'ran-ik\ gulf inlet of the Aegean SE Greece ttetween
Attica & the Peloponnesus

Sa.ros \'sar-,a5. 'ser-\ gulf inlet of the Aegean SW Turkey in
Europe at base of Gallipoli peninsula
Sarre — see saar
Sarrebruck — see saarbrUcken
Sarthe \'sart\ river 175 m NW France flowing S to unite with the
Mayenne forming the Maine
Sarum, 1 New Sarura — see Salisbury 2 old sarum
Sa.se.bo \'sas-a-,bo\ city & port Japan in NW Kyushu on an inlet
of East China sea pop 258,221

Sas.katch.e.wan Xss-'skach-a-wan, sa-, -,wan\ 1 river 1205 m
SW Canada flowing from the Rockies in W Alta. E into Lake
Winnipeg in cen Man.; formed by confluence in cen Sask. of the

laskatc
-, 2 ore

880,665
Sas.ka.toon \.sask3-'tUn\ city Canada in cen Sask. pop 72,858
Sas.sa.ri \'sas-3-(,)re\ commune Italy in NW Sardinia pop 62,400
Sa-til.la \s3-'Ul-3\ river 220 m SE Ga. flowing E into the AUanUc

I India between NarbadaSat.pa.ra \'sat-pa-ra\ range of hills W
& Tapli rivers

Sa.tu-Ma.re \,sa-(,)tii-'mar-(,)a\ city NW Romania in Transyl-
vania on the Somes pop_ 56,463
Sau.di Arabia \,saiid-e-, sa-,Ud-e-\ country SW Asia occupying
most of Arabian peninsula; a kingdom, comprising former king-
doms of Nejd & Hejaz & principality of Asir # * Riyadh & Mecca
area 597,000, pop 6,000,000 — Saudi adj or n — Saudi Arabian
adj or n
SaU'gus \*s6-g3s\ town NE Mass. W_of Lynn pop 20,666
Sault Sainte Ma.rie \.sU-,sant-ma-'re\ 1 city NE Mich, in upper
peninsula pop 18,722 2 city Canada in SE Ont, pop 32,329
Sault Sainte Marie canals or Soo canals \,sU-\ or Soo locks
three ship canals, two in the U. S. (four parallel locks! & one in
Canada (one lock), at rapids in St. Marys river connecting Lakes
Superior & Huron
Sau.mur \so-'m(y)u(3)r\ commune NW France on the Loire SE
of Angers pop 18,169

Sau.rash.tra \sau-'iash-tr3\ former state (1948-56) W India on
Kathiawar peninsula; in Bombay state 1956-60 & since 1960 in
Gujarat
Sa.va \'sav-a\ river 450 m N Yugoslavia flowing from Italian
border E into the Danube at Belgrade
Savage — see niue
Sa.vaii \s3-'vl-(.)e\ island SW cen Pacific, largest in Samoa, In
Western Samoa
Sa-van.nah \s3-'van-3\ 1 river 314 m E Ga. flowing SE to the
Atlantic & forming Ga.-S. C. boundary 2 city &. port E Ga. at
mouth of Savannah river pop 149,245
Save — see sabi

Sa-vo \'sav-(,)o\ island W Pacific in SE Solomon islands N of W
end of Guadalcanal
Sa.vo-na \s3-'vo-n3\ commune & port NW Italy SW of Genoa
pop 68,300
Sa.voy \s3-'v6i\ or F Sa.voie \sa-vw4\ or It Sa.vo.la \sa-"vd-
ya\ region SE France in Savoy Alps SW of Switzerland & border-
ing on Italy; duchy 1416-1720, part of kingdom of Sardinia 1720-
1860; became part of France 1860 — Sa.voy.ard \sa-'v6i-,ard,
,sav-.6i-'ard, ,sav-,wii-'yar(d)\ adj or n
Savoy Alps section of W Alps SE France — see blanc (Mont)
Sa.watch or Sa.guache \s3-'wach\ mountains cen Colo, in Rocky
mountains — see Elbert (Mount)
Saxe \'saks\ saxony — its French form, used in English chiefly In
names of former duchies in Thuringia: Saxe- Al. ten. burg \'iilt-

n-,bii(3)rg\, Saxe-Co.burg \'ko-,b3rg\, Saxe-Go.tha \'got-3,
'go-th3\, Saxe-Mei.ning-en \'mr-niQ-3n\, & Saxe-Wei-mar-
Ei.se.nach \-'vi.,mar-'iz-°n-,ak, -,ak\
Sax-o-ny \'sak-s(3-)ne\ or O Sach-sen \'zak-s3n\ 1 region &
former duchy NW Germany S of Jutland peninsula between the
Elbe & the Rhine 2 region E Germany N of Erz Gebirge — see
LOWER saxony, SAXE
Sa.yan \s3-'yan\ mountains U. S. S. R. in S Soviet Russia, Asia,
on border of Tuva N of Altai mountains

Sayre.ville \'sa(3)r-,vil, 'se(3)r-\ borough E cen N. J. pop 22,553
Says Law \'saz-,l6\ mountain 1749 /( SE ScoUand; highest in
Lammermuir hills

Sa.zan \'saz-,an\ or It Sa.se.no \sa-'za-(.)no\ island Albania at
entrance to Bay of Vlone

Sca.Iell \'sk6-.fel\ mountain 3162 jl NW England in Cumbrians
SW of Keswick; second highest peak in England

Scalell Pike mountain 3210 jl NW England in Cumberland 1 m
N E of Scafell; highest in the Cumbrians & in England

Scamander — see MENDERES_
Scan. di.na. via \,skan-d3-'na-ve-3, -vya\ 1 Norway, Sweden, &
Denmark & sometimes also Iceland or Finland 2 peninsula N
Europe occupied by Norway & Sweden
Scapa Flow \,skap-9-'flo\ sea basin N Scotland in the Orkneys
Scarpanto — see karpathos
Scars. dale \'skarz-,dal\ town SE N. Y. NEof Yonkers pop 17,968
Scebeli, Uebi — see shibeli (Webbe)
Schaer-beek or Schaar.beek \'skar-,bak\ commune cen Belgiimi,
NE suburb of Brussels pop 119,080

Schaff hau.sen \shaf-'hauz--^n\ or F Schaff.house \sha-fUz\
1 or Falls of the Rhine or G Rheln.fall \'rTn-,ral\ waterfall in

the Rhine N Switzerland 370 /( wide, with two principal falls 50
Jl &. 60 /( high 2 canton N Switzerland bordering on Germany
area Hi, pop 57,515 3 commune, its * pop 26,400
Schaum.burg-Lip.pe \,shaum-,bii(3)rg-'lip-3\ state of Germany
1918-33 in NW_ between Westphalia & Hannover

Schei.degg \'shi-,dek\ village cen Switzerland in Bern canton on
Little Scheideeg Pass

Scheldt \'skelt\ or Schel.de \'skel-d3\ or F Es-caut \es-ko\
river 2 70 m W Europe flowing from N France through Belgium
into North sea in Netherlands
Sche.necta.dy \sk3-'nek-i3d-e\ city E N. Y. pop 81.682
Sche.ve.ning.en \'ska-v3-,nio-a(n)\ town SW Netheriands on
North sea W of The Hague
Schie.dam \ske-'diim\ commune SW Netherlands pop 79,028
Schles.wig \'s(h)les-(,)wig, -(,)wik\ or Dan Sles.vig \'slis-ve\

region N Germany & S Denmark in S Jutland peninsula
Schleswig-Hol. stein \-'hol-,stin\ state W Germany consisting of
Holstein & part of Schleswig # Kid area 6052, pop 2,309,400

Schou.ten \'skaut-°n, 'skaut-a\ islands W New Guinea at mouth
of Geelvifik Bay area 1230
Schuyl.kill \'skul-,kil, 'skU-kslX river 131 m SE Pa. flowing SE
into the Delaware at Philadelphia
Schwaben — see swabia
Schwarzwald — see black forest
Schwein.lurt \'shfin-,fu(3)rt\ city W Germany on the Main
pop 56,000
Schweiz — see swttzerland
Schwe.rin \shfa-'ren\ city E Germany in Mecklenburg E of Ham-
burg pop 94,200
Schwyz \'shfets\ 1 canton E cen Switzerland area 351, pop 71,082
2 town, its *, E of Lucerne
SciMy Vsil-e\ island group SW England off Lands End comprised
of 140 islands # Hugh Town area 6

Sci-o.to \sT-'ol-3\ river 23 7 m Ohio flowing S into the Ohio
Scone VskiinX locality E Scotland NE of Perth
ScO'PUS, Mount \'skO'P9s\ mountain Palestine in W Jordan in

small area belonging to Israel
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Scores.liy Sonnd \,skofe)rz-be-, ,sk6(3)rz-\ inlet of Norwegian
sea E Greenland N of 70'' N
Scotch Plains \'skach\ urban township NE N. 3. pop 18,491
ScO'tia \'sk6-sh3\ sea part of the S Atlantic SE of Falkland
islands, W of So. Sandwich islands, & N of So. Orkney islands

Scot-land \'skat-l3nd\ or L Cal-e-do-nia \.kaI-s-'do-ny3, -ne-3\
or ML Scotia country N Great Britain; a division of United
Kingdom of Great Britain & Northern Ireland # Edinburgh area
29,794, pop 5,095,969

Scott \'skat\ urban township SW Pa. SW of Pittsburgh pop 19,094
Scotts Bluff National Monument \,skats-\ reservation W
Nebr. on the No. Platte including Scotts Bluff (high butte that
was a landmark on the Oregon Trail)

Scran-ton \*skrant-'n\ city NE Pa. pop 111,443
Scnn>tliorpe \'sk3n-,th6(3)rp\ municipal borough E England in
Parts of Lindsey, Lincolnshire, WSW of Hull pop 54,245

Sou.ta.ri or SKu.ta.ri \'skUt-3-re\ 1 or Albanian Sliko-der
\"shkod-3r\ city NW Albania pop .33,900 2 lake NW Albania &
5 Yugoslavia area 130 3 — see uskudar

Scjrros — see skyros
Scyth>ia \'sith-e-3, 'sitlj-X the country of the ancient Scythians
comprising parts of Europe & Asia now in U. S. S. R. in regions
N & N E of Black sea & E of Aral sea

Sea \'se\ islands SE U. S. in the Atlantic off coast of S. C, Ga.,
6 Fla. between mouths of Santee & St. Johns rivers
Sea-side \'se-,sTd\ city W Calif, on Monterey Bay pop 19,353
Se.at-lle \se-'at-'l\ city & port W Wash, between Puget Sound &
Lake Washington pop 557.087 — Se-at-tle-lte \-.It\ n
Se>ba*go \s3-'ba-f,)g6\ lake 13 m long SW Me.
Sebaste or Sebastia — see sivas

Sebastye — see samaria
Sebha — see sabha
Se-cun<der*abad or Si-kan-dar-abad Nsi-ncan-da-rs-.bad, -,bad\
city S cen India in Andhra Pradesh, N E suburb of Hyderabad
pop 225,400
Se.da.lia Xsi-'dal-ysN city W cen Mo. pop 23,874
Se-dan \si-'dan, F s3-da"\ city NE France on the Meuse NE of
Reims pop 17,637
Sedge-moor \'sej-,mii(3)r, -,mo(3)r, -,m6C3)r\ tract of moorland
SW England in cen Somerset
Sedom — see sodom
Se-go-via \si-'go-ve-3\ 1 or Co.co \"ko-C.)ko\ or Wanks
\'wao(k)s\ river 450 m N Nicaragua flowing NE into the Carib-
bean & forming part of Honduras- Nicaragua boundary 2 prov-
ince N cen Spain in Old Castile area 2635,pop 205,793 3commune,
its #, NW of Madrid pop 34.250
Seihun — see seyhan
Seim or Seym \'sam\ river 435 m SW cen Soviet Rtissia, Europe,
flowing W into the Desna
Seine \'san, 'sen\ river 480 m N France flowing NW into English
channel
Seine, Bay of the or F Bale de la Seine \bad-la-sen\ inlet of
English channel NW France at mouth of the Seine

Seishin — see chongjin
Seishu — see chongju
SeKla el Hamra — see saguia el hamra
Sek-on-di \,sek-3n-'de\ city & port SW Ghana E of Takoradi pop
26,757
Se-lang-or \s3-'lao-3r\ state cen Federation of Malaya bordering
on Strait of Malacca * Kuala Lumpur area 3166, pop 1.012.891
Sel-en-ga \,sel-3n-'ga\ river 750 m N cen Asia rising in W Outer
Mongolia & flowing to Lake Baikal

Se-len-cia \S3-'lU-sh(e-)3\ 1 or Seleucia Tra-che-o-tis \,tra-
ke-'ot-3s\ ancient city SE Asia Minor in Cilicia SW of Tarsus
2 ancient city, chief city of the Seleucid Empire; ruins now in
Iraq on_ the Tigris SSE of Baghdad 3 or Seleucia Fi-e-ria
N.pT-'ir-e-a, -'er-\ ancient city Asia Minor N of mouth of the
Orontes; port for Antiocb

Sel-kirk Vsel-.karkX 1 range of Rocky mountains Canada in
SE BC; highest peak Mt. Sandford 11.590/( 2 or Sel-kirk-shire
\-,shi(3lr. -sh3r\ county SE Scotland area 267. pop 21.724
3 burgh, its #. SE of Edinburgh
Sel-ma \'sel-m3\ city cen Ala. W of Montgomery pop 28,385
Selsuk — see ephesus
Se-ma-rang or Sa-ma-rang \s3-'mar-,aD\ city & port Indonesia in
cen lava on N coast pop 3 73,900
Sem-i-pa-la-tinsk \,sem-i-p3-'la-,tin(t)sk\ city Soviet Central Asia
in NE Kazakhstan on Irlysh river pop 155,000
Sen-dai \sen-'dT\ city Japan in NE Honshu pop 425,272
Sen-e-ca X'sen-i-kaV lake 35 m long W cen N.Y.; one of the
Finger lakes

Sen-e-gal \,sen-i-'gol\ 1 river 1050 m W Africa flowing from
Fouta Diallon NW & W into the Atlantic 2 country W Africa
on the Atlantic; a republic of the French Community, formerly
a territory of French West Africa * Dakar area 81,081, pop
2,973,000 — Sen-e-ga-lese N.sen-i-gs-'lez, -'les\ adj or n
Sen-e-gam-bia \,sen-i-'gam-be-3\ region W Africa around Senegal
& Gambia rivers — Sen-e-gam-bi-an \-3n\ adj or n
Sen-lac \'sen-.lak\ hill SE England in Sussex NW of Hastings
Sen-liS \sa"-les\ commune N France N N E of Paris
Sen-nar or Sen-naar \s3-'nar\ region E Sudan chiefly between
the White^Nile & the Blue Nile; an ancient kingdom
Seoul \'sol. 'siil. se-'Ul\ or Eyong-song \ke-'oo-'sdo\ or Jap
Eei-jo \'ka-(,)jo\ city S Korea on Han river; formerly # of
Korea, since 1948 * of So. Korea pop 1.642,599

Se-pik \'sa-pik\ river 600 m N New Guinea flowing E into the
Pacific

Se-quoia National ParK \si.,kw6i-3-\ reservation SE cen Calif.
area 602; includes Mt. Whitney
Serajevo — see Sarajevo
Seram — see ceram
Ser-bia \'S3r-be-3\ or formerly Ser-Tia \-ve-3\ federated republic
SE Yugoslavia traversed by the Morava; once a kingdom #
Belgrade area 34.080, pop 6,979,154
Serdica — see sofia
Serendib — see ceylon

Se-ret \'ser-3t\ river 150 m U.S.S.R. In W Ukraine flowing S
into the Dniester _
Ser-gi-pe \s3r-'zhe-p3\ state NE Brazil * A racajd area 8321, pop
644.361
Se-rin-ga-pa-tam \s3-,rio-g3-p3-'tam\ or Sri-ran-ga-pat-nam
\sre-,r3D-g3-p3t-'nam\ town S India N of city of Mysore
Se-rowe \sa-'ro-e\ town Republic of So. Africa in E Bechuanaland
Protectorate pop 15.935

Ser-ia da Es-trel-la \,ser-3-,da-e-'strel-3\ mountain range Portu-
gal; highest in Portugal 6532 U
Sena do Mar \-d3-'mar\ mountain range S Brazil along coast
chiefly in Santa Catarina, Parana, &. Sao Paulo states; highest
point 7323 /(

Serra Pa-ca-rai-ma X-.pak-s-'rI-msX or Si-er-ra Pacaraima
\se-,er-3-\ mountain range N So. America in SE Venezuela,
N Brazil. & W Brit. Guiana— see roraima

Ser-ra Pa-ri-ma \,ser-3-p3-'re-m3\ or Si-er-ra Parima \se-,er-3-\
mountain range N So. America on Venezuela- Brazil border SW
of Serra Pacaraima; source of the Orinoco; highest peak ab 8000 //
Ses-tos \'ses-tss\ ruined town Turkey in Europe on the Darda-
nelles (Hellespont) at narrowest point
Sete \'set\ or jormerly Cette \'set\ commune & port S France
SSW of Montpellier pop 33,454

Se-tU \sa-'tef\ commune NE Algeria pop 53.05 7

Se-tu-bal \s3-'tU-b3l\ city & port SW Portugal nop 44.000
Se-van \sa-'van\ or Se-yang \-Vao\ or Turk 6ok-cha \'g3(r)k-
Ch3\ lake U.S.S.R. in N Armenian Republic area 540
Se-yas-to-pol or jortnerly Se-bas-to-pol Xsa-'vas-ts-.pol, -,p6I;
,sev-3-'st6-P3l, -'sto-\ city & port U.S.S.R. in Soviet Russia, Europe,
in SW Crimea pop 148,000
Sev-ern \'sev-3rn\ 1 inlet (Seyem riyer) of Chesapeake Bay,
Md., on which Annapolis is situated 2 river 610 m Canada in
NW Ont. flowing NE into Hudson Bay 3 river 210 m Great
Britain flowing from E cen Wales into Bristol channel
Seyernaya Dvina — see northern dvina
Se-ver-na-ya Zem-lya N'sev-sr-ns-.ya-.zem-le-'aX islands U.S.S.R.
in N Soviet Russia. Asia. N of Taimyr peninsula in Arctic ocean
between Kara & Laptev seas area 14.300
Se-vier \S3-'viO)r\ river 280 ni SW cen Utah flowing into Sevier
Lake (25 m long; saline)

Se-ville \s3-'vil\ or Sp Se-vi-Ua \sa-'ve(l)-ya\ 1 province S
Spain area 5428, pop 1,241,844 2 city, its * pop 428.660
Se-vres \'sevr'\ commune N France SW of Paris pop 17,109
Sew-ard X'sU-ardN peninsula 180 m long 5: 130 m wide W Alaska
projecting into Bering sea between Kotzebue & Norton sounds

Sey-chelles \sa-'shel(z)\ island group W Indian ocean NE of
Madagascar; a colony of Great Britain # Victoria (on Mahe I.)

area 156. pop 43,100
Sey.han \sa-'han\ 1 or Sei-hun \-'hun\ river 3(10 m Turkey flow-
ing SSW into the Mediterranean 2 — see adana
Seym — see seim
Sfax \'sfaks\ city Sl port Tunisia on Gulf of Gabes pop 65,635
's Gravenhage — see hague (The)
Shah-ja-han-pur \,shaj-3-'han-,pu(3)r, ,sh6-i3-\ city N India in
cen Uttar Pradesh NNW of Kanpur pop 104.8110
Shah-pur \sha-'pu(3)r. sh6-\ ancient city SW Iran W of Shiraz
Sha-ker Heights \.sha-k3r-\ city NE Ohio E of Cleveland pop
36.460
Shakh-ty \'shak-te\ or Ale-ksan-drovsk X.al-ik-'san-drsfsk,
-ig-'zan-\ or Aleksandrovsk Gru-shev-ski \-gru-'shef ske,
-'shev-\ cityS E Soviet Russia, Europe, N E of Rostov pop 196,000

Sha-ler \'sha-l3r\ urban township SW Pa. N E of Pittsburgh pop
24,939
Shang-hai \shaa-'hi\ municipality & port E China on the Hwang
Pu near the Yangtze estuary pop 6,900,000
Shang-kiu \'shar)-ke-'ii\ city E China in E Honan pop 134.400
Shan-non \'shan-3n\ river 240 m W Ireland flowing S & W into
the Atlantic
Shan-si \'shan-'se\ province N China bordering on Yellow river *
Taiyuan area 60,656, pop 14,314,000
Shan State \'shan, 'shan\ or jormerly Federated Shan States
province E Burma comprising a mountainous region (the Shan
hills) # Taunggyi
Shan-tung \'shan-'t30\ 1 peninsula E China projecting ENE
between Yellow sea St. Po Hai 2 province E China including
Shantung peninsula # Tsinan area 59.189, pop 48,877,000
Shao-hing or Shao-hsing \'shau-'shio\ city ECliinain N Chekiang
SE of Hangchow pop 130,600
Shao-yang \'shaii-'yari\ or jormerly Pao-king \'baU-'chio\ city

SE China in cen Hunan W of Hengyang poo 117,700
Sha-ri or Cha-ri \'shar-e\ river 1400 m N cen Africa in Chad
flowing NW into Lake Chad
Shark Bay inlet of Indian ocean ISO m long W Western Australia,
at ab 25°S
Shar-on \'shar-3n, 'sher-\ city NW Pa. pop 25,267
Sharon, Plain of region Israel on coast between Mt. Carmel &
Jaffa

Sha-si \'sha-'se\ city E cen China in S Hupei on the Yangtze
pop 85,000
Shas-ta, Mount \'shas-t3\ mountain 14,162 /r N Calif, in Cascade
range; an isolated volcanic cone
Shatt-al-Ar-ab \,shat-,al-'ar-3b\ river 120 m SE Iraq formed by
Tigris & Euphrates rivers & flowing SE into Persian Gulf
Shaw-an-gunk Mountain \,shaQ-g3m-\ mountain ridge SE N. Y.;
part of Kittalinny Mountain
Sha-win-i-gan Falls \sh3-,win-i-g3n-\ city Canada in S Que. on
St. Maurice river NW of Trois-Rividres pop 28.597
Shaw-nee \sh6-'ne, sha-\ city cen Okla. pop 24,326
Shcherbakoy — see rybinsk
She-ba \'she-b3\ or Sa-ba \'sa-b3\ ancient country S Arabia
She-boy-gan \shi-'b6i-g3n\ city & port E Wis. pop 45.747
Shechem — see nablus
Sheer-ness \shi(3)r-'nes\ urban district & port SE England
in Kent at mouth of the Thames pop 15,727
Shef-field \'shef-,eld\ city & county borough N England in West
Riding, Yorkshire pop 512,834

Shel-by \'shel-be\ city S N.C. W of Charlotte pop 17,698

a abut; ® kitten; _ or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

j joke; I) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6 i coin; th thin; th th[s

an out; ch chin; e less; i easy; g gift; i trip; I life

. ^ . , _ . ii loot; u foot; y yet; yU few; yu furious; zh vision
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Sbel'l'kof \'shel-i-,k6f\ strait S Alaska between Alaska peninsula
& islands of Kodiak & Afognak
Shel.ton \'shelt-=n\ city SW Conn, pop 18,190
Sben.an.do-ab N.slien-sn-'do-s, ,shan-3-'d5-3\ river S5 m N Va.
flowing N £ between Allegiieny & Blue Ridge mountains across
NE tip of W. Va. & into the Potomac
Sbenandoah National Park reservation N Va. in Blue Ridge
mountains area 302
Shen>si \'shen-'se\ province N cen China bordering on Yellow
river # Sian area 75,598, pop 15,881,000
Shenyang — see mukden
Sber-brooke X'shar-.briikX city E Canada in S Que. pop 58,668
Sber.man X'shsr-msnX city NE Tex. N of Dallas pop 24,988
's Heiao.gen.boscb \'ser-,to-g3(n)-,b6s\ city S Netherlands *
of No. Brabant pop 70.194
Sher-wood Forest X.shsr-.wiid- also ,she(a)r-\ ancient royal forest
cen England cliieflv in Nottinghamshire

Sbet-land X'shet-lsndX or Zet-land \'zct-\ islands N Scotland
N E of the Orkneys forming a county of Scotland # Lerwick area
550, pop 19,352 — Sbet-land-er X-bn-dsrX n
Shey.enne \shl-'an, -'enX river 325 m SE cen N. Dak. flowing
SE into Red river

Shi.beli or She. bell or Web.be Sbibell \,web-c-sh3-'bel-e\ river
700 m E Africa rising in cen Ethiopia & flowing SE to a swamp
near Juba river in Somalia

Shi.bin el KSm \shib-,e-,neI-'kom\ city N Egypt in Nile delta
N NW of Cairo pop 56,900

Shi.ga.tse \shi-'gat-s3\ town W China in SE Tibet on Tsangpo
river W of Lhasa
Shib.kia.cbwang \'shiO)r-je-'aj-'wao\ city NE China in SW
Hopei SW of Paoting pop 373,400

Shi.kar.pur \shi-'kar-.pu(3)r\ city Pakistan in S cen West Pakistan
in Siiid nop 45,400
Sbi-Ko.ku \shi-'ko-(,)kii\ island S Japan E of Kyushu area 7246
Sbil.ka \'shil-ks\ river 300 m U.S.S.R. in SE Soviet Russia,
Asia, flowing N E to unite with the Argun forming the Amur

Shil.long \shil-'6D\ city NE India # of Assam pop 53,800
Sbi.lob \'shT-{,)lo\ ancient village Palestine W of the Jordan on
slope of Mt. Ephraim; site in modern Jordan at village of Seilun
Shi.mi. 2a \shi-'me-(,)zii\ city & port Japan in cen Honshu on
Suruga Bay; port for Shizuoka pop 88,472
Shi.mcda \shi-'raod-3, -'mo-,da\ city & port Japan in S Honshu
SW of \okohama on Izu peninsula between Sagami sea & Suruga
bay pop 27,369
Shi-mo. no. se.ki \,shim-3-no-'sek-e\ 1 strait Japan between
Honshu & Kyushu connecting Inland sea & Korea strait 2 or
Ba.kan \'bak-,an\ city & port Japan in SW Honshu on Shimo-
noseki straitpop 230.503
Shl.nar N'shi-nar, -,nar\ a country known to the early Hebrews
as a plain in Babylonia; probably Sumer
Shingishu — see SINUIJU
Shin.kol.o.bwe \shiri-'kal-3b-,wa\ town SE Congo in Katanga
Shinshu — see chinju
Ship Rock isolated mountain 7178 /( N. Mex. in NW comer
Shi.raz \shi-'raz\ city SW Iran in Pars pop 169,088
Shi.re or Chi. re \'she-(,)ra\ river 370 m S Nyasaland & cen
Mozambique flowing from Lake Nyasa S into the Zambezi

Shi.sbal.din \shish-'al-d3n\ volcano 997BJ1 SW Alaska on Uni-

Shive.iy \'shrv-le\ city N Ky. SW of Louisville pop 15,155
Shi.zu.o-ka \shi-'zU-3-,ka\ city Japan in cen Honshu near
Suruga Bay SW of Shimizu pop 328,819
Sbkoder — see scutari
Sbo.la.pur \'sho-l3-,pu(3lr\ city W India in SE Maharashtra
SE of Bombay pop 266.000

Shore. ditcb \'sho(3)r-,dich, 'sh6(3)r-\ metropolitan borough N
cen London, England pop 44,885
Shore.wood \-,wud\ village SE Wis. pop 15,990
Short.land \'sh6rt-l3nd\ islands W Pacific in the Solomons
off S end of Bougainville: in Brit. Solomon Islands Protectorate
Sbo-sho-ne \sh3-'sho-ne\ river 120 m NW Wyo. flowing NE into
the Bighorn
Shoshone Falls waterfall 210 /r S Idaho in Snake river

Showhsien — see hwainan
Shreve.port \'shrev-,po(3)rt. -,p6(a)rt, esp South 'srev-\ city NW
La. pop 164.372

Shrews.bury \'shrUz-,ber-e, 'shroz-, -b(3-)re, esp South 'sriiz-,

'sioz-\ or Sal.op \'sal-3p\ municipal borough W England # of
.Shrop.shire on the Severn pop 44,926
Sbrop. shire \'shnip-,shi(3)r, -shsr, esp South 'srapA or Sal.op
\'sal-3p\ county W England on border of Wales # Shrewsbury
area 1347, pop 289.844
Sbunseu — see chunchon
Shushan — see susa
Si — see WE.ST
Si.al.kot \se-'al-,kot\ city Pakistan In NE West Pakistan NNE
of Lahore pop 167,500
Siam — see Thailand
Siam, GuU of or Gult ol Thallancl arm of So. China sea between
Indochina & Malay peninsula

Si.an \'she-'an\ or jormerlv Chang.an \'chaD-'an\ city E cen
China # of Shensi on Wei river pop 787,300
Siang or Hsiang \she-'aa\ 1 river 350 m SE cen China flowing
from N Kwangsi N into Tungting Lake in Hunan 2 — see Ytj

Slang. tan \she-'ao-'tan\ city SE China in E Hunan on the Siang
S of Changsha pop 183,600

Si.be.ria \sI-'bir-e-3\ region U.S.S.R. E of the Ural.s, roughly
coextensi^'e with Soviet Russia, Asia — Si. be. ri.an \-an\ adj or n
Sl.biu \se-'byu\ city W cen Romania in Transylvania pop 95.878
Si.bu.yan \,se-bu-'yan\ sea cen Philippines bounded by Mindoro,
S Luzon, .& the Visayans

Sici.ly \'sis-(3-)le\ or It Si.ci.lia \se_"chel-ya\ or anc Sl.cll.la
\s3-'sil-y3\ or Tri.nac.ria Xtra-'nak-re-a, tn-\ island S Italy in
the Mediterranean # Palermo area 9926, pop 4,436,749 — Si-
Cil-ian Xsa-'sil-yanX adJ or n
Si.cy-on \'sis(hi-e-,an\ or Gk Sik.y.on \'sik-e-\ ancient city
S Greece in N E Peloponnesus NW of Corinth

Si.di Bar.r4.ni \,sed-e-bs-'ran-c\ village NW Egypt on coast
Si.di-bel-Ab.bes \-,bel-»-'bes\ commune NW Algeria S of Oran

Si.don \'sTd-»n\ or Zl.don \'zTd-\
port SW Lebanon; a chief city of i— Si. do.nl.an \sT-'do-ne-3n\ adj or n

Sid.ra, Gulf ol \'sidre\ or anc Syr.tis Ma.jor \,s3rt-3-'sma-
Jar\ inlet of the Mediterranean on coast of Libya
Sie.ben.ge.bir.ge \'ze-b3n-g3-,bi(a)r-g3\ group of hills W Ger-
many on right bank of the Rhine SSE of Bonn
Si-ena or jormerly E Si.en-na \se-'en-3 \coramune cen Italy in
Tuscany pop 40,722 — Si.enese or Si-en.nese \,se-3-'nez, -'nes\

Si.er.ra Blan.ca \se-,er-3-'blar|-k3\ or Sierra Blanca Peak
mountain 12,003 jt S cen N. Mex. in Sierra Blanca range of the
Sacramento mountains

Sierra de C6r.do.ba \-d3-'k6rd-s-ba\ mountain range cen Ar-
gentina; highest peak 9350 /r

Sierra de Gre.dos \-d3-'grad-(.)os\ mountain range W cen
Spain, SW extension of the Sierra de Guadarrama; highest peak
Plaza de Almanzor 8692 ft

Sierra de Gua.dar.ra.ma \-da-,gwad-a-'ram-3\ mountain range
cen Spain; highest peak Picj) de Penalara 7890 jt

Sier.ra Le.one \se-,er-3-le-'on, ,sir-3-\ country W Africa bordering
on the Adantic; a Brit, dominion # Freetown area 27,925, pop
2,500,000 — Sier.ra Le.o.ne.an \-'o-nE-3n\ adj or n

Si.er.ra Ma.dre del Sur \se-,er-3-,mad-re-,del-'su(3)r\ mountain
range S Mexico along Pacific coast in Guerrero & Oaxaca
Sierra Madre Occi.den.tal \-.ak-s3-,den-'tal\ mountain rangeNW Mexico parallel to the Pacific coast
Sierra Madre Ori.en.tal \-,or-e-,en-'tal, -,6r-\ mountain range
E Mexico parallel to coast of Gulf of Mexico

Sierra Mo.re.na \-m3-'ra-n3\ mountain range SW Spain between
Guadiana & Guadalquivir rivers; highest peak Estrella 42 74 //

Sierra Nevada \-n3-'vad-3, -'vad-\ 1 mountain range E Cahf.— see WHITNEY (Mount) 2 mountain range S Spain; highest
peak Mulhacen 11.420/r
Sierra Nevada de Merida — see Cordillera mIbida
Sierra Nevada de San.ta Mar.ta \-,sant-3-'man-3\ mountain
range N Colombia on Caribbean coast; highest peak 19,030 jt
Sierra Pacaraima — see serra pacaraima
Sierra Parima — see serra parima
Sikandarabad — see secunoerabad
Si'kang \'she-'kar]\ former province S China # Yaan; incorporated
1955 in Szechwan & Chamdo

Si.kho.te Alin \.se-k3-,ta-3-'len\ mountain range So\1et Russia,
Asia, along E coast of Maritime Territory; highest point 6083 Jl
Sik.kim \'sik-3m\ territory SE Asia on S slopes of the Himalayas
between India & Tibet; a protectorate of Republic of India *
Gangtok area 2,8iS, pop 13 7,158

Si.le.Sia \si-'le-zh(e-)3, ss-, -sh(e-)3\ region E cen Europe in
valley of the upper Oder bordering on the Sudeten mountains;
formerly chiefly in Germany, now chieflv in N Czechoslovakia &
SW Poland — Si-le.sian \-zh(e-!3n, -sh(e-)3n\ adj

Silver Spring urban area SW Md. pop 66,348
Simbirsk — see Ulyanovsk
Sim.coe, Lake \'sim-(,)ko\ lake E Canada In SE Ont. SE of
Georgian Bay area 2 80

Sim-fe.ro.pol \,sim(p)-f3-'r6-p3l, -'ro-\ dty S Soviet Russia,
Europe, in the Crimea pop 189,000

Sim-la \'sim-l3\ city N India N of Delhi # of Himachal Pradesh
& former summer # of India, situated in a small oudying area of
Punjab state within Himachal Pradesh pop 46,100

Si. mens. town \'si-m3nz-,taun\ town & port SW Republic of So.
Africa on False Bay S of Cape Town

Sim.plon \'sim-,plan\ 1 mountain pass between Switzerland &
Italy in Valais & Piedmont 2 tunnel 12.3 m long through Monte
Leone in Leponline Alps near the pass

Si.nai \'sl- nT also -ne-,i\ 1 peninsula NE Egypt between Gulf
of Suez & Gulf of 'Aqaba 2 — see horeb — Sl.na.it.ic \,sT-ne-
it-ik\ adj

Si.na.loa \,se-n3-'lo-3, ,sin-3-\ state W Mexico borderitig on Gulf
of California # Culiacan area 22,580, pop 757,563
Sind \'sind\ region Pakistan in S West Pakistan in lower Indus
river valley; chief city Karactii

Sin. ga.pore \'sio-(g)3-,po(3)r, -,p6(3)r\ 1 island Malay archi-
pelago in So. China sea off S end of Malav peninsula; a Brit.
crown colony area 224, pop 1,581,500 2 city & port, its #, on
Strait of Singapore pop 1,000,000
Singapore, Strait of channel SE Asia between Singapore I. &
Riouw archipelago connecting Strait of Malacca & So. China sea

Sin.hal.lien \'shig-'hT-le-'en\ or Jormerly Tung.bai \'tuo-'hr\
or Hai.cbow \'hi-'jo\ city E China in N Kiangsu near coast
pop 207,600
Si.ning \'she-'nio\ city NW China WNW of Lanchow # of
Tsinghai pop 93,700
Sin.kiang \'shin-je-'ao\ or Sinkiang-TTi.ghnr Region \'we-g3r\
region W China between Kunlun & Altai mountains; formerly a
province # Urumchi area 635.829, pop 4,874,000

Si.nop \s3-'n<ip\ or anc Si-no-pe \-'no-pe\ town & port N Turkey
on peninsula in Black sea NW of Ankara

Sin.slang \'shin-she-'ao\ city E China in N Honan N of Cheng-
chow pop 170,500
Sint-Gillis — see saint-gilles
Sint-Jans-Molenbeek — see molenbeek
Sin.tra or Cin.tra N'sen-tra, 'sin-\ town W Portugual NW of
Lisbon

Sin.ui.jn \'shin-e-jii\ or Jap Shin.gi.shu \'shin-gi-.shii\ dty
N Korea on the Yalu opposite Antung, China pop 118,414

Sion \se-'o"\ or a Sit.ten X'zit-'n, 'sit-\ commune SW cen
Switzerland # of Valais
Sioux City \'sU\ city NW Iowa on Missouri river pop 89.159
Sioux Falls cily SE S. Dak. on Big Sioux river pop 65,466
Sip.par \sip-'ar\ ancient city of Babylonia on the Euphrates
SSW of Baghdad; Sargon's #

Sira or Slros — see svros
Siracusa — see Syracuse
Si. ret \se-'ret\ river 270 m E Romania flowing from the Car-
pathians SE into the Danube

Sis. ki.you \'sis-ki-,yli\ mountains N Calif. & SW Oreg., a range
of the Klamath mountains; highest peak Mt. Ashland (m Oreg.)
7530 ]H

Slt.ka National Monument \'slt-k3\ reservation SE Alaska on
Baranof I. near town of Sitka; Indian & Russian relics
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I Burma flowing S into Gulf ofSit-tang \'si-,taa\ river 350
Martaban

Si>vas \si-'vas\ or anc Se>bas*te \s3-'bas-te\ or Se>lias>tia
\S3-'bas-ch(e-)a, -te-3\ city E cen Turkey on upper Kizil Irmak
pop 93,849
Si'Wa \'se-w3\ or anc Am*ino<nMim \a-'mo-ne-am\ oasis &
town NW Egypt W of Qattara Depression

Si-wa-lik \si-'wai-ik\ range of foothills of the Himalayas N
India extending SE from N Punjab into_Utlar Pradesh
SjaeMand \'shel-,an\ or E Zea>Iand X'ze-landV island, largest of
islands of Denmark; site of Copenhagen area 2709
Skag<er>rak \'skag-3-,rak\ arm of the North sea between Norway
& Denmark
Skag.it \'skaj-3t\ river 200 m SW B.C. & NW Wash, flowing S
& W into Puget sound
Skan*e'at*e<les \,skan-e-'at-l3S, .skin-\ lake 16 m long cen N.Y.
SW of Syracuse; one of the Finger Lakes
Skaw \'sk6\ or Cape Ska*gen \'skag-3n\ cape Denmark at N
extremity of Jutland
Skee.na \'ske-n9\ river 360 m Canada in W B.C. Howing S & W
into Hecate strait

Skid'daw \'skid-,6\ mountain 3054// NW England in cen Cum-
berland

Sko.kie \'sko-ke\ viUageNE 111. N of Chicago pop 59,364
Skop*l)e \*skap-3l-,va. 'skop-\ or Skop*je \*skap-(,)ya, 'skop-\ or
Turk US'kub \u-'skiib\ city S Yugoslavia * of Macedonia on
Vardar river pop 170,000
Skunk river 264 /« SE Iowa flowing SE into the Mississippi
Skutari — see scutari
Shye \'skr\ island Scotland, one of the Inner Hebrides area 670
Skyiros X'skT-ras, -,ras\ or Scy*ros \'sT-\ or NGk Sk^-ros \'ske-
,r6s\ island Greece in the Northern Sporades E of Euboea

Sla — see SALE
Slave \'slav\ or Great Slave river 258 m Canada flowing from
W end of Lake Athabasca N into Great Slave Lake

Slave Coast region W Africa bordering on Bight of Benin between
Benin & Volta rivers
Slavkov — see austerlitz
Sla*vo*nia \sl3-'vo-ne-3, -nysX region N Yugoslavia in E Croatia
between the Sava, the Drava, & the Danube
Slea*ford \'sle-f3rd\ urban district E England # of Parts of Keste-
ven, Lincolnshire
Slesvig — see schleswig
Slide Mountain \'sUd-\ mountain 4204 Jt N. Y.; hishest in the
Catskills _

Sli'go \'sli-(,)go\ 1 county N Republic of Ireland area 694, pop
53,588 2 municipal borough & port, its #. on Sligo Bay
Slough \'slau\ urban district SE cen England in Buckinghamshire
W of London pop 66,439

Slo*va-kia \slo-'vak-e-3, -'vak-\ region E Czechoslovakia E of
Moravia; chief^city Bratislava

Slo-ve-nia \slo-'ve-ne-3, -nyaV federated republic NW Yugoslavia
N & W of CroaUa * Ljubljana area 7708, pop 1,466,425

Smeth.wick \'smeth-ik\ county borough W cen England W of
Birmingham pop 76,397
Smoky Hill river 540 m. cen Kans. flowing E to unite with Re-
publican river forming the Kansas
SmO'lensk \smo-'len(t)sk\ city, Soviet Russia, Europe, on upper
Dnieper river pnp 146,000
Smyrna — see izmir
Snake \'snak\ river 1038 m NW U. S. flowing from NW Wyo.
across S Idaho & into the Columbia in Wash.

Sno-qual-mie \sno-'kwal-me\ 1 mountain pass 3004 ft W cen
Wash, in Cascade range SE of Seattle 2 waterfall 268 /f W cen
Wash, in Snoqualmie river
Snow \'sn6\ mountains West New Guinea— seeCARSTENSZ (Mount)
Snow.don \*snod-*n\ massif 3560 Jr N Wales; liighest point in
Wales
Snow.do>nia \sno-'do-ne-a, -nyaX mountain region NW Wales
centering around Mt. Snowdon
Snowy, 1 mountains SE Australia in SE New So. Wales 2 river
240 m SE Australia flowing from Snowy mountains to the Pacific
Scbat \'so-.bat\ river 460 m W Ethiopia &. SE Sudan flowing W
into the White Nile
Soche — see yarkand
So* Chi \'so-che\ city & port Soviet Russia, Europe, on N E coast of
Black sea pop 95,000 .

So-jJi-e-ty \s3-'sT-3t-e\ or F lies de la So>cie>te \el-d&-la-s6-
sya-ta\ islands S Pacific belonging to France # Papeete (on Tahiti)
area 650, pop 41,798
So>co>tra or So*ko<tra Nsa-'ko-troX island Indian ocean E of Gulf
of Aden in Aden protectorate # Tamrida (Hadibu) area 1400,
pop 12,000
Sod'Om \'sad-am\ 1 city of ancient Palestine in the plain of the
Jordan 2 or Seldom \s9-'dom\ town Israel near S end of the
Dead sea
Soemba — see sumba
Soembawa — see sumbawa
Soenda — see sunda
Soerabaja — see sorabaja
Soerakarta — see surakarta
So.fia \'so-fe-3. 'so-, so-'\ or Bu!g So-fi-ya \'s6-fe-(y)a\ or anc
Ser>di*ca X'ssrd-i-kaV or Sar>di*ca \'sard-\ city * of Bulgaria
pop 725,756
SDg-di*a*na \,sag-de-'an-3, -'an-a, -'a-na\ province of ancient
Persian Empire between the Jaxartes (Syr Darya) & Oxus (Amu
Darya) # Maracanda (Samarkand)

Sog<ne Fjord \,s6o-n3-\ inlet of Norwegian Sea SW Norway
Schag \so-'haj\ city cen Egypt on the Nile S E of Asyiit j70p 59,300
So«tlo \so-'ho\ district of cen London, England
Sois.sons \swa-'s6"\ commime N France NW of Paris
SO'lent \'so-lant\ channel S England between Isle of Wight & the
mainland
So-li>mdes \,su-le-'moi"sh\ the upper Amazon, Brazil, from Peru-
vian border to the Negro

So-ling-en X'zo-lio-an, 'so-X city W Germany in the Ruhr pop
169,600

SoI*na \'sdl-n3\ city E Sweden, N suburb of Stockholm pop 52,140
Solo — see surakarta
Sol<o-mon N'sal-s-manX 1 islands W Pacific E of New Guinea
divided between the Australian trust territory of New Guinea &
the Brit. Solomon islands area 16,120 2 sea arm of Coral sea
W of Solomon |slands

So-lo-thurn \'zo-l9-.tuf3lm, 'so-\ or F So.leure \so-'br\ 1 can-
ton NW Switzerland area 306, pop 170,508 2 commune, its #,
on the Aa re pop 16,743^
SoI'Way firth \.saI-,wa-\ inlet of Irish sea in Great Britain on
boundary between England & Scotland
So-ma<Iia \so-'mal-e-3, -'mal-ysX or So-ma-li Republic \-,maI-
e-\ couniry E Africa bordering on Gulf of Aden & Indian ocean;
formed 1960 by uaion of Brit. Somaliland & Italian Somaliland
# Mogadishu area 262,000, pop 1,990,000 — So-ma.lian \-'mal-
e-sn, -'mal-yanX adj or n_
So<ma*li'land \s6-'mal-e-,land\ region E Africa comprising So-
malia, French Somaliland, & part of E Ethiopia
Som<er>set X'sam-sr-.set, -S3t\ 1 island N Canada in Franklin
District N of Boothia peninsula area 93 70 2 or Som-er*set*shire
\-,shi(3)r, -shar\ county SW England * Taunton area 1620, pop
551,188
Somerset Nile — see nile
Som*er'ViIle \'s3m-3r-.vil\ city E Mass. N of Cambridge pop 94,697
SO'mes \s6-'mesh\ or Hung Sza>mo5 \'s6m-,osh\ river 200 m
NE Hungary & NW Romania flowing NW into the Tisza
Somme \'sam. 'saraX river 147 m N France flowing NW into the
English Channel
SO'no>ra \s3-'nor-a, -'n6r-\ 1 river 300 m NW Mexico flowing
SW into upper Gulf of California 2 state NW Mexico bordering
on U. S. & Gulf of California * Hermosillo area 70,477, pop
644.51 1 — So-no-ran \-3n\ adj or n
Sod canals or locks — see sault sainte ma,rie canals
Soo*chow V'sli-'jo, -'chau\ or jormerly Wu-hsien \'wu-she-'en\
city E China in SE Kiangsu W of Shanghai pop 4 74,000
So. pot \'s6-.p6t\^ity N Poland NNW of Gdansk pop 40,000
Sop>ron \'sho-.pron\ city W Hungary pop 37,000
Sorata — see illampu
Sorbiodunum — see old sarum
So>rel \s3-'rei\ city Canada in S Que. on the St. Lawrence SW of
Trois-Rivieres pop 16,476

So-iia \'sor-e-a, 's6r-\ 1 province N cen Spain area 3983, pop
154.789 2 commune, its #, W of Zaragoza pop 18.544

So.ro.ca-ba \,s6r-3-'kav-3, ,s6r-\ city SE BrazU in SE Sao Paulo
state pnp 68.811
Sor*ren<to \s3-'ren-(,no\ or anc Sur-ren-tum \s3-'rent-3m\ com-
mune & port S Italyon S side of Bay of Naples
Sos*no.wiec \sa-'snov-,yets\ or SoS'no.wi.ce \,s6s-n3-'vet-sa\
city SW Poland N E of Katowice pop 125,000
Soudan — see sudan
Sou-lri-ere \,su-fre-'e(a)r\ 1 or Grande Soufriere \,gra"(n)d-\
volcano 4869 _// French West Indies in S Basse- Terre, Guadeloupe
2 volcano 4048 jt Brit. West Indies on St. Vincent I.

Sound — see oresund
Sou-ris \'sur-3s\ or Mouse \'maus\ river 450 m Canada & U.S.
flowing from SE Sask. SE into N N. Dak. & N into the Assiniboine
in SW Man.
Sousse \'sijs\ or SU'Sa X'sU-sa, -Z3\ or anc Had>ru*me.tum
\,had-r3-'met-3m\ city & port NE Tunisia pop 48,172
South island S New Zealand area 58,092. pop 716.000
South Africa. Republic ol country S Africa S of the Limpopo,
Molopo, & Orange rivers bordering on Atlantic & Indian oceans; a
republic, until 1961 (as Union of South Africa) a Brit, dominion;
administrative ^ Pretoria, ieoislative # Cape Town, judicial #
Bloemfontein area 472,359, pop 15.780,000
Sou. than \'sau-.th61\ or Jormerly Southall Nor-wood \'n6(3)r-
,wud\ municipal borough S En^and.in Middlesex pop 55,900
South America continent of the western hemisphere I>ing between
the Atlantic & Pacific oceans SE of No. America & chiefly S of
the equator area 7,035,357 — South American adj or n
South<amp>ton \sauth-*(h1am(p)-t3n\ 1 island N Canada in
Keewatin District, Northwest Territories, between Hudson Bay &
Foxe channel area 15,700 2 — see h\mpshire 3 cnunty borough
& port S England in Hampshire on Southampton Water (estuary
of Test river) pnp 178,326
South Australia state S Australia * Adelaide area 380,070, pop
914.763
South Bend \'bend\ city N Ind. pop 132,445
South Brabant — see brabant
South<bridge \'sauth-(,)brij\ urban area S MtiSS.pop 15,889
South Canadian — see Canadian
South Cape — see ka lae
South Car-o.li-na \,kar-a-'lT-n3\ state SE U. S. # Columbia area
31.055, pop 2,382,594 — South Car-o-lin-ian V'Un-e-sn, -'lin-

yanN adj or n
South Charleston city W W. Va. W of Charleston pop 19,180
South China sea W Pacific bounded by SE China, Formosa,
Philippines, Indochina, Malaya, & Borneo
South Da.ko.ta \d3-"k6t-3\ state NW cen U.S. # Pierre area
11,Q41, pop 680,514 — South Da.ko-tan \-'kot-^n\ adj or n
South Downs \'daunz\ hills S England chiefly in Sussex
South-end on Sea \,sau-,thend-\ county borough SE England in
Essex at mouth of Thames estuary pop 151,830
Southern Alps mountain range New Zealand in W South I.

extending almost the length of the island — see cook (Mount)
Southern Karroo — see karroo
Southern Morocco or Southern Protectorate of Morocco
former Spanish protectorate W Africa S of former French Morocco
Southern ocean the Antarctic ocean
Southern Rhodesia country S Africa S of the Zambezi; a self*

governing territory within the Federation of Rhodesia & Nyasaland
# Salisbury area 150,333, pop 2,590.000
Southern Sporades — see sporades
South Euclid city N E Ohio E of Cleveland pop 27,569
South Far-ming-dale \'far-roio-.dal\ urban area SE N.Y. on
Long I. pop 16,318

South-field \'sauth-,feld\ city SE Mich. NW of Detroitpop 31,501
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South-gate,! \'sauth-,gat\ city SE Mich. S of Detroit pop 29,404
2 \-gat, -,gat\ municipal borough SE England in Middlesex N of
London pop 73,376
South Gate \,gat\ city SW Calif. SE of Los Angeles pop 53.S31
South Georgia island S Atlantic E of Tierra del Fuego in Falkland
Islands Dependencies area 1450
South Holland or D Zuld»hoMand \2it-'h6-.lant\ province SW
Netherlands * Roiierdam area 1212, pop 2,668,158
South Milwaukee city SE wis, on Lake Michigan pop 20,307
South Mountain mountain ridge S Pa. & W Md. at N end of Blue
Ridge mountains
South Na-han.ni \n3-'han-e\ river 350 m Canada in SW North-
west Territories flowing SE into the Liard
South Norfolk city SE Va. pop 22,035
South Orange village NE N. J. W of Newark pop 16,175
South Orkney islands S Atlantic SE of the Falklands in Falkland
Islands Dependencies
South Ossetia or South Ossetian Region autonomous region
U. S. S. R. in N Georgia on S slopes of the Caucasus * Stalinir
area 1500, pop 120.000
South Pasadena city SW Calif, pop 19,706
South Pass broad level valley SW cen Wyo. crossing continental
divide near SE end of Wind River range
South Plainlield borough NE N. J. SW of Elizabeth pop 17,879
South Platte river 424 m Colo. & Nebr. flowing E to join the No-
Platte forming the Platte
South Point — see ka lae
South-port \'sauth-,po(3)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ county borough NW En-
gland in Lancashire on coast N of Liverpool pop 84,057
South Portland city SW Me. pop 22,788
South Sacramento urban area N cen Calif, pop (with Fruitridge)
16,443
South Saint Paul city SE Minn, on the Mississippi pop 22.032
South Sandwich islands S Atlantic SE of So. Georgia I. in Falk-
land Islands Dependencies
South San Francisco city W Calif, pop 39,418
South San Gabriel urban area SW Calif, pop 26,213
South Saskatchewan — see Saskatchewan
South sea, 1 the Pacific ocean 2 or South seas the areas of the
Atlantic, Indian, & Pacific oceans in the southern hemisphere, esp'
the S Pacific

South Shetland islands S Atlantic SE of Cape Horn off tip of
Antarctic peninsula in Falkland Islands Dependencies
South Shields \'she(3)I{d)z\ county borough N England on North
sea at mouth of the Tyne E of Newcastle pop 106,605
South Tirol — see upper adige
South'Wark X'sath-ark, 'saiith-warkV metropolitan borough Lon-
don, England, on S bank of the Thames pop 97,191
South-West Africa or Snid'Wes-Afri>ka \,sTt-,ves-'af-re-ks\ or
jormerly German Southwest Africa territory SW Africa bor-
dering on the Atlantic; belonged to Germany before 1919, assigned
as mandate by League of Nations to Union (now Republic) of So.
Africa 1919 * Windhoek area 318,099, pop 418,104

So.vetsk \s3v-'yetsk\ or G Til-sit \'til-s3t, -Z3t\ city U. S. S. R. in

W Soviet Russia, Europe, on Neman river pop 50,000
So-vet-ska*ya Ga-van \s3v-,yet-sk3-y3-'gav-9n(-ya)\ city & port
U. S. S. R. in SE Soviet Russia, Asia, in Khabarovsk Territory on
Tatar strait

Soviet Central Asia the portion of cen Asia belonging to the
U. S. S. R. & comprising the Kazakh, Kirgiz, Tadzhik, Turkmen,
& Uzbek republics

Soviet Russia, 1 — see Russian republic 2 the U.S.S.R.
Soviet Union — see union of soviet sociaust republics
Spa \'spa,^sp6\ town E Belgiurn SE of Liege
Spain \'span\ or Sp Es-pa-iia \a-'span-ya\ country SW Europe in
the Iberian peninsula; nominally a kingdom ^ Madrid area
193,144, pop 30,237,242
Span-dau \'s{h)pan-,dau\ a W section of Berlin, Germany
Spanish Africa the possessions of Spain in Africa: Spanish Sahara,
Spanish Guinea, Ifni, & other areas area 117,1 23, pop 407,495
Spanish America the parts of America settled by Spaniards &
now governed or occupied chiefly by their descendants: So. Amer-
ica except Brazil & the Guianas, Central America except Brit.

Honduras, Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico. Dominican Republic. &
some small islands in the West Indies — Spanish-American adj— Spanish American n
Spanish Guinea territory W Africa bordering on Gulf of Guinea
including Rio Muni, Fernando Po, & other islands; a Spanish
colony ^ Santa Isabel (on Fernando Po) area 10,852, pop 214,271
Spanish Main, 1 the mainland of Spanish America esp. along N
coast of So. America 2 the Caribbean sea & adjacent waters esp.
at the time when region was infested by pirates

Spanish Morocco — see morocco
Spanish Peaks two mountains (East Spanish Peak & West Spanish
Peak) S Colo. E of Sangre de Cristo mountains; W peak 13,623 //

Spanish Sahara region NW Africa SW of Morocco comprising
Spanish possessions of Rio de Oro & Saguia el Hamra * Villa
Cisneros area 105,448, pop 13,627
Spanish Town town SE cen Jamaica; former # of Jamaica
Sparks \'sparks\ city W Nev. E of Reno pop i6,6lS
Spat'ta \'spart-s\ or Lac*e-dae-mon \,las-3-'de-man\ ancient city
5 Greece in Peloponnesus # of Laconia
Spar-tan-burg \'spart-'n-.b3rg\ city NW S. C. pop 44,352
Spen*cer Gull \,spen(t)-s3r-\ inlet of Indian ocean SE So. Aus-
tralia

Spey.er \'s(h)pTC-3)r\ or E Spires \'spT(3)rz\ city W Germany
on W bank of the Rhine SW of Heidelberg pop 3 7,200
SpC'Zia or La Spezia \la-'spet-se-a\ city & port NW Italy in
Liguria pop 112,245
Spice — see Moluccas
Spits-ber.gen \ 'spits-,bsr-gsnX group of Islands, Arctic ocean N
of N Norway; belongs to Norway area 24,280

Split \'split\ or Spljet \sple-'et\ or It Spa-la-to \'spaI-9-.to\ city
6 port W Yugoslavia in Croatia on Dalmatian coast pep 77,100
Spo-kane \spo-"kan\ 1 river 120 m N Idaho & E Wash, flowing
from Coeur d'Alene Lake W into the Columbia 2 city E Wash.
at Spokane Falb in Spokane river pop 181,608
Spo<le*to \sp3-'lat-(,)o\ commune cen Italy SE of Perugia
Spor*a*des \'sp6r-9-,dez, 'spar-\ two island groups Greece in the

Aegean: the Northern Sporades (chief island Skyros, N of
Euboea & E of Thessaly) & the Southern Sporades (chiefly
Samos, Icaria,_& the Dodecanese, off SW Turkey)
Spree \'s(h)pra\ river 220 m E Germany flowing N into the Havel
Spree-wald \-,valt\ wooded marshy district E Germany in Spree
vaUey NW of Cottbus

Spring-lield \'sprio-,feld\ 1 city # of 111. on the Sangamon pop
83,271 2 city SW Mass. on the Connecticut pop 174,463 3 city

SW Mo. pop 95.865 4 city W cen Ohio N E of Dayton pop 82,723
5 city W Oreg. on the Willamette E of Eugene pop 1Q.616 6 urban
township SE Pa. in Delaware county pop 26,733 7 urban town-
ship SE Pa. in Montgomery county pop 20,652
Springs \'sprioz\ city NE Republic of So. Africa in S Transvaal
pop 119,382
Spuy.ten Duy-vil Creek N.spit-^n-.di-vDl-X channel New York
City N of Manhattan I. connecting Hudson & Harlem rivers
Squaw \'skw6\ valley E Calif, on E slope of Squaw Peak 8960
Jt in the Sierra Nevada W of Lake Tahoe
Sri-na-gar \sri-'n3g-3r\ ciiy, summer # of Jammu & Kashmir, in
W Kashmir on Jhelum river N NE of Lahorepop 207,800
Srirangapatnam — see seringapatam
Staf-fa \'staf-3\ islet W Scotland in the Inner Hebrides W of Mull— see fingal's Cave
Stal-Iord \'staf-3rd\ or Staf-ford-shire X-.shifalr. -sharM county
W cen England area 1153, pop 1,621.013 2 municipal borough,
its #, N NW of Birmingham pop 40,275
Staked Plain — see llano estacado
Stalin, 1 — see brasov 2 — see varna 3 — see Donetsk
Stalinabad — see dvushambe
Stalingrad — see Volgograd
Stalino — see Donetsk
Stalin Peak — see garmo peak
Stalinsk — see Novokuznetsk
Stam.boul or Stam-bul \stam-'bul\ 1 lstanrul — a former name
2 the old part of Istanbul S of the Golden Horn

Stam*ford \'stam(p)-f3rd\ city SW Conn, pop 92,713
Stan-i-slav \,stan-3-'slaf, -'slav\ city U. S. S. R. in SW Ukraine
pop 66,000
Stan-ley \'stan-le\ 1 mountain 16,795 // E cen Africa; highest
peak of Ruwenzori 2 or Port Stanley town ^ of the Falklands
Stanley Falls series of seven cataracts NE Congo in Lualaba
river near head of Congo river with total fall of ab 200 fr in 60 m
Stanley Pool expansion of Congo river ab 20 m long 300 m above
its mouth between Congo Republic & Republic of Congo with
Brazzaville & Leopoldyille situated on its banks

Stan*ley.ville \'stan-le-,vil\ city N E Congo ^ of Oriental province
on Congo river pop 53,400
Stan-o.voi \,stan-3-'v6i\ mountain range U. S. S. R. in E Soviet
Russia, Asia; highest point 8143 jt

Sta*ra Za-go-ra \,star-3-z3-'gor-a, -'g6r-\ city cen Bulgaria pop
55,322

State College borough cen Pa. pop 22.409
Stat-en \'stat-=n\ island SE N. Y. SW of mouth of the Hudson;
part of New York City, constituting borough of Richmond
States ol the Church or Papal States temporal domain of the
popes in cen Italy 755-1870
States.ville \'stais-,vil, -vslX city W cen N. C. pop 19,844
Statue ol Liberty National Monyment — see liberty
Staun-ton \"stant-=n\ city NW cen Va. pop 22,232
Sta<vang'er \st3-'vao-ar\ city & port SW Norway pop 52,848
Stav.ro.pol Xstav-'ro-pal, -'ro-\ 1 territory U. S. S. R. in S Soviet
Russia, Europe, N of the Caucasus area 29,600, pop 1,500,000.
2 city, its * pop 140,000

Ste.bark \'ste(")m-,bark\ or G Tan-nen.berg \'tan-an-,barg,
'tan-3n-.berk\ village NE Poland SW of Olsztyn
Steens \ 'stenzX mountains S E Oreg, ; highest point Steens
Mountain (massif) 9354 ft

Stel'len-bosch X'stel-an-.bush, ,stel-3m-'b6s\ town SW Republic of
So. Africa in SWCape Province E of Cape Town
Step-ney \'step-ne\ metropolitan borough E London, England,
on N bank of the Thames pop 98,581

Ster.ling X'stsr-lioN city NW III. on Rock river pop 15,688
Stet-tin \s(hue-'ten\ or Pol Szcze.cin \'shchet-,sen\ city & port
NW Poland on the Oder near its mouth pop 249,400

Stet-ti.ner Half \$(h)te-'te-nDr-,haf\ lagoon on Baltic coast
between N Germany & NW Poland at mouth of the Oder
Steu-ben.ville \"st(y)u-b3n-,vil\ city E Ohio on the Ohio N of
Wheeling. W. Va. pop 32.495
Ste-vens Point \,ste-vanz-\ city cen Wis. pop 17.837
Stew.art \'st{y)u-3rt, 'stfy)i)(-3)rt\ 1 river 320 m Canada in cen
Yukon Territorv flowing W into the Yukon 2 island New Zealand
S of South L area 670

Sti.kine \stik-'en\ river 335 m Canada & Alaska flowing from
Stikine mountains (in B. C. & Yukon Territory; highest point
8670 It) to the Pacific

Still*wa>ter \'stil-,w6t-3r, -,watA city N cen Okla. pop 23,965
Stir-ling \'st3r-Iio\ 1 or Stir.ling.shire \-,shi(3)r, -sharX county
cen Scotland area 451. pop 187.432 2 burgh, its ^ pop 26,960
Stock'holm \'stak-.ho(nm\ city & port * of Sweden on Lake
Malar pop 806.900 — Stock.holm-er \-,ho(l)-m3r\ n
Stock'port \'siak-,po(3)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ county borough NW En-
gland S of Manchester pop 141,660

Stock.ton \'stak-t3n\ 1 city cen Calif, on San Joaquin river E of
Oakland pop 86,321 2 or Stockton on Tees \'tez\ municipal
borough N England in Durham pop 74,024
Stoke New-ing.ton \stok-'n(y)u-io-tan\ metropolitan borough N
London, England pop 49.137

Stoke on Trent \,sto-,k6n-'trent, -,kan-\ city &. county borough
W cen England in Staffordshire pop 2 75,095
Stone.ham X'sto-nsm, 'ston-,(h)ara\ town E Mass. N of Boston
pop 17.821
Stone.ha.ven \ston-'ha-van\ burgh & port E Scotland # of
Kincardine _

Stone-henge \'ston-'henj\ an assemblage of upright stones S En-
gland on Salisbury Plain erected by a prehistoric people
Stone.leigh \'ston-ie\ urban area N cen Md. near Baltimore pop
(with Rodgcrs Forge) 15,645

Stone Mountain mountain 1686 /r NW cen Georgia E of Atlanta
Stones \'stonz\ river 60 rn, cen Tenn. flowing NW into the Cum-
berland

Stour \'stau(3)r, 'stu(3)r, 'sto(a)r\ 1 river 60 m SE England flow-
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ing E between Essex & Suffolk into the North sea 2 river 55 m
5 England in Dorset & Hampshire flowing SE into the Avon
3 river 40 m SE England in Kent flowing NE into the North sea
4 river 20 m, cen England in Oxfordshire & Warwickshire flowing
NW into the Avon 5 river 20 m W cen Enijland in Staffordshire
6 Worcestershire flowing S into the Severn
Stonr-bridge \'staii(3)r-C,1brij\ municipal borough W cen England
in Worcestershire W of Birmingham pop 37,247

Straits Settlements former country S E Asia bordering on Strait of
Malacca & comprising Singapore (now a separate colony) &
Penang & Malacca (now in Federation of Malaya) area 1242
Strahsnnd \'s(hjtral-,zunt, -,sunt\ city & port E Germany opposite
Riigen I. pop 65,300

Stras.bonrg \'stras-,bu(3)rg, 'si

biirkX city N E France on 11

Rhine pop 200,900
Strat-lord X'strat-fsrdX 1 town SW Conn, pop 45,012 2 city
Canada in SE Ont. W of Kitchener pop 19,972
Stratford on Avon municipal borough cen England in Warwick
Stratll.clyde \strath-'kliJ\ Celtic kingdom of 7th to 9th centuries
5 Scotland & NW England * Dumbarton; its S part called
Cum>bria \'k3m-bre-3\

Strath. more \s[rath-'m5(3)r, -'m6(3)r\ the great valley of cen
Scotland S of the Grampians

Strea.tor \'sjret-3r\ city N cen III. pop 16,868
Stre-sa \'slra-z3\ town NW Italy in Piedmont on Lake Maggiore
Stret.lord \ 'stret-fsrdN municipal borough NW England in Lan-
cashire pop 61,532
Strom.ho.Ii \'stram-b3-(,lle\ or one Stron-gy-Ie \'stran-j3-,le\
1 island Italy in Lipari islands_2 active volcano 3040 // on island

Strom-Io, Mount \'stram-(,)16\ hill SE Australia in New So.
Wales W of Canberra

Struth.ers X'strsth-srzV city E Ohio SE of Youngstown on Ma-
honing river pop 15,631
Stry.mon \'siri-,man\ or NGk Stri.mdn \stre-'m6n\ or Bulg
Stru-ma \'strU-m3\ river 225 m W Bulgaria & NE Greece flowing
SE into Strymonic gulf

Stry.mon-ic gulf \(,)stri-,man-ik-\ or^ Gulf of Stri.mon \stre-
'm6n\ or GuU of Or-fa-ni \6r-'ran-e\ inlet of the Aegean NE
Greece NE of Chalcidice peninsula

Stntt.gart \'s(h)tut-,gart, 'st3t-\ city W Germany * of Baden»
Wurttemberg on the Neckar pop 634,000

Styr \'sti(3)r\ river 300 m V. S. S. R. in NW Ukraine flowing N
into Pripet river in the Pripet marshes

Styr-ia \'stir-e-3\ or G Stei.er.mark \"sch)ti(-3)r-,mark\ region
cen & SE Austria
Sua-kin \'swak-3n\ town & port NE Sudan on Red sea
Siian.hwa \su-'an-'(h)wa\ city NE China in NW Hopei near
Kalganpop 114,100

Su-bic \'sU-bik\ town Philippines in W Luzon at head of Subic
Bay (inlet of So. China sea NW of Bataan peninsula)

Su-bO'ti-ca N'sii-ba-.tet-saN city NE Yugoslavia in N Voivodina
near Hungarian border pop 115,352
Sii-chow \'s(h)ii-'jo, 'sU-'chaii\ 1 or jormerly Tung.Shan N'tiirj-

'shan\ city E China in NW Kiangsu N of Pengpu pop 373,200
2 — .see ipiN

Su.cre \'sii-(,)kra\ city, constitutional * of Bolivia, 265 m SE of
La Paz

SU'da Bay \,siid-a-\ inlet of Aegean sea Greece on N coast of
Crete E of Canea
Su.dan \sii-'dan, -'d'an\ or F Sou.dan \sU-da''\ 1 region N Africa
between the Atlantic & the upper Nile S of the Sahara including
basins of Lake Chad & the Niger & upper Nile 2 country NE
Africa S of Eg.vpt; a republic, until 1956 a territory (Anglo-
Egyptian Sudan; under joint Brit. & Egyptian rule # Khartoum
area 967,500, pop 12,109,000 — Su.da.nese \,sud-=n-'ez, -'es\
adj or n
Sud.bury \'s3d-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ city Canada in SE Ont. N of
Georgian Bay pop 46,482
Sudd \'S9d\ swamp region S Sudan drained by the White Nile
Su.de. ten \sU-'dat-'n\ 1 or Su-de-tes \-'det(,)ez\ or Su.det.ic
\-'det-ik\ mountains E cen Europe W of the Carpathians forming
the N _border of Bohemia, Czechoslovakia 2 or Su.de.ten.land
\su-'dat-'n-,land\ region including the Sudeten mountains —
Sudeten adj or n
Su-ez \sii-'ez, chiejly Brit "sU-izX 1 city &. port NE Egypt at S
end of Suez canal on Gulf of Suez (arm of Red sea) pop 156,300
2 ship canal 92 m long N E Egypt traversing Isthmus of Suez

Suez, Isthmus of isthmus N E Egypt between Mediterranean &. Red
seas connecting Africa & Asia
Suf.folk \'s3f-3k, US also -,6k\ county E England bordering on
North sea; divided into administrative counties of East Suffolk
(* Ipswich area 871, pop 321,849) & West Suffolk (# Bury
St. Edmunds area 611, pop 120,590)
Suffolk Broads — see broads
Sugarloal Mountain — see pao de acOcar
Suidwes-Afrlka — see south-west Africa
Suifu — see IPIN
Suigen — see suwoN
Suisse — see swftzerland
Sui.sun Bay \S3-,sUn-\ arm of San Francisco Bay cen Calif.
Su.khu.mi \'suk-3-me\ city & port U.S.S.R. in NW Georgia #
of Abkhazian RepubUc on Black sea pop 64,000
Suk.kur \'suk-3r\ or Sa.khar \'S3k-3r\ city W Pakistan in N
Sind on the Indus pop 77,057
Sulawesi — see Celebes
Sul.grave \'S3l-,grav\ village England In 8 Northamptonshire
Sultanabad — see arak
Su.lu \'su-(,)lu\ 1 archipelago W Philippines SW of Mlndoro
2 sea W Philippines between So. Ctiina & Celebes seas 3 — see
JOLO
Su.ma.tra Xsii-'ma-traX island W Indonesia S of Malay peninsula
area 166,789 — Su.ma-tran X-tranV adj or n
Sum.ba or D Soem.ba \'siim-b3\ or E San.dal.wooa \'san-d"l.
,wud\ island Indonesia in the Lesser Sundas S of Flores
Sum.ba.wa or D Soem.ba.wa \sUm-'ba-w3\ island Indonesia in
the Lesser Sundas E of Lombok

Sn.mer \'sU-m3r\ the southern division of ancient Babylonia
Sum.ga.it \,siim-ga-'et\ city & port U.S.S.R. in Azerbaidzhan
on the Caspian NW of Baku pop 20,000
Sum.mit V'sam-atV city NE N.J. W of Newark pop 23,677
Sum.ter \'S3m(p)-t3r\ city E cen S,C. E of Columbia pop 23.062
Sun.da \'s3n-d3\ or D Soen.da \'siin-\ islands Malay archipelago
comprising the Greater Sunda islands (Sumatra, Java, Borneo,
Celebes, & adjacent islands) & the Lesser Sunda islands (extending
E from Bali to Timor); with exception of Brit. Borneo & Portuguese
Timor, belong to Indonesia
Sunda strait channel between Java & Sumatra
Sun.der.land \'san-d9r-land\ county borough N England in
Durham on North sea at mouth of the Wear pop 181,515

Sunds.vall \'S3n(t)s-.val\ city & port E Sweden on Gulf of
Bothnia pop 29,783

Sun.ga.ri \'sur)-g3-re\ 1 river 800 m NE China in E Manchuria
flowing from Chang Pai Shan on Korean border NW & NE into
the Amur 2 reservoir formed by dam in the upper Sungari
Sun.ny.vale \'s3n-e-,val\ city W Cahf. WNW of San Jose pop
52,898
Sunset Crater volcanic crater N cen Ariz, in Sunset Crater
National Monument (.area 5)

Suomi — see Finland
Su.pe.ri.or \su-'pir-e-3r\ city & port NW Wis. pop 33,563
Superior. Lake lake U.S. & Canada; largest, northernmost, &
westernmost of the Greiit Lakes area 31,820
Superstition mountain range S cen Ariz. E of Phoenix; highest
point Superstition Mountain 5060 jt

Sur, Point \'suojr\ promontory Calif, on the Pacific 20 m S of
Monterey
Su.ra.ba.ja or Su-ra.ba.ya or D Soe-ra.ba-ja \,sur-3-'bI-3\
city & port Indonesia in NE Java on Surabaja strait (between
Java & W end of Madura) pop 935, 7110

Su.ra.kar.ta \.sur-3-'kart-a\ or So.lo \'s5-(,)Io\ or D Soe.ra-
kar.ta \,siir-3-'kart-3\ city Indonesia in cen Java pop 369,800
Su.rat \'sur-ot, s3-'rat\ city W India in SE Gujarat pop 223,200
Sur. bi. ton \'s3r-b9t-^n\ municipal borough S England in Surrey
WSW of London pop 60,675

Su.ri'ba.chi, Mount \.siir-9-'bach-e\ volcano in the Volcano
islands at S end of Iwo Jima
Su.ri.nam \'siir-3-.nam\ or Sn-ri.na-me \,siir-9-'nam-3\ or
Dutch Guiana or Netherlands Guiana country N So America
between Brit. Guiana Sl French Guiana; a territorv of the Nether-
lands # Paramaribo area 55,142, pop 271,700 — Su-ri-nam-ese
\,siir-3-,nam-'ez, -'es\ adj or n
Suriname or Surinam river 400 m N Surinam flowing N into
the Atlantic
Sur.ma \'siir-tn3\ river 56U /?i N E India (subcondnent) in Man-
ipur & East Bengal — see meghna
Surrentuin — see sorrento
Sur-rey \'s3r-e, 's3-re\ county S England SW of London #
Kingston on Thames area 111, pop 1,601.555

Su.ru. ga Bay N.sjr-s-go-X inlet of the Pacific Japan on coast of
SE Honshu W of Sagami sea

Su.sa \'sU-s3, -23\ IX'su-za, -S3\ or Bib Shu.Shan X'shii-shsn,
•,shan\ ancient city # of Elam; ruins in SW Iran 2 — see soussE
SU'Sak \*SLi-,shak\ former city NW Yugoslavia, now an E section
of Rijeka; seaport
Susiana — see elam
Sus.que.han.na \,sas-kwa-'han-a\ river 444 m E U.S. flowing
from cen N.Y. S through Pa. & into Chesapeake Bay in N Md.
Sus.sex \*s3s-iks\ county S England bordering on English chan-
nel; one of kingdoms in Anglo-Saxon heptarchy; divided into
administrative counties of East Sussex (* Lewes area 829, pop
618,083) & West Sussex (* Chichester area 628, pop 318,661)

Suth.er.land X'ssttj-ar-lsndN or Sulh.er-land.sliire \-l9n(d)-
,shi(3)r, -shar\ county N Scotland # Dornoch area 2028, pop
13.664

Sutherland Falls waterfall 1904/1 New Zealand in SW South I.

Sut-lej \'s3t-,Iej\ river 900 m N India (subcontinent) (lowing from
Tibet W & SW through the Punjab to join the Chenab
Sut.ton and Cheara \,s3t-'n-3n-'chem\ municipal borough S
England in Surrey S of London pop 80,664

Sut.ton Cold.field \,s9t-'n-'kol(d)-,feld\ municipal borough cen
England in Warwickshire NEof Birmingham pop 29,928
Sutton in Ash-field \'ash-.fcld\ urban district N cen England
in Nottinghamshire N of Nottingham pop 40,521
Su.va \'su-v3\ city & port # of Fiji, on Viti Levu I. pop 37,371
Su.wal.ki or Russ Su.val.ki \s(i-'viil-ke\ or Lithuanian Su.val-
kai \-,ki\ 1 district NE Poland just E of Masurian Lakes 2 city

in the district pop 18,600
Su.wan.nee \s3-'wan-e\ river 240 m SE Ga. & N Fla, flowing
SW into Gull of Mexico
Su.won \'su-,wan\ or Jap Sui.gen \"sii-e-,gen\ city S Korea S
of Seoul pop 42,173
Sval.hard \'srai-.bar\ the Norwegian islands in the Arctic ocean
including Spitsbergen, Bear I., & other small islands area 25,000
Sverd.lovsk \sferd-'16fsk\ or Jormerly Eka-te.rin.burg \i-'kat-
3-r3n-,b3rg\ city W Soviet Russia, Asia, in Ural mountains pop
777,000

Sver-drup \'sfer-drap\ islands N Canada W of Ellesmere I. in-

cluding Axel Heiberg I. & the Ringnes islands

Swa.bia \'swa-be-3\ or G Schwa-ben X'shfab-snX region SW
Germany; ^he_ territory inhabited by the ancient Suevi — Swa-
bi.an \'swa-be-3n\ adj or n
Swan \*swan\ 1 two islands in the Caribbean NE of Honduras
2 or in its upper course Av-on \'av-3n\ river ISO m SW Western
Australia flowing VV into Indian ocean
Swan.sea \'swiin-ze, 'swan(ti-se\ county borough & port SE
Wales in Glamorganshire pop 160,832
Swat \'swat\ river 400 m West Pakistan flowing into the Kabul
Swa.tow \'swa-'tau\ city & port SE China in E Kwangtung on
So. China sea pop 280,400
Swa.zi.land \'swaz-e-,land\ country SE Africa N of Natal
between Transvaal & Mozambique; a Brit, protectorate #: Mbabane
area 6705, pop 237,041
Swe.den \'swed-'n\ or Swed Sve.rf.ge \*sfar-y3\ country N
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Europe on Scandinavian peninsula W of Baltic sea; a kingdom #
Stoclcholm area 173,349, pop 7,543,000
Swm>don \'swin-dan\ municipal borough S England in Wiltshire
pop 68.932
Swi-no.U)S.oie \,shle-no-'ijish-(,)cha\ or G Snl-ne.mttn.de \,sfe-
na-'mun-da\ town & port NW Poland on N coast of Uznam I.

at mouth of Swine river N NW of Szczecin
Swin-ton and Pen.dle.hury \.swint-'n-3n-'pen-d'l-.ber-e\ urban
district NW England in Lancashire NW of Manchester pop 41,294
Swiss. vale \'swis-,val\ borough SW Pa. pop 15,089
Swit.zer-Iand \'swit-sar-lsnd\ or F Suisse \$w»es\ or G Schweiz
V'jhlTtsX or It Sviz.ze.ra \'zvet-tsa-ra\ or L Hel.ve.tia \hel-
've-sh(e-)a\ country W Europe in the Alps; a federal republic #
Bern area 15,940, pop 4,714.992

Syb>a*ris \'sib-3-ras\ ancient Greek city S Italy on Gulf of
Tarentum
Syd-ney \'sid-ne\ 1 city & port SE Australia on Port Jackson #
of New So. Wales pop (with suburbs) 1,935,900 2 city Canada
in N E N.S. on Cape Breton 1. pop 32,162 — Syd.ney.ite \-,ite\ n
Syene — see aswan
Sylt \'zilt, 'silt\ island N Germany, chief of the No. Frisian islands
Syr.a.cuse \'sir-3-,kyUs,_-,kyLiz\ 1 city cen N.Y. pop 216,038
3 or It Si-ra.cu.sa \se-r3-'ku-z3\ or anc Syr.a.cu.sae Vsir-
3-'kyu-(,)se, -(,)ze\ city & port Italy in SE Sicily pop 63,300 —
Syr>a>cu*san \,sir-a-'kyijs--'n, -'kyiiz-\ adj or n
Syr Dar.ya Xsioir-'diir-yaX or am Jax-ar-tes \jak-'sart-(,)ez\
river 1500 m Soviet Central Asia flowing from Tien Shan W &
NW into Lake Aral

Syr-ia \'sir-e-3\ 1 ancient country SW Asia bordering on the
Mediterranean & covering modern Syria, Lebanon, Israel, &
Jordan 2 former French mandate (1920-44) comprising the
Le.yant States \li-'vant\ (Syria, Lebanon. Latakia, & Jebel ed
Druz), administrative ^ Beirut, legislative * Damascus area 76.030
3 country SW Asia bordering on the Mediterranean; a republic
1944-58 & since 1961; a province of United Arab Republic 1958-
61 # Damascus area 72,234, pop 4,420,587 — Syr-i.an \'sir-e-

3n\ adj or n
Syrian desert W Asia between Mediterranean coast & the Euphrates
covering N Saudi Arabia, NE Jordan, SE Syria, & W Iraq
Sy.ros \'si-,ras\ or Sy-ra \'sT-r3\ or NGk Si-ros \'se-,r6s\
or Si.ra \'se-r3\ 1 island Greece in the Cyclades S of Andros
2 — see ERMOUPOLis

Syrtis Major — see sidra (Gulf of)

Syrtis minor — see gabes (Gull of)

Szamos — see somfs
Szczecin — see stettin
Sze.chwan \'sech-'wan\ province SW China # Chengtu area
219,691, pop 65,685,000
Sze-ged \'seg-,ed\ city S Hungary on Yugoslav border pop 100,000
Sze-kes.le.her.var \'sa-,kesh-,fe-3r-,var\ city W cen Hungary pop
52,000
Szeming — see amoy
Sze<plng \'sLi-'piQ\ or formerly Sz6*ping*kai \-'gT\ city NE
China in W Kirin SW of Changchun pop 125.900

Szom.bat-hely \'som-,b6t-.ha\ city W Hungary pop 53,000

Ta.bas.co \t3-"bas-C,)ko\ state SE Mexico on the Caribbean
SW of Yucatan peninsula * Villahenmosa area 9782, pop 427,631

Ta*bla5 \'tab-l3s\ island cen Philippines in Romblon group
Tahle Bay harbor of Cape Town, Republic of So. Africa
Table Mountain mountain 3550 ft Republic of So. Africa S of
Cape Town

Ta.bor, Mount \'ta-b3r\ mountain 1929 /( N Palestine E of
Nazareth

Ta*bo>ra Vts-'bor-a, -'bdr-\ town W cen Tanganyika
Ta.hriz \ta-'brez\ or anc Tau-ris \'t6r-3s\ city NW Iran in
Azerbaijan pop 290.195
Ta.Sun Bog.do \,tab-,un-'b6g-(.)do\ mountain 15,266 // W
Outer Mongolia; highest in Altai mountains
Tac<na \'tak-na\ town S Peru near Chilean border in region
(Tacna-Ari.ca X.tak-na-a-'re-kaX) occupied 1884-1930 by Chile
& now divided between Chile & Peru
Ta>co.ina \ta-'ko-m3\ 1 city & port W Wash, on Puget Sound
5 of Seattle pop 147.979 2 — see rainier (Mount)

Ta'Con>ic \ta-'kan-ik\ mountains along Mass.-N.Y. boundary &
in SW Vt : highest peak Mt. Equinox (in Vt.) 3816 /t

Ta.cU'ba.ya \,tak-3-'bi-3\ a SW suburb of Mexico City
Ta.d|OU-ra, GuU ol or Gull ol Ta-ju-ra \t3-'jur-3\ inlet of Gulf
of Aden in E French Somaliland
Tadmor — see palmyra
Ta'dzbik.i-stan or Ta.jik.l.stan \ta-,jik-i-'stan, ts-, -jek-. -'stan\
or Ta'dzhiH Republic \ta-,jik-, -,jek-\ constituent repubUc of
the U.S.S.R. in Soviet Central Asia bordering on China (Sinkiang)
6 Afghanistan # Dyushambe area S4.O00, pop 2,000,000
Tae.dong Xta-'duo. tTA or Jap Dai-do \'dId-(,)5\ river 200 m
N Korea flowing SW into Korea Bay

Tae.gu \ta-'gii, ti-\ or Jap Tai-Ryu \'tT-(.)kyii\ city S Korea N
of Pusan pop 4.S8,6_90

Tae.jon \ta-'jon. ti-\ or Jap Tai*den \'tT-,den\ city S Korea
NW of Taegu pop 173,143

Ta.H.Ia.let \,taf-i-l3-'let\ or Ta.fi. lelt \,taf :>-'lelt\ or Ta.fi.lalt
\-'lalt\ or Ta.fi.let \-'let\ oasis SE Morocco

Ta.gan.rog \'tag-3n-,rag\ city Soviet Russia, Europe, on Gull ol
Taganrog (NE arm of Sea of Azov) pop 201,000
Ta.gUS \'ta-g3s\ or Sp Ta.jo \'ta-(,)h5\ or Port Te.jo \'ta-
(,)zhu\ river 556_m Spain & Portugal flowing W into the Atlantic

Ta.hi.ti \tD-'het-e\ island S Pacific in Windward group of the
Society islands; chief town Papeete area 402, pop 44,710
Ta.hoe, Lake \'ta-(,)ho\ lake 22 m long on Calif.-Nev. boundary
Tai \'tT\ 1 mountain 5069 fl E China in W Shantung S of Tsinan
2 lake 40 m long & 35 m wide E China in Kiangsu W of Shanghai

Tai.chow \'ti-'jn. -'chau\ city E China in cen Kiangsu NW of
Shanghai pop

J
59,800

Tai.Chung \'tT-'chUo\ city China, provincial # of Formosa pop
199.519
Tal.myr or Tai.mir \tl-'mi('3)r\ peninsula NW Soviet Russia,
Asia, between Yenisei & Khatanga rivers

Tai.nan \'tT-'nan\ city China in SW Formosa pop 221,088
Talnaron — see matap4n
Tai.pei or Tal.peh N'tT-'pa, -"baS city # of (Nationalist) China,
on Formosa pop 759,800

Taiwan — see Formosa — Tal.wan.ese X.tl-.wan-'ez. -"esX n
Tai.yu-an \'tT-yu-'an\ or formerly Yang.ku \'yao-'ku\ city
N China # of Shansi pop 72(3,700

Ta.ju.mul.co \,ta-hu-'miil-(,)ko\ mountain 13,816 ft W Guate-
mala; highest point in Central America
Ta-ka-mat-sa \,tak-3-'mat-(.)sii\ city & port Japan in NE
Shikoku on Inland sea pop 144,812

Ta.ka.o-ka \t3-'kau-k3\ city Japan in cen Honshu pop 131,531
Ta-kla Ma-kan \,tak-l3-m3-'kan\ desert W Cltina in cen Sinkiang
between Tien Shan & Kunlun mountains
Ta.ko-raa Park \t3-,ko-m3-\ city SW Md. NE of Washington,
DC. pop 16.799

Ta.ko-ra.dl \.tak-3-'iTid-e\ city & port SW Ghana W of Sekondi
pop 17,800
Ta.ku \'ta-'kii\ town NE China in E Hopei E of Tientsin
Ta-laud \'tai-,aiit\ or Ta-laur \'tal-,au(3)r\ islands Indonesia
N E of Celebes area 494

Tal.oa \'tal-k3\ city cen Chile 155 m S of Santiago pop 80.277
Tal.ca.hua.no \,tal-k3-'(h)wan-(,)o\ city & port S cen Chile
NW of Concepcion pop 99,231

TaMa-de.ga \,tal-3-'de-g3, -;dig-3\ city E cen Ala. pop 17,742
Tal.la.has-see \,tal-3-'has-e\ city * of Fla. pop 48,174
Tal.Ia.poQ.sa \,tal-3-'pii-s3\ river 268 m NW Ga. & E Ala.
flowing SW to join Coosa river forming the Alabama

Tal-Iin or Tal-linn X'tal-an, "tal-X or Re.vel \'ra-v3l\ or Re-val
\-,val\ city & port U. S. S. R. # of Estonia pop 280.000

Tam.al-pais, Mount \.tam-3l-'pi-3s\ mountain 2606 fi W Calif.
NW of San Francisco

Ta.man \ta-'man\ peninsula U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia, Europe,
in Ciscaucasia between Sea of Azov & Black sea
Tarn. an.ras. set \,tam-3n-'ras-3t\ wadi & oasis SE Algeria on
SE slopes of Ahaggar mountains

Ta.mar, 1 X'ta-msrV river 40 m Australia in N Tasmania flowing
N to Bass strait 2 \'ta-!n3r\ river 60 m SW England flowing
S E from N W Devon into English channel 3 — see palmyra

Ta. ma.lave \,tam-3-'tav, ,tam-\ city & port NE Madagascar pop
28,700

Ta.mau.Ii'Pas \,tam-,au-'le-p3s\ state NE Mexico bordering on
Gulf of Mexico * Ciudad Victoria area 30,731, pop 977,924
Tam.bo.ra \'tam-b»-r3\ volcano 9354 // Indonesia on Sumbawa I.

Tam.bov \tam-'b6f, -'b6v\ city cen Soviet Russia, Europe, SE of
Moscow pop 170,0(JO
Tam.pa \'tam-p3\ city W Ra. on Tampa Bay (inlet of Gulf of
Mexico) pop 274.970

Tam.pe-re X'tam-pa-.ra, 'tam-\ or Sw Tam.mer.fors \.tam-3r-
'f6(3lrz, -'foshX cijy SW Finland pop 95,753

Tam.pi.co \tam-'pe-(,)ko\ city & port E Mexico in S Tamauhpas
on the Panuco 7 m from its mouth pop 119,427
Ta.na \'tan-3\ or Tsa.na \'(t)san-3\ 1 lake NW Ethiopia; source
of the Blue Nile area UUO 2 river 500 m E Africa in Kenya flow-
ing into Indian ocean
Ta.na. gra X'tan-a-gra, ta-'nag-raX village E cen Greece E of
Thebes; an important town of ancient Boeotia
Tan.a.na \'tan-s-,n6\ river 475 m E & cen Alaska flowing NW into
the Yukon
Ta-nan.a.rive \t3-'nan-3-,rev\ or Ta.nan-a.ri.vo \t3-,nao-3-
're-(.ivo\ or E An.ta.nan.a.ri-vo \.an-t3-\ city Madagascar # of
Malagasy Republic pop 1/4.200

Tan.ez.rouft \.tan-3z-'rUft\ extremely arid region of W Sahara
in SW Algeria & N MaU
Tan.ga \'tan-g3\ city& port_NE Tanganyika pop 22,136
Tan.gan.yi.ka V.tan-gan-'ye-ka, .tao-gan-. -g3-'ne-\ country E
Africa between Lake Tanganyika & Indian ocean; administered by
Britain under League of Nations mandate 1920-45 & under UN
trusteeship 1946-61; became an independent member of Brit.

Commonwealth 1 961 # Dar es Salaam area 361 ,800, pop 9,404,000— see GERMAN EA.'H" AFRICA
Tanganyika, Lake lake E Africa in Great Rift valley between
Congo & Tanganyika area 12,700

Tan.gier \tan-'ji(3)r\ or Tan.giers \-'ji(3)rz\ or Sp T4n.ger
\'taQ-,her\ 1 city & port N Morocco at W end of Strait of Gibral-
tar; summer # of Morocco pop 180,000 2 — see MOROCCO —
Tan.ger-ine \,tan-j3-'ren\ adf or n

Tang.Shan \'tao-'shan\ city N E China in E Hopei N E of Tientsin
pop 693,300
Ta.nim.bar \t3-'nim-,bar, 'tan-sm-X or Ti-mor.laut \'te-,m6r-
,laiit\ islands Indonesia in SE Moluccas ENE of Timor

Ta.nis \'ta-n3s\ or Bib Zo.an \'zo-,an\ ancient city N Egypt in E
Nile delta near Lake Tanis

Tanis, Lake — see manzala (Lake)
Tan.jung.pri'Ok \(,uan-,juo-pre-'6k\ port of Djakarta, Indonesia
Taunenberg — see stebark
Tan.ta \'tant-3\ city N Egypt in cen Nile delta pop 175.400
Ta.pa.joz \,tap-3-*zh6s\ river 500 m N Brazil flowing N E into the
Amazon — see juruena
Tap. pan Zee \,tap-3n-'ze\ expansion of the Hudson SE New Yorlc

Taprobane ~_see ceylon
Tap.ti \*tap-te\ river 436 m W India S of Satpura range flowing W
into Gulf of Cambay_
Ta.Qna.ri \,tak-w3-'re\ river 450 m S cen Brazil rising in S cen
Mato Grosso & flowing WSW into the Paraguay
Tar \'tar\ river 215 m NE N.C. flowing SE into Pamlico river

(its estuary)

Tara \'tar-3\ village Ireland in County Meath NW of Dublin near
Hill ol Tara (seat of ancient Irish kings)

Tarabulus — see tripoli_
Tar.a.na.kl \,tar-3-'nak-e\ 1 provincial district New Zealand in

W North I. # New Plymouth area 3750, pop 98,700 2 — see

EGMONT
Ta.ran.to \'tar-3n-,io. t3-'rant-(,)o\ or anc Ta.ren.tum \t3-'rent-

3m\ city & port SE Italy on Gull ol Taranto (inlet of Ionian sea)

pop 174.871
Ta.ra.wa Xta-'ra-wa, 'tar-3-,wa\ island cen Pacific in N Gilbert is-

lands * ol Gilbert & Ellice Islands colony area 8
Tarbes \'tarb\ city SW France ESE of Pau pop 40.242
Ta.rim \'da-'rem\ river 1250 m W China in Sinkiang in the Takia
Makan flowing E & SE into Lop Nor (marshy depression)

Tar.lac \'tar-,lak\ city Philippines in cen Luzon pop 20,818
Tarn \'tarn\ river 233 m S France flowing W into the Garonne
Tar-now \'tar-,niif\ city S Poland E of Krakow pop 58,000
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Tar-gni-nia Xtar-Tcwen-ya, -Itwen-e-s, -'kwin-\ or lormerly
Cor-ne.to \k6r-'nat-(.)o\ or anc Tar-quin.ii \tar-'kwin-e-,I\
town cen Italy in N Latium NW of Viterbo
Tar*ra-go>na \,tar-3-'go-n3\ 1 province N E Spain on the Mediter-
ranean area 2505. pop 369,997 2 commune & port, its #, SW of
Barcelona pop 45,509

Tar-ra-sa \t3-'ras-3\ commune NE Spain N NW of Barcelona pop
81,702

Tai'Shish \'tar-(,)shisti\ an ancient maritime country referred to in
the Bible, by some located in S Spain & identified with Tartessus
Tar.sus \'tar-S3s\ city S Turkey near the CiUcian Gates # of
ancient CiHcia pop 51,310

Tar.tes.sus or Tar>tes*sos \tar-'tes-as\ ancient kingdom on SW
coast of Spanish peninsula near mouth of the Guadalquivir — see
TARSHISH
Tar.tu \'tar-(.1tU\ or C Dor^pat \'d6(3)r-,pat\ city E Estonia W
of Lake Peipus pop 74,000 _

Ta,shi Chho Dzong \'tash-e-,chod-'z6a\ summer # of Bhutan
Tash.kent \tash-'kent\ or Tash.kend V'kent, -'kcndV city Soviet
Central Asia # of Uzbekistan E of the Syr Darya pop 911,000
Tas>nian \'taz-man\ sea comprising the part of the S Pacific be-
tween SE Australia & W New Zealand
Tas.ma-nia \taz-'ma-ne-3, -nysX or formerly Van Die-men's
Land \van-'de-m3nz\ island S Pacific ocean S of Australia; a
state of the Commonwealth of Australia # Hobart area 26,215,
pop 342,315 — TaS'ma.nian Xtaz-'ma-ne-an, -nyanX adj or n
Ta-tar \'tat-ar\ strait between Sakhalin 1. & mainland of Asia
Tatar Republic autonomous republic E Soviet Russia, Europe, at
bend of the middje Volga # Kazan area 26,100, pop 2.850,000

Ta-ta.ry \'tat-3-re\ or Tar-ta-ry \'tart-3-\ an indefinite historical
region in Asia & Europe extending from Sea of Japan to the
Dnieper

Ta-tra \'ta-tra\ or High Tatra mountains E Czechoslovakia in
cen Carpathian mountains — see gerlachovka
Ta-tung \'da-'tuo\ city NE China in N Shansi pop 228,500
Tau-ghan-nock Falls \t3-,gan-3k-\ waterfall 215 jt S cen N.Y.
NW of Ithaca

Taung-gyi \'taun-'je\ town E Burma # of Shan State
Tann-ton\'t6nt-'n, 'fant-, 'tant-\ city SE Mass. pop 41,132
Tau-nus X'taii-nasX mountain range W Germany E of the Rhine &
N of the lower Main; highest peak Grosser Feldberg 2886 jl

Tanric Chersonese — see Chersonese
Tauris — see Tabriz
Tau-rus \'t6r-3s\ or Turk To-ros \t6-'r6s\ mountains S Turkey
running parallel to Mediterranean coast; has peaks over 11,000 yr

Tax-co \'tas-(,)ko\ or Taxco de Alar-c6n X-OOsa-.al-.iir-'konX
town S Mexico in Guerrero SSW of Mexico City
Tay \'ta\ river 1 20 m E cen Scotland flowing into North sea through
Firth ol Tay (estuary 25 m long)

Tbilisi — see tiflis

Tcbad — see chad
Tea-neck \'te-,nek\ urban township NE N.J. E of Paterson pop
42,085
Teche, Bayon \'tesh\ stream 175 m S La. flowing SE into the
Atchafa^aya
Tees \'tez\ river 70 m N England flowing E along boundary be-
tween Yorkshire & Durham & into North sea

Te-gu-ci-gal-pa \t3-,gu-S3-'gal-p3\ city # of Honduras pop
106,949

Te-hach-a-pi \ti-'hach-3-pe\ 1 mountains SE Calif. N of Moiave
desert running E-W between S end of Sierra Nevada & the Coast
ranges; highest point Double Mountain 7988 jt 2 pass 3793 jt
at E end of the mountains
Teh-ran or Te-he-ran \,te-9-'ran, ,ta-3, -'r'an\ city # of Iran at toot
of S slope of Elburz mountains pop 1,513,164

Teh-ri or Tehri Garh-wal \,ta-re-,g3r-'wal\ former state N India
on Tibet border * Tehri; merged with Uttar Pradesh 1949
Te-huan-te-pec, Isthmus of \t3.'want-3-.pek\ the narrowest sec-
tion of Mexico, between Gulf of Tebuantepec (on Pacific side) &
Bay of Campeche; 130 m wide
Tejo — seeTAGus
Te-jon \te-'hon\ pass 4183 jt SW Calif, in Tehachapl mountainsNW of Los Angeles
Tel Aviv \,tel-3-'vev\ city & port Israel pop 386,612 — see Jaffa
Tel-e-mark \'tel-3-,mark\ mountain region SW Norway
Telescope Peak mountain 11,045 jt E CaUf., highest in Panamint

Tell\'tel\ hilly maritime region N Africain NE Algeria & N Tunisia
Tell el 'Amar-na or Tel el 'Amai-na \,tel-,el-3-'mar-n3\ or Tell
Amar-na \.tel-3-\ locality cen Egypt on E bank of the NUe NW
of Asyut; site of Egyptian ruins
Telloh — see lagash
Te-ma \'te-m3\ city & port Ghana E of Accra pop 40,000
Tem-bu-land \'tem-(,)bu-,land\ region Republic of So. Africa in
E Cape Province; one of the Transkeian Territories # Umtata area
3339
Temes — see timis
Temesvar — seeTansoARA
Tem-pe \'tem-pe\ 1 city S cen Ariz. SE of Phoenix pop 24,897
2 or NGk Tera-bl \'tem-be\ valley (Vale of Tempe) in NE
Thessaly between Mounts Olympus & Ossa
Tem-pel-hof \'tem-p3l-,hof\ residenUal district of SW Berlin.
Germany
Tem-ple \'tem-p3l\ city N E cen Tex. SSW of Waco pop 30,419
Temple City urban area SW Calif. SE of Pasadena pop 31.838
Te-mu-co \ta-'mu-(,)ko\ city S cen Chile pop 111,641
Tenedos — see bozcaada
Ten-er-ife \,ten-3-'re-fe, -'rif, -'refX or jormerly Ten-ei-iffe \,ten-
3-'rif, -'ref\ island Spain, largest of the Canary islands; chief town
Santa Cruz de Tcnerife area 782

Ten-gri Khan \,ter)-(g)re-'kan\ mountain 23,620 jt on border
between Kirgiz Republic, U.S.S.R.. & Sinkiang, China; highest in
Tien Shan
Ten-nes-see \.ten-3-'se, 'ten-3-,\ 1 river 652 m E U.S., in Tenn.,
Ala., & Ky. flowing into the Ohio 2 state SE cen U.S. * Nashville

area 42,244, pop 3,567,089 — Ten-nes-se-an or Ten-nes-see-an
\,ten-3-*se-3n\ adj or n

Te-uoch-ti-tlan \ta-.nach-te-'tlan\ Mexico crrv — its name when
capital ofjhe Aztec Empire
Te-nos \'ie-,nas\ or NGk Ti-nos or Te-nos \'te-,n6s\ island Greece
in N Cyclades S E of Andros
Ten-saw or Ten-sas \'ten-,s6\ 1 river 40 m SW Ala. formed by
Tombigbee & Alabama rivers & flowing S into Mobile Bay 2 river
250 m N_E La. uniting with the Ouachita to form the Black

Te-pic \ta-'pek\ city W Mexico # of Nayarit near W coast NW ot
Guadalajara pop 24,600

Te-quen-da-ma Falls \.ta-k3n-,dam-a-\ waterfall 475 //, cen
Colombia S of Bogota

Ter-oei-ra \tsr-'sir-3, -'ser-\ island cen Azores area 233
Ter-ek \'ter-3k\ river 380 m U.S.S.R. in S Soviet Russia, Europe,
N of Caucasus mounjains flowing into the Caspian

Te-re-si-na \,ter-3-'ze-n3\ city NE Brazil # of Piaui pop 111,811
Termonde — see dendermonde
Ter-na-te \t3r-'nat-e\ 1 island Indonesia in N Moluccas off W
Halmahera 2 city & port, chief cilv of Ternate I. pop 21,200

Ter-ni \'te(3)r-ne\ commune cen Italy N N E of Rome pop 55,900
Ter-ra-ci-na \,ter-3-'che-n3\ city & port cen Italy in Latiura SE of
Pontine marshes pop 17,300

Ter-re Haute \.ter-3-'hot. ,ter-e-, -'hat. -'h6t\ city W Ind. on
Wabash river pop 72,500

Te.rnel \,ter-3-'wel\ 1 province E Spain in S Aragon area S720,
pop 224,876 2 commune, its *, S of Zaragoza pop 19,796
Te-schen \'tesh-3n\ or Czech Te-sin \te-'esh-,en\ or Pol Oie-
szyn \'chesh-9n\ region cen Europe in Silesia; once an Austrian
duchy; divided 1920 between Poland &. Czechoslovakia
Tessin — see ticino
Te-ton \'te-.tan\ mountain range NW Wyo. — see grand teton
Te-tuan \ta-'twan\ city & port N Morocco on tlie Mediterranean
SE of Tangier; formerly # of Spanish Morocco

Teu-to-bur-ger Wald \'i6it-3-.bur-gDr-,valt\ or E Teu-to-burg
Forest \,t(y)Lit-3-,bDrg-\ range of forested hills W Germany in
region between the Ems & the Weser; highest point 1530 jt
Tewkes-bury \'t(y)Uks-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ municipal borough SW
cen England in Gloucestershire on Avon & Severn rivers
Tex-ar-kana \,tek-,sar-'kan-3, ,tek-s3r-\ 1 city SW Ark. adjacent
to Texarkana, Tex. pop 19,788 2 city NE Tex. pop 30,218
Tex-as \'tek-s3s, -siz\ state S U.S. * Austin area 267,339, pop
9,579,677 — Tex-an \-S3n\ adj or n
Texas City city & port SE Tex. on Galveston Bay pop 32,065
Tex-co-co \ta-'sko-(,)ko\ or Tez-cu-co \ta-'sku-\ town cen
Mexico in Mexico state E of Mexico City on Lake Texcoco (12 m
long)
Thai-land \'tT-,land, -l3nd\ or Si-am \sT-'am\ country SE Asia
bordering on Gulf of Siam; a kingdom # Bangkok area 198,247,
pop 22,811,700 — Thai-land-er X-.lan-dsr, -bn-V n
Thailand, Gulf of — see siam (Gulf of)

Thames, 1 X'temz, 'thamz, 'tamz\ river 15 m SE Conn., a tidal
estuary flowing S into Long Island Sound 2 \'temz\ river 135 m
Canada in SE Ont. flowing S & SW into Lake St. Clair 3 \'temz\
river 209 m S England flowing from the Cotswolds in Gloucester-
shire E into the North sea — see isis

Thamugadi or Tharaugadis — see timoao
Than-et, Isle of \'than-3t\ tract of land SE England in NE Kent
cut off from mainland by arms of Stour river area 42
Thar \'tar\ or Indian desert NW India (subcontinent) in West
Pakistan & Republic of India between Aravalh range & the Indus
area ab 100,000
Tha-sos \'tha-,sas\ or NGk Tha-sos \'th'as-,6s\ island Greece in
the N Aegean E of Chalcidice peninsula area 152
The-ha-id \thi-'ba-3d, 'the-ba-,id\ district about Thebes (either in
Egypt or in Boeotia)
Thebes \'thebz\ 1 or anc The-bae \'ihe-(,)be\ or Di-os-po-Iis
\dT-'as-p3-l3s\ ancient city S Egypt on the Nile S of modern
Qena — see karnak, luxor 2 or NGk Thi-vai \'the-ve\ ancient
city E GreeceJ3n site of modem village 33 m NNW of Athens —
The-ban X'the-bgnX adj or n
The Hague — see hague (The)
The-lon \'the-,lan\ river ab 550 m N Canada In E Northwest
Territories flowing N E to Baker Lake
Thera — see santorin
Ther-mop-y-lae \(,)th3r-'map-a-(,)le\ locality E Greece between
Mt. Oeta & Gulf of Lamia; once a narrow pass along the coast.
now a rocky plain 6 m from the sea
Thessalonica or Thessalonlki — see Salonika
Thes-sa-ly \'thes-3-le\ or O Thes-sa-Ua Vthe-'sa-le-a, -'sSI-ysX
region E Greece between Pindus mountains & the Aegean— Thes-sa-lian \the-'sa-le-3n, -'sal-yanV adj or n

Thet-ford Mines \,thet-f3rd-\ city Canada in S Que. pop 19,511
Thing-vel-Iir \'thir]-,vet-br\ lava plain SW Iceland 25 m N E of
Reykjavik

Thira — see santorin
Thom-as-ville \'tam-3s-,vil, -V3l\ 1 city S Ga. pop 18,246
2 city cen N.C. SE of Winston-Salem pop 15,190
Thomp-son \'tam(pl-s3n\ river 304 m Canada in S B.C. flowing S
(as the North Thompson 210 m) & thence W & SW into the Eraser;
joined by a branch (206 m) usu. known as the South Thompson
Thorn — see torun
Thors-havu \t6rs-'haun\ town & port # of the Faeroe islands, on
Stromd I.

Thousand islands Canada & U.S. in the St. Lawrence in Ont. &
N.Y.

Thrace \'thras\ region SE Europe in Balkan peninsula N of the
Aegean; as ancient country (Thra-ce \'thra-,se\ or Thra-cia
\'thra-sh(e-)3\), extended to the Danube; modern remnant divided
between Greece (Western Thrace) and Turkey (Eastern Thrace,
constituting Turkey in Europe)
Thracian Chersonese — see Chersonese
Three Forks locality SW Mont, where Missouri river is formed by
confluence of the Gallatin, Jefferson, & Madison
Three Rivers — see trois rivieres
Thu-le \'tU-le\ setUement & district NW Greenland N of Cape
York

3 abut; 3 kitten; _ 8r further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;
i joke; q sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; a this;
« F table; a F bac; k G ich. Buch; " F vin; <B F boeuf; S

au ont; ch chin; e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

U loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
F feu; IE G fiillen; te F me; » F digne \den'\. nuit Xnw'eX
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Tbnn, Lake of \"tUn\ or G Thn-ner-see X'tu-nsr-.zaX lake 10
m long cen Switzerland; an expansion of Aare river
Tbur.gaa \'iii(9)r-,gaij\ or F Tbnr-go-vie \,tur-g3-'ve\ canton
NE Switzerland # Frauenfeld area 391, pop 149.738

Tlin-rin-gia \th(y)Li-'rin-iCe-)3\ or G Thii-ring-en \'ta-rin-3n\
region E Germany including the Tliti-rin-gian Forest \th(y^ii-
.rin-j(e-i3n\ or G Thii-ring-er Wald \'tH-riri-3r-,valt\ (wooded
mountain range between the upper Werra & Czech border)
Thur.rocU X'thar-sk, 'tha-r3k\ urban district SE England in Essex
pop 82,108
Thursday island N E Australia off N Queensland in Torres strait

Thyatira — see akmsar
Ti-a-hua-na-co \.ie-3-w3-'nak-(,1o\ locality W Bolivia near SE
end of Lake Titicaca; site of prehistoric ruins
Ti-ber \'ii-b3r\ or It Te.ve-re \'ta-va-ra\ or anc Ti-ber.is
\'ti-b3-r3s\ river 224 m, cen Italy riowing into Tyrrhenian sea

Ti.be-ri.as \ti-'bir-e-3s\ city N Palestine in Galilee on W shore
of Sea of Galilee; now in NE Israel pop 18,000

Tiberias, Sea ol — see Galilee (Sea of)

Ti.bes-ti \t3-'bes-le\ mountains N cen Africa in the Sahara in NW
Chad; highest peak Emi Koussi 11,201 jt

Ti-bet or Thi-bet \t3-'bet\ region SW China in high plateau (aver-
age altitude 16,000 fi) N of the Himalayas # Lhasa area (with
Chamdo) 471,660, pop (with Chamdo) 1.274,000
Ti.bU-r6n \,te-b3-'ron\ island 34 m long NW Mexico in Gulf of
California off coast of Sonora

Ti-ci.no \ti-'che-i,)no\ 1 river 154 m Switzerland & Italy flowing
from slopes of St. Gotthard range SE & SW through Lake
Maggiore into the Po 2 or F Tes-sin \te-sa"\ canton S Switzer-
land bordering on Italy * Bellinzona
Tien Shan \te-'en-'shan\ or Tian Shan \te-'an-\ mountain system
cen Asia extending from the Pamirs N E into Sinkiang — see
TENGRI KHAN
Tien-tsin \te-'en(t)-'sin, 'tin(t)-\ city & port NE China # of
Hopei SE of Peking pop 2,693,800

Tier-gar. ten \'ti(31r-,gart-=n\ section of W Berlin, Germany
Tier.ra del Fue-go \te-,er-3-,del-f(y)ii-'a-(,)go\ 1 archipelago off S
So. America S of Strait of Magellan; divided between Chile & Ar-
gentina area 27,600 2 chief island of the archipelago; divided
between Chile and Argentina area 18,530

Tit.Jin \'uf-3n\ city N Ohio on Sandusky river pop 21,478
Ti.flis \"tif-bs, t3-'(les\ or Tbi-li-si or Tpi-li-si \t3-'bil-a-se, -'pil-\
city U.S.S.R.* of Georgia on Kura river pop 694,000
Ti-gre, 1 \'te-(,)gra\ city E Argentina, NW suburb of Buenos
Aires, on islands in Parana delta pop 30,000 2 \t3-'gia\ region
N Ethiopia bordering on Eritrea

Ti-gris \'ti-gr3s\ river 1150 m Iraq & SE Turkey flowing SSE &
uniting with the Euphrates to form the Shatt-al-Arab
Tihwa — see urumchi
Ti-jua-na \te-'wan-s\ or T\sl Jua-na \,te-3-'wan-3\ city NW
Mexico on U.S. border in Baja California state pop 191,609

Ti'kal \ti-'kal\ ancient Mayan city N Guatemala
Til.burg \'til-,bsrg\ commune S Netherlands pop 134.974
Til.bury \'til-,ber-e, -b(3-)re\ seaport SE England on the Thames
in Essex E of London in Thurrock urban district
Til.Ia-mook Bay \,ti]-3-,muk-\ inlet of the Pacific NW Oreg.
Tilsit — see sovetsk
Ti.ma.ga-mi, Lake \ta-'mag-3-me\ lake Canada in Ont. N of
Lake Nipissing

Tim.buk.tu or Tim-buctoo X.tim-.lrak-'tu, tim-'b3k-(,)tii\ or F
Tom.bouc-tou \to"-buk-tu\ town W Africa in MaU (formerly
French Sudan) near the Niger
Tim.gad \'Um-gad\ or anc Tham-n.ga.di \,tham-y3-'gad-e\ or
Thain>u<ga*dis \-'gad-3s\ ancient city NE Algeria foimded a.d.
100 by Trajail

Tl.mis \'te-,mesh\ or Te.mes \'tem-,esh\ river 270 m Romania &
Yugoslavia flowing W & S into the Danube below Belgrade

Ti-mi-soa.ra \,te-mish'war-3\ or Hung Te.mes.var \'tem-,esh-
var\ city SW Romania near Yugoslav border pop 148,176
Tim-mins X'tim-snzX town Canada in E Ont. N of Sudbury pop
27,551
Ti.mor \'te-,m6(3)r, te-'\ 1 island SE Malay archipelago; W
half (Timor or jormerly Netherlands Timor # Kupang area
5764) belongs to Indonesia, E half to Portugal — see Portuguese
TIMOR 2 sea between Timor 1. & NW Australia — Ti.mor.eso
\(,)te-,md-'rez, -'res\ n
Timorlaut — see tanimbar
Tim.pa.no.gos, Mount \,tim-p3-'n5-g3s\ mountain 12,008 //
N cen Utah N of Provo; highest in Wasatch mountains

Timpanogos Cave Umcstone cavern N cen Utah on N slope of
Mt. Timpanogos in Timpanogos Cave National KConuraent

Ti.nl.an \,tin-e-'an\ island W Pacific in the S Marianas SSW of

Tinos — see tenos
Tin.tag.el Head \tin-,taj-3l-\ headland SW England In NW
Cornwall

Tip.pe.ca.noe \,tip-e-k3-'nii\ river 200 m N Indiana flowing SW
into the Wabash
Tip.per.ary \,tip-a-'re(3)r-e\ 1 cotmty S Ireland # Clonmel area
1643, pop 123,7 79 2 urban district in SW County Tipperary

Ti.ra-nc or Ti.ra.na \ti-'ran-3\ city # of Albania pop 57.000
Tir.gn-Mu.res \,tiO)r-(,)gU-'mu-,resh\ city NE cen Romania
ESE of Cluj pop 69,962

Ti.ricU Mir \,iir-ich-'miO)r\ mountain 25,263 // Pakistan on
Afghan border; highest peak in the Hindu Kush

Ti.rol or Ty.rol Xta-'rol, 'tT-,rol, 'Ur-,al, 'tir-3l\ or It Tl.ro.lo
\te-*r6-f,)lo\ region Europe in E Alps chiefly in Austria; the
section S of Brenner pass has belonged since 1919 to Italy —
Tl.ro.le^an Ms-'ro-le-an, tl-; ,tir-3-'le-\ adj or n — Tl.ro.lese
\,tir-a-'lez, .tT-ra-. -'Ies\ adj or n
Ti.rn.chi.ra.pal.Ii \,tir-3-ch3-'rap-3-le\ or Trich.i.nop.o.Iy
\,trich-a-'nap-3-le\ city S India in cen Madras state pop 218,900

Ti.ru.pa.thi or Ti.ru-pa.tl \,tir-3-'p3t-e\ city SE India in Andhra
Pradesh NW of Madras pop 20,000

Ti.ryns \'tir-Dnz, "tT-ranzX city of pre-Homeric Greece; ruins in
E Peloponnesus SE of Argos

Ti.sza \'tis-,6\ or Tl.sa \'te-s3\ river 800 m E Europe Howing
from the Carpathians in W Ukraine W & SW into the Danube

Ti.ti.ca.ca \,lit.i-'kak-3\ lake on Peru-Bolivia boundary at al-
titude of 1 2,500 /(, area 3200

Ti.to.grad \'tet-(,)o-,grad\ or Pod.go.ri.ca or Pod.go-ri.tsa
\ pad-ga-,ret-s3\ city S Yugoslavia # of Montenegro pop 17,000

Tiv.o.ll \'tiv-3-le\ or anc Tl-bnr \'tl-bsr\ commune cen Italy i^
Latium ENE of Rome pop 23,000

Tji.la.tjap or Cbi.la.ctiap \chi-lach-3p\ dty & port Indonesia
in S Java ESE of Bandung pop 28,309
Tjir.e.bon \,chir-3-'bon\ or Ctaer.i.bon \,cher-3-\ city Indonesia
in W Java on N coast E of Djakarta pop 106.700
Tlax-ca.la \Ua-'skaI-3\ 1 state cen Mexico area 1555. pop 355,491
2 town, its #, E of Mexico City

Tlem.cen or TIem.sen \tlem-'sen\ city NW Algeria SW of Gran
pop 73,445
To.ba.go \t3-'ba-(,lgo\ island SE West Indies, a dependency of
Trinidad; chief town Scarborough area 116, pop 27,161

To.bol \ta-'b61\ river 800 m U.S.S.R. flowing from SE foothills
of the Urals N N E into the Irtvsu
To-bnik \'to-,brijk\ town & port NE Libya in N E Cyrenalca
To.can-tlns \,to-k3n-'te"s\ river 1700 m E cen & NE Brazil
rising in S cen Goias & flowing N into the Para
To.go \'to-(,)go\ 1 or To.go.land \-,land\ region W Africa
on the Atlantic between Dahomey & Ghana; until 1919 a Gemian
protectorate, then divided into two trust territories: Britisb
Togoland (in W, area 13,041; since 1957 part of Ghana) &
French Togo (in E, since 1958 the Republic of Togo) 2 republicW Africa * Lome area 21.893, pop 1,440,000 — To.go.lese \,to-
(,)go-'lez, -'les\ adj or n

To.ho.pe.kal.i.ga \ta-,ho-pi-'kal-i-g3\ lake cen Fla. S of Orlando
To.ka.ra \to-^kar-3\ island group Japan in N Ryukyus
To-ke.lan \'to-k3-,Iau\ or Union islands cen Pacific N of Samoa
belonging to New Zealand

To.kU'Shi.ma X.to-ka-'she-ms. to-*kU-shi-m3\ city & port Japan
on E coast ofShikoku I. pop 179,419
To.kyo \'to-ke-.o\ or jormerly Edo \'ed-(,)o\ or Te.dO \'yed-
(,)o\ city # of Japan in SE Honshu on Tokyo Bay (inlet of the
Pacific) pop 8,310,027
Tokyo Plain — see kwanto pi^in
To.le.do \t3-'led-(,)o, -'led-3\ 1 city&port NW Ohio pop 318,003
2 province cen Spain in W New Casule area 5919, pop 536,843
3 commune, its # pop 40,700

Tol.i.ganj or Tol.Iy.ganj or Tol.ly.gunge \'ta-e-,g3.nj\ city E
India in S West Bengal, SSE suburb of Calcutta pop 150,527

To.li.ma \ts-'le-m3\ dormant volcano W cen Colombia 18,438 /(
To-Iu.ca or Toluca de Ler.do \t3-,lu-k3d-a-'le(3)r-(,)do\ city
cen Mexico * of Mexico state pop 52,968
To.Iu.ca, Ne-va.do de \n3-,vaU!-(,)o-,tljat-=l-'u-k3\ extinct vol-
cano 15,016 jt S cen Mexico in Mexico state; has two lakes in
crater
Tom \'tam, 't6m\ river 450 m Soviet Russia, Asia, rising In NW
Altai mountains & flowing into the Ob

NE Miss. & W Ala.Tom.big.bee \tam-'big-be\ river 400
flowing S to the Mobile & Tensaw
Tomsk \'tiim(p)sk, •tdm(p)sk\ city Soviet Russia, Asia, on the
Tom near its juncuon with the Ob pop 249,000
Ton.a-wan.da \,tan-3-'wan-d3\ 1 city W N.Y. N of Buffalo
pop 21,561 2 urban area W NY. near Buffalo pop 83,771
Ton.ga \'tari-(g)3\ or Friendly islands SW Pacific E of Fiji

islands; a Brit, protectorate # Nukualofa (in Tongatabu group)
area 270. pop 56,838 — Ton.gan \-(g)3n\ adj or n
Ton.ga.land \'tari-g3-,land\ or Am.a.ton.ga.land \,am-3-\
region Republic of So. Africa in Natal bordering on Mozambique
Ton.ga.re.va \,tao-(g)3-'rev-3\ or Pen.rbyn \'pen-,rin\ island
5 Pacific in the Manihiki islands

Ton.ga. ri-ro \,tao-(gi3-'ri(3ir-(,)o\ volcano 6458// New Zealand
in cen North I. in Tongariro National Park
Tongue \'tso\ river 240 m N Wyo. & S Mont, flowing N into the
Yellowstone

Ton.kln N'tan-Tcin, 'tao-\ or Tong.klng X'tao-TdoX region N
Indochina bordering on China, since 1946 forming N part of
Viemamj chief city Hanoi area 44,660 — Ton-kin. ese \,tao-ka-
nez, -'nes\ or Tong.klng. ese \-kio-'ez, -"esV adj or n

Tonkin, Gnlt of arm of So. China sea between Indochina &

long SW Indochina in W Cambodia
Ton.ts National Monument \'tan-{.)to\ reservation S cen Ariz.
E of Phoenix containing cliff-dweller ruins

Too-woom-ba \t3-'wiim-b3\ city E Australia in SE QueenslandW of Brisbane pop 46.600
To-pe.ka \t9-'pe-k3\ city # of Kans. on Kansas river pop 119,484
To.po.Io.bam.po \t3-,p5-b-'bam-(.)po\ town & port NW Mexico
in Sinaloa on Gulf of California
Tor. eel.lo \t6r-'chel-(,)o\ island Italy In Lagoon of Venice
Tor.de.si.Has \,t6rd-3-'se-(y)3s, -'sa-yssV village NW Spain on
the Duero SW of Valladolid
Torino — see Turin
Tor.ne \'tbr-n3\ or Finn Tor-nlo \'t6r-ne-,o\ river 250 m NE
Sweden flowing S, forming part of Finnish-Swedish border, to
head of Gulf of Bothnia
To.ron-to \t3-'rant-(.)o, -'rant-s\ city & port Canada # of Onr on
Lake Ontario pop 667,706 — To.ron.to.ni.an Xta-.ran-'to-ne-sn;
,tor-3n-, ,tar-3n-\ n

Toros — see Taurus
Tor.qnay \(')t6r-'ke\ municipal borough SW England In Devon-
shire on Tor.bay \-'ba\(inlet of English channel) pop 53,216
Tor-rance \'t6r-3n(t)s, 'tiir-\ city SW CaUf. on the Pacific W of
Long Beach pop 100,991

Tor.re An.nun.zi-a-ta \'t6r-e-a-,niin(t)-se-'at-3\ commune S
Italy on Bay of Naples SE of Naples pop 54,800
Torre de Cerredo — see cerredo
Tor.re del Gre.co \'t6r-e-,del-'grek-(,>5\ commune S Italy on
Bay of Naples pop 53,500

Tor-rens, Lake V'tor-snz, 'tar-\ salt lake Australia in E So.
Australia N of Spencer gulf; 25 // below sea level

Tor.re.6n \,t6r-e-'on\ city NE Mexico in Coahuila pop 181,274
Tor.res \'t6r-3s\ strait 80 m wide between island of New Guinea
6 N tip of Cape York peninsula, Australia

Tor.res Ve.dras \,t6r-3s-'va-dr3s\ town W Portugal N of Lisbon
Tor.ring.ton V'tor-io-tsn, "tar-X city NW Conn, pop 30,045
Tor.to. la \t6r-'to-te\ island Brit. West Indies, chief of the British
Virgins; site ol Road Town area 24, pop 6500

To.run \'t6r-,iin(-y3)\ or G Tbom \'t6(3)m\ dty N Poland on
the Vistula pop 92,000
Toscana — see tuscany
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Tot-ten.ham \'tat-"n-3m, "tat-namX municipal borough SE En-
gland in Middlesex N of London pop 126,921

Toug'gouit or Tug.gurt \t3-'gu(3)rt\ oasis NE Algeria S of
Biskra pop 17,380

ToD.lon \tii-'lo"\ commune & port SE France pop 141,117
Tou-louse \tu-'lUz\ city SW France on the Garonne pop 268,900
Tou-raine \t3-'ran\ region & former province NW cen France *
Tours
Tourane — see da nano
Tour-coing \tuoir-'kwa"\ city N France NE of Lille pop 83,416
Tour-nai or Tour.nay \tu(3)r-'na\ or Flem Door-nik X'dor-
nik, 'd6r-\ commune SW Belgium on the Scheldt pop 50,032
Tours \'tu(3)r\ city NW cen France pop 83.618
Town and Country Village — see arcade
Towns-ville \'taiinz-.vil\ city & port NE Australia in NE Queens-
land pop 42,200
Tow.son \'ta_us-"n\ urban area Md. N of Baltimore pop 19.090
To.ya.ma \to-'yam-a\ city Japan in cen Honshu near Toyama
Bay (inlet of Seaof Japanipop 170,495

To.yo-ha.sbi \,to-y3-'hash-e\ city Japan in S Honshu SE of
Nagoya pop 202,985

Tpilisi — see tiflis
Trab.zon \trab-'zan\ or Treb-i-zond \'treb-3-,zand\ or anc
Tra.pe-zus \'trap-i-23s\ city & port NE Turkey on Black sea
pop 52,680
Tra.Ial.gar, Cape Ntra-'fal-gsr, Sp ,tri

SE of Cadiz at W end of Strait of Gibralti
fra.Ial.gar, Cane Ntra-'fal-gsr, Sp ,tra-ral-'gar\ cape SW Spain

Tra-lee Ntra-'leX urban district & port SW Ireland * of County
Kerry

Trans Alai \.tran(t)s-3-"lT, .tranzA mountain range U.S.S.R.
in NW Pamirs in Kirgiz & Tadzhik republics — see lenin peak
Trans.al.pine Gaul \tran(t)s-'al-,pin, tranzA the part of
Gaul included in the region comprising modern France

Transcaucasia — see Caucasia — Trans-cau-ca-sian \.tran(t)s-
(,)k6-'ka-zh3n, -'kazh-anV adj or n

Transjordan — see Jordan — TranS'jor-da.ni.an \.tran(t)s-,
,tranz-\ adj or n

TranS'kei \(')tran{t)s-'ka, -'kT\ territory E Republic of So.
Africa; one ol the Transkeian Territories # Butlerworth

Trans.kei.an Territories \(,)tran(tis-,ka-3n-, -,kT-\ region Re-
public of So. Africa in E Cape Province comprising the part of
Kaffraria N of the Great Kei & including the territories of Transkei,
Tembuland. Griqualand East, & Pondoland # Umtata
Trans-vaal \tran(t)s-'val, tranz-\ province NE Republic of So.
Africa between Vaal & Lirnpopo rivers; in 19th century a Boer
republic (South African Republic) # Pretoria area 110,450,
pop 4,812.838
Tran.syl-va.nia or Rom Tran-sil'Va.nia \,tran(t)s-3l-'va-ny3,
-ne-3\ region W Romania bounded on the N, E, & S by the Car-
pathians & the Transylvanian Alps; part of Hungary 1867-1918— Tran>syl<va>nian \-ny3n, -ne-3n\ adj or n
Transylvanian Alps a S extension of the Carpathian mountains in
cen Romania
Tra-pa'tti \'tr'ap-3-ne\ commune Italy at NW tip of Sicily pop
64,945

Tra.si.me-no, Lake \,traz-3-'men-(,)o\ or Lake ol Fe-rn-gia
\p3-'rU-j3\ or anc La-cus Tras.i.me-nus X.la-ks-.straz-s-'me-
nas\ lake 1 /tt wide cen Italy W of Perugia

Trav-an-core \'trav-3n-.ko(3)r, -,k6(3)r\ region & former state
SW India on Malabar coast extending N from Cape Comorin;
included (1949-56) in former Travancore and Co-chin \'ko-ch3n,
'kach-an\ state (# Trivandrum) — see Kerala

Trav.erse, Lake \'trav-3rs\ lake NE S. Dak. & W Minn.; drained
by the Bois de Sioux (headstream of the Red river)
Trav.erse City \,trav-3r(s)-'sit-e\ city NW Mich, on Grand
Traverse Bay pop 18,432

Treb.bia \'trcb-e-3\ or anc Trs-bia \'tre-be-a\ river 71 m NW
Italy flowing N into the Po

Treb.i.zond \'treb-a-,zand\ 1 — see trabzon 2 Greek empire
1204-1461, an offshoot of Byzantine Empire; at greatest extent
included Georgia, Crimea, & S coast of Black sea E of Sakarya

Trem.blant, Mont \mo°-tra"-bla"\ mountain 3150 /< Canada in
Laurentian mountains NW of Montreal

Treng.ga.nu \treD-'gan-(,)u\ state Federation of Malaya border-
ing on So. China sea # Kuala Trengganu area 5050
Trent \'trent\ 1 river 150 m Canada in SE Ont. flowing from
Kawartha Lakes through Rice Lake into Lake Ontario (Bay of
Quinte) 2 or Trent-Sev-ern \-'sev-3rn\ canal system Canada
in SE Ont. connecting Lake Huron (Georgian Bay) with Lake
Ontario (Bay of Quinte) 3 river 170 m, cen England flowing
N N E & uniting with the Ouse to form the Humber 4 or Tren.to
\'tran-(,)to\ or G Tri-ent \tre-'ent\ or anc Tri.den.tum \tri-
'dent-3m\ commune N E Italy on Adige river pop 40,800

Tren-ti.no \tren-'te-(,)no\ district NE Italy in S Tirol; with
Alto Adige, forms Trentlno-Alto Adige region (# Trent area
6327, pop 728,604)

Tren.ton \'trent-'n\ 1 city SE Mich, on Detroit river pop 18,439
2 city * of N.J. on Delaware river pop 114,167 — Tren.to.ni.an
\tren-*to-ne-3n\ n

Tre.vi.so \tr3-'ve-(.)zg\ commune NE Italy NW of Venice pop
56,300

Trichinopoly — see tiruchirapalu
Trier \'tri(3)r\ or E Treves \'trevz\ or F Treves \'trev\ cityW Germany on the Moselle near Luxembourg border pop 86,700
Trl.este \tre-'est, -'es-te\ or G Tri.est \tre-'est\ or Yugoslav
Trst \'t3rst\ city & port NE Italy on GuU ol Trieste (inlet at
head of the Adriatic on W side of Istrian peninsula) pop 270,164;
once belonged to Austria; part of Italy 1919-47; in 1947 made
with surrounding territory the Free Territory ol Trieste [area
293, pop 345,000) under administration of the United Nations-
city with N part of Free Territory returned to Italy 1953, S part
of territory having previously been absorbed into Yugoslavia —
Tri-eS'tine \tre-'es-,t5n\ adj
Trim \'trim\ urban district E Ireland # of County Meath
Trinacria — see sicily — Tri.nac.ri.an \tra-'nak-re-3n, trT-\ ad]
Trin, CO.ma-lee or Trin.co-ma. li \,trir|-ko-m3-'le\ city & portNE Ceylon on inlet of Koddiyar Bay pop 32,500

Trin-i-dad \'trin-3-,dad\ Island SE West Indies off coast of NE
Venezuela; with Tobago, a dominion (Trinidad and Tobago) of
Brit. Commonwealth since 1962; formeriy a colony & (1958-61) a
territory of West Indies Federation # Port of Spain area 1864, pop
530,276 — Trin.i.da.di.an \,trin-3-'dad-e-3n, -'dad-\ adj or n

Trin.i.ty \'trin-3t-e\ river 360 m E Tex. flowing SE into Galves-
ton Bay

Trip.o.Ii \'trip-3-le\ 1 or Ar Ta.ra.bu.lus \t3-'rab-3-l3s\ or anc
Oea \'e-3\ city &. port NW Libya # of Tripolitania & a * of
Libya pop 172,202 2 or Ar Tarabulus or anc Trip-o-lis \'trip-
3-l3s\ city & port NW Lebanon pop 70,842 3 Tripolitania when
it was one of the Barbary states — Tri-pol-i-tan \trip-'al-3t-=n\
adj or n

Tri-po-Ii-ta-nia Xtrip-.al-s-'tan-ys, ,trip-3-l3-\ or anc Trip.o-lis
\'trip-3-l3s\ region NW Libya borderijig on the Mediterranean;
now a province of Libya # Tripoli area 353,000, pop 746,064— see TRIPOLI — Tri.po.li.ta.nian \-y3n\ adj or n
Tri.pu.ra X'trip-s-rsX territory E India between East Pakistan &
Assam # Agartala area 4032, pop 639,000
Tristan da Cu nha X.tris-tan-da-'kii-nsX island S Atlantic, chief
of the Tristan da Cunha islands attached to Brit, colony of St.
Helena area 42; volcanic eruptions 1961

Tri.van.drum Xtrs-'van-drsmv city & port S India NW of Cape
Comorin #_of Kerala pop 186.900
Tro-as \'tro-,as\ 1 or the Tro-ad \-,ad\ territory surrounding
the ancient city of Troy in NW Mysia. AsiaMinor 2 ancient city
of Mysia S of site of Troy — Tro-ad-ic \tro-'ad-ik\ adj
Tro.bri-and \\r5-brc-,and\ islands SW Pacific in Solomon sea;
attached to Territory of Papua Si. New Guinea area 170 — Tro-
bri-and-er \,tr6-bre-'an-d3r\ n
Trois-Ri-vieres \tr3-,war-ev-'ye(3)r, F trwa-re-vyer\ or Three
Rivers city Canada in S Que. N E of Montreal on N bank of the
St. Lawrence pop 50,483
Trom-so \'trara-,so, -,s3(r)\ town & port N Norway
Trond-heim \'tran-.ham\ city & port cen Norway on Trondheim
Fiord (SO m long) pop 58,915
Tros-sachs \'lras-aks, -.aks\ valley cen Scotland in Perth between
Lochs Katrine & Achray

Trou-ville or Trouville-snr-Mer \(,)tru-,ve(3)!.(,)sur-'me(3)r,
-,vil-\ town & port N France on Englisn channel S of Le Havre
Trow-bridge \'tro-(,)brij\ urban district S England * of Wiltshire
Troy \'tr6i\ 1 city SE Mich. N of Detroit pop 19,058 2 city
E N^Y. on the Hudson N N E of_Albany pop 67,492 3 or Il-i-um
\'il-e-3m\ or Il-i-on \'il-e-,an, -e-3n\ or Troia Vtr6i-3, 'tr5-y3\ or
Tro-ja \'tro-J3, -ysX ancient city NW Asia Minor in Troas SW of
the Dardanelles — see hissarlik
Troyes Xtrs-'waX city NE France SE of Paris pop 58,819
Tru-chas Peak \,trii-ch3s-\ or North Truchas Peak mountain
13,110// N N. Mex, N E of Santa Fe; liighest of three peaks form-
ing Truchas Peaks

Tru-clal Oman X.tru-sha-Io-'man, -"manV or Trucial States region
E Arabia on Trucial Coast of Persian gulf between Qatar peninsula
& Cape Musandam including seven (originally five) Arab sheik-
doms (Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Dubai, Fujaira, Ras al Khaima,
Sharja and Kalba, & Umm al Qaiwan) in treaty with Great Britain
area 32,300, pop 86,000
Truck.ee X'trak-eX river 120 m E Calif. & W Nev. flowing from
Lake Tahoe into Pyramid Lake

Tru-ii-Uo \tru-'he-(,)(y)o\ 1 city NW Peru NW of Lima pop
60,400 2 — see SA^^ro domingo
Truk X'trsk, 'truk\ islands W Pacific in cen Carolines pop 21,010
Tni.ro\'tru(3)r-(,)o\municipal borough SW England #of Cornwall
Tsamkong — see chankiang
Tsana — see tana
Tsang.po \'(t)sao-'p6\ the upper Brahmaputra In Tibet
Tsarifsyn — see Volgograd
Tsarskoe Selo — see Pushkin
Tsi.nan \'je-'nan\ city E China # of Shantung pop 680,100
Tsing.hai or Ching.hai \'chio-'hT\ 1 or Ko.ko Nor \,ko-(,)ko-
'n6(3)r\ lake W cen China in N E Tsinghai province between Nan
Shan on N & Kunlun mountains on S area 2300 2 province W
China # Sining area 278,378, pop 1,676,000

Tsing.tao \'chip-'daii, '(t)sio- taCi\ city & port E China in E
Shantung on Kiaochow Bay pop 916,800
Tsingyuan — see paoting
Tsi.tsi.har \'(t)set-se-,har, 'che-che-N or Jormerly Lung-kiang
\'10r)-je-'ao\ city NE Ctiina in W Heilungkiang pop 344,700
Tsu-ga-ru \'(t)sii-g3-,rii\ strait Japan between Honshu & Hok-
kaido connecting Pacific ocean & Sea of Japan
Tsu-shi.ma \(t)su- 'she-ma, '(t)sii-shi-,ma\ island Japan in Korea
strait separated from Kyushu by Tsusliima strait (the SE part of
Korea strait) area 2 71

Tu.a-mo-tu \,tii-3-'mo-(,)tli\ or Pau-mo-tn \paii-"mo-\ or Dan-
ger-ous Vdanj-(3-)r3s\ or Low \'lo\ archipelago S Pacific E of
Society islands; belongs to France area 330
Tti-bing-en \'t(y)U-bio-3n\ city W Germany on the Neckar S of
Stuttgart pop 50,600

Tu-bu-ai \,tU-b3-'wr\ or Aus-tral X'os-tral, 'as-\ islands S Pacific

S of Tatiiti belonging to France area 115, pop 3600
Tucson \'tu-,san\ city SE Ariz, pop 212,892
Tu-Ctt.man \,tU-k3-'m'an\ city NW Argentina pop 244,628
Tu.ge.la \tii-'ga-l3\ river 300 m E Republic of So. Africa in cen
Natal flowing E to Indian ocean; near its source on Mont aux
Sources are the Tugela Falls (2810 /<)

Tuggurt — see touggourt
Tu.la \'tii-l3\ 1 town cen Mexico In SW Hidalgo N of Mexico
City: ancient * of the Toltecs 2 city Soviet Russia, Europe, S of
Moscow on a tributary of the Oka pop 345,000

Tu.Ia.gi \tU-'lag-e\ island S Pacific in S cen Solomons off S coast
of Florida I. & N of Guadalcanal; formerly ^ of the Brit. Solomons
Tu-Iare \tii-'la(3)r(-e), -'le(3)r(-e)\ former lake S cen CaUf. S of
Fresno: now drained for farmland

Tul-la-raore \,t3l-3-'mo(3)r, -'m6(3)r\ urban district cen Ireland #
of County Offaiy

Tul-sa \'t3l-s3\ city NE Okla. on Arkansas river pop 261,685
Tu-ma-ca-co-ri National Monument \,tii-m3-'kak-3-re\ reserva-
tion SE Ariz. S of Tucson containing Spanish mission ruins
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Tu-men \'tu-'m3n\ river 220 m E Asia on border between Korea,
China. & the U.S.S.R. flowing NE & SE into Sea of Japan
Tu.muc-Hu.mac or Brazilian Tu-mu-cn-maqne Xts-.mu-ka-
'mak\ mountain range N E Brazil on Surinam-French Guiana
boundary
TungJiai — see sinhailien
Tung.hwa \'tuo-'(h)wa\ city NE China in SW Kiiin pop 129,100
Tungshan — see sUchow
Tung-ting N'dinj-'tioV lake SE cen China in NE Hunan W of
Poyang lake area 1450
Tun-gU'Ska Ntiio-'gii-ska, tsn-X any of three rivers in Soviet Russia,
Asia, tributaries of the Yenisei: Lower Tungnska (2000 m).
Stony Tunguska (1000 m), & Upper Tunguska flower course of
the Angara)
Tu-nis \'t(y)ii-n3s\ 1 city # of Tunisia near site of ancient
Carthage /Jop 410.000 2 Tunisia — used esp. of the former Barbary
state — Tu<nl*sian \t(y)ii-'ne-2h(e^)an. -*nizh-(e-)3n\ adj or n

Tu-ni-sia \t(y)U-'ne-zh(e-)3. -'nizh-(e-)3\ country N Africa border-
ing on the Mediterranean; formerly one of the Barbary states; a
French protectorate 1881-1956, amonarchy 1956-57, & a republic
since 1957 * Tunis area 48,300, pop 4,168,000
Tu.ol.um.ne \tu-'al-3-me\ river 155 m, cen Calif, flowing W from
Yosemite National Park into the San Joaquin

Tu-pe.lo \'t(y)u-p3-,lo\ city NE Miss, pop 17,221
Tu.pun-ga-to \,tii-p3n-'gat-(,)o\ mountain 21,810// in the Andes
on Argentina-Chile boundary ENE of Santiago, Chile
Tur.fau \'tu(3)r-'fan\ depression W China in E Sinkiang in NE
part of Tarim basin; over 900 // below sea level
Tu.riu \'t(y)ur-3n, t(y)u-'rin\ or It To.ri.no \to-'re-(,)no\ com-
mune NW Italy on the Po pop 721,795 — Tn.ri-nese \,t(y)ur-a-

Tur.ke.stan or Tur.ki.stan X.tsr-ka-'stan, -'stan\ region cen Asia
between Iran & Siberia; now divided between Russia, China, &
Afghanistan — see Chinese Turkestan, Russian Turkestan
Tur.key \'t3r-ke\ country W Asia (Turkey in Asia) & SE
Europe (Turkey in Europe) between Mediterranean & Black seas;
formerly center of an empire (# Constantinople), since 1923 a
republic # Ankara area 296,185, pop 27,809,831 — see ottoman

Turk.men Republic \,t3rk-man-\ or Tork.me.nia \,t3rk-'me-
ne-3\ or Turk.men.i.stan \.t3rk-'men-3-,stan\ constituent re-
public U.S.S.R. in cen Asia bordering on Afghanistan, Iran, & the
Caspian * Ashkhabad area 187,200, pop 1,626,000 — Turk-man
\'t3rk-ni3n\ n — Turk-men \-m3n\ adJ — Turk-me-ni-an
\,t3rk-'me-ne-3n\ adj
Turks and Cai-cos X.tsrk-ssn-'ka-kssX two groups of islands
(Turks islands & Caicos islands) Brit. West Indies at SE end of the
Bahamas; administered from Jamaica; chief island Grand Turk
(7 m long) area 166, pop 7000 „

Tur.ku \'tu(3)r-(,)ku\ or Sw Abo \'o-(.)bu\ city & port SW
Finland pop 119.900
Turn.hout \'t3rn-,haut\ commune N Belgium pop 60.695
Tus.ca-loo-sa \.tas-k3-'lii-s3\ city W cen Ala. on Black Warrior
river SW of Birmingham pop 63,370
Tus.ca.ny \'t3s-k3-nc\ or It To-sca.na \to-'skan-3\ region NW
cen Italy bordering on Ligurian & Tyrrhenian seas # Florence
area 8861, pop 3.158,811
Tus.ca.ro.ra Deep V.tas-ka-.ror-s-, -,rdr-\ ocean depth 34,623 //W Pacific off SE coast of Honshu, Japan
Tus.cu.lum \'t3s-k(y)3-tem\ ancient town Italy in Ladum SE of
Rome & N of Alban bills near modem Frascati

Tu.tu.ila \,tUt-3-'wc-l3\ island, chief of American Samoa group
area 52, pop 16.814 — Tu.tu.ilan \-l3n\ adj or n
Tux.tla or Tuxtla Gu.tier-rez \,tiist-l3-(,)gii-'tyer-3s\ city SE
Mexico # of Chiapas pop 28,260

Tu.zi-goot National Monument \'tii-zi-,giit\ reservation cen
Ariz. SW of Flagstaff containing ruins of prehistoric pueblo
Tver — see kalinin
Tweed \'twed\ river 96 m SE Scotland & NE England flowing E
into North sea
Tweeddale — see Peebles
Twick.en.ham \'t%vik-(3-)n3m\ municipal borough SE England
in Middlesex on the Thames SW of London pop 105,645
Twin Cities the cides of Minneapolis & St Paul, Minn.
Twin Fails city S Idaho SW of Twin Falls (125 Jl) in Snake river
pop 20.126
Ty.ler X'ti-IsrX city E Tex. ESE of Dallas pop 51,230
Tyn.dall, Mount \'tin-d'l\ 1 mountain 14,025 Ji S cen Calif. In
Sierra Nevada NW of Mt. Whitney 2 mountain 8280 // New
Zealandin cen South I. in Southern Alps
Tyne \'tin\ river 35 m N England in Northumberland flowing E
into North sea
Tyne-mouth \'tTn-,mauth\ county borough N England on North
sea at mouth of the Tvne E of Newcastle pop 66,544
Tyre \'ti(3)r\ or Ar Es Sur \es-'su(3)r\ or Heb Zor \'ts6(3)r,
'z6(3)r\ town S Lebanon on tlie coast; ancient # of Phoenicia— Tyr-i.an \'tir-e-3n\ adj or n

Tyrol — see tirol — Ty.ro.le.an Xts-'ro-le-sn, tT-; ,tlr-3-'le-\ adj
or n— Ty.ro^lese \,tir-3-'lez, .ti-rs-, -'lesV adj or n
Ty.rone \lir-'on\ county W cen Northern Ireland # Omagh area
1218, pop 132.049

Tyr.rlie.ni.an \t3-'re-ne-9n\ sea. the part of the Mediterranean
SW of Italy. N ol Sicily, & E of Sardinia & Corsica
Tyu-men \tyii-'men\ city Soviet Russia, Asia, on the Tura pop
150,000
Tze.kung \'dz3-'guD\ city S cen China in S Szechwan W of Chung-
king pop 291,300
Tze-po \'d23-'po\ city E China in cen Shanttmg E of Tslnan pop
184,200

TJap — see yap
TJau.pes \wau-'pes\ or Sp Vau-p6s \vau-\ river 700 m Colombia
& Brazil flowing ESE into the Negro
Uban.gl \(y)u-'bari-(g)e\ or F Ou-ban.gui \u-ba"-ge\ river 700m W cen Africa on border between Central African & Congo
republics to the N & W & Republic of the Congo to the S & E
flowing W & S into Congo river
Ubangi-Sha.rl \-'shar-e\ or F Oubangui-Cha.rl \-sh4-re\ former
French territory^W cen Africa — see central African republic
Ube \'ii-be, -(,)ba\ city & port Japan in SW Honshu on Inland sea
pop 160,020

ITca.ya.Ii \,U-k3-'yal-e\ liver 1200 m, cen &. N Peru flowing N to
unite with the Mararion forming the Amazon
Uccle \'iikl'\ or Flem Uk.kel \'3k-3l\ commune cen Belgium ood
68,256
Udai.pur \u-'dT-,pu(3)r, ,U-,dT-'\ 1 or Me.war \ma-"war\ former
state NW India, now part of Rajasthan state 2 city, its #, NW of
Ahmadabad pop_ 89,600
TJdi-ne \'Ud-i-,na\ commune NE Italy NE of Venice pop 76,400
Ud-murt Republic \'ud-,mii(a)rt\ autonomous republic E Soviet
Russia, Europe, in W foothills of the Urals # Izhevsk area 16,200.
pop 1.337,000
Ue.le or WeMe \'wel-e\ river 700 m, cen Africa flowing W in
Republic of Congo to unite with the Bomu forming the Ubangi
Ufa \u-Ta\ 1 river 430 m Soviet Russia, Europe, in S Urals flow-
ing NW & SW into the Belaya 2 city Soviet Russia, Europe #
of Bashkir Republic on the Belaya pop 546,000
Ugan-da \(y)U-'gan-d3\ country E Africa N of Lake Victoria; a
Brit, protectorate until 1962; member of Brit, Commonwealth #
Kampala land area 80.301, pop 4,958,520 — Ugan.dan \-d3n\ n
Uin.ta \yu-'int-3\ mountain range NE Utah — see kings peak
Uj.jain \'u-,jm\ city NW cen India in W Madhya Pradesh NNW
of Indore pop 129,800
Uj.pest \'Ue-,pes(h)t\ city cen Hungary on the Danube, N suburb
of Budapest pop 68,530
Ukraine \yii-'kran, -'krin. 'yiJ-,\ or Ukrai.ni.an Republic \yU-
jkra-ne-an-\ or Russ Ukrai.na \u-'krT-n3\ or jormerly Little
Russia constituent republic of the U.S.S.R. in E Europe on N
coast of Black sea # Kiev (# Kharkov 1921-34) area 222,600,
pop 42.500.000
Ulan Ba-tor \,u-,lan-"ba-,t6(3)r\ or Ur-ga \'u(3)r-g3\ city # of
Outer MongoUa pop 100 000
Ulan Ude \,u-,lan-u-'da\ or Jormerly Verkh-ne-ndlnsk \,verk-
n3-'u-,dinrt)sk\ city Soviet Russia, Asia * of Buryat RepubUc on
Selenga river pop 174,000

Uleaborg — see oulu
Uli-thi \u-'le-the\ atoll group W Pacific in W Carolines
Ulra \'ulm\ city W Germany on the Danube WNW of Munich
pop 90,200
Ul-ster \'3l-st3r\ 1 region N Ireland comprising Northern Ireland
& N Republic of Ireland; ancient kingdom, later a province com-
prising nine counties three of which in 1921 joined Irish Free
State (now RepubUc of Ireland) while the rest remained with
United Kingdom 2 province N Republic of Ireland comprising
counties Donegal, Cavan, & Monaghan area 3093, pop 217,489
3 Northern Ireland comprising counties Aiitrim, Armagh, Down,
Fermanagh, Londonderry, & Tyrone
Ulu Dag \,u-l3-'da(g)\ or anc Olym-pus \o-'lim-p3s\ motmtaln
8224 Jl NW Turkey in Asia SE of Bursa
Ulugh Muz-tagh \,ii-l3-m3z-'ia(gi\ mountain 25,340 /( W China
in S Sinkiang; highest in Kunlun mountains
Ul.ya-novsk or Ul-ia.novsk Viil-'yan-sfskX or Jormerly Sim.birsk
\sim-'bi(3)rsk\ city Soviet Russia, Europe, on the Volga pop
205,000

Uma-til-la \,yu-m3-'tU-3\ river 80 m NE Oreg. flowing W & N
into the Columbia
Um-bria \'3m-bre-3\ region cen Italy in the Apennines; chief city
Perugia
Um-nak \'iim-,nak\ island SW Alaska in Fox group of Aleutians
Ump-una \'3m(p)-,kw6\ river 200 m SW Oreg. flowing into the
Pacific
Un.alaS'ka \,3n-3-'las-k3\ island SW Alaska in Fox group of
the Aleutians
Unalaska Bay bay SW Alaska on N coast of Unalaska I.

Un.com.pah. gre Peak \,3n-k3m-,pag-re-\ mountain 14,306 //
SW Colo.; highest in San Juan mountains
Uncompahgre Plateau tableland W Colo. SW of Gunnison river
Un.ga.va \,3n-'ga-v3, -'gav-3\ 1 peninsula Canada in N Que.
between Hudson Bay & Ungava Bay 2 region Canada N of
Eastmain river & W of Labrador including Ungava peoiosula,
divided 1927 between Que. & Nfld. — see new Quebec
Ungava Bay inlet of Hudson strait Canada in N Que.
Uni.mak \'yii-n3-,mak\ island SW Alaska in Fox group of the
Aleutians
Union \'yun-y3n\ 1 urban township NE N. J. WSW of Newark
pop 51,499 2 — see tokelau
Union City city N E N. J. N of Jersey City pop 52,180
Union-dale \'yun-y3n-,dal\ urban area SE N. Y. on Long L
pop 20.041
Union of South Africa — see south Africa (RepubUc of)

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or Soviet Union or Russia
country E Europe & N Asia bordering on the Arcuc & Pacific
oceans &. Baltic & Black seas; a union of 15 constituent repubUcs #
Moscow area 8.662,400, pop 216,200,000 — see RUSSIA
Union-town \'yiin-y3n-,taun\ city SW Pa. pop 17,942
United Arab Republic country N E Africa & SW Asia, equivalent
to Egx'pt; formerly (1953-61) a union of Egypt & Syria * Cairo
area 386.198. pop 4,734.000
United Kingdom, 1 or United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland country W Europe comprising Great Britain &
Northern Ireland # London area 89.034. pop 50,354,115 2 or
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland country 1801-
1921 comprising Great Britain & all of Ireland
United Nations international territory, a small area in New York
City in E cen Manhattan overlooking East river; seat since 1951
of permanent headquarters of the United Nations
United Provinces or United Provinces of Agra and OndU
former province N India formed 1902 ^ AUahabad; as Uttar
Pradesh, became a state of Republic of India 1950
United States of America or United States \yu-,nTt-3d-'stats,
esp South 'yii-\ 1 country No. America bordering on Atlantic,
Pacific, & Arctic oceans; a federal republic # Washington area
3.615,222, pop 179,323,175 2 the United States of America with
dependencies & possessions
University City city E Mo. WNW of St. Louis pop 51,249
University Heights city NE Ohio E of Cleveland pop 16,641
University Park city N E Tex. within city of Dallas pop 23,202
Un.ter-wal-den \'unt-3r-,val-d3n\ or F Un-ter-wald \Un-t3r-
vald\ canton cen Switzerland subdivided into half cantons Nid-
wal-den \'net-,val-d3n\ or F Nid-wald \ned-vald\ (# Stans area
112, pop 19,389) & Ob-wal-den \'6p-,val-d3n\ or F Ob.wald
\db-vild\ (# Samen area 183, pop 22,125)
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Up-Iand Vsp-tondX city SW Calif. W of San Bernardino ;;op 15,918
Upo-Iu \ii-'po-(,nU\ island S Pacific in Western Samoa
Upper Adige or Soutli Tirol district N E Italy in Trentino-Alto
Adige region
Upper Arlington city cen Ohio W of Columbus pop 28,486
Upper Canada the Canadian province 1791-1841 con'esponding to
modern Ont. — see lower Canada
Upper Dar.by \'dar-be\ urban township SE Pa. pop 93,158
Upper Karroo — see karroo
Upper Klamath lake N Calif, on Oreg. border SSE of Lower
Klamath Lake; now usu. dry
Upper More-land \'mof9)r-bnd, 'm6(3)r-\ urban township SE
Pa. NW of Philadelphia po;; 21,032
Upper Palatinate — see palatinate
Upper Vol-ta \'val-t3\ or Vol-ta-ic Republic \(.)val-,ta-ik-\ or
F Haute-Vol-ta \ot-v6l-ta\ country W Africa N of Ivory Coast,
Ghana, & Togo; until 1958 a French territory # Ouagadougou
area 121,892, pop 3,635,000 - Upper Vol-tan \'valt-'n\ nor adj
Upp-sa-la or Up-sa-ia X'sp-sa-.la, -.sal-a; ,3p-'sal-3\ city E
Sweden NW of Stockliolm pn/i 74.802
Ur \'3r, 'uO)r\ city of ancient Sumer in S Babylonia; site in S
Iraq near the Euphrates 105 m NW of Basra
Ural \'yur-3l\ 1 river 1400 m U. S. S. R. rising at S end of Ural
mountains & flowing S into the Caspian 2 mountains U. S. S. R.
extending from Kara sea to steppes N of Lake Aral; usu. considered
the dividing line between Asia & Europe; highest point ab 6000 /r

Uralsk \yu-'ralsk\ city Soviet Central Asia in W Kazakh Republic
on Ural river pop 105,000
Ura-ri-coe-ra \u-,rar-i-'kwer-a\ river 360 m N Brazil, a head-
stream of the Branco
Ura-wa \u-'ra-w3\ city Japan in Honshu N of Tokyo pop 143,044
Ur-bana \.3r-'ban-3\ city E 111. adjoining Champaign pip 27,294
Ur-bi-no \u(3ir-'be-(,)no\ commune cen Italy W NW of Ancona
Ur-fa \iir-'fa\ or one Edes-sa \i-'des-3\ city SE Turkey E of
Gaziantep pop 59.910
Urga — see ulan bator
Uri \'u(3>r-e\ canton cen Switzerland S of Lake of Lucerne #
Altdorf area 415, pop 28,556
Urmia — see rizaiyeh
Uru-bam-ba \,ur-3-'bam-b3\ river 450 m, cen Peru flowing N NW
to unite with the Apurimac forming the Ucayali
Uru.guay \'(ylur-3-,gwT, -.gwa\ 1 river 980 m SE So. America
rising in Brazil & flowing into the Rio de la Plata 2 or Re-pii-
bli-ca Ori-eii-tal del Uru-guay \ra-'pU-bli-(.)ka-,or-c-,en-'tal-
,del-,ur-3-'gwi, -,6r-\ country SE So. America between the lower
Uruguay & the Atlantic: a republic ^ iviontevideo area 72,172,
pop 2,800,000 — see banda oriental — Uru-guay-an \,(y)iir-3-

gwT-3n, -'gwa-\ adj or n
Urum-Chi \u-'rum-ehe\ or Ti-hwa \'de-Vh)wa\ city W China # of
Sinkiang on N side of Tien Shan pop 140,700
Urundi — see Burundi
Ush-ant \'3sh-3nt\ or F lie d'Oues-sant \a-dwe-sa"\ island NW
France off tip of Brittany
Us-liua-ia \ii-'swT-3\ town S Argentina on S coast of Tierra del
Fuego I., at 54°50'S
Usk \'3sk\ river 60 m S Wales & W England flowing E & S into
Severn estuary
UsKub — see skopue
Us-ku-dar \,us-k3-'dar\ or Scn-ta-rl or SHu-ta-rl \'skiit-3-re\
suburb of Istanbul, Turkey, on Asian side of the Bosporus
Us-pa-Ua-ta X.U-sps-'yat-i, -'zhat-\ or La Cum-bre Va-'kUm-
bre\ mountain pass 1 2,600 /r S So. America in the Andes between
IVIendoza, Argentina_, & Santiago, Chile
Us.su-ri \u-'su(D)r-e\ river 450 m E Asia on border between
U.S.S.R. & China flowing N into the Amur

Usti nad La-bem \.ii-ste-'niid-l3-,bem\ city W Czechoslovakia in
N Bohemia on the Elbe pop 56.328

Usum-bu-ra X.U-ssm-'bijr-aX city # of Burundi on Lake Tangan-
yika pop 18,000
Utab \'yii-.t6, -,ta\ 1 lake 30 m long N cen Utah drained by
Jordan river 2 state W U.S. * Salt Lake City area 84,916, pop
890,627 — Utah-an \-.to-3n. -,ta(-3)n\ n
Uti'Ca \'yiit-i-k3\ 1 city E cen N.Y. on the Mohawk pop 100,410
2 ancient city N Africa on coast NW of Carthage
Utrecbt \'yu-,trekt\ 1 province cen Netherlands S of the IJssel-
meer area 535. pop 662,847 2 city, its * pop 252,104
Utsu-no-mi-ya \,Ut-s3-'no-me-Cv)a\ city Japan in cen Honshu
N of Tokyo pop 227,153

Ut-tar Pra-desh \,ut-ar-prci-'dash, -'desh\ state N India bordering
on Tibet S, Nepal # Lucknow area 113,409, pop 63,215,700— see UNITED PROVINCES
Ux-bridge \'3ks-(,)brij\ urban area SE England in MiddlesexWNW of London pop 55.944
Ux-mal \uz-'mal\ ancient city SE Mexico in Yucatan S of modem
M6rida * of the later Mayan empire
Uz-bek Republic \,uz-,bek-. ,3z-\ or Uz-bek-i-stan \uz-,bek-
i-'stan, ,3z-, -'stan\ constituent republic U.S.S.R. in cen Asia E
of the Amu Darva between Lake Aral & Afghanistan # Tashkent
area 157,400, pop 8,400,000

Vaal \'val\ river 700 m Republic of So. Africa rising in SE
Transvaal & flowing W into the Orange in N Cape Province
Vaa-sa or Sw Va-sa \'vas-3\ city & port W Finland pop 43,200
Va-duz \fa-'dUts\ commune * of Liechtenstein on the upper Rhine
Vah \'va(kA or Hung Vag \'vag\ river 210 m Czechoslovakia
rising in Tatra mountains & flowing W & S into the Danube
Va-lais \va-'la\ or G Wal-lis \'val-3s\ canton SW cen Switzer-
land bordering on France & Italy * Sion area 2026, pop 159,178
Val-dai \val-'di\ hills W Soviet Rus.sia, Europe, SE of Lake
llmen; highest point 1 053 It

Val d'Ao-sta \,val-da-'6s-t3\ or Val-le d'Ao-sta \,val-a-\ valleyNW Italy in Piedmont N NE of Turin; chief town Aosta
Val-di-Via \val-'dev-e-3\ city S cen Chile pop 69,904
Val-dos-ta \val-'diJs-t3\ city S Ga. pop 30,652
Va-lence \va-'la"s\ commune SE France S of Lyons pop 41,470
Va-len-cia \v3-'len-ch(e-)3, -'len(t)-se-3\ 1 region & ancient
kingdom E Spain between Andalusia & Catalonia 2 province
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E Spain area 4150, pop 1,481,567 3 commune & port, its # pop
558,728 4 city N Venezuela WSW of Caracas pop 161,413
Va-len-ci-ennes \v3-,len(t)-se-'en(z)\ city N France SE of Lille
pop 43.434
Va-len-tia or Va-len-cia \v3-'len-chCe-)3\ island SW Ireland in
the Atlantic S of entrance to Dingle Bay
Val-la-do-lid \,val-3d-3-'lid, -'leN 1 province NW cen Spain area
2922, pop 373,367 2 commune, its il^ pop 149,195
Val-lau-ris \,val-3-'res\ village SE France N E of Cannes
Va-Ue-cas \v9(l)-'ya-kas\ commune cen Spain, SE suburb of
Madrid pop 60,604
Val-le.jo \va-'la-(,)o\ city W Calif, on San Pablo Bay pop 60,877
Val-let-ta or Va-let-ta \v3-'let-3\ city & port # of Malta pop

Val-ley.field \'val-e-,fckl\ or formerly Sal-a-ber-ry-de-Valley-
lield \,sal-3-,ber-ed-3-\ city Canada iii S Que. on the St. Lawrence
SW of Montreal pop 23.584
Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes volcanic region SW Alaska in
Katmai National Monument

Valley Stream village SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 38,629
Val-lom-bro-sa X.val-am-'bro-sa, -za\ village cen Italy in Tuscany
ESE of Florence

Va-Iois \'val-,wa\ medieval county & duchy N France in N E
Ile-de-France # Crepy-en-Valois
Valona ~ see vlone
Val-pa-rai-so, 1 \,val-ps-'ra-(,1zo\ city NW Ind. SE of Gary pop
15.227 2 \-'ri-(,izo, -'ra-\ or Sp Val-pa-ra-1-so \.val-pa-ra-
'e-so\ city & port cen Chile 75 m W NW of Santiago pop 259,241
Van \'van\ lake E Turkey in mountains of Armenia area 1425
Van-cou-ver \van-'kli-v3r\ 1 island W Canada off SW coast of
B.C.; chief city Victoria area 12,408 2 city SW Wash, on the
Columbia opposite Portland, Oreg. pop 32,464 3 city & port
Canada in SW B.C. on Burrard It;lct pop 365,844
Vancouver, Mount mountain 15.700// on Alaska-Canada bound-
ary in St. Elias ranee
Van Die-men \van-'de-m3n\ gulf inlet of Arafura sea N Aus-
tralia in N Northern Territory
Van Diemen's Land — see Tasmania
Va-ner or Va-ner or Ve-ner \'va-n3r\ or Va-nern \-n3rn\
lake SW Sweden area 2141
Va-nua Le-vu \v3-.nli-3-'Jev-(,)ii\ island S Pacific in the Fijis

. )

Varanasi — see banaras
Var-dar \'vard-3r\ oc NGk Var-da-ris \var-'diir-3s\ river 200 m
SE Yugoslavia & N Greece flowing S into Gulf of Salonika
Va-re-se \v3-'ra-se\ commune N Italy NW of Milan pop 56,500
Var-na \'v'ar-n3\ or jormerly Sta-lin \'stal-3n, 'stal-, -,en\ city &
port E Bulgaria on Black sea pop 119,769

Vas-ter-as \,ves-t3-'ros\ city E Sweden on Lake Malar NW of
Stockholm pop 79,210
Vate — see efate
Vat-i-can City ot Vatican City State \,vat-l-k3n-\ or It Cit-t4
del Va-ti-ca-no \chet-'ta-del-,va-te-'ka-no\ independent papal
state within commune of Rome, Italy; created Feb. 11, 1929 area
108.7 acres, pop 1000

Vat-ter or Vat-ter or Vet-ter \'vet-3r\ or Vat-tern \-3rn\
lake S Sweden area 733
Vaucluse — see fontaine-de-vaucluse
Vaud \'vo\ or G Waadt \'viit\ canton W Switzerland N of Lake
of Geneva * Lausanne area 1256, pop 377,585
Vaupes — see v\uris
Ve-ii \'ve-,(v)T\ ancient city of Etruria in cen Italy NNW of Rome
Vel-bert \'fel-bDrt\ city W Germany in North Rhine-Westphalia
in Ruhr valley NE of Dusseldorf pop 51.100
Vel-la La-vel-la \,vel-3-l3-'vel-3\ island SW Pacific in cen Solo-
mons SW of Choiseul
Vel-lore \v3-'loo)r, -'Idf3)r\ city SE India in N Madras state
WSW of Madras pop 106.000
Vel-sen \'vel-33fn)\ commune W Netherlands; outer port for
Amsterdam pop 59.948
Velsuna — see orvieto
Vence \'va"s\ commune SE France W of Njce
Ven-dee or La Ven-dee \(,Ha-,va"fn)-'da\ region W France
bordering on Bav of Biscay S of Brittany
Ven-d6me \va"-'dom\ town N cen France WSW of Orleans
Ve-ne-tia \vi-'ne-sh(e-)3\ or It Ve-ne-zia \v3-'net-se-3\ 1 area
NE Italy &. NW Yugoslavia including territory between lower Po
river & the Alps 2 venezia euc.anea
Ve-ne-to \v3-'nat-C,)o\ region N Italy comprising Venezia Euganea
except Friuli (Udine) province area 7092, pop 3,918,059
Ve-ne-zia Eu-ga-nea \v3-,net-se-3-,eu-'gan-e-3\ the S portion of
Venetia
Venezia Gin lia \-'jUl-y3\ or E Ve-ne-tia Ju-lia \vi-,ne-shfe-)>
'jul-yaX or Ju-lian Venetia \,jiil-y3n-\ the E portion of Venetia
including Julian Alps & Istria; now mainly in Yugoslavia
Venezia Tri-dentiiia \,tre-,den-'te-n3\ the NW portion of
Venetia N of Lake Garda; included in Trentino-Alto Adige region
Ven-e-zu-e-la \,ven-3Z-(3-)'wa-l3, -f3-)'we-\ country N So. Amer-
ica; a republic * Caracas area 352,141, pop 7,361,703 — Ven-e-
ZU-e-lan X-lanX adj or n
Venezuela, Gull ol or Gulf of Maracaibo inlet of the Caribbean
NW Venezuela N of Lake Maracaibo

Ven-iam-i-nof Crater \ven-,yam-3-,n6f-\ volcano 8225 jt SW
Alaska on cen Alaska peninsula; highest in Aleutian range
Ven-ice \'ven-3s\ or It Ve-ne-zia \v3-'net-se-3\ or L Ve-ne-tia
\vi-'ne-shfe-)3\ city & port N Italy on islands in Lagoon of
Venice (inlet of Gulf of Venice) pop 322,457 — Ve-ne-tian
\v3-'ue-sh3n\ adj or n
Venice, Gulf of arm of the Adriatic between Po delta & Istria

Ven-lo or jormerly Ven-loo \'ven-(,)lo\ commune SE Netherlands
on the Maas near German border pop 53,680
Ven-ta \'vent-3\ or a Win.dau \Vin-,dau\ river 200 m U.S.S.R.
in Lithuania & Latvia flowing into the Baltic

Ven-ti-mi-glia \,vent-i-'mel-y3\ commune NW Italy on Ligurlan
sea W of San Remo near Menton, France
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Vents.pils \VenCt)-,spIls\ or G Win.daa Wln-.daLiX dty & port
Latvia at mouth of the Venta pop 20,000
Ven-tu.ra \ven-'t(y)ur-3\ or ojjicially San Buen-a-ven-tu-ra
\(,)san-,bwen-a-.ven-'tur-3\ city & port SW Caiif. on Santa
Barbara channel ESE of Santa Barbara ;>op 29,114
Ve.nue, Ben \,ben-va-'nfy)u\ mountain 2393 ft, cen Scotland
in SW Perth S of Loch Katrine
Ve-ra-cruz or Ve-ra Cruz X.ver-a-Tcriiz, -TcriisX 1 state E
Mexico * Jalapa area 2 7,736, pop 2,392.606 2 city & port E
Mexico in Veracruz state on Gulf of Mexico pop 138.012

Ver-cel-li \ver-'chel-e\ commune NW Italy WSW of Milan pop
44,700
Ver-di.gris \'v3rd-a-gr3s\ river 280 m SE Kans. & NE Okla.
flowing into Arkansas river

Ver.duu \(,)v3r-'d3n, ver-\ 1 city Canada in S Que. on Montreal
I. pop 78,262 2 or Verdun-sur-Meuse \-,su(a}r-\ city NE
France on the Meuse ESE of Reims pop 18,831
Ver-ee.ni.ging \f3-'re-ni-gio, -m-kio\ city NE Republic of So.
Africa in S Transvaal on the Vaal S of Johannesburg pop 109,200
Verkhneudinsk — see ulan ude
Ver-mont \v3r-'manl\ state NE U.S. * Montpelier area 9609,
pop 389,881 — Ver-mont-er \-ar\ n
Veruoleuinsk — see nikolaev
Vernyi — see alma-ata
Ve-roia \'ve(3)r-y3\ or anc Be*rea or Be<roea \b3-'re-a\ town
NE Greece in Macedonia W of Salonika

Ve.ro.na \v3-'r6-n3\ commune _N E Italy on the Adigeppp 186,043— Ver-cnese \,ver-3-'nez, -'nes\ aUj or n
Versailles \(,)var-'sT, ver-\ city N France, WSW suburb of
Paris pop 84,445
Vert, Cape \'v3rt\ or Cape Verde \'vard\ promontory W Africa
on Cape Vert peninsula in Senegal; westernmost point of Africa,
at 17°30'W
Ver-viers \verv-'ya\ commune E Belgium E of Liege pop 44,290
Ves-ter.a.len \'ves-t9-,r6-l3n\ island group Norway off NW
coast N E of Lofoten islands
Ve.su-vi.us \v3-'sii-ve-as\ or It Ve-su-vio \va-'ziJv-yo\_ volcano
387 7 Jt Italy on Bay of Naples — Ve.sa.vi*an \v3-'su-ve-an\ adj
Vet.lu.ga \vet-'lu-g3\ river 500 m, cen Soviet Russia, Europe,
flowing 3 into the Volga
Ve-vey \v3-'va\ commune W Switzerland in Vaud on NE shore
of Lake Geneva
Viatka — see vyatka
Viborg — see vyborg
Vi.cen-te L6»pez \v3-,sent-e-'lo-,pez\ city E Argentina, N suburb
of Buenos Aires, on Rio de la Plata pop 149,953
Vi-cen-za \vi-'chen(t)-sa\ commune NE Italy W of Venice pop
63,700
Vi-cha.da \vi-'chad-3, -'chath-3\ river 335 m, cen & E Colombia
flowing ENE into the Orinoco
Vichegda — see vychegda
Vi.chu-ga \v3-'chu-g3\ city U.S.S.R, in cen Soviet Russia, Europe,
N E of Moscow pop_51,000

Vi«chy \'vish-e, 've-she\ commune cen France on the Allier
N E of Clermont-Ferrand pop 30,403

Vicks-burg \'viks-^,b3rg\ city W Miss, pop 29,130
ViC'to-ria \vik-*tor-e-3, -'t6r-\ 1 city SE Tex. on Guadalupe
river pop 33,047 2 city Canada # of B.C. on SE Vancouver I.

pop 54,584 3 island N Canada SE of Banks I. area 81,930
4 river 350 m Australia in NW Northern Territory flowing N &
NW to Timor sea 5 lake E Africa in Tanganyika & Uganda in
region between E & W branches of Great Rift valley area 26,200
6 or Hong Kong X'hao-.kao, 'hoo-.koo. -'kao. -'koDX city & oort
# of Hong Kong colony on NW Hong Kong I. pop 1,000,000 —
Vic-tcri-an Xvik-'tor-e-an, -'t6r-\ adj or n

Victoria Falls waterfall 200 to 350 // high & 5580 ft wide S
Africa in the Zambezi on border between Northern & Southern
Rhodesia
Victoria Land section of Antarctica S of New Zealand on W shore
of Ross sea & Ross Shelf Ice
Victoria Nile — see nile _
Victo.ria.ville \vik-*tor-e-3-,viI, -'tbrA town Canada in S Que.
NE of Drummondville pop 16.031

Vi-en-na \ve-'en-3\ or G Wien \'ven\ city # of Austria on the
Danube pop 1,616,125 — Vi-en-nese \,ve-a-'nez, -*nes\ adj or n
Vi.enne \ve-'en\ 1 river 217 m SW cen France flowing NW
into the Loire 2 city SE France on the Rhone pop 25,669
Vien.tiane \vyen-'tyan\ city, administrative # of Laos, on the
Mekong pop 80,000
Vie.ques \ve-'a-k3s\ or Crab \*krab\ island West Indies off E
Puerto Rico, belonging to Puerto Rico; chief town Isabela Secunda
Viet-nam or Viet Nam \ve-'et-'nam, vyet-, ,ve-at-, vet-. -'nam\
country SE Asia in Indochina; state, including Tonkin & N
Annam, set up 1945-46; with S Annam & Cochin China, an
associated state of French Union 1950-54; after civil war. divided
1954 at 17th parallel into No. Vietnam (# Hanoi area 63,344, pop
15.903,000) & So. Vietnam (* Saigon area 66,262. pop 13,800,-
000)
Vi-go \'ve-(,)go\ city & port NW Spain on Vigo Bay (inlet of
the Atlantic) pop 162,114
Viipuri — see vyboro
Vi-ja.ya-na.gar X.vij-s-ya-'nag-arN or Bi.ja.na.gar \,bij-3-'n3g-\
Hindu kingdom (1336-1565) S India S of the Kistna
Vi-ja.ya.wa-da Vvij-s-ya-'wad-A or Vi.ja.ya.va-da \-'vad-3\
or iormerly Bez^Wa.da \bez-'wad-3\ city SE India in E Andhra
Pradesh on Kistna river ai head of its delta pop 161,198
Vi.la \'ve-la\ city & port # of New Hebrides in SW Efate I.

Villa Bens — see cabo yubi
Vi.lla Cis-ne.ros \,vel-y&-(,)sis-'ner-3s, ,ve-(y)a-\ town & port
NW Africa in Rio de Oro * of Spanish Sahara

Vi.lla-her.mo.sa \.ve-(i')a-.er-'mo-S3\ city SE Mexico # of
Tabasco state pop 33,587
Vil-la Park \,vil-3-\ village NE lU. W of Chicago pop 20.391
ViUe-d'Avray \,vel-dav-'ra\ commune N France W of Sevres
Ville.lranche \vel-'fra"sh\ 1 or Villefranche-sur-Mer \-siir-
mef3)r\ commune & port SE France E of Nice 2 or Ville-
Irancne-sur-Sadne \-'son\ commune E cen France NNW of
Lyons pop 21.703
Vine.ur.banne \,ve-,br-Jban, -,lu(3)r-\ commune E France, E

is\ or Pol Wil.no \*vil-(,)no\

or Russ Vil.na \Ml-n3\ or Vil-no \-(.)no\ dty U.S.S.R. * of
Lithuania pop 235,000
Vi-Iyui \vil-'yii-e\ river 1500 m Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing E
into the Lena
Vim.i.nal \'vim-an-=I\ hill In Rome, Italy, one of seven upon
which the ancient city was built — see aventine
Vi-my Ridge \,ve-me-, ,vim-e-V ridge near Vimy commune N
France N of Arras _
Vi-na del Mar \,ven-y3-(.)del-'mar\ ci^ & port cen Chile E of
Valparaiso pop 126,441
Vin-cennes, 1 \vin-'senz\ city SW Ind. pop 18,046 2 \vin-'senz,
Fva"-sen\ commune NFrance, E suburb of Paris pop 50,434
Vin-dhya X'vin-dya, -de-a\ mountain range N cen India N of &
parallel to Narbada river

Vin-dhya Pra-desh Xpr^-'dash, -'desh\ former state NE cen
India # Rewa; became fl956) part of Madhya Pradesh
Vine.land \'vTn-land\ city S N.J. pop 37.6S5
Vin.laud \'vin-land\ a portion of the coast of No. America
visited & so called by Norse voyagers ab a.d, 1000
Vin-ni-tsa \'vin-3t-s3\ city U.S.S.R. in W cen Ukraine pop
121,000
Vir.gin Wsr-jsnV 1 river 200 m SW LTtah & SE Nev. flowing to
Lake Mead 2 islands West Indies E of Puerto Rico — see British
VIRGIN ISL-^NDS, VIRGIN ISLANDS OF THE UNITED STATES
Vir-gin.ia Nvar-'jin-ys, -'jin-e-aX state E U.S. * Richmond area
39,838, pop 3,966,949 — Vir-gin-ian X-ysn, -e-3n\ adj or n
Virginia capes capes Charles & Henry in Va. forming entrance to
Chesapeake Bay
Virgin Islands National ParK reservation West Indies in Virgin
islands of the U.S. on St. Jotm 1 area 8
Virgin Islands ol the United States the W islands of the Virgin
islands group including St, Thomas, St. John, & St, Croix #
Charlotte Amalie (on St. Thomas 1.) area 132, pop 32.099
Vi.run.ga Xva-'ruo-gaX or MJum-bi-ro Xem-'fiim-bs-.roX volcanic
mountain range E cen Africa in E Congo & SW Uganda N of
Lake Kivu; highest peak Karisimbi 14, 786 /r
Vi-sa.kha.pat.nam Xvi-.sak-^-'pst-nsmX or Vi*za*ga*pa*tam
\-,zag-3-'p3t-3m\ city & port E India in NE Andhra Pradesh pop
108.000

Vi.sa-lia \va-'sal-ya\ city S cen Calif. SE of Fresno pop 15,791
Vi.sa.yan \v3-*si-3n\ or BLsa^yas Xbs-'sT-szX islands cen Philip-
pines including Bohol, Cebu, Leyte, Masbate, Negros, Panay,
Samar, & the Romblon group
Vis.by \'viz-be\ town & port Sweden on Gotland I. in the Baldc
Vi.so \'ve-(,)2o\ mountain 12,605 jt NW Italy in Piedmont SW
of Turin near French border; highest in Cottian Alps
Vis.tu.la \'vis(h)-ch3-l3, 'vis-tsA or Pol Wis.la \'ve-CJsla\ or
Russ Vis. la \'ve-sl3\ or G Weich-sel \'vTk-S3l\ river 630 m
Poland flowing from the Carpattiians N into Gulf of Danzig
Vistula Lagoon frischfs haff
Vi.tebsk \*ve-.tepsk, -.tebzk, v3-'\ city U.S.S.R. in NE Eelorussia
on the Dvina pop 148,000
Vi-ter-bo \vi-'te(3)r-(.jbo\ commune cen Italy in Latium N NW of
Rome pop 27,100_

Vi.ti Le.vu \,vet-e-'Iev-C,)ii\ island SW Pacific, largest of the Fiji

group area 4053
Vi-tim \v3-'tem\ river 1100 m S Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing NE
& N into the Lena^
Vi.to.ria \vi-'tor-e-3, -'t6r-\ city N Spain # of Alava province
S5E of Bilbao pop 68,443

Vi.to.ria \vi-'tor-e-3, -'t6r-\ city & port E Brazil # of Espfrito
Santo state on Espirito Sjinio I. pop 49,735
Vi.try-sur-Seine \vi-,tre-,su(3>r-'san, -'senX commune N France,
SSE suburb of Paris pop 52,540

Viz.ca.ya_\vis-'ki-3, vith-\ or Bis*ca.ya \bis-\ or E Bis.cay
\'bis-(,)ka, -ke\ province N Spain on Bay of Biscay; one of the
Basque provinces * Bilbao area 836, pop 746,232
Vlaanderen — see fuanders
Vlaar-ding.en \'vlar-dio-3fn)\ commune & port SW Netherlands
W of Rotierdam pop 66.740

Vla.di.mir \'vlad-a-,mi(3lr, vl3-'de-,\ city Soviet Russia, Europe,
on Klyazma river E of Moscow pop 154,000
Vlad-i-vos.tok \,vlad-a-v3-'siak, -'vas-.tak\ city & port SE
Soviet Russia, Asia * of Maritime Territory pop 283,000
Vlis.sing-en \'vUs-io-3(n)\ or E FlusU-ing \'fl33h-io\ city &
port SW Netherlandson Walcheren 1. pop 29,603
Vlo-ne or Vlo-na Vvlo-n3\ or Vlo-re or Vlcra \'vlor-3, 'vl6r-\
or Va-Io-na \v3-'lo-n3\ or formerly Avio-na \av-'lo-na\ town &
port S Albania
VlotslavsK — s£

Vlta-va \'v3i-t3-v3\ o.

W Czechoslovakia in
Vodena — see edessa
Vo. gel-Hop \'vo-g3U,kap\ peninsula NW New Guinea
Voiotia — see boeotia
Voi-vO'di-ua or Voj.vo.di.na Woi-va-.de-na. -de-,na\ autono-
mous region NE Yugoslavia N of the Danube; chief city NoW
Sad area 8683, pop 1,712,619
Volcano or Jap Ea.zan Ret. to \,kaz-,an-'ret-(,)o\ islands W
Pacific S of Bonin islands; under U.S. control area 11 — see iwo

Vo-len.dam \'vo-bn-,dam. -,dam\ village NW Netherlands on
IJsselmeer SE of Edam

Vol.ga \*val-g3, 'vol-, 'v61-\ river 2325 m Soviet Russia, Europe,
rising in Valdai hills & flowing into the Caspian
Vol'go.grad \'val-g9-,grad, *v61-, 'volA or formerly Sta>lln*grad
\'stal-an-.grad, 'stal-\ or Tsa-ri-tsyn \ts3-'ret-s3n\ city U.S.S.R,
in S Soviet Russia, Europe, on the Volga pop 591,000
Volj-nac \'v61-(y3-),nats\ mountain 7800 Jt W Yugoslavia;
highest in Dinaric Alps
VO'log.da \'v6-l3g-d3\ city N cen Soviet Russia, Europe, N NE of
Moscow pop 138,000
Vo.los \'vo-.las\ or NGk V6.I0S \'v6-.I6s\ city & port E Greece
on Gulf of Volos (inlet of the Aegean) pop 51,134
Volsinii — see orvieto
Vol-ta \'val-ta. 'vol-. 'v61-\ river 250 m W Africa formed by conflu-
ence of Black Volta (540 m) &. White Volta (450 m) in N cen
Ghana & flowing S into Bight of Bema — see red volta
Voltaic Republic — see upper volta — VoLta.ic \val-'ta-ik.
vol-, v61-\ adj
Vol.ta Re.don.da X.val-ta-ri-'dan-ds, ,vol-, ,v61A dty E Brazil on
the Paraiba NW of city of Rio de Janeiro pop 32,143
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Vol.ter.ia \val-'ter-3, vol-, v61-\ or anc Vo-la-ter-rae \,vo-l3-
'te(3)r-,i, -(,)e\ commune cen Italy SE of Pisa
Vol.tur.no \val-'tu(3)r-(,)no, vol-, v61-\ river 110 m S cen Italy
flowing from the Apennines SE & SW into Gulf of Gaeta
Voor.burg \'vo(a)r-,barg. 'v6(3)r-\ commune SW Netherlands, E
suburb of The Hague pop 43,221
Vor.arl.berg \'fo(3jr-,ari-,b3rg, *f6(3)r-\ region W Austria W of
Tirol bordering on Switzerland; chief city Bregenz
Vo.ro.neza \v3-'r6-nish\ city U.S.S.R. in S cen Soviet Russia,
Europe, near the Don pop 454,000
Voroshilovgrad — see lugansk
Vosges \'vozh\ mountains N E France on W side of Rhine valley;
highest point Ballon de Guebwiller 4667 /f

Vrangelya — see wrangel
Vyat.ka or Viat.ka \ve-'at-kD\ 1 river 800 m U.S.S.R, in E
Soviet Russia, Europe, flowing into the Kama _ 2 —_see KIROV
Vy.borg \'ve-,b6(3irg\ or Finn Vii.pu.ri \'ve-p3-re\ or Sw Vi-
borg \ ve-,b6{3)r(-y3)\ city & port Soviet Russia, Europe, on arm
of Gulf of Finland; belonged to Finland 1917-40 pop 51,000
Vy.cheg.da or Vi.cheg.da \'vich-ig-d3\ river 700 m N Soviet
Russia, Europe, flowing W to the Northern Dvina

Waadt — ses vaud
Waal \'val\ river Netherlands, the S branch of the Lower Rhine
Wa.bash \'w6-,bash\ river 475 m Ind. & 111. flowing into the Ohio
Wa.co \'wa-C,)ko\ city NE cen Tex. on Brazos ma pop 97,808
Wad-den Zee \Vad-"n-,za, 'vad-3-,za\ inlet of North sea N Nether-
lands between West Frisian islands & Ilsselmeer
Wad.ding.ton, Mount \'wad-iri-t3n\ mountain 13,260 ji W
Canada in SW B.C. in Coast mountains; highest in province
Wa.gram \'vag-,ram\ village Austria NE of Vienna
Wa.hi.a.wa \,wa-he-a-'wa\ urban area Hawaii in cen Oahu pop
15.512

Wai.a.le.ale \wl-,al-e-'al-e\ mountain 5080 // Hawaii on cen
Kauai I.

Wai.ka-to \wT-'kat-(,)o\ river 220 m New Zealand in NW North
I. flowing NW into Tasman sea

Wai'Ki.ki \,wT-k3-'ke\ resort section of Honolulu, Hawaii, on
Waikiki Beach
Wai-niea Canyon \wT-,ma-3-\ gorge Hawaii on SW coast of
Kauai I.

Wai.ta.ki \wT-'tak-e\ river 135 m New Zealand in SE cen South I.

flowing ESE into the Pacific
Wa.ka.ya.ma \,wak-3-'yam-9\ city & port Japan in SW Honshu
on Inland sea pop 220,021
Wake \'wak\ island N Pacific at 19°18' N, 166°35' E belonging to
the U.S.

Wake.lield \'wak-,feld\ 1 town E Mass. N of Boston pop 24,295
2 city & county borough N England # of West Riding, Yorkshire
pop 60,380
Wa-la.chia or Wal.la.chia \wa-'la-ke-3\ region S Romania
between the Transylvanian Alps & the Danube; includes Muntenia
& Oltenia; chief city Bucharest — Wa>la>clii,an or Wal.la-
chi.an \-3n\ adj or n
Wal'deck \'val-,dek\ former county, principality, & state of Ger-
many between Westphalia & Hesse- Nassau ^ Arolsen
Wal.den Pond \,w6l-d3n-\ pond NE Mass. S of Concord
Wales \'wa(3)lz\ or Welsh Cym.ru \'k3m-.re\ or ML Cam.bria
\'kam-bre-3\ principality SW Great Britain; a division of the
United Kingdom #_Cardiff area 7469, pop 2.172,339

Wal.la.sey \'wal-3-se\ county borough NW England in Cheshire
on coast W of Liverpool pop 101,331
Wal.la Wal.la \,wal-3-'wal-3, wal-3-,\ city SE Wash, pop 24,536
Wal.ling.ford X'wal-io-fard, -,foO)rd, -,f6(3)rd\ town S Conn.
NNE of New Haven pop 29,920

Wal.lis, 1 \'wal-3s\ islands SW Pacific NEof Fiji islands; with
Futuna islands, constitute a French overseas territory (Wallis and
Futnna Islands pop 10,000) 2 — see valais
Wal.lops \'wal-3ps\ island E Va. on the Atlantic SW of Chinco-
teague Bay
Wal.lowa \wa-'lau-3\ mountains NE Oreg. E of Blue mountains;
highest point Sacajawea Peak 10,033 //
Walnut Canyon National Monument reservation N cen Ariz.
ESE of Flagstaff containing cliff dwellings

Wal.sall \'w6l-,s6l\ county borough W cen England in Stafford-
shire NNW of Birmingham pop 114,514
Wal.tham \'w6l-,tham, chiejly by outsiders -th3m\ city E Mass. W
of Boston pop 55,413
Wal.tham.stow VwoI-thsm-.stoV municipal borough SE England
in Essex N E of London pop 121,069
Wal-vis Bay \,w61-vss-\ town, port, & district S Africa in South=
West Africa on Walvis Bay (inlet) W of Windhoek; belongs to
Republic of So. Africa but is administered by South-West Africa
area (of district) 3 74
Wands.worth Vwan(d)z-(,)w3rth\ metropolitan borough SW
London, England, S of the Thames pop 330,328
Wang.a.nui \,wao-(g)3-'nU-e\ 1 river ISO m New Zealand in
SW cen North I., flowing into Cook strait 2 city & port New
Zealand in North I. on Cook strait pop 33,600
Wanks — see segovta
Wan.ne-Eick.el X.van-s-T-kalX city W Germany in the Ruhr N
of Bochum pop 107,200
Wan.stead and Wood.Iord \,wan-st3d-=n-'wud-f3rd\ municipal
borough S England in Essex, N E suburb of London pop 61,620
Wan.tagh \'wan-,t6\ urban area SE N.Y. on Long I. pop 34,172
Wap.si.pin.i.con \,wiip-si-'pin-i-k3n\ river 255 m SE Minn. &
E Iowa flowing SE into the Mississippi

Wa.ran.gal V'wsr-sri-gslV city S cen India in N Andhra Pradesh
NE of Hyderabad pop 133,100

War.bur.ton \'w6r-(,)b3rt-=n\ river 275 m Australia In NE So.
Australia flowing SW into Lake Eyre
Wargla — see ouargla
War.mln.ster \'w6r-,min(t)-st3r\ urban township SE Pa. near
Philadelphia pop 15,994
War.ner Rob.ins V.wor-nsr-'rab-anzX city cen Ga. pop 18,633
War.ren Wor-sn. 'war-\ 1 city SE Mich. N of Detroit pop 89,246
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» F table; a F bac; K G ich, Buch; " F vin; oe F boeut; S F feu; «b G fallen; IE F rue; " F digne \den'\, nuit \nw»e\

2 city NE Ohio NW of Youngstown pop 59,648
War.ring.ton V'wor-io-tsn, 'war-X 1 urban area NW Fla. SW of
Pensacola pop 16,752 2 county borough NW England in Lan-
cashire on the Mersey E of Liverpool pop 80,681
War.saw \'w6r-,s6\ or Pol War.sza.wa \var-'shav-3\ city # of
Poland on the Vistula pop 1,095,000
War.ta \'vart-3\ or G War. the \'vart-3\ river 445 m Poland flow-
ing NW & W into the Oder
War.wick \'war-ik, US also 'wor-ik, 'w6(3)r-(,)wik, war-(,)wik\
1 city cen R.I. S of Providence on Narragansett Bay pop 68,504
2 or War.wick. shire \-,shi(3)r, -sharX county cen England area
976, pop 1,860,874 3 municipal borough, its * pop 15,350
Wa.satch \'wo-,sach\ mountain range SE Idaho & N & cen Utah— see TIMPANOGOS
Wash \'w6sh, 'wash\ inlet of North sea E England between
Norfolk & Lincoln

Wash.ing.ton \'w6sh-io-t3n, 'wash-\ 1 state NW U.S. # Olympia
area 68,192, pop 2,853,214 2 city * of the U.S., coextensive with
District of Columbia pop 763,956 3 city SW Pa. pop 23,545 —
Wash.ing.to.nian \,w6sh-io-'to-ne-3n, .wash-, -nyanV adj or n
Washington, Lake lake 20 m long W Wash. E of Seattle
Washington, Mount mountain 6288 /( N N.H.; highest in White

Wash.i.ta \'wash-3-,tb\ 1 river 500 m NW Tex. & SW Okla. flow-
ing S E into Red river 2 — see Ouachita
Wa.tau.ga \wa-'t6-g3\ river 60 m NW N.C. & NE Tenn. flowing
into S fork of the Holston
Watenstedt-Salzgitter — see sALZGrrrER
Wa.ter.bury \'w6t-3(r)-,ber-e, 'wat-\ city W cen Conn, on
Naugatuck river pop 107,130

Wa.ter.ee \'w6t-3-,re, 'wat-\ river S.C, lower course of the Cataw-
ba — see CONGAREE

Wa.ter.tord Wot-sr-fsrd, 'wat-X 1 county S Ireland area 710,
pop 43.205 2 city & port, its #, on Suir river pop 28,138
Wa.ter.loo \.w6t-3r-'lii, 'wot-ar-, , ,wat-, 'wat-\ 1 city NE cen
Iowa pop 71,755 2 city Canada in SE Ont. W of Kitchener pop
16,373 3 town cen Belgium S of Brussels

Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park
NATIONAL PARK
Wa.ter.ton Lakes National Park \'w6t-3rt-=n, "wat-N i

Canada in Rocky mountains in S Alta. on Mont, border area 521
Wa.ter.town \'w6t-3r-,taun, 'wat-V 1 town E Mass. W of Boston
pop 39,092 2 city N cen N.Y. SE of Kingston, Ont. pop 33,306
Wa.ter.ville X'wot-ar-.vil, 'wat-\ city S cen Me. pop 18,695
V/at.ford X'w'at-fsrdX municipal borough SE England in Hertford-
shire NW of London pop 73,072
Watlings or Watllng — see san Salvador
Wat.ten.scheid \'vat-'n-.shlt\ city W Germany E of Essen pop
78,300
Wau.ke.gan \w6-'kc-g3n\ city NE 111. N of Chicago pop 55,719
Wau.ke.sha \'w6-ki-,sh6\ city SE Wis. pop 30,004
Wau.sau \'w6-,s6\ city N cen Wis. on Wisconsin river pop 31,943
Wau.wa.to.sa \,w6-w3-'to-s3\ city SE Wis. pop 56,923
Way.cross \'wa-,kr6s\ city SE Ga. pop 20,944
Wayne \'wan\ 1 village SE Mich. SW of Detroit pop 16,034
2 urban township N E N.J. W of Paterson pop 29,353
Waynes.boro X'wanz-.bsr-a, -.bs-raV city W cen Va. pop 15,694
Wa.zir.i.stan \w3-,zir-i-'stan, -'stan\ region W Pakistan on border
of Afghanistan area 5218
Weald \'we(3)ld\ region SE England in Kent, Surrey, & Sussex;
once heavily forested
Webbe Shibeli — see shibeli
Web.ster Groves \,web-st3r-\ city E Mo. pop 28,990
Wed-dell \w3-'del, 'wed-'l\ sea arm of the S Atlantic E of Antarc-
tic peninsula
Wei \'wa\ river 400 m N cen China flowing E to join Yellow river

Weichsel — see Vistula
Wei.fang \'wa-'far)\ city E China in E cen Shantung NW of
Tsingtao pop 148,900

Wei-hai \'wa-'hT\ or formerly Wei-hai-wei \.wa-,hT-'wa\ city &
port E China in N E Shantung on Yellow sea pop 1 75,000
Wei.mar WT-.mar, 'wi-\ city E Germany E of Erfurt pop 66,700
Weimar Republic the German republic 1919-33
Weir.ton \'wi(3)rt-=n\ city N W. Va. on the Ohio pop 28,201
Weiss.horn \'vis-,h6(3)ra\ mountain 14,804 Ji SW cen Switzer-
land in Pennine Alps
Wel.land \'wel-3nd\ 1 city Canada in SE Ont. SW of Niagara
Falls pop 16,405 2 ship canal 28 m Canada in SE Ont. connecting
Lake Erie &. Lake Ontario

Welle — see uele
Welles.ley \'welz-le\ town E Mass. WSW of Boston pop 26,071
Wei.ling.ton X'wel-io-tanN 1 provincial district New Zealand
in S North I. area 10,870, pop 451,900 2 city & port, its *&# of
New Zealand, on Port Nicholson (Wellington Harbor) on Cook
strait pop 143,200
Wells \'welz\ municipal borough SW England in Somerset
Welsh.pool \'welsh-,pul\ municipal borough E Wales # of Mont-
gomeryshire
Wel.wyn Garden City \'wel-3n\ urban district SE England in
Hertfordshire N of London pop 18,296
Wem.bley \'wem-ble\ municipal borough SE England in Middle-
sex W of London pop 131,369

We.natch.ee \w3-'nach-e\ city cen Wash, pop 16,726
Wen. chow \"w3n-"jo\ or jormerly Yung.kia \'yur]-je-'a\ city &
port E China in S Chekiang on East China sea pop 201,600
Wer-ra \'ver-3\ river 180 m, cen Germany flowing N to join the
Fulda forming the Weser
We.ser \'va-z3r, 'we-\ river 280 m W Germany formed by con-
fluence of the Fulda & Werra & flowing into North sea

Wesermiinde former city NW Germany — see bremerhaven
Wes.la.co \'wes-l3-,ko\ city S Tex. NW of Brownsville pop 15,649
Wes.sex \'wes-iks\ ancient Anglian kingdom S England *
Winchester; one of kingdoms in Anglo-Saxon heptarchy
West \'west\ or Si \'she\ river 300 m SE China in Kwangsi &
Kwangtung formed by confluence of the Hungshui & the Yii &
flowing E into So. China sea
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West Al.lls \"al-33\ dty SE Wis. pop 68,157
West Bengal state E India comprising the W third of former
Bengal province # Calcutta area 33,945, pop 26,306,600
West Beskids — see beskids
West Brom.wich N'brsm-ij, 'bram-, -ich\ county borough W cen
England in Staffordshire NW of Birmingham pop 87,985
West-ches-ter \'wes(t)-,ches-t3r\ 1 county SE N.Y. N of New
York City & E of the Hudson pop 808,891 2 village N E 111.W of
Chicago pop 18,092
West Ches.ter \'wes(tj-,ches-t3r\ borough SE Pa. pop 15,705
West Co>vi>iia \ko-*ve-na\ city SW Calif. E of Los Angeles pop
50,645
Western — see hbbrides
Western Australia state W Australia on Indian ocean * Perth
area 975,920, pop 639,771
Western Ghats \'g6ts\ chain of low mountains SW India extend-
ing SSE parallel to coast from mouth of Tapti river in S Gujarat
to Cape Comorin in S Kerala — see eastern ghat^
Western Reserve tract of land N E Ohio on S shore of Lake Erie;

part of western lands of Conn., ceded 1800 to Ohio area ab 5470
Western Samoa group of islands of Samoa W of 171" W; in Brit.

Commonwealth, until 1961 a territory administered by New
Zealand # Apia area 1133, pop 102,860
Western Thiace — see thrace
West-field X'wesffi-.feldV 1 city SW Mass. WNW of Springfield

pop 26,302 2 town NE N.L WSW of Ehzabeth ;iop 31,447
West Flanders province NV^ Belgium bordering on North sea #
Bruges area 1248, pop 1.065,627
West Frisian — see Frisian
West Ham \'ham\ county borough SE England in Essex, E
suburb of London pop 170,987
West Hartford town cen Conn, pop 62,382
West Har.tle-pool \'hart-le-,piil, 'hart-^l-,\ coijnty borough N
England in Durham on _North sea pop 72,597
West Ha,ven \'west-.lia-van\ town S Conn, pop 43,002
West Hempstead urban area SE N.Y. on Long I. pop (with
Lakeviewl 24,783
West Hollywood urban area SW Calif, pop 28.870
West Indies, 1 the islands lying between SE No. America & N So.
America bordering the Caribbean & comprising the Greater An-
tilles. Lesser Antilles. & Bahamas 2 or West Indies Federation
former country including all of the Brit. West Indies except the
Bahamas & the Bnt. Virgin islands; established 1958. dissolved
1961 foUowing withdrawal of Jamaica & Trmidad — West Indian
adj or n
West.land \'wesft)-l3nd\ provincial district New Zealand W
South I. * Hokitika area 4880, pop 18,700
West Lo.thi.an \'lo-the-3n\ or Lin-lith.gow \Un-'lith-(,)go\ or
Lin'lith.gow.shire \-,shi(3)r, -shsrX county SE Scotland border-
ing on Firth of Clyde * Ljnlithgow area 120, pop 88,5 76
West'meath \(')wes;t;-'meth\ county N cen Ireland in Leinster
# Mullingar area 681, pop 52.774
West Memphis city E Ark. on the Mississippi pop 19,374
West MUt.lin \'mif-l3n\ borough SW Pa. SE of Pittsburgh on
the Monongahela pop 27,289
West.min.ster \'wes(t)-,mina^-st3r\ 1 dty SW CaUf. E of Long
Beach pop 25,750 2 metropoUtan borough W cen London,
England pop 98,895
West Monroe city N La. pop 15,215
West. mor. land WesCti-mar-lsnd.f/S a/so wes(t)-'mo(3)r-,
-'m6(3)r-\ county NW England * Kendal area 789, pop 6 7,383
West. mount \'wesCt)-,maunt\ city Canada in S Que. on Montreal
I. pop 24.800
West New Guinea or Netherlands New Guinea or West Iri.an
\,ir-e-'an\ the W half of New Guinea & adjacent islands; belongs
to the Netherlands but is clai.'ncd by Indonesia # Hollandia
area 1 50.334, pop 700,000
West New York town N E N.J on the Hudson pop 35.547
Wes.ton sa.per Mare \'wes-t3n-,sii-p3r-'maca;)r, -'me(a)r\ muni-
cipal borough SW England in Somerset on Bristol channel pop
40.165
West Orange town NE N.J. NW of Newark pop 39,895
West Pakistan the W division of Pakistan in NW India (sub-
continent); a province * Lahore area 310,236, pop 33,779,000
West Palm Beach city SE Fla. on Lake Worth inlet pop 56,208
West.pha.lia \wes(t)-'fal-y3, -'fa-le-3\ or G West-la.len \vest-
'fal-3n\ region W Germany bordering on the Netherlands E of
the Rhine; includes Ruhr valley; a province of Prussia 1816-1945
* Munster ~ see north RHINE-wEST^HAUA — West.pha.Uan
\wes(t)-'fal-yan, -'fa-le-3n\ adj or n
West. port \'wes(t)-.po(3)rt, -,p6(3)rt\ town SW Coim. on Long
Island Sound pop 20,955
West Prussia or G West. prens.sen \'vest-,pr6is-=n\ region N
Europe, now in Poland; the W part of original region of Prussia
West Punjab region W Pakistan — see Punjab
West Quod.dy Head \,kwad-e-\ cape N E Maine at entrance to
Passamaquoddy Bay; easternmost point of the U.S., at 66°S7'W

Wes.tra.lia \we-'stral-y3, -'stra-le-3\ western austraua
West Rl.ding \'rTd-io\ administrative county N England com-
prising W & SW part of Yorkshire # Wakefield area 2781, pop
3.480.066
West Seneca urban area NW N.Y., SE suburb of Buffalo pop
23.138
West Spitsbergen island, largest of the Spitsbergen group area
14,600
West Springfield town SW Mass. on the Cormecticut pop 24,924
West Suffolk — see Suffolk
West Sussex — see Sussex
West Vir.gin.ia Xvsr-'jin-ya, -"jln-e-sX state E U.S. * Charleston
area 24,181, pop 1,860,421
West Warwick \see warwickN town cen R.I. pop 21,414
West.wood Lakes \,wes-.twud-\ urban area SE Fla. near Miami
pop 22,517
Weth.ers. field \'wet!i-3rz-,feld\ town cen Conn, pop 20,561
Wet. ter.horn \'vet-3r-,h60)m\ mountain 12,149 jt Switzerland
in Bernese Alps N of the Finsteraarhom
Wex.ford X'weks-tsrdV 1 county SE Ireland In Leinster area
908, pop 83,259 2 municipal borough & port, its *

Wey.month \'wa-m3th\ town E Mass. SE of Boston pop 48,177
Whales, Bay of mlet of Ross sea Antarctica in Ross Shelf Ice
Wham-poa \'hwam-'p6-'a, 'wam-\ town & port SE China in
Kwangtung on Pearl river below Canton

Whangpoo — see hwang pu
Whea.ton \'hwet-=n, 'wet-\ 1 dty NE ni. W of Chicago pop
24.312 2 urban area SW Md. N of Washington, D.C. pop
54,635
Wheat Ridge urban area cen Colo. NW of Denver pop 21,619
Whee.ler Peak \,hwe-i3r-, ,we-\ 1 mountain 13,160 jt E Nev.
in Snake range 2 mountain 13,151 jt N N. Mex. in Sangre de
Cristo mountains; highest in the state
Whee.ling \"hwe-Ug, 'we-\ city N W. Va. on the Ohio pop 53,400
Whid-bey \'hwid-be, 'wid-V island 40 m long NW Wash, in upper
Puget Sound E of Admiralty inlet

White, 1 river 690 m N Ark. & SW Mo. flowing SE into the
Mississippi 2 river 160 m NW Colo. & E Utah flowing W into
the Green 3 river 50 m SW Ind. formed by confluence of West
Fork (300 m) &. East Fork (250 m) &. flowing W mto the Wabash
4 river 325 m S S. Dak. flowing E into the Missouri 5 river
280 m NW Tex. flowing SE into the Salt Fork 6 moimtains
E Cahf. & SW Nev. — see boundary peak 7 mountains N N.H.
in the Appalachians — see Washington (Mount) 8 mountain
pass 2SS5 jl SE Alaska N of Skagway 9 or Russ Be.loe Mo.re
\.bel.a-y3-*m6r-ya\ sea inlet of Barents sea on N coast of Soviet
Russia. Europe, enclosed on the N by Kola peninsula

White.chap. el \'hwTt-,chap-9l, 'wu-\ district of E London, Eng-
land, N of the Thames in Stepney
Whitelish Bay village SE Wis. N of Milwaukee pop 18,390
White.friars \'hwit-,fri(-3)rz, 'wit-\ district of cen London, Eng-
land
White.hall \-,h6I\ 1 city cen Ohio, E suburb of Columbus pop
20,818 2 borough SW Pa., S suburb of Pittsburgh pop 16,075
White.horse \'hwit-,h6(3>rs, 'wit-\ town NW Canada # of
Yukon Territory on the upper Yukon

White Nile — see Nile
White Plains city SE N.Y NE of Yonkers pop 50,485
White Russia — see belorussia
White Sands National Monument reservation S N. Mex. SW of
Alamogordo comprising an area of gypsiim sand dunes area 219
White Volta — see volt4
Whit,man National Monument V'hwit-msn, 'wit-X reservation
5 E Wash. NW of Walla Walla, site of Marcus Wtiitman mission

Whit.ney, Monnt \'hwit-ne, 'wit-\ mountain 14,495 jt SE cen
Cahf. in Sierra Nevada in Sequoia Nadonal Park; highest point
in the U.S. outside of Alaska
Whit.ti.er X'hwit-e-sr, 'wit-\ dty SW Calif. SE of Los Angeles
pop 33.663
Wich.i.ta \'wich-a-,t6\ 1 dty S cen Kans. on Arkansas river
pop 254,698 2 river 230 m N Tex. flowing ENE into Red river
Wichita Falls city N Tex. on Wichita river pop 101,724
Wick \'wik\ burgh N Scotland # of Caithness
Wick.liffe X'wik-laf, -(,)Uf\ dty NE Ohio NE of Cleveland pop
15.760
Wick.low \'wik-(,)lo\ 1 county E Ireland in Leinster area 782,
pop 58.569 2 urban districts port, its #, SSE of Dublin 3 moun-
tains Ireland along E coast; highest peak Lugnaquilla 3039 Jt
Wien — see Vienna
Wies.ha.den \'ves-,bad-'n, 'vis-X city W Germany on the Rhine
W of Frankfurt # of Hesse pop 255,600
Wig.an \'wig-3n\ county borough NW England in Lancashire
W of Manchester pop 84,546

Wight, Isle cf \'wTt\ island S England in English channel
consUtutiug Isle of Wight administrative coimty i^ Newport
O'ea 14 7, pop 95.594) — see Hampshire
Wig.town \'wig-t3n, -,taun\ or Wig.town.shire \-,shi(3lr, -sh3r\
1 county SW ScoOand area 487, pop 31,625 2 burgh, its #
Wilderness Road trail from SW Va. to cen Ky. through Cumber-
land Gap blazed to site of Boonesborough by Daniel Boone 1775
6 later extended to Falls of the Ohio at Louisville

Wil.helms. ha.ven X.vil-.helmz-'haf-sn, "vil-smz-.V city & port
W Germany NW of Bremen pop 100,300

Wilkes-Barre \'wilks-,bar-3. -,bar-e, -,ba(3)r\ city NE Pa. on the
Susquehanna SW of Scranton pop 63,551

Wilkes Land \'wilks\ coast region E Antarctica extending along
Indian ocean S of Australia

Wil. kins. burg \'wil-kanz-,barg\ borough SW Pa. pop 30.066
Wil.Iam.ette \w3-'lam-9t\ river 190 m NW Oreg. flowing N into
the Columbia
WU.la.pa Bay \,wU-3-,p6-, -j)a-\ Inlet of the Pacific SW Wash.
Wil.lem.stad \'vil-3m-,stat\ city * of Netherlands Antilles on
Curacao 1. pop 44,062

Willes.den \'wilz-d3n\ municipal borough SE England in Middle-
sex W cf London pop 179,647
WiMiam.son, Mount N'wil-ysm-ssnX mountain 14,384 /r SE cen
Cahf. m Sierra Nevada NNW of Mt. Whitney

Wil. liams. port \'wil-y3mz-,po(3)rt, -,p6o)rt\ city N cen Pa. on
West Branch of the Susquehanna pop 41.967
WiMough.by \'wU-3-be\ city NE Ohio pop 15,058
Wil. lo.wick \'wil-3-,wik\ city NE Ohio, E suburb of Cleveland
pop 18.749
Wil.mette \wU-'met\ village NE m. N of Chicago on Lake
Michigan pop 28,268
Wil.ming-ton \'wil-mIo-t9n\ 1 former city S Calif., now a port
section of Los Angeles N E of San Pedro section 2 city & port
N Del. pop 95,827 3 city & port SE N.C. on Cape Fear river

pop 44,013
Wilno — see Vilnyus .

Wil.son \'wil-s3n\ city E cen N.C. E of Raleigh pop 28,753
Wilson, Mount mountam 5704 yt SW Cahf. NE of Pasadena
Wilt.shire \'wilt-,shi(3)r, -shsrX county S England # Trowbridge
area 1345, pop 387,379
Wim.hle.don X'wim-bsl-danV municipal borough SE England in
Surrev SW of London pop 58,158
Win. ches.ter X'win-.ches-tar, -cha-starV 1 town E Mass. NW of
Boston pop 19,376 2 city N Va. in Shenandoah valley pop 15,110
3 municipal borough S England # of Hampstiire pop 25,710
Wind \'wind\ river W cen Wyo., the upper course of the Bighorn
Windau — see venta, ventspils
Wind Cave Umestone cavern SW S. Dak. In Black hiUs in Wind
Cave National Park (area 42)
Win.der.mere \'win-d3(r)-,mi(3>r\ lake 10 m long NW England
on Westmorland-Lancashire border
Wind.hoek \'vint-,huk\ city # of South-West Africa pop 33,000
Wind River, 1 moimtain range W cen Wyo. — see Gannett peak
2 — see WIND
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wind River Canyon gorge of the Bighorn river W cen Wyo.
Wind.sor X'win-zarX 1 city Canada in SE Ont. opposite Detroit,
Mich, pop 121,980 2 or New Windsor municipal borough S
England in Berkshire on the Thames W of London pop 23,181
Wind.ward \*win-dward\ 1 islands West Indies in the S Lesser
Antilles extending S from Martinique but not including Barbados,
Tobago, or Trinidad 2 colony Brit, West Indies comprising
territories of St. Lucia. St. Vincent, & Grenada in the Windward
group & Dominica in the Leewards, administrative * St. George's

(on Grenada I.) area 821, pop 260.000 3 or F iles du Vent
\el-di£-va"\ islands S Pacific E group of the Society islands,
including Tahiti
Windward Passage channel between Cuba & Hispaniola
Win.ne.ba.go, Lake \,win-3-'ba-(.)go\ lake 30 m long E Wis.
traversed by Fox river
Win.ui.peg \'win-D-,peg\ 1 river 140 m Canada in W Ont. &
SE Man. flowing from Lake of the Woods to Lake Winnipeg
2 city Canada # of Man. pop 255,093 — Win.ni.peg,ger \-3r\ n

Winnipeg, Lake lake 2 75 m long Canada in S cen Man. drained
by Nelson river area 9460

Win>ni*pe-go-sis, Lake \,win-3-p3-'go-s3s\ lake Canada in W
Man. W of Lake Winnipeg area 2086

Win-ni<pe<sau*kee or Win-ne-pe-sau*kee \.win-3-p3-'s6-ke\ lake
cen N.H. area 71
Wi.no.na \w3-'no-no\ city SE Minn, pop 24,895
Wi-noo.ski \wo-'niJ-ske\ river 100 m N cen Vt. flowing into Lake
Champlain
Win'Ston~Sa<lem \,win(t)-st3n-'sa-l3m\ city N cen N.C. pop
111,135

Winter Haven city cen Fla. E of Lakeland pop 16,277
Winter Park city E Fla. N of Orlando pop 17,162
Win-ter-thlir \'vint-3r-,tu(3)r\ commune N Switzerland in Zurich
canton NE of Zurich pop 77,400
Win.throp V'winftj-thrspV town E Mass. ENE of Boston on
Massachusetts Bay pop 20,303
Win.yah Bay \.win-,y6-\ inlet of the Atlantic E S,C.
Wis-con-sin \wis-'kan(tl-san\ 1 river 430 m. cen Wis. flowing S
& W into the Mississippi 2 state N cen U.S. * Madison area
56,154, pop 3,951,777 — Wis.con.sin.ite \-s3-,nIt\ n
Wisconsin Dells — see dells of the Wisconsin
Wisconsin Rapids city cen Wis. pop 15,042
Wisla — see vis'ruLA
Wis-mar \'vis-,mar\ city & port NE Germany SW of Rostock
pop 54,800
Wis.sa-hick.on \,wis-3-'hik-3n\ creek SE Pa. flowing into the
Schuylkill at Philadelphia

With.la.coo.chee \,with-i3-'kii-che\ 1 river 110 m S Ga. &
NW Fla. flowing SE into the Suwannee 2 river 120 m NW cen
Fla. flowing NW into Gulf of Mexico

Wit.ten \'vit-»n\ city W Germany SW of Dortmund pop 96,200
Wit>ten>berg \'wit-'n-,b3rg\ city E Germany E of Dessau pop
48,100
Wit-wa-ters.rand \'wit-.w6t-3rz-.r'and, -,wiit-, -,rand\ ridge of
auriferous r(x:k 62 m long & 23 m wide N E Republic of So. Africa
in S Transvaal
Wlo.cla.wek \vl6t-'srav-,ek\ or Russ Vlo.tslavsk Xvlat-'slafsk,
-'slav2k\ commune N cen Poland on the Vistula pop 59.000
Wo-burn \'wii-barn, 'woA city E Mass. NW of Boston pop 31,214
Wolds \'wol(dl2\ chalk hills NE England in E Yorkshire & NE
Lincolnshire on both sides of the Humber
WoKs-hurg \'wuUs-,b3rg\ city W Germany N E of Brunswick
pop 60.600
Wol-lon.gong \'wul-3n-.gao, -,g6o\ city & port SE Australia in E
New So. Wales S of Sydney pop (with suburbs) 101,400

Wol*ver-hamp*ton \'wul-var-,ham(p)-t9n\ county borough W
cen England in Staffordshire NW of Birmingham pop 162,669
Won.san \'w3n-,san\ or lap Gen.san \'gen-,san\ or Gen-zan
\'gen-,2an\ city & port N Korea on E coast pop 112,952
Wood-bridge \'wud-(.)brij\ urban township NE N.J. SW of
Elizabeth pop 78,846
Wood Green municipal borough SE England in Middlesex N of
London pop 52,224
Wood-lark \'wud-,Iark\ or Mn-nia \'mur-a-w3\ island W Pacific
in Solomon sea off SE end of New Guinea: attached to Territory
of Papua area 400
Wood-lawn \'wud-,16n, -,Ian\ urban area N cen Md. W of Balti-
more pop (with Rockdale & Millford Mills) 19,254
Wood-mont \'wud-,mant\ urban area N cen Tenn. S of Nashville
pop (with Green Hills & Glendale) 23,161
Woods, Lake o< the lake S Canada & N U.S. in Ont., Man., &
Minn. SE of Lake Winnipeg area 1485
Wood-Stock \'wud-,stak\ town Canada in SE Ont. ENE of
London on Thames river pop 18,347
Wool-wich \'wul-ij, -ich\ metropolitan borough E London,
England, on S bank of the Thames pop 147,824

Woora-era \'wum-3-r3\ town So. Australia W of Lake Torrens
Woon-SOCk-et \wlin-'sak-3t, 'wiin-,\ city N R.I. pop 47,080
Woos-ter \'wus-t3r\ city N cen Ohio SW of Akron pop 17,046
Worces-ter \'wus-t3r\ 1 city cen Mass. pop 186,587 2 or Worces-
ter-shire \-t3(r)-,shi(3)r, -sharX county W cen England area 699,
pop 522,974 3 city and county borough, its ^ pop 59,700
Worms V'wsrmz, 'vorm(p)s\ city W Germany on the Rhine N NW
of Mannheim pop 59,600
Worth, Lake VwsrthX lagoon inlet of the Atlantic SE Fla.
Wor-thing V'wsr-thioX municipal borough S England in West
Sussex on English channel pop 69.375
Wran-gel X'rao-gslX or Russ Vran-ge-lya Wran-gsI-yaX island
U.S.S.R. in Arctic ocean lying across 180th meridian

Wran.gell Vrao-galX 1 island SE Alaska NE of Prince of Wales I.

2 mountain range S Alaska NW of St. Elias range — see buvck-
BURN (Mount)
Wrangell, Mount active volcano 14.006 jt S Alaska in WrangeU
mountains NW of Mt. Blackburn
Wratll, Cape \'rath\ extreme NW point of Scotland, at 58°35'N
Wrex-ham \'rek-S3m\ municipal borough N Wales in Denbigh-
shire pop 30,962

Wro-claw \'vrOt-,slaf\ or G Bres-laa \'bres-,lau\ city SW
Poland, chief city of Silesia pop 374 000
Wn \'wii\ river 500 m, cen China rising in W Kweichow & flowing
through Szechwan into the Yangtze
Wu-chang \'wii'chao\ former city & :^ of Hupei E cen China— see WUHAN
Wn-chow \'wii-'jo\ city S China in E Kwangsi at junction of
Kwei & West rivers pop 110,800
Wu-han \'wli-'han\ city E cen China # of Hupei at junction of
Han & Yangtze rivers; formed from the former separate cities of
Hankow, Hanyang, & Wuchang pop 1,427,300
Wuhsien — see soochow
Wu-hu \'wU-'hu\ city E China in E Anhwei pop_242. 100
Wu-pat-ki National Monuinent \wU-'pat-ke\ reservation N
Ariz. NNE of Flagstaff containing prehistoric Indian dwellings

Wup-per-tal \'vup-3r-.tal\ city W Germany in Ruhr valley ENE
of Dusseldorf pop 420,500
WUrt-tem-berg Vwsrt-gm-.barg, *wiirt-; 'virt-am-,be(a)rk\ region
SW Germany between Baden & Bavaria; chief city Stuttgart;
once a duchv, kingdom 1813-1918, state 1918-45; divided 1945-
51, S part being joined to Hohenzollern forming Wiirttemberg-
Hohenzollern state & N part to N Baden forming Wiirttemberg-
Baden state; since 1951 part of Baden-WUrltemberg stale
Wiirz.burg \ 'warts-, bsrg, 'wurts-; 'virts-,bu(3)rk\ city W Ger-
many on the Main in N Bavaria NW of Nuremberg pop 114.000
Wu-sih \'wii-'she\ city E China in S Kiangsu NW of Soochow
pop 581,500
Wutsin — see changchow
Wu-tung.kiao \,wii-,tiir)-che-'aO\city SW cen China in S Szechwan
S of Chengtu pop 199,100

Wy.an-dotte \VT-3n-,dat\ city SE Mich, pop 43,519
Wye \'wT\ river 130 m E Wales & W England flowing into the
Severn
Wy-o.ming \wT-'o-mir)\ 1 state NW U.S. # Chevenne area
97,914, pop 330.066 2 valley NE Pa. along the Susquehanna
3 city SW Mich. SW of Grand Rapids pop 45,829

Xan-thus \'zan(t1-th3s\ 1 or Turk Ko-ca \ko-"ja\ river 75 hi

S Turkey flowing SW & S into the Mediterranean 2 ancient city

of Lycia near mouth of the Xanthus
Xe-nia \'ze-ny3, -ne-3\ city SW cen Ohio pop 20,445

Xin-gii \shea-'gU\ river 1300 m, cen & N Brazil rising on Mato
Grosso plateau &_flowing N int^ the Amazon near its mouth

Xo-chi-mil-co \,so-chi-'mel(,)-ko, ,so-shi-, -'mil-\ city cen Mexico,
SE suburb of Mexico City pop 20,687

Ta-blo-noi \,yab-l3-'n6i\ or Ya-blo-no-voi \-l3-n3-'v6i\ moun-
tain range S Soviet Russia, Asia, on E border of Buryat Republic;
highest peak Sokhondo 8228//
Yacarana — see javar!
Yad-kin \*yad-kan\ river 202 m, cen N.C, the upper course of the
Pee Dee
Yafo — see Jaffa
Yak-i-ma \'yak-3-,m6\ 1 river 200 m S Wash, flowing SE into
the Columbia 2 city S cen Wash, pop 43,284
Yak-u-tat Bay \,yak-3-,tat-\ inlet of the Pacific SE Alaska SE of
Mt. St. Elias

Ya-kutsk Xya-TcUtskX city E cen Soviet Russia, Asia * of Yakutsk
Republic pop 74,000
Yakutsk Republic or Ya-kut Republic \y3-,kUt-\ or Ya-kn-tia
\-'k(y)LJ-sh(e-)3\ autonomous republic E cen Soviet Russia, Asia
area 1,182,300, pop 489,000
Yal-ta \'yol-ta\ city & port Soviet Russia, Europe, on S coast of
Crimea pop 40,000
Ya-lu \'yiil-(,)u\ or Am-nok \'am-,nak\ river 300 m SE Man-
churia & Korea flowing N, W, & SW into Korea Bay
Ya.lung \'yii-'luo\ river 725 m SW China in W Szechwan flowing
5 into the Yangtze
Ya-mal \y3-'mal\ peninsula NW Soviet Russia, Asia, at N end of
Ural mountains between Gulf of Ob & Kara sea

Yam.pa \'yam-p3\ river 200 m NW Colo, flowing W into the
Green
Ya-na \'yan-a\ river 750 m Soviet Russia, Asia, flowing N into
Laptev sea

Ya-naon \y3-'naun\ or Ya-nam \y3-'nam\ town SE India in

E Andhra Pradesh on N mouth of the Godavari; a territory of
French India before 1954
Yang-Chow \'yiio-'io\ or formerly Kiang-tu \je-'ao-'dU\ city E
China in SW Kiangsu NW of Nanking pop 180,200
Yang-chuan \'yao-chii-*an\ city N China in E Shansi E of
Taiyuan pop 17 7,400
Yangku — see taiyuan
Yang-tze X'yan-'se, 'yar)(k)t-'se\ or Yangtze Kiang \ke-'ao\
river 3100 /n, cen China flowing from Kunlun Shan in SW Tsinghai
E into East China sea
Yannina — see ioannina
Yaoun-de or Yaun-de \yaun-'da\ city W Africa # of Cameroon
pop 40,000
Yap \'yaj
pop 5622
Ya-qui \ya-'ke\ river 420 m NW Mexico in Sonora flowing SW
into Gulf of California
Yar-kand \yar-'kand\ 1 river 500 m Kashmir & China flowing
from Karakoram range N & W to join the Khotan in Sinkiang
forming the Tarim 2 or So-che \'swa-'ch3\ city W China in

SW Sinkiang at oasis on Yarkand river pop 80,000
Yar- mouth \'yar-m3th\ or Great Yarmouth county borough
6 port E England in Norfolk on North sea pop 51,105
Ya-ro-slavl \,yar-3-'slav-3l\ city, Soviet Russia, Europe, on the
Volga N E of Moscow pop 406.000
Ya-wa-ta \y3-'wat-3\ or Ya-ha-ta \-'hat-\ city & port Japan in
N Kyushu pop 332,163
Yaz-oo \ya-'zii\ river 188 m Miss, flowing SW into the Mississippi

Yedo — see Tokyo
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Te.gor-evslc or Egor-evsk \ya-'gdr-(y)afsk\ city W cen Soviet
Russia, Europe, S£ of Moscow pop 59,000
Yellow, 1 or Hwang Ho \'hwao-'h6\ river 2800 m N China
flowing from Kunlun mountains in Tsinghai E into Po Hai
2 sea arm of East China sea between Shantung peninsula & S
Korea
YeMow.stone \'yel-3-.ston\ river 671 m NW Wyo. & S & E
Mont, flowing N through Yellowstone Lake {area 140) &
Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone in Yellowstone National
Park & NE into the Missouri in NW N. Dak. near Mont, border
Yellowstone Falls waterfall NW Wyo. in YeUowsione river at
head of Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone; upper fall 109 /f,

lower fall 308 it

Yellowstone National Park reservation NW Wyo., E Idaho, &
5 Mont, including plateau region notable for numerous geysers &
hot springs area 1182_
Ye.men Vyem-sn, 'ya-man\ country SW Arabia bordering on
Red sea; republic since 1962 # San'a area 75(000, pop 4,500. 000—
YC'Die-ni \'yem-a-ne, 'ya-ma-V adj or n— Ye-men-ite \-,nit\ n
Yen-an \'yen-'an\ or Fu*sbih \'fu-'shi(3)r\ town NE cen China
in cen Shensi

Yen.i-sei or En*i*sel or Yen.I-sey \,yen-a-'sa\ river 2800 m
Soviet Russia. Asia, flowing N into Arctic ocean
Yentai ~ see chefoo
Ye.re-van \,yer-o-*van\ or Ere.van or Bri>van \.(y)er-©-\ city
U.S.S.R. * of Armenian Republic pop 509,000

Ye.sil Ir.mak \ya-'she(DvUr-'mak\ river 200 m N Turkey in
Asia flowing N into Black sea
Ye.sil.kqy \,yesh-(,)ei-*k6i\ or formerly San Ste.fa.no \san-
'stef-a-,no\ town Turkey in Europe on Sea of Marmara W of
Istanbul
Yezd \"yezd\ or Yazd \'yazd\ city cen Iran pop 66,484
Yezo — see hokkaido
Yin.chwan \'yin-chu-'an\ or formerly Ning>sia or Ning>tasia
\'nio-she-"a\ city N China * of Ningsia on Yellow river pop 84,000
Ying'kow X'yia-'kaii. -'ko\ or New.cbwang \'n(y)ii-chu-'ao\
city & port NE China in cen Liaoning on Gulf of Liaolung at
mouth of Liao river pop 131,400
Yo.ho National Park \'yo-(,)ho\ reservation W Canada in SE
B C. on Alia, border area 507
Yok.kai.chi \yo-'ki-che\ city & port Japan in S Honshu SW of
Nagoya pop 170,612
Yo.ko-ha.ma \,yo-k^*ham-3\ city & port Japan in SE Honshu
on Tokyo Bay S^of Tokyo pop 1,375,710
Yo-kO'SU'ka \yo-'k6-s(»-)k3\ city & port Japan in Honshu W of
entrance to Tokyo Bay pop 2 79,1 32 _
Yo.ne.za*wa \yo-'na-za-,wa, ,y5-na-'za-w3\ city Japan In N
Honshu E of Niigata pop 94.714
Yon.kers \'yao-k3rz\ city SE N.Y. N of New York City on the
Hudson pop 190.634
Yonne \ 'yanV river 1 20 m N E cen France flowing N NW into the
Seine
York \'yof3)rk\ 1 city SE Pa. SE of Harrisburg pop 54,504
2 or York-Shire \-,shi(3)r. -shsrX county N England bordering
on North sea; comprises city of York & administrative counties
of East. No., & West Riding area 6089. pop 4,621,698 3 or anc
Ebo.ra>cum Xi-'bor-a-ksm, -'bar-\ city & county borough, its

*. on the Ouse pop 105,336
York, Cape — see cape york peninsula
Yorke \'y6(3)rk\ peninsula Australia in SE So. Australia between
Spencer gulf and Gulf of St. Vincent
York river estuary 40 m E Va. formed by confluence of Pamunkey
6 Mattaponi rivers & flowing SE into Chesapeake Bay

Yo-sem.i.te \yo-'sem-at-e\ 1 waterfall E cen Calif, descending
from rim of Ybsemite valley in two falls (upper fall 1430 U. lower
fall 320 /n 2 glaciated valley of the Merced river E cen Calif, on
W slope of Sierra Nevada in Yosemite National Park (area 1182)
Yo-su \'yo-(,>sii\ or Jap Rei-sui \'ras-,ye\ city & port S Korea
on Korea strait pop 73.084
Yough-io-ghe.ny \,yak-3-'ga-ne\ river 150 m NW Md. & SW Pa.
flowing N .& NW into the Monongahela
Youngs.town \'y3r](k)-,staun\ city E Ohio pop 166,689
Ypres — see ifper
Yp-si-Ian.ti \,ip-s3-'lant-e\ city SE Mich, pop 20.957
Yser \e-'ze(3)r\ river 55 m France & Belgium flowing into North

Yssel — see ijssel
Yii \'yu\ or Siang Xshe-'aoX river 400 m SE China in Yunnan
& Kwangsi flowing E to unite with the Hungshui forming West

Yn.an \yu-"an\ or Yu-en \-'an, -'en\ river 500 m SE cen China
flowing from Kweichow N E to Tungting Lake
Yu-bi \*yu-be\ or Ja-hy \'ju-\. Cape cape NW Africa on NW
coast of Spanish Sahara
Yu-ca.tan X.yii-ka-'tan, -'tan\ 1 peninsula SE Mexico & N
Central America including Brit. Honduras & part of Guatemala
2 channel between Yucatan & W end of Cuba 3 state SE Mexico
at NW end of the peninsula * Merida area 23,926, pop 598.161
YuC'Ca House National Monument \'y3k-3\ reservation SW
Colo. W of Mesa VerUe National Park containing prehistoric ruins
Yu.go-sla-via or Ju-go-sla.via \,yu-go-'slav-e-3\ country S
Europe bordering on the Adriatic; established 1918 as a kingdom
(Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slcvenes \'s3rbz-'krot-
san-'slo-.venz also -'kro-,ai-S3n-\), became a federal republic
1945 * Belgrade area 90.044, pop 16,936.573 — Yu-gO-Slav
X.yii-go-'siav, -'slav\ or Yn.gO'Sla.vi-an \-'sIav-e-an\ ad) or n
Yu.kou \'yii-.kan\ 1 river 1979 m Yukon Territory & Alaska
flowine NW & SW into Bering sea — see lewfs 2 or Yukon
Territory territory NW Canada between Alaska & B.C. bordering
on Arctic ocean * Whitehorse area 205,346, pop 12.190
Yu-ma \'yu-m3\ city SW Ariz, on Colorado river pop 23,974
Yungki — see kirin
Yungkia — see wenchow
Yungning — see nanntnq
Yun.nan nr Yiin-nan \vu-'nan\ 1 province SW China bordering
on Indnchma & Burma '* Kunming area 168.417. pop 17,473.000
2 or Yunnanlu — see kunmino — Yun.nan. ese N.yii-na-'nez,
-'nes\ adj or n

Yun.que or El Yunqae \eI-'yiio-(.)ka\ mountain 3496 // E
Puerto Rico
YU Shan — see Morrison (Mount)
Yuzovka — see Donetsk
Yver.don \e-ver-do°\ commune W Swltzeriand N of I-ausanne

Zaan.dam \zan-'dam, -'damX commune W Netherlands NW of
Amsterdam pop 48,513

Zab-rze \'zab-(,)2ha\ or G Hin-den-burg \ 'hin-dan-.barg.
-,bu(3)rg\ city SW Poland in Silesia pop 182,000

Za.ca.te-cas V.zak-a-'ta-kas. -'tek-as\ 1 state N cen Mexico area
28.122, pop 744,626 2 city, its ^ pop 24,254

Za.dar \'zad-.ar\ or It Za-ra \'2ar-a\ town & port W Yugoslavia
in CroaUa; held by Italy 1920-47
Zag.a.zig X'zag-a-.zigX or Za.qa.zlq \z&-,ka-'zek\ city N Egypt
NNE of Cairo pop 123,200

Za.greb X'zag-.rebX or G Agram X'ag-.ramV city NW Yugoslavia
# of Croatia pop 350.829

Zag.ros \'zag-r3S\ mountains W & S Iran bordering on Turkey.
Iraq, & Persian gulf; highest point over 14,000/;
Zakarpatskaya — see rltthenu
Za.kin.thos \'zak-3n-.th6s\ or Zan.te \'zant-e\ or Za-kyn-thos
or Za.kyn.thus \z3-'kin(t)-th3s\ 1 island W Greece, one of the
Ionian islands, SSE of Cephalonia area 156 2 town & port, its
chief town
Za.kQ.pa.ne \,zak-9-'pan-e\ city S Poland In Tatra motmtalns S of
Krakow pop 23.100
Za-ma X'za-ma, 'zara-sX ancient town N Africa SW of Carthage
Zam-be-zi or Zam-be-si \zam-'be-ze\ river 1650 m SE Africa
flowing from NW Northern Rhodesia into Mozambique channel
Zam.bo.an-ga X.zam-ba-'wao-gaV city & port PhiUppines on SW
coast of Mindanao pop 17,000
Za.mo.ra \z^'m6r-3, -'m6r-\ 1 province NW Spain in Ledn
on Portuguese border area 4097. pop 322,354 2 city, its * pop

Zan'cle — see messina
Zanes.ville \'2anz-,vil\ city E cen Ohio pop 39,077
Zan-zi.bar \'zan-z3-,bar\ 1 island E Africa off NE Tanganyika
area 640, pop 264,200; a sultanate, with Pemba & adjacent islands
forming a Brit, protectorate 2 city & port * of the^ island &
protectorate pop 45.284 — Zan-zi-ba-ri \,zan-z3-'bar-e\ n
Za-po-ro-zhe or Za-po-rczhye \.zap-3-'ro-zh3\ or jormerjy
Ale.ksan-drovsk\.al-ik-'san*dr3fsk\city U.S.S.R. in SE Ukraine
pop 434,000
Za-ra-gO'Za \,zar-&-'go-za\ or E Sar.a.gos.sa \,sar-a-'g'as-3\
1 province NE Spain in W Aragon area 6726, pop 650,818
2 city, its *. on the Ebro pop 309,702

Zealand — see sj.cll.and
Zee.brug'ge \ 'za-,brag-3\ town & port NW Belgium; port for
Bruges

Zee.land X'ze-Isnd. 'za-; 'za-,Iant\ province SW Netherlands #
Middelburg area 1040, pop 283.356

Zeist \'zTst\ commune cen Netherlands E of Utrecht pop 50,865
Zem-po-al-te-pec \,zem-p3-'wal-t3-,pek\ or Zem-po-al.te.petl
\-,wal-"ta-,pet-^l\ mountain 11.138// SE Mexico in Oaxaca
Zenshu — see chonju
Zer-matt \(t)ser-'mat\ village SW cen Switzerland In Valais in
Pennine Alps N E of the Maiterhom

Zetland — see sheti^nd
Zhda.nov \'zhdan-3f. zha-'dan-X or formerly Ma.rl.a.pol \,mar-
e-'ij-,p61\ city U.S.S.R. in E Ukraine on Sea of Azov pop 284,000
Zhi-tcmir \zhi-'t6-,mi(s)r\ city U.S.S.R. in W Ukraine pop
105,000
Zldon — see sii>on
Zim . ba • bwe \ zim- 'bab<we\ archaeological site N E Southern
Rhodesia
Zinovievsk — see kirovograd
Zi-on \'zT-3n\ 1 the stronghold of Jerusalem conquered by David
2 a hill in Jerusalem occupied in ancient times by the Jewish Temple
3 JERUSALEM 4 ISRARL

Zi-on National Park \'zT-3n\ reservation SW Utah {area 204)
centering around Zion Canyon of Virgin river & including area
to NW that until 1956 was separately maintained as Zion Na-
tional Monument
Zi-pan.gu \z3-'p^o-(.)gii\ Japan — the name used by Marco Polo
Zi-pa-qui-ra \,se-pa-ke-'ra\ town cen Colombia N of Bogota
Zla-to-ust \,zlat-a-'ijst\ city Soviet Russia, Asia, in the S Urals
pop 161.000
Zliu — see gottwaldov
Zoan — see tanis
ZonX'ba X'zam-bsX town # of Nyasaland 70 m S of Lake Nyasa
Zon.gul'dak \,zoo-gal- 'dak\ city & port NW Turkey pop 54,026
Zor — see tyre
Zug \'(t)siik\ or F Zoug \'zug\ 1 canton N cen Switzeriand area
92. pop 42.239 2 commune, its *. on Lake of Zug pop 15.700

Zng, Lake of lake N cen Switzerland in Zug & Schwyz cantons N
of Lake of Lucerne area 15
Zag.spit-ze \'(tlsuk-,s(h)pit-s3\ mountain 9719 Jt SW Germany;
highest in Bavarian Alps

Zuider Zee or Znyder Zee — see usselmeer
Zuidholland — see south Holland
Zu-ln-land \'zii-(.ilii-,land\ territory E Republic of So. Africa
in NE Natal bordering on Indian ocean area 10.427, pop 362,400
Zungarla — see dzungaria
Zu-rich \'zuO)r-ik\ or G Zii-rich \'tsiE-rik\ 1 canton NE cen
Switzeriand area 665. pop 7 7 7.002 2 city, its #. at NW end of
Lake of Zurich pop 433.400

Zurich, Lake of lake 25 m long N cen Switzerland
Zut-phen \'zot-f3(n)\ commune E Netherlands on IJssel river

pop 23.793
Zwick-aa \'tsfik-,au, 'zwik-\ city E Germany S of Leipzig pop
135.800

Zwol.le \'zv61-a, za-Vdl-V dty E Netherlands # of Overijssel
pop 55,145



FORMS OF ADDRESS

An exhaustive list of all alternative forms of
address permissible in polite correspondence
would extend far beyond the scope of this dic-
tionary; especially in informal correspondence
there is a great variety of possible salutations. In
the table below we have usually put the most
formal address and salutation first. Differences of
local usage, however, inevitably introduce many
exceptions. In the United States "My dear Mrs.
Smith" is more formal than "Dear Mrs. Smith";
in Great Britain the reverse is true. In business
correspondence the addressee's address is placed
before the salutation; in most official and some
social correspondence, it is placed at the foot of
the letter, below and to the left of the signature.
Social invitations to a married man are cus-
tomarily addressed to the man and his wife; as.

Senator and Mrs. ; The President and Mrs.
; Lord and Lady ; Their Excellencies, the

German Ambassador and Madam ; etc.

Traditional masculine forms are used through-
out for offices that are now sometimes held by
women. Substitution of Madam for *Sz>, Mrs. for
A/r., Her for Mis, etc., (as at ambassador, cabinet
ojjicer,projessor, senator) is always appropriate.

It will be noted that some of the addresses

given below begin with the word "To", whereas
most do not. There is no hard-and-fast rule. We
have tried to suggest merely the more customary
usage. Insertion or omission of the word "To" is

optional. It will also be noted that the same word
may be spelled differently according to the resi-

dence of the persons addressed. For example, in

the United States the spellings honor and honor-
able are preferred; but in Great Britain, honour
^n(rhonourable. In the address abbreviations are
commonly used but they should never be used in
the salutation or beginning of a letter.

*Such salutations as My Lord, Your Lordship,
etc., are not ordinarily used in the United States
of America, but should be used by an American
writing to dignitaries of foreign countries en-
titled to such a title or mark of respect.
tWhen the person addressed holds several

titles, as one from birth, another by marriage,
and another by profession, the highest title

should be preferred.
^Clerical, naval, and military prefixes are

written before other titles; initials indicative of
distinction are written after the title and name;
an officer is addressed by his official title when
the communication refers to official business.

abbot
address: The Right Reverend

,

O.S.B. (or other initials of order). Abbot
of \or The Right Rev. Abbot
begin: Right Revi^rend and dear Father
administrator same as governor
air loroe officer like armv officer
alderman (in Canada and U.S.)
address: Honorable
begin: Dear Sir
ambassador t
address: His Excellency, The American
Ambassador; or The Honorable

,

American Ambassador; or His Excellency,
, Ambassador of Brazil at ; or

His Excellency, Her Majesty's Ambassador
for the United Kingdom (the personal
name or hereditary or professional title may
be added after the words His Excellency;
His Excellency is usually abbreviated to
H.E.)
begin: Sir (or with the personal title, as Your
Grace, etc.); or Excellency

ambassador and his wife
address: His Excellency, The Ambassa-
dor and Mrs. ; or The Honorable

, Ambassador and Madam

begin: Your Excellencies
apostolic delegate see papal nuncio
arcbbisbop (Anglican)
address: The Moat Reverend His Grace the
Lord Archbishop of
begin: My Lord Archbishop; or Your Grace
In formal documents the archbishops of
Canterbury and York are addressed as The
Most Reverend Father in God , by
Divine Providence Lord Archbishop of

archbishop (Roman Catholic)
address: The Most Reverend ,

D.D., Archbishop of
begin: Your Excellency
archdeacon
address: The Venerable The Archdeacon of

; or The Venerable , Arch-
deacon of
begin: Venerable Sir
army officer
In the United States in letters from civilians:
address: The Commander in Chief, Army of
the United States; or Lieutenant General

, Commanding Officer, Army of the
United States; Colonel (highest rank and
full title) , U.S.A.; Lieutenant ,

U.S.A. (in case of retired officers U.S.A. is

omitted)
begin: Sir; or (informal) My dear General

(not My dear Lieutenant General );

or Dear Commander (not Dear Pay-

In the British army and navy when an officer
has a hereditary title or rank, his military or
naval rank will ordinarily be prefixed to
this; as. Admiral the Right Honourable the
tail of ; General the Right Honourable
Lord ; but lieutenants in the army and
sublieutenants in the navy are not addressed
by their military or naval rank; thus.

, Esq., 10th Hussars (not Lieutenant

begin: Sir;

Lord

assemblyman
address: The Honorable , Member
of Assembly; or Assemblyman
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir; or My dear Mr.
assistant secretary (assistant to a
cabinet officer)
address: Honorable , Assistant
Secretary of ; or The Assistant Secre-
tary of the Department
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir; or My dear Mr. ;

or Dear Mr. (never Mr. Secretary)
associate justice
address: The Honorable . United
Suites Supreme Court; or Mr. Justice ,

The Supreme Court
begin: My dear Mr. Justice; or Dear Justice

attorney general see cabinet officers
auditor of the treasury
address: The Honorable , Auditor
of the Treasury; or The Auditor of the
Treasury
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir

baron
address: The Right Honourable Lord ;

or The Lord
begin: My Lord
baroness
address: The Right Honourable the Baron-
ess ; or The Right Honourable Lady

; or The Lady
begin: Madam
baronet
address: Sir John , Bt. or Bart.
begin: Sir
baronet's wife see lady
baron's daughter
address: (if unmarried) The Honourable
Helen ; or (if married to a commoner or
to the son of a baron or viscount or the
younger son of an earl) The Honourable

Mrs. ; or (if her husband has a married
brother) The Honourable Mrs. John ;

or (if married to a knight or baronet) The

band's i

begin: Madam (or use higher title if one
exists)

baron's son
address: The Honourable
begin: Sir

(no distinction for eldest son, except that in
Scotland he is sometimes addressed as
Master of )

baron's son's wifet like baron's married
daughter

baron's wife = baroness
Benedictine see priest

bishop (Anglican)
address: The Right Reverend the Lord
Bishop of ; or The Lord Bishop of ;

or (very formal t The Right Reverend Father
in God, . ^ - . -

Bishop of •

Permission Lord

In foiTnal documents the Bishop of Durham
is addressed as The Most Reverend Father
in God , by Divine Providence Lord
Bishop of Durham
begin: My Lord Bishop; or My Lord
bishop (Anglican, retired) same as Scottish
bishop

bishop (Methodist)
address: Reverend Bishop
begin: Dear Sir; or Dear Bishop ; or
My dear Bishop

bishop (Protestant Episcopal)
address: To the Right Reverend ,

Bishop of
begin: Right Reverend and Dear Sir; or (in-

formal i Dear Bishop ; or My dear
Bishop

bishop (Roman Catholic)
In English-speaking countries
address: The Lord Bishop of ; or The
Most Reverend . Bishop of ; or
The Most Reverend Bishop •

begin: My Lord Bishop; or My Lord; or (in

U.S.) Your Excellency; or Most Reverend
Sir
In Italy
address: To His Excellency, the Most Illus-

trious and Most Reverend Monsignor ,

Bishop of
begin: Most Illustrious and Most Reveiend
Lord; or Excellency

bishop (Scottish)
address: The Right Reverend Bishop
begin: Right Reverend Sir
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cabinet officer (United States)
address: The Honorable the Secretary of
State (or Defense, Agriculture, etc.); The
Honorable the Secretary of the Treasury;
The Honorable the Postmaster General; or
The Honorable , Secretary of
State, etc., or The Secretary of State; The
Attorney General, etc.
begin. Sir; or Dear Sir; or My dear Mr. Sec-
retary; or My dear Mr. Attorney General
canon
address: The Very Reverend Canon

; or The Very Reverend , Canon of

begin: Very Reverend Canon; or Dear
Canon
canon regular see priest regular
cardinal
address: His Eminence John, Cardinal
H
begin: Your Eminence*
cardinal (if also an arcbbishop)
address: His Eminence , Cardinal

,

Archbishop of
Carthusian see priest
charge d'affaires
address: The Charg^ d' Affaires of ; or

, Esq.. Chargd d' Affaires; or Mr.
, Charge d' Affaires

begin: Dear Sir; or Sir; or My dear Mr.
(use military, naval, or hereditary title, if

there is one)t
Chief justice of tbe Supreme Court of
Canada
address: The Honourable , Chief
Justice of Canada
begin: Sir
Chief justice of the United States
address: The Chief Justice of the United
States; or The Chief Justice, The Supreme
Court, Washington, DC; or, if to the chief
justice and his wife, The Chief Justice and
Mrs. —
begin: Sir; or My dear Mr. Chief Justice
Children see barons daughter, baron's son,
duke's eldest son; children of a peeress in
her own right married to a commoner re-
ceive the same courtesy titles as though
their faiher were a peer of the mother's rank
Cistercian see priest
clergyman
address: The Reverend (Rev. and
Mrs, —i; or (if a doctor of divinity)
The Rev. Dr. ; or The Reverend

, D.D.
begin: Dear Sir; or Reverend Sir; or My
dear Mr. (or Dr.) ; or Dear Mr. (or
Dr.) ; see also archbishop, bishop,
priest (most authorities disapprove the use
of Rev. with the last name alone)

clerk (Anglican Church)
address: The Reveiend ; or (if the
son of a duke or marquess) The Reverend
Lord ; or (if tlie son of an earl,

r baron) The Rev. The Hon.

begin: Reverend Sir; or Sir

clerK (below the order of priesthood in
Roman Catholic Church)
address The Reverend
begin: Reverend Sir; or Dear Mr.

Clerk of the Senate or House
address: The Honorable , Clerk of

begin: Sir; or Dear Sir
commissioner of a bureau (as U.S. Com-
missioner of Education)
address: The Honorable , Com-
missioner of the Bureau of Education
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir
common forms
man
address: Mr.
begin: Dear Sir; My dear Sir; My dear Mr.

; or Dear Mr.
pi. address: Messrs, and
begin: Genilemen
married woman
address- Mrs John Doe
begin: Dear Madam; My dear Madam; My
dear Mrs. Doe; or Dear Mrs. Doe
pi. address: Mmes. and
begin: Mesdames; or Ladies
unmarried woman
address: Miss Doe (eldest daughter); or Miss
Jane Doe (younger daughter)
begin: Dear Madam; My dear Miss Doe; etc.
pi. address: The Misses Doe
begin: Ladies; or Mesdames
comptroller of Treasury

able •

, Comp-
-y

Dear Sir
congressman
address: Honorable , House of
Representatives, Washington, D.C.; or
Honorable John Doe, Representative in
Congress, Spdngficld, Mass.
(some authorities disapprove tlie use of the
prefix Hon. without first name or initials)
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir; or My dear Mr.
consul
address: To the American Consul at ; or

Forms of Address
, Esq., American Consul at •—— ; or

Mr. , United States Consul at ;

or To , Esq., Her Majesty's Consul
for the United Kingdom
begin: Dear Sir
countess
address: To the Right Honourable The
Countess of ; or The Countess
begin: Madam

dame
address: Dame (followed with
initials of the order, or if the lady has a
higher title, with these initials after that title) t
begin: Madam
deacon (Anglican and Protestant Epis-
copal)
address: The Reverend Deacon ^^
begin: Reverend Sir
(for deacons of other churches there is no
special form of address)
dean (cathedral)
address: The Very Reverend the Dean of

begin: Very Reverend Sir; or Sir
dean (Roman Catholic)
address: The Very Reverend , V.F.
begin: Very Reverend Father
dean of a college or graduate school
address: Dean
begin: Dear Sir (or Madam); or Dear Dean

diplomat see ambassador, charg^ d'affaires,
minister (diplomatic); for diplomats of lower
rank, having no other Utie, usecommon forms

divorced woman
(ordinarily Mrs. with her maiden name as a
prename instead of her ex-husband's pre-
name is preferred; some divorced women
prefer to resume the Miss; the form of
address preferred by the woman herself, if

that is known, should be used unless there
has been a court decision; divorced peer-
esses lose officially any title gained by mar-
riage; courtesy use of former title is optional)

doctor of divinity
address: , D.D.: or Dr. ;

or Rev. Dr.
begin: Dear Sir; or My dear Dr. ; or
Dear Dr. ; or Reverend and Dear Sir;

or Reverend Doctor
doctor of philosophy, laws, medicine, etc.

address: A B , Ph.D. [LL.D.]
[M.D.]; or Dr. A B ; (Dr. and Mrs.
A B ; etc.)

begin: Dear Sir; or My dear Dr. B ; or
Dear Dr. B
(if a higher title is applicable, it should be
preferred; see professor, president of a
college) t
domestic prelate of the pope
address: The Right Reverend Monsignor

, Domestic Prelate (or D.P )

begin- Right Reverend Monsignor; or Dear
Monsignor
dowager see widow
duchess
address: Her Grace the Duchess of ; or
The Most Noble the Duchess of
begin: Madam; or Your Grace
duchess of the blood royal
address: Her Royal Highness The Duchess
of
begin: Madam; or May it please your Royal
Highness
duke
address- His Grace the Duke of ; or The
Most Noble the Duke of
begin: My Lord Duke; or Your Grace
duke of the blood royal
address: His Royal Highness The Duke of

begin: Sir; or May it please your Royal
Highness

duke's daughtert
address: The Lady Mary ; or The Right
Honourable Lady
begin: Madam; or My Lady
(if her husband holds a title of nobility,
either by right or courtesy, the wife is

ordinarily addressed according to her hus-
band's title)

duke's eldest son
address: The Most Honourable the Mar-
quess ; or The Marquess of
begin: My Lord Marquess; or My Lord
duke's eldest sou's daughter same as
baron's daughter
duke's eldest son's eldest son use grand-
father's third title

duke's eldest son's wife
address: The Most Honourable the Mar-
chioness of
begin: My Lady Marchioness

address: The Right Honourable Lord

begin: My Lord
duke's younger son's wile
address: Lady
begin: Madam; or My Lady; or Your Lady-
ship

earl
address: The Right Honourable The Earl of

; or The Earl of
begin: My Lord

earl's daughter like duke's daughter
earl's eldest son
address: The Right Honourable the Vis-
count ; or The Right Honourable Lord

begin: My Lord Viscount
earl's wife = countess
earl's younger son same as baron's son
earl's younger son's wifet
address- Honourable Mrs.
begin. Madam
envoy same as minister (diplomatic)
esquire
address . Esq.
begin Sir; or Dear Sir; or Dear Mr.
{Esq. is never used if the person is addressed
by any other title, even Mr.)

French common forms
(these forms are acceptable for nearly all

diplomats other than English-speaking)
man
address: M.
begin: Monsieur
pi. address: Messrs.
begin: Messieurs
married woman
address: Mme.
begin: Madame
pi address: Mmes. et
begin. Mesdames
unmarried woman
address: Mile.
begin: Madame (fonnal); or Mademoiselle
(informal)
pi. address: Miles. et
begin: Mesdames

German common forms
man
address: Herm
begin. Sehr geehrter Herr
pi. address: Herren
begin: Gechrte Herren
married woman
addre.ss: Frau
begin: Sehr geehrte Frau
unmarried young woman
address: Fraulein
begin: Mein hebes Fraulein (cordial)
governor
address (in Massachusetts and in New
Hampshire and by courtesy in some other
states) His Excellency, The Governor of

; or His Excellency ; or (in
other states of the U.S.) The Honorable the
Governor of ; or The Honorable

, Governor of
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir

governor-general of an independent com-
monwealth
address: His Excellency (personal
title and name). Governor- General of
begin: Sir (or according to rank)
governor-general of Canadat
address: His Excellency The Right Honour-
able , (plus personal rank or title,

if any)
begin: My Lord; or Sir (according to rank)
governor-general's wife (British domin-
ions)!

internuncio see papal nuncio
Italian common forms
man
address: Gentihssimo Signore •

begin: Gentilissimo Signore
pi. address: Spettabile Ditta —
begin: Spettabile Ditta
married woman
address: DisUnta Signora
begin: DisUnta Signora
unmarried woman
address: Esimia Signorina
begin: Esimia Signorina

judge (in Canada)
address: The Honourable Mr. Justice
(if of a superior court or of the circuit court
of Montreal); or His Honour Judge (if

of a lower court)
begin: Sir

judge (in England and the British domin-
ions [except as noted elsewhere in this
table])
address: Honourable Mr. Justice ; or
(when a knight) Honourable Sir
begin: Sir



Judge (in U.S.)
address: The Honorable , United
States District Judge (or Chief Judge of the
Court of Appeals, etc.)

begin: Dear Sir; or My dear Judge
see also chief justice, associate justice

judge of City oi London court or oi a
county court in England or of a court in
British colonies
address: His Honour Judge
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir

junior added to a son's name to distinguish
him from his father with the same name,

, Jr.; or , Jr., Ph.D.; or jr.

justice see associate justice, chief justice,

judge

king
address: The King's Most Excellent Majesty;
or His Most Gracious Majesty, King
begin: Sir; or May it please your Majesty
king's counsel
address: To j Esq., K.C.

Dear Sirbegin: Sir;

knight
address: Sir
any, as K.C.B.)
begin: Sir
knight's wife see lady

(initials of his order, if

lady
address: Lady ; or (if the daughter of a
baron or viscount) Hon. Lady ; or (if

the daughter of an earl, marquess, or duke)
Lady Florence
begin: Madam; My Lady; Your Ladyship

lady mayoress see lord mayor's wife
lawyer
address: , Esq.; or Mr. ,

A Itomey-a t-Law
begin: Dear Sir; My dear Mr. ; etc.

(Mr. , E.sq. is incorrect)
lieutenant governor
address: The Honorable , Lieu-
tenant Governor of ; (British) His
Honour The Lieutenant Governor of 1
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir
lord advocatet
address: To the Right Honourable the lX)rd
Advocate; or The Right Honourable

begin: Sir
lord chancellort
address: The Right Honourable the Lord
High Chancellor; or The Right Honourable

(hereditary title), Lord High Chancellor
begin: My Lord (or according to rank)

lord chief justice of Englandt
address: To the Lord Chief Justice of En-
gland; or To the Rt. Hon. Baron , Lord
Chief Justice of England
begin: Sir

lord mayor (of London, York, Belfast,
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Hobart,
Adelaide, and Perth)
address: The Right Honourable Lord Mayor
of ; or The Right Honourable

,

Lord Mayor of
(all other lord mayors are addressed as The
Right Worshipful)
begin: My Lord

lord mayor's wife
address: Mrs.
begin: Madam

lord of apneal in ordinary same as baron
lord of appeal in ordinary's children same
as baron's children

lord of appeal in ordinary's wife same as
baroness

lord of council and session
address: Honourable Lord
begin: My Lord

lord of council and session's wife
address: Lady
begin: Madam

lord provost
address: The Honourable the Lord Provost;
or The Honourable , Lord Provost of

; or (in Edinburgh and Glasgow) The
Right Honourable the L.ord Provost, etc.
begin: Sir

maid of honor
address: The Honourable Miss
begin: Madam
marchioness
address: Tlie Most Honourable the Mar-
chioness of
begin: Madam
marquess
address: The Most Honourable the Mar-
quess of ; or The Marquess of
begin: My Lord Marquess
marquess's children like duke's children
married woman see common forms
master of the rolls
address: To the Right Honourable the
Master of the Rolls
begin: Sir
mayor (in Canadian cities and towns, and
English boroughs)

Forms of Address
address: His Worship, The Mayor of -

of -

begin: Sir (see also lord mayor)
mayor (in the U.S.)
address: The Honorable , Mayor of

; or The Mayor of the City of
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir; or Dear Mr. Mayor;
or My dear Mr. Mayor
member of parliament (or of a legislative
council) the ordinary form of address
followed by M.P. {or M.L.C.)

military officers see army officers
minister (diplomatic)
address: The Honorable , Minister
of Costa Rica; or Her Majesty's Minister
for the United Kingdom
begin: Sir (or with personal title, as My
Lord, Your Grace, etc.); or My dear Mr.
Minister

minister of a provincial cabinet of Can-
ada
address: The Honourable , Minis-
ter of
begin: Sir
minister of religion see clergyman, priest,

rabbi
moderator (Presbyterian Church)
address: The Right Reverend
begin: Right Reverend Sir
monk see priest regular, clerk
monsignor
address: The Right Reverend Monsignor

begin: Right Reverend and dear Monsignor
mother superior of a sisterhood
address: The Reverend Mother Superior,
Convent of ; or Reverend Mother ,

O.S.F. (or other initials of order); or
Mother , Superior, Convent of
begin: Reverend Mother; or Dear Madam;
or Dear Reverend Mother (informal); or
My dear Reverend Mother

naval officer
address: The Admiral of the Navy of the
United Slates; or Admiral , Command-
ing United States Navy; Captain ,

U.S.N.
begin: Sir; or (informal) My dear Admiral

; Dear Commander ; but for offi-

cers below the rank of commander. Dear
Mr.

papal ablegate
address: The Right Reverend Monsignor

, Ablegate of His Holiness the Pope
begin: Right Reverend Monsignor

papal chamberlain
address: The Very Reverend Monsignor

begin: Very Reverend and dear Monsignor
papal chaplain same as papal chamberlain
papal nuncio or internuncio or apostolic
delegate
address: His Excellency, The Papal Nuncio
{or Internuncio or Apostolic Delegate) to

begin: Your Excellency
parliament, member of see member of
parliament
patriarch (Eastern Church)
address: His Beatitude the Patriarch of ;

or His Beatitude tlie Lord , Patriarch of

begin: Most Reverend Lord; or Your
Beatitude

patriarch (Roman Catholic Church)
address: His Excellency, the Patriarch
(Archbishop )^of
begin: Your Excellency
peer see duke, marquess, earl, baron
pope
address: To His Holiness Pope
begin: Most Holy Father; Your Holiness
postmaster general see cabinet officers
preacher general
address: The Venerable and Very Reverend
Father , O.P., P.G.
begin: Very Reverend Father
premier of a province of Canada
address: The Honourable , Premier of
the Province of
begin: Sir

president of a Canadian legislative
councU
address: The Honourable , The Presi-
dent of the Legislative Council
begin: Sir

president of a college or university
address: , LL.D. (or if he is not an
LL.D., the initials of his highest degree).
President of University (or President,

L^niversity); or President
If he is a clergyman, Reverend

,

LL.D., President of University
begin: Dear Sir; or Dear President
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president of a theological seminary
address: The Rev. President
begin: Dear Sir; or Dear President

president of state senate
address: The Honorable , Presi-
dent of the Senate of •

begin: Sir
president of the Senate of the United
States
address: The Honorable, The President of
the Senate of the United States; or The
Honorable , President of the

begin: Sir
president of the United States
address: The President, The White House
(His Excellency should not be used)
begin: Mr. President; or The President; or
My Dear Mr. President

priest (Roman Catholic Church)
regular (except as noted below)
address: Reverend , O.S.M. (or
other initials of order)
begin: Dear Father (religious name)
Benedictine, Cistercian, or canon regu-
lar
address: The Very Reverend Dom ,

C.R.L. (or other initials of order)
begin: Reverend Father; or Dear Father

Carthusian
address: The Venerable Father ,

O. Cart.
begin: Venerable Father; or Dear Father

secular
address: Reverend

, (followed by
the initials of his degree)
begin: Reverend and dear Father
prime minister of Canada
address: The Right Honourable ,

P.C, Prime Minister of Canada
begin: Sir

prime minister of the United Kingdom
address: The Right Honourable ,

P.C, M.P., Prime Minister
begin: Sir

(given name)
begin: Sir

see also duke of the blood royal
prince of Wales
address: His Royal Highness The Prince of
Wales
begin: Sir; or May it please your Royal
Highness

princess of the blood royal
address: Her Royal Highness the Princess

(given name)
begin: Madam
see also duchess of the blood royal

princess of Wales
address: Her Royal Highness The Princess
of Wales
begin: Madam

prior, claustral
address: The Very Reverend Dora ,

O.C. {or other initials of order); or The
Very Reverend Father Prior, Abbey
begin: Very Reverend Father; or Dear
Father Prior

prior, conventual
address: The Very Reverend the Prior of

; or The Very Reverend Father (or
Dom) , O.P. {or other initials of
order). Prior of ; or The Very Rev-
erend Father Guardian, O.F.M.
begin: Very Reverend Father; or Dear
Father Prior

prioress
address: The Very Reverend the Prioress of

or The Very Reverend Mother {or
Dame) , (followed by the initials of her
order), Prioress of
begin: Very Reverend Mother; or Dear
Mother Prioress

privy chamberlain to the pope same as
papal chamberlain
privy councillor (British imperial)t
address: To the Right Honourable

. P.C.
begin: Sir
If other titles are used, they should come
after The Right Honourable; as, The Right
Honourable Sir John ; The Right
Honourable Lord

privy councillor (of Canada)
address: The Honourable
begin: Sir

professor in a college or university
address: Professor ; or ,

Ph.D. (or LL.D., M.D., etc., using only the
initials of his highest degree, if the degrees
are in the same field). Professor of
begin: Dear Sir; or My dear Professor

;

or Dear Professor ; or My dear Pro-
fessor; etc.

professor in a theological seminary
address: The Reverend Professor ;

or The Rev. , D.D.; or Professor

begin: Dear Sir; or Dear Professor
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protbonotar? apostolic
address: The Right Reverend Monsignor

, Prothonotary Apostolic (or P.A.)
begin: Right Reverend Monsignor; or Dear
Monsignor

provincial of a religious order
address: The Very Reverend Father Pro-
vincial, O F.M. {or other initials of or-
der); or The Very Reverend Father

, Provincial, S.J.

begin: Very Reverend and dear Father
provost see lord provost
provost (Roman Catholic Church)
address: The Very Reverend Provost
begin: Very Reverend Provost; or Dear
Provost

puisne judge of the Supreme Court of
Canada
address: The Honourable Mr. Justice
begin: Sir

queen
address: The Queen's Most Excellent Maj-
esty; or Her Gracious Majesty, The Queen
begin: Madam; or May it please your Maj-
esty

queen mother
address: Her Gradous Majesty Queen
begin: Madam; or May it please your Maj-
esty

rabhi
address: Rabbi ; or The Reverend

; or Rev.
begin: Reverend Sir; or Dear Sir; or My
dear Rabbi ; or Dear Rabbi
(if he holds a doctor's degree, Dr. may be
substituted for Rabbi)

recorder
address: His Honour Recorder —

—

begin: Sir

rector of a religious house or of a semi-
nary
address: The Very Reverend ,

O.S.B. {or other initials of order). Rector,
Brothers of St, Francis {or Brother)
begin: Very Reverend and dear Father
representative see congressman

Scottish land court chairman same as lord
of council and session

secretary of agriculture, state, defense,
etc. see cabinet officer

secretary of state (England)
address: His Majesty's Principal Secretary
of State for the Department (this may
be preceded by hereditary title)

begin: according to rank (Your Grace, My
Lord, etc.)

senator (Canadian)
address: The Honourable
begin: Dear Sir; Dear Senator ; etc.

Forms of Address
senator (U.S.)
address: The Honorable , The
United States Senate. Washington, D.C.
begin: Dear Sir; or My dear Senator
senior added to a father's name to distin-
guish him from a son of the same name; as,

, Sr.; or , Sr., Ph.D.; or sr.

senor see Spanish common forms
serjeant-at-law
address: Serjeant ; or Mr. Serjeant
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir

Sister of a religious order
address: Sister , (followed by the initials

of the order)
begin: Dear Sister; or My dear Sister; or
Dear Sister ; or My dear Sister

solicitor general (Canada)
address: The Honourable —

-

begin: Sir
solicitor general (U.S.)
address: The Solicitor General
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir; or Dear Mr.
Spanish common forms
man
address: Senor
begin: Muy serior mfo
pi. address: Seriores
begin: Muy seriores nuestros
married woman
address: Senora de ; or Senora Dona

de
begin: Muy estimada senora
unmarried woman
address: Senorita — Senorlta Dona

begin: Muy distinguida sefiorita
speaker of a provincial legislature of
Canada
address: The Honourable , The Speaker
of (name of legislature)
begin: Dear Mr. Speaker
speaker of the House of Commons
(Canada)
address: The Honourable , The Speaker
of the House of Commons
begin: Dear Mr. Speaker
speaker of the House of Representatives
of the United States
address: The Honorable , Speaker
of the House of Representatives
begin: Sir; or Mr. Speaker; or My dear Mr.
Speaker

speaker of the Senate (Canada)
address: The Honourable , Speaker
of the Senate
begin: Dear Mr. Speaker

state senator like senator (U.S.)

Superior General of the Fathers
begin: Most Reverend Father General
superior general of a religious order
(female)
address: The Reverend Mother , (fol-

lowed by the initials of the order), Superior
General of
begin: Reverend Mother
Supreme Court see chief justice, associate
justice

undersecretary of state (U.S.)
address: The Undersecretary of State; or
The Honorable , Undersecretary of
State
begin: Sir; or Dear Sir; or Dear Mr.
unmarried woman see common forms

vicar-general
address: The Right Reverend Monsignor

, \.G.;or The Right Reverend the
Vicar- General
bpgin: Right Reverend and dear Monsignor
Vice-chancellor (law) same as judge (in
England)

vice-consul similar to consul
vice-president
address: The Vice-President; or The Honor-
able, The Vice-President of the United
States; or The Honorable , Vice*
President of the United States
begin: Mr. Vice-President; or Sir; or My
dear Mr. Vice-President

viceroy
address: His Excellency, The Lord Lieu-
tenant of Ireland (The Viceroy of India)
begin: Excellency
viscount
address: The Right Honotirable the Vis-
count ; or The Viscount
begin: My Lord
Viscountess
address: The Right Honourable the \^-
countess ; or The Viscountess
begin: Madam
viscount's children same as baron's
children

widow
(ordinarily addressed by her former titie: as,

Mrs. John Doe. not Mrs. Jane Doe, imless the
latter form is preferred by the person herself;

but if her married son, stepson, or grandson
now holds a titie of nobiUty formerly
held by her late husband, the word dowager
may be added before (or after) her titie to
distinguish her from the younger lady of the
same tide; as. Her Grace the Dowager
Duchess of ; The Dowager Lady ;

when such relationship does not exist, she
may be distinguished by using her given
name; as. The Right Honourable Jane,
Countess of ; the latter form is now
generally preferred by ladies entitied to the
distinction Dowager; officially a widow
who remarries is not recognized as having
any claim to bear the tide of her deceased
husband, but courtesy usually accords her
this titie)



A PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY OF
COMMON ENGLISH GIVEN NAMES

The following vocabulary presents given names that

are most frequent in English use. The list is not ex-

haustive either of the names themselves or of the variant

spellings of those names which are entered. Compound
or double names and surnames used as given names are

not entered except in cases where long-continued or
common use gives them an independent character.

Besides the pronunciations of the names, the list

usually provides one or more of the following kinds of
information at each entry: (1) etymology, indicating

the language source but not the original form of the
name; (2) meaning where known or ascertainable with
reasonable certainty; (3) foreign-language equivalents

when frequently used by English-speaking peoples.

Aar-on X'ar-an, 'er-\ [Heb]
Abra-Uam \'a-br3-,ham\ [Heb]
Ad.am \'ad-3in\ [Heb] man
Ad"di-son \"ad-3-s3n\ [fr.

Adolph \'ad-,alf, 'a-.dalfX [Gmc] noble
wolf. i.e.. noble hero F Adolphe, G Adolf,
It & Sp Adolfo

Adli>an \'a-dre-an\ [L] of Hadria, ancient
town in central Italy

Al \'al\ dim oj AL-
Al-an \'al-3n\ [Celt]

Al-bert \'al-b3it\ [Gmc] illustrious through
nobility F Alberl, G Adalbert, It & Sp
Albeilo

Al.biu \'al-b3n\ [L] white
Al-den \'6I-d3n\ [OE] old friend
Al-ex X'al-iks, 'el-\ or Al.ec \-ik\ dim oj
ALEXANDER

AI»ex-an«der N.al-ig-'zan-dsr, ,eI-\ [Gk] a
defender of men Russ Aleksandr, Alexander

Al.lred X'al-frsd, -fardX [OE] elf counsel,
i.e., good counsel

Al-Ien or Al-Iau or AMyn \'al-3n\ var oj

Al°ton \'61t-=n, 'aIt-\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Al-va or Al-vah \'al-v3\ [Heb]
AI'Vin \'al-v3n\ [Gmc] prob noble friend
Amos \'a-m3s\ [Heb]
An-dre \'an-(,)dra\. [F] var oj Andrew
An>drew \'an-{,)drii\ [Gk] manly F
Andre, Sp Andres
An.dy \'an-de\ dimoj Andrew
An-ge-lo \'an-j3-,lo\ [It, fr. Gk] angel,
messenger
An-gus \*ar]-g3s\ [Celt]

Au-thcny \'an(t)-th3-ne, chiejly Brit
'an-t3-\ [L] F Antoine, It & Sp Antonio
Au-ton \'ant-=n, 'an-.tan\ [G & Slav] var
oj ANTHONY

An-to-nio \an-'t5-ne-,o\ [It] var oj
ANTHONY

Ar.chie \'ar-che\ dim oj ARCHIBALD
Ar>den \'ard-^n\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Ar.len or Al-Iin \'ar-l3n\ [prob. fr. a sur-
name]
Ar.lo \'ar-(,)lo\

Ar-mand Var-.mand, -msnd\ [F] var oj
HERMAN
Arne \'arn\ [Scand] eagle
Ar-nold \'am-*ld\ [Gmc] power of an eagle
Ar.thur \'ar-th3r\ [prob. L]
Ar.vid \'ar-vad\ [Scand] eagle forest

Au-brey \'6-bre\ [Gmc] elf ruler
Au-gust \'6-gast\ [L] August, majestic G

Aus-tin \'6s-t3n, 'as-\ alter oj Augustine

Bai'Iey \'ba-le\ [fr. a surname]
Bar-clay \'bar-kle\ [fr. a surname]
Bar-net or Bar-nett \bar-'net\ [fr. a sur-

Bar^ney \'bar-nc\ dim oj Bernard
Bar.rett \'bar-3t\ [fr. a surname]
Bar.ry or Bar.rie \'bar-e\ [!r]

Bart \'bart\ dim oj Bartholomew
Bar.ton \'bart-'n\ [fr. a surname]
Ba.sil X'baz-sl, 'bas-, 'bas-, 'baE-\ [Gk]
kingly, royal
Ben \'ben\ or Ben>nie or Ben-ny \'ben-e\
dim oj benjamin

Ben-ia>min \'benj-C3-)m3n\ [Heb] son of
the right hand
Ben-nett \'ben-3t\ [OF] var oj benedict
Ben-ton \'bent-=n\ [fr. a surname]
Ber-nard X'bsr-nard, (,)b3r-'nard\ or
Bern-hard V'barn-.hardX [Gmc] bold as
a bear G Bernhard

I NAMES OF MEN
Ber-nie \'b3r-ne\ dim oj Bernard
Bert or Burt X'bartX dim oj -bert or bert-
Ber-tram X'bsr-trsmX [Gmc] bright raven
Bill \'bil\ or Bil-ly or Bil-Iie \'bil-c\ dim
oj WILLIAM
Blaine \'blan\ [fr. a surname]
Blair \'bla(3)r, 'ble(s)r\ [fr. a surname]
Bob-by \'bab-e\ or Bob \'bab\ dim oj
ROBERT

Bo-ris \'b6r-3s, 'bor-, 'bar-\ [Russ]
Boyd \'b6id\ [fr. a surname]
Brad-lord \'brad-f3rd\ [fr. a surname]
Brad-ley \'brad-le\ [fr. a surname]
Brent \'brent\ [fr. a surname]
Bri-an or Bry-an \'brl-sn\ [Celt]

Brooks \'bruks\ [fr. a surname]
Bruce \'t)rLis\ [fr. a surname]
Bru-no \'brU-(,)n5\_[It, fr. Gmc] brown
Bryoe or Brlce \'brTs\ [fr. a surname]
Bud-dy \'bad-e\ [prob. alter, of brother'^

Bu-lord \'b> u-f3rd\ [fr. a surname]
Burke \'b3rk\ [fr. a surname]
Bur-ton \'b9rt--''n\ [fr. a surname]
By-ron \'bl-r3n\ [fi

Cai-vin \'kal-von\ [fr. a surname]
Cam-er-on \*kam-(a-)r3n\ [fr. a surname]
Carl \'kar(-3)l\ var oj karl
Car-los \'kar-l3s, -,los\ [Sp] var o/ Charles
Car!-ton or Carle-ton \'kar(-3)l-tan,
'karlt-^n\ [fr. a surname]

Car-lyle \kar-'lT(s)I, 'kar-,\ [fr. a surname]
Car-me-n \'k"ar-m3n\ [Sp, fr. L] song
Gar-roll \'kar-3l\ [fr. a surname]
Gar-son \'kars-=n\ [fr. a surname]
Car-ter \'kart-sr\ [fr. a surname]
Gary or Car-ey \'ka(a)r-e, 'ke(s)r-e\ [fr. a

Ce-cil \'se-s3l, 'ses-3l\ [L]
Gharles \'ch"ar(-3)lz\ [Gmc] man of the
common people F Charles, It Carlo, Sp
Carlos. G Carl, Karl

Ches-ter \'cbes-t3i\ [fr. a surname]
Ghris \'kris\ dim oj Christopher
Ghris-tian \'kris{h)K:h3n\ [Gk] Christian
(the believer)

Chris-to-pher \'kris-t3-f3r\ [Gk] Christ
bearer
Clar-ence \'klar-3n{t)s\ [fr. the English
dukedom]
Clark or Clarke \'klark\ [fr. a surname]
Claude or Claud \'kl6d\ [L] It & Sp
Claudia _

Clay \'k!a\ dim oj Clayton
Clay-ton \'klat-=n\ [fr. a surname]
Clem \'klem\ dim oj clement
Clem-ent \'klem-ant\ [L] mild, merciful
Clit-tord \'klif-3rd\ [fr. a surname]
cut-ton \'kUf-t3n\ [fr. a surname]
Clint \'kiint\ dim oj CLINTON
Clin-ton \'klint-'n\ [fr. a surname]
Clyde \'klTd\ [fr. a surname]
Co.lin \'kal-3n, 'ko-l3n\ or Col-lin \'kal-
3n\ dim oj Nicholas
Con-rad \'kan-,rad, -r3d\ [Gmc] bold
counsel G Konrad
Con-Stan-tine \'kan{t)-st3n-,ten, -,tTn\ [L]
Cor-ne-lius \k6r-'nel-yas\ [L]
Coy \'k6i\_ [fr. a surname]
Craig \'krag\ [fr. a surname]
Cur-tis \'k3rt-3s\ [OF] courteous
Cyr-il \'sir-3l\ [Gk] lordly

Cy.rus \'sT-r3s\ [OPer]

Dale \'da(3)l\ [fr. a surname]

Dal-las \'dal-3s, -is\ [fr. a surname]
Dal-ton \'d61t-=n\ [fr. a surname]
Dan \'dan\ [Heb] judge
Da-na \'da-n3\ [fr. a surname]
Dan-iel X'dan-ysl also 'dan-'l\ [Heb] God
has judged
Dan-ny \'dan-e\ dim oj daniel
Dar-old Vdar-aldX perh alter oj darrell
Dar-rell or Dar-rel or Dar-ryl or Dar-yl
\'dar-3l\ [fr. a surname]
Dar-win \'dar-w3n\ [fr. a surname]
Dave \'dav\ dim oj DAVID
Da-vid \'d5-v3d\ [Heb] beloved
Da-vis \'da-v3s\ [fr. a surname]
Deail or Deane \'den\ [fr. a surname]
Del-a-no \'deI-a-,no\ [fr. a surname]
Del-bert \'del-b5rt\ dim oj Adalbert
Del-mar V'del-msr, -,mar\ or Del-raer
\-m3r\ [fr. a surname]

Den-nis or Den-is \'den-as\ [OF, fr. Gk]
belonging to Dionysus, god of wine
Den-ny \'den-e\ dim oj dennis
Den-ton \'dent-'n\ [fr. a surname]
Der-ek \'der-ik\ [MD, fr. Gmc] ruler of
the people
Dew-ey \'d(y)U-e\ [fr. a surname]
De-Witt \di-'wit\ [fr. a surname]
Dex-ter \'dek-st3r\ [L] on the right hand,
fortunate

Dick \'dik\ dim oj Richard
Die-ter \'det-3r\ [G] var oj Dietrich
Dirk \'dark\ [D] var oj derek
Dom-i-nic or Dom-i-nick \'dam-3-(,)nik\
[L] belonging to the Lord

Don or Donn \'dan\ dim oj donald
Don-al \'dan-'l\ var oj donald
Don-aid XMan-ndX [ScGael] world ruler

Don-nie \'dan-e\ dim oj don
Don-o-van \'dan-3-v3n, 'd3n-\ [fr. a sur-

e]

- -]

Doyle \'d6i(3)l\ [fr. a surname]
Duane \d(i-'an, 'dwan\ [fr. a surname]
Dud-ley \'d3d-le\ [fr. a surname]
Dun-can \'dao-k3n\ [ScGael] brown head
Dur-ward \'d3r-w3rd\ [fr. a surname]
Dwayne or Dwaine \'dvjan\ [fr. a surname]
Dwight \'dwlt\ [fr. a surname]

Earl or Earle \'3r,-3)l\ [OE] warrior,
noble
Ed \'ed\ dim oj ed-
Ed-die or Ed-dy \'ed-e\ dim oj ED
Ed-gar \'ed-g9r\ [OE] spear of wealth
Ed-mund or Ed-mond \'ed-mand\ [OE]
protector of wealth F Edmond
Ed-son \'ed-s3n\ [fr. a surname]
Ed-ward \'ed-w3rd\ [OE] guardian of

wealth
Ed-Win \'ed-w3n\ [OE] friend of wealth
El-bert \'el-b3rt\ var oj albert
El-don or El-den \'el-d3n\ [prob. fr. a
surname]

Eli \'e-.li\ [Heb] high
E-Ii-as \i-'lT-3s\ [Gk] var oj Elijah
El-liott or El-liot or El-iot \'el-e-3t, 'el-y3t\

[fr. a surname]
El-lis \'el-3s\ var oj elias
Ells-worth \'elz-(,)w3rth\ [fr. a surname]
El-mer \'el-m3r\ [fr. a surname]
El-mo \'el-(,)mo\ [It, fr. Gk] lovable
El-ton Velt-'n\ [fr. a surname]
El-vin \'el-v3n\ [fr. a surname]

e less; e easy; g gift; 1 trip; I life

y yet; yti few; yu furious; zli vision
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El-wood or EIl-wooil \'el-,wud\ [fr. a sur-

El-wyn or El>win \'el-w3n\ [fr. a surname]
Eman-u-el or Em-man-u-el \i-'man-
y3(-w3ll\ [Heb] God with us Sp Manuel,
Pg Manoel, Manuel
Em-er-son \'em-3r-s3n\ [fr. a surname]
Emil \'a-msl\ or Emile \a-'me(3)l\ [L] F
Emile, G Emil
Em<mett \'em-9t\ [fr. a surname]
Em.o.ry or Em.ery \'em-(3-)re\ [Gmc] It

Amerigo
Er.ic or Er-ich or Er.ik \'er-ik\ [Scand]
Er-nest or Ear-nest \'3r-n3st\ [G] ear-
nestness G Ejml
Er-nle \'3r-ne\ dim oj ernest
Ernst \'3rn(t)st, 'e(3)rn(t)st\ [G] var oJ
ERNEST

Er-rol \'er-3l\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Er-vin Vsr-vsnX [fr. a surname]
Er-win ysr-w3n\ [fr. a surname]
Ethan \'e-than\ [Heb] strength
Eu-gene \yu-'jen, 'yii-A [Gk] wellborn
Ev-an \'ev-3n\ [W] var oj john
Ev-er-ett \'ev-(3-)r3t\ [fr. a surname]

Fe-Iix \'fe-liks\ [L] happy, prosperous
Fer-di-nand \'fsrd-'n-.and\ [Gmc] prob
venture of a military expedition Sp Fer-
nando
Fer-nan-do \f3r-'nan-(,)do\ [Sp] var oJ
FERDINAND

Fletch-er \'flech-3r\ [fr. a surname]
Floyd \'fl6id\ [fr. a surname]
For-rest or For-est \'f6r-3st, 'far-\ [fr. a
surname]

Fos-ter \'f6s-tar. 'fasA [fr. a surname]
Fran-cls\'fran(t)-sss\ [Olt & OF] French-
man F Francois, G Franz, Sp Francisco

Fran-cis-co \fran-'sis-(,)ko\ [Sp] var oj
FRANCIS
Frank \'frarik\ [Gmc] freeman, Frank
Frank-Iin or FranH-lyn \'frari-kl3n\ [fr. a
surname]
Fred \'fred\ rfim oj -fred or fred-
Fred-die \'fred-e\ dim oj Frederick
Fred-er-ick or Fred-er-ic or Fred-rick or
Fred-ric \'fred-(3-)rik\ [Gmc] peaceful
ruler G Friedrich. Fritz

Free.man X'fie-msnV [fr. a surname]
Fritz \'frits\ [G] dim oj friedrich

Ga-hri-el \'ga-bre-3l\ [Heb] man of God
Ga-Ien \'ga-lan\ [Gk]
Gar-land \'ga.-l3nd\ [fr. a surname]
Gar-rett \'g;ir-st\ [fr. a surname]
Garth \'garth\ [fr. a surname]
Gary \'gaC3ir-e, 'gew)r-e\ or Gar-ry \'gar-\
[prob. fr. a surname]

Gay-lord \'ga-,16(s)rd\ [fr. a surname]
Gene \'jen\ dim oj eugene
Geot-lrey \'jef-re\ [OF. fr. Gmc]
George \'j6(3)rj\ [Gk] of or relating to a
farmer
Ger-ald \'jer-3ld\ [Gmc] spear dominion
Ge-rard \J3-'rard, chiejly Brit 'jer-,ard.

-3rd\ or Ger-hard \'ge(3)r-,hard\ [Gmc]
strong with the spear
Ger-ry X'jer-eS var oj jerry
Gil-bert N'gil-bsrtX [Gmc] prob illustrious
through hostages
Giles \'j70Hz\ [OF, fr. LL]
Glenn or Glen \'glen\ [fr. a surname]
Gor-don \'gdrd-=n\ [fr a surname]
Gra-dy \'grad-c\ [fr. a surname]
Gra-liam \'gra-3m, 'gra(-3)m\ [fr. a sur-

Grant \'grant\ [fr. a surname]
Gra'n-ville \'gran-,vil\ [fr. a surname]
Gray \'gra\ [fr. a surname]
Gregg or Greg \'greg\ dim oj Gregory
Greg-o-ry \'greg-o-)re\ [LGk] vigilant

Gro-ver \'gro-v3r\ [fr. a surname]
Gus \*g3S\ dim oj -GUS- or GUS-
Gus-tav or Gus-tave \'g3s-t3v\ [Gmc] dim
oj GUSTAVVS
Guy \'gT\ [OF, fr. Gmc] It Cuido

Hal \'hal\ dim oj henry
Hall \'h61\ [fr. a surname]
Ham-il-ton X'liam-sl-tsn, -3lt-'ii\ [fr. a

HansVhanz, 'han(t)s\ [G ] dim o/ Johannes
Har-lan X'har-lsnS or Har-land \-l3nd\
[fr. a surname]

Har-ley \'har-le\ [fr. a surname]
Har-low \'har-(,)lo\ [fr. a surname]
Har-mon \'har-m3n\ [fr. a surname]
Bar-Old \'har-3ld\ [OE] army dominion
Har-ris \'har-3s\ [fr. a surname]
Har-n-son \'har-3-s3n\ [fr. a surname]
Har-ry \'har-e\ dim oj henry
Har.yey \'har-ve\ [fr. a surname]
Hayes \'haz\ [fr. a surname]
Hec-tor \'hek-t3r\ [Gk] holding fast
Hel-mut \'hel-m3t, -,mut\ [G] helmet
courage
Hen-ry \'hen-re\ [Gmc] ruler of the home

F Henri. It Enrico. G Heinrich. D Hendrik
Her-bert \'h3r-b3rt\ [Gmc] illustrious by
reason of an army
Her-man or Her-mann X'har-msnX [Gmc]
warrior G Hermann
Her-schel or Her-shel \'h3r-sh3l\ [fr. a
surname]
Hi-ram \'hrr3m\ [Phoenician]
Ho-bart \'ho-b3rt, -,bart\ [fr. a surname]
Hol-lis \'hal-3s\ [fr. a surname]
Ho-mer X'ho-msrX [Gk]
Hor-ace Vhor-ss, 'har-\ [L]
How-ard \'hau(-3ird\ [fr. a surname]
How-ell \'hau(-3)l\ [W]
Hoyt \'h6it\ [fr. a surname]
Hu-bert N'hyli-bsrtV [Gmc] bright in spirit
Hud-son \'h3d-s3n\ [fr. a surname]
Hugh \'hyU\ or Hu-gO \'hyii-(,)go\ [Gmc]
prob mind, spirit

Ian \'e-3n\ [ScGael] var oj JOHN
Ira \'T-r3\ [Heb]pro6 watchful
Ir-ying \'3r-vio\ or Ir-yin \-v3n\ [fr. a
surname]
Ir-win V3r-W3n\ [fr. a surname]
Isaac \'i-2ik, -z3k\ [Heb] he laughs
lyan \'T-v3n\ [Russ] var oj john

Jack \'jak\ dim oj john
Jack- son \'jak-s3n\ [fr. a surname]
Ja-cob \'ja-k3b, -k3p\ [Heb] supplanter F
Jacques
Jacques or Jacque \'zhak\ [F] var oj

Jake \'iak\ dim oj Jacob
James X'jamzX [OF, fr. LL Jacobus'i var oj
JACOB
Jan \'jan\ [D &LG] var oj john
Jar-ed \'jar-3d, 'jer-\ [Heb] descent
Ja-son \'jas-=n\ [Gk] /jroft healer
Jay \'ja\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Jet-frey or Jeff-ery or Jel-Iry \'jef-(3-)re\
var ni GEOFFREY

Jer-aid or Jer-old or Jer-rold \'j3r-3ld\
var oj GERALD

Jer-e-my \'jer-3-me\ or Jer-e-mi-ah
\,jer-3-'mT-3\ [Heb] prob Yahweh exalts

Je-rome \j3-'rom, Brit also 'jer-3m\ [Gk]
bearing a holy name_

Jer-ry or Jere \'jer-e\ dim oj ger- or jer-
Jes-se \'jes-e\ [Heb]
Jim \'jim\ or Jlm-my or Jim-mle \'jim-e\
dim o.?_JAMES

Joe \'jo\ dim oj JOSEPH
Jo. el \'jo-3l\ [Heb] Yahweh is God
John \'j'an\ [Heb] Yahweh is gracious F
Jean, It Giovanni, Sp Juan, G Johann,
Johannes, Hans, D Jan, Russ Ivan
Jon \'jan\ var oj JOHN
Jon-a-tban \'jan-3-ih3n\ [Heb] Yahweh
has given

Jo-seph or Jo-sel \'jo-z3f also -S3f\ [Heb]
he shall add It Giuseppe, Sp Jose

Josh-u-a \'jash-(3-)w3\ [Heb] Yahweh

Jud-son \'J3d-s3n\ [fr. a surname]
Jules \'jLilz\ [F] var oj JULIUS
Ju-lian or Ju-lien \'jiil-y3n\ [L] sprung
from or belonging to Julius

Ju-lius \'jiil-.y3s\ or Ju-lio \-(,)yo\ [L]
Jus-tin \'jsst3n\ or Jiis-tus \-t3s\ [L]
just

Karl \'kar(-3)l\ [G & Scand ] var o/ Charles
Keith \'keth\ [fr. a surname]
Kel-ly \'kel-e\ [fr. a surname]
Ken \'ken\ dim oj kenneth
Ken-dall \'ken-d'I\ [fr. a surname]
Keu-neth \'ken-3ih\ [ScGael]
Kent \'kent\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Ken-ton \'kent-'n\ [fr. a surname]
Ker-mit \'k3r-m3t\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Ker-ry \'ker-e\ [prob. fr. the county of
Ireland]
Kev-in \'kev-3n\ [Olr]
Kir-by \'k3r-be\ [fr. a surname]
Kirk Vk3rk\ [fr. a surname]
Klaus X'klaus, 'kl6s\ [G] dim oj nikolaus
Kurt V'kart, 'ku(3)rt\ [G] dim oj Conrad

La-mar \l3-'mar\ [fr. a surname]
Lance \'lanitis\ dim oj Lancelot
Lane \'lan\ [fr. a surname]
Lan-ny \'Ian-c\ prob dim oj Lawrence
Lar-ry \'Iar-e\ dim oj Lawrence
Lars X'larzX [Sw] var oj LAWRENCE
Lasz-Io \'laz-(.)]o\ [Hung]
Law-rence or Lau-rence \'16r-3n(t)s, *lar-\

[L] of Laurentum, ancient city in central
Italy F Lauietit.U Lorenzo, G Lorenz
Lee or Leigh \'Ie\ [fr. a surname)
Leigb-ton or Lay-ton \'lat-'n\ [fr. a sur-

Le-land \'le-l3nd\ [fr. a surname]
Leo \'le-(,)o\ [L] lion
Le-on \'le-,an, -3n\ [Sp] var oj leg
Leon-ard \'len-3rd\ [G] strong or brave
as a lion

Le-roy \li-'r6i, 'le-A [OF] royal
Les-lie \'les-le also 'lez-X [fr. a surname]
Les-ter \'les-t3r\ [fr. a surname]
Lew-is \'lu-3s\ var oj LOUIS
Lin-coln \'lio-k3n\ [fr. a surname]
Li-o-nel \'II-3n-=l, -3-,nel\ [OF] young lion
Lloyd or Loyd \'l6id\ [W] gray
Lo-gan \'lo-g3n\ [fr. a surname]
Lon \'ran\ dim oj alonzo
Lou-nie or Lon-ny \'lan-e\ dim oj lon
Lo-ren \'lor-3n, '16r-\ dim oj lorenzo
Lon-ie \'lii-e\ var oj louis
Lou-is or Ln-is \'lii-3s, 'lU-e\ [Gmc]
famous warrior Sp Luis, G Ludwig
Low-ell \'lo-3l\ [fr. a surname]
Lu-ciau \'m-sh3n\ [Gk] F Lucien
Lud-wig \'l3d-(,)wig, 'lud-\ [G] var oj
LOUIS
Luke \'Iiik\ [Gk] prob dim oj LUCius L
Lucas

Lu-ther \'lii-th3r\ [fr. a surname]
Lyle \'IT(3>A [fr. a surname]
Ly-man \'li-m3n\ [fr. a surname]
Lynn \'lin\ [fr. a surname]

Mack or Mac \'mak\ [fr. surnames begin-
ning wilh Mc or Mac, fr. Gael mac son]
Mal-colm \'mal-k3m\ [ScGael] servant of
(St.) Columba

Man-Ired \'man-fr3d\ [Gmc] peace among

Man-u-el \'man-y3(-w3)l\ [Sp & Pg] var oj
EMMANUEL
Mar-cus \'mar-k3s\ [L] F Marc, It Marco
Ma-rio \'mar-e-,5\ [It] var oj MARIUS
Mar-i-ou \'mer-e-3n, 'mar-\ [fr. a sur-
name]
Mark or Marc \'mark\ var oj >l4rcus
Mar-lin \'mar-l3n\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Mar-shaU or Mar-shal \'mar-sh3l\ [fr. a
surname]
Mar-tin \'mart-=n\ [LL] of Mars
Mar-vin Vmar-V3n\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Ma-son \'mas-»n\ [fr. a surname]
Mat-thew \'math-(,)vii also 'math-(.)U\
[Heb] gift of Yahweh

Mau-rice \'m6r-3s, 'mar-; m6-'res\ [LL]
Mo -ish

Max \'maks\ dim oj Maximilian
Max-well \'mak-,swel, -sw3l\ [fr. a sur-
name]
May-nard \'ma-n3rd\ [Gmc] bold in

]

Mer-e-ditb \'roer-3d-3th\ [W]
Merle \'m3r(-3)l\ [F] blackbird
Mer-lin or Mer-lyn \'m3r-l3n\ [Celt]

Mer-rill \'mer-3l\ [fr.

Mer-ritt \'mer-3t\ [fr.

Mer-vin \'m3r-v3n\ vor oj marvin
Mi-chael \'mT-k3l\ [Heb] who is like God?
F Michel, Sp &_Pg Miguel

Mick-ey \'mik-e\ dim oj michael
Mike \'mTk\ dim oj MICHAEL
Mi-lan \'mi-l3n\ [prob. fr. the city in Italy]

Miles or Myles \'mT(3ilz\ [Gmc]
Mil-tord \'mil-f3rd\ [fr. a surname]
Mil-lard \'mil-3rd, mil-'ard\ [fr. a surname]
Mi-Io \'mT-(,)lo\ [prob. L]
Mil-ton \'milt-=n\ [fr. a surname]
Mitch-ell \'mich-3l\ [fr. a surname]
Mon-roe \m3n-'ro, 'm?n-,\ [fr. a surname]
Mou-te or Mon-ty \'mant-e\ dim oj mO-N-
TAGUE
Mor-gan \'m6r-g3n\ [W] prob dweller on
the sea
Mor-ris \'m6r-3s, 'mar-X var oj Maurice
Mor-ton \'in6rt-'n\ [fr^ a surname]
Mur-ray \'m3r-e, 'm3-re\ [fr. a surname]
My-ron \'mi-r3n\ [Gk]

Na-than \'na-th3n\ [Heb] given, gift

Na-tban-iel \n3-'than-y3l\ [Heb] gift of
God
Ned \'ned\ dim of ED-
Neil or Neal \'ne(3)l\ [Celt]

Nel-son \'nel-s3n\ [fr. a surname]
Nev-ille \'nev-3l\ [fr. a surname]
Nev-in \'nev-3n\ [fr. a surname]
New-ell \'nty)ii-3l\ [fr. a surname]
New-ton \'n(i)iii-'n\ [fr. a surname]
Nich-o-las \'n!k-(3-)l3s\ [Gk] victorious
among the people
Nick \'nik\ dim oj Nicholas
Niles \'nT(3)lz\ [fr. a surname]
Nils \'nils, 'neCsllsX [Scand]
No-ab \'no-3\ [Heb] rest

No-el \'no-3l\ [F, fr. L] Christinas F Noel
No-lan \'n6-l3n\ [fr. a surname]
Nor-bert \'n6r-b3rt\ [Gmc] shining in the
north
Nor-raan \'n6r-m3n\ [Gmc] Norseman,
N orman
Nor-ris \*n6r-3s, 'nar-X [fr. a surname]
Nor-ton \'n6rt-'n\ [fr. a surname]
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Olin or Olen \'o-l3n\ [fr. a surname]
Ol-i-ver X'al-s-vsrV [OF]
01.lie \'al-<;\ dim oj Oliver
Ora \'or-3, '6r-\

Or-laU'do \6r-'lan-(.)do\ [It] voro/ Roland
Or-rin \'6r-3n, 'ar-\ or Orin or Oren \'6r-,

'ar-, 'oi-\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Or.ville or Or-val \'br-v3l\ [prob. fr. a
surname]
OS'Car \'as-k3r\ [OE] spear of a deity

Otis \'ot-3s\_[fr. a surname]
Ot'to \'at-{,)o\ [Gmc]p/-o6 propertied
Ow-en \'o-sn\ [OW]

Palm-er \'pam-3r, 'pal-m3r\ [fr. a surname]
Par-ker X'piir-ksrX [fr. a surname]
Pat \'pal\ dim oj PATRICK
Pat-rick \'pa-trik\ [L] patrician

Paul \'pi'l\ [L] little It Paolo, Sp Pablo
Pe-dro \'pe-(,)dro, 'pa-\ [Sp] mr oj peter
Per-cy \'p3r-se\ [fr. a surname]
Pei'ty Vper-e\ [fr. a surname]
Pete \'pet\ dim oj peter
Pe-ter \'pet-ar\ [Gk] rock F Pierre, It

Pietro, Sp & Pg Pedro
Phil \'fil\ dim oj PHILIP
Phil.ip or Phil. lip \'fil-3p\ [Gk] lover of
horses
Pierre \pe-'_e(3)r, 'pi(3)r\ [F] var oj peter
Por.ter \'port-3r, 'p6rt-\ [fi

Pres.ton Vpres-tan\ [fr. a

Ra.fa.el or Ra-pha-el \'raf-e-3l, 'ra-fe-\
[Heb]God has healed

Ra.leigh \'r61-e. 'riilA [fr. a surname]
Ralph X'ralf, Brit also "rafX [Gmc] wolf in
counsel F Raoid
Ra.mon V'rs-'mon, 'ra-manV [Sp] var oj
RAYMOND

Ran-dall or Ran.dal \'ran-d=l\ var oj
RANDOLPH

Ran.dolph \'ran-,dalf\ [Gmc] shield wolf
Ran.dy \'rand-e\ dim oj Randolph
Ray \'ra\ dimoj Raymond
Ray.ntond \'ra-m3nd\ [Gmc] wise protec-
tion
Reed or Reid \'red\ [fr. a surname]
Reg-i-nald \'rej-3n-nd\ [Gmc] wise do-

RoMin \'ral-3n\ var oj roland
Ron \'ran\ dim oj ronald
Ron.al \'ran-^l\ var oj ronald
Ron-aid \'ran-=ld\ [ON] var oj REGINALD
Ron-nie or Ron-ny \'ran-e\ dim oj ronald
Ros.coe \'ras-(,)ko, 'r6s-\ [fr. a surname]
Ross \'ros\ (fr. a surname]
Roy \'r6i\ [ScGael]
Roy.al \'ioi(-3ll\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Royce \'rois\ [fr. a surname]
Ru.dolph or Ru-dolf \'rij-.dalf\ [Gmc]
famous wolfF Rodolphe. Raoul, G Rudolj
Ru-dy \'rud-e\ dim oj RUDOLPH
Ru-fus \'ru-f3s\ [L] red, red-haired
Ru-pert \'rU-p3rt\ var oj ROBERT
Rus-sell or Rus.sel \'rss-3l\ [fr. a sur-

e\ [F,

Re-gis \'rc-jas\ [fr. a proper
Re-ne \'ren-(,)a, rs-'na, 'ra-n
fr. L] reborn
Reu-ben or Ru-hen \'rU-b3n\ [Heb]
Rex \'reks\ [L] king
Reyn-old \'ren-'ld\ var oj Reginald
Rich-ard \'rich-srd\ [Gmc] strong in rule
Ri-ley \'iT-le\ [fr. a surname]
RoD.ert \'rab-3rt\ [Gmc] bright in fame
G Riiprecht
Ro-ber.to Nrs-'bsrt-fjo. ro-, -'be(3)rt-\
[Sp & It] var oj ROBERT

Rob-in \'rab-3n\ dim oj Robert
Rod-er-ick \'rad-(s-)rik\ [Gmc] famous
ruler
Rod-ney \'rad-ne\ [fr. a surname]
Rog-er or Rod-ger \'raj-3r\ [Gmc] famous
spear
Rog-ers Waj-srzX [fr. a surname]
Ro-land \'ro-Isnd\ or Rol-Iand \'ral-3nd\
or Row-land \'ro-l3nd\ [Gmc] famous
land It Orlando

Roll \'ralf\ var oj Rudolph

Ry.land \'rl-l3nd\ [fr. a

Sal-ya-tore \'sal-v3-,to(s)r, -,t6(3)r; ,sal-

v3-'ior-e. -'tor-X [It] savior
Sam \'sam\ dim oj SAMUEL
Sam-my or Sam-mie \'sam-e\ dim oj sam
Sam-u-el \'sam-y3(-w3)I\ [Heb] name of
God
San-lord \'san-f3rd\ [fr. a surname]
Saul \'.sol\ [Heb] asked for
Scott \'skat\ [fr. a surname]
Sean \'shbn\ [Ir] var oj JOHN
Seth \'seth\ [Heb]
Sey-mour \'se-,mo(3)r, -,m6(3)r\ [fr. a

Shel-by \'shel-be\ [fr. a surname]
Shel-don \'shel-d3n\ [fr. a surname]
Sher*i-dan \'sher-3d-^n\ [fr. a surname]
Sher-man X'shsr-msnV [fr. a surname]
Sher-win X'shsr-wsnX [fr. a surname]
Sher-wood N'shsr-.wiid, 'she(3)r-\ [fr. a

Sid-ney or Syd-ney \'sid-ne\ [fr. a sur-
el

Sig-mund \'sig-m3nd\ [Gmc] victorious
protection
Si-mon \'sT-m3n\ [Heb]
Sol-o-mon \'saI-3-m3n\ [Heb] peaceable
Spen-cer \'spen(t)-s3r\ [fr. a surname]
Stan \'stan\ dim oj STANLEY
Stan-ford \'stan-f3rd\ [fr. a surname]
Stan-ley \'stan-lc\ [fr. a surname]
Stan.ton \'stant-'n\ [fr. a surname]
Ste-Ian \'stef-3n, -.an\ [Pol] var oj

Ste.phen or Ste.ven
A.[Gk],

Ste.pban \'ste-

Ster-ling Vstar-liriX [fr. a surname]
Steve \'siev\ dim oj Steven
Stu-art or Stew. art \ 'st (y)ii-3rt,
•stiyiu(-3lrt\ [fr. a surname]

Syl-ves-ter \sil-'ves-t3r\ [L] woodsy, of the
woods

Tay-lor \*ta-l3r\ [fr. a surname]
Ted \'ted\ or Ted.dy \'ted-e\ dim oj Ed-
ward. THEODORE
Ter.ence or Ter.ranee or Ter.rence \'ter-
3nitis\ [L]
Ter-rell or Ter.rill \'ter-3l\ [fr. a surname]
Ter.ry \'ter-e\ dim o/terence
Thad \'thad\ dim oj thaddeus
Thad-de-us \'thad-e-3s\ [Gk]
The.o.dore \'the-;-,do(3)r, -.d6(3)r, -sd-
3r\ [Gk] gift of God
The.ron \'thir-3n\ [Gk]

Thom-as \'tam-3s\ [Aram] twin
Thur-man \'th3r-m3n\ [fr a surname]
Thur.ston \'th3r-st3n\ [Scand] Thor's
stone
Tim \'tim\ dim oj timothy
Tim-o-thy \|tim-3-the\ [Gk] revering God
To.by \'to-be\ dim oj tobias
Todd \'tad\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Tom \'tam\ or Tom.my or Tom-mie
\'tam-e\ dim oj Thomas
To-ny \'to-ne\ dim oj anthony
Tra-cy \'tra-se\ [fr. a surname]
Trav-is \'trav-3s\ [fr. a surname]
Trent \'trent\ [fr. a surname]
Troy \'tr6i\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Tru-man \'trU-m3n\ [fr. a surname]
Ty.rone \'ti-,ron. tT-'; tir-'on\ [prob. fr.

the county in Ireland]

Val \'val\ dim oj valentine
Van \'van\ [fr. surnames beginning with
Van. fr. D van of]

Vance \'van(t)s\ [fr. a surname]
Vaughn \'v6n. 'van\ [fr. a surname]
Verne or Vern \'v3rn\ prob alter oj
VERNON
Ver.non X'var-nanX [prob. fr. a surname]
Vic. tor \'vik-t3r\ [L] conqueror
Vin.cent \'vin(t)-s3nt\ [LL] of or relating

to the conquering one
Vir-gil \V3r-j3l\ [L]

Wade \'wad\ [fr. a surname]
Wal-do \'w61-(,)d6, *wal-\ [fr. a surname]
Wal-lace or WaMis \'wal-3s\ [fr. a sur-

Wal-ter \'w61-t3r\ [Gmc] army of dominion
Wal-ton \'w6It-'n\ [fr. a surname]
Ward VwofslrdV [fr. a surname]
War-ner \*w6r-n3r\ [fr. a surname]
War-ren \'w6r-3n, 'war-\ [fr. a surname]
Wayne \*wan\ [fr. a surname]
Wel-don \'wel-d3n\ [fr. a surname]
Wen-dell \'wen-d=l\ [fr. a surname]
Wer-ner \'w3r-n3r, 'we(3)r-\ [Gmc] army
of the Varini, aGermanic people
Wes.ley \'wes-le also 'wez-\ [fr a surname]
Wil-bert \'wil-b3rt\ [fr. a surname]
Wil-bur or Wil.ber \'wil-b3r\ [fr. a sur-
name]
Wil.burn \'wil-b3m\ [fr. a surname]
Wi-ley or Wy-lie \'wMe\ [fr. a surname]
Wil.Jord \'wil-f3rd\ [fr. a surname]
Wil.fred \'wil-fr3d\ [OE] desired peace
Will \'wil\ or Wil.lie \-e\ dim oj William
Wil.lard \'wil-3rd\ [fr. a surname]
Wil-liam Vwil-ysmX [Gmc] desired helmet
G Wilhelm
Wil'lis \'wil-3s\ [fr. a surname]
Wil-mer \'wil-m3r\ [fr. a surname]
Wil.son \'wil-s3n\ [fr. a surname]
Wil.ton \'wilt-'n\ [fr. a surname]
Win-Held \'win-.feld\ [fr. a surname]
Win-fred \'win-fr3d\ [OE] prob joyous
peace
Win-ston \'win(t)-st3n\ [fr. a surname]
Win-ton \'wint-^n\ [fr. a surname]
WolJ.gang \'wulf-,gaD\ [OHG] path of a

olf

Yale \'ya(3)l\ [fr. a surname]

Zaue \'zan\ [fr. a surname]

joy
Ada \'ad-3\ [Heb] prob ornament
Ad.e-laide\'aU-'l-,ad\ [Gmc] of noble rank
Adele \3-'del\_[Gnic] noble F Adele
Adri-enne \'a-dre-,en, -3n\ [F] jem oj
ADUILN
Ag.nes \|ag-n3s\ [LL]
Ai.leen \i-'len\ [IrGael] var oj helen
Al.ber.ta \al-'b3rt-3\ jem oj albert
Al-ex-an-dra \,iil-ig-'zan-dr3, ,el-\ [Gk]
jem oj ALEXANDER
Al.ice or Al.yce \'al-3s\ [OF] var oj
ADELAIDE

Ali'Cia \3-'Iish-3\ [ML] var oj Adelaide
Al.i-son or Al-li-son \'al-3-s3n\ [OF] dim

Al-ma \*al-m3\ [L] nourishing, cherishing
Al-ta \'al-t3\ [L] high
Al.va \'al-v3\ [Sp, fr. L] white

II NAMES OF WOMEN
Aman.da \3-'man-d3\ [L] worthy to be

Arae-lia \3-'mel-y3\ [Gmc] F Amelie
Amy \'a-me\ [L] beloved
An-as-ta-sia \,an-3-'sta-zh(e-)3\ [LGk] of

-'dra-3\ jem oj an-
the 1

An.drea \'

drew
An.ge.la \'an-j3-l3\ [It. fr. Gk] angel
An. ge.line \'an-j3-.lTn, -.len\ dim oj
ANGELA

Ani.ta \3-'net-3\ [Sp] dim oj ann
Ann or Anne \'an\ or Au.na \'an-3\
[Heb] grace

An.na. belle \'an-3-,bel\ prob var oj mabel
An.nette \a-'net, 3-\ or An.net.ta \-'net-
3\ [F] dim oj ANN
An-nie \'an-e\ dim oj ann
An-toi-nette \,an-t(w)3-'net\ [F] dim oj
ANTONIA
April \'a-pr3l\ [E] April (the month)

Ar-dell or Ar-delle \ar-'del\ var oj adele
Ar-dis \'ard-3s\
Ar-Iene or Ar-leen or Ar-line \ar-'len\
As-trid \'as-tr3d\ [Scand] beautiful as a
deity
Au-drey \'6-dre\ [OE] noble strength

Ba-bette \ba-'bet\ [F] dim oj Elizabeth
Bar.ba.ra \'b_ar-b(3-)r3\ [Gk] foreign
Be-atrice \'be-3-tr3s also be-'a-trssX [It, fr.

ML] she that^ makes happy L Beatrix
Becky \'bek-e\ dim oj rebecca
Ber-na-dette \,b3r-n3-'det\ [F] jem oj
BERNARD
Ber-na-dine \'b3r-n3-,den\ jem oj Bernard
Ber-nice \(,)b3r-'nes, 'b3r-n3s\ [Gk] bring-
ing victory

Ber-ttaa \'b3r-th3\ [Gmc] bright F Berthe
Ber-yl \'ber-3l_\ [Gk] beryl (the i

Bes-sie \'bes-e\ dim oj elizabe'
Beth \'beth\ dim oj Elizabeth
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Bet-sy or Bet-sey \'bet-se\ dim of Eliza-
beth

Bet-ty or Bet.le or Bet.tye or Bet-tie
\'bet-e\ dim oj Elizabeth

Beu-lah X'byii-laX [Heb] married
Bev-er-ly or Bev-er-ley \'bev-3r-le\ [prob.

Bii-lie \'bil-€\ Jem oJ billy
Blanche \'blanch\ [OF, fr. Gmc] white It

Bianca
Bob-bie \'bab-e\ dim oj Roberta
Bo-ni.ta \b3-'nct-s\ ISp] pretty
Bon-nie \'ban-e\ [ME] pretty
Bren-«a \'breii-tl3\ [Scand]
Bti-gitte \'brij-st, br3-'jit\ [G] var oJ
BRIDGET

Ca-mil-la \k3-'mil-3\ [L] freeborn girl

attendant at a saciifice
Ca-mille \k3-'meo)I\_[F] var oj Camilla
Gan>da>ce \kan-'da-se, 'kan-d3-(,)se, 'kan-
d3s\ [Gk]

Car.la \'kar-l3\ [It]/cm oJ carlo
Car-lene \kar-'Ien\ var oj carla
Car-lot-ta \kar-'lat-3\ [ItJ mr oj char-
lotte
Car-men \'kar-m3n\ or Car-mine \k'ar-
'men, 'kar-manX [Sp, fr. L] song

Car-ol or Car-ole or Car-yl \'kar-sl\ dim oj
carol>n

Car-o-lyn \'kar-3-l3n\ or Car-o-line \-bn,
-.hn\ [Itl/emo/ CHARLES It &Sp Carolina

Car-rie \'kar-e\ dim uj CAROLINE
Catli-er-ine or Cath-a-rine \'kath-(3-)r3n\
[LGk]G Katlmrine, Kalrina

Cath-leen \kath-'len\ [IrGael] var oj
CATHERINE
Cath-ryn \'kath-r3n\ var oj Catherine
Cathy or Cath-ie \'kath-e\ dim oj Cath-
erine

Ce-cile \s3-'se(3]l\ var oj Cecilia
Ce-ci-lia Xsa-'sel-ys, -'sil-\ or Ce-ce-lia
\-'scl-\ IL'ifem oj CECIL

Ce-leste \sa-'lest\ [L] heavenly
Ce-lia \'sel-y3\ dirn oj CECILIA
Char-lene \shar-'len\ jem oj Charles
Char-lotte \'shar-l3t\ [F] jem dim oj
CHARLES It Carloita

Cher-ie \'sher-e\ [F] dear
Cher-ry \'cher-e\ [E] cherry
Cher-yl \'cher-3l, 'sher-\ prob var oj cherry
Chloe \'klo-e\ [Gk] young verdure
Chris-tine \kris-'icn\ or Chris-ti-na \-'te-
nj\ [Gk] Christian
Cin-dy \'sin-de\ dim oj lucinda
Claire or Clare \'kla(3)r, 'kle{3)r\ var oj

Clara \'klar-3\ [L] bright
Cla-rice \'klar-3s, kl3-'res\ dim oj clara
Clau-dette \kl6-'det\ [F]/em oj Claude
Clau-dia \'kl6d-e-p\ [Ll/em oj Claude
Clau-dine \kl6-'den\ [fijem o/ Claude
Cleo \'kle-(j6\ dim oj Cleopatra
Co-lette \ka-'Iet\ [OFl/emrfimo/ Nicholas
Col-leen \ka-'len\ [IrGael] girl

Con-nie \'kiin-e\ dim oj Constance
Con-stance \'kan(t)-st3n(t)s\ [L] constancy
Co-ra \'kor-a, 'k6r-\ [Gk] maiden
Co-rinne or Gor-rine \k3-'rin, -'ren\ [GkJ
dim oj CORA

Cor-ne-lia \k6r-'nel-yA [L] jem oj Cor-
nelius

Cyn-thia \'sin(t)-the-3\ [Gk] she of Mount
Cynthus on the island of Delos (i.e. the
goddess Artemis, supposed to have been
born there)

Dai-sy \'da-ze\ [E] daisy
Dale \'da(ji)l\ [E] valley

Da-na \'da-n3\ [fr. a surname]
Daph-ne \'daf-ne\ [Gk] laurel

Dar-la \'dar-l3\_[deriv. of darling^
Dar-lene \dar-'Ien\ [deriv. of darling"]

Dawn \'d6n, |dan\' [E] dawn
De-an-na \de-'an-3\ or De-anne \-'an\
var oj DIANA

Deb-o-rah or Deb-o-ra \'deb-(3-)r3\ [Heb]
bee
Deb-ra \'deb-r3\ var oj debdrah
Dee \'de\ prob dim oj EDITH
Deir-dre \'di(3)r-dre, 'de(3)r-\ [IrGael]
De-lia \'del-y3\ [Gk] she of Delos (i.e.

the goddess Artemis)
Del-la \'del-3\ dim oj -del or -del-
De-lo-res \d3-'lor-3s, -'16r-\ var oj dolores
De-na or Dee-n_a \'de-n3\ dim oj geraldine
De-nise \d3-'nez, -'nes\ [F] jem oj denis
Di-ana or Di-an-na \di-'an-3\ [L]
Di-ane or Di-anne or Di-an or Di-ann
\dT-'an\ [F] var oj DIANA

Di-na or Di-nata \'di-n3\ [Heb] judged
Dix-ie \'dik-se\ [E] prob Di.xie (nickname
for the southern states of the U.S.)

Do-lo-res Nda-'lor-as. -'lor-X [Sp, fr. L] sor-
rows (i.e. those of the Virgin Mary)
Don-na \'dan-o\ or Do-na \'dan-3, 'do-n3\

[It, fr. L] lady
Do-ra \'dor-3, 'd6r-\ dim oj -dora
Dor-cas \'dbr-k3s\ [Gk] gazelle

Do-reen \d6-'ren, d3-\ [IrGael]
Dor-is \'d6r-3s, 'dar-\ [Gk] prob Dorian
Dor-0-thy X'ddr-a-the, 'dar-\ or Dor-0-
thea \,d6r-3-'the-3, ,dar-\ [LGk] goddess
of gifts

Edith or Edythe \'cd-3th\ [OE] L Ediiha
Ed-na \'ed-na\ [Aram] prob var oj ANN
Ed-wi-na \e-'dwc-n3, -'dwin-0\ jem oj Ed-
win

El-(ie \'ef-e\ dim oj euphemia
Ei-leen \T-'len\ [IrGael]
Elaine \i-'lan\ [OF] var oj helen
El-ea-nor or El-i-nor or El-ea-nore \'el-3-
nsr, -,n6(3)r, -.noO)r\ [OProv] var oj
HELEN F Eieonore, It Eleonora, G Eleonore

Ele-na X'eJ-s-ns, 3-'lc-n3\ [It] var oj helen
Elise \3-'lcz, -'les\ [F] var oj Elizabeth
Eliz-a-beth or Elis-a-beth, \i-'liz-3-b3th\
[Heb] God has sworn F Elise, It Elisa

El-la \'el-s\ [OF]
El-Ien or El-lyn \'el-3n\ var oj helen
El-o-ise \'el-a-,wez, ,cl-3-'\ [OF, fr. Gmc]
El-sa \'el-sa\ [G] dim of Elizabeth
El-sie \'el-se\ dim oj Elizabeth
El-va \'el-vs\ [Gmc] elf

Em-i-ly or .Em-i-lie \'em-o-)le\ [L] jem
of E.MIL F Emilie, It & Sp Emilia
Em-ma \'em-3\ [Gmc] var oj erma
Enid \'e-n3d\ [W]
Er-i-ka \'er-i-k3\ jem oj eric
Er-ma \'sr-m3\ [Gmc] dim oj erm-
Er-na \'3r-ns\ dim oj Ernestine
Er-nes-tine \'3r-n3-,sten\ jem oj ernest
Es-telle \e-'stel\ or Es-tel-la \e-'stel-3\
[OProv. fr, L] star

Es-ther \'es-tar\ [prob. fr. Per]pro6 star
Eth-el \'eih-3l\ [OE] noble
Et-ta \'et-3\ dim oj Henrietta
Eu-ge-nia Xyii-'jen-yaV or Eu-ge-nie \-'ie-
ne\ Jem oj EUGENE F Eugenie
En-nice X'yii-nasX [Gk] having (i.e. bring-
ing) happy victory
Eva \'e-v3\ var oj EVE
Evan-ge-line \i-'van-i3-bn, -,len, -,lln\
[Gk] bringing good news

Eve \'ev\ [Heb] life, living
Ev-e-lyn \'ev-(3-)l3n, chiefly Brit 'ev-\
[OF, fr. Gmc]

Faith \'fath\ [E] faith
Faye or Fay \'fa\ dim oJ faith
Fe-lice \f3-'les\ [L] happiness
Fern or Feme X'fsrnX [E] fern
Flo-ra \'flor-3, 'fl6r-\ [L] goddess of
flowers

Flor-ence \'fl6r-3n(t)s, 'tlar-\ [L] bloom,
prosperity
Fran-ces \'fran(t)-s3s, -S3z\ jem oj Francis

Fran-cine \fran-'sen\ [F] prob dim oj
FRANCES
Fre-da or Frie-da \'fred-3\ dim oj Winifred
Fred-er-ic-ha or Fred-er-i-ca \.fred-
(3-)'re-k3, -'rik-3\ /cfli oj Frederick

Gail or Gayle or Gale \'ga(3)l\ dim oj
AB1GA1L_
Gay \'ga\ [E] gay
Ge-ne-va \j3-'ne-v3\ var oj Genevieve
Gen-e-vieve \'jen-3-,vev\ [prob. fr. Celt]
George-ann \jor-'jan\ IGeorge + Ann}
Geor-gia V'jor-jsV/cm oj George
Geor-gi-na \j6r-'je-n3\ Jem oj George
Ger-al-dine \'jer-3l-,den\ Jem oj gerald
Ger-trude \'g3r-,trUd\ [Gmc]spear strength
Gin-ger \'jin-j3r\ [E] ginger
Gi-sela \js-'sel-3, -'zel-\ [Gmc] pledge
Glad-ys \'glad-3s\ [W]
Glen-da \'glen-d3\ prob var oj glenna
Gleu-na \'g2en_-3\ Jem oj glenn
Glo-rla \'gJor-c-3, '8l6r-\ [L] glory
Grace \'gra_s\ [L] favor, grace
Gre-ta \'gret-3, 'gret-\ dim oj Margaret
Gretcli-en \'grech-3n\ [G] dim oj Mar-
garet
Gwen \'gwen\ dim oj Gwendolyn
Gwen-do-lyn \'gwen-d3-l3n\ [W]

Han-nah \'han-3\ [Heb] var oj ann
Har-ri-et or Har-ri-ett or Har-ri-ette
\'har-e-3t\ var oj Henrietta

Hat-tie \'hat-e\ dim oJ Harriet
Ha-zel \'ha-z3l\ [E] hazel

Heath-er \'heih-3r\ [ME] heather (the
shrub)
Hei-di \'hTd-c\ [G] dim oj Adelaide
He-laine \h3-'liin\ var oj helen
Hel-en \'hel-3n\ or He-Ie-na \'hel-3-n3,
h3-'le-n3\ [Gk] F Helene, It Elena
He-lene \h3-'len\ [F] var of helen
Hel-ga \'hel-g3\ [Scand] holy
Hen-ri-et-ta \,hen-re-'et-3\ [MF] fem of
henr"!' F Henrielte
Her-mine \'h3r-,men\ [G] prob fem of

Hil-de-garaorHiI-de.garde\'hiI-d3-,gard\
[Gmc] prob battle enclosure

Hol-ly \'hal-e\ [E] holly
Hope \'hop\ [E] hope

Ida \'Td-3\ [Gmc]
Ila \i-l3\
Ilene \I-'Ien\ var oj EILEEN
Ilo-na \T-'lo-n3, iI-'o-\ [Hung] var oj helen
Imo-gene \'im-3-,jen, 'T-m3-\
Ina \'T-n3\
Inez \i-'nez, 'i-n3z\ [Sp] var oj agnes
In-grid \'itj-gr3d\ [Scand] beautiful as Ing
(an ancient Germanic god)

Irene \I-'ren\ [Gk] peace
Iris \'i-r3s\ [Gk] rainbow
Ir-raa \'3r-m3\ var oj erma
Is-a-bel or Is-a-belle \'iz-3-,bel\ [OProv]
var oi_ ELIZABETH

Iva \'i-V3\ peril dim oJ GODIVA

Jac-que-line or Jac-que-lyn or Jac-que-lin
\'iak-(wl3-l3n, -,]5n\ [OF] y™ o/ JACOB
Jan \'jan\ dim of ia^^et
Jane or Jayne \'jan\ [OF] var oj joan
Ja-net or Ja-uette \'ian-3t, j3-'net\ dim oj

Ja-nice\'jan-3s.j3-'nes\ or Jan-is \'jan-3s\
prob dim oj jane

Ja-nie \'ja-ne\ dimol jane
Jean or Jeanne \'jen\ [OF] var oJ joan
Jea-nette or Jean-nette \j3-'net\ [F] dim
o/ JEANNE

Jean-nie or Jean-ie \'je-ne\ dim oj jean
Jean-nine or Jea-nine \j3-'nen\ [F] dim
o/ JEANNE

Jen-nie or Jen-ny \'jen-e\ dim oj jane
Jen-ni-ter \'jen-3-f3r\ [Celt]
Jer-al-dine \'jer-3l-,den\ var of geraldine
Jer-i-lyn \'jer-3-l3n\ var of geraldine
Jer-ry or Jeri or Jer-rie \'jer-e\ dim of
geraldine

Jes-si-ca \'jes-i-k3\ [prob. Heb]
Jes-sie \'jes-e\ [Sc] dim of JANET
Jew-el or Jew-ell \'jU (-3)1, 'ju(-3)l\[E] jewel
Jill \'jil\ dim of JULIANA
Jo \'j6\ dim oj JOSEPHINE
Joan or Joann or Joanne \'jo(-3)n, jo-'an\
[Gk]yfni «/ JOHN F Jeanne, It Giovanna

Jo-an-na \jo-'an-3\ or Jo-han-na
\-'(hian-3\ var of joan

Joc-e-lyn y.ias-(3-)l3n\ [OF, fr. Gmc]
Jo-lene \jo-'len\ prob dim of JO
Jo-se-phine \'jo-23-,fen also 'jo-s3-\ fem of
JOSEPH
Joy \'j6i\ [E] joy
Joyce \'jbis\ [OF]
Jua-ni-ta \wa-'net-3\ [Sp] fem dim oj john
Ju-dith \'jiid-3th\ [Heb] Jewess
Ju-dy or Ju-di or Ju-die \'jiid-e\ dim of
JUDITH

Ju-lia \'jul-y3\_[L]/fm of julius
Ju-li-ana \,jU-le-'an-3\ [LL]/fm of Julian

'yan\ var of Juliana
Ju-lie \'jU-lc\ [MF] var of JULIA
Ju-liet \'jUl-y3t, -e-,et, -e-3t; ,jijl-e-'et, jUI-
'yet, 'jUI-,yet\ [It] dim oj julia

June \'jun\ [E]_June (the month)
Jus-tine \.j3s-'ten\ if] fem of justin

Kar-en or Ear-in or Kaa-ren \'kar-3n,
•kar-\ [Scand J rar o/ CATHERINE
Kar-la \'kar-l3\ var of carla
Kar-ol \'kar-Dl\ var of carol
Kar-o-lyu \'kar-3-l3n\ var of CAROL'i'N
Kate \'kat\ dim of Catherine
Kath-er-ine. or Kath-a-rine or Kath-ryn
\'kath-(9-)r3n\ var of Catherine
Kath-leen \kath-'len\ [IrGael] var of
CATHERINE
Kathy \'kath-e\ dim of Catherine
Ka-tie Vkat-e\ dim of kate
Kay or Kaye \'ka\ dim of Catherine
Kit-ty \'kit-e\ dim of Catherine
Kris-tin \'kris-t3n\ [Scand] var of Chris-
tine
Kris-tine \kris-'ten\ var of Christine

La-na \'lan-3, 'lan-3, 'la-n3\

Lau-ra \'16r-3, 'lar-\ [MLJprofc/em dim of
LAWRENCE

Lau-rel \'16r-3l, 'lar-X [E] laurel

Lau-rie \'16r-e, 'liir-\ dim of laura
La-verne or I>a-vern \l3-'v3rn\
Le-ali \'le-3\ [Heb] prob wild cow
Le-anne \le-'an\ [prob. fr. Lee + Ann]
Lee \'le\ [fr. a surname]
Lei-la or Le-la \'le-l3\ [Per] dark as night
Le-lia \'lel-y3\ [L]
Le-na \'le-n3\ [G] dim of Helena &
MAGDALENA
Le-uore \l3-'no(3)r, -'n6(3)r\ or Le-no-ra
\l3-'nor-9, -'n6r-\ var of LEONORA

Le-o-na \le-'o-ri3\ fem of leon F Leonie
Le-o-no-ra \,le-3-'nor-3, -'n6r-\ var of
ELEANOR G Leonore, Lenore
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LeS'lie or Les-ley \'Ies-le also 'lez-\ [fr.

a surname]
Le.ta \'let-A
Le<ti<tia \li-^tish-3, -'te-sh9\ [L] gladness
Li!)'l)y \'iib-e\ ilim oj Elizabeth
Li>la \'1T-I3\ var oj LEILA
Lil-lian X'lil-yan, 'lil-e-3n\ prob dim oj
ELIZABETH
LiMie \'lil-e\ dim oj Lillian
Lily \'Ul-e\ [E] lily

Lin>da or Lyn-^da \'lin-d3\ dim oj -linda
Li>sa \'1T-Z3, 'Ie-\ dim oj Elizabeth
Lo.is \'lo-3s\ [Gk]
LO.la \'10-l3\ [Sp] dim oj DOLORES
Lon>na yran-3\ jem oj LON
LO'ia \'Ior-3, '16r-\ var oj LAURA
Lo.re-lei \'lor-3-,lT, '16r-\ [G]
Lo>rene \16-'ren\ dim oj lora
Lo-ret-ta \l3-'ret-3, 16-\ [ML] var oj Lau-
retta
Lor-ua \'16r-n3\
Lor-raine or Lo*Taine \la-'ran, 16-\ [prob.
fr. Lorraine, region in northeast France]
Lou \'1U\ dim_oj LOUISE
Lou-ise \lu-'ez\ or Lou-i-sa \-'e-z3\ jem
oj LOUIS G Luise
Lu.anne \lU-'an\ [Lu- + Anne'i

Lu-cille or Lu-cile \lu-'se(3)l\ [L] prob
dim oj LUCIA
Lu-cln-da \lu-'sin-d3\ [L] var oj LUCY
Lu-cre-tia \lU-'kre-sh3\ [L]
Lu-cy \'lU-sc\ or Lu-cia \'m-sh3\ [L]
jem oj LUCIUS F Lucie, It Lucia
Lu-eMa \lu-'cl-3\ [prob. fr. Lou (dim. of
Louise) + Ella-i

Lyd*ia \'lid-e-3\ [Gk] Lydian woman
Ly.nette \l3-'net\ [W]
Lynne or Lynn \'lin\ var oj -lyn

Ma-bel \'ma-b3l\ [L] lovable
]V[ad<e>line or Mad>e-leine or liaad>e>lyn
\'mad-'l-an\ [Gk] woman of Magdala,
ancient town in northern Palestine

lyiadge \'maj\ dim oj margaret
Ma-mie \'ma-me\ dim oj margaret
IVIa-ra \'mar-3\ var oj mary
Mar.cel.la \mar-'5el-3\ [L] jem oj mar-
cellus F Marceile
Mar*cia \'mar-sh3\ IL'\ jem oj marcus
Mar.ga.ret \'mar-g(3-)r3t\ [Gk] pearl F
Marguerite, It Margherita, Sp Margarita, G
Margarele
Mar-gery \'marj-{3-)re\ [OF] var oj mar-
garet
Mar-gie \'mar-ie\ dim oj margaret
Mar-go \'mar-(.)go\ var oj margot
Mar. got \'mar-c.)go, -g3t\ dim oj Mar-
garet
Mar-gue-rite \,mar-g(y)3-'ret\ [OF] var oj
MARGARET
Ma*ria \m3-'re-a also -'rT-X var oj mary
Mar'i*an\'mer-e-an_, 'mar-\ viir 0/ Marianne
Mar'l>anue \,mer-e-'an, ,mar-\ or Mar-
i.an.na \-'an-3\ [F] dim oj mary
Ma-rie \ni3-'re\ [OF] var oj mary
Mar-i-et-ta \.mer-e-'et-3, ,mar-\ dim oj
MARY
Mar-i-lee \'mer-3-(,)le, 'mar-\ [prob. fr.

Mary + Lee]
Mar-i-lyn or Mar-i-lynn or Mar-y-lyn
\'mer-3-l3n, 'mar-\ [prob.fr. Mary + -lyn]
Ma.rl.na \m3-'rc-n3\ [LGk]
Mar-i-on X'mer-e-an, 'mar-\ dim oj mary
Mar-jo-rie or Mar-jo-ry \'marj-(3-)re\
var oj MARGERY
Mar>la \*mar-l3\ prob dim oj marlene
Mar.lene \mar-'len(-3), -'la-n3\ [G] dim oj
MAGDALENE
Mar-lyn \'mar-I?n\ prob var oj marlene
Mar-lys \'mar-l3s\
Mar.na X'mar-nsV
Mar-sha \'mar-sh3\ var oj marcia
Mar-ta \'mart-3\ [It] var oj martha
Mar.tna \'mar-th3\ [Aram] lady F Marthe,
It & Sp Marta
Mar.va \'mar-v3\ prob jem oj marvin
Mary \'mef3lr-e, ma(3)r-e, 'ma-re\ [Gk,
fr, Heb] F Marie, G Maria, Sp Maria__
Mary^ann or Mary-anne \,mer-e-'an,
,mar-e-, ,ma-re-\ [Mary -\- Ann]

Mary.el'len \,mer-c-'el-3n, ,mar-e-, ,ma-
re-\ IMary -f Ellen]
Mar.y-Ion X'mer-s-lsn, 'mar-\ var oj

Maude \'m6d\ [OF] var oj matilda
Mau-reen or Mau-rine \m6-"ren\ dim oj
MAURA
Max-iue \mak-'sen\ [F] jem dim oj Maxi-
milian
May or Mae \'ma\ dim oj mary

Mel.a.nie \'mel-3-ne\ [Gk] blackness
Mel'lia ymel-b3\ [E] woman of Melbourne,
Australia

Me*lln*da \m3-'lin-d3\ prob alter oj be-

Me-lis-sa \ni3-'lis-9\ [Gk] bee
Mel'Va \'mel-v3\ prob jem oj MELVIN
Mer-e.dith \'mer-3d-3th\ [W]
Merle \'m3r(-3)l\ [F] blackbird
Mer-ri.Iy \'mer-3-le\ alter oj marilee
Mer-ry \'mer-e\ [E] merry
Mi-chele or Mi.cnelle \mi-'shel\ [F] jem
oj MICHAEL

Mil-dred \'mil-dr3d\ [OE] gentle strength
MiMi.cent \M-3-s3nt\ [Gmc]
Mil-lie \'mil-e\_rfm oj Mildred
Min.nie \'min-e\ [Sc] dim oj mary
Mir-i.am \'mir-e-3m\ [Heb] var oj mary
Mit'Zi \'mit-se\ prob dim oj margaret
MoMy or MoMie \'mal-e\ dim oj mary
Mo.na \'mo-n3\ [IrGael]
Mon-i-ca \'man-i-k3\ [LL]
Mu-ri-el \'myur-e-3l\ [prob. Celt]
My-ra \'mT-r3\
Myr-na \'m3r-n3\
Myr-tle \'m3rt-=l\ [Gk] myrtle

Na-dine \na-'den, n3-\ [F, fr. Russ] hope
Nan \'nan\ dim oj ANN
NaU'Cy \'nan(t)-se\ dim oj ANN
Nan-nette or Na-nette \na-'net, n3-\ [F]
dim oj ANN _
Na-o-mi \na-'o-me_\ [Heb] pleasant
Nat-a-lie \'nat-»l-e\ [LL] of or relating
to Christmas
Ne-dra X'ned-rs, "ne-drsX
Nel'da \'nel-d3\
Nel.lie \'nel-e_\ or NeU \'nel\ dim oj -el-
Net-tie Vnet-e\ [Sc] dim oj janet
Ne.va \'ne-v3\
Ni'Ua \'nT-na, *ne-\ [Russ] dim oj Ann
Ni.ta \'net-3\ [Sp] dim oj juanita
No. la \'no-l3\
No-na \'no-n3\ [L] ninth
No-ra \'nor-3, 'nbr-\ dim oj -NOR-
No.reen \n6-'rEn\ [IrGael] dim oj nora
Nor.ma \'n6r-m3\ [It]

Ol.ga \'al-g3, 'ol-\ [Russ] var oj HELGA
Ol.ive X'al-iv, -3v\ or O-Iiv-ia Xa-'liv-e-s,
o-\ [L] olive
Opal \'o-p3l\ [E] opal

Pa.me.la X'pam-s-ls; ps-'me-la, pa-\
Pa-tri-cia \p3-'trish-a, -'tre-sh3\ [X.]jem oj
PATRICK
Pat.sy \'pat-se\ dim oj Patricia
Pat-ty or Pat.ti or Pat.tle \'pat-e\ dim oj
PATRICIA
Fau-la \'p6-b\ lL]jem oj paul
Pau-Iette \p6-'Iet\ jem dim oj paul
Fau-line \p6-'len\ jem dim oj PAUL
Pearl \'p3r(-3H\ [E] pearl
Peg.gy Vpeg-e\ dim oj margaret
Pe-nel.o.pe \ps-'nel-3-pe\ [Gk]
Pen.ny \'pen-e\ dim oj penelope
Phoe.te \'fe-be\ [Gk] shining
Phyl-lis \'fil-3s\ [Gk] green leaf

PoMy \'pal-e\ dim oj MARY
Por.tia \'por-sh3, 'p6r-\ [L]
Pris.cil-la \pr3-'sil-3\ [L]
Pru.dence \'prUd-'n(t)s\ [E] prudence

Ra.chel \'ra-chal\ [Heb] ewe
Rae \'ra\ dim oj rachel
Ka.mo.na \r3-'mc-n3\ [Sp] jem oj ramon
Re.ba \'re-b3\ dim oj Rebecca
Re.bec.ca \ri-M3ek-3\ [Heb]
Re.gi.na \ri-'ie-n3, -'iI-\ [L] queen
Re.na X're-nsX
Re.nee Xrs-'na, 'ren-(,)a, 'ra-ne, 're-ne\ [F,
fr. L] reborn
Rhea \'re-3\ [Gk]
Rhcda yrod-3\ [Gk] rose
Ri.ta \'ret-3\ [It] dim oj MARGARET
Ro.ber-ta Xrs-'bsrt-a, ro-\ jem oj Robert
Rob.in or Rotj.yn \'rab-3n\ [E] robin
Ro.chelle \r5-'shel\ [prob. fr. a surname]
Rcna or Rho.na \'ro-n3\
Ron.da \'ran-d3\ var oj Rhonda
Ron.nie \'r'an-e\ dim oj veronica
Ro.sa-lie \'ro-z3-(,)le, 'raz-3-\ [L] festival
of roses

Ro.sa.lind \'raz-(3-)l3nd, 'ro-zs-lsndN [Sp,
prob. fr.Gmc]
Rose \'roz\ or Ro.sa \'ro-zs\ [L] rose
Rose.anne \ro-'2an\ IRose + Anne]

Rose-mary \'roz-,mer-e\ or Rose.ma-rie
,r5z-m3-'re\ [E] rosemary

Ro.set.ta \ro-'zet-3\ dim oj rose
Ros-lyn \'raz-l3n\ or Rcsa.Iyn or Ro.se-
lyn \'raz-{3-)l3n, 'ro-23-l3n\ var oj Rosa-
lind
Ro-we.na \r3-'we-n3\ [perh. fr. OE]
Rox.anne \rak-'san\ [OPer]
Ru.by \'ru-be\ [E] ruby
Ruth \'ruth\ [Heb]
Ruth-ann \rii-'than\ [Ruih + Ann]

Sa.bra \'sa-bj3\ dim oj sabrina
Sa.dle \'sad-e\ dim oj SARA
Sal.ly or Sal.lie \'5al-e\ dim oj sara
San.dra N'san-dra, 'san-\ dim oj Alexandra
Sar-ah or Sara \"ser-3, 'sar-s, 'sa-r3\ [Heb]
princess

Sara.lee \'ser-3-(,)le, 'sar-\ [prob. fr. Sara
+ Lee]

Saun.dra X'son-dra, 'san-\ var oj sandra
Sel.ma \'sel-m3\ [Sw]/em dim oj anselm
Shari \'sha(3)r-e, ^she(3)r-\ dim oj sharon
Shar.lene \shar-'Ien\ var oj charlene
Shar.on or Shar.ron \'shar-3n, 'sher-\
[Heb] proftplain n

Shei.la \'she-l3\ [IrGael] var oj CECILIA
She.lia \'shel-y9\ var oj SHEILA
SheHey \'shel-e\ [fr. a surname]
Sher.rill or Sher.yl \'sher-3l\ [prob. fr. a
surname]
Sher.ry or Sher.rie or Sheri \'sher-e\
Shir.ley \'sh3r-le\ [fr. a surname]
Sig.rid \'sig-r3d\ [Scand] beautiful as
victory
Son.dra \'san-dr3\ var oj sandra
So.nia or So.nya or So-nja \'so-ny3, 's6-\
[Russ] dim oj SOPHIA
So.phia \s3-'fe-3, -'rr-\ or So-phie \'so-fe\
[Gk] wisdom F Sophie
SteMa \'stel-3\ [L] star F Eslelle

Stepb.a-nie \'stef-3-ne\ jem oj Stephen F
Stephanie
Sue \'su\ or Su.sie \'sU-ze\ dim oj susan
Su.el.len \su-'el-3n\ [Sue + Ellen]
Su.san or Su.zan \'sUz-'n\ dim oj Susanna
SU'San.na or Su.san.nah \sii-'zan-3\
[Heb] lily F Suzanne

Su.zanne or Su.sanne or Su.zann \sii-

'zan\ [F] var oj SUSAN
Syh.il \'sib-al\ [Gk] sibyl

Syl-via \'sil-ve-3\ [L] she of the forest

Ta.mara \t3-'raar-3\ [prob. fr. Georgian]
Tan-ya \'tan-y3\ [Russ] dim oj tatiana
Te.re.sa \ta-'re-sa\ var oj Theresa
Ter.ry or Ter.ri \'ter-e\ dim 0/ Theresa
Thel.ma \'thel-m3\
The.o.do-ra \,the-3-'dor-3, -'dor-X [LGk]
fem oj THEODORE
The-re.sa or Te.re.sa \t3-"re-s3\ [LL] F
Therese, It & Sp Teresa

The.rese \t3-'res\ var oj theresa
Ti.na \'te-n3\ dim oj -tina
Tcby \'to-be\
To.ni \'t6-ne\ dim oj antonia
Tru.dy \'triid-e\ dim oj Gertrude

Ur.su.la \'3r-s3-l3\ [LL] little she-bear

Val.er.ie \'val-3-re\ [L] prob strong
Vel.ma \'vel-m3\
Ve.ra \'vir-3\ [Russ] faith

Ver.na yv3r-n3\ prob jem oj vernon
Ve.ron.i.ca \v3-'ran-i-k3\ [LL]
Vicii or Vicky or Vick.ie \'vik-e\ dim oj
VICTORIA

Vic.to.ria \vik-'tor-e-3, -'tor'X [L] victory
F Victoire
Vi.da \'ved-3, 'vid-\ jem dim oj david
Vi.o-la \vT-'o-l3, ve-'o-, 'V1-3-, 've-3-\ [L]
violet
Vi-o.let \'vi-3-l3t\ [OF, fr. L] violet

Vir.gin.ia Xvar-'jin-ys, -'jin-e-3\ [L] F
Virginie

Viv.i.an \'viv-e-3n\ [LL] F Vivienne

Wan.da \'wan-d3\ [Pol]
Wen.dy \'wen-de\
Wii.da \'wil-d9\ var oj willa
WiMa \'wil-3\ or WU.lie \'wil-e\ prob jem
dim oj WILLIAM
Wil.ma \'wil-m3\pro6/em dim oj \

Win.i.lred \'win-3-fr3d\ [W]

Yvette \i-'vet\ [F]
Yvonne \i-'van\ [F]

Zel.da \'zel-d3\ dim oj griselda
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VOCABULARY OF RHYMES

This vocabulary of rhymes lists only words
and pronunciations that are in current good
use and are in keeping with the practice of
poets who observe traditional rules of rhyming.
Obsolete and nonstandard words and pronun-
ciations are not recognized. A few foreign words
of frequent occurrence in English speech and
writing have been entered. As a rule rhymes
"to the eye", as bough and though, are not given.
There are two cornmon forms of rhymes:

rhymes of monosyllables or of final accented
syllables (called single or masculine rhymes);
rhymes of two syllables the first of which is

accented (called double or jeminine rhymes).

as pastor, faster, aiding. Jading. Single or mascu-
line rhymes are the only ones listed in this vo-
cabulary.
The rhymes are listed by their sounds, except

that cross-references are given tor the terminal
spelling of all words rhyming in \a\. See the
Merriam-Webster pronunciation symbols on
the inside covers of this book. The entries be-
ginning with X'aX come first. The primary
stress mark before this character is to be under-
stood as indicating also the secondary stress, as
\'3t or ,3t\. Entries in \au\ follow \a\; \r)\
follows \n\, \6i\ follows \6z\, and \th\ follows
\th\.

\'ob\ chub, club, cub, drub, dub, grub,
hub, rub, scrub, shrub, snub, stub, tub;
hubbub; sillabub

\'acli\ clutch, crutch, hutch, much, smutch,
such, touch
\'8d\ blood, bud, cud, dud, flood, mud,
scud, spud, stud, thud

\"3l\ bluff, buff, chough, cuff, duff, fluff,

gruff, huff, luff, muff, puff, rough, ruff,

scruff, scuff, slough, snuff, sough, stuff,

tough; enough, rebuff; overstuff
\'9lt\ tuft; also pasts oj verbs in \af\, as
bluffed, sloughed
\'3g\ bug, drug, dug, hug, jug, lug, mug,
plug, pug, rug, shrug, slug, smug, snug,
thug, tug

\'3j\ budge, drudge, fudge, grudge, judge,
nudge, sludge, smudge, trudge; adjudge,
begrudge, misjudge
\'ak\ buck, chuck, cluck, duck, luck, muck,
pluck, puck, ruck, shuck, struck, stuck,
suck, truck, tuck; amuck
\'3ks\ crux, flux, tux; also plurals and
possessives o/ nouns and 3d sing presents oj
verbs in \3k\, as ducks, trucks

\'8kt\ duct; abduct, conduct, construct,
deduct, induct, instruct, obstruct; aqueduct,
viaduct; also pasts oj verbs in \3k\, as
plucked

\'3l\ cull. dull, gull, hull, lull, mull, null,

scull, skull, trull; annul, mogul; disannul
\'9lch\ gulch, mulch
\'alj\ bulge; divulge, effulge, indulge,
promulge

\'3lk\ bulk, hulk, skulk, sulk
\'alp\ gulp, pulp, sculp
\'9ls\ pulse; appulse, convulse, repulse
\'alt\ cull; adult, consult, exult, insult,
occult, result; catapult, difficult

\'ain\ chum, come, crumb, drum, dumb,
glum, grum, gum, hum, mum, numb, plum,
plumb, rum, scum, slum, some, strum, stum,
sum, swum, thrum, thumb; become, be-
numb, succumb; also antepenult-stressed
words having in or as the ultima ordinarily
unstressed \am\, as cumbersome, martyr-
dom, medium
\'amp\ bump, chump, clump, dump, hump,
jump, lump, plump, pump, rump, slump,
slump, thump, trump
\'an\ bun, done, dun, fun, gun, none, nun,
one, pun, run, shun, son, spun, stun, sun,
ton. tun, won; begun, outrun, undone
\'3nch\ bunch, crunch, hunch, lunch,
munch, punch, scrunch
\'8nd\ bund, fund; obiund, refund, rotund;
moribund, orotund, rubicund; also pasts
oj verbs in \an\. as punned
\'3ni\ lunge, plunge, sponge; expunge
\'3ns, '8ntS\ dunce, once; also plurals and
possessives oj nouns and 3d sing presents oj
verbs in XantX, as hunts

\"9nt\ blunt, brunt, bi
hunt, punt. runt, shunt, stunt

\'air)\ bung, clung, dung, flung, hung,
lung, rung, slung, sprung, strung, stung,
sung, swung, tongue, wrung, young; among,
unstrung, unsung

\'dr)k\ bunk, chunk, drunk, dunk, funk,
gunk, hunk, junk, monk, punk, shrunk,
skunk, slunk, spunk, sunk, trunk

\'3r)kt, 'sr)t\ defunct, disjunct; also pasts
oj verbs in NsnkX. as funked
\'9p\ cup, pup, scup, sup, up
\'9pt\ cupped, supped, upped; abrupt, cor-
rupt, disrupt, erupt; interrupt

\'9r\ blur, bur. cur, err, fir, fur, her, myrrh,
per, purr, shirr, sir, slur, spur, stir, were,
whir; aver, bestir, chasseur, chauffeur,
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front, grunt,

-. confer, defer, demur, deter, hauteur,
mcur, infer, inter, occur, prefer, recur, refer,
transfer; amateur, arbiter, chorister, con-
noisseur, harbinger, presbyter, sepulcher,
voyageur; administer, idolater; also com-
paratives oj adjectives and agent nouns
accented on the antepenult, as cosier,
kindlier, flatterer

\*9rb\ curb, herb, verb; acerb, disturb,
perturb, superb
\'9rch\ birch, church, lurch, perch, search,
smirch; research
\'9rd\ bird, curd. gird, heard, herd, surd,
third, word; also pasts oj many verbs in

\3r\, as averred, bestirred, demurred
\'9rf\ scurf, serf, surf, turf
\'9rg\ berg, burgh; exergue, iceberg
\'9rj\ dirge, merge, purge, scourge, serge,
spurge, surge, urge, verge; converge,
diverge, emerge, immerge, submerge; demi-
urge
\'9rh\ clerk, dirk, irk, jerk, kirk, lurk,
murk, perk, quirk, shirk, smirk, work
\'9rl, '3r-9l\ burl, churl, curl, earl, furl, girl,

hurl, knurl, pearl, purl, squirrel, swirl,
twirl, whirl; uncurl, unfurl

\'9rld, '9r-9ld\ curled, furled, hurled,
swirled, world
\'3rm\ berm, firm, germ, squirm, term,
worm; affirm, confirm, infirm; pachyderm

\'9rii\ burn, churn, earn, fern, kern, learn,
spurn, tern. turn, urn, yearn; adjourn, con-
cern, discern, return, sojourn
\'9rnt\ burnt, learnt, weren't
\*9rp\ burp, chirp, slurp; usurp
\'9rs\ burse, curse, hearse, nurse, purse,
terse, verse, worse; accurse, adverse,
asperse, averse, coerce, converse, disburse,
dispeise, diverse, imburse. immerse, inverse,
perverse, lehearse, reverse, transverse; in-

tersperse, universe
\'9rst\ burst, durst, first, thirst, versed,
worst; accurst, athirst; also pasts oj verbs in

XarsX. as coerced, nursed
\'3rt\ blurt, curt, dirt, flirt, girt, hurt, pert,
shirt, spurt, squirt; advert, alert, assert,

avert, concert, convert, desert, dessert,
divert, exert, expert, inert, insert, invert,

pervert, revert, subvert
\'9rtli\ berth, birth, dearth, earth, firth,

girth, mirth, worth
\'9rv\ curve, nerve, serve, swerve, verve;
conserve, deserve, observe, preserve, re-

\'9S\ bus, buss, cuss, fuss, muss, plus, pus,
iruss, us; discuss; blunderbuss, omnibus;
also antepenult-stressed words having in or as
the ultima ordinarily unstressed \9S\, as
fabulous, impetus

\'9Sli\ blush, brush, crush, flush, gush,
hush, lush, mush( plush, rush, slush, thrush,
tush
\'9Sk\ brusque, cusk, dusk, husk, musk,
rusk, tusk

\'9st\ bust, crust, dust, gust, joust, just,

lust, must, rust, thrust, trust; adjust, adust,
august, disgust, distrust, intrust, mistrust,
robust, unjust; also pasts oj verbs in \3s\, as
discussed, trussed

\'9t\ but, butt, cut, glut, gut, hut, jut, mutt,
nut, putt, rut, shut, slut, smut, soot, strut,

tut; abut, rebut, uncut
\'9V\ dove, glove, love, shove; above,
belove, unglove; turtledove
\[9z\ buzz, does, fuzz
\a\ aye, bay, bray, clay, day, dray, eh, fay,

fey. flay, fray, gay, gray, hay. jay, lay, may,
nay. neigh, pay, play, pray, prey, quay, ray,

say, slay, sleigh, spay, splay, spray, stay,

stray, sway, trait, tray, trey, way, weigh,
whey; affray, allay, array, assay, astray,
away, ttelay, betray, bewray, bouquet, con-
vey, croquet, decay, defray, delay, dismay,
display, essay, gainsay, inlay, inveigh, mis-
lay, obey, portray, purvey, relay, repay,
risque, sachet, survey, waylay; emigre,
matinee, negligee, protege, roundelay,

\a\ ah, bah, ha, ma, pa, shah, spa; hurrah
\ab\ blab, cab, crab, dab, drab, gab, grab,
jab. lab, nab, scab, slab, stab, tab
\ab\ babe; astrolabe
\ab\ blob, bob, cob, fob. gob. hob, job,
knob, lob, mob, rob, snob, sob, squab,
swab, throb

\acli\ batch, catch, hatch, latch, match,
patch, scratch, snatch, thatch; attach,
detach, dispatch
\ach\ blotch, botch, crotch, notch, scotch,
splotch, watch
\ad\ add, bad, bade, brad, cad, clad, dad,
fad, gad, glad, had, lad, mad, pad, plaid,

sad, scad, shad; forbade
\ad\ aid, blade, braid, fade, glade, grade,
jade, lade, laid, made, maid, raid, shade,
spade, staid, suede, trade, wade; abrade,
afraid, arcade, blockade, brigade, brocade,
cascade, charade, cockade, crusade, de-
grade, dissuade, evade, forbade, grenade,
invade, parade, persuade, pervade, stock-
ade, tirade, upbraid; ambuscade, balustrade,
barricade, cannonade, cavalcade, colon-
nade, enfilade, escalade, escapade, espla-

nade, fusillade, lemonade, marmalade,
masquerade, palisade, promenade, rene-
gade, retrograde, serenade; harlequinade,
rodomontade; also, pasts oj verbs in \a\, as
paid, played, obeyed, weighed
\ad\ clod, cod, god, hod, nod. odd, plod,
pod, prod, quad, rod, shod, sod, squad,
trod, wad; demigod, goldenrod

\ad, ad\ ballade, facade, roulade; accolade,
promenade

\af, al\ calf, chaff, gaff, graph, half, laugh,
quaff, staff; behalf, carafe, giraffe; auto-
graph, cenotaph, epitaph, lithograph,
monograph, paragraph, phonograph, pho-
tograph, telegraph
\af\ chafe, safe, waif; vouchsafe
\af\ see \6f\
\alt, alt\ aft, craft, daft, draft, draught,
graft, haft, raft, shaft, waft; abaft, aircraft,

ingraft; handicraft, overdraft; also, pasts oj

verbs in \af, af\, as chaffed, quaffed
\ag\ bag, brag, crag, drag, fag, flag, gag,
hag. jag, lag, nag, rag, sag, scrag, shag,
slag, snag, stag, swag, tag. wag; ragtag, wig-
wag, zigzag; bullyrag, scalawag
\ag\ egg, leg, plague, vague
\ag\ see \6g\
\ai\ badge, cadge
\a)\ age. cage, gauge, page, rage, sage, stage,

swage, wage; assuage, engage, enrage, out-
rage, presage; disengage
\aj\ dodge, lodge, stodge; garage, hodge-
podge
\ak\ back, black, clack, claque, crack, hack,
jack, knack, lack, pack, plaque, quack, rack,

sac. sack, shack, slack, smack, snack, stack,

tack, thwack, track, whack, wrack; aback,
ack-ack, alack, attack, bivouac, gimcrack,
knickknack, ransack, shellac, ticktack;

almanac, bric-a-brac, cardiac, cul-de-sac;
demoniac, symposiac
\ak\ ache, bake, brake, break, cake, drake,
fake, flake, hake, lake, make, quake, rake,
sake, shake, slake, snake, spake, stake,

steak, strake, take, wake; betake, forsake,



mistake, opaque, partake; overtake, under-
take

\a]i\ block, clock, cock, crock, dock, flock,
frock, hock, knock, lock, mock, pock, rock,
shock, smock, sock, stock; unlock

\alis\ ax, flax, lax, tax, wax; relax; battle*
ax, parallax; also plurals and possessives oj
nouns and jd sing presents oj verbs in \ak\,
as backs, lacks, packs
\al5S\ box, fox, ox, phlox; equinox, or-

thodox, paradox; heterodox; also plurals
and possessives oj nouns and 3d sing presents
oj verbs in \ak\, as locks, stocks
\akt\ act, bract, fact, pact, tact, tract;

abstract, attract, compact, contract, detract,
diffract, distract, enact, entr'acte, exact, ex-
tract, impact, infract, intact, protract, react,
redact, refract, retract, subtract, transact;
cataract, counteract, re-enact, retroact; also
pasts oj verbs in \ak\, as backed, hacked
XaktX concoct, decoct; also pasts oj verbs in

\ak\, as blocked, locked
\al\ banal, cabal, canal, corral, locale,
jnorale, timbale; musicale

\al, a3l\ ail, ale, bail, bale, dale, fail, flail,

frail, gale, grail, hail, hale, jail, kale, mail,
male, nail, pail, pale, quail, rail, sail, sale,

scale, snail, stale, swale, tail, tale, trail, vale,
veil, wail, wale, whale; assail, avail, bewail,
curtail, detail, entail, exhale, impale, inhale,
prevail, regale, retail, travail, unveil; be-
trayal, countervail, defrayal, nightingale,
portrayal
\al\ doll, loll; banal, extol; folderol, proto-
col
\alp\ alp, palp, scalp
\alv, 61v\ solve; absolve, convolve, de-
volve, dissolve, evolve, involve, resolve,
revolve
\am\ am, cam, clam, cram, dam, damn,
dram, gram, ham, jam, jamb, lam, lamb,
ram, scram, sham, slam, swam, tram, yam;
anagram, cablegram, diagram, diaphragm,
dithyramb, epigram, monogram, telegram;
radiogram

\ani\ aim, blame, came, claim, dame, fame,
flame, frame, game, lame, maim, name,
same, shame, tame; acclaim, became, de-
claim, defame, exclaim, inflame, misname,
nickname, proclaim, reclaim, surname; over-

\am\ bomb, from, torn
\am, am\ balm, calm, palm, psalm, qualm;
embalm, salaam
\amp\ camp, champ, clamp, cramp, damp,
guirhpe, lamp, ramp, scamp, stamp, tamp,
tramp, vamp; decamp, encamp
\amp\ pomp, romp, swamp
\ampt\ prompt, romped, swamped
\an\ ban, bran, can, clan, fan, man, pan
plan, ran, sciin, span, tan, van; began
divan, japan, pecan, rattan, sedan, trepan

\aii\ bane, brain, cane, chain, crane, deign,
drain, feign, gain, grain, lain, lane, r

mane, pain, pane, plain, plane, rain, reign,
rein, sane, skein, slain, sprain, stain, str

swain, thane, train, twain, vain, vane, v
wane; abstain, airplane, amain, arraign,
attain, campaign, champagne, chilbla'
complain, constrain, corttain, demesne,
detain, disdain, distrain, domain, enchain,
explain, germane, humane, inane, insane,
maintain, obtain, ordain, pertain, profane,
refrain, regain, remain, restrain, re

sustain, urbane; appertain, ascei
chatelaine, counterpane, entertain, hur-
ricane
\an\ gone, on, shone, swan, wan; anon
begone, pecan, upon; paragon; phenome-

Xanch, ancli\ blanch, branch, ranch,
stanch; avalanche
\ancli\ see \bnch\
\and\ band, bland, brand, gland, grand,
hand, land, rand, sand, stand, strand;
command, demand, disband, expand,
remand, withstand; contraband, counter-
mand, reprimand, saraband, understand;
also pasts oj verbs in \an\, as planned
\and\ blond, bond, fond, frond, pond,
wand, yond; abscond, beyond, despond,
respond; correspond, vagabond; also pasts
qi verbs in \an\, as conned, donned
\ani\ change, grange, mange, range,
strange; arrange, derange, estrange, ex-
change; disarrange, interchange
\ans, ants, ans, ants\ chance, dance,
glance, lance, manse, prance, trance; ad-
vance, askance, enhance, entrance, ex-
panse, finance, mischance, perchance,
romance; circumstance; also 3d sing presents
oj verbs in \ant, ant\, as plants
Nans, ants\ nonce, sconce, ensconce, re-
sponse; also plurals and possessives oj nouns
and 3d sing presents oj verbs in \ant\, as
wants

_

\ant, ant\ ant, aunt, cant, chant, grant,
pant, plant, rant, scant, slant; aslant,
decant, descant, displant, enchant, gallant,
implant, recant, supplant, transplant; com-
rnandant
\ant\ faint, feint, paint, plaint, quaint,
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saint, taint; acquaint, attaint, complaint,
constraint, distraint, restraint
\ant\ daunt, flaunt, font, gaunt, haunt,
jaunt, taunt, vaunt, want; see also \6nt\
\ar)\ bang, clang, fang, gang, hang, pang,
rang, sang, slang, sprang, tang, whang;
harangue, meringue; boomerang

\ar)\ gong, prong; sarong; also words at

\6o\
\arjk\ bank, blank, clank, crank, dank,
drank, flank, frank, hank, lank, plank,
prank, rank, sank, shank, shrank, spank,
stank, swank, tank, thank, yank; disrank,
embank, outflank, outrank

\ar)k, 6rjK\ conch, honk
\ap\ cap, chap, clap, flap, gap, hap, lap.
map, nap, pap, rap, sap, scrap, slap, snap,
strap, tap, trap, wrap; entrap, enwrap, mis-
hap, unwrap
\ap\ ape, cape, chape, crepe, drape, grape,
jape, nape, rape, scrape, shape, tape;
agape, escape, shipshape
\ap\ bop, chop, cop. crop, drop, flop, fop,
hop. lop, mop, prop, shop, slop, sop, stop,
strop, swap, top; airdrop, eavesdrop; over-
stop
\aps\ apse, craps, lapse; collapse, elapse,
perhaps, relapse; also plurals and possessives
oj nouns and 3d sing presents oj verbs in

\ap\, as caps, laps, saps
\apt\ apt, rapt, wrapt; adapt; also pasts oj
verbs in \ap\, as slapped, tapped
\apt\ adopt; pasts oj verbs in \ap\, as
hopped, lopped
\ar, er, a(8)r, e(a)r\ air, bare, bear, blare,
care, chair, dare, e'er, ere. fair, fare, flaii

flare, glair, glare, hair, hare, heir, laii

mare, ne'er, pair, pare, pear, prayer, ran
scare, share, snare, spare, square, stair,

stare, swear, tare, tear, their, there, wan
wear, where; affair, aware, beware, con
pare, declare, despair, ensnare, forbeai
forswear, howe'er, impair, prepare, repaii
whate'er, whene'er, where'er; debonair,
doctrinaire, millionaire
\ar\ bar, car, char, far, jar, mar, par, scar,
spar, star, tar, tsar; afar, bazaar, bizarre,
catarrh, debar, devoir, disbar, guitar,
hussar, lascar; avatar, caviar, registrar,
reservoir, samovar, seminar
\arb\ barb, garb
\arch\ arch, larch, march, parch, starch
\ard\ bard, card, chard, guard, hard, lard,
shard, yard; bombard, canard, discard,
petard, placard, regard, retard; boulevard,
disregard, interlard; also pasts oj verbs in

\ar\, as barred, scarred
\ari\ barge, charge, large; discharge, en-
large, surcharge
\ark\ arc, ark, bark, cark, dark, hark, lark,
mark, park, shark, spark, stark; debark,
embark, remark; hierarch, matriarch,
patriarch
\arl\ gnarl, quarrel, snarl
\arni\ arm, barm, charm, farm, harm;
alarm, disarm, gendarme, unarm
\arn, em, a(3)rn, eC9)rn\ bairn, cairn
\ani\ barn, darn, yarn
\arp\ carp, harp, scarp, sharp; escarp;
counterscarp

\ars, ars\ farce, parse, sparse
\arsh\ harsh, marsh
\art\ art, cart, chart, dart, heart, mart,
part, smart, start, tart; apart, depart,
dispart, impart, sweetheart, upstart
\arv\ carve, starve
\arz, erz, a(9)rz, e(3)rz\ theirs; unawares;
also plurals and possessives oj nouns and
3d sing presents oj verbs in \a(3)r, e{9jr\, as
cares, pairs, bears, heirs
\as, as\ ass, bass, brass, class, gas, glass,
grass, lass, mass, pass; alas, amass, crevasse,
cuirass, morass, repass, surpass; sassafras
\as\ ace, base, bass, brace, case, chase, dace,
face, grace, lace, mace, pace, place, race,
space, trace, vase; abase, apace, debase, de-
face, disgrace, displace, efface, embrace, en-
case, erase, footpace, grimace, misplace,
outface, outpace, replace, retrace, ukase;
commonplace, interlace, interspace
\as\ see \6s\
\ash\ ash, bash, brash, cache, cash, clash,
crash, dash, flash, gash, gnash, hash, lash,
mash, plash, rash, sash, slash, smash,
thrash, trash; abash, calash; balderdash,
calabash
\ash\ quash, squash, swash, wash; awash,
galosh; mackintosh
\asb, ask\ ask, bask, cask, flask, mask,
masque, task; unmask
\ask\ mosque; kiosk
\asp, asp\ asp, clasp, gasp, grasp, hasp,
rasp; enclasp, unclasp

\ast, ast\ bast, blast, cast, caste, fast, last,
mast, past, vast; aghast, broadcast, con-
trast, forecast, outcast, repast; overcast;
also pasts oj verbs in \as, as\, as amassed
\ast\ baste, chaste, haste, paste, taste,
waist, waste; distaste; also pasts oj verbs in
\as\, as faced, placed
\ast\ see \6st\
\at\ at, bat, brat, cat, chat, fat, flat, gnat,
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hat, mat, pat, plat, rat, sat, slat, spat, sprat,
tat, that, vat; cravat, thereat, whereat
\at\ bait, bate, crate, dale, eight, fate, fete,
freight, gait, gate, grate, great, hate, late,

mate, pate, plait, plate, prate, quoit, rate,
sate, skate, slate, state, straight, strait,

trait, wait, weight; abate, await, belate,
collate, create, debate, dilate, elate, estate,
inflate, ingrate, innate, irate, rebate, relate,
sedate, translate; abdicate, advocate, ag-
gravate, agitate, animate, antiquate, ar-
bitrate, calculate, candidate, captivate,
celebrate, circulate, congregate, consecrate,
cultivate, dedicate, delegate, deprecate,
derogate, dissipate, educate, elevate,
emulate, estimate, extricate, generate,
hesitate, imitate, imprecate, innovate, insti-

gate, intimate, irritate, laureate, liberate,
lubricate, magistrate, mediate, mitigate,
moderate, nominate, opiate, penetrate, per-
petrate, potentate, profligate, propagate, ra-
diate, regulate, reprobate, segregate, sepa-
rate, simulate, stimulate, stipulate, sub-
jugate, suffocate, supplicate, terminate,
tolerate, venerate, vindicate, violate;
abominate, accelerate, accommodate, ac-
cumulate, adulterate, annihilate, anticipate,
articulate, assassinate, capacitate, capitu-
la te, commemora te, commisera te, com-
municate, compassionate, congratulate,
contaminate, degenerate, denominate, deseg-
regate, discriminate, evaporate, exaggerate,
exasperate, facilitate, illuminate, intimidate,
intoxicate, invahdate, inviolate, matriculate,
participate, pontificate, precipitate, predes-
tinate, predominate, premeditate, prevari-
cate, regenerate, reiterate, rejuvenate
\at\ blot, clot, cot, dot, got, hot, jot, knot,
lot, not, plot, pot, rot, shot, slot, sot, spot,
squat, tot, trot, what, yacht; allot, besot,
forgotj gavotte, unknot; polyglot

\ath, athX bath, hath, lath, path, snath,
wrath; aftermath, allopath
\ath\ faith, wraith
\ath\ swath, wrath; see \ath\
\ath\ bathe, lathe, scathe, swathe; en-
swathe, unswathe
\au\ bough, bow, brow, cow, how, mow,
now, plow, prow, row, scow, slough, sow,
thou, vow; allow, avow, endow, kotow
\aucli\ couch, crouch, grouch, ouch, pouch,
slouch, vouch; avouch

\au,d\ cloud, crowd, loud, proud, shroud;
aloud, becloud, enshroud; also pasts oj
verbs in \au\, as bowed

\aul\ cowl, foul, fowl, growl, howl, jowl,
owl, provvl. scowl, yowl; befoul
\aun\ brown, clown, crown, down, drown,
frown, gown, noun, town; embrown, renown
\aund\ bound, found, ground, hound,
mound, pound, round, sound, wound;
abound, aground, astound, compound,
confound, expound, profound, propound,
rebound, redound, resound, surround; also
pasts oj verbs in \aun\, as frowned
\auns, aunts\ bounce, flounce, ounce,
pounce, trounce; announce, denounce,
pronounce, renounce; also plurals and pos-
sessives oj nouns and 3d sing presents oj
verbs in \aunt\, as counts
\aunt\ count, fount, mount; account,
amount, discount, .dismount, miscount, re-
count, remount, surmount; catamount,
paramount, tantamount
\aur, au(9)r\ flour, hour, our, scour, sour;
devour; also words ending in -ower, as
bower, cower, flower, glower, lower, power,
shower, tower
\aurz, auO)rz\ ours; also plurals and pos-
sessives oj nouns, and 3d sing presents oj
verbs in \au(3]r, au(-3)r\, as hours, scours,
bowers, showers
\aus\ blouse, douse, grouse, house, louse,
mouse, souse, spouse; espouse
\aust\ oust, joust; also pasts oj verbs in
\aus\, as loused, soused
\aut\ bout, clout, doubt, drought, flout,

gout, grout, knout, lout, out, pout, rout,
route, scout, shout, snout, spout, sprout,
stout, tout, trout; about, devout, redoubt,
without

\autti\ drouth, mouth, south
\auth\ mouth, south
\au2\ blouse, browse, drowse, house,
mouse, rouse, spouse; arouse, carouse, es-

pouse; also plurals and possessives oj nouns
and 3d sing presents oj verbs in \au\, as
brows, plows

\av, av\ calve, halve, salve
\av\ brave, cave, crave, gave, grave, knave,
lave, nave, pave, rave, save, shave, .slave,

stave, waive, wave; behave, concave,
deprave, engrave, enslave, forgave, misgave;
architrave
\az\ blaze, braise, braze, chaise, craze, daze,
faze, gaze, glaze, graze, haze, maze, phrase,
praise, raise, raze; ablaze, amaze, dispraise;
chrysoprase, paraphrase; also plurals and
possessives_ oj nouns and 3d sing presents oj
verbs in \a\, as days, inveighs, obeys
Xazam, azm\ chasm, spasm; cataplasm,
protoplasm; enthusiasm, iconoclasm

\azli, azh\ barrage, corsage, garage,
menage, mirage; badinage, persiflage
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\e\ be, bee, fee, flea, flee, free, glee, he, key,
knee, lea, lee, me, pea, plea, quay, sea, see,

she, spree, tea, tee, thee, three, tree, we;
agree, debris, decree, degree, foresee; ab-
sentee, coterie, jubilee, pedigree, referee,

refugee; also antepenult-stressed words hav-
ing in or as the ultima ordinarily unstressed
\i\, as melody

-earch see \3rch\
-eaid see \3rd\
-earl see \arl\
-earn see \3m\
-earnt see \3rnt\
-earse see \ars\
-earth see XarthN
\eb\ ebb, web
\ech\ etch, fetch, ketch, retch, sketch,
stretch, vetch, wretch
\ech\ beach, beech, bleach, breach, breech,
each, leech, peach, preach, reach, screech,
speech, teach; beseech, impeach
\ed\ bed, bled, bread, bred, dead, dread,
fed. fled, head, lead, led. read, red, said,

shed, shred, sled, sped, spread, stead, ted,

thread, tread, wed; abed, behead, inbred,
instead, misled
\ed\ bead, bleed, breed, cede, creed, deed,
feed, freed, greed, heed, knead, lead, mead^
need, plead, read, reed, seed, speed, steed,
tweed, weed; concede, exceed, impede, in-

deed, precede, proceed, recede, stampede,
succeed; intercede, supersede
\ef\ chef, clef, deaf
\ef\ beef, brief, chief, fief, grief, leaf, lief,

reef, sheaf, thief; belief, relief; disbelief, un-
behef
\eft\ cleft, deft, heft, left, reft, theft, weft:
bereft
\eg\ beg, dreg, egg, keg, leg, peg, skeg;
renege
\eg\ klieg, league; colleague, enleague,
fatigue, intrigue
\ei\ dredge, edge, fledge, hedge, ledge,
pledge, sedge, sledge, wedge; allege;

sacrilege, sortilege
\ej\ liege, siege; besiege
\elt\ beck, check, deck, fleck, neck, peck,
speck, trek, wreck
\ek\ beak, bleak, cheek, clique, creak,
creek, freak, leak, leek, meek, peak,
pique, reek, seek, shriek, sleek, sneak,
speak, squeak, streak, teak, tweak, weak,
week, wreak; antique, critique, oblique,
physique, unique
\eks\ flex, sex, vex; annex, complex, con-
vex, perplex; circumflex; also plurals and
possessives oj nouns and 3d sing presents oj
verbs in \ek\, as checks, decks, wrecks
\ekst\ next, text; pretext; also pasts oj
verbs in \eks\, as annexed, vexed
\ekt\ sect; abject, affect, collect, connect,
correct, defect, deflect, deject, detect,

direct, dissect, effect, eject, elect, erect, ex-
pect, infect, inject, inspect, neglect, object,
project, protect, reflect, reject, respect, select,

subject, suspect; architect, circumspect,
dialect, intellect, intersect, recollect; also
pasts oj verbs in \ek\, as checked, decked
\el\ bell, belle, cell, dell, dwell, ell, fell, hell,

knell, quell, sell, shell, smell, spell, swell,

tell, well, yell; befell, compel, dispel, excel,

expel, foretell, gazelle, impel, rebel, repel;

asphodel, bagatelle, citadel, demoiselle,
hydromel, parallel, philomel
\el\ deal, eel, feel, heal, heel, keel, kneel,
meal, peal, peel, reel, seal, squeal, steal,

steel, teal, veal, weal, wheel, zeal; anneal,
appeal, conceal, congeal, genteel, repeal,
reveal

\eld\ geld, held, meld, weld; beheld, up-
held, withheld; also pasts oj verbs in \el\,
as felled, swelled
\eld\ field, shield, wield, yield; afield; also
pasts oj verbs in \el\, as healed, sealed
\elf\ elf, pelf, self, shelf
\elk\ elk, whelk
\elm\ elm, helm, realm, whelm; overwhelm
\elp\ help, kelD, whelp, yelp
\elt\ belt, dealt, dwelt, felt, knelt, melt,
pelt, smelt, spelt, svelte, welt
\elth\ health, stealth, wealth; common-
wealth
\elv\ delve, helve, shelve, twelve
\elvz\ plurals and possessives oj nouns In

\elf, elv\, as shelves, twelves
\era\ em, gem. hem, phlegm, stem, them;
begem, condemn, contemn; apothegm,
diadem

\ein\ beam, bream, cream, deem, dream,
gleam, ream, scheme, scream, seam, seem,
steam, stream, team, teem, theme; blas-
pheme, esteem, extreme, redeem, supreme
\emt, empt\ dreamt, tempt; attempt, con-
tempt, exempt, preempt, unkempt
\en\ den, fen, glen, hen, ken, men, pen, ten,
then, wen, when, wren, yen; again; regimen
\en\ bean, clean, dean, glean, green, keen,
lean, hen, mean, mien, preen, queen, scene,
screen, seen, sheen, spleen, wean; baleen,
between, canteen, careen, convene, cuisine,
demean, demesne, foreseen, machine,
marine, obscene, ravine, routine, sardine,
serene, subvene, tontine, unclean; submarine

Vocabulary of Rhymes
\eiicli\ bench, blench, clench, drench,
quench, stench, tench, trench, wench,
wrench; intrench, retrench
\end\ bend, blend, end, fend, friend, lend,
mend, rend, send, spend, tend, trend, vend,
wend; amend, ascend, attend, befriend,
commend, contend, defend, depend, de-
scend, distend, emend, expend, extend,
forefend, impend, intend, offend, portend,
pretend, suspend, transcend, unbend;
apprehend, comprehend, condescend, div-
idend, recommend, reprehend; also pasts
oj verbs in \en\, as kenned, penned_

\encl\ fiend; also pasts oj verbs in \en\, as
gleaned, weaned
\end2, enz\ cleanse, lens; amends; also
plurals and possessives of nouns and 3d sing
presents oj verbs in \en\ and \end\, as
friends, pens, sends
\enj\ avenge, revenge
\ens, ents\ dense, fence, hence, pence,
sense, tense, thence, whence; commence,
condense, defense, dispense, expense, im-
mense, incense, intense, offense, pretense,
suspense; abstinence, affluence, confidence,
consequence, continence, difference, dil'fi

dence, diligence, eloquence, eminence, evi-

dence, excellence, immanence, imminence
impotence, impudence, indigence, indolence,
inference, influence, innocence, negligence,
penitence, preference, providence, reference,
reverence, sapience, violence, virulence
beneficence, benevolence, grandiloquence,
inconsequence, intelligence, magnificence
munificence, obedience, omnipotence; also
plurals and possessives oj nouns and 3d sing
presents oj verbs in \ent\, as dents
\enst, entst\ against, also pasts oj verbs in

\en(t)s\, as commenced, sensed
\ent\ bent, blent, cent, dent, leant, lent,

meant, pent, rent, scent, sent, spent, tent,

vent, went; absent, ascent, assent, augment,
cement, comment, consent, content, de-
scent, dissent, event, extent, ferment,
foment, frequent, indent, intent, invent,
lament, misspent, portent, present, prevent,
relent, repent, resent, torment, unbent,
unspent; abstinent, aliment, argument,
banishment, battlement, blandishment,
chastisement, competent, complement, com-
pliment, continent, detriment, different,
diligent, document, element, eloquent,
eminent, excellent, exigent, firmament,
fraudulent, government, immanent, im-
minent, implement, impotent, impudent,
indigent, innocent, insolent, instrument,
languishment, management, monument,
negligent, nourishment, nutriment, opulent,
ornament, parliament, penitent, permanent,
pertinent, precedent, prevalent, punish-
ment, ravishment, redolent, regiment,
reverent, rudiment, sacrament, sentiment,
settlement, supplement, tenement, testa-
ment, vehement, violent, virulent, wonder-
ment; acknowledgment, astonishment,
belUgereni, benevolent, impenitent, im-
pertinent, imprisonment, inteUigent, ir-

reverent, magnificent
\enz\ see \endz\
\erjth, erjkthX length, strength
\ep\ hep, pep, rep, step, steppe; footstep,
misstep; demirep
\ep\ cheap, cheep, creep, deep, heap,
keep, leap, neap, peep, reap, seep, sheep,
sleep, steep, sweep, weep; asleep
\ept\ crept, kept, slept, stepped, swept,
weot; accept, adept, except, inept

-er see \ar\
\er\ see \ar\
-erb see XarbX
-erch see \arch\
-erd see \ard\
-erf see XarfX
-erg see NargV
-erge see \arj\
-ergue see NargX
-erk see \3rk\
-erra see \3rm\
-em see \3rn\

-erse see XsrsX
-ersed see XarstV
-ert see \art\
-erth see \arth\
-erve see SarvX
\es\ bless, chess, cress, dress, guess, less,

mess, press, stress, tress, yes; access,
address, assess, caress, compress, confess,
depress, digress, distress, egress, excess,
express, finesse, impress, ingress, obsess,
oppress, possess, profess, progress, recess,

redress, repress, success, suppress, trans-
gress, undress, unless; acquiesce, coalesce,
convalesce, effervesce; also many abstract
nouns ending in -ness, as sacredness
\es\ cease, crease, fleece, geese, grease,
lease, niece, peace, piece; decease, de-
crease, increase, obese, police, release,
surcease; frontispiece
\esh\ creche, flesh, fresh, mesh, thresh;
afresh, enmesh, immesh, refresh
\esk\ desk; buriesque, grotesque; arabesque,
picaresque, picturesque, statuesque
\est\ best, blest, breast, chest, crest, guest.

bequest, congest, contest, detest, digest, di-
vest, infest, invest, molest, protest, request,
suggest, unblest, unrest; anapest. manifest;
also pasts oj verbs in \es\, as dressed, ex-
pressed
\est\ beast, east, feast, least, priest, yeast;
artiste; also pasts oj verbs in \es\, as ceased,

\et\ bet, debt, fret, get, jet, let, met, net, pet,
set, stet, sweat, threat, wet, whet, yet;
abet, aigrette, beget, beset, cadet, coquette,
curvet, duet, forget, gazette, regret, rosette,
soubrette, vignette; alphabet, amulet,
annulet, bayonet, cigarette, coronet, epau-
let, epithet, etiquette, mignonette, minaret,
garapet, rivulet, silhouette
\et\ beat, bleat, cheat, eat, feat, feet, fleet,

greet, heat, meat, meet, neat, peat, pleat,
seat, sheet, sleet, street, suite, sweet, teat,

treat, wheat; compete, complete, conceit,
concrete, deceit, defeat, delete, deplete,
discreet, effete, entreat, receipt, replete,
retreat, secrete
\eth\ breath, death; also archaic 3d sing
presents oj verbs, as saith
\eth\ heath, slieath, teeth, wreath; beneath,
bequeath; underneath

\eth\ breathe, seethe, sheathe, teethe,
wieathe; bequeath, enwreathe
-eur see \3r\
\ev\ breve, rev
\ev\ breve, cleave, eve, grieve, heave,
leave, peeve, sleeve, thieve, weave; achieve,
aggrieve, believe, bereave, conceive, de-
ceive, naive, perceive, receive, relieve, re-
prieve, retrieve

\ez\ breeze, cheese, ease, freeze, frieze,

grease, lees, please, seize, sneeze, squeeze,
tease, these, wheeze; appease, disease, dis-
please; also plurals and possessives ojjiouns
and 3d sing presents oj verbs in \e\, as
frees, sees, teas
\ezh\ barege, cortege, manege
\i\ aye, buy, by, cry, die, dry, dye, eye, fie,

fly, fry, guy. hie, high, he. lye, my, nigh, pie,

ply, pry, rye, shy, sigh, sky, sly, spry, spy,
sty, thigh, thy, tie, try, vie, why, wry; ally,

apply, awry, belie, comply, decry, defy,
deny, imply, outcry, rely, reply, supply,
untie; amplify, beautify, butterfly, certify,

crucify, dignify, edify, fortify, glorify,

gratify, justify, lullaby, magnify, modify,
mollify, multiply, occupy, pacify, prophesy,
purify, qualify, ratify, rectify, salsify,

sanctify, satisfy, signify, terrify, testify,

verify
\ib\ bib, crib, fib, glib, jib, nib, rib, sib,

squib
\i6\ bribe, gibe, scribe, tribe; ascribe,
describe, imbibe, inscribe, prescribe, pro-
scribe, subscribe, transcribe; circumscribe,
diatribe
\ich\ bitch, ditch, fitch, flitch, hitch, itch,

niche, pitch, rich, stitch, switch, twitch,
which, witch; bewitch
\id\ bid, chid, did. grid, hid. kid, lid, mid,
quid, rid, skid, slid, squid; amid, forbid, out-
bid, outdid, undid; pyramid, underbid
\Id\ bide, bride, chide, glide, guide, hide,
pied, pride, ride, side, slide, stride, tide,

wide; abide, aside, astride, beside, bestride,
collide, confide, decide, deride, divide,

elide, misguide, noontide, outside, preside,
provide, reside, subside; fractricide, geno-
cide, homicide, matricide, parricide, regi-

cide, suicide; also pasts of verbs in \i\,
as died, sighed, repUed

\IdZ\ ides; besides; also plurals and pos-
sessives oj_ nouns, and 3d sing presents oj
verbs in \id\, as rides

\if\ cliff, if, miff, skiff, sniff, stiff, tiff,

whiff; hieroglyph
\if\ fife, knife, life, rife, strife, wife
\ilt\ drift, gift, hft, rift, shift, shrift, sift,

swift, thrift; adrift, upUft; also pasts oj
verbs in \if\, as whiffed

\ig\ big. brig, dig, fig, gig, jig, pig, prig, rig,

sprig, swig, twig, wig; renege; periwig,
whirligig

\ij\ bridge, midge, ridge; abridge; anchor-
age, average, cartilage, equipage, foliage,

heritage, hermitage, parentage, parsonage,
pasturage, patronage, personage, pil-

grimage, privilege, tutelage, vicarage
\ik\ brick, chick, click, clique, creek, crick,

flick, kick, lick, nick, pick, prick, quick, rick,

sick, snick, slick, thick, tick, trick, wick;
bailiwick, catholic, choleric, heretic, politic,

rhetoric; arithmetic
\ik\ dike, hike, like, pike, shrike, spike,
strike, tyke; aUke, dislike, oblique
\iks\ fix, mix, pyx, six; affix, commix, pre-
fix, prolix, transfix; crucifix, intermix,
politics; also plurals and possessives oj nouns
and 3d sing presents of verbs in \ik\, as
Ucks, picks
\ikst\ betwixt; pasts oj verbs in \iks\, as
fixed

\ikt\ strict; addict, afflict, convict, depict,
inflict, predict, restrict; benedict, contra-
dict, derelict; also pasts oj verbs in \ik\, as
kicked, licked



\il\ bill. chiU, dill, drill, fill, frill, giU, grUl,

hill, ill, kill, kiln, mill, nil, pill, quill, shrill,

sill, skill, spill, squill, still, swill, thill,

thriU, till, trill, twill, will; distill, fulfill,

instill, quadrille; codicil, daffodil, whip-
poorwill; also many words ending with an
~ile spelling with primary accent on the
antepenult

\il, i3l\ aisle, bile, chyle, faille, file, guile,

isle, Usle, mile, pile, rile, smile, spile, stile,

style, tile, vile, while, wile; awhile, beguile,
compile, defile, erewhile, revile; juvenile,
reconcile

\ild\ build, gild, guild; rebuild, self-willed,

unskilled; also pasts oj verbs in \il\, as
filled, killed

\Ild,i9ld\ aisled, child, mild, wild; also pasts
oj monosyllabic or jinally accented verbs in

\TC3)1\, as piled, reviled
\ilk\ bilk, ilk, milk, silk

\ilt\ built, gilt, guilt, hilt, jilt, kilt, lilt, milt,

quilt, silt, spilt, stilt, tilt, wilt
\i\Va\ filth, spilth, tilth

\ini\ bream, brim, dim, glim, grim, him,
hymn, limb, limn, prim, rim, skim, slim,

swim, trim, vim, whim; bedim; cherubim,
interim, paradigm, seraphim
\iin\ chime, chyme, climb, crime, cyme,
dime, grime, lime, mime, prime, rhyme,
slime, thyme, time; begrime, subhme, up-
climb; maritime, pantomime, paradigm
\imf, impf\ lymph, nymph
\irap\ bhmp, crimp, gimp, imp, limp, pimp,
primp, scrimp, shrimp, skimp
\imps, ims\ glimpse; plurals oj nouns and
3d sing presents oj verbs in \imp\, as imps,

\imz\ betimes, ofttimes, sometimes; also
plurals and possessives oj nouns, and 3d
sing presents oj verbs in \Tm\, as chimes,
rhymes
\in\ been, bin, chin, din, fin, gin, grin, in,

inn, jinn, kin, pin, shin, sin, skin, spin,

thin, tin, twin, win; akin, begin, chagrin;
discipline, mandolin, paladin, violin
\in\ brine, chine, dine, fine, line, mine, nine,
pine, shine, shrine, sign, sine, spine, stein,

swine, tine, trine, twine, vine, whine, wine;
align, assign, benign, combine, condign,
confine, consign, decline, define, design,
divine, enshrine, entwine, incline, opine,
outshine, recline, refine, repine, resign, sun-
shine, supine; anodyne; also many adjectives
with one pronunciation \in\, as aquiline
\inch\ chinch, cinch, clinch, finch, flinch,

inch, lynch, pinch, winch
\ind\ wind; rescind; also pasts oj verbs in

\in\, as pinned, tinned
\ind\ bind, blind, find, grind, hind, kind,
mind, rind, wind; behind, mankind, remind,
unkind; also pasts oj verbs in \in\, as
refined

\ini \ binge, cringe, fringe, hinge, singe,
springe, swinge, tinge, twinge; impinge, in-

fringe, syringe
\ins, ints\ chintz, mince, prince, quince,
rinse, since, wince; convince, evince; also
plurals and possessives oj nouns and 3d
sing presents oj verbs in \int\, as prints
\int\ dint, flint, glint, hint. Unt, mint,
print, splint, sprint, squint, stint, tint;

footprint, imprint
Mnth, intth\ plinih; hyacinth, labyrinth
\ir)\ bring, cling, ding, fling, king, ping,

ring, sing, sling, spring, sting, string, swing,
thing, wing, wring; also present participles
and diminutives in \lio\ with accent on the
antepenult, as covering, fostering

\ir)li\ blink, brink, chink, cUnk, drink,

ink, kink, link, pink, shrink, sink, slink,

stink, think, wink, zinc; hoodwink; bobolink
Xirjks, ir)S\ lynx, minx, sphinx; methinks;
also plurals and possessives oj nouns and
3d sing presents oj verbs in \iok\, as
drinks, winks

\ir)t, irjKtX tinct; distinct, extinct, instinct,

precinct, succinct; also pasts oj verbs in

\iOk\, as linked, pinked
\ip\ chip, clip, dip, drip, flip, grip, grippe,
hip, lip, nip, pip, quip, rip, scrip, ship, sip,
skip, slip, snip, strip, tip, trip, whip; equip,
transship

\ip\ gripe, pipe, ripe, snipe, stipe, stripe,
swipe, tripe, type, wipe; unripe; archetype,
prototype; stereotype
\ips\ eclipse, ellipse; apocalypse; also plu-
rals and possessives oj nouns and 3d sing
presents oj verbs in \ip\, as lips, strips

-ir see \9r\
\ir, i3r\ beer, bier, blear, cheer, clear, dear,
deer, drear, ear, fear, gear, hear, here,
jeer, leer, mere, near, peer, pier, queer, rear,
sear, seer, sere, shear, sheer, smear, sneer,
spear, sphere, steer, tear, tier, veer, year; ap-
pear, austere, career, cohere, compeer, re-
vere, severe, sincere; buccaneer, chanticleer,
disappear, domineer, engineer, hemisphere,
interfere, mountaineer, mutineer, persevere,
pioneer, sonneteer; charioteer
\ir\ byre, choir, dire, fire, hire, ire, lyre,
mire, pyre, quire, shire, sire, spire, squire,
tire, wire; acquire, admire, aspire, attire,
conspire, desire, entire, expire, inquire.

Vocabulary of Rhymes
inspire, perspire, require, respire, retire,

transpire; also nouns and possessives jormed
jrom verbs ending in \T\, as buyer, crier,

dyer, liar and such comparatives oj ad-
jectives as nigher, shyer
-irch see \3rch\
-ird see XardX
\ird, i9rd\ beard, weird; also pasts oj verbs
in \i(a)r\, as feared, revered

-irge see \9rj\
-irk see \3ik\
-irl see \ail\
-irled see \arld\

-irp see \3rp\
-irr see \3r\
\irs, iars\ fierce, pierce, tierce
-irst see XarstX
-irt see \3rt\
-irth see XsrthX
\is\ bliss, hiss, kiss, miss, this; abyss, amiss,

\is\ dice, ice, Uce, mice, nice, price, rice,

slice, spice, splice, thrice, trice, twice, vice,

vise; advice, concise, device, entice, precise;
paradise, sacrifice

\isli\ dish, fish, swish, wish
\isk\ bisque, brisk, disk, frisk, risk, whisk;
basiUsk, obelisk, tamarisk

\isp\ crisp, lisp, wisp
\ist\ cyst, fist, gist, grist, hist, list, mist,
schist, tryst, twist, whist, wrist; assist,

consist, desist, exist, insist, persist, resist,

subsist; also pasts oj verbs in \is\, as hissed,
missed
\Isl\ tryst; pasts oj verbs in \is\, as spliced
\it\ bit, chit, fit, flit, grit, hit, kit, knit,

lit, pit. quit, sit, slit, smit, spit, split, sprit,

tit, twit, whit, wit, writ; acquit, admit, befit,

commit, emit, omit, outwit, permit, remit,
submit, transmit; benefit; also many words
ending in the spelling -et

\it\ bight, bite, blight, bright, cite, fight,

fhght, fright, height, kite, knight, light,

might, mite, night, plight, quite, right, rite,

sight, site, sleight, slight, smite, spite, sprite,

tight, trite, white, write; aUght, aright,

contrite, dehght, despite, excite, ignite, in-

cite, indict, indite, invite, poUte, recite, re-

quite, tonight, unite; acolyte, aconite,
appetite, dynamite, expedite, oversight, par-
asite, proselyte, satellite, underwrite
\ith\ kith, myth, pith, smith, with; forth-
with, herewith, therewith, wherewith

\ith\ with; forthwith, herewith, therewith,
wherewith
\ith\ blithe, lithe, scythe, tithe, writhe
\iv\ give, hve, sieve; forgive, misgive, out-
live; amative, formative, fugitive, negative,
positive, primitive, relative, sedative, sen-
sitive, tentative, transitive
\iv\ dive, drive, five, hive, live, shrive,

strive, thrive, wive; arrive, connive, con-
trive, deprive, derive, revive, survive

\iz\ fizz, friz, frizz, his, is, quiz, whiz
\iz\ guise, prize, rise, size, wise; advise,
apprise, arise, assize, baptize, chastise, com-
prise, demise, despise, devise, disguise, em-
prise, excise, incise, revise, surmise, surprise,
uprise; advertise, authorize, canonize, civi-

lize, colonize, criticize, enterprise, equahze,
exercise, idolize, lionize, localize, moralize,
organize, paradise, patronize, recognize,
solemnize, sympathize, temporize, tyran-
nize, utilize, vitalize; also plurals and pos-
sessives oj nouns and 3d sing presents oj
verbs in \T\, as lies, pies, flies

\izam, izmX chrism, prism, schism; altru-
ism, barbarism, cataclysm, criticism, egoism,
egotism, heroism, mysticism, optimism, or-
ganism, realism, solecism, syllogism, witti-

\6\ beau, blow, bow, crow, doe, dough,
floe, flow, foe, fro, glow, go, grow, hoe,
know. Id, low, mot, mow, no, O, oh, owe,
roe, row, sew, show, sloe, slow, snow, so,
sow, stow, throe, throw, toe, tow, woe;
aglow, ago, below, bestow, chapeau. cha-
teau, foreknow, foreshow, outgrow, rain-
bow, tableau, trousseau; buffalo, bungalow,
calico, overflow, overgrow, overthrow
\d\ awe, caw, claw, craw, daw, draw, flaw,
gnaw, haw, jaw, law, ma. maw, pa, paw,
raw, saw, shah, squaw, straw, thaw, yaw;
foresaw, macaw, withdraw

\ol)\ globe, lobe, probe, robe; disrobe,
enrobe, unrobe
\ocli\ broach, brooch, coach, poach, roach;
approach, encroach, reproach
\od\ bode. code, goad, load, lode, mode,
node, ode, road, rode, strode, toad; abode,
commode, corrode, explode, forebode, un-
load; episode; also pasts oj verbs in \o\, as
owed
\dd\ bawd, broad, fraud, gaud, laud;
abroad, applaud, defraud, maraud; also
pasts oj verbs in \6\, as gnawed, sawed

-q_es see \3z\
\of\ oaf, loaf
\6£, af\ cough, doff, off, scoff, trough
\6ft\ croft, loft, oft, soft; aloft; also pasts
qj verbs in \6f\, as scoffed
\6g\ brogue, rogue, vogue; prorogue; dis-

embogue
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\dg, ag\ bog, clog, cog, dog, flog, fog,
frog, grog, hog, jog, log, nog, slog; catalog,
decalogue, dialogue, epilogue, tog, mono-
logue, pedagogue, synagogue
\oj\ doge; gamboge
\ok\ broke, choke, cloak, coke, folk, joke,
poke, smoke, soak, spoke, stoke, stroke,
woke, yoke, yolk; awoke, bespoke, convoke,
invoke, provoke, revoke
\6k\ balk, calk, chalk, gawk, hawk, squawk,
stiUk, talk, walk; tomahawk
\okS\ coax, hoax; also plurals and posses-
sives oj nouns and 3d sing presents oj verbs
in \ok\, as oaks, smokes
\6l\ bole, bowl, coal, dole, droll, foal,

goal, hole, jowl, knoll, mole, pole, role, roll,

scroll, shoal, sole, soul, stole, stroll, toll,

troll, whole; cajole, condole, console, con-
trol, enroll, parole
\6l\ all, awl, ball, bawl, brawl, call, crawl,
diawl, fall, gall, hall, haul, maul, pall,

pawl, scrawl, shawl, small, sprawl, squall,
stall, tall, thrall, trawl, wall, yawl; appall,
befall, enthrall, forestall, install

\6ld\ bold, cold, fold, gold, hold, mold,
mould, old, scold, sold, told; behold, en-
fold, foretold, unfold, untold, uphold, with-
hold; manifold, marigold; also pasts oj
verbs in \ol\, as rolled, cajoled, foaled

\6ld\ bald, scald; also pasts oj verbs in

\6l\, as called, mauled, scrawled
\6lt\ bolt, colt, dolt, jolt, molt, poult;
revolt; thunderbolt

\6lt\ fault, halt, malt, salt, smalt, vault;
assault, basalt, default, exalt
-cm see \3m\
\6m\ chrome, comb, dome, foam, gnome,
home, loam, ohm, roam, tome; aerodrome,
catacomb, hippodrome
-ome see \3m\
-on see \sn\
\oii\ bone, cone, crone, drone, flown,
groan, grown, hone, known, loan, lone,
moan, mown, own, phone, prone, roan,
shown, sown, stone, throne, thrown, tone,
zone; alone, atone, condone, dethrone, en-
throne, intone, postpone
\6n\ awn, brawn, dawn, drawn, faun, fawn,
gone, lawn, on, pawn, prawn, spawn, yawn
-once see XsnsX
\dnch, anch\ craunch, haunch, launch,
paunch, staunch

-one see \3n\
-ong see \9a\. \ao\, \6o\
-onge see \3nj\
-ongue see \9o\
-ont see \3nt\
\6nt, ant\ daunt, flaunt, gaunt, haunt,
jaunt, taunt, vaunt, want; avaunt
\dr)\ long, song, strong, thong, throng,
wrong; along, belong, prolong; also words
at \ao\

-ood see \3d\
\6p\ cope, grope, hope, mope, pope, rope,
scope, slope, soap, tope, trope; elope;
antelope, cantaloupe, horoscope, interlope,

telescope; heliotrope
\or, 6r\ boar, bore, core, corps, door,
floor, fore, four, gore, lore, moor, n
oar, ore, poor, pore, pour, roar, score,
shore, snore, soar, sore, store, swore, to
wore, yore; adore, ashore, before, deplo:
explore, forbore, forswore, galore, ignore,
implore, restore; evennore, nevermore, pom-
padour, sophomore, sycamore; see \dr\
\dr\ for, or, nor, war; abhor; also words
ending in the spelling -or, as bailor, donor,
lessor, vendor, when used in contrast with

\6rb\ orb; absorb
\drch\ porch, scorch, torch
-ord see XardX
\6rd , drd\ board, ford, hoard, sword;
aboard, afford; also pasts oj verbs in \or\,
as bored
\6rd\ chord, cord, lord, sward, ward;
abhorred, accord, award, record, reward
\6ri\ dwarf, wharf
\6ri\ forge, gorge; disgorge, engorge
-ork see \3rk\
\drk\ cork, fork, pork, stork, torque
-orld see \3rld\
-orin see \3rm\
\drm\ form, norm, storm, swarm, warm;
conform, deform, inform, perform, reform,
transform- chloroform, cruciform, uniform
\orn, 6rn\ borne, bourn, mourn, shorn,
sworn, torn, worn; forsworn
\6rn\ born, borne, bourn, corn, horn, morn,
mourn, scorn, shorn, sworn, thorn, torn,
warn, worn; adorn, forewarn, forlorn,
forsworn, suborn; unicorn
\ors\ coarse, course, force, hoarse, source;
discourse, divorce, enforce, perforce, re-

\drs\ coarse, course, force, gorse, hoarse,
horse, source; discourse, divorce, endorse,
enforce, perforce, recourse, remorse, re-

source, unhorse
-orse see \ars\
-orst see XarstX
\ort\ court, fort, port, sport; comport, dis-
port, export, import, report
\6rt\ court, fort, port, short, sort, sport,
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thwart, tort, wart; abort, assort, athwart,
comport, consort, disport, distort, escort,
exhort, export, extort, import, resort, retort
-orth see \9rth\
\6rtli\ forth, fourth, north
\6s\ close, dose, gross; engross, jocose,
morose, verbose; bellicose, comatose, gran-
diose, otiose
\6s\ boss, cross, dross, floss, fosse, gloss,

joss, loss, moss, sauce, toss; across, em-
boss, lacrosse
\osh\ see \ash\
\ost\ boast, coast, ghost, host, most. post,
roast, _toast; also antepenulr-slressed words
in \most\, as uttermost

\6st\ cost, frost, lost; accost, exhaust; holo-
caust; also pasts of verbs in \6s\, as crossed,
embossed
\6t\ bloat, boat, coat, cote, dote, float,

gloat, goat, groat, moat, mote, note, oat,

quote, rote, shoat, smote, stoat, throat, tote,

vote, wrote; afloat, denote, devote, pro-
mote, remote; anecdote, antidote, table
d'hole
\6t\ aught, bought, brought, caught, fought,
fraught, naught, nought, ought, sought,
taught, taut, thought, wrought; distraught,
inwrought; aeronaut, astronaut, cosmo-

\6th\ both, growth, loath, oath, sloth,
wroth; betroth
\6th\ broth, cloth, froth, moth, sloth,
troth, wroth; betroth; see \ath\

\oth\ betroth, clothe, loath
-ouch see \9ch\
-ough see \3f\
-oung \see 3d\
-OUrge see \3rj\
-ourn see \3rn\
-oust see \ast\
\ov\ clove, cove, dove, drove, grove, hove,
mauve, rove, shrove, stove, strove, throve,

-qye see \3v\
'

\oz\ chose, close, doze, froze, nose, pose,
prose, rose, those; arose, compose, depose,
disclose, dispose, enclose, expose, foreclose,
impose, oppose, propose, repose, suppose,
transpose; also plurals and possessives_oj
nouns and 3d sing presents of verbs in \o\,
as foes, glows, goes
\6z\ cause, clause, gauze, hawse, pause,
was, yaws; applause, because; also plurals

of_ nourts and 3d sing presents oj verbs in

\o\, as laws, saws
\6i\ boy, buoy, cloy, coy, joy, toy, troy;
alloy, annoy, convoy, decoy, deploy, de-
stroy, employ, enjoy
\6id\ void; avoid, devoid; aneroid, asteroid;
also pasts of verbs in \6i\, as cloyed, toyed
\6il\ boil, broil, coil, foil, oil, roil, soil,

spoil, toil; despoil, embroil, recoil, uncoil
\6in\ coign, coin, groin, join, loin, quoin;
adjoin, conjoin, disjoin, enjoin, purloin, re-

join, subjoin
\oint\ joint, point; anoint, appoint, con-
joint, disjoint; counterpoint, disappoint
\6is\ choice, voice; rejoice
\6ist\ foist, hoist, joist, moist; also pasts of
verbs in \6is\, as rejoiced
\6it\ adroit, exploit
\6iz\ noise, poise; counterpoise, equipoise;
avoirdupois; also plurals of nouns and 3d
sing presents of verbs in \6i\, as boys, cloys

\ti, yiiX blew, blue, brew, chew, clue, coo,
crew, cue, dew, do, drew, due, few, flew,

glue, grew, hew, hue, knew, loo, mew, new,
pew, rue, screw, shoe, shrew, skew, slew,
sou, stew, strew, sue. threw, through, to,

too, true, two, view, who, woo, yew, you;
accrue, adieu, ado, askew, bamboo, bedew,
canoe, debut, endue, ensue, eschew, halloo.

Vocabulary of Rhymes
imbue, outdo, pursue, ragout, renew, re-

view, shampoo, snafu, subdue, tiiboo,
tattoo, undo, withdrew; avenue, ingenue,
interview, rendezvous, residue.

-Ub see \3b\
\iib, yiibX boob, cube, lube, rube, tube
-uch see \3ch\
\iich\ brooch, hooch, mooch, pooch
-uck see \ak\
-uct see \3kt\
-ud see \3d\
\uA, yiid\ brood, crude, dude, feud, food,
hood, lewd, mood, nude, prude, rood, rude,
snood; allude, collude, conclude, delude,
denude, elude, exclude, exude, include,
obtrude, preclude, protrude, seclude; alti-

tude, aptitude, desuetude, fortitude, grat-
itude, habitude, interlude, lassitude, lati-

tude, longitude, magnitude, multitude, plen-
itude, promptitude, quietude, servitude,
similitude, solicitude, solitude, turpitude;
vicissitude; also pasts of verbs in \u, yiiX, as
cooed, rued, stewed, subdued
\ud\ could, good, hood, should, stood,
wood, would; brotherhood, livelihood,
maidenhood, motherhood, neighborhood,
sisterhood, understood, womanhood
-udge see \3j\
\ul\ goof, hoof, proof, roof, woof; aloof,
behoof, disproof, reproof; see \ijf\
\uf\ hoof, roof, woof; see \Uf\
-ulf see \3f\
-uft see \3ft\
-ug see \3g\
\uj, yujX huge, stooge; centrifuge, febri-

fuge, subterfuge, vermifuge
\uk, yiik\ duke, fluke, puke, snook, spook;
peruke, rebuke
\uk\ book, brook, cook, crook, hook,
look, nook, rook, shook, snook, took;
caoutchouc, forsook, mistook; overlook

-ul see \3l\
\iil, yiilN cool, drool, fool, mule, pool, pule,
rule, school, spool, stool, tool, tulle, yule;
molecule, overrule
\ui\ bull, full, pull, wool
-ulch see XslchX
-ulge see XaljX
-ulk see \3lk\
-ull see \3l\
-ulp see \3lp\
-ulse see \als\
-ult see \3lt\
-urn see XsmX
\um, yiim\ bloom, boom, broom, brume,
doom, flume, gloom, glume, groom, loom,
plume, rheum, room, spume, tomb, whom,
womb; assume, consume, costume, entomb,
exhume, legume, perfume, presume, resume
\um\ broom, groom, room
-umb see \3m\
-ump see NampX
-un see XanX
Xuu, yiinX boon, coon, croon, dune, hewn,
loon, moon, noon, prune, rune, soon, spoon,
swoon, tune; attune, baboon, balloon, bas-
soon, buffoon, cartoon, cocoon, commune,
dragoon, festoon, galloon, harpoon, im-
pugn, lagoon, lampoon, maroon, monsoon,
oppugn, platoon, pontoon, raccoon, ty-

phoon; honeymoon, importune, opportune,
picayune
-unce see XsnsX
-unch see XsnchX
-unct see XsQktX
-und see XandX
Xiind, yiiudX wound; also pasts oj verbs in

\Un, yiinX. as crooned, tuned
-ung see XsoX
-unge see XanjX

demu

-unk see XarjkX
-unt see XantX
-up see XapX
Xup, yiipX coop, croup, droop, drupe,
dupe, group, hoop, loop, poop, scoop,
sloop, soup, stoop, swoop, troop, whoop
XupX coop, hoop, whoop
-upt see XaptX
-ur see XsrX
\ur, yurX boor, cure, lure, moor, poor, pure,

your; allure, amour, assure, contour,
re, endure, immure, impure, insure,

ire, obscure, procure, secure;
aperture, cynosure, epicure, forfeiture, fur-
niture, immature, overture, paramour, pre-
mature, sinecure; miniature, temperature
-urb see XarbX
-urch see XarchX
-urd see XardX
-urf see XsrfX
-urge see XarjX
-urgh see XsrgX
-urk see XsrkX
-url see XsrlX
-urled see XsrldX
-urn see X^rnX
-urnt see XarntX
-urp see XsrpX
-urr see XsrX
-urse see XsrsX
-urst see XarstX
-urt see XartX
-urve see XsrvX
XurzX yours; plurals of nouns and 3d sing
presents of verbs in Xur, yur\, as tours,
cures, endures
-us see XssX
Xus, yiisX deuce, goose, juice, loose, moose,
mousse, noose, puce, ruse, sluice, spruce,
truce, use; abstruse, abuse, adduce,
conduce, deduce, diffuse, disuse, excuse,
induce, misuse, obtuse, produce, profuse,
recluse, reduce, seduce, traduce; introduce
-ush see XashX
XiishX douche, ruche; barouche, cartouche,
debouch
XushX bush, push
-usk see XaskX
-usque see Xask\
-USS see XssX
-USt see XsstX
-Ut see XsiX
Xiit, yiitX boot, brute, butte, chute, coot,
cute, flute, fruit, hoot, loot, lute, moot,
mute, newt, root, route, shoot, suit, suite,

toot; acute, astute, commute, compute, con-
fute, depute, dilute, dispute, impute, minute,
pollute, pursuit, recruit, refute, repute,
salute, transmute, uproot, volute; absolute,
attribute, constitute, destitute, dissolute,
execute, institute, parchule. persecute, pros-
ecute, resolute, substitute

XutX foot, put, root, soot; uproot
-utch see XachX
XiithX booth, ruth, sleuth, sooth, tooth,
truth, youth; forsooth, uncouth

XiithX smooth, soothe
-utt see XaiX
XiivX groove, move, prove; approve, be-
hoove, disprove, improve, reprove; dis-
approve
-ux see XaksX
Xiiz, yiizX booze, bruise, choose, cruise,

fuse, lose, muse, news, ooze, ruse, snooze,
use, whose; abuse, accuse, amuse, confuse,
diffuse, disuse, excuse, infuse, misuse, pe-
ruse, refuse, suffuse, transfuse; also plurals

of nouns and 3d sing presents of verbs in

\ii, yiJX, as dews, imbues
-U2Z see XazX
XyiiX see XiJX



SPELLING

1.1 Words ending in -x are unchanged before
any suffix: coax—^ coaxed, coaxing; jix—^ jixable,
fixer; six—> sixty.

1.2 Words ending in -C remain unchanged be-
fore a, o, u or a consonant: frolic—> frolicsome;
sac—> saclike; zinc—* zincate, zincoid, zincous; but
before suffixal e, i, and y usually add k if the
pronunciation of the c remains hard but add
nothing if the pronunciation of the c becomes
soft: critics criticism, criticize; frolic-^ frolicked,
frolicking; music^f musician; physic—* physicist;
toxic—> toxicity.

1.3 Words ending in consonant plus -c
usually remain unchanged before any suffix, but
forms with an inserted k occur occasionally:
arc—* arced/sometimes arcked, arcing/some-
times arcking; disc—* disced, discing; zinc-^
zincing/zincking, zincite; talc-^ talcky.

1.4.1 Words ending in a single consonant
except X or immediately preceded toy two or
more vowels in the same syllable remain un-
changed before any suffix: air—> aired, airing,

airy; appeal—* appealed, appealing; brief—> briefed,
briefer, briefly; cloud—* clouded, cloudless; cool ->

cooled, cooler, coolest, cooling, coolly; suit-^
suitable, suitor.

exception: wool—* wooly/but woolly is more fre-

quent.

1.4.2 Words ending in a single consonant
immediately preceded by a single vowel
bearing primary stress double the consonant
before a suffixal vowel but not before a suffixal
consonant: abet—* abetted, abetting, abettor;
bag—> baggage; begin—* beginner; clan—> clannish;
drop—* droplet, dropped; fit—* fitness, fitting;
glad—* gladden, gladly.

exceptions: chagrin—* chagrined, chagrining;
combat—> combated, combating; control—> con-
troled, controling; prefer—> preferable, preference;
gas-^> gaseous, gasify but gassed, gassing.

1.4.3 Words ending in a single consonant
immediately preceded by a single vowel
bearing secondary stress vary greatly in their
derivatives: (1) some always double the con-
sonant: handicap—* handicapped, handicapping;
humbug-^ humbugged, humbugging; (2) some
have single consonant only: catalog-^ cataloged,
cataloging; chaperon—* chaperoned, chaperoning;
parallel^* paralleled, paralleling; (3) some have
both forms: benefit^* benefited/benefitted, bene-
fiting/benefitting; kidnap-^ kidnapped/kid-
naped, kidnapping/kidnaping; program—* pro-
grammed/programed, programming/programing.

1.4.4 Words ending in a single consonant
immediately preceded by one or more vowels
without stress remain unchanged before any
suffix: bargain—* bargained, bargaining; credit-^
credited, crediting, creditor; gallop—* galloped,
galloping; solid—* solider, solidest, solidify, solidly.

exceptions: (1) a large group of words doubles a
final consonant immediately preceded by a single
unstressed vowel before a suffixal vowel; in
British use this is the regular practice; in U.S.
use it is usually an accepted alternative to the
one-consonant spelling: apparel, bevel, bias,
cancel, chisel, counsel, cudgel, dial, duel, equal,
focus, fuel, label, libel, model, panel, quarrel,
rival, signal, snivel, spiral, stencil, symbol, total,

travel; (2) two Vs are more common in adjectives
like gravelly, tinselly than in derivatives with
other suffixes; (3) for derivatives of worship the
one-p and two-p forms are about equally com-
mon.

1 .5 Words ending in a single consonant that
is silent remain unchanged before any suffix:
chamois—* chamoised, chamoising; hurrah—> hur-
rahed, hurrahing.

exception: ricochet—* ricocheted/ricochetted.

1 .6 Words ending in two or more consonants
the last of which is not C remain unchanged
before any suffix: art—* artistic, artless; attach—*

attached, attachment; buzz-^ buzzed, buzzer,
buzzing; condemn—* condemnatory, condemned,
condemning; length-^ lengthen, lengthy; odd—*
oddity, oddly.

exceptions: (!) words ending in -// often drop
one /: dull—* dulness; fill—* fulfil; roll—> enrol;
skill—* skilful; thrall-^ enthral, thraldom; (2) the
second / of final -// frequently disappears before
suffixal /; it always disappears before -ly {droll—*
drolly; dull-^ dully; full—^ fully); before -less it

may disappear, but hyphened forms retaining
all three /'s are more frequent (hull-less); with
-like the hyphened form retaining all three /'s is

usual (bell-like, scroll-like).

1.7 Words ending in silent -e drop the vowel
before a suffixal vowel but remain unchanged
before a suffixal consonant: bone-^ boned, bon-
ing, but boneless; curve—* curvature, curved,
curving, but curvesome; imagine—* imaginable,
imagining, but imagines.

exceptions: (1) proper names ending in single -e

preceded by one or more consonants usually
keep the e before the suffix -an; in the derivatives
so formed the e is sounded, whether or not it is

silent in the base: Europe—* European; Shake-
speare—* Shakespearean usually preferred to
/Shakespearian; (2) mile^* mileage much more
frequent than /milage; nurse^* nursling; (3) be-
fore the suffix -ly words ending in consonantal
-le usually drop the -le; gentle-^ gently; subtle-^
subtly/but also subtlely; (4) some words ending
in -re retain the -e before a suffixal vowel:
acre—* acreage; (5) words ending in -ce or -ge
usually retain the -e before any suffixal letter

except e, i, or y, thus preserving the softness of
the c or g: change—* changeable, changeless (but
changing); courage—* courageous, encouragement
(but encouraged, encouraging) ; grace—* graceful
(but disgraced, disgracing); peace—* peaceable;
range-^ rangy/but also rangey. A d preceding g
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may in a few cases act as a preserver of the soft

sound and permit the dropping of the -e:

abridge—> abridgment/but abridgement especially
in Britain; judge—> Judgment/but judgement
especially in Britain; (6) although final -e
regularly drops before the suffix -able, some ad-
jectives in -able have alternatives retaining the
-e: like—> likable/likeable; love—> lovable/love-
able; size^f sizable/sizeable; (7) usage fluctu-
ates considerably with regard to dropping or
retaining final -e before derivatives formed with
the suffix -y; many have both the -ey and the -y

alternative: /joOTc-^ homey/homy; horse—^ horsey/
horsy; mouse—^ mousy/mousey; stone^> stony/
stoney; and some words have only one form in
common usage: rose^* rosy; shade—^ shady; (8)
the silent -e remains in some present participles
to distinguish them from the corresponding
forms of other verbs: dye—> dyeing (in con-
trast to dying); singe—^ singeing (in contrast to
singing).

1.8 Words ending in -e preceded by a vowel
drop the final -e before suffixal -a- and -e-:

argue—> arguable, argued; flu'c—> awed; blue—

>

blued, bluer, bluest; lie—y liar.

exceptions: (1) words ending in -ee usually re-

tain both e's before a and always before suffixal
-/-: agree—> agreeable, agreeing; (2) -ie in an
accented syllable becomes -.) before suffixal -("-:

die—> dying; (3) -ie in an unaccented syllable re-

mains unchanged before suffixal -/-: stymie—

>

stymieing; (4) -oe remains unchanged before
suffixal -r-: canoe—> canoeing; hoe—> hoeing; (5)
-ue usually drops -e before suffixal -/•: argue-^
arguing; true—* truism/but trueing/truing; (6) -ye
alternatively keeps or drops -e before suffixal

-i-: eye—> eyeing/eying; (7) adjectives with the
suffix -V retain -e: glue—* gluey; tissue—* tissuey;

(8) the double vowel usually remains unchanged
before a suffixal consonant: agree—* agreement;
blue—* blueness; woe—> woeful but also wojul; but;
argues argument; awe—*awjul (but awesome);
true—» truly.

1.9 Verbs derived from the French and end-
ing in -e usually form their past and past parti-

ciple in -ed, less often in -eed; they form their
present participle in -cing: applique-^ appliqued,
appliqucing; vise—> vised; aXso viseed.

1.10 Words ending in -y preceded by a con-
sonant usually change the -r to / before any
suffixal letter except / and the possessive sign 's:

beauty—> beautiful, beautify; body—> bodily, em-
bodiment; contrary—> contrariwise; copy—> copy-
ist; defy—> defiant, defying; fancy—> fanciful,
fancying; happv-^ happiness; likely—> likelihood;
mercy—* merciless; thirty—^ thirtyish; but: every-
body—> everybody's; Mary—> Mary^s.

exceptions: (l) one-syllable words usually re-
tain -.)' before -ly and -ness: dry—* dryly, dryness;
(2) comparatives and superlatives of one-syllable
adjectives alternatively retain -y or replace it

with ;; dry—> drier, driest/more common than
dryer, dryest; {!>) fly-^ flier/flyer; (4) -.v remains
unchanged before -like and -ship: lad\—> lady-
like; in derivatives of baby and lady: baby—

>

babyhood: lady^y ladykin; (5) -y may be lost

completely before suffixal -/-, especially when
separated by one or more syllables from the
primary stress of the base word: accompany—*
accompanist; military^* militarism, militarist,
militarize.

1.11 Words ending in -y preceded by a
vowel usually remain unchanged before any

suffix: alloy—* alloys; attorneys* attorneys; en-
joy—^ enjoying, enjoyment; play-^ played, play-
ing, player, playful, playlet.

exceptions: (1) day-^ daily; lay^> laid; say—*
saith; slay—* slain; (2) gay—* gaiety/gayety,
gaily/gayly; stay—* stayed; (3) comparatives and
superlatives of adjectives ending in -ey replace
these two letters with i: gluey—* gluier, gluiest,
gluily: phoney-^ phonier, phoniest, phonily; (4)
adjectives ending in -wy change the -y to / before
any suffix: rfevvv—> dewier, dewiest, dewily, dewi-
ness; showy-^ showier, showiest, showily, showi-
ness.

1.12 Words ending in a vowel except e or y,
when adding a suffix beginning with a con-
sonant, remain unchanged: China—* Chinaman;
radio—* radiogram.

1 .13 .1 Verbs ending in a vowel except e or y

,

when adding a suffix beginning with a vowel,
remain unchanged before their inflectional
suffixes: alibi—> alibied, alibiing; boo—> booed;
radio—* radioed, radioing; ski-^ skied, skiing,

skier.

exceptions: verbs ending in single -o usually
insert c before adding -5 for the third person
singular: echo—* echoes; lasso—* lassoes.

1.13.2 Nouns ending in a vowel when add-
ing one of the suffixes -esque, -ism, -ist
usually remain unchanged especially if the base
word is short and the final vowel is essential to

its recognition: solo—* soloist; Tito—*Titoism;
Zola—* Zolaesque.

exceptions: cello—* cellist; Nazi—* Nazism/but
also Naziism; propaganda—^ propagandist.

1.13.3 Geographical and personal names
ending in -a regularly drop the -a before the
suffix -an/-ian: America—* American; Canada—*
Canadian; Victoria—* Victorian.

1.13.4 Some geographical names ending in
-0 drop the -o before -an/-ian: Mexico—> Mexi-
can; Ontario—> Ontarian; San Diego—* San
Diegan.

1.13.5 Scientific terms of Greek or Latin
origin ending in -a regularly drop the -a before
a suffix beginning with a vowel: pleura—* pleural;

urea—* urease, ureic.

1.13.6 Words ending in -0 insert e before suf-

fixal -y: goo^ gooey; mosquito—* mosquitoey.

1.13.7 Geographical and personal names
ending in -o or a combination of vowels
pronounced \o\ often insert n or v before
-an/-ian: Buffalo—* Buffalonian; Marlow—* Mar-
lovian; Thoreau^* Thoreauvian; but some
geographical names ending in -o remain un-
changed before -an: Chicago—* Chicagoan.

1.14 When adding a prefix that forms a new
word, a base word usually remains unchanged:
act—* enact; call—* recall; change—^ exchange;
prove—* disprove; veil—* unveil.

exceptions: words ending in -// often drop one /

when adding a prefix; this practice, common in

Britain, is widespread also in the U.S., but the

unchanged (-//) forms prevail in this country:

fdl—* fulfil, fulfilment; roll—* enrol. By analogy
even some infinitives which are not derivatives of

EnglisTi base words sometimes drop one /. For
these words, too, the one -/ spelling prevails in
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Britain, whereas in the U.S. it exists side by side
with the -// form: distil/distill; instal/install.

1.15 Two or more words joining to form a
compound usually retain the full spelling of both
component words: billfold, makeup, sidestep,
widespread.

exceptions: many compounds which are long*
established in the language and in which the full

literal force of one or both elements has been
weakened or lost have dropped a letter from one,
sometimes both, of the original elements: almost,
alone, already, always; wherewithal; welcome,
welfare; artful, hateful; fulfill; pastime; until;

wherever.

2.1 -atole/-ible. English has a large group of
adjectives in -able, another in -ible; the force of
the suffix in both groups is the same. Many of
these adjectives are from Latin adjectives in
-abilis and -ibilis; -abilis occurs after first-con-
jugation stems, -ibilis after stems of the other
conjugations. With -abilis the stem used is the
present, with -ibilis it is sometimes the present,
sometimes the participial. Examples: (first con-
jugation) laudabilis; (second, third, fourth con-
jugations respectively, present stem) horribilis,

credibilis, audibilis; (second, third, fourth con-
jugations respectively, participial stem) risibilis,

defensibilis, sensibilis. These and many other such
Latin adjectives have been borrowed by English,
with change of -His to -le. In addition, many
others have been analogically formed in English,
or in French and borrowed by English. Since
Latin provides precedent for either the present or
the participial stem with -ibilis, two quite or sub-
stantially synonymous -ible words with different
stems have in some cases been introduced into
English {corrodible/corrosible, submergible/sub-
mersible). Further, -able has become a produc-
tive suffix in English and has been attached to a
multitude of English verbs. Many of these that
are Latin-derived are {a) from second-, third-,

and fourth-conjugation stems, or (b) from firsts

conjugation participial stems, with none of v/hich
-abilis occurs. Hence, English has a few variants
of the type preventible/preventable (class a) and a
probably larger number of the type educable/edu-
catable (class b).

2.2 e/ae, o/oe. The digraphs ae/x and oe/a of
Latin and of Greek transliterated into Latin are
sometimes retained in English derivatives and
borrowings, sometimes reduced to e. Sometimes
one form strongly prevails throughout English,
and variants are infrequent: economy, enigma,
estuary, ether, aer- words (as aerial, aeronautics)

.

When variants are frequent, the one-letter vari-
ant is nearly always in greater favor in LT.S. use
than in British: anemia/anaemia; anesthetic/
anaesthetic; diarrhea/diarrhoea; esophagus/
oesophagus; fetus/foetus; hemoglobin/haemo-
globin.

2.3 -ant/-ent. English contains a large group of
words ending in -ant and another in -ent, both
pronounced \3nt\. Most of the -ant words stem
from Latin present participles of the first con-
jugation {radiant, from Latin radians, -antis), the
-ent words from Latin present participles of the
other conjugations {regent, from Latin regens,
-entis); but not always {tenant, ultimately from a
Latin verb of the second conjugation, owes its a
to Old French). The two endings do not differ in
force, and, though usually all English words that
derive from the present participle of the same
Latin verb have a only or e only, in some

families of such derivatives there is variation:
pendant noun, pendency, dependent adj., in-

dependent, dependent also dependant noun;
propellant, expellant, repellent, impellent.

2.4 -Ction/-xion. Most nouns ending in
\ksh3n\ are spelled -ction only; a few are al-

ternatively -ction/-xion; a few are -xion only.
Those that are -ction only are ultimately from a
Latin verb whose participial stem ends in -ct:

direction, from directio from direct {us). Those
that are alternatively -ction/-xion are ultimately
from a Latin verb whose participial stem ends in
-j: and whose present stem ends in -ct; the par-
ticipial stem is the source of the -xion variant, the
present stem is the source, usually via an English
verb, of the -ction variant: thus inflexion is from
inflexio from inflex{us); inflection is inflexion
with X assimilated to the ct of English inflect,

from inflect{ere), an assimilation catalyzed by
the analogy of nouns like direction. Nouns that
are -xion only are ultimately from Latin verbs of
which the present stem does not end in -ct and
which accordingly have not procreated English
verbs in -ct {crucifixion, transfixion, and flux-
ion): deflection U.S., deflexion Brit.; inflection
U.S., inflexion, Brit.; connection U.S., connex-
ion, Brit.

2.5.1 em-/im-, en-/in-. The Latin preposition
or adverb in, in such English derivatives as
inoculate, intrude, invent, occurs as a prefix in

many Latin verbs and verb derivatives. Some-
times the in- is unchanged {inoculare, intrudere,
invenire). At other times the phonetic influence
of an initial consonant of the base that follows
the in- changes the « to a consonant having the
same articulation as the base-initial consonant.
The change is to m before m, b, and p {immigrare,
imbibere, implorare), to / before / {illuminare), to
r before r {irradiare).

2.5.2 French — Old and Modern — has bor-
rowed many of these compounds and retained
the Latin spelling of the prefix {inoculer, in-

venter, immigrer, imbiber, implorer, illuminer,
irradier). However, Latin in became en in French,
and when similar compounds were constructed
in French on French words as a base the vowel
used in the prefix was e. The assimilation of
the n to m before m, b, and p continued {em-
mener, embaumer, employer); the assimilation of
the « to / and r before / and r respectively did
not {enlargier, enrager).

2.5.3 English, like French, has borrowed many
of the Latin compound verbs and retained the
Latin spelling of the prefix {inoculate, invent, im-
migrate, imbibe, implore, illuminate, irradiate).

English has borrowed also from French many
forms in em- and en- {embalm, employ, enlarge).
English has taken over also the prefixes im-, in-,

em-, en- and attached them to English nouns and
adjectives to make verbs, or to verbs to make
other verbs {imbed, encage, enkindle). As in
French formations, -m is usually used before m,
b, p {immarble/emmarble, imbed/embed, im-
panel/empanel) but in the compound having
mesh as base both m and n are found prefixally.

2.5.4 Of the borrowings from French em- and
en- forms, and of the formations within English,
some have now e now / as the prefixal vowel
{enclose/inclose, embed/imbed, embitter/imbit-
ter); others, some of which formerly showed the
same variation, are found with e only or with i

only {embalm, encamp, impeach), i is more fre-

quent before m than before n.
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2.5.5 In most of the intra-English formations
the prefix adds little or nothing semantically to

the base. Before an adjective or noun it serves

chiefly as a sign that the adjective or noun has
been made a verb. This verb-forming prefix is

closest to being completely functionless when it

is added to a verb: thus kindle and enkindle are

not easily discriminable. If the prefix makes a
substantial semantic contribution, usually the

prefixal vowel is / and the prefixal consonant is n
whatever letter follows (inborn, inbound, inbred/
but imbred occasionally).

2.6 -er/-re. Some English words, mostly de-
rived from French words in -re, which in turn
are mostly derived from Greek or Latin, al-

ternatively end in -er/-re: But the -er, of different

origin, that is a productive suffix freely attach-

able to English bases {writer, header, jour-poster.

New Yorker) does not have the variant -re. Most
of the variants are usually -er in U.S., -re in

Britain: caliber/calibre; center/centre; somber/
sombre.

exceptions: (1) in both U.S. and British use -re

is usually the form after c, the immediately fol-

lowing r ensuring the hardness of the c (acre,

chancre, involucre, lucre, massacre, mediocre,
nacre, wiseacre). But after g (which, like c, may
be hard or soft) the same is not true (U.S.
meager/Yiriiish meagre; but both countries prefer

eager, ogre); (2) U.S. and British usage both
prefer cadre \'kad-re\, macabre, timbre "tone
quality". The latter (often \'tam-bsr\) is not to
be confused with timber "wood" (\'tim-b3r\), a
different word, which has only -er in both coun-
tries; (3) although meter/metre, the metrics
system unit of measurement (which is ultimately
from Greek metron), and its compounds (centi-

met-, decimet-, millimet-) are -re in Britain,

meter (which is mete -\- -er) is universal in both
countries for any device for measuring (electric

meter), as is also -meter as the second element of
many names for specific measuring devices
(altimeter, barometer, galvanometer, gasometer,
ohmmeter, speedometer, thermometer, voltmeter,
volumeter). Some of these compounds are simply
a joining or telescoping of an English first ele-

ment and meter "measuring device", but most
are not. In a few the quality of the e that follows
the m is the same as in the simplex word; in most
this c is of a different quality and without stress.

In metric-system names the sound values in

-meter/-metre are the same as in the simplex;
(4) although meter/metre "rhythm" is metre in

Britain, for names of individual measures (trim-

eter, tetrameter, pentameter, hexameter) -meter
is the spelling there as well as in the U.S. In
these, too, the e following the w is without stress;

(5) both theater/theatre have wide currency in

the U.S., only the second in Britain. In New
York City, the theatrical center of the U.S., the
spelling is usually theatre; (6) neuter and sober
are in both countries -er only.

2.7.1 -er/-or. These are the most common end-
ings in English for agent nouns. This -or does
not have a varaint -our except in saviour. A few
agent nouns have a rather than e or o before the
r (beggar, liar, pedlar sometimes). Such nouns of
this class as are based on a Latin perfect stem,
whether the nouns are formed in English from an
English verb so based or are taken from the
Latin or, with somewhat altered spelling, from
French (author) usually have -or: actor, collector,
conductor, confessor, inspector, operator, super-
visor, translator.

2.7.2 Other agent nouns usually have -er, such
as nouns based on Latin present stems and nouns
based on verbs of Germanic origin: designer,
digger, distiller, invader, producer, subscriber,
voyager.

2.7.3 Occasionally, however, an English agent
noun, although its base is from a Latin perfect
stem, has -er for suffix, as a less frequent variant
of -or. In such pairs the -or form is on the analogy
of Latin, the -er form is the English suffix added
to an English verb that is from the same Latin
perfect stem as the -or noun (executor/ archaic
executer). Conversely, sometimes an agent noun,
though its base is from a Latin present stem, has
-or alone or as a variant of -er. Sometimes false
analogy may be responsible: some Latin present
stems have the same final consonant or con-
sonant cluster as some Latin perfect stems (com-
pare the present participle re}lect[ere] and the
past participle elect[us]); the coiner of rejlector
may have used as his model a quite regular for-
mation of the type elector. So also adaptor and
advisor are unexpected (compare adapt[are],
advis{are]), captor and supervisor are regular
(compare capt[us], supervis[us])

.

2.7A Old French is the source of numerous -or
agent nouns. Many are law terms or have a legal
sense, and of these many have correlatives in -ee
(bailor, bailee). Most of the terms have variants
in -er, and -er is the usual spelling in nonlegal
use of such terms as have both legal and non-
legal senses: abettor, bailor, consignor, mort-
gagor, vendor.

2.8 -ph-/-f-. \'S3l-far\ as a chemical term and
chemical terms based on it are usually spelled
sulf- by U.S. scientists, sulph- by British scien-
tists. Nonscientists in both countries usually
spell sulph-.

2.9 -ize/-ise. Ancient Greek has a verb suf-
fix -izein, which descended into postclassical
Latin as -izare and into French as -iser. English
has borrowed verbs (all of more than one
syllable) containing this suffix from all three
languages (ostracize, pulverize, moralize). In
addition, English has isolated the suffix and used
it quite freely, attaching it to bases both Greek
(criticize, mechanize) and non-Greek (to Latin
bases, anglicize; to English nouns, victimize,
memorize; to English adjectives, normalize,
victorianize; to proper names, londonize,
bowdlerize). In U.S. use the suffix is nearly al-

ways spelled -ize, even in words from French, in
which the spelling is -iser. In Britain, however,
many not only retain s in borrowings from
French but use .s instead of z in borrowings from
Greek and Latin and in English formations.
Many others in Britain, however, including
several influentialpublications, use -ize in all

words in which \iz\ is descended from Greek
-izein.

exceptions: (I) although \Tz\ in exorci-e and
chasti-e derives (in the second somewhat cir-

cuitously> from Greek -izein, there is a strong
preference for s over z in these words; (2) the
ending \iz\ in some English verbs (and a few
nouns) not only is from etyma spelled with s
rather than z but has no etymological relation-
ship to the ending discussed in the preceding
paragraph. For adverti-e s strongly pre-
vails in both the U.S. and Britain. In
Britain z seems to prevail in amorti-e, assi-e,
recogni-e, strongly prevails in aggrandi-e, capsi-e,
cogni-e, gormundi-e; in the U.S. z alone occurs
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or strongly prevails in all seven words. The verb
inerchandi-e occasionally has z, the noun
seldom. The following are usually found with s:

advise, comprise, compromise, demise, despise,
devise, disguise, enterprise, excise, franchise,
improvise, revise, supervise, surmise, surprise;

(3) in the small group of words analy-e, dialy-e,

electroly-e, paraly-e, in which -ly-e derives from
the Greek noun lysis, s seems to be somewhat
more common than z in Britain but z is much
more common than s in the U.S.

2.10 -Ol/-OUl. In the words mold/mould,
molder/moulder, molt/moult, and smolder/
smoulder, the u is likely to be more often dropped
than kept in the U.S., is almost always kept in

Britain. Molten (from melt) has no variant with
u.

2.11 -or/-our. English contains a group of
/•-final nouns that are descended from Latin
nouns having nominative -or, that are not agent
nouns (compare 2.7.1), and that are usually
spelled -or in the U.S. but -our in Britain:
ardor/ardour; color/colour; jervor/fervour; honor/
honour; labor/labour; rigor/rigour; tumor/
tumour. The first such borrowings into English
were from early Old French, and the termination
in both lending and borrowing language was -or
or -ur. In French as spoken in Britain after the
Norman Conquest the ending became -our.
English borrowings from this Anglo-French re-

tained the -our, and earlier borrowings from
continental French became -our by assimilation.
After the Renaissance made Latin more widely
known, words of this category were usually bor-
rowed, in their Latin spelling, with -or as the
ending. Many words once spelled -our in English
are in Britain now written -or, but others are not.
In the U.S. the -our spelling is seldom used in

these words.

exceptions: (1) although the -our ending
formerly occurred also in agent nouns, saviour is

the only important survival; (2) glamour and
saviour are the only two -our forms that have
wide currency in the U.S.; (3) not all -or/-our
words derive ultimately from Latin -or words
{arbor "latticework", armor, behavior, harbor,
neighbor). In Britain, u is usually retained before
suffixes that had their origin within English
(favourer, jlavourjul, humourless, neighbourhood,
neighbourly, vapourish); before Latin suffixes

that are not freely addable to English words u
usually disappears (coloration, honorary, honor-
ific, odoriferous, odorous); before Greek and
Latin suffixes that have been naturalized (-able,

-ism, -ist, -ite, -ize) the spelling varies.

2.12 -pedZ-pede (from Latin pes, pedis, foot).

-pede is more common than -ped after milli- and
possibly the only form after veloci- and centi-.

After other elements -ped is usual and is proba-
bly the only form that is now used after bi- and
quadru-.

2.13 -C-/-S-: defence/defense; oflence/ojjense;
pretence/pretense; vice/vise "tool". In all four
words c is the preference in Britain, 5 in the
U.S.; defensive, offensive, and pretension, how-
ever, are the usual word forms in both countries;
licence /license; practice/practise: U.S. usually
spells license both noun and verb with s; Britain
almost invariably spells the noun with c, usually
spells the verb with s. U.S. uses c more often
than .? in the noun practice, uses one letter about
as often as the other in the verb practise; Britain
strongly prefers c in the noun (s seems nonexist-
ent), 5 in the verb. Although noun and verb were
once undifferentiated, on both sides of the
Atlantic prophecy is more common for the noun,
prophesy for the verb.

PLURALS
1. The plurals of English nouns are regularly
formed in writing by the suffixation of the let-

ter -J (hat—^ hats) or the letters -cs (cross—

^

crosses) and in speaking by the addition of the
sound \s\ (\'hat—^ 'hats\), the sound \z\
(\'b6i—» "boizX), or the sound \sz\ (X'kros—

>

'kr6-S3z\). Although there are many exceptions
to be noted, this regularity is so dominant that in
theory all English nouns may be said to be capa-
ble of an analogical plural in the letters -5 or -es,

and in practice little hesitation in so forming a
new or unknown plural should be felt. Native
speakers of English have no difficulty in using
the sounds of pluralization in accordance with
regular patterns. This treatment of plurals will

be limited to written words, typically selected,
not exhaustive.

2. -S. Most nouns simply add -s: bag-
violet—* violets.

bags;

3. Silent -e. Nouns ending in -e that is silent
regularly add -s: college—^ colleges; race-^
races.

4. -es. Nouns ending in -s, -z, -x, -ch, or -sh
regularly add -es: buzz-^ buzzes; dash-^ dashes;
fox-^ foxes; gas—^ gases; torch—^ torches.

5. consonant + -y. Nouns ending in -y pre-
ceded by a consonant regularly change -y to -/-

and add -es: army^f armies; courtesy^ cour-

tesies; sky—> skies; except proper names:
Germany—> Germanys; Kentucky—> Kentuckys;
Mary—> Marys.

6. -quy. Nouns ending in -quy regularly change
-y to -1- and add -es: colloquy—> colloquies.

7. vowel + -y. Nouns ending in -y preceded
by a vowel (except those ending in -quy) regu-
larly add -s: bay—> bays; boy—> boys; guy—> guys;
key—* keys.

8. vowel + -O. Nouns ending in -o preceded by
a vowel regularly add -s: duo—> duos; embryo—

>

embryos; studio—> studios.

9. consonant + -O. Most nouns ending in -o
preceded by a consonant add -s.- alto—* altos;

ego—> egos; piano—> pianos; two—> twos; but
other nouns ending in -o preceded by a con-
sonant add -es: echo-^ echoes; hero-^ heroes;
potato—* potatoes. The consonant or cluster pre-

ceding the -o does not determine whether the
plural will add -5 or -es. A few nouns add either:

bravo—> bravos/bravoes; cargo—> cargos/cargoes;
domino—> dominos/dominoes; zero—> zeros/zeroes.

10. -00. Nouns ending in -00 regularly add -s:

coo—* coos; cuckoo—* cuckoos; tattoo—^ tattoos.

11. -i. Most nouns ending in -/ add -5.- rabbl-^
rabbis; ski-^ skis; but a few add either -s or -es:

taxi^ taxis/taxies.
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12. -f. A few nouns ending in -/ change the -} to
-V- and add -e^; leaj—> leaves; self—* selves;

thief^> thieves; wolJ~> wolves; but some of these
also add -^ without consonant change: calj~*
calves/caljs; wharj—> wharves/wharjs.

13. -fe. A few nouns ending in -je change -/- to

-V- and add -i; knife-^> knives; life-^ lives.

14. uniliteral words. Single letters, numbers,
figures, and signs add either apostrophe and -s

or just -s: A-^ A's/As; 4—*4's/4s; 1920-^
1920's/1920s; A-> A's/As; #-^ fs/is.

15.1 nouns formed from abbreviations.
Abbreviations formed by literation and used as
nouns add either apostrophe and -s or more
often just -s: GI-* GI's/GIs; IQ-^ IQ's/IQs;
Ph.D.^ Ph.D:s/Ph.D.s.

15.2 Abbreviations formed by truncation or
contraction usually add -s without apostrophe:
apt—> apts; bbl—> bbls; cap—> caps; mt—> mts; but
some become plural without any change: 1 hr—*
4 hr; 1 wo—> 4 mo; 1 oz-^ 4 oz; 1 yd—^ 4 yd.

15.3 Some single-letter abbreviations double
an initial consonant: c.—> cc. (chapters); p.

—* pp.
(pages); v.—> vv. (verses, violins).

16. -en. One noun usually adds -en: ox—^ oxen;
and another changes the stem and adds -en:

child-^ children; and one sometimes changes the
stem and adds -en: brother—> brethren.

17. umlaut. Six nouns change the medial vowel:
joot—> feet; goose—* geese; louse—> lice; man—

>

men; mouse—> mice; tooth—> teeth. Compounds in

which one of these is the final element likewise
change: dormouse-^ dormice; Englishman—^ En-
glishmen; eyetooth-^ eyeteeth; Jorejoot—^ jorejeet;

18. foreign endings. Many nouns of foreign
origin retain the foreign plural; most of them
have also a regular English -s or -es plural, which
is often preferred, although sometimes a foreign
plural signals a difference in meaning (compare
stadia and stadiums).

18.1 Latin. Most of these common anglicized
foreign words come from Latin: alga-^ algae;
minutia -^ minutiae; alumnus—> alumni; fungus—

>

fungi; index—> indices; matrix—> matrices; ad-
dendum-^ addenda; medium—^ media; ovum—*
ova; genus—* genera; opus—*' opera; crux—*
cruces; nomen—> nomina; apparatus—* apparatus;
series—> series.

18.2 Greek. The second largest group of
anglicized foreign words comes from Greek:
analysis—> analyses; ellipsis—* ellipses; thesis—*

theses; criterion—* criteria; phenomenon—> phe-
nomena; carcinoma-^ carcinomata; lemma—*
lemmata; aphis—* aphides; phalanx—^ phalanges.

18.3 Italian. A comparatively small number of
Italian plurals have become anglicized: bam-
bino-^ bambini; dilettante—* dilettanti; libretto—

>

libretti.

18.4 French. A small number of French plurals
have been anglicized : adieu—* adieux; beau—*
beaux; madame—* mesdames; monsieur—* mes-
sieurs.

18.5 miscellaneous: cherub-^ cherubim (He-
brew) ; fellah-^ fellahin (Arabic) ; senor-^ senores
(Spanish).

19.1 compounds. Two-word compounds con-
sisting of initial noun plus adjective hyphened or
open customarily pluralize the noun: cousins
german—> cousins-german; heir apparent—* heirs
apparent; knight-errant—* knights-errant; but
not invariably; sometimes the adjective is con-
strued as a noun and a regular suffix is alter-
natively added to it: attorney general—^ at-
torneys general/attorney generals; court-martial—^
courts-martial/court-martials; notary public—*

notaries public/notary publics; sergeant major—*

sergeants major/sergeant majors. In similar-ap-
pearing compounds in which the second word is

a noun a regular suffix is added at the end:
brigadier general—* brigadier generals; judge ad-
vocate—> judge advocates. A few similar com-
pounds have double plurals: gentleman-usher-^
gentlemen-ushers; lord justice—> lords justices;
thing-in-itself—* things-in-themselves.

19.2 Three-word compounds consisting of ini-

tial noun plus prepositional phrase hyphened or
open customarily pluralize the initial noun:
aide-de-camp—* aides-de-camp; brother-in-law—*

brothers-in-law; man-of-war—* men-of-war.

20. animals. Many names of fishes, birds, and
mammals have both a plural with a suffix and a
zero plural that is identical with the singular.
Some have one or the other. Some present a
choice according to meaning or according to a
special interest of the user.

20.1 Examples of some that form a plural with a
suffix (except occasionally when modified by an
adjective like wild, native, sea, mountain): bird,

cow, crow, dog, eagle, hen, monkey, rat, shark,
swallow.

20.2 The following have both plurals of which
the zero plural is likely to be preferred by those
who hunt or fish: antelope, bear, doe, duck,
flounder, hare, quail, rabbit, raccoon, squirrel,

tuna.

20.3 The following have both plurals of which
the zero plural is the commoner but the plural
with a suffix is used to signify diversity in kind
or species (trouts of the Rocky mountains; fishes
of the Atlantic) : bass, cod, elk, pike, pout.

20.4 The following customarily prefer the zero
plural: cattle, deer, grouse, moose, sheep.

21. numbers. A small number of general terms
for numbers or quantities have both a plural

form with suffix and a zero plural used in some
constructions: brace-^ brace/braces; dozen—

^

dozen/dozens; hundred-^ hundred/hundreds;
score-^ score/scores.

22. peoples. Many names of tribal origin have a
zero plural and also an anglicized plural with
suffix: Bantu-^ Bantu/Bantus; Choctaw—^ Choc-
taw/Choctaws; Eskimo-^ Eskimo/Eskimos.

23. -ese. Most names derived from a place
name and ending in -ese have only a zero plural:

Burmese, Cantonese, Chinese, Japanese, Por-
tuguese.
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, comma
; semicolon
: colon

period or full stop
— dash or em dash
- dash or en dash
~' swung dash
? question mark or interrogation point

i? question marks, Spanish
! exclamation point

( ) parentheses or curves

[ ] brackets, square

< > brackets, angle
' or ' apostrophe

hyphen
= or « double hyphen
- (e) acute accent
^ (e) grave accent
^ (6) or ^ or ~ circumflex
~ (n) tilde

— (o) macron
^ (u) breve

(ob) diaeresis

J (5) cedilla

A caret
" "

Qf.
II II quotation marks

« » quotation marks, French
» « or ,,

" quotation marks, German
' '' or ' ' quotation marks, single
" or " or " ditto marks
/ virgule or slant

\ reversed virgule

{ or ] 01— brace

, . . or * * * or ellipsis

. . . suspension points
* asterisk

t dagger

t double dagger

§ section or numbered clause

II
parallels

H or If paragraph
tW index or fist

*** or *** asterism

0.1 Speech consists not merely of sounds but of
organized sound sequences that follow various
structural patterns and are uttered with signifi-

cant modifications of pitch and stress and sig-

nificant pauses. Besides representing the basic
sounds of speech, the English writing system ac-
cordingly utilizes signs called punctuation marks
to separate groups of words and to convey some
indication of the varying pitch and volume and
especially the pauses in the flow of speech sounds.

0.2 A pause in speech is accompanied by a sig-

nificant adjustment in the pitch of the voice,
which may rise, fall, or remain the same. There
may also be an increase or decrease in stress with
or without actual cessation of sound. Three
principal types of pauses are readily perceptible
in English speech: (1) The fading pause, a falling

into silence with a full stop, is marked by a
lowering of pitch and decrease of stress until the
production of sound ceases. This pause signifies

the termination of an utterance and in writing
is usually indicated by the period or the semi-
colon. (2) The rising pause is characterized by
an upturn in pitch often combined with a
lengthening of word sounds just before the
break. This pause is used to set off word groups
within utterances, especially whenever there is

anticipation of supplementary or explanatory
matter to follow, and is usually indicated in

writing by a comma or, at the end of a question,
by a question mark. (3) The sustained pause
occurs whenever there is a break without any
change in the pitch of the voice or when the same
pitch is continued across a break. This pause is

often indicated in writing by a comma, particu-
larly when a rising pause would also be appro-
priate. The sustained pause is indicated also by
such marks as a dash or ellipsis where a person
stops speaking without altering the pitch of his

voice, ^as when he is interrupted.

0.3 Much written expression consists of discourse
never actually spoken but formulated in the
writer's mind and immediately expressed in writ-

ing. Somewhat more formal in its structural pat-
terns than actual speech, such written expression
is nevertheless a reflection of the spoken language,
is itself capable of being spoken, and is therefore
punctuated as the written expression of actual
speech.

0.4 As will be indicated, punctuation marks are
often used in an arbitrary or mechanical manner
not directly related to language structure or to

patterns of speech sounds. To a considerable ex-
tent, however, punctuation may be explained in
terms of the structural divisions of speech —
sentences, clauses, phrases, and other word
groups — and some of the more obvious elements
of pitch, stress, and pause that indicate their

separation or their relationship.

1.1 Like a fading pause and full stop in speech, a
period usually terminates a sentence that is

neither interrogative nor exclamatory <The
mountain is 5000 feet high. If the climbers have
a good day, they will reach the top in a few hours.
At the summit they will eat the lunch which has
been prepared, and then they will start down
early enough to reach the bottom before dark.)

1.1.1 Utterances terminated by a fading pause do
not always have a complete subject-predicate

structure. In the context of consecutive speech,

however, the meaning of such utterances is en-

tirely clear, and in writing they are usually termi-

nated with a period ("Tell me when you came
in." "Just now.") ("Please close the door."
"Certainly.")

1.1.2 Structurally incomplete or fragmentary
elements terminating in a period occur frequently

in modern narrative writing and are usually
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terminated with a period <The sound of artillery

through the night. The enemy again. Banging
away to keep everyone nervous and awake.)

1.2 A period often follows an abbreviation
<Reedville, Mass., pop. 879) <cap. or 1. c.> <7
a. m.> <30 mins.) <lg. pkg.) <no. 72) <5s. 6d.>
<bks. marked o. p.> <dept. bulls.) <50 pp.)
<U. S. S. Wyoming} <Dr. John H. Doe, 7 Pine
St., New York, N. Y.) <Dec. 7, 1941) <Lt. Col.
John Doe)

1.2.1 Periods do not usually follow abbrevia-
tions of compound names of international or-
ganizations and government agencies, official

abbreviations designating equipment, and a large
number of similar compound abbreviations usu-
ally written without spaces <NATO) <UN)
<UNESCO) <TVA) <VT fuze) <pfc) <EST)

1.2.2 Periods usually follow common contrac-
tions made by omitting medial letters (secy.)
<advt.) <mfg.) <recd.)

1.2.3 Some publishers, chiefly British, often do
not put a period after Mr, Mrs, and Dr <Dr and
Mrs John H. Doe)

1.2.4 A period does not follow symbols of
chemical elements {Al} {Cu} {U 235}

1.2.5 Such terms as 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 8vo, and
12mo are not abbreviations and do not require a
period.

1.2.6 Isolated letters of the alphabet used as
designations do not require a period <T square)
<A 1) <I beam)

1.2.7 After titles of books and articles, after

headings, and in display printing, printers usually
omit a period at the ends of lines, as well as other
punctuation except an essential question mark or
an exclamation point.

1.3 A period is necessary before a decimal and
between dollars and cents in figures <16.63 ft.)

<.32cal.) <$12.17)

1.4 A period may or may not follow a roman
numeral. In particular contexts usage is often
quite uniform; thus a period is used after a roman
numeral designating a chapter of a book in the
Bible <2 Sam. xix. 12) but no period is used after

a roman numeral following a personal name
(Elizabeth II of England)

1.5 Dictionaries use centered periods to indi-
cate division between syllables of words where
division is not otherwise indicated by accent
marks or hyphens.

2.1 A question mark usually indicates in writ-
ing the incompleteness or anticipation conveyed
in speech by any of various intonation patterns
and frequently though not exclusively by a rising
pause. The word order may be that of a question
or a statement (When did he leave?) (You say he
never came back?) (An Oxford degree — or was
it foreign travel? — lured him to England.)

2.1.1 A question mark does not follow an in-
direct question, which has the intonation pattern
and fading pause of a positive statement (They
are asking him where he plans to go.)

2.1.2 A request expressed in interrogative form
for the sake of courtesy usually ends in a period

corresponding to the fading pause of a positive
statement (Will you kindly fill out this ques-
tionnaire and return it to the personnel office.)

2.1.3 When used as the terminal mark of a direct
quotation, the question mark, as well as the ex-
clamation point, usually takes the place of a
comma or period which would otherwise be used
at that point in the sentence (After he had affixed
the title "What is Progress?" he folded the
manuscript of his speech.)

2.2 A question mark, usually enclosed in paren-
theses, often follows arbitrarily after a word,
phrase, or date to indicate uncertainty of its

accuracy or to mark a gap in available informa-
tion (Omar Khayyam, Persian poet (7-1123?))

3.1 An exclamation point follows an expression
or statement that is an exclamation and corre-
sponds to a heavy, relatively high-pitched termi-
nal stress in speech (Oh no! Not that!) (I wish
he would!) (Do you think we will stand for this

any longer!) (Hurry! We need help!)

4.0 Of all the marks of punctuation the comma
offers the most difficulty in use and the widest
range for individual choice. Though often mark-
ing rhetorical or elocutionary pauses, the comma
is used primarily to separate or to set off in a
group. It sometimes distinguishes nonrestrictive
modifiers from restrictive modifiers. Since the
genus-terms of definitions in this dictionary are
intended to be modified only by differentiae that
are restrictive in some degree, the use of commas
either to separate or to group is severely limited
chiefly to units in apposition or in series.

4.1 Commas That Set Off. A word, phrase, or
clause is often inserted in a sentence to supply
explanatory or supplementary information. In
speech the rising pause or sometimes the sustained
pause sets off such material when it is of relatively

minor importance and is not essential to the main
idea. In writing, commas usually indicate the sub-
ordinate status of such matter. These commas
always make a pair unless the element set off

begins or ends a sentence.

4.1.1 Commas usually set off words, phrases,
and other sentence elements that are parenthetical
or independent. Items of this sort are contrasting
expressions, prefatory exclamations, the names of
persons directly addressed, and expressions like

he said in direct quotations (Work, not words, is

what is needed.) (The outcome, though hardly to

our liking, is better than expected.) (The animals,
nervous and restless, pace interminably in their

cages.) (He is often late, to be sure, but we can
rely on him in a crisis.) ("Listen, John," he said,

"drive carefully.") (Oh bosh, pay no attention to

him (the comma that goes with the comma after

bosh gives way to the capital O).}

4.1.2 Commas usually set off appositional or
modifying words, phrases, or clauses that do not
limit or restrict the main idea of a sentence. Such
constructions are termed nonrestrictive (George,
his own brother, is turning against him.) (John,
whom we saw yesterday, is away today.) (His
father, dressed in a new gray suit, came early for

the ceremony.) The second of the pair of commas
in the next three gives way to the period that

closes the sentence (There stood John, smiling
quietly to himself.) (We leave at 3 o'clock, when
the bell rings.) (The formation is of great in-

terest to geologists, although most of us would
hardly notice it.)
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4.1.2.1 When inserted or appended words,
phrases, or clauses are restrictive or essential to
the main idea of a statement, they are spoken
without the pauses or other significant intonation
that would indicate matter of minor importance.
In writing, commas are likewise unnecessary <His
friend George is turning against him.) (The man
whom we saw yesterday is not here today.) (The
man dressed in the new gray suit is his father.)
(John is the boy standing in the rear and smiling
to himself.) (We leave when the bell rings.) (He
will come if his safe-conduct is guaranteed.)

4.1.2.2 Sometimes the presence or absence of
commas corresponding to spoken pauses con-
stitutes the sole means of determining whether a
phrase or clause is essential or nonessential, re-

strictive or nonrestrictive (Our friends, who live

out of town, do not like the new parking laws/
Our friends who live out of town do not like the
new parking laws.) (The men, draining the
swamp, searched all day for the boy/The men
draining the swamp searched allday for theboy.)
(We do not visit him, because he always serves
liquor/We do not visit him because he always
serves liquor.)

4.1.3 Commas set off transitional words and ex-
pressions (as on the contrary, on the other hand,
consequently, furthermore, moreover, nevertheless,
therefore) whenever they are or would be spoken
with the adjacent rising or sustained pauses that
indicate subordinate matter (The question, how-
ever, remains unsettled.) (Nevertheless, we shall
go.) (On the contrary, under the rules a vote is

in order.)

4.1.3.1 Such expressions may occur in context
so as to be spoken without significant pauses and
may likewise require no punctuation (We shall
therefore proceed with the operation.) (The
weaklings will consequently be forced to drop
out.) (A clear-cut decision is on the other hand
too much to expect.)

4 .2 .1 Commas That Separate .Various expres-
sions are often used in sentences to introduce or
qualify something that follows. To separate these
elements in speech a rising or sustained pause
denotes the end of the introductory information
and the beginning of the main part of the state-
ment. In writing, a comma accordingly often
separates an introductory word or phrase from
the rest of the sentence, particularly when the
introductory material is long or when ambiguity
might otherwise occur (Unfortunately, we shall
have to decline the invitation.) (In the first place,
you will get very little information from him.)
(To gain popularity, he betrayed his convictions.)
(Immediately upon reaching the surface, he
swam to shore.) (Seeing the dog approaching, he
ran off down the street.)

4.2.2 Whenever in spoken English there is an
enumeration of items, a rising or sustained pause
separates and distinguishes each member of the
series. In writing, a comma likewise usually
separates words, phrases, or clauses that occur in
a series (The estate is to be divided among
Robert, John, and William.) (Trees, trees, trees
were all we could see.) (He opened the can,
removed the contents, and replaced the lid.)
(The one who befriended us, watched over us,
and gave us help is now no more.) (The prisoner
will not talk, he refuses to eat, and he pounds the
bars continually.)

4.2.2.1 Before and or or introducing the final

term in a closed series, writers usually put a
comma (a, b, and c) (a coat, a hat, and a pair of
gloves) (scientific, technical, and learned periodi-
cals) but sometimes omit it in a short series (a
coat, a hat and a pair of gloves) {a, b and c)

4.2.2.2 Modifying words in an open series pre-
ceding a noun are often separated and distin-
guished in speech by pauses and in writing by
commas (a rural, agricultural, idyllic life)

(journalistic, literary, popular publications).
Sometimes, however, the pause and hence the
comma may be unnecessary when the second
modifier relates more closely to the noun than the
first, or when the first modifier applies to the
second modifier and the noun as a unit (a quiet
rural atmosphere) (a vivid red tie) (a brilliant
military strategist)

4.2.3 Statements or clauses joined by a coordi-
nating conjunction are separated in speech by a
sustained or rising pause. In writing, a comma
usually effects this separation (He seemed in-

attentive, but not a word escaped him.) (His face
showed his disappointment, for he knew he had
failed.) (He did not like intruders of the sort that
now confronted him, nor did he see any way of
avoiding them.) (She knew very little about him,
and he volunteered nothing.)

4.2.3.1 When the statements or clauses joined
by a coordinating conjunction are brief and un-
ambiguous, and usually when the subject is the
same, the comma may be omitted (He will suffer
but he will recover.)

4.2.3.2 A comma alone without the conjunc-
tion sometimes separates brief and closely related
statements or clauses. In such instances a sus-
tained or slightly falling pause may occur in
speech rather than the fading pause and full stop
designated by the period (The boy went to the
store, then he went home.) (Don't bother, it

doesn't make any difference.) (He would always
remember, the experience was now a part of
him.) This comma may or may not be permissive
in the treatment of the comma fault in various
handbooks of composition.

4.2.3.3 When a conjunction joins two predica-
tive constructions that have the same subject, the
clarifying pause in speech may be slight or im-
perceptible. In writing, a comma is likewise not
considered necessary except to avoid ambiguity
(The car teetered for a moment on the edge of the
road and then plunged down the embankment.)
(Sailing an iceboat is thrilling sport but requires
great skill.)

4.2.4 Corresponding to the rising or sustained
pause necessary in speech to distinguish items in

addresses and dates, a comma usually separates
such matter in writing (Born January 1, 1900, in
Delhi, India, the university's outstanding student
received his college degree in June, 1922.)
(Apply for the booklet at the Superintendent of
Documents, Washington 25, D. C.)

4.2.4.1 Usage is about evenly divided, how-
ever, when the day is not given (in June 1 922) or
(in June, 1922)

4.2.4.2 Sometimes writers omit the comma after
the year (born January 1, 1900 in India)

4.2.5 When such expressions as namely, that i.v,

I. e., e. g., viz. introduce an illustration or ex-
ample, a comma that corresponds in function to
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a rising or sustained pause in speech usually
separates it from what follows <There are two
ways to do the job: namely, a right way and a
wrong way.) <He forbade future forays; that is,

there were to be no more raids on the neighbors'
gardens.)

4.2.6 A comma usually indicates the place of an
omitted word or word group to achieve a separa-
tion like that effected in speech by a sustained or
rising pause <The tractor is used for hauling; the
bulldozer, for excavating.)

4.2.7 Like a sustained or rising pause in speech,
a comma usually separates a direct quotation
from the rest of a sentence or context <"Make
way for liberty," he cried.) <He asked abruptly,
"Which way do you vote?") <As some say,
"Virtue is its own reward.")

4.3 Commas Used Arbitrarily. The comma
often functions in an arbitrary manner as a
mechanical device.

4.3.1 In numbers the comma usually separates
thousands, millions, and other groups of three
digits except in dates, page numbers, and street

numbers, and in numbers of four digits <an alti-

tude of 7525 feet) <3600 rpm)

4.3.2 A comma usually sets off inverted names
in bibliographies and reference lists <Doe, John,
Jr.)

4.3.3 A comma usually separates a proper name
and an academic or honorary title, also two or
more such titles in succession (John Doe, M.A.,
Ph.D., President)

4.3.4 A comma is the customary mark after the
salutation in personal letters and after the com-
plimentary close in all letters <Dear Jack,)
(Sincerely yours,) (Yours very truly,)

4.4.1 One may avoid excessive or uncertain use
of the comma by eliminating commas, excepting
those used arbitrarily, where there are no sig-

nificant pauses. In terms of structure, a comma
does not usually separate closely related gram-
matical sequences (The advice his father gave
him/remained long in his mind.) (The result of
the long and detailed planning was / that the
forces were well prepared for the battle.) (The
flea-bitten, shaggy / dog padded desolately down
the alley.) (The long, happy, and successful trip/
was one he will never forget.) (His new car is a
fast / and powerful machine.)

4.4.2 It is equally important to insert a comma
to prevent misreading or ambiguity. The need for
a rising or sustained pause in speech usually indi-
cates that a comma is necessary in writing (In-
side, the fire was burning brightly.) (Ever since,
the little man comes at dark to clean the kitchen.)
(Whoever lost it, lost an invaluable treasure.)
(To Ruth, John appeared as a mighty warrior on
a white horse.) (In 1925, 25 percent of the
graduates of the school went on to college.) (The
railroad had no resources, but the trains were
somehow kept running.) (As the car struck, the
utility pole fell with a crash.)

5.1 In general the semicolon functions as a
weak period or as a strong comma. As a weak
period the semicolon corresponds to a fading
pause and full stop in speech similar to but
perhaps not quite as final as that represented by
a period. As a strong comma the semicolon cor-

responds to a rising or sustained pause in speech
possibly longer or slightly more definitive than
that represented by a comma.

5.1.1 As a weak period a semicolon usually
separates independent statements or clauses
joined together in one sentence without a con-
junction. Such statements or clauses are usually
closely related (Make no terms; resist until the
last breath.) (A fool babbles continuously; a
wise man holds his tongue.)

5.1.2 As a weak period a semicolon usually
separates two statements or clauses when the
second begins with a sentence connector or con-
junctive adverb, as accordingly, also, conse-
quently, furthermore, hence, however, indeed,
moreover, nevertheless, otherwise, so, still, then,

therefore, thus, yet (You have recommended this

man; therefore I will give him a trial.) (His con-
duct has always been exemplary; nevertheless he
will not be permitted to go.)

5.1.3 As a strong comma a semicolon usually
separates phrases or clauses that are themselves
broken up by punctuation (The country's re-

sources consist of large ore deposits; lumber,
waterpower, and fertile soils; a favorable cli-

mate; and a strong, rugged people.) (When the
presently available natural resources are greatly
depleted, man will have to develop new sources
of food and power; and then will come the real
test of his energies, his imagination, and his

ingenuity.)

5.1.4 A semicolon sometimes separates arbi-
trarily in lists of names with addresses, titles, or
figures where a comma alone would not clearly

separate items or references (Genesis 3:1-19;
4:1-16)

6.1 The colon, corresponding to a fading or sus-
tained pause in speech, is a rhetorical mark of
supplementation. It links clauses, phrases, or less

often single words; it indicates that what follows
it coordinates with some element of what pre-
cedes or sometimes with all of what precedes back
to the beginning of a sentence. Specific types of
supplementation are mentioned in parentheses
after the examples (The same forced yes-or-no
choice appears on referenda on public questions:
the voter cannot express approval of some parts
and disapproval of others unless amended,
(elaboration)) (It vigorously opposes clandestine
marriages: that is, marriages which were made
outside the auspices of the Church, (definition))

(His ambition must be stirred: his greed must be
played upon, (balance)) (The following items of
equipment are necessary: sleeping bag, ground
cloth, cooking utensils, and a small axe. (enu-
meration)) (Representatives of ten countries
presented papers at the formal meetings, includ-
ing; Brazil, England, France, Holland, India,
Italy, Japan, the United States, the U. S. S. R.,
and West Germany—Allen Kent, (enumeration))
(The author never exploits any whimsical or
romantic elements in this subject: he maintains
throughout the decent, workmanlike attitude he
has set himself, (restatement)) (Local currencies,
like local laws, were not suppressed: they were
encouraged to improve, (antithesis)) (His death
raised the possibility that his political heirs might
seek the final solution for insolvent, disorganized
governments: war. (summation)) (The question
is this: will the removal of restrictions lead to

freedom or license? (apposition))
Usually what precedes a colon is general and
what follows is specific but sometimes the rela-
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tion is reversed <Physics and biology, evolution
and anthropology, conservation and religion: he
discusses them all.)

Sometimes paired colons correlate <He has ambi-
tion: it must be stirred. He has a belief in fair

play: it must be honored.)
Frequently the colon is reinforced by anticipa-
tory phrasing (as thus, namely, jor example, as
Jollows).

6.2 A colon functions as a mechanical device in

set formulas involving separation of parts, as
when relating the antecedent of a ratio to its

consequent <12 : 19) or one ratio to another
<12 : 19 : : X : 57) or when relating subdivisional
units in a descending series to specify or particu-
larize one member, especially in time-telling by
hour, minute, and second <2:3!:30), in bib-
liographical reference by volume and page {Na-
tional Geographic 33:89) or by chapter and verse
<Luke 2:12) or by place and publisher (Spring-
field : G. & C. Merriam Co.), or in accounting
by pounds, shillings, and pence <46 : 6 : 11)

6 .3 A colon symbolizes a conventional separation
or emphatic pause after a formal salutation in a
letter <Dear Sir:) or an address <Mr. Chairman,
Ladies and Gentlemen:) or between a book title

and a subtitle not otherwise differentiated < Vic-
tory : A History oj the Recent Struggle}

6.4 A colon introduces a quotation especially
when quotation marks are omitted and when the
quoted matter is indented <We quote from the
text: "Greater love hath no man".):

He reads these words from Ruth:
Whither thou goest, I will go.

Mother: Where did you go?
Child: I won't tell.

A colon joins terms that are being contrasted or
compared and is sometimes centered or spaced
(Seventeenth century rhymes include prai'er; ajar
and brass : was : ass.} (The stature of the two
sexes shows very nearly the same female : male
proportions.)

7.0 In its function in writing and in the speech
intonation to which it corresponds, the dash is

similar to the comma and the colon, and a pair of
dashes is similar to parentheses.

7.1 A dash usually marks an abrupt change or
suspension in the thought or structure of a sen-
tence (If you will listen I will explain — but per-
haps another time will be better.) (The mountain
we climbed is higher than — oh, never mind how
high it is.) (He was — how shall I put it — a
controversial figure to say the least.) ("Yes, but
1 — er — I'll have to —" and he stopped hope-
lessly.)

7.2 A dash often makes parenthetic, apposi-
tional, or explanatory matter stand out clearly or
emphatically (Three of the country's most im-
portant products — oil, steel, and wheat — are
produced in greater quantities than ever before.)
(Two of our group — Eddie and John — came
walking down the street.) (He is willing to dis-
cuss all problems — those he has solved and
those for which there is no immediate solution.)

7.3 A dash often occurs before a summarizing
statement or clause (Oil, steel, and wheat— these
are the sinews of industrialization.)

7.4 A dash sometimes sets off appositional or
parenthetic matter that is introduced by such ex-
pressions as namely, for example, that is (Sports

develop two valuable traits — namely, self-con-
trol and the ability to make quick decisions.)

7.5 A dash often mechanically precedes the
name of an author or source at the end of a
quoted passage (There is a tide in the affairs of
men which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune
—William Shakespeare) ("In the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth"—Genesis 1:1)

7.6 A long dash often functions as a notational
device to indicate the omission of a word or of
letters in a word (yelling loudly) (Mr. M •

of New York) (go to the d 1)

7.7 A short dash — slightly larger than a hyphen— often serves as an arbitrary equivalent of to
and including between numbers or dates and in
compounding capitalized two-word names with
the hyphen (pages 40-98) (the decade 1951-60)
(the New York-Lisbon plane)

8.1 Parentheses often set off parenthetic mat-
ter when the interruption is more marked than
that usually indicated by commas (Three old de-
stroyers (all now out of commission) will be
scrapped.) (He is hoping (as we all are) that this

time he will succeed.)

8.2 Parentheses often set off supplementary or
explanatory matter that is not a part of the main
statement or not a structural element of the sen-
tence (The more distant mountain (I think you
have climbed it before) is our goal.) (The diagram
(Fig. 3) illustrates the action of the pump.) (The
Springfield (Illinois) stop is the first on the tour.)

8.3 Parentheses often mechanically enclose
sequential numbers or letters in a series (but do
not take the place of required punctuation) (We
must clearly set forth (1) our long-term goals, (2)
our immediate objectives, and (3) the means at

our disposal.)

8.4 Parentheses usually arbitrarily enclose an
arable number confirming a number expressed in
words (Delivery will be made in thirty (30)
days.) (Payment due is twenty dollars ($20.00).)

9.1 Brackets usually set off mechanically a
word or phrase that is extraneous or incidental
to the context, such as editorial interpolations
(He wrote, "I am just as cheerful as when you
was [sic] here.") (A fly is said to be a twos
winged dipterous [does that make four wings?]
insect.) (The officer in charge [General Doe]
had to countersign the order.)

9.2 Brackets often function as parentheses
within parentheses (Bowman Act (22 Stat., ch.

4, § [or sec] 4, p. 50).)

10.1 Consisting usually of three spaced periods
(suspension points) or asterisks and corre-
sponding in effect to a sustained pause in speech,
an ellipsis often indicates an interrupted or un-
finished sentence. Wherever an ellipsis is terminal,
a period follows ("I shall . . . that is ... if we can
only. . .

." He faltered and stopped speaking.)
("Cut the line and cast. . .

." His voice was lost
in the crash of the next wave.)

10.2 An ellipsis often occurs as a notational
device to indicate an omission in quoted matter,
as a word or a group of consecutive words un-
essential or undesirable for quotation ("Oh say
can you see . . . what so proudly we hailed . . .?">
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10.3 An ellipsis on a line by itself in poetry in-

dicates the omission of one or more lines of verse.

Sometimes it consists of periods spaced and ex-
tended in number to the full measure of the line:

Thus driven
By the bright shadow of that lovely dream.

He fled

-P. B. Shelley

11.1 A centered period in a dictionary entry
indicates syllabic or end-of-line division
<dy»nam«ic).

12.1.1 A hyphen is a mark of separation or
division at the end of a line which terminates
with a syllable of a word that is to be carried over
to the next line <mill- [end of line] stone)
<pas-sion>

12.1.2 A hyphen divides letters or syllables to
give the effect of stuttering, sobbing, or halting
<S-s-sammy> <ah-ah-ah> <y-y-es>

12.1.3 A hyphen suspends the second part of a
hyphened compound used in combination with
another hyphened compound <a six- or eights

cylindered engine) <in ten- and twenty-dollar
bills)

12.1.4 Hyphens indicate a word spelled out let-

ter by letter <p-r-o-b-a-t-i-o-n)

12.2 A hyphen before a word element indicates
that it is a suffix or a terminal combining form
<-ous) <-ship)

12.3 A hyphen after a word element indicates
that it is a prefix or initial combining form
<anti-) <fore->

12.4 Hyphens before and after a word element
indicate that it is a medial word element <-o-)

13.1 Quotation marks often enclose a direct
quotation from a speaker or from a text or other
written matter <"When I am dead," said one of
the keenest of modern minds, one of the greatest

of modern poets, "lay a sword on my coffin, for
I was a soldier in the war for the liberation of
humanity.")
Quotation marks are not used to enclose oft=
quoted familiar phrases (as to err is human).
Quotation marks are not used to enclose indirect

quotations (direct — The man said, "I am going
home.") {indirect — The man said that he was
going home.)

13.2 In long quotations, excepting extracts from
plays, left-hand quotation marks are placed at

the beginning of every paragraph included in the
quotation in addition to those placed at the be-
ginning and at the end of the selection.

13.3 Quotation marks are usually not used when
the quoted matter is set in smaller type or in

paragraphs indented on both sides.

13.4 Single quotation marks enclose a quotation
within a quotation; or if single quotation marks
are used primarily, double quotation marks en-
close a quotation within a quotation <The wit-
ness said, "I distinctly heard him say, 'Don't be
late'; then I heard the door close".)

13.5 Quotation marks usually enclose titles of
short poems, paintings, lectures, articles, and
parts or chapters of books. (Titles of whole

books, periodicals, and newspapers are usually
italicized in context.)

13.5.1 In American usage printers usually place
a period or comma inside closing quotation
marks whether it belongs logically to the quoted
matter or to the whole sentence or context <The
package is labeled "Handle with Care.") <The
golden rule, "Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you," is easier to remember than
to practice.)
But when a logical or exact distinction is desired
in specialized work in which clarity is more im-
portant than usual (as in this dictionary), a
period or comma can be placed outside quota-
tion marks when it belongs not to the quoted
matter but to a large unit containing the quoted
matter <The package is labeled "Handle with
Care".) (This act may be cited as the "Army*
Navy Medical Services Corps Act of 1947".)
<The Prime Minister, after reporting the negoti-
ations, declared resolutely, "Our only course is

to resist aggression".) (Replying with the one
word "Bunk", he subsided.)

13.5.2 Only one other mark accompanies clos-

ing quotation marks, whether the quotation and
the whole sentence or context call for the same
mark or for different marks (Did he keep asking
you, "What is your number?") (We shouted in

unison, "Where do you think you're going?")
(Just as he screamed, "I will not!" he slammed
the door.) (Is this the gratitude I receive, to have
you bellow, "Get out of here and don't come
back!")

13.5.3 A colon or semicolon is usually placed
outside of quotation marks ("Fame is proof that
people are gullible"; with this quotation he re-

tired in silence.)

13.5.4 A colon or semicolon is sometimes
placed inside the quotation marks when it be-
longs inseparably to the quotation ("Sirs:" is a
salutation used in letters to a newspaper.); how-
ever, a terminal colon or semicolon of quoted
matter incorporated in a sentence usually gives

place to appropriate end punctuation.

13.5.5 A question mark or exclamation point is

usually placed inside or outside the quotation
marks according to whether it belongs to the
quoted matter or to the whole sentence or clause
that includes the quotation (Can you forget his

angry exit after he shouted "Include me out"?)
("And what do you think of this new novel?" his

friend asked.)

13.6 Quotation marks, often single quotation
marks, sometimes enclose technical terms un-
familiar to the reader; words used in an unusual
sense; and coined words, trade or shop jargon, or
slang for which the writer implies a slight apology
(An "em" is a unit of measure used in printing.)
(The plates of copper are hung by "corrosion
hooks" in the acid.) (This venture is a "wildcat"
invented to prey upon the unwary.) (We've had
enough of your "unshrinkable" shirts.) (He is

"goofy" according to their lingo.)

14.0 An apostrophe and 5 are usually added to

a noun to indicate ownership or a relation analo-
gous to ownership. This possessive form is a sur-
vival of the es ending in Old and Middle English,
from which the vowel sound has disappeared in

Modern English except in nouns ending with the

sound \s\, \z\, \sh\, \zh\, \ch\, or \j\. In
early Modern English the i of the possessive was
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often dropped from the possessive of nouns al-

ready ending in an s or z sound, both in speaking
and in writing, leaving only the apostrophe in

writing, as is evident in various idioms and in

poetry. Since the middle of the 19th century,
however, the form with the apostrophe and s has
been generally adopted for the possessives in

which the extra syllable is not awkward to pro-
nounce in context.

14.1 An apostrophe and 5 form the possessive
case of singular or plural nouns that do not end
in an 5 or z sound <boy's> (carpenter's) (dog's)
(president's) (at his wit's end) (garage's re-

sponsibility) (Senator Doe's constituency) (the
church's policy) (men's) (Descartes's philoso-
phy) (Delacroix's painting)

14.2 An apostrophe either with or without 5

forms the possessive case of singular nouns end-
ing in an s or z sound.

14.2.1 Singular nouns ending in an s or - sound
that consist of one syllable or have a primary or
secondary accent on the last syllable usually add
an apostrophe and j to form the possessive case
(the class's recitation) (the press's description)
(the fox's tail) (King James's reign) (Laplace's
theories) (the marquise's jewels)

14.2.2 Singular nouns ending in an i' or z sound
that consist of more than one syllable and have
no primary or secondary accent on the last sylla-

ble often add the apostrophe and j to form the

possessive case unless the additional syllable
with the s or z sound would be unpleasant or
difficult to pronounce in context. Sometimes
such a syllable is necessary to avoid ambiguity in
pronunciation. Usage is divided in this matter
(1) (an audience's / audience' reaction) (the
waitress's / waitress' duties) (the phoenix's/
phoenix' nest) (for appearance's / appearance'
sake) (2) (Dr. Adams' / Adams's services) (the
octopus' / octopus's snaky appearance) (Dick-
ens'/ Dickens's novels)

14.2.3 With some exceptions various classical

and biblical names are treated as in 14.2.1 and
14.2.2 (Zeus's son) (Mars's help) (Venus's/
Venus') (Judas's/ Judas') but (Brutus'/ Brutus's)
(Odysseus' / Odysseus's), and (Jesus') (Moses')
(Pythagoras's / Pythagoras') (Herodotus's/
Herodotus')(Oedipus's/Oedipus'),but(Aristoph-
anes' / Aristophanes's) (Socrates' / Socrates's)
(Thucydides' / Thucydides's)

14.3 An apostrophe without .? usually forms the
possessive case of plural nouns ending in an 5' or
z sound (consumers' protest) (foxes' holes) (the
Joneses' invitation) (the two chateaux' occu-
pants) but (geese's) (lice's) (mice's)

14.4 An apostrophe and 5 usually form the pos-
sessive case of various indefinite pronouns (any-
body's) (anyone's) (everybody's) (everyone's)
(somebody's) (someone's) but no apostrophe is

used in the possessive pronouns his, hers, its,

ours, yours, theirs.

COMPOUNDS
1.1 A compound, as the term is used here, is a
word or word group of two or more elements at

least one of which is an independent word of the
sam.e language. The elements in an English com-
pound are variously written solid, open, or
hyphened when they are all English words that
can be written independently. When one of the
elements in an English compound is not an inde-
pendent English word, the elements are usually
solid (watery, antiperiodic, predate) or hyphened
{de-eniphasize)

.

1.2 To show in a dictionary all of the stylings
that are found for English compounds would
necessitate excluding other information much
more likely to be sought by the dictionary user.
This dictionary therefore limits itself almost
without exception to a single styling for a com-
pound. When a compound occurs frequently and
one styling predominates, this styling is used.
When a compound is rare or when the examples
indicate that two or three stylings are approxi-
mately equal in frequency, the choice is based on
the analogy of parallel compounds or is made
arbitrarily.

2.1 The dependent element in most compounds
formed within English is a prefix or a suffix. It is

added to several or many English words and
exerts the same modification of sense on all of
them.

2.1.1 Prefixes in borrowed compounds. In
prefix-containing foreign-language compounds
borrowed into English, if the prefix ends and the
base word begins with the same vowel letter, a
hyphen is often used between the two vowels, or
a diaeresis is sometimes placed over the second
vowel {co-operate/cooperate) but usually the

form is solid {cooperate) . If two vowels that are
not identical come together at the point of
juncture, usually neither hyphen nor diaeresis is

used {coalesce, coerce). If the junctural letters

are two consonants, or a vowel and a consonant,
or a consonant and vowel, neither hyphen nor
diaeresis is used {collect, diagram, anarchy).

2.1.2 Prefixes in compounds formed within
English. In prefix-containing compounds
formed in English a prefix and a base word are
seldom open-styled. Some combinations are
usually close-styled {in- and un-, as in inexpressi-

ble, untenable), some are usually hyphened {ex-

in ex-president), some are frequently styled
either way {anti-, co-, extra-, non-, pre-, semi-).

With prefixes of this last class the hyphened
styling is usual when the prefix ends with a
vowel letter and the base word begins with the
same letter {anti- + intellectualism, injra- +
angelic, semi- + independent); the hyphened
styling is less frequent when the junctural letters

are tv/o vowels that are not identical {de- + ad-
jectival, jore- + oath); but solid styling is usual
when the junctural letters are two consonants,
or a vowel and a consonant {non- -f- metallic,

non- -I- alcoholic, extra- + legal).

2.1.3 When the base word begins with a capital,

a hyphen is usual {un- + American).

2.1.4 Some elements sometimes regarded as pre-

fixes function as adjectives when they stand open
before a noun {a pseudo liberal; quasi independ-
ence). But a styling like a semi annual sale is

seldom seen outside newspaper advertisements.

2.1.5 When a prefix governs two or more words,
it is almost invariably followed by a hyphen, and
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the styling of the group of words to which the
hyphen applies varies: sometimes the members of
the group are left spaced, sometimes they are
hyphened {an ex-vice president/an ex-vice-presi-

dent, pre- World War prices/pre- World- War prices,

the ex-Republican majority leader/the ex-Republi-
can-majority-leader) . Although spaced styling in

such cases is often ambiguous, mere substitution
of hyphens for spaces is not always a solution.

2.1.6 Sometimes the same succession of letters

forms two words that contain the same prefix

but that are different in sense, pronunciation,
and styling, one word being solid and the other
hyphened. In such cases the solid compound was
formed in and borrowed from another language,
the hyphened compound was formed in English;
the second element may or may not be ultimately
the same word etymologically in both cases
{recover "to get back", re-cover "to cover
again"; recreation "diversion", re-creation "a
creating again").

2.2 Suffix-containing compounds. Suffixes
are close-styled {shoeless, meanness, freer), ex-
cept that a succession of three identical con-
sonants is hyphened {hull-less) if one is not
dropped Qiulless).

2.2.1 Some independent English words {like,

worthy) which are sometimes regarded as suf-
fixes when they are joined to the word they
govern may be joined by a hyphen: Christlike/
Christ-like, praiseworthy/praise- worthy.

2.2.2 \\'hen a suffix is added to two or more
words that are written separate before suffixa-
tion, the styling of these words varies {baby
jarming/baby-jarming, bitter-ender/bitter ender,
otherworldly/other-worldly). The composition of
some of these compounds, especially those that
end in -er, may be ambiguous. Thus lime-juicer
"a British ship" is lime juice + -er; whereas lime
juicer "a device for squeezing or juicing limes" is

lime + juicer. Both words might appear in any of
three stylings —• hyphened, open, or solid.

2.3.1 Other real or apparent compounds of
this category. In other compounds in which
one element is also an independent English word
and the other is not or seems not to be, some are
usually solid {raspberry, bonfire, bookmobile,
cheeseburger), others are usually spaced {tonka
bean, shea tree).

2.3.2 In some words that appear to be similar
compounds the apparent independent English
word is an assimilation to an English word
{crayfish, gillyflower, gridiron, andiron). The
solid styling is usual for such apparent com-
pounds.

3.1 Noun + noun, as in fruit + cake, cherry +
pie, ox + bow, shoulder + blade, car + load,
calamity + howler, emancipation + proclamation.

3.1.1 In most noun-plus-noun compounds the
first noun is uninflected and singular. Some of
these compounds are freely styled in all three
ways {prize fighter/prizefighter/prize-fighter).
Some are rarely seen, at least in American Eng-
lish, other than solid {newspaper, typewriter,
pineapple). Some are usually open {gunnery
sergeant, secretary bird). Since there is a long
precedent for the purely uniting function of the
hyphen, it is not out of place in almost any noun=
plus-noun compound where both elements are
lowercase {ox-bow, power-transmission, security^

regulations), but it seems to be used less often
today than it formerly was. The compounds in
which it is most likely to be used are those that
would be written solid except that they contain
at the point of juncture letters in a sequence
unusual within an English word so that appre-
hension of this point may be retarded. Thus the
hyphen is often not so much a uniter of words as
it is a separator of letters.

3.1.2 Typically, two-noun noun compounds
that are often or usually solid are fairly short,
are of frequent occurrence, are concrete rather
than abstract, and have primary stress on the
first element and secondary stress on the second
element {notebook, paperweight, grasshopper,
battlewagon, newspaperman). Five-syllable solid

compounds are comparatively rare. Compounds
that sometimes have even stress usually solidify

only if short and very common {corn + meal, air

+ mail, life + blood, arm + chair, eye + tooth,

pot + luck, bed + rock, jaw + bone, barb + wire,

car + load, bow + knot, death + bed, bell +
wether).

3.1.3 Falling accentuation (primary stress on
first element and secondary stress on second ele-

ment) is almost a prerequisite to solidification.
Observation of how compounds in the spoken
language are stressed provides information of
possibly more value than an examination of how
compounds in the written language are styled.

A large proportion of the compounds that are
written solid may with equal acceptability be
open or hyphened {matchbox / match box/
match-box); but in the spoken language falling

stress may be acceptable whereas even stress may
not be, except when one is making a contrast be-
tween one compound and another with the same
first element {matchbox, matchstick); in such
contrasts supersession of the "normal" stress is

regular. But the accentuation of compounds,
like the accentuation of noncompound phrases,
is a matter of usage, which does not fall into neat
patterns. In some cases the meaning of a com-
pound is a reliable guide to its accentuation, in

other cases not. The native speaker knows that
if wood + box means "a box made of wood" the
stress is \'«'=\ and that if it means "a box in

which wood is placed" the stress is \'s,s\. On
the other hand he may be unable to be sure of
the stress of another compound even after read-
ing a definition of it. Some speakers stress a
compound one way, and other speakers another
way. To make rules that would cover the stress

of all compounds seems impossible. Certain con-
ditions seem to make for one kind of stress or the
other; these conditions leave the stress on many
compounds unexplained.

3.1.4 In what follows
K=lst half of a two-part compound
B= 2d half of a two-part compound
C = jd part of a three-part compound

The relative specificity of B seems to account for
many variations in stress between compounds
whose elements stand in the same logical rela-

tionship to each other: the more specific, the less

general and inclusive B is, the more likely the
compound is to have even stress; thus 'town -¥

'hall but (in the same sense) 'town + .house: hall

is a more specific term than house, whose wide
applicability is shown by the combinations or
phrases doll -I- house, chicken + house, discount
-H house, mail + order + house, the houses of
Congress or Parliament, the house of Roths-
child. Other examples: 'finger + 'nail (some-
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times) but 'finger + ,tip, 'alligator + 'pear but
'alligator + ,weed, 'timothy + ,grass but
'timothy + 'hay, 'church + .service but 'church +
'liturgy, 'corner + 'store but 'corner + ,stone,

'key '+ 'signature but 'key + ,note, 'desk +
'drawer but 'desk + ,leg.

3.1.5 Compounds that name something which
requires the synchronous association or com-
bination of what is named by A and what is

named by B are usually even-stressed: 'leather +
'shoe but 'shoe + .leather (shoe + leather can
exist even though it may never be made into a
shoe, or has ceased to exist in the form of a
shoe), 'bottle + 'beer but 'beer + ,bottle, 'paper
+ 'book but 'book + ,paper, 'beef + 'soup and
'beef + 'stew but 'beef + ,broth (the last is

merely a product of beef flesh, which is not
present in the broth as it is in the soup and
stew). Among the most numerous members of
this category are compounds in which A names a
thing of a sort that is the sole or an essential in-

gredient of B: 'cherry + 'pie (cherries or some-
thing of the sort — berries, apples, apricots,
peaches — are a necessary part of a pie), 'gold +
'cup, 'glass + 'pendant, 'kid + 'gloves, 'rye +
'bread. When A is a thing of a sort that is, second-
ary or incidental to B, falling stress is more
likely: 'fruit + ,cake, 'raisin + ,bread (cake and
bread can be quite plain, without anything of the
order of raisins or other fruit). Compounds of
the first category mentioned in this paragraph
may have falling stress if B is lacking in specific-

ity: 'glass + ,ware, 'paper + ,goods.

3.1.6 When A and B stand in an appositive
relationship to each other, the stress is usually
even: 'baby + 'boy, 'woman + 'driver. Boy +
friend, however, has falling stress. It differs from
the first two compounds in not being literal when
it does not mean any friend who is a boy.

3.1.7 Metonymic compounds (compounds that
name an entire thing by naming some feature of
the thing, the first element sometimes being
metaphorical) invariably have falling stress.

They rarely have open styling. If they are not
long and if there is no troublesome series of
letters at the juncture, they are commonly solid:
sheath + bill, frog -t- mouth, paper + back, egg +
head, leather + neck, butter + fingers; otherwise
they are usually hyphened: violet + ear.

3.1.8 There is a numerous class of words in
v/hich the second element is a verb plus -er or
-ing and in the definition of which the first

element is the object of the verb or the object of
a preposition following the verb: orange +
sucker, potato + digger, baby + sitter. These
nearly always have falling accent, and appear
quite freely in all three possible stylings. The
hyphen is more often used in this class than it is

in most other classes.

3.1.9 The relationship of the three elements in
the preceding class of compounds can be rep-
resented thus: (A) (B, suffix). There is another
class of compounds in which two elements are
followed by a suffix (one of which may be -er, as
in the preceding class) but in which the relation-
ship of the three elements is different. Such com-
pounds are broad jumper and Bay Stater in
which the relationship is (A,B) (suffix), not (A)
(B, suffix). Another such compound is gold +
medal + -ist. Such compounds follow the accen-
tuation of the two-part compound to which the
suffix is added: 'broad + Jump (er), 'Bay +
.State (r), 'gold + 'medal (ist). Such compounds

exhibit all three stylings. In noun compounds of
the class (A,B) (suffix), both of the first two
elements need not be nouns: bitter + end + -er,

America + first + -er.

3.2 Noun +(')s + noun, as in foolOs + cap,

cockOs + comb, woman(')s + club, womenOs
+ club, or noun+s(')+noun, as in boysC) +
club, ladies (') + room.

3.2.1 When these have a literal meaning, they
are often written open, and with an apostrophe
before the .t if the first element is in the singular
(red as a cock's comb, a man's house is his castle)

or in the plural but not ending in s (children's

clothes). A few literal compounds of this class,

however, are solid and without apostrophe, espe-
cially by assimilation to a form that is usual or
frequent for an extended sense; thus cockscomb
occurs for both the comb of a cock and a garden
plant; menswear and womenswear occur usually.
If the elements are written solid the apostrophe
is not used, whether the first element is singular
or plural (foolscap/never fool'scap, menswear/
probably never men'swear) . If the first element is

singular and the elements are spaced, the apos-
trophe is not omitted: a fool's cap, a man's
thoughts, a woman's thoughts.

3.2.2 When the compound is literal in meaning
and open, and the first element is a plural ending
in -,s or is the possessive of a collective singular,
the apostrophe is often omitted in titles in which
the first element means "for the use of" or
"operated by"; farmersC) cooperative, a
studentsC) dictionary, People(')s Industrial Bank,
LadiesO Aid Society. When the first element is

the possessive of a plural that does not end in -s,

omission of the apostrophe seems to be less fre-

quent: women's club/womens club.

3.2.3 The first element may in some cases be
either singular or plural: woman's club/women's
club/womens club.

3.2.4 Compounds in which the first element has
a possessive ^ are very common in an extended
or figurative sense, especially in plant names.
Use of the apostrophe seems to be usual for such
compounds and the hyphen is sometimes used.
There is often variation between a singular and a
plural first element: baby's breath /babies'
breath, ladies' man/lady's man. The solid form
without apostrophe also occurs: cockscomb,
foolscap, swansdown.

3.3 Adjective + noun, as in blue + bird, black
+ tern, red + head, blue + blood.

3.3.1 When an adjective and an immediately
following noun are used with full literalness of
meaning and nonattributively, the two are
written with a space between and are spoken
with level stress: / saw a 'blue 'bird (a bird that
was blue; variety unknown), a doll with a 'red

'head. But when there is some abridgment of full

literalness, the adjective and the noun may be
written solid or hyphened and be spoken with
falling stress: / saw one jay and two 'blue.birds

(two 'blue 'birds of the variety known to scien-
tists as Sialia sialis; the jay is also a 'blue 'bird);

redheads are proverbially hot-tempered. Here
again, however, as in the case of noun -h noun
compounds, specificity is important: the more
specific the second element of the compound, the
more likely the compound is to be written spaced
and pronounced with even stress. Thus a typical
dictionary definition of blue + bird begins "any
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of several birds more or less blue above", and a
typical definition of black + tern begins "any of
several small terns with black plumage"; but the
first is usually 'blue,bird, the second is usually
'black 'tern.

3.3.2 Metonyms with an adjective as the first

element, like those with a noun as the first ele-

ment, have falling stress and are usually solid or
hyphened: 'red + ,head, 'Jree + ,stone, 'blue +
,stocking.

3.3.3 Adjective + noun pairs in which the ap-
plication of the adjective to the noun is not a
literal one commonly have falling stress and may
be hyphened or solid; but the solid styling is less

frequent than for specifying compounds like

black + bird: cold + chisel, easy + chair.

3.3.4 A few literal even-stressed adjective 4-

noun compounds are styled in any of the three
possible ways: good + will, long + suffering,

loving + kindness.

3.4 Verb + noun, as in (a) kill + Joy, pick +
pocket, cure + all, turn + coat, skin + flint,

sling + shot, tattle + tale, and (b) as in bake +
shop, turn + table, drip + coffee, try + square.

3.4.1 In the (a) class the second element is the
direct object of the verb. Words of this class have
falling stress and are not open-styled. They are
usually solid if short and if there are no trouble-
some letter combinations, like e + a in cure +
all, which makes a hyphen usual.

3.4.2 In the compounds in class (b) the second
element is not the direct object of the first ele-

ment. It is impossible to be sure whether the first

element of many compounds of this class is to be
regarded as a verb or a noun. No practical diffi-

culty arises from this because the styling and
stress of these compounds parallels that of noun
+ noun compounds: all three stylings occur, and
the stress is falling in some cases, level in others.

3.5 Particle + noun, as in down + pour, down
+ draft, down + card, out + come, out + house,

on + rush, on + going, on + position.

3.5.1 A particle, as used here, is one of a small
class of words that have sometimes adverbial,
sometimes adjectival, sometimes prepositional
force. When a verbal idea is present in the noun
that is the second element, as it commonly is

when the second element is identical in spelling
with a corresponding verb, or when the second
element ends in -ing, such compounds are rarely

open, and the solid styling is more frequent than
the hyphened : down + pour, on + going. When
the second element is a concrete noun without
any verbal idea and the first element has adjec-
tive force, all three stylings may occur: down +
card, down + pipe, off + horse, out + garrison,
through + street, up + train.

3.6 Noun + adjective, as in battle + royal,

court + martial, cousin + german, letters +
patent, postmaster + general, sum + total. These
occur both hyphened and spaced.

3.7 Verb or verb derivative + adverb, as in
write + up, lean + to, pin + up, cut + up, shoo +
in, follow + through, grown + up, get + together,
shut + in, damping + off, goings + on, passer +
by, hanger + on.

3.7.1 Both the solid and the hyphened stylings

are common for such of these nouns as do not
have a first element ending in the suffix -ing or
-er. The hyphen prevails when both junctural
letters are vowels, as in write + up, shoo + in.

For compounds whose first element ends in the
suffix -ing, both the hyphened and the open
styling are common. For compounds whose first

element ends in the suffix -er, the hyphened or
solid styling is usual, the open styling oc-
casional.

4.1 Verb compounds. A verb and an adverb
that accompanies and follows it usually have a
space between them: to throw out a ball, to throw
a ball out, to talk loudly. An adverb preceding a
verb usually has a space following; he loudly
demanded reform, I well remember the day, he
soon returned; but the words considered as
particles (in 3.5.) are usually not followed by a
space but are close-styled, less often hyphened:
to uproot/\ess often up-root an evil.

4.2 When a solid or hyphened noun compound
is used as a verb by functional change, the styling
of the noun compound is generally retained.
Thus one who uses the solid or hyphened styling
for the nouns snow + shoe, sand + bag, court +
martial will probably use the same styling in to

snow -I- shoe across a field, to sand + bag a dike,

to court + martial a soldier.

4.3 For compound verbs that do not belong to
any of the categories enumerated in the preced-
ing paragraphs all three stylings are found. The
hyphened styling is the most frequent; the open
styling seems to be less common in formal than
in informal English. Examples: to double + space
a manuscript, to heat + treat a metal, to cold +
roll steel.

4.4 A verb compound that has a verb as its

second element and that has the suffix -ing at the
end of the verb may be hyphened when an object
follows but either hyphened or spaced when no
object follows. Thus the same writer may write
heat-treating these metals is not recommended but
for these metals, heat treating is not recommended.
In the latter, heat + treatment, whose usual styl-

ing is probably open, could be substituted.

5.1 Compound adverbs of the type illustrated

by to run hot + foot to the window, to go bare -f-

foot, recommended sight + unseen, to win hands
+ down, to dive in head + first are infrequently
found, and at least two stylings can be found for

all of these and for some, three. Combinations
of adjective + noun are likely to be solid (hot-

foot), but if the first element is a plural noun or
the second a past participle, the form is likely to

be open {arms akimbo, feet first, sight unseen).

5.2 Compound adverbs like light + hearted +
-ly usually follow the styling of the correspond-
ing compound adjective. See 6.5.

5.3 Some compounds with adverbial force con-
sist of a preposition followed by a noun, with
loss of the commonly preceding article: down -\-

town, up + stream, below + stairs, between -\-

decks, over + board. Although each of the three

stylings occurs, the solid is probably usual for

most.

6.1 Noun or adjective -1- adjective or parti-
ciple, as in snow + white, red + hot, rusty + red,

bitter + sweet, acrid + smelling, smoke + filled.

These are usually hyphened, occasionally solid
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(when the compound is short and common), or
less frequently open (more often in predicative
than in attributive position).

6.2 Adverb + adjective or participle, as in
well + known, better + known, widely + ac-
claimed, very + ignorant, twice + told. The solid
styling sometimes occurs for these compounds
when the first element is a word freely usable as
an adverb (straight + jorward, plain + spoken).
Most adverb + adjective compounds are either
hyphened or open. In attributive position an
adverb + adjective compound is most likely to
be open if the first element is an adverb ending in
-ly [an extremely + important matter); is most
likely to be hyphened if the first element is an
adverb that is identical in spelling with an adjec-
tive: a slow + moving van. Here a hyphen be-
tween slow and moving tells the reader that the
writer has in mind a van of no particular variety
that is moving slowly; a space between slow and
moving would leave the expression open to the
interpretation that the van is a variety known as
a moving van and thatit is slow; if the latter were
the writer's intent, he might very well make it

clear by inserting a hyphen between moving and
van, even though he might use the open styling
in the moving + van has arrived. In predicative
position, open styling is more frequent than in

attributive position; it is the most frequent styl-

ing by far when the first element has only ad-
verbial use [his hair is now + gray, he was once +
wealthy); it is less frequent when the first ele-

ment is a form that is used as both adverb and
adjective {the van was large and slow + moving,
he is plain + spoken).

6.3 Particle + participle, as in out + spoken,
up + swept, out + bound. These are solid or, less

often, hyphened, whether attributive or predica-
tive.

6.4 Noun or adjective + noun, as in seed +
case integument, stove + pipe hat, grandfather +
clock collector, short + term loan, small + store
owner. Pairs that are consistently solid or hy-
phened in nonattributive position are usually so
in attributive position: the seedcase/seed-case is

tough, the seedcase/seed-case integument, twenty
blackbirds, a blackbird hater. Sometimes a writer
who uses the spaced styling nonattributively uses
the solid styling attributively: cut with a jig saw;
a jigsaw puzzle. Ordinarily, however, noun pairs
that are open-styled nonattributively are either

hyphened or open attributively; the open styling

is more common in informal than formal English.
Noun -f- noun + noun groups are probably less

often ambiguous than adjective + noun + noun
groups and accordingly are probably less often
written with a space between A and B. Thus
jeed + store owner presents little or no ambiguity,
whereas small -h store owner written with a
space between small and store is apprehensible,
if the context affords no help, either as "owner

of a small store" or "store owner who is small".
If the first is the meaning intended, many would
insert a hyphen between small and store; if the
second many would insert a hyphen between
store and owner.

6.5 Adjective or noun + noun + -ed, as in
red + head + -ed, club + joot + -ed, hot +
temper + -ed, cloud + cap + -ped. In these the
middle element and the suffix are always solid.
The first and middle elements are seldom spaced,
whether in predicative or attributive position;
are usually hyphened; are solid in a few short
compounds of frequent occurrence.

6.6 Adjective or participle -I- particle, as in
to be hard + up, to be done + in, to be Jed + up,
warmed + over cabbage, a turned + down collar.

These are usually spaced in predicative position,
hyphened in attributive position. When a prefix
is added, the prefix and the middle element are
usually written solid; the middle element and the
particle are either spaced or hyphened in
predicative position, hyphened in attributive po-
sition: an un + heard + of accomplishment, such
appliances were un -I- dreamed + oj in those days.

6.7 Preposition—initial adjective com-
pounds, as in down + stream, up + hill, over +
seas, out -\- of + date, on + the + house, down +
in + the + mouth. Two-part compounds with no
article between are usually solid, less often hy-
phened or open, in attributive position; in pred-
icative position both solid and open stylings are
common : an up + hill pull, over + seas posses-
sions, the race will be down + stream. Com-
pounds having three or more parts are open or
hyphened in predicative position, usually hy-
phened in attributive position: book is out + of
+ date, an out + of + date book, looked down +
in + the + mouth.

6.8 When something in the typography makes
the interrelationship of a multiple-word adjec-
tive obvious, the hyphen is usually omitted:

A Jim Crow law (capital letters)

an a priori argument (italics)

his "big shot" talk (quotation marks)
In an expression like April + fool joke, Indian +
club enthusiast, where the typography of one
member of the attributive {April) does not
parallel that of the other {fool), the hyphen is

frequently or usually present {April-fool joke).

6.9 Compound adjectives not covered by any of
the categories enumerated above are usually
hyphened : a pop + up toaster, a middle + of +
the -f- road course, his never -)- the + twain +
shall + meet policy. The solid styling is probably
found occasionally for some of the shorter com-
pounds as pop + up. The open styling is more
common in informal than formal English: a
middle of the road course.



CAPITALIZATION
1. The essential distinction in the use of capitals
and lowercase letters beginning words lies in the
particularizing or individualizing significance
of capitals as against the generic or generalizing
significance of lowercase. A capital is used with
proper nouns, that is, nouns that distinguish
some individual person, place, or thing from
others of the same class, and with proper adjec-
tives, that is, adjectives that take their descrip-
tive meaning from what is characteristic of the
person, place, or thing named by the noun. Most
proper nouns and proper adjectives used not in
the primary signification but in a derived, sec-
ondary, or special sense (as cashmere, the fabric;
quixotism, herculean) are written usually with-
out capitalization.
2. A capital letter in normal practice in con-
tinuous textual matter:

2.1 begins the first word of a sentence or an
expression standing for a sentence <You urge
in vain.) (Recant my views?) (Never!)

2.2 usually begins a direct formal quotation
(God said. Let there be light —Gen 1:3)

2.3 usually begins a direct question within a
sentence even though not quoted (The eight-
eenth century asked of any action. Is it deco-
rous?)

2.4 often and traditionally begins a line of verse:
Our fears in Banquo

Stick deep; and in his royalty of nature
Reigns that which would be fear'd —Shak.

2.5 usually begins proper nouns, words used as
proper nouns, and their derivatives used in the
primary sense (George—^Georgian) (Spain—»•

Spanish) (Americanism) (New-Yorky) (Roman
customs) but verbs are less often capitalized
than adjectives or nouns (anglicize)

2.6 represents the first person pronoun (he and
I disagree)

2.7 usually begins the names of peoples, races,
tribes, and languages (Phoenician) (Japanese)
(Iroquois) (Indo-European) (Latin)

2.8 begins titles of honor, academic and religious
titles, and professional and business titles used
before proper nouns and epithets used in place
of proper nouns (Queen Elizabeth I) (His
Eminence the Cardinal Archbishop of New
York) (Iron Chancellor) (Citizen King) (Old
Hickory) (the Hoosier Poet) (All-America
team) (Associate Professor John Doe) (Chief
Engineer John Doe) (Treasurer John Doe) but
not usually when used after (Henry VIII, king
of England) (King George V, emperor of India)

2.9 begins official and government titles and
titles of nobility (as president, governor, senator,
speaker of the House, secretary for defense,
postmaster general, prime minister) when pre-
ceding a proper name or used in direct address;
as (U.S. Minister John Doe) (Secretary John
Doe) (His Honor the Mayor) (Mr. President)
(Your Honor) but (John Adams, president of
the U.S.)

2.10 begins official names of national or inter-
national governmental bodies or documents and
sometimes short forms of these used specifically
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or with a capitalized name but not usually any
short forms or modified forms of them in general
reference (The Constitution of the United States)
(the Eightieth Congress) (the Federal Reserve
system) (Federal Reserve banks) (the Federal
Communications Commission) (Charter of the
United Nations (or the Charter)) (the Security
Council (or the Council)) (the International
Bank) but (according to the constitution) (ad-
ministration policies) (federal agency)

2.11 usually begins nouns and often also ad-
jectives that refer to the Deity and pronouns
and pronominal adjectives referring to the Deity
when not closely preceding or following their
antecedent naming Deity (God) (the Supreme
Being) (the Almighty) (Allah) (Great Manito)
(Providence) (Lord) (the Trinity) (Holy Ghost)
(trust Him who doeth all things well; take time
to think about God and his beneficence) (The
Almighty has his own purposes —Abraham Lin-
coln) (so lonely 'twas, that God himself scarce
seemed there to be —S.T.Coleridge) (Lamb of
God, who takest away the sins of the world,
only in thy grace shall my soul be healed —Kath-
erine Anne Porter)

2.11.1 Some writers and a few hymnals capital-
ize a pronoun or pronominal adjective referring
to Deity, even when close to the antecedent
naming Deity and thus not requiring a capital
for clarity of reference (a personal God, creator
and governor of all. Who will bring His children
into fellowship with Himself) (Jesus and His
disciples) ("My Jesu, as Thou wilt") (teach me,
my God and King, in all things Thee to see
—George Herbert) (God's in His heaven — all's

right with the world —Robert Browning) (all

Thy works, O Lord, shall bless Thee —Oxford
Amer. Hymnal}

2.12 usually begins names for the Bible or parts,
versions, or editions of it and names of other sa-
cred books and often derivative adjectives when
the adjective refers explicitly to the Bible or
Scriptures (otherwise not capitalized) (Bible)
(Vedas) (the Scriptures) (Old Testament)
(Pentateuch) (Apocrypha) (Gospel of Mark)
(Apocalypse)

2.13 begins names of creeds and confessions,
religious denominations, monastic orders, and
Church when used to designate a specific body or
edifice (Apostles' Creed) (the Thirty-nine Articles
of the Church of England) (Hunt Memorial
Church)

2.14 usually begins holidays and holy days
generally, the months of the year, and the days
of the week (Fourth of July) (Good Friday)
(Holy Week) (Labor Day) (January) (next
Tuesday)

2.15 begins names of congresses, councils, and
expositions, of organizations and institutions, of
governmental departments, and of political par-
ties (but not the word party) (the Yalta Con-
ference) (the Security Council of the United
Nations) (Louisiana Purchase Exposition) (the
Progressive party) (the Smithsonian Institution)
(Bureau of Engraving and Printing) (Congress
of Industrial Organizations)

2.16 begins names of specific courts of law
(Circuit Court of the United States for the 2d
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Circuit (but the circuit court)) <the Michigan
Court of Appeals {but the state court of appeals))

2.17 begins names of treaties, laws, acts, im-
portant events, historical epochs, literary periods,

wars <Versailles Treaty) <the Crusades) <Middle
Ages) (the Enlightenment) <the Civil War)
<War of 1812)

2.18 usually begins names of geological eras,

periods, epochs, strata, and names of prehistoric
divisions (Carboniferous) (Upper Jurassic) (Age
of Reptiles) (Neolithic age)

2.19 begins names of genera but not of species

in binomial scientific names in zoology and
botany (a marine worm (Nereis diversicolor)}

{Spiraea latifolia}

2.20 begins New Latin names of classes, fami-
lies, and all other groups above genera in zoology
and botany but not derivative adjectives or
nouns (Gastropoda but gastropod) (Thalloph-
yta but thallophyte)

2.21 usually begins a breed name (Belgian hare)
(Airedale terrier) (Guernsey bull)

2.22 begins names of planets, constellations,

asteroids, stars, and groups of stars but not
sun, earth, and moon unless listed with other
astronomical names (Mercury) (the planet
Venus) (Pleiades) (Big Dipper)

2.23 usually begins generic geographical terms
that form an integral part of a specific proper
name (as bay, borough, colony, continent, county,
district, hemisphere, island, lake, mountain, pass,

and likewise avenue, boulevard, bridge, park, road,
square, street) (Hudson Bay) (Grand Canyon)
(Niagara Falls) (Long Island) (Crater Lake)
(Blue Ridge) (Park Drive) but (the Atlantic
coast of Labrador) (Pacific islands) (Swiss moun-
tains) (the Ohio river valley) (Indian ocean)
(Florida keys) (Sahara desert) (born in Che-
kiang province) (on the Ohio river) (Oak ave-
nue) (the Leeward and Windward islands) (at

the confluence of the Missouri and Platte rivers)

2.24 usually begins generic political terms that

form an integral part of a specific proper name,
denoting a political division (as colony, depart-
ment, dominion, empire, kingdom, republic, state,

territory) (the Holy Roman Empire) (the Prov-
ince of Quebec) (the State of Ohio) (the Third
Republic)

2.25 usually begins names of definite geographi-
cal divisions (the Orient) (the Old World) (the
Middle East) (the Middle West)

2.26 usually begins points of the compass used
to designate geographical portions of a country
or divisions of the world and also nouns or
adjectives derived therefrom (the South) (the
Northwest) (a Northerner) but not when used
to denote direction only (due east) (go west)

2.27 usually begins abstract ideas or inanimate
objects personified and names of seasons only
when personified or sometimes when referred
to specifically or with special connotations (do
the bidding of Nature) (the Winter at Valley
Forge) (the Plague Year of 1665) (where Spring
her verdant mantle cast)

2.28 usually begins all words in titles of books,
periodicals, essays, poems except unemphatic
prepositions, conjunctions and articles (Shake-
speare's Taming oj the Shrew} (the Journal of the
American Medical Association) ("Phosphorus:
Bearer of Light and Life," Scientific American
178:101 ff.y and except in cataloging and often
in bibliographies when only the first word and
proper names are capitalized.

2.29 usually begins the article the when part of a
proper name or title or when incorporated as
part of the legal name but usually not in referring
to newspapers and magazines in running text

(The Honorable John Doe) but (the Chicago
Daily News} (the Saturday Evening Post}

2.30 usually begins particles in American names
but in foreign names only when not preceded
by a forename, a professional title, or a title of
nobility or of courtesy (Reginald De Koven)
(Delia Crusca) (Von Moltke (Count von
Moltke))

2.31 usually begins German common nouns
that have not been anglicized, when used in

English text (Frau) (Junker) (Luftwaffe) but
anglicized German nouns may be written with a
small initial letter (blitzkrieg) (gestalt) (leit-

motiv) (pumpernickel) (rathskeller) (sauerkraut)
(turnverein)

2.32 usually represents academic degrees (A.B.)
(LL.D.) (Ph.D.)

2.33 begins names of registered trademarks.

ITALICIZATION
1. Foreign words and phrases that are not fully

naturalized are usually italicized in English con-
text. This is done in manuscript or typescript by
single underlining. The choice of roman or italic

text properly belongs to the user on the basis of
subject matter and expected readers. A diction-
ary cannot prescribe or even record in a matter
so subjective. These examples simply show
words and phrases that are often italicized in
English context {ancien regime} {cognoscente}
{de trop} {dolcefar niente} {jeu d' esprit} {manana}
{noblesse oblige} {rapprochement} {Zeitgeist}

2. Titles of books (not parts of books), plays,

works of art, magazines, newspapers are usually
italicized but not the Bible or its books (Steven-
son's Treasure Island} (Verdi's // Trovatore}
(Michelangelo's David} (the Christian Science
Monitor} {Saturday Evening Post}

3. Names of ships and aircraft are usually
italicized (Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis} (the

carrier Lexington}

4. Names of long-range missiles and man-made
satellites are often italicized.

5. A word spoken of as a word, a phrase as a
phrase, a letter as a letter (except that a letter

indicating shape is printed in type most nearly

depicting the shape; thus, V-shaped; I beam)
are usually italicized.

6. New Latin scientific names of genera, species,

subspecies, and varieties (but not groups of

higher rank, as phyla, classes, orders) in

botanical and zoological names are italicized (a
thick-shelled American clam (Mercenaria mer-
cenaria)}



COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA

The first list contains all institutions of higher education in the
United States, according to information available at the date of com-
pilation. It includes some (but not all) branches which retain by
general recognition their individual names, but no attempt is made
to indicate relationship of one institution to another or connection
with a state university system. Recurrent institutional designations
are abbreviated as follows;

A. Sl M. Agricultural Mech. Mechanical
and Mechanical Med. Medical

Acad. Academy Sch. School
Agric. Agriculture Sem. Seminary
C. College Tech. Technology
Ed. Education Theol. Theological
Inst, Institute i/. University

The entry gives pronunciation, location, kind of student body,
and date. Pronunciations not given may be found elsewhere in this
dictionary. The location is that of the main administrative center or
campus only. The state, or sometimes the city, is omitted when it is

part of the title and when no uncertainty is Ukely. The abbreviation
coed, (for coeducacional) is used for institutions which regularly
admit women to any one of their academic divisions; otherwise men
or women is used. The word junior, as used when not a part of the
name, indicates a junior college. The date is intended to be the
earhest assignable to the institution's establishment; it is not always
the year when the current name was adopted.

Similarly, the second list, following, contains Canadian institutions.

UNITED STATES COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Abilene Christian C. Tei., coed.. 1906
Abta-ham Baldwin Agricultural C. \,a-bra-,ham-'b6I-dw3n-\
Tifton, Ga., junior coed., 1907
Ad.ams State C. of Colorado X'ad-smzA Alamusa, coed., 1921
Adel.bert C. \a-'del-b3rt-\ Cleveland, Ohio, men, 1826
Adel.phi C. \3-'del-,n-\ Garden City, N.Y., coed., 1896
Adri an C. \'a-dre-9n-\ Adrian, Mich., coed., 1845
Advanced Science, The C. of Canaan, N.H., men, 1955
Advanced Study, Inst, for Princeton, N.J.. coed., 1930
Aeronautics, Acad, of La_Guardia Airport, N.Y., men, 1939
Aero-Space Inst. \*a(-3)r-o-,spas-, 'e(-a)r-\ Chicago, 111., coed.,
1959
Ag.nes Scott C. \,ag-n3(s)-'skat-\ Decatur, Ga.. women, 1889
Agticnltural, Mech. and Normal C. Pine Bluff, Ark., coed., 1873
Air Force Inst, of Tech. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio,
men, 1920
Akron, U. of Ohio, coed., 1870
Alabama, U. of University, coed., 1831
Alabama A. & M. C. Normal, coed., 1873
Alabama C. Montevallo, coed., 1896
Alabama State C. Montgomery, coed.. 1874
Alameda County State C. Hayward, Calif., coed., 1957
Alaska, U. of College, coed., 1915
Alaska Methodist U. Anchorage, coed., 1957
Albany State C. Albany, Ga., coed.. 1903
Al.ber.tus Mag-nus C. Xal-.bart-a-'smag-nasA New Haven,
Conn., women, 1925
Al.bi.on C. \'al-be-3n-\ Albion. Mich., coed.. 1835
Al.bright C. \'61-,brIt-\ Reading. Pa., coed.. 1856
Al.corn A. & M. C. \'ol-,k6(a)m-\ Lorman. Miss., coed., 1871
Al.der.son-Broad.dus C. X.ol-dar-ssn-'brod-ss-X Philippi, W.
Va., coed., 1871

Al.fred U. V'al-frsd-. -tardA Alfred. N.Y., coed., 1836
AMan Han,cock C. \.aI-3n-*han-,kak-\ Santa Maria, Calif.,

junior coed., 1920
AMe.ghe.ny C. \,al-3-'ga-neA Meadville, Pa., coed., 1815
AMen Military Acad, and Junior C. X'al-snA Bryan, Ten.,
coed.. 1886
Allen U. Columbia, S.C, coed., 1870
Al'li>ance C. \3-'h-3na)s-\ Cambridge Springs, Pa., coed., 1912
All Saints' Episcopal C. Vicksburg, Miss., junior women, 1908
Al.ma C. X'al-maA Ahna. Mich., coed., 1886
Alma White C. \,al-m3-'(h)wTt\ Zarephath, N.J., coed.. 1921
Al'Pe,na Community C. \al-'pe-na-\ Alpena. Mich., junior coed.,
1952

Al.tus Junior C. X'al-tssA Alius. Okla., coed., 1926
AI.ver.no C. Xal-'vsr-noA Milwaukee, Wis., women, 1887
Al.vin Junior C. \'aI-v3n-\ Alvin, Tex., coed., 1949
Amarillo C. Tex., junior coed.. 1929
American Acad, of Art Chicago. 111., coed., 1923
American Conservatory of Music Chicago, 111., coed., 1886
American Inst, for Foreign Trade Phoenix. Ariz., coed.. 1946
American International C. Springfield, Mass., coed., 1885
American River Junior C. Sacramento, Calif., coed., 1955
American U. Washington, D.C., coed., 1891
Am.herst C. \'am-(,)3rstA Amherst. Mass., men, 1821
Anchorage Community C. Alaska, junior coed.. 1954
Anderson C. Anderson. S.C, junior women. 1911
Anderson C. and Theol. Sem. Anderson. Ind., coed., 1917
An.do.ver New.ton Theol. Sch. \,an-,do-v3r-*n(y)iit.*n-, -do-N
Newton Centre. Mass., coed., 1807
An.drew C. \'an-,drii-\ Cuthbert, Ga., junior coed., 1854
An.drews U. X'an-.driizA Berrien Springs. Mich., coed., 1874
An-na Ma.ria C. X.an-a-ms-'re-aA Paxton, Mass., women, 1946
Ann-hurst C. X'an-.hsrstA South Woodstock, Conn., women, 1941
Antelope Valley C. Lancaster. Calif., junior coed.. 1929
An.ti-och C. \'ant-e-,akA Yellow Springs. Ohio, coed., 1852
Appalachian State Teachers C. Boone, N.C , coed., 1903
Apprentice Sch. Newport News, Va., junior men, 1886
Aqui.nas C. Xs'kwT-nssA Grand Rapids, Mich., coed., 1886
Arizona, U. of Tucson, coed.. 1885
Arizona State C. Flagstaff, coed., 1899
Arizona State U. Tempe, coed., 1885
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Ar-kan.sas, U. of \-'ar-k3n-,s6\ Fayetteville, coed., 1871
Ar.kan.sas A. & M. C. \'ar-k3n-,sd-\ College Heights, coed..
1909

Ar.kan.sas City Junior C. \(,)ar-,kan-z3(s)-'sit-eA Arkansas
City, Kans., coed., 1922
Ar.kan.sas C. V'ar-ksn-.soA Batesville, coed., 1872
Arkansas Polytechnic C. Russellville, coed., 1909
Arkansas State C. State College, coed., 1909
Arkansas State Teachers C. Conway, coed.. 1907
Arlington State C. Arhngton, Tex., coed.. 1917
Arm.strong C. \'arm-,slr6oA Berkeley. Calif., coed.. 1918
Armstrong C. of Savannah Ga., junior coed.. 1935
Aroos.took State Teachers C. Xa-'riis-tak-, -'riisA Presque Isle,
Me., coed,, 1903

Art Center Sch. Los .\ngeles, Calif., coed., 1930
Art Inst, of Chicago, Sch. of the 111., coed.. 1866
As.bury C. \'az-,ber-e-, -b(3-)re-\ Wihnore. Ky.. coed., 1890
Asbury Theol. Sem. Wihnore, Ky., coed.. 1923
Ashe. ville-Bilt.more C. \'ash-,vil-'bilt-,moC3)r-, -vsl-, -,m6(3)rA
Asheville. N.C, junior coed., 1927
Ash. land C. X'ash-lsndA Ashland, Ohio, coed., 1878
Ashland County Teachers C. Ashland, Wis., junior coed., 1914
As.sump.tion Abbey C. Xa-'ssmtpj-shanA Richardton, N. Dak.,
junior men, 1899
Assumption C. Worcester. Mass., men, 1904
Assumption C. for Sisters Mendham, NJ., junior women, 1953
Ath.e.uae.um of Ohio, The X-.ath-s-'ne-amA Cincinnati, men,
1829
Ath.ens C. \'ath-3nz-\ Athens, Ala., coed., 1842
Atlanta U. Ga., coed., 1865
Atlantic Christian C. Wilson, N.C, coed., 1902
Atlantic Union C. South Lancaster, Mass., coed., 1882
Auburn Community C. Auburn, N.Y., junior coed., 1953
Auburn Maine Sch. of Commerce Auburn, Me., jimior coed.,
1916
Auburn Theol. Sem. New York, N.Y.. coed., 1818
Auburn U. Auburn, Ala., coed., 1872
Augs.burg G. and Theol. Sem. \'6gz--b5rg-\ Miimeapohs, Minn.,
coed., 1869
Augusta C. Ga., junior coed., 1925
Au.gus.tana C. \.6-g9-'stan-3-\ Rock Island, 111., coed., 1860
Augustana C. Sioux Falls, S. Dak., coed., 1860
Augustana Theol. Sem, Rock Island, III., men, 1860
Aurora C. Aurora, 111,, coed.. 1893
Austin C. Sherman, Tex.' coed., 1849
Austin Junior C. Austin, Minn., coed., 1940
Austin Peay State C. \-'peA Clarksville, Tenn., coed., 1929
Austin Presbyterian Theol. Sem. Austin, Tex., men, 1902
Aver.ett C. V'av-fa-lratA Danville, Va., jimior women, 1859
Azusa C. Azusa, Calif., coed., 1899

Bab.son Inst, of Business Administration X'bab-ssnA Babson
Park, Mass., men, 1919
Ba.cone C. \ba-'kon-\ Bacone, Okla., jimior coed., 1880
Bakersfield C. Bakersficld, Calif., junior coed., 1913
Ba.ker U. N'ba-karA Baldwin City. Kans., coed., 1858
Bal.dwin-Wal.lace C. \,b61-dw3n-'wal-3s-\ Berea, Ohio, coed.,
1845
Ball State Teachers C. X'bolA Muncie, Ind.. coed., 1918
Baltimore, U. of Md., coed., 1925
Baltimore C. of Commerce Md., coed., 1909
Baltimore Junior C. Md., coed., 1947
Bangor Theol. Sem. Me., coed., 1814
Bank Street C. of Ed. New York. NY., coed., 1930
Baptist Bible Sem. Johnson City, N.Y.. coed., 1932
Baptist Inst, for Christian Workers Bryn Mawr, Pa., Junior
women, 1892
Ba-rat C. of the Sacred Heart Nbs-'raA Lake Forest, 111., women,
1858
Bar.ber-Sco.tia C. \,bar-bar- 'sko-sh3-\ Concord, N.C, coed.,
1867
Bard C. \'bard-\ Annandale-on-Hudson. N.Y., coed., 1860
Bar.nard C. \'bar-n3rd-\ New York. N.Y.. women. 1889
Bar.ring.ton C. N'bar-iti-tan-X Barrington, R.I., coed., 1900
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BaT>ron County Teachers C. \'bar-3ii-\ Rice Lake, Wis., Junior
coed., 1907
Bar.ry C. \'bar-e-\ Miami, Fla., coed., 1940
Bar-stow Junior C. \'bar-(,)sto-\ Barstow, Calif., coed., 1960
Bates C. \'bats-\ Lewiston, Me., coed.. 1863
Ba7°lor U. \'ba-l3r-\ Waco, Tex., coed., 1845
Bay Patli Junior C. \*ba-,padi-\ Longmeadow, Mass., women,
1897
Bea-ver C. \'be-v3r-\ Jenkintown, Pa., women, 1853
Beck-er Junior C. \'bek-ar-\ Worcester, Mass., coed., 1887
BeckUey C. \'bek-le-\ Beckley, W. Va., junior coed., 1933
Bel*lia*ven C. \'bel-,ha-v3n-\ Jackson, Miss., coed., 1894
Bel-lar-mine C. \'bel-ar-man-\ Louisville, Ky., men, 1950
Bellarmine C. Plattsburg, N.Y., junior men, 1952
Belleville Junior C. Belleville, III., coed., 1946
Bel-mont Abbey C. \'bel-,mant-\ Belmont, N.C., coed., 1878
Belmont C. Nashville, Tenn., coed., 1951
Beloit C. Beloit, Wis., coed., J846
Be-mid-ji State C. \b3-'mij-e-\ Bemidji, Minn., coed., 1913
Ben.e.dict C. \'ben-3-,dikt-\ Columbia, S.C, coed., 1870
Ben-e-dic-tine Heigbts C. \,ben-3-'dik-t3n-\ Tulsa, Okla., coed.,
1889
Ben*nett C. \'ben-3t-\ Millbrook, N.Y., junior women, 1891
Bennett C. Greensboro, N.C., women, 1873
Ben-ning-ton C. \'ben-iri-t5n-\ Bennington, Vt., women, 1925
Bent-ley C. ol Accounting and Finance \'bent-le-\ Boston,
Mass., coed., 1917
Be-rea C. \b3-'re-3-\ Berea^Ky., coed., 1855
Be-re-an Bible Sen. Xba-'re-sn-X Allentown, Pa., coed., 1950
Berke-ley Baptist Divinity Sch. \'b3r-kle-\ Berkeley, Calif.,

coed., 1889
Berkeley Divinity Sch. New Haven, Conn., men, 1854
Berkshire Christian C. Lenox, Mass., coed., 1897
Berkshire Community C. Pittsfield, Mass., coed., 1960
Ber-ry C. \'ber-e-\ Mount Berry, Ga., coed., 1902
Beth-a-ny Bible C. \'beth-3-ne-\ Santa Cruz, Calif., coed., 1919
Bethany Biblical Sem. Chicago, 111., coed., 1905
Bethany C. Lindsborg, Kans., coed., 1881
Bethany C. Bethany, W. Va., coed., 1840
Bethany Lutheran C- and Theol- Sem. Mankato, Minn., Junior
coed., 1911
Bethany Naz-a-reue C. \-,naz-3-'ren-\ Bethany, Okla., coed.,
1899
Beth.el C. \'beth-3l-\ Mishawaka, Ind., coed., 1947
Bethel C. North Newton, Kans., coed., 1887
Bethel C. Hopkinsville, Ky., junior coed., 1854
Bethel C. McKenzie, Tenn., coed., 1842
Bethel C. and Sem. St. Paul, Minn., coed., 1871
Be.thune^ook-man C. \,ba-,tli(y)un-'kiik-m3n-\ Daytona
Beach, Fla., coed., 1872
Bible, C. ol the Lexington, Ky., coed., 1865
Bible Baptist Sem. Arlington, Tex., coed., 1939
Bible Inst, of Los Angeles Calif., coed., 1908
Biblical Sem. in N.Y. New York City, coed., 1900
Bird-wood Junior C. X'faar-.dwiid-X Thomasville, Ga., coed., 1954
Birmingham-Southern C. Birmingham, Ala., coed., 1856
Bishop C. Dallas, Tex., coed., 1880
Bismarck Junior C. Bismarck, N. Dak., coed., 1939
Black.burn C. X'blak-bsmA Carlinville, 111., coed., 1835
Black Hills Teachers C. Spearfish, S. Dak., coed., 1883
Bless.ed Sacrament G. \,bles-3d-\ CornweUs Heights, Pa.,
women, 1955
Blinn C. \'blin-\ Brenham, Tex., junior coed., 1883
Bliss C. \'bli5-\ Lewiston, Me., junior coed., 1897
Bloomlield C. Bloomfield, N.J., coed., 1868
Blooms-burg State C. \'brumz-,barg-\ Bloorasburg, Pa., coed.,
1839
Bloom Township Community C. \'bliim-\ Chicago Heights, III.,

junior coed., 1958
Blue-fieia C. \'blli-,feId-\ Bluefield, Va., junior coed., 1922
Bluefield State C. Bluefield, W. Va., coed., 1895
Blue Mountain C. Blue Mountain, Miss., women, 1873
Bluif-ton C. \'bl3f-ton-\ Bluffton, Ohio, coed., 1900
Bob Jones D. \'bab-'jonz-\ Greenville, S.C, coed., 1927
Boise Junior C. Boise, Idaho, coed., 1932
Boone Junior C. \'bUn-\ Boone, Iowa, coed., 1927
Bor-ro-meo Sem. of Ohio \,b6r-3-'ma-(,)o-, .bar-\ Wickliffe, men,
1953
Boston C. Chestnut Hill, Mass., coed., 1863
Boston Conservatory of Music Mass., coed., 1867
Boston U. Mass., coed., 1839
Bow-doin C. \'bod-=n-\ Brunswick, Me., men, 1794
Bowling Green C. of Commerce Bowhng Green, Ky., coed., 1874
Bowling Green State U. BovvUng Green, Ohio, coed., 1910
Brad.lord Dur.fee C. of Tech. \,brad-f3rd-'d3r-fe-\ Fall River,
Mass., coed., 1904
Bradford Junior C. Bradford, Mass., women, 1803
Brad. ley V. \'brad-le-\ Peoria, III., coed., 1896
Brai-nerd Junior C. \'bra-n3rd-\ Brainerd, Minn., coed., 1938
Bran-deis U. \'bran-,dls-, -,diz-\ Waltham, Mass., coed., 1947
Bre-nau C. \br3-'na(i-\ Gainesville, Ga., women, 1378
Brent-wood C. \'brent-,wud-\ Brentwood, N.Y., women, 1955
Bres-cia C. \'bresh-3-\ Owensboro, Ky., coed., 1874
Bre-vard C. \br3-'vard-\ Brevard, N.C., junior coed., 1934
Bre-vard Junior C. \br3-'vard-\ Cocoa, Fla., coed., 1960
Brew-ton-Par-ker C. \,briit-'n-'par-k3r-\ Mt. Vemon, Ga.,
junior coed., 1904
Bri-ar Cliff C. \'bri(-3)r-.klif-\ Sioux City, Iowa, women, 1930
Briar-cliff C. \'brT(-3)r-,klif-\ Briarcliff Manor, N.Y., Junior
women, 1904
Bridgeport, U. ol Conn., coed., 1927
Bridgeport Engineering Inst. Conn., coed., 1924

Bridge-wa-ter C. \'brlj-,w6t-3r-, -,wat-\ Bridgewater, Va., coed.,
1880
Brig-ham Young V. \,brig-3m-'y30-\ Provo, Utah, coed., 187S
Bronx Community C. Bronx, N.Y., junior coed., 1957
Brooklyn C. N.Y., coed., 1930
Brooklyn C. of Pharmacy NY., coed., 1886
Brooklyn Law Sch. N.Y.. coed., 1901
Broome Technical Community C. X'briim-, 'brum-\ Binghamton,
N.Y., junior coed.. 1946

Brow-ard County, Junior C. ol \-'brauC-3)rd-\ Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., coed., 1960
Brown U. \'braiin-\ Providence, R.I., coed., 1764
Bry-ant and Strat-ton Business Inst. \'brT-3nt-"n-'strat-°n-\
Buffalo, N.Y., junior coed., 1854
Bryant C. Providence, R.I., coed., 1863
Bryu Mawr C. \brin-'mar-\ Bryn Mawr, Pa., women, 1880
Buck-nell U. \.b3k-'nel-, 'b3k-,ne!-\ Lewisburg, Pa., coed. 1846
Bue-na Vis-ta C. \,byLi-n3-'vis-t3-\ Storm Lake, Iowa, coed., 1891
Buffalo, U. ol N.Y., coed., 1846
Buffalo Bible Inst. NY., coed., 1939
Buffalo County Teachers C. Alma, Wis., junior coed., 1902
Bur-dett C. \(,)b3r-'detA Boston, Mass., junior coed., 1912
Burlington Community C. Burlington, Iowa, junior coed., 1920
Business Inst., The Detroit. Mich, junior coed., 1906
Buf.ler C. \'b3t-l3r-\ Tyler, Tex., coed., 192 7

Butler 0. Indianapolis, Ind., coed., 1850

Ca-bril-lo C. \k3-'bre-(,)(y)o-, -'bril-OoA Santa Cruz County,
Caiif., junior coed.,_1959

Ca.bri-ni C. Xks-'bre-neA Radnor, Pa., women, 1957
Cald-well C. lor Women \'k6I-,dwel-, -dw3l-, 'kalA Caldwell, N.J.,
1939

California, U. of Berkeley, coed., 1855
California Baptist Theol. Sem. Covina, coed., 1944
Calilornia C. ol Arts and Cralts Oakland, coed., 1907
Calilornia C. ol Medicine Los Angeles, Calif., coed., 1896
Calilornia Con-cor-dia C- \-k3n-'k6rd-e-3A Oaliland, junior
coed., 1906

Calilornia Inst, ol Tech. Pasadena, men, 1891
California Maritime Acad. Vallejo, men, 1929
California Podiatry C. San Francisco, coed., 1914
California State C. Cahfornia, Pa., coed., 1852
California State Polytechnic C. San Luis Obispo, coed., 1901
Calilornia Western tl. San Diego, coed., 1924
Cal-va-ry Bible C. \'kalv-(3-)reA Kansas City, Mo., coed., 1932
Cal.vin C. X'kal-vsnA Grand Rapids, Mich., coed., 1876
Calvin Theol. Sem. Grand Rapids, Mich., men, 1876
Cambridge Junior C. Cambridge, Mass., coed., 1934
Cam.er-on State Agricultural C. \'kam-(3-)r3n-\ Lawton, Okla.,
junior coed., 1908
Gamp. bell C. \'kam-(b)3lA Jackson, Miss., junior coed., 1890
Campbell C. Buies Creek, N.C., junior coed., 1887
Camp.bells-ville C. \'kam-(b)3lz-,vil-\ Campbellsville, Ky., coed.,
1906

Canal Zone Junior C. Balboa Heights, coed., 1933
Ca.ney Junior C. \'ka-neA Pippapass, Ky., coed., 1923
Ca.ni.sius C. Xka-'nish-as-, -'ne-shssA Buffalo, N.Y., coed., 1870
Can-ton Community C \'kant-"nA Canton, III., junior coed., 1959
Gape Cod Community C. Hyannis, Mass., coed., 1961
Capital U. Columbus, Ohio, coed., 1850
Capitol Radio Engineering Inst. Washington, D.C., men, 1927
Cap-u-chin Sem. of St. Mary X'kap-ys-shsn-X Crown Point, Ind.,
men, 1952
Cardinal Cush.ing C. X-'kush-ia-X Brookline, Mass., women, 1952
Cardinal Glen-non G. \-'glen-3nA St. Louis, Mo., men, 1900
Cardinal Stritch C. \-'strichA Milwaukee, Wis., women, 1932
Carle. ton C. \'kar(3llt-=nA Northfield, Minn., coed., 1866
Car-ne-gie Inst, of Tech, X'kar-ns-ge-, kar-'neg-e-\ Pittsburgh,
Pa., coed., 1900

Gar-roll G. \'kar-3lA Helena, Mont., coed., 1909
Carroll C. Waukesha, Wis., coed., 1840
Car-son-New.man C. Vkars-^n-'n(y)Li-m3n-\ Jefferson City,
Tenn., coed., 1851
Gar.thage C. \'kar-thijA Carthage, 111., coed., 1846
Car-ver C- X'kar-vsrA Charlotte, N.C., junior coed., 1949
Carver Junior C. Cocoa, Fla., coed., 1960
Carver Sch. ol Missions and Social Work Louisville, Ky., coed.,
1907

Gas-cade C. \ka-'skadA Portland, Oreg., coed., 1918
Case Inst, ol Tech. X'kasA Cleveland, Ohio, coed., 1880
Casper G. Casper, Wyo., junior coed., 1945
Gas. tie-ton State C. X'kas-al-tsnA Castlcton, Vt., coed., 1787
Ga.taw-ba C. \k3-'t6-b3-\ Salisbury, N.C., coed., 1851
Cathedral C. ol the Immaculate Conception Brooklyn, N.Y.,
men, 1914
Catherine Mc-Au-ley C. \-m3-'k6-leA Rochester, N.Y., junior
women, 1951

Catholic Teachers C. Providence, R.I., women, 1929
Catholic U. ol America Washington, D.C., coed., 1887
Catholic U. ol Puerto Rico Ponce, coed., 1948
Catonsville Community C. Catonsville,_Md., junior coed., 1957
Gaz-e-no-via Junior C. \,kaz-'n-'o-ve-3-\ Cazenovia, N.Y.,
women, 1824
Cedar Crest C. Allentown, Pa., women, 1867
Cen-te-na-ry G. for Women \sen-'te-n3-re-\ Hackettstown, N.J.,
junior, 1867
Cen-te.nary C. ol Louisiana \'sent-'n-,er-e-\ Shreveport, coed.,
1825

Gen-ter.ville Community C. \ 'sent-3r-,vil-\ CenterviUe, Iowa,
junior coed., 1930

Central Baptist Theol. Sem. Kansas City, Kans., coed., 1902
Central Bible Inst. Springfield, Mo., coed., 1922
Central C. Pella, Iowa, coed., 1853
Central C. McPherson, Kans., junior coed., 1914
Central Connecticut State C. New Britain, coed., 1849
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Central Florida Junior C. Ocala, coed., 1958
Cen-tra-lia C. \sen-'tral-y3-\ Centralia, Wash., Junior coed., 1925
Centralia Township Junior C. Centralia, 111., coed., 1940
Central Methodist C. Fayette, Mo., coed., 1854
Central Michigan U. Mount Pleasant, coed., 1892
Central Missouri State C. Warrensburg, coed., 1870
Central Oregon C. Bend, junior coed., 1949
Central State 0. Wiiberforce, Ohio, coed., 1887
Central State C. Edmond, Okla., coed.. 1890
Central Technical Inst. Kansas City, Mo., coed., 1937
Central Washington State C. Ellensburg, coed., 1891
Central Wesleyan C. Central, S.C, coed., 1906
Centre C. of Kentiioky Danville, coed., 1819
Cer-ri-tos C. \s3-'ret-3s-\ Norwalk. Calif., junior coed.. 1955
Chaf.ley C. \'cha-fe-\ Alta Loma, Calif.,Junior coed., 1883
Cham.ber.layne Junior C. \'cham-bar-,lan-, -l3n-\ Boston, Mass.,
coed., 1892
Cham.i.nade Col Honolulu \,sham-s-'nad-\ Hawaii, coed., 1955
Cham-plain C, \sham-'plan-\ Burlington, Vt., junior coed., 1878
Cha.nute Junior C. \sh3-'niit-\ Chanute, Kans., coed., 1935
Chap.man C. X'chap-msn-V Orange. Calif., coed.. 1861
Charles County Junior C. \'char(3)lz-\ La Plata. Md.. coed., 1958
Charleston, C. oJ S.C. coed.. 1770
Charlotte C. Charlotte, N.C., junior coed., 1946
Chat-ham C. \'chat-3m-\ Pittsburgh, Pa„ women, 1869
Chattanooga, U. ol Tenn., coed.. 1886
Chestnut Hill 0. Philadelphia. Pa., women. 1871
Chey-ney State C. \'cha-ne-\ Cheyney. Pa., coed.. 1837
Chicago, U. of 111., coed., 1891
Chicago Acad, of Fine Arts 111., coed., 1902
Chicago City Junior C- III., coed., 1931
Chicago C. ol Chiropody and Pe-dic Surgery \-,pe-dilc-\ 111.,

coed., 1931
Chicago C. of Osteopathy III., coed.. 1913
Chicago Conservatory C. 111., coed.. 1857
Chicago-Kent C. of Law \-'kent-\ Chicago. 111., coed.. 1887
Chicago Lutheran Theol. Sem- Maywood, 111., men, 1891
Chicago Med. Sch. 111., coed.. 1912
Chicago Teachers C. 111., coed.. 1869
Chicago Technical C- 111., coed.. 1904
Chicago Theol. Sera- 111., coed.. 1855
Chi.CO State C. \'che-(,)ko-\ Chico. Calif., coed.. 1887
Chi-po-la Junior C. \ch3-'po-b-\ Marianna. Fla.. coed.. 1947
Chou-i-nard Art Inst. \sh3-'nard-\ Los Angeles. Calif., coed..
1921
Cho-wan C. \cha-'wan\ Murfreesboro. N.C., Junior coed.. 1848
Christian Brothers C. Memphis. Tenn., men, 1871
Christian C. Columbia, Mo., junior women, 1851
Christian Theol. Sem. Indianapolis, Ind., coed.. 1925
Christ the Saviour Sem. of Johnstown, Pa. men, 1940
Chrys-ler Inst, of Engineering \'krI-sl3r-\ Detroit, Mich., men,
1931

Church C. of Hawaii, The Lale, Oahu. coed.. 1955
Church Divinity Sch. of the Pacific Berkeley. Calif., coed., 1893
Cincinnati, U, oJ Ohio, coed., 1819
Cincinnati Bible Sem., The Ohio. coed.. 1924
Cis-co Junior C. \'sis-(,)ko-\ Cisco, Tex., coed., 1940
Citadel, The Charleston, S.C, men, 1842
Citrus Junior C. Azusa, Calif., coed., 1915
City C. New York. N.Y.. coed.. 1847
City C- of San Francisco Calif., junior coed., 1935
City U. of New York coed.. 1961
Claf-liu U. \'klaf-bn-\ Orangeburg, S.C. coed.. 1869
Clare-mont Men's C.\'kla(3)r-,mant-. 'kle(3)r-\ Claremont, Calif.,

1946
Claremont U.C. Claremont. Calif., coed., 1925
Clar-en-don Junior C. X'klar-an-dsnA Clarendon, Tex., coed.,
1927

Cla-rin-da Community C. \kl3-'rln-d3-\ Clarinda, Iowa, coed.,
1923

Clar-i-on State C. \'klar-e-3n-\ Clarion, Pa., coed., 1866
Clark C- \'klark-\ Atlanta, Ga., coed., 1869
Clark C- Vancouver, Wash., Junior coed., 1933
Clarke C- \'klark-\ Dubuque, Iowa, women, 1843
Clarke Memorial C- Newton, Miss., junior coed., 1908
Clark.son 0. of Tech- \'klark-ssn-\ Potsdam. N.Y., men. 1896
Clark U. Worcester. Mass.. coed., 1887
Clea-ry C. \'kIi(3)r-e-\ Ypsilanti. Mich., coed., 1883
Clem-son Agricultural C. \'klem(p)-s3n-\ Clemson. S.C, coed.,
1889

Cleveland C. Ohio, coed., 1925
Cleveland Inst, of Music Ohio, coed.. 1920
Cleveland-Mar-shall Law Sch. \-'mar-shal-\ Cleveland. Ohio,
coed., 189 7

Clinton Junior C. Clinton, Iowa, coed., 1946
Coa-ho-ma Junior C. \ko-'ho-mo-\ Clarksdale, Miss., coed., 1926
Coa-lin.ga C- \ko-'lio-g3-\ Coalinga, Calif., junior coed., 1932
Coe C. \'ko-\ Cedar Rapids. Iowa, coed., 1851
Coffeyville C.Coffeyville, Kans.. junior coed.. 1923
Cogs-well Polytechnical C. \'kagz-,wel-, -walA San Francisco,
Calif., junior coed.. 1930
Co-ker C- X'ko-kar-X Hartsville. S.C. women, 1894
Col-by C- \'kol-be-\ WaterviUe, Me., coed., 1813
Colby Junior C. for Women New London. N.H., 1837
Col-gate- Rochester Divinity Sch. \'kol-,gat-\ Rochester, N.Y.,
coed.. IRl 7

Colgate U. Hamilton. N.Y., men, 1819
College-Conservatory of Music of Cincinnati Ohio, coed., 1867
CoI-lier-Block-er Junior C- \,ka-y3r-'blak-sr-\ Palatka, Fla..
coed., 19()()

Colorado, U. of Boulder, coed., 1861
Colorado C. Colorado Springs, coed., 1874
Colorado Sch. of Mines Golden, coed.. 1874
Colorado State C. Greeley, coed., 1889
Colorado State U. Fort CoUins. coed.. 1870
Colorado Woman's C. Denver, 1909

Co-lum-hia Basin 0. Nks-'lsm-be-sA Pasco, Wash.. Junior coed.,
1955
Columbia Bible C. Columbia. S.C. coed., 1923
Columbia C. Chicago. 111., coed., 1890
Columbia C. Columbia. S.C. women. 1854
Columbia County Teachers C. Columbus. Wis.. Junior coed., 1908
Co-lum-bi-an C. Xka-'lsm-be-snA Washington, D.C, coed., 1821
Columbia Theol- Sem. Decatur. Ga.. men. 1828
Columbia Union C. Takoma Park. Md.. coed.. 1904
Columbia U. New York. N.Y.. coed.. 1754
Columbus C. Columbus.Ga., junior coed., 1958
Combs C- of Music \'komz-\ Philadelphia, Pa., coed., 1885
Community C, and Technical Inst. Benton Harbor, Mich.,
junior coed.. 1946
Compton C. Compton. Calif., junior coed.. 1927
Con-cord C- \'kan-,kO(3)rd-^ 'kao-\ Athens, W. Va., coed., 1872
Con-cor-dia C- Vkan-'kord-e-sA Moorhead, Minn., coed,, 1891
Concordia C- St. Paul, Minn., junior coed., 1893
Concordia C- Portland, Oreg., junior coed., 1905
Concordia C- Milwaukee, Wis., junior men, 1881
Concordia Junior C- Bronxville, NY., coed., 1881
Concordia Sem, St. Louis, Mo., coed., 1839
Concordia Senior C- Fort Wayne, Ind., men, 1839
Concordia Teachers C- River Forest, 111., coed., 1864
Concordia Teachers C- Seward, Nebr., coed., 1894
Concordia Theol. Sem. Springfield, 111., men, 1846
Connecticut, U. of Storrs, coed., 1881
Connecticut C. New London, women, 1911
Con-nors State Agricultural C. Vkan-srzA Warner, Okla.,
junior coed., 1908
Conservative Baptist Theol. Sem. Denver, Colo., coed., 1950
Con-tra Cos-ta C. \,kan-tr3-'kas-t3-, -'k6s-\ San Pablo, Calif., Jun-
ior coed., 1949

Con-verse C, \'kan-(,)v3rsA Spartanburg, S.C. coed.. 1889
Cooke County Junior C. X'kukA Gainesville. Tex., coed.. 1924
Coo-per Union X.kii-par-. ,kLip-ar-\ New York, N.Y., coed., 1859
Co-pi-ah-LincoIn Junior C. \k3-,pT-3-\ Wesson, Miss., coed.,
1915

Cop-pin State Teachers C- \'k'ap-3n-\ Baltimore, Md., coed., 1900
Cor-nell C- \k6r-'nelA Mount Vernon, Iowa, coed., 1852
Cornell U. Ithaca, N.Y., coed., 1865
Cor-ning Community C- N'kor-nioA Corning, N.Y., junior coed.,
1956

Corpus Christi, U. of Corpus Christi. Tex., coed., 1947
Cosmopolitan Sch. of Music Chicago, III., coed.. 1906
Cot-tey C- \'kat-cA Nevada, Mo., junior women, 1884
Covenant C- and Theol. Sem. St. Louis. Mo., coed.. 1955
Cran-brook Acad- of Art X'kran-.briikA Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
coed.. 192 7

Creigh-ton U- \'krat-'nA Omaha. Nebr., coed., 1878
Cres-ton Community C. \'kres-t3n-\ Creston, Iowa, junior coed.,
1926

Cro-sier Sem. \'kro-zharA Onamia. Minn., junior men. 1922
Cro-zer Theol- Sem. X'kro-zsrA Chester, Pa., coed., 1867
Cul-ver-Stock.ton C- \,k3l-v3r-'stak-t3nA Canton, Mo., coed.,
1853

Cum-ber-land C. \'k3m-bar-land-\ Williamsburg, Ky., Junior
coed., 18S8
Cumberland U- Lebanon, Tenn., coed., 1842
Cur-ry C. V'ksr-e-, 'ka-reA Milton, Mass., coed., 1879
Cur-tis Inst- ol Music X'ksrt-ssA Philadelphia, Pa., coed., 1924
Cus-ter County Junior C. N'kss-tarA Miles City, Mont., coed.,
1939

Dade County Junior C- \'dadA Miami, Fla., coed., 1960
Da-ko-ta Wesleyan U- Xds-'kot-sA Mitchell, S. Dak., coed., 1883
Dallas, U. of Tex., coed., 1956
Dallas Theol- Sem- and Graduate Sch. of Theology Tex., men;
1924
Dana C- \'dan-3-\ Blair, Nebr., coed., 1884
Danbury State C. Danbury, Conn., coed., 1903
Daniel Payne C. \-'panA Birmingham. Ala., coed.. 1889
Danville Junior C. Danville, 111., coed., 1946
Dart-mouth C. N'dart-mathA Hanover, N.H., coed., 1769
Dav-en-port Inst. \'dav-3n-,po(3)rt-. -,p6(3)rt-\ Grand Rapids,
Mich., junior coed., 1910

David Lips-comb C- \-'Iip-sk3m-\ Nashville, Tenn., coed., 1891
Da-vid-son C. X'da-vsd-sonA Davidson. N.C.. men, 1836
Da. vis and El-kins C- \.da-vs-s3n-'(d)el-k3nz-\ Elkins. W. Va.,
coed., 191)3

Daw-son County Junior C. X'dbs-'n-X Glendive. Mont., coed.,
194

Dayton, U. of Ohio, coed., 1850
Daytona Beach Junior C. Fla.. coed.. 1958
Dean Junior C. VdenA Franklin. Mass.. coed.. 1865
De.ca-tur Baptist C. \di-'kat-9r-\ Decatur. Tex., Junior coed.,
1891

Deep Springs C. Deep Springs. Calif., junior men. 1917
De-fi-ance C- \dl-'n-an(t)sA Defiance. Ohio, coed., 1850
Delaware, U. of Newark, coed., 1743
Delaware State C, Dover, coed., 1891
Delaware Valley C. ol Science and Agric. Doylestown. Pa..

men, 1896
De Li-ma Junior C- \d3-'le-m3-\ Oxford, Mich., women, 1958
Del Mar C- \del-'marA Corpus ChrisU, Tex., junior coed., 193S
De Lourdes C- \d3-'lu(3lrdA Des Plaines, 111., women, 1951
Delta State C. Cleveland, Miss., coed., 1924
De Maz.e-nod Scholasticate \d3-'maz-=n-,ad-\ San Amonlo,
Tex., men, 1928

Den.i-son U- \'den-a-s3n-\ Granville. Ohio, coed., 1831
Denver, U. of Colo., coed., 1864
De Paul U. \di-'polA Chicago. 111., coed., 1898
De.Pauw n. \di-'p6-\ Greencasde. Ind.. coed.. 1837
Des Moines Still C. of Osteopathy and Surgery \-'stll-\ Des
Moines. Iowa, coed.. 1898

Detroit, U. of Mich., coed.. 1877
Detroit Bible C. Mich., coed., 1945
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Detroit C. of Law Mich., coed., 1891
Detroit Inst, ol Musical Art Micli., coed., 1914
Detroit Inst, ol Tech. Mich., coed., 1891
Devils Lake Junior C. Devils Lake, N. Dak., coed., 1941
De Vry Technical Inst. \d3v-'re-\ Chicago, III., coed., 1931
Diablo Valley C. Concord, Calif., junior coed., 1949
Dick.in.son C. X'dik-sn-son-X Carlisle, Pa., coed., 1773
Dickinson Sch. ol Law Carhsle, Pa., coed., 1834
Dil.lard U. \'dil-3rd-\ New Orleans, La., coed., 1869
District of Columbia Teachers C. Washington, coed., 1851
Divine Word Sem. Conesus, N.Y.. men, 1944
Divinity Sch. of the Protestant Episcopal Church Philadelphia,
Pa., coed., 1857

Dix-ie Junior C. \'dik-se-\ St. George, Utah, coed., 1911
Doane C. \'don-\ Crete, Nebr.. coed., 1872
Dodge City C. \'daj-\ Dodge City, Kans., junior coed., 1935
Dodge County Teachers C. Mayville, Wis., junior coed., 1925
Dominican C. Racine, Wis., coed., 1935
Dominican C. of Blau.velt \-'bl6-.velt\ Blauvelt, N.Y„ women,
1952
Dominican C. of San Ra-fael \-,san-r3-'fel\ San Rafael, Calif.,
women, 1850
Don Bos-co C. \'dan-'bas-(,)ko-\ Newton, N.J., men, 1929
Don.nel.ly C. \'dan-*l-e-\ Kansas City, Kans., jutiior coed., 1949
Door-Ee.wau.nee County Teachers C. \'do(3)r-ki-'w6-ne-,
'd6(3)r-\ Algoma, Wis., junior coed., 1909

Dordt C. \'d60)rt-\ Sioux Center, Iowa, junior coed., 1955
Drake U. \'drak-\ Des Moines, Iowa, coed., 1881
Drew U. \'drU-\ Madison, N.J., coed., 1867
Drex.el Inst, of Tech. \'drek-s3l-\ Philadelphia, Pa., coed., 1891
Dr. Martin Luther C. New Ulm, Minn., coed., 1884
Drop.sie C. for Hebrew and Cognate Learning \'drap-se-\
Philadelphia, Pa., coed., 1907
Dru.ry C. \'druC3)r-e\ Springfield, Mo., coed., 1873
D. T. Wat-son Sch. of Physiatrics \-'wat-s3n-\ Leetsdale, Pa.,
coed., 1920
Dubuque, U. of Dubuque, Iowa, coed., 1852
DU'Chesne C. of the Sacred Heart \du-'shan-\ Omaha, Nebr.,

Duke U. \'d(y)uk-\ Durham, N.C., coed., 1838
Dun.bar.ton C. of Holy Cross \,d3n-'bart-''n-\ Washington, D.C.,
women, 1935
Duns Sco.tus C. \,d3n(z)-'skot-3S-\ Detroit, Mich., men, 1930
Du.quesne U. \du-'kan-\ Pittsburgh., coed., 1878
Dutch-ess Community C. \'d3ch-3s-\ Poughkeepsie, N.Y., junior
coed., 1957
Dyke C. \'dTk-\ Cleveland. Ohio, coed., 1848
D'You-ville C. \'dyu-,vil-\ Buffalo, N.Y., women, 1908

Eagle Grove Junior C. Eagle Grove, Iowa, coed., 1928
Earl.ham C. \'3r-l3m-\ Richmond, Ind., coed., 1847
East Carolina C. Greenville, N.C., coed., 1907
East Central Junior C. Decatur, Miss., coed., 1914
East Central State C. Ada, Okla., coed., 1909
Eastern Arizona Junior C. Thatcher, coed., 1891
Eastern Baptist C. St. Davids, Pa., coed., 1952
Eastern Baptist Theol. Sem. Philadelphia, Pa., coed., 1925
Eastern Bible Inst. Green Lane, Pa., coed., 1938
Eastern C. of Commerce and Law Baltimore, Md., coed., 1928
Eastern Illinois U. Charleston, coed., 1895
Eastern Kentucky State C. Richmond, coed., 1906
Eastern Mennonite C. Harrisonburg, Va., coed., 1917
Eastern Michigan U. Ypsilanti, coed., 1849
Eastern Montana C. of Ed. Billings, coed., 1925
Eastern Naz.a-rene C. \-,naz-3-'ren-\ WoUaston, Mass., coed.,
1900

Eastern New Mexico U. Portales, coed., 1934
Eastern Oklahoma A. & M. C. Wilburton, junior coed., 1909
Eastern Oregon C. La Grande, coed., 1929
Eastern Pilgrim C. Allentown, Pa., coed., 1921
Eastern Washington State C. Cheney, coed., 1890
East Los Angeles C. Los Angeles, Cahf., junior coed., 1945
East-man Dental Dispensary and Sch. for Dental Hygienlsts
\'est-m3n-\ Rochester, N.Y., women, 1915

East Mississippi Junior C. Scooba, coed., 1927
East Strouds-burg State C. X-'straiidz-.bsrg-X East Stroudsburg,
Pa., coed., 1893

East Tennessee State C. Johnson City, coed., 1909
East Texas Baptist C. Marshall, coed., 1914
East Texas State C. Commerce, coed., 1889
Eden Theol. Sem. \'ed-=n-\ Webster Groves, Mo., coed., 1850
Edge-wood C. of the Sacred Heart \'ej-,wud-\ Madison, Wis.,

. 1927
Ed-in-boro State C. \'ed-=n-.bar-3, -.bs ra-\ Edinboro, Pa., coed.,
1859

Ed-wards Military Inst. \'ed-w3rdz-\ Salemburg, N.C., junior

Ed.ward Wa-ters C. \-'w6t-;
1942

-•wat-\ Jacksonville, Fla., coed.,

El Ca-mi-no C- \,el-k3-'me-(,)no-\ El Camino CoUege, Calif., jun-
ior coed., 1946
El Do.ra-do Junior C. \,el-d3-'rad-(,)o-\ El Dorado, Kans., coed..

Electronic Technical Inst. Inglewood, Calif., coed., 1946
Elgin Community C. Elgin, III., junior coed., 1949
Eliz-a-beth City State Teachers C. \i-'Uz-3-b3th-\ BUzabeth
City, N.C., coed., 1891

Elizabeth Se-ton C. \-'set-'n-\ Westchester, N.Y., junior women,

Eliz-a-beth-town C. \i-'liz-3-bath-.taiin-\ Elizabethtown, Pa.,
coed., 1899

Ells-worth Junior C. \'elz-C,)w3rth-\ Iowa Falls, Iowa, coed.,
1890
Elmhurst C. Elmhurst, 111., coed., 1865

Elmira C. Elmira, N.Y., women, 1853
Elon C. \'e-,Ian-\ Elon College, N.C., coed., 1889
El Re.no C. \el-'re-(,)no-\ El Reno, Okla., junior coed., 1938
Ely Junior C. \'e-le-\ Ely, Minn., coed., 1922
Em-bry-Rid-dle Aeronautical Inst. \,em-bre-'rid-=l-\ Miami,
Fla., coed.. 1926
Em-er-son C. \'em-3r-s3n-\ Boston. Mass., coed., 1880
Em-man-u-el C. \i-'man-y3(-w3)l\ Franklin Springs, Ga., junior
coed., 1933
Emmanuel C. Boston, Mass., women, 1919
Em-ma-us Bible Sch. \e-'ma-3s-\ Oak Park, III., coed., 1941
Em.mets-burg Community 0. \'em-3ts-,b3rg-\ Emmetsburg,
Iowa, junior coed., 1930
Em.o-ry and Henry C. \'em-(3-)re-\ Emory, Va., coed., 1838
Emory U. AUanta, Ga.. coed.^ 1836
Em.po-ria, C. of \-em-'por-e-3, -'p6r-\ Emporia, Kans., coed.,
1882

En-di-cott Junior C- \'en-dl-k3t-, -d3-,kat-\ Beverly, Mass.,
women, 1939
Epiphany Apostolic 0. Newburgh, N.Y., junior men, 1888
Episcopal Theol. Sch. Cambridge, Mass., coed., 186 7

Episcopal Theol. Sem. of the Southwest Austin, Tex., men, 1951
Erie County Technical lust. \'i(3)r-e-\ Buffalo, N.Y., junior
coed., 1946
Er.skine C. X'sr-sksnA Due West, S.C, coed., 1839
Essex Community C. Essex, Md., junior coed., 1957
Es-ther.ville Junior C. \'es-t3r-,vil-\ Estherville, Iowa, coed.,
1924

Eu.re.ka C. Nyu-'re-kaA Eureka, III., coed., 1848
Evan.gel C. \i-'van-j3l-\ Springfield, Mo., coed.. 1955
Evangelical Congregational Sch. of Theology Myerstown, Pa.,
coed., 195 7

Evangelical Lutheran Theol. Sem. Columbus, Ohio, men, 1830
Evangelical Theol. Sem. Naperville, III., coed., 1873
Evansville C. Evansville, Ind., coed., 1854
Ev-e-leth Junior C. \'ev-(3-)l3Ui-\ Eveleth, Minn., coed., 1918
Everett Junior C. Everett, Wash., coed., 1941
Ey-mard Preparatory Sem. \'a-,mard-\ Hyde Park, N.Y.,
junior men, 1904

Fair.bury C.\'fa(3)r-,ber-e-, 'fe(3)r-\ Fairbury, Nebr., junior coed.,
1941

Fairfield U. Fairfield, Conn., men, 1942
Fair-leigh Dick.in-son U. \,fa(3)r-le-'dik-3n-s3n-, ,fe(3)r-\
Rutherford, N.J., coed., 1942
Fairmont State C. Fairmont, W. Va., coed., 1867
Faith Theol. Sem. Philadelphia, Pa., coed., 1937
Far.ming.ton State Teachers C. X'far-mio-tan-X Farmington,
Me., coed., 1864

Fashion Inst, of Tech. New York, N.Y., junior coed., 1944
Fayetteville State Teachers C. Fayetteville, N.C., coed., 1867
Fe-li-cian C, The X-fa-'lish-gn-, -'le-shsn-X Chicago, HI., junior
women, 1926
Fenn C. \'fen-\ Cleveland, Ohio, coed., 1923
Fer.ris Inst. \'fer-3s-\ Big Rapids, Mich., coed., 1884
Per.rum Junior C. \'fer-3m-\ Ferrum, Va., coed., 1914
Finch C. \'finch-\ New York, N.Y., women, 1900
Findlay C. Findlay, Ohio, coed., 1882
Fish.er Junior C. X'fish ar-X Boston, Mass., women, 1903
Fisk U. \'fisk-\ Nashville, Tenn., coed., 1866
Flat River, Junior C. ol Flat River, Mo., coed., 1922
Flint Community Junior C. Flint, Mich., coed., 1923
Flo-ra Stone Math-er C. \,flor-3-,ston-'matti-3r-, .flor-, -'math-\
Cleveland, Ohio, women, 1888

Florence State C. Florence, Ala., coed., 1830
Florida, U. of Gainesville, coed., 1853
Florida A. & M. U. Tallahassee, coed., 1887
Florida Christian C. Tampa, junior coed., 1944
Florida Normal and Industrial Memorial C. St. Augustine,
coed., 1892
Florida Presbyterian C. St. Petersburg, coed., 1960
Florida Southern C. Lakeland, coed., 1885
Florida State U. Tallahassee, coed., 1857
Font-bonne C. \'rant-,ban-\ St. Louis, Mo., women, 1923
Foot-hill C. \'fut-,hil-\ Los Altos Hills, CaUf., junior coed., 19S7
Ford.ham U. X'ford-am-, 'f6td-\ New York, N.Y., coed., 1841
Fort Dodge Community C. Fort Dodge, Iowa, junior coed., 1921
Fort Hays Kansas State C. \-'haz-\ Hays, Kans., coed., 1901
Fort Kent State Normal Sch. \-'kentA Fort Kent, Me., coed.,
1878

Fort Lew.is A. & M. C. \-'lu-3sA Durango, Colo., coed., 1911
Fort Scott Junior C. \-'skatA Fort Scott, Kans., coed., 1919
Fort Smith Junior C. Fort Smith, Ark., coed., 1928
Fort Valley State C. \'foC3)rt-„ 'fo(3)rt-,\ Fort Valley, Ga., coed.,
1895

Fort Wayne Art Sch. Fort Wayne, Ind., coed., 1880
Fort Wayne Bible C. Fort Wayne, Ind., coed., 1904
Frank-lin and Mar-shall C. X'frarj-klo-nsn-'mar-shsl-X Lancaster,
Pa., men, 1787

Franklin C. of Indiana Franklin, coed., 1834
Franklin Inst, of Boston Mass., coed., 1908
Franklin U. Columbus. Ohio, coed.. 1902
Frank Phil. lips C. \-'fil-3ps-\ Borger, Tex., junior coed., 1946
Fred-er-ick C. \'fred-(s-1rikA Portsmouth, Va., junior men, 1958
Frederick Community C. Frederick, Md., junior coed., 1957
Freed-Har-de.man C. X'fred-'hard-s-man-X Henderson, Term.,
junior coed., 1908
Free-man Junior C. X'fre-man-X Freeman, S. Dak., coed., 1900
Free Will Baptist Bible C. Nashville, Tenn., coed., 1942
Fresno City C. Fresno, Calif., junior coed., 1910
Fresno State C. Fresno, Calif., coed., 1911
Friends Bible C. Haviland, Kans., junior coed., 1917
Friendship Junior C. Rock Hill, S.C, coed., 1891
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Friends U. Wichita, Kans., coed.. 1898
Ful.ler Theol. Sem. \'ful-3r-\ Pasadena, Calif., coed., 1947
Fullerton Junior C. Fuilerton, Calif., coed., 1913
Fur-raan U. X'fsr-msnA Greenville, S.C, coed., 1825

Gal.lau.det C. \,gal-3-'det-\ Washington, D.C., coed., 1864
Gan.non C. \'gan-3n-\ Erie, Pa., men, 1933
Garden City Junior C. Garden City, Kans., coed., 1919
Gard-ner-Webb Junior C. \,gard-n3r-'web-\ Boiling Springs,
N.C., coed., 1905
Gar<land Junior C. \'gar-l3nCd)-\ Boston, Mass., women, 1872
Gar.rett Biblical Inst. \'gar-3t-\ Evanston, 111., coed., 1853
General Bea-dle State Teachers C. \-'bed-'l-\ Madison, S. Dak.,
coed., 1881
General Motors Inst. Flint, Mich., men, 1919
General Theol. Sem. New York, N.Y., men, 1817
Ge.ne.va C. \j3-'ne-v3-\ Beaver Falls, Pa., coed., 1848
George Fox C. \-'faks-\ Newberg, Oreg^, coed.. 1891
George Pea-body C. tor Teachers \-'pe-.bad-e-, -bsd-eA Nash-
ville, Tenn., coed., 1875
Georgetown C. Georgetown, Ky., coed., 1787
Georgetown U. Washington, D.C., coed., 1789
Georgetown Visitation Junior C. Washington, D.C., women,
1799
George Washington U. Washington, D.C., coed., 1821
George Wil.liams C. \-'wil-y3mz-\ Chicago, 111., coed., 1890
Georgia, U. ol Athens, coed., 1785
Georgia Inst, of Tech. Atlanta, coed., 1885
Georgia Military C. Milledgeville, junior men, 1879
Geor*g]an Court C. \'j6r-J3n-\ Lakewood, N.J., women, 1908
Georgia Southern 0. Collegeboro, coed., 1908
Georgia Southwestern C. Americas, junior coed., 1906
Georgia State C. of Business Administration Atlanta, coed.,
1914
Gettysburg C. Pa., coed., 1832
GibbS Junior C. \'gibz-\ St. Petersburg, Fla., coed., 1957
GlasS'boro State C. \'glas-,bar-3, -,b9-ra\ Glassboro, N.J., coed.,
1923
Glendale C. Glendale, Calif., junior coed., 1927
Glen.ville State C. \'glen-.vil-\ Glenville, W. Va., coed., 1872
God.dard C. \'gad-3rd-\ Plainfield, Vt., coed., 1938
Go.ge.bic Community C. \go-'ge-bik-\ Ironwood, Mich., junior
coed,, I^J32

Golden Gate Baptist Theol. Sem. Mill Valley, Calif., coed., 1944
Golden Gate C. San Francisco, Calif., coed.,1901
Gol-dey Bea-com Sch. of Business \,gol-de-'be-k3m-\ Wilming-
ton, Del., junior coed., 1886
Gon-zaga U. \g3n-'zag-9-, -'zag-\ Spokane, Wash., coed., 1887
Good Counsel C. White Plains, N.Y., women, 1923
Gor.don C. \'g6rd-=n-\ Beverly Farms, Mass., coed., 1889
Gordon Military C. Barnesville, Ga., junior coed., 1852
Gor<ham State Teachers C. \'g6r-am-\ Gorham, Me., coed., 1878
Go*shen C. \'go-sh3n-\ Goshen, Ind., coed., 1894
Goshen County Community C. Torrington, Wyo., junior coed.,
1948
Gou-cher C. X'gaii-chsr-X Baltimore, Md., women, 1885
Grace Bible Inst. \'gras-\ Omaha, Nebr., coed., 1943
Grace-land C. \'gra-sl3n(d)-\ Lamoni, Iowa, coed., 1895
Grace Theol. Sem. and Grace C. Winona Lake, Ind., coed., 1937
Gram-bling C. \'gram-blir]-\ Grambling, La., coed., 1929
Grand Canyon C. Phoenix, Ariz., coed., 1949
Grand Rapids Baptist Theol. Sem. and Bible Inst. Mich., coed.,
1941
Grand Rapids Junior C. Mich., coed., 1914
Grand View C. Des Moines, Iowa, junior coed., 1896
Grays Harbor C. \'graz-\ Aberdeen, Wash., junior coed., 1930
Great Falls, C. of Great Falls, Mont., coed., 1932
Green-bri-er C. \'gren-,brI(-3)r-\ Lewisburg, W. Va., junior
women, 18(18
Green County Teachers C. Monroe, Wis., junior coed., 1910
Green Mountain C. Poultney, Vt., junior women, 1834
Greensboro C. Greensboro, N.C., coed,. 1838
Green-ville C. \'gren-,vil-\ Greenville, III., coed.. 1892
Grin-nell C. \gra-'nel-\ Grinnell, Iowa, coed., 1846
Grove City C. Grove City, Pa., coed., 1876
Guam, C. of Agana, coed., 1952
Guil.ford C. \'gil-f3rd-\ Guilford College, N.C., coed., 1834
Gulf Coast Junior C. Panama City, Fla., coed., 1957
Gulf Park C. Gulfport, Miss., junior women, 1919
Gus-ta-vus Adol.phus C. \(,)g3-,sta-v3-s3-'dal-f3s-\ St. Peter,
Minn., coed,. 1862
Gwyn-edd-Mercy Junior C. \'gwin-od-\ Gwynedd Valley, Pa.,

1948

Hagerstown Junior C. Hagerstown, Md., coed., 1946
Hah-ne-mann Medical C. and Hospital \'han-3-m3n-\ Phila-
delphia, Pa., coed., 1848
Ham-il-ton C. X'ham-al-ton-. -3lt-'n\ Clinton, NY, men, 1793
Ham. line U. \'ham-l3n-\ St. Paul, Minn,, coed,, 1854
Hamp.den-Syd-ney C. \,ham(p)-d3n-'sid-ne-\ Hampden-Sydney,
Va., men, 1776
Hampton Inst. Hampton, Va., coed., 1868
Hampton Junior C. Ocala. Fla., coed., 1957
Han-ni-bal-La Grange C. \,han-3-b3(l)-b-'granj-\ Hannibal,
Mo., junior coed., 1858
Han.o-ver C. \'han-5-v3r-\ Hanover, Ind., coed., 1827
Har-oum Junior C. \'har-kom-\ Bryn Mawr, Pa., women, 1915
Har-ding C. \'hard-io\ Searcy, Ark., coed., 1924
Har.din-Sim.mons U. \,hard-'n-'sim-5nz-\ Abilene, Tex., coed.,
1891
Har.ford Junior C. \'har-f3rd-\ Bel Air, Md., coed., 1957
Har-pur C. \'har-p3r-\ Binghamton. N.Y., coed., 1946
Har-ris Teachers C. \'har-3s-\ St. Louis, Mo., coed., 1857
Hartford, U. of Conn., coed., 1877
Hartford C. Conn., junior women, 1933
Hartford Diocesan Teachers 0. Conn., women, 1949
Haitlord Sem. Foundation Conn., coed., 1834

Hartford State Technical Inst. Corm., Junior coed., 1946
Hart-nell 0. \'hart-,nel-\ Salinas, Cahf., junior coed., 1920
Hart-wick C. \'hart-,wik-\ Oneonta, N.Y., coed., 1928
Har-vard U. \'hiir-v3rd-\_Cambridge, Mass., coed,, 1636
Har-vey Mudd C_. \,har-ve-'m3d-\ Claremont, Calif., coed., 1955
Has-tings C. \'ha-stir)z-\ Hastings, Nebr., coed., 1882
Haverford C. Haverford, Pa., men, 1833
Hawaii, U. of Honolulu, coed., 1907
Heald Engineering C. \'he(3)ld-\ San Francisco, Calif., coed.,
1863
Hebrew Teachers C. Brookline, Mass., coed., 1918
Hebrew Union C—Jewish Inst, ol Religion Los Angeles, Calll.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and New York, N.Y., men, 1875
Hei-del.berg C. \'hid-»l-,b3rg-\ Tiffin, Ohio, coed., 1850
Hen-der.son County Junior C. X'hen-dsr-san-V Athens, Tex.,
coed., 1946
Henderson State Teachers C. Arkadelphia, Ark., coed., 1890
Hen-drix C. \'hen-driks-\ Conway^ Ark., coed., 1876
Henry Ford Community C. \-'lo(3)rd-, -'f6(3)rd-\ Dearborn,
Mich., junior coed., 1938
Her-shey Junior C. \'h3r-she-\ Hershey, Pa., coed., 1938
Hess-ton C. \'hes-t3n-\ Hesston, Kans., junior coed., 1909
Hib'bing Junior C. \'hib_-io-\ Hibbing, Minn., coed., 1916
High-land Junior C. \'hi-l3nd-\ Highland, Kans., coed., 1858
Highland Park Junior C. Highland Park, Mich., coed., 1918
High Point C. High Point, N.C., coed., 1924
Hills. dale C. \'hilz-,dal-\ Hillsdale, Mich., coed., 1844
Hill-side Hall Scholasticate \,hil-,sId-'h61-\ Troy, N.Y., junior
men, 1954
Hinds Junior C. \'hTn{d)2-\ Raymond, Miss., coed., 1917
Hi-ram C. \'hT-r3m-\ Hjram, Ohio, coed., 1849
Hi-was-see C. \hT-'was-e-\ Madisonville, Tenn., junior coed., 1849
Ho.bart and William Smith Colleges \'ho-b3rt-\ Geneva, N.Y.,
coed., 1822
Hof-stra C. \'haf-str3-\ Hempstead, N.Y., coed., 1935
Hol.lins C. \'hal-3nz-\_Hollins_ College, Va., women, 1842
Holmes Junior C. X'homz-, 'holmz-\ Goodman, Miss., coed., 1911
Holy Apostles Sem. Cromwell, Conn., men, 1956
Holy Cross, C. of the Worcester, Mass., men, 1843
Holy Cross Greek Orthodox Theol. Sch. Brookline, Mass., men,
1937
Holy Cross Preparatory Sem. Dunkirk, N.Y., junior men, 1920
Holy Family C. San Francisco, Cahf., coed., 1945
Holy Family C. Philadelphia, Pa., women, 1954
Holy Family C. Manitowoc, Wis., women, 1869
Holy Family Junior C. Fremont, CaUf., women, 1952
Holy Names, C. of the Oakland, Cahf., women, 1868
Holy Names C. Spokane, Wash., women, 1907
Holyoke Junior C. Holyoke, Mass., coed., 1946
Holy Trinity Orthodox Sem. Jordanville, N.Y., men, 1930
Hood C. \'hud-\ Frederick, Md., women, 1893
Hope C. \'hop-\ Holland, Mich., coed., 1851
Hough. ton C. \'hot-»n-\ Houghton, N.Y., coed., 1883
Houston, U. of Tex., coed., 1934
How.ard C. \'hau{-D)rd-\ Birmingham, Ala., coed., 1841
Howard County Junior C. Big Spring, Tex., coed., 1945
Howard Payne C. \-'pan-\ Brownwood, Tex., coed., 1889
Howard U. Washington, DC, coed., 1867
Hudson Valley Community C. Troy, N.Y., junior coed., 1953
Hum.boldt State C. \'h3m-,bolt-\ Areata, Calif., coed., 1913
Hum.phreys C. \'h3m(p)-frez-\ Stockton, Calif., junior coed.,
1896
Hun-ter C. X'hsnt-sr-N New York, N.Y., coed., 1870
Hun-ting.don C. X'hant-io-dan-X Montgomery, Ala., coed., 1854
Hun-ting.ton C. X'hsnt-io-tan-X Huntington, Ind., coed., 1897
Hu.ron C. \'hyur-3n-\ Huron, S. Dak., coed., 1883
Hus.son C. \'h3s-'n-\ Bangor, Me., coed., 1898
Hus-ton-Til-lot-son C. \'(h)yu-st3n-'til-3t-s3n-\ Austin, Tex.,
coed., 1877
Hutchinson Junior G. Hutchinson, Kans., coed., 1928

Idaho, C. of Caldwell, coed., 1891
Idaho, U. of Moscow, coed., 1889
Idaho State C. Pocatello, coed., 1901
Iliff Sch. 01 Theol. \'I-l3f-\ Denver, Colo., coed., 1892
Illinois, U. of Urbana, coed., 1867
Illinois C. Jacksonville, coed., 1829
Illinois C. of Chiropody and Foot Surgery Chicago, coed., 1912
Illinois C. of Optometry Chicago, coed., 1872
Illinois Inst, of Tech. Chicago, coed., 1892
Illinois State Normal U. Normal, coed., 1857
Illinois Wesleyan U. Bloomington, coed., 1850
Im.mac.u.la.ta C. \im-,ak-y3-'lat-3-\ Immaculata, Pa., women,
1920

Immaculata Junior C. Washington, D.C., women, 1905
Immaculate Conception C. Oconomowoc, Wis., men, 1910
Immaculate Conception Junior C. Lodi, N.J., women, 1923
Immaculate Conception Sem. Conception, Mo,, men, 1883
Immaculate Conception Sem. Darlington, N.J.. men, 1856
Immaculate Heart C. Los Angeles, Calif., women, 1916
Imperial Valley C. Imperial, Calif., junior coed., 1922
Incarnate Word C. San Antonio, Tex., women, 1881
Independence Community C. Independence, Kans., jimior coed.,
1925

Indiana Central C, Indianapolis, coed.. 1902
Indiana State C. Terre Haute, coed., 1865
Indiana State C. Indiana, Pa., coed., 1871
Indiana Technical C. Fort Wayne, men, 1930
Indiana U. Bloomington, coed., 1820
Indian Hiver Junior C. Fort Pierce, Fla., coed., 1960
Inter American U. of Puerto Rico San German, coed., 1912
Interdenominational Theol. Center Atlanta, Ga., coed., 1958
Ida Junior C. \T-'o-b-\ lola, Kans., coed., 1923
lo-na C. \T-'o-n3-\ New Rochelle, N.Y., men. 1940
Iowa, State C. of Cedar Falls, coed., 1876
Iowa, State V. of Iowa City, coed., 1847
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Iowa State XT. of Science and Tech. Ames, coed., 1858
Iowa Wesleyan C. Mount Pleasant, coed., 1842
Itas>ca Junior C. \T-'tas-k3-\ Coleraine, Minn., coed., 1922
It-a-wani-ba Junior C. \,it-3-'wam-b3-\ Fulton, Miss., coed., 1948
Itbaca C. Ithaca, N.Y., coed., 1892

Jack-son C. \'jak-s3n-\ Honolulu, Hawaii, coed., 1949
Jackson Junior C. Jackson, Mich., coed., 1928
Jackson State C. Jackson, Miss., coed., 1877
Jack.son.vine C. X'jak-san-.vil-, -vslA Jacksonville, Tex., iunior
coed., 1899
Jacksonville State C. Jacksonville, Ala., coed., 1883
Jacksonville U. Jacksonville, Fla., coed., 1934
James-town C. \'jam-,staun-\ Jamestown, N. Dak., coed., 1883
Jamestown Community C. Jamestown, N.Y., junior coed., 1934
Jar-vis Christian C. \'jar-v3s-\ Hawkins, Tex., coed., 1912
Jel.fer-son Medical C- of Philadelphia \'jef-3r-s3n-\ Pa., men,
1825

Jersey City State C- N.J., coed., 1921
Jewish Studies, C. of Chicago, III., coed., 1924
Jewish Theol- Sem. ol America New York, N.Y., coed., 1886
John Brown U. V'braun-\ Siloam Springs, Ark., coed., 1919
John Car-roll U- \-'kar-3l-\ Cleveland, Ohio, coed., 1886
John Her-ron Art Sch. \-'her-3n-\ Indianapolis, Ind., coed., 1878
John Mar-shall Law Sch- \-'mar-sh3l-\ Chicago, 111., coed., 1899
Johns Hop.kins U- \'janz-'hap-k3nz-\ Baltimore, Md., coed.,
1876

John.son and Wales Business Sch. \,ian(t)-s3-n3n-'wa(3)lz-\
Providence, R.I., junior coed., 1914
John-son Bible C. \'jan(t)-s3n-\ Kimberlin Heights, Tenn., coed.,
1893

Johnson C. Smith U. \-'smith-\ Chariotte, N.C., coed., 1867
Johnson State C- Johnson, Vt., coed., 1867
Johnstown C- Johnstown, Pa., junior coed., 1927
Joliet Junior C- Joliet, HI., coed., 1902
Jones Business C- \'jonz-\ Jacksonville, Fla., Junior coed., 1918
Jones County Junior C. Ellisville, Miss., coed., 1911
Joplin Junior C. Joplin, Mo., coed., 1937
Tor.dan Sem. \'j6rd-^n-\ Menominee, Mich., junior men, 1949
J. P. Camp.bell C. \-'kam-(b)3l-\ Jackson, Miss., junior coed.,
1890

Judge Advocate General's Sch., The Charlottesville, Va., men,
1942

Jud.son C. \'j3d-s3n-\ Marion, Ala., women, 1838
Juil-liard Sch. ol Music \'jUl-,yard-\ New York, N.Y., coed.,
1905

Ju-neau County Teachers C. \'jii-,no-\ New Lisbon, Wis., Junior
coed., 1916
Juneau-Doug.Ias Community C. \-'d3g-l3s-\ Juneau, Alaska,
junior coed., 1956_

Ju-ui-ata C- \.jU-ne-'at-3-\ Hundngdon, Pa., coed., 1876

Kalamazoo C- Kalamazoo, Mich., coed., 1833
Kansas, U. of Lawrence, coed., 1863
Kansas City, U. of Mo., coed., 1929
Kansas City Art Inst, and Sch. of Design Mo., coed., 1887
Kansas City C. of Osteopathy and Surgery Mo., coed., 1916
Kansas City Kansas Junior C. coed., 1923
Kansas City, Missouri, The Junior C. of coed., 1915
Kansas State C. of Pittsburg Pittsburg, Kans., coed., 1903
Kansas State Teachers C. Emporia, coed., 1863
Kansas State U. of Agric. and Applied Science .Manhattan,
coed.. 1863
Kansas Wesleyan U. Salina, coed., 1886
Keene Teachers C. Keene, N.H., coed., 1909
Kel-logg Community C. \'kel-,6g-, -,ag-\ Battle Creek, Mich.,
junior coed., 1956
Kem.per Sch., The \-'kem-p3r-\ Boonville, Mo., junior men, 1844
Ken-dall C- \'ken-d'l-\ Evanston, 111., junior coed., 1934
Ken-rick Sem- \'ken-rik-\ St. Louis, Mo., men, 1818
Kent State U. \'kent-\ Kent, Ohio, coed., 1910
Kentucky, U. of Lexington, coed., 1865
Kentucky State C. Frankfort, coed., 1886
Kentucky Wesleyan C. Owensboro, coed., 1866
Ken-yon C- X'ken-yanA Gambler, Ohio, men, 1824
Keokuk Community C. Keokuk, Iowa, junior coed., 1950
Ketch.i.kan Community C. \,kech-i-'kan-\ Ketchikan, Alaska,
junior coed., 1954
Keu-ka C- \'kyii-k3-, ka-'yU-\ Keuka Park, N.Y., women, 1890
Keystone Junior C- La Plume, Pa., coed., 1868
Kil-gore C. \'kil-,go(a)r-, -.g6(3)r-\ Kilgore, Tex., Junior coed.,
1935
King C- Bristol, Tenn., coed., 1867
King's C, The Briarcliff Manor, N.Y., coed., 1938
King's C. Charlotte, N.C., junior coed., 1901
King's C. Wilkes-Barre, Pa., men, 1946
Kirks-ville C- of Osteopathy and Surgery \"k3rks-,vll-\ Kirks-
ville. Mo., coed., 1892
Knox C. \'naks-\ Galesburg, 111., coed., 1836
Knoxville C. Knoxville, Tenn., coed., 1863
Kutz.town State C. \'kut-,staun-\ Kutztown, Pa., coed., 1860

Lack-a-wan-na Junior C. \,lak-o-'wan-3-\ Scranton, Pa., coed
1894

La-dy-clUf C. \'lad-e-,kUf-\ Highland Falls, N.Y., women, 1933
Iia-fay-ette C. \,laf-e-'et-, ,laf-\ Easton, Pa., men, 1826
La Grange 0- Ms-'granjA La Grange, Ga., coed., 1831
Lake Erie C. \-'i(3)r-eA Painesville, Ohio, women, 1856
Lake Forest C. Lake Forest, 111., coed., 1857
Lake.land C. \'la-kten(d)A Sheboygan, Wis., coed., 1862
La-mar Junior C. \l3-'marA Lamar, Colo., coed., 1937
Lamar State C. of Tech. Beaumont, Tex., coed., 1923
Lam.buth C. 'v'lam-bsthA Jackson, Tenn., coed., 1924
Lancaster Sch. of the Bible Lancaster, Pa., coed., 1933
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Lancaster Tbeol. Sem. ol the United Church of Christ Pa.,
coed., 1825
Lan-der C. \'lan-d3r-\ Greenwood, S.C, coed., 1872
Lane C. \'lan-\ Jackson, Tenn., coed., 1882
Lang-lade County Teachers C- \'Iao-,lad-\ Antlgo, Wis., Junior
coed., 1905
Lang-ston U. \'Iao-st3n-\ Langston, Okla.. coed., 1897
Lansing Community C. Lansing, Mich., junior coed., 1957
Laredo Junior C. Laredo, Tex., coed., 1947
La Sa.lette C. and Sem. V.ias-a-'letA Altamont, N.Y., men, 1924
La Salle C. Ma-'salA Philadelphia, Pa., men, 1863
La Salle-Pe-ru-Ogles.by Junior C. \-po-'rU-'o-gslz-be-\ La
Salle, 111., coed., 1924

La.sell Junior C. \l3-'sel-\ Aubumdale, Mass., women, 1851
La Si.er.ra C. X.las-e-'er-aA Ariington, CaUf., coed., 1922
Las-sen C. \'las-=nA Susanville, Calif., junior coed., 1925
Latter-day Saints Business C. Salt Lake City, Utah, Junior
coed.. 1886
La Verne C. Nb-'varnA La Verne, Calif., coed., 1891
Law-rence C. \'16r-3n(t)s-, 'larA Appleton, Wis., coed., 1847
Lawrence Inst, of Tech. Southfield, Mich., men, 1932
Lay-ton Sch. of Art \'lat-=nA Milwaukee, Wis., coed., 1920
Leb-a.non Valley C. Vleb-Ca-inanA Annville, Pa., coed., 1866
Lee C. \'leA Cleveland, Tenn., junior coed., 1918
Lee C. Baytown, Tex., junior coed., 1934
Lees -Junior C. \*lez-\ Jackson, Ky., coed., 1883
Lees-Mc-Rae C. X-ms-'kraA Banner Elk, N.C., Junior coed., 1900
Le-high U. \'le-,hTA Bethlehem, Pa., coed., 1865
Leices-ter Junior C. \'les-tar-\ Leicester, Mass., men, 1784
Le Moyne C- \l3-'m6inA Syracuse, N.Y., coed., 1946
Le-Moyne C. Ma-'moinA Memphis, Tenn., coed., 1870
Le-noir Rhyne C. \l3-'nor-'(r)In, -'nor-; -'nosCrj-'rln-, -'n6a(r)-\
Hickory, N.C., coed., 1891

Les-ley C. \'les-Ie-\ Cambridge, Mass., women, 1909
Le-Tour-neau C- \l3-'t3r-(,)n5A Longview, Tex., coed., 1946
Lew-is and Clark C- \,lu-9-s3n-'klark-\ Portland, Greg., coed.,
1867

Lewis-Clark Normal Sch- Lewlston, Idaho, Junior coed., 1955
Lewis C. Lockport, 111., coed., 1930
Lime-stone C. \'lTm-,ston-\ Gaffney, S.C, women, 1845
Lin-coln Christian C. X'lio-ksn \ Lincoln, 111., coed., 1944
Lincoln C. Lincoln, 111., junior coed., 1865
Lincoln County Teachers C. Merrill, Wis., junior coed., 1907
Lincoln Junior C. Fort Pierce. Fla., coed., 1960
Lincoln Memorial U. Harrogate, Tenn., coed., 1897
Lincoln U. Jefferson City, Mo., coed., 1866
Lincoln U. Lincoln University, Pa., coed., 1854
Lin. den.wood C. X'hn-dsn-.wudA St. Charles, Mo., women, 1827
Lind.sey Wil.son C. \,lin-ze-'wil-s3n-\ Columbia, Ky., Junior
coed., 1903
Lin.field C. \'lin-,fel(d)A McMlnnville, Oreg.. coed., 1857
Little Rock U. Little Rock, Ark., coed., 1927
Liv-ing-stone C. V'liv-iij-stsn-N Salisbury, N.C., coed., 1879
Liv-ing-ston State C. X'Uv-iD-stsnA Livingston, Ala., coed., 1883
Lock Ha-ven State C. Mak-'ha-vanA Lock Haven, Pa.r coed.,
1870
Lo-ma Lin-da U, \,lo-m3-'lin-d3-\ Loma Linda, Calif., coed., 1905
Long Beach City C. Long Beach, Cahf., Junior coed., 1913
Long Beach State C. Long Beach, Calif., coed., 1949
Long Island U. Brooklyn, N.Y., coed., 1926
Long.wood C. X'loq-.wiidA Farmville, Va., women, 1884
Lou Mor-ris C. \'lan-*m6r-3s-, -'mar-X Jacksonville, Tex., Junior
coed., 1873 _
Lo*ras C. Vlor-as-, 'ldr-\ Dubuque, Iowa, coed., 1839
Lo. ret-to Heights C. \l3-.ret-o-\ Loretto, Colo., women, 1891
Loretto Junior C. Nerinx, Ky., women, 1936
Los Angeles Baptist C. and Theol. Sem. Newball, Calif., coed.,
1927

Los Angeles City C. Calif., junior coed., 1929
Los Angeles C. ol Optometry Cahf., coed., 1904
Los Angeles Conservatory of Music and Arts Calif., coed., 1883
Los Angeles Harbor C. Wilmington, Calif., junior coed., 1949
Los Angeles Metropolitan C. of Business CaUf., junior coed.,
1935
Los Angeles Pacific C. Calif., coed., 1903
Los Angeles Pierce C. \-'pi(3)rs-\ Woodland Hills, Calif., Junior
coed., 1947
Los Angeles State C. of Applied Arts and Sciences CaUf., coed.,
1947
Los Angeles Trade-Technical C. Calif., junior coed., 1949
Los Angeles Valley C. Van Nuys, Cahf., Junior coed., 1949
Lou-is-burg C- X'lii-as-.bargA Louisburg, N.C., Junior coed.. 1787
Louisiana C. Pineville, coed., 1906
Louisiana Polytechnic Inst. Ruston, coed., 1894
Louisiana State IT. and A. & M. C. Baton Rouge, coed., 1860
Louisville, U. of Ky., coed., 1798
Louisville Presbyterian Theol. Sem. Ky., men, 1853
Lourdes Junior C. \'lu(3)rd-\ Sylvania, Ohio, women, 1957
Lowell Technological Inst. Lowell, Mass., coed., 1895
Lower Columbia Junior C. Longview, Wash., coed., 1934
Loy-o-la C. \lbi-'o-b-\ Baltimore, Md., coed., 1852
Loyola U. Chicago. 111., coed., 1869
Loyola U. New Orieans, La., coed., 1849
Loyola U. of Los Angeles Calif., coed., 1865
Lub-bock Christian C. \'l3b-3k-\ Lubbock, Tex., Junior coed.,
1957
Lutheran Con-cor-dia C. N-ksn-'kdrd-e-aA Austin, Tex., Junior
coed., 1926
Lutheran Deaconess Motherbouse and Training Sch. Balti-
more, Md., junior women, 1895
Lutheran Theol. Sem. Gettysburg, Pa., coed., 1826
Lutheran Theol. Sem. Philadelphia, Pa., men, 1864
Lutheran Theol. Southern Sem. Columbia, S.C, men, 1830
Lu-ther C. N'lu-thar-X Decorah, Iowa, coed., 1861
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Luther Junior C. Wahoo, Nebr., coed., 1883
Luther Theol. Sem. St. Paul, Minn., men, 1876
Ly*com'ing C. Xli-'ksm-io-, -*kora-\ Williamsport, Pa., coed., 1812
Lynchburg C. Lynchburg, Va., coed., 1903
Lyn-don State C. V'lin-dsnA Lyndon Center, Vt., coed., 1911
Ly-ons Township Junior C. \'li-anz-\ La Grange, 111., coed.,
1929

Macal-es.ter C. Vma-'kal-s-starA St. Paul, Minn., coed., 1853
Mc-Cook C. \m3-'kuk-\ McCook, Nebr., junior coed., 1926
McCor-mick Theol. Sem. Xma-'kor-mikA Chicago, III., coed.,
1829

IVIc-KeU'dree C. \m3-'ken-dre-^\ Lebanon, IH., coed., 1828
Mac-Mur.ray C. Xmsk-'mar-e-, mak-'ma-re-X Jacksonville, lU.,

coed., 1846
McMur.ry C. Xmsk-'msr-e-, -'ms-reA Abilene, Tex., coed., 1923,
Mc.Neese State C. Xmsk-'nesA I-ake Charles, La., coed., 1939
Mac.Phail C. of Music \m3k-'fa(3)l-\ Minneapolis, Minn., coed.,
19(17
Mc-Pher-son C. Xmok-'fars-'n-X McPherson, Kans., coed., 1887
Mad'i'Son C. X'mad-a-san-V Madison College, Tenn., coed., 1904
Madison C. Harrisonburg, Va., coed., 1908
Ma.don.na C. Xma-'dan-sA Livonia, Mich., women, 1937
Magic Valley Christian C. Albion, Idaho, coed., 1957
Maine, U. ol Orono, coed., 1865
Maine Maritime Acad. Castine, men, 1941
MaMinok.rodt C. \'mal-3n-,kratA Wilmette, 111., junior women,
Ind,, 1918
Ma-Ione C. Xms-'lonA Canton, Ohio, coed., 1892
Man-a-tee Junior C- \'man-3-,teA Bradenton, Fla., coed., 1958
Man-ches.ter C. \'man-,ches-t3r-, -ch3-st3r-\ North Manchester,
Ind., coed.. 1889
Man-hat-tan Bible C. \man-'hat-'n-, msn-X Manhattan, Kans.,
coed.. 192 7

Manhattan C. New York, N.Y., men, 1853
Manhattan Sch. oi Music New York, N.Y., coed., 1917
Man-hat-tan-ville C. ot the Sacred Heart \man-'hat-=n-,vil-,
nian-\ Purchase, N.Y., coed., 1841
Manitowoc County Teachers C. Manitowoc, Wis., junior coed.,
1901

Man-ka-to State C. \man-'kat-,o-\ Mankaio, Minn., coed., 1867
Man.nes C. of Music \'man-3s-\ New York, N.Y., coed., 1916
Manor Junior C. Jenkintown, Pa., women, 1947
Mans-'ield State C. V'manz-.feld-, 'man(t)sA Mansfield, Pa.,
coed., 1857
Ma.riaC.\m3-'re-3-\ Albany, N.Y., juriior women, 1958
Mar-i-an C. \'mer-e-an-, 'mar-e-, 'ma-re-\ Indianapolis, Ind.,
coed., 1937
Marian C. of Fond du Lao Wis., women, 1936
Ma-ria Re-gi-na C. \raa-,re-a-rl-'je-na-\ Syracuse, N.Y., women,
1934

Mar-i-et-ta C. \,raar-_e-'et-3-, ,merA Marietta, Ohio, coed., 1797
Mar-il-lac C. \'mar-e-,(y)ak-, 'merA Normandy, Mo., women,
1955

Ma.rin, C. of \-ra3-'rin\ Kentfield, Calif., junior coed., 1926
Mar-i-nette County Teachers C. \,mar-a-'netA Marinette, Wis.,
junior coed., 1905
Marion C. Marion, Ind., coed., 1920
Marion C. Marion, Va., junior coed., 1873
Marion Inst. Marion, Ala., junior men, 1842
Mar-ist C. Vmar-sst-, 'merA Poughkeepsie, N.Y., men, 1946
Marjorie Web-ster Junior C. \-'web-starA Washington, D.C.,
women. 1920
Marl.boro C. \'marl-,bsr-3-, -.b3-r3-\ Marlboro, Vt., coed., 1946
Mar-quette IJ. \mar-'ket-\ Milwaukee, Wis., coed., 185 7

Mar. shall.town Junior C-\'mar-sh3l-,taun-\ Marshalltown, Iowa,
coed., 192 7

Mar.shall U. N'mar-shslA Huntington, W. Va., coed., 1837
Mars Hill C. X'marzA Mars Hill, N.C., junior coed., 1856
Mar.tin C. \'mart-'nA Pulaski, Tenn., junior coed., 1870
Mary Al-len C. \-'al-sn-\ Crockett, Tex., junior coed., 1944
Mary Bal-dwin C. \-'b61-dw3n-\ Staunton, Va., women, 1842
Mary C. Bismarck, N. Dak., women^ 1959
Mary-crest C. \'mer-e-,krest-, 'mar-e-, 'raa-re-\ Davenport, Iowa,
women. 19.19
Mary-glade C. \-,glad-\ Memphis, Mich., men, 1960
Mary. grove C. \-,grov-\ Detroit, Mich., women, 1906
Mary Har-din-Bay-Ior C. \-'hard-=n-'ba-br-\ Belton, Tex.,
women. 1845
Mary Holmes Junior C. \-'homz-, -'h51mz-\ West Point, Miss.,
coed., 1892
Mary Immaculate Sem. Northampton, Pa., men, 1939
Mary-knoll Sem. \'mer-e-,nol-, 'mar-e-, 'ma-re-\ Glen EUyn, III.,

men. 1949
Maryknoll Sem. Osslning, N.Y., men, 1911
MaryknoU Teachers C. Maryknoll, N.Y., women, 1931
Maryland, U. of College Park, coed., 1807
Maryland Inst., C. of Art, The Baltimore, coed., 1825
Maryland State C. Princess Anne, coed., 1886
Maryland State Teachers C. Bowie, coed., 1908
Maryland State Teachers C. Frostburg, coed., 1902
Maryland State Teachers C. Salisbury, coed., 1925
Maryland State Teachers C. Towson, coed., 1865
Mar.yl-hurst C. \'mar-al-,h3rst-, 'mer-\ Marylhurst, Oreg.,
women. 1893
Mary Manse C. \-,man(t)s-\ Toledo, Ohio, women, 1873
Mary-mount C. \'mer-c-,maunt-, 'mar-e-, 'ma-re-\ Palos Verdes
Estates. Calif., women, 1933
Marymount C. Salina, Kans., women, 1922
Marymount C. Tarrytown, N.Y., women, 1907
Marymount C. Arlington, Va., junior women, 1950
Marymount Manhattan C. New York, N.Y., women, 1948
Mary-ville C. \'mar-i-v3l-, 'mer-, -,vil-\ Maryvllle, Tenn.. coed..
1819

Mary-ville C. of the Sacred Heart \'mer-e-,vil-, 'mar-e-, "ma-re-N
St. Louis, Mo., women, 1846
Mary.wood C. \'mer-e-,wud-\ Scranton, Pa., women, 1915
Mason City Junior C. Mason City. Iowa, coed., 1918

Massachusetts, XT. of Amherst, coed., 1863
Massachusetts Bay Community C. Boston, Mass., coed., 1961
Massachusetts C. of Art Boston, coed., 1873
Massachusetts C. ol Optometry Boston, coed., 1894
Massachusetts C. of Pharmacy Boston, coed., 1823
Massachusetts Inst, of Tech. Cambridge, coed., 1859
Massachusetts Maritime Acad. Buzzards Bay, men, 1891
Massachusetts State C. at Boston coed., 1852
Massachusetts State C. at Bridge-wa-ter \'brij-,w6t-3r, -,wat-\
coed-, 184U
Massachusetts State C. at Fitchburg coed., 1894
Massachusetts State C. at Framingham women, 1839
Massachusetts State C. at Lowell coed., 1894
Massachusetts State C. at North Adams coed., 1894
Massachusetts State C. at Salem coed., 1854
Massachusetts State C. at Westfield coed., 1839
Massachusetts State C. at Worcester coed., 1871
Ma-ter Chris. ti Sem. \,mat-ar-'kris-te-\ Albany, N.Y., junior men,
1954
Mau-na-olu Community C. \,mau-n3-'o-(,)lii\ Paia, Maui,
Hawaii, junior coed., 1861

Mead-ville Theol. Sch. \'med-.vil-\ Chicago, 111., coed., 1844
Med. C. of Georgia Augusta, coed., 1828
Med. C. of South Carolina Charleston, coed., 1824
Med. C. of Virginia Richmond, coed., 1838
Me.har-ry Med. C. \m3-'har-e-\ Nashville, Tenn., coed., 1876
Memphis State U. Tenn., coed., 1909
Men.lo C. \'men-(,)lo-\ Menlo Park, Calif., men, 1915
Mer.cer U. X'msr-ssr-X Macon, Ga., coed., 1833
Mercy C. Detroit, Mich., women, 1941
Mercy C. Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., women, 1950
Mercy C. Cumberland, R.I., women, 1957
Mer-cy-hurst C. X'msr-se-.hsrst-X Erie, Pa., women, 1871
Mercy Inst. Portland, Me., junior women, 1956
Mer.e-dith C. X'mer-sd-ath-X Raleigh, N.C., women, 1891
Meridian Municipal Junior C. Meridian, Miss., coed., 1937
Mer-rill-Palm-er Inst. X.mer-sl-'pam-sr-, -'pal-msr-X Detroit,
Mich., coed., 1920
Mer-ri.mack C. X'mer-o-.mak-X North Andover, Mass., coed.,

194 7

Me-sa C. X'ma-sa-X Grand Junction, Colo., junior coed., 1925
Mes.si-ah C. Xms-'sT-a-X Grantham, Pa., coed., 1909
Methodist C. Fayetteville, N.C., coed., 1956
Miami, U. of Coral Gables, Fla., coed., 1925
Miami-Ja-cobs C. X-'ja-kabz-X Dayton, Ohio, Junior coed., 1860
Miami U. Oxford, Ohio, coed., 1809
Michigan, U. of Ann Arbor, coed., 1817
Michigan C. of Mining and Tech. Houghton, coed., 1885
Michigan State IT. of Agric. and Applied Science East Lansing,
coed., 1855
Mid. die.bury C. X'mld-»l-,ber-e-X Middlebury, Vt., coed., 1800
Middle Georgia C. Cochran, junior coed., 1920
Middle 'Tennessee State C. Murfreesboro, coed., 1909
Mid-land C. \'mid-l3n(dl-X Fremont, Nebr., coed., 1887
Mid.way Junior C. X'mid-.wa-X Midway, Ky., women, 1847
Midwestern Baptist Theol. Sem. Kansas City. Mo., coed., 1957
Midwestern U. Wichita Falls, Tex., coed., 1922
Miles C. X'mT(3)lz-X Birmingham, Ala., coed., 1907
Miners. vine State C. X'mil-arz-.vil-X Millersville, Pa., coed., 1854
Mil.li-gan C. X'mil-i-gsn-X Milligan College, Tenn., coed., 1882
Mil-li-kin U. X'mil-i-kan-X Decatur, 111., coed., 1901
Mill.saps C. X'mil-,saps-X Jackson Miss., coed., 1890
Mills C. X'milz-X Oakland, Calif., women, 1852
Mills C. of Ed. New York, N.Y., women, 1909
Mil.ton C. X'milt-'n-X Milton, Wis., coed.. 1844
Mil. ton-vale Wesleyan C. X'milt-'n-.val-X Miltonvale, Kans.,
junior coed,, 19U9
Milwaukee-Dow.ner C. X-'daii-nsr-X Milwaukee, Wis., women,
1851

Milwaukee Inst, of Tech. Wis., junior coed., 1923
Milwaukee Sch. of Engineering Wis., men, 1903
Minneapolis Sch. of Art Minn., coed., 1886
Minnesota, U. of Minneapolis, coed., 1851
Minnesota Bible C. Minneapolis, coed., 1913
Mi.seri.cor.dia, C. X-mo-.zer-s-'kord-e-a-, -.ser-X Dallas, Pa., wom-
en, 1923
Mississippi, U. of University, coed., 1844
Mississippi C. Clinton, coed., 1826
Mississippi Delta Junior C. Moorhead, Miss., coed., 1911
Mississippi Industrial C. Holly Springs, coed,, 1905
Mississippi Southern C. Hattiesburg, coed., 1910
Mississippi State C. for Women Columbus, 1884
Mississippi State U. State College, coed., 1878
Mississippi Vocational C. Itta Bena, coed., 1946
Missouri, U. of Columbia, coed., 1839
Missouri Sch. of Mines and Metallurgy Rolla, coed., 1870
Missouri Sch. of Religion Columbia, coed., 1895
Missouri Valley C. Marshall, Mo., coed., 1888
Mitch. ell C. X'mich-sl-X New London, Conn., junior coed., 1938
Mitchell C. Statesville, N.C., junior coed., 1853
M.J. Lewi C. of Podiatry X-'lii-|-X New York, N. Y., coed., 1911
Mo-ber-ly Junior C. X'mo-bar-le-X Moberly. Mo., coed., 1927
Modesto Junior C. Modesto, Calif., coed., 1921
Mo.hawk Valley Technical Inst. X'mo-.hok-X Utica, N.Y.,
junior coed., 1946
Moline Community C. Mollne, 111., junior coed., 1946
MoMoy Catholic C. for Women Xma-'loi-X Rockville Centre,
N.Y., 1955
Mon-mouth C. X'man-msth-X Monmouth, 111., coed., 1853
Monmouth C. West Long Branch, N.J., coed., 1933
Montana Sch. of Mines Butte, coed., 1893
Montana State C. Bozeman, coed., 1893
Montana State U. Missoula, coed., 1893
Montclair State C. Upper Montclair, N.J., coed., 1908
Monterey Peninsula C. Monterey, Calif., junior coed., 1947
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New Castle Business C. New Casde, Pa., Junior coed., 1894
New Gburcb, Acad, of the Bryn Athyn, Pa., coed., 1876
NeW'Comb C. \'n(y)u-kam-\ New Orleans, La., women, 1886
New England C. Henniker, N.H., coed., 1946
New England C. of Pharmacy Boston, Mass., coed., 1927
New England Conservatory of Music Boston, Mass., coed., 1867
New Hampshire, U. of Durham, coed., 1866
New Hampshire Technical Inst. Manchester, junior coed., 1945
New Hampshire Technical Inst. Portsmouth, jimior coed., 1945
New Haven C. West Haven, Conn., coed., 1920
New Mexico, U. of Albuquerque, coed., 1889
New Mexico Highlands U. Las Vegas, coed., 1893
New Mexico Inst, of Mining and Tech. Socorro, coed., 1889
New Mexico Military Inst. Roswell, junior men, 1891
New Mexico State U. ol Agric, Engineering and Science
University Park, coed., 1888
New Mexico Western C. Silver City, coed., 1893
New Orleans Baptist Theol. Sem. La., coed., 1917
New Rochelle, C. ol New Rochelle, N.Y., women, 1904
New Sch. for Social Research New York, N.Y., coed., 1919
Newton C. of the Sacred Heart Newton, Mass., women, 1946
Newton Junior C. Newtonville, Mass., coed., 1946
New York Agricultural and Technical Inst., State U. ot
Alfred, junior coed., 1909
New York Agricultural and Technical lust.. State IT. of
Canton, junior coed., 1907
New York Agricultural and Technical Inst., State U. of
Cobleskill. junior coed., 1911
New York Agricultural and Technical Inst., State U. of
Delhi, junior coed., 1913
New York Agricultural and Technical Inst., State V. ol
Farmingdaie, junior coed., 1912
New York Agricultural and Technical Inst., State V. ol
Morrisville, junior coed., 1908
New York City Community C. of Applied Arts and Sciences
Brooklyn, N.Y., junior coed., 1946
New York C. of Ed. at Albany, State U. of coed., 1844
New York C. of Ed. at Brock. port, State U, of \-'brak-.po(3)rt,
-,p6(51rt\ coed,, 1841
New York C. of Ed. at Buffalo, State U. of coed., 1867
New York C. of Ed. at Cortland, State U. of coed., 1863
New York C. of Ed. at rre.do.nia. Slate U. of \-fri-'do-ne-3,
-nyaX coed., 1866
New York C. of Ed. at Gen.e.seo, State U. ol \-,jen-3-'se-

(.)o\ coed., 1867
New York C. of Ed. at New Paltz, State U. of \-'n(y)ii-.p61ts\

coed 182 8
New York C. of Ed. at One.onaa, State U. ol \-,o-ne-'ant-3\
coed.. 1889
New York C. of Ed. at Oswego, State U. of coed., 1861
New York C. of Ed. at Plattsburg, State U. of coed., 1889
New York C. of Ed. at Pots.dam. State U. of \-'piits-.dam\
coed., 1816
New York C. of Music New York City, coed., 1878
New York Downstate Med. Center, State U. of Brooklyn
coed., 1930
New York Inst, of Tech. New York City, coed., 1910
New York Law Sch. New York City, coed., 1891
New York Long Island Center, State U. of Stony Brook, coed.,
1957
New York Maritime C, State U. of Fort Schuyler, men, 1874
New York Med. C. New York City, coed., 1860
New York U. New York City, coed., 1831
New York Upstate Med. Center, State U. of Syracuse, coed.,
1812

Ni-ag.a-ra U. \nT-'ag-(3-)r3-\ Niagara University, N.Y., coed.,
1856

Nich.olls State C. \'nik-3lz-\ Thibodaux, La., coed., 1948
Nich.ols C. of Business Administration \'nik-3lz-\ Dudley,
Mass., men, 1815
Norfolk C. of William and Mary Va., coed., 1930
Norfolk Junior C. Norfolk, Nebr., coed., 1927
Nor.man C. \'n6(a)r-m3n-\ Norman Park, Ga., junior coed.,
1900
Northampton Commercial C. Northampton, Mass., junior coed.,
1896
North Carolina, Agricultural and Technical C. ol Greensboro,
coed., 1891
North Carolina, U. of Chapel Hill, coed., 1789
North Carolina C. at Durham coed., 1909
North Carolina State C. of Agrlc. and Engineering Raleigh,
coed., 1887
North Carolina Wesleyan C. Rocky Mount, coed., 1956
North Central Bible C. Minneapolis, Minn., coed., 1930
North Central C. Naperville, 111., coed., 1861
North Central Michigan C. Petoskey, junior coed., 1958
North Dakota, U. of Grand Forks, coed., 1883
North Dakota Sch. of Forestry Bottineau, junior coed., 1889
North Dakota State Sch. of Science Wahpeton, junior coed.. 1889
North Dakota State U. of Agric. and Applied Science Fargo,
coed., 1890
Northeastern Bible Inst. Essex Fells, N.J., coed., 1950
Northeastern Junior C. of Colorado Sterling, coed., 1941
Northeastern OklahomaA. & M. C, Miami, junior coed., 1919
Northeastern State C. Tahlequah, Okla., coed., 1846
Northeastern U. Boston, Mass., coed., 1898
Northeast Louisiana State C. Monroe, coed., 1931
Northeast Mississippi Junior C. Booneville, coed., 1948
Northeast Missouri State Teachers C. Kirksville, coed., 1867
Northern Baptist Theol. Sem. Chicago, 111., coed., 1913
Northern Conservatory of Music Bangor, Me., coed., 1929
Northern Essex Community C. Bradford, Mass., coed., 1961
Northern Illinois U. De Kalb, coed., 1395
Northern Michigan C. Marquette, coed., 1899
Northern Montana C. Havre, coed., 1913
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Mont-gom-ery Junior C. \(,)m3n(t)-"g3m-(3-)re-, man(t)-, -'gam-\
Takoma Park, Md., coed.. 1946
Mon.ti.cel.lo C. \,mant-3-'sel- (,)o-\ Alton, 111., junior women, 1 835
Mon-treat-An.der.son C. Xman-'tret-'an-dar-sanA Montreal,
N.C., coed., 1916
MoO'dy Bible Inst. \'mUd-e-\ Chicago, 111., junio£ coed., 1886
Moore Inst, of Art, Science, and Industry \'mo(3)r-, 'm6(3)r-,
'muO)r-\ Philadelphia, Pa., women, 1844
Moorhead State C. Moorhead, Minn., coed., 1885
Moravian C. Bethlehem, Pa., coed., 1807
More.head State C. \'mo(3)r-,hed-, 'moCsJrA Morehead, Ky.,
coed., 1923
More.houseC.\'m5(3)r-,haus-, "motslrA AUanla, Ga.,men, 1867
Mor.gan State C. \'m6r-g3n-\ Baltimore, Md., coed., 1867
Morn. ing. side C. \'m6r-nio-.sTdA Sioux City, Iowa, coed., 1889
Mor.ris Brown C. \,m6r-3s-'braun-, ,mar\ Atlanta, Ga., coed.,
1881

Morris C. Sumter, S.C, coed., 1908
Morris Har.vey 0. \-'har-veA Charleston, W. Va., coed., 1888
Mor.riS'town C. \'m6r-3-,staun, 'mar-X Morrlstown, Tenn.,
junior coed., 1881
Morse C. \*m6(3)rs-\ Hartford, Conn., junior coed., 1860
Mor.ton Junior C. \'m6rt-'n-\ Cicero, 111., coed., 1924
Mount Al.o.y.sius Junior C. \-,aI-3-'wish-3sA Cresson, Pa.,
women, 1848
Mount Al.ver.nia C. V-.al-'vsr-ne-sA Chestnut Hill, Mass., women,
1959
Mount An. gel C. \-'an-j3l-\ Mount Angel, Oreg., coed., 1887
Mount Angel Sem. St. Benedict. Oreg., men, 1887
Mount Car.mel Junior C. \-'kar-ra3l-\ New Orleans, La.,
1924
Mount Hol.yoke C. \-'hol-,yok-\ South Hadley, Mass.,
183 7

Mount Mar.ty C. \-'mart-eA Yankton, S. Dak., women, 1922
Mount Mary C. Milwaukee, Wis., women, 1872
Mount Mercy C. Cedar Rapids, Iowa, women, 1875
Mount Mercy C. Pittsburgh, Pa., women, 1929
Mount Olive Junior C. Mount Olive, N.C., coed., 1951
Mount Saint Ag.nes C. \-'ag-nas-\ Baltimore, Md., women, 1867
Mount St. Al.phon.sus Sem. \-,al-'fan(t)-s3sA Esopus, N.Y.,
men, 1907
Mount St. Clare C. \-'kla(3)r-, -'kIe(3)r-\ Clinton, Iowa, women,
1895
Mount St. Jo.seph-on-the-Ohio, C. of N-'jo-zst- also -sofA
Mount St. Joseph, Ohio, women, 1854
Mount St. Joseph Teachers C. Buffalo, N.Y., women, 1937
Mount St. Mary C. Hooksett, N.H., women, 1934
Mount St. Mary C. Newburgh, N.Y., junior women, 1930
Mount St. Mary's C. Los Angeles, Calif., women, 1925
Mount St. Mary's C. Emmitsburg, Md., men, 1808
Mount St. Scho.las-ti.ca C. \-sk3-'las-ti-k3-\ Atchison, Kans.,
women, 1863
Mount St. Vin-cent, C. of \-'vin(t)-s3nt\ New York, N.Y.,
women, 1847
Mount San An-to-nio C. \-,san-3n-'to-ne-,oA Walnut, Calif.,

junior coed., 1945
Mount Union C. Alliance, Ohio, coed., 1846
Mount Ver.non Community C. N-'vsr-nanA Mt. Vernon, III.,

junior coed., 1956
Mount Vernon Junior C. Washington, D.C., women, 1875
Muh.len.berg C. N'myii-lan-.bsrgA Allentown, Pa., coed., 1848
Mult.no.mah C. V.malt-'no-ma-V Portland, Oreg., junior coed.,
1897
Multnomah Sch, of the Bible Portland, Oreg., coed., 1936
Mun.de.lein C. X'man-dn-.TnA Chicago.III., women, 1930
Mur.ray State Agricultural C. \'mar-e-, 'ma-re-X Tishomingo,
Okla., junior coed., 1908
Murray State C. Murray, Ky., coed., 1922
Muscatine Junior C. Muscatine, Iowa, coed., 1929
Muskegon Community C. Muskegon, Mich., junior coed., 1926
Mus.kin.gum C. Xma-'skio-CgjsmA New Concord, Ohio, coed.,
1837
Muskogee Junior C. Muskogee, Okla., coed., 1920

Napa Junior C. X'nap-sA Napa, Calif., coed., 1941
Na.shO'tah House Xns-'shot-aA Nashotah, Wis., men, 1842
NaS'Sau Community C. \'nas-,6-\ Mineola, N.Y., junior coed.,
1960
Nas.son C. Xna-'san-, na-; 'nas-,an-\ Springvale, Me., coed., 1912
Natch.ez Junior C. \'nach-3z-\ Miss., coed., 1885
National Bureau of Standards, Graduate Sch. of the Wash-
ington, D.C., coed., 1908
National Business C. Roanoke, Va., junior coed., 1886
National C. Kansas City, Mo., coed., 1899
National C. of Ed. Evanston, lu., coed., 1886
Na.var-ro Junior C. \n3-'var-(,)oA Corsicana, Tex., coed., 1946
Naz.a.reth C. \'naz-(3-)r3thA Louisville, Ky., coed., 1829
Nazareth C. Kalamazoo, Mich., women, 1897
Nazareth C. Rochester, N.Y., women, 1924
Nazareth C. and Acad. Nazareth, Ky., women, 1814
Nebraska, U. of Lincoln, coed., 1869
Nebraska State Teachers C. Chadron, coed., 1911
Nebraska State Teachers C. Kearney, coed., 1905
Nebraska State Teachers C. Peru, coed., 1867
Nebraska State Teachers C. Wayne, coed., 1891
Nebraska Wesleyan U. Lincoln, coed., 1887
Ner Israel Rabbinical C. \'n3r-\ Baltimore, Md., men, 1933
Nevada, U. of Reno, coed., 1874
Newark C. of Engineering N.J., coed., 1881
Newark State C. Union, N.J., coed., 1855
New Bedford Inst, of Tech^Mass., coed., 1895
New-ber-ry C. \'n(y)ii-.ber-e-, -b(3-)re-\ Newberry, S.C, coed.,
1856
New Brunswick Theol. Sem. New Brunswick, N.J., men, 1784
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Northern Oklahoma Junior C. Tonkawa, coed., 1901
Northern State Teachers C. Aberdeen, S. Dak., coed., 1899
North Florida Junior C. Madison, coed., 1958
North Georgia C. Dahlonega, coed., 1873
North Greenville Junior C. Tigerville, S.C, coed., 1892
North Idaho Junior C. Coeur d'AIene, coed., 1939
North-land C. \'n6rth-l3nd-\ Ashland, Wis., coed., 1892
North Park C. and Theol. Sem. Cliicago, 111., coed., 1891
Nor-throp Inst, of Tech. X'nor-thrspA Inglewood, Calif., coed.,
1942
North Texas State U. Denton, coed., 1890
Northwest Bible C. and Junior C. Kirkland, Wash., coed., 1934
Northwest Christian C. Eugene, Oreg., coed., 1895
Northwest Community C. Powell, Wyo.. junior coed., 1946
Northwestern C. Orange City, Iowa, coed., 1882
Northwestern C. Minneapolis, Minn., coed., 1902
Northwestern C. Watertown, Wis., coed., 1865
Northwestern Lutheran Theol. Sem. Minneapolis, Minn., men,
1920

Northwestern Michigan C. Traverse City, Junior coed., 1951
Northwestern State C. Alva, Okla., coed., 1897
Northwestern State C. of Louisiana Natchitoches, coed., 1884
Northwestern U. Evanston, HI., coed., 1851
Northwest Mississippi Junior C. Senatobia, coed., 1915
Northwest Missouri State C. Maryville, coed., 1905
Northwest Naz.a.rene C. \-,naz-3-'ren-\ Nampa, Idaho, coed.,
1913
Nor.wioh U. \'n6(3)r-t.)wich-\ Northfield, Vt., men, 1819
No.tre Dame, C. of \-.no-tr3-'dam\ Belmont, Calif., coed., 1851
No.tre Dame, U. of \-.not-3r-'dara\ Notre Dame, Ind., men, 1842
No.tre Dame C. \,not-3r-'dam-\ St. Louis, Mo., women, 1896
No.tre Dame C. \,no-tr3-'dam-\ Manchester, N.H., women, 1950
No-tre Dame C. \,n5-tr3-'dam-\ Cleveland, Ohio, women, 1922
No.tre Dame C. of Staten Island X.na-trs-'damA Grymes Hill,
N.Y., women, 1931

No.tre Dame of Maryland, C. of \-,no-tr3-'dam-\ Baltimore,

No.tre Dame Sem. \,not-3r-'dam-\ New Orleans, La., men, 1923
Ny.ack Missionary C. \'nI-,ak-\ Nyack, N.Y., coed., 1882

Oakland City C. Oakland, Calif., junior coed., 1927
Oakland City C. Oakland City, Ind., coed., 1885
Oak Ridge Military Inst. Oak Ridge, N.C., junior men, 1852
Oak. wood C. \'o-,kwud-\ Huntsville, Ala., coed., 1896
Ober.lin C. X'o-bar-lsnA Oberlin, Ohio, coed., 1832
Ob. late C. \'ab-.latA Washington, D.C., men, 1904
Oblate C. and Sera. Bar Harbor, Me., men, 1941
Occidental C. Los Angeles, Calif., coed.. 1887
Ocean.side-Carls. bad C. \'o-sh3n-,sId-'kar(a)lz-,bad-\ Ocean-
side, Calif., junior coed., 1934
Odessa C. Odessa, Tex., junior coed., 1946
Oglethorpe U. \'o-g3l-,th6rp-\ Atlanta, Ga., coed., 1913
Ohio C. of Applied Science Cincinnati, junior coed., 1828
Ohio C. of Chiropody Cleveland, coed., 1916
Ohio Northern U. Ada, coed., 1871
Ohio State U. Columbus, coed., 1864
Ohio U. Athens, coed., 1804
Ohio Valley C. Parkersburg, W. Va., coed., 1960
Ohio Wesleyan U. Delaware, coed., 1841
Oklahoma, U. of Norman, coed., 1890
Oklahoma Baptist U. Shawnee, coed., 1906
Oklahoma Christian C. Oklahoma City, coed., 1950
Oklahoma City U. Okla., coed., 1911
Oklahoma C. for Women Chickasha. 1908
Oklahoma Military Acad. Claremore, junior men, 1910
Oklahoma Sch. of Business, Accountancy, Law, and Finance
Tulsa, junior coed., 1919
Oklahoma State U. of Agric. and Applied Science SUUwater,
coed., 1890
Oko.lo.na C. \,o-k3-'lo-n3-\ Okolona, Miss., junior coed., 1902
Ol.i.vet C. \.al-3-'vet-\ Olivet, Mich., coed,, 1844
Olivet Naz.a.rene C. \-,naz-3-'ren-\ Kankakee, III., coed., 1907
Olym.pic C. \3-'lim-plk-, o-\ Bremerton, Wash., junior coed., 1946
Omaha, Municipal U. of Nebr., coed., 19U8
Orange Coast C. Costa Mesa, Cahf., junior coed., 1947
Orange County Community C. Middletown, N.Y., junior coed.,
1950

Orange County State C. Fullerton, Calif., coed., 1957
Oregon, U. of Eugene, coed., 1872
Oregon C. of Ed. Monmouth, coed., 1856
Oregon State U. Corvallis, coed., 1858
Oregon Technical Inst. Klamath Falls, junior coed., 1947
Orlando Junior C. Orlando, Fla., coed., 1941
Osteopathic Medicine and Surgery, G. of Des Moines, Iowa,
coed.. 1898

Otero Junior C. \o-'te(3)r-(,)o-\ La Junta, Colo., coed., 1941
Otis Art Inst, of Los Angeles County \'ot-3s-\ Los Angeles,
Calif., coed., 1918

Ot-ta-wa U. \'at-3-w3-, -,wa-, -,w6-\ Ottawa, Kens., coed., 1865
Ot-ter.bein C. \'at-3r-.bin-\ Westervllle, Ohio, coed., 1847
Ottumwa Heights C. Ottumwa, Iowa, junior women, 1925
Ouachita Baptist C. Arkadelphia, Ark., coed., 1885
Our Lady of Cincinnati C. Cincinnati, Ohio, women, 1935
Our Lady of Holy Cross C. New Orleans. La., women, 1916
Our Lady ol Mercy, C. of Burlingame, Calif., coed., 1928
Our Lady of ProviBence. Sera, of Warwick, R.I., men, 1939
Our Lady ol the Angels Junior C. Enfield, Conn., women, 1951
Our Lady of the Elms, C. of Chicopee, Mass., women, 1928
Our Lady of the Lake C. San Antonio, Tex., coed., 1896
Our Lady of the Snows Scholasticate Pass Christian, Miss.,
men, 1953
Out-a.ga-mie County Teachers C. \,aut-o-'gam-e-, -'ga-me-X
Kaukauna, Wis., junior coed., 1912
Owen 0. \'o-3nA Memphis, Tenn., junior coed., 1954
Owosso C. Owosso, Mich., coed., 1909

Ozarks, C. of the \'-3-,zarks\ Clarksville, Ark., coed., 1891
Ozarks, Junior C. of the Seta, of the Point Lookout, Mo., coed.,
1906

Pace C. \'pas-\ New York, N.Y., coed., 1906
Pacific, U. of the Stockton. Calif., coed., 1851
Pacific Bible Sem. Long Beach, Calif., coed., 1928
Pacific C. Fresno. Calif., junior coed., 1944
Pacific Lutheran Theol. Sem. Berkeley, Calif., men, 1950
Pacific Lutheran U. Tacoma, Wash., coed., 1890
Pacific Oaks C. Pasadena, Calif., coed., 1945
Pacific Sch. of Religion Berkeley, Calif., coed., 1866
Pacific Union C. Angwin, Cahf., coed., 1882
Pacific U. Forest Grove, Oreg., coed., 1849
Pack.er Collegiate Inst., Junior C. of the \-'pak-3r-\ Brooklyn,
N.Y., women, 1845

Paducah Juiiior C. Paducah, Ky., coed., 1932
Paine C. \'pan-\ Augusta, Ga., coed., 1883
Palm Beach Junior C. Lake Worth, Fla., coed., 1933
Palm-er C. \'pam-3r-, 'pal-mar-X Charleston, S.C, junior coed.,
1903

Palmer Community C. Palmer, Alaska, junior coed., 1958
Pal. 0.mar C. \'pal-3-,mar-\ San Marcos, Cahf., junior coed., 1946
Palo Ver.de C. \,pal-o-'v3rd-e-\ Blythe, Calif., junior coed., 1947
Pan American C. \,pan-\ Edinburg, Tex., coed., 1927
Panhandle A. & M. C. Goodwell, Okla., coed., 1909
Pa.no. la C. \p3-'no-la-\ Carthage, Tex., junior coed., 1947
Par.is Junior C. \'par-3s-\ Paris, Tex., coed., 1924
Park C. \'park-\ Parkville, Mo., coed., 1875
Par.sons C. \'pars-^nz-\ Fairfield, Iowa, coed., 1875
Parsons Junior C. Parsons, Kans., coed., 1923
Parsons Sch. of Design New York, NY., coed., 1896
Pasadena City C. Pasadena, Calif., junior coed., 1924
Pasadena C. Pasadena, Calif., coed., 1901
Pasadena Playhouse C. of Theatre Arts Calif., coed., 1920
Passionist Monastic Sem. Jamaica, N.Y., men, 1929
Pat.er-son State C. \'pat-3r-s3n-\ Wayne, N.J., coed., 1855
Paul Quinn C. \'p61-'kwin-\ Waco, Tex., coed., 1881
Paul Smith's C. \'p61-'smiths-\ Paul Smiths, N.Y., junior coed.,
1937

Pea-body Conservatory of Music \'pe-,bad-e-, -bad-e-\ Bald-
more. Md., coed., 1857
Pearl River Junior C. \'p3r(3)l-\ Poplarville, Miss., coed., 1909
Peirce Sch. of Business Administration \'pi(3)rs-\ Philadel-
phia, Pa., junior coed., 1865
Pem.broke C. \'pem-,brok-\ Providence, R.I., women, 1891
Pembroke State C. Pembroke, N.C., coed., 1887
Penn Hall Junior C. \'pen-\ Chambersburg, Pa., women, 1906
Pennsylvania, U. of Philadelphia, coed., 1740
Pennsylvania Military C. Chester, men. 1821
Pennsylvania State C. of Optometry Philadelphia, coed., 1919
Pennsylvania State U. University Park, coed., 1855
Pensacola Junior C. Pensacoia, Fla., coed.. 1948
Pep.per-dine C. \'pep-3r-,dTn-\ Los Angeles, Calif., coed., 1937
Per.kins-ton Junior C. V'psr-kan-stan-X Perldnston Miss., coed.,
1911

Per-ry Normal Sch. \'per-e-\ Boston, Mass., junior women, 1898
Pes.ta-Ioz-zi Froe-bel Teachers C. \,pes-l3-'lat-se-'fra-b3l-\

Chicago, III., coed., 1896
Pfeit-fer C. \'fT-f3r-\ Misenhelmer, N.C., coed., 1887
Philadelphia C. of Bible Pa., coed., 1913
Philadelphia C. of Osteopathy Pa., coed., 1898
Philadelphia C. of Pharmacy and Science Pa., coed., 1821
Philadelphia C. of Textiles and Science Pa., coed., 1883
Philadelphia Museum C. of Art Pa., coed., 1876
Philadelphia Musical Acad. Pa., coed., 1870
Phi.lan.fler Smith C. \f3-,lan-d3r-'smith-\ LitUe Rock, Ark.
coed., 1868

Phil.lips U. \'fll-3ps-\ Enid, Okla., coed., 1906
Phoenix C. Phoenix, Ariz., junior coed., 1920
Physicians and Surgeons, C. of San Francisco, Calif., coed., 1896
Pied.mont Bible C. \'ped-,mant-\ Winston-Salem, N.C., coed,,
1945

Piedmont C. Demorest, Ga., coed., 1897
Pike-ville C. \'pTk-,viI-, -val-X Pikeville, Ky., coed., 1889
Pine.land C. \*pin-,lan{d)-\ Salemburg, N.C., junior coed., 1926
Pine Manor Junior C. Wellesley, Mass., women, 1911
Pin.ey Woods Country Life Sch. \'pi-ne-\ Piney Woods, Miss.,
junior coed., 1934
Pittsburgh, U. of Pa., coed., 1787
Pittsburgh Theol. Sem. Pa., coed., 1794
Plym.outh Teachers 0. \'plim-3th-\ Plymouth, N.H., coed., 1870
Point Park Junior C. Pittsburgh Pa., coed.. 1933
Polk County Teachers C. \'pok-\ Frederic, Wis., jimior coed.,
1905

Polytechnic Inst, of Brooklyn N.Y., men, 1854
Po.mo-na C. \p3-'mo-n3-\ Claremont, Calif., coed., 1887
Pontifical C. Jo-se-phi-num \-,jo-z3-'ti-n3ni also -s3-\ Worthing-

, Ohii
Por-ter-ville C. \ 'port-or-.vll-, "pirt-X Porterville, Calif., junior
coed., 192 7

Port Huron Junior C. Port Huron, Mich., coed., 1923
Portland, U. of Oreg., coed., 1901
Portland Sch. of Music Oreg., coed., 1917
Portland State C. Oreg., coed., 1946
Post Junior C. Vpos(t)-\ Waterbury, Conn., coed., 1890
Po.teau Community C. \*pot-(,)o-\ Poteau, Okla., junior coed,,
1934

Po-to.mac State 0. Sps-'to-msk- -mlk-\ Keyser, W. Va., junior
coed., 1902

Prairie View A. & M. C. Prairie View, Tex., coed., 1876
Pratt Inst. \'pral-\ Brooklyn, N.Y., coed., 1887
Pratt Junior C. Pratt, Kans., coed., 1938
Pren.tiss Normal and Industrial Inst. \'prent-3s-\ Prendss,
Miss., junior coed., 1907

Presbyterian C. Clinton, S.C, coed., 1880
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Presbyterian Sch. of Christian Ed. Richmond, Va.. coed., 1914
Presentation Junior C. Aberdeen, S. Dak., women, 1922
Presentation Junior C. ol tne Sacred Heart Ncwburgh, N.Y.,
women, 1953

Prince George's Community C. Suitland, Md., junior coed., 1958
Princeton Theol. Sem. \'prin(t)-st3n-\ Princeton, N.J., coed.,
1812

Princeton U. Princeton, N.J., men, 1746
Prin.cip.ia C, The \-prin-'sip-e-3-\ Elsah, 111., coed., 1910
Protestant Episcopal Theol. Sem. in Virginia Alexandria, men,
1823

Providence C. R.I., men, 1917
Puetilo Junior C. Pueblo, Colo., coed., 1933
Puerto Rico, U. of Rio Piedras, coed., 1900
Puerto Rico Junior C. Rio Piedras, coed., 1949
Puget Sound, U. of Tacoma, Wash., coed., 1888
Pur-due U. \p3r-'d(y)ii-\ Lafayette, Ind., coed., 1865
Put.ney Graduate Sch. of Teacher Ed. \'p3t-ne-\ Putney, Vt.,
coed., 1950

Queen of the Apostles C. Harriman, N.Y., junior women, 1956
Queen of the Apostles Sem. Madison, Wis., junior men, 1949
Queen of the Holy Rosary C. Mission San Jose, Calif., women,
1930

Queensihor.ough Community C. X'kwenz-.bsr-a-, -.ba-ra-N
liavside. New York, junior coed., 1960
Queens C. Flushing, N.Y., coed., 1937
Queens C. Charlotte, N.C., women, 1857
Quin-cy C. \'kwin(t)-se-\ Quincy, III., coed,, 1860
Quin-cy Junior C. \'kwin-ze-\ Quincy, Mass., coed., 1958
Quin.ni.pi-ac'C. \'kwin-3-pe-,ak-\ Hamden, Conn., coed., 1929

Kahbinical C. of Tel.she \-'tel-(,)sha\ Wickliffe, Ohio, men, 1876
Ra.cine-Ke.no.sha County Teachers C. Nra-'sen-ks-.no-sha-,
ra-\ Union Grove, Wis., junior coed., 1913
Ead.cliffe C. \'rad-,klif-\ Cambridge, Mass., women, 1879
Ran.dolph-Ma.con C. X.ran-.dalf-'ma-ksn-N Ashland, Va., coed.,
1830
Randolph-Macon Woman's C. Lynchburg, Va., 1891
Rang.er Junior C. \'ran-j3r-\ Ranger, Tex., coed., 1926
RCA Institutes \.ar-(,)se-'a-\ New York, N.Y., coed., 1909
Redlands, U. of Redlands, Calif., coed., 1907
Reed C. \'red-\_Portland, Oreg., coed., 1904
Reed. ley C. \'red-le-\ Reedley, Calif., junior coed., 1926
Reformed Bible Inst. Grand Rapids, Mich., coed., 1940
Reformed Episcopal Church, Theol. Sem. of the Philadelphia,
Pa., coed.. 1886
Reformed Presbyterian Theol. Sem. Pittsburgh, Pa., men, 1810
Re.gis C. \'re-j3s-\ Denver, Colo., men, 1877
Regis C. Weston, Mass., women, 1927
Rein.hardt C. \'rTn-,hart-\ Waleska, Ga., junior coed., 1883
Rens-se-laer Polytechnic Inst. \'ren(t)-s(3-)'3r-, ,ren(t)-s3-
'lilslrA Troy, NY., coed., 1824
Rhode Island, U. of Kingston, coed., 1892
Rhode Island C. Providence, coed., 1854
Rhode Island Sch. of Design Providence, coed., 1877
Rich.land County Teachers C. \'rich-bn(d)-\ Richland Center,
Wis., junior coed., 19U3
Richmond, U. of Va., coed., 1832
Richmond Professional Inst. Va., coed., 1917
Rick.er C. \'rik-3r-\ Houlton, Me., coed., 1848
Ricks C. \'riks-\ Rexburg, Idaho, junior coed., 1888
Ri-der C. \'rTd-3r-\_Trenton, N.J., coed., 1865
Rio Grande C. \.ri-o-'gtan(d)-\ Rio Grande, Ohio, coed., 1876
Rip.on C. \'rip-3n-, -,an-\ Ripon, Wis., coed., 1850
Riverside City C. Riverside, Calif., junior coed., 1916
Ri.vi-er C. \'re-ve-,a-, 'riv-e-\ Nashau, N.H., women. 1933
Ro.a.noke C. \'ro-(a-),nok-\ Salem, Va., coed., 1842
Robert Mor-ris Sch., The X-'mor-as-, -'mar-\ Pittsburgh, Pa.,
junior coed., 1921
Rob.erts Wesleyan C. X'rab-srtsA North Chili, N.Y., coed., 1866
Rochester, U. of N.Y., coed., 1850
Rochester Inst, of Tech. N.Y., coed., 1829
Rochester Junior C. Rochester, Minn., coed., 1915
RocR-e-fel-ler Inst., The \-'rak-i-,fel-3r-, 'rak-,tel-\ New York,
N.Y., coed., 1901
Rockford C. Rockford, 111., coed., 1847
Rock.hurst C. N'rak-.hsrstA Kansas City, Mo., men, 1910
Rock.land County Community C. \'rak-ten(d)A Suffern, N.Y.,
junior coed., 1959
Rock.mont C. \'rak-,mant-\ Longmont, Colo., coed., 1945
Rocky Mountain C. Billings, Mont., coed., 1883
Rog.er Wil.liams Junior C. X.raj-sr-'wil-ysmz-V Providence,
R.I., coed., 1948
RoMins C. \'ral-3nzA Winter Park, Fla., coed., 1885
Roo.se- ve!t Junior C. \'ro-z3-,velt-, -volt- abo "riiA West Palm
Beach, Fla., coed., 1958
Roosevelt U. Chicago, III., coed., 1945
Rosary C. River Forest, III., women, 1848
Rosary Hill C. Buffalo, N.Y., women, 1948
Rose-mont C- \'roz-,mant-\ Rosemont, Pa., women, 1921
Ro-sen-virald Junior C. \'roz-=n-,w61dA Panama City, na., coed.,
1958
Rose Polytechnic Inst. \'roz-\ Terre Haute, Ind., men, 1874
Rus.sell Sage C. \.r3s-3l-'sajA Troy, N.Y., women, 1916
Rust C. \'r3st-\ Holly Springs, Miss., coed., 1866
Rut.gers—The State U. X'lat-gsrzA New Brunswick, N.J„ coed.,
1766

Sacramento City C- Sacramento, Calif., Junior coed., 1916
Sacramento State C. Sacramento, Calif., coed., 1947
Sacred Heart, C. of the Santurce, Puerto Rico, women, 1935

Sacred Heart C. Cullman, Ala., Junior women, 1940
Sacred Heart C. Wichita, Kans., women, 1933
Sacred Heart Dominican C. Houston, Tex., women, 1946
Sacred Heart Junior C. Belmont, N.C., women, 1892
Sacred Heart Sem. Detroit, Mich., men, 1921
Saint Am.brose C. \-'am-,brozA Davenport, Iowa, coed., 1882
Saint An.drews Presbyterian C. \-'an-,drU2-\ Laurinburg, N.C.,
coed., 185 7

Saint An-selm's C- \-'an-,selm2A Manchester, N.H., men, 1889
Saint Au-gus-tine's C- \-6-'gas-tanz-, -3-'g3s-\ Raleigh, N.C.,
coed., 1807
Saint Bas-il's C- X-'baz-slzA Stamford, Conn., men, 1939
Saint Bede C. \-'bedA Peru, 111., junior men, 1890
Saint Ben-e.dict, C. of \-'ben-3-,dikt\ St. Joseph, Minn., women,
1913

Saint Benedict C. \-,dikftlA Ferdinand, Ind., women, 1914
Saint Benedict's C. \-,dik(tlsA Atchison, Kans., men, 1857
Saint Ber-nard C. X-'bsr-nardA St. Bernard, Ala.^ coed., 1892
Saint Ber-nard-ine of Si-ena C- \-'bar-na(r)-,dc-n3v-se-'en-3-\
Loudonville, N.Y.. coed., 1937

Saint Ber-nard's Sem. and C. N-'bsr-nsrdzA Rochester, N.Y.,
men, 1893
Saint Bon-a-ven-ture U. X-.ban-a-'ven-char-, -'ban-3-,ven-ch3r-\
St. Bonavcnture, N.Y., coed., 1859

Saint Cath.a-rine Junior C- \-'kath-(3-)r3nA St. Catharine, Ky.,
coed., 1932
Saint Cath-er-ine, C- of \-'kath-(3-)r3n\ St. Paul, Minn., women,
1906

Saint Charles Bor-ro-meo Sem. \-,b6r-3-'ma-(,)o-, -,barA
Philadelphia, Pa., men, 1832
Saint Clare C- \-'kla(3)r-, -'kle(3)r-\ Williamsville. N.Y., junior
women, 1957
Saint Cloud State C. St. Cloud, Minn., coed,, 1866
Saint Ed-ward's U. \-'ed-w3rd2A Austin, Tex., men, 1876
Saint Eliz.a-beth, C. of \-=l-'iz-3-b3th, -i-'liz-\ Convent Station,
N.J., women, 1899

Saint Fi-de-lis C. and Sem. \-f3-'del-3s-, -fi-'da-bsA Herman,
Pa., men, 1877

Saint Fran-cis, C. of \-'fran(t)-s3s\ Joliet, 111., women, 1874
Saint Francis C. Fort Wayne, Ind., women, 1890
Saint Francis C. Biddcford, Me., coed., 1953
Saint Francis C. Brooklyn, N.Y., men, 1858
Saint Francis C. Loretto, Pa., coed., 1847
Saint Francis C. Burlington, Wis., men, 1930
Saint Francis Sem. Milwaukee, Wis., men, 1856
Saint Ger.trude, C. of \-'g3r-,triid\ Cottonwood, Idaho, Junior
coed., 1956
Saint Greg.o-ry's C. \-'greg-{3-)rezA Shawnee, Okla., men, 1915
Saint Hy.a.cinth C.and Sem.\-'hT-3-(.)sin(tjthA Granby, Mass.,
men, 195 7

Saint Isaac Jogues, Novitiate of \-.T-zik-'jogz, -zskA Wemers-
ville, Pa., junior men, 1928
Saint John C. of Cleveland \-'ianA Ohio, women, 1928
Saint John Fish-er C- \-,jan-'fish-3r-\ Rochester. N.Y., men,
1952

Saint John's C. \-']iinzA Camarillo, Calif., men, 1939
Saint John's C. Winfield, Kans., junior coed., 1893
Saint John's C Annapolis, Md., coed., 1696
Saint John's Provincial Sem. Plymouth, Mich., men, 1949
Saint Johns River Junior C. \-,janzA Palatka, Fla., coed., 1958
Saint John's Sem. Brighton, Mass., men, 1884
Saint John's U. Collegeville, Minn., men, 1857
Saint John's U. Jamaica, N.Y., coed., 1870
Saint Jo-seph, C. of \-'jo-23f also -S3f\ Framingham, Mass.,
women, 1947
Saint Joseph C. West Hartford, Conn., women, 1925
Saint Joseph C. Emmitsburg, Md., women, 1809
Saint Joseph Junior C. St. Joseph, Mo., coed., 1915
Saint Joseph on the Rio Grande, C. of Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
coed., 1940
Saint Joseph's C. Rensselaer, Ind., men, 1889
Saint Joseph's C. North Windham, Me., coed., 1915
Saint Joseph's C. Princeton, N.J., junior men, 1938
Saint Joseph's C. Philadelphia, Pa., men, 1851
Saint Joseph's C. for Women Brooklyn, N.Y., 1916
Saint Joseph Sem, St. Benedict, La., junior men, 1891
Saint Joseph's Sem. Holy Trinity, Ala., junior men, 1925
Saint Joseph's Sem. Washington, D.C., men, 1892
Saint Joseph's Sem. Elgin, 111., men, 1937
Saint Joseph's Sem. Grand Rapids, Mich., junior men, 1909
Saint Joseph's Sem. and C. Yonkers, N.Y., men, 1839
Saint Joseph's Seraphic Sem. Callicoon, NY,, junior men, 1901
Saint Law.rence Sem. \-'16r-3n(t)s-, -'larA Mt. Calvary, Wis.,
junior men, 1860
Saint Lawrence U. Canton, N.Y., coed., 1856
Saint Leo C. \-'le-(,)oA St. Leo, Fla., junior coed., 1959
Saint Louis C. of Pharmacy and Allied Sciences Mo., coed.,
1864

Saint Louis Inst, of Music Mo., coed., 1924
Saint Louis U. Mo., coed., 1818
Saint Mar-ga-ret's House \-'m'ar-g(3-)r3ts-\ Berkeley, Calif.,
women, 1914
Saint Mar.tin's C. \-'mart-'nzA Olympia, Wash., men, 1895
Saint Mary, C. of \-'me(3)r-e, -'ma(3)r-e, -'ma-re\ Omaha, Nebr.,
women, 1923
Saint Mary C. Xavier, Kans., women, 1882
Saint Mary of the Lake Sem. Mundelein, III., men, 1920
Saint Mary of the Plains C. Dodge City, Kans., coed., 1913
Saint Mary of the Springs, 0. of Columbus, Ohio, women, 1911
Saint Mary-of-the-Woods C. Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, Ind.,
women, 1840
Saint Mary's C. Notre Dame, Ind., women, 1844
Saint Mary's C. St. Marys, Kans., men, 1869
Saint Mary's C. St. Mary, Ky., men, 1821
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Saint Mary's 0. Orchard Lake, Mich., men, 1885
Saint Mary's C. Winona, Minn., men, 1912
Saint Mary's C. ol California St. Mary's College, men, 1863
Saint Mary's Dominican C. New Orleans, La., women, 1910
Saint Mary's Junior C. Raleigh, N.C., wo.men, 1842
Saint Mary's Sera, Norwalk, Conn., men, 1906
Saint Mary's Sem. Techny, 111,, men, 1909
Saint Mary's Sem. and U. Baltimore, Md., men, 1791
Saint Mary's Sem. Junior C, St. Mary's City, Md., coed., 1839
Saint Mary's U. ol San Antonio Tex., coed., 1852
Saint Mein.rad Sem. \-'min-r3d-\ St. Meinrad. Ind., men, 1854
Saint MLChael's C. \-'mI-k3lz-\ Santa Fe., N. Mex., men, 1947
Saint MicUael's C. Winooski. Vt., men, 1904
Saint Nor-bert C. N-'nor-bartA West De Pere, Wis., coed., 1893
Saint Olal C. \-'o-bf-\ Northfield, Minn., coed., 1874
Saint Patrick's Sem. \-'pa-trikCs)-\ Menlo Park, Calif., men, 1898
Saint Paul Bible C. St. Paul, Minn., coed., 1916
Saint Paul's C. \-'d61z-\ Concordia, Mo., junior coed., 1884
Saint Paul's C. Lawrenceville, Va., coed.. 1888
Saint Paul Sem. St. Paul, Minn., men, 1895
Saint Petersburg Bible Inst. St. Petersburg, Fla., junior coed.,
1947

Saint Petersburg Junior C. St. Petersburg, Fla., coed., 1927
Saint Pe.ter's C. \-'pet-srz-\ Baltimore, Md., junior men, 1927
Saint Peter's C. Jersey City, N.J., coed., 1872
Saint Pliil-ip's C. \-'fil-3ps-\ San Antonio, Tex., junior coed.,
1902

Saint Pi-US X Sem. \-,pi-3s-th3-'ten(t)th-\ Garrison, N.Y., men,
1956

Saint Pro-co.pi-ns C. X-prs-'ko-pe-asA Lisle, 111., men, 1885
Saint Rose, C. of \-'r52\ Albany, N.Y., women, 1920
Saint Scho.las-ti-ca, C. of "^-ska-'las-ti-kaV Duluth, Minn.,
women, 1912
Saint Te.re.sa, C. of X-ts-'re-ssN Winona, Minn., women, 1907
Saint Teresa, C. of Kansas City, Mo., women, 1866
Saint Thom.as, C. of \-'tam-3S\ St. Paul, Minn., men, 1885
Saint Thomas, U, of Houston, Tex., coed., 1947
Saint Thomas Aqui-nas C. X-a-'kwT-nssX Sparkill, N.Y., women,
1952

Saint Thomas Sem. Bloomfield, Conn., junior men, 1897
Saint Thomas Sem. Denver, Colo., men, 1906
Saint Vin.cent C. \-'vin(t)-s3ntA Latrobe, Pa., men, 1840
Saint Vlad-i-mir's Orthodox Theol. Sem. \-'vlad-3-,mi(3)rzA
New York, N.Y., men, 1938

Saint Xay.i.er C. \-'zav-e-arA Chicago, lU.. women, 1846
Sa.lem C. \'ba-bmA Winston-Salem, N.C., coed., 1772
Salem C. Salem, W. Va., coed., 1888
Salm.on P. Chase C. \,sam-3n-,pe-'chas-\ Cincirmati, Ohio, coed.,
1920

Sal.ye Re.gi-na C. \,sal-(,)va-ra-'ge-n3A Newport, R. I., women,
1934
Sam Hous.ton State Teachers C. \sam-'(h)yU-st3n-\ Htmtsville,
Tex., coed., 1879
San Angelo C. San Angelo, Tex., junior coed., 1928
San Antonio C. Tex., junior coed., 1925
San Be.ni.to C. \,san-b3-'net-(,)oA HolUster, Calif., junior coed.,
191P
San Bernardino Valley C. San Bernardino, Calif., junior coed.,
1926

Sanc-ta Ma.ria Junior C. \,saQ(k)-t3-m3-'re-3-\ Buffalo, N.Y.,
women, 1958
San Diego, C. for Men, U. of Calif., 1949
San Diego City C. Calif., coed., 1914
San Diego C. for Women Calif., 1952
San Diego State C. Calif., coed., 1897
San Fernando Valley State C. Northridge, Calif., coed., 1956
San Francisco, U. of Calif , coed.. 1855
San Francisco Art Inst. Calif,, coed., 1874
San Francisco C. for Women Calif , 1930
San Francisco Conseryatory of Music, Calif., coed., 1917
San Francisco State C. Cahf., coed,, 1899
San Francisco Theol. Sem. San Anselmo, Calif., coed., 1871
San Jose City C. San Jose, Calif., junior coed., 1921
San Jose Evening Junior C. San Jose, Calif., coed., 1942
San Jose State C. San Jose, Calif., coed., 1857
San Lu.is Key C. \san-,lu-ss-'raA San Luis Rey, Calif., men, 1930
San Mateo, C. of San Mateo, CaUf., junior coed., 1922
Santa Ana C. Santa Ana, Calif,, junior coed., 1915
Santa Barbara City C. Santa Barbara, CaUf., junior coed., 1946
Santa Clara, V. of Santa Clara, Calif., men, 1777
Santa Monica City C. Santa Monica, Cahf., junior coed., 1929
Santa Rosa Junior C. Santa Rosa, Calif., coed., 1918
Sar-ah Law-rence C. \,ser-3-'16r-3n(t)s-. ,sar-3-. .sa-rs-, -'lar-\
Bronxville, N Y., women, 1926
Sauk County Teachers C. \'s6k-\ Reedsburg, Wis., jimior coed.,
1906
Savannah State C. Savannah, Ga., coed., 1890
Sayre Junior C. \'sa(3)r-, 'se(3)rA Sayre, Okla., coed,, 1938
Scar-ritt C. for Christian Workers V'skar-atA Nashville, Term.,
coed., 1924
Scbrei-ner Inst. N'shrl-nsr-, esp South 'sri-\ Kerrville, Tex.,
junior coed., 1923
Scotts. bluff C. \'skats-.bl3fA Scottsbluff, Nebr., junior coed.,
1926

Scranton, V. of Scranton, Pa., coed., 1888
Scripps C. X'skripsA Claremont, CaUf., women, 1926
Sea.bury-Western Theol. Sem. \'se-,ber-eA Evanston, 111., men,
1858

Seat of Wisdom C. Litchfield, Conn., women, 1958
Seattle Pacific C. SeatUe, Wash., coed., 1891
Seattle U. Wash., coed.. 1892
Sem.i.nole Junior C. \'sem-3-,nolA Seminole, Okla., coed., 1931
Se.quol.as, C. of the \-si-'kw6i-3z\ Visalia, CaUf., junior coed.,
1926

Se.ton Hall U. \,set-"nA South Orange, N.J., coed., 18S6
Seton Hill C. Greensburg, Pa., women, 1883
Shas.ta C. \'shas-t3-\ Redding, Calif., junior coed., 1949

Shaw U. \'sh6A Raleigh, N.C., coed., 1865
Sheboygan County Teachers C. Sheboygan Falls, Wis., junior
coed., 1909
Shel-don Jack-son Junior C. \,sheI-d3n-'jak-s3n-\ Sitka, Alaska,
coed., 1878
Shel.ton C. \'shelt-"n-\ Ringwood, N.J., coed., 1907
Sben-an-do-ab C. \,shen-3n-'do-a-, ,shan-3-'do-a-\ Winchester,
Va,, junior coed., 1875
Shep.herd C. X'shep-srdA Shepherdstown, W. Va., coed., 1871
Sher-i-dan C. \'sher-3d-=nA Sheridan, Wyo., junior coed., 1948
Sher-vtrood Music Sch. X'shar-.wiid- also 'sheC3)r-\ Chicago, m.,
coed., 1895
Shi.mer C. X'shl-msrA Mount CarroU, 111., coed., 1853
Ship-pens-burg State C. \'ship-3nz-,b3rg-\ Shippensburg, Pa.,
coed., 1873
Shor-ter C. \'sh6rt-3r-\ North LitUe Rock, Ark., coed., 1884
Shorter C. Rome, Ga., coed., 1873
Sl.ena C. \se-'en-3-\ Memphis, Tenn., coed., 1921
Siena Heights C. Adrian, Mich,, women, 1919
Si-er-ra C. \se-'er-3A Rocklin, CaUf., junior coed., 1914
Sim-mons C. \'sim-3nz-\ Boston, Mass., women, 1899
Simp-son Bible C. \'sim(p)-s3nA San Francisco, Calif., coed., 1921
Simpson C. Indianola, Iowa, coed., I860
Sin-clair C. \'sin-.kla(a)r-, 'sir)-, -,kleC3)r-, sin-', sio-'\ Dayton,
Ohio, junior coed., 1887
Sioux Falls C. Sioux Falls, S. Dak., coed., 1883
Sis-ki-yous, C. of the \-'sis-ki-,yuz\ Weed, Calif., junior coed.,
1959

Skag-lt Valley C. \'skaj-at-\ Mount Vernon, Wash., junior coed.,
1926

Skid.more C. \'skid-,mo(3)r-, -,m6(3)r-\ Saratoga Springs, N.Y.,
women, 1911
Slippery Rock State C. SUppery Rock, Pa., coed., 1889
Smith C. \'smith-\ Northampton, Mass., women, 1871
Snead Junior C. \'sned-\ Boaz, Ala., coed., 1898
South, U. of the Sewanee, Tenn., men, 1857
South Carolina, U. of Columbia, coed., 1801
South Carolina State C. Orangeburg, coed., 1896
South Dakota, State U. of VermiUion, coed,, 1862
South Dakota Sch. of Mines and Tech. Rapid City, coed., 1885
South Dakota State C. of Agric. and Mechanic Arts Brookings,
coed.. 1881
Southeastern Baptist Theol. Sem. Wake Forest, N.C., coed.,
1951

Southeastern Bible C. Birmingham, Ala., coed., 1934
South-Bastern Bible C. Lakeland, Fla., coed., 1935
Southeastern Junior C. Laurel, Miss., coed., 1948
Southeastern Louisiana C. Hammond, coed., 192S
Southeastern State C. Durant, Okla., coed,, 1909
Southeastern U. Washington, DC, junior coed., 1879
Southeast Missouri State C. Cape Girardeau, coed., 1873
Southern Baptist C. Walnut Ridge, Ark., junior coed., 1941
Southern Baptist Theol. Sem. Louisville, Ky., coed., 1859
Southern California, U. of Los Angeles, coed., 1879
Southern California C. Costa Mesa, coed., 1920
Southern California Sch. of Theology Claremont, Calif., coed.,
1885

Southern C. of Optometry Memphis, Tenn., coed., 1932
Southern Connecticut State C, New Haven, coed., 1893
Southern Illinois D. Carbondale, coed., 1874
Southern Methodist U. Dallas, Tex., coed., 1910
Southern Missionary C. Collegedale, Tenn., coed., 1893
Southern Oregon C. .Ashland, coed., 1926
Southern Sem. and Junior C. Buena Vista. Va., women, 1868
Southern State C. MagnoUa, Ark., coed,, 1909
Southern State Teachers C. Springfield, S. Dak., coed., 1881
Southern Union C. Wadley, Ala., junior coed,, 1934
Southern U. and A. & M. C. Baton Rouge, La., coed., 1880
Southern Utah, C. of Cedar City, coed., 1897
South Florida, U. of Tampa, coed., 1956
South Georgia C. Douglas, junior coed., 1907
South Ma.comb Community C. \-m3-'kom-\ Warren, Mich.,
junior coed,, 1953
South Plains C. Levelland, Tex., junior coed., 1958
South Texas Junior C. Houston, coed., 1948
Southwest Baptist C. BoUvar, Mo., junior coed., 1878
Southwestern Assemblies of God G. Waxahachie, Tex., coed.,
1927
Southwestern at Memphis Tenn., coed., 1848
Southwestern Baptist Theol. Sem. Fort Worth, Tex., coed., 1905
Southwestern Christian C. Terrell, Tex., junior coed., 1950
Southwestern C, Winfield, Kans., coed., 1885
Southwestern Junior C. Keene, Tex., coed., 1893
Southwestern Louisiana, The U. of Lafayette, coed., 1900
Southwestern State C. Weatherford, Okla., coed., 1901
Southwestern U. Los Angeles, Calif., coed., 1911
Southwestern U. Georgetown, Tex., coed., 1840
Southwest Mississippi Junior C. Summit, coed., 1918
Southwest Missouri State C. Springfield, coed., 1905
Southwest Texas Junior C. Uvalde, coed., 1946
Southwest Texas State C. San Marcos, coed., 1899
Spartanburg Junior C. Spartanburg, S.C, coed., 1911
Spel-man C. \'spel-m3n-\ Atlanta, Ga., women, 1881
Spring Arbor C. Spring Arbor, Mich., junior coed., 1873
Springfield C. Springfield. Mass., coed., 1885
Springfield Junior C. Springfield, lU., coed., 1929
Spring Garden Inst. Philadelphia, Pa., junior coed., 1850
Spring Hill C. Mobile, Ala., coed., 1830
Stan. lord U. \'stan-f3rd-\ Stanford, CaUf., coed., 1885
Stat.en Island Community C. \,stat-=n-\ NY., junior coed., 1956
State Teachers C. Dickinson, N. Dak., coed., 1916
State Teachers C. EUendale, N. Dak., coed., 1889
State Teachers C. Mayville, N. Dak., coed., 1889
State Teachers C. Minot, N. Dak., coed., 1913
State Teachers 0. VaUey City. N. Dak., coed., 1889
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Ste-pben F. Aus-tin State C. \,ste-v3-,nef-'6s-t3n-, -'as-X Nacog-
doches, Tex,, coed,, 1917
Ste>phens C. \'ste-van2-\ Columbia, Mo., women, 1833
Ster.ling 0. X'stsr-lioA Sterling, Kans., coed., 1887
Stet.son U. \'stet-s3n-\ De Land, Fla., coed., 1883
Steu.ben.ville, C. ot \'st(y)U-b3n-,vil\ Steubenviile, Oiiio, coed.,
1946

Ste-vens Hen.a.ger C. \.ste-v3nz-'hen-i-g3r-\ Salt Lake City,
Utaii, junior coed., 1907

Stevens Inst, of Tech. HoboV:en, N.L, men, 1867
Still-man C. X'stil-manA Tuscaloosa, Ala., coed., 1876
Stockton 0. Stockton, Calif., junior coed.. 1935
Stone. hill C. \'ston-,hil-\ North Easton, Mass., coed., 1948
Stout State C. \'staut-\ Menomonie, Wis., coed., 1893
Strat-ford C. \'strat-f3rd-\ Danville, Va., junior women, 18S2
Stray-er Junior C. of Finance \'stra-3r-, 'stre(-3)r-\ Washington,
D.C., coed., 1928

Sue Beu-nett C. \sii-'ben-3t-\ London, Ky., junior coed., 1896
Suf-folk County Community C. Vsal-ak-, -,6k-\ Lake Ronkon-
koma, N.Y., junior coed., 1960

Suffolk U. Boston, Mass., coed., 1906
Sul-lins C. \'s3l-3nz-\ Bristol, Va., junior women, 1870
Sul'Pi'Cian Sem. of the Northwest \,sal-'pish-3n-\ Kenmore,
Wash., men, 1930

Sul Ross State CN'sal-'rosA Alpine, Tex., coed., 1920
Suo-mi C. Vsw6-me-\ Hancock, Mich., junior coed., 1896
Sus.que.lian-na U. \,s3s-kw3-'han-3-\ Selinsgrove, Pa., coed.,
1858
Su-wan-nee River Junior C. \sa-'wan-e-\ Madison, Fla., coed.,
1959
Swarth.more C. \'sw6rth-,mo(3)r-, 'swath-, -,m6Ca)r-\ Swarth-
more. Pa. coed., 1864

Snreet Bri.ar C. \'swet-,brT(-3)r-\ Sweet Briar, Va., women, 1901
Syracuse U. Syracuse, N.Y., coed., 1849

Ta.bor C. \'a-bsr-\ Hillsboro, Kans., coed., 1908
Taft C. \'taf(t)-\ Taft, Calif., junior coed.. 1922
Talladega C. Talladega, Ala., coed.. 1867
Tampa, U. of Fla., coed., 1931
Tar.kio C. \'iar-ke-.o-\ Tarkio, Mo., coed., 1883
Tarle.ton State C. \'tarC3)lt-=n-\ Stephenville, Tex., coed,, 1899
Tay-lor County Teachers C. \'ta-l9r-\ Medford, Wis., junior
coed., 1912
Taylor U. Upland, Ind., coed., 1846
Teachers C. New York, N.Y., coed., 1888
Temple Junior C. Temple, Tex., coed., 1926
Temple U. Philadelphia, Pa., coed., 1884
Tennessee, U. of Knoxville, coed., 1794
Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial State U. Nashville.
coed., 1909
Tennessee Polytechnic Inst. Cookeville, coed., 1915
Tennessee Temple C. Chattanooga, coed., 1946
Tennessee Wesleyan C. Athens, coed., 1866
Texarkana C. Texarkana, Tex., junior coed., 1927
Texas, A. & M. C. of College Station, men, 1862
Texas, U. of Austin, coed., 1881
Texas Christian U. Fort Worth, coed., 1873
Texas C. Tyler, coed., 1894
Texas C. of Arts and Industries Kingsville, coed., 1917
Texas Lutheran C. Seguin, coed., 1891
Texas Southern U. Houston, coed., 1927
Texas South-most C. \-'sauth-,most-\ Brownsville, junior coed.,
1926
Texas Technological C. Lubbock, coed., 1923
Texas Wesleyan C. Fort Worth, coed., 1890
Texas Western C. EI Paso, coed., 1913
Texas Woman's U. Denton, 1901
Textile Tech., Inst, of Charlottesville, Va., men, 1944
Thiel C. \'tei3ll-\ Greenville, Pa., coed., 1866
Thom-as Junior C. \'tam-ss-\ Waterville, Me., coed., 1894
Thorn-ton Junior C. \'th6rnt-'n-\ Harvey, 111., coed., 1927
Tif-fin U. \'til-3n-\ Tiffin, Ohio, junior coed., 1924
Tift C. \'tif(t)A Forsyth, Ga.. women, 1847
T. J. Har.ris Junior C. \-'har-3s-\ Meridian, Miss., coed., 1956
Toc-coa Falls Inst. Xta-'ko-a-X Toccoa Falls, Ga., coed., 1911
Toledo, U. ot Ohio, coed., 1872
Tojn-hrock Junior C. \'tam-,brak-\ Paterson, N.J., women, 1956
Tou-ga-loo Southern Christian C- \'tu-g3-.Ili-\ Tougaloo, Miss.,

n(t)s-3l-'va-ny3-. i-\ Lexington. Ky.,

coed., 1869
Tran-syl-va.nia C- \,

coed., 1780
Tren-tou Junior C. \'trent-=n-\ Trenton, Mo., coed., 1925
Trenton Junior C, Trenton, N.J., coed., 1947
Trenton State C. Trenton, N.J., coed., 1855
Tre-veo-ca Kazarene C. \tri-'vek-s-,naz-3-'ren-\ Nashville,
Tenn., coed., 1901

Trln-i-dad State Junior C. \'trin-3-,dad-\ Trinidad, Colo., coed.,
1925
Trinity Christian C. Palos Heights, 111., junior coed.. 1959
Trinity C. Hartford, Conn., men, 1823
Trinity C. Washington, D.C., women, 1897
Trinity C. Burlington, Vt., women, 1925
Trinity Theol. Sem. and Trinity C. Chicago. lU., coed., 1897
Trinity U. San Antonio, Tex., coed., 1869
Tri-State C. \'tri-,stat-\ Angola, Ind., coed., 1884
Troy State C. \'tr6i-\ Troy, Ala., coed., 1887
Tru-ett-Mc-Con-nell Junior C- \,tru-3t-m3-'kan-°l-\ Cleveland,
Ga., coed., 1947

Tufts U. \'t3f{t)s-\ Medford, Mass., coed., 1852
Tu-lane U. of Louisiana \tCy)u-'lan-\ New Orleans, coed., 1834
Tulsa, U. of Okla., coed,, 1894
Tus.cu-lum C, \'t3s-k(y)3-bm-\ Greeneville, Tenn., coed., 1794
Tus-ke.gee Inst. \(,)ts-'ske-ge-\ Tuskegee Institute. Ala., coed..

Union C. Barbourville, Ky., coed., 1879
Union C. Lincoln, Nebr., coed., 1891
Union C. and U. Schenectady, N.Y., coed., 1785
Union Junior C. Cranford, N.J., coed., 1933
Union Theol, Sem. New York, N.Y., coed., 1836
Union TheoL Sem. in Virginia Richmond, men. 1812
Union U.Jackson, Tenn., coed., 1834
United States Air Force Acad. Colorado Springs, Colo., men,
1954
United States Air Force Air U. Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.
men, 1945
United States Army Language Sch. Presidio of Monterey, Calif.
coed., 1941
United States Coast Guard Acad. New London, Conn., men,
1876
United States Department of Agriculture Graduate Sch
Washington, DC, coed., 1921
United States Merchant Marine Acad. Kings Point, N.Y.. men
1938
United States Military Acad. West Point, N.Y., men, 1802
United States Naval Acad. Annapohs, Md., men, 1845
United States Naval Postgraduate Sch. Monterey, Calif., men,
1909
United Theol. Sem. Dayton, Ohio, coed., 1871
Up-land C. \'3p-bn(d)-\ Upland, CaUf., coed.. 1920
Upper Iowa U. Fayette, coed., 1857
Up-sa-la C. \,3p-'sal-3-\ East Orange, N.J., coed., 1893
Ur-bana Junior C. \,3r-'ban-3-\ Urbana, Ohio, coed., 1850
Ur-si-nus C. \,3r-'si-n3s-\ Collegeville, Pa., coed., 1869
Ur-su-line C- X'ar-ss-isn-, -,lin-. -.len-\ Louisville, Ky., women,
1938
Ursuline C. for Women Cleveland, Ohio. 1871
Utah, U. of Salt Lake City, coed., 1850
Utah State U. of Agric. and Applied Science Logan, coed., 1888
Utica C. Utica, N.Y., coed., 1946
Utica Junior C. Utica, Miss., coed., 1903

Valdosta State C. Valdosta, Ga., coed., 1906
Val-le-jo Junior C. \v3-'la-(,)o\ Vallcjo, Calif., coed., 1945
Valley Forge Military Junior C. Wayne, Pa., men. 1928
Valparaiso Technical Inst. Valparaiso, Ind., coed., 1934
Valparaiso U. Valparaiso. Ind.. coed., 1859
Van-der-bilt U. \'van-d3r-,bilt-\ Nashville, Tenn.. coed., 1872
Van-der-Cook C. of Music X'van-dar-.kiik-X Chicago, 111., coed,,
1909

Vas.sar C. \'vas-3r-\ Poughkeepsie, N.Y., women, 1861
Ven.nard C. \v3-'nard-\ University Park, Iowa, coed., 1910
Ventura C, Ventura, Calif., junior coed., 1925
Vermont, U. of Burlington, coed., 1791
Vermont Agricultural and Technical Inst. Randolph Center,
junior coed., 195 7

Vermont C, Montpelier, junior women, 1834
Ver-non County Teachers C. \'v3r-n3n-\ Viroqua, Wis., junior
coed., 1909
Victoria C. Victoria, Tex., junior coed., 1925
Vil-laJu-Iie C. \,vil-3-'ju-le-\ Stevenson, Md., junior women, 1947
Villa Ma.don-na C.\-m3-'dan-3-\ Covington, Ky., coed., 1921
Villa Ma-ria C. \-m3-'re-3A Erie, Pa., women, 1882
Vil.la.no.va U. \,vil-3-'no-v3-\ Villanova, Pa., coed., 1842
Villa Waish C. \-'w61sh-\ Morristown, N.J., junior women, 1928
Vincennes U. Vincennes, Ind., junior coed., 1804
Virginia, U. of Charlottesville, coed., 1819
Virginia In-ter-mont C. \-'int-3r-,mant-\ Bristol, junior coed.,
1884
Virginia Junior C. Virginia, Minn., coed., 1921
Virginia Military Inst. Lexington, men, 1839
Virginia Polytechnic Inst. Blacksburg, coed., 1872
Virginia State C. Petersburg, coed., 1882
Virginia Theol. Sem. and C. Lynchburg, coed., 1888
Virginia Union U. Richmond, coed., 1865
Vi.ter.bo C. \v3-'t3r-(,)bo-\ La Crosse, Wis., women, 1931
Vo.lu-sia County Community C. \v3-'lii-sh3-\ Daytona Beach.
Fla., junior coed., 1958
Voor-hees Sch. and Junior C- \'voC3)r-,hez-, 'v6(3)r-\ Denmark,
S.C, coed., 1897

Wa-hash C. \'w6-,bash-\ Crawfordsville, Ind.. men. 1832
Wag-ner C. \'wag-n3r-\ Staten Island, N.Y., coed., 1883
Wake Forest C. \wak-\ Winston-Salem, N.C., coed., 1834
Wal-dorf C. \'w6I-,d6rf-\ Forest City, Iowa, junior coed., 1903
Walk.er C. \'w6-k3r-\ Jasper, Ala., junior coed., 1938
Walla Walla C. College Place, Wash., coed., 1892
Walsh C. \'w61sh-\ Canton, Ohio, coed., 1951
War-ner Pacific C. \'w6r-n3r-\ Portland, Oreg., coed.. 1937
War-ren Wilson C. \.w6r-3n-'wil-s3n-, .war-\ Swannanoa, N.C.
junior coed., 1893
Wart-burg C. \'w6rt-,b3rg-\ Waverly, Iowa, coed., 1852
Wartburg Theol- Sem- Dubuque, Iowa, men, 1854
Wash-hum U. of Topeka \'w6sh-(,}b3rn-. 'wash-\ Kans.. coed.,
1865
Washington, U. of Seattle, coed., 1861
Washington and Jef-ter-son C. \-'jef-3r-s3n-\ Washington, Pa.,
men, 1780
Washington and Lee U- \-'le-\ Lexington, Va., men, 1749
Washington Bible C- D.C., coed., 1919
Washington C. Chestertown, Md., coed., 1706
Washington Junior C. Pensacola, Fla., coed., 1949
Washington Sch. of Psychiatry D.C., coed., 1936
Washington State Teachers C. Machias, Me., coed., 1909
Washington State U. Pullman, coed., 1890
Washington U. St. Louis, Mo., coed., 1853

8 abut; 3 kitten; _ or further; a back; a bake; a cot, cart;

i joke; g sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; th thin; th this;
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Wan-shara Connty Teachers C. \w6-'shar-3-\ Wautoma, Wis.,

junior coed., 1911
Way.land Baptist C. \'wa-ten(d)-\ Plainview, Tex., coed., 1909
Waynes-tourg C. \'wanz-,b3rg-\ Waynesburg, Pa., coed., 1850
Wayne State U. \'wan-\ Detroit, Micii., coed., 1868
Weath.er.ford C. \'wet!]-3(r)-f3rd-\ Weatherford, Tex., junior
coed., 1869
Web.ber C. X'web-srA Babson Park, Fla., junior women, 1927
WebD Inst. oJ Nayal Architecture \'web-\ Glen Cove, N.Y.,
men, 1889
We. Her C. \'we-b3r-\ Ogden, Utah, junior coed., 1889
Web'Ster City Junior C. \'web-st3r-\ Webster City, Iowa, coed.,
1926
Webster C. Webster Groves, Mo., women, 1915
Wellesley C. Wellesley, Mass., women, 1870
Wells C. \'vvdz-\ Aurora, N.Y., women, 1868
Wenatohee Valley C. Wenatchee, Wash., junior coed., 1939
Went.worth Inst. \'went-(,)w3rth-\ Boston, Mass., men, 1904
Wentworth Military Acad. Lexington, Mo., junior men, 1880
Wes.ley.an C. X'wes-le-anA Macon, Ga., women, 1836
Wesleyan U. Middlotown, Conn., men, 1831
Wes.ley C. \'wes-le-\ Dover, Del., junior coed., 1873
Wesley Theol. Sem. Washington, D.C., coed., 1881
Wes.sing.ton Springs C. X'wes-io-tanA Wessington Springs, S.

Dak., junior coed., 1887
West.brook Junior C.\'wes(t)-,bruk-\ Portland, Me., women, 1831
West.ches.ter Community 0. \'wes(t)-,ches-t3r-\ Valhalla, N.Y.,
junior coed., 1946
West Ches.ter State C. \'wes(t)-.ches-t3r-\ West Chester, Pa.,
coed., 1812
Western Baptist Bible C. and Theol. Sem. El Cerrito, Calif.,

coed., 1946
Western Carolina C. Cullowhee, N.C., coed., 1889
Western C. for Women Oxford, Ohio, 18S3
Western Evangelical Sem. Portland, Oreg., coed., 1945
Western Illinois U. Macomb, coed., 1899
Western Kentucky State C. Bowhng Green, coed., 1906
Western Maryland C. Westminster, coed., 1867
Western Michigan U. Kalamazoo, coed., 1903
Western Montana C. ot Bd. Dillon, coed., 1893
Western New Bngland C. Springfield, Mass., coed., 1919
Western Reserve U. Cleveland, Ohio, coed., 1826
Western State C. ot Colorado Gunnison, coed., 1911
Western Theol. Sem. Holland, Mich., men, 1866
Western Washington State C. Bellingham, coed., 1893
Western Wyoming Junior C. Rock Springs, coed., 1959
West Georgia C. Carrollton, coed., 1933
West Lib.er.ty State C. \-'lib-3rt-e\ West Liberty, W. Va., coed.,
1837
West.mar C. \'wes(t)-,mar-\ Le Mars, Iowa, coed., 1900
West.min.ster Choir G. \'wes(t)-,min(t)-stsr-\ Princeton, N.J.,
coed., 1926
Westminster C. Fulton, Mo., men, 1851
Westminster C. New Wilmington, Pa., coed., 1852
Westminster C. Salt Lake City, Utah, coed., 1875
Westminster Theol. Sem. Chestnut Hill, Pa., men, 1929
West.mont C. \'wes(t)-,mant-\ Santa Barbara, CaUf., coed., 1940
West Texas State C. Canyon, coed., 1909
West Virginia Inst, ol Tech. Montgomery, coed., 1895
West Virginia State C. Institute, coed., 1891
West Virginia U. Morgantown, coed.. 1867
West Virginia Wesleyan C. Buckhannon, coed., 1890
Whar.ton County Junior C. \'hw6rt-'n-, 'w6rt-\ Wharton, Tex.,
coed., 1946
Wheaton C. Wheaton, III., coed., 1853
Wheaion C. Norton, Mass., women, 1834
Wheeling C. Wheeling, W. Va., coed., 1954
Whee.lock C. \'hwe-,lak-, 'we-\ Boston, Mass., women, 1889
Whit. man C. X'hwit-man-, 'wit-\ Walla Walla, Wash., coed., 1859
W?hlttier C. WhitUer, Calif., coed., 1891
Whit-worth C. \'hwit-(,)w3rth-, 'wit-\ Spokane, Wash., coed., 1890
Wichita, U. ol Kans., coed., 1892

Wil.her.force U. \'wil-b3r-,fo(3)rs-. -,f6(a)rs-\ Wllberforce, Ohio,
coed., 1856
Wi.ley C. \'wT-le-\ Marshall, Tex., coed., 1873
WilKes C. \'wilks-\ Wilkes- Barre, Pa., coed., 1933
Wil-lam.ette U. \w3-'Iam-3t-\ Salem, Oreg., coed., 1842
William and Mary, C. ol Williamsburg, Va.. coed., 1693
William Car.ey C. V'kaCajr-e-, -'ke(3)r-e-\ Hattiesburg, Miss.,
coed., 1911
William H. Mi.ner Agricultural Research lust.. The \-'mT-
n3r-\ Chazy, N.Y., junior coed., 1957
William Jen-nings Bry.an C. \-jen-ioz-'brI-3n-\ Dayton, Teim.,
coed., 1930
William Jew-ell C. \-'jii (-3)1-, -'ju(-3)l-\ Liberty, Mo., coed., 1849
William Marsh Rice U. \-'m'arsh-'rIs-\ Houston, Tex., coed., 189!
William Mitch. ell C. ol Law \-'mich-3l-\ St. Paul, Minn., coed.,
1900

William Penn C. \-'pen-\ Oskaloosa, Iowa, coed., 1873
Wil.liams C. X'wil-ysmz-V Williamstown, Mass.. men, 1785
William Woods C. \-'wudz-\ Fulton, Mo., junior v/omen, 1890
Wil-li.man.tic State C. \.wil-3-'mant-ik-\ Willimantic, Conn.,
coed., 1S89
Wilmington C. Wilmington, N.C., junior coed., 1947
Wilmington C. Wilmington, Ohio, coed., 1863
Wil.son C. \'wil-s3n-\ Chambersburg, Pa., women, 1869
Wind.ham C. \'win-d3m-\ Putney, Vt., coed., 1951
Win-gate Junior C. \'win-,gat-\ Wingate, N.C., coed., 1896
Wi.no. na State C. \w3-'no-n3-\ Winona, Minn., coed., 1858
Winston-Salem Teachers C. Winston-Salem, N.C., coed.. 1892
Win.throp C. \'wina)-thr3p-\ Rock Hill, S.C., women, 1886
Wisconsin, U. ot Madison, coed., 1836
Wisconsin Conservatory Milwaukee, coed., 1899
Wisconsin State C. and Inst, ol Tech. Platteville, coed., 1866
Wisconsin State C. at Eau Claire coed., 1916
Wisconsin State C. at La Crosse coed., 1909
Wisconsin State C. at OsliKosh coed., 1871
Wisconsin State C. at River Falls coed., 1875
Wisconsin State C. at Ste.vens Point \-,ste-van2-\ coed., 1894
Wisconsin State C. at Superior coed., 1896
Wisconsin State C. at White-wa-ter \-'hwit-,w6t-3r, -'wit-,
-,wat-\ coed., 1868
Wit-ten-berg U, \'wit-»n-,b3rg-\ Springfield, Ohio, coed., 1842
Wol-tord C. \'w6t-3rd-, -'waf-\ Spartanburg, S.C, coed.. 1851
Woman's C. ol Georgia, The Milledgeville, 1889
Woman's C. ol the U. ol North Carolina Greensboro, 1891
Woman's Med. C. ol Pennsylvania Philadelphia, 1850
Wood. bury C. \'wud-,ber-e-\ Los Angeles, Calif., coed., 1884
Wood County Teachers 0. \'wud-\ Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., junior
coed., 1903
Wood Junior C. Mathiston, Miss., coed., 1886
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution \'wudz-\ Woods Hole,
Mass., coed.. 1930
Wood-siock C. \'wud-,stak-\ Woodstock, Md., men, 1867
Woos-ter, C. ol \-'wus-t3r\ Wooster, Ohio, coed., 1866
Worcester Junior C. Mass., coed., 1905
Worcester Polytechnic Inst, Mass., men. 1865
Wor. thing. ton Junior C, \'w3r-thia-tan-\ Worthington, Minn.,
coed,, 1936
Wyoming, U. ol Laramie, coed., 1886

Xa.ve.ri.an C. \za-'vir-e-3n-\ Silver Spring, Md., junior men, 1931
Xav-i.er U. \'zav-e-3r-\ New Orleans. La., coed., 1915
Xa.vi.er U. \'za-ve-3r-\ Cincinnati, Ohio, coed., 1831

Yakima Valley Junior C. Yakima, Wash., coed., 1928
Tale U, \'ya(3ll-\ New Haven, Conn., coed., 1701
Yank. ton C. \'yari(kVt3n-\ Yankton, S. Dak., coed., 1881
Ye.shi.va U. Xya-'she-va-N New York, N.Y., coed., 1886
York C. \'y6(3)rk-\ York, Nebr., junior coed., 1890
York Junior C. York, Pa., coed., 1941

Young Har-ris C. \,yao-'har-3S-\ Young Harris, Ga., junlorcoed.,
1886
Youugstown U. Youngstown, Ohio, coed., 1908
Yu.ba C. \'yii-b3-\ Marysville, CaUt., junior coed., 1927
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Abbreviations used in the preceding list are used here except that French i

\ C. CoMege \k6-lezh\ Inst. In-sti.tul \a'^-ste-tiB\ SSm. S^-mi.naire \sa

nes require the following spellings: Acad. Aca-di-mieXci-kA-

-ner\ and U. Uni-ver.si.te \S-ne-ver-sc-ta\. ^cofe is \a-k61\

Acadia U. Wolfville, N.S., coed., 1838
Alberta, U. ol Edmonton, coed., 1906
Amos, Sem. d' \-da-m6s\ Amos. P Q., men, 1940
An.dre-Gras.set, C. \-a»-dra-gra-sa\ Montreal, P.Q., me
An.gele Me.ri.ci, C. \-a"-zhel-ma-re-5e\ Quebec, P.Q.,
19.^6

Ba-sile-Mo.reau, C. \-ba-zil-m6-ro\ St. Laurent, P.Q., women,
1929
Bishop's D. Lennoxville. P.Q., coed., 1843
Bon Pas.teur, C. du \-dS-b5"-pa-stoEr\ Chicoutimi, P.O., women,
1947
Bour.get C. \bur-zha-\ Rigaud, P.Q., men, 1850
Bran.don C. \'bran-d3n-\ Brandon, Man., coed., 1899
British Columbia, U. ol Vancouver, coed., 1890
Bru.yere, C. \-br3-yer\ Ottawa, Ont., women, 1925

Cam.pl. on C. \'kam-pe-3n-\ Regina, Sask., junlorcoed., 1917
Cam.rose Lutheran C. \'kam-,roz-\ Camrose. Alta., coed., 1911
Can.ter.bury C. \'kan-t3Cr)-,ber-e-\ Windsor, Ont., coed., 1957

Car.ey Hall \'ka(3)r-e-, 'ke(3)r-\ Vancouver, B.C., men, 1960
Carle.ton U. \'kari3)lt-=n-\ Ottawa, Ont^, coed., 1942
Chi.cou.ti.mi, Sera, de \-d3-she-kii-te-rae\ Chicoutimi, P.Q., men,
1873

Christ the King, C. ol London, Ont., men, 1955
Con.cor.dia C. Xksn-'kord-e-s-'i, Edmonton, Alta., jimior coed.,

1921
Corn. wall, C. Glas.sique de \-kla-sik-d3-k6rn-w61\ Cornwall,
Ont., men, 1949

Dal.hou.sie U, \dal-'hau-ze-\ Halifax, N.S., coed., 1818

Gardes-Ma.lades, Ecole des \-da-g4rd-ma-lad\ Edmundston,
N.B,, women, 1946

Gas.pe, Sem. de \-d3-g4s-pa\ Gaspi, P.O., men, 1926
Gra.vel.bourg, 0. Ca.tho.lique de \-ka-t6-Uk-d3-gra-vel-bur\
Gravelbourg, Sask., men, 1917

Hautes Etudes Com.mer.clales, £cola des X-da-ot-za-tigd-kd-
mer-syal\ Montreal, P.Q., coed., 1907
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Hearst, 0. de X-ds-'hsrstX Hearst, Ont., men, 1952
Holy Heart Sem. Halifax. N.S., men, 1895
Holy Names C. Windsor, Ont., women, 1934
Holy Redeemer C. Windsor, Ont., men, 1956
Hun-ting-ton U. X'hsnt-io-tsnA Sudbury, Ont., coed., 1960
Hu-ron C. X'hyur-an-X London, Ont., coed., 1863

Ig*na-tius C. \ig-'na-sh(e-)3s-\ Guelph, Ont., men, 1913

Jean-de-Bre-Seuf, C. \-2ha"-d3-bra-bcef\ Montreal, P.Q., r

1928
Jean-Jacques Olier, C. \-zha"-zha-k6-lya\ Verdun, P.Q., r

1951
Je-suites, C. des X-da-zha-zw^itX Quebec, P.Q., men, 1635
Je.sus-Ma-rie, C. \-2ha-ziE-ina-re\ Outremont, P.Q.,
1933

Jesus-marie de Sil-Ie-ry, C. N-do-se-ya-reX Quebec, P.Q., women,
1857

Jo.liette, Sem. de \-d3-zh6-lyet\ Joliette, P.Q., men, 1846
Journalism, Sch. of Halifax, N.S., coed., 1945

Lake-bead C. of Arts, Science and Tech. \'lak-.hed-\ Port
Arthur, Ont., junior coed., _1948

L'As-somp.tion, C. \-la-so"p-syo"\ Moncton, N.B., men, 1943
L'Assomption, C. de L'Assomption, P.Q., men, 1832
Lau>ren-tian U. of Sudbury \16-'ren-ch3n-\ Sudbury, Ont., coed.,
1960

La.val, U. \-Ia-val\ Quebec, P.Q., coed., 1852
Lethbridge Junior C. Lethbridge, Alta., coed., 1957
Le.vis, C. de \-d3-la-ve\ Levis, P.Q., men, 1853
London Bible Inst. London, Ont., coed., 1935
Lon.gueuil, Ex-ter<nat Clas.sique de Xes-ter-na-kla-sek-ds-lo"-
goey\ Viile Jacques-Cartier, P.Q., men, 1950

Loy.o.la C. \16i-'o-l3-\ Montreal, P.Q., m.en, 1896
Lu-tber C. X'lU-thsrA Regina, Sask., junior coed., 1921
Lutber Tbeol. Sem. Saskatoon, Sask., men, 1913

McGill U. \ma-'gil-\ Montreal, P.Q., coed., 1821
Mc.Mas.ter Divinity C. \mak-'mas-t3r-\ Hamilton, Ont., coed.,
1957
McMaster U. Hamilton, Ont., coed., 1887
Mail. let, C. \-ma-ya\ Saint-Basile, N.B., women, 1949
Manitoba, U. of Winnipeg, coed., 1877
Manitoba Law Sch. Winnipeg, coed., 1914
Mar.gue.rite-Bour.geoys, C. \-mar-g3-rit-bur-zhwij\ Montreal,
P.Q., women, 1908

Marguerite d'You.ville, C. \-dyu-vil\ Hull, P.Q., women, 1945
Marguerite d'Youville, Inst. Montreal, P.Q., women, 1934
Mar.i.a.nGp.0'llsC.\,mer-e-3-'nap-(3-)bs-, ,mar-\ Montreal, P.O.,
women, 1943
Ma.rie-Anne, C. \-ma-re-an\ Ahuntsic, Montreal, P.Q., women,
1932
Marie de France, C. \-d3-fra"s\ Montreal, P.Q., women, 1939
Marie-de-la-Pre-sen.ta.tion, 0. \-d3-la-pra-za"-ta-syo"\ Drum-
mondville, P.O., women. 1955
Marie de I'ln.car.na.tion, C. \-d3-la°-kar-na-syo"\ Trois»
Rivieres, P.Q., women, 169 7

Ma.rie-Im.ma.cu.lee, Sem. Ob-lat de \-6-bla-d3-ma-re-e-ma-
kiS-la\ Chambly, P.O., men, 1926
Marie-Me-dia-trioe, C. \-ma-dya-tris\ Hull, P.Q., men, 1938
Maritime C. of Pharmacy Halifax, N.S., coed., 1911
Maritime Sch. of Social Work Halifax. N.S., coed., 1941

Me,de-cine Ve.te.ri-naire, L'E,cole \la-k61-met-sin-va-ta-re-
'ner\ St. Hyacmthe, P.Q., coed., 1886
Memorial U. of Newfoundland St. John's, coed., 1925
Mennouite Brethren Bible C. Winnipeg, Man., coed., 1944
Mont.re.al, C. de \-d3-m5"-ra-al\ P.Q., men, 1767
Montreal, U. de P.Q., coed., 1876
Montreal Diocesan Theol. C. P.Q., men, 1873
Mont-St.-Lou.is, C. \-mo"-sa°-lwe\ Montreal, P.Q., men, 1888
Mount Al.li.son U. X-'al-a-san-N Sackville, N.B., coed., 1839
Mount Roy.al C. \-'r6i(-3)l-\ Calgary, Alta., junior coed., 1910
Mount St. Ber,nard C. S-'bsr-nsrd-X Antigonish, N.S., women,
1883
Mount St. Vin-oent C. \-'vin(t)-s3nt-\ Halifax, N.S., coed., 1873

Mu-sique, Ecole de \-da-mil-zik\ Edmundston, N.B., coed., 1950

New Brunswick, U. of Fredericton, coed., 1785
Ni.co.let, Sem. de \-d3-ne-k6-la\ Nicolet, P.Q., men, 1801

Nor.male Se-cou.daire, Ecole \-nbr-mal-s3-go"-der\ Montreal,
P.Q., coed., 1941
No.tre-Dame, C. X-no-trs-dam, -n6t-dam\ Prince Albert, Sask.,
men, 1958
No.tre Dame C. \,not-3r-'dam-\ Wilcox, Sask., coed., 1933
No'tre-Dame d'A.ca.die, C. N-no-trg-dam-da-ka-de, -n6t-dam-\
Moncton, N.B., women, 1943
Notre-Dame de Belle.vue, C. \-d3-beI-viE\ Quebec, P.Q., women,
1937
Notre-Dame de Grace, Scclas-ti-cat \sk6-la-ste-ka-n6-tr3-
dam-d3-gras, -n6t-dam-\ Hull, P.Q., women, 1940
Notre-Dame de I'As.somp.tion, C. \-d3-la-so"p-syo"\ Nicolet,
P.Q., women, 193 7

Notre-Dame du Per.pe.tu.el Se.cours, Sem. \-dte-per-pa-tw^el-
S3-kur\ Moncton, N.B., men, 1956
Notre-Daine du St.-Ro-saire, Sco-Ias-ti-cat \sk6-la-ste-ka-n6-
-tr3-dam-di£-sa"-ro-zer, -n6t-dam-\ Rimouski. P.Q., women. 1957
No.tre Dame U. C. \,not-3r-'dam-\ Nelson, B.C., coed., 1950
Nova Scotia Agricultural C. Truro, junior coed., 1905
Nova Scotia Technical C. Halifax, coed., 1907

Oka, Inst. Agri.cole d' \-4-gre-k61-d6-ka\ La Trappe, P.Q., men,
1893

Ontario Agricultural C. Guelph, coed., 1874
Ontario Veterinary C. Guelph, coed., 1862

Op. to.me. trie, Ecole d' \-d6p-t6-ma-tre\ Montreal, P.Q., coed.,
1910
Os.goode Hall Law Sch. \'az-,gud-\ Toronto, Ont., coed., 1872
Ot.ta.wa, Grand Sem. d' \gra"-sa-me-ner-dd-ta-wa\ Ont., men,
1847

Ottawa, Pe.tit Sem. d' \p3-te-\ Ont., men, 1925
Ottawa, U. d' Ont., coed., 1S48

Pe.da.go.gie Fa.mi.liale, Inst, de \-d3-pa-da-g6-zhe-fa-me-Iy41\
Montreal, P.Q., women, 19_43

P§.da.go.gique, Inst. \-pa-da-g6-zhik\ Montreal, P.Q., women,
1926

Pedagogique St.- Georges, Inst. \-sa"-zh6rzh\ Laval des Rapides,
P.Q., coed., 1929

Phi.lo-so.phie, Sem. de \-d3-fe-ia-z6-fe\ Montreal, P.Q., men,
1876

Pine Hill Divinity^Hall Halifax, N.S., coed., 1820

Po.ly.tecb.nique, Ecole \-p6-le-tek-nik\ Montreal, P.Q., coed.,
1873

Pontifical Inst, of Mediaeval Studies Toronto, Ont., coed., 1929
Presbyterian C. of Montreal P.Q., men, 1865
Prince of Wales C. Charlotietown, P.E.I., junior coed., 1860
Provincial Inst, of Tech. and Art Calgary, Alta., junior coed.,
1916

Que.bec, Acad, de \-d3-ka-bek\ Quebec, P.Q,, men, 1862
Quebec, Sem. de Quebec, P.Q., men, 1663
Queen's C. X'kwenzA St. John's, Nfld., men, 1841
Queen's Theol. C. Kingston, Ont., coed., 1912
Queen's U. at Kingston Ont., coed., 1841

Regina C. Regina, Sask., junior coed., 1911
Re.gis C. \'re-j3sA Toronto, Ont., men, 1930
Ren. i.son C. X'ren-a-ssnA Waterloo, Ont., coed., 1959
Ri.mous.ki, Sem. de \~d3-rc-mu-ske\ Rimouski, P.Q., men, 1855
Rou.yn, C. Clas.sique de \-kla-sik-da-rwa"\ Rouyn, P.Q., men,
1948
Royal Military C. of Canada Kingston, Ont., men, 1875
Royal Roads Victoria, B.C., junior men, 1942

Sa.cre-Coeur, C. du X-dCE-sa-kra-karN Sherbrooke, P.Q., women
1945 _ _

Sacre-Coeur, Sco.las.ti-cat du \sk6-la-ste-ka-diE-\ Lebret, Sask.
men, 1926
Sacre-Coeur, Sem. du St. Victor, P.Q., men, 1910
Sacre-Coeur, U. du Bathurst, N.B., men, 1899
Sacred Heart, Convent of the Halifax, N.S., junior women, 1849
Saint-Alex.an.dre, C. \-sa"-ta-lek-sa"dr'\ Limbour, P.Q., men,
1912

Saint-Al.phonse, Sem. \-sa"-tal-fo"s\ Aylmer, P.Q., men, 1896
Saint An.drew's C. Xsant-'an-.drUz-, ssntA Saskatoon, Sask.
coed., 1912
Saint Andrew's Hall Vancouver, B.C., men, 1957
Saint-An.toine, Sem. \-sa"-ta°-twan\ Quebec, P.Q., men, 1902
Saint-Bo. ni. face, C. de \-d3-sa"-b6-ne-fas\ St. Boniface, Man.
men, 1818
Saint Bride's C. \sant-'brTdz-, sant-\ Littledale, Nfld., women,
1884

Saint Chad's C. \-'chadzA Regina, Sask., coed., 1907
Saint-De.nis, C. \-sa"-d3-ne\ Montreal, P.Q., coed., 1950
Saint Dun. Stan's U. \sant-'d3n(t)-st3nz-, santA Charlottetown,
P.EL, coed., 1855

Sainte-Anne, C. \-sa"-tan\ Church Point, N.S., men, 1890
Sainte-Anne-de-Ia-Po.ca.tiSre, C. \-d3-Ia-p6-ka-tyer\ Ste.

Anne de la Pocatiere. P.Q., men, 1827
Sainte-Croix, C. \-sa"t-krwa\ Montreal, P.Q., men, 1929
Sainte-Croix, Sem. St. Laurent, P.Q., men, 1899
Sainte-Ma.rie, C. \-sa"t-ma-re\ Montreal, P.Q., men, 1848
Sainte-Marie, Sem. Shawinigan, P.Q., men, 1947
Sainte-The.rese, Sem. de \-d3-sa'^t-ta-rez\ Sainte-Therese-de=»
Blainville, P.Q., men, 1825

Saint Fran.cis Xa.yi.er U. \sant-,fran(t)-s3-'za-ve-3r-, sontA
Antigonish, N.S., coed., 1853

Saint- Georges, Sem. de \-d3-sa"-zh6rzh\ Saint- Georges, Beauce,
Que., men, 1946
Saint-Hya.cinthe, Sem. de N-da-sa^-tya-sa'tX St. Hyacinthe,
P.O., men, 1811
Saint-Jean, C. \-sa"-zh'a"'\ Edmonton, Alta., men, 1908
Saint-Jean, C. de Saint Jean, P.Q., men, 191

1_
Saint-Jean, C. Mi.li.taire Roy.al de \-me-le-ter-rwa-yal\ Saint
Jean, P.Q., men, 1952
Saint-Jean, Sco.las.ti.cat \sk6-la-ste-ka-\ Ottawa, Ont., men,
1902
Saiut-Jean-Eudes, Ex.ter.nat Clas.sique \es-ter-na-kla-sik-
sa"-2ha"-n5d\ Quebec, P.O., men, 1937
Saint Jerome's C. \,sant-J3-'romz-, santA Kitchener, Ont., coed.,

1864
Saint John's C. \-'janzA Winnipeg, Man., coed., 1829
Saint-Jo.sepb, Sem. \-sa"-zho-zef\ Mont Laurier, P.Q., men,
1915

Saint-Joseph, Sem. Trois-Riviferes, P.Q., men, 1663
Saint-Joseph, U. St. Joseph, N.B., coed., 1864
Saint Jo.seph's C, \sant-'j6-z3fs-, sant- also -s3fs-\ Edmonton,
Alta., coed., 1927

Saint-Lau.rent, C. de \-da-sa"-16-rao\ St. Laurent, P.Q., men,
1847

Saint-Louis, U. \-sa'>-lwe\ Edmundston, N.B., men, 1946
Saint Mark's C. \sant- 'marks-, ssnt-X Vancouver, B.C., men, 1956
Saint Mar.tha's Sch. of Nursing \-'mar-th3z-\ Antigonish, N.S.,
women, 1933

a abut:

j joke;
» F table:

kitten; ar further; a back; a bake; a col, cart; au out; cb chin; e less; e easy; g gift; i trip; I life

r) sing; o flow; 6 flaw; 6i coin; tb thin; tb this; ii loot; u foot; y yet; yii few; yu furious; zh vision
a F bac; K G ich, Buch; " F vin; C6 F bteuf; ffi F feu; IE G fiillen; IS F rue; » F digne \den'\, nuit \nw'e\
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Saint Mary's U. HaUfax, N.S., coed., 1802
Saint-niau-rice, 0. \-sa°-m6-ris\ St. Hyacinthe, P.Q.,
1935

Saint Mi-cbael's C, V. oi \sant-'mi-k3lz-, s3nt-\ Toronto, Ont.,
coed., 1852
Saint Patrick's C. \-"pa-triks-\ Ottawa, Ont., coed., 1932
Saint-Paul, C. \-sa"-p6I\ Montreal, P.Q., men, 1957
Saint Paul's C. \sant-^p61z-, s3nt-\ Winnipeg, Man., coed., 1926
Saint Pe-ter's C. \-'pet-3rz-\ Muenster, Sask., junior men, 1922
Saint Peter's C. ol Arts London. Ont, men, 1912
Saint-Sa-cre-ment, Sem. des PSres da \-da-per-diE-sa°-s4-kr3-
ma°\ Terrebonne, P.Q., men, 1902

Saints-Apd.tres, S§m. des X-da-sa'-za-potr'X Cote Sainte.
Catherine, Comte de Laprairie. P.Q., men, 1952
Saint Ste.phen's C. \sant-'ste-vanz-, s3nt-\ Edmonton, Alta.,
coed., 1903
Saint Thom.as C. \-'tam-3s-\ North Batdeford, Sask., men, 1932
Saint Thomas More C. \-,tam-3-'smo(3)r-, -'sm6(3)r-\ Saskatoon,
Sask., coed., 1936
Saint Thomas U. Chatham, N.B., coed., 1876
Saint-Via. tenr, C. \-sa"-vya-tcer\ Montreal, P.Q., men, 1951
Saskatchewan, U. ot Saskatoon, coed., 1907
Saskatchewan Teachers C. Regina, coed., 1927
Saskatchewan Teachers C,Saskatoon, coed., 1912
Sciences OO'meS'tiques, Ecole des \-da-sya°s-dd-mes-tlk\
Sherbrooke, P.Q., women, 1956
Sherbrooke, Sem. de P.Q., men, 1875
Sherbrooke, U. de P.O., coed., 1954
Sir George WiMiams U. X-'jdrj'-'wil-ysmzA Montreal, P.Q., coed.,
1873

Spi.ri.tain de Sainte-Foy, S6m. \-spe-re-ta°-da-sa''t-fwa\ Ste.»
Foy, P.Q., men, 1940

Thom.as More Inst, for Adnlt Education \,tam-3-'smo(3)r-,
-'sm6(3)r-\ Montreal, P.Q., coed., 1948

Toronto, U. ol Ont., coed., 182 7

Trinity C, U. of Toronto, Ont., coed., 1852
Trois-Ri-vieres, Sem. de \-d5-trwa-re-vyer\ Trois-Rlvi6res, P.O.,
men, 1860

Union C. of British Columbia Vancouver, coed., 1927
United C. Winnipeg, Man., coed. ,1871
United Theol. C. ol Montreal P.Q., coed., 1926
Ur-su-line C. X'sr-ss-Isn-, -.lin-, -,len-\ London, Ont., women,
1919
Ur.su.lines, C. des \-da-ziEr-sie-Iin\ Rimouski, P.Q., women, 1906

Val.ley.field, S6m. de \-d3-'vaI-e-,feld\ Valleylield, P.Q., men,
1893
Victoria C. Victoria, B.C., junior coed., 1902
Victoria U. Toronto, Ont., coed., 1836
Victo.ria.ville, C. de X-ds-.vik-'tor-e-a-.vil, -"tdrA Victoriaville,

P.O., men, 1872
Vo.ca.tions Tar.diyes, Sem. des \-da-v6-ka-syo°-tir-dlv\
Nicolet, P.Q., men, 1956

Waterloo, U, of Waterloo, Ont., coed., 1959
Waterloo Lutheran U. Waterloo, Ont., men, 1910
Waterloo U. C. Waterloo, Ont., coed., 1924
Western Ontario, U. of London, coed., 1878
Wyc.liffe C. \'wik-.Uf-, -IsfA Toronto, Ont., men, 1877

York U. \'y6(3)rk-\ Toronto, Ont., coed., 1959
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OF FLORIDA

MERRIAM-WEBSTER PRONUNCIATI

9 banana, collect, abut

3, |C humdrum, abut

' immediately preceding \I\, \n\, \m\, \o\,
as in battle, mitten, eaten, and sometimes cap
and bells \-'m-\, lock and key \-'o-\; im-
mediately following \1\, \m\, \r\, as often
in French table, pnsme, titre

sr operation, further, urger

^^'
{ as in two different pronunciations

's-r f
"^ l>wy \'hsr-e, 'h9-re\

SL mat, map, mad, gag. snap, patch

Si day, fade, date, aorta, drape, cape

Si bother, cot, and, with most American speak-
ers, father, cart -

SL father as pronounced by speakers who do not
rhyme it with bother

au

b..

Ich

.now, loud, out

.baby, rib

. .Chin, nature \'na-ch3r\ (actually, this soum
is \t\ + \sh\)

. .did, adder

e bet, bed, peck

6, ,6 beat, nosebleed, evenly, easy

6 easy, mealy

f lilty. cuM

g go, big, gift

h hat. abead

nW . .wbale as pronounced by those who do not
have the same pronunciation for both whale
and wail

1 tip, banish, active

1 ... .site, side, buy, tripe (actually, this sound is

\a\ + \i\, or \a\ + \i\)

J .....job, eem, edge, join, judge (actually, this
sound is \d\ + \2h\)

K kin. Cook, acbe

k . . . . German icta, Bucta

1

1

lily, pool

m murmur, dim, nymph

n no, own

indicates that a preceding vowel or diphthong
is pronounced with the nasal passages open, as
in French un bon vin blanc \oe"-bo"-va"-bla"\

n . . . .sing \'sin\, singer \'siQ-3r\, finger \'fio-
g3r\, ink \'iok\, thing X'thioX

O . . . .bone. know, beau

O saw, all, gnaw

06. . . .F;rench boeuf. German Hiille

Oe . . .French' fen, German HSble

01 coin, destroy, sawing

P pepper, lip

r rarity

S source, less

Sil . . . with nothing between, as in Shy, mission.

P5

machine, special (actually, this is a single

_
" en between,

two sounds as in death's-head \'deths-,hed\
sound, not two); with a hyphen between,

d\
t tie, attack

. .with nothing between, as in thin, ether
(actually, this is a single sound, not two);
with a hyphen between, two sounds as in
knighthood \'nlt-,hiid\

. .then, either, this (actually, this is a single
sound, not two)

U . . . .rule, youth, union \'yUn-ysn\. few \'fyU\

. U . . . .pull, wood, book, curable N'kyOr-a-bslX

Ue ...German fiillen,htibsch

Ue . . .French me, German fiihlen

V . . . .vivid, give

yu

yii

z .

zh

, .we, away; in some words having final \(,)o\
a variant \3-w\ occurs before vowels, as in
\'fal-3-wio\, covered by the variant \s(-w)\
at the entry word

.yard, young, cue \'kyU\, union X'yUn-yanX

,
.indicates that during the articulation of the
sound represented by the preceding character
the front of the tongue has substantially the
position it ha; for the articulation of the first

sound of yard, as in French digne \deny\

, .youth, union, cue. few, mute

, .curable, fury

. zone, raise

.with nothing between, as in vision, azure
\'azh-3r\ (actually, this is a single sound, not
two); with a hyphen between, two sounds as
in gazehound \'gaz-,haijnd\

\

For syllable-final \i\, \il\, see \i\, \tl\ in "Guide"

mark of syllable division.slant line used in pairs to mark the beginning
and end of a transcription: \'pen\

I
mark preceding a syllable with secondary
(nenl-strongest) stress: \'pen-m>n-,ship\

^or a ful'"- exDla»i'*'o'' see '"^ '

'
'•

( ) . . .indicate that what is symbolized between is

present in some utterances but not in others:

iactory \'fak-t(»-)re\

nun -> 'yn'\ "Expldnatorj'Notis" ^




